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During The Year Ahead,
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DIAMONDS - at moderate prices

WATCHES

SILVER

By RICHARD C. HANSON
Editor-in-Chief

This is going to be the year of apathy. So

hold off you pressing issues of our itimes:

students are having trouble getting their

karma working.

Reports have it that the grass was scarce

this summer, which means that thousands

of students will have to restrain themselves

for a couple weeks while their bodies build

up a good residue of THC. Then, the summer

can be viewed reasonably.

With all your worst delusions about how

the country is run confirmed by everything

from the Pentagon Papers to Nixon,s big-

business oriented economic policies, the jod

of living becomes increasingly a question ot

how solid you can build the walls of your own

little world.

There aren't too many eloquent men

trying to rally your political spirits. The

push will be towards getting the student to

vote, not only here in Amherst, but

wherever a few votes will make a big (in-

ference. Presidential hopeful George

McGovern might be on campus this Oc-

tober but unless he is able to exorcise Curry

Hicks Cage, he will be hard put to raise the

political and spiritual attitudes of students

towards national affairs.

There is the possibility that Amherst could

receive quite a bit of national attention as

one of the towns that could be heavily in-

fluenced by its student population. Amherst

town officials have agreed to follow Atty.

General Quinn's ruling on student voting

and appear willing to risk their town to the

student voter. There will be opportunities to

register to vote here on campus at specific

times and places which will be announced.

The reasoning behind on-campus

registering is, presumably, to keep the

hordes of students away from the town hall.

(Bad enough we can vote, no sense bringing

us to town.)

etc.

See Everyone's Favorite Jeweler

Baker-Winn
Jewe/ers

31 South Pleasant St. Amherst

President Wood (President of the

University of Massachusetts Wood) has

been trying to ride herd on his still new

three-campus sytem for about a year now.

His influence can be seen emanating more

from than towards the University itself.

President Wood talked about a "Public

University" at his inauguration last

November Since then he has been involved

in aspects of education ranging from studies

of public grade school education to the

cooperation between state and private in-

stitutions in Massachusetts.

What seemed foremost in the President's

mind last Spring was how the legislature

would handle the economics of public higher

education this coming year. The thing to

watch this year is money, he said last

Spring
Speaking of money and the University, the

Student Senate is seeking to make Nixon's

"freeze" on rents applicable to UMass. Thus

far. President Wood's office has been acting

under the assumption that they would not be

affected by the action. This means that

inspite of the fact of raising the rent and fee

costs for the student, he or she will have to

go without an increase in his or her ability to

pay.
A letter drafted by Attorney for the

Student Senate Richard M. Howland and

Senate President Lee Sandwen and sent to

the Office of Emergency Preparedness

seeks "a ruling that the University, must

observe the restrictions of the "freeze".

The letter continues: "We cannot justify

freezing" students' and their parents'

income and anticipations while allowing

their cost of living to be increased."

Wood's office has reportedly received

unwritten assurance that the University

would be exempted from the freeze, while

several verbal inquiries by representatives

of the Student Senate have brought con-

flicting views.

The petition on the part of the Senate, if

successful, would place the room rents at

last year's rates.
* » * »

As chances for legalized marijuana in this

country and others increases, the questions

of enforcing drug laws becomes more and

more a matter of conscience it seems

District Attorney John Callahan has been

puzzling over the dilemma for most of his six

months in office. Last year in response to a

number of requests from school committees

and town officials in the Amherst and

Northampton area, the State police,

working with Callahan conducted one of th?

largest drug raids in the history of the

campus
The raids were set-up by a State Police

"under cover" agent who simply came onto

campus between his work in the eastern

part of the state on two much larger in-

vestigations and purchased what he could

Callahan explains that he had directed the

agent only to buy hard drugs (speed, LSD,

assorted pills. Heroin), with the money

Beacon Hill had given for the Amherst in-

vestigation. The agent successfully argued

that marijuana had to be purchased in order

to establish credibility with the campus

vendors. The Agent bought more LSD than

anything else and nobody even got a whiff of

Heroin. The rest his history.

This year Callahan says that there will be

'on-going investigations" but that he

recognized drugs can only be controlled by

the community. Contrary to rumors that

seem to pervade this campus there are not

large numbers of unserved warrants for

local druggies floating around.
* * * *

There is a bit of controversy stirring in the

Campus Center, surrounding the mid-

summer appointment of Gerald Scanlon,

now the Dean of Student's man in R.S.O., to

head the entire Campus Center operation.

The appointment was made without the

Campus Center Governing Board's

knowledge or approval. The Board has

refused to accept the appointment until it

has a chance to meet this September.

This is the second time in one year that the

Administration has trampled on the only

student authority in the student-owned

building. The first was last Christmas when

the administration tried to stuff the

treasurer's office in an upper-floor office.

The Governing Board was not notified of the

plan but found out about it rather ac-

cidently. The Board said no.

The big question is still. "Who runs the

Campus Center?" Last year, Asst. to the

Chancelor David Clay made some un-

fortunate statements while attempting to

procure space for the Treasurer implying

that the administration could ultimately do

anything it wanted with the building. Since

then there has been a lot of talk about what

the student's authority in the building ac-

tually is, but nobody seems to have resolved

anything.

The proposed University-wide Senate,

which would replace the present faculty and

Student Senates, is also bogged down

Nobody seems to be mustering the energy

which will be required to initiate the thing

What is happening now is that a Joint

Faculty-Student committee was formed

from the respective senates to resolve any

differences. The lack of initiative on the

whole proposal would seem to indicate that

the people around here actually enjoy the

ridiculous system we now labor under.

Believe it or not the dining commons are

going to be different this year. You'll

receive a little booklet that tells what to

expect, which includes: continues feeding

someplace on campus from 6:30 a.m. to 7 :00

p.m. People are making an effort to add a

little more variety to the daily meals and

what is most impressive, people in Food

Service are trying to change their and

consequently your attitude to the whole

culinary complex on campus
A consulting firm from Connecticut has

been working all summer on a complete

overhaul of the administration and

organization of Food Service. They even

used psychological tests to place people in

the right jobs. (Though it might be difficult

to imagine Joel Stoneham, who still is

Directory of Food Service, placing the round

peg into the round hole.)

Everybody seems happy about the

changes, which are supposed to be im-

plemented without causing an increase in

the now $700,000 debt ($200,000 from last

year alone) that the Food Services have

"accumulated. The reason for the debt seems

in large part to be the result of years of

waste in everything from administering the

system to catering outside groups.

Vice-Chancellor for Administrative Af-

fairs Thomas Campion who has ever seen

the revamping still has his fingers crossed

that too many people don't opt for the ten

meal ticket plan Precluding disaster (food

poisoning, etc.) students won't have too

much to complain about in the dining

commons, this year.

(By the way, a group of food service ad-

ministrators and such went nuts one

weekend and repainted the Worcester

Dining Commons snack bar. Just goes to

show what a little sensitivity can do to

psychologically tested people. or was it

something they ate?)
* * * *

Enjoy the year, you are on this campus to

build yourself into what you are. Sometimes

you have to make institutions move in order

to attain your goal, but there are no sacred

institutions on this campus.
There is room for change and im-

provement in most every undergraduate

department on campus. There is a need for

greater flexibility in the departmental

structure of the University, which at times

strangles the progress of better forms of

education Action on academic reform all

too often gets bogged down.
There will still be a crime problem on

campus. More violence occurs on campus
than any place in the whole county. People

have to make the dorms more liveable. Get

to know each other Protect and help each

other.

Welcome back to the University.

A Year In Review

Students
When Student Senate President Glenn

Elters declared war on the faculty Senate at

the end of last year, he wasn't fooling

around.

He berated the faculty at UMass for being

irresponsive, for tokenism and for non-

cooperation, and he was trying to be as

polite as he could. His term had been a

frustrating one, and this address, though
directed at the faculty, could have been
delivered to the Administration, the Board
of Trustees and even the State Legislature

with few changes.

"You have allowed a group of reactionary

faculty members to inflict its views upon

this University with increasing regularity,"

he said. "They have refused to recognize

that education is now a joint effort between

faculty and students. This body has refused

to change the status quo in regard to student

Unified Effort

Chancellor Tippo

participation in any substantial man-
ner. There can be no cooperation, there can

be no peace under these conditions."

Specifically Elters was dissatisfied with

the Faculty Senate's response to the

proposed all-University Senate. It was the

baby of the Special Commission on Campus
Governance, but he was strongly committed

to its principles. With 70 faculty members,
4:5 undergraduates. 12 graduate students,

and 5 professional staff members, it would

have allowed for proportional represen-

tation and interaction of all of the various

Senates. But the Faculty Senate did not pass

the proposal. Instead it moved to form a

committee to seek an alternative. Elters

viewed this move as the last straw.

"He said "The nature of the debate in this

body (Faculty Senate) has shown that it is

again willing to support the status quo and is

not in any way in favor of involving students

in the governance of this campus and in

mutual, joint efforts to decide the problems

and future of this University."

The statement summed up the underlying

theme of UMass events in the academic

year '70-'71-no unified effort to effect

change. All year it was students versus

faculty, students vs Trustees students vs.

the State legislature, even students vs.

students.

Chancellor Oswald Tippo stated last year

that "present methods'' of campus
governance "are inadequate and even

harmful to the University". In his

declaration on the Faculty Senate Elters

agreed, but went even further. He said that

because no alternatives to present gover-

nance had been offered the Student

Revolution had come to UMass. The events

of last year proved it.

In an effort to reform at least student

government, the Student Senate rescinded

the Class Government Act of 1970,

abolishing class government forever. Two
committees were established in lieu of the

voided system: (1) the University Concert

Series-to organize and coordinate all

popular concerts and (2) the Seniors

Committee-to administrate all senior

events.

The basic premise behind the motion was

that "The concept as well as the practice

and functions of class government are

outdated. The officers of the class serve no

real function as recognized representatives

of their respective classes, and the class

executive councils have not existed or

operated in the manner prescribed in the

class government act of 1970."

Reaction to the abolition was generally

favorable, even among the elected class

officers. Surveys indicated they were
cognizant of their fading function and were

rather relieved to be dismissed. Dave
Poisson, one of the sponsors of the bill, was a

class officer (VP 73). Jim Bouin (Treasurer
'71 ) had in fact froze his class funds previous

to the measure, refusing to finance

operations under the advice of an illegal

exec council. (He said the class of '71 had

only 44 members on its council, when 50

were required >

Only one officer vehemently opposed the

measure, Juli-Ann Ierardi, President of the

class of '72. She claimed the move was too

hasty, that it wasn't a change but an

eradication. She feared the increased power

of the Senate -no other student body con-

trolled student funds now -but the Senate

did "all right".

Its Budgets Committee trimmed what

might have been a $50 Student Activity Tax

Fee to $35. much more agreeable figure for

the Chancellor to approve. Tippo had

warned Elters that a $14 dollar hike from the

present $36 fee would doom the SATF if it

reached his desk. His approval was won.

however, even when a number of con-

troversial groups were alloted funds, the

Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) and

the Student Homophile League for instance.

(Despite a gay "confrontation" at a free

Phil Ochs concert the Homophile League

was entitled to funding for good reasons, as

is any Recognized Student Organization).

Much to Concert Committee Chairman

Russ Vieira's dismay, the Student Senate

refused to appropriate fund for concerts or

"big weekends" next year. In the wake of

the Homecoming fiasco first semester, the

students might have been more amenable to

the veto, but the "free" concerts of early

May, backed by the pooled resources of the

former class governments, were too much
of a success for them to forget. Whereas

people were injured and property damaged

in the disgruntled press of fans that night

r

Changes

Glenn Elters

The War Is On
when Traffic appeared, the audience at the

performance of Al Hooper, Boz Scaggs,

Curtis Mayfield, Sea Train and Brewer and

Shipley was relatively calm.

Dean of Students William Field had said of

the Homecoming upset in the too small field

house: "It's perfectly clear that we have to

rethink the whole idea of major concerts

being held in the Cage." The Student Senate

rethought the whole idea of concerts, period.

Defending the Senate's refusal newly-

elected Senate Vice President John Hogan
said: "It is hypocritical of students to want

to spend $75,000 on concerts while at the

same time they are asking the State

Legislature not to raise tuition."

The tuition concern brought all the parties

together, for once. No student fought a

trustee or an administrator. No faculty

member supported the tuition hike. With

Senate President Kevin Harrington's $1000

proposal staring them in the face, UMass
had to present a unified front before the

Legislature. Students, under the direction of

Continued On Page 4
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Confrontation Key Tactic
Continued From Page 3

the USOC (University and State Com-
munications Council) conducted extensive

letter campaigns, urging parents to voice

disapproval of the proposed hike. They

lobbied before the House and Senate in

Boston. The effort was coordinated

throughout the institutions of higher

education in Massachusetts.

Robert Wood, newly installed UMass
President, contended that even doubling the

$2(K) tuition from the 24,000 students on the

three UMass Campuses (Amherst, Boston

and Worcester) would cull only 4.8 million

dollars against a 75 million dollar University

budget, and a 150 million dollar state tax gap

this year He opposed the increase.

Chairman of the Board Joseph P. Healy said

the trustees of the University would fight it

also. Even the Board of Higher Education

was opposed. When the bill was finally

defeated in the Senate, it was with an odd

kind of relief these figures returned to their

various squabbles with one another.

Students went back to fighting students

within and without the Student Senate.

Initially under fire was a bill passed to pay a

salarv to the Student Senate officers.

•That Student Senate officers should be

expected to devote an exceptional amount of

time to the duties of their elected offices and

that they should not be expected to be any

more affluent than the average student"

was the rationale behind President Elters

resolution. He asked that the President of

the Student Senate be paid $150 per month,

and that the Vice President and Treasurer

receive $125 compensation per month. (The

Senate Secretary is already a paid

professional) The pay should be retroactive

to November, he also qualified.

The Senate voted itself the salaries, but a

student referendum nullified its action. The

legislation was passed again, in slightly

altered form later in the year with

provisions for both the executive and ad-

ministrative Vice Presidents to be paid. But

again the measure was put to a student

referendum. Not before the officers

Gay Liberation

Center Stage At Phil Ochs Concert

The One Dealership

in Hampshire County

where you can buy —

Guaranteed Used Cars

New Dodge and American Motors Cars

and the world's most popular motorcycle .

Honda

Cahillane Motors Inc.

Dodge - American Motors - Honda

375 South st. Route Ten, Northampton

584-3792

Professor Kindahl
Out Of A Job

collected their retroactive pay. however.

President Elters, carefully observing the

live day time limit on calling a referendum

by the student body, forced Senator Bob

Waters to collect the 3800 signatures he

needed with lightening speed. Waters was
successful despite the opposition and the

students again defeated the bill, this time

1,864 to 284 but in the opinion requested of

the General Court i the student judiciary ) no

judicial action was taken to recover the

funds The Court merely ruled that the

Senate Treasurer was wrong in the

disbursement of them before the student

referendum
The salary snafu was not the only bit of

student legislation with which the student

body In general became embroiled. When
the perennial dispute over lodging non-

resident students over extended vacations

was finally settled, the girls of Calvin

Coolidge Ix)wer protested Their dorm was

chosen number one in the lottery which

ordered the dorms in the sequence they

would be inconvenience*d by the short term

residents.

Coolidge refused to comply with the

arrangement as the vacation period ap
proached. but ultimately it was forced to

yield before Senate and Administration

Dr. Bromery
Into A Tob

pressure Victory for student administration

in this round, but Coolidge's suggestion to

commandeer the hotel in the Campus Center

is being studied more closely in preparation

lor round two this year, when choice number

two is expected to battle the lottery.

Similarly the Dickinson House WMl'A
crisis which remained unresolved at the end

of last year is expected to come up again.

WMUAis the student owned and operated

radio station at UMass Last year it

received the go-ahead from all the powers

thai be (Trustees, Administration. Student

Senate and the Federal Communication

Commission) to increase its power, but

Dickinson House, a dorm on Orchard Hill,

wont allow MCA to erect the new tower 9>

needs on Dickinson's roof.

Dickinson is the ideal location for the

tower. WMUA claims, because of its height

over the campus The dorm says that the

seventh floor ironing room is more im-

portant to its residents, and the tower would

interfere with its function. When Student

Senate Vice President Pat Beharry at-

tempted to mediate on the floor of the

Senate, the dispute worsened. Dickinson vs.

MCA was thus unresolved
Disgusted with the disrepair of their

Continued On Page 6
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Alternate Rooms Still Just A Concept
Continued From Page 4
rooms and equipment, Central Area
students did resolve to allieviate the ills of

the oldest residential area on campus. Since

the Physical Plant did not have a large

enough work force to handle the task and
maintain the University at the same time,

approximately 65 worked over Spring break

to "make the dorms livable." The
University provided the materials and paid

the students minimum wage.

Some of these same students were in-

strumental in developing security programs
to augment the less than adequate

arrangements provided through the

University

The rash of thefts, rapes and damages in

the Quad and girl's towers in Southwest

prompted some sort of action, but when
residence heads met with Dr. Randolph W.

Bromery, Vice Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs, and Douglas Forsythe, Acting

Director of Security, little progress was
made. The University was remiss only

through lack of funds, they were told.

Volunteer student guards manned the teams

until the funds were finally appropriated.

Did someone say students don't fight for

anything worthwhile?

Mohammed Ali
"Purpose Of Life"

Kconomics professor Michael Best
became the Christ figure in yet another

student Crusade last year, the struggle of

the favorite teacher vs. the "publish or

perish" ethic. The Committee to Save Mike
Best did its best, but was thrown to the lions

after somewhat less than a trial by fire and
water. The tenure committee "fired" Best

even though students wanted to retain him
on the faculty. 95% of the 140 students who
filled out questionnaires in Best's class

rated him an "excellent'' teacher.

"I was not aware it was essential for me to

publish in my first year," Best said. "In-

stead I concentrated on developing a"

teaching style which would bring to my
students a practical awareness of

economics."
His supporters lost the battle when the

department "terminated Best's contract"

because of "insufficient creative research",

but some found comfort in Professor James
Kindahl's resignation from his post as head

of the Economics department. Kindahl

stepped down for reasons which he said

"had no connection with the Best...-

controversy" but to many his move
represented the beginning of the end of the

conservative view in the Economics
Department.
Conservative was hardly the word for the

Board of Trustee's view in the Co-ed dorm
department last year, though. The Board
wouldn't even come out with a yes or no

after its own sub-committee recommended
that freshmen be allowed to live in co-ed

dorms. Instead it delegated the respon-

sibility for developing student living

arrangements and social and academic
programs within campus housing to the

I Mass Administration in Whitmore.
Mrs Caroline Roland, chairman of the

Student Life Sub-committee, had urged the

Board to "formulate a general policy on
student life instead of becoming mired in

specifics.". The responsibility for the

specifics ultimately fell to Dr. Bromery,
who drew up guidelines for participants in

co-ed dorms and promised to work to realize

the value in offering a variety of living

arrangements to students.

Bromery and a student committee also

reviewed the numerous proposals submitted

by dorms to "go co-ed" and they approved

six. None Aere based on the alternate room
concept, however, as that arrangement is

the Student

now in the
still under consideration by

Affairs staff. (That staff is

process of redefining its role "in order to

better know how we can work for the

student ". according to a task force

spokesman.)
The Student Union Governing (SUG)

Board is undergoing a similiar review. With

the opening of the Campus Center last fall

the question of its responsibilities and role

became important, even vital to the status

of student power on the campus as a dispute

arose over office space in the building.

An administration attempt to acquire

office space in the "Awful Waffle" during

Christmas vacation, bypassing any effort to

consult students in the matter, initiated the

dispute. When one administrator pointed out

to the SUG Board President Betty Pugh that

"legally the Board can act only as an ad-

visory body, and its decisions could be
overruled by the Chancellor, the President

or the Trustees," she appointed a task force

to define exactly where the SUG Board
stands. Just who formulates the policy in the

Campus Center is uncertain. The task force

expects to find out if it is the students or the

Administration this year.

Continued On Page 7
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• Guaranteed— if one of our refrigerators malfunctions,
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*

'The monthly price stated is an average based on rental for the full academic year. Refrigerators may
be rented for shorter periods as well, with some adjustment in the monthly cost.

CALL 253-2494,256-8488

mini kool

New Roles For Students
One thing is certain. It is the Ad-

ministration that determines the price

students pay for room and board. Last year
the Administration asked "student leaders"
to recommend the most agreeable alter-

natives for room and board from a list of

options it had developed. Chancellor Tippo
and Vice Chancellor for Administrative
Services Thomas Campion briefed the

students in great detail, so the bigger bill

came as no surprise to most of the campus
this year.

What may have surprised some people
were the options offered for board. At the

start of second semester Chairman Jessee
O'Leary cancelled what might have proven
to be an extensive boycott of the dining

commons. The boycotters, who were
protesting mandatory meal tickets in South-

west were told that they might be expelled

lor non-payment of their bills, so the

movement lost support. But the ad-

ministration came up with several plans in

response to the furor raised -a sometimes
uncommon outcome to a protest.

Then again, the academic year 70'71 saw
results from several demonstrations. As a

result of the lettuce boycott, Joel Stoneham,

Director of Food Services, agreed to at least

label non-union lettuce if the price

prohibited the buying of union lettuce; and

Administrators promised to finance a play

center for the children of students and staff

after a group of mothers held a "party" in

the Whitmore's main lobby.

Other reactions to UMass student ac-

tivism last year ranged from drug busts to

<<aggi.ated headlines in the Springfield

papers to advice on what to do about the

world situation. Bernadette Devlin, the fiery

heroine of the Catholic movement in

Ireland, urged students to recognize the real

problem in the world...the struggle of the

working class. Mrs. WE. Dubois, said to

tight the color line. Bill Russell, basketball

great, took a more general tact and asked

CMass students to "make things right for

everyone". Even Mohamjed Ali stopped

"shuffling" for a moment and told the

packed Cage that "the first knowledge we

must achieve is of our purpose of life."

The words that echoed longest in the

corners of the UMass campus were

probably Dick Gregory's, however. He said

students, UMies, were society's new
•niggers". He said students were going to

be bearing the brunt of criticism from now

on. He said students were going to be the

ones busted from now on. Looking back to

the Mayday demonstrations and mass

arrests, he was right at least once.

Mayday and the DC rally on April 24th

were probably the biggest and most im-

portant political demonstration UMass
students were involved in all year. The SMC
(Student Mobilization Committee) did not

attract much of a campus following to its

periodic war protests and there was only

minor interest in the Veterans for Peace

march or, Westover Air Force Base. The

guerilla theatre interested a few people, but

it performed only twice-once for the Dow

recruiter and once to mock John D.

Rockefeller when he came to give the Five

College Area a grant.

When Tom Hayden of the Chicago 7 asked

UMass students what was behind their

"disinterested and cool attitude" toward the

Dick Gregory
Who's The Nigger?

Robert Quinn
Who's The Voter?

anti-war movement this year, they told him

that the Student Strike had seemed "inef-

fectual", that it had accomplished little. It

would have been interesting to see his

reaction to the big deal Jim LaMacchia

made when he ran for Winter Carni Queen,

or the trouble the "Grayson 7" got them-

selves into when they tried to compete with

the business run up by the Top of the

Campus bar.

Enough said about the UMass versions of

women's liberation and student sup-

pression. A completely different political

scene could develop this year, with the

potential power of the student vote yet to be

wielded. Last year, students at UMass and

area colleges were turned away by Town
Clerk Ester Dimmock when they attempted

to register in Amherst. This year they must

be allowed to register, per order of Attorney

General Quinn. Amherst could plausibly be

usurped by the students.

With that in mind, and now two student

trustees on the Board, one each from the

Boston and Amherst campuses, UMass
could be harboring some people who could

make '71 -'72 quite an eventful year. The war
Glenn Elters declared might ravage more
than the Faculty Senate.

Rte. 9 Hadley

LUNCHEON-COCKTAILS
DINNER

LUNCH
Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 2:30

DINNER
Mon. - Sat. 5 - 10

Sun. 12 - 8

NEVER ON TUESDAYS

Reservations Recommended

584-2769

Live Entertainment Friday - Saturday

U of M Desk Pads

U of M Blotters

U of M Stationery

College Course Outlines

95 Titles

Laundry Bags

Bulletin Boards

Crepe Paper

Jim LaMacchia
Another Contestant

Sporting Goods

Typewriting Supplies!

Pocketbooks, Magazines & Newspapers

A. J. Hastings, Inc
NEWSDEALER* STATIONER

Amherst/ Mass.

Open 5 a.m. - 9 p.m. Daily

Open 5 a.m. - 1 p.m. Sunday
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Redman Sports
Hit New Heights

Basketball
&

Frosh
17-1

Varsity

23-4

J*
$ *

%.
*'/

FENTON'S
Athletic Supplies

Wholesale & Retail

SOCCER
TRACK
SWIMMING
HANDBALL
SQUASH
BADMINTON
VOLLEYBALL
LACROSSE

Supplying the Amherst

Area with the finest

in Athletic Supplies

and Equipment.

GOLF
TENNIS
SPORTSWEAR
TABLE TENNIS
JOGGING
SOFTBALL
RUGBY

**

Distributors of Rawling's MacGregor Spalding,

Wilson, Cooper - Weeks, CCM, White Stag -

Speedo, Ocean- Pool, also Adidas, Puma, Onit-

suka - Tiger, Converse and Pro-Keds.

Replacement Supplies

for U. Mass. and Amherst College

377 Main St., Amherst

U**
<6 253-3973
**

----- tmmimM -v*

Support Your Local Dealer

THE DEALER
CLOTHING

•^"/t - " ttfH ^T*

STORE
Amherst, Mass.

Football
4-5-1

Track

Soccer
7-2-1

^Tripod GAMER.ASHOP,*)**.

YOU do your THING -

I'LL do MINE

SONY & A R

STEREO COMPONENTS

Fine Photographic Equipment

By: HASSELBLAD, NIKON, LEICA,

HONEYWELL, KONICA, MINOLTA,

ROLLEI, CANON, YASHICA

It's service after the sale that counts/'

I like it when people come in here and say my pizza is

the best they've had in years. I feel good when kids

stop on their way out to tell me how comfortable they

feel in my store and how they appreciate the warm
way my wife and I treat them. I get a charge out of

throwing a pizza in the air when kids ask me to.

Feeding my ego? - Probably. But don't knock me for

it and I won't tell you how to get your kicks.

Bruni's Pizza

MAIN & TRIANGLE 256-6676

Hockey

13 Wins

ECAC Division II

Playoffs

Pat Keenan

P.J. Flaherty

98 N. Pleasant Street

AMHERST, MASS. 01002

Phone 253 3039

219 Main Street

NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 01060

Phone 584 6040

FollowRedman
Sports

In The MDC

% i \m i mi
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COUPON CLIPPING SAVES YOU MONEY AT

THE LISTENING POST
The largest selection of Records, Tapes, Accessories and Stereo Components-at the best prices

in the five college area headquaters for AR • BSR • DUAL • GARRARD * KENWOOD* KLH

• SUPEREX • TANDERG * TANDBERG

Coupons Redeemable Thru Saturday Sept. 18, 1971 At

the LISTENING POST
25 SO. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST
Tel. 256-8376

Open Mon. Fri. till 9 p.m.

186 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
Tel. 584-0015

Open Thurs. till 9 p.m.
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Tips For Survival

If you are new to the University, you will

learn to hate the Dining Commons by about
this time next week. If you have been here

for a year or two or three or four, you
already hate the DC and have found one or

several substitutes around the area. There
are a number of very good restaurants

around here, and there are even more not

very good ones. So, with the help of a few of

my friends, I've put together a list of as

many of the restaurants in the area as we
knew anything about. So here, in

alphabetical order, are most of the

restaurants, drive-ins, and what-have-you

within striking range of the University.

When an address is given with no town

name, the establishment is in Amherst.

\&\V a drive-in with excellent root beer

and the usual drive-in fare. Pleasant St.,

Northampton.
Alexander's - in back of the Miss Florence

Diner (see below).

Amherst Tower - part of a chain of pizza

and sub places. Caters a bit more to the high

school group, and the menu, while varied, is

not outstanding. 11 East Pleasant St.

Aqua Vitae- Whether you're going out just

for pizza, or for a full Italian meal, AV is

highly recommended. Their lasagne is

especially outstanding. A good place to go on

week nights, though Sunday afternoons

bring enormous crowds. In Hadley on Route

9 almost to the Connecticut River.

The Bamboo Hut - the area's only Chinese

restaurant as such, located in the Hotel

Northampton 36 King Street.

Bay State Hotel - general American fare:

steaks, chops, etc. 41 Strong Street, Nor-

thampton.
Bell's Pizza - what can one say about

BellV The clientele is always interesting to

watch as are the employees. Their oven

cooked grinders are excellent, especially

tunafish and roast beef, though the pizzas

are nothing special at all. The only question

is "To go, to stay?" 65 University Drive,

Hluebonnet Diner on "The Strip", 324

King Street, Northampton. The food's not

half bad.

Burger Chef - standard gut-bombs, fries,

etc. Like McDonalds, at 229 King Street,-

Northampton.
Burger King - one tiny step above the

normal drive-in, though nothing special.

"Home of the Whopper." 330 King Street,

Northampton.
Carlo of Naples - I've never known anyone

who ate here. 45 State Street, Northampton.

Chequers - a popular embibing spot which

also serves food. Hope you can find a

parking place, the lot's often crowded. At

the traffic light just south of the stadium.

Colonial Hilton Inn - well, if you've got

LOTS of bread, or if your parents are taking

you out for supper, this is one of the "fine"

restaurants in the area. In Northampton at

the junction of Interstate 91 and route 5. It's

a Hilton.

Drummer Bov - Bummer Boy may be the

worst drive-in in the world. They have tried

serving a greater variety of things, but it

ain't much at all. Between Chequers and

Bells.

The Knglish Pub another popular

libation emporium, a fun place, next to the.

Tower on East Pleasant St.

The Killing Station 71 Pleasant St..

Northampton.
Klavorlaiul an ice cream place not unlike

Friendly 's. at K North King Street. Nor-

thampton
I'lavortowne also an ice cream counter

94 North Pleasant St.

Kloieiitine Boom Don't know anyone

whose been here either. 324 King St., Nor-

thampton
Friendly !«•«' Cream a New England

Tradition! I like Fribbles and Strawberry

Royals They also have hamburgers and

sandwiches. 'though avoid their fish sand-

wich Route 9 at the Amherst-Hadley line

and 63 King Street. Northampton.

(ias Lite there are two of these ice cream

and light meal places in Amherst, at 36 Main

St and 168 North Pleasant.

Grist Mill one of the best restaurants in

the Valley, it's expansive, but the food is

excellent Route 116. about a mile south of

Amherst College toward Hampshire

College. .

Hardee's "Where the burgers are charco

broiled" and that is about the only thing that

distinguishes Hardees from any other

similar place. Their fish sandwich is edible

though. On route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst

'

Highway Orille all kinds of food: pizza,

chicken, steaks, and so on. On route 9 a mile

east of Amherst College toward Belcher-

town.

Howard Johnson's plastic food for plastic

people in a plastic atmosphere. But they do

have those all the chicken and all the fish

you can eat days which, if you starve all

week, can be a real bargain. On route 9 just

west of the Hadley-Amherst line at route

116.

Ilungry-U one of a number of pizza and

grinder places around. Not good, not bad,

just pizza and grinders. 103 N. Pleasant.

.lack August's Original Seafood

Kestaurant - by far the best seafood place

around here, reasonable prices, simple

decor, damn good seafood. On route 9 in

Northampton at the railroad bridge.

Joe's Cafe - perhaps one of the best Italian

restaurants around, good inexpensive food,

highly recommended. 33 Market Street,

Northampton.
Kara-IVIia - If you live in Southwest and

are tired of the Little Hatch, you might

consider going over to Kara-Mia. It is a

pizza and grinder place, neither are out-

standing, there's often a long wait for both

food and the pin ball machines. Sunset

Avenue and Fearing Street. I

Kentucky Fried Chicken - The Colonel is

your host for greasy chicken and all the

fixin's. Recently expanded menu. 150 King

Street, Northampton.
Kim Toy - This little shop has Chinese food

to go in addition to a number of canned and

packaged oriental foods which can be

purchased. 32 Amity Street, next to Amherst

Savings Bank.

The Lord Jeffery - Very traditional, now

owned by Amherst College, their chef used

to work for Cunard (Getting there is half the

fun). Again an expensive spot, but ap-

parently one of the best. Next to the

Amherst Common on Boltwood Ave.

Lums - A big place on Amity Street near

the public library. I've never been there.

McDonalds -just think, if you're lucky you

may get to eat the 10 billionth hamburger,

and it will taste like the 10 billionth. 221 King

Street. Northampton.
James McManus - not a bad place at all. I

like the Barn Door Special; they've got good

ice cream, sandwiches, etc. Between Zayre

and Stop-n-Shop at the Hadley-Amherst line.

Miss Florence Diner-this is absolutely my
favorite place around here. Here is a bit of

classic Americana-waitresses yelling out

orders in their own peculiar jargon,

delicious meals, and you can get a damn
good dinner for under $2.00. There is often a

line on Sunday Afternoon, so be patient, it is

worth the wait. 99 Main St., (Route 9)

Florence.

Mr. Burg-you will be stared at if you go in

here, so be prepared because every sobering

up red neck in the valley makes an ap-

pearance in the only 24 hour place around

(other than Dunkin' Donuts). A real zoo

Friday and Saturday nights. Slow service,

poor food. 184 King Street, Northampton

Northern Food Shop-Specializing in Roast

Beef dinners, this shop is in North Amherst

at 1177 North Pleasant.

Notch Steak House I've heard good and

bad about the Notch, though I've never been

there. On route 1 16, 5 miles south of Amherst

on the way to South Hadley in the notch of

the Holyoke range.

Bapp's-a deli with all sorts of goodies.

Their grinders are enormous, the potato

salad is good, but they serve terrible soda.

76 South Pleasant, behind the Peter Pan Bus

station.

Bose's-Polish and Italian foods at 154 King

Street. Northampton
The Hustit 37 North Pleasant St.

The Town House another chicken and

steak house on Route 9 in Belchertown, a

mile or so east of the Amherst line.

Wiggins Tavern Some say this is THE
I5KST restaurant in the area. It is ex-

pensive, the atmosphere is Old New

England, and the food is supposed to be

superb. At the Hotel Northampton. 36 King

Street. Northampton.
Leftovers:

Bruni's-a new place with good (though

expensive) pizza. The folks who run the

place are friendly, you buy your soda from a

machine. Main and Triangle Streets.

Hadley Pizza and Sub Very inexpensive

and very good subs. I haven't had their

pizza, this place should have lots of student

customers. On Route 9 between Hadley

center and the river.

Jim Dandy (iolden Fried Chicken the

chicken is crisp instead of greasy here, and

its not all that bad. Owned by Friendly's, its

on King Street near Dunkin Donuts in

Northampton.
Well, there is a survey of the "eateries

around the Valley. Doubtless there have

been some omissions, for which I apologize

But there is plenty of variety in this list, so if

you don't feel like eating at the Dining

Commons or cooking your own food. I hope

this compemdium helps you.

You won't fully appreciate how well it's made
unless it breaks down.

lucky <or you . *• VoU.~og.n ~oi d...9«.d by o b„n Ch ol Ioos.m 4 bo>.» and o «... co.»kw ond p„". *. «*ol. -o-ki

d»d<coi«d D*ii,m,i'» 7h*v id*"' o 'on'o»*c Bun* -' ,,m« «ak-ng

• t »oly 'O f<"

foi moi' •ngme odtui""en'i. 'he ".«chonic V'oly ll ** '"• '»° f

hood and t'om ©diwi'ng

All >h# ..to' oo"t o'e "gh> '*•'• Ou* "• '*• oo»n whe'e n« con

gc> o' 'he«

So o co.byr«tO' Ovfl.Hos/1 'o. <«itonc« 'ok«* «eo< v h°" o*

Out whe»e thty co* &• *o^«J on

£»#n w.fh iQwtliCBhOW. •"• •"'•'• op#'Ot.o« hoi ho'd'y *|»'

t k»n --<• 'ho« 38 nm.'M ll laktior 'tOI> 2 O' 3 I'WM 'Ong

On ~C1' COt\ I

SO * yCW VW «v»' b-eok! down lh» -eO»On yOu won ' *0''

long lond CO,.. nM ->» hoi' O. Ml* C O VCkwOg.n O. • dO« ...» 'Ong C- My —y "yC* , hO« ., f .M »«W ' > <C <* "Od.

o« o do»«.,c CO. ?"' c h°"<" °" " -*•_' b'*° l1 d0"" " °"

ll th» »ng>n. aver n««dl motor Iw'ge'y. *h» m.chon.c iust Fo. fhe ,e'y some r«oion ©

584-8620

Northampton
Volkswagen

246 King St.

Northampton, Mass.

534-0660
534-0791

Welcome Back, Students

Visit Our Store for a complete selection of all your Student Needs.

Pin Up and

DeSk LampS assorted colors from 4.50 each

Wooden
Clothes Dryers from 2.49 each

Electric

Alarm Clocks from 3.98 each

Walnut Finished

Bookcases from 18.95

Zenith

Transistor Radios from 16.95 each

Sunlamps
with Clamp Reflector complete on ,y 14.39

Plastic and Metal

Waste Baskets from 98'

Skirt & Blouse

Hangers
Clothes Hangers

Shoe Racks
from 88' each

PL US - Gadgets - Extension Cords - Light Bulbs - Picture

Hooks - Plugs - Outlets - Moulding Hooks Hot Pots Closet

Accessories - Unfinished Furniture.

HAMPSHIRE COUNTY'S LEADING HARDWARE STORE

Foster-Farrar Co.

584-8811

162 MAIN ST.

Open Thurs. Eve
NORTHAMPTON
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three places to make your pad more exciting • • • •

dangling conversation borders of our lives superficial smile

pottery

art paints

jewelry

incense

cards

totebags

candles

bead spreads

parsons tables

beaded curtains

furniture

dinnerware

gourmet kitchen

toys

posters

pants

jerseys

records

tapes

pipes

papers
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three unique stores on north pleasant street

open 9:30-5:30 mon.-sat. open fridays til 9

»W1W I II, llli III 1 1 ' ' U ll »II I HW i IIW—

w

Welcome
To

Amherst
To your right you will see a

somewhat useful (though

somewhat more anciei I street

map of your new home" town. To
help you ^et your hearings more
easily we have dotted the map with

tricky little numbers in a code

most lit you will be ahle to easily

decipher. Kor those having a

problem, hopefully you're new
around here. Number 1 is. of

course, the wonderful University of

Massachusetts or. as we like to call

it. home Number 2 represents the

sprawling business section of

downtown Amherst while number
.;. for those who are still lost, is that

world famous bastion of liberal

education, \mherst College.

There is ;> lot more to Amherst.

though, than the three spots

already mentioned, especially for

historically- minded individuals.

Probably the most well known
point ol historical and literary

interest is the Emily Dickinson

House on Main Street which is now
the property of Amherst College.

In the same vein, former
residences of Helen Hunt Jackson,

Kugene Field. Robert Frost, Ray
Stannard Raker, Martha Dickinson

Bianchi and Howard (Jaris are also

located in the city (if you ieally

want to try to find them). Also, a

plaque across the street from th^

T(.wn Hall marks the site of Noal.

Webster's farm. The Strong House

on Amity Street, owned by the

Amherst Historical Society, is open

to the public.

On the following page you will

find another map as well as some
more useful information about

Amherst and the surrounding

areas.

;
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Are You Sure You Know
Where You're Going?

Going somewhere? Chances are that

before long you'll be wanting to make some
kind of journey so now is a good time to find

out how to go. If you're new to UMass too,

there are a few things you should know.
If you have a car, bus, bike or other means

of non-pedestrial transportation, you are

one step ahead of the game already,

especially if you live in the New England -

New York area (which includes about

everyone) . The completion of Route 2 makes
Boston reachable in under two hours without

bothering with the Mass Pike and tolls.

Albany is also a two hour trek and Hartford

is an hour away on Route 91. New York City

is about a three and a half hour journey

while Springfield is only forty minutes away
along Route 91.

Besides the obvious advantages of being

able to transport yourself to and from home
easily, having your own vehicle has many
other advantages. For the lovers of nature,

Vermont and New Hampshire provide some
beautiful sights all year round but especially

in the fall. The area also offers a variety of

fishing spots for the sportsmen. For the

more practically minded, a car offers the

opportunity of escaping the Dining Com-
mons Hatch syndrome on weekends (or

anytime for that matter'

the Amherst area offers a wide variety of

beaut it ul settings within easy driving or'

hitchiking distance For picnics, there is

Amherst s own Groff Park; the summitt of

Mount Sugarloaf in South Deerfield; the

Quabbin Reservoir, from Route 9 beyond

Belchertown; the Mount Tom Reservation,

from Fast hampton or from Route 5; Skinner

State Park, on Mount Holyoke in South

Iladley; and Look Park in Florence.

If you're not lucky enough to have private

transportation, there are. of course, other

alternatives. You can get just about

anywhere courtesy of Peter Pan Bus Lines if

you're not in a hurry and you can scrape

together enough money for a ticket. If you

are planning to travel by bus. check the

schedules ahead of time to find out when the

express buses are running and, if possible,

try to get on one of them. It sometimes is

worth cutting a class for, especially just

before vacations or long weekends. Always

travel as light as possible and get to the bus

stop well before the scheduled time of

departure if you want a seat. Enough for

Peter Pan.
If you're destination is only reachable by

rail, you must take a bus to Springfield and
make connections there. Railroads are one
of the modern conveniences that have not

yet reached Amherst.
For those few of you who need to fly to and

from home, or are just hung up on planes,

you've come to the right place. Private
facilities are available at LaFleur Airport
just seven miles away. If it's a longer trip

you're interested in, the Amherst Chamber
of Commerce brochure points out that

"there is scheduled limousine service
between Amherst and Bradley Field,

providing jet service to the airports of the

world." So welcome to Amherst, the

metropolitan town.

Church
Directory

For those interested in making
arrangements for religious worship, we
provide the following list of churches in

Amherst:

AMF Zion, Woodside Ave.

First Baptist Church. North Pleasant St

First Congregational Church. Main St.

Second Congregational Church. Main St

Hope Congregational Church. Gaylord

St.

North Congregational Church. North

Pleasant St.

South Congregational Church, South

Amherst
(irate Fpiscopal Church. Boltwood Ave.

Wesley Methodist Church, North
Pleasant St.

Saint Brigid's Roman Catholic Church.

North Pleasant St.

Amherst Unitarian Church. North
Pleasant St.

Mt. Toby Meeting of Friends. Route 63.

Leveret t

Newman Center. North Pleasant St.

Immanuel Lutheran Church. North

Pleasant St.

Before the panic sets in . . .

take a study break —

the PHOENIX BOOKSHOP

has something

for everyone

to read and enjoy —

and

if we don't,

we'll order

fc

it for you.

Phoenix Bookshop
65 University Drive

(Next To Bell's)

Open Mon. Thru Fri. 9-9

Sat. 9-5

College Drug Store
Amherst, Mass.

0°•
&> "Love"

Yardley- Bonnie Belle

"L'Oreal"

Max Factor - Pure AAajic

"Du Barry"
Revlon - Naturel Wonder

"Coty"

Al May - Hypo-allergenic

FRAGRANCES
Shalimar - L'air DuTemps - Caron

Christian Dior - J. D'Albret

Madame Rochas - Femme
Magriffe - Wind Song - Cachet
Maja- Intimate- Emeraude
Blue Grass - Chantilly - Kiku

Ambush - Tabu - Tweed
Heaven Sent- Dessert Flower

. Men's Cologne and After Shave

*fe.

C°*̂

AV

College Drug Store
Amherst
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What A Difference

A Year Makes

Jack Deaver

Vic Fusia

Yes. a lot of things can change in a year.

New faces take the places of old ones and

before you know it. the new ones seem old.

Sometimes, however, a face sticks with you

a little more than usual, probably because

the man behind it is a little more than usual.

Such is the case with the men on these

pages. In one way or another, each of them
touched almost every student on campus
during his stay here and considering the size

of this place, that is no small feat. The sad

part of it is that these men have all passed

from the I'Mass scene and new men have

replaced them. Perhaps some will be better.

some worse. But .Jack Deaver of the Comp
Lit department, Put Barber of the Sociology

department, Vic Fusia, former head football

coach, and Warren McGuirk, former Dean
of the School of Physical Education and

Director of Athletics will remain in our

minds a little while longer. So will Julius

Krving. perhaps the greatest athlete to ever

don I 1 1 Mass uniform, who has moved along

to perform even greater feats. Who can

forget having waited in line hours just to see

him play and never having gone away
feeling cheated? Yes, things change but

sometimes you kind of wish they wouldn't.

Warren McGuirk Put Barber
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Intratnurals Continue ToGrom
More than any other activity on campus,

intramurals can truly be said to involve

people. Since its inception in 1867* when
students played interclass Baseball, the

intramural program has blossomed into a

year round proposition involving ap-

proximately three out of every five male
students on campus. With the recent ad-

dition of a women's intramural director, the

girls will be getting into the act in greater

numbers in the coming years, too.

Intramurals serve the two fold purpose of

providing a structure for organized physical

conditioning as well as giving students an

-opportunity to enjoy themselves while

working together with friends, dorm mates

or fraternity brothers. This year, 18 dif-

ferent sports will be available with Touch

Football tentatively scheduled to kick the

year off on September 20.

For the girls, powder puff football, a new

event on the IM calendar, will begin on

September 27. This program, as all other

women's sports, will be supervised by

Merrie Fidler, the new Assistant Intramural

Director, who recently came to UMass from

the Univ. of Cal. at Davis.

As always, the usual awards and trophies

will be awarded to the superior teams and

individuals in each sport. The Campus

Champion in each sport receives a trophy as

do the runner-up and third place finisher.

Also, the team accumulating the most points

in each division for the academic year is

awarded with either the Olympus Cup. for

fraternities, the Chancellors Cup, for

residence halls, or the Provosts Cup, for

independents. The unit receiving the most

campus points out of these three also

receive the Stephen Davis Award, em-

blematic of intramural supremacy. Also

awarded is the Graduate-Faculty Cup to the

superior team in that league. If you're in-

terested in winning one of these trophies.

make sure vou get vour team's entry forms

in for Touch Football by Sept. 13, Tug-O-War

and Badminton Singles by Sept. 15 and Cross

Country by Sept. 21. For further information

about entries or health forms, check your

intramural handbook or with the Intramural

Office in Bovden.

HILLEL
AT

U. of Mass.
Rm. 420, Student Union

545-2525

Lectures' Brunches - Religious Services - Picnics - Deli
Suppers - Folk Sings - Coffee Houses - Israeli Dancing.

September 9 Picnic- Bowditch Lodge

September 12 Brunch - Campus Center Cafeteria

COME AND JOIN US!

ijWUMMKRWMW

J Support The

I Intramural Program'
I--Oswald Tippo
I Chancellor

Eric Krohn receives t'het (iladchuck award as Outstanding IM Alhleteof 197(171.

The Olympus Cup And
The Stephen Davis Award:

Phi Mu Delta 18 Center St.

HARLOW'S
Fine Luggage and Leather Goods

Keys

Free Delivery on Trunks Repaired

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

584-5233

IM Award Winners
Of 1970-71

The Chancellor's Cup:

Kennedy Panthers

Outstanding Athletic Chairmen of 1970-71 were (1-r) Dan Podgurski. Eric Krohn and Paul

Leddv. _^______— Civil Engineering - Winners of 1970-71 Graduate-Faculty Cup.

Visit The

NEW BOOK STORE
in Amherst

After nearly 40 years, The Jeffery Amherst Bookshop has gone

through a complete reorganization.

40% more titles

66 subject categories

For The Books You Need-For The Books You Want

The Jeffery Amherst Bookshop

A Iran af State

fcttr.

Add to your environment with Waterbeds, Bedspreads, Lamps,

and Fur Area Rugs!

!

Rte. 9 - Belchertown Rd - Amherst
253-5394

The Provosts Cup:

3M's

55 South Pleasant - On the Green

IM Entries Due Soon
If vou too would like to become an intramural athlete, the time to start working is right

now Touch Football will be under way in less than two weeks and unless you. team has

its entry and health forms in by September 13, it will lose its chance to earn valuable

campus points. Tug-O-War and Badminton Singles entry deadlines are both on Sep-

tember 15 If you're interested in trying to win one of the trophies, it is important tcr enter

as many events as possible so don't put it off. Check the Intramural flyers or the IM

handbook for more information or go directly to the Intramural Office on the second floor

in the Boyden Building.

Need Paint ??

I'or apartment touch ups. furniture, refurbishing. In all colors ( as well as deep

mixed colors), plus equipment for the job.

VISIT

Wright's Paint & Wall Paper

9 PRAY ST.
AMHERST

A Featuring

Benjamin Moore Paints
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PANTS and TOPS

Men and Women

201 N. Pleasant St.

UPSTAIRS 1 1 t

THINK PANTS
We carry thousands of

Blue leans

from $6.95
* Landlubber
* Seafarer

* Wrangler

* Male

* Live-Ins

We have the area's largest selection of

all sizes!

all models!

all colors!

Corduroys
$6.95-$13.50

• Pin Wales
• Wide Wales

• Button Flys

* Brushed (no wale)

Just name the color -

you'll be amazed at the selection!

We also carry

Brushed Denims!

Dress Flares!

Double Knits!

Knit Pants!

THINK JERSEYS
and Sweaters and Knits

from p3«V3

• Turtle Necks!

ir Skinny Rib Sweaters!

* J ^ng Collar Jerseys!

* Imported Italian (Europecraft) Knits!

• Jersey, hundreds in stock always)!

We guarantee the largest selection!

Knits to match any pants around!

THINK COATS
* Leather Flight Jackets

* Motorcycle Jackets

* Bomber Jackets

* Denim Jackets (long & short)

* Hunting Jackets

* Corduroy Jackets

DOWNSTAIRS j j j

Features everything

left over from '70

(and then some) —
A Basement SALE

^ .
™ YOU ALL

COME SEE US

YA HEAH

Corduroys
< values to 13.50)

Jeans
values to 10.00

Shirts, Jerseys

now $5.95

$4.95

& More!

OUR guAR teES

LOWEST PRICES-If you prove a lower legitimate price ( non sale)

exists at the same time within 100 miles we will rebate or not charge

you the difference.

V«W satisfaction on all merchandise is guaranteed! If you have any

problems return within two weeks with sales slip to immediate

exchange. (All sales of sale mdse. final)

Open 9 : 30 - 5 : 30 Fridays till 9

DUNKIN'

DONUTS
The donut that's so good it

tastes as fresh as it smells.

132 King St. Northampton 586-1563

WELCOMES YOU BACK

Our policy is to offer the latest in New
York and imported women's fashions at

fair prices.

Come in and look around.

Paraphernalia at 63 North Pleasant Street, Amherst.

Freshmen, Upperclassmen, Transfers

You Owe It To Yourself To Join

New England's

Largest

College Daily

Qtyr ilafljarlptjrtta

*±S A PRII AND BISPONSIBLE ^^ MISS

You Can Write:

sports stories

•news stories

•editorials

feature stories

or you can:

take pictures

do layout

just hang around

rcoi'i ni'io September 13

CONTEMPORARY JAPANESE PRINTS

B»n« i

•/
| eit»S*Nt N cie»s»Ni

TO"*
COMMON .UBUCHON

• OP T<».

T0»N | I ?-1

HULL • ''•*'

DON
C»LL

OPTIK GALLERY
1 cook place, the alley, amherst, 12-6, tuts. • sat..

Four Seasons
Party Headquarters

lor

lli||mt led ;iiul l>)im< "*(!<

\\l\l S ;.m, I MM <>HS

, Isn lil I US KM. IUI.H

|>«|i\rn S»Tvk*

lllillIC' lliiillcv
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More To Do

USCC For Better Understanding
The University and State Com-

munications Council (USCC) is a student

organization which works closely with

members of the Massachusetts Legislature.

The Council, composed of undergraduates,

attempts to give both students and

legislators a better understanding of each

other's ideas and goals through the process

of working together.

The Council deals with issues that are

related to both Massachusetts legislators

and CMass students. Last year, USCC
mounted an intensive campaign against a

proposed tuition hike. Their activities

ranged from manning a booth in the Student

Union to encourage students to write their

legislators to attending the hearings on the

tuition bill in Boston. The bill was sub-

sequently defeated.

In addition to working with legislators,

USCC maintains close contact with UMass
administrators, faculty and trustees. The

Council will be working extensively with Joe

Cass, the UMass legislative lobbyist in

Boston

This year the Council will be comprised of

five subcommittees and directed by co-

chairmen The External Legislative Affairs

Committee will be responsible for filing any

bills in the Legislature pertaining to UMass.

Previously several bills have been filed by

USCC including one asking the Legislature

to appropriate money for library books and

another, still pending, to have two students

on the UMass Board of Trustees, one from

Amherst, and one from UMass Boston.

Currently there is only one student trustee,

which is to come from the Boston campus
this year. Basically this committee is

responsible for keeping atune to all

Legislative happenings that might effect

either UMass or the Council. It will be

working closely with Joe Cass and students

from other state colleges within the Com-
monwealth.
During the Spring Strike, UMass was

perhaps the only college in the nation to

sponsor a Legislators Day. On this day, over

a hundred legislators attended discussion

groups and a rally by the pond. They were

thus able to gain first hand insight into the

I Mass strike and the participating

students. This tradition was carried on last

year when members of the Joint Education

Committee, the committee that deals with

most of the bills affecting UMass, visited the

campus for a day. This year, the Internal

Legislative Affairs Committee will handle

upcoming Legislators Days. Hopefully, the

group will be doing more work with other

student organizations to develop special

programs at UMass which legislators could

attend.

The Legislative Research Council is one of

the more unique aspects of USCC. The

chairman of this committee will be

responsible for pairing UMass faculty,

grads and students • interested in a social

problem or issue with a legislator interested

in the same issue. In the past subjects have

included housing, consumer protection,

ecology, day care centers and rights that

should be extended to the nineteen-year-old

voter. Research on the subject will be done

at UMass and then the legislator will be

informed as to the results and conclusions

drawn by the researcher. The end result

may be the filing of a bill in hopes of

ameliorating the existing situation.

A fourth committee, the Internal

University Affairs, has an open agenda at

the moment. The committee handles

current problems of the student community
and works closely with the Student Senate.

Because there is no way of knowing in ad-

vance what matters will become important,

this committee works on a day to day basis

and is more crisis oriented than the others.

Last year it spearheaded the State Colleges'

drive to fight the tuition hike. If another hike

should threaten this year, the committee

will again take action.

In addition, these four committees are

backed up by a media committee. It is

responsible for publicizing Council ac-

tivities, primarily through the Collegian.

Also, press releases to home town papers for

visiting legislators will be produced. Last

year the media committee arranged several

talk shows on local and commercial radio

stations.

USCC has only been operating for two and

one-half years. This year we hope to en-

compass "more activities than in the past. In

order, however, to achieve our proposed

goals we need more people with an interest

in legislative or media work. There will be

open meetings of USCC held at the begin-

ning of the semester. Any one interested is

invited and encouraged to attend.

For Women Only

Mortar Board

"Recognized as concerned and intelligent

young women, members of Mortar Board

are selected to serve during their senior

year of college. Membership signifies honor,

offers challenge, and represents com-

mitment.
' The challenge to the individual and to the

group is to provide thoughtful leadership to

campus and community, to create an en-

vironment of effective communication, and

to move toward a meaningful goal. The

commitment is to extend the ideals of

scholarship, leadership, and service to the

broader community."
This introductory statement of purpose

well summarizes the aims of this honorary

service sorority. Each year members of

Mortar Board choose several special

projects which they feel will be of benefit to

the campus and surrounding communities.

A High School Visitation Program has

been carried out in past years. Upon
request, Mortar Boards would visit high

schools throughout the state and answer any

questions students had about different

phases of college life.

Another very successful project was the

Speakers Bureau. This booklet contains a

list of people and topics upon which they

would be willing to speak. Different clubs

and organizations in the area have found the

Speakers Bureau a quick and easy method

of getting in touch with a variety of in-

teresting speakers.

Although plans for this year are not yet

definite, we fell that our proposed projects

will be of benefit to both campus and

community. We are trying to set up a course

which would provide information for women
on legal matters, insurance, taxes and

different situations she may face after

leaving college.

Mortar Board has also been promised

considerable aid in setting up an effective

program of ecology which will be of definite

benefit at this time. We hope to be enlisting

the aid of both campus and community with

this project. Anyone interested in helping

should contact Kathy Reilly, president, for

more information.

If your club or organization would like any

extra help with projects you may be spon-

soring during the year, please call us - we're

here to serve you.

Dames

All student wives or married women
students are welcome to come and meet new

people and enjoy a night out participating in

our varied events. Each third Wednesday of

the month our meetings are held in Farley

Hall featuring a business meeting, en-

tertainment and a coffee hour which gives

everyone a chance to mix and get

acquainted.

In addition there are small interest groups

such as Bridge, Gourmet, Reading, Baby
Sitting, Coffee, Crochet, (and any other kind

anyone may want to form ) which are open to

those wishing to participate.

During the school year fund raising

projects are held to raise money to sponsor a

scholarship to be given to a qualifying Dame
or her husband.

Last, but not least, are the social events

which offer members a relaxing and

inexpensive night out with their husbands.

Dames is a great way to meet people and to

become acquainted with life in Amherst and

at the University. Sure hope to see lots of

new faces! Anyone interested may call

Laura Masson at 253-2990.

A Department Store

in the Middle of Campus?

Yes !

!

Your University Store in the Campus Center has:

Sweatshirts

Paperbacks

Records

Tapes

School Supplies

Engineering Supplies

Health and Beauty Aids

Typewriters

Adding Machines

Stereo Component Systems

All Textbooks available in the physical plant warehouse.

Extended hours during book rush.

y > lu
I I I I i r i

What's the best place in town for sidewalk

superintendents to relax with a glass of beer and

watch tax money's O'Connell put up two buildings at

OPEN

1

Sidewa Ik

Supers only

open at ll:30a.m

Monday
thru

Thursday

Friday

1 1 :30 a.m.

6:00 p.m

1 1 :30 a.m.

2:00 p.m

A. The Top-df-the-Campus
Lounge-llth floor f .Blue-M

I — — Jb

V e? <?
x

._ 4

.

ri_Cafeteria

,<c
%

You may not
have known it,

but the Hatch
was closed
all summer
just waiting

tor you to return.

And Now
We

Present

"The Super-Hatch"

A
*>urJi*yz>>

4&&

choice of

Hot Meals

and

"The Deli"

featuring

Pastromi

Ham
Roast Beef

and

side items

~y.

/

**£ ^ A

*&P*

Ope*"*-
.00» .«*

r.ooa
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Breakfast thru Midnight Snack at

THE CONCRETE COFFEEPOT
Rumor has it someone won a prize for that name.

All kinds of

PANCAKES and WAFFLES
EGGS and BACON
and
BACON and EGGS

You've just spent $49.75 on books, why not spend
your last quarter in the coffee shop?
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Tradition Key Foe

In NES Offensive

And we'll give you a pair

of $7.50 Blue Jeans

This transaction

is commonly

known as a sale ftouss

201 N. Pleasant St.

Open 9 : 30 - 5 : 30 Fridays till 9

Some Fly While Others Try

The Northern Educational Service

tutoring program will have its Fall

recruitment meeting Monday, September

13. All students wishing to participate in the

program should attend this meeting and

register to tutor. An explanation of the

program and the plans for the coming year

will be given.

The N.E.S. tutoring program in the past

has been moribund by a state of

traditionalism. N.E.S. tutoring has a

program theme that has college students

tutoring weekly children in economically

deprived areas of Springfield. The rhetoric

surrounding this activity always had a

glowing appeal. However, too many
questions were always asked by those who

worked actively within the program.

The big question centers around ef-

fectiveness. Am I helping my tutee? What

good am I doing? Shouldn't there be more

outside activities? I don't see any progress!

Is one session a week enough? The questions

go on and become more personal as the tutor

measures him or herself against the

frustration hidden in the above questions.

These questions concerning effectiveness

are as traditional as the tutoring concept.

The questions won't change this year as they

are a part of the educational process. What

will change will be the format by which the

N.E.S. program will operate.

However, to deviate from tradition you

must first understand it. Thus, along with

the regular after school tutoring program,

students will be able to participate in a three

credit course involving two tutoring sessions

a week. One session will be conducted within

a tutee's classroom under the supervision of

his teacher while the other session will be

conducted after school in a N.E.S. center.

From this point of involvement the total

program will have a base to operate from-

moving away from traditional approaches

to tutoring in the N.E.S. centers. The point

to be made is that college students are

suckers for traditionalism. If given the

chance to conduct a class nine out of ten so

called sophisticated college students will

give a traditional presentation.

This is where the N.E.S. tutoring program

will change. By identifying a tutees

classroom life by direct or indirect ex-

periences a tutor can easily find an alter-

native. The tutor will also be provided with

alternative ways of tutoring through the

N.E.S. Tutor Resource Library which was

started last year and is constantly growing.

However, the problems of tutoring or

community service does not exist only in the

N.E.S. centers. A good many problems are

created and belong to the faculty on this

campus and their classroom orientation.

There are a lot of special functions that

students in many departments could do

within the N.E.S. program that would be

both educational and productive as a service

to the community.
An example of this would be having

students majoring in sociology working in

some full time capacity < much like a student

teacher) with the N.E.S. counseling service

or as a case worker with some other social

service organization in Springfield. The

point to be made here is that this idea was

flatly turned down last year by the sociology

department and was even refused support

out of fear of rocking the boat by those so

called liberal professors within that

department.
In any case attempts will be made to

develop Special Projects for group activities

with the N.E.S. centers for the coming year.

Hopefully we will be having activities in art,

drama, writing, music, and other practical

activities such as instructions on filling out

application forms for colleges and

scholarships. We feel this would make the

N.E.S. center an alternative educational

focal point for the neighborhood where

educational support is given instead of

traditional instruction.

The program will have more to offer this

year for tutors and tutees but that is the

product of experience and an increase of

tutoring resources. However, the program

will have traditionalism as its real enemy.

Traditionalism within ourselves and our

environment. With a little self evaluation

and discipline to pull away from the status

quo the battle should be easily won within

ourselves.

This is the key question because until the

battle is won within the body of the student

the professor continues to keep his greatest

ally and remains hiding behind his books.

The professor's comrade in arms is that

same grade point conformity he knows

traditionally exists in his students.

N.E.S. invites you to try and fight for an

alternative. Attend the recruitment meeting

-Sept. 13, 1971. The time and place will be

announced.

Flying Club
June 14, 1971

Barry Rubenstein, Exec. Ed
Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Student Union Univ. of Mass.

Amherst. Mass. 01002

Dear Sir:

The Collegiate Flying Club is comprised of

approximately 80 faculty and students from

the Five-College community. It is a mem-
ber-oriented organization whose activities

are arranged and conducted by the mem-
bers with the assistance of the elected Club

executives. The goal of the Club is to bring

the sport of flying within the realm of the

possible for all those in the college com-

munity, rather than an elite few. Through

the Club, a student is able to purchase the

necessary aviation equipment, undergo

certified ground instruction, secure the use

of aircraft, and obtain a private pilot's

license, all at the lowest possible cost.

Activities include fly-ins, picnics, trips to

aviation facilities, movies, speakers, and

bombing contests. Monthly meetings are

held for all our members, including those

who are, as yet, ground-pounders, at which

time Club matters are discussed and en-

tertainment is provided.

Membership is open to anyone in this

community, whether he be a pilot,

navigator. someone interested in

aeronautical science and meteorology, or

ground lovers who are merely intrigued

Heymakers

The name of the Club is The Heymakers

Square Dance Club of the University of

Massachusetts, Heymakers for short. The

purpose of the club is to enjoy, teach and

promote Square Dancing. The activities of

the club are open dances, lessons, visits to

other Clubs in the area, and a few money

raising projects to raise money to pay the

caller for lessons which are free. The

criteria for membership are paying dues

and knowing or learning how to square

dance.

We give lessons in square dancing every

Tuesday night at 7:30 in a place announced

in the Collegian every week, usually the

Campus Center Auditorium. At these

lessons the people learn 75 basic movements

of square dancing and "graduate'' with a

diploma and these people then can go out

with the other "club'' dancers (club dancers

are graduates) to visit other clubs in the

Springfield area.

Anyone interested in Square Dancing and
any one that is interested in learning or is

already a graduate of another club are

welcome to join us in the fall.
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Hillel Offers Enrichment
The Hillel Foundation at the University of

Massachusetts, sponsored by the B'nai

B'rith is organized to serve the cultural and

religious needs of the Jewish students on

campus, to help represent Jewish interests

on the campus and to enrich the extra-

curricular atmosphere of the general

rampus through its programs and services.

It includes a student organization to help

determine and carry out a schedule of lunch

and dinner programs, concerts, speakers,

folksings. Israeli dance groups, social in-

terest and action groups and non-credit

courses in Jewish studies. We have a library

and lounge, a kosher food service for those

observant of Jewish dietary law, a full time

Director. Rabbi Martin Kowal. for advice,

counselling and information, and a full

schedule of religious services for Sabbaths

and holidays. The Hillel Center is located in

room 420 Student Union Building. All Hillel

activities and services are available to the

whole campus community. Those con-

tributing $5 for and academic year ($15 for

four years) will be entitled, in addition, to

membership in the student government,

discounts on events for which charges are

made, and special mailings on prospective

programs.
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SERVICES, INC.

Liccnaed Employment
Service

, ,

Pl-ofeaalonal Secretarial

Copy Service (IBM copier*

29 Pray St.

Amherat, Maas.
Tel. 549-Cno

refrig
yowr

for

Juat

You can keep a complete supply of snacks and refresh-

ments-including milk, fresh fruits and other perishables

—right in your dormitory room with a Mini-Kool refriger-

ator. And the convenience of a Mini-Kool can be yours

for just pennies a day.

Nobody can match these exclusive Mini-Kool advantages.

• Compact—dimensions are only 20 x 17 x 18"

• Spacious—Two cubic-foot capacity, holds up to 36

cans of cold drinks

• University-approved for dormitory use

• Versatile—makes ice cubes, doubles as end table

month.
EXTRA EXCLUSIVES
• Free pick-up and delivery

• We pay interest on your deposit

• Mini-Kool Protection Policy-for$1 a term it relieves

you of all liability for fire and theft. And it's free to all

who pay a full academic year's rent in advance.

• Guaranteed— if one of our refrigerators malfunctions,

we'll replace it within 24 hours.

• Purchase option—you can buy your refrigerator if

you like, and 75% of your rental payments will be

applied toward the $89.50 purchase price.

*

'The monthly price stated is an average based on rental for the full academic year. Refrigerators may

be rented for shorter periods as well, with some adjustment in the monthly cost.

CALL 253-2494/256-8488

mini kool
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Work for a great cause

and have fun doing it!

Join the staff

of the Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

New England 's Largest

ColiegeDailyNewspape r.

Sign up at our office

in the

Student Union

Building.

You, Too, Can Become A Student Leader
( Reprinted from University Directions)

Want something special out of your four

years at UMass?
How about a fifth year?

Join a student activity and break away
from the every day trivia of going to classes

and studying. Do something to broaden

yourself-spend 16 hours a day in the Student

Union. Be a super senior.

Just kidding of course. It's a fallacy that

participation in a student activity

necessarily means poor academic
achievement. In fact, many of the officers of

some of the major student groups at UMass
have excellent cumes.

But, more important, the thousands of

students who are active in the hundreds of

student activities across campus find their

college lives righter, more exciting and

more worthwhile than those who trudge

wearily from class to dorm each day, with

no outside interests.

And there are a lot of side benefits con-

nected with membership in a student ac-

tivity that most people never think about.

For one thing, you'll get to meet many of the

administrators who run this place, and

talking with them casually is, to say the

least, illuminating.

Someday, you'll be walking back from

town and Chancellor Tippo will drive by in

his big black car and give you a ride home.

And this is just one of the surprises that you

can look forward to when you become a

student leader.

You'll be on a first name basis with the

janitors in the Student Union (John and

George and the new guy Willie), and you'll

be able to spend quiet afternoons joking with

the lady who sells bus tickets in the Union

(Sarah).

The months of March and April will take

on a special meaning as your group battles

with the Student Senate over your budget

proposal for the next year, and you'll get to

know the secretaries in R.S.O. by name
(Edna, Judy, Katie, Betsey), not to mention

the entire student activities staff (Jerry,

Bud, Shiela, Jill, Potts and Jim).

One of the greatest benefits that par-

ticipation in a student activity brings to a

student is the wealth of excuses he has for

getting out of academic work. "Spent an all

nighter working for the Collegian" is a

surefire excuse guaranteed to get you a

make-up quiz every time.

And through your work on student ac-

tivities, you'll become identified with the

worthwhile projects that your group un-

dertakes. In no time a professor will ask you

if "you had anything to do with those idiots

painting the walls in Herter yesterday?"

This kind of notoriety is good for you.

But there are a lot of little side benefits

which many students involved in student

activities don't ever realize they are getting.

Take for example the dining commons.
Now, the commons aren't all that bad-the

food there won't kill you-but three meals a

day, five days a week can get on one's

nerves.

The student intimately involved in an

activity has a ready made excuse not to eat

in the commons-he doesn't have time to get

from class to activity to commons and back

in time to eat.

The great advantage of student activities,

of course, is what they do to your nights.

They make them busy. You'll be free from

the horrible life of studying until 11:00,

watching the Springfield local TV News and

then going to bed.

Once you become involved in an activity

you'll be assured of at least one or two nights

a week with something to do. A planning

meeting, a speaker, a coffee hour-what ever

it is-it will at least occupy your time with

people who have similar interests in

discussions.

This break from constant worry about

English 125 and Math 100 can save your

sanity.

And, obviously, it is through student ac-

tivities that you have the greatest op-

portunity possible to meet people with

Continued on Page 25

For a Hair Cut

the way you want it —
Whether it is a trim, long hair reduced to regular, or any other

desirable fashion,

Visit us at

COLLEGE TOWN BARBERS
183 North Pleasant St.

Amherst h; Main St.. Amherst
241 Main St., Northampton

All the

swinging
Jr. Look

in

Sportswear
and Dressy look!!

Crafts -

Smith Glass & Mirror Co.

AHT SUM'!. IKS for all classes

hi ritonrc TIONS

MIHKOKS

< ISTOM FRAMING

Opposite

Academy of Music

279 Main St.

Northampton Mass.

Northampton Bicycle
8 Pleasant St., 584-9623

Authorized Raleigh Dealer

Selling One, Three, And Ten Speed Bicycles

'Atala 10 Speed Italian Bicycles

Repairs On All Makes
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Continued From Page 23
similar interests, to make friends with

people who you genuinely like. In this

respect, involvement in a student activity

can become the most meaningful aspect of

your college life.

THK STUDENT SENATE
Wednesday nights, a surrealistic spec-

tacle occurs in the Campus Center. Student

power, embodied in the Student Senate, is at

work. To the outsider (and to many insiders

as well) it is not an impressive sight.

Somebody is speaking. A few people are

paying attention The majority, however,

are either gossiping, studying, knitting,

doodling, or something. Most likely, the

matter being discussed is a financial

category change, cut and dried. It is not

always like this, but this is the predominant

impression.

Composed of some 100 members (aboutone

for every 150 students) elected in October

from the residents halls and other living

areas, the Student Senate is the central

student government on campus. All other

student organizations are chartered by the

Senate. It passed the basic student judicial

code and sets the student tax. These official

powers of the Senate keep it a vital

organization.

What keeps the Senate going? What keeps

people in the organization? The potential for

improvement does. As the central student

government, it is the agent for negotiations

with the centralized University ad-

ministration. It is the organization that can

supply campus-wide services that

University cannot or will not provide. For

example, the Senate funds, in part, the

student newspaper, and the radio station. It

operates a campus bus shuttle, schedules

and information on which can be obtained at

the Senate office. It grants short-term book

loans.

The record of success in the past has been

impressive. For example, the elimination of

curfew, co-ed dorms, a rational alcoholic

beverages regulation, and self deter-

mination of student social policy all came

General Merchandise at Reasonable Price*

159 NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
Next to the Post Office

10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Monday thru Saturday

HOME FURNISHINGS
Bed Spreads

Indian Rugs

Lamps

Glass Tiffany Shades

Paper Shades

Pillows

Hammocks
Indian Tables

Blankets

Candles

Posters

Graphics

JEWELRY
Hand Made Silver

Rings

Earrings

Bracelets

Necklaces

Wooden Beads

Indian Rings

CLOTHING
Army Surplus

Overcoats

Field Jackets

Peacoats

Chino Shirts

Wallace Beery Shirts

Jackets

Flight Suits

Used Jeans

New
Jeans

T. Shirt Silk Screen & Print

Ribbed Tank Tops

Chambray Shirts

Moroccan Shirts

Tunics

Hats

ACCESORIES
Belts

Scarfs

Appliques

Patches

Leather Bags

Cloth Bags

Bandanas

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
Knap Sacks

Shoulder Bags

Leather Pouches

Ruck Sacks

Tents

Ponchos

Sleeping Bags

Knives

Machettes

Canteens

INDIAN
MERCHANDISE
Purses and Handbags

Hand Painted Boxes
Wooden Boxes

Scarfs

Jewelry

HOMOSEXUALITY
Is Nothing To Be Ashamed of

all gay women and men invited to

THE STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Wednesday, Sept. 15, 7 p.m., Campus Center, Rm. 917

get your head together together with us

Also on our Premises
Fretted Instrument Workshop • Guitars, Banjos Sold and Repaired

THE GEODE SHOP • Fine Cut Gem Stones, Geodes and Jewelry

Headquarters for such famous names as:

Dunham's

Hush Puppies

Bass

Florsheim

S.R.O.

Dexter

Converse Keds

FREE PAPERS
Amherst JfaJt&itf Mass.

about. In part, because of Senate action.

But there is still more change ahead that

is necessary, such as further improvements

in co-ed dorm policies and the vast frontiers

of academics and services.

If you ever come to a Wednesday night

spectacle, and come away with the im-

pression that you don't quite see it, just

remember there is more to it than meets the

eye.

Information about the Student Senate can

be obtained by visiting the Senate offices in

the first floor of the Campus Center or

calling 50341.

PUBLICATIONS
Campus publications always need help. It

probably doesn't make sense, but while

publications have grown dramatically in

size, the staffs haven't expanded so quickly.

Thus, it is an undeniable fact that freshmen

can help.

Now, the work isn't always glamorous. In

fact, sometimes it can be absolute drudgery.

There will be that midnight Collegian

deadline coming, and you'll be there with

nothing to fill the page. There will be the

sudden realization that you are a month

behind putting together Index, and you're

the only person around.

Oh. but it can be fun. Well, maybe it can be

fun. There is the satisfaction of seeing your

finished produce, alive and in print. Well,

maybe not .satisfaction, but relief. And the

fact that you are reaching 20,000 people with

your production. Of course, a lot of them will

always complain.

Publications are a big business, and a big

job. They are, despite all the inevitable

hassles, snafus, frustrations, and sleepless

hours, one of the most exciting areas to get

involved in. You don't need professional

ability, or even amateur ability. If you feel

like working, there will be something you

can do. And maybe, just maybe, you'll find

yourself sitting around one of the offices,

one rainy afternoon, and, Praise the Lord,

you'll learn something, while I and this is the

clincher) having a good time.

DAILY COULKGIAN-The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian is published five times a

week. Monday through Friday, during the

school year, except during vacations. It is

now the largest collegiate daily in the New

England, and the ninth largest in the nation.

The Collegian went to a daily format four

years ago and has since grown at a rapid

pace. It averages around 16 pages a day,

and in addtion to attempting to keep up with

the campus, also includes world and

national news thru its use of the Associated

Press wire service and syndicated national

features.

The on-campus paper is delivered each

morning at all dining commons, the Student

Union, Campus Center, and several

academic buildings. It is probably going to

be your main source of information. It is the

only place students may find times and

places of meetings, events, etc.

The Collegian holds recruiting meetings

each semester and usually has openings for

just about anything anyone wants to do. The

offices are located on the second floor of the

Student Union.

SPKCTIU'M-Spectrum is, for lack of a

better name, the general interest magazine.

That is a rather nebulous tag for anything

What Spectrum attempts to do is to

provide the campus with an open forum of

campus information and creativity. The

magazine accepts material in fiction,

poetry, art, and photography, as well as non-

fiction. The last category encompasses

philosophical and political essays, book,

movie, and music reviews, and in-depth

studies of campus affairs. Its advisers,

which include several professors, and the

editors are more than willing to discuss and

share knowledge with contributors.

The magazine is published two or three

times a year, and is one of the largest

college literary magazines in the country. It

employs high quality printing processes,

which necessitates creative talents in its

production, another area that someone may

get involved in.

The Spectrum office is located on the

second floor of the Student Union.

YAIIOO-Yahoo is the campus humor

magazine that was banned in Boston,

revived, and now flourishes periodically.

Yahoo is a forum for most any and all

types of humor. It employes anyone who

wants to contribute writing, cartoons,

drawings, satire, etc.

Offices are on the second floor Student

Union.

INDKX Index is one of the largest

yearbooks in the nation, with a book that has

been almost 500 pages long. It is distributed

to all undergraduates so that it is not just a

senior class yearbook. It is designed

therefore to be one of a set of four books, the

sum total hopefully to tell the story of the

four-year university experience.

It takes over 100 people to put out index,'

most of whom work directly on the pages,

choosing pictures, laying out the pages and

writing copy. Also the book staff takes its

own pictures, except for senior portraits,

and usually goes through a massive volume

of film

Index offices are located on the second

floor of the Student Union.

AREA IWPEKS-There are presently two

area publications that come out

periodically. The Hobbit «s produced from

Orchard Hill, while the Central Voice is

produced in the Central Area. Both concern

themselves mostly with area issues and

problems. Information about them can be

found at the Area Coordinators office.

THK DRUM The Drum is a quarterly

creative expression of the black community.

It is published as a positive means of

bringing the black community closer

together and also demonstrating to the

campus at large the talents of black

students at the University.

Continued On Page 27

PIZZA-RAMA
:,<; CoUrgr **•

Kt.n

PIZZA HOT OVEN GRINDERS
Tel. 253-3808

Call your order in-ready on arrival

Open Daily 11 a.m. toll p.m.

Sunday Noon to 11 p.m.

Closed Monday

PHONE AREA 413 253-7615

INC
L/<2WClc tJ.

WATCH
(LOCK

and

JEWELRY
REPAIRING

,,,; NORTH PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST, MASS. 01002

PEWT ER & LEATHER MUGS

DIAMONDS

WATCHES
MLVERWARE

CHINA

Whole Wheat Trading Co.

ORGANIC & NATURAL FOODS.

Honey, raw cheeses, cereals, grains and fresh stone ground

flours, goat's milk'n honey, ice-cream and other delights.

181 N. Pleasant St. 253-5169

X
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The Attorney General's Ruling

So You Want To Vote In Amherst?
B) RICHARD M.HOWLAND
Se*»t* Gmeral Counsel

Attorney for Students

During the summer hiatus, the Attorney

General of the Commonwealth rendered his

opinion that students should be permitted to

register and vote (as well as run for office)

in the town where they attend school, if they

wish to. There is no impediment to a student

making the decision, therefore, to vote in

Amherst despite his address in a dormitory

or the fact of substantial parental monetary

support Indeed, the substance of the At-

torney General's opinion is that a student

shall be treated exactly as any other person

for purposes of voting without regard to

where he lives I so long as it is in the town )
or

where he makes or acquires his money or

even what his parents might prefer. The

Attorney General grounds his view in the

words of the twenty-sixth amendment that

no law shall prohibit a person of eighteen

years from voting.

It is very easy to register in Amherst and

all that is required is for the potential voter

to appear in person at the Town Hall or at

any special registration booth as established

from time to time, and identify himself or

herself and his or her present address. The

registrant must also demonstrate that he or

she has lived in Amherst for the preceding

six months to the next election day by. for

instance, showing a telephone listing, a

lease, rent payment check or other proof

that shows that he or she has lived in

Amherst for the statutory period. Sub-

sequent to Attorney General Quinn's ruling,

his office has stated that summer vacations

by themselves do not constitute a lapse of

continuous residency for students any more

than they do for any other members of the

community The six months requirement

therefore applies through the summer to

persons resident in Amherst continuously

not necessarily at the same address within

the town.

The foregoing substantially covers the

way in which any voter exercises his right to

vote, and the ruling that Attorney General

guinn has made However, any legal right

has. in theory, a complimentary respon-

sibility. For the right to vote it is easy to see

that the responsibility is to exercise the

franchise thoughtfully in the way you deem
wisest for those ends that you support. In a

democracy there are two principles that

dominate in the area of exercise of the vote;

self-interest and compromise. A vote

should, ideally, be cast in your own self-

interest as you conceive it. Thereby

government becomes the sincere collective

will gather in the most expedient manner.

Self-interest does not necessarily mean self-

aggrandizement or enrichment, however. It

probably can be safely stated as that ex-

pression of your interest which you feel best

improves the condition of your environment

at the most sensible t not necessarily lowest I

cost to the community and which embraces
the needs of those around you most com-

petently. Kven if you do not agree that this

view of voting is the most efficient, the

Attorney Generals ruling necessarily

carries with it another less obvious right for

which there is another set of respon-

sibilities. That is the right to claim Amherst

as your residence. By claiming Amherst as

your voting residence, you should also claim

it on the census roles. Your vote is exercised

over the expenditure of finds in the town

treasury to pay for programs you support

and indeed you must pay in to that treasury

by living in Amherst. You do this in the form

of sales taxes and rents paid to either state,

town or through your landlord and you do it

indirectly by purchasing goods and services

in the community from which others derive

their income. But, as a resident it is in-

cumbent upon you to pay the annual excise

tax on certain items, most obvious being

automobiles, by registering them at your

claimed address. Indeed, failure to notify

the registry of a change in your residence is

a punishable offense and should not be

Action Lab For People

Jails are no place for starry-eyed

revolutionaries, toting copies of Soul on

lie, and believing that every prisoner is

wronged by society. Such people simply

do not contribute anything to a situtation

that can best be described as 19th

century, nor do they help in least the

prisoners.

Action Lab. founded last year by

LIMan undergraduates, is trying to

prove that even within antiquated in-

stitutions, some change is possible while

waiting for the proverbial revolution,

and that the change encourages not the

institution, but the people caught within

the institution.

For the second year. Action Lab is

running a tutorial program in the

Hampshire County House of Correction

in Northampton. Most of the work done

will be toward preparing inmates for the

General Educational Developement
Test <GED) and high school

equivalency.

All tutors, if they desire, will receive

45 modular credits from the School of

Education. Selection of the tutors is

dependent on the time available, past

experience and future plans, sensitivity,

interest, academic and teaching ability.

an interview and formal application

A general meeting of Action Lab will

be held on Wednesday. September 15, at

8:00 P.M. in the Campus Center. Room
I7417ti. Any one interested in Action Lab

and the tutoring program should attend.

neglected when you have registered to vote

in Amherst.
If you are from out-of-state and you

register to vote here file a Massachusetts

Resident Income Tax Return if you earn

income in the state and not an out-of-state

return. In the long run it won't make much
difference in dollars to you as state taxes

split among states are generally deductible

in other states, but it does make a difference

to the town and state you adopt by

registering in accordance with the Attorney

General's ruling.

There are many ways in which your

decision to vote in Amherst will require

changes in past practices but few of them

mean much change to you economically but

they do make a difference to the town and

the revenues it has to operate its services

and programs. So the message is that if you

determine to register to vote in Amherst, or

any other of the surrounding communities,

please be sure you register all the way and

join the town you choose completely as one

of its full-time citizens. Join the political and

public-oriented groups and committees that

interest you. Become involved in the

problems of the whole town, not merely your

slice of it. Be watchful that the officials,

whoever they are, conduct the town's

business in a manner you approve of. Run
for those offices for which you feel you can

supply the time and interest sufficient to do

the job and remember that it is a job for the

whole town you are running for. If the town

has problems don't be a fair weather friend,

get into solving the problem. Attend the

hearings, make your feelings known. If you

have special information, tell it to the town

officials responsible for using it. Mostly,

participate completely, not merely by

marking your ballot.

You can't lawfully be made to do all of

these things as a precondition to voting.

Many older voters certainly don't do them;

you will agree. I hope, that its a lousy ex-

cuse. I also hope that you do see that the

responsibilities quite beyond the fun

damental right to vote.

Optical Goodies

Always Available

at

Amherst's First Optician

Gold Eye Wires

Sun Glasses

Prescription or Non-Prescription

Contact Lens Supplies

Binoculars

Magnifiers and Specialties

High Intensity Lamps and Bulbs

SPARE GLASSES ( recopied from your present pair)

In case of breakage, bring in the pieces for exact duplication

fine eyewear doesn't cost - it pays.

MANKIND

56 Main St.

daft call
GUILD OPTICIAN

253-7002 Amherst

Those who want goods must come to

THE BASEMENT SALE

EVBAEfc
Souse

201 N. PLEASANT ST.

Open 9 : 30 - 5 : 30 Fridays till 9

IMPORTS LTD.
University Committees

Open To All

255 Russell St.

SATISFACTION

Rt.9-HadleyMass.

H*

S

S^P»

O^
**»*

Tune-ups

Brakes

Alignment

Carburation

Electric

SER VICE

TRIUMPH

AH£ALe Y
votv
TOVOTA

Volkswagen
PARTS

PARTS

PARTS

PARTS

Castrol Brake Fluid.

Brake (Shoes Disc. Pads)

Bosch Plugs

Bremi Ignition

Dist. Caps
Rotor
Points

Cond.

Wiper Blades

Radiator Hoses

Radiator Cap
Thermostats and
Air and Oil FiltersPARTS

Quaker State Oil

SHUMWAY'S
Wallpaper & Paint Store Inc.

Open 8-6

Thurs. 3 3

Frl.

320COLLEGE STREET
AMHERST
256-6753

Ample

Free Parking

We have

Deep & Accent Color

Paints
in Latex and Oil

$8 gal. & $2.75 qt.

also

New
Latex Enamel

Fluorescent Colors

$10 gal. $4 qt.
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The Drum uses quality printing com-

position in its production, and features

poetry, short fiction, art work, photography,

and some non-fiction.

Its offices are located in the Mills House

Black Cultural Center.

CAMPUS RADIO
WMUA-WMUA is the student-owned-and-

operated radio station of the University. It is

situated at 91.1 mc on the FM radio dial.

The station is in the midst of increasing its

power, and after the power increase, will be

able to be heard throughout the Valley. And

its vastly improved equipment set-up makes

the station one of the most modern and well-

outfitted in Western Massachusetts.

WMUA has a wide diversification in its

programming. It has music shows of all

varieties. It has a news staff that prepares

reports throughout the day, and also

features in-depth news analysis. There are

interviews with campus leaders, and a black

program department. And the WMUA
sports staff broadcasts all Redman football

and basketball games here and away, plus

other sports contests of special interest.

The station is completely student-

operated, from announcers, broadcast

people and management to writers and

technicians.

The station is located on the first floor of

the old Engineering Building.

CAMPUS CENTER/STUDENT UNION
GOVERNING BOARD
The Campus Center/Student Union

Governing Board is a joint committee of

undergraduate and graduate students,

faculty and staff, which is responsible for a

composite social, cultural, and educational

program within the Student Union and the

Campus Center. The SUB board sets all

policy for operation of the Student Union

and the Campus Center.

The Student Union/Campus Center

Program Council, a standing committee of

the SUG Board, carries out the ad-

ministration of the social program spon-

sored by the Student Union/Campus Center.

There are two freshman openings for the

SUG Board and unlimited openings on the

Program Council. Inquire at the SUB Board

office on the first floor of the Campus

Center.

UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE PAR-
TICIPATION
There are student representatives on

virtually all University-wide committees,

from search committees for new ad-

ministrative personnel,' to committees

concerned with long-range planning. Most

are appointed though the Student Senate,

although some may be by department.

The distribution of student participation

varies on many of the committees, from a

small taken number to a controlling num-

ber.

Basically, students have a large voice in

many University matters. Ask in the

Student Senate Office how you can become a

member of a University committee.

SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
There are several service organizations

that participate in community activities.

These groups work in different areas, and

are welcomed by the people they serve.

Some of the major groups are below.

CAMPUS CHEST An on-campus group

that annually raises money for charitable

projects They sponor dances, movies, etc.,

to obtain funds.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA-GAMMA SIGMA
SIGMA The service fraternity and sorority

that serve as ushers, and also hold on

campus tours for disadvantaged children in

the area. They also assist residence areas

during moving in and out days, with traffic,

and directions.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS A
group that travels to the Belchertown State

Mental Hospital and serve as aids to staff

personnel. They visit with patients, bring

gifts and serve them any way they can.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM
The Distinguished Visitors Program is the

University speaking program. It is entirely

student-funded and student-run, and an-

nually brings about 20 speakers to campus.

Among speakers in the past year have been

former Vice-President Hubert Humphrey,

former Boston Celtic basketball immortal

Bill Russell. Dick Gregory, and Bernadette

Devlin.

The program also works with other groups

in planning speakers programs. Mem
"bership to DVP is by application. In-

formation is available at the RSO office, in

the Campus Center, level 1.

Nielsen Hits UMass
By DIANE HOULE

Do girls really watch more television than

boys do? How about here at UMass? Ac-

cording to A.C. Nielsen, women in

households across the U.S. watched more

TV in the year 1970 than men did.

In a survey conducted in the spring

semester of 1971 among 50 Orchard Hill

residents, the average viewing time per

week was lower for the girls than for the

guys However, the girls who took part in the

survey named more TV shows in all than the

male students did That may seem funny at

first glance, but then who bothers to count

how many hours you spend watching TV.

anyway, right?

Predictably enough, there were four times

as many boys as girls who said that they

watch sports programming often At the

same time, however. 40% of the boys in the

survey said that they never watched sports

programming, which may come as a sur-

prise to some, while a slightly higher per

cent of girls. 48%, replied ;n the same way.

As far as talk shows go. for the girls

surveyed, the favorite was Dick Cavett. with

Johnny Carson only one step behind, and

David Frost almost out of the running, with

only 8% of the total vote. Carson came out on

top with the boys in the survey, Cavett close

behind, and Frost showing a more sub-

stantial percent of the male vote, 20%.

Btir sJasstrbssrtts

The top five dramatic programs, among

the girls questioned, were, in order, as

follows: Marcus Welby, Mission: Im-

possible. Mod Squad. Medical Center, and

The Bold Ones. Among the males sur-

veyed, the top five dramatic shows were, in

order: Mission: Impossible, Name of the

Game. Mannix. Mod Squad, and Marcus

Welby The preference from the guys'

replies in this category is clearly for shows

with lots of action.

The top five situation comedies were, for

the girls, in descending order: All In the

Family Courtship of Eddie's Father. Love

American Style, That Girl, and Mary Tyler

Moore. For the male sample of the survey,

the top five comedies were: All In the

Family. Bill Cosby. Love American Style,

Arnie. and Courtship of Eddie's Father.

The highly acclaimed TVcomedy series,

•All In the Family'" is the most popular with

both groups, yet it is also clear that the girls

lend to watch and enjoy comedy series

starring females, while the boys prefer to

view those comedy series starring males.

My sample was made up of 25 girls from a

corridor in Field House and 25 boys from a

total of three corridors in Grayson House.

For this reason, it cannot be a random or

large enough sample to be very precise in its

ratings of specific TV programs, but it may

be useful in giving viewers some trends to

think about.

Satlu <Mkgtan
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Budweiser

Lowenbrau

Michelob

Schaeffer

. - .- .^r>^n-r AMHERST
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET

Happy Hours — DANCING ••• Entertamment

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Ladies' Night
Most Mixed Drinks 55 e Entertainment 9:30 til 12

Pub Night
Entertainment by various groups all night - 9 til 1

Charlie Bradshaw At the Piano
9:30 til 12

i Happy HOUr 3-6 Beer 25* Most Drinks 55'

At Night D.J. Sing-A-Long - Dancing 9:30 til 12:30

i After the Football Games D.J.

At Night Dancing and Concert Entertainment 9:30 til 12:30

> Budweiser Happy Hour
Beer 25* 3 til 7

girls pour the beer - dancing

oldies but goodies played continuously

The Pub's Steak Specials

#*

1 lb. T - Bone

Hearts of Lettuce Rolls & Butter

Baked Potato

VA lb. Porterhouse

Hearts of Lettuce Rolls & Butter

Baked Potato

$2.99 $3.89
- Kitchen Open Every Night

New England's

Largest

College Daily

OJfir MaMattfOBtttB
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saying...
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Something New-'The Meatloaf Concept"
B> BOIU ALI.AIIAN

Alt it years of student gripes, the Food

Services Dept has undergone a "mini

revolution " The need for change has

been recognised and the time is now.

According to (he University Food Ser-

vices Kept brochure, changes will be

apparent from your first meal this

semester until the day you leave the

campus.

Karly this summer, the University

I-nod Services hired a consulting firm

and it now appears that the work being

done l>\ the consulting firm is in the best

interests ol the student population.

The Food Services Dept.. which has

been around this campus lor some fifty-

two years, has come up with a striking

new and impressive concept in menu

planning: the Meatloaf Concept' If this

new name sounds rather strange to you.

what it means is that the meals from now

on will be more varied The idea is that a

personalized touch will afford variety.

and hopefully less tiresome dining for all

For those of you who are still not

satisfied « ith the new changes, there are

a couple ol ways of having student's

On The Inside

:

Room, Board Increases

Challenged See Page Three

Voting Guidelines Listed
See Page Two

gripes heard other than mass student

prayer rallies and food riots. One of these

is the Food Service Committee.

Established by the Student Senate, this

committee is comprised of members of

the Food Service Dept. and one

representative from each dormitory.

Last year's attendance at these meetings

was poor but if these meetings are at

tended !>v more people they could be

most effective m instituting change.

A second avenue of communication is

in the direction of food selection All food

is tested and evaluated in the Research

and Development Test Kitchens before

being served in the Dining Commons
Located on the third floor of Worcester

Commons in the quad, membership is

limited to ten people, five of whom arc

students In addition to this, many
random samplings will be conducted

during the year in the dining commons to

gauge student opinion

A third and possibly faster course of

action available lor airing gripes would

be to consult with the Fnit Manager of a

dining commons

It has been announced that for those

who are true vegetarians or those who

require a special diet, there are selec-

tions of natural foods presently available

in Southwest Hampden and/or Worcester

Dining Commons

Besides the meal tickets which most

students are required to purchase, there

are also meal tickets for students who

arc not required to purchase one. such as

commuters and all others who are

exempt Irom the ten and lifteen meal

plans This is a five day lunch or dinner

. not both i ticket which is available on a

weekly basis. The cost is$(i 7."> for lunches

and 19.25 for dinners, and the ticket is

non refundable And as in the past, the

1 Diversity Food Services invites friends

and family to dine on a cash basis This

breaks down to $.96 lor breakfast, SI •'"><»

lor lunch and $2.00 lor dinner

As in the past, students may purchase
meal tickets lor weekends which are

priced at $100 00 a semester and are non

refundable. These can be used at snack

bars and the Campus Center Coffee Shop.

Good news lor those who would like to

spend more lime in the Dining Commons
than that allowed lor dining To get a job

it is advisable lor you to get in touch with

the Food Service Department for further

information

As in the past, the same S.O 1' ST

standard operating procedures are in

affeel Unlimited seconds are still

available but it is required that the food

be eaten on the premises It is ask«*d that

you bus your own trays and PLEASE no

tipping off of Dining Commons property.

Last year over $:{(». (KK) worth of flatware.

China and other stuff was ripped off the

dining commons

3-iwc -oa^im/ r rn j
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Dye Departs UMass;
Returns To Home Town

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1971 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

l)i lames Shawe. newlv-appointed CASIAC Dean, counsels

anonMnous freshman. Student advisors will supplement the usual

counseling program at Registration and Add-Drop. (MDC Photo by

Steve Schmidt)

CASIACImplements
Student Advisors

B) JIM GOLD
Former Director of Security William Dye resigned

alter a short time at UMass this summer because he

was offered the job of Chief of Police in his home town

of Kast St Louis, according to Douglas Forsythe.

Interim Director of Security.

"You have to understand that Kast St. Louis is a

problem area and that it has lost over ten thousand

residents in the past ten years Forsythe explained in

a Collegian interview. 'Hill Dye wanted to do

something for his town", said Forsythe. He called

Dye's action laudatory.

"This puts the problem back to the beginning. A new

search committee for this critical position is now

being formed, said Forsythe. "We want a well

qualified man. and well just have to spend the time on

it." he said.

Forsythe indicated that a new interim director may

also be appointed, replacing himself.

Describing the job of director. Forsythe said that it

takes a unique person. He said the job should be

preventative of crime.

With the tight job market. Forsythe feels that the

committee should find a new director within a

reasonable length of time. The new search committee

will surely use some of the talent of the old committee.

he said.

As director of planning and training in Kast St.

Louis. Mr. Dye is responsible for the training of 112

officers, coordination of division planning, budget

preparation and personnel management.
'"J) ^! ^-

he is assistant director of public safety, directs all

federal grant programs and supervises police com-

munity relations and police cadet programs.

In 1968-69 he served as assistant to the executive

director of the St Clair County Crime Commission in

Belleville HI recommending improvements in the

,ust ice system, organizing programs for citizen

participation, and advising the St. Clair-Madison

County Chiefs Police Association. He also began a law-

enforcement educational program for elementary

schools. .

lor 1 1 years, from 1957- 1%H. Mr. Dye was an Illinois

State trooper, four of those years as a detective. He

has lectured at the State Police Training Academy in

Illinois and has taught law enforcement and criminal

justice courses at the State Community College at

Fast St. Louis.

He is secretarv of the Planning Cabinet for the City

of Kast St Louis, a board member of that city's

Community Center Development Commission, and a

member of the executive committee of the

Metropolitan Drug and Substance Abuse Council. He

is also a member of the Illinois Law Knforcement

Commission and a member of the Board of Directors

of the Southwestern Illinois Law Knforcement

Commission.
A graduate of Southern Illinois ' mversity, with a

major in sociology-psychology. Mr. Dye is currently

enrolled in graduate school.

Bv I)on(ilickstein

MIX Staff

CASIAC's newly-established

counseling service will utilize

student advisors to supplement its

pre-existing academic counseling.

This will enable students to speak

with their peers about courses and

requirements.

For the first time in recent

years, CASIAC. i.e. the College of

Arts and Sciences Information and

Advising Center, under the

direction of its new Dean, Dr.

James Shawe, and its student

counselors, will move its entire

operation to Boyden Gym for

Registration Day and Add-Drop

Day. There, it will provide ad-

vising services, and, in the words

of one of its counselors, will "serve

as an oasis in a frightening,

franetic. bureaucratic desert.''

"We hope that upperclassmen.

as well as freshmen and transfer

students, will take advantage of

CASIAC," commented Dean
Shawe. "Requirements, courses,

and special programs are con-

stantly being altered, added, and

deleted. Too many students rely on

the advice and information' that

their friends provide. Un-

fortunately, friends do not always

have the up-to-date knowledge that

we try to have."

An Knglish professor coming to

UMass from the University of

Michigan, Dr. Shaw's specialty is

the 18th Century novel. This

semester, he will teach a section of

the Shakespeare course. Shaw's

duties as Dean of CASIAC will be

similar to those he performed as

Assistant Dean of the U. Michigan

College of Arts.

The CASIAC student counselors

will be manning a table in Boyden

gym today and tomorrow. A
"•'Otline" will be also available for

any student who has academic

questions or problems at 5-1583, 24

hours a day for the next two weeks.

The permanent office for the

CASIAC student counselors is E-24

Machmer Hall, right next to the

main CASIAC office.

Voter Guidelines Set

For Amherst Residents
In compliance with the opinion of

Atty General Robert Quinn. the

Board of Registrars of Amherst

presents the following guidelines to

all prospective voters of Amherst.

Qualification for registering:

1. Citizenship-US. citizen by

birth or naturalization.

2. Age- 18 years or older.

j. Resident of Amherst for six

months. In the case of students,

proof of residency must be

presented at the time of

registration. This could be a letter

from the student's Dean, Housing

or Registrar's office, or rent

receipts.

The Town Clerk's office is open

for registering Monday through

Friday between the hours of 8 a.m.

and 4::U) p.m.

The next election in the Town of

Amherst will be on February 22,

1972. To qualify to vote in this

election registration must have

taken place at least 20 days prior to

that date (February 2. 1972).

Attorney General Robert H.

Quinn's ruling on student voters

has brought mixed reaction from

students and Amherst town

residents. The subject was so big

that the New York Times and Time
Magazine sent reporters here over

the summer to find out the im-

plications of students voting in

Amherst.
Most officials from the town

have stated that not too many
students are expected to register

here, and if they do. they will

probably be responsible.

Merle Sheldon, chairman of the

town's Board of Selectman, stated

in July that students have served

on town committees and "have

made quite a contribution to the

town."

Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen anticipates that most

students will register in their home
towns in order to take a greater

part in local affairs.

Senate General Counsel Richard

M Rowland, Attorney for students,

pointed out this week that the

student who adopts Amherst as his

residence, should also take on full

responsibility for his actions He
described this as paying taxes

here, registering your car here,

knowing what you are voting for

Hamlin Turned Over To CC Hotel

UWW Trial Starts

BvlKANNKTTK
MAKTINEAU

Hamlin House in the Quad has

been given to the Campus Center

Hotel for use by "transient"'

students, guests of students,

visiting conferences, and graduate

students It is scheduled for

renovation during second

semester.

The University Without Walls

will begin a pilot concept in

education at UMass this fall as 30

students start bachelor's degree

programs tailored especially for

them.
Programs are designed to serve

students with highly individualized

and flexible approaches to lear-

ning. The 30 entering students,

aged 18 to 55, have all had some

experience in college -one as a

freshman in 1928 -but cir-

cumstances have prevented them

from returning until now.

About 80 persons applied for the

program, but enrollment was kept

to :M for this trial year.

In keeping with the flexibility of

University Without Walls (UWW),
students will not have traditional

majors, but most will probably

focus their studies on special areas

of interest, according to Asst. Prof.

F Thomas Clark, director of

UWW. The first 30 students have

shown interests in education,

social service, and the creative

arts

Prof. Clark defines UWW as

bachelor's level study with a

completely negotiated program."

Kach program is decided by

student and faculty, and each

involves a wholly individual

curriculum which could span

several departments at UMass and

other institutions involved in

University Without Walls. In ad-

dition to classroom work, a

student's program could include

internships, field experiences,

research assistantships, and in-

dependent study. Some students

will also have tutoring, and none

will have a time schedule to

complete work for a bachelor's

degree
Of the $815,000 which the Ford

Foundation and the U.S. Office of

Kducation have funded, UMass has

so far received $40,000 for its

planning

Sandwen Confirmed

Student Trustee
The state legislature last week passed a bill with an emergency

preamble confirming Lee Sandwen, president of the Student Senate, as

student trustee from the UMass-Amherst campus.

Two student trustees will be seated on the Board as the result of House

Bill 4778, signed by Governor Sargent August 31st. The bill allows for two

student trustees, one from each of the Boston and Amherst campuses. It

designates the Student Senate President as the student trustee.

Before the bill was passed, the student trustee from each campus was

to alternate yearly as representatives to the Board UMass-Boston was to

have the responsibility for this academic year.

The new bill was submitted by Rep. John W. Oliver, on behalf of the

University and State Communications Council, a campus group ad-

vocating greater student involvement on the board.

The new bill was submitted by Rep. John W Oliver, on behalf of the

University and State Communications Council, a campus group ad-

vocating greater student involvement on the board. The USCC previously

lobbied at the State House against last year's threatened tuition hike.

Victim students of dormitory

overbooking are being temporarily

housed at Hamlin House, also

Donald Witkoski. manager of the

Campus Center Hotel, described

the nature of these "ac

commodations" as "till they find

other dorms." However, un-

successful searchers will receive

help from the Housing Office.

These •nverbookings" arc the

by-product of the 999 List, a system

used by the University's Housing

Department Those listed are

expected to till the vacancies

created by people who didn't sho\

up. This semester, however, the

system met with an "overflow".

Last year's residents of Hamlin,

who had voted in favor of co ed

living, have been transfered to

Crabtree. This displacement has

further contributed to the dor

mitory-overflow.

dtp flUiaarlpttfrttB flailg (KollfgUm

Off>ceof the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second tloor o« the Student Umon on

the University campus. i<p code 0)003 Phones are S4S 2550 (news). 545 0344

(sports), and 549 131) (editor)

Second class postage pa.d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN pubhshes five

t,mes weekly Monday through Fnday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls withm a week Accepted for mailing underthe

euthonty ct the act of March », 1879 as amended by the act of June 11. 1943 Sub
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Need a Personal Locker?

Rent by the Semester

Deposit $2.00 ( Returnable)
Fee $1.50

See Mrs. Margola — SU Games Area

Mercantile
.mmwncps

A Large Selection
of

Incense, Candles
Pottery, Etc.

HST TOWER

ImprovementUrged

At Convocation
Student initiative to improve the

University of Massachusetts-
Amherst community was urged by
speakers yesterday at the annual
freshman convocation attended by
about two-thirds of the 3,600-

member Class of 1975.

Percentage-wise it was one of the

largest turn-outs for a freshman
convocation in recent years.
Chancellor Oswald Tippo
welcomed the new students.

Main speaker at the morning
session was Robert L. Gluckstern,

vice chancellor for academic af-

fairs. He encouraged the ap-

proximately 2.500 students to

become involved in life on campus,
and explained how UMass-
Amherst has responded to student

questions on academic, financial,

and dormitory issues in recent

years.

We need feedback from you

about the successes and failures in

existing programs, and we need

your unique perception regarding

new programs," Dr. Gluckstern

told the freshmen

He noted that a faculty-student

committee has been working on
teacher evaluation and im-
provement, and said, "Before long

we hope to institute a regular
evaluation procedure for teachers
and courses, and to provide a
means for teachers to improve
their skills."

Lee H. Sandwen, Student Senate
president from Annandale, Va.,

asked the incoming students to

acquire a "purpose for your lives."

In the coming years at UMass,
he said, "Don't be processed. It's

so easy to drift through four years
here fat and comfortable. Don't
proceed quietly to your degree and
then plump yourself securely into

the machine that runs this country
today. You'll be worthless in at-

tempts to change it, and left facing

a dismal life....

"The easiest way to begin using

the University to help you grow
and develop the skills that we can't

together use to change this country

is to question it."

Draft Bill Readies

For Return To Senate
WASHINGTON lAPiThe bat-

tered draft extension bill returns to

the Senate Monday beset by a new

filibuster threat and a new
question: What effect will the

presidential wage freeze have on

its military pay boost provision'.'

President Nixon pleaded in vain

lor Congress to pass the lull so he

could sign it before the beginning

ni the month-long congressional

vacation, now ending

The most controversial point in

the long embattled bill remains an

antiwar amendment added by the

Senate and modified by a House-

Senate conference.

Senate Democratic Leader Mike

Mansfield of Montana has said that

while he cannot accept that

modified conference amendment
urging the President merely to

negotiate a deadline from U.S.

military withdrawal from In-

dochina, he will not himself ob-

struct Senate action on the total

bill.

Bill other senators, notably Sen.

Mike Gravel, D Alaska, have said

nothing short of the original

Senate passed Mansfield amend
merit is acceptable and that they

will once again filibuster the hill

which would extend the draft tor

two years.

Developments of the past month

in Saigon, which saw President

Nguyen Van Thieu emerge as the

sole candidate in next month's

South Vietnamese presidential

elections, may give fresh am-

munition to opponents of the draft

extension

The Mansfield amendment
would declare as U.S. policy a

nine-month withdrawal date for

U.S. troops, provided all U.S.

prisoners are freed, with Congress

setting the date. The compromise

leaves that to the President's

discretion.

Gravel and some others also

object to the extension of the draft

at all and seek the creation of an

ill volunteer armed force.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE AUTOS

bulb. 683-SOM. ON

1968 MOC-OT, excellent ear, mu*t

veil, wlU »»crlJflce, $W0« firm. M«-
4630. tre-13

Triumph TR4A 1968, 555*1 mecb.
, ..iid., rebuilt en*., repair paper*,

nredN »»nie body work. Around $53#.

Call Paul 66&-3M6. tf9-K

FOR SALE

Tar Nule — CMlMf, book*, furni-

ture, funky Muff. Saturday, Sept

11th from 10 a in. to 4 p.m., M
South Whitney Ht. In town. tf9-ll

BABYSITTER WANTED

BBSS BH HK IK K queen

or kins waterbed ««8.98, round or

jumbo *I9 ».V Immed. drUv., S yr.

warranty. Aqua-Dream, Box 477.

\mlierwt. tf»-gj

I.antpit Turn on »our room wlfh
li«ncicrnflf«l orirlnali. — Annortril

•.•>le«. color* and Hhnpe*. GlaM with

all bran* i>nrN. I'lua hIihUc anil

Student'tt wife with child to bal»Mt
full time (H-4) with professor's I

anil 3 vnr olds In our Mk house and
yard (n Amherst. Transporlntlon
provided, snlary negotiable. Coll b*'.-

2?17 before 8, 253-73*0 after. tf!>-lt

MISCELLANEOUS
l.oarn Silver jewelry maklncl »w

course for beginners starts Sept. 15.

Call 253-1077 for details now.
tffMfl

GET THEM WHILE THEY LAST... Dean William F. Field lauds the
new, the latest, the one you've all been waiting for: Student Handbook,
(photo right) Thousands of anxiously awaiting Freshmen wait to get their

hands on this new book, bound to be a bestseller on this campus by this

afternoon. MDC photos by Steve Schmidt)

Howland, Sandwen Fight

Board, Rent Increases
Student Senate Counsel Richard

M. Howland and Senate Prsident
Lee Sandwen are seeking a ruling

from the Office of- Emergency
Preparedness (OEP) to extend
President Nixon's wage-price-rent
control freeze to University fees.

The increased room and board fees

paid by UMass students are the
issue.

The exemption is sought from
the apparent ruling of the Cost of

Living Council (August 29, 1971),

which suggests that if one person
has paid pursuant to an increase,

(for instance a paid bill for in-

creased room and board prior to

Few Salaries

Affected

At UMass
A study of the potential impact of

the national wage-price freeze

indicates that it will have no effect

on most salaries of UMass faculty

and staff, since a cost-of-living

increase was given to all em-
ployees in January and merit in-

creases for faculty and
professionals were awarded in

February Step increases for

approximately .">(><) non-

professional employees, due to be

paid during the <»() day period, will

have to be delayed, however, and

about 25 faculty members will not

receive scheduled increases

The salaries of no other em-

ployees wil be affected unless the

freeze is extended.

There will he no significant

saving in labor costs in areas paid

tor by student tees, sueh as hoard.

room and the campus center The

study shows a 10 cent saving per

student on the campus center. 11

cents in the residence halls, and 30

cents m the dining halls as a result

ol the freeze on step increases of

employees working in those areas

This is more than offset by non-

labor cost increases which went

into effect before the freeze, and by

the I act that almost 60 percent of

all foods used in the dining halls

are perishable and therefore not

subject to the freeze.

Increases in the costs of utilities,

materials and supplies initiated

prior to the freeze were at a sub

stantially higher rate than

budgeted for Coal, for example,

was budgeted for an 8 percent

increase, but actually increased

more than that last April Electric

power was budgeted for a 6.5

percent increase, but went up more
than that on July 1. Materials were

budgeted to increase by an

average of 9 percent, and while a

few fell within this figure, most

others increased a good deal more
than that (fir and spruce lumber

31%, wax U\%, cement blocks 20%,

etc.)

One area of saving for all

members of the University com-

munity will be in the freeze on

parking lees hut at the expense of

improved security and lighting

August 14, 1971), the increase is

already established and must be
paid by all, in UMass' case 20,000

students. In a letter to the OEP,
Howland and Sandwen said only
some fourteen (14) percent ap-
parently paid prior to the
President's announcement.
"We are seeking to extend the

benefits of the President's freeze to

students who, together with their

parents, are subject to the burdens
of the "freeze'' upon salaries,

wages and other sources of in-

come," the letter said.

According to Howland and
Sandwen, any reading of the

philosophy of the "freeze" which
supports either the view that one
person or fourteen percent may
burden all others with an increase

that is counter to national policy,

or the view that national policy

does not apply to students, is

grossly inequitable.

"We cannot justify "freezing"
students' and their parents' in-

come and anticipations while
allowing their cost of living (not

education) to be increased," they
said in their petition.

"Whether or not any student has
paid should be irrelevant. The
University has experienced the

highest number of withdrawals
prior to registration since the
President's in its history, as we
understand it. Surely the President
did not intend to victimize all

students by this freeze."

Further developments are
pending the petition which opposes
the exemption to the freeze
granted to the University.

Continuing Education

Offers Many Courses
The one-year old Division of Continuing Education at UMass will offer a

potpourri of interesting courses this fall. Dr. William C. Venman.
program director, announced this week that approximately 70 courses in

_*1) subject areas are scheduled.

High school graduates, or those who have certificates of General
Educational Development, are entitled t

High school graduates, or those who have certificates of General
Educational Development, are entitled to enroll in courses ottered by the

I Mass Division of Continuing Education. Students may elect to take

credit courses either on a credit or audit basis, but enrollment in Con

tinuing Education courses does not mean regular University enrollment
or degree candidac \

In person registration will be Irnm Monday, August 30, to Friday, Sept

I at the Division of Continuing Kducation. \rlu Campus Center Late

registration will be Sept. 7 through !). An information catalog with a

complete listing of course descriptions may be obtained by writing the

Division of Continuing Education, or calling (413) 545-0905.

This fall's courses will be m sueh subjects as: philosophy . psychology
anthropology, art. rhetoric, sociology. Speech, English. German
government, history, accounting, civil engineering, finance, forestry,,

library science, social histor> of the United States. Italian, linguistics,

music, math, agricultural engineering, forestry, home economics, and
teacher education

The lee for a three-credit course offered on the Amherst campus is |

in addition to a five dollar registration fee and, for certain courses, a

laboratory fee to cover the expense of field trips, computer time, or

special materials. Three credit courses offered off the Amherst campus
will cost $»4 in addition to the registration fee and possible laboratory

tees

FALL SEMESTER — ISRAEL
Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study in Jerusalem, Israel/July-December, 1971

(40) students from 25 universities enrolled in 1970)

Juniors and Seniors eligible

Four courses/Hebrew not required/Earn 16 credits

Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel

Some financial aid available.

Write today for information/application deadline

March 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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In The Nation And The World

Nixonomics Topic With Congress, Japan
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon is seeking support for his

new economic policy at home and
abroad Thursday with a personal

appearance before Congress and a

U.S. -Japan trade conference here

the same day.

Nixon met for two hours Tuesday
with Cabinet officials who will field

expected Japanese objections to

Nixon's new 10 per cent surtax on
imports, and the White House
announced the President will

address a joint session of Congress
at 12:30 p.m. EDT Thursday.

The White House also released a

report of the National Commission
on productivity that said "We
must rekindle this American
spirit'' to produce more goods at

less cost to become more com-
petitive in foreign trade.

The report by the commission of

business, labor, public and
government members echoed
Nixon's Labor Day radio broadcast

calling on the nation to revive the

American competitive spirit.

Congress reconvenes Wednesday
after a month-long recess and
Nixon is expected to press the

legislators to enact tax proposals

he requested as part of his new
economic package along with the

90-day wage-price freeze and the

10-percent surtax on imports.

Organized labor, claiming the

new policy favors big business over

workers, has served notice it will

lobby hard against Nixon's request

for a 10 per cent business-

investment tax credit, but will

support his proposal to repeal the 7

per cent excise tax on US-made
automobiles.

Labor and some Democrats plan

to fight in Congress to speed up

proposed cuts in individual income

taxes. And labor unions have

demanded that profits and interest

rates be included in any new

economic restraints after the

freeze.

White House press secretary

Konald L. Ziegler said Nixon

discussed with his Cabinet Com-
mittee on International Economic

Policy the need for encouraging

investment in new industrial plants

and equipment to make this

country more competitive in in-

ternational trade.

Ziegler said the discussion in-

cluded the scheduled Thursday and
Friday meeting of the U.S.-

.Japanese Cabinet ministers on

trade and economic affairs.

Japanese officials, whose

country does much of its foreign

trade with the United States, have
objected to the 10 per cent tax on

their exports to this country, and
also reluctantly let their currency

float upward in relation to its value

to the dollar. The floating of the

yen had the result of making

Japanese goods more expensive

when sold in the United States.

The dollar's value edged up

slightly Tuesday on the Tokyo

market, but still represented a

devaluation of more than 6 per cent

since the yen was floated free of an

officially pegged value.

On other foreign money markets,

the dollar value had dropped about

3.9 per cent under the French

franc, 2 3 per cent below the Swiss

franc, nearly 8 per cent below the

West German mark and 2.4 per

cent less in relation to the British

pound.

Congressional Joint-Session Thursday

Cabinet Forms Panel

On Narcotics Traffic
WASHINGTON (AP)—The White House disclosed Tuesday the

creation several weeks ago of a Cabinet committee on controlling

the international narcotics traffic.

Secretary of State William P. Rogers, the chariman, said there

have been three meetings with pleasing results and some suc-

cesses.

"In my opinion," the secretary told reporters, "it is the most

important step that has been taken in the field of control of drugs in

the international sphere."

In terms of initial successes. Rogers mentioned control efforts in

Turkey-which has been the biggest source of opium flowing into the

United States-Thailand, Laos, Burma and Mexico. And he said that

the U.S. ambassador to Cyprus, David H. Popper, has gone to more

than 20 other nations to round up support.

Rogers briefed reports at the White House after press secretary

Ronald L. Ziegler said President Nixon signed a memorandum
setting up the Cabinet committee shortly after leaving Washington

Aug 17 for a speech-making trip across the country and a sojourn

at the Western White House.

There was no explanation of the delay in announcing the action,

which Rogers said followed a meeting with top people in the

uovernment and ambassadors from some of the nations chiefly

involved

On the committee with the secretary are Atty. Gen. John N.

Mitchell. Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird. Secretary of the

Treasury John B. Connally, United Nations Ambassador George

Bush and Director Richard Helms of the Central Intelligence

Agency. __—_——_

—

WASHINGTON (AP)—President Nixon moved

Tuesday the take the initiative in the resumed session

of Congress with a personal appeal for his broad new

economic program.
Congressional leaders disclosed that Nixon will

speak to a joint session of Congress at 12:30 p.m. EDT
Thursday on the many actions and proposals he un-

veiled while the lawmakers were on a month-long

vacation which ends Wednesday.
Some of his key moves, especially in the field of

taxation, will require legislative implementation. And
even on moves he can make by executive authority,

support from the Democratic-controlled Congress

would be valuable.

Collaterally, political significance is seen in his

effort to take and hold the initiative on the economic

issue which seems certain to be a major one in 1972

presidential and congressional elections.

With the wage-price freeze portion of Nixon's

program set to expire Nov. 13, Congress is expected to

keep in session until well past then instead of winding

up its work in October as some leaders had hoped.

A variety of other business also must be acted on

before the end of the session, including the long-stalled

draft-extension bill and five appropriations measures

including defense and foreign-aid bills.

Even before Nixon speaks, the House Ways and

Means Committee opens hearings Wednesday on a

package of tax proposals recommended by the

President, including repeal of the 7 per cent

automobile excise tax, and a speedup in increased

personal income tax exemptions.

Chairman Wilbur Mills, D—Ark., has pledged

prompt action but has made clear Democrats may
amend the President's proposals to provide a greater

tax break for low-income individuals.

The Senate votes Wednesday on a treaty aimed at

curbing international air hijackings and then launches

debate on a $7.5-billion, two-year extension of the

antipoverty program.
With its two leaders. Democrat Mike Mansfield of

Montana and Republican Hugh Scott, of Pennsylvania

heading a delegation to a Paris interparliamentary

meeting, resumption of debate on draft extension was
put off until Monday.
Antiwar senators have pledged a fight against the

action of Senate-House conferees in watering down a

Senate amendment, sponsored by Mansfield calling

for total U.S. withdrawal from Indochina in nine

months if American prisoners are freed.

The month's developments in Saigon, which have
left President Nguyen Van Thieu unopposed in next

month's South Vietnamese presidential elections may
bolster opposition to the two-year draft extension.

Few Problems As Pontiac Busing Begins

PONTIAC. Mich. (AP) - Pon-

tiac's federally ordered school

busing got under way Tuesday with

much shouting and picketing but

with only a few minor incidents

marking the day. Attendance was
low in some schools.

Nine women, several of whom
had chained themselves to a school

bus parking area in an effort to

keep the buses from rolling were
arrested.

Bitter feeling of the busing op-

ponents, which surfaced Aug. 30 in

the bombing of 10 school buses,

were still evident in the attitude of

many of the pickets, mostly
women.
Pontiac school Supt. Dr. Dana

Whitmer said the first day's
operation, in line with orders from
a U.S. District Court, indicated

My Lai Sergeant Has ' 'No Comment '

'

FT. MEADE. Md. (AP)—A sergeant who saw dead

civilians at My Lai testified Tuesday he replied "no

comment " when Col. Oran K. Henderson asked him

two days after the massacre whether he felt troops

had acted properly at the Vietnamese hamlet.

I i, st Sgt J. A. Buchanon, a platoon sergeant in the

assault company, told Henderson's My Lai coverup

court martial that the colonel met him and five or six

toaccused of willful dereliction of duty failing

properly investigate atrocity reports.
The 51-year-old colonel also is charged with failing

to report actual or suspected war crimes and with
twice lying to a Pentagon inquiry into the handling of
reports of events at My Lai.

The day's second witness, Ronald D. Grzesik, a
riflemen at My Lai testified he saw from 110 to 150

"here was no compromise of the

safety and welfare of our kids.

We feel good, for that is our No. 1

job."

Mrs. Irene McCabe, a leader of

the National Action Group (NAG)
contended that more than BO per

cent of the 9,000 pupils who were to

have been bused did not attend

opening day classes, but her

figures were disputed by school

officials.

They said the opening day tur-

nout of white students was not as
good as they had hoped, but that

the number of blacks who reported

to classes was very satisfactory.

At an afternoon news con-

ference, however, Whitmer said

attendance in city high schools was
HO per cent of that expected, junior

high attendance was 63 per cent

and. among elementary pupils 45

per cent. Whitmer said he had no
racial breakdown on attendance.

U.S. District Judge Damon S.

Keith of Detroit ordered the con-

troversial busing plan which
required that about 9,000 of Pon-
tiac's 24,000 public school pupils be
bused to achieve racial balance.
NAG has taken the lead in op-

posing the order and says it will

appeal it Wednesday to the 6th U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals in Cin-

cinnati. One appeal to that court by
the school board was rejected.

Mrs. McCabe said her group was
going ahead with plans to set up
privately operated "Freedom
Schools'' to provide a substitute for

public school education.

About 300 demonstrators who
objected to the busing staged a mid
morning rally outside Board of

Education offices.

Buses arriving at the various

schools went through picket lines

of parents, but there were no in-

cidents among students until

Pontiac Central High School was
dismissed for the day.

James Lafnear. a juvenile of-

ficer for the Pontiac Police
Department, said three white
students were assaulted as they

were entering buses to be taken

home.
The three were treated for in-

juries suffered when they were
struck with fists and a cane.

Witnesses told police, "Four or five

black youths jumped them".

other GIs as they returned to their home base March civilian casualties around the village but answered

IK, uHi8. '"o" two days later when asked if he had witnessed

-Col Henderson stopped us and asked us a any atrocities,

question," he testified. Grzesik. 27, now a student from Holyoke, Mass.,

"He said: 'Men, do you feel you have conducted said the interrogation was conducted upon his return

yourself in a manner so that the Vietnamese would to Landing Zone Dottie-Where Buchanon was
questioned-by a senior officer whose identity he could
not recall. "He asked us a question, if we had seen any
atrocities,'' Grzesik said. "I replied no."

Q. Why did you answer no?
A. Because I did not see any atrocities. I saw the end

result.

The defense got Grzesik to agree that his memory
might be somewhat hazy after three years. But
Buchanon. asked similar questions about his memory
of events at the landing zone, said: "That's something
1 remember."

say the next time they see you come, here come our

friends, here come our buddies,"' the sergeant

related.

No one in the group responded or nodded his head,

said Buchanon, now stationed at Ft. Bragg. N.C.

"Did he then ask anyone individually," a prosecutor

"Yes he pointed at me and said 'How about you?' I

said I have no comment, sir He said, 'okay,' We then

continued down the helicopter pad." Buchanon said^

Buchanon appeared at the start of the third week of

prosecution testimony against Henderson, who IS

British-Irish Summit Held

LONDON ( AP) - The prime ministers of Britain and the Irish Republic

ended their summit Tuesday in chill disagreement and miles apart from

any joint action to end the chaos in British-ruled Northern Ireland.

Britain's Edward Heath and the republic's Jack Lynch ended their two-

day meeting deeply divided on almost every issue they considered,

political sources said.

The basic stumbling block confronting them was the 50-year-old issue

of Ireland's partition.

Lynch insisted that a United Ireland was the only way to permanent
peace, Heath contended Northern Ireland must remain part of the United

Kingdom while the majority of its 1-1/2 million population wants it that

way.
Both British and Irish officials, however, were anxious that the talks

should not be seen as total failure.

They stressed the meeting was intended mainly as an exploration of

minds and that more talks will follow. Lynch is due back in London to

meet Heath this fall.
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Free Advice
Welcome back. For those of you who have been here

before you know what to expect and for those who are

new you'll find out soon enough. This place has a way Of

getting to you and, if you don't take some action to prevent

ft it can really overpower you. However, our business is

not to preach to you about your duty to the University

community but rather to hopefully educate you about what

that community is. .. .

Last year had its own triumphs and catastrophies not

unlike any other year. The entire University.pulled

together in an uncommon effort to stop the tuition hike, for

a while anyway. Perhaps the pocketbook holds the com-

mon denominator to men's minds after all Then again

though some other worthwhile causes reached successful

conclusions with the completion of a day care center and

the alterations in the meal ticket plans. So there may be

h
On

e
the

ft

debit side, the student-faculty relationship was

strained even further than usual over the University-

Senate controversy. Former Senate President Glenn

Elters even went as far as to declare war Beneath this

belligerent rhetoric lies an unquestionable truth tnat

students and faculty can not exist as mutually exclusive

bodies reiving upon their own resources to reach what

must be an inevitable goal, a real campus-wide governing

bodv We must have hope that in the end reason and not

some sort of misguided pride will finally settle the whole

As Senate President Lee Sandwen stated in his Con-

vocation address, "Pessimism is the most blatant form ot

cowardice." It is not for us to look back upon past events

and blame the flaws in man's character for the ultimate

failure and demise of the human community, Rather we
must look forward in hope in the human spirit and not

foolish optimism or pessimism based on individuals goals.

The best way to accomplish this, and the best advice we
can give to you, is to become part of something, not

necessarily a leader or follower but a vital segment ot

some group or cause which you feel needs you. In this way

vou can more easily become aware of the realities ot not

just campus life but of your own goals and abilities and

perhaps less concerned with selfish thoughts. That might

just be the fate Mr. Sandwen had in mind.

-Wlial Do Von M.mik Wluil ILm \\< \Um Kighlinj!

|or> lltTlMt \" KxailiptV Of V \ irhiumrM-

IKlerniiiiiiti! Iliw <>*" Kulum Mwmh

The local District Attorney would like to see all drug

traffic stopped on campus. With local school com-

mittees and town officials hounding him because high

school students trek to campus to buy drugs, law

enforcement people like D.A. John Callahan have

tried to react; they had a piecemeal "undercover

investigation" and arrested more than 50 students

here at UMass last Spring.

Callahan knows that he isn't breaking the back of

any drug scene around campus. He is happy that some

of the people arrested in last Spring's early morning

raid were hard core pushers with reputations for

associating with high schoolers. He admits with

gestures indicating resignation that the question of

drugs and their illegal use is ultimately a matter to be

handled by the community.

Talking with him in the Northampton District Court

House, the young nicotine-hooked D.A. was not quite

sure about how the law relates to the reality of this

campus and how he should be enforcing the law.

Callahan is of a different generation and readily

admits that he doesn't understand why people at the

University are so willing to take acid etc. But he says

that if he was here at UMass now he too "would

probably be smoking marijuana."

Callahan is a politician. While serving as DA., he

has committed himself to serving the best interests of

the "defendant". Since he became DA., those

arrested for possession of marijuana have been

prosecuted with kid gloves; usually a one year

suspended sentence followed by a dropping of charges

and no record

Callahan is described by his observers and even his

co workers as a "liberal". The "liberal" side being

reflected by his softness on marijuana. His treatment

of marijuana offenders is something he holds to the

public as "liberajness". My response to this was "but

vou still arrest them."

Slowly, Callahan, who is still hovering around his

thirtieth golden year, has been adjusting his views on

marijuana, possibly to the extent that he wouldn't

mind legalized grass for those over 18. He spends time

reading the latest findings and recommendations on

drugs He has the recent Canadian Government report

that recommends legalization. One observer noted

that the D.A. while favoring legalized grass still is

having difficulty with the idea of legalized hash and

THC
Why the big bust last Spring? Remember the last

week of classes. The Collegian had just stopped

publishing The police, in force, swooped down on the

campus just after 4:00 a.m. and within twelve minutes

it was all over. ..at least for the 52 students nabbed.

There was much irate and critical student reaction

to that intrusion into the lifestyle of UMass. Most of

the administrators on campus reacted with a resigned

"You do that sort of thiog, that's what happens.

Two days after the raid the policemen from campus

and the area, including Callahan, played a softball

game with the people from Room to Move, the local

drug drop-in center. It was tagged "The Pigs versus

the Freaks". The freaks beat the pigs.

The raid was long in coming as any cop or

University Administrator will admit. Callahan went to

the State legislature at the beginning of last year to

request money to conduct a narcotic's investigation.

He got the money -nearly $3000.00 -to purchase

drugs He was out after hard drugs.

Callahan was under pressure from local school

boards and town officials to stop the drug trafficing

between UMass and the local high schools. School

officials reportedly went as far as naming rooms at

li Mass where their own youthful addicts bought

drugs.

The State Police came up with an "undercover

agent to conduct the investigation and purchase the

drugs here on campus. The "undercover agent",

according to Callahan, was working two other larger

investigations in the Eastern part of the state and

could only devote a minimal amount of time to UMass,

coming to campus perhaps one or two evenings a

week.

Callahan had instructed the agent not to purchase

marijuana. The agent insisted that he had to establish

credibility and could only do so by copping an oc-

casional "kilo or lid. (Perhaps the agent was a

marijuana addict.) He spent $2750.60 over a two

month period making five marijuana buys (largest

quantity-one kilo), three of MDA, three of Am-

phetamines, three barbituates, three hashish, one

syringe, and 2:5 of LSD I Largest single buy $85.00).

Because the cases of those arrested that fateful

Friday morning are still being continued, Callahan

declined to comment in more detail on the individual

cases. But it is known that several of those arrested

had been under surveilance previously and that they

did deal regularly with high schoolers.

Perhaps because there is no real legal answer to

UMass' drug problems, Callahan has taken on a

rather awkward posture for a D.A. He is passive about

Room to Move's plan to analyze drugs on campus. He

says "It's the lesser of two evils. better than having

bad drugs on campus." He would still like to see "drug

traffic on campus stopped."

For a man entrusted with responsibility for en-

forcing the laws of the State, there can only be two

courses. The first is to play by the books and enforce

whenever possible. The other is to act out of con

science and common sense, in spite of the law.

Callahan tries to walk the tightrope between the two.

There will be "on-going investigations" says

Callahan, half-heartedly. There are three state police

troopers assigned to investigate drugs in Western

Massachusetts, including Springfield. The resources

for attacking drugs around here are at a minimum.

Some will be pleased to hear that State Trooper

I leleva, the man who has conducted most of the drug

raids in this area, is no longer the head of the narcotics

squad.

What is clear to Callahan is that even though there is

no way ot stopping drugs here, the students them-

selves nuist recognize and reject the people in this

community who do ply the high schools and junior

high schools with drugs. Somehow the community

must stabilize itself into a decent place to live, without

the sporadic incidents of violence and gun play that

have haunted UMass dormitories as part of the

tremendous volume of drugs circulating the campus
Perhaps there will be an end to the threat of drug

arrests on campus. But that will happen only after the

students here take some positive action. Right now,

the campus is lucky to have a "liberal" D.A.

Freshman Convocation

Sandwen Asks For Courage

If there is one thing I can suggest about your stay at

UMass. it is don't be processed. It is so easy to drift

through four years here fat and comfortable. Don't

proceed quietly to a degree and then plug yourself

securely into the machine that runs this country

today. You'll be worthless in attempts to change it and

left facing a dismal life somewhere in suburbia.

You've got to do something more than this. Surely you

have a view of a higher purpose for your lives.

The easiest way to begin using the university to help

you grow and develop the skills that we can together

use to change this country, is to begin to question it.

Question why we stood up in homage to the flag that

has been carried by men in your name committing

genocide in Indo-China since before you were born.

Question why classes are big, food bad, or why fresh-

man convocations are held. Question why during a

national wage-price freeze the university can raise

rents and fees. And. of couse, question why I stand

before you. There are many questions that need to be

asked and many actions that need to be taken here.

The central point is you must take an active role in

directing and changing your lives now!

Many. I suppose, especially administrators and

faculty, wonder what 1 feel that forces me into

pressuring you at this time. Why should 17 and 18 year

olds be forced into hastened preparation for Ar-

mageddon'.' Shouldn't college be an enjoyable period

during which one can sow wild oats before buckling to

the pressures of marriage, family, and the eight hour

work day'.'
,

In 1776 Tom Paine wrote that, "these are the times

that try men's souls. The summer soldier and he

sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink from the

service of their country." The country he was talking

about was not the British Empire-it had no name; it

was more a spirit. It was echoed in the call for life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. And now as

America stumbles toward its 200th year celebration,

these words ring true again. There are so many crises

that the modern American faces it would take me

hours just to list them. Ecologic madness even in

western Massachusetts, a race war, now shaping up

in Cairo HI., Philadelphia, and elsewhere, poverty;

hunger; lingering war and growing judicial fascism

'ill oxist

.lust think about the summer of 1975-the time when

many of vou will be leaving here. Will you be capable

of dealing with American life then? You don t have to

be crazy to predict Richard Nixon will be completing

his second term as President, and Spiro Agnew will be

a Supreme Court Judge. The world famine predicted

Editorial Points

by several authors will have begun in Asia. And surely

the U.S. will be further along toward landing a man on

Mars, then toward making life humane in our major

cities -a life now so humane as to drive 100,000 to at-

tempt suicide last year. Am I an extremist, a com-

munist, or a paranoid to imagine these events? I think

not -it will be pari and parcel of the world we will each

face in 1975.
. .

1 do not ask vou, however, to be pessimistic -to turn

up your stereo and to light up. Pessimism is the most

blatant form of cowardice in Nixon's America today,

for the U.S. is now in the locus of world history. Can

the richest and most powerful nation in history face

and solve the age-old problems of poverty, racism,

and community, is the question we will answer

through our very lives. And if we fail, the species

homo sepians fails and the world may well be

destroyed. Is there no greater burden or greater

opportunity than that which confronts us in the rest of

the 20th century?

"I know that the great tragedies of history often

fascinate men with approaching horror. Paralyzed,

they can not make up their minds to do anything but

wait So they wait, and one day the Gorgon devours

them But I should like to convince you that the spell

can be broken, that there is only an illusion of im-

potence, that strength of heart, intelligence, and

courage are enough to stop fate and sometimes

reverse it One has merely to will this, not blindly, but

with a firm and reasoned will." Can the University

help develope these qualities within us? My greatest

fear is that there will be few Dan Ellsbergs. Thoreaus.

Ghandis or Dellingers in my graduating class and this

is why I feel so sad and hurried. If America is to resist

its destructive fate there will have to. be far more

developed here -men and women of courage willing to

light for the dignity and humanity of all.

It is a burden. In that there is no question. And a

struggle. But it is one we can not avoid, and I hope it

will begin to be faced here today in the university.

So while vou're here don't beg or wait for an

education-grab for it! and don't let even a degree get

in your way. The time is shorter than most of you

I*oq 1
1
7(i

If you should need any help as an individual, legal,

moral or academic, or if you have any questions or

suggestions about Student Government services do

not hesitate stopping to see us on the 1st floor of the

Campus Center.

1 wish you luck in your stay at the University and all

of us luck in confronting fate as we must.

You can always tell when

school is about to begin at

UMass. All the damn students

come back
* * * *

Students are coming back to a

lot of new and exciting changes

in the Dining Commons. But you

still have to eat there. Now that

Food Service has opened its

MacDonald-like "fast food''

area in Hampden Dining

Commons, maybe a lot of the

clowns around here can find a

job (Ronald MacDonald-
Admonished Administrator or

maybe Fat Faculty)
* * * *

Jack Littlefield who is a high

Whitmore Administrative Of-

ficer in charge of building things

around campus has announced

that for the next couple of years

the University is going to be

laced with the biggest ditch this

Art Buchwald

Crawl, Buzz Or Bite

\\ \SI HN< iTON - This summer

lour of the big movie hits have been

"Willard." 'Blue Water. White

I loath.' The Andromeda Strain"

and "The Hellstrom Chronicle."

The I list picture is about rats, the

second picture is about sharks and

the last two are about bugs.

Whether it is a sign of the times

or not Hollywood once again is

panicking and the word is out at the

studios to buy anything for films

that crawls, buzzes or bites.

\ friend of mine just returned

from the film capital and reported

that he was in the office of one of

the major producers when the

lollowing took place:

The assistant came in. "B.J., I

just got word from London we can

have Elizabeth Taylor and Richard

Burton for $1,000 a week and no

expenses."
"I don't want Elizabeth Taylor

and Richard Burton, you dummy."

B.J. shouted. "I want snakes."

"I've got the story department

researching snakes now. Oh.

William Morris Agency just called

They said they have a hot property

that could make a bigger picture

than Love Story ' In the end both

the girl and the boy die."

I don't want to make a love

story. That's old hat We need

something that the public is

clamoring for. Maybe roaches.

"Roaches'
Why not? People are afraid ol

roaches We could have them in-

fected with some horrible disease

and they take over the town..."

"No it's not scary enough."

•What about boll weevils,

Chief'
'

Boll weevils don't do anything

for me."
The phone rang and the assistant

answered it. He held his hand over

the mouthpiece. "It's Ann-

Margret You told her to call here

today alter you saw a screening of

Carnal Knowledge.'"

The producer took the phone

Ann. baby, you were beautiful

Those scenes in the apartment in

the tiuy's bedroom were out of this

world
"No. I don't have anything for

you now. but I'm trying to develop

a storv for the present market.

Say, if 1 can get a good script would

you have any objection to working

with barracudas. ..Yeh. that's what

I said. man-eating barra-

cudas... Ann...Ann? ...She hung up

on me?"
B.J., John Wayne called and

wants'to know if you're interested

in making a sequel to The

Alamo."
"John .Wayne doesn't mean

anything. The public wants ants,

buzzards, coyotes, wolves

-

mosquitos. That's what they're

buying The other day I asked my
own son if he wanted to see Le

Mans' with Steve McQueen and he

said no. he'd rather see Escape

From the Planet of the Apes.' He

won't go to a movie any more

unless there is an animal or a germ

in it These are the people we must

appeal to
."

Its hard to find properties.

Chief Paramount outbid us for a

picture about Yellow Fever.'

MGM is working on a film about

the plague and 20th has just made

the chief doctor of tropical diseases

at the National Institute of Health

head of the studio." The story

editor walked in. "I think I've got

it! I think I've got it!"

He threw a script on the desk

"It's what we've been looking for

This thing will scare the hell out of

everyone."
The chief ruffled through the

pages. "What's it about?"

The story editor smiled.

- Vichy.ssoise
"

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles

Times

Letters

To The
Editor

campus has ever seen. The

moat like passage will contain

the steam pipes and

paraphenalia of the new
Physical Plant to be built near

Tilson's farm, on the other side

of East Pleasant Street. Jack

says that the ditch will be on the

edge of campus. Jokingly he

comments: "You're lucky I

didn't run it right through the

pond."
Before Attorney General

Quinn's ruling on student voters

Amherst was experienced its

own Dimmoek-rac in action.
i * * *

Maybe this damn feature

wouldn't be so bad if some of you

tried to do them once in a while.

t * * *

Starting classes on a Friday is

one of the great ideas of out

time. It rates right up there with

the President's wage freeze.

The President

As Dictator
(Reprinted from the NY Times 8/31/71)

.

CI FVFLAND—To one who has survived all the financial panics ot this

century has known all the Presidents and has been privileged to par

Urinate in building up American industry and agriculture, the d.sgrace of

the dollar in world financial centers is sobering.

Who has the main responsibility for this economic debacle

.

In effect we have a Presidential dictatorship sustained by the greatest

propaganda machine in history: nationwide prime-time television. I he

President ignores Congress, rarely consults his Cabinet, bypasses the

United Nations and announces his decisions over the air to the un-

sophisticated. In contrast to democracies such as Britain and Canada

where members of cabinets must be either Members ol Parliament or the

Upper House, and where Premiers and their advisers are always

available for public questioning by their fellow elected representatives

American enterprises are carried on by our President in secrecy except

for several cronies in the pertinent departments

The President has determined our disastrous financial polices and

mternational relations. As Commander in Chief of the armed orces a

position of power strangely out of place in a democracy, especial 1
tllis

udear age when one man's fanaticism could end the human race, he

carries on illegal foreign wars with the aid of thousands ol sp.es in all

,U

Three Wall Street lawyers. Nixon. Mitchell and Rogers, are spending

the taxpayers' money around the world like drunken sailors Now without

warninS advice or consent, let alone consultation, they have overnight

dopted sensational policies offensive to all ^Si^S^SFJSSS
have no inventories to liquidate, they have lucrative Wall Street practices

Htini where their services will be especially in demand m view of the

S^rtSoTtO the Supreme Court. But many American
cor-

porations will have to struggle aga.nst the crushing burden of Ration,

me high cost of money, and formidable competition Iron, foreign cor

Derations that have been subsidized by American funds

'1st obvious move to help the dollar is to cut out the expense of

maintaining American troops, wives and children m the style to which

thev have become accustomed all over the world

Future historians may use such epithets as dictator and demagogue o

describe the President. Philosophers may assess his intellectua depth n

nis Of his association with Billy Graham, far While scientists and

astronomers seek an answer to the riddle of the universe. Mr Nixon

pien.lv ;Kcepts- (
,rw,shpstog,ve.hatimpress.oivI). (uahamsnaive

ShEr^on the origin and destiny ol man. It, too, lends itself to distribution

b>

No oTher^nian I have met has such an accurate and complete un-

derstanding of Richard Nixon as Premier Pham Van Dong o North

V.etnam He said to me. "There will be no end to the war in Vietnam

while Mr Nixon is President He will use many pretexts for renewed

military attacks on us. The war will end only when Congress refuses to

provide the money for further participation.

The time has come for the Congress to accept its responsibility and to

act vigorously through the appropriate committees bearing in mind
I

in

this time of our financial humiliation the injunction of the anc.ent prophet

to "do justly, love mercy and walk humbly.'

As in previous years, the MDC
will continue to print letters to

the editor. The only

requirements are that they be

j typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer

than two pages in length. All

letters must be signed and the

author's address and telephone

numbers must be included. No

letters will be published without

this information. Also, no letters

will be printed without the name
of the author. Please note this

change in policy.

All letters are subject to

editing either for content or

space according to the judgment

of the editors Also, due to space

limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed.

THE EDITORS

Plea For Funds
On April 29. 1971, the Faculty

Senate voted the following motion

:

"That the Faculty Senate en-

dorse the principle of financial

support by the faculty for the

CCEBS program, and recommend

that I acuity and staff members

pledge $1.00 or more per week

through payroll deduction for one

year beginning September. 1971;

the proceeds to be awarded to the

CCEBS program for 1971-72 and

that the Rules Committee be given

responsibility for soliciting these

pledges."

I strongly encourage the faculty

and staff members to participate

in supporting this critically im

portant program You will receive

with your paycheck on September

17 a pledge card on which you may
authorize a payroll deduction

beginning October 4. 1971

It should be added that our un

dergraduate students have con

tributed $:i<U»<Hi a year for the last

three years for this program

designed to give young people from

minority and low income groups

an opportunity for I university

education

I hope you will support this

program as generously as possible.

Oswald Tippo
Chancellor
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Just

You can keep a complete supply of snacks and refresh-

ments-including milk, fresh fruits and other perishables

—right in your dormitory room with a Mini-Kool refriger-

ator. And the convenience of a Mini-Kool can be yours

for just pennies a day.

Nobody can match these exclusive Mini-Kool advantages.

• Compact—dimensions are only 20 x 17 x 18"

• Spacious—Two cubic-foot capacity, holds up to 36

cans of cold drinks

• University-approved for dormitory use

• Versatile—makes ice cubes, doubles as end table

month.
EXTRA EXCLUSIVES
• Free pick-up and delivery

• We pay interest on your deposit

• Mini-Kool Protection Policy—for $1 a term it relieves

you of all liability for fire and theft. And it's free to all

who pay a full academic year's rent in advance.

• Guaranteed— if one of our refrigerators malfunctions,

we'll replace it within 24 hours.

• Purchase option—you can buy your refrigerator if

you like, and 75% of your rental payments will be

applied toward the $89.50 purchase price.

*

'The monthly price stated is an average based on rental for the Ml academic year. Refrigerators may

be rented tor shorter periods as well, with some adjustment in the monthly cost.

CALL 253-2494/256-8488

mini kool

Small-town Sheriff

"There Oughta Be A Law"
WATSONVILLE, Calif. (AP) - Rock festivals that

lure thousands of fans to small towns should be

banned, a sheriff said Tuesday after a Labor Day rock

festival ended in violence, with one motorcyclist dead

and 10 more wounded.

About 3,000 youths had listened all day Monday to

music in an apple orchard just outside this coastal

(arming town 75 miles south of San Francisco.

At dusk, some 19 motorcyclists and 250 youths began

fighting with knives, wooden boards, chains and

bottles, deputies said.

Cyclist Peter Montera, 26, Long Beach, Calif., died

of stab wounds in the heart Deputies said nine other

cyclists were injured and a woman was treated for a

drug overdose.

"I think if we banned this type of activity this young

man could have died a natural death," said Santa

Cruz County Sheriff Douglas James.

He urged the county Board of Supervisors to tighten

the ordinance that now allows audiences of 5,000 at

outdoor festivals. There should be a long list of strict

new controls, James said, and only several hundred

should be allowed as a maximum audience.

Detectives still were trying to figure out who started

the brawl and why. There were no immediate arrests,

said one investigator, because there were no officers

at the scene when the fight broke out.

Witnesses told deputies that about 30 cyclists drove

up around 7 p.m. and refused to mingle in the crowd

that had been listening to the Sopwith Camel, Com-

mander Cody and Festival of Lightrock groups.

The riders, men and women, said they belonged to a

"weekend family" that gathered for short trips and

had just come from Yosemite National Park.

Police said they parked their bikes and refused to let

anyone near them. A witness told deputies one youth

shouted, "Let's get the riders!"

The cyclists formed a circle and reportedly swung

chains and boards, and the fight was on, witnesses

said.

About 70 deputies, police and highway patrolmen

arrived, armed with a machine gun, carbines,

shotguns and with dogs. Using tear gas, they

separated the motorcycle band from the youths and

took some 150 persons in for questioning. Youths

meanwhile hurled apples at police, said Sheriff's Lt.

Marvin Gangloff.

The injured were taken to Watsonville Community
Hospital, where two remained in serious condition and
eight were treated and released, Gangloff said.

"Both sides say the other side started it," he said.

"All we know is that they the youths wanted to get the

bikers."

The sheriff's officers said it had not been able to

determine who were the promoters of the rock fest or

who owned the land where it was held.

Red Ship Heads For Moon
MOSCOW (AP)—An unmanned

Soviet spaceship swung into lunar

orbit Tuesday and prepared for a

soft landing on the moon's surface.

The exact profiles of the Luna
18's mission were being kept

secret, as usual, but Western ex-

perts anticipated the craft would

either deposit another remote-

controlled moon buggy, like

Lunokhod 1, or would improve on

the soil-scoop operation of last

h ptember.

The Luna 18 experiment is the

first major Soviet space effort

since three cosmonauts perished

on return from a record breaking

space endurance flight in tandem
with the salute space station in

June.

Launched last Thursday, Luna 18

made a close approach to the moon
on Tuesday, braked on command
from earth and pivoted into a

circular orbit about 60 miles from

the lunar surface.

Tass said the vehicle is laden

with scientific equipment which

was functioning normally.

Almost simultaneously with the

announcement that Luna 18 had

entered orbit, Tass revealed that

Lunokhod 1 was continuing ex-

periments into its 11th lunar day.

It said the moon car was roving

the Sea of Rains taking

photographs of the lunar surface to

fix details of the terrain as ac-

curately as possible.

At the same time, Tass an-

nounced that another satellite in

the top secret Cosmos series had

been hurtled into earth orbit.

It was orbiting at an angle of 74

degrees from earth's equator.

There was no apparent connection

between the Cosmos shot and the

Luna 18 millions.

Viet Troops Push Into Laos

SAIGON (AP) -Thousands of

South Vietnamese troops pushed

toward the Laos border south of the

demilitarized zone Tuesday on the

second day of a new "spoiling

operation" but reported no contact

with the North Vietnamese.

Some of the Saigon force ad-

vanced to eight miles or so of the

Ambassador I

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) A bomb set to assassinate

U.S. Ambassador Emory C. Swank

was sent careening on a bicycle

into his limousine Tuesday but it

failed to explode and tumbled

harmlessly to the street.

Police said the riderless bicycle,

carrying a 13-pound plastic charge

hidden among loaves of bread

behind the seat, was shoved from

an alleyway as Swank rode to

work.
Cambodian police said the

bicycle bomb was designed to

explode on impact with the

limousine, but only bounced off and

fell to the street.

The defective explosive was
discovered when Swank's Cam-
bodian bodyguard stopped and

ordered military police to inspect

frontier. Officers said there was no

plan to cross into Laos in force.

Objectives of the new sweep are

to destroy North Vietnamese
supply bases and to stem troop and

supply movements into the nor-

thwest corner of South Vietnam

over outlets of the Ho Chi Minh

trail.

the bicycle and the bread-laden

basket behind its seat, police said.

Embassy spokesmen said Swank
continued to his office unaware of

the attempt on his life He learned

of the assassination try only at

midmorning. they said.

The South Vietnamese force,

totalling about 12,000 infantrymen,

marines and rangers, is backed by

U.S. helicopters, artillery and B52

bombers.
The operation is centered to the

northeast of Khe Sanh, a major

U.S. operating base in the drive by

the South Vietnamese into Laos

last February and March. It was

abandoned in April after the South

Vietnamese pulled out of Laos.

In the 24-hour period up to noon

Tuesday. U.S. B52 bombers flew 18

combat strikes to the northeast and

northwest of Khe Sanh, dumping
more than 500 tons of bombs on

suspected North Vietnamese
bunker complexes and supply

depots.

FOOD SERVICES
CAMPUS CENTER

Hours of Operation

Coffee Shop: Hatch:
7:00 a.m. 2:00 a.m. 7:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.

Eat Lunch Today
at the

RICE-MOBILE
Organic Restaurant

Mon.-Fri. No .Hartley St.

1 1 : 30 - 2 1 30 (Near Southwest )

Cafeteria:

11:30 a.m

C losed

6:30 p.m.

Weekends & Holidays

T.O.C. Restaurant:

Luncheon 11:45 a.m. - 1:45 p.m.

Tues. - Fri 5:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Sat. 5:30 p.m. -10:00 p.m.

Sun. 4:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Lounge:
Monday
Tues. - Frl.

Sat.

Sun.

11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

2: 30 p.m.
1:00 a.m.
1:00 a.m.
9:00 p.m.

* these hours are subject to change.

Bookstore Hours
Septcwbcr

7

8

9

10

11

Campus Center Store

8:45-5:30

8:45-5:30

8:45-9:00

8:45-6:00

10:00-2:00

Textbook Annex

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-6:00

10:00-2:00

12 CLOSED CLOSED

13

14

15

16

17

18

8:45-9:00

8:45-5:30

8:45-5:30

8:45-9:00

8:45-5:30

10:00-2:00

9:00-9:00

9:00-9:00

9:00-9:00

9:00-9:00

9:00-5:00

10:00-2:00

19 CLOSED CLOSED

20

21

22

23

24

25

8:45-9:00

8:45-5:30

8:45-5:30

8:45-9:00

8:45-5:30

10:00-2:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

10:00-2:00

26 CLOSED CLOSED

27

28

29

30

8:45-9:00

8:45-5:30

8:45-5:30

8:45-9:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

9:00-5:00

For reasonable and convenient access to

Campus Center garage or the Shuttle Bus.

both stores, use the

50 Picked For ACTION
University Year for Action is a full year, full time program for un-

dergraduates in which students work full time in community anti-poverty

agencies and at the same time gain normal college credit

The University Year for Action is sponsored by ACTION, a new federal

agency wihich combines Peace Corps and Vista and other more

specialized federal volunteer programs. The University of

Massachusetts/Amherst is one of ten universities and colleges

throughout the U.S. who will be starting the program this semester.

Fifty undergraduates -mostly juniors -from eleven different schools

and departments have been selected to participate in the program. They

will live in Springfield, Worcester. Pittsfield, North Adams and Holyoke

and work in a large variety of community agencies ranging from

community centers to legal assistance programs, housing projects,

welfare rights nd welfare rights organizations, correctional institutions

and educational projects. ._,.,.. , . „ .. _

Students will receive a subsistence allowance from ACTION during the

year (12 months, September-September). They will work out an

academic program related to their work experience together with a

faculty supervisor from their major department. During the lirst

semester the following schools and departments will be participating:

School of Business Administration, School of Education, School of

Physical Education, College of Arts and Sciences (Departments ol

English Psychology, Sociology. Government. Speech, Afro-American

Studies) Department of Public Health, School of Nursing, Department

of Forestry and Wildlife Management and the Bachelors Degree with

Individual Concentration.

The University Year for Action program represents a new model ot

education that may be expanded in the future to numbers far exceeding

the fifty presently selected.

Anyone interested in joining The University Year for Action Program -

should contact Patrick Sullivan at the School of Education, Rm. 205 on

Wednesday and Thursday for further information and interviews, or call

145-1559 immediately. Deadline - Thursday, September 9 noon.

MUNCHY'S
on Campus in

Worcester Commons (North)

Hampden Commons (No. 7)

hours 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

PACKAGED CALORIES

OF MANY KINDS FROM

AARDVARK MILK TO

Z/G NEWTONS

The "New" Food Service Depf

n
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Student Government Works By Involvement

(Editors note: The Student
Government Association of the

University of Massachusetts
consists of all undergraduate
students of the University and the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture.

The working branches of this

Association are the Student Senate,

a number of area governments and
a judiciary. The following article

details their functions.

)

STUDENT SENATE
The Student Senate is

representative assembly of

student body. Composed of

the

the

ap-

proximately 80 Senators, each

representing a dorm, sorority or

fraternity, or commuter, the

Senate studies and makes
recommendations concerning

academics, campus food, housing,

and health services, security and

budgets.

The background work is

delineated among several per-

manent standing committees, each

of which is responsible for a

specific problem area, for

example, academics, rents and

fees, etc. While each senator is

required to sit on at least one

committee, non-senators are also

welcome to join the committees

and are given an equal and full

vote in committee.

The network of committees is the

most important structure of the

Senate for here the real research is

done and the groundwork laid for

future Senate floor action. The
dedication and persistence of

committee members are
responsible for, among other
things, the new 10-meal plan, the 8

point grading system, alternate

room coed housing, new parking
security and decreases in tne

administration proposed increase

in rents.

It takes a minimum of 12 hours a
week. The Senate itself meets
every Wednesday night in the

Campus Center, usually between 7-

12 pm. Each Senator is also ex-

pected to be active on at least one

standing committee, which will

also meet at least once a week. It

should be noted however that the

committee meeting itself is only

the culmination of many hours of

individual research and sub-
committee hearings on the part of

Dr. Roberts Wins Award
For Parasitology Research

Dr. Larry S. Roberts, associate

professor of zoology at UMass has
received the 1971 Henry Baldwin
Ward Medal for "excellence in

research in the field of

parasitology."

Awarded annually by the

American Society of

Parasitologists in recognition of

contributions made by young
research scientists, the medal is

named in honor of a pioneer in the

field of parasitology. The
presentation was made during the

society's recent annual convention

in Los Angeles.

According to Dr. Roberts, "My
main research efforts have been

directed to the study of the

development of tapeworms in their

vertebrate host. Tapeworms are

highly specialized parasites that

live in the intestine of nearly every

kind of vertebrate, including man.
Intestinal infection with
tapeworms does not usually

produce serious disease, but the

worms have some unique
characteristics which make them
very interesting as models for the

study of development.
"In many species the infestive

juvenile is very small, and when it

reaches the host intestine, it begins

to grow extremely rapidly. The rat

tapeworm (Hymenolepis

Prof. Kittrell Heads
Pollution Stiudy

A federally-financed study to

find better ways of removing
pollutants from plant smoke stack

gases has begun at UMass.
Associate Professor James R.

Kittrell of the chemical
engineering department will direct

the research under a $94,597 grant

from the Air Pollution Office of the

U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency.
According to Dr. Kittrell, "Air

pollution caused by nitrogen oxides

and sulfur oxides has become a

major environmental problem,
particularly in metropolitan areas.

\ major portion of this pollution

comes from large stationary

sour ea such . electrical power
erating

|

He explained thai one of (he most

promising means of removing
nitrogen I sulfur oxides

simultane< is through

Money Found

CREMA, Italy (AP) Antonia

Righetti, 47 was bicycling along a

country road near this northern

community when she found a

package containing 10-million lire.

or $16,000. On a priest's advice, she

turned the bundle over to Police.

catalytic converters. Such a

process converts nitrogen oxides

into the harmless constituent of

air and sulfur dioxides to

elemental sulfur, which is an

easily stored and marketable
byproduct.

'However, the catalysts

presently available for use in these

converters are unable to sustain

conversion over a long enough

period of time to represent an

economically feasible means of

removing these pollutants. The
purpose of the present research is

to develop new catalysts for this

purpose, and to mathematically

model their behavior to allow full

exploitation of their unique
properties in the design of con

verters to eliminate nitrogen and

sulfur oxide emissions.'' he said.

Dr. Kittrells research areas

include kinetics and catalysis,

mathematical modeling and ap-

plied statistics and optimization.

He was a research engineer lor the

chevron Research Company and

worked lor Standard Oil of

California before joining the

I Mass Amherst staff a year ago.

He holds 11 patents and has eight

more patent applications pending,

all in the catalvst field.

BUS SERVICE SCHEDULE
LV. UMass. for No. Amherst - 8: 24 a.m., 11:54, 12:54 p.m.,
3:56, 6:01

L V. U Mass. for Amherst Center, Hadley and Northampton
7:31 a.m., 8:36, 10:01, 12:06 p.m., 1:06, 2:01, 4:09, 5:04,
6: 14.

Connections at Northampton for

Easthampton, Florence, Leeds, Haydenville and
Williamsburg

L V. UMass. for Worcester, Belchertown, Ware, Brook-

fields, Spencer and Leicester

Fridays: LV - UMass. 12:45 p.m., 4:50 p.m.

Saturdays: LV - UMass. 12:45 p.m.

Sundays: LV - UMass. 12:45 p.m., 6:25 p.m.
For Tickets and Information

The Lobby Shoppe, Student Union Bldg. Tel. 545-2006

CHARTER A BUS
call our office for rates and arrangements Tel. 584-6481

Western Mass. Bus Lines, Inc.
Northampton, Mass.

diminuta) may increase in weight
up to 1,800,000 times during the 15

days it takes to become an adult.

My research has concerned the

factors which influence develop-

ment of these worms, how their

growth and differentiation are

controlled, and manipulation of

these factors in the hope of lear-

ning more about development in

general. It is possible that some
findings may be applicable to other

animal systems which develop

very rapidly, for example, can-

cerous tissues and embryos.
"I have also worked on the

identification and structure of the

different species of Ergasilus.

These are copepod parasites that

live on the gills of fish. They are

tiny crustaceans, related to lob-

sters and shrimp, that infest most
fresh-water and some marine fish

all over the world. They can be a

very serious pest, especially in

hatcheries where the fish are

crowded."
Dr. Roberts is a native Texan,

born in 1935. He received his B.S.

degree at Southern Methodist, his

M.S. at University of Illinois and
his Sc.D. at Johns Hopkins
I niversity.

hall but within a residence area.

Each area judiciary has five

members selected in the spring by

a committee composed of

presiding justices and an equal

number of students appointed by

the President of the Student

Senate. However, vacancies do

occur during the year and if you

are interested it is advisable to

contact your area coordinator.

The Greek judiciary hears all

cases involving offenses of in-

dividuals occuring on Greek
property. The five members are

selected in the same manner as is

described above for the area

judiciaries.

The General Court is the

supreme court in the student

government system. It acts as the

final appeals court, reviews cases

involving student government
elections and may act as a

"Supreme Court" to review
student government legislation for

constitutionality when requested.

The General Court consists of nine

members including a Chief

Justice, who are selected in the

manner described above.

AREA GOVERNMENTS
The area government is the

newest branch of the student

government association. As the

legislature for that area, an area

government handles problems
peculiar to that area as well as

having control over the area

budget. Like the Student Senate,

the members of each area
government are elected from the

dorms in that residence area. For
further information, it is suggested

you contact your area coordinator.

In place of an are government.

In place of an area government,
commuters are represented in

what is termed a Commuter
Assembly. Members of this

Assembly are elected-at-large from

the commuters.
This is the student government in

brief. It is your self-government. It

will only be as good as you decide

to make it.

Each residence area-Orchard

Hill. Southwest, Central, Northeast

and the Sylvan Complex-has its

own area judiciary. This judiciary

hears cases refered to it from
residence halls, acts as an appeals

court from lower courts, and hears

cases occurring ouside a residence

all members.
Just as important as the formal

meetings is the contact each

senator is expected to maintain

with his or her constituency. After

all. a senator is elected, not chosen

and he or she is therefore

responsible for seeking opinions,

being aware of the constituency's

needs and special problems as well

as for the decimination of in-

formation to them.
Student Senate elections will be

held around the first week in Oc-

tober this year. Nomination papers
will be made available outside the

RSO office and should be returned

no later than a week before the

election. Notification of the exact

dates will be posted in the

Collegian as soon as all the

arrangements have been com-
pleted.

Students who can't run for the

Senate, can still get involved in the

decisions by joining a committee.
Members of the committees are

appointed by the Senate President

upon approval of the Senate. Ap-
plications for these committees
will also be made available outside

the RSO office.

JUDICIARY
The judiciary at UMass is made

up of four court systems : 1 ) lower
courts 2) Area judiciaries 3) Greek
judiciary and 4) the General Court.
The lower courts are a network of

house judiciaries. The structure of

these judiciaries are varied as
each house judiciary is set up
under methods outlined in that
residence hall's constitution. These
constitutions, in turn, are drawn up
and approved by the members of

the house. The lower courts hear
all sorts of cases, some very petty-
some quite important-but all

stemming from problems in the
residence hall.

••*£* Times

WORCESTER COMMONS
Continuous Feeding
6:30 a.m. to 6: 30 p.m.

BASIC FOODS
10:30 - 6:30

MUNCHY'S
10 to 10 p.m.

CATALYST
a .m. to 12 p.m

Corrrnonwealth Ave.

Stockbridge Ed.

FRANKLIN COMMONS
Continuous Feeding
10:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.

HAMPSHIRE COMMONS
Continuous feeding

6:30 to 6:30

University Dr.

BERKSHIRE COMMONS
Continuous feeding

10:30 to 7:00 p.m

'•BASIC FOODS 10:30 to 7:00 p.m.

.•Munchy's 10:00 to 10:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m. to midnl te

8:00 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Wtm r*r #£Hf040S£*mf
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Program Council Notes

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
I I

See It, Hear It, Feel It, etc...
See it. hear it, taste it, touch it,

smell it. The Campus Center

Program Council starts off its year

of student activities by allowing

you the chance to use all of your

senses with OR without the aid of

external factors* ! >.

What can be seen'.' Movies-every

Thursday and Sunday night in the

Student Union Ballroom. Great

movies lor a low price. Movies like

Andy Warhol's 'Trash", Edward

Melley, DeNyse

Get New Titles

Daniel M. Melley. news director

at I Mass since 1964, was named
Director of Public Affairs recently.

Joseph S. Marcus, who agreed to

head public affairs, alumni,

development, and continuing

education for one year during the

campus reorganization of the past

year, will return to the School of

Engineering as Associate Dean.

In his new position, which begins

immediately, Mr. Melley will be

the public relations adviser to

Chancellor Tippo. and principal

liaison between the campus and

outside media On campus, he will

be in charge of the news,

publications, radio and television,

photographic and cinematography

services, and special events.

Mr. Melley earned his bachelor

of arts degree in English from

I Mass in 1955 and his master of

science degree in public relations

in 19(51 from the Boston University

School of Public Communication.

Between those years he was with

the United States Army Coun-

terintelligence Corps in Tokyo,

Japan, and the First National Bank

of Boston.

From 1961 to 1964 he was

assistant news and publications

editor at UMass. In 1964 he became

news editor, and that year coached

the UMass College Bowl Team
which retired undefeated after five

wins on the national television quiz

show,

John i.. DeNyse, personnel

director* at the University has been

promoted to the new position of

Director of Personnel and

Financial Services

Albee's "Who's Afraid of Virginia

Woolf.' ", "Anne of a Thousand

Days ". "Joe", "The Fixer", and a

star studded cast in "The Mad-

woman of Chaillot", and it still

costs only 50t" Sounds great, huh'.'

Well, sit down and prepare

yourself-t here's more to come! In

addition to those movies, we are

also proud to present, for the first

time ever to be shown on this

campus, two more movies, what

we call the Program Council

specials of the month: A two-day.

six show, special - "Woodstock",

and a one-day. four show, special -

"MY FAIR LADY". For just 75c.

how can you go wrong?'.'.' A lull

schedule of movies for the fall

semester are available at the

Campus Center Scheduling Desk,

or in the Student Activities Office.

1st floor. Campus Center. Hurry on

down and get one while the supply

lasts!

What can be heard? Music,

music, and more music. Groove to

the music of recording stars 'The

Wildweeds" in the Campus Center

September 8 and 9 at 6:00 p.m. But

remember to bring your student

ID. or we can't let you in. Groove
to the music of "Woodstock" on

September IK and 19. Groove to the

music of our unannounced artists

in the night club setting on Sep

tember 25. Groove to the music of

the girls drooling in unison as they

ogle over the fall fashions at a

unique fall fashion show on Sep-

tember 29. Need more be said??

What can be tasted'.' The Campus
( enter < >pen House on September 9

offers a variety of things that can

be tasted, and that taster go-o-o-o-

od. Like fudge brownies a' la mode
in the Hatch, hot fudge sundaes in

the coffee shoppe-both only 29c-

and booze, booze, booze at the

Happy Hour-Top of the Campus

-

for reduced prizes. Yum, yum. eat

em up!

What can be smelled? See

paragraph above! But add to this

the smell of hair-grooming

products at a 10% discount in the

Campus Center Barbershop, and of

drying ink on personalized em-

bosograf signs at 25% off in the

Campus Center- Print Shop. These

bargains are also part of the

Campus Center Open House

specials on September 9

That can be touched'' Touch a

billiards stick as you play pool in

the Student Union Games Area

( next to the New Hatch I for just :5/4

of a cent <.75c a minute. Feel at

least one shiny dime in your hand

when you leave the Campus Center

Parking Garage-after your first

hour's parking for free. These are

also part of the Campus Center

Open House specials on September

9. Feel the pen tingling in your

hand as you sign up for a Student

Activity* on Student Activities

Night. September 22.

See it, hear it. taste it, touch it.

smell it Haven't we already given'

you enough to make your senses go

wild'
1

Well, we've got one more
thing to offer you-a monthly

Program Council calendar. Touch

the heavy paper, see the lovely

color Olthe-month, smell the

fragrance of ink on paper, hear

your friend as he reads aloud to

you the events (both Program
Council and Campus wide) of the

month, and taste ..the. ..well, four

out of five isn't bad! ! ! September's

calendars are now available at the

( anipus ( enter Scheduling Desk or

in the Student Activities Office, 1st

floor. Campus Center, or at the

Collegian boxes in the Student

Union and Campus Center. Use

your live senses, and pick one up

while the supply lasts.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

1

The appointment; effective Sept.

was*' announced by Vice-

chancellor sThomas B. Campion.

The new position is. part of the

ongoing reorganization of the

administrative structure of the

campus.
Mr. DeNyse, who will work with

Mr Campion, will be responsible

for the departments of personnel,

accounting, and administrative

data processing, and for the

bursar's office.

A 1950 graduate of UMass, Mr.

DeNyse has worked for the

University since 1953 when he

began in the cashier's office. He

also worked for the auditing

department, and then transferred

to the personnel office in 1958. He

became personnel director in 1965.

The DeNyses live at 4 Clifton

Ave., Amherst Mr. and Mrs

DeNyse are the parents of Philip,

Diana, and Mark. Mr. DeNyse is a

member of the Town of Amherst

Personnel Board.

NOTICES
AMHERST STAMP CLUB:
Monday, September ™*j>J*^

Health Bldg., Rm. 344, at 7^30 p.m.

there will be a slide show with

commentary, ill of the World

Interested visitors welcome.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST:

Coy Three Multiv.s.qns JesusRoa

Show with New Rock land m Mahar

at 7:30 Thurs., Fri., & Sat.

habvsitter' Available names and

Sr telephone numbers registered

in Gorman House Lobby.

"'Ex^ut'ive Board meeting at 7pm
in Hillel center Attendance man

datory.

SCHOOL OF NURSING COFFEE

feJlnce Room All Nurs.ng A-.aiors

are invited

When it ionics te sympathizing with

problems <>f others. Cancer leads the way
II \ou are seeking a human trying towel,

look lor an individual horn under Cancer

Native! of this zodiacal sign cannot always

rape with their own trouhles. hut seem

almost eager to listen to w oes of associates

and Inonds
* •

ARIES I March 21-April 19 » :
Accent on

money, paying and collecting of dents Get

rid of financial hurden not rightly your

own Draw line Refuse to he used Assert

your own needs By so doing, you gain

respect Goal is closer

TAI'IU'S i April 20-May 20 1
:

Lunar

cycle is such that you enjoy success

through fresh contacts Emphasize in-

dependence, original approach Personal

magnetism attracts opposite sex. Creative

endeavors succeed. Initiate projects

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Secret is

revealed There may he repercussions

involving child, loved one. Maintain

dignity Homain calm under possihle

emotional fin Play cards close to chest

Mold something in reserve

CANCER i June 21 -July 22 >: Kmphasis

is on socializing, adjusting to new con-

ditions, making friends and influencing

people Nothing stands still, he ready for

change and variety Horizons exDand

Take overall view.

IKd i July 23-Aug 22i: Thoroughness

now is a requisite If you don't know, ask

questions Answers are obtainable

Professional superiors are impressed if

you go directly to source No need to be

overly modest
VIRGO I Aug 23-Sept 22 » :

Good lunar

aspect now coincides with added

knowledge. more confidence in

luture communication from tne at a

distance Gain indicated through written

word Spotlight on advertising, publishing

By SYDNEY OMAAR
I IBKA 'Sept 23-Oct 22i: Some start

out to do you a favor hut end making

special requests Realize you will get

nothing lor nothing Real to have

agreements in writing, especially where

money is concerned

SCOHPK) i Oct. 23-Nov 21 > : Weave
through maze: avoid self-deception Be

positive before issuing statements Check

legal ramifications. Accent on marriage,

partnerships Lie low Play waiting game.

Don't rush Study potential.

SAGITTARIUS I Nov 22-Dec. 21):

Accent on health, work, basic services Be

practical, especially where financial

responsibilities enter picture Heed voice

of experience Don't play games with

emotions Capricorn is involved.

( APKICOKN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Good

lunar aspect coincides with romantic

interests Change, variety are featured

Relations w ith opposite sex are intensified.

Study Sagittarius message Nothing now

occurs halfway

AIJIARH S (Jan 20-Feb. 18): Home.

family, basic issues tend to dominate. You

may he drawn between old ties and new

opportunities Key is renovation, not

abandonment Kind out what can be

salvaged Greater understanding is due.

PISCES (Kcb 19-March 20): Spotlight

on dealings with neighbors, relatives

Ideas abound: key is to be selective

Choose quality: avoid scattering efforts

You can learn from Aquarius A visitor

could buoy spirits.

IK TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are capable of learning from experience

\\ hen you agree to do something, you enter

into fray wholeheartedly You are

dynamic, attractive to opposite sex. You

appreciate value of money - you strive for

proverbial good life If single, marriage

could occur before year's end

Crossword Puzzle

F

ACROSS

1 Units of

energy
5 Label

8 Flat bottomed
boat

12 Harvest

13 Tierradel
Fuegan
Indian

14 Domesticate

15 ln|ureby
overexertion

17 Prohibited

19 Temporary
shelter (pi.)

20 Condescending
looks

21 Lampreys

23 Seeds

24 Possessive
pronoun

26 Choice part

28 Cry

31 Part of

"to be"

32 Exist

33 Pronoun

34 Permit

36 Beef
animal

38 Encountered

39 Male sheep
(Pi)

41 European

43 Woodworker's
tool

45 Director's

stick

48 Ranges of

hills

50 Colonize

51 City in

Russia

52 Definite

article

54 Girl's name

55 Existed

56 Still

57 Hind part

3

4
5

DOWN

1 Formerly
2 Nerve

network
Gather
Freshet

Measure of

weight

6 Indefinite

article

7 Idle talk

8 Scatter

9 Embrace
10 Hebrew

measure
1

1

Marries

16 Small island

18 Century
plant

22 Narrow, flat

boards
23 Precipitous

24 Lubricate

25 Employ
27 Anger

29 Be in debt
30 Wager
35 Dealer

36 Pintail duck
37 Loose

garment
38 Courage
40 Sharp corner

42 Anon

43 Bow of vessel

44 Unit of

Italian

currency (pi.)

46 Spanish pot

47 Approach
49 Pigpen
50 Place

53 Pronoun

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc
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THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parker and Johnny hart

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parkor and Johnny hart
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man
Redman

On May « of this year, official

announcement came from the

I oast Ouard Academy that UMass

head soccer coach and freshman

basketball coach, Peter Broaca,

had been named Assistant

Professor of Physical Education

and head basketball coach at the

Academy.

lathj OlnUpgiatt

SPORTS
Broaca's departure ignited an

intensive search which came to a

positive and most optimistic en-

ding with the announcement from

the office of Warren P. McGuirk,

Dean of the School of Physical

Education, of the appointments of

Jack Berryman as an instructor in

physical education and head

soccer coach at the university and

Koland F. Gaudette as an assistant

athletic coach at UMass working

primarily with the intercollegiate

basketball and golf programs.

A native of Lewistown, Penn-

svlvania, Berryman is a graduate

of Lewistown-Granville Senior

High School and received his B.S.

degree cum laude from Lock

Haven State College <Pa.) where

he was a member of the varsity

soccer and baseball teams for four

years and captain of the latter

squad in his senior year. He

received hi M.S. degree from

UMass in June majoring in

Physical Education.

In commenting on the ap-

pointment Dean McGuirk said,

•Jack Berryman is an energetic

and enthusiastic young man who

has much to contribute to the

physical education and soccer

programs at the University of

Massachusetts. As the third head

soccer coach in the University's

fourty years of intercollegiate

competition, I look for Jack to add

to the many accomplishments of

his predecessors, the late Larry

Briggs and Peter Broaca.*'

Gaudette is a native of Worcester

and a graduate of David Prouty

High School in Spencer and Clark

University where he received his

B.A. degree and also lettered in

basketball, baseball and soccer.

Following his graduation from

college, Gaudette has had coaching

and teaching experience at Dudley

Junior High School. St. Louis H.S.

(Webster), Nichols College, and

his alma mater where he has

served as head basketball,

baseball, and soccer coach for the

past four years.

The new member of the Redmen
coaching staff will also be assigned

collateral teaching duties in the

required physical education

program to go along with his

Koland Gaudette

Howe Ponders

Rink Future
DETROIT (AP) - Gordie Howe, holder of more National Hockey

League records than any other player in history was reported yesterday

t, be retiring after 25 years with the Detroit Red Wings.

Se 4 year old forward told The Associated Press he had made a

decision o
y
n his future, but insisted, "nobody other than my immediate

familv knows what my decision is.

He said he would make it public at a previously announced news con-

ference Thursday, and meanwhile was "trying to be honest

with everybody and not say in advance what it is.

Regarding reports by the Detroit News and Toronto Star that he was

quittfng hoc
g
key

P
Howequipped at first: "How do they know something

^TUnte'co^me^what Red Wing General Manager Ned Harkness

had sa"d earlier that he is to announce at f^ news conference whether he

''tlm^yL^rsince'Howe passedWyear mark as an NHL player,

thenThav
y
e be^r^^ premature" report^ that he would not play another

season, but he has kept going and^ing. He holds the NHL record in

C3
H?ha

8
s°been

W
bothered in recent seasons by an arthritic left wrist and

right elbow, and recently was quoted as saying "hockey is no longer fun

to him.

Bosox Castoff Wood
Shoots For 20th

Jack Berryman
coaching position.

Gaudette. his wife Lois (Ross),

and three children are now
residing in the Amherst area.

Ashe WieldsHot Racquet at Open
FOREST HILLS, NY. (AP) -

Arthur Ashe Jr., his service

blazing, strode into the men's

• quarter-finals with three unseeded

dark horses yesterday and became

the prime favorite for the $20,000

top men's prize in the U.S. Open

Tennis Championships.

The slender, black athlete.

winner of the naugural Open in

l%8, showed only one brief lapse in

crushing 20-year-old John

Alexander, the newest Australian

hope. -4. 8-7, 6-4. 6-4.

I'm playing as well as I ever

have.'' Ashe said. His serve was

hitting the corners at 112 miles per

hour and. when he needed a point,

EM^»imt«w*»w^frfc3»«*«4*^^

FOOTB.U.I/S AROUND THE CORNER-Redman head football
|

coach Dick MacPherson (center, and his co-captains. Dennis

Keating (left) and John llulecki (right), will lead the l»7l UMass

loolhall learn into the fall schedule opening on the road at Maine on ,

(he IHlh of September. For a complete look at the team and the year «

ahead look lor the loothall special in next Fridav '« Collegian.
g

?££>- -set --r"!~*«S»v.£««** <***

he put the ball away with a killing

volley or one of this topspin

backhands. He gave a devastating

performance.
Ashe's quarter-final opponent

will be Manuel Orantes of Spain,

the clay court specialist who
outlasted Jim Osborne of Honolulu

2-6, 6-2, 6-2, 3-6, 6-3.

If he survives that one. he must

face the winner of the match

between towering Frank Froehling

of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.. and Jan

Kodes of Czechoslovakia, the

flashy giant-killer from behind the

Iron Curtain.

The quarter-final bracket will be

filled Wednesday when second-

seeded Stan Smith of Pasadena,

Calif., plays Milan Holcek of

Czechoslovakia, fourth-seeded

Tom Okeer of Holland meets Roger

Taylor of Britain, fifth-seeded

Marty Riessen of Evanston,

Illinois, faces Nicki Pilic of

Vugoslovakia and Clark Graebner

of New York City, goes against

Ray Moore of South Africa.

Meanwhile, in the women's

division second-seeded Rosemary

Casals and Australia's Kerry

Melville. No. 4, made the semi-

finals, where they will meet, and a

22-year-old North Carolina College

coed, Laura duPont of Charlotte,

upset seventh-seeded Nancy

Richey Gunter of San Angelo, Tex.,

in a delayed third-round duel.

AH Turns
Bikey! !

!

Yancey Durham. Manager of

heavyweight champion Joe

Frazier, was shopping around

Montreal for an opponent for the

ehampion last week. It might be

that Durham has heard that

Muhammad Ali has taken up

driving a motorcycle-and not well.

Angelo Dundee, All's trainer,

announced recently that Ali had

taken a spill on the motorcycle and

needed two stitches in his right

hand to mend the damage. "He

was bragging to me about his

motorcycle,'' Dundee said "He

was going to give me lessons. I

don't think II! take lessons from

CHICAGO (AP) - Early this

season, a somewhat irked Wilbur

Wood demanded from the depths of

the bullpen that the Chicago White

Sox "play me or trade me."

Little did the knuckleballing

relief specialist know that new

White Sox manager Chuck Tanner

was going to play him. and how.

Tanner didn't give Wood a look

the first five games of the season.

Then, with veteran Joel Horlen on

the injured list, on April 12, Wood

made his first major league start

in 2-1/2 seasons, against the

California Angles.

Wood lost that game, 3-2, but

allowed only three hits in 7-2/3

innings, and a new White Sox first-

line pitching star was born at the

age of 29.

Tonight, Wood will face the

Minnesota Twins here seeking to

become the first 20-game White

Sox winner since Gary Peters in

19»i4.

Wood, a slightly portly, slightly

bald southpaw, has a 19-10 record

which doesn't really reflect his

amazing rubber-armed durability.

Tonight's start will mark the 11th

time this season Wood has pitched

with only two days rest.

Furthermore, he will carry a

string of 22 1-3 scoreless innings

against the Twins.

Wood already has pitched 274

innings which more than doubles

his past two seasons of heavy

bullpen work. He is far ahead of his

peak relief season of 159 innings in

1968 when he set an American
league record by pitching in 88

games and posting a 1.87 ERA
while achieving a 13-12 record.

Serenely munching a cigar in the

Sox clubhouse after a 2 hour, 31-

minute. rain-interrupted, 8-0

victory over Kansas City Sunday,

Wood explained pretty much why
he is such a tireless mound per-

former.
"When you have spent as much

time getting up and down in the

bullpen as I have, you get used to

pitching right now or after waiting

a long time," said Wood.

pi w on.

Lions Tighten Ranks

After Pre-Season Setbacks
DETROIT (AP) - This is the fifth year of the five-year building plan

under Coach Joe Schmidt and that would seem to mean the year the

Detroit Lions cash in their talents for a National Football League title.

But the optimism that the Super Bowl is certain to be the last game on

their schedule has been jolted by a couple of exhibitiion season losses.

These losses, however, might be the best thing that could have happened.

Runaway confidence has mellowed into tempered hopefulness. It ap-

pears as if Detroit has an excellent chance of beating Minnesota for the

( entral Division crown of the National Conference and quite possibly

going all the way thereafter.

"The Lions have climbed a long way up the hill the last two seasons to

come close to the top, Schmidt says. "But the last stride sometimes can

be the toughest."

Just three seasons ago Detroit wallowed in the standings with a 4-8-2

record. In 1969 it climbed to 9-4-1 before the 10-4 mark last year which was

good for second in its division and a berth in the playoffs as the best

runnerup team.

Dallas blanked the Lions 5-0 in the playoff in a game that caught Detroit

at probably its flattest of the year.

"You have to be able to execute when the chips are down and we

weren't able to do it," Schmidt means when asked about that loss.

Schmidt, former all-pro linebacker with Detroit, and the Lions front

office concentrated on drafting to improve the defense-particularly the

pass rush. The once heralded Detroit front four, spearheaded by Alex

Karras, only got to the opponent passer 23 times in 14 games.

Tackle Bob Bell, the No. 1 draft choice from Cincinnati, could develop

quickly in aiding the problem and even win a starting berth ahead of Dan

Goich. .

Karras, in his 13th season, has apparently fully recovered from knee

troubles which hampered him last year and that could mean a world of

difference.

Detroit was No. 1 in the NFC last year in stopping opponents rushing

games, giving up an average of only 82 yards. That might even be lm

proved this year and a prime reason is the linebacking of Paul Naumoff,

Mike Lucci. and Wayne Walker-as able a trio as can be found.

Lions defensive backfield specialists, burdened by a poor pass rush,

gave up 2.296 air yards last year more than 1 ,000 more than was gained on

the ground.

Offensively the Lions finished eighth in total yards gained 3,984 but tied

for first in touchdowns with 41. They were 13th in passes attempted, 12th

in passes completed, yet second in points scored and third-in-first downs.

That indicates a standout running game. It should be better this year if

Mel Farr stays healthy. Altie Taylor and Steve Owens plus durable Bill

Triplett join him as good runners.

Schmidt says Greg Landry is his top quarterback, but early faltering

would bring on Bill Munson. Landry is more flashy and a running threat

while Munson is fairly conservative.

They have some of the fastest receivers as targets: Earl McCuiioucn,

» rrv Walton, and rookie Ron Jessie.

New England 's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Beware of the frizzies.

frost on the frogs, and
sweat on the brow
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WOlilFK IMC II KF OF VNOTI1KK LINE BEGINNING ANOTHER YEAR- It was hoi. crowded, ami frustrating It was tin- old hiin J up;ml
I
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.^ ,, ,. ";; „ ,-v,.v so often the success of the back door, audi.,,- n rf - H^cgrr* day. It WM M routta* as -1
was
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. . .
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li-IUna mirio' c"eau up. And it was only a prelude to todays festivities in the lW*H»ft . ire us that is .
e„s„ at,on/co,u se change fmc. (MIX photo b,

<.il> lullerton. See stor\ below.)

On The Inside: Learning To Love It

Day Care Center
See Page Three

Room-Board Survey
See Page Three

Draft Counselor's

Corner s* Pa^e Seven

what can he said about registration? Thai the lines

seemed a bM longer. Boyden somewhat smaller and il

rained but it's all been said before It's also been said

that the registration officials didn't know any more

than the most ignorant of Ireshmen and were sadly

unprepared lor the onslaught they should have c\

peeled

Vesterday's registration was a little dtfferel I rue,

it rained, there were lines, and I'.oyden was an inferno

However according to Registrar .lones. \osterda\

was a landmark ol sorts. Out ot ;m expected 16,300

students, approximately 16,000 registered The other

300 tied up the Cashier's office so badly that it had to

close at 3:30 because of its inability to process all the

students who neglected to pay their bills till the last

minute According to Jones, the failure of such a

number of students to pay their bills was un-

precedented and unexpected. Jones said, however,

that the late registration tee of IS would not be

charged until Friday so that as many students as

possible could register without being penalized.

i >i the 16.300 expected to register, approximate!)

; i.iio were incoming Ireshmen and 1,100 transfers.

said .lones

li wasn't the sheer weight ol numbers that fouled up

the proceedings entirely New policies regarding the

distribution ol meal tickets and IDs also added to the

general contusion making it a bitter, trying day lor

some especially the inexperienced

Next Nemester'8 registration promises to be dif

leient Imm past ones, also Registrar Jones is looking

to make registration day less hectic by refusing to let

groups -uchasCCKlis. Casiac. etc . have information

booths in Boyden on future registration days Jones

feels that Mich information centers only add to the

general confusion and that their place is with the other

groups which have information booths open on course

change da\
Innovations must have their trials and proofs; il the

Registrar's plans lor future registrations work out.

w ho knows ' Students could almost learn to love it

ii3jwe rw\ i kai i rn j
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NES Tutor Prospects

Will Meet Sunday

The Northern Educational Service tutoring program will have a

u.tor recruitment meeting this Sunday in ^» FSSSt^Si
Sorium at 7::w PM. All UMass students are invited to attend

this I list of a series of orientation sessions to he held tins tall.

The NKS tutoring program sends college students to Springfield

,„ or in eeotmn^allv deprived areas of that city. The Northern

KducaHonal Service. Inc Jspringfield operates several storefront

tutoring centers in which this educational activity takes place.

In the program I Mass students are expected to tutor one or more

limes a week on a one to one basis. Tutoring takes place Monday

thru Thursday with two tutoring sessions per day. A volunteer can

choose between two tune periods Generally, the tutoring hus will

teave Amherst at 2:45 I'M and return a. 6:00 PM. The second

session has the tutoring hus leaving Amherst at 6:15 and returning

at »:'.Mi I'M

There is a new option in the NKS program students should keep.in

Jnd when they add or drop a course today.NESTw«UI

to ,*£
ticiDatine in a tutoring course tor :i credits. Tutors taking this

course "ill he expected to tutor two times a week and participate ,n

a program evaluation.

The course is called Special Problems in Kdl'c
H
atio,

;^^i,3â
numbers ofNOl and N02. NO! will meet on Iuesdayand rhursday

n N -i w 11 meet on Monday and Wednesday. The tutors involved

this course will have to have the afternoon tree Wednesday W
Thursday "» tutor in the Springfield schools involved n this

'

ou,-am The second tutoring session will occur during one of the

regular scheduled after school NKS tutoring sessions.

\|| students interested m tutoring either as a volunteer or as a

„;''
Sedii course should keep N ES in mind There will he people

Incaled in Hoyden Gym to answer questions and to ugister

students lor the course Anyone interested in participating as a

;:,;;;;;;;,.,. UIIh m, poss.i,.i.,> <* getting modular^ should

atlend the recruitment meeting being held this Sunclav

Through both these programs students arc ottered the op-

portunity to make a constructive committment in a urban area

I he ivsponse ill the pas. has been excellent and it IS hoped that

student support will make both programs a success

CASIAC Working With Action Program
..i il>a ..,. l iiiiiiiti'i> nil mine Ilii-

By JAMES GOLD
The curriculum committee met with Dean James

shaw ol CASIAC yesterday in South College to help

with the development of a course for the students in

the University Year Eor Action Program. Conmuinit>

Decision Making Also up in the air at that time was

whether or not to accept the funds turned down by

l Mass Boston under the same program, which staits

here on Monday ,

,u students trom eleven different schools and

departments will work in community anti-poverij

agencies while receiving up to 30 credits tor the year.

September 71 September 72, under the program

Wording to Shaw, the committee critiqued the

tentative course proposal and came up with several

suofiestions The course is interdisciplinary and will

be offered by the Faculty of Behavioral Sciences

T ! suggestions consisted of a breakdown oi who

will teach what .
consulting other departments, and

defining the final knowledge", or aim ol the course.

The^oursc will be taught by members of the An

, ouoiogv government, psychology, and sociology

departments. Shaw said that the first phase is ten-

tatively set but that after October, everything is very

indefinite. "We want to consult with everybody we

can." he said.

Federal Commission
, ,

"Alcohol Worse Than Pot

WASHINGTON <AP> - The

federal marijuana commission,

still months away from its first

formal report, is proceeding on the

hypothesis that drunks are a tar

worse social problem than pot

smokers
We do know this: The most

severe drug abuse problem we've

got in the United States is alcohol."

the commission executive director.

Michael Sonnenreich. told the

\ssociated Press.

Does it marijuana turn you

into a foaming maniac? No. Is it

physically addicting' Well, all the

indications we have right now is,

no. it is not. We know that alcohol

is t'.ut that isn't the criterion ot a

danger The danger is social mi

pa ci

We know certain things about

alcohol We know about loss of time

on the job. break-ups of families.

impact on our medical facilities.

We know a greater range of the

problems of alcoholism Nobody's

Oxford Scholarships Now Available

really tried to assess, effectively,

the impact of marijuana."

Sonnenreich. former deputy

general counsel in the Justice

Department's Bureau of Narcotics

and Dangerous Drugs, discussed

the first seven months work of the

National Commission on

Marijuana and Drub Abuse.

The commission, set up by

( ongress to investigate all forms ol

drug abuse and to recommend new-

laws as needed, is to report on

marijuana next March with fin-

dings on other drugs due a year

li,UT j i n
President Nixon has said Me will

ignore any recommendation to

legalize marijuana use, but the

commission chairman. Raymond

I*, shafer. Republican former

governor of Pennsylvania, says

Nixon's views won't influence the

commission
So far the commission has held

public hearings in Washington.

Chicago and San Francisco In

closed sessions it has heard con

lessions from marijuana users.

The commission has let con

conduct a

what 2.5(H)

I{bodes and Marshall scholar

-hip competitions tor U*72 l-\ lias

olticiallv opened, according to

Mrs Barbara It. Kuril. Director ol

I tie otlicc of International

Programs.
\ Khodes scholarship provides

lor two years ol study at Oxford

i ni\ersit\ .
Kngland. with a

possible third year it the scholars

IVCord .md plan ol slud> warrant

it

Tn he eligible a candidate must

he male, unmarried and a I S

citizen with at least live years

domicile be between 18 and 24

vears old at the lime ol ap

plication; nave at least junior

standing ul the time id application.

im | receive official endorsemenl ol

the university.

selection is based not only upon

ill., applicant's academic abilitj

,,,„! achievements, but upon Ins

„,oral character and physical

vigor ijualih of both character

and intellect is the most important

requirement i<»r a Khodes

scholarship " the official program

announcement slates

Tie Marshall scholarship

program is designed to enable

qualified men and women to study

lor a degree at any university in

the I nited Kingdom Awards are

made lor two years, but may be

extended for a third

To be eligible a candidate must

|,e a l S citizen, under 2(i years old

,.n October I. 1972. and a graduate

u| an accredited college or

univcrsit)

Marshall scholarship selection

committees look lor distinction ol

intellect and character as evidence

both by scholastic attainment and

other activities and achievements

Khodes and Marshall Scholar

ship application forms are

available at the Office ol In

leruational Programs students

interested in learning more about

,ic scholarships should talk with

Mrs Kuril Completed applications

must be received at the office of

International Programs. 22t)

Whit more, by October K. The ap

phcants are then interviewed by a

campus committee Applications

endorsed by this committee are

transmitted to the state and

regional Rhodes and Marshall

selection Committee by October il

and October 22 respectively for

their review

Push Needed

tracts with pollsters

nation wide survey of

Americans think about marijuana.

( Hher researchers have contracted

to study the medical effects of jail

terms on young pot smokers and

other aspects of the problem.

The 1:1- member commission has

come to no conclusions yet. Son-

nenreich said, adding that Shafer

has discouraged the other com-

missioners from taking firm

stands that they might later find

hard to change if contrary

evidence turns up.

Rut some things already seem

clear to Sonnenreich "We
probably will not discover that

marijuana absolutely makes your

eyeballs fall out and your nose

quiver, nor at the same time are

we going to find that it is a har-

mless drug. So the point is it falls in

a gray area."

NOTICES
ED MAJORS

Jr. and Sr. Ed majors interested m
Action program contact Patrick

Sullivan, Rm. 205 School of

Fducation, 545 1559 immediately
Deadline Thurs. noon.

GOLFERS
A meeting will be held Monday

evening, Sept. 13, 1971 at 7:00 p.m. in

Boyden, Rm. 250, for all those in

terested in trying out for the Golf

Team This includes freshmen.

WASHINGTON iAP>-Tto push

to add more individual tax relief to

President Nixon's economic

package came to the lore Wed

uesday as the administration's

proposals were placed formally

helore (ongress

i think there is need lor some

additional incentive to individuals

to buy more." Chairman Wilbur 1).

Mills'. I> Ark . of the House \\a\s

and Means Committee said.

HILLEL
Hillel picnic,

Lodge by F lot.

5:00 p.m., Farley
Bring guitars.

MORE
The first meeting of the UMass

Studenf Mobilization Committee will

be held on Monday, Sept. 13, at 800

pm. in rooms 174 6 of the Campus
Center. The guest speaker will be

George Kontanis, coordinator of the

Greater Rostonian Peace Action

Coalition (GBPAC). Everyone in

vited

Local Boy

Makes Good

TONITEM

CHARLIE

\ call tor musicians of all

types string, brass, woodwind

percussion to form groupsmd

AT

®bf EnaltBtT $«h

(Up flaMarlpMrtli flailg Collegian

Otf.ce ot the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor ol the Student Un.on on

the University campus, up code 01002 Phones are 545 J550 (news). 545 0344

(sportsl, and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage pa.d at Amherst, the daily COLLEGIAN publishes l.ve

t.mes weekly Monday through Fnday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam per.ods. three or tour t.mes a week follow.ng a vacation or

exam per.od or when t, hoi .day tails w.thm a week Accepted for ma.i.ng under the

author', ' • "f March 8 1879 as amended by the act of June 11. 1943 Sub

.,.,,. Iff $1400peryear

lhal would be willing to perform

lor exposure only has been made by

a 22 year old city resident who has

worked as a promotion manager

for a large recording coinpan;

Harold Koltin. who recently

completed Ins senior year at the

I niversiK of Massachusetts, has

created Kockreation which in-

volves getting musicians who

aren't members ol rock groups as

well as those who are already

grouped but are willing to regroup

themselves working together

The ami at first would be to play

lor tree at concerts such as those

put on by ItC Creation 71 with an

ultimate goal ol " taking it <>n a

big label.' according to Koltin

Me said he has talked to .lames

Wilcox, the city's summer
program coordinator, about the

project, and "he said H was a good

idea lie agreed to help us find

places to rehearse."

Koltin noted that many famous

groups are not much different m
age or talent trom the rock

musicians in the area

•Hie one big difference is luck,

he added Maybe we can help

some people m the community to

get lucky
"

Anyone interested m par

impaling in the project may write

Harold Koltin al M Kenwood St

Friday's Follies Presents
...new waves and old raves

Man and a Woman
Friday 6, 8, & 10:00

S.U. Ballroom

Admission $.75

Series Tickets Available

Butierfield Productions

FALL SEMESTER — ISRAEL
Rr&ndeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study in Jerusalem, Israel/July-December, 1971

( 40) students from 25 universities enrolled in 1970)

Juniors and Seniors eligible

Four courses/Hebrew not required/Earn 16 credits

Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel

Some financial aid available.

Write today for information/application deadline

March 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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New Day Care Center

Readies For Opening

By ANNKSTADNH Kl
Where are all the children?

queried one tot when her mother
went to Bowditch Lodge to enroll

her in the University's new Day
Care Center, yesterday.

The center was open for a two
hour orientation period and will

keep the same hours (9:30 to 11 ::*0

ami today and tomorrow in order

to acquaint its "students'' with the

premises and enable more parents

to register their children.

"We feel that a lot of the parents

believe there are no spaces left at

the center,'' Miss Pelz said. She
w anted to invite applicants to come
down to the lodge this week before

regular sessions begin.

Children are accepted to the pilot

program on a one semester basis.

A choice of morning or afternoon

shift can be made by the parent,

but only in special cases will

enrollment for full time care be

accepted. Children already
enrolled will have priority for

acceptance to second semester.

The resources of the center are

available to the children of full

time undergraduate and graduate

students and non-professional

employees at UMass. Parents

must pay a tuition fee of $100. per

semester, however. This figures

down to$l per hour, 4 hours per day,

:> davs per week, according to Miss

Pelz.

She said that the Center is also

financed by both the University

and the student body. Combined,

the Graduate, Undergraduate and

Commuter Senates contributed

$10,000 to the Day Care Center,

while the University donated the

use of Bowditch Lodge and
renovated it.

The University's committment
is really significant because the

building is worth so much," Miss

Pelz said. (The concept of a

University Day Care Center came
about after irate mothers held a

party'' lor their children in the

lobby of Whitmore Administration

Building last May to point out the

need for University support in the

project.)

Four staff members will care for

the children. In addition to Miss

Pelz. the core includes Constance

Hayward, assistant director, and

two teaching assistants, Joe Sylvia

and Shari Stutzel. Additional staff

up to 10 volunteer adults will

maintain a 5 to 1 student- teacher

ratio. Parents are also requested to

volunteer their services.

The open classroom principle

will be employed at the center,"

Miss Pelz explained.

She said four "interest" areas will

allow the students to learn at their

own pace. The teachers will make
sure the child gets enough ex-

posure to the areas, which are

reading, puzzles, painting and
blocks.

The Day Care Center, with its

innovative classroom technique is

experimental but is anticipated to

go on, as this year promises to be a

great success, Mizz Pelz predicted.

Changing Courses Is Easier

Course changes for undergraduates have been simplified. Starting this

year there is no longer extra burden on the undergraduates in changing

courses, whether it be adding or dropping them. Only one step is required

of the student, and that is to go to Boyden Gym at the designated hour.

The hours run the same as they did on Wednesday, and the student should

go to the gym on the time shown on the blue information sheet according

to the first digit on his student number. Students must not come earlier as

material will not be ready until the designated hour. Read the directions

on the given sheet and ihen pick up the course change card. One card is

needed for each subject whether it is to be added or dropped. Write in the

subject wanted and walk over to the table designated for that subject.

Once there, just hand the card to the advisor, who will answer any

questions and the course change is complete.

r

Crowds Stone Troops

After Irish Funeral
LONDONDERRY, Northern

Ireland <AP» Crowds stoned

British troops in Londonderry on

Wednesday in fierce rioting after

the funeral of a 14-year-old Roman
Catholic girl killed in a cross-fire.

Throughout Northern Ireland,

troops braced for a new terrorist

offensive as the outlawed Irish

Republican Army issued an

ultimatum that internment of

suspected terrorists be stopped

and the Protestant-dominated
provincial parliament be

dissolved.

In Londonderry, the Roman
Catholic crowds in the Bogside

quarter had been angered by

charges that the girl. Annette

McGavigan, was shot by British

marksmen as they battled terrorist

gunmen
Annette was the 100th victim of

Northern Ireland's two-year wave

of blood-letting between the

warring Roman Catholic and

Protestant communities.

Soon after she was buried,

roaming bands of up to 1,000 at-

tacked troops who fired volleys of

riot gas grenades and rubber

bullets-which can break limbs but

are not lethal-to fend them off.

BUS SERVICE SCHEDULE
LV. U-Mass.for No. Amherst - 8:24 a.m., 11:54, 12:54 p.m.,

3:56, 6:01

L V. UMass. for Amherst Center, Hadley and Northampton

7:31 a.m., 8:36, 10:01, 12:06 p.m., 1:06, 2:01, 4:09, 5:04,

6: 14.

Connections at Northampton for

Easthampton, Florence, Leeds, Haydenville and

Williamsburg

LV. UMass. for Worcester, Belchertown, Ware, Brook-

fields, Spencer and Leicester

Fridays- LV - UMass. 12:45 p.m., 4:50 p.m.

Saturdays: LV. UMass. 12:45 p.m.

Sundays: LV UMass. 12:45 p.m., 6:25 p.m.

For Tickets and Information

The Lobby Shoppe, Student Union Bldg. Tel. 545-2006

CHARTER A BUS
call our office for rates and arrangements Tel. 584 6481

Western Mass. Bus Lines, Inc.
Northampton, Mass.

Talk on Black Repression Saturday

By STEPHEN KINK
Professor Jean Wiley, the former information

officer for SNCC, H. Rap Brown, and Stokley

Charmichel. and now professor of English at

UMass. will speak at Thompson Hall this Saturday
at 1:00 PM. Her topic will be the repression of

Blacks in America, specifically as related to the

trials of Angela Davis, Ruchell Magee. and the

"Soledad Brothers".

Concerning these trials she said, "I don't feel it is

possible for any political Black person to receive a

fair trial in this country, indeed any Black person at

all."

She believes the acquittal of the 13 Black Pan-

t hers in New York to be an accident
.

' 'The acquittal of

the Panthers doesn't prove anything about getting a

fair trial. They were put on trial because they were
members of the Black Panther Party rather than

having committed a crime."
Professor Wiley is not a member of the Black

Panther Party but says she will fully fight against

any repression of the party. "Political repression

ign'l new to Black people in this country. It began
with the rape of America. What it has come to is

that the American Judicial Svstem has become a

major arm of that repression. Before it appeared,
the legislative and executive branches practiced the

most repression, but now the courts are taking a

more active part in repressing Black people."

In commenting about the killing of George
Jackson, she strongly feels the details surrounding
the case released by prison officials were
fraudulent.

LA
"Any clear reading of those official statements at

San Quentin indicate fross contradictions and ab-

surdities." she said. "The events surrounding

George's death couldn't have happened. I. like Mrs.

Jackson and most Black people in this country,

believe Fleeta Drumgo and John Cluchett (the

surviving Soledad brother) They said in court that

George was gunned down by San Quentin guards,

who afterward created the rationale that he had
been trying to escape."
"People should doubt official reports by the

government and understand political repression in

this country is a fact." Professor Wiley maintained.
Repression is escalating at an alarming extent."

she said, "and it just ain't limited to Black folks

anymore."

Few Favor Room-Board Increase

By JEANNETTE MARTINEAU
Room and board increases were

found generally unfavorable by

UMass students yesterday in a

Collegian survey. However, faith

in efforts to have the increases

refunded was very low.

Responses were predictably,
overwhelmingly, and, in some

cases, unprintably negative. Some
of the milder reactions included T

don't like them", "I can't afford

it", "So what are ya gonna do?"

and "You've gotta be kidding!!!"

When reminded of the
wage/price/rent freeze, most
students became more vocal:

CEQ Needs Help
A meeting open to everyone

interested in conservation,

ecology, or environment as a social

reform movement will be held by

CEQ. (not the Presidential

Council on Environmental Quality,

but the Coalition for En-
vironmental Quality) on Tuesday,

September 14th at 8:90 p.m. in

Room 174-170 of the Campus
Center.

There will be discussion and

planning for the fall semester's

activities. Most will probably be

continuations of last year's

projects: speakers' programs,
recycling, newsletter, on-campus

education, bike club. etc. Anyone

may come, propose a project, and

Only One

This Year
As student enrollment has in-

creased so drastically, distribution

of the Student Directory has
rapidly become a more complex
and expensive matter. Therefore.

for the year 1871-1972, there will be
one edition of the Student Direc-

tory.

It will be distributed at no cost to

the dormitories, according to the

number of telephones. All other on-

campus or off-campus interested

departments or individuals may
purchase copies at the Campus
Center Book Store commencing
September K, at a cost of 75 cents

each. Departments wishing to

order a bulk amount of directories

by department should bring an
encumbered purchase order to the

bookstore.

carry it through if enough other

like-minded people become
commited enough to help. There

are also some pretty die-hard

CEQ. people who push on with a

project even if they don't get a

large response. To a large extent,

CEQ. operates to help self-

motivated people actively pursue

their environmental concerns-it

can also be an educational ex-

perience If you're at all in-

terested, mosey on down: you may
get hooked

"I think the universities and the

large corporations knew about the

freeze ahead of time... so they could

raise their prices."

Most students said that they

support Student Senate Counsel

Richard M. Howland and Senate

President Lee Sandwen in their

efforts to obtain a ruling from the

Office of Emergency Prepared-
ness, on the legality of these in-

creases. Still many feel that the

attempt is futile.

However, one Thatcher resident

commented: "At least someone is

taking advantage of this means of

getting heard. I don't like the in-

crease in rates either, but they

should sink some of that money
into fixing up some of these dorm
S...OT more financial aid to

students."

Finally, almost in summary, one
student remarked: "Ours is not to

reason why..."

S. W. Patriots presents 2 biggies on

Thursday, Friday, & Saturday

8:00 P.M. Getting Straight

10:00 P.M. The Owl and the Pussycat

Admission: 75c for both films

FRIDAY MIDNIGHT SPECIAL

The Blob
Admission: 25c

In Berkshire Dining Commons, Southwest

ACADEMIC INFO & ADVISING

Visit the CASIAC student « omiselors

at Hoyden toda> or < all M8HI anytime

I'eroianent offices KM >Ia« hin.r
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Where Danger Lies
The conversation reported on yesterday's Editorial page

between the local District Attorney John Callahan and the

Dailv Collegian Editor Richard Hanson concerning drugs

and clrug arrests should cause students at UMass to reflect

upon one fact; if you use drugs you are a criminal in

Massachusetts.
In spite of the "liberal" leanings and semi-enlightened

: act ices of the District Attorney, people are still apt to get

arrested for marijuana.
The results of having drugs illegal have been viciously

negative. Drug use does not seem to be inhibited but the

growth of illegal activities, up to and including violence,

has been encouraged. There is large profit to be had from
dealing drugs, just by ignoring laws which are ignored by
millions anyway.
We are recommending the legalization of all non-

addictive drugs simply because through legalization the

real dangers of taking drugs can be dealt with rationally.

The real dangers we speak of are 1.) using drugs that

may have been made with dangerous impurities and 2.)

getting arrested.
Legalization of marijuana and other drugs which have

THC as an active ingredient should become a reality

before one more person is arrested. The evidence is

overwhelmingly in favor of legalization: the report which
came out of a commission appointed by the Governor of

California recommended legalization; a Canadian
government commission just last month reached the same
conclusion and urged national legalization.

All of the people here on campus who are of voting age
and who use drugs should exercise their right to elect

politicians who won't maintain laws that could arrest

them.
We urge people to write to District Attorney Callahan at

the District Court House in Northampton to express vour

feelings on drugs. He is very interested in hearing from
students and he has never smoked dope.

Drugs have made their way into our modern society, it is

about time we started recognizing that fact.

COMMITTEE FOR BETTER UNIVtHSITY HOUSING

FOUR BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

"within walking distance of

central campus"

ONLY $544 a month*

Ralph 1). Jones and Joel Stoneham did it again by

turning what is at best an untenable situation into a

degrading, disgraceful fiasco. Especially for fresh-

men and transfer students, the two groups most

unable to cope with insensitive people in the

bureaucracy. Registration Day was more than the

usual hot hell of lines.

It began earlv in the morning, when Jones, the

Registrar, refused to let CASIAC set up a general

academic counseling table on the main floor of the

gym Such a table, according to Jones, would have

created a "bottleneck" of people on the main floor

CASIAC was assigned a distant room on the second

floor of Boyden. thus denying many students the

opportunity to get unconfused by the only general and

knowledgable academic advising service around. (By

the way, the Housing Office, CCEBS, Parking

Authority and Veterans all have tables on the main

floor.

)

The climax of the day was not the traditional ram,

but the closing of the Cashier's Office at 3:30, which

stranded hundreds of students who were not allowed

to pay their bills. At this writing, it is not known

whether these students will have to pay the $5 penalty

fee for the poor coordination between the registrar

and cashier.

In past years, freshmen who had their ID pictures

taken during the summer received their ID cards in

their registration packets. Not so this year, and the

lines from the ID distribution office stretched at one

time to a remote stairway on the other side of the

building.

In a real innovative move, the validation stickers

tor ID cards were reduced in size by more than half,

resulting in their constantly falling out of packets. The

miniscule stickers were often lost or forgotten.

All these benefits

NO KITCHENS
NO PARKING
NO APPLIANCES
NO RECREATION FACILITIES
NO PRIVACY
NO GUESTS

SHARE THE BATHROOM
CLOSET SPACE DOUBLES
LIVING ROOM
NO CHILDREN
NO PETS
NO MARRIEDS

AS

NO INDIVIDUAL HEAT CONTROL NO AIRCONDITIONING

Planned occupancy; 7 parsons.

Collective damage roiponslblllty"AII ploy you pay'

flvm month* rant required Aug 23th

AS WELL AS $700 in deposits

Available now: Unlvorslfy Housing Office thm people who mada

the "Southwosf Complox" o communicable dosaoso

(Jutt atk tor "Sylvan" with a big chock;

"Month" does not Include many National, Stofe or rollglous holiday—

we are nor rmqulrmd to help you relocate at these rimes except at

your anponta. ...^——^^™

The Dining Commons, for all their noble efforts at

meatloafs (and the meal in the basic food lines was

mo kidding) good), still have organizational

problems. .

Freshmen in the September Orientation and

Counseling Program were often turned away from the

Dining Commons on Tuesday, because no one told

anyone that their special meal tickets they had been

given were a year old.

The biggest fishbone that the Food Services fed

students was the distribution of meal tickets. No

longer could students pick up their meal ticket at their

local dining commons, Wednesday through Friday.

Instead, all students on the meal plan, whever they

lived, be it Sylvan or Southwest, were herded into the

Hampden Dining Commons in Southwest, for only two

days (Wednesday and today, most upperclassman not

being here on Tuesday). Some ticket takers would not

let anyone in without an ID or a meal ticket, which

created difficulties for students with neither. i

At the best, there were upperclassmen who breezed

through Registration, cut into the Dining Commons
line to get their ticket, and left to go swimming at

Puffer's Pond, all by 9 A.M. But there were those

students, who waited for an hour in a needless ID line,

who waited an hour and a half in a centralized meal

ticket line, who got dropped from three of their

courses, and who skipped breakfast and lunch

because they didn't know or couldn't get into the

Dining Commons.
Any University with the resources this one has

surely can do a little better than destroy the attitudes,

enthusiasm, and state of mind of hundreds of its

citizens.
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Art Buchwald

The Reason Why
WASHINGTON -The "Why Are

We in Vietnam Committee,''
otherwise known as WAWIVNC,
held its monthly meeting at the

State Department last week, and
lor the first time there was an air

of pessimism in the room. As
everyone knows, WAWIVNC was
set up many years ago to provide

Presidents of the United States

with solid reasons for American
involvement in Vietnam.
Some of the reasons the com-

mittee has come up with in the past

are: A. To halt Communist
aggression from the North. B. To
let Red China know we mean
business. C. To prevent Southeast

Asian countries from falling like

dominoes. D. To keep American
boys from having to fight on the

shores of Hawaii. F. To prove to

Hanoi we are not a helpless giant.

F. To make sure the South Viet-

namese people can choose their

own leaders in democratic elec-

tions.

This last one was everyone's

favorite. President Nixon kept

repeating it in every speech about

Indochina. Secretary of State
Rogers. Ambassador Ellsworth
Hunker in Saigon and Ambassador
David Bruce in Paris all said the

same thing; "The United States

wants nothing for itself. It is onlv in

South Vietnam to assure that the

people there can decide their own
late

You can imagine what happened
at the WAWIVNC meeting when
they were informed that President

Theiu would be the only one on the

ballot in the presidential elections

on October 3.

The chairman of the committee

said. "Gentlemen, I have just

heard from President Nixon He is

very disappointed that no one has

chosen to run against President

Theiu and is once again hard put to

explain what the United States is

doing in Vietnam
well, it isn'l our lault that Vice

President Ky wouldn't run against

Theiu. or that Gen Minh bowed out

of the race weeks ago.' an

assistant secretary of public af-

fairs said

•How did we know that Theiu

would rig the elections so badly

that even the opposition would see

through him? ". a USIA
ps hological warfare expert said

• fhicu should have warned Kv

and Minh that they either had to

run against him in democratic
elections or they would be shot," a

CIA man said.

"That's not the point, gen-

tlemen," the chairman of the

committee said. "The fact is that

Thieu is running alone. This is not

our concern except that since it's

now difficult for President Nixon to

detend the American presence in

Vietnam to guarantee free elec-

tions, we have to find him another
reason to explain why we are still

there. Now think."

Suppose," an AID man said,

the President says the reason we
are in Vietnam is to protect the

American dollar?"
"1 don't follow you."
"Well, we all know every high

official in the South Vietnamese
government has a secret Swiss
bank account where he has stashed
away millions of dollars. Now. if

these officials traded their dollars
in Switzerland for marks or French

francs while the dollar is floating,

it could hurt us badly.

"But as long as we remain in

South Vietnam these officials will

have faith in us and will keep their

dollars in Switzerland."

"It s too complicated,'' the

chairman said "I want something

simple."

"Suppose we say we're in

Vietnam because we must protect

freedom wherever it is found," a

Pentagon man said.

There was dead silence in the

room
Finally the chairman said.

"There has to be a reason that no

one has yet thought of."

A State Department man
scribbled something on a sheet of

paper and then raised his hand.

"This is it. The President must go

on television tomorrow night and
tell the American people the only

reason we are in Vietnam is

because it's there."

The Habitual Relaxer
He sits on his mountain
watching each day pass
believes less and less

and likely to say
will always do so.

Releases his mind
and so easily done
surprises me
'as does most perceived
difficult things which
turn out to happen easily).

His eyes penetrate me
snd I unable (though willing)
to look away meet his
steady gate
And so tells me of myself;
"Your mind noes on "little

trips and with each trip
becomes more dissociate
and incoherent"
And I already knowing that
nod my head in agreement
"Each day becomes more con

t using and so you're
depressed

"

Looking hard at me
lie tells me.
You're a clenched fist

taking life too seriously"
And so my revelation began.
He treated me to an ultimate trip
that raised my mind
above mv condition

And so found Life was ridiculous

and so should I be to

flounder in her currents.

I don't even know why I'm here

trying to figure out each piece of

my existence
and expect them to fit to-

gether.

And he told me quietly;

"Through some mutant gene

evolved a thinking man
who cannot be happy with-

out trying to find out why
he's here Be like the dog
who knows not his next step.

Without your habit of anxiety

perceptions change You
find time to live life fully

'and love without asking always:

"Why do you suppose he said

that'"
"'

And now floating easy
speaking stopping |>oople

one alter another

breathing deeply
I look back at their eyes

steadily

..not looking away
easy

what a way to live.

|,oo E. Bishoff

A Look Ahead

Issues For The Fall

One of the most frequently asked questions I've

received is. what do I think the major issues of the

coming semesteer will be? The following is an outline

of different issues certain to appear on the front page

of the Collegian this fall.

UNIVERSITY HOUSING
Despite Nixon's Wage/Price Freeze the University

appears to be trying to "sleaze by" with rent and fee

increases announced last May through the use of legal

loopholes and political power. You and your parents

incomes must remain stable, and University em-

ployee wage increases negotiated before August 14th

are "delayed", giving the University the look of the

competent businessman who plays the situation both

ways to his advantage.

The further tightening of University Housing

exemptions should also spark student interest. If the

University is really meeting student needs, many will

ask. why, in this period of massive housing shortages,

must the University force the unwilling to live in its

facilities. Something somewhere is very wrong.

UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE
The issue of how students and the Student Govern-

ment will formally plug into the campus governance

structure, especially Faculty policy making bodies,

remains unanswered. Someone will probably ask for

an answer.

ACADKM IIS
Three basic issues will probably bring Faculty and

Student interests into conflict during the coming year.

The implementation of the 8-point grading system and

the fundamental desire on the part of Faculty to avoid

a decision on a single policy for student evaluations is

one subject sure to appear. The student role in Faculty

promotion and tenure decisions has been an issue for

the past several years and will be of note. An ex-

tensive system of student departmental councils

seems to be one proposal for more fully integrating

students within the departments governing structure.

Finally the procedures for campus wide Teacher

Fvaluation will also focus debate on the relationships,

between Faculty and students.

PARKING
Its still a pain in the ass, and the master plan

proposed last year to make some fundamental

changes was shot down by Faculty and staff protests.

A proposal to dramatically expand University Bus

services and to work out a system of peripheral

parking has been sent to the Federal Department of

Transportation for funding.

VOTING
Arrangements are in the works to provide the op-

portunity of easy registration in Amherst, as well as

the easy access to information and the voting records

of incumbants around the state. Danger and op-

Editorial Points
portunity are the "watchwords". Everyone interested

in a voter registration drive in Western Massachusetts

should prepare.

WAR AND PEACE
The War continues. Planned by a coalition of SMC,

PAC, and PCPJ are an Oct. 13 Moratorium. National

Student Strike on November (i, and a Mass Regional

Demonstration in Boston on November 13. Consult

your local peace worker.

CO-OPS
Because of high interest, numerous inquiries, and

because of success at home (with the Peoples Com-
munity Union) and abroad, there will be an attempt

early this year to establish a more broadly operating

system of CO-OPS. Keep your ears open, it will need

your support.

CYMPis CENTER
The Campus Center Governing Board this summer

refused to accept an administrative reorganization of

the center and is contesting the University's right to

appoint its top administrative officers. The battle has
long range implications and will gather as much at-

tention as the latest expose on the Centers activities,

now due out in October.

ECOLOGY
A new project that will be seeking broad-based

student support is a regional attempt to put into

practice one of Ralph Nader's ideas called the Public

Interest Research Group. The idea is to get students to

tax themselves $2 a piece in order to support a

professional staff that would deal with consumer and
.ecology issues through direct action (lawsuits,

research, demos and ads). It will also have a student

arm. Ralph himself may kick it off here.

ADMINISTRATIVE
"Student Affairs Office", "Food Services", and

"Security'' reorganized their operations this summer.
What this really means to the average student is not

obvious. The Security Dept. changes initiated by

William Dye, the new Director of Security who
arrived sometime around the beginning of July, ended

when he resigned September 1 to take another job.

FINK ARTS COUNCIL
The student subsidy of Faculty interests in the Fine

Arts program will be explored this Fall. One estimate

is that undergraduates who make up 50% of the

audience, pick up 75% of the tab. But then that's not so

unusual.

WOMEN AND SEC
Women's status in our community will be explored

by both the Faculty and Student Senates. Abortion

loan arrangements will probably be talked of.

Someone should put together a good sex info book for

both men and women this semester.

ATHLETIC COUNCIL
The Faculty control of the $30 student athletic fee.

will be a point of contention early this fall. The push is

to put it totally in student hands.

The brochure put out by the

Food Services Dept. promises a

lot of improvements but we've

noticed that they've substituted

water for milk in the hot

chocolate.
*****

District Attorney Callahan

will have a lot more to worry

about with all the new grass

growing around the Campus
Center.

*****

Registration Day must be an

exercise in the old idiom.

"Everything comes to those who
wait and wait and wait."

*****

One irate student reports that

they're now still serving the

same old food for longer periods

of time at the dining commons.
Now, don't you wish you were a

senior?
*****

While we're on the subject, not

only is the dining commons
taking more from you this year,

you end up giving more of it

back.
*****

For those of you who are new
around here, if you liked

Registration Day you'll love

Cdurse Change Day.
*****

After a brief tour through

some of the dorms in Southwest

recently, a good piece of advice

might be not to burn yourselves

out too early. It's a long year

ahead.
*****

With all those New
Testaments being handed out at

Registration Day yesterday, it

almost makes you wonder where
the guy is when you need him.

They gave
the boy
a gun
to kill

with

andfil

led his

head with

vain

glories

and deep
commit
ments

barely up on the down ward curve of the

hill his body exploded in the red

burst

of

shells

they dug
the boy
ashal

low grave
and err

ected him
a cross

to grant

etern

al peace.

Kare Karvonen

What The Freeze Means To You A Hnrnan Comouter
1 ,. 1„„ I , u. M uow.A.n ( Aueustl4orl6».Theleasewillbe complaint students may see me A J. J.U111C4AA ^IV/XXAJ^
By RICHARD M. ROWLAND

Senate General Counsel

Attorney for Students

A great many people are con-

cerned about the present "price.

wage, rent freeze" and how it

particularly applies to them. As a

general proposition every increase

in prices, wages and rents is not

lawful under the President's

executive order.

According to the most recent

information that I have been able

to obtain the following exceptions

apply:

1. Private rental housing that is

federally-funded may increase

rents if the rent is tied to the in-

come of the tenant under the

federal program. There is no

housing of this type in Amherst to

my knowledge.

2. If there has been a substantial

renovation by a private owner, he

may. upon application, be granted

permission to increase rents.

Again. I do not personally know of

any rental units in Amherst to

which this may apply

:?. A college or University may
increase tuition, rents and/or fees

if ten per cent or more students

have actually paid the increase

prior to the date of the President's

announcement This must be

evidenced by bank deposits.

4. It is not an "increase" under

the "freeze" if rates are returned

to pre summer or seasonal rates. A

landlord in Amherst, therefore,

can't be held to a summer rate, but

he should not collect rent inexcess

of the previous winter rate.

,Y Execution of leases to the

contrary does not permit an in-

crease on a date after the

President's announcement

(August 14 or 16) The lease will be

valid in every respect but rent and

that figure will* be in effect when

the "freeze" is ended.

ti. A new rental of an apartment

or house not previously rented has

no base rent to revert to and

therefore the owner may set the

rent at any level without violating

the "freeze". Apparently, a "new"

tenant has the right to pay the

•old" rent lease or agreement to

the contrary not withstanding. The

"new" exception applies only to a

new unit not recently rented or one

that is so substantially renovated

as to be considered new.

7. Wages are frozen except for

persons who receive a raise or are

(were) due to receive a raise in a

job with new or increased

responsibilities or duties.

H. Prices are frozen except for raw

agricultural produces wich seems

to mean only products that are

absolutely not processed. As I

understand it if the carrots are put

in a bag. the price may be raised,

but if the tops arecut off first, then

the price is frozen This is a tough

rule to work with.

No payment to the contrary of

national policy is lawful. Payments

that will be hold "on account' or

"in escrow" or any other device

that means that a person is paying

the increase even if it will later be

credited to him is specifically

unlawful according to both Boston

and Washington. DC offices of the

orfice of Emergency Prepared

ness as of September 2, 1971.

Please understand that this

entire area is uncertain Before

filing a complaint, confront the

alleged violator and see if it can't

be worked out If you wish to file a

complaint students may see me
and anyone may write to: Office of

Fmergency Preparedness.
Director, P.O. Box 9084, JFK Post

office. Boston. Massachusetts
<r22<>3 with complete details.

Very truly yours,

Richard M. Howland

Letters

To The
Editor

As in previous years, the MDC
will continue to print letters to

the editor. The only

requirements are that they be

typed at sixty spaces, double

spaced and absolutely no longer

than two pages in length All

letters must be signed and the

author's address and telephone

numbers must be included No
letters will be published without

this information. Also, no letters

will be printed without the name
of the author. Please note this

change in policy.

All letters are subject to

editing either for content or

space according to the judgment

of the editors Also, due to space

limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed

THE EDITORS

One reed at Registration seemed baffled b\ the soomingh endless

How ol multi colored IBM cards asking useless questions which were

placed before her. Manx ended up where thc\ belonged, in the trash.

• MIX photo >>> dib Fullorton)
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Films

Sexual Exploits Of A Supremacist Male
ByBOBNESTI

* MIX' Staff

( arual Knowledge-screenplay

by .Jules Feiffer, directed by Mike

Nichols; starring Jack Nicholson,

Arthur (.artunkel. Candice

Bergen, and Ann-Margaret.

(arnal Kmm ledge is a poison

pen letter to the educated, urbane

American Male. Filmed with utter

contempt for its subject, it, at

times, is hysterical and laughable

yet the film remains a compelling

experience, due mainly to the

meshing of three essential

elements: an intelligent (if not a

Hillels Opening Events

Sept. 9 -

Sept. 12 -

5:00 p.m. picnic Farley Lodge

by F Lot - bring guitars.

Lox & bagel brunch 11:00 a.m.

Campus Center Cafeteria

(tree to members)

UMass Rugby Football Club

OPENS
The Fall 1971 Season

with

A Traditional Rugby Party

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

4:30 p.m. - fields west of Boyden

FEATURING

Rugby and Refreshment
First Practice Session — Saturday Sept. II

10 a.m.. Rujjby Field west of Boyden

bit overly-self righteous script,

taut direction, and some of the

fines! ensemble acting in quite

some time.

The film concerns the sexual

lives of two diverse men. Jonathan

and Sandie. from their college days

at Amherst to the present.

Jonathan (Jack Nicholson) is the

epitome of the male chauvinist. He

sees women merely as pleasure

objects or as feed to his ego.

Jonathan has an affinity for

women with "big boobs" and

makes Ins life a futile and endless

search for them (The film ends

with the ironic situation of he being

impotent and with a whore >

Juxtaposed is Sandie t Arthur

(iarfunkel' who claims his in-

terests are more noble yet in the

end he's as unhappy as Jonathan

The film opens with the two at a

college mixer back in the late

forties With the music of (llenn

Miller in the background. Jonathan

goads Sandie into meeting a lovely

Smith girl. Susan i Candice

Bergen) Sandie and Susan date

and have casual sex. Sandie

reports this to his roommate with

an uncommon ferver. and

Jonathan begins to date Susan

behind Sandie's back. They sleep

together until Jonathan demands

that she tell his roommate, she

refuses, they part, and Sandie

marries Susan.

The time changes to 1961.

Jonathan is now a successful

lawyer, although he isn't quite as

successful with his sex life as he

suffers from mild impotency.

Sandie, now a doctor, lives a model

married life with Susan yet finds it

unfulfilling and looks elsewhere for

completion.

Jonathan meets Bobbie (Ann-

Margaret) "the sex symbol on the

airline commercial'' and they

shack-up together. She eventually

wants marriage, he doesn't, and

their relationship descends

steadily until she attempts suicide

place today Jonathan prides

himself in showing friends a slide

show of his sex partners yet needs

the assistance of a prostitute

(speaking his carefully-arranged

paean to his masculinity) to

achieve an erection. Sandie, now

paunchy and looking slightly ab-

surd in "''ip" attire, has found

solace with a nomeiy young flower

child about half his age.

The film looks upon its

characters and their sexual

behavior with a stark and clinical

clarity. Director Mike Nichols has

used the static style of repeated

dose and medium range shots ol

K cilt'cr's a n e d i m e n s i o n a 1

characters to achieve a bleak and

powerful effect. This film com

piements Keiffer's cartoon-like

script so much so that it. at times,

resembles that artists famous

cartoon of harried urban dwellers

mouthing witty cyncisms

The acting is superlative.

Nicholson has never been finer.

scenes he seems a bit young. Ar

thur (iarfunkel proves himself to

be one of the leading young actors

today with his low keyed Sandie.

Candice Bergen redeems her

puerile showing in films thus far

and is simply stunning as Susan.

The best performance, though, is

Ann Margaret's Bobby. She

brilliantly captures the pathetic

emptiness of the beautiful sex

object in a role which evokes the

memory of Marilyn Monroe at her

best

Carnal Knowledge has proven to

be a film not for everyone's taste.

Its effect upon its audience is to

make them too self conscious of

then own sexual roles (which was

probably intended'. They, in turn,

recoil in casual dislike. Yet despite

us Haws. Carnal Knowledge is

unquestionably one of the year's

better films and remains an in-

telligent . imaginative piece

American filmmaking.

of

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE AUTOS

f I .
, 4 months old.

you run own one?
Cull MB Wll.

Why rent when
$75 (new $95 )

9-9, 10

1969 MGC-GT, excellent car, iiiuxt

ell, will sacrifice. $1900 firm. SM-
4B38. tf9-13

Triumph TB4A 1963, good mech.
coDd., rebuilt enc, repair paper*,

needs some body work. Around $550.

Call Paul 668-3236.

Belaire.l!»»)3 Chevy Belaire. Good
tiou. Bent offer. Call Fat.

5-2554, eveninis: 253-5796.

conrti-

Da.vtt:

tf!M0

BABYSITTER WANTED
Student's wife with child to babysit

full time (8-4) with professor's

and 3 Tear olds In our bis house and

vsrd In Amherst. Transportation

provided, salary negotiable. Call 542-

»>17 before 5, 253-7386 after. tf9-9

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE
Enhance sex life. BE dbl, queen

or kins waterbed $29.95, round or

Jumbo $49.95. Immed. dell v., 5 yr.

warranty. Aqua-Dream, Box 477,

Amherst. tf9-22

Tag Sale — Clothes, books, furnl-

ture, funky stuff. Saturday, Sept
11th from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 34

South Whitney St. In town. tf9-ll

Excellent new FM Tuner, *15 .110;

18 inch portable TV. $20.00; new
electric Presto Broiler Ki«ke Oven.
$15.00. Call 256-8432. ttO-l!

Dorm refrigerator. 2 3

Learn Silver jewelry making! New
course for beirlnners starts Sept. IS

Call 253-2077 for details now.
tf9-10

APARTMENT WANTED
Sr ulrl need-, room desperately

Will siiare expenses and llflp w
turn < ontact Ruth c/o Lisa Eldlin.

404 Melville tf9-l.'»

PERSONAL
\ll.»niie ill Hie \inlier*l ,ui:i

interested in xiiini: life: cull WIS13*03
Ask for Carl '.)•

Rent a refrigerator for

your room. Just$4.44a month.

• Compact—dimensions are only 20 x 17 x 18"

• Spacious-Two cubic-foot capacity, holds up to 36

cans of cold drinks

• University-approved for dormitory use

• Free pick-up and delivery

• Guaranteed- if one of our refrigerators malfunctions,

we II replace it - A . . 256-8488/

• We pay interest on your deposit

• Mini-Kool Protection Policy-for$1 a term it relieves

you of all liability for fire and theft. And it's free to all

who pay a full academic year's rent in advance.

• Purchase option—you can buy your refrigerator if

you like, and 75% of your rental payments will be

applied toward the $89.50 purchase price.

within 24 hours. CALL lifllJS*'
minif ko^j
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Student Deferment Lives-Maybe

l»\ (.II.M.IM J.SAI.K

Wi-koiiK' -or. welcome back. I

hope you enjoyed your draft tree

summer. Unfortunately, the

weather forecast calls lor heavy

gusts of hot air to begin soon in the

Capitol Mill area of Washington.

DC, to be followed quickly by a

recurrence of a strong draft af-

fecting the entire nation.

If you are troubled by this dratt.

the Student Senate has provided

some relief lor you. Draft Coun-

seling Services, with an office in

Itoom J»2:5 Campus Center, will

provide you with free information,

advice, and counseling on your

hassles with the Selective Service.

It's usually a good idea to get

the SSS out of the way as early as

possible -like now. So far. I have

never met anyone who could not

quality for some deferment if he

knew what his options were, how to

apply, and how to present his

strongest possible case. The
system provides many legal

alternatives to the draft -if you

check them out. you may find that

you qualify for more than one.

In the future, this column will

deal with many aspects of the

draft It will be dedicated to

enlightened freedom... to giving

you the information you need to

take control of your own life -at

least as it relates to the draft

without having to resort to the

system * games of deceit and

manipulation. It's your life. baby.

Live it your way. not theirs.

\ special note lor freshmen and

anyone else who has not had a ll-S

student deferment It may not be

too late to get your IIS. if you act

immediately. l\ikc. today.

\\ rite a letter to your local board

telling them that you are a full-

lime student here at the Univ., and

thai you want a ll-S student

deferment. Do this regardless of

any prior communication with the

board Make, and keep, a copy of

the letter -u practice you should

lollow with all of your

correspondence with your board

Send the letter Certified Mail.

Iteturn Keceipl Requested,

i There's a Cost Office on the Hatch

level of the Student Union.)

When your board receives the

letter, they will have to sign a

receipt tor it. and the post office

will send the receipt to you. Staple

it to sour copy of the letter, and

store it in a sale place with all your

other draft board correspondence.

There's a hassle you should know

about In all probability, the new

draft law -when it gets passed-will

do away with student deferments.

It is not clear whether ending the

deferment will be made retroac-

tive to June, or if it will take effect

on the date the bill is passed If it's

retroactive, only those who had a

ll-S before tin end of June will be

able to retain the deferment. On

the other hand. .1 it is to take eflect

on the date of passage, any request

for U US received in writing by a

board before passage of the bill

should be honored.

tills IS WHY IT IS URGENT
THAT YOU SEND IN YOUR

This is why it is urgent that you

send in your request before the bill

is passed.

If you have any questions about

this procedure, visit our office or

stop by the info table we have set

up in the Campus Center near the

I'.ookstore lor the remainder of the

week. Hut do it soon. The life you

save may be your own. And pass

the word on to your friends so that

they can act before it's too late. Dig

it

siioit 1 \on:s:
I'or both men and women: if you

want to help your brothers free

themselves from the oppression of

the draft, become a draft coun-

selor Draft Counseling Services

will run a counselor training

program in a couple of weeks.

Watch this column for details.

All experienced counselors-

please contact us and let us know if

and when you will be able to

counsel as soon as possible. We
need you. 'Ain't it nice to be

needed"' >

I'KU I!

SEE

D.J
SAT., SEPT. 11, FROM 8:30 P.M. TO 1:00 A.M.

APPEARING AT

NUMBERNINENUMBERNINENUMBERNINE

(Berkshire Dining Commons, Southwest)

* * SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION * *

featuring
NATALIE COLE

BLACK MAGIC
ADMISSION 50c PER PERSON

Sponsored by Southwest Patriots

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAR*

\ wondrous wmMy <>t Arte* is ability to

imi iisiclc past mistakes and to forge

tiNtid inio Future THc Arte* native daw
i oi ( i\ owe Mhal ii'iuhi have heen H !•

MM .iiul tomorrow lhal is significant

v here Aries is roaeemed
* •

AHIKS (March 21-April 19' Mixing

moiie.v and friendship now creates need-

less olislaclcs Realise this and pull in

liii.iiui.il reins Fresh viewpoint would he

iidvantaaeau* Act accordingly Lea can

lead way Avoid haul) decisions

•| \l III S i April 2U-MHJ I'll line vou

n sped ma) be undulv influenced h>

nulside MHircos Kej is io set your own

|.;ue 'Sou will lie lold ahout progress of

.mother Kclusc io he cngullcd in

unnhoii.il Hap Adhere to lactual in-

lot in, ilmn

i.I'MlM i Maj 21-June 8ii l*tain hint

Hutu 'I auriisn essage Kcwarv olonewho

claims vou can have something lor

nothing Ancenl on piecing together

n essages that may he garbled Correct

i ominiinicalion llaws

i VKt'KM i June 2I-Jul> 2>i check

delails m an\ Imancial transaction If

thorough vou can wm confidence n( kev

people Some Inends now may battle

.iinong themselves Don't get caught in

ii iddle Strive lor impartiahtv

I Id .lulv j:i Aug tti I'on'l rush into

legal agreement < onlract w ill w ait Take

little Io examine various aspects of

, ihiiii iimetii Marriage, other partnership

n .,\ he inckv Hide with tide look before

leaping I el caution he ke)

\ iit<(i < Aug .n Sept Hi Light touch

should be jidvocared Obtain valid hint

Irani I en message What vou desire is

neat >etanl»r Vou will have Io depend on

I raveling relative or friend Know this

pmp.iie .ic.( ordinglv

|||<|:\ Scpl L'.KKt Si Important to

perceive clilleience lielwnen actual needs

,iiid mere desires Accent on frivolity

connected v ith children, affair of heart

(.ivc lull |>la> to creative resources

1'iotcct sell in emotional clinches

sroHP'O Oct 2:1 Nov Hi: I'on'l

overlook hasic needs including health

checkup Slow pace I >o plenty of listening

observing Hecogtu/e potential Get

11 nnev 's U orth 1 ihtain opinion ol expert in

iinv real estate transaction

s VUT'I AMI S Nov 22-Dee 2!

s,,iiii icliilionslups are put Io test Those

worthwhile vwll withstand pressure The

.ilhcrs reallv do not count Strengthen

inner hehets I ook beyond the immediate

I iiorts w ill he recognterd

i vritK HUN Pec 22-Jun tin Vou

M ,,\ he in too much ol H hurrv where home

i vpenditures enter picture Young person

n.iv be making unreasonable demand*

Itealii.e this dnn'l he anyone's door mat

KstaMish new pohev

vul AMI S< Jan 20-Ffh |» I Put ideas

lo practical use express vourself Don't

tear ridicule Your hum lies apt to he

enrreel < onllicl tiia) arise with older

himily member Stand vour ground You

li.ive life o| vour own to live

risn s Feb h>March2tti: Kinancen

ii ,iv be lied up h.v secret agreement

Stress versiilihlv have jltornatives ;it

hand Kome skeletons could rattle Iion't

pciimi possible embarrassment to

hamper progress Step forward

IF 1 1 >l ».\"S IS MH If BIRTHDAY .vou

have ability la graphically illustrate

i motions You are draw n to medicine, law

the .ills You are capable «l interpreting

mineral leehngs "Sou possess dramatic

iiu.ihlies which make vou H fascinating

.Hid at limes, a controversial individual

Nou survived recent emotional setback

\ i ry soon, you will he relieved o| burden

i here vi ill he greater freedom ol though'

,u lion

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puz/lf

ACROSS

1 Algonquian
Indian

Simpletons
Grain

The self

Rubbish
Anger
Ship of the

desert

Followed
closely

19 Unemployed
21 Noise

Mislead

At no time

Note of

scale

Wants
Ireland

Bitter vetch

Cuts

Period of

time

River islands

Sliver

Hypothetical

force

Repasts

Rubbers on
pencils

Beverage

Pertaining to

an era

React

Report

57 Guidoshigh
note

Balance

Before

Obscure

Ancient
chariot

Rodent

4

9
12
13
14

15

17

22
25
29

30
32
33
35

37

38
40

42

43

45

47

49

•50

54

58

60

61

62

8
9
10
11

16
18

20
22
23
24

26
27
28
31
34

36

Prepos'tion

Frequent

(poet.)

Fat of

swine
Killed

Lubricate

Exist

Man's
nickname
Paradise
Arrow
poison
Smooths
Vision

Weird
Roman
official

Contend
Mistake
Peruses
Steeple
Music: as

written

Marked by old

wounds

l V q
',

1 A G s •^ o VM

K L A P o|n|aH 1 A rw E
•; T H A t 1 ' A K K L V

T E N 1 S L L E H >

Mb 1 L S r Vi 1JPH
<) (I'K L L i 1 L '

. enfi

i isp a R L I M.-'.'

l|l[t s 1 1 L P MJLn^

IV A M

.

p|o 1 E l
p L A N E|| b A T ON
(V 1 P G [EjSl S|E r I L E

o V L L r M L L L L A
w i R E y e|t P L A V

39 Strike

41 Brother of

Jacob

44 Incline

46 Mans name

48 Man's name

50 Communist

51 Man s name

52 Man's
nickname

53 Underworld
god

55 Anglo Saxon
money

56 Soak
59 Compass

point

63

DOWN

1 Dry as wine

2 Mohammedan
leader

3 Laughable

4 Foolish acts

1 2 3 : 4 5 6 7
8"

'.'. ' 10 1 1

]

12 * * * 13
r

',-.',-.'.

14

15 " ''v 17 18

19 20

22 23 24 26 It 28

29
-MP)

JV "

.w-
30 31 :::

:

32
/"*:

33 34 35 36 ::•: 37

38 39 N^4< 41 ' V 42

43 44 •::•' 45 46

> > •

*.'. ' 47 48 49 :•:•:
'.''.'.

50 51 52 53 '.'.'. 54 55 56

57 :•:•:• 58
• •

59 . • 60

61 62 ::
:

: 63

Distr. )V I 'niter. Feature Syndica to. Inc. 9

MENTAL HEALTH UNIT
CLINICAL SUPERVISOR
Nurse with Masters Degree
in Psychiatric Nursing, to

work within a comprehen-
sive Community Mental
Health program as clinical

supervisor of a 28 bed

Mental Health Unit function

ing in the therapeutic com
m unity concept. Apply Miss
Elizabeth Mott, Director of

Nursing. Franklin County
Public Hospital, Greenfield,

Ma. 01301.

9 E Pleasant St

AmherM Mav.

NOT TO HMHIUST TOWIM
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Second Of His Life
By EARLE BARROLL

MDC Staff

The wreckage told the story, a story that left

those who knew the victim and his companion in

shock, a story that left the UMass cross country

program with a gaping hole.

Tom Jasmin, who would have been the captain

ol this tail's cross country team was killed along

with las girl friend. Patricia Thompson. July 28tn.

while driving on Belchertown

Road m Ambers! when their car

met head on with a ten wheel

dump truck Jasmin was dead at

the scene. Miss Thompson dead

on arrival at < ooley Dickinson

Hospital

It was an untimely death for

one who lived life to its fullest

like Jasmin did. His LMass

cross country coach. Ken

O'Brien, commented. 'Tom was

the type ol kid who enjoyed

every second of his life. He

worked as hard as anyone I've

ever seen to get the most out of

himself, he did it by hard work.

and he enjoyed doing it."

This was his lifestyle, to enjoy

everything lie did O'Brien

related. "'When Tom was a

freshman lie was one of the boys |ml , x^mi\
I loll Id have to look over to

s, i -hat he did his school work. But loin liked to

- ud) and going into this year he had a 3.2 cum.

During last summer he ran over a MM) miles a

wek alone, in the heat of the day. This was

UttiuitiiMi. this was extremely hard work, but he

enjoyed u
, ,, ,

UMiiui was the 'keep loose" guy for the Red-

nuii harriers "As a sophomore he tried to give

Ihe impression that certain races weren't pressure

packed remembered O'Brien, "but deep down

insidethese were the races that meant the most to

him
"

. ,.

U\ keeping himself relaxed, he kept the rest ot

the team loose and alert for the race."

I nselfishness was one of his memorable

qualities His coach reflected. "Jas had an intense

dedical ion towards the team and never once did he

express interest in himself and not his team.

He ran with a goal, to make I Mass the best in

eross country and many a time he reached back in

ihe lace of adversitv to keep going when others

mav have stopped lake the time two years ago at ^^

Franklin Park when he was a freshman and set as

his goal for the frosh to win the New England title.

\ stiff downpour and a cold wind made con-

ditions unbearable, and after a mile of the S.5 mile

race Jasmin lost one of his shoes in a mud hole, but

ran the last two plus miles barefoot, finishing fifth,

with the team title secure, and a pair of feet that

didn't have feeling in them for the next three

hours "I just wrapped his feet in towels and

waited for them to thaw out."

O'Brien recalled.

Or the time last season when

lie ran against Boston College on

a likewise cold and dreary day.

this time with a bronchial in-

fection that should have kept

him out of the race. But he ran

and stayed with the leaders until

he w as practically out on his feet

and came to the finish line weak

and sick and frothing from the

mouth
Or at the Yankee Conference

championships last fall when he

came back after six week;

suffering with the

bronchial infection to run his

best race of the season in a

record I Mass performance.

Tom had his sights set on the

76 Olympics with his real future

lying in long distance running

Two years ago lie Van the Boston Marathon for the

first time with only regular track training for the

two mile and broke three hours by sixteen

minutes This year he and his girl friend ran

together and finished in five hours.

He held the freshman indoor two mile record of

S»:24.6 and was headed in the direction of

establishing himself as one of I'Mass' finest cross

country runners of all time.

This was Tom Jasmin, a dedicated athlete and

scholar who enjoyed every aspect of life. The

keep loose " guy who ran for the team first, then

himself An outstanding runner with a bright

future ahead And for all this and for everything

else about Tom Jasmin, his teammates chose him

to set the example and leadership for them in the

coming season. This will only be a memory for

these athletes, now

Teenage Wiz

Advances To Semis

FOREST HILLS, NY. ( APi-Sixteen-year-old Chris Evert, the exciting

lit 1 cour princess from Fort Lauderdale, Fla .. .
extended her winning

streak to* matches yesterday by beating Lesley Hu
n
J of Aurtral.a 4-b, 6-

2, B-3 to gain the women's semi-finals in the U.S. Open Tennis Lham

^The'Sg tournament brass at the West Side Tennis Club breathed a

heavv s fen of relief. With the absence of many leading pros, including

de?endin|mens champion Ken Rosewall and Rod Laver, the meticulous

tvke Horn Florida has been the gate-saving attraction

A crowd of 10.000 including television crews of the major networks and

leading sports columnists, poured into the concrete horseshoe stadium to

see if the lift-pound tennis dynamo could do it again.

Now she must go against the indominable top-seeded Billie Jean King

of Long Beach Calif the three-time Wimbledon winner who advanced

witha <;-:?. 7-5 victorv over Laura DuPont of Charlotte N.C

l don't think I can win the next time." the astonishing Miss Evert said

B.llie Jean looks awfully tough. I'll try to keep her in back court. But I

t h.nk this may be the end. I never expected to go this far.

Miss Evert defeated Billie Jean in the spring in three sets on day inbt

Petersburg, Fla.. during her phenominal streak of victories which has

covered 12 tournaments dating back to Feb. 21.

The two will meet in the semifinals tomorrow.

The other semifinal sends second-seeded Rosemary Casals of San

Francisco against Australia's Kerry Melville.

In the mens division, seventh seeded Clark Graebner ol New York

persistent { looked the most impressive of the seeded Players
,

w^ pasted their-way

into the quarter-finals as he smashed long-haired Ray Moore of South

Groebner was joined in the round of eight by second-seeded Stan Smith

of Pasadena. Calif., who was leading Milan Holocek in the second set 7-5

i -2 when the self-exiled Czech had to retire because of a pulled hamstring

muscle on the left side, and flashy Tom Okker of the Netherlands, who

won over left handed Roger Taylor of Great Britain 6-4, 6-4, 4-b. b-J.

Graebner will plav Okker. seeded No. 4. in the quarter-linals Friday

and Smith will meet the winner of the match between Marty Riessen of

Evanston. 111., and Nicki Pilic of Yugoslavia.

In the other bracket, to be played today, third-seeded Arthur Ashe of

Richmond, Va., meets Manuel Orantes of Spain and Weet-5 Frank

I loohling III of Fort Launderdale faces Jan Kodes. the Czech who

eliminated top-seeded John Newcombe in the first round.

Gordie Howe
Hangs 'Em Up

ssactaagaggsgaaaggaaggagaggaaga^

The Pack May Be Back

;

In A Few Years That Is
GKEEN BAY, Wis. iAP> When

Dan Devine was lured from the

t diversity ol Missouri this year to

try to halt the Green Bay Packers'

three year decline, comparison

with the late Vince Lombardi was

instant and inevitable.

Devine s 16 year coaching

record at Missouri and Arizona

State was 120-40-8, not too tar

behind the 141 :W-4 Ihe Packers

achieved under Lombardi in the

IgKOs. when they won six divisional

and live National Football League

titles

But Devlne has no illusions that

the Packers can improve much on

their i.-8 record of last year, when

their 196 points were the third

fewest m the NFL and their

defense was pierced for 293.

I think eventually that we're

going to be a good team." Devine

said But were not going to

overpower people We'll have to

play almost perfect football We'll

be winning by 13-10, scores like

that
"

Green Bay lacks overall speed

and depth, but quarter back easily

is the most serious problem

Urilliant veteran Hart Starr, hurt

much ol the last three years,

aggravated his sore passing arm
during the Inst week of practice

and since has had two operations

Officially, the Packers say Stan-

could be back by late October, but

Crew
I pperelassmen. returning

people and newcomers are in-

vited to organizational meeting

tor the I Mass crew team tonight

at 7 p.m in Room 253, Boyden

Fall schedule of activities will be

discussed No experience is

necessary tor new corner*

Devme is not counting on him.

Devine has /eke Bratkowski.

Starr's super-sub relief pitcher of

the 1960s, but /.eke will be 4(t Oct 20

and has been an assistant coach

and inactive player the last two

years Scott Hunter, the No 6 draft

choice, has shown exceptional

promise but typical rookie in-

consistency as well

Cireen Bay has enough talent at

running back and receiver to move

the ball, if the quarter-back

situation improves

With Starr unable to throw deep

last vear. opponents ganged up to

stop the run Still. Donny Anderson

rushed for H53 yards, while gaining

another 414 yards catching passes.

Anderson's backup, speedy Dave

Hampton, missed eight games in

1870 but has had a fine preseason

Anderson and Hampton should

be even more effective outside if

John Brockington. the Packers'

tirst established power runner

since Jim Taylor, comes through

at fullback Brockington. the No. 1

draft choice from Ohio State, bas

had trouble learning the audible

system but has been highly im-

pressive Behind him is the

capable Perry Williams

Devine has said he would like

more speed among his receivers,

but thinks as much of Carroll Dale

as anv in the league. Dale may-

have lost 8 step since his rookie

year of 1980, but is superbly

skillfull at getting open and has

gained at least H14 yards receiving

lour of 1he last five years

Green Bay is solid at tight end

with veteran John Hilston and

second year man Rich McGeorge.

considered a future star.

The offensive line is young and

still improving GaleGillingham is

an all |,fo at npht uuard and lines

Bill Lueck at left guard. Dick

II imes at right tackle and Francis

I'eav or Bill Hayhoe at left tackle

Green Bay has had inadequate

placekickmg since Don Chandler

retired three years ago Dale

Livingston had the job last year,

but will have to light to keep it.

Devine is generally satisfied

with Ins defense, which should

improve il the offense can give it

more rest than last year

The line is solid with Clarence

Williams. Bob Brown. Mike Mc-

Coy, and Lionel Aldndge End
Alden Roche, acquired from

Denver, should help.

DETROIT (AP) Gordie Howe, a

legendary sports hero who has

dominated hockey as much as Ty

Cobb did baseball or Joe Louis did

boxing in their day, confirmed

yesterday night his plans to retire.

Bruce Norris. owner of the

Detroit Bed Wings, bad invited

newsmen to a news conference this

afternoon

But Howe said he "couldn't hack

it once they sent out the in-

\ nations." and begin teUing

reporters he was definitely

I unshed after 25 years as a Red

Wing
He gave a number ot reasons lor

retiring Age for one." he said

Till 4:; and it's a young man's

game some wrist trouble and my
legs aren't what they used to be

•one thing I've stuck to pretty

much throughout my career-when

it becomes more work than fun I've

had it I've found practice ex-

tremely difficult and I just don't

get up for a game any more

The only thing arguing against

his retirement was selfishness.'

he added Maybe go for K00 goals

im
the

but I don't think that's as

portanl as being honest with

tans."

Howe confirmed he would be

staying w ith the front office of the

National Hockey League club, but

said he was leaving the an-

nouncement of his specific new
duties to Norris.

Howe holds 22 NHL records

outright and shares three others,

and for 21 of his 2f> years was
chosen on the league's All-Star

teams
His league tenure is a record and

in recent years every time he

scored, assisted or did practically

anything else on the ice it extended

a record he already held. He won
the Hart Memorial Trophy as the

most valuable player and the Art

Rosa Trophy as the top scorer in

the NHL six times each.

Mild mannered, almost shy.

Howe was a deceptive figure on the

ice. one of the roughest, toughest

players of all time in the NHL He

participated in some of the game's

more memorable lights

iiaa"HP"' ,'lir ,i?,.iii «-^f—«

RKUM W BR AINTRl ST-The U»7 1 I mass Football coaching staff sets for Saturday s ^""M*
wHt[ctrlaeM at l**a. NY. (left to right. -Mead Coach Dick MacPherson. Ken Conaste,

.

Bob llarrh,.

Kill Maxwell, Bob Pickett, (ieorge Flood, Larry Pasquale.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

We're all suckers in

this game.
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STKK UP YOUR HEAD IN HERE, BABY-Keeping the bodv cool has been the paramount concern these past few days, but food rots if you leave it out.

These minieonvenient items are appearing all over campus as the administration relaxes its rules on appliances. Bob Callahan explains whys and wherefores

below. (Photo by Steve Schmidt)

Keepin' The Sunshine Cool
By BOB CALLAHAN

No longer do students have to

suffer through a warm beer or go

without a late night snack while

studying for exams. For only

pennies a day. according to the ads

seen daily in this paper, a

refrigerator can be leased for

dormitory use.

Refrigerator rentals are a new
thing on this campus, having only

been around since the spring of

1970. Already the numbers of units

rented is quite large and growing

every day. This semester, the

owner of the first company to

service this campus, "Mini Kool,"

reports that he has taken orders for

(ioo units and that he has a supply of

1,000 on stock. He estimates that

the total rented for this year, in-

cluding second semester and
summer school, numbers close to

I .500.

Last year, "Mini Kool" was the

only large distributor to serve the

campus but this year as you have
probably noticed there is another

company trying to make a buck in

this area. "Creative Con-

veniences," a New York based

firm, has come into the picture and
is offering a slightly larger unit.

For years refrigerators have
been banned from dormitory
rooms by the Administration but

were made legal a few years ago
when the local representative for

"Mini Kool" asked the University

On The Inside:

Course Information
See page two

Strikes Hit Schools
See page four

to permit these small units to be

installed in student's rooms. This

proposal was then discussed by the

Health Committee which was in

favor of the idea. Things weren't

all too easy, the representative of

Mini Kool reported in a Collegian

interview because the change in

policy was never included in the

student handbook and as a result

he had to "chase" down people in

the Administration to get it in-

cluded.

The competition is tougher this

year with two large distributors in

competition. When this reporter

called Creative Conveniences, (the

newcomer on the rental scene. ) he

was greeted « .th "Are you calling

from Mini Kool''" when he asked
how business was doing. Only after

assuring them that it was a

reporter from the Collegian would
the girl on the phone divulge any
information.

In the interview that followed she
said that although they are a little

outclassed by Mini Kool they have
had a fairly good response, but

there are no figures to compare
business with because this is their

first year on campus.

Walk into any dormitory on

campus and you'll be sure to find a

large number of these new comers
to the campus scene They're great

for keeping beer or wine cold for

that week-end party and a

refrigerator eliminates the hassle

of going downtown or to the Hatch
to buy ice and does away with the

problem which a leaky cooler can
create the morning after a party.

Some even use them to store food

and tonic for late night study

snacks. The "Mini Kool" rep
reported that girls are as likely to

stock up on food as the guys are to

stock up on beer He added that

when repairing broken units he has

noticed that quite a few girls have
been stocking up on Metrical

The " ew•" ( diversity Food
Services Dcpt. has come to the aid

of students with rented
refrigerator units. No more
walking downtown for groceries,

for they have just opened two new
mini super markets called

"Munchy's". One is located in

Worcester Dining Commons and
the other at the Hampden Com-
mons The hours are from 10 It

daily Although not fully stocked

they will be in a few days reports

Mr Arthur Warren of the Food

Services Dept Munchy's when fully

stocked will carry milk, tonic,

bread, sliced bread chips, candy

along with a full line of health and
beautv aids.
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"The Game Plan was

Made-up This Summer
5 ?

Closed Courses and Changes

By BOB CALLAHAN
"The game plan was made up this summer and now we're in the

process of trying it out," reported Mr. Arthur Warren of the University

Food Services Department in a Collegian interview yesterday afternoon.

Mr Warren spoke about the meal ticket situation and the progress of the

Food Service Department.

He said that both the staff and students have worked all summer to

create a better Food service for the students of the University. He added

that this move is not staff oriented and is intended only with students in

mind.

At this moment, the department has no confirmed estimate concerning

the number of students in each meal plan but they feel that those in the

fifteen meal plan outnumber those subscribing to the ten meal a week

plan.

Warren said that the dining commons which have been closed for

breakfast were closed because the department felt that with the ten meal

plan many students would be going without breakfast.

Speaking about the new basic food line, Warren said that this new in-

novation has been accepted very well by the students. He added that the

SIMS conference on campus this summer was very instrumental in

teaching the Food Service Department how to prepare food for the basic

food line.

Hampden Dining Commons is now the Southwest Student Union and

will contain a store ( Munchy's) , a deli, fast food line, and special catering

lor groups in the area. The reason for conversion is the new policy which

gives a student exemption from purchasing a meal ticket if he is 21 years

of age or over.

Inclosing when asked if there will beany more increases in meal ticket

osts. Warren said that this will be determined by the food price situation

nil he overhead costs of the Food Service Department.

FBI Arrests Klan

Members For Conspiracy

All students who pre-registered

for EDUC NO 1 and EDUC NO 2,

Special Problems in Education-

NES Tutoring, must report to room
165 of the Campus Center on either

Monday or Tuesday of next week,

according to the section for which

they signed up. Any student who
signed up for the course in the

spring, but did not pre-register for

it, must add the course officially.

Check the course list with an NES
representative in the NES office

(105 CO by Monday at noon.

Room changes:

Comparative Literature 386/703-

Literary Criticism 11-Don Levine

Tu 19:30-22:00 will now meet in

Herter 118

Comparative Literature 203-

Sensuality and Death in the

European Novel-Don Levine TuTh
1:00-2:15 will now meet in

Chenoweth 227

First Meeting:
Comparative Literature 387/707-

Vico & Antirationalism in

Literature Robert Bongiorno

First class meeting (for the pur-

pose of schedule arrangement) will

be held Monday, September 13th in

the 3rd Floor Lounge of Herter Hall

at 4:00 p.m.

DETROIT (AP) - The Federal

Bureau of Investigation arrested

six Michigan men, Thursday,
including the former grand dragon

of the Michigan Ku Klux Klan, on

charges of conspiring to dynamite

school buses in Pontiac, Mich.

The Aug 30 bombing destroyed

10 school buses and damaged
others on the Pontiac Public

Schools bus lot The buses were to

be used in a court-ordered school

desegregation plan which went into

effect Tuesday
Among those arrested was

Robert E Miles, 46, of Howell,

Mich., who recently announced he

had stepped down as grand dragon

of the Michigan Realm of the

United Klans of America. Inc.

A complaint filed by the FBI
charges the six with conspiring to

bomb the buses, to obstruct the

court -ordered busing and to violate

the civil rights of black students.

Neil Walsh, special agent in

charge of the Detroit FBI office,

refused to say whether the use of

an undercover agent or informer

contributed to the investigation. He
did say the government did not

have advance information which

could have prevented the

destruction of the buses.

The complaint charges that the

six first discussed action against

the desegregation plan at a July 4

meeting of the United Klans of

Michigan at Lake Odessa, Mich.,

and planned details of the bombing

at subsequent meetings.

It also said the men met Wed-

nesday "and discussed additional

acts of violence and destruction

against the school-owned buses."

Welsh said several of the men
were armed with hand guns when
arrested.

All six men are to be arraigned

Friday before U.S. Magistrate

Paul Komives in Detroit. Welsh

said all the men were in custody,

but declined to say where they

were being held.

All are charged with conspiracy,

which carries a maximum sen-

tence of five years in prison and a

$10,000 fine. None, however, was
charged with the actual bombing.

Pontiac Police Chief William

Hanger expressed confidence that

the arrests would help calm the

volatile racial situation in Pontiac.

Welsh refused to say whether
any of the men charged other than

Miles were directly connected with

the Klan However, Hanger said all

the men were known to his

department as Klansmen.
In addition to his Klan affiliation.

Miles also has been active in the

American Independent Party He
was the party's 1970 candidate for

Michigan secretary of state.

You already know we're

New England's Largest

Tha* much is true.

Then we said we were

Hew England's Best

Help make our dream

your reality....

Join the MDC
TUESDAY M(Time and place to be announced)

New Courses:

Linguistics 385 Special Problems:

Elementary Conversational

Yoruba
This fall the Department of

Linguistics will offer a course in

conversational Yoruba. Yoruba, a

language of Nigeria in Africa, is

spoken by over 10 million people,

who have a rich oral culture of

poetry, proverbs, and tales which

will become accessible to students

taking this course. To speakers of

English Yoruba is sung rather than

spoken, because of the way in

which the language makes use of

musical pitch, and Yoruba differs

strikingly from English in a

number of other ways.
The class meets MWF at 2:30

in Herter 116. It will be taught by

Fred Englander, a Teaching
Assistant in Linguistics who has

taught Yoruba at UCLA. A speaker

of Yoruba. Tim Fadayomi, will

assist him and will be present at

most class sessions.

The following is a list of courses

closed to further enrollment.

Bio Chemistry 220

Chemistry 160, 165, 167, 261, 263

Art: 115, visual audio courses, 101.

121

Rhetoric 100, 140

Botany: 100, 126

Economics: 211, 221, 232, 241, 281

English: (incomplete list) H61, 268,

'271

Comp. Lit: 202 (sect. 1)

Zoo: 101, 221, 223, 281, 283

Wildlife: 261

Food Science: 101

General Business: 260, 262

Spanish: 110 (sect. 3, 4, 8, 7, 11, 12)

126 (sec. 1, 2) 140 (sect. 1)

Classics: 225

Hebrew: 110

Sociol: 101, 247, 251, 255, 257, 262,

266, 272, 275, 278, 282, A85, E 90

Psych: 331, 101, 325, 261, 260, 231,

282, 270, 263, 290, (short waiting

lists on some)
French 120 (sect. 1, 2, 3) 123, 130

(sec. 1,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13,17)

132, (sec. 1) 142, (sect. 1), 2, 3, 4),

144 (sect. 4, 5, 6, 7,) 161 (sect. 1, 2,

3) OH 269, 270, 385, (sect 2) 388, 389,

392. 395. 397, 390, 385 (sect. 1>

Micro: 310

Afro-Am 131. 132, 152, 223, 251

Hist: 151, 185, 216, 231, 234, 214, 320,

390

Statistics: 121 (One section open)

231, 315 (One section open)

Georgraphy: 155, 240, 250, 260

Chancellor Hosting Freshman

At Garden Party
The home of Chancellor and Mrs.

Oswald Tippo will be the scene of

an outdoor reception tomorrow for

new students of the University, on

Saturday afternoon.

The event this year is moved
from the Campus Center to the

Chancellors Garden to provide a

more personal atmosphere in

which new students can meet Dr.

Tippo.

To eliminate the possibility of a

massive wave of visitors, students

are requested to use the following

schedule:

2:15

2:00PM Dickinson, Grayson,
Webster. Lewis

J. Adams Lower, J.

Adams Middle, J. Adams
Upper, J. Q. Adams
Lower, J. Q Adams
Middle

2:30 J. Q. Adams Upper,
Coolidge Lower. Emerson,
James. Kennedy Middle

2:45 Coolidge Middle, Coolidge

Upper, Kennedy Upper,

Mackimmie, Washington

Middle, Washington

Upper

3:00 Cance, Crampton,
Melville, Moore,
Washington Lower

3:15 Patterson, Pierpont,
Thoreau, Thatcher

3:38 Baker, Greenough, Van
Meter South, Johnson

3:45 Brett, Gorman, Hills

North. Hills South, Van
Meter North, Dwight

4:00 Brooks, Butterfield,
Chadbourne, Wheeler,
Brown

4:15 Cashin, Knowlton

4:50 Field, Crabtree, Leach.

Mary Lyon, McNamara

Commuters, Fraternity and
Sorority residents are welcome to

come at any time.

In the event of rain, the reception

will be held on Sunday, Sept. 12,

during the same hours.

Refreshments will be served

during the reception.

Digitalis Batch Recalled
DETROIT (AP) - Parke-Davis &

Co. is recalling 106.000 digitalis

tablets on orders of the Food and

Drug Administration-even though

the drug company says its

scientific tests show no consumer

health hazard.

A Parke-Davis spokesman said

Thursday the recall, begun Aug.

Priesthood Threatened

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Roman Catholic priesthood as it is

now known is threatened with

extinction in the United States by
the current rate of departures from
it. a new study concludes.

The findings, made by an
American priest-socialogist, the

Rev. Eugene Schallert, and
presented to the Vatican last

spring, were reported by the

National Catholic News Service.

They depict the priesthood in this

country as losing the battle "to

survive as a viable force in our

society."

23, was triggered by "an honest,

scientific difference of opinion."

The tablets, in lots numbered
KL215 and KL216, were distributed

last November, but the FDA
warning that they might harm
heart patients did not come until

spring No illnesses from the

tablets have been reported by the

FDA.
Consumers cannot tell if they

have received the recalled tablets

except through checking with their

pharmacy

If You Dig Music

Read On!
Special Offer

H TRACK TAPES
$2.60 - $3.00

anything from acid rock to

country western
Tremendous Savings
8 TRACK PLAYER
PORTABLE AC-DC

under $80.00

Plus much more • TVs,
Radios, the works.

FOB INFO CALL 546-5648
and ask for Paul
Brown 204 B

Student Senate

BOOK

LOANS

Now Available

Student Senate

Office, Level 1

Campus Center

lift flUasiripurtlft flailg (EolLruUm

Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on

the University campus, zip code 01002 Phones are 545 2550 (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 54? Oil (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March I, 1179 as amended by the act of June U, 1*43 Sub

scription rates are *7 50 per semester, *14 00 per year
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Big Ditch To Disrupt Campus
£*s*

The Big Ditch is coming. It will

be with us in one part of campus or

another for 18 or 24 months, and
then it will conceal 32,000 feet of

pipe for steam distribution

throughout campus.
In the fall of 1973, a new boiler

plant will begin operations at

Tillson Farm in the Northeast

corner of campus. Steam
generated there will be sent 10,000

feet through two 20-inch-diameter

pipes to the present boiler plant

which will have been limited to

steam distribution. Two 10-inch

condensate pipes will return water

uphill to be recycled in the steam

generation process at the new

plant.

So, The Big Ditch will cause

about two years of digging from

Tillson Farm to the present boiler

plant in the area of the Campus
(enter Garage. Excavation will

begin on or after Monday, Sept. 13,

on Kastman Lane from below

Cashin, Brown and McNamara
Sylvan Residences up to East

Pleasant St. Vehicular traffic to

those residences will be rerouted

though parking lot M, behind the

School of Education. See map for

details.

The contractor ( Holyoke Valve &

Hydrant Co. ) will dig and complete

the route a section at a time. The

University Project Engineer will

issue progress reports of the job, so

that members of the UMass
Community will know in advance

what portions of campus will be

involved in the construction. Some

access will be provided at all times

to the Women's Physical

Education Building, the Sylvan

Area residences, and other

"THE DITCH'

buildings along the way.

The present coal-burning boiler

plant will be phased out beginning

in late fall, 1973; and the new oil-

burning plant will take over

generation of steam for heating the

entire campus. From then on, coal-

tired boilers will be used for steam
generation only on an emergency,

stand-by basis.

Steam carrying pipes will be at

various depths along the two-mile

route, so that the gravity steam

line will have fairly constant pitch.

Depths will vary from five to 20

feet. The width of the ditch will be

about 10 feet at the bottom and

from IS to 18 feet at ground level.

When the need for more power

generation became evident.

University planners and utility

system consultants checked the

possibility of expanding the

present plant. They decided

against this for two main reasons:

there is insufficient room for ex-

pansion in the area, and a new

plant would enable an easier

switch-over from coal to oil. If the

present plant were converted to oil

tor lower sulphur content and

thereby less air pollution -the two

smokestacks of 185-feet each would

have to be changed to a single

stack of 350 feet, to keep smoke at a

safe level away from campus. A
changeover from coal to oil is also

desireable for economic reasons.

Steam from the University

power plant provides heat

throughout campus. It also sup-

plies air-conditioning via steam

absorbers and supplementary
eletric power to keep utility costs

down. The steam also operates

special equipment for laboratories,

dining commons, and the in-

firmary.

There will be some in-

conveniences during construction

of The Big Ditch, but University

engineers hope to keep these at a

minimum. Wherever necessary,

there will be bridges across the

ditch. Access to buildings will be

maintained, though traffic may
have to be rerouted. A section of

Eastman Lane by the Women's
Physical Education Building will

be completely blocked off during

one phase of ditch construction, but

this is expected to be next summer
so that a minimum of people will be

inconvenienced. This phase in-

cludes the intersection of North

Pleasant St. and Governor's

Drive.

The Big Ditch will also carry

electric and telephone lines from

the Sylvan Area to the new boiler

plant, and a sanitary line from

East Pleasant St. to the plant.

UMass administrators have

asked members of the University

Community to observe and leave in

place all safety warning lights at

the ditch construction. Cooperation

will help prevent accidents and

may also help minimize the

duration of the $2,988,000 project.

Light Is Coming! Whitmore

To West Experiment Station

IO»0 C LOS 10 tO

f MtASANI ST

"Give me a light that I may
tread safely about the campus."

apologies to Minnie Louise

Haskins.

From the ramp at Whitmore to

the West Experiment Station to the

Physical Plant there will be

abundant light for pedestrians.

And more lights will be installed to

illuminate a third athletic field.

Electrical work began in August.

And when it is completed, night-

time campus walkers will see their

way more clearly in the center of

campus, which includes Goodell

Library, Herter Hall, and a portion

of Commonwealth Ave. near

Campus Center Way.
The area, with 232 new lights,

will be at least as bright as the

Southwest Area is.

All wires will be underground.

A minimum of digging will be

necessary for the pedestrian

lighting, and it will cause only

short term inconveniences to the

University Community
More digging will be necessary

lor other electrical work-
installation of a few new duct lines

to bring electricity from the

switchgear building near Orchard

Hill to the new boiler plant to be

constructed at Tillson Farm, and

to provide for a new addition to the

Infirmary While work is being

done near the Infirmary, the road

will be disturbed But access to the

Infirmary will be maintained The

three story Infirmary addition,

expected to be completed in six to

eight months, will add 22,000

square feet to the building

»OUI» H*NT

I II I SON f*«M

'INI DITCH'

I^Z^X*******^^
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Strikes Force School

Closings Across Nation
(AP)—Scattered strikes have

forced the closing of schools in

several cities across the nation as

teachers seek more money,
smaller classes and procedures for

airing their complaints.

Schools were shut down com-
pletely in communities in

Michigan, Illinois, Ohio, Penn-

sylvania and Rhode Island, while

others struggled to remain open

with nonstriking and substitute

teachers.

In Levittown, NY., about «>#

teachers defied a court order and

stayed off the job for the second

day. Ten of the city's 16 public

schools remained open with 260

-uoRstr iking teachers and 160

substitutes, but many of the 17,00ft

elementary and secondary pupils

reported to classes, signed in, and

left

The Levittown Teachers
Association, without** ceiteact

sroue lime 36, demamnd a 20 per

tout
f
uy increase and voted to

strike when the school board of-

lerod a »i per cent increase.

Teachers' salaries under the old

levittown contract Banged from
$6,000 to $14,000.

However, an attorney for the

teachers' group said the chief issue

was what he called the board's

failure to "bargain in good faith."

No meetings were scheduled,

and school officials said they didn't

know what their next step would

be.

A 16-day strike in Decatur, 111 ,

has kept all 38 public schools

closed, but the school board says it

will fire all first-year teachers who
don't report to work Monday. In

addition, the board has asked the

Circuit Court to void the contracts

of striking teachers with tenure,

and is advertising for

replacements.
Two hundred of the 950 Decatur

teachers did not join the strike and

the school board sought to open

three elementary schools but was
slapped by a court order. The court

ruled all or none «f the 38 schools

must open, on the grounds that

opening only a few schools would

discriminate against the pupils

who court not attend classes.

«»e striking OecaUir Education

Association is demanding a limit

on class sizes, binding arbitration

of grievances, and higher base

pay.

ki Ann Arbor, Mich., striking

teachers agreed Thursday to turn

over the salary and class size

dispute to a fact-finding group.

Classes were scheduled to reopen

Friday for the 21,000 pupils and
1.000 teachers.

Schools in three other Michigan

cities remained closed by strikes.

In Lansing, 32,000 pupils were out

of school for the third straight day
Thursday as their 1,000 teachers

demanded more money and
smaller classes.

In Waterford, Mich., the same
issues cancelled the scheduled

Wednesday school opening for

34.000 pupils in elementary and
secondary schools.

Pupils and bus drivers joined

teachers on the picket line in

Kindlay, Ohio, where the one

public high school and all 10 public

elementary schools are closed.

Both the teachers and drivers have
failed to reach wage agreements
with the beard in the 10,000-pup.l

system.

In Rhode Island, contract

disputes kept schools closed for all

4.800 public schools pupils in North

Norfh^mitMMd for IhV second

day.

In eastern Pennsylvania, strikes

shut down classes for all 18,000

pupils in Allentown and for all

15.000 in Bristol Township The
Allentown School Board requested

an injunction against the strike

Thursday, and a hearing was set

for Friday.

Guns and Tear Gas Used
To Quell Prison Riot
ATTICA. NY. (AP)—About

1,000 tough, long-term convicts

rioted at Attica state prison

Thursday, pitting fists and
makeshift clubs against guns and
tear gas for control of the red-

brick, maximum security in-

stitution. Thirty-three guards were

reported taken hostage. Others

were bloodied in pitched battles.

Late in the day. with the sun

sinking through a haze of smoke
and tear gas. State Corrections

Commissioner Russell G. Oswald
went before the massed, shouting

inmates in a prison yard attempt to

FALL SEMESTER — ISRAEL
Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study in Jerusalem, Israel/July-December, .1971

( 40) students from 25 universities enrolled in 1970)

Juniors and Seniors eligible

Four courses/Hebrew not required/Earn 16 credits

Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel

Some financial aid available.

Write today for information/application deadline

March 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

DANCE
TO THE

DESATATIONS

50c Cover

SATURDAY NITE

AT

9:30 - 12:30

THE ENGLISH PUB

Tough Bargaining Ahead

For Nixon With Labor

end the revolt.

Oswald's confrontation was said

by an aide to have had a calming
effect on the rioters.

At an earlier point, state police

paired two by two and under orders

to give no quarter stormed into the

prison and recaptured three of four

inmateheld cellblocks. They
moved beneath a pall of smoke
from the chapel, carpentry shop

and other areas put to the torch by

the rioting felons.

Then, in late afternoon, the

rioters launched a counter-attack

in an effort to retake the cellblocks

from officers. Gas masks, a sub-

machine gun. a rifle with

telescopic sights and tear gas

grenade launchers were included

in the lawmen's armory. The
rioters' only known weapons were
their fists and their clubs.

A Wednesday night attack on a

guard which landed a prisoner in

solitary was believed to* have

sparked the riot.

WASHINGTON (AP)—President
Leonard Woodcock of the United

Auto Workers said Thursday labor

leaders plan some tough

bargaining with President Nixon

Friday in return for any pledge to

cooperate with White House
economic controls.

"I don't think they are going to

call us in and say, 'You write the

ticket'," Woodcock said.

He said he and other union chiefs

will try to win back frozen wage
hikes for their members and insist

that any continued controls after

the wage-price freeze also include

profits.

Woodcock spoke in an interview

after President Nixon announced

in a speech to Congress that the 90-

day freeze will end as scheduled
Nov. ft and that be wtM catt m
labor, business, agriculture and
congressional leaders for con-

sultation on a new plan to curb

inflation.

Ateo*pvrted *m the WhiteHouse
meeting with Nixon Friday were
AFL-CIO President George
Meany, AFL-CIO Secretary-

Treasurer Lane Kirkland,
Kirkland, President Frank E.
Fitzsimmons of the Teamsters
union and presidents of four AFL-
CIO unions-I.W.Abel of the United
St eelworkers. Joseph A. Beime of

Loan
Approved

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Nixon administration formally
approved Thursday a $250-million

loan guarantee for Lockheed
Aircraft Corp. to help build a

TriStar jumbo jet plane.

The company will pay the

equivalent of an 8 per cent annual

interest rate with more than 2 per

cent of that going back to govern-

ment in the form of a guarantee

fee.

Congress recently approved the

loan guarantee for Lockheed on the

recommendation of President
Nixon, who said the nation's

largest defense contractor would

be forced into bankruptcy without

the government guarantee.

the Communications Workers,
Floyd Smith of the International

Association of Machinists and John

H. Lyons of the Iron Workers.

Smith's office said he was out of

town and probably wouldn't make
the White House meeting.

Labor leaders have criticized the

wage-price freeze and other new
Nixon economic policies as

favoring big business and being

unfair to workers.

Woodcock said Secretary of

Labor J. D. Hodgson assured him
labor will be consulted con-

tinuously, along with business,

agriculture and congressional

leaders, until the Nixon Ad-
ministration drafts a final plan to

succeed the freeze.

Woodcock has urged a per

nument wage-price review board

with subpoena powers to question

officials of major corporations and
unions about large price or wage
takes, but with nopower other than

that of puMic opinion to curb such

increases.

Meany said last week he would
accept a labor-management-public

board of control inflation if the

board were allowed to make up its

own regulations, rather than
simply handing down government
edicts.

RUGBY
1971

Practice -

Party

Today
4:30 - Boyden Fields

1st practice tomorrow

MUNCHY'S
on Campus in

Worcester Commons (North)

a

Hampden Commons (No. 7)

hours 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

PACKAGED CALORIES

OF MANY KINDS FROM

AARDVARK MILK TO

Z/G NEWTONS

The "New" Food Service Dept.

Colonel Testifys He Saw

15 Bodies From Air
FT. MEADE, Md. (AP)-An

officer who hovered above My Lai
in a command helicopter with Col.
Oran K. Henderson testified
Thursday that he saw a group of
about IS bodies on the ground but
thought the attack was only a
routing operation.

Col. Kobert B. Luper. then the
artillery officer in Henderson's
llth Brigade, said he did not point

out the bodies to Henderson as the
chopper descended to pick up two
Viet Cong suspects just south of My
Lai.

Luper. who had to be formally
directed by the military judge to

testify at Henderson's My Lai
coverup court-martial, said he saw
the bodies outside the left window
of the helicopter.

The witness said that Henderson,
accused of willfully failing to

properly investigate atrocity
reports, was sitting beside the left

window.
Maj. Carroll Tichenor, the

prosecutor, has said the govern-
ment would prove the March 16,

1968 massacre was clearly visible

to Henderson's command and
control ship.

Luper, one of 13 officers

originally accused in connection

with an alleged coverup of the

massacre, asked the judge, Col.

Peter S. Wondolowski, to be ex-

cused from testifying because of

administrative discipline pending

against him in the My Lai case.

Wondolowski directed Luper to

testify.

The witness, now stationed in

lluntsville, Ala., said he did not

know in Vietnam that anyone
suspected a massacre or was
questioning the general conduct or

ground troops at My Lai.

Previous testimony stated that

Thompson, who flew a support ship

over My Lai, returned from the

mission with angry complaints

about two incidents involving

ground troops and civilians.

Luper said Thompson and
Henderson went into a van and that

he did not know what they

discussed. He related however, a

conversation in the field between
Henderson and Capt. Ernest L.

Medina, the My Lai infantry

commander who is standing trial

for allegedly murdering 102

civilians.

ARVN Follows 52's

Towards Laotian Border

Tippo, Gluckstern and Allen

To Address School of Ed.
By PON ULICKSTEIN

Addresses by Chancellor Oswald
Tippo, Provost Kobert Gluckstern,

and Dean Dwight A. Allen will

highlight the School of Education's

1971 Convocation. The welcoming

meeting of the School, open to the

University community, will be held

this coming Monday at 8:00 PM in

the School of Education
Auditorium.

At last year's convocation,

Chancellor Tippo commended the

School of Education by saying that

it "challenged the past, challenged

all traditions". This past academic

year continued to prove the

Chancellor's pronouncement. The

Education School completely

revised and expanded its teacher

training programs. It received a

grant from the Carnegie Foun-
dation to implement the abolish-

ment of all existing course
structures at the School in favor of

a completely modular curriculum,

beginning one year from now. Its

former Assistant Dean, Robert

Woodbury, was acclaimed as he

became the new Associate Provost

of the University. Undergraduates
found themselves facing the

alternatives of student teaching in

Mexico, Quebec, Louisville,

Boston, England, and other sites.

Because new faculty as well as

some old ones will be introduced at

the Convocation, undergraduate
education majors are especially

urged to attend.

SAIGON (AP) Behind a blanket

of bombs from U.S. B52s, South

Vietnamese infantrymen pushed to

within two miles of the Laotian

border Thursday without
resistance.

By nightfall of the fourth day of

their new drive below the

demilitarized zone, the Saigon

troops had yet to report major
contact with the retreating North
Vietnamese.
Hanoi's forces, estimated at up

to 18,000 in the northwestern sector

of South Vietnam two weeks ago,

were now believed to number
between 6,000 and 10,000 men.

Allied intelligence reports in-

dicated the North Vietnamese were
still pulling back into Laos and
North Vietnam in the face of in-

cessant U.S. aerial pounding and
allied artillery bombardments.

In the latest advance of the South

Vietnamese sweep, American
helicopters ferried 1,000 fresh

troops Thursday to jungle-cleared

landing zones two miles from the

l^aos frontier.

Man Lives

To 106
Mr. Tommy Chiclets of Dunway,

Wisconsin professes to know the

secret of life. Mr. Chiclets who is

celebrating his 106th birthday

today says he owes his longevity to

good clean living and eating

worthog meat for breakfast every

morning.
Mr. Chiclets, a tall lean man,

lives alone on his farm in the

country. He is the great, great,

grandfather of 43 children, 27 of

which are surviving today. He is

also the father of 25 children

himself, none of which are sur-

viving at the present time. When
asked about the difficulty of being

the father of so many children, Mr.

Chiclets replied, "It comes easy."

President Nixon has sent his

personal congratulations for a

"job well done."

pgtj^c^") CARDS SAY WHAT YOU FEEL.

|^/fM0ftfM* (^JAe£?mp4 The Fresh Idea Company

THE UNIVERSITY STORE

CAMPUS CENTER

Before the helicopter assault,

U.S. B52 bombers mounted their

heaviest raids in three weeks in the

much-bombed northern sector

immediately below the DMZ and
inside of it. About 25 of the eight

jet-bombers dropped 750 tons of

bombs on North Vietnamese
positions from the southern half of

the DMZ to points 20 miles south of

it below Khe Sanh.

Associated Press correspondent

Richard Blystone flew to two

forward bases northeast and east

of Khe Sanh where U.S. artillery

units had moved in to support the

South Vietnamese operation.

In all, about 1,000 U.S. ar-

tillerymen and 24 guns were
spread out on the five bases.

U.S. officers told Blystone
American forces would go no

farther west toward Laos than

Camp Vandegrift, 10 miles from
the winding Laos frontier at its

closest point.

The B52 raids that struck in the

southern half of the demilitarized

zone were aimed at catching North

Vietnamese troops who were
reported to have pulled back ahead
of the South Vietnamese offensive

which was launched Monday.
The drive opened with 8,000 to

10,000 troops committed initially

and has since grown to 13,500 men
with another 7,000 in reserve.

Elsewhere in South Vietnam,
only small and scattered en-

counters were reported.

Both the U.S. and South Viet-

namese commands, in their

weekly casualty summaries,
reported a small decrease in

casualties last week compared
with two weeks ago.

The U.S. Command's summary
listed 16 American combat deaths

last week, three fewer than the

previous week and the eighth

straight week that U.S. battle

deaths fell below 20.

The command said 84 Americans
were wounded last week, 13 fewer
than a week earlier, and that 15

Americans died from accidents or

illness last week, an increase of 11

in that category.

South Vietnamese headquarters

reported 230 government troops

killed and 579 wounded, compared
with 269 killed and 585 wounded in

the previous week.
Both allied commands claimed

1,741 enemy killed during the

seven-day period ending at mid-

night last Saturday, an increase

over the previous week's claim of

1,264 enemy killed.

You already know we're

New England's Largest

That much is true.

Then we said we were

New England's Best

Help make our dream

your reality....

Join the MDC
TUESDAY

(Time and place to be announced)

Come to the

Amherst Folklore Centre
for good Folk, Rock and Country

MUSIC
Open Fri. - Mon. 8-1 a.m.

Behind Grace Church, Spring St., Amherst

Open Hoot Mondays — Organic Snacks

Students' Educational System

Lecture Notes Program

Student Union Lobby, Room 318

Telephone 545-2683

Do you have to compete for information In your lecture

hall?

Are you incapable of recording as well as a machine?

Try this the next time you attend a lecture:

LISTEN,
THINK,

ASSIMILATE,
QUESTION,
CHALLENGE.

Maybe you will understand and learn more.

S.E.S. provides lecture notes

for 28 different academic courses.

Information, subscription tickets, »nd a complete course

list are available at the S.E.S. office. The °*?ceJ* °|?S
Monday through Friday, 10:00 a.m. 12:00 noon and

12:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

'--*< rm
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Transit Service Begins Operations Today
The Student Senate Transit Service begins its third

year of operation today with three buses in service.

Due to the scheduled reconstruction of Eastman
I^ine there will be no service to any buildings along

that street Three separate routes will exist however

and will be labeled as follows:

V- Puffton: operating between V lot and Puffton

village,

Orchard Hill: operating in a modified figure 8

around the central campus, and.

Southwest same as Orchard Hill

Bill Perkins, last year's manager of the transit

service, emphasized that these routes are slightly

different from those of last year, and advised that

students become acquainted with the new bus stops in

order to avoid confusion. Initial schedules and routes

appear on this page Permanent plans will appear in

the ( ollenian next week.

As of Monday, September 13, 1971, Eastman Lane

will be closed to the general public for vehicular

traffic or parking at a point east of of Thatcher Way,
according to parking co-ordinator Robert Ferriter.

Any vehicle parked in the area under construction

will be tagged and towed.

The roadway to Sylvan Complex from "M" Lot, and

the interior peripheral Sylvan Road is completely

closed to all parking, except for designated authorized

personnel.
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Hurricane Fern Heading North;

With 90 mph Winds
(API - Hurricane Kern, on the coSsf from Kreeport to Port Ar-

prowl again Thursday after hours thur.

of stalling, howled up the Gulf of As the storm approached,
Mexico toward (ialveston, Tex. spinning 90-mile-an-hour winds
Hurricane warning flags flew over around the center and possibly

a 100-mile stretch of the Texas spawning a lew tornadoes, the
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Friday's Follies Presents

New Waves and

Old Raves

"Man and

a Woman"

Friday 6, 8, 10:00

SU Ballroom

Admission 75^

(series tickets available)

Butterfield Productions

National Hurricane Center at

Miami, Fla., warned residents of

low coastal areas to evacuate
before escape routes are cut by
rising tides.

Southward in the Caribbean,

Hurricane Kdith fell on Cape
(Iracias, on the Caribbean border

between Honduras and Nicaragua,

and built up such strength
forecasters feared she would
remain alive many days and strike

other coasts.

At Galveston, an island city of

(.2.000 on a densely populated

stretch of the Texas shore,

businesses were boarded up and
residents taped the windows of

their homes. Residents of Bolivar

Peninsula. connected with

Galveston by a ferry boat, was
evacuated.

There was a run on gasoline

stations at Corpus Christi. Tex.,

and other cities in the threatened

zone, indicating that thousands of

residents were getting ready for

flight inland.

Hurling gale winds 150 miles to

the north and 75 miles to the south
of the center, Kern was forecast to

move inland early in the evening

near Galveston, bringing tides as

high as six feet above normal. Gale

warnings were in effect from

Corpus Christi to Vermillion Bay in

Louisiana.

The low-lying Sabine area on the

I^iuisiana-Texas border was being

evacuated. In Cameron, La.,

where in 1957 Hurricane Audrey
ran up a huge death toll when she

struck the coast from a path

parallel to that of Fern, Civil

Defense authorities were huddling.

An emergency communications
network was being set up in

Houston, Tex., to give reports on

the hurricane's movements and
direct rescue operations.

Winds of 160 miles an hour, rising

much higher in gusts, shrieked

around the tightly formed eye of

Kdith as she pushed storm tides 10

to 15 feet above normal into the

thinly populated coast. Battering

rains were expected to spread over

the mountains of Honduras,
triggering flash floods.

Gxfe oiaclle) a WATER-

SAVE
Enjoy the exolic new experience of water-beds! Feet better with less sleep!

Order NOW and save more than 20% on complete water-beds and kits! Top

quality 20-gauge clear vinyl mattress, heat-sealed lor durability . .
vinyl

satety liner with fitted corners . . . best available heating element and

thermostat . . . wood (2x10) frame covered in crushed vinyl (black, while,

red blue) or dazzling reflective mylar (silver, gold), assembles in minutes

with wrench or pliers, disassembles easily for moving. Or buy the kit and

build your own frame—all hardware and instructions included Patch kit

and algaeode FREE with every order. Mattress sizes: double 54x75, queen
tion guaranteed, two-year guarantee on all parts.

Order today! ea ssssa aav ssssss earn sssss

h
60x80, king 72x80. Satisfactioi

Moll tr> Murrhanlc InrlimMail to Merchants Industries, 1732 Blair , Phila., Pa. 19125

Send me type and size Cats Cradle for which I have circled the price

below I enclose check or money order (payable to Merchants Industries)

tor full amount of bed. plus $1 for kit or $10 for complete bed to help pay

cost of shipping and handling. (Perrna. delivery: add 6% sales tax )
Deliver

my bed within 2-3 weeks.
Double Queen

$39
(reg $49)

$69
(reg $89)

King

$44
(reg $55)

$79
(reg $99)

WATER-BED KIT (without heater) $39
(mattress, liner, hardware) (reg $49)

WATER-BED KIT (with heater) $69
(mattress, liner, heater, hardware) (reg $89)

COMPLETE WATER-BED
(without heater) $79

(mattress, liner, frame) (reg $99)

COMPLETE WATER-BED
(with heater) $109

(mattress, liner, healer, Irame) (reg $139) (reg $139) (reg $159)

Check color: black, Q white, n red, n blue, n silver, gold

$79
(reg $99)

$89
(reg $109)

$109 $129

Name

Address

Zip

I'd like more information. Send mc free brochure.
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Education Through Involvement

NES Recruitment Meeting

7:30 p.m. Sunday Sept. 12

Campus Center Auditorium

Return to Caceee)

Special Projects

Tutor-Tutee

development of

group activities

in N.E.S. Centers.

Arts & Crafts

Drama

Music

Doing your thing

with kids

- aV .

Tutoring
»»^ea»a»aaBisea»»»»»»»»aisssssss»»issss»ssssssssssss»

One-to-oiie.

One or more

times a week

in economically

deprived areas

of Springfield.

Tutoring done

in N.E.S.

Centers.

\
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Barry Rubenstein

The Voting Verdict
A lot has been written about Attorney General

Quinn's decision on student voting both chastising and

defending it. However, the important point is not

whether the decision itself was merited or not but

rather how that decision will manifest itself in the

upcoming elections.

In past years, a small percentage of new voters

were added to the rolls by virtue of their having

achieved the legal age. Due to its minuteness, this

group was unable, even if it had been unified and

directed, to become an independent political force.

Each individual was concerned with his own en-

franchisement and dwealt little on the fact that his

peers were also joining him as voters. This aspect

made it easier for each individual to become

ingrained into the political system.

The situation in 1972 is completely different. The

amount of new voters affected by the ruling is too

large to be ignored, especially in the towns with a

considerable student population (i.e., Cambridge and

Amherst). It is difficult to predict how this group will

react to its new political environment especially in

light of the power it may wield. The obvious con-

clusion would be that this hand of youths will find

unity amongst themselves and with or without a

formal political structure, will vote, for all intents and

purposes, as a block. This is what most Amherst

residents fear most

Mercy, Mercy
A lot has been said about what an impersonal,

sprawling, and stultifying place the University is. And it

seems that, unfortunately, this reality never seems to

improve. Year after year changes are promised but

nothing, really, is ever done to alleviate the situation.

Witness, for example, a senior government major

dropped out of a government course, or a freshman who

lucks out on five out of five courses. But stories of

atrocities commited in the name of education at Boyden

during the biannual madhouse down there are a dime a

dozen. Hardly a bargain considering the time and effort it

takes to correct largely avoidable human errors.

The tales of woe do not come solely from the Boyden-

Whitmore, Registrar's office, Cashier's office circuit that

so many people are becoming familiar with. You hear wild

stories coming from every corner of campus, concerning

everything imaginable. People wandering around without

a place to stay, people who are having trouble with the

dining commons in spite of itself and its new 'image.'

UMass reactionaries will no doubt blame the 'computer

in Whitmore' or Dean Field, but the blame goes much

further than that. 300 people can't register because the

cashier's office is overflowing with late payments. Well

whose fault is that? Are you going to blame the lady who

processes your check or are you going to remember that

your bill was dated? So you lose a course you really

wanted- did you have the instructor's permission (if you

needed it )
, did you take the pre-requisite? Are you sure the

English department knows you want a degree in English,

or are you still on the botany department rolls?

We're not about to defend the University either. It has a

responsibility to students that should be re-evaluated

constantly. Some signs of life and mercy (a ten meal meal-

ticket!) are beginning to show through the layers of

bureaucracy that UMass envelops itself in. The University

is a living thing. It is not an unfeeling blank. You as a

student are as much to blame for the conditions here as the

people who run the place. Remember that the next time

you have to wait in line-someone has to sit there and listen

to you.

are full of stories about UMass students not being

allowed to register in Amherst because Town Clerk

Esther Dimmock ruled that this was not their legal

domicile. Also, the residents of this town remember

well back to May 1970 when students banned together

for a common cause and many probably feel that the

common cause of 1971 may be to elect students to run

the town.

The ruling by Quinn was obviously not designed to

put towns and cities in the hands of students but

merely to give these same students a voice in the

affairs of the town in which they spend nine months out

of the year. It is the college community which is on

trial and unlike in the American legal system, it is

they who must bear the burden of proving their

capabilities.

They can best achieve this by being rational The

goal of voting is not to elect as many of your own kind

as possible, except in a few special cases, but rather to

get the best people into office. If the best people

happen to be students, for instance, all the better. Yet

it is very possible that many of the best candidates

will not be from the University and these people

deserve our support. Voting for students because they

are students can only serve to alienate many
people wno are sun sympathetic to the college

element. This is not a typical town and though

students may be powerful here they are less strong in

ThTsTmhe^tTrranoia may indeed be well-founded the country at large So Jet us not be so overwhelmed

if students take into consideration all the trouble they by our new privileges that m forget the .deals in

were given in Amherst before the Attorney General's which we believe. The jury is still out.

decision was announced. Past issues of the Collegian

Gus Szlosek

A Book Review
THE HEXAGON PAPERS, by Pen
Pittsburg

The title of this surprising little

book is based on the charges of-

fered in the opening chapter. Here

the author reveals that building

contractors defrauded the

government of millions of dollars

in constructing the National

Defense Building, but that ad-

ministrators hushed it up to avoid

political enbarrassment. The
author says the fraud would have

gone unnoticed if an alert govern-

ment draftsman hadn't decided

one night to help his son with

homework. His suspicions aroused

by a group of geometric

definitions, he investigated further

and discovered that an entire wing
had been omitted from the

building known as "Project

Hexagon". The book further

reports that this official was soon

after transferred by "high
government officials'' to the Food

and Drug Administration, where

he mysteriously died while in-

vestigating an unnamed soup-

manufacturing plant.

The author of THE HEXAGON
PAPERS was himself an official in

the Pentagon for twenty-seven

years, being chief latrine orderly

for the last twnety-five. In this

position, he was privy to many of

the behind-the-scenes events which

were shielded from the eyes of

private citizens. Although General

Pittsburg was retired last year

from government service, it was
not before he had come across

many other noteworthy secrets

Among them is the surprising fact

that Kan y Goldwater actually won

the 1%4 Presidential election, but

was cheated of his victory by a

conspiracy involving Chicago's

Mayor Daley. Raymond Patriarca,

and the entire United States press

corps. The general public and most

government officials took for

granted the accuracy of press

reports on the election returns, but

General Pittsburg asserts that

rigged government computers
were used in the election result

projections which provided the

official figures on the race. The

computer figures were favored

over actual voting results,

although voting ran ."> to 1 in favor

of the Senator from Arizona.

This episode unfortunately did

not end with the election. Through

a simple oversight, the rigged

computers were returned to

government service without being

repaired It was these computers

which were used by military ad-

visors to predict a complete

American victory in Vietnam by

the end ol 1965 at the latest. In his

account. Pittsburg charges that

THE PENTAGON PAPERS, as

damning as they may seem to be,

were entirely manufactured (by

kidnapped writers of the

READERS DIGEST staff) to

cover up the even more shocking

events of this period.

In his chapter on contemporary

events, the author suggests that

President Nixon had better be

wary of high officials in his

government (mostly these are

thinly-veiled allusions to Vice-

President Agnew). He states that

the actual reason Nixon is seen on

television so often is that "an

unnamed government figure" has

obtained the full cooperation of the

networks in maintaining constant

surveillance of the President. He

also leaves the reader to decide

whether it is more than coin-

cidence that Spiro Agnew has hit so

many people with golf balls

Probably without realizing it, he

reveals a touchingly sentimental

side of our Vice-President when he

describes a photograph still

hanging in the Pentagon's secret

Spiro Agnew Menorial Stall. This

photo shows Agnew playing golf

with a friend, and is signed, "to my
best pupil, from Lee Harvey."

Further accounts seem to deny

widespread reports that President

Nixon will drop Agnew as his

running mate in 1972. His

dedication runs deep, as is shown

by the fact that Nixon personally

dedicated the Memorial Stall, "in a

rather unorthodox fashion".

In his concluding chapter. Pitt-

sburg attempts to quell fears ex-

pressed by Spiro Agnew 'i

psychiatrist as to what might

happen if he were to succeed to the

Presidency. The author assures his

readers that it would make
practically no difference in the

conduct of government affairs,

since J. Edgar Hoover "is as fir-

mly in control of its operation as in

any year since World War II"

i which, incidentally, was won by

Japan. But that is another chap-

ter).

Pittsburg said in a recent in-

terview with TRIE CONFESSION
Magazine that he is beginning to

lose faith in our government as a

result of its attempts to suppress

his book. The manuscript was
rejected by eleven major
publishers, three greeting-card

companies, and a subsidy press,

before it was finally brought into

print by 111. Fame House of

Chicago, a major supplier of

pornographic novels to public

libraries. The author praised the

company for its bravery. Claiming

that this has always been his

policy, chief editor Joseph Valachi

said, "Our public wants to know
what's up in government circles,

and we have never been afraid to

show them."
All in all. despite its rather

mundane subject matter of

everyday government operations,

this book should prove to be of

more than passing interest even to

those readers not directly involved

in national politics.

M.SO RECOMMENDED: BAWL
FORE! by the staff of NATIONAL
OEOttGKAPIIIC. This is the ex

citing account of Vice-President

Agnew's round-the-world golfing

tour With actual coroner's reports

on Agnew's golfing partners, and
color photographs of the elephant

mating which the Vice-President

witnessed in Kenya

Adam's Dream
Weeping mothers

Stand by open windows;

Open to the wind and rain,

\\;uting for their sons

To war.

Brought home in ashes

Draped in flowers and pearls

And silent

Mothers will beat the brides their sons left

Mothers will stand upon their sons

In the cool ground

And bless the rain that cools them

Bless the dead moss on their foreheads

And the wheat lying upon their boneless ashes

Blessed he God that lays us out together

Blessed be Jesus.

It is always the cross

Blessed the clean sand that buries

The astonished and anointed llesh of the sons

Blessed be the tears

Thai choke the roots ol screams Karl .Wrick

Letters To The Editor

More Issues To Think Of

To The Editor:

There are two major issues returning students

should make a special effort to take time to consider,

outside of the normal "Who am I. ..Where am I ...What

is life? questions so often considered late at night in

the basement of Chadbourne House.

The first is the University's decision, coming loud a

clear out of the President's Office in Boston, to raise

rents board, and fees during the period of National

Emergency known as the Wage/Price Freeze. Their

claim is that the previously announced raise if paid by

one student before August 14th (the Day of Tricky s

announcement) then all must pay Some legal ob-

servers have indicated the folly in this argument by

oointing out that the services being paid for wouldn t

start till almost one month later-so there was no

"substantial exchange" as needed to satisfy Office of

Emergency Preparedness guidelines. Other ob-

servers were quick to point out the University was

halting wage raises negotiated prior to the freeze to

565 non-professional employees and 42 Faculty

members at the same time it is holding firm for rent

increases. , ,

The University's Philosophy Department was heard

mumbling about the issues morality (they use the

word loosely over there). If the President's economic

policy is to be fair at all, then it must effect everyone

equally. Students, and their parents will not be able to

gain additional income under Nixon's policies to meet

this rent increase which is based to a degree on 6 to 9%
salary increase projections that presently can not

take place. Whatever political muscle (and gall) the

University has to raise fees for services that take

place smack in the center of the whole 90 day freeze,

the action is certainly immoral in the way its used to

meet only institutional and not student needs.

The second issue students should confront is

whether you and your motorcycle gang are going to

register to vote. Many of us "voted with our feet" in

1968 and find it psychologically difficult to get too

excited around election time. An opportunity exists

now, however, to make some fundamental changes

throughout the state. I believe our emphasis should be

with local, and not national politics in trying to end the

hold the 19th Century seems to have on Massachusetts

politics. I also think each of us should make some
decision as to where we intend to vote -although many
of us plan to register here, remember the bastards

who need to be done in at home!
Joseph Kenan

Editorial Points

The changes in procedure

employed yesterday at Whit-

more were very successful and

made life a lot easier for those

who had to endure it. But when
are the big wheels in Whitmore
going to do something about the

weather.
* * * *

Some people may be glad to

get back to school but I'll bet the

first thing most people looked at

on the University Calendar was
when the first holiday came. It's

October 11.

During the summer months
you almost forget how to stand in

line. But I guess it's like riding a

bike. You never really forget.
* * * *

If the lines down at the

Parking Office in Hampshire
House are any indication, An-

derson's should be in for another

big year.
* * * *

The only thing that bothers me
about construction on campus is

that by the time they finish

building, they'll have to start

rebuilding.

Jim Moran

Four Courses Per Semester?

To The Editor:

The arguments for the adoption of a four-course-

per-semester plan center around the increased ef-

ficiency that its proponents see it offering in the

employment of both student and instructor time and

the consequent gains in educational quality that may

be achieved with a given number of staff, and a given

number of semesters. The proponents of the four-

course plan would argue that five courses per

semester divide the student's attention into too many

small pieces. It therefore tends to re-enforce any in-

clinations toward superficiality and casualness that

there may be in the student's approach to his classes.

From the teachers point of view, there is, assuming

that the fourth credit represents not additional contact

time but additional out-of-class preparation, reason to

expect that the student will come to each class better

prepared ready to listen to lectures that assume a

better knowledge of the subject and therefore ready to

move more deeply into the subject in his reading and

in his written work than would reasonably be expected

under the five-course system.

Any proposal for change, would, however, have to

go beyond these considerations to answer certain

other questions. How would graduation requirements

be affected? How would teaching loads be computed?

If we decrease the number of courses taken by the

average student in an average semester, what will

this do to enrollment figures in various courses? How
will the decreased number ol courses being taken by

the average student affect the smaller or newer

programs? Will this decrease restrict student op-

portunity for varied educational experience? Would

the standard adjustment be in the direction of making

one-semester courses out of the present one-year

courses? All these questions finally bring us to try to

grapple with the most basic questions, questions most

illuminatingly taken up in "How long is a credit?

When is a course?" an article by Robert F. Grose,

registrar of Amherst College (College and University,

vol. 46, Fall, 1970, pp. 20-32). As Mr. Grose makes

quite ciear, credits, courses, and degrees all tend to be

circularly defined in terms of each other. At the same

time there is now a basic challenge from many

quarters to the idea of credits. The course rather than

the credit is being proposed as a basis for evaluating

Itilde! work. Yet the course itself is also under

challenge from those who favor the granting of credit

or other forms of recognition through standard

examinations.

In view of the circularity of definitions of all the

terms such as credits, courses, degrees, etc. with

which this committee will be working in carrying out

its charge, there is danger of an infinite regress into

the more rarefied reaches of educational philosophy.

We must strike a balance between complete refusal to

consider these important questions and becoming so

completely taken up with them that we cannot com-

plete our charge.
Professor Marvin Swartz

Things To Know

To all you new students on campus, welcome. You will discover living

in this area is similar to living in any other university area where the

natives wish to shaft you with the green weenie.

Abandoning the purpose of this column, I would like to make a few

suggestions to those of you new in the area. One is do your shopping

outside the area You'll discover that individual food articles will be 3 or 4

cents cheaper, and clothing a few dollars cheaper. If you wish to see a

good movie take a run out to the town of Orange off Rt. 202 where the

Cinema costs $1.50 for an evening show. Here, in this area, you 11 pay

$3 00 for the same thing and sit in a barn besides.

If you wish to have a checking account have one at a bank in your home

town Here the green weenie is used quite extensively in the cost of

maintaining a checking account. Your personal checks from your home

bank can be cashed in either the Hatch, Whitmore, or the Campus Center

And any bills that have to be paid to the local yokels can be paid by check

through the mail. .... , , .

If you have a toothache take it home. To have one cavity filled and the

remainder of your teeth cleaned will cost you $35. You'll also hear a long

lecture on how all your fillings were put in backwards or something and

have to be replaced.

If you need financial assistance see your old man. Most people at the

financial aid office at Whitmore, more commonly called Witless, have

great difficulty understanding whole sentences.
"

If you are renting an apartment you'll have to pay an unreasonable

deposit on an over- priced, delapitated unit.

If vou've paid your deposit, kiss it goodby. Most places have a little

gimmick When it comes time to leave your domicile you have the option

of cleaning up your own place and never having it pass, or hiring the

resident vegetable to do it for a sizeable portion of the deposit Local

land lords get upset if you do not use this help that they provide.

Also if they hit you for a nail hole and demand a few dollars to have it

repaired pay a visit to the next tenant and see if the hole was ever

repaired. Most likely it never was.
r *****

Well they have finally completed the married student housing at North

Village in Amherst. No sooner had they finished hammering the final nail

home than they announced an increase in the students' rent.

At the present time the rent is $135 for a single bedroom apartment, and

$155 for a two bedroom apartment. This rate is scheduled to increase by

$23 this coming March. The married student housing committee

managed to lop off a few dollars from the original increase.

A few residents in the new housing unit are talking about a renter s

strike

While the North Village complex was being built the mentally agile

fathers of the foundation managed to spend $18,000. per unit on the low

income student housing project. Of course in the spirit of the Amherst

area the cost was passed right on to the students.

It makes vou wonder what the idea is behind having a contract go out to

bid As the faw requires the contract is advertised and the lowest bidder is

awarded it But the state being the state and the wealth being common

the contractor and the architect is allowed to make changes on the plans,

which naturally cost money. A low bid of three million dollars is usually

changed to a high bid of six million dollars. And all after the contract has

been awarded. Perfectly, and lawfully done.

Sincere Apologies
\s a line-stander" of considerable experience. I wish to take

(MS opportunity to extend my sincere apologies to those students

who valiantly endured the monumental lines f« ID Car*ult

Bovden Wednesday In an attempt to update both the ID Card and

ID Card System, certain alterations in the method of distribution

were necessary. As must have been apparent, we grossly

overestimated our ability to successfully cope with such

alterations Please be assured that the poor planning evidenced

Wednesday will not be repeated at subsequent Registrations

Again, my apologies
lbll(li„nu>,hl

Dean of Students Office
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Theater

What The Butler Saw
Joe Orton's hilarious black farce. A free-

wheeling perverse comedy which involves

mistaken identities, leching old man,

nymphomaniacs, and a liberal dosage of

transvestism. This production by the

Amherst Masquers will be performed

Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings at

H:30 at Kirby Theater, Amherst College.

General Admission is $2.00.

Films

Films are divided into two distinct

categories in this area: those shown on

campus and those shown off. Generally

first run films are shown in the odd

assortment of commercial theaters. These

theaters range from the old-fashioned

home town variety to the more recent

cinema complexes. Prices range
anywhere from $1.50 to $2.50.

Films shown on campus range from film

classics to more recent commercial

XI Pacino looks at Kitty Winn with

tenderness and guilt when he discovers

that she has become a junkie due to his

influence in this scene from PANIC IN

NEEDLE PARK.

successes with an occasional emphasis on

a particular genre, director or star. These

films are shown usually anywhere where a

10 mm projector and screen can be set up

Films shown in the larger auditoriums on

the campuses are provided with a

professional set-up Prices are usually

fifty cents to a dollar, but some may be
more or less. Occasionally a commercial

film will be previewed on a campus.

Weekly this column will list the film fare

found in the area.

A Man And A Woman (Friday, SU
Ballroom, fi.8,10)

Claude Lelouch has filmed this lush, if

slight romantic entertainment about love

and auto racing. It moves at a swinging

pace and is filled with some glorious

photography. Anouk Aimee and Jean

Louis Trintignant take a back seat (so to

speak) to Lelouch's camera and Michel

Legrand's score.

Anne of A Thousand Days (Sunday, SU
Ballroom. 0:45 and 9:45)

An old-fashioned, enjoyable historical

drama that tells the story of Henry VIII

and Anne Boleyn Hal Wallis mounted this

handsome production which features

excellent performances from stars

Kiehard Burton as Henry and Genevieve

Hujold as Anne.

Carnal Knowledge (Academy of Music,

Northampton: Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

A stinging look at the sexual mores of

Americans which, at times, resembles

throwing salt upon an open wound. The
performances, though, are great from a

cast which includes Jack Nicholson, Ar-

thur Garfunkel, Candice Bergen, and Ann-

Margaret The pat script by cartoonist

Jules Feiffer is effectively handled by

director Mike Nichols making it a film you

may not like but have to respect.

Doc (Showcase Cinemas, W. Springfied)

The West as it was, or as political

columnist Pete Hammill thought it was.

An unfortunate film for all involved and

they include such good people as per-

formers Stacey Keach and Faye Dunaway

and director Frank Perry.

Joe (Thursday, September 16, SU
Ballroom. 7 and 9:30)

This ugly piece of social commentary

seemed dated when it was released last

fall, by now it should seem archaic. Hip-

pies vrs. Hardhats done with all the sub-

tlety of a wounded hippo. Joe Boyle in the

film's title role is its own saving grace but

he is little consolation for what remains.

Klute Campus Cinemas, Hadley

Jane Fonda gives her finest per-

formance to date as an upper class call girl

plagued by a mysterious killer in this taut

thriller. Fonda and the script are excellent

but a rather mild performance by Donald

Sutherland in the title role and some silly

direction keep this one from comparing to

Hitchcock's best.
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'Catch 22' Author To Speak
Joseph Heller, author of the

wildly hilarious and deeply

poignant anti-war novel "Cateh-

22", will speak at the Student

Union Ballroom next Tuesday,

Sept 14. at H:00 P.M. This

"Evening of -Joe Heller'*, is the

first of a series of presentations

sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program
Heller is a Phi Beta Kappa

graduate of New York

University. He received his MA.
from Columbia and later studied

under a Fullbright Scholarship

at Oxford University in England.

During World War II, he was a

B 25 bombardier and flew sixty

missions over Italy and France.

In 1953, he began writing

"Catch-22" while still an ad-

vertising copywriter, and

working after office hours and

on weekends, finished it eight

years later. His play "We
Bombed in New Haven" has

been called "the most powerful

play about contemporary

American irrationality an

American has written"

Heller now occupies his time

writing articles and film scripts,

working at the same time on his

second novel "Something

Happened". He has also taught

courses in fiction and dramatic

writing at Yale and the

I diversity of Pennsylvania.

There will be a coffee hour

following the talk

Music on campus will be at a minimum until Wednesday evening, September 22 when

two Bach cantatas will be performed in a Chamber Music recital. Featured in the con-

cert, from left to right, will be Charles Lehrer, oboe: John D'Armand. bass; John King,

organ: and soptrano Donna Harler will be assisted by the Madrigal Singers. A

Stravinsky cantata is also on the program.

which chronicled "chic" life and much of it
McCabe And Mrs. Miller (Amherst

Cinema, Amherst, Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield.)

By general consensus, the best

American film of the year. Robert Alt-

man's gritty and evocative look at the Old

West with Warren Beatty and Julie

Christie in the title roles.

The Omega Man (Showcase Cinemas,

W. Springfield)

Charleston Heston as the last man on

earth in this mindless piece of science

fiction. It's been done before and done

better, although this one occasionally has

its moments.

On Any Sunday (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley)
Bruce Brown ("The Endless Summer")

has made • this valentine to motorcycle

racing. It is a visually stunning

documentary but suffers from a

hackneyed script mouthed in a cornball

fashion by Brown. Steve McQueen is

featured as one of the racers.

Panic In Needle Park (Showcase
Cinemas, W. Springfield)

Kitty Winn and Al Pacino are the people

to watch in this "Hollywood takes on the

drug culture" documentary -drama.

Adapted from a series found in New York

Magazine, the film follows the spiralling

descent of two junkies, Helen and Bobby.

The story occasionally gets in the way of

the graphically presented drug sequences.

The performances of the two leads make
up for 'Panic's shortcomings.

Summer of '42 (Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield)

Or how I lost my virginity to Michel

Legrand's lush strings. A valentine to a

period long gone about a one-sided love

affair between a teenage boy and a twenty-

five year old war widow The most hyp-

notically effective film of the year.

Films On Television

Love Me Or Leave Me (Friday, 11:25

PM. Ch.3)

A colorful musical biography from the

1950s chronically the career of famed

Thirties singer Ruth Etting. It specifically

looks at her relationship with the flinty

gangster Martin Snyder and how it

plagued her rise. Doris Day and James
Cagney have the leads and Doris sings a

number of Etting favorites in fine style (if

you're interested)

The Solid Gold Cadillac (Saturday, 6

PM. Ch. 18)

Judy Holliday sparkles in this generally

ordinary romantic spoof on Big Business.

She plays a most candid small-time

stockholder who hassles its directors in

her own charming style.

Two Weeks In Another Town (Saturday,

11:25 PM. Ch. 3)

A cheap yet solid and entertaining

Hollywood-Behind The Scenes film. It

contains perhaps the nastiest group of

characters in the history of Hollywood

The film reaks of nearly everv other film

is overripe yet it is campy and diverting

Also The Female Animal. A Heddy
Lemarr comeback attempt.

Sons Of The Desert (Saturday, 12:30, Ch.

22)

Laurel and Hardy as French Foreign

Legionnaires in perhaps their funniest and

best known feature film.

Cat People (Saturday, 12:30, Ch. 30)

One of the legendary "sleeper" films of

all time. More atmospheric than

frightening this 1942 fantasy about a

woman thinking she was becoming a cat

revolutionized B feature horror films.

Jane Fonda plays Bree Daniel, a high

priced call girl in KLUTE, the excellent

mystery thriller now playing in this area.
i Sec column for details.).

The Quiet American (Sunday, 4:30 PM.
Ch. 4()i

An early film (1953) dealing with Free

World intrusion into Southeast Asia. Filled

with a cynicism that went unheeded, it

tells the tale of an American (Audie

Murphy) who optimistically and naively

crusades his latter day White Man's

Burden to some Asian peasants. Despite a

cop-out ending, an interesting film.

Shake Hands With The Devil (Sunday, 5

PM, Ch. 8)

The Irish Revolution and a most
engrossing, strong drama with James
Cagney. Don Murray, Michael Redgrave,

and Dana Wynter.
Jane Eyre (Sunday, 9 PM. Ch 20.22,30)

A handsome, well-acted version of

Charlotte Bronte's brooding classic with

George C Scott and Sussanah York.

TheSlrangler (Sunday, 11:30 PM, Ch. 8)

A quickie made to cash in on the Boston
St rangier hysteria of the mid-Sixties

features Victor Buono and is hardly worth-

while.

Harvey (Sunday. 12 AM, Ch. 3)

One of the theater's fondest-

remembered comedies was made into

a highly enjoyable film. It tells the tale of a

middle aged lush and his invisible best

friend-a six foot, three and one half inch

white rabbit James Stewart is excellent

as is Josephine Hull as his proper sister.

The Great Marijuana War

Parti

By David Williams

Electric Eric used to go up to

the Hill a lot last spring to visit

and would always wind up under

a desk. I thought that was strange

until I realized he didn't think

anything was unusual about it at

all. All it meant was that there

was better dope up on the Hill

than there was in Southwest, a

sad blow to the collective ego of

Pierpont.

You see, up until then, having

the best dope on campus was
something to be proud of and

certain people and places got a

reputation for dealing good stuff.

But then came the raid and that

sort of knocked the wind out of

everybody's sails for a while.

Everyone had to go home and

figure out his own way to stay

high during the summer.
Eric and I decided we wouldn't

take any chances. We went to

Mexico. That sounds like a very

rash thing to do, go to Mexico. It's

not as if dope were impossible to

get near Boston, there's plenty of

it. All Eric and I wanted to do was

go someplace we'd never been

before and have a good time and

try to stay out of too much
trouble. Mexico being Mexico we
figured a dozen keys each
wouldn't be too much trouble.

You know all those stories you

hear whenever you go to

someone's place to cop an oun-
ce... They're bullshit, man.

Being adventurous, or crazy,

we decided right off that we
wanted to bring the stuff across

ourselves. But there were a

couple of problems with that

idea, one of them being Customs

and the other being that we were

too chickenshit to discuss the

entire idea seriously. I finally

decided one night that if we just

couldn't score through someone

in Mexico or if we were burned

and given 2 keys of really

dynamite grass and 22 of donkey

shit and corn silk, then we'd try to

make it through Customs as a

last futile gesture. Sort of a

giving-the finger-to-the-world

type of thing and completely

useless as far as we were con-

cerned.

That put a crimp in our plan-

ning. It meant we had to find

someone to deal with who was

reasonably un-sneaky looking

since I like to avoid sneaky

looking people. One of Eric's

contacts knew someone in Texas

so we packed up and took off in

Eric's Duster.

We agreed unanimously not to

go through the South. Two freaks

in a bright red car with

Massachusetts plates would

never make it through the South

alive, which says something

about the problems some
Southerners have with hate. We
went straight West and dropped

down to Texas, getting off on all

the corn and wheat fields along

the way. Texas was a dull state

with a lot of sand. It seemed like

the whole fucking state was light

brown, about the color of a Lorna

Doone cookie. Cookies and milk

are ruined for me. I'll never be

able to eat any kind of light brown

cookie again without having a

sand-colored shitflavored flash-

back. Don't ever go to Texas if

you don't have to. I was ok by the

time we got crossed the Rio

Grande and met our contact, who

turned out to be a duplicate of the

Frito Bandito, only skinny and

with slits for eyes. Really

sneaking looking. I got the creeps

just thinking about what we were

going to do to ourselves. His

name was Carlos and he always

had a joint in his hand.

He climbed into the front seat

of the car and sat there between

the two of us, sucking on this

incredibly long, skinny joint and

generally ignoring us except

when he wanted Eric to make a

turn. We would up in front of a

sleazy looking hotel called La

unlikely looking jeep he had and

drove to the outskirts of town and

then took a diving left into a dry

river bed. We lurched and
bounced up the river bed into

some low hills for about an hour,

Carlos firmly gripping a joint

only this time he was passing it

around. Pretty soon we were

I opened my mouth to speak

and managed to croak, "Are we
here?"
"Si we here. Follow me,"

replied Carlos. He scrambled out

of the riverbed and began to push

through the underbrush into the

forest. Eric and I followed him.

We made our way through maybe

Cucaracha. Carlos stepped out of

the car and sort of sauntered into

the lobby, flipped a hand at the

desk clerk, and disappeared up

the stairs. We had to go through

this whole hassle paying the guy

in advance for a couple of nights

but we were so blown he kept

trying to burn us with the change.

He may have, but we couldn't

have cared at that point. It took

about 2 seconds to find Carlos'

room once we got upstairs, we
just followed the smell. But we
were really 'ired, coming off a

long trip, so the first thing we did

was fall into bed and sleep.

Carlos had one rolled and ready

in the morning for us, and after

doing that up and taking a shower

and cleaning up and having

breakfast, we felt like going out

and wallowing in a marijuana

field, which is just about what we
did.

Carlos packed us into this very

crawling over the skin of some
weird animal on the back of a

large noisy insect. I was its right

eye. It was a really weird insect.

Carlos was the left eye and the

brain because he was driving.

Eric was just sitting back there

watching. He couldn't be an eye

because I was already an eye so

we had two and Carlos was the

brain. But I didn't have too much
time to worry about what part of

the bug Eric was because I had to

keep a lookout because I was an

eye. Carlos was really cool about

being a brain. He was opening up

all his sensors and letting in-

formation flow in. Then he would

sort out what he needed to know
to keep the insect moving and the

rest he would forget without ever

knowing he knew it. The insect

crawled on and on up into the hills

without any trouble. Finally

Carlos stopped and got out of the

jeep.

one hundred yards of trees and

bushes and suddenly spilled out

into a tremendous clearing,

every square yard of which was

filled with six foot high maijuana

plants. They weren't really

plants. They were almost like

small bushy pine trees. I could

see where they would flower

shortly, the branches had

clusters of red-green buds. They

were very close to being ready

for harvest. Another week and

the plants would blossom and the

seed pods would pop.

Carlos watched me as I stood

examining a branch.

"Is good looking dope, no?"

"Bet your ass, pal," I said.

"Come," he replied, "We find

Manuel, the boss."

We had to walk the length of the

field, something I was only too

happy to do. Someone had put a

lot of care into keeping the field

I

I

clean and neat. All the weeds

were gone, the ground was all

neatly hoed and watered. And the

plants. Weak ones were held up

with sticks and string, strong

ones all neatly lined up in these

straight rows, all evenly spaced.

I looked back at Eric. He seemed

to be having trouble controlling

himself.

Carlos was delighted with the

whole thing.

"You like the grass, boys, eh?"

He was bouncing along letting the

longer branches brush against

him.
"We will find Manuel. He will

sell you good smoke."
We were still trudging through

the field. Manuel, where are you?

Hey! Manuel! I'm lost in the

forest. Come get me.
"Yoohoo! Carlos! Over here,

pobrecito."

We must be getting close.

"Oh, Carlos. I see you, you

little puta, you."
Manuel was large and fat and

had a thing of hair on his chin like

Zappa. He minced over to Carlos

"Carlos, you silly mestizo. Why
didn't you tell me you were

bringing company?" He leered

over at us. Eric and I pretended

to be doing something.

"Well, Carlos. How much do

these boys want?" Manuel asked.

"Veinta y cuatro," sighed

Carlos.

Manuel shrugged. "Is not an

awful lot. Come."
Manuel began to prance

towards some white sheds that

looked like giant beehives. That

fool! We'll be turned into honey!

He stopped in front of one. Maybe
if I set the field on fire the smoke
will drive them away. I fumbled

like a madman for matches.

Manuel opened the beehive. It

was full of dope, all sprinkled out

on these slide out trays that were

piled up to the top of the beehive.

Manuel began to pull out tray

after tray, look, sniff, and open

another one. At last he found one

that suited him.

"Here. Take a look. It was

picked the day before yesterday.

,

Is a little wet still but I have none 1

drier. Maybe you like to smoke!,

some, eh?"
His hand swooped down and

grabbed up a handful of leaves.

He reached into his pocket and

drew out a Sherlock Holmes pipe.

Then he stuffed a good fistful of

leaves into the bowl and lit it with

a fat silver lighter.

"Ahh. Is very good," he said

between mouthfuls.

He passed the pipe over to Eric

who nearly couldn't hang on to it.

Two hands, Eric. He got a big hit.

Me next. I inhaled. Give the pipe

to Carlos. Exhale. Good, Dave,

good.

We finished the bowful, barely.

Well, at least Eric and I barely

finished it. Manuel and Carlos

were busy piling grass into large

plastic bags. Manuel weighed the

bags on a rusty metal scale that

stuck out from the side of the

beehive.

When he finished weighing the

bags, Manuel tied the tops of

them and placed them side by

side in front of us. He stood there

expectantly.

"How much?" asked Eric.

Manuel pulled at the thing of

hair on his chin and looked up into

the sky.

"Well," he said, "Maybe we

make a deal, eh?"
"Uh, wait a second. What kind

of deal?" asked Eric.

Manuel began to snigger a

really dirty sounding snigger.

"Oh, you don't trust me. eh? I

don't have to sell you the

Continued on p. 12
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The Great Marijuana War (continued)

marijuana, you know." Manuel

was mad.
"1 don't think he thought you

meant any kind of a deal that

wasn't cool, Manuel," I said.

"It's just that this whole trip has

been kind of a hassle and to have

something go wrong now would

really flip us out."

Manuel mulled it over and

looked up.

"Ok. I tell you what. Seventy-

five dollars a key. OK with you?"

Eric didn't say a word. He
reached into his pocket and

pulled out our bread, counted off

the money and gave it to Manuel,

picked up a bag and began to

walk away. 1 grabbed the other

bag and followed him. He began

to mutter when I caught up to

him.

"That fat bastard had a lot of

nerve wanting to 'make a deal',

whatever that means. We had the

price all set before we even left

Newton. You know what we ought

to do is wring Carlos' neck on the

way back. That'd fix the little

greaser."
"Watch it," I hissed. "Carlos is

right behind us. He'll hear you

and then we'll be in real trouble.

Know what they do to people they

don't like down here? Take all

their bones out, squish what's left

into bricks and sell them for

hash. You wouldn't want to end

up as a six dollar street gram,

would you?"

'Wonder if I'd be any good. As

hash that is," Eric said. "Hand

me your bag and I'll lay it into the

jeep."

Carlos came sauntering up to

the jeep, climbed in and we began

the drive back down the riverbed.

Eric got to be the right eye this

time only he didn't pay a hell of a

lot of attention to what he was

doing because we had a flat tire

on his side. Carlos got really

pissed. He jumped out of the jeep

and began swearing his ass off in

Spanish. He walked around to the

flat tire and kicked it and called it

kind of Mexican jeep. But we got

it figured out, it took us awhile,

and while we worked in the hot

sun, Carlos was lying on the edge

of the river in the shade smoking

a joint. Carlos looked funny

He knew we were watching him

and talking about him because

when we got the tire fixed he

flipped a quarter at us as he

climbed into his seat. Eric went

into a slow burn when Carlos did

all kinds of names. Then he told

us that we'd have to fix it because

he had a bad back and couldn't

bend over. Eric and I were so

blown we had no idea how to fix a

flat, especially on some crazy

smoking his long, skinny joints.

For one thing, his eyes just about

disappeared when he got high. I

don't know how he even managed

to walk without bumping into

anything, let alone drive a jeep.

that. I sat back and waited for

something funny to happen,

because I was sure something

would.

Something did. Carlos stopped

at a junky little gas station on the

way back into town, and while the

guy was pouring the gas in,

Carlos went to take a leak. This

was all Eric needed. Now, just

about everyone around there has

a horse, and this gas station guy

was no exception. He kept his in a

stall that hung off the side of the

station. Eric leaped out of his

seat, bounded over to the stall,

grabbed a handful of horse shit

and jumped back into the jeep

before you could say 'Acapulco

Gold.' Horse manure is nice and

soft and you can practically mold

it. Eric rolled a joint out of it

Carlos came sauntering back to

the jeep from the men's room and

hoisted himself up into the seat.

He paid the guy, and we drove out

of the yard. Eric pulled the joint

out of his pocket and held a match

to the end of it to light it. Carlos

glanced over at the way Eric was

trying to light the joint, made an

impatient move, and snatched it

out of Eric's hand and put it into

his own mouth. Eric had a match

to it almost before Carlos got it to

his lips. Carlos took a big suck on

it and made a horrible face. He

began smacking his lips and

spitting. When that didn't seem to

help he stopped the jeep and

grabbed a handful of leaves off a

tree and munched on them.

Finally he threw up and passed

out.

"Christ," I said. "Suppose you

hurt him?"
"I doubt it," replied Eric.

"He's probably only sick because

he finally realized what was in

the joint. Come on. Let's drive

him back to the hotel."

We put Carlos in the back with

the dope and drove the rest of the

way into town. We left him in the

jeep and put the dope in the

Duster. Then we got out of there

To be continued-
THE
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

announces the beginning of its 1971-1972 season

and presents

its first speaker

Mr. JOSEPH HELLER
author of Catch-22 and We Bombed in New Haven

*

"An Evening with Joe Heller

will be presented

Tuesday, Sept. 14, S.U. Ballroom, 8:00 p.m.

Coffee hour following the lecture in the Colonial Lounge

12:00 midnight
-5:00 p.m.

University Library Hours
Schedule of Library hours, September 10-December 21, 1871

(loodell Library

Monday Friday K::U) a.m. -12:00 midnight

Saturday B::tt) a.m. -10:00 p.m.

Sunday 2:00 p.m. -12:00 midnight

Kxceptions: October 9 1:11 am -5:00 p.m.

October 10 Closed

October II 2:00 p.m.

October 23 8::W a.m.

October 24 Closed

October 25 2:00 p'.m. -12:00 midnight

November 24 H::w a.m. -5:00 p.m.

November 25 Closed

November 26 & 27 8::» a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Business Administration

Monday-Thursday *'M a.m. -5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.

Friday H M a.m. -5:00 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday Closed

Education

Monday-Thursday B:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Friday & Saturday :*> a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Sunday 2:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

Mark's Meadow Children's Library

Monday-Friday
Saturday & Sunday

8:30 a.m -4:30 p.m
Closed

Monday-Thursday
Labor Relations Research Center*

9:00 a m 4 mi p.m.
7:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.

Kriday 9:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday Closed

IjMdseape Architecture (-Beginning Sept. It)*

Monday-Thursday

Friday
Saturday

Monday-Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

Monday Friday

Saturday
Sunday

Morrill*

Music*

Monday-Saturday
Sunday

Monday-Thursday

Friday
Saturday & Sunday

Physical Sciences*

9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

Closed

j 8:30 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m. -9:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m. -12:00 noon

2:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m

Physics*

8:00 a.m. -12:00 midnight

12:00 noon-12:00 midnight

8:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.
(i:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.
Closed

Plant & Soil Sciences*

French Hall, Bowditch Hall, and Stockbridge Hall

Monday-Friday » :w am 5 00 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday Closed

Fvening service in French Hall will be announced at a later date.

*Holday hours to be announced later.

Death Being Investigated
Investigation is continuing into

the death Tuesday of Joseph W.
Pelis. Sr., 55, of 204 Riverside Dr.,

Hadley. who died of a crushed

chest and other injuries when a

tractor flipped over as he worked
alone in the coal yard behind the

Student Center garage
At the time of the morning ac-

cident he was driving a loader

carrying coal from a freight car to

a storage bin He was working at

the Fast Pleasant St. sites a

spokesman said The accident is

under investigation by UMass
police and the Registry of Motor

Vehicles

Pelis was born in Montague and

had lived in Hadley and Amherst

for most of his life. He was an

equipment operator in the main-

tenance department.

1 JKunchys I

A1W A «NK. AN© A TW*. and the i'Mass Marching Band parades across Hie intramnrol fieffe

across from Hoyden gymnasium every afternoon. They driH daily to prepare for the shows they put on at

home football games. If anyone wants to get in step, band director Larry Weed encourages them to join

the line.

fbotbdl Band To Explonf

Air Pollution At Halftime
KySTKPIIKNKINK

Anyone unfortunate enough to be

changing their schedule at Boyden
Gym yesterday undoubtedly
mistook the UMass marching band
for the football team. For under the

blazing hot sun of the afternoon,

the band counted cadence,
systematically and performed
their manuevers.
Under the stern direction of

Larry Weed,the 100 piece band
drilled in preparation for UMass's
first home game on September 25.

In the two years he has directed.

Dr. Weed has tried to make the

band's halftime appearances more
exciting.

"We are working on original

inarching innovations that en-

compass a very fast "razzle

dazzle"' style,'' he said. "Our

performances are becoming more
relevent as well as entertaining.

For example this year we're

planning halftimes on air pollution,

and songs from Jesus Christ

Superstar There's no band better

than us in New Fngland
."

It is unfortunate that due to

budget cuts, the band can't attend

away football games. "We play a

very important part in the morale

of the team." Dr. Weed main-

tained. "Last year the football

coaches said we won the Holy

Cross game for them If we had

gone to Buffalo with them, we
probably would have beaten them
too

"

According to Carl Gordon,
manager of the band, students^ are

always welcome to join. "We need

the moral and physical support of

the student body.'' he said.

Marvin Daehler, assistant to Dr.

Weed, added, "The biggest ad-

vantage of marching is the sense of

unity and responsibility one gets,

as opposed to individuals in class.

It is a good social experience too,

since students with many different

interests play here."

Despite financial difficulty the

UMass inarching band is planning

to spend :i weeks touring Europe
this summer. The highlight of the

trip will be appearing on national

television in Sweden. To indicate

the dedication and determination

of the band, it is interesting to note

that the entire trip will be financed

by its members.

Package Price

Water Beds
Special Frames
ED SPREADS
for Vr ater Veal

&
Reg. Beds

A Head of Time
360 College St.

Rte. 9

1

ACADEMIC INFO 6c ADVISING

Visit the CAS1AC

student counselor*.

K 24 Mactimer,

or call SIMS anytime.

One ol two new stores on campus selling food, stationed and

various other odds and ends to students. Thev are in Hampden and

Worcester dining commons.

a

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS presents TWO BIGGIES on

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

8:00 P.M. "GETTING STRAIGHT"

10:00 P.M "THE OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT

Admission: 75* for BOTH FLICKS!

FRIDAY MIDNIGHT SPECIAL

"THE BLOB"
Admission: 25*

Berkshire Dining Commons, Southwest
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Democratic Reform Com.-

No Favorite Sons; Roll Open
WASHINGTON (AP)—A Democratic party reform commission

issued a packet of proposals Thursday aimed at streamlining the

presidential nominating convention in 1972.

The Democratic National Committee, which meets here Oct. 13

and 14, will take up the commission's proposals to revise pre-

convention committee activities.

Other oroDOsals would eliminate strictly alphabetical roll calls at

theSSand bar -favorite son"V^^S^t
These will go directly to the convention s Rules Committee next

year.

Rep. James G. OHara of Michigan, who J-^^lStaSS
that developed the proposals in two years of pubhc hearings and

meetings Dredicted they would be adopted. Party sources **

Sna^cCman Lawrence F. O'Brien supports them.

Some controversy is likely, however, over proposals that would

cui representation of small states from two to one on convention

commUtees while increasing that of the larger states from two to

possibly 10.

Last February the national committee, which has two members

rJ™ «.rh state overturned the commission's delegate ap-

SSon^lSSulTiU many *f»^^£<£2&
giving them to large ones in favor of one making a less drastic

change.

The action is now being challenged in the courts and until the

case is settled the states won't know how many votes they will have

in the 1972 convention.

Although it altered the O'Hara, Commission's apportionment

DroDosal the national committee did approve its proposed

credSaals procedures, strengthening the rights of challengers

and the broad reforms in delegate selection developed by Fraser s

commission when it was headed by Sen. George S. McGovern of

South Dakota.

IRA
On Rejection From U.S.
.«. ,_:„u o lm.J c^» m a nrf M the House of Lords miles outside

DUBLIN (AP) - Irish Republic Sept. 22 and 23, the House of Lords

police arrested Joe Cahill, the Sept

mild looking leader of Northern

Ireland's rebel army, on his return

Thursday from a frustrated at-

tempt to enter the United States.

His arrest for interrogation

Dublin police said Cahill, picked

up as he stepped from h's plane,

was being held under the Offenses

Against the State Act.

The law permits police to hold

ap^r^tXralSa^w et^h the«*^^ * 48

policy on the illegal Iris "«ot of.quertiomng.

Republican Army in the Irish

Republic, long a haven for IRA

terrorists operating in Northern

Ireland.

The regular Irish army held one

of its own officers and questioned

others on the religious and political

troubles which have wracked
neighboring Northern Ireland for

two years.

The developments touched off

immediate speculation that the

apparent crackdown grew out of

Prime Minister Jack Lynch's

two-day visit . to London this week

for talks with Britain's Edward

Heth.

Heath has recalled the British

Parliament from summer recess

to talk over the Irish issue. The

House of Commons will debate

Cahill heads the IRA's extremist

Provisional faction, which ad-

vocates the use of violence to

reunite the Irish Republic and

Northern Ireland, now ruled as a

province of Britain. He was
refused admittance to the United

States on grounds he failed to

report a 1942 conviction for killing

a policeman

miles outside Belfast. The soldier

was defusing a bomb planted in the

doorway of a gospel hall.

The dead ordnance captain was

the 101st victim of the fighting that

has beset Northern Ireland for the

last two years. He was among

British troops dispatched to

restore order.

The British troops moved
cautiously Thursday, awaiting the

outburst of intensified guerrilla

warfare threatened by the

republicans. IRA Provisional

ultimatums gave until midnight

Wednesday night for dissolution of

the provincial government of

Northern Ireland, saying

terrorism would be stepped up if
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While legal maneuvers over his the government remained in place

arrest wenfo^, another British Cahill predicted to newsmen

sodierTed in Hannahstown, aboard his jet from New York that

N< rthern Ireland, a village six escalated terrorism would come

Ej^iWaCfcCCW*************^*****5***
Ata&tta3S53S

Back Page News!

Unemployment to Drop-Dick

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
administration expects unem-

ployment to drop substantially in

the coming months-but it is

budgeting about the same amount

for unemployment compensation

this year as last. Budget Director

George P. Shultz said Thursday.

His testimony before the House

Ways and Means Committee left

Chairman Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ark.,

and other members saying they

were confused.

"How much improvement in

employment can we really expect

as a result of what we are doing9 '

enough?"
Shultz replied that President

Nixon's proposed repeal of the

automobile excise tax, speedup of

personal income tax exemptions,

and restoration of the investment

credit would all be stimulants and

summed up: "I would expect

unemployment to be below 5 per

cent by next July 1.'

The latest figure, for Sept. 3, was

til per cent.

Under questioning by Mills,

Shultz said the unemployment

trust fund paid out about $6.1

billion in benefits for jobless
as a resu t of what we are doing

:

diiiiom m y<;..-.»~ — *-

Mills asked. "If we are going to workers ***»>*;« «*g
spend so much on unemployment last June 30. He said head

comDensation then is it that what ministration originally budgeted

weTe asked to do is only to about $1 billion less for the present

prevent a worsening9
... If we'are year, but that it is making a sup-

merelv going to maintain the plemental request to bring the

pTesent level, is this really f.gure back to last year s level.

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE AUTOS
1M0 MGC-QT, excellent c»r, n»Mt

•ell, wUI aacrlflee. »lWt «•••£

Triumph T*4A U«8, «•• meehT
rood., rebuilt ana-, repair £•*«".
need* .erne bedy work. Around *MT
< .11 Paul »M-3t3«. **»-'•

"i963 Cherr IkUln Good caaoi-

tl.n Beat effer. Call Put. Dure:

S-25M, eTealnni S83-07W.
tre-it

For Sale, A Vw Bus. Excellent

tare, heueehoM. tore, baby, etc. »4
Saturday, September 11. »-'•

One Hollywood couch and match-

ing oefa, both In excellent condition.

$65 or beat offer. CuU Cury 5-P9UI

or evenings at M7-95I3.

Dorm or apartment alue refrigera-

tor, brand new; gorgeous Empire

waistea wedding «»wn, WulJ
•tyle. Beat affer. 1M Puffton pil-

lage.

cond., no mat, 49,u*» ml.

2S3-7438 n
!__

'

6« V W. Kombi. Good condition.

Uahts need fhrtn*. Want *3s*. Con-

tac Charlie 546-68M. tf»-l>,l.l

65 VW" Beetle. Excellent condition.

856-M3U. tf9'n

FOR SALE
Enhance aex life. Bel, dbl, queen

or king waterbed $29. 95, round or

Jumbo $49 95. limned . dellv , 5 yr.

warranty. Aqua-Dream. Box 477.

Amherst. tti-tt

Tag Bale — Clothe*, booka. furwl

tare, funky stuff Saturday, Sept.

11th tram 19 am. to 4 put , 34
South Whitney *H. In town, tfp-ll

Kxeelleat new FM Tuner, fll.M:
It Inch portable TV. 999.M; aew
electric Presto Broiler Bake Oven,

fH.pt. Call W-$43t tft-14

Darai slue refrigerator, 9 3 ru.

ft , 4 moaths old Why rent when
j*uj can own one? $79 (new $96 >

Call 4B9-3944. M. W
]1 yiehen table $4x3$ •?!

Rogers drum set, 4 pes. plus

cymb. plus hdwre. $?«• ar best

offer. Gead condition. Call Jim

599-1684 tf9lt

Sleep an a waterbed tonight. All

wises and all frames. $19.95 and up.

5 yr. guarantee. Call anytime

Jerry t»6-S379. «">•'«

DUMP NIXON It - lg. red. white

and blue deeal (rmphnsls on

"Ol'MP") $1. Dump Nl*an *7?. Box

97. College Park. MP 80749. «">-"

MISCELLANEOUS
Learn Silver jewelry making! New

coarse for beginners starts Sept. 15.

Call 253-8977 for details now.
tfff-16

chairs $4 Inch kitchen sink an me-

tal baae. Jaeebaen reel mower, self

propelled. 3*3-7949 after 9 P-"»-

Tag Sale - Kaat Walnut 14., Bel-

rhertawn, muring. 323-7989 Furnl-

APARTMENT WANTED
Sr girl needs

-
room desperatelj-

Will share expenses and hf'P "
furn. Contuet Ruth e/a IJsa flillin.

404 Melville. tf9-15

ROOMMATES WANTED
Couple wanted to share large new

tw* bdrm. apt. In Belrhertown.
Woodsy location Leave name and
number In Machmer E-21. tf9-ll

MUSICIAN WANTED
Singer needed to front versatile

croup (rock, ballads, old standard* )

Must be experienced. Call *»e«e
•"wt-aaai

.

tf9-!7

READ

Open meeting for entire

News department and

anyone interested in radio.

At our studios in Marston Hall

7:30 Sunday night.

UlMllfl
91.1 FM

free form / informative radio

PROGRAM COUNCIL

presents

"ANNE OF THE

THOUSAND DAYS"

SUNDAY 1 2 SEPT.

S U BALLROOM

r
DON'T LET IT BRING YOU DOWN ...

YOU CAN STILL GET TO SEEnnj
! !

(even if you're not 21)

TOMORROW NIGHT FROM 8:30 - 1:00

appearing in Southwest at

NUMBERNINENUMBERNINENUMBERNINE
(Berkshire Dining Commons)

* * * SPFXIAL ADDED ATTRACTION * * *

BLACK MAGIC featuring

NATALIE COLE

\ND AS IF THIS WASN'T ALREADY A GREAT DEAL,

THE CHARGE IS ONLY 50c A PERSON
COME ON DOWN AND JOIN US FOR AN

OUTASIGHT TIME!

Singing • Dancing • Snacks • Liquid Refreshments

SPONSORED BY S. W. PATRIOTS

No Surprises In Nixon Speech

;

Profit-Taking Surges
NTITU; VAUlf lAPl RonowaH t>i I ' llNEW YORK (AP)—Renewed

profit-taking took its toll on the

stock market Thursday when
President Nixon's economic ad-

dress to Congress failed to include

any surprises for investors.

Brokers said investor attitude

continued to be positive and that

profit taking was normal and

constructive. They said the market

appeared to be slowly digesting the

good gains of the past three

sessions.

Profit-taking developed in

sessions earlier this week, but the

Dow Jones industrial average
managed small gains anyway.

Thursday, however, the Dow stocks closed down 0.28 at 55.76.

average of 30 industrial stocks The Associated Press 60-stock

gave in to the pressure and closed average lost 1.5, closing at 334.9
_ _ . . A ~. _ , » .

,

I ,wlin i >'i-i i i
- , i • . / 1 . ii i ' i ' i ') »"i id

down 5.04 at 915.89.

Trading in most issues was fairly

quiet, but a large number of big

block transactions helped boost

volume.
Big Board turnover of 15.79

were down 2.3, rails

and utilities dropped
Industrials

were off .4,

1.3.

On the American Stock Ex-
change, the price-change index

dipped .03 to 25.66. Volume of 4.2

million shares compared with million shares was a touch higher
u ..,i,,,., ,),, v ,.,,iiim.i nf id 93 fhan fhp 4 1 million shares tradedWednesday's volume of 14.23

million shares, while declines

outpaced advanced 926 to 575

among the 1,681 Big Board issues

traded.

The New York Stock Exchange
index of more than 1.300 common

than the 4.1 million shares traded

Wednesday. Of the 1,153 Amex
issues traded, 513 advanced.

Gillette, down 7/8 to 41 1/4 on

456,000 shares, was the most ac-

tively traded Big Board stock.

Government Proposes
MattressHeat Tests

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The government proposed its first flammability

standard for mattresses Wednesday in a move to reduce death, injury

and property destruction caused by smoking in bed.

The standard is based on the ability of mattresses to withstand the heat

of lighted cigarettes. Testing would be largely self-administered by

manufacturers, although nor .ompliance complaints from consumers

could bring the government into play.

Secretary of Commerce Maurice H. Stans set the proposed standards ol

evidence gathered by the National Bureau of Standards that mattress

fires are a main cause of many hotel-fire disasters.

Comments from the public will be received on the proposal for the next

30 days. It could be near the end of the year before the standard becomes

effective

Under the proposal, three cigarettes would be burned on specified

mattress locations both on the bare mattress and between two sheets on

the mattress. If a mattress ignites during the test, it fails.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST:
Multivision Jesus rock show

Mahar Auditorium 8 PM Friday and

Saturday. Light show and rock band,

Newine from Ithaca, NY.
HILLEL:
Sunday bagel and lox brunch at

4 00. Campus Center Cafeteria.

Friday evening services will be

heldattheHillel office tonight at 7:30

PAA, rm 420 Student Union.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DAN-
CING:

First meeting for the new year will

be at the UMass Campus Center 3rd

level, Friday, Sept. 10 7:30 to Mid

might. Beginners welcome. Teaching

till 9:30.

AAAROON KEYS SCROLLS:
Schedule problems? Step by our

counseling desk outside the bookstore

between 10 and 11 AM and 1 to 3 PAA

Monday Friday, sponsored by the

Maroon Keys and Scrolls..

REVELERS:

-Notices-

Name one

thing that

r"

asn'tgoneup

since 195a

l._

Try. Try hard.

The only thing we can think of

is what we make. The Swingline

"Tot 50" Stapler. 98* in 1950.

98* in 1971.

And it still comes with 1000 free

staples and a handy carrying

pouch. It staples, tacks and

mends. It's unconditionally

guaranteed. It's one of the

world's smallest staplers.

And it's the world's biggest

seller. Could be that's why it

hasn't gone up in price in

21 years.

If you're interested in something

a little bigger, our Cub Desk

Stapler and Cub Hand Stapler

are only $1.98. Both Tot and

Cub Staplers are available at

Stationery, Variety and College

Bookstores.

The Swingline "Tot 50"

98Cin1950. 98* in 1971.

If you can name something else

that hasn't gone up in price

since 1950, let us know. We'll

send you a free Tot Stapler with

1000 staples and a vinyl pouch.

Enclose 25« to cover postage

and handling.

tot" stapler kit

The Revelers will sponsor a dance
concert tonight in the Campus Center

Aud. at 8 PM featuring "Rush".
Donation: 25c

ROADRUNNER FILM FESTIVAL:
Roadrunner Film Festival.

Saturday, Sept. 11, Gorman House
Backyard, 8 PM.
ENGAGEMENTS:
Mara Becker '73 of Coolidge to

Matthew Fine '71 State University of

New York at Oswega.

ARBERS
8:00-5.30

-186+

]
Crossword Puzzle

Capricorn appears to grow younger as

years progress. These persons often

succeed late in life: some seem to have

discovered proverbial fountain of youth

The Capricorn woman adds to her charm

as she attains maturity The Capricorn

man realizes many of his hopes, ambitions

us he advances in age
• • •

AKIKS i March 2l-April I9>: Don't act

out of desperation; means if you are not

sure- do nothing Accent on mixups

connected with neighbors, relatives, short

journeys Key is to gather additional in-

lormation Kvaluate

TAUU'S (April 20-May 20): Money

affairs may appear to have lead feet

Means transactions, deals, agreements

are slow, delayed, postponed or canceled

Itilize contingency plans; put alternative

methods to test Don't hang on to lost

cause.

CKMINI i May 2l-June20): Don t take

others for granted, including marriage or

business partner Keep weather eye on

public relations Means be sure to protect

and enhance image Those with opposing

views apt to be very vocal

CANCFH (June 2l-July 22)
:

Work

procedures subject to radical change

Ccmini. Virgo individuals are involved Be

flexible; stress versatility (live free rein

to intellectual curiosity You get answers

by asking questions Do so.

I K<> ( July 23-Aug 22) : Be diplomatic

in making requests Hopes, wishes are

emphasized But you attain them through

penile approach Forcing methods now

will not suffice Taurus. Libra persons

play key roles Harmonize domestic
relationships

VIHCO i Aug 23-Sept 22): Business

duties may conflict with home respon-

sibilities Pace yourself Avoid making

loolish commitments Some who promise

advancement do so without authority

I'isces figures prominently

I I Bit A i Sept 23-(>ct 22 > Hold off on

longe-range commitments Journeys
should be delayed, jf practical Current

responsibilities need attention Distant

opportunities should not be permitted to

obscure current view.

SCORPIO lOct. 23-Nov 2J>: Finish

rather than begin, complete projects.

•issiKnments. Study Taurus message.

Don't permit freeloader to get you into

financial dilemma Listen sym-
pathetically, but take care of yourself

SACITTAHICS (Nov. 22-Dec 21): See

in light of reality Romantic notions are

line- if you are not led up the garden

path Message should become increasingly

clear l.eo is apt to be involved Do some

personal investigating

CAPHICORN i Dec 22-Jan 10) : One

who confides problem merely is asking

rhetorical questions. Avoid becoming

inextricably involved See all sides of

controversy, but strive to remain de-

tached. Keep recent health resolutions.

AtJlAltll'S (Jan 20-Feb. 19): Ac-

tivities expand ; social opportunities are on

upswing Lunar emphasis is on how you

cope with emotions Member of opposite

sex expresses needs Make conciliatory

gesture Display humor
1MSCFS (Feb 19-March 20) Recent

move, change proves beneficial Now you

can evaluate ambitions, goals Be aware of

details, clauses Check apparent minor

points Take time to be thorough One at

lop is a close observer

IK TODAY IS YOl'R BIRTHDAY you

will find that stance nf greater in-

dependence now pays dividends Leaning

on advice of others doesn't wear well ; take

initiative You are an original, creative

Ihinker You usually are confident:

members of the opposite sex find you

fascinating You love to entertain you

are, INfact* hetter host than a guest New
starts in new directions are featured

Don t permit past errors to block current

progress

31

32

ACROSS

1 Likely

4 Pry nosily

9 Definite

article

12 Weight of

India

13 Might
14 Beam
15 Enlisted

man
17 Wipe out
19 Poison
20 Imitated

21 Stupefy

23 Intrigue

27 Fork prongs
29 At this place

30 French
article

Man's
nickname
The ones
here

34 Edible seed

35 Note of

scale

36 District in

Germany

37 Lance

39 Pacts

42 Limbs

43 River in

Asia

44 Tip

46 Generate

48 Cloy

51 Everyone

52 Choice part

54 Irritate

55 Cravat

56 Transactions

57 Brood of

pheasants

DOWN

1 Snake

2 Through

3 Roman
official

4 Reach across

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

16

18

20
21
22

24

25
26

28
33
34

Memoranda
Be in debt
Faroe Islands

whirlwind

Makes ready
Barter

Possesses
Organ of

sight

Weather
indicator

Nerve
network
War god
Begin
River in

Italy

At that

place

Flash

Periods of

time
Laws
Filament
Have
reference to

Answe • to Yesterday' s Puzzle
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36
38

40

41

45

Identical

Buddhist

dialect

King of

birds

Declare

Suffix:

adherents cf

46 Flying

mammal
47 Man's name
48 Yellow

ocher
49 Attempt
50 Piece out

53 Note of

scale

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc

Release Frid /, Sept. 10, 1971

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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Gridders Set For Cornell
Bv MARTY KELLEY

MDC Staff

A couple of weeks of hard work

will hopefully show their worth this

Saturday afternoon in Ithaca, N.Y.

as the UMass gridmen dress

rehearse for the Maine game with

a scrimmage at Cornell at 1 p.m.

For the Redmen it will be their

first test of outside competition

following scrimmages on Saturday

and Wednesday. "We're very

excited about playing Cornell in

the first game on their new poly

turf,'' reiterated Coach Mac-
Pherson. It's always a challenge

to play against the caliber of

Marinaro. This will be a dress

rehearsal for the Maine game only

we'll have paying customers in the

stands."

To put it mildly, rookie mentor

Dick MacPherson was quite

worried early in the week. First of

all Saturday's "scrimmage" was
labeled the worst he could have

expected. Besides poor field

performance, the former Denver

Bronco coach has been saddled

with a host of costly pre-season

injuries that may cast a

threatening shadow on the opener

at Orono, Sept. 18th.

However, Coach MacPherson
was quite pleased with the

progress made Wednesday. "Our
line play was much crisper and

sharper, noted MacPherson.
"We're beginning to work our way
towards a cohesive level that we'll

so desperately need before we get

to Orono."

Satlg Cttqllrgum

SPORTS
Injuries to key players have left

the football staff in a bind. Co-

captains John Hulecki (sore ribs)

and Dennis Keating (internal

bleeding) along with Angelo
Dinardo (pulled hamstring),

Dennis Gagnon (thigh operation)

and Paul Metallo (hyperextension

of the knee) have all been on the

shelf.

When you consider that the

starting halfbacks are none other

than Dinardo and Metallo, you can

bet coach MacPherson has reason

to worry. At any rate the

forenamed will be in the starting

line-up at Rhaca and both Keating,

Hulecki, and Gagnon will be ready

for service.

MacPherson noted that those

who are going to play at Maine
have performed well to date. "But

we'll be going with our "Maine"
lineup against Cornell except for

the parts that are still at Vic

Keedy's shop," exclaimed the

rookie coach.

Another reason that has
prompted the team toward its

preseason cohesiveness is the fact

the Redmen are rested With the

start of school, the gruelling grind

of double sessions has been
abandoned. "The fact that the boys

can now relax and watch the girls

in the mornings, has helped a lot"

quipped MacPherson.
But if anything has helped to

make things more relaxing, it

would have to be the poise, desire

and potential of starting quar-

terback Piel Pennington that takes

preference. The 6'5, 195 lb. Soph
transfer from New Canaan, Ct.

resembles former UM great Greg
Landry in quality and quantity. It's

a consoling thought to have Pen-

nington to start your program for

he has a three term license being

only a Soph.

"He's like a thoroughbred,"

claimed the new coach. He's just

going to get better and better.

The curtain on the MacPherson
era in UMass football is soon to be

drawn. The prelude at Ithaca

should offer all types of forecast,

but when the initial whistle at

Orono starts it all, you know the

Redmen will make the newcomer a

winner.

Redman Ramblings -After the

Cornell scrimmage, MacPherson
should be positive on his starting

Howe Bids NHL Farewell
DETROIT (AP)-It was hard to

tell whether they were tears

welling up in Clarence Campbell's

eyes or just the television lights

glistening in them.

But the president of the National

Hockey League would not hide his

gloom at the crowded, noisy but

sorrowful luncheon Thursday at

Olympia Stadium that formally

marked the retirement of Gordie

Howe of the Detroit Red Wings.

'Inevitably it will be treated as a

sad day,'' Campbell said prior to

the introduction of Howe at a head

table filled with the Who's Who of

hockey.

"It is a sad day.

"Never in the history of hockey

has there been such an obvious and

dramatic loss.

"...Hockey can never repay its

debt of gratitude to Gordie Howe."
Bruce Norris, president and

owner of the Red Wings wasted

little time introducing the legen-

dary No. 9-the man called "Mr.

Hockey."
Gordie came to the mass of 10

microphones and a dozen tape

recorders and said, smiling into

the 10 television newsreel
cameras: "I'm usually a calm
individual but I'm nervous as hell

right now."
Howe, 43-year-old right wing who

owns pages of NHL records, had
revealed Wednesday night to The
Associated Press that the

scheduled news conference was to

announce his retirement. But the

luncheon formalized it.

"I like to use the word retired

rather than quit," he said smiling.

"The wildest dreams I ever had

would never have equalled what's

happened to me over the past

years," he said.

Howe had one year remaining on

a two-year contract calling for a

salary of $100,000 a year. That

second year "is kicked out the

window," he said.

"I will be making considerably

less now than what I made as a

player," he said, but added that a

major factor in accepting his new
role as a vice president in Norris'

insurance company is that his wife

will be able to travel with him on

business trips and "I really wanted
my weekends."
His capacity as vice president

gives him responsibilities in some
of Norris' interests outside the

realm of hockey. .

"I scored my last goal here in

Detroit against Chicago," he
recalled. "Nobody knew it,' but I

took that puck and gave it to

Colleen. I told her this is the puck
from my last goal."

Contributing reasons for his

retirement were an arthritic left

wrist and a wish from his recently

deceased mother that he quit the

game.
Howe's children and brothers

were present at the Olympia Room
Lounge as was Sid Abel, long-time

friend of Howe, and former Wings'

Coach and General Manager Ted
Lindsay, who was a member of the

famed Production Line which
included Abel and Howe and Bill

Gadsby, former Wings' coach.

Ironically, if not deliberately,

Thursday was the ninth day of the

ninth month.

• ;••;•:••:•••••
»:•:•:•:«

1971 Football Schedule
Sept. 18 at Maine

Sept. 25 Dartmouth
( >ct 9 at Boston University

Oct. 16 Rhode Island

Oct. 23 at Connecticut

Oct. M) Vermont
Nov. (i Holy Cross

Nov 13 at New Hampshire
Nov. 20 at Boston College

Redmen On Radio I

Amherst, Mass.—University of Massachusetts

athletic director Warren P. McGuirk today announced

the formation of a state-wide radio network which will

broadcast the nine game Redman football schedule

this fall According to McGuirk this network will be

one of the most comprehensive state networks in the

Fast encompassing the entire state's population.

WTTT in Amherst will originate the weekly

broadcasts with Ted Peene doing the play by play

narration. Participating stations that will provide the

blanket coverage of the state include WCOP, Boston,

WNKB, Worcester, WAGE, Springfield, and WBRK
KM. Pittsfield

Sport Notices

BREAK-NECK SPEED—Shown here in action against Boston
College the University of Massachusetts Redman football team will

travel to Cornell for an exhibition on Saturday. Head coach Dick
Mat'Pherson hopes the scrimmage will help prepare the team for the

season opener at Maine on September 25th.

lineup for Maine. "Starting lineups

are made on the field, not in the

football office," told MacPherson.
After a workout Friday morning,

the squad will bus up to Ithaca at 11

a.m. and practice at 6:30 p.m. in

New York...The running of Junior

Paul Metallo and the punting of

Jack Onell have been early season

plusses. Baseball star Marc Palau
has just joined the football squad
as a kicking specialist...

MacPherson was pleased at his

initiative and willingness to help

the football team. ..Most Ivy
League schools have wealthy
alumni and Cornell is no ex-

ception...The truth of the new poly

turf can be traced to a generous
grad who thought Marinaro should
have a nice backyard to operate in,

so he promptly purchased the

product.

Intramural touch football rosters and health forms

must be received by the Intramural Office no later

than 5 p.m Monday, September 13.

*****

Anyone interested in officiating touch football

contact the Intramural Office.
*****

Candidates for the Women's Field Hockey team
should report to the WOPE field for tryouts on Sept.

I:?. 14, and 15 at 4:00 p.m.

Final Exhibitions

On Tap for NFL
(AP) - American Conference teams head into the final weekend of

exhibition action Friday night leading in head-to-head clashes with their

National Conference counterparts-a rivalry that still is tinged with the

flavor of the old AFL-NFL battles.

Those old NFLteams currently trail in inter-conference action with nine

out of the 13 windup games crossing conference lines. The AFC goes into

the final weekend with a 25-23-2 won-lost record after winning eight of 11

games last week.
The week's action brings the curtain down on the second exhibition

season involving interconference action. The NFC won the preseason

series 28-21-1 last year and posted a 27-12-1 record during the 1970 regular

season.

Green Bay plays Buffalo in one of two inter-conference games
scheduled for Friday night. Cleveland, AFC, is at St. Louis, NFC, in the

other. The third game matches the New York Jets and New England at

Memphis, Tenn.

Four out of five games Saturday night and three out of four games
Sunday also spotlight inter-conference action.

Saturday it's Atlanta, NFC, at San Diego, AFC Cincinnati, AFC, at

Washington, NFC; Kansas City, AFC, at Dallas, NFC, and Miami, AFC,
at Minnesota, NFC. Sunday its Denver, AFC, at Chicago, NFC, Pitt-

sburgh, AFC, at New York, NFC, and Houston, AFC, at New Orleans,

NFC.
The other two games are Baltimore vs. Oakland at Jacksonville, Fla.,

Saturday and Detroit at Philadelphia Sunday night in a game that will be

nationally televised by CBS starting at 9 p.m., EDT.
The week's action began Thursday night with San Feancisco meeting

Los Angeles.

The surprising Bills, who upended Detroit in inter-conference action

last week, have built a 3-2 preseason record behind the quarterbacking of

Dennis Shaw and the running and pass-catching of O.J. Simpson and

could wind up with the best record in the AFC East by beating the

Packers.

Dan Devine's Packers have won only one of five but against Cincinnati

last week put together their best offensive display with Dave Hampton
gaining 99, yards on the ground and Denny Anderson 83. Green Bay,

however, has been slowed this week by flu attacks that curtailed practice

for several players.

The Browns are coming off their first victory, achieved with Bill Nelsen

starting at quarterback over sophomore Mike Phipps. Nelsen hit on nine

of 14 passes for 193 yards in a 13-7 victory over the Giants. Phipps had

been handed the No. 1 job but has been erratic during exhibition action.

The Cardinals, with a 1-2-1 record, have allowed just 73 points but have
been unable to mount a consistent offense and have scored only 67 points.

Jim Hart is expected to start at quarterback but Pete Beathard should

see action too.

Al Woodall, held out for one week with a chip fracture of the left wrist,

will be back at quarterback for the Jets. Jim Plunkett should see con-

siderable action for the Patriots after completing 17 of 29 passes for 187

yards against Atlanta last week.

Hatfield Supports Merger

WASHINGTON (AP) -Sen Mark
O. Harfield, ROre., announced
Thursday his support for

legislation to permit merger of the

two major professional basketball

leagues.

The bill by Sen. Roman Hruska,

R Neb., and John V Tunney. D
Calif., is pending before the Senate

Judiciary Committee where
hearings have been set for Sept. 21

.

Hatfield joined as a cosponsor.
Merger of the National and

American basketball associations,

Harfield said, would increase the

growth of the sport and "bring an
end to the current rookie salary

wars."

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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The hurricane season is
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Tippo - Where Are My Freshmen?

(Editor's note-The other af-

ternoon we (the editors) were

sitting around the office listening

to a shortwave radio when we

picked up the audio portion of a

CBS news broadcast by Walter

Cronkite which was originating

from Chancellor Tippo's garden

where our esteemed Chancellor

was holding his annual Freshmen
welcome. Following is the

transcribed report filed by

Cronkite I

Cronkite -It's a beautiful day

here in Amherst, cloudy, but cool.

Were here for University of

Massachusetts Chancellor
Oswald Tippo's annual freshmen

welcome, where Tippo throws

open his world famous gardens

and greets the freshmen as they

prepare for a tough year at the

I diversity. My partner at the

scene is Ronaldi Pondhaven. who

is with our mobile camera at the

campus pond, waiting to flash

word to us when the freshmen

start on their way to Tippo's

house from Southwest.

Konaldi. are you there?

Pondhaven Yes. Walter. I'm

here bv the gorgeous campus

pond with its world famous

swans These swans, as you

know, are I he only swans in the

world that are able to polka.

Right now though, they are

blissfully circling the pond,

oblivious to the hustle and bustle

of this burgeoning University.

( )\ er here to my right you can see

the new University Library, the

tallest li brary in the world. And

back there is the controversial

Campus Center. Directly in front

of us is the new Fine Arts Center

and the Littlefield Memorial

Bridge which the freshmen will

have to cross on their way to the

Chancellor's house. Walter...

Cronkite Thank you. Ronaldi.

The atmosphere is electric up

here on the Hill, as Chancellor

Tippo and his staff await the first

tlood of freshmen to pour in The

Scrolls are busy handing out

name tags. I can see various

student leader types roaming

around The Student Activities

people are sitting in a circle,

apparently not paying too much
attention to anybody else Vice-

chancellor Campion and his wife

are making the rounds, obviously

having a good time. With them

are Dean and Mrs. Hoopes. new

to the Amherst campus. Dr.

Bromery is here, as well as

Seymour Shapiro, just back from

a year in Europe. We've gotten a

signal from Ronaldi There may

be some action by the bridge

Ronaldi—
Pondhaven-Yes, Walter it looks

.is if the crowds may be on their

way Four freshmen just came
across the bridge and crossed

North Pleasant St. I'll keep you

posted

Cronkite Thank you. Ronaldi.

Well, the dignitaries who are

assembled here are fairly buz-

zing at the news that four fresh-

men are apparently headed this

way. .Joel Stonebam and a crew

have unloaded the first of four

ions of cookies and 900 gallons of

punch I've noticed various MDC
people wandering with a dazed

look on their faces The ex

citemenl is obviously too much
for some of them Wait a minute,

it looks like those lour freshmen

have finally arrived Here they

come now They're shaking

hands with Tippo and Mrs. Tippo.

The crowd is giving them an

ovation I'll try to get a word with

I hem Excuse me. girls. How
does it feel to be the only fresh

men to come to the welcome?
Freshmen What welcome''

We're trying to find our way back

to the Quad.

Directors of Public Affairs

Daniel M. Mellev

V

u
SUG Board Upset

See page three

Jean Wiley On Angela Davis
See page three

Steal This Newspaper
See page ten
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Hampshire Committed To New Directions

By BOB CALLAHAN
The directions which Hampshire

College is taking this year, along

with an explanation of the college's

more significant new programs,

were discussed at a press con-

ference held at Hampshire last

Friday morning.

Speaking before the local press

were Dr. Charles R. Longsworth,

Hampshire's new president, and

members of the faculty and
student body of the new institution

which opened its doors last year.

Hampshire College, an institution

committed to new designs for

learning, is an independent, ex-

perimenting, co-educational,

liberal arts institution located on

Rte 116 about three miles from

Amherst Center.

President Longsworth, suc-

cessor to Franklin Patterson

Hampshire's first President, told

the local press that Hampshire

values it's programs very much.

At Hampshire, the students are of

great importance and they par-

ticipate heavily in the creation of

the college's programs. "What we
haw and will have is a result of

devotion of the faculty and

students," Longsworth said. In

continuing, he cited the devotion

and work of Franklin Patterson

who contributed greatly to the

development ol Hampshire.

Speaking about Hampshire's
faculty, Longsworth said that it

lakes second place to none in the

valley. 'They have a profound

interest in college exploration and
the under graduates.'' continued

Longsworth.
Next on the morning agenda was

a discussion of Hampshire's new

programs. Jett Maguire, Hamp-
shire student, discussed the

college's unique Environmental

Quality Program. In this program.

Hampshire students are pursuing a

goal of the school: combining

education with public service. The

programs' first project was a trip

down the historic Concord River,

following the course taken by

Henry David Thoreau. The group,

which was accompanied by Dr.

Coppinger, who designed the

program, charted and checked

plant and animal life along the

river as compared to the time

when Thoreau lived. Water
samples taken by the group in-

dicated a high bacteria count as a

result of the dumping of human
wastes into the river.

This year the group is pursuing a

larger project in the city of

Holyoke in cooperation with the

Model Cities Program of Holyoke

Holyoke. like many of our cities, is

facing many economic and en-

vironmental problems. The En-

vironmental Quality Program is

working with the residents of

Holyoke to try to solve the

problems facing the city.

Dr. Coppinger explained that

students, when working in a

project such as this, begin to

realize that they can be an energy

source to help solve problems-and

members of society rather than a

I horn in the flesh.

The students will participate in

such programs as Clinical and

Public Health Problems, waste

disposal and Urban Kcology.

Already, Holyoke has been
provided with a $10,000 grant to

assist the program conducted by

Hampshire.

Another unique program con-

ducted by the progressive in-

stitution of learning is called "The

Red Barn Project." This project,

which grew out of Professor

Norton Juster's course on Man
Made Environment, is giving

students a chance to design and

create their own environment.

This course is perfectly suited to

Hampshire's "learning through

doing" philosophy and those taking

part were given an introduction

into the whole problem of ar-

chitecture. The Red Barn is a

century old barn on the campus
which will be converted to a

student union. The plans have been

finalized, but due to financial

problems the conversion to the

student center has been held up.

The third and final program
discussed was the Law program at

Hampshire It was described by

the originator and director of the

program. Lester Mazor. Hamp-
shire's Henry H. Luce Professor of

Law. as an unusual program. This

summer five students of Hamp-
shire's Law Program have par-

ticipated in some phase of law He

plans to get together these people

to share with others their ex-

periences. Mazor said that this

would probably be unusual in any

other college.

In continuing. Mazor said that

there are two law courses which

are now being shaped by students.

In closing he said that this

program is the largest on campus
due to external funding and it's

large range of activities.

In the closing part of the con-

ference, student Wendy Boullard

told the group that she took a

course in the history of punishment

and as an outgrowth she wanted to

find out what is going on today. She

I old the group of her experiences

while working at the Hampshire
County Jail She said that this year

I he law Program at Hampshire
will consist of three parts

seminars, work in prisons and

speakers Irom prisons such as

prisoners and corrections officers

along with tilms and plays on

prison life.

Friday morning's press con

ference showed that Hampshire is

indeed a unique school and is a step

in the right direction of continuing

education.

Loader Says New Phone Books Are Coming
Registrar William Loder an-

nounced Friday that nearly half

the local addresses and phone

numbers in this \ ear's Student

Directory are incorrect.

He said that because of this, a

supplement containing corrected

addresses and phone numbers will

he punted and should be available

in about a month.

\ lack ot communications bet-

ween the Registrar and the

Housing oil ice was the cause of

this error, according to Loder. At

the time the directory was being

compiled, the Housing Office tiles

Still listed last year's addresses

and phone numbers. Consequently,

the directory now reflects this

error. Loder said

Loder added that the sup-

plement, which will contain only

current addresses and phone
numbers, will be a "sufficient

solution'' to the problem. He noted,

however, that although $2000 of the

S.MHO printing costs of this year's

directory was funded by the

Resident Halls Telephone Trust

Fund, it now appears that there

will not be enough money left to

distribute supplements to the

resident hall phones.

The supplements will be

available only with the directories

sold at the University Store The
cost of the directory and sup-

plement is tentatively set at $.75.

In the past, directories were
published twice a semester to

insure that addresses were up-

dated during the year. These were

published by the University

Printing Facility, which was
slower though less expensive

Loder said. Directories were
usually a month late in

distribution Loder said that one

complete directory, printed faster

at a higher cost would be more

beneficial to students during the

first lew weeks alter registration

He also said that this year's

problems will be eliminated in the

future
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BUS SERVICE SCHEDULE
LV. U Mass. for No. Amherst - 8:24a.m., 11:54, 12:54 p.m.,

3:56, 6:01

L V. U-Mass. for Amherst Center, Hadley and Northampton
7:31 a.m., 8:36, 10:01, 12:06 p.m., 1:06, 2:01, 4:09, 5:04,

6: 14.

Connections at Northampton for

Easthampton, Florence, Leeds, Haydenville and

Williamsburg

L V. U-Mass. for Worcester, Belchertown, Ware, Brook-

fields, Spencer and Leicester

Fridays- LV - U-Mass. 12:45 p.m., 4:50 p.m.

Saturdays: LV. U-Mass. 12:45 p.m.

Sundays: LV - U-Mass. 12:45 p.m., 6:25 p.m.

For Tickets and Information

The Lobby Shoppe, Student Union Bldg. Tel. 545-2006

CHARTER A BUS
call our office for rates and arrangements Tel. 584-6481

Western Mass. Bus Lines, Inc.
Northampton, Mass.
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Office ot the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student union on

the University c»mpus, up code 01002 Phones are 545 2550 (news), 545 03«
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SUG Board Upset Over Scanlon Affair
By JIM GOLD

So far as the Student Union Governing Board is

concerned, "any conception of power is wrong" said

Kocky Hodgson at a task force meeting to review

the administration's reorganization of the Campus
Center last summer that placed Gerry Scanlon as

Director of the Campus Center, without the SUG
Board being consulted, claims the so-called ruling

board of the CC.
Saying that the move violated its constitution, the

SUG board moved last summer to nullify the ad-

ministration's actions and appoint the task force to

make recommendations on the motions.

After an hour of discussion on what the role of the

Board is and what it should be, the task force

decided to investigate the following questions as its

agenda: I. Do we need/want reorganization? 2.

What is the definition of the CC Director, Business

Manager, student activities director, and Campus
Center'' 3. How should the CC reorganize and why
did the administration reorganize the way it did?

and 4. Who's boss'.'

On the task force is Hodgson, Bob Nims. Lisa

Mandril. Guy and Vida Ross. Paul Bigelow, Sheila

McRevey, Eld Rudner, Mike Curran, and John

Barbaro. Early in the meeting, Curran was elected

Chairman
The feeling of being powerless permeated the

meeting Several times Hodgson emphatically

stated that it is ' ime to stop asking for power" and

start demanding it.

Lee Sandwen, President of the Student Senate

observing the meeting, said "If the building is paid

for by students, students should run it."

Nims pointed out how powerless the SUG Board is

by stating that "the nullification of Gerry (Scanlon)

does nothing."

Suggested, but not fully accepted at the meeting,

was sending a letter stating the temporary ac-

ceptance of Scanlon while the Board reviews the

reorganization. No one was sure what would happen

if the Board rejected it.

Bigelow. who is also a full time employee at the

CC, pointed out that the administration has never

acknowledged that students run things which they

pay for. He cited the University Health Services as

an example where students pay a fee but don't run

the operation.

What seemed agreeable to the committee was
defining its role as a policy setting board not ac-

tually involved with the day-to-day operations of the

center.

Planned for next week's meeting in answer to

question one is a presentation by Miss McRevey and
Bigelow showing the present and past structures of

the Campus Center and Student Union.

They are also hoping that the administration will

present in some form how the CC fits into the

general University structure and the fiscal break-

down of its operations.

I'.uh Nuns

By JKRKY LAZAR
Clearing up several miscon-

ceptions surrounding the trials of

Angela Davis and Ruchell Magee,

1 1 Mass English Professor .lean

Wiley spoke before a

predominantly Black audience at

Thompson Hall Saturday. Prof.

Willey has spent months

documenting the trials and defense

of Angela Davis.

One common misconception

which Professor Wiley discredited

was that there is money "pouring

in" to be used to defray the ex-

pense of Angela Davis' defense.

•This is not true," she said.

•There is absolutely no money in

any fund for Angela Davis."

Another widespread miscon-

ception is the image associated

with Ruchell Magee.
•Ruchell Magee is not the idiot

the white media projects."

asserted Professor Wiley. She

claimed that the white press has

used subtle and devious tactics"

to contrast the images of Angela

Davis, the intellectual, and Ruchell

Magee. the incompetent moron.

Ruchell is adept in U.S. Law,

and is known as the jailhouse

lawyer." Professor Wiley con-

Jean Wiley Speaks On Angela Davis
^f, ,;.,„™4 -iin „f. n ionHc uH,m.o tn ,un<.rinP his legal claim, which would be carried Professor Wiley the Calift

tinued. "He often lends advice to

lawyers, including Howard
Moore."
Professor Wiley also pointed out

that Ruchell knew enough law to

disqualify five judges on grounds

of prejudice and racism, and un-

presedented feat. .

Last June, Miss Wiley was asked

to go to the San Francisco Bay area

by Angela Davis' chief defense

attorney. Howard Moore. Her
purpose was to compile and
document the trials from the Black

perspective. She went in mid-June,

assuming the trials would be

completed by this fall. However,
she will continue working with

Howard Moore, and has taken a

temporary leave of absence from
I Mass this semester.

In discussing the progress of the

now famous trials. Professor
Wiley said that separating the

trials of Angela Davis and Ruchell

Magee was "a politically bad
move. To sever them seemed on

one level nonsensical, and on

another level naive."

The severance of the trials was
unintentional according to

Professor Wiley. She said Ruchell

was perturbed at the judge for

ignoring his legal claim, which

stated he could not be tried in one

court while appeal was pending in

another. He moved for an im-

mediate severance of trials, not

actually believing the motion

would be carried Professor Wiley

explained, the motion was passed

and the trials of Angela Davis and

Ruchell Magee were severed,

however.
•Ruchell is determined to expose

the California penal system.''

according to Professor Wiley

'But Ruchell's life is in serious

jeopardy, every bit as much as

George .Jackson's was."

Good
Readers
Make Good
Leaders

I

Mobe Meets Tonight
The Student Mobilization Committee holds its first meeting tonight in

the Campus Center at H:(M) in room 174-176. The guest speaker will be

George Kontanis.

Mr Kontanis has taught two courses on European History at the

I iiiversity of Illinois, formerly a student at Leeds Lmversity. he has

been an anti-war activist since 1985. He is now on the staff of the Greater

Boston Peace Action Coalition.

other topics of discussions will be a number of national anti-war ac-

tions, proposed and accepted this summer at the National Peace Action

Coalition Convention on July 2 4. ,_

.«£* rimes
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WORCESTER CCmWS
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Stookbridge Rd.

o
FRANKLIN COtCNS
Continuous feeding

10:30 ».m.to 7 P-".

>y«<SHII€ COmWS'
Continuous feeding

6:30 to 6:30

University Dr.

BERKSHIRE COtCNS
Continuous

10:30 to 7:00 p.

HARDEN CCftONSL
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..Blt€t i
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Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics was the method

taught to the staffs of Presidents Kennedy and

Nixon; to Senators Ted Kennedy, Proxmire, Ribi-

coff and Symington. It has helped hundreds of

thousands of people in politics, the theatre, busi-

ness and professional life, as well as students

throughout the U. S. We guarantee to refund your

tuition if we do not at least triple your effective

reading speed.

NOW A FREE MINI-LESSON

WILL SHOW YOU HOW IT WORKS

After one Free Mini-Lesson your reading speed

could increase substantially — right then and

there. There's no cost or obligation for this free

hour of fascinating instruction. After that, the

decision to continue is up to you.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS

UNIV. OF MASS., CAMPUS CENTER RM.908

One of these dates:

Mon., Sept. 13 at 4 p.m. or 7 p.m. or 9 p.m.

Toes., Sept. 14 at 4 p.m. or 7 p.m. or 9 p.m.

tfed., Sept. 15 at 4 p.m. or 7 p.m. or 9 p.m.

Classes begin Thurs. Sept. 16 at 7 p.m.

PAUL MURPHY 253 2425

Q
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
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Medina Court-Martial

Lawyer Won't Let Him Testify
J r.-„ ntt^ ------ the hnriips and the lieutenant and I

FT. MCPHERSON, Ga. (AP)-A
civilian lawyer for Lt. William L.

Calley, Jr., said Sunday he will

advise Calley not to testify Monday
at Capt. Ernest Medina's murder
trial.

The defense in the Median trial

plans to open its case by calling as
a witness Calley, convicted earlier

this year of slaying My La'

civilians

George L. Latimer of Salt Lake
City, Utah, reached by telephone

after His arrival at Ft. Benning,

da., where he conferred with

(alley on Sunday, said, "from
what I know at the present time,

,md from what I have before me I

will advise him not to testify."

Latimer, who represented Calley

at his trial, said he may alter his

position if the military judge in the

\ dma trial orders the lieutenant

to testily A soldier's refusal to

testify when ordered to do so by a

military judge, said Latimer, can

make him liable for a five-year jail

sentence.
It ue get an order to testify

tomorrow we would have to take

another look at the situation," said

Latimer.

Calley was sentenced to life

imprisonment for his role at My
Lai, but the sentence was reduced

recently to 20 years. He has been

confined to his quarters at Ft.

Benning since his conviction.

The defense had already in-

dicated that it believed Calley

would invoke the Fifth Amendment
right against self incrimination as

grounds for not testifying. Defense

lawyer F. Lee Bailey says he has

learned, through a source he

refused to name, that Calley's

version of what happened at My
Lai has changed since his court-

martial.

The lieutenant testified at his

trial that he was acting at My Lai

under orders from Medina to

destroy the Vietnamese village and

kill everything in it. Medina denied

ever giving such orders and said he

was unaware of his troops killing

civilians until the operation was
almost over.

Medina. 35, of Montrose, Colo.,

who was awarded a Silver Star for

his gallantry in Vietnam, was the

commander of Charlie Company
when the American Division in-

fantry unit attacked My Lai on

March 16. 1968. Calley was one of

three platoon leaders who served

under Medina at My Lai.

The captain is accused of

shooting one civilian as she lay

wounded in a rice paddy, ordering

the shooting of a small boy as he

fled across a trail, and choosing not

"Have I Got m
Girl For You*

to intervene upon discovering that

his troops were committing mass
murder.
Medina is additionally charged

with assaulting a Viet Cong suspect

by firing his rifle over the man's

head into a tree during an in-

terrogation.

The government rested its case

against Medina last Thursday

after its 31st witness, Robert

Brisentine, an Army polygraph

examiner, testified about remarks

the captain made to him during 14

hours of interviewing. Brisentine

was not allowed to testify about the

actual results of the lie detector

test, which the defense claims

would show that Medina has told

the truth about My Lai.

Brisentine's account of the in-

terview closely paralleled the

testimony that Medina gave when
finally called as a witness by the

jury in the Calley trial.

Medina testified that he shot the

woman because he thought she was
armed and that the shooting of the

boy was an accident. He insisted

that his first knowledge of the

murder of large numbers of

civilians came when he discovered

20 to 28 civilian bodies on a trail,

about three hours after the assault

began.
The defense hopes that Calley

will testify that his only radio

communication with Medina came
when the captain ordered a cease-

fire after finding the bodies and the lieutenant and his platoon,

suspecting that it was the work of

China Quiet On Khrushchev Death
AP -Communist China, whose relations with the Soviet Union

deteriorated sharply when Nikita Khrushchev was premier, maintained

North Vletiuunete and North Korean broadcasts monitored in Tokyo,

made no mention of the former Soviet leader, who died in a Moscow

hospital Saturday at the age of 77.

Communist Poland gave only sparse news coverage Sunday on the

d6
The official Polish. Communist Party paper Trybuna Ludu in a 30-word

statement said Khruschev had died and listed the political posts he once

he
poles in the street took the news with interest but one remarked "there

was a time when this man could command headlines here just for

Sn

Tne
n
Albanian news agency ATA in a terse report Sunday headlined

Khrushchev's death by saying "The Renegade Nikita Khrushchev Died.

ATA attributed the report on his death to other news agencies and

explained that Khruschev "for years led the Soviet revisionist clique of

traitors of Marxism-Lenninism to re-install capitalism in the Soviet

The semiofficial Cairo newspaper Al Ahram eulogized Nikita Khrush-

chev Sunday as the man who "broke the Western arms monopoly in the

Middle East and laid the foundations of Soviet-Arab friendship."

The paper said Khruschev will best be remembered among the Arabs

for giving the green light in 1955 to a Czech-Egyptian arms deal, "For

supporting the Arab liberation tide" and for helping Egypt build the giant

Aswan high dam.
Khrushchev was also responsible for ending "the era of Stalinist

repression" in the Soviet Union, for beginning the policy of coexistence

with the West and for launching the Soviet moon program ahead of

America. Al Ahram said.

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi of India described former Soviet

Premier Khrushchev Sunday as "a man of the people" and said "his

friendly attitude to India at a crucial time reflected a deep and abiding

friendship between the two countries and people."

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.

i AP)—Laurie Lea Schaefer began

her first full day as Miss America

1972 Sunday, outlining con-

servative views on politics,

fashions and morality she believes

are shared by most young
Americans.
Miss Schaefer. 22, of Bexley,

Ohio, was crowned Miss America

at Convention Hall here Saturday

night.

At her first formal news con-

ference she said:

"It would be good to end the war
but I believe we have a right to be

in Vietnam."
She also said she didn't believe in

pre-marital sex; that marijuana

use leads to "hard drugs,"
abortions should be illegal; and

that women aren't discriminated

against in America.
I think the majority of young

people think the way I do on just

about everything," she said.

Miss Schaefer, an auburn-haired

green-eyed University of Ohio

graduate, replaced Phyllis George

of Texas as Miss America. At

Saturdays selection ceremonies

before 19.0(H) persons. Miss Idaho,

Karen Herd, was named first

runner up. Second runner up was
Miss Massachusetts. Deborah Ann

O'Brien; third runner up, Miss

Pennsylvania, Maureen Victoria

Wimmer. and fourth runner up

Miss Maine. Allyn E. Warner.

Miss Schaefer said she hoped it

wouldn't be necessary but that she

looked forward to making a tour of

Vietnam to entertain troops. She

said President Nixon was doing a

good job of trying to end the war.

She said she was active in a

conservative youth group that

holds mock political conventions,

but declined to name the

organization.

"People will think, well, she is

Package Price

Water Beds
Special Frames
BED SPREADS
for Water Beds

Reg. Beds

A Head of Time
360 College St.

Rre. 9

close minded," she said of herself

She said she likes to dress con

servatively and doesn't own a pah

of blue jeans.

As for pre-marital sex. Miss

America said. "It's not for me."
Miss America contestants, she

said, help support women's
liberation because the pageant

gives women a chance to develop

their own views and goals.

The pageant has been the target

of feminist protesters for three of

the last four years. On Saturday,

about 30 women picketed calmly

outside Convention Hall before the

pageant began.

How long had she hoped to be

Miss America.
"It goes back to when I was

four." Miss Schaefer said. "My
sister was always telling me that

some day I'd be Miss America."

She has one sister and two

brothers. Her father is deceased.

When asked to name the person she

admires the most. Miss America
replied. "Mom."

ARE YOU
A business man or woman?

Not easily put off??

Interested in a challenge??
$ $ $

Interested in making moneynil
As much as you want,

on your own time??

$ $

SELL ADVERTISEMENTS

for the

DAILY COLLEGIAN

Find out more at the RECRUITING MEETING
TUESDAY, SEPT. 14th. Time and Place

will be announced in Weds, paper.

® THE
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

announces the beginning of its 1971-72 lecture series

with its first speaker

MR. JOSEPH HELLER
author of CATCH 22 and WE BOMBED IN NEW HAVEN

"An Evening with Joe Heller
11

will be presented

Tuesday, Sept. l4, at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

An open coffee hour in the Colonial Lounge will follow the lecture

Tutors Being Sought
#

Credit May Be Available For Jail Toutoring
Credit for tutoring in the

Hampshire County House of

Correction may be available lor

any interested undergraduate. A
student organization designed to

encourage closer community-
student relations through student

work in nearby communities,
Action Lab is sponsoring lor the

second year -the tutorial program
leading to high school equivalency

lor inmates in the jail.

Student tutors will be chosen on

the basis of the amount of time

they have available, their past

experiences and future plans.

sensitivity, interest, academic and
leaching competency, and a for-

mal application. For their efforts,

the tutors will receive :5 credits.

A general description of the

program will be given this coming
Wednesday evening at K:(K» PM in

Iloom 174 of the Campus Center.

The selected students will then

attend training meetings

throughout the rest of the month,

and they will meet with the Deputy

Master of the jail and other of-

ficials, psychologists, and ex-

perienced teachers. Actual

tutoring will begin in October.

The jail itself, located in Nor-

thampton, is almost 200 years old.

It holds men whose terms are no

longer than two and one-half years

Thus, the population of the House

can include anyone from a student

waiting trial for possession of

grass to a murderer serving out the

last couple years of his sentence

before parole. Many of the inmates

are ex-junkies, convicted for

stealing to support their habit

some have college degrees and are

goal-oriented: others read on a

third grade level and would come
to a tutoring session only to get off

the cell block for a couple of hours.

Kssentially two skills are needed

for the General Educational

Development Test (GED) or high

school equivalency: reading and

math. The Action Lab tutorials will

concentrate on these skills.

Part of the difficulty of any

tutorial program is inadequate

lollowup. An ex-con is released to

the world from a County Jail with

only enough money for local bus

fare. No jobs are provided, no

place to crash Although the of-

ficials in the jail are working with

many community groups, their

chief handicap is lack of money

from the State

Although, as one resource person

lor the program says, "We can

claim little virtue for the fact that

were here and they re there."

Tutors should remember that not

all prisoners are hip Fldridge

( leaver types. Some of the inmates

are in jail for very good reasons,

and the tutor training sessions will

try to present not only the inmates

point of view, but the guards.

Hopefully, the Action Lab
tutorials will help to lessen the

distance between the truly

alienated and the socially ac-

cepted

Weather Watch

HeidiHeading TowardsCarolinas

Special for students
REPRINT FREE
What are some American

companies and associa-

tions doing about our

environment? A special

advertising section in this

month's Reader's Digest

gives many of the an-

swers. Get a free reprint,

by writing

P.O. Box 5905
Grand Central Station

New York, N.Y.10017

MIAMI lAP)-A mushrooming

tropical storm named Heidi took

aim on Cape Hatteras. N.C.,

Sunday Elsewhere harried

hurricane trackers watched storm

Kdith predicting it would scavenge

strength in the warm (mil of

Mexico and spring back to life.

•For the immediate future the

most dangerous storm is Heidi.'"

National Hurricane (enter

Director Dr. Robert Simpson said.

•The storm's just gotten started

and it's hard to say what its going

to do in the next 24 hours.

"But we can say it's heading

straight for the U.S. coastline and

it will be near hurricane force

when it gets there.'' he said

The small but potent storm was

about ;2.") miles south of the North

( arolina cape and moving at about

III miles per hour at noon Sunday

Its latitude was :10.7 North, its

longitude 74.2 West Heidi's 45-50

mph gales huddled in a semi circle

mi the eastern edge of the storm as

it plowed north northwest at a

steadily increasing speed.

Simpson said its steering

currents were likely to take it over

or near Hatteras and northward

toward the Delaware coast by

Monday evening.

Meanwhile, Tropical Storm

Kdith. downgraded from a

hurricane after a bombardment of

Central America's east coast, was

a sprawling disorganized mass

idling m the Gull of Mexico about

n\{) miles west northwest of

Menda. Mexico

But the Atlantic season's worst

hurricane was expected to suck

new punch from the warm waters

of the (hill and speed up on a 12

mph north northwesterly course

Monday.
Forecasters who had spent most

,,| last week al their radar and

satellite tracking monitors were

concentrating on Heidi and Edith

Sunday They said a minimum of

el fort' was' being devoted to

Hurricanes Ginger and Fern and a

depression bori Saturday night

about S5U miles east southeast of

Barbados.

Nixon : Chou-En-lai Insidious

'

WASHINGTON IAP i
President Nixon was told Sunday by a visiting

Chinese Roman Catholic cardinal to beware of Communist Chinese

Premier Chou-En-lai because he is "an insidious man.

Paul Cardinal Yu-Pin from Taiwan was among 380 guests at the ire

White House Sunday worship service of the fall season. He told reporters

te gave that message to the President as he went through the receiving

"The cardinal said also that Chou-En-lai "is a professional liar" and "1

do not believe any good can come from that meeting, referring to

Nixon's plans to go to Mainland China for a summit session with C hou.

The cardinal is president of the University of Formosa and sa.d he

knew Chou-En-lai before he left Mainland China in 1948.

Student Senate

BOOK

LOANS

Now Available

Student Senate

Office, Level 1

Campus Center

Rent a refrigerator for

your room. Just$4.44a month.

• Compact-dimensions are only 20 x 17 x 18"

• Spacious-Two cubic-foot capacity, holds up to 36

cans of cold drinks

• University-approved for dormitory use

• Free pick-up and delivery

• Guaranteed- if one of our refrigerators malfunctions,

• We pay interest on your deposit

• Mini-Kool Protection Policy-for $1 a term it relieves

you of all Lability for fire and theft. And it's free to all

who pay a full academic year's rent in advance.

• Purchase option-you can buy your refrigerator if

you like, and 75% of your rental payments will be

applied toward the $89.50 purchase price.

we'll replace it

within 24 hours.

of our refrigerators malfunctions, apP"«u iu««.u y—.— k

rAII 256-8488, mini J koolCALL 953-2494
mim

» ztt^;
be ranted tor shorter penods as w-//, with some adiustment m the monthly cost
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In Private Chambers
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The presiding judge at the county district court

grants a private arraignment for the son of a well-

known Judge. The son, a prosecutor for the biggest

University in the area, appears in the Judge's private

chambers on charges of drunkedness, operating under

the influence and driving to endanger. With him, his

father, the Judge, and his brother, the mayor of the

county's largest city. The arraignment is not an-

nounced to the press, but two days later the word is

out.

Sounds a little sleazy doesn't it. But its all true. The

story^ builds as a local newspaper asks the Chief of

District Courts for the State whether the private

arraignment was legal. The reply of circuitously said

yes there was "no question" of the Judge's integrity.

Atty. Donald Dunphy is UMass's prosecutor. His

father is Edwin P. Dunphy, a special Justice Hamp-
shire County District Court. His brother Sean M.

Dunphy, the youthful mayor of Northampton. The

private chamber was that of Judge Luke F. Ryan,

Hampshire County Court.

Donal Dunphy was arrested on August 5. A month

later he was fined for his reckless driving. Police

testimony failed to convince the Court of Dunphy's

alleged drunkedness.

The llolyoke Transcript-Telegram had made the

inquiry into the propriety of Judge Ryan's private

family style arraignment, to Judge Franklin N.

Flaschner of Newton, Chief Justice of the state's

district court system. Flaschner's first reply stated

that he would "look into the incident" and that he had

"never heard of arraignments taking place other than

in open court."

After receiving a letter for Judge Ryan the Chief

Justice made a second reply which claimed that under

Massachusetts' law Rule 7 of the Initial Rules of

Criminal Procedure in Massachusetts "a judge may
conduct a hearing in a room other than where court

session is customarily held if in the discretion of the

judge he deems it necessary or desirable in the in-

terest of the defendant or the public."

Flaschner excused Ryan's discretion, saying that he

could -understand" why Ryan honored Dunphy's

•lequest" for a private arraignment.

The whole affair seems to be lifted from the script of

an afternoon soap opera. Obviously it was somewhat

unorthodox for Judge Ryan to grant Dunphy's

request, but that is what makes life interesting.

One can imagine that this well-known Northampton

family had friends in the right places and for any

number of reasons decided to proceed along what was

finally interpreted as a legal path. The question

remains is whether the court would be inclined to

follow the precedent set by Judge Ryan and affirmed

by Chief Justic Flaschner, in cases other than those

involving sons of judges and brothers of mayors. To a

Uudent perhaps.

It is not difficult to imagine the reasons that an

ordinary man or woman would have to merit a private

arraignment. There are many legal questions which

would unfairly damage an individual's reputation in

the community, if even ordinary attention was paid to

it by the media.

The cases of University students charged with

possession of marijuana, it could be argued, do more

damage to the individual and to tne reputation of the

institution than is warranted.

The question of whether or not Judge Ryan acted

reasonably in the family style arraignment of Dunphy

will be left open in the minds of the many around

Hampshire County, for some time. But as much as it

might pain anyone to take advantage of the precedent

set for a man accused of reckless driving (a charge

that should be treated as attempted manslaughter)

the Dunphy case does offer one more loophole for

anyone who deserves it.

One rather cyncical opinion on the whether a

student would receive a private arraignment it

requested was voiced by a local Amherst legal tycoon:

'Sure, if you can buy three judges."

Don Glickstein

On boys & nuts & Alice

In everybody's life, there's a summer of 71. It can be

a harrowing experience, so the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian is pleased to present to you your own "Guide

to the Summer of 71".

Boys' State-These embarrassed high school boys,

wearing red tee shirts not unlike those of Mao's red

guard, terrorized the campus during June with cries

of "C'mon, men!" and "I pledge allegiance..." and

"Can I bum a cigarette?". Boys' State was described

by one "citizen" as "sitting around, saluting the flag,

and praying a lot." Sponsored by the American
legion.

Mahareshi Mahesh Yogi-As Ed Sullivan once said,

it was a really big shew." Polluting the Cage during

July and August were thousands of transcendental

meditators, burning rancid incense, buying FTD
flowers, and outsmiling anyone who smiled in their

path. Leader of the meditators was the Mahareshi,

affectionately called "Mahareshi". He proved con-

clusively that any legitimate scientific phenomenon
can be draped over the eyes of a white, middle class,

suburban population, provided that the leader of such

a movement rides around in a green Mercedes Benz,

wears a cute little Marx Brothers-type beard, hiccups

soprano every few words, and comes across as naive.

And that's shrewd. The dining commons ladies are not

looking forward to next year, when the meditators

may return with more nuts, berries, and tomatoes.

The Patriots Known by many names. Known by

swingshift girls very well. Known by their 10PM
curfew Many of them have muscular bodies and drive

around in sports cars with swingshift girls before their

10PM curfew They eat a lot Quite correctly, their

summer camp was housed m .lames House. They lose

a lot. too.

Dining Commons Infamous for having served ham
and cheese sandwiches lor breakfast, lunch, and

dinner one day tins summer, Parents up for freshman

orientation were slightly pissed. It was in the Dining

('ominous that the quote of the year was heard:

Alice. Alice, come here. This counselor called me
'fuck-nose'." Joel Stoneham receives the Studebaker

Managerial Award for consistently making sure that

only one breakfast line was open for 400 freshman, 400

Swingshifters, 1000 summer school students, and 5-

ti.000 conferees.

Psycho-karate A technique invented by Brian, a

freind of Jack Deaver's Comp IAI replacement,

Elizabeth Martin. When laying a girl and surprised by

her husband and twenty other irate rednecks, go into a

fake epileptic fit or tickle your throat and begin to

vomit. They're scared shitless, and you've come a

long way...from getting your head busted.

Pinbails Four Queens is no longer popular, as you

can get more free games from Roller Coaster,

Dinosaur, Space Rocket, and Spin-A-Card. The only

thing in the entire 24 million dollar Campus Center

Complex that is making money Ken Johnson, take

note.

Reorganization-Bob Wood once said, "When you

want to appear to be making progress, but you really

don't want to, reorganize." Well. John Hunt can no

longer be called "Massa Hunt". He's now an Area

Dean. Area coordinators have been abolished. No one

ever knew what they really did anyway, except sign

»>«»jgh

meal ticket exemptions. Mo hum.
Mherl Schweitzer Award for the Arts Howie

Dresner, now Program Council Chairman ot tin-

Student Union, wins this award for consistent!}
presenting (with a little help from a decent budget'
the most amazing line arts presentations and movies
ever seen on this campus, including Paul Winter
Consort. Bill Staines. James Cot ten. Trinidad Steel

Hand. "The Strawberry Statement", W ('. Fields. "I

Love YOU Alice B Toklas ", and a myriad of other
events His only bummer was a non-Disney version of

Snow White", which sickened the hearts, stomachs,
and eyes of hundreds.
The Baptists The Seventh Day Baptists were here

See entry under Mahareshi for more information.
They're all the same.

Project 10-Moving from Central's Greenough to

Southwest s Pierpont is like moving from Westchester
County to the East 80s. Yes, it's a new Project 10 and
very seriously. I'm proud to say, we have finally

gotten our shit together. It's been a long time, and it

took a Summer of 71 to do it

•I Don't Know Much About "Work Ethic'

Wish I Could Let A Job'

I Just
.W

tP(97l -f^4-e«.s.*-cx^<

Letters To The Editor

A Stoned Soul D.A.

To the Editor:

In your editorial dated Sept. 9

you advocated that "people who

use drugs should...elect politicians

who won't maintain laws that could

arrest them." Really? This sounds

like good advice to potential

lawbreakers of all sorts. Selection

of a politician in this way would

become a supermarket-style

choice, relying on impulse buying,

read "grass" for green stamps.

I know of very few politicians

who would risk their careers and

their reputation by simply running

on an issue of defiance of laws.

This is realism, not idealism. The

one politician that I know of that

did maintain marijuana as an

election issue was Dr. Timothy

Leary, who ran for Governor of

California. At the present time, I

should add. he agrees completely

with your editorial. It's too bad the

Swiss Police didn't.

What would seem to me, after

reading your editorial, that those

in power had not only that power,

but the responsibility to evaluate.

not demand, the legalization of

grass. "Where Danger Lies", ipso

facto, is not so much getting

arrested, but instead clouding

genuine election issues in a veil of

smoke. Elect your government

officials for what they are, not

because they will make it easier to

turn on.

Urging District Attorney

Callahan to listen to students is a

good idea, but I'm not so sure

urging him to light up is. If he ever

did get stoned, I am fairly con-

fident that he couldn't have written

a better editorial than you did.

Randolph Litchfield

The Rose Still Bleeds

To the Kditor:

Last year I attempted to start a

free school" for high school

people. Due to many financial and

legal problems the project fell

through.

This vear I am teaching private

courses In Philosophy and

Religion These are non-university

non-credit courses which are

designed to help people toward

greater sell awareness. I am
hoping to reach those people who

believe that philosophy is too

unintelligible or too boring or

whatever, because I believe that

philosophy has many exciting

things to say about the basic

questions of human existence such

as who am 1. what is real, does God

exist, etc I am a grad student in

philosophy myself.

The courses will cover areas

such as: Kastern- Western

Religions, Humanistic Psychology

and Existentialism. Topics will

unhide freedom. Death, Sex,

Meditation. Drugs. Male-Female

Liberation, Astrology and the I

Clung which is an old Chinese book

which can foretell the Future.

I will use a multi-disciplinary

approach which will involve novels

(Hesse. Dioestoyevsky etc.) music

(Incredible String Band. Dylan,

Ravi Shankan and poetry. In the

last few years, I did many poetry

readings on campus reading

Feriinghetti I Tyrannus Nix?")

Ginsberg Patchen and Lenore

Kandel. We will study the works of

these poets.

I will be charging a small fee

(depending on the size of the

group) because 1 wish to do this

full-time as my life's work.

I will be glad to work with in-

dividuals or groups. Even in a

group I want to stay in touch with

individual people to see what's

happening with them.

This Tuesday night Sept. 14 I will

be holding a free meeting on the 9th

Floor Lounge of the Campus

Center. If you can't come to the

meeting, please leave a message

for me at Hamlin Dormitory on

Campus Room 402

BobZelman
c/oThe Bleeding Rose

Letters to the Kditor must be

typed at sixty spaces, double

spaced and absolutely M longer

than two pages in length. Ul

letters must be signed and the

authors address and telephone

numbers must be included. No

letters will be published without

this information. Also, no letters

will be printed without the name

of the author.

Ml letters are subject to

editing either for content or

space according to the judgment

of the editors. Also, due to space

limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed.

Editorial Points
It is rumored that one high

Student Senate official is

working as a soda jerk in the

Hatch. Now isn't that a conflict

of interest.
* * * *

Judging from the lines around

the Peter Pan bus stop on

Friday, UMass must not have

made a very good first im

pression on a lot of people.

Now is the time for all good

students to go to the book store to

get mangled, shoved, pushed

and stepped upon and to wait in

line hours for books that most of

them will never even read.
* * * *

Due to the wage/price freeze,

the new parking plan had to be

shelved. So lock your cars, take

your keys with you. You may
keep some college kid from

going bad.
* * * *

Nikita Khrushchev is dead. He
said that he would bury us. Let's

hope his physical burial does not

foreshadow ours.
* + * »

Tippo's tea party was turgid

because no one was tipsy.
* * * *

Whether you call it Bites and
Pieces or Munchy's or the Place

or the Little Hatch Upstairs,

they still serve Ratburgers. And
we're paying 88c for a 55< salad.

That's real innovation.
* * * *

Rumor has it that WMUA will

be going on the air Wednesday.
With their new voltage, we
should be able to hear it as far

away as Southwest.
* * » *

It's the new year. You know it

because you have to wade
through the liquid debris in the

tower elevators.
* * * *

Van Meter had its first party

ever Saturday. All girls.

Art Buchwald

Achoo!
WASHINGTON-A new cure for the "common cold" couldn't ha^

come too soon. Last week two Israeli researchers announced they he

been able to cure nose colds by chilling the big toes of patients' feet 1 1

Israelis claimed that the sudden temporary chilling of the big toes almo

immediately brings about a lowering of the normal temperature with

the nose. And lowering the nasal temperature dries up the nostril

thereby curing the cold.

At the time the story appeared on the front pages of newspapers and <

television 1 was in bed with a severe nose cold and my wife said to m
"Let's try it. What have you got to lose?"

The Israeli researchers said they had developed a special mdire

cooking apparatus adapted to the shape of the big toe^ It uses

refrigerant chemical called dichloro difluoromethane, which can chill

toe in less than a minute. Since we didn't have this chemical available n

wife decided to tape an ice cube on each toe.

I lay there with my feet sticking out of each side of the bed and ice cub

on my big toes.

"How do you feel?" she asked.

"About the same."
"Then why are you laughing?"

. ,._.._.. .,

"The water trickling between my toes makes me ticklish.

The ice cubes kept melting and I kept sneezing and giggling so my wi

said. "Maybe ice cubes aren't the answer\ Would you consider puttii

both your feet in the refrigerator?"

"You have to be kidding," I said.

"You have everything to gain," she said, taking the ice cubes off r

toes and handing me a bathrobe.

I sat on a kitchen chair while she removed the food from the shelves

the refrigerator. "Well try it in this part of the fridge an* if it doesi

work we'll put your feet in the deep freeze."

"Id iust as soon drink plenty of liquids and take aspirin

"There," she said, "put your feet on the third shelf and read a boo!

Five minutes later she said, "Do you feel anything?"

"Nothing at all," I said.

"Then your cold is gone?"

"No my toes are frozen, leant move them."

"They are sort of blue. Maybe you better take them out.'

"Where should I put them, in the oven?"

"There has to be some way of freezing your toes without giving >

frostbite." my wife said.

"Maybe I could put them in the mashed potatoes of a frozen 1 V c

tier
9 "

"Perhaps," she said, "if you stuck your feet against the i

conditioning vent."

id rather put them out the window.

"I know. I'll make two frozen daiquiris and you can put a big toe in a
one Thay way they'll freeze but you won't suffer."

She made two double daiquiris (banana) and inserted a toe in M

glass I relaxed as nature took its course. My body temperature Bfo

went down and in half an hour my cold was gone. Now if I can just get

of this hangover.
Copyright 1971, Los Angeles I Imei

English 221, Sect. 91
had thought ot it before, it was.

said, cleat in Shakespeare's u
\<t i. Scene '.. where Emilia I

nurse, asks Shall I letch ><

nightgown?" Ilesdemona replh

No. unpin me here
"

"That is obvious justifies!

front this fantastic m
Shakespeare that she is go

to win her husband back t

night, ((included Sir Bernard.

i reprinted from the New V<

This play is a domestic tragedy.

It is about bed and sex."

This was the explanation given

last week by Sir Bernard Miles,

director ol the Mermaid Theater in

London, for a decision that

Desdemona should be nude in the

final scene of his company's
production of "Othello."' The
decision went against theater

practice and caused quite a stir

Sir Bernard said the idea had

come in a flash of inspiration and

he couldn't understand why nobody

Times. '.• I- ^i

Photo credits, page fi:

Jim Nelson. SIMS and Dave Williams. MIX
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New
Needs Help! Here's

How Yoo Can Y Join:

Add Up All The Letters In

Your Last Name and Divide

By Your Mailbox Number.

Put Your Finger On The End

of Your Nose, Turn Around

Slowly 3 Timesf And Get On

Over To Room 163 Campus

Center Tuesday Night at 7

Joseph Heller

Speaks Tomorrow

SEE YOU THERE!

Novelist playwright Joseph

Heller achieved enduring fame

with his run-away best-seller

l'atcfc-22. The wildly hilarious and

deeply poignant anti-war novel

J08KPII IIKLLKR
reflects yet only a facet of the mind

that created it and sparked the

imagination of millions.

Seven years later with the same
wild and moving vision of man
against war. Joseph Heller

produced his first play on

Broadway. "Newsweek" ac-

claimed \\v r.timlM <l in New Haven

as 'very likely the most powerful

play about contemporary
irrationality an American has

written, with a natural cathartic

jolt that comes from the

genuineness of Heller as a moral

comedia."

A Phi Beta Kapa graduate of

New York University. Mr. Heller

received his MA. from Columbia

University and later studied under

a Fullbright Scholarship at Oxford

University in England. During

World War II, he was a B-25

bombardier and flew sixty

missions over Italy and France.

In 1953, he began writing Catch-

22 while still an advertising

copywriter, and working after

office hours and on weekends,

finished it eight years later. Since

its publication he has written ar-

ticles and film scripts -working at

the same time on a second novel

Something Happened.

The Distinguished Visitors

Program will kick-off the new year

with Joseph Heller, author of

(atth-22, on Tuesday evening.

September 14, at H:00 p.m., in the

Student Union Ballroom.

A Scene from "Hour of the Furnaces

Latin American Films Set

1971 SORORITY RUSH INFORMATION

down when you can, and as often as you can

!

Students' Educational System

Lecture Notes Program

Student Union Lobby, Room 318

Telephone 545-2683

Do you have to compete for information in your lecture

hall?

Are you incapable of recording as well as a machine?

Try this the next time you attend a lecture:

LISTEN,
THINK,

ASSIMILATE,
QUESTION,
CHALLENGE.

Maybe you will understand and learn more.

S.E.S. provides lecture notes

for 28 different academic courses.

Information, subscription tickets, and a complete course

list are available at the S.E.S. office. The office is open

Monday through Friday, 10:00 a.m. • 12:00 noon and

12:30 p.m. • 3:30 p.m.

A Latin-American Film Festival

will open the 1971-72 season of the

Fine Arts Council of the UMass-
Amherst Thursday and Friday,

Sept IB and 17, at 7 p.m. each night

in Herter Hall, rooms 227 and 231.

Tickets are priced at $1.00 for

UMass Undergrads and all others

$1.50.

Designed, to bring aesthetically

important films representative of

foreign film movements, the

Festival will feature four Latin-

American films seldom screened

outside major urban areas.

The first day of the Festival.

Thursday, will feature the

Brazilian" film "Black God, White

Devil," and the Mexican film.

"Yanco." Directed by Glauber

Kodn, "Black God. White Devil"

has won international recognition

and numerous prizes. The film

explodes the plight of the little

people, the desperate poor who

constantly and predictably, and in

vain, search for something that

will transform their lives.

This film is part of the Brazilian

Cinema Novo movement, a unique

expression of a relatively small

group of intellectuals who have

formed themselves into what has

now become a repertory theatre of

film. In less than a decade, this

group has garnered 40 in-

ternational awards-Cannes to

Acapulco. Poeretta-Terme to San

Francisco.

'Yanco," which will follow, was

directed and written by Servando

Gonzales. Winner of 16 in-

ternational awards. "Yanco" tells

how a youngster is taught to play

the violin by an old man who dies,

leaving music to the lad as his

legacy.

The Mexican film. "Mexican Bus

Hide." and the Argentinian film,

The Hour of the Furnaces," will

be shown Friday, Sept. 17. the

second day of the Festival.

Directed by Luis Bunuel.

•Mexican Bus Hide," is a film of

delicate irreverence. With perfect

comedy timing, Bunuel records the

misadventures of an innocent

young man sent over the moun-

tains to the next town to fetch the

family lawyer to his dying mother.

In this affectionate and earthy

lampoon of human weakness,

unique among Bunuel's more
"serious" rilms. we get an intimate

glimpse of the great director's

credo: a deep faith in man founded

in the imperfections of the in-

dividual The film was awarded the

Fine Arts Council

presents

Latin American Cinema Festival

4 FEATURE FILMS

THURSDAY, SEPT. 16

ii

Black God, White Devil"

directed by Glauber Rocna
and

"Yanco"
directed by Servando Gonzales

FRIDAY, SEPT. 17

"The Hour of the Furnaces
directed by Fernando Solanas

and

"Mexican Bus Ride
directed by Luis Bunuel

?»

.»»

*TTB<, Rush Parties will be held at Beta Kappa Phi, 401 North Pleasant St.

Each sorority will hold two short
pjjjgj

one™^&~£~£Z
i^^sfcfisassssas
p.m. We'll do our best to be of help!

HERTER HALL

Rooms 227/231

Festival Begins Each
Night At 7: 00 p.m.

UMass
Undergrads $1.00 (each night)

Others. . . $1.50 (each night)

Tickets available: Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall - Tel. 545-0202

Grand Prix du Film d'Avant-farge

at the Cannes Film Festival, 1952.

"The Hour of the Furnaces,"

directed hy Fernando Solanas is a

controversial film in the form of a

documentary essay, told in the

form of "notes," on violence, the

necessity for change in Argentina

-

and. by extension, in Latin

America. Tickets for each night's

showings may be obtained at the

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125

Herter Hall, telephone 545-0202.

If You Dig Music

Read On!
Special Offer

8-TRACK TAPES
$2.50 • $3.00

anything from acid rock to

country western

Tremendous Savings
8-TRACK PLAYER
PORTABLE AC-DC

under $30.00

Plus much more TVs,
Radios, the works.

FOR INFO CALL 646-5648

and ask for Paul
Brown 204 B

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE AUTOS
1969 MGC-CT, excellent ear, must

sell, will Merino*, $I9»0 firm 54«i-

4830. tfU-U

For Sale, 67 VW Hm». Excellent

eond., no runt, 40.0(H) ml. $900.

?.-,:i-7i3*. tro/io-n

ti'i X .\V . Kombl. Ooed condition.

Light* need fixing. Want $M©0. Con-
Hr Charlie fmi-5'53. tfU-10,13

ii3 VW Iteetle. Excellent condition

'Vtr-B'.'MO. tf'J-17

1970 Cnmaro, must he seen (all

.-,H|.'! »73 (m. f. aft, (i). tf9 17

1MB Triumph Tiger I.50 cc, excel-

lent condition. MMgCT. tfO 17

l!M>3 Connir - rmtj I npd., 4

curl, , kimhI condition. IJest offer

Cull -.'.VI-MMM! nfter o p.m. t f9 II

FOR SALE
Enhance Hex life. Sgl, dbl, c|iierii

or kins waterbed *'!!» 95, round or

.mmbo M0.9S. Imnied. deliv , vr

warranty . Aqua-Dream, Hov 477.

imhertit. *£?_'!>'

Excellent new FM Tuner, $13 .00;

IM inch portable TV, *!0 00; new
elertrlo Prewto llroller Hake Oven,
»I5.00. Cull ?36-843g. tf9-14

Small kitchen table ITTiTtti w/^
chairs. 34 Inch kitchen dink on me-
tal bane. Jin ohson reel moucr, «»• 1

1

propelled. .ru -70 1« after <i p m
tft-m

One Hollywood roueh and mat ch-

in* aofa, both In excellent condition.

*I3 or h.st offer. Call Oory r.-il'wi

or evening^ at 307-9313. tfl>-l .1

Dorm or apartment (die refrigera-
tor, brand new; gorgeous Knipirr
walHted wedding gown, Princes*
-t>!e Itest offer. 104 n.rit.m Vil-

lage. I!?! 1

Roger* drum Met, 4 pen. plui
(irnh plua hdwre. SiM or he«t
offer, Good condition. Cull dim
38ft- 1 634. m I •

sleep on a waterbed tonight Ml
hi/en and all frame*. 919 93 iind up
S ft. guarantee Call anytime
Jerry 880-8370. tff)-10

WIMP M\ON 'Tt - Ig. red. white
und blue decal (emphasis on
"IH'MP") ft. Dump M«on '7*. Itox

97, College Park. M il ?Q7 10 . tfll-13

Double bed matters* and »prlngt,
•ingle leed frume. Price negnliuble,
call 349-tflM utter t i If 'I II

1971 lloduka Trullbike, excellent
eond

, $tn 00 i nil f.VI-(7IO, ask fot
•ferry 9-|!i

I y r. old s;,.,ir«t fohlspol rrfriger

ator with freeger and lee rube tray *.

upprox. 9 en. ft. Price negotiable.

Call 233-711(4 after 3. tf9 11

APARTMENT WANTED
•Sr. girl needs room desperately.

Will *hare expenae* and liflp w.
furn. Contact Kuth e/o l.Na Eldlln.

404 Melville. If9-I3

ROOMMATES WANTED
Couple wanted to share large new

two bdrm apt. In Belchertnwn
Woodsy location. Leave name und
number In Machmer F.-?l If9-ll

One girl or couple only. If you
need ti place to stay until Oct. Ml

Cull aft. II, m-f 38I -T>7M IIS 17

I'eiu . <>rti«j In Ed s, d . seeks
rnunl for | bdrm., I f I

. apt. i'l

ri'ii . hse on farm, frplc . garg, t

mi MM.N mo , IM Middle >t , II id

ley. 3H«;-M781. Judy. tl'l I I

MUSICIAN WANTED
singer needed to front versatile

vroiip (rock, ballads, old standards.)
Must he experienced. Call Mew
;.-.i;-W08i. If9 -I7

HELP WANTED
•students to deliver Host on Herald

Traveler In Orchard Hill, Central and
Omul. Pretty good salary Call Paul
at 319-mHI. If9- 13-

Person to work Nuts, for faculty
family - housework, bain sitting, odd
jobs, 10 to 3. 81. 00 hr. Owm trann-
l>o nation Call l>49-<tl57, H to 14
n in 9-1

M

"room wanted
Male needs room Immediately — Is

willing to share apt. With others —
in tmhersl If posHible Call S44-RMMI
a«k for Hob. 9- It

PERSONAL
Happy Hirthdiiy M, l.uv Paula

9-13

WANTED
Experienced Hlark He It In Karate

for aparrinc practice. Call Ron fti»>-

HHt3, Hgg John Adama. tf9-13

RIDE WANTED
Hide wanted from t'ampui to lAJnt-

neadow or Springfield, Moo., Wed .

»rl. to leava I':I3 p.m. or aooir-
«bat «oon thereafter Will pay. 067-
•317 tf»-ll».—
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Books

Steal It, But Don't Read It

Pirate Kditions.
By BOB NEST!

Steal This Book by Abbie Hoffman
distributed by Grove Press. $1.95.

Steal This Book is something of the prodigal son of

underground books. While Richard Brautigan seems
to be glaring at you from every paperback book stand

and Jerry Kubin's Do It is treated regally by Delta

Press, poor Abbie Hoffman's ode to free living in

America has faced some hard

limes in coming to print. It was
rejected -by some thirty-odd

publishing firms before Hoffman

finally published it in conjunction

with the mortally ailing Grove

Press. One publisher exclaimed

that "this book will end free

speech" in his rather cowardly

dismissal.

When finally published, the book

teed further complications as

ijor bookstores (Lauriat's in

oston. Doubleday in New York)

placed an embargo on selling the

k The book was then denied

ids m every major American

ewspaper except the San
l rancisco Chronicle' and a goodly

number of underground journals

as well. Hoffman was forced to sell

his book through "head shop"

distribution and ads in little known
radical journals, no way to make it

a best seller. It was. as ironically

pointed out in a rave review in the

New York Times Book Review, an
obviouscaseofintra-publishing censorship, perhaps the

most blatant in recent history.

It seems there was much ado about nothing as Steal

This Book takes on the distinct feel of the cry of a

carnival barker. It is all veneer; there is such little

substance that if someone be dumb enough to follow

some of Hoffman's scatterbrained ploys to free living,

they deserve to be sent up.

Tease Number One: Hoffman opens his book with a

chapter on survival (free food, free housing, etc.).

How do you eat for free'7 Find yourself a wedding

reception or bar mitzvah and gorge yourself silly. Big

deal Then there's always ripping off supermarkets,

but if you need a book to tell you how that is done

vou're really in trouble Hoffman even assumes the

role of the Julia Child of the counter-culture with

recipes like "Rice and Cong" or "Hedonist's Deluxe"
• the latter involving two lobsters, not the least

inexpensive of cullinary delights, but-what the hell-

steal a lew so what if they have nasty claws I

Living isn't exactly as free as it may seem (Tease

No Two) It seems if you are going to live in the city,

the best Hoffman can suggest is that you do not seek

an apartment in June and September. Then as far as

communes go. nine are listed. There are probably

nine communes within shouting distance of this

campus.
\s far as travel. Hoffman suggests some very

common methods (hitching,

freighting) which are probably

unknown to all but the very few-

walled up in a monasteries. When
he gets daring and suggests ways
of free airline travel, he ap-

proaches the ridiculous. His

method: Just walk onto the plane

holding an empty ticket envelope

and you'll be sure to fly the friendly

skies free Of charge.

The book can be informative.

for instance if you are waiting for

the revolution you could always

practice up and follow the direc-

tions in making Molotov Cocktails.

Also 1 suppose if you never learned

the rudimentaries of first aid then

some of these tips will help you

through those first riots.

Unfortunately too much of this is

nonsense. Anyone who has any

knowledge of the areas Hoffman
claims to be so knowledgeable in

realizes that too much of it is bull.

His information about dope is aimed
at a rather naive thirteen year old.

It would also be a joy to read the sort of "un-
dergrourd" newspaper Hoffman describes how to

make. Put that's the Counter Culture-unlimited

capabilites.

Hoffman often indulges in wonderful radical

(RIGHT ON) rhetoric. He even, unabashed yet,

embarrassingly, tells his disciples not to steal from

his fellow counter-culturists. After all a brother's a

brother, no matter if he's royally ripping you off

behind his greasy whiskers in the grand spirit of "Pig

Amerika Capitalism."

Steal This Book is occasionally diverting, like a

Borscht circuit comic on the Carson show. As far as

information though, either steal a Chamber of

Commerce handbook in any given community, use

somecommon sense, or talk to your friends, but leave

\bbie Hoffman to the publishing houses. They deserve

each others paranoia.

Eating Out

Cue The Obit
Bv DAVID WILLIAMS

PLORENCEThe Miss Florence Diner passed away this weekend.

She's been sick for a long time, but Saturday night she just keeled over

and died. Medical examiners attributed her death to a severe attack of

swellheadedness.

In a way its a shame that Flo's is no longer a good place to get a meal,

because it used to be the best place around. But Flo was only human and

you can hardly expect her not to change if people keep saying good things

about her. People said too many good things about Flo and she took it to

heart.

One of the good things people used to talk about was the food. But the

food now just plain ain't what it used to be. Behind that, though, is the real

reason why Flo is to be shunned. The people who work for Flo are without

a doubt the most arrogant, discourteous, unfriendly people you could ever

hope to find in a place that supposedly caters to the public. You have to

repeal orders four and live times, you have to wait an inordinate amount

of time to get vour meal, sometimes you never get things that you asked

lor and everything is just dropped in front of you. The silverware is

slippery, the water has little black things in it. the help have arguments

behind "the counter, they seem to be so caught up with being efficient that

the whole operation suffers Don't ever ask for a rare steak because it will

moo when \ou try to cut it.

In short. Flo suffered from a very fatal disease that is still at work

Sure, you can still go to Flo's and get a meal, it hasn't closed or anything

Bui that meal will be cold when you get it, you have to take a chance that

you will gel your rolls or your salad and won't get your steak, you have to

wail m tine, put up with the help, ad nauseam I almost can't say enough

bad things about the place. The last lour times I've been there it's been

lacking in any number of areas Four out of four is a lousy average. From
now on I'm sticking to the Hatch.
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FALL SEMESTER — ISRAEL
Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study in Jerusalem, Israel/July-December, 1971

( 40) students from 25 universities enrolled in 1970)

Juniors and Seniors eligible

Four courses/Hebrew not required/Earn 16 credits

Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel

Some financial aid available.

Write today for information/application deadline

March 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

"Withdrawal of our forces now

would result in a bloodbath

'

OUT
SMC

Meeting,
Monday, Sept. 13th

Room 174-176, 8:00 pm

Campus Center.

NOW!
PLAN THE

FALL OFFENSIVE

Speaker:

GEORGE KONTANIS

Coordinator of

Boston Peace

Action Coalition;

S MoOtC

OKLAHOMA CITY <AP> An

Oklahoma City scientist has

nurtured a rodent strain that he

says may be the rate to end all

rats.

The animal is healthy and

sexually vigorous, but he carries

in his body a gene of sterility. On

his forehead is a distinctive white

spot marking his breed.

Dr. Allen J. Stanley, a

physiology professor at the

University of Oklahoma medical

If You Liked 'Willard,' You'll Love Stanley
..». ... ~— u ,. Wchnha «,.a nit alized»na than eieht years. natural enemies, is too smart for The genct.c quirk

center, says he has capitalized on a

genetic flaw to breed a strain of the

common brown rat that carries the

seed of his destruction of the

species as a problem to man.

•It's a sterility gene that-

paradoxically-can be bred into the

rats to reduce their number of

offspring drastically." he said in a

recent interview.

Stanley said the United States

could reduce its rat population of 90

million to nonproblem levels in less

than eight years.

The federal government has

budgeted almost $60 million for rat

control since adoption of a huge

program lour summers ago, but

the results so far are disputed. The

nation's big problem is the com-

mon brown ratrattus norvegicus or

the Norway rat.

Stanley calls it "the perfect

parasite on man because it has

learned to thrive on man's food and

luxuriate in man's house. It has no

Notices
AHEA: . _,

Home Ec. Majors: AHEA invites

you to a "coffee chat", today at 3:30

5:00 p.m. in Skinner Lounge to meet

the new dean and new Home Ec.

students. See you there!

APO GSS BOOK EXCHANGE:
Monday is the last day to turn In

books to sell. Books will be sold all

this week in the Dukes Room (first

floor of Student Union) from 10 4 p.m.

Get books cheap!

BLACK CORRIDOR.
There are several vacancies on ,he

Black Corridor, 5th floor Grayson

House (Orchard Hill) Any brothers

that are interested in living on the

corridor contact John Davis, Room
508 or call 546 6985. See What We're

About

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
We need flight and ground in

structors. Come to meeting 7:30, Rm.
165 C.C. Wed., Sept 15th.

FENCING CLUB:
Men and Women Formulative

meeting Sept. 24th at 7 p.m. in Ac
tivities Bldg. Rm 178.

FINE ARTS CONCERT ASSOC:
There will be a meeting for ushers

& Fine Arts personnel on Tuesday,

Sept. 14th at 7 p.m. in 125 Herter Hall.

All interested please come

IOTA GAMMA PUSILON:
lota Gamma Upsilon cordially

invites all University Women to a

fashion show by Paraphenalia at 7:30

pm at 406 N. Pleasant St. Tuesday,

September 14.

JAIL TUTORIAL PROGRAM:
All interested in participating m a

tutorial program in the Hampshire

County iail for credit should attend

ACTION LAB's first meeting, Wed.,

Sept. 15th at 8 p.m. in Rm 174 6

Campus Center.

RECREATION DEPT.:
Attention Rec. Majors Tues., Sept.

14 from 7 9 pm in Rm 163 (complex)

of the C.C, the entire Recreation

Dept. will meet for a coffee hour. We
will discuss the events of the

semester with our professors.

REVELERS.
Northeast Area Residents! Tues. &

Wed nites 7 9 pm in lobbies of

Cashin, Brown & McNamara Dorms.

Come meet others in your dorm.

Refreshments. Sponsored by

Revelers.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
FILM:
Sex Starved Silicate Cells Seize

Starlet! Peter Cushing in ISLAND
OF TERROR, Hommer film in color,

tonight at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. in

Mahar.

SIMS:
there will be an introductory

lecture on Transcendental
Meditation Wed., Sept. 15 at 8 pm and

again on Thursday, Sept. 16th at 2

pm Both lectures will be in C.C Aud.

STUDENT SENATE BUS:
Drivers needed for campus shuttle

service must have Class II license.

Call R.S.O. Office for info 5 2351.

STUDENT SENATE NEEDS:
A Part time secretary. Contact

John Hogan 5 0341 after 2:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY WOMEN:
Sorority Rush parties to be held

today are: Sigma Sigma Siama

"Paper Flower Party", Alpha Chi

Omega "Happy Holidays", Sigma
Delta Tau "Welcome Party", and

Chi Omega "Reflections". All parties

are from 7 8 pm 8. 8:15 9:15 pm. All

are warmly welcome!

VETERANS:
Veterans interested in playing I.M.

Sports, football, tug o war, bad
minton, soccer, etc. Call Pete 253

7851.

WHIST TOURNAMENT.
All welcome to Whist Tournament

Sunday, Oct. 3rd, Gorman House
Backyard. More details to come...

WOMEN'S DEPT. OF PHYS. ED.:

Two dance accompanists (one

classical pianist, one percussionist)

needed for classes; Call Mr
Crescione at 5 0027 or 5 2323.

natural enemies, is too smart for

traps and poisons, and has been too

prolific to control.

Stanley's male rats are sterile

and can produce no offspring.

The females can have offspring

if they mate with a wild rat. but

they will pass along the dead-end

gene to half of the baby rats. Half

of the males will be sterile, half of

the females will carry the gene on

to the next generation.

The gene occurs naturally,

Stanley said. Hut "the gene in the

wild state occurs infrequently and

so sporadically that it doesn't

amount to anything.

Despite their sterility, the males

are sexually active. And they in-

duce in the female a false

pregnancy that takes her out of

circulation for 17 days, nearly the

lull time necessary to produce a

new litter.

The genetic quirk that sterilizes

the rat also leaves a distinctive

white stripe or dot that does not

appear on normal rats

The mark makes it possible for

even a layman, with only brief

training, to breed the rats. Thus,

says Stanley, a community could

develop its own rat control

program
Through years of experiments

and breeding. Stanley has created

a reserve of thousands of rats with

the gene, both sterile males and the

carrier females who will breed

more like them
Stanley now is experimenting to

combine a second gene with the

lirst. which would pass the defect

to 7."> per cent of each new litter.

Ane he knows of a third gene

which, he believes, when combined

with the other two. would raise the

sterility rate to B7-1/2 per cent.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMA/tt

The L ibra woman is an outstanding

hostess; she perceives needs, desires

of guests. She has a gentle touch and
is expert at application of tender,

loving care. This lady, when en

tertaining, is a combination of

sophistication and childlike en

thusiasm.

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Conditions that appear settled may
require some double checking. Be
especially wary in connection with

contracts, leases, property
arrangements. Mate, partner may
not be easy to understand.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20):

Dispute involving neighbor, relative

can be successfully resolved. Be
diplomatic. Realize an agreement is

a two way street. Hold off on short

journey. Give idea time to develop.

Avoid rushing.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Utilize

innate ability to perceive story

behind the story. Avoid tendency to

rationalize. See persons, situations in

light of reality. Applies especially to

money transactions. Pisces may be

involved.
CANCER (June 21 July 22):

Practical issues dominate. Changes
due in home planning. Break away
Irom routine. Study Gemini message.
Don't take family member tor

granted* Budget controversy should

be brought into open
LEO (July 23 Aug 22): You are

I

reminded of past commitment,
t mish what has been started.

Seeking excuse tor delay would be

negative. Aries figures prominently,

look beyond immediate, be aware of

tine potential.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Sur

prise dividend due Applies to work
efforts Emphasize originality.

Creative research could uncover

something of value. Proceed ac

cordingly. Friends act m manner
suggesting instability.

|
LIBRA (Sept. 23

forces with creative individual One
born under Aquarius could fill bill

Accent now is on career, chance for

ndvancement, greater standing m
community. Trust hunch. Explain
views.
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21):

Family member may be working
behind scenes. Be prepared for

suprises. Emphasis is on journey,

long distance communications,
special correspondence. Sagittarius

figures prominently.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Check apparent minor points. Friend

who is involved in extra curricular

activity tries to draw you into

whirlpool of intrigue. Be cautious

Protect your own interests. Study

Scorpio message.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

What appears to be a stalemate soon

will be rocked into activity. Know
this; be prepared. Establish more
reliable lines of communication.
Gemini and Virgo are involved. Ask
questions; get answers.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

Gentle approach is best; steer clear

ofneedlessirguments. Taurus, Libra

individuals could play key roles. One
who performs special services may
be in transit. Check messages, calls.

Be available.
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20):

Perceive personal needs. Don't
permit yourself to be dissuaded from
obtaining essentials. Emphasis is on

children, romantic interests. Not

wise now to play games with

emotions. See in light of actuality.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you can be determined, at times
stubborn, but you usually get job

done and even those who criticize

must grant you qrudging admiration.
Next month, new opportunities open,

recent emotional hurt will be
forgotten as adventures occur which
make you come alive.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
Pn/.'i'

ACROSS

Music: as

written

rl talk

Vessel
'.•

: ,k left by

wound
12 At this place

13 Exist

Note of scale

Cravat
Tangled
High mountain
Aleonquian
Indian

Small rug

Trinket

Definite aritcle

Strip of leather

Armed conflict

33 Coniunction

35 Expire

Pronoun
Wander
aimlessly

Printer's

measure
Ancient

Make lace

Small lump
Send forth

Communist
Distance
measure
Deface
Canine
Female deer

Occur

Parcel of land

Exist

65 Everyone

66 Chair

Dry

Golf mound
Girls

nickname
Lair

11

14

15
17

19
21

23
24
26
28
31

36
38

41

42
44
45
47
49
51

54
56
58
59

62

64

68

70

71

4

5

6
7

8

9
10

11

16
18
20

22

25

27

29

30

32

34

36

37
39

1

Pronoun

Stroki

Native mel
I for

Mice

Exists

Flap

Animals I

Intoned

Obstruct

Finish

Falsehood

Number

Soak

Condensed
moisture

Sorrow

Shade tree

Swiss i

A i

|
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40 Beam
43 Depression in

cheek
46 Parent

(colloq )

48 Hit lightly

50 Stupid fellows

52 Harbinger of

spring

53 A '

55 Ri'in ,

57 Proceed

59 < i

60 I

63 >

67 i

69 Ni
'

72

DOWN

1 Weighing
device

2 Symbol for

tantalum
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Dan Kamal
In case you were wondering*

* * * *

Carl Yastrzemski should be playing for Calvin Griffith
* * » »

( ail Garrett should wear football shoes with longer spikes.
* * * *

Joe Kapp picks the Patriots to finish last in the NFL this season.
* * * *

UMass voted Ed Marinaro the player of the century yesterday.
* * * *

Eddie Kasko scratched Bill Conigliaro and Rico Petrocelli from

his Christmas card list.
* * * *

Mike Taliaferro should put a rangefinder on his face mask.
* * * *

Patriot fans would do better testing the new plumbing facilities

than watching the games.
* * * *

UMass will miss Julius Erving... tremendously.
* * * *

How about Carl Yastrzemski for Chico Ruiz?

* * * *

Or maybe Don Pavletich for Johnny Bench"
* * * *

Reggie Smith will definitely play for the Red Sox next

season.. ..IF he can have weekends off.

* * * *

Jim Lonborg is NUT back
* * * *

Where the hell is Buddy Hunter'
1

* * * *

Is Jim Plunkett looking lor loopholes'.'
* * * *

How about Eddie Kasko for Wally Cox?
* * * *

lathj fflqljentan

SPORTS

Redmen Tie
It was a bittersweet per-

formance. Taking advantage of

seven Cornell turnovers. UMass

was able to gain a 27-27 tie despite

a 500 yard offensive performance

by the Big Red in front of a

hometown crowd of hooo.

I Mass broke out to a 14-0 lead on

touchdowns by quarterback Piel

Pennington and split end Steve

Schubert. Pennington opened the

scoring by sweeping two yards

around end and then connected

with Schubert on a 33 yard touch-

down pass. The other two Redman
scores came in the third quarter

when linebacker Joe Sabulis

recovered one of seven Cornell

fumbles in the Big Red endzone,

and Marty Evans hit Frank
Bocanske with a 51 yard scoring

strike.

Meanwhile, as might be ex-

pected. Cornell's Ail-American
fullback Ed Marinaro was eating

up ground yardage in big gulps.

The big guy busted through the

I Mass defensive line consistently

for sizeable gains and finished the

afternoon with an amazing 244

yards on :V7 carries. He scored all

lour Cornell TD's.

Coody Holds Off Nicklaus

Who is Bob ( >n"
* * * *

Luis Aparicio is not over the hill, be fell off.

* * * *

Doug Griffin IS a ballplayer.
* * * *

If
( 'al Koonce bad stayed, would be have been a holdout

"

* * * *

Is Ken latum REALLY the best rigbthanded reliever in the

American League?
* * * *

I Mass is losing football players taster than the New York Giants.
* * * *

Is Don Pavletich gaining weight''
* * * *

Carmen Kanzone is alive and well ...somewhere.

Boston College's heralded defense gave up seven touchdowns this

week.
* * * *

Was Luis Tiant a good pick-up''
* * * *

Will Ken Brett ever make it?
* * * *

Would Eddie Kasko make Vida Blue a reliever?
* * * *

How about Sparky Lyle for Jim Bouton'' I At least Jim can write. I

* * * *

Or what about Carl Garrett for Duane Thomas?
• * * *

Will Tom Yawkeysell his team to the Gerber Co .? (After all, it is

their onl\ business. I

* * * *

AKRON. Ohio (AP)-Masters champion Charles

Coody rebounded from the loss of four strokes on a

single hole, held off Jack Nicklaus and won the $50,000

first prize in the World Series of Golf Sunday.

The rangy, red-clad Texan had a second round 73 for

141. one stroke over par on the 7, -180-yard Firestone

Country Club course.

Nicklaus, who once held the lead but watched it slip

away, had a final 71 for 142 and claimed the $15,000

second prize.

Australian veteran Bruce Crampton matched par 70

with the day's best round and finished at 143, three

strokes in front of Lee Trevine. Trevino. still on the

mend from a recent appendectomy, struggled home

with a 74 for 14(1 and last in the four-man field.

Trevino. who insists he is completely healed from

his operation appeared to be less strong than usual. He

scrambled all day, in and out of traps but never

abandoning his chatter with the galleries.

Coody. the first round leader by three strokes, made
it four with a birdie on the first hole.

But on the second. Nicklaus hit a six iron seven feet

from the flag and made it for an eagle three. Coody

was in the rough near an adjacent fairway on his tee

shot, put it in the right rough on his second, bunkered

his third and then three putted for a double bogey

He bogeyed the fourth and Nicklaus had it alone-but

couldn't keep it.

Jack bogeyed the fifth to drop back in a tie. Both

bogeyed the eighth, then Nicklaus skidded with
bogeys on the ninth and llth. one on a three putt and
one from a fairway bunker.

Revson Wins DonnyBrooke
BRAINERO, Minn lAP)—Peter

Revson chased down and caught

world driving champion Jackie

Stewart of Scotland on the third lap

and then roared away to victory

Sunday in the Canadian-American

Challenge Cup road race at Don

nybrooke Speedway
Revson, half of the Gulf McLaren

driving team, charged by Stewart

coming out of corner No. 4 and

averaged 119.137 miles per hour

around the winding three-mile

course.

Revson. commanding leader in

the Can-Am point standings after

bis fourth victory of the series, won

$17,000 in the 90,000 race. Stewart

ran into mechanical problems and

lujjshed sixth

Denis Hulme of New Zealand

I unshod second in the second

orange-colored Team McLaren car

despite having engine problems

that nearly cost him second place-

in the late stages of the 210-mile

race Hulme won $13,000.

Vic Elford of England pulled to

within :; H seconds of Hulme with

just 10 laps to no but bis left rear

tire went flat, causing him to pull

into the pits

Elford wound up fourth behind

Gregg Young, who won $9.;5(>o in a

Paul Newman sponsored McLaren.

Young became the first driver in

Donnybrooke history to break the

200-m.p.h. barrier by having his

crew give bis car an extremely
long third gear, enabling the driver

to take a Hi in ph. edge on the

1,000-foot front straightaway

Joe Siffert. in a Porsche 917

Spyder finished fifth after spinning

twice in the final eight laps

because of engine problems
Stewart made two pit stops, both

lor what he termed excess
vibrations in his Lola T260

Milt M inter. Porsche; Bob
Brown, McLaren; Horoshi Kn/.ato

Lola, and Bob Nagel. Lola.

rounded out the lop 10 finishers.

Three major contenders Jackie

Oliver in the Shadow. Lothar

Motschenbacber in a McLaren and

Jerry Hansen dropped out while

running in I he top five.

Is Aparicio as last as they say'.'

* * *

I

Rico Petrocelli is taking lateral movement lessons.
* * * *

Yaz is definitely worth $165,000....on a in year contract.

We needed to till up space.

U.S. Swimmers Dominate
MINSK. I S .

S . R .

AIM American swi miners
almost completely dominated the

first da\ ol a t S Russian-British

meet Thursday, winning nine of 10

events and cracking the world

record in the women's 100-meter

freestyle i lay

The rela> team capped the day's

competition m the final event by

Hashing across in 1:00.7. bettering

h\ one tenth ol a second the record

held by East Germany.
The V S team was composed b\

Linda Johnson of Lakewood,

Calii . Deena Deerdufl ol Cin-

cinnati, Shirley Babasholi of the

Phillips liti team and Kim Peyton

o| Portland, Ore
Miss Johnson also led a 1-2 IS

finish in the hmi meter freestyle,

winning in 1)9.6 seconds to 59.7 for

Miss Peyton

It was just one of five 1 2 finishes

for the Americans in the eight

individual events as they ran up a

point swore oi H9 to i.\ for the

Sox iet 1 [linn and 1H lor Great

Britain Russia had the only other

winner in Galina Stepanova in the

100-meter breaststroke.

Giants Fall Again
(AP)-The Pittsburgh Steelers nailed the New York Giants with their

sixth straight exhibition loss with a 20-:! decision in Yankee Stadium

Sunday Quarterback Terry Bradshaw completed 20 of :12 passes for 227

yards and one touchdown, and rookie linebacker Jack Ham intercepted

three ol Giant quarterback Eran Tarkenton's passes to lead the Steeler

'

Jack Concannon and Kent Nix rallied the Chicago Bears to a SM7

victorv over the Denver Broncos. After trailing Denver 14-0. quarterback

Concannon and Nix both hit receivers for TDs. Mac Percival kicked four

field goals for the Bears

Houston played New Orleans and Detroit was at Philadelphia in a

nationally televised night game.

4t4fj3r +4^^^

NO M \KIN \HO: UMass' defensive line had considerably more luck against the running game of the

I imcisiD ol New Hampshire than the) did against Mai inaroaml company >csterctay.

Nagle Leads Oldies &•-/. ctorv ?
iRTSMOUTH, Va i API Kel Nagle of Australia surged into a five-up * v^ // ^Jt/U IJ .

Sport Notices
Candidates lor the Women's

Field Hockey team should report to

the WoPE fieM for lr\ outs on Sept

13, 14. and lf>th at I 00 p m
Golfers there will be a meeting

Monday, Sept. 13th at 7 00 p in in

Km. 253 Boyden Attendance is

important
Lacrosse there will be a meeting

oi all Varsity and .iv Lacrosse

candidates lor Kail Lacrosse
lues Sept 14th at 4::i0 p in . Km
2.">i Boyden

Pt) TSMOUTll Va i AP) Kel Nagle of Australia surged into a five-up

lead over America's Julius Boros in the World Professional Seniors Gol

Championship Sunday before a driving rainstorm forced a suspension ot

P
-The scheduled Whole match will be resumed at B:30 a.m. EOT Monday

Uo.n the 14th fairway, both players having hit their tee shots there before

plav was halted.

Nagle. SO, played the 13 holes in one over par on the 7.100-yard, par u
Bide A Wee course

He went out Iron! immediately sinking a six foot birdie putt on the first

iircen while Boros, 51, was two putting for a par five.

They halved the next three holes in par and then Nagle went two up at

the par live I llth hole where Boros three-putted from :50 feet

The Australian moved three ahead on the par three seventh hole with a

par Boros missed from six feet for a bogey.

Nagle turned in par 36, Boros in 40.

Both were lying four on thegrean at the par live 10th hole when play was

interrupted for more than an hour by another uownpour Alter the long

wait, BorOS three putted fOT a losing bogey six

CHARLOTTE AMALIE, St.

Thomas i API A world record 448-

pound blue martin was reportedly

caught on 12-pound test line by a

New York attorney in Virgin

Islands waters on Labor Day.
The Virgin Islands game fishing

club announced the catch made by

Crank I, Miller is being submitted
to the International Game Fishing

\ssociation for certification as a

world record.

The current world record blue

martin catch on 12 pound test line

is only 221 pounds and was made in

I960 in the Bahamas

*«W England 's

Largest

College Daily

fltyr ifoflnarfrttgrtta

iatlu (ttflllegtatt
^*/ A FRII AND RESPONSIBLE ^^ pfJH

Weather:
Rain, rain go away. Kill

the whole day, go down
and register to vote.
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"DKAI.INC; WITH RACISM is an everyday routine, and as long as it exists, it must he dealt with. ..Every individual will live out his life fighting racism. "--Dr.

Gloria Joseph. ( o-t'hairman of the Education School's Committee to Combat Racism speaking al the School of Education's Convocation. Per more details,

pagese« two.

Senate Issues Challenge To Campion
BvANNESTADMCKI

The Student Senate Executive Committee voted last

night to hold off calling for a federal investigation of

the room and board increase, pending the appearance

of Vice-chancellor Thomas Campion before the Senate

next Wednesday.
Questioning the University's rent increase in light of

President Nixon's economic "freeze", the committee

drafted an invitation (see this page) to Campion,

asking him to "explain the actions which the

University has taken in this area". If the Senate is

unconvinced that the University legally established

the increase prior to the August 14 deadline, they may
call for the investigation, after the meeting.

Student Senate Counsel Richard Rowland received

a letter from the Office Of Emergency Preparedness

(OKP> which provoked the challenge to Campion.

Late in August, Howland and Senate President Lee

Sandwen had petitioned OEP. concerning the legality

of the room and board increase. OEP responded that

"if there were substantial transactions 1 10% or over of

total ) during the thirty day base period ending August

14th, 1971, confirmed by deposits, the increase could

(sic) be charged". (The Cost of Living Council

determined this criteria >

Since the University claimed deposits by 14% of its

students, the OEP ruled that the room and board

increase was allowable Regional Director AD
O'Connor suggested that Howland submit a complaint

to the OEP if he doubted the validity of the Univer-

sity s claims and they would "institute investigation

action"

Howland is convinced, according to Sandwen.
Howland believes that in the confusion over the freeze

guidelines, the University did not deposit the fees until

after August 14, even if they were received, Sandwen
said.

Sandwen reported to the exec committee that Vice
Chancellor Campion had refused to produce records of

the accounts upon Howland's request. The invitation

to appear before the Senate was a result of his in-

formation.

If a federal investigation is called, the University

could be fined $5000 if it fails to return the students'

money Sandwen said. He felt the university would
comply if an investigation proved them in the wrong,
however. This would mean a $25 return to each
student.

The exec committee was concerned with what the

proposed federal investigation and possible return

would mean.
It was the general feeling that a return now would

only mean a raise again later, because all the

material increases were budgeted prior to the freeze.

To offset the $250,000 it would lose to the students in

returns. Senator Nick Apostola said the University

might have to make cuts in extra benefits to residence

balls, for example in renovations.

Just who has the responsibility to make the decision

about the investigation was not determined at the exec
council meeting. It is expected that the Senate will

again go into the executive committee to decide.

Text of Letter To Campion
Mr. T.B. Campion, Vice-Chancellor for Administrative Services

Whitmore Hall

University of Massachusetts

Dear Sir:

After communication with the Office of Emergency Prepared

ness, the Student Senate Executive Committee has become con-

cerned as to the legality of the increases effected by the University

in the area of room rents and fees.

With these considerations in mind, the Executive Committee, on

behalf of the Student Senate, cordially requests your presence at

the Studeni Senate meeting to be held at 7:30 pm on September 22,

1971. to explain the actions which the University has taken in this

area, and to answer questions from the Student Body We also hope

that you would present all the necessary documentation of

University action, conformance with federal wage and price

controls, and to show cause why the Office of Emergency

Preparedness should not commence an investigation into

I Diversity fees.

Sincerely,

Lee H Sandwen

lor the members of the

Student Senate Executive Committee
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School ofEd Convocation

Racism, Modules, and Gluckstern
\\\ DON <;i.H KSTKIN

Tho combatting of institutionalized

racism was declared one of the most

overriding committments of the School of

Kducation hy the Dean of the School. Dwight

Allen "To be alive in an age of transition is

to be controversial", Allen at last night's

School of Kducation convocation. "We must

deal with the problems of education not in

the I9th century that we now have, but with

the problems of education in a new cen-

tury."

The Dean introduced Professor Gloria

.Joseph, who outlined the first steps that the

Kd School had undertaken to combat in-

stitutionalized racism. These included a

weekend seminar on racism to be held on

September 17th and 18th beginning at 8::i0

AM. and open to the Education community

including undergraduates.

(.Iiiikslein Names M.vUlH

The leatured speaker at the Convocation

was the Vice Chancellor for \cademic

Affairs, Robert Gluckstern. who parodied a

recent article by Dean Allen in Psychology

To<la> entitled "Seven Myths of Education".

Gluckstern first acknowledged Allen's

myths, by saying that the Ed School's

priorities were not the subordination of

affect i\c factors, the perpetuation of a

stable body of knowledge, and the beliefs

lhat U-.. i ning only look place in schools, that

the • •«! iia'ional bureaucracy will solve all

i din aMono I problems, and that teachers are

mtci changeable parts.

I , , ice Chancellor then related his own

Seven Myths About the School of

Kiiueatton '. the first myth, being that

i hancellni" Tippo was going to speak at the

Convocation, as erroneously advertised by

the school and by the Collegian.

Gluckstern's other myths were:

lhat Whit more sets up 'administrative

obstacles* lo the programs vA the Kd School.

Gluckstern explained that the obstacles

arose because each personnel appointment

seems to set a new precedent," although the

quality of the appointments is rarely

questioned.
-that the resources of the University were

unlimited as believed by the School. The

former physics teacher also said that he

enjoyed the aggressiveness of the Education

School, because he knew that what

resources were given to the School were

usually used wisely.

that the rest of the University has little to

offer the School. Gluckstern decried that

there were not more cooperative programs

with the rest of the Campus.

-that all the resources of the University

go into the School of Education, that the

School is the administration's favorite.

What the administration has done.

Gluckstern explained, was to support the

autonomy of a particular school. The Kd

School is just as subject to the rules and

regulations of the University as any other

department. If anything, he added, the

administration is more "watchful and

cunning" with Kducation

that the School of Kducation's standards

were low. that there were many gut courses,

and that degrees were cheap and easy.

school of Kducation programs. Gluckstern

said, are "most challenging, interesting,

and exciting, but assume a high degree of

motivation and independence." The School

should be measured, he asserted, by "he

high quality of the best, rather than the low-

quality of the worst
"

-that the State Auditor was so impressed

by the budget and financial records of the

School that he was going to use the School as

a model iThe reference was to a state audit

last summer which raised some questions as

to the coordination of the Schools budget
.

>

l)i Gluckstern did say. however, that the

Dean for Administration at the School,

Phyllis Hoop had done an admirable iob in

straightening out the figures.

Gluckstern finally urged that the

recommendations of the Kaculty. Senate

evaluation of the School (which urged the

curtailment of many Kducation innovations-

ed .i. although not necessarily right, were

"well intended" and that they were worthy

of serious consideration and response.

"Your ideas seem to echo in other in-

stitutions around the country", the Vice

Chancellor concluded. "We're glad you're

here. We're glad you're on campus. We're

glad you're provoking us with new ideas."

Abolishment of Courses

Another featured speaker at the Con-

vocation was Philip Christenson, a graduate

student and director of the Completely

Modular Curriculum (CMC) project. A CMC
would break down and loosen the structure

of existing course structures and in-

dividualize learning to an extent never seen

before, according to the Dean who in-

troduced Christenson. The Carnegie

Foundation provided an initial planning

grant. Allen added with a smile, because

they couldn't believe that a major depart-

ment in a major University would even

attempt a CMC. and they couldn't believe

that a graduate student (Mr. Christenson)

would head the program
Christenson explained that the results of

the planning period would be presented to

the School of Kducation Council for approval

in November, and a request for approval for

implementation would be given to the Ad-

ministration in February. 1972. Christenson

emphasized that the CMC would be im-

plemented in a way that would not "'urn

Whit more upside down, that will not involve

a restructuring of the entire University."

Allen's Goals

With the aid of audio-visual equipment.

Dean Allen summed up the Convocation and

the goals of the School:

I ) Combatting institutional racism.

21 Using structure to lead to freedom, not

compete with it.

3) A dedication to competence, diversity,

juxtaposition, creativity, and unity.

4) Social change through education.

Transmuting, not transmitting culture, but

in a legal, non-violent way in accordance to

the intents of those educators should serve.

5) Alternative methods of education,

including those evidenced by the current

teaching training programs for un-

dergraduates.

(i) Questioning every issue in education.

"We start with too many givens."

7» Kxploration. experimentation,

evaluation "Our contingency plan is our

people."
8i Freedom to fail. "You cant experiment

and be right every time."

9) Rapid, thorough educational change.

A little bit of change hurts, but a lot of

change doesn't hurt a lot more."

10) Viable urban education.

A last announcement of the Dean was that

the School of Kducation catalogue, con-

sisting of a collage of materials and

packaged in a pizza box. would be available

in a couple of weeks, free to all education

graduate students, free on request to all

education undergraduates, and costing $2.(K)

to all others.

Ellsworth Barnard

:

The Student's Friend
lt> STEPHEN FINE

Ellsworth Barnard is waiting for

you patiently in room 921 of the

Campus Center from 8::*<) a.m. to

;>:(H)p .in every day. He's UMass's
ombudsman in residence, who can
help you settle most of the

bureaucratic problems you're
encountering on campus.

Ellsworth Barnard

The ombudsman office was
treated to handle grievances or

problems pertaining to the

University. Dr. Barnard "rouble

shoots" for students, faculty, and

administrators lie deals with

complaints in housing, ad-

ministration, and sometimes
academics

"I don't like to deal with

academics because I can only help

if it's something to do with

procedure,'
1

he explained. "Last

year for example. I helped a

student who had a legitimate ex-

cuse for missing a I hour test.

In Ibis job I always find 2 points

of view, not that people are

basically dishonest, but they

usually see things in a different

light", observed Dr. Barnard,

Dr. Harnard isn't new to the

University circuit. He graduated in

I92H from I Mass and taught here

from ISM to ItfM, (Incidentally he

knew ( hancellor Tippo at the time.

and remembers him as being very

shy and skinny. He was known as

Tip" I Alter receiving his P.H.I),

in English from the University ol

Minnesota, he taught at the

t diversity <»f Wisonsin, Alfred

l diversity and Bowdoin College

He has also written three books

and edited two others That s about

a book every decade
ombudsman Harnard was ap

pointed lo his position last year by

President Wood He feels there is

more need for an ombudsman
today than when he was a student

We just accepted the position we
wore in, We accepted our grades

and courses without resistance.

Students today are more in

volved."

i think the faculty and student

body should work together." Dr.

Harnard said. "I see no need for

conflict. That is what I'm trying to

do here, I'm bringing people

together to settle their disputes"

Sip fluaarlptjrtti flails OtollfgtaH

Otdce of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on

the Un.vers.ty campus, up code 01002 Phones are 545 2550 (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 54V 1311 (editor)

Second class postage pa>d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weeKly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four t.mes a week following a vacation or

exam penod or when a holiday fails w,th,n * weex Accepted for mamng under the

authority of the act of March 8. 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943 Sub

scr.pt.on ratfcare V 50 per semester. *14 00 per year

Package Price

Water Beds
Special Frames
BED SPREADS
for Wafer Beds

&
Reg. Beds

A Head of Time
360 College St.

Rte 9

FALL SEMESTER — ISRAEL
Rrandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study in Jerusalem, Israel/July-December, 1971

(40) students from 25 universities enrolled in 1970)

Juniors and Seniors eligible

Four courses/Hebrew not required/Earn 16 credits

Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel

Some financial aid available.

Write today for information/application deadline

March 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Town Recruits For Auxilary Fire Dept.
By BOBCALLAHAN

Starting this morning, a fire

engine parked out in the front of

the Student Union Building will

mark the opening of the Town Of
Amherst's Auxiliary .Fire

Departments Recruiting Drive
on campus. It is hoped that the

drive will add about fifty students

from all classes to the forces

dwindling ranks, and will be

under the direction of UMass
Grad Student Jack Watts and
Amherst Deputy Fire Chief

Homer Coles.

Watts, a graduate of the Fire

Protection School at the
University of Maryland and
presently pursuing his Doctoral
studies at UMass, is the Deputy
Chief of the campus fire fighting

contingent. Due to graduation

last year there are only eight

members of last years force

A fireman's lot is a busy one.

returning. Therefore added
emphasis is being placed upon
this years campus recruitment

drive.

When interviewed about the

program, Amherst Fire Chief

John Doherty said that he feels

that this is an excellent op-

portunity for a young man to get

involved in an excellent and
worthwhile community service.

He noted that an individual by
taking part acquires a knowledge
that is universal in it's ap-

plication.

The training program which is

tentatively scheduled to begin

September 24th will be a program
of four weeks duration. During

this period of intensive training

students will be trained at the

Amherst Fire Department
headquarters and at various

locations around the town
fighting simulated fires. Ac-

cording to the Chief, at the end of

the training program the

volunteer department will go into

full operation.

At present, the town of

Amherst has two fire

headquarters which include five

lire engines, one hook and ladder

and two ambulances. Manning
them are a staff of 24 full time

men and all call force of eighteen.

Chief Doherty remarked that

when the populations of Amherst
and UMass is considered, the

Amherst Fire Department is

very small. The Chief added that

the Town of Amherst provides the

only fire protection on campus.
"They are not second class

firemen,'' Doherty said in em-
phasizing the fact that a

tremendous amount of respon-

sibility is placed upon the student

branch of the fire department. In

carrying out their full fire-

fighting responsibilities the

group will have one engine in

their command at all times which

they will drive, pump and keep in

working order. Officers will be

appointed who will be responsible

for the direction of the company.
The Fire Department will

furnish all ol the protective

clothing needed; helmets, boots,

masks, and coats. It was also

noted that a great percentage of

the students are always in radio

contact with the lire department

headquarters.
The students involved will be

given permission to leave classes

early in case of a lire alarm and
also receive a sticker for their

cars which permits them to park

anywhere on campus. This

makes it possible for them to

assist anywhere an alarm sounds

whether on or off campus.

No Word Yet On Voting

The Amherst board of Registrars

of Voters met with the Board of

Selectman last night and reached

no firm conclusion about the time

and place for the 'registering of

students and other new voters.

They repeated the guidelines for

new registrations. All that is

required is for the potential voter

to appear in person at the Town
Hall or at any special registration

booth as established from time to

time, and identify himself or

herself and his or her present

address. The registrant must also

demonstrate that he or she has

lived in Amherst for the preceding

six months to the next election day

Rathskellar's Future Unsure
by, for instance, showing a

telephone listing, a lease, rent

payment check or other proof that

shows that he or she has lived in

Amherst for the statutory period.

Subsequent to Attorney General

Quinn's ruling, his office has stated

that summer vacations by
themselves do not constitute a

lapse of continuous residency for

students any more than they do for

any other members of the com-
munity. The six months
requirement therefore applies

through the summer to persons

resident in Amherst continuously

not necessarily at the same ad-

dress within the town.

Mobe Set For Fall
B\ JERRY LAZAR

Resolutions which were adopted

at last night's meeting of the

Student Mobilization Committee
(SMC i were to organise an October

13th student moratorium, and
participate in a November (ith

massive rally in Boston.

SMC is an-issue group which has

as its present objective the im-

mediate withdrawal of all

American troops in Southeast Asia.

The group's constitution, in-

formally approved at last night's

meeting, states that the SMC
"welcomes and encourages the

participation of everyone who
opposes the war and is willing to

work with the SMC on its project-

s... Anyone who agrees with the

need for an immediate withdrawal

of all U.S. troops from Southeast

Asia is eligible for membership.''

The group employs non-violent

tactics for communicating its

message to the people, particularly

mass demonstrations. George
Kontanis, of the Greater Boston

Peace Action Coalition, spoke at

last night's meeting, on the

development and history of the

peace movement.

By ANNKGURNETT

In a continuing attempt to bring

people into the Campus Center by

presenting programs with appeal

to the entire University Com-
munity, SUG Board has come up
with Rathskellar- a type of night

spot with a "pub" atmosphere. The
aim of Rathskellar is to provide

liquor and entertainment suitable

for all students, regardless of age.

According to Bob Nims,
president of SUG Board, the

Rathskellar concept was provided

for in the Top of the Campus
budget but was never approved by

the Trustees. It was also included

in the liquor license granted the

T.0.C
Scheduled to open in the

Southeast corner of the Blue Wall

Cafeteria this Fall, the program

ran into unexpected problems.

Although the management In the

Blue Wall was told to prepare for

the opening of Rathskellar. the

Trustees have refused to allow

liquor to be served there The
problem will be brought before the

Trustees at the October 8th

meeting.

The Top of the Campus. Inc..

passed a recommendation July

26th. 1971, recommending that

Rathskellar be allowed to serve

liquor. This motion was submitted

to the Trustees for consideration

pending their decision October 8th.

Meanwhile, the SUG Board has

been laying the groundwork for the

program in the hopes that it will be

approved Contacts have been

made with beer and liquor com-

panies but. according to Nims,

negotiations have not proceeded

far in case approval is not granted.

Musical entertainment on the

Three Fenny Opera' idea will be

presented at the Rathskellar.

There will also be television for

sports fans.

SUG Board hopes that

Rathskellar, if approved, will be

able to handle the overflow from
the T.O.C. and will become a place

where those over or under 21 will

be able to gether and pass time in a

pleasant, relaxed atmosphere.

Play at

THE WEDNESDAY NITE

Coffee House

call Ed at 545-2090

between 1-3 p.m.

BLUEWALL CAFET ERIA EVERY WED.

If You Dig Music

Read On!
Special Offer

8 TRACK TAPES
$2.60 - $8.00

anything from acid rock to

country western

Tremendous Savings
8 TRACK PLAYER
PORTABLE AC DC

under $30.00

Plus much more TVs.
Radios, the works.

FOR INFO CALL 546 5648

and ask for Paul
Brown 204 B

(§) THE
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

J

announces the beginning of its 1971-72 lecture series

with its first speaker

MR. JOSEPH HELLER
author of CATCH 22 and WE BOMBED IN NEW HAVEN

"An Evening with Joe Heller"

will be presented

Tuesday, Sept. 14, at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom

An open coffee hour in ihe Colonial Lounge will follow the lecture
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Prison Rio Quelled, 37 Dead
. . _. * uniL u,„.l,„l llnT-V annmval State Cofl

HOT RATS. The white streak on the head of the left rat

foreshadows his doom as he is one of the new strain which carries a

selective sterility gene, lie is being held by the strain's developer.

I)i . Allen J. Stanley of the Iniversity of Oklahoma.

ATTICA, N Y. (AP)-Massed forces of the state shot

their way into Attica State Prison Monday to put down

a lour day riotbv mostly black convicts. Thirty-seven

persons-nine white hostages and 28 prisoners-were

killed.

Twenty-nine other hostages were liberated by 1.000

heavily armed state troopers and sheriffs deputies,

backed in reserve by 70 truckloads of secretly

deployed New York National Guardsmen. Twenty-

live of the captives suffered injuries.

A spokesman for Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller said

some of the hostage guards and civilian prison em-

ployees had been killed hours before the all-out

assault on a lone cellblock still in convict hands. The

governor called them "cold blooded killings" by

revolutionary militants.

Only one death had been recorded prior to the final

storming of the prison yard. A guard injured in the

early hours of the riot last Thursday died Saturday.

A state spokesman said several of the hostages "had

their throats slashed
"

However, amid the rampage involving about half of

'.Attica's 2.284 inmates, one of the hostages, E. Huehen.

found his life spared by a convict assigned to kill him,

who whispered instead:

"I don't have the heart to do it. I'm only going to

prick you."
Huehen said the prisoner nicked him enough to draw

blood, then lay down on top of him so other convicts

would not notice he was still alive.

About 85 per cent of the convicts in the 40-year-old

prison 40 miles east of Buffalo are Negro or Puerto

Kican. Their guards are white

With Rockefeller's approval, State Corrections

Commissioner Russell G. Oswald gave up efforts to

negotiate the hostages; release after nearly four days

of trying. He said the mutineers "callously herded

eight hostages within our view with weapons at their

throats."

Oswald said the demand for total amnesty was out

of the question.

When Oswald's ultimatum to release the hostages

was ignored, he unleashed the state's armed forces.

They were armed with shotguns and rifles, and had

helicopter support.

The prisoners, driven back early in the riot to

Cellblock D and its adjoining yard, had started out

with only clubs and their fists as weapons. But they

had since fashioned homemade knives and a state

spokesman, Jerry Houlihan, said later:

"We found some had tear gas guns. They had

erected barricades and had electric wire fences."

Behind volleys of gunfire, the massed force ol

troopers, deputies and corrections officials rushed the

convict-controlled cellblock at 9:45 a.m. A heavy

downpour lashed the prison, its red brick buildings

spread over a 54-acre compound behind gray, 30-foot

walls.

Above, their rotors pop pop-ping. National Guard

helicopters dropped can after can of tear gas into the

yard, their crews ordering the prisoners over loud

speakers:

"Place your hands over your heads and surrender to

the nearest police officer. You will not be harmed."

It took about 90 minutes to break the riot.

News In Brief

FT MEADE, Md. (AP)-Col. Oran K. Henderson's former radio-

telephone operator testified Monday that only hours after the My Lai

assault he was told at Henderson's brigade headquarters that 160 per-

sons, including women and children, had been killed in the operation.

Michael C. Adcock, Roanoke, Ala., said he received the body count on

an unofficial basis from an unidentified enlisted man at the 11th Brigade

operations center the night of March ifi 1968.

The witness' report of 160 victims was the first direct testimony at

Henderson's My Lai cover-up trial of any discussion of dead at the

defendant's headquarters.

SAN JUAN. Puerto Rico <AP> Vice President Spiro T. Agnew told the

nation's governors Monday that rising corporate profits are good for the

average and poor American and should not be limited under the Nixon

administration's proposals to spur the economy.

Several Democratic governors criticized Agnew's comments as a

revival of Republican "Tickle down" economic theory and polished a

policy statement criticizing Nixon's tax proposals and calling specifically

lor limiting profits along with wages and prices.

Residents of the Northeast battled rivers and rains Monday in an effort

to keep rampaging waters out of their homes.

Forecasters promised no immediate relief, although Tropical Storm

Heidi's .'i.Vmile-per-hour winds swerved away from land and appeared

likely to continue out to sea and away from the eastern seaboard.

"It s one great big mess." said a spokesman for Parsippany. N.J..

police.
, „ ...

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-A fleet of 130 school buses rolled without

trouble Monday but peaceful classroom boycotting was extensive as San

Francisco became the nation's largest city to start court-ordered in-

tegration bv busing

Many of the new yellow buses assigned tocarry some 26,000 of the city s

more than 18,080 elementary school pupils to 97 schools stood empty at

schools rc

\\ \SHINGTON (API-Business and labor union spokesmen veered oil

in opposite directions Monday on how to manage the post-freeze

economy ...

\FI.CK) President George Meany called for an excess-profits tax

while Archie K Davis, president of trie C.S. Chamber of Commerce said

profits are al such a low level that controls are not needed.

James Roche, chairman of the board of General Motors, and Davis

both rejected Meany's proposal that management of anti-inflation con-

trols be turned over to a tripartite labor- industry-public panel when the

current wage price freeze ends in mid-November.

WASHINI i T< >N I AP > Two chemists reported Monday development of a

new system of water treatment which they said may prove to be "the

greatest breakthrough in water treatment technology of this century.
""

|)t A P Black. Iniversity of Florida consulting engineer, and Dr C.

(J Thompson, consulting engineer of Montgomery, Ala., said the new

process which uses magnesium carbonate in place of traditionally em

ployed alum to soften or clarify water-should enable some of the nation's

largest eit tes to reduce substantially the costs of water treatment.

It should enable them also to simultaneously alleviate their sludge-

disposal problems, the chemists said.

*

WANT TO BECOME YOUR OWN

DEALER
We're looking for representatives to sell

RECORDS - TAPES - STEREO EQUIPMENT

ON YOUR COLLEGE CAMPUS

write or call: JEM RECORDS
f

P. 0. Box 1167 Union, N. J. 07083 (201) 964-7947

This Offer Will Not Be Repeated '/,

By the time Phil got through paying for

tuition, late registration, student fees, books,

and an outrageous deposit on his apartment,

he didn't have a whole lot left for a stereo.

BSR McDonald makes the RTS-40A for

people like Phil. It's a complete AM/ FM/ MPX
Phono component stereo system. The receiver

delivers an honest 50 watts and boasts

excellent sensitivity and separation specs.

The turntable is our best-seller, and comes
complete with a matched base, tinted dust

cover, and Shure magnetic cartridge. The
speakers are true two-way sealed acoustic

suspension, with amazing bass response.

We invite you to see the RTS-40A at your

nearest BSR McDonald dealer. If you think it

sounds good on paper, wait'll you hear it.

BSR
Mcdonald

BSR (USA) Ltd.

Route 303, Blauvelt. NY. 10913

Please tend lull-color catalog ol

your stereo component ayelemt
and automatic turntables.

I enclose no money whatsoever.

NameI

I

Semi -permanent address

I

I

Cily

Slate Z.p

The Daily Collegian

Tonight At 7

Campus Center 162

Name— —
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Clip this out and bring it with you. Win a trip to

Pelham.

I nited Features Syndicate Inc.
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Join Up
There comes a time at the beginning of all semesters

when campus organizations, be they Greeks, clubs or

societies reach out to capture all they can from the in-

coming crop of freshmen. In this respect, the MDC is no

different.

Any organization, in order to retain its vibrance and
vitality, must continually replenish itself with new
members willing to add fresh dimensions to old structures.

Anachronistic groups often meet their doom by their

inability to attract new members while other

organizations profit. A lot of the clubs around here offer an
opportunity to expend energy zealously for short periods of

time in order to accomplish some desired end.

The Collegian has been around more years than most
organizations because it has been able to bend itself when
the situation has demanded, yet remain firm enough to

establish itself as a fundamental part of this University.

Unlike many other groups, the MDC offers a chance to

expend energy zealously for long periods of time.

It is mandatory, we think, that a new student become
involved in an activity early in his college career before

the sediments of apathy are given a chance to fall in place.

II nothing else, it provides an opportunity to get away from

the narrow confines of the dormitory corridors. That the

Collegian provides the best opportunity in this regard we
firmly believe, yet we realize that others might have

different preferences. Still, we urge you to give us a try

tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 162 in the Campus Center and

find out for yourself what New England's largest college

daily is all about.

On a closing note, let us just remind you that Con-

vocation will be held tomorrow morning. Though it may
not be worth getting out of bed for, it does provide an in-

frequent opportunity to view in person Chancellor Tippo

as well as some other lesser dignitaries. If you're in the

area, drop in. Perhaps the Chancellor will give more at-

tention to the direction of the University than to dogs.

"Got To Teach Km The Value Of A Dollar"

WASHINGTON -The average newspaper reader

may wonder how a book editor goes about selecting

someone to review a newly published novel or work of

nonfiction. Except for the few books that the book

editor chooses to review himself, the editor usually

assigns the job to:

(A) A college professor.

(B) Someone who has written a book on a similar

subject.

(C) A reporter friend who can use $25.

Now. each one of these people can cause trouble for

an author.

The college professor usually doesn't review the

l>ook assigned to him, but uses it as an opportunity to

discuss everything he knows about literature. His

review may start off "Murray Slotnick is no Marcel

Proust When Proust was a boy..." Slotnick is lucky if

the professor mentions his book even once in the

review.

While the college professor is always getting

sidetracked in his review, he is usually not malicious

about Slotnick. If he ignores the book, he does it

because the professor knows the reader is much more
interested in his knowledge of writers of the 20th

century than in Slotnick's latest work.
The second category of reviewer is the most

dangerous. When the book editor turns over a newly

published work to an author who has written on the

same subject, the writer of the book is sunk.

Let us assume that Stump has just written "The
Definitive History of Staten Island." The book editor

assigns the work to C'arstairs who two years ago wrote
The Definitive History of Staten Island." C'arstairs

has no intention of letting Stump's history replace his

own and so he lacerates Stump in the review for

factual inaccuracies, lack of depth, shoddy writing,

poor illustrations and outdated street maps.
In fiction the situation is even worse. When an

editor asks one fiction writer to review another

writer's new book he is signing the latter's death

warrant. There are very few writers of fiction who are

capable of reviewing another writer's book without

slashing off an ear.

Brubaker, the author of "Sit" starts off his review of

Templebar's new novel "Big Toe" as follows:

Templebar. who showed so much promise in the

Kitties with his first novel, "Postage Due," has once
again disappointed his readers.." What nobody knows
is that Templebar reviewed Brubaker's last book in a
similar manner, and Brubaker is finally getting his

revenge. < I know from personal experience that book
editors operate this way because every time Russell

Baker comes out with a new book I am asked to review
it. and every time I come out with a book, Baker is

asked to write about it. Since I have nothing good to

say about Baker and he has nothing good to say about
me. we have a deal. We each write our own reviews of

our own books and sign each other's name. This is the

only reason we've been able to remain friends for so
many years.

)

If the author had his choice of reviewers, he would
probably choose the third category-- the editor's

reporter friend who needs the extra $25.

The reporter, who is more interested in the money
than he is in criticism, doesn't have time to read the

book so he just types up everything printed on the

inside book jacket and hands it in as his review.
Publishers know this and that is why most inside book
jackets read like favorable book reviews.

What of the blurbs that appear on the back cover
and in the advertisements recommending the book in

glowing terms? Those, dear reader, are written by
friends of the author who haven't read the book but
owe the poor guy a favor.

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

Drug Laws -A Giant Step Forward

by Neil L.Chavct
The Massachusetts legislature is

about to consider a major
recodification of the state's drug
laws As it does so. we might pause

to consider the catastrophic failure

of our present laws While we have
by no means learned what to do
about the drug problem, perhaps
we have learned what not to do
from (he experience of the last

decade.

Our present laws are entrenched

in the criminal law and yet these

laws have failed in nearly every
sense to do what the criminal law is

supposed to do. It is clear that they

have tailed to deter drug use. The
figures of arrest and convictions.

which of course represent only a

tiny fraction of actual drug use.

show the extent^to which we have
tailed to deter. In 1%<>, the District

Courts of Massachusetts handled

I (WO drug eases. In 19fi8, there were

JOOO; in 1970. 12.500; and this year

the tigure will exceed 20.000. Last

vear there were 24.000 defendants

in felony cases. Preliminary

result* of a study which I am now

conducting show that 4:5. :i percent

of these eases involved drugs other

than alcohol
The law has also tailed to

rationally distinguish between

substances that is. it punishes the

possessor of marijuana as harshly

as it punishes the possessor of

heroin; it punishes transfer of

marijuana (even when no money is

involved' with :> 1(1 years in prison

while the sale of amphetamines,

lar more dangerous, carries a

penalty of only one year The

irrationality <>l these laws is fur-

ther illustrated by the tact that to

merely be in the presence ol

marijuana carries a penalty of 5

years in the state's prison, while to

actual!) possess the drug carries a

penalty <>i only :n _> years

The criminal law is supposed to

punish aberrant behavior which is

harmful to others Drug use is so

widespread that it raises the

question of just what is and is not

aberrant behavior and it ma> well

he that it is only because the drugs

used are different (i.e. marijuana

rather than alcohol* that the act is

punished as it is. Furthermore,

drug possession in itself is not

harmful to other persons and

should thus not be the subject of the

criminal laws.

The criminal law prides itself on

punishment and yet overt punish-

ment rarely follows conviction.

with probation or continuances

being the rule rather than the

exception. Thus, the youngster who
may be facing :?() years of com-

bined penalties often walks out of

court with his case continued as in

a minor traffic violation. This

makes a mockery of our system of

administration of justice.

In addition to the drug laws not

serving their purpose, these laws

have been costly beyond belief.

Although many young persons feel

that they have beaten the system
when they are placed on probation

and not jailed, they soon find that

the life of a convicted felon, even

one who hasn't spent any time in

prison, is not an easy one. The
driver's license is quickly lost, and
the felony conviction may prevent

admission to law school, to medical

school or many kinds of em
ployment. activities which are

already so competitive that per-

sons with criminal records may
simply be rejected out of hand.

\ud so. without achieving any of

the goals of the criminal law, we
have nevertheless criminalised
thousands of \oung people in

Massachusetts, and hundreds of

thousands throughout the nation.

The tragedy of criminalization is

Far more subtle than the criminal

record which may result. The
a i res t . I i n g e r p r i nt ing .

photographing and dehumanizing

of the individual is a process which

can never be forgotten and which

leaves mi its victims an emotional

scar as indelible as the felony

record itself Most tragic of all.

through the force of law we have

created an entire sub-culture

which exists only to subvert and

mock the law Hundreds <>i young

people, lar removed from en

vuonnients where criminal ac-

tivity is rampant, have ex

perienced the questionable
thrills ol evading the law and the

accumulation of the last money, so

that we have lost to productive

society even those who are not

apprehended by the police.

In addition to the impact on the

user and the seller, we cannot

ignore the impact on an already

sick system of administration of

justice. The courts just cannot

afford to spend almost half their

lime dealing with the futility of

drug cases. The same youngsters
keep returning to court: there are

virtually no really successful
treatment programs for the sick.

As lor those who are sick, the law-

still deters them from seeking

treatment, because of the

requirement which forces the

doctors and hospitals to report

them If the doctor does not report,

and many do not. he is placed in the

difficult position of having to

commit a crime to protect the

sacredness of the physician-patient

relationship.

The recodification will not end

the drug problem in

Massachusetts. It will not end the

degradation and dehumanizing of

the enforcement, arrest and trial

and it will not immediately ease

tin 1 burden on our courts because

the recodification continues to

utilize the criminal law. What it

does do however, is to begin to

apply some degree of logic and
rationality to the problem.

I 'or example, it would be the only

statute in the country which ranks

drugs for penalty purposes in

terms of the harmfulness of the

substance involved, t'nlike the new
federal law. where marijuana is

still ranked with heroin in Schedule
I. the recodification places heroin

in the highest schedule, but

marijuana is ranked three
schedules below It would he the

onl\ statute in the countr\ which
would prohibit the jailint* or fining

ol a first offender charged with

possession of marijuana. The
maximum punishment would be
probation not to exceed one year.

and at the (Mid of the probationary
period, the conviction would be

expunged and lor all intents and
purposes, it would be as if the in

dividual had not been convicted ol

;i crime. In addition expunging
would be discretionary in cases of

lust possession of all other drugs
Massachusetts would thus avoid
what is happening in other
states marijuana possession
penalties are reduced and a liar

slier result occurs, because judges
will send people to jail for the

shorter period of time.

And at last, some distinction is

made with regard to types of

pushers so that someone who

Continued on p. 7

Letters To The Editor

It Happened One Spring

To the Editor:

Your editorial of September 9, contained an un-

derstandable but nevertheless serious error. It is not

unlawful to use drugs of any sort, kind or description

in either the United States or the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. Perhaps it simply appears to be

sophistry or subtle legal philosophy to point this out,

but it is more complex than that.

You cannot be lawfully arrested for having smoked
a joint, dropped a tab of acid, injected anything, any

more than you can be lawfully arrested for having

taken a drink irrespective of your age. You can still be

lawfully arrested for doing any of the foregoing to the

point of allowing yourself to become a hazard to the

general public or to yourself in the judgement of a

police officer or judge. The reasons why use by itself is

not made unlawful include difficulty of proof, dif-

ficulty of identification of what has been ingested and

several constitutional protections. Indeed, use to the

point of addiction is a defense to certain criminal acts

and areas of civil responsibilitv.

What has been made unlawful is the possession and

sale of or traffic in the many proscribed narcotic

drugs and implements associated therewith. Also

being knowingly present where they are kept or used

is a crime. The maximum penalties range variously

from two and one-half years to ten years for first of-

fenses depending on the precise charge and the drug

involved As has been pointed out the practice locally

is to treat marijuana offenses "gingerly" with con-

tinuances, dismissals or probation. Second offenses

Correct The Record

mostly carry mandatory minimum sentences of five

years without probation.

The crime is proved by the possession of the illegal

substance or device. The evidence is obtained either

by a police officer at the time of your arrest, or

through a search conducted with a warrant, or by the

testimony of third party witnesses (including police

informers).

Obviously in the course of use of an illegal substance
the user probably participates in a sale, and always is

both in possession and knowing presence of the sub-

stance. You may argue that use is therefore criminal,

but strictly speaking it is not. Anyone arrested for a

drug or drug-related offense will be given the op-

portunity to request a medical-psychiatric
examination to determine whether he or she is a drug
abuser or addict. If determined to be either, criminal

prosecution is stayed and therapeutic procedures are

followed. Since this decision may result in non-penal

incarceration in a mental institution for several years,

anyone faced with the choice should consult an at-

torney before making it.

Since use is not the crime or even a legal element of

a crime, those students who persist in commiting the

offenses of possession, presence and sale should

remember that one incident has the same result in

criminal law as a thousand. In other words one
transaction in narcotics as middleman, runner, seller

or whatever is worth the same five year term in

prison. I have seen no evidence of leniency by any
prosecutor in "sale" cases. I suppose if one is going to

engage in this activity it is futile to emphasize that he

probably is selling to an informer a certain per-

centage of the time-like last Spring.

Richard M. How land

To the Editor:

May I offer some comments relative to the

Belchertown Volunteers section of the "University

Committees Open to All" article (p. 31, MDC 7 Sept.

1971)

First, to correct the record, Belchertown is not a

mental hospital as was stated, it is an institution for

the mentally retarded.

Second, Belchertown Volunteers can serve not only

as aids to staff personnel, or bring gifts to residents,

but can serve in other ways. For example, UMass
work parties have, in the past, contributed much
productive labor. There are many projects underway.
Help is needed now! If interested, please contact me
at Hoyden 2. or phone 545-2480.

Benjamin Ricci

Proliferating
To the F.ditor:

The Heading Dynamics" signs are proliferating,

and many students who wish to improve their reading

speed may well hand over many dollars.

Any student interested in a speed reading course

should be aware of one offered at no charge by the

School of Education land for no credit. ) It will begin in

October. More information about it will be for-

thcoming from Dr. David Yarington. director of the

Heading Program at the School of Kducation. Last

semester, more than :t(K) students participated in this

service.
Don Glickstein

Mastering The Draft
Copyright 1971 by
John Striker and
Andrew Shapiro

Are you making satisfactory

academic progress this spring? If

not you may be drafted next fall.

Continuation of a student's II-S

deferment depends upon his

"satisfactorily pursuing a full-time

course of instruction." Un-
satisfactory progress is a

legitimate ground for denying a

future I IS.

The draft board must decide

whether you. made satisfactory

progress during this academic
year before renewing your II-S for

the next academic year Draft

boards follow a key regulation that

purports to lay down an iron-clad

definition of satisfactory progress:

"A student shall be deemed to be

satisfactorily pursuing a full-time

course of instruction' when, during

his academic year (i.e., the 12-

month period following the

beginning of a course of study*, he

has earned, as a minimum, credits

toward his degree which, when
added to any credits earned during

prior academic years, represents a

proportion ol the total number
required to earn his degree at least

equal to the proportion which the

number of academic years com
pleted bears to the normal number
of yean established b\ the school

to obtain such degree
Mercifully, this legalistic lor

inula concludes with its own built

m illustration: "For example, a

student pursuing a four-year

course should have earned 25 per

cent of the credits required for his

baccalaureate degree at the end of

his first academic year, 50 per cent

at the end of his second academic

year, and 75 per cent at the end of

his 'third academic year."

,
Suppose, however, that you are

several credits shy of 50 per cent at

the end of your sophomore year.

Can you be denied renewal of your

II-S

yea i

A

for your upcoming junior

negative response was

recently handed down by the Court

of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit

(covering Maryland. West

Virginia. Virginia, North and South

Carolina i
. The Court held in

Coleman v. Tolson that a student

might still qualify for a II-S. even

though, technically, he has not

made satisfactory progress.

Coleman, himself, failed to earn

50 per cent of his credits by the end

of his second academic year in a

four year program. He was just

seven credit hours short of being a

full fledged junior.

The deficit was not Coleman's

fault Instead, it resulted from a

school policy of requiring certain

freshmen to pursue three

semesters, rather than the normal

two. before qualifying as

sophomores. Consistent with this

administrative policy. Coleman

was a student in good standing in

the eyes of the school. The school

so informed Coleman's draft

board, stating Miat he would fulfill

all his necessary credits within the

two years left before receiving his

degree
But the school's affirmation did

not satisfy the draft board

Following the definition of

satisfactory progress to the letter,

the board reclassified Coleman I A

at the start of his third academic

year and ordered bun to report for

induction. Finally. when

Coleman's case reached court, the

Fourth Circuit ordered the draft

board to classify him II-S.

•Whether a student is

satisfactorily pursuing a full-time

course of instruction," the Court

declared, "is a question of fact. In

resolving that question the source

of information and evidence is

obviously the college ad-

ministration. So long as a college

certifies that a registrant is ex-

pected to graduate on time, and it

appears reasonably probably that

he can do so, he should be entitled

to retain his II-S classification.

When a college cannot certify that

the registrant is expected to

graduate on time, certainly a local

board would have a basis in fact for

terminating the deferment."

The Fourth Circuit by no means
mandated that a draft board's

determination of satisfactory

progress must always be con-

trolled by the school's cer-

tification. Quite to the contrary,

the Court was careful to point out:

"Even where the college certifies

that the registrant is expected to

graduate on time, in a given case a

local board may nevertheless

conclude otherwise, e.g.. where the

registrant is not passing the

assigned work and has fallen

further behind, there may be a

basis in fact for discontinuing

deferment
."

Letters
As in previous years, the MDC

will continue to print letters to

the editor. The only

requirements are that they be

typed at sixty spaces, double

spaced and absolutely no longer

than two pages in length All

letters must be signed and the

author's address and telephone

numbers must be included. No
letters will be published without

this information Also, no letters

will be printed without the name
of the author. Please note this

change in policy.

All letters are subject to

editing either for content or

space according to the judgment
of the editors. Also, due to space

limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed.

TIIK EDITORS

Editorial Points

According to Dwight Allen, A
hole is never greater than the

sum of its parts."
* * * *

Convocation provides a rare

opportunity for many to catch a

glimpse of what a Chancellor
really looks like in person. But
don't expect too much.

* * * *

Convocation also offers a

chance to miss your 10:10 on
Wednesday and not feel guilty.

* * * *

Recent Gallup and Harris
polls show that President Nixon
is gaining on Democrats Muskie,
Humphrey, Kennedy and Lind-

say. Well, since he's not doing
many things right, they must be
doing a lot of things wrong.

Speaking of Nixon, he was
recently told by a visiting

Roman Catholic priest from
Taiwan that mainland Chinese

Premier Cho En-lai is "an in-

sidious man", a "professional

liar", and the priest went on to

say that he did not believe any
good could come from Nixon's

forthcoming trip to China. It

makes you wonder where he gets

the rest of his information from.
* * * *

A "gut" course is a 100-level

course in which the majority of

those enrolled are seniors.
* * » *

The MDC is holding its first

recruitment meeting of the year

in Room 162 of the Campus
Center tonight at 7 p.m.. Well, it

beats going to Convocation.

Drugs - The New Law
Continued from Page «

gives away less than one ounce of

marijuana for no remuneration
would not be charged as a seller,

but treated as a possessor, (lone at

last would he the laws making it a

crime to be merely in the presence

of a substance and gone also would
be the statute requiring the

reporting of drug users by
physicians and hospitals. In ad-

dition, badly needed research
could go on without fear of

harassment and undue red tape.

Many will say that the

recodification goes too far in

easing the punitive posture of our

existing laws; many others will

say that it does not go far enough
because it still allows arrest and
trial of persons who use drugs.

What is important is that it is a

giant step forward to a more
logical means of dealing with this

great problem which all of us —
parents, teachers, lawyers, doc-

tors, police officers, judges — must
face almost every day of our lives

in one way or another. And almost

as important as the recodification

itself is the process by which it was
achieved.

The long sessions held in secrecy

and the total cooperation of the

Governor. Attorney General,
House Speaker. Senate President,

Dist. Attorney Burke, working with

Sen. Jack Backman and Reps.

Michael Flaherty and Martin

Linsky is a tribute to these men
and illustrates that when we must
deal with a problem as challenging

and complex as drugs, such
cooperation is possible.

Lastly, and most important, we
have perhaps turned the corner

and are headed toward a change of

attitudes about the drug problem
which, in reality, is not a drug

problem at all, but is instead a

problem of people. Perhaps we will

soon realize that drug abuse is a

sympton of boredom, of despair,

and of estrangement of a whole

generation who question the

corporate state, the war. and the

abyss in which we find ourselves in

September 1971.

Perhaps we will he able to soon

spend our time not in the costly

futility of police stations and the

courts, but rather in developing

meaningful ways of treating those

who have succumbed to addiction,

and even more important, working

to change our society so that for

our young people it will once again

be an exciting challenge to live

within society rather than without.

We have failed in our homes, in our

schools, and in almost every in-

stitution we have developed to keep
our young people "turned on"
without drugs.

Let us begin now. before it is too

late.

(Reprinted from the Boston
Globe 9/13/71.)

Join The MDC
•What Do You Mean, Try It On Our lop Officials'

That Would Be Insulting!"
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Campus Films

Film Study Series Schedules Eighth Season

Bv HAL DASH
On Sunday evening September 19th at 7

and 9 P.M.* the UMass. Film Study Series

begins its 8th season. This year's series

offers a wide range of films and genres. The

series will cover the works of such noted

directors as Cecil B. DeMille. Ingmar

Bergman. Billy Wilder, Francois Truffaut

and Michael Curtiz. From the golden

thirties of Hollywood to the French New

Wave to the macabre works of the German
Kxpressionists, this group of films

represents some of the classics of the wide

screen.

There are ten films in the series with all

screenings in Thompson 104 at 7 and 9 P.M.

on Sundav evenings. Subscriptions and

single tickets will be available at the door.

Folllowing is a short rundown of the in-

dividual films:

Sept 19

•Male and Female" U910> That

masterful Hollywood showman C.B.

DeMille rocked post-war America with

lavishly set films depicting high society and

the sexual revolution of the new "Jazz Age."

The era of "bedroom and bathroom" scenes

in film had arrived Male and Female"

with Gloria Swanson and Thomas Neighan

was "loosely" based on J.M. "Peter Pan")

Barrie's The WmiraWe Cricaton.

The adventures of a shipwrecked English

upper class family on a desert island offers

an interesting and often romantic and

amusing look at the changes m status bet-

ween the familj and their stall

Sept 26

•The Student of Prague" (1913) and

Variety (19251 The series dramatically

changes gear for its second program. The

world of the German Expressionist film

predominates in this double bill with Paul

Wegener starring in •"Student" and K A

DuPont directing the great Fmil Jannings in

•\'ariet\

The Expressionist film was the product of

a highlv talented group of writers.

technicians, actors and directors who

employed the interplay of light and shadow

among weird, often grotesque sets to ex-

plore the dark corners of the minds and

souls of tormented characters.

Wegener as the 'Student of Prague" sells

his soul to the devil, and the soul eventually

returns to cause horror and tragedy in the

Student's life. The film was shot on location

in the old section of Prague to increase the

grim overtones of the main theme.

"Variety" with Jannings again centers on

an inside glimpse of the workings of the

tortured mind. In this case the main

character, a circus performer named Boss

Huller must deal with the romantic in-

tentions of a fellow performer. Artinelli,

toward his mistress. This triangle and the

tensions within it lead to murder in the end.

Oct. 5

Le Million" (1931) Comedy, music and

light melodrama are all ingredients of Rene

Clair s sparkling film. The search for a

lottery ticket takes both heroes and villains

on a "madcap chase through the streets

theaters, businesses, and police stations of

Paris.

Clair throws satire, burlesque, slapstick,

romance, witty dialogue and songs into this

celluloid stew which The New Veils Times

called "scintillating entertainment."

Oct. 17

"The Private Life of Henry Villi (1935)

For those oi you who enjoyed the CBS series

on Henry's wives, this Alexander Korda film

should be just as interesting and en-

tertaining With 5 of the wives appearing in

the film along with Charles Laughton as the

gluttonous Henry there will be plenty of

court intrigue, beheadings, plotting and line

character portrayals Few of Laughtons

performances were better.

Oct. u

Captains Courageous" 1 1937) It's back to

the Hollywood of the Golden Thirties era tor

Spencer Tracy. Freddie Bartholomew.

Lionel Barrymore. Mickey Hooney and John

Carradine in the film version of Rudyard

Kipling's tale of the Gloucester, Mass

fishermen.

Victor C'Gone With the Wind") Fleming

directed and Hal Kossan photographed

some ot the finest action of the stormy

Atlantic ever seen. The fine performances

by many in the east helped prove why MCM
was called The Home of the Stars."

Nov. 7

•Mission to Moscow" (194:?) Undoubtedly

one of the greatest propaganda films ever to

be made in Hollywood, Warner Bros.

"Mission to Moscow" helped rally the

American public behind the position that the

Russians were reliable and friendly allies.

The story revolves around U.S. Am-

bassador J.E. Davies' diary of his ex-

periences in Russia with Walter Huston in

the lead role.

Director Michael ("Casablanca") Curtiz

combined actual newsreel footage along

with authentic studio sets of Russia to make
even the atrocities of Stalin's Purge Trials

seem justified and necessary.

Nov. 21

"Summer Interlude" (1950) Ingmar

Bergman's 10th film reveals a struggle

many go through in life. Having lost a loved

one during a beautiful summer love affair,

Marie (May Brett) retreats into a shell,

barely existing in any sense. For 13 years

she only looks forward to the warm rays of

the summer dream world where her

memories are stored. She shuts out and

despises all other seasons.

Much of this film is autobiographical

Bergman, as usual, has a lot to say about

love, communication and memories. He
utilizes his native Sweden and the sym-

bolism of nature's presence to reflect the

emotional and psychological make up of the

characters.

Dec 5

'Sunset Boulevard" (19S0) A lading film

star (Gloria Swanson) trying to make an

impossible comeback, her ex husband I Eric

von Stronheim) now acting as her servant

and an aspiring devious young scenarist

^William Holden) constitute the principals

in Billy Wilder's "Sunset Boulevard."

This' film took a hard cold look at

Hollywood as a town and movie-making

center with the old guard resisting the rise

of the new wave of talent.

Boulevard" boasts a grand supporting cast

which includes C.B. DeMille, Buster

Keaton, Jack Webb, Fred Clark and the

venomous Hedda Hopper.

Dec. 12

"The 400 Blows" (1958) Francois Truf-

fauts first feature length film is largely

autobiographical. 12 year old Antoine has

experienced a turbulent and shaky home

life. He is driven into a world of fantasy in

which a statue of Balzac becomes Antoine's

Cod In school he cheats, and in town he is a

petty thief. Yet he is sensitive, intelligent,

and he possesses an independent spirit.

Truffaut s mobile camera captures both

landscape and buildings and creates some

highly visual metaphors. He uses the freeze

frame in interesting ways as he takes a long,

hard and condescending look at the world of

parental authority. Childhood is seen in a

contrasting perspective and the audience

can decide the degree of validity in Truf-

taut's statements.

Dec. 1!)

"Privilege" H%7> The final film in the

series. Peter Watkins' "Privilege" throws

light upon the contemporary rock music

scene and the PR men. manipulators, big

capitalists and fringers who successfully

use singer Steve Shorter I Paul Jones I to rip

oil young audiences.

hi an almost documentary style the singer

is seen performing before his frenzied

screaming audiences When his managers

think ol a new gimmick and turn the naive

singer into a religious figure, the fans once

again shower their loyalty to Steve They

also shower the managers with great sums

of money
This pointed study of how people fall for

illusions instead of reality makes
"Privilege" a bold, sometimes amusing, but

mostly stark film. Jean Sbrimpton also

Praised l>\ almost every critic. "Sunset Stars.

Novelist playwright Joseph Heller will

open this
J
ear's Distinguished Visitors

Program this evening at 8 in the Student

Union Ballroom. Entitled "An Evening With

Joseph Heller." the program will present

the author reading from his acclaimed

works Catch-22 and We Bombed In New

Haven along with discussing current issues

of the day
The lecture is open to the public free of

charge and a coffee hour will follow in the

Colonial Lounge

Rent a refrigerator for

your room. Just$4.44a month.

• Compact—dimensions are only 20 x 17 x 18"

• Spacious—Two cubic-foot capacity, holds up to 36

cans of cold drinks

• University-approved for dormitory use

• Free pick-up and delivery

• Guaranteed— if one of our refrigerators malfunctions,

we'll replace it * . . 256-8488/
CALL 953-9494

• We pay interest on your deposit

• Mini-Kool Protection Policy—for $1 a term it relieves

you of all liability for fire and theft. And it's free to all

who pay a full academic year's rent in advance.

• Purchase option—you can buy your refrigerator if

you like, and 75% of your rental payments will be

applied toward the $89.50 purchase price.

within 24 hours. mini J kool
'The monthly price stated is an average based on rental for the full academic year. Refrigerators may

be rented tor shorter periods as W9H, with some adjustment in the monthly cost.
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Albums

New Groups And Some Old Favorites
* i u ».. Bfindto modulate ennsiderahlv hut struniental improvisation, and is Man .anothei

Praised bv almost everv crmc. aunsei -«..».

Joseph Heller To Speak Tonight
.. ... .... l. ii-.ii ...;n uoiks f'alrh.22 and We liomhcri In New

Bv FRANK JOHNSON
Oypsy: In Th»* OarrtVn

Metromedia KMI) 1044

Well the gypsy in me. ..(is) OK.

so 1 think if s safe to say. I'm gonna

make a play. "Jimi Hendrix

•Went to see the gypsy, staying

in a big hotel. 'Bob Dylan

She was a gypsy woman. .."-

Curtis Mayfield

As the above quotes illustrate,

the gypsy preoccupation, like the

concurrent interest in voodoo, is on

the minds of everyone-including

big name stars like Hendrix and

Dylan. There is clearly something

enigmatic about that Eastern

European ethnic group, some of

whom use a crystal ball instead of

a computer.

My crystal ball (or computer)

says that this new rock group,

(Jypsy. has a bright future if they

continue to produce material such

as is featured on their album. In

The (.arden. (Jypsy is a talented

foursome consisting of Enrico

Kosenbaum. guitarist and chief

songwriter; James Walsh (not to

be confused with Joe Walsh of the

James (Jang) on keyboards;

William Lordan on drums, and

Willie Weeks on bass. By its very

nature, (Jypsy has an ideal balance

of instruments. They offer

something extra as opposed to a

potentially monotonous trio, yet

I hey are a group simple enough to

avoid the crowded, uneven sound

of a too-large group.

Gypsy, like many groups of its

kind, is not totally innovative, and
therein we can make a few

preliminary judgements. Enrico

Kosenbaum's song are not atonal,

nor do they have complicated

chord changes and structure.

Because Gypsy is not innovative,

their style almost sounds familiar

the first time the album is played.

Aha! You say: Santana! However,

(Jypsy is very unlike Santana.

They do not go in for South

American music the way Santana

does, and their sound is much more
varied. Santana is so big these

days that their music is practically

a cliche, partly ipso facto, and also

partly because of overexposure.

Musically, Gypsy has a style all

its own. Kosebaum s songs include

a dominance of sevenths and
ninths performed by the organist,

James Walsh. Weeks bass

counterpoint is not restricted by

this dominance, which lends a beat

eligible for many watts on the

stereo rig Gypsy's vocals are very

harmonic-not a raw. visceral

Morrison-type solo that pervades

the music, nor a growling. Clap

Ionian predominance. Their im-

provisation is well thought-out on

all instruments. especially

Itosebaum's guitar. All of the

gongs modulate considerably, but

in the final analysis return to

sevenths and ninths, a style

preferred by Gypsy.

The opener, "Around You", has

all the performers playing in about

equal balance < few solos), and was
the one song with which 1 was
familiar prior to playing the album
for the first time. Enrico Kosen-

baum's guitar took over in the next

song, "Reach Out Your Hand",
and the vocals were featured

strongly. "As Ear As You Can
See...", the song following,

features an interesting in-

strumental improvisation, and is

also the longest song on the record,

running a little over 12 minutes.

I was particularly impressed

with Part I of the title song, "Here
In The Garden", beginning Side II.

The soft acoustical guitar and the

even harmonics, played in the

interesting I) sharp key, stand out

in the entire album. The second

half of the same song, un-

fortunately, is given over to a

boring drum solo, presumably
included to let you know that Willie

Lordan is still alive. Guitar
counterpoint was superb on "Blind

Man ".another standout. Here both

acoustic and electric guitars were
blended together in an un-

lorgettable fashion; the chord

changes and modulation also

impressed me greatly. James
Walsh wrote the last piece, a piano

work entitled: "Time Will Make It

Better"; his solo and interesting

chorda end the album with a subtle

reminder if what Walsh says is

true, then 1 look forward to Gyp
sy's next album I might add in the

words of the late Jimi Hendrix: I

think it's safe to say that (Jypsy

will continue to play well.

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

• • • ••

New Zappa And Airplane •c

Bv STEVE KEIJ)
HARK Jefferson Airplane (Grunt

Uecords)

It's been almost 1 1/2 years since

Volunteers", the last new Air-

plane album has been released and

the music on "Bark" is similar to

its predecessor. The opening cut

When the Earth Moves Again", is

comparable to "We Can Be
Together". The chord changes,

melody and harmonies are similar,

yet it is still outstanding as a

separate piece of music. "Crazy

Miranda" has Grace Slick com-

menting on Women's Lib:

"Crazy Miranda lives on

propaganda. She believes

everything she reads."

Two of Paul Kantner's songs

"Kock and Koll Island" and "War
Movie" are in the same vein as the

songs on his solo album. Once
again, the prevalent theme is one

of isolating masses of freaks to

start their own world.

The absence of Marty Balin.

once leader of the group, goes

virtually unnoticed on record,

while the addition of Joey
Covington provides for some good

drumming but definitely inferior

songwriting.

"Bark" marks sort of a standstill

for the Airplane. But it still makes
lor some good listening.

STEREO COMPONENTS

A purchasing co-operative has been formed to

sell equipment at people's prices - 3 to 4% over

cost. Scott, BSR McDonald, Sony, Marantz, AR,

Dual, Akai, Rectilinear, Dynaco, etc. Most top

brands.

Call 546 8902 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Take a free Mini-Lesson and increase

your reading speed on the spot!

Take a Free Mini-Lesson

In 60 minutes, over 80% of our Mini-Lesson audiences increase

their reading speed. Just a little, but enough to know what it's like.

At the Mini-Lesson, you will find out how the Evelyn Wood tech-

nique handles difficult textbook material. How it improves mem-

ory and concentration. And, how it makes reading a pleasure in-

stead of a chore. The Mini-Lesson is one hour that could change

your life, too!

UNIV. OF MASS., CAMPUS C ENT ER RM. 90a

One of these dates

Tues. Sept. 14 at 4 p.m. or 7 p.m. or 9 p.m.

Wed. Sept. 15 at 4 p.m. or 7 p.m. or 9 p.m.

Classes begin Thurs. Sept. 16 at 7 p.m.

PAUL MURPHY

253-2425

Another Stereo System
from Amherst Audio that our competitors are sure to say nasty things about.

Here is our newest modestly priced ($300.00) system

Harman-Kardon 230 FM Stereo Receiver (45 watts IHF at 80 HMS)
2 EPI Model 50 Loud speakers

Garrard SL55B Automatic Changer w/Base and Dust Cover

Grado Magnetic Cartridge with Ellipticall Diamond Stylus.

Amherst Audio warrants this system to be free of defects for two years, including the changer and needle.

We know of no other stereo system under $340.00 that will reproduce music as faithfully.

AMHERST AUDIO
197 No. Pleasant St.

IMT».t<«l« '*» "I^L'Uleiilf'M' ! ' —»1." -C >»**» Ml >*M' II II W I
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Draft Counselor's Corner
\Ji y^UUTidViur j turner ^

Pav Attention, This Could Be Complicated
.

J „ ,.;.. .,,«. rfi-iKl. ,n h/H-ftad number will probably not be called and on Dec. 31 be had served out he an election year 'and you -

In (iilbnt I.Salk

There seems to be a great deal of

misinformation about the lottery

floating around, so let's spend

some time talking about Uncle

Sum's answer to •You Bet Your

Life."

As most of you probably already

knout .
your lottery number is

drawn the year you turn 19.

However, you cannot be drafted

until the year you turn 20. In other

words, if you received your lottery

number in this year's drawing, you

cannot be drafted before January

1972 If you got your number last

year, then this year is your first

chance to serve in the I S

diplomatic corps The vear

which you are eligible to be drafted

is called your liability year.

okay, pay attention now,

because it starts to get com-

plicated. You begin serving your

liability year only when you do not

have any deferments, but you

always retain your original lottery

number A liability year runs from

January I to December 31. If you

do not have a deferment on Dec. 31,

then you are considered to have

been eligible for the draft for the

entire year even if you only spent

that one day without a deferment.

Time for an example or two

Little Johnny turned 19 on Aug. 5,

1971 Let's assume that his lottery

number is 250. Kven though his

number will probably not be called

this year, he will still not be free of

the draft, because he cannot serve

a liability year until the following

year. He should hold onto his

student deferment until December
1972.

Joe Cool (alias Snoopy) turned 19

on June 5. 1909. Let's say his

number was 225. On December 20,

1979, he wrote to his board to tell

them that he wanted to give up his

student deferment and be

reclassified I-A. (Of course, he

kept a copy of the letter for his own

records, and sent it Certified Mail.

Return Receipt Requested* The

board got his letter on Dec. 24. Joe

was automatically reclassified I-A.

.uomanc corps urc u-ui w -

Blacks Working Toward Organization
ii to-- iLm MM«utM Avn«aeoa/1 unutl

The 1'

>aturda\

n "give i

,\ork ant

h k Community met

rior to Jean v\ iley's talk

irection toward further

organization" in the

a ..i (Is i»l Mike Thelwell. Director

,,| I Mas> Mack Studies

it we lUacks can't organize on a

local level, in a University com

inunitv. how can we possibly

organize on a national level':

Thelwell said. "If the Black

population is not organized, it is

impossible to confront the white

community or the \<i

ministration.''

The consensus of the group was

that no central Black organization

exists on this campus. Members of

[Convocation Ceremony Tomorrow!
Opening Convocation. the

ceremony marking the formal

beginning of the 1971-72 academic

year at the CMass will be held

"tomorrow at 10:10 a.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium

Chancellor Oswald Tippo will

give his opening address to the

academic community and present

the annual Distinguished Teacher

Awards. Student Senate President

Lee Sandwen will speak. All

members of the University com-

munity and the public are invited.

The" traditional academic
procession of robed faculty and

staff will begin the convocation.

The procession will be led by the

bearer of the University Mace,

William H. Ross. Traditionally.

this honor is given to the faculty

member who has held the

Distinguished Teacher Award for

the longest time. Dr. Ross.

professor of physics, won the

award in 1962.

Three Distinguished Teacher
Awards will be given for "Manifest

excellence in the art of teaching

and outstanding devotion to the

cause of education."' The awards

are made by an all- University

committee and carry a $1000

stipend.

Presiding will be Dr. Robert L.

Oluckstern. vice-chancellor for

academic affairs. The invocation

will be by Rev. Arnold M. Kenseth,

minister of Amherst's South

Congregational Church and an

Knglish department faculty

member Larry Weed will direct

the University Band.

Classes beginning at 10:10 a.m.

Wednesday have been cancelled to

enable faculty and students to

attend the convocation.

the group expressed a growing

need for one which would unite the

Black community at CMass,
however.
Almost a dozen autonomous

organizations act with and for the

Black community at present They

range from the Black Cultural

Center, responsible for bringing

activities to Black students, to

DRUM, a Black campus literary

magazine. The Community plans

to meet again to map out action.

and on Dec. 31 he had served out

his eligibility year. Because his

board had not reached his number.

Joe was dropped into the Second

Priority Pool, and was safe from

the draft.

If the board had reached Joe's

number, then he would have been

placed in an Extended Liability

Pool, and would have beencalled

up before the board started

drafting any of the people in the

1971 liability pool.

Confused'' Good. That's exactly

what the lottery is all about. It also

serves to cut down on anti-war

protests because people with high

numbers don't have to worry about

themselves, and few of them seem

to worry about their brothers with

low numbers However, let's run

through it once more.

If you got your number this year.

get and keep your student defer-

ment at least until December of

next year If you got your number

last vear. or earlier, keep your

determent until this December.

Karly in the month, check to see

m hat number is being called. If you

number is higher, drop your

deferment. If it is lower, keep your

deferment at least until next year.

Hopefully, the numbers will be

lower next vear. (after all, it will

he an election yean and you will

stand a better chance.

If you are still confused about

what course of action you should

take, visit Draft Counseling Ser-

vices in 923 CC for free advice and

expert counseling.

A note of interest. The United

Christian Foundation is sponsoring

a coffee hour on Friday from 1:30

to 3:30 in the Student Union

Colonial Lounge. Featured will be

a very heavy tape by Father

Daniel Berrigan. Berrigan is

currently in prison, with his

brother, for destroying draft

records to protest the destruction

of babies in Vietnam. The

Government has also claimed that

he conspired to kidnap Henry

Kissinger and blow up steam pipes

in Washington. Berrigan was
supposed to deliver a sermon at

smith College when he was in

dieted for burning the draft files

He was forced to go underground,

and sent the tape in his place Dig

it, folks. It's got a lot to say to you

about how you relate to the draft

and the rest of the death machine.

I'll be there with some other

folks to rap after the tape. See you

there.

pi:\( k.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE AUTOS

For EC 61 VW But. Excellent

.onU , no rust, 49,000 mf. «!«ni

XS3-743H. tf9/l.iM,»

«ft VW Beetle . Excellent condition

MMgt, tf9-n

1970 BSBSSSSS S3 be MM Call

BMW (m. f. mtt. «). tt9 17

1969 Triumph Titer B cc, e\<el-

lent condlUoo gMjg; !g H
1966 C«rv»ir - Cor»n, 4 3 , i

t'ftrb., rood condition. Krol »ff«*r

C»U *33-3»8« after 8 p.m. tft* !'»

67 MUHtaiiR,
condition, *!MH»

AT. VH. b«mmI

(all Jeff Mt-0*M
tf 9-17

Bleeding Rose Strikes Again
A mad student in philosophy.

Hob /elm.m will he teaching

private non-university non-

credit 1 courses in philosophy and

religion in the Amherst area The

courses will cover areas such as:

Kasl in Western Religions.

Hum list ic- Psychology and
existentialism Topics will in

elude Freedom. Death. Sex.

Meditation. Drugs. Male Female
Liberation. Astrology and the I

Clung which is an old Chinese book
which can foretell the future

Zelman will be using a multi-

disciphnary approach which will

include work with novels, music

and poetry Last year Zelman did

poetry readings on campus of poets

such as 1'erlinghetti ("TyrannuS

Nix") Ginsberg, Patchen and
l.cnorc Kandel.

When asked who the course

would appeal to. Zelman replied,

I am hoping to reach those people

who are curious about

philosophical questions but who.

Inr one reason or another, believed

that philosophy was too unin-

telligible or too boring to study I

believe that philosophy has many
exciting things to say about the

basic questions of human existence

such as: who am I. what is real,

does Cod exist etc However, the

courses will also be interesting for

more advanced students

Zelman will be charging a small

lee lor the courses depending on

the size of the group."

Tonight Sept 14 at H o'clock p.m.

there will be a tree first meeting on

the 9th tloor Lounge of the Campus
(enter If you can't come to the

meeting you tan write to Zelman.

C o Bleeding Hose at ' Hamlin.

Dormitory Room a\)2.

1968 VW, fair body, rebuilt en-

gine, *» heater, sun-roof, excellent

tlre». f?M or best offer Cull MS
460? after 5 p.m. or keep trjiiic

tf9--.lt

Sleep on a waterbed tonlKht AH
*lies and all frame*. «19 98 and M
5 jr. «uarantee. fall an>Jlmf

Jerry 256-837* '/'>'"

DUMP NIXON 'Tt - l« red. will It-

and blue deeal (emphasU ••

••DUMP") $1. Dump Nixon 'Ti. l»o\

97, Collene Park, MP 20740 IftM*

Double bed mattreH* and MprliiB*.

Klnrle bed frame. Price ne*»»lnM»-.

r»H .149-69*4 after 0. **• t<

1 yr. old Sears Coldwpot refrUer

ator with freeaer and Ice cube tnuro.

approx. 9 cu. ft. Price neiroUnnn-

Call 253-7464 after 5. tft> '">

? Matching xold bedspread* for

nale S3. 00 each, fall MM «»

516-1 164 or Deb at S46-637-!
tr:t-Hi

C.E portable wtereo. excellcnl con-

dition. Ideal for dorm »r hiiihII

apartment, make offer MMM
lf!>-H.

MUSICIAN WANTED
" Singer needed to front vrn.mil.-

group (rock, ballad*, old gQji-ra* >

Must be experienced tall M»v«
256-9—4. SH

HELP WANTED
""Students to deliver Ronton HcralH

Traveler In Orchard Hill, Central iit.tl

Quad Pretty good salary Call I'b.iI

at 549-6614.
,

""'
Any CMass student with CI»»-«

H drivers license to drive Can')""

Shuttle Bus. Call Ml Office

5-2351. tf»-17

If you are CFI or Oriid. ftittr .

please see us at next Colleclale

Flying Club meeting, Wed . >cpl

15 at 7:30 p.m. in rin 1«5 CC.
tf 9-K.

WANTED
•68 Flat, red. Ma sp>der ;{:t.«K»

miles, good cond Call r»49-lt»« eve-

nings after 6 p.m t f
»-•••.'

FOR SALE
Enhance sei life. Sgl, dbl, UHrm

or king waterbed $29 95, round af

Jumbo «49.95. Immed. dellv , 3 >r

warranty. Aqua-Dream, Hoi tf'i.

Amherst. tf9--'-'

Excellent new FM Tuner, *I1 »;
is Inch portable TV. »20 «M»; "'«
electric Presto Mroller Hake 0\cn,

SIS 00 Call 25fl-8i:i2. tf»-ll

Small kitchen fable 2lx:«i »/"!

chairs. 54 Inch kitchen sink on im-

fal base. Jacohson reel mower, self

propelled. 323-7010 after « p m
lf» !'

Dorm or apartment slie rcfrlgcra-

t«r, brand new; gorgeous F.mplrr

walsted wedding gown, PlMlimi
style. Hest offer 101 rufft.ni »il

lage. "9-1

»

Rogers drum set, 4 pra phi*

i-vnib. plus hdwre. •250 or l>cl

offer, (iood condition tall Mm
,%8«-1«54. IftVH

APARTMENT WANTED
Sr. girl needs room desperatel)

Will share expenses and lirlp «
furn. Contact Ruth c/w Usa FJtlliii.

404 Melville. >«>•» '

ROOMMATES WANTED
Couple wanted to slmre lame hi»

two bdrm. apt In llelcherlowii

Woodsy location. Leave name Mai
number in Machmer E-.'l t fir- 1 i

One girl or couple Ml) If >""

need a place to slay inilil «M :tl

(all aft. 6, m-f 5*4-T.»73. <f» "
Fern . Orad fii Kd" sili 5eV«

rmmt for 2 Ixlrm . I fl apt '•<

ren. hse. on farm, frplc . uari:.

mi $132.50 mo . 13 Middle l*t .
Ma'l

ley. r>86-3781. Judy. "" "
Cominune for t I emalr lion-.

IHirtner, 21-up wiinteil l.o n-nt but

,ry rough Working mule ton

Kd. «,tuden« :j3-T.'77 after ". »
Hox 792. IIH-r.

Kxperirnced Black Belt in Kariile

for sparring practice. Call Hon -"• •«•-

8825. MM John Adams. 119-1 >

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted from Campus to I.u>ik-

meadow or Springfield, Moil , Wetl ,

Fri. to leave 12:15 p.m. or some-
what soon thereafter. Will pay. .vn-

8317. lf!»-li

RIDE OFFERED
Travel from I rniiiiiiclnim to 1 M«>,

on Tuck, and Thurs and wotihl
like a rider. Cull 617-872-46.VV

tflMl

FUNK
Join the staff of the Daily folk**

ciitn. Recruiting meeting tonite at
7:00 p .in. in 102 of the Campus
Cdjntrr!! 9-14

? Roommate* wanted to »hnr.

room In 2 hedrm fiiriii-hcd iipt

$70 - $75/month Colonial Village

Amherst, Apt. HM» IM-U

LOST
Reward - 10 week old Doliermmi-

>hephcrd, long flea collar in larm
knot Name l.u- 5I!)-0I!K) id h.

The No compromise Record Player

for the Compromised Budget
(A Reduction in Price on a Demonstrator)

"Paraphenalia
"

Fashion Show
at

IOTA
GAMMA
UPSILON

Tues. Sept. 14,7:30 p.m.

406 N. Pleasant St.

All Women Welcome

Pioneer SA900 Stereo Amplifier (60/60 watts RMS into 40 haas b^J2?™g
driven simultaneously from 15H2-22KH2)

EPI Model 202 Floor Standing Console Speakers
4-16 OHMS 26-18,000 H2

Pioneer PL41A Studio Type Transcription Turntable

(Belt drive 1/8 H.P. Motor)

Bang and Olufsen SP12 Magnetic Cartridge (EPI Endorsed)

List

$552.00 Complete
All units fully guaranteed and are in nearly perfect condition.

AMHERST AUDI(5

$259.95

398.00

220.00
70.00

Notices
ANGEL FLIGHT
Meeting 7:00 pm

Dickinson Hall

Tonight in 210

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
Meeting 7:00 pm in Dickinson Hall,

Room 210

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Try something new. Hear how

others use Christian Science on an

everyday basis to solve problems.

Everyone is welcome to attend our

weekly meeting Tuesday, 6:45, Room
803 CC.

C.E.Q
Anyone interested in environment

and ecology invited. Old warriors

please show up also. Fall plans and

projects discussed.

All officers and project leaders

from last year are required to attend

this meeting.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting 6:30 p.m., Rm805 9CC. All

must attend, even if going inactive. If

impossible to attend, call Clair

(52412, 52413) after 9 p.m.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB . u
There will be an organizational

meeting held Tues. in the Campus
Center Aud. at 7:30. Will all club

members please attend.

HILLEL
, , .

Meeting of all those interested in

participating in the Kosher meals

plan at 6:30 in the Hillel office.

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Prayer meeting everyday from 12

to 1230 in 177 Campus Center. Come,

pray, no talking please.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
lota Gamma Upsilon cordially

welcomes all university women to

attend a fall fashion show sponsored

by Paraphenalia of Amherst, Tues.

at 7:30 pm at 406 N. Pleasant St.

ITALIAN CLUB
First meeting of Italian Club at

7 30 pm, 3rd tloor lounge of Herter

Hall tonight. Anyone interested in

organizing this semester's activities

please attend.

JAIL TUTORIAL PROGRAM
Afl interested in participating In a

tutorial program in the Hampshire

County Jail for credit should attend

Action Lab's first meeting, Wed.

September 15, 8 pm in Rm. 174 6 CC.

Upperclassmen
II you haven't picked up your copy

iif the 71 INDEX yet. bring the

blue card ironi your registration

packet t«» the truck in front of the

Student Union, near Machmer It

will be there all week, alter which

you may pick up your copy in the

(Nt)KX office.

JESUS PEOPLE
"Where is He when we need him?"

Call the following numbers and talk

about it. 549 6149, 549 6726, 253 9773.

We'll be glad to rap with you.

LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT
Our fjrst meeting is on Tuesday,

Sept. 21 at the Campus Center, Rms.
811 815, starting at 7:00 pm. For more
information: Luis Manuel Medina,

Kennedy 2110 Nuestra primer
reunion es el martes, 21 de Sep

tiembre. A las 7:00 pm en los salones

811 815 del Campus Center. Para mas
informacion vea a: Luis Manuel
Medina, Kennedy 2110.

POLYGLOTS SOCCER
Soccer players in search of action

can find some every Saturday
morning, 10:30 a.m. west of Boyden
Gymnasium.

SPECTRUM
For all old staff members, there

will be a meeting in the Spectrum

office Wednesday at 7:30 pm.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Coffee hour for general in

formation, discuss past events and

decide our future. All gay people-

invited. Wed., Sept. 15, 7:00 p.m. in

917 CC.

UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Kappa Alpha Theta has an open

house Tuesday from 7 8 and 8:15

9:15.

Open parties are being held at

these sororities tonight: Pi Beta Phi

"Hawaiian Night", Kappa Kappa
Gamma "Mini Pizza Party", Sigma

Kappa "Future in Fortunes", and

Lambda Delta Phi "Folk Night". All

parties will be from 7 8 p.m. and 8.15

9:15 p.m. Everyone is warmly
welcomed.

U S.C.C.
Legislative research, USCC all

those concerned with this project

come to Rm 811 CC on Thurs. 7:30

p.m. for important meeting.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

[Stan Cobb To Speak Here
Stanwood Cobb, distinguished writer and educator, will speak at the

Campus Center tonight at 8:00 P.M. His subject will be, "The Spiritual

Prerequisites of World Peace."

A second lecture will be given at the Campus Center on Wednesday

afternoon at 3:00 P.M., which will probe the educational picture. His topic

will be, "Does the Present Age Call for Reconstruction of Education?'

Cobb is a graduate of Dartmouth College and took an advanced degree

in Philosophy and Comparative Religion from Harvard University. He

taught for three years at Robert College in Constantinople, and ex-

perience which produced his first book, The Real Turk. Since then Cobb

has written some twenty books, including philosophical thought em-

bodied in the Chinese verse form, political ideas and explorations of

education for the young.

A pioneer for innovative education, Cobb founded and headed the

Progressive Education Association and started the Chevy Chase Country

Day School in Washington, DC. to implement these ideas.

Many years of travel and living in the Near and Far East and in Europe

have given Cobb a universal outlook. Years before the nuclear age im-

pressed upon us the need for a one-world concept, he was expressing this

theme His familiarity with a variety of races, religious concept, he was

expressing this theme. His familiarity with a variety of races, religions

and cultures have given him an appreciation of diverse life styles which is

reflected in the philosophy and wisdom which permeate his writings.

This will be the first time that the Amherst community will have the

privilege of hearing Cobb speak. He is being sponsored by the Baha 1

community.

By SYDNEY OMAftR

Student Senate

I feel the literary efforts of Ger
trude Stein represented a tearing

down of barriers, opening the way to

greater freedom of expression
through the written word. In that

sense, she was a true Aquarian.
Natives of this zodiacal sign have a

way of achieving much through
unorthodox methods.

***

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Way is

cleared for creative efforts. You gain

cooperation in quarters previously

marked by opposition. Love triange

is settled to your advantage. I

Welcome chance for change of

scenery.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Ac

cent on home base, need for study of

details. Puzzle pieces can be put

together. Steady application is a

requisite. Don't delegate duties.

Build on solid base. Pisces person

can figure prominently.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Accent

on messages of importance, short

journeys, special dealings with
neighbors and relatives. Capricorn
figures prominently. Give full play to

intellectual curiosity. Be alert to new
opportunity.
CANCER (June 21 July 22):

Complete financial maneuver,
transaction Leave no loose money
ends. Take advantaqe of chance to

get in on ground floor. Add to

possessions, be aware of potential.

One who advises now appears on

target.
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Lunar

cycle coincides with time to get

started. Encourage new contacts,

challenges. Express yourself in

creative w<iy. Personal magnetism
draws opposite sex. You are ap
predated. You feel good.

VIRGO 'Aug. 23 Sept. 22) :

Association with special group,
organization is emphasized. Follow

hunch about behind scenes activity.

All is not in open Do some personal

investigating. Friend confides money
dilemma Remember current
commitments.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Em
phasize your desires to friends. Some
of your wishes can be transformed

realities. Know this, proceed with

greater degree of confidence^

Socialize; see and be seen. Shake oft

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21):

Steady approach is a necessity. Be

aware of details, subtle nuances

gradual changes of policy. Accent is

on how you achieve goals. On^ at
A
t0P

is willing to lend helping hand. Ask.

SAGITTARIUS 1Nov. 22 Dec. 2l):l

Good lunar aspect now coincides with

added knowledge, ability to get

message across. Look beyond im

mediate indications. Strengthen
philosophical concepts. Message
from a distance is important.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Avoid involvement if interested

only m halfway measures. Cycle now
is such that what you do should be all

the way or nothing. Straighten out

domestic misunderstanding. Clear

decks. _ .. , ,„.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

Whatever you do, do it with

moderation. Strive for inner an

swers. Avoid rushing, pushing,
cajoling. One who chides you is

merely testing. Let others take

initiative. Retrench. Play for time.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Be

ready for special assignment,
overtime work. Applies to both

professional and personal areas.

Capricorn plays significant role.

Accent is on health, basis chores.

Strive tor realism.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you could succeed as writer,
reporter, one who translates, is

abreast of current events. You are

are active, vital, capable of bursting

those with excess of pomposity or hot

air. Some claim you are too sure, one
sided in views. However, in fact, you
are dedicated, not always right, but

most of the time you are sincere and
well meaning. December may be

outstanding month of 1971 for you.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp

Crosswor
ACROSS

1 Cut of meat
4 Swift

9 Place

12 Artificial

language

13 Semiprecious
stone

14 In favor of

15 Vegetable

17 Concern

19 Hasten

20 Change

21 Winter vehicle

23 Attempt

24 Lease

27 Pronoun

28 Obese

29 Warning
device

30 Part of "to be"

31 Mire

32 The sun

33 Greek letter

34 Giver of gift

36 Fish limb

37 Number

38 Wife of Geraint

39 Vehicle

40 Moderately
dark

41 Evergreen

tree

43 Vigor

44 Part of leg

(pl)

46 Wager

49 Cravat

50 Inclines

52 Deposit

53 Cloth

measure

54 Send forth

55 Female sheep

DOWN

1 Part of body

2 Fuss

d Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

8
9

10
11
16
18

20

21

22

23

25

26

28

29

Parent
Evaluate

Time gone by

Parent
(colloq.)

Country of

Europe
Clever
Refrained from

using
Silkworm
Rocky hill

Succor
Savage

Skill

Tint

Citrus fruit

Youngster

Titles

Foot locker

Animals coat

King Arthur's

lance

Pattern

W

32

35
36
37
39
40
42

Title of

respect

Coin
Distant
Somersault
Crates
Obscure
Food store

(colloq.)

43 Urn
44 Devoured
45 Nothing

46 African

antelope

47 Ordinance

48 Organ of

sight

51 Conjunction

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

Now Available

Student Senate

Office, Level 1

Campus Center

197 No. Pleasant St.
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i iMac' ' Pleased With Gridders

Dick MacPherson

Sailg (ftnUegian

SPORTS
Notices

Bv Karle Barroll

The tenth fl(x>r of the Campus Center resembled a coaches locker room

following a football game when the 'brass" of Western Massachusetts

collegiate football got together yesterday for the first football coaches

and writers luncheon of the season.

While most of the coaches and writers exchanged the regular now was

your weekend scrimmage", CMass head football coach Dick Mac-

Pherson got the irregular for this conclave. He was beseeched by a

multitude of questions, more so than the others, for his Redman had the

biggest clash of the weekend, one with Cornell and it's one man All-

American wrecking crew, Ed Marinaro.

MacPhersons gridmen battled the Big Red to a 27-27 standoff at Ithaca

over the weekend in the first competitive encounter for "Mac and his

staff at CMass. . ,

Marinaro plaved the entire game, rushed for 244 yards, ran tor tour

touchdowns and as MacPherson put it, "I couldn't believe someone could

run so well against us."

In his first post game analysis as "a Monday morning UMass coach

MacPherson said of his teams attitude following the game, "Our initial

reaction was disappointment with the 27-27 tie, but after a couple of hours

we recognized what our game plan was and who we played against and

were satisfied with the performance."

The objective for the game was to give as many people as much ex-

perience as possible to carry us through the season if we needed them to

step right into the lineup in case of injuries.

•We showed we believed in these players by having the confidence in

playing them against a team of Cornell's calibre."

\Vith the de-emphasizing of preseason scrimmages in college footba

recentl MacPheVson was all in favor in commenting, "playing Cornell

ind seemu he mistakes we made is why we like to have a scrimmage. We

hoped'hat some of the first game kinks came out in the scrimmage and

we 11 be polished for the opener. .

The bluest problem lied in the offensive line where offsides hurt the

balancedifRackThat UMass was looking for. Instead of first and ten these

ptnalUes resulted ?n longer yardage and less of a ground attack to open

UP
()n

h

the

r

plus

U

side MacPherson cited three areas in which his Redmen

sh wed good signs.
-We took advantage of opportunities, the defense

sionoed Cornell when it had to near the end of the game and then the

fi^k^tiVbSaway from Cornell in the last mnutes with a

s stamed drive These three areas make for a good football team.

For the remainder of this week leading up to the Maine game Mac-

Phe son sees his teams greatest needs for improvement ,n "tackling.

IN.Il BKD-l Mass co-captains Dennis Keating (1) and John

llulecki (it were injured in action last weekend at Cornell. Ilulecki

may be able to play in next weeks season opener at Maine, and

Keating is listed ;is "doubtful."

quicker reaction to the run, cohesiveness on offense and a better com-

munications on defense."
.

HASH MARKS-Seven Redmen were hurt during the scrimmage in-

cluding co-captains John Hulecki and Dennis Keating who may not see

action against Maine... Tomorrow the Varsity M Club kicks off its foot-

ball luncheons at the Newman center with Coach MacPherson and his co-

captains the featured guests...There will be a scouting report on Maine

and an action film on the highlights of the Cornell game Admission is a

$1.50. season tickets can be purchased at the door. the luncheon gets

underway at 12:15 p.m

All freshmen interested in crew

should attend a meeting which will

be held Wednesday night, Sept.

15th at 7 .no p.m. in Boyden (for

room check MDC tomorrow). No

experience is necessary but fresh-

men should be 5' 11 and taller.

* * * *

Candidates for the Women's

Wield Hockey team should report to

the WoPE field for try outs on Sept.

13, 14. and 15 at 4:00 p.m.

Booters Out For Second Title
By MARTY KELLEY

Filling in the shoes of former

CMass soccer coach. Peter

Broaca. won't be an easy job for

rookie mentor Jack Berryman. but

one of the strongest supporting

casts in the school's soccer history

will help as the Redmen open

defense of their first Yankee
Conference crown at Maine,

September 25th.

Gone from last season's 7-2-2

success story are such defensive

mainstays as Rick Matuszczak.

Tony Nunziante. Dave Piccus and

the second and third leading

MOOTERS IN ACTION-After defeating Amherst College in their scrimmage, the Redmen will be in

action this Wednesday at four p.m. with another exhibition against Amherst. ^^

J Sports

scorers. Duane Brown and Marc

Cantor. However, Coach

Berryman can take delight in

welcoming back a trio of All

Yankee Conference selections that

will form the nucleus of this fall's

squad.

Heading the list of a dozen ex-

perienced lettermen are CO-

captains Lindo Alves and Augie

Calheno, both seniors from

Ludlow. Alves. one of the most

exciting forwards in New England,

is in contention for six state honors.

The diminutive frontliner led the

Redmen in scoring last fall with 17

points on ten goals and seven

assists

Calheno, the hard nosed hustler

in the middle, played most of last

season with a groin injury, but still

was second in assists with five. His

persistence led t<> his selection as

the team's most valuable player.

The other involved in All Yankee
Conference honors is senior

fullback J<>e C/.erniaski The
former along with the likes of

returning seniors, Paul Slack, Dick

McCarron. Gary Hart. Bill Grom,
and juniors. Dave ( Juliette and

Todd Buck, give CMass a capable

goal mouth defense.

Offensively, the loss of Brown
and (antor will hurt, but the

calibre of Alves along with

Tunisia's Abdu Thraya, a senior,

and Jeff Hague, a junior, should

keep the Redmen knocking on the

door Thraya. a magician with his

footwork and dribbling artistry,

was limited last season with an

injury and scored but two goals

Hague is a junior and untested to

date.

him.

That leaves the goalmouth in the

hands of John Kiah. a junior who

spends the winter as P.J.

Flaherty's backup goalie. Kiah

looked impressive this past

Saturday as he blanked Amherst

for four quarters.

Concerning the squad's per-

sonnel. Coach Berryman feels he

has a strong working nucleus. "I

have about fifteen really excellent

soccer players." noted the new

coach. "A lot of these men can do

different things, it's just going to

take a while for them to jell."

The rest of the roster includes

linemen Peter Bwell. a senior, and

sophs. Herman Rodrigo. Brian

McKenney. and Bruce Gibson, and

Walt Kowe. a junior. Backing up

the fullbacks will be sophs. Bob

Merrill and Kurt Syer. and junior,

Art Terzakis

Checking the strengths and

weaknesses, you'd have to say that

defense will be the stronghold. "I

think last year we allowed only

nine goals all year. If we can keep

pace with that statistic this season.

we'll be In good shape." exclaimed

Berryman. With the likes of

(Juliette, Slack, McCarron, and

( erniawski. it certainly seems

possible.

You can't put any limitations on

this year's soccer edition which

should provide the campus with

one of its finest brands. At any

rate, first objective for Coach

Berryman is defending that first

Yankee Conference title that was
won outright with a 3-0-2 record

last year.

'Coach Broaca did a wonderful

A

Recruitment Meeting Tonite

Room 162, Campus Center

At 7:00 p.m.

"The success of the offense will

rest with people helping us out and

doing the job although they haven't

played very much previously,"

noted Berryman. Also very much
in the picture is soph Mark Tyma
from Uevitan, Pa who scored the

lone goal in Saturday's 1-0. five

quarter victory at Amherst
College. Steve Blanche! te, a junior

and former All Yankee Conference

honorable mention, looms as a

scoring threat

One of the most stabilizing

factors in last season's cham-
pionship was the netminding erf Bill

Weary With five shutouts and four

one goal games to his repertoire

last fall, Weary.could have been set

for his year but Coach Berryman
has neither seen nor heard from

job recruiting and building a

championship team It's going to

be a challenge, but we'll be after

that title again." reiterated

Berryman. He also pointed out that

all the conference games on the

road. Maine. CConn. and New
Hampshire, will be tough. This

falls imposing schedule also lists

arch rival Springfield and WPI,
both division playoff represen

latives and victors over the

Redmen last Autumn
The Redmen swing into live

action this Wednesday at home
with a lour p.m. scrimmage
against Amherst College before

competing in the Westfield jam-

boree this Saturday morning at ten

am (Westfield. AIC, and
Springfield.

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

(*% A*natt(n*tttB
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Weather:
Fewer frogs will croak

as it becomes clearer

and colder.
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HELLER PACKS THE BALLROOM They came from the Quad. Sylvan, Central and Southwest to spend "An Evening With Joe Heller, (insert). There was little

room to move and little air to breathe, but the crowd enjoyed every moment as Heller brought the audience through a full spectrum of his. and their, emo-

tions. For a full report, see page three. (MDC Photos by Gary Alpaugh).

' 'Hostages Died of Gunshot Wounds '

'

Attica Death Toll Reaches 41
NY (AP)-A county been reports during the riot that fashioned from pipes, their firing

examiner's report _ the hostages had been stripped of _ pins powered by rubber bands.
...... * i ._•„— .1.1.. t n ,1 i L . ... » ,-i-i worn, lot* Hllllotc

their regular clothing.

ATTICA
medical
Tuesday contained the finding that

hostages slain in the storming of

riot torn Attica prison died of

gunshot wounds. State officials for

24 hours had attributed most of the

deaths to slashed throats.

"There were no cut throats or

any kind of mutilation." said

Monroe County's medical

examiner. John F. Edland. He

examined eight of the bodies after

a ninth hostage already had been

established as a gunshot victim.

All eight cases died of gunshot

wounds." Edland later told a news

conference "There was no

evidence of slashed throats There

were two types of missiles found in

both the inmates and the hostages

Some were buckshot Some were

larger caliber missiles."

lie nine hostages were among 14

persons within the prison who lost

their lives during the four day

rebellion, according to a revised

State Corrections Department
assessment of the bloodiest prison

not in New York's penal history

•Tin not familiar with prison

garb, but it appeared that all the

hostages were wearing prison

garb." Edland declared. There had

Officials had reported after the

riot was put down Monday that

some of the hostages appeared to

have been killed in advance of the

furious assault by state forces.

But Edland said: "The hostages

all died about the same time-I

would assume yesterday morning

some time...Some were shot once,

some were shot as many as nine.

to. 12 times."

One Corrections Department
statement said in part:

"We have confirmed reports that

the inmates had bombs in their

possession which had roofing nails

protruding from them and other

fragments of metal and foreign

projectiles."

There were various types of

armaments in the possession of the

inmates that could have inflicted

bullet type wounds."

Later. however. Deputy
Corrections Commisssioner Wim
Van Eekeren said in Albany that

I here were witnesses to throat

slashings of hostages. And for the

Inst time, he claimed that rioters

had dp guns in their arsenal of

h o m e in a d e W e a p o n s - g u n s

able to dispatch regular bullets.

"This is definite, these weapons
were found." Van Eekeren
declared.

Hut in Attica, without being

told of Van Eekeren's statement,

but after it was made, the

Corrections Department public

relations chief. Jerry Houlihan,

was asked by newsmen if any

firearms were found in the rioters'

cache of weapons.

"No, no firearms have been

found," Houlihan replied

The confusing revelations came
as officials ordered all hostages,

witnesses, and police officers in-

volved in the Attica situation not to

talk to newsmen.
The slain hostages were among

m guards and other prison em-

ployes held captive lour days while

1,200 of Attica's mostly black 2.2.'>4

inmates mutinied. Throughout the

uprising, state officials described

the rioters as armed only with

clubs, makeshift knives and spears

and tear gas launchers seized from

a storeroom.

A few of the hostages who

escaped the prison bloodbath had

even described how their lives

Attica Teach-in Here Tonight
...: .,..:„ „.w.«^,. „.;n k« ihn ciihinrf n( ;i (ither renresentat i ves boinu sought to speak at I

The Attica Prison tragedy will be the subject of a

teach in tonight at 7:00 p.m in the Student Cmon

Ballroom ., . . _
The teach in. sponsored by the Cnited Christian

Foundation will include discussion of the dynamics ol

the situation leading to the killings, the similarities

between Attica Prison and other prisons throughout

the nation, and the steps which, if taken, could

preclude a tecurranee of such prison outbreaks

Three speakers are scheduled. They include Acklyn

I vnch a professor in the Black Studies Department, a

well known authority Ofl correctional institution

literature and teacher (rf a course entitled "Voices

from Prison Gil Sails, the coordinator ol the Draft

Counselling Services and who writes T)ralt Conn

seior s Corner" and'Culternatives for the

Massachusetts l>;.il> CoHeglan; and Sidney Kraiis of

the Speech Department, Who will present tactual

information and background dealing with the events

leading to the death-

other representatives being sought to speak at the

teach-in include a Civil Liberties spokesman, a former

inmate ol a correctional institution who might be able

to speak in the first person about what prison life is

like, a psychologist who might give insight into the

dehumanization of prison life, and members of the

lilack Community on campus
The Reverend Sam Johnson of the Cnited Christian

Foundation will moderate the teach-in An audio tape

recording ol the police assault on the prison and an

interview With a former Attica inmate will be in-

cluded

The United Christian Foundation has requested thai

those wishing to aid in the publicizing of the leach in

inav stop in at the Cnited Christian Foundation < tffice

to pick up leaflets The t'CF office is located in 317

Hampshire House, between Southwest and Whitinore

Leaflets will also be available in the Draft Counselling

Office m (
.»2:i Campus Center

were spared by sympathetic in-

, mates, who failed to carry out

.

orders to execute them by slashing

their throats.

Fdland said some of the slain

hostages were shot in the head,

others in the chest and back. Some
appeared to have been beaten, he

added, one in the back and but

tocks. others about the face.

The Attica death figures con-

stituted the greatest U.S. prison

toll since 1930, when disgruntled

convicts set a fire in the Ohio

penitentiary which took :52(> in-

mates lives.

The first Attica fatality stemmed
from the initial convict seizure of

lour of the prison's five cellblocks

last Thursday, when fires were set

and hostages taken The victim

was a guard, who died 4H hours

later of head injuries.

In Monday'8 assault by more

than 1,000 stale troopers and

sheriff's deputies following a tear

gas drop by National Guard
helicopters, nine hostages and 2H

prisoners tirst were reported

killed presumably in the course of

the assault, although state officials

said some of the hostages had been

slam hours earlier Later the

number of inmate dead was raised

to It

I luring the day. a buffalo federal

court order barred Attica officials

from questioning the rioters, until

they had been given a chance to

Consult with lawyers

Later, the order was rescinded

after the slate argued it would be

dangerous to allow outsiders into

Attica this soon after the not

Meanwhile, state Appellate

.lust ice Harry D Goldman was

designated in Albany tO name a

'distinguished panel ot impartial

Visitors to observe and repot | ofl

tins transitional period at the

Attica state correctional facility so

that the public may be assured that

the constitutional rights ol the

inmates are being protected
"

Herman Schwartz, a lawyci

argued in the I S District Court

that virtually an entire cellblock of

.prisoners faced possible criminal

prosecution. New York State has
abolished capital punishment
except in rare cases-one being the

slaying of a prison guard at the

hands of an inmate.

A controversy continued to swirl

around Republican Gov. Nelson A.

Rockefeller, who brought the

National Cuard to Attica and

approved the bloody, all-out

storming of Cellblock I), last

bastion of convict resistance

Rockefeller's West 56th Street

office in Manhattan had been

picketed Monday night by critics of

the Attica assault On Tuesday,

tighter than normal security was
established, with 10 policemen on

duty Telegram and telephone calls

about Attica reportedly poured m
but there was no word on the views

expressed
During the uprising. Rockefeller

refused a convicts' demand to

meet them in the prison yard

saying he fell no purpose would be

served

The governor also said he could

not constitutionally grant a rebel

demand for total amnesty, in

return for freedom of the hostages

When an Ultimatum for release ol

hostages subsequently was
ignored, the police forces were

unleashed against the rioters

before the riot. Attica s inmate

population was 85 per cent black or

Puerto Rican All the guards are

white

Rockefeller was upheld.

however, by President Nixon a

group ol Republican congressional

leaders many ot the nation's

governors meeting in am
conference in Puerto Rico, and

leaders of various law enforcement

organizations

Rockefeller had attributed the

(raged) lo "the highly organized

i evolutionary tactics ot militants.

and Mid I"' would seek to detCI

mine 'the iole that outside foi

would appeal lo have played
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SUG Board Constitution OK'd
(Ed. Note: Following an- the salient points of the

new SCO Board eonstitution. which was formally

approved h\ the Hoard April I, H71. It was ap-

proved by Chancellor Tippo late in August. IOT1.

the document is the culmination of three months

work bv a task force consisting of Betty Hugh, then

chairwoman of the Board. Vice-Chancellors

Campion and Bromery. Bob Nims and Rocky

Hodgson, presently officers of the Board, Assoc.

Director of Guidance and Counseling Douglas

horsy th. and Sheila McRevey. Asst. Coordinator of

Student Activities.

Coordinator of Student Activities.

This is important to the student body in light of the

Board's refusal to accept the appointment of Oerald

Scanlon to the post of Director of the Campus

Center-Student Union Complex. Scanlon was ap-

pointed this summer without SUG Board's ap-

proval.)

ARTICLE II: PURPOSE
It is the purpose of the Board to insure that the

Campus Center-Student Union Complex

(hereinafter referred to as the Complex) is

responsive to the varied needs of the University

community through the provision of appropriate

facilities, activities, and services.

\RTIl LF III: DUTIES AND POWERS
Section I. The Board shall establish all policies for

the Complex and shall communicate all policies to

the Campus Center-Student Cnion Manager or the

Coordinator of Student Activities forjnv

ptementation, as appropriate.

Section 2. Am action of the Board shall have full

legal force and effect five (5) days from the date

and time of its adoption by the Board except that

any act mav contain a preamble stating that

urgency requires that the action shall take effect at

the time stated therein. All actions taken by Board

shall be communicated in writing to the Chancellor

of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

within forty-eight (48) hours of said adoption. The

Chancellor may, at his discretion, stay the action of

the Board for up to nine (9) working days from the

date of its adoption, propose an amendment to such

action which requires reconsideration by the Board,

or he may nullify any such action by letter to that

effect to the chairman in which event the act shall

thereinafter be a nullity.

Section :*. The Board must review and approve the

operating budget of the Complex and its respective

departments before submitting the budget to the

Chancellor of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst. The Board shall also review and approve

any significant modification of the operating budget

prior to implementation.

Section 4. The Campus Center-Student Union staff

may not execute or enter into any agreements, m~
licenses or contracts which are in conflict with or

are not consistent with policies established by the

Board. In all cases where no policies exist, the

Management shall not enter into any agreements,

licenses or contracts until said policy is established.

Sorority Fair Explained
B\ JEANNETTEMARTiNEAU

Victors to the Campus Center last weekend stumbled onto the

inmtion reoorts Paul Stevens, Greek Area Director especially toi

[reSlSn^Twe realize that we must make informat.on more readdy

Sevens insists that UMass sororities "are not in trouble financially,

WSSnT« in any other way. The percentage of college girls

in son,nfies is not as large as it used to be. but the over-all membersh.p

has not decreased," he said.

Steve Jones President of the Greek Council and member of Kappa

Sigma, said that "the old sorority charisma is gone. This makes

sororities a better place to live."

About Sigma Alpha Mu, UMass's first co-ed frat, Stevens commented:

its a good idea Here the individual is very important. It s a good living

experience. We almost had a sorority and fraternity cohabitating, but it

will come." ,,

Jones praised SAM for "making it work

Stevens said that he's "convinced that the old sorority idea is dead. I ve

worked with fraternity and sororities on the East coast, and I think

UMass Greeks are fantastic. The sorority girls I've met here are down-to-

earth people They've instituted a lot of changes and carried them out,

things like service projects. Some have become involved in campus

politics." ., , _. c

"I'm an advocate of small group living. It gives someone a sense of

identity, and a sense of support about her own life."

FCC Watching Kid's Shows

Muskie Decries Attica Deaths
SAN JUAN, PR. (AP)-Sen.

Edmund S. Muskie said Tuesday

night the killing of more than 40

hostages and prisoners at New
York's Attica prison "is more

stark proof that something is

terribly wrong with America."

The choice it poses for the nation,

i lie Maine Democrat told the 63rd

National Governors Conference, is

"between the narcotic comfort of

business as usual or a harder,

longer path toward an America
worthy of our heritage."

Muskie, a leading unannounced

contender lor the 1972 Democratic

presidential nomination, discarded

plans to address the governors

about federal state relations after

watching televised reports of the

Attica killings. He redrafted his

speech on the flight here from New
Hampshire.

He said that to watch television

accounts of the shootouts Monday

at Attica and recently at

California's San Quentin prison is

like watching the Vietnam

Black Radio

Starting Wednesday Sept. IS

WMUA 191.1 EM) will broadcast

l jamma Drum" at 8 p.m. -11 p.m.

on Mnn . Wed . and Fri. Currently

WECR (88.5 EM) presents

"Colors" on Tues., Thurs .
and

Sun at 7::io PM, and on Wed. at

T.;n PM "Greal Black Music" a

program featuring Jazz and Soul

music WECR on Saturday nights

at 10 p.m lias "Bill Hasson Jazz,

and on Mondays at 1 p.m

"Community Radio Workshop".

WECR also broadcasts "Mbari

Mbayo" on Saturday at 7:M) p.m.

If you are interested in joining

the Black Mass Communications

Project, come and check us out at

;J05 Hampshire House (UMass) tel.

545-0100.

war—"after a while, the numbers

of the body count begin to sound

like the numbers of the weather

report

And now the mounting casualty

lists from domestic battlefields

seem only to reinforce a spreading

numbness," he added.

Fencing Club

Men & Women Invited

I. earn, Share.

FIRST MEETING

FRIDAY. SEPT. 24th.

CAMPUSCENTER
Km. 1781. .1..

7:00p.m.

In a slap at President Nixon's

recent speeches about his ad-

ministration's economic policies.

Muskie said: "We talk a new

prosperity, but we still rely on half

measures, public relations and

statistics like the G.N.P. gross

national product ."

And I am talking about

results." Muskie said, "not the

promise in a name." He said he

meant action to reform the nation's

prisons, relieve poverty, lower

property taxes, begin to restore

'the hope of so many who are so

close to giving up" and "help them

believe again in a vibrant, moving,

compassionate society
"

Many of the governors to whom
Muskie spoke have criticized New
York Gov. Nelson A Rockefeller

tor moving too slowly at Attica and

for trying to negotiate with the

prisoners Reaction to Attica has

vied for their attention with a

partisan dispute over the Nixon

administration s economic
policies

Republicans, charging par-

tisanship, made clear earlier in the

dav they would block in attempt

hv Democrats to win conference

Too Young
The proposed Rathskellar. which

would occupy the southeast corner

of the Blue Wall cafeteria, would

serve beer, wine and other liquors

only to students over 21 years of

age, contrary to the implications of

yesterday's Collegian article.

Such a night spot is covered in

the Top of the Campus liquor

license, but commencement of the

Rathskellar is pending approval by

the Board of Trustees, which

specifically prohibited such an

establishment last year when it

approved liquor for the Top of the

Campus

approval of an alternative to those

policies. Democratic governors
outnumber the Republicans 29-to-

21. but they need a three-fourths

vote to bring the economics
proposal before the conference

Wednesday.

Medina Trial

Continues
ft. Mcpherson. Ga. iap>-a

witness in Capt. Ernest Medina's

murder trial Tuesday quoted Lt.

William L. Calley as saying the

captain was surprised to discover

civilians had been shot at My Lai.

(apt Robert Hicks of Ft. Ben-

ning. Ga.. said Calley made the

comment in Vietnam as the two

talked several months after the My
Lai attack in the spring of 1968.

Calley. convicted of ordering at

least 22 civilians at My Lai, is

serving a 20-year sentence. The
defense had planned to open its

case by calling Calley, one of three

platoon leaders who served under

Medina, but his lawyers told the

court the lieutenant would invoke

the Fifth Amendment
'About in a.m. one morning in

July, he started telling me war
stones.' said Hicks.

He said (alle\ soon began
talking about My Lai, describing

how his platoon moved into the

village

"He came out and said they

didn't expect to find any civilians.''

said Hicks. "When the platoon came
in. the villagers came out and

cheered."

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

dlff flaisarlpi«rt!i flaitg QtolltgtaH

Officeot the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second tloor of the Student union on

the Un.versity campus, up code 0100J Phones are 545 2550 (news), 545 0344

(sports!, and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the Daily COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and e*am periods three or tour times a week toiiowmg a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls withm a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act ot March b. 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, l»43 Sub

scr.ption rates are 47 50 per semester, iu 00 per year

NEW YORK (APi -Dean Burch,

chairman of the Federal Com-

munications Commission, told the

nation's broadcast leaders

Tuesday that he regards their

efforts to improve children's

programs with only "cautious

optimism."
He warned that television "can

never again be shrugged off as just

entertainment or just chewing

gum for the eyes'" and said he was

"underwhelmed by the networks'

own caution...and hedging in this

way is hardly cause for unbridled

enthusiasm."

The FCC chairman, in an ad-

dress to the International Radio an

television Society, where the

highest executives of the networks

and broadcast groups were
assembled, said. "In this new
climate, as I test the winds, the

overall thrust is to emphasize the

posit iveto regard television for

children as a potential for good.

The corollary is that an in-

creasingly mobilized, increasingly

concerned, increasingly critical

audience is watching. And with

only so much tolerance."

Implicit throughout the speech

was the idea that Burch was of-

fering the broadcasters every
opportunity to improve the quality

of the programs and every op-

portunity to curb the number and

frequency <>i commercials before

the FCC acted. The agency is

considering a proposal from Action

lor Children's Television that

would ban commercials in

children's programs and require

every station to broadcast 14 hours

a week of children's shows.

Burch said he was in-

stitut">nalizing the FCC's concern

by setting up a permanent unit to

handle children's television.

Elizabeth Roberts will head the

unit and working with her will be

Dr. Alan Pearce.

Don't Go ~l
Classes beginning at 10:10 this

morning are cancelled to enable

faculty and students to attend the

University's Opening Convocation

at the Campus Center Auditorium.

Chancellor Oswald Tippo will

deliver the principal address at the

Convocation, following which the

Distinguished Teacher Awards for

li»71 will be presented.

Members of the faculty will

assemble on the lower level (first

floor) of the Campus Center in

academic costume at 10:00 a.m. in

order to participate in the

academic procession.

FOR

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

No 10: 10's Today

SFF

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

15 South Pleasant St.

AMHERST

bflmpUSAV^"/^ Ladies-Night!
MONDAY
Adm. S 1 00

Located in the Zayres Shopping Center Rt 9 Hadley.

Campion To Explain Fees

ByANNESTADNICKl
Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services Thomas Campion will

appear before the Student Senate one week from today in response to an

invitation issued by Senate President Lee Sandwen. He has been asked to

explain the University's action in increasing room and board fees, despite

President Nixon's economic freeze.

"Everything will be open and above board," Campion declared in an
interview yesterday.

He said it was not his office, but President Robert Wood's ( President of

all three UMass campuses) that had given the go ahead on the increase.

According to an excerpt from President Wood's letter: "As of Sep-

tember 8th the University's position is as it has been for some
time... Students shall continue to be billed for increased dormitory, dining

commons, and student fee rates pending our investigation of (Nixon'-

s)...Order's effect on this matter.

The University's position was based on an estimate of checks received

in the University by the Cashier's Office by August 14th, according to

Campion.
He said he is not a lawyer and therefore cannot comment on the legality

of the increases, but Campion sees the matter centering on the in-

terpretation of the term "deposits" in the guidelines for the freeze. The

question is do deposits mean money in the bank or money received by the

University'.'

One point the Vice Chancellor stressed was that the University incurs

no savings through the increase. It hardly meets costs this year, even

with the increase, because costs are greater than budgeted, he said.

Campion had no further comments on the issue, preferring to reserve

his comments for his address before the Senate.

Following Campion's appearance before the Senate it is expected that

the Senate Executive Committee will hold a session to rule on who makes

decisions concerning a federal investigation of the rent increase.

A letter from the Office of Emergency Preparedness (OEP) to Student

Senate Counsel Richard Rowland stated that if the student body was

unconvinced that the University had legally established the increase

prior to the deadline, a complaint could be filed and OEP would call for a

federal investigation.

The Executive Committee asked to hear the University's reasons

before it makes any decisions on the issue.

BELFAST—AFTER THE VIOLENCE—A policeman examines

the damage to the Woodvale Youth Club in a Protestant area of

Belfast, after the club was bombed Sunday afternoon, injuring three

persons. The blast followed a night of bombings and savage street

fighting between terrorists and British troops. < AP Wirephoto via

(able from London)

Opinion

Afro-Am Condemns Attica
The WEB. DuBois Department of Afro-

American Studies feels compelled to make public

its condemnation of the action taken at Attica

Prison.

There is little doubt that the slayings at Attica

follow naturally and unsurprisingly the course of

action dictated by world acceptance of the killing of

innocent villagers of Viet Nam, the Algiers-Motel

murders, the Birmingham bombings, the bedroom
slaying of Fred Hampton, and the deaths of Jackson

State and Kent State students. These actions all

suggest to the department an unwillingness on the

part of the establishment to access some human life

as anything other than cheap and utterly dispen-

sable. The department urges that all who are

sensitive to America's vowed commitments to

human life and dignity must see Attica as another

failure to live up to these vows; and, certainly, as a

clear indication of the desperate need to re-think

and re-structure the whole idea of penal institutions.

The way in which Attica tragedy was handled-the

coverage by the media, the public's ready ac-

ceptance of throat cuttings before autopsy reports,

the self-congratulatory and high-handed treatment

by Richard Nixon and Nelson Rockefeller depress

more than surprise this department. The depart-

ment recognizes and support the need for an in-

ternational committee of Inquiry to investigate not

only the Atticas, the San Quentins, the Soledads, but

to raise serious investigation into the question of

whether minorities and dissenters can be
guaranteed justice in the United States.

SINTON. Tex.-WHOOPS: --Peyton Mims, right, and Alvin Davis were puttering along in waist-deep

flood waters here Sunday after Tropical Storm Fern passed through when their Jeep suddenly conked

(»ut. They said they had a waterproof ignition, but apparently something else wasn't waterproof. (AP

Wirephoto) M*—^MMI

'Don't Fence Me In
5 5

SRO Audience For Joe Heller
By JERRY LAZAR
and STEPHEN FINE

The Student Union Ballroom was packed with hundreds of students

lining the walls and many more crowding around the podium as novelist-

playwright .Joseph Heller read from his best selling novel ( atch-22. his

play "We Bombed in New Haven", and his forthcoming novel. Something

Happened.

Not since Dick Gregory spoke las! spring has the Ballroom been as

packed

•It's an extraordinarily large crowd we have here tonight. " said

Heller "Too bad Humphrey or Muskie didn't know about it."

Reading from his widelv acclaimed works. Heller brought the audience

through a lull spectrum of their emotions He drew laughter and applause

when he described the characters of (atch-22. from Vossarian. a man

with a wish to live forever -or at least die trying." to Major Major Major

Major's father's ingenious economic scheme of getting paid tor not

growing alfalfa.

But the audience was silent as Heller poignantly read of Yossarians

futile attempt at saving the dying Snowden.

Catch-22 is set in the closing months of World War II. the author ex-

plained but was conceived and written during the Korean War. Heller

began writing the novel in 1953. but did not finish until eight years later.

October of this year will mark the t<mth anniversary of its publication

"I don't know about you." said Heller, "but I'm going to celebrate!"

Heller appeared courtesy of the Distinguished Visitor's Program.

financed and operated by the undergraduate students of UMass. Last

night's presentation. "An Evening with Joe Heller," was the first this

year. A coffee hour followed in the Colonial Lounge.

Boston Primary

Results (Final)

White-46,000

Hicks-42,000

WASHINGTON (AP)-The

House defeated an attempt

today to retain a revised version

of a never-used law giving the

government wartime
emergency power to herd

suspected subversives into

detention camps

The vole was 08 to 22 rejecting

the Internal Security Com-
mittee's proposed substitute.

The House then moved toward a

vote on the Judiciary Com-
mittee's plan to repeal the 1950

Emergency Detention Act.

OPTICAL GOODIES
Always Available at

daft coll
Amherst's First Optician

56 Main St. Amherst
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In The Nation And The World

No Residual Force

Viet Withdrawal Rate To Quicken
SAIGON (AP)-Mounting anti-

American sentiment and internal

political unrest in Vietnam appear

to signal a quickening pace in the

withdrawal of U.S. combat troops

and the residual force that would

remain.

Gen. Creighton W. Abrams is

also beset by a host of other

problems among GIs in Vietnam

that would be solved by a speedup

in the disengagement of American

forces

Informants said statements

attributed to Abrams that he does

not envisage a residual force and

his acknowledgment of five major

problems among GIs tend to in-

dicate the Nixon administration is

changing its concept to a strictly

advisory role-and probably in a

fairly short period.

Sen. George S. McGovern, who
met with Abrams for 45 minutes

Tuesday, said the general told him

that his five troublesome problems

among U.S. forces are drugs,

racism, anti-war feeling, morale

and tension between GIs and the

South Vietnamese.
McGovern. a long-time opponent

of Vietnam policy, said he "was
somewhat surprised, although not

convinced, that the general was
willing to express as much con-

fidence as he did in the capacity of

I he South Vietnamese to fight

without close in American sup-

port.'*

The South Oakota Democrat, the

only declared candidate for the

Democratic presidential
nomination, said he had assumed a

residual force was built into the

Nixon administration's Vietnam

policy.

Nixon said in April: "Our goal is

total withdrawal. We do not plan to

have a permanent residual force

such as we have practically in

Korea at the present time. But 1

am not going to set a date because I

believe setting a date is not in our

interest."

Sources here said Nixon was
speaking in terms of a long-range

haul, as long as five years. But

they are convinced there has been

a shift in the thinking of the Pen-

tagon and military leaders here

that total withdrawal except for

advisers could be accomplished in

a year or 18 months.

Abrams set no time frame in his

conference with McGovern, but the

general's remark was seen as

significant in that it was the

nearest thing to a public statement

by him on the residual force to

date.

It had been generally accepted

that the United States intended to

leave a residual force of 20,000 to

">t).iH)0 troops in Vietnam for an

indefinite period.

The residual force would include

artillery, air. and logistics support

to the South Vietnamese and some
combat support to provide security

for the U.S. forces themselves. An

advisory force would be perhaps

only several hundred Americans.

Nixon has ordered that the

authorized U.S. troop ceiling be cut

to 184,000 by the end of November

and his timetable is ahead of

schedule. By then strength is ex-

pected to drop to about 175,000.

Present strength is 215.000. Nixon

has scheduled another an-

nouncement on further troop

cutbacks for mid-November. He is

expected to cut strength to 100,000

or fewer bv June

Busing Cripples GM Complex

Farmers, Industrialists

Talk Post-Freeze Action

WASHINGTON (AP) -President Nixon's proposed revival of the

investment tax credit was backed by a group of manufacturers at a

congressional hearing Tuesday, while some farm leaders at the

White House urged Nixon to end the 10 per cent import surcharge

as soon as possible.

The investment tax credit, renamed job development credit by

the administration, would enable industries to deduct part of their

investment in equipment from their tax bills.

Consumer advocate Ralph Nader told the House Ways and Means

Committee Congress should demand solid data on how many

people the credit would put to work before voting for the plan.

•Considerable rhetoric, but little supporting information, has

been provided bv the administration." Nader said, adding: "The

committee should require the administration to supply much more

convincing data before considering this proposal."

\t the Wlnte House, Nixon continued to gather advice on what

sort of economic program should replace the 90-day wage-price

freeze ending in November.
Following up his previous meetings with labor and business

groups the President met Tuesday with farm leaders. Deputy

press secretary Gerald L. Warren told newsmen after the 90-

minute session "that the farm leaders "agreed to a man there should

be a follow-up procedure" to restrain wages and prices when the

current freeze ends.

But some of the farm spokesman want the import surcharge

dropped, Warren said, because of fears that it could lead to

retaliation against this country's exports.

In other developments:

Secretary of Labor J.D. Hodgson said unions may negotiate

with management for wage increases to become effective after the

freeze, but the terms will be subject to "whatever regulations

lollow the freeze period."

Kepublican governors at the National Governors Conference in

San Juan moved to head off a Democratic attempt to put the con-

ference on record against some aspects of Nixon's economic policy.

The administration's money policies faced attack at a meeting

of the "Group of 10" countries seeking to head off an international

trade war. .

-A succession of business witnesses urged the House Ways and

Means Committee to approve the job development credit and even

to liberalize it beyond Nixon's recommendations.

However Rep. Henry S. Reuss, D-Wis.. told the committee the

investment credit should be rejected and the rapid depreciation

repealed. ..

Reuss suggested Congress concentrate on anti-inflation

measures and. for the present, make no tax changes, not even those

favoring individuals. Curbing inflation, he said, should restore

confidence, encourage consumer and business spending, and so

reduce unemployment.

PONTIAC, Mich. <AP>-
Opponents of court-ordered busing

tor school integration in this fac-

tory town of 35,000 crippled

operations Tuesday at a 20.000-

worker General Motors Corp.

manufacturing complex.

The anti-busing forces, jubilant

over the success of their picketing

which brought the auto-building

operation to a halt, said it was a

one-day demonstration and that

there were no plans for any further

appearances at the GM factory

gates.

Several hundred noisy, but

peaceful, pickets paraded in front

of gates to a Fisher Body Division

plant in chilly, predawn fog, urging

workers to stay off the job.

Defying both the United Auto
Workers Union and GM. more than

60 per cent of the plant's 2,000-man

day shift was absent at starting

time. GM sent home those men
who had reported, and shut down
the production line because of

insufficient manpower.

Four hours later, the assembly

line at the adjoining Pontiac Motor

Division plant came to a halt

because the flow of auto bodies

from Fisher had stopped.

Parts manufacturing operations

continued, but GM officials said

these, too, would be halted if the

disruptions continued.

Irene McCabe, spokesman for

the National Action Group-NAG-
which sponsored the demon-
stration, said, "I knew we could do

it."

About :5,500 shift workers were

idled by the protest. Workers who
showed upon time for the first shift

will receive four hours "show up"

pay, Fisher plant manager Al F.

Piatt said. Others will lose a full

day's pay.

Mrs. McCabe said she hoped that

by shutting down a GM facility, her

group could force GM to give

political support to the busing foes.

GM has urged all Pontiac
residents to obey the court's busing

order and to make their fights

Edith, Heidi Calm Down
MIAMI Fla. (AP»-A huge low

pressure system that hit Penn-

sylvania with disastrous floods

spilled off the northeast Atlantic

coast Tuesday and swallowed up

Tropical Storm Heidi.

In the Gulf of Mexico, the one-

time destructive storm Edith

stalled off the shores of Mexico,

keeping on edge Texans already

bogged down in the rains of

Tropical Storm Fern.

In the far Atlantic. Hurricane

Ginger lost some of her power and

was packing 90-mile-per-hour

winds through shipping lanes 50

miles east of Washington, D.C.

And down in the seething

Caribbean, another in the year's

big parade of tropical depressions

threatened to develop into the ninth

storm of the Atlantic season.

Heidi, which had begun to die

over cold waters, vanished off

weather maps when she merged

into a huge middle latitude low-

pressure system which has killed

at least 11 persons in Penn-

sylvania.

Flash floods cut through the

southeast corner of Pennsylvania,

inundating Chester and
Norristown.

The bodies of 11 persons swept to

their deaths were found and
searches were under way for

others.

Officials said it would be at least

24 hours before the full death toll

was known.
The system also spread heavy

rains through New York and
Connecticut and chased small craft

into harbors along the Maine coast.

An unpredicated rainstorm
dumped :\M inches of rain on New
York City Tuesday, causing some
Hooding of subways. Kven before

the latest deluge, Mayor John V.

Lindsay had asked Gov. Nelson A.

Rockefeller to request that the

federal government declare Staten

Island a disaster area because of

previous flooding

through the courts. Company of-

ficials indicated there would be no

change in the policy.

The UAW urged all union

members to ignore the demon
stration and not to participate in

"an unauthorized work stoppage.".

Bill Holland, chairman of the

shop committee for UAW Local

:>%, which represents Fisher Body
workers, said he thought some of

the workers who stayed away did

so because they agreed with the

protest, others because they were

afraid to cross the picket line.

In other developments in the

busing situation Tuesday, US
District Court Judge Damon F.

Keith, who wrote the original

desegregation order, said he would

not send a large force of U.S.

marshals to Pontiac.

The NAACP and the school board

requested the marshals Friday

alter a week of demonstrations and

occasional violent outbreaks at the

schools They argued that the local

police could not or would not en-

force the order and protect school

children.

However, there were no in-

cidents at the schools either

Friday, Monday or Tuesday and

both sides agreed with the judge

that federal intervention is not

needed at this time.

Package Price

Water Beds
Special Frames
BED SPREADS
for Water Beds

&
Reg. Beds

A Head of Time
360 College St.

Rte. 9

Wallace Backed On Alabama Busing Stand

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)-The Alabama Senate

Finance Committee voted Tuesday to give Gov.

George C Wallace the power to withhold state funds

allocated to the schools for bus transportation.

Wallace had sought the power last month to rein-

force his campaign against court-ordered busing.

The measure was written into the proposed

education appropriation bill which allots $840 million

for all phases of education for the next two fiscal years

beginning Oct. 1.

The busing amendment, which is subject to ap-

proval of the full Senate, makes the release of all state

funds for bus transportation "conditional upon the

approval of the governor/'

It authorizes him to release all or any part of the

money "as he deems necessary
"

Another amendment written into the appropriation

bill earlier prohibits the use of any state funds for

busing to achieve a racial balance in the schools.

Wallace also has proposed, and the House has

passed, a measure which seeks to prohibit busing of

school children when their parents determine that the

time or distance involved would be detrimental to the

pupils' health or their education.

It was approved Tuesday by the Senate Tran-

sportation and Common Carriers Committee and will

be on the calendar for final passage when the Senate

meets again Thursday
Last Saturday, Mississippi Gov John Bell Williams

ordered the Mississippi auditor general to halt

payment of state funds to the Jackson school system

until it is proved that the funds are not used for busing

in violation of a state law.

BUS SERVICE SCHEDULE
LV. U-Mass. for No. Amherst - 8: 24 a.m., 11:34, 12:54 p.m.,

3:56, 6:01

L V. U Mass. for Amherst Center, Hadley and Northampton
7:31 a.m., 8:36, 10:01, 12:06 p.m., 1:06, 2:01, 4:09, 5:04,

6: 14.

Connections at Northampton for

Easthampton, Florence, Leeds, Haydenville and
Williamsburg

LV. U-Mass. for Worcester, Belchertown, Ware, Brook-

fields, Spencer and Leicester

Fridays: LV. U-Mass. 12:45 p.m., 4:50 p.m.

Saturdays: LV. U-Mass. 12:45 p.m.

Sundays: LV. U-Mass. 12:45 p.m., 6:25 p.m.

For Tickets and Information
The Lobby Shoppe, Student Union Bldg. Tel. 545-2006

CHARTER A BUS
call our office for rales and arrangements Tel. 584-6481

Western Mass. Bus Lines, Inc.
Northampton, Mass.

Protesters Trap McGovern

In South Viet Church
SAIGON (AP) -South Vietnamese

demonstrators hurling stones and
firebombs trapped visiting Sen.

George McGovern for half an hour

Tuesday night in a church where
he was meeting with anti-

government dissidents.

American soldiers dispatched by

U.S. Ambassador Ellsworth

Bunker escorted McGovern and

lour aides to safety -shaken but

uninjured after they telephoned

the embassy for help.

The 49-year-old aspirant for the

Democratic presidential
nomination and critic of the

Vietnam war was driven back to

his hotel under an armed U.S.

military police guard. He said he

had no idea why the meeting was

attacked by the band of shouting

Vietnamese.

An official U.S. military police

report said the key demonstrators

included "wo Buddhist monks and

2(1 Anti American demonstrators."

The military police said the

crowds swelled to about 150 per-

sons and at first blocked American

MPs and embassy Marine guards

from rescuing McGovern and his

party. The U.S. MPs called for

assistance from the Vietnamese

police, who helped block the

demonstrators while McGovern

and his aides were sped back to

their downtown hotel.

'This is one time 1 didn't go to

sleep in church." the South Dakota

Democrat quipped
McGovern arrived in Saigon on

Monday for a three-day visit. He

had moved about without visible

guards, but U.S. authorities

assigned a military police detail to

protect him after the stone and

firebomb- throwing incident.

The attack on the church closed a

day of anti-American demon-
strations and violence in Saigon

and in the old imperial capital of

Hue in northern South Vietnam.

The war itself settled into near-

calm.
The group McGovern met with is

known as the Committee for the

Improvement of Prison Regime in

South Vietnam. an anti-

government group which seeks

release of political prisoners and

prison reforms.

It includes Buddhist and Catholic

leaders, university students and

lawyers. It is sometimes called the

Con Son Committee, a reference to

the prison island where last year a

disclosure of "iger cage" prison

cells kicked up an international

furor and led to replacement of the

cells.

The anti-American demon-
strations generated at least four

fire bomb attacks against

American vehicles in various parts

of Saigon, including one in front of

U.S. Navy headquarters and
another near the residence of

Deputy U.S. Ambassador Samuel

D. Berger.

All the vehicles were damaged,

but only one casualty was repor-

ted, a U.S. Navy petty officer who
was severely burned.

The arracks were carried out by

vouths riding motorbikes. They

hurled fuel-filled bottles or cans at

the vehicles and escaped.

The vouths were believed to be

radical university students who
protest American presence in

Vietnam and also oppose the

government of President Nguyen
Van Thieu.

Their anti-government stance

and the vigorously antiwar
reputation that preceded
McGovern to Saigon cast doubt on

any connection between the

scattered fire bombings and the

church attack.

Also during the day, disabled

Vietnamese war veterans
demonstrated peacefully in front of

the U.S. Embassy for half an hour

seeking help in getting higher

veterans' benefits.

In another Saigon demon-
stration, a group of Roman
Catholics calling themselves the

Movement of Catholics for Peace

called for removal of "American
occupation troops." The four latest

firebomb attacks raised to eight

the number of such incidents in

Saigon against American vehicles.

At Hue, long a center of anti-

government and anti-American
feeling, the U.S. military com-

mand placed the city off-limits to

American servicemen after a

soldier shot and killed a Viet-

namese youth and wounded a

second. He said they tried to steal

beer or soda from his truck.

Justice Dept. Endorses

Split Vote Convictions
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

Justice Department endorsed

legislation Tuesday to allow juries

to convict defendants without a

unanimous vote. It was proposed

along with plans to restrict

defendants' legal maneuverings-

suggestions aimed at recent

Supreme Court rulings.

Another major suggestion was a

measure aimed at banning appeals

based on constitutional questions

having no bearing on the defen-

dant's guilt or innocence.

Asst. Atty. Gen. William H.

Hehnquist. appearing before the

Senate subcommittee on con-

stitutional rights, suggested that a

jury vote of io to 2 or 9 to :\ be

considered enough for conviction.

The Supreme Court will hear

arguments Oct. 19 on the use of

nonunanimous votes in state

criminal trials.

Hehnquist proposed also

modifying all or part of the rule

which now prevents the use against

a criminal defendant of evidence

which is found to have been ob-

tained in violation of his con-

stitutional rights.

He said the rules on habeas

corpus should be changed to

prevent appeals "which not only

have nothing to do with the guilt or

innocence of the defendant but

nothing to do with the underlying

fairness of the factfinding process

by which he was found guilty
."

He said the number of habeas

corpus petitions filed annually had

jumped from 500 only 20 years ago

to almost 11.000 last year.

Kehnquist said the department's

proposed legislation would permit

defendants to appeal on grounds

that their confession was forced by

police, that juries were under mob
domination, and that they were not

allowed counsel.

He said it would ban appeals

based on claims of unlawful search

and seizure or on claims that the

defendant was not advised of his

rights before confessing.

The proposed legislation took

dead aim on the Supreme Court's

Miranda vs. Arizona decision,

which said confessions given to

police are not admissible as

evidence if the defendant is not

advised before his confession of his

right to remain silent and his right

to a lawyer.

TON/GHTI/

Wednesday Nite

Coffeehouse
At

THE BLUE YYALL CAFETERIA, C.C. 2d Floor

Some Show and Prices

os Last Year

Interested Performers call Ed at 545-2090 between 1-3

p.m.

Saigon Sen. George McGovern enters a U.S. Embassy car after his

arrival Monday at Saigon. The anti-war senator was on his way to a

meeting with U.S. Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker. McGovern later

said he disagreed with Bunkers view that Vietnamization was

proceeding well.

Recess In Medina Trial
FT. MCPHERSON, Ga.

(AP)—Lawyers for Capt. Ernest

L. Medina took advantage of a half-

day trial recess Tuesday to in-

terview prospective witnesses.

Among defense witnesses

standing by was Capt. Eugene
Ketouc. Humboldt, Neb., who was
acquitted earlier this year of

maiming a Viet Cong suspect after

the My Lai assault. He had been

charged with chopping off part of a

finger during an interrogation, but

won a directed verdict of acquittal.

The morning session of the

Medina court-martial was called

off because the wife of Army
prosecutor William Eckhardt gave

birth to a son.

Kotouc, a personal friend of

Medina, initially was scheduled to

appear as a prosecution witness,

but never was called.

Learn to Drive

AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6066

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

•«•

•• •••

• •

Take Lesson and increase

your reading speed on the spot!

Take a Free Mini-Lesson

In 60 minutes, over 80% of our Mini-Lesson audiences increase

their reading speed. Just a little, but enough to know what it's like.

At the Mini-Lesson, you will find out how the Evelyn Wood tech-

nique handles difficult textbook material. How it improves mem-

ory and concentration. And, how it makes reading a pleasure in-

stead of a chore. The Mini-Lesson is one hour that could change

your life, too!

UNIV. OF MASS., CAMPUS C ENTER., RM. 908

Wed., Sept. 15 at 4 p.m. or 7 p.m. or 9 p.m.

Classes begin Thurs., Sept. 16 at 7 p.m.
PAUL MURPHY— 253-2425

PAUL MURPHY

253-2425
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WhoWillAnswer?
Newspapers and television trumpeted the news of

hostages being "murdered" by all those "revolutionary"

prisoners at Attica Prison. The whole country was sucked

into believing the lies which police, prison and government

officials had made over the last two days. Then the County

medical examiner discovered that the dead hostages did

not have their throats slashed, they had been gunned

down. And the only people with guns at Attica Prison were

the police, the guards and the National Guard.

The evidence seems to indicate that everyone murdered

over the last couple days at Attica were victims of the

police authorities. The attack by police and National

Guard troopers must be added to the ever growing list of

atrocities committed by civil authorities.

The same police state mentality which murdered

students at Kent State and Jackson State, which seems to

have murdered George Jackson in a San Francisco Prison,

and which more and more threatens our constitutional

liberties has poked its ugly weapons and shot.

The 41 guards and prisoners known to be dead are the

victims of our viscious society which places more value on

expediency and order than human lives. Our society seems

to place the real criminals in power and as officials were

saying of the prisoners just two days ago, what can you

expect from criminals.

The men responsible for the actions of police and

national guard should be made to pay for their criminal

abuse of power. The men who have lied to camouflage

their own stupid brutality should be made to answer for

their actions.

There is little one can do about what has happened

already at places like Attica. There must be a way to stop

them from happening ever again.

We urge students and faculty members to attend the

teach-in planned for tonight in the Campus Center

Ballroom.
A new society must start here.

The Stench Of Racism
By A. Jackson Linebarger

"We have met the enemy and he is

Us"
I come before you, O mighty

white radicals and armchaii
revolutionaries, in a state of

nausea: could the white par

ticipation
v

in the revolution be

dead'.' Are my brothers and sisters

so much in love with the concept of

black power, that they forget to

implement our belief with actions?

1 am referring to my outrage at

the lack of courage to the racist

murders of GEORGE JACKSON
and the thirtv-eight or so ATTICA
BROTHERS.
The racist united states has

within a period of a month

executed the bloody murders of

thirty-eight black men, without

remorse, without a single large

scale outcry or action from white

radicals or my brothers and
sisters. The slayings can only be

regarded as genocide, out and out

murder, and yet we. the life bleed

of a new world shake our heads and

say nothing. 1 for one, am tired of

picking up the paper and watching

the bodies of fallen comrades

carted away like a side of beef,

while some "love your neighbor if

lie gives you good dope freak"

talks to me about ecology and the

latest dope bust Ecology is a safe

trip, radical change is not.

I contend that white people and

too many black people cling tightly

to the relative safety of being a

"revolutionary black" or

"revolutionary white*' on campus.

I submit, that talk is cheap and

action dangerous, we should be

organizing. educating, and
showing where we stand, because

the united states has made it ap-

parent where it stands- it will deal

harshly with those who threaten

the beloved status quo.

I think it is time to say goodbye

to the majority of the white race,

non-white people will have to fight

relatively alone, and we best deal

with the facts of racism and in-

difference of most of white

america, and move on. We
demanded an end to racism and

received law and order, asked for

what is rightfully ours and
received a get well card from

Tricktia"; by their silence they

condone our genocide.

I submit that it is time for self-

defense in our communities and

homes, it should be made clear

thai if one of us is to be murdered
10 of the aggressors will also have

to meet their maker.

It is time to show america that a

death to one of us is a blow to all

and that apathy is the white man's
luxury, and something we can't

afford.

We as a united people must
speak out or there will be more
ATTICAS and we must do it now.

And to those few sincere whites I

say this, your race is sick and only

you can attempt to change it and
prove to us that the stench of

racism does not dwell in all who
are white.

Read And Feel

By GILBERT J. SALK
NOTE: Normally, CULTUR

NATIVES deals with cultural
alternatives and alternatives lite

styles, ottering ideas, tor the purpose
of discussion, about how we can take
greater control of our lives in a way
that will augment ecologically and
humanistically sound ways of

meeting our own needs and those of

our brothers. The murder of 40 men
at Attica State Prison in New York
demands a break from that format.
Please read and feel.

*****

The united states of america

makes me want to vomit. In case

you've missed the news, there's

been a prison "riot" going on at

Attica Prison in New York.
Demands were made, some were
met. others not. The prisoners

(over 90% black and Puerto Rican)

had some :18 of the prison guards

(100% white in the entire prison)

held as hostages, and threatened to

kill them if force were used against

them. Monday afternoon, over 1000

National Guardsmen (remember
Kent State 9

> and State Police

(remember Jackson State?) were
ordered to storm the prison.

When the shooting was over, nine

of the hostage guards were dead,

and at least forty of the prisoners

wore dead, with many more
seriously wounded. First reports

by prison officials stated that the

hostages' throats had been slit by

their captors. But wire services

reported Tuesday that medical

examiners discovered that eight of

the prisoners were shot.

(Remember Fred Hampton?)
Richard Nixon praised Nelson

Rockefeller for his efficient nan

dling of the disturbance.

Now dig this, people. Forty-nine

of my brothers were murdered at

Attica Monday. The murderer was
the united states of america's

system of "justice.'' This justice

consists of putting human beings in

cages and dehumanizing them. It

consists of appointing other human
beings as zookeepers to make sure

that the animals don't escape, thus

dehumanizing the guards. This

system of justice seeks to correct

wrongs by perpetrating other

wrongs upon the original wrong-

doers. It discriminates against the

poor, the black, the long-haired. It

puts property on a higher level of

value than human freedom and
life, and it believes that the best

way to deal with murder is by
revenge.

There are many ways to respond

to the massacre. If you are a

"radical ", you might write the

whole thing off as another act of

racist murder, martyr the dead
prisoners, and ignore the dead
hostages. If you're a liberal, you
can call the deaths shocking,

grieve for the families of the dead
guards, and forget to remember
that the prisoners had families,

too. If you're a member of the

Nixon-Agnew-Mitchell school of

"law 'n' order", you can say that

the prisoners got what they

deseved, and reiterate that it's

okay to kill any number of people

to prevent the spread of anarchy,

because anarchists are liable to

run around killing any number of

people.

Well, fuck off, all of you.

Attica had to happen. It had to

happen, and it will happen again,

because all of you are so willing to

write off the lives of those of your

brothers who disagree with you.

You'll kill all the commies or off all

the pigs and sit comfortably back
with the knowledge that God's on

your side. No way, man. You can't

condone the murders committed
by the National Guard unless you
also condone the murders by the

prisoners, and vice versa. Each
side uses exactly the same
arguments to justify their actions,

and each says that the others'

rationalizations are full of shit.

They're both right about one thing-

Their arguments are full of shit.

The prisoners know from very

real experience that the only way
they can get relief from in-

tolerable, dehumanizing conditions

is to put the man up against the

wall. This is their reality. Dig it.

Prison officials know that if they

let prisoners get away with

demonstrations and riots there will

be more demonstrations and riots.

This is their reality. Dig it.

Neither reality is "right" or

"wrong" in an absolute sense, but

each is very, very right for the men
who hold them. Until we recognize

that no demonstration of force by

either side is going to do anything

other than reinforce the other's

perception of reality. We need

alternatives.

We have to change our system of

justice from one of vengeance to

one of support for the humanity of

both the lawbreaker and the vic-

tim. We have to stop allowing in-

stitutions to do what is our personal

responsibility--to care for our

brothers and sisters who need our

help, our time, our concern. We
have to recognize for ourselves,

and demand of our institutions,

that without life nothing is im-

portant, and that there is no excuse
for the disruption of life.

If you think one "side" at Attica

was right and the other "side" was
"wrong", take some time to get

into an argument with someone
who feels the other side was
'right'' and your side was
"wrong". If you analyze what
you're both going to be shouting at

each other, you'll find that you are

both saying exactly the same
things. Think about it, people, and
grow. Please.

There's only one side. We've got

to find and use ways to help our

brothers stop shooting each other.

At 7:00 p.m. tonight, the United

Christian Foundation will sponsor

a teach-in in the SU Ballroom on

the Attica killings. They're trying

to get some pretty heavy people

there to rap. There'll be an open

mike at the end so you can air some
of your own feelings and ideas

about what happened and how we
can stop the next one. Be there.

On Friday, from 1:30 p.m. until

:$:?() p.m., the United Christian

Foundation will have an open

coffee hour in the SU Colonial

Lounge. They will play a tape of a

sermon Father Daniel Berrigan

would have given at Smith College

if he had not been underground to

avoid arrest for burning draft files.

It's a very heavy tape, has some
relevance to the Attica murders,

and a great deal of relevance to the

roles we can play as supporters of

life while living within a system of

death. I'll be there to help lead the

discussion afterwards, and I'd

enjoy seeing you there and hearing

your reactions.

PEACE.

Letters To The Editor

Flack About Flo's

To the Editor:

I am forced to write a huffy defence of the Miss

Florence Diner, so brutally attacked by David

Williams in Monday's Collegian. Although William's

visits to Flo's outnumber my one and only trip, I found

his charges false, out of context and comparable only

to the run-of-the-mill-Umie-dining-common-rhetoric. I

know this for a fact as I was there Saturday night,

also.

Perhaps the food has gone downhill since last year;

I don't know. I went there because I was sick of

Amherst Strip's weekend food and the Collegian gave

it such a positive rating. A friend and I hitched over

and were assured by these people that it was a good

solid place to eat . No frills, just plain good food at even

better prices. In fact, our ride drove us right to the

door in his enthusiasm. It was crowded as we'd been

warned, but we got counter seats which proved wise.

Within ten, ten, Mr. Williams, minutes, I'd placed my
order and gotten it-steak (well done, delicious, a good

size and I never heard a whisper out of it), garden

fresh salad, hot rolls and butter (like Mother wished

she could make) and french fries (not to greasy,

either) all for the tidy sum of $1.85. I even saw the

hand from the kitchen deliver my dinner to my waiter.

Unbelievable service. I've never seen anything like it.

Before I'd finished my meal, there was my personable

waiter with fresh hot rolls and butter (no extra

charge).

Mr. Williams could not find any positive adjectives

to describe the people who work at Flo's. No one

smiled at us or chirped, "What'll it be, girlies?", but

we did get that fast service, extra rolls and witnessed

the couple next to us get a doggy bag the minute they

asked for it. That is efficiency and we never once had

to repeat our order. If Mr. Williams feels he was not

treated with all due respect accorded a journalist, he

should recall he was eating in a diner and not

Chequers or Howard Johnson's. (I wonder if Mr.

Williams has ever eaten at Durgen Park?

)

I can't resist commenting on his remark that he

found little black things in his water. I couldn't

comprenend the oil slick in my coke until I realized it

was from the juices in my steak. Eh, Dave?
Finally, the remark that one can eat at Flo's if it s

still open is pure jest.The hometown crowd in there

will verify this on a Saturday night alone. If I have

failed to convince people of Flo's wholesomeness, a

random polling i.e. of James House, might just do it.

Funny, I can't seem to say enough good things about
Miss Florence Diner. If you like crowds, smoke, good
blaring music-you can go to either the Hatch or Flo's.

But if you're just plain hungry for something decent to

eat at a fair price, get over to Flo's.

Kerry Oilliland

Home-Cooked Food
To the Editor:

I'm writing in reference to David William's column
about the Miss Florence Diner in last Monday's
Collegian. Funny thing though -I wonder if we're
talking about the same place! I ate at Flo's last

Saturday too and my reactions couldn't have been
more different. My jumbo shrimp could have been out

of some monster movie; that's how big they were. And
being a Bostonian seafood nut from way back, they

were right up there in the ranks of those served at

Anthony's Pier 4 only there were more of them at one-

quarter the price. It seems to me that dear Dave does
not eat with his taste buds but with his eyes. Just

because the plates aren't bone china, and the napkins

are only paper, this doesn't mean that the food isn't

hot, excellent, and promptly served. I found that the

people at Flo's worked in mysterious ways with a

lingo all their own but the results of these seemingly
chaotic procedures are beyond reproach. Mr.

Williams seems to take offense that "everything is

just dropped in front of you." Well, I guess it must be

terribly disappointing not to get carte blanche service

for under two dollars.

It seems to me that this aspiring, journalistic genius

has esthetic values so high that he can't appreciate

good honest workingman's food. Well, all I have to say

is, you can stick to the Lord Jeff (good food,

outrageous prices) or the Hatch (pre-packaged sterile

food) if you want to, but the rest of us second

generation immigrants are playing it smart and
getting great home-cooked food.

By the way, Dave, stop torturing yourself a fifth

time at Flo's and stay home. Let those who can ap-

preciate it be spared the 5 minutes of waiting in line

behind vou!
I niilir Sikora

Art Buchwald

Dream of Glory
WASHINGTON -Recent stories

out of Saigon indicate that the

United States offered huge sums of

money-- through Ambassador
Ellsworth Bunker-to Vice
President Ky and Gen. "Big" Minn
if they would run against President

Thieu in the October elections. The
United States, which has a big

stake in "free" elections, was
worried that if no one ran against

Thieu some people might suspect

the elections were rigged.

I am constantly searching for

new dreams of glory and thanks to

the press dispatches from Saigon

here is my latest one:

It is midnight in the summer of

1072 and suddenly there is a knock

on the door of my house in

Washington. Putting on a bathrobe

I stumble to the door. "Who is it?"

I ask.

"Ambassador Ellsworth
Bunker." comes the voice from

outside.

I unlatch the door.

"Ambassador, what the devil are

you doing here at this hour?"

"I didn't want anyone to see me.

I have to talk to you on some urgent

business
."

Bunker comes in with a satchel

in his hand, the size of a medicine

bag.

"I don't have much time." he

says, "so I'll get to the point. As

you know, the Democrats could not

agree on a candidate to run for

President at their convention in

Miami last month."

"I am well aware of it," I say.

"It ended in a dead heat and

everyone went home mad. They

decided not to run anyone. It was

all in my column."

"Yes. well, nevertheless.

President Nixon is very upset

about not having any opposition

during an election year."

i also wrote that. I said if he had

no one to run against but himself, it

could turn into one of the dirtiest

campaigns in political history."

"Well, be that as it may. the

President is very concerned that if

he has no opponent this fall, many
people around the world will think

the election was rigged."

"That's certainly the impression

the Democrats would like to give."

1 say.

Therefore," says Bunker. "I

have been asked by Mr. Nixon

himself to urge you to run against

him for the Presidency of the

United states."

"But why me?" I protest.

"Because. Sir, the President

feels you would be the ideal op-

ponent You have the qualities of

Jefferson. Lincoln and

Eisenhower. You put principle

before power, the country's good

before personal gain. It's all in

your FBI folder."

"Heck," I say blushing. "Is

nothing sacred?"
Bunker picks up the medicine

bag and opens it "The President

has authorized me to give you $25

million in nontaxable unac

countable funds if you will run

against him in the fall."

I stare at the money and whistle.

"That's a lot of money, just for

running for President."

"We will direct your campaign

for you, provide you with speech-

writers, buy television time for

you. put up billboards and lend you

Lawrence Welk to warm up the

crowds."
"All right." I say. putting the

money back in the bag. "But the

day after the election I want to go

hack to being just plain John Q.

Citizen."

"Have no fear." says Bunker,

putting on his homburg and
walking toward the door.

As he gets into his limousine a

thought suddenly occurs to me and

I yell. "Hey. suppose I win?"

But Bunker drives off. Ap-

parently he doesn't hear me.

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles

limes

Letters
As in previous years, the MIX'

will continue to print letters to

the editor. The only

requirements are that they be

typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer

than two pages in length. All

letters must be signed and the

author's address and telephone

numbers must be included. No
letters will be published without

this information. Also, no letters

will be printed without the name
of the author. Please note this

change in policy.

All letters are subject to

editing either for content or

space according to the judgment

of the editors Also, due to space

limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed

THE EDITORS

Editorial Points
Report from Southwest-

Someone chiseled their way into

a Southwest tower room and
made off with a half ounce of

cocaine two days ago. Just goes

to show that nothing is safe in

this University of ours.
* * * *

Judging from the crowds of

students lying outside the book
store, it appears that buying

books must wear out a lot of

people.
* * * *

What happened to the fire

truck that was supposed to be

parked out in front of the Student

Union?
* * 4

It appears that you can't even

write a story about refrigerators

without getting people mad.
* * * *

It has been reported that one

student is considering sueing the

I 'diversity because he lost all of

his book money in the Campus
Center pinball machines.

* * * *

One Collegian staffer was
reported as very embarrassed
after being introduced by the

wrong first name at last night's

MDC recruitment meeting.
* * * *

While we're on the subject of

the MDC recruitment, there was
quite a large turnout even

though they weren't passing out

free coffee and do-nuts.

To The Black Community

TAKE TWO is starting again. We will need help from you to put forth

stories, poetry, editorials, black news and anything else that will con-

tribute to the black community. Suggestions and ideas are needed from

you. Contact as soon as possible while the year is young. Thank You.
Wavne Lucas

Burgundy Wine
A glassy wine beneath your feet;

A thunder wine of swells,

A scented wine to make you sleep;

A Burgundy as deep...as Hell.

Patterns of anticipation of

Shadows building dreams;

The driving surf of imagination.

Riding winedark seas.

Swim the wine that feeds your soul, and

Let the spray blow free.

Let the keeper fill your bowl.

And lick your lips of every bead.

High above the rolling crest

Of wine - that silent jade;

A laughing heart of happy jest

Disguised within a shade.

Skiing on to certain death.

That heart begins to scream.

Going on is all that's left;

It's just a mid-day dream.

Salty mist to sandy shore -

That instant you were there:

Above the ocean's drunken roar

Now gone, but who knows where.

Vintage ripened sweet with time...

That Burgundy of jade;

Swallowed by that sea of wine

a drunken God had made.
T.David Barrett

"•"This Latest Good-News Report ComesTo You Direct

From Our Official Underground Bunker ..."
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Books

An A Young Man
l.H's'tio Europe: 1971. A guide to

European travel. Published by

Harvard Student Agencies, Inc.

Holyoke Center, Cambridge. Mass.

$2.25

By FRANK JOHNSON
This summer was the 27th an-

niversary of an invasion of Europe

by American forces. It is becoming

which wore directed primarily at

students

Fortress Europe proved that it

still had a few tricks up its sleeve.

Most returning Americans will

ruefully tell you of their financial

troubles relating to the dollar

crisis. Some give tales of woe about

being stranded in Europe because

Foreign freakdom invaded London as American students browse

Carnahv Street or thereabouts this past summer. American youth

went to the continent in record numbers (as the author of this review

attests to).

increasingly less difficult,

however, for American non-

combatants to invade Europe in

mass numbers these days. The

strategy is to see the most in-

teresting places and to spend as

little money as possible. The ob-

jectives include the major cities of

Europe, for it is believed that these

areas offer more to American

tourists than other parts of the

Mother Country. Potent weapons

of deployment this year were the

jumbo jets, special reduced fares

to students, the increasing

availability of the 21-day excursion

plan, and a proliferation of inex-

pensive travel guides, some of

their charter flights were declared

illegal by the FA.A. A few were

busted for dope, either by U.S.

Customs or by European narcotics

agents And many were burned

because they tried to religiously

follow the advice of their travel

guides. Among these guides Arthur

Frommers F.urope on $5 a Day is

undoubtedly the most famous. It is

revised yearly and thus is quite up-

to-date. Its major shortcomings

include the fact that it speaks only

of major cities in Europe, teeming

with penurious Americans and

very few genuine Europeans

(they're usually on vacances or

I rlaubsi. Frommer quite honestly

admits that he's usually so con-

cerned about beating the high price

of travel that occasionally he lets it

interfere with his enjoyment. And,

because his book dwells with such

emphasis on the large cities, he

deludes his readers into believing

that there are no other attractions

in Furope. Frommer has also been

somewhat prostituted because he

has become the darling of middle-

aged. Middle Americans who enjoy

the security of a predigested tour

of Europe. Ironically, this group

may also include college-age

voung Americans.
One guide in particular is well-

known both for its reputation and

its writers' proximity to the

Pioneer Valley. This of course is

Harvard Student Agencies' Let's

(io Kiirope. a self-styled handbook

for the "individual" who wishes to

'escape from Frommers crowd".

Frommers book is organized by

cities. Let's (Jo is organized by

countries, ranging from Norway to

(Jreece. It occasionally overlaps

Frommer not only in its coverage

but in its recommendations, but in

scope it differs radically from

Kurope on $5 a Day.

First of all. Let's <lo brands

Frommers book as being Middle

American. "Don't bring suit-

cases," it urges. "Carry a

pack...suitcases brand you as a

member of the jet set." The "in-

dividual ", therefore, is urged to

follow such advice, even if it means

shucking a perfectly good suitcase

and buying an expensive pack.

Next: "Don't drink Coke." The

alternative? Wine. Dutifully,

young American travelers down

liters of wine with their lunch,

sometimes at prices exceeding

that which they might have paid

for an inexpensive, thirst-

quenching soft drink, and sleep

their afternoons (and vacations)

off. Are you ready for this one''

Let's (io suggests that you take a

day from London out to Salisbury,

England. You are then advised to

walk across town to a bus that will

drop you off within 2 miles of

Stonehenge. Now walk the 2

remaining miles (remember:

you're supposedly carrying that

expensive pack!) each way, and

compete with hundreds of

Americans staring at a few

monoliths. For most student

visitors, save for a few Druid

enthusiasts, it's a megalithic waste

of time.

Some of Let's (io's coverage of

individual countries is laudable,

but the book itself abounds in

personal prejudices and

preferences that have no place in

an objective guidebook. According

to the editors, the Austrian town of

Klagenfurt is a "must". I selected

valiant attempt at advising you to

avoid the summer rush, but highly

impractical in lieu of the fact that

summer is the only time when

you're really able to spend time

visiting Europe.

Let's (io occasionally does come

forth with valuable advice, mostly

relating to eating and sleeping. It

does not offer anything original in

the advising of where you will do

your eating and sleeping, and

"frequently its tone is downright

insulting." "Ask for the man who

gives tours in English," it says, at

Chartres. "This is a priceless

opportunity to learn something

about which you would otherwise

gaze at appreciably but dumbly all

summer." (I didn't know
Klagenlurt is a "must l seieciea »"»»— •,-,,,

,.np„ k Krench
Klienfurt as an overnight stop on peopl*,

who «»Mn I pe*k^rench

my way up to Vienna, and found it

a depressing mass of suburban

dwellings, with about as much
appeal and interest to college-age

travellers as San Clemente, Calif.

Frequently, their advice on crucial

matters for the tourist is

misleading. Their emphasis on

reservations, for instance, is non-

existent; their point of view would

intimate that planning ahead
might interfere with spontaneity.

Partly true, but what's so repellent

about knowing where you're going

to spend the night (at

Stonehenge)?

Let's (io is down on the

Eurailpass system, and up on

hitch-hiking (You meet the nicest

people on the Autobahn! >. It does

not presume that much of the value

in an Eurailpass lies in its con-

venience, but does presume that

Europeans will bend over back-

wards to give students rides, which

isn't always true, as many young

Americans found out this summer.
Let's (io urges that you visit

Rouen- apart from the cathedral,

another Klagenfurt. as I found out.

They also advocate coming to

Europe at times other than coin-

ciding with vacations. This is a

were dumb) Don't bring a camera

by the way. According to Let's (io.

it won't repay the worry about

losing it.

The ageless assignment so dear

to English comp professors, "How

1 Spent My Summer Vacation",

would undoubtedly find many
American students writing:

"mostly reading Frommer and

Let's (io." Such publications

justify their existence by offering a

few valuable tips on planning your

European trip and how to go about

it inexpensively. But their

existence in your suitcase (or

pack! ) is really justified only when

one uses caution in taking them too

seriously

Surprise People

Bring them a

Bell's Pizza
65 University Dr.

256-68011 -253-9051

Free Delivery

of Pizzas

Rent a refrigerator for

your room. Just$4.44a month.

• Compact—dimensions are only 20 x 17 x 18"

• Spacious-Two cubic-foot capacity, holds up to 36

cans of cold drinks

• University-approved for dormitory use

• Free pick-up and delivery

• Guaranteed- if one of our retrigeraU^s malfanctons,

replace it

• We pay interest on your deposit

• Mini-Kool Protection Policy-for $1 a term it relieves

you of all liability for fire and theft. And it's free to all

who pay a full academic year's rent in advance.

• Purchase option-you can buy your refrigerator if

you like, and 75% of your rental payments will be

applied toward the $89. 50 purchase price.

we
within 24 hours.

of our refrigerators malfunctions, tn»™ .w~«.~ -^ ~

rAII 256-8488/ mini I koolCALL 953-2494 .

n™*M™K
• The monthly prfce

«*' * m Jv«%> based on rem,, Io, the lull academ.cyea,. Rel,ige,a,o,s ma,

beamed lor shorter oenods as w->ll. with some ad,ostmen, m Ihe monthly cost

Top Brass Work
On New Draft Law
WASHINGTON (AP)—The Pentagon sent its top brass to Congress

Tuesday to push for revival of the draft law amid new warnings from

Secretary of Defense Melvin 11. Laird of dangers facing national security.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the civilian heads of the Army, Navy and

Air Force met with Sen. John C. Stennis, the Mississippi Democrat who is

chairman of the Armed Services Committee and Sen. Margaret Chase

Smith of Maine, the ranking committee Republican.

Aides said the Pentagon's new lobbying blitz reflected Laird's fear that

the draft-extension bill may be in deep trouble that could result in a

serious manpower crunch for the armed forces.

Indeed, Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield said there is a good

chance the bill will be tabled when it comes up for a vote Thursday. This

would, in effect, reject the Senate-House conference report and send it

back to conferees for revision which might not be ready this year.

The nation has been without a draft since June 30 when the old law

expired Efforts to renew the induction authority have been tied up in

congressional battles over a Mansfield amendment to withdraw all U.S.

troops from Vietnam, and a $2.4-billion military pay raise which might

take effect during President Nixon's wage-price freeze.

A Pentagon spokesman, Jerry W. Friedhaim. said Laird cancelled his

morning appointment schedule to take personal command of the lobbying

effort. A veteran of 16 years in Congress, Laird spent most of the morning

on the phone consulting with Stennis and conferring with the service

secretaries and military chiefs.

Laird has said the Army will suffer manpower shortages beginning in I

I'll XKLFSTOWN, N.H.—Rock musicians entertain part of a crowd of nearly 25(10 people who turned

out for the festival at North Charlestown, N.H., which was staged for the financial benefit of local boy

Mike Fennessey who needs a kidney transplant operation. (AP Uirephoto)

Army Toughens Drug Stand
:.._ t„...i.. *.- ,.t , .o'ii.^i rnni'iinii

BKLFAST-SRKAKS AT KALLY-Bernadette Devlin, member of

Parliament from Northern Ireland, speaks Sunday at a rally ol

Roman ( atholics protesting mass arrests of suspected members of

the Irish Republican Army. The rally followed an agreement for a

summit talk between the leaders of Britain. Ireland, and Northern

Ireland. I AP Wirephoto via (able from London) ^^v~4

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Army
has failed in efforts to persuade

drug-addicted soldiers to seek

treatment prior to discharge and

from now on will make such

treatment mandatory, an ad-

ministration spokesman said

Tuesday.
Dr. Jerome H. Jaffee. director of

President Nixon's special drug-

abuse prevention program, an-

nounced this in testimony before a

Senate Veterans' Affairs sub-

committee. Among other things.

Jaffe's program includes pre-

discharge drug-addiction tests for

all servicemen leaving Vietnam.

Giving the GI addict the option of

treatment in a Veterans Ad-

ministration hospital or of going

home without any help hasn't

worked. Jaffe said.

Between July 1 and Sept. 10.

86,082 servicemen took urine tests

and 4.440 or 5.15 per cent showed
positive reactions toward opiates.

Another 10 per cent of the men
probably used hard drugs in-

termittently. Jaffe said.

But during the same period.

Jaffe said, only 23 GIs voluntarily

agreed to be transferred to a VA
hospital for treatment for their

remaining 10 or 15 days in the

service

'These figures made it clear to

us. as well as to the Department of

Defense and the Veterans Ad-

ministration, that the system was

not working as we had hoped," said

Jaffe.

•'The Department of Defense has

torwarded to all commanders
directives advising them that drug-

dependent personnel with limited

terms of service remaining are not

to be given the option of declining

transfer by ASMHO the Armed
Services Medical Regulating

Organization to VA facilities

The effect of this new directive

is that a man identified as drug

dependent and who has. for

example, two weeks' service

remaining will serve those in a VA
hospital while receiving treatment.

Jumping into bed takes on new meaning at

E Together u/aTERB.
Mon. & Thurs. 11-9 Tues., Wed., Fri. & Sal. I 1 8

191 Worthington St. 737-7920
You'll get more out of this bed then you might think,

start at $19.95. For immediate delivery, call:

Prices

S. Amherst 256-8370
Ws?C&&&&<'^*

Directory...

A supplement to the Student

Directory is being prepared and

will be available for distribution

mid-October. This supplement will

be distributed in the residence

halls and will be used in con-

junction with the original direc-

tory.

Thesupplementary directory will

be available for all on-campus

departments, commuters and staff

and the Campus (enter Bookstore.

Cost for the original and sup-

plementary directory will be $.75.

Departments wishing to order

bulk amount of directories should

bring a purchase order to the

Bookstore immediately.

WANTED

Part-Time

Secretary

for

Student Senate

Call 5-0341

after 2:30 p.m.

No, Prudence. Don't turn off

your radio in despair . • .

We're back with progressive music and other good things

Starting TODAY at 6:30 a.m.

Student owned and operated

And as a special added attraction!

Hear Electric Eric in action

!

U1MUA
91.1 FM

free form / informative radio
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NES Needs Help
The Northern Educational Service tutoring program is looking

for qualified students with a desire to help underprivileged children

stay in school.

Realizing that almost 1,000 children drop out of Springfield

schools each year, a number of individuals initiated this program.

Using figures made available to them by the Springfield School

Department, NES determined that children from low-income

families do not perform as well in school as those children from

middle and upper income families. Thus, the need for tutoring

became apparent.

NES is looking for dedicated UMass students who might be

willing to work one-to-one with a child, encouraging him, demon-

strating the importance of school.

NES has organized other programs which might be of interest to

the dedicated UMass student who feels inadequate as a tutor.

Interested students should inquire at the NES office. Room 105, in

the Campus Center.

Film

VOl' CAN IIKLP these ywmg people stay in school by joining the

\K.s tutoring program. < Photo courtesy NES)

LONDON (AP)-The defiant face

of an old woman looks at the

audience from a dramatic protest

film smuggled out of Russia.

"Help me to save my husband,"

she pleads. "To save those who,

like my husband, are suffering for

their opinion."

She is Zinaida Grigorienko, wife

of a tall, bald Soviet major general.

He was cashiered, arrested and,

his wife says, beaten and locked

into a mental hospital after

campaigning against Soviet

repression of human rights.

Mrs. Grigorienko is one of seven

dissidents who risked prison or

banishment to Siberia by filming

(he first Russian-made un-

derground protest movie to reach

the West.

The blurred, amateurish film is

tailed "Human Rights in the Soviet

Union." It was given a private

showing in London on Monday.
The Russians who made it hope it

will reach a mass Western
audience on television and
generate publicity that will help

their tiny protest movement
So far their protests over such

things as the Soviet invasion of

Czechoslovakia, alleged anti-

Semitism and censorship have had

little effect inside Russia.

Gradually many protesters have

been arrested

Anatoly Levitin-Krasnov. a

religious writer who was facing

trial when the film was made, said

he feared what would happen to

him after the trial.

"For me. at my age," he said,

"and in my state of health a prison

camp is to all intents and purposes

the same as death."

Levitin-Krasnov. a veteran of

Stalinist labor camps, was con-

victed of anti-Soviet slander and

sentenced to three years at a labor

camp shortly after the film was
made. He had protested alleged

suppression of religion in Russia.

Historian Pyotr Yakir, a tough,

bearded camp veteran whose
father was a famous Red army
commander shot in the purges of

the 1930s, said "the spirit of

liberation" has spread through

Russia in recent years.

Yakir, 49, an active leader of the

Soviet protest movement, said: "If

it were technically possible we

could produce another 100,000

similar interviews."

Alexander Yesenin-Volpin,

mathematician son of the famed

Russia poet Sergei Yesenin, ap-

pealed for freedom of information,

freedom to travel outside the

Soviet Union and legal guarantees

against abuses by the secret police.

Miss Yeva Mendelevich, sister of

one of the Leningrad Jews given

long labor camp terms last winter

after an abortive attempt to hijack

a plane to Israel, appealed for her

brother's release. He was sen-

tenced to 10 years.

NOTICES
CEQ OFFICERS.
Steering committee meeting

tonight, 6.30 p.m. in Rm. 178 of CC
Very important everyone be there.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB.
First club meeting of the year at

7 30 p.m m 165 169 CC, tonight

Everyone is welcome whether you
fly or not.

GEOLOGY DEPT:
Geology majors: Any un

dergraduate geology major who
wants to get involved in their

department should come to an im
portant meeting Thurs. at 7 30 in

Mornll 161

HILLEL:
Computer dance sign ups in front

of the Hatch today, tomorrow, and
F riday.

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
DWSHIP

Bus ness meeting Thursday night,

E p m , m Memorial Hall Everyone
welcome.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Coffee hour at 8 p.m in Rms. 168

170 of CC Two films from Australia

will be shown, 'Australia Now' and
'Adelaide'.

MODEL RAILROADERS
Anyone interested in finding a

room and building an HO guage
model railroad layout, please call or

see Dean Foster: 209 MacKimmie,
546 9772

TONITE

A Variety of Songs

from

4 New Groups

for Dancing or Listening

at

®h? English fub

Coffee Hours Announced
This fall the International Club is starting a weekly coffee hour on

every Wednesday from Sept. 15, 1971. The coffee hour is scheduled for 8

p.m. at the Campus Center rooms 168-170.

At each coffee hour two or possibly three films will be screened from a

foreign country. The films will be informative as well as entertaining.

The club would like to see the participation of American and Foreign

students at these coffee hours to make them a success. At the same time

the Amherst community and those living in the vicinity of the campus are

also invited.

There is no admission charge for these coffee hours, and in addition to

coffee light snacks will also be served. Those who wish to join the club can

do so during these coffee hours, and the membership fee is $1.00. For the

month of September the dates and films to be shown are as follows:

Wednesday, Sept. 15, 1971 (Films from Australia)

Atistrailia Vow: A colour film of 22 minutes on Australia.

Adelaide: A colour film of 18 minutes showing the capital of South

Australia.

Wednesday, Sept. 22, 1971 (Films from Nationalist China)

Huang Chun-pi: A colour film of 25 minutes on Chinese art, and

painting.

Dances in China : Chinese dancing is presented in this colour film of 28

minutes.

Wednesday. Sept. 29, 1971 (Films from Australia)

I jurunga

Walkabout) These two colour films of 20 minutes each depict the

Aboriginal way of life in detail. The film is informative and should be

interesting to those who are interested in the Aboriginal way of life.

NES.
All students who are interested in

developing and organizing special

projects for the NES program will

meet tonight in Rm. 162 of CC at 7:30.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL:
Undergraduate Women: Tonight's

sorority rush party will be "The
Kappa Zoo" at Kappa Kappa
Gamma, a "Trivia Night" at Pi Beta
Phi (held in Beta Kappa Phi),

"Foreign Travels" at Sigma Delta
Tau, "My Favorite Sport" at Alpha
Chi Omega, and "Witchcraft" at

Lambda Delta Phi. All will be held

trom 7 8 and from 8: 15 9: 15 p.m.
You're cordially invited to attend.

SCROLLS:
Meeting at 6: 15 in Rms. 911 915 CC

WOMFN"; SWIM TEA*M:
AH undergraduate • women in

terested m swimming please see the

new coach, Miss Griffin in 109 WOPE
this week, or call and leave your
name We need everyone. Come on
out and swim.

LOST
Prescription sunglasses lost in SBA

120 on Mon, Sept. 12. Please call Jeff

at 546 7004 Please.
Lost small notebook about Bartlett

or Whitmore on Tues. Please return

to the Student Union Lost 8. Found.

FOUND:
Old girl's bike abandoned during

summer. Cr>ll Jim, 107 Dwight and
describe it.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE AUTOS

lor .sale, 67 VW Bus. Excellent
. «»uU , no ru«t, 49,000 mi. $900
i3-743«. myio-i*
65 VW Beetle. Excellent condition.

-.-*i-»4io. tn>-n

1970 < iiinuru, must be Heen. Cull
584-8873 (m. t. aft. 6). tf9 1 7

1969 Triumph Titter 650 cc, excel-
lent condition. S>5«-8tt»7. tf9 17

1965 CorTair - Coma, 4 epd., 4
c»rb., to od condition. Bent offer.
Call 253-3086 after 5 p.m. tf9 1 5

67 Mustang, A.T., V8, tooit
condition, $900. Call Jeff gSti-MKM

tf 9-17

VMii VW, fair body, rebuilt en-
Kine, gat* heater, sun-roof, excellent
tiren. V4W or best offer. CaU 665-
4602 after 5 p.m. or keep trying

tre-gn

'68 Fiat, red, 850 Spyder. 33,000
miles, good cond. Call 549-1404 eve-
nines after 6 p.m. tf9-2-'

1969 Opel, 36,000 original ml. Good
condition. Best offer. Bay 549-6346
Also 125 cc Suzykl 2500 mi., 1971

tf9-20

1961 Falcon, rebuilt trans., new
snows and batt . Ureal buy, $100
(all C'rabtree «fn<l leave mess, for
Grant, Km 206. tf9-22

FOR SALE

Going to Europe, must sacrificr

1970 Maverick, t*. cond. 14,000

miles. Phone Ware, 1-477-6904.
tf9-2l

Owner wanted for 62 Dodge. Lan-

cer Good condition, dependahli-

transpor. Asking $195 Call 545-

2418 evenings.

9:001:00 25c Donation

1968 MGBGT, very good condition.

3200 Priced below hook $1650

(.reenfield 773-7885 9-15, 22, 29

1968 Ford Cortina, low mileage,

good condition, 2 studded snow tires,

$350. Call 686-2634. tf9«20

19«9 fZTH Econoline, excellent

condition. New tires and chromr
wheels. Beautiful interior with

stereo. Call 665-4760 Sunderland
tf9-IH

64 Dodge Dart. Needs mech
win 1 owner $100 or best offer Call

6-5166. <rc-" '

1968 Ford Galaxle, 40,000 miles,

yellow with black interior Stereo

Immaculate Call 256-6297
tf9-l7

1966 Bed Porschft M, AM-FM-SW
Radial Pb Tires $SM$. Call 253-

9tW» or 545-2330 lf»-«*

55 Chev Corvalr Monxa Conv .

4 speed, $399. Call 5MM069 betw
S-4 tf»-Xl

'49 British Taxi Cab, rgt. hand
drWe, rnna well, new tires, brakes,

lamp seats, body beginning to rust

No dents. CaU tM IW tfJMJ

1964 Ford Galaxle, fair conditio*.

$100 Call Richard B49-1470 tt+tt

Enhance sex life. Sgt, dbl, queen
or king waterbed $29.95, round nr

jumbo $49.95. Immed. dellv., S \r

warranty. Aqua-Dream, Box 477.

Amherst. tt9-Ti

Small kitchen table 24x36 w/2
chairs. 54 Inch kitchen sink on me-
tal base. Jacobson reel mower, self

propelled. 323-7046 after 6 p m.MM
Sleep on a waterbed tonight . All

sixes and all frames. $19 95 and up
5 yr. guarantee. Call anytime
Jerry 256-8370. tf9-l«

DUMP NIXON '72 - lg. red, white
and blue decal (emphasis on
••DFMP") $1. Dump Nixon '72, Box
97, College Park, MP 20740. tf9-l.%

1 yr. old Hears Coldspot refriger-

ator with freexer and Ice cube trays,

approx. 9 cu. ft. Price negotiable
Call 253-7464 after 5. tf9 17

2 Matching gold bedspreads for
- «le $3.00 each. Call Dotnna at

546-1164 or Deb at 546-6372
tf9-Gi

GE portable stereo, excellent con-
dition. Ideal for dorm or small
apartment, make offer. 549-6505.

tf9-16

Sewing machine, new $309. Morse
Zigzag, never used, button holer,
darner, etc., now $150. Call Amherst
Motel, Tina Rm 16. tf9-17

Rene Duval Silver Flute, new-
pads, good condition $85. Call 527-

6470. tf9-17

Portable Gen. Elec. stereo and
stand Good condition. Best offer
Call 549-6647 after 5:00 p.m.

tf9-17

Ski Boots for sale - Koflaeh White
Star, 8V6 M, 2 yrs old. Call 546-

4184. tf9-20

APARTMENT WANTED
Sr girl needs room desperately

Will share expenses and hrlp w.
furn Contact Ruth c/o TJsa Fldlin.
404 Melville. tf9-15

ROOMMATES WANTED
One girl or couple only. If you

need a place to star until Oct. 31.
(all aft. 6, m-f 584-2273. tf9 17

Commune for 2. Female house
partner, 24-up wanted, l.o rent but
very rough. Working male Con
Ed. student 253-7277 after S or
Hog 792 tf9-1 7

2 Roommate* wanted to share'
room la 2 bedrm furnished apt.
*74> - $75 /month Colonial tillage.
%mherst. Apt. 1—

.

MMI

One girl wanted to share apt
with two others. Share expenses
Call evening* altar $:3t), Jean or
Charlcnc. 5—-3W. S-1!J

MUSICIAN WANTED
singer needed U front varaaslle

i sup (reek, ballads, eld standards )

Must he experienced. Call Steve
.'•«*-*a»4 tft-17

Flying Club meeting, Wed., Sept
15 at 7:30 p.m. in rm. 165 CC.

tf 9-l>

Sitter needed. M.W.F. 1 p.m-
; :::«> p.m. Own transportation deslr-
jl»le. 549-0407. tf9-17

Professor needs secretarial assis-
tant with some dictation competence.
About ten hours weekly. Write
llaike. History Dept. tf?El7

Needed - SES representative for
distribution office - H.V. Lobby,
Room 318. Telephone 545-2683.

tf9-lH

Lead Singer wanted for est. work-
ing group; Rock, Blues, etc., jtlso
original mat. Year round work! 'con-
flict Itob or John 69747 - 68664.

tfn-r;

student to care for 5 yr. old boy
in my home nr. School of Ed. M *l

11:15-12:45; Tu. 2:15-5:30. 519-0676
tft-tt

WANTED
Experienced Black Belt in Knr.n.

fsr sparring practice. Call Ron 516-
HH','5, 1609 John Adams. tfi>-1.*»

RIDE WANTED
Rlda wanted from Campus to 1.<*ik-

iieadow or Springfield, Mon., Wed.,
fri. to leave 12:15 p.m. or some-
what soon thereafter. Will pay. 667-
8317. tf9-16

Cornell — Need a ride to Cornell
or vicinity this weekend, Frl., Sept.
17. Will share rxpen. Call John
't'1-9743. tf'J-U)

Hide needed to Sprfld. Frl. nltes -

i p.m. agtd/or return 4 a.m. Will
pbv Perhaps someone will rent me
their car? Gary, 414 No. Pleasant.

tf9-16

RIDE OFFERED
Travel from Framlngham to I'Mass

on Tues. and Thurs. and would
like a rider. Call 617-872-4055.

tf9-17

LOST
Reward - 10 week old Doherman-

-iii-nlicrd, long flea collar In large
snot Name Gus. 549-0490. tf9-16

GIVEAWAY
Wantrtl good home for gentle,

aftertlonate 6-month old female cat
Call 6-8568. tf9-17

PERSONAL
D - tried to find you - I'm going

now Sorry I didn't get te see you.
t.uess I'll just say geodbye. Neil.

,
tf9-l7

Sneakers - Converse - best prices
in lawn at THE NIIOE-RIN (former-
ly The Mhee In) Ai town, behind
\nliuchon's "In the alley". 8-18

doing overseas, must sell quick-

ly r>? Chevy Impala, automatic.
V8, radio, $150. 2 month old $150
Tape Recorder. $100. New 3

speed bicycle $30 Call 253-5996
tf9-2l

Dodge Van 69 Custom, auto
trails Very good cond. Must sell

Best offer Box 447, Amherst.^ tfl*-17

1966 Toyota for sale, 07 engine
nerds n little work. Will sell for

$1M Call 256-8370 IflMN

HELP WANTED
Students te deliver Boston Herald

Traveler In Orchard Hill, Central and
(|uad. Pretty good salary. Call Paul

at 549-6614. tf9-l»

Any I Mass student with ' Class

II drivers license to drive Campus
shuttle Bus. Call RSO Office

5-2351. tf9-17

If you are (IT or Grnd. ftistr ,

nlcase see us at next Collegiate

ROOM WANTED
Need place te live with other

females aear ramps* Must have
o"n ream. Call Mary 253-7673
Leave message If not there. tf$-21

SERVICES
Languages by Mnltl-I.inguist -

Formerly Vnited Nations Inter-
preter. Breakthrough, portable,
Imiguage laboratory /t-track
"take-home, send-back" cas-
• ttes/. >atlve assistants, also
-roup and correspondence
• nurses. Chattel "Mlni"| P.O.
Mux 47 Nhmptqfti, Ma. 01060;
Tel. 113 584-9179; 584-4823.

- 1f9-l7|
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Girl Watching Can Be Trouble
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Glrl

watching is it a sport or
" rganized Peeping Tomtom?"

That question has brought the

Century City Chamber of Com-
merce eyeball to eyeball with a

group of angry women.
The chamber for this shining

cluster of westside skyscrapers

has proclaimed one week each
year "Girl Watchers Week" to

"acknowledge in a formal way one

of the biggest natural resources we
have, our gorgeous women." The

lunch hour brings a colorful parade

of secretaries and other office

workers to Century City's plazas.

The climax of the week of

organized ogling is a luncheon at

which a panel of celebrities

chooses 'Century City's Most

Watchable Girl."

This year's "Girl Watchers

Week," which runs through

Thursday, however, has seen

Americans Buying

Foreign Money
NEW YORK (AP> -American Financial Times of London, said

travelers, afraid they can't change 'he Swiss currency cost less to buy

their dollars in Europe, are buying and brought in more when sold

millions of dollars worth of foreign than any other money.

currency here before departing on

resistance emerge in the ranks of

the watched.
"Degrading. distasteful,

childish, warped, disconcerting

outrageous, exploitive and in-

fantile." are some of the epithets

women have been hurled at the

chamber.
The opponents have organized

the "Ad Hoc Committee of Century

City Women op osed to Girl

Watchers' Week." This :J0-member

group has done little so far except

split into factions. One segment
favors a counterwatch, with girls

ogling the men. Others, who may
not feel this is a particularly

fearsome weapon, talk of con-

sumer boycotts and petitions.

So far, their efforts have failed to

turn the tide. They have won one
concession. The chamber decided
not to put up bleachers for the

watchers as it did last year.

.•.•..•.-.:.•.•.•..•.•...:•.•.•.•.••..••... £.......

IUMUA I
\ m

On WMl'A Tonight: xgj

•: 7:00 p.m. Evening News (one half hour) i|:$:|

|: 7::{() p.m. Viewpoint-a new in depth version of the popular publici;jj:g

jiaffairs program This week's guest will be UMass Student Senatex:*:

{President Lee Sandwen. The discussion will focus on campus issues::-:::-:

:;and WMUA's Marty Waters will be the moderator. :•:•:::

:• K:(M) p.m. The Drum-Black programming for the Connecticut&:
i-Valley returns with this special program featuring an on the scene::!;!;:

[report from Pacifica Radio on the Attica State Prison riots. Poetry,;;!;:;!

*jazz, soul and black news are regular features of this popular show !£!;•

jijserving the black community, (three hours) !;!;!;!

I 1 1 :(K) p.m. Late Night News (one half hour) World, National and!;!;!;-

{local news from United Press International, Associated Press, and-:;:;:;

j-the WMUA News staff.
§jj|

:• 1 1 : :10 p.m. to :*:00 a.m. Eric Benjamin does his thing with;!;!;!"
:
:

^progressive music in his inimitable style. •:;:•:•:

their trips.

"The demand is so unusually

heavy that we have had to bring in

bags and bags of money," said

Nicholas L. Deak. "We have
brought in millions of dollars

worth."

Deak, head of a major money
exchange chain, said his company
had to set up a special transfer

service between the airport and his

offices.

The dealer said the pound
sterling was the currency most in

demand, followed by the German
mark. Swiss francs were in third

place and the French franc fourth.

Then came Dutch guilders, the lira

and the Spanish pesetas.

Other sources said they had
heard of no difficulties in changing
dollars, however.
The Swiss francs were in

demand, not so much because
tourists are going there but

because it is the easiest currency

to change in other countries. C.

Gordon Tether, writing in the

Immunize Yourself
Immunization clinics will be held

at the Health Services on Wed-
nesdays from 1 - 2 p.m. and :? - 4

p.m. Yellow fever immunizations
will be given only on Wednesday, 2

:i p.m. Both will be done on an
appointment basis only, in an ef-

fort to save waiting time. Call for

an appointment at 545-0057.

Allergy clinic hours will be
Tuesday and Friday. H - 12 a.m.

and I 4 p.m and Wednesday. 8 - 12

a. in Visits will also be by ap-

pointment only Call 545-2671 for

your appointment or further in-

formation.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM*

••;•:•
::•:•:•:

Some who are classical
representatives of their zodiacal
signs include Mae West, Leo; Bette
Davis, Aries; James Mason, Taurus;
Bob Hope, Gemini; Jane Russell,

Cancer; Greta Garbo, Virgo;
Deborah Kerr, Libra; Richard
Burton, Scorpio; Ramsey Clark,
Sagittarius; Henry Miller,
Capricorn; Kim Novak, Aquarius
and Anais Nin, Pisces.

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Review hopes, ambitions. You may
be taking circular rather than direct

route. Be aware of where you are
going and why. Accent on children
who make demands, loved ones who
are cantakerous.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20) : Stress

practicality. Leave wishful thinking
to others. Be aware of accounts,
money position and experience. In

personal dealings, emotions could
attempt to take command. Strive for

balance.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20). Be

flexible. Look, ahead. Perceive
opportunities. Overall view now is

best; leave details to others. Aries is

involved. Learn from past ex
perience. Aid one who has suffered
temporary setback.
CANCER (June 21 July 22): Money

situation subject to change for
better. Key is to promote the new. Be
confident enough to utilize original

methods. You are not wedded to

outmoded concepts. Know this

speak to mate, partner about it.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Learn by
teaching; share knowledge. Avoid
rushing into partnership, marriage,
other contractual commitment.
Cycle high; time your moves.
Emotions tend to stampede. Pull

tight on reins. Remain in control.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Subtle
approach is a requisite. If you are
heavy handed, prospects are
frightened. Accent on what occurs at

secret conference. You are involved;
so is Sagittarius. Keep options open.

I I BRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Some
friends display anxiety about

promises, changes, revisions. Key is

to know your own job, to be thorough
and to separate fact from nonsense.
One who is rival makes definite

move.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Study

Libra message. Welcome chance to

communicate views. Member of

opposite sex is involved. What was
settled once more is open for

discussion and argument. Involves
home base, property.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

You nail down what had been elusive.

You impress others. Your imprint,

style become known to more persons.

Dance to your own tune. Don't
imitate. Lead rather than follow.

Domestic situation improves.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Your perceptiveness becomes great

ally. Applies especially where
finances enter picture. Be aggressive
when it comes to collecting what you
need. No more procrastinating. Go to

it.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

Relative, neighbor may get your
adrenalin going. There are disputes.

But remember that a clash of ideas is

far more exciting than clash of guns.

Means enjoy intellectual combat.
Test ideas
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): What

may appear to be starting is actually

finishing. Money promised may be
tied up, hidden, restricted,

nonusable. Know this ana oe prepared

with alternatives. Stress ability to

use material at hand.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you have distinctive voice; you are
appealing to opposite sex. Current
domestic situatv '

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you have distinctive voice; you are
appealing to opposite sex. Current
domestic situation will improve. By
November, you are in driver's seat

where emotions, finances are con

member understands your goal.

Copyright, 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Measure
duration of

Journey
Hog
Dye plant

Rockfish

Devoured
Supposing
that

Toss
Gratuity

Preposition

Above and
touching
Algonquian
Indians

27 Woody
plant

Silkworm
Parcel of land

Repeal
Temporary
shelter

36 Compass point

37 Expert
Punish
Man's
nickname
Lamb's
pen name
Hebrew
festival

College degree
(abbr.)

Nobleman
Sailors

fcolloq.)

Organs of sight

Decorate
Note of scale

Dude
Arrow poison

Greek letter

Expire

Rescue
Diplomacy
Be mistaken
Roman date

Toward
shelter

DOWN

5
9
12
13
14
15

16
18
20
22

24

29
31
32
34

39
41

42

44

45

47
49

50
52
54
55
57
59
61
63
65
67
68
69

3 Note of scale

4 Sprite

5 Commonplace

6 Rumor
7 Preposition

8 Stroke

9 Pertaining

to the Pope

10 Pronoun

11 Earth goddess

17 Note of scale

19 Exists

21 Tolls

23 Baker's

products

25 Meeting

26 Guides

27 Mexican dish

28 Heraldry:

grafted

30 Emmets
33 Secluded valley

Answe r to Yesterday' si ui ?k>

H A M
1
I A p 1 o

1
s E T

1 o o A G Al T E " R O
P o T AT m . F F A 1 Rw 1 1 Bp L T E r1
s L E H

'

R /« E N T
H F_ _i F A tBIk A D A R
A M ''' U dBIs o lHm U
I' O M IOi p 1 nHtIe N
E N 1 1 A hj|[' U s K

E|D A RlIVll M
A M K UE sBgIa^b L E
T 1 E L eWs| L A y

E L L / slslu E E M E

35 Allowance for

waste
38 Disturbance
40 Hebrew month
43 Come on the

scene
46 Put oft

48 Eats

51 Coniunction

15

53 Pronoun
56 Greek letter

58 Greek letter

60 Southwestern
Indian

61 Prefix: down
62 Prefix: not

64 Paid notice

66 Man's nickname

1 2 3
' $ 5 6 7 8 S 9 10 11

12 B " * 13 14

15
''./

16 17
r > )

18 19
".•'.'-'&

20 21
V :• 1

. . . 22 23 :::
r.v.

24 25 26

27 28 X^!
* • "

29 30 Kg 31

32 33 34 35 "."V< 36

A * 4

37 38 39 40

41 :'x 42 43 44

45 46 , . . 47 48
:
:

:

:
:

:
49

50 51
'

.
*

.

'

52 53 T\> 54
.'. . .

55 56 57 58 ::•: 59
. .

.

i » <— 60

61 62 63 64 65 66

67
1

.'
' -

68
. . 69

Di str. ,\ I ti Ft itur* Svi .In .i e, li1C

Student Senate

BOOK

LOANS

Now Available

Student Senate

Office, Level 1

Campus Center

If You Dig Music

Read On!
Special Offer

8TRACK TAPES
$2.50 • $8.00

anything from acid rock to

country western

Tremendous Savings
8-TRACK PLAYER
PORTABLE AC-DC

under $80.00

Pius much more TVs.
Radios, the works.

FOR INFO CALL 546-5648

and ask for Paul
Brown 204 B
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B\ LEONARD COHEN
The pro scouts have been putting

the van i miss' tag on Julius

Erving. the former University of

Massachusetts star who gave up

his senior sear's eligibility to sign

with the ABA s Virginia Squires.

His play in the recently concluded

Kucker Tournament confirms that

high appraisal

The one-time Roosevelt, L.I.,

High School ace was voted the

tourney imp. quite an honor when

you consider the name players this

annual Harlem competition draws.

Among Erving's teammates were

such pro stars as Charlie Scutt of

the Knicks plus Joe DePre. Bill

Paultz and Ollie Taylor of the Nets

plus Atlanta draftee Jeff Hallibert

o| Drake, the tough Missouri

Valley Conference's MVP
Among (he men Erving com-

peted against were Dave

Erving Earns "Can't-Miss"
latlg (EnUfntan

SPORTS
Stallworth. Fred Crawford. Nate

Archibald and Sid Catlett. But he

outshone them all. leading

everyone with an average of 16

rebounds and :?() points in his next-

to-last game.
"It was a definite confidence

builder for me," said Erving by

telephone from UMass, where he is

taking a summer course.

1 enjoyed playing with and

against the pros and my ability to

do well gave me a lot of con-

fidence.'' continued the 0-6, 200

pounder who signed for what he

U-nns "a quite satisfactory four-

year contract in six figures" and is

awaiting the Squires' Sept. 10

reporting date.

"Now what I want to get is a

starting position. I'm a forward

and hope to play at that spot."

Erving, top rebounder in his last

two years of collegiate competition

led Massachusetts to a 23-3 record

last season, averaging 20 rebounds

and 27 points. He was the nation's

third best rebounder as a

sophomore and second to 7-2 Artis

Gilmore as a junior.

"I rebounded in the Rucker play

better than I expected to." Erving

said. But it wasn't better than

others expected. Erving possesses

outstanding leaping strength and

what one qualified observed called

"he biggest pair of hands seen

around here in years.

"He's got hands like Sweetwater

Clifton and Connie Hawkins. Er-

ving is a marvel at controlling the

ball."

Jimmy McDermott, veteran

Iona College coach who has seen

his share of great courtmen, said,

"Erving is an excellent pro

prospect. He's a fine rebounder. he

runs well and shoots very well.

He's flexible and mobile and I

believe capable of playing in the

back court, too.

"He can do it all."

Julius, who commuted from

Amherst. Mass. to New York

CAN'T MISS FORM-Julius Erving shows the form that made him

the talk of New York basketball over the summer.

weekends for the Rucker play does

it again this Saturday for the

tournament's East-West All-Star

at IS 201. Then on Sunday he'll play

against the Philadelphia All-Stars

at Temple University.

Owner Earl Foreman put up a lot

of dough to sign Erving and the

Squires head man just couldn't

watch him enough at the teams
rookie camp sessions. "Mr.
Foreman never came out to watch
me that much." Charlie Scott said.

(Reprinted from the New York
Post 9/11/71)

s
i^I]^'S££^^

HIS LAST MOMENTS-Julius Erving sits out his last few minutes

as a Kedman after fouling out in last year's NIT opener.

It's Powder Puff Time
The 1971-72 school year heralds the beginning of a new women's in-

tramural sports program. The purpose of the program is to provide

organized competition in sports activities for those who want it regar-

dless of their skill level. The underlying principle of intramural sports is

"participation
"

-for fun. for physical exercise, and for getting away

from the "i at race" Winning and losing are facets of intramural sports,

but thev are secondary.
Powder Puff Football

The first scheduled activity for women to try their hand at is Powder

Puff Football Contrarv to some interpretations, this is not football

plaved with a powder puff, but with a Jr. size football (about 1/3 smaller

than a regular size football) which enables feminine fingfs to grasp it

better \s contrasted with men's touch football, powder pub is a form of

Hag football Both Jr. size footballs and flag and belt sets have been

purchased b> the Intramural Office and are available for prospective

teams to check out for practice and for league games

Any interested teams can sign up for this activity by obtaining an entry

form from the Intramural office and returning it to same by 5:00 p.m.

Monda) . Sept 20. Rules and other materials can also be picked up at the

Intramural office. 215 Boyden Gym.
1 eagues will consist of 4 or :> teams each for round robin competition.

\t the conclusion of league play a single elimination tournament in-

volving the top teams in each league will be held ho determine the All

Campus Champion as well as the top Residence Hall. Sorority and In-

dependent teams
Games, for the most part, will be played on the lighted intramural

fields with the first round ot games beginning at 6:00. Each team will

play one game a week, and in some cases two. though this will be the

exception rather than the rule.

Sports Notices
SWIM TEAM The t'Mass

swimming team is currently

practicing at the Boyden pool and

will do so every day from 4 to 6

p m New members and freshmen

are invited to tt\ out The per

formance ol the team will depend

heavik on the lall practices

RUGBY CUJB-Rugb) practice

will be held tomorrow at 4 30 p m
weather or not Newjenmers ate

welcome No experience required.

At the i ligbj fields west ol Boyden.

CREW There will be a meeting

tonight ol .ill freshman who are

interested in trying out tor trew

No experience is necessat.-. hut

you have 10 hi' -> I I OT taller The

meeting is in room ti Boyden,

across from the weigh) room. If

vou cannot make il seeCoach Mike

•'aherty in Room 211, Boyden most

any da>
*****

<H A H IK R BACK til B
Kill lt.\S-The UMass Kedman
guarlerback Club luncheons

resume today at the Newman
Center beginning at 12: 15 p in and

getting out promptly at t:ir>. Head

coach Dick MacPberson. his staff

and co captains Dennis Keating

and John Hulecki will be on hand to

pre\ iew the season, give a scouting

report on Maine and narrate the

highlight films of the recent

UMass Cornell scrimmage
There will also he a rattle ol

I hoice tickets lor upcoming
nes, a door prize and excellent

lood The puhhc is united with

admission $1 50 Season passes at

reduced rates can also be pUT

chased at the door

King Inks
Tom King, one of the leading

pitchers on the YanCon Cham-
pionship Redman nine last

spring, signed a bonus contract

with the Milwaukee Brewers in

r late July. King, who was 5-1 for

{ UMass last spring, had another

year of eligibility and was en-

tering his senior year.

King, a 6'3" lefty, was pitching

for Falmouth of the Cape Cod

League and had a fi-1 record when

he signed. He reported to

Neward. NY., of the New York-

Penn. League where he played

: : during the last month of the

' season, winning two games for

the Brewers farm club.

Tom. who is presently student

teaching in Granby, was a high

draft choice out of Acton-Boxboro

High School in 1%8 but chose to

enroll at UMass. He is the

seventh I Mass player to sign a

; professional contract during the

last live years King suffered an

arm injury pitching on the Cape

during the summer of 1969 and

missed a year of baseball

following elbow surgery. Last

- spring he appeared completely

|

recovered as he pitched in eleven

games with a VI record and a

save to his credit. Tom struck out

ii") hatters in the 58 innings he

pitched and sported a I BO ERA.
Coach Dick Bergquist said

Toms loss to the Redmen will be

;

fell severely, not only because of

his skill as a pitcher, but for his

leadership qualities. 'Tom is a

great competitor." said the

Coach, "but his loss was not

exactly unexpected, as we
realized he was eligible to sign

this year and also realized his

|||
ureal desire to play pro ball. He

made a ureal contribution to our

team and made quite a comeback

after his injury However, we all

wish him the best and hope to see

him have a successful career in

& professional baseball

I \l.l. It ASl.li All.

The UMaSS Baseball Hedmen.

ranked second in New Kngland

last spring, will start preparing

for the 72 season this tall with

games against outside schools, as

well .is man\ intra squad

scrimmages. The Redmen were

Yankee Conference champions

and just missed going to the

College World Series as Harvard

nipped them in the District One

Playoffs. UMass finished with a

21-1- season.

The 71 Redmen had a team BA
of .284 and outscored their op-

ponents 209-83 during the season.

The pitching staff was considered

one of the best in the East and

sported an FRA of 1.95. Losses to

the team through graduation

included pitcher Jack Bernardo

(4-:t. 1.26 FRA), 2B Jack Conroy
i ,313>, and pitcher Lou Colabello

(2-1 >. Other unexpected losses to

the team were Charlie Manley.

Jim Kiley. and Tom King
Charlie was the team's MVP.
hitting :M2 with 27 stolen bases

Tom. who had a .VI record,

signed with Milwaukee
Returnees from last year in-

clude All New Kngland IB Dan

DATE
FRIDAY, SEPT. 10 PRACTICE
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 15 !

SATURDAY, SEPT 18

Ksposito (.324, 6HR), and 3B

Mark Palau (.330), All YanCon
RF Brian Martin (.265). catcher

Tom McDermott (.311), and
blazing lefty Tom White (5-2).

Also returning is stellar SS Eddie

McMahon (.321). and spot

starters Jim Saracino, Hosea

Kelly. Steve Newell, Dan Kelly,

and Bill Ryan. John Olson and

('hip Baye are also returning

pitchers, as is Steve Merrill from

the JV team. Olson had a great

clutch victory over UConn late

last May to clinch the YanCon
title

There are some Frosh with

good credentials and two of them.

Rpn Beaurivage and Mike
Flanagan, have a chance of

making the Varsity during their

first year

Fall practices will continue

until mid October. Following is

the practice game schedule

against outside schools:

EVENT
BEGINS
INTRA SQUAD GAME

VS. SIENA

SUNDAY, SEPT. 19

SUNDAY, SEPT. 26

SATURDAY, OCT 2

SUNDAY, OCT. 3

FRIDAY. OCT. 8

V S

BOSTON

DOUBLEHEADER
(HOME)DOUBLEHEADE
SPRINGFIELD (HOME)
DOUBLEHEADER VS.
COLLEGE (HOME)
DOUBLEHEADE
SPRINGFIELD (AWAY)
DOUBLEHEADER VS MASS
COM COL (HOME)
GAME VS. DARTMOUTH (AWAY)

TIME
3:45
4:00
1230

1.0C

1:00

R V S .

BAY

:30

:00

1.00

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QUjr Ma**attin*tttB
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Should be nice again.
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KIM. SIZE IIOMSTom King< If) watches one of the few runs to

score on him this season *>n the wii> to signing a pro contract.

Also Cites Accomplishments, Goals

Tippo Sees 'New Array' Of Problems
By BOB CALLAHAN

"As I see it, our goal for this year and the next few

years is to maintain our momentum in graduate study

and research, while at the same time giving greater

attention toundergarduate teaching and research and

the demands for more public service."

These goals were set forth yesterday by Chancellor

Oswald Tippo at Convocation ceremonies officially

opening the University. In his talk Tippo remarked

upon the accomplishments of last year and presented

a list of the new array of conditions and problems

which will probably confront the University com-

munity in the academic year ahead.

The accomplishments cited were many, and all

were made possible through work done by the

University as a whole. The installation of a vigorous

new President, the new child care center, the DuBois

Afro-American Department and the responsible

Student Senate budget of last year were a few of the

many accomplishments mentioned by Chancellor

Tippo in his forty minute long address.

Speaking about this year. Chancellor Tippo noted

the price-wage freeze, the condition of the job

situation, enrollment, the budget and opportunities for

women and minority groups as some of the more

important problems which must be given serious

consideration in the upcoming year.

Concerning the room and board rates, the Chan-

cellor announced that the room and board rates ap-

proved last Spring are sanctioned. He added that Vice

Chancellor Campion and his colleagues are ready to

open their books to anyone who still doubts the needs

for these increases.

Tippo spoke at great lengths on the condition of the

Ph.D. job market and of changes and reforms needed

in the Graduate School. He cited lack of jobs and

deceleration of federal support as a need to slow down

the rate of Graduate student growth at the University.

The changes and reforms suggested by Dr. Tippo

included the hiring of topnotch faculty, higher stan-

dards for admission to graduate school and the

elimination of students who show signs of lack of

dedication. Others included were a shorter period of

study, more chances for women and minority groups

and greater attention to transforming graduate

education to meet new demands and markets.

In continuing. Tippo declared that enrollment will

reach a ceiling of 25,000 students in 1980. "Now we
shall have to devote more attention to internal im-

provements within a finite set of resources," the

Chancellor said.

He added that this will mean comprehensive

reviews of all programs, tough soul-searching and,

finally, reshuffling of resources.

The tuition topic appeared in the Chancellor's

speech and he said that we should brace ourselves for

a real onslaught of price increases this fall and winter

by the legislature.

It was also revealed during the course of the

Chancellor's Convocation address that Vice Chan-

cellor Gluckstern plans during the course of the year

to unveil a number of proposals and recommendations

in the area of good teaching and good counseling.

And in speaking about the problems which face the

world today, Tippo said that academic institutions will

have to devise new methods and new agencies to at-

tack the problems of poverty, pollution crime racism

and others that are posing a threat to the well being of

the country.

The Chancellor stressed that this public service

should be that which the University can appropriately

perform. "We should not follow the will-o'-the-wisp,

every beckoning dollar, lest we repeat the tragic

mistakes of some universities which during recent

decades sold their souls for the research dollar."

Finishing in a humorous note, the Chancellor

suggested to those attending that geraniums and

petunias instead of animals make fine loving pets for

their rooms.

Speaking before the Chancellor In the morning

ceremony was Student Senate President Lee Sand-

wen, who told the audience that the University and the

nation are moving strongly ahead to another Attica

tragedy. "The university has routinized life and this

may lead to another tragedy." Sandwen said.

The Senate President in continuing said that it is the

students opinion that the faculty in general is the

biggest road block to change.

In closing. Sandwen told the students attending that

it is up to them to make sure that this University is

different than another Attica

In the closing minutes of Convocation, the names of

three distinguished teachers were announced. See

story cm page two.

m
:•:•:•:
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Chancellor Tippo's Priorities

m
I
i
••.v.m

1. Improvement of undergraduate teaching

including development of professional methods of

evaluating teaching performance so that

adequate rewards may be made for excellence in

teaching.

2. Development of affirmative action programs

to recruit larger percentages of women and

representatives of minorities as graduate

students, as faculty members and as ad-

ministrators, further, the assurance that they

receive appropriate consideration for promotion,

salary increases and tenure.

:\. Renewed efforts to obtain the desperately

needed financial aid for students, including

disadvantaged students of all types.

4. Continuing support and improvement of the

professional schools which have made such

commendable progress in the last few years.

T> Development of appropriate public service

programs and opportunities.

(i. Search for new sources of outside funding,

including foundation grants, private gifts, and

alumni contributions.

7. Rounding out of the UM/A reorganization by

special attention and support to the public affairs,

development, and alumni area.

». The comprehensive review of all University

programs as a first step in the reallocation of

resources.

9. Further support and encouragement of the

residential hall academic programs.

10. Increasing effort and attention to the

development of Five-College Cooperation in an

effort to conserve scarce resources and to

strengthen present programs.

11. Development of a viable overall campus

parking plan which will hopefully be accepted by

most elements of the campus community.

*:*:

STABT1NGTHE NEW YEAR...William II. Ross (above) bearer or

the mace, impresses the audienee was this great feat of strength

prior to the address given by Chancellor Tippo.

Most say it was just another convocation hut many noted that thc\

were on their way to the local florist to purchase some geraniums

and petunias alter hearing the Chancellor remark that thc\ make
fine and loving pets, i MIX Photos by Clili lullerton)
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Teachers receive awards.

Fine Arts Council

Offers New Program
The Fine Arts Council will again

offer students and area residents a

wide variety of cultural programs

during the 1971-72 academic year.

More than 50 events, in con-

temporary dance, off-Broadway

theatre, classical as well as

popular music, and films are

scheduled according to Terry Sch-

warz. Council Manager.
The 1971/72 Celebrity Series five

major events will bring to campus
many world-ranking classical

music artists and ensembles,

beginning Oct. 12 and 13 with the

exciting, young, American pianist

Lorin Hollander Mr. Hollander

occupies an interesting position in

music today due to his success on

both the concert platform and at

such "in-spots" as Fillmore East.

He will perform works by
Schubert. Chopin. Satie, Ravel and
Prokofiev, in two different

programs.
Noted guitarist John Williams

will also make his local debut with

N-Viet Forces
Withdraw

DA NANG, Vietnam (AP>—Half
the North Vietnamese forces

threatening South Vietnam's

critical northern provinces have

pulled back across the

demilitarized zone and the Laotian

border, a South Vietnamese
general disclosed Wednesday.

Lt Gen. Hoang Xuan Lam, corps

commander of the five provinces of

the 1st military region, attributed

the withdrawal of nearly two

divisions approximately 15.000

inen-to the enemy's apparent

shortage of supplies.

"Now we are feeling the benefits

of the Laotian campaign.''

Ground action continued at a low-

level with only minor skirmishes

reported at scattered points

around the country.

B Wl ho m hers mounted 12 more
combat smkos. all in the orthern

sector where the) have con-

centrated their raids daily for the

past month. In the latest strikes,

half of them hit in the Khe Sarin

area and the other six in the

southern half ol the demilitarized

/.one.

In Saigon, a campaign of anti-

Amei ican, ant igovernment
violence grew worse with the

bombing ol a night club on busy Tu
Do Street

South Vietnamese officials

initially reported 10 persons were

killed including three Americans.

However, a later report from the

U.S. Command said three persons

were killed, all Vietnamese.

two different solo programs. His

performances will be Nov. 2 and 3.

The Rod Rodgers Dance Com-
pany will be featured Dec. 7-8. One
of the leading Black dancer-
choreographers, Mr. Rodgers will

lead his young company in a half-

week UMass residency which will

include three performances and a

master class.

Kuentz Chamber Orchestra of

Paris will appear Feb. 28 and 29,

featuring the trumpet virtuoso

Adolph Scherbaum and soprano

Barbara Schlick. The Celebrity

Series will close March 6 with a

concert by the St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of

Walter Susskind. Mr. Susskind is a

well-known recording artist and

has frequently conducted the

Philharmonia Orchestra of Lon-

don. Included in the program will

be Mozart's "Symphony No. 40 in G
Minor," and Mahler's "Symphony
No. 9."

A discount of up to one third is

offered to those purchasing season

subscriptions to this series. Series

tickets are priced at $3 for UMass
undergraduates, $7.50 for other

lull-time students, $10 for UMass
faculty/staff and $12.50 for the

general public. Full program and

ticket information may be obtained

by contacting the Fine Arts

Council. 125 Herter Hall, or by

telephoning 545-0202 Those
wishing a brochure describing the

entire Fine Arts Council series

should send a self-addressed 16

cent stamped business envelope to

the above address.

Package Price

Water Beds
Special Frames
BED SPREADS
for Water Beds

&
Reg. Beds

A Head of Time
360 College St.

Rte. 9

Bell's Pizza

Once you taste it,

you 're spoiled

for life.

fi.
r
> University Dr.

JUfl IMI11 — 253-9051

Free Delivery

of Pittas
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Teacher Awards Granted
The UMass 1971 Distinguished Teachers Awards

were presented yesterday to Dr. Thomas T. Amy of

the physics and astronomy department, Dr. Ian B.

Thomas of the electrical engineering department, and

Mrs. Barbara J. White of the department of zoology.

The ninth annual awards were presented by UMass-

Amherst Chancellor Oswald Tippo at the University's

Opening Convocation. Each carries a $1000 stipend

and is presented for "manifest excellence in the art of

teaching and outstanding devotion to the cause of

education." The teachers were selected by an all-

University committee.

Dr. Amy is an associate professor of physics and

astronomy. He received his B.A. degree from

Haverford College in 1961, and his Ph. D. from the

University of Arizona in 1965. He joined the UMass
staff in 1966 after a year as a research associate at

Amherst College.

Dr. Thomas is an associate professor of electrical

engineering and speech. He is a native of Australia

and holds his Ph. D. in engineering from the

University of Illinois. He worked in the area of speech

synthesis and perception at Illinois before joining the

UMass engineering faculty in 1967.

Dr. Thomas has designed electronic instruments

that display speech patterns visually and is

nationally-known for his work in sound, speech and

problems of the deaf.

Mrs. White is an assistant professor of zoology. She

is a 1939 cum laude graduate of Mount Holyoke

''ollege and received her MA. from Mount Holyoke in

1941. She joined that colleges staff the same year as

an instructor of anatomy and embryology. In 1945-46

she was an instructor of anatomy at Holyoke Hospital

School of Nursing. She joined the University of

Massachusetts teaching staff in 1961. She is the first

woman on the UMass faculty to receive the

Distinguished Teacher Award.

Senate Debates Drum Vehicle
By DONALD BISHOP

Last night, at the first meeting of

the Student Senate this year,

discussion centered around past

and future usage of a senate owned
vehicle by the staff of Drum, the

black literary and news magazine

on campus. Action on alleged

misuse of the vehicle during the

summer was delayed until the

responsible party could meet with

the senate executive committee. In

a later motion, the senate ap-

proved continued use of the vehicle

by Drum.
Treasurer Richard Verrochi

brought up the issue of the Drum
vehicle by asking that the Senate

approve of the sending of a bill to a

former staff member of Drum for

expenses arising from
unauthorized usage during the past

summer. Verrochi reported that

the vehicle, purchased with

student activity funds for the use of

Drum, should have been turned

over to the student activities office

during the summer but was not

turned in until late in July. Over
$600 in expenses, such as mileage,

parking violations and body work,

accounted for the bill which
Verrochi reported the senate

executive committee had at-

tempted without success during

the summer to have the respon-

sible party pay.

Considerable debate on this

motion followed, with opposition to

the billing led by senator William

Abbott. His principle point of op-

position was that the party in-

volved should first be allowed to

answer questions about the alleged

misuse before the executive

committee. Although Verrochi

pointed out that numerous un-

successful attempts have been

made to do this, the Senate voted to

try again to get the person to ap-

pear before the committee.

Following this, debate arose over

whether Drum should continue to

have sole usage of the vehicle or

should share it with other student

organizations. The Senate even-

tually approved return of the

automobile to the Drum.
Senators wanting to take away

the Drum's exclusive usage argued

that there are other organizations

on campus which have sufficient

need to warrant a sharing of the

vehicle. They wanted it to be used

as a "general service vehicle".

Spokesmen for the Drum and
several senators argued that the

activities of publishing the

magazine were sufficient to

warrant their continued sole usage
of the vehicle. Herman Davenport,

editor of Drum, explained that it is

necessary for staff members to go

out into various black communities

to obtain information vital to the

publication. The spokesmen
stressed the point that there is no

way to tell when news events are

going to happen, and the final vote

supported this position.

In other business, the Senate

approved two category changes in

the budget of the campus radio

station, WMUA. They allow for the

installation of three air-

conditioners in the studios and the

payment of a technical assistant,

who is a non-student.

At the time of the Collegian

deadline, the meeting continued

with debate on the floor over

proposed changes in the budgeting

procedure.
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Attica Outrage Expressed

Atklyn Lynch

By Krnie Rotman
"The Attica assault is a critical

phase of our history and govern-

ment development," said Acklyn

Lynch of the Afro-American
Department at the Teach-in on the

Attica tragedy.

Other speakers during the

assembly included Sidney Krause

from the speech department,
David Matz, Larry Dye, and

Michael Thelwell, head of the Afro-

American Department.
The United Christian Foundation

held the Attica Teach-in to discuss

Meditation Course

Offered By SIMS
By Stephen Fine

"Man is born to live a perfect

life, encompassing the values of

the transcendental Absolute-

unlimited energy, intelligence,

power, peace and bliss-together

with the unlimited values of the

world of multiplicity in relative

existence." This is a quote from

"The Science of Being and Art of

Living" by Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi.

Two of Maharishi's disciples,

Phil Goldberg and Gary Ventor,

conducted a symposium on

Transcendental Meditation last

night in the Campus Auditorium.

Both men are associated with the

Students International Meditation

Society, a tax exempt
organization, which offers a $35

course in Transcendental
Meditation. About 100 people were

in attendance to hear the lecture.

According to Goldberg, "People

look for ways to improve their

lives. People try to change their

outside world. We believe hap-

piness is within man. Experience

Governors
Conference

Ends
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP)-

The nations governors ended their

annual conference here> Wed-

nesday by brushing aside without

debate a Democratic alternative to

President Nixon's economic

policies and renewing their call for

increased federal financial aid.

Republican governors, out-

numbered but with enough

strength to prevent the required

three-fourths majority, fired a

quick parliamentary one-two

punch that knocked out the

Democratic proposal almost as

soon as it had been offered by Gov.

Marvin Mandel of Maryland.

When Mandel offered the, plan

and asked that it be read, Gov.

John A. Love, R Colo., moved to

suspend further reading, and his

motion carried on a one-sided voice

vote. Gov. Linwood Holton, R-Va.,

then moved for an immediate vote

on suspension of the rules, and

Mandel's move was shouted down.

happiness within you and the

outside world will be good. If you

use the mind more you will become
more effective," he continued.

"Each man has great potential.

There lies within each man a

reservoir of great intelligence

potential and ability. In tran-

scendental meditation we try to tap

this to make one more happy," he

said.

A person who practices TM
meditates for twice a day in 20

minute periods, always before

meals. A scientific study which

appeared in Science Magazine

concerning Transcendental
Meditation showed it to decrease a

person's metabolic rate during his

meditation.

For further information, contact

Goldberg or Ventor at 253-7246.

the problems that have arisen after

the Attica assault. The assembly

began with the moderator,
Reverend Sam Johnson giving a

background of the killings and the

proceedings in Attica. After this,

Krause devoted his speaking time

to express his discontent at the

media coverage of the Attica

events. He emphasized that the

press used only official sources for

information and these showed only

one side of the story.

He also brought up the point that

only white reporters asked
questions to the officials. In his

words, "Black reporters are

watched by white gatekeepers."

These people are not trusted to

give their views of the events in

Attica, he said. Concluding, he

stressed the need for accurate

news more quickly.

Then Matz took the platform. He
explained why prisoners are

treated as slaves and that "their

rights are non-existent." He tried

to pass along to the audience the

prisoners' views while they went

through with the Attica assault.

Lynch spoke emphatically in his

speech. Opening with the

statement, "This is a world with

permanent war," he stressed how

the government has failed to solve

problems of oppressed peoples.

"When people are wiped out

without conscience," he went on,

"•his country is in for trouble."

A reformed convict. Dye briefly

tried to stir action and awareness

in people to the problems of

delinquency.

Thelwell spoke of the many
prisoners around the country who
were sentenced without a trial

because their "inexperienced

lawyers persuaded them to plead

guilty in view of a higher sen-

tence."

He told how Oswald, warden at

Attica, treated the inmates as

humans until the police stepped in.

He called the assault "a cold-

blooded, deliberate murder." He
ended with a plea for money to aid

the inmates as well as the families

of the murdered guards. A tape of

the Attica assault followed and

then an open forum closed the

meeting.

(See related story on Page 4)

Today—
APO Book Exchange 10-4 p.m. Dining Room Student Union

Buy this semesters books cheap and make some money sellmg last

semesters. (You can probably use it.) u»mnri a i u^n
Faculty Senate 4 p.m. coS Chlmber
General Court 5-midnight C°U

SV„dfnt SJS
Our own judicial system. Look for an article in tomorrow's paper-on

i

it.

Larrv Dye

Film "JOE" 7 & 9 p.m.

Middle America vs Freaks.

Flying Club Ground School 7-9 p.m.

For those of you who want to learn how to fly. Cheap

WMUA Station Meeting 7-10 p.m.

Parachute Club 7-9:30

Student Union Ballroom

162 Campus Center

Norwich-Plymouth
Student Union

165-169 Complex
Campus Center

Again, a cheap way to fly.

Graduate Senate 7-9:30

University and State 7-11 p.m.

Communications Council
Liason between UMass and the state.

163 Complex Campus Center
811-815 Campus Center

CEQ Starts Plans

For Fall Projects
The Coalition for Environmental

Quality held its first meeting of the

new academic year on Tuesday,

the 15th. At the meeting, several

projects were discussed before the

meeting broke up into individual

groups to concentrate on planning

in specific areas.

The Distinguished Ecologist

Lecture Series group started

planning for its first speaker and

discussed the possibility of co-

operating with other groups in the

area of planning for and obtaining

speakers.

The Newsletter group also

hassled over the problem of

revising last year's mailing list,

which consisted of several hundred

names.
Anyone, who received the groups

newsletter EFFLUENT last year

and wishes to receive it again this

year, may leave his name, last

year's and this year's address in

CEQ. office in the Student Ac-

tivities area of the Campus Center.

C.E.Q.'s September Project

Conference will be held on

Tuesday, at 6:30 in C.C. 174-6. At

this time, these projects plus any

other that there may be interest

in, will be discussed. This Con-

ference will supply the opportunity

for everyone to get to know each

other and for new members to get

involved in running D.E.Q. since at

such a conference five new

delegates may be elected to the

Steering Committee.

Important Station Meeting
Tonight at 7:30 p.m.

in Rooms 424 and 426

Student Union

for all members
and anyone interested

U1MUA
91.1 FM

free form / informative radio

Fine Arts Council

presents

Latin American Cinema Festival

4 FEATURE FILMS

Jumping into bed takes on new meaning at

Mon AThurs 11-9
Tues., Wed, Fn & S»t. 11-6

191 Worthington St. 737-7920
You'll get more out of this bed then you might think. Pr.ces

start at $19.95. For immediate delivery, call:

S. Amherst 256-8370

THURSDAY, SEPT. 16

"Black God, White Devil"

directed by Glauber Rocha
and

"Yanco"
directed by Servando Gonzales

FRIDAY, SEPT. 17

"The Hour of the Furnaces"
directed by Fernando Solanas

and

"Mexican Bus Ride'

directed by Luis Bunuel

HERTER HALL

Rooms 227/231

Festival Begins E?ci
Night At 7: 00 p.m.

UMass
Undergrads $1.00 (each night)

Others. . . ST. 50 (each night)

.»»

Tickets available: Fine Arts Council' Box Office. 125 Herter Hall - Tel. 545 0202
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Rockefeller Sticks To Attica Position
ATTICA, NY. (AP>—Gov. Nelson A.

Rockefeller says he stood behind the

decision which sent state troopers storming

into riot-wracked Attica prison, an assault

which cost more than two-score lives.

i do not see how 1 could have done any

differently," Rockefeller told a news con-

ference in New York City on Wednesday.

Overnight, the governor received renewed

support from President Nixon in the

unleashing of the more than' 1,000 state

troopers. Wearing helmets and gas masks,

they moved beneath a barrage of tear gas.

firing shotguns and rifles until they quelled

the four-day Attica riot-the worst in an

American prison in at least a generation.

Takes Responsibility

Rockefeller added that he accepted "full

responsibility" for the bloody Monday death

toll-now set by the state Corrections

Department at nine hostages and 32 con-

victs.

A 42nd fatality had occured earlier. The

victim was a guard, William Ouinn, 28, who

died of wounds received in the first hours of

the riot last week, when 1,200 Attica inmates

rampaged through the prison, setting fires

and taking hostages.

(Juinn Buried

Quinn was buried during the day on a

hillside overlooking the 40-year-old

maximum security prison, which houses a

total of 2.254 inmates. Sunny skies replaced

gray, rain-laden clouds that had overhung

the 54-acre prison compound for days.

Ouinn's wife. Nancy, fought back tears as

her husband's casket was lowered into the

earth. Nearby, one of her women neighbors

said: 'They got too lenient with the in-

mates."
Originally, eight of the Attica hostages-

guards and other prison employes-were said

to have been killed by convicts who slit their

throats with makeshift knives. A ninth

hostage's death was attributed to gunfire,

(iuns. Not Knives

However, a medical examiner's report 24

hours later ascribed the eight deaths to

gunshot wounds, and said there was no

indication of throat slashing on the bodies.

There was no immediate official ex-

planation of the source of the gunfire which

killed the hostages. But State Corrections

Commissioner Russell Oswald admitted to

newsmen that the throat slitting reports

were false, and indicated the hostages could

have been subjected to gunfire from state

troopers.

Remaining unanswered, however, were a

number of questions-how the reports of

throat slittings originated, the origin of false

reports that some of the hostages were

killed before the Monday assault, and that at

least one had been castrated, and what were

the precise instructions given the assault

forces.

However, Hollis Chase, president of the

guards union at Attica, stuck by the original

version of the slayings and declared:

Claims Slit

'We've got people, our fellow guards, who
carried off the bodies of these hostages.

Their hands and feet were bound, their

throats were slit from ear to ear."

Conditions at some other prisons in the

country were tense though and protestors

announced plans for demonstrations Oct. 2

at about a dozen penitentiaries throughout

the nation.

Extra security measures were in effect at

several prisons and weekend visiting hours

were cancelled at the Fulton County jail in

Atlanta after two days of violence there.

Sheriff Leroy N. Stynchcombe said the

action was taken not as a disciplinary

measure but "because of threats of inmates

and outsiders in reference to the taking over

of the jail."

Nixon Backs Rockefeller

In Washington, presidential press

secretary Ronald L. Ziegler was asked if

Nixon still stood by Rockefeller in view of

information indicating that eight hostages

at the prison died of gunfire rather than at

the hands of knife-wielding convicts.

"Of course he does," replied Ziegler. "The

governor had the responsibility to deal with

a very difficult situation. He met that

responsibility...The President's not going to

second-guess him."
In New York. Sister Elizabeth McAlister,

a defendant in the Harrisburg case in-

volving destruction of draft files, said that

demonstrations have been planned Oct. 2 at

about a dozen prisons nationwide to protest

the Attica rebellion. She gave no other

details but said prisons involved would

include Attica, Cook County Jail in Chicago,

San Quentin. and the federal penitentiary at

Oanbury, Conn.
World Opinion

Newspapers throughout the world printed

lengthy accounts of the jail mutiny, many
accompanied by editorials critical of

Monday's armed assault on the prison by

1,000 state policemen.

In an eyewitness account for the London

Daily Express, British journalist Ivor Key

wrote from New York: "For the first time in

four years of living and working here, I am
shocked to the point where I seriously

question whether this is the country I want

to raise my children in."

Torben Krogh, editor of the Danish Daily

Information, compared Attica to My Lai and

said, "This time there is no doubt that the

responsibility must be placed at the top."

"By publicly supporting the action against

the convicts in Attica State Prison, Nelson

Rockefeller and Richard Nixon have

declared themselves guilty of first-degree

murder." declared Krogh.

Adam Raphael, Washington correspon-

dent of England's Guardian newspaper,

termed the uprising "the end of a chapter in

American penal history." "If nothing else,"

he wrote, "the riots at San Quentin and

Attica show that the old prison routine of

reward for good behavior and retribution for

bad is no longer an adequate means of

control."

The Soviet news agency Tass, in a

dispatch from New York, said the inmates

took the situation into their own hands in

despair over the "unbearable conditions,

brutality and terror of the prison

authorities." The U.S. public, said Tass,

"received the news of the brutal

massacre. ..with wrath and indignation."

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Grass Causes Brain Damage To Rats

If You Dig Music

Read On!
Special Offer

8 TRACK TAPES
$2.50 - $3.00

anything from acid rock to

country western
Tremendous Savings
8-TRACK PLAYER
PORTABLE AC-DC

under $30.00

Pius much more • TVh.
Radios, the works.

FOR INFO CALL 546-5648

and ask for Paul
Brown 204 B

WASHINGTON (AP)-Two
scientists reported Wednesday the

first evidence of brain damage to

animals exposed to marijuana
over long periods.

They stressed that they do not

know yet whether results with rats

are applicable to humans but they

urged doctors to be alert for

symptoms in long-time users of the

drugs.

The* researchers said the rats

showed bizarre reactions resulting

from the brain damage
presumably caused by the ad-

ministration of marijuana. And

they suggested doctors watch for

signs of tremors and convulsions in

patients known to be longtime

marijuana users.

They stressed that the amounts

of drug used on rats were 10 times

as high as those believed to be

consumed most chronic marijuana

users. They estimated it would

require smoking about 50

marijuana cigarettes daily for an

undetermined period of time to

learn whether effects on man
would be comparable to those

shown in the rats.

Nevertheless, one of the scien-

tists in reply to a news conference

question said doctors should be on

the alert for early signs among
marijuana smokers of the bizarre

reactions that was noted in the

rodents. He said detection of such

early warning signs might make
possible quick treatment to

forestall permanent brain damage.
The findings were submitted to

the 162nd annual meeting of the

American Chemical Society by Dr.

Harris Rosenkrantz, a PhD and

director of biochemistry of the

Mason Research Institutes,

Worcester. Mass., and researcher

Yugal K. Luthra, also of the Mason
Institute.

They said the studies were done

under contract with the govern-

ment's National Institute of Mental

Health which furnished the

marijuana chemicals used.

Edith Heads Toward Louisiana Coast
MORGAN CITY, La. (API-

Hurricane Edith, growing stronger

each hour, edged toward
Louisiana's vulnerable coast
\\ rdnesday-forcing thousands of

residents to flee inland to higher
ground.

A hurricane warning was posted

from Cameron. La., to Morgan

City.

Edith built back to hurricane

strength over the warm Gulf of

Mexico during the day. She was
driving tides 10 feet high ahead of

her. Winds were expected to top 100

miles per hour before she hits land

some time Thursday.

Basement Sale Continues

NEW PANTS !!!

BLUE JEANS$4.95 CORDUROYS $5.95

COLORED JEANS (Brown, Black, Etc.) $3.95

WAREHOUSE
201 North Pleasant St.

Open Friday Nite Til 9

ITALIAN & AMERICAN
SPECIALTIES

from

TUCCINO'S
DINNERS FROM $1.19- $1.75

— Featuring—
Spaghetti & Zitties

with a variety af sauces.

* Meat Ravioli with Tomato Sauce
* Veal Parmigiana with F.F. & Salad

* Baked Lasagne
* Veal cutlet Dinner
* Italian Pot Roast

• Roast Stuffed Turkey

• Hot Turkey Sandwich
• Chicken Cacciatore

BREAKFAST
Two Ens, my rtyU, C««t« I T#«it

$^J
with Hun, locon, »r S«UMM «9f

0m Em, Mf ityU, Ct*f»t & Towt •»
with Ham, Mton »r Sautagt •*»

TUCCINO'S
Route 9 (next to Post Office) Hadley 584-971

6

Open: Mon. - Sat. 500 A.M. - 8 P.M.

Fine Arts Council 1971/72

THE CELEBRITY SERIES

Lorin Hollander, pianist

John Williams, guitar

Rod Rodgers Dance Company
Kuentz Chamber Orchestra

of Paris

St. Louis Symphony Orch.

THE CHAMBER MUSIC SERIES

Boston Symphony Collage
Berlin Philharmonic Octet
Tokyo String Quartet
Juilliard String Quartet
Amadeus String Quartet

Save Up To V4 By Purchasing Season Subscriptions

Either series : $3 UM undergrads ; $7.50 other full-time students ; $ 10 UM faculty /staff ;

$12.50 general public.

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, Telephone 5-0202

Key Vote On Draft Bill

Faces Uncertain Outcome
WASHINGTON (AP (Opposing

sides seemed uncertain of the

outcome Wednesday as the Senate

approached Thursday's key vote

on a bill combining two-year draft

extension with the most costly

military pay raise ever proposed.

Chairman John Stennis, D-Miss.,

of the Senate Armed Services

Committee, backed by the Pen-

tagon's top brass, appealed to all

senators not to turn their backs on

the measure fashioned after weeks

of debate and negotiation.

The vote expected Thursday will

be on a motion to table and thus kill

the bill, worked out over a period of

five weeks by a Senate-House

conference committee from
separate versions previously

passed by each branch.

The House already has approved

the bill, and Stennis said that if the

Senate rejects it, the result may be

no draft bill and no military pay

raises this year.

The secretaries of the Army,
Navy and Air Force dispatched a

lettter to all senators Wednesday
saying that further delay in the

draft which "'»ay jeopardize

beyond redemption the prospects

of achieving an all-volunteer force

by July 1, 1973."

Despite the pressures from the

military and the administration,

Majority Leader Mike Mansfield,

D-Mont., a foe of any kind of draft-

extension bill, called the outlook

for the tabling motion en-

couraging.

Mansfield agreed with Stennis

that adoption of motion would kill

the bill but he said this would be

followed by another motion

seeking a new conference with the

House and instructing the Senate

conferees on key issues.

Stennis noted, however, that any

instructions the Senate gave its

conferees would not be binding on

the House and said anyone who
thinks quick agreement could be

reached on a new compromise bill

is dreaming.
The draft bill originally passed

by the Senate includes an amend-
ment by Mansfield declaring it to

be U.S. policy to withdraw all

troops from Vietnam in nine

months provided American
prisoners of war were released.

This is unacceptable to the ad-

ministration and the House
rejected it. In conference it was
watered down to a declaration of

the sense of Congress that U.S.

military operations in Indochina

should be ended at the earliest

practicable date.

Mansfield told the Senate that if

the compromise bill is tabled, he

will seek to have Senate conferees

instructed to stand by his original

amendment except to cut the

deadline for withdrawal by 2 1/2

months to make up for the time

that already has elapsed.

The other part of the bill in which

instructions to Senate conferees

will be sought relates to the $2.4

billion pay raise provided for in the

compromise version.

NKW YOKK.-FORMER ATTICA INMATE-AIbert Cruz, 29.

recently released from Attica prison after serving a sentence for

aimed robbery, describes life as a convict there as harsh and in-

different. Now a Member of the Fortune Society, an organization for

helping ex-convicts. Cm/ savs, "I'm not asking for a hotel, but some

rehabilitation" when describing treatment at the institution.

Reverse In Medina Trial

Nixon Budget To Reach

First Test In House
WASHINGTON (AP)-House

Kepublicans began a drive Wed-

nesday to win the first test in

Congress on President Nixon's

emergency economy package:
delay for a $l.:M>illion federal pay

raise.

Mouse GOP Leader Gerald R.

Ford of Michigan called a caucus

to line Republicans up against a

resolution to reject the pay
deferral, and said the White House

also will be working to turn back a

congressional vote.

"Certainly the administration is

^oing to make a strong effort

because of their deep feeling that

this, the President's emergency
measures, is a total package and if

you pull out one leg the table falls,'"

Learn to Drive

AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6066

J

Ford told newsmen.
The veto resolution was in-

troduced by Hep. Jerome R.

Waldie. (D)-Calif., who accused

the President of making the

federal employee "the sacrificial

lamb for his economic policy."

The pay raises were scheduled

for next January, but Nixon plans

to defer them until next July. The
President can do it on his own
unless either the House or Senate

vetoes his plan before Oct. 7. The

deferral is the biggest single time

in Nixon's proposed $5-billion

federal spending cut.

The veto resolution is expected to

be approved by the House Civil

Service Committee Thursday or

next week but Ford said he is

optimistic it will not be approved

bv the House.
"The President's economic

package requires sacrifices by

everybody-business. labor and
others." he said. "If we don't get

deferral of the federal raise,

federal employees won't par-

ticipate in the belt-tightening."

Waldie contends the President's

plan is unfair because it locks in a

six-month pay delay for federal

employees while wage-price

guidelines for everyone else will

not be determined until after the

current 90-day freeze.

ft. Mcpherson, Ga. <ap>-

The military judge in Capt. Ernest

L. Medinia's murder trial,

revers ; ng himself, ruled Wed-
nesday that the jury may hear a

key defense witness recount a

conversation in which Lt. William

L. Calley, Jr., spoke of My Lai.

Capt. Robert L. Hicks of Ft.

Benning, Ga., had testified in the

absence of the jury, saying Calley

told him that Medina knew nothing

of ('alley's actions at My Lai.

The prosecution objected to this

testimony as hearsay and Col.

Kenneth Howard, the military

judge, initially sustained the ob-

jection. But after a two-hour

meeting with the defense. Howard
said he had been persuaded to

allow Hicks to appear before the

jury.

In another ruling, Howard held

that the jury could not hear the

testimony of Capt. Eugene Kotouc,

an intelligence officer acquitted

earlier this year of maiming a Viet

Cong suspect after the My Lai

attack.

Kotouc had indicated he would

testify that he had advised Medina

on methods of interrogating
prisoners. The prosecution ob-

jected.

The 35-year-old Medina, of

Montrose, Colo., is accused of

assaulting a Viet Cong suspect by

firing a rifle over his head,

shooting a wounded woman as she

lay in a rice paddy outside My Lai.

ordering the shooting of a boy, and

of murder in the deaths of 102

civilians.

The infantryman was in com-

mand of Charlie Company when
the unit, whose platoon leaders

included Calley, attacked My Lai

on March 16, 1968.

Calley was convicted of mur-
dering at least 22 civilians during

the assault, and a reviewing
authority recently trimmed his life

sentence to 20 years.

The defense planned to call

Calley as a witness but the judge

refused to compel the lieutenant to

testify after his lawyers said he

would invoke the Fifth Amend-
ment.

UnmpUS£>^£^ Ladies-Night! %
Located in the Zayres Shopping Center Rt. 9 Hadley

MONDAY
Adm. SI. 00

Unisexual

Footwear
Boots

Shoes

Hikers

Sneakers

Mocassins

Clogs

In the Alley

Cook Place, Amherst

Formerly Shoe- In

256-6649

Open Friday Nights

CHI OMEGA
Frat. - Sorority Park.

Open Rush

All Union Women Invited

Thurs., Sept. 16

Mon., Sept. 20 -

Thurs., Sept. 23

7:00 - 8:00

7 : 30 - 9 : 00

7:30 - 9:00

8:15 - 9:15

Chi O's will pick you up before each party in the

Lobbies of Thoreau Leach, Newman Center, Van

Meter, and Dickenson. The cars will be there 15 min.

before each party or call anytime for a ride

Come and meet us!
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Another Year
Convocation, as Chancellor Tippo pointed out yesterday,

has been around for a thousand years and has weathered

the worst "disasters which afflict mankind." Yesterday

was no exception.

The Campus Center auditorium was barely full as

Chancellor Tippo set forth the goals and aspirations of the

University. Much different from last year's stern reproach

to all those whose actions might injure the University,

Chancellor Tippo was realistic and comprehensive in his

annual message.
The general impressions left by the long speech were

that this is going to be a year of belt tightening, of con-

solidating the advances made in past years, and of

strengthening the programs around campus which have

been neglected in the past.

This will be a year of particular financial need for

everyone from students to employees. Many people will be

losing jobs at the University as budgets are tightened.

Without the growth factor enjoyed by UMass over the past

ten years, money from the state legislature will come

harder.

There is already a bill in the State House which would

raise out of state tuition to more than $2000.00. And as the

Chancellor pointed out, there will be attempts to raise in-

state tuition.

High on the list of priorities this year will be "the im-

provement of undergraduate teaching" and "a com-

prehensive review of all University programs."

UMass is still far from many of its goals. Admission

policies still demand better SAT> scores for women than

men. Faculty support for the necessary improvement in

undergraduate education and particularly for innovative

residential programs has been minimal. There is still no

answer to our present inadequate University governance

system

.

The Chancellor's speech did show an awareness of the

problems to be faced this year. Hopefully the campus

community will respond.

"You Mean After November 13th I Come Down
Into The Fridge?"

TIIKY ALL LOOK ALIKE ...SEX—CRAZED
STUDENTS...NOT DENYING THE OBVIOUS.

Reports are circulating widely that UNIVERSITY
OF MASSACHUSETTS degrees are not officially

recognized by any major organization, public or

private, in the free world. ...Already beseiged by other

problems, the UMASS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
recently denied charges that the salt used in their

dining commons contains a chemical which destroys

sexual desires. "This is not the reason why the

University Administration insists on compulsory meal

tickets for its students," says trustee "SPIKE"
MORTON-LAMBERT. He rejected as "spurious" a

report of a secret meeting of the Food Services

Committee which appeared in the Amherst-area

muckraking magazine, FIVE-COLLEGE RIP-OFF.

The magazine claimed a top UMass official con-

fidentially warned the Committee that "a disaster of

major proportions" would occur on the UMass

campus if the compulsory meal ticket policy were

abondoned....Not mentioned in his official denial were

rumors that the DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION AND WELFARE is preparing a federal

lawsuit against Amherst arealandlords, for alleged

price-fixing and illegal rent hikes...or reports of a

similar suit by the FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
against Amherst area merchants, for alleged price-

fixing. ..or official reports that UMass "is on the verge

of losing its accreditation" because of the low quality

of its students, who are seeking only "a bargain

basement education."

FASHIONS WITHOUT A BUST: ECOLOGY
American clothing and accessory manufacturers

are preparing to cash in on the current boom in

ecology-related money makers, according to

FASHION SEEN magazine. Among items now in the

works: sheepskin vests from flocks destroyed by

nerve gas in Colorado, "Indian headbands" from

leathered victims of pesticides, fish-scale jewelry

from marine oil-slick victims. Fashion Seen regards

this as a healthy sign, a "sure-thing gimmick" to

restore the confidence of fashion designers after last

vear's fashion bust, the midi-skirt.

RAPE ON THE MOON
A reliable source in the financial world reports that

negotiations for moon real-estate are now in their final

stages. The advertising campaign for "gracious living

in Lunar Acres" is also nearing completion. One of the

series of commercials emphasizes the low crime rate

on the moon, since there are no trees and bushes to

hide behind. A "special-interest'' commercial

destined for showing at women's tea groups shows the

"normal moon walking suit", which is too bulky for

the would-be rapist to handle. Another commercial

advertises, "no smog, no crowded expressways, no

crab grass, no Dutch Elm Disease ". Our source tells

us that the grid lines seen on early satellite pictures of

the moon were the actual house lots to be offered for

sale... In related developments, McDonald's, Inc. is

said to be negotiating for the first eating-chain

franchise on the moon. No twenty-cent hamburgers,

though -or at least not as we know them. Either the

prices will have to be greatly increased to pay ship-

ping charges from earth, or the size of the ham-

burgers will be "drastically reduced".

MEDICAL NEWS-THE HERNIA.
Surgical circles are in an uproar over BORIS

RENTZEL, the research biologist who spent years

developing himself mentally and physically before

performing the first known sex-change operation on

an African elephant.

POLITICAL WATERBOMBSHELL.
President Nixon may soon announce his intention

not to seek re-election in 1972. He may still make quite

a mark in history books, though, if a pirated copy of

his "LBJ-inspired" speech is any indication. Some

excerpts: "I will now proceed to smoke my first

marijuana cigarette in public"... "I have just come

from a meeting with my new friend, Dick Gregory. As

a reward for doing so much in the interests of his

people, I have given him the state of Alabama"... "In

accordance with the wishes of my top advisers, I will

now have Spiro Agnew shot."

HEAD PHONES.
In a report to stockholders. BELL TELEPHONE

has announced a marked decline in the installation of

bathroom phones, a fad started by Martha Mitchell's

famed "toilet calls" to newsmen. One cancelled or-

der: a jewel-encrusted "royal" phone which was to be

installed in the guest house owned by BEBE
REBOZO.
MUSICAL NOTE.
Teen-age fan magazines are eagerly awaiting the

news windfall of the fiscal year: musical group THE
BOXTOPS putting the finishing touches on a sequel to

their last hit song. "The Letter ". This song will be

even shorter than the other, and will be used as a one-

minute singing commercial for the makers of SANI-

FLUSH.
FINANCIAL PAGES-BUSY HANDS.

In a money-making scheme that has somehow back-

fired. FANNY SOL-ESTES has attempted to corner

the Braille pornography market. Fanny must now

confront the distasteful prospects of financial ruin and

possible criminal charges, in the latest disaster to

strike this ill-fated family. In 1962. her brother

WINSTON'S attempts to introduce "a radically dif-

ferent type of cigarette" named after himself led to

his arrest for infringement of copyright laws. Other

unspecified charges were dropped after his entire

stock was destroyed in a warehouse fire in Council

Bluffs, Iowa. This is the city which made news for its

birds which are themselves to death after flying

through the open door of a pizza parlor, and its

squirrels which attacked local policemen and tried to

chase airplanes.

Art Buchwald

Good News On Crime

WASHINGTON -There was good

news out of Washington last week.

According to Atty. Gen. John

Mitchell, President Nixon's war on

crime has been successful, and the

results of the Administration's

monumental efforts have been so

great that "fear is being swept

from the streets of some -though

not at all -American cities."

He was supported in his op-

timism by Jerris Leonard of the

Justice Department's law en-

forcement assistance ad-

ministration, who said the only

ones who weren't happy with the

decrease in the 1970 crime
statistics were the President's

critics.

"I believe," Mr. Leonard told a

conference of law enforcement

officials, "hey are principally

disturbed because they have lost

something -crime as a political

issue has been taken away from

them They feel they have been

robbed, and being robbed they are

angry."
The reason for the euphoria in

the Justice Department is that FBI

statistics for 1970 indicated that the

rate of increase of crime had done

down from 12% in IMS to 11.3% in

1970

This sounded terrific until I read

that the same statistics revealed

that 566,700 more crimes had been

committed in 1970 than in 1969.

Admittedly confused, I sought

out my friend Prof. Heinrich

Applebaum. the great Justice

Department statistician, whose
definitive book "Do Decimal
Points Have a Sex Life?" is used in

every math class in the country.

"Prof. Applebaum, the Justice

Department reports that the rate

of crime has gone down in the

country under President Nixon.

Yet the same report says there

have been a million more crimes in

the past two years. How can that

be?"
it's quite simple," said Ap-

plebaum. "Percentagewise crime

has gone down, crimewise it's gone

up
"

"But where does that leave the

average person?"

"It depends whether you're a

Republican or a Democrat. If

you're a Republican you have

nothing to fear walking the streets

of our American cities. But if I

were a Democraft, I'd stay home
"

Are you saying that the

Republican! are trying to take the

crime issue out of the 1972 cam-

paign"7
"

"They have," Applebaum said.

"The last year the Democrats were

in office crime had gone up 13.8%.

When the Republicans took over in

1989, it only went up 12% and last

year 11.3%. The Democrats can't

argue with that."

"But still more people were

robbed, mugged, murdered and

raped in 1969 and 1970 than they

were in the previous four years."

"We're not talking about
people." Applebaum said.

irritated. "We're talking about

percentages. You can't think about

the people who were molested In

1969 and 1970. You have to think

about the ones who weren't. There
are probably over 100.000 citizens

who weren't mugged this year,

thanks to President Nixon's
leadership."

"It's hard to think in those term-
s," I admitted.

"That's because you're not

running for election next year You
must understand the reporting of

crime is a very serious business,

and can cause great conflict. J.

Edgar Hoover, in order to prove he
is doing his job, has to show that

crime is going up in the country. At
the same time the Administration
has to prove that crime is going
down

The attorney general has
solved the problem by reporting
the percentages, which are lower,

and Hoover by reporting the

crimes, which are higher That's

the beauty of statistics. It makes
everyone feel better."

"Well, thank you, professor, for

the explanation."

"That's perfectly all right. Here,

let me unlock the door for you. This
is really a creepy neighborhood

."

Letters To The Editor

ACTION Gets The Lance
To the Editor:

Mounted on his white, theoretical chariot, TO.
Wilkinson has pounded realism into the dust with full

banners of Academia unfurled. Armed with books,

theories, and complacency, he has efficiently subdued

the challenge of the ACTION Program. He was almost

tricked by the program, which was disguised by a

Federal Government label. But once again our

trustworthy champion of inaction decimated the

enemy with one swift cut of his academic sword. He
slayed the ACTION "dragon" like a fly, with one

swipe. Once again, Sociology professors can sleep

tight within the confines of the "Ivory Tower"; safely

assured that not one brick of their tower will be

tainted by relevancy.

The analogy drawn above is amusing, but, un-

fortunately,—ALL SO TRUE. Sociology majors have

been negated from the ACTION Program by T.O.

Wilkinson's decision that no Sociology majors are to

participate in the program. The ACTION Program
was set up by Nixon to replace V.I.S.T.A. and the

Peace Corps. It was to grant a $3,000 stipend, or

scholarship if you will, and 30 academic credits for

University students who participated for a year. The

students would act as full time employees for

government agencies to rehabilitate social paralysis

in the United States. The immense possibilities which

exist under this program will never be realized by the

Sociology students.

It is indeed ironic that a department which is sup-

Call For Action

To the Editor:

Before our Psych 101 class today, a few of us Van

Meter girls" noticed the Editorial Points about the

•First party ever in Van Meter" that consisted of "all

girls" First of all. you're very mistaken about the

party being all girls. Secondly, if the men on this

campus were disappointed, disillusioned or whatever

about the party as you seemed to be, please don't put

all the blame on the dorm population itself.

Most of the 400 girls in this dorm were not put here

by choice and reallv don't like the past reputation of

this place being called the nunnery.' We are trying

very hard to change the reputation or the concepts

that other people have about this place-give us a

chance-huh? We are trying to compete with years o>

tradition and also with the rules that were made by

people before us.

There are plenty of girls around here, so why don t

some of the guys on this campus get themselves up

here'? You still have to be escorted up here with a

girl but if you just page one of the floors, you can have

a girl down there to bring you up. If you ever need

some "female influence" at a party call the dorm

head of residence and the party will be announced and

you will have girls down there as fast as they can get

there. Give us a break. Thanks. Third floor girls, Van

Meter South.
Laura Kangas

Sue Hooper etal

posed to pinpoint social ills and to study interaction of

individuals in society is so buried in theory that they

cannot possibly make a concerted effort to do

anything. It makes one wonder if the only function of

Sociology is to produce Sociology instructors 'ad in-

finitum', with total disregard of the hunger and

poverty which one fourth of the United States suffers

from.

It seems to us that not having any practical field

work in Sociology is like having an Education major

not go through any practice teaching. Enough said;

we would suggest that anyone having any questions

please contact TO. Wilkinson on the fourth floor of

Thompson Tower, or call 545-0577—-9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Monday through Friday.
Martin Keoughan

Robert G. Dewsnap

Editorial Points

I Will

In "Editorial Points" ap-

pearing Sept. 15, 1971 in MDC,
joking (jocular) reference was
made to a theft of a narcotic

substance. This reference was
intended as humourous and was
without basis or knowledge in

fact. Any reference to an actual

(and unrelated) theft occuring in

Southwest or any other dor-

mitory was unintended. Any
inconvenience to unknown
persons is regretted.

* * * *

Surely you've heard of* the

indigent farmer who told his

starving family the bad news:

"All we've got left to eat is

horse-shit." And then the good

news: "We've got plenty of it!"

At least UMass Food Services

start with the good news.
* * » *

Rumour in the Hatch has it

that "The Great Miss Florence

Diner War" is in the works.
* * * »

We budding journalistic

geniuses were more or less the

objects of a little welcome
competition yesterday. A special

edition of PULP appeared out of

nowhere explaining the Attica

tragedy as viewed by the radical

community. PULP made its

appearance into The Great
Amherst Lineage War this

summer and comes out every

two or so weeks. Without trying

to sound patronizing, it'll be

interesting to see how they do

over the year.

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to your editorial "WHO
WILL ANSWER?". I generally agree with your

statement with exception to the role of The National

Guard. In the case of Attica Prison, the National

Guard Troops were used only as a reserve force. The

only Guard units to participate in the attack were two

helicopters which were used to disperse tear-gas. The

attack was made solely by New York State Troopers

and State Correction Officers. This was stated on NBC
News and by eyewitnesses on the Dick Cavett Show on

Monday.
Nevertheless, I feel that the attack on Attica was

unwarranted. None of the 28 hostages had been har-

med prior to the attack. Any hostages who were in-

jured during the riot had been released by the

rebelling prisoners. The riot was the end result of the

New York Prison Commission's refusal to consider

any reforms put forth by the prisoners during the

preceeding months. This is typical of all the States.

The only ones reallv interested in prison reform are

the prisoners themselves. Most of the demands were

reasonable. This was confirmed by one of the hostages

on the Dick Cavett Show Monday. It is about time

people of this country pressed their leaders for prison

reform so that a convict will not come out far worse

than when he went in.

Jeffrey Hirsch

Jean...Jean
To the Editor:

I do not know whether the article written in the MDC
on Monday, September 13, 1971, regarding Jean

Wiley's talk on Angela Davis and Rue hell Magee was

consciously written for the sake of not giving credit to

the Black Studies Department for having one of it's

distinguished professors. Sister Jean Wiley, who is

presently on leave of absence to cover the trial in the

San Francisco Bay Area, speak on the two Black

political prisoners mentioned beforehand. From the

article, if one did not know Sister Wiley one would

have assumed that she was a white professor in the

English Department. This is sometimes the case when

someone writes an article in a white paper describing

a happening. I felt very strongly that credit has to be

given where credit is due.

Reactions to this may run from the sublime to the

utter ridiculous, but I would like to add in closing that

I do hope that my article will not be misconstrued by

those who call themselves liberal minded people at

this University or any other label people like to use.

Robert.I. Padgett

Armenian Course
By CHARLOTTE LETTIS

Around 7 : 45 on Monday and Wednesday evenings Room 119 Herter Hall

looks like the new Armenian Republic. Unfortunately it isn't, but it is the

New Armenian course offered by the classics department.

Unlike other language courses offered by the University where the

enrollment is mixed, this course contains mostly students of Armenian

descent I wondered why the enrollment was almost totally Armenian. I

suspected there was some sort of reawakening going on so I attended the

class to ask some of the students why they decided to sign up for Ar-

menian no.

I walked into the classroom with my blond hair and blue eyes and was

immediately conspicuous among all the dark-haired, brown-eyed Ar-

menians. After class, my hand still crippled from writing my name in

those strange Armenian letters, I approached Linda Malkasian, a fresh

man to ask whv she-was taking the course. "You're not Armenian", was

the first thing she said to me. I timidly'answered no, but was quickly

reassured it was O.K. anyways. She then told me, "I feel everyone should

learn their own language, study their own culture." Kevork Nakashian.

an Armenian born in Alleppo, Syria, added "Because as an Armenian I

should know my own language." Interestingly enough Kevork and the

teacher had the first disagreement that evening about the differences

between eastern and western Armenian. It wasn't serious, and it

provided an interesting initiation to Armenians.

Adrina Goshgarian, a new transfer student from Melrose, told me,

"Because I want to instill "Armenian power" in all non-Armenians."

Voiced Rick Tashjian, a senior Cross Country runner, "I don't want to be

illit pPcIlG*
*

It is a time of "great self-searching" and it seems this had made Ar-

menian students turn to the language of their parents, helping them to

understand their lives in the present. Once student quoted the Ancient

Greeks with "KNOW THYSELF". As an Armenian he felt it important to

speak the language of his parents. By doing this he feels it easier to un-

derstand more about himself.

Tom Derderian, organizer of the Armenian course had this to say:

"Recently the U.S. Congress passed The Ethnic Heritage Studies Act.

The main point of that Act is that this country is not a "melting pot", but

derives its strength from the various ethnic groups, Italians, Greeks,

Irish Poles, Blacks. The power of this country comes from the strength of

the various ethnic groups. So by recognizing our Armenian Heritage,

language and culture or "Armenian power", we can make this country a

better place." He continued to say, "We invite non-Armenians to drop in

on our course or to see movies and speakers we will have on Armenian

iffsirs

Just about at that time, my eye caught an interesting looking young

man in the background. "Aha!" I thought. "This looks like some juicy

information." Looking deep into his eyes I approached him with the

question. A smile broke slowly over his face. "For the hell of it," said

John Mesrobian.

Get Tipsy With Tippo
The SWAP conference this year has been planned for November 19-21.

1971 SWAP for those of you who are not familiar with it, is the Student

Workshop on Activities Problems. Once a year SWAP meets off-campus

for an entire weekend-students, faculty, administrators, trustees, and

legislators get together to discuss many problems facing the University

community. . e ,

SWAP has been functioning for eleven years and has moved forward

with such proposals as eliminating the womens curfew system

(discussion on this started in 1965), helping to establish a program for

Spanish-American neighborhoods in the area, and redefining the fresh-

men orientation program Academic reform has been one of the main

issues at SWAP weekends in the recent past.

SWAP '70 dealt with topics such as academic reform, the politicized

University, living accomodations, the University and the legislature, and

the learning environment Speakers included President Robert Wood,

and a panel of eleven distinguished persons from this campus

SWAP is a valuable experience for those who are not active in campus

organizations for it gives them the opportunity to let their ideas be heard

at an informal gathering Socially, SWAP is one of the fe* places where

you arc urged to gd bombed with high administration and faculty of-

ficials
'

According to Judv Gill and Ross Benjamin, co-chairmen ol this years

SWAP committee, "This year. SWAP could be I meaningful weekend for

all those involved. We are at the point now where SWAP can redefine its

own role in the community and strive toward change in new ways

Reaffirming that SWAP is a student-funded organization, the co-

chairmen assert that student input is essential for SWAP'S 1971 con-

ference. The organizational meeting is Monday. September 20 at 7:00

P.M. in rooms 904 908 of the Campus Center. All interested people are

urged to attend so that SWAP '71 can push forward in a new direction.

1971 SWAP Committee
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SPFNCER-NORW1CH STATE HOSPITAL ESCAPEE AND

STATE POLICE. Richard J. Lind brought to state police barracks,

lie is allegedly involved in shoot-out with police here today.

NORWICH, CONN..--OBSOLETE FACILITIES-View shows ar-

chaic and dismal corridor of the second floor of Salmon budding the

maximum security ward at Norwich ^^mm^W*£ tar

inmates escaped and have since been recaptured. Items to the i ight

,!! the photo£ personal effects of an inmate removed m a police

shakedown.
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HellerToursUMassCampus
ByEDJANUSZ

The first DVP visitor of the year, Joseph Heller, put

in a full day on campus Tuesday. Though his featured

appearance was at 8:00 in a bursting Student Union

ballroom, where he read from his one forthcoming

and two published books, he also talked more freely to

a few English classes and to enthusiastic coffee-hour

groups, in Baker Dorm before his speech and in the

Student Union afterwards.

Because of the movie version of Catch-22 and the

appearance of the novel on more and more English

reading lists, there was a lot of interest all over

campus in what Heller had to say. Some of the

recurrent topics in his various meetings went like

this:

The movie of Catch-22: "I liked the movie very

much," he stated, and mentioned that for the most

part director Mike Nichols came very close to his own

interpretation of the book (Heller had nothing to do

with the movie), but that Nichols emphasized the

dark, gloomy vein at the expense of Heller's wild

humor This could have accounted for the film's poor

showing at the box-office. "People expected a funny

movie." .

World War II : "It was as close as America has ever

come to a necessary war." He repeated that Catch-22

was not a criticism of war nearly so much as of "the

state of the country in the '50s."

His play, We Bombed in New Haven, was actually

much closer to a war issue, he explained it as a

statement on America's refusal to take responsibility

for what its leaders were doing in Vietnam until it was

too late. .. „
The new novel: At the ball room, Heller read some

parts from his new novel, Something Happened.

Though he described it as totally different from C atch-

>> the broad bizarre humor from the earlier book

was still very much in evidence, and bureaucracy

-

man against the machine-was the main theme in

these excerpts, though in a corporation instead of a

war
In the questioning after the Student Union reading, a

Vietnam veteran in the audience accused Heller of

writing "sick, contrived humor: -Jokes in a very

unfunny situation."

Heller responded that as he understood it, the

Vietnam situation was a lot different from World War

II and that the vet's response was valid for himself;

but, he warned. "Catch-22 isn't...a literal, realistic

novel of war."
In a long day at UMass, Joseph Heller was happy to

talk about anything and willing to listen to anything

the students had to say about his writing. Though he

accepted any interpretations he heard, he gave his

own favorite about Yossarian and Catch-22: "Its

about a man who wants to live forever... or die trying.

Women For 'Project Self
A coffee hour to introduce

"Project Self." a series of

workshops by, for and about

women, will be held at the UMass
Campus Center today at 7 p.m. in

Room 917.

The six non-credit workshops

will begin in October. They are

sponsored by the UMass Division

of Continuing Education and the

Valley Women's Center of Nor-

thampton.
The workshops will cover such

topics as "Female Sexuality and

Identity," "Media Manipulation of

Women," "Communicating with

Confidence," "An Introduction to

Values Clarification." "Assump-

tions About Women." "Women and

Their Bodies" and "Women and

Applied Ecology."
According to Lois Phillips,

workshop coordinator. he un-

derlying theme of each workshop

will be one's self; i.e.,

strengthening all aspects of one's

identity, examining the mystique

of role-playing, reevaluating one's

behavior in light of the possibilities

tor change, better understanding

the social and political structure

and its support of many incorrect

assumptions about women, and

developing self-confidence."

Although readings will be

suggested and referred to in class,

the emphasis will be" the sharing of

ideas and opinions in a supportive

environment within the context of

large and small group discussions.

•The project is designed to

create options lor the woman
whose needs and situation are not

being met by other offerings in the

community; for example, the

meetings will be arranged at an

hour mutually convenient to the

participants and discussion leader

in the Campus ('enter, with

babysitting provided and indoor

parking available," according to

Lois Phillips.

The fee for each workshop is $20.

All discussion leaders are ex-

perienced teachers.

The coordinator of the program

hopes to see the project evolve into

such related activities as

publications, neighborhood
seminars led by participants,

charter travel opportunities,

coordinated project interest

groups, monthly dialogues with

women in the arts and professions,

tutoring services, and exchange of

talents The brochure, it-gist ration

form and other information is

available from the Division of

Continuing Kducation. .'>4f> (1903

MDC Classifieds Pay

STEREO COMPONENTS

A purchasing co-operative has been formed to

sell equipment at people's prices - 3 to 4% over

cost. Scott, BSR-Mc Donald, Sony, AAarantz, AK,

Dual, Akai, Rectilinear, Dynaco, etc. Most top

brands.

Rent a refrigerator for

your room. Just$4.44a month.

Call 546-8902 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

• Comp«ct-<llm«n«lon« «r. only 20 x 17 x 1«"

• 3p.ciou»-Two cubic-foot capacity, holds up to 36

cant of cold drinks

• Univaralty-approvad for dormitory usa

• Frea pick-up and delivery

• Quarantaad- if ona of our rafrlgaralora malfunctions.

well replace it /-All 56-8488 #

within 24 hours. V.^LL 253-2494
price $i*ud to on *y*t•Th* monthly price ttifod to on m/orogo

to ronlod lor thorttr portodt w ws». •*»

a Wa pay Intarest on your deposit

• Mint-Kool Protection Pollcy-for$l a term it relieves

you of all liability for flra and theft. And its free to all

who pay a full academic years rent in advance.

• Purchase option-you can buy your refrigerator If

you Ilka, and 75% of your rental payments will be

applied toward the $89.50 purchase price.

mini | hop!
tod on rontl lor tho lull ocodomtc yoor. nolrhjorotort may

ioim ndiuttmonl In tho monthly coot

7

\\<° 'CA

U Mass. Sport Parachute Club

Everyone

Invited

°<s
»/,

DAYS OF WINE
AND ROSES

SKY - DIVE
Jack Lemmon

tee Remick

7 and 9 p.m.

Jack Klugman

Thurs. Sept. 16 7:45 p.m. CC165

Thursday, Sept. 16— Campus Center Aud.
Friday, Sept. 17— Thompson 104

50C

Sponsored by Accounting Association

Draft Councelor's Corner

Training Program Upcoming
By Gilbert J. Baft

.Just short flashes today, folks.

I promised that there would be

another draft counselor training

program this semester. Well, hold

onto your hats, cause here it

comes. The program starts

Tuesday, September 21, and will

continue for the next two or three

Tuesdays depending upon the need

of the group. Bach session will run

lor about three hours.

If you are concerned about the

welfare of your brothers who are

being subjected to the tyranny of

the draft, this is a chance to get the

information which will enable you

to help them. The material to be

covered will include general

structure and procedures of the

SSS. medical, student, hardship,

and other deferments, con-

scientious objection, alternative

service, appeals, and counseling

techniques.

The training program will be

open to anyone who is interested in

teaming bow to counsel others. (If

you just want info about your own
situation, please don't take up

space and time in the course. Free

draft counseling is available to you

in 92)5 Campus Center .
> There will

be a five dollar charge for the

training program to cover the cost

of materials, but some scholar-

ships are available. To register for

the course, visit the Draft Coun-

seling office in 923 CC.

If it is impossible for you to at-

tend a Tuesday evening session,

come talk to us anyway. There is a

chance that we will arrange an

alternate night.

Draft Counseling Services will

inaugurate a new program next

week for those who will have to

lace their local boards for a per-

sonal appearance. Several

members of DCS will meet in a

room to be announced and role-

play draft board members while

you come in to confront them with

your problem Your interview will

then be analyzed and discussed

with you. and suggestions given

about how you can present a

stronger case. The "board" will

meet each Thursday morning from

in to noon. Watch Tuesday"s

DRAFT COUNSELOR'S CORNER
lor location, or visit the DCS office

in 923 ('<'

Finally, a reminder that

tomorrow afternoon, under the

sponsorship of the United Christian

Foundation's coffee hour in the SI'

Colonial Lounge. I'll be helping to

lead a discussion about the

Kerrigan tapes. The tapes will be

played at 1 :30 and the coffee hour

will run until about :S::50. The

history of the tapes might interest

you. Smith College invited Father

Dan Berrigan to deliver a sermon

on the Smith campus. He accepted,

but a warrant was issued for his

arrest because he and several

other priests had burned some
draft files in Catonsville,

Maryland. As a result, Berrigan

had to go underground. He sent the

tapes to Smith in his place. They

tell why he felt that his strong

beliefs in Christ and in the Gospel

required him to burn the files and

to go underground.

If you're into draft resistance, or

just uptight about the draft, you

should hear this tape. See you

there.

PEACE.

Conference Talk Sunday
Drug addiction, racism, marriage and family. Eastern religions and

organized church were some of the topics taken up at the meeting of

christian Science college students in Boston recently.

Several students from Amherst, Mount Holyoke, and Smith College* and

UMass who attended a three-day conference of the Christian Science

college students in Boston are giving a special program Sunday at 3 p.m.

in the Christian Science Church. Center Street. Northampton

They will tell of the highlights of the Boston meeting, share their ex-

periences and impressions, and answer questions. This informal session

isTopen to all and should be of particular appeal to those interested in a

unique approach to human problems.

CCEBS Program OnWFCR
The program "Colors."' a collage

of music, news and discussions of

controversial topics with relevance

to the Black community will be

heard on WFCR tonight at 7:30

p.m.

•It is a production Committee of

Collegiate Education of Black

Students
CCEBS has been involved in

providing financial and academic
aid to low income and minority

students. Tonight, CCEBS
graduates and seniors discuss the

future.

C. C. Program Council

Presents

Student Wives Form Club

fcfrJOE ??

The I Mass Dames Club will hold

its first meeting Wednesday. Sept.

11 at 8:00 PM at the Farley 4-H

House behind the S.W. complex.

They claim to be a large group and

say you're bound to meet someone

you'll like They said to come if

you're new in town and want to

meet lots of other student wives

who are also new in town.

There will be an exciting show

Fall lashions by some of the local

shops on Wednesday, followed by

coffee & dessert.

S. U. Ballroom Thurs., Sept. 16

7:00 & 9:30
50'

The Ballad of Chief Thunder Thud or . . .

why an $84 Aztec Loudspeaker outsells

the best bookshelf system (EPl) four to one

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

It looks better

95% of all stereo equipment in Amherst have less than 80 watts I.H.F. at 80 hms

The Aztec Dulane can be operated properly by any amplifier with at least 33 watts total.

Because of a slightly accentuated bass, this speaker will forgive a low powered amplifiers deficiency in the

available base.

<• r« thp astern is considerably more efficient than say our own EPl 100 or their KLH 17 it will be louder at

fde"icafvoTumTse
S

thngsHaving your power supply's reserve for really demandmg passages.

a c^ioiv for romDarison KLH6's- 17's and Rectilinear ll's to allow you to hear all

^^Sl^^^^^^^^^ x^ hearin9 one under be,,er

Ko«n7g^^
Amherst Audio will in the event of failure repair or replace any Aztec - speaker saving you a hassle in time and

in some cases a bundle of dough in freight charges.

No super demo records will be played to show o- strengths and the ir weaknesses ^-you^have no^ersonal

preference: demo's most commonly played are C.T.A. beatnain, crow* yy

AMHERST AUDIO
197 No. Pleasant
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Senate Book Loans

Still Go Unpaid
....... i ._.i_:— t- ..... i

Naider's Raiders

Demand Protection
A small gathering of students from the Five College Area spoke to a

representative from the Nader's Raiders P.I.R.G. Program last Monday

night at Hampshire College on the University of Oregon originated Public

Interest Research Group (P.I.R.G.)

The purpose of the program is to obtain student raised monies to hire

professionals as well as students to research and, if necessary take

measures to insure that various public protection agencies are doing

th

TriitiaUy. the Connecticut Valley Committee is providing enough funds

to supply paper, stencils, etc. but students in the Five College Area should

begin to think about the possibilities of following the Oregon example of

taxing themselves the necessary money to begin and continue the

P™fBrent English, a spokesman for the PIRG, pointed out there are

many obstacles. Some students may feel that this tax is being levied

without their expressed permission and that they should not be coerced

into sponsoring a program they may not know much about or even

SU

As
(

an example of its work in the past year PIRG has taken a Water

Pollution Commission to court to force enforcement of a water pollution

law A paper mill was dumping pollutants into a river between the hours

of >
t> a m A woman who lived near the river complained to the PIRG ot

the smell and an investigation insued. Although the PIRG informed he

commission of their findings, the commission did nothing. As a result the

PIRG sued the commission.

The potentials for this type of organization are vast while the ex-

penditure of funds are small for the individual student. For additional

information call 542-5074 and ask for Craig Fitzsimmons at Hampshire

College

BvJKRRYI-AZAH
Kadi year loans are granted to

students" for purchase <>i books, but

according to Student Senate

Treasurer Rick Verrochi. a sub-

stantial amount of the money

loaned is not repaid.

Last year, for instance. 600 to ttOO

loans, ranging from $25 to $50 each,

were granted to undergraduate

students, under the conditions that

they be repaid within thirty days.

More than fifty students were

still responsible for outstanding

loans at the end of the year,

r

/<

Blue

eans

$4.95

WAREHOUSE
20! N. Pleasant

however, which amounted to more

than $1200, Verrochi said.

The academic records of each of

the offenders is frozen until

repayment. This means tran-

scripts and other records of the

delinquent student remain inac-

tive.

It is the Student Senate which

finds itself "in the hole", according

to Verrochi. since all loans for

books are approved by the Senate

Treasurer. Ultimately, the money

must be paid to the University

from Student Activity Tax Fund,

because the Senate guaranteed

payment. Everyone suffers,

Verrochi said, because the

students" money used to pay the

debts.

After going to the expense of

mailing letters to the delinquent

debtors. $500 was finally repaid,

Verrochi said This still leaves $700

unaccounted for. much of which

was probably granted to students

who either graduated last year, or

left the University for other

reasons.

Verrochi advised students to

Education Through Involvement

NES Tutoring Needs Volunteers

to Tutor in Springfield

If interested in tutoring in economically deprived areas

of Springfield attend either of these meetings.

this Sunday Sept 19 at 7:30 p.m.

repair their loans this year.

Elementary Age Tutors

in Mahar Auditorium

Secondary Age Tutors

in SBA 120

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE AUTOS

19M Ford Galaxie. f«lr condltlcjj,

SUM). Call Richard 549-1470

for Bale, 61 VW Boo. Excellent

toud., no root, 49,000 mi. *90O.

it63-7438. tf9/ 10-15

65 VW Beetle. Excellent condition.

250-8230. tf8' 17

19*0 85555) must be iteen

5W-2273 <m. f. »ft. 6). tfO 17

Coin* overseas, must sell quick-

ly 6? Chevy Impala, automatic,

V8, radio, $150. 2 month old $150

Tape Recorder, $100. New 3

speed bicycle $30. Call 253-5996\

1969 Triumph Ti«er 650 cc, excel-

lent condition. 256-8687. tl» 17

67 Mustang, AT., V8, good

condition, $900. Call Jeff 256-6938
tf 9-17

1962 >rV, fair body, rebuilt en-

kuic, gab heater, aun-roof, excellent

tire*. $250 or beat offer. CaU 665-

4602 after 6 p.m. or keep trying
tf9-20

•68 Flat, red, 850 t»p>der. 33,000

miles, good cond. CaU 649-1104 eve-

HLniCB after 6 p.m. tf9-22

1969 Opel, 36,000 original ml. Ouod
condition. Best offer. Bay 549-634i».

Vlso 125 CC Buiyki "2500 ml., 1971
tf9-28

HJeT Falcon, rebuilt trans., new
snows and batt. Great buy, $100.

tall Crabtree «M leave mess, for

Grant. Bin. 206. tf9-22

Dodge Van 6!) Custom, auto.

trails. Very good cond. Must tell.

Best offer. Box 447, Amherst.
tf9-17

19(56 Toyota foe sale, 67 engine

needs a little wo*. Will •*" fo'

$150 Call 256-837$, tgjjg

09 Triumph GT6--, excel conil

$1700. Call Diane T13-533-6381

.

»IH Hat Conv. 28,000 miles, excel-

Unt condition. Call 253-9221. Ask
for Betsy or 253-5088. Call early,

MOftO firm. 5S5
•66 FOTil Mustanit, fl cyl., good

raining condition $400. Call .»ohn

Hill 256-8459. t^2"

1964 Chevy TI, good running conili-

tlon. $100, 256-8805.. tffl-1

'

VW Van for sale 1962. excellen:

running condition, $400 Call Chart'.

at 516-5255. «9-' •

Sewing machine, new $309. Morse

Zigzag, never used, button holer,

darner, etc., now $150. tall Amherst
Motel, Tina Km. 16. tfP-1.

rTd! Duval Silver Flute, new
pods, good condition $85. Call 827-

6479. "til
Portable Gen. Elec stereo and

stand. Good condition. Best offer

CaU 549-6647 after 8:00 p.m.
tf0-1

«

Ski Boots for sale - Koflach White
Star, 8V& M, 2 yrs. old. Call M-
1184.

p

tf9-,tf

1969 Austin Amer . 4 speed, 28,000

ml., good catid . AM-FM, new tires.

West off. Call 546-6815. tfD-2-

Incluiles case and strap, c\c. conil

llest offer. Cunl.irt Bob 519-1180
tf9-l i

Must sell, used l.reswl \nn, excel-

Commune for 5"! Female house
partner, 24-up wanted. Lo rent but
»ery ranch. Working male. Con.
Ed. student 253-7277 after (I or

Box 792. 119-17

Mod. Mrn. Range Apt. In So. Ani-

lierst, eaay going roommates. Call

Bob 253-2922. gMj
Male grad seeks rnimt. for lg

1 bdnn., 2V4 *m. apt. — 44 T
Park, 615 Main, Amb. 65-70 mo
I'm there before 8:30 a.m. and af-

ter 10:30 p.m. tf9-20

MUSICIAN WANTED
Singer needed to front versatile

group (rock, ballads, old standards )

Must be experienced. CaU Ste\e

MfrMM. "»-''

RIPE OFFERED
Travel from Framlngham to VMass

on Tuea. and Thurs. and would
Uke a rider. CaU 617-872-4055.

tf9-17

LOST
Reward - 10 week old Doberman-

Shepherd, long flea collar In large
knot. Name Gus. 549-0490. tf9-16

GIVE-AWAY
Wanted good home for gentle,

affectionate 6-month old female cat

.

Call 6-8568. tf9-17

PERSONAL

lent condition, $250.
•tsk for Gary.

Cull 256-68(13,

tffl-'.'O

Going to Europe, must sacrifice

1970 Maverick, ex. cond. 14,000

miles. Phone Ware, 1-477-6004 FOR SALE

1908 MGBGT, very good conditio*!,

>'00. Priced below book $1650

l.recnflcld 773-7885. 9-18, 22, 29

TUtili Ford Cortinn, low mileage,

rood condition, 2 studded snow tires,

,;i50. Call 586-2631. "»£•
11109 FoTd Econoline, excellent

..million. New tires and chrome
>\ heels. Beautiful Interior with

-fereo. Call 665-4760 Sunderland.
tl4T"*™

64 Dodge Dart. Needs mech.

ml. owner $100 or best offer. Call

0-5160. _tfiM6
"

UK>8 lord Galaxie, 40.000 miles,

•cllow with black Interior. Stereo.
.!„,„ f'„ll 'Mill >!I7.

tf9-17

—Enhance sex life. Sgl, dbl, queen

or king waterbed $29.95, round or

Jombo $49. 95. Immed. dellv.. 8 rj.

warranty. Aqua-Dream, B°» 4";
Amherst. tf°-? -

1971 Gold Honda CL 350, exc

cond., $700.00 or best offer. CaU
Jack at 6-7636. —

,_
HraaU kitchen table 24x36 w/2

chairs. 84 inch kitchen gink on me-
tal base. Jacobson reel mower, self

propeUed. 323-7046 after 6 p
t̂fO-l'i

hnmaculnte. Call 256-6297.

1966 Bed Porsche 012, AM-FM-SW
Badial Ply Tires $22*0. Call 253-

; tm or 515-2330
,,—

?55 t'iiev Corvair Monia ('on v..

» speed, $399. Call 549-1069 betw_

rt-o. ilrr^i
""•49 British Taxi Cab, rgt hand

.Irlve. runs well, new tires, brakes.

__» seats, hody beginning to rust

No dentg. Call 256-6008. «'»-»'

Sleep on a waterbed tonight AU
sixes and all frames. $19 95 and up

8 yr. guarantee. CaU anytime

Jerry 256-8370. <ftt' 1>'

1 yr old Sears Coldspot refriger-

ator with freexer and Ice cube trays

approx. 9 cu ft. Price negotiable

Call 253-7464 after 5. trtf »'

2 Matching gold bedspreads for

sale $3 00 each. Call Dortna a'

54«-ll64 or Deb at 516-63,2 ^^
OE portable stereo, excellent con-

dition, Ideal for dorm "r "?'»"

apartment, make offer. W!H '5(

j^M

61 Austin Heiily, •'Bugeye" Sprit.-

runs but needs work. Asking $150

(all 256-8430. Ask for Pete after

5:00 p.m. "9-17

I'nusual and usual In domestic

and Imported footwear for men and
women, The Shoe-Bin (formerly

Shoe-in) I'p Town, behind Aubu-
tli#is In the Alley. tf9-16

'

i§64 Che%y Impnla 3 speed Uurst
shifter with an 8 cyl. 283 engine

necent point Job. Dependable. $150

or best offer. Call Lynn 546-6113
tf9-20

Sm. Corona electric portable type-

writer used 3 wks. $145 new will

-.H for $128 or best offer. Rand?
8-1832 days. 549-6276 eves. tf9-22

Good stereo 40W amp, Garrard ta-

ble, spkrs, asking $180. Call 256-8450

Steve '">-20

"The Place'' — quick Burgers -
Shakes. Eat here — take It otit.

Open dally 10 a.m. - mldgiight

Hampden Commons. _____
~ Magnavox portable stereo, 2 12-

Inch detaching speakers $65. 863-

!U70. tfO-17

Stereo system — excellent cond.

Snnsnl 2000 nmp. 2 AR2A% spkrs .

AKAI 200 Tape Deck. PE 20201.

Turntable, Pioneer SE20A Head-
phones. Asking $875. Call Jon 816-

7532 or 846-8373 or come to 215

•Tames nouse. 9-1"

ROOMMATES WANTED
One girl or couple only. 17 you

need a place to stay nntll Oct. 31.

Call aft. 6. m-f 884-2273. tf9 17

HELP WANTED
Any CMass student with Class

Q drivers license to drive Campus
Shuttle Bus. CaU BSO Offlee

8-2381. tf9-17

Sitter needed. M.W.F. 1 p.m -

2:30 p.m. Own transportation desir-

able. 649-0407. tf9-17

Professor needs secretarial assis-

tant with some dictation competence.
About ten hours weekly. Write
Hatake, History Dept. tf!M7

Needed - 8ES representative for

distribution office - S.1J. Lobby,
Room 318. Telephone 845-2683.

tf9-16

Lead Singer wanted for est. work-
Ing group i Bock, Blues, etc., also
original mat . Year round work 1 colt-

tact Bob or John 69717 • 68664.
tfP-22

Student to care for 5 yr. old bjjy

In my home nr. School of Ed. M-r"
11:18-12:48; Tu. 2:18-8:30. 649-0676.

;

tf9-20

Experienced service station at-
tendance Sat., evening, all day Sun-
day, approx. 20 hrs. weekly. Call
283-9001 before 6 p.m. tf9-17

RIDE WANTED
Cornell — Need a ride to Cornell

or vicinity this weekend, Fri., Sept.
17. Will share expen. Call John
816-9713. tf9-l»

Ride needed to SprfId . Fri . nltes -

8 p.m. ahd/or return 4 am. Will
pay. Perhaps someone will rent me
their car? Gary, 414 No Pleasant

tfn-lfl

D - tried to find you - I'm going
now. Sorry I didn't get to see you.
Guess I'll Just say goodbye. Nell.

tf9-17

Happy late Birthday Sherry. Hope
your toilet paper keeps unrolling
Love from the Preverts. 9-16

ROOM WANTED
Need place to live with other

females near campus. Must have
own room. Call Mary 263-7673
l^eave message If not there. tf9-21

WANTED
1 or 2 senior males seek room,

apart, house to rent or share. Own
rooms desired. Call Edward at Ham-
Iwi House 256-6866. tf9-17

Desperately needed for Mktg 216:
MARKETING MANAGEMENT, Kot-
lerj ANALYSIS AND DECISION
MAKING. Mathews. Will buy or
rent 816-7368. 0-16

JOB WANTED
Bass player with equipment look-

ing for band. Vlnny 6-9078. 9-16

SERVICES
Will care for children In my home

any Mon., Wed., Fri. Lots of

T L..C. CaU 665-3270. tf9-17

l.amcunsen by Multl-Llngulst -

Formerly Cnlted Nations Inter-
preter. Breakthrough, portable,
language laboratory /4-t rack
"take-home, send-back" cas-
ettes/. Native assistants, also
group and correspondence
courses. Charge: "Mini" I P.O.
Box 47 Nhmptati, Ma. 01060:
Tel. 413 884-9179; 884-4823.

tf9 17

BICYCLE CLUB
We would like to start a weekly

race, some tours, or anything you

like. No dues or fees. Box 328, RSO
Office, or call 546 9783.

COMIC BOOKS
Superman, Batman, Fantastic

Four, and many, many more.
Where? At the UMass Science Fie

tion Society Library (SU 328B) on the

main floor of the Union, next to the

Coke machine. Visit.

COUNCIL OF UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS OF PSYCHOLOGY
Meeting of CUSP for all

Psychology majors. Thursday night,

8 00 pm, Graduate Student Lounge,

Bartlett Basement.

DAMES CLUB
Student wives attend our first

meeting Sept. 22, Farley 4 H House, 8

pm. There will be a fashion show
followed by coffee, so everyone may
get together. Come and join us.

FT. MCPHERSON, GA..

I KST1F1KS IN MKDINA TRIAL--

C'apt. Kugene M. Kotouc of

Humboldt, Neb., leaves court after

testifying in the (apt. Krnest L>.

Medina trial at Ft. IvlcPherson. Ga.

He was asked to recount his

discussion with Medina about

interrogation methods in Vietnam.

WMUA
7.00 PM -Evening News Report

7:30 Marty Kelley presents a

preview of Saturday's
Redmen-UMaine football

game. Guests include

Coach McPherson.

8:00 -Cyclebreaker features

Eric Benjamin's record

review, excerpts from
speeches by Malcolm X, a

poetry reading and a look

at landlord-tenant
relations in the Amherst

area

11:00 -Late Night News
11:30 -Rocket Rick Morton and

music 'til 3.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST I

Notices
HILLEL
Sign up for tutoring and rideboard
programs at the office.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
Iota Gamma Upsilon cordially

invites all University women to come
to know themselves at a "Sensitivity

Party" on Thurs. at 7:30 pm at 406 N
Pleasant St.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN

Tonight's sorority rush parties will

be a "Sock Hop" at Kappa Alpha
Theta, a "Charades Seymore Party"
at Sigma Sigma Sigma, a

professional hair care demonstration
at Sigma Kappa, and "Your Father's

Mustache" at Chi Omega. All parties

will be held from 78 and 8:15-9:15

pm, and you're cordially invited to

each.

PARACHUTE CLUB
SKYDIVE UMass Sport

Parachute Club invites everyone to

find out where it's at. Film, facts,

equipment display. Tonight at 7:45

pm, CC 165 169.

REVELERS
Meeting tonight at 9:30 pm in Rms

805 809 CC. No rush party excuses.

UMASS CHESS CLUB
Like chess? Then come to the New

Hatch in the Student Union tonight at

7. Boards, sets, clocks (and op
ponents) are available.

UMass fall 30 30 chess tourney this

Saturday at 9:00 am Rm. 162 CC. No

entry fee. All welcome. For more
information call 546 8624.

WMUA
Station meeting tonight for all old

and new members. At the Plymouth

and Norfolk Rooms (424 & 426) in the

Student Union at 7.30 pm.

LOST
In Hadley neighborhood, a

shepard colored, 13 week old, female

puppy; answers to the name of Soma.

Call Bob at 586 3760.

Wallet; on Monday between SBA &
Morrill Important papers and
money. Please call 665 4979.

FOUND
Girl's red wallet, yellow comb and

bottle of pills about two weeks ago in

a blue van; left by someone who
hitched a ride into Amherst center.

Call 6 5025

I Crossword Puzzle

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Gloria Swanson, an Aries, is

knowledgeable about astrology. She
exhibited pioneering qualities of her

sign when, well ahead of her time,

she advocated clean air and water,
health foods and a return to basic

values, including integrity. Like the

classical attributes of her sign, she
refuses to follow the crowd this

applied when she was the reigning

queen of the motion picture world; it

is just as true today for Gloria

Swanson, perhaps the world's most
glamorous Aries grandmother.

***

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You
are likely to get what you go after be
sure you know what you want. Love is

involved. Emotions play dominant
role. Children make known their

needs. Good fortune indicated now in

speculative ventures.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Deal

can be consummated as related to

property, real estate, home. State

your case. Don't bluff. Mean what
you say. Older, experienced in

dividual is not easily fooled. Play
game on the square.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Ver

satile approach serves best interests.

Bright, creative ideas abound. Key is

to be selective. Take time to choose
quality. Accent on short journeys,

dealing with neighbors and relatives.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Trust

hunch. Follow through on heedings of

inner voice. Nothing halfway; go
wholeheartedly or not at all. Stress

on money, personal possessions.

Collect needed information. Be
analytical.
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Lunar

cycle continues high; take initiative.

Spread influence. Welcome new
experiences, contacts and
challenges. Wager on your own
abilities. Be a self starter. Sagit

tarius figures prominently.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Work in

conjunction with special group,
organization. Strive to comprehend
inner sanctum. Means realize all is

not what appears on surface. Apply
recent lesson. Cycle is on upswing.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 O ct. 22): Some

who claimed you were in above your
head now may have to apologize.

Gemini and Virgo figure
prominently. Accent is on fulfillment

of hopes, wishes. A new friendship
will prove meaningful.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Ac

cent on career, ambitions, ability to

drive home major points. Money is

involved. Chance to increase assets is

evident. Don't overlook opportunity
merely because it is obvious. Keep
emotional antennae in action.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Perceive hidden meanings. Study

Scorpio message. Good lunar aspect

now coincides with journey, added
knowledge, publishing, advertising

opportunities. Pisces person may
want to discourage you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

What you learned in past can now be

put to constructive use. Your natural

talents come to fore, are appreciated.

Money affecting mate, partner is

spotlighted. Speak up concerning

beliefs. M _
AGUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Be a

careful observer. Emphasis is on

contracts, special agreements,
marriage. 1 hose with opposite views

may try to trap you. Maintain

balance, aplomb. Finish what you

St
p
r

|SCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Fresh

viewpoint should be welcomed.
Accent independence, originality.

Keep health resolutions. Stick to

quality. Refuse bargain basement
substitutes. Message will become
increasingly clear. „ T ..^ A ^

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are introspective, tend to be

studious. You seek perfection, goals

are sky high and so are your prin

ciples. You are drawn to Capricorn,

should be wary in dealing with

Sagittarius and Gemini. You har

monize with Taurus, Scorpio and

Cancer. You are intrigued with

Pisces, but this may be a case of

opposites being fascinated with each

other.
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

ACROSS

1 Timid
4 Exists

6 Lift

11 Restricted

13 Conjunction

15 Near
16 Precipitous

18 Slippery

19 Edible seed

21 Danish island

22 Note of scale

23 Breathe

26 Youngster

29 Male sheep

(PI.)

31 Cease
33 Roman gods
34 Spanish article

35 Short sleep

38 Vessel's

curved
planking

39 Part of "to be"

40 Symbol for

tantalum

41 Organs of

hearing

43 European
capital

45 Nahoor sheep

47 Retreated

50 Negative

52 Rail bird

53 Cloth measure

56 Vessel

58 Extra

60 Maiden loved

by Zeus

61 Distend

63 Railroad car

65 Erases
(printing)

66 Teutonic deity

67 Unusual

4 Specks
5 Clean by

brushing

6 Rumors
7 Three toed

sloth

8 Roman road

9 Article of

bed linen

10 Lamprey
12 Rupees (abbr

)

14 Railway (abbr.)

17 Goddess of

discord

20 Limb

24 Slave

25 Vast age

27 Man's name

28 Coin

29 Soaks

30 Wolfhound

32 Funeral pile

_36 Swiss river

37 Irons

A nswer to Yesterday'sP uzzle
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42
44
46
48
49
51

54

Halt

Poem
Old womanish
Angry
More -unusual

Semi precious

stone
Told
falsehood

Nobleman
A state

(abbr.)

Concealed
Printer's

measure
62 Symbol for

tellurium

64 Note of scale

55
56

57
59

DOWN

Break suddenly

Detest

Period of time

(abbr.) Distr. by United Feature Syndic*'-

Student Senate

Now Available

Student Senate

Office, Level 1

Campus Center

% *
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MacPherson Debut
A Newman Success

By Karle Barroll

"The Dick MacPherson Hour" premiered yesterday noontime at

the Newman Center and from the reactions of the large gathering

on hand rated a four star performance.

It was like any premiere that featured a figure with the

magnetism and popularity of the affable new Redman football

coach. Slated to begin at 12:15 sharp the program didn't get un-

derway until after 12:30 when the final soul in the "chow" line that

had stretched out the door took his seat.

Jim Mulcahy, President of the Varsity M Club, made the in-

troduction in another virtuoso performance as the weekly master

of ceremonies. "Mac" took his place in front of the mass and held

them for the remainder of the program.

From his introductions of his coaches and co-captains to his final

comments on the Maine game MacPherson was everything that

had been previously said and written about him.

He spoke with feeling and conviction, with knowledge and true

belief in the staff, the players and the people he came in contact

with This was the man the Boston Press said was "people."

As tor the game itself MacPherson stated, "the Maine boys don't

have too much All the) have is a helmet, pads and a uniform; no

worry tor scholarships or where they're going to live on campus.

They come ready to play and thej love the game
Our young men realize this and they will be ready lor this

game."
Injuries will he keeping seven Hedmen including co-captain

Dennis Keating and starting halfback Paul Matello from making

the trip toOrono. Five more players who are hurt will make the trip

and play.

When 'questioned about the rash of injuries his players had the

head coach turned to Keating on his left and said, "When we have

injuries like this and have to play a game there is only one thing to

do.' to which his co-captain answered, "close ranks and keep on

moving."
.

Kicking was next and when asked about his personnel in this

area, MacPherson commented. "We have one of the finest kickers

around, Dennis Gagnon. On third and one if we try a bootleg and it

doesn't work and you ask me why we tried it. I'll tell you I knew we

could get three, so we shot for seven."

vttttrtt?*****^****^****1************^^

Soccer Team Loses

Key Personel
By Steve Kerber

No. yesterday was not a good

day for the UMass -arsity soccer

team First there was the casualty,

that of AH Yankee Conference

fullback Joey Czerniaski. It was
tin- second quarter of action

against Amherst yesterday af-

ternoon, when an Amherst half-

hack met Czerniaski near mid-field

and as the I Mass star hit the

ground the loud crackling sound

was heard by almost everyone. A
leu hours later it was confirmed.

Czerniaski had broken his right leg

and would he lost lor the rest of the

season.

Hut that wasn't all. The news

arrived early yesterday morning
to \hdu Thraya, the Redmen's
senior lorward Thraya's
eligibility is the problem at stake,

and at the time of this writing the

chances that i Mass will have the

use of his services are minimal.

A case ol temporary amnesia, a

lew bruised thighs all became
rather insignificant as two severe

blows had been dealt to the squad.

Amherst, who had been knocked
off by I 'Mass on Saturday of last

week, managed a 2*2 tie in their

return match on the lUdmen's
home field. Many an opportunity

went by the goal yesterday af-

ternoon as sloppiness marked the

scrimmage workout with moments
of brilliance coming far and few

between.

Trying to recoup from the

possible double loss is Coach
Berryman. Already his squad is

losing players and the official

season is still over a week away.

One can only hope that the

remainder of the team stays

healthy, as further losses could

seriously jeopardize any chance

lor repeating that conference

crown, earned one year ago.

JOK CKRNIAWSKI

Sports Notices

Gridders Set Goal At
Varsity M-Number One

By Fred Rosenthal

Yesterday the Varsity M Club

opened up its luncheon series with

football coach Dick MacPherson as

its featured speaker. The meeting

was held at the Newman Center

before a large gathering.

With MacPherson were safety

Dennis Keating (co-capt) and
offensive lineman Bob Donlin.

Keating spoke about this year's

defensive team. He said that any
defensive set should fit the per-

sonnel on the team. "Coach

•k, amtitmt^u

WOMEN'S INTERCOLL-
EGIATE TENNIS-All girls in-

terested in competing in in-

tercollegiate tennis should report

to the tennis courts at WOPF at 4

p.m on Monday and Tuesday,

September 20 and 21 or contact

Miss Ogilvie at her office in Room
106 WOPE or at 5-2559.

*****

WRESTLINCt-AH irishman and

varsity wrestling candidates

should attend the organizational

.meeting today at 4:30 p m. in

Boyden Gym.
w *****

INTRAMI IRALS Touch football

Satlg Glnltegtan

SPORTS
j

MacPherson brought a 4-3-4 pro

style defensive set with him which

we have the personnel to fit."

Keating then mentioned some of

the team's goals this year. He cited

heating Dartmouth and Boston

College as tw.o important steps

toward becoming the "number one

team in New England with New
England's number one coach."

Boh Donlin was introduced next

by Coach MacPherson who said

that Donlin was "the best offensive

lineman in New ngland." He said

that Donlin has the agility and
speed for finesse work and the

strength and size for power.

POST-LCNCIIKON CAL-llead football coach Dick MacPherson
loosens up before practice following his first appearance as head

coach at the Varsity M Club luncheon held at the Newman Center.

Mac and his staff are busily readying their players for Saturday's

opener at Maine. (MDC Photo by Ed Mangiaratti)

Donlin spoke about the offense

and in particular about sophomore
quarterback Piel Pennington.
"The offensive team worked hard

during pre-season" and will be "a

threat for a touchdown at any point

on the field because of Piel's

passing ability."

Defensive line coach Bob Harris

then spoke about the scrimmage
last weekend at Cornell which

ended up tied. 27 all. In speaking

about Cornell Harris said, "*hey

represented themselves well; we

represented ourselves as well."

Films were shown of the Cornell

scrimmage after which defensive

coach Bob Pickett gave a scouting

report on Maine. Pickett who is a
graduate of Maine was a coach
there last year. He said that Maine
is improved over last year
especially in the defensive line.

Pickett noted that Maine's
football team is predominantly
from Massachusetts. "They spend
85 per cent of their recruiting

money in Massachusetts."

Dodgers Trail By One
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Some very young and some

very old players have combined to provide the Los

Angeles Dodgers with their biggest comeback since

they arrived in Los Angeles.

They've won eight in a row. They've beaten the San
Francisco Giants eight straight times, and they came
home yesterday just one game out of the National

League West lead after being 8-1/2 back after Sept. 4.

Hoyl W'ilhelm. the knuckleball specialist who struck

ou] Willie Mays to insure a 6 S victory Tuesday, is 18.

He joined the club late in the season.

Vmong the other seasoned vets are shortstop Maury
Wills, utility man Manny Mots and catcher Tom
Mailer

it was the 33-year-old Mota who put the Dodgers
ahead with a bases loaded triple in a ninth inning

pinch hit role. Wills. 38, is the acknowledged team
leader

Bill Buckner, Steve Garvey, Bobby Valentine and

Bill Russell are among the young brigade who have
come on this season All are in their early 20s and at

one time, when the Dodgers sagged, some felt the

Dodgers had too much youth.

Willie Davis. Richie Allen and West Parker are
among those in between the so-called Kiddie Korps
and the oldsters. The starting pitchers are young, the

relievers seasoned.

Manager Walter Alston, dean of major league
managers, continues to take his philisophical ap-

proach.

We could goon and win three in a row, or lose three

in a row. the same for the Giants," he observed.
Los Angeles hosts the San Diego Padres and the

Giants host Cincinnati. Two years ago this month the

Dodgers trailed first place San Francisco by a single

game, only to lose lour straight to San Diego. The

Giants eventually lost the crown to Atlanta.

< )l possible significance is the fact that of the last 14

games, the Dodgers play third-place Atlanta si?j, times
and the Giants have the same number of games
against last place San Diego
"We just have to w in all we can." Alston declared.

"And if that's more than the Giants have when the

season is over, great. If it isn't, we finish second."

U.S. Sweeps Forest Hills

schedules will begin on Monday,

September 20. All team managers
must pick up their schedules and

team rosters at the intramural

office no later than 5 p.m.

tomorrow. Check tomorrow's

Collegian for the opening nights

schedule.

Today is the final day to get

intramural rosters in for bad-

minton. Coming events and roster

deadlines are cross country. Sept.

21, the Metawampe 500 bicycle

race. Sept. 22, and Paddleball and
Handball singles, Sept. 23.

Remember these deadlines if your

team wishes to compete

FOREST HILLS. NY.
(AP>—Stan Smith of Pasadena,

Calif., and Billie Jean King,

smashed their way to singles titles

in the U.S. Open Tennis Cham-
pionships yesterday for the first

American sweep in 16 years.

A new era dawned for American
tennis, overshadowed for nearly

two decades by an unending flow of

Australians.

Smith, a 6-foot-* J>eanstalk, cut

down giantkiller Jan Kodes of

Czechoslovakia 3-6, 6-3, 6-2, 7-6 in a

match of go-for-broke winners, few

rallies and costly double-faults.

Mrs. King, three times a Wim-
bledon winner but victor here only

once before, in 1967, won over her

longtime friend and former
doubles partner. Rosemary Casals

of San Francisco. 6-4, 7-6.

Billie .lean clinched the match
with an overhead smash, winning

the tie break in the second set 5-2.

Smith, an independent pro,

collected $20.000-a purse which he

said he will turn over to the U.S.

Lawn Tennis Association's Davis

Cup fund. Kodes collected $7.r>oo

Mrs King purse i*

$.").(KKI, plus $2,500 expense money,
while Rosemary collects $2,500,

plus expenses. Both champions
receive new cars.

The last time Americans won
both the men's and women's
singles in the same year was 1955

when Tony Trabert captured the

male title and Doris Hart the

women's crown.

Both Smith, a big, slugging type

of player, and Kodes, a clay court

specialist renowned for his

quickness and lightning reflexes,

were below the standard they set in

winning semi-final victories

Tuesday.
Kodes, was seeking to become

the first East European-a player

from behind the Iron Curtain-to

win this 90-year-old championship.

One of the world's great clay

court players, winner of the

French Open at Paris the last two

years and runner-up to Rod Laver

in the Italian Open at Rome, the 25-

year-old Czech acknowledged he

was lucky to go as far as he did.

"I only wanted to win one set off

Newcombe so I would not be

play well on grass. Tennis on grass

is a joke."

WMUA
Saturday at 12:30 p.m.

WMUA will begin its seasonal

coverage of UMass football

games at the University of

Maine. Marty Kelley will host

the pre-game show beginning at

12:30 followed by the game
broadcast at 12:45 with Ken
Best calling the action and
Kelley on color.

Tonight Best and Kelley will

have coach Dick and co-

captains Dennis Keating and
John Hulecki on "Warpath" at

7:110 p.m. to preview the coming
season and particularly the

Maine game
Tune in to WMUA. 91.1 fm on

your dial. The voice of the

Bedmen.
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Scanlon C.C. Head
By SUSAN STADNICKI

and
SIEVE SOSNICKI

The Student Union Governing

i SUC i Board approved the ap-

pointment of Gerald Scanlon to

director of the Campus Center-

Student Union Complex in a

meeting last night. Scanlon's

position is in effect only until the

si <; Board Task Force completes

its investigation of reorganization

of the Campus Center structure,

however.
In other business Boom to

Move's new ventilation system was

approved, a security task force for

the Campus Center was organized

and a site was proposed for the

fountain given to the Campus

Center as a gift from the class of

71

Scanlon had been appointed

during the summer, by the Ad-

ministration to fill the post vacated

by Daniel Fitzpatrick. The SUG
Hoard was not consulted con-

cerning I he appointment and

therefore rejected it. Vice Chan-

cellor for Administrative Services

Thomas Campion said that the

Administration, realizing its

mistake, asked that the board

consider the necessity of filling the

vacancy. After in-depth discussion

the hoard voted live to lour in favor

of Scanlon assuming the post.

Much emphasis was placed on

the fact that Scanlon would retain

his responsibilities as Director of

Student Activities while assuming

his role as the Director of the

Campus Center. This action was

taken by the Student Affairs Task

Force under Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Randolph Bromery

to alleviate the red tape involved in

solving problems at the Campus

Center
John Dunphy spoke on behalf of

Room to Move's attempts to gain a

new ventilation system for the

project. This was handled under

the emergency appropriation fund.

The cost of the project was

estimated between $1,500. and

$2,000. and the Board appropriated

$1,000 from the emergency fund.

The new ventilation system was

originally proposed because it was

designated as a health hazard. The

situation was created by recent

construction at the Center which

blocked off old ventilation ducts.

The new committee, entitled the

Security Task Force was brought

into effect because of the in-

numerable thefts in the Campus

Center and University Store.

Approximately eighty thousand

dollars worth of goods have been

stolen within the past year. The

committee will work to alleviate

this problem in the future.

The fountain donated by the

Class of 70 'the Green Monster)

was another item on the agenda.

Flans are being made to locate the

fountain outside the Coffee Shop in

the Campus Center. All costs of

moving the fountain will be

assumed by the Class of 1970 The

final decision on these plans will be

voted on at a future meeting.

At the time the MDC went to

press the topic of Space Allocation

was under discussion. Settlements

will be reported in a future

Collegian.

Weekend Magazine
See Centerfold

Maine Game Preview
See Back Page

Something's Cooking
See Centerfold

1)1'BATING LAST NIGHT whether or not to approve Gerry

Scanlon's appointment to the post of Director of the Campus (enter

Complex were SUG Board Secretins -Treasurer Itocky llodgeson

and President Bob Ninis. tapper left photo)
***

SCANLON HIM8KLF sat through the long meeting to rind

himself approved only until the BUG Board Task Forte finishes

Studying the Campus (enter structure, (upper right)
***

NOT ONLY SUG BOARD people rapped on the question of the

appointment, Student Activities advisor nil Cochratae and Vice

Chancellor Tom Campion were there too. (lower right)
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Committee Vetoes

Nixon's Pay Freeze

U.S. Supports Red China For UN

WASHINGTON (AP)-A
resolution vetoing President
Nixon's order for a six-month
delay in a $1.3 billion federal pay
raise cleared the House Civil

Service Committee Thursday on a
14-12 partyline vote.

In the first congressional vote on
any of the President's emergency
economic moves, all but two of the

committee's Democrats voted for

the veto resolution and only one
Republican voted against it.

Democratic Speaker Carl Albert

indicated he will support the veto

resolution unless Nixon imposes
the same wage guidelines for

federal workers as for private

workers after the current 90-day

freeze.

Republican Leader Gerald R.

Ford began a White House-backed

drive to override the veto

resolution in the House. Albert

said: "There has to be absolute

comparability' for public and
private workers."

The President's plan to postpone

a scheduled January pay raise for

federal employes until next July

would save $1.3 billion for the

biggest single item in the $5 billion

federal-spending cut part of his

economic package.

Congress has until Oct. 7 to veto

the President's action by vote of

either the House or Senate. There

has been no Senate action.

Rep. Jerome R. Waldie,

D—Calif., a sponsor of the veto

resolution, said he favors freezing

all wages beyond the present 90-

day period but opposes separate

action against federal employes.

"What we ought to do," he told

the committee, "is deny the

President's attempt to single out

the federal employe as the single

scapegoat."

But Rep. David N. Henderson,

D—N.C., one of the two committee

Democrats supporting the

President's federal pay delay said

he hoped it would "break the ice"

for a general holddown on pay

increases for private workers.

The only committee Republican

voting for the veto resolution was

Rep. Lawrence J. Hogan of

Maryland.

Kl(iK\K. Oregon -A rush-hour traffic snarl and considerable

damage to the Kerry Street Bridge in Eugene resulted Tuesday

morning when the top log on a log truck load hit the bridge's

superstructure, bashed beam shows where log hit first. Driver of the

truck, Loren Dean Cox, Sr., 26, of 249 S. 57th St.. Springfield, was
cited on a charge of carrying an overheight load.

SUNDAY
Budweiser happy hour
GIRLS POUR
THE BEER
25c Beers

OLDIES PLAYED
CONTINUOUSLY

3: 00 to 7: 00

®te fub

UNITED NATIONS, NY.
(AP)—The United States sought

support from its U.N. allies

Thursday for a revised resolution

that would give China's permanent

Security Council seat to Peking.

In Washington, President Nixon

said the United States will work to

keep Nationalist China in the

United Nations while voting for

Communist Chinese entry.

"We will vote for the adminission

of the People's Republic to the

United Nations, " Nixon said, "and

that would mean, of course, ob-

taining a Security Council seat."

The new draft of the two-Chinas

resolution- was presented in a

private meeting of 30 to 35 potential

sponsors at the U.S. mission at the

United Nations.

U.S. Ambassador George Bush

sought to line up support before

submitting the resolution to the

General Assembly early next

week.
Bush said further quiet

Sip flMaarlpiftrtti flailg (Mitotan
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diplomatic work is necessary

before the final form of the

proposal and its sponsorship are

determined. Other diplomats said

they did not expect any significant

change beyond the new clause on

the Security Council seat.

This addition had been under

study by the United States for

several weeks and was finally

written in under pressure from

Japan and other U.S. allies in the

United Nations.

The original U.S. proposal,

circulated to friendly countries

Aug. 2, simply called for the

seating of mainland China in the

United Nations while permitting

the Chinese Nationalists to remain.

The question of the Security

Council was left open.

Secretary of State William P.

Rogers said at a Sept. 3 news

conference, however, that in a

survey the United States had found

strong support for giving the seat

to Peking and that the idea was

being considered.

Most of the participants in the

private meeting Thursday mor-

ning were cautious about

discussing the question of spon-

sorship. Bush said those who at-

tended were divided into three

groups: those who agreed to be

sponsors, those who will support

the plan strongly without being

sponsors and those who came with

open minds to hear the U.S.

position.

Bush told newsmen he was en-

couraged by the discussions and

that the addition of the special

provision on the Security Council

seat had made "a big difference."

Bush is known to be concerned

by a growing movement of Peking

supporters to create a feeling

among delegates that the two-

Chinas-or "dual representation"

plan-has little or no chance to be

approved.

Faculty Senate Supports CCEBS
On April 29, 1971, the Faculty

Senate voted the following motion

:

"That the Faculty Senate endorse

the principle of financial support

by the faculty for the CCEBS
program, and recommend that

faculty and staff members pledge

$1.00 or more per week through

payroll deduction for one year
beginning September, 1971; the

proceeds to be awarded to the

CCEBS program for 1971-72 and
that the Rules Committee be given

responsibility for soliciting these

pledges."

Chancellor Oswald Tippo has

strongly encouraged support of

this program by the UMass faculty

and staff. On September 17 all

faculty and staff will receive with

their paycheck a pledge card on

which may be authorized a payroll

deduction beginning October 4,

1971.

UMass undergraduate students

have contributed $30,000 a year for

the last three years for this

program, which is designed to give

young people from minority and
low-income groups an opportunity

for a university education.

Belchertotvn Volunteers
The Belchertown Volunteer's

first bus this semester will leave at

12:45 from Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building Saturday,

extending its services each
Saturday from 1:00 P.M. to 3:30.

The Belchertown Volunteers is

an organization for those in-

terested in acting as counselors,

teachers, recreational therapists,

and friends to the residents of the

Belchertown State School.

For those taking part in the

program is the opportunity to fill

some of the many needs of the

residents and to become involved

in a community outside of the

confines of UMass, says a release

from the group. In addition, credit

for volunteering can be in-

dividually arranged with the
Education Department.
The Belchertown Volunteers look

forward to seeing old members and
to greeting many new ones. For
further information or ideas for the

coming year, call Judy at 546-8586.

Call MDC Hotline

5-2550

£222$:
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Wood Outlines

UMass Growth
By HUGHOWEN

Dr. Robert C. Wood,
President of the three UMass
campuses, addressed the first

Faculty Seriate meeting
yesterday, outlining plans for

future growth at UMass. He
also remarked upon the growth
of the faculty.

Wood said that as long as the

quantity and quality of student

enrollment increased, growth

was a must. He admitted that

the budget is increasing con-

siderably every year, but in

order to advance UMass as a

high ranking school these in-

creases were necessary.

Professor Larry Johnson,
director of the CCEBS
(Committee for the Continuing

Education of Black Students)

program, reported to the

faculty on the progress of the

program. He said that students

enrolled in CCEBS are doing

encouraging work in it. He also

noted that not only Blacks are

eligible for this program, but

American Indians, whites, and
Puerto Ricans as well.

Along with Chancellor
Oswald Tippo, Prof. Johnson
thanked the faculty for their

contributions to the CCEBS
Program. (See story page 2

At the conclusion to the

meeting it was made known
that Micheline Dufau was
resigning as secretary of the

Faculty Senate. Nominations

for a new secretary were

heard. Robert Wellman, School

of Education, and Professor

Max Wortman, School of

Management, were nominated

for the position. The faculty

voted, but at this writing the

outcome of that ballot is not

known.

THE LINE WAS ORDERLY for a while to see JOE last night at the S.U. then people thought that they

were selling tickets at the back door. If you stood in line early, you probably got your ticket last.

Discipline Board to

Change Internally
By ROBERT SCHEIER

The faculty-student makeup of

the University Discipline Board

may change in the future under

pressure from the Student Senate

to make it an all-student board.

The board-currently made up of

lour student and four faculty

members-may rule on any decision

made by the General Court of

Justice, which is the highest all-

student judiciary body on campus.

It must rule on any decision in-

volving the suspension or dismissal

of a student.

According to Jerry Moriarty, the

Chief Justice of the General Court

of Justice. "What the people in

student government don't like is

that students tried by the

University Discipline Board are

not being tried by their peers. Most

of the time, it doesn't make much
difference, but the eases where it

calls for empathizing with the

student or understanding what

motivates him. then the board

splits between the students and the

faculty."

Under the board's regulations,

the Dean of Students office may
request that a student's case in

effect come before the board

without going to the General Court

of Justice. "Then, the student is

simply not tried by his peers."

Moriarty added.

Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen appointed three new
student members-Mark Rosoff.

Janet Shephard and Edward
Kenwich to the board at the

Wednesday night Student Senate

meeting. "The only reason student

members were appointed this year

was because some eases are

coming up involving students being

suspended." Mortality added.

If the hoard lacked the two

faculty and two student member

quorum to rule on a student's case,

the Dean of Students' office could

suspend a student with no in-

terference.

Any changes in the board would

have to start in the Student Affairs

committee of the Senate and be

approved by the Faculty Senate.

How successful will the Senate

be in changing the board"' "That

depends on how they go about it,"

Moriarty said. "If they can come
up with something good as a

substitute, and the faculty-senate

can see their viewpoint they stand

a good chance."

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Bell's Pizza

Real and good and
rich and the price

is right.

II Iniversity Dr.

2M-MH1 —253-9051

Free Delivery
of Pizzas

Learn to Drive

AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6066

n|(n times

„w* *****

Cosmonvealth Ave

WORCESTER (EMMONS
Continuous Feeding

6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

BASIC FOODS
'.10:30 - 6:30

NUNCHY'S
10 to 10 p.m.

. CATALYST
B a.m. to 12 p.m.

Stookbridge Rd.

FRANKLIN COMMONS
Continuous Feeding
10:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.

HAMPSHIRE COMMONS '

Continuous feeding
6:30 to 6:30

University Dr

BERKSHIRE COMMONS
Continuous feeding

10:30 to 7:00 p

HAMPDEN COMMONS]

•BASIC FOODS 10:30 to 7:00 p.m.

•Huncfiy'i 10:00 to 10:00 p.m.

.The Place 10:00 a.m. to mldnlta

.lit**
Places 8:00 a.m. to 2 a.m.

*>„ rsfsr #eHf040S*/rmf
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In The Nation And The World
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Draft
WASHINGTON (AP)—President

Nixon put pressure on Congress

Thursday to pass military draft

legislation, which is scheduled for

a Senate vote Friday.

The bill combining a two-year

extension of draft authority and a

$:>.4 billion pay raise for military

personnel has been passed by the

House but stalled in the Senate.

Vietnam war critics and senators

opposed to any draft law say they

will fight it.

If Congress fails to continue the

draft authority, which expired last

June 30, Nixon said the result

would make the United States "the

second strongest nation in the

world with all the implications that

has."

Nixon said at a news conference

that scuttling of the draft

legislation would jeopardize in-

ternational negotiations in which

the United States hopes to reduce

East-West armaments on a basis of

mutual agreement.
At the Capitol, Sen. Gordon

Allot t, R-Colo.. told the Senate

that the President has agreed to

support separate legislation to

boost the pay of servicemen in the

lowest grades more than the bill

Rockefeller Admits Gunfire
Cause of Hostages' Deaths

„ . . ~. m« r^T^li _r rlicr<l«-ici ntJ fhnt t hp IlinP

ATTICA, NY. (AP)—

A

pathologist was quoted as saying

Thursday that new autopsies

confirmed that nine hostages were
shot to death when state forces

stormed Attica prison. The nine

were among 42 victims of a four-

day riot by inmates.

"I think that the hostages who
died were caught in a cross fire,"

Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller told

newsmen.
The State Corrections Depart-

ment has said the rioting convicts

had no guns in their possession.

Nevertheless, Deputy Atty. Gen.

Robert E. Fischer, heading the

state's official investigation of the

riot, maintained during the day:

"That question is by no means
settled."

Fischer also claimed the new
autopsies of the hostage victims

had not been completed, although

the New York Post quoted Dr.

Michael Baden, acting chief

medical examiner of New York
City as saying: "The deaths had
been properly reported as

shootings."
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Baden and Dr. Henry Siegel of

Westchester County were called to

the prison in an attempt to verify

once and for all the cause of the

deaths.

During the day, radical lawyer

William Kunstler was accused of

inflaming the inmate rioters

during touch-and-go peace talks

prior to the bloody assault on At-

tica by state forces.

David Anderson, a black leader

from Rochester, N.Y., was quoted

as saying that Kunstler urged the

1,200 rioters to hold out for total

amnesty, and that this resulted in

"inflaming the tone of

negotiations."

Kunstler denied the allegation.

The two men served on a com-
mittee of outsiders requested by

the rioters as negotiators for the

release of 38 hostages-prison

guards and other employes. The
peace talks foundered on the

amnesty issue, and the storming of

the prison ensued on Monday.
In Albany. Rockefeller said that

by Sunday night "it was already

understood that if the negotiations

failed, we would have to take ac-

tion."

The National Guard had been

alerted and Corrections Com-
missioner Russell G. Oswald given

clearance to use force. Rockefeller

said as he met with state

legislators to discuss the riot.

The four-day riot left the two-

score dead-nine of them hostages

shot to death when 1,000 policemen

and National Guardsmen made the

all-out attack Monday on the rebel

prisoners with tear gas. shotguns

and rifles.

Before the riot, Attica's -prison

population was 2,254 with 85 per

cent black or Puerto Rican.

originally, the deaths of the

hostages were attributed to inmate

executioners, who were said to

have slashed the victims' throats.

But local autopsies disproved that.
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disclosing that the nine deaths

were caused by gunfire.

Then on Wednesday, the issue

appeared in doubt again. A local

undertaker signed a sworn

statement that he was unable to

find any visible bullet wound on the

body of one of the nine, guard

Richard Lewis.

However, Baden and Siegel

performed second autopsies.

Regarding the bullet hole on

Lewis, Dr. Baden, was quoted: "I

did a complete reautopsy on Mr.

Lewis and we found it to the

satisfaction of everyone."

Oswald conceded the rioters had

no guns and therefore the

assumption was that the nine

hostages were shot by state

troopers, perhaps while being used

as shields by the rioters.

provides.

This dimmed the chances for

passage of a motion to table the

draft legislation, which Sen. Mike

Mansfield. D-Mont.. said that he

will offer Friday.

A key issue is an amendment

sponsored by Mansfield calling for

withdrawal of all U.S. troops in

Indochina in nine months, provided

U.S. prisoners of war are released.

Senate House conferees watered

this down to call for an end to U.S.

military operations in Indochina at

the earliest practicable date.

Atlott said he will offer an

amendment to the military

procurement bill, slated to be

brought up in the Senate after the

draft legislation, to add some $300

million to pay raises for ser-

vicemen, in addition to the in-

creases in the draft bill.

Meanwhile, Army officials

reported that less than one fifth of

their recent "true volunteers"

scored high in intelligence aptitude

tests, leading them to doubt that

the United States can field a

quality all volunteer force.

Army officials said it will take

more than pay increases to attract

men equipped to handle today's

complex military gear. These
officials distinguish between "true

volunteers" and those who
volunteer under the threat of being

drafted in order to get a good

assignment.

The Army said little more than

18 per cent of 9,600 "true volun-

teers" tested in July scored in the

top two sections, ranging from 65 to

100 per cent. This meant that more

than 81 percent landed in the lower

two categories, with 36.3 per cent

at the bottom with scores ranging

from 10 to 30 per cent.
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Edith Hits Louisiana

Damage But No Injuries
NEW ORLEANS ' (AP)-

Hurricane Edith ripped across

Louisiana Thursday, scattering
tornadoes in her path and causing

widespread damage but ap-

parently no serious injuries.

The Red Cross reported 15,000

persons rode out the storm in 80

public shelters set up in inland

cities and towns between Lake
Charles and Morgan City, about

100 miles away.
Her overland passage toward

Mississippi slowly drained the

violence from her winds, which
were up to 100 miles per hour when
she raged ashore from the Gulf of

Mexico about 20 miles east of

Cameron, La.

Twisters struck at numerous
points along Louisiana's broad
storm lane, including one that did

extensive damage to two Baton
Rouge parochial schools where
classes were in session.

A teacher at St. Thomas More
Catholic School in Baton Rouge
said seven pupuls were hit by
flying glass.

Civil Defense spokesmen said

Edith's damage, though
widespread, apparently was
relatively minor. There were no

reports of serious injuries.

Rains ranging up to five inches

caused temporary street floods in

several Louisiana cities, including

New Orleans, and posed the

prospect of more serious flood

problems later.

The National Weather Service

said that 6:00 p.m. EDT the

storm's center was located in

central Mississippi, about 85 miles

southwest of Meridian. Maximum
sustained winds were estimated at

55 m.p.h. in squalls near the

center.

The service predicted heavy

rains in the path of Edith as she

moved across central Mississippi

into central and north Alabama
and north Georgia.

The weather service cautioned

that Edith would pose a serious

threat of flooding during a 24-hour

period over the Appalachian region

from western Pennsylvania south-

ward, including eastern Ohio.

Besides those weathering the

storm in the public shelters in 10

parishes counties, thousands more
who fled inland stayed at hotels

and motels or with friends and
relatives.

In southwestern Louisiana,
families who had spent the night in

shelters in cities 20 to 30 miles

inland were headed back to their

coastal-area homes to inspect the

damage.
In most cases, it was less than

had been feared.

Civil Defense officials at

Cameron, where Hurricane
Audrey's high tides drowned 390

people in 1957, said about the only

problem was disruption in electric

power and telephone service.

Coalition Forming To Help

Prisoners At Center
A coalition is forming to meet the needs of ap-

proximately 50 teenagers held for a variety of reasons

at the Westfield Detention Center. This fathering of

bodies is in response to a plea made by Larry Dye of

the detention center at the Attica teach-in. Dye briefly

described the need as one where kids are locked up
with literally nothing to do.

A meeting for the establishment of this group will be

held in room 917 of the Campus Center on Monday at

7:30 P.M. This will be a general organizational and

rap session on what can be done and with what
resources. Staff members and summer volunteers

from the detention center are expected to attend to

give some practical advice to this newly forming

group.

After the teach-in on Attica, Dye described to a

small group of students the general atmosphere of the

Westfield Detention Center and what changes it is

going through. He said that, "in the past correction

officials only dealt with a kid's reactions to a problem

and never with the problem itself." For a kid in

trouble this usually meant being locked up for things

as minor as running away or as major as being busted

for drugs.

Students were also told of the type of volunteer work

that would be desirable to help the kids at the

detention center. Any type of program will more or

less reflect the interest of the kids at the Westfield

Detention Center.

Anyone interested in working at the detention center

should keep this in mind. Most of the kids will want to

participate in activities that will take them ouside the

detention center. Of course there will be a need for

programs inside the building while it was also

stressed that some kids will want to continue their

education and will want tutoring.

The critical factor in this developing program will

be financial support. Dye stated that the Westfield

Detention Center is a state institution with very little

in the way of resources. He said that "for educational

supplies the detention center is allocated only $100 for

the entire year." So it appears that this newly forming

group will have for its first priority a search for funds

to support any volunteer activity by students in the

detention center.

Students are urged to attend the meeting to be held

Monday to get a program going at the detention

center. However, they should keep in mind the nature

of the program and the kids there. They are often

mature beyond their age and quick to see through any

pretense or false face put forth by a volunteer. If a

student wants to work with juvenile delinquents he
"

( iad better be firm in his commitment and willing to

work seriously at it," according to the committee.

My Lai Witness Admits

Signing False Statement
FT. MEADE, Md. AP - A

prosecution witness admitted
Thursday that less than a month
after he told Col. Oran Henderson

of civilian deaths despite no enemy
contact at My Lai, he signed a false

statement saying there had been a

heavy fire fight at the Vietnamese
village.

The admission by Lt. Col.

Frederic W. Watke, who com-

manded a helicopter company
supporting the March 16, 1968

assault, came during cross-

examination at Henderson's court-

martial on charges he failed to

properly probe or report

allegations of atrocities at My Lai.

Watke told the military court

Wednesday that two days after My
Lai, he informed Henderson of

atrocity reports brought back by

pilots and that Henderson was

ordered to investigate these
allegations.

Watke testified under
prosecution questioning and
reiterated Thursday to the defense

that he had no indication March 16

there had been any engagement
with the enemy at My Lai.

Henry B. Rothblatt, Henderson's

civilian attorney, then asked the

witness whether he signed a report

April 10, 1968, asserting "that

friendly and hostile forces engaged
in a heavy fire fight" during the

My Lai assault by Charlie Com-
pany.

A. I probably did so.

Q. Which statement was correct?

A. That there was no contested

action.

Q. Then you made a deliberate

false statement.

A. Yes sir.

One of the more important awards at the Miss America contest

was the "Neat as a Pin" award. Here the recipients. Selma (iood-

body and I'atty Paterson. both of Sioux Falls Montana, are shown

rejoicing at news. 3======

Desperado Killed by Feds
MARIETTA, Ga. (AP)-A

desperado who held a small-town

banker, his wife and two teenage

daughters hostage for two days

was shot and killed Thursday as

FBI agents stormed a motel room
here. Two FBI agents were
wounded, one critically.

Dead is Marvin Grisson of

McDougal, Ark., who identified

himself to officers before he died in

a hospital.

The FBI said he was wanted in a

similar incident May 23 at Ash

Flat, Ark. A bank there was forced

to give up $25,000.

Police here are searching for a

second man.
T. R. Smith, president of the

Concord Banking Co., of Concord,

Ga., and the members of his family

were taken at gunpoint Tuesday
night. They were held until they

were freed by the FBI assault on

an abductor shortly before dawn
Thursday.

Officers said Smith was released

by his abductor temporarily to

return to Concord Wednesday
because he was supposed to meet
auditors there. Normally the bank

is closed Wednesday and a time

lock on the vault is set to open it

Thursday morning.

The auditors got the story of the

abduction from him, and the FBI
was notified.
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Like Human Beings

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER, 17, 1971 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Well, no sooner had the last body been dragged out

of Attica State Prison than the politically ™,ragea

began to make propaganda out of it, and the estabiisn-

ment began to make excuses for it.

With what appeared to be little regard for the actual

lives of the men involved, these pigs began to make a

farce out of the deaths.

There were 42 dead men, not 33 or 38 or 9, but 42. is

that so goddamn hard to comprehend? These were

people, not brothers, or animals, or whatever form oi

bullshit that a group is pushing at the moment, but 42

individual lives.

Lust weekend one of the prisoners summed it up

perfectly, -All we want is to be treated like human

beings."

That's not such an ourtageous request. But un-

fortunately even in death somebody will use them as

"A product

That's not such an outrageou

That's not such an outrageous request. But un-

fortunately even in death somebody will use them as

"a product of Capitalism." or "the result of Com-

munism." But never as the pawns of some groups

political ambition.

For too long our prisons have been run with little

more than medieval efficiency. A man who has

A Piece Of
The Action

The subject of voting has been discussed frequently in

these pages both with respect to registration and voting

choices. So what we are about to say will present nothing

totally new to anyone, we hope, but will perhaps serve to

reinforce some points which could use emphasis.

The primary reason for the especially strong interest in

the student voter in the Amherst area is simple. Almost

nowhere else in the country does a similar relationship of

student population to townspeople exist and therefore, the

actions of students in this area will be looked upon

nationally as a good indication of student behavior on the

whole.
To emphasize this point, one national television network

has already made arrangements for a visit here in the

near future to start work on a piece concerning voter

registration in Amherst.
For these reasons, it is imperative that students in the

Five College area register to vote. Plans are now being

drawn up for a voter registration drive which will induce

the Amherst Board of Registrars to send a mobile

registration unit to campus, something they have refused

to do so far. The only way this can be accomplished is for

students to demonstrate their desire to register in large

enough numbers so that the established registration points

will not be able to handle the increase.

Further investigation is being carried on by Attorney

Howland, among others, to see if the process of registering

can be simplified as much as possible, thus reducing the

problems for students as well as expediting the entire

procedure. All of this is being done in light of Attorney

General Quinn's recent ruling that students can not be

required to provide any information or be under any

burden of proof which is not expected from other voters.

The registration drive will be getting under way very

shortly and will need the full support of the Five College

population. Students, it seems, are continually damning a

bureaucratic system of government which provides them

with so small a piece of the action. The Attorney General

has, in a sense, thrown the system right into our lap with

strong local, as well as national, implications, riding with

the outcome. We had better make the best of this op-

portunity for it may not come our way again.

committed a crime is taken and locked away from

society He is denied the very necessities he needs to

gel back into society. He is denied the help that might

help him back. He is denied his family. And when he is

finally released, he is denied his dignity.

\nd what of the killings, the murders to be exact

How do you justify the loosening of a gang of police on

a group of caged men, criminals, but still men?

What did the state officials think these men were

^oing to do. scale the walls? Couldn't they have

starved them into submission? Perhaps they were

afraid of something more.

One of the hardest things to accept is the fact that

so-called civilized and rational men. who claim to be

on the side of justice, are making excuses, have

denied even the manner of death, and when

discovered are making excuses.

Was Rocky and his raccoons so terrified by a group

of locked up men? Did he really seriously consider the

possibility of them leaving the nation? Was he so

thoroughly frightened by the outrage that in a panic he

even ordered the killing of his own men? And whoever

told those men that political prisoners must stand on

the same ground and occupy the same circle as the

men who ordered the 42 to their deaths.

Rockefeller is a pig, and so is Kuntsler.

By RUSSELLBAKER
WASHINGTON-Kenneth Clark,

the psychologist, said the other day

that it might save the world from a

big explosion if its most powerful

leaders had to make a sort of peace

pill, which would be designed to

keep the natural aggressive in-

stincts of these hyper-aggressive

men subdued by chemical action.

This is a very bad idea. If we
assume that the leaders have all

agreed to take the peace pill

regularly, we can see what evil

consequences will almost

inevitably result.

First, the agreement— "pill

pact," the papers will call it—will

have to provide for inspection. If

President Nixon. Leonid Brezhnev

and Mao Tse-tung all agree to take

one pill a day. each leader will

insist on firm assurances that the

other two are going through with

the agreement.

LET I'S SAY that President

Nixon has to take his pill today at

noon. Does anybody think that

Brezhnev and Mao are going to be

satisfied when the phone rings at

12:01 p.m. and a voice says,

"gentlemen, this is President

Nixon, and I am calling to inform

you that, in accordance with the

treaty, I have just taken my 12

o'clock pill?"

Far from likely. Brezhnev will

naturally suspect that President

Nixon has not taken anything at

all, that he may in fact have drunk

two cups of coffee to increase his

nervousness.

"Aren't you going to take your

peace pill, Leonid?'' Mrs.
Brezhnev will ask.

"Why should I risk feeling

unaggressive when that

Washington imperialist may at this

very moment be turning himself

into an aggressive nervous wreck
with a third cup of coffee?" the

After The Pill Pact
...... *^ ' - -*— ,>f ill Riiocta will nrohahlv literatureleader of all Kussia will probably

reply.

IN ANY CASK, inspection will be

necessary from the outset. Both

Moscow and Peking will have

inspectors at the White House to

make sure that President Nixon

takes his pill, and the United States

will also have inspectors watching

Brezhnev and Mao
After awhile President Nixon's

inspectors— let us call them Sergei

and Wong will probably become

fairly friendly with him You can't

have two men watching you pop

pills every day of your life without

eventually developing some sense

of camaraderie with them.

At first, of course, everything

will be very official. Before

President Nixon takes his pill, he

will hand it to Wong, so that Wong
can see that it is a genuine peace

pill and not just an aspirin tablet.

Then Wong w ill pass it on to Sergei,

who will inspect it and hand it to

the President.

After awhile, light banter will

inevitably begin to enliven these

dull official pill-takings. "Well,

Wong," the President may say,

"How do you like American food?"

Prompting Wong to reply, "Fine,

Mr. President, except that you

don't get hungry again for several

hours after you eat it?"

"READ ANY (iOOI) books
lately?" the President will ask
Sergei. "I am rereading 'Heroes of

the Red Army,' Mr. President."

And the President will reply,

"Personally, I prefer Red Smith."

Sergei's report to Moscow will

suggest that the Chinese and
Americans may be working in

concert to sneak Nixon and Mao off

the peace pill. This is suggested by
the fact that President Nixon has
been giving Wong great straight

lines for his jokes while, at the

same time, disparaging Soviet

literature.

Brezhnev will have to be on his

guard now so as not to be caught

zonked out on a peace pill and

smiling happily if the Chinese and

Americans try to clobber the

Soviet Union one afternoon im-

mediately after pill time.

TilK SITUATION, in short, is

becoming fatal to mankind
President Nixon innocently makes

it catastrophic one day by telling

Sergei and Wong that the peace pill

has been causing him gastric-

distress due to stomach-gas for-

mation lately.

If it is all right with Wong and

Sergei, he said, he would hereafter

like to take his pill ground up in a

glass of Orange Juice.

•Orange Juice!" the com-

mander of the Red Army replies to

Brezhnev. "We've never tested the

pill in Orange Juice. But we know

that it doesn't work if ground up in

Borscht."

"YOU MAY TAKE the pill in

Orange Juice." Sergei tells the

President next day. "on the un-

derstanding that the first secretary

will henceforth take his pill in

Borscht."

Next night the CIA. notifies the

White House that Leonid Brezhnev

has just wrestled a bear in the

Kremlin gymnasium and pinned il

in two consecutive falls. At mid

night the President goes on the

Johnny Carson Show to announce

that the United States is

unilaterally abrogating the treaty.

And in faraway Peking Chair-

man Mao is writing a thought he

has had during the soup course at

dinner. "Psychology is worth more

to the leader of people than a

carnation in his lapel, but a

psychologist is like the barrel of a

gun
"

(Reprinted from the Boston

Herald Traveler-9/16)

tfrp

T. David Barrett

What Seems Listless

1

It's Heaven's eyes through which we seek

to scape this earthy Hell.

A murky film doth bliterate all sense

of Purgatory's peek.

Bedevilment's upon us now, enclosing deeds

round bout a fence.

Steal a glance with closured eyes as ears

speak words of greed.

Shudder Heath the burd' of life, for it is Hell

through all your years.

Hope that later all there is is Heaven's willy

smell

Keek destruction, and watch our days

grown chilly.

I'ool yourself, and play the game
that's played each hour pon hour.

Begod the red-eyed fiend of Love,

when Hate's her maiden name.
Stumble o'er the trickless fate, it's sin

to stand above.

Traipse along the shore o' Heaven;

not til you die you'll swim.

The world's a bowi becatching rain,

the dead they out are driven.

Besplashing o'er the edge of Hell,

a Godly dish they gain.

The ecstasy they once bethought,

they now, in joy, bedwell.

Lilly-pads, so listless green, floating by
on listless streams...

To listless ponds of stagnant dreams.
where shadows fall from evergreens.

Beds of pine upon the shore
lie listlessly unlike before...

Listless, on the forest floor,

laughing in the breeze no more.

Listless, splashing drops of rain

pelt each leaf with drenching pain...

Lilly-white's own lilly-green is

hull-frog's throne upon the stream.

Nemesis to Huck Finn's line;

brook-trout's underwater Zion...

Eden, in a sea sublime,
where life is listless all the time.

Like a colony of plants-

listless, floating, flower stamps...
Answers to a thousand can'ts

to a thousand sailor-ants.

Lilly-pads, on listless streams;
Listless ponds, and evergreens...
Listless rain, and listless trees;

Life's a lovely, listless dream.

Letters To The Editor

Wheelings, Dealings And Idiosyncracies

To the Editoi :

Well, that first critical week is over and most of the

class of '75 is pretty well straight on most of the basic

runnings of this institution. Now all there is to learn

are the ways, wheelings, dealings, and idiosyncrasies

of the not so generalized University and society (with

a little schooling thrown in). But as I said, the big

scares, worries, and confusions are over for most.

However, reflecting back it seems to me that few

were conscious of the freshman position (other than

freshman) in that "more than hot hell." Most up-

perclassmen. strangely feeling no empathy, treated

questions in an .offhand manner feeling none oi the

unsurity of those asking them. CASIAC tried to get

themselves through to anyone who might need them,

but being placed in that obscure room next to that

unnecessary ID line just didn't make the grade. And

that circus on Add-Drop day was a critics delight, not

to mention what it was for a lot of us. Thus for the

newcomer here all this bureaucratic running around

had a rather demoralizing effect.

But my main objection is an irrational one I m
afraid It has to do with seeing one's name on a

computer card, and waiting in long lines like un-

thinking sheep, and being asked what your number is

before your name (The argument, of course, is that in

order to accommodate such multitudes, such treat-

Society's Penalty

To the Editor.

The American societv sets a standard which people

must at least meet to be allowed to be "free" as we

now know it. Others, whether incapable of attaining

this standard or unwilling to adhere to the standards

must pay society's penalty -institutionalization. This

situation exists* only ten miles from the UMass

campus, under the guise of Belchertown State School.

Belchtrtown State School is an institution for the

mentally retarded. These people, whose ages range

approximately between four and ninety, ask us.

outsiders as we are known to them, to help them learn

some of the skills they need to be dismissed from the

school A group of volunteer people, from the live

college area, known as the Boltwood program try to

help the residents gain some of the required skills or

at least bring a little happiness to their situations by

working in programs organized by ten Boltwood

program coordinators. ^
These programs require people to make them a

possibility. As trite as it may sound we need you o

help us help them Anyone interested or that has any

questions is invited to discuss it with a Boltwood co-

ordinator Monday night. September 20. at /:30.

MEETING PLACES

Orchard Hill & Central Emily Dickinson lounge

Southwest 19th floor lounge of John Adams

N«u-tneast & Quad Thatcher Basemen

If for some reason you cant make the meeting but

are interested or have a question, please call Willy.

O'Rilev or PH. at 25G-H815.
• Kd Koppelman

ments are a necessity).

But again returning to the Freshman's first week

situation, consider how he (she) must feel towards

this mountain of impersonalization. In that confused

position the only thing to do (and the same is true for

all) is to blindly put faith in, follow, and accept this

dehumanization as the only way out of the insecurity

brought about by the confusion, thus more deeply

ingraining us with the acceptance of a computerized

and impersonal society. And there is no alternative I

am aware of other than leaving.

Thus I can see this treatment of getting into a higher

education tas well as many aspects of day to day

living) as just another step downwards away from the

true humanistic potentials in all of us.

Tom Fisher

Editorial Points

Honest Debate
To the Editor:

I would like to respond to the inaccuracies and

misunderstandings in regard to the ACTION program

evident in the letter from Keougham and Dewsnap in

Wednesday's Collegian.

There has been confusion and uncertainty in recent

days concerning the participation of the Sociology

Department. But the Sociology Department is par-

ticipating in the program: Sociology majors are

among the 50 volunteers, Professor Wilkinson and

other members of the Department have devoted

hundreds of hours over the last five weeks trying to

help make a quicklv conceived program work more

effectively; sociologists on the faculty, as well as

other social and behavioral scientists, have spent

considerable effort on a special course that would

serve the academic needs of students in the program.

Honest differences have existed and do exist over

the appropriate integration of academic and held

experiences in a program like ACTION. Few of us

believe that we have reached anything approaching

an ideal arrangement. But we do hope that the AC-

TION experiment will prove a base to explore more

effective fusions of academic and field experience in

the future.
,

-

This is the time for honest debate over more ef-

fective undergraduate programs and not for misin-

formed swipes.
Robert L. Woodbury

Associate Provost for

Special Programs

\s in previous years the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor. The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length All letters must be signed and the author s

address and telephone numbers must be included

No letter will be published without this information^

Also no letters will be printed without the name of

the author Please note this change in policy.

\ll letters are subject to editing either for content

or space according to the judgment of the editors.

fclso due to space limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed ^^^

Judging by the line of people to

buy tickets for "JOE" last night,

the semester really hasn't

started yet.
* * * *

One might think that the Book

Store is subsidized by student

funds the way it gets assign-

ments cancelled because books

aren't in.

* * * *

Football may be a great game
but a seven hour trip to see the

Maine Black Bears play

somehow diminishes one's

UMass spirit.
* * * *

Was Roberta Flack really on

campus yesterday'.'
* * * *

One student recently reported

that the only thing 'new" about

the Food Services is that they

now serve hamburgers for

supper.
* * * *

Today marks the return of the

ravaging writer of irrelevant

rhymes, the rambling Redman
himself, Metawampe. If he

seems a bit wasted after a year's

hibernation, he probably is. So

may be the space he takes up.
* * * *

This place is so big that people

don't graduate, you just don't

see them around anymore.
* * * *

One girl recently complained

that she was not allowed to bring

her pocketbook with her into the

book store. The way the book

store runs things, we're not sure

whether they're afraid of

smuggling books out or in.

* * * *

Booklists usually have more

baik than bite.
* * * *

Collegian staffers are like old

soldiers They never die, they

just seem to fade away.
* * * *

Van Meter may have great

parties, but they've got a lousy

sense of humor

L

Van Meter Swings
T
°hSJ coSou possibly say that our party at Van Meter Saturday was

u a burls' gathering'' Weren't you there" Or were you too lazy to get up

55ThilP^eVfiw hundred people, mostly males, were not. In fact we

I rls were so outnumbered that an urgent call for reinforcements^went

U ouehout the dorm. A great time was had by all. including those who

Sined privately! '"The Nunnery" has been liberated far longer

TtnTis^VesWnetWe press." how can you print such a lie" I suggest a

thorough reviewmg of your editorial department, since it seems that at

ea tone ,nts members is still unable to distinguish between the sexes.

VAN METER SWINGS!
Susan Eigen

Good And Bad
lo the Editor:

You will be pleased to learn of

the wide readership, which the

Collegian has. Following your

story on the Ombudsman Tuesday

1 had a steady stream of students

seeking mv services in connection

with problems which might seem

minor to some people but were not

to them, and many of these,

happily. I was able to resolve.

In passing, I would like to call

your attention to a couple of errors

in the writing of the story of the

football team Early in the story

the writer used 'beseeched' in-

stead of "besieged" and toward the

end he used "lied" instead of

•lay." I am liberal in my views on

grammar and usage, holding that

correctness is a matter of con

vention and not of rules. But too

great a departure from correct

ness is likely to shock and an

(agonize the reader, and discredit,

in his mind, both the writer and the

publication It would seem that, if

possible, the ( 'ottegian should have

somebody give a competent and

careful reading to the copy before

it goes to the printer.

I continue to like the general

content of the Collegian.

I IKuo i ill Barnard

White Chariot

To the editor: . .. i„.*»„..c nf

1 am writing to correct the errors in the letters of

Messrs Keoughan and Dewsnap ( "ACTION Gets The

Lance", which appeared September 16 No decision

has been made to deny participation in theACITON

program to Sociology majors. In fact, five open ngs in

he program .rather than the two originally allocated

to the Sociology Department, are now filled by

Sociology majors: Judith Gringorten who is at

.U. c eftowo slate Hospital. Bruce She shick w

Worcester youth center. Bob Doane with the Urban

League in Springfield, and Michael Gaffneya^d

Claudia Conte with Legal Services in Holy^These

students are participating in a join
t

Sot lal and

Behavioral Sciences Seminar planned[with the par

hcipation of the Sociology staff. Member^ »he Je
Socmlogv faculty are now working «MlttMMACTTOM

appointees in setting up independent** «nd special

problems courses paralleling their agency actives.

AH of mil information was easily avaitabte^Wess^

Keoughan and Dewsnap through Vice^rweUor

Woodbury's office. Associate Dean ^^Wnl^ofc
*/i«ccrc KpouOhan and Dewsnap ou

an "ivory tower

T.O.Wilkinson
Chairman

Dept. of Sociology
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Room To Move
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Go Ask Alice
Hidden in that obscure corner

across the hall trom the human
post office (as opposed to the

machine post office) in the old

Student Union, you will discover

Room To Move, the campus drug

and otherwise drop-in center. Our
summer was spent in the cool airy

basement of Wheeler House, where

we attempted to serve the needs of

UMass.'s sparse summer
population, so moving back to our

original home in the Student Union

(where it's neither cool nor airy,

though basement-like) was
somewhat of a drag. But we
cleaned, fumigated, painted

everything a happy yellow, and

now are open on a 24 hour basis to

be people to people.

Our most important function has

been and still is crisis intervention.

Our staff is familiar with

psychedelic trauma and we have

had the training enabling us to

"talk down" or "work through"

unpleasant psychedelic ex-

periences with persons who call

Room To Move for this reason. We
are also in the process of gaining

and developing our skills in dealing

with heroin, and some of the other

body drugs.

In the Center there are many
informative and educational ar-

ticles available covering many
areas involving drugs; also,

workshops are available to any
group, dorm, fraternity or sorority

that may be interested in learning

about a particular aspect of drugs

and/or drug counselling.

Room To Move can provide

referrals to appropriate people or

agencies if a student requires such

information. Our effective, albeit

slow-moving drug analysis ser-

vice, which was so popular last

year, is not yet put together for this

fall, though we hope to have it in

operation shortly.

There is one thing that is giving

us some concern -our "night en-

trance." The Student Union is

closed at night and we have one

door that is left open for us, but we
have the feeling that it's pretty

hard to find unless you already

know where it it. As you face the

Student Union with Machmer Hall

behind you, our secret night en-

trance is over to the left. It is the

door at the bottom of Alice in

Wonderland. Well we hope the

secret entrance is no longer secret-

bring a teacup.

Room To Move exists for people.

Whether or not you have a

problem, and if you have a

problem -no matter what it is -

please feel free to drop in: To visit,

talk, read, play. We're people, too!

Berrigan Tapes Today
A coffee hour sponsored by the

United Christian Foundation today

at 1 :30 will feature the playing of a

tape recorded by Father Daniel

Berrigan while he was un-

derground to avoid arrest for

burning draft files in Catonsville,

Maryland. The coffee hour will be

held in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union.

Father Berrigan, who has also

been accused by the FBI of being

involved in a plot to blow up

Washington's power system and to

kidnap Henry Kissinger, has been

an outspoken opponent to the war

against Vietnam and to the draft.

As part of the Catonsville Nine, he

napalmed draft files to protest the

burning of children in Vietnam.

Berrigan's arrest order was

issued after he had agreed to

deliver a sermon at Smith College

about a year ago. Unable to keep

the engagement out of fear of

capture, he made a tape of his

sermon instead. In it, he discusses

the need for civil disobedience as

demanded by Christian theology

and the example of Jesus Christ.

He also discusses his feelings about

being forced to go underground,

and the irony of being a hunted

man because he protested the

taking of human life.

The tape, which criticizes

society's callousness toward
human life, has added importance

in view of the recent massacre at

Attica State Prison in New York,

claim UCF representatives.

Berrigan's thoughts point out

possible responses to the con-

tinuing war against Vietnam and to

Attica, they said.

A discussion will follow the

playing of the tape. The tape itself

will be replayed at 2:45 for those

who were unable, to come for the

beginning of the coffee hour. Free

coffee will be served.

Bouffard New Att'y Gen'l
In an attempt to make the

student court system on campus a

more viable and accessible

organization, the Student Senate

has created a new position of At-

torney General.

The position was filled at this

week's meeting of the Senate by

appointment of Henry Bouffard,

past senator from Dickinson.

The duties of the Attorney

General are to advise and assist

any students concerned with the

student judicial process by

providing counsel on preparing

and arguing cases in the student

judiciaries and doing, as Bouffard

stated, "whatever. in my
judgement, is necessary to

guarantee the rights of students

under the Student Government
Associations Constitution.

Bouffard commented that he

plans to make his office one of the

busiest on campus. He stressed

that he will actively pursue

prosecution of violations of

students rights. He said that he

planned especially on aiming his

efforts towards persons who are

defacing property on campus

thereby directly raising the cost of

attending this University.

At the moment the Attorney

General has two assistants

working with him and feels that a

need exists for at least twenty

more students who would be

willing to prosecute cases. He is

setting up training sessions with

several law professors and with

General Council Richard Howland

to train any student interested in

helping. Bouffard urges all in-

terested students to fill out an

application at the Student Senate

office in the Campus Center.

FOR RENT
SMALL REFRIGERATORS

PORTABLE TV'S
at

Taylor
Rental Center

Pleasant St.

Northampton
584-5072

Package Price

Water Beds
Special Frames
BED SPREADS
for Water Beds

&
Reg. Beds

A Head of Time
360 College St.

Rte. 9

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

Everyone's Favorite Jeweler
J

with

SPECIALS
like

4 piece Stainless Hostess Set

ONLYS4.95

3 niece Silver Plated Suqar, Creamer 8. Tray

ONLY $10.99

31 South Pleasant St. Amherst

I GOT ROOM TO MOVK-lf the four walls of your room start to

close in on you then get on down to Kooni To Move. Located across

from the SI post office, Kooni To Move is open 24 hours a day.

Besides offering a drug analysis service. Kooni To Move staff can

help out if the acids get you too uptight. It's a Peoples Place. (Photo

hv (iib Kullerton)

Education Through Involvement

NES Tutoring Needs Volunteers

to Tutor in Springfield

If interested in tutoring in economically deprived areas

of Springfield attend either of these meetings.

this Sunday Sept 19 at 7:30 p.m.

Elementary Age Tutors

in Mahar Auditorium

Secondary Age Tutors

in SBA 120

RELIGIONS SERVICES AT HILLEL

Every Friday Evening at 7: 30 p.m. (except vacation periods)

and every Saturday morning at 10: 00 a.m. in the Hillel Room.

ROSH HASHANAH
Sunday, September 19th at 7: 00 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

Monday, September 20th at 9: 30 a.m. and 7: 00 p.m
7

campus Center Auditorium

Tuesday, September 21st at 9: 30 a.m.
A ^ x .Campus Center Auditorium

(This Saturday nights' Coffee House and Slichot Service

has been cancelled). __^_

U. Mass. Chess Club
onnounces its

Fall 30-30
Chess Tourney !

Open to all U. Mass. Students and Faculty.

No Entry Fee! !

!

When and Where: Sat. Sept. 18, 9:00 a.m.

Rm. 162 Campus Center

for more information call 6-8624 evenings
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No POW'S Released

Till Thieu Removed
IWKIS AP The seven-poinl

( oimiiunist peace plan Is an in-

separable package. North Vietnam

announced Thursday, indicating

thai no American prisoner of war
will be released until President

Nguyen Van Thieu is removed

from office in Saigon.

Nguyen Thanh Le, the Hanoi

spokesman here, told reporters the

seven points make up "a single

package Agreement on the whole

of tliis is indispensable
."

The statement, a sharp har-

dening in the Communist position

since the seven points were

presented July I. repudiated Sen

George S. McGovern, a

Democratic presidential aspirant,

who reported last Sunday that

Hanoi's chief negotiator. Xuan

Thuy. told him points of the

package could be put into effect

separately.

Le made his statement at the end

of an acrimonious four-hour

session of the Paris peace talks.

Throughout the session, the new

American negotiator, William J.

Porter, had tried in vain to get

confirmation of McGovern's report

on his private talk with Thuy.

Thuy spurned all of Porter's

questions.

It was only in the briefing session

at the end of the meeting that Le

spelled out the Communist
position.

Porter apparently had

overlooked a hint that Thuy
dropped during the meeting

I ending off Porter's questioning.

I'huy asked a question in return:

Is the U.S. government prepared

to announce a date for its total

withdrawal, and is it prepared to

announce simultaneously with this

withdrawal the cessation of all its

aid to the Thieu administration."

The word •simultaneously''

clearly indicated that the North

Vietnamese position had changed.

The new position represents a

complete reversal of the position

expressed in North Vietnamese
Politburo member Le Due Tho in

an interview with the New York

Times on .July <>: "To show our

good will, we can settle point one of

the seven points separately."

The first of the seven points

demanded an American com-
mitment to total and unconditional

withdrawal of all military per-

sonnel in South Vietnam by the end

of this year. In return. Hanoi and

the Viet Cong would
simultaneously release their

American prisoners, while the

Saigon government would release

its own North Vietnamese and Viet

Cong prisoners.

Point two called for the

establishment of a government of

•national concord" in Saigon,

excluding Thieu from any role.

McGovern told a news conference

Sunday that Thuy confirmed to

him in hours of private talks that

Hanoi was prepared to go ahead

with implementation of point one

prior to any agreement on point

two or the other five points con-

cerning South Vietnam's political

tut ure

China - US
Phone Open
NEW YORK (AP)-The

American Telephone & Telegraph

Co. said Wednesday that Com-

munist China has agreed to restore

direct radio telephone com
munication between Oakland.

Calif., and Shanghai

The Chinese suspended the

service in 19M.

At present, calls from the United

States to China are routed through

Tokyo.

Daughter of Joseph Stalin, Svetlana. kisses her baby, Ciga.

yesterday as she was attending church services in Milwaukee^ The

fou. -month-old child was baptized at the Greek Orthodox . hureh

following the formal services. Svetlana is married to William Wesley

Peters.

If You Dig Music

Read On!
Special Offer

H TRACK TAPES
$2.50 - $3.00

anything from acid rock to

country western
Tremendous Savings
8 TRACK PLAYER
PORTABLE AC-DC

under $30.00

Plus much more - TVs,
Radios, the works.

FOR INFO CALL 646-5648

and ask for Paul
Brown 204 B

Soturdoy Night

BLACK MAGIC
UPI Expelled Fr&m Chile

SANTIAGO. Chile lAP>-

I 'resident Salvador Allende an-

nounced Wednesday night he

would close the United Press In-

ternational office in Chile.

He said the wire service had

transmitted information he

described .is damaging to Chile

abroad
The Marxist president men

I lotied specifically a story that

appeared in a Santiago newspaper

Wednesday morning

It quoted the Bogota newspaper

Kl Tiempo as saying Colombian

intelligence agents were in-

vestigating the possibility that a

Chilean government plane

reported missing last month over

the Colombia Ecudador border

was carrying "arms and sub

versive texts" destined For

Colombian Communist sub-

versives.

In New York, the UPI said it

would have no comment.

featuring

NATALIE COLE
9:30 - 12:30 DANCING 50* COVER

at

She English Pub

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE AUTOS

For bale, 61 YW Baa. KxceUeot
cond.. no ruat. 49,000 mi. W00.
863-7438. M9/10-18

63 VW Beetle. Excellent condition.

850-8830. U9-n

1870 Camaro, must be *een. Call

&B4-JB73 (m. t. aft. 6). tfB 11

I860 Triumph Tiger 660 cc> excel-

lent condition. 856-8681. tfB 11

61 Mu»tang, A.T., W, food
condition, $900. Call Jeff 256-6938.

1962 VW, fair body, rebuilt en-

ilne, gas neater, sun-roof, excellent

tlrei. $250 or best offer. Call 665-

4602 after fi n.m. or keep trying.
tfB-'-'O

-68 Flat, red, 850 Bpyder. 33,000

mllea, good cond. Call 549-1401 eve-

nlnga after 6 p.m. tf9-28

1969 Opel, 36,000 original ml. Oood
condition. Best offer. Bay 549-6346.

U»o l'.'J cc buxjkl 2500 ml., 1911.
tfO-.'O

1961 Falcon, rebuilt trans., new
tnon-a and batt. Great buy, 9100.

tall Crabtree sfrid leave mess, for

<,.rant, Bm. 806. tf9-*«_

Oolng to Europe, must sacrifice

rj'O Maverick, ex. cond. 14,000

tulles. Phone Ware, I-411-69M.
tf9-31

1968 MOBOT, very good conditio*,

('00. Priced below book $1650.

ortenflcld 713-1885. 9-15, 22, 29

l<Hi8 Ford Cortina, low mileage,

tfood condition, 2 studded snow tire*,

»3B0. Call 686-2634. tfKW
1968 Ford Oalaxle, 40,000 miles,

tellow with black interior. Stereo.

Immaculate. Call 256-6291.^ tf9-ll

I960 Bed Porsche 912, AM-FM-8W
Radial Ply Tires $2200. Call 253-

9689 or 648-2330 tf9-20

65 Chev. Corvalr Monsa Conv.,
4 speed, $399. CaU 549-1069 betw.
g-«. «f9-21

'49 British Taxi Cab, rgt. hand
drive, runs well, new tires, brake*.

Jump seats, body beginning to rust.

No, dents. CaU 26>l-fi008. tf9-ll

nB Ford Oalaxle, fair conditio*],

HOP. CaU Blcbard 649-1410. tf9-22

Dodee Van 69 Custom, auto.

traits. Very good cond. Must sell.

Best offer. Box 441, Amherst.
tf9-ll

09 Triumph GT6— , excel, cond.

SHOO. Coll Wane 413-533-6381.
tf9-22

68 Flat Conv. 28,000 miles, excel-

lent condition. CaU 233-9224. Ask
for Betsy or 253-5088. CaU early,

$1000 firm. tfP-2*

'66 Ford Mustang. 6 cyl , goo*
rMgtning condition $400. CaU John
Hill 256-8459. tf9-80

1964 Chevy n, good running condi-

tion, $100, 256-8805. tf9-17

VW Van for sale 1962, exceUent
running condition, $400. CaU Charlie
at 546-5255. tf9-17

Best offer
U9-14

I9t>4 OTO red conv.
iiVM $300. 521-39M

FOR SALE

Oolng overseas, must seU quick-

ly 62 Chevy Impnln, automatic,

Vb, radio, $150. 2 month old $150

Taps Recorder, $100. New 3
•need bicycle $30. CaU 253-5996.

EESS5 aex life. 8gl, dbl, queen
or king waterbed $29.95, round or
Jumbo $49.95. Immed. dellv , yr.

warranty. Aqua-Dream, Box 417,
Amherst. tf9-22

1911 Oold Honda CL 350, exe.
cond., $100.00 or best offer. Call
Jack at 6-1636. tf9-ll

1 yr. old Sears Coldspot refrlger-
ator with freeaer and Ice cubs trays,
approx. 9 cu. ft. Pries negotiable
CaU $83-7464 after 9. 22-11
Sewing machine, new 9309. Morse

Zlgxag, never used, button holer,

darner, etc., now 9150. CaU Amherst
Motel, Tina Bm. 16. tf9-17

Rene Duval SUver Flute, new
pads, good condition 985. CaU 527-

6479. tffr-17

Portable Oen. Elee. stereo and
stand. Oood condition. Best offer.
< all 549-6647 after 8:00 p.m.

tfg-17

Ski Boots for sale • Roflach White
Star, $V4 M, 2 yrs. old. Call 546-

4184. tf9-20

1969 Austin Ainer., 4 speed, 28,000
ml., gVod csyid., AM-FM, new tires,

hest off, (all 546-6818. tf9-22

Includes case and strap, esc. coni.
Be«t offer. Contact Bob 649-1180.

tr9-13

Must sell, used bread van, excel-

lent condition, 9250. CaU 256-6863,

n»k for Gary. «f!)-20

61 Austin Healy, "Bugeye" Sprite
runs but needs work. Asking 9150.
Call 286-8489. Ask far Pete after
*i00 n.m-. tf9-H

1964 Chevy Impala 3 speed Hurst
t-ltlfter with an 8 cyl. 283 engine.

Recent paint Job. Dependable. $150

or best offer. CaU Lynn 546-6115.
tfo-go

Sm. Corona electric portable type-

writer used 3 wks. $145 new will

sell for $125 or best offer. Sandy
5-1532 days, 649-6210 eves. tf9-22

Good stereo 40W amp, Garrard ta-

ble, spkrs, asking $150. Call 256-8459

tSteve. tf9-20

"The Place" — quick Burgers &
Mtakes. Rat here — take It out.

Open dally 10 a.m. • midnight.
Hampden Commons. tf9-1*1

Magnavox portable stereo, 2 12-

Inch detaching speakers $65. 863-

!U70. tf9-17

•69 Volkswagen bns, 23,000 miles,

Min-roof, AM-FM rndlo built-in bed.
perfect condition GO.%-4103. tf9-2l

New medium MM Presto electric

••roller-oven, perfect for cooking, Just

.i limit anything In your room, very
low nt »11 Cn.ll 256-8432. ffO-gU

1967 Fist 850 cpe . , exe . mech.
cond. 35-40 mpg $650. Call 1-568-9067

utter 6 p. tit. tf9-22

Gibson htimlnghlrd acoustic guitar
with padded case. Brand new and
cheap. 665-4103. tf9-21

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommates wanted — 2 girls need

2 more girls to share apt., $80 a
month, IVi ml. from Campus. Coll
66V3202. tf9-»
One girl or couple only. If yoo

need a place to stay until Oct. 31.

CaU aft. 9, m-f 884-2273. tf9 11

Commune for 2 . Female house
partner, 24-np wanted. Vo rent but
very rough. Working male. Con.
Ed. student 253-7277 after 9 or
Box 792. tfSj-n

Mod. Mtn. Range Apt. In So. Am-
lierst, easy going roommates. Call

Bob 253-2922. tf9-19

Mod. Mtn. Range apt. In So"
Amherst, easy going roommates. Call

Hob 253-2922. tf9-ll

Unisexual foot near at the Sltoe-

Rln (formerly Shoe-In) "In the Al-

lry" hehbtd Anbnchon's. 9-17

MUSICIAN WANTED
Singer needed to front versatile

group (rack, ballads, old standards.)

Must be experienced. Call Bteyj

•M-St*4. _____ «»•»

HELP WANTED
Any I Mass student with Class

II drivers Ucense to drive Campus
hhuttle Bus. CaU BSO Office

5-2351. tf9-17

Sitter needed. M.W.F. 1 p.m.-
2:30 p.m. Own transportation desir-
able. 549-0407. tf9-17

Professor needs secretarial assis-
tant with some dictation competence.
About ten hours weekly. Write
Haxtke, History Dept. tf!Tl7

Lead Singer wanted for est. work-
Ing group i Rock, Blues, etc., also
original mat. Year round work I con-
tact Bab or John 69141 • 68664.

tf9-22

Student to care for 5 yr. old bay
la my heme nr. School of Ed. M-T
11:15-12:45; To. 2:15-5:30. 549-0676.

tf9-20

Experienced service station a£
tendance Sat., evening, aU day Sun-
day, appro*. 20 hrs. weekly. CaU
253-9001 before 5 p.m. tf9-17

Saology-mlnded students earn ex-
tre money part-time without inter-
rupting your present schedule. Call
collect 1-533-3634. tf9-24

RIDE OFFERED
Travel from Framlngham to TJMass

on Tnes. and Thurs. and would
like a rider. CaU 611-812-4055.

tf9-17

WANTED
1 or 2 senior males seek room,

apart, house to rent or share. Own
rooms desired. Call Edward at Ham-
lin House WM999. tf9-17

Need rides to Boston each Mon-
day afternoon or night ; and from
Boston to Amherst on Friday after-
noon. Share expenses. Call 549-1161.

tfO-20

Mill babysit In my home. Child
under 1 yr. Call 649-6681. 9-11

Eng 221 and Anthro 102, Psych
'?»0, Call 586-2157. Reasonable. 9-^1

IS, coins bought, sold, traded
Hob Murrin, 311 Chadbourne House
or PO Box 104, Amherst, Mass 9-11

SERVICES
Will care for children In my home

any Mon., Wed., Fri. Lots af
T.L.C. Call 665-3210. tf9-ll

Need a band. Dlal-a-band will
-upply a band that your budget can
afford. Any variety available. Fd%
details, call Stan 546-9218. tf9-2»

GIVE-AWAY

Languages by Multl-Llngulst -

Formerly United Nations Inter-
preter. Breakthrough, portable,
language laboratory /4-traek
"take-home, send-back" caa-
ettes/. Native assistants, also
group and correspondence
courses. Charge i "Mini"! P.O.
Hox 47 Nhmptoji, Ma. 91060;
Tel. 413 884-9479; 884-4823.

tf9-lJ

Wanted good home for gentle,
affectionate H-month old female cat.
Call 6-8568. tf9-17

PERSONAL
D - tried to find you - I'm gate?

now. Sorry I didn't get to see you.
Oueaa I'U Just say goodbye. Nell.

tff-17

ROOM WANTED
jmS_ place to Uve with othes

females near campus. Must have
swn room. CaU Mary 263-7973.
I^ave message If not there. tf9-21

RIDE WANTED
Need a ride from Spgfld to TJMass

.Inlly. Win pay. 753-5943. tfB-29

Greenfield — need a ride to and
rrom TJMass Mon., Thur., Fri. Must
be here by 8:30. Can leave 9 p.m.
Will share expense. Joann 774-3611
6-1692. tf9-20

ENTERTAINMENT
Faculty professor needs small turn

apartment for fall semester only
Call on ampus 8-2874 or 8-2669.

tf9-20

APT. NEEDED
\mherst Folklore Centre this week

Fri., Steve Martn; Sat. Bill Staines;
"tan., Bruce McKay and Cindy Ar-
'"""•; Mon. open Host. Come. 9-17

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION:
Film. Days of Wine and Roses

Jack Lemmon, Lee Remick, Jack
Klugman. Tonight at Thompson 104, 7

& 9 p.m. Admission is 50c

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
There will be a bus leaving Whit-

more Administration at 12.45 on

Saturday, Sept. 18 tor the Belcher

town State School. All interested

persons are welcome.

BHAGAVAD GITA SEMINAR:
Study and experience the

knowledge and bliss as revealed by

the Bhagavad Gita. A one credit

course in the science ot self

realization will be given in both S.W.

Cance House, main lounge (starting

Sept. 20 at 6.00 p.m.) and Orchard

Hill 334 Grayson (starting Sept. 22 at

7:00 p.m.). All invited to sit in or take

for credit.

BICYCLE CLUB.
There will be a meeting Tuesday,

Sept. 21 at 8 p.m. in CC801 to talk

about this semesters plans.

CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM
COUNCIL:
Meeting of all CCPC members

Sept. 20, 7 p.m., Rms. 804 808 CC. All

members and friends invited.

CERAMICS CAR I:

Did you have a problem like me
finding a ceramics course? Well,

there's one to be taught at the

Leverett Craftsman Association, the

week of Oct. 3. Call Jim at 253 9062 for

details. If you want to go, I can take

some people in my car. 549 1556.

CHRISTIANS.
Free bus service every Sunday

morning to Florence Congregational

Church. Leaving: 8:45waitmg
station (N. Pleasant), 8:46 Thatcher

Way 8. N. Pleasant, 8:48 Prince

House, 8:50 Parking Lot #8.

Notices
CEQ

Project Conference: will be held at

6:30 p.m., Sept. 21 in Rms. 174 6 CC.

All projects should attend. Anyone
wanting to start a projector join one

this is the meeting.

COFFEE HOUSE:
Quiet Candlelight Coffee House,

Gorman House inner Lobby People,

coffee, light food, voice of Fran
Botelho. Friday, Sept. 17 Relax....

FREE FAMILY PLANNING
CLINIC:
At Wesson Women's Hospital, 735

Chestnut St., Springfield. For in

formation, contact Sue Guerten 739

7321, ext. 229 (btwn. 7 4:00).

FREE U:
Free concert Finnerty, Morse &

Richmond. CC Aud, Sept. 18th, at 8:30

p.m.

HILLEL:
Service tonight in the Hillel office

at 7:30. Rosh Hashanah Services,

Sunday 7 p.m. 10 p.m.; Mon. 10 1

p.m. 8. 7 9 p.m.; Tues. 10 1 p.m. & 7 9

p.m. CC Aud.

Eastman Lane Closed

K'

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DAN
CING:

Folk dancing tonight, Fri., Sept. 17

at 7:30 p.m. 12 p.m. in CC 3rd Level.

Teaching for beginners & advanced
until 9:30.

KENNEDY UPPER:
There will be 5 Three Stooges flicks

Sept. 22 and 24 in Mahar and Sept. 23

in Thompson 104. 2 Shows nightly at

7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Admission 35«.

NOGAF CLUB:
The world premier of the Nogaf

film will be shown Saturday in the

Brooks Lounge at 9 p.m. All Nogaf

Club Alumni invited. Rated X.

PI BETA PHI:
Pi Beta Phi invites you to a

"Cookout", on Sept. 19, at 5 p.m.

Rides will be provided at the

Newman Center from 4:45 5 p.m.

SIGMA DELTA TAU:
The rush party schedule at Sigma

Delta Tau for this Sun. has been

cancelled. The next party will be on

Wed., Sept. 22.

Name one

i thing that

fiasn't gone up

since 1950.

Try. Try hard.

The only thing we can think of

is what we make. The Swingline

"Tot 50" Stapler. 98C in 1950.

98«in1971.

And it still comes with 1000 free

staples and a handy carrying

pouch. It staples, tacks and

mends. It's unconditionally

guaranteed. It's one of the

world's smallest staplers.

And it's the world's biggest

seller. Could be that's why it

hasn't gone up in price in

21 years.

If you're interested in something

a little bigger, our Cub Desk

Stapler and Cub Hand Stapler

are only $1.98. Both Tot and

Cub Staplers are available at

Stationery, Variety and College

Bookstores.

The Swingline "Tot 50"

98Cin1950. 98* in 1971.

If you can name something else

that hasn't gone up in price

since 1950, let us know. We'll

send you a free Tot Stapler with

1000 staples and a vinyl pouch.

Enclose 25C to cover postage

and handling.

top staple™

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Beginning the week of Sept. 20

and continuing for about eight

weeks, Eastman Lane will be

closed to vehicular traffic from a

point east of Thatcher Way to East

Pleasant St.

This means no traveling or

parking along that portion of

Eastman Lane from up beyond

WOPE past the Sylvan residence

SOUTHWEST B.OOK MART:
Southwest Book Mart Berkshire

Clubroom, Southwest. Hours:
Monday Friday, 2-4 and 68 p.m.

Closes Wed., Sept. 22.

UMASS STUDENTS FOR
MCGOVERN:
Organizational meeting Monday,

Sept. 20, 8:30 p.m. CC Rm. 801.

Training session for canvassing,

publicity, and other areas.

UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN:
Sunday's sorority rush parties will

be: a Playground picnic at Sigma
Kappa at 12:30 p.m., a Country Fair

at Alpha Chi Omega from 4:30 6:30, a

Pi Beta Phi barbeque at Kappa
Alpha Theta. Please come.

halls to just before the intersection

of Eastman Lane and East

Pleasant St.

Excavation for pipes to a new

boiler plant at Tillson Earm in the

northeast corner of campus will

begin along Eastman Lane from

Cashin, Brown, and McNamara
Sylvan residences up to East

Pleasant St. Vehicular traffic to

those residences will be rerouted

through parking lot M. behind the

School of Education, during the

approximately eight-week time

period.

Construction work on Eastman

Lane is part of a project which will

cause about two years of digging

from Tillson Earm to the present

boiler plant in the area of the

Campus Center Garage. The new

oil burning plant will begin

operations in the fall of 1973,

replacing the present coal-burning

boiler, and increasing the amount

of power generated while

decreasing air pollution.

By SYDNEY OMARR
Harry Houdinijwasta pioneer, not

only as a magician and an escape
artist, but also was perhaps the first

important stunt man in motion
pictures. Houdini exemplified the

qualities of his zodiacal sign Aries.

His inventiveness, daring,
showmanship, keen intellectual
curiosity made him one of the

greatest names in show busines and
an international celebrity. His
studies embraced psychic
phenomena and astrology he was
Aries and Mars to his fingertips.

***

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Work
and travel arrangements subject to

change, dispute. You are finishing

rather than beginning a project,

relationship. Realize this; pan ac
cordingly. Emotional involvement
now is no laughing matter.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20):

Relations with children may be
opposite of pleasant. Hold your
ground; stand fast for principles. But

do perceive need for progress. Fresh
viewpoint will help you see light.

Look ahead.

GEMINI (May 21 Jun 20): What is

apparently an important personal

desire is subject to revision. Your
mner voice enables you to know who
is truthful and otherwise. Follow

through on hunch. Don't risk

security.
CANCER (June 21 July 22) :

Postpone journey, if possible. Avoid
writing letters in anger. Many
associates, relatives are confused.

Take what you hear with proverbial

grain of salt. Obtain hint from
Gemini message.
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Money

position needs review. Check ex

penditures. Some apparent minor
details may not be as small as you

think. Know this be thorough.
Relations with opposite sex may go
through stormy weather.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 sept. 22): You can

throw off fear, doubt. Open lines of

communication. You may be
surrounded by dust o f controversy

Key is to tread lightly. Gemini could

be involved. Family members may
quarrel.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Some

factors may be unknown. Don't make
long range commitment. Travel
should be" put off unless an absolute
necessity. Make amends to family
member for recent slight. Be
diplomatic.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Don't

mix money and friendship unless

you want to lose both. Accent is on
how to fulfill desires. Some may
attempt to make you third party in

dispute. See clearly Perceive
motives. Protect yourself.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

You may be trying too much, too

soon. Slow pace. Heed voice of ex

perience. Consolidate gains. Take
inventory. Money involving mate,
partner could be subject of heated
discussion.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Some of your natural abilities are

spotlighted and appreciated. There
are some whisperings, rumors.
Remain aloof. Test one who has

proclaimed undying loyalty Results I

might be good for a laugh
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

Financial pressure can be relieved

by new approach. Strive for more
originality. Be independent. Old
wishes, desires are outmoded.
Recognize this and make appropriate

revisions.
PISCES (Feb. 19March 20): Let

others, including mate or partner, set

pace Bide your time. Improve public

relations. Strive to understand those

with opposing views. Postpone legal

actions. Share knowledge. Be
receptive.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are a no nonsense person when it

comes to living up toobligations. This

has been a year in which efforts have
paid dividends: more work, added
responsibility, but there's a chance

for greater rewards. If single,

marriage hovers. If married,
business advancement is indicated.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

PEANUTS
IF I TOLD YOU THAT

U)E WERE THROUGH,
UJrtEN I REALLY P!PN"

MEAN IT, WOULD W6
STILL BE THR0U6H?

IF I TOLD YOU THAT IT

DIDN'T MATTER 10 ME ONE

10AYORTHE OTHER .WOULD

WE £TILL BE THROl/SH ?

ACROSS

1 Hit lightly

4 French clerical

title

8 Command to

cat

12 Ventilate

13 Exact

14 Inheritor

15 Fuss
16 Disk

jockey's

apparatus

18 Fisticuff

encounters

20 Entertain

21 Sandarac
tree

23 Russian
stockade

25 Tag
27 Drink

slowly

28 Definite

article

31 Cultivator

33 Fright

35 Number
36 Large tub

38 Fights between
two

39 Royal

41 Identical

42 Fragile

45 Force

47 Place again

in possession

49 Anger

52 Organs of

hearing

53 Danish
measure

54 Weight of

India

55 Otherwise

56 Simple

57 Greek
letter

DOWN

1 Chinese
pagoda

2 Succor

3

4

5

6
7

B
9

10

Likely

Aleutian

island

Savage
Explodes
Evening
(poet.)

Mortification

Philippine

island

. Is ill

11 Woody plant

17 Knocked
19 City in

Russia

21 Singing

voice

22 Precipitation

24 River

island

Smooths
Exposition in

writing

Kind of oak
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26

28

29

32 Tattered

cloth

34 Hurry

37 Mexican
dish

39 Wash
lightly

40 Liquid

measure

42 Liberate

43 Actual

44 Ventilates

46 Man's
nickname

48 Scottish cap

50 Soak
51 Period of

time
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UUELL, If I TOLD YOU THAT I MEANT

I TH0O6HT I KNEW THAT WE WEKE

THR0U6H WHEN I SAID THAT YOU

TH0U6HT I KNEW I T0LP YOU WE

U)ERETHR0U6H,pVT I 5AID U6..._

feWr, «j«^r»<4^»

LOVE 1$ NOT KNOWING

uJHAT YOU'RE TALKING ABOUT

Is

&fat/i&«tz

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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Gridders Open At Maine
By Dan Kama I

It's a whole new look for the 1971

version of the UMass football

Redmen with rookie Head Coach

Dick MacPherson and his crew of

assistants promising a more ex-

citing brand of football than

Redmen spectators have become
accustomed to seeing. That is they

promise an exciting brand of

football...which is not what UMass
football followers have been used

to in recent years.

MacPherson brings along with

him from the Denver Broncos of

the National Football League a

more pro- style game on both of-

fense and defense. The switch to a

more pro-type offense was
alleviated greatly by the passing

capabilities of sophomore quar-

terback Piel Pennington who has

earned nothing but high praise

from pre-season followers. And on

defense as co-captain Dennis
Keating remarked. "We have the

personnel to fit the 4-3-4 pro-style

defensive set which Coach Mac-

Pherson brought with him."

With all the innovations it sure is

a shame that the schedule couldn't

be revised. In other words, the

season still opens with a game
against the University of Maine.

This one is at Maine and kickoff

time is slated for 1:00 p.m.

tomorrow afternoon.

The Black Bears, with virtually

all their starters of last year
returning, are supposedly an

improved ballcluo. you couldn't

prove that by Boston University,

however. The Terriers clobbered

lathi (EuUrgtan

SPORTS
their northern foes by a score of 34

last Friday.

As they say, though, you can't

really take exhibition games into

serious account. Maybe Maine has

improved. Maybe this time, they'll

score against the Redmen. As most

of you well remember, UMass has

outscored its opening game op-

ponents by a 77-0 margin over the

last two years.

If anything is going to really

affect the Redmen on their trip to

Orono it will be the rash of injuries

to key players that has hit the

squad. Defensive backs Paul
Hansen and Dennis Keating along

with split-end Steve Schubert,

tunning back Paul Metallo, and

tackle Bill Hale will not make the

trip tomorrow because of injuries.

Despite the key injuries, Mac-

Pherson has not panicked. He

emphasized the fact that he has a

lot of faith in his back-up men.

Many of these players saw con-

siderable action at Cornell last

week which adds up to a big plus

going into "the real thing" game
against UMaine.

Even though UMass will pass a

good deal this year. Coach Mac-
Pherson is still quite concerned

with establishing a solid running

game. He mentioned that a New
England team has to be able to run

the ball because of the adverse

weather conditions that so often

prevail in this part of the country.

The starting line-up for

tomorrow's opener is pretty well

set and will look something like

this: at split-end probably Bill

Hanifan; at left tackle Bob Donlin;

lieft guard Dick Etna; center Dave
Levine; right guard Ron Marino;

right tackle Tom Mullen; tight end

John Hulecki; halfback Tim
Berra; fullback Mike Sawyer; and

quarterback Piel Pennington.

On defense, the Redmen will line

up something like this: left

defensive end Curt Bristol, left

tackle Bill DeFlavio; right tackle

Skip Parmenter; right end Steve

Greaney; left linebacker Joe

Sabulis; middle linebacker Doug

Winslow; right linebacker Dennis

Collins; left cornerback Bill Bush;

left safety Ray Bouchard, right

safety Jack O'Neil and right

cornerback Pat Brady.

Metawampe's Picks
Everything has changed

around here. There's a new
coach, a new quarterback, and a

new library But the Great One,

after barely escaping last year's

raids, is hack smoking his peace

pipe. Having just evaded the

clutches of a bewildered Patriot

linebacker, yours truly has

returned to his favorite pasttime.

With the local tribe opening at

distant Orono this week the time

has arrived for the Old Warrior to

mount his bull and sling it.

UMass 35, Maine 14

The '71 Redmen are on the go

And will surely romp in Orono

With new head coach Dick

MacPherson
The Black Bears will be a hearse

in

B.C. 31, Temple 7

The Temple Owls in their first

game
Try to go after instant fame
But to the dismay of the owl

This game goes to the other fowl

Neither Ram nor Husky will win

this game
For both these creatures are

incredibly lame

Texas 17. UCLA 14

The Bruins have a plan

To beat Texas if they can

Bui the Longhorns say no

As they eke by their foe

Nebraska 28. Minnesota 17

The Cornhuskers are on the beam
They're a possible number one

team
If the gopher is to win today

For a miracle he must pray

Syracuse 21, Wisconsin 10

A very easy game to choose

For Syracuse will never lose

Although the Badgers are quite

loose

They will drown in Orange Juice.

in' 21, Colgate 17

BU sets out on the trail

And against the Raiders they will

not fail

This game is such a bloody bore

The fans won't want to know the

score

UConn 24, Vermont 17

Vermont tries football once again

But the Cats will fail in their own

den
Even without Clements and
Robustelli

The Huskies will feast on

Catamount jelli

Northeastern 28, Rhode Island 28

Throw this game into the garbage

pail

But to write a poem for it I will

not fail

Notre Dame 45, Northwestern 21

This game is another joke

The Wildcats their heads should

soak

If the Irish don't do fine

I'll never write another line

IVnn St. 38, Navy 16

The Lions are playing Navy this

week
The outlook for sailors is very

bleak
This is the last poem I'm writing

today

I know you're all saying hip hip

hooray!

Michigan State 27, Georgia Tech 17

Alabama 38, Southern Mississippi 3

Air Force 38, Missouri 10

Arkansas 34, Oklahoma State 7

Stanford 34, Army 7

Kansas 37, Baylor 3

West Virginia 24, California 13

South Carolina 17, Duke 14

Florida 37, Mississippi State 24

Georgia 38, Tulane 31

Rutgers 36, Lafayette 24

LSU 28, Texas A&AA 3

Michigan 29, Virginia 6

North Carolina State 28, Maryland
10

Oklahoma 31, SMU 13

USC 35, Rice 10

Toledo 34, Villanova 7

AIC 26, Bridgeport 13

Cortland State 10, Springfield 7

Arizona State 35, Houston 7

Auburn 45, UT at Chattanooga 10

Tennessee 33, t'C at Santa Barbara
7

Dallas 27, Buffalo 13

Houston 14, Cleveland 13

Kansas City 31, San Diego 17

Los Angeles 20, New Orleans 3

Miami 27, Denver 17

Baltimore 17, New York Jets 16

Cincinnati 41, Philadelphia 10

Chicago 10, Pittsburgh 7

St. Louis 31, Washington 20
San Francisco 28, Atlanta 17

Green Bay 34, New York Giants 12

Oakland 37, New England( Boston)
21

Western Kentucky 13, Celtics 13 1/2
Virginia 32, UMass 1

Holy Cross 97, Bay Area Bombers
96

Wiley Coyote 8, Road Runner Beep
Yaz 165,000, Fans
Appalachia State 2, Holes?
Slippery Rock 4, Football 5

Detroit 1, Minnesota
Newell 23, Turley 4

Business Comes
First In Orono

By Earle Barroll

What a way to start the football season, in Orono, Maine, home of the
Black Bears, Pat's Pizzeria. The Shamrock, miles and miles of nothing
and the friends and relatives of UMass head coach Dick MacPherson and
assistant coach Bob Pickett.

Both MacPherson and Pickett were born and brought up in the Orono

area. 'Mac" lived in Old Town, just outside this sprawling hamlet (his

house can be seen from the stadium) while Pickett lived a little farther

out in Veazie and before coming to Amherst was an assistant coach at

Maine for five years.

Close ties, alright, close enough that the people of Orono look at this

game as sort of a homecoming for the two Redmen coaches. And for both

MacPherson and Pickett this will be a problem.

Von see. the good people of Orono have been busy all week inviting Mac

and Pickett to reunions thev have set for tonight and tomorrow night.

•'I've got a lot of friends up there, but they don't understand the im-

portance of this game."' said the Redman head mentor yesterday before

practice "They've called me and told me they'd see me Friday night

when we get there and Saturday after the game. But, I won't be there.'

Pickett returns to face the team he coached the last five years and this

has helped considerably in preparing the UMass squad for Maine.

"Outside of a couple of personnel changes, Maine is just about the same
club it was last year," Pickett remembered.

Pickett was also a graduate of Maine, but when asked if he wanted to

win this game more than any other, he said, "I never want to win a game
more than this one, but if you come back next week and asked me about

Dartmouth, I'll tell you the same."

With all the pressure of a return home, with all the fanfare that Orono
expects to throw at these two coaches and with all the interruptions this

week with phone calls from Maine, MacPherson and Pickett have the one

thing in mind that counts for this trip to Orono, the football game, and this

is the only business that concerns them in Orono.

For Mac this is his first regular season game as a UMass head coach

and for any coach this is quite a load to carry.

And so for the friends, relatives and the remaining good people of Orono

hold your reunion for the end of the season. Yes, MacPherson and Pickett

will be there, but behind them will be a hungry bunch of Redmen ready

for the season opener...A little too many for a party.

Notice
INTRAMURALS-Touch football

schedules will begin on Monday,
September 20. All team managers
must pick up their schedules and
team rosters at the intramural
office no later than 5 p.m.
tomorrow. Check Monday's
Collegian for the opening nights
schedule.

WMUA
Saturday at 12:30 p.m. WMUA

will begin its seasonal coverage

of UMass football games at the

University of Maine. Marty
Kelley will host the pre-game

show beginning at 12:30 followed

by the game broadcast at 12:45

with Ken Best calling the action

and Kelley on color.

Bv BOB NFS II.

Music
Three Cantatas
Members of the UMass Muisc faculty

and the Madrigal singers will perform
three cantatas, two by Bach and one by
Stravinsky, in this first Chamber Music
concert of the season.

Theater
The Caretaker
Harold Pinter's absurdist "comedy of

tension" concerns three characters at

their wit's end. The play speaks of the

human condition, of man's fear for his

loss of identity and his place in the world.

The Amherst Masquers perform
evenings through Sunday, 8 PM, at the

Kirby Theater, Amherst College. ($)

Measure For Measure
Shakespeare's somewhat "black"

comedy will be performed twice, Sept. 24

and 26 at 8 PM in the Studio Theater,
Smith College.

Things and The Nature and Purpose Of

The Universe
Two new plays of contrasting themes

and styles by young playwrights David
Kranes and Christopher Durang will be

performed Saturday evening at 8 in the

Studio Theater. Smith College.

Films
Bed And Board (Talkie. Northampton)
Francois Traffaut's third entry in his

Antoine Doinel saga (earlier explored in

"The 400 Blows" and "Stolen Kisses") is

somewhat short on substance but long in

presenting fetching vignettes featuring

some delightful characters.

Carnal Knowledge (Campus Cinemas,
lladley; Academy of Music, Nor-
thampton)
A sharp, bitter attack on American

sexual mores which through incisive

direction, evocative performances, and
an intelliget screenplay makes its

director Mike Nichols' bleakest and best

film to date. It features Jack Nicholson

and Arthur (Jarfunkel as Amherst
College roommates still living their

adolescences some twenty years late.

Candice Bergen and Ann-Margaret play

the women in their lives, both then and
now.

Doc (Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield)

Or how not to make a Western. An

Weekend
endless amount of talent is wasted in this

pretentious bit of "telling-.t-like-it-was"

which mixes late Nineteen Century West
and Mid-Sixties America without much
subtlety or style. Stacey Keach, Faye
Dunaway, struggle their way through NY
Post columnist Peter Hammill's
screenplay. Directed by Frank Perry.
The Days Of Wine And Roses (Friday,

Thompson 104, 7 and 9)

An occasionally funny yet often stark
and depressing film about alcoholism
which features Jack Lemmon and Lee
Remick as a pair of suburban alcoholics.

The Fixer (Thursday, September 24,

SU Ballroom. 7 and 9:30)

Anti-Sematism in Nineteenth Century

Poland is the theme of this parable based

on the acclaimed Bernard Malumud
novel. Directed by "action" director

John Frankenheimer. the film oc-

casionally falls victim to the heaviness of

its theme.
The Hour of the Furnaces and Mexican

Bus Ride (Friday, Herter 227, 231. 7 and
9)

Two Latin American films. The former

is Fernando Solanas' acclaimed and
controversial documentary about the

need for revolutionary change in

Argentina. The later film is Luis

Bunuel's story of a young man's search

for his mother's lawyer and won the 1952

Cannes Film Festival Award.
The llellstrom Chronicle (Showcase

Cinemas, West Springfield)

Ignore the elementary and rather

melodramatic plotline to this

documentary about the imminent insect

takeover of the Earth. Instead watch
some of the most breathtaking
photography ever filmed of insects and
their ways which is both beautiful,

frightening and always interesting.

Male and Female. (Sunday, Thompson
104, 7 and 9)

A 1919 sophisticated comedy by master

showman Cecil B. DeMille. It's

"bedroom and bathroom" scenes

shocked Post-War America. Based
loosely on "The Admirable Crichton" by

J.M. Barrie and stars Gloria Swanson
and Thomas Neighan.

Mela he and Mrs. Miller (Campus
Cinemas. Hadley. Calvin Theater.

Northampton)
Considered by many leading critics the

Best American film thus far this year. It

is an admirable, stunning piece of

cinema-one which evokes the grit and

color of the Old West with unusual

sharpness. It is kind of a film ballad

about the demise of a town which boasts

two finely wrought performances from

its stars Julie Christie and Warren

Beatty.

Tin- Omega Man (Showcase Cinema.

West Springfield. Amherst Cinema.

Amherst)
A prattling piece of science-fiction

which features Charlton Heston as the

lone survivor of a nuclear holocaust.

Panic In Needle Park (Showcase
Cinemas. West Springfield)

Thus far. the best in the series of

Hollywood drug dramas. It is the grim

In "THE CARETAKER." The cowed Davies (Ken Hoxsie '72) looks away as Mick

<Bill Watts '7»> vents his spleen bv smashing a false idol in Harold Pinter's comedy-

drama, the Amherst College Summer Theater production being repeated this Friday,

Saturday and Sunday. September 17. 18, 19. Performances are at 8:30 at Kirby Theater

on the Amherst College campus. For reservations phone 542-2278 or visit the box office

between Hi a.m. and 5 n.m

The gang, including Bobby < Al Pacino) and Helen (Kitty Winn) (center) sit around a

bench iii Needle Park in this scene from the acclaimed drug film.

story of Bobby and Helen, two young

junkies whose lives together are

destroyed through their addiction. The
story occasionally over-sentimentalizes,

yet the graphic, documentary-style
direction and the very fine debut per

lormances of Al Pacine and Kitty Winn
i Best Actress. Cannes Film Festival)

make it well worth seeing.

Raven's End (Saturday. Sage Hall.

Smith. 7:30 and 9:30)

Bo Wilderberg's first film is a stark

contrast to his lush "Elvira Madigan".

Haven's End is a cold and incisive look

into (he misery of poverty. \n Swedish,

subtitles.

Summer of "12 (Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield)

This past summer's most appreciated

film is undoubtedly what memories are

made of. It probably has more to do with

1971 than 1942. hut no matter, enjoy the

lovely photography and the effective (yet

blatantly false I Michel Legrand score.

Trash i Campus Cinemas. Hadley)

Joe O'Allesandro. Holly Woodlawn et

al cavort in their own perverse ways in

Ibis grimly, funny film by Warhol

protegee Paul Morrisey.

Woodstock (Saturday. Sunday. SI

Ballroom. 2:3(1. 6, 9:30)

Or how I spent my summer vacation.

One of the most successful publicity

stunts ever was captured with near

brilliance by Michael Wadleigh. a large

camera crew and an 8-track stereo

monitoring system, in this fine

documentary Wide-and-split screen

techniques supplement the performances

of such individuals and groups as Richie

Havens. Santana. Ten Years After. Joe

Cocker. C.S.N & Y. the Airplane, and Sly

Films On Television
Sweet Bird of Youth I Friday, 1 1 25, Ch.

3i

Paul Newman and Geraldine Page are

superlative in this boulderized version of

the Tennessee Williams' play The story

concerns a gigolo who, while traveling

with an aging movie star, returns to his

home town bringing back with him some
sordid memories Even though the ex-

plicit themes are toned down some and

the shocking ending is missing, it

remains an effective film

The Pride tad The Passion (Friday.

11:30. Ch, 8)

A long and cumbersome spectacle

about the Napoleonic Wars featuring

Cary Grant, Frank Sinatra, Sophia

L>ren and a gargantuan cannon ihev

cart about the Spanish countryside.

The Alamo (Saturday, Ch. 20, 22, 30, 9)

John Wayne produced, starred and
directed this adventure ode to those

brave Texans who so nobly fell at this

Austin mission. Some 12,000,000 dollars

were spent in this labor of love. (Part

One tonight, concludes Monday night)

Cape Fear (Saturday, 11:25, Ch. 3)

An unrelentless thriller with an ex-

cellent script, strong performances, and

^w1

Lawrence Pressman is the guide in THE
III I LSTKOM CHRONICLE
no holes barred direction. The story

concerns a lawyer and his family being

harrassed by a psychotic ex-con seeking

vengeance. Robert Mitchum, Gregory

Peck, and Polly Bergen star.

Lonelyhearts (Saturday. 11:30, Ch 8)

Nathaniel West's strange novel about

an advice i<» the lovelorn columnist who
takes Ins job too seriously. It doesn't

entirely work and ends up oddly

disturbing yet its performances from

Montgomery (lift. Robert Ryan, and

Mvrna Lov are always interesting.

The Paleface (Saturday, 11:30, Ch 22)

Bob Hope and Jane Russell star in this

occasionally funny western farce about

some mistaken identities.

El Dorado (Sunday, 9, Ch. 7,8,40)

A very fine comic Western directed by

a master in that genre Howard Hawks It

has a very witty script and benefits from

sly performances from stars John Wayne
and Robert Mitchum who lament,

tongue in cheek, the demise of the Old

West
Rio ( onchos (Sunday. 1105, Ch I)

Set in the post Civil War Southwest this

tough Western concerns a search mission

lor a Cache <>l rifles delivered lo the In-

dians The narch party includes such

line performera -is Richard Boom,

VnthOM Kranciosca. and Stuart Whit

man all doing superlative work
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By ANNttURNETT
BLUE, Joni Mitchell

( Reprise

)

Pain is part of the maturing
process all humans must go

through. Some endure in

silence; some complain; and
some, a very few., transmute

their sufferings with a magic,

whimsical beauty born of un-

derstanding.

Joni Mitchell is one of the

magical few. Her music is the

chronicle of her life-joy and

sorrow, realism and fantasy.

Blue, her latest album, is the

most realistic of all her works. It

is the culmination of her

travels; the end result of years

..I pain Her first albums, Song

To A Seagull and Clouds, were
shrouded in romantic doubts;

the lyrics sometimes bordered

on being maudlin. The music in

these early albums was soft and

muted, in keeping with the air of

romance.
Mitchell's third album, Ladies

of th<> c anyon, presented a break

in style with its predecessors.

The lyrics, as well as the music,

were more realistic and mature;

the album told the stories of

several unsuccessful encounters

with men. Mitchell used her

incredible range and lilting

soprano to its best advantage,

especially in the song. Con-

versations'.

Blue forms the apogee' of

Joni's career. Where her first

albums told stories of unrequited

love. Blue sets free the joy of a

truly deep love- a shared love.

Several of the songs express a

token dissatisfaction with the

course of Joni's romance with

the elusive Blue, but in the title

song of the album, Mitchell

commits herself to staying with

her lover:

Well everybody's saying that/

Hell's the hippest way to go/

Well I don't think so/ But I'm

gonna take a look around it

though.

Blue takes some getting used

to if you've only listened to

Mitchell's early albums. The
music is much different, with a

latinized' guitar heard on the

best cuts. Mitchell accompanies
herself on piano and many of the

songs and her soprano isn't quite

as high as it used to be. The
lyrics are not really syncopated

and in a couple of songs,

especially The Last Time I Saw
Richard,' are virtually un-

singable.

Taken as a whole, the album is

Mitchell's most complete,

mature effort- a soothing balm
for depression as well as

something to augment a good

mood.

Albums—
Eating Out

By FRANK JOHNSON
Much has happened to the

Jefferson Airplane since their

•Blows Against the Empire"
released last winter. In a

previous review, printed in the

Kutgers University Targum on

January 6, 1971, I said it "is

possibly the best work the

Airplane (Starship) has ever

accomplished. ..my highest

praise goes to the Starship."

The Starship album was a one-

shot deal, a jam-session bringing

*the Jefferson Airplane together

with 2 other supergroups, the

(Jrateful Dead and Crosby. Stills

et al. Jeff Airplane has of course

not reformed, although a few of

its earlier members have left the

group. Jorma Kaukonen, for

instance, did a lot of work for the

Bark album, and he was absent

when Starship was taped, as was
Marty Balin. the one-time leader

of the Airplane. Peter Kaukonen
was included with the Starship.

but not in Bark Paul Kantner

presided over Blows Against The
Empire, but he works more as

part of the team in Bark. Gracie

Slick's piano, which dominated
most of the Starship album, is

very subdued on the latest

release.

"EXCRUCIATING BEAUTY"
THE STANFORD DAILY

BEST OF GENESIS
A FRESH COLLECTION OF CINEMATIC STYLES

BY A NEW GENERATION OF YOUNG FILM MAKERS

*** •*>.

FRIDAY, SUNDAY
7: 30 and 10:00 p.m.

HAMPDEN COMMONS, SOUTHWEST
Admission $1.25

With this information, we can

make a few further judgements

about Bark. After the 2 super

albums. Volunteers and Star-

ship, Bark is a mild come-down.

One should try Bark over a

period of a few sittings, rather

than be subjected to it all at

once. Starship featured only one

rather mediocre cut, "Mau
Mau", and that was all. The
epitome of mediocrity can be

found in "Thunk", on the Bark

album, which sounds like a

triple-tracked barbershop
quartet stoned out of their

minds. It is fun to chuckle over it

the first few times, but it

becomes tiresome. Jorma's own

"Wild Turkey ". needs more
effort from the rest of the group.

The "une in, turn on, drop out"

politics of yore seem to have

gotten worse, in the rhetoric of

Paul Kantner's "War Movie",

stereo Review's article must

have made Gracie Slick realize

she had a potential audience

with the straights.

Still, the Jefferson Airplane

has not lost its stranglehold on

excellence. There is a wealth of

good music on Bark. The initial

song. "When The Earth Moves
Again ", recalls the best

material on Volunteers. Jorma
Kaukonen's other solo, "Feels

So Good", smacks with superior

improvisation and guitar work.

Gracie Slick's skill as a

songwriter, in addition to her

fine piano work, causes "Crazy

Miranda" to emerge as the

finest song on the album, by

virtue of her unique
progressions. The self-

explanatory "You're Only
Pretty As You Feel", with its

soft, mello quality, evokes
memories of Surrealistic Pillow

5 years ago. "Law Man" again

has Slick's slick point of view

concerning the Establishment,

but it also contains her best

efforts. Paul Kantner, who
engineered and produced the

Starship album, continues the

finery in his 2 songs on Bark,

Kock And Roll Island" and

"War Movie", which we men-
tioned earlier. I had to laugh at

the pseudo-German in "Never

Argue With A German When
You're Tired (European Song)".

The translation doesn't make
much sense: "Sticking in my
neck ...my skin. ..fill my glass

with my arse puckin ", but the

chorus in the background is fun

to listen to, a sort of freaked-out

"Ride of the Valkyries".

Bark will not become an in-

dustry standard the way
Volunteers and Starship will, but

I was not let down by "JA's"

latest work. Because Jeff Air-

plane still has its own special

touch, that endearing quality of

fine rock combining with a folk

influence, I recommend it en-

thusiastically. However, make
sure you have the other 2

albums, too.

RANDY

E

Sunflower SNF SMI
assimilated by Frank Johnson

My experience with solo piano

albums is one concerning sen-

sitivity. Even when the pianist in

question has a backup group, the

qualities of the piano are such

that they carry emotion better,

perhaps, than any other in-

strument. A piano orchestrates

to the extent that a backup group

only provides the nuances,

while the bulk of the music is

handled by keyboards.

Randy Edelman uses the

piano in such a way. He is a

newcomer, a remarkably
versatile performer with quite

obviously a strong classical

background. His works bespeak

of prime classical influence,

especially in progressions and

chord structure. The songs

themselves, however, are not

classical, and they certainly

aren't rock, either. In fact.

Edelminian music proves quite

difficult to categorize. His

nearest neighbor would ob-

viously be Elton John, but

Randy Edelman's music is

markedly different from that

Englishman. (Joe Cocker
sounds a bit like Richie Havens;

but they plan entirely different

music)
Mr. Edelman's songs

thematically handle simple

matters, and relate to a sensitive

quest for love and un-

derstanding. This gentleman is a

Romantic: "Wouldn't it be

nice," he sings, "if I opened the

door and you were standing

there once more." Occasionally

these Romantic themes become
hackneyed and a bit trite, but in

the final analysis these are very

basic human emotions, and
Randy's discussion of them is

quite relevant. He uses

metaphors to describe his

particular bag-"My Cabin",
isolated on a hill, contains his

secrets and enigmas. The
opener, entitled "The Farmer",
narrates the pitfalls and
vagaries of life. The plastic, the

vulgar, and the artificial

qualities of New York City are

explored in a honky-tonk

DELMAN
number called, appropriately,

"Seventh Avenue." Randy
explains his artistic develop-

ment in the autobiographical

number, "Piano Picker". The
narrative at times tends towards

an ego trip (...how did I get to

play so fine?) but he can be
excused by virtue of his per-

formance, and also his history:

"While other guys were out

playing football, I was home
banging on the keys." He ends

the album with "Please Don't

Send Them Anymore", a bring-

the-troops-home-now plea that

ensconses politics, but this is his

only political song. The others

are too personal to include

politics, and in this way they

give the listener remarkable

insight into Mr. Edelman's own
sensitivity.

There is much musical in-

terest in this first solo album.

The classical background, which

we discussed earlier, affords an

excellent virtuosity to Randy's

songs. His works are not

restricted to one particular

style- each song has a different

quality and flavor all its own.

Edelman likes chord changes,

and there is no 12-bar blues

structure in his work. Oc-

casionally he gets into sump-

tuous Bach-like toccattas, and

the last number, "Please Don't

Send Them Anymore", in-

corporates Stephen Foster's

"Old Folks At Home" in a round,

with the older melody in-

termingling. At times Randy
incorporates impressionistic

whole-tone scales; "Piano
Picker" is an example. Long,

jazz-like progressions are ab-

sent, as are rock piano chord

repitition. Randy Edelman in

this respect is indeed an in-

dividual.

I enjoyed this album the first

time I heard it. Randy
Edelman's songs are easy to

assimilate, but his music is not

tastelessly simple. It is difficult

to evaluate what sort of success

he will have, but if he gets the

reception that Elton John and
the Carpenters have had, this

boy will undoubtedly make good.

(JflmpUS (<*&»%** Ladies Night
MONDAY
Adm. 51.00

Located in the Znyrcs Shopping Center Rt 9 Hadley

The Great Miss Florence Diner War
By DAVID WILLIAMS

Lots of people thought Everett was a slob, one of

those fat stubbly-faced greasy looking type of

slobs. Everett didn't really care because he was a

cook and that's an excuse for being fat and greasy.

But it's not an excuse for being a slob and a slob

Everett was.

Everett was a terrific cook though, and he

worked at a diner of sorts that had a pretty good

reputation. Everett had been a cook there longer

than anyone else had been around so he could

pretty much choose what he wanted to do around

the place. He was the head man in the kitchen and

he did keep the place

together, but he let other

people do things like

wiping off counters. You
see, Everett was an

aristocrat as well as a

good cook. Everett's only

fault was that he secretly

knew he was only a very

good cook and not really

anv kind of aristocrat. He
wasn't really when it

came time to go.

It all happened on a

sunny Saturday. Everett

got to work before noon

because Saturday was a

busy day at his place and

he had to get the whole

steam table filled. He and

another cook named Jack

flew around the kitchen

all afternoon and by five

o'clock they were done.

They sat down and
smoked and let the help

start feeding the early

evening crowd. By eight

o'clock they were back

working again, filling up

empty places. Everett

and Jack were hard at

work when the front door

opened and in stepped two

voung girls. They found

I hemselves a seat and began to decide what to eat

Everett peeked at them through the door. Typical,

he thought, even the menu confuses em.

The two read every word on the menu about four

times and then both ordered steak. Christ, thought

Everett, the food we got here and they both want a

steak OK, steak it'll be. Everett began to cook the

steaks while one of the help scurried around

getting everything else the two wanted.

The waiter came out into the back after the

steaks and found Everett and Jack sitting down

and smoking again. Jesus, he said, is that all you

ever do? He disappeared out the door with the

steaks. Everett had to get busy cooking up some

more orders and was surprised to find the waiter

with the steaks waiting for more. What the hell's

this, asked Everett. Those two want more? The

waiter with the steaks nodded his head slowly. We
already had to send out for more rolls and tonic, he

said They're eating up a storm. Everett laughed

grimly as he flipped two more steaks onto the grill.

Pretty soon the waiter with the steaks was

waiting almost all the time. Everett's arms were

getting tired from flipping the steaks and Jack had

to relieve him eve.y half hour or so. A little while

after the palms of Everett's hands began to bleed.

the original waiter collapsed and had to have cold

water thrown on him Someone dragged him out to

WHAT IS THIS MAN
chef knows for sure.

sit on the back steps to revive and someone else

took his place. All night and all the next day

Everett stood there flipping steaks. They ran out

of meat so they had to send out to a large super-

market but pretty soon all that meat was used up

too. Jack had to take his car and go out to find

farmers who had cows they were willing to sell.

Soon there was a long line of cows at the back door

waiting to be butchered and cut up into steaks.

Inside in the kitchen, Everett was still flipping the

steaks. He had a very pained expression on his

face and he was sweating a lot. The little drops of

sweat fell off his arms and chin and landed on the

hot grill where they
sputtered and disap-.

pea red.

While all of this was
going on in the back

room, the help in the front

was going crazy trying to

find enough rolls and

salad. They had a truck

full of tonic pulled up to

the front of the diner and

two hoses ran from it

inside. All day long there

was a steady stream of

trucks pulling up and
delivering lettuce,
carrots, cucumbers and

other vegetables. All the

townspeople came out to

help and the National

Guard brought in giant

lanterns so the people

could work at night.

Sometime after the

fourth day the two at the

counter had both grown
so fat that no one else

could lit out in the front of

the store. This meant that

everything had to be

handed through from
where Everett was

LAUGHING AT?-Only his standing flipping steaks.

But it crowded back
there, not to mention hot,

and Everett ordered everyone who wasn't really

needed outside. They had to move everyone but

Everett and Jack back two blocks when a civil

engineer came in and said the building was almost

at the breaking point.

But there was a lull shortly after everyone had

picked up and run two blocks back. One of the two

had stopped eating and the other was sitting

waiting to see what was wrong. A hush fell over

the small town. Everett put down his spatula. Jack

let his smoke go out. The trucks delivering the

lettuce and the cows stopped. Everyone was silent,

watching and waiting.

Inside at the counter the one who had stopped

eating was making funny faces. What's the

matter? asked the other. The first one opened her

mouth to speak and burped. No. she belched, she

roared, the roar became a deep rumble and the

building began to quiver and creak. The ground

started to shake and shimmy. The rumbling got

louder and louder and louder and finally ended in a

terrific explosion

Well, that was the end of Everett. He and Jack

were blown to bits. The townspeople built a

memorial to Everett and on sunny Saturday af-

ternoons they say you can still hear the steaks

sizzling as Everett flips em over.

Concert Series Set
The Fine Arts Council will

present an unusual Special

Events Series during this for-

thcoming academic year. Many
world-renowned artists from the

theatrical stage, contemporary

dance, mime and music will be

included in this series.

The first of these events will be

when that star of the Irish stage,

Siobhan McKenna, visits the

University for one performance

of "Here Are Ladies," the

sensational production which

endeared Miss McKenna to

countless theater buffs last

season at N w York Public

Theatre.

Miss McKenna will perform

the works of Irish playwrights,

novelists and poets, including

Molly Bloom's lusty soliloquy

from "Ulysses." This per-

formance will be Thursday, Oct.

7 at K p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium.
Continuing the list of special

events will be a single per-

formance by the Claude Kipnis

Mime Theatre. Oct. 21.

The Swingle Singers of Paris

will appear for a single per-

formance Monday, Nov. 22, as

the vocal ensemble" presents

music of the baroque period.

In April, the five-college area

will present a small version of

t he International Choral

Festival, with the Bela Bartok

Choir of Eotvos Lorand

University, Budapest, in a

program at Memorial Hall at 4

p.m. April 11

Art Show Planned
LCA announces the opening of a

one-man exhibit of woodblock

prints by Amherst artist. Lorie

Leininger, beginning Friday,

September 10, at 8:00 PM. The

public is invited to attend this

opening.

Featured in the show will be

prints illustrating poems and plays

(Chaucer. Ben Jonson, Milton,

Keats. Emily Dickinson and Mrs.

Leininger's favorite. Anonymous);
prints on medieval and religious

subjects; humourous prints;

prehistoric animals; con

temporary animals and their

young; and contemporary
woodblock portraits.

Program Council Presents

"WOODSTOCK
Sat. and Sun. 2:30, 6:00, and 9:30 p.m

S.U. Ballroom

75'

This Weekend! This Weekend! This Weekend!

I I

The Preservation Hall Jazz

Band of New Orleans will make
its fourth appearance at the

University in two evening

concerts April 13. This Dixieland

group has never performed at

UMass during the regular

academic year.

Closing the special events

series will be a one-week
residency by the young,

American composer, David
Amram, who will be occupied

with many student and faculty

musical groups, and will also

appear with his jazz quartet in a

special concert May 4.

Reserved single tickets for

these events will be available

two weeks prior to each event.

For a brochure describing these

events, and others under the

sponsorship of the Fine Arts

Council, send a self-addressed

business envelope with 16 cents

postage to the Fine Arts Council,

125 Herter Hall, or pick up the

brochure in person

DEERFIELD

Drive-In Theatre
Koute 5 & 10

South Deerfield. Mass.
Tel. Wiri-HTUi

I HI. SAT. SIN..

DEVIL
RIDER

N EASTMAN COLOR

BRUTAL VIOLENCE

Turned On By

Cool Chicks

and Burning Rubber 1

G0LDST0NE

FILM ENTERPRISES. INC •-;£• R
also

naxeD
miGeLs

Showtime 7:30

Feature 1st Sun only

A CINEMUS MAXIMUS .

FRIDAY and SUNDAY

7: 30 and 10:00 p.m.

HAMPDEN COMMONS, SOUTHWEST

Admission $1.25
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DEFINITIVE STEREO

Described here is the finest stereo system we know

how to assemble. W«* stock these components purely

for the satisfaction of knowing wherever you go,

whatever your friend has, nothing can compare with

the total perfection this instrument represents.

PHASE LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER

350/350 watts R.AA.S. into 80 HAAS both

channels driven simultaneously at any

frequency between 1 HZ and 100 KHZ
1.5DB at a distortion level typically

less than .08%

HARMAN KARDON CITATION ELEVEN PREAMPLIFIER

Frequency response at 1 volt R.AA.S. It

.25 DB 1/2 HZ to 70KH2 with no
measurable THD or IAA distortion

EPI TOWERS (Model 1000)

Truly omnidirectional loud speakers 6-

1/2 feet high and 250 lbs. each. Linear

response^ 2 DB 22 HZ—18 KHZ.

PIONEER PL41 BROADCAST TURNTABLE FITTED

WITH B&OSP 12 CARTRIDGE (EPI ENDORSE)

Far from a steal at $3245.00 complete, but then you'll

never feel you could' ve got something better.

AMHERST AUDIO
197 No. Pleasant

» '

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

flHjr Ma**attfU*tttB

Satlg OtoUrstan
*±J A FRII AND RESPONSIBLE ^^ *«SS

Weather:

Getting snowed earlier

than usual this year.

VOLUME XCIX, ISSUE 9 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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rroM A* littlcficld Memorial Bridge across the pond the other day. Rett ha CM I U II R
_

_

Dean Allen

Racism is Everyone's Problem
(l-.inioits NOTK: The School

of education has committed itself

lo combatting institutionalized

racism within its houndaries. This

past weekend, a retreat was held in

the ( •ampus (enter which devoted

itself l« the topic of in-

stitutionalized racism within the

School. The following are exerpts

fi nm the opening remarks of Dean

IHkighl W. Mien this past Friday.'

II is a very very critical thing to

recognize that we are dealing with

a society which is a racist society -

a racist society which in a

significant way hasn't even

decided whether it is important to

deal with racism as a major issue.

Right now as I look at the fabric of

society I see more evidences of

perpetuating racism than 1 see of

combatting it. I look, for example,

at the eve on which a major step

forward was to be made in the

desegregation of our schools and I

see what would appear to be a

compromise with that advance. I

look at the horror of the episode at

Attica. I look at the way in which

society seeks to protect itself and

On The Inside

:

Ripoffs Still Rampant
* See page three

.The War Continues, Part II

See page nine

•Redmen Clobber Black Bear:
See page twelve

to cover itself and to justify itself

and not simply recognize here is a

blot on our history -on our very

identity. Attica is a problem and a

product of the racial pathology of

our time A minority number of

this society takes its frustration out

m two ways either anti social

behavior in a life of crime or

mental instability, often in a

mental institution.

Coming back to our School, we

have to try to find new standards of

education in which we can gain a

perspective on our society and

community as a School and our

responsibility toward each other on

a very personal level Our

responsibility toward each other is

not a linear kind of thing -not just a

rap between individuals but it is an

interface on a whole lot of levels at

the same time You see, I can be

very friendly with a person of

another race and still be totally

insensititive to much of what is

going on My personal rap on a one-

to-one basis may even look to be

alright At the same time, unin

tentionally and in many subtle

ways. I am insulting my friend

-

both individually and collectively.

It is the way in which we use

language, the traditions of

language that we have, that have

insults built into them that we

haven'! even become sensitive to

It is the way in which we deal with

each other institutionally. We fail to

recognize thai the same rule has

different effects (Ml different in

dividuals the same expectation

produces different effects on

different individuals and somehow

if we are concerned with com

batting institutionalized racism.

we have to sort out the differential

effects of the same rule and to find

• a basis of equity rather than

equality, to find out how we might

treat people differently to achieve

the same beneficial results. It is a

compliment to treat people dif

lerently in respect of their dif

lerent circumstances and their

different backgrounds, the dif

lerent fabrics of their lives

I would say yes. there are other

problems and they are all in-

terrelated, but we as a School have

committed ourselves to start with

a local point and an axis of in

stitutional racism as I way of

spinning out into the other areas I

will view as subversive any at-

tempt however legitimate,

however well intentioned, to

escalate into nobility a dilution of

our concern with that issue

I believe that ultimately we

Continued on Page :i
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Tower, Tower, In The Air..

B\ BOBKBTl , BROOKS
Ever since the awesome crane

on topof the new library blossomed

above the I Mass skyline, it has

provided many services Confused

and lost freshmen find their way

simply by scanning the heavens

and knowing that the crane is

somewhere up there to serve as a

pathfinder Many tunes it serves

as a landmark by guiding weary

travelers who are seeking UMass
for the first time. For ad-

ministrative officials, it has served

as a reservoir of strength When
some problem thrusts them into

tits of depression, they glance

skyward to assure themselves that

the world's tallest library is being

successfully nurtured on their

campus
The crane seems to oversee the

four main building projects that

inexorably continue around us. To

the left of the crane and behind

Herter Hall sprouts the Fine Arts

center which employes Fontaine

Bros, as the general contractor

Bichard 'Spath, the project

superintendent, assures us that

construction is proceeding on

schedule and sticking close to its

$11700,000. budget. The project

began in December 1970 and,

despite a crippling iron worker

strike in July, will finish as

planned on June 1, 1973.

Thus far. the superintendent

considers the quality of work as

•very good.'' It was Spath who

designed and built the bridge over

the pond
Tobin Hall, the new Arts and

Science building, is being erected

almost directly in front of the

crane and behind Bartlett Hall. But

Fontaine Bros., again the general

contractor, have not been so lucky

^

Arthur Stratton. the clerk of

works on the Tobin Hall project,

told of a strike that brought work to

McGovern Says:

a complete standstill in April and

May 1970-

The iron worker strike that

plagued the Fine Arts Center also

effected Tobin Hall Consequently.

the budget has been adjusted from

the original $5,797,057 to $5,816,730

and t he deadline has been extended

from Sept 10. 1971 to March 1972.

However. Stratton is very pleased

with the quality of work and

substantiated his claim with a

personally guided tour.

Far to* the right of the crane.

Daniel o'Connell's Sons Inc. is

putting the finishing touches on the

Graduate Research Center.

Despite the iron worker strike, the

superintendent indicated that they

will stay within their $13,000,000

budget and finish work by January

1. 1971. He also feels "very

satisfied" with the quality of work.

Work on that project began in 1968.

The crane's main responsibility,

the library, is also progressing on

schedule. Once again, Daniel

O'Connell's Sons Inc. is retained as

the general contractor. In his office

on the sixth floor, the clerk of work
hurriedly explained that they too

are staying close to their budget of

$10,800,000 and will finish work by

June 1, 1972. He feels that the

Project, which began in April 1969,

is of "very good" quality.

In reference to the crane, the

clerk of wonk went on to say that it

will be dismantled in a piecemeal

fashion by utilizing hydraulic jacks

and a stiffleg crane. This

dismissed speculation by some
students who thought that a force

of helicoptors would be used.

When this landmark is finally

dismantled in June, the library will

be tall enough by itself to direct

lost freshmen, attract new visitors,

and revitalize depressed ad-

ministrators. But somehow it just

won't be the same.

French Editor To Speak Here

BKKN A LON<; TIME COMIN -Quick cut to Gorman. Interior of a

room, black lights, beer cans. Two guys half-passed out on the bed.

"Hey. what are we going to do tonight?" "I dunno. man. Let's go

climb the Library." (Photo by Rich Hinckley)

Bertrand Girod de l'Ain will

give a talk on "Higher Education

in Ferment: Universities in

France" tomorrow at 8:00 p.m. in

room 227, Herter Hall. The talk is

sponsored by the Office of In-

ternational Programs at UMass.
Mr. de l'Ain is Education Editor

of l.e Monde, the foremost
newspaper in France. He has

followed closely the recent

dramatic reforms in the French
university system. Mr. de l'Ain is

also a "Professor Associe" at one
of the new universities in Paris,

Paris IX, otherwise known as
Universite Dauphine. He teaches

advanced courses in comparative
higher education.

Mr. de l'Ain's lecture will be in

English. There will be no ad-

mission charge.

Package Price

Water Beds
Special Frames
BED SPREADS
for Water Beds

&
Reg. Beds

A Head of Time
360 College St.

Rte. 9

Withdrawal Vital To Negotiations
HONOLULU (AP)-Sen. George

McGovern, (D)-S.C, said Sunday

that if President Nixon were to set

a definite deadline for withdrawing

all American forces from Vietnam

it would lead to immediate
negotiations for the release of

American prisoners of war from

North Vietnam.

"I have not the slightest doubt

that if the President would set a

deadline for that purpose-the total

disengagement of our forces by a

set day. hopefully. Dec. 31, 1971-

that would immediately set in

motion negotiations for the release

of our prisoners who have been

held for years in Hanoi," he said.

McGovern, stopping here for two

days after a 10-day around-the-

world trip that included four days

in Southeast Asia, said such action

would "result in a cease-fire in-

suring the safety of our forces

during that withdrawal period."

The South Dakota Democrat, the

first announced candidate for

president, said a withdrawal

deadline would not guarantee a

risk-free future but that "it would

at long last recognize" that the war

is "an issue which can only be

No Coup On Ky's Mind

resolved by the people of South

Vietnam."
Speaking to a convention of the

Hawaii State Federation of Labor,

AFL-CIO, McGovern called the

forthcoming elections in South

Vietnam "completely rigged," "a

one-man show" and "a total fraud

on the people of South Vietnam."

Turning to economics,
McGovern urged that President

Nixon convene a citizens' con-

ference to recommend policies to

be followed after the wage-price

freeze is over. He said it should be

omposed of representatives from

labor, business, agriculture and
consumer interests.

CARTOON'/STS MElfr-

£0 Fofi. fg|fg@
/F You CAN /Pf/ld u>e

IF You c/)//
J
r, COH£

To T//J? 0/?6At//ZflTM-

/1L MFfPNCr tomgHt

SScoNd FLoo% OF

the Student
UNfO/V VO?*
THAT'S TOHlGHPlj

SAIGON 'AP> Vice President

Nguyen ( no Ky saus that if he were

president, he would attack

corruption in the South Vietnames

government by executing "i«> or 15

big wheels " He did not name
them
Ky made the remark last week in

an interview with a visiting

American television correspon-

dent.

Without identifying these

allegedly responsible. K\ .^aid he is

aware that lie is the target of an

assassination plot, and added that

President Nguyen Van Thieu also

is concerned about personal

security

In the interview by CBS
television correspondent Mike

Wallace. Ky said thai if Thieu

backs him into a corner, "<»f

course. I have to use force against

him " But he said there were no

coups on his mind "for the time

being."

Bell's Pizza

gives you all

the taste

all the time.

6ft University Dr.

r.K-snil .2KWW51

Free Delivery

ofPlwss

BODIES WANTED

The Westfield Detention Center

Needs You

*i

fcljr 4Uft9<ulpi«rt!i fiaUg (Colltgian

Office o) the DAiuV COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on

the University campus, up code 01002 Phones are 54S 3550 (news), 545 0344

(iporfs), and 549 1111 (ed-tor)

Second class postage pa.d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weeMy Monday tnrouqh Friday dur nq the academic year except during

vacation and e«am per.ods -r-ep I
*eek following a vacation or

- „m „, ^nen a hohda* ' I "• lk Accepted for mailing under the
e%Q!T\ penoa or mw »

„» iho *rt of March s IB?* *s amended by 'he act of June 11 1*43 Sub
?ufhor'ty O' ,n » <"-

..
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-„.^ ... DMft iu 00 per year
On rflio «

Meeting in Room 917, Campus Center

Sept. 20, 1971 - 7:30 p.m. (today)

A group is being formed to work with kids (commonly
called juvenile delinquents) at the Westfield Detention

Center.

Sgt. Cavanaugh Says:

Students Leave Door Open For Theft
By STEPHEN FINK

If you've been ripped off in the past two
weeks, there's probably no one to blame
but yourself. Sgt. Phil Cavanaugh of the

Campus Police says students who have
been robbed are usually victims of their

own carelessness.

"A student leaving his door unlocked

for a second is opened for robbery,"

Cavanaugh said. "We had two girls in

here last night who had closed their door

but didn't lock it. When they came back,

they were missing a $150 stereo cassett

player."

Cavanaugh says most stolen property

is taken 10 Springfield or Boston where
it's sold for a fraction of the original cost.

"The only way stolen property can be

identified is by serial numbers or a name
written inside," he explained. "Students

should take the time to write down the

serial numbers of stereos, bicycles,

typewriters, tape recorders and any

other valuable item."

The University Police have a teletype

system connected to the National Crime
Information Center in Washington ac-

cording to Cavanaugh. They broadcast

information all around the country. The

key is numbers onany item, the Sergeant

said.

Cavanaugh feels one of the biggest

problem for police is witnesses who delay

calling in crimes.

"It's extremely frustrating when there

are 4-5 witnesses who call an hour later.

Students are afraid to call because they

figure it's other students stealing, said

Cavanaugh. "They think they'll tell them
to return the property when they see
them again. That worked a couple years
ago but not any more. Now mostly out-

siders commit the crime on campus."
Cavanaugh feels the University Police

force is "very undermanned." He said

that at the present time there is a staff of

27 for 22.000 people. There used to be one
man for every 100 students, he said. After

the administration conducted a study last

year the figure changed to 3.5 for every

1000, he added.

Policewoman Judy Jackson one of the

two women on the force works as a desk

clerk and on special assignments.

"I handle complaints which would be

better handled by a female, i.e. female

assaults, rapes, she said. It was her

opinion that most crime occurs between

the hours of 5 p.m. and 7 a.m., when
thieves can work unobserved.

"The highest crime area is Southwest

because of its population," Miss Jackson

said. "We rarely get calls from Orchard

Hill. They have their own security

system which works very well."

Policewoman Jackson agreed with Sgt.

Cavanaugh about student carelessness.

"Just leaving your room opened for a

moment is dangerous, girls especially,

with their pocketbooks". she said. Eight

out of ten times robbery occurs when the

student leaves his room opened for a

"second", she went on.

"Outsiders usually know where they're

going in dorms. If they spot something

they like in a room that's opened, next

time they'll go in and grab it. If a person

goes looking for something to steal on

campus he's going to find it and take it,"

according to the policewoman.

Figures show a marked increase in

armed robbery, and theft at UMass in the

past two years.

LARCENY KKPORT FROM
JANUARY 1,-AUGUSTSI, 1971

A. $100 and over— 1 IK compared to M last

year to date

B. Under 4100—2fiH compared to HX last

year to date
('. State property—14 compared to 41 last

year to date

I). Auto parts & access.— 102 compared to

:«l last year to date

In the first two weeks of school there

have been 134 complaints, 45 listed as

larcenies.

The Society That Could Be Better...
Continued from Page 1

cannot have world order unless

every one wins. And here is where
lor the first time in human history

we have the technological, the

scientific basis to support feasibly

that objective. For the first time in

the history of mankind, the com-

fort of one man does not depend on

the discomfort of another. We do

not have (o have a servant class to

have a ruling class. It is not

necessary But the mentality of the

world is a mentality of the

distribution of scarce resources

and the competition for those

resources and that is an obsolete

reality. The reality of the world

today, my belief is, that every man
may enjoy the highest standards of

physical comfort, psychological

acceptance. and spiritual

awareness because that too is a

result of the technological ad-

vance. For the first time in the

history of mankind every man may
have enough leisure that he may
contemplate for himself his in-

tellectual, his personal, and his

spiritual destiny; and that is

unique in this age.

As long as there is poverty in the

world, there will be this scram-

bling, this fierce competition for

survival that will in essence per

petuate the need for racism.

All of us have to feel that we have

as much or more of a stake in the

School's commitment to in-

stitutional racism than anyone

else. I mean, if you look at the

Committee to Combat Institutional

Racism, it isn't a black committee.

It is a committee representing the

diversity of the School in all of its

dimensions. Don't view your

participation here as an op-

portunity to come and patronize

the black and minority members of

our School's society. If that is your

attitude, then we will all fail-

because the problem of combatting

institutional racism is as much a

white problem and a yellow

problem or a red problem or a

black problem or a purple

problem. It is a problem of people.

That is what it is a problem and we
are all people and we all have an

opportunity to live in the society

that could be better if we succeed

in our task.

I IMavthell Benjamin, a professor

in the Afro-American Studies

Department, spoke at one of the

retreat's plenary sessions. A
summation of his remarks follow.)

The consequences of racism are

both psychological and physical.

They include themes, sanctioned

by law. continued white oppression

and lack of vertical mobility of

development
When the black man arrived in

this country as indentured ser-

vants, the law was openly the in-

strument of oppression. In every

situation, advancement was the

consequence of a crisis.

The history of the United States

is replete with policies and in-

stances of racism, from Abraham
Lincoln's statement. "I do not

advocate equality'" to both world

wars when blacks were not allowed

to work in national defense plants.

Civil Bights movements are the

most remarkable social

movements. Malcolm X. Kldrige

Cleaver, and George Jackson
should be commended as social

theorists.

Error Noted

In Handbook
The Provost's Office has noted

the following error in the 1971-72

"Student Handbook":
on page 46, Paragraph "WF

Period" should read "F Period";

and the subsequent reference to a

notation of "WF" on the student

record should read "F".

Student Senate

BOOK

LOANS

Now Available

Student Senate

Office, Level 1

Campus Center

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

(OMK \TTI\(i B \( ISM-The School of Kducation held a retreat this weekend in the Campus (enter,

devoted to the topic of institutionalized racism. Kxcerpts from Dean Allen's speech begin on page one.

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

2:00 a.m.
Feeding

Hampden Commons

Starting Monday, Sept. 20th

if

a

'THE PLACE" will be open

for a "Quick" Burger and Shake

until 2:00 a.m.

BITES & PIECES" will close at midnight.

*
Join the

DEBATE
TEAM

No Experience Necessary

TUESDAY, SEPT. 21

7:30p.m.

COLONIAL LOUNGE
STUDENT UNION
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World

Americans
(AP) -American unhappy about runaway inflation

can expect little sympathy in some places overseas

where prices have been rising far more sharply.

And President Nixon's announcement of a tem-

porary wage-price freeze might be a ho-hum affair

in countries where strict anti-inflation measures are

commonplace.
In the last five years, inflation in the United States

has boosted living costs nearly 25 per cent. In Britain,

those costs have increased 32 per cent. In Japan, 30

per cent. In Brazil, living costs went up 21 per cent last

year alone.

In Italy, a consumers' union is squabbling with

butchers over whether the weight of wrapping paper

should be included in figuring the cost of a pound of

meat
Beef prices in Italy have risen 24 per cent over the

last five years. Beef has risen about 58 per cent in the

same time in Britain, 40 per cent in France and 33 per

cent in Australia. In the United States, beef prices

have gone up 15 per cent.

Apartment rent has risen an average 40 per cent

over five years in France and Therese Alie, a 31-year-

old Paris working mother, complains her rent will

double in the next two years. "That's not inflation,

that's murder," she says.

In the same period, rents have climbed 40 to 50 per

cent in Britain, 44 per cent in Australia, 20 to 36 per

cent in West Germany and 25 per cent in Japan. The

increase for the United States is 18 per cent.

During these last five years, the average British

steelworker's paycheck went up 50 per cent. In the

United States, an average steelworker's pay rose 25

per cent, but it went up 33 per cent in Australia, 46 per

cent in West germany and more than 100 per cent in

Japan.
Some form of wage and price controls have been

operating within the last five years in Brazil, Belgium,

France and Britain.

Basic foods are subject to price controls in Britain

and the government must give tacit approval to ail

pay raises.

Quarterly adjustments are made on mortgages,

savings accounts, owed taxes and government bonds

to compensate for increased costs of living.

France clamped down on prices after disturbances

in May-June 1968 and encouraged housewives to

complain to shopkeepers. When these measures

proved inadequate, the government began what was

'called as a temporary price freeze in 1969.

Withdrawals Should Be Balanced
BONN, Germany (AP)—

Chancellor Willy Brandt's

government said Sunday, Bonn

and Moscow agree that troop

reductions in Europe must not be

limited to the United States and the

Soviet Union.

A day after Brandt returned

from three days of talks in the

Crimea with Soviet Communist

party chief Leonid I. Brezhnev,

government spokesman Conrad

Ahlers told a news conference they

found three common principles in

their discussions on proposed

mutually balanced troop with-

drawals in Europe.

The first was that negotiations

for troop withdrawals could not be

left to the two super-powers alone.

"All these countries affected

should be involved." Ahlers said.

Within the framework of such

negotiations, involving the

Western alliance and the Soviet-led

Warsaw Pact nations, reductions

of national European troops as well

as U.S. and Soviet forces stationed

in Europe should be discussed, he

added.
The Soviet leadership also

agrees with Bonn that the

geographical area affected by

troop reductions should not be

limited to Germany alone, Ahlers

said.

He added that the two countries

feel troop withdrawals should form

one of the topics to be handled in

the Moscow-proposed European
security conference. The North

Atlantic Treaty Organization is

willing to start multilateral

preparations for such a conference

as soon as a satisfactory solution is

found for the problem of divided

Berlin situation to be negotiated by

West and East Germany. But the

German talks are bogged down in a

dispute over differing German
translations of the four-power

accord.

He also announced that Brandt

will brief the U.S., British and

French ambassadors. Western
signatories of the four-power pact,

on the meeting with Brezhnev.

State Secretary Egon Bahr,

Brandt's leading East European

expert and his chief negotiator in

the inter-German talks, also will be

present at the meeting. Bahr ac-

companied the chancellor to the

Crimea.

CommonMarketTo Discuss

Recent U.S. Trade Measures
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP)-The Council of Ministers of the

European Economic Community will conduct a full debate today on

the effects of the recent American protective trade measures.

Last week they called for monetary reform, and urged a dollar

devaluation as part of a world currency alignment.

The Community, or Common Market, is a trading bloc com-

prising France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg and^

the Netherlands.

The debate, under the presidency of Italy's Foregin Minister

Aldo More, is expected to be inconclusive. West Germany is

hesitant to propose strong action or threats of retaliation.

The debate will be based on a study by the commission of the

international body which notes that the Community forces a trade

deficit of about $2 billion this year, due to the recent U.S. measures

and to increases registered by Common Market currency exchange

I'citGS

The study said that the six-nation trading bloc's exports to non-

member countries probably would increase by only four or five per

cent this year instead of the eight per cent earlier forecast. The

trade deficit with non-member states has been running at the rate

of a few hundred million dollars this year.

The commission report said while there has not been any marked

impact so far on the Common Market economy, pressure of ex-

change rates threaten to push rates higher than is tolerable from an

economic and employment point of view.

The U.S. 10 per cent import surcharge would affect 87 per cent of

Community's exports to the United States, amounting to $5.7 billion

or 12.8 per cent of total Common Market exports. Major product

groups affected are automobiles, machines, iron and steel, textiles,

clothing and shoes.

On Monday afternoon, the ministers will prepare for negotiations

with Britain Tuesday and with the non-candidate countries of the

European Free Trade Association later this year.

Papa Gino

Meets Fu-Manchu

Fulbright:Congress Has Right To Know
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen. J. W.

Fulbright. (D)-ARK., said Sunday

a General Accounting Office report

has demonstrated the need for new
legislation to protect the right of

Congress to obtain information

from the executive branch.

The report he said shows "that

Congress, watchdog on the

Treasury and GAO has been de-

fanged in investigating programs
involving the expenditure of

hundreds of millions of dollars."

The report resulted from a

request by the Foreign Relations

Committee, which Fulbright

heads, for the GAO to compile a list

of instances in which it had been

denied access to information on

U.S. government programs

Stanton Cops White Award

overseas.

The report said outright denials

by the executive branch of access

to records on foreign programs are

quite rare.

But. it went on. the GAO's big

problems has been with

"frustrations and delays" which

often have prevented it from

looking at the information in time

to use it effectively in audits and

investigations.

MILAN, Italy (AP)-Umberto
Melotti, editor of a political

magazine, wanted to go for "work

and study."

Renata Pisu, who went to school

there, wanted to return for

"sentimental" reasons.

Renato Musaccio, a south Italian

doctor, wanted to go so badly he

asked young Italian "Maoists"-in

vain-to help get him a visa.

Melotti, Musaccio and Miss Pisu

were among 12 Italians who left

Milan by plane Sunday for what is

described here as the first group
tourist trip to Communist China

organized in the West.

The travelers will join two other

Italians who had preceded them to

Hong Kong.

The journey is the first of its kind

since Italy and Communist China

formally recognized each other

last Nov. 6. opening a new era of

trade and political contacts bet-

ween the two countries.

The tour was arranged by the

Italian tourist agency Navitur,

with the collaboration of Swit-

zerland's national airline,

Swissair. The 24-day journey will

take them to Canton, Shanghai,
Nanking and Peking on tourist

visas issued by the Chinese
government.
The trip cost each traveler about

1.5 million lire or $2,400.

Officials say the 12 were among
about 100 Italians who applied to

visit Chfna.

NEW YORK (AP (Frank
Stanton, president of the Columbia

Broadcasting System, has been

chosen as recipient of the Paul

White Memorial Award for the

most significant contribution to the

advancement of broadcast" jour-

nalism in 1971.

The Radio Television News
Directors Association will present

the award to Stanton for his

'courageous and determined ef-

lorts in defending the broadcast

journalist's constitutional rights in

the face of a proposed contempt of

Congress citation, arising from the

subpoenaing of nonbroadcast
material used in preparation of the

documentary. The Selling of the

Pentagon."
It will be the second Paul White

award for Stanton, who moves up

to vice chairman of CBS on Oct. 1.

He first was honored in 1957

BODIES WANTED

Spectrum
The general interest magazine of

University of Massachusetts

Open Recruitment Meeting

Thursday Sept. 23 at 7:30 p.m.

in the Spectrum office (S.U. 407)

Is Art, Poetry, Fiction or Photography

your thing?

The Westfield Detention Center

Needs You

Meeting in Room 917, Campus Center

Sept. 20, 1971 - 7:30 p.m. (today)

A group is being formed to work with kids (commonly
called juvenile delinquents) at the Westfield Detention

Center.

Group Responding to SOS P^ Ready at Whitmore

Bv CYNTHIA I1KMKNWAY federal assistance; private er

A tfroup of students on campus
are planning to take action In

response to a request made by

Larry Dye of the Westfield

Detention (enter at last week's

Attica teach-in. Dye's request was
tor help at the detention center

which holds approximately r>0 kids

far a variety of charges. A meeting

and rap sessions is scheduled

tonight at 7::H) PM in room 917 of

the Campus Center for all in-

terested and together students.

The group forming to work at

West field is a response to Attica in

one way. According to a

spokesman, what is sought is a

change in correction and the in-

stitutions in society that promote

such concentration camps through

self education, he said. The most

immediate goal is to provide a

constructive outlet for the kids at

the Westfield Detention Center.

Volunteers at the detention

center in the past have found work

there sometimes upsetting. Kids

hardened by the state's correc-

tional institutions and philosophy

have viewed volunteers with the

same distrust as they view the staff

members hired by the state to

maintain the status quo. This

meant that people made their

living physically controlling kids

and their activities rather than

dealing with the kid's problems

which often result from adults and

lit111 111
mi mi

TIIK GATEWAY TO T1IK Westfield Hotel-free room and board as

one kid suggested. Kids are held at the detention center for days or

months depending on the courts. The big problem is having nothing

to do
their society.

The need now is for manpower.
People to do things inside and

outside the detention center. Staff

at the detention center is low, so

the need for volunteers is great.

An example of what this means
hits hard on one boy who wants to

go to school. Because there is no

one available to take this boy out of

the detention center he can not do a<

simple thing that would maintain

his educational status while being

held by the state.

"Generally the key in this

situation is activities. Volunteer

staff is needed to create more
activities to diminish the chaos and

tension within the building.'' ac-

cording to a spokesman for the

group. The lack of activity turns

kids against staff and against

themselves, he said.

By CYNTHIA I1KMKNWAY
Students who received notice of

University scholarship awards too

late to credit them to this

semester's bill can collect their

money at the Cashier's Office after

Friday, September 17th.

The delay in awarding the

scholarships was due to late ap-

propriation of the funds, according

to Lynn E. Santner, Acting

Director of Financial Aid.

He said in addition to the late

notice, it is significant that there

was "'little money to go around this

year.''

In the entire University, only

between :*5% and 45% of the

students received any form of aid,

including employment, Santner

said. Last spring and summer,
only 900 of 1230 scholarship ap-

plications were accepted.

There was even less assistance

in the area of National Defense

Loans, Santner said: 900 ap-

plications and 000 acceptances.

Financial Aid money is allocated

in basically four parts: state aid,

as channelled through the budget

and voted by the legislature;

federal assistance; private en-

dowments which go mostly to the

school of agriculture; and the

t'CFBS scholarship program,
dealing with disadvantaged
minority groups.

The grants this past year were
equal to those of previous years,

hut because of increased costs and
more applicants, the available

awards became smaller.

Santner said: "We realize we
haven't even begun to take care of

all the needs on campus. Sometime
soon in the future we hope to be

granting all money possible to all

students."

Alioto Trial Opens Today
:._j »:i i.--_:J •-. A

VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP)-San

Francisco Mayor Joseph L. Alioto,

who is in the midst of a re-election

campaign, continues another

battle today as a $2.3 million civil

trial opens.

Alioto. 55, is one of three

defendants in a suit brought by the

state of Washington and several

public utilities districts, seeking to

recover legal fees paid for anti-

trust litigation in the 1960s.

The civil suit was filed after it

learned that Alioto had paid more

than $800,000 of the $2.3 million he

earned to the Washington attorney

general and an assistant attorney

general in 1967.

Alioto repeatedly has denied any

impropriety in sharing the fees

with the then Atty. Gen. John J.

U1MUA
Tonight at WMUA:
7:00 p.m. Evening News-a full half

hour of world, regional, and

local news from United Press

International. Associated Press,

and WMUA News.

7:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. The Drum-

popular black program with

black poetry, soul, jazz, news

and many festures Serving the

black community with in-

formation and entertainment.

11:00 p.m Late Night News
Beport -another full half hour of

comprehensive news compiled

by WMUA News.

1 1:30 p.m. to »:00a.m. B.J. Hanson

puts together three and a half

hours of progressive rock. jazz.

etc.

91.1 FM on your dial

O'Connell and the assistant,

George K. Faler, who are co-

defendants with Alioto.

The suit contends the fee split-

ting was concealed and illegal.

Besides the civil suit, a federal

grand jury has indicted Alioto,

O'Connell. Faler and former
prosecuting attorney John G.

McCutcheon of Pierce County,

Wash., on charges of conspiring to

bribe state officials.

The trial on those charges is

scheduled in Seattle in January.

Political observers rate his

chances for re-election as good but

the decision of Dianne Feinstein,

chairman of the Board of Super-

visors, to run against Alioto may
change the nature of the race.

The 38-year-old woman, who

waited until Friday's deadline

before filing for the nonpartisan

post, is Alioto's only Democratic

rival. Five political unknowns and

former newspaper editor and
magazine publisher Scott Newhall

also are in the race.

If You Dig Music

Read On!
Special Offer

8 TRACK TAPES
$2.50 • $3.00

anything from acid rock to

country western
Tremendous Savings
8 TRACK PLAYER
PORTABLE AC-DC

under $30.00

Plus much more - TVs,
Radios, the works.

FOR INFO CALL 6465648
and ask for Paul
Brown 204 B

October 3, 1971

3:30 p.m.

&
8:30 p.m.

C. C. Program
Council

presents

'Y01WA
600PMAN

CHAM
war

ft UN MUtKAL EfffOTTfcNMfftr

t»su * T* come 5W(fTBUMS"

at.

C. C. Auditorium

tickets - $2.00

On sale at S. U. Ticket
office starting 12:00
oon, Sept. 22.

oft

[no.

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

FOR

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

REE

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

41 South Pleasant St.

AMHERST

Everyone knows what a sisterhood is.

We're one of those.

But we're not a sorority.

The Unique Chi Delphia offers the sense of

Belonging to a Brotherhood

Without being a coed fraternity.

We're on our own and we're with

The Brothers of Delta Chi.

A small, friendly group of girls

Who share with the Brothers.

Share what with the Brothers?

Come to the house & find out.

All interested girls invited to meet

the Sisters and Brothers
at

PFI.TAt 111 FRATERNITY HOUSE
31 1 Lincoln Ave.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22. H p.m.

for more info call Donna 6-6333.

Take a free Mini-Lesson and increase

your reading speed on the spot!

Take a Free Mini-Lesson

In 60 minutes, over 80% of our Mini-Lesson audiences increase

their reading speed. Just a little, but enough to know what it's like.

At the Mini-Lesson, you will find out how the Evelyn Wood tech-

nique handles difficult textbook material. How it improves mem-

ory and concentration. And, how it makes reading a pleasure in-

stead of a chore. The Mini-Lesson is one hour that could change

your life, too!

Success Warranty!

95% success! Anyone who fails to improve at least 3 times

receives a full tuition refund!

FINAL MINI-LESSONS
UNIV. OF MASS. CAMPUSCENTER,ROOM908

Monday, Sept. 20 at 4 p.m. or 7 p.m. or 9 p.m.

For further information call

PAUL MURPHY 253-2425.
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Our Daily Racism
Back during the Civil War slavery was declared un-

constitutional and blacks were freed. Like most of the

other prejudices that man has, racism became in-

stitutionalized-unheard of except in our minds and actions.

We practice institutionalized racism by automatically

assuming that a black student is a CCEBS student.

We practice institutionalized racism by assuming that a

Spanish-speaking student is Puerto Rican.

We practice institutionalized racism by being afraid to

see an art exhibit in the Black Cultural Center.

We practice institutionalized racism by believing that

those using hard drugs on campus are black and come

from Springfield.

We practice institutionalized racism by collecting dorm

dues, not realizing that everyone can't afford them.

The examples are endless.

In his Convocation address, Chancellor Tippo urged that

action be taken to recruit more men and women of

minority groups as graduate students, faculty members,

and as administrators. He also urged that greater efforts

be made to provide financial aid for students from

economically deprived areas. We applaud his efforts.

The School of Education has committed itself toward

ending institutionalized racism in that School. It began this

past weekend by having a School-wide retreat that brought

the issue into the open.

Every department and school in this University should

follow the advice of Chancellor Tippo and the actions of the

School of Education in recognizing that institutionalized

racism is a major problem of our age.

Ending institutionalized racism must be a major

priority of every student, teacher and administrator.

Don Glickstein

The Circumlocution Office

What here is this'.'

The day is uncertain. The clouds, unsure of whether

to break or billow, shed a greyish light on the pond.

The Campus Center hovers In its doubtful splendor,

remindful of its architect who still lives, designing

edifices not for the city, neither for the country, nor

even for suburbia, but for someplace in between. Cars

hesitate as they drive on North Pleasant Street, not

knowing whether to drive over the speed limit and be

gratefully past the Spenglerian University or abide by

the law and endure its graphite atmosphere.

In the great shadow of the Cioodell Library, between

the aged brick of South College, near the often here,

often gone "DETOUR" sign of the rubble, a girl sits.

She is weeping, her tears drenching her full face and

flowing down beneath her chin to be absorbed on her

neck by a black choker.

Her body suggests neither a psych major, an art

major, nor a chemistry major, but perhaps an in-

terdisciplinary field, for she wears a combination of

beaten hiking" boots, a plaid and pleated skirt, a ruf-

fled blouse, and the choker.

Intermittant Humanists pass by

and ask of her, 'Can I help you? Do
you need any help'.'" to which the

unfortunate weeps only harder, as

if those very words were

repugnant. Hearing no answer, the

Humanist shrugs his shoulders and

mutters. 'Man, you're fucked up.

Get your head together, baby If

you're on a bum trip, why don't you

go to Room to Move'7
, and keeps on

truck in'.

Now. a lanky man. with plastic-

rimined glasses and short hair,

stops before the girl. He picks her

up and uttering soft, soothing

words with a genial Midwestern

accent, carries the poor one to his office. He deposits

her. still weeping, on a pillowy couch, and urges her to

talk

One last time She struggles to raise herself and

haltingly speaks.

"All I asked was. I wonder if you could help me and

they sent me to the Counseling Center. The counselor

there told me to see my corridor counselor and she

said that 1 must either go to my head of residence, who

wasn't in. or the area coordinator. Days I spent

searching tor mv area coordinator before I gave up

and entered an office which said "AREA DEAN". The

gentleman there referred me to Mental Health, where

1 was told to make an appointment or go to the In-

firmary I didn't mind waiting an hour and a half at

Infirmary except that the doctor there told me that I

must walk to Room To Move which was in the process

of moving its room from Wheeler House to the Student

Union. A person there accompanied me to CASIAC

where a girl said I must go to my department office.

They said I have to sec my school dean so I ended up at

South College. A very weird man there who really

didn't say anything although he spoke a long time,

muttered* something about the School of Kducation

Their Cndergraduate Affairs Office sent me to

Whitmore. where the Dean of Students passed me on

to the Registrar's Office which in turn passed me on to

Placement and Kinancial Aid, which said that I must

go to the Provost's Office which sent me to the Vice-

Chancellor who sent me to another Vice-Chancellor

who sent me to the Dean of Women who asked me if I

had spoken to my freshman orientation counselor.

When 1 said that I didn't remember who he was.

someone answered that if that was the case. I had

belter go to the Counseling Center or to my faculty

advisor or to the Ombudsman. 1 don't even know what

an ombudsman is'

"

The girl finally collapses in exhausted contusion

Confused, m> Chancellor' Confused, my Hoards of

Trustees! Confused, mj professional and confessional

counselors of ever) order' Confused, men and women
Humanistic compassion in your hearts' tnd

<! thus around

iirsl

r>n Da>

students ire bombarded with alternatives telephone

numbers, referrals and ,u\\ ice

There lies the problem

Where to go for help is a perplexing, dominating and

tearful question lor the student whose needs tall in

between the defined jurisdictions ol existing

organizations or lor the student who simply has not

read the volumes of catalogues and Cniversity

Directions booklets

There is no central, compi chcnsix e I niversilv

(ounselinu ami ad\ising agency. Rather, not unlike

the imposing bureaucracies of our cities with sketchy

•Action Lines" and clumsy Little City Halls, the

I niversity has organized itself into inpenetrable little

boxes, that separate academic guidance from

psychological from vocational. Even within these

boxes, more boundaries are drawn, and a person must

choose between the Counseling Center or Mental,

faculty or college and school advisors.

Horizontal referrals are made, which often start a

student on a governmental runaround. If this does not

happen, an advisor will, more often than not, impart

his own ignorance to the student, about fields which he

knows little The biggest loser in the I niversity in-

humation and free advice game is the student in need

of academic and vacational aid.

A former dean in the College of Arts and Sciences

used to tell freshmen that Home Ec was more than

•knitting and cooking". It was unconvincing, because

he was unaware of specific courses freshmen might be

interested in, that they could take.

Incompetent faculty volunteer for "advising"

during freshmen and transfer preregistration. solely

because they are paid a lucrative $:15 for 2 or 3 hours

___J] work As a result, students are

preregistered for courses that

don't exist (the faculty use the

wrong catalogue), a speech ad-

visor tells a communications
disorders major to take the wrong

introductory course, a science

advisor is not aware that a (i-credit

intensified language course is

equivalent to 2 courses.

Other advisors in other schools

are unaware of the intricacies of

the core requirements, that fresh-

man veterans must take gym. that

Rhetoric 109 and Rhetoric 140 are

not sequential.

A government advisor is not

open -minded enough in the School of Business Ad-

ministration to his advisee.

Too late, a student discovers that his vocational

desire is not chemistry, but food science, and the

department advisor has not been concerned enough to

give the student vocational guidance and send him

away from the department and into a different school.

A prospective high school teacher is given an old

set of requirements from his faculty advisor, who

hasn't heard from the School of Ed about its new

programs.
Freshman orientation counselors not in Arts and

Sciences are excluded from a general information and

training meeting, even though more than a year of

courses must be taken in the CAS by other majors.

A PE major who wanders into CASIAC is told that

his folder is in PE and that he doesn't really belong in

CASIAC
The only orientation a student receives is a 2-3 day

crash program, during which much is learned, and

little absorbed. Meanwhile, only Engineering and

Education majors have developed freshmen

"orientation to the University" seminars.

Exemption from requirements is a hazy

procedure, as the Counseling ('enter holds some of the

tests, language departments hold others, and other

departments rely on interview and college boards.

( onflicting information, misinformation, endless

referral, a plethora of possibilities, ignorance and just

indifference characterize counseling and advising at

I Mass
The solutions are clear

1 1 A central and comprehensive counseling and

advising center must be established, manned by

faculty (2/3 or full timet, student counselors.

vocational advisors, psychologists, and social

workers, each specialists in one field and generalists

in .ill. with no departmental ax to grind, with free and
• complete access tn all School and departmental

publications and programs each working togethi I

_*> Each incoming freshman must be assigned an

individual advisor, preferably a faculty member or

idministratoi not necessarily in the student's field.

>rks in he counseling and

i ntei The student shoul i e to cha
full

i

rhe i inversus has grown like cities First, a desire

for convenient ^u{\ applicable location. Then, the

growth oi a great central core Most recently, people

have cried lor decent rah/at ion Somehow somewhere

in between, the Universit) must find the Ideal com
promLe between a centralized, efficient, impersonal

counseling and advising model, and decentralized.

responsive, but less resourceful models The question

is not one ot curtailment and consolidation, but ol

alternatives.

No More Cookie Monster ? ?
WASHINGTON -Recent statements by television

network officials indicate that their programming this

year will be aimed at youth and young married people

"who have more money to spend than their eldermore

conservative-spending parents. Since TV is nothing

but an advertising medium in this country, it's hard to

fault the networks and their sponsors for wanting to

reach the people most likely to buy their products.

The truth of the matter is that old people just won't

go out and spend money, and for that reason there is

no reason to indulge them in any way.

You would think the elderly would be bitter about

being considered "nonpersons" by advertisers, but on

the contrary they seem very philosophical about it.

My Uncle Phil said, "I knew the handwriting was on

the wall some vears ago when the Saturday Evening

Post canceled my subscription because they

discovered I was over the mandatory age of 45 to read

their magazine." , . .

•That s true Uncle Phil, but it's one thing for a

magazine to drop older people as readers, but its

another for all three networks to decide to go after the

youth market." , ,,

"We have only ourselves to blame. It s true we don t

have too much money to spend. The reason we don t is

we spent it all on our kids, whom the sponsors now

insist they want to reach. If we hadn't given a I our

savings to our children, the advertisers would be

making programs for us instead of theim

•It still seems a brutal thing to do." I said.

•You have to look at it from their standpoint.

Uncle Phil said. "What good is it to make en-

tertainment for people who cant buy a sports car. or

who don't care if they have bad breath or who are too

tired to fly the friendly skies of United f If God wanted

the networks to appeal to senior citizens. He would

have seen to it that they got a lot more Social

^Tr's nice of you to see it from the advertiser's

viewpoint. Uncle Phil."

\s in previous vears the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor. The only requirements

are that thev be typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length. All letters must be signed and the author s

address and telephone numbers must be included.

No letter will be published without this information.

Also, no letters will be printed without the name of

the author. Please note this change in policy

All letters are subject to editing either for content

or space according to the judgment of the editors.

Also, due to space limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed.

THE EDITORS

•Why shouldn't I?" he said. "It isn't as if the net-

works purposely wanted to exclude the elderly from

their programming. But they have to think of what's

good for the country. And what's good for the country

is a strong economy, and the only way you can have a

strong economy is if people go out and buy the things

they see advertised on television Elderly people

might go out and buy a bottle of aspirin once in a

while, or a can of corn, but Doris Day or Sonny and

Cher can't live on that."

T can see your point," I said. "Rut why do the

networks rub it in'.' Why don't they just go ahead with

their programming without announcing who they're

appealing to?"

"The men who run the networks are very nervous

and worried men. They know for a fact that the people

who really have time to watch television are the

elderly, the sick and the unemployed. The last group is

getting larger every day.

'The young people either don't care about watching

TV or they have the money to go to a movie, a

ballgame or a play. So the networks havetoannounce

what they're doing to reassure the advertisers that

they're making programs for other people besides the

deadbeats."
"And doesn't this bother you?"

"Why should it'.' No matter what they announce,

they always put on the same junk they put on the year

before."

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times

Editorial Points
Discovery of the year!!!

Marijuana causes brain damage
to rats! (But how many people

do you know who share their

grass with rats?)
1 1 i

Chancellor Tippo tells us that

germanium and petunias make
lovely pets. Yes, but they sure

look strange at the end of a

leash.
* * *

Pierpont House rid itself of all its

dope and now look what it's got:

a dorm filled with game addicts,

playing "Risk ". whist.

Monopoly" and "Diplomacy"

every weekend from midnight to

dawn.
* * *

It seems that everyone must

abide by the wage-price freeze

except the food services. The

price for a small coke at "Bites

and Pieces" is now 15c Not bad

for half a cup of ice.

Mr .Justice Black has resigned

from the Supreme Court Spiro

Agnew is reportedly not being

considered for this responsible

post

The Rodmen won
game Huzzah.

their first

/?CT

A Good Job, Boys
ByBlLLGORCZYCA

The New York State Police, National Guard, prison officials and the

whole unholy crew involved in the massacre at Attica can sleep

peacefully now. for Nelson Rockefeller ruled last Thursday that there

was no indiscriminate firing at Attica and that the deaths of thirty nine

hostages and inmates could be ruled as "justifiable homicide OI course.

I cocky was in the best possible position to make these decisions: tar away

from the maddening crowd.
,, 4 -

i «, ut.

Rut this is exactly what his role as governor calls lor. He displays his

leadership hv turning a deaf ear on the pleas of half-crazed inmates and

then placing the burden of pressing decision directly on the sUoulcfers«»t

his subordinates When the job has been botched so badly that his hen-

eh.nen come running to him with blood on their hands, he gives them all a

pat on the hack You did a good job boys. Just think of all the lives you

saved by murdering those thirty-nine people.

It is interesting to note that on the same day that Governor Rockefeller

displayed his own peculiar brand of leadership by making a whitewash ot

the Attica massacre. Governor Sargent of Massachusetts flaunted his

leadership capabilities by saving that the prisons rfMwdiniMI^ in

need of reform. That must be the greatest understatement of the year. Ii

is unfortunate, however, that the Massachusetts House killed an entire

prison reform package submitted to it last week. Oh well «aybewe can

have our own little Attica right here in the Commonwealth someday. We

might even break Rockefeller's record of thirty-nine justitiablt

homicides in less than ten minutes.

, -,„. ...Ilowing letter was found abandoned in the Campus Center. We reprint it because it describes so eloquently our campus. -Ed.)
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Kids Enjoy Bowditch Day Care
" * N> .111-1- I'KLIIN ,. „„ j_ in-. :» -_ mll„h ic that uii

1 like to play in the sandpile.

make mud and fight." These are

the words of three yearold Billy,

one of the twenty "students" at the

child day tare center located at

Bowditch Lodge. The center is run

by Mrs. Betsey I'elz.

"The m<>st amazing fact is that

the kitls really do like it and have a

great time learning and playing."

Mrs 1'elz says, i think the reason

they do like it so much is that we
don t make them do anything."

There are different activities

going on all the time, from making

their own snacks to writing their

names
The staff (which at most is on a

ratio of one staff member per four

children i work with the children

teaching them to distinguish sizes,

shapes and odors; how to count,

and on an individual basis, how to

write their own names and use

them for name tags.

There is music playing con-

stantly; sometimes just for

listening, other limes the floor is

open for dancing.

The children paint pictures,

paste and cut out magazines.

There is always something for the

kids to do.

The center opens at 7:45 and

there are two sessions, 7:45-12:00

and 1:1(0-5:00. At this point there

are only twenty students, and there

is loom for twenty more, so all

applications are being accepted

CHI OMEGA
Frat. - Sorority Park.

Open Rush

All University Women Invited

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1971 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Thurs., Sept. 16 -

Mon., Sept. 20 -

Thurs., Sept. 23 -

7:00 - 8:00

7:30 - 9:00
7:30 - 9:00

8:15 - 9:15

SWAP
The Student Workshop on Activities

Problems is a group of about 200 students,

faculty, administrators, trustees, and

legislators that meets off campus once a

year to discuss many phases of University

life -its problems, rewards, and effects.

Chi O's will pick you up before each party in the

Lobbies of Thoreau Leach, Newman Center, Van

Meter, and Dickenson. The cars will be there 15 min.

before each party or call anytime for a ride -

Come and meet us!

Bonn and girls alike enjoy

the nuiii.v activities ottered by

the Bowdiuli DIT: from

|ila> ing with building blocks

• left) to snacktime. (above).

There's alwa\s something for

kids to do at Bowditch Lodge.

\nd there's still room for

twenty more students.

Clean Food Seminar Subject

The department of hotel, restaurant and travel administration at

I 'Mass will present an eight-session seminar for food service people on

Sanitation in Food Service Operations" in Waltham beginning Tuesday,

*The two-hour evening sessions will be held in the auditorium of the

University's Waltham Field Station. 240 Beaver St., from 7 to 9 p.m. on

Sept. 28. Oct 5, 12. H). and 26. and Nov. 2, 9, and 16. It is an offering of the

Cooperative Extension Program of the College of Agriculture.

Currently food service sanitation is of increasing concern to health and

regulatory" agencies, and is likely to be the subject of more drastic

legislation in the not distant future, according to Charles E. Eshbach,

associate professor in the sponsoring department, who is in charge of the

seminar. .

The meetings will feature an examination of the situation as it exists

today, a definition of the food sanitation problem in terms of food service

operations and the microbiology instruction necessary for un-

derstanding the problem. Special attention will be directed to bacterial

food poisoning and how to prevent it. pest control in food service

locations, and the laws, regulations, and legislation concerned with food

service sanitation.

The seminar is designed for people in all types of food service

operations, and is open to all interested. There is a registration fee of $25

and advance registration is necessary. Applications and additional in-

formation are available from the Department of Hotel, Restaurant, and

Travel Administration.

If you are a freshman or upperclassman

willing to become involved in preparing for a

meaningful SWAP 1971 program come to

Rooms 904-908 Campus Center

at 7: 00 P.M. today,

Monday, September 20, 1971

Education Through Involvement

NES Tutoring Needs Volunteers

to Tutor in Springfield

If interested in tutoring in economically deprived areas

of Springfield attend either of these meetings.

this Sunday Sept 19 at 7:30 p.m.

Elementary Age Tutors

in Mahar Auditorium

Secondary Age Tutors

in SBA 120

The Great Marijuana War

Part II

New York City is full of shit.

Literally. Friday night I was
standing outside the Duster

trying to figure out a street map
of Greenwich Village and I

stepped in a big pile of dog shit.

That really pissed me off so I

didn't even bother to find out how

to get where we were going, I just

got right back in the car and

started swearing.

Eric couldn't stop laughing. He
was getting a big kick out of it. I

felt like wiping some on him.

"C'mon. Just get the hell away
from here. Find a cop, we'll ask

him how to get there."

"A cop? Are you kidding." Eric

didn't think I meant it. He pulled

over to the sidewalk and asked

this freak who was walking by.

But the Village being the Village,

the guy was gay and sort of

hinted that he'd take us there

himself.

We politely declined and he

Have us the directions. Forty-five

minutes later I told Eric to pull

over and I'd find a cop. Which I

did and we were there in no time.

Eric was leaning way over the

wheel staring at all the bright

lights.

"Wow!" he exclaimed. "What
is this place? Look at all those

bright lights."

"Cool, huh? Give me a hand

with these bags."

We rummaged around in all the

junk in the trunk and pulled out

the two plastic bags of

marijuana. Hoist them up on the

shoulder like a New York gar-

bageman and in through the front

door.

The bouncer stopped us and

asked what did we think we were

doing.

"Don't try to give me any

grief," 1 snapped, "just go tell the

boss that New England's Largest

is here."

He scurried off down a dingy

hall and slipped through a door.

Two seconds later the door

banged open and the boss came

striding down the hall holding a

cigar.

"Well, look who's here," he

began, "If it isn't our man in

Mazatlan. What brings you to the

Big Apple?"
"Business," I said, and let the

bag drop off my shoulder. It

made a nice loud crunch noise

when it landed on the floor. The

boss chuckled.

"Still dealing the same old shit,

eh?"
"Very funny," I said, "Very

funny."

"Well actually, it wasn't too

bad for goldenrod," he said,

waving his hand in the air. "But

let's get down to business and

forget these embarrassing
memories. What've you got this

time."
"Sniff for yourself," I said, and

opened up the bag.

The boss squatted down on his

heels, and plunging his hands

deep into the bag. lifted out a

huge handful and held it up to his

nose and sniffed.

"Smells okay."

He took a bigger sniff.

"Not bad. Not bad at all."

He stuck his whole face into the

bag -

"Pretty good. This stuff is

pretty good." He stood up

straight and pressed his hands

together in front of him.

"Tell you what, Dave. This

stuff smells pretty good to me. I'll

give you double what you paid for

it and we'll call it a deal"

"You're on, Jack," I said.

He snapped his fingers and the

dope disappeared. Two hands in

front of us waved a fan of green

By David Williams

money; we grabbed, and the boss

was gone. We could hear his voice

fade away as he slinked quickly

for the door.

"So long, boys. See you again."

Eric was standing there with a

handful of money and a pained

look on his face.

"Tell me what happened," he

begged. But his face brightened

as he fingered the new crisp

money.
"I already know a good way to

spend this, he said. "Yes, I know

said he'd have to be quarantined.

I put the Duster in the hospital

garage, said goodbye to Eric for

a while and headed uptown.

But a funny thing happened on

the way to the subway. I caught

sight of an all too-familiar form

at a newstand. Looking at the

magazines, no doubt, I thought

and walked over and tapped him

on the shoulder.

He turned around and I let him
have it.

"I thought you understood after

that's cheaper than grass, but

just as good, then all our worries

are over, forever! The thing is,

though, that that would take all

the fun out of smoking dope.

Who'd want to admit he got high

off of ragweed or something? Not
me, man. So what we'd have to do

is convince people that what
they're smoking now is just pure

crap next to what we sell them.

That's all. Advertizing."

"Where do you get this 'we'

baloney, anyway?" I asked.

r

He was a juggler, y'unnerstand? A juggler, that's all. And all he kept in the trunk was clothes ...."

what I can do with this handful of

bread. Let's get back to the

Duster!"
Fifteen minutes later I was

standing in the middle of the

sidewalk on 42nd street prac-

ticing staring down people while

Eric chased the hookers up and

down the block. He lasted about

an hour. He came back

exhausted, completely spent.

"Whew," he panted "That's

work. I had to chase them up and

down the block until they all got

in one place. Only prices have

gone up and I didn't get a crack at

all of them. Some bargain. I had

to do the same amount of chasing

as before, too. Eric found out

what a bargain it was about four

hours later when he had to go to

the hospital. They wouldn't say

what was wrong with him but

our last little 'business venture',

shall we say, that no one really

wants to see your ugly face

around here."

"("mon, give me a break. You

and that knucklehead you deal

with down here in the Village

both knew that that stuff was no

good. Jesus, you two unloaded

that for more than you paid me.

Why get sore at me? How would

you like to be able to get people to

to beg to buy worthless dope all

the time? I mean, so much of

what you find being sold in the

street is just such shit. If you

could come up with some really

great shit, then your problems

would be solved.

He was beginning to get ex-

cited.

"Think of it, man. If we can

come up with some kind of weed

"Even if I decide to just listen to

you, I'm still not going to pay any

attention to you. You can talk all

you want and I'll agree with

everything you say. I listen to you

too much for my own good."

"Listen, here's all we have to

do." His voice dropped to a low

mesmerizing mumble, and soon

found myself listening to him,

paying attention to what he was
saying, and agreeing with every

word he said.

Bright and early Saturday

morning, about 3 a.m. to be

exact, we were blundering our

way into the flower merchant

district where there are a lot of

these big supply houses full of

every kind of florist supplies you

can think of. We were on our way
down to cop the biggest lot of the

best looking plain old weed weed

that florists use in displays that

we could. One hundred pounds we
figured would be easy enough to

follow in the streets. That was the

second part of the plan. We hired

these little kids to hang around

Washington Square all day
Saturday and watch people. By
ten in the morning, with all the

little kids positioned, my new
partner, whose name is Art, by

the way, would drop word that

he'd copped a lot of good dope.

He'd emphasize the good. He'd be

at the arch at noon. Anyone who
was interested would saunter by

and tell him how much. Then Art

would go back up to his apart-

ment and make up the orders.

Meanwhile, each one of the little

kids picks out which buyer he

wants to follow around and he

sticks to him as soon as the buyer

makes his pickup. Then a whole

new batch of little kids would

follow the people that this man
sold to. Washington Square, we
reasoned, was full of enough little

kids running around on a

Saturday morning so that nobody

would be suspicious of a little kid

who was following him around.

We would then talk to all the little

kids and found out who sold what

to whom and for how much and

then we'd have our guinea pig

sample for flooding the entire

market with inferior weed. We'd

know just how much to order, and

when. There'd be no waste, no

fuss, no bother. Pretty soon

there'd be enough bad weed

around so that people forgot what

good weed was like. And we
would be the only ones who knew
what was wrong with all the dope.

We reasoned that most people

didn't have a real feel for the

plant they were smoking. All they

were smoking was an ounce.

They wouldn't know a marijuana

plant if they saw one. But since

we would have "dope" around all

the time, it would gradually

become more and more con-

venient for everyone to buy from

us. Pretty soon we would capture

the market on marijuana by

selling ragweed or something.

That was the plan as we con-

ceived it. All the way down to the

flower exchange we kept adding

refinements to it and thinking

about how successful this whole

thing was going to be. We sat

around the flower exchange until

trucks started bringing in the

bales of weeds. They had I few

unwrapped bales for samples. All

the others were identical and

wrapped in heavy paper. Each

bale weighed 50 pounds and you

had to buy minimum of two. We
took two. Art put them in his VW
bus and we zoomed back to his

apartment. We wrestled the bales

up three flights of stairs into the

middle of the living room, and

then nearly collapsed. Art was

the first to recover from the

strain and began to putter around

with brown butcher's paper and a

scale and little shovel. He lay all

his tools down on the floor,

opened a sharp knife and began

to cut the paper off the bales. He
made three cuts on one bale and

the front panel of paper fell

forward.

We both gasped
Standing in front of

solid, r>0 pound bale

green grass. We tore

off the other bale. Identical all

right. 100 pounds of dope, all for

ehickenfeed. And we were sup-

posed to be selling ragweed or

something.

Art was upset. He was rolling a

joint as fast as his shaking

fingers would allow, but h<

wasn't shaking from excitement

He was scared.

"We're ruined," he said bet

Continued on Page 10

at once,

us was a

of bright

the paper
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The Great Marijuana War ( continued)
ween nervous puffs, "We're
ruined. Don't you see what's

happened? We've scored. It's not

weeds, it's grass, it's good grass,

not weeds."
He began to moan a little. I

didn't see any reason for the

melodramaties, so I asked him to

explain a little bit.

"We're in trouble, man. Can't

you see that? We've scored

someone elses' dope and he's

bound to come looking for it.

Where's that gonna leave us?

Holding all these millions of

Baggies? Bet your ass pal. We're

in for it."

He sucked harder on the joint.

He had a point. If this really was
someone elses' shipment then

they were bound to come looking

for it. 100 pounds doesn't come
cheaply, especially when it's

supposed to be ragweed or

something. But the stuff was
sitting right in Art's living room
and was falling out of the paper

and all over the rug. What we
were going to do with it?

Art answered my question for

me.
"There's nothing we can do,"

he said slowly. "They'll go to get

it, realize it.'s gone, ask a few

questions and zingo! they know

who we are and where we are. I

just hope they can understand a

simple mistake."

"Better hope some more in a

hurry," I said," A long black

Cadillac just pulled up in front of

the building. Maybe we can get

some of these roaches hidden and

they won't be mad at us for

smoking their dope."

I began to kick and scuff at the

roaches lying on the floor. Art sat

on the trunk watching me, the

joint still burning in his hand.

"What are you doing?" he

finally asked, in exasperation

"Those are my roaches, man. Cut

the shit..."

He was silenced by the tinkling

of a little bell. We both listened

intently. There it was
again... bells. ..someone hum-
ming....

The rasp of the door buzzer

snapped me alert. They were

here! Art and I tripped over each

other trying to open the door so

thev wouldn't shoot the lock off.

We collided into the door and Art

fell down. I got the door partway
pushed by the

into the couch
door, and bumped i don't believe it!"

. I turned to face "Yoohoo," Manuell called.

"....It grows and grows and nobody knows...."

open and then pulled with all my
strength. Art slid across the floor,

the person in the doorway.

"Manuel!" I shrieked. "No,

waving a little silver bell that he

wore on a cord around his neck,

"May I come in?"

Sure, might as well. Come on

in, Manuel.
"Well I certainly didn't expect

this to happen after that good

deal we pulled off together. I'm

shocked. What do you have to say

for yourselves? Well, speak up."

"Ah...I...uh...that. We didn't

mean this to happen," I blurted

out. "We were trying to cop some

weeds and somehow we got your

packages. We didn't mean it

really."

"Oh, I believe you boys. But tell

me, what were you going to do

with all these nasty weeds?"

Manuel asked.

"Art, you tell him. It was your

idea," I said. Art began to give

Manuel the gory details of how
we were going to flood the market

with poor quality smoke so that

we could become rich. Manuel
got redder and redder as Art

talked. When Art finished,

Manuel stood and glared at us.

"Wise hippee punks. People

like you are always getting in my
way. But this time I've got you

dead to rights. Fingers in the

proverbial cookie jar and all.

Naughty, Naughty."
He began to huff and puff and

make inarticulate noises. I was
afraid he was having an attack of

some sort. He mastered himself

and cooled to a white heat. His

face pale, his lips tense and

white, he began to speak slowly.

"All right, boys. The game's

over. Now I'm in charge and

what I say goes."

He snapped his fingers and

Carlos and another Mexican ran

into the room, pushed us into

chairs, and tied us up. They stood

over us with pistols.

"Well, what do you think of

this, my friends? Why don't we
just sit here until I decide what to

do with you."

My mind raced, trying to

comprehend just exactly what all

this meant. Carlos had a gun and

we were tied in the chairs.

Manuel was standing looking out

the window, playing with the

little silver bell. The bales of dope

stood open on the floor, slowly

crumbling under their own
weight. I have it! I know what I

have to do!

I have to get a message to Eric!

To Be Continued
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skunk outside Van Meter. Murder is

murder and your Kaunas will get you.
tf9-20

Kilt SACK

I'M. I ( hex \ Impala .1 speed Hurst shifter

%Mlh an Xcxl 2k:i engine. Pecent paint job

liipendable $150 or best offer. Call l.ynn

5 Iti-li 1 1 5.

tf<l-20

(Join* oversea*, moat seU quick-
ly 68 Chevy Impala, automatic,
Y8, radio, $150. 2 month old $180
Tape Recorder, $100. New 3
npeed bicycle $30. Call 853-5996.

tf9-24

ROOMMATES

Sm. ( orona electric portable typewriter

used ', wks $115 new will sell for $125 or

best offer. Sandy 5-15:12 days. 549-6276

1(9-22

(iced slereu 10W amp
spkeis. asking $150. Cal

• ..in. ml table.

256-H459 Steve
tf9-20

Male to live in modern .1 bedroom apt.

$60 per month. Apply Apt. 77 Polling

t.reen. 111. 9. Available immediately
U9-22

Poommate wanted to share 5 room apt

in Vhampton.Own bedroom. Pref. female

over 21 Pent $so month, (all I aura 5K6-

XI6I

.

i.'i \olkswagen hus. LM.OOO miles, sun-

i.h.I. \M -I'M radio built-in bed. perfect

condition 665- 1 163.

119-22

If9-2I

New medium sl/e Presto electric

broiler -ox en. perfect for cooking, just

about anything in your room, xery low at

$15. ( all 256X1:12.
.

tf9-2fl

MOTORCYCLES For
Sale

:I50 Kawasaki Pighorn I •» 7 1 set for

enduro competition $650 .. 250 Montessa
I across-1967-slrictly motocross. $350. Call

5I9-3673.

HVtl

i,t, I ..id Mustang, 6 cxI . gmid running

condition $ phi I all John Hill 256-H459.
«f«l 'Hi

1961 (.TO red ( hi" . Pest offer oxer $300.

•,27-19'. I

119-24

IM1 Hat M50 cpe.. exc. met h cond. 35-40

inpg $650 ( all I 56H-9067 after 6 p.m.
If9 22

\ulkswagen 1957. good condition,

rebuilt engine, ideal for local use, one

.osmetic blemish peachy $300. Call I-3H7-

9S7D exes
tf»-2l

ECONOMIST
I est economist vacancy of Thompson.

If found return to 211. Sentimental value!
tf9-22

1967 Opel Pallye. 31000 ml., well main.,

sell hesl offer or trade for bike, .leff R-9049.

•M, -
T,i

1,9-22

ROOM WANTED
Need place to live with other females

near campus. Call Mary 253-7673. If not

there leave message.
tf9-29

I960 PSA $650.. runs well, hut needs

minor repair. Pest offer around $350. Call

I2:i-77l I. ask for Jack.
119-22

.MX :i(13Stereo. Speakers. 8 months old.

excellent cond.. best offer. Call after 6

p.m. 6-5155.

If922

llofner Pass t.uitai - includes case and
strap, exc. cond.. best offer, contact Poh
519-1 1 HO.

119-21

1970 Triumph Ponneville. 650cc. perfect

running condition, (all 253-785H.

U9-24

I96H Honda SSI 25, exc. running cond..

new inspection sticker. 6900 ml.. I helmet.
\sking $250.00. (all Jim 546-7906.

U9-24

RIDERS WANTED
Mi ixing In Springfield every weekday

7: :n a.m. Piders will share expenses. Call
Phonda Hlair. 5-2412. 5-2413. 319 Wheeler.

119-22

(ihson huminghird acoustic guitar with
padded case. Prand new and cheap. 665-

1163.

If9-2

1

ROOM WANTED
Hihiiii males wanted — 2 girls need 2

more girls to share apt. $50 a month, I 1/2

mi. from Campus, (all 665-3202.

119-21

Mod. Mtn. Pange Apt. in So. Amherst,
easy going roommates. Call Hot) 253-2922.

If9- IX

I ead Singer wanted for est. working
group: Pock. Blues, etc.. also original

mat. Year round work! contact Boh or

John 6-9747 - 6-K664. 119-22

Student to care for 5 vr. old hoy In my
home nr. School of F.d. M-K 11:15-12:45:

Tu.2: 15-5: 30. 549-0676.
tf9-20

l-cologx -minded students earn extra

money part-time without Interrupting your

present schedule, (all collect 1-533-3634.

119-24

wanthi WANTED
Need rides lo Boston each Monday

afternoon or night; and from Boston to

Amherst on Friday afternoon. Share ex-

penses. Call 549-1767.
tf9-20

SERVICES
Need a hand. Mia I a band will supply a

hand lhal your budget can afford. Any
xariety available. For details, call Stan
.'.16-921.-..

119-29

RIDE WANTED
Need ride from Spgfld lo 1 Mass daily.

Will pay. 753-5943.

tf9-20

(.reenfield — need a ride lo and from
I Mass Mon., Thur., Frl. Must he here by
X: Ml Can leave 5 p.m. Will share expense.
Jnann 774-3611 - 5-I5H2.

H9-20

ENTERTAINMENT
I a. ulix professor needs small forn

apartment for fall semester only. Call on

campus 5-2574 or 5-2659.
119-20
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Pinball Profitable
The pinball machines in the

Campus Center are making
money.
Since July 1, the 12 machines

have earned $4,000 in clear profits,

according to Bill Hogan, assistant

manager of the Center.

A total of $20,000 is expected for

the year, he said.

Random checks on Friday
showed an average of 19 people

crowded around the pinballs at all

times. Observers said there are

often people waiting to play the

machines.
The machines are leased from

Trico Vendor. Northampton, and

the company pays all maintanence

costs. The Campus Center receives

a straight 52 per cent commission

on revenues, Hogan said.

The money is supplement to the

CC game fund.

While he could not say it would

lower student fees paid to the

Campus Center, Hogan said the

pinball revenues should help

prevent increases in the fee.

Notices
ALPHA PHI OMEGA:
The national service fraternity.

Informal smokers open to all

university men. Sept. 21, 28, and 30

Memorial Hall at 8 p.m.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
UNIVERSITY WOMEN:
Conn. Valley Branch: Keynote

meeting for the 1971 72 season to be

held on Sept. 21, at 7:30 p.m. in the 1st

Congregational Church of Amherst.

CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM
COUNCIL:
Meeting of all CCPC members

tonight, 7 p.m., Rms. 804 808CC All

members invited to attend.

CAMPUS DEBATE CALLOUT:
In Colonial Lounge Sept. 21 at 7:30

p.m. No experience necessary.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
All you ground pounders who want

to fly, start learning now. Ground
school starts Sept. 20, 7:30 p.m. in

Rm. 162 CC.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND
HUMAN NEEDS:
Organizational meeting

Committee office on Wed., Sept. 22nd

at 7 p.m.

GAY LIBERATION FRONT:
Gay liberation will hold its first

meeting in Free University (across

from the Hatch) on Monday at 7:30

p.m. All sincerely interested people

are welcome.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB: _ .

Classes will be continuing on Sept.

21 for those class members who were

unable to finish lessons last spring

due to the lack of time.

HILLEL:
Rosh Hashanah services to be held

from 10 a.m. 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. -9 p.m.

in CC Aud. today and tomorrow.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON:
Wine and cheese tasting party at

lota Gamma Upsilon, 406 N. Pleasant

St , 7 8 p.m. and 8 9 p.m. on Mon.,

Sept. 20. All university women
welcome.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA:
The sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta

cordially invite all university women
to our "International Night" party,

Mon. 7 8 p.m. and/or 8:15-9:15 p.m.

We hope you'll come.

MODEL RAILROADERS:
Anyone interested in building an H

O gauge model railroad lay°"J'
please call or see Dean Foster, 209

MacKimmie, 546 9772.

NAIADS:
Old Naiads meet Mon. & Wed. at 4

p m. New Naiads meet Tues. 8.

Thurs. at 4 p.m. WOPE Pool. Tryouts

will be next week.

OUTING CLUB:
Introductory meeting Sept. 20 at

6 30 p.m. in CC Rm. 165 downstairs.

New people more than welcome.

Meeting will include Tetons slides,

discussion of upcoming trips and

EMS sale.

SWAP

:

SWAP Committee organizational

meeting is tonight Monday at 7 prrv

in Rm. 904 908 CC. All interested

please attend.

membership of Top of the Campus,
Inc. will take place on Sunday, Sept.

26, 1971 at 6:30 p.m. in Room 804 808

at Murray D. Lincoln Campus
Center, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Mass., all according to the
bylaws of the corporation.

UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN:
Tonight's sorority rush schedule

includes the "Sigma Bunny Club" at

Sigma Kappa, and "Make a College"
at Chi Omega, both at 7:30 p.m.;

"Witches and Wizards" at Sigma
Sigma Sigma from 7 8:15 p.m., and

"International Night" at Kappa
Alpha Theta. All are cordially in

vited.

LOST:
Textbooks: Science of Engineering

Material, by Charles Smith, Elec-

trical Circuits, by Manning. Call 6

7550 or bring to 305 James House. Ask
for Melvin.

PINBALL WIZARDS—Like those flashing lights? Ringing bells?

Waste your time at a pinball machine near you. Doit today.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR

Astrologers traditionally have associated

the planet Uranus with earthquakers. The

Uranus cycle is seven years; the planet

remains in each zodiacal sign for that

length of time. Now, scientists at the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration reveal they have found a

definite link between major earthquake

activity and an "earth wobble," which

reaches its maximum every seven years.

Accordingly, more major earthquakes can

be expected 1971 than in any year since

1964 The next major "wobble" is due lo

occur in 1978.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): What begins

as disagreement could be transformed into

beautiful alliance. Accent is on settling of

differences. Check contracts, agreements.

Stress versatility, humor. Sagittarius is

involved.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Reserve

power comes to fore; you surprise others

and yourself. Gift hightlights period. Libra

individual makes fine gesture. Show ap

preciation. Remember health resolutions.

Avoid extremes. Check diet.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Good lunar

aspect now coincides with love, creative

interests, pleasure through young persons.

Communicate desires Clandestine con

ference may be on agenda Keep con

fidential matters confidential.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Accent on

domestic matters. Bring task, assignment

to completion. Fine for purchase of luxury

item, apparel. Improve home comforts,

correct any safely hazard. Compliment

loved one.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Relations with

relatives due to improve. Discard rumors,

imagined slights. Highlight maturity. Don't

expect perfection. Short journey may be

scheduled. Check appointments, times,

reservations.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Money comes

your way. Financial conditions due to

improve. You obtain needed papers, ap

provals. Capricorn person can play key

role. Protect valuables. Take nothing for

granted. Be fair but firm.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22): Lunar cycle is

such that you succeed in new starts, cone

tacts, challenges. Your appeal is broader.

You learn from experience. More persons

understand and are attracted to you. Go to

it.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): One close to

you confides secret. Respect confidences.

Don't tell more than is necessary. Be aware

of subtle nuances. Leo is involved. Jealousy

is in picture. Don't play games with

emotions.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Accent

on friendship how to cope with what may
be unreasonable request. Key is to tread

lightly. If you don't know wait. No need to

rush. Desires are due to be fulfilled. Can

cer born person is involved.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): You get

boost up ladder; means some ambitions

become realities. One at top aids your

cause. Show gratitude, but avoid being

maudlin. Key is realistic approach.

Flexibility also is necessary.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Favorable

lunar aspect spotlights travel, journeys

aimed at adding to knowledge. Open lines of

communication. Read, think and analyze.

Be thorough in approach. Love interest

may be at a distance.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Your sen

sitivity, ability to perceive trends is

highlighted. Yaw are able to determine

where to be and when. Accent on the oc

cull, on money belonging to another. Not all

answers have been revealed.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

apt to be musical, capable of explaining and

appreciating the arts. Some claim you are

moody. Actually, /ou are introspective and

require periods alone. Social activity,

however, is due lo accelerate in October

and throughout 1972.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Friday's puzzle

ACROSS

1 Obtained
4 Whip
8 Vessel

11 Grasp
12 A continent

13 Reverence
14 Part of

"to be"
15 Bitter vetch

17 Transfixed

19 Encountered
21 Possessive

pronoun
23 Parcel of land

24 Brother of

Jacob
26 Place

28 Care for

31 Doctrine

33 Cleaning
device

35 Female deer
36 Football

position (abbr.) 40
38 Simplest

41 Pronoun
42 Emmet
44 Still

45 Irritate

47 Unadulterated

49 Spider's trap

51 Shout
54 Anger
56 Drunkard
58 Pronoun
59 Conquer
62 Shade tree

64 Pronoun
65 Everyone

66 Covers

68 Direction

70 Expire

71 Chair

72 Born

9
10

11
16
18
20
22

25
27
29
30

32
34
36

37

39

Drink slowly

Call

Gasped for

breath

Be in debt
Spread for

drying
Domesticate

A state (abbr.)

Negative
Siamese native

Followers of

Shem
Employ
Pedal digit

At present

River in

Scotland

A month
Greek letter

Once around
the track

African

antelope
Stitch

Attempt

T A P A B B E

1
s C A T

A 1 R T R u E H E 1 R
A O O T U R KMT A 8 L E" olu T 5 A M U 5 E

A R A R E T A P E

L A B e Ls 1 P T M E

T 1 L L E RK T E R R O R

o N E V A Tp u E L S

R E G A L 5
H
A M E

F R A I L M 1 G JjW 1

R E 1 N S A r E Jj R E

e A R S

1
A L E H 9 E R

E L S E M E R E E T A

43
46
48
50

52
53

55

Dally

Lock opener
Before
Push from
bellow (colloq)

Insect

Sensuous
desire

Dines

20

57 Symbol for

tantalum
59 Parent (colloq.)

60 Man's name
61 Pedal digit

63 Range of

knowledge
67 Parent (c'.oq .)

69 Diphthong

DOWN

Contests

Stamp of

approval

Golf mound
Endures

Conjunction

TOP OF THE CAMPUS:
Notice. The Annual meeting of the
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By DAN KAMAL
The UMass football team is 1 '°-

Of all the things to be said about

Saturday's 13-0 opening game win

against the University of Maine at

fog-drenched Orono, that is

possibly the most constructive.

It was definitely not an overly-

impressive win, but as Coach Dick

MacPherson said after the game,

"We weren't great, but we'll take

it
." Incidentally, it was a good

start for MacPherson in his first

game as Redmen head coach

Although the offense sputtered

for most of the game in the slippery

conditions, the UMass defense

played a very solid game as it

allowed the Black Bears a mere 26

yards on the ground and only short

stuff through the air.

I Mass scored twice in the game,

once on a 21 -yard gallop by half-

hack Tim Berra in the first period,

and again on the opening play of

Redmen Sputter to Victory
„ i , and also picked off two of Pen- cocky

yards rushing in his first varsity

action, and his score came on what

Pennington called an "8-48".

"Berra goes left, takes the handoff

and cuts inside the outside

defender." Dennis Gagnon con-

verted after the TD to give the

visitors a 7-0 lead with four

minutes left in the first quarter.

From that point on it was a very

sloppily played football as the rain

and wind bothered both teams and

helped cause a total of four fum-

bles and six interceptions. Maine

had threatened early in the game
on the strength of quarterback Hon

Cote's passing Cote connected

with split -end Dave Paul on a 37-

vard pass on a razzle-dazzle play

as Cote got the ball back after a

handoff to his halfback Mike

Porter and lofted it to Paul who
was wide open. However this drive

was stalled by one of three Black

Bear fumbles. The only other

iaiig 01gU?9i?tt

SPORTS

the final stanza when quarterback CMaine drive, again generated by

Piel Pennington hit Bob Cabrelli the passing of Cote, was stopped on

with a 154-vard scoring toss. downs at the UMass 24.

Berra, a sophomore, had 67 Cote was shaken up towards the

end of the first half, and that,

coupled with the rain, rendered the

Maine offense almost completely

nil for the rest of the game.
Meanwhile, the Redmen were

having troubles of their won on

offense as the Black Bears ef-

fectively shut off the UMass
running game in the second half

two of Pen- cocky for Dartmouth."

niton pates in the last two As for Pennington's inef-

S« Then the tall signal caller lect.veness in the passing

caor^d a 44-vard Redman scoring department 8/21 for 116 yards and

drw?w,th a :i4-vard toss to Cabrelli four interceptons) MacPherson

said that an early breakdown in

pass protection "forced us to go to

the rollout, and it was difficult for

Piel under the slippery field

conditions."
REDMAN R A N T I N G S :

Fullback Mike Sawyer was injured

early in the game which causes

more havoc for the already

depleted UMass running corp-

s... Berra showed some fine ability

in his first varsity start as did

Pennington who scrambled and

ran well... Boston Globe writer

Francis Rosa feels that Pen-

nington, a sophomore, has as much

potential as a sophomore as Greg

Landry had... now maybe, if he can

put some of it together and get the

offense moving with some degree

of consistency, Dartmouth will be

within close reach...

Hunkett, Manning Le

Pats. Saints to Upsets
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP>—Heisman Trophy

winner Jim Plunkett made a spectacular National

Football League debut with a pair of second half

touchdown passes and the New England Patriots

upset the Oakland Raiders 20-6 Sunday.

Oakland managed to get a sputtering attack in

sear against the Patriots' tough defense late in the

first half and took a 6-0 lead on Pete Banaszak s

four-yard touchdown run.

Then Plunkett. who threw only four times in the

first two periods, took charge after the in-

termission and flashed the form which earned him

an All American honors at Stanford in rallying the

Patriots.

New England went in front to stay as Plunkett

hit Ron Sellers with a perfect pass on a scoring

play of 33 yards.

Later in the third period Plunkett directed the

Patriots on a 70-yard scoring drive. On the sixth

play he caught the Raiders by surprise and passed

to fight end Roland Moss on a 20-yard touchdown

maneuver.
Charlie Gogolak. who added conversions alter

the two touchdowns, capped the scoring with field

aoals from 46 and 22 yards out in the final period

NEW ORLEANS" (AP) -Rookie quarterback

Archie Manning sprinted around left end into the

end zone on the last play of the game here Sunday

to give the New Orleans Saints a 24-20 upset vic-

tory over the Los Angeles Rams before 70,915

opening day fans.

The winning drive started at the Saints 33 yard

line as Manning completed three passes for 42

yards. A key play was an interference call on Ram
cornerback Jim Nettles in the end zone with 23

seconds to play, giving the Saints a first down at

the Ram one.

On the third down. Manning took the ball and

sped for the Ram goal line, just squeezing the

length of his body between two Ram defenders as

the gun sounded.

The number one draft choice from Mississippi

had sparked the Saints to two touchdowns in the

third period. One was a six-yard pass to tight end

Dave Parks and the other was a one-yard run by

rookie Bob Gresham.
However, the Rams stormed back with two

touchdowns in the fourth period on a 20-yard pass

From quarterback Roman Gabriel to Les

Josephson and a one-yard run byJosephson
z&&2xa&g&&z&&&&&&^^

Wash.Wins
ST LOUIS (AP)-The

Washington Redskins, capitalizing

on four interceptions and three

fumble recoveries, rallied from a

10 7 halftone deficit Sunday and

upset the St. Louis Cardinals 24-17

in The National Football League.

Bill Kilmer, subbing for injured

Sonny .lurgensen. passed 31 yards

to Jerry Smith and Chris Ham-
burger scored on a 16-yard fumble

recovery return in the third

quarter to spark the Redskin

comeback.
It marked a successful debut for

Washington Coach George Allen,

who was fired at the end of last

season by the Los Angelos Rams.

Hamburger, the Redskin right

linebacker, grabbed a loose ball

deep in St Louis territory after Cid

Edwards fumbled following

reception of a Jim Hart pass.

Less than six minutes after the

touchdown play, Brig Owens in-

tercepted a pass at the St. Louis 39-

yard line to setup Kilmer's TD-

pass to Smith.

Down 21 10, St Louis zipped 39

yards in five fourth-quarter plays

to trim Washington's lead to 21-17

on alternate quarterback Pete

Beat ha id's nine-yard touchdown

pass to tight end Jackie Smith.

But Washington's Paul Laaveg

salted away the verdict in the final

four minutes by pouncing on a

Johnny Roland fumble at the Cards

25 and Jerry Knight booted a 25-

yard field goal.

Washington, bolstered by the

running of Larry Brown and

Charley Harraway. took a 7-0 lead

with 5:34 gone after veteran safety

Richie Petitbone intercepted a

Hart pass and raced 24 yards to the

St l/ouis one.

Hill Kills Bills
BUFFALO, NY. tAP 'Calvin

Hill scored four touchdowns, his

longest from three yards out. as

the Dallas Cowboys outfought the

determined Buffalo Bills Sunday in

their National Football League

season opener. 49-37.

The Cowboys, winner of all six of

then pre season games, needed a

21 -point second quarter to take the

lead lor keeps after twicing

trailing Buffalo. 14-7 and 24 21.

before the halftime.

Hill, who scored from two and

three yards out and twice from the

one-yard line, bulled his way

repeatedly through the Buffalo

line, grinding out K4 yards in 22

carries.

who took the wobbly pass in the

corner of the end zone.

Maine apparenly considered the

13-0 score somewhat of a moral

victory because it was content to

run out the clock in the latter

minutes of the game on running

plays and short passes.

MacPherson thought the defense

played well, although most of the

Black Bears' passing yardage

came on play-action passes with

Maine's halfbacks continually

getting open for short gains. He

attributed this to the fact that his

linebackers were a little over-

aggressive in anticipating the run.

The rookie coach was "not

pleased with the offensive

mistakes" but felt it might have a

good effect on his team's attitude

for the upcoming Dartmouth
game. "We certainly won't be

Giants Nip Pack
GREEN BAY Wis (AP) -Frank Tarkenton threw touchdown passes of

six 39 and 81 yards to Dick Houston and the New York Giants recovered

two fumbles in the Green Bay end zone for two other scores Sunday, then

held off a furious Packer comeback for a 42-40 National Football League

victory.

The Giants built up a 42-24 lead, only to see rookie quarterback Scott

Hunter direct the Packers to a 19-yard touchdown run by Donny Anderson

and pass 18 yards to Carroll Dale for another touchdown in the fourth

quarter.
, , . „ _

The Packers made it 42-40 when Doug Hart tackled Giant punter Tom

Blanchard in the end zone with 2:38 left.

The Packers tdok over on a punt following the safety and drove to the

New York 36 with 1 : 14 left, but linebacker Jim Files saved the Giants'

victory by intercepting a Hunter pass.

The clinching touchdown was a 20-yard Tarkenton to Tucker

Frederickson pass which gave the Giants a 42-24 lead late in the third

period.
,

,

The Giants recovered four Green Bay fumbles on rainy Lambeau Y leld

and each resulted in a touchdown.

The Packers took a 7-0 lead on Ken Ellis record-tying 100-yard runback

with a short field goal attempt, but New York struck back with four

touchdowns in the second quarter, two of them by Houston.

Carter Cops Eagle
CINCINNATI (AP) Virgil Carter fired three touchdown passes, one a

'to yard bomb for a Cincinnati club record Sunday as the Bengals slam-

med the Philadelphia Eagles, 37-14, in a National Football League season

opener .

Carter who led the Bengals to the Central Division title last year,

riddled the Eagles' defense for 273 yards on 22 of 30 completions. The big

one was his 90-yarder to Speedy Thomas at the start of the second hair

The bomb launched the Bengals on a big third period. They scored

every time they had the ball for 17 points and built up a 27-7 lead in the

first meeting in history between the two teams.

Dodgers, Giants Win

MOKE Of THE SAME. .This play, taken at last years UMass

victory over Maine symbolizes the Redmen dominance over the

Black Bears in recent years. This year was no exception as I Mass

came out oh* top of a 13-fl score Saturday.

LOS ANGELES (AP)-Willie

Davis drove in three runs with a

homer, double and single to back

the three hit pitching of Al

Downing as the Los Angeles
Dodgers snapped a four-game

losing spin with a 120 romp over

Atlanta in the first game of a

Sunday doubleheader.

Downing, winning his 19th game,
surrendered singles to Felix Millan

in the first inning. Earl Williams in

the third and Ralph Garr in the

sixth in pitching his fourth shutout.

It was also the Dodger's 16th

shutout, tops in the National
League.

Davis homered in the third in-

ning, his eighth of the season and

second in two games. He singled

home a run in the Dodgers' fourth

and singled in another run in the

sixth inning when Los Angeles

poured across five more runs.

Bill Buckner. Jim Lefebvre and

Tom Haller each had two hits in the

Dodgers' biggest hitting show in

more than a month.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-Hal

Lanier's high hopping single drove

in two runs in the second inning

Sunday as the San Francisco

Giant! heat San Diego 4-1 and

remained two games ahead of Los

Angeles in the National League

West race.

Second-place Los Angeles

trounced Atlanta 12-0 in the first

game of a doubleheader.

Third baseman Lanier, making a

rare start as Manager Charlie Fox

continued to shake up his line-up,

hit a ground ball that hopped over

second baseman Don Mason's

head, scoring Bobby Bonds and

Dave Kingman to put the Giants

ahead 2-1.

Bonds had led off the inning witl

a double and Kingman bunted for a

hit. They then pulled a double steal

with one out.

San Francisco's Don Carrithers,

r>-3, survived a rocky start-yield

seven hits in the first four innings

got the victory, only the Giants

third in the last 15 games. He got

relief help from Steve Hamilton

and Jerry Johnson.

Intramurals
FIELDTIME

6 00

7 00

8 00

FOOTBALL
TEAMS

Grants vs Redmen
Maroons vs Eagles
Hickory vs Hermits

Hoover vs Hilo's

Stains vs Harpoons
Htllers vs Swine

Destroyers vs Eye
Phantom vs. Macs

Raiders vs. Tep "B"
Sugar vs Starters

Stouts vs Nation

Exp vs. Team

4

5

6

1

2

4

6

I

2

3

4

5

6

9 00

10 00

Blowns vs Bucks

Maurauders vs. Racoons
Deacons vs BX

Lemons vs Pipers

Oaksvs Trojans

Ironmen vs Academics
Spartans vs Cans

Seagrams vs. Smashers
Challvs Clouds

FDvs SB
49'ers vs Roaches

Brownies vs. Freebee

A s vs Munchkins

Pelicans vs Rascals

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Mostly cloudy today.

Chance of showers.
Temperature in the 70's.
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The ( a.npus lenter nearly transcends its commonplace *™^"*™
dissatisfaction with its operations. (Photo by Rich Hinkeley >

this lyrical scene. AH is not tranquil with the Waffle once again as students voice

Students React To Campus Center

On The Inside^

ByKARLGERDES

Ellsberg Uncertain of Guilt
See page four

Homecoming Planned
See page two

The Rose Bleeds
See page eight

A recent MDC poll indicates that many students are dissatisfied by

conditTons ,n the Campus Center (CO. Half-a-dozen complaints were

p edominant among all the people polled, with few compliments ap-

pearing with them Robert Chiller, a Student Senator, vo.ced most of the

views that followed the general trend.

Chiller stated. The building itself, inside and out projects a very cold

feeling The murals help some, but not much.

The students pay sixty dollars a year for support of this building, ac-

cording to Chiller This money serves to keep costs down for visiting

conferences . is used for the hotels benefit, not the student s. Also since

this buTd'ng was supposedly built for the students' benefit, he quest.oned

the students' use of only two floors. ,

Chmerhfd a number of questions « for the »^^tto^HaiJ«tod
to know why there are only 28 jacks in the music room for 22,000£W«nf« .

He also aYked what square footage of the building is actually devoted to

student use, to faculty use and to hotel and conference use

.

Whv have fancy, and expensive, wood sofas and granite tab es?

H ?beltevec'Uhe food services are expensive and of fluctuating quality

An one can see that the prices at the TOC are too high for the average

anlege student Chiller exclaimed "Downstairs, the quality of he sand-

^ch
g
vou receive depends upon the mood of the cook and h , still

haven't learned how to make a hamburger in less than 20 minutes, ne

""Bill Spinn, also a member of the Senate "^S^Jf-fflE
student opmions Instating simply. 'Thefunc^
isquestionable - In opposition a lone voice was heard In complete av r I

he (( A senior, majoring in Hole, and Kestaurant Aammis.rat.on

declared he vJas pleased with the design It WM designed by a world

owned archiler. he should know more aboul ^gg^ffSSZ
nf the building than I

" He stated thai II was a wrl oi laboratory lor n.s

ntajS and hotel adnums.rat.on and restaurant management could he

seen right here.
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Free U Offers Alternative Learning
B) MARILYNN MARTIN

Free University is offering "an alternative ex-

perimental form of learning to UMass students,"

according to secretary Jane Patten. She said the

organization is willing to help anyone and everyone to

do almost anything.

Located between the "rooms" created by dividers

in the old University bookstore in the Student Union,

Free University is "trying to create a community out

of the counter culture in this (UMass) area". Its

immediate community consists of a game room

clientele where the pinball machines and pool tables

will ultimately be housed, and the Arts and Crafts

Guild, both of which share the designated area across

from the Hatch with Free University.

What its spokesman emphasized most was that Free

U is for everyone who wants to stop in. It will do

anything any Variety of things to make life at UMass

"a little more interesting and liveable".

Free University began in 1969 with six domes in the

Southwest fields as a way of combatting huge lectures

and impersonal classes. Classes as well as community

dinners were held in these domes successfully until

the heat drove them out and Free U relocated in South

College.

Treasurer Warren Bean explained the aims of Free

U. as that of bringing to UMass students those

resources which they can't get themselves because of

financial problems, or just providing space and a

place to meet for various organizations and

workshops.
For example, this year Free U. will sponsor a

workshop in "break-through" painting in which an

individual is taught to put himself into his art and later

to understand his own work. A workshop in Auto

Mechanics will also be held in which Free U. supplies

the tools, consultants, and may attempt to get

wholesale parts. Woodworking and bicycle workshops

are also being thought about. An Open Theatre. Im

provisation and possibly a Parapsych class will be

available.

Gay Liberation will find its home with Free U. again

this year, also.

Rapping with Jeff Segel, the coordinator of all of

this, he mentioned a variety of medias to work with.

Since they have been allotted more money this year.

Free U. lias videotaping materials, printing supplies

for pamphlets, and ideas for publication of posters,

booklets, etc. They will sponsor a film, poetry, theatre

and music series.

An important part of Free U. is to supply in-

formation by sending people, cameras, and

videotaping equipment to different places to find out

the truth and bring it back to the University in films

and pamphlets. Even now, eight members of Free 13

arc on the island of Ibiza in Spain where a new ex-

perience in living is taking place. It's called "instant

city'" and is a make-shift city of temporary buildings.

etc. This will be videotaped and brought back to

L'Mass where it may be the start of a new kind of

living here. There will be a member going to Earth

Peoples Park in Vermont today and others trying "to

find out the truth at Attica."

Time to Register
By STEPHEN FINE

Larry Ladd, spokesman for The

Amherst Voter Registration

Coalition, urged all students who

are qualified to vote under

Massachusetts law, to register in

the next few weeks.

The Amherst Voter

Registration Coalition is a non-

participant organization, who's

only interest is getting newly en-

franchised voters registered,"

Ladd explained. "We are trying to

register 15,000 potential student

voters in Amherst or their home

town," he said. Ladd, who is also

Student Senate Vice President,

feels national attention is being

focused on Amherst.

"Amherst is the first town where

a major student registration effort

is going to be made. There have

already been articles in the major

news media about the student

registration." he said.

Some of the groups who are

members of the organization are.

The Young Republicans. The
Young Democrats, McGovern for

President, The Young Socialist

Alliance, University Anti-War
Fund, and The University and
State Communications Council.

William Keyserling of the New
England Field Organization for the

National Movement of Students, is

assisting as registration con
sultant.

The coalition welcomes any
groups interested in helping

register newly enfranchised
voters.

The organization plans to have

groups in the residential areas and
in Puffton. Colonial Village and
Sunderland apartment complexes.

Students interested in volun-

teering contact John Stevens, at 5-

0341 or any group affiliated with

the organizations mentioned.

Student Leaders

Plan Homecoming
By J I :ANNETTE MARTINEAU

Programming Council on

Homecoming
The Campus Center Program-

ming Council met last night with

representatives of various student

organizations in an effort to

coordinate their plans for

Homecoming Weekend October 15-

17.

Among the activities scheduled

are the float parade and the Green
Alumni Picnic, sponsored by the

Greek Council, Friday night

movies, sponsored by the Newman
Club; a Saturday night concert in

the Campus Center Auditorium,

sponsored by SAM, and a nightclub

Saturday night and "Felini's

Syterican" Sunday, both sponsored

by the Programming Council.

Russ Vieira, Treasurer of the

Programming Council, in a side

comment, said, "It sounds like just

another weekend at the Union."

Howie Bresner, President of the

Programming Council, stated:

•We will definitely have a

Homecoming this year, but not on

the scope of past years. We hope

that everyone will find something

they like in our program."
Other issues discussed at the

meeting included a motion by Bob

Nims, President of the Student

Union Governing Board, that the

Programming Council "sponsor"

the Fine Arts Council's presen-

tation of "Stop The World. I Want
To Get Off", in the Campus Center

Auditorium, "in the round". Nims
said that as yet he was "not asking

for a financial commitment", but

advocated id. admissions "since

Programming Council funds from

the Student Fees already."

NOTICE:

I

The Annual Meeting of the membership of Top of

the Campus, Inc. will take place on Sunday, Sep-

tember 26, 1971 at 6:30 P.M. in Room 804-808 at

Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts, all ac-

cording to the bylaws of the corporation.

SPRING SEMESTER-ISRAEL
For Humanities Students

Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study centered in Jerusalem/February-June, 1972

Limited to 30 students

Juniors, Seniors, and Grad students eligible.

Four courses/History, Literature, Archaeology,
Bible

Earn 16 credits

Knowledge of Hebrew or Arabic preferred

Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel

Application deadline November 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

[

Sip ftataarlptirttft flailg (Bolivian

OHiceof the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor o« the Student Union on

the University campus, up code 01002 Phones are 545 25SO (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls withm a week Accepted tor mailing under the

authority of the act t March 8. 1879 as amended by the act of June 11. 1943 Sub

scripfion rates are V 50 per semester, $14 00 per year

Volunteers of America
l diversity Year for Action, a

cooperative effort by the UMass in

Amherst and the federal govern-

ment, is giving 50 UMass students

a chance to devote themselves full-

time to a year of volunteer social

action work.

The program is the first effort of

Action, the new federal agency

which combines Peace Corps.

VISTA, and several other volun-

teer programs. Through Action.

UMass students will be able to help

people while earning college

credits and receiving education

outside the classroom.

UMass is one of 11 colleges and

universities chosen to participate

in the pilot University Year for

Action program. University

graduate and undergraduate
students who volunteer to work

with area social agencies will earn

:i() college credits while helping

agencies meet the needs of the

people. Thirty credits is equivalent

to a normal year of study. The 50

students work full-time for the

social agencies, take no formal

academic courses, and receive

$:?.000 yearly subsistence support

each from Action. Student

volunteers work under regulations

of VISTA ( Volunteers in Service to

America).
About 20 area social agencies are

sponsoring the 50 l' Mass-Amherst

students A 17-member UMass
Amherst Action Advisory Board is

composed of students, faculty

members, and representatives <>!

social agencies

University Year for Action gives

I Mass a greater opportunity to

contribute to surrounding com-

munities, and it gives educational

experiences outside the classroom.

Action has a Congressional and

Presidential mandate to find ways
Americans may help each other

through voluntary public service,

and University Year for Action is

the first effort in that direction.

Social agencies will give field

direction and supervision to the

students. UMass will provide

program management, in-

struction, and academic credit.

and Action will contribute sub
sistence allowances, and financial

and technical program support

Twelve UMass-Amherst schools

and departments will sponsor
student volunteers: The Schools <>!

ECducation, Nursing, and Physical

Education; the College of

Agriculture; the departments of

Public Health. Knglish. govern

ment, psychology, sociology.
speech; Afro-American studies

and the program for bachelor's

degree with individual con
eventration

MDC
Classifieds

Pay

(§)
announces the second

of its

1971-72 lecture series

Package Price

Water Beds
Special Frames
BED SPREADS
for Water Beds

&
Reg. Beds

A Head of Time
360 College St.

Rte. 9

Dr. Nicholas Fiumara
Director of the Division of Communicable Diseases,

Massachusetts Department of Public Health

TOPIC:

"Venereal Disease and
the College Student"

Wednesday, Sept. 22 at 8:00

in C. C. Aud.

Open Coffee Hour to follow in the Blue Wall Cafeteria

«to

TONIGHT Ladies Night

CRICKETT HILL

HELEN
9:30 - 12:30 DANCING 25* Cover

®h* Engltal? fub

MDC Cose-up

Self Governing Dorm Unit Established

T-5, or is it T-:t. or perhaps Crampton on a windy day. It's too dif-

ficult to tell and only the photographer knows for sure (and he isn't

telling.)

By DONALD BISHOP
Representing the establishment of a "self-

governing" dorm in John Adams tower in South-

west this year, is the "T-5 Project".

In a departure from the standard practice of

dorm government, Lower and Middle house in John
Adams have been combined, and the office of Head
of Residence has been abolished. Twelve council

members, under the supervision of a Project
Director, are in essence the governing body within

the dorm. Each councilman has been elected for a
period of one year by the members of his own floor.

But just as important as this innovation in

government in the "T-5 Project", according to

dorm spokesman Jon Buckley is the attempt being

made to build a sense of community among all the

dorm residents, and to increase the unity on each
individual floor.

The sense of community is being created through
maximum utilization of available dormitory space
according to Mr. Buckley. This is expecially true on
the lounge floors. The fifth floor lounge is being

established as a "cultural area", with plans for a

library, a study area, and a music area. The twelfth

floor lounge is being set up as a "recreation area".

A snack bar went into operation this weekend, and a

"general store" selling everything from stationary

supplies to cookable foods is scheduled for opening

by the middle of October. In addition to these ser-

vices, the twelfth floor lounge will provide a

television and games area for house residents.

An improved sense of floor unity, according to

Mr. Buckley, will hopefully come from attendance

at weekly floor meetings. These will be held just

before dorm council sessions. Each resident will

have the opportunity to air grievances and give

suggestions to his councilman. Through these

weekly meetings each floor member has the chance

to become either directly or indirectly involved in

the operatici) of the dorm.

All positions in the house are paid, from the

Project Director to the snack bar and general store

personnel. Only John Adams residents are eligible

for these posts. Funding according to Mr. Buckley
will come from a number of sources. These include

dorm funds and the slight profits from the snack bar
and general store operation.

To oversee the workings of the Council and
prosecute house rule violators, there is a paid House
Judiciary. Spokesman Buckley emphasized that

this is a working body and both Judiciary and
Council members are subject to removal if evidence
warrants it.

When asked whether the project has had much
success yet in achieving its goals of community and
unity, Mr. Buckley replied that he felt a dorm
identity was beginning to surface. He could see

more visible interaction among house members. He
added that with the success he expects the project to

have, "hopefully people will want to move in next

year from other areas on campus".

Anyone interested in the "T-5 Project" are invited

to contact Jon Buckley, Project Director Bill

Laramee. Community Developer G. W. Saunders,

or any of the Council members located on floors two
thru fifteen in John Adams tower.

Taverns Desegri
Tavern doors throughout

Massachusetts swung open for

women this morning, albeit

reluctantly and perhaps tem-
porarily.

While tavern owners in larger

cities throughout the state

prepared for an inundation of

uadical-liberal females" deter-

mined to exert their rights, no

women had appeared at either of

Greenfield's two taverns at mid-

morning.
The right of women to sit in

previously men's only places was
gained despite efforts by tavern

owners to exempt taverns from the

state's newly adopted public ac-

commodations law. That law

prohibits discrimination in public-

places because of race, color,

creed, national origin or sex.

An emergency bill, filed by Rep.

C. Vincent Shea, D Worcester, and

passed this month by the state

legislature, has not been signed

into law by Gov. Sargent.

With the governor's inaction, the

public accommodations law, in-

cluding taverns, became effective

this morning.

The governor's indecision on the

Shea bill to exclude taverns stems

from pressures from within and

outside the governor's office to

veto the bill, according to Robert S.

Lufkin, president of the

Massachusetts Retail Liquor

Dealers Board of Trade.

"The tavern owners have been

putting up a great fight for the

survival of their businesses,"

Lufkin told The Recorder.

"Taverns must now temporarily —
and I stress the word temporarily

serve women because of the

pressures from the radical

minority who are temporarily

riding a wave of influence in this

state."

He said that taverns will serve

women, according to the law. but

that he is confident that Gov.

Sargent will take affirmative

action on the tavern exemption bill

between Sept. 28 and Oct. 8.

"Rep. Shea, who has been

directing the exemption bill so

successfully, had the bill returned

to the Senate Ways and Means

Committee to give us a 10-day

breather," Lufkin said. "We
tea red an outright veto by the

governor, but this will give us time

to further present our case to our

state officiate
"

According to state law. taverns

must have women's real '«>nms

Attica Demonstration Planned
ayailable or must close until sucn

time as facilities are installed.

However. Lufkin noted, en-

forcement of the law is by local

licensing authorities, which have,

in most cases, informally waived

the requirement of •separate but

equal'' rest rooms lor men and

women.
If any tavern owners refuse to

serve women today, or until (an if >

the governor signs the tavern

exemption bill into law. a charge of

discrimination can be filed against

them, with penalties ranging from

up to $:i(X) fine or one year in jail.

Further, up to $500 must be paid to

the aggrieved female "lor hurting

her feelings", Lufkin said.

Gov. Sargent last week asked for

and received a h'l-day extension of

the period required by law for him

to sign the exemption bill into law.

Many on the governor's staff

maintain the bill to exempt taverns

is "clearly unconstitutional"

Under the law that became ef-

fective today. public ac-

commodations are defined as any

resort or amusement open to the

public, such as an inn. tavern,

hotel, shelter, roadhouse, motel,

trailer camp, restaurant, place

advertising food, drink, en-

tertainment, health, recreation or

rest, public carriers on land water

or air, gas stations, garages, retail

stores, rest rooms, barber shops,

beauty shops, parlors, bathhouses,

swimming pools or seashore

facilities, auditoriums, theaters,

music halls, boardwalks, high

ways, libraries. museums,
planetariums, hospitals, dispen-

saries and clinics.

A demonstration in the afternoon

of the Attica Prison Riot is

scheduled to take place at the State

House in Albany on Thursday.

September 2:5. The demonstration

is centered around a group of

demands that are aimed at prison

officials and the officials of the

State of New York.

Among them, is one demand that

administration officials concede to

the demands of the prisoners,

especially m the area of amnesty
Another purpose of the

demonstration is that reparation

be paid to the families of the in-

Sargent Kills

State Lottery

BOSTON (AP)-Gov. Francis W.
Sargent today vetoed a bill to

establish a state lottery and said he

will appoint a special commission

to study the proposal

Sargent in a message to the

legislature said "I do not regard a

lottery as either a dependable or a

progressive means of raising

money for the operation of

government."
The governor said his proposed

special commission would report

on the desirability of using lotteries

for revenue, the best method of

operating a lottery free of

corruption and the best ad-

ministration of a lottery to prevent

leakage of funds.

Democrats have enough

members in House and Senate to

override the governor's vote

mates that were killed, because, as

it is now. these families must pay
$:5(M) to remove them out of the

prison.

The demonstrators will also call

tor the resignation of Gov. Nelson

Rockefeller, charging him with

murder in the slayings of the in-

mates and the prison guards.

Also, lists of the names of the

remaining prisoners and the
locations to which they have been
removed will be demanded

For more information about the

demonstration and al>out housing

in Albany, phone ">1H •463-2273.

^
So what if >on don't know

;in\ one"
Meet Is'
TOVK III

Ml I'.irN Invited,

(in in i rut \

::i 1 1 im oln \\e. xp m.

Spectrum
The general interest magazine of

University of Massachusetts

Open Recruitment Meeting

Thursday Sept. 23 at 7:30 p.m.

in the Spectrum office (S.U. 407)

Is Art, Poetry, Fiction or Photography

your thing?

utstanding new

Penguins now at

your campus bookstore

THE NON-MEDICAL USE OF DRUGS. Interim Report

ot the Canadian Government Commission of Inquiry. A

very human survey of today'Sdrug scene in all its aspects

Considers alcohol and tobacco as.well as marihuana

hashish. LSD, heroin, and speed," and concludes with

some surprising recommendations SI 65

THE SACRED PIPE: Black Elk's Account ot the Seven

Rites of the Oglala Sioux. Recorded and edited by Jo-

seph Epes Brown. The ancient religion of the Sioux Indians

as disclosed by the only qualified priest still alive when this

material was gathered Shows how the Sioux have come to

terms with God, nature, and their fellow men $1 .45

BORN IN TIBET. Chogyam Trungpa as told to Esme
Cramer Roberts With a foreword by Marco Pallis. The

early life and escape from the Chinese communists of a

young tulku of Tibet. His story reveals a deep Buddhist

compassion and spirituality $1 95

HAVANA JOURNAL. Andrew Salkey. A firsthand account

— by a Jamaican novelist — of the effects of the revolu-

tion in Cuba on bureaucrats, merchants, intellectuals,

housewives, and peasants. $1.65

AID AS IMPERIALISM. Teresa Hayter A highly controver-

sial critique of the role of foreign aid in Latin America

$1.45

AGONY AT EASTER. Thomas M Coffey A mmute-by-

minute report on the bizarre and tragicomic events of the

1916 Irish uprising. $1.65

THE CHICANOS: Mexican American Voices. Edited by

Edward W. Ludwiq and James Santihane?. An anthology

of writings by and about Mexican Americans. $1.95

PENGUIN BOOKS INC
• :.-
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In The Nation And The World

General Forsythe

:

Volunteer Army Unfeasible by
-^——^
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UN Assembly Opens Today

Mid-East Critical Issue
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP)-The seating of Red China as a

U.N. member is a top item, but the Middle East still is likely to be

the most critical issue before the 26th annual session of the General

Assembly opening Tuesday.

Another task before the delegates is the search for a successor to

Secretary-General U Thant, who is retiring Dec. 31 after a decade

in the post.

Attracting almost as much attention will be the talks behind the

scenes here between Secretary of State William P. Rogers and

Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko of the Soviet Union.

Although the Middle East rates priority, Rogers intends to cover

many other items with Gromyko, including the selection of a new
secretary-general, the strategic arms limitation talks-SALT-

between the United States and the Soviet Union, the Kremlins call

for a European security conference and reduction of troops of East

and West in Europe.

Rogers also plans backstage talks with Israelis, Arabs and the

special U.N. envoy on the Middle East, Gunnar V. Jarring.

Rogers is expected to try to defuse the situation in the Middle

East-where a frail cease-fire is close to collapsing-and to head off a

U.N. confrontation on the issue.

The first order of business when retiring General Assembly
President Edvard Hambro, Norway's ambassador, bangs his gavel

to pen the session at 3 p.m. will be the election of a new president.

Foreign Minister Adam Malik of Indonesia will become president

of the 26th session under agreement reached in advance by U.N.

members.
Three new member states-Qatar, Bahrain and Bhutan-will be

admitted and increase U.N. membership to 130 at the opening of the

new session.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
general in charge of the Army's

effort to raise an all-volunteer

force says the Nixon ad-

ministration's mid-1973 deadline is

impossible to meet under current

conditions.
• In remarks that the Pentagon

acknowledges it first tried to

censor, Lt. Ge. George I. Forsythe

said;

"Although we're going to try and

do our level best, we are not going

to make it, I do not believe, in the

time that has been prescribed for

us to do this. That's just too short a

time.

"We're going to try to do it, but a

lot more support and a lot more
help and understanding has to

come about before we could ever

make that."

The general's comments werefon

an interview taped Friday for

broadcast to U.S. troops overseas

on the Armed Forces Radio and

Television Service. Forsythe is a

special assistant to Chief of Staff

Gen. William C. Westmoreland.

Forsythe expressed his doubts

about ending reliance on the draft

when he was asked to state what

his real conviction is as to the

likelihood completely eliminating

the draft.

Pentagon officials objected and

decided to censor the general's

reply, contending "There might

have been a misunderstanding by

the troops for whom the program is

designed and is contrary to current

Department of Defense policy.''

After what Pentagon spokesman

Jerry W. Friedheim

described Monday as "some
discussion over the weekend,"
Daniel Z. Henkin assistant

secretary of defense for public

affairs, interceded and overrode

those officials who wanted For-

syte's statement delted.

"We do have a bureaucracy here

that functions from time to time in

the best of bureaucratic traditions,

and that's what we have
Assistant Secretary Henkin for,"

Friedheim said.

Privately, many officers have
expressed doubt over the Army's
ability to field an all-volunteer

force. But this is believed to have
been the first time that the man
charged with bringing it about

expressed for the record such
serious reservations.

Ellsberg Uncertain of Guilt

Woman On Supreme Court?
WASHINGTON (AP)-The White

House held the door open today for

consideration of a woman or a

nonjurist for appointment to the

Supreme Court.

When a decision on a successor

to the retired Justice Hugo L.

Black might come remained un-

certain, although press secretary

Ronald L. Ziegler said the

President is giving the ap-

pointment careful consideration

and it would come as quickly as

possible,

And he said he expects the

nominee's name to be submitted to

the American Bar Association for

its views.

The press secretary said last

week that seven names stood out in

a discussion of possibilities bet-

ween Nixon and key advisers.

The National Women's political

Caucus today urged Nixon to ap-

point a woman. It said in a

telegram that the group was
disturbed by Ziegler's statement

last week that the President was
looking for "Ihe best qualified

man."
Asked about his remark, Ziegler

said: "The intent of my remark
was not to rule anyone out."

He said he would not get into a

discussion of the candidates but

that the list was still wide open.

NEW YORK (AP)-Dr. Daniel

Ellsberg says it's still not clear

whether he broke any law in

releasing the Pentagon Papers

although "the odds are in favor of

my spending a long time in

prison."

Ellsberg, interviewed in the

current issue of Look Magazine,

said he delayed releasing the

Pentagon report to newspapers as

a final alternative because he

thought it would be "the surest way
to get myself in prison for a long

time."
"Now that lawyers have been

looking at it, the law on the subject

is much less clear than I had

assumed it was," he said. "It is

simply not clear at this point that I

have broken any law."

He has pleaded innocent to

charges of unauthorized possession

of secret documents and con-

verting them to his own uses.

Ellsberg, 40, a former Defense

Department analyst, said he tried

since the fall of 1969 to place

portions of the document on the

public record, first through
Congress and then by inviting

lawyers to subpoena him to testify

in cases challenging the con-

stitutionality of the Vietnam war.

"Nobody rose to that at all," he

said. "So in the end it came out

through the newspapers. That was
the result of a year-and-a-half

process."

Ellsberg said he was astonished

in reading the documents to find

that intelligence reports dating

back to 1950 were "very realistic,

very detailed and skeptical" about

American alternatives in Vietnam.

"The startling thing that came
out of them was how the same sets

of alternatives began to appear to

each president, and ultimately the

choice was neither to go for broke

and adopt military recom-
mendations, nor negotiate a set-

tlement to get out," he said.

"The decisions, year after year,

were to continue the war, although

all predictions pointed to a con-

tinued stalemate with this kind of

approach and thus to prolong the

war indefinitely."

Ellsberg said the reason five

successive presidents "apparently

ignored this information" dates

back to 1950 when "it was the

motivation of the Democratic

president not to add the fall of

Indochina to the fall of China."
"The very fact the decision-

making looked similar year by
year from then on supported the

conjecture that no American
president. Republican or
Democrat, wanted to be the
present who lost the war or lost

Saigon," he stated.

WHYWALK FURTHER
AND PAY MORE..?

Landlubber
Jeans

ONLY $7.00
WAREHOUSE

201 N. Pleasant

NY Bank
WASHINGTON (AP)—The

nation's second-largest bank lost

almost $39 million through a

bookkeeping error earlier this

year, but quickly got the chance

from the U.S. Treasury to turn the

mistake into a windfall.

The error occurred when First

National City Bank of New York

paid twice in the same day for one

government security worth $38.8

million.

Despite a federal banking

system described by the Treasury

as "truly the envy of governments

around the world," it was the bank

and not the government which

discovered the error-2-1/2 months

later.

It immediately notified the

Treasury by telegram and the

money was returned.

But the bank also asked for, and

got, an additional $38.8 million to

use free of charge for 2-1/2 months

so it could make up for what it

could have earned on private loans

during the time the money was
missing.

Furthermore, the lending rate

subsequently increased, thus

giving National City the chance to

make more off the government's

$38.8 million that it would have

made with its own money.

The amount of the misplaced

money and its potential yield in

interest, are minute when com-

pared to National City's total

deposits of $19-6 billion, but the

incident, confirmed by officials of

the Treasury and the bank,

illustrates the close relationship

between the government and the

country's commercial linking

industry.

And it comes to light at a time

when the federal government is

under pressure from House
Banking Chairman Wright Pat-

man, D—Tex., and others, to put

its vast commercial bank deposits

to work in social areas, especially

to assist the growth of banks owned
by blacks and members of other

ethnic minorities.

In a statement commenting on

the transaction Patman said he

thinks it is highly improper for the

Treasury to use public funds to

compensate the bank for its own
internal bookkeeping mistake.

He said he is asking the General

Accounting Office, Congress's

fiscal watchdog, to investigate and

would insist that the bank "return

to the federal government any

proceeds gained from the use of

this money."
Exactly what the bank might

earn from the money is difficult to

determine since repayment to the

Federal Government is not due

until next week. At the prime rate

of 6 per cent it could earn a

•minimum of $582,000. But Treasury

officials said the bank could earn

twice that in quick turnover loans

to smaller customers whom they

would charge much more.

National City's error occurred

March 3 when its London office and

a New York branch paid $38.8

million for an Export-Import Bank

series BB promissory note.

The error went undetected until

May 19 Harry Conover, a National

City vice president, said the

mistake was discovered by the

bank's controller.

Conover notified the Treasury by

telegram. The Treasury repaid the

$38.8 million and agreed to let the

bank have another $38.3 million

free of charge from July 2 through

Sept. 27.

Asked why Treasury should help

the bank make up for its own
mistake, Conover replied:

"They had the use of the money,

the Treasury did."

This comment underlines a

major point of contention among
those, notably Patman. who are

critical not only of the close

relationship between commercial

banks and the Treasury, but also of

Treasury depository practices

generally.

Even if the Treasury had been

aware it suddenly had $38.8 million

extra and-speaking purely

hypothetically, didn't want to give

it back, it most likely would have

deposited it in another of the

nation's largest banks without

charge and without collecting any

interest.

This is what the federal govern-

ment does with millions, possibly

billions, of dollars each year-puts

the money free of charge in less

than 10 per cent of the country's

commercial banks. The Treasury

defends the practice on the ground

that it compensates the banks for

services rendered the government.

"It's not a question of trying to

withhold or conceal." said Bruce

Budlong, chief of domestic banking

in the Bureau of Accounts, the

obscure agency which handles

government deposits. "We don't

want to confuse the public
"

There is nothing unusual about

the National City incident except

for the amount of money involved.

"You don't see amounts like that

very often," Budlong said.
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And Things That Go Bump In The Night

tof
•-.

This innocent-looking frog is one of the least worrisome problems facing Florida Health officials as

toads, snails, and other evil beasts abound in the countryside. ( Photo by Barbara Brecher I

MIAMI, Fla. (AP)-Because of such unwanted visitors as monster

mollusks from Africa, pop-eyed giant toads from South America

and walking catfish, Florida officials have pulled back the welcome

mat on exotic foreign fauna.

It's against the law to possess a piranha in Florida and the

mention of a walking catfish-once a joke-is no longer a laughing

matter among game officials.

The problem is that Florida's subtropical environment has

proven to be too perfect for such undesireables.

Some, like the giant toads, are merely nuisances. Others, like the

snails, present a threat to this area's crops and plant life.

"Most of these animals have no natural enemies here and they

can often outbreed native species," said Maj. O.J. Brown of the

Florida Game and Freshwater Fish Commission.

Some of the pests were brought to Florida by well-meaning of-

ficials, Brown pointed out.

"We brought Tilapia to Florida," he said, "because we thought it

would be a good game fish and help control weed growth, but we
made a mistake. It turned out the species we got were not the game
fish type, and now they threaten to completely take over large

sections of South and Central Florida."

Other species got here by chance.

An infestation of the snails in Miami was caused by a boy who

carried two in his pocket from Hawaii in 1966. The toads, which

secrete a poison that can be fatal to dogs, cats or small children if

eaten, arrived in 1955 when a crate broke open at Miami In-

ternational Airport. It now ranges from Homestead to Palm Beach.

While the snails have so far been confined to the Miami area, the

so-called walking catfish is busily hopping northward, cleaning out

every pond it infests.

Nader Called "Dictator
5 5

NEW YORK (AP)-The
American Automobile
Association's president told an

AAA convention Monday that

consumer advocate Ralph Nader is

a "dictator" and called Nader's

emphasis on the mechanical safety

of cars all wrong.

"We know that the car is a

relatively minor factor," said

William Bachman, president of the

14-million-member association,

adding: "The single-minded focus

on cars promoted by Mr. Nader. ..is

taking the public's eye off the real

culprits-the driver and the high-

way."

Bachman said the AAA was
working lor better roads, higher

Common Market Rules Out Anti U.S. Action
standards in licensing and better

law enforcement, particularly

against drunken driving, and
asked:

"Where are Nader's Raiders in

this battle? I'll tell you-they're still

trying to prove that cars cause

aeeidents-and that we are con-

spiring to keep unsafe cars on the

roads."

Nader, whose campaign against

mechanical defects in specific cars

has led to the recall of large

numbers of vehicles in recent

years, announced last June that his

"raiders" would investigate the

AAA and said the organization was
failing to meet its members' needs

adequately.

BRUSSELS (AP)-European common Market
nations ruled out Monday any immediate trade curbs

or other reprisals against the protectionist measures

President Nixon ordered last month.

Foreign ministers of the six-nation community

decided it was no time for harsh measures that could

escalate into a trade war with the United States.

Instead, reliable delegation sources said, they

reserved their right to retaliate later, most likely by

domestic measures to aid their industries hardest hit

by Nixon's package.

In addition, the sources reported, a meeting of

Common Market foreign, finance and agriculture

ministers will convene in early November to work out

a more detailed response.

Ralf Dahrendorf, Common Market expert on

foreign trade, told newsmen that Monday's meeting

"heralds the debut of Europe standing on its own two
feet. Our problem now is that our position is still quite

wobbly."
He said Nixon's Aug. 15 economic package showed

the United States n« 'St now concentrate on its own
economic problems and Europe can no longer rely on

the same level of American help in stabilizing the

world trade and monetary systems.

Nixon's package included a 10 per cent surcharge on

imports into the United States and an end to the link

between the dollar and gold that had stabilized the

international monetary system for 37 years. It set off a

crisis expected to cost the Europeans some $2 billion a

year in export sales to the United States.

Members of the Common Market are Belgium.

France. Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and
West Germanv.
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Making An Effort
Every semester, the lines seem to get longer, the

courses seem to multiply, and the alternatives proliferate.

The issues and pressures that a student must resolve have

reached a complexity unimagined merely five years ago.

The quality of academic and vocational counseling on

this campus has not kept pace with the burgeoning of

students' problems. Runarounds, lack of horizontal

communication between departments and schools, and

sheer incompetence have characterized advising. We find

this deplorable and unexcusable.

One possible solution to the fragmentation and inac-

curacy of advice would be to establish one, centralized

counseling center, manned by both faculty, administrators

and students. The most important characteristic of such a

center would be the sharing of resources-vocational ad-

visors would utilize the knowledge of academic experts,

psychologists would work hand in hand with student

counselors, a faculty advisor from the Chemistry

department would have no misgivings about referring a

student to the Food Science department.

Another solution is being explored by Project 10 and the

School of Education. Every freshman is enrolled in and

receives credit for a seminar. The seminar leaders,

trained by academic advisors and psychologists, help the

freshmen clarify their goals and what they wish to gain

from the University, and serve as a resource people to the

University.

UMass need not be the proverbial place of alienation,

impersonal relationships, and circumlocution. If an effort

is made, the University could become a model, not only for

other schools, but for our urban centers, of how a large

population can be treated as many individuals.

"It's A Libel For Anyone To Suggest There Might

Be Limits To How Far Yon Can Go In 1972"

It is true enough thai these war years have seen

their share of tumult and tragedy. The scio-economie

disintegration caused by the war has magnified the

viojence and oppression of American society to an

almost grotesque degree. There is so much of it in

fact that we become unable to comprehend it. In-

stead, we adjust to it. Indifferently accepting and even

expecting the weekly death count.

In the way of all good Liberals, we are of course duly

outraged at the advent of every new atrocity. Indeed

the problem with America and the American Radical

is that so much time is spent in a state of outrage that

it becomes the natural way of life. Cynicism,

frustration and anger become the norm. Our anger no

longer accomplishes anything, but none the less one

can take comfort in it. Thus the thinking American is

in an absurd situation. Frustrated, angered and

outraged at just about everything, he no longer has the

time nor the inclination to do anything about that

which arouses him. In a situation which cries out lor

action, the best the absurd man can do is to bemoan

the situation.

The natural solution to this absurd situation is for

someone to act. but the normal society seems in-

capable of producing men of action. It is not an

unimportant coincidence therefore that many of these

men of action, the rebels and protestors of our time,

have had a point of common origin- the prisons. For it

is quite singular that in an absurd society motivated

by inaction, it is the prisons, which under normal

circumstances would seem to be the antithesis of

action, that produce the most active.

It is the prisons that produce the Cleaver's, the

Malcolm X's, the Martin Luther King's and the

George Jackson's, who not only speak about op-

pression, but take positive action against it. So many
of the leaders of dissent have emerged from the

prisons, that it would appear that in this absurd

society it is only the prisoners who are really free and

capable of action.

It is this observation and the latest atrocities at San

Quentin and Attica and the fair share of outrage which

they have produced that brings to the fore both our

seeming inability to prevent oppression and the un-

derlying absurdity of our situation. In this society, the

events at Attica have nothing to recommend them-

selves. It was just another in a long list of tragedies

which are afterwards regreted. Just another small

skirmish on the fringe of our existence. Men of action

imprisoned in a system predicated on inaction and

upon destroying initiative, the logical outcome being

the destruction of action. We've all seen it before, in

the South, in the Ghetto's and on college campuses and

we've heard all the absurd rationalizations before.

The rationalizations that attempt to convince us that

there is something unnatural about action. As

Governor Rockefeller stated, the riot was the result of

"the highly organized revolutionary tactics of

militants...! and i ..the role outside forces would ap-

pear to have played." To the minds of those in the

absurd society, any action must be an unnatural oc-

curance. the result of revolutionary rhetoric and

outside agitators. For as everyone knows, if it weren't

lor the outside agitators: slaves would be happy with

their slavery; Blacks would be content with their

seeond class position; Vietnamese would be more

than willing to have the United States choose their

government; the young would be eager to go out and

kill and be killed by people they don't know and for

reasons they don't understand; it seems only logical

that if it weren't for those outside influences prisoners

would he perfectly satisfied to be locked up in op-

pressive prisons for the rest of their lives and all of us

would he content to do nothing about the situation in

which we find ourselves

Art Buchwald

The Soft Sell
WASHINGTON-One of the

problems with today's economy is

that it's very hard to find young
people who are good salesmen.

Many students coming out of

college are more interested in a

customer's motivation than they

are in closing a sale. They also

have a tendency to he too honest,

which can play havoc in the retail

business.

A friend of mine has a dress shop

here in Georgetown and she told

me of the problems she had with a

young lady, a psychology major,

whom she hired as a salesgirl.

This, in essence, is what hap-

pened:

The first day a lady came in the

store, and the salesgirl (let us call

her Miss Brampton) asked if she

could be of help.

"I'd like a suit for the fall," the

lady said.
•What price range?" Miss

Brampton asked.

Tt doesn't make any dif-

ference." the lady replied.

'Well, let me ask you this

question: Do you want the suit

because you need if
1 Or have you

just had a fight with your husband

and are trying to get even by

making a very expensive pur

chase?"
i beg your pardon'.'" the lady

said.

"Perhaps you suspect him of

some infidelity, and you think this

is the only way you can get back at

him."
i have no idea what you're

talking about," the customer said

Spending money in anger is a

very expensive form of hostility

My advice to you is to think it over

lor .1 U-w days Pry to patch up

your difference! Buying a new suit

won't save your marriage
."

"Thank you very much," the

customer said frostily and left the

store.

"She's angry with me now,"

Miss Brampton told the dress shop

owner, "but in a week she'll be

grateful I talked her out of it."

My friend the shop proprietor

decided to let the incident pass, but

that afternoon another customer

came in, and Miss Brampton asked

if she could be of help.

The lady said. "1 need something
really exciting. I'm going to the

Kennedy Center and I want a dress

that will knock everyone dead."
Miss Brampton said, "We have

some lovely evening dresses over

here for insecure people."

insecure people'.'"

"Oh, yes. Didn't you know that

clothes are one of the main ways
women compensate for in-

security?"
"I'm not insecure." the lady said

angrily

Then why do you want to knock
them dead at the Kennedy Center''

Why can't you be accepted for

yourself instead of what you wear"'

You are a very attractive person

and you have an inner beauty you
try to disguise. I can sell you a new
dress that will attract attention,

hut then you would never know if it

were you or the dress that made
people stop and stare."

By this time the dress shop
owner decided to step in.

Miss Brampton, il the lady

wants an evening dress, let her see

our evening dresses."

No." the customer said "Your
girl is right Why spend $:><><> to get

a lew compliments from people

who really don't care what I wear''

Thank you lor helping me. young
lady. It's true I've been insecure

all these years and didn't even
know it."

The customer walked out of the

store.

The final straw for the dress

store owner took place an hour
later when a coed came in to buy a

hotpants outfit, and Miss Bramp-
ton gave her 30 minutes on
Women's Lib and then said, "All

you do when you buy hotpants is

become a sex object."

That night the dress shop owner
[Hit a sign in the window "Help
Wanted-No Psychology Majors
Need Apply

"
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Letters To The Editor

Goes
To Ihe Editor:

You remember, dear audience, when last we left

vou the scene was two switchborads. One is the MDC
hotline and the other is located under the Miss

Florence Diner. These switchboards are huffily

manned by Miss Rhoda Rootor, a personable fat slob

under the diner, and her twin sister, Sadie, at the SU.

And new to continue with our broads at their boards.

Rhoda: So listen Sadie, is that you'' Yeah,

fine. ..yeah, yeah. ..what? No, no... the jungle rot is

healing nicely now. thanks. Listen have ya heard

about Everett 9 Christ, Sadie, such a mess you never

saw -udders, spatulas, and salad (garden fresh, no

less) everywhere. We've gotta raise some lettuce in a

hurry, which is why I'm calling you. Sadie. Were

putting the big squeeze on customers with outstanding

bills in an effort to build Flo back up in the midst of her

worst calamity. And according to my files, we've got a

gold mine in your MDC office. So ring up the

managing editor, pronto. Oh, he is, eh? Well, cut in

anyway—he can call Tijuana back later.

AtttUtEKIHC

THE WAR IS IOAJ

"Hallo, hallo! Is this the party to which I am
speaking? Well, this is Miss Rhoda Rootor under the

Miss Flo Diner with an annoying problem that only

you as MDC managing editor can-hallo,

hallo?. ..Listen, Sadie, put me through again. Hallo,

Mr. Frito 9 This is Miss R.R. again. Don't hang up on

me! You've-angered-me-and-when-you-anger-me-
you-anger-the-diner-and-all-the-powers-necessary-to-

tie-up-the-Hatch-for-the-next-fifty-years. Do we un-

derstand each other? Good. Now, according to my
records, your tab over the span of your journalistic

career, comes to a grand total of $11.11. When may we
expect payment? W-when what freezes over? Dear

me. Mr. Frito, I can't see why you're kicking up such a

ruckus when according to our files your publisher's

advancements alone on your best sellers < and I just

loved volume X of The Great Bunny Wuiiny War!)

comes to-what? You don't give a what? Is that S as in

Stop-the-Presses? Well. Mr. Frito, I'm afraid if this

attitude keeps up, we'll have to discontinue your

Diner's Club Card privileges and if we do not receive

vour payment within H) days, we will send over a

large, burly waiter to your office to castrate your card

and I'd advise you to stash the hash: Everett's

brother-in-law, Vasco, is a mean freak. Now then, Mr.

Frito, wouldn't you rather pay your tab than lose your

instrument and possibly the use of your writing hand 9

Oh dear, dear.

Mr. Frito? Mr. Frito. I think we can persuade you to

pay after all. I want you to listen to a little recor-

ding...can you hear that all right? Yes. you're right. It

is you! (snort, snort) And can you hear that other

voice? And do you remember the basic content of that

conversa-wait a minute, wait a minute. I want to hear

that last part again. Oh! Mr. Frito! (snort, snort)

Now. if you're at all interested, we have two full

semesters more of this.p-pardon? Oh. Mr. Frito,

blackmail is such an ugly word. Let's just call it a

vicious threat. What's that.' Well, Mr. Frito, I

wouldn't have phrased it that way, but WE ALL ARE
ENTITLED TO OUR OWN OPINIONS, aren't we?

But listen. I'd love to quote you in the Waitresses'

Weekly. Yes? Well, you'll be hearing from us, too, I'm

sure. Well, good-bye for now.

Sadie 9 Yeah, it's me. Rhoda. Yeah, fine, fine. ..It's a

lot less sore now. Listen, I've only got a minute, my
board is lighting up. but I just wanted to tell ya...Ya

know the National Weight Watchers' convention in

Acapulco" Well, listen. I think we can take Peter Pan

first class all the way!
Kniilic Sikora

Kerrv Gilliland

Euphonic Rhetoric And Pseudo-Democracy
• • i „l „„«„ „»' »U« .... rv-,.M,

To the Editor:

Those who found some en-

couragement in Chancellor Tippo's

statement of "priorities" at last

Wednesday's Convocation should

not be fooied by euphonic rhetoric

which is based on the usual

bureaucratic pseudo-democracy.

Take, for example, the Chan-

cellor's eleventh state priority:

"Development of a viable overall

campus parking plan which will

hopefully be accepted by most

elements of the campus com-

munity." (Daily (ollegian. Sep-

tember 16) If the Chancellor had

seen fit to publish the contents of

his September 10th memorandum
on parking -as he was apparently

so eager to cite the "priority" in his

speech -then the bureaucratic

machinery for creating such a

parking plan might have become

visible. Tippo's memorandum
reads in part : "The Faculty Senate

at its meeting on May 27. 1971,

after extended discussion of

parking, passed a motion which

requested me to appoint a new

committee of three faculty

members, three students, three

members of the classified staff,

and one administrator to take

existing proposals, reconcile them

and report to the Senate no later

than October 1st. For the coming

academic year a fee of $2.00 for

second cars, of $5.00 for students

and staff and faculty with salaries

of less than $10,000, $10.00 for

faculty and staff with salaries from

$10,000 to $20,000, $15.00 for faculty

and staff with salaries of $20,000

and above will be imposed."

An interesting "priority"

question arises from this: How are

Editorial Points
There is one obvious ad-

vantage to being President of

this University. You get to have

your office hours printed in the

school paper.
***

There's only one thing most
people are still wondering about

the Bost, er. New England
Patriot's upset win on Sunday.
How did it happen 9

+**

An unofficial source in

Florence reports that the Great

Miss Florence Diner War is

being expanded and will soon

open another front in Amherst.
Most reporters are already
dubbing this new offensive as the

Great Dining Commons War.
Keep an eye on the MDC for

further coverage.
***

Sometimes you can't tell one

end of the (ollegian from the

other. Like yesterday, for in-

stance.
***

UMass just isn't what it used

to be. Back in 1923, the

sophomores competed against

the freshmen in a rope pull

across the pond. That must be a

lot more dangerous today than it

was then.
***

If the wage/price freeze

reminded many people of an ice

box, Nixon's Phase II sounds a

lot like a toothpaste. In fact,

many economists are known to

be "brushing up" on it right now.

Pretty Pennies

Early Morning
The murmur of an early mourning's dawning.

Desperation flickers - a dimly lighted fireplace s glow.

Wrapped within our blankets of despair,

with onlv evil cares to keep us warm.

The image of my brother on the mantle, whose

eyes saw all they know.

Blasting sense across these empty lines - my life

is forming.

Forcing thoughts to move a blue quill pen...

Every word, a giant step toward one more

crystal mourning...

I must' becon e what I once was- again.

This pen. the shoehorn of my mind - it fits me

into place

Without it I'd be loosely tied within.

The table top's brown statuette; sombrero

hides a somber lace.

My letter-box is full of hope but hope so grim.

Who knows what to see, or what to feel?

My eyes still lie. and my finger-tips are numb.

They're useless in a world where Nothing s done.

How does one pretend to know what's real9 ^ ^^ ^

most elements of the campus
community" going to accept their

places as financiers of this

"parking plan ".' Certainly neither

the Chancellor nor the Faculty

Senate nor the Student Govern-

ment would resort to such a foul

democratic device as the

referendum to determine whether

their constituents want to be

gouged for another unprincipled

fee-particularly in the middle of a

wage-price freeze. Then. too. it is

much easier for selected com-

mittees, like the above, to meet

privately, without publicity, and

arrive at conclusions already pre-

determined. Such a meeting of this

committee will be taking place. I

understand, this Wednesday at

8:30 a.m. in Room 307 of Whitmore.

I urge students and staff alike to

join me on the picket line outside

Whitmore on Wednesday morning

to protest not only the outrageous

proposed parking fees but also the

hypocritical bureaucracy at-

tempting to levy them.

Kenneth R. Mosakowski

B% JERRY LAZAR
EDITORIAL STAFF

Before long, you, like most other college students, will start wondering

where vour next buck is coming from.

Well, wonder no longer, for here we present to you a loolprooi plan lor

making not one, not one hundred, not one thousand, but (you guessed it

one million dollars. That's right! In less than four years, you too can be a

millionaire. Impossible, you say. Read on.

To begin with, the kev word in "making a million dollars' is making

You see nobody is going to give vou a million dollars, and you'd have tc

bust your ass for a helluva long time to try to earn it. So obviously you're

going to have to make it yourself.

But you cry. counterfeiting is illegal. Perhaps, but so is teenage for-

nication and how manv people does that stop? The trick is to not get

caught. And using the following plan, you'd have to be pretty stupid to gel

caught. , . .

Ask yourself this: when vou think of counterfeit money, what do yoi

visualize 9
If you're like most people, you think of imitation twenty dollai

bills sham fifties, and so on. But how many people would bother to think

of counterfeiting pennies? Pretty clever, eh? After all. you only need MM

hundred million pennies and you've cleared a million bucks

For a small investment (small compared to a million bucks), you eoulc

set up your own, self-operating, penny factory, and clear an easy million

dollar "non-taxable, profit, in (as we promised) less than four years.

Sit your machine so that it will produce one penny per second. Com

pared'with today's sophisticated machinery that's a relatively slow rate

but better figure too low than too high.

From here on, it's simple arithmetic:

one penny per second equals sixty cents per minute, which equal

thirty-six bucks per hour, which equals $864 per day. which equat

s:ur> 360 per year (except leap years which will gross $316.224 1. Now ;

$300 (MM) plus 'annual income is nothing to laugh at, and at this rate, you

hundred millionth penny will roll out of the machine in less than lou;

years I at 1 :57 pm of the 1 157th day, to be exact. I

*

So you see. with relatively little effort, you too can make a milliot

bucks' The next thing to consider is what to do with a shitload of pennies

Here's where we leave it to you. Someone suggested making the wor d

largest penny collection and auctioning it off, starting at one milh«

dollars Hence, making money off your money. But this is a lousy idea fo

a number of reasons. Number one, if a sham coin is detected, the sourc

is easily identifiable, which puts the screws on you. Number two you

have to find a pretty big sucker to accept a million counterfeit bucks. S

you'd best scratch that idea. Besides, were here to tell you how to mak

the money, not what to do with it.

(Author's note: One of my more indigent acquaintances, majoring i

physical education, accuses me of being a capitalist pig. So I take thi

opportunity to defend myself. I see it this way: If I set out to become

millionaire, then I am a capitalist pig. But if I set out to make everyone

millionaire, then I am. at most, a capitalist pig with socialistic let

dencies

ftj Wit i \ai i f n j
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The Bleeding Rose

A Rose Is A Rose Is A Rose
ByBOBZELMAN

(This is the first of a series of weekly

columns which will deal with

philosophical and religious topics.)

For the past few years I have been

writing various letters and articles for

the Collegian and mysteriously signing

them c/o The Bleeding Rose. During this

period manv people have been asking

me, 'What the hell does the Bleeding

Rose mean""
To me, the Bleeding Rose is a

metaphor lor life itsell Picture the rose

in your minds

U is very beautiful and it makes you

very happy But it is also very sad

because of the crimson blood which is

pouring from it.

If the world is a "Bleeding Rose" then

drug freaks only respond to its beauty-

while political "activities tend to onl>

respond in great despair to the blood. But

life is both beautiful and ugly-happy and

sad If you don't respond to both sides you

are not relating to the world in all of its

reality. The blood draws you toward

it. ..then the beauty. ..then the blood...

This week there was sadness. The

woman I spent the summer with split to

California and two of my friends were

busted

But I have joyful memories of the time

I spent with that woman and I was en-

couraged by the generous response of

people for bail money
The Bleeding Rose is a pictorial image

of the primal forces which the Chinese

call vin and vang. Yin and yang is a

metaphor for light/dark, happy/sad,

good/evil, beautiful/ugly, male/female.

It is easily seen in the natural rhythms of

the changing seasons, the in-and-out

motion of the breath, day and night and

life and death.

Just as there are rhythms for the

process of change in nature there are

also rhythmic changes for the other

dualism's I have mentioned because we

are also part of nature. The Bleeding

Rose or vin/vang means that you can't be

happv without sometimes being sad. You

can't he good all the time without being

evil and causing pain sometimes.

We are never unchangeably one or the

other. We alternate in our response to the

world between the Beatles' "Let It Be" in

its beauty and the Stones' "Let It Bleed"

in its pain

But how can we get in touch with the

forces of yin/yang'? How can we know

which response is appropriate at any

given moment 1 am thinking of the Zen

Buddhist quote: "There are no perfect

actions in a perfect world; only ap-

propriate actions in an imperfect one."

The Book of Changes ( the I Ching ) is an

ancient Chinese book which can put you

in touch with the basic rhythms of yin-

yang. It is a beautiful book which is

brimful of wisdom from the Eastern

religions of Taoism and Confucianism.

In some sense it can be said that the

book predicts the future because letting

vou know what forces are dominant now

it can tell you how to respond to the

present in the proper way to get the

future results you desire.

To use the book you must frame a

question about what is happening now in

your mind. A method which involves

chance, tossing coins or counting a

random arrangement of sticks (yarrow

stalks) directs you to a certain page in

the book.

The pages you are referred to describe

one or two of 04 possible situations such

as "Waiting, Obstruction, Conflict,

Standstill, Abundance." The book is said

to encompass all of the basic or ar-

chetypal human situations which are

possible.

Somehow the quality of this moment in

time is reflected in the coin-tossing and

the situation you arrive at in the book

accurately describes what's going on.

There are many explanations for this,

but all I know is that it works.

The book offers advice about the

situation. But it rarely tells you anything

that vou didn't already know. What it

does is to reawaken your intuitive sense

of natural change.

When you're down, you might forget

that things change-if you allow them to.

When I used to be depressed a lot I used

to play blues records. This would make

me even more depressed.

But instead if I iust "let It Be" things

would change. Mv depression would lift

or external things would get better. It

seems that suicidal people drive them-

selves to a crisis point by filtering happy

things out of their consciousness.

In the opposite way, if I am happy, I

must understand that I will be sad again.

When the book speaks of abundance, it

says that abundance does not last very

long. But it cautions you not to feel sad

about the decline which will inevitably

follow. It savs "While the period of

abundance lasts, be like the mid-day sun

and spread light throughout the world."

The book's basic premise which recurs

over and over is the idea of per-

serverance. If you can just hang on. the

balance of life will reassert itself.

Thus if you are happy, don't cling to

your happiness. If you are sad, don't

cling to your sadness. Above all, as

Donovan says in one of his songs "Don't

Let The Changes Get Yourself Down."

The rose is still beautiful-even though it

is bleeding...

(The only edition of the Book of

Changes (I Ching) which is worth looking

at is the Wilhelm Baynes hard cover

translation. It sells for $7.50 but it is in-

fmitely better than the paperback

editions.)

Next Mon.-Tantric Yoga
or Sexual Meditation

Have I Got A Meal For You
A Kosher Kitchen, run by the students of the Hillel

Foundation is now operating in the Governor's Lounge

in the Student Union. At one time, this lounge was

considered to be converted into office space, but. the

success of last year's program has encouraged the

students to continue this school year.

There are student groups that have been sensitive to

the problems of maintaining different cultural pat-

terns because of the lack of University facilities. In

the last year or so. the necessary space has been made

available to special interest groups by the Student

Union Governing Board. In some cases, these groups

have even affected the services provided by the

University itself, as illustrated by the new vegetarian

policv provided by the Food Services.

The Kosher Kitchen is maintained and financed by

the students who use it and the University has

cooperated in helping students who have paid for meal

tickets

Kosher, meaning ritually proper, does not refer to a

particular style of cooking. It means that strict

limitations are placed on the kinds of animals that

may be used for food, the mode of slaughtering and

regard for the separation of dairy and meat products

as well as the utensils and dishes used in the

preparation and consumption of the food. Kosher

foods can be prepared in a variety of styles, from

French and Slavic to Arabic and Chinese as long as

the observance of proper ritual is maintained.

Students interested in participating in the Kosher

Kitchen and in the observance of Jewish dietary laws

are invited to contact the Hillel office at the Student

Union Building.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Accounting Board Reviewed
"The Work of the Accounting

Principles Board-Recent
Developments'' will be the topic of

a talk today at UMass.
Robert Hampton. 111. member of

the Accounting Principles Board of

the American Institute ot Certified

Public Accountants, will speak at

p.m. m room 120 of the I Mass

School <>t Business Administration

There will t>e a question and an-

swer session after the talk.

Hampton, a partner in the New

York City office ol S I) Leidesdorf

& ( O . CPAs, has a bachelor of arts

degree from Princeton University

and a master's degree from the

Harvard Business School.

All girls invited to meet

|the Sisters with the Brothers]

TONIGHT
Chi Delphia Rush 8 p.m

314 Lincoln Ave., AX House

Grad Research Center Completes Phase One

The beginning of the end of the 18.8 million dollar Graduate
Research Center is upon us as the first phase has been completed.

By GEORGE WEISSLITZ
The first phase of the Graduate Research (enter

will be completed next month.

Part of the Center is already occupied. The

Physical Science and Education libraries are

already in use, and once the air conditioning system

is installed, other facilities will begin to appear and

become operational.

The Graduate Research Center will be a multi-

purpose complex involving a multitude of depart-

ments. It will also contain the complete Graduate

Administration Center which is now located in the

relatively ancient Munson Hall, across from Herter.

Present plans call for the first of the two low-rise

buildings across from Arnold to house a computer

and science information center, offices of the

Graduate School, a water resources research

center, and a teacher improvement lab on the

second floor; the statistics section of the math
department, a small part of the physics depart-

ment, and offices of the Institute of Man and his

Environment on the third floor; with the basement

used as a chemical analysis research center.

The tower that is already built is presently vacant

but will be occupied by the chemistry department

by next summer, and will have research facilities in

polymer science, engineering, and biochemistry.

The other two seventeen-story towers (which should

be ready about three years after money is ap-

propriated by the State legislature) will be involved

in physics and mathematics research.

Although the Graduate complex appears to have

its main emphasis in the physical sciences, this is

not necessarily the case. The School of Education

library will be permanently located in the complex,

and the computing center will be for in-

terdisciplinary, interdepartmental research, i.e. in

the humanities and social sciences. Also, there will

be many classroom and teaching facilities in the

complex, as well as research facilities, , and all the

units should have some sort of undergraduate

components.
Dean of the Graduate School, Mortimer Appley,

said that the complex was not really an expansion,

but a "rearrangement" of many existing facilities.

Vacated space in older buildings will be occupied by

other units and courses.

The planning of the Graduate Research Center

first began seven or eight years ago. Work was
begun on the Center by Daniel O'Connell's Sons,

Inc. in the spring of 1968.

Cost is 18.8 million dollars which includes all

equipment and furnishing. Three and a half million

dollars will have been funded by the Federal

Government (U.S. Education Department), with

the balance funded by the state.

The other two towers (Phase II ) will be built at a

projected cost of almost 12 million dollars -all of

which will come from the state. Governor Sargent

has recommended that the money be appropriated,

and his recommendation is presently waiting ap-

proval in the House Ways and Means Committee.

Venereal Disease And Students

Is Subiect Of DVP Lecture
The Distinguished Visitors

Program for its second lecture is

sponsoring Dr. Nicholas Fiumara
tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium. He is

one of the nation's foremost

specialists in syphilology and
dermatology, and will speak on

'Venereal Disease and the College

Student."

Dr. Fiumara is the director of

the Division of Communicable
Diseases. Massachusetts
Department of Public Health;

Associate Clinical Professor of

Dermatology and Preventive
Medicine, Boston University

School of Medicine; Lecturer in

Dermatology and Syphilology.

Tufts University School of

Medicine; and Instructor in

Dermatology, Harvard Medical

School, to name a few. His concern

with college students is evident in

the heavy lecture schedule he

maintains year round.

The lecture will include graphic

representations of some of the

more common, and other un-

common, venereal diseases. A

coffee hour, at which students may
meet and ask questions of Dr.

Fiumara. will follow the lecture in

the Blue Wall Cafeteria, second

level Campus Center.

STEREO COMPONENTS

A purchasing co-operative has been formed to

sell equipment at people's prices - 3 to 4% over

cost. Scott, BSR McDonald, Sony, Marantz, AR,
Dual, Akai, Rectilinear, Dynaco, etc. Most top

brands.

L

Call 546-8902 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

U1MUA
Tonight on WMUA: 91.1 FM
7:00 p.m. Evening Report-a half

hour of comprehensive news from

UPI, AP. UPI Audio Network, and

WMUA News, the largest broad-

cast news department in the area.

Includes a ten minute sports report

and a five minute recap of the

latest news at 11 :25.

7:30-0:00 p.m. Progressive

music.

9:00 p.m. -The inane humor of the

Firesign Theatre returns to the

UMass community for a full hour.

Don't miss it!

10:00-11:00 FOCUS-host Ken
Mosakowski discusses voter

registration, the draft and other

issues both in the university

community and the political world

at large. As usual it will be good

conversation with a refreshingly

contraversial-and knowledgeable

moderator.
Tonight's premiere program will

feature commentary on the

"Summer of 1971." with a look at

recent events surrounding the

draft; the student vote, the fate of

the Berrigan Brothers, and a

planned parking fee increase at

UMass.
Tonight's program will also

include a special segment on the

recent killings at Attica State

Prison in New York.

11:00 p.m. Late Night News
Report another half hour of

complete news, information,

sports and weather compiled by

WMUA News
1 1 :{()-:{ :(K» Loredo rides onto your

radio with some great music for

Amherst's night people.

It's So Simple I

Five years aqo, individuality was having long hair.

Today, it's being part of a Fraternity.

Informal Gathering

PI LAMBDA PHI
A lot has happened to Fraternities in five years, yet the uninformed still

hold their stereo typed ideas of the Greek system. Not only did Fraternities

change, a few have blossomed. Pi Lambda Phi is one. We started with 12 men
in a dorm in 1967. Today we maintain an average number of 35 in our own

living-breathing structure. 35 men who elected, to assert their individuality the

way they thought best - objectively and true to themselves.

Visit us. Even as a sceptic. It's time you realize that fraternities have

indeed changed and can no longer be stereotyped.

Wednesday Sept. 18

14 Elm St. Call for Rides 253-7625

Remember the

name because you

will never forget

the taste.

Bells Pizza
i;r. University Dr.

3RMMWII •8KMMII
Free Delivery

of Pizzas

Learn to Drive

AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6066

Do You Hove A Right to o $25 Refund?

Has the University administration

met the requirements of the

federal freeze on wages, prices, and rents?

Vice-Chancellor Thomas Campion
will attend

an open meeting of the Student Senate.

WILL YOU?

on Wednesday, Sept. 22 at 7:oo p.m.

Room 165, Campus Center
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PhDCa
Work Wins Award

Paul J. Orsulak, a doctoral

candidate in biochemistry at

UMass has won an honorable

mention award from the Joseph

P. J. Orsulak

P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation.

The award is for an essay by

the UMass graduate student on

"Investigations in the

Biochemistry of Downs Syn-

drome: The Relation between

Thyroid Hormones and Bile Acid

Metabolism."

The essay was entered in a

competition sponsored by the

Kennedy Foundation among
"students who through the

stimulation of their creative and

academic talents might make a

valuable contribution to the

prevention, detection, diagnosis

and care of the mentally

retarded."
Orsulak's award carries a

prize of $250. "We know this is

simply a token for your very

excellent and hard work but we
do hope that it will encourage

you to go forward with your

career with a renewed sense of

accomplishment," Eunice
Kennedy Shriver, foundation

executive vice-president, said in

informing Orsulak of the award.

He has been invited to attend

the awards banquet and
ceremonies Oct. 16 at the John

F. Kennedy Center for the

Performing Arts in Washington

as a guest of the foundation.

Paul Orsulak is a graduate of

the University of Scranton in

Pennsylvania who received his

MS degree in biochemistry at

I' Mass in February of this year.

He is now a candidate for a Ph-
D. His parents live in Lansford,

Pa., and he lives in Northampton

with his wife, the former Helen

Spade of Allentown, Pa.

Draft Counselor's Corner

New Law Causes More Hassles

Speakon DuBois
The WEB. DuBois Department

of Afro-American Studies at the

UMass will present, during the

coming year, a series of nine public

lectures bv Dr. Herbert Aptheker

on "The Life and Work of WEB.
DuBois." The first and second

lectures of the series will be

delivered on Thursday evenings,

September 23 and October 21. in

the Memorial Hall Auditorium of

the UMass campus.
Dr. Aptheker, distinguished

historian and friend of Dr. DuBois,

describes his lectures as follows:

follows:

"In nine lectures jan effort

will be made to present the

times in which the late

William Edward Burghardt

DuBois (1868-1963) lived;

and his role, thought and

activity during those times.

His major writings and

their impact will be

examined; his
organizational efforts -the

Niagara Movement, the

NAACP, Pan-Africanism

-

will be described.

An analysis of the historic

confrontations DuBois
faced-involving Booker T.

Washington, Marcus
Garvey, and the Board of

the NAACP -will be made.

His basic ideas-as they

developed-in the areas of

education, racism,
colonialism, imperialism,

war and peace, violence and

non-violence, and his

programs for organization

and for action, as these

developed in his long life,

will be considered.

Dr. Aptheker's well known book,

American Negro Slave Revolts

(1043) originated as his doctoral

dissertation at Columbia
University, and he has since

published 27 volumes in American

social and political history, among
them a study of Nat Turner's Slave

Rebellion in 1966.

He edited The Autobiography of

W.E.B. DuBois in 1968 and is now

preparing a multi-volumed Papers

of W.E.B. DuBois for the

University of Massachusetts Press

as well as a forty-volume edition of

The Published Writings of W.E.B.

DuBois. His Documentary History

of the Negro People in the United

States is a standard work in Black

History.

Dr. Aptheker is at present

Director of the American Institute

for Marxist Studies.

GILBERT J. SALK
It now looks as if the new draft

law will be passed within a few

days. The prospect of a filibuster

still exists, but it's chances seem
slim. Thus, we can expect that the

local boards will soon be back at

their invidious game of kidnapping

unwilling young men to support

with their lives the failure of the

old men's foreign policy.

With this in mind, a few words

about some of the more important

provisions of the new law seem to

be in order.

For most of you, the fate of the

student deferment is of utmost

importance. It will fall by the

wayside, probably retroactive to

last April. This means that unless

you were in school last Spring, you

will be ineligible for a II—S, ac-

cording to the SSS interpretation of

the law. There are sure to be court

challenges to this, however.

Anyone who applied for a new
student deferment before the new

law was passed should have gotten

one. If the deferment is sub-

sequently canceled, as the new law

will do, then the board will have to

reclassify you. This means that

you will have the right to appeal. If

your board fails to classify you

before the new law is passed on the

basis of information they received

prior to passage of the law, then

they have acted in such a way as to

limit your right to appeal. There is

also the problem of ex post facto

legislation which might come into

play here. In other words,

possibilities do exist to hassle the

hasslers. No guess on how effective

such actions might be.

For Conscientious Objectors,

some good news. Alternative

service requirements will remain

at two years, not the three was
rumored earlier in the year. In

addition, job lists will be compiled

by the National Director instead of

the State Directors. thus

eliminating procedural differences

from state to state. It seems likely

that jobs such as Vista and

Teacher Corps will soon become

acceptable alternative service

positions.

The quota system of draft calls

will also be eliminated. Instead, a

national number will be announced

each month, and every draft board

will induct all of its eligible

registrants up to that number.

A new way out of the draft has

been included in the new law. If

your father, brother, or sister was

killed while on active duty since

1950, or died as a result of injuries

received while on active duty, you

will qualify as a surviving son and

be deferred.

These are the major changes

under the new law. For more in-

formation, watch the newspapers

when the new law is passed, or visit

Draft Counseling Services in 923

CC.
A correction to last weeks

column. The draft counselor

training program will start next

week, on Tuesday, September 28,

not today as was previously an-

nounced. There will be a $5.00

charge to cover the cost of

materials, and you may register in

923 CC. The course will run for

three or four consecutive Tuesday

nights, from 7-10 p.m.

This Thursday, Draft Counseling

Services will begin holding mock
draft board meetings for those who
are scheduled for personal ap-

pearances before their boards. The

mock board will meet from 10-noon

Thursday mornings in 902 CC.

Your questions will be answered

in this column. Write to Gil Salk,

RSO #395, Campus Center, Univ. of

Mass., Amherst. Mass. 01002.

HILLEL UMASS

CLASSES OFFERED FOR FALL SEMESTER AT

H,LLEL
STARTING THIS WEEK

Elementary Hebrew Wed. 6: 30 p.m.

how to read, basic grammar, vocabulary

Basic Judaism Wed. 7: 30 p m
introduction to Jewish customs, ritual, theology, sacred

literature and liturgy.

Talmud in English Wed. 4: 00 p.m.

a text course.

Elementary Yiddish through tapes

hours to be arranged according to students schedules.

First meeting only Thurs. (Sept. 23) 6:45 p.m.

An Allegorical Approach to the Creation Literature of the

Bible Thurs. 7: 45 p.m.
5 sessions

An Introduction to Kabbalistic Thought

5 sessions; hours to be arranged. Call 545-2526

if you wish to sign up for this course.

All classes held at Hillel Room, 420 Student Union

BUS SERVICE SCHEDULE
LV. U-Mass.for No. Amherst - 8:24 a.m., 11:54, 12:54 p.m.,

3:56, 6:01

L V. UMass. for Amherst Center, Hadley and Northampton

7:31 a.m., 8:36, 10:01, 12:06 p.m., 1:06, 2:01, 4:09, 5:04,

6: 14.

Connections at Northampton for

Easthampton, Florence, Leeds, Haydenville and

Williamsburg

L V. UMass. for Worcester, Belchertown, Ware, Brook-

fields, Spencer and Leicester

Fridays- LV - UMass. 12:45 p.m., 4:50 p.m.

Saturdays: LV. UMass. 12:45 p.m.

Sundays: LV - UMass. 12:45 p.m., 6:25 p.m.

For Tickets and Information

The Lobby Shoppe, Student Union Bldg. Tel. 545-2006

CHARTER A BUS
call our office for rates and arrangements Tel. 584-6481

Western Mass. Bus Lines, Inc.
Northampton, Mass.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

tin Hat. rrit. K54i Spyrler. XMH miles

ftmi «<""• ( a" ''•!»l»" 1 «
,",""'>*s after I

""'
tftl-22

lllfil I alcon. rebuilt trans., new snows

ami halt, (.real hu\ . I UNI. (all ( rahlree

and lea\e mess, for (iranl. Hm. M.
tf9-22

Coin* to Kurope. must sacrifice 1970

Max crick. v\. cond. M.inni miles. Phone
Ware. 1-177 «NM.

tffl-21

IMM Mf.lM.T. \er> Kood condition. :I2D0.

Priced below book |MH, fireenfield 773-

788.1.

9-1S.22. 29

«:>< he\. f'orvalr Monra Com .. 4 speed,

| tw. (all MMM belw. M,
tf9-2l

Triumph (.TB— . excel, cond. 1700.

(all Diane (134XMPM.
tf9-22

HMMfSTf) red conv. Best offer over l:WN).

SIMMM.
tf9-24

l.!l \olkswaxcn bus. 23.900 miles, sun-

roof. AM-KM radio built-in bed. perfect

condition MMMB,
lf9-21

l!lli!l Austin Anier . i speed. 28.000 ml..

K<»od cond.. AM-KM. new tires, best off.

(all MMRtS.
tf9-22

\olkswaxen 1957. Rood condition,

rebuilt enxinc. ideal for local use. one
(osmetic blemish peachy f Ml. (all i 3fi7

MM e\es.
tf9-2l

MM (»pel Hallye. :II000 ml., well main..

mII best offer or trade for bike. Jeff R-9049.

•13, TK.
tf9-22

i'ii.j \ \\ Sedan < engine has sucked
s ills i-

' could he repaired or used for parts.

Itody Kood and unstripped. (all 253-9R85

175.
tf9-27

71 \ vt conv. yellow with black top. only 9

months old. Itest offer, (all Al 253-79.19.

tf9-24

<i» Austin Mealy Sprite 1750.. firm, (all
Sam. 118 Wheeler. 545-2413.

tf9-2l

MOTORCYCLES
Sale

For ROOMMAT ES WANT ED

:I50 Kawasaki ltinhorn-1971-sel for

imliiro competition IOt...SM Montessa

I «crnss-l9ti7-striclly niolocross. $350. (all

:,t»-:h;7:i.

tf9-2l

Hooinmalcs wanted — 1 xirls need :'

more nirls to share apt.. JN a month. I 1/2

mi. from ( ampus. (all 005-3202.

tf»-2l

HM Triumph liner 050 cc 8000 miles.

.ill slock (Miuipl. top condition. 250-8087.

tf9-24

Single girl wanted to share lg apt. with

| others immediately (all .lean or

I harlene anytime al MUM. Keep trying.

If'1-22

FOR SALE
I- nhancc sex life. Sgl. dbl. iiueen or king

wilier beil 1 29.95. round or jumbo $49.95.

Inimed. deliv.. 5 ft. warranty. Aqua-
Dream. Uo\ 177. Amherst.

119-22

'03 Alfa Komeo (.ulietta Spyder con-

vertible. Kxcellent shape. Strong engine.

More class than an MCil (all 540-5214.

9-21-22-24

Smith Corona Coronet Automatic #10

electric portable typewriter. Hrand-new

w ith pow er return. $ 125 or best offer call 0-

7831 Paul.
tf»-24

Dark wood bureau with large mirror

130.00 Call 233-3125 after 0:00.

tf9-24

1908 Yamaha DT I 250 r.nriurn. 4500

miles, good condition. Call Wayne at o

8787.
tf»-22

Panasonic 8 track slero system. Car-
home model. All speakers, home con-

verter. 21 tapes. Retails at $300 plus.

\ours. 1180 call 540-5000.

_ tfft-27

Miiio USA 1 050.. runs well, hut needs
minor repair. Itest offer around $350. Call

323-7714. ask for Jack.
tf9-22

ADC 303 Slereo. Speakers. 8 months old.

excellent cond.. best offer. Call after

p.m. 0-5155.

tf9-22

Male In live in modern I bedroom apt.

too per month Apply Apt. 77 Holling

(.rccn Hi. 9. Available immediately
tf9-22

Moommate wanted to share 5 room apt.

in Vhamplon.Own bedroom. Pref. female

over 21. Pent $80 month. Call I aura 580-

:::ioi,

U9-22

ECONOMIST
I esi economist vacancy of Thompson.

If found return to 211. Sentimental value!
U9-22

ROOM WANTED
Need place to live with other females

near campus, (all Mary 253-7073. If not

there leave message.
tf9-29

HELP WANTED
I ead Singer wanted for est. working

group: Pock. Itlues. etc.. also original
mat. Year round work! contact Boh or
John 0-9717 - 0-8004. .

fj|
..

I- cologv -minded students earn extra
money part-time without interrupting your
present schedule, (all collect 1-533-3034.

tf9-24

llofner Bass Cuitar - includes rase and
strap, exc. cond.. best offer, contact Boh
519-1180.

tf9-2l

1970 Triumph Bonneville. fiSflcc. perfect

running condition, (all 253-7858.

119-24

WANTED

71 \ W Super Beetle for sale since going
hack to Kurope. exc. cond.. still under
warranty $1795. (all 519-1579 after I pm

tf9-2l

1903 I nrd Sedan with 09 351 ru Iw . \ 8. I

speed, exc. cond. $075.00. Ask for Mike
Wilson Phi Sigma. 358 No Pleasant St..

Amherst
119-22

1908 Honda SSI25. exc. running cond..

new inspection sticker, 0900 mi.. I helmet.
Asking $250.00. (all Jim 540-7900

tf9-24

Ooln« oversea*, must mU o.alck>

ly 62 Chevy Impala, automatic,
Y8, radio, $180. 2 month old $10*
Tape Recorder, $100 New 3
upred bicycle $30. Call 853-IHW6.

tf»-2«

cihson huminghird acoustic guitar with

padded case. Brand new and cheap. 005-

1103.

If9-2I

Sin Corona electric portable typewriter
used I wks. $115 new will sell for $125 or

best offer. Sandy 51532 days, 549-0270

IMS
tf9-22

Men to erect chainlink fence. Kx-
perienced only. Part lime. Klt/gerald

Kences. 310 Bridge Bd.. Klorence. Mass.
tfl0-4

Male subjects wanted for Psych. Kx
periment. $2.oo/hr Short qualifying

questionnaire. See Jeanne. Bartlett 227.
' tf9-22

SERVICES
Need a hand. Dial ;i band will supply a

band that your budget ran afford. Any
tariff) available. Knr details, call Slan

544MHIS,
If9-29

RIDERS WANT ED
Driving lo Springfield every weckriax

I
Mi a ni Itiders will share expenses ( all

Khonda Blair. 5 -2112. 5-2111. 319 Wheeler
lf9-22

BABYSITTING WANT ED
Will babysit in m> home. Child .inder I

vr. I all Ml Mil
9-21

Notices-
ACTION LAB
Ratification of Constitution &

election of officers, Wed., 9/22, 8 pm,
805 CC.

ASCE
First meeting Wed., Sept. 22 @ 7:30

in Rm. 134 Marston Hall All Civil

Engineering students invited
Refreshments served.

BICYCLE CLUB
First meeting of semester tonight

in Rm. 801 CC at 8 pm. Discuss races,

trips, clinics, workshops, etc.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Everyone is welcome to our

meeting tonight. Hear testimonies of

how Christian Science works. 6:45 in

Rm. 803 CC.

COFFEE HOUSE
Coffee House at Mary Lyon Dorm.

Sat., Sept. 25 at 9 pm. Anyone in

terested in performing contact Sue
Cirkl (at Mary Lyon) 545 2516 by
Sept 23.

CEQ
Project Conference: at 6:30 tonight

in CC Rms. 174 6. Remember, this

conference can elect 5 people to the
Steering Committee, so come to see
what's happening.

DAMES CLUB
Student's Wives Come and join us

at our first meeting Sept. 22, 8 pm,
Farley 4 H House. There will be a

Fashion show followed by coffee and
dessert.

FENCING CLUB
Formulative meeting Sept. 24 in CC

Rm. 178, lower level. Men and women
invited, 7 pm.

FREE U
Resources galore! Gathering soon.

Come visit in old S.U. Book Store.

GOLFERS
Meeting Wed. at 7 pm in Rm. 223,

Boyden.

GSS
GSS meeting Tues. night, 6:30 in

CC Rms. 805 9.

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD
Organizational meeting of the

Board. All interested in any aspect of

the Health Services please come,
Thurs., Sept. 23, at 3:30 in CC 804 88.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
The regular square dance will be

held tonight in the Student Union
Ballroom from 7:30 10:30- Will all

old class members please attend.

HILLEL
Sign up for Kosher meals in the

office or call Elliott 256 6907.

INDEX
Interested in being an INDEX

photographer? Look for ad in

Collegian later on this week.

ITALIAN CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7:30 pm, 3rd

floor lounge, Herter Hall. All those

interested in this year's activities

please attend.

MAROON KEYS
All Maroon Keys attend important

meeting in Rm. 803 CC at 7:30 pm on

Wed., Sept. 22.

NEWMAN CLUB
Social awareness Speaker Fr.

Patrick Sullivan, S.J. on
"Ecumenism, Is It Working?"
Newman Center Social Hall, 7:30

tonight.

POVERTY COMMITTEE
Open meeting open to all those

interested in building an ACTIVE
program to deal with repression of

the Poor. Wed., Sept. 22, 7:30 pm. 904

CC.

REVELLERS
Important Revellers meeting

tonite Sept. 21 at 6:30 pm in Rms.
170 172 CC. All Revellers must at

tend final planning for the 24th.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Any SDA's, Davidian SDA's,

Branch SDA's, Sabbath Keeper or

those with knowledge of "Present

Truth", please contact Sammy 546

6984.

SOUTHWEST BOOK MART
Tomorrow, Wednesday, is the last

day to claim your books or money.
Berkshire Clubroom, daily 2 4 pm
and 6 8 pm.

UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN
Questions or problems concerning

sorority rushes? Drop by Rm. 110 CC,

from 14 pm any weekday. A
Panhellenic representative will be

there to help.

Tonight's sorority rush parties will

be a Barbeque at Sigma Sigma
Sigma (5:30 pm), International

Foods Night at Alpha Chi Omega
(6:30 8 pm), Italian Night at Lambda
Delta Phi, and a Sundae
Smorgasbord at Kappa Kappa
Gamma. Please Come!

VOLLEYBALL CLUB
The Volleyball Club is now

organizing. All interested persons,

graduate or undergraduate please

call either Mike at 546 7646 or George
at 546 5445.

WOMEN
Want to belong to a sisterhood

that's not a sorority? And have
brothers too? Come to Chi Delphia

rush, Sept. 21, 8 pm, at Delta Chi

Fraternity House, 314 Lincoln Ave.

Call Donna 6 6333 for more info.

LOST
1 gold initial ring,

Call Mary 6 8585.

Textbook "Read Chinese Book II"

Call 253 3173 or leave in Asian Studies

Dept., 8th floor Thompson.
Black Cat, 1/2 white goatee, white

whiskers, 3 1/2 white paws and blue

collar, in vicinity of Colonial Village

Apts Answers to "Here, Kitty".

Please call 253 7914.

Early Sept.; aviator style

prescription sunglasses. Call Warren
546 5282.

Pair of wire rimmed prescription

sunglasses in multi colored case.

Please call Helen at 6 1422.

FOUND
Will the person who found my

wallet in Bartlett Aud. Friday
morning please call me? Money is

yours, please return ID'S or their

location. Steve 546 8895.

Puppy Spot needs patient person

with an understanding of animals to

give her a good home. She is 3 mos.

old and very much in need of love and
permanent master. Call Cindy 545

5042, Cance
initials MES.

I CHING
Chinese Book

which predicts the future —

LECTURE
DEMONSTRATION

Hv BohZelman

( 70l>I.F.i:i>IN< '-ROSE

Sept. 21 -2:$ 8 p.m.

MhFI. Lounge CC.

II.M

October 3, 1971

3:30 p.m.

&
8:30 p.m.

C. C. Program
Council

presents

6000 MAH

CHAM
WWW"

HWI(|««e«n*JllltlBw>

at.

C. C. Auditorium

tickets - $2.00

On sale at S. U. Ticket

office starting 12:00

noon, Sept. 22.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMARR.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Pu7?le

The late Aldous Huxley, a Leo, was much

concerned with such subjects as ex

trasensory perception, psychic phenomena

and astrology He often spoke lo me about

astrology and had special praise for one of

my books. "Thought Dial
"

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Accent on

partnerships, quick changes affecting close

lies. Surprise is order of day What was

confining is suddenly loosened. Protect

image. Be sure you are correctly quoted. Be

aware of details

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Work efforts

pay dividends You get action Some

associates come up with great suggestions

Donl permit envy to deter progress. Avoid

extremes in eating, drinking Steady pace is

GEMINI (May 21 June 20). Romantic

interests dominate You learn more about

others and yourself. You can build base of

greater emotional security Taurus, Libra

individuals may be involved Accent

creative efforts.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Avoid seeing

situations, persons as you wish they could

be. Instead, be realistic. Put a halt to self

deception. Accent on changes affecting

home life, permanent base. Study in

vestment procedure

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): You may start out

tor one place and complete journey at

different location Means nothing now is

really finalized. Be versatile Give full play

lo intellectual curiosity Money gain In

dicated.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22): Finish what

you start Don't be led astray by one who is

uncertain Guard valuables Tendency

exists to lose things while in transit

Associate should be double checked for

competence
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Creative juices

(low. you are better able lo express

yourself. Change, variety and travel op

portunities are featured. Get thoughts

organized preferably on paper. Original

ideas will click.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Trust

hunch Follow through on pet projects.

Aquarius individual figures prominently.

What was behind scenes bursts into open

view No lime for hiding essentials. Aura of

vitality is evident.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Look

beyond the immediate Study potential.

Unorthodox approach is apt lo succeed.

Friends provide excitement Accept social

invitation Check appointments, reser

vations Accent the unusual.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19); Unique

professional opportunity practically

presents itself. Chance exists for definite

improvement in financial area Accent

confidence Put program and yourself

across Be definite, positive.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. IB): Good

moon aspect coincides with chance lo get

ideas across to those at a distance Key now

is movement Be vital rather than passive.

Get your own imprint on efforts Style is

what counts.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Much
concerning hidden aspects of financial deal

could be revealed Utilize intuitive intellect

Trust hunch concerning family member
Maintain peace on home front Get facts up

front See and perceive

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

usually are flexible, have iense of humor,

are considered attractive by opposite sex

You possess a vitality which is contagious

Persons associated with you are active and

optimistic. You have been scattering ef

forts, this is due to change next month You

will settle down lo routine which can prove

beneficial

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS

1 Soaks up
5 Putt ot

fireplace

9 Enemy
12 Merit

13 Comfort
14 Guido'shigh

note

15 Body of

soldiers

17 Tennis came
19 Brars
21 Booty

22 Succor
24 Hebrew letter

25 Writing

implement
26 BeveraRe
27 Instruction

29 College degree
(abbr.)

31 Male sheep
32 Babylonian

deity

33 Coniunction

34 Alponquian
Indian

35 Printer's

measure

36 Recluse

38 Metal

39 Armed conflict

40 Man's
nickname

41 Detest

42 Bad

44 Title of respect

46 Deprived of

office

48 Consumed

51 Aneer

52 Part of foot

54 Nerve network

55 Youncster

56 Sicilian volcano

57 Colorless

DOWN

1 Deposit

2 Paddle

3 Difficulty

4
5

6

Pry nosily

Compass point

Adhesive
substances

7

B

Egyptian

goddess
Number

9 Criminal

10 Butter
substitute

11

(colloq.)

Direction

16 Parent (colloq.)

18 Secluded valley

20 Lance

22 Rabbit

23 Verve

25 Station

27 Condescending
look

28 Goes by water

29 Badger

30 Skin ailment

34

36

37

39
41

42

Track and field

official

Nimbus
Unmjmed lady

Polished

I istoned to

Prepare for

print

43 Girl'sname
44 Encounter

45 Symbol for

tellurium

47 Pronoun

49 Greek letter

50 Bird's beak

53 Note of scale

1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 .-.. ' 10 11

12
.

13
""'"'' 14

15 16 17 18

I
1 1 » i

19 20
^_ 21

22 23 24 25

26 27 28
' ' .

'
.

29 Jo

31 32

37~

33 34

35 :•:•:• 36 38

>y.
39 40 :•:: <i

42 43 :::• ** 45

46 47
'.•.•.' 48 _ 49 50

51 ^52 53 ' •' •'

4

s<

55 56 57

I)i <tr 1>y r nitec Fr. 1 1 ii re Syndicate. Inc. 2"
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Eruing Sparkles

For Squires
IU EARLE BARROLL

Anyone lor a rule change

Maybe the sacred rules com-

mittee of the NCAA could use

one. It seems from the recent

basketball exploits of one Julius

Erving that we may see in the

next couple of weeks the banding

together of the sports writers of

the two major wire poll services

demanding the NCAA to allow

for a re-balloting of last season's

All American basketball team.

You see, they seem to have left

someone off the first team who
deservedly belongs there, the

big guy. number 32.

No don't panic, don't come
storming down to the Collegian,

a new radical has not been born,

but there's nothing like a good

shot in the arm to drive the point

home that Julius Erving has

been the talk of the basketball

world in recent months.

It's taken a while for the

coaches, officials, writers and

the like to give Jujius his due

acclaim, but the ice has been

broken and the big guy is on his

way to stardom.

It was only last summer that

Erving was by-passed by the

Olympic Committee to report to

the Air Force Academy for the

Pre-olvmpic Team trials. A
phone call from UMass coach

Jack Leaman to the Committee

chairman got Julius an alternate

position

When the opening came Er-

ving was quickly on his way and

in a matter of days established

himsell as the best player on the

court and in the months to follow

was rated the top player on the

final squad that barnstormed

through Europe and the Soviet

Union.
Just this past summer Julius

was the talk of New York

basketball as he walked away

with the MVP award in the

Kucker league, generally

regarded as one oi the toughest

summer leagues in the nation.

He got his first real taste of pro-

basketball and dominated the

league, averaging 30 points, and

u; rebounds a game and set a

league record of 54 points in a

semi final game.
Since September 10, Erving

has been with the Virginia

Squires and in a telephone

conversation to Virginia

yesterday the director of Public

Affairs for the Squires was all

raves about the big guy. "He'll

be the rookie of the year," he

said, "the club is real pleased

with Julius."

Last week the Squires traded

their all-star forward George

Carter to the Pittsburgh Condors

for a first round draft choice, but

the director disclosed that

"Julius was the major reason for

the trade."

In the ten days that have

elapsed since the beginning of

practice Erving has been the

venter of attraction. While most

of the players have been finding

the workouts to be extremely

tiring Erving has in the words of

the club official, "been cool and

calm, in extremely great shape

and just a pleasure for the club

to watch."
That's Julius alright, cool and

calm and a pleasure to watch.

He's been the best player

wherever he's performed over

the past two years be it the

college scene, in Europe or on

the courts of New York.

And now as a pro he's destined

to keep this trend alive.

Oh, by the by, when are those

writers going to ask for the rule

change'.'

X&

w
Recreation Schedule
*** m,^"TfT'_-TrTT.T%rr^..a C D ™ TO DECEMBER 32. 1971

EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER JO TO DECEMBER 22

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAYB™N
SIUM UWd'aWd SUNDAY

'•:•:•:•. i oo pm 5 00 pm „ _«.«»M
W: BOYDEN HANDBALL 8. MONDAY WEDNESDAY rRIDAY
;*» SQUASH COURTS" VucVdaY ^THURSDAYNOTE See reservation TUESDAY i^THURiUAT

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
4 30 5 15 PM

•
1 rocedures

Faculty 8.

Staff Only
Faculty &
Statt Only

5 15i 00 PM
6 00 P VI 11 00 PM

Faculty 8, Staff Only
Ooen

:•:•:

BOYDEN POOL"

: CURRY HICKS POOL'

; NOTE: CHANGE
OF LOCATION

: WOMEN'S PHYSICAL
• EDUCATION POOL
'. BOYDEN WEIGHT
TRAINING ROOM

:•:•:•: boyden bowling
>>¥: alleys****
••••• BOYDEN AUXILIARY
v-X GYMNASIUM
:•:•:•: women s physical
:
Xv EDUCATION GYM

•Xv WOMEN S PHYSICAL
X-X EDUCATION WEIGHT
•Xv TRAINING ROOM
:•:•:•: curry hicks track

Faculty *•

Staff Only
Co ed Swim

Co ed Swim

Co ed Swim

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
11 00 AM 4 30 PM ^ AwMONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
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7 00 9 00 PM

and
the

Booters Scrimmag<
To Prepare For Season

it> STEVE FERRER
Saturdav was round robin day at

Westfield "State College as three

teams. Westfield, Springfield, and

A1C joined UMass on a wet and

soggv soccer field. In the space of

three hours all four teams met one

another as six 30 minute scrim-

mages saw defense dominate the

day.

In the six contests, eight shutouts

were registered and three

belonged to UMass. Eacing

Springfield and Westfield in

consecutive matches, the Redmen

chalked up two shutouts. Un-

are also
Intramural

MONDAY FRIDAY
B 00 AM 3 00 PM
(Except when required for classes

;Xv or Varsity practices)
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SPORTS

"rouble has been for UMass. "The

halfbacks got a good many shots on

goal and were working well with

the forwards. They are our links

between the offense and our

defense and on Saturday they

displayed a lot of offensive

prowess."
Indeed the UMass offense was

looking sharper, but a wet field

prevented them from converting

on their "give and go" passes and

their weaving tactics.

Providing the nucleus for op-

position in game number two were

Westfield's outstanding goalie, and

their all-New England center

fullback. This second contest saw

more of the give and go. and again

a good manv shots on goal, but the

Westfield defensive core was too

tough, continually turning away

UMass.
As close as the Redmen came,

Westfield had the best opportunity

to score. It was a penalty kick

against UMass that Westfield's all-

New Englander took, but by hitting

the side post, and again muffing

the rebound the Redmen shutout

was preserved.

"Compared to the two Amherst

scrimmages last week these two

we sustained an offensive attack."

Then came the laughter as AIC

fell to UMass 2-0, with the losers

managing two or three weak shots

on goal all game. Steve Blanchette

scored the Redmen's first goal,

and Vinny Grandonico followed

soon after as the junior halfback

from Hadley put the score at 2-0 as

substitutes made their way into the

lineup.

AIC's goalie was a busy man for

nearly 28 of those 30 minutes, as

overall it was a very frustrating

and disappointing day for AIC. In

all three contests they were

shutout, dropping a 3-0 contest to

Westfield, and 2-0 games to both

UMass and Springfield.

Improvement was to be seen in

almost every phase of UMass's

game. The Westfield jamboree did

a great deal for morale building as

the soccer team is still somewhat

downcast after losing two of their

top men in Joey Cerniawski and

Abdu Thraya, one to injury, the

other to ineligibility. But Saturday

proved to the Redmen that they

still have a lot of things going for

them, and this afternoon's final

scrimmage against Westfield

should go a long way towards

games were like night and day," predicting the outcome for UMass

remarked Berryman. "We kept the soccer 71.

pressure on, and for the first time

OVER MY DEA0 BODY-Next Saturday the Kcdnuin soccer team

•pens its lilTI campaign at Maine. The hooters will be hoping to see

more scenes like the one pictured above as they open defense of then

first Vnnkee Conference title.

fortunately, so did their opponents.

But there were a host of good signs

in the double shutouts.

Eirst there were the shots on

goal In the first game UMass

began slowly as Coach Berryman

recapped. "As usual we were a

little slow, especially in the first 4

or 5 minutes when Springfield held

the ball in our territory. But in the

next few minutes we started doing

things right, started moving and

I'd say that we definitely outshot

Springfield through those 30

minutes.
- '

Berrvman was pleased with

more than his shots on goal. His

fullbacks were coming up to mid-

field and keeping the ball down in

the Springfield end. This suc-

cessful offensive tactic worked not

only in the Springfield contest but

in the two UMass games to foHow

.

Another bright spot centered on

the halfbacks, where most of the

Derderian 4th

;
In New York Race

Bv BROW SIMON
Tom Derderian, a UMass senior, completed the New York City

Marathon's course of 26 miles and 385 yards around Central Park in two

\ hours 37 minutes and 13 seconds for a fourth place finish Sunday. The

;

: race was won by Norm Higgins of New London, Conn., a former National

\ champ in a time of 2:24.54, a new course record. Since Higgins was
' already a national champion, the title went to the second-place holder,

:• Chuck* Ceronsky. Derderian earned the third place national junior

': champion medal.

Stopping twice during the race, the runner from Milford worked his

| way back for an impressive time, and was not bothered by the overcast

I and humid weather.

Two girls broke three hours for the first time in the U.S. Beth Bonner

:': set an American Women's record, with 2:55.22, for 34th position, and Nina

:•: Kuscsik followed at 2 : 56.04 in 35th place out of 163 finishers.

W

accompany children. Only

children who can stand in the

shallow end of the pool with

their head above water will be

i

X-Country
Sophomore Charlotte Lettis won

the woman's 2 mile cross-country

race held in Franklin Park in

Boston this past Saturday. She out

ran a field of 25-posting a time of

11:46 for the moderately hilly

course. She outsprinted Sue

Kirkland of the Liberty AC. at the

line to win by a narrow 2 seconds

Charlotte almost lost herself and

the race at the mile mark when she

ran off the poorly marked course.

Fortunately she was rescued by

I Mass senior cross-country

runner Rick Tashjian who put her

back on the "right track". Rick

« as warming up for the 5 mile open

cross-country race held later in the

day. He finished 23rd out of a

record breaking field, running the

course a full minute faster than he

did last vear at this time.

Senators

In Trouble
WASHINGTON (AP) -President

Nixon, the nation's No. 1 sports

fan. went to bat for Washington

Monday in its bid to hold onto

major league baseball.

The Washington Senators are in

financial distress and an offer is

being made by a Texas delegation

to transfer the Senator's franchise

to the Dallas-Ft. Worth area.

"1 do hope something can be

worked out so major league
baseball does not leave*

Washington." Nixon told reporters

at the White House Monday.

Notices
POWDER PUFF FOOTBALL

There will be a meeting for all

powder puff football team

managers and women athletic

chairmen (every dorm, sorority

and independent team should

elect one) to discuss the

women's intramural program in

general and powder puff football

in detail. All those interested and

involved should meet at the

Intramural Office. 215 Boyden

Gym. Wed., Sept. 22 at 7:30 p.m.
****

ENTRIES DUE-Intramural

entries are due as follows: Cross

Country, Sept. 21; Metawampe
500 Bieycle Race. Sept. 22;

Paddleball, Sept. 23, Handball

Singles, Sept. 23; Women's
Tennis Singles, Sept. 22.

Intratnurals
FIELDTIME
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TEAMS
Government vs. Burners

Orbitals vs Zeroes

Conqlos vs Civ Enq

APOvS BKP
SAE vs PSK
DC VS SPE
KSvS TEP

LCA vs SAM
PMDvS TC

Bulldogs vs Acme
FeMas vs. Cult

Mouse vs Ores

Dildouqhsvs Spunks
iMsvs Meads

Senators vs Monuments
Bulldo/rrs vs Heads

terrors vs Maqs
inuts vs Barracudas

Bruins vs Buttainp*.

Brotherhood vs Gypsies

VVV vs Mad
Tubes vs Kumquats
Jaquarsvs Leopards

f ouqars vs Lions

v s Maurauders

New England '$

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Clear, and warmer than

it should be, perhaps

reaching into 70's.
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to lose? (MIX photo by Gary Alpaugh)

'Here We Go Again" Dept. 1A.«
Draft Bill Extended Until 1222

WASHINGTON (AP)-After

months of delay the Senate passed

and sent to the White House

Tuesday the bill extending the

military draft until June 30, 1973.

Passage of the bill by a vote of 55

to 30 came with surprising sud-

denness after the Senate by just

one vote had invoked! its an-

lifilibuster rule to limit debate on

the measure.
President Nixon's signature,

expected promptly, will enable the

Selective Service System to

resume draft inductions halted

when the old law expired last June

30.

Military Pay Increase

Another major section of the

legislation calls for a $2.4 billion

military pay increase intended to

improve chances for creating all-

volunteer armed forces by mid-

1973.

Under the compromise reached

by the House-Senate conferees, the

effective date for the increase was

set as Oct. 1. But the compromise-

not subject to amendments on the

Senate floor-was adopted by the

conferees and approved by the

House well before Nixon an-

nounced his 90-day wage price

freeze on Aug. 15.

His action leaves in doubt

whether the increase can be

granted at the date specified or will

have to be deferred until after the

freeze ends Nov. 14.

On The Inside

:

Student Affairs Reorganized
See page two

•No Homecoming Concert
See page three

>UN Meets China Issue
See page four

Victory for Nixon

The Senate's action was a major

victory for the President and a

defeat" for antiwar senators who

had held out for something

stronger than the measure's call on

Nixon to negotiate an end to the

Indochina war as quickly as

possible.

That provision was agreed to as

a compromise by Senate-House

conferees after the House refused

to accept the Senate's amendment

by Majority Leader Mike Man-

sfield, D-Mont, that called for total

U.S. withdrawal from Indochina in

nine months if U.S. prisoners are

freed.

A new effort is expected now to

attach that proposal to the $21-

billion military procurement

authorization bill, on which the

Senate resumed debate following

passage of the draft measure.

Senate Limits Debate

The end of the draft debate,

which has occupied more than half

of the Senate's time since early

May, came within minutes after

proponents of the draft measure

succeeded by the barest of margins

61 to 30 in mustering the two-thirds

vote needed to limit further debate

As the defeated leaders of the

campaign to delay the draft. Sens.

Mike Gravel, D-Alaska, and Alan

Cranston, D Calif., huddled on the

floor, the Senate moved right into

the vote on the bill itself

Tuesday's action on the draft

bill, while not expected by Senate

leaders until Thursday at the

earliest, had been expected since

last Thursday's 47-36 vote on which

the Senate refused to send the draft

bill back to conference.

The measure includes a $2.4

billion military pay raise,

authorizes President Nixon to drop

undergraduate student deferments

starting with those entering college

this fall, extends procedural rights

of draftees before their local

boards and limits inductions to

130,000 this year and 140,000 next

year.
L'o.tMMi To B«* Drafted

Pentagon sources have said once

the draft was renewed about 20.000

men would be called up for duty

during the rest of the year,

bringing the total number of

draftees in 1971 to fewer than

110,000. This would be the fewest

since 1964 when 107,500 were

drafted.

When the Senate resumed debate

on the procurement bill, Proxmire

delivered a lengthy speech

asserting that recent reports about

development of a supersonic Soviet

bomber "seem more designed to

stampede the Congress into buying

a stable full of Bis, the U.S. ad-

vanced bombers, than to provide

impartial information on the Soviet

military posture."

He called on the Senate to con-

sign "the supersonic bomber gap

to the graveyard of defunct and

disproved weapons scares."

After the draft vote, the Senate

spent most of the remainder of the

day in recess while leaders sought

to arrange votes on the

procurement bill.
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Under Bromery and Champion

Chang*
B} BOB CALLAHAN

The Office of Student Affairs

under the direction of Vice

( haneellor Randolph Bromery has

come under many changes this

year. The changes which you may
iiave noted have come as a result of

last semesters Task Force
meetings in which Vice Chan-

cellors Bromery and Campion met

with students, staff and faculty of

the University

When asked about the

reorganization. Vice Chancellor

Jackson Shot From Back
SAN RAFAEL, CaW AC The bullet that killed Soledad Brother

( reorge Jackson at San Quentin prison struck him in the back, rather than

the head, passed upward through his body and exited at the top of his

skull, a pathologist's autopsy report concluded Tuesday

Tins was in conflict with a coroner's report issued Aug 23, two days

alter the black militant and author was slain in what prison officials said

was a'n attempt to om the prison across the bay Ir

Francisco
The first report described then as preliminary by Mann County

Coroner L)ono> lid the bullel apparent!

.lieu Irom the

In the final autoD lnim Man

eached about the position oi the

id ii i lal on the ground he could have been shot that

I
I K

fi( ,,. vas also struck on the inside left ankle, fracturing a

bone
Joseph O Brien, San Quentin information officer, said prison officials

still maintain Jackson was killed b\ a bullet tired from one ot two 20- foot

-

high guard towers. Three guards, two white inmates and Jackson died in

the violence

Members of Jackson s lamily questioned the prison's statement that

the 30-year old Jackson smuggled a gun into San Quentin's maximum
security Adjustment Center and used it in an escape try. They contend he

was murdered by prison guards.

In New York, Jackson's mother, Georgia Jackson, said the family is

asking the Cnited Nations to investigate his death.

Pentagon Papers

Out - Officially

Ca.mpion stated that it was begun

because it was evident that many
students felt frustrated by ad-

ministrative red tape.

tampion added "We thought

that we were really responsive to

the student body by putting

someone in the resident areas

instead of grouping things in

Whitmore.'"

From now on, a tremendous

amount of responsibility will be

given to the residence halls on

campus according to Dr. Bromery.

This is because of the effort being

made to give the residence halls

more responsibility in decision-

making.
The five-campus residence a;

WASHINGTON <AP>-The
Pentagon Papers, which caused

such a hullaballoo when they first

appeared in the press, were sent to

the printers Tuesday en route to

general sale But unless the public

shows more interest than

congressmen they'll make no best-

seller lists.

The officially declassified

documents dealing with U.S. in-

volvement in Vietnam were sent to

Congress Tuesday and rushed to

the government printers at once.

Four volumes dealing with peace

negotiations and prisoner-release

negotiations were not released for

publication.

Public printer A.N. Spencer said

they'll be ready for public sale

within a week-but he foresees no

heavy demand for them at $60 a

set.

House Armed Services Com-
mittee Chairman F. Edward
Hebert. D La . said only 20 of 435

House members have looked at the

lop secret" copies of the 47-

volume Vietnam study that have
been available to them in his

committee room for three months.

The declassified version

promised by Secretary of Defense

Melvin R. Laird was wheeled by

uniformed soldiers Tuesday
morning into the House and Senate

Armed Services and Foreign Af-

fairs Committee offices with no

advance announcement.
Hebert immediately turned one

of his copies over to Spencer with

instructions to print it for Congress

and for public sale as rapidly as

possible.

Spencer estimated 2,000 copies

would be ready for public sale by

Monday for sale at $60 a set.

He said the 7,000-page "History

of U.S. Decision-Making on
Vietnam Policy" study would
probably be printed in 11 or 12

volumes.

COLD FEET?

Footwear
For Men & Women

Prices You Can Afford Sandlar
Frye
Verde
Harbor Imports
Spaulding
Converse
Bresson

& More

are each headed by an Area

Director who will together con-

stitute an area council which will

meet to discuss common problems.

From time to time they will also

meet with the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs and the Operations

Council.

Another revision which became
effective this year concerns the

employment of business

managers. Their main respon-

sibility will be for the budget,

housing, inventory, maintainance

and general management func-

tions of the residential areas

Included also in the

reorganization will be the position

<>! ,m Academic and or program

Take What You Want
: a com

iu want
Not d Whitmo

compuli

ed

Beginning with pre! 'ion

in May for the Fall semester of

1972, students will be able to pick

the times they want to go to

classes. Instead of the present

system where the student writes

his choice by department number
and code, the new system will use

numbers only, filled in on mark-

sense cards. For example, instead

of registering for Math 123, the

course would be "123456". The
student may either choose the

course and let the computer fit him

into a section, or instead, choose

the specific section himself. The
section number would be included

in the course identification num-
ber.

There are obvious limitations to

this system. Certain sections will

be favored either time-wise or

prof-wise. Priority for sections will

be made by class year, giving the

seniors advantage in selection.

Other priorities would be
established for those who have
major requirements or who need a

particular class.

Boston Teachers
A representative from the

Boston Public Schools will discuss

application procedures and
eligibility requirements with
prospective teachers on Monday,
Sept. 27, at 7:00 p.m. in Rooms 174-

176 of the Campus Center.

Even if you are not considering

teaching in Boston, the meeting
will provide information about

large city procedures in general.

The NTE or National Teachers
Examination (which Boston
requires) will also be covered.

IN THE ALLEY- Behind Aubuchons

fctjr flassaripurttfi flatlg QtolltBta*

Office of "ie DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of trie Student Union on

the University campus, up code 0100J Phones are 545 »50 (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 54V 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls w.thin a week Accepted tor ma.lmg under the

euthonty of me ac< of March 8. 18/v as amended by the act of June II. i»43 Sub

scnption rates »'» * M P" -- * 14 °° P*r vMr

It a student cannot ho lit

:ion . lie wi

:,is> at the same t

hi. ,i ihiN is nut possible, then put

into another section

Students ma> also indicate times

which they do not wish to be

assigned classes, tor example if

they need certain times free to take

courses at another of the Five
Colleges The need to request free

time will essentially be removed,
however, because of the new
selected scheduling.

John Dempsev

officer who will direct and coor-

dinate educational, cultural and
other special programs.

Another position created is that

of a Student Affairs Officer whose
responsibility will concern the

heads of residences, counselors,

residence hall security, residence

hall parking, residence hall and

dining commons exemptions, and
staff training programs.

Several other changes have been

made by the student affairs

reorganization It has been an

nounced that the Directors of

Security, Campus Center-Student

Union Complex. Human Services,

and ol Admissions and Financial

Aid will all report directly to Vice

Chancellor tor Student Affairs

Randolph Bromery.

tin appointment >>! Gei
n Inn was t he niosf

wganizal ion

I ins Din
Iti- was appointed

ler mandate to

i ha i i rj who
disclosed in a recent Mix' in

ervieu that he wanted students to

play a strong role in such ap
pomtments and similar decisions

concerning the Campus Center

All appointments made in the

reorganization are temporary.
According to Vice Chancellor
Bromery. Student Affairs will find

the flaws that may exist this year
and correct them.
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Next To The Post Office

OPEN TO 10 P.M.

Every Night

Bed Spreads
Indian Ruqs
Lamps

Field Jackets
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Knap Sacks
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Cage at Fault

No Major Concert For Homecoming 71
By HUGHOWEN

A committee comprised of nine
representatives is being formed to

once again formulate plans for a
University Senate. The Faculty,

graduate and undergraduate
population will be equally
represented in this committee.

Whether this committee will ad-

vance further in formulating plans

for the Senate than the Student and
Faculty Senates did last spring is a

matter of considerable debate.

When plans for the Senate were
first proposed last spring it

University Senate Idea Still Alive
By JERRY LAZAR

"If it wasn't for the last Cage
concert last fall, we'd be planning

another concert for Homecoming
right now."
These are the words of Program

Advisor Jim Riley, who later went
on to explain how last year's

Homecoming will affect plans for

Homecoming 71.

Until Homecoming 70, the Cage
was the scene of many major
concerts where nationally

prominent performers would
appear. Last year's Homecoming,
for example, featured "Traffic",

"Blues Image", "Rare Earth",

Buffy St. Marie, and comedian
David Frye.

But this year, there will be no

large-scale concerts. Instead,

individual student organizations

have planned smaller activities.

Howie Bresner, President of

Programming Council, remarked:
"We will definitely have a

Homecoming this year, but not on
the scope of past years." And
Treasurer of Programming
Council Russ Vieiri added: "It

sounds like just another weekend
in the Student Union."
Yes, this year's Homecoming

will certainly be different from
Homecomings past, and the reason

evidently lies in the outcome of

Homecoming 70. For those of you
who forgot or never knew,
Homecoming 70 was marked by
stone-throwing, bottle-hurling gate

crashers, who threatened the

safety of those who were
legitimately and orderly attending

the concert. The Cage, with an

official capacity of 4500, bulged

with an estimated mob of 20,000.

As Riley pointed out, there were

plenty of tickets and a reasonable

admission cost, but there were

many who felt that "music should

be free". Consequently, the second

performance was declared a free

concert to avoid the unpleasant

scene caused by the first. In ac-

tuality, said Riley, the unfortunate

incidents were caused by a

minority of 5% to 10%.

The feeling of the Student Ac-

tivities staff is that, "We don't

want to be responsible for any

injuries or damage," that such a

future scene might cause. In ad-

dition, Riley said, "You couldn't

find a cop who would want to be on

duty" at such a concert.

Concluding on a more optimistic

tone, Riley said, "Maybe it's just a

matter of time" before the ban on

Cage concerts is lifted.

Opinion Survey Proposed
By ANNE STADN1CK1

A bill proposing that an opinion

survey on voter registration be
conducted concurrently with the

imminent Student Senate elections

will be brought before the Senate at

its meeting tonight.

Little opposition is expected to

the bill, which is sponsored by
Senators John Stevens and Larry

Ladd. The two students are active

in the Amherst Voter Registration

Drive.

it's a patriotic issue, so it will

probably pass." Ladd said.

Items on the proposed survey

would include intention of

registering to vote, and name and

address so that the voter drive

workers could contact the student.

Registration Set

A voter registration session for

all precincts, to be held at UMass
prior to the closing date for

registration, will be announced at a

later date by the Board of

Registrars.

This session will be for the

benefit of residents who find it

impossible to register at the Town
Clerk's office between 8 a.m. - 4:30

p.m. every weekday. Look in the

Collegian for the date, time and
place.

Really Now...
A 23-year-old Chicopee man was

arraigned in NorthamptonDistrict

Court yesterday on charges of

assaulting two UMass co-eds,

drunkedness, indecent exposure,

and lewdness.

Campus police answered a

complaint Monday, at 4:46 P.M.

that two girls were allegedly

being physically assaulted by two

naked males. Police also received

complaints that two men were seen

swimming naked in the little pond

near Orchard Hill.

Two men were arrested by the

campus police in the Orchard Hill

area, west of East Pleasant St.

Their car was later towed away.

The men were not connected with

the University.

In anticipation of the bill's

passage, the people who will

conduct the Senate election were
consulted by Ladd as to the

feasibility of handing out the

survey with the ballot at polling

places. Mary Silveira and Bill Spin

were reported to have said there

would be no problems.
Students could receive the short

survey on a separate piece of paper
with their ballot, they said. The
separate form would insure the

secrecy of the ballot, it was ex-

plained.

Voting for representatives to the

Student Senate takes place in

residence halls, and in the Campus
Center on Thursday, September
30th. The Senate officers are
hoping for a large turnout.

Anyone interested in helping to

register students can contact John
Stevens at 5-0341, or leave a

message at that number,

<;USTO GRABBING UMIE stares in awe as he discovered the final

resting place of the Daily Collegian. (MDC photo by Gary Alpaugh.)

became apparent from the

beginning that the proposed
University Senate would present

problems.

The time limit involved in

working on the document was one

point of concern. A few opponents

felt that not enough time was given

to discussion but those against

giving more time cited that many
people were not interested and just

prolonged discussion would not do

any good. They cited the lack of

attendance of students at the open
meeting.

There was also considerable

debate over whether the Senate

would act as a whole with the

concerns of the whole University in

mind, or would the Senate split into

different factions, each
representing its own interests, thus

causing disunity in the Senate.

Most of the remaining discussion

centered around what one member
of the committee deemed the

"numbers game", or the ratio of

Faculty-undergraduate -graduate

representatives to be established

as the permanent ratio for the

University Senate. Several of the

committee members favored a 1-1-

1 ratio, while others favored other,

unspecified percentages.

Unable to come up with a

suitable solution to this problem,

discussion floundered, and the

plans for the Senate were shelved

for a while.

Now the question is, what is the

future of the plans for a University

Senate this year? President Robert

C. Wood said of the Senate, "It is

my opinion that it should be for-

med." Chancellor Tippo favors the

formation of the Senate also.

Even with the formation of this

committee, the question still

remains as to whether three dif-

ferent factions on campus can get

together and work as one with the

best interests of the campus as a

whole in mind, or will they fall to

arguing as the Faculty and Student

Senate did last year.

Call MDC Hotline

5-2550

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

SPRING SEMESTER-ISRAEL
For Humanities Students

Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study centered in Jerusalem/February-June, 1972

Limited to 30 students

Juniors, Seniors, and Grad students eligible.

Four courses/History, Literature, Archaeology,

Bible

Earn 16 credits

Knowledge of Hebrew or Arabic preferred

Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel

Application deadline November 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

U althum , Massachusetts 02154

BLUE JEANS

$4.95

WEARHOUSE
201 N .Pleasant

fj

BLACK MAGIC
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In The Nation And The World

26th Session Opened Tuesday

U.S. Sees Two Chinas In U.N.
UNITED NATIONS, NY. (AP>-

The United States expressed
"overflowing" confidence of

success in seating both Chinas as

the United Nations General
Assembly opened its 26th session

Tuesday.
The United States said it had

rounded up a dozen sponsors for

two resolutions aimed at seating

Communist China in the General
Assembly and on the Security

Council and retaining Nationalist

China's place in the assembly.
Delegation spokesmen said the

proposals would be put forth this

week.
Eighteen backers of Red China

U.S. Jet Armada Hits No. Vietnam

SAIGON (AP)-An armada of 250 U.S. planes

swarmed over North Vietnam Tuesday and

delivered one of the heaviest raids in the North in

the past three years.

The supersonic jets flew through antiaircraft fire

to bomb surface-to-air missile SAM and gun sites,

supply depots and truck parks in a six-hour attack

from davbreak to noon.

The U.S. Command said fighter-bombers laun-

ched 200 bombing strikes in North Vietnam's

southern panhandle, concentrating on an area

from the demilitarized zone to about 35 miles north

of it.

About 50 other aircraft supported the strikes.

These included jet fighters flying protective cover,

electronic planes to jam the radar guidance

systems of antiaircraft guns and SAM missiles,

rescue planes and helicopters, and reconnaisance

planes to take photos of bomb damage.

The U.S. Command said all of the American

planes returned safely to their bases in South

Vietnam and Thailand.

No assessment of damage to the North Viet-

namese positions was readily available, the com-

mand added.

Pilots reported light to moderate antiaircraft fire

but said thev encountered no SAMs.

The U.S. Command said the raids were ordered

because of a recent increase in North Vietnamese

missile and antiaircraft fire at unarmed U.S.

reconnaisance planes over North Vietnam and at

American aircraft attacking in Laos near North

Vietnamese territory.

In addition, sources said, the raids were promp-

ted by heavy North Vietnamese attacks across the

DMZ last month against allied frontier defenses.

A large North Vietnamese troop and supply

buildup has been reported recently just north of the

DMZ.
Moreover. South Vietnamese field commanders

say that more than half the 15,000 to 18,000 North

Vietnamese troops once deployed in the region

immediately below the DMZ have pulled back into

North Vietnam in recent weeks.

The pullout came in the face of incessant U.S. B52

raids and a 13,500-man South Vietnamese ground

sweep of the sector. The 200 strikes Tuesday also

could have been aimed at catching some of the

retreating North Vietnamese troops and equipment.

The U.S. Command described the raids as

protective reaction strikes against military

targets in North Vietnam constituting a threat to the

safety of U.S. forces."

They constituted the 60th so-called protective

reaction attacks this year. These attacks are

usually undertaken when a U.S. plane is fired upon

or when it detects North Vietnamese ground radar

is tracking in preparation for firing. Most of the

protective reaction strikes have been by two or

three planes.

have submitted a resolution that

would seat Peking and oust Chiang

Kai- Shek's Taiwan regime.

Indonesian Foreign Minister

Adam Malik, newly elected

president of the assembly, focused

on the China question in his ad-

dress. He urged the organization to

forge "a universality of mem-
bership" for the United Nations.

Edvard Hambro of Norway, the

previous assembly president, said

the steps Washington and Peking

were taking to normalize relations

"will undoubtedly have con-

siderable significance" for the

United Nations "and may lead to

increased possibilities for the

organization to perform its func-

tions under the charter."

The assembly voted three new
members into the United Nations

at its opening session, bringing

total membership to 130 countries.

They are Bhutan from the

Himalayas, and Bahrain and Qatar

from the Arabian Peninsula.

Informed diplomats expect the

pro-Peking delegations to fight the

U.S. proposals in the steering

committee on Wednesday or

Thursday, with claims that the

U.S. plan is both a duplication of

their own and a dodge to bar

Peking, which has said it will not

come to the United Nations as long

as Nationalist China is a member.
The committee's agenda

Medina Charges Reduced

FT. MCPHERSON. Ga. (AP>-

The judge in Capt. Ernest L.

Medina's My Lai previewed for

opposing lawyers Tuesday a set (it

jury instructions reducing the

charges against the officer.

• Col. Kenneth Howard, the judge,

said he will give the case to the

jury Wednesday after hearing final

arguments.
His instructions, based on

rulings he made last week, dismiss

outright one murder charge, and

reduce to involuntary man-

slaughter a charge of

premeditated murder in the death

of at least 100 My Lai civilians.

One count of premeditated

murder, the reduced charge of

involuntary manslaughter and two

counts of assault will be before the

jury when it begins its

deliberations, Howard said.

Medina. 35, Montrose, Colo., who

earned the Silver Star for gallantry

in Vietnam, commanded Charlie

Company when it attacked My Lai

in i%8.

Why buy used clothing

when you can get

new clothing at

used clothing prices!!

AT THE BASEMENT RALE

WEARHOUSE
201 North Pleasant St.

The Army charges that Medina
was responsible for the death of

the lOObecause he knew his troops,

including Lt. William L. Calley,

Jr., were murdering them, but

chose not to intervene.

Howard ruled, however, that the

government failed to prove the 100

civilians were slain as the result of

any premeditation on Medina's

part.

The captain, if convicted faces a

maximum sentence of life on a

premeditated murder charge,
three years for involuntary
manslaughter and three years

each in the two assault charges.

The judge made only minor
modifications to his 30 pages of

instructions after discussing them
with defense attorney F. Lee
Bailey and Maj. William Eckhardt,

the prosecutor.

The judge agreed io instruct the

jury to acquit Medina of the single

premeditated murder charge if the

panel of five Vietnam veterans

decides the officer acted out of fear

for his life.

TONIGHT!! Entertainment By

AMERICAN GOTHIC
CRADLE

ANNA BENSON
JACK VERONISI

at

®h* lEngltat? ?ub

recommendations will be subject

to approval of the full assembly,

which meets Friday. This will give

the first indication of the two sides'

relative strength.

Debate and voting on the China

resolutions is expected on the 10-

day period beginning Oct. 18.

In Moscow, the Soviet Union

reiterated Tuesday night that it

would seek U.N. membership for

Communist China and expulsion of

the Taiwan regime.

As the 26th U.N. session opened

in New York, a telephone caller

reported that 26 sticks of dynamite

had been planted on the third floor

of the Secretariat building.

Security guards found nothing.

In a speech after his election,

Malik said man's ability to survive

until the end of the century

requires a new global awareness.

Malik named the population

explosion, poverty, harnessing

technology and destruction of the

ecology as some of the major

problems of the next 25 years.

Leading issues besides China

among the 109 items on the

proposed agenda for the session

are how to make peace in the

Middle East and who should be

U.N. secretary-general after U
Thant leaves at the end of this

vear.

Mississippi Project Halted
WASHINGTON (AP)-A federal judge Tuesday ordered the massive

Tennessee-Tombigbee waterway project in Mississippi halted until he

can determine its effect on the environment.

The ruling stirred up immediate resentment among congressional

backers of the presidentially blessed project and Sen. James O.

Eastland, D-Miss., called the decision "judicial tyranny."

Judge John Lewis Smith Jr. of U.S. District Court, issued a preliminary

injunction ordering the Corps of Engineers to halt the start of con-

struction on the $337-million project pending a hearing on a permanent
injunction to block the project completely.

Tuesday's decision was the third time the Environmental Defense

Fund has been able to halt a federal project on environmental grounds.

Earlier it was able to delay a start on the trans-Alaska pipeline and to

stop work on the Cross-Florida barge canal.

Irwin Goldbloom, attorney for the corps, said no decision has been

made on what the next step will be.
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My Lai Massacre Denied

FT. MEADE, Md. (AP)-Some five weeks after

the My Lai massacre Col. Oran K. Henderson

wrote his commanding general that allegations his

troops slaughtered civilians at the Vietnamese

hamlet were the product of Viet Cong propaganda,

Henderson's court-martial was told Tuesday.

"No civilians were gathered together and

killed," Henderson wrote in a letter April 24, 1968,

to Brig. Gen. Samuel Koster, then commander of

the Americal Division. Henderson said in the

letter he had conducted an investigation of the My
Lai operation.

Henderson, who commanded the division's 11th

Brigade, told Koster that 20 civilians had died

accidentally from artillery and cross fire as U.S.

troops killed 128 Viet Cong at My Lai March 26.

1968.

"The allegation that 450-500 civilians were killed

is obviously a Viet Cong propaganda move to

discredit United States troops," Henderson wrote.

The letter was read to Henderson's My Lai

cover-up trial by Col. William V. Wilson, the of-

ficer who conducted the initial Army investigation

of atrocity reports reaching Washington slightly

more than a year after the massacre.

The document-the only written report on My Lai

to surface during the trial-said the allegations

were made by the village chief in the My Lai area

but were given no credence by the chief of Son

Tinh district.

Henderson, who enclosed a copy of a translated

Viet Cong tract saying U.S. soldiers "went crazy"

at My Lai. suggested to Koster that counter-

propaganda campaign be initiated.

Wilson, now stationed in Spain, said that at the

conclusion of his 3 1/2-month investigation in 1969

he didn't feel Col. Henderon had done anything

wrong."
Earlier Tuesday, another government witness

said he could not recall ever being asked by

Henderson to survey helicopter pilots about

whether they had seen wild shooting or killing oi

civilians at My Lai.

The testimony by Lt. Col. Glen D. Gibson, who

commanded a helicopter company supporting the

My Lai operation, was important to one of the four

charges against the 51-year-old defendant.

The government contends that Henderson

knowingly lied to a Pentagon inquiry Dec. 2, 1969,

when he said he requested Gibson two days after

My Lai to question his aviators about the assault

on the Vietnamese hamlet.

Gibson also said that despite another Henderson

statement to the inquiry, he did not recall ever

informing the defendant"he had surveyed his men
and that none of them reported anything unusual

during the March 16, 1968, operation by elements

of Henderson's 11th Brigade.

Henderson, a decorated combat veteran, is

accused of intentionally failing to properly in-

vestigate atrocity reports of not reporting actual

or suspected war crimes and of twice lying to the

Pentagon inquiry headed by Lt. Gen. William R.

Peers.

Gibson twice was asked by the prosecutor, Maj.

Carroll Tichenor, whether he was ever ap-

proached personally by Henderson and asked to

survey members of the 174th Assault Helicopter

Company.
"I do not recall any specific requests he made

concerning any specific operation or survey of my
people concerning any operation," Gibson an-

swered.

"I do not recall any such conversation with Col.

Henderson," he added.

Under cross-examination by Henry B. Roth-

blatt, the civilian defense counsel, Gibson agreed

that he made a statement to the Peers inquiry

conceding the possibility of his being asked by

Henderson to question helicopter personnel.

The statement, as read from the still-classified

Peers transcript said: "If it was done tome, it was

done on an informal or casual basis that I didn't

understand it."

Gibson, now attached to a military assistance

team in Nationalist China, also had praise for

Henderson, saying. "I've never had any reason to

doubt Col. Henderson's testimony."

Mobe Outlines Plans

The Student Mobilization Committee opened its fall anti-war work

with its first meeting last week. The meeting began with discussion and

adoption of the group's program, principles, and constitution.

George Kontanis, a coordinator of the Greater Boston PA( and a long

time anti-war activist was the guest speaker. He outlined the growth and

development of the anti-war movement, and ended by detailing

widespread labor support for the upcoming November 6 national

demonstrations.

The Nov 6 demonstrations will occur simultaneously in 15 cities across

the country, including Boston. On Oct. 13 local building actions for Nov. 6

will be held all over the country in the form of teach-ms, rallies

leafletting etc The UMass SMC has endorsed both of these activities and

plans to publicize and organize participation, in the surrounding com-

munity as well as on campus. A
A temporary chairperson was elected and committees to handle tund

raising endorsements, transportation and publicity were formed.

Among the first activities of the Mobe was the continuous showing, last

Friday, of a filmed interview with five My Lai veterans, in the Campus

Center
This evenings Mobe meeting will discuss the progress made last week

and begin detailing Oct. 13 events. A review of the group's budget is also

scheduled. The meeting will begin at 8:00 P.M. in the Mobe office on the

second floor of the Student Union (Franklin Room) All invited to attend.

OPEN RUSH

THETA CHI

496 No. Pleasant St.

Wednesday Night Sept. 22

Thursday Night Sept. 23

9:30-11:00

9 : 30 - 1 1 : 00

School of Ed. Offers

Modular Credit Program

The I'Mass School of Education

offers a modular credit program,

which enables participating

students to supplement their

regular university courses thru

extra-curricular learning ex-

periences. The program is open to

all graduate or undergraduate

students at I Mass or any ol the

other Five-College schools.

Students interested in par-

ticipating in the program are not

required to register with the

university at the beginning of the

semester. They need only attend

tlu « modular offerings of their

choice and submit Record of

Modular Credit forms to the

Modular Credit Office, in room 227

C of the School of Education after

each completed experience. The

modular credit learning ex-

periences are offered thru a

catalog which is published several

times each semester. The ex-

periences are led by School of Fd

faculty, graduate students, or

other qualified persons, and are all

relevant to the discipline of

education. Students can design

their own modular credit in-

dependent study by filling out a

Modular Offering Approval Form.

These studies are supervised by a

staff member of the School of Ed.

Credit is also given for par

ticipation in special events at the

School, such as the marathons.

The modular credit catalog gives

an estimate of the number of

modules assigned to each learning

experience. After each modular

offering, a student registers the

appropriate amount of credit by

filling in a Record of Modular

Credit Form, having it signed by

the instructor, and returning it to

the Modular Credit Office. Fifteen

modular credits equal one

universitv credit. One module <>t

credil should thus involve about J

hours of work, inside or outside oi

the classroom All credit is

pass/no-only satisfactory work is

reported to the office At the end ol

each semester the student is

registered with the university for

the appropriate number ol regular

credits Unregistered modular

credits accumulate from semester

to semester. The regular credits

appear on the student's transcript

as a special section of Education

385/685. Practicum in Education

Second semester Seniors are

requested to register with the

Modular Credit Office early in the

semester, although they par

ticipate in the program in the same

manner as other students This

registration allows the Modular

credit Office to notify the

Registrar that the student may

seem to be short of graduation

credits, as tne modular credits arc

not registered until the end oi the

semester. It also allows special

attention to be paid to these

students, whose graduation may be

at stake.

Anyone with questions about the

program is welcome to contact the

Modular Credit Office, in room 227

C in the School of Education, or at

5454RH4.

announces the second

of its

1971-72 lecture series

Dr. Nicholas Fiumara
Director of the Division of Communicable Diseases,

Massachusetts Department of Public Health

TOPIC:

'Venereal Disease and

the College Student"

Wednesday, Sept. 22 at 8:00

in C. C. Aud.

Open Coffee Hour to follow in the Blue Wall Cafete ria

.

Package Price

Water Beds
Special Frames
BED SPREADS
for Water Beds

&
Reg. Beds

A Head of Time
360 College St.

Rte. 9

Do You Have A Right to a $25 Refund?

Has the University administration

met the requirements of the

federal freeze on wages, prices, and rents?

Vice-Chancellor Thomas Campion
will attend

an open meeting of the Student Senate

WILL YOU?

on Wednesday, Sept. 22 at 7:oo p.m.

Room 165, Campus Center
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Your Last Chance
The move of the United States Senate yesterday to pass

the draft bill served more than the purpose of reinstituting

the draft system. More deeply, it underwrote Selective

Service Director Curtis Tarr's (see related article)

request of all Universities to stop processing student

deferments.
What this means in effect is that IIS classifications will

no longer be available for college students, beginning with

the class of 1975. This group includes a great many people

on this campus, people who may be forced to forego a

college education to defend their country in whatever

manner that country sees fit.

Certainly all members of the freshman class will not be

taken. The lottery has seen to that. However, it is im-

perative to realize that the moves by Tarr and the United

States Congress do affect many students who are just

beginning to feel secure within the college community. If

these people are not made aware of where they stand, the

protective walls of the University may soon come tum-

bling down, as far as they are concerned at least.

The purpose of all this is not to demand repeal of the

draft bill or the resignation of Tarr. We simply are trying

to arouse many people who do not follow, or do not un-

derstand, what is going on. We urge all students included

under the draft director ruling to follow the instructions

suggested by Gil Salk elsewhere on this page. It may be the

only chance you have left.

"...to research the lives and careers of past

graduates of the University of Massachusetts. To

provide information, guidance, and inspiration to

future graduates as they prepare to make their way in

the outside world....'' - from an award letter to the

Gus Szlosek Propaganda Society, announcing a grant

from Mr. and Mrs. Szlosek to the S.P.S.

Project First: the class graduating ten years

previous to the next graduating class of 1972. The class

of 1962:

GORDON WYMAN. Gordon's training in aircraft

engineering uniquely qualifies him for his present

occupation of drawing unemployment checks. A top

graduate of the University's Engineering school. He is

credited with producing the defective apparatus

which resulted in the crash of the Navy's first ex-

perimental F-14 fighter plane. Gordon also has the

honor of being the first person laid off as a direct

result of the nationwide surplus of engineers. Having

gained widespread fame because of these feats,

Gordon has no trouble having his food stamps ac-

cepted at his neighborhood supermarket.

IVY WALL. An active member of the Women's

Liberation Movement, Ivy ("Poison Ivy" to her

friends) is noted for having made her group's first

inroads into organized crime. Her training as a

government major has proved invaluable to her in this

endeavor. Having recently been granted exclusive

rights to the "protection" franchise in the greater

Voungstown, Ohio area, she is regarded by many as

UMass' greatest contribution to the Lib's claim that

women can handle any male's job. Presently on

sabbatical for 5 to 10 years in Leavenworth. Kansas,

she could be on the job again by late this year- with

good behavior and "inside information" concerning

numerous public officials.

CLAUDE MOONEY. A graduate accounting major,

riaude recently gained almost-nationwide fame by

attempting the iargest bank embezzlement State Line,

Mississippi has ever seen. His fame, of course, arises

from the fact that he was caught. Unfortunately, the

$3200 he attempted to escape with represented the

entire holdings of the Jack Ruby Bank and Trust

Company, an embezzlement which proved con-

spicuous enough to attract the attention of the bank's

president. Claude was apprehended when his getaway

car. a fire-engine-red Edsel, broke down in the middle

of the town's highway intersection. Because of a legal

technicality, however, he may escape full punishment

for his attempted crime. Due apparently to an

"Say, That Reacuc Boat Looks Like

kind Of A Tight Ship"

oversight on his part, Claude never actually removed

the money from the bank. Instead, he left the full

amount on his desk while inadvertently carrying away

$375 in Confederate bills which have been turned in by

local youngsters who had found them in an abandoned

salt mine.

AVIS CARR. A UMass graduate with a background

in apparel design. Avis' first impact on the fashion

scene came early in 1965. The fashion world, however,

was not prepared for her stunning experiments, and

her Luci Johnson padded brassieres were a

devastating failure. After retiring from the public eye

to a cave overlooking the scenic Merrimack River,

Avis turned up at last year's Seattle Fashion Show

with her new concept, the Tricia Nixon padded

brassiere. While this did not bring her overnight fame,

Miss Carr may be in the news again soon --she is

preparing a lawsuit against Edward Cox, for allegedly

destroying the market value of her creation. A similar

case lodged by Avis against Patrick Nugent was

dismissed without a hearing by the courts. Avis has

not been discouraged, however. She confidently ex-

presses faith in her new line of fashion underfashions,

the Martha Mitchell padded girdle.

OTHER CAREERS TO WATCH IN THE CLASS OF
1962:

DAWN SETTS. A music major, composer of

numerous Lawrence-Welk-styled funeral dirges. Her

OffOff-Broadway musical. "LBJ. Superstatesman",

closed after one performance.

FYODOR SMITH. A UMass English major, Fyodor

recently completed his difficult apprenticeship

learning how to type. His first novel, VIRILE MANN
AND HIS SEVEN WOMEN, was closely followed by

another work. VIRILE MANN AND HIS EIGHT
WOMEN. A sure hit with the New York City vice

squad. Fyodor appears to have his bread and lodging

assured for at least the near future.

SANDY BEECH. After a UMass major in

Education, she was one of the first to fall victim to the*

nationwide teacher's surplus. She is presently in-

volved with JOCK SHORT (UMass Physical

Education major) in establishing a jogging school for

umeploved stockbrokers.

HAROLD WOODS. A Journalism/Park Ad-

ministration major. Harold has worked for THE NEW
YORK SUN. THE SATURDAY EVENING POST, and

EYE magazine. He is currently recreation director

lor New York City's Central Park

What You Should Know
(Kd. note-The following is a

release of the American Friends

Service Committee, Inc.)

Groups of Cambridge draft

counselors and law students today

responded to draft director Curtis

Tarr's latest move on student

deferments.
Tarr had asked all college

registrars in a letter dated Sep

tember 3. to stop processing en-

tering freshmen for draft defer-

ments, and advised the new college

students not to apply for the IIS
classification.

The American Friends Service

Committee's New England office

(AFSC) and the Committee for

Legal Research on the Draft

(CLRD), a group of Harvard law

students, characterized Tarr's

actUm as "not in the best interests

of the nation's colleges or their new

freshmen." Noting that the bill

which gives the President power to

take away student deferments has

not yet passed Congress, AFSC and

CLRD urged the freshmen to

consider applying for deferments

despite Tarr's "bad advice."

The two organizations em-
phasized that "under the law,

Selective Service must continue to

grant student deferments to fresh-

men unless and until both the draft

law and the regulations are

amended. This could take a week,

a month or a year." If the bill

passed. President Nixon could

deny student deferments to anyone

who was not in college last June.

For those freshmen whose

colleges refuse to send the

necessary Form 109 to their draft

boards, the groups noted that "the

official form is not the only way to

prove vou are a student Photostats

of college ID. cards should serve

just M well -the law does not

require any particular form of

proof. Moreover, the inability to

obtain the Form 109 is not the

students' fault but Dr. Tarr's"

Any student in this situation

should, the groups said, seek ad-

vice from a responsible draft

counselor.

The two groups predicted that

state-supported colleges which
refuse to file the form will be sued

on constitutional grounds. "We
hope, though, that the registrars

will realize that it is best for the

colleges to have a full freshmen

class this fall."

The full text of Tarr's September

3 letter follows:

The amendment to the military

Selective Service Act of 1967. now
before Congress, includes a major

policy change on undergraduate

student deferments. The President

hasasked Congress for authority to

phase out undergraduate defer-

ments, and should the bill pass in

its present form. ;is expected, the

incoming freshmen class will no

longer be eligible for deferments.

Upper classmen in good standing

will continue to be eligible for

deferments until they graduate,

reach age 24 or cease to make
satisfactory progress.

The enclosed release should help

you and your staff answer student

questions concerning this change.

The release is also being sent to the

editor Of your student newspaper

Anything that your office can do to

insure wide dissemination of this

information would be greatly

appreciated.

Since, in all probability, student

deferments issued to freshmen this

fall will be rescinded upon passage

of the bill and since deferments

extend induction authority until

age 35. we hope your office will

temporarily suspend the

processing of form 109 for fresh-

men until there is final action on

the bill. I believe this move will be

in the best interest of your fresh-

men students and will reduce the

confusion and work load for both

your office and our Selective

Service boards.

If you or members of your staff

have any questions on this new
policy, please call our public in-

formation office in Washington
(202-343-8621). I have asked this

office to be prepared to receive

vour calls.

For many years the Selective

Service System has received your

cooperation and support in

processing applications for student

deferments. For these services,

please accept my sincere thanks.

Your further cooperation during

the period of phasing out student

deferments aiso will be greatly

appreciated.

NOTE: According to Gil Salk.

the campus draft counselor.

students have only until Richard

Nixon signs the recently passed

draft bill to send their requests into

their draft boards. After the bill is

signed, there can be no further

challenges to the Tarr's ruling. He
urges all freshmen »o immediately
write their boards to request a

student deferment. Letters should

be taken to the post office and sent

by Certified Mail, Return Receipt

Requested. Copies of the letter

should be kept and stapled to the

receipt when it comes back.

Letters
As in previous years, the MDC

will continue to print letters to

the editor. The only

requirement! are that they be
typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer

than two pages in length. All

letters must be signed and the

author's address and telephone

numbers must be included. No
letters will be published without

this information Also, no letters

will be printed without the name
of the author Please note this

change in policy.

All letters are subject to

editing either for content or

space according to the judgment
of the editors. Also, due to space
limitations,.we do not guarantee
(hat all letters will be printed.

THE EDITORS

Editorial Points

Letters To The Editor

The ''Deal Of Your Life"

One unknowing student was

spotted yesterday picking up a

Boston After Dark from the

Union. Her only comment was,

"Where's the Collegian?".

Either BAD is going downhill or

A student in a recent jour-

nalism class when asked what

she thought of the Collegian

responded, "It's like a piece of

fly paper. It binds the University

together." I guess that puts

students in their place.
* * * *

One visitor to UMass stated

that she thought the hamburgers

at Northeastern were terrible.

After eating one of Joel

Stoneham's specials she

changed her position.

Student leaders were invited

to the residence of the Chancelor

last night for coffee and con-

versation. If you sat home last

night you're not as important as

you thought you were.
* * * *

Today is the last day that you

can add or drop a course without

a record and God knows we've

all got quite enough of those

already.
* * * *

Sunday's NFL contest at

Foxboro pits a UMass alumnus

(Greg Landry) against a bunch

of summer schoolers (The

Pats).

Maybe Nixon will veto the

draft extension bill?

To the Editor:

One of the puzzling seasonal occurences that seems

germain to beginning a new semester is the tran-

sformation of the campus and particularly the dor-

mitory into a market. It seems that every imaginable

product- magazines, school supplies, housewares,

insurance, bedding, linen, laundry, dry cleaning,

newspapers, and so on ; must be purchased at the very

door of your new abode Indeed you are urged that the

price is'especially geared to you. the student, and that

everv other possible consideration has been made in

vour" behalf . The fact of the matter is that very few of

the statements are even half true. Some persons and

organizations that manage to vend products in or near

the dormitories must be reputable, but the fact they

are in the building should raise your suspicions.

In every single case of an out-of-usual-place-of-

business transaction for any goods or service. I urge

you to insist on at least a day or weekend to a I think it

over b) talk to friends and advisors about it. O
discuss it with parents if you choose, and d> to com-

parison shop for the same or similar product or ser-

vice in town or elsewhere. If the "deal of your life

can't wait that long. I think you can safely wait

forever for a better one to come along.

Some people now and all year long will not heed this

practice. They will sign an agreement or make a

deposit for a good or service on some sort of credit or

other arrangement. If this happens and the value is in

excess of 125.00 or for which four or more total in-

stallments are stipulated and the product or service is

lor personal, family or household use. the agreement

may be cancelled by written notice to that effect post

marked before the end of the third business day alter

the date of the making of the agreement or deposit and

The SW Sty

To the Editor:

It was the Sunday after-- after a rather ordinary

weekend which once again has left Southwest a

teeming pile of garbage and debris. I awoke early on

this brisk sunny morning only to be hit by the stench of

urine and beerand the evesore of cans papers, broken

bottles and toilet paper, not to mention other assorted

decorations of the day All of these marvelous

momentos of a UMass weekend gradually find their

way up the stairs and down the corridors of various

dorms and every Sunday morning (Of afternoon)

each one of us awaken to open our doors and greet the

remains of the night before .

why do we wait lot those who we affectionately <ana

sometimes not so affectionately I call the •'Wambats'

tocome and clean up alter us' Without them. I'm sure

we would be knee high in garbage within a few short

weeks. Two actions could he taken to rectify this

unnecessary disgrace

1) If each inividual cannot take care of his own

mess, then perhaps each dorm could organize a

Sunday clean up squad to clean up the obvious

debris"" around its own grounds The reasoning is that

if we were a little more responsible for our neighbors

garbage, than we might not contribute so much

ourselves. . , ,

21 \ van worthwhile investment for the people

responsible' in Whitmore might be to purchase large,

convenient]) located and not too ugly trash bins to be

distributed among the residential areas of the cam-

pus This would surely be an improvement over the

overstuffed little baskets now hanging on various

lamposts around campus.

All this is not too difficult to arrange. This may seem

to be a petty complaint in the midst of many over-

whelming issues. Its only a simple problem with a

simple solution. I think it's about time we started

wiping our own asses!
.

K Jeffrey Green

it is not necessary to give any reason or justification

lor cancelling. (Chapter 93 Section 48 and Chapter

255D Section 14 Mass. General Laws). Money paid

should then be refunded.

If fraud or impropriety was involved in your opinion

the matter mav be reported to the police or a com-

plaint should be" made to the Clerk of the District Court

at Northampton. Furthermore a complaint may be

made to the Attorney General. Consumer Protection

Division. State House. Boston, Massachusetts 02133.

Students may consult me in the event of problems in

this area, of course. Forms for complaint on any

consumer matter are also available in my office.

Room 107. Campus Center.
Richard M. Rowland

Why Charity?

To the Editor:

I have today authorized a modest payroll deduction

in support of the CCEBS Program. I am pleased to do

so and wish I could give more. I would like, however.

to propose some questions for the Administration, the

Trustees, and the Legislature to ponder: Why must

this program, which is generally acknowledged to be

successful and necessary, be a charity operation'.' Is it

because it is intended primarily for blacks, and blacks

are entitled to charity but not the resources of their

own state University? If. indeed, this state University

is charged with the education of all groups in the

Commonwealth, then should CCEBS (which attempts

to make up for vears of systematic deprivation of

black children and give them the opportunity to get

that education I not be tunded to the hilt? Is not ( ( EBS

one of the finest things this often poorly oriented

Universit) has been able to do for the people of the

Commonwealth and should it not bean integral part of

the universit> structure?

I cert a i nU hope that every member of the faculty

and statt will contribute to the support ol CCEBS, but I

urge them all io think about what kind of University it

is that makes such contributions necessary.

Paul M.Wright
Editor

UMass Press

Orchard Massacre
To the Editor: ^n(^„

In recent years, more and more of University greenery has gone before

the bulldozer This year appears to be no different. Last Friday, a

bulldozer cut a swath approximately 150 yards by 50 yards into he

greenery of the Orchard. The area bulldozed is in the back side of the

Orchard across from Cashin Dormitory. There was no prior information

about the reasons why the area was ripped as far as I know from any

administrative source. .

The cut up area is in a rectangle which would suggest a parking lot

Area Co-Director, Dr. Leon Barron, was asked late Friday afternoon if

he knew why the area had been bulldozed. He commented that he had

been given no information from the administration on what plans had

been made for that segment of the Orchard.

The Orchard is located between the Orchard Hill Area and the Sylvan

Area The land was abandoned last year by the Agriculture Dept. and

turned over to Jack Littlefield who is University of Massachusetts

Building Planner. His office has given no previous information as to the

future of the Orchard. The land is dotted with apple trees and brush and is

in some sense untouched until the bulldozer last Frida\

The Orchard Hill Area Government has in the past sent memorandums

to V administration concerning the Orchard Their posture was to pass

a u ulution saving in effect that the Orchard was to remain un

touched". The Area Government also was not informed as to why the

bulldozing took place.

The Orchard was threatened last year when the I own ot Amherst and

the University decided that North Pleasant should be closed and traffic

re routed onto Fast Pleasant Street. The by-pass to campus would take a

comer Of (he Orchard. This is a still pending threat to the Orchard

If indeed, this is another parking lot then the University is going to lose

another green area. The administration has moved without any prior

consultation of concerned parties, namely, the Co-directors of Orchard

Hill and the Orchard Hill Area Government.
Robert (i. Dewsnap

Sincerely Yours

Though insincerity often hides

the cloud of reality deep inside.

On the heart it leaves a stain, like

spattered drops of bleeding rain...

And melts your own ontology, like

fire melting sugar-cane.

The libbery of Maple seeds

that sprout up crying Willow trees.

Crying tears that merely bloom

and help disguise the Hearing gloom...

Blossoms fibbing in the wind.

Cast from your deceiving womb.

A portrait cast indifferently

upon an ever shrinking sea;

All the life is drawn awy
the shell is all that's left of me

For insincerity is like

the moonlit sky of a starless night

T. David Barrett

* m 4
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Renters Beware

Culturnatives

B) GILBERT J. BALK
A sizeable chunk of those of us

looking lor alternative lifestyles

are at least considering going off

into the woods and creating our

own homes, either alone or with a

community of friends. Frequently,

this idea never gets beyond the

dream stage, at least in part

because we lack the expertise to do

our own building, plumbing,

wiring, etc.

My friends, that's a poor excuse.

So, let's explore some ways in

which we might gain some ex-

perience in doing it ourselves. You

could do what my Old Lady and I

just did. Buy a house that needs a

great deal of work, and jump in

over your head. This is the time-

tested sink-or-swim method, and it

Talk To The Trees
looks as if we should have bought a

life jacket. Be that as it may, we

are slowly teaching ourselves

some things about plumbing and

paint-stripping, and as we get

ahead will tackle such esoteric

stuff as landscaping and window

pane replacing.

The process is slow and un-

steady, but you are sure to

remember what you did wrong and

not repeat the error. And it's fun.

Another method is to find

someone who either makes a living

or a part-time living out of one of

the trades, and apprentice yourself

to him -or her. If you talk fast

enough and he's busy enough, he

might even pay you, but don't

count on it. Your major recom-

pense will be to learn the

Deep-Sea Pollution Studied

i 4 TOI LA Calif (AP)-Oceanographers have launched mans most

expensive study of polluUon far at sea and of little-understood nvers of

rnlri water that affect circulation in the deeps.
.

Thev sav t is becoming increasingly urgent for man to learn the limits

on h^s ulUmate usfof the oceans, and whether such activities as dumping

wasles might someday alter circulation and cause regional or even global

We
E
a
xpertsat

n

s
g
cHpps Institute of Oceanography, one of seven universities

andSuUons joining in the $8-million, four-year study, sa>'recent tests

?n the South,
Pacific of a key research instrument were better than ex

£c?ed The instrument automatically measures water temperature,

depth and salt content, feeding the data into a computer.

ft will measure these variab es from ocean surface to bottom at \m

slTl^Z^ng north-south tracks in the Atlantic, Pacific and

tndiar,Ss. The data will enable scientists to map the nvers of deep

CO
Mo"e

at

than 5,000 samples will be collect*i*^^*™&£^
^^^^^^^^^^'^^^
traveled since it entered the ocean.

rudiments of the trade so that you

can handle most projects yourself.

Just ask the man if he would be

willing to explain what he's doing

to you in exchange for you doing

some errands and hackwork.

Someone will say yes if you look

hard enough.

Spend some time with a

bricklayer, a carpenter, an elec-

trician, and a plumber, and you

will gather quite a useful fund of

knowledge. It may even last you

longer than most of what you learn

in four years at good ol' UMass.

Don't be afraid of hardhats.

Almost all of them are really

people, and if you're genuinely

interested in what they're doing,

they're likely to be happy to rap

with you. So try going to a con-

struction site during lunchtime and

sitting down with someone and

saying, "Hey, look. I'm trying to

learn how to..." One word of ad

vice. Small jobs are easier to get

into than major construction

projects, so keep away from things

like the new library.

One other way, less effective

than those I've already mentioned,

is to get a good how-to book and

study it. But books are most useful

when connected with experience.

So try to be doing while you're

studying.

There are several useful books

with good general information for

the beginner. Today's book

reviews will cover some that I've

found useable.

BOOK REVIEWS
MOTHER EARTH NEWS is not

technically a book, but it should be

mentioned. It's a bimonthly

magazine about alternative

lifestyles written by the people who

are doing the stuff. It's in-

lormative, exciting, and

imagination-prodding. If you're

not into it vet, check it out. You can

get copies in the Draft Counseling

office in 923 CC, or at White Light

and Mizaur's Mercantile in town.

The DO-IT-YOURSELF
ENCYCLOPEDIA put out by the

Theodore Audel division of Howard

W. Sams & Co., Inc. (Indianapolis,

Ind., $8.95) is more expensive than

most books I usually recommend,

but the two volumes contain an

excellent source of ideas for im-

provement projects and main-

tenance know-how. It has clear,

useable directions for how-to-fix

and what-to-use. The illustrations

are clear and relevant, and the

index is a help, a feature many

books don't have.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE by

Jules Oravetz, Sr. ($5.50, same

publisher I is excellent alone or as a

companion to the Encyclopedia. It

covers painting, plumbing,

masonry, carpentry and roofing,

electrical and heating main-

tenance, and other areas. Ex-

planatory material is good, and the

book is well-illustrated.

WIRING SIMPLIFIED by H. P.

Richter ($1.00, Park Publishing.

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.) is the

book on electrical wiring. It con-

tains the latest National Electrical

Code, and all info in the book is

related to the Code. The book tells

you how to handle almost any

wiring job. and explains why the

job should be done in that par

ticular way. It even comes with a

hole punched in it so you can hang

it on a nail in your workroom.

That's consideration. A cautionary

note: Many areas require that

electrical work be done by licensed

electricians. Check on this before

doing it yourself. Also, remember

that electricitv can be dangerous.

Take precautions. I don't want to

lose any readers.

THE PRACTICAL HANDBOOK
OF PLUMBING AND HEATING

by Richard Day ($4.95, Arco

Publishing Co., Inc., NYC) is

another useful book. It covers

heating, plumbing, tools, water

supplv and disposal, and other

plumbers' jobs. It has lots of

helpful pictures and good ex-

planations. The index is ex-

ceptionally helpful, as it keys to

diagrams and photos as well as

text.
,

. _
FIX IT YOURSELF! by Bruce

Cassiday ($-95, Tower

Publications, NYC) is a handy

little book on trouble shooting the

place you live. You won't become

an expert with it, but it will give

you much of the information you'll

need to handle the little crises and

repair jobs that come up around

(he house. And it might give you

the confidence you need to try to

learn how to handle some of the

bigger jobs. One major drawback

is that it has no index, so you have

to search for the info you need.

in future columns, CULTURNATIVES will

deal with many aspects ot cultural alter

natives. II you want to rap about some

possibilities, or get a copy ot Mother Earth

News, drop in at the Draft Counseling Office in

923 CC. Draft counseling comes first, but if I'm

free, I'd enioy hearing from you.

PEACE

We're all goin
to the

Listening Post

They've got some
great deals on
stereo systems.

I got a Rotel Amp
BSR Turntable and

a pair of Creative

Speakers for $175

I picked up
a Rotel AM/FM
Receiver, BSR
Turntable and

a pair of Speakers
for only $229

Isn't it time you

replaced that tinny

old thing of yours?

My Dad's givin

free headphones
with each system.

THE

25 SO. PL EASANT ST. AMHERST
Open Mon. to Fri. till 9 p.m.

LISTENING POST
both stores open
Saturday till 5: 30

186 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
Open Thursday Night till 9 P.M.

Laws Explain Tenant-Landlord Rules
(Ed. Note: The following are

listings of sections of

Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 186 concerning tenant-

landlord regulations. They were
compiled by Student General
Counsel Richard M. Rowland. Mr.

Rowland hopes that the laws may
answer some student-tenant

questions, but he also reminds

students that he is available to any

students with problems concerning

tenancy.)
Section 11. "Upon the neglect or

refusal to pay the rent due under a

written lease, fourteen days' notice

to quit, given in writing by the

landlord to the tenant, shall be

sufficient to determine (end) the

lease, unless the tenant, at least

four days before the return day of

the writ, in an action by the lan-

dlord to recover possession of the

premises, pays or tenders to the

landlord or his attorney all rent

then due, with interests and costs

of suit."

Section 12. "Estates at will

(including tenancies without

leases) may be determined (en-

ded) by either party by three

month's notice in writing lor that

purpose given to the other party;

and. if the rent reserved is payable

at periods of less than three

months, the time of such notice

shall be sufficient if it is equal to

the interval between the days of

payment. (The Supreme Judicial

Court holds that this interval

means that it must end on a "rent

day" which is the day when rent is

customarily paid e.g. the period for

a monthly tenancy where rent is

regularly paid on the first of each

month runs from any first of the

month after notice is received to

the next first of the month so that if

such notice were given on the fifth

of the month, even if the rent had

not yet actually been paid, the

interval would be fifty-five days, or

thereabout Prescott v. Elm. 61

Mass. 346 (1851): Currier v.

Barker. 68 Mass. 226 (1854); Yoffe

V. Krasnow Wool Stock Co.. 322

Mass. 211 (1948). l-I)ryvit Auto

Rental Co. v. Shaw, 319 Mass. 684

(1946); Connors v. Wick. 317 Mass.

628 (1945).) In case of neglect or

refusal to pay the rent due from a

tenant at will, fourteen days' notice

to quit, given in writing by the

landlord to the tenant, shall be

sufficient to determine the

tenancy..."

Write Home

On

University

Stationery

From

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

15 South Pleasant St.

AMHERST

Section 14. "Any lessor or lan-

dlord of any building or part

thereof occupied for dwelling

purposes,...who is required by the

terms, expressed or implied, of

any contract or lease or tenancy at

will, to furnish water, hot water,

heat, light, power, gas, elevator

service, telephone service, janitor

service or refrigeration service to

any occupant of such building, or

part thereof, who wilfully or in-

tentionally fails to furnish such

water, hot water, heat, light, power,

gas, elevator service, telephone

service, janitor service or

refrigeration service at any time

when the same is necessary to the

proper or customary use of such

building, or part thereof, or any

lessor or landlord who wilfully or

intentionally interferes with the

quiet enjoyment of any such leased

or tenanted premises by the oc-

cupant, shall be punished by a fine

of not less than twenty-five dollars

nor more than three hundred

dollars, or by imprisonment for not

more than six months."

Section 15. "Any provision of a

lease or other rental agreement

relating to real property whereby a

lessee or tenant enters into a

covenant agreement or contract,

by the use of any words what-

soever, the effect of which is to

indemnify the lessor or landlord or

hold the lessor or landlord har-

mless, or prelude or exonerate the

lessor or landlord from any or all

liability to the lessee or tenant, or

to any other person, for any injury,

loss, "damage or liability arising

from any omission, fault,

negligence or other misconduct of

the lessor or landlord on or about

the leased or rented premises or on

or about any elevators, stairways,

hallways or other appurtenance

used in connection therewith, and

not within the exclusive control of

the lessee or tenant, shall be

deemed to be against public policy

and void."

Section I5A. "Any provision of a

lease or other rental agreement

relating to residential real

property whereby a lessee or

tenant enters into a covenant,

agreement or contract, by the use

of any words whatsoever, the ef-

fect of which is to waive the notices

required under the section eleven

or twelve, (notice to quit for non-

payment of rent, etc.), shall be

deemed to be against public policy

and void."

Section 15B. "No lease relating

to residential property shall

contain a provision that a lessor

may. except to inspect the

premises, to make repairs thereto

Room Change

Vice Chancellor Thomas
Campion will appear before the

Student Senate at its open meeting

lonight at 7 pm in room 163-64 of the

Campus Center. NOT room 165 as

previously announced in the ad-

vertisement.

^amfe

llPL ANTS and HANGERS, i

Mizaur's
Mercantile
next to AmherstTower

jifcJUilUil

or to show the same to a

prospective tenant or purchaser,

enter the premises before the

termination date of such lease. A
lessor may, however, enter such

premises in accordance with a

court order or if the premises

appear to have been abandoned by

the lessee. No lessor shall require a

security deposit equivalent to more
than two months rent, nor a charge

of more than the purchase and

installation cost for a key or lock,

now any interest or penalty for

failure to pay rent until at least

thirty days after such rent shall

have been due.

"A landlord of residential real

property who holds a security

deposit pursuant to this section for

a period in excess of one year from

the commencement of the term of

tenancy shall, beginning with the

first day after the expiration of

such year, pay interest at the rate

of five per cent per year, payable

to the tenant at the end of each

year. The landlord shall, within

thirty days after the termination of

the lease or tenancy, return the

security deposit or any balance

thereof, after deducting the

amount of any damage caused by

the tenant, or any person on the

demised premises with his

knowledge or consent, reasonable

wear and tear excepted, and less

any unpaid rent. If the landlord

wilfully fails to return to the

tenant such deposit or balance

thereof, as aforesaid, he shall be

liable in damages in an amount
equal to twice the amount of such

security deposit or balance thereof

plus interest at the rate of five per

cent from the date when such in-

terest was last paid or became
due...

"Any provision of a lease in

violation of this section shall be

deemed to be against public policy

and void."

Section IS. "Any person or agent

thereof who threatens to or takes

reprisals against any tenant of

residential premises for reporting

to the board of health...or to any

other board having as its objective

the regulation of residential

premises a violation or a suspected

violation of any health or building

code or of any other municipal by-

law or ordinance, or state law or

regulation which has as its ob-

jective the regulation of residential

premises shall be liable for

damages which shall not be less

than one month's rent or more than

three month's rent, or the actual

damages sustained by the tenant,

whichever is greater, and the costs

of the suit, including a reasonable

attorney's fee.

The receipt of any notice of

termination to tenancy except for

non payment of rent or of increase

in rent or of any substantial

alteration in the terms of tenancy

within six months after making a

report or complaint of violations or

suspected violations of any health

or building code, municipal by-law

or ordinance, or state law or

regulation which has as its ob-

jective the regulation of residential

premises shall create a rebuttable

presumption that such notice is a

reprisal against the tenant for

making such report or complaint."

Chapter 151 B prohibits

discrimination in housing or

employment on the basis of race,

color, religious creed, national

origin, sex, age or ancestry.

Complaints may be made directly

to the Massachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination in

Springfield, 739-2145. Incidentally,

questions on these subjects con-

stitute violations.

The Amherst Landlord-Tenant

Relations Committee has prepared

a guide for the use of anyone who
desires it, available at Town Hall,

most realtors and landlords and in

the Attorney for Students' Office,

107 Campus Center. If you have

complaints about your landlord

you may submit it in writing to the

Committee at the Town Hall. Only

written complaints will be acted

upon. There is no charge.

Suits for recovery of security

Campus Cenfer Program Council

presents

YOITRE A 600P MAN

rwt PfAIWTS' musical

October 3, 1971 3:30 & 8:30

*f#m**-

C. C. Auditorium

Tickets - $2.00

at the S. U. Box Office

deposits and other monies may be

maintained in the Small Claims
Division of the District Court of

Hampshire County at Nor-
thampton. Assistance in making
claims up to $400.00 t after October

1, 1971) can be had at the Clerk of

the Court's Office or at the At-

torney for Students Office. Or-

dinarily a lawyer is not required

and the fee for filing is $1.78 which
may be recovered from the

defendant.

Students with any complaints

may inquire at the Attorney for

Students Office, 107 Campus
Center for help without charge.

When appropriate you will be

referred to a lawyer for court

representation.

Copy Editors

Collegian advisor Alvin Oickle
will explain the mysteries of copy
editing to all copy editors and night
staff personnel tonight at 6:30 in

his office around the corner from
the Collegian offices. All are
welcome.

Spectrum
The general interest magazine of

University of Massachusetts

Open Recruitment Meeting

Thursday Sept. 23 at 7:30 p.m.

in the Spectrum office (S.U. 407)

Is Art, Poetry, Fiction or Photography

your thing?

GIRLS, if you missed our first one, don't miss our

second

CHI DELPHIA
RUSH

Meet the Sisters with the Brothers

The Sisterhood that's not a sorority and not a coed

fraternity

IT'S REALLY SOMETHING ELSE!

Come and meet us at

Delta Chi, 314 Lincoln Ave.

Thursday, 8:30 p.m.

Call Donna 6-6333 for more infor.

This is your last chance.

HILLEL UMASS

CLASSESOFFEREDFOR FALL SEMESTER AT

HILLEL
STARTINGTHISWEEK

Elementary Hebrew Wed. 6: 30 p.m.

how to read, basic grammar, vocabulary

Basic Judaism Wed. 7: 30 p.m.

introduction to Jewish customs, ritual, theology, sacred

literature and liturgy.

Talmud in English Wed. 4: 00 p.m.

a text course.

Elementary Yiddish through tapes

hours to be arranged according to students' schedules.

First meeting only Thurs. (Sept. 23) 6:45 p.m.

An Allegorical Approach to the Creation Literature of the

Bible Thurs. 7 :45 p.m.
5 sessions

An Introduction to Kabbalistic Thought
5 sessions; hours to be arranged. Call 545-2526

if you wish to sign up for this course.

All classes held at Hillel Room, 420 Student Union
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Announcement Due Mid-October

:ram
WASHINGTON (AP) -President

Nixon wound up his survey of post-

freeze proposals Tuesday and was
reported planning to unveil his new
economic program about mid-

October.

This will "give everyone 30 days

to prepare themselves" for what

comes after Nov. 14", said Senate

Republican leader Hugh Scott of

Pennsylvania in disclosing the

President's plan.

Scott said he assumes Nixon will

go on radio and television to an-

nounce the measures that will form

Phase II of the anti-inflation

program he started Aug. ir> with a

90-day freeze on wages, prices and

rents.

In the sixth and last of his

sessions with economic groups,

Nixon met Tuesday with consumer
organizations. They asked him for

an 'equality of sacrifice" wage-

price program.
On Capitol Hill, congressional

revenue raisers decided ten-

tatively to revise the President's

investment tax plan. Instead of the

two-step investment tax credit

proposed by Nixon, the House

Ways and Means Committee

Lee Sandwen:

He could be the

worst President

the Student Senate

has ever had.

agreed on a flat 7 per cent credit

for the purchase of new equipment.

The decision is subject to a final

vote, and the effective date also

remains to be settled, although it is

expected to be set back to April 1,

1971 instead of the Aug. 15, 1971

date proposed by Nixon.

Nixon asked Congress to pass a

10 per cent credit the first year,

dropping down to 5 per cent

thereafter. Some committee
members argued this would
produce a rush of equipment or-

ders followed by a slump.

Overseas, West German's
Central Bank intervened in the

foreign exchange market to stave

off a record decline of the dollar.

The dollar has dropped sharply in

the last two days because of

reports — denied by the U.S.

Treasury Department — that the

United States is pressing for a 15

per cent revaluation of the mark.

The Senate securities sub-

committee opened its long-awaited

probe of the stock market and was
told that the Securities and Ex-

change Commission will approve a

new schedule of commissions for

brokers next week, to take effect

some time after the 90-day price

freeze ends Nov. 13.

SEC Chairman William J. Casey

said that under the new schedule

small investors will not have to pay

the present $15 commission sur-

charge, but in some cases will wind

up with a higher commission bill

anyway.
At an hour and 40-minute White

House session, the consumer
organizations told Nixon that his

post-freeze wage-price
stabilization program had "better

be fair," insuring that big business

shares the economic sacrifices

with consumers.
They urged controls on interest

rates, profits and dividends. And
they asked for full participation in

the program to follow the freeze so

that consumers "once more will

not be left holding the bag."
Nixon took notes, listened

carefully but did not indicate what
he will propose for Phase II, said

Don S. Willner, president of the

Consumer Federation of America.

HAL

IS ALIVE AND WELL

in front of the Hatch

9/22 - 9/24

^c

A President is only as good as his Senate.

FIVE

Don't Let It Happen.

RUN

Nomination Papers - Student Activities - 1st

Level C.C.

a

Three Stooges Films

Tonight — Mahar

Thursday — Thompson 104

Friday — Mahar

2 Shows Nightly 7:30-9:30

ADMISSION 35*

1 &
MDC CLASSIFIED

AUTOS FOR SALE
•ti* Hal. red. HM Spyder. SUM miles

K<hnI cond. (all MM4M r\enintss after i.

p.m.
tffl-22

IMI I alt on rebuilt trans., new MM
ami halt, (.real hu\ . IMM. (all ( rahtree
and leave mess, for (.rant Mm .lit.

tffl-22

I'M.* Mf.lW.T. \er\ Kood condition. :t2M).

Priced below bimk llfiSfl. (.reenfield 77^
7KX.V

fl-IS.22. 2fl

I riumpb «.TB— . excel, cond. 170(1.

( all Diane II34XMEMI,
tffl-22

llMi-l (.TO red ton\ . Best offer over Irtofl

:.27-:w.
r
»i

tffl-24

I'MW Austin Amer . I speed, 2K.0O0 ml",

Kmiri cond.. AM-KM. new tires, best off.

( all HMNI
tffl-22

l Hi; 7 Opel Hallye. ikiihi mi., well main.,
sell best offer or trade for bike. Jeff fi-flnm.

•13. Til.

tffl-22

imi..' \ \\ Sedan (engine has sucked
valve i could he repaired or used for parts.

Itodv good and unstripped. (all 25.l-»«t5

175.

lfH-27

71 \ VWunv . yellow with black top. only fl

months nM. Itest offer, (all Al 25:i-7»M>.

tf»-2t

'.'i Aunlln M. aK sprite in., firm, (all
Sam. KM Wheeler M-MI3.

MM)
i»i..i I md Kedan with f* Ml ru lw.. VH, 4

speed, exc. cond. t«7.VM. Ask for Mike
Wilson I'hl Silma. :t.sn No. Pleasant St..

AmherM.
tffl-22

M \olvo, exel re**., will accept beat

offer (all !WM4MH. Aft. ft p.m.
tffl-2t

HNHI \W Hits, excellent cond.. rebuilt

i niiinc. new clutch, new brakes, great for

cumpinK. tfloo. or best offer, (all after r>

p.m. 2(iK-72li."..

tffl-29

117 Ituick Skylark, convertible .at. ps. ph.

21 nipK on trip, cream w / black top. Best of

care and condition IMM. MS-MM.
LfcLil

\l»( :mi:i Stereo. Speakers, x months old.

excellent cond.. best offer, (all after r.

p.m. li-.M.Vi

tffl-22

( hainsaw. new price

III. Thatcher S-I«fi:i.

Negotiable. Bob

tfil-LVl

MOTORCYCLES
Sale

For

piui USA f.50.. runs well, but needs

minor repair. Best offer around |M>. (all

:i2:t-77H. ask for .lack.
tffl-22

l!l7li Triumph Bonneville. MM*, perfect

running condition, (all 2S:t-7K!iH.

tffl-24

HN Honda NUM. exc. running cond

new inspection slicker. tSWMl ml.. I helmet.

\sking IMMt. (all Jim r>4B-7fl«fi.

tffl-24

Honda Mi, Scrambler tt.MI, Ifl7(l

model, call MMKM Bob.
tffl-2:i

I'M* Yamaha l»T I 2S0 Knduro. 4500

miles, good condition, (all Wayne al '•

H7H7.
lf»-22

Honda (I Ml, exc. condition, strong,

need monev . (all Kd 54fi-*fMI5.

lffl-21

line rebuilt Blfi and one rebuilt BIH
\olvo engines also BIK trans, and I'M I

bod v .-perfect rust wise, (all SH4-4K20

nights.
tffl-24

MlVW rebuilt engine, new clutch, shocks

« fronl eng. Has 2 small denls. l«Hi. :ififl-

llll

tf»-27

(.real Books of the Western World -

complete set - Iiimp Itt. t.2i:i-4. Dry Hill

Kd. Montague :tr.7-2n47.

tf»-27

A 21 inch Welbilt stove, very good

condition. IBS. (all (ireenfield 774024S.

tffl-24

1 others immediately, (all .lean or

i ha? 1c in- anytime at MMMt. Keep trying.

tffl-22

Male to live in modern :i bedroom apt.

Siui per month. Apply Apt. 77 Boiling

(.reen. III. fl. Available immediately
tffl-22

Knonimate wanted to share 5 room apt.

in Vhampton.Own bedroom. Pref. female
over 21. Bent IMI month, (all I aura 5Hfi-

3MI.
tffl-22

Knonimate wanted l room apt.

iHli/mnnth. all util. inc. in Westfield. (all

Kd 2.VI-B75I bet. Sand 7 p.m.. no ans. leave

w ord

.

tffl-24

Single girl or couple, own transp.. share

apt. Til Nov -pos. longer: call SH4-227.1 IMF
li-K. anytime, weekends.

lf»-2K

rcmalc to live in country home.
Keferences reiiuired. (iranhy 4fi7-72fl7

after :>:IHI p.m.
tf!l-2l

SERVICES
Need a hand, dial a band will supply a

hand that your budget can afford. Any
variety available. Kor details, call Stan

:,Hi-fl2i:..

tf»-2fl

PERSONAL

ECONOMIST

FOR SALE

flatoi imttH, momt mU o.atea>

It 61 Cberr In»p»l», »«tom»Ue.
Vi, ra*l«, fl». • meatb oM W*
Tap* •eerier, *Ht. Mew S

- Merde |M. CeO. tU-MM.
«t-M

•M Mfa Borneo (.ulietta Spyder con

vertihle rxccllent shape. Strong engine

m!" ilass than an McT' (all MWH
9-21-22-24

I nhiim i se« life Sgl. dhl. queen or king

walerbed I2».»ri. ro%ind or Jumbo I4A.BV

Immed dellv.. S yr. warraiily. Aqua-

Hream. Hon 477. Amherst.
tffl-22

Smith ( orona Coronet Automatic » Id

electric portable typewriter. Brand-new

with power return. I IM or best offer c«ll »-

thii Paul.
tffl-24

Hark wood bureau with large mirror

t:MM Call 2S3-3B23 after t.M.
tf»24

Panasonic K track stero system. Car-
home model. All speakers, home con-

verter, 21 tapes. Ketails at Hon plus

MUirs. IIMH call Mft-SMM
tffl-27

Mamlya-Secor lean RTI.. Needs light

meter (.ood condition IKO or best offer

i all Ml MM after six.
ifn-24

I in ested house lots cleared, treasonable

terms, (all 247-SnU between 7:M p.m. -

•i .mi p.m.
tffl-2M

One slightly used 'KM Austin I leal \

Sprite for sale. Contact 2S3-2S4Hor .'Vi-Kivi

and ask for Ned Dibble.

tfl-24

Alto Sax, Harmony Folk (.ultar.

( larlnel. Kleclrlc (.ultar. good in

slruments - low prlce-SM4-MM7.
tffl-2M

2ll gal. long aquarium fully equipped

Includes stand, fish. pump, decorations,

etc . excellent condition 145. Call Dave

Mt-MM.
tffl-24

Sm. (orona electric portable typewriter

used :i wks. IMS new will sell for H2S or

best offer. Sandy 5-ISM Hays, M»-4127«

eves.
tf»22

I est i i ononiist vacancy of Thompson.
If found return to 211. Sentimental value!

tffl-22

ROOM WANTED
Need place to live with other females

near campus, (all Mary MMfM. If not

there leave message.
tffl-2fl

I need a room or apt. within one or two

miles from campus. Bent negotiable

Write Bob /elman c/o Bleeding Bose.

Philosophy l»ep(

tffl-24

Wanted confirmed (.onion l.ightfont

I analics. ( ontact Sue. Ml Butterfield. No
definite purpose except reassurance.

tffl-24

LECTURE NOTES
I ct lure notes are now available for

''sych Mil and Snc 101. all sections, at

Knoni Ml in the Student I'nion l.ohhy.

tffl-24

LOST - REWARD
I osl-one dark blue velvet cushion

belonging to couch. Reward offered.

Notifv Allen in Boom :II4. South ( ollege

tffl-ZI

LOST

RID E RS WANTED
Hriving to Springfield every weekday

7 :»a.m. Riders will share expenses. Call

Rhonda Rlair. 5-2412. 5-24la\ ^l» Wheeler
tffl-22

ROOMMAT ES WANT ED
Single girl wanted to share Ig. apt with

HELP WANTED
I ead Singer wanted for est. working

group: Rock. Blues, etc.. also original

mat. Year round work! contact Bob or

John MI747 - fi-Mftfit. ,,,,..

Kcntogv minded students earn extra

money part-time without interrupting your

present schedule (all collect l-SM-ruVW

tffl 21

WANTED
Men to erect chainllnk fence, ex-

perienced only Part lime. Kllrgerald

Fences. 1«i Bridge Bd.. Florence. Mass
tf 10-

1

Male subjects wanted for Psych. Kx-
perimenl. 12 illi/br Short qualllving

questionnaire See Jeanne. Barllett 227
' tffl-22

I argr gray male rat. white paws and

front. Walks with slight limp, last seen

near Brooks and Brett. Reward r,w-:i7wi

tffl-24

APT. AVAILABLE
une bedroom apt. available. Walk

distance from campus IIS. month. Call

2S:i-»MM:i after fi p.m. V urnlshcrl

lf»-24

TRAIL RIDES
Horseback riding every Sat. * Sun. al

Spellman Farms, Belchertow n

.

Reasonable rates. Call Spellman Frms. on

:i River ltd. .'*
'
l.'hi

tffl-2M

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apt . all utIIMIes. no lease.

Pets A children welcome. Wall to wall

carpet. S 175 month (all Kamlns Milage

Apts.. Relchertown.
tffl-m
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School of Ed. Offers Independent Study
Arrangements have been made to provide In

dependent Study opportunity for a limited number of

undergrads interested in becoming involved with the

Fall Marathon at the School of Education.

Prerequisites to taking advantage of this op

portunity are one or a combination of the following:

(1.) Desire to be a part of the planning, promoting,

and implementation of one of the very significant

learning experiences at the University;

(2.) Intellectual Creativity;

(3.) Physical ambition;

(4.) Artistic ability;

(5.) Clerical skills.

Students interested in taking advantage of this

opportunity should put their name and phone number

in the mailbox marked Paquin, T., in the School of Ed.

lounge. An alternative to this would be to see Tom
Pacquin in Room 222B or call 549-3740. Another

alternative is to sign your name to the list on the

Bulletin Board outside the front door at the School of

Education.

Final arrangements will be made either Monday or

Tuesday of next week.

CAMPUS GOLD
Ex scouts, boy scouts, girl scouts,

explorer scouts, etc. interested in

continuing in a campus group,
organizational meeting tonight,

Thoreau House Dateroom, 7 p.m. For

info, call 6 7504.

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT UN
DERGRADUATE COMMITTEE
Meeting: Sept. 22, 7 p.m. in Bartlett

252. To be discussed: Student

Faculty lounge tor the English Dept.

ENTOMOLOGY SEMINAR
periences in India entomology

and otherwise. Dr. J. H. Lilly of the

Entomology Dept Femald Hall, 3:30

p.m on Sept 22.

| NCH MAJORS
Important meeting Sept. 22 m 3rd

lounge Herter Hall. Undergraduate
representatives to be elected.

Committee assignments to be

discussed. Attendance by all is

requested.

HILLEL
HAPPY NEW YEAR
Computer dance sign ups in front

of the Hatch, today, tomorrow and

Friday.

HOME ECONOMICS MAJORS
Important meeting for all Home

Ec. Majors with Dean Morris, Sept.

23 in Skinner Aud. at 7 p.m.

The Student Faculty newsletter

now available in main lobby, of

Skinner and in Hampshire House.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
International Club coffee hour at 8

p.m. in CC Rms. 168 70 'Huang Chun

pi'a film on Chinese painting and

Dances in China', a film on Chinese

dancing will be shown. Coffee will be

served.

MATH MAJORS
Meeting to elect undergraduate

representatives to department
committees in Hasbrouck 134, Thurs.

7 p.m. (if you want to run but cannot

attend, contact Evelyn Chimelis, 6

8000)

OMICRON NU
There will be a meeting for all

members in Rm. 217 Skinner Hall at 6

p.m. We will discuss initiation and

plan of work.

PARACHUTE CLUB
1st jump course starts tonight, 7: 15

pm. in Rm 802 CC Sunday was a

beautiful day where was everyone

else?

PI LAMBDA PHI
There will be an informal

gathering tonight between the

brothers and anyone in the university

community interested in Pi Lambda
Phi. Call for rides 253 7625.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
Science Fiction Library now open.

Thousands of books and magazines.

Come and read. MTuF, 79 p.m.;

WTh, 7 10 p.m.

NOTICES
SIMS
Transcendental meditators: Need

checking? Rm. 917 CC from 2 5 p.m.
every Sunday afternoon. Group
meditations same place, 8 10 p.m.

STUDENT MOBILIZATION
COMMITTEE
Student MOBE meeting tonight,

Sept. 22 at 8 p.m in the MOBE office,

2nd floor of the Student Union
(Franklin Rm). All invited.

UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN
Tonight's sorority rush parties are:

a Folk Party at Sigma Delta Tau (7 8

p.m >; Old Time Movie Night at Pi

Beta Phi (7 8: 15) ; a Mexican Tour at

Sigma Kappa (7 p.m.), and Ted
Mack's Original Amateur Hour at

•pa Kappa Gamma. Please come

UMASS CHESS CLUB
The Chess Club will meet every

Wed. night at the New Hatch (in the

Student Union) between 7 11.30 p.m.

All are welcome!

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST
THE WAR

All Veterans Come to our first

meeting Hear what we have to say

CC Rms. 174 176, Tues Sept 28, 7:30

p.m.

LOST
Small multi colored leather bag.

I I.D.'S. No questions asked Call

t) Shannon 549 3862

Prescription sunglasses, brown
rimmed, green lenses Michael
Lucivero, Box 103, Sunderland 01375.

U1MUA
Tonight on WMUA
free form/informative radio:

7:00 p.m.-Evening Report-one half hour of comprehensive news with a

ten minute sports report and update of major stories at 7:25. Compiled

by WMUA NEWS, Amherst's largest broadcast news operation with

audio feeds from UPI Audio and wire stories from both UPI and AP.

Area news is emphasized.

7 30p m.-8:00p.m.-VIEWPOINT-a thirty minute public service program

spanning many issues of relevance to the UMass community and

Connecticut Valley as well as often discussing topics of national im
:

portance. WMUA's Marty Waters is the moderator of this informative

half hour program.

8 00 p m -11 00 p.m.-THE DRUM-this popular black program features

poetry, soul, jazz, and black music plus News for the black community

from the Drum's own news staff and a black audio network.

1100 p.m. -Late Night News Report-another full half hour of the latest

news from WMUA NEWS. Again original reporting, complete facilities

with constant feeds from the major audio and wire services make

WML A the area's most complete source of regional news and in-

formation.

11:30 p.m.-HMK) a.m. -Eric Benjamin brings you music and oilier good

things until sign-off at 3. It's unpredictable...you've just gotta listen

yourself.
91.1 on your KM dial.

SCROLLS
Meeting tonight at 6: 15 in rms.

815 CC
811

SIGMA KAPPA
Tonight at 7 come and visit the girls

at 19 Allen St.

Landlubber

. Jeans

All Sizes

at

WEARHOUSE

Bell's Pizza

They won't settle

for less

it's a matter

of taste.

BR University Dr.

L».
r>6-8fl11-2R:t-MtR1

Free Delivery
of Pi77"'

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAAR-

Crossword Puzzle

Nostradamus, who lived m the 16th

century, was not only a magnificent

astrologer but also an outstanding

physician. He was born under
s
"C^pricorn

His writings continue to lascinate and

amaze the predictions of Nostradamus,

according to scholars, were either bull's

eye accurate or extremely close to the

mark. #>>

ARIES (March21 April 19): Stress

willingness to cooperate with mate, part

ner. Look beneath surface indications. Find

out why: perceive motives. Powers of

perception are heightened. You gain needed

information. Use it

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Lie low Be

receptive. Heed counsel offered by Libra

individual Marriage, permanent

relationship is spotlighted. Strive for

greater harmony at home. Emphasize

diplomacy Don't force issues.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Study Taurus

message Take time to be analytical. Avoid

head in clouds attitude Strive to see people,

situations in light of reality. Remember,

health requirements. Keep appointments.

Fulfill basic obligations.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Good lunar

aspect now coincides with spurt of creative

energy. You get view of what is to be done

and you are able to do it. Capricorn person

could aid cause. Accent young ideas Move

ahead
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) : Study established

patterns Learn from what has gone on in

past. Be wise enough to heed voice of ex

perience. Finish project. Expand sphere of

influence Shake free of emotional rut.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Highlight

original approach. Test ideas. Be versatile,

have alternatives available. Some neigh

bors, relatives may display unusual

curiosity. Be patient Protect privacy but

do so in amiable manner

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) Accent on

money, personal possessions Pay and

collect, get accounts m order Cycle is

moving up; ignore associate who sings

blues. Dance to your own tune. Genuine

bargain now is available

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Lunar cycle

accents new start, greater independence

Slress originality. Exude confidence.

Meaningful contact with member of op

posite sex is on agenda Check personal

appearance Buy apparel

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Look

behind scenes for valid answers. Don't

believe rumors, superficial reports. Closed

meeting, conference may affect your IfTl

mediate future. Catch up on research. Have

facts at hand
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19): AcceM

on pleasing those who mean most to you.

Express yourself Shake off barrier to

communication. You can bask in warmth of

reciprocated affection Basically, you must

make first move.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Em

phasize career, ambitions, a reaching

toward goal. Define desires. Be diplomatic,

but not passive. Make room for yourself at

more elevated position. Taurus and Libra

persons could figure prominently.

PISCES (Feb. 19 Mar 20): Develop long

range concepts. Strengthen personal

philosophy. Realize you have inner

strength. It can carry you through period of

adversity. Minor setback can rebound in

your favor

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have mind of your own, what most people

do or think has little effect on your basic

convictions. You are, basically, your own

person. ParenTal influence was less on you

than on average individual. Sweeping

changes, chance for travel are upcoming.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.
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Booters' Title Repeat
By STEVE FERBER

(First of a three part series)

Travelling to Maine this

Saturday will be 23 UMass

and 7 assists Alves managed to

score nearly 1/3 of the team's

total for the year, and in fact his

goal production equaled that of

all UMass opponents in 1970.

Alves has great ball control

ability and he is the man to

whom UMass goes when
penalty kicks are awarded.

Indirect and direct kicks from

in close are also in Alves

repertoire as he is the sole

senior on the front lines.

Steve Blanchette-After a one

year layoff Blanchette is back

and rapidly regaining the skills

he showed two years ago. With

excellent speed. Blanchette

displays ball control skills that

JEFF HAGUE

soccer players, all set to open

the 1^71 season. Defense has

been the talk of the SOCCer team,

but the fact ot the matter is that

you've got to score, because a

whole lot of o-t) games aren't

going to get you far.

And to score you need some

talented forwards, and UMass

is plenty able to supply them.

UMass works with a three man
front line, contrasting with the

tour man line used by most

other collegian soccer teams.

The formation of three for-

wards, three halfbacks, and

lour fullbacks is no doubt a

defensive alignment, thus all

the more need for talent on that

front line.

Visiting Orono, Maine this

weekend will be six front liners,

all of whom will be seeing a

good deal of action according to

Coach Jack Berryman. One

senior, two juniors, two

sophomores and a highly rated,

but untested freshmen will be

making the trip. This is how the

six frontliners look, four days

before the season opener:

Co-Captain Lindo Alves -He's

an All-Yankee Conference star

from last year who led the team

in scoring in 1970. With 10 goals

with the loss of Abdv Thraya.

Jeff Hague-This junior played

sparringly last year, but is sure

to see a good deal of action this

year. With a real good shot and

excellent passing ability, Hague

has been improving with every

preseason game. His ball

control, and ability to keep the

ball "on goal" should aid

tremendously.
Howie Spier-A sophomore

with aggressiveness is the best

way to describe Spier. A hard

shot and a keen nack for finding

that net are among Spier's

Mark Tyma-Likewise a

sophomore. Tyma too is

aggressive. Said to have the

hardest shot on the team. Tyma
has been doing a real good job,

and like all sophomores, looks

to improve as the season con-

tinues

There you have it. your six

forwards making the trek to

Maine. Unfortunately Coach
Berryman is limited in the

number of men he can carry up

to Orono. thus only H forwards

will be going. At this time, these

six men will be carrying the

bulk of the scoring duties, and

barring any unforeseen com-

plications and injuries these six

will be doing so for all of the '71

season.

have enabled him to be the

team's high scorer through this

1971 exhibition season. Blan-

chette is a wing man with "a lot

of hustle'' and his cross passing

ability will be a key to goal

production for the '71 Hodmen.
Tom Coburn-This freshmen

comes to UMass from Chicopee

where he was the leading scorer

for his high scool team for all

three years. In his senior year

Coburn made all-state forward

in leading his Chicopee squad to

the state championship. Coburn

was heavily recruited and
should be a big asset, especially

LINDO ALVES

Vikings Find New Way To Win;

Lions Unable To Break Jinx

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 22, 1971

Intramural Football

Opens Record Slate
Bv MARK VOGLER

The UMass Intramural Department officially launched its 1971-72

urogram Monday evening with football getting he nod. Chancellor

E^ TilwTnLn Warren P. McGuirk and athletic council members

Georie R^rd^ «S S?P«*er were all on hand to see the campaign

f^.fr^h start and to wish the student athletes success.M̂ l^M^teW "hich is comprised of Dorm, Fraternity,

. H^nTn. and Grad Faculty Divisions, has undergone a yearly ex-
Independent, and urac

i

ratu i>•

Assistant Intramural

DiSoVSrfe VTde'r. tti newest "memJr of the IM cast, will help

mate UMasshistory next Monday when she unveils the woman's

counterDart to football -powder puff style that is.

Tbghlfghting the Dorm Division games of the week on Monday, Tom

Kennev was the wielding force in the Chadbourne Maroons 14-0 triumph

over theTr mtra-dorm rival Eagles. The patient sophomore must have

wondered what he had to do to get the job done, though

Kennev was robbed of recognition on two consecutive dnves in the

second half one being an 80 yard romp to paydirt, the other a scoring

sfdke to end Jack Rawitz. But he had engineered the victory single

hmded with a td. two point conversion, and a pass connection o Rawitz

lohn Brown and Ken Duval spearheaded a tenacious defense with six and

K rn^rt^tTeSSdence Hall tilt, it was all Kick Smith. The

Thatche Redwoods, a perennial dorm power stunned he Greenough

Giants 24-0 on the heroics of this standout. Smith passed for two tds and

scoied twice himself. The Redwoods lost their shutout bid in the final

Tl^whte
1

m the Residence Hall South circuit the Hill;
;
South.Hi-Los

rocketed to an opening day win. pasting the hapless Hills North Hoovers

4^0 In that game Pat Cronin probably assembled one of the finer

iuarte backing Exhibitions of the night. Completing 8 of 14 attempts he

passedTor three scores. Teammate Bob Jones got a jump in the scoring

race as he collected three touchdowns.

Sports Notices

MINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL (AP)-While there are

some complaints that the National Football League

preseason is too long. Coach Bud Grant thinks it's a

good period to teach the Minnesota Vikings ways to

win.

When you have a team believing it can win. it can

usually tmd a way to win." Grant said Tuesday.

Minnesota opened the 1971 regular season Monday

night at Detroit, spotting the Lions a 13-0 lead and then

roaring back for a 16-13 victory.

•When the score was 13-0," said Grant. "I don t

think there was any question in anybody's mind that

we could still win the game. We just found a new way

to win.

The Vikings, behind Fred Cox's three field goals and

Gary Cuozzo's 45-hard touchdown pass to Bob Grim,

lied the game and won it in the fourth period on two

field goals and averted a tie in the final minute when

Erroll Manns field goal try was wide from the 32

DETROIT (AP)-Detroit Lions' Coach Joe Schmidt

watched the films of the Lions-Minnesota game and

wondered aloud yesterday what he would have to do to

break the jinx the Vikings have over his club.

Minnesota, down 13-0 in the second quarter, surged

back to nip the Lions 16-13 in their nationally televised

National Football League clash Monday night.

It marked the seventh consecutive time over a four-

year period that the Vikings had beaten the Detroiters

and this one was tough for the Lions to take.

I don't want anyone hanging crepe," said Schmidt.

•Even though we lost, we have got a helluva football

team and there are 13 games to go."

Schmidt squelched the possibility that he might

switch the no. 1 quarterbacking assignment from

Greg Landry, who had a rough night in the passing

department, to his alternate quarterback Bill Munson.

Landry hit on only eight of 26 passes for 61 yards.

VARSITY M-The Varsity M Club

will hold its weekly Redman
Quarterback Club luncheon this

afternoon at the Newman Center

beginning at 12:15 p.m. Head

football coach Dick MacPherson,

his coaches and a couple of UMass

football players will be on hand to

review the Maine game and

preview the up and coming battle

with Dartmouth. Admission is

$1.50. the public is welcome. There

will be film action of the Maine

game and a door prize.
» * * *

POWDER PUFF FOOTBALL
There will be a meeting for all

powder puff football team

managers and women athletic

chairmen (every dorm, sorority,

and independent team should elect

one) to discuss the women's in-

tramural program in general and

powder puff football in detail. All

interested and involved should

meet at the Intramural Office. 215

BoydenGym, Wed., Sept. 22 at 7:30

p.m.
* * * *

ENTRIES IH'E-lntramural

entries are due as follows: Sep-

tember 23-Metawampe 500 Bicycle

Race; Sept. 22 Women's Tennis

Singles. September 24-Paddleball;

Sept. 23 Handball Singles.

KARATE-Anyone interested in

joining a Karate or Judo Club

please contact: Bill-6-7840, Archie-

6-8992 or Ron - 6-8825. Needed:

people with experience who are

willing to instruct. Meeting

Monday. Sept. 27, 7 p.m. Room 811

Campus Center.
* * » *

ATHLETIC CHAIRMEN-Heads
of Residence, Sorority and

Fraternity Presidents, In-

dependent units and Grad-Fac-

Staff units-have your Athletic

Chairmen report to the Intramural

Office and record their names,

addresses and phone numbers.

This is the most important for

communication between the in-

tramural office and the students.

* * * *

NAIADS-The Univ. Aquatic Art

Club, will conduct tryouts for new

members on Thurs. Sept. 30 6-7

p.m. at WOPE Pool. Instructional

practices will be offered Mon. &

Tues Sept. 27 & 28 6-7 p.m. at

which time Club members will

demonstrate and teach skills to be

included in the tryouts. Mem-
bership is open to men and women.

For further information contact

Kathy McNerney. Pres. NAIADS
C/O WOPE Campus.

K»»!**a«asx&aeszzxz&&i&xsi&isss&A^^ &&&*&&&

Bidding War For Senators Wages On
^^ - I i « I -„ n.»cani;n(l 1W*M if mi I n CSlH that S

BOSTON (AP)-The president of

the Washington Board of Trade

made a strong pitch to purchase

the financially troubled

Washington Senators and a Texas

delegation went to bat for a

franchise shift to the Dallas-Fort

Worth area yesterday at a meeting

of American League owners.

Joseph Danzansky, a

Washington supermarket chain

operator and lawyer, spent one

hour behind closed doors at the

meeting called by league President

Joe Cronin to discuss and act upon

the baseball future of owner Bob

Short and his Senators.

Then, after a 1-1/2 hour break for

lunch, the owners heard a nine-

man Texas group headed by

Mayors Tom Vandergnff of

Arlington. Wes Wise of Dallas and

R M Stovall of Fort Worth. They

spent about two hours presenting

their case.

Danzansky declined to disclose

terms of his offer. However, he was

believed to have offered $9.4

million, the same amount Short

paid in outbidding Bob Hope and

the comedian's colleagues for the

franchise in 1968.

Vandergriff. the ramrod of the

Texas group, said that Short

"never has indicated he would

consider sale of the franchise" and

added that Dallas-Fort Worth was
extending "a welcome hand."

"We would be proud to have Mr.

Short as owner of a major league

baseball club in our area." Van-

dergriff said.
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Tonights Intramurals
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Eagles VS Grants *

Redwoods VS Hemlocks \

Hi lO'S VS. Hickory i

Hermits VS Hicks 4

7 00 Swine VS. Stains 5

Harpoons VS F Troop t,

Phantoms VS Raiders \

Mac's VS Eyes j

Destroyers VS TEP'B" 3

g 00 Stouts VS Exp 4

Nation VS Starters 5

Sugar VS Team 4

MauraudersVS Deacons

9 00

10 00

Racoons VS Ducks
Blowns VS BX

Troians VS. Lemons
Pipers VS Crushers

Spartans VS Seagrams

Cans VS Academics

Ironmen VS Smashers
FDVS 49er's

SBVS Cloud

Chall VS Roaches

A's VS Pelicans

MunchkinsVS. Freebees

Brownies VS Rascals

THEY'LL BE TIIERE-Sunday. Sept. 26. the weekly cross country

recreational program begins for the fall season and will continue

each Sunday throughout the fall. This year the course will be over

three miles on the grass and dirt roads near the new I Mass outdoor

track. Race time is 4 p.m. and all runners should report to the track

for instructions and the start of the race.
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Weather:
Increasing cloudiness

and chance of showers.

Temperature in 70s.
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TREE LANDING -This tree is not really flying onto th

yesterday. (MIX photo by Steve Schmidt)
e top of the library louer. Actually it is being lifted into place h> a crane during the topping cere

monies held

Sworn In As Student Trustee

Sargent Ceremony Seats Sandwen
By BOB CALLAHAN ""

Governor Francis W. Sargent

presided over special swearing in

ceremonies yesterday as a second

UMass student. Lee Sandwen, was

seated on the Board of Trustees.

Sandwen is the fourth UMass
student to sit on the Board of

Trustees since IM when Cindi

Olken was first seated. Yester-

day's ceremonies marked the first

On The Inside

:

Campion Shows

Fee Increases Legal

See Page Three

Fiumara On VD
See Page Two

time that students from hoth the

Amherst and Boston campuses

would he seated on (he Board.

The ceremonies held in the

(iovcrnor's office in the State

House were hrief due to the large

number of people who were being

sworn into various offices and

positions.

Sandwen. who arrived late with

Chancellor Tippo and Student

Senate Vice President Larry Ladd.

was sworn in as a Trustee in a

private ceremony rather than the

usual ten at a time assembly-line

like procedure.

In the brief remarks that

lollowed. (Iovernor Sargent told

Sandwen and the delegation from

UM«S8 that having students

electing their own trustees is a

verv important stand that the State

of Massachusetts has taken He

added that the state legislature had

a lot to do in passing this important

legislation

In 1 losing, the (iovernor told the

new trustee that although he won't

be able to pass everything that he

would like to. this is a very im-

portant step.

When interviewed after the

ceremony. Sandwen wanted to

make it' clear that in his new

position as trustee he will be open

and available to both students and

faculty.

The Student Senate President

went on to say that what the

(iovernor had to say was true.

This is a tremendous experience

and it helps to protect the interests

of (he student l>ody by giving them

a chance to be heard," Sandwen

stated

Speaking about the Board's

membership. Sandwen said (hat

I Mass has one of the most

distinguished and responsive

Board of Trustees whose honor and

dignity can't be questioned

Sandwen got his seat through a

special bill filed by State Rep John

W Diver ot Amherst The bill in

effed recognize* the need tor a

student trustee lrom each ol the

two I'Miiss campuses. Before this,

one student from each campus was

to sit on the Board in alternate

vears
The bill vyas supported by State

Reps Edward A McColgan of

Northampton and Michael .1 Daly

of Allston. and by the University

and State Communications Council

1 USCCt. According to USCC
President Judy GUI, the group

worked (o convince (he legislators

that the Boston and Amherst

campuses are so different (hat a

student from one campus couldn't

adequately represent the other

campus. Also instrumental in

lobbying for the bill was the UMass

Student Senate.

Attending yesterdays
ceremonies was President Robert

( Wood, Chancellor Oswald Tippo.

and the three representatives

niver. Daly and McColgan who

tiled the bill instrumental in

making Sandwen a Trustee
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Dr. Fiumara explains

VD Causes, Effects
BvSTKJMIKNKINK

"II you're going to get

gonorrhea, get the Boston strain;

it's easiest to cure," joked Dr.

Nicholas Fiumara, one of the

nations foremost specialists in

syphilology and dematology during

a Distinguished Visitors Program

Lecture last night.

Dr. Fiumara talked for about 50

minutes at the camp\is Center

Auditorium about the cause and

effects of gonorrhea. He described

the disease at epidemic propor-

tions throughout Massachusetts,

the nation and the world. "It is an

uncontrolled and uncontrollable

disease. Last year there were 2-1/2

million cases reported in the

country."
Gonorrhea can be cured by

penicillin, but one of the basic

problems is detecting it in females.

'Nature never heard of women's

lib when it comes to gonorrhea.

How can we control it if women
don't know whether they have it or

not?" he asked. "Males cantell

how it feels within 3 to 5 days, but

women's can't. We are working on

a blood test for gonorrhea but it is

still in the experimental stage."

Fiumara discussed the effect of

the Pill on the Gonorrhea
epidemic. "Women using the Pill

increase their chance of getting the

disease by 100%. The alkalility of

its ingredients spreads the

gonorrhea."
Gonorrhea can only be tran-

smitted through sexual activity, be

it hetrosexual and homosexual. Dr.

Fiumara said it can be cured by

penicillin, the dosage depending on

the strain of the disease.

Dr. Fiumara accompanied the

talk with color slides of Gonorrhea

afflicted college students in the

different stages of the disease. He
talked about the subjects of the

slides on a first-name basis, and

explained how they contracted the

disease. This drew frequent

laughter from the audience, but

didn't take away from the in-

formative and seriousness of the

lecture.

Lee Sandwen is sworn into the Board of Trustees by Governor Francis X. Sargent. See the complete

details of the Boston ceremonies on page one. < MDC photo by Richard C. Hanson

)
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Break
There has been a rash of prison

disturbances in scattered areas of

the country since the Attica

uprising and officials said Wed-

nesday that some of the trouble

was linked to the riot at the New
York facility.

The Attica riot "could have given

some of the inmates an idea," said

Sheriff Clarence Jones in Dajlas

where prisoners in the jail atop the

country courthouse staged a two-

hour uprising Tuesday night.

Authorities estimated up to 500 of

the jail's 1,600 inmates par-

ticipated in the disturbance which

saw prisoners burning mattress

covers and paper and breaking

windows Spokesmen for the

prisoners were quoted as saying

they wanted to call attention to

grievances involving restriction of

visitors, medical attention and

searches of their cells.

Officials at other institutions

noted prisoners read newspapers

and watched television accounts of

the four-day Attica riot that ended

Monday. Sept. 13. when state
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troopes and other officers rushed a

cellblock held by about 1,200

rebellious inmates. Ten prison

employees being held hostage by

the inmates and 30 prisoners were

killed.

"There's tension in all prisons as

the result of San Quentin and At-

tica," said Allen L. Robbins,

warden of the Maine State Prison.

Three guards and three inmates

were killed at the California prison

August 21 in what officials said was

an escape attempt by one of the

victims, Soledad Brother George

Jackson. The family of the black

militant contends he was mur-

dered by guards. Officials say a

gun was smuggled into the prison

to Jackson and he was shot down

while attempting to escape.

Robbins said a "large majority

of the prison's 330 inmates went on

a hunger strike Sunday night

demanding changes in kitchen

procedures. The peaceful strike

ended Tuesday, Robbins said,

adding that some changes will be

made, including allowing the in-

mates to elect an advisory council.

At the Fulton State Hospital in

Fulton. Me., three inmates took a

woman psychologist hostage

Retreat Credit
Any student, who attended all or

part of the School of Education's

Racism Retreat which was held at

the Campus Center September 17

and 18. is eligiblee for modular
credit. For information on ob-

taining this credit drop by the

Modular Credit Office (Room 227-

C. School of Education ) or call fr

0944

OPTICAL GOODIES
Always Available at

don call

Monday, threatening kill her

unless they were provided with a

car and access to the outside. Dr.

George W. Chase, another

psychologist who tried to come to

the aid of hostage Kay Mohatt, was

clubbed by the trio and killed. The

inmates finally surrendered to

hospital officials and were charged

with first-degree murder.

Dr. Donald Peterson, the

hospital supervisor, said all the

patients had access to television

and he was sure they had watched

the proceedings at Attica.

The first of the Attica-linked

disturbances occurred at the

Baltimore City Jail less than 24

hours after the New York uprising

was quelled.

About 200 of the prison's 1,200

inmates hurled trays in the

cafeteria, broke windows and tried

unsuccessfully to take a guard

hostage. Police used tear gas to

break up the riot.

"To my knowledge the only

cause was the thing at Attica,"

said Deputy Warden Howard B.

Parks immediately after the

trouble. "It's a wonder it's not

more widespread throughout the

country."

TicketingToBegin
All motor vehicles owned,

operated or parked on the UMass
campus by University staff,

faculty or students must be

registered with the Office of the

Parking Coordinator. All members
of the campus community who
plan to use a motor vehicle on

campus must register those

vehicles prior to October 1, 1971,

any cars registered after that date

will be subject to a $5.00 late

registration fee.

Beginning Friday. October

1.1971, tagging of all illegally

parked vehicles will commence

MOBE Plans Moratoria
The Student Mobilization Committee, chaired by Tom Moriati, last

night laid the groundwork for UMass's participation in the October 13th

and November fith National Moratoria.

On October 13th, MOBE plans a morning Teach-in outside the Hatch. It

hopes to recruit students for the afternoon's distribution of anti-war

leaflets, and general support-seeking in Amherst and Northampton.

MOBE hopes to "educate" people concerning the November 6th

Demonstration in Boston. Last night, it was "tentatively" decided that

MOBE rent five buses for student accommodation.

Tickets will be available following the October 13th Moratorium. The

next MOBE meeting is scheduled for next Wednesday, Sept. 29.

Campaign Meeting Set
The Amherst Town Committee is hoping, through an open meeting in

the Board Room of the Town Hall at 8:00 P.M. tonight to acquaint all

interested persons with its methods and efforts for fund-raising, cam-

paigning, and other types of participation in the political process. It also

invites any Democrat to become an Associate member of the Committee

which meets monthly throughout the year.

3 Stooges Delights Fans
By ERNIE ROTMAN -

For the umpteenth time, the

Three Stooges performed on the

screen for a full audience.

Nearly 150 students were on hand

for the zany efforts of Moe, Larry.

Shemp, & Curly. The humorous

antics of all were enthusiastically

enjoyed, but the most used line

through the evening by the
audience was, "We want Curly".
Exuberant applause followed

after every clumsy step made and
there was abundant laughter,
especially after Curly's wolf
calling.
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Senate Considers Action

Campi
Bv DON! BISHOP AND
CHARLESBERKOW

"We have satisfied the
requirements of the Federal freeze

on rents and students fees" said

Thomas Campion. Vice Chancellor
for Administrative Services, in

testimony before the Student
Senate last night. He was speaking
on the University's position of the

"legality of the increases effected

by the University in the area of

room rents and fees."

Other action taken by the Senate

included the rejection of the ap-

pointment of Tom Spriggs as
Chairman of the Academic Affairs

Committee, the approval of a grant

to the Baltwood Project, and the

freezing of certain funds granted to

the Free University.

According to Campion, im-

mediately after President Nixon's

announcement of the wage-price

freeze on August 15, the Office of

the President of the University

began a continuing effort to un-

derstand the University's position

under the wage-price freeze

guidelines. Beginning on August 16

a series of inquiries was addressed

by the University to Office of

Emergency Preparedness sources

in Boston and Washington, con-

cerning the effects of the freeze on

prices for tuition, room, board, and
lees for the 1971-72 school year.

Responses Conflict

Campion said that various

conflicting answers were received

in response to these inquiries. On
August 18, President Robert C.

Cambridge Students

Must Prove Residency
Students in Cambridge who wish to vote will have to satisfy city

registrars they are actually residents of that city, a federal magistrate

ruled yesterday.
.

"The City of Cambridge has a compelling interest in making sure

persons who vote there are actually residents of the city," Magistrate

Willie J. Davis ruled.

His action was in response to a suit by a group of college students who

contended the Cambridge Board of Election Commissioners refused to

register students who were not financially self-supporting. The parents of

most of the students involved live in other communities.

Upon learning of Davis' decision, Cambridge election commission

member and secretary Francis J. Burns interpreted it to mean, "We're

going to stay the same way we always were."

The commission had ruled previously that students wishing to register

to vote must:
Show proof of residence for six months prior to registering.

Express intent to make Cambridge the legal residence.

Accept the home of the parents as the legal residents if such parents

contribute to the student's support.

1 )avis ruled on the residency requirement that Mo acquire a domicile ot

choice in anv particular place, a person must intend to make that place

his home." That is so basic that no citation of authority is required.

But he added. 'The difficulty comes in determining just when a person

intends to reside in a particular place."

The magistrate ruled the commission is within its rights in demanding

that a prospective voter prove residency . adding. "This compelling in

terest would clearlv override any claim by student applicants that they

are put to an undue burden bv having to appear before the board."

But he added that neither the fact that a student returns to his parents

home tor vacations nor the fact that a student is not self-supporting can

be a sole ground to deny the right to register.

He said students who are refused should seek remedial action lirst in

Hie state courts and later, if thought necessary, in the federal courts.

Wood issued a memorandum to

Chancellor Oswald Tippo and
others saying in part that

"Students shall continue to be

billed for increased dormitory,

dining commons, and student fee

rates pending our investigation of

the orders effect on these mat-

ters " On August 19 the New York

Times "carried as official' the

following question and answer

issued by OEP on August 17, 1971:

Q. Are previously announced in-

creased tuition rates for the 1971-72

school year permitted by the

freeze? A. Yes, since these are

considered transaction prices,

since commitments have been

made and there are a number of

cases where payments have been

made.'" said Campion.

On August 25, the OEP issued

another official question-answer

which said that room and board

payments are handled just like

tuition. "If there was not a sub-

stantial volume, the increase is not

allowed," he said.

The next question to come up

concerned the meaning of "sub-

stantial" used in the above answer.

In discussing this question, the

Council of Education. in

Washington, DC. advised the

following: '"Boom and Boanl...

The definition of substantial is

not spelled out here. In other

contexts, however, substantial

volume of transactions is defined

as follows:

The ceiling price is the price at

or above which 10 percent of the

actual transactions during the base

period were made, except that in

the case of increases in posted and

effective prices during the base

period the base period itself will be

considered to have begun at the

time of the increase in posted and

effective prices. (Federal

Register. August 21. 1971, p

lfi516i
."'

Later in his address. Campion

presented specific facts and

figures to support his claim that

the University had received checks

for payment of housing, board,

tuition, and fees from more than

Hi",) of the students before August

14.

"Deposits" Disputed

The present dispute is over the

meaning of "deposits. " Campion

said that the university's position

Howland Sees Cambridge Ruling

As Having Little Effect Here
Vtf . . __ _i..:„.:fr„ timivtif in his testion

is "deposits'...does not mean bank

deposits by the University, but

instead means confirming deposits

by students (this would include, for

example, student room deposit-

s)..." Later, he demonstrated with

more facts and figures that room

deposits were paid by more than

90% of the students living in

University housing long before

August 14. He also said that fees

are considered as part of tuition,

and that the University felt that its

position was confirmed by further

discussions with the OEP.
In the speech Vice Chancellor

Campion answered previous

charges made by Senate President

Sandwen and the Bents and Fees

Committee Chairman Robert

Chiller of whether the University

stands to gain financially from the

wage and price freeze. He stated

that only through the negation of

pay increases for Dining Commons
and Campus Center employees

was the University saving money.

This amounted to roughly $0,500.

When this amount is considered

in relation to increases in the

University budget in other areas,

though. Campion pointed out that

the pay increase savings are

cancelled out.

Discussion Follows

After the speech. Campion an-

swered questions from the Senate

floor. The Questions for the most

part dealt with the University's

definition of the word "deposit"

Most Senators took the position

that "deposits" were those checks

received by the bank. This question

was not resolved due to the fact

that OEP has not made explicit its

definition.

Upon lurther questioning about

the Administration's figures for

deposits. Campion agreed to allow

the Senate to look at the Univer-

sity's records But he refused to CO-

sponsor a letter with the Senate to

be sent to OFF. to ask them to

define the University's unique

Position. He said that "the Ad-

ministration is satisfied that its

position is legal, even moral."

At this point Chiller moved to

commit the whole matter to his

committee, and to Senate legal

advisor Richard Howland for

lurther study The motion was

approved
I pon study ol the I 'diversity s

deposit figures and other related

information this committee will

recommend to the Student Senate

whether or not to call for an in-

vestigation of the Administration's

actions by OEP.

Other Business

In other business, the Senate

rejected by a 16-15 vote the

nomination of Tom Spriggs as head

of the Academic Affairs Com
mittee. Opposition to his ap-

pointment centered on his abilities,

and the alleged "abrasive" nature

of his personality.

Also approved by the Senate was
a grant to the Baltwood Project of

$K() This project is at the

Belchertown State Hospital. The
money granted will be used to

provide transportation to and from

the Hospital.

A freezing of certain Free
University funds was imposed by

the Senate after they heard ac-

counts of the "unethical" payment
of :\ individuals by Free U. who
have since left the community. The
'freeze" will contine until Free

University spokesmen are able to

explain the circumstances of the

payments.
At the time of the Collegian

deadline, the Student Senate was
engaged in debate over the legality

of proposed distribution of birth

control handbooks.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Undergraduate

Exhibition

September 20 -

October 8, 1971

University

Art Gallery

Herter Hall

Daily 10-5

B\ DIANKBISSOWFTTK
The recent decision on student

voter registration in Cambridge

will have no effect on students in

Amherst according to Student

Senate Coiincel. Bichard M.

Howland.
The Cambridge decision was

that students must show proof of

residency six months prior to

registering, express intent lor

legal residence and accept as legal

residency the home of their

parents if the student is not self

supporting. (See article on this

page.

)

Howland said. "I don't believe

this decision will have any impact

on students in Amherst since, in

effect, Mr. Davis' opinion supports

the position taken by the town,

which is, equal treatment of

students and everyone else."

( )nly one of the students who filed

a petition in the suit has been

denied the right to register to vote

in Cambridge

This was due to the plaintiff's

neglect to exhaust all possible

remedies
I think students should vote

where they have the most lawful

interest ". said Howland. He
strongly believes, however, that

Amherst is where their vote should

be.

"Students choosing to register in

Amherst are choosing the com
nuinitv where they spend 9-12

month's of the year." Howland

said. "It's where the district at

torney. the police department,

roads, highways, payments in lieu

of taxes, merchants and landlords

affect their daily lives. I think it's

Amherst for students at the

I diversity but the\ may not."

Howland also made it clear that

students should not have trouble

registering to vote in the com
munity where their interest lies

How will student voting and

registration effect elections'' The

Student Senate attorney was op-

timistic in his response, saying

that. It will serve to make an

already responsive town govern-

ment even more responsive."

Learn to Drive

AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6066
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NOT T<> BE MISSED" NY Post
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STEREO COMPONENTS

A purchasing co-operative has been formed to

sell equipment at people's prices 3 to 4% over

cost Scott, BSR McDonald, Sony, Marantz, AK,

Dual, Akal, Rectilinear, Dynaco, etc. Most top

brands.
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In The Nation And The World

Medina Acquitted Of All My Lai Charges
*•

.. j ^ :___ j .l. ;..-., „„^ ,„„i;., rt .. .,. .hie nnint " operation, and was chai

KT. McPHERSON, Ga. (AP)-

Capt. Krnest Medina, the career

officer who commanded U.S.

troops at My Lai in 1968, was

acquitted Wednesday of all

charges arising from the

operation.

The jury of five Vietnam veteran

officers deliberated for about an

hour before acquitting the captain

of murder, involuntary man-

slaughter and assault.

The verdict was read by the jury

president, Col. William D. Proctor.

of Atlanta as Medina, stood at stiff

attention before the jury with his

lawvers.

"it is my duty as president of this

court to advise you that the court in

closed session and upon secret

written ballot, has found you not

guilty of all specifications and

charges. " Proctor said.

UN Settlement

Of Mideast

Uncertain

\\ AS KINGTON (APi-
Administration officials are ex-

pressing concern that the growing

emphasis on the Mideast at the

United Nations might distract

Irom the American effort to

achieve an interim settlement

between the Arabs and Israelis.

The main problem, they say, is

the possibility of an early move to

put the dispute before the General

Vssembly while the United States

still has a chance to work out a

reopening of the Suez Canal as a

first step toward a real peace.

"II would be a shame for the

Mideast to get tied up in the politics

of a general debate when we still

have a chance to work out

something through quiet

diplomacy." one administration

source said.
American officials spoke also

with misgivings of the call U.N.

Secretary General U Thant made
for the world body to work now for

a general Mideast settlement.

Medina. :*5. a slight smile on his

face, snapped a smart salute to the

jury, made an about-face, and

resumed his seat at the defense

table.

At the reading of the verdict,

there were several loud gasps

among the spectators.

Medina's attractive blonde wife,

dressed in a bright orange dress,

burst into tears and rested her

head on the shoulder of a man
sitting beside her. She raised her

hands to her face and wiped at the

tears.

Medina sat without expression

us Howard dismissed the jury and

the spectators filed out of the

cramped, paneled courtroom

where the trial has been in

progress since last month.

When the courtroom was empty,

Medina walked into an adjoining

room, and drank a glass of water,

and with his wife beside him then

moved outside into the bright

sunshine to face a throng of

newsmen.
The captain, speaking into a

battery of microphones, said, "I am
extremely happy-I just don't know
what other words can express my

•>

News In Brief
SAIGON <AP> American bombers and warships pounded the

southern half of the demilitarized zone Wednesday, keeping up

pressure on North Vietnamese troops and supplies.

Thailand-based B52 bombers and smaller tactical bombers

joined planes from a U.S. carrier in the Tonkin Gulf in striking at

rocket sires and storage depots in the DMZ and targets along the

Ho Chi Minh supply trail in Laos.
***

NEW YORK i AP> -Two psychologists who have tested 15.000

athletes, worked with 27 professional athletic teams and hundreds

of high school and college teams, say they found nothing to support

the traditional idea that sport builds character.

Whatever it takes to survive the high attrition rate associated

with competition, the psychologists say. those qualities are not the

result of the competition -they are there in the first place.
***

BERLIN iAP)-Talks between the two Germanys on ways to

carry out the four power Berlin agreement broke down Wednesday

and the IS. ambassador to West Germany accused East Germany

ot breaking its word.

West German state secretary Kgon Bahr was in East Berlin less

than .W minutes before he returned to West Berlin and told

newsmen no new meeting date had been set.

***

SAIGON 'APi Two U.S. lighter-bombers destroyed an an-

tiaircraft gun site 77 miles inside North Vietnam after receiving

lire from it. the U.S. Command announced Thursday. The action

took place during a bombing mission inside Laos before noon

Wednesday.
In Pans. North Vietnamese and Viet Cong representatives called

off this week's session of the Vietnam peace talks as "an energetic

protest " against massive combat strikes made Tuesday against

targets inside North Vietnam
*#*

WASHINGTON APi The National Association of Manufacturers

tailed on Congress to rigidlv control wages in a formula tied to

productivity and allow companies to pass along any higher costs to

consumers

feelings at this point

The trim Mexican-American
officer's voice shook as he talked to

the newsmen. He was asked

whether he thought at any time he

would be convicted.

Taking a deep breath, and then

exhaling, Medina said:

"No, 1 never had the actual

feeling that I would be convicted. I

never felt that.

Man,
'Man, three years is a long time-

I'm glad it is over,"' Medina said,

referring to the interval between

the My Lai massacre and his trial

at this grassy, tree-shaded Army
post.

Medina was accused of

premeditatedly murdering a

woman by shooting her as she lay

wounded "in a rice paddy outside

Mv Lai. He also was accused of

involuntary manslaughter in the

death of lot) civilians duringthe

operation, and was charged with

assaulting a Viet Cong suspect by

twice firing a rifle over his head.

Medina told newsmen that he

had previously indicated that he

would resign from the Army,

whatever the outcome of the trial-

and he said he would stick with that

decision. He said he would request

an immediate discharge.

MedinaJs lawyer, F. Lee Bailey,

then stepped forward.

Bailey, asked if he ever expected

conviction said:

i had some concern about the

assault charge, because they

seemed to be hammering away at

that one. But as to the other

charges, no deep concern."

Tve never got an acquittal for a

nicer guy," grinned Bailey.

Medina was the fourth soldier

acquitted of charges arising from

the My Lai operation and was one

of six court-martialed.

Turmoil Suspected

Inside Red China

New Clothing
at Used Prices

iBasement Sale

MORE New Cords
&

Blue Jeans

WEARHOUSE
where else?

Justice Black Seriously 111

TOKYO (AP) - Red China's

army has cancelled all furloughs

and called back all soldiers on

home leave the past few days.

Japanese government sources said

Thursday
They indicated the soldiers were

ordered to return to their units to

guard against possible confusion

that might occur when the Chinese

government issues an important

announcement.
There was no hint of the nature of

the announcement. The Japanese

said they learned about the

Chinese military orders in

messages radioed to remote areas

of China and monitored in Japan.

Japanese correspondents
reported Peking authorities

decided about 12 days ago to cancel

the parade for China's National

Day. another piece in the puzzling

developments emanating from
China.

'The correspondents met a

Japanese parliamentar y
delegation returning to Hong Kong
Irom Red China and were told

brass bands and paraders had been

rehearsing in Peking until Sept. 1

when all the din and bustle

suddenly died down."
The British Foreign Office was

advised through its charge d'af-

faires in Peking that Bed China

had cancelled the parade and

fireworks for National Day Oct l

"for reasons of economy."
Confirming the cancellation, the

Chinese legation in London and the

embassy in Paris denied the

decision had anything to do with

rumors of the serious illness of

Mao Tse-tung. 77. saying his health

was excellent.

Western quarters remained
convinced, however, that the

cancellation of the National Day
celebration had more behind it

than met the eye.

Kver since the Chinese Com
munists conquered the mainland in

1949, they have observed National

Day with parade and pageantry,

with Mao and other Chinese
leaders watching.

WASHINGTON (API Former
Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black

is in serious condition in Bethesda

Naval Hospital after suffering a

stroke Monday, hospital sources

confirmed Wednesday. Black. H5.

was admitted to the hospital and
was being treated for an in-

flammatory condition of the blood

vessels

The hospital spokesman said

Black suffered the stroke about

noon Monday and was "remaining

stable'' on the serious list

Black, who has been on the

nation's highest court for M years,

retired last Friday. President

Nixon accepted Black's letter of

retirement "with deep regret
."

Black s retirement came with

another justice. John M Harlan,

72, also in a Washington hospital

with a back ailment.

Want to help somebody?

Learn about GSS Service

Thurs., Sept. 23 Colonial Lounge 7:30 - 8:30

Sun., Sept. 26 Memorial Hall 10:30 - 1

Tues., Sept. 28 Colonial Lounge 7:30 - 8:30

PRESENTS

ART BUCHWALD

The Establishment is Alive

and Well in Washington"

Curry Hicks Cage

Monday, September 27 8 p.m.
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U.S. Asks General Assembly
For 2-China Seating Plan

UNITED NATIONS, NY. (AP)
The United States and 16 other

countries called Wednesday on the

General Assembly to seat Red
China in the United Nations while

permitting Nationalist China to

remain.
The long-awaited resolution also

proposed, as expected, that the

Peking government should be

given China's permanent seat in

the Security Council, which carries

with it the all-important veto

power.

The action came simultaneously

with a preliminary "ound of debate

in the assembly's 25-nation

steering committee in which
Albania's vice minister of foreign

affairs, Reis Malile. denounced the

U.S. two Chinas policy as an anti-

Chinese maneuver.
Malile asserted that the U.S.

resolution was intended to delay a

solution of the 21-year-old con-

troversy over who should occupy

China's U.N. seat.

Malile spoke after U.S. Am-
bassador George Bush proposed

the U.S. item and a rival proposal,

sponsored by Albania and 18 other

countries, be debated concurrently

in the 130-nation assembly.

HMMW
UNITED NATIONS, NY.

(AP) - The United States won

endorsement of the U.N.

General Assembly's steering

committee Wednesday night for

;

a full hearing on its two-Chinas

policy.

It lost another test, however,

when the 25-nation committee

rejected a U.S. proposal that the

5
two-Chinas formual be

|;discussed concurrently with a

,|: rival plan to give China's U.N.

I
seat to Peking alone.

"We think it is clear." Bush said,

'that the General Assembly will

not wish to hold two separate

debates."

Sponsors of the so-called

Albanian resolution are seeking to

seat Peking and at the same time

expel the. Chinese Nationalist

delegation. There is only one

China, Malile said.

The U.S. proposal gained some

prestigious support at the last

minute when Japan agreed to be a

co-sponsor, but its prospects for

approval were uncertain. U.S.

officials, however, continued to

express optimism.

The sponsors-in addition to the

United States and Japan-were
Australia, Chad, Costa Rica,

Dominican Republic, Fiji, Gam-
bia, Haiti, Honduras, Lesotho,

Liberia, New Zealand, Philippines,

Swaziland, Thailand and Uruguay.

The United States and 18 co-

sponsors submitted a second
resolution'declaring the expulsion

of Nationalist China to be "an

important question." This would

require a two-thirds majority for

any move to oust the Taiwan
delegation.

The U.S. backed resolutions

representing a major shift in

policy for the Nixon ad-

ministration, apparently linked

with the President's planned visit

to Peking and other steps to im-

prove relations with the Chinese

Communists.
A major objective of the United

States, however, as stated by top

officials, is to preserve a place for

Taiwan in the world organization.

The plan of "dual representation"

is based on the assumption that

Peking and Taipei would agree to

sit in the United Nations with each

other.

Indian Uprise inWas
Ends in Fight with Police
WASHINGTON (AP)-Indian

militants fought with police in the

lobby of the Bureau of Indian

Affairs Wednesday as they tried to

make a citizen's arrest of the

agency's second-highest man who
they claim is stifling reforms.

While negotiations were un-

derway to bring militants together

with the BIA hierarchy, police

continued to isolate the protestors

in a hallway at the bottom of the

first-floor stairs. This apparently

contributed largely to the melee.

Ted Means, an Oglala Sioux and

brother of the man leading the

demonstration, was thrown off the

stairs by police as he attempted to

reach the office of John O. Crow,

deputy commissioner of BIA.

When he landed in the lobby with

three or four building guards on top

of him, several Indians lunged at

the police and the fight was on.

The screaming, shouting,

kicking and cursing continued for

the next 15 minutes, with BIA
employees sympathetic to the

demonstrators caught in the crush

of shoving bodies.

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

Always with

Amazing
Specials

"...Everyone's Favorite

Jeweler..."

31 S Pleasant St. Amherst

Twenty-six Indians, mostly

Movement AIM and the National

Indian Youth Council, were

arrested and charged by the In-

terior Department with illegal

entry. But BIA Commissioner
Louis R. Bruce asked Interior

Secretary Roger O.B. Morton to

drop the charges.

It was the second protest against

Crow in two days.

Tuesday. Navajo Tribal

Chairman Peter MacDonald told a

news conference Crow is a tool of

the anti-Indian elements within

Interior and is cutting short

reforms Bruce had initiated. Most

of the reforms-such as giving In-

dians more protection from in-

vasions of their land, water and

mineral resources, contracting out

some BIA functions to the tribes

and downgrading the powers of the

BIA superintendents to give In-

dians themselves more say-so-

were endorsed by President Nixon

himself in a speech a year ago.

MacDonald said removing the

BIA from Interior and making it

independent may be the only way

to guarantee that the President's

promises become reality.

Russell Means, leader of the AIM
demonstrators, said Wednesday's

protest was against Crow "because

he has committed crimes against

the Indian people."

Ernest Stevens, who heads BIA

community services, said the

police made the first move.

"Then people started doing

dumb things," Stevens said. "I

don't think the police should have

been there. It wasn't necessary
"

Stevens said Bruce had agreed to

meet with the militants but was

taping a "Today" television in-

terview "and we had to wait for

him. In that 15 or 20 minutes things

got out of hand and too many
people had too many opportunities

to make mistakes."

Young Indians, especially, have

been making their anger known

around the country in the past two

years-from occupation of Alcatraz

and Mount Rushmore to the

painting red of a New York City

statue of President Theodore

Roosevelt.

But Wednesday's fracas was the

first to hit the BIA headquarters.

Stevens said what is surfacing is

a "national Indian uprising. This is

about the angriest Indians have

ever been-but they are only

beginning to get angry."

Brezhnev Terms Rumors

On Yugo Slav 'Fairy Tales

'

'

BELGRADE (AP) - Leonid I. Brezhmev, conditionally accepting

Wednesday the doctrine of non-interference in Yugoslavia's affairs,

dismissed as "fairy tales" rumors that the Soviet army is preparing to

plunge into the Balkans.

The Soviet Communist party chief, who arrived for a four-day visit,

said the idea that the Soviet Union held to a doctrine of "limited

sovereignty" for Communist states is a slanderous invention.

His disavowal of any invasion plans in the strategic Balkans came after

President Tito bluntly reaffirmed Yugoslavia's independence from

Moscow and indirectly warned Moscow to keep hands off.

Brezhnov yielded to Yugoslav pressure in affirming the principles of

the famous 1955 Belgrade Declaration that recognized Yugoslavia's right

to sovereignty, equality and noninterference in internal affairs.

But Brezhnev hedged by saying: "One should work in order that those

principles are realized in contemporary conditions as widely and as fully

as possible."

He did not say what the "contemporary conditions" were, but called for

Soviet-Yugoslav "political cooperation," apparently to discourage

Belgrade from drifting too close to the United States or to Communist

China.

Brezhnev's remarks and those by Titi were in toasts offered at a formal

dinner after the Soviet leader arrived to a polite but less-than-

enthusiastic reception.

Apparently alluding to Washington which Tito is visiting this autumn-

and to Peking. Brezhnev denounced what he termed "different sources

which want to hinder" Soviet-Yugoslav relations.

The 'limited sovereignty" doctrine, also called the "Brezhnev doc-

trine" in the West, was said to have been exemplified in the Soviet in-

vasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 after that country's Communist leaders

charted a liberal course.

That invasion plunged Belgrade-Moscow relations to their lowest point

since Tito split with Moscow in 1948.

Tito, in his toast, uttered the most authoritative and explicit Yugoslav

assertion yet that Belgrade intended to remain independent from

Moscow.
He challenged the idea of Soviet monopoly in the Communist world and

confirmed indirectly that he would pursue his ties with the United States

and China.

Brezhnev's visit, part of a current Kremlin foreign policy offensive,

was believed to be aimed at reasserting Moscow's interests in the

Balkans. Besides Yugoslavia, Romania has drawn the Soviet's ire for

becoming friendly with Peking. A third Balkan country, Albania, is a

staunch ally of China.

Tens of thousands of persons lined Belgrade streets to welcome

Brezhnev, but in terms of size and enthusiasm the reception fell short of

the one accorded President Nixon when he came here in September 1970.

Dim Lights Called

Way to Cleaner Air

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

WASHINGTON (AP) Two
administration officials told a

congressional committee Wed-

nesday the nation will have to dim

its bright lights if it wants cleaner

air now.
Power companies and mining

operations, they said, cannot meet

strong pollution controls im-

mediately and still provide enough

energy and materials to sustain

America's standard of living.

"The rconomic cost to the

minerals industry of maintaining

and expanding production while

giving full attention to en-

vironmental protection will, of

course, affect our efforts to assure

adequate supplies of minerals and

energy," said Harold B Scott,

action assistant secretary of

Commerce.
Scott and Elmer F Bennett,

general counsel to the Office of

Emergency Preparedness, ap-

peared before the Joint Committee

on Defense Production to testily on

the nation's reservoir of natural

resources.

Both said America already is

having trouble producing enough

raw materials to satisfy its energy

and production needs and will have

to turn increasingly to other

countries for some materials.

Only 10 per cent of the bauxite

and alumina ore needed by the

United States is produced

domestically. Scott said, and the

nation's aluminum production is

expected to increase by (i to 8 per

cent a vear.

Scott said the U.S. currently

produces enough clay. coal, sulfer,

silica and sodium to satisfy its

needs but is almost totally

dependent on other countries for

"some of the more important in-

dustrial minerals" such as

chromite. columbium manganese,

tin and platinum

Bennett told the committee the

United states once was a major

exporter oi oil and petroleum but

now finds itself increasingly

dependent on loreign countries for

this luel
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SPRING SEMESTER-ISRAEL
For Humanities Students

Rrandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study centered in Jerusalem/February-June, 1972

Limited to 30 students

Juniors, Seniors, and Grad students eligible.

Four courses/History, Literature. Archaeology,

Bible

Farn 16 credits

Knowledge of Hebrew or Arabic preferred

Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel

Application deadline November 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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BOSTON, State House Lee

Sandwen finally did it. The young

"revolutionary" from Virginia

kept the chief executive of the

Commonwealth ot Massachusetts

from executing his duties The

very gears and wheels of op-

pressive government were halted

for a lew moments, as Student

Senate ['resident Sandwen arrived

a) minutes late for the State House

swearing in ceremony which made

him a Trustee of the University of

Massachusetts, one of two students

now on the hoard.

Memories of the freshman

Sandwen. hright and active,

demonstrating at Freshman
Convocation three years ago may
have dimmed, hut Fee managed to

show his colors yesterday in the

hlue carpeted office of Governor

Sargent. Unlike most

revolutionary acts. Sandwen's late

arrival was caused by his un-

willingness to drive as fast as the

other insane Massachusetts
motorists on the turnpike from

Amherst to Boston.

Sandwen was to have been sworn

in with ten other people, guys with

names like (apaiona and Ferretti

all wearing blue "Hi! I'm What's

his name" tags. The ceremony was

to have taken place at 10:00 A.M.

At 10:20 Sandwen. who was driving

with Chancellor Tippo. arrived.

The Governor held a private

ceremony tor the long haired

student i'rustee.

It was called a 'political'' coup

by some veteran observers of

( i'ubanatorial ceremonies.

Governor Sargent didn't have

much to say about the new addition

to the Trustees. Nobody really gets

excited about student Trustees and

the like nowadays. The lirst

Student Senate President

Fee Sandwen, being sworn in

as a Trustee at ceremonies in

Boston yesterday. (Photos h\

Kit hard Hanson.)

student on the Hoard was Cindi

Olken who was Senate President

two years ago. Then there was

Glen titers, last year's President.

Now that the Governor has signed

into law the bill giving the Boston

and Amherst campus a student

I'rustee each, student Trustees are

pretty much old hat.

The student Trustee duo might

have made a big difference for the

Amherst Campus over the past five

years, but now that the Boards

role is becoming more and more

indirect in running the every day

affairs ol each campus (those most

likely to effect students) there is

some ambiguity about the effect of

a student on the Board.

Governor Sargent mumbled
something about bringing a

student voice to the Board and

Sandwen mumbled something

hack about how he thought it was

all a good idea, but the facts are

quite plain that a student or any

member of the board is going to

become increasingly relegated to

selected topics like planning and

financing.

Some people around the

University would like the Trustees

to change their meeting schedule

from one a month to once every

•wo months. The now-alive

systems office of President Wood
"
will probablv seek less Board in-

volvement, much to the con-

sternation of some Board mem
hers

Without a clearly defined future

l-ole lor the Trustees, Trustee

Sandwen may never be able to

have as tangible affect on the

running of the University as he had

on the Governors schedule the day-

he was sworn in.

uxm

"As Long As I Don't Get A WIW Vote

From The White House"

President Wood and Trustee Sandwen.

'< '-\.Jr '. •
'

IlDuce
By ANN GURNETT
I.DITORIAF STAFF

I was sitting in the middle of a three ring circus. There were

hright lights and people coming and going and a lot of animals.

Very highly trained animals, or so I heard someone say. Sup-

posedly these animals were conditioned to react only to certain

stimuli. Nobodv ever mentioned what these stimuli were so I took it

lor granted that they were just a higher class of animals: they

knew they had been conditioned but didn't know how to rebel.

And there was a Ringleader. He stood on a slightly elevated

platform and watched the performers acting out their sordid little

parts before him. I, in turn, watched him closely, as he stalked

nervously back and forth, running his hands through his wild,

greying hair. He chain smoked. His black boots thumped as he

paced the hardwood confines of his own stage. He kept a wary eye

'on his performers constantly, his eyes invisible behind the blinding

glitter of lights glancing off the lenses of his glasses.
"

1 started to watch the enchanted masses around me again. It

seemed as if their movements were controlled by the brilliant

lances of light emanating from the Ringleader's eyes. Then he

began to speak. His power over his subjects became absolute. The

formerly aimless motion of the puppets seemed to consolidate itself

into a single tide of emotion, eddying around the Ringleader's feet.

I watched as he threw ideas at his circus. I listened as the words

flowed into the arena like a tide, alternately pounding about the

heads of the performers and receding, only to return and pound the

shores of their collective ignorance more savagely.

The tide of knowledge whispered a subversive message to the

captive audience. I listened harder, trying to understand the

portent of the seemingly inocuos words which flowed from the

Ringleaders mouth. And then I heard it; a subtle whisper, in-

creasing in force as a gale increases to a hurricane. The

enlightenment began to permeate my consciousness; I felt

overawed Still I remained in possessions of my mind I determined

to hold out. despite the costs, and discover the Ringleader s power

over the performers in this circus, all of whom sat completely

transfixed by his power! heard the whisper again; would I be able

to decipher it before I collapsed in a comatose state" It was getting

clearer all the time, even as I became weaker.

Then I knew The realization liberated my soul from the en-

chantment cast upon it by the Ringleader. I would not become a

performer in the circus after all! The Ringleader said: Rebel..

Revolt ! Destroy the capitalists! And for God's sake don t subscribe

to those S.E.S, notes!''

be

Photo b\ Gary Vlpaugh
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Napalm Sticks to Kids

song written by soldiers in Vietnam, expresses (heir feelings about wh

there I first heard it from a soldier who was lying on top of a bunker stoned

He was concurrently singing, screaming, and crying

I it. try to understand how they feel, and then direct vour efforts toward .

We shoot the sick, the young, the lame.

\\, do our best to kill and maun.

Ueeausc the kills all count the same

Napalm sticks to kids

1 1\ (art rolling down tin- road

Feasants with a heavy load

They're all V C when the bombs explode

Napalm sticks 10 kids

\ bab> sucking on his mother's tit.

Children cowering in H pit,

Dow chemical doesn't give a shit

Napalm sticks lo kids

Blues out on a road reeon.

See some children with their mom
What the hell, let's drop the bomb.

Napalm sticks to kids

Flying low across the trees.

Pilots doing what they please.

Dropping I rags on refugees

Napalm sticks to kids

Thej re m good shape lor the shape they rein

But. God. I wonder how Ihey can win

With napalm running down their skin

Napalm sinks lo kids

CIA with guns lor hire

Motitagnnrds around a fire,

Napalm makes the lire higher

Napalm sticks lo kids

Drop some napalm on l he harn.

It won I do too much harm
.lust burn off a leg or arm
Napalm sticks lo kids

at is hap
mil ol his

>nding the

,.,_. pc, M f c )URT WTU NEED A IIBERAUY CONSERVATIVE WHITE, PRO-INTEGRATION.

ANtY-BUsT4g, SOUTHERN WOMAN WHO LOOKS GOOD TO MINORITY GROUPS!' Kind the Itig Hipper
Photo l»\ <.ar> Alpaugh
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Vietnam Veterans Against the War
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Beer Bars Allowed

At State Colleges
Massachusetts state colleges are offering to their seniors and grad

students vet another facet to on-campus social life.

BEER BARS, a spokesman for the trustees of state coleges revealed

yesterday are being introduced within those hallowed halls of learning.

Already, he said, state colleges at Bridgewater and Westfield have been

given permission to open on-campus bars. And requests for «milar cases

have been received from the colleges in Salem, North Adams, Lowell and

F
Howe?er

am
the facilities-as are other beer and liquor outlets in the

commomvealth will be restricted to persons 21 or over, thus eliminating

most undergraduates as customers.
.jn-i-i- thprp that

At Kramingham State College that will mean, said officials there, tnat

only r/w of the5o students would be allowed to patronize the campus

h;
AM) TO ENSURE that all will be legal, said the spokesman for the

trustees, student patrons of the college bars will have to display special

identification cards. .

While the college quaffers may revive the lusty Roll out the

barrel "tune, they will be singing in vain, according to the trustees^

unlv canned beer will be sold. And. under rules being drawn up, drinking

in dormitories will still be banned. .__ A .

Although the state colleges are lowering their drinking barriers for the

„r time the University of Massachusetts in Amherst has been serving

both beer and liquor in its -Top of the Campus" restaurant on the 11th

"^I^S^rSSSed to members of the Top of the Campus Club.

A spokesman said UMass is now considering opening a rathskeller or

beer garden on campus for general student patronage-provided the

students meet the age requirement.

Today's Paris Talks

Cancelled in Protest
PARIS (AP> -North Vietnam is

calling off this week's session of

the Vietnam peace talks as "an

energetic protest against the Nixon

administration's acts of war

against the Democratic Republic

of Vietnam on Sept. 21."

On that day American fighter-

bombers launched 200 combat

strikes against targets inside

North Vietnam, blaming an in-

crease in North Vietnamese an-

tiaircraft attacks on recon-

naissance planes.

The Viet Cong followed North

Vietnam's lead in cancelling

Thursday's session, and both

delegations tried to reschedule the

next talks for Sept. 30.

But American and South Viet-

namese officials gave notice that

while the Communist side could

cancel anv meeting it could not

reschedule one without

Washington and Saigon approval.

This raised the possibility

Wednesday night that the con-

leience might not reconvene until

Oct. 7, four days after the one-man

presidential election in South

Vietnam.
The U.S. delegation said: "Our

policy with regard to the protection

of reconnaissance aircraft and

U.S. forces as they withdraw from

South Vietnam has been clearly

stated. The other side is well aware

of this policy. We hope the other

side will use this interlude to seek

instructions permitting them to

abandon their propaganda posture

and get down to work at these

meetings."

The South Vietnamese
delegation said it deplored the

decision to cancel the meeting, but

added, "We would like to stress

that for several weeks the North

Vietnamese have intensified their

military preparations just north of

the demilitarized zone while

Communist forces have con-

siderably stopped up their activity

in the zone, seriously threatening

the security of adjoining provinces

of the Republic of Vietnam..."

I TICKET SALES START TODAY
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You mean all those

great Columbia albums
are on sale now
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The Listening Post

is having a record

sale this weekend

r
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All POCO
All Firesign Theatre

All Kris Kristofferson

- The New Riders

The Isle of Wight
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George Szell
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SALE - All Odyssey Classical

Discs in stock $1.89 8 for 5.47

SALE THRU SAT. SEPT. 25
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Draft Counselor's Corner

By GILBERT J. BALK
Well, the draft law has been

passed by our "representatives" in

Congress, as vou all probably know

by now. (By some strange coin-

cidence, today is also the first day

of Autumn.) Once King Richard

signs the bill, we will be back under

the subjugation of the Selective

Service System. If you detect a

note of bitterness in my voice,

you're right. Even knowing that

the bill would be passed, I was

hoping for a miracle.

However, reality always seems

to sneak in. so let's deal with it.

Any day now. the SSS will start

issuing induction orders again.

Unless you have a deferment or a

relatively high number, there is a

fair chance that you \Jvill be drafted

this year if you were born before

Draft is Back, Plan Your Future Now
. . „,,, m ™. «,„, „— in -m vn„7n Dlace. You should have no trouble NOTES: Bookstore. SI

1952. If you were vorn in '52, you 11

have to wait until next year.

The problem before us is, how do

you get a deferment? If you are a

student who is up to date in his

studies, you have no problem. You
have a IIS. Otherwise, you should

explore your chances for a medical

or hardship deferment, or a CO
classification, with a draft court

selor-the sooner the better.

If you are a sophomore who did

not have a deferment last year,

write to your board to tell them
that you are a sophomore at UMass
and that you want a student

deferment. Keep a copy of the

letter for your files, and send it

Certified Mail, Return Receipt

Requested. When the receipt

comes back, staple it to your copy

of the letter and file it in a safe

place. You should have no trouble

getting your deferment.

Freshmen, however, do have

problems. Nixon will probably end

student deferments very soon after

signing the draft bill. Your request

for the deferment must be in the

hands of your draft board before

this time, and probably before he

signs the bill. Follow the request

procedure outlined above for

sophomores. Do it today! Any
delay may make it impossible for

you to get a II-S. Then start

thinking about what you will do if

you lose your deferment. You must

start planning now or you may get

caught. Dig it.

If you have any questions about

any of this, check out Draft

Counseling Services in 923 CC as

soon as possible.

NOTES:
Mock Draft Board will meet

today and every Thursday in 902

CC from 10 to 12. If you have a

personal appearance scheduled
with your board, stop in to role play

your meeting so you'll know what

to expect and what to do.

Draft Counselor Training starts

next Tuesday, Sept. 28, in 917 CC at

6:45 p.m. The course will meet
each Tues. night for four weeks,

and is open to anyone who is in-

terested in becoming a trained

draft counselor. There is a $5.00

charge to cover the cost of

materials, but some scholarships

are available. Register before the

course starts in 923 CC.
Draft Info Table is set up each

Tues. and Fri morning in the

Campus Center near the

Bookstore. Stop by for information,

draft literature, or Mother Earth

News.
I'll be helping out at another

United Christian Foundation

Coffee Hour Friday afternoon from

1:30 to 3:30 in 162 CC. Tapes of the

attack on Attica Prison will be

featured, with a discussion

following. Catch it.

Peace.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

year u you were uum m-iuir -
— - -, ^

August Living Costs Rise
^^^ * . _ t ¥-* T'Urt ,.„m>ni(i/u. oj-»firtr* trimrr

WASHINGTON (AP) Both

living costs and wages went up in

August but the government said

this reflected increases before

President Nixon clamped on the

wage-price freeze in mid-month.

Over-all prices of food, clothing,

housing, transportation, medical

care and recreation rose three-

tenths of one per cent, about in line

with average monthly increases

this year, the Labor Department

said.
Average wages of some 45

million rank-and-file workers rose

2 cents an hour to $3.44 and $1.43 a

week to $129 a week in August, and

purchasing power edged up within

five-tenths of one per cent of the

record high of 1968. the report said.

"We think that the wage-price

freeze is having an effect and is

having a positive effect," said

White House press secretary

Ronald L. Ziegler. He added it is

too early to judge the total impact.

Secretary of Labor J. D.

Hodgson and Geoffrey Moore,

commissioner of the Bureau of

Labor Statistics that compiles the

reports, said they had no way of

telling from the figures whether

there was any price or wage

cheating after the freeze was

imposed Aug. 15.

But Hodgson said the Internal

Revenue Service is monitoring

prices for possible violations.

"There has been really a pretty

massive showing of voluntary

compliance,'' Hodgson said, ad-

ding that of 9,000 complaints so far

- mostly involving prices - com-

panies have been ordered to

rescind increases in some 3,500

cases.The House Ways and Means

Committee meanwhile took what

may be a preliminary step toward

providing more tax breaks for

individuals by cutting in half a

prospective $3.4 billion tax

reduction for business.

Dept. of Afro-Am Opens

Lecture Series on Dubois
The WEB. Dubois Department

of the Afro-American Studies will

institute a series of lectures based

on the life and works of Dr. William

Edward Burghardt Dubois Dr.

Herbert Aptheker, friend and

associate of Dr. Dubois, will speak

tonight, at Memorial Hall at 8:00

p.m.
Aptheker will speak on the times

in which Dubois lived and on his

role and thought during the period

of 1868-1963. Dr. Dubois major

writings and their impact will be

examined as well as his

organizational efforts in the

NAACP, the Niagra Movement,

and the concept of Pan-

Africanism.

The historic implications that

confronted Dr. Dubois with his

dealing with the NAACP Board,

Booker T. Washington, and Marcus

Garvey will be analyzed. The basic

ideas of Dubois in the areas of

education, racism, colonialism,

war and peace, violence and non-

violence and capitalism will be

presented. Also, his programs for

organization and action will be

discussed.

The Thursday night schedule of

lectures at Memorial Hall is as

follows: October 21, November 18.

December 9. January 27. February

17, March 16, April 20. and May 11.

Dungarees
( Levi-Type)

Regularly $8.00

Now Only $5.95

WEARHOUSE
wear else?

The committee action trimmed
to $1.7 billion the first-year benefits

involved in a system of allowing

business to depreciate property for

tax purposes as much as 20 per

cent faster than under present

rules.

The August price hikes pushed

the Consumer Price Index up to

122.2, meaning that it cost $12.22

last month for everying $10 worth

of typical family purchases in the

1967 base period.

The sharpest rise was a 3.7 per

cent hike in gasoline prices, largest

in more than a year.

Hodgson said Nixon's Cost of

Living Council set up to monitor

the freeze has no plans to roll each

large wage hike negotiated just

before the freeze was imposed,

such as the AFL—CIO Com-
munications Workers' contract

covering some 500,000 telephone

workers.

The report said fruits and
vegetables dropped 1.9 per cent in

August. Fresh fruits, vegetables

and eggs are not covered by the

freeze.

"Beef prices increased less and

pork prices more than they usually

do." the report said. "Egg prices

rose less than usual."

Mortgage interests rates, and

property taxes, which are not

frozen, both rose_jn_August^_^

Package Price

Water Beds
Special Frames
BED SPREADS
for Water Beds

&
Reg. Beds

A Head of Time
360 College St.

Rte. 9

AMHERST SUMMER THEATER
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY at K:.30

September 24, 2.">, 26

KIKBY
All

THEATER, AMHERST COLLEGE
seats $2.00. For reservations phone 542-2278

or visit box office 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

(Performance days 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.)

OrRD DftV3
DFdDSLLQO
NEW Wfl/5 AMD OLD RAVES
M^EStfs/TS

THE

ESS
(MlUJDtlZA (0WRCT/M1
IBMrvP" tLftWCAvmEDt; ffOpw.

We cut hair perfectly

THEO
The Chopping Block is

located at 26 Main St.

Amherst, second floor.

Open 9. 00 a.m. to 7: 30

p.m. Mondays thru

Fridays; 9 to 5 Satur-

days. For appointment

call 253 9293 or 253 9271.

CO

Silvio, John and Adam

will go to your head

c
m
c
MM

ajnwgo
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Notices UMass Women 's Programs Develop

APO GSS BOOK EXCHANGE
Remember Friday is the FINAL

day to pick up your money or books.

Don't lose out.

BICYCLE CLUB
Quabbin trip Sunday, 9/26. 20, 50,

80, 1004 mile trips (something for

everyone), meet in front of Newman
Center at 9 a.m. Everyone welcome.

Saturday trip sign up sheets on Bike

Club boards in upper level of SU.

DANCE CONCERT '

Dance Concert at Knowlton (in the

Quad). Music by RUSH. Sat., Sept. 25

GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION
Organizational meeting Thurs. in

905 909 CC at 7:30 p.m. All geography

majors and interested persons in

vited to attend.

Want to help? Learn about GSS
Service. Thurs., Colonial Lounge,

7- 30-8- 30 p.m.; Sunday, 26, Memorial

Hall, 10.30 1; Tues., 28, Colonial

Lounge, 7:30 8:30. Or call Gail at 545

2418.

HILLEL
,

- ^__„,
Sign up for tutoring and ndeboara

programs at the office.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
Pub night at lota Gamma Upsilon,

406 N Pleasant St. at 7:30 p.m. All

university women welcome.
KENNEDY UPPER

Thftmn
3 Stooges films tonight at Thomp_

son 104 and Friday at Mahar. 2

shows, 7:30 and 9:30.

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
Mr. Stanley Patrie will present a

seminar on the education of the deaf

tonight at 7 p.m. and again at 8:15

p.m. at 389 N. Pleasant St.

PUBLIC HEALTH GRADUATE
AND UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS
There will be a sort of get

together" for all Public Health

graduate and undergraduate

students (Med. Techs, included) on

irs. night from 7 10 p.m. in Rm_

163 CC Your attendance is requested

so everyone will have an opportunity

to meet each other. Refreshments

will be served.
RECREATION DEPT.
Recreation Majors: Sign up for the

amazing 2nd Annual All Department

Fasmagorical Fall Retreat. Get your

deposit into the office today Hurry,

Oct. 13 (a ton filled, satisfying

weekend).
SCUBA CLUB
Organizational meeting Wed. Sept.

29, Rm. 178 CC at 8 p.m. All those

interested are urged to attend. Will

discuss beginning of classes for new

members.
SKI PATROL .

.

There will be an organizational

meeting for all old members and

anyone interested in joining the

National Ski Patrol (faculty and grad

students welcome), in Rm. 811 L<- ai

6:30 tonight.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Meeting Thurs., 7 p.m. in CC 917.

introduction to Consciousness
Raising and its application to

homosexuality.
UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN
Tonight's sorority rush parties will

be Sigma Delta Tau, "Contemporary

Issues" (8:15 9:15); Sigma Sigma

Sigma, "Skit Night" (7-8:15); Chi

Omega, "Pre Game War
(7:30-9); and Alpha
"Origamia, Japanese
7 30). Please come!
Come to the Chi Delphia rush

tonight at 8:30, 314 Lincoln Ave. Meet

the sisters with the brothers. Call

Donna 6 6333 for more info.

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY
The student chapter of the Wildlife

Society will hold its first meeting of

the semester, Thurs. at 7:30 p.m. in

Holdsworth 305. Ed Tolthe will be

speaking on "Wildlife in Kenya".

New members welcome.

Chi Omega,
Art" (6:30

By DIANA TAYLOR
With the purpose of raising the

consciousness of women at UMass,

a Women's Committee has been

formed as an off-shoot of the

Student Senate.

The Committee, originated by

Lee Sandwen, President of the

Student Senate, and Lisa Mandell

and Pat Asack, co-chairmen of the

committee, extends beyond the

Senate to include all men and

women on. campus who express an

interest.

In co-operation with such

organizations as the Clergical

Council, the Health Services, the

faculty and administration, and

other women's organizations, the

Women's Committee hopes to

sponsor several informative

programs by and for women. The

possibilities of a legal distribution

of birth control information and a

lecture series by prominent women

on and off campus are presently

being looked into.

They also hope that the subtle

discriminations in admissions

policies, and financial aid and

work study programs will soon be

erased. The idea of a women's

studies program is another

aspiration of the group.

The Women's Committee will

meet tonight for the first time at

8:00 in room 804 of the Campus

Center.
«»»

Registration is open now and will

continue through September for

Project Self, a series of workshops

at UMass for and about women.

According to Lois Phillips,

coordinator, the workshops are

problem-centered as opposed to

subject matter-centered. They will

begin in October through the

cooperation of the UMass Division

of Continuing Education and the

Valley Women's Center of Nor-

thampton.
Susan Grant, a biologist, will

lead a workshop called "Women
and Applied Ecology," dealing

with herbicides, pesticides,

organic gardening, population

growth and related topics affecting

our daily lives.

Helen Smith will lead a workshop

called "Assumptions About

Women'' with either a literary,

sociological or psychological focus

chosen by the participants. Evelyn

Duston and Robin Dizard will lead

discussions around the theme

"Women and Their Bodies,"

emphasizing that learning about

anatomy and physiology can make
women comfortable with their

body's sexuality.

"Media's Manipulation of

Women,'' led by Joan Engle, will

analyze stereotypes created by the

media, "consumerism'' or the

creation of the needs, and ways to

fight back. "The Many Roles a

Woman Can Play," led by Norma

Gluckstern, will discuss roles and

consider new options emphasizing

that choices occur and change

throughout one's lifetime.

The project began with a group

of interested women at the Valley

Women's Center of Northampton,

who felt that besides long-range

academic commitments, there

should be another option open to

women who want to create their

own learning situation. The

program offers free babysitting

and indoor parking in the Murray

D Lincoln Campus Center. The fee

for each six-week workshop is $20.

Meeting time will be negotiated by

the group in each workshop. In-

formation, and the brochure, is

available from Lois Phillips, c/o

Project SELF, 920 Campus Center,

UMass, Amherst, Mass. 545-0905.

Amherst's

Favorite Pizza

Bell's Pizza

B5 University Dr.

256-8011 -253-9051

Free Delivery

of Pizzas

Spectrum
The general interest magazine of

University of Massachusetts

Open Recruitment Meeting

Thursday Sept. 23 at 7:30 p.m.

in the Spectrum office (S.U. 407)

Is Art, Poetry, Fiction or Photography

your thing?

Pfe

Mon., Sept. 27 6 : 30 p.m., Index Office, S.U.

If You Cannot Attend Call 6-5439 or 6-5369

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

l%2 VW Sedan tenRlnr has sucked

valve ) could be repaired or used for parte.

Kody Hood and unstripped. ( all m»^m
,7-V

tffl-27

MOTORCYCLES
Sale

For A 21 inch Welbllt stove, very Hood

condition, tfift. (all (ireenfield 774-3245

tt»-24

l»70 Triumph Bonneville. fiSOcc. perfect

runninK condition, (all 253-7R58.

71 VW conv. vellow with black top. only »

n.onths old. Best offer, (all AI Z-™-™^

~ m Austin Mealy Sprite 1750.. firm, (all

Sam. BK Wheeler. 545-2413.

Miiix Honda SSI25. exc. running cond..

new inspection sticker. fiSOO mi.. I helmet.

Askinn latJt. Call Jim 54fi-790fi.

lfft-24

Forested house lots cleared. Reasonable

terms. Call 247-5013 between 7:30 p.m. -

HIM) p.m.
tf9-2K

ROOM WANTED
Need place to live with other females

near campus. Call Mary 253-7073. If not

there leave messaue.

Happy Birthday Vikkl and Chris from

.IrH and Steve.

Male roomale— I have two bedroom apl.-

kitchen-balh-naraRe-need roomate to pay

Sim .« mn. Call Mark 253-53 1 3 before Warn.
Jftfl

LECTURE NOTES
I eclure notes are now available for

ISych 101 and Soc 101. all sections, at

Boom 3IK in the Student Cnion I ohby.

tf9-24

Honda 350. Scrambler CI. 350. 1970

n.odel. call 546-9H34 Bob.
tf9-23

One slightly used "fin Austin Healy

Sprite for sale. Contact 253-2548 or 2S6-W59

and ask for Ned Dibble.
tf9-24

HELP WANTED LOST - REWARD

00 Volvo, net. cond.. will accept best

,,„„. (all SM-OHBI. Aft. « P.m.

(lolna overs***, muat a«U quick-

ly 62 Cherr Impala, ••"•tie,
VS, r»*lo, 1X60. > month oU SIM
Tape Bocorder, SIM. Nejr

-peVd McTOle SM. Call *W-»»«j

Honda (I 350. exc. condition, strong,

need mom* v. (all Ri 540-0005.

If9 -24

Alto Sax. Harmony Kolk (iultar.

( larinet. Klectrlc (iultar. good in-

struments - low price-5H4-RS37.
lf9-28

HONDA "CIBI.'S" step through new

mi.. 1300. 50cc. still in shipping crate. Call

Bon 580-0259 l> . number.
lf9-24

03 Alfa Borneo (iulletta Spyder con-

vertible. Kxcellent shape. Strong engine.

More class than an MO! (all 540-5214.

9-21-22-24 FOR SALE

B gal. long aquarium fully equipped.

Includes stand, fish. pump, decorations,

etc.. excellent condition $45. (all Dave

:>8i-8»»n.

•
lffl-24

MM BulUco Dirt Baclng Bike. 300cc.

new engine, new clutches. 1375 or best

offer, (all 584-4000 anytime.
tM-24

r cologv -minded students earn extra

ninnev part-time without interrupting your

present schedule, (all collect 1-533-3034

tf9-2t

Want to help people? Join CSS in serving

others. Thurs., Colonial lounge. 7:30-

8 30: Sun.. Mem. Hall 10. 30-1:00.

tf9-24

I ost-one dark blue velvet cushion

belonging to couch. Beward offered

Nollfv Allen in Boom 314. Sooth College.

tf9-23

LOST

WANTED

I arge gray male rat. white paws and

front. Walks with slight limp I. art seen

near Brooks and Brett. Beward 549-3700.

tf«*-24

Men to erect chainllnk fence. Kx-

perienred only. Part lime. Kitigerald

Fences. MB Bridge ltd.. Florence. Mass.
tf 10-4

Smith Corona Coronet Automatic *10

electric portable typewriter. Brand-new

with power return. 1 125 or best offer call S>

783. Paul.
tf„.M

ttalerheds-now all sires 119.95! Factory

warranty. Also, frames, liners and pads in

stork, (all Mark at 540-5450.

tflO-7

1905 VW Bui. excellent cond.. rebuilt

engine, new clutch new brake*, great for

ramping. 1900. or best offer. Call after

p.m. 2*8-7205.

ti»»

Dark wood bureau with large mirror

I30.M (all aa-»M after 6:00.

07 Bulck Skylark, convertible .at. ps. pb.

21 mpg on trip, cream w/ black top. Best of

care aad caadltlon. 11205. 253-2880.

tf9-M

Panasonic 8 track stero system. Car-

home madel. AH speakers, home con-

verter. 21 tapes. Retails at I.TM plus,

vours. linn call MO-saat.
tft-27

•as Saab aaai '» Peugeot. Both 45.000

miles in good condlUow. Asking I1.2S0

rach Call Z5*-«7«Z for Inquiry or test

drive. .„ _

Mamlya-Secor HMO BTI . Needs light

meter. Cood condition. I* or beat offer,

(all 005-3SSO after six.
>()

1907 BSA 44lcc. Shooting Star, excellent

condition. Must sell 1475.00 Call 580-0977.

tflO-1

Dunehuggy. 3000 ml., needs volks motor,

tap. special seala. much more 1475. Call

( ep 0O5-3I29.
tf»-»

Man's brown Suede Jacket,

125 00. (all after 5. 549-0729.

size 40.

tf»-24

IMZ (bevy, runs well, has fall atkker,

liao firm. Call *-*»** __,

( hainsaw. new price. Negotiable. Bob

414. Thatcher 0-4003.
tf9 23

IMS VW sedan. Very good condition

1 1 IM or best alter ( all after 5 Mat 504-

7»l. ,,-_

One rebuilt Bl* and one rebuilt BIO

Volvo engines also BIO trans, and P544

body .-perfect rust wtae. Call 584-4820

n,"hU
(19-24

ift-»

km VV\ Bug. ex. cond . radio, snows A 4

good tires, all mounted Must «•"•.""

|MM, Here after p.m. dally
•'"JJJj

Ml VW rebuilt engine, new clutch, shocks

A front eng. Has 2 small dente. IM». 30f-

"»3
ift-n

Prices you can afford-foolwear you can't

afford to mtas-al the Shoe-Bin. In the

Allev. (behind Aubuchons)
119-23

ROOMMATES WANT ED
loom male wanted 4 room apt.

f HO/month. all utll Inr la Weslfletd
.
C all

Fd 2fcMr7.M bet. 5 and 7 p.m.. no ana. leave

word
||f _M

MANDABIN < IIINKSK native speaker

lo instruct Chinese language student.

»t/hr. For details call Bon 580-0259 nltes.

Iv. message.
tf»-24

BiPr RIDE WANTED
Desperatlv need ride lo NYC or NJ Krl..

24 anytime after lit, Call Dehhl 250-0718

p.m.
tf»-24

Secretary needs ride from Amherst to

Cranhy weekday evens. Also from Oranby

to Amherst Frl. morns, (all Mann* 545-

WiWI/t*7-9l07

tf*-27

Female ta live In country home.

Heferences required, (iranby 407-7297

after 500 p.m.
tf9-24

APT. AVAILABLE
Onr bedroom apt. available. Walk

distance from campus. 195. month. Call

tSSMM after o p.m. Furnished.
tf9-24

TRAIL RIDES ~
Horseback riding every Sat. A Sun. at

Sprllman Farms. Belchertown.

Itrasonahle rales, (all Spellman F'rms. on

3 Biver Bd. 283-0283.

tf9-28

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apt., all utilities, no lease.

Pets A children welcome. Wall to wall

carpet. ST75 month, (all Kamins Village

Apis.. Bebrhertowa.
tf9-30

PARTY
Friday 8:30. one dollar for guys, girls

are free. James Basement. Come If you

dare. Beer and wine served.
tf9-24

SERVICES HOUSE WANTED

(.real Boohs of the Western World

complete sTt $100. Rt. I.2IW. Dry Hill

Bd. Montague 307-2047.
tf9-27

~
Single girl or couple, own transp.. share

apt "til Nov -pos. longer I
call 5*4-2273 M-r

r.-8. anytime, weekends ^

Need a band. Dlal-a-band will supply a

hand that vour budget ran afford. Any

variety available. For details, call Stan

MOMII.
lf9-29

PERSONAL
"""

Wanted confirmed Cordon I Ightfoot

Fanatics. Contact Sue. 315 Butterfield. No

definite purpose except reassurance.
tf9 24

Doctoral candidate and teaching wife

Keek house or nice apartment for this or

next semester, (all 592-4871.

tfO-27

COURSE
I ast chance this week to learn Silver

.lewelrv Making. Fvenlng Course In town,

loo Including silver and materials Call

Encyclopedia

Drawing

Upcoming
One student or faculty member

will win a set of the Encyclopedia

Britannica after a free drawing on

Friday October 1st, said Judy

Coleman, spokeswoman for

Britannica. The drawing is being

co-sponsored with the University

Store, she said.

Registration for the drawing is

currently being held at two booths

inside the store at the Campus
(enter, she said, and is open only

to students and faculty members.
Miss Coleman explained that she

is trying to make arrangements for

a student senator to pick the

winning "ame^^^^^r__

Men's

Hikers

Are "In"

Dr. Stein Wins Chemistry Award
_. . „ —. • «-i ia_ o»„:— ...,,,,,,,, .,1 Iho ITniv;tir-

J

Dr. Richard S. Stein.

Director of the Polymer
Research Institute at UMass
and Former Fullbright Fellow

lor Advanced Polymer Studies

in Japan, has been awarded

the 11172 American Chemical

Society Award.

Or. Richard S. Stein, Com-
monwealth Professor of Chemistry

and director of the Polymer
Research Institute at UMass has

won the 1972 American Cnemical

Society Award in the chemistry of

plastics and coatings, according to

an announcement today at the

Society's 162nd national meeting in

Washington, D.C.

The $1000 award, sponsored by

the Borden Foundation. Inc.,

recognizes Dr. Stein's outstanding

contributions to the development of

optical techniques for studying

high polymers, including plastics,

fibers, and rubbers. Born in Far

Rockaway, NY., in 1925, Dr. Stein

received his B.S. degree magna
cum laude from the Brooklyn

Polytechnic Institute, his MA. and

his Ph.D. from Princeton

University.

Joining UMass in 1950 as an

assistant professor, he was named
to his present post, the University's

highest professional rank, in 1961.

Dr. Stein organized the Univer-

sity's Polymer Research Institute

in 1961. He has served on the

editorial advisory boards of the

Journal of Materials, was a

Fulbright Fellow for advanced

polymer studies in Japan in 1968,

and was 1969 winner of the In-

ternational Award in Plastic

Science and Engineering given by

the Society of Plastics Engineers.

He is the author or co-author of

over 150 scientific articles. A
member of the American Chemical

Society since 1946, he is also a

member of the American Physical

Society. The award will be

presented to Dr. Stein at the 163rd

ACS national meeting in Boston

next April.

Hotline—5-2550

UIMUA
Tonight on WMUA
free form/informative radio

; 00 p.m. Evening News 30 minutes of com
plete news and information compiled by

WMUA NEWS Amherst's most com
prehensive news organization With audio

reports trom around the world and the latest

area news
7.30 p. m Sports Guests .nclude; Ken

Conaster, offensive line coach, defensive

linemen Bill Oetlavio and Skip Parmenter.

Hosts are Marty Kelley and Kent Best

8 00 p.m 10:00 p.m. As part of the

Cyclebreaker special interest series WMUA
will replay Dr Nicholas Fiumara's Wed
nesday niqhl speech at the Campus Center

Dr Fiumara is Director of Communicable

Diseases, Mass Dcpt ol Public Health and

his talk focused on "VD and the College

Siudent". _. . ..

10 00 p.m 11 00 p.m. MARK'S BLUES a full

hour ot blues with many blues classics and

rare recordings ot gifted blues artists This

is the second edition of /MARK'S BLUES,
which will be a regular program onMUAthis

year.

1100 p.m. Late Night News Report 30

minutes ot the latest news trom UPI, AP,

UPI Audio, and WMUA NEWS. Includes ten

minutes of sports plus the latest weather

and a five minute recap of the major stories

at 11 25 p.m.

1130 pm 3:00 a.m. Rocket Rick Morton

zooms onto your radio with some dynamite

music.
91.1 Fm on your dial

From $20

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

at the

SYDNEY OMAAR-

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

In The Alley

( behind Aubuchon's)

Footwear for

Men & Women

( Open Friday Nites)

r
i

i

i

i

i

That odor
your shower
can't stop...

we'll stop

Free
..with a Norton"* Mini rack

Many Capricorn persons are convinced

they can perceive events before they occur.

A number of these natives are actively

concerned with astrology and extrasensory

perception. Among these are such per

sonages as Marlene Dietrich, Steve Allen

and Henry Miller.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): A third

person could muddle financial

arrangements. Be sure to keep control of

money transactions. Mate or partner could

be misinformed. Know this and take

necessary precautions. Protect assets.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): One who

urges direct action is apt to be away from

firing line. Know this evaluate position.

Time is on your side. Let others make their

mistakes. Cement partnership, marital

relationship.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Not wise to

shirk responsibility. Friend at a distance

may not have feet on ground. Best to heed

won counsel. Means don'1 fall for get rich

quick schemes. Capricorn is telling truth.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Emotional

reactions are intensified You respond all

the way or nothing. Creative efforts attract

favorable notice. Greater recognition is

due. One you care for apologizes for recent

slight.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Contract,

document requires added signature, ad

ditional study Be sure your own in-

terpretation is clear and understood. Aries

may be involved. Hold your ground Be

intelligent about money.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Intuitive in

tellect works overtime. Sense of perception

is heightened Accent also is on short

lourneys, ideas, valuable notes. Time your

moves. Avoid wild goose chase. Check

reservations, appointments.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22): Special

agreement affects financial status You can

have fun without being extravagant. Don't

tease, play games with emotions. Say what

you mean mean what you say Sagittarius

is involved.
SCORPIO (Ocot. 23 Nov 21): You can

clear away debris Streamline methods

Get rid of outmoded concepts. Refuse to be

bogged down with details. Flurry of activity

indicated at home base. Older person

displays surprising signs of life.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Steer

clear of disputes with children Logic may
not prevail. Bide your time. Make in

lelligent change, concession Not easy to

keep secrets Best now to be frank, for

thright Then you gain.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19): Entertain

at heme. Select quality in products and

persons. One you care for shows feeling is

not onesided. Stress loyalty, devotion.

Financial expenditure will pay dividends

Be positive, confident.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb 18): See

clearly. Means don't force puzzle pieces. If

you rush, push, you will have to retrace

steps Aura of confusion is present. Take

lime to be selective. Then you emerge

victorious You will understand.

PISCES (Feb. 19March20): Be willing to

change your mind. By giving a little, you

stand to gain much. Realize this, respond

accordingly Capricorn person figures

prominently. Older individual displays

confidence in your ability.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

perceptive, generally active, attractive to

opposite sex. You appreciate the arts, you

can write and criticize in constructive

manner. You generally harmonize with

those born under Gemini and Aquarius.

Scorpio persons can aid you in financial

way.
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

1 Food fish

4 Twelve dozen
9 Hit lightly

12 Exist

13 Revolutionary

14 Employ
15 Keep
17 South African

fox (pi.)

19 Performed
21 African

antelope

22 Part of

fireplace

24 Emerged
victorious

26 Fish sauce
29 Hue
31 Label

33 Sailor (colloq.)

34 Sun god
35 Fabulous bird

37 Moccasin
39 Earth goddess

40 A month
(abbr.)

42 Haul
44 Fragment
46 Arab

lateen rigged

vessel

48 Chinese pagoda

50 Danish island

51 Small lump
53 Rent
55 Approached
58 Eagles' nests

61 Be mistaken

62 Wild hogs
64 Fish eggs
65 Youngster
66 Trials

67 Superlative

ending

7 Dry, as wine

8 Waste metal

9 Violent outburst

10 Mans name
11 Footlike part

16 Performer

18 Collection of

facts

20 Speck
22 Food fish

23 Trespass on
for game

25 Short sleep

27 Ardent

28 Set of

professed
opinions

30 Decay

32 Aeriform
fluid

36 Temporary
bed

38 Seat

41 In the direction

of
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43 Existed

45 Retreat

47 Armed
conflict

49 Separate

52 Amount owed

54 Smaller
amount

55 Openwork
fabric

56 Period of

time
57 Female deer

59 Dawn
goddess

60 Place

63 Conjunction

:

DOWN

Vehicle

Nativa metal
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Link-Men'

Soccer Team Attack
j

By STEVE FERBER
(Second of a three part series)

If one word could describe the function of a halfback in soccer it

, would be that of "link-man." Thus when the seven halfbacks from

this years UMass soccer squad travel to Orono, Maine for their

first game of the season, linking the defense and the offense will be

their primary task. .... tU k„h
Halfbacks are the middle men, and it is their job to get the ball

from the defensive end of the field to the offensive. A halfback

generally is all over the field, often seen running back and forth,

back and forth; thus in the course of a game, even the very finest

conditioned halfback will most likely need a rest.

In the defensive end the

halfback aids the fullbacks and

the goalie in clearing the ball

and starting it back up field. At

the other end the halfback's

presence becomes a necessity

as a three man front line needs

support in order to mount an

attack. Often on offense the

halfback is involved in give and

go maneuver as weaving
becomes a fundamental part of

their repertoire.

Having lost a number of

halfbacks from last year's

;
squad, the Redmen feel that the

: | success or failure of these link-

men will be the key in moving

toward another Conference title, and high ranking in New England.

As with the group of forwards, only one senior is to be found

among our seven halfbacks. This lack of experience may prove

costly in the early going, but many of the juniors were able to gain

experience in last years championship season.

Let's take a look at the seven men who will fill three spots in the

middle of that Redmen lineup this coming Saturday:

Co-Captain Augie Calheno-Calheno is UMass' center halfback, an

All-Yankee Conference selection last year, and a workhorse with

oodles and oodles of talent. Calheno was injured towards the tail

end of last season and was forced to the sidelines for last year s

final games, but healthy as ever Calheno is looking to make his

senior year a special one. Described by Coach Jack Berryman as

•hard-nosed,'' "a player who excels on defense and who always

seems to come up with the ball," Calheno is one of the few half-

backs around who goes the full 88 minutes in a game. The senior

also handles UMass corner kicks and the Redmen can look for a

great season from this co-captain.

Edward Doherty-only a junior, yet he's returning, with some

experience gained under Coach Peter Broaca from last year.

Doherty looked his sharpest last Saturday, at the Westfield round

robin, impressing Berryman with his hustle and a number of good

shots on goal. Doherty also kicks well with both feet, a tremendous

asset to any soccer player.

Paul Gibauic-A late comer was Gibauic, as he appeared on the

soccer practice fields after the first Redmen scrimmage against

Amherst. But sophomore Gibauic has looked impressive and filled

in well in the short time he has been around.

Vinny Grandonico-another junior halfback, who scored his first

goal of the practice season last Saturday against AIC. Last

Saturday, like many of the halfbacks, Grandonico played his finest

game, as his aggressiveness was, and looks to continue to be his

finest asset.

Mike Nugent-Up from last year's freshmen squad is Nugent, who

likewise impressed Berryman on Saturday. Playing left halfback

this year, Nugent has both a strong right and left foot and among

his skills are dribbling. Drawing out fullbacks when on offense is

one of the sophomore's favorite maneuvers, and in the way of

scoring Nugent knocked in his first of the practice season against

Amherst last Wednesday on a head ball.

Matt Rowe-Rowe is a junior with ability in both his right and left

leg Rowe was on the injured list earlier this semester, but appears

healthy and eager to contribute to this year's club.

Bruce Sibson-Another youngster is Sibson the third sophomore

of the 7-man halfback unit. Sibson |is unique in that he can play most

every position as evidenced bv his play at forward and fullback for

last year's freshman team. Sibsonis tall, with a good foot and good

skills and will be a valuable fill-in man.

Quite evidently a young squad of halfbacks will be carrying the

load in the middle of the lineup. Hopefully, experience will come

quickly.

>«««««««*»4««a«w««****s

Tonight's Intramurals

[arriers Ahead of

As Season Opener Nears
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

Two weeks ago Coach Ken

O'Brien predicted that this would

have to be a rebuilding year for the

UMass cross-country team. He

based his assumption on the fact

that his first four runners from last

itathj &Qllfgtan

SPORTS
year are no longer on the team.

Also everyone from this year's

team returns next year.

Often when a coach talks of a

rebuilding year, the average sports

fan automatically conceives of a

losing season. Coach O'Brien

believed right from the start that

this year's team has great

potential, but felt it would take

time to develop this potential.

What has happened in the first

two weeks of practice is that the

team has come together and

progressed much faster than

Coach O'Brien at first thought was
possible. Significantly, the Coach

now feels that with the present rate

of progress the team does not have

to wait until next year or late

season to reach heights which are

now possible in the immediate

future.

Coach O'Brien stresses that this

year's team will have a new look in

the direction of team depth and

new faces. "Every spot on the

varsity roster is open and every

guy is looking for one of these

openings," stated O'Brien. He

further reinterated by saying that

there are four men now "shooting

or running" for the number one

spot. O'Brien also feels that there

are as many as five frosh vying for

the top seven varsity spots.

Two of the new faces will belong

to Paul Segersten and Chris

Chambers. Both men are resuming

their running careers after stints in

the service. Segersten and

Chambers from preseason per-

formances are sure to play an

important role in the team's

success.

Co-captain Tom Swain and

Junior Rich Barry who were last

year's fifth and sixth men,

respectively are also returning to

action after brief interruptions in

their running careers, due to

personal reasons. Swain and Barry

both reported to practice out of

shape, but O'Brien predicts that

both men will be ready to run in the

first meet. He also feels that both

men will be in peak condition by

mid-season.

Doug O'Connell and Roger

Nasatka, the outstanding runners

from last year's freshman team,

seem well prepared to make the

jump from freshman to varsity

competition. O'Connell had a

sensational track season last

spring and should be a definite

factor in every race this fall.

Nasatka has also proven in pre-

season that he is ready to accept a

fulltime berth on the varsity

roster.

Mike McCusker, Tom Derderian,

Arnie Morse, and Rich Tashjian

have all been impressive in

practice.

In the past two weeks several of

the more renown alumni runners

have returned to UMass, and have
participated in one or two prac-

RICK BARRY

tices. The effect that these men
have had on the younger runners

have been overwhelming. They
have sparked the younger runners

into being aware of the fact that

they are part of a great and long

tradition at the University.

QB's Highlight Intramural Action

Bv MARK VOGLER
Quarterback Bill Northsworthy had himself a field

day and wide receiver Larry Harmon played along

with him That's how it went as this passing combo

stole the limelight as the Grad-Faculty League kicked

off its grid season Tuesday evening.

Northsworthy was right on target hitting 16 to 23

passes including five of the touchdown variety as the

Zeroes bombed the Orbitals 42-0. He also ran one in

himself. Harmon fed off the fat of his signal caller's

skill with four scoring receptions. Jim Murphy also

tallied 10 points for the winners side.

Defending champion Civil Engineering proved no

match for the Conglos, rolling to an easy 31-0 triumph.

Ed Hannons passing performance wasn't quite as

good as Northsworthy -but you can't knock 10 for 13^

He fired for three touchdowns. Tom Jackiwicz scored

twice and also booted three one point conversions.

With just a 2-0 advantage at intermission, Govern-

ment cracked the contest wise open in the second

portion to mount a 21-0 decision over the Burners.

Education had the bye and will start their season

tonight.

The Frat Division got its campaign underway with a

bang as its slate featured a couple of dandys. Sigma

Alpha Epsilon eked out a 16-13 victory over Spartan

League opponent Phi Sigma Kappa on the weight of

John Parkhurst's second score of the night. Dick

Gargagliano put SAE out in front early during the see-

saw affair with a first quarter field goal.

Elsewhere, Beta Kappa Phi piled up 22 points in the

second half to bust open a scoreless struggle with

Alpha Phi Omega.
In the Trojan loop Tau Epsilon Phi stood off a

scoring threat in the final minutes to nail down a 22-15

triumph against Kappa Sigma. Bob Warner's marker

stood up as the deciding factor in this one. TEP clung

on with a 15-13 edge at half-time.

Jim Skouren unloaded four td passes, two to Ron

Harris as Sigma Phi Epsilon blanked Delta Chi 28-0.

• , . n
"A Win Is A Win Is A Win

** •* * * WmT "~W =_.,._ .,_:__u~:_„ "IwasalittleuDSett
By FRED ROSENTHAL

"The final score is what counts,"

commented Head Football Coach

Dick MacPherson at yesterday's

Varsity M Club luncheon at the

Newman Center.

Although UMass beat Maine by a

mere 13 points (13-0), Maine being

a team they were expecting to run

up a score on. Coach MacPherson
seemed satisfied with the victory.

However he seemed a little

disturbed over his team's attitude

after the game.

Sports Notices
ENTRIES DUE-Intramural

Entries are due today for Pad-

dleball and Handball Singles.
*****
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FOOTBALL
TEAMS

Civ. Eng. vs. Orbitals

Zeroes vs. Government
Burners vs. Educ

PSK vs. APO
BKP vs. PSD
TEP vs. DC
SPE vs PLP
TC vs LCA
SAMvs ZN

Fellas vs. Mouse
Cult vs. Acme

Bulldogs vs Ores
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Heads vs Dildoughs

Spunks vs. Bunch

Bulldoiersvs Terrors

Heads vs Monuments
Senators vs. Mags

Buffaloes vs. Chestnuts

Barracudas vs. Broncos

VVV vs. Tubes

Machines vs. Gypsies

Brother vs. Kumquat

Cougars vs Comanchees
Lions vs. Jaguars

Leopards vs. Maurauders

Saturday

:

UMass vs. Dartmouth

NAIADS-The Univ. Aquatic Art

Club will conduct tryouts for new

members on Thurs., Sept. 30, 6-7

p.m. at WOPE Pool. Instructional

practices will be offered Mon. &
Tues., Sept. 27 & 28, 6-7 p.m. at

which time Club members will

demonstrate and teach skills to be

included in the tryouts. Mem-
bership is open to men and women.

For further information contact

Kathy McNerney, Pres. NAIADS,

c/o WOPE, Campus.

ATHLETIC CHAIRMEN-Heads
of Residence, Sorority and

Fraternity Presidents, In-

dependent units andGrad-FacStaff

units-have your Athletic Chairman

report to the Intramural Office and

record their names, addresses and

phon i umber*

WRESTLING-All wrestlers

(freshman and varsity) are

reminded to report to the in-

firmary at 5:30 tonight for their

physical.
*****

FOOTBALL PARKING-The first

home game will be on Saturday

and a large crowd is expected for

the game. These vehicles will park

in "V" lot.

Please move your vehicle from

"V" lot to "F" lot or any other

convenient lot prior to Saturday

morning. Thank you for your

cooperation...The Office of the

Parking Coordinator.

*****

WARPATH-Kent Best and Marty
Kelly will host Warpath tonight at

7:30 on WMUA. UMass line coach

Ken Conatser and Redman stars

Bill DeFlavio and Skip Parmenter
will be on hand to preview the

nartrnntitb aanie.

"I was a little upset to go into the

locker room after the game and

find the players to be unhappy with

the score." He went on to explain

that concern with the score or

performance is an individual thing.

"We're a family, a group."

MacPherson said he wanted his

players to come to the realization

that "a win is a win is a win is a

win."

"We want to win every game we
play; we expect to win every game
we play. But we also want to play

as many players as possible."

MacPherson announced at the

luncheon that Tim Berra has been

named sophomore of the week in

the Yankee Conference and that

Bill DeFlavio has been chosen as

ECAS defensive lineman of the

week.
DeFlavio then spoke briefly on

his feelings about the game this

Saturday against Dartmouth.

"Nothing can be said after losing to

them last year after we should

have won. The game will be a good

one."
MacPherson also noted that

Mark Palau will be the place

kicker for the Redmen this week.

Tomorrow:
Metawampe

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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The campus pond as seen from the top of the new library. The first and last time you'll «v,r sw it blue. (Steve Schmidt photo for the MDC)

Nixon -No Expiration Date On Freeze

DETROIT ( AP (President Nixon

pledged Thursday night that his

Phase 2 system of price and wage

controls will have enforcement

teeth and no expiration date-and

might be broadened to cover in-

terest rates.

The President also declared that

the 10 per cent impoit surcharge

will not be lifted-"even to placate

some of our friends who are con-

cerned about it "until other nations

join in an overhaul of the system of

currency exchange rates.

Assuring the Economic Club of

Detroit that the American
producer "simply wants an equal

shot, an equal chance," he added in

a question-and-answer exchange
broadcast on nationwide radio:

"The surcharge will not be

removed until we get action on that

More On Voting
See page three

Harlan Retires
See page four

score."

When the 90-day freeze on prices,

wages and rents expires on Nov.

13, he said, it will be replaced with

a system which concentrates on

major industries whose price and

wage behavior influences the

whole economy. The system, he

promised, will provide for ad-

justment of inequities-including

tht postponement of teachers' and

others' pay increases-which are

now frozen until Nov. 13.

Nixon told his questioners in the

automotive capital also that:

—The reported disturbances in

mainland China will not change his

plans to visit that country. His

travel plans "will be announced at

an appropriate time," he said.

—The qualifications he wants in

a nominee for the Supreme Court

might include service on the House

or Senate Judiciary Committee-a

reference that could apply to Rep.

Richard H. Poff, R-Va., a senior

member of the House committee.

He still wants Congress to

enact his welfare reform and

revenue-sharing proposals this

year. The present welfare system

"is a national disgrace," he said.

—The economy is on its way up.

1972 "will be a very good year, and

anybody who bets on the long term

future of the economy is going to

win his bet."

—He will not let en-

vironmentalists "destroy the in-

dustrial system that made this

country great." That was in reply

to a question on the automobile's

contribution to air pollution.

Nixon disclosed that the

possibility of controlling interest

rates, "particularly with regard to

loans to consumers," is being

considered but no decision has

been made.
"What happens to interest rates,

whether they continue to stay

where they are or to go down, will

have a great deal to do with

whether we have the Federal

Reserve move in," he said.

Nixon said the country will

return to a free economy as soon as

possible, but not until the problem

of inflation has been effectively

dealt with.

"Until then, we feel it is

necessary to have controls backed
up by teeth, made effective by the

government," he said.

In response to a question on

profits, Nixon noted that if there is

control over costs and prices there

is some control on profits. They
way to increase profits, he added,

is to expand business and create

more jobs.

The questioner did not

specifically ask the President to

comment on the omission of profits

from the control structure, but

Nixon gave his reason anyway. It

is when profits are plowed back
into industry that the economy
expands, he said.

Flanked by an array of political

and other advisors, Nixon made his

first appearance as President in

the Detroit area, in a state he lost

to Hubert H. Humphrey in 1968 by

more than 220,000 votes.

The Economic Club has a

membership roster of 2,500 in-

cluding big names from industry,

labor, business and banking. Each
member at the dinner was allowed

to bring one guest.

Ivess than an hour before the

President arrived at Cobo Hall, a

crowd of several thousand
protesting pickets gathered out-

side.

Many of the demonstrators
carried signs reading, "Wall Street

Ivoves the Freeze" while others

held signs urging "Freeze War,
Not Prices."

A huge red banner with black

letters urged "Avenge the Attica

Prisoners," a reference to the

Attica, NY. prison riot.

Dozens of uniformed police kept

the demonstrators away from the

hall's main entrance.

Nixon said when this nation's

economy produces at full capacity,

"we should in no circumstances

spend more than the tax system

produces."

But when it is not producing at

full capacity, as it has not for the

past 25 years, he said, government

spending "to pick up the slack in

the economy can be justified."
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Hamden Rap Held UM Designing Pollution FreeCar

Hn ELAINKSTGGEL
A rap session was held in

Hamden Dining Commons
Tuesday night for students with

suggestions concerning the "Little

Hatch'" and other facets of campus

eating It was attended by about

thirty people and led by Marie

Cappadona, the manager of

Marketing Services, a new division

created to relate to students and

find out from them what they want

in the way of food services.

The 'Little Hatch", located

downstairs in Hamden Dining

Commons, was liked by students

because of its personal touches and

made-to-order food. It did not open

this year, however, due to slow

service and cramped space. It wiii

remain closed at present to give

Bites and Pieces, also located in

Hamden, a chance to become
Irequented by students.

Suggestions made to give Bites

and Pieces a more personal at-

mosphere are being considered.

These include decorating the area,

revamping the menu, installing

pinball machines, and serving

breakfast until one o'clock on

weekends. Many of these ideas will

soon be put into effect. Miss

Cappadona said.

( )ther suggestions made were the

stocking of such items as fresh

fruit, beer, and canned juice in

Munchy s. These ideas are also

being looked into.

No Busses For Attica

H> KRANCINK NICHOLSON
What can you do to help save the

environment? You can help design

and construct a pollution-free

automobile right here on the

I Mass. campus.

Under the advisory direction of

Professor Paul Tartaglia of the

Mechanical Engineering Depart-

ment, a 28-member team of

engineering students is building a

vehicle to enter in the Urban

Vehicle Design Competition in

August. 1972. Professor Tartaglia

is inviting all interested persons,

male and female, especially those

in the fields of sociology,

economics, business, law. and

design to assist in the production of

the car.

At present, the engineering

students on the team are receiving

academic credit for their work on

the car. others outside the

Engineering Department should

consult their respective depart-

ments concerning similar credit

possibilities. Professor Tartaglia

emphasizes that the practical

experience gained in participating

in such a project would be valuable

in future job hunting.

Interested persons who have

anything to contribute to the

project should contact Paul Tar-

taglia. 316 Engineering Lab by

phone (545-0989) or by mail (c/o

Mechanical Engineering Depart-

ment). The project is completely

student oriented and initiated.

The Urban Vehicle Design

Competition is being sponsored by

Hie Stlldent Competition on

Relevant Engineering (SCORE), a

group of faculty members from

various colleges, to encourage

practical experience in education,

to stimulate the interest of the

general public in technological

pollution solutions, and to help

solve tin- environmental problem

of urban transportation. A com
mittee of five students from MIT.

Tufts. I 'diversity of Connecticut,

and Worcester Polytechnical In

stitute is directing the competition

The competition grew out of the

tremendousinterestin the "Clear

Air Car Race" held several years

ago In the race, which ran from

Cambridge to California, cars

wore tested for amounts and types

of pollution emitted.

The possibility of U. Mass.

students reaching the shores of

Attica panned out today because

buses were unavailable.

Paul Mishler. an organizer of the

proposed trip, said Student Senate

buses were already being used.

and Western Bus Lines refused to

go out of state Although Peter Pan

Bus Lines had not been reached.

Mishler felt they wouldn't have

agreed

Twenty students are still bound

lor Attica in two VW buses, but

organizers sights are set toward
Oct. 2. when a large rally is

scheduled outside Danbury State

Prison in Connecticut to protest the

Attica atrocities and the decaying

penal system.
Mishler hopes for a large tur-

nout, and feels certain that buses

can be obtained for students

wishing to go.

Abortion Panel At Women Voter's Meeting
A panel of speakers with dif-

ferent perspectives on the issue of

birth control and abortion

legislation will be the main feature

of the opening fall meeting of the

League of Women Voters of

Amherst. The meeting will take

place Monday, September 27 at

7 : :50 in the cafeteria of the Amherst

Regional Junior High School.

All women in the Amherst area

are invited to come and take part

in the coffee hour, become

acquainted with the LWV and its

programs, and hear the speakers

and participate in the discussion.

The panel members will be:

Pamela Lowry. of the Pregnancy

Counseling Service in Boston;

State Representative Edward A.

McColgan of Northampton; Sister

Miriam Negimy, program director

of the Marian Center in Holyoke.

and Dr. Castellano Turner, of the

I Mass. Department of

Psychology.

An interesting evening is an-

ticipated with all sides of the issue

to be aired, (aiests are urged to

take part in the discussion period.

For more information about this

meeting or about the Amherst

LWV, call Connie Wilkins. 256-8481.
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WE BROUGHT OUT

NEW Corduroys
and

MORE Jeans
For The

FINAL DAYS BASEMENT SALE!

WEARHOUSE
Wear- Else?

Construction uorker add the last of the poured concrete to the new library. Topping of ceremony took

place the same day. That's what the tree is about.
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NEW INDIAN DRESSES
Short and Floor Length

Heavily Embroidered
All Colors
Some with Hoods

COATS
Air Force Parkas
Field Jackets
Peacoats
Over Coats

» HAtfBURGS

TOPS
Ribs
Jersey

Stars and Stripes

Turtle Necks
Hand Dyed Colors

Wallace Beerys.

PATCHES
Bed Spreads
Rugs
Lamps
School Bags
Knapsacks
Pipes

STUFF
Flight Suits

Belts
Used Jeans
Blankets

FREE PAPERS
AND SCREENS

Student Registration Vital: Young Dems
By JAN LIVA

•Registering to vote is the most ef-

fective political act students can do right

now if enough students do it," said Mike

Brasman, member of the Amherst Voter

Registration Coalition (AVRC) and

Young Democrats in an MDC interview

yesterday.

if large numbers of students do

register, they are in effect saying to the

country that they are interested and do

want a say in government" according to

Brasman. "Registering will also in-

fluence governmental representatives

who cannot ignore or alienate an entire

bloc of student voters. Lastly, there are

people, such as Federal Magistrate

Willie J. Davis, trying to postpone and

frustrate students from registering in

Cambridge."
Brasman feels that conservatives are

depending on student apathy and in-

difference. He pointed out that the in-

dividual vote does count by giving this

example: In the 1960 elections, if Nixon

had gotten one additional vote in each

precinct in the US. then by popular votes

Nixon would have defeated John Ken-

nedy for the presidency. Since there are

a potential 11-1/2 million new youth

voters (18-20) for the 1972 election, it is

imperative that these people register.

Register to vote. But where? Brasman

suggests to the student, 'Register where

you think you'll be the most effective."

The AVRC has no preference as to

where a student registers.

However, director of the

Massachusetts Democratic Voter

Registration, Russ Newsome, hopes that

if students register and vote locally in

Amherst they will vote not out of

Ignorance but on issues they know and

care about. Some local issues that are of

student interest, named by Newsome,

include:

—rent control. There are students who

feel that the rents for the local apart-

ments are excessively high.

—day care centers. Married students

or working mothers may like to see

expansive day care centers.

liason between Mownies' and UMies.

Friction between Amherst High School

students and UMass students exists. A

liason group could help alleviate ten-

sions as they appear,

—transportation problems. During the

presidential elections in 1972, students

may prefer staying on campus to vote

rather than trudging home to cast their

ballot.

To register in Amherst, a student

must go to the office of the Town Clerk in

the Amherst Town Hall, (the stone

building with the clock tower next to the

Lord Jeff in the center of town). Town

Hall is open Monday through Friday 8-

4 :30. The student must sign an affadavit

saying that he is at least 18 years of age

and has been a resident of Amherst for

at least six months.

If a student expresses a desire to

register in Amherst but wishes to know

more about the community before

reaching a final decision, an array of

pamphlets is available at the Town Hall.

For students who have registered at

home but cannot be home in time for the

elections there exists an absentee ballot.

To receive this ballot the student must

write to his town hall asking for the

application for an absent voter ballot.

The student must be registered at

home before the application will be

mailed. Once the application is filled

out, the student must get the signature

of a notary public. At UMass, Richard

M. Rowland serves as a notary public.

This is then mailed back to the town hall,

which will then mail an election ballot to

the student on election day.

Brasman, also a member of the Young
Democrats, points out that at present

there is no way to determine how many
UMass students have registered and

where they have registered. He said that

over the summer the Young Democrats,

which belong to the AVRC, registered

over 1,000,000 youth voters nationwide.

September 30, the date of the Student

Senate elections, the AVRC will attach

to the ballots a separate questionaire

asking the student if and where the

student registered to vote. These

statistics will give the AVRC an in-

dication of how intense a voter

registration drive is needed at UMass.

Brasman reminds students that the

presidential primaries in Massachusetts

will be held April 15 so the time to

register is now. Any students who may
have questions concerning registration

procedure, the AVRC, or the Young

Democrats are invited to call Mike

Brasman at 546-5036 at any time.

Enviroment Agency

Requests 30 Law Suits
WASHINGTON (AP)-The En-

vironmental Protection Agency, in

its first action to force compliance

with the anti-pollution permit

system, requested lawsuits

Thursday against 30 industries and

threatened suits against fiveothers.

The 30-cited to the Justice

Department were among those

that failed to apply for permits, as

required by law, to discharge

wastes into U.S. navigable waters,

despite a grace period of more than

two months since the legal

deadline last July 1.

Although each company could be

charged with a separate violation

for each day since the deadline-and

be fined up to $2,500 a day-EPA
General Counsel John Quarles told

newsmen only one day would be

charged against them.

The main purpose, Quarles said,

was to put those companies and

others on notice that EPA is tired

of waiting and is ready to start

suing.

Saturday Night

BLACK MAGIC
featuring

Bombers Hit N. Vietnam
SAIGON (AP)-Two U.S. Air

Force fighter-bombers attacked an

antiaircraft gun site inside North

Vietnam on Thursday in the third

straight day of raids in the north.

Communist China on Friday

denounced a multi strike carried

out Tuesday.
Thursday's raid followed a

similar two-plane attack on a

North Vietnamese gun position

Wednesday and the big raid

Tuesday in which American

bombers flew 200 combat strikes in

North Vietnam's southern

panhandle. The U.S. command
said the American planes were not

hit in Thursday's raid.

9:30 - 12:30 DANCING 50' COVER

at

m* EnsliBl? $ub

Correction
The ad for Listening l'ost on

page eight of Thursdays
Collegian was incorrect. It

should have read three records

for $.">.17. not eight.

SPRING SEMESTER -ISRAEL
For Humanities Students

Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study centered in Jerusalem/February-June, 1972

Limited to 30 students

Juniors, Seniors, and Grad students eligible.

Four courses/History, Literature, Archaeology,

Bible

Earn 16 credits

Knowledge of Hebrew or Arabic preferred

Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel

Application deadline November 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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In The Nation And The World

Harlan Retires; 2nd Court Seat Open
WASHINGTON iAP>-John

Marshall Harlan, the scholarly

conservative who was generally

rat i'd as one of of the Supreme
Court's most able jurists, retired

Thursday because of ill health. He
is suffering from cancer.

The retirement, effective im-

mediately, was the second from
the nation's highest court in less

than a week and leaves President

Nixon in the rare situation of

having two crucial appointments to

make at the same time.

Associate Justice Hugo L. Black

retired last Friday, also for

reasons of health. Black was
reported in very serious condition

at Bethesda Naval Medical Center.

The 72-year-old Harlan was
taken to the Bethesda Hospital

Aug. 16 for treatment of what then

was termed a "backache." He was
later transferred downtown to the

George Washington University
Hospital.

After the White House an-

nounced Harlan's retirement, it

was announced at the court that he

is undergoing treatment for bone
cancer.

The Supreme Court scheduled to

open its fall term on Oct. 4 with

only seven justices on the bench
and several major issues awaiting

decision. Perhaps paramount

McDonough Caught;

Returned to Conn.
NEW YORK (AP)-Bail of $350,000 was set Thursday for Steven M.

McDonough, 23, son of a school superintendent and a former high school

athletic star, and a U.S. magistrate ordered him returned to Connecticut

immediately to face bank robbery charges.

Federal officials said the burly McDonough also has been indicted on a

murder charge in Rhode Island, and was wanted in the shooting of a

Massachusetts state trooper, and for allegedly armed robbery in Boston

and Huntington, W. Va.

Magistrate Sol Shreiber acted after Lenox Hill Hospital reported that

McDonough was physically able to make the trip to Connecticut. Asst.

I s Any Peter Clark of that state arrived with a certified copy of a

Hartford indictment charging McDonough with robbing a Mechanics
Bunk branch in West Hartford last August.

Under federal law. McDonough is not entitled to a formal hearing here

because the alleged crime occurred less than 100 miles away.
McDonough's lawyer told Schreiber he believed McDonough needed

immediate psychiatric and medical treatment because of injuries

received when he was captured. He said 20 stitches were taken in a wound
on his head, and he might be suffering from concussion.

A 0-foot-2-inch, 200-pounder, McDonough appeared in court with his

hands and feet shackled.

His matted, long black hair and disheveled condition attested to the

struggle he put up when FBI agents captured him Wednesday night at a

Manhattan hotel. Agents said McDonough was carrying a loaded pistol.

When asked by the magistrate, McDonough acknowledged that he had
had $10,000 in his possession. Asst. U.S. Atty. William B. Gray said $26,000

was stolen from the Connecticut bank.

McDonough's father, John P. McDonough, superintendent of schools in

Farmington. Conn, sat silently in Federal Court during the arraignment.

He refused to answer reporters' questions after it was over.

Cray said McDonough had not seen his parents for more than a year.

STUDENTS!
LUNCHEON

11: 15 a.m. - Sunday, Sept. 26

Folklore Center
behind

GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
on the Town Common

Students at Amherst, Hampshire and the University will

join with faculty and other members of the parish for

conversation, food, music, and discussion of plans for the
coming year ( including time and place for worship on each
campus.)

TOP OF THE CAMPUS

Alone &

Together"

I

Featuring BAMBA

Sat. Sept. 25 9-1

jponsoredby Food Services

among these is the question of

whether capital punishment is

constitutional.

White House press secretary

Ronald L Ziegler said Nixon

recognized the situation and was
expected "to move as swiftly as

possible to find two highly qualified

individuals to fill the vacancies.

"

When Black's retirement was
announced Ziegler said Nixon was
considering a list of seven potential

successors. Ziegler said Thursday
he felt the list could be expanded,
i don't want to lock it at seven,"

he said.

The double vacancy was the first

since 1941 when Justice James C.

McReynolds retired and Chief

Justice Charles E. Hughes quit five

months later. President Franklin
D. Roosevelt filled both shortly

after Hughes stepped down.
Earlier Nixon appointed Chief

Justice Warren E. Burger and
Associate Justice Harry A. Black-

mun.
The Harlan retirement will not

have as much ideological impact
on the court's makeup as will

Black's. Harlan was a solid

member of the court's con-

servative side and Nixon is ex-

pected to replace him with an

appointee of similar bent. Black,

on the other hand, was considered

a member of the liberal bloc.

Nixon has commented
frequently that he wants nominees

who are "strict constructionists"

of the Constitution.

Mrs. Richard M. Nixon has been

calling recently for a woman
justice. She commented earlier

this week that Nixon had named
several women to district courts

for grooming 'in case they don't get

one this time," referring to the

Justice Black vacancy.

Chief Jusitce Burger said

Harlan's decision to retire was "a

source of deep regret to all his

colleagues and a loss to the Court

and to the country.

Ziegler relayed similar praise

from Nixon.

"He is one of the great legal

scholars in the history of the court

and will be recorded by history as

one of the towering figures of the

court," the President said.

Harlan has served on the

Supreme Court since March 28,

1955. He was named to the bench in

the midst of the controversy over
school desegregation.

His career on the high court

stood as somewhat of an ironic

contradiction to the battle waged in

the Senate over his confirmation.

Although he consistently voted

with the conservative bloc, after

his appointment it was con-

servative opposition which held up
his nomination in the Senate for

more than four months.

The nomination was made by
President Dwight D. Eisenhower

on Nov. 9. 1954, to fill the vacancy
left by the death of Associate

Justice Robert H. Jackson.

Six months earlier the court had
rendered its famous decision

declaring racial segregation in

public schools unconstitutional.

But after Harlan's nomination, the

court on Nov. 22 postponed
arguments on how and when to

enforce its decision. It was felt a

full court was needed for such a

momentous decision.

Initially the Harlan nomination

was well received, but the 83rd

Congress failed to act on it after

Sen. James Eastland, D-Miss.,

held it up in the Judiciary Com-
mittee.

Rumors of Turmoil From China
WARSAW (AP)-A newspaper in

Communist Poland said Thursday
it had information from Peking
indicating "substantial political

changes" were underway in Red
China.

The daily Zycio Warsawy took

note of widespread reports since

Tuesday that something is hap-

pening on the Chinese mainland.
Reports that the traditional

National Day parade and
fireworks display had been can-

celled provoked speculation that

Chairman Mao Tse-tung was dead
or seriously ill. But this was later

denied by Chinese officials.

The Polish newspaper said it did

not know to what extent the rumors
were true "but already we have
received certain information from
Peking which indicates that

probably substantial political

changes are underway there."

The paper quoted reports it said

were from foreign correspondents
about the removal of busts and
pictures of Mao as well as
quotations from hotels and
restaurants. Information on this

reached Peking from various
places including Shanghai, Canton
and Naking, the paper said.

In Tokyo on Thursday, China
watchers were agreed that

something was up, but nobody
wanted to guess what.
Peking's communication media

cast no new light on the develop-

ments.

Hidoo Don, a Japan Socialist

party member of Parliament who
is visiting Peking, was quoted as

saying that it appears true that

tension is mounting near the

Chinese-Soviet border in northeast

China.

DETROIT (AP) -President Nixon
said Thursday night he will put no
limit on the duration of price-wage
controls following his 90-day
freeze, and will concentrate the no.

2 phase curbs on major industries.

RUSSELLS
PACKAGE STORE

SUNDAY
Bud Happy Hour

THE PUB
25' 3-7

HAPPY HOUR

Headquarters

18 Main St.

Amherst

253-5441

Take your Lunch to the Game

Football Bag Lunch

Cold Cut Grinder

Brownie

Potato Chips

Pepsi

"BITES & PIECES"

"CATALYST"

99 c

Hampden Commons

Worcester Commons
J

Missing My Lai Report

Thought To Be Falsified

KT. MEADE, Md. (AP)-An Army, criminal investigator testified

Thursday he believes a missing formal report on the My Lai massacre

was falsified, possibly to satisfy a commanding general that no civilians

were murdered at the Vietnames hamlet.

"Mv own personal opinion is ... the report was just a falsification,"

Roland W. Thompson told a special hearing held without the jury in the

My Lai court-martial of Col. Oran K. Henderson.

"Phe report didn't contain actual statements of any down-to-earth

soldiers,'' the witness said under questioning by defense lawyers.

•Conceivably, the report was just a fabrication to satisfy a commanding

general that civilians were not murdered but were killed by artillery

preparation."

Thompson, a criminal investigator for 22 years, said he based his

conclusion on CID interviews with about 1,500 persons during a 10-month

hunt for facts and documents relating to the My Lai operation on March

it;. 1968.

The witness said he was certain a formal My Lai report had existed and

was forwarded by Henderson to the American division, whose com-

mander. Maj. (Jen Samuel Roster, had ordered a formal investigation.

Henderson, accused of willfully failing to properly investigate the

massacre, has said he directed the late Col. Frank A. Barker, his

executive officer with the 11th Brigade, to conduct the probe.

The defense contends the missing Barker report contains sworn

statements from troops on the My Lai assault backing up an informal

report Henderson made to division headquarters April 24, 1968.

This informal report concluded that 128 Viet Cong were killed at My

Lai that only 20 civilians died accidentally from artillery and cross-fire

and that allegations of 450 to 500 non-combatant casualties were the

product of Viet Cong propaganda.

The investigator said that had the formal report described what ac-

tually had happened at My Lai, it would have touched off more detailed

inquiries bv both the inspector general and CID.

Thompson said the CID probe of My Lai disclosed Henderson never

formally interviewed anyone and that "nobody particularly cared what

happened at My Lai...

Alert For Viet Election
SAIGON (AP)—American and

South Vietnamese forces were

ordered on special alerts Thursday

to meet a threat of increasing

enemy attacks aimed at disrupting

South Vietnam's Presidential

election Oct. :5.

For the 215,000 U.S. servicemen,

the alert appeared designed to

keep them clear of terrorist at-

tacks and political strife such as

the antigovernment demon-
strations and anti-American
firebombings of the past two

weeks.

More demonstrations are

planned by militant students, war

veterans, and opposition political

groups to protest the unopposed

candidacy ol President Nguyon

Van Thieu.

There uas evidence of mounting

shellings, terror and sapper at-

tacks by North Vietnamese and

Viet Cong units.

South Vietnamese military

headquarters reported 21 to 29

shellings and other enemy in-

cidents daily for the past three

days.

The U.S. Command announced

that beginning Friday "all U.S.

forces in the Republic of Vietnam

will take necessary security

measures in anticipation of a

possible increase in enemy ac-

tivity.

"US. military personnel will not

enter populated areas; including

villages, hamlets, and urban

areas, except on essential official

business or travel between billets

and places of duty. Vehicle

movement outside U.S. in-

stallations will be limited to

essential travel." .

AT command spokesman, ("apt.

James D'Entrement, said: "In-

telligence indicates increased

enemy action, which could take the

form of indirect fire attacks

ground attacks or terrorist ac-

tivities The election could be a

factor in the enemy's plans.

The alert starting Friday will

run at least to Oct. (i

In war action. South Vietnamese

troops launched a new thrust into

southern Cambodia. It is aimed at

clearing western Svay Rieng

Province south of Highway 1, the

main road linking the Cambodian
capital of Phnom Penh with

Saigon.

The number of troops engaged
was not disclosed.

Associated Press correspondent

Robin Mannock. reporting from

Cambodia, said the new South

Vietnamese drive was undertaken

at the request of the Cambodians
and that enemy pressure has been

building lately in the operation

area.

The Cat In The Hat
Always Comes Back

BORED?

Amherst Folklore

Center
Good Music

FRI.

Prairie Oysters
Country Rock

SAT.
Mike Allan

blues

SUN.
Doc, Joe, & Barbara

MON.
Movie"TheWorldofApo"

SprinqSt.,

behindGraceChurch
OpenFri. Mon.,8-la.m.

Home Economics Drive On
The College Chapter of the

American Home Economics
Association will conduct its 1971-72

membership drive from Sep-

tember 27-October 1. All majors in

the school of Home Economics are

eligible for membership.
AHEA is a national organization

which encompasses professionals

in all areas of home economics.

Student membership entitles you

to membership in both the national

and state AHEA. a subscription to

the Journal of Heme Economics,

and an opportunity to actively

participate in the activities and

future oi your profession.

Plans for the year in the college

chapter tentatively include a

career day featuring recent

graduate's in various areas of home

Architectual

Open House
The architectual firm of Callister

& Payne will be holding an open

house at their new office at ('» Main

Street in Amherst on Thursday and

Friday evenings. September 24.

from 7 to 9 p.m.. and again next

week on September 2K and 29.

Callister & Payne are presently

involved in the planning of the

\mhersl Fields project Schematic

drawings and maps of the proposed

development will be available for

the public's inspection and

discussion.

Refreshments will be served.

economics, a combined state and

college chapter professional day

conference in the spring, guest

lecturers, and exchange field trips

with Framingham State and
Simmons College.

Applications for membership
will be available from September

27 October t in Skinner Lobby or

Skinner, room 120.

If you're action-oriented, join

AHEA and make a difference'

(trends llashle

Sat. Sept. 25

Knowlton
(in the Quad)

presents

RUSH

S: 30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. 50c

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

SPECIAL

4 Piece Stainless

HOSTESS SET
only $4.95

"...Everyone's Favorite

Jeweler..."
,!1 South Pleasant St. Amherst

AFTER THE

GAME

Pioneer Valley Craft Fair

all day — Oct. 9 — all day

Folk Marie -CLEAN LIVING -FAT
Arts & Crafts - Rides - Contests

Tickets $2.00 (a) White Light Books

and Amherst Folklore Center

AT

®h? Englta!? JJub

BRING EM IN

Your Senate Nomination Papers

Student Activies Area 1st Level C. C.

\
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A Place To Begin
Plans and programs have a way of getting lost in

bureaucracies. A prime example of this is the University

Senate. You remember the University Senate, that

unicameral monster that reared its ugly head last

semester only to be slain, or at least seriously wounded, by

the strangling tapes of a bureaucratic system and its

components which fight any kind of change.

This may seem like strong language to use to describe

the fate of the unicameral body which most informed

sources feel is the best way to organize campus govern-

ment. Bureaucratic mollycodling, however, has kept the

University Senate from being a reality right now. As it

stands now, it will be next semester at the earliest and, if

experience can be any judge, probably not for another

year before it actually becomes the governing body at

UMass.
The Committee on the University Senate is due to report

in November and pressure should be applied to make sure

that this report is not only on time but also presents the

program in a light that can not possibly be refused by any

segment of the campus community. That many will

disagree with one point or another goes without doubt.

However, that any shall prevent the adoption of this

sorely-needed program is a thought which could do great

damage to the progress of the University so proudly

proclaimed by the Chancellor in his Convocation address.

The implementation of the University Senate could be a

good place for Chancellor Tippo to begin his Covocation

address of 1972.

Vietnamized

Art Buchwald

Sunday Afternoon
WASHINGTON -"Marry. ..Harry

will you stop looking at that stupid

football game and listen to me?
There's a very suspicious man
lurking in front of the house.What
do you mean find out what he

wants'" You find out what he

wants. You're the man in this

house... Harry. I think he's getting

into your car. ..Yes, he is getting

into your car...Lets call the police.

"How can you say that Harry?

Even if the car is insured you

should at least make some effort to

stop a thief ...I don't care if it is

lourth down and one to go, you

tan't let somebody just up and

steal your car. ..Look Harry he's

getting out now and opening the

hood. ..He's probably trying to get

it started... I think you should at

least yell at him...

"All right, so the Redskins made
a first down... But if you just come
to the window. ..Look he's got the

motor started... Please. Harry, call

the police... What.'...It will ruin

your afternoon if the police

come...Yes, I know you have your

heart set on watching the game,
but what are we going to do for a

car". ..I'm not distracting

you...How can you say I always

think of ways of interrupting you
when you're watching a football

game...Am I supposed to let

someone steal your car without

telling you... Harry you're getting

up from your chair. .What hap-

pened'.'... Oh, it's a com-

mercial. ..No. the car's gone

now ...The man drove it off. Are

you going to report if After the

Kansas City game which ends at 7

o'clock-Well, you've certainly

made a contribution to law and

order today...

"All right, I promise I won't

bother you again...Go back to your

game...

"Harry, there's a cab pulling up

to the house. Harry it's our son

.Jimmy who has been in the Navy
lor two years.. .1 didn't even know-

he was back in this country...Oh.

my goodness, he looks so brown

and tall...Come Harry, let's greet

him at the door. ..Harry, you don't

want to greet your son after he

fought for his country?...

oh you can't leave the set now
because the Cardinals have just

turn bled'.'... No. don't worry, I'll

ask Jimmy to come in the side door

so he won't disturb you...Why are

you yelling at me'.'... Be mad at the

Navy. They're the ones who let

Jimmy come home on Sunday.

"Harry. I know you told me not

to bother you. and I've let you

alone lor the entire quarter, but

something has come up I think you

should know about...Our daughter

Gertrude has just called from the

hospital and she's about to give

birth to a baby. ..Will you stop

screaming at me"... I know it isn't

a big thing to have a baby.

Harry...Women have them all the

time. Ordinarily it isn't worth

interrupting a football game to tell

you about it. but I would like to

remind you of one thing,

Harry. ..Gertrude isn't
married!. ..This could be a very

traumatic experience for a 15-

year-old girl. .."Yes Harry. I'm as

sorry as you are that Bragg missed

the field goal. ..it's very wet on that

astroturf...Well I'll go to the

hospital myself. I'm sure Gertrude

will understand...

"I'm back Harry. Getrude had a

little boy...What game are you

watching now ''...The San Diego

Chargers. What happened to the

Redskins? They won "...Isn't that

wonderful...Then your afternoon

wasn't a complete waste after all.

"Harry I've decided to leave

you... No. I can't wait until San

Diego loses the ball ...I wish to

discuss it now. ..I've given it a lot of

thought and I've decided that life is

just passing me by. ..Don't turn the

volume up, Harry. ..It won't do you

any good. I'VE MADE MY
DECISION, HARRY ..HARRY.

TURN DOWN THE SET. No.

HARRY. THERE IS NO SENSE
TALKING ABOUT IT

TOMORROW "NIGHT ..WHY
not" Because tomorrow
night detroit is playing
THE MINNESOTA VIKINGS."

On Your Mark

B\ ALAN K. WRIGHT
Now that the gears of UMass' student factory have

been well-oiled by the perennial procedures of

registration, convocation, course adds, drops, pass-

fail authorizations, and the physical plant's test-book

"sale", etc., our Amherst sub-city is ready to embark

on another tail semester.

Eor those of us who have been here more than a

couple of years, the complexion of the University has

changed notably. The grandiose "world's tallest

library'
-

seems to have reached its summit, so the

multi dollar-per hour construction bubs won't be

around to ogle the bra-less co-eds for much longer.

The extensive intramural program has supplemented

its acres of football fields with official goal posts.

Southwest's log cabin eyesore has been removed,

along with a former favorite meeting place -the Little

Hatch The latter's replacements-a trio of eating

establishments located in a reformed Hampden
Commons called Munehy's. the Place, and Bites ;uid

Pieces are experiencing dubious popularity. However,

the front of this area is still the haven for amateur
musicians looking for an evening jam session.

The dormitories themselves have evolved to the

point where an occupant can do anything from

painting or paneling to installing wall to wall rugs or

water beds to make these cubicles resemble a living

area. Many students have invested in mini-

refrigerator ripoffs or sophisticated stereo systems

that excellently reproduce Derek and the Dominoes

concert hall sound only to be absorbed by the inferior

acoustic quality of cinder block walls.

The co-ed innovation has either been instituted or

proposed in many dorms across campus It's working
best where it got effectively started earliest -in

Greenough and Butterfield. Some of Project lo's

constituents have expressed dissatisfaction with their

experience.

You won't see a big rush to the fraternities or

sororities this year, as many houses are either folding

up or are in desperate need of financial aid. Theta Chi

and Kappa Sig will probably retain their traditional

beer-swilling success and glean varsity material

while ladies from Alpha Chi Omega and Kappa Kappa
Gamma will remain unified and attract an interested

following of D All: award winners
The Quadrangle will still be one of the few places

left on campus to find grass -of the lush green variety.

From here nursing and women's Phys. Ed. majors
will be seen making the trek to classes, while Orchard
Hill residents descend the mountain to wait in line at

Worcester and Eranklin Dining Commons.
The new Northeast residents will be trying to

convince themselves that their move to that area is

really "suite" after all. Einally. those who have split

off campus will soon get used to bucking the morning
traffic to find a parking space and make their 9:05

lecture, which they will end up trying to subscribe to

SES notes for anyway
In closing. I would like to comment that wherever

youare, or whatever you're into here; UMass. despite
it's shortcomings is a good place to be for 4 years
between high school and trying to find a job.

'•AIM.'

COME ON IN AND MEET THE OTHER CHINA-ARE YOU THERE, MR. CHIANG . .
?'
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Topical Reprints

Politics

Hicks 'On The Attack

'

U.S. Rep. Louise Day Hicks is taking off her white

gloves and preparing for a brawl.

After practicing her special brand of low-profile

politics for years, the congresswoman has been stung

by her second place finish to Boston Mayor Kevin H.

White in the Sept. 14 mayoral preliminary. She will

come out fighting for the Nov. 2 final.

Gone are the small house parties where reporters

were unwelcome. Gone, too, the unwillingness to

appear at candidates' forums. And gone the reliance

on house signs to advertise her campaign.

Mrs. Hicks said this week that, beginning Monday,

her campaign office will furnish reporters with her

daily schedule. She will encourage her workers to

organize a massive house party each night which the

press can attend, rather than the small, exclusive

three-a-night affairs of the past.

The congresswoman plans a more heavily financed

campaign than her customary $50,000 effort for the

preliminary. There will be substantial television

advertising. And, on Monday, Mrs. Hicks challenged

the mayor to a series of debates.

"I'm looking for more visibility through the news

media,'' she said. "The people must know the

positions on the issues."

Indicative of the representative's new posture was

her reaction to White's Monday bus tour for newsmen

of construction projects begun by his administration.

T will conduct my own bus tour," she said. "Let's

take a real tour of the city. I'm going to show you the

city we all love— and the blight and decay in the city."

Mrs. Hicks 4620 vote loss to the mayor has shaken up

more than her publicity policy: she is seeking the

support of the other candidates in the mayoral

preliminary, particularly City Councilmen Joseph F.

Timilty and Thomas I. Atkins.

Going after the Timilty vote is not surprising. He

took substantial support from Mrs. Hicks in Dor-

chester. Hyde Park and West Roxbury, neighborhoods

dominated* by conservative homeowners who may

find it difficult to vote for White.

However, the congresswoman seems equally

determined to win Atkins' endorsement, although the

councilman's vote came almost exclusively from
black and white liberal areas which are hardly Hicks

strongholds.

Mrs. Hicks was well aware that Atkins blasted the

mayor's campaign tactics on Sunday and was quite

mellow toward her. She responded in kind.

"You know, the more I read Tom Atkins' programs,

the more I think he is right," she said. "I will very

seriously evaluate the programs offered by him in the

preliminary for adoption."

Another effect of Mrs. Hicks' second-place finish in

the preliminary is that she will have to go on the at-

tack for the first time in many years.

In the past, the congresswoman was able to talk

about the issues she wanted, letting her opponents

bring the fight to her. Many political observers

thought that she would be uncomfortable in her new
role as the underdog, would end up sounding shrill.

Mrs. Hicks, however, seems content with her position.

She said that she will attack the mayor's

"stewardship in the city." This means that she will

blame him for the rising crime and tax rates,

inadequate municipal services and low morale among
city employees. Noting White's claims of ac-

complishment, she said, "If things are so good, how
come they're so bad?"
Mrs. Hicks will also try to make a virtue of necessity

by criticizing the mayor for running a slick, heavily

financed campaign that she admitted she cannot hope

to match. Much has been made of White's strong

organization and she hopes to turn it into a liability.

"The voters of Boston to me are not a computerized,

designated number,"- she said. "Each one is im-

portant in himself. It would be disturbing to any

citizen of Boston to think that any election can be

decided by the amount of money spent."

She will portray herself as the candidate of the

people and White as a neatly packaged representative

of big money interests. "This is not a time for a lot of

slick answers to tough questions," she said. "You

know the open collar and the coat over the shoulder

won't give the people of Boston what they need. This

isn't leadership, this is subterfuge."

All Material On This Page Reprinted From THE BOSTON GLOBE, 9/2:1/71

Cambridge Youth Vote?

Magistrate Willie J. Davis, in a decision handed down earlier this week

in the Federal District Court in Boston, declined to order the Cambridge

election commission to adopt standards which would make it possible for

most over-18 students in the city to vote in the November 2 municipal

election.

This is disappointing, to say the least.

The Cambridge election authorities have arrogantly refused to go along

with a ruling of Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn, the state's highest law en-

forcement official, that any applicant for registration who is 18 years old

or over and has lived in a community for six months or more, must be

registered to vote in that community so long as he has "no present in-

tention of leaving."

Instead, the Cambridge authorities have proceeded to follow guidelines

which have had the practical effect of disqualifying otherwise qualified

students whose parents do not reside in the community.

Among other things, the Cambridge authorities have made a practice

of asking student applicants whether they are self-supporting.

Only last month, the state supreme court of Michigan held that

inquiring into a voting applicant's sources of support was "con-

stitutionally impermissible," and obviously it is. The right to vote in all

elections, guaranteed to all over-18 citizens by the recently adopted 26th

Amendment to the US Constitution, cannot be conditioned upon one's

economic circumstances.

Davis himself expressed "grave doubt" as to the legality of the

Cambridge guideline which disqualifies unmarried undergraduate

students who return to their families in other cities at vacation time.

Nevertheless, Davis refused to prohibit the Cambridge authorities

from using self-support and out-of-town vacationing as criteria for

refusing registration. And he pointedly advised the plaintiffs in the case

before him to exhaust their remedies in the state courts before returning

to the Federal court for vindication of their voting rights.

"It cannot be denied that this court has jurisdiction over such mat-

ters," he said, "but so too does the state court. And, where the plaintiffs in

their particular action are seeking to register to vote in the November

election, it is more than proper that court action be commenced in the

state court for the reason that the elections being held in November are

purelv local."

This opinion smacks of the old "states* rights" and "judicial restraint

doctrines so often invoked in the past to deny blacks the rights to which

they were plainly entitled under the US Constitution. Time is running

short for the plaintiffs and all other students similarly situated in Cam
bridge. Registration for the municipal election closes Oct. 13. A strong

ruling by Davis in favor of the plaintiffs could have assured optimum

participation in that election by students qualified to vote under the terms

of the Quinn ruling. Instead Davis opted for an alleged need for "proper

regard for Federal-state relations."

And some people wonder why the young express so much skepticism

about the willingness of their elders to let them participate freely in the

American political system.

Education

Racial Balance Still Upset

p*N Me«awck
0rf

Eekhertown Slipping

BELCHERTOWN-Dr. William A. FrankeL assistant commiss,oner

for mental retardation, yesterday defended his lv
f
mo" t

p

h
ha

t^"re

hv
a

^
interim superintendent of Belchertown State School aga.ns charges

,

by;

a

legislative commission that living conditions for 90 percent of the school

residents worsened under his leadership Mont a i Hpalth
In a statement issued by the Mass. Department of Mental Health.

Frankelsaidi'Ifeelthatsignificantprogresshasbeenrn^ade.

Dr Frankel pointed to the closing of one back ward a an ac

complishment in his rebuttal, but failed to answer-directly
_

the com

mission's assertion that the closing was poorly planned, public-oriented

and caused overcrowding in other buildings.

Dr Frankel said the commission's charges of poor staff morale were

"not accompanied by any documentation whatsoever.

I ast week Dr Frankel was present when Dr. Roland Nagle, who

succeeded him as interim superintendent, Mid^"J^^S
some staff members is causing rumors of a strike. DrNagle also s^d

a

a meeting of the nursing staff a few days earlier that he saw almost

hvsteria-which I never saw before.

Rep Alexander Lolas, co-chairman of the '^ Native comm.ssmnsad

commission members have been getting "a steady stream of letters

from longtime employees complaining about conditions at the school. He

^TthatCween lour and six letters have been received ,n the last two or

three weeks-each bearing 10 to 20 names. Lolas said the old-time em-

^OnTspeclficcompTaint from the staff has been that the new employees

hired since Dr. Frankel took charge of the school were assigned to on y

two patients each, while old-timers have had to cope with as many as 40 to

^Dr Frankel made no direct reply to the commission's charge that

educational and rehabilitation are still offered in "token fashion to meet

the needs of "only a relatively small percentage of the residents.

In listing "several points which should be mentioned." Dr. Frankel

included two items which the commission did praise him for: an ex-

panded volunteer program and more aggressive recruiting.
1

Dr Frankel said "Over-crowding in a few buildings is unfortunate but

temporary. Other buildings are being renovated and repaired and, when

^wLSSS^immm^m of mental health "jade no reply

to the commissions report. Last week Dr. Grcenbla t described he

number of staff members working in one "f^" "^"^.^
promised to work to secure N new attendant physicians and IN part HON

students.

In an outstanding display of faint-hearted

defeatism, a majority of the Boston School Committee

has turned its back on a timid first step toward

compliance with the state's six-year-old law to end

racial imbalance in the schools. Only Chairman Paul

Tierney and committeeman James Hennigan had the

sense to realize what now lies ahead for the city and its

impoverished school program.

By abandoning a plan to establish a racial balance

in the new Lee School on Talbot Avenue near the

Mi Uapan line, the School Committee undercut those

parents, white and black, who have acted in good faith

to comply with the law and with the earlier dictates of

the School Committee itself.

By delaying action on the integration of the Lee

School, the committee has allowed a situation to arise

where integration of the Lee School is now virtually

impossible. All seats in the new school are presently

filled with children; 813 of them are black; 260 are

white. Black parents, who perfectly sensibly wanted

their children to go to the new school, cannot now be

forced to take them out. But they can and are

beginning to appreciate the fact that, they have been

used once again by the white community to build their

own educational ghetto at the Lee School.

Finally, bv voting 3-to-2 on Tuesday night to legalize

the squatters' rights of the black children at the Lee

School and of the white children still unregistered at

imbalanced schools like the Fifield and the O'Hearn.

the School Committee has now changed school

segregation "by fact" into school segregation "by

Law." This puts Boston squarely into the same

position as Southern communities against which the

U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 1954 and again last April

'0

The Massachusetts Board of Education, which has

unanimously supported Commissioner Neil Sullivan's

moves to force compliance with the state school im-

balance law on every occasion this year, will now take

an almost watertight case to court. Even without the

Boston School Committee's action this week, there is

the fact that the state's racial imbalance law was

upheld in .June 1967 after two years of litigation.

The court is therefore almost certain to rule in favor

of the State Board of Education The net result of this.

as pointed out by committeeman .James Hennigan, is

that the School Committee, by its own action, has

turned over its function of drawing school district

lines to the courts and the state

And resolution in the courts could be more powerful

in effecting integrated schools than the withholding of

state funds, since this power has been weakened in a

recent ruling bv the Attorney General that com-

munities may include withheld binds in their annual

budget rather than imposing the burden on the tax

payer. The so-called Kcnnea..\ Bill, which has passed

the Massachusetts House by a vote of 219 to 88, would

further suspend the state's withholding power for two

years, though it is expected the bill would eventually

be vetoed by the Governor.

The Lee School received a construction bonus of 25

percent in state aid because it was pledged to open

with a 50-50 racial balance as required by the law. The

failure to live up to this pledge may close off further

bonus money to the city. This could clearly cripple the

much-advertised school building program of Mayor

Kevin White who is seeking reelection this fall. Yet the

Mayor has failed to give active personal support to an

integrated opening at the Lee School, either by going

into the neighborhood himself or by pleading the cause

in public. His tour of the city on Monday took the press

to the Lee School; he might have done better to take

white parents through the new facility last summer as

proof that their children would receive a good and safe

education there.

White parents who charge that their children are

forced to ride buses to the Lee School ignore the fact

that the bus ride was offered because they expressed

fears for their children, that the bus ride is voluntary

and that no child assigned to the school lives beyond

the legal walking distance of one mile. In this case,

certainly, the busing issue is camouflage. And those

like Father Leonard Burke of St. Matthew's Parish,

Dorchester, who maintain that busing not racism, is

the issue cannot be thinking clearly. Father Burke

probably does reflect the anxieties of his parishioners,

but he also fails to show calm leadership in expressing

the feelings of higher church authorities who have

urged compliance with the law.

There may be flaws in the Massachusetts statute.

Some might have been corrected in a bill submitted by

Rep. Paul Murphy that would have altered the ar-

bitrary 50-50 racial formula and included par

ticipation by suburban communities. That bill was

killed last week.

It is at best a pipe-dream to believe that, if we

fumble and delay long enough, the state school im

balance law will be repealed. The state that gave us

great abolitionists like William Lloyd Garrison and

Wendell Phillips simply cannot turn around and come

out for segregation. The Massachusetts Imbalance

Law of 1965 was the first of its kind in the nation. It

may not be perfect but it is something to be proud of

nevertheless.

The crummy politicking of three school com-

mitteemen, which plays on the fears of hopeless

communitv with utter disregard lor the law and lor

common sense, is a clear betrayal of trust In those

states where a courageous body has exerted strong

leadership, school integration has followed without a

hatsk Thai leadership appears to be lacking in

Boston today.
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Electric Media Experiment At School
The grinding gears of a

video-tape unit

Flashes of light guns and

buzzes of timers

Sounds of excited

youngsters planning and
making

All of these are part of the FIRST

LOOK art program operating at

the Dartmouth Middle School. The

program is being directed by

Larry Frates, resource teacher of

art in Dartmouth along with being

a doctoral candidate at the School

of Education on the Amherst

of the Middle School, and will

direct its efforts toward developing

youngsters' skills in media com-

munication ranging from

television and film to printing and

painting."

The young people have shown a

definite interest in this innovative

approach within the art depart-

ment. They have begun work on

the construction of a television

studio in the art room capable of

broadcasting to other parts of the

school, planned scripts for

animated movies to be used in

Larry Frates. project director

explains the technical aspects of

the TV camera to one of the older

youngsters.

Developing a storyboard for a future film captures the attention of

both the artist and his collegues in FIRST LOOK.

campus of the University of

Massachusetts.

FIRST LOOK is the third phase

of a program known as the

LOLLIPOP Art Workshops, which

originated at the Marks Meadow
Elementary School in Amherst

under the direction of Mr. Frates.

Phase two operated in New Bed-

ford. Massachusetts this summer,

and was known as SUMMERART
71. Both of these programs con-

cerned themselves with the

development of visual skills in

preschool and elementary level

children.

SUMMERART and FIRST
LOOK programs have received

materials grants from the Polaroid

Corporation of Cambridge. These

grants come in the form of thirty

Polaroid MW) cameras, flash units,

and supplies of film. Mr. Frates

explained, "in all cases the prime

purpose in using cameras was to

show the potential of present-day

media in the development of

learning abilities in the par-

ticipating youngsters."

Frates added that, "the third

phase program has been instituted

as part of the ongoing curriculum

future programs, compiled

technical information needed in

operating a television studio, and

begun to relate these art activities

to other subject areas in the school.

First on the agenda is a student-

taped/teacher-presented in-

formation program where in-

structors will present commercial

type spots explaining the ad-

vantages of their particular in-

terest areas being planned for an

activities program. Other related

projects are constructing a dome
in the courtyard of the building,

painting outdoor murals and

sidewalks, presenting personalized

plays through puppetry, and

developing art skills to aid them in

other learning areas.

These particular youngsters are

being coordinated by Mr. Frates,

but he explains that within the next

few months many of the studio

responsibilities will be absorbed

totally by the young technicians.

"I hope to have the youngsters

scheduling programs, running all

phases of camera and taping

procedures, while becoming
competent in repairing minor

malfunctions in the equipment,'

he further explained.

Enjoy the rich

full flavor that

makes

Bell's Pizza
right for you.

f»5 University Dr.

25K-K011 -2S34tf1

Free Delivery

of Pizzas

WARM UP
with

the

ENDLESS KNIGHTS
on

SENATE
Nomination Papers

DUE TODAY

SATURDAY
(FOLLOWING THE GAME)

at

THE

CHEQUERS
9:30 -12:30

Hoo-Rah-Rah: Wup Dartmouth

Treatment

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
National District Attorneys

Association supported Thursday

legislation providing for com-

pulsory commitment of narcotics

addicts for treatment and

rehabilitation.

The idea of compulsory com-

mitment was opposed by the

American Civil Liberties Union.

Representatives of the two

organizations testified before a

House Judiciary subcommittee
considering bills to permit any

relative, police officer or health

official to file commitment papers.

The bills would provide for

federal grants for facilities,

training of personnel and research

to develop drug abuse im-

munization.

"Shy, introspective, and terribly aloof,

ART BUCHWALD

1

1

13 3/4 oz.

Denims $5.95

Cords *5-95

Blue Jeans $4 -95

Colored Jeans $3.95

LAST DAYS!

WEARHOUSE

rarely leaves his room except to buy TIME

magazine to see ii they've put him on the cover."

ART BUCHWALD

THE ESTABLISHMENT IS ALIVE

AND WELL IN WASHINGTON"

Monday, September 27, 8 p.m

Curry Hicks Cage

Distinguished Visitors Program Presentation

Coffee Shop Re-Opened
ll\ JAY INESTOH

The sign outside the Campus
(enter Cafeteria ran like this;

Wednesday Nile Coffee House.

Open 8:30 lO 1(H). No cover, no

minimum, CHEAP!
Inside, Ed Vadas. organizer of

the program, was setting up a

variety of performers with one

trait in common. They like to sing

and pluck strings. The music

ranges from James Taylor, Cat

Stevens, and Stephan Stills to

country and bluegrass. Ed claims

that there is room for anybody,

from jugglers to bagpipers.

Vadas created the Coffee House

last February, and it has run

continuously throughout the

summer, showing no signs of

slowing down. Some six hundred

people attended the Coffee House
last Wed. night, with the crowd
gaining or dwindling at the various
performances. The program is

sponsored by the Campus Center
Food Services, which sells beer
and drinks at the back of the room
during the night.

The Coffee House is generally

free to attend, except when Vadas
can attract groups such as Ed
Stover and the Green Mountain
Boys, and Mississippi Fred Mc-
dowell, not to mention Big Lou's

Fried Shrimp and Seafood Band.
They will be appearing next Wed.

;

causing a slight charge of twenty-
five cents.

The audience is attentive. There
is a low-toned, subdued at-

mosphere of thoughtful listeners,

but it isn't too long before people

become really worked up and
exuberant over someone like Leo

Duart, picking away furiously at

his banjo. The audience, many of

whom are seasoned folk en-

thusiasts, are critical at times, but

generally very appreciative. Ed
Vadas usually sets things rolling

with some of his classic gross jokes

thrown out here and there.

If you can dig folk music, set

aside a Wednesday night and check

out Ed Vadas' Coffee House. You
might even like to get on stage and
do something yourself . If so, Vadas
can be contacted at the Campus
Center, 545-2090, or call his home at

323-4407. There is never an
audition, if you want to perform
that is good enough.

vJfrjgVJ**

I gr- -

Day Care Center Open
The University Day School, a

day care center for the children of

students and staff of the Univer-

sity, is presently enrolling children

for both the afternoon and the

morning sessions.

The center is open to children

aged two years nine months to five,

ELIE WIESEL
AUTHOR and LECTURER

Survivor and Chronicler of the Holocaust

Speaks On

Souls on Fire: Chassidic Portraits
and Tales"

Monday Evening, Sept. 27, 8 p.m.

Wright Hall - Smith C ollege

Winner of Major Literary Awards

B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation

and offers a varied and warm
educational experience for the

young child. Part-time students as

well as full-time graduates,
graduate and post doctoral can-

didates may apply for their

children, and as of October 1,

application will be accepted from
the professional staff.

Inquire at Bowditch Lodge, on

the southwest corner of campus, or

call 545-2466.

This is the (Graduate Kesearch Center. It looks almost good enough
to eat, doesn't it? Well, for those of you whose appetite isn't satiated

with one, two more are on the way in a couple of years.

SUNDAY
Bud Happy Hour

THE PUB
25' 3-7

NOTICE:

The annual meeting of the Top of the Campus, Inc. shall
be held on Sunday, September 26, 1971 in the Campus
Center, Room 804-8, at 6: 30 p.m. for the purpose of election
of members to fill vacancies in the positions of officers and
directors, to receive the annual report and to conduct such
other business as may properly come before the meeting,
all according to the by-laws of the Corporation. Voting will

be by validated membership card only.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

1902 VW Sedan < engine has sucked

\alve) could be repaired or used for parls.

Hodv good and unstripped. (all BUM
I 75.'

tf9-27

MOTORCYCLES
Sale

For

71 VH cnnv. vellow with black top. only 9

months old. Best offer. Call Al 2S:t-7»:».

tf9-24

09 Austin llealv Sprite ITU., firm (all

Sam. KK W heeler. MS-MIS.
tf9-24

1970 Triumph Bonneville. OSOcc. perfect

running condition, (all 283-MS*.
tf9-24

I90X Honda MUSS, exc. running cond.,

new inspection sticker, 0900 mi.. I helmet.

Asking IZSSjtt. (all Jim 540-7900.

H9-24

M Volvo, excl. cond.. will accept best

offer (all MI4MM. Aft. fi p.m.
tf9-24

Coin* oversea.*, most Mil quick-

ly 62 Chevy Impala, automatic,
V8, radio, SIM. S month old $150

Tap* Recorder, $100. New 3

Hpeed bicycle $30. CaU SB3-5&96.
tltT"*^

HONDA '(.IKI S" step through new

mi. ISM, Her., still in shipping crate, (all

Iton 5HO-0259 lv . number.
tf9-24

Honda (I SSt, exc. condition, strong,

need money . (all Kd 540-0005..

tf9-24

FOR SALE

warranty. Also, frames, liners and pads in

stock, (all Mark at 540-5450.

tflO-7

1907 USA lllcc. Shooting Star, excellent

condition. Must sell $475,110 (all 5HO-0977.

tflO-l

Dunchuggv . :iooo mi., needs volks motor,

lop. special seats, much more S47.V (all

( ep MS SISS.

lf9-29

Man's brown Suede Jacket, size 4fi.

$2.VIMl. (all after 5. 549-0729.

lffl-24

Smith Corona Sterling I'ort. Typewrtr.

I \i client ratal., IS!., or best offer. Call

(.ail MS-M3T3 or :>ir.-75:t2.

MS-SI

Microscope H4HI power oil emersion lens

too. (all i;i7-:M.2-:tK4r. or n:i-25:i-:i274.

9-24

I anions maker Harness hoots $25-.

w il in. til harness $22-. at the Shoe-Kin-in the

Alio . behind Auhuchons-
9-24

I or 2 girls wanted to do housework.
Hours can he arranged. Walking distance

from Southwest.

I'hnnc 25:i-:il29 - 545-0075.

tf9-27

LECTURE NOTES
RIDE WANTED

Dcsperallv need ride lo NVC or N.I Kri..

21 anytime after I: SB, (all Dcbhi 25O-07IX

p.m.
(19-24

Secretary needs ride from Amherst to

(•raiih.v weekday evens. Also from (.ranbv
to Amherst Kri. morns, (all Dianne 545-

MSt/ 107-9107.

tf9-27

I ecture notes are now available for

I'sych 101 and See 101. all sections, at

Itoom Stl in the Student I'nion l.nbhy.

tf9-24

LOST

'i;:i Alfa llomeo (.ulietta Spyder con-

vertible excellent shape. Strong engine

More class than an M(.! (all 510-5211

9-21-22-24

MB \W Itus. excellent cond.. rebuilt

engine, new clutch, new brakes, great for

camping. $900. or best offer, (all after

p.m. 208-7205.

trt-a

li" Ituick Sk\lark. cnnvertihle.at. ps. ph.

.'I nipg on trip, cream w /black top. Best of

care and condition I ISM. M3-SM0.
119-21

09 Saab and 09 I'eugeot Both 15.000

miles, in good condition \sking $1,250

each ( all 250-0702 for inquiry or test

drive.
Ml -251

1902 ( hfvy. runs well, has fall sticker.

$loo firm. ( all o-ooxx

U9-2I

Smith i num. i Coronet Automatic #10

electric portable typewriter. Brand-new

w ith power return. $ 125 or best offer call S>

raai i*aui.
tf9-24

Hark wood bureau with large mirror

$:ui.0fl (all 253-.T925 after fi:00.

M9-24

Panasonic X Irack stero system. Car-

home model. All speakers, home con-

verter. 21 tapes Kclails al ISM plus,

vnurs, $lxo call MUM.
tf9-27

Mamiya-Sccnr lOOO BTI . Needs light

meter. (.immI condition. $H0 or best offer.

( all MS-SMI after six.

t'9-21

Two bureaus $25. each. :i carpets, fair

condition, (all SS34RM.
tf9-27

Ski hoots for sale, men's Koflach. x

I/2M. While Stars, (all 540-41X4 after 7

p.m.
tf9-:m

SKIERS WANTED

lemale to live in country home.
Ileferences required, (iranhy 407-7297

after 5:00 p.m.
MS-24

I arge gray male cat. white paws and
front. Walks with slight limp, last seen

near Brooks and Bretl. Iteward Ml STM.
tf9-24

APT. AVAILABLE

Skiers wanted to share spacious chalet. 5

in in. from Mt. Snow. I uxiiry living, only

$250 for season. Dec. -Mar (all Marty -5 19-

07X0.

tf 10-1

ROOMMAT ES WANT ED

SERVICES
Need a hand. Dial a hand will supply a

hand thai your budget can afford. Any

variety available, lor details, call Stan

5 11.-92 i.V

1*9-29

I'll lix your rough, smokey . gas eating

car for a reasonable fee. (all 250-Xi;:iX ask

for Wendell. I make road calls.

If9-2X

One bedroom apt. available Walk
distance from campus. $95. month. Call

nJSMII after o pni. lurnished
1*9-21

TRAIL RIDES
Horseback riding everv Sal. A Sun. at

Spellman harms. Bclrhcrtnwn
Iteasonahle rales, (all Spellman I rms on
:i Itiver Bd. 2X:i-02X:i

If9 n

One rebuilt UN and one rebuilt BIX

Volvo engines also BIX trans, and 1*511

body .-perfect rust wise, (all 5X1-1X20

nighls.
If9-2I

1909 \W sedan. Very good condition

$ I inn or best offer (all after liM al 5X1-

7201
U9-29

05 ( hev> rjrl. std. New lires. excel

running 5X1X507 $ 150 or best.

MS-SI

00 \W rebuilt engine, new clutch, shocks

A front eng lias I small dents. $000 :i«l-

IIIS,
tf9-27

Itoom male wanted I room apt.

$X0/monlh. all util. inc. in Westfield. (all

I d 25:1-9751 bel. 5 and 7 p.m.. no ans. leave

word.
lf9-24

Single girl or couple, own Iransp.. share

apl. 'lil Nov -pos. longer: call 5X4-227:1 M-I-'

o-x. anytime, weekends.
tf9-2X

PERSONAL FOR RENT

Wanted confirmed (.ordon I ightfoot

I amities. ( ontact Sue. SIS Bulterfield. No
definite purpose except reassurance.

tf92l

2 bedroom apl.. all utilities, no lease.

I'ets A children welcome. Wall to wall

carpel. $175 month. ( all Kamins Milage
\pls „ Belcherlnwn.

MS-M

Sne-I was very touched -softly

Itooha Imp
ove.

9-21

(.reat Books of the Western World -

complete sVt IMS. Bt. 1.21:1-4. Dry Hill

ltd Monlague :I07-20I7

in-27

A 21 inch Welbilt stove, verv good

imidition. $05. (all (.reenfield 771:1215

tf9-2l

I minlc roommalr wanted, t nme over

lo 1 10 Ml. Bange Apts. MWK after 0. TTH
after 10. In an open field 2 miles from
campus really nice.

H9-2X

Itoommale wanted, male student. In

share I bedroom I'ufflon Apt. (all 549-

0979.

H9-2X

I in. i ( . I think I loved von for two vears

and slill think I do even tho it's impossible.

119-27

Mart Bichmond - we're having our 21

hour sale ncxl I ridav night and need vonr
help ( all Mike al 250-xi:i:i.

H9-27

ROOM WANTED

PARTY
I ridav R:S, one dollar for guys, girls

are free. James Basement, f nnir if vou

dare. Beer and wine served.

tf9-2l

HOUSE WANTED

0X \W Bug. ex cond . radio, snows A I

good lires. all mounted Musi sacrifice.

$1000 Here after p.m. daily 1-7X1 5197

tm-27

1900 while \ U MM, good condition mav
he seen al OS ( llffside Apis or call 005-

1790

9-21

Imisled house lots cleared. Iteasonahle

terms. ( all 2 17-50 1 :l between ViSB p.m. -

9:00 p.m.
tf9-2X

Itoommale wanted lo share 5 room apt.

in V Hampton. Bent txo month, (all

I aura 5X0-:i:l0l.

lf9-27

One slighllv used OX Auslln llealy

Sprite for sale. ( onlact 25:t-251xor 250-XI59

and ask for Ned Dibble
If9-2

1

WANTED

Need place to live with other females
near campus, (all Marv 25:i-707X If not

(here leave message
If9- 29

Male roomatc- I havetwo bedroom apt -

kitchen-halh-garage-need roomalc lo pav

iMatna.l all Mark 25:i-5:i I :t before in a m
MI-SI

Doctoral candidate and teaching wife

seek house or nice apartment for this or

ncxl semester ( all 592 1X71.

MI-SI

1901 Jeep l( 150 Pickup/plow /excellent

cond. $550: M II model II. wooden cab .

like new $125; Boval port, tvpewriter $00

25:i:t5:t!i o p.m
If9 2X

Mlo Sax. Harmonv I oik (• pilar.

( larinel. electric I. uilar. good in-

struments - low price-5XI-H5:t7.

MS-SI

M Muslang conv . red. stereo tape deck

will) deluxe interior Best offer over $550

t ontacl Steve. 25l-:i:t59

tfio I

Imope Bound -must sell blue Mustang

OX. 2X9 :tspeed. new tires, hallerv excel

cond . best offer Musi see it (all 510 7X09

Jerrv

.

9 21

20 gal. long aquarium fully equipped

Includes stand, fish. pump, decorations,

etc.. excellent condillon $15. (all Dave

5X1 X99U
Ml 21

MM Biiltatn Dirl Baling Hike. :i00cc.

new engine, new dutches. $:I75 or best

•Her ( all 5X1- lota, anvlimr.
Mft-SJ

Men to creel i h. unlink fence. Kx-
perienced onlv I'art lime. Kit/gcraid

I-fliers. :ilo Bridge ltd.. I'loreme. Mass
MMM

MAMIABIN ( HINISK native speaker

lo instruct 4 hinese language student.

I I /hi I or details call Iton 5X0-0259 nites.

Iv . message
119-21

In desperate need of room or apl..

luclerahlv near campus. ( all Sleph 5X0-

290X. Keep Irving.

MI-SI

Would like info on Indian reservation

s< Iiim.Iv lor ediic. project. Anvone who can
help please call Irene 5IO-70X:i or ( arolvn
5:11-9X07

lfd-29

Soul Diummci ( all Ken at B3-31M
9 21

HELP WANTED
I i ologv minded students earn extra

iiioiicv p, ii I time without interrupting vour

loismt sihedule ( all i oiled I 5t:i:iO:tl

tfM-21

v\ anl lo help people" Join I ifffl in serv ing

i.thns I hui s ( olonial lounge. IlSJ>

x m sun.. Mem Hall 10 Ml- 1: 00

MS-SI

COURSE
I ast chalice this week to learn Silvii

Jewelrv Making. |- veiling < HTM in town
>mi mi hiding silver and materials (all

25:1-2077

BOOKS WANTED
Help' Sludcnls in So* 292 need used

topics of Wilenskv and I rbeaux. Sell

vouis at Bookstore \nnex
tf»-27

EMPLOYMENT
I ive in town or iloims Make monev

fighting pollulion hv selling Shaklee

rioduils lo liicnils A iHii/hhnis lim<»„

myaliM biodegradable i leaders beantv

aids and vitamins I M Maff inlnrinalion

i ,iii isa-SMi
Mt-n

\\ ,il«'. heds m V
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Thieu

Hired Saigon Rioters
WASHINGTON (AP) Sen

George S. McGovern charged

Thursday the rioters who stoned

and firebombed him in Saigon last

week included members of South

Vietnam's civil defense forces

hired and paid by President

Nguyen Van Theiu's government.

The South Dakota Democrat

leveled the charge at a news

conference called to report on his

11 -day trip to Paris, Saigon and

Tokyo.
McGovern declared that it ap-

peared as if Thieu, "having found a

successful way to prevent anybody

else other than himself from

running for president in South

Vietnam, was attempting the same
thing here in the United States'*

The State Department said it had

no independent account of the

incident.

McGovern, who will lose his

status as the only formally

declared presidential candidate

when Sen. Fred R. Harris of

Oklahoma enters the race Friday,

said he considers the issues of

Vietnam and U.S. economic dif-

ficulties 'inseparable" in his quest

for the presidency

"When we talk about the war.'

he said, "when we talk about a

defense budget which goes up S4

billion while the President

preaches economy, we are talking

about all the other issues before

this country.''

In the Senate, meanwhile,
McGovern pressed an amendment
that would require President Nixon

to give Congress next year, along

with his regular defense budget, an

alternative budget with a $69

billion ceiling, including plans to

stimulate conversion of defense

industries to civilian pursuits.

The McGovern amendment was
the day's major business as the

Senate grappled with the proposals

to cut the $21 billion measure
authorizing funds for military

hardware and research. Most
amendments are expected to be

defeated.

One that is expected to pass,

directing total U.S. withdrawal

from Indochina within six months

if American prisoners are freed,

will be introduced Monday.
Democratic leader Mike Mansfield

told reporters.

ASTRONOMY CLUB:
Open House at UMass observatory

on Orchard Hill, Fri. at 8:30 1 a.m.
Public cordially invited; if cloudy,
will be held Sat., Sept. 25 at same
time.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
The bus for Belchertown State

School will be leaving Whitmore
Administration Building on Sat.,

Sept. 25 at 12:45 p.m. Everyone is

welcome to come.

BHAGAVAD GITA COLLOQUIUM:
Study and practice the principles of

the science of God realization
through the Bhagavad Gita. Mondays
at 6 p.m. in Cance House main lounge
in Southwest; Wed. at 7 p.m. in

Grayson 334 in Orchard Hill.

•Notices-

BOWLING:
Boyden 10 Pin

BOWLING nightly.

lanes OPEN
from 4:3010:30.

CHRISTIANS:
Bus leaving for Florence Cong.

Church at 8:35 in front of the

Newman.Center on N. Pleasant; 8:37

waiting station on N. Pleasant op
posite Morrill; 8:40 corner of N.

Pleasant and Eastman Ln. by
Hamlin, 8:45 University Dr. at

Emerson.
FENCING CLUB:
Club forming tonight, 7 p.m. in CC

Rm. 178. Girls and guys invited.

FINE ARTS USHERING STAFF:
There will be a fire

drill/emergency practice session on

Monday, Oct. 4, 3.30 p.m. in Bowker
Aud. All must attend.

FINNISH CLUB:
There will be an organizational

meeting on Monday in Bartlett Rm.
302 at 7 p.m. All invited. For in

formation, call: 6 6709 or 6 8053.

FREE U:
THEATRE WORKSHOP, open for

all Sunday, 2 p.m. in CC Rm. 174 or

thereabouts. For info, call Demian
253 5171.

GORMAN:
Babysitting Service Do you need a

babysitter? Available names and
their telephone numbers registered

m Gorman House Lobby or call 546

4546 or 546 9537.

GRADUATE STUDENTS:
Friday, Oct. 24 is the last date that

a graduate student may register.

Registration may be completed in the

Graduate Records Office, Munson
Hall between the hours of 8:30 and 5

p.m. on Friday.

HILLEL.
Open executive

Monday at 7 p.m.
board meeting
in Hillel office.

Services tonight at the Hillel office at

7:30.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS:
Any girls interested in trying out

for the Hockey Cheerleading Squad
should come to Rm. 803 CC, at 7:30 on

Monday. Questions? Call Sue 256

6868.

HOME EC MAJORS:
AHEA membership drive begins

Monday Skinner Hall. If you're
action oriented join AHEA and make
a difference.

INTERNTIONAL FOLK DANCING:
International Folk Dancing will be

at Smith College, Davis Center this

Friday from 8 p.m. until midnight.

Dances will be taught and reviewed.

Everyone is welcome.

ITALIAN CLUB:
Remember: Bake Sale on Saturday

at 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Stop and Shop.
Interested in Italian conversation

and culture? Come join us at the

Italian table Tuesday at 5 p.m.
Berkshire Commons in Southwest.

NEWMAN CLUB:
COFFEEHOUSE, Newman Center

Social Lounge, Saturday at 8:30?
Bring a friend, guitar, and yourself.

Name
thing that

lasn't gone up

since 1950.

h

Try. Try hard.

The only thing we can think of

is what we make. The Swingline

"Tot 50" Stapler. 98C in 1950.

98Cin1971.

And it still comes with 1000 free

staples and a handy carrying

pouch. It staples, tacks and

mends. It's unconditionally

guaranteed. It's one of the

world's smallest staplers.

And it's the world's biggest

seller. Could be that's why it

hasn't gone up in price in

21 years.

If you're interested in something

a little bigger, our Cub Desk
Stapler and Cub Hand Stapler

are only $1.98. Both Tot and

Cub Staplers are available at

Stationery, Variety and College

Bookstores.

The Swingline "Tot 50"

98* in 1950. 98«in1971.

If you can name something else

that hasn't gone up in price

since 1950, let us know. We'll

send you a free Tot Stapler with

1000 staples and a vinyl pouch.

Enclose 25« to cover postage

and handling.

top stapler hit

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMANt<

Leo loves style in dining, entertaining m
loving and living II is appearance as much,

icre, than llavor that counts where

Leo is concerned It is the sit down dinner

I is the ornate and the grand, it is

the plush and the chet who is an artist Ihis

is part of the classical Leo life style, it

attracts criticism, envy It draws the ire of

many II also draws lo Leo an aura of

romance, stimulation, vibrancy 't is

caviar as opposed to tuna Leo is special,

admittedly precocious but Leo also is

entertainment and, perhaps, the spark

which is lite itself

ARIES (March 21 April 19): What had

been binding, in financial area, is released

You are free lo envision the long range

narners of restriction are removed. Trust

sense of perception Communicate, write

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Caution pays

oft don't rush, push or demand Utilize

lessons learned trom past experience.

Capricorn person could figure prominently

You are trusted with added responsibility

Money position improves
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Lie low

recoup recent loss Do more listening than

talking Permil mate, partner to set pace

Accent is on marriage, special contract

nent Protect image Emphasize
public relations

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Highlight

independence, original approach Co
operate with Leo individual Get basic

chores out of way Give yourself time to

create. Your sensitivity will be ap
precialed

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) : Follow through on

hunch Aid forthcoming from Cancer born

person Be receptive Family member
leads way lo make profit Love is definitely

in picture Show affection to children

Purchase gift.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Forces tend to

be scattered Be versatile, but finish what

you begin Visiting relative could provide

highlight Be aware of details, subtle

nuances. Take nothing fdr granted. Do

some personal checkinq

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct ?2 Obtain valid

hint from Virgo message Be thorough

Skipping essential details now would be

costly Ad accordingly Ideas sparkle, but

need (urther development Message will

become crystal clear.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21 ) Accent turns

lo Obtaining needed material, personnel

Select quality Don'l be ashamed of

i hanging your mind Let others know vour

requirements Gemini will be receptive

Speak your mind
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Lunar

cycle on upswing, make personal ap

pearances Your personality is ultra

attractive You can put across key points

Take initiative. Throw off secret doubts,

fears. Sludy Scorpio message
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19): This is

likely to be an introspective period. Look

mward lor answers Clandestine meeting

may be on agenda Keep confidences. Don't

reveal all you know Hidden assets are

tealured
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Accent on

fulfillment of desires Friendships play key

role Live up to obligations Some look to

you as example Income Irom career,

special professional effort is emphasized

Organize priorities

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) You receive

accolade for iob displaying unique ability

Avoid slipshod methods Adhere to in

dividualistic style. Quality counts, stick to

principles. Aries individual is likely to be

involved

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have innate sense of design, beauty

Current domest ; c situation improves
following adjustment Changes that oc

curred earlier in year now are due to bear

fruit Work, health pressures are removed

Door is due lo be open to progress, qreater

financial and emotional security

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1

4

9
12

15
17

19
20

29
30

Pronoun
Long legged

bird

Tattered cloth

Reverence
13 Ardent

14 Mountain in

Crete
Rely on
Musical
instruments
Dine
Trials

21 Heavenly body
23 Hindu

cymbals
24 Athletic group
27 Sesame
28 Cry

Dipper
Hebrew
month
Posed for

portrait

32 Evergreen
tree

33 Ni

34 Domain
36 Opening
37 Devoured
38 Group of

three

Seed
container

Simians

Seeded

r< ii

(ant

Shade tree

4P Am •
'

50 i.Viemonies

52 Compass
point

53 Prince step

54 Puff up

55 Mournful

4 Dispatched
5 Youngster
6 Kingof

Bashan
7 Repulse
8 Malay

dagger
9 Washed

lightly

10 Fuss

1 1 Aeirform
fluid

16 Organ of

hearing

18 Essence
20 Flap

21 Begin
2? River in

Italy

23 Small child

25 Winged
26 Apportions

28 Man's
nickname

29 Part of face

31 Sailing vessel
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32 Novelty

35 Passageways
36 Deity

37 Flint (pi. 1

39 Danger
40 Beill

42 Existed

43 Ascend
44 Paitofbody

45

46
47

Period of

time
Damp
Tierradel

an

Indian
Mairy
Symbol for

tantalum

Dan Kamal
Here we go again...

* * * *

You know who got the worst part of that Washington franchise shift

to Dallas-Fort Worth?... the California Angels did.

* * * *

Did you notice how many times Dick Heavey got to Gary Cuozzo the

other night'.' Maybe Karras has lost a little, but this kid hasn't found

anything yet.

* * * *

No. it is not true that the Patriots have started printing Super Bowl

tickets.

Now at least we know who Roland Moss is.

* * * *

Do you realize that Juan Beniquez is hitting better than Carl

Yastrzemski '.' Maybe Juan will get $165,000. After all, it would only

be a 100% increase in pay for the youngster.

+ * * *

I wonder if the fact that Rico Petrocelli is hitting .243 has anything

to do with his fear of being traded.

* * * *

Aparicio is finally delivering the clutch hits that made him famous

in Chicago! Now maybe the Sox can close the gap to 12.

* * * *

Do you think Mike Taliaferro enjoyed the game Sunday?

* * *

The Patriots are expected to announce the re-signing of Joe Kap-

p....as a defensive back.

tut

How can Dartmouth be picked number two in New England without

having played a game.'

* * * *

Incidentally. Dick O'Connell DID offer Yaz for Chico Ruiz. ..the

Angels scoffed at the deal.

* * * *

The Gerber Company refused to buy the Boston Red Sox when it

learned that the players demand SOLID foods after the game.

* * * *

Don Pavletich hasn't been so inactive after all ...he has been

averaging one at-bat every six games.

* # * »

Phil Esposito's new television show will NOT be named "What

Happened?''
* * * *

No. it is absolutely not true that Eddie Kasko's back problem

originated from too much bending over to. oh. never mind.

* * * *

Id hate to see the UMass lockerroom after a LOSS.

* # * *

Somehow Abdul Kareem lays it up and in" doesn't sound right.

Contrary to popular expectations, the Patriots worked better than

the plumbing Sunday.
* * * *

I Hume Thomas is back The question is how much will it hurt the

Cowboys'.'

* # * *

The San Francisco Giants and Los Angeles Dodgers are having

trouble deciding who wants to choke the most... funny but the Red

Sox never hi<d any trouble making that decision.

* * * *

I see where Racquel Welch is playing roller derby. Talk about Bay

Area Bombers!
* * * *

If Nance has any more trouble cutting with his injured toe than he

did healthy, hell never make it around the bend in the lockerroom.

* * * *

Who the hell is Perry Pruett'.

* * * *

Dept. H
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Boast
By STEVE FERBER

Left for us to explore is the

defense of the UMass soccer

squad. Unlike the forwards and
halfbacks, the fullbacks'

trademark is experience, and
heralded for their spectacular

success last season, this year's

returning defense will be expected

to produce more of the same.
UMass carries eight fullbacks

and two goalies up to Maine
tomorrowr

. and seven of those

players are either juniors or

seniors.

Naturally one would expect that

with all this talent and
background, that last year's feat of

yielding 10 goals in 11 games could

be improved upon; but problems
have arisen, in the way of injuries

and missing persons, making this

presumption far from a sure thing.

Fullbacks have a rather un-

complicated task - keep the ball out

of the nets, and they accomplish

this by picking up opponent's

forwards and challenging them one

on one.

But the fullbacks job is a little

more intriguing than booting the

ball out of their own territory. It is

their job to start the plays, because

a casual clearing kick downfield

inevitably results in the opposition

resuming its charge. When UMass

and Paul Leary, last year's

standout sophomore goalie, never

came out for the team.

But talent is plentiful, so we'll

see what members of Coach
Berryman's squad will be out to

If UMass beats Dartmouth Saturday, it will be the first time in 21

games. ..talk about "law of averages"!

TODD BUCK

really has the heat on the fullbacks

move up towards the mid-field line

and keep drilling the ball into the

Redmen's offensive territory. This

is their only chance to really get

involved in the scoring.

But the fullback is for defense,

and UMass. with four fullbacks,

play a somewhat interesting

alignment. Three of the fullbacks

play on one line, each having the

assignment of picking up a forward

charging downfield. Behind these

three is the fourth fullback,

frequently referred to as the

"sweeper" who has the job of

calling defensive positions, filling

in for the goalie if need be. and

picking up any man that happens

to pierce the line of the three

fullbacks.

Working closely with the

fullbacks is the goalie, whose

quickness, throwing and kicking

ability all are a vital factor in

stopping the attack, and mounting

one of his own.

Two top defensive men from last

year's squad won't be with this

Maine-bound team. Joey Cer-

niawski. an All-Yankee Conference

fullback, is lost due to a leg injury.

JOHN KlAH

defend that YanCon title.

Todd Buck -Buck is a junior who
has excellent speed. Buck is a

steady and consistent performer,

who played his finest game to date

last Saturday. His aggressiveness

and good kicking ability will be of

great help to this experienced

defense.

Bobby Grom -Grom plays wing

fullback, and is excellent at

keeping his man out. away from

the offensive zone. This senior

"turns the ball up very well" and is

one of six returning lettermen from

the fullback group.

Gary Hart-another letterman.

and another senior. Hart also plays

wing halfback. Hart also did a good

job last Saturday, as he excels on

goal kicks, often sending ball flying

over the mid field line. Hart is

among the tallest members of the

squad and on corner kicks he can

be found right in front of the goal,

ready to head it in. as soon as

Calheno lets go.

Dick McCarron—Having
recovered from a head injury

incurred last week vs. Amherst,

McCarron will be going to Maine,

and will most likely see some
action. A very consistent

ballplayer. McCarron too is a

Dave Ouellette-Known as
"Whale" to all, Ouellette is the

sweeper back, the field marshal
who calls out the defensive plays

and tells who to go w here. Ouellette

is only a junior, yet played all last

year at this same position, and is

known for his excellent endurance.

Ouellette's plays without a specific

man assignment, similar to the

safety in football.

Paul Slack-Another tall senior.

Slack is filling in for Cerniawski at

center fullback. Slack's job is to

come out and meet that middle

man driving down the field and he

does this with great consistency

and success. Like Hart. Slack

moves downfield when UMass gets

corner kicks, helping out on head

balls whenever possible.

Curt Syer- Like Merrill. Syer is

only a sophomore, with a great

deal of promise Also like Merrill.

Syer has shown a great deal in

scrimmages against the varsity

and is good material to have in

reserve.

John Kiah- Kiah has the goal-

tending job all to his lonesome, as

the varsity doesn't even have a

backup man. and is borrowing a

goalie Irom the freshmen team m
case Kiah gets injured. Kiah is the

backup goalie lor the UMass
hockey team and has been

gfi

<i.\RY HART

senior letterman

Robert Merrill -One of the two

sophomore fullbacks is Merrill,

and he's going to have loads of

trouble finding playing time this

year. But Merrill has looked ex

tremely good scrimmaging against

the varsity, and is a valuable

orospect for coming years.

DAVE Ot EI I.ETI E

progressing rather well. Talking to

his fullbacks, and generally
communicating with his backfield

is of prime importance and Kiah is

learning his job well. A junior with

good hands. Kiah did an excellent

job last Saturday, shutting out all

three opponents.

Carl Vercollone -This freshmen
will be the backup goalie for Kiah.

as the freshmen squad is loaded

with four goaltenders Little is

known about Vercollone. as he. like

freshmen forward Tom Coburn.

has had little chance to work with

the varsity.

Six forwards, seven halfbacks,

eighl fullbacks and two goalie's

will accompany ('oath Berrytnati

to Maine < )nly one senior is among
both the forwards ami halfbacks.

but the fullbacks more than make
up lor this lack of experfence.

Undoubtedly UMass will again

be a defensive minded ballclub.

and just hou well Kiali adjusts, and
how much the losses ol ' 'crniawski

and Thraya mean, remains to be

seen

"Chain Gang" Unchained From Sidelines

^xzx&txs^* i*^^

PITTSBURGH, Kan. (AP) Three long-haired

Pittsburgh State College athletes have stirred up a

hornet's nest in this community of 20.0(M).

-Known as the "chain gang" for Pittsburgh's football

games, the three are basketball players Randy Smith

and John Corker of Overland Park. Kan .
and Terry

Benson of Lawrence, Kan., who finished his basket

ball eligibility last season.

Smith. Corker and Benson had the job of moving the

chains up and down the field as the game progressed

all of last year and the first game on Sept. 11 this

season Thev received $(i.4() each per game.

When the crew took the field Sept. 11. Carnie Smith

no relation to Randy, the college's athletic director,

took exception to their long hair and their dress. So did

scores of Pittsburgh residents, who complained to

Carnie.

"We looked in the rule book." Corker said Thur

Sday, and it said the chain gang should be easily

seen Brother, we were seen all right. We were set off

pretty good from evervbody else

Corker said that in addition to the long hair, two of

the athletes wore red and white sox. red sweatshirts

and tennis shoes and that Randy wore a red. white and

blue shirt One of them wore purple bellbottoin

trousers.

That did it for Carnie Smith. 61, That did it for the

Student chain gang.

One of them wore sort of a pointed bizarre hat.''

said Carnie, ex Pittsburg coach who guided Pittsburg

lo \.\IA national football titles in 1967 and 1961, "and

the boys had their pants legs rolled up and displayed

those striped sox.

The chain people are part of the officials who work

the game They should dress accordingly I called the

boss into the office and told them they had to get

haircuts, that their hair couldn't touch their eyebrows

or the backs ot their shirts and sideburns couldn t

come below the bottom of their ears

"We trglied about it for some 90 seconds They

decided they didn't want the job under these cir-

cumstances As far as I'm concerned, they quit.

Carnie Smith had a new chain gang at the Sept IK

game.
"Carnie told us we lost our jobs unless we shaped

up." Corker said It s discrimination We thought we

were hired because we did a iJitod job
"

<„ '
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Dartmouth Invades UMass
By EAHLE BARROLL

You couldn't ask for a better

home opener. Dartmouth at

UMass. It's the top game on the

New England card, pitting two

new head coaches, one team with

continued destruction on its

mind, the other with revenge as

its motive and a memory of last

\ car's clash when one team felt it

should have won although the

score said no. It's a natural in all

respects and it gets underway

tomorrow at Alumni Stadium at 1

p.m.

Dartmouth is the defending

Lambert Trophy Winner, sym-

bolic of Eastern Collegiate

football supremacy. Coming into

their season opener the Indians

have won 17 of their last 18 over

the last two seasons. In the

history of this rivalry dating back

to 1902 Dartmouth has won 19 of

the 20 games with one ending in a

tie.

Jay Crouthamel is the new-

man at the helm for the Indians.

He's not new to the program,

however, as he coached defense

under Bob Blackman the man he

succeeded and turned in a

sparkling record including last

season when the Dartmouth
defense allowed only 4.7 points a

game and shutout six opponents.

The Big Green faces a new role

in the Ivy League this season.

They are only a contender and

not the dominating team they

have been in the past. The reason

is the added strength of the entire

league, a league that has risen in

overall strength to a role of

prominance in the east.

The U Mass coaching staff has

not had the opportunity to scout

Dartmouth for this game. Head
coach Dick MacPherson said

av fc.M.twi'

Imlu atollpgiatt

SPORTS
yesterday that he expects no

changes in the Big Green defense

with Crouthamel as coach, but is

only guessing that Dartmouth
will go with the offense of last

year which means a many for-

mation, option sprint out attack.

The Indians have lost via

graduation Steve Chasey. one of

the top quarterbacks in the nation

last season but from the reports

this position is strong again with

Bill Pollock and Steve Stetson

calling the signals.

Dartmouth has a fine nucleus

of running backs. This year the

Ivy league has an abundance of

top flight runners including Ed
Marinaro of Cornell and Dick

Jauron of Yale and Dartmouth
has its own bread and butter man
in fullback Stu Simms.
Defensively the Indians employ

a 4-4-3 man to man coverage

figuring their personnel is man
for man equal or better than the

opposition. Ail-American Murray
Bowden has graduated and this

leaves the only dent in the

defense. Up front the line is big.

quick and strong, led by a couple

of Jf)(» pound tackles and defen-

sive end Fred Radke who is a

good one.

For MacPherson this will be his

first home game at the helm of

UMass. In his season opener last

week the Kedmen defeated

Maine 13-0.

MacPherson calls this game,

"A natural for student body in-

terest, the type of game we need

each week at home."
Last year these two teams had

a stand off for three quarters

until Dartmouth broke away for a

27-0 victory which looked good on

paper, but as Bill DeFalvio said

at the Varsity M luncheon on

Wednesday, "Nothing can be said

after losing to them last year

after we should have won."

Dartmouth has had a chance to

scout UMass in two games,

Cornell and Maine, but it only

remains to be seen what they've

learned.

Practice sessions this week
have been intent according to

MacPherson, with the players

recognizing the fact that "little

things in a game of equal talent is

what counts in the final score."

The players are ready," Mac
said in closing, "we have a

program of psychology working

now to calm them down for the

game."
The starting lineup for UMass

will be just about the same as last

week with the exception of Dick

Cronin replacing the injured

Mike Sawyer at fullback and the

possible return of Steve Schubert

at wide receiver. The remainder
of the offense has Tim Berra at

halfback, Peil Pennington at

quarterback, and Bob Cabrelli at

end with Bob Donlin, Dick Etna,

Metawampe's Picks
After an exhausting trip up

north to the Pine Tree State, the

Great One has spent the last week
in his teepee trying to figure out

what went wrong. Not since the

hoop disaster of '70 has the Wild

Warrior had his ass kicked so

badly But the Great One has

arisen from the basement of the

Cage and is ready to take one

more stab at Jimmy the Greek

(who as you all know is a

descendent of an ancient rival

tribe).

UMass 24, Dartmouth 20

If there's anything more tun than
sex,
It's when UMass halts the Big

Green hex.

Rhode Island 13, Brown 3

The Bruins are out to kill the Ram
But they couldn't even chop a lamb.

Harvard 17, Holy Cross
In their first game, Holy Cross
Will take a Crimson colored loss.

New Hampshire -11, Delaware 40 1/2

To beat New Hampshire the Blue
Hens will try,

But the Wildcats will feast on
chicken pot pie.

Vermont 29, Bucknell 24

Last week the Catamounts won
mstant fame,
This week the Bisons are open
game.

Yale 26, UConn 3

This game shapes up as a real

dogfight.

Boston College 21, Navy 7

The Eagles recover from opening
game disaster.
To help the Midshipmen sink a bit

faster.

Boston University 10, The Citadel 9
After this game, the Terrier
Will be a little bit merrier

Hofstra 10, Maine
The Black Bears travel south this

week,
And the Flying Dutchmen,
destruction will reek.

Auburn 12, Tennessee 35
Tigers are rolling with Sullivan and
Beasley,
And Tennessee they should beat
very easily.
Air Force 17, Wyoming 14

Alabama 37, Southern Mississippi
18

Arizona State 39, Utah 6

Patriots 20, Raiders 6

Arkansas 54, Tulsa 10

Georgia Tech 41, Army 9

Bullets 93, Knicks 92

California 27, San Jose State 11

Georgia 36, Clemson 20
Ohio State 50, Colorado 38
Duke 23, Virginia 18

Scott 10, Parker 8

Rossovitch 8, Sanity
Kansas 29, Florida State 21

LSU 23, Wisconsin 13

Michigan State 27, Oregon State 23
Missouri 20, SMU 9

Nebraska 43, Texas A & M 13

North Carolina 31, Maryland 7

THE GREAT ONE

Finkel 21, Hawkins 16

Notre Dame 46, Purdue 31

Oklahoma 34, Pittsburgh 28
Penn St. 47, Iowa 37

Texas 58, Texas Tech. 19

Syracuse 35, Northwestern 6

Patriots 20, Raiders 6

UCLA 29, Michigan 28

USC 33, Rice
Los Angeles 25, Atlanta 21

Cleveland 17, Baltimore 14

Miami 42, Buffalo 35

Minnesota 27, Chicago
Cincinnati 32, Pittsburgh 12

Dallas 45, Philadelphia 2

Denver 20, Green Bay 18

Kansas City 33, Houston 7

San Francisco 29, New Orleans 15

Washington 14, New York Giants 11

New York Jets 28, St. Louis 24

San Diego 18, Oakland
New England 78, Detroit 7

Celtics 24, Bruins 12

Pepitone 7, Mantle 2

Jabber 33, Alcindor
Mathias 6, Ryan 2

The Stick 48, Classes
Cohn 6, Flip 5

Yellow River 27, Slippery Rock 28
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BILL DEFLAVIO
Clarence Brooks, Dave Levine

and Ron Marino up front.

The defense will have Curt
Bristol and Steve Greaney at

ends; Bill DeFlavio and Skip

Parmenter at tackles; Joe
Sabulis. Doug Winslow and

SKIP PARMENTER
Dennis Collins at linebackers;

and Bill Bush, Ray Bouchard,

Jack O'Neil and Pat Brady in the

backfield with the possibility of

co-captain Dennis Keating
starting in place of Bouchard if

he is ready to play.

Sports Notices

WMUA—Tomorrow's game
with Dartmouth will be broadcast

live over WMUA, 91.1 EM The
pre-game show will be hosted by

Marty Kelley and will begin at

12:30. Athletic Director Warren
McGuirk will be the featured

guest Kent Best will call the play

by play beginning at 12:45 with

Kelley on color

NAIADS—The Univ. Aquatic

Art Club will conduct tryouts for

new members on Thurs., Sept. 27

& 28, 0-7 p.m at which time Club

members will demonstrate and

teach skills to be included in the

tryouts.
* * *

»

KARATE Anyone interested

in joining a Karate or Judo Club

please contact Bill-6-7840, Ar-

chie 6 H992. or Hon -6 8825.

Needed: people with experience

who are willing to instruct.

Meeting Monday, Sept. 27, 7 p.m.

Room 811 Campus Center.

Parking

Change
The first home game is

tomorrow. A large crowd is

expected for the game. Vehicles

assigned to "V" lot should not

park in "V" lot during a home
Maine
Please move your vehicle

from "V" lot to "F " lot or any

other convenient lot prior to

Saturday morning... The Office

of the Parking Coordinator.

Soccermen Open
At Maine

By STEVE FEKBEK
How would you feel if your team had lost a freshman soccei(

player, who was an All-Yankee Conference selection, who had

broken the single season scoring records for goals I despite missing

four games i for the school, and who led the Yankee Conference in

scoring with 22 points.' Probably not too good. But that's what

happened to the Black Bears of Maine, as the UMass soccer team

travels to Orono, Maine tomorrow for a 1 p.m. contest to face a

Maine team that looks around each day and finds another starter

missing.

At 1:(K) p.m. the battle begins as UMass opens up its season,

facing a Maine team with two games under its belt. To date Maine

is 1-0, defeating Jersey City last Saturday by 2-0. On Wednesday, it

was Maine-Colby, but at the time of this writing the results of that

game were unavailable.

Last year's Maine squad was the finest in the school's history, as

a 7-2-3 record earned them a third place tic in the Yankee Con-

ference. Expected back from that team were 11 letterman, all top

notch players, but as of yesterday, seven, yes seven of the 11 were
not on the U Maine roster.

Osodewas the big loss for Maine; he's that talented forward who
would have been going into his sophomore year. Osode, the former

defensive captain for the Nigerian soccer team in the 1968 Olym-
pics, scored 10 goals in 8 games last year, and in addition ac-

cumulated 12 assists. But his whereabouts were a mystery to Maine
until earlier this week when it was discovered that he had enrolled

at Columbia University, and the loss of a super star was confirmed.

But Maine could pose some problems, because despite missing a

number of key players, they had an excellent freshmen team last

season, and this year UMass just might be facing a sophomore
goalie with a great deal of promise.

Last year's matchup in Amherst saw UMass on top 5-1, as the

Redmen outshot the Black Bears by a 27-1:5 margin. To see a repeat

of that game would be highly desireable for UMass, because the

offense has been sluggish of late, having scored more than one goal

only twice this preseason, and having not scored at all a number of

times.

Currently, UMass is solidly in fourth place in the New England
rankings. Only Harvard, Brown and Springfield remain above. But
quite obviously these ratings are based on last year's performance
and the number of returning lettermen to these respective teams.

Hopefully UMass can hold on to that fourth slot, and conceivably

go somewhat higher. What is needed tomorrow is a duplication of

last year's romp, as the outcome in Orono should tell us a great deal

about what lies ahead on the UMass 1 1-game schedule.

X-Country Race Sunday
The Sunday afternoon

recreational runs will begin this

Sunday Sept. 26 at 4:00 PM at the

track. Organized by the members
of the cross country team, this

running program will serve as a

get together for the variety of

reasons that appear to them.

Some have used it as a

preparation for the intramural

race, as a place to meet fellow

joggers, others to meet a date, (

1

out of (i runners in the past years

have been co-eds), or to influence

a grade 1 1 out of 10 runners in the

past were faculty).

Last year there was a ten

minute spread between the first

and last finishers indicating th'.-te

is someone to run with if you are

there for a race, or just a

pleasurable jog irregardless of

your background or present
ability.

If you like to run, spread the

word to the students, faculty,

wives, children - SUNDAY 4:00

PM approximately 3 miles on

the grass and cinder roads
surrounding the outdoor track

By BOBNESTI

Theater
Harvey (Friday, Saturday, Sunday

evenings)

Mary Chase's Pulitzer Prize winning
comedy about Elwood P. Dowd, a

bumbling, amiable middle-aged boozer

and his best friend-a six foot three and
one half white rabbit named Harvey will

be performed Friday evening through

Sunday evening at 8:30 in Kirby
Theater, Amherst College. ($)

Measure For Measure
Shakespeare's bitter comedy will be

performed Friday and Sunday evenings

at 8, at Saturday afternoon at 2:30, at

Theater 14, Smith College. ($)

Things; The Nature and Purpose Of
The Universe

Two plays by the two winners of a

department run i playwriting contest

at Smith last semester They both are of

contrasting themes and styles and will

be performed in a premiere presen-

tation this Saturday evening at 8 in

Theater 14, Smith College. ($)

Films
Billy Jack (Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield)

A sincere yet blatantly cliched
Modern Day Western in which the Hero
(part Indian) protects a freak -run

progressive school against the forces of

Reactionaries. Despite its initial appeal,

it hardly ever rises above the level of a

Grade-B melodrama.

Claire's Knee

Carnal Knowledge (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley)

The sexual vacuum of the American

Male is incisively and brutally explored

in this Mike Nichols -Jules Feiffer

collaboration. It is a very funny yet

ultimately depressing portrait of two

educated men, from their college days

(at Amherst) through today. The Aim
benefits greatly from an intelligent, taut

script, beautifully realized direction,

and extraordinary performances from

Jack Nicholson, Arthur Garfunkel.

Candice Bergen, and Ann-Margret.

Claire's Knee (Talkie, Northampton)

A serious, subtle and captivating film

about the complexities of human
behavior. A woman writer goads a male

friend into having a verbal love affair

with a sixteen year old girl only to

realize he loves another teenager. An

incisive screenplay and impeccable

direction by Eric Rohmer makes this

foreign film one of the most perfect of

the vear.

Weekend
The Clowns (Academy of Music,

Northampton)
See Review elsewhere in issue.

Getting Straight (Saturday, Sage Hall,

Smith College, 9:30)

College radicalism, Hollywood Style

and undoubtedly one of the worst films

in recent years. It lacks focus, pace, and

style giving the effect of a Rococo

television commercial. Elliot Gould and

Candice Bergen are wasted in this

exercise which bears little resemblance

to reality.

The Grissom Gang (Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield)

Ludicrous and lousy is this Thirties

thriller about a gang of hillbillies who
kidnap a heiress. R is so bad that it

seems at times almost a parody; un-

fortunately Robert Aldrich directs his

cast in such an uncomplimentary
manner that he nearly insults them.

Kim Darby is bad, Scott Wilson is

mindlessly worse and Connie Stevens

adds only excess waste to this violent

and foolish mess.

The llellstrom Chronicle (Showcase
Cinema, West Springfield)

A highly interesting, beautifully

photographed look into the insect world

that soffers from a preachy, overdone
script. Sit back and enjoy the

photography.

Lovers and Other Strangers

(Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield)

One of last year's better comedies. It

is an adult, sometimes raw look into the

follies of American marriages and

mores with a superlative cast headed by

Gig Young and Ann Jackson.

The Madwoman of Chaillot (Thur-

sday, SU Ballroom, 7 and 9:30)

An overdone, heavy film version of the

somewhat dated satiric comedy of the

early Fifties. Katherine Hepburn
parodies herself well as the title

character and a large cast floats in and

out only to needless excess.

McCabe and Mrs. Miller (Campus
Cinemas, Hadley)

Robert Altman's divergent view of the

West makes a fascinating and enjoyable

film. It manages to evoke a "feel" of the

Old West as no other recent Western has

accomplished. Warren Beatty as a

maverick wheeler dealer and Julie

Christie as a cigar-smoking madam
both shine.

\lv Fair Lady (Sunday, SU Ballroom.

11:00. 2:30, 6:30, 9:30)

George Cukor's marvelous realization

of one of the finest of American's Post

War Musicals. Rex Harrison and
Stanley Hollaway repeat their stage

roles with equal finesse, and Audrey
Hepburn repeat their stage roles with

George Cukor's marvelous realization

of one of the finest of America's Post

War Musicals. Rex Harrison and
Stanley Hollaway repeat their stage

roles with equal finesse, and Audrey
Hepburn shows a delightful range with

her fetching portrayal of Eliza Doolittle.

In "HARVEY" Veta Louise Simmons (Elizabeth Egbert) urges Elwood P. Dowd

(Geoffrey Keller) to take formula 977 so he won't see that big white rabbit anymore. Dr.

Chumley (Kenneth lloxsie) prepares the injection. It happens in this week's Amherst

Summer Theater production. Performances are at g:3t p.m. Friday, Saturday and

Sunday at Kirby Theater on the Amherst College campus. For tickets, call 542-2278 or

visit the box office 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Frrdrico I Vllini directs n scene from The Clowns, his latest film now at the Academy

dI Music in Northampton. It is reviewed elsewhere in this issue.

The musical was an adaptation of

George Bernard Shaw's "Pygmalion"'

aud the Lerner and Loewe script

remains intact as is Lerner's script.

The Omega Man (Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield,; Calvin Theater,

Northampton)
Charleston Heston (who was Moses

and Michelangelo) is now the Last Man
On Earth up against the wall with some
mutilated victims of a germ war. Let It

Bleed.

The Professionals (Friday, CC Aud.,

<;, 8, 10)

A group of four professional fighters

are hired by a rich American to cross

the Mexican border to retrieve his wife.

Richard Brooks has made a whopping

good Western ably delivered by an

excellent cast headed by Burt Lan-

caster, Lee Marvin. Jack Palance, and

Woody Strode.

The Bed Tent (Amherst Cinema,
Amherst)

A 1950s style adventure yarn about

the ill-fated 1928 Arctic expeidition by

Italian explorer Umberto Nobile. It is

large in production and scope as well as

being exciting and handsomely
photographed. The cast is fine and is

headed by Peter Finch, Sean Connery,

and Claudia Cardinals.

Summer of '42 (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley)
Congenial, if occasionally overly

sentimental, film about a young man's

growing pangs. Directed with a

sustained lyricism which is fascinating

to watch. Gary Grimes plays a young
man infatuated with a young married

woman (Jennifer O'Neill).

Films On Television

The Secret War of Harry Frigg

(Saturday. 9 p.m., ch. 22, :?<>)

Paul Newman's talents are wasted

thoroughly in this corny and silly service

comedy. The story's about an escape

artist who parachutes into occupied

Italy and executes an improbable plan

to save five captive Allied officers.

Portrait in Black (Saturday. 11:25

p.m.,"eh. :!>

A glossy piece of nonsense about in-

fidelity and murder which Lana Turner

UK) Anthony Quinn as an infidel pair

who murder Miss Turner's wealthy

husband and suffer the dire eon

sequences, it's a positively boorish

melodrama filled with soap Opera

opulence.

Lafayette Escadrille

Tab Hunter as the prodigal son who
joins the Army.
The Mountain Road (Saturday, 11:30

p.m., ch. 8)

A little anti-war vignette about Allied

demolition teams in Southeast Asia at

the end of the„ Second World War. It

moves slowly, if sincerely, towards
making its" point. Stars James Stewart.

Orphans Of The Storm (Saturday,

11:30 p.m., ch. 22)

The Grissom Gang

D W Griffith's look at the French
Revolution, featuring the Gish Sister,

made in 1919

The Mummy "Saturday, 11:30 p.m.,

ch. 30)

An archaeologist uncovers a mummy
in ancient Egypt. The mummy turns out

to be Boris Karloff and alive and kicking

after a two thousand year old hiatus.

Bandolero (Sunday, 7:30 p.m., ch. 3)

Dean Martin Lots of blood and

RaCqUel Welch
The Silencers (Sunday, 9 p.m., ch. 40)

I )oan Martin, same song, second verse

(this time with Stella Stevens).

Hie Opposite Sc\ (Sunday. 1 1:05 p.m.,

eh. 3)

Clare Booth Luces ratty play "The

Woman" was spruced tip with tunes and

a lavish production and re emerged film

ui equal finesse and style The cast is of

vintage Fifties stock headed by June

Alhson, Joan Collins. Dolores Git

Ann Sheridan Ann Miller, and Leslie

Neilson
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TAKE TWO
Free Angela!

...a general meeting of the Black community of the University of

Mass voted last Saturday to begin an emergency project to aid

Black political prisoners presently "in danger of their lives" in

California prisons. The decision followed a meeting called by the

W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-American Studies which was
addressed by Miss Jean Wiley, a member of the department

presently on leave from the University to act as archivist and to

compile a journal of the political and legal events surrounding the

trial of Black Professor Angela Davis in California. "It is im-

portant." Miss Wiley said, "that the Black community nationally

begins to understand the meaning of all these trials... she is being

persecuted because she is Black and because she chose to support

the struggles of Black prisoners to obtain justice from the system.

Contrary to public opinion and the widespread publicity engen-

dered by the trials, the Black defendants, Angela Davis, Ruchell

MacGee, and the Soledad brothers, had virtually no money to

conduct their defenses."

"THE PRINCIPAL INJUSTICE concerns the indeterminate

sentence ploy -a prisoner can be theoretically freed after a year or

kept in jail iorever-whenever the prisoner takes a political position

which the prison authorities cannot simplify to their own

prejudices." Mike Thelwell. Chairman of the Department of Afro-

American Studies pointed out. "Furthermore, it is incredible that

after all the activity around these cases, the lawyers for Angela

1 )a vis should be unable to afford the services of a legal secretary. It

is unthinkable that Kuchell MacGee should be unable to afford

seven hundred dollars for a court transcript. It is incredible that

the royalties from George Jackson's book should be tied up and

unavailable for his defense while he was alive."

..a second meeting for organization met on September 17 and a

committee to plan and implement the campaign was formally

established. Participation by white organizations in this campaign

will be accepted with gratitude.

Mike Thelwell agreed to serve as temporary chairman of the

Emergency Defense Committee, and Sister Lillian Anthony of the

School of Education will serve as Coordinator. The Committee's

office will be Boom 310 Mdls House, tel. 545-2751. An account has

been opened at the First National Bank of Amherst in the name of

the Emergency Defense Fund under the signatures of Thelwell and

Anthony.

The committee follows:

NAME
Mel Smith

Dtangmis
Chester Dflvs
Lillian D Anthony
Alvin Schmidl
Sam Johnson
Allan Fisher
Paul Mishler
Anne Chamet/Ky
Euqene Terry
Jackie Berryman
May Ellen Bias
Napoleon Jasper
Lawrence S Riddick
Robert Wilson
Rick O'Daniel
Alfred Minor
Van Harris
Johnnetla Cole
Marilyn Leonard
Inqnd Wtnii

Gloria Montgomery
J^an A Parr'ih
Orrie Wesl
Sybil H.immond
Waller Stewart

OR GAN I Z AT I ON /SCHOOL
U.Mass Dept ot Afro Am
U Mass Younq Workers L'b

U Mass Dept ol Afro Am
U Mass School of Ed
U Mass Committee on Poverty
U Mass Christian Foundation
PULP U Mhss
PCU U Mass
Women's Lib . Amherst
Hampshire College
Harambe. U Mass
U Mass, CCEBS staff

Amherst Colleqe
Dartmouth Colleqe
Amherst
Amherst
Dartmouth Afro Am
S B A
U Mass Dept of Afro Am
Mi Holyoke Hist Blk Stud

U Mass
U Mass
U Mass
Drum, U Mass
Mi Holyoke College
Ml Holyoke Colleqe

TELEPHONE NUMBER
S4S 2751

S4V 0142

R S O Box 340 D
5 2661 S49 0448
S46 6826
S46 6826
253 5723
549 0109
549 1377 52751

545 0031 . 549 3651

586 3559

584 2385
542 2529

546 4243
S2651 50425
533 6098

256 8812
546 9567

ex I 333
533 6098
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HAN WILEY

Revolution at The Traffic Lights

There is an interesting attitude afoot today, and I'd like to run it

down while following a gentlewoman across the main intersection

of a small New England town, Amherst. As she stands there on the

corner the law like the lord speaks directly to her: DON'T WALK.
The conversation is interrupted -two blacks are crossing the street

slowly, talking fast, not listening to the law. The gentlewoman

interrupts their rap. "The sign says DON'T WALK, SHE SAYS, and

she waits and then crosses to her bank to deposit. Swift service gets

her back into the street again and she steps from the sidewalk to

recross. Remembers: the law is speaking-is more quickly

reminded when a fast Ford hanging a right tangles her hair, is

embarrassed and frustrated when the law catches her eye, returns

the stare: DONT WALK. Oh yes, she forgot to push the WALK
button. She turns to reach it, but before her eye left the law it was

already changing its mind to WALK. The button is on the wrong

side of the pole and then she sees the blacks returning from the

other corner having taken care of their business and she is about to

finger them for breaking another law when the law finally gets thru

to her -WALK it still says With an excitement born of the diligence

required to have saved a lifelong of pennies and a lifelong of

seconds, she hurries to obey the law. So be it

Is the gentlewoman full of ibit? Kindness argues that the case not

be taken beyond the essential dilemma. She is absolutely certain

that from this day forward we must stop all blacks from breaking

any law under the sun -we must stop the revolution at the traffic

sign. If we can keep telling them when to WALK they CAN'T

charge.

So be it, mam.

One of My Best Friends

Who gardens in the town flowers,

Raises his hat to pregnant conductors
Of stationwagons.

His heel misconducting an orange poppy
To boths God, formerly, Our Father?

Who works on the holidays

Which used to be sabbath.

We now call Sunday?
He works.

The Sun works -part time,

The rest rest.

Whose left hand is lame

-

A limp pendulum of 67 years-
Holding a cool seed

Which will not grow,
Will not die"

Which is sacred

In the black hand
And will not work
With the nigger

Who begins at the shoulder.

Ends in white shoes

Dancing with

-

oi all colon
Flowers'

Films
By ELLIOT EISENBERG

I he (Iowms (a film by Frederico
Fellini, at the Academy. Northampton)

Well, you really picked a b-buster of

a movie to start with." one of my friends

told me.
He wasn't kidding.

The Clowns is a complex movie. It

appears to be a documentary of

Kuropean circus clowns, but without

researching the film you never know
whether the interviews which are in-

terspersed with the acts are legit, or

whether Fellini's pulling your leg.

It would be easy to believe that these

talks with the aging performers about

themselves, their careers and the circus

have been carefully rehearsed and are

being replayed for our benefit. And in a

taxicab, Fellini and his crew ask the

cabbie whether he knows of a certain

clown. "Never heard of him. ..No, I don't

go to the circus; I have more important
things to do!" he exclaims. Is it all for

real'' I have no idea.

For some people The Clowns would be
worth seeing simply for the bright,

kaleidoscopic colors that come with a

circus, and the music which in the circus

becomes the language of the clowns.

Hut the clowns, says the small boy
through whom we are introduced to

them, didn't please him: they spooked
him. Their faces were the faces of the

ragged, deformed and tragicomic of his

townspeople. It is at this point that the

lilm is at its best-in the Maupassant-
it Henry vignetts of people who have

nothing to do with the circus, but whose
faces and beings put them in ring three.

And >f some of the townspeople were
sad, the clowns in their real-lives are
even more so. Over and over again, one

tells us that the world of which he is a

part is dying, and the clowns themselves

are-quite literally-dying. They are old

in their eighties and nineties, some of

them: they drink, and some of them
speak from hospital rooms.

"How do you pass the day?" one of

them is asked.

"It's a quiet life," he says. "During

the day I feed my canaries...Then
there's my wife. ..It's a quiet life."

***

Not being a film freak there is very
possibly much in The Clowns that I've

missed. What can I tell you?
It's not a bad movie. It's faces evoked

something in me. something of broken
and drinking men I've known in a world
that for reasons beyond their control is

falling apart.

But it's not a great movie. It couldn't

hold my attention to the end, and the

ending itself wasn't that satisfying.

See it. though, if you like Fellini, and
get his answer when an interviewer

looks at the filming and asks,

"Frederico. what are you trying to tell

us bv this?"

By MARTIN < ALABKESE
DEATH IN VENICE
A film directed by l.uchino Visconti.

shining Dick Boigade (MOM).
DEATH IN VENICE must be seen. It

is an exquisite, visually stimulating,

emotionally pulsating, curiously

penetrating experience that bombards

the senses.

Luchino Visconti's film version is not

Thomas Mann's original story. It is a

film that has selected, rearranged, and

expanded the material to meet the needs

of the media and to fully utilize the

uniqueness of the media to add its

particular dimension of sight and sound

in larger than life size.

Its strengths as a film are found in the

conflict of sight, sound, and ideas found

in the book that are so vividly brought to

life through the understanding and

sensitivity of Visconti. the director, and

the capable, well controlled per-

lormances of Dirk Bogart and Silvana

Mangano. There is a constant tension

erected between the carneverous death

images of ancient, dying Venice and the

exaltation of beauty

Venice was once rich in the grandeur

of the finest Italian culture. At the turn

of the century when the film takes place

it is a city in the ruin of commercialism

Death swims off the shore of the Lido

where the wealthy bathed. Death lurks

in the cabbled alleys as the prostitutes

once did. Cholera is everywhere.
Aschenbach finds ideal beauty in the

form of a boy. the angel of death, who
seductively delivers his message. And it

is this tension that tears at the heart,

penetrates the mind, and discovers the

fears of death, the joys of beauty, and

the throbbing sense of fulfillment that is

felt by man in his hunting of the elusive

ideal of beauty.

Aschenbach. the composer, pursues

ideal beauty first in his field of work,

music then in the heguilingly handsome,

yet strikingly neuter boy, Tadzio There
is a scene in a dining room when
Aschenbach and Tadzio come close to

each other, almost touch each other,

only stare at each other that gives us

that one startling glimpse into man:
man acting and reacting, all so visually

manifeast with such vitality of image
and depth of passion.

The music by Mahler, his Third and
Fifth Symphonies. and the

cinematography carry the emotions

from ecstasy to ecstasy by slowly

collecting a vast mindful of rich,

evocative images of death and beauty,

Joy and love and horror climaxing in the

portrait of a death in Venice.

Program Council Night Club

lilt II \i;imi \ i : i » 1

1

Student Union Ballroom

Sat., September 25, 8:00 p.m.

STARRING — Direct from Florida

"TOM TEDROW If

A/so

Country Blues, Folk

The "SOUND DIMENSIONS

Direct from the Club "Aquarius" in Boston

If

College ID Required, Positive 21 Identification for Beverages
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The Great Marijuana War

Part III
Eric lay flat on his back in a

hospital, wondering what had
happened. First there had been

that strange man with the money
who made the dope disappear.

Then, there was that strange

bunch of hookers that he had

herded together. One after

another, all so impatient. But

boy, that was nothing. Penicillin

was pretty heavy. And just in

time.

Now he lay on his back and

chuckled to himself. All these

pretty nurses and pills, and a

color tv to watch the late movies

on, and pills, and breakfast in

bed, and uood coffee, and pills.

Eric chuckled some more as the

nurse wheeled her little cart full

of pills up to his bed.

"Well, how are you this af-

ternoon?" she asked sweetly.

"Time for your pills, " she in-

terrupted before Eric had a

chance to say anything.

Hut Eric already had his mouth
open for the pills and wouldn't

have been able to answer
anyway.
"There we go," said the nurse.

"That's a good boy. Sleep tight,

now." She wheeled the cart out of

the room, shutting off the light as

she went.

Eric sank back onto his nice

soft pillow and sighed, ahhhhh,

this was the life

Meanwhile, Manuel stood

fingering the little silver bell at

the window. The dope was slowly

falling to pieces and making a

soft rattle as it hit the butcher's

paper. Carlos and the other

Mexican stood behind us with the

guns, tense, jumpy.
Manuel turned from the win-

dow and signed. He looked down
for a second at the little bell and

sighed again. Then dropping the

bell and turning to face us, he

began.

"Ahhh, you foolish, foolish

hippies. You steal my dope. What
should I do with you? Kill you, or

beat you and let you go? Maybe
you didn't steal my marijuana.

But how do I know you tell me the

truth? Maybe you lie to Manuel,

eh?"
"But we didn't steal it,

Manuel," I pleaded. "We just

found it when we opened our

package of weeds."
"Yeah, man. C'mon now, cut

the shit! said Art. "Untie these

rages and let us go!"

Manuel laughed. "Hal, listen to

him! He's tied in a chair with a

gun at his head and he talks like

that."

"Yah, you fat wetback! Now
untie these goddam ropes!" Art

was really flaring.

Manuel turned bright red and

stepped forward to clobber Art

when the phone rang. He
whipped around, snatching the

phone up as he turned. Then he

pulled a long knife out of his coat

pocket and handed me the phone.

He stood over me playing with

the knife I couldn't pick up the

phone because my hands were

tied so the guard had to hold it.

"Hello?* i asked

'Well, I've gut to hand it to you

this lime," said a loud voice, "I'd

I bought I'd seen everything when
someone sold you goldenrod, but

donkey shit and corn silk ? Come
on. now"
What a relief.

"No kidding, boss'' Its really

donkey shit and corn silk?" 1

By David Williams

said.

"Yup, it sure is," he replied.

"Well, just thought I'd let you

know. Oh, by the way, someone

"Well, you know how it is," he

said. "Business was bad and I

needed a cash reserve so I could

score from a friend of mine so I

all your losses. Here we have 100

pounds of marijuana which

belongs to me. However, I sold

you 24 keys of bad marijuana, so I

will be over to pick the money I

gave you. See you later." And he

hung up.

"Hey fatso," I shouted. "Get
your fat butt over here and untie

me, you crook."

Manuel threw me a very

Shocked look. "Looking for

trouble, hippie"'" he asked. He

began to walk very slowly across

the room towards me.

"Yah, you fat ass. That grass

\ on sold us was no good. Donkey
shit and corn silk. Now untie

these goddam ropes and let us
go."

Manuel's stern face began lo

dissolve mto its regular rubbery
features,

wouldn't lose all my customers.

Maybe you won't believe me, but

he burned me with the donkey
shit and corn silk, too

"

Manuel began to blush and turn

very red. He shuffled around and

looked down at his feet

"Maybe if I untie you you won't

he mad at me, eh'.'"

He motioned for Carlos and the

other Mexican lo untie us. 1 stood

up and rubbed my wrists

"Goddam, Manuel. Nirw what
do we do? My !><>ss is sending one
of his men over to pick up the

money he paid me for your
crummy grass. Now we get stuck

and it's all because of you!"
"Don't you worry, my friend,"

Manuel said. "I will make good

will give you one bale. Then you
can give your boss half and he
will be happy and you can keep
half and you will be happy? Is it a
deal?"

Alright. Manuel," I said. "It's
.i deal Now just get the other
hale and beat it, will you?"

'Carlos' Pick up the
marijuana, let's go!" Manuel
Shouted. He opened the door lo let

< arlos and the other Mexican
carry the dope out He stood there
watching us for a few seconds.
"CfOOdby, my friends," he said,

and was gone

"Well, it's about damn time,"
said Art. "That fat bastard was

starting to get on my nerves.

Coupla more minutes and I was
going to let him have it."

"Sure, Art," 1 said. "Let's get

this crap picked up and divided

before the boss' man gets here.

We'll give him half of this bale

and we'll wait out in front. We
can sell this stuff in an afternoon

it's so good. Let's start to cut it

up."

We dragged out a scale and
about 100 boxes of Baggies and
began to fill Baggies up as fast as

we could. Art would tear the

dope from the bale and break it

up into little piles. I would jam
the piles into the Baggies, toss

them onto a scale for a second

and then wrap them up and throw
them in the corner. Right in the

middle of the whole operation

there was a loud knock on the

door and the boss' man kicked his

way into the apartment. He took

one look at what we were doing

and didn't even say a word. He
picked up the half of the bale that

was lying in the doorway and left.

We just kept piling the dope into

Baggies.

"Hey, Art," I said finally,

"What time is it?"

"It's, uhh, it's a quarter to ten.

Hey, I'm going out on the street to

let word out, ok?"
"Fine. I'll finish up this little

pile so I'll be ready when the

buyers get here."

Art rushed down the stairs and

over to Washington. All the little

kids we had hired were lounging

around, trying not to act

suspicious. Art saw them and

gave them the signal that he was
ready. All the little kids nodded.

Art leaned up against the arch

and pretended to be reading a

newspaper. Whenever anyone
walked by, Art would mutter

Want some grass? If the person

did, he would stop and pretend to

ask Art for a light. While he was
lighting up a cigarette, he would

tell Art how much he wanted.

Then Art would tell him where to

get it. As soon as the person

walked away, a little kid would

very nonchalantly fall in behind

the guy. The guy would start to

walk towards Art's apartment
and whilehewentuptoget the dope

the little kid would wait in the

street. When the guy came out

the little kid would follow him to

wherever he was going.

Whenever he made a sale to

someone else, another little kid

would follow this new buyer until

the dope got so far away that the

little kids couldn't find where it

went.

It took about 3 hours to sell all

the dope. Art's apartment was a

madhouse. People were coming
up the front stairs in huge

crowds. They had to wait about a

half hour while I rushed around

trying to fill all these orders.

Some people wanted pounds and
l hat was easy enough. All I had to

do was throw the right number of

ounces in a big plastic bag and

take the guy's money. But some
people wanted just ounces and

they insisted on picking one out

for lhemselves. It was like a

bargain basement. The worst

ones were the well-dressed
middle-aged ladies. They would

fight over the Baggies and

complain about this one having

loo many twigs or this one not

enough seeds. Young girls were a

Confirmed on 6
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Acoustics

The Expendable Dynaflex Process
disparaged by Frank Johnson

Earlier this year record buyers

noticed that their new records

were getting thinner and lighter

for some strange reason. This

occurred at a time of still-

unresolved economic problems,

and many consumers believed

that RCA, the perpetrator of the

thin discs, was losing money and

therefore had to charge the same
inflated rate, but now for only

66% of the previous records.

Later it was disclosed that this

was not the case. In the first

place, most of the cost of a record

goes into the promoting and

packaging end of it. The next cost

priority includes royalties for the

artists and recording expenses;

actual profit from the production

of the discs themselves is not

very large. Compared to what

record companies are used to, the

savings incurred by shaving

plastic off discs would seem

miniscule when juxtaposed with

the expense of packaging and

promoting. Actually, the newer

records were heralded as a

product of a new record making

process, pioneered by RCA and

known as "Dynaflex". This did

not refer to the Charles Atlas

method of isometric muscle

exercises, but to the process

involved with production of the

new discs.

To begin with, there is nothing

particularly revolutionary about

Dynaflex records, other than the

fact that they are thin. RCA tells

us that Dynaflex discs are
composed of 100% virgin vinyl,

similar to that used for the finest

classical pressings. Most pop
record pressings, they point out,

are composed of "seconds",
reused plastic from earlier

production runs melted down a

second time, or even "thirds",

which explains some of the

abysmal record pressings we
have been getting in recent

years. The Dynaflex records,

RCA maintains, allows not only a

theoretically superior pressing

but a virtually noise-free per-

formance.
I decided to make objective

tests of the merits of Dynaflex

records, as 1 have 5 pressings of

the new discs, some of which date

back to the very first production

runs. First of all. prior to the

Dynaflex discs, RCA pop records

had perhaps the worst noise

characteristics of the entire

record industry, i Evaluate some

early recordings of the Jefferson

Airplane or the Youngbloods and

vou can confirm this for yourself)

The Dynaflex pressings merely

What's bendable here is expendable. This record is made through

the more common, traditional method and breaks when pressure is

applied. I nfortunatelv the Rolling Stones were destroyed in the

meant that RCA could

economically use better plastic.

My test results showed that, in

terms of record noise (not

counting tape hiss from the

master), the newer pressings did

not herald anything new- the

percentage of noise-free recor-

dings was now on a par with all

the other record companies,
which stamped conventional

discs. In this respect. RCA had

taken a big step forward:
equality.

I also tested storage and shelf

life. My records are stored

vertically in a record rack
designed specifically for such

purposes. Some of my collection

dates back over 10 years- a

healthy life for soft plastic. None
of them have warped. I should

point out that every one of my
Dynaflex records have warped to

some degree, which fortunately

doesn't present too much of a

problem for me, because the tone

arm on my record changer has

good freedom from warp in-

terference. In much of today's

audio equipment, however,

warpage will dictate virtually

whether or not a given record can

be played at all. Much of today's

fine record-playing equipment,

regardless of how good or ex-

pensive it is, is not designed to

play warped records, and there is

no reason why it should be. It

would seem to me that RCA has

perpetrated some sort of ad-

vertising gimmick, disguised as a

"revolutionary" new record

stamping process.

Though RCA maintains that

record warp is the fault of record

dealers who allegedly don't store

their records correctly, they do

not realize that in many cases

(such as my own) the records

warped independently of the

dealers, sometimes long after

they were on the dealers' shelves.

I would like to point out further

that, in addition to the warpage

preventing the actual playing of a

disc, it can cause other un-

desireable factors relating either

to the life or the enjoyment of a

record. Take channel balance,

for instance. By creating con-

stantly changing pressure on the

w alls of a disc, balanced output of

the two stereo channels can

seriously be affected. In the

future, when we have matrixed

records to take advantage of 4-

channel sound, this will be even

more important than it is now.

i
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This record was made through the new Dynaflex process. No

matter what pressure is applied, it does not break. I nfortunately it

warps and doesn't reject on a good number of turntables.

The groove life of a warped

record will also be reduced by the

fact it is warped. The needle sees

the actual surface of the

modulated groove on a warped

record, as beyig constantly and

asymmetrically changing
through each revolution, causing

uneven wear to the record. Not

only is this a potential danger to

the record, but it threatens the

needle or stylus playing it. With

some styli representing an in-

vestment of $30 or more, the

financial interest reduces the

temptation of playing these

records.

Clearly, there is no reason to

perpetrate on the public a new

system so patently inferior that it

is actually a big step backward.

Back in the late 1940s RCA lost a

lot of money maintaining that 45

rpm discs should be the new

industry standard, replacing the

old 78's. The Dynaflex system

might conceivably be an ad-

vancement to record science in

the future, vis-a-vis economic use

of virgin vinyl, if the warpage

problem is solved. But I am
perplexed why so much of RCA's

attention has been devoted to this

area.

process.

Read MDC
October 3, 1971
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C. C. Program
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at.

C. C. Auditorium

tickets - $2.00

at

S.U. Box Office

NORTHAMPTON. Mass. -The

first of this year's Sunday

evening recitals in Sage Hall at

Smith College will be presented

by Ernst and Lory Wallfisch,

both Assistant Professors of

Music at Smith. The concert, on

September 26 at » p.m. will be

open to the public free of charge.

The program will feature

works for harpsichord, piano,

viola, and viola de gamba. Three

periods of music will be

represented in pieces by Handel.

Francois Couperin, Robert

Schumann, and the con-

temporary composer Iain

Hamilton. Mr. Hamilton is

originally from England, but he

has spent manv vears teaching

in the United States, first at

Duke University and presently

at New York University.

Mr Wallfisch. a performer on

the viola and viola da gamba,

and his wife, a pianist and

harpsichordist, .joined the Smith

faculty in l%4 As a performing

duo thev have toured in-

ternationally, in addition to their

continuing soloist activities.

Formerly a solo-violist with

the Detroit Symphony Or-

chestra, Mr Wallfisch has also

been a member of the Bucharest

iRoumania) Philharmonic, the

Dallas Symphony, and the

Cleveland Orchestra. In addition

to his career as a performer, he

Smith Plans Recital Series
he _ awarded ,

for

DEERF1ELD

Drive-In Theatre
Route 5 \ 10

South Deerfield. Mass.
Tel.««r>-H74fi

FRI.,SAT.,SUN.

"THE FUNNIEST

MOVIE I'VE SEEN

THIS YEAR! this

KIND OF MOVIE A
REVIEWER SHOULD
PAY TO SEE! JUST GO,

RUN, TO SEE IT!"

— New York Post

LOVERS
flfH) OTHER
nRAHGERf

£^CRC j^
COLOR

'JUL

also

has taught chamber ensemble

and viola both at Smith and

abroad, has written articles for

Fnglish and foreign language

periodicals, and records ex-

tensively with VOX (New York),

Da Camera (Heidelberg), and

His MactPr's Voice (London'

"Certificate of Merit

Distinguished Service by Per-

formance, Teaching, and

Kditing Music" by the Dic-

tionary of International

Biography (London, 29 October,

1970)

F^a
T M e A T R E

Showtime 7: 30

FeatureFirstSun.
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The Great Marijuana War (continued)

pain because they took hours to

pick one out too. Most of the guys

who came up just took any old

Baggie, paid up and left.

1 could see where we would

soon sell everything and not have

anything left for ourselves, so

when there was a lull, I closed the

door and locked it. A few-

stragglers came and pounded on

the door and demanded to be let

in but I shouted that no one was

home and they went away. Then

Art came slowly up the stairs. His

throat was sore from whispering

and all he could say was How
much, man? and his address in a

hoarse tone.

I sat him down and gave him a

cup of tea and pretty soon he

could talk. We sat at the kitchen

table and counted out money and

smoked. We were lighting joints

with ten dollar bills and letting

them burn. We had a lot of

money.
"What's the first thing you're

going to get, Art?'' I asked.

"I don't know, man. I may buy

one of those pretzel carts and sell

pretzels or I could get me a horse

and buggy and give people rides

around Central Park. Maybe 111

move to London for the winter. I

don't know. Maybe I'll put it in

the bank and save it."

"We'd better not forget the

little kids. I just remembered
about them. They should start

coming up here telling us where

all the dope went to. Only I really

don't feel like dealing anymore,

do you?"
"Now that you mention it,"

said Art, "I don't feel like dealing

too much any more either. What
are we going to tell the little kids

when they get here?"

"Let's bolt, "
I suggested.

Art thought it over for a second.

"Ok." he said. "Let's split."

We began to grab up all the

stuff we thought we might need

and began to throw it into a

couple of ratty looking suitcases

that Art had. We slammed them

direction, we could see all the

little kids come swarming up

from the other end of the block.

They ran up the steps in Art's

apartment house and flooded in

"You aren't kidding." Art

shuddered. "Let's get out of

here."

"What are we going to do about

Eric?" I asked as we ran down

.This is what's making those warts grow

shut, put out all the lighted joints

that were lying around and left.

As we ran down the block in one

through the front door.

"Christ, am I glad I'm not up

there any more," I said.

the sidewalk.

"I don't know," replied Art.

"What do you think we should

do?"
"Let's at least stop and see

when they're noing to let him out

of the hospital."

We had to put on surgical

«owns and masks before they

would let us into Eric's room. He

was lying on the bed with a big

grin, watching a color tv that had

the color all screwed up. He was

laughing and giggling and

playing with the remote control

box and changing channels and

making the colors go all screwy.

He didn't even notice us.

"Wow," said Art. "This guy's

in a lot of trouble. Let's get out of

this place."

We walked out the front door of

the hospital into the sunlight.

"Well," said Art. "I think I'll

go to London for the winter. It's

too damn cold in New York for

me."
"Yeah, I should get back to

campus before too long," I said.

"So long, Art."

"Take it easy, man," he said,

and walked away down the

sidewalk.

I went over to the hospital

garage and got the Duster.

Don't worry, I told the car,

we'll come back and get Eric

next week. The doctor says he's

having too much fun to go home.

I drove back up to campus and

parked the car. It had been a long

summer. I was glad to be back.

As I walked past what used to

be the Little Hatch, I saw a

familiar figure. I walked up to it

and tapped it on the shoulder. He
didn't have to turn around, I

knew. It had to be. It was.

Silverman, licking away on a soft

ice cream cone with a notebook in

his hand. Taking a pencil from

behind his ear, he opened the

notebook and said, "Ok, what'cha

got?"

Here is a Stereo System that offers

very little in the way of a discount.

AH it gives you is superb performance and reliability.

Pioneer SX 440 Receiver

Aztec Dulane Loudspeakers

PE 2038 Automatic Turntable

Bang and Olufsen Magnetic Cartridge

$480.00

We believe this system so durable that Amherst Audio warrants this stereo

to be free of defects for five years, (excluding stylus and physical abuse).

AMHERST AUDIO
197 NO. PLEASANT ST.
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Fine Arts Council

Woman

In the closing half of "Here are Ladies," Siobhan McKenna portrays the women of James Joyce, in-

cluding (above* Lustv Mollv Bloom from "Ulysses." The production will arrive here on Thursday.

October 7 at K P.M. in Bowker Auditorium for one performance. Tickets are available in the Fine Arts

Council BOX Office. 125 llerter Hall. Tel. 545-O202. Remaining tickets will be available one hour before

the performance at Bowker Aud. I Mass undergrads $1.5©, other full-time students $2.50. I'Mass

Kacultv /staff $:5.o». General Public $:$.50.
,

Artist

World-acclaimed Irish actress Siobhan McKenna will appear on

campus at h p.m. Thursday, Oct. 7 in Bowker Auditorium.

Her program. "Here Are Ladies," will include passages spoken

by ladies in works of Irish writers, including O'Casey, Beckett,

Shaw Synge, Yeats, and Joyce. The production, brought from

London's Criterion Theatre, was presented in New York at the

Public Theatre this past season.

Miss McKenna has performed as a member ot the tamed Abbey

Theatre m Anouilh's 'Fading Mansions." directed by Laurence

Olivier, James Forsyth's "Abelard and Heloise;" Shaw's 'Saint

Joan " for which she received the Fvening Standard Award;

'Playboy of the Western World.'
-

in which she starred when it was

filmed; and Doris Lessing's 'Play with a Tiger."

New York audiences acclaimed her as Miss Madrigal in "The

Chalk Oarden," a role she created; "Sain Joan; Hie Hope

Dancers;" and in many television performances, including

Barries "What Every Woman Knows." "Cradle Song," and

Somerset Maugham's "The Letter."

Among her portraits of Irish ladies in "Here Are Ladies, she

will perform a duologue from "The Plough and the Stars."

She'll also do portions of O'Casey's, "Juno and the Paycock,

Shaw's "Saint Joan," and "Crazy Jane" poems of William Butler

Yeats. i.i.
The second half of the evening will be devoted completely to

James Joyce's "Anna Livia Plurabelle." lullaby from "Finnegan s

Wake " and Molly Bloom's soliloquy from "Ulysses."

Miss McKenna will be presented at UMass by the Fine Arts

Council, in a tour arranged by the Public Theatre and Theatre Now

Inc. Tickets for the production are on sale at the Fine Arts Council

Box Office. 125 Herter Hall, Telephone 545-0202.

By ELLIOT EISKNBKUt;
DINING
The Lord Jeffrey is named after a

British nobleman who defeated

the Indians by giving them in-

fected blankets as "presents."

Richlv furbished in colonial style,

it benefits from bequests of

Amherst alumni. A place to take

the folks (if dad's paying.)

Mill Valley Crist Mill is run by

irascible Harry Wood and his

wife, who run their employees

ragged while feeding them like

kings and serve delicious fare at

reasonable prices. Pleasant

surroundings in rooms that are

small and cozy. Try the Indian

pudding.

Miss Florence Diner is known for

incredibly good food, low prices

and long lines. Worth the wait.

Aqua Vita serves up a pretty

decent fare of Italian food.

Conveniently located if you're

travelling between Amherst and

Northampton.
Amherst Tower sits next to the

Pub and sells pizza. Also a

hangout for townies and teenie-

bops. Food, prices, decor - all are

mediocre.

The Drake restaurant used to be

called Lums and for all practical

purposes that's what it still is.

Higher priced end of the menu is

a rip-off, but a great variety of

domestic and imported beers and

a casual atmosphere make it not

a total loss.

Joe's pizza is great.

Happ's recently underwent

change in management. Where
• else can you find a deli, but where

else can you find such unclean

conditions?

BARS (AND SUCH)
The Chequers serves deli sand-

wiches and light dinners. Lights

are low, furbishings wooden and

classy, and evenings man with

the flashlight stands guard at the

door. Entertainment.

The Pub sports menu similar to

the Chequers'. Both are known

lor attractive and well-outfitted

waitresses. Pub is a little less

formal, better place to meet

singles (but not on Saturday.)

Entertainment.

lop O' Campus is worth seeing

for its view alone. One of the few

places for dancing and formal

attire, tho you needn't be

bothered by either. And the sign

said: you "gotta have a mem-
bership card to get served.

Mike's is strictly for greeks and

not the mediterranian kind. Mugs

hang from the walls, pledges do

their stuff, and the girls sing their

songs.

The Drake is synonymous with

raunchiness. Hidden in the

basement of a two-bit hotel, used

during the day as a laundromat,

it reeks on a hot night. It also has

a timeless, friendly atmosphere:

a good place to be on the night of

a big game. Entertainment is by

jukebox at prices that make it a

rip-off.

Art Buchwald
To Speak In Cage

Next Monday evening, Sep-

tember 27. at 8 p.m.. Art Buch-

wald will give a talk entitled

The Establishment is Alive and

Well in Washington". Buchwald's

lecture, sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program

and open to the public without

charge, will take place in Curry

Hicks Cage and will be followed

by a coffee hour in the Colonial

Lounge of the Student Union.

In addition to being syndicated

in 450 newspapers in the U.S. and

throughout the world, Buchwald

has written several books in-

cluding "Have I Ever Lied to

You?," "Son of the Great

Society," and "The Establish-

ment is Alive and Well in

Washington." His play "Sheep on

the Runway" opened on

Broadway last year to excellent

reviews and was later performed

in Washington.

first

the

the

Buchwald received his

journalistic experience in

Marine Corps and at

University of Southern

California. While later living in

Paris, he wrote for Variety

magazine and the New York

Herald Tribune. He became
syndicated in 1952 with his

column -"Europe's Lighter Side."

According to the introduction to

one of his books, "Buchwald is

still a mystery to fellow newsmen

despite his long years in

Washington. Some say that Art

Buchwald is a pseudonym and

the column is written by the Joint

Chiefs of Staff-each service

taking the duty for one month."

"Another theory is that Art Buch-

wald is really Howard Hughes,

which, if true, would make him

the richest columnist in the world

today."

Susie Creamcheese,Where Are You?
This is to announce that a pubic

cremation this morning at 8 am
on the Littlefield Memorial

Bridge
Miss Susan Smith of

Punxatawney. Pa. will burn her

personal effects as a protest over

what she calls "petty bourgeois

materialism" According to her.

the entire campus is ridden with

DFRO DflV 3
]

OFdDOlBO
NEW Ufl/E AMD OLD RAVES

TME

Ig^lTIFBDDBfl/p

"ungodly, dirty people, who are

going to go to hell."

Miss Smith has taken place in

several other pubic cremations

and feels that she has learned

something from each one of

them.
•The first time I burned my

effects I was in pain for weeks at

the thought of what I had done.

Bui each successive time it

became easier and easier to light

up and flame away."

This morning's cremation is

being sponsored by Jesus Christ,

Inc., a new youth movement
headquartered m Avalon,. N.J.

584-8435

\< »T TO BE MISSEIV-NY Post

"A CLOU'S "New Yorker
•FFLLINT'S BEST SINCE8 1/2"

-Newsweek

Federico Fellini s

newest film

Saturday
Sunday

continuous
from 2 : (Ml

"The Clowns 99

I original version)

C. C. Program Council presenis

Sunday, Sept. 26

2:30, 6:00, and 9:30 p.m

S. U. Ballroom
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[MAGINE-John Lennon 'Apple

Kecords)
John Lennon is a part of anyone who

is. or claims to be, seriously involved in

rock music, While he was growing up.

we were growing up too. Many os oi

drew parallels from his life to ours, as

we did with Dylan, not caring if they

were superficial, or how vicarious they

tended to be.

There were those of us who became

smug and laconic in his cynical days

And we thought of ourselves as Sages in

his pepper days We went through our

acid stage and our Walrus stage. All the

way. through "Give Peace A Chance"

and. finally, questioning our own elusive

childhoods and past repressions. We
found out.

One does not know the contents of a

never-before-heard Lennon album We
heard that this one was •more tuneful"

and less depressing than the first. We
read that there were going to be strings

on this one and even "a mother solo*' by

George Harrison. But we still didn't

know
Hearing a Paul McCartney album is a

complete!) different experience than

listening toa Lennon. McCartney makes

music, beautiful music You know what

you are going to get. You can sit back.

tap sour foot, and whistle to "Uncle

Albert Admiral Halsey ". and you can

reminisce about your teenage loves

when you put on "Dear Boy" and 'Back

Seat 01 My Car." You approach Paul

with optimism, anticipating the up-

coming run, knowing that you are going

to love every minute ot it.

But listening to a Lennon can be

painful, very painful. Crowing up often

is He proved this with his first album

and reiterates it. though not nearly as

much, in imagine" Cone are his

primal screams. Instead he sings

solefully in his hard, unmistakenly-his,

voice. The general tone is more relaxed

and the music is as lush as Lennon is

going to get He has learned to live with

his pain and is finding out more and

more what he is up against.

Much of it still echoes his sentiments

expressed in the first. In ilow'.'" he

asks. -'How can 1 have feelings if my
feelings have been denied?" and in

"Gimme Some truth", a probable

single, he snaps, Tin sick and tired of

hearing things from uptight,

narrow minded. short-sighted
hvpocritics/All 1 want is the truth."

Gone, however, is the omnipresent

feeling of nakedness that dominated the

one before.

On -Crippled Inside ". Lennon swings

to aC&W beat And in "Oh Yoko" there

is a sing-along melody (He is always

happiest singing about her.) "It's So

Hard" is Lennon the bluesman. "Yer

Blues" up-to-date. -Sometimes I Feel

like going down."
The title song. "Jealous Cuy". and

oh My Love; are all beautiful ballads.

Lennon lives up to his potential whereas

McCartney doesn't.

The one enigma on the album is "How

Do You Sleep?" It is an obvious, and

deliberate, attack on Paul. "Those

I reaks was right when they said you was

dead

New Riders of The Purple Sage
K> KIWI HI SI I. IN

A little, tun fellow walks on stage

wearing a tattered cowboy hat and red

satin western shirt with shoulder length

blonde hair and a long stringy beard -

this is John Dawson, (tetter known as

Marmaduke. singer, songwriter and

guitarist ol the New Riders ot the Purple

Sage He grins at the audience while

being followed by bass player Dave

Torbert, guitarist David Nelson.

drummer Spencer Dryden and the most

respectable Jerry Garcia on pedal steel

The New Riders have been around

quite a while and if you are a Grateful

Dead enthusiast, you're probably

familiar with them Slowly they have

been rising in lame by doing national

tours with the Dead and now releasing

their first album on Columbia Kecords.

Out ot San Francisco Marmaduke.

Nelson and Torbert began ex-

perimenting in small clubs of the area

with a light country and western sound

Carcia followed and enjoyed this

diverse type ot music from what he had

been performing up to that time

Two years ago the public was a little

skeptical about accepting country music

but the Kiders persisted, suddenly the

Dead became interested in acoustics

and it has carried on from there.

The album, titled simply The New

Kiders of Hie Purple Sage, is close to

Haw less, giving easy and enjoyable

listening nothing loud or hectic, just

smooth and soothing, flavored in a

country and western fashion.

Marmaduke does the lead singing

backed by Carcia and Torbert. at times

in two and three part harmony Mickey

Hart, former drummer with the

Grateful Dead, is responsible for the

percussion on three cuts, now regular

drummer. Spencer Dryden. formerly of

the Jefferson Airplane, has taken over

and picked up perfectly.

Mothers Live At The Fillmore
Hs ED J \M SZ

THE MOTHERS LIVE AT FILLMORE
EAST. The Mothers of Invention

(Bizarre Kecords)

I will still defend to the death my
, .pinion that Frank Zappa is the musical

genius ol our time. He and his various

Mothers ol Invention have made a

career out ol roasting land outplaying

practically everybody else in the rock

business, and the albums We're only In

In II toi the Mone> and tiule Meat are

deadly assaults on all the forms ol

triviality in our lives and culture.

bizarre audial photographs of freeways.

hamburger stands. Nat ional Enquirer,'

and the False gods on both sides of the

revolution

But is Zappa a fake himself The

Mothers at Fillmore Cast is a very. vers

bad record I suspect that Frank is sick

ol being not listened to and is now

designing his stage act to prove that he.

too, can be a rock n' roll star He

transforms Willie the Pimp', his

masterpiece from Hot Rats, into a silly

piece ol Ifluff that recalls visions of

Alvin Lee using on the hit hoii/on. and

though! Zappa IS near the top of the heap

as far as Plaj ing It Fast goes, who needs

II
'

The two longest tracks are boring raps

aD0Ut c ick stars and growing up in

the -os ,,nd isn't America lame

Nothing new in that, only this time they

make sure not to insult anybody except

groupies and homosexuals.

The best music on the album is

probably Little House I Used to Live

In. but even that is a throwaway: It was

all included on a much more exciting

track ol the same name, on the Mothers'

lliirnt Weens Sandwich album The

earlier track was better just because of

Don "Sugarcane" Harris violin solo.

and the three former Turtles that Zappa

has recruited for this show don't come
anywhere near the whirlwind of rock

and avant-garde Jan and classical that

the earlier Mothers with Harris created.

This record will probably be neither

more nor less popular than Chunga's

Revenge, Weasels Kipped My Flesh, or

any other of the various Zappa creations

to pour out of Bizarre Kecords in the two

years since Uncle Meat. Apparently

Zappa will try anything to win the

audience he thinks he deserves, even if it

means playing at the level of the people

he's been dedicatedly ripping to shreds

for years He deserves the audience but

this particulai record deserves to be

sunk with the next batch of Army sin-

plus nerve gas for when a talent like,

/.appa starts.sounding this mundane and

CgO-trippy, the already thin field ol

perceptive, innovative rock has come

lhat much closet to dying

Introducing String Cheese

Wooden Nickel 1001

By FRANK JOHNSON
In MIX, we were recently treated to a

poem describing Burgundy wine. As

every wine connoisseur knows, red

Burgundy by and large comes from the

I Moot Noir grape. It is generally more

fruity, heavier and robust than the

subtle clarets of Bourdeaux. and goes

very well with strong cheese Strong

cheese'.' Oh. I thought you said String

( 'heese

!

I hope I may be forgiven for the poor

pun. because' it took a lot more than

Burgundy wine to get me through this

album As a matter of fact, not even a

t'los de Vougeot 1958 would have helped.

Quite honestly. I have not felt that an

electric violin was the instrument to

bridge the gap between folk music and

hard rock. Its application has been

limited: the group that tried it the most,

the Flock, is now defunct Blind Faith

used an electric violin in the cut. "Sea of

Joy", and that group, too. is defunct.

The hist example doesn't really prove

much of a point, because Blind Faith's

artists independently went their

separate ways and reformed newer.

better groups. It does show, however,

that any new application of an electric

V lolm virtually knocks at the gates of the

Elephants' Graveyard.

Earlier in this column. I spoke of an

ideal number lor a rock group, usually

either tour or five. String Cheese

numbers six (close enough) and it has

one talented member, Bill Dalton. that

can play a staggering total of seven

musical instruments, he plays each one

in the course of the album But talent

isn't enough A group's talent must

project them across. String Cheese

doesn't quite make it.

Like their talent. String Cheese's

music is somewhat uneven I have never

been completely enamoured of a beat

that is constant iy changing, to the point

where you can't really get a hold of it.

The lyric sheet, printed inside the album

cover, doesn't reveal much more than

rather basic poetry, with not too much to

say The chords modulate only In-

frequently, the progressions are com
pressed and repetitive, and String

Cheese gets a little stale in the form of

musical cliches This is music of a sort

that doesn't rally go anywhere, and

when it does suggest a direction, you

can't really say what it is.

Every once and a while. String Cheese

does show promise in the opening

chords ol the lirst song, "For Now" and

in the last song, 'Coming" However,

yOU will Undoubtedly ask what about

everything In between? in the inimitable

jargon ol Richard M Nixon. I'm glad

sou asked me that question String

Cheese has an unusual title, plays in the

shadow of an unusual instrument

i electric violin >. and has potential talent

in Bill Dalton. But many cheeses need to

be aged to develop, perchance a

prescription for String Cheese

NewMoodyBlues
Bv KD.IVNl SZ

EVERY GOOD BOY DESERVES
FAVOUR, the Moody Blues (Threshold)

The first new Moody Blues Album in

almost a year doesn't mark any spec-

tacular new whichway in their musical

vision, or any new freedom from

whatever ruts they have been in. What it

does offer is a few good songs and a

rehash of their old faults.

The first cut. called of course

"Procession." is one of their best.

Because of their highbrow choice of

instruments, the well -meaning Moodies

have often been miscast as an avant-

garde rock orchestra playing good for

sour mind music. Usually they are at

their most boringly predictable when
they get loo lush, but "Progression" is a

tight lour minute Fast VS West skir

nosh that may very well stay as fresh as

anything they've ever done.

ft is followed by "The Story in Your

Eyes." their current single and
probably their best. Out of all their more

rock styled songs, this is probably the

smoothest

I told myself not to comment upon the

lyrics, but here again they are at their

best and worst Side one is okay: there

are a couple of straight love songs

i "Emily's Song" in particular is nice).

Their latest cosmic theory is on the

second side speculations on the idea

that man is not the final step in

evolution and will undoubtedly give our

children's children's children a less good

laughs

The last track, "My Song." is the most

interesting relic ol \loodiana There are

a couple of really nice themes in the first

hall, sung in a resonant, emotional voice

over a great piano an excellent per

formance that acts lost in a thump

thump thump •glorious conclusion''

that sounds suspiciously like their other

glorious conclusions, especially the one

from on the Threshold.

The Moods Blues liase it m them .lust

on the strength of "Procession" and

"The story m Your Eyes," this is their

most thought out and varied album out

ol at least the last three; but they still

have loaded it with mountains ol elm

ches that make me wonder il the) '11 <\ er

dare use their considerable talent But

I II keep watching and waiting lor we're

going to keep growing, wait and St e
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Southwest Granted $20,000 for Alterations
a u_lm Thr««, Hinino residences more responsibility for UMass.

Greater individuality will soon

characterize dormitory rooms and

other areas of the Southwest

Residential College.

Administrators and students this

fall will begin studying ways to

take advantage of the flexibility of

the 16 dormitory-building and

dining commons area and create

environments reflecting the

variety of life-styles housed

therein. A $20,000 grant from

Educational Facilities

Laboratories, Inc. of New York

will provide consultant assistance

in planning rearrangement of the

complex into living-learning

centers.

By next spring, two floors of one

high-rise dormitory will be com

pleted, several corridors

renovated in various ways, and

dining commons given other uses.

Work will be done by craftsmen

and students, and all students to be

affected by the changes will be

given an opportunity to become

involved in decisions.

Walls, lights, and drapes will be

under scrutiny as students, ad-

ministrators, and consultants

confer. Also to be discussed are

interior and exterior spaces whicr

might function in new ways.

Southwest Residential College

houses 5,400 students in five 22-

story dormitories and 11 three-to-

six story dormitories. Three dining

halls serve the students. One

reason for the move to change the

environment at Southwest is a new

University policy to decentralize

power over dormitories, giving

residences more responsibility for

their living area facilities and

activities. Raymond A. Werbe of

Amherst has been named director

of the newly established Office of

Environmental Concerns at

Inside This Issue:

Guide To Bikes, pages

Buchwald To Speak, page

Street Flutist, page 9

UMass.
Last academic year, Mr. Vvciov;

worked with students on an en-

vironmental project at Southwest

Residential College. One phase of

the experimental project en

couraged students to paint their

rooms in colors they chose.

This academic year at South

west, residents will have an op-

portunity to improve living con

ditions and community spirit. By

May, 1972, the University expects

to learn through experiment the

extent to which students working

together or alone may make

successful environmental changes

to influence their academic and

social lives on campus. Ex-

periments will be concentrated on

two floors in a high-rise dormitory

and will aim to show students

various ways to make maximum

use of available space.

To supplement the $20,000 grant

from the Educational Facilities

Laboratory grant, the University

will contribute staff time and some

rent revenue set aside for main-

tenance and replacement in dor

mitories.
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Axt Buchwald Speaks at Cage Tonight
"The Establishment is Alive and

Well in Washington" will be the

topic of Mr. Art Buchwald who will

speak tonight at Curry Hicks Cage.

Mr Buchwald's lecture, which is

sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program and open to the

public without charge, will begin at

8:00 p.m. and will be followed by a

coffee hour in the Colonial Lounge

of the Student Union.

Described by Walter Lippman as

'one of the best satirists of out

time," Buchwald began his

journalistic career while in the

Marine Corps in World War II. For

three and a half years, he edited

his company's newspaper on the

island of Eniwetok in the Pacific.

After the war, he attended the

University of Southern California

where he was managing editor of

the campus humor magazine.

Buchwald then went to Paris as a

student and wrote for Variety and

the New York Herald Tribune

while living there.

By 1952,' his column "Europe's

Lighter Side" was syndicated in

the American press. Ten years

later, Buchwald moved his

typewritter to Washington where

things have been getting livelier

and livelier. He is now syndicated

Fellowships To Be Awarded
WASHINGTON, DC—The

National Research Council has

been called upon again to advise

the National Science Foundation in

the selection of candidates for the

Foundation's program of Graduate

Fellowships. Panels of outstanding

scientists appointed by the

Research Council will evaluate

applications of candidates. Final

selection will be made by the

Foundation, with awards to be

announced on March 15, 1972.

The NSF Graduate Fellowship

Program is being restructured for

the 1972 1973 academic year.

Foundation

Continues

Programs
The Ford Foundation is pleased

to announce the continuation of the

following programs for the 1972-

1973 year:

Doctoral Fellowships for

American Indian Students

Doctoral Fellowships for

Black Students

Doctoral Fellowships for

Mexican American and

Puerto Rican Students

These fellowship programs are

for students who have not un-

dertaken any graduate or

professional study, and who wish to

pursue the Ph.D. and to enter

careers in higher education. Each

program will support full-time

graduate study for up to five years

contingent upon the Fellow's

satisfactory progress toward the

Ph.D. Eligibility requirements and

further informatfon may be found

on the enclosed announcements.

Instructions and application

forms may be obtained from The

Ford Foundation. 320 East 43rd

Street. New York, New York 10017.

Applications for all three

programs must be complete by

January 10, 1972.

Applicants must be beginning

graduate students by the Fall of

1972, or must not have completed

more than one calendar year of

full-time or part-time graduate

study by the Fall of 1972. Subject to

the availability of funds, new

fellowships awarded in the Spring

of 1972 will be for periods of three

years, the second and third years

"contingent on certification to the

Foundation by the fellowship in-

stitution of the student's

satisfactory progress toward an

advanced degree in the sciences.

These fellowships will be

awarded for study or work leading

to master's or doctoral degrees in

the mathematical, physical,

medical, biological, engineering,

and social sciences, and in the

history and philosophy of science.

Awards will not be made in

clinical, education, or business

fields, in history or social work, or

for work leading to medical,

dental, law or joint PhD -

professional degrees. All ap-

plicants must be citizens of the

United States and will be judged

solely on the basis of ability. The

annual stipend for Graduate

Fellows will be $3,600 for a twelve-

month tenure with no dependency

allowances.

Applicants will be required to

take the Graduate Record

Examinations designed to test

scientific aptitude and

achievement. The examinations,

administered by the Educational

Testing Service, will be given on

December 11, 1971 at designated

centers throughout the United

States and in certain foreign

countries.

The deadline date for the sub-

mission of applications for NSF
Graduate Fellowships is

November 29, 1971. Further in-

formation and application

materials may be obtained from

the Fellowship Office, National

Research Council, 2101 Con-

stitution Avenue, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20418.

SPRING SEMESTER-ISRAEL
For Humanities Students

Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study centered in Jerusalem/February-June, 1972

Limited to 30 students

Juniors, Seniors, and Grad students eligible.

Four courses/History, Literature, Archaeology,

Bible

Earn 16 credits

Knowledge of Hebrew or Arabic preferred

Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel

Application deadline November 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Satirist Art Buchwald speaks tonight at 8:00.

Establishment is Alive and Well in Washington.

His topics: "The

Danforth Fellowships Info
.- _*_ „ m :„ * u.. i.w» ii>itik An w\

The University has been invited

to nominate four candidates for the

Danforth Graduate Fellowships, to

be awarded in March, 1972 ac-

cording to Dr. H. Duncan Rollason,

Associate Dean, College of Arts

and Sciences, South College, the

local campus representative.

The Fellowships

The Fellowships, offered by the

Danforth Foundation of St. Louis.

Missouri, are open to men and

women who are seniors or recent

graduates of accredited colleges in

the United States, who have

serious interest in college teaching

as a career, and who plan to study

for a Ph.D. in a field common to the

undergraduate college. Applicants

may be single or married, must be

less than thirty years of age at the

time of application, and may not

have undertaken any graduate or

professional study beyond the

baccalaureate.
Approximately 100 Fellowships

will be awarded. Candidates must

be nominated by Liaison Officers

of their undergraduate institutions.

The Foundation does not accept

direct applications for the

Fellowships. Interested students

are urged to consult Dean Tollason

immediately.
All applicants for these

Fellowships must take the

Graduate Record Examination.

Clairvoyant

To Lecture

Anyone interested in learning

about the psychic world is invited

to attend a lecture to be given by

Mrs. Aline Foster.

Mrs. Foster, a clairvoyant from

Chatham, Mass., will speak tonight

at 7:30 p.m. in room 917 of the

Campus Center.

October 5 is the last date on which

the Educational Testing Service

will accept applications for the

October 25, 1971 Graduate Record

Examination^

in over 450 newspapers throughout

the United States and the world.

In addition to his popularity as a

syndicated columnist, Buchwald is

the author of several rib-tickling

books, including "The Establish-

ment is Alive and Well in

Washington," "Have I Ever Lied

To You?," and "Son of the Great

Society." In January, 1970, his play

"Sheep on the Runway" opened on

Broadway to fine reviews from

some of the country's leading

critics.

As a performer he is heard on

records, on television, and before

audiences all across the nation.

Buchwald describes himself as

working "in a small airless room

on the top of the Washington

Monument...From his view on the

top of the monument, Buchwald is

able to observe everything that is

going on in the nation's capital."

His columns are "attached to the

legs of speedy pigeons and

delivered to the 450 newspapers

that carry his column to every part

of the civilized and uncivilized

world."

SWAPtoMeet
The Student Workshop on Ac-

tivities Problems will have its

second meeting tonight at 7:00

P.M. in rooms 805-809 of the

Campus Center. SWAP is begin-

ning to discuss its program for the

1971 conference. All interested

students, faculty, and ad-

ministrators are invited to attend.

TUESDAY
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Letter Too Late
By ROBERT C. BROOKS

George Emery of the Placement and Financial Aid Office revealed that

Draft Director Curtis Tarr's letter, which suggested that UMass ter-

minate the processing of student deferments for the class of 1975, was
received too late to have any effect.

Emery said that form 109, which verifies the students presence in

school, had already been processed prior to the receipt of Tarr's con-

troversial letter.

According to Emery, Tarr's letter was merely a suggestion and was

intended to save the State Universities the trouble of processing defer-

ments that would shortly be annuled by congress.

The American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) and the Committee

for Legal Research on the Draft (CLRD) said that the state colleges that

did not file the form would be sued on constitutional grounds.

However, Emery has not heard of any such action being taken against

UMass or any other institution.

Contrary to Tarr who advises freshmen not to apply for deferments,

Emery thinks that they should apply since they have "nothing to lose."

In reference to students who will soon turn 18 years old, Emery asks

that they sign up for the draft at the Placement and Financial Aid Office

in Whitmore. He says that many students have been following the wrong

advice of their draft counsellors and are making unnecessary trips to off

campus draft boards.

CASIAC Reorganized
By ALAN WRIGHT

The College of Arts and Sciences

is UMass' largest school, as

evidenced by the fact that the

college has programs of study

leading to four bachelor's degrees:

Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of

Science, Bachelor of Fine Arts, and
Bachelor of Music. The recent

expansion of the college makes the

College of Arts and Sciences In-

formation and Advising Center

(CASIAC), located in South College

and Machmer Hall, all the more
important, according to a CASIAC
spokesman.
This year, UMass' board of

Trustees approved a measure to

reorganize CASIAC into three

separate faculties while main-

taining its common core

curriculum. The new faculties and
their respective deans are

Jeremiah M. Allen, Humanities

and Fine Arts, and Dean Alfange,

Jr., Social Humanities and Social

Natural Sciences and
presently headed by
M. Allen, but as of

1, dean designate

Mack D. Edds of Brown Univer-

sity.

The two men to see concerning

undergraduate questions are

Associate Dean James Shaw-the

director of CASIAC or Associate

Dean Duncan Rollason.

Dr. Rollason has been with

CASIAC for eight years, and serves

a variety of administrative func-

tions, including executive

secretary for the curriculum

committee, taking care of

budgetary affairs, and counseling
1 orientation freshman.

Some changes have been made
in certain schools, such as

Sciences.

Math is

Jeremiah
February is

Soviet Subs Superior
. . ~. .,•__ _: :r: » » :„« n~ir.t ,..,,-.-.,. in fho» nt fho I Initpd St

WASHINGTON (AP)—Vice
Adm. Hyman G. Rickover says the

1962 Cuban missile crisis prompted

a Soviet shift from space to

seapower priority programs that

enabled the Russians to surge

ahead of America in nuclear

submarines this year.

Based on our submarine
authorizations of the past several

years, we can expect them to keep

outproducing us in nuclear sub-

marines by at least three or four to

one," Rickover told Congress May
11 in heavily censored testimony

released yesterday evening.

"Since 1968, several new classes

of Soviet submarines have become

operational. At least deleted of

these are nuclear powered,"

Rickover, deputy commander for

nuclear propulsion in the Naval

Ship Systems Command, added at

a House Appropriations sub-

committee hearing.

"I am convinced that a

significant turning point came in

1962 as a result of the Cuban

missile crisis. The Soviets

recognized that their navy was not

capable of supporting their foreign

policy and they vowed it would

never happen again.

"I believe it was then that they

decided to withdraw from the

moon race and instead assign

national priority to their naval

program," Rickover said. The

Russians, he added, "are currently

graduating ten times as many
naval architects and marine

engineers as we...They now have a

navy capable of backing up their

foreign policy decisions anywhere

in the world.

"One need only look at the

developments of the last year to

see how this change has been

manifested. During the Middle

East crisis of last fall, the Soviets

were able to deploy a naval force in

the Mediterranean that surpassed

Job Hunting Aid Offered
If vou are within 12 months of completing your studies, the Career

Planning and Placement Staff will help you select your job options

todav at the foltowing times and places:

II: IS A.M.

Engin., Nat. Mr. Morrissey Campus
Sci. & Math. Center

Complex, Rm
163

3:»PM.
Campus
Center
Complex. Rm.
163

Men:
Lib.

Bus.,

Arts,
Agric. & Stock-

bridge

Women not in

Teaching

Mr. Edwards Campus
Center
Auditorium

Mrs. Hardesty Student Union
Commonwealth
Rm.

Campus
Center
Auditorium

Student Union
Commonwealth

Rm.

Mahalia Jackson 111

MUNICH, Germany (AP)-

Gospel singer Mahalia Jackson is

seriously ill with a circulatory

ailment and is being treated in the

intensive care unit of the U.S.

Army hospital here, a spokesman

for Miss Jackson reported Sunday.

"She was in considerable pain

when she was admitted to the

hospital Friday," he said. "She has

a history of a heart ailment and has

been consulting physicians for

some days about her condition."

Engineering, but the basic

requirements for all B.A. degress

are still:

foreign language proficiency

—four social sciences

—four humanities

—four courses in science or math
—two rhetoric courses, one of

which must be either Rhetoric 100

or 110

—two semesters of Phys. Ed.

Students unsure about any of

these requirements, or desiring

exemptions from any of them,

should see the people who know

-

The College of Arts and Sciences

Information and Advising Center.

that of the United States and the

NATO alliance countries. While the

influence of the United States in the

Mideast, possibly the whole

Mediterranean waned, that of the

Soviets vastly increased...

"During the height of the Middle

East crisis last fall the United

States had 60 combatants in the

Mediterranean. The Soviets had 70.

We were able to move deleted

submarines into the area whereas

the Soviet had deleted and you

should recognize the potential of

that difference alone.

"In addition, the Soviets were

able to move into the

Mediterranean deleted naval units

capable of firing surface-to-

surface missiles."

Rickover said this situation holds

true in varying degrees throughout

the world.

Lost And
Found

University Lost and Found is

located in the Campus Center, first

floor check room.

All Departments, University

personnel, and students are

required to submit all lost and

found articles to the University

Lost and Found operation in the

Campus Center.

Do not hold articles more than

two days. Most people do not know
where they lost their property and

if a lost item is held in the depart-

ment closet, no one is served.

Therefore, see to it that all Lost

and Found items are delivered to

the Campus Center Lost and

Found. Use the campus mail if

possible.

Correction
Appearing at the Wednesday

night Coffee House this week will

be Don Stover and the White Oak
Mountain Boys, not Ed Stover and

Fred McDowell, as incorrectly

reported in Friday's Collegian.

If You Cannot Attend Call 6-5439 or 6-5369

Contest

!

Name it and claim it. That's right! If you can guess where this

picture was taken, then you are the lucky winner of the mystery

surprise which lies six feet below this site. Just mail your entry to the

Collegian today. Who knows what you may win? Sound stupid? You

bet it is. But we needed something to fill this space.

Campus Center Program Council

presents

YOIWA600DMAH

TVf "PfAinJT$"MirtrMl

October 3, 1971 3:30 & 8:30

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets - $2.00

at the S. U. Box Office
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In The Nation And The World

Israel Defiant To UN
JERUSALEM (AP)—The Israeli

government issued a defiant "no"

yesterday to a United Nations

Security Council resolution

demanding that it halt changes in

the status of east Jerusalem.

A communique following a

Cabinet meeting on the issue said:

"Israel will continue to perservere

in the development of the city..."

The Israelis will not change their

policy on Jerusalem nor consent to

discussion of the U.N. resolution, it

added.

At the request of Jordan, the

Security Council took up the

Jerusalem issue last week and

Saturday issued a demand that

Israel desist in changing the status

of the eastern half of the city.

East Jerusalem, which includes

the old city and some of the holiest

shrines of Islam. Judaism and

Christianity, was captured from

Jordan in the 1967 war.

The text of the Israeli com-

munique:
"In the government's opinion,

there was no justification for

holding the discussion and adop-

ting the resolution on Jerusalem.

The government of Israel will not

enter into discussion with any

political factor on the basis of this

resolution.

"Israel's policy with regard to

Jerusalem will remain unchanged.

Israel will continue to perservere

in the development of the city for city, creating political factions and

propriation of land in the former

Arab sector has been regularly

condemned by the United Nations

and a number of governments,

including the United States.

Israel's chief ally.

They contend that Israel is

Morton Says No
To Oil Pipeline

WASHINGTON (AP) -Secretary of the Interior Roger C. B. Morton in

effect ruled out yesterday any 1971 start on a transalaska oil pipeline. And

llegaily changing the status of the he hinted strongly that oil from Alaska's North Slope may ultimately go

the benefit of all its inhabitants, in

respecting the religious rights of

all communities, and in

scrupulously safeguarding the holy

sites of all faiths and the freedom

of access to them. This policy has

contributed to the development of

fruitful relations among all sec-

tions of the population."

The Israelis have pushed for-

ward construction, industry and

housing projects in the former

Jordanian sector. They have

declared they will not give up

Jerusalem in any peace settlement

with the Arabs, "nor will they allow

the city to be divided again.

The government enjoys the

support of most Israelis on this

stand.

Construction activity and ex-

Students Protest

Emperor's Trip
TOKYO (AP)-More than 1,200 leftist Japanese students rallied and

marched in heavy rain Sunday, protesting Emporor Hirohito's departure

on a sentimental journey to Europe.

The students, members of the radical leftist Zengakuren organization

nave linked the emperor's tour with what they call a revival of Japanese

militarism.

The emperor and empress were embarking on an 18-day tour.

Hirohito traveled through Europe in 1921 when he was crown prince and

has said his experiences then provided him with "the happiest moments

of my life."

En route to Copenhagen. Hirohito's jetliner will make a refueling stop

at Elmendorf Air Force Base, Alaska, where he will meet President

Nixon. The meeting will be the first between a U.S. president and an

emperor of Japan.

Police increased from 20 to 100 the number of guards at the palace

following an incident Saturday in which four protestors forced their way

onto the palace grounds and hurled a smoke bomb. A guard was injured

slightly in a scuffle and the four youths arrested.

Hirohito has said he is hopeful his trip will help promote friendship

between Japan and the nations he will visit. Leftist students claim the trip

is aimed at boosting Hirohito's image to the standing he enjoyed before

World War II to help revive militarism in Japan.

Before the war, Hirohito was considered a descendant of the sun

goddess Amaterasu, and militarists capitalized on this to spur the

Japanese to war. Hirohito renounced the claim to divinity at the end of

the war.
The royal couple will tour Belgium, France, Britain, Holland, Swit-

zerland, and West Germany. Their appearances in Belgium, Britain and

West Germany will be state occasions.

Chinatown Refuses
To Bus Children

pliance with U.S. District Court

Judge Stanley Weigel's order to

remedy what he found to be "racial

imbalance" in the district's 97

grade schools.

The NAACP brought suit two

years ago on grounds the student

population basically was
segregated into schools of mostly

whites, blacks, Asian or Spanish

surname children.

Antibusing sentiment has run

strong citywide, with a boycott

keeping attendance down nearly 30

per cent throughout the first two

weeks of classes. Nowhere has

opposition been greater than in

Chinatown, where nearly empty
school buses have been a common
sight on the narrow, tenement-

lined one-way streets.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—In

bustling, congested Chinatown,
some 900 Chinese children are

beginning their second week in

makeshift private schools

organized by parents to defy court-

ordered busing for integration.

A new group called Chinese

Parents for Quality Education is

sponsoring the double-shift

elementary classes, which are

housed rent-free in four buildings

where for years children have

attended private Chinese language

and cultural sessions after regular

school hours.

The San Francisco School
District assigned nearly 26,000 of

the city's 47,000 elementary
students to ride buses this fall to

schools outside their neigh-

borhoods. The busing is in corn-

endangering the chances for a

peace settlement.

The Israelis argue that the

Jordanians illegally divided the

city after the termination of the

Palestine mandate and for 19 years

destroyed Jewish property and

barred Jews from entering to pray

at their holy sites.

In Tel Aviv, military sources

reported an Egyptian soldier was
killed and another wounded in an

apparently accidental explosion on

the west bank of the Suez Canal.

The incident was observed Friday

by Israeli forces on the east bank of

the waterway near Port Suez, the

sources said.

Hurricane

Ginger Seeded
MIAMI <AP>—Special military

planes bombarded Hurricane
Ginger with power sapping

chemicals yesterday as the three-

week-old storm prowled the

Atlantic some 600 miles off the

Florida coast.

The seeding, the first of the 1971

storm season, was part of a

program called Project Storm

Fury, a 10-year-old military-

civilian operation used fully only

once before to battle a hurricane.

"Everything is going well." said

the project spokesman, Herbert

Lieb. "The seeders are operating

at between 22,000 and 26,000 feet in

a portion of clouds about 50 miles

from the hurricane center."

Fourteen Air Force and Navy
planes from Florida and Virginia

took part in the attack on Ginger,

monitoring the storm area and
radioing information back to

weather scientists here and in

Jacksonville.

Describing the operation, Jim
Trout, research meteorologist with

the National Hurricane Center's

research laboratory here, said, "It

is like pricking a balloon. The
silver iodine pellets cause freezing

particles to form, releasing the

storm's latent heat and dispersing

its strength over a wider area."

Yesterday Ginger was located

near latitude 27.7 north, longitude

69.7 west, or 675 miles east nor-

theast of Miami and 450 miles

southwest of Bermuda.
Ginger's fury continued to be felt

yesterday along the east coast of

Florida where waves of eight feet

were recorded at Fort Pierce and
the Bahama Islands.

Salutes

Senior of the Week

OUTSTANDING AGAINST

WEEKtND WAS SENIOR

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co

to market through Canada.
Morton acknowledged that he would be unable to meet his tentative

deadline of October for a decision on the much-disputed project to bring

oil down from the new field on the North Slope. And he implied that it may
be months before the decision is made.
He said he would not act until he consults other federal agencies and

until i am sure that the total spirit of the Environmental Policy Act has

been complied with."

The Cabinet member gave his assessment in a copyrighted interview in

the magazine U.S. News & World Report.

Morton said the one thing holding up the final decision is that in the

mass of material submitted by the Alaska Company which wants to build

the pipeline there were "some discrepancies and tome elements that

were not congruent with the stipulations which we had made and which

we thought the company had agreed to."

He said another delaying factor is the study of alternative routes as

required by the Environmental Policy Act. He added, "The major viable

alternative is a pipeline over another route, most of which would actually

be on Canadian land." This would be an alternative to the Alaska plan to

run the pipeline to the Alaska port of Valdez and then ship it by tanker to

the West Coast.

Morton said that a routing through Canada would require extensive

negotiations with Canadian authorities and added that, as far as he

knows, no application for construction of a pipeline from the North Slope

through Canada has even been lodged with the Interior Department or

with Canada.

Mao 111?
TOKYO (AP)—Communist

China maintained a lid yesterday

on unexplained developments in

the country, but Canton television

said it would carry a "special and
important" newscast Tuesday
night about "circumstances of the

commemoration" of the Red
Regime's National Day.
Abrupt cancellation of the

massive celebration led to rumors
that Communist party Chairman
Mao Tse-tung was either dead or

seriously ill.

Canton radio indicated the
telecast would originate in Peking.

It was believed in Hong Kong

that the telecast would give

Peking's official reasons for

sudden cancellation of the

traditional celebration and parade,

which has been staged in Peking
and attended by Mao every Oct. 1

since the Communists took over

the mainland.
A Chinese traveler just returned

from Canton to Hong Kong said the

Sunday television announcement
described the telecast as "of great

importance to the people" and

urged that "all persons should

make arrangements to see and

hear it."

INTERCOLLEGIATE
BOWLING:

All undergraduates interested in com-
peting for a position on the UAAass Bowling
Team,

please contact Ernie Malagrida

2004 Kennedy

phone: 546-7882

deadline is Friday, October 1.

Do you believe all of what you hear

or all of what you see?

If you think of Greek as straight, you're wrong. If you think of

Freak as communist you're wrong. There are no Greeks or
Freaks. Just people. Sig Ep accepts men for what they are,
not what they look like. If you want to grow with the frater-

nity, with the university and other men, look at us.

OPEN SMOKER

Sigma Phi E psilon

1

9 Chestnut St. Sept. 27, 1971

Call 50070, For Rides 7-9 p.m.

NewsInBrief
JERUSALEM (AP)-The

Israeli government issued a

defiant "no" Sunday to a United

Nations Security Council
resolution demanding that it halt

changes in the status of east

Jerusalem.

A communique said the

Israelis will not change their

policy on Jerusalem nor consent

to discussion of the U.N.
Resolution.

RICHLAND, WASH. (AP)-
President Nixon, heading
Sunday for a meeting with the

Emperor of the first nation hit

by an atomic bomb, promised
expanded development of

peaceful nuclear energy "that is

clean and does not pollute."

The President said the new
fast flux test facility now under

construction at the Hanford

Atomic Works is a major new
advance in this program.

*

MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet

Union lodged a strong protest

Sunday against Britian's ex-

pulsion of 105 Russian officials

and threatened "corresponding

reply measures" if the expulsion

order is not rescinded.
•

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Senate Labor Committee's is

proceeding with plans to try to

boost the $1.60-an hour

minimum wage to $2.25 even

though this might run afoul of

President Nixon's Phase 2

economic program.

Black Caucus Gathers
NORTHLAKE, 111. (AP)-A meeting of black

political leaders ended early yesterday with a decision

to expand discussions of a possible national black

political convention "early next year." "Eurther

consultations will proceed in every section of the

country, involving these and other blacks," said a

terse, two-paragraph statement issued late Saturday

night.

The gathering of an estimated 50 influential black

politicians and political leaders was cloaked in

secrecy from start to finish. Despite an official

statement that "there will at this time be no public

announcement of proposals considered and decisions

made," talks with some participants revealed that the

group favored calling such a convention.

One eleven-page proposal drafted by Imamu
Baraka of Newark, N.J., the poet-political activist

formerly known as LeRoi Jones, suggested forming

an "African Nationalist Party" to run third party

candidates in "every major election in this country."

Inside sources said, however, that most of the two

and a half days of discussion focused on how to gain

real decision-making power at the 1972 Democratic

National Convention.

The sources said delegates seriously considered

using 60 recommendations sent to President Nixon by

the House Black Caucus in March as the basis for any

platform that might come out of a national black

political convention.

There was said to be strong support from some

delegates to back a possible presidential bid by Rep.

Shirley Chisholm, D—NY.
Mrs. Chisholm, a member of the Black Caucus, said

in August she was considering entering primaries in

Wisconsin, Elorida and Maryland and her final

decision would depend largely on sufficient financial

support.

A number of other proposals were known to have

been under discussion including one by Georgia State

Rep. Julian Bond to run black favorite son candidates

in state presidential primaries in an attempt to send

large blocs of uncommitted black delegates to the

Democratic convention in Miami Beach.

The Rev. Jesse Jackson, national director of the

Southern Christian Leadership Conference's

Operation Breadbasket, has been advocating a black

"third political force" to run black presidential or vice

presidential candidates.

Bond's proposal reportedly ran into considerable

opposition, while Jackson's excited little interest.

The meeting, fifth in a series, was called by Gary,

tad., Mayor Richard Hatcher. Manhattan Borough

President Percy Sutton, Bond and California State

Rep. Willie L. Brown Jr.

A title for the meeting was never publicly an-

nounced, but participants were given notepads with

"National Assembly for Black Political Strategy in

72" printed at the top.

Heavy No. Viet Assault

Reported Worst In Months

HugoL.Black

Died Saturday
WASHINGTON (AP) -Former

Justice Hugo L. Black, a champion

of individual freedom during his 34

trend-shaping years on the

Supreme Court, will be buried with

simple honors Tuesday.

Black died Saturday in Bethesda

Naval Hospital, a week after his

retirement from the high court. A
spokesman said the 85-year-old

jurist died of effects of a stroke and

inflammation of the arteries.

After services at the Episcopal

Washington Cathedral Tuesday,

Black is scheduled to be buried at

Arlington National Cemetery at 3

p.m.

Justices of the Supreme Court-

Active, retired and resigned-will

serve as honorary pallbearers,

along with close friends.

Supreme Court police will be

active pallbearers. The Rev.

Duncan Howlett. former rector of

the All Souls Unitarian Church,

will preside.

Black's retirement brought a

national outpouring of praise for

his legal career which was firmly

based on the Bill of Rights and the

belief the founding fathers clearly

understood the English language.

SAIGON (AP)-Enemy forces

yesterday launched their heaviest

attacks along the Cambodia-South

Vietnam border in nearly four

months, hitting 10 South Viet-

namese positions and one U.S.

base, according to field reports.

At dusk, 18 hours after the first

assaults, sporadic contact was

reported continuing. U.S.

helicopter gunships were at-

tempting to track down North

Vietnamese troops.

Initial reports said 58 North

Vietnamese troops were killed.

These same official reports said

three South Vietnamese were

killed and 37 were wounded.

Seven Cambodians and a handful

of Americans also were wounded,

field reports said.

The attacks ranged from 75 to 90

miles northwest of Saigon, and 10

miles across South Vietnam's

border.

Most of them were around the

Cambodian town of Krek, a key

South Vietnamese fortress along

Highway 7 that leads into the

southern half of South Vietnam.

Other attacks were to the nor-

thwest and northeast of Tay Ninh.

a South Vietnamese provincial

capital and forward headquarters

for elements of two Saigon

divisions stationed inside Cam-

bodia to block North Vietnamese

infiltration.

Field reports said eight South

Vietnamese positions were hit with

rockets and mortars while two

others were assaulted by sappers

and infantrymen.

A U.S. artillery base, called Fire

Support Base Pace, on the Cam-
bodian border 26 miles northwest

of Tay Ninh, was hit by more than

30 rounds of mortars from just

after midnight until noon.

The heaviest fighting swirled 3-

1/2 miles northeast of Krek. It was
triggered by a North Vietnamese

infantry and sapper attack on a

South Vietnamese ranger battalion

and a Cambodian infantry bat-

talion.

Field reports said that as many
as 300 enemy troops assaulted the

position but were driven back and

suffered 51 killed under heavy

bombardment by rocket-firing

U.S. helicopter gunships.

One prisoner and 16 weapons

were reported captured.

Allied losses were six South

Vietnamese soldiers and seven

Cambodians wounded, Saigon
headquarters said.

Currency
Discussed
WASHINGTON (AP)-The ten

great non-Communist industrial

nations agreed yesterday on a

three-pronged approach to seek

solution of the world's money
disorders by year end. And
Secretary of the Treasury John B.

Connally said the United States

hopes to diminish the role of gold

as a currency standard.

On the eve of the annual

meeting of the 118-nation In-

ternational Monetary Fund,
Connally dodged a yes-or-no

answer to the direct question

whether the United States con-

siders an increase in the price of

gold-in effect, a devaluation of the

dollar-a non-negotiable issue in

international monetary
discussions.

His reply was to refer

questioners to President Nixon's

Aug. 15 statement, that the United

States does not anticipate any

change in the price of gold.

Connally said the United States

"is not committed to the

mythology of gold" and wants to

decrease . rather than enhance,

the metal's monetary role.

In Europe and Japan there is

almost unanimous pressure for a

dollar devaluation, but the U.S.

appeared to have won a tactical

point in getting the Group of Ten
finance ministers, representing

the world's richest non-

Communist powers, to omit any

reference to devaluation from
their communique on a two-hour

Sunday meeting attended by
Connally.

Yom Kippur Services

in the Campus
1. Hillel at U. Mass. will hold services

Center Auditorium (conservative ritual).

2. The Jewish Community of Amherst will hold services

in Johnston Chapel, Amherst College Campus (Union

Prayerbook)

.

Students are invited.

HILLEL J.C.A.

Kol Nidre - Tuesday

Yom Kippur Day - Wed.

6:30 p.m.

10:00 a.m

7:30 p.m.

10: 00 a.m

1 You'll Like Eating

Bell's Pizza

They're

uncommonly
good.

(ft University Dr.

Vrvr Delivery

of I'i/ras

Termpapers

Unlimited

WE GIVE RESULTS"
297 Huntington Ave.

Boston, Mass. 02115

(617) 267-3000

"ART BUCHWALD
works in a small airless room on the top

of the Washington Monument"

- Art Buchwald

ART BUCHWALD
will speak in a LARGE airless room

at the University of Massachusetts -

Curry Hicks Cage

"The establishment is Alive and Well in Washington

Tonight! Monday, September 27, 8 p.m.

(§) Distinguished Visitors Program Presentation
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A Black Day
The weekend marked the passing of one of the great

iurists and free-thinkers of our time, Hugo L. Black. For

over a third of a decade, his landmark decisions helped

direct the course of the nation through his own dedication

to the ideals of equality and the sanctity of the Con-

stitution.

Black's most well-known decision, and one that is en-

tering the limelight once again, was that banning govern-

ment sponsored prayer in the schools saying, "It is no part

of the business or government to compose official prayers

for any group of the American people to recite." He firmly

believed against strict constuction of the Constitution and,

with the aid of the document which he constantly carried in

his pocket, fought for the guarantee of freedom of speech

and press, and opposed antiobscenity and antilibel laws as

unconstitutional.

Not only is Black's death a tragedy in its own right, the

fact that his absense on the court allows President Nixon to

replace him with a man of more "conservative" attitudes

only magnifies the trouble. Coinciding with the retirement

of Justice Harlan, Nixon now has the power to change the

whole nature of the Supreme Court. It is doubtful that the

President will be able to replace these distinguished

jurists with men of equal ability for Harlan and Black were

men of the highest quality due to their extensive ex-

perience, training and integrity.

It has been said in many circles of late that the Supreme

Court has become too powerful and that with the

Executive branch has teamed to dwarf the power of

Congress. The "New" Court may lack the strength of men
like Black and Harlan but this may well be balanced by the

sectional attitudes of their successors. However, history

has proven that decisions based on weakness generally are

less rational than those based on strength. We shall soon

It was frigid and disagreeable by the pond on that

November day, eighty-seven years ago, when the

cornerstone to the new Chapel of the Massachusetts

Agricultural College was laid. A labor of pride, the

Chapel, built from granite

mined in a Pelham
quarry owned by the

College, was to house the

2700 books of the library

and serve as a focal point

on campus for meditation

and ceremonies. Those

bearded men--
Greenough, Butterfield,

Chadbourne, Stock-

bridge-could little

foresee what their child of

stone would see much of.

Over the decades, as

the school became a

college, and the college a

university, the Old Chapel

served as offices for

Language, Literature,

History, Sociology, and

Music, as an all-faith

religious center, a theater

and meeting-hall. The
Colleges first Ph.D.

degree was awarded in

the Old Chapel (1902), a

Model League of Nations

was held there ( 1936) , and

a young Senator named
John Kennedy addressed

a young university there

in the Fifties. Not an

outstanding history, but

at least deserving of an

asterisk in future records.

The electric carillon

that replaced 12 massive

chimes 9 years ago
("bells that will break

down barriers through

the years" -Pres. Hugh
Baker, 1937) seems to

chime consistently. The

clock, hidden from most

angles now by trees or

buildings, is still useful, if

only for hurried students glaring up from in front of

Bartlett Hall. Tarnished trumpets can sometimes be

heard from within as' not-so-inspired musicians

practice. The Old Chapel, measured against the St.

John the Divines and the Saint Patricks, or even the

Mormon Church off of Sunset Avenue, is not the most
beautiful of buildings. But it's the best this University

has.

Sometime in the next

two or three years, some
dean will submit a

proposal to Jack Lit-

tlefield in the Planning

Office, who will push a

piece of paper -a

recommendation for

future use-to Vice-

Chancellor Gluckstern for

a final decision. As it

stands now, when the

Fine Arts Center is

completed, some still

overcrowded department
in the Humanities,
probably Art or Music,

will obtain or retain the

Old ChapeL.

One proposal for the

Old Chapel's future use

has not been cham-
pioned: The conversion of

the building into a non-

denominational chapel,

University museum, and

place of study.

In our age of pinball

machines, television,

stereos, WMUA, con-

ventions and noise, a

place of solitude and
meditation on Campus is

needed. Although the

Fine Arts Center will

certainly alleviate some
space needs for the arts, a

place to house a per-

manent museum is no

where to be found. The

multi-use of the Chapel in

this way will certainly

inconvenience some
departments, but an oasis

in a frenetic desert should

be of overriding value.

If it is going to be done, the Student Senate, Faculty

Senate, and Alumni should begin now to save

something from the benefits- of "progress".

Art Buchwald

Mother Rider Of The Year

see.
WASHINGTON Many politicians talk about school

busing, but it is doubtful that any of them has ever

ridden on one under actual combat conditions.

Only those who have been on a school bus mission

know what busing is all about.

I once took a school bus ride from St. Germain-en-

Laye to Paris years ago. and to this day whenever the

climate gets damp, my wounds start to ache.

This is what happened. It seems that a group of

American mothers who lived in the suburbs of Paris

discovered there was no bus to take their children to

the American school in town. So they went out and

rented one, which would pick up the students in the

morning and bring them home in the afternoon.

The first year they tried it without chaperones, and

so many bus drivers quit that the bus company said

they wouldn't rent them another bus again unless an

adult other than the bus driver accompanied the

children.
,

At first the mothers tried to hire chaperones, but

they couldn't take it, so finally it was decided a dif-

ferent mother would ride the bus each day. trying to

maintain some semblance of order. To give them a

certain esprit de corps they called themselves the

Mother Riders of School Bus No. 5.

As a young newspaperman on the Pans Herald

Tribune, I wai always volunteering for dangerous

assignments, and when the editor of the paper asked

for someone to write a story about what it was like to

ride an American school bus in Paris, I asked to go on

the mission.

The Mother of the Day was a Mrs. Richard

Edelstein whose husband worked for Paramount

Picture! She had ridden No. 5 six times, which she

told me was the equivalent of 50 bombing raids over

Dusseldorf during World War II.

We picked up our charges, about 35 girls and boys at

3 15 The bus was fairly quiet when we first started off

because most of the students thought I was a detective

who had been hired by the parents to keep them in

line. (This was a possibility because the school had

gone through four bus drivers in five months, and the

mothers had threatened to hire a detective after the

last driver had slipped on a banana peel on the steps of

the bus and broken his back.)

But when they found I was nothing more than a

reporter, the wraps were off. The students in the back

of the bus started hitting the students in front of them

with their school books. The injured retaliated by

swinging their lunch boxes at the attackers' heads.

Mrs. Edelstein went back to break it up when a boy in

the front produced a live frog, which he dropped down

a 12-vear-old girl's dress.

Her screams brought Mrs. Edelstein to the front of

the bus, which gave the students in the middle an

opportunity to kick the ones sitting in front of them.

A fire base for spitballs had been set up in the last

row, which was targeted in on the bus driver, who like

all French drivers, was barreling through the narrow

streets of Paris at f»o miles an hour.

Every 10 minutes the bus screeched to a half to

discharge some human cargo, which gave the othei

riders a chance to throw orange peels at pedestrians

Mrs Edelstein walked up and down the bus, first

threatening, then offering bribes of candy and finall
j

making the driver stop until all her charges had

quieted down
Miraculously we had arrived at the end of the line

with no serious casualties The only one shaken by the

trip, besides mvsell. uas the bus driver.

Mrs Edelstein who eventually was voted Mother

Rider of the Year with an oak leaf cluster told me. II

you think this was had. you should have ridden with

me through the Bois de Boulogne last week."

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles limes

Letters To The Editor

Racist Personnel Committees

To the Editor:

Re: "Racism is Everyone's Problem", MDC,
September 20, 1971

:

Dean Dwight Allen is accorded my highest respect.

In my 23 years on this campus, he is the first ad-

ministrator to publicly and privately acknowledge

that racism is highly institutionalized, and to

diligently act to diminish racism. Beyond the

Department of Afro-American Studies, virtually

every Black professor at the University has been

hired in the School of Education. Elsewhere what

weak efforts are made to hire minorities end in failure

(and I suspect deliberately) because candidates are

found too qualified or well-placed already ( the "Ralph

Buche" syndrome), or qualified but "unable to get

along with people" (the racial equality prohibition).

All I Want Is Fun

To the Editor:

1 have always been a little dismayed at the Ad-

ministration's refusal to allow the Stadium to be used

for such purposes as concerts. May I suggest to the

class governments that they cooperate with each

other, pool their financial resources and jointly start

applying pressure to the Administration and the

Athletic council for use of the UMass Stadium in the

spring. The amount of money provided by the four

classes could produce two very excellent concerts that

the majority of the University could attend. The use of

the Stadium (along with a relatively cheap price, if

any) would dissuade most gate crashers.

Geoffrey Levine

(Editor's Note: Class governments were abolished

last vear.)

The Trustees of the University in delegating con-

siderable authority to departmental personnel

committees for hiring and upgrading have, in-

tentionally or not, strengthened this institutionalized

arrangement. Committees act primarily to foster

current ethnic and racial concentrations.

Edwin D. Driver

Professor of Sociology

Lost A Hard Worker

To the Editor:

The Student Senate, by failing to support its

President in his nomination of Tom Spriggs as

Chairman of the Academic Affairs Committee has

again demonstrated its lack of understanding of the

priorities before us as members of a university

community. Tom Spriggs, as even his angry critics

are willing to admit, is one of the most able persons for

the job. Tom was anxious to involve all members of

the committee, rather than "become" the committee

himself, he was hopeful that the committee could

work together, could share the workload. For this he

was accused of being lazy, lacking direction. Nothing

could be further from the truth.

The President is now faced with the problem of

finding another person to Chair this vital committee.

He will be hardpressed to find someone as qualified as

Tom Spriggs.
Robert V.Sprague

Member of the

Academic Affairs Committee

<3>WitttiKBr

OK THEN — IF IT DOES CAUSE DAMAGE TO WILDLIFE, MASSIVE EARTHQUAKES AND

MSTRUCTIVI TIDAl WAVES, WE PROMISE NOT TO HOLD TESTS HERE AGAIN!'

Editorial Points

Worcester Commons served

cottage cheese and peas for

lunch last Friday. That's right,

cottage cheese and peas. Mixed

together. And the peas were

cold.
• * * *

Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix and

Jim Morrison are dead. Isn't it

funny that their names all begin

with

appoint a woman Supreme Court

Justice. We feel that the

President should appoint

someone with ihtellect, a fine

civil rights record, and a good

judicial sense -Louise Day
Hicks.

* • •

a jay?
• * * »

Dick Cavett hosted John Lennon

last Tuesday night. Funny how
the boy from a Liverpool ghetto

can outwit an Eli.

If Nellie Fox, the former second

baseman for the White Sox

married Richard Nixon, he

would be Nellie Fox Sox Vixen

Nixon.
* * * *

The Dartmouth Green showed
UMass that you can fool a bad

team some of the time, but you

can't fool a good team ever at

all.
* • * *

It's rumoured that President

Nixon will kow-tow to the

demands of women lib and

* * * *

The ad read: "HAL is alive and

well in front of the Hatch." Glad

someone is.

• * * *

For all the sentimental hype that

the Food Services has built up

about the Hatch
pound for pound,

pretty raunchy
cooked at all.

hamburger,
they're still

-if they're

* * • *

Art Buchwald gives a lecture

tonite in the Cage. That ought to

be good for a laugh.

Snake Eyes

ByBILLGORCZYCA
EDITORIAL STAFF

Several days ago Governor Sargent vetoed a bill which would have

established a lottery in the state of Massachusetts. This action might

have been justified in a time of economic prosperity, but seems unusual

when one considers the present conditions. The taxpayers of the state are

begging for relief from the burden of excessive taxation and a state lot-

tery could provide this needed relief. But Sarge said no, and he did so for

a very interesting reason.

Under the proposed legislation, Robert Crane, the state treasurer,

would be given complete control of the establishment and operation of the

lottery Additional state jobs would be created by the lottery and it does

not take a genius to understand that Mr. Crane, a democrat, would use

his office to award patronage positions to members of his own political

party Well we all know that Governor Sargent is not a genius and he

realised that his position in the Republican party would be weaker if he

willingly provided the Democrats with the ammunition which could lead

to future defeats for his fellow party members.

Once again the game of political football has been played in the interest

of the state Republican party at the expense of the people. But this brand

of politics is evident throughout our state and will remain with us until

we, the people, can elect officials who are two representatives of public

interests. Governor Francis Sargent is not one of these officials.

As in previous years the MDC will continue to print letters to the

editor. The only requirements are that they be typed at sixty

spaces, double-spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length. All letters must be signed and the author s address and

telephone numbers must be included. No letter will be published

without this information. Also, no letters will be printed without the

name of the author. Please note this change in policy

All letters are subject to editing either for content or space ac-

cording to the judgment of the editors. Also, due to space

limitations, we do not guarantee that all letters will be printed.

THE EDITORS

usee
Voter Registration

:

Pros & Cons, Heres & Theres

Last spring a Constitutional

Amendment lowered the voting

age to IB. and the issue of student

voter registration has been

brewing ever since. The situation

should come to a boil within the

next few weeks. It has been said

many times that the 18-20 year-

olds could constitute a new power

base in this country In the coming

weeks, many varied political

organization, acting in accord

with this idea, will attempt to

register and corral the votes of this

youth group.

The University and Mate
Communications Council (USCC),

having acted as a student liaison

between the Massachusetts

Legislature and the UMass

students for several years, feels

that it may be able to help clarify

for the student some of the con-

flicting issues behind student voter

registration.

In particular, the student will

face the decision of whether to

register in Amherst or in his

hometown. The following

arguments have been given to

support Amherst registration;

1 1 Amherst is where most

students spend nine out of twelve

months of the year. Elected town

officials do have an effect on

students behavior in the com

munily. The obvious point here is

that students should vote in the

community where they spend the

majority of their time

2 1 Were the approximately 20,000

students in Amherst to register

here, they could easily outvote the

6,000 or so local residents.

3) This could lead to a student-

run town which could be used as a

factual model for proposed

governing theories.

4) Voting in Amherst would be

more convenfent for students who

do not return home regularly.

Absentee ballots are not available

for primary elections, although

they do exist for final contests.

The following arguments have

been given to support home
registration:

1 1 Students registered state-wide

in hometowns could establish a

new power base which politicians

state Wide would have to deal with.

2) Thirty-seven state

representatives were elected to the

Legislature in 1970 by margins of

about »i00 votes or less, 16 by less

than 300 votes Holding the balance

of power over these seats in the

next election, students will be in

quite an influential position.

3) To carry this one step further,

many important issues in the

Legislature last year, including the

budget and the lowering of the

drinking age, were passed or

defeated by very narrow margins

New representatives put into office

by students in closely contested

elections, could make the dif-

ference in many conflicts

4) The State Legislature controls

all UMass funds Were UMass

students to concentrate their votes

in Amherst, they would be able to

pressure the one or perhaps two

representatives with their vote.

This could be vital in such issues as

another proposed tuition hike,

which will undoubtedly come again

this vear Last year the

Massachusetts Taxpayers
Association, chief proponent of a

tuition hike, cited student pressure

through letters to legislators as the

second major reason for the

proposed hike failure. Legislators,

who felt the weight of the coming

right to vote for thousands of

students, could relax if 20,000

UMass students <who were the

chief initiators of the resistance

last year) were to concentrate

their votes in one or two Amherst

representatives

Reasons for both tides could be

expanded if space allowed. But the

above arguments outline the

choices open to you, the student.

and some of the resulting con-

sequences ol your action. This is a

debate whidl niost students must

enter soon. However. ibOVC all

else, USCC urges you to register to

vote anywhere the power is yours

to use

"That Next Appointment Better Be Good"
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What To Look For In A Bike
Because bicycles and bicycling

are becoming so popular, the

recommendations of the American

Youth Hostels (A.Y.H., 20 West

17th St., New York, NY. 10011)

concerning touring bicycles and

equipment would be useful for

anyone who is interested in getting

involved in this ecologically sound

sport.

The specific bicycle type you

may want depends on what you're

planning to use it for. For just

around campus and town, almost

any type will serve. Even for short

trips within the 5-college area, the

bicycle type isn't crucial. But if

you might want to do some day

touring or simply longer distances,

but especially for longer overnight

or real distance tours, the A.Y.H.

recommendations should be

followed-they've had many years

experience in bicycling and their

conclusions distill much ex-

perience.

They mention in the 1971-72

A.Y.H. Hostel Guide and Handbook

four types of bicycles; Racing,

Club, Roadster, and Balloon tire

types. They don't recommend the

Racing (too specialized) nor the

balloon tire type (not flexible

enough -this is generally the type

kids have). They say the Roadster

type (30-40 lbs. leather or plastic

spring saddle. 26"x 1 1/4" or 1 3/8"

tube type tires at pressures of 50-70

p.s.i.. 3 speed internal hub gear,

front and rear rim brakes, flat or

slightly upturned handle bars 16"

to 18" wide) is acceptable but that

with experience you'll probably

want to move to a Club machine.

The Club or spots-touring type (25-

30 lbs., unsprung leather saddle,

clincher rim or light sports tire

with tubes 26" or 27" x 1 1/4" at 70-

90 p.s.i. pressure, 8-15 speed

derailleur gears, front and rear

center pull rim brakes, dropped

handle bars 15" to 16" wide with 4"

to 5" drops and all metal pedals;

$75-$130) is that funny skinny kind

you see all over the place now and

which combines the energy saving

aspects of the racing bike with a

somewhat sturdier frame for

heavier loads and is less expensive

than the racing type. With the

increasing popularity of bicycling,

manufacturers have come out with

all sorts of models, and the

categories A.Y.H. mentions have

become blurred somewhat; when
buying, look for the features

mentioned since the names or

categories aren't sharply defined.

When buying, A.Y.H. recommends
that when you stand flatfooted

astride the bike, if you can't lift the

bike more than an inch off the

ground (while you're astride the

frame, not the saddle, you have the

right size frame. It may seem awk-

ward, but remember, you'll be on

the bike most of the time and the

frame size is important. They also

recommend that everyone get the

"men's" style, since the lack of an

upper crossbar in the "women's"
frame makes it less structurally

sound.

The following are the A.Y.H.

suggested adjustments once you

get the bike

Sit squarely on the saddle; at the

correct height, your foot should be

fully extended when your heel rests

on the pedal at its lowest point.

Adjust the height so this happens.

The tip of the saddle should be

adjusted forward or backwards till

it is directly over the crank shaft or

less than two inches behind it.

The saddle should be horizontal

or tipped very slightly forward for

best results.

The handlebars are adjusted so

that the top of the center post is the

same height as the correctly ad-

justed saddle.

If you are planning to cycle in

New England or abroad, joining

American Youth Hostels would be

good idea. Hostels are cheap and

clean places to stay and while they

are fairly plentiful in the Northeast

(less common in most other areas

of the U.S. ) they are very common
in Europe (where the movement
started) and even in Africa, Asia,

and South America. Membership is

as follows: Youth (under 18) is

$5/year, Senior Youth ( 18-20 years)

is $8/year, and Adult (21 years up)

is $10/year.

il

This may come in

the return trip may
and get it ripped off

handv going from Orchard Hill to Southwest, but

be somewhat of a hassle. Maybe youil be lucky

while vou're at Southwest.

School of Ed Initiates Test Program

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency

The Undergraduate Affairs

Office at the School of Education

has developed Ed 391 Orientation

as a course-experience which will

help freshmen to clarify their own

goals, needs, and values while at

the same time informing them of

the various resources and

programs available at the School

of Education.

The course will aim at enabling

students to understand both

themselves and their environment.

With such understanding a student

may be able to become responsible

for his own learning experiences

and become a self-directed

student.

Freshmen Education majors
enrolled in Ed 391, Independent

Study Orientation will meet
Tuesday, in the Ed School

Auditorium at 7:30 P.M. This is a

general first meeting to describe

the course and to divide into

s* nailer groups that will meet at a

variety of times throughout the

semester. All students enrolled in

the course should plan to attend.

Those observing the Jewish
holiday should ask a friend to relay

information about the course.

Ed 391 is seen at this time as a

test program which could serve as

a model for future efforts of a

similar nature.

160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

.**&

Drill
positive

HAMPDEN CO

Break-fast on
a cash basis

ANHCUSER BUSCH. INC • ST. LOUIS

The first malt liquor good enough
to be called BUDWE1SER*

1
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Street Musician Offers Original Songs
By STEPHEN FINE

After an extremely exhausting

day of frantically running to class

from atop Orchard Hill to South-

west's urban apartment complex,

you silently meditate by the pond,

contemplating life. Your eyes are

cast on a swan gliding sluggishly

across the water, sending tiny,

rippling waves through the golden

reflection of the sun. Soft music,

you think, would do nicely now.

Some nice relaxing music to add to

the moment.
If luck and Pan were on your

side, Tobi Saisa would appear and

serenade you to your heart's

content. "Who's Tobi Saisa?" you

ask. Be patient. That's what this

article is about.

Tobi Saisa is UMass's street

musician in residence. He combs
the campus in search of auditors,

who'll pay him a nominal fee for

him to play an original musical

piece.

Tobi markets a wide variety of

instruments and musical styles.

His repertoire entails rock and jazz

on flute, neo-classical interspersed

with some Indian sections on

recorder, and jazzy blues, neo-

seafaring and "a unique classical

style" on harmonicas. His musical

background consists of six years of

flute lessons. Recorder and Har-

monica are self taught.

Carrying his instruments in a

knapsack, Tobi simply approaches

anyone and asks if they'd like to

hear an original song for a quarter.

"The songs usually last about

three minutes, depending on how
many fast sections it has and the

person's response. Sometimes
people give me a quarter before

hearing the song. I'd rather they

wait and hear what I play, then pay

whatever they think it's worth."

Tobi says most people are very

courteous and polite when they

turn him down."
"I've only been impolitely

refused twice. One of those

refusals was from Howard Gadlin.

He simply told me to go away in a

very condescending tone. It's not

so much the words but the tone he

used. I came back later to ask him
why he felt that way. If he'd con-

vince me I was doing something

unethical, I'd stop playing."

Tobi has unsuccessfully tried

another technique street musicians

usually employ.

"You find a very busy spot, and
play with a hat, or an open case in

front of you. I found it doesn't work
because people are too used to

getting things for free," he ex-

plained. "All of my songs are

original, so I consider them of

great value. If I played for free I

wouldn't have as much time
because of money."

In his first week working he
totaled about $40. He only worked
about 10 hours.

Westfield Drama Reviewed
(Editor's Note: The following drama review was written by Janet, a

resident of the Westfield Detention Center. I Mass students have been
working as volunteers at the Westfield Detention Center since last year,
under the guidance of Dr. Larry Dye, from the School of Education.)
The residents of the Westfield Detention Center performed "A Trip for

Tina" at the Marks Meadow Auditorium at the School of Education last

Tuesday. The story involving Tina, a sixteen year old girl, who runs away
from home, becomes involved with a street corner gang and is eventually
arrested and sent to the Detention Center. The residents of the center
decided upon this theme in order to dramatize what actually happens to

many of the teenagers who end up at Westfield.

At the conclusion of the play the actors talked with groups from the

audience about what they thought of the play. They came up with some
good ideas about how to make the play longer and better and how it

should be acted out in front of different groups.

While the play was written and performed by the residents at Westfield,

the case was anxious to acknowledge the assistance and encouragement
provided by the many volunteers from the School of Education. It is

hoped that this successful evening will encourage others within the

University to contribute some of their time to the work going on at the

Detention Center.

ATTENTION:
The students who responded last Monday evening to the S O S for

Westfield Detention Center will meet tonight at 7:30 in the Campus Center

room 168. Help us get *J.O.E. into action.

Muvenile Opportunity Extention

Tobi encourages competition

:

"I'll get people used to the idea of

street musicians, but it will also

depend on how much there is and
the quality of it."

With the days growing
progressively shorter and colder,

Tobi plans to penetrate the walls of

the Campus Center and Student
Union. "I'm not particularly op-

timistic about my future in this

field, but to quote Calpaldi, 'Who
knows what tomorrow will

bring?'"

Learn to Drive

AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6066

AUTOS FOR SALE

I'M..' \W Sedan ( engine has sucked
valve) could he repaired or used for parts.

Rodv good and unstripped. (all r>:t-9Kx:>

$75.'

tf9-27

1965 VW Bus. excellent cond.. rebuilt

engine, new clutch, new brakes, great for

camping. SWMi. or best offer, (all after 6

p.m. 26X-7265.

tf9-29

'69 Saab and B!» Peugeot. Both 45.000

miles, in icond condition. Asking 11.250

each, (all 256-6762 for inquiry or test

drive. Mm
I9H9 VW sedan. Very good condition.

SHOO or best offer, (all after 5: M at 584-

7201. ^ tf9-29

65 Chevy 6 cyl. std. New tires, excel,

running. 5(t4-K5<!7 1450 or best.

tfs-:to

1961 Jeep FCI50 Pickup/plow/excellent

cond. S550: Kill model II. wooden cab..

like new 1125: Hoyal port, typewriter l«i.

W-Ttllf I P.m.
tf9-2X

65 Mustang conv.. red, stereo tape deck

with deluxe interior. Best offer over 1550.

Contact Steve. RMM.
tfin-i

1966 I'ontiac Tempest, standard trans.

( all after X and ask for Janet. 251-7520.

tfio-l

NM Podge Van. 1450. 256-6425.

tf9-29

56 MCA Koadster, exc. cond., w /6SMCB
engine running nerf.. conv. top. side

windows. MTU. Mlchelln Tires. IH50.

Fve*. 5X4-0976.
If 10-

1

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1971 (.Ol R Honda CI, 350 exc. cond.

Need money desperately must sell. Best

offer, call Jack 6-7616.

tfin-l

ilonda 105, excellent condition, custom

sissvhar and helmet Included. Only X.OOO

miles (all M rm. Mil I. Adams. MMM1.
If*-*

I970( B750 Ilonda. excellent mech.. less

than MOOfl mi. (all Boh 665-1752 after 6: SO.

lf9-29

MEET

TICKET SALES START TODAY

SIOBHAN
McKENNA

in

HERE ARE
LADIES

ART BUCHWALD
TONIGHT!

Coffee Hour following lecture

Colonial Lounge, Student Union

(S)
Presented by the

I Mass Cine Arts Council

MDC CLASSIFIED
l»7l Ilonda ( B450, 2 helmets, chain lock

cover, :tom> mi., crash bars.1875. 121-4410.

tf 10-1

FOR SALE

Panasonic X track slero system. Car-

bonic model. All speakers, home con-

verter. 21 tapes Ketails at I.1O0 plus,

vnurs. II Ml call 540-5000.

tf9-27

Mi VW rebuilt engine, new clutch . shocks

A front eng. Has 2 small dents. 1600. :•••;<•

HIS.
tf9-27

(.real Books of the Western World -

complete set - lion. Rt. 1.211-4. Ilry Hill

ltd. Montague :Wi7-2n47.

tl»-27

Forested house lots cleared. Reasonable

terms. Call 247-SOt:i between 7: .10 p.m. -

9:00 p.m.
tf»-2X

Alto Sax. Harmony Folk Cuitar,

( larinet, Fleclric i.nitai good in-

struments - low price-5X4-8517.

UMI

Suede jacket for sale. Brand new rust,

women's si/e 0/10 1/4 belted worn only

oner ton small 150. (all Judi 0-74.12.

9-27

(.nt something to grow" Planter for sale

IK x 24", X" deep ran also he used as

aquarium 15.00. Phone 527 '•"• i

»-27

Ski boots for sale, men's Koflach, x

I/2M, White Stars, (all 546-41X4 after 7

p. in.

IfO-TO

ROOMMATES WANTED

Single girl or couple, own transp.. share

apt. til Nov.-pos. longer: call 5X4-2271 M-F
o-x, anytime, weekends.

tf9-28

Female roommate wanted. Come over

to 146 Ml. Hange Apts. MWF after 6. TTII
after 10. In an open field 2 miles from

campus rrallv nice.

tf»-2X

Roommate wanted, male student, to

share I bedroom Puffton Apt. Call 549-

0070.
tf»-2X

Roommate wanted to share 5 room apt.

in N. Hampton. Rent txn month, (all

I aura 5X6-1161.

tf»-27

Share my one room apt. in Amherst Ctr.

You pay 115/mo., hut for first semester

only . Message to me. Tom at fi-520X - 6-

5I7X.

tf9-29

SKIERS WANTED

WANTED
Would like info, on Indian reservation

schools for educ. project. Anyone who ran

help please call Irene 546-70X1 or Carolyn

SXMNMT.
tf»»

Skiers wanted to share spacious chalet. 5

ruin, from Mt. Snow. I uxury living, only

1250 for season. Dec. -Mar. Call Marty-549-
67X6.

tflO-l

SERVICES
Need a hand. Dial a hand will supply a

hand that your budget ran afford. Any
\ariely available. For details, call Stan
:.ii;-!i2i5.

tfn-M

I'll fix mhii rough, smokry. gas eating

car for a reasonable fee. (all 256-X61X ask

for Wendell. I make road calls.

tf9-2X

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apt., all utilities, no lease.

Pets * children welcome. Wall to wall

carpet. 1175 month, (all Kamins Village

Apts.. Belrhertown.
tfum

Ml. Range Apt. -I hdrm.-2 halhs-lvng.

rm. -kitchen • all new • IIX5/mn. -

availiahle immediately - call Dannv 546-

1165.

tf9-28

PERSONAL

Canoe, good cond. 1140. 5X6-1075 affrr 6.

tf9-2X

1071 Penlon. 125c .c. Fndurn 2lh.p. The
ultimate woods hike. Jerry 251-.1T40.

tf9-28

1067 BSA 44 Ire. Shooting Star, excellent

condition. Must sell 1475.00 (all 5X6-0977
tflO-i

Hunehuggy. :moo mi., needs volks motor,

top, special seats, much more 1475. Call

tip 6415-1120.

tf»-2»

Smith Corona Sterling Port. Typeurtr.

excellent cond.. ISO., or best offer, (all

(.ail 546-X171 or 546-7512.

tf»-27

Two bureaus 125. each. 1 carpets, fair

condition, (all 251-2XXI.

tfS-27

Men to erect chalnllnk fence. Kx-

perienced only. Part lime. FiUgerald

Fences. :wn Rrldge Rd.. Florence. Mass.
tfl0-4

I .S. and foreign coins. Rough! .
sold,

traded. Contact Rob Murrln. Ill (had-

hournc House or write P.O. Box 104

Amherst. Ma. 01002.
»-27

RIDE WANTED
Secretary needs ride from Amherst to

(.ranhy weekday evens. Also from Crenhy
to Amherst Fri. morns. Call Dianne 54S-

0600/467-0107.

tf9-27

Marc Richmond - we're having our 24

hour sale next Friday night and need your

help, (all Mike al 256X111.

tfO-27

Tina (. I think I lo\ed you for two years

and still think I do even Iho it's impossible.

tffl-27

Thinking of having an affair" Al least

make il cultural. . . call 5-0202.

tflO-l

Hi Janis from Fmerson. I warned you.

Signed JR.
9-27

TRAIL RIDES

Horseback riding every Sat. A Sun. at

spill man Farms, Belrhertown

l'i asnnahlr rates, (all Spellman Frms. on

1 River Rd. 2X1-62X1.

H9-2X

AI.RFAT I.AIiY!

(M ITFWOM>FRFCI.!
"A great lady and one of the prides of

Inland. It was mixed and beautiful and
most beautiful when it was least mixed
Miss MrKcnna was snpcili Rest of all.

Miss McKcnna out upon the high seas of

Joyce*! Mnllv lllomn monologue. Here it

all was. and quite wonderful."
-('live Rarnes. New York 'limes

Al IIOROl t.lK.OINt. PI FASI RF:
••

I here is a stirring amount of

eloquence. bcaul.v and humor in 'Here

\ie ladies.' II is a thoroughgoing

pleasure
"

-Richard Watts. New York Post

Thur., Oct. 7

8 p.m. (Sharp)

Bowker Aud.

(Stockbridge Hall)

I Mass I ndergrads
Other Full-Time
Students
I Mass I acuity /Staff

(.ciicra I Public

II .50

KM
ti.oo

11.50

lickcls available: line Arts Council

Km Office. IL'.I llerler Hall. Tel. 515-0202

. Remaining tickets available one hour

before performance at Bowker Aud.

HELP WANTED
I or 2 girls wanted to do housework.

Hours can be arranged Walking distance

from Southwrst.

Phone 25:t-1420 - 545-0075.

tfO-27

ROOM WANTED
Need place to live with other females

near campus, (all Mary 251-7671. If not

there leave message.
lf9-29

Male roomale— I have two bedroom apt.-

kitchen-halhgarage-need mm.male to pay
160 a mo. Call Mark 251-5111 before 10 a.m.

lf9-27

In desperate need of room or apt.,

prrfcrahl) near campus, (all Steph 1X6-

MR, Keep trying.

tf»-29

HOUSE WANTED
lMnlm.il candidate and teaching wife

seek house or nice apartment for this or

next semester, (all 592-4X71

tf9-27

nEoiJRSE
-

I ast chance this week In learn Silver

Jrwelrv Making. Fvrning ( ourse in town.

160 including silver and materials, (all

251-2077.

tf9-27

LFARN ANY MAIN Fl ROPFAN
I AM. I At. K I nderstand A read in 10

mos (ourse taught hv IN Interpreter

Indiv . courses hv mailed cassettes. 5X4-

17 W or 1X21.

tflO-l

BOOKS WANTED
Help' Students in Soc. 292 need used

copies of Wilensky and I ebeaux Sell

\iniis at Bookstore Annex.
tf9-27

EMPLOYMENT
I ive in town or dorms. Make monev

fighting pollution h> selling Shakier

Products to friends A neighbors 100°,,

organic biodegradable cleaners, beautv

aids and vitamins. Kor more Information

call 251-2XXI

tf9-;, 7

-I ^ w r\^^ i u\j i r r
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Nixon Promises Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy
RICHLAND, Wash. (AP)

—

President Nixon, heading Sunday

for a meeting with the Emperor of

the first nation hit by an atomic

bomb, promised expanded

development of peaceful nuclear

energy "that is clean and does not

pollute."

Nixon stopped here for a briefing

at the Hanford Atomic Works. He

said the new, fast flux test facility

now under construction is a major

advance in this program.

"This technology," he said in a

statement, "will develop into the

liquid metal fast breeder reactor, a

process that will yield abundant

energy that is clean and inex-

pensive."

Nixon stopped at Hanford on the

way from Portland, Ore., where he

spent the night, before going to

Anchorage, Alaska, where he will

climax a three-day aerial

expedition 10 the Northwest by

meeting with Emperor Hirohito. It

is the first time a Japanese em-

peror has visited foreign soil in

more than 2,500 years of imperial

reign.

APPLE CORPS:
Apple Corps is again presenting

Mirkwood, Orchard Hill's pseudo

Coffee House. Anyone interested in

playing or singing, contact Joey at 6

6681. ..Please. ..Thank you.

BHAGAVAD GITA COLLOQUIUM:
Study and practice the principles of

the science of God realization

through the Bhagavad Gita. Mondays
at 6 p.m. in Cance House main lounge

in Southwest; Wednesdays at 7 p.m.

in Grayson 334 in Orchard Hill.

BLACK CORRIDOR.
There are several vacancies on the

Black Corridor, 5th floor Grayson

House (Orchard Hill). Any brothers
interested in living on the corridor,

contact John Davis, Rm. 508 or call

546 6985 or 546 6984.

....See What We're About....

BOWLING:
Boyden 10 Pin lanes-Open bowling

nightly from 4:30 to 10:30.

COLLIGATE FLYING CLUB:
Ground School at 7:30 p.m., Rm.

162 CC. Bring owners manuals and

articles.

BRIDGE CLUB:
There will be an organizational

meeting on Thursday night at 7:30

p.m. in Rm. 168 cc. All bridge

players, student or faculty welcome.

For further information call Lew at

665 3210 evenings.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB.
There will be a meeting for all old

members Tuesday at 7:30 in CC 905

909. New officers will be elected.

FINNISH CLUB:
There will be an organizational

meeting Monday in Bartlett Rm. 302

at 7 p.m. All invited. For information,

call: 6 6709 or 6 8053.

UIMUA
Tonight on 91.1 FM:

7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS - a

complete half hour news report

from United Press In-

ternational, Associated Press,

UPI Audio, and WMUA NEWS.
Includes a five minute update at

7:25 p.m.

7:30 p.m. -8:00 p.m. CAMPUS
WEEK IN REVIEW a half

hour magazine of the past

week's campus happenings and

events.

8.00 p.m.-ll.OO p.m. THE DRUM -

black programming for three

solid hours presenting black

views, jazz, poetry, soul, and

black news from the Drum's

own news staff and a black

audio network.

11:00 p.m. LATE NIGHT NEWS
REPORT - a full half hour of

news from WMUA NEWS, a

completely student run news

operation with among the most

complete news services outside

of Boston behind them-United

Press International and
Associated Press wire services

and UPI World Audio Service.

Original reporting of area

events is emphasized.

11:30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. Mr. R. J. (or

Rod) Hansen (depending, of

course on what mood he's in)

brings you some dynamite
music to keep you awake

-Notices
HILLEL:
Executive Board meeting Monday

at 6:30 p.m. in Hillel office.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS:
Any girls interested in trying out

for the Hockey Cheerleading Squad
should come to Rm. 803 in CC, at 7:30

Monday. Questions? Call Sue 256

6868.

HOME EC MAJORS:
AHEA membership drive begins

Monday in Skinner Hall. If you're

action oriented join AHEA and make
a difference.

MODEL RAILROADERS:
Anyone interested in building an H

O gauge model railroad layout,

please meet on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in

Colonial Lounge of S.U. Any
questions see or call Dean Foster, 209

MacKimmie 546 9772. P.S.

Nowak please get in touch.

Joe

NAIADS.
Try outs Thursday at 6 p.m. In

structional sessions Monday and

Tuesday at 6 p.m. Both male and
female welcome.

PI LAMBDA PHI:
See what a fraternity isn't. The

Brothers of Pi Lambda Phi invite all

university men to an informal
gathering at 14 Elm St. Tonight at 8

p.m.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION:
Freshman Ed. Majors: Ed 391

Independent Study Orientation will

meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Ed
School Aud. If you're observing the

Jewish Holiday, send a friend.

While Nixon had promised a

significant statement at the

Hanford facility, he stopped short

of saying the center would be the

site of one of two projected reac-

tors. He said sites for the reactor

prototypes will be announced later.

At an airport reception at Por-

tland, Nixon told a crowd behind a

fence, that he was approaching the

meeting with Hirohito at a time

when there are great opportunities

for peace in the world.

He said the meeting with the

emperor would underline the fact

that these two great peoples are

going to be competitors in the

world, and we are, but it also un-

derlines another fact: That it is

indispensable that we be friends."

Japan has been critical of the

President's new economic

programs, especially the import

surtax.

Nixon also had accepted for his

Anchorage stay an invitation to a

reception in the home of the man
he booted out of his Cabinet.

Former Secretary of the Interior

Walter J. Hickel lost his job last

Thanksgiving Eve and has just

come out with a book that takes a

few critical jabs at what happened

to him during his sojourn in the

Cabinet.

The arrival time for Emperor

Hirohito and Empress Nagako was

on the schedule for 3 a.m. EDT
Monday, with full military honors

and speeches. The two principals

were to talk in private for 25

minutes with members of their

official parties joining in later.

The Emperor and Empress are

on route from Tokyo to Europe for

a visit to seven other nations, and

Alaska is a refueling stop going

and coming.

Freshmen
Ed. Majors:

Ed. 391

Independent Study

Orientation

will meet

Tuesday, Sept. 28,

7:30 p.m.,

Ed. School Auditorium.

If you're observing

the Jewish Holiday,

send a friend.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Virgo and Gemini persons take first prize

when it comes to asking questions. Pisces

earns lop honors when it comes to per

ceiving answers. Leo wins when it comes to

asserting what the questions should be.

Taurus is victorious when it comes to

deciding answers before the questions are

asked.
«• *

ARIES (March 21 April 19). Accent on

elevating position, improving prospects.

Make room for yourself. Depending on

promises now could be error Outline goals.

Review ambitions. Take giant slep for

ward. You will get backing

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Good lunar

aspect now coincices with added

Knowledge, greater sense of direction. You

can know where you are going and why.

Fine for pursuit of educational projects

Communication from one at a distance

indicated

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Refuse to be

satisfied with second best, you have more

on your side than might be imagined

Specifically, an investment opportunity is

m picture Include mate, partner. You need

co operation.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Lie low, do

more listening than talking. Time is on your

side, play waiting game. Be aware of public

relations. Check assertions, promises made

m connection with marriage, special

contract.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Be willing to

exchange ideas, knowledge. Some persons

will perform special services for you Show

appreciation, but avoid any display of

oversenlimentality Key is balance.

Maintain self esteem

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22). Spotlight on

creativity, enthusiasm in putting across

special ideas, programs. Family member is

involved There is plenty of variety, spice is

added to your life. Surprise gift may be

SYDNEY OMAtt«

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Friday's puzzle

featured

LIBRA: (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Don't deceive

yourself about condition of home, property.

Get guarantees on products. Take nothing

for granted where values are concerned

Promises are fine but get Ihem in writing.

You will understand.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 2;): Serious

discussion with neighbor, relative is

spotlighted. Be flexible, but stand fast for

principles. Avoid trying to do too much at

once. Cycle is pleasant, but not necessarily

productive
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Finish

what you slarl especially if project in

volves money Influence spreads More

people become aware of your needs, assets

Don'l hide light. Add to collection of per

linent facts. You gain

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Lunar

cycle coincides with new starts, greater

display of originality. Stress the new.

Discard what is outmoded Streamline

methods, concepts. Highlight more in

dependence of thought, action.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Overcome

tendency to be despondent Key is obtain

proper food intake, to get necessary rest.

Emotional batteries may need recharging.

Obtain hint from Cancer message. Bide

your lime.

PISCES (Feb. 18 March 20): Friend

could come up with perceptive solution to

perplexing problem Be receptive Mature

attitude will permit you to change course, if

necessary. Intuitive flash results in greater

security.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

better at helping others than at aiding

yourself. You are attracted to law, science.

Recent changes will work in your favor.

You are due to gel a second chance for

success, happiness. Pounce on opportunity

in October.
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

ACROSS

1 Rent
5 Business

establishment

9 Secret agent

12 Single item

13 Sharpen
14 Hasten
15 Latin

conjunction

16 Son of Adam
18 Cravat

20 Spanish article

22 Girl's name

24 Datum
27 Woody plant

29 Tumbled

31 Preposition

3 A state (abbr.)

4 Greek letter

5 Storage space

6 Shout
7 Preposition

8 Fondle
9 Bundle of grain

10 Greek letter

11 Old pronoun

17 Exist

19 Supposing that

21 Spare

23 Century plant

25 Commissioned
officers in Navy

26 Handles

27 Paired with

28 Wife of Geraint
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32 Babylonian hero 30 Lengthy

=L

34 Space

36 Pronoun

37 Sun shade

39 Riddle

41 Note of scale

42 Secluded valley

44 Massive

45 Goal

47 Caudal
appendage

49 Sea eagles

50 College officials

52 Small valley

54 Physician

(abbr.)

55 Things, in law

57 Containers

59 Babylonian

deity

61 Chicken

63 Tiller

65 Musical
instrument

67 Abstract being

68 Region

69 Formerly

DOWN

1 Tint

2 Enmesh

33
35
33

40

Dillseed

Mud
Merry

Microbe

43 Responsible 56 The urial

46 Mends with 58 Pronoun

cotton 60 Emmet

48 South American 61 Pronoun

animal 62 Printer's

51 Compass point measure

53 For example 64 Teutonic deity

(abbr.) 66 Conjunction
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Does Sports

Build Character?
NEW YORK (AP)-Two psychologists who have tested 15,000

athletes, worked with 27 professional athletic teams and hundreds

of high school and college teams, say they found nothing to support

the traditional idea that sport builds character.

Whatever it takes to strive the high attrition rate associated with

competition, the psychologists say, those qualities are not the

result of the competition, they are there in the first place.

"Indeed", the researchers say, there is evidence that athletic

competition limits growth in some areas."

This eight-year study is reported in the October issue of

Psychology Today by Dr. Bruce C. Ogilvie, director of the coun-

seling center and psychology professor at San Jose State College in

California, and Dr. Thomas A. Tutko, psychology professor at San

Jose.

Their research began with the counseling of problem athletes,

they write, but was expanded to all levels of competition and sport.

They administered a special test, "The Athletic Motivation In-

ventory," to the 15,000 athletes.

On the evidence gathered, the psychologists make what they call

"broad-range value judgments."

"It seems," they conclude, "that the personality of the ideal

athlete is not the result of any molding process, but comes out of the

ruthless selection process that occurs at all levels of sport.

"Athletic competition has no more beneficial effects than in-

tense endeavor in any other field. Horatio Alger success in sport or

elsewhere-comes only to those who already are mentally fit,

resilient and strong."

These athletes, the authors report have strong personalities, are

well organized and self-disciplined, and were in the first place.

Outstanding women competitors, the psychologists continue are

generally more independent than males.

Racing drivers exhibited strong personalities: "More than

participants in any other sport, drivers are tough-minded, hard-

headed realists. They are reserved and cool."

Athletics is changing with the times, the psychologist found in

the study:

"The cultural revolution has penetrated the last stronghold in the

American myth-the locker room. Young athletes, having scaled

new levels of consciousness, now challenge a long standing article

of faith-the belief that competition has intrinsic value."

These young athletes, the psychologists say, go into sports for

their own personal aesthetic experience, to enjoy the game, and

they no longer accept the authoritarian structure of sports or the

great emphasis on winning.
"

All this change is hard on most coaches, Ogilvie and Tutko

reported.
,

,

. .

"Most coaches believe that a truly good athlete is also, by

definition, a red-blooded, clean-shaving, truth- telling, prepared

patriot. . , „ . .. .

"A top-notch competitor who disagrees with national policy is a

heavy thing for a coach who undoubtedly believes that the wars of

England were indeed won on the playing fields of Eton."

( Reprinted from the Boston Globe 9/23/71)

NFL Weekend Action . .

.

Stasz Wins Weekly Race
Peter Stasz of Northampton

barely outsprinted Mike Cowles of

UMass Sunday to win this year's

first weekly cross-country run.

Stasz is a graduate of Alfred

College and is now associated with

Pulp the local underground

newspaper. Cowles is a senior

phys-ed major from Amherst.

Freshman Tom Wilson from

Pennsylvania ran third with

Wayne Lucas fourth. The first

woman finisher in 12th place was

Charlotte Lettis, a 20-year old

sophomore Theater major who ran

just under six minutes per mile for

the three mile course around the

athletic fields in front of Boyden

Gym.
Thirty-two runners finished the

race, which is held every week open

to the University and the general

public. The race is officiated by

cross-country coach Ken O'Brien

and members of the cross-country

team. The race takes place every

Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock in the

vicinity of the new all-weather

track at the far end of the athletic

fields.

The top ten and their times

:

1 Pete Stasz

7. Mike Cowles
3. Tom Wilson

4 Wayne Lucas
5. Sieve Libby

Jay Ryan
Al Johnson
Brad Powell

Jim Lineham
Steve Levine

LIONSTOPPATS
FOXBORO, Mass. (API-

Quarterback Greg Landry's
success on key third down efforts

and Steve Owens' power running

led the Detroit Lions to a 34-7

National Football League victory

over the New England Patriots

yesterday.

Landry, a former University of

Massachusetts star, came through

on five of seven third down

situations in the first half as the

Lions built a 17-0 lead and went on

to even their record 1-1.

After the intermission, he set up

a 27-yard field goal by Erroll

Mann. Then, early in the fourth

period, Landry tossed a screen

pass to Owens, who broke though a

gang of New England tacklers at

the Detroit 40 and sprinted the rest

of the way to complete a 74-yard

scoring play.

A fumble recovery by Tom
Vaughn at the New England 28 led

to another Detroit touchdown two

minutes later. Owens, the 1969

Heisman Trophy winner from
Oklahoma, needed just three

carries to reach the end zone.

Detroit's defense checked the

Patriots except for one lightening

strike in the third period. Jim

Plunkett, the 1970 Heisman Trophy

winner from Stanford, and former

college teammate Randy Vataha

combined on a 61 -yard pass play.

BROWNS EDGE COLTS
BALTIMORE (AP)-The

Cleveland Browns beat off a

furious Baltimore rally and edged

the Colts 14-13 Sunday in a National

Football League game yesterday.

After being outplayed through

much of the contest as Cleveland's

Leroy Kelly scored twice on short

runs, the Colts pulled to within a

point on a TD following a blocked

punt with 4:31 to go and then had

two more chances to pull out the

victory.

Another rush on punter Don
Cockroft, who earlier missed field

goal attempts of 44 and 35 yards in

the rain, forced a 21 -yard punt.

The Colts failed to move, but

Clarence Scott made a mistake in

intercepting the fourth-and-17 pass

on the Cleveland six. That gave

Baltimore another chance

following a punt, but John Unitas,

inserted for the final two series,

then threw four incompletions.

Cleveland capitalized on one of

many Baltimore mistakes to move
ahead 7-3 at halftime, with Kelly

going over from the three with 1 : 10

left.

After the Browns failed on a

fourth-and-one play from the

Baltimore four, the Colts moved

for a first down. But wide receiver

Eddie Hinton dropped an Earl

Morrall pass and it was in-

tercepted by linebacker Dale

Lindsey who returned it to the

Baltimore six.

The Browns only had to travel 38

yards for the winning TD in the

fourth period.

BEARS UPSET VIKINGS
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

(AP)-Kent Nix pulled the Chicago

Bears from defeat in the fourth

period for the second straight

week, pitching touchdown passes

of 36 and 19 yards to Dick Gordon in

a stunning 20-17 National Football

League upset of the Minnesota

Vikings yesterday.

Nix, who had passed for the

winning touchdown in a victory

over Pittsburgh last week in the

waning minutes, hit Gordon on the

36-yard play on his first passing

attempt after Jack Concannon was
injured.

Then Nix, who had come into the

game with the score 17-3 Vikings,

found Gordon in the corner of the

end zone for the winning score with

1:42 left to play.

Mac Percival booted field goals

of 44 yards in the third period and

45 in the fourth period as the Bears

took a 2-0 record.

Bobby Grim caught touchdown

passes of four and 52 yards from

Gary Guozzo and Fred Cox kicked

a 14-yard field goal for the Vikings,

1-1, who had not lost a regular

season game at home since

December, 1968.

STEELER88TUN BENGALS
PITTSBURGH (AP)-Terry

Bradshaw passed for two touch-

downs and John Staggers returned

a punt 67-yards for a third, helping

the Pittsburgh Steelers defeat the

Cincinnati Bengals 21-10 yesterday

in a National Football League

game.
The Steelers, fused by a defense

which held the Bengals to just four

first downs and 86 yards in total

offense in the first half, scored

their first touchdown with 22

seconds left in the opening quarter

on a 15-yard pass from Bradshaw

to Dave Smith.

Horst Muhlmann booted a 33-

yard field goal on the Bengals' first

drive of the game, but after that

seven-play drive Cincinnati got

only two more first downs in the

half.

Corner-back Lamar Parrish

stole the ball from Pittsburgh

running back Preston Pearson on

the Steeler 14 early in the third

quarter and romped untouched

across the goal line for Cincinnati's

lone touchdown.

Staggers', a 5-foot-10 speedster,

took a punt two series later on his

own 33, found an opening up the

middle and dashed all the way for a

touchdown.
RAMS, FALCONS TIE

LOS ANGELES (AP)-Place-

kicker David Ray boomed a 47-

yard field goal with no seconds

showing on the clock as the Los

Angeles Rams battled to a 20-20 tie

with the Atlanta Falcons yesterday

in a National Football League
thriller.

There were 91 seconds

remaining when the Rams took

possession of the ball on their own

21 after Atlanta gambled and lost-

on a fourth and one situation.

Quarterback Roman Gabriel

managed to guide the Rams in nine

plays, milking the clock all the

way, and the Rams reached the

Falcon 40.

There was one second showing

on the clock when Ray lined up the

kick and then sent it sailing

directly through the goalposts.

It was a bitter blow for Atlanta,

which was near its second major

upset in two weeks after beating

the San Francisco 49ers last

Sunday 20-17.

Falcons quarterback Bob Berry

had driven the team 77 yards

midway in the third quarter and

Joe Profit had scored from the four

to pull the Falcons from behind and

ahead 20-17.

RAIDERS ROUT CHARGERS
SAN DIEGO (AP) -Quarterback

Daryle Lamonica tossed two
second-half touchdowns to speedy

Fred Biletnikoff yesterday

sparking the Oakland Raiders to a

34-0 victory over the San Diego

Chargers before a record crowd of

54,084 in San Diego Stadium.

Oakland, upset last week by New
England's Patriots 20-6, bounced

back behind the accurate throwing

of Lamonica and ageless George

Blanda's kicking. Blanda got the

Raiders off to a 6-0 lead at the half

with field goals from 37 and 42

yards out. Lamonica put the game
away in the second half.

Lamonica wound up hitting 11 of

17 for 174 yards and two touch-

downs. Reserve quarterback Ken

Stabler came on late in the final

period and ran one yard on a

rollout for a touchdown that

capped the Raiders' 28-point

second-half explosion.

OTHER SCORES
San Francisco 38, New Orleans ?0

Washinqlon 30, NY Giants 3

Miami 29, Buffalo 14

Kansas City 20, Houston 16

Dallas 42, Philadelphia 7

Green Bay 34, Denver 13

FRATERNITY RUSH

Need

Handball
Gloves??

See

A. J. Hastings

newsdealer & stationer

45 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

FRATERNITY

Alpha Tau Gamma (ATT)

Beta Kappa Phi ( BXt»

Delta Chi (^ NO

Kappa Sigma (K£

)

Lambda Chi Alpha &XA)

PhiMu Delia (^^ a

ADDRESS PUBLIC PHONE

375 North Pleasant St.

401 North Pleasant St.

314 Lincoln Ave.

70 Butterfield Terrace

374 North Pleasant St.

253-9239

545-0210

253-9076

253-9921

256-6846

2539034
Fraternity/Sorority Park 549.0670

Phi Sigma Kappa ( $$ K ) 510 North Pleasant St. 256-6863

FRATERNITY ADDRESS PUBLIC PHONE

Pi Lambda Phi ( TTA0) 14 Elm st -
253-3176

Sigma Alpha Epsilon ( £AE) 1 18 Sunset Ave. 256-6815

Sigma Alpha Mu (SAM) 387 North Pleasant St. 253-9957

253-9227
Sigma Phi Epsilon ( 5 4)E) 9 Chestnut St.

253-9212

Tau Epsilon Phi (TE$) 418 North Pleasant St. 253-9971

ThetaChi (<>X) 496 North Pleasant St. 256-6851

Zeta Beta Tau (ZBT) 358 North Pleasant St. 253-9031

Zeta Nu (ZN)

Monday, Sept. 27 Tuesday Sept. 28

Wednesday
Sept. 29

336 North Pleasant St. 253-9232
\_—

—

—^—

Thursday Sept. 30 Friday Oct. 1 Sunday Oct. 3

TE$ (7:00)

£|)E (7:00-9:00)

MA (7:30-9:30)

AX (8:00)

BX$ (8:00>

•SAM (8-10)

*ATT (8:00)

TTAfc (8:00-10:00)

ZN (8-10)

AXA (8:30)

•Coed Rush
* Stockbridge

2$E (7:00-9:00)

4>SK (8:30)

K| (9:00)

A XA (9:30)

t>X (9:30)

BK<b (9:30)

TE(> (7:00)

$MA(7:30-9:30)

ZBT (7:30-10)

(8:00)

1-
Hall1

AX A
AX
SAM
ZN
<t>X

(8-10)

(8-10)

(8-10)

(9:30)

*Coed Rush

TTA.0 (8:00)

4>£K (8:30)

AX (9:00)

KS (9:00)

S<)E (9:00-11:00)

<>X (9:30)

BX4> (9:30)

SAE (3:30)

* Exchanqe with

Alpha Chi Omega

AX (1:00)

Outdoor Concert Barbeaue
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Rnnters Win; Gridders Routed
By STEVE FEHBEB

OKONO, MAINE—Dominating
throughout the Saturday afternoon

contest, the UMass soccer team

opened its 1971 season on an ex-

tremely bright note. It was UMass

2-UMaine0, but the final score only

begins to tell the story.

Blasting 35 shots at the Black

Bears (compared to 15 going the

other way ) the Redmen controlled

the action, and in Coach

Berryman's own words "had the

ball down at Maine's end nearly

the entire ballgame."

It was the type of game that any

team likes to open its season with.

Everyone contributed, everyone

did what was expected.

First there was Lindo Alves. the

star forward who scored the first,

and eventual game winning goal.

\lves had the ball on the right side

and beat the wing fullback around

the end Approaching the goal.

vlves noticed that the goalie was

giving him the short side, and

curving it into the right hand

corner, Alves had his first, and

I Mass' first, goal of the year.

That was in the second quarter.

alter the Redmen had had a few

dose chances one of those near

misses came in the first minute of

play, when a scramble in front of

the UMOnet almost gave UMass a

score. This was particularly

pleasing to Berry man. who had

seen his team start very very

slowly in preseason play. But they

came out quickly on Saturday and

pressured the Black Bears for

most of the H8 minutes.

Hall number two saw the second

goal of the day. this time by

sophomore Mike Nugent. Nugent,

a halfback, was dribbling the ball

down the left side, and with no one

The Redmen suffered a let-down

after this goal, similar to one that

struck them after goal number

one, but neither affected the team

for too long, as the Redmen stor-

med back again and again.

Three times UMass came within

inches of scoring. First there was

the corner kick that sailed into the

goal area and as Gary Hart kicked

the ball pa st the goalkeeper,

UMass was called for offsides.

Then there was Alves near miss,

when right in front of the goal, with

his back turned towards the goalie,

he spun around and let one go, but

hitting the crossbar, Alves was left

with only one score on the af-

ternoon.

Another corner kick nearly

resulted in a score < UMass had six

corner kicks on the day, to four for

Maine i as Jeff Hague headed the

ball towards the net, only to have it

hit the bottom of the top post and

rebound out.

Indeed with some luck it might

have been vo. but then again

UMass was fortunate on one close

chance by the Black Bears. It was

in the third period, when UMass
held a one goal lead. The Redman
fullbacks had been playing up close

to mid-field all day. keeping the

pressure on, when suddenly a

Maine forward broke through and

sped towards the goal. It was one

on one as Redmen goalie John Kiah

came out of the net and ap-

proached the oncoming linemen.

But seemingly flustered about

what to do, the" Maine player let it

fly. and fly it did. right over the

goal.

With Maine playing a 4-2-4

alignment, this gave UMass a

chance to dominate mid-field, but

at the same time this put more
down me eil siue. unu won uu uhv, — — ... > m. i

;: p,cih,m up deeded,ocarry the B?S££^S^^3
ball all the way in. Reaching the

top of the penalty box area.

Nugent, a righty by nature, made a

left -footed boot that found its home

in the right corner.

But they handled it well, as Dick

McCarron, recovering from his

head injury of 11 days, made his

presence noticeable. 'McCarron

made a big difference on Satur-

KIATCHAK CARRIES: Rick Klupchak, Dartmouth's fine

sophomore halfback ran wild Saturday. Klupchak rolled up 1H4 yards

including an H2-vard burst off tackle in the second quarter. He also

caught a 24-vard scoring pass. ( Photo by Barbara Brecher)

Intramurals

Satlg (tolUnian

SPORTS
day," said Berryman. 'He's been

playing right fullback, and having

his experience and kicking ability

back in the lineup was a big help."

While the defense stayed strong,

the Redmen did indeed control the

mid-field action Calheno played

all 88 minutes and was doing his

'usual great job" and Nugent, a

sophomore in his varsity debut,

•played very well, helping out on

offense and defense, and tackling

exceptionally well." noted

Berryman. Nugent has improved

steadily with each game and

Berryman is very enthused about

his progress.

Maine, in dropping their first

game of the season, put its record

at 2-1. Last week the Black Bears

defeated Jersey City. 2-o. and

Colby 2-1, but Saturday's loss left

them little to shout about.

UMass, at 1-0. opens up their

home season tomorrow against

B.C.. and looking more and more
like the soccermen of last year,

things are looking good for soccer
'71.

Dodgers Win
ATLANTA <AP>— Richie Allen

and Duke Sims smashed solo home
runs yesterday as the surging Los

Angeles Dodgers downed the

Atlanta Braves 5-2 and kept the

pressure on the front-running San

Francisco Giants in the torrid

National League West pennant

race.

FIELD TIME
1 6 00

?

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

1

?

7 00

8 00

FOOTBALL
TEAMS

(Women)
(Women)

Hemlocks vs Eagles

Grants vs Maroons
Hicks vs Hilos

Hickory vs Hoovers

F Troop vs Swine
Stain vs Hiller

Mac's vs Raiders

Destroyers vs Phantoms
Eyes vs TEP "•"

Nation vs Exp
Sugar vs Stouts
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Starters vs. Team
Racoons vs Deacons

Browns vs Maurauders
Bucks vs. Bx

Crushers vs Trojans

Lemons vs Oaks
Cans vs. Seagrams

Ironmen vs Spartans

Academics vs Smashers
SB vs. 49ers

Challenqers vs. FD
Clouds vs Roaches

Munchkinsvs Pelicans

Brownies vs. A's

Freebeesvs Rascals

The victory gave the Dodgers a

sweep of the three-game series and

kept them a slim one game behind

the first-place Giants. Each team

has three games left in the regular

season.

Claude Osteen, 14-11, had

blanked Atlanta on three hits over

the first five innings, before Hank

Aaron spoiled his shutout hopes

with a leadoff homer in the sixth,

Aaron's 47th this year.

Allen gave the Dodgers a 1-0 lead

in the second with his 23rd home
run. Sims rapped one in the third.

The Dodgers tallied an unearned

run in the fourth when Manny Mota
doubled to right and sprinted home
when southpaw George Stone, 6-8,

balked and threw wide of third,

allowing the run to score from
second on the play.

Los Angeles increased its lead to

5-0 in the fifth on a double by Willie

Crawford and singles by Sims,

Osteen and Bob Valentine.

Notice
NAIADS: Monday September 27, 4

p.m. Compositions- "The Con-

tract", "Living Arch", "Water

Painting"--6 pm. Practice for

tryouts.

NFL Results

Page 1
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Veteran reliever Hoyt Wilhelm,

a former Brave, closed the door on

a budding rally in the seventh when
he fanned Aaron with two runners

aboard.

Marty Perez started the inning

with a single off Maury Wills' glove

before Tommie Aaron rapped a

pinch-double to left. Wilhelm then

relieved Osteen and got Felix

Millan on a foul pop, but Ralph

Garr singled to left center, scoring

Perez. Wilhelm then got Hank
Aaron on the strikeout to end the

inning.

~^"^^^^|KEAHLE BARKOLL

The Ivy Leagues the Ivy League and the Yankee Conference is

the Yankee Conference and never the twain s^ll meet And so

proved Dartmouth College on Saturday in routing UMass, 31-7,

before a crowd of 16,700 for the Redman football home opener

The Indians were too much football team for UMass to handle

and this was the story of the game. The defending Lambert Trophy

!
winners resembled the Big Green powerhouse of last year in

amazing 452 total yards while holding the Redmen to only lib with

their vaunted defense. ....

After the game UMass head coach Dick MacPherson said, they

drove the ball down our throats", and down their throats they did in

ripping the Redman defense to pieces with a pulverizing ground

attack that was complimented with a better than 50% air game

On the otherhand UMass was unable to untrack anything

resembling a ground attack which made the air route virtually

impossible. With this as the case the Dartmouth front four was able

to blow in on quarterback Piel Pennington throughout the game

while the defensive backfield layed back for the passes that Pen-

nington was able to get off. .... pp
Dartmouth scored the first four scores of the game before UMass

scored in the third quarter, the first points that were scored on

Dartmouth since its fifth game of last season at Harvard.

Mike Klapchak was the star for Dartmouth Earlier in the week

he was a reserve back but due to an injury to Charles Thomas, we

were forced to start Klapchak-the greatest thing to happen to

Dartmouth." exclaimed Jake Crouthamel, the Dartmouth coach

Klapchak scored twice on an 84 yard burst off tackle and a 24

yard pass play and ran for 134 yards on the ground in 12 carries. As

a team the Big Green churned out 359 yards on the ground in rid-

dling the UMass defense.

Crouthamel was complimentary of his two quarterbacks. Bill

Pollock and Steve Stetson who hit on 8 ot 14 passes between them

and 'called excellent games".

The Indians opened the scoring at 6:56 of the first quarter when

Pollock found Stu Simms all alone on the five yard line with a pass,

where Simms took it in to complete the 34 yard scoring play.

Five minutes later UMass was forced to punt and Tim Cooper

returned it to the UMass 44. Nine playes later Brenden O Neil

plunged over from the one and Dartmouth was up 14-0 at the

quarter.
, ,

...

Klapchuk was the Dartmouth scoring in the second quarter with

his two td's and at the half the Big Green enjoyed a commanding 28-

o lead.
, ,, , u i

In the second half Dartmouth moved the ball effectively but only

scored on a 31 yard field goal by Ted Perry at 2:14 of the tourth

quarter, Crouthamel explained, "We had preseason problems in

scoring. Against ourselves in practice and in our two scrimmages

we moved the ball effectively, but we couldn't score and this is how

we played in the second half."

Tim Berra accounted for the only UMass score at 12:54 ol the

third quarter on a two vard run. This play was set up on a bad

Dartmouth punt that UMass recovered on the Indians' 27 yard line

Two passes later from Pennington to Cabrelli and Schubert the ball

was on the two where Berra punched it over.

MacPherson told Crouthamel after the game. "You did a hell of a

job on us. . I'll be in shock for a couple of days.
'

'

As for his game plan he felt his team was prepared, as "Dart-

mouth under Crouthamel was like Dartmouth under Bob Blackman

last year." That called for many formations a number of shifts and

a lot of plav action.

"Because of this we had to go to a lot of zone coverage and this

took awav from our hitting."

Crouthamel was surprised at the relative ease that his team was

able to move the ball against UMass.

Of his defense which he himself engineered last year to a NCAA
leading 4.7 points allowed per game, Crouthamel said, "the defense

did a good job. especially in the defensive backfield where we in-

ercepted four passes.

PENNINGTON LETS FLY: Sophomore quarterback Plel Pen-

nington gets off a pass in Saturday's home opener against the Indians

of Dartmouth. Throwing a block on Dartmouth's Frank Lynch is

Timmy Berra (42). Tom Mullen (74) is helping out. (Photo by Bar-

bara Brecher)

Giants Keep Pace
CINCINNATI (AP)-Dick Dietz

capped a seven-run fifth inning

with a grand slam home run and

Bobby Bonds and Willie Mays
added two-run shots as the San

Francisco Giants topped the

Cincinnati Reds 12-5 yesterday and

maintained their lead in the hot

National League West race.

Dietz; out of action earlier this

week when struck by a pitch,

helped the Giants wipe out a 2-0

deficit with their big fifth inning.

San Francisco then applied the

crusher with a four run sixth as

Mays and Bonds each ripped

homers with a man aboard.

New England 's

Largest

College Daily
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m illinn, read in the papers across the country who told them that "The Establishment is alive and well

The Cage was packed as they listened to the man millions read in the papers

in Washington." (Photo by Gib Fullerton.)

Buchwald Captivates CageAudience
By BOB CALLAHAN

"As Spiro Agnew would say, it's a great

opportunity to be here at the University of

New Hampshire."
For an hour last evening, Art Buchwald

entertained a capacity crowd at the Cage

with this and other bits of humor which sent

the crowd cheering and applauding.

The man who is read by millions, came

out of his airless room at the top of the

about

to Sex
Washington Monument to speak

everything from President Nixon

Education.

Buchwald spent the early part of his

speech telling the audience of his earlier

years in the Marine Corps and of his attempt

at getting into college. Lacking a high school

diploma he was unable to get a degree from

the University of Southern California. He

On The Inside:

Apartments Doomed?
See page two

Voting

:

How to Register
See page three

told the audience that they are all wasting

their time in college because even though he

never received a degree, he was made

Alumnus of the year at U.S.C. last year.

For fourteen years, Buchwald lived in

Paris. Speaking about this he said that the

farther you get away from Washington, the

more things look to be under control.

President Nixon received a large amount

of comment from the syndicated columnist.

"Nixon has three White Houses, one in San

Clemente, one in Key Biscay ne... no wonder

he feels the strain in Mississippi." Buchwald

said.

Mentioning Billy Graham, Buchwald said

that the reason that he changes Presidents

so often is that Graham's job is saving souls

and he has to go where the business is.

"We had fun in Chicago," Buchwald said

in talking about a contest which the

reporters had in trying to find the best

protest sign which characterized the student

demonstrations.

Speaking about the candidates in the '68

election, Buchwald said that Nixon looked

like a guy that you wouldn't buy a used car

from, Humphrey looked like a guy who

bought a used car from Nixon, and George

Wallace looked like a guy who would steal

one.

The man who is against whoever is in

power, said, in speaking about the situation

of the country, that he considers himself as a

cruise director on the Titantic.

Gun registration was another topic that

drew a large applause from the audience

"I'm for gun registration." he told the

group. "The reason is very personal My
neighbor has a gun and he can't even water

his lawn straight
"

"The local candy store is where I got my
sex education." "Every afternoon at 3:00 we

were given a lesson by thirteen year oka

This tvpe of instruction is what k**pt me out

of the back seat of a car until I was 23." He

then told the group that when he reached the

age of 13 he took on the role of an instructor.

Who knows how many I've destroyed?" he

said.

I NEVER HAVE ANYTHING TO DO
WITH POLITICIANS-Art Buchwald
firmly reassured everyone yesterday

that even though he makes his living

writing about politicians, he never has a

thing to do with them. (Photo by Jim

Lavrakas.)

Buchwald is the man with all the answers

for the problems which the United States is

facing. He has the solution to ending the war

in Viet Nam. "We should charter two 747 s

and fill them up with German and Japanese

Industrialists and Rankers and Hy them to

t onhmietl on page three
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October 4 Vote

Selectmen May Ban New Apartments

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 197
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Amherst selectmen will vote October 4

on an article to place a temporary ban

on apartment construction in Amherst.

that all multi-housing construction be

restricted. We merely want to stop it so

that citizens can be informed," he said.

^!wh- m»led view of the front of a Northampton apartment complex. Future con-

structiono^^ similar to this may face a shaky future .n the Amherst

area. (Photo credit by Tom Webber.)

The article, presented before the

hearing by its author, Raymond Werbe,

proposes to see "what the town wanted,

qualitatively and quantitatively, in the

way of multi-housing structures," ac-

cording to Werbe.

He commented that "the town should

have a say as to how many and what

types of units should be con-

structed. ""The ultimate goal," Werbe

added, was to achieve "educated and

informed" public opinion in regard to

housing construction.

"Do you see the article as a per-

manent exclusion of apartment con-

struction?" inquired Michael Cann of

the Planning Board.

Werbe replied that it "was not the

intention of the signers of the petition

The Rev. Gordon Dean, Associate

Director of Grace Church, spoke for the

Council on Aging, and expressed con-

cern about specially designed housing

for the elderly.

"If Amherst fails to provide for the

special needs of the elderly, then many

of the older citizens will have to pull up

their roots and leave their home town,"

Dean said.

Board member David Elder added

that there were "more applications than

space for elderly housing in Chestnut

Court."

Selectmen Mrs. Nancy Eddy came out

in support of the article, saying "It's the

only hope for getting some changes."

According to Mrs. Eddy, a pressure

situation would be created if the article

was passed. "There would be pressure

to get a housing study done to submit

recommendations, while at the same

time it would take the pressure off the

Planning Board from granting permits

when they're not sure they should be

granted."

Raymond Campbell, representing the

Landlord-Tenant Relations Committee,

expressed opposition to the article,

saying that he "shared with the intent

but did not agree with the vehicle."

Campbell voiced concern over the

possibility of a monopoly occurring

saying that one big outfit could get

control of existing apartments and

damage the rent market. "We should

not eliminate any shelter that could

become available," he concluded.

Mrs. Joan Golowich of 20 Duxbury

Lane favored the article saying that "it

will not stop growth and it is not the

intent to do so." She added that Hadley

has housing for the elderly units

although it does not permit ordinary

apartments.

Town Manager Torrey called the

article a "drastic measure" and

claimed that it would "torpedo the

Center School Complex."

"I'm not proud of everything that's

been built in Amherst in the way of

multi-family housing, but nevertheless

people are living in these places and

have shelter," he said.

Torrey also expressed worry over the

article's possible affect on rents, saying

that if the amount of housing was fixed,

tenants would be placed in a disad-

vantaged position.

"There are many worthwhile projects

which could come along that we'd hate

to have to knock out," Torrey said. He

cited in particular the possibility of new

housing to replace the old fraternity

housing, or architecture of particular

merit which might be proposed.

Torrey objected strongly to the im-

precise wording of the article, which

specifies no time limit for the halt on

apartment construction. Since approval

of the article requires changes in the

zoning bylaws, the vagueness of the

article could have important

ramifications.

In effect, Torrey pointed out, the

article is not a moratorium or tem-

porary arrangement, because it takes a

two-thirds majority at a Town Meeting

Pufton Village (known in some circles

as Southwest North) is positively scenic

in this deceptively natural shot. (Photo

credit by Barbara Brecher.)

to put something back on the bylaws.

"You can't speak about next March,"

said Torrey. "Many people are against

any form of multi-family housing, so you

cannot count on a two-thirds vote at the

next Town Meeting."

t:
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INTERCOLLEGIATE
BOWLING:

All undergraduates interested in com-

peting for a position on the UMass Bowling

Team,

please contact Ernie AAalagrida

2004 Kennedy

phone: 546-7882

deadline is Friday, October 1.

(Up flusarlpurtli flailg (tolltfUm

OHiccof m* DAILY COLLEGIAN «rt or. the second floor of the Student Union on

the Ur.ivers.tv carnpo*. lip code 0100? Phone* are MS 2550 (new*), 545034*

(sports), and 54V UW (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes live

times weekly Monday through Friday dunng the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods; three or lour times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday fall* within a week. Accepted tor mailing under the

authority Of the act of March I, 1I7» as amended by the act of June 11, tt4J Sub

»criBlionratea areta 00 per semester, SI0.00 per year
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ELECTIONS

RSDAY SEPT. 30, 1971

Commuters! 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. • in front of Bookstore

Residents! 6 p.m. - 9 p.m. - in Dorms

BuchwaldPleasesLargeCrowd
Continued from page one

Hanoi to explain to the

Viet Cong what happens when

you loose a war to the United

States.

In the closing part of his hour-

CIGAR FIRMLY IN HAND, Art Buchwald made the rounds

yesterday, stopping in on a journalism class, where he said he likes

to think of his satire as sticking a sharp knife into someone and then

pulling it out before he realizes it. (Photo by Gib Fullerton.)

long speech, Buchwald remarked
about Communism and FBI Chief

J. Edgar Hoover. He called for

redistricting of the Communist
Party so that each town would

have one of its own. This would

give anti-Communist groups
someone to fight against. He

called this idea of his "Bus a

Commie."

The question on many people's

minds last night was where does

Buchwald get his information. He
answered this question by saying

that he gets ideas from watching
the political activity in

Washington, reading newspapers
and some he just makes up.

"It really scares you when you

make something up and it turns

out to be true." Buchwald
mentioned that an instance like

this happened five years ago. He
was in Canada and told the

Canadians that the United States

doesn't have time to be nice to its

friends. He said that the only way
to get any attention from the U.S.

is to provoke them, "The scarey

thing about it is that two weeks
after an article appeared about

my trip to Canada, they blew out

every light in the Northeast part

of the Country.

After answering questions

from the audience, Buchwald
was the guest at a coffee hour

held in the Colonial Lounge
followed by a visit to the

Collegian office.

Viet Students Riot
SAIGON (AP) -Students hurling

fire bombs clashed with police in a

new flareup of anti-government

demonstrations Tuesday and
witnesses said one student was
shot and wounded by police.

The demonstrations followed a

new appeal by President Nguyen
• Van Thieu Monday for voter

support in the Oct. 3 elections. He
cited his government's success in

pacification and its efforts to help

disabled war veterans and other

war victims.

The youths, a mixture of some

200 university and high school

students, threw dozens of gasoline-

filled bottle bombs and damaged

four vehicles, two of them believed

to be American-owned.

The student was shot in the chest

by a policeman during the melee.

He was taken by police to a

hospital. There was no immediate
report on his condition.

South Vietnamese police im-

mediately sealed off the area of the

demonstration. Even U.S. military

police, seeking to check on the U.S.

vehicles reportedly fire bombed,

were not immediately able to get

into the area.

The protest occurred at Phu
Nhuan Market, a congested

suburban area 1-1/2 miles north of

the center of Saigon.

The students carried banners

denouncing Thieu's government

and his decision to run unopposed

in the election.

Shortly after the Phu Nhuan
outbreak, another demonstration

occurred in Saigon's central

market and police fired tear gas to

break it up
The two demonstrations oc-

curred as Thieu was to make a

scheduled campaign appearance

at the Saigon zoo, but he did not

appear.

Protests were staged in at least

five cities Monday. Five policemen

were wounded by grenades when a

march by 200 disabled veterans

erupted into violence in Da Nang.

CEQ

Ban The Bomb
By ELISA CAMPBELL

Good old Uncle Sam is generously thinking of providing all of us

-

peaceniks ecology freaks, old-fashioned ban-the-bomb enthusiasts.

Aleutian islanders, Alaskans of all races, Russians, Japanese.

Canadians, Californians, and just plain people interested in living healthy

lives and having healthy, unmutated children -with a chance to gather

together to celebrate our concern for our world and each other. The party

is called Cannikin and will be in October: the place will be a small island

in the Aleutian chain, Amchitka. If that means nothing you, that s 1500

miles from Canada, Japan, and mainland Alaska, but only 800 miles from

the Soviet Union. Don't be late-entertainment is by everybody's favorite

super-heavy group, the Atomic Energy Commission. They make Pacific

Gas and Electric look like a light bulb, and Black Sabbath like Easter

Sunday.
,

_ .

You remember the AEC's outasite event last December 18, Baneberry

at their commune in Nevada. They were so outrageous that their

radioactive vibes spread over thirteen states and part of Canada. That

makes a total of 17 out of 46 events that got just a little out of control.

Heavy! and now they are back again! Only this time, since Cannikin is

their biggest gig yet- five megatons-they're holding the festival in a

wildlife sanctuary way out on the end of Alaska. They've tried out the

place twice already and just know it's the perfect spot for Cannikin. It's a

little over half a mile to the two nearest seismic faults. The only really

close neighbors who might object to the earthshaking power of the AEC

are 44 species of birds (mostly nearly obsolete bald eagles and peregrine

falcons) sea otters, sea lions, harbor seals, and a few million fish. Of

course, those old men who run Alaska, Japan and Canada have protested

but it's not their property. Amchitka is United States public land, which

means it belongs to the U.S. government. If Congress is willing to pay the

AEC and Nixon is willing to sign them, the party's on no matter what the

neighbors think.

And you know, with the AEC heading the bill, anything can happen.

There's still radiation from Long Shot in 1965 and Milrow in 1969. At the

least part of the ground will jump in the air, taking water and fish with it.

When it all comes down, the beat may be heard for miles along those

groovy faults. Vibration along one of the world's major earthquake

zones! Waves of cosmic energy reaching across the Pacific all the way to

California maybe! You may even get a hit off some old World War II

mustard gas that's been stashed on the ocean floor in rusty drums for a

quarter of a century. Wow!
But what will really take you higher is the intense energy of the cosmic

forces that the AEC always generates. Of course, to keep the authorities

calm they insist that everything will be under control. They've moved

the stage to over a mile below the surface and about halfway between the

two nearest known faults. They say they're sure the new vibes won't call

back the spirits of those earlier events: "It is not conceivable that Can-

nikin would cause release of underground radioactivity from the cavities

which remain from the earlier Milrow and Long Shot tests." If you make

it sound official, you know, government officials will go along with

anything Like, they think this thing is for the national defense. They are

going to shoot this monster up in the air in a Spartan rocket to form an x-

ray blanket to protect us from Chinese missiles. Buck Rogers! Part of

that nation-wide tour called ABM that got cancelled a couple of years ago.

Only someone forgot to cancel Cannikin. So all this incredible energy is

going to come absolutely bursting out; and even if only "a few percent of

the total radioactivity" gets into the audience, just think what a few

percent of a five megaton event is bound to be! And stick around after the

band's gone, because these vibes could keep on coming out for years. You

may be able to snort it, or you may even be able to drink it in water. A

whole ocean of electric water!

And the concert is absolutely free.

Vets Take Heed
It is essential that veteran students who are eligible for educational

benefits under the G.I. Bill and "war orphans", to re-enroll annually at

registration on a VA form in order to insure continuation of these

^iTippears that some 400 veterans who were on campus last year under

the G I Bill have not re-enrolled to have their benefits continued

These students should immediately complete the prepared
I

VA orrn

Room 239 Whitmore or their training allowance checks will be delayed

until December, or possibly later.

Northshield Lives

TONIGHT

I
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This fall when you and Sally Torque go to the big game with Purvis U., take along a copy of the October

issue o he National Lampoon. For the 75 cents you would have spent on a football program to find out

hat Bm GlefsonTight end for the Purveyors, hails from Mofongo, Indiana, and majors .n port const rue-

ion vou'll hav^Something to do during half time when the Ashcr B. Durand H.gh School Large Drum and

S.«s Marching Corps slides into John Philip Sousa's "Bataan Death March" for the fourth -e^Youl

beTeading a fifteen-page Mad parcJy; "125th Street," the educational TV show where those adorable

^ 1 I ;„ nit ami the Cocaine Monster teach ghetto children their place; "Magical Misery Tour,

Sreco^dsVhe Beat&"a bnd" where all you need is a lawyer; "The Final Seconds » a gridiron

^inne staHnK those inseparable chums, Moose Nixon and Ruff M.tchcll; and "Right On! the some

J Ss wa!-game plavcd fo'r years in army think tanks and radical encounter groups. And much more. The

Rack to S^ool issue of the National Lampoon is on sale at newsstands everywhere.
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In The Nation And The World

Thieu Asks For Support
SAIGON (AP) -President Nguyen Van Thieu ap-

pealed anew Monday for voter support in the Oct. 3

election, citing his government's success in

pacification and its efforts to help disabled veterans

and other war victims.

He also claimed he has brought the country closer to

peace and prosperity during his four years in office.

As Thieu delivered his second televised speech of

the campaign, officials assessed results of a day of

scattered but coordinated anti-government street

demonstrations.

Protests were staged in at least five cities and five

policemen were wounded by grenades when a march

by 200 disabled veterans erupted into violence in Da

Nang, South Vietnam's second largest city.

An estimated 2,000 veterans and students took part

in a peaceful anti-Thieu march in the coastal city of

Qui Nhon. American vehicles were fire-bombed in Can

Tho, and Saigon witnessed the first pre-government

demonstration of the campaign.

As was true of most of Monday's protests, disabled

veterans led the pre-government demonstration in

front of the National Assembly building.

But all evidence-including the fact that the 23

demonstrators arrived and departed in government

trucks- indicated it was officially organized in an

effort to offset the anti-government activities

elsewhere.
Police broke it up after an hour by loosing three tear

gas canisters that scattered spectators, who out-

numbered the demonstrators.

Thieu's 75-minute television speech was one of the

longest he has ever made but contained little that was

new.
He outlined his plans if given a vote of confidence

next Sunday. Thieu, the only candidate, has said he

will resign if he fails to get at least 50 per cent of the

votes cast.

The president said security had increased to the

point where all but 25,000 of South Vietnam's 17.5

million people live under government control and

predicted that this control would be complete by the

end of this vear.

Of 10,500 hamlets, he said, only 52-mostly in remote

areas-were not controlled by Saigon.

Thieu's figures appeared to contrast sharply with

the latest monthly report of the U.S.-devised Hamlet

Evaluation System which last week showed a .3 per

cent slippage, nationwide, in security.

The HES figures showed a total population of 18.4

million, with 70,000 living under Viet Cong control and

another 852,000 in "contested"' areas.

Monday's Da Nang demonstration - the most violent

yet in South Vietnam's second largest city during the

election crisis - erupted when police used tear gas in

efforts to drive the veterans back into their shan-

tytown near the Da Nang air base.

International Cooperation

Urged On Monetary Crisis

WASHINGTON (AP)-The In-

ternational Monetary Fund urged

its member countries Monday to

"make every effort to cooperate

with the United States" in

achieving a basic improvement in

the U.S. balance of payments.

Pierre-Paul Schweitzer, the IMF
managing director, delivered the

appeal to the 118 national

delegations opening the week-long

annual meeting of the fund, where

President Nixon 's pressure play

for worldwide currency

revaluation is under heavy at-

tack.

A warning that West Germany
may be forced to retaliate against

what it considers the rigidity of the

American stand has been made to

Secretary of the Treasury John B.

Connally by the German finance

minister, Karl Schiller.

Schiller notified Connally-

according to German sources here-

that West Germany "may be

compelled to come to a painful

reappraisal of the economic and

currency policy we have been

pursuing."

The circumstances in which

Schiller hinted at a rift in the

hitherto closely cooperative U.S.-

German relationship were not

divulged. It was known to have

been in direct conversation. The
German minister reportedly has

used similar language in other

discussions here.

IMF director Schweitzer urged

prompt and collaborative efforts to

solve the currency disorders

precipitated by Nixon's Aug. 15

action suspending the con-

vertibility of dollars into gold.

He emphasized that all countries

should make contributions-a broad

hint that the United States, in

addition to insisting that other

countries revalue their currencies

upward, should go part way by

devaluing the dollar-that is, raising

the price of gold.

But Schweitzer told the

delegates, whose meeting is

concurrent with that of the

governing board of the World

Bank:
"Other countries and the in-

ternational community at large

should make every effort to

cooperate with the United States in

the task of achieving a fun-

damental improvement in its

balance of payments."
Almost as he spoke, the Com-

merce Department issued August

figures showing a deficit in the

American trade balance for the

fifth month in a row. The U.S.

imported $259.7 million more in

goods than it exported. The deficit

was $304 million in July.

That brought the deficit for the

year through August to $936.1

million, in sharp contrast to a

surplus of $2.2 billion for the same
span in 1970.

Nixon ordered the import sur-

charge into effect in mid-August,

but it did not significantly affect

the month's trade totals because it

did not apply to goods in transit.

Corrupt Doings

Swamp Postal Bids
WASHINGTON (AP)-Rep. Morris K. Udall, D-Ariz., alleged Monday

there is "a strong appearance of impropriety" in the selection of un-

derwriters for a $250 million offering of U.S. Postal Service bonds.

Parties involved quickly denied any impropriety.

Udall chairman of the House Postal Service subcommittee, said a two-

month investigation by his staff found "no compelling evidence at this

time of violations of the criminal code" but accused postal officials of "a

lesser degree of misconduct and impropriety."

The Postal Service emphatically denied any wrongdoings in selection

of five underwriters for its first bond sale.

"The report gives no support whatsoever to the charge that political

considerations were involved," a spokesman said.

Udall's report asserted that Kidder, Peabody and Co., whose board

chairman and 13 vice presidents contributed at least $47,893 to GOP

campaigns in 1968. was selected even though it had never handled a bond

issue of that type. A spokesman for the New York investment firm

declined to comment. ._*•>.. . •*

Udall's report asserted also that Dillon, Read and Co., Inc., of New

York was chosen "largely because of the personal relationship" of senior

Asst Postmaster Gen. James Hargrove, who had dealt with Dillon Read

as a former vice president of a company doing business with the banking

Hargrove replied he ' 'consulted with no one outside the Postal Service"

on Dillon Read's selection. A spokesman for the firm said "politics had

nothing to do with the selection, at least as to our firm."

Udall's report said further that Peter Flanigan, a White House special

assistant and a former Dillon Read vice president, had participated in

discussions and meetings on the bond sale.

Udall called this "a serious breach of propriety."

Flanigan said he was "in no way involved" in the selection, and added,

"I reject entirely any suggestions of impropriety."

Udall's report said the Postal Service "made a serious mistake in not

stopping the underwriters from hiring President Nixon's and Atty. Gen^

John N . Mitchell's old law firm of Mudge, Rose, Guthrie and Alexander of

New York as their legal counsel.

Hargrove said Nixon's old law firm was selected by the lead un-

derwriter, Salomon Brothers & Hutzler, because it is that firm's legal

counsel.

MDC Classifieds Pay

For Rides Open Rush
call Frat. -Sor.

545-2163 ^ .*. r\ nr\ Park

253-9034 Tonite 9:30

Phi Mu Delta

Be different. Make your own decision. Come and see

what it's all about.

Red China's UN Seat Probable
UNITED NATIONS. NY. (AP>-

The new thinking on China was

reflected Monday in the U.N.

General Assembly where Iran, a

long-time U.S. ally called for the

seating of Peking as the only

government of China.

Foreign Minister Abbas Ali

Khalatbari of Iran was one of the

early speakers in the round of

policy declarations which will

occupy the 130-nation assembly for

the next three weeks.

Iran abstained last year in the

U.N. China vote, but since then has

joined the swing to Red China,

which now includes a majority of

the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization countries.

Brazilian Foreign Minister

Mario Gibson Barboza. opening the

general debate, asserted that "the

participation oi this new partner is

taken for granted, whether it be

todav or tomorrow."

Without mentioning the United

Statea b) name, he criticized big

power politic?, which he said was

mainly responsible for the changed

prospects lor Red China.

"The very novelty of the

situation, which is now in the offing

and that fundamentally changes

the prospects for membership in

the United Nations," he said, "is

that a superpower has decided that

the time has come to acknowledge

the existence of another great

power."
Brazil has in the past sided with

the United States in opposing

Peking's seating. Gibson Barboza

did not say Monday how he would

vote on the two rival resolutions

before the assembly.

Those are the U.S. plan to seat

the Chinese Communists while

permitting Nationalist China to

remain, and the so-called Albanian

resolution calling for the expulsion

of Taiwan.
Tho Albanian resolution has

picked up three new sponsors,

Ceylon, Nepal and Equatorial

Guinea, to bring the total to 21.

This appears to be part of a

numbers game to put it ahead of

two l
; S.-backed resolutions

The U.S. proposal embodying the

two Chinas policy has 17 sponsors

and a second one to declare the

expulsion of Taiwan an "important

question" has 19 sponsors. If the

latter is approved, a two-thirds

majority would be required for

on.

Later in the day, Japan outlined

its new policy as a cosponsor of the

two-Chinas resolution. Former
Foreign Minister Kiichi Aichi told

the assembly that the expulsion of

Taiwan would upset the in-

ternational balance in the Far East
and increase tensions.

One country which stood pat was
India. Her foreign minister, Sardar
Swaran Singh, declared that only

Peking is entitled to occupy the

China seat.

Our Hirohito
ANCHORAGE, Alaska <AP>-

President Nixon headed home
today after a whirlwind three-day

tour of the Pacific Northwest that

was climaxed by a historic

meeting with Japanese Emperor
Hirohito.

Nixon departed Anchorage for

Washington at 2:21 p.m. EDT.
Earlier, about midnight local

time Sunday he and Hirohito stood

stiffly at attention as red-jacketed

U.S. Marines, heirs to men who
fought Japan on dozens of Pacific

battlefields in World War II.

passed in review.
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By KAREN PEARSON
A terrifying explosion of searing metal permeates the campus,

accompanied by an excruciating brightness. A small passenger

plane has flown too low and the pilot is unable to see the ominous

form of the library. There are no survivors. Why?? Because

someone had ripped off the signal globes from the top.

True situation? No. Possible? Yes

The new UMass library is 532 feet above sea level, 300 feet from

top to bottom, which makes it the highest elevated building this side

of Boston's Prudential Building and the only library of its kind in

People often query, "Why such a tall library?" The assistant

director of planning at Whitmore explains: "We are assigned to

build alibrary in a central location on campus, near the pond, i ne

only way to fit a 600,000 square foot building in the assigned lot is to

build up." . WJJ „„„ •

Two other sites were considered, one where Dickinson Hall is

now but they were finally considered inadequate.

Because of the 28-story library's unusual character, building

procedure goes beyond the ordinary aspects of labor division and

construction. According to Paul St. Martin, superintendent for D.

O'Connells Sons, Inc., the contractor "The biggest problem is

providing safety for the workmen. There are people working over

people and there's a constant danger of falling objects." He stated

that safety bulletins are published and regular meetings on the

subject are held for the UMass crew.

midt.)

Landlord-Tenant Group

Working Quietly But Well

By STEPHEN SMITH
The Landlord-Tenant Relations

Committee is alive and well in

Amherst.
Because it operates behind the

scenes with little public fanfare

and because it respects the

anonymity of those involved in

disputes which come before it, the

landlord-tenant group is the

phantom committee of the town.

The relative obscurity of its

operational procedures makes it

difficult to assess what the com-

mittee is doing., how they're doing

it and what they ultimately ac-

complish. Closer examination

reveals that the committee is

playing an increasingly important

role in solving Amherst's rental

housing problems.

The Landlord-Tenant Relations

Committee was established by 1970

Town Meeting vote to deal with

complaints of unfair and

unreasonable practices in pnvate

rental units in Amherst. Selectmen

appoint the committee, which is

composed of five members and two

alternates. At least one member

must be a tenant, and one a lan-

dlord.

No Judgements
"The intent of the committee is

not to pass judgement," said

committee member Raymond

Campbell. "Our object is to get

inspection and take action if

necessary.

When the complaint doesn t

involve living conditions per se,

however, a complainant's only

recourse is often taking the matter

to court. This would occur when the

complaint involved such things as

security deposits, rent raises, and

written or understood terms of the

The biggest problem confronting

the committee is lack of en-

forcement powers, according to

alternate Richard Howland.

"There seems to be a serious

problem getting enforcement out

of certain town offices," he said.

Act Reluctantly

Howland, who is the attorney for

students and general counsel for

the student senate at UMass said

that an effort was now underway to

expand the enforcement

capabilities of the committee. This

might be done by having the

committee assume complete

responsibility for whatever action

town officer might recommend,

thereby overcoming the latter's

reluctance to take strong action.

Howland expressed hope that in

the future the committee could be

replaced by a kind of tenant court,

a quasi-judicial body with strong

enforcement powers. There is an

experiment along these

Influenza, a common respiratory

illness occurring in the United

complaints which come before the ™^^i£££!^
committee? Howland pointed out ^n^forn!..! Jg^
that it was difficult o generalize

rfrf iod

but speculated that "landlords who have ot*rea a a j-^
do not make the proper initial ot _protec»on a»ai_^ -^^ k

Student Flu Shots

Given At Infirmary
i i _i-:»:„ ..,.(,. fihrncis h

investment are the source of most

of the complaints."

Landlords who proceed on the

premise that a "well spent buck is

cheaper in the long run" are less

likely to be the target of com-

plaints, he said.

The Landlord-Tenant Relations

Committee is also trying to extend

its jurisdictional bounds into

apartment construction planning

Control of epidemic influenza in

the general student population is,

therefore, not possible through

routine vaccinations.

The Health Services, therefore,

recommends that influenza vac-

cine be administered only to

certain individuals who are at a

greater risk because of chronic

medical conditions.

Annual vaccinations are
apartment cons ruelion 1^™"*

reC0mmended for persons who
The committee *£* *^«~ have the following chronic con-

with the "improvement of apart-

ment living."

Noise, Aesthetics

Such things as aesthetics, noise

level, operating procedures,

recreation facilities and possible

interplay between tenants would

be the committee's responsibility,

according to chairman Steven

Fletcher and Campbell.

Letters relating to this matter

have been sent to the Planning

Board and the Zoning Board of

Appeals but have not yet been

answered. It is the hope of the

committee members that their

consideration and approval of

have the

ditions:

—Congenital and rheumatic heart

dlS63S6
—Hypertensive heart disease

—Chronic pulmonary diseases

such as asthma, chronic bron

chitis. cystic fibrosis, bron-

chiectasis, and emphysema
—Diabetes and other chronic

metabolic conditions

Those students who would be

eligible for vaccination under the

above mentioned criteria and who

have never received an influenza

vaccine before should come to the

Health Services for a primary

series of injections. Two injections

must be given six to eight weeks

apart and should be concluded by

mid November.

For those who have received

influenza vaccine in the past year,

only a single booster dose is

required. Because the vaccine is

prepared from viruses grown in

.mbryonated eggs, persons who

are allergic to eggs should not

receive the vaccine.

Students with questions about

influenza vaccines may consult

Mrs Adair at the Health Services.

•h as asmma, vmtmma u»"»

Kosher Food Offered

aSrd and tenaTtT together." planned in Brookline.

The committee's goal is to solve «*-* - '*" ^neral

complaints in a way that is

agreeable to both parties. It is

hoped that this can be done as

amicably as possible. According to

Campbell, the committee "doesn t

want an confrontations." Campbell

estimates that 80-90 per cent of the

complaints are solved in this

fashion because "the people are

usually reasonable."

If a voluntary agreement is

impossible, the committee can

request the building inspector or

the board of health to make_an

Due to the many new food services present on campus this year, even

the most meSous food nut can find something to his preference.

Among the new innovations is a "Kosher Kitchen .

Koster meaning ritually proper, is an ancient way of preparing foods

in

K
wtc

e
honly

a
cert

g
ain prcZts^re used. The program here on campus

commute — consists of lunches served on a weekday basis in the Hillel office
.

ine

consideration and approva o ££"£££&"£ the Governor's lounge kitchen, which has been

matters pertaining to the quality of toons are P ^ ^ student union planning board.

apartment life will eventually be ™°e

h^
a
h

a

ne
*

of foods used are limited, select.ons are not. Foods

made a requirement of building
ra^m

°

g

U
frVrFrench to Chinese can be prepared.

permits.

TUESDAY NIGHTS

THE COMPARATIVE LITERATURE FILM SERIES

presents

Sept. 28: Children of Paradise

one showing at 8 p.m.

Oct. 5: Phaedra
8 and 10

Oct 12: Last Year at Marienbad
8 and 9: 50

Oct. 19: Hiroshima, Mon Amour
8 and 9: 45

0< i ?o Les Liaisons Dangereuses

8 and 10

Nov Apu Trilogy: Pather Panchali

at 8, AparajitoatlO

Nov. 9: The World of Apu
8 and 10

ALL FILMS IN THOMPSON 10.4

FOR INFORMATION: 5-0929

Nov. 16: The Hawks and the Sparrows
8 and 9: 45

Nov. 23: Joan of the Angels?
8 and 10

Nov. 30: Before the Revolution

8 and 10

Dec. 7: The Grand Illusion

8 and 10

Dec. 14: The Trial
8 and 10

Dec. 21: The Sky Above, the Mud Below

8 and 9: 45

Season Tickets

single tickets -

- Any Six Films for $3.00 or

$.75 at the door.
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Where Power Lies
With the drive for voter registration enlarging daily,

many people are overlooking another political problem

which stretches deep into the roots of the Campus com-

munity. The fact is that Student Senate elections have had

to be postponed a week due mainly to a lack of candidates

around the campus.
It was less than a year ago when the campus was

engulfed in the controversy centered around the payment

of Student Senate officers. It seemed then, and it appears

more evident now, that the only things students care about

is conserving their money and remaining removed from

all campus problems. However, the fact remains that

these goals are not and can not be mutually exclusive.

Though many may shun the troubles of the campus,

there are a few, as there must be, who feel they must take

up the slack of their less interested neighbors. However, it

seems that their numbers are declining every year. The

end result of this decay is that the student role in campus
governance will gradually be handed over to other sources

of power and though these new sources may have the

desire to do their job well, they will not have the vested

interest in protecting the pocketbooks of the students that

their own representatives have.

In a more short range view though, Student Senators are

important for the mere fact that the Senate possesses a lot

of power and whether you're happy with this arrangement

of not, it is hopeless to deny that fact. The only way to get

in on the power so that you can direct some of its energy in

the directions you desire is to become a member of that

body. We urge anyone who has any interest in the present

and future of UMass to run for the Student Senate.

Parti

As far as the eye can see ...desk.

Women sitting behind them, backs

straight and stiff, transfering from

one sheet to another something
someone else has written, and
someone else will receive, but no
one really needs.

Men and women on an assembly

line...putting together a product

that will fall apart, will blow up,

will cost many times more than it

is worth; men and women with no

say in the building of the product,

or where it will go.

In the factory and the field, in

classrooms and coalmines, in

hospital and home. ..Americans
toil. For what? For the next meal,

the next paycheck, the next

promise, for the shoddy goods and

polluted air, for their children who
will rebel at the prospect of being

part of this meaningless and empty

life? For the profit of the few, the

many give their lives in this dull

routine. Many people anxiously

watching the clock at work, only to

be so exhausted during their

leisure, that TV becomes the only

way to pass the time.

America is soaked with

alienation; with people who cant

afford to be sick and can't find a

way to be healthy; with poverty

and hunger, drudgery and
boredom; with veterans returning

from an immoral war who can't

find jobs; with racism; with

heroin; with despair.

That despair is not just the

depair of the poor and those who
toil endlessly. That despair ex-

tends to those whose basic

material needs have been met as

well. The vast majority of people

are prevented from realizing their

human potentials in freedom and

creativity. The technology and

wealth that could be used to

liberate us from toil and allow us to

meet everyone's basic human
needs is used, instead, to enslave

us to a life of drudgery. Nothing is

more clear in America today than

the huge distance between the

actuality of America in the 70s and

its potential. And nothing is more
frustrating than the endless line of

politicians and opportunists, some
of whom recognize the existence of

a problem, but none of whom dare

offer any real alternative.

America is run by a small group

of people whose economic power

gives them political power. These

people control all the basic

decisions that affect the lives of

most Americans, and through an

elaborate system of military and

economic arrangements, control

the destinies of most people in the

world. That control is exercised not

for the benefit of the majority, but

in order to increase the wealth and

power of that small minority. We
believe that power must be

redistributed to all people so that

they can control their own lives. In

practical terms, this means put-

ting most questions directly to the

people. It means ending a phony

electoral system in which one gets

to chose between personalities who

agree on the basic questions. It

means ending the advertising

industry's job of creating needs in

people for products that they would

otherwise never buy. It means

ending the manipulative

techniques employed in the media

to 'engineer consent-manage

elections.' It means
democratization of the economy,

from the local level on up, and

abolition of the power of the cor-

porations. In short, we are for a

totally democratic socialism.

Democratic socialism has little

in common with the bureaucratic

regimes of Eastern Europe or the

welfare statism of Sweden. It is

true that the advance of the

welfare state and the advent of

communist dictatorships have
helped raise the material standard

of living in many countries. But at

the same time, the bureaucracies

that have developed have taken on

many of the features of previous

class societies-using their special

power to exploit workers and to

create a sense of powerlessness

and alienation that undermines the

freedom and creativity that must

be an essential part of human life.

We do not want to substitute a new
bureaucracy for the old -we want a

totally new society in which the

people control their own lives and

are free to develop themselves in

ways which they themselves

choose. Hence, while we are

concerned to eliminate the poverty

and degradation of a society run by

the capitalists, we want
simultaneously to be preparing

people to govern their society for

themselves.

(A feature of Alternative

Features Service)

Town And Gown
We have all read much about the friction between town and gown,

particularly as it relates to housing but in other matters as well. That is

one reason why it was so refreshing yesterday to hear the remarks of

Chancellor Francis L. Broderick of the University of Massachusetts in

Boston before the Dorchester Board of Trade.

For two years from now. UMass in Boston will move to a brand new

campus at Columbia Point, Dorchester, and what Dr. Broderick talked

about with considerable foresight was, quite plainly and simply, being a

good neighbor.

It was good to hear that UMass in Boston already has a working

relationship with the Columbia Civic Assn. and with the Columbia Point

Action Coalition, and hopes soon to have such a tie with the South Boston

Citizens' Assn. But Dr. Broderick called for more than this — for an-

ticipating problems instead of merely responding to them after they

arise.

The state university, he warned, cannot build housing, or establish day

care clinics or health centers solely as community services nor undertake

projects in economic development. Yet these are eminently desirable,

and he pointed out a way to realize them.

One, he said, could be a non-profit, tax-exempt community develop-

ment corporation, separate from the Dorchester, South Boston and

Columbia Point communities and from the university as well, and yet

including them all, drawing on private investment, foundations and

Federal money to develop new community facilities.

Such an agency or agencies could create new housing to prevent

"blockbusting'' and encourage new business activities, with the

university making available its staff resources for much of the

organizational administrative work. And one result could be the kind of

community services to be needed by the neighborhoods involved.

But merely an exchange of good intentions will not deal with the coming

problems and opportunities. Dr. Broderick is right in urging that a

working partnership be started now to set up the capacity to plan

together, and he has offered to make available to a joint planning group

within 90 days the technical staff needed to translate plans into action.

This was the forward-looking speech of a good neighbor, and his in-

vitation for cooperation ought to be accepted enthusiastically by all

concerned.
(Reprinted from the Boston Globe, 9/21/71.)
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Editorial Points
It seems to be a truth that all

big newspaper men smoke
cigars.

*****

How can people be surprised

at what happened at Attica when

a 1970 Justice Department
survey of the nation's 4,037 jails

indicated that 89% had no

educational facilities, 86%
lacked recreational or exercise

facilities, 49% lacked medical

facilities, 26% lacked visiting

facilities, and 1.4% were even

without toilets. In addition, only

2% of the jail population was

exposed to any kind of in-

novative rehabilitation

program.
*•••*

itemThe following news
caught our interest:

A policeman resigned from the

Philadelphia police force after

saying that he smokes
marijuana. Soon after, a

sergeant in the same district

was arrested for selling heroin

-

to one of his own patrolman, a

three-bag-a-day addict.
*****

Isn't it strange that you see

everyone you know in the Hatch

but never see anyone you know

in the Concrete Coffee Pot?

Letters To The Editor

Clearing The Air

f!%?(;.

To the Editor:

In the spring of 1970, four fraternities on the UMass

campus died. Some attributed this fact to the

fraternities' reluctance to change, others to

decreasing campus interest; many believed that this

was the beginning of the end for the Greek system at

UMass. Although those four casualties decreased the

overall fraternity membership on campus, the sixteen

survivors have held their own or increased in size over

the past year and a half.

With the fraternities now involved in their rush

period, it seems appropriate to comment on the

system as it is today. There was a time that when

someone mentioned "fraternity", the word was

automatically associated with paddling, harassment,

physical hazing, discrimination, drunkenness and

vulgarity. Drunkenness (and the like) can be found in

any dormitory, vulgarity can be seen anywhere on

campus -yes, even in the fraternity system. But the

likes of physical hazing and discrimination are no

longer a part of fraternity life. As it is natural for an

individual to adapt himself according to the changing

times, so it is with the fraternity system. Today the

emphasis is on establishing comparability, respon-

sibility and respect among the members and striving

towards the achievement of the common goals of

working, living and learning together. Overall par-

ticipation is a key factor. Fraternity houses are in

themselves autonomous living units, each in-

dependently owned and operated. The University does

not supply such luxuries as daily maintenance or

convenient food service. But rather, the members of

each individual house are responsible for their

building's upkeep as well as the hiring of their own

cook and the supervising of their own kitchen. And

with each individual having an equal voice, the

direction of the house heads to where the majority

may point it. But not only does it lean towards the

much played upon social and sports programs, but

also towards scholarship and service. Some frater-

nities have their own scholarship chairman; others

The Real Truth
To the Editor:

In today's issue a couple of your staff members

displayed their ignorance concerning the state lottery

bill and the meaning of strict construction of the

Constitution. The question of the state lottery bill is

not "the interest of the State Republican party", as

Mr. Gorczuca contends. The bill the Governor vetoed

gives control of the lottery to the chairman of the state

Democratic committee. The issue is one of partisan

poliUcs being played by the Democratic State

Legislature. The highly successful lottery in the state

of New Jersey is controlled by a board including their

equivalent of our State Treasurer and appointees of

the governor approved by the Senate. I think this is

much more desireable than having the state

Democratic committee chairman awarded a number

of positions in the state government to be dispensed at

his pleasure.

You also ran an editorial on the occasion of the

death of one of the truly great justices of the Supreme

Court. But the author of this piece grossly

misrepresented Justice Black by saying "He firmly

believed against strict construction of the Con-

stitution". When Nixon talks about a "strict con-

structionist" he means someone who interprets the

Constitution strictly according to his own personal

philosophies (Nixon's, that is). In the history of the

Supreme Court the U.S. Constitution has been ripped

apart that strict construction doesn't even exist any

more, at least, not as it was originally interpreted. But

Hugo Black was stricter than most. The First

Amendment begins, "Congress shall make no law

respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting

the free exercise thereof; or abridging" freedom of

speech and the press and the right to assembly and

petition. Mr. Justice Black said that "no law" means

just the: NO LAW. I submit that this is very strict

construction.
Joe Boynton

have private house libraries and study hours at the

Newman Center. Each year various fraternities

willingly donate their time and effort in entertaining

underprivileged youngsters, giving a party at an

orphanage or collecting for Muscular Dystrophy or

the Heart Fund. And for years fraternity men have

volunteered their junior year for Arcon, the

University Guide Service, to operate an outstanding

public relations arm of the University.

But little is ever heard of this aspect of fraternity

life. Instead the pictures in the Index show the

fraternity men passed out on the floor and the articles

in the Collegian tell of the beer-swilling jocks cheating

in Micro 140. But those pictures could not have been

taken in Southwest and the other 500 people in Micro

must have had their eyes glued to their paper, for the

deviant behavior is reserved only for the chosen few.

But through it all, they've survived, and we hope that

we've cleared the air just a little and that in the future,

people will look beyond those funny shaped letters on

the jacket and take that guy for the person he is and

not for what someone else says his organization

makes him.
. , mtt

Rick Pine

Steve Jones

Steve Cleary

Paul Stevens

Unity Among All

To the Editor:

The forces of peace and justice in the United States

are in motion now at a level unprecedented in our

history. There is a real possibility that an end to the

war in Indochina can be forced on Nixon by the people,

now that the present U.S. foreign policy has proven

itself bankrupt.

The administration's determination to deal with all

social problems with guns, clubs and gas is also being

rejected by the people.

The racist genocidal actions against the Black

community on the street corners and in the courts and

prisons has been exposed for what it is-murder.

Murder in Attica. Murder in San Quentin. Murder in

the ghettos and the barrios of the Nation.

The resistance by the Black community has been

overwhelming. Nowhere has the brutal, racist attacks

succeeded in crushing the movement for Black

Liberation.

In fact the insane desperate acts of those in power

point clearly to their inability to deal with the

problems they have created.

The once mighty U.S. economy is now collapsing.

Unemployment is heading toward 6.5%. This figure is

higher in many areas (50% of Black youth in major

cities are unemployed). Inflation continues unabated.

The wage freeze is on-freezing the poor in poverty. We
are in the midst of a housing crisis. The inner-cities are

disintegrating.

Yet here again resistance is seen. More resistance

than we have seen in decades from the ranks of labor.

Labor has joined the fight for peace and justice and

against racism, repression and poverty.

Millions of people have come to the realization that

the policies of Nixon and the Robber barons of finance

capital for whom he works are on all levels anti-people

policies.

This fall will see an offensive against war,

repression, racism and poverty beginning with a

moratorium and local demonstrations on October 13.

We can move qualitatively forward in changing the

priorities of the Nation, if we act in unity.

Unity among all oppressed peoples and all

progressive groups is now needed more than at any

other time in our recent history. And also more

possible.

It is in this spirit we invite all interested groups to a

meeting: ^m
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 AT 8:00 pm
CAMPUS CENTER-ROOM 811-814

to form a coalition that can move the campus and

community on October 13 and throughout the fall

offensive toward peace and justice.

Robert Davidson

Something Missing
By DONNA HODGSON
EDITORIAL STAFF

And something should be said in regards to the absence of that dear

old institution once located in the hub of Southwest - that being the Little

Hatch - better known as "the hatch" to us bums too lazy to walk all the

way to the Campus Center. Maybe you're thinking I'm a sentimental slob

but I've heard many under the collar comments since arriving back

regarding "something missing" in the aforementioned region and the

entire campus, could this possibly be the atmosphere? The second home

to us bored studiers taking a fifteen minute coffee breather before

heading back for several more hours of exhausting work (that is, if we

ever go back!). Somehow I don't believe the loss has yet been fully

realized by the majority since everyone's into jaunts to the bookstore and

Whitmore and Zayres - getting settled back into the routine of college life

- changing schedules, roommates - visiting lost acquaintances - breaking

in new bluejeans —
But think of the boredom that will eventually set in a month or so from

now - when we tire of old friends and desire new - when it's too cold to sit

outside after supper - too cold to play frisbee amidst the first snowfall -

when we feel the need to get away from a crabby roommate or an m-

comprehendable chem. lab - Where can we go?

But yes - you say - The Food Services - living up to the betterment of

Campus existence for us homeless creatures - has created a brand new

"Bites and Pieces" - now occupying Hampden upstairs dining commons -

which is just what it sounds like - a converted dining commons still

possessing a very dining commons appearance - Dull, dark - and un-

The question of approaching another person is answered by the dull

expression promoted by the surroundings. Think of how great it used to

be walking into the Hatch at 10:30, panicking at the thought of having

nowhere to sit - every table occupied - but then a friendly vocal invitation

to sit with him or them - 1 wonder if "Bites" will ever be full?

Anyways, I guess this a lost lament for the past - take it with a "Piece

of salt

A Lonely Midnight Ride
Peeking up a dozen yardlong stairs,

while sitting on my only window-sill;

Reaching to restore what was not there,

and hoping in a dozen years it will...

Bleached white beams in darkness had me
gasping for my every little dream;

Incarcerated in a foul dungeon,

my desecrated mind could only scream...

My trembling hands did pull me slowly on,

dragging every bruised and aching limb;

My eyes were linked with chains to one last dawn,

but every endless hour grew more dim...

Silently the night's mist built a stream-

erosive, leaving gutters in my brain;

The light I saw was from my own eyes' gleam,

and not a dozen suns would dry the rain...

For twelve long, lonely, empty, listless years

I'd built myself to what I thought I'd be-

But each year was an hour filled with fears,

and now I'm facing midnight without Me...

A day or so has passed since when I fell

from off the top of all those yardlong stairs,

And still I'm at the bottom of the well-

that goes to show you can't believe in prayers...

I don't know what I'd do without my love,

but now at least I'm swimming, and not drowned

;

The sun's moon's tide might some day lift me up-

I might, some day, just once more touch

the ground...
T. David Barrett

LfiW
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Draft Counselor's Corner

There's A Price On Your Neck
By GILBERT SALK

One problem about the current

draft system (excluding all the

obvious ones) is that many people,

whose lives it's going to affect,

don't know a fucking thing about it.

What's worse is that people who

don't know what they're talking

about, but think they do, are busily

spreading misconceptions about

the draft.

If you want to know more about

it; or if you just want to help your

brothers then come to our Draft

Counselors Training session. The

Draft Counseling Services is

sponsoring a training session to

begin on Tuesday, September 28, in

room 917 Campus Center.

The fee is $5; this is to cover the

cost of all materials that you will

receive. It starts at 7:00 and will

run for two or three hours for the

next four weeks.

If you want to sign up, then stop

by at the Draft Counseling office in

923 of the Campus Center, or just

show up the first night that we

meet. Check with Gil Salk for an

alternate night, if you can't make it

on Tuesdays.

Also, if you've got a personal

appearance scheduled with your

local board and you want to run

through the procedure, we have

mock draft board meetings in 902

Campus Center on Thursdays

between 10:00 - 12:00.

The important thing is to know
what you're doing. Bother to find

out.

Peace.

Job Hunting Aid Offered
If you are within 12 months of completing your studies, the Career

Planning and Placement Staff will help you select your job options

today at the following times and places:

11:15A.M.

Engin., Nat. Mr. Morrissey Campus

Sci. & Math. Center
Complex, Rm
163

3:30 PM.
Campus
Center
Complex. Rm.
163

Men: Bus., Mr.

Lib. Arts,
Agric. & Stock-

bridge

Women not in Mrs.

Teaching

Edwards Campus
Center
Auditorium

Hardesty Student Union
Commonwealth
Rm.

Campus
Center
Auditorium

Student Union
Commonwealth

Rm.

Open Rush

THETA CHI
496 No. Pleasant St.

Next to Newman Center

Tuesday night, Sept. 28 9: 30-11
:
00

Thursday night, Sept. 30 9: 30-11
:
00

Why not treat

yourself to a better,

richer pizza at

Bell's Pizza

65 University Dr.

2568011-2539051

Free Delivery of Pizzas

Believe all of what you see and none of what you hear!

If you think of Greek as straight you're wrong. If you think of freak

as Communist you're wrong. There are no 'Greeks" or 'freaks." just people.

Siq Ep accepts men for what they are not what they look like. If you

want to grow with the fraternity, with university and with other men, look

Open
Tues., Sept. 28, 1971

7 - 9 p.m.

Call 5-0070 for Rides

Smoker
Sigma Phi Epsilon

9 Chestnut St.

DARE

If You Care...

about tuition increases

day care centers

day care centers

loneliness

an education-not just a piece of paper

teacher evaluation

decent food and housing

waiting 3 hours in line at registration

each other

area govt, becoming a reality

living on Orchard Hill and getting V lot stickers

concert facilities

paying $70 a year for the use of two floors of the CC

living not just existing

How?

30 commuter seats open

1 seat - Brooks, Butterfield, Chadbourne, Greenough, Hills

So., Van Meter No. and So., Wheeler, Crabtree,

Dwight, Hamlin, Johnson^ Knowlton, Leach, Lewis,

Mary Lyon, Thatcher, Emerson James, Melville,

Thoreau, Crampton; each division of the towers also.

2 seats - Baker, Hills No., Brett, Gorman, each dorm on the

Hill, MacKimmie, Patterson, Cance, Pierpont and

Moore-Prince.

3 seats - Brown, Cashin and the John Adams lower and

middle combination.

When?

1) Nomination papers due on October 1st. They may be

picked up outside the RSO offices - 1st level CC

2) Elections - Thursday - October 6, 1971
TO RUN

for

STUDENT SENATE

If You're Thankful for...

coed housing
pass-fail options

smaller room rent increases

10 meal plan

being alive and healthy

new grading policy

Why?
On September 15, 1971, a group of people sat down in a

small room in the basement floor of the Campus Center to

discuss the problems of being a student at this University.

Thirty men and women, the remnants of a once 100-plus

Student Senate. What had happened to the other 70?

Graduation., disgust., impatience., and maybe just

growing up. Yes, they were a motley looking bunch - these

here who proposed "to represent the student body." They

had one outstanding quality however that should have

endeared them to everyone - they recognized themselves

for what they were and so charged the SGA committee to

hold general elections on the 30th of September-less than

two weeks away.

The rest of this saga is the history of a couple of beleagered

students - including one very young and politically naive

chairwoman who'd only served on the committee 3 1/2

weeks before becoming chairman - trying to run a campus-

wide election. If the election is held as planned, it will be

without doubt the most undemocratic and unrepresen-

tative election since the 1968 presidential race. With 30

commuter seats open only 13 people had returned

nomination papers by the deadline. Moreover, many
dorms have only one person running with two seats open.

Therefore, on my own initiative and drawing upon my last

strongholds of authority, I have decided to push the

election date back one week to OCTOBER 7, 1971, with

nomination papers due on October 1, 1971.

Mary Silveira

Chairman, SGA

Daring is the only real caring

"You're A New Man Charlie Brown"

Richard Whelan as Charlie Brown in "You're a Good Man Charlie Brown", the long-running, off

Broadway success, will he performed October 3. at the Campus Center Auditorium for two per-

formances only. Admission, $2.00.

• YOU'RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN," the hit musical

based on Charles M. Schulz' beloved "Peanuts" comic strip wh,ch

plays on October 3, 1971 at the Campus Center Auditorium for 2

performances is acknowledged as the most successful stage ver-

sion of a comic strip, but not popularly known is the fact that comic

strips were being adapted for the stage as early as 1900. "YOU'RE

A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN" is produced by Gordon Crowe,

Arthur Whitelaw and Gene Persson. Clark Gesner wrote the music

and lyrics for the musical romp for which Alan Kimmel designed

the sets and costumes and Jules Fisher the lighting.

Before Charlie Brown ever devoured his first peanut butter

sandwich, before Snoopy had his first run-in with the Red Baron,

before Charles M. Schulz created the characters-before there was a

Charles M. Schulz, the first stage version of a comic strip made its

debut. "THE KATZENJAMMER KIDS," a farce in three acts

based on Rudolph Dirk's famed strip, premiered in New York at

the Third Avenue Theatre on November 26, 1900, and scored equal

successes in its New York run and road tour. "THE NEWLYWEDS
AND THEIR BABY" adapted from David Warfield's strip, opened

and closed quickly on Broadway in 1909 but was successful on tour.

This was the first musical comedy based on a comic strip. The

second, "LITTLE NEMO," based on the still reknowned strip by

Windsor McCay, was distinguished by its composer-none other

than Victor Herbert.

Next came the New York Herald's cartoon by George Totten

Smith, "BUSTER BROWN," a comedy, and a musical version of

Bud Fisher's "MUTT AND JEFF," followed by "BARNEY
GOOGLE AND SPARK PLUG." The biggest comic strip hit of its

day, however, was "BRINGING UP FATHER" based on cartoons

by George MacManus, featuring the song "My Wild Irish Rose."

Czech Leader to Speak
The former chairman of the Czech Writers Union,

which worked to bring Czech leader Alexander

Dubcek to power and spectacularly resisted the 1968

Soviet occupation of his country will speak at Smith

College.

Eduard Goldstucker, Czechoslovakian political

leader and visiting professor of Germanic literature,

University of Sussex, England, will speak at the

college today. He will give a lecture titled "Reflec-

tions on Kafka's 'The Trial' " at 8 p.m. in Wright Hall

auditorium on the campus.
Apart from his membeship in the Dubcek

parliament, Goldstucker did not hold public office in

connection with the "Prague Spring" of January-

August, 1968. However he is regarded by the present

Czech leadership as the gray eminence of the Dubcek

regime. Certainly as writer and lecturer he was one of

its main proponents. His dedication to "socialism with

a human counternance" is indicated by his spon-

sorship of the international Kafka conference of 1963

and his books on Kafka, Rilke, and Werfel. His awards

include the Goethe Gold Medal of the Goethe Institute.

Officially declared an emigre by the government of

Czechoslovakia since 1969, he is subject to a prison

term of up to five years and loss of his Czech

citizenship because of his refusal to return home

under government orders. A member of the Com-

munist Party of the C.S.S.R. since 1933, he was ex-

pelled last spring.

Born in Slovakia in 1913, Goldstucker studied at

Prague's Charles University where he received a Ph-

D. in 1936. He was secretary of the League for Human
Rights in Prague, and taught secondary school there.

He emigrated to England in 1939, where he did

postgraduate work at Oxford.

From 1942 to 1944, he was in the foreign office of the

Czech Exile Government in London, and then was

ambassadorial secretary of his country's exile em-

bassy in Paris. In 1947 he was appointed deputy

ambassador to London and later served as minister to

Israel and as a U.N. delegate.

Goldstucker was appointed minister to Sweden

shortly before his arrest in December, 1951, in con-

nection with the preparation of the Slansky show-

trials. Eleven of the 14 defendants were hanged,

Goldstucker was sentenced to life imprisonment in

May, 1953. He spent two years in a Slovakian fortress

prison and the uranium mines of Bohemia. At the

onset of de-Stalinization he was freed and

"rehabilitated."

If you're going to let other people make
your decisions for you don't come
down to

OPEN SMOKERS
at

Phi Sigma Kappa
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

8: 30 p.m.

(N.F.L. Football Game)

Tues., Sept. 28

Thur.,Sept. 30

Mon.,Oct. 4

Open minded Freshmen and Upperclassmen

Invited.

510 North Pleasant St.

545-0174

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

Si Ford Calaxlc. 40.000 miles, excellent

< omillions, stereo, yellow with black in-

terior, Bulling 1.500. (all 25«-«297.

1965 VW Bus, excellent cond., rebuilt

engine, new clutch, new brakes, great for

camping. $900. or best offer, (all after 6

p.m. 2K8-7265.
lf»-29

FOR SALE

For sale, (.uild Polara elec. Cultar.

(.<hmI action & sound, fan be seen at Faces

of Farth In Amherst must sell! Will

bargain!
tfio-i

•W Saab and '69 Peugeot. Both 45.000

miles, in good condition. Asking 11.250

each, fall 2MM5762 for Inquiry or test

drive.
tf9-2S

1909 VW sedan. Very good condition.

I limi or best offer, fall after I: 30 at 584-

nti.
tf9-29

Tent - III x 12' llettrlck used I week

purchased in June ask $90.

Typewriter-portable underwood exc.

cond. 12(1. I'll. 58B-29«7.

Ill speed Schwlnn Sports Tourer. New
1175. call Mike .M»-«142. 381 Puffton.

IflO-l

Schwlnn M spd. $90 firm, rectilinear

mini. Ill speakers 5O-I8O0 47.I3DB $120.

Fischer Ahfahrts 223cm Wild Man's Ski.

.-,w;-:i»«k.

K.F.

ROOMMATES WANTED
Single girl or couple, own transp.. share

apt. til Nnv.-pos. longer : call 584-2273 M-F
fi-8, anytime, weekends.

U9-28

Female roommate wanted. Come over

to I4fi Mt. Itange Apts. MWF after fi, TTII
after III. In an open field 2 miles from

campus really nice.

tf9-28

Itnommate wanted, male student, to

share I bedroom Puffton Apt. fall 549-

0979.

tf9-at

Share my one room apt. In Amherst f tr.

You pay l:i5/mo.. hut for first semester
only. Message to me. Tom at fi-5208 - 0-

5178.

tf9-29

I'll fix your rough, smokey. gas eating

car for a reasonable fee. fall 25«-8fi38 ask

for Wendell. I make road calls.

119-28

FOR RENT

i;r» Chevy fi cyl. sld. New tires

running. 584-8507 $450 or best.

excel.

tf9-30

MM Jeep FFISfl Pickup/plow/excellent

cond. 1550: Kill model II. wooden cah.,

like new 1125; Hoyal port, typewriter $RO

253-3539 r. p.m.
tf9-28

Hanging Planters-other ceramic ware

made to order. Fred Fnglander 549-1051. 15

fearing St.

tf 10-4

WANTED

I.:. Mustang com., red. stereo tape deck

with deluxe interior. Best offer over $550.

Contact Steve. MUM.
tflO-t

I9fi« Pontiac Tempest, standard trans,

(all after 8 and ask for Janet. 253-7520.

tfio-l

I'Mili l>odgf Van. $450. 25fi-«425.

tf9-Z»

07 VW Bug only 47000 miles, excellent

condition. 2 extra snow tires $825. Firm

:>i«»-:w:i:i.

9-28

Forested house lots cleared. Reasonable

terms, (all 247-5013 between 7:30 p.m. -

9: Ml p.m.
U9-28

Alto Sax. Harmony Folk (iuitar.

Clarinet. Flertric (iuitar. good In-

struments • low prlce-584-8537.

tf9-28

Would like info, on Indian reservation

.schools for educ. project. Anyone who can

help please call Irene 54fi-7083 or Carolyn

533-98fi7.

tf»-29

Men to erect chainllnk fence. Ex-

perienced only. Part time. Fitzgerald

Fences, 340 Bridge Bd.. Florence. Mass
tf 10-4

(ompatahlc female. Nymphs wanted by

2 insatahle males. Fxperience un-

necessary Call 254MM08 ask for Hereck
1(9-29

RIDE WANTED

I bedroom apt., all utilities, no lease.

Pels * children welcome. Wall to wall

carpet. $175 month. Call Kamins Village

Apts.. Belchertown.

___ tf9-30

Mt. Bange Apt. -I hdrm.-2 baths-lvng.

nn. -kitchen - all new - $l85/mo. -

availlable immediately - call l>anny Mt.

i:mlv

119-28

8rnis.wllhfibedrms. 14 miles from Cof
M. Furniture. 2 baths, all utilities paid $350

per month, (all Mil WOT,
tflO-4

HELP WANTED
Campus Heps - opportunity for business-

minded student In earn lop rash and gel

unparalleled experience working for self

on campus. Start immediately. Send brief

resume and phone number to: Mr. C.B.
Hanfnrth. Box 75. Swampscott. MA 01907.

tf9-29

Brilliant handsome young man needs

someone to keep him humble and satisfied.

( all 212-848-27(11.

tf9-29

Sue. 315 H field sit down young

stranger. Cordon is alive and well and

hiding behind a cannabis plant In an sba

washroom. Puhlius.
9-28

( ommuters if rent is a big issue with you

let me make it a big iasue with the Student

Senate vole. Nell Kerstein for Senator.
tf9-3fl

Josh is coming!
»-28

Happy 21st Hot ' Sorry it's a dax lite.

I ove from the kids in 1709.

9-28

TRAIL RIDES

Horseback riding every Sat. & Sun. at

Spellman Farms. Belrherlown.

Beasonahle rates, (all Spellman Frms. on

3 Biver Bd. 283-fi28:i.

1(9-28

Help wanted! Need reliable students

male or female for delivery and sales

work If you are really interested call 549-

ait.
tfio-i

PERSONAL

ROOM WANTED

:.i;M(.A Bn.'idster. «f . cond.. w/dMCB
cnt/inc running pert., conv. top, side

windows. HTB. Michelln Tires. $850.

I Acs. 584-0971..
tflll-1

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

IM7I MM H Honda (I 350 ex'-, cond.

Need monev desperately must sell. Best

offer, call lack B-7fi>. ^^
Honda 305. excellent condition, custom

sissxb.tr and helmet included Only MM
mile*, (all Al rm. «0I J. Adams. 540-M15I.

DTD < HTM Honda, excellent mrch less

than fiooo ml. (all Boh 065-1752 after fi:30.
T

tfr>-2n

1971 Honda ( MSB, I helmets, chain lock

cnxcr. 3000 ml,, crash bars 1875. 323-4130

Cannc, good cond 1 1 Id. UMVNtt affcr 6.

Ifn .'8

IH7I IVnton, 125cc Fndurn 2lh.p. The

ultimate woods hike, ferry SU -3t'o,

If9-2N

|M« KIM met . Shooting Star, excclirnt

condition. Must sell $475.00 Call :.86-o<i77.

|>unchiigg> . 3IM»0 mi., needs vnlks motor,

lop. special seats, much more $475. Call

( ep WiS-atifll,

tf!l-29

Ski boots for sale, men's Knflach. 8

l/SM, White Stars, fall 546-4181 after 7

l> m

.

119-3(1

Walerhcds-Now all sires $ 19.95! Factory

warranty Also frames, liners and pads in

stock ( all Mark at S4XUMM

front Boston to f. Mass. Fri. nltes A

hack to Boston nn Sun. for I person, will

share expenses plrase call Mike al 665-

MM
9-28

SKIERS WANTED

(.iris I2I» and over! We need you to

dance for us. ( all Jerry at I Fella Thl. 546-

TTM
1(9-29

Skiers wanted to share spacious chalet. R

min Irom Mt. Snow I uxurx living, only

ISM lor season, Dec-Mar. (all Martx-51'i-

tiim.
IflO-l

SERVICES

Bisexual male would like to meet hi

male or female for tea and sympathy.

Itcplx in classifieds

tfd-at

|lfj all xnttng sensuous numismatists. 1

need someone to scrub mx pennies. Call 6-

lf!l-29

Nov Male rhauxinisl interested in

Mindless thick for a wBrm. sincere

ri -latini'ship. Send resume and photo M
St Mt,

tf'i-29

Need place to live wllh other female*
near campus, (all Mary 253-7073. If not

there leave message.
tfO-29

In desperate need of room or apt.,

preferably near campus. Call Steph 586-

2908 Keep trying.

U9-29

LECTURE NOTES

I eclure notes art now axailahle in room

:H8 in the Student I ttion I ohhy for all

sultons of Anlhro 101. Bolaitx u>;. I .on.

125 and 120. Ccologx Mll.f.ox. IIHI and 150.

Hist. Ml, Human Hex r.n. Micro 110.

Phil. Hi.'-. I'sxch ml. W, SM. 2iu. -*8ti. Ml.

and .102. Nx lot /o«. Ml .toil )••'•. < >"c

section of lllsl. |M and Psxih Ml also In.

COURSE

Need I hand. Hial-a-band will supply

hand that vour budget can afford. \nx

v.ittttx axailahle. For details, rail Stan

r.iii-92 iv
If'l 29

I nei il an eauer heaxer to keep me xxarnt

these cold nights If xou think you can help

i ,ill me.
tf«-29

I I AltN W^ MAIN I I ROfl W
I ANt.lACI I uderstand A read in m
,, M < ouis. tam.lt hx I \ Inlei pi iter

Indix coin-fshy RtaNN < assettes '.84-

"71" or Is J

IflO-l

ifin-i

- - *?
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AGRICULTURAL 8. FOOD
ECONOMICS:
The A &F. Ec. Dept. is sponsoring

an informal get together for all

members of the dept. including all

students and faculty, Oct. 6 at 8 p m.,

Rm. 1009 CC Refreshments will be

served and friends will be made.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA:
The National Service Fraternity

informal smokers. Open to all

University men on Sept. 28 and 30 at «

p.m., Memorial Hall.

ANGEL FLIGHT:
Meeting tonight,

Dickinson Hall.

7 p.m., in 210

BAKER SALES:
Please bring back

Manual at least. 6 6005.

my Honda

BICYCLE CLUB:
Meeting tonight, 7 p.m. in Rm. 162

CC; Quabbin Tour discussed, future

tours and activities planned.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND
HUMAN NEEDS:
Open meeting in Rm. 103 CC at i

p.m. New members welcome.

Steering Committee meeting 6:30

p m. tonight at the office (Rm. 124) in

CC. Officers please attend; anyone

else may observe.

ECONOMICS MAJORS:
There will be a meeting of the

undergraduate economics liason

committee and all economic majors

on Tues. at 7:30 in CC 175. All

economics majors are urged to come
and plan the future of your dept.

Student representatives to the dept.

will be elected.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
Attention all old members. Im

portant meeting tonight at 7 :30 in CC

905 909.

GSS:
GSS meeting 6:30 in CC 805 9.

Help us help others. Gamma Sigma

Sigma Service Sorority.

Informal Coffee hour on Tues. at

730 p.m., Colonial Lounge, SU. All

welcome.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
The regular square dance lesson

will be held tonight in the Student

Union Ballroom. Lessons will be

continued for the old class members.

Notices
HILLEL:

Sign up for the Computer Dance in

the office. .

Sign up for the Friday evening

dinner in the office this week.

ITALIAN CLUB
Interested in Italian conversation

and culture? Come join us at the

Italian table on Tues. at 5pm
Berkshire Commons in Southwest.

MARKETING CLUB:
There will be a marketing club

meeting Wednesday night at 7:30

p m in SBA 102. All Frosh and Soph

business majors and Junior and

Senior mktg. majors should come to

see what we can offer you.

PLACEMENT MEETING:
Engin, Nat Sci. 8. Math: Mr.

Morrissey, CC Rm. 163.

Men: Bus., Lib. Arts, Agric. 8.

Stockbridge: Mr. Edwards, CC Aud.

Women not in Teaching: Mrs.

Hardesty, Student Union Com
monwealth Rm.

UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN:
Questions or problems concerning

sorority rush? A Panhellenic

representative will be on hand in Rm.
108 CC from 14 p.m. weekdays

during rush. Drop by or call 5 2957.

Freshmen
Ed. Majors:

Ed. 391

Independent Study

Orientation

will meet

Tuesday, Sept. 28,

7:30p.m.,

Ed. School Auditorium.

If you're observing

the Jewish Holiday,

send a friend.

October 3, 1971

3:30 p.m.

&
8:30 p.m.

C. C. Program
Council

presents

'YOMEA
600PMAN

CHAM
0RO*r

VIET NAM VETERANS AGAINST
THE WAR:
Tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Rm. 174 6

CC. Any and all veterans, Viet Nam
or others and any interested sup

porters, drop down and let us know
how you teel about future actions.

Speakers, and film will be shown.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION:
Meeting Tues. at 7:30 in Rm. 903

CC. All women welcome to come and

join in an informal discussion of basic

issues.

RIDE NEEDED.
Anyone traveling to U. Maine? if

bound for Orono or Bangor area the

21st or 22nd of Oct., call Betsy 6 7193.

LOST:
One billfold type wallet belonging

to Jeff Kelly, if found please return to

CC lost and found.

Small straw shoulder bag con

faining brown wallet and glass case.

Need ID'S desperately. Call Diane 6

8092.

Golden retriever, 11/2 years old, is

not wearing a collar; answers to the

name Pocco. Call 549 0599.

Black 8. white male cat lost in

Orchard Hill/Central Area. Call 6

6856.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1971

Service Sorority

Seeks Member
The more man is man the more he will feel the need to devote himself

nersonallv committed and know the deep sense of accomplishment thatS from»
S one's energies and talents to help someone else. On a

campusZ l.ze ft is easy to lee there is a lot that can be done. Knowing

W
GSS te.lft^oS^t is the National Service Sorority open to

a^XwSSTto join its members in servingW^^**
entirelv to serving our campus and community. GSS performs sucn

meaningful services as assisting with foreign student orientation.

Tea" zfng a used book exchange, working at the Bloodmobile, ushering,

wS"S with Se Hampshire County Public Health Office, visiting nur-

sing homes and hospitals in the area.
COrdiallv

Anyone interested in learning more about how GSB«ryes^ s cortUai y

invited to coffee hours held this week and next. Time and place are in

today' s notices.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

» Mw musical iKTormiNMf«r

at.

Bowker
Auditorium

tickets - $2.00

On sale at S. U. Ticket

office starting 12:00

noon, Sept. 22.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW.

Capricorn individuals are fond of sum

ming up iheir "life and limes," no matter

what their chronological age happens to be

at the moment. Of all the zodiacal signs,

natives of Capricorn are apt to be the most

conscious of time. Some famous persons

born under this sign include Henry Miller,

Marlene Dietrich and Howard Hughes.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Ambitions

may conflict with legal commitments. Be

willing to spend, but get money's worth.

Build toward security. Finish important

projects, assignments. Key is to clearly

blueprint ultimate goal.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Desires

fulfilled if health factors are considered.

Means avoid taking on too much at once.

Check diet Keep recent resolutions. Accent

on Iravel, submission of formats,

manuscripts.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Creative

drive is highlighted. You get things done.

Be ready for sweeping changes, added

opportunities. Aquarius person plays

prominent role. Aim toward future, not

past No more self recriminations.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Some habit

patterns subject to revision. Don't attempt

to block progress. Family member may be

sincere, yet misinformed. Be loyal without

being foolish. Legal counsel requires

review Act accordingly.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Be selective.

Actions based on impulse could be costly.

Choose quality Applies to professional and

personal areas Basic issues are to be

considered with care Be thorough

Brighten surroundings.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): intuitive flash

enables you lo outline correct course.

Pcrceptiveness becomes your ally You

begin to discern difference between reality

and wishful thinking Someone war\ts

something you possess
L

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Many com

ment that your appearance has changed.

You are more vital, definite, decisive. One

who formerly complained that you lacked

direction now claims you are being too

serious. Get additional facts.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov 21): You may

have lo embark on short journey to verify

information, message Refuse to be held

back by one who constantly complains. Live

your own life. Then you will also make

loved ones happier.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Money

opportunity due Key is to follow through on

friendly advice, suggestions New outlook is

called for; take a more independent stance.

Associates may have dispute. Remain

objective.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Your

goal may be expensive. Get facts, figures.

Leave speculation lo others. Be sure of

where you are headed and why. Welcome

truth it really can set you free. Judgment,

intuition work now in your behalf.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Break free

from restrictions. You have a right to enjoy

yourself. Added privileges are due

Sagittarius person could play prominent

role. Be versatile. Make intelligent con

cessions, but stick lo basic principles

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Emotional

involvement indicated. Romance is in

picture. Don't neglect responsibilities. If

you do, you will pay price. Some wishes are

fulfilled. Member of opposite sex is in

volved You will understand.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

an original thinker You seldom follow

crowd You are concerned with welfare of

others, you could exhibit special interest in

chemistry. Slart made this year business

or personal will flourish in your behalf Old

patterns change You will be making a new

path for yourself perhaps a new name in a

different professional endeavor

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

II

1 Boy attendants

6 Heaped

11 Dispossess

12 Style of printing

14 Anger

15 Name
17 Residue

18 Parent (colloq.)

19 Great nuisances
(colloq.)

21 Exclamation

22 Beef animal

24 Latin

conjunction

25 Told falsehood

27 Organ of

hearing

28 Cooled lava

29 Youngsters

30 Reverse
sequence of

33 Hawaiian
wreaths

34 Guido's low

note

35 Possesses

37 Keen

38 Teutonic
deity

39 Waistcoats

41 Part of

"to be"

42 Renovated

45 Exclamation

46 Plunge

48 English royal

family

49 Greek letter

50 Lethargy

52 Regard

54 Rock

55 Fur bearing
mammals

DOWN

1 Buccaneer

2 Hail!

3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10

11

13

16

19

20

23

26
28

Earth goddess
Chemical
compound
Mix
Helmsman
Romcn read

Note of scale

Guido's high

note

Pieces of

dinnerware

Obscures

Country of

Africa

Held in high

regard

Breed of dog

Cjt in long

slits

Consumed
Mental images

Indefinite

article

Preposition

H i P t^5 H
;
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31
32

33
36
37

38
39

Conjunction
Liquid measure
(abbr.)

Boundaries

Declares

Novelties

Habituate

Poem

40 Pretense

43 Short jacket

44 Sorrows

47 Place

49 Lamprey

51 River in Italy

53 Symbol for

tantalum

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. *•

WOOPSTOCK 15 SCAREP TO

DEATH OF BUTTERFLIES...

Berra Chosen Again
Amherst, Mass-Rhode Island

quarterback Bob Erhardt

(Flushing, NY), Holy Cross

linebacker Dan Harper (Rome,

NY.) and Massachusetts running

back Tim Berra (Montclair, N.J.)

have been chosen as the top of-

fensive, defensive and sophomore

players in the Yankee Conference

for their performances last

Saturday.
Erhardt, a 6' 185 lb. senior,

completed 16 of 24 passes for 210

yards and 2 touchdowns, averaged

40 yards punting and ran for the

winning score in URI's 34-21 vic-

tory over Brown.
Harper, a 6'1 220 lb. senior, in

tercepted a pass on the Holy Cross

line with 1:06 left to preserve the

Crusaders' first win since 1968, 21-

16 at Harvard.
Berra, a 5'11 180 lb sophomore,

gained 66 yards on 13 carries,

caught one pass, returned five

kickoffs for 133 yards and scored

the only UMass TD in a 31-7 loss to

Dartmouth. It was Berra's second

selection.

Other nominations were: Of-

fense-hb Ray Tellier (Con-

necticut), hb Bill Swadel (Maine),

qb Colin Clapton (Holy Cross), qb

Bill Poole (Boston U), kicker Paul

Jakubielski (Vermont) and tackle

Defense -E Alan Akowitz (Con-

necticut), T Dick Todd (Maine), lb

Bill McMullen (Rhode Island), cb

Paul Rostowsky (Vermont),

Rick Versocki (Boston U.) and T
Bill Deflavio (Massachusetts),

Sophomores-lb John Filloramo

(Connecticut), fb Sylvester McGee
(Rhode Island) and flanker Mark

Sheridan (Holy Cross).

Although new Yankee Con-

ference members Holy Cross and

Boston U. do not play enough

league games to qualify for the

Conference championship their

players will be listed in the weekly

award winners and statistical

Tom Mullen (Massachusetts); rankings.
, a 6 1 220 id. senior, in- ium mwuvu mw»~ -

Alston: Dodgers Need Sweep
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Los Angeles Manager Walt

Alston feels his Dodgers may have to win all three

season-ending games with Houston here to win the

National League West.

"I'd like to win three in a row and take our chances

and that's just about what we'll have to do," the

veteran skipper said Monday.

However, shortstop Maury Wills noted the San

Francisco Giants, who lead by one game, are in a

pressure situation. "The pressure is on the Giants, but

its not all on them," said Wills. He admitted San

Francisco has some advantage in playing a three-

game set with the last-place San Diego Padres.

Three weeks ago, the Dodgers trailed the Giants by

8-1/2 games. First baseman Wes Parker summed up

the situation this way.

"We are one game behind with three to play so it s

quite simple. The Giants will have to lose at least one

game andbeyond that we're absolutely helpless to do

anything."

The Dodgers are 8-7 against Houston this year, 3-3

here. The Giants are 11-4 against the Padres.

Many of the Dodgers would have preferred to face

the Giants in the final three games, especially in view

of Los Angeles' success in the last five meetings

between the clubs. The Dodgers ripped the Bay Area

club 5-2, 9-3 and 3-0 in games here, then 5-4 and 6-5 in

San Francisco.

The Dodgers have won five of their last seven games

and 13 of their last 19. Four of the last five triumphs

have been shut-outs and in the weekend series with

Atlanta, the Dodger starters-Al Downing, Don Sutton

and Claude Osteen-all won.

Bill Singer, who's been fighting illnesses and in-

juries all season long, starts Tuesday night for the

Dodgers against the Astros' rookie James Rodney

Richards. Singer, 9-17, has had a pulled groin muscle,

a broken finger, muscle spasms in his back and the

flu. .

He's been beaten in his last two starts, 9-6 to Atlanta

and 4-1 to Cincinnati.

Wednesday, Don Wilson of Houston faces Downing

and in the finale Thursday, Sutton tackles either Wade

Blasingame or Ken Forsch.

After a successful opener against Maine on Saturday the Redmen

today against Boston College. See preview on page 12

Sports Notices |

hooters open their home season

Tonight *s

Intmmurals
ENTRIES DUE-Intramural

entries are due on September 29th

for Women's Badminton Singles

and Women's Turkey Trot.
*****

WRESTLING-A11 freshman and

varsity wrestling candidates

should attend the organizational

meeting today at 4:30 p.m. in the

Boyden Gym.
*****

ENTRY DATES CHANGED-The
intramural Metawampe 500 Bike

Race entry due date has been

moved back to Thursday, October

7 and the Paddleball tournament

entry due date has been moved

back to Wednesday, October 6.

All Handball, Paddleball, Cross

Country and Metawampe 500

entries will be accepted up until 9

p.m. tonight at the Intramural

Office.
*****

NO PARKING-AU parking of

vehicles for Intramural Contests

should be located in lot 5. Vehicles

parked on road adjacent to the

Intramural fields will be ticketed

starting Wednesday evening. We
ask your cooperation so that we

may provide maximum safety.

AC*

rosstf*^ Salutes

Senior of the Week
Outstanding Against

Dartmouth This

Weekend Was Senior Steve Greaney

Union Life Insurance Co.

FIELDTIME
2 6 00

3

i

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 00

8 00

9:00

10:00

FOOTBALL
TEAMS

(Women)
(Women)

Orbitalsvs. Education

Conglos vs Burners

Civil Enq vs Zeroes
(Women)
(Women)

PSDvs PSK
APOvs SAM
PLP vs TEP

DC vs KS
AN vs TC

LCA vs. PMD
Cult vs. Mouse

Bulldogs vs. Fellas

Acme vs. Ores
Bunch vs Heads

Dildoughs vs. 3M's

Heads vs Terrors

Senators vs Bulldozers

Monuments vs. Mags
Broncos vs Buffaloes

Chestnuts vs. Bruins

Machine vs Tubes

Brother vs WV
Gypsies vs. Kumquats
Lions vs. Comanchees
Leopards vs Cougars

Jaguars vs. Maurauders

Head football coach Dick MacPherson during Saturday's loss to

Dartmouth. For interview with Coach MacPherson see page 12.

^_————^—^———

—

_""~~—"•"™—"^
College Football

(AP)-lt's Nebraska by a runaway in this week's Associated Pre

college football poll, with Michigan's mighty Wolverines supplanti

hardDressed Notre Dame in second place.

Nofre Dame's fourth-quarter 8-7 squeaker over Purdue sent the In

reeling from second to fourth while Michigan lumped from fourth

second n the wake of 38-0 pounding of UCLA. Nebraska's defend,

national champions, 34-7 winners over Texas A&M, receive* 44 first pla

votes and 1,064 points from a 55-man nationwide pa'"«! of sports wnU

and broadcasters. That was 224 points more than Michigan s 840

Last week, Nebraska led runnerup Notre Dame.by on y 2 P™*:
The remaining 11 first-place votes were divided as follows^ Michig

andTexaT Seach; Auburn and Colorado, two, and Notre Dame o.

Texas held onto third place with a 28-0 rout of Texas Tech and Aubun

10-9 victory over Tennessee kept the Tigers fifth. ...... ,.

Co do which beat Ohio State in Columbus 20-14, climbed from 1<

to sixth place, supplanting the Buckeyes, who dropped all the way to 14

Alabama trimmed Florida 38-0 and moved from eighth to seventh wh

Oklahoma blasted Pitt 55-29 and leaped from 11th to eighth.

Rounding out the Top Ten were Penn State
,
and^^»H«

Iowa and Oregon by respective scores of 44-14 and 38-17. They ranked l.

""Arkan^^ned'by unheralded Tulsa 21-20, slipped all the way fe

seventh to 18th while Tennessee slipped from ninth to 12th

Georg a thumped Clemson 280 and shot from 14th to the head of

sJcSdTen in luVplace, followed by Tennessee. Arizona State was

from 15th to 13th after whipping Utah 41-21, trailed by Ohio State I

Washington which trounced Texas Christian 44-26.

The r£t of the Second Ten consisted of Louisiana State up from 18

Southern California, down from 16th Arkansas, down from seven

Duke ud from 20th, and North Carolina, a newcomer. The Tar He

r^acedTSo which fell from the Top Ten despite its 26th consecut

triumph.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
5862742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Want to help somebody?

Learn about GSS Service

Thurs., Sept. 23 Colonial Lounge 7:30 8:30

Sun., Sept. 24 Memorial Hall 10:30 - 1

Tues., Sept. 28 Colonial Lounge 7:30 - 8:30

Yom Kippur Services

1 Hillel at U. Mass. will hold services in the Campus

Center Auditorium (conservative ritual).

2 The Jewish Community ot Amherst will hold services

in Johnston Chapel, Amherst College Campus (Union

Prayerbook)

.

Students are invited.

HILLEL

Kol Nidre - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.

Yom Kippur Day - Wed. 10:00 a.m.

J.C.A.

7:30 p.m.

10:00 a.m.
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By STEVE FERBER
With an expected crowd of over

3000 people, the UMass soccer

team opens their home season with

Boston College, this afternoon at 3

p.m. Boston College will be playing

their first game of the season,

facing a Redmen squad boasting a

1-0 mark.
The Redmen know very little

about their opponents this af-

ternoon, and thus will be starting

out with their 3-3-4 alignment, used

throughout most of the Maine
contest, over this past weekend.

The home squad will also be going

with the ten men that saw most of

the action in the 2-0 win on

Saturday.

At attack will be Lindo Alves,

Tom Coburn, and Jeff Hague.

Alves was said to be "finally

playing up to his potential" in

Coach Berryman's eyes, as Alves

had a tremendous game three days

ago. Coburn is the freshmen who
has had little chance to work with

the squad, but this exceptionally

talented youngster is catching on

rather fast. Hague will be playing

one of the wings and hopefully

against B.C. When he shoulders the

ball off of a corner kick, it won't hit

the bottom of the crossbar.

•*> aaMwka*""

Batlu (HfllJMfm

0^.

SPORTS

Net Stars

Dispute $

Booters Host Eagles

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP)-Tennis

stars Billie Jean King and
Rosemary Casals said Monday
they have hired an attorney to help

them in their fight for prize money
from last weekend's Southwest

Open Tennis Championships in Los
Angeles.

The two, here for Tuesday's

opening of the Virginia Slims

Thunderbird Tennis Tournament,
walked off the court in Sunday's

final match when tournament
officials refused to dismiss a

linesman whose call drew ob-

jections from both women.
Tournament director Jack

Kramer said the two women should

"grow up" and withheld prize

money. Winner of the match would
have received $4,000 and the

runnerup $2,500.

Miss Casals said she and Mrs.

King hired the attorney to defend

their rights in the case and obtain

the prize money.
"Kramer is being silly about the

whole thing," Miss Casals said.

Mrs. King said she had already

been advised she and Miss Casals

would be fined. She blamed the

incident on Kramer, charging that

"I think Jack Kramer basically

doesn't like women's tennis. If he'd

just come out and say that, it

wouldn't be so bad, but he doesn't.

Kramer said he would
"recommend that they get the

stiffest penalty possible...and that

includes a suspension of their prize

money. They'll get nothing if I can

help it."

Mrs. King was seeded No. l and

Miss Casals No. 2 for the Phoenix

tournament, which runs through

Sunday. A first or second-place

finish by Mrs. King would make

her the first women athlete in

history to ram more than $106,006

In the middle will be Calheno.

Doherty, Grandonico, Grom, and

Nugent. Only three of these men
will necessarily be playing at one

time, but all five will be seeing

action.

Back at the helm John Kiah will

be looking for shutout number two,

as Gary Hart, Dick McCarron,

Dave Ouellette and Paul Slack will

be giving Kiah all the support he

needs.

B.C. is a vastly improved team,

one that fell to the Redmen 3-0 last

year, and 5-0 the year before. But

just glancing over the past two

years, and years before that shows

a distinct decline in the Redmen's
domination.

Last year's shots on goal were 16-

3, and quite evidently the Eagles

are a defensive ballclub. The three

shots taken by the Eagles last year

were the lowest allowed by the

Redmen all year, and to begin to

approach last year's B.C. per-

formance would be something

indeed.

Over the weekend, second
ranked Brown (in New England)

knocked off Rhode Island 5-3, and
although Brown did pummel URI
shotwise, the fact that the Rams
scored thrice off of the Bruins is

significant in that URI is not

ranked within the top ten in New
England.
The only other Yankee Con-

ference team to see action was
UConn, as they fell to Williams by

a 1-0 score, losing to a penalty kick.

UConn was ranked sixth, to

Williams' 8th position, a ranking

that is likely to change come this

Wednesday, when the listings

come out.

Presently the Redmen are atop

the Yankee Conference, having

played the only inter-conference

game of the season. The Redmen
shutout Maine and do indeed pride

themselves on defense. Un-
doubtably this afternoon's match-

up will be defensive in nature, and

it remains to be seen if Kiah can
chalk up number two.

Bears Nix

Vikings

UNCONTESTED-The UMass varsity soccer team, pictured here in action from last year, will open up

their home season with a game against Boston College today at 3 p.m. The game, which is the second for

I Mass this fall will be played across the street from Bovden Gymnasium. Last Saturday the Redmen

defeated Maine by a score of 2-0.

Baltimore Fans
Help Defeat Colts

CLEVELAND (AP (Baltimore's

noisy fans forced the Cleveland

Browns to change their routine

Sundav, and they may have con-

tributed to the Colt's 14-13 defeat.

Cleveland Coach Nick Skorich

told newsmen at his weekly
briefing Monday that Browns'

quarterback Bill Nelson had to

repeat signal calls at the line of

scrimmage, turning his head one

way and then the other, to make
sure everyone heard the numbers
above the crowd noise.

It's murder going into

Baltimore," said Skorich.

"Everyone will tell you, don't try

to use audibles....

"The they

the
fans know it, and

enjoy the reputation,"

Cleveland coach added.

In the closing minutes, said

Skorich, the Colts lost one precious

minute because of the noisy crowd.

That was when Nelson, unable to

call signals because of the noise,

took his team back into the huddle

twice in a row.

"The clock was running part of

that time, and the loss of the

minute hurt the Colts later because
they had to use up their three time
outs when the Browns had the ball

on their last series of plays,

Skorich said.

Then, when the Colts finally did

get the ball for one last scoring

effort, they couldn't stop the clock.

Skorich said Nelson had been

instructed "don't go in there if you

can't hear yourself think."

He said Nelson used audibles-

frequently, checking off at the line

of scrimmage, changing plays and

sometimes calling his plays right

at the line after checking the Colts

defense, rather than in the huddle.

The coach said Nelson was
"calling plays around Bubba
Smith," checking off whenever

Smith shifted from his regular

defensive end position.
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CHICAGO (AP)-Hes only a

relief quarterback turned into an
instant hero, but Kent Nix is

beginning to count scalps.

"That's two down and one to go,"
said Nix after coming off the bench
Sunday to pilch the Chicago Bears
to an unbelievable 20-17 fourth-

quarter victory over the Minnesota
Vikings.

The previous week. Nix had
come off the bench in the final

period and, with 44 seconds to play,

tossed a touchdown pass to George
Farmer for a stunning 17-15 victory

over the Pittsburgh Steelers-who

four minutes earlier had led the

Bears 15-3.

That "two down and one to go"
bit concerns the National Football

League teams which have cut Nix.

He's a former member of both

Pittsburgh and Minnesota and was
originally signed as a free agent by
Green Bay.

~*

The Packers have until Nov. 7 to

prepare for Nix.

With the quarterbacking
problems which have plagued the

Bears in recent seasons, one would
suspect they'd jump at the chance
of giving the reins to Nix. But no.

"I'm happy the way our quar-

terbacks have worked out," said

Coach Jim Dooley, who again will

start Jack Concannon at Los
Angeles next Sunday.
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9 LONE SCORE-Tim Berra scores only touchdown of the game for UMass in Saturday's 31-7 loss to Sj&i

| Dartmouth. Check tomorrow's Collegian for an interview with Head Coach Dick MacPherson. (Photo %$
:* credit bv Carl Nash.)
£
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for Nix to get his chance against

the Vikings, even after his heroics

against Pittsburgh.

Quite candidly, Dooley said he

had "no intention of sending in

Nix" for Concannon. But Con-

cannon got the wind knocked out of

him and Nix had to come in. On his

first play, Nix hit Dick Gordon with

a 36-yard touchdown pass to make
the score 17-10.

With the defense putting up
another great performance,
Chicago got the ball back but the

Bears' drive stalled and, with less

than four minutes to play, Mac
Perdval booted f?oal

The defense did get the ball back,
Cecil Turner returning the punt 10-

yards to the Minnesota 37. After
Nix was dumped for an eight-yard
loss, Bob Wallace caught a
deflected Nix pass, then Nix sealed
the upset with a 19-yard touchdown
pass to Gordon.

The Bears are 2-0 in this young
season, the same record they had
last year at this stage, but they've
done it without running back Gale
Sayers, who has not completely
recovered from knee surgery.

Top 20

place votes in parentheses and

total points. Points tabulated on

basis of 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8, etc.:

I. Nebraska (44)

2 Michigan (3)

3. Texas (3)

4 Noire Dame (1)

5 Auburn (2)

6. Colorado (2)

7 Alabama
8 Oklahoma
9 Penn Slate

10 Stanford

11 Georgia
12 Tennessee
13 Arizona Slate

14 Ohio State

15 Washington
16. Louisiana State

17 Southern California

18 Arkansas
19 Duke
20 North Carolina

1,064

840

835

710

649

638

542
411

316

303

249

193

155

120

98

70

62

>?

31

22

New England 's

Largest
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Weather

Gray skies above,

gray moods
below— another Wed-
nesday kids.
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UM Vets Attempt

To Join Together
By ROBERT SPRAGUE

More than 200 angry Vietnam Veterans jammed into Room 174 of the

Campus Center at the first meeting of the Viet Vets Against the War and
heard Paul Whithers of Cambridge, Massachusetts, claim that he and
fourteen other disabled veterans were denied the chance to apply to

UMass. Michael Roach of the Boston Office of the anti-war organization
made a brief address and two anti-war films prepared by the vets were
viewed.
Roach, who has been associated with the anti-war group for almost four

years, challenged the Veterans to "use your bitterness and make your
presence known."
"Screw all of these politicians, man," he said, "we've been there; we

have seen our buddies shot, and we've seen all the shit this country has
pulled over there."
Roach, who served in the I—Corps in Vietnam in 1968, explained that

over 70,000 returning Vietnam Veterans have joined the group, and
"thousands of others are helping out, including hundreds of G.I.'s on
active duty.
Roach who took nips of Ripple wine between sentences, then in-

troduced the UMass Coordinator of the Viet Vets, Brian Mulcare.

Mulcare began his remarks by criticizing the Veterans Administration

Office on campus. "This Emery clown is a sweet old guy, harmless if you
know what I mean, but a real zero who does nothing for us," he said as the

crowd cheered. "We need a young guy in there, somebody with some
f**king energy who can do the job, who can handle our problems."

The phrase "Emory clown" was apparently a reference to Mr. George
E. Emory of the Placement Office at Whitmore.
Mulcare continued, saying "we need somebody who will have the guts

to fight these VA people and pipe some money down here from Boston."

He alluded to the "well-known tact" that the VA likes "us to beg for our

bread."
In the general discussion that followed, Whithers described the

problems he has experienced since returning from Vietnam. "I needed a

brace, see, but the VA people thought that this brace was too f**king ex-

pensive; so 1 waited for four years and finally I went to my Congressman;

he got me the brace."
Whithers, who is also associated with the Boston Office of the Viet Vets

against the War, explained that he and fourteen other disabled veterans

came to the Amherst Campus and spoke with the Director of Admission in

February of 1968. "They wouldn't even take an application from any of us

because they said they didn't have any facilities for disabled people and

that we would miss too many classes during the winter."

The group responded angrily to Whithers' story and Mulcare

screaming over the noise added, "We might as well face it, man, nobody

was waving a flag or banging a drum when we came home."
William D. Tunis, of the Admission Office, reached at his home late last

night expressed concern about Whithers' charges. "I cannot remember if

I ever met with this veteran," Tunis said, "but I do deny that I ever told

anyone that they could not come to school because of a disability.'

Tunis explained that the procedure would have been to call in Dr.

Robert W.Gage of the University Health Department who would make
any decisions about the disabled students' ability to attend the university

The Director of Admissions said that he was anxious to talk with any of

the disabled veterans who had supposedly talked with him in 1968.

Roach explained the several goals of the organization: "First we want

to make the people of this country aware of what is really going on over

there by open investigations where Viet Vets can testify without fear of

prosecution. Second, we want to push for legislation on a national level to

help make the life of the returning Viet Vet a little easier." He described

several pieces of legislation which the anti-war group has introduced

through friendly law-makers, including improved G.I. Bill benefits,

governmental^ stimulated jobs and job-training, and free drug

rehabilitation programs.
Following the discussion, two films, both produced by the veterans

organization were screened. The first, "Winter Soldier Investigation,"

showed highlights of hearirgs held by the Viet Vets Against the War in

Detroit where members of the First Marine Division testified about

atrocities they had allegedly seen committed.

The second film, "Only the Beginning," showed several aspects of the

War in Vietnam, and included some 8 MM film taken by G.I.'s and

smuggled out of Vietnam.
The 200 UMass veterans watched the films in silence, occasionally

laughing at a particular sequence. Yet even the laughter seemed angry,

and the viewers quickly returned to silence.

BEARDED BRAIN MULCARE. I MASS COORDINATOR FOR
TIIK VIETNAM VETERAN! AGAINST THE WAR. listens intently

(o Veterans' complaints at las« night*! meeting of thf Vi' ' Vets.
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THE UGLY DUCKLING AND THE SWAN - When the picture was taken, the photographer wasn't too

sure whether or not this fine feathered creature was swimming or walking upon the glimmering waters

of Lake Metawampe. But it really didn't matter, for it was discovered that there is stdl a little beauty

and majestv on Campus. And we're not referring to the library, either. (MIX photo by Alan Chapman.)

Voting Qualifications Reviewed
See page two

Rent Question Before Senate
See page three

Nixon Signs Draft Bill
See page four
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Northampton Volunteers Meet Oct. 6
The Northampton Volunteers will hold an

orientation meeting Wednesday night October sixth

at 7:00 in Northampton State Hospital. The
Volunteers are a group of students from five area

colleges who spend from one to two"hours each week
visiting with mentally disturbed patients at Nor-

thampton State Hospital.

There are no restrictions to becoming a Volun-

teer; everyone is welcome, although the program is

especially recommended to Psychology, Sociology

and Education majors. The Volunteers provide a

good chance for people to see what actually happens
in a mental hospital and to get some first-hand

experience in dealing with the mentally disturbed.

The Volunteers help to resocialize patients, some
of whom have been in the hospital for several years.

When patients are isolated from the community for

that long, they have a harder time getting adjusted

to society.

The problem is especially bad at Northampton,
where the ratio of patients to staff is 150:1. The
Volunteers help the patients to re-orient themselves

to the outside community by talking to them and

helping them to realize that they are people and that

somebody cares about them.

The Hospital staff is very happy with the

Volunteers, and there is supposed to be a great

letdown among the patients when the students leave

in the summer. It has been a rewarding experience

to Volunteers who did not expect overnight miracles

and who stuck with the program.

During the first part of the orientation meeting
next week, a patient will speak to all the Volunteers

about what it is like to be a patient at the Hospital

and what to expect from the patients there. The
Volunteers will then split up into smaller groups and
visit the various wards, where any questions will be
answered.

A bus will leave every Wednesday night beginning

October sixth from in front of Hasbrouck Lab and in

front of Patterson House at about 6:30. Volunteers

will be in the Hospital during the visiting hours from
7:00 to 9:00 and will arrive back at UMass around
9:150.

Elections Postponed

Registration Procedure Explained
By KARLGERDES

Under Attorney General Mit-

chell's recent ruling, college

students are eligible to vote in the

towns in which they attend school.

A number of UMass students have

decided to take a part in the

governmental affairs of Amherst

and have gone down to the Town
Hall to register. Registering is a

simple procedure - all one has to do

is give his name, birth date, and

address, and swear that all in-

formation given is the truth.

Students should take special care

to ensure that they are not

registered in two towns

simultaneously, as the penalties

for this can be very severe, ac-

cording to Richard Howland,

counselor-at-law and student at-

torney for UMass.
He states, "It is unlawful to

deliberately maintain the right

to vote in more than one place."

The penalty, besides possible

fines and jail terms, includes loss

of the right to vote, for periods up

to and including life, he also noted.

In order to avoid the possibility

of losing their votes, Howland

suggests that students write a

letter to the Town Clerk of the

place where they were previously

registered, and ask that they be

removed from the list of voters.

,

Senate Questions Free U.

By BOB CALLAHAN
The reason for the postponement

of the Student Senate elections was
explained last evening in an MDC
interview with Senator Bill Spinn

of the Senate Governmental
Agency Commission.

Spinn said that the Senate

thought that everything was in

order for the election but a few

days ago they encountered several

problems.

The student senator cited several

major problems which have
caused the election re-scheduling.

The first major one was due to a

lack of publicity about the election

which was originally scheduled to

take place this Thursday, Sept. 30.

Another reason mentioned by

Spinn was that if the elections were

held as formerly scheduled, they

would not have been equitable.

Refugees Homes
Destroyed

UNITED NATIONS, NY. <AP>-

Israel ignored yesterday a U.N.

request to cease destruction of

refugee homes in the Gaza Strip

and defended the action as

necessary to end terrorism against

the Arab inhabitants of Gaza.
Ambassador Tekoah said the

destruction had been necessary

because the overcrowding and

congested layout of the refugee

quarters invited terror operations.

He said no demolition took place

unless alternative housing was
provided.

Due to the election post-

ponement, candidates for Senate

office have an extra week in which

to file nomination papers for the

October 7 election.

Nomination papers for the office

may be picked up outside the

Student Activities office in the

Campus Center. Each candidate

must collect the signatures of 25 of

his constituents. If a candidate is

running for senator from a dorm
all signatures must be from dorm
residents. A commuter who is

unning for the position may have
s papers signed by any com-

muter.
B

Spinn said that the only
requirement is that the papers be

filed properly and that the signers

be residents of the appropriate

residential areas. The campaign is

left up to the individual.

Students are needed with the

energy and intelligence to make
student representation meaningful

on various committees and
governing bodies throughout
campus. They are needed to im-

prove present student services and
to continue making the Student

Senate more responsive to the

needs of students today.

In the closing part of the in-

terview, Spinn stated that there

are no residential area senatorial

positions in this election.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

A dispute is brewing between the

Student Senate and the Free

University over the allocation of a

portion of the Free University's

funds.

According to Lee Sandwen,
Senate President, the Free U had
requested three one hundred dollar

checks from a fund for technical

consultants. Sandwen said the fund
was started to pay outside
professionals to give advice to the

Free U on the use of video-tape
equipment.
Sandwen claims, however, that

the persons to whom the money

Student Volunteers Needed
A College Student Companion Therapy Program was established at the

Veterans Administration Hospital, Northampton, Mass., in 1966. It was

started with the realization that people with mental and emotional

problems needed an understanding person to talk with in order to learn to

meet and deal with people outside the hospital.

The patients are not much different from anyone else you may meet on

the street. They are found to be coherent and generally quite reasonable.

Many of the patients have problems which are often not apparent to the

occasional visitor. Some patients are at the hospital because of an

inability to keep a job, others because they cannot control their emotions

in certain situations, and still others because they could not tolerate the

misery of being alone. in the world.

This program needs volunteers. It's only one night a week, but it means

everything to the patients visited. Essentially the student is asked just to

be with the patient -as a friend -to show the patient there is someone who

cares about him and believes in him as an individual.

Students interested in participating in this program, should call either

Cheryle at 546-8427 or Beth at 546-6225.

was to be paid were members of

the Free University, and therefore

ineligible for money from the fund,

which, was to partly pay for plane

fare to Spain for some Free U'ers

attending an international con-

ference on alternative ar-

chitecture.

Representatives of the Free

University said the whole problem

was one of defining membership to

the Free U. The persons in

question, they said, had no con-

nection with the University, and

were helping to operate video

equipment at the conference in

Spain. They also stated that the

conference and subsequent in-

formation received from it would

benefit the entire school.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS

BUDGET
_ ALL DRIVERS
PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

INTERCOLLEGIATE
BOWLING:

All undergraduates interested in com-
peting tor a position on the UMass Bowling
Team, *

please contact Ernie AAalagrida

2004 Kennedy

phone: 546-7882

deadline is Friday, October 1.
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Is Freeze Exemption Valid?

Senate to Hear Report on Rent Hike
ByKOBEKTSCHKIER

The future of the Student
Senate's challenge to the
University's raise in room rent and
assorted fees will remain un-

decided at least until Thursday,
when the Senate Rents and Fees

will report
with the

on
ad-

Committee
negotiations
ministration.

Robert Chiller, chairman of the

committee, is negotiating with

Vice-Chancellor for Ad-
ministrative Affairs Thomas B.

Campion to determine the validity

of the University's exemption from
President Nixon's wage-price
freeze.

The Senate has challenged the

University, which obtained the

exemption on the basis of 10%

rents and fee deposits received

before the freeze to prove that it

actually did receive that amount of

deposits before August 15 when the

freeze went into effect.

"Our committee is checking into

the procedure used by the

Parking Committee Formed
By ROBERT SCHEIER

The future of parking
procedures at UMass has come
under the scrutiny of an ad hoc

parking committee which will in

effect by-pass the University

Parking Commission and suggest

changes in the school's system of

fees and ticketing.

According to Robert Chiller,

the Student Senate represen-

tative on the committee
"Everyone knows a little about

the parking situation on campus,

but nobody knows a lot about it

and can really coordinate it."

The committee was formed

upon the request of the Faculty

Senate, and consists of three

administration members, three

students, a member of the

University security police, and

two employees of the physical

plant, and a member of the

botony department.

"It's a temporary committee,

and will probably not meet

beyond October,'' said Chiller.

"Right now, we have yet to

decide exactly what action we're

going to take on parking."

The parking Commission, set

up by Chancellor Tippo, consists

of three students, two engineers,

Randy Dahl, assistant to the dean

of students, and Robert Ferriter,

coordinator of parking on

campus.
"The Parking Commission set

the parking fees last year, and

they were then sent to Jack

Littlefield, the director of

planning, who made up his own,"

said Chiller, who is also a

member of the Parking Com-
mission.

He explained that there are

currently three different fee

systems-a flat parking fee, a

higher fee according to which lot

a car is assigned to, and different

fees for students and faculty and

staff members.
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Typical of the overcrowded parking conditions which the new

committee will study is this lot behind the library. (MDC photo by

Alan Chapman.)

University in receiving and
processing the checks," said
Chiller. "The University assumes
that it received 10% of the deposits,

but we want them to prove it."

Vice-Chancellor Campion ap-
peared before the Senate Sept. 22,

and produced University records

to prove that the University had
indeed received the amount of

deposits it claimed.

Any check dated August 11 or

before was assumed to have been
received by the University before
the deadline, Campion said,

regardless of when it was finally

processed by the University.

"We had boxes and boxes of

checks on hand at the time of the

freeze," Campion said, "and we
just couldn't process them as they

came in. So we just used a common
sense approach, and assumed that

not many students would write out

a check and then not send it for a

week or more."
Another complication is that the

Office of Emergency Prepared-
ness(OEP)which is administering

the freeze, did not define "deposit"

as money received by the

University or money which the

University received and deposited

in a bank.

Chiller will meet with Campion
again Thursday, and the com-
mittee will report its results to the

Senate that night.

Violence Disrupts Springfield Schools

Springfield was quiet yesterday

morning after 13 people were in-

jured and three were arrested on

Monday when the violence that

began in the schools spread to the

streets.

Trouble started last week after

several incidents in which out-

siders entered Tech High and

assaulted students.

Police were then stationed

outside the schools. On Friday, a

gang of white non-students waited

outside Tech and threw stones and

bottles at black students when they

left at the end of the school day.

Blacks responded by assaulting

white passers-by along State St. In

all, 12 persons required hospital

treatment, although none were

seriously injured.

Black students from the city's

four high schools met over the

weekend and decided to boycott

classes on Monday. More than

1,700 students were absent from

the four schools Monday and over

2,000 stayed away Tuesday.

Monday morning, black

youngsters, parents, and com-

munity leaders held a meeting that

lasted until noon. Mayor Frank

Freedman and School Supt. Johr

Deady attended for about two

hours.

Students and parents prepared

separate lists of grievances. In-

cluded in the demands, were the

need for more black teachers, re-

evaluation of the schools

suspension policy, expansion of the

black studies program, action

against police and school bus of-

ficials who allegedly discriminate

against blacks, and more help for

blacks trying to get into college.

Deady said after the meeting

that many of the grievances had

been presented before and that

although he felt significant action

had been taken on them, they

would be discussed.

The mayor signed a statement at

the request of those attending the

meeting to show that as far as he

knew, the trouble outside of Tech
High on Friday had been touched

off by white non-students.

There was a misunderstanding

about whether the mayor read the

statement to the press, in protest,

about 500 students marched down
State St. It was at this time and

later when students left Trade

High that the major outbreaks of

violence occurred.

In response, more than 150 black

parents met Monday night to

discuss strategy in securing

conditions for their children to

return to school.

Many black parents ac-

companied their children to school

Tuesday and remained in the

buildings as observers. Helmeted
police were stationed outside the

schools as they were on Monday.

MDC Classifieds Pay
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Redeem Coupons at the

STUDENT UNION HATCH
be/ween 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Mon. - Sat.. Sept. 29 - Oct. .6111 I __1 J I

With This Coupon

2 HAMBURGERS
FRENCH FRIES
80Z.SOFT DRINK

for only

75*

($1.00 value)

At Student Union Hatch

from 5 p.m. — 8 p.m.

Mon. - Sat.

Sept. 29— Oct. 16

* SUNDAE *

of your choice

for 10* less

than posted price with this coupon.

at Student Union

Ice Cream Bar
Mon. - Sat.

5 p.m. — 8p.m.

», Sept. 29— Oct. 16 .

,-pHlTC

BLUE GRfiSS
DOrTsTOVER

AMD

THE VvlHlTE OAK W0uWfl\» 9r#5

Q:30 -\:00
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Introducing stationery

for people who think
saving a tree is important.

Earthnotes is 100% recycled quality stationery. It's made entirely

from waste material. Trash.

Using recycled paper saves trees, reduces pollution, and cuts

down on waste.

But recycling only works when there is a demand for waste material.

And this demand is created only when people buy recycled products.

By buying Earthnotes, and other recycled paper products, you create

a market for recycled paper. And help to save more trees.

Each box contains 50 Monarch size sheets, 30 matching

envelopes and 30 "Save- a-Tree"

stickers so you can spread the ouy
_,, , _,

recycling message. It's available fAA1||l|a|tl
in white or pastel "earth colors". UWI ••-^^ and help save-a-tree

Andrew* / Neteon / Whitehead

7 Lalght Street N
New York. New York 10013 » '
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon Signs Draft Bill Into Law
WASHINGTON (AP) -President

Nixon signed Tuesday the bill

extending the military draft until

June 30, 1973. But he froze until

Nov. 13 a $2.4-billion military pay
raise included in the measure.
The act, passed Sept. 21 by

Congress after a five-month battle,

contains the largest military pay
raise in history and authority for

Nixon to order an end to defer-

ments for college undergraduates,
effective with this year's entering

freshmen.
The President had said he will

use the authority to end un-

dergraduate deferments.

The $2.4 billion pay raise in the

bill, was to have taken effect Oct. 1.

The measure also includes a

statement calling on President

Nixon to terminate U.S. operations

in Indochina "at the earliest

practicable date"-the diluted

My Lai Inquiry Record Altered
FT. MEADE, Md. (AP)-The

three-star general who conducted
the Pentagon inquiry into the My
Lai massacre testified Tuesday
that "corrections"-possibly into

the thousands-were made in the

official record of Col. Oran K.

Henderson's seven appearances
before his panel.

But despite these alterations, Lt.

Gen. William R. Peers said, the

transcript is an accurate document
of what Henderson stated in his

inquiry, which resulted in the

colonel being accused of covering

up the massacre.
The general told Henderson's

court-martial that while the 406-

page transcript is not word for

word, it contains the essence of

what was said.

Peers made the statements
during cross-examination by
civilian defense laywer Henry B.

Rothblatt into the accuracy of the

inquiry transcript and the

voluntary nature of Henderson's

statements to the investigation.

The military judge, Col. Peter S.

Wondolowski ordered the 406 pages

admitted into evidence against

Henderson, a 51-year-old much-
decorated combat veteran of three

wars.

Rothblatt told Peers that a
comparison of the tape recording
of the proceedings and the official,

still classified transcript showed
that 37 corrections were made in

the written record of a warning of

rights administered to Henderson
on Dec. 2, 1969 and taking up three
pages of the transcript.

"That's conceivable," Peers
replied, a remark he repeated
when Rothblatt said the defense
found there was an average of 12

such corrections a page throughout
the balance of the record dealing
with Henderson.
Peers said the bulk of the

changes was made "for gram-
matical reasons." He said most
were made by editors but that

others were done by his top aides
who were present during
testimony.

Henderson is accused of in-

tentionally failing to make a
proper investigation of atrocity

China Mystery Continues
HONG KONG (AP)—A Canton television announcement expected to

explain on Tuesday recent puzzling events in Red China has been post-

poned for 24 hours.

A Canton telecast seen in Hong Kong said "the special and important

news program'' about "circumstances of the Oct. 1 Communist National

Day celebration" would be released at 9 p.m. Wednesday, or 8 a.m. EDT
Wednesday.
While making no mention of the reason for the postponement, Canton

television told viewers the program would be of great importance and

everyone within range should arrange to see it.

Westerners in Hong Kong expect the special telecast will give a clue to

why Friday's big celebration and parade was abruptly cancelled Sept. 22.

Peking said the reasons were economic.

This did not quiet speculation that Mao Tse-tung was dead or dying. He
had reviewed the parade annually since the Communists conquered the

mainland in 1949.

After Chinese embassies in various world capitals insisted Mao was in

good health, there was speculation that a power struggle was in progress

in Peking.
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reports brought back from the

March 16, 1968 My Lai operation

conducted by troops under his 11th

brigade.

The colonel also is charged with
not reporting actual or suspected
war crimes and with lying to the

Peers inquiry on Dec. 2 and again
during his final appearance on
Feb. 17, 1970.

version of Senate Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield's Senate-

passed amendment for total U.S.

withdrawal in nine months if

American prisoners are freed.

Other main provisions of the

draft extension measure include:

—A ceiling on draftees of 130,000

in the fiscal year ending June 30,

1972, and 140,000 in the year ending

June 30, 1973.

—An authorization for armed
forces manpower of 2,553,409 men
in the current fiscal year.

—Two years' alternative service

for conscientious objecters, under
direct jurisdiction of the Selective

Service System's national

headquarters.
—Extension of procedural rights

tor draftees before their local

boards.

—A limit of 20 years on service

on a local draft boards with boards

required to reflect racial religious

breakdowns of their communities.

In a statement issued in con-

nection with the signing, Nixon

said the new legislation is "a
sighificant step toward an all-

volunteer armed force as it

remedies the long-standing
inequities in military pay for the

lower grades."
While the President made the

military pay raises subject to the

present freeze, the White House
said they would take effect on Nov.
13.

But press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler said this should not be
considred as a precedent for what
will happen in the second phase of

the President's economic
stablilization effort.

Inmates Continue Work Stoppage
( AP)-A work stoppage by inmates moved through a

second day at a Massachusetts penitentiary Tuesday
while in Kansas prison cooks ended an unexplained
job boycott that cost 900 fellow inmates a day's meals.

Authorities said most of the 764 inmates at the state

prison in Norfolk, Mass., were refusing to do all but

critical work to press demands for better food,

medical treatment, training for guards, .in end to mail
censorship and amnesty for protestors

"Until we get action on these demands, there will be
no more work," said Lester Richards, a spokesman
for the prisoners.

The inmates continued, however, to man the

prison's hospital, kitchen and power station.

Officials at the intermediate security institution

made no move to halt the protest.

Theodore Ristaino, acting superintendent, began
meetings with representatives of 11 inmate reform
committees Tuesday morning. He said the session

would continue until a solution was reached.

The protest began Monday when 50 inmates refused

to work. It quickly spread through the prison

population.

As the protest gained strength, inmates clustered

in the grassy prison yard. Newsmen were permitted to

wander freely among them.
Officials at the Kansas State Penitentiary at Lan-

sing said about 100 inmate cooks refused to work
Monday, but gave no reason for their action. With the

cooks off the job, the prison's 900 inmates were locked

in their cells and no meals were served during the day,

officials said.

The kitchen workers returned Tuesday, but officials

said most of the prisoners would not eat.

They refused comment on the extent of the protest.

Warden R. J. Gaffney said the guards were in full

control.
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159 NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
Next to the Post Office

OPEN TILL 10 P.M.

10% OFF
EVERYTHING

WEDNESDAY TODAY
ONLY

WEDNESDAY

BRING THIS AD

Pope Urges Cardinal Mindszenty

Hungarian Cardinal Gives Up Hope For Freedom
ROME (AP)-At the urging of his

Pope, Josef Cardinal Mindszenty
gave up Tuesday his hope of

freedom in Hungary and flew to

Rome under a Communist
stipulation that he never return to-

his native land.

"I am ready to say goodby to my
country and to continue in exile a

life of prayer and penitence," the

cardinal told Pope Paul VI.

The cardinal, who is in his 80th

year, is primate of Hungary but he

has been unable to carry on his

office-first because he was im-

prisoned and later as he spent 15

years in asylum at the U.S. mission

in Budapest.

A new agreement between
Hungary and the Vatican-terms

not revealed-led to his departure

Tuesday morning from his lonely

life in the mission.

Cardinal Mindszenty left

Budapest by automobile, then flew

from Vienna. By agreement bet-

ween Budapest and the Vatican,

his departure was kept secret until

shortly before he landed in Rome.
The cardinal, fatigue showing in

his pale face, drove directly to a

moving meeting with Pope Paul in

Vatican City's historic St. John
Tower. The Pope embraced him
and gave him a gold ring and a

cross.

Later a statement issued by the

Vatican said Pope Paul had asked

the cardinal to accept "an
honorable solution" to his battle

with Hungarian authorities by

leaving his homeland and coming
to Rome.
The statement quoted Cardinal

Mindszenty as saying the

agreement making this possible

was "perhaps the heaviest cross of

my life."

Hungary in 1949 sentenced the

cardinal to life in prison on charges

Sylvan Affairs

The Student Affairs Center for

residents of the Sylvan area has

been set up in the bottom floor of

Cashin. Students with any ad-

ministrative questions or ideas for

future activities may call 345-1391,

545-1392, or 545-1393. A Human
Relations Center has also been set

up in the bottom floor of Mc-
Namara to help students with their

personal problems.

Sail On...
An organizational meeting of

those interested in forming a U of

Mass Sailing Club will be held on

Thursday at 6:30 in room 174-6 of

the Campus Center. It is a follow

up meeting to a late Spring

gathering for the pre-organization

of the club. Thursday's meeting

will be a follow up to the Spring

meeting. Planned are discussions

of policy, and the choosing of

groups to look into various aspects

of programing. The meeting is

open to the entire University

community.

of treason because he opposed the

Communist takeover after World

War II.

Freed during the Hungarian

uprising in 1956, he fled to the U.S.

mission when Soviet tanks put

down the rebellion.

Subsequent attempts to get

Cardinal Mindszenty to come to

Rome failed because, in the words

of Franziskus Cardinal Koenig of

Vienna last January, "he does not

accept being 'pardoned' like a

common criminal while he knows
he is innocent." The Hungarian
government declined to take back

its 1949 verdict.

While terms of the Hungarian-

Vatican agreement were not

disclosed, the cardinal's statement

indicated he had agreed to

Budapest's demands that he not

carry on from abroad his con-

demnation of the Hungarian
government.
The official Hungarian news

agency MTI said: "In accordance

with an agreement between the

government of the Hungarian
People's Republic and the Holy

See, Josef Cardinal Mindszenty left

the territory of Hungary for good

on Tuesday and traveled to

Rome."
In Washington, Charles Bray, a

,State Department spokesman,
said: "We did not play an active

role in the negotiations which led to

his depature. We were essentially a

bystander in these negotiations."

The United States granted

Cardinal Mindszenty asylum in its

legation Nov. 4, 1956, on

humanitarian grounds.

Opportunity

Josh

is

coming r

Learn to Drive

AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6066

The organizational meeting of

the Juvenile Opportunity Ex-
tension (JOE) attracted about 50

students to the Campus Center last

night. The director of the meeting,

John Schieffelin, with the aid of

representatives of the Westfield

Detention Center, acquainted the

listeners with JOE's role in

renovating the Westfield Detention

Center (a detention center for the

Voter Registration Set

holding of juveniles either awaiting

a court appearance or serving

their court commitments).
JOE was organized by Larry

Dye and by mid-June of this year

the organization began actual

i operation.

Since their involvement, ac-

cording to Schieffelin, a whole new
atmosphere has been established

at the Center.

"There is a new feeling, and the

system cares about the kids," he

stated.

During the course of the

meeting, he told of JOE's plans to

alleviate the stilted curfews,
overcrowding, and general
boredom by introducing plans for

students to volunteer their time in

tutorial and recreational aid.

As the center stands now, the

kids still feel useless, but it is

changing.
"We're looking for a time when

we can operate the place on trust,"

Schieffelin proposed.

The Amherst Board of

Registrars has scheduled a voter

registration session at the

University Campus Center on
Thursday, October 14, 1971 on the

main level of the Concourse. The
session will be held between the

hours of 1:00-9:00 p.m. The
qualifications for registering are

as follow: Citizenship - U.S. citizen

by birth or naturalization; age - 18

years or older; Resident of

Amherst for six months prior to the

date of election. Proof of residency

must be presented at the time of

registration. This could be a letter

Get A Sticker

All motor vehicles owned,
operated or parked on the UMass
campus by University Staff,

faculty or students must be

registered with the Office of the

Parking Coordinator.

All members of the campus
community who plan to use a

motor vehicle on campus must
register those vehicles prior to

October 1, 1971; any cars

registered after that date will be

subject to a $5.00 late registration

fee.

Beginning Friday, October 1,

1971, tagging of all illegally parked

vehicles will commence.

Housing
or rent

from the student's Dean
or Registrar's office,

receipts.

Regular registration op-

portunities are available in the

Town Clerk's office every weekday
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. -

4:30 p.m.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Correction
The Amherst Town meeting

will vote on the temporary ban
on apartment construction, not

the selectmen as reported in

yesterday's Collegian.

CAMPUS I

7:00

9:00

I
the
panic
in
needl
park

i
Campus <^%£«et

Amherst Hadley Line Route 9

In The Zayre's Shopping Center

Mon Night! Ladies Adm $1.00

my night

at maud's

' By far the best picture

in the entire competi-

tion (Academy Awards

1970) One of the biggest

thrills of this or any other

moviegoing year.

I J
C CAMPUS II J

*9 » In everyone-V life- thereV a

#*~ 'SUMMER
1—p-i OF '42?

Screens

:

- 7:15

-marvelously
rf(ftcs ,

SOplllJflBCQt#€l new york magazine

Campus III Screens: 7:00 & 9:00

FRATERNITY RUSH
FRATERNITY

Alpha Tau Gamma ( ATT)

Beta Kappa Phi (BX<>>

Delta Chi (AX)

Kappa Sigma (K$)

Lambda Chi Alpha &XA)

PhiMu L>ena(^SA.

Phi Sigma Kappa
( 05 K)

ADDRESS PUBLIC PHONE

375 North Pleasant St.

401 North Pleasant St.

314 Lincoln Ave.

70 Butterfield Terrace

374 North Pleasant St.

253-9239

545-0210

253-9076

253-9921

256-6846

FRATERNITY ADDRESS PUBLIC PHONE

Pi Lambda Phi (TTAO) 14 Elm St. 253-3176

Sigma Alpha Epsilon ( ^AE) 1 18 Sunset Ave. 256-6815

Sigma Alpha Mu (SAM) 387 North Pleasant St. 253-9957

9 Chestnut St.

253-9034
Fraternity/Sorority Park 549.0670

510 North Pleasant St. 256-6863

Sigma Phi Epsilon ( S.6E)

Tau Epsilon Phi (TE$)

ThetaChi ($X)

Zeta Beta Tau (ZBT)

ZetaNu (ZN)

253-9227

253-9212

418 North Pleasant St. 253-9971

496 North Pleasant St. 256 685

1

358 North Pleasant St.
253-9031

336 North Pleasant St. 253-9232

Monday, Sept. 27 Tuesday Sept. 28

Wednesday
Sept. 29 Thursday Sept. 30 Friday Oct. 1 Sunday Oct. 3

TE$ (7:00)

£$E (7:00-9:00)

MA (7:30-9:30)

AX (8:00)

BX<> (8:00)

•SAM (8-10)

*ATT (8:00)

TfA 6 (8:00-10:00)

ZN (8-10)

AXA (8:30)

*Coed Rush
*Stockbridge Hall

£$E (7:00-9:00)

4>SK (8:30)

K£ (9:00)

1 XA (9:30)

(>X (9:30)

BK$ (9:30)

TEJ) (7:00)

4>MA(7:30-9:30)

ZBT (7:30-10)

&XA (8:00)

ax (8-10)

SAM- (8-10)

ZN (8-10)

<t>X (9:30)

TTA.0

*x
KS

(8:00)

(8:30)

(9:00)

(9:00)

*Coed Rush

S<)E (9:00- 11:00)

<>X (9:30)

BX<> (9:30)

SAE (3:30)

* Fxchange with

Alpha Chi Omega

AX • (1:00)

X
Outdoor Concert * Barbeaue
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Part II

Socialism, then, is just the op-

posite of what has gone on in this

country during the New Deal or in

England or Sweden. It does not

mean more power for the govern-

ment but means total power

directly to the people. The people

who run this country have done a

good job of confusing Americans

about what socialism really is. The

word conjures up visions of a

vicious state bureaucracy taking

away your car or stereo or your

refrigerator. But when socialists

talk about the elimination of

property, they do not mean the

property that you have to live on or

the material comforts that people

have worked hard to earn. Rather,

they mean that private ownership

of the means of production will

end, i.e., production will no longer

be geared to making profits for a

few, but instead towards producing

goods that people actually need. Its

the less than 1% of the population

in this country that own the

majority of stock in the majority of

large factories who, afraid they

are going to lose control, try to

scare everybody else into thinking

that everyone is going to lose

control over their own homes and

lives. But nothing could be further

from the truth.

Socialism has also seemed a bit

dubious because there are coun-

tries around the world that call

themselves socialist that don't

really give their people any control

over their own lives. But before we
discard the notion of socialism on

this basis, we should ask ourselves

how this happened and why.

Remember, America calls itself a

democracy' and yet the only

parties that can ever afford to buy

newspaper ads and t.v. time are in

exact agreement on virtually

every fundamental question and

only disagree on the TACTICS of

how to best preserve the current

maldistribution of power and

wealth. We wouldn't want to throw

awav the concept of democracy

just "because the U.S. which calls

itself democratic doesn't have real

democracy. Similarly with

socialism. The countries of the

third world and the Soviet Union

had their 'socialism' develop under

extreme conditions of hardship

which made any real socialism

virtually impossible. For one

thing, the capitalist countries

including the U.S., tried to encircle

and starve to death each of these

countries, from Russia to China to

Cuba. Eventually the U.S. had to

change its policies when they

didn't work in destroying these

countries, but still, the hardships

that these countries faced made
the question of democracy much
less relevant than the question of

mere physical survival. Even

more important, all these coun-

tries were starting out from «

basically feudal. agrarian

economy. They had to go through a

long period of industrialization

before they could really be ready

for socialism. It's a tragedy that

they took that title to describe the

process by which they went

through industrialization, but if we
consider the brutalization of black

slaves in America and of tens of

millions of peasants in Western

Europe, we realize that the process

of industrialization was just as

brutal in the west, though spread

over a longer period of time. In any

event, socialism in an advanced

society would have very little in

common with what happened in the

so-called socialist countries of the

third world. In the United States it

is possible to build a democratic

socialism in which the vast

potential of this country can finally

be applied to solving our problems

instead of making a few men
wealthy and powerful.

To remake American society

along democratic socialist lines

will take a very hard struggle. Not

only must we undermine the

tremendous military and economic

power of the ruling class, but we
must also combat the defeatism

and feelings of powerlessness that

keep many exploited groups from

confronting their exploiters.

One of the main ways in which

people are kept in line in America

is through the prevalence of false

ideas that the system inculcates in

the people to keep us passive. We
are taught that we are incapable of

-unning things for ourselves; that

we cannot trust our own in-

telligence or our own feelings. The

ideas that whites are better than

blacks, that men are better than

women, that Americans are better

than foreigners, all divide working

people among themselves and

make us accomplices in the ex-

ploitation of others. We are taught

that competition and mutual ex-

ploitation are indelible parts of

human nature.' We feel an

unhappiness and alienation and

lack of fulfillment both in our work

and in the general tenor of our

lives. Yet we are made to believe

that this is our own personal

problem and not at all attributable

to aspects of a social order that

could be arranged differently. We
want to change all of these ideas,

and to show the majority of the

American public that a just and

fulfilling social order is possible if

we will struggle for it. And we are

intent upon recapturing the

revolutionary spirit that was such

a basic element in the American

self-identity in the past, though

always stunted and misdirected by
ICSS ICICvaiil man mmm m«^vjw~.. ~. „

The Co-Optation Of UMass Students
Jt

. . .
r. l„„ u^n ui,fln nn hv thp natpmal tangible and immedia

By RICK VERROCHI
STUDENT SENATE TREASURER
Within the past few months, we

seem to be witnessing the decline

and fall of Student Activities and

Student Government. More and

more, there seems to be an attitude

of complacency and apathetic

disregard for the problems and

controversies of our campus.

Students have come to accept

being fed concerts and services

without their own personal in-

volvement, and this had led to a

great sweep of apathy which seems

to have overcome almost every

traditional area student activity

-

antiwar demonstrations, Student

Senate, concert committees,

grievance committees, etc.

The question that remains to be

answered, of course, is why this

wave of apathy has pervaded

almost every aspect of traditional

student involvement. The answer

is not an easy one, and must be a

matter of conjecture on the part of

.inyone who attempts to write or

peak about the problem.

We can, however, look at the

. niversity as it presently stands,

nd compare it with the situations

inch were current during the

>eak time of the Student Power

novements— 1968-1970. Rather

un to speak in generalities, we

an easily focus on the radical

hange in situation here at the

[niversity of Massachusetts, and

ask ourselves what has happened.

The Student Movement seems to

be, or to have been, an issue-

oriented force. Open house,

drinking, coed dorms all presented

to us social issues of an immediate

perspective with which we could

identify, and for which we could

fight a tangible enemy. And the

fight was a successful one, in that

today UMass is respected as one of

the most progressive Universities

in the area of student rights and

prerogatives. Those issues for

which we could all fight a few short

years ago are now matters which

have become commonplace. The

days of having to have a girl out of

the dorm by 10 p.m. on a Wed-

nesday night have now become

merely fond memories in the same

manner of most fond memories-

forgotten.

If we accept this assumption that

the Student movement was issue-

oriented, we can come to fully

appreciate the inertia which has

now overtaken the campus. The

change from the I^ederle/Johnson

era to the Tippo/Campion/
Bromery/Gluckstern period has

given radical change to the focus of

attention for student interest. No
longer are there social objectives

withheld by the whims of in-

transigent administrators and

Trustees. To take a phrase from

history, theTippo era is an "Era of

Good Feeling" Chancellor Tippo

has been taken up by the paternal tangible and immediate

instinct, in that he is honestly and

sincerely concerned about "his"

students on "his" campus. This, of

course, is a most laudable attitude

for any college administrator to

take. But what does it mean i«r .he

Student movement on our campus?

We have been co-opted. The co-

optation has been complete. The

Student cannot call Oswald Tippo a

pig, simply because Tippo

We can look to the Student

Senate of years previous, and

compare it to what we have today.

Previously, there was major

competition to become involved in

the problems which were affecting

the campus. Today, there are

thirteen students vying for thirty

seats as commuter senators. It

makes you comprehend, perhaps,

the magnitude of the new student

the capitalist system of which it

was a part.

The process of making a social

revolution is not like a coup d' etat:

it is not just a question of seizing

state power out of the hands of the

exploiters and putting power into

the hands of the people. It is also a

question of building institutions in

the economic and political arena in

which people are already exer-

cising power or have some idea of

how to do so. Our strategy is to

begin this task by a series of

struggles in which the people begin

to force changes in the economy

and the political order that serve

their needs and in which they

exercise some power.

Whenever possible, we will seek

to build institutions that formalize

a transfer of power from the rulers

to the people. But since this will

often be met with extreme
resistance, we will build tem-

porary institutions as well that

prepare people to make the

decisions that effect their lives and

from which we can launch

struggles against the established

order. These institutions we shall

call 'people's councils,' and we
shall build them both at the places

where people work and in the

community at large.

A people's council at work will

develop plans for how the factory

or office should be run, what it

should be producing, and how. A
people's council around a school or

hospital or police department or

housing authority or transit

authority would develop plans

about how these institutions should

be run. And each will struggle to

switch power from its current

locus to the councils themselves, or

to otherwise institutionalize real

power over decisions in the hands

of the people. Not every struggle,

however, will be a struggle for

institutionalizing new power

arrangements. For instance, if the

people succeed in forcing the

rulers to end the war in Vietnam

and to stop financing future

military adventures to support the

American economic empire, that

woulo be an important success

even if it did jot institutionalize

som" mechanism for popular

control over foreign policy. OUR
PROGRAMS WILL BE ADOPTED
IN ACCORD WITH ONE SIMPLE
CRITERION: WE ASK OUR-
SELVES WHAT CHANGES ARE
NECESSARY IN THE
AMERICAN SOCIAL SYSTEM TO
ALLOW PEOPLE IN THIS
COUNTRY AND AROUND THE
WORLD TO ACHIEVE FOR
THEMSELV :S A LIFE OF
DIGNITY. SELF-REALI-
ZATION, SELF--
DETERMINATION, AND
ADEQUATE MATERIAL GOODS.
We must realize that America is

not one homogenous society : what

people need depends a great deal

on their economic class and their

sex, and race.

(A feature of Alternative Features

Service)

'JLm. a pNkmhy which is to apathy. Even in the areaJ «*
the Left of most of his students. Dr.

Tippo, in a real sense, has become

a "Brother" to the movement.

Again, I ask, what does this

mean for the Student movement on

this campus. It means simply that

every student organization has

suddenly become the political and

activist eunuchs of the University.

Student Government has become a

bureaucratic hassle to provide

more and increasingly more
services to the University and the

students. No longer can anyone get

together a demonstration on the

scale of the room rent demon-

strations of 1970. No longer can a

successful moratorium have an

impact on our campus.

The problems of the world are

too far away and too intangible for

the UMass student to grasp and

take action upon. Outrages against

the student and the Leftist

movement have become more

philisophical and political, and less

certs, the one thing for which you

can get together literally

thousands of people, you can't get

together even ten to organize a

committee to sponsor the music of

the people.

As the University has expanded

to include more thousands of

students, anonymity and complete

loss of identity has washed through

the crowd. It would seem as though

jve don't care anymore. We don't

•are that there still exists what one

student has called "academic
fascism ", or that there are needs

within the surrounding com-

munities that students can fulfull

in an attempt to reshape the social

system.

The University of Massachusetts

at Amherst has one of the highest

suicide/attempted suicide rates in

the nation. Have you ever given

thought as to why this is so?

Happy

Loser
In a unique session before a

three-man "revolutionary

tribunal" in New York, the case

of Abbie Hoffman versus for-

mer UPS staffer Tom Forcade

was decided against Hoffman.

The tribunal sentenced
Hoffman to pay Forcade $1,000

for work performed on Steal

This Book and to furnish For-

cade with several thousand

copies of the book "at cost."

According to CBS news,
Hoffman professed delight at

the results of the arbitration

and reportedly commented that

this was the first time he had

gone before a court and been

unable to hate the judge.

In a recent radio interview

with Realist editor Paul

Krassner, Hoffman had

asserted the tribunal was a good

thing and a much-needed
substitute for the slow im-

perfect justice of the courts.

Editorial Points
According to "Screw", "A

busty young lady, nude from the

waist up, strolled down the

streets of Copenhagen while

window shopping. She had been

hired by a local newspaper to

determine just what would
constitute an 'outrage to public

decency.'" She wasn't arrested.

Copenhagen police inspector

Viggo Christensen said there's

no reason to arrest a person who
walks the streets nude unless a

:rowd gathers and traffic is

disrupted. "Who is to say what

offends public decency? That is

an individual matter." Of

course, it depends a jot on what

the individual looks like.
* * * *

Art Buchwald thinks that

writing these short one-liners is

more difficult than writing a

column. Then again, what does

he know about it?

Art Buchwald

'BY ALL THE INDICATIONS I THINK WE CAN NOW GET RID OF THESE RIDICULOUS
LITTLE RED BOOKS!' TV Reality

Letters To The Editor

The Source Of The Problem

(Ed. note-The following letter has been sent to Mayor

Freedman of Springfield.)

Dear Mayor Freedman:

In recent news articles from Springfield regarding

the Springfield Tech. violence, I read how the mayor

and school officials would meet with community black

leaders to "soothe the feelings of the black conv

munity and make sure there would be no reprisals.

(Springfield Union, Saturday September 25, morning

paper).

My concern is that we always talk about getting the

black people together to soothe their feelings and

make things better, when in fact it is the white people

of the community that we need to get together. It

seems to me that here is the source of our problems,

the attitudes of those young and old whites who are

unwilling to deal with the black community. It is the

attitudes of these whites which must be changed

before we have a right to go to the black community.

I suggest that it is our responsibility to talk to these

people and to educate them about the facts of black

To Steven John
My heart is breaking

because he is making
sound
around

corners of the room
and
hands

are clapping,

fingers snapping -

Green eyes close in pain.

saltears rain

on hillside cheeks

and dry in streaks

and turn to brown.

It tumbles down
(this music-noise)

This crazy boy's

a chord machine,

a long and lean

and black-eyed song.

It can't be wrong.

The way he sings

cannot be wrong.

He's making wings

and flying strong

with wingspread fivp and seven span

oppression in the past and present in this country. It is

the white people of America who need help un-

derstanding the oppression of blacks and other

minority groups. It is our responsibility to devote our

efforts to this task.

Many of the areas we use to reach black people can

be used to reach white people as well: our schools,

boys and girls clubs, YMCA, YWCA, churches, etc.

I cannot stress enough the fact that as important as

it is for black people to have opportunities, it is equally

important for the white community to learn to accept

black people.

I offer any support I can in getting a city-wide

project started in this area.

Thank you.
Alis Glazier

More Dependable

To the Editor.

In trying to organize a free outdoor concert

featuring local groups, I met with a lot of resistance

from the Students Activities Staff. It seems, as

reported last Wednesday in the Collegian, that the

Activities Staff was unwilling to assume responsibility

for this type of event, even one with only local groups

because of problems experienced in the past with

crowd control. This is not at all unfounded, the

students haven't given these people any reason to

believe that they can conduct themselves reasonably.

Everyone realizes that there are only a few people

that are disruptive, but it is time for the majority to

restrain these few from behaving in a manner that is

going to limit the activities for us all. Obviously at an

outdoor concert people riding motorcycles and driving

cars should stay off the area where people are sitting.

The fact that temporary staging is not suitable for

supporting large numbers of people should also be

apparent Picking up your own trash is always a good

idea Maybe if we, the students, were a little more

dependable, then we would be able to entertain our-

selves more often.
John Donahue

WASHINGTON -We're never going to close the credibility gap in this

country until the television programs become more honest. No TV show

tells it like it is.

If the TV producers were really mirroring life, this is how some ot their

programs would go:

"Chief, I'm stumped on the Logan murder case. We've tracked down

every possible clue and hit a dead end. There are no motives, no

fingerprints and the guy had no enemies. It's baffling."

"Did you check the wife's whereabouts on the night of the crime?
"

"I didn't have time to. It meant going out to her aunt's house on Staten

Island, and so I said the hell with it."

"What about Logan's business partner?"

"We asked the West Coast police to check out his alibi. They never

replied to our query."

"Any women in his life?"

"There was a Miss Fan Fan La Tulipe who danced at the Pink Gypsy.

Kelly was supposed to find out her connection with the victim, but he was

suspended last week during the graft scandal in the 12th precinct."

"From what you've told me, you seem to have done a thorough enough

job. I guess we'll put this down as an unsolved murder. If we spent all our

time on one murder, we'd never get anything done around here."

"I was hoping you'd say that, Chief. The case was really becoming a

drag."
*****

The hospital shows aren't much better at telling the truth about what

happens in a large medical center:

"Dr. Edwards, come in please."

"Yes sir, Dr. Fauntenroy, you asked to see me?"

"I was curious about that little old lady who almost died in Room 506.

They say you forgot to replace her oxygen bottle."

"So I made a mistake. One lousy error and you're going to wash me

out?" wm . , ... . . „
"It wasn't just the little old lady in Room 506, Edwards. I was thinking

of the man in the emergency ward the other night -the one whose leg you

amputated after the automobile accident."

"What was wrong with that? Dr. Peters said it was one of the best

operations he had ever seen."

"It was, except you cut off the wrong leg.

"

"So that's whv it took him so long to recover."

"Dr. Edwards, you're an intern, a good intern, but you have to stop

making so many mistakes. Now what I've called you in about is that I've

heard through the grapevine that you left an instrument in Mr. Cum-

mings' stomach this afternoon."

"But I remembered it as I was washing up and made them bring him

back."
"Edwards, you're young, and you're impetuous and you're careless.

But I'm going to recommend that you be kept on. Do you know why?"

"You owe my father a favor?"

"No, it's deeper than that. You look like a doctor and that to me is very

important. Most of the men trying to be doctors these days have long hair

and beards. But you know how to dress and you give the hospital a lot of

class. Keep your hair short, Edwards, and you'll have a job here for life."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

- a musicman.

(A soaring voice

-he leaves no choice

but listen)
Dear Paul

Listen.

S.P.

Letters
As in previous years the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor. The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pagesin

length. All letters must be signed and the author:

i

address and telephone numbers must be '"eluded

No letter will be published without this information^

Also no letters will be printed without the name of

the author. Please note this change in Policy
.

All letters are subject to editing either for content

or space according to the judgment of the editors.

Also due to space limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed.
thai an uhuhs f

THE EDITORS

I know a wintry place where,

though it never snows, no one ever goes.

I know a wintry place where,

though it never blows, flowers never grow.

I know a wintry place where,

though the moon is grown, sea waves never roll.

I know a wintry place where,

thought a candle glows, no one cares to see

what I alone must know.

Love sometimes reveals in me
depths of both fear and ecstasy.

Thank you, Paul, but I'm only twenty years

old.

And I'm still but on my way
from the ultimate Hell of life

to the infinite Heaven of death.

T. David Barrett
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Culturnatives

Ecology
B> (HLBERTJ.SALK

Ecology. We've heard a lot about

it lately, but nobody is doing much
about it. We see lots of ads by

major corporations telling us what

they're doing to help our en-

vironment, but most of their

claims don't stand up under close

scrutiny.

They tell us to buy more of their

product because they pollute less

or because they give us free plastic

trash bags or because they are

spending money researching ways
of reducing pollution-but not

nearly as much as they spend

buying advertising to tell us about

it. And the real aim of the ad is not

to make us more conscious of

environmental needs as it is to

persuade us to buy more, consume

more, throw away more, buy

more.
This pill also has a dangerous

side effect. It can easily lull us into

a belief that something significant

is being done to save our air and

water.

Most of us, I think, know all of

this. The problem is that while we
complain about it, we aren't

willing to make the personal

sacrifices needed to combat it. I

stand accused with the rest of you.

So let's rap a little about

ecological living.

First, it's a two-part problem,

both of which are intertwined.

Obviously, the industries must be

made to stop their direct and in-

direct rape of the environment. But

we must also understand that they

have a perfectly valid excuse: us.

They are right when they claim

that we demand their products and

that we will complain if the costs

go up. We're selfish, and we are

conditioned to expect to be able to

buy anything we decide we want at

a "reasonable'' price.

In today's column, let's deal with

the you-and-me aspect of en-

vironment protection. First, we
should understand the context in

which we live. We have been

brainwashed by the mass media

(including radio, television,

newspapers, magazines, movies,

education, and our friends and

families) into a psychological

dependence on luxuries which we
perceive as needs. Read that last

sentence over and dig it. That's a

powerful lot of braimi«hing we've

been subjected to M our lives.

Think about how it has conditioned

us to accept certain lifestyles as

acceptable, and others as im-

practical, fanciful, or un-

desireable.

Make sure that your un-

derstanding of those conditioned

prejudices carries over to make
you react to the rest of this column.

See if it can free your mind at all.

For instance:

What would happen if you

stopped buying things new? It

would mean that much less drain

on the earth's raw materials, for a

start. As added incentive, it would

save you money. There's an in-

credible number of sources of

"used" (recycled) products. Check

into tag sales, auctions, places like

Goodwill and St. Vincent de Paul,

and dumps. Yes, dumps. People

throw an unbelievable amount of

useable things away, and if you

find them, they're yours for free. If

you learn to fix up slightly

damaged things, dumps will yield

an even larger treasure to you.

Also check out government surplus

sales. Write to the Dept. of Defense

Surplus Sales Office in Battle

Creek, Mich., or to General Ser-

vices Administration in Boston for

bidders' application forms.

Don't throw things away. First

check with your friends to see if

they can use whatever it is that

you're finished with. If that doesn't

work, get rid of it at an appropriate

BUS SERVICE SCHEDULE
LV. U-Mass. for No. Amherst- 8:24a.m., 11:54, 12:54p.m.,

3:56, 6:01

L V. U-Mass. for Amherst Center, Hadley and Northampton

7:31 a.m., 8:36, 10:01, 12:06 p.m., 1:06, 2:01, 4:09, 5:04,

6: 14.

Connections at Northampton for

Easthampton, Florence, Leeds, Haydenville and

Williamsburg

L V. U-Mass. for Worcester, Belchertown, Ware, Brook-

fields, Spencer and Leicester

Fridays LV - U-Mass. 12:45 p.m., 4:50 p.m

Saturdays: LV. U-Mass. 12:45 p.m.

Sundays: LV U-Mass. 12:45 p.m., 6:25 p.m.

For Tickets and Information

The Lobby Shoppe, Student Union Bldg. Tel. 545-2006

CHARTER A BUS
call our office for rates and arrangements Tel. 584-6481

Western Mass. Bus Lines, Inc.
Northampton, Mass.

place. Clothes artd toys can be

given to free stores, rummage
sales, Goodwill, or something
similar. Use radio outlets such as

SWAPs on WTTT. Old newspapers,

magazines, bottles, and aluminum
cans should be brought to a central

collection station for recycling.

Northampton provides such a

station once each month.

Push the places you eat to start

composting their food scraps and

giving it away. Go to work on the

dining halls, for instance. Offer to

help them with the dirty work.

Buy organic foods. As the

market increases, prices will come
down and more farmers will turn

to organic farming.

Get a bicycle instead of a car. Or

if you must have a car, make a

point of picking up hitchhikers.

You will get many more
passenger-miles to the gallon of

gasoline (or cubic foot of exhaust

fumes, if you will) if you always

have passengers.

Don't buy notebooks. Use the

backs of paper printed on only one

side. Ask a secretary in some office

to save you the unneeded copies of

mimeod paper, and do your term

papers on the unused side.

Use your imagination. Find as

many ways as you can think of to

reduce or stop consuming, and use

them. You doing it alone won't

save the planet, but your example

Airlines Scared

WASHINGTON (AP)-Pan
American and Trans World, the

two U.S. airlines providing

scheduled service across the North

Atlantic, have appealed to the U.S.

government for quick action to

avert a general transatlantic air

fare war.

At a closed meeting with the

Civil Aeronautics Board, officials

of the two airlines said that unless

positive steps are taken before Oct.

15, disastrous fare cuts of the type

already proposed by Lufthansa

German Airlines will broaden into

a variety of costly traffic-

promotion projects by many
airlines.

They proposed that the CAB,
through the State Department,

notify the West German govern-

ment that the Lufthansa fare

proposal is improper and unac-

ceptable under terms of the U.S. —
German bilateral air agreement.

They said Canada already has

taken such action.

•Finally' DIRECT SERVICE

BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY

AND NATICK AND BOSTON
Less than 2 hr. nonstop service

FRIDAYS

SUNDAYS

LV. U Of M 2:00 P.M.
AR. Boston 3:55 P.M.

LV. U of M 4:00 P.M.

AR. Boston 6:55 P.M.

LV. Boston 6:30 P.M.
AR. U of M 8:25 P.M.
LV. Boston 8:30 P.M.
AR. U Of M 10:25 P.M.

There will be one (1) direct nonstop express bus on

each of the schedules shown above in addition to our

regular service

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL:

PETER PAN OFFICE
AT THE LOBBY SHOP
Tel. 545-2006 or 545 2528

might get some other people to try

it, and start a spiral. This is

political, by the way, because if

enough people start consuming

less, it will force a reduction in

production which will eventually

force a three- or even a two-day

work week.
Read some books for

imagination-stimulation. Let me
list a few which I think are par-

ticularly helpful.

BOOK REVIEWS
Ecological Living Handbook by

Dan Clancy and Karen Jensen

($1.00, Center for Ecological

Living, 246 Center Ave., Pacheco,

Cal. ) is an excellent booklet on how

to relate to your environment. It

covers the home, the school, the

job, noise, travel, purchasing,

interpersonal relations, and a wide

range of actions. The actions are

viewed on several levels, including

social, political, educational, and

life-style. It's a beautiful, loving

book.

The Environmental Handbook,

edited by Garrett de Bell ($.95,

Ballantine Books. Inc., NYC.) was

put out by Friends of the Earth as

an aid to the National En-

vironmental Teach-in. It contains

articles by many long-standing

ecology heavies, and deals with the
' meaning of ecology and personal

and political eco-tactics. It's a fine

source of factual information on

what the crisis is all about and

what you can do about it.

The Earth Tool Kit. prepared by

Environmental Action, ($1.25,

Pocket Books, NYC), is a similar

book, also prepared for Earth Day.

It deals in more depth with heavier

tactics, and is concerned with

building organizations designed to

fight a long-range battle. It's a fine

organizers' book.

Environmental Action also

compiled Earth Day -The

Beginning ($1.25, Bantam Books,

Inc., NYC), another collection of

articles by some heavyweights.

Section headings will give you an

idea of the impressive range of this

book: Earth's Last Stand.

Promises, Promises. Black Sur-

vival. Business as Usual.

Lawnorder. and more. It's an

excellent collection of the thoughts

of some of the more outspoken of

those concerned about tomorrow.

I don't usually urge readers to go

out and buy every book I review,

but this is an exception. Each of

these is a very important con-

tribution to environmental in-

formation-data which we must

have if we are to act with in-

telligence. Read them. Then
remember that unused in-

formation is no better than no

information. Do something.

Peace.

In future columns, CULTURNATIVES will

deal with many aspects of cultural alter-

natives. If you want to rap about some

possibilities, or get a copy of Mother Earth

News, drop in at the Draft Counseling Office in

923 CC Draft counseling comes first, but if I'm

free, I'd enjoy hearing from you.

Before seeing Delta Chi eighty-five percent

lof us were anti-Greek. Come and see the|

target before throwing stones at it.

Delta Chi

314 Lincoln Ave.

Wednesday

September 29

8:00p.m.

Campus Center Program Council

presents

'A SMALL MIRACLE.

EXPLOSIVELY FUNNY.

UTTERLY WINNING.'
—Walter Kerr N V T.ma*

'ONE OF THE 6AYEST

AND WISEST ENTERTAIN

MENTS IN TOWN.'
—Emory Lewis. Cue Magaxina

JtJOOP THE
PEANUTS"
MUSICAL

<•>*

'YOU'RE
A GOOD
MAN

*:™u
rVROWrV

October 3, 1971 3: 30 & 8: 30

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $2.00
at S. U. Box Office & Door at Performance

Plot To Free Greek Assassin

ATHENS, Greece (AP)-Lady
Amalia Fleming, 02-year-old
widow of the discoverer of

penicillin, was sentenced Tuesday
to 16 months in prison on charges of

plotting to free a man who tried to

assassinate the premier of the

Greek military government.
Lady Fleming, daughter of an

Athens doctor, holds dual Greek
and British citizenship. The
government is expected to take

away her Greek citizenship and
deport her to Britain instead of

imprisoning her. She told

newsmen, however, that she would

The Lady Got Sixteen Months
rather go to jail than lose her

Greek nationality.

Four others, including two
Americans, also were convicted in

the alleged plot . The four and their

sentences are Athena Psyhogios,

42, of Minneapolis, Minn., 14

months; John Skelton, 26, of

Yardsley, Pa., seven months
suspended; Constantine An-
droutsopoulos. 30, of Athens, 15

months, and Constantine Bekakos,
21-year-old Greek soldier, 13

months.
Mrs. Psyhogios was expected to

be deported. It was not clear

whether Skelton would be expelled

trom the country or permitted to

continue his studies at Athens
University's theological school,

where he is on World Council of

Churches scholarship.

A spokesman for the League for

Democracy in Greece said

Tuesday in London the sentence

imposed on the widow of Sir

Alexander Fleming was par-

ticularly severe considering her

age and health and the harsh

conditions of Greek prisons.

"We will campaign unceasingly

for her early release," the

UCF Plans For Danbury Demonstration
The United Christian Foundation

is sponsoring a meeting for all

people interested in going to the

Danbury Prison Demonstration
this Saturday. Rides will be
arranged and final details of the

demonstration will be given.

This demonstration is going on
simultaneously with demon-
strations at other Federal prisons

throughout the country and is

being sponsored by People's
Coalition for Peace and Justice.

Clergy and Laymen Concerned.
Mayday, Committee to Free
Angela Davis and other Political

Prisoners, and other groups. The
demonstrations have been called to

demand

:

—Major reforms of the parole

system that recentlv has boasted a

12.6% decline in parole grants.

—An early review of the parole

application of Fr. Philip Berrigan

and a parole grant for Fr. Daniel

Berrigan whose ill health makes it

imperative that he be released

(stated by prison doctors).

—An end to U.S.-funded tiger cages
used for political prisoners in South
Vietnam.
—The end to U.S. funding and
staffing of prisons and in-

terrogation camps for political

suspects in South Vietnam.
—The release of all South Viet-

namese prisoners who are sick,

disabled, and are being held
without trial, or whose sentences
have now expired.

This demonstration is seen as a

start toward a movement of major

spokesman said. Four of the

defendants were charged with

"gathering together to form a

gang" and to "assist a prisoner to

escape." Bekakos, the soldier, was
convicted of not disclosing a

prisoners escape plans to his

military superiors.

Prosecutor Nicholas Pap-
constantinou denied Lady
Fleming's claims that Alexander

Soviets Launch Another Luna
MOSCOW (AP)—Rebounding from three consecutive space failures,

the Soviet Union launched another unmanned moon probe Tuesday.
The Soviet news agency Tass said the main purpose of the spacecraft

Luna 19 "is to conduct scientific investigation of the moon and near-lunar

space from the orbit of an artificial satellite."

Panagoulis, the convicted vxould-

be assassin of Premier George
Papadopoulos, had been tortured
since his internment in August,
1968.

In testimony Monday night,
Lady Fleming admitted her role h*

the plot to free Panagoulis from
prison. "I did it for humanitarian
reasons," she insisted.

prison reforms so that instances

like Attica and the killing of

George Jackson do not occur.

The parole system has been
picked out in particular for this

demonstration because it holds so

much power over the lives of

prisoners. There is only one
Federal parole board of 8 people

that decides upon over 11,000 cases
a year. Often only two of the eight

make the decision.

Excellent

Financial Assistance

for Student Nurses

a Representative of the U.S. Army
wi II be at the ROT C Bldg.

from 4 Oct. - 8 Oct. 71

No obligation - come and see us.

INTERCOURSE

for all

Business Majors !

The Marketing Club will meet tonieht in >B\ at 7 : 30 in room 102.

Besides membership in a national professional and academic
orjr«ni7atinn: besides an intercourse with the real business world,

we have a lot to offer vou. Come see'

S.E.S. Going Co-op ! !

All subcribers and all other students are invited to become members of the new
Students' Educational System Cooperative.

For two years we have been serving you.

Now we welcome you to share in the ownership and decision-making of our student-

centered organization. Become part of our co-op, and help promote your own interests.

HOW?
If you'd like to know how the co-op can work for you, and how you can become a

part owner, come to our first meeting:

GENERAL MEETING
Place: Student Union Ballroom
Date: Wednesday, Oct. 6, 1971

Time: 8:00 p.m.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

l-ord (.alaxie. to.ono mile*. exceiie*t

( unditions. stereo, vcllow with Mark in

lerim asking l.SMi. (all BMM
l»«5 \tt Bus. excellent cond.. rebuilt

engine, new dutch, new brakes, great for

tamping. Iwhi. or best offer, (all after fi

p.m. MMM.
tf»-9

(i'l Saab and 'IW Peugeot . Both 45.000

miles, in good condition. Asking $1,250

each, (all 2Sfi-fi7fi2 for inquir> or test

drive.

IfS -29

1'iwi VW sedan. Very good condition
Jiuki or best offer, (all after |:M at 5*4-

7.111.

in>-a

ti.'i Chcvx I cvl. std New tires excel

miming SH4M1 t IM> or best.

tfn-ro

M Mustang con* .. red. stereo tai»e deck
with deluxe interior. Best offer oxer MM.
( onlact Steve. 25:t-:u.Vl.

tfio-i

HHM I'onllac Tempest, standard trans.

( all after K and ask for Janet. 253-7520.

Iflfl-I

-*: Maroaec * rxl.. standard, good

i*y-» *»tm tires »*» batterx . 541.000 miles

M Trrwkiav Mt-TSJS
1*10-1

MOTORC YCLES FOR SALE
NM H RRajaJjR ( I $ exr rood

Need t»*mr* oWrvralelv must sell Best
offer >»ll Jack «-M»

tfia-i

linnda J»"> excellent rxxoditm*. custom

siss%Kar jihJ beowct mk- hade d Onl» *.«•*

n-ile* I all xl rm »\ J Wlim 544URK51

tr»»

l»7a t H75a llomia. excellent meoh . less

than www mi l all Boh t*s_i:.s; after f>: .10.

tf>»-?<)

1*71 Honda t HM, 2 helmets, chain lock

u»rr. Mi mi., crash ban. IRJ&, m 1WI
tfm-i

Ml Hodge Van. 1450. HMOS.
tf» -29

M M(.A Koadsler. exr. cond, w /BSMdB
engine running perf.. conx. top, side

windows. IITH. Michelln Tires. $K5o

Km.M4W,
lfln-1

l'i:tii (hex. master K5 Sedan showroom
condition Best offer around 1700. (all 5K4-

nt.
tf»-:»

mil 4 hrvv In good running condition

New paint job. lots <>f extra parts. Asking

IMM, Need money desperately (all Jeff.

5 MM I :i I.

ifia-i

til VW Bus rebuilt engine, new brake*,

muffler ex. mechanical some body rot.

<<mmI deal at •< or best offer, (all Bon.

MM4Mt
tflO-fi

M(.A iftM immi eng MO per cent. Rebuilt

» -hi ir. rearing Amherst.
»-2»

'(.7 Met Honda Scrambler, month old

Miltr crankshaft, job bored and stroked

knohhirs. < an't afford tune-up now 1425.

Mike 5tM-t.27n.

tf'i-:w

FOR SALE
lor sale, (.uild I'olara elec. (.uitar.

(.ood action A sound, (an he seen at Fares
of larlh in Amherst must sell! Hill

bargain!

tftn-i

MR BSA 44 Ice. Shooting Star, excellent

condition. Must sell $475.00 (all 5Nfi-0977

tflO-i

Hunrhuggy . :MMN) mi., needs vnlks motor,

top. special seats, much more $475. Call

( ep m-mm.
__^__^ tfn-29

Ski hoots for sale, men's Koflarh. N

I/2M. White Stars, (all 546-4184 after 7

p.m.

___
tf»-.m

(•••Mars. amps. ace. K records at
"reasonable prices. The (.uitar Workshop
'•« Main SI. Northampton SK4M7M.

MM
Water beds now all sites $111,115! Factory

warranty. Also, frames, liners A pads in

stork (all Mark at 546-54.50.

If 10-12

Srhwinn 10 spd. $90 firm: rectilinear

mini. Ill speakers 50-IH00 t/ltDH I IB,
I ischer Abfahrts 22.1cm Wild Mans Ski.

MM,
K.F.

Hanging Planters-other ceramic ware
made to order. Kred I n glandei 54S-I05I. 15

I raring St.

If 10-4

(•mega B-l enlarger wollensack Onmni

II .-. lens negative carrier for I 1/4x2 1/4 2

I /I x :i I /I $ Nil .(Ml .-.I<l-lr!r4:i.

tf9-:ui

Hcnkc ski boots, si/e II. bought at the

end of last season, used once. Begular
Inn mi sell to best offer (all Ba\. 5:12-

Hl.'l.

tflO-l

COURSE
I I ABN ANY MAIN F.VroPKAN

I \N(.l M.f . I ndrrstand «. read in 10

mos. ( nurse taught h\ IN Interpreter

luilu . courses hx mailed cassettes. 5N4-

»7 III or 4N2;i.

IflO-l

Inxeslmenl analysis A Portfolio nran.

( ohen A /inliar i-< mil Social proh. Merton
A Nisbcl-I con of Trade l>c\clop. B>
1 hebergr. (all MM.

Mi

RIDE WANTED

Help wanted! Need reliable students

male or female for delixerx and sales

work. If miii are really interested call 541)-

Wll.

If 10-1

(•irl desperatrlx needs a ride to

B.rrlington M. I ri (let I. ( all Betsx 540-

Husband and wife need ride to and from
around ( olumhiis. Ohio on (let 21 will

share drixing and expenses (all Hob MM-
i.;iii

tflO-4

SKIERS WANTED

\rt or advertising major needed lo help

laumh sales promolion ( all l».i\id Vsi.

lt:w Keep (rxing.

tfio-i

Need ninnn " I arn $ or un>re a week '

Work xmir own hours at \om ronxenienre
t all Barrx or Haxr «mi..V»i

tf 10-

.

PHI? PERSONAL

LOST

A maroon and while jacket with name
\\ Hallow on inside (all Bill MCTr;:-:.

tfio-i

Skiers wanted loshare spacious chalet. I

min. from Ml. Snow, luxury lixing. onlx

$25(1 for season. Per.-Mar. (all Mart>-54!t-

IJ7XI..

urn i

~SERVICES
"

Need a hand. Hial-a-hand will supply a

hand thai >nur budget ran afford. \n>

xarielx available For details, call Stan

MMXii.
If»-2«l

(.iris I2I» and over' We need xou to

dance for us. (all Jerry al I Felta Thl. 54fi

77*1.

IfS-2d

Bisexual male would like to meet hi

male or frnialr for tea and svmpathv
Keplv in classifieds.

tro-:*

EMPLOYMENT
Sell Stiaklee products. Full or part lime.

l(Mi°„ biodegradable organic cleaners.
In . i ni \ aids and vitamins makers of Basic
II. For info, (all KkMI,

!f»-:m

MEETING

I'MwUMW -IN001I l-door sedan, am-fm.

sw hlaupunkl. Pirellis, excellent condition-

best offer over $100(1. 25:1-2412.

If 10-5

1'iM, Pcugot convertible In excellent

condition (all ( ulherine mornings 540-

MI2,
lr<l-:to

Benjamin stereo romparta. miracord
and lenco turntables, elar cartridges and
rMI sneakers. Al discount prices, (all
MMMf.

tfin-5

lent - in x 12' lleltrirk used I week
purchased In June ask $M.

I v pew r iter pin table underwood exc.
cond $20. PH. 5NH-BMI7.

Business majors! ( nmr lo Ibis yr's Isl.

Marketing ( luh meeting. In SUA at 7: DO

p.m. in room 102. We have a lot lo offer'

( nmr see.

»-2»

ROOMMATES WANTED
Share my one room apt. In Amherst Clr.

You pay $:i5/mn.. hut for first semester
only. Message to me. Tom at fi-r.?ng - tv

5I7N.

__
WANTED

Would like info, on Indian reservation
schools for edur. project Anyone who ran
help please call Irene S4«-70n:i or Carolyn
HMM.

IW-29

Men in erect rhainllnk fence. Ex-
perienced only. Part time. Flttgerald
Fences. :i40 Bridge Bd.. Florence. Mass.

If 10-4

Will do typing of all kinds. Thesis
research dissertations experienced, fast.

• electric i foreign, lang. (.rr . Hutch, (all

',1'Mil'H.

9-20

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apl.. all utilities, no lease

Pets & children welcome. Wall to wall

carpel. $175 month, (all Kamins Milage
ApU.. Heir her(own

tfi-30

Nrms. wHh fined rms. 14 miles from I' of

M. Furniture. 2 balks, all utilities paid $-isn

per month (all KM 7*1 I

tfia-4

Hex all \oiiiig sensuous numismatists. I

need someone to scrub mv pennies, (all fi-

5:127.

lf9-20

Yng-Male chauvinist Interested in

mindless chirk for a warm, sincere

relationship. Send resume and photo or

SI Kit

lfTI-20

I need an eager beaver lo keep me warm
Ihesr cold nights If vou think you ran hrlp

call me.
lf»-»

Happy birthday Kvrtrh love me.
»-»

Townhouse Apt. at (llffslde. 2hdr.. $IM
per month incl. util., married only. Call

Msi-I7in.

if li-

I

I bedroom apt.. Puff Ion \lllagr

available immediately, mm iiwi after 5

p. in.

tr»-:m

Brilliant handsome young man needs
someone lo keep him humble and satisfied

(all 2I2-N4H-Z7SI.

________^ tf»-»

( ommnlrrs If rent ta a big issue w lib v on
let me make II a Mr issue with the Mudenl
Senate vole. Nell Kersleln for Senator.

Ml
ROOM WANTED

In desperate need of room or apt.,

preferably near campus, (all Hteph !UM-

2MN Keep trying

LECTURE NOTES

HI HELP WANTED

I!I5<|( hev. conx. Fall inspected $ I75.no.

( all MMIW.
ifini

10 speed Schwlnn Sports Tourer. New
$175. call Mike 5t!Hil42. HI Pufflon.

trio- i

( ompatahle renrale. Nxtoiphs wanted hv
2 insatahle males. Fxperienrr tin-

uecessarv. ( all aWMMM ask for Hererk
tf«-»

( ampus Heps - opportunity for business-

minded student In earn lop rash and gel

unparalleled experience working for self

on campus Mart Immediately. Send brief

resume and phone number lo: Mr. CM.
I>. .ni. .lib Box 7V Swampsrnlt. MA 01907

tfn-20

I er line notes are now available In room
Ml in the student Inion I obh> for all

set lions of Anthro 104. Bnlanx 101. Fron
I.'", and l«. (.eologv 101. (.ov IINI and 150.

Hlsl 151. Human Hev Iff, Micro im
Phil 105. Pxvch 101. 2«2. 2fi.l. 270 2N0. :mi.

and W2. Soc lot Ami mi and 115 line

section of Hist 150 and Pxvch :I25 also In
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HarambeWelcomesNewMembers
Harambe wishes to extend a

warm welcome to incoming Third

World Students, and welcome back

the old ones. Harambe is an

organization, principally for Third

World Students, although anyone

who expresses an interest can

become a member.
Last year, Harambe sponsored

such events as a National Con-

ference, focusing on Pan-

Africanism, social events, etc.

Harambe also serves as a funding

agency for members who attend

conferences and agree to

disseminate information to the rest

of the community.

Everyone is always talking

about the lack of anything to do

with themselves, and about all of

the things that are being done to

them, but who is trying to do

anything about it? Harambe
provides such an opportunity. It

attempts to make people aware of

some of the political and social

problems in their immediate en-

vironment, the university, and

their peripheral environment.

There will be an open reception

Thursday, Sept. 30, in the Colonial

Lounge of the S.U. and all mem-
bers of the Third World Com-

munity are urged to attend, as well

as anyone who is interested in the

organization. Incidentally,

refreshments will be served.

Mobe To Conduct Teach-in
The Student Mobilization Committee met last Wednesday night and

made important decisions concerning UMass participation in the up-

coming anti-war demonstrations. October 13th, National Moratorium

Day, was the main topic of discussion. A teach-in will be held on the

morning of the 13th and the afternoon's activities will consist of leafleting

the Amherst-Northampton area with information regarding the

November 6th rally on Boston Common. Five buses have been acquired

for transportation to and from Boston Common on November 6th. Bus

tickets will be available starting October 13th for a minimal fee.

The next SMC. meeting will be held tonight at 8:00 P.M. in the MOBE
jffice on the second floor of the Student Union.

AHEA
Do you still want to make a dif

ference? Come to our first

organizational meeting Weds., Oct. 6,

7:30 in Skinner Lounge. Be active!

HILLEL
Sign up now for first nite dinner m

office -It's this week.
Breakfast after services, Hillei

office. Bagels and cream cheese.

Yom Kippur services 10 a.m. to 7

p.m. in CC Aud.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
International Club coffee house at 8

p m . in Rms. 168 70 CC on Wed. Two
films about Aborigines from
Australia: 'Walkabout' and

'Tjurunga' will be shown. Also in

attendance will be a Professor from

the Anthropology Dept.

MAROON KEYS
Important meeting tonight at 8:30

p.m., Rm811 CC. This one is for real.

Be there, much planning to do.

OMICRON NU
There will be a meeting at 4:00

tonight at Miss Merchant's apt. A

buffet will be served. Initiation and

plan of work will be discussed.

PARACHUTE CLUB
1st jump course concludes tonight

in CC 165, 7:15 p.m.-Everyone else

missed a beautiful weekend at scenic

Turner's Falls Airport. P.S. We're

there every weekend.

REVELLERS
.

Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Km.
174 CC.

SCROLLS
Important meeting tonight at 6:15

p.m. in Rm. 811-815 CC. Attendance is

mandatory.

SPANISH AMERICAN STUDENTS
All Latin American Students and

Peace Corps workers in Latin

America are invited to attend a

meeting on Mon. Oct. 4. Look for

further notice on place of meeting.

TEP
Open House at TEP 8:30 p.m. today

at Sept. 29, 1971.

UMASS CHESS CLUB
There will be a meeting of the

Chess Club tonight in the New Hatch

NOTICES
from 7. to 11:30 p.m. Further in

formation on the chess tournament
this weekend will be announced.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Meeting tonight at 7.30 in Rm. 802

CC. All interested persons are

welcome.

LOST
One dorm President in red and blue

bathrobe Last seen about 10 o'clock

Saturday night. Anyone with in

formation as to her whereabouts
please contact Kennedy 18th floor.

To whoever returned my wallet

Thanks a lot Reg Know I ton.

Motorcycles
Repaired &
Serviced.

Lowest Prices Anywhere
Pants & Accessories

Milt AC I. F.S Performed Daily

Motorcycles
Unlimited
401 InplesideSI

r Texaco Sta.)

Ilolvoke. Mass.
'.S33-X517

BE

Writing Paper
and

Postal Cards

MIZAUR'S
MERCANTILE

next to

Amhprat Tower

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR

A new device, the Tilt Meter, has been

developed by an aircraft company; it can

detect the tidal pull ot the moon or sun on

the liquid in a teacup. Man is made up of

90% liquid. Who, then, is to say that the sun

and moon (and planets) have no discernible

influence on human life?
• **

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Spotlight on

friendships. You may be called on to make
decision which is controversial no matter

what Realize some around you now are

supersensitive. Tread lightly. Exhibit sense

of humor.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): You may

feel you have run into an immovable object.

Key is recall past lessons; apply ex

perience. Look, plan ahead. Check ap

parent minor matters. Be thorough. Leave

no loopholes.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Change,

variety, greater communication with op

posile sex these are on agenda. Virgo in-

dividual figures prominently. Nail down
aspirations. Make position crystal clear.

Gain shown through written word.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Delve deep;

reject the superficial. Find out the why of

events. Scorpio individual intrigues. You
exhibit tendency to be overly intense. Don't

fear unknown. Ride with tide You can win.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) : Lie low; do more
observing than asserting. You may not be

seeing loo clearly. Romantic haze could

cloud basic issues. Realize this and avoid

permanent commitment. Legal counsel

would be good idea.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Pound home
requirements. Means let others know what

you need. Taking things for granted would

be error. Some associates, coworkers

display green streak of envy. Adhere to the

basics.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Good lunar

aspect now coincides with ^>ve interests,

relationships with children. Finish projects.

Expand personal horizons. Look beyond the

immediate. Creative force is in evidence.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): What was

confusing falls into place. You get second

chance. Correct previous misconceptions.

Attention to details now could make you a

winner. Act accordingly. Leo, Aquarius

persons are involved.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Accent

on short journeys, development of ideas,

ability to communicate with relatives.

Trust hunch; follow through. Learn by

leaching means share knowledge. Ignore

neighbor who talks too much.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19): Money,

personal possessions these now are em
phasized. Figure things out for yourself.

Too many helpers prove costly. You can

expand activities without being ex

travagant. Pull in financial reins.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Lunar

cycle high; circumstances turn in your

favor. Timing ivproves. Judgment, in

tuition ring bell. Take initiative. Make new
starts, contacts. Personal magnetism
rating soars. Get going. ..to many places!

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Look behind

scenes for answers. What appears obvious

could actually be a deception. Know this

and do have second thoughts. Ask

questions; persistent effort will pay

dividends. Dig deep for information.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

sensitive, generally gentle in approach to

situations and people. Recent changes will

work in your behalf. An Aquarius individual

could make you happy in upcoming months.

Social life is due to be accelerated.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

HOW'S THIS FOR A BEAl/TlFVL

DRAWING ? IT 5H0UIS A HERP
OF COWS IN THE EARW EVENING

RETURNING TO THEIR COU) H0l££

WMUA
TONIGHT on 91.1 FM:
7 oo Dm - EVENING NEWS-a complete half hour of com-

prehensive news from Associated Press, United Press In-

ternational, UPI Worldwide audio network, compiled by WMUA
NEWS. Area news is featured.

.

7 30 Dm - 800 pm -VIEWPOINT-a half hour public affairs

program which takes in depth looks at various issues on campus

and in the world. WMUA's Marty Waters is the moderator.

Tonight's guests will be three representatives from ex-

Derimental peer sex counseling program in Southwest.

8 00 Dm -11 00 pm - THE DRUM-complete black programming

with poetry jazz, soul, black news from the Drum's own black

news staff and a black national audio network.

11 00 pm - LATE NIGHT NEWS-another in depth half hour

newscast from Amherst's largest broadcast news operation,

WMUA NEWS Includes a sports report and an update at 11:25.

U 30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. - Eric Benjamin comes your way with three

and a half hours of great progressive music.

.aaaasssgggaaagagssw*^^

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1

4

12

13
14

Opening
Marks left

by wounds
Everybody's
uncle
Goddess of

healing

Female
Arabian
garment

15 Surgical saw
17 Expert

19 Cares for

21 Equality

22 Makes lace

24 Organ of

hearing

26 Final

29 One, no
matter which

30 Antlered
animals
Guido's lew
note
Pronoun
Transgress
Symbol for

tantalum
Sorrow for sins

39 Weight of

India

Paradise
Capuchin
monkey
Suffix:

follows of

Devoured

45 Aphorism

47 Clergyman
(collocj.)

50 Stylish

53 Before

54 At no time

56 American
essayist

57 Armed conflict

58 Sows
59 Superlative

ending

32

33
34
35

40
41

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

16

18

20

22

23
25
27

28

Ventilate

Comely

Graceful bird

Compresses

Part of

"to be"

Male sheep

Break suddenly

Petty ruler

Man's
nickname

Deface

Footlike part

Drawing room

Posed for

portrait

Yellow in hue

Put up stake

Abrogated
Mediterranean
vessel

Former
Russian rulers

30
31

33
37
38
39
42
44

River island

Falsehood

Clues

Closer

Scold

Russian plain

Demon
Vast ages

46 Paddles

47 Church bench

48 Macaw
49 Born

51 Dawn goddess

52 Soak
55 Brother of

Odin

mo- 4usr&.rrr\jauJL-.SOO'

Mo^rOd^. akovM 9u*AAt»
^ftardt tJksi ur€aii on ovr\S/m£fi^.

rnnjOudl&rOTC
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Alston: "Dodgers Must Sweep"
_ _ . .. ._»_•___ :_ T 1L. fin

LOS ANGELES (AP)—Manager Walter Alston of

the Los Angeles Dodgers, dean of major league

managers, remained calm yesterday as his club

opened its final bid for the National League West title.

"Tell me what San Francisco will do and I'll tell you

what we have todo," Alston observed.

Then, seriously, he concluded the Dodgers probably

would have to win all three final games against the

Houston Astros to beat out the Giants who lead by one

game and finish up with three at San Diego.

Odds favor the Giants. Some sources in Las Vegas,

Nev make them 5-1 favorites to cop the West crown.

Opening the series at Dodger Stadium, injury-

plagued Bill Singer carried the Los Angeles pitching

hopes against recently recalled James Rodney

Kichard, a towering 6-foot-8 fast-ball thrower.

Tonight, Al Downing, the little left-hander with a 20-

8 record, goes against Don Wilson, 16-9, with Don

Sutton, 16-12, winding up the regular season campaign

against either Wade Blasingame or Ken Forsch.

Last weekend, the Dodgers went into Atlanta three

games out of first place and then swept the series

while Cincinnati was taking a pair from the Giants^

If, after the final regular season, the Giants and

Dodgers wind up in a tie, the issue will be decided

Friday afternoon in a single game at San Francisco.

Richie Allen, the slugger who joined the Dodgers

this season, predicted it will take a Friday game to

decide the issue.

"We'll win two out of three from Houston and the

Giants will lose two out of three at San Diego, Allen

predicted.

The present situation is opposite of one in 1962 when

the Dodgers were fading and the Giants charging.

That time it took a two-to-three playoff to decide

which would face the New York Yankees. In the

finale, the Giants scored four runs in the ninth inning

for a 64 victory.

Although Houston arrived in Los Angeles 10 games

behind the Giants and in fifth place, the Astros could

move up in the standings if they knock down the

Dodgers. Only 1-1/2 games separate Houston from

third place Atlanta and they are only one-half behind

Cincinnati.

Ruggers Open

With Three Wins

Alex Johnson Is Reinstated
YORK ( AP )—An emotionally disturbed is just as ill the wives of some other players for

disturbance should be as one who has sustained an injury his actions,

n I Sfferentlv than a or has an ailment," Miller said. In May, Phillips benched

nhvsical aUmen In basebah an "He should not be suspended or Johnson for several days. Later

fmnartlal arbitration board ruled disciplined. He should be placed on Angels players failed to invite him
impartial arbitration Doararuieu y

meeting after he had

NEW
emotional

Tuesday in ordering the California

Angels to restore full pay to their

recalcitrant outfielder, Alex

Johnson.

The verdict, which is binding,

was termed a "landmark
decision." Commissioner Bowie

Kuhn said he had no immediate

comment.
"The commissioner wants to

read the report before expressing

any reaction," said Monte Irvin of

the commissioner's staff.

Dick Walsh, general manager of

the Angels, called it "Totally in-

consistent with the facts and

completely without justification."

Marvin Miller, executive

director of the Major League

Baseball Players Association, said

the finding was an historic one.

"It means that a man who '

the disabled list.

A player on the disabled list

receives full pay.

Johnson, 28, the American
League batting champion in 1970,

was suspended by the Angels on

June 26 for what they described as

"not hustling and not showing the

proper mental attitude."

A player who has been with four

teams-Philadelphia, St. Louis,

Cincinnati and California-in his

seven years in the majors, Johnson

was benched several times during

the current season by Manager

Lefty Phillips for failure to hustle.

Once he accused teammate
Chico Ruiz of pulling a gun on him

in the Angels' clubhouse-a charge

Ruiz denied. The two got into a

fight at the batting cage last season

and Johnson's wife apologized to

to a team meeting after he had

apparently loafed in chasing a fly

ball, costing the team three runs.

When he was suspended in June,

his salary was cut off.

The arbitration panel ordered

the restoral of Johnson's salary for

the rest of the season amounting to

$29,970. But it upheld the 29

disciplinary fines totaling around

$3,750. The estimate was made by

the club.

A formal report issued by the

Players Assocation, said the panel

placed great weight on the report

of two psychiatrists-Dr. Lawrence

E. Jackson of Wayne State

University in Detroit, retained by

Johnson, and Dr. Jonathan H.

Himmelhoch of Yale University,

retained by the Angels.

The UMass Rugby Football Club

opened its fall season last weekend

with three big victories. The

ruggers travelled to Kingston and

took on the U.R.I, club. The UMass
first XV took command early in the

game on two penalty kicks by Mike

Donnell. Later in the first half,

great open field ball handling by

UMass forwards broke standout

Brian Curry for a try. Donnell

converted and UMass led at

halftime 12-0.

Rhode Island reformed its forces

at halftime and played sound

defense for the greater part of the

second half. The continual

pressure applied by forwards

Curry, Kesgen, and Piepul cracked

the U.R.I, defense. UMass closed

out the scoring when the centers

Asa G laser and Steve McElroy

each scored from twenty yards out.

Mike Donnell converted both tries.

This set the final score, UMass 24,

U.R.I. 0.

The second XV took the field and

were not to be outdone. Scoring

came early and often. After

driving the ball deep into Rhody

territory, the UMass forwards

simply walked in for a try when the

UMass lock fell on the ball. The

lock, Pete Herrmann, had one of

the best individual performances

in UMass rugby history. He scored

three tries, converted one, and

made a goal kick for a total of 17

points. Herrmann had scored two

tries in the first half.

Freshman Don Madder playing

his first game at flyhalf broke in

for a try from 15 yards out and

UMass led at halftime 14-0. The

scoring continued as the novice

UMass ruggers gained in con-

fidence. Herrmann made the

penalty kick, and another try. In

the waning minutes, Bob Watson

set up Art Shelley for a 40 yard

gambol down the sidelines for a try

setting the final score UMass 26,

U.R.I. 0.

Sunday, rioly Cross C's met

UMass C's here in Amherst.

Buoyed by the Saturday's victories

and led by veteran back Don

Joyce, the UMass third XV
dumped the Purple Gang 20-4.

This weekend, the three UMass
teams travel to South Boston to

take on perennial power Beacon

Hill. Last fall, a cocky Beacon Hill

team was crushed by the foot of

UMass' back Mike Bull and an

aggressive set of forwards. The

forwards are still here and a new

set of backs are beginning to jell,

but Beacon Hill will be ready.

Sports Notices
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Scoring Freeze Applies

Breaks To Collegiate Pigskin
_ _a 1 A — ¥_.-. I .....tin. L />L-wtiil C*t\l

NEW YORK (AP)—Along with

the nation's economic freeze,

brakes have been applied to the

runaway scoring trend in college

football.

Latest statistics by the National

Collegiate Sports Services, the

NCAA arm which keeps up with

such things, reveals that last

Saturday's games were the lowest

in scoring in three seasons.

There were 16 shutouts among

the major teams, the. most since

Nov. 17, 1965. The early season

scoring averages are well below

last year.

In 66 games last week the major

colleges produced an average of

37.6 points a game, the smallest

since Sept. 28, 1968. The season's

average is 38.6 compared with 42.6

last season and the record 43.2 in

1969.

The only explanation by ob-

servers is that coaches have turned

greater attention to the defense.

NO PARKING - All parking of

vehicles for Intramural Contests

should be located in Lot 5. Vehicles

parked on the road adjacent to the

Intramural Fields will be ticketed

starting tonight. We ask your

cooperation so that we may
provide maximum safety.

* * * *

ENTRY DATES - Intramural

entries are due today for Women's

Badminton Singles and Turkey

Trot. All Handball, and Cross

Country, entries will be accepted

up until 9 p.m. at the Intramural

Office.

Metawampe 500 entries are due

on Thursday, October 7th; and

Paddleball entries are due on

Tonight's

Intramurals

Orioles Pound Sox 10-2
BALTIMORE (AP)-A two-run

Homer by Ellie Hendricks capped

a three-run rally in the fifth inning

yesterday as the Baltimore Orioles

downed Boston 10-2 in the first

game of a twin-night

doubleheader.

Dave McNally, due to start

Saturday's opening game of the

American League playoffs against

Oakland, brought his record to 21-5

as the Orioles won their ninth in a

row and ended a six-game Red Sox

winning streak.

Hendricks' homer off Ray Culp,

14-16 came after a run-scoring

single by Boog Powell had snapped

a 2-2 tie. Powell's hit scored Don

Buford, who opened the inning with

the second of his three singles.

Buford also drove in a run in the

sixth and scored in the first on an

infield hit by Merv Rettenmuno\ A

throwing error by Boston catcher

Duane JoseDhson allowed

Sure you can do

without the best,

but you don't

have to

Bell's Pizza

K5l'niver ,»itv Dr.

:>r,i;-H«ii-2.
r»:i-!Kisi

Free Delivery

of l*i/7:«s

Baltimore to score an unearned

run in the second. The Orioles

wrapped it up in the eighth on two-

run doubles by Powell and Jerry

DaVanon.
Rico Petrocelli drove in both Red

Sox runs with a first-inning

sacrifice fly and a third-inning

single.

An Ivy League school, Cornell,

with an outstanding back in Ed
Marinaro, is leading the country in

both total offense with 611 yards

and rushing offense with 431 yards

for the single game it has played

Penn State follows in both

categories with a 548 average

overall and 384 yards rushing in

two games. Bowling Green is third,

averaging 505 yards in total of-

fense.

The top passing is another Ivy

League member, Princeton, with

328 yards in the air for the only

game it has played - a losing one to

Rutgers. Washington, with Sonny

Sixkiller at the throttle, follows

with a 307 average in three games.

Wednesday October 6th.
* * * *

VARSITY M - The UMass
Redman Quarterback luncheon

will be held at the Newman Center

today at 12:15 p.m. Coach Dick

MacPherson and members of his

coaching staff and team will

present films and commentary on

last Saturday's Dartmouth game
and a scouting report on Boston

University who the Redmen play

on the ninth of October. There will

also be a door prize, a raffle of two

choice B.U. seat and excellent

food. Everyone is invited; price is

$1.50 or take advantage of the

reduced rate season tickets.

PIT TIME
1 6 30

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

6 45

7 00

7 15

7 30

7 45

TUG OF WAR

TEAMS
TC VS. PMD
LCAVS. APO
PSDVS SAE
BKP VS SPE
TEPVS PUP

LIONS VS SEAGRAMS
SENATORSVS SMASHERS

TERRORS VS HEADS
TROJANSVS. LEMONS

HOOVERSVS. REDWOODS
MAROONSVS PIPERS

Get Your

Footballs

On Pn Page 12:

Soccer MacPherson, Donlin

From

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

45 South Pleasant St.

AMHERST
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Booters Bombard B.C., 3-0
By STEVE FERBER

Had last year's soccer match

against Boston College been video-

taped, one would have sworn that

that was what they saw yesterday

afternoon, as the UMass booters

kicked their way to a 3-0 win in

their home opener.

Satly (finllrgian

SPORTS
Chalking up shutout number two

was John Kiah, who had what is

likely to be his easiest day of the

season. In 88 minutes only three

shots were taken at the UMass
goalkeepers, and coincidentally,

last year's B.C. soccer team also

managed that incredibly low total

of three shots on goal.

On the offensive side UMass let

go 25 shots, compared to 16 one

year ago, and again like last year

scored three times, once in each of

the first three quarters.

Jeff Hague began the scoring

mid-way into the first period. Mike
Nugent had the ball near mid-field

and sent it down near the right side

of the goal. Amidst a bit of con-

fusion, Lindo Alves tapped the ball

over to Hague who slammed it

home, giving the Redmen the only

goal they really needed.

From that point on the game was

rather ridiculous, not really a

question of who would win, but of

how many goals would UMass
score against the visitors. To say

that UMass dominated the action

would be an understatement as

B.C. spent most of their time

simply kicking the ball away from

their goal, not even setting up any

passes or plays.

As the statistics ran up on the

Redman side of the slate, so did the

missed goal opportunities. Augie

Calheno's corner kick came the

closest of all, as he sent one of 11

corner kicks towards the far side.

Deflecting off the inside of the far

post, Calheno was denied as the

ball was immediately fallen upon

by the Eagles goalkeeper.

Numerous chances followed, but it

was not until the 20 minute mark of

quarter number two that the

Redmen scored again.

It was the same combo, Alves to

Hague, only this time it was one of

those picture plays that the fans,

and the players for that matter,

really get a kick out of. Calheno

had the ball near mid-field and sent

a pass up on the right side of Alves

who had the ball ahead of the field.

Slowing down so as to set up the

play, Alves spotted Hague
speeding down into the center of

the penalty box, and passing to

perfection, fed the ball onto

Hague's foot who banged it away

into the upper left hand corner. The

goalie had absolutely no chance at

•'

THE START OF SOMETHING GOOD-Mike Nugent evades the B.C. defense on route to first UMass

goal by Jeff Hague. Nugent fed Lindo Alves who fed Hague for the goal. (MDC Photo by Ed

.Mangiaratti.

)

booted his eighth corner kick of the

Similar to Hague's
all, and it was 2-0.

Half number two didn't differ

much at all, as UMass kept forcing

the Eagles to play defense and

defense and more defense. As the

16-2 halftime margin of shots on

goal got wider and wider, Alves

ended the days' scoring, with his

third point, and second goal of the

year. It came off of a penalty kick

which resulted from an Eagles

infraction after Calheno had

afternoon. Similar to

second score, Alves put it in the

upper left corner, thus giving

UMass its highest goal production

to date.

There wasn't much a coach

wouldn't be happy about after a

performance like this, and indeed

Coach Berryman had good words

for all. Berrvman was especially

pleased by the way that Alves and

Hague were working together, and

the work that his halfbacks were
doing in controlling the ball.

In support of Kiah, Berryman
cited the play of Dick McCarron,
who was doing just about
everything right. "Everytime he

got near the ball he was doing a

great job. He played really well,"

noted the coach.

Where Do Gridders

Go From Here?
By DAN KAMAL

The Dartmouth game is over. The bad memories ( bad for UMass fans,

that is) however will linger.

The Redmen are an injury-plagued team as was very evident in the

game Saturday. In fact, the injury situation was magnified a thousand

times when tackle Bob Donlin was forced out of action for the rest of the

season So, with the prospect of playing some fine football teams the rest

of the way coupled with the crushing defeat Saturday, where does the

team go from here?

According to Head Coach Dick MacPherson, "We re going to have to

play them as they come. For one thing Dartmouth was better than anyone

thought thev would be; for another thing, we are not as bad as we looked

I think we went into shock, but we'll come out of it, I think we ll be all

right. „ ,

i was disappointed in every aspect of our game Saturday, but we ve

got to recognize that we won't find many teams on our schedule better

than Dartmouth." .

To make things even worse as far as injuries go, sophomore running

back Tom McMahon was lost to the team for the rest of the season when

he suffered a compound fracture of a bone in his leg in yesterday s

practice session. This depletes even further the already paper-thin back-

field corps. It leaves the Redmen with exactly two healthy runners,

Timmy Berra and Rick Cronin.

On the subject of his backfield, MacPherson had this to say. We

haven't been able to put one backfield together on the football field yet.

We have some fine breakaway threats in Steve Schubert. Paul Metallo,

and Angie DiNardo when they're healthy, but they haven't been healthy^

That's why we need the week off. The players are down mentally and

physically -Dartmouth was a shock to us. But with the week off we might

be at our best physically, discounting permanent injuries, for the Boston

University game. Billy DeFlavio's injury (he suffered an ankle injury

against Dartmouth) Dartmouth was a shock to us. But with the week off

we might be at our best physically, discounting permanent injuries for

the Boston University game. Billy DeFlavio's injury (he suffered an

ankle injury against Dartmouth ) should not be a nagging one.

The lack of potent running game has naturally hurt the UMass passing

attack but MacPherson is confident that with a healthy backfield and

with a more experienced Piel Pennington, the air game will come around.

•The lack of a running game has hurt; also. Pennington is showing the

effects of not playing football for two years. He's only a sophomore and

you're going to gel inconsistency from a sophomore, but we're still very

high on him."
, ,. .

As for Donlin's replacement on the offensive line, the first-year coach

said "We haw three good guards in Ron Marino, Dick Etna and Clarence

Brooks and well move one of them to Donlin's spot. The injury to Bob

will definitely hurt, and this is the best adjustment we can make right

There would appear to be an obvious disparity between the football

programs of the trams that played on Alumni Field a few days ago. Will

the trend continue? Can a football program like the one at UMass ever

expect to fare consistently well against an Ivy League program? Ac-

cording to MacPherson the best way to find the answer to that question is

to wait "Were going to try real hard to get the top athletes in

Massachusetts to attend their state school. This is the basis we work on;

we play Dartmouth again in three years and Harvard in the next two

years-let us I
r i out then just where our program is going.

Does this mean that Coach MacPherson is looking past this year? Not a

chance "Were playing for this year. Were definitely not giving up on

these youngsters There's a lot of character on this football team and

they're going to bounce bade; they wint to win.In fact, theywantedtowin

them all. and It's going to take I I -ouple of days lor them to get over this

loss
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"It Felt Like I Got Shot"
By EARLE BARKOLL

UMass punter Jack O'Neil

drove his third punt of the first

quarter in Saturday's game with

Dartmouth towards the Indian's

punt return tandem waiting near

the goal line.

As in the previous two punts

Bob Donlin was the first UMass
player down the field on
coverage. As the play turned up
field all eyes were on Tim
Copper who returned the ball 30

yards through the maze of would
be Redman tacklers.

But back at the five yard line

Donlin was left behind,

writhering in pain, his season

over, his professional career

possibly shot to pieces.

Yesterday at the Infirmary

Donlin recalled that particular

play; "I was the first one down
the field and went to make a

break to the outside as I usually

do. I went to plant my foot to

make the cut and it felt like I got

shot.

"I knew it was all over when I

got hit. I tryed to drag myself off

the field as I'm not one to stay

J there and wait to be taken off

while the fans applaud. But
when I tried to get up I couldn't

make it and I didn't really know
how bad the injury was until I

got to the bench and almost

fainted."

The big tackle was rushed to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital

where he was operated on for

over an hour. Donlin diagnosed

the injury, "the doctor took the

cartilage out of my knee and
removed some tendons which

were pulled in two different

places."

WHAT'S TO SMILE ABOUT?-UMass offensive tackle Bob Donlin

doesn't seem to be in too much pain under the care of his trusty

nurse, Sue Mahoney. The big tackle sustained a knee injury in

Saturdays game vs. Dartmouth which has cut his outstanding grid

career short. He said of football, "Its not a game for boys, you got to

take the pains when you get them. " (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton.)

said of the shot he took, "I was
clipped and a head or shoulder

hit me under the knee and ripped

the top of the knee apart."

In looking back at Saturday's

game Donlin regressed, "When I

was still in there I thought we
had a chance. But after Ron
Marino and myself got injured

everyone was playing out of

position on the offensive line and
this definitely hurt the offense."

Donlin was noticeably down
about his future, "I haven't had
much of a chance to think about

the future. I'm definitely done
for the season, but I hope to do
something for the team like

scouting."

On that final play of his

&- foot ball career at UMass Donlin This was to be a big season for

the All-East offensive tackle,

"This was my last year-and I

wanted it to be my best. I worked
hard all summer and felt I was
right on schedule until I got

injured."

Right now Donlin's main
concern is with his school work,
I'm scheduled to graduate this

year and 1 hope I can get back on
my feet soon to make the work
up."

Donlin has not given up all

hope at a shot at the pros. The
doctor said that his leg would
have 90% stability back if

everything turns out OK and all

that rem. i ins is if Donlin can get

back into shape.

be

Tin not down on the team ; I am discouraged, but I think we're going to

all right."

More Sports-P. 1
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Dug Dirt Will Return

Ditch To House Steam Pipes
The Big Ditch is raising dust, and questions.

The Ditch runs by Sylvan Residence Halls these days and its "dust has

crossed the road to a clearing in the orchard area.

Dirt excavated for the Big Ditch has been temporarily stored in the

two-three-acre clearing on the south side of Eastman Lane. Some people

seeing the dirt-piled clearing have been concerned that the clearing

would become a parking lot. Not so, according to the University's

engineering office.

UMass engineers explain the situation this way: The excavated dirt

will be used to refill The Big Ditch and to raise a portion of Eastman Lane

by WOPE from four to five feet.

Since the contractor needed a temporary storage area for the dirt, he

prepared the clearing. To prepare his storage site, he pushed aside the

top soil in the clearing, so that when the excavated dirt is returned to the

Ditch, the topsoil can be respread on the clearing and the area will be

Work specifications for The Big Ditch require the contractor to restore

the area to its original condition.
L , iL

The Big Ditch will be in some part of campus or another for the next 18

to 24 months. In the fall of 1973 a new boiler plant will begin work at

Tillson Farm in the Northeast Corner of campus. From that new plant

steam will flow through the pipes being installed in The Big Ditch and will

be distributed throughout campus. One section of the Ditch will be dug

and completed at a time.

Steam generated on campus provides heat throughout campus. It also

supplies air-conditioning systems and supplementary electric power to

keep utility costs down. The steam also operates special equipment for

laboratories, dining commons, and the infirmary.

DIGGING IT UP—Sylvan area dorms get the

bite (above) as the big ditch works its way

through campus. Steam pipes will be laid in the

trench, (right and lower right) After the pipes

are placed, top soil will be put back over it all.

(MDC Photos by Carl Nash)

On The Inside

:

Senate Meets
See Page Three

Nixon-Gromyko

Meet, Too
See Page Four
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Student Affairs Reorganization

Brings Power Decentralization

B) ROBERT MEDEIROS
"Decentralization of power and money among the

live residential areas has been one of the results of the

reorganization of the office of Student Affairs,'
1

stated

Michael West, the Assistant Dean of Students.

This plan of decentralization has long been in the

minds of the administration. This particular plan of

decentralization has also been practiced on a limited

use. and has shown successful results. The Ad-

ministration feels that the Area Directors and

students can work together to form and exercise their

own administrative policies.

West has occupied a newly formed position in the

( )! lice of Student Affairs. He will serve his new post as

coordinator of all five residential areas. His main duty

will embrace the "forcing of decisions out of Whit-

more and into the residence halls. " West will also be

responsible for keeping Dr. Bromery, Vice-Chancellor

for Student Affairs up to date with the functioning of

the residence halls.

West touched on one of the major problems facing

the resident areas and the town of Amherst-the ex-

panding student population at the University. The

University's previous policy was to accept an extra

increase of 1500 students over the previous year. West

commented that the number has now been reduced to

860 in order to check the problems that have ac-

companied the rapid growth of the UMass com-

munitv.
One of these problems associated with the un-

checked growth of the University has been the tripling

DO YOU GET WHAT YOU
ferent, but if you buy it in the

Mine priii- yon would pay for

area. (MIX Photo bv Gilbert

PAY FOR?—The packaging is dif-

Hatch. you get the small size at the

the large size at retail stores in the

Fullerton)

Snacks Cost More
OnCampus Than Off
By WILLIAM MANBURG
Beware of the desert snacks

with no price on the wrapper.

Either you will be getting less

product for equal money, or

you'll pay more for the same
product revealed an MDC spot

check.

Students are being sold un-

dersized Hostess snacks at

inflated prices and identical

Drakes snacks are being sold

for different prices around
campus by University Food
Services.

If you buy a package of

Hostess Twinkies at any of the

local supermarkets you pay 15*

for :\ ozs. of product, (see pic-

ture* But if you purchase a

package of Twinkies in the

Hatch or Coffee Shop for 15c you

When you pay 15* for a package
of Hostess chocolate or orange

cupcakes off campus you get a

3-1/2 oz. package. For the same
15e price in the Hatch or Coffee

Shop you get only 2 oz. of cup-

cake. Not only that but you don't

get that squiggly white line

down the center, either.

Identical Drakes snacks are

being sold for different prices.

The Drake's Devil Dog (2-1/4

ozs. ) sells for 10* at Munchy's in

Worcester Dining Commons
and 15c in the Campus Center

restaurants. The Drake coffee

cake (2-1/4 ozs.) and oatmeal
cookies that cost 12* at Mun-
chy's, cost 15* in the Campus
Center and the Yankee Doodle

(3 ozs.) is 13* at Munchy's, 15*

at the Campus Center.

gel only 2-:*/4 ozs. in return.

Draft Call-Up

Comes Thursday

as 12.0()()

Selective service authorities

have said they anticipate the first

men inducted will come from

among a pool of college and junior

college graduates and dropouts

whose draft deferments expired in

June.

WASHINGTON < AP)—The three

month draft holiday longest since

1948, will end Thursday with a call-

up of fewer than 15,000 men for the

remainder of the year, the Defense

Department said Wednesday.
Pentagon spokesman said there

is, no firm figure on last-quarter

Calls but said they might run as low
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of students which has always produced much

dissatisfaction in the student body. West was not able

to promise that there would be no triples in the future,

but felt confident that it would not be a factor for the

next two years.

Two of the biggest complaints heard at West's office

are concerned with the high cost of student's personal

environment, for instance, living in a dorm. There is

also the common complaint of the high cost of living in

,i residence hall. West believes that will be impossible

to keep the student's expenses down in the residence

halls as far as room fees are concerned. He is con-

fident that the food services are making a concerted

effort to keep the student's expenses in this area at the

present plateau.

West also summed up his thoughts about the

campus center. "My feeling is that if you built a

building that the students pay for, then it should be the

student's building."

He also feels that he has been in many good

restaurants that have been geared to the student, and

that there is no reason why the Top of the Campus
restaurant can't satisfy the same set of cir-

cumstances.
West termed the Southwest residential area as

being "crowded, cement and no place to let off

steam." He felt that the complex should never have

been built. He further reiterated saying that Dr. John

Hunt, master of Southwest, has the ability to turn

Southwest into a success.

I \MOVED-Although this fence has been temporarily removed, it will not be relocated. (MDC photo

by Carl Nash)

Library Fence Will Remain
By CHRISTINE TESSIKR

Contrary to a current rumor, the

fence bordering the new library

construction site, on the Old Chapel
side, will not be moved.
The rumor held that the fence

was to be moved five feet, taking

more of the almost rare lawn on

the UMass campus.
E.J. Ryan, Head of the Project

engineering, was contacted in

reference to this.

He said, "To my knowledge, the

contractor had not requested us to

move the fence."

He indicated that there may be
some grading work which may
necessitate the temporary removal
(not relocation) of the fence.

MDC Classified Ads
Get The Message Accross

ONCE AGAIN !!

THE CHEQUERS
PRESENTS

THE DYNAMIC

COLORADO ODYSEY
(9:30-12:*)

TONIGHT
Thursday

Senate Rejects Area Government Reps
By DONALD BISHOP

In it's major business con-

sideration last night, the Student

Senate refused to approve a motion

to allow for the election of "one
senator per area government,
elected by the respective area

government."
In other significant business

concluded, the Senate froze certain

funds of the Greenough Snack Bar
They also passed an amendment to

the Student Government
Association. Constitution, which
makes mandatory the prior public

Bud Demers, of RSO, testified

at closed executive session.

announcement and eventual ap-

proval by the SGA, of any future

tax or fee increase. Finally the

Student Senate refused to consider

a bill which would urge the

Chancellor and Board of Trustees

to approve the building of a

"convocation center."

At one point, the Senate went into

closed Executive session to discuss

an undisclosed topic.

The motion for the election of a

senator from each of the

University's five area govern-

ments was introduced by Senator

Bruce Bernstein. He and other

senators urged the bill's adoption,

because as Bernstein put it, "this

move will strengthen the area

governments and it will open up

lines of communication between

them and the Senate."

Opposition to the bill came from

various senators who felt that this

move would give Senate

representation to a "vested in-

terest" (the area governments),

and not to the student body as a

whole. Senate Vice President

Larry Ladd pointed out that in

giving each area government one

Senate representative, there would

be a great disproportion in the

number of students each one would

represent.

In the final vote the majority of

senators supported the opposition

opinion, and this bill was defeated.

The Greenough Snack Bar issue

centered on the proposed freezing

of $500 in Snack Bar funds. The
freeze came at the request of

Campus Center Director Gerald

Scanlon.

This RSO. held money, ac-

cording to Scanlon, is being sought

after by two different groups.

Neither of these groups has yet

been given control of the Snack Bar

operation. They voted to freeze the

funds until the matter has been

resolved, but they added the

stipulation that this money can

only be spent on the Snack Bar.

The amendment to the SGA.
Constitution makes it necessary

for there to be prior public an-

nouncement of any future fee or

tax increase. It also requires that

approval for these increases be

granted by the Student Govern-

ment Association. This motion was
introduced by Student Senate

President Lee Sandwen. According

to Sandwen this measure was a

reaction to last May's room and

board increases which were not

announced or approved by the

SGA.
The bill calling the urging of the

creation of a "convocation center"

was "removed from con-

sideration" due to the feeling of the

Senate that funds for this structure

would be likely to come from

student's pockets and not from the

State Legislature.

As the Collegian went to press

the Senate was debating the

possibility of granting funds to the

Day Care Center from the Com-
muter Assembly budget, which is

presently frozen.

Town Takeover Called Unlikely
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This article

has been printed so that students

ran note the nationwide attention

focused on the voter situation in

Amherst.)
AMHERST. MASS. (AP)-The

newly enfranchised student voters

of Amherst have the potential, but

not the likelihood, of controlling

town elections and taking over

local government.
There are approximately 20,000

undergraduates at the UMass
campus here, and about 2,000 at

Amherst and Hampshire colleges.

As first semester got underway,

a coalition of five political groups

united to form the "Amherst

Registration Drive," aimed at

getting students to register to vote,

either in Amherst, or their home

towns.

Comprised of the Young
Republicans. the Young
Democrats, the Anti-War Fund, the

Committee for McGovern for

President and the People's

Community Union, the coalition

has a goal of registering 5,000

students this fall at the rate of 100 a

day.

There are slightly more than

ti 000 registered voters in the town

"We don't want to give the

Amherst community any feeling

that we want to take over the

town," said drive coordinator John
Stevens of UMass.
As of the end of September, the

town had nothing to worry about,

with students registering at the

rate of six a day.

"They've not turned out in the

great numbers we anticipated,"

said Amherst Town Clerk Estelle

Matusko.
"We've heard that carloads and

busloads of them intend to

register." she said but reported

that only about 150 students have

done so, and half of them live with

their families in Amherst.

For out-of-towners, Mrs.

Matusko said. "We have post cards

we send to their own town clerks,

giving the date they registered

here, and we receive like post

cards in return" to prevent double

registration.

To prove eligibility, students

must present evidence they are 18.

American citizens, and have lived

in Amherst for at least six months.

Mrs. Matusko said acceptable

proof would include a letter from a

college dean, registrar or housing

office, or rent receipts.

She predicted a total of 2,000 to

:U)00 students would register this

year, and become eligible to vote in

the town's next election, Feb. 22,

1972.

Students hope to get a

registration table set up on the

UMass campus. "Unless we can

show them that they don't have

facilities enough to handle student

voter registration at town hall,"

said drive organizer Larry Ladd.

"they don't see any reason to bring

a table on campus.

"

There, is a three-quarters of a

mile distance between the campus

and town hall.

i see the student vote as a big

pie with every political group

around trying to get as big a slice

of it as they can." said Ladd. "But.

right now we're not worrying about

that. We're just trying to get the

kids registered."

UMass English professor John

Clayton said. "We don't want to

create an issue of townspeople

versus the students."

No major political candidates

have appeared on area campuses

this fall. Democratic presidential

candidate George S. McGovern of

South Dakota recently cancelled

scheduled Western Massachusetts

visit to tour Vietnam.

Women May Lose Tavern Rights
Gov Sargent recommended to the Legislature

yesterday that the doors of taverns remain closed to

women for another 16 months.

He sent back to the Legislature for amendment a

bill that would keep women permanently out of

taverns, recommending that the exclusion continue

only until Jan. 1. 1973.

Massachusetts liquor laws have since 1935 barred

admission of women from taverns, but women gained

admission legally last week when a new law barring

discrimination on the basis of sex in public ac-

commodations took effect.

The bill Sargent sent back to the Legislature

yesterday would create a specific exception to that

"law. It was filed in midsummer when tavern owners

discovered the potential effect of the new anti

discrimination act on their business They claimed

that taverns would lose many of their customers

unless they remained a male refuge.

EARLIER this year, the state Alcoholic Beverages

Control Commission unsuccessfully sought repeal of

the tavern law on the grounds it was unconstitutional.

Sargent, in his message to the Legislature yester-

day, said the constitutionality issue "is at present

unresolved."

He recommended that taverns be allowed to close

their doors to women again until a court test has

resolved the issue and to "minimize disruption of

existing policy with respect to admitting women as

customers in taverns."

Sargent, whose staff consulted with Atty. Gen.

Robert H. Quinn on the issue, said the attorney

general advised: "If an exemption is to be made,

there must be some basis in fact to show that the

exemption is different in a material way from the

areas which are regulated
."

"In the present bill, that means there must be a

basis in fact to show that taverns are different from all

other places of public accommodations, with respect

to discrimination based on sex."

Until the Legislature acts on Sargent's recom

mendations and the newest bill comes back to his desk

for signature, however, the new status quo remain-

s—women may legally patronize taverns

Senate Treasurer Rich Verocchi raises point during last night's

Senate meeting.

Vice President II. John Hogan presided at last sight's Student

Senate meeting. In the course of the night the senate passed an

amendment to the constitution, froze Greenough's Snack Bar Funds,

and rejected a convocation center support motion. (All MDC Senate

picture photos by Barbara Brecher)

PRICES ARE RIGHT

Footwear for

Men & Women

Boots
Shoes
Mocs

Sneakers
Hikers
Hikers

Work Shoes
etc.

etc.

etc.

etc.

In the Alley"

A 24 Hr. Sale - Amherst Audio - Fri. 10/1
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In The Nation And The World

Administration Wins
On Weapon Proposals

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate shot down Wed-

nesday an effort to ground the Navy's F14 fighter

plane "and the Safeguard Missile System.

It also agreed to a vote Thursday on the latest effort

to force a deadline for total U.S. withdrawal from

Indochina.

The votes on the Kit and Safeguard, latest in a

string of victories tor the Nixon administration on

major weapons proposals, appeared to insure ap-

proval without major reduction of the $21-billion

military procurement bill. Final action is likely next

week
First, by a vote of (>1 to 28. the Senate shot down a

move by Sen. William Proxmire. D-Wis., to cut $801.6

million for procurement of 48 of the carrier-based F14

planes.

Then, bv a 64-21 margin, it rejected an amendment

by Sen. Harold E. Hughes, D-Iowa. to cut $639 million

from the bill and bar funds for deployment, con-

struction and procurement of the antiballistic missile

ABM.
Several long time arms-control advocates aban-

doned their opposition to the Safeguard and supported

the Nixon administration's position that it is needed as

a bargaining chip in Strategic Arms Limitation talks

with the Soviet Union.

In arguing for his amendment, Proxmire said that

with some slight modification the present F4 would

outperform the F14.

The defeat of the amendment came after Sen. John

C. Stennis. D-Miss.. read the Senate a letter from Kep.

F. Edward Hebert, D-La., chairman of the House

armed Services Committee, saying "I now have no

reservations concerning this program and urge its

approval by Congress
Hebert had sponsored a House amendment to hold

up funds pending completion of a Pentagon

examination of the program but told the Senate fur-

ther study has convinced Defense Department of-

ficials the work should proceed.

Proxmire said the F14 is 'the most expensive

lighter plane ever built" and ultimately will cost $15

billion. He called it an 'exercise in gold-plated

unilateral disarmament'" because the program would

only produce 300 planes to replace the 1.500 current

Navy fighters.

Sen. Howard Cannon, D-Nev., rejected Proximire's

contentions and said Navy studies indicate the F14

•will offer a dramatic improvement in fighter

capability over the current F4 aircraft."

The Senate agreed to vote Thursday on a plan by

Majority leader Mike Mansfield, D-Mont., to force

total U.S. withdrawal from Indochina in six months

provided all American prisoners are freed.

The Nixon administration reportedly wanted the

vote delayed until after Sunday's presidential election

in South Vietnam but Republican Leader Hugh Scott

of Pennsylvania told reporters "the administration is

doing nothing whatever to seek a postponement of the

vote."

Witness Picks My Lai Officer

FT. MEADE. Md. (AP)-A key

prosecution witness was not

prompted before he identified Col.

Oran K. Henderson as the officer to

whom he gave an eyewitness ac-

count of atrocities at my Lai, a

former Army lawyer testified

Wednesday.
Albert W. Dillard told an out-of-

court hearing on Henderson's My
Lai cover-up trial that he was

careful about the way h« in-

terviewed the witness, former

Spec. 4 Lawrence M Colburn

Dillard, now in private practice

in Laddonia, Mo., said that when

he showed Colburn a series of

photos, some of which pictured

Henderson, he kept names on the

photos concealed and never

suggested which ones showed
Henderson.

It was not until Colburn saw
Henderson in person several days

later in October 1970, that he

identified the defendant as the

officer he talked to in Vietnam.

Dillard testified.

Colburn. a helicopter door

gunner on the My Lai operation, is

considered an important witness

by both the prosecution and

Tension-Ease Seen

As Nixon-Gromyko Meet

WASHINGTON (AP)-Amid talk

of new East-West negotiations,

President Nixon met Wednesday
with Soviet Foreign Minister

Andrei A. Gromyko on disar-

mament and other major issues

concerning the two superpowers.

Shortly before the White House

session, Nixon in a separate event

bestowed a medal on NATO's
retiring secretary-general with

praise for the Western alliance as

"an instrument for peace as well

as an instrument for freedom."

The NATO secretary-general,

Manlio Brosio, in turn saw the

Western nations "as near as we
have ever been" to fundamental

negotiations with Communist East

Europe.
Gromyko too sounded a let's-

ease-tensions theme in his policy

speech to the United Nations

Tuesday, portraying the time ripe

for a world disarmament talks and
for a European security con-

ference.

The Washington meeting was
Nixon's first with the high Soviet

envoy since Gromyko was at the

United Nations a year ago-and

Washington is particularly in-

terested in what practical terms

'the Kremlin may have in mind on

disarmament negotiations.

Nixon wants more progress at

the US-Soviet Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks SALT. SALT
negotiators recessed at Helsinski

last week still some distance apart

on proposals to curb antiballistic

missiles ABMs and offensive

missiles.

On the European security

question, the United States wanted

more specifics on Moscow's
avowed interest in mutual force

cuts in Europe. The Soviets have

been vague so far on how

negotiations to accomplish this

might be carried out.

defense with regard to one of two

charges that Henderson lied to a

Pentagon inquiry into the

massacre.
Colburn, of Mount Vernon,

Wash., is the only one of three men
to positively identify Henderson as

the officer they reported to about

My Lai on March 18, 1969, two days

after the killings of Vietnamese

civilians.

The defense is trying to bar

Colburn's appearance before the

jurv on the grounds that his

identification of Henderson is

tainted because the government

improperly showed him

photographs of the defendant.

Dillard said Colburn first

identified Henderson when he saw

the 51-year-old colonel at a

deposition-taking session at Ft.

Lewis, Wash., last October.

Henderson is accused of lying

when he told the Pentagon inquiry

Feb. 17, 1970, that he was positive

he never talked about My Lai with

either Colburn or a helicopter pilot,

Capt. Jerry R. Culverhouse.

In earlier testimony before the

seven-man jury, neither

Culverhouse nor the third man,

Capt. Hugh C. Thompson, Jr.,

identified Henderson as the

recipient of their reports on My
Lai.

Henerson, a much-decorated
combat veteran, also is accused of

willfully failing to properly in-

vestigate atrocity reports and of

not informing superiors about

actual or suspected war crimes.

No Clues Yet
In China Mystery
HONG KONG (AP)-Canton

television failed to deliver its

promised "important news

program" Wednesday,
disappointing Western ob-

servers who hoped to get a clue

to recent unusual events in Red

China.

Peking's announcement a

week ago that the National Day

parade this Friday had been

canceled stirred speculation

that something was happening

inside China.

Canton television had an-

nounced the special news

program would deal with

circumstances of the Oct. 1

National Day program." In-

stead it reeled off three routine

films from Peking, including

one showing Premier Chou En-

Lai watching an Albanian

gymnastics exhibition.

The only explanation Western

specialists on China in Hong

Kong could give was that for

some unexplained reason the

program was a fill-in for the one

Canton had announced.

There was nothing in Peking's

broadcasts to indicate anything

was amiss. Radio Peking filled

the airwaves with reports of

preparations for National Day.

Peking broadcasts made no

mention of the cancellation of

the parade and the fireworks,

which Chinese officials said

were called off to save money.

Japanese press reports from

Peking said, however, that

Chinese authorities had con-

tinued again that the parade

was canceled.

Japan's Kyoko news service

in a dispatch from Peking noted

that the mystery remains as to

why the Chinese leaders can-

celed the parade after workers

and peasants had been engaged

for two weeks in parade

rehearsals.

The cancellation led to

speculation that Mao was ill or

dying, but Chinese officials

insisted he was in excellent

health.

Two other recent events also

puzzled Western specialists.

One was the grounding of all

planes in China for several days

this month.
The other was an order

canceling all army leaves and

furloughs, intercepted in Tokyo

by Japanese government
monitors of interior Chinese

radio broadcasts.

This led to much theorizing,

including a possible power
struggle in Peking, and trouble

on China's long border with the

Soviet Union.

News In Brief
BELFAST. Northern Ireland (AP>—A bomb wrecked a crowded

Belfast bar Wednesday night, killing two persons and wounding 25, as

terrorists spurned appeals for peace issued by the prime ministers of

Britain, Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic.

Spokesmen for the outlawed Irish Republican Army vowed Wednesday

to continue the fighting which has blazed in the British province for the

past two years.
* * *

WASHINGTON <APi—President Nixon, decrying what he called

growing and disturbing isolationism in our country," told international

finance leaders Wednesday the administration will continue to press for a

strong world economic role.

Nixon's statement followed a prediction by the head of West Germany's

federal bank that the United States would devalue the dollar in terms of

gold if international agreement is reached on an upward revaluation of

other major currencies.
* * *

WASHINGTON (AP>—The Cost of Living Council Wednesday allowed

what it said were the first exemptions to the wage-price freeze by

allowing new government-funded group-insurance benefit programs to

go into effect in Florida, Texas and Missouri.

* * *

TAY NINH, Vietnam (API—Reinforced government troops launched a

counteroffensive Wednesday against parts of two North Vietnamese

divisions along the South Vietnamese-Cambodian border, and the United

States hurled its air might into the drive.

The U.S. Command moved about 1,500 American troops and a squadron

of armored vehicles from rear bases to the front.
* * *

SAIGON (AP)—President Nguyen Van Thieu surprised supporters and

foes alike by ordering police to "shoot to kill" antigovernment demon
strators who throw fire bombs or endanger lives by other means.
Thieu's unexpected crackdown came as new disturbances flared in Da

Nang, the nation's second largest city.
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Promoters Exploit POW Issues
WASHINGTON (AP)-The young

woman seemed to be fighting back

tears as she talked on the telephone

about the prisoners of war in

Vietnam.
"Well, the publishing charge

runs a total of $5, and God knows
we need the help if we're ever

going to get our men out of there,"

she said.

That appeal broght in thousands

of dollars from residents of Orange

County, Calif., who thought they

might help the POWs by placing

their names, for $5 each, in an

obscure tabloid called Veterans

News.
The Orange County district

attorney's office closed the

operation by court injunction this

summer, charging it with "false,

fraudulent, deceptive, or

misleading" representations, and

found a convicted armed robber in

charge.

The incident is just one of an

increasing number where self-

promoters have capitalized on

public sympathy for the plight of

the POWs or on the tendency for

families of prisoners or men
missing in action to grasp at any

hope.

In recent months:

—A California promoter now in

jail on a bad-check conviction

gained the cooperation of POW-
MIA family groups in California

and Arizona for fund-raising ac-

tivities which left our organization

holding the financial bag.

—A Texas promoter lured an

Atlanta POW group into grandiose

plans for a benefit show, then

abruptly departed town, leaving a

string of unpaid bills behind him.

—A man who claims he's a

lawyer and lists addressed in Idaho

and Amsterdam has approached

POW family groups in Miami,

Norfolk, Va., and Phoenix, asking

$25,000 to finance negotiations with

Buddhist monks to care for

prisoners in North Vietnamese

camps. So far as is known, he

hasn't collected a dime on his

pitch.

—Four men and a woman hired

teenagers to solicit on street

corners in Jackson, Miss., for the

POW cause, and got out of town a

stop ahead of the police after three

days of collections.

As the petition-signing and

letter-writing for the POWs and

MIAs has mounted nationwide this

year, so has the fund-raising.

The State Department privately

takes a dim view of most of the

fund-raising activities. Officials

question what could be done with

the money that would benefit

imprisoned or missing men. The

exception is the National League of

Families of Prisoners and Missing,

to which the government lends its

tacit support as representing POW
and MIA relatives.

Another group which has had

some success is the Committee of

Liaison, headed by Cora Weiss, in

New York. Mrs. Weiss says the

committee has spent $10,000 over

the past 18 months. Most of the

money, she said, has come from

small, unsolicited donations.

Veterans News opened its

Orange County operation in May.

Its leader, Jack K. Armstrong,

served time in jail during 1965 after

pleading guilty to armed robbery.

His record also lists a bad-conduct

discharge from the Marines and

court-martial convictions for

unauthorized absence and theft of

a .45 caliber pistol.

A pool of 70 telephone girls

solicited funds for Veterans News
and a team of runners picked up

donating, said James J. Shaw,

investigator for the district at-

torney.

The girls, each of whom used the

name Kathy Johnson, told people:

"What we're doing is printing a

special edition of the Veterans

News for the POWs. We're sending

copies to every congressman,

senator, as well as to President

Nixon, the pope and world leaders

everywhere.
"The reason I called was to find

out if we could print your name in a

special edition for the POWs and

also if we might be able to ask you

tot help us out on the printing

costs."

After the district attorney's

office filed its complaint in

Superior Court, Veterans News
agreed July 21 to quit the

solicitation and to pay $1,500 to two

recognized POW-MI A
organizations.

The activities of promoter Al

Edwards also centered partly in

Orange County. Mrs. Stephen

Hanson, wife of a missing Marine

pilot and board member of POW-
M1A International Inc., of Tustin,

Calif., said Edwards came into

touch with her group last February

through aiding a restaurateur who

sponsored a fund-raising dinner for

the organization.

"Then he came in and said he

wanted to help us," said Mrs.

Hanson. "After the successful

dinner, we had no reason to doubt

him. He was going to initiate some

fund-raising projects."

"He was going to revamp the

organization and go national. We
were going to raise millions, and he

would receive 10 per cent of the

proceeds from the projects he

started.

"But he began to claim 10 per

cent of other projects we had

already started," she continued.

"The volunteers and families were

upset."

About this time, the neighbor of

the POW wife saw Edwards by

coincidence and recognized him-

under a different name.

A police check showed Edwards

was wanted on charges of passing

bad checks. With the collaboration

of POW-MIA International, Ed-

wards was arrested in mid-April.

"Except for the time, worry and

trouble, we didn't lose vast sums of

money," said Mrs. Hanson.

Soon after, free pending a court

appearance, Edwards showed up

at the Phoenix Area Families of

POWs, and persuaded that

organization to sign a contract for

a benefit performance. The POW
organization lost $750 for renting a

colliseum and also used its $1,382

share of the $6,168 gross to pay

other bills.

;ram Aims

To Shut Asian Flow
WASHINGTON (AP)-The United

States is undertaking a new in-

ternational drug-control program

aimed at shutting off the flow of

heroin to the United States from

Asia before it assumes serious

proportions.

The plan involves several U.S.

agencies under State Department

guidance and is based on the

assumption that the expected

drastic reduction in the opium-

poppy crops of Turkey and other

East Mediterranean areas will

force drug dealers to seek alter-

nate sources for their product,

particularly in Southeast Asia.

The new program is under the

Nixon Admin
Proposes To Pay

For Cyclamate Loss

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Nixon

administration proposed Wed-

nesday to pay out-of-pocket losses

to companies hurt by the sudden

1969 ban on the artificial

sweetener, cyclamates.

Officials endorsed legislation to

permit the companies to file suit

before the U.S. Court of Claims and

to give the court authority to set

the amount of compensation.

•We believe that all provable

out-of-pocket losses should be

reimbursed, not lost profits,"

William N. Letson. general counsel

of the Commerce Department,

testified before a House Judiciary

subcommittee.

The food-and drink industry has

estimated it suffered losses of

about $120 million because of the

government ban on the sweetener,

which had been judged safe for 18

years prior to 1969.
"

The ban followed a report to the

Food and Drug Administration by

Abbott laboratories that a two-year

studv showed that rats fed with

cydamatei had developed cancer

of the bladder.

Hep Charles S Gubser. R Calif.,

a sponsor of the reimbursement

legislation, said the FDA proposed

B phased withdrawal from the

market Of products containing

i vclamates. but the public reaction

vw.s to stop buying them at once.

working direction of Philip Van-

divier, a 25-year State Department

veteran and Asian specialist who

was given the assignment early

last month as part of the Nixon

administration's stated goal of

eliminating drug traffic into the

United States.

Vandivier returned last week

from nearly a month's tour of Asia

to "find out exactly what the

problems are and that resources

are available from both the United

States and other governments."

His organization still is for-

mulating its role and working on a

system, but Vandivier said he did

learn the Asian problem requires

an approach different from that

taken in Turkey.

The basic theme of the Turkey

program is the elimination of the

opium poppv. a major cash crop

for farmers there. The United

States has promised Turkey

financial and advisory aid to

compensate for any economic loss

resulting from eliminating poppy

growing.

But in Asia the situation is more

complicated. Vandivier said. In

Burma, for instance the problem

involves growing poppies, in

Thailand and Laos it is one of

traffic, in Hong Kong production

and shipping.

Differing solutions are thus

required, including use of

helicopters to provide surveillance

of growing regions in out-of-the-

wav areas

THE IMPORT SHOP
Dresses from India

Wall Furnishing 's

Pipes and Incense

Wall Hangings and Bedspreads

64 Green St. Northampton

— SUNGLASStS
Bausch&Lomb

Sunvogues

American Optical Ray-Ban

Always Available at

don call
56 Main St.

Amherst's First Optician

Tel. 253-700? Amherst

THE PROBLEM:
Today's Men Need to

Extend Their Individuality

THE SOLUTION:

Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
9 Chestnut St.

9 - 11 p.m.

Call 50070 for rides

Thurs. Sept. 30

Open Smoker

WHAT'S

HAPPENING?

The Fine Arts Council is

sponsoring more than fifty

great events!

Among artists visiting

UMass. this year

DANCE
Murray Louis Dance Co.

Rod Rodgers Dance Co.

Alvin Ailey Co.

THEATRE
Andre Gregory's
Manhattan Project

"Alice in Wonderland"

Charles L udlam's
Ridiculous Theatrical
Company Presenting

"The Grand Tarot"
"Eunuchs of The
Forbidden City"

and
"Bluebeard"

Siobhan McKenna in

"Here Are Ladies"

MUSIC
swingle bingers
Preservation Hall

Jazz Band
of New Orleans
Lorin Hollander
John Williams

Kuentz Chamber Orch.
of Paris

St. Louis Symphony
Boston Symphony

Collage
Berlin Philharmonic

Octet
Tokyo String Quartet

Juilliard Quartet
Amadeus Quartet
David Amram

etc. etc.

Have you received

your fine arts

council brochure
yet?

If not, stop by the

council office

soon to be sure

you know

WHAT'S

HAPPENING

Seats still available For

Siobhan McKenna in

"Here Are Ladies;; next

Thursday, October 7-

Bowker

Celebrity Series and/or

Chamber Music Series

Tickets just $3 (five

events) to UM un-

dergraduates! Orders

yours today!

Call Fine Arts Council 545-

0202 or stop by 125 Herter

Hall

THIS IS

WHAT'S

HAPPENING
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Public PCB Alarm Called Unjustified FBI Reports Violent Crime Increases 11%
._.... JL .... ......„.,...„ r -j i__* lii nor ppnl in uprin

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
commissioner of the Food and
Drug Administration declared
Wednesday there has been un-

justified public alarm over
discovery of the industrial

chemical PCBs in food. He blamed
alarmists and what he called

unbalanced reporting.

"We still have as many questions

as answers but we do have some
answers,'" said Dr. Charles C.

Edwards. "We do know that as a

toxic substance PCBs are a

potential but not immediate health

hazard."
The FDA announced Monday it

had discovered PCBs, which have

been implicated in human skin and

liver ailments as well as in birth

defects in animals, in seven
packaged foods and was surveying

15 foods nationwide for PCB
contamination.

So far this year, PCBs have

forced the destruction or detention

of chickens, eggs, turkeys and fish.

"Public confusion has created

public alarm and a feeling of still

another crisis in the food supply,"

Edwards told a news briefing.

Edwards did not name the

alarmists nor cite the unbalanced

reporting he blamed for the con-

tusion. Consumer advocate Ralph
Nader and Rep. William F. Ryan,

Hurricane Ginger

Threatens Coast

D-N.Y , have been critical of the

ll).\s handling of PCBs.
Dr. Albert C. Kolbye, Jr., deputy

director of FDA's bureau of foods,

noted that someone would have to

eat a half-pound of food con-

taminated at the highest level

permitted by the agency every day
for six months to show ill effects

from PCBs.
"But human exposures to food

contaminated to this extent are

infrequent and sporadic," said

Kolbye. "To our knowledge we are

not aware of any foods con-

taminated at significant levels on a

regular and consistent basis."

Dr. Claton Yeutter, ad-

iministrator of the consumer and
marketing service in the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, reported the

department is convinced it was an

isolated incident which forced the

detention of 50,000 turkeys in

Minnesota earlier this month
because of PCB contamination.

Yeutter said a three state survey

failed to turn up the cause of the

contamination. He said the turkeys

will be released gradually on a lot-

by-lot basis as laboratory tests

show them to be safe.

SATURDAY Is The LAST Day!

BASEMENT SALE
Everything Must Go!!

Prices Reduced Now -

Everything

(Blue leans Cords)

Only $3.95
HOUSE
Wear-Else ??

C CAMPUS I 1
Campus £?%«^

WASHINGTON (AP (-Violent
crime increased 11 per cent in the

nation during the first half of this

j ear, outpacing a 7 per cent rise in

all serious crime, the FBI reported

Wednesday.
The over-all 7 per cent increase

in serious crimes compares with

an 11 per cent increase recorded
during the first six months of 1970,

but the jump in violent crimes
exceeds the 10 per cent hike

recorded last year.

Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell, who
released the FBI's six-month
crime figures, took note of the

lesser increase in overall crime as

compared with early 1970.

"The continuing upward trend

illustrates that crime is still one of

our foremost problems," Mitchell

said, "but the decelerating rate of

increase provides a basis for

cautious optimism.

In a new addition to its mid-year

crime report, the FBI noted that 80

law-enforcement officers had been

murdered in the first eight months

of 1971.

One hundred officers were
murdered during all of 1970, 67 of

whom were killed in the similar

eight-month period, the FBI said.

Police death information has

been made available in the past

only in the agency's annual crime

report which are issued seven to

eight months after the close of a

calendar year.

Of the 80 officers murdered
between January and August of

this year, 96 per cent were killed

with a firearm, the FBI pointed

out.

Thirty-three of the victims came
from the Southern states, 18 from

the North Central states, 16 from
the Northeastern states and 13

from Western states.

A 14 per cent increase in rob-

bery, 10 per cent increases in

murder and assault and a 7 per

cent increase in rape made up the

average 11 per cent hike in violent

crimes reported during the six-

month period.

Increases of 7 per cent for

burglary, 6 per cent for larceny

and 2 per cent for auto theft

averaged an over-all property-

crime increase of 6 per cent.

In the mid-year report, the FBI
does not provide actual numbers of

crimes reported in the country as a

whole. The percentage increases

reflect comparisons of numbers
reported in the six-month period

this year with the numbers
reported during the six-month

period last year.

The nation's largest cities, those

with a population of 250,000 or

more, experienced an over-all 3

per cent increase in the number of

serious crimes reported, the FBI

said.

Suburban areas surrounding

large cities reported an increase of

10 per cent in serious crime, and

crime in the rural areas was up 8

per cent.

By geographical region, the

Western states experienced an 11

per cent increase in serious

crimes, the Northeastern states 10

per cent and the North Central and

Southern states 3 per cent.

Dr. Kendrew Speaks

On Population Control

Doctor Leroy Kendrew of the

Infirmary Staff spoke to over fifty

students about population control

in the Berkshire Clubroom last

night.

A film called "The Case for

Population Control" was shown.

Afterwards, Doctor Kendrew
talked about various methods of

birth control. He illustrated the

talk with drawings and slides.

He then answered questions from

the audience concerning the film

and his talk.

.no
9:00

(AP) -Island folk fled to the

mainland and disaster relief crews
assembled at strategic locations

Wednesday as Hurricane Ginger
swirled toward the North Carolina

and southern \ irginia coasts.

The main brunt of the storm,
with winds as high as 90 miles per
hour, were expected to hit the coast

between Wilmington, N.C., and
Virginia Beach, Ya., about
daybreak, a spokesman for the

National Hurricane Center in

WMUA Warpath
Tune into WMUA. 91.1 fm tonight

for "Warpath" with Marty Kelley

and Ken Best hosting I'Mass
football coach Dick MacPherson
and sophomore starters, quar-
terback Peil Pennington and
halfback Tim Berra. They will

discuss the Dartmouth game and
look ahead to next week's game
with Boston University.

Miami said.

Ginger's eye was expected to hit

the North Carolina coast just north

ot Wilmington after daybreak. The
spokesman. Neil Frank, predicted

that the storm would sit over

coastal areas with gale force winds
for up to 50 hours because it was so

large.

Red Cross disaster releif

specialists and emergency crews
hurried into the strategic locations

along the coast between
Wilmington and Virginia Beach.

In Florida. Ginger was blamed
tor one drowning in St. Augustine,

and two young swimmers were
missing in the heavy surf off

Neptune Beach.
In its 8()th advisory on the 20-day-

old storm, the hurricane center

said Ginger was about 200 miles

southeast of Wilmington, N.C.,

heading toward land at 12 m.p.h.

the
panic
in
needl
park

Amherst Hadley Line Route 9

In The Zayre's Shopping Center

Mon Night! Ladies Adm $1.00

my night

at maud's

"By far the best picture

in the entire competi-

tion (Academy Awards
1970). Oneof the biggest

thrills of this or any other

moviegoing-year.

c CAMPUS II D

I

In everyoneV list their\ a

'SUMMER
OF '42*

Screens

:

7:15

9:15

X

-marvelousl

y

- _- 2 ludithcnst,

SOplllSOCCRQfl new york magazine

Campus III Screens: 7:00 & 9:00

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

OF NONESUCH RECORDS
10S£l>h1 cfie 12 Lonoon swfionies

I XZkI \ THE LITTLE ORCHESTRA OF LONDON

VOTE
SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS

THURSDAY

SEPTEMBER 30, 1971

SALE$1 89
ea. for 5.47

THE BEST OF TODAYS MUSIC ON

Capitol CAPITOL And APPLE

6-9 P.M.

IN YOUR DORMS

Cahoot*
THE BAND

! K> B*»d lrt.« you b«tk to M" «'T
«r»i <*y *m mw the MgM- °

STEVE MILLER •
Rock Love

Stave Miller s music is like

a diary ol everything that happens

to him and to his brothers

SEATRAIN 1

The Marblehead
Messenger

Seatrain s second album the music

will lodge itself in your soul

M

•

JOHN LENNON
IMAGINE

ALL OF
THE BAND

ALL
STEVE MILLER

ALL
SEATRAIN

RECORDS TAPES G
6.98 List 4.49

THE
Sole Thru Sat. Oct. 2

LISTENING POST
25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

AUDIO CENTRE

186 Main St., Northampton
I**——m m i -»- —* !! -

'
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Still Shooting
Back in 1966LyndonJohnson had already managed the

Vietnam War into the bloody mess it is now. The big news

magazines were quoting high ranking civilian and military

officials as saying the U.S. would be able to win the war
before 1970 and most everybody who is alive now was
sitting back watching the evening news accounts of

helicopter raids in the Mekong Delta.

With the exception of the date, things haven't changed

much since 1966. People still watch the news films of U.S.

Armed Forces shooting up the Southeast Asian coun-

tryside.

One could view the present day American scenario as

the results of our capitalistic, aggressive, and inhumanly

oppressive nature as a modern nation-state.

On the other hand, we do not reserve these traits for

foreigners only. American Blacks, prisoners and laborers

also feel our violence.

Every year, it seems, at just about this time Americans
are given an opportunity to make themselves felt in

government; the time to demonstrate is here. Leadership

in this country proves when ever it can, that it will not be

caught working for the best interests of human beings, who
are only trying to earn a living or have its sons stay home
from war.
New economic policies and a continuing war seem to

always benefit only those who are already powerful.

As long as the war in Vietnam continues it will be the

most important issue. It has been since we started

Shooting those million Vietnamese.

Decision Maker

Rebels In Chains
By WILLIAM KUNSTLER

For anyone with the slightest degree of sensibility,

Attica will forever symbolize the ultimate in human
tragedy-the controlled catastrophe that could so

easily have been avoided.

I wish to address myself exclusively to the citizens

of Cell Block D, because I was honored among men to

be named their attorney. And I will confine myself to

what 1 saw, heard and felt during my dozen or so hours

in what 1 choose to regard as a sublimely liberated

zone.

When I initially passed from official to inmate

control, deep in my white middle-class subconscious, I

half expected to see a replica of every prison movie I

had ever witnessed. I was reasonably sure'that power

would be wielded by a few psychopathic killers with

little or nothing to lose, who had terrorized their fellow

convicts into seizing the cellblock and committing

unspeakable crimes of violence along the way. It

would hardly have surprised me if the yard had been

the scene of impromptu executions, medieval torture,

and brutal and bloody struggles for suzerainty.

Instead, I was to have every such ugly stereotype

swiftly and totally shattered. The rebels were

superbly organized; inmates inclined to violence were

quickly subdued and incarcerated; and an acceptance

of all shades of opinion was promoted and encouraged.

With much sophistication and even some genius, the

leadership speedily established an Athenian

democracy freed from the racism and class lines of

the outside world, which could and did survive

everything-but bullets and buckshot.

From the moment the members of our observers'

committee first entered the yard, we were aware that

we were in the middle of an ongoing community.

There was a command post, complete with conference

table, loudspeaker system, floodlights, and typing

pool. Even the most critical of us could easily see that

everyone had been assigned a task-whether it was to

dig a defense trench, guard the hostages, man the

perimeter, or stand impassively in the long lines of

marshals protecting the entrances and exits to the

;ompound.
Even the occasional flurries of panic that, every

once in awhile, rippled insidiously through the yard

did not seriously disrupt communal organization.

Sensible precautions were taken at once; rumors

tracked down to their sources; and their spreaders

sternly admonished.
Once, when it was feared that an attack was im-

minent, lights were quickly extinguished, visitors

escorted to a relatively safe and out-of-the-way spot,

and everyone cautioned to act only when ordered to do

so.

I am a veteran of hundreds of endless movement
meetings, and I marvelled that these men -given their

socioeconomic backgrounds and the tension and

uncertainty that pervaded their newly found freedom-

could have so quickly learned to rule themselves with

efficiency, dispatch, and bedrock fairness. Their

essential politeness toward each other and their

visitors, and their easy tolerance of all points of view,

however strange or unorthodox, made me realize that

necessity is as much the mother of accomodation as

she is of invention.

Our negotiation sessions were reasonably

businesslike and, with rare exceptions, rhetoric was

kept to an irreducible minimum. Although we were

asked for our opinions, it was obvious to us from the

beginning that they would be advisory only. All final

decisions were to be made, not by outsiders or those in

leadership capacities, but by the entire constituency.

The fabled New England town meeting had at long

last suffered a latter-day revival in, of all places, a

cluttered prison yard.

Most of the observers were startled to find how

versed our hosts were in the art of practical politics.

They understood full well how power is gained and

utilized in contemporary society and never lost sight

for a moment of the fact that their only leverage lay

with the blindfolded hostages, who sat on the ground

within a demarking circle of wooden benches.

But of even more importance, the inmates, despite

the uncertainty of their collective survival, relied

heavily on the basic humaneness of the world without

and were genuinely and deeply shocked when they

began to sense it was as illusory as everything else in

their lives had been.

In the end, it was they and not their oppressors who

yielded to the pressures of harsh reality. Of their two

•'nonnegotiable" preconditions -total amnesty and the

removal of Superintendant Mancusi-they were

prepared to drop the latter if assured of the former.

"We are ready to give up the Mancusi thing,''

Brother Richard Clark told us as we left the yard for

the last time on Sunday night, "if we are guaranteed

amnesty."
In the last analysis, they failed because they, as well

as most of the observers, so tragically misjudged their

society's devotion to its own expressed values. From
the beginning they were truly convinced that, given a

choice between life and death, the high and the mighty

would always opt for life.

Even up to the awful moment of truth on Monday
morning, most of them simply refused to believe that

their fellow countrymen could so easily forsake even

their most cherished shibboleth -the myth of our

common humanity -in the face of political expediency.

It is perhaps more ironic than we yet realize that the

men of Cell Block D, convicted felons all, yearned so

fervently, out of the depths of their own desperate

need, for an up-to-date certification of our national

credo, while those most publicly committed to its

sustenance rushed to nullify it. Men who may have

once taken life, molested children or cracked safes

understood more about shining ideals and elemental

truths than those who professed to judge and condemn
them.
Men died at Attica, to be sure, but innocence itself

lay unnoticed among the victims.

Copyright 1971 by William Kunstler

William Kunstler. a champion of individual rights,

was defense counsel at the trial of the "Chicago

Seven." lie was a member of the observers' com-
mittee at the Attica Prison uprising. Distributed by

Access-The Communications Corporation.

The New American Movement
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Part III

There are large numbers of

young people who have 'passed

through affluence' and find the

quality of life in America
profoundly alienating. Programs
designed for their needs will

concentrate on maximizing their

possibilities for self creation and
for non-alienating social relations.

While these needs will be shared by

all other sectors of American
society as well, the forms that

these needs will seek expression in

is likely to be different.

For many working people,

especially those who have received

higher levels of education and

training, the work situation is

totally frustrating: their In-

telligence and creative talents are

stunted in the interests of profits

and a mystique of efficiency and

professionalism and respect for

authority. What they get in com
pensation tor a life full of

meaningless labor is a bit of

money, which is quickly taken

away from them through a scries

of expenses for transportation.

housing, medical care, and vital

social services which have in-

creased in cost as they have

become more necessary; and
through a desperate desire to

escape the frustration of a

seemingly meaningless existence

in the frenzied consumption of

goods. Increasingly, they are

exposed to food and air that are

poisoned, and to an environment

made ugly and drained of its

natural resources by the

capitalists' endless search for

profits.

Then there are those who live on
the margins of society, the over

twelve million Americans on the

verge of physical starvation; the

tens of millions who are hungry;
those who live in squalor and
physical misery; the aged who
have been used and then tossed

aside-all of whom need a higher

level of material well-being, ways
to get meaningful labor, health

care, housing, etc.

Although women and blacks are

specially exploited economically,

they are also exploited as women
and blacks regardless of their

economic positon, so that they

have special needs for human
relations devoid of sexism and
racism.

It is unlikely at this time that an

effective struggle against sexism

can be waged without independent,

mti capitalist women's and gay
liberation movements. But we also

need a larger anti-capitalist

movement that continually raises

ami confronts the problem of

sexism in the context of programs
ranging over broader interest and
includes both men and women.

It is important lor us to realize

and fully understand the sexism
that permeates and helps maintain
capitalist domination The system
would not be able to function

nearly so efficiently if one section

of the population was not taught to

accept all the menial work of the

home without wages; if there were
not isolated family units to pur-
chase the stream of useless
products dreamed up by the

producers to keep the economy
running; if there was not an

available and cheap reserve

supply of labor, and if men and

women were not divided against

each other. Women are often the

last hired and first fired, paid

lower wages for equal work, taught
f o think that their 'true' role is in

the home as a mother,
housekeeper, and husband-tender,

and discouraged and often

prevented by discriminatory
practices from developing into full

human beings.

From an early age, men and

women are taught sex stereotypes-

women are mentally and
physically weak, to be governed by

men. while men are taught to be

aggressive, skilled and
dominating. Women are turned

against one another as they

compete for men and affection and

security Sexism continues to

divide men and women We must

realize that we can never truly

eliminate sexist institutions and

ideologies until we have eliminated

the exploitative domination of

capitalism which continues to

foster sexist attitudes for its own
maintenance. But we must also

understand that we will never

achieve a full socialist society as

long as sexist oppression exists.

That is why the struggle against

sexism is INTEGRAL, not just a

side effect, to the development of a

socialist society.

(A feature of Alternative
Features Service.)

Forever
By T David Barrett

Started not, will never end...

Looking out will never see

Straight and true, from star to star,

Forever travels on, my friend,

Forever travels on.

my past, nor your anon.

each flicker but a day.

so try and find your way.

Like neon signs up in the sky-

Shimmering in emptiness...

Each dying match becomes a puff

Like sulfur in the night, my friend...

Remote nowheres of time reveal

Built from unknown pasts in space,

Passing by through endless time,

Everything mistaken, now,

Break the patterns of your mind-

Apathetic mystery,

Running faster than your mind,

But endless motion, losing time,

Exhaustion of the heart and mind,

Pheidippides a thousand times,

Monuments built up to Him-

Never any guarantee, tomorrow,

Generations gloating by-

Milleniums unknown from now,

Slowing to an easy walk-

Realization that the end

A man of thoughts, without a tongue-

Can't write or speak his happy thoughts.

Beyond our dream of starting

Forever's shell lies here within-

Don't care to leave, you'll just as far

Eternity remakes itself

Like Heaven's eyes, each crying loud,

Time itself is infinite-

Time and space alone lack bounds.

Words of love afloat sweetly on,

More complete than the soft, smooth surface

like sulfur in the night;

the blessedness of sight.

in Heaven's endless cloud.

the empty day's own shroud.

what never was before;

once locked behind a door.

reviewing what will be;

for islands in an empty sea.

perfection in a God.

with newer roads to trod.

and closing up the pace.

trapped in a hopeless race.

an endless, pounding beat.

bearing home defeat.

castles strong and sure;

they'll endure.

ten-thousand to the mile;

intact in Heaven's file.

striving to endure;

is never really there.

nor even eyes to see

;

so sits and grins contentedly

lies the nature of our walk

;

time's everlasting clock.

without a single step;

each time you take from it.

producing twice the tears-

twice any number years.

Explore the universe in your mind...

But Nothingness you will never find...

An endles's hopelessness toward which

A goal beyond our reaching minds,

A search without for what's within-

Love is all that's real, my friend-

An endlessness of in-betweens.

The past and present: meaningless-

Speed across an endless day.

Out or in, it matters not-

Dare you go untrl the end?

Take away til Nothing's left-

though love, too, it would seem.

Jhe lives themselves set cruelly from

of a clear, blue-morning sky.

peer into that soupy mist-

Nothingness doesn't exist.

I often turn my thoughts;

meaninglessly sought.

the love that's found in gold;

the other but its mould.

and one before your eyes

;

the future: full of lies.

and vanish in the void;

your mind's a timeless toy.

Or say you, "Never so!"

but Nothing's Something, too.

Space's matter, matter's space-

Increase, now, the less of one-

Will you take away what's there.

And then be left with Nothingness,

Peer, then, into tinyness.

Deeper into something small...

Drifting down the airy sky

Down you drjft, and down you drift-

Vanish'd in an empty wild,

You're in a world, now, of your own-

Reality of Nothingness

All else that you might conceive

Try counting all the trees some night.

Cold stars rolled by overhead,

Cold, and dark, and faraway,

Like candlesticks in place of leaves-

To travel on through space

To climb the falling grains of sand

They fall so slow through time and space-

Each one, a world, now but a link

Watch a bullet pass you by-

Hear it whistle through your eye-

Relative to slower than,

Twisting grossly in a fit,

Like the axe that cut my tree,

I stood and watched my lonely stars

Shattered world without an end.

Lightened of his burden, now.

On and on speeds every day,

Configuration underneath

Sound replaced by sight of mind-

Back, again, to sound at night-

Have you found that niche of yours,

You, within, and me, without...

Unattached, unknown to most,

Nothingness has claimed the rest,

You're still within, trying out to squirm-

Meet me in the in-between...

Chasing sheep across the fence,

Trying to remember

Measuring time with beems of light

No fast, nor slow, nor victor

All emotion is but love;

All sight is but beautiful;

All color is but black as night

Knowledge bound like balls of yarn

Empty hearts of loneliness.

As infinite as Nothingness.

Time and space, the only food,

You tried to fill that space for us.

Stuck, was I. on Nothingness,

Beginnings are continuous...

Starting bove the bottom, here,

It hurts to have to start anew.

I want to write your name, but can't.

Experience is not enough.

I'm going to give it one more bout,

Photos by Alan Chapman

one, but not both;

'tis but the other's growth.

and put it in a jar?

like Heaven's face a-scar?

What is it that you find?

closed eyes, but open mind.

to cotton beds below;

a speck, and then unknown.

Nothing to the eye;

a dew-drop in the sky.

is all that non exists
,

is held in Heaven's fist.

Was on my way home once;

like days of every month.

each twig was set aflame;

my planetarium.

instead of floating here within

;

to the hourglass's rim

;

you watch in heavy pain

;

upon your watch's chain.

catch it if you can

;

fast is faster than.

that whistling ball of lead;

and falling, ever dead.

and sent it to the ground

;

come crashing all around.

though life no longer is;

that tattered world of his.

a meaning, somewhere, hid;

halucination's lid.

the burning eyes of day

;

the jungle's only way.

Forever in your hand?

two desert grains of sand.

we may as well not be;

and set them cruelly free.

I, out, still squirming

from there we'll then begin.

and listening in the night;

what tomorrow will be like.

seen zooming on through space;

runs Forever's hopeless race.

all feeling is but joy;

all sound, but music's toy.

that's all we'll ever know;

that melt like balls of snow.

as meaningless as wealth

;

and just as void of SCU

and mind, the only mouth.

I'm sick. I couldn't help.

and now your loss is felt,

once started, never stop.

and ending neath the top.

It seems to never end.

The letters will not bend.

Imagination, try.

and then I'm going to die.

Nov. I»6« Mar. 1969
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Bombs Rock Ireland
BELFAST, Northern Ireland

(AP)—A bomb ripped through a

crowded Belfast bar Wednesday
night, killing two persons and

wounding 14, as terrorists spurned

appeals for peace.

Fearing the blast might set off

rioting, police and British troops

sealed off the area around the Four

Step Inn in the Protestant Shankill

road district.

The bomb went off when the bar

was packed with soccer fans on

their way home from a game.

Another bomb wrecked a

trucking warehouse in the Roman
Catholic Lower Falls Road area of

the strife-torn capital.

Defying appeals by three prime
ministers for an end to the

violence, terrorists launched other

attacks, including sniper fire on

troops patrolling the Catholic

Ardoyne area, hitting one soldier in

the lower abdomen. He was taken

to a hospital.

President To Press

For Strong World Role

AFL-CIO Leader Knocks
Possible Court Nominee

NEW YORK (AP)—George
Meany, president of the

AFL—CIO, described Rep.

Richard Poff, R—Va., as a racist

and indicated Wednesday night

that the labor organization might

oppose a nomination of Poff to the

U.S. Supreme Court.

"I understand Mr. Poff is a very

nice gentleman, but on his record

he's a racist," Meany said at the

taping of a television interview for

the David Frost program for

broadcast Oct. 7.

Poff has been mentioned as a

possible choice of President Nixon

for the seat of the late Justice Hugo

Black.

Meany's opposition to Poff

echoed in some particulars

criticism of the congressman by

Clarence Mitchell, director of the

Washington chapter of the

National Association for the Ad-

vancement of Colored People

Mitchell indicated Sept. 22 that

his organization would oppose a

Poff nomination. Mitchell cited, as

did Meany in the interview, Poff's

signing of the so-called Southern

Manifesto as a hallmark of his civil

rights record.

WASHINGTON (AP)—President
Nixon, decrying what he called

"growing and disturbing

isolationism in our country," told

international finance leaders

Wednesday that his administration

will continue to press for a strong

world role.

In urging International

Monetary Fund governors and

foreign finance ministers to seek

permanent solutions to world

financial problems, Nixon said

political differences that divide the

nations can be substantially

reduced if the monetary crisis is

eliminated.

"There is a growing and

disturbing isolationism in our

country," the President said in

remarks to a White House

reception for those attending this

week's IMF meeting here. But he

told the foreign leaders: "Those

are not views that I share."

"A weak United States will be

isolationist without question,"

Nixon continued, "but a strong

United States will continue to play

a responsible role in the world."

He said his Aug. 15 action in

letting the dollar float in in-

ternational money markets and the

10 per cent import surcharge were

intended to keep the United States

in a strong position.

"Looking to the future," Nixon

said, "you can be assured of our

cooperation in reducing barriers

and our cooperation in areas of

international monetary affairs."

nixon made his comments a few

hours after the head of West

Germany's central bank had

predicted the United States would

devalue the dollar in terms of gold

if agreement is reached on an

upward revaluation of other major

currencies.

Student Shoots

Jr. High Mates

Rail Strike

Unlikely As
LawRunsOut

Lockheed Accuser Threatened

WASHINGTON (AP)-A former

Lockheed-Georgia aircraft

production manager testified

Wednesday that men with

"murder on their minds"
threatened his family after he

accused the firm of gross

mismanagement and waste in the

C5A project.

The witness. Henry M. Durham,
was guarded by U.S. marshals

while he accused Lockheed and the

U.S. Air Force of "what appears to

be collusion... to receive credit and

payment to work on aircraft which

had not been accomplished."

Durham's principal accusations

at a hearing of the Joint Economic

Committee of Congress, were

immediately denied by Lockheed

executive Vice President H. Lee

Poore as "positively incorrect."

Durham, who said he had been

officially hailed as an outstanding

employe during his 19 years with

Lockheed, said his status changed

overnight when he put pressure on

company officials to correct what

he said he viewed as gross abuses.

Durham was called as a witness

by Sen. William Proxmire. D-Wis.,

who first reported nearly two years

ago that the cost of the C5A cargo

plane would exceed contrast

figures by more than $2 billion.

Durham said that when he made
his accusations public, his family

was ostracized by friends in

Marietta Ga . and subjected to "an

apparent organized telephone

attack threatening in almost every

instance my life and frequently the

lives of my wife and children. "We
took these eases rather lightly at

first, but the offensive language

and brutal tones of the voices we
listened to quickly made us realize

that some of these people, at least,

had murder in their minds."

Poore, the Lockheed vice

president, said the firm deplored

such tactics and had urged all

employes officially not to harass

the Durhams.
Once, Durham said, 42 1/2 tons of

costly assorted pieces of material

were scrapped because they had

become so rusted and corroded

they could not be identified.

He said parts were frequently

installed on one aircraft only so it

could pass inspection by the Air

Force.

He said the parts were laier

removed and installed on the next

plane coming up for inspection.

He said thousands of installation

documents were fraudulently

drawn up to show parts had been

installed even though they had not

been.

"It was deliberate subterfuge on

the part of the company, and I

believe the Air Force also," he

said.

PETERSBURG, Va. (AP)-A 14-

year-old student burst into an 8th

grade math class at a city junior

high school Wednesday, pulled a

pistol and fired four shots that left

one boy dead and two other

children wounded, school officials

said.

Police identified the dead boy as

Dorsey L. Wiles, 14, a white

student at predominantly black

Peabody Junior High. The alleged

assailant and the two wounded

students are black.

School officials said they had no

immediate explanation of the gun-

wielding student's actions, but said

it did not appear the slaying was

racially motivated.

Petersburg police refused to

identify the student taken into

custody other than to say he was

not a member of the math class.

The boy was arrested after being

subdued by school personnel

following the shooting outburst.

School officials, identified the

wounded students as Audrey
Elaine Webb, 17, treated for a

bullet wound in the right jaw. and

Harold C. Smith, 14. who was shot

in the left shoulder. Both were

treated at a hospital and released.

Police said the youthful gunman
sprayed four shots into the

classroom, one shot striking a wall,

before he was subdued.

Women 's Church Role to Widen

MayBecome Priests, NotPope
NEW YORK (AP)-A leading

Catholic theologian, the Rev.

Bernard Hairing, asked once

about the possibility of women
being priests, said it is bound to

come since there are no basic

religious reasons against it, but he

added:
"Don't expect a woman to be

Pope in our lifetime."

However, gradual, sporadic

changes are going on in Roman
Catholicism to enhance women's

rights, and the Synod seems likely

to ratify some of these advances,

and perhaps spur new ones.

It "can be expected to provide

that women will have a greater

share within the church in

responsibility and in decision-

making," says Sister Carroll.

Only two women will be at-

tending the Synod as advisors, both

picked by Pope Paul VI as experts

on world justice, another main
topic for consideration. They are

Barbara Ward of Great Britain and

a South American woman. They'll

have no vote.

Nevertheless, moves are afoot to

widen the role of women in the

church, including at the parish

level, where women in some cases

now serve as lectors to read

Scripture lessions-a function

previously reserved to men.

In the diocese of Bridgeport,

Conn.. Bishop Walter W. Curtis

recently approved changes,

backed by voting of lay members,

to increase their function in church

affairs and to allow women lectors.

Similar steps have occurred

elsewhere, although not without

strains.

Recently, at St. Matthais church

in Bala, Pa., four altar girls-

instead of boys-were designated to

assist at Mass, but archdiocesan

authorities quickly stopped it,

saying canon law forbade it.

WASHINGTON (AP)— Labor
Department sources said Wed-

nesday there appeared little

likelihood of a national railroad

strike when the law banning a

strike by signalmen expires at

midnight Thursday. A union of-

ficial also indicated there would be

no strike.

The signalmen walked out last

May 17, precipitating a shutdown

of all railroad activity. Other

unions, honoring picket lines of the

lii.OOO member AFL—CIO
Brotherhood of Railroad

Signalmen, effected the actual

closings.

Within a day. Congress passed

emergency legislation banning a

strike until Oct 1. President Nixon

signed it immediately, and
workers returned May 19.

Talks have been earned on since

then, but the status of negotiations

has been kept under wraps.

Though no official Labor
Department word was available on

the talks, a source said it seems

unlikely the union would strike

while negotiations continued. The
wage price freeze and Nixon's

request for no new strikes during

the freeze also were expected to

influence any strike decision.

In Chicago. Melvin B. Frye,

union vice president said Wed-
nesday night a wildcat strike was
possible but he didn't expect one.

MDC Classifieds Pay

POSTERS
Wide variety, many

new things. 10% U. Mass.
discount with this ad

•closed Tues. & Wed.*

MERCURY
GALLERIES

11 Bridge St., Northampton
(facing Jack August's

Seafood Restaurant)

Look Ma! It's the Revolution!

"WILD IN THE STREETS 11

(1969; In Color)

Plus "ANNIE OAKLEY" TV Episode

TONIGHT - Thurs., Sept. 30

Thompson 104 7:00 & 9:30

Take The Time
and the initiative

and the patience

To Be a Student Senator

Nomination Sheets Due Fri. Oct. 1, by 5 p.m.

(available outside RSO offices, 1st level, CC)

CEQ Leads Opposition Against 'Fields
5

"Amherst Fields" will be
discussed Monday evening in the

Junior High School. If you plan to

vote in Amherst, and call yourself

a resident of this town, you should

be there," warns the Coalition for

Knvironmental Quality.

"The Coalition feels the proposed
planned unit development in east

Amherst needs far more study,

analysis, and publicity. Therefore,

we seek postponement of con-

struction or irrevocable actions on

the part of the developer and the

town of Amherst until a public-

consensus is achieved concerning

such large scale increases in town
size."

CEQ explained the development
of this situation: "In East Amherst
on Belchertown Road near the

WITT radio towers, are (>40 acres

which have been bought by
Paparazzo Associates for almost

$2.:5 million. Otto J. Paparazzo is

planning a 2.172 unit development

there, at first called Amherst
Commons, now known as Amherst

Fields."

"The completed project", CEQ
continued, "will increase the

population of Amerhst by 50%. The
plans call for a village' concept,

with commons, small business

district off the main road and in-

tended for residents only (not like

the Hadley strip), cluster housing

and lots of open space."

According to the original plans,

the "fields" would have become a

golf course, but the concern about

possible pollution by pesticides,

fertilizers and herbicides of the

brickyard wells, which supply up
to 10% of Amherst's water, can-

celled that idea."

Mr. Cormack, spokesman for

Paparazzo, argues that Amherst
Fields is far better than any
previous development in Amherst-
or any that anyone else would build

on the land if Paparazzo is denied
necessary permits.

"Eventually the Village will be
half the population of the town,"
CEQ warned. "As of now, drainage

is bad because the architects were
from California and didn't like

gutters, so there aren't any, and
the storm drains are faulty. The
town charges the developers With
changing plans and building sites

after getting approval. And the

supposed great tax relief to the

town has not appeared. Instead
taxes have gone up, partly because
Heritage-Paparazzo and their

financial backer. Fidelity Mutual
Life Insurance comapny of

Philadelphia, have twice held back
25% of their taxes, claiming
overassessment. The cases are in

court; in the meantime, Southbury
is short of money and has had to

raise the tax rates."

"So Paparazzo's record raises

some doubts about whether the

glorious plans can be believed. But

the real questions," CEQ insists

are more fundamental: how much
and what kind of growth does

Amherst want and need? Who is

going to decide? To some people,

the idea of a town refusing to let

someone make a lot of money
through development is un-

American. There are no laws

which give the town a right to say

no; as Chairman Rhodes of the

Amherst Planning Board said, No
subdivider has to prove there is a

need for what he's doing.' But

there are two things a subdivider

does have to do:" CEQ continued,

"he has to get permits to build

from the Zoning Board of Appeals
(there are already almost 1,000

permits valid on some of the land

irom previous owners), and he has

to get his plans for streets, utilities,

etc., approved by the Planning
Board."
The biggest problem is sewers

CEQ explained. "The Stanley
Street station is already
overloaded. Paparazzo spokesmen
claim they would hook up the first

150 units to the South East Street

station while Amherst enlarges its

sewage treatment facilities. But

those who want to stop Paparazzo
hope to use the sewer issue as their

legal weapon."
"The other weapon opponents

have is the Town Meeting," CEQ
concluded. The Town Meeting
itself has no legal power to stop the

development; but it is where the

Town can express its opinion."

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

"**&&£

Satellites Enter Orbits

;

Experiments Can't Run
CAPE KENNEDY. Fla.

AP)—Two new American
satellites shot into wayward but

acceptable orbits Wednesday-one

to test the Apollo tracking network.

the second to create artificial solar

eclipses in a unique study of the

sun's corona.

Both went aloft in the same two-

stage Delta rocket that propelled

them toward intended circular

orbits 345 miles high. But a control

problem in the second stage sent

them into ellipitical paths ranging

from 204 to :S57 miles above the

earth.

Officials reported that because

of the abnormal orbit, the solar

probe at first was not in proper

position to aim its six experiments

at the sun. But ground stations in

Ecuador and South Africa, using

well-practiced emergency
procedures, radioed steering

commands to realign the craft.

"1 am confident we can meet

mission objectives fully." said

project official Bob Davis.

The primary payload was OS07,
also called a "sunwatch" satellite.

It was the seventh in a series of

orbiting solar observations
designed to probe the sun
throughout an 11-year solar cycle.

The series, dating back to 1%2.

has made a comprehensive in-

vestigation of this seething sphere
of hot gases and how its turbulent

energy controls what happens on
earth and other planets.

At 1.400 pounds, the $28-million

OSOT weighs more than twice as
much as any of its predecessors. It

contains more advanced in-

struments, including an occulting

disk the size of a silver dollar on
the end of a two-foot boom.
When the satellite is aligned

properly, the disk will produce
artificial eclipses which will enable

a camera and other instruments to

view the sun's corona, the faint,

outermost layer of the solar at-

mosphere that normally is seen
from earth only during a total

eclipse by the moon.

Day School Enrolls

Children For Fall

The University Day School, a day care center for the children of

students and staff of the University, is now enrolling children for both the

afternoon and morning sessions of the fall semester.

The center is open to children between the ages of two years, nine

months and five, and the program provides a varied educational ex-

perience.

Part-time students as well as full-time undergraduates, graduate and

post-doctoral candidates may apply for their children, and, as of October

Inquiries may be made at Bowditch Lodge, on the southwest corner of

campus, or at 545-2466.

The Day School is also soliciting any used furniture, toys, books,

records, appliances or other usable paraphernalis that might be donated.

THE BROTHERS OF

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

wish to introduce ourselves and our Fraternity to you. To

help us, we are presentinq

CLEAR SKY - in Concert

on Friday,

October 1,

2:30-5:30 p.m.

We are at 1 18 Sunset Ave
down the street from Kara Mia

Please come.

The second satellite is a 45-

pounder carrying radio equipment

to simulate signals from a manned
Apollo moonship, including

medical data, systems status,

mission events and conversations.

Collegian Staff:

Meeting tonight

with Printer for

all those interested.:;

Stop by.

October 3, 1971
3:30 p.m.

«
8:30 p.m.

C. C. Program
Council

presents

'VOUKEA

6000 MAN

CHAWIE

wo*r
ft MW MUSICAL EMTDTTfcNMfftr

IMU ON TW come sn»* PfPHl/TS

at.

Bowker
Auditorium

tickets - $2.00
On sale at S. U. Ticket
office starting 12: 00
noon, Sept. 22.

Bean
early

bird I
Cliff s Nctes are great any time you

need help in literature 1 We
recommend buying early so that

you can use them as you study

the assigned play or novel and as

a helpful review prior to exams

Get the Cliff's Notes you need

today You II see why they're the

preferred study aid of millions of

students nationwide (PS) If your

dealer's out of a title, he can get

another fast with Cliff's "Hot Line"

/s/V/S
t±-

-4 sNfite^

Nearly 200 titles- always available

wherever books are sold

Only Si each

159 NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
Next To The Pont Office

OPEN 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

NEW INDIAN DRESSES
Shorfand Floor Length
Heavily Embroidered
All Colors
Some with Hoods

COATS
Air Force Parkas
Field Jackets
Peacoats
Over Coats

TOPS
Ribs
Jersey

Stars and Stripes

Turtle Necks
Hand Dyed Colors
Wallace Beerys

PATCHES
Red Spreads
Rugs
Lamps
School Bags
Knapsacks
Pipes

STUFF
Flight Suits

Belts
Used Jeans
Blankets

FREE PAPERS
AND SCREENS
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Germans
Predict U.S.

Devaluing
WASHINGTON (AP)-The head

of West Germany's federal bank

predicted Wednesday the United

States would devalue the dollar in

terms of gold if international

agreement is reached on an up-

ward revaluation of other major

currencies.

Bundesbank president Karl

Klasen told reporters at the annual

meeting of the International

Monetary Fund and World Bank

that "there is no specific com-

mitment." But he added:

"If there is an agreement this

will not be an obstacle."

U.S. agreement to raise the price

of gold would in fact remove the

largest obstacle to settlement of

the global money impasse, since

Japan and the principal European

powers insist that America should

contribute in some part to the

currency overhaul designed to

benefit its own trade.

Klasen's forecast raised the

hopes of IMF delegations for a

restoration of monetary stability-

and lifting of the U.S. 10 per cent

import duty surcharge-this fall.

But the White House has denied

contemplating any increase in the

historic $35 an ounce gold-dollar

level. Secretary of the Treasury

John B. Connally so stated last

Sunday, and a White House

spokesman said just before

Klasen's comment that "there is

no change in our policy on this

matter."
Earlier the White House said

President Nixon was encouraged

by an apparent growing

recognition of the need for general

currency revaluation and reform

of the international monetary

system.
Nixon conferred for 45 minutes in

mid-morning with Pierre-Paul

Schweitz and two of his own top

financial advisers, Connally and

Chairman Arthur F. Burns of the

Federal Reserve Board.

Reporters pelted presidential

press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler

with questions on the devaluation

issue He insisted the IS. policy

had not changed and added:

i would pull you off the

speculation and the question of

whether gold was discussed.
- '

Meantime, speakers for the

smaller and less-developed nations

at the IMF sessions implored the

wealthier powers to hasten their

efforts to break the currency

impasse Nineteen nations were

heard, most of them sounding this

theme.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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President Salvatore W. Simone of the Adult

Education Association/Massachusetts, has an-

nounced that the annual meeting AEA/Mass will

be held at the Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center

at UMass Oct. 28 and 29.

"Learning Strategies for Adult Education, is

the conference theme. A broad spectrum of lec-

tures and workshops is scheduled for those in

public and private colleges and universities,

public schools and private industries govern-

mental agencies and religious and social

organizations.

The keynote speaker will be Dr. Daniel Jordan,

director of the Center for the Study of Human

Potential at the School of Ed. Prof. Jordan's topic,

-An Overall Model of Learning, will furnish a

frame of reference for subsequent speakers.

Aspects of the keynote speech will be developed by

panelists who follow immediately.

At the banquet closing the first day's program,

UMass Associate Provost Robert Woodbury will

speak on the new University Without Walls

program at UMass.

__ . ,,. . , . Continuing

Meeting Slated
J M offers

An important workshop on communications will

open the second day of the meeting. Prof.

Nathaniel Rutstein, director of the Media Center

at the School of Education, will speak on "Ef-

fective Communication." Carrol Twohey of the

United States Office of Education will deal with

specifics in "Writing Proposals" and Prof. Mark

Rossman of the School of Education will conclude

with a paper on "Effective Use of the Media."

Individual workshops oriented to interest

specific groups will complete the morning. The

luncheon speaker will be Dr. Malcolm S. Knowles,

general consultant in adult education at Boston

University. His paper, "A Systems Approach to

Adult Education," will be followed by the annual

business meeting and remarks by the president of

AEA.

The planning committee includes Dean Donald

Ruhl of Northern Essex Community College, Mrs.

Molly Charters, Professor Rossman and

AEA/Massachusetts Executive Vice-President

William C. Venman.

US. Supports Viet War Drtve
•* -* c „o o „ „,„« itc anri forces in Krek. Highway 22

DEERF1ELD

Drive-In Theatre
Knot? .". & 10

South DeerfiHd. Mass.
Tel. Bfi5-H74fi

FBI. SAT. SUN.

HIDEOUS
AND

SHOCKING!

TAY NINH, Vietnam (AP)-

Reinforced government troops

launched a counteroffensive

Wednesday against parts of two

North Vietnamese divisions along

the South Vietnam-Cambodia

border, and the United States

hurled its air might into the drive.

The U.S. Command moved about

1,500 American troops and a

squadron of armored vehicles from

rear bases to the front.

They reinforced two U.S. ar-

tillery bases on the Cambodian

border and filled avoid at the Tay

Ninh West base camp and another

fire base left vacant by South

Vietnamese troops pushing out of

the counteroffensive.

South Vietnamese Lt. Gen.

Nguyen Xuan Thinh said three

days of North Vietnamese attacks

had subsided after scores of U.S

B52 heavy bombers and tactical

tighter-bombers unloaded hun-

dreds of tons of explosive on enemy

troop positions and rocket and

mortar launching sites, menacing

six allied bases.

The B52 bombers, making their

first concentrated close-in raids.

Hew through heavy monsoon

clouds and were guided to targets

within 1,000 yards of allied bases

by radar.

Thinh said South Vietnamese

forces may have to retreat from

their bases on both sides of the

border unless the massive U.S.

support is continued.

Maj. Gen. Alton D. Slay, who

directs all U.S. bombing raids

throughout Indochina, flew to this

forward command post from his

7th Air Force headquarters in

Saigon to arrange for increased

American bombing raids.

The situation looks better,"

said Lt. Gen. Nguyen Van Minh,

commander of the South

Vietamese forces. "First reports

indicate everything is stable

Slay was among nine U.S. and

South Vietnamese generals who

held day-long strategy meetings

here as the counteroffensive

kicked off, underscoring the

seriousness of the situation.

Minh said the North Vietnamese

5th and 7th divisions-perhaps 10,000

combat troops-had launched an

offensive from Krek along High-

way 7 in eastern Cambodia south-

ward along Highway 22 on the

Vietnamese side of the border.

American officers aid, however,

only elements of the two North

Vietnamese divisions were in-

volved in the offensive. One

estimate said only one regiment

from each division was committed,

plus separate sapper units.

Minh already had the equivalent

of two divisions in the region, about

20,000 troops, and moved in about

4,000 reinforcements, including

two brigades of paratroopers from

the Saigon area.

The objective of the South

Vietnamese counteroffensive was

to reopen Highway 22 and restore

the overland supply route to Saigon

Auto Safety

Still Required

WASHINGTON (AP> The
Department of Transportation

reaffirmed today its decision to

require installation of passive-

restraint systems such as air bags

in all 1976 model automobiles.

The new ruling, by Secretary of

Transportation John A. Volpe

means that starting on Aug. 15.

1975. no passenger car may be

manufactured for sale in the

United States that fails to provide

complete passive protection ior all

seating positions.

forces in Krek. Highway 22 con-

nects with Highway 7 at Krek.

Minh said the North Vietnamese

drive was timed to coincide with

Special Course
The Division of Continuing

Education at UMass has an-

nounced that a special course will

be offered this fall for adults in the

area interested in the study and

performance of Renaissance vocal

music.

Prof. Alan Harler of the UMass
department of music said that the

course, available both for credit

and for audit, will be concerned

with the rehearsal, study and

discussion of Renaissance vocal

ensemble literature. The only

prerequisite for the course is an

elementary music reading ability.

The course will be limited to an

enrollment of 30, and will be of-

fered on Monday nights beginning

Oct. 18. Registration closes Oct. 15,

and the cost for one credit is $25.

Participants who wish to take the

course on a non-credit basis will be

charged $15.

Prof. Harler is the director of

University Chorus, the Women's

Choir and the Madrigal Singers

and also the Collegium Musicum,
drive was uiueu iu *-v,ins-«s«s. •—- — .**

,

South Vietnam's presidential which specializes in Medieval and

election Sunday and to exploit

political unrest in Saigon.

There have been three weeks of

antigovernment demonstrations in

major cities in South Vietnam in

protest against the election, in

which President Nguyen Van

Thieu is running unopposed.

Renaissance music. He has his

master's degree in music from the

University of Cincinnati and has

been at UMass for five years.

Registration may be done by

mail or in person at the Division of

Continuing Education, 920 Campus
Center. The telephone number is

545-0905.

Bomb Professor At Hampshire

The Scientist and the Decision to Bomb Hiroshima Without Warning
"

by David Frisch. is the second event of the Science and Public Policy

Lecture Series at Hampshire College.

It will be presented at 8 p.m. tonight in the Last Lecture Hall.

Professor Frisch. a nuclear and particle physicist at the Massachusetts

insl.tute of Technology, was associated with the ^J^^
project from 194:? through 1946. He later did nuclear research at Bohr s

Institute in Copenhagen. , , .

In 1961 Professor Frisch edited a book on arms reduction, and he is

currently on the Executive Committee of the Civil Liberties Union

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Wcstficld
562-3604

€§wJORROR
OF THEBLOOD
MONSTERS
ALL NEW/ALL COLOR |

GP

BLOODY

GRAVES
Technicolor l Techniscooe

STARRiN f
. nOBEnT DIX

JIM DAVIS SCOn BRADY

Shout line 7: M
Feature First Sunday

THCo

PI
The Chopping BIock fs

located at 26 Main St.

Amherst, second tloor.

Open 9: 00 am to 7: 30

p.m. Mondays thru

Fridays; 9 to 5 Satur-

days. For appointment

call 253 9293 or 253-9271.

We cut hair perfectly 1

1

Women's or Men's

9jn»!O0
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Berger Receives Award
Bernard B. Berger, director of the UMass Water

Resources Research Center, has received the 1971

Rudolph Hering Medal for the paper "Engineering

Evaluation of the Virus Hazard in Water."

The paper was prepared by the Environmental

Quality Management Committee of the American

Society of Civil Engineers, with Prof. Berger as

chairman. The Hering medal , named for a pioneer in
. ii ii. i.. ili,.

properly be classified as viral gastroenteritis? Can it

be transmitted by drinking water? What safety and

detection procedures are applicable to the quan
titative determination of viruses in water? How can

the virus of infectious hepatitis, the most significant

water-borne viral pathogen, be identified''" Until

answers to the above questions are available, ac-

cording to Prof. Berger. the water works engineer

(OMIMi DOWN-Visiting I'Mass last night was the famous

Peanuts character Charlie Brown promoting the play, "Your a Good

Man. Charlie Brown." The play will be presented at Bowker

\iulitoi iuin October 3r4.

t'h'i rm'in I np HPnnB mortal Haiti"- u tui a uiuinvi > «-"• "••e *~ - • *»• • ~~-o— • — **

w?te^»U^r«e^hr^i^rded annually by the cannot prove that his treatment processes will destroy

society for the most valuable contribution to increase all viruses, and the fear of viruses in drinking water

tr^££^^T«^ thG SanUary ^"ger was deputy chief of the Office of

^££*M^^^™. B-ger, that Resource Development 'of the IKS. Public Health

the oublic threat of pathogenic viruses in drinking Service when he was appointed to his present post at

water has not vet been eliminated. The findings show. UMass in 1966. He holds professorships in public

however ' that known control techniques, if rigorously health and civil engineering at the Amherst campus,

applied can be depended on to protect the public The UMass Water Resources Research (enter is

health "Unfortunately few water suppliers observe

the necessary vigilance to this end." Prof. Berger

commented.

Some important questions remain to be answered.

he added. "Is there in fact, a disease entitv that may

concerned with all elements of water resource

planning and management and currently has a dozen

research projects going on various phases of water

resource development.

WAMH Expands
I .an. Ufiauui I 1 . .iinr-l I MatlflOPr «

Essex Teachers Study Ecology

A group of Essex county teachers are learning about the environment

from the ground up this year through a seminar supported by the UMass

Cooperative Extension Service.

The program is "Field Work in Ecology." an 18-session series of fieW

trips panels, workshops and other meetings. It is designed to give 100

high school and elementary school teachers basic units in environmental

Cooperating in the combined seminar and field work program are the

Cooperative Extension Service, Essex Agricultural and Technical In-

stitute and the Massachusetts Department of Education^

Field trips to such sites as Misery Island, the Western Electric waste

water treatment plant in North Andover, and the Mernmac River are

scheduled Panels will discuss pesticides and pollution, the population

crisis, proper land use. ecology projects for students and other topics

Certificates of achievement will be presented to persons attending a

minimum of 13 out of the 18 sessions offered and who complete the policy

e aluation Except for field trips, sessions are at the McNamara-0 Shea

sm nee l hiding Essex Agricultural and Technical Institute, Danvers

rry Wissow. General manager

of WAMH, Amherst College's

student run radio station says that

he's pleased with its operation so

far this year.

"For the first time in a long time,

we've managed to be on the air for

freshmen orientation, mostly

because of a smoother operating

plan devised last Spring. The

executive staff really got itself

together last May and came back

to Amherst this fall with excellent

preparations for incorporating new

Freshmen and old members into

the station quickly," Wissow ex-

plains.

While the freshmen spend a

month learning about all facets of

station work both on and off the air,

upperclass station members will

be broadcasting the latest in

progressive 1 rock, jazz and folk.

In addition to the standard musical

offering, says Wissow, "we hope to

become a source of community

affairs programming by offering a

lull fifteen minute comprehensive

news and commentary show at 11

pm Sunday through Thursday. Jim

Warren will be back for his second

year of Midnight Sports, and

several students are working full

time on public affairs and special

interest programming. This is in

addition to the standard in-

formation service we have always
offered both over the air with

community announcements and
over the phone with a number (542-

22B:Ji to dial that will connect you

with someone who can tell you

exactly what's going on in the

community."

f

Al

INTERCOLLEGIATE
BOWLING:

undergraduates interested in com-
peting for a position on the UMass Bowling

Team,

please contact Ernie Malagrida

2004 Kennedy

phone: 546-7882

deadline is Friday, October 1.

~~- .. i - -

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

fig I mil l.alaxie. m.ooo miles, cxi client

conditions, stereo, yellow with W»rt i"

irnoi Mkin* i.™. < aii m-san.

,. , , \u^^ i. c*l. std New tires, excel.

minimi. 5xi-x5t;7 IM <« "<"•'

S3 Mustang ram . rwU rtw HM* *•**

xiilh deluxe interim lies! offer n\er IMS.

« niitail Slexe. »3-WS»,
IfMM

xalxc crankshaft, job bored anil stroked

knohhics. ( ant afford tune-up now I42S.

Mike 519 -l.'.'Tll.

ll!l-:tO

llnnda «i'.. excellent condition, custom

sissxhar and helmet im hided Onlx x.noo

miles t all \l rni. MM .1. Adams. 5lli-Xi;5l.

tf!l-:Ml

Just like people: bruised on Ihe outside,

but beautiful inside. I!lf..
r
> (he** conxert.

i.,ll MftVflM.
tfio-fi

WANTED
I lute leather for intermediate student.

If interested tall Marx at MMW,
t r 10-

1

min. from Ml. Snow . I-MM? lixing. mil*

|2S* for season. Oct. -Mar. (all Marty -SW-

IMS.
tf 10-

I

ems PERSONAL

MSI ItS \ lltee. Shooting Star. excellent

iondilion Must sell I47SJM ( all MM977.

I xpexxriler-portable underxxood eve

loml |2t. I'll. .'.Mi-2!Hi7.

III speed Sihxxinn Sports Tourer. New

$17.-, eall Mike MMH2, »1 I'uffton.

I f 1<t-

1

Men to erect chainlink feme. Kx-

perienced onlx. Pari time, lit/jterald

I enccs. illil ItridKc Hd.. Horence. Mass
tfUM

RIDE WANTED

Mike it has been a beautiful xear. With

much loxe (in.
ti-.to

FOR SALE

IMN I'onliac Tempest, standard trans.

( all after h and ask for .land. J.Vt-7:.:.
,o

tfio-l

:,»; Ml. A Itoadsler. c\c cond.. xx /K.'AM.H

eniiinc imininit perf.. con* .
lop. side

windoxxs. IIIH. Michelin Tires. IK.VI.

I'i:m i he*, master H.'. Sedan shoxxroom

i omlilion. Itesl oiler around $7llti < all MM'

xx 1

7

tf'KMI

lor sale, t.uild I'olara elec (.uilar.

I nod at -lion A sound. ( an be seen at Faces

I I arth in \mhersl must sell! Will

hat vain'

^__ (fltl-L

Ski hools for sale, men's Koflach. x

l/.'M. While Stars, (all .-.to-IIX4 after 7

p.m.
tf9;M

(Hilars, amps. act.. A records, at

leisimable prices The (.uitar Workshop

•ix Main St. Northampton SW-I7M,
tflti-i;

Schxxinn Ml spd S'Mt firm: rectilinear

mini. Ill speakers Vi-iximi IZl:tlUI $12".

I ischcr \blahrts .'-Mem Wild Mans Ski.

-,xi,-:;nt.N,

K.K.

Hide needed to Kothester NY. Kri.dcl.

I (all Kllen 54fi-75(tO.

Melxille Hasement Invites James
Kasement and llh floor to a part* I rida*

iiiKht al X.

lfiti-:it

ItMfltal I'lanlers-other ceramic xxare

madeloorder. I red I inlander MMMI, I"-

I earinx SI.

IfMM

I'll I ( hex* in t'ood running iondilion

Nexx paint job. lots of extra parts \skinc

Jmhi Neetl mone* desperatel* . ( all Jeff.

Ml. MM.
IfMM

t.l \W Hiis rebuilt engine, nexx brakes.

ii. off Ifr ex. mechanical some bodx rot

(..Hid deal at $ Wi or best offer ( all Hon.

IMMHM.
if mm;

I'ii,7KMW IxotiTI l-door sedan, am-frn.

s*x hlaupunkt. Pirellis, excellent condition

best offer oxer IMKMl WUMM.
If III

">

Wateibeds -noxx all si/es t IN.ii.V I actor*

x, anaiitx \lso. frames, liners A pads in

siixk ( all Mark al IMUHM.
IfMM!

Ki-iijamin slereo compacts, miratord

and lento turntables, elat cartridges and

I Ml speakers. \l discount prices. Call

,H. i.!H7.

tfitir>

(imciM It- 1 enlarner *xollensack IHUnm

1 1 Mens ncMali*f carrier for '.' I/I * -' l/l -'

l/l \ II l/l Sxii.ihi MMM,
tfllvHI

lleuke ski hoots si7f II. bought at the

end ol last season, used once. Hernial'

llliioo sell to best offer ( all Ha* VIL'-

RI2I.
If HI-

1

line Kirl needs a ride to Watkins Men
preferably Saturday. Ocl. 2. Pica**" <""

,i ' ,M" 7
" UltM

Husband and wife need ride to and from

around ( oliimbus. Ohio on del. L'l will

share dri*iiiM and expenses, (all Hob Mli-

1.71,1

IfMM

FOR RENT

Horoscopes done professionally, (all

r.l!l-ti7KX Wrile l»a*id Kllloll-Mannitiue A-

II North Village. Minimum IS
Iflli-fi

Palms read, (all ( hrlx r.-K2fll M. No

bullshit.
tnp-4

( ommiitersif rent is a biR issue with xou

let mi- make it a bin issue with the Student

Senate *ole. Neil Kerstein for Senator.

lf» :m

COURSE

l»7l Honda ( H 4S« red-ex. condition.

new tire A chain Must sell before snow

llllilior haKKle. ( all Joel after Kp.m. l-!ifi7-

:.7II4.

tflO-4

I I AKN ANY MAIN I I HOPKAN
I ANI.I A(.| . I ndersland * read in M
,„„s (nurse tauxht h* IN Interpreter

Indi* . courses h* mailed cassettes. .'.XI-

(171*1 or IX2.I.

IfMM

2 bedroom apt., all utilities, no lease.

I'ets * children welcome. Wall to wall

carpel. 117:. month (all Kamins YillaRe

Apis.. Helcherlown.
lf»-:w

xrms.wiltiiihcdrnis. It mile* from I of

M. I iirnilurc 2halhs.all utilities paid IM
per month ( all SB-MO.

If 10-4

I ownliouse Apt at I liffside. I Mr.. I MM
per month intl. MM., married onlx (all

MU-rMM,
IfMM

LECTURE NOTES

LOST

IMN PeuMot con*eiiible in excellent

iondilion ( all ( atherine ninminns M'l

IfJ^

l!l.-.'l ( he* . ton* . I all inspected $17.Vimi

( all I*.".-I7lii;

IfMM

(uiUr-12 siring Hickenhacker. Rood

iondilion IM or best offer Stexe B-fiSHT

If 10-1

I!i»l7 MuslaiiR •; «*l -
standard. Rood

tires, snow tires, new batter* '-<>.«••<• miles

Id liembla* MMM.

Krrad (ruck-walk In body. Rreal con

dition < an «-»ry »« mmm •<" «:•»

P *" tfHM

hi II model 2( 1 KM * changer) with 2

lux hi II 17 speaker*. Kxr. cond. I2ITI. ( all

Slexe 25K-HIIX4.

tfln-«

\ maroon and white jneket with name

W Hallo**, on inside. ( all Hill MS-MS.
lfin-1

(.old wire rim glasses I ost Sat night

tiuail area (all .MB-742S. reward.
trio 1

I bedroom apl.. Pufflon Village

axailable immediately .
M-i-lll'll after .'.

p.m.
tf'i.m

I eclure notes are now a*ailable in room

:IIX in the Student Inion I obhx for all

sections of Anthro Mil. Hotany 101. Kcon

ir.and 12(1. (.eulogy Mll.lio*. MM! and ISt.

Hist ISt, Human Me* 270. Micro H«.

Phil. Mi'.. Psych Mil. 2«2. 2fi:i. 270. M, M.
and UI2. StK . Mil Zoo 101 and n.V (»ne

section of llixl. I5Q and Psych. :>2S alxo In.

S.K.S. lecture notes RolnR co-op! Come
and promote your own Interest* next

Wednesday. Oct. fiat X:00 p m. in the ST.
Hallroom. »»
"entertainment

III HELP WANTED

Two sinRle beds $25 each or best offer.

Olxmpla portable typewriter S2l» or best

offer, (all 25fi-«i:t2 e*enlnRs.
tflO-l

«7 Muxiung con* V8 :t «r»d.. <"*'*»£•
excellent condition Itoso (all 253-7940

•"" f,V

^ tflO-5

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

I«I7I MM l» Honda ( I :tS0 exc. cond

Need money desperately must sell Hest

offer, call Jack K-7B.IB. g^.

1071 Honda ( H450. 1 helmelx. chain lock

to*er, wm ml., crash bars.l»75. :i2:t-4i:to.

illfcl

T.7 :m5tt Honda Strambler '-'"<*• »H

tins.... k:i .150-Snowflake Inlays-fixed

hridge-a fine guitar $200 (ireU ch. l!»«o

(bet Atkins elec. W/hard rase-$2S0. Al

540-0517
tfl04

Hrown suede pantx. skirts, skins, lop

duality .wholesale. Pants $27. skirt* $9 40.

skins $5. Slop h* to look Jon-424 ( ladborne

5-2040 lea*e number If not In.

tf 10-4

$5 reward. Blue notebook lost in area of

school of Kd. I am mainly Interested In

notes K loose papers. 774-:i«ll or 545-I5H2

(.corge P.
ITIIM

EMPLOYMENT
Sell Sliaklee produt Is I oil 01 part lime.

Mio" biotlegradable oiganit cleaners

lieaul* aids and *ilamins makers of Hasit

II I or info ( all M-M1.
tfo-:w_

ROOMMATES WANTED

Hah* sitter for 2 week period .
start 4 Oct

ai-:m hr*. wk. AUo for future e*enlng work

call 25:1-7157.

tf 10-1

ITSHKVOI I TION TIMK! "Wll I) IN

TIIK STHKKTS" IN COI.OB PIT R

ANMK OAKI KV TV KHISODK
TONH.HT 7 :(M S.»:I0 IN THOMPSON 104

(Till MS.

I

0-10

iiri with Insurance agy. exp. auto S.

homeowner*, rating * typing e**entlal

(all 5X4-5555, AW ltoraw*kl. Inc.. Wl King

St.. Northampton.
tfio-s

*rl or ad*eitlsing major needed to help

launch sales promotion ( all Da* id. 5X0-

I I'.x Keep 1 1 * in*-

tf 10-1

TYPING

Typing - lhe»H>. dlatertaUona. etc. K««t.

accurate: ha*e (.reek alphahrt. math. A

them s*mhol*. (all 255-:iBOI.

tfion

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

We undersell all. Any and all top name

appliance*. *lereos. radio*, refrigerators,

anything! all I arry fi-5000 or come to 550

( ance.

Male share 2 bdrm. apt. In sund. with 2

others $00 Mike «fiS-:»OI2. 545-i:ilX.

lf10-«

Hoommale* wanted. « bdrm house

furnished in No. I exerelt Apt. $55 per mo
(all only MM* .

Ml

Nettl mone* " I arn $25 or more a week"

Work *our tiwn hours al *<mr con*enlence

( all Harr* in l>a*e SMMBS.
tflfl-5

Help wanted! Need reliable students

male or female for dellyer* and sales

xtork II xou are really Interested call "•19

Ml

Want a part-time or full time Job-

Punning xour own business, no door to

door . no telephone sur* e* ing . ( all 255-5X47

after 5.

tf 10-5

FOOTWEAR

SKIERS WANTED • (Ml

Skiers wanted In share spacious chalet. 5

Bargains heller than *ou get hack home

at Ihe ShoeHhV In Ihe elle* -behind

Aubuchons!

!

'i #
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BETA KAPPA PHI

:

Open smoker tonight at 9:30 pm at

401 V Pleasant St. All Univers.ty

men invited.

BRIDGE CLUB.
Organizational meeting tonight,

Rm 168 CC at 7 :30. All bridge players

welcome.

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

All interested in Christian

Fellowship please meet at 7.15 am
(morning) on Wednesday, Oct. 6m
the Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union. All are welcome.

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY.
Organizational meeting Thurs^ aT

7 pm in 902 CC Open to all interested.

COUNTRY COMFORT COFFEE
H
The Country Comfort Coffee House

opens on Sat. Oct. 2 at 8 pm in

Crabtree Basement. If you d like- to

perform, call Craig (407) or Sogo

(409) at 545 2303. All are invited to

come and listen. It's free.

Spanish T.V. is here in the old S.U.

Bookstore (soon to be video store)
.

a

gathering will be called soon.

TRADES
Corrected Summer School grades

are now available in the Registrar s

Office, 213 Whitmore.

H
Anyone interested in working for

Soviet Jewry, please contact the

Hillel Office, Rm. 420 Student Union,

52426.

MELVILLE COFFEEHOUSE.
Saturday night in the Melville Date

Lounge. All are invited, performers

and audience alike.

Notices-
M
Mandatory meeting Sunday 3 pm in

Lewis.

PAN AFRICAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION:
The Pan African Student

Association at UMass will have .£
meeting on Sunday, Oct. 3, at 2 pmS House Rm. 114. Members and

would be members are expected to

attend the meeting.

SAILING CLUB:
Sailing club There will be an

organizational meeting or all irv

terested in a filing club at the

University. Today at 6:30 in CC 1746.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST:
Any SDA's, Davidian SDA s.

Branch SDA's, Sabbath keepers of

the Ceremonial Law(s), or those with

the knowledge of "Present Truth ,

contact Sammy Davis, 507 Grayson,

5466984.

SIGMA ALPHA MU F I USA SERI ES:

-Wild in the Streets" <
?69_m

color) plus "Annie Oakley TV

episode Thurs. evening at 7 & 9.30 in

Thompson 104.

SKI PATROL:
There will be an open meeting for

anyone interested in joining the Ski

Patrol and for all old members
tonight at 630 in Rm. 165 CC.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:
Thursday at 7 pm in CC 917

Election of Coordinating Council for

fall semester express your opinion

Come and vote!

TELEVISION PROD:
Need honest, qualified people to act

in a Show on sensuality. Ask for Rob

in 110 at 256 6825. TV needs you.

Lost in Bartlett Hall Rm. 61, U.S. &

China by John Fairbanks. Please call

n on inside cover or return it to

Bartlett 61, Fri. around noon. Be

kind, I need the Book.

Umbrella, black with initials J.H.

in handle. Call Jeff at 6 8788.

FOUND:
Silver ring in Ladies room of

Student Union, Oct. 29. Come to 220

Patterson.
Spot!! She still needs a loving

home. She's a dynamite mostly

Beagle puppy, about 3 mos old, and

really smart. Needs place to run in

maybe off campus? Please call 546

5075, ask for Sue.

Ticketine Starts Friday
A J*-*™

«JS?nprated or parked on the UMass campus by

on campus must ™«f»£r
'hose

JfsSt t0 , ,5.00 late registration tee.

vehicles will commence.
^

. -

Warrant Meeting Tonight
T„e League o, Women Vote, is The warrant £*£•»•
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High School cafeteria

The warrant meeting is designed

primarily as a service to town

meeting members, but it is open to

the public and provides an ex

to town officials, to explain the

articles which will be debated and

voted on October 4 by town

meeting members. It is not a

forum of debate, but rather an
the public and proviut*

, -
eoDortunity to ask questions and

s^Tssrr-^ss s sgrfi£-i ->„ s z*»
come up at the special town articles,

meeting the following week.

Med. Tech Majors To Meet
, ,i • n/i.,4 Twh ma inrs will be held next Thursday at

plication procedures. If you cannot attend, contact Miss Crowley

,

Oct. 7.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

SYDNEY OMARR«

There It no real conflict between

astrologers and astronomers. However,

some astronomers insist on posmg as

authorities on astrology. This does lead to

,11 feeling and confuses Ihe public. An

astrologer must at least be familiar with

the rudiments of astronomy. An

astronomer does not necessarily know a

thing about astrology.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Friends are

aggressive Take it easy. Refuse to be

caughl up in emotional arguments. Count 10

before replying to accusations. Control

tendency to respond in foolish manner.

Pace yourself.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): You get

constructive push, one In authority takes

special .merest Be willing to make

necessary changes. Open broader hnes of

communication Behind scenes maneuver

boomerangs in your favor Be available.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Where there

has been delay, there now is apt to be a

flurry of messages You hear from those at

a distance. Friend who had procrastinatec

comes through with definite program. You

will benefit

CANCER Uune 21 July 22): Don t

overlook situation which has recently been

pushed aside Review plans Stress

security Not wise to take anyone for

oranted Reinforce contacts. Investment

question should be resolved.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Hold off on any

contact, special agreement, partnership

projecl Key is to add to knowledge You

need additional information. Refuse to be

stampeded. Slay away from get rich quick

scheme.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22) Finish proiect.

Let others show their hands. Be analytical.

You have more coming to you than might be

suspected Patience is your ally Maintain

sleady pace. Money news will be good, be

confident

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) Reach

o c —

-

<u .a
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3 t^m
CQ

(/) >
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-* 0)
ID o.
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Q.

agreement with young person. Assert

yourself in reasonable manner. Many now

express appreciation for your efforts.

Continue to apply original touch Leo in

dividual could play prominent role. State

esse
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Home

situation needs looking into, means put a

halt to extravagance, shouting, abuse.

Cancer born individual could be involved.

Accent is on security, relations with older

person. Trust hunch

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21): Take

special care in traffic. Not wise to ex

periment with electrical products Steer

clear of argumentative relative. Some

wishes are fulfilled but not if you insist,

caiole or chide Go slow.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Money,

added income could become reality through

property settlement, real estate deal. Slick

w,lh proiect to completion Thorough ap

proach swing odds for success m your

favor Be alert

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18) You gel

ihings done, action is keynoted. Some may

be envious; others may claim you are

headstrong. Key is to be creative, to act

with determination, verve. Nothing half

way Ring sound of enthusiasm

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Money

Iransaction requires clarification. All are

nol showing their hands. Be cautious m

connection with valuables. You have ten

dency now lo be forgetful about names,

places Double check assignment notes.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have sense of humor which some persons

claim is bizarre. You are artistic, creative,

but tend lo lack patience. You are a great,

fast starter, but finishing punch, at times,

is lacking. You recently made some won

derful contacis. They bear fruit m

meaningful manner, especially if vou are

single.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

1 Sanskrit

dialect

5 Small island

9 Pronoun
12 Wolfhound
13 Heavenly body

14 Silkworm

15 Levantine

vessel

17 Cards entitling

one to open
poker jackpot

19 Mistakes

21 Otherwise

22 Classify

24 Note of scale

25 Aeriform fluid

26 Anglo-Saxon
money

27 Hay spreader

29 Sun god

31 Pigeon pea

32 Exclamation

33 Near

34 Conducted

35 Indefinite

article

36 Those borne

38 Goal

39 Number

40 Note of scale

41 Young boys

42 A continent

44 Simpler

46 Cuts of meat

48 Dance

51 Nothing

52 Christmas
carol

54 Scorch

55 French for

"summer"

56 Finishes

57 Gaelic

DOWN

1 Dance step

2 Beverage

3 To the side

4 Lifeless

5 Exists

6 Packed away

7 Turns around

the track

8 Before

9 Part of foot

(pl.)

10 Is mistaken

11 Ascend

16 Teutonic deity

18 Approach

20 Mountain
nymph

22 Soft drink

23 Algerian

seaport

25 Obtains

27 Slender

28 Challenges

29 Tear

30 Sums up
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34 Beginner

36 Actual

37 Wiped out

39 Name
41 Rent

42 Skin ailment

43 Garment

44 Short jacket

45 Pronoun

47 Compass
point

49 Aeriform
fluid

50 Native metal

53 Place of the

seal (abbr.)
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Erving Continues To Shine
(Reprinted from the Virginia Squire Newsletter)

Al Bianchi had been saying all along he'd really like

to have more depth at guard to start the season. And

that made the two items of bad news that came within

a week particularly hard to take.

First Fred Brown, a promising guard from Iowa,

turned his back on the Squires, which had acquired the

negotiating rights to him from Kentucky, and signed

with Seattle in the NBA.
Then an X-ray revealed that the pain in veteran

Mike Barrett's left wrist was due to a break in the

navicular bone. Because the bone receives a limited

supplv of blood, healing will be slow; the cast Barrett

now wears will stay on for an indefinite period,

perhaps as long as four months.

And so now Dana Pagett. the ti-3 guard from

Southern California and one of three players to pass

with flying colors the tests of the June rookie camp,

figures all the more prominently in Bianchi's plans.

Which is the way Pagett had hoped it would be.

'That's why I'm here," Pagett said in rookie camp.

T wouldn't be content as a substitute and I wasn't

happy with it at Southern California."

The two other rookies, 6-8 center Willie Sojourner

and ti-<> forward Julius Erving, showed they, too, have

the credentials to challenge for starting jobs.

Sojourner, who has his sights set on the position held

last season by Jim Eakins and Ray Scott, received

some mild criticism for his playing the first day of

camp and he submitted he was then out of shape and

had played badly.

But by the third day Bianchi had seen what he had

hoped to see.

"He (Sojourner) proved he can play in our league."

Bianchi said. "He did the kind of things under the

basket we expect of him. He'll mean a lot to this

team."
And Erving... well, he was something else

"1 want to play, preferably to start," said Frying,

who passed up his senior year eligibility at

.Massachusetts to sign with the Squires. "I'm ready to

be thrown into deep water, and I think I'm ready to

swim."
There were a number who watched his play who

were ready to agree.

Bill Cate of the Roanoke Times wrote:

You expect it will take two or three years for

Erving to fit in. You must believe he isn't ready, that

he needs more maturity, and that he will be good but

never great.

•"And if you believe that, if you we ready to believe

that Erving is just another player, you will soon

realize you have made a dreadful mistake.

"If you have seen him. ..you know of his potential.

You sit and watch him leap effortlessly into the air

and block a shot two feet above the rim. You watch

him go to his right, spin back to the left and dunk the

red. white and blue basketball with the grace of a

swan swimming on a smooth pond.

"Ycu watch him go to the corner, fake once, fake

again, then heave a 20-foot shot which touches only

bottom. Then you think maybe Julius Erving is worth

$500,000. You begin to know he can play in the ABA,

the NBA or anvwhere else one cares to inflate a

basketball."

Seagrams Top Intramural Action

ROYAL SQUIRE-Former UMass basketball great Julius Erving

continues to impress all those who have seen him perform in the

\B\ The Squires publicity office has said of the big guv. "And

1'rving well, he's something else." ( MDC photo by Rich Mclntyre)
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Commentary...

^.HX.OwnersShou
Revaluate League

Bv STEVE GERSHMAN
With the Boston Bruins already playing preseason games, and

the National Hockey League season fast approaching, it s time to

talk about the quality of play in the NHL.
Last season, the Boston Bruins racked the expansion riddled

league with scoring records left and right. Considering the quality

of many of their opponents, how could they miss.

The N ILL. now has 12 teams and President Clarence Campbell

in all his wisdom is contemplating further additions. When the

NHL doubled four vears ago. the talent was spread far too thin

and the quality of play dropped to its lowest level ever

Bv doubling the number of teams, the league carried p ayers who

should have been playing in the minor league or on double runners^

Its unfair to the fans who wait in long lines and have to see such

•powerhouses" as the Vancouver Canucks and the Oakland Seals

almost as much as the old established teams^

It is unfair to the stars such as Phil and Tony Esposito and Bobbv

Orr to have to play against second rate talent. This provokes

remarks to the effect that they are only great because of the poor

competition in this age of expansion

Yet it is fact that Phil Esopsito. the main target of the abuse,

scored almost equally against the old established teams.

Meanwhile, other fair players are becoming so called s

because their competition is many times very poor.

It .s the owners who are out to satisfy their thirst for money who I

are cheating the plavers and most importantly the fans I hey |

should now take a hard look at the quality of their league before the

N.HI, becomes a travesty to sports and a haven for second rate

players far below professional ability

'stars"

yatt&ssiiiagxzizzzsi^^

Bv JOHN BOCK
On a chilly and damp Monday

evening the UMass Intramural

football season moved solidly

along in the Residence Hall

division.

In what was undoubtedly the

standout game of the slate, the

Adams Seagrams blanked the

Cance Cool Cans 27-0. Seagrams

quarterback "Strap" Kaye led the

attack with a 24 yard bomb to

Richie Freedman for a 0-0 lead in

the first six minutes of the game. It

was downhill all the way for the

Cool Cans as they saw Kaye

complete two more, one to Cal

Guglietti. the Seagrams leading

scorer, and another to Freedman

in the last few seconds of contest. A
spirited offense was the secret to

the win and was provided in the

form of John Pyenson, Joe

Legrassa, and Bob Reynolds.

In a different Southwest

scramble it was the Adams
Ironmen matching the Adams
Spartans. In a razzle-dazzle play

Ironmen QB Dave Burnham
placed a 50 yard pass into the

talented hands of Luigi Jacques to

forge ahead 0-0. With both teams

playing very solid ball, the Iron-

men moved on a series of short

passes to score again and lead 12-0.

When the mud had settled it was

Ironmen 26 Spartans 7.

The top Central Residence battle

saw the Butterfield Lemons defeat

the Gorman Oaks 9-2. The Lemons

led :5-2 at the half and then

assembled an extremely agressive

offense to jump forward 9-2 in the

third quarter. The score came on a

combination M) yard run on the

keeper by Joe Christopher and

th<m a 20 yard TD shot to Chris

Biown.

Remaining Residence Hall

competition saw the Cashin

Crushers downing the Wheeler

Trojans KS-O in a game ripe with

penalties.

And it was
Academics over
Smashers 6-3.

the

the

Adams
Adams

RECREATIONAL RUN-Oa Sunday the second in a series of fall

recreational cross country races will be held at I p.m.^The .ace wiH

be run oxer a three mile course starting at the new I Mass outdoor

track, proceeding around the athletic field on to the coder roads

behind the dump and then home to the finish line al the track I .c-

tnred above is the start of last weeks race Nvhich attra. led a large

field including the winner Peter Stas/ (wearing the M. I ark A. A.

uniform). All entrants are expected to be at the .tartinjj hue prior to

the race to sign in and receive final instructions. <MI)« I hoto ft)

Tom Derderian)

FRIDAYS FOLLIES

THE FREAKS (6:30 & 9:30)

&

NOTORIOUS (7:30 & 10:30)

Hitchcock's Best

Campus Center Aud. 75c

Lost Complete Shew ot 9*30

Speaking of Brotherhood . .

Why Join a Fraternity?

To those within her ranks, this question requires no answer Yet to the

layman, expression is difficult. You've heard so much talk about a changing

Greek system. It's not just talk .... it's fact. But let's face it, there's only one

way to "see" it. Not in an ad, or a leaflet, but in a visit.

Please accept our invitation

Pi Lambda Phi

THURSDAY, Sept. M
*:90<>tftl<t08:3*kf«{li

nFlmSt.
# 4N*

Call Ft£fjdes
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Schedule

Inexperienced Harriers
uv I4VNB8TOR'* note that UMass will meet areBy JAY NESTOR

A tough schedule opens this

Saturday for the relatively

untried UMass cross-country

team. The only members of the

team who experienced varsity

action last year are junior Co-

captain Tom Swain junior Rick

Barry, and Sophomore Doug
O'Connell who filled in a varsity

spot at the Yankee Conference

Championship meet last fall.

Coach Ken O'Brien has ex-

Sathj (Collfgiatt

SPORTS
pressed the opinion that any

grouping out of eleven men could

constitute the top five and

nobody can rest assured of

holding a place. "There is no gun

on this team like Ron Wayne was
last year. Every single man will

have to be close to the front

runner,'' commented O'Brien.

The season opens with a tri-

meet against Northeastern and

St. Johns. This will be followed

by another tri-meet next

Tuesday pitting UMass against

Providence and Harvard.

"These four teams should be the

toughest on our schedule. The

experience we obtain from these

strong teams should make the

rest of the schedule somewhat
easier," stated () Brien.

Other independent teams of

note that UMass will meet are

Boston College and Springfield.

These teams boast some top-

fight runners, but O'Brien feels

that the squad is fit to meet the

challenge. A turning point in the

teams progress should occur at

these meets. The Coach predicts

a successful won-loss per-

centage, the extent of which will

be according to the experience

gained from the early meets.

Among Yankee Conference

teams. New Hampshire and

Connecticut seem to be the

major opponents. Should UMass
remain relatively healthy and

free of injury, the Conference

title will be a toss-up between

these three.

This year's team bears slight

resemblance to last year Yankee

Conference Champions. A major

factor was Ron Wayne, who
swept aside all New England

competition. He was followed by

veterans Larry Paulson and Leo

Duart. These three strong

competitors are lost to

graduation. The tragic loss of

Co-captain Tom Jasmine is also

deeply felt.

This year is characterized by

inexperience, although some top

class performers are present.

Chris Chambers, Paul Seger-

sten, and Bob Sullivan are tough

roadrunners, while Doug
O'Connell, Roger Nasatka, Mike

McCusker, and Arnie Morse are

dependable track performers.

The squad has been con-

centrating on distance training,

but will sharpen up with some

hard interval work as the season

progresses. Newcomer Bob
Pagoda. Rich Tashjian and

Wayne Lucas have thus far been

promising in workouts.

The UMass cross country

course has been drastically

changed this year due to con-

struction on Eastman Lane. The

start is at the WOPE fields, after

which the runners head past the

TOM SWAIN

putting green toward East
Pleasant Street. This first mile

is all upgrade. Cutting close to

Butterfield, the harriers will

head for the Orchard through

which they will run two gruelling

miles up and down hills. Passing

close to Orchard Hill, the troupe

will proceed to Thatcher Way,
where it is all downhill to the

WOPE fields and the finish.

"There is one good point about

the course, running on our tough

course will make away meets

easier," commented Coach
O'Brien.

The defending Yankee Con-

ference Champions will need a

good deal of guts and deter-

mination to repeat as such this

year, but indications are that

they have these requirements

and will carry on a winning

tradition.

"Mac" Sights B.U.

As Critical Game
By FREDROSENTHAL

With a bad performance against Dartmouth behind them, the UMass

Vars tv football team will be looking to right themselves against Boston

UnWersi™ one week from this coming Saturday^ Th.s was the theme

presented by Head Coach Dick MacPherson to those m attendance at

^^^r^^M^erso, "They are 0-2 but are

Pl

TtTdm
n

en wThave two weeks to prepare for BJJ. And with all the

injuries they have incurred recently, they will need all the time they can

Ket Aside from Bob Donlin and Tom McMahon who have been lost for the

?est of the season. Steve Shubert, Paul Metallo, and Angle DiNardo have

al

BiirDeFlav^ was hurt in the game against Dartmouth and John

lulecki has been playing with injuries. Mike Sawyer has been out leaving

most o the r^ning chores to sophomore Tim Berra. But with the extra

week many of these players should be ready for the next game.

Looking back to the Dartmouth game MacPherson commented,

"Dartmouth is as good as they looked, but we are not as bad as we

lookedtnd in speaking about the offense he said "At Maine we were

stopping ourselves but against Dartmouth, they stopped us_

He felt that the counterplays Dartmouth used hurt UMass the most and

he also recognized that their specialty teams were excellent.

But that game is in the past and the Redmen will be looking forward o

Dlavine the Terriers. Coach MacPherson did say that some change would

be made. "We've got to go a little more conservative with the offense.

Dodgers, Giants
Reverse '62 Roles

TV Booters Open Season Friday
*J _ .,....,-.... .. . i „ „ „.,m« nroniipo i :>i:il if Rarrv Li

Bj JIM P1NSK\
The Junior Varsity soccer team

opens its season at home versus

Holvoke CC this friday. The team

will need help from the weather-

man to equal last years fine 5-1

mark as, for the first time this

year, the team has a seven game
schedule. UConn and Amherst

should provide the stiffest com-

petition.

Although the team has no one

outstanding player there are

several that have looked good in

StudvTo Be Made On'Turf
WASHINGTON (AP)-The National Football League Players

Association called on club owners yesterday to halt further installation of

artificial turf until a study is made to determine if it is causing an

"alarming number of football injuries."

Ed Garvey, executive director of the association, said the club owners

have prevented trainers from cooperating with such a study undertaken

for the player's union by Dr. James Garrick of Seattle.

"We have reason to believe that artificial turf may well be a con-

tributing factor to the substantial increase in injuries over the past two

vears," Garvey told a news conference.

He said he had written all general managers and trainers in the

National Football League on Sept. 15 asking them to cooperate in the

study.

practice. Goalie Barry Lutchen.

halfback Steve Parsons, and

fullbacks John O'Hara and Mark
Gaviglio have been the strongest

on defense while wings Greg

Trudryn and Jim Vollinger,

halfback Steve Dec. and center

Tony King are their offensive

counterparts.

Coach David Jekanowski.a 1968

UMass graduate, is pleased by the

progress made by the team. Like

previous J.V. soccer teams the

emphasis is on defense with a

conservative style of offense. As

lor how well he thought the team

would do this season Coach

Jekanowski replied. "These guys

have worked hard and have really

shaped up in the last few days. It

has the potential to be another fine

University J.V. team."

LOS ANGELES (AP)—National

league baseball history repeats

itself with a reverse twist when you

compare the hectic closing days of

1%2 with those of 1971.

in 1962, the San Francisco Giants

were charging, caught the Los

Angeles Dodgers on the final day of

the regular season and then beat

them in playoff.

With two games to go in 1971. the

Dodgers have been the charging

team, training the pace setting

Giants by one game in the NL
West.
Veteran catcher Tom Haller

played with the Giants in 1962 and

he's with the Dodgers this year.

Haller sees marked similarities

between the Giants of 62 and the

Dodgers of 71.

"The teams are very com-

parable in every facet, said Haller.

" Remember, the Giants had Billy

Pierce in his first season with the

club and he won 16 games. Al

Downing has won 20 for the

Dodgers this year.

The similarity-both Pierce and

Downing were in their first

National League seasons and both

had been traded by American

League teams.

Downing went after victory No.

21 as the Dodgers faced the

Houston Astros last night while the

Giants played the Padres at San

Diego.

"In power, the Giants had a

slight edge, recalled Haller. "But

remember there are different ball

parks Speedwise, the Dodgers this

year have an edge on the Giants of

*1962. Over-all. the pitching is very

comparable.
Ironically, in 1962, the Giants

beat the Houston club on the final

day of the season and then had to

wait in the clubhouse to listen to

the broadcast of the Dodge-St.

Louis game. When Gene Oliver

homered for a 1-0 Cardinal victory,

he earned a key to the city of San

Francisco.

The Dodgers beat Houston 2-1 on

Tuesday night while the Giants

were defeating San Diego, 7-2.

The Race
San Fran

Los Anqls

W
89

88

L

7)

72

PCT

556

550

GB

Tonight's

Intramurals
FIELD TIME

?

3

4

5

6

I

2

3

4

5

A

6 00

7 00

00

9 00

10 00

7 30

7 45

FOOTBALL
TEAMS

(Women)
Zeroes vs Conqlos

Burners vs Orbdals

Education vs Government
(Women!
(Women)

SAE vs. PSD
PSK vs BKP
NSvs PLP

TEPvs SPE
PMDvS ZN
TC vs. SAM

Mouse vs Acme
Ores vs Fellas

Cult vs Bulldoqs

3Msvs Bunch

Heads vs Spunk

Terrors vs Monuments
Maqs vs Bulldozers

Heads vs Senators

Bruins vs Broncos

Buffaloes vs. Barracudas

Tubes vs Gypsies

Kumquats vs VVV
Machine vs Brother

Comancheesvs Jaguars

Mauraudersvs Cougers

Lions vs Leopards

TUG O WAR
3M'SVS. BX

Browns vs Div Enq
Stouts vs Mouse

Munchkinsvs Dutchmen

HOME OPENING ACTION-The

offensive and defensive units of

I Mass did get their share of the

action in Saturdays home opener

against Dartmouth which the

Redmen dropped. 31-7.

On the left sophomore Peil

Pennington hands off to halfback

Paul Metallo who saw his first

regular season action after sitting

out the Maine game with an injury.

l'cnninglon had a rough afternoon

in his debut hefore the home Ik ns

against the rugged Dartmouth

defense. <mim Pacta by Barbara

Hrecher.)

IM the rigM Joe Sahubs (SZ),

lonnin Jones <7») and Skip Par-

menler see to it that Pennington

us.s not the only quarto hack who

look his lumps on Satunla> by

dropping Dartmouth's Hill Pollock

for a loss. (MIX Photo by Carl

Nash.)

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

(1% atu*arlpt*rtt0

4^7 A Ftll AND liSPONSIBU ^^ MISS

Weather
People running wild in

the streets.
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RANG BANG MAXWFIL'S SILVER HAMMER-No! Not my head! The nail, the nail! That's better, hit the nail. Here, take the

into the woU^^Tha'ts right Just bang gently, that's right. Ok. now take this other piece of wood and bang *+«-* ftU * **
See what you've made? Two sticks nailed together! (Special from the Day-Care (enter by C.ib h ullerton)

Center by Gib Kullerton)

The Raid May Be On

wood and try to

ok, now stand it

put the nail

up on end.

By STEPHEN FINE
Dr. Joseph Highland from Ralph

Nader's Washington office spoke

last night in the Campus Center

Auditorium on Public Interest

Research Groups and the

possibility of setting one up in

Western Massachusetts.

'Public Interest Research
Groups," Highland explained,

"Are students who form and fund

their own coalition to investigate

consumer practices of the

government and companies. They

research issues of public concern

and then publish their findings."

Ralph Nader suggested the for-

mation of these groups after

receiving thousands of ap-

plications from students to work

for him during the summer in

Washington.
Highland discussed the in-

vestigations the student research

On The Inside

:

Treaties Signed
See page four

Weekend Pullout
See page eight

D.A. Gets Drug Money
See page three

groups work on. "The problems we
try to investigate are full time.

Last year two students from

Minnesota investigated a 1959 FDA
report conducted in Minneapolis on

lead based paints. The report had

concluded there was no danger in

homes from the paints, but the

students found out all but one of the

samples had been taken from rich

middle class homes. The one home
with the dangerous level was in a

poor black community."
"After finding this out," he

continued, "They went to every

home they could get into in Min-

neapolis and took samples of paint.

Their findings were that 40% of the

paint had dangerous levels of lead

in them. That summer even there

were two reported deaths from

lead poisoning in children."

Highland also mentioned a

student group at the University of

Oregon that did studies on river

pollution and found malpractice in

a Governmental environment
agency. "The environmental
agency only inspected the plant, by

placing a call prior to coming. This

company was dumping efflugence

from large storage tanks at 2 or 3 in

the morning. This company was
sued by the students for illegal

dumping under the 1899 refuse act

which states you can't dump unless

you have the consent of The Army
Corps of Engineers."

Highland talked about

businesses who hire their own
experts to support products.

"Companies hire scientists and

engineers to back their products.

GM had their own experts to

defend the Corvair. When a

lighting company wants to build a

nuclear power plant they have

their own scientists testify. No
public interests groups are in-

volved." He says people should

hire their own scientists to in-

vestigate. "Technology is there if

you want it. I know of 2 consumer

groups which hired their own
scientists to build a better type of

cooking burner."
Dr. Highland feels if student

maintain a constant direction they

can accomplish a lot. "During the

Kent State strikes students were

organized but the when the sum-

mer came it died down. When
classes started in the fall nothing

happened."
He went on to say that relevency

in groups is important too. "I

became very disillusioned with the

NSA convention in Colorado. I saw

students at a womens liberation

workshop argue for hours about

the appropriate word for a womens

breast.

Anyone wishing more in-

formation should go to the

Coalition for Environmental

Quality office in the Campus
("enter.
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S. Viets Fly In Support

For Surrounded Fire BasesA S/A . .^VW- * >f,ru*iZ ™,Xtod Vietnam last wee!

Harambe Open House

[AM FnrNew Members

awWWWgrereyrerrere^ramrere***'^^

SAIGON (AP)-The South

Vietnamese command flew

reinforcements Thursday to the

aid of two surrounded artillery

bases along the Cambodian
border, but senior U.S. officers

said the North Vietnamese of-

fensive has slowed, at least

temporarily.

About 2.0(H) government troops

were terried by American and

South Vietnamese helicopters to

both sides of the frontier in efforts

to relieve units at Fire Base Alpha

in eastern Cambodia and Fire

Base Tran Hung Dao on the

Vietnamese side of the border.

At last report by nightfall, the

defenders still held the bases and

the airlifted relief forces were

moving toward them.

Officers at Tay Ninh, forward

headquarters 55 miles northwest

of Saigon, said enemy rocket and

mortar attacks dropped off

drastically Thursday from the

heavy shellings of the four

previous days.

Despite a South Vietnamese

counterdrive launched Wed-

nesday, no significant ground

action has been reported.

The North Vietnamese have

concentrated on rocket and

mortar assaults on South Viet-

namese and U.S. artillery support

bases on both sides of the border.

Their ground movements have

been devoted mostly to cutting the

30-mile stretch of Highway 22

running northward from Tay Ninh

to Krek, seven miles inside

Cambodia.
Lt. den. Nguyen Xuan Thinh,

the South Vietnamese field

commander, said it was known

that portions of two of the three

enemy divisions in Cambodia, the

5th and 7th. were involved. He

added that they had been heavily

reinforced by antiaircraft guns

and artillery.

"They say they must push our

troops back into South Vietnam. If

they are successful, they will

infiltrate into South Vietnam,"

Thinh told Associated Press

correspondent George Esper at

Tay Ninh.

The U.S. Command's weekly

casualty report showed 29

Americans died in action in

Vietnam last week, 16 more than

in the previous week.

It was the first time in 11 weeks

that the combat death toll ex-

ceeded 20. The increase was at-

tributed partly to changes in

casualty listings, spokesmen said.

The command also reported 47

Americans wounded in action last

week, compared with 64 reported

wounded in the previous week

The South Vietnamese com-

mand said 263 government troops

w ere killed and 615 were wounded

last week, compared to 397

reported killed and 755 wounded of

a week earlier.

The U.S. and South Vietnamese

commands jointly claimed 1,331

North Vietnamese and Viet Cong

soldiers killed last week, com-

pared with 1,572 reported killed

two weeks ago.

On the political front. President

Nguyen Van Thieu, making the

third and last television speech of

his campaign, Thursday night

assailed his critics and urged the

people to 'vote in great numbers"

in Sunday's election.

^
By DEBORAH JOHNSON

Harambe the Third World

student organization, held an open

reception Tn the Colonial Room of

the SU The purpose of this

meeting was to introduce

prospective members to the

organization.

Among the things discussed were

the goals and issues of the so-called

Third World. Out of this came an

argument, between a German

student and a Harambe member

concerning the definition of the

Third world. The student regarded

it as the proletariat and the

colonized against the ruling classes

and quoted Lenin, stating that he

specifically used the term Third

World in that way. It was argued

that the term was not used as such

and that Benin's conception of the

oppressed concerned the working

class in general.

Knlightment came in the form of

Ha Jackie Bergman, treasurer,

who defined the third world as an

alignment of Asian, African and

Latin peoples against such im-

perialist countries as the U.S.,

Russia, etc.

Other officers attending were:

Shirley Alexander, coordinator.

Cassandra Duarte, coordinator;

Rudolph Jones, co chairman;
Doris Williams recording

secretary and Janice Peters
corresponding secretary. After the

discussion refreshments were
served.
There will be a meeting of

Harambe next Thursday, October

7 in Km 114 at the Black Cultural

Center new officers will be elected.

All those interested are invited to

attend

All Collegian reporters and news desk people

should come to a meeting Monday night at

7 : 00 PM in the Collegian office for

beat assignments.

lesday, no signmcani giuuuu «..«=..v.—
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Ex-Boy Scout Busted In Mexico
•^ .... » • ~ :_ *U~ Cnn rtiorf

SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP)-

Authorities in Mexico City are

holding Richard E. Hyland on

charges of complicity and con-

spiracy to commit illicit acts

against the Mexican government,

U.S. officials disclosed Wed-

nesday.
Hyland, 22, was arrested Sept.

17 in the company of eight

members of the so-called

Comando Armado Pueblo,

Mexican federal police said.

The group was involved in a

series of bank robberies in Mexico

and linked to the Armed
Revolutionary Movement, a

group allegedly sought in the

kidnapping Monday of Mexican

aviation chief Julio Hirschfield

Almada.
A ransom of $240,000 has been

paid for the kidnapped in-

dustrialist.

Hyland, a scholar and one-time

' \ standout Boy Scout, is the son of a

veterinarian in the San Diego

suburb of La Mesa.

A spokesman for the U.S.

embassy in Mexico City said

Hyland pleaded innocent in

federal court Tuesday and told the

judge he met the men arrested

with him through his instructors

and "did not realize the gravity of

his association with these

people."

Hyland said he arrived in

Mexico City in the summer of 1970

with the sole purpose of studying

to become a novelist.
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BK SURE TO SAVE THE ROACHES-If this is what we think it is,

th«> University Library will be getting a lot of visitors when it opens.

It looks as though a balcony is under construction on the top two

floors which will provide a clear, unobstructed view of Sunderland,

Pelbam, Hartley. Northampton, and surrounding states. (Photo by

Steve Schmidt)
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Better UM Education Aim Of TA Program
By KAREN BRASIER

The Teacher Improvement Program,
initiated in the fall of 1970 by Deans
Appley and Gentile, is dedicated to the

prospect of improving the un-

dergraduate education at UMass by
helping teaching assistants to become
more interesting to their students and
more efficient in classroom situations.

"The idea that we try to stress most,"
said Bill DeLamarter, a graduate
student and director of the program, "is

that we are willing, on a strictly

volunteer basis, to help any T.A. who
feels he would like to better evaluate his

teaching ability."

DeLamarter, along with Terry
Krumm and Blair Stone, the two other

grad students involved in the program,
hope to reach as many of the 750 T. A.s at

UMass as possible and provide them
with exposure to their strengths and
weaknesses as teachers.

This exposure is accomplished in

great part by the use of videotape which
allows the teaching assistant to see and
hear how effective he is to his students.

The equipment used in taping is both

small and silent, thus making it ideally

suited to the classroom. At his own
request, any T.A. may be videotaped

while teaching.

One of the TIP. staff will view the

tape first to become better acquainted

with the problems and the merits of the

T.A. who is being evaluated. The subject

of the film will then be able to judge his

good and bad points as he watches
himself on tape. He will probably want
to discuss his reactions with the staff,

who will be glad to talk with him, and
will give him a written evaluation if

requested. All films and evaluations are

strictly confidential.

The Teacher Improvement Program
will lend its equipment to any T.A. who
would like to use it for his students'

instruction. They will also allow the

faculty and anyone preparing to give a

professional speech to view themselves

on tape. The quality of the tapes, which

may be erased and used many times, is

excellent.

A few problems have arisen in the

program, not the least of which is the

lack of funds. Plans for a library con-

cerned with the problems of college

teaching were severely restricted

because there was not enough money.
(A list of books available at Goodell

Library which are pertinent to this

subject is contained in the appendix of

the Teaching Assistant Handbook.)
Because the government was not willing

to fund exactly this type of program, the

T.I. P. is looking to private institutions

for backing.

Another problem faced by the staff is

the lack of people involved with the

physical sciences using their services.

Even though there are no people in this

field on the staff of the program, they

feel that an evaluation of teaching

methods should be helpful to all.

So far, about 100 teaching assistants

have taken advantage of the evaluation

program. The results have been
promising. Many of those who have used

the T.I.P.'s services felt that their

classroom performance improved
greatly after they were able to view

themselves as their students do.

"But unfortunately," DeLamarter
said, "because we are strictly a

volunteer organization, many times only

the best and most confident teaching

assistants come to us while those who
could benefit most are reluctant to

come." He said that any T.A. who is not

sure whether he would like to be

videotaped or not, is welcome to come to

the Teacher Improvement Program
office located in room A215 in the

Graduate Research Center where he can
look over the equipment, talk to the

staff, and view himself on one of the

monitors in the office.

In addition to the evaluations, other

services of the Teacher Improvement
Program include a one-week orientation

period in the fall for T.A.'s, the printing

of a Teaching Assistant Handbook, and
the taping of demonstration films on

various teaching methods, situations

and skills which are available to T.A.'s

who wish to view them.
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Tippo Speaks to Fac.Sen.

j
In Special Closed Session

Chancellor Oswald Tippo addressed members of the Faculty Senate in

a closed session held last night. Representatives of the press were

allowed to remain only if they agreed not to print any of the Chancellor's

speech. It is anticipated that more detailed information will be available

concerning the content of Tippo's speech in forthcoming editions of the

Collegian.

Alter Tippo's speech the meeting was reopened, Larry Ladd, Vice-

President of the Student Senate, addressed the group. Ladd said that it

took things like Chancellor Tippo's speech to unite students and faculty

lor a common cause. He added that the Student Senate would go along

with the Faculty Senate in supporting Chancellor Tippo's position stated

in the closed address.

Ladd said that students are concerned about the problems of the

University. He also voiced hope that faculty and students would be able to

meet on even ground for "rational discourse" to resolve their problems.

Under new business, a motion was entertained to appoint a "Com-

mittee of Concern" to work with anyone who was interested and to convey

their concern to the Board of Trustees prior to any decision the board

might make pertaining to the fiscal budget of the University. The motion

was approved unanimously.

Due to Chancellor Tippo's address it was decided to dispense with the

usual ratifying procedure which would have taken too long.

The "Committee of Concern" is to be appointed by the Committee on

Committees of the Faculty Senate.

WATER BEDS
SALE

Your Choice
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Insulating Pad

$29.99

A Head of Time

:tfiO College St. Amherst

m «, TH.aCMOM
Open Noon til 9

PrisonProtest
Final plans for the Danbury

Prison demonstration were
presented last night at a meeting in

the Campus Center sponsored by

the United Christian Foundation.
Sam Johnson, a spokesman for

the Foundation, stated that cars

would be leaving for Danbury from
the Congregational Church in

Amherst at 9:30 A.M. on Saturday.
From a rally at Lake Kenosha in

Danbury, demonstrators will

march to the prison where Daniel

and Philip Berrigan are being held.

The demonstration is an attempt
to make the public aware of the

injustices of the prison and parole

system in America and in

American prisons in South Viet-

nam.

THEBROTHERSOF

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

wish to introduce ourselves and our Fraternity to you. To

help us, we are presentinq

CLEAR SKY - in Concert

on Friday,

October 1,

2:30-5:30 p.m.

We are at 1 18 Sunset Ave.

down the street from Kara Mia
Please come.

Callahan Gets $3000

More For Drug Busts
District Attorney John Callahan

has received an additional $3,000 to

carry on "investigative work"
which is primarily aimed at the

drug traffic around Hampshire-

and Franklin Counties.

The Holyoke Transcript reported

that "'he money...according to an

informed source, was appropriated

after the commissioners received

permission from the Director of

State Accounts, Arthur McKenna,
to take the money" from Hamp-
shire County's Reserve Fund.

Chairman of the Reserve fund

John Breuget made the an-

nouncement yesterday morning.

Although officials would say only

that the money was to be used for

"investigative work" other

reliable sources confirmed that the

money was to be used for drug

investigations, like the sweep of

UMass last May which netted more
than 50 students for various drug

charges.

Last year's investigation was
carried on by an undercover agent
working part-time on the UMass
campus buying drugs and iden-

tifying drug salesmen.

Callahan requested the money
recently when he appeared before

Reserve Fund Commission and
asked for an "executive session"
that excluded the press.

In an interview with the

Collegian earlier in the month,
Callahan said that there would be
"on-going investigations" of the

drug traffic in places under his

jurisdiction. In that interview, the

DA., who was elected to his

position last November stated that

there had been much local concern

about the availability of drugs on
the UMass campus Callahan has
had to fight for monies for in-

vestigative matters. In April, the

legislative Committee on Counties

deleted $2,500 for drug purchases
Callahan had requested. He
publicly declared UMass a "drug
marketplace" and did con-

siderable work to get the monies

reinserted, which they were.

At that time, Callahan said the

monies were needed for activities

such as the May drug raid which
netted more than 50 students on a

variety of possession and selling

charges. It is thought Callahan

used a substantial portion, if not

all, of his allocated monies on this

drug raid.

NewMembers for Health Board
By ERNIE ROTMAN

The University's Health Service
is welcoming a panel of sixteen

students, including grads, un-

dergrads, and commuters, to its

pre-existing Advisory Board.

This panel will meet with faculty

and Health Service staff, to voice

student opinion concerning policy-

making and staff employment.
A Collegian survey is currently

being planned by the Health
Service, to sample student
thoughts on such matters as the

infirmary's pharmaceutical aid

and bus system.

Car Dirty?

Problem
Solved!

Wet

CAR
WASH

Sat. Oct. 2

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Zayre's Parking
Lot

Sponsored By
Newman Club

Saturday

BLACK MAGIC
featuring

9:30 - 12:30 DANCING 50' COVER

at
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In The Nation And The World

United States and Russia -

Two Disarmament Agreements Signed
*-^ ._ i.-..,. 1, ..ill «„»

WASHINGTON (AP) -Secretary
of State William P. Rogers and
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.

Gromyko signed two disarmament
side agreements Thursday and
promised anew that the big powers
will strive for a major accord to

curb their missile systems.

At a State Department signing

ceremony, Rogers hailed the

agreements on modernizing the

Washington-Moscow hot line and
guarding against accidental

nuclear war as "this new im-

perative of the nuclear age."

But both he and Gromyko noted

the agreements fall far short of the

avowed goal of the U.S.-Soviet

Strategic Arms Limitation Talks

SALT - to limit the nuclear arms
race.

At the SALT negotiations

resuming in Vienna in November,
Rogers said: "We must intensify

our efforts to reach agreements to

limit the means as well as the risk

of waging nuclear war. We shall

strive toward this objective."

Rogers and Gromyko then went
into a luncheon discussion at the

Soviet embassy of other out-

standing issues ranging from
European security to the India-

Pakistan difficulties.

Their meeting wound up a series

of three high-level U.S. -Soviet

parleys during Gromyko's visit to

attend the U.N. General Assembly.
Both sides have been close-

mouthed about what actually took

place in the talks.

The hot line, originally set up in

1963 using transatlantic cable and
European land lines, is to be up-

dated by using communications
satellites.

A high administration official

said the U.S. cost would be about $5

to $6 million. Because it will take

up to two years to build the needed
earth stations in each country, the

satellite hot line is not slated to go
into operation before 1973.

The agreement on reducing the

risk of accidental nuclear war
provides that:

—Each will maintain and im-

prove its safeguards against ac-

cidental or unauthorized use of its

nuclear weapons.
—Each will notify the other at

once if there is an accidental,

unauthorized or other unexplained

nuclear incident which could

create a risk of war. In event of

such an incident the party whose

nuclear weapon is involved will

seek to render it harmless im-

mediately.

—Each will notify the other

immediately if its missile warning

system spots unidentified objects

in circumstances that could risk a

nuclear war outbreak.

-Each will tell the other in

advance of any planned missile

launches headed beyond its

territory in the direction of the

other.

Each will act, in other
situations involving unexplained
nuclear incidents, in such a
manner as to reduce the possibility

of its actions being misinterpreted

by the other.

U. S. To Receive
Foreign Subsidy

WASHINGTON (AP)-For the

first time since France helped it

win the American revolution of

1776, the United States is to get a

direct subsidy from a foreign

government. Negotiations are

moving toward cash payment by

West Germany to help support U.S.

troops there.

U.S. and West German officials

say they have agreed that West

Germany is to make a contribution

to the U.S. budget. It is designed to

cover part of the $1.2 billion which

the United States calculates as the

annual cost in foreign currency of

keeping 2(>o,ooo American troops in

West Germany. Additional costs in

dollars are much higher.

Over the two years that began

July 1. the West Germans say they

expect to spend more than three

billion marks $900 million on U.S.

military equipment. This offsets

some of the U.S. spending in

loregin currency.

Much of the rest of this U.S.

spending-just how much is still

uncertain-will be covered by loans

Germany and by the new con-

tribution.

The last time the U.S. Treasury
can recall anybody handing the

united States any free money was
back in 1781, when Louis XVI came
through with a gift of six million

lires to the Revolutionary forces.

That amounted to some $1,089,000

at the time, but a dollar went a

good deal further in those days.

The king handed out a good deal

more in the form of loans, which he

got back later. The money helped

inflict a defeat on Britain, with

whom Louis was at war in any

case.

The West Germans are also

offering loans of various kinds

now. These will help the United

States scrape together scarce

foreign currency but the money
will have to be paid back some day.

The West Germans have given this

type of help in recent years and a

part of the debt is already coming

due.

This is the first time the West

Germans have said they are ready

to make a contribution that would

ease the burden on the U.S. budget

as well-a non-reimbursable con-

tribution like the Marshall Plan aid

to Europe that followed World War
II. In ordinary language: a free

gift.

Thieu Still In There
SAIGON (AP (Despite widely

Publicized demonstrations against

resident Nguyen Van Thieu and
his uncontested campaign for re-

election, few doubt that he will get

the "vote of confidence" he seeks

in Sunday's polling.

The opposition is the most
cohesive and widespread of Thieu's

political career but it lacks

significant popular support. He has

succeeded in either suppressing or

ignoring his foes.

Thieu has said he will resign if he

receives fewer than half the votes,

and has implied he might step

SATURDAY Is The LAST Day!

BASEMENT SALE
Everything Must Go!!

Prices Reduced Now -

Everything PUEAE?S
(Blue leans Cords) pfQffffg*

Only $3.95 Wear-Else ??

Washington. President Nixon meets with Soviet Foreign Affairs Minister Andrei Gromyko and

Secretary of State William Rodgers prior to signing of treaties.

Draft Quota Set At 10,000
WASHINGTON (AP>-The

Pentagon Thursday set a 10,000-

man draft quota lor the next three

months and indicated next year's

inductions will level off at about

1 97 1' s nine-year record low of

Meanwhile, spokesman Jerry W.

Friedheim disclosed that

Secretary of Defense Melvin K.

Laird has ordered the Army to

reverse the policy under wnich
Army recruiters rejected veterans

seeking to re-enlist.

The policy conflicted with

Laird's recent public warnings of a

dangerous military manpower
shortage. Friedheim also denied
#

that the low draft call for the

remainder of this year suggested

that Laird was crying wolf when he

predicted during Senate debate

that Army readiness would be

damaged significantly unless the

Selective Service law was revived

quickly.

The Pentagon spokesman
argued that, low as it is, the new
draft call for October. November
and December will generate
voluntary enlistments in the armed
forces.

Officials said that actual in-

ductions in the final quarter this

year will total close to 15,000

because the Selective Service
System is expected to deliver

nearly another 5,000 men under a

previous quota which had not been

filled when the draft law lapsed

temporally on .June 30.

The first men to be inducted

under the renewed draft likely will

wear the Army uniform in mid-

October, the Defense Department
said These inductees probably will

be taken from among college and

junior college graduates whose
deferments have expired.

k-*»*-9*w

down if he does not win a larger

majority. He predicted to aides

and newsmen, however, that he

might receive as much as 80 per

cent of the vote, and this seems
possible.

What would happen then is un-

certain.

He has told newsmen he would

resign rather than see U.S. aid to

Vietnam cut off, and although the

Nixon administration is committed

to Thieu, Congresses likely to take

a hard look at continuing aid.

Paraphernalia
63 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Paraphernalia welcomes you back

with fine fashions in . . .

. . . cowhide pocketbooks from Spain

. . . argyle kneesocks

... fashionable shawls in all colors

. . . new designs in hats and scarfs. .

.

Come on in and visit us

We're open until 9:00 p.m. Friday nights
mwwwi—wet

300 - STUDENTS - 300
Advance Seating Available For Round

TRIP
To Pioneer Valley Craft Fair

October 9
Middlefield Fair Ground

Middlefield, Moss.

Round Trip and Admission - $4.00
Contact:
Box 106 Shutebury, Mass. or

White Light Bookstore in the Alley 256 8070 or
A Head of Time 360 College Street 253 5394

Senate Renews Call

For Total Withdrawal
Talks To Start In Springfield

WAS

r

ON (AP ) -The Senate
renew sday its call for total

U.S. wal from Indochina,

setting a six-month deadline after

Democratic leader Mike Mansfield
appealed for action to "bring this

horrible war to an end."

"Why not try?" Mansfield ap-

pealed. "What have we got to lose?

You've got a lot to gain."

The vote was 57 to 38 in favor of

Mansfield's amendment to set a

six-month deadline-which would
not be binding on President Nixon-

contingent on release of American
prisoners.

"You can't stop the war by an act

of Congress of this kind,"

Republican leader Hugh Scott said,

expressing the Nixon ad-

ministration's contention the

Mansfield amendment is a waste of

time-and potentially harmful.

Scott's plea was echoed by

Chairman John C. Stennis, D-

Miss., of the Armed Services

Committee.
"Every time we pass this

amendment in this way we put

obstacles in our path, and lend

encouragement to the enemy,"
Stennis said.

Noting that Mansfield's
amendment to the $21 billion

military procurement
authorization bill, like one with a

nine-month deadline passed last

June, faces House opposition and a

possible conference stalemate,
Stennis said it would be better to

pass it as separate legislation.

Thursday's vote was closer than

the 61-38 margin last June when
nine-month withdrawal amend-
ment was attached to the draft

extension bill.

The touchy issue of the American
prisoners swirled through the

debate. When Scott said the

amendment would give up a

valuable U.S. bargaining card,

Mansfield shot back: "What is that

card-the POWs?"
Dole, Mansfield and Sen. J.W.

Fulbright, D-Ark., argued over

whether the amendment sought to

place blame for the war.

"I'm not shifting the blame to

anyone," Fulbright insisted. "All I

want to do is stop the war."
But Dole said, "what we do ef-

fectively undercuts the

President."

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP)—Police turned back

100 white youths marching on city hall Thursday in

this city beset by a week of clashes involving blacks

and whites and youths of French and Spanish ex-

traction.

Three of the demonstrators were permitted. into the

office of Mayor Frank Freedman, where it was an-

nounced they had agreed to a proposal to set up talks

between black and white high school pupils.

Thirty-one persons have been injured since

disturbances began Sept. 22, including three French-

speaking youths who were wounded by a blast from a

shotgun following clashes Wednesday night between

youngsters of French-Canadian background and

Puerto Rican youths. Two of the wounded youths were
hospitalized, one in poor condition.

The violence began last week with school officials

blaming nonstudent white "outside agitators" for

entering Technical High School and attacking black

pupils. Twenty-eight persons have been arrested,

including two demonstrators who failed to obey a

police order to move on Thursday.

No explanation was given for the outbreaks between

gangs of French and Spanish-speaking youths in the

city's north end.

At one time, Springfield had a large French-

speaking community. The north end now is mostly

occupied by Puerto Ricans.

Out of a total population of 163,095, the city has

20,600 blacks, some 6,000 Puerto Ricans and an
estimated 2,000 of French-Canadian descent.

While Police Sgt. Mitchell Arabik said the situation

was "quieting down very nicely" Thursday, officials

continued to schedule extra tours of duty for officers.

School officials said attendance was up Thursday
despite a walkout at Technical High School by 17

pupils just prior to the march on city hall.

Violence flared spasmodically last week with the

largest clash coming Friday when black and white

pupils battled in the streets near Tech at dismissal

time. They fought with sticks and rocks.

Disturbances broke out every day this week despite

extra squads of police. Class attendance dropped each

day with about a third of the city's 6,400 high school

pupils reported absent Wednesday.

Hard Line Taken On Devaluation Of Dollar

Red Chinese Imports Arriving

NEW YORK (AP)-Lotus paste,

porcelain, tea sets, and bamboo
cigarette holders from mainland

China are beginning to fill nooks of

some Chinatown shops here and in

San Francisco.

Foodstuffs, delicate porcelains

and trinkets made in the People's

Republic of China first became
available to Chinatown residents

this past summer.
The U.S. Commerce Department

says approximately $1 million

worth of goods have been imported

from mainland China since the

Nixon administration made sale of

such merchandise legal. Nearly 85

per cent of the imports so far has

been specialty foods, the Com-
merce Department reports.

Merchants here and in San

Francisco said their customers

buy the imports chiefly because

they are curious about the quality

or workmanship of goods made in

"Red China."

One reason the demand for

imports from mainland China has

remained relatively small,

shopkeepers said, is their high

cost.

"The products are expensive

because most now come through

Canada," explained Bruce Jang,

manager of Wo Kee, a San

Francisco import house. "Canada
must pay a duty and we have to

pay additional freight, import
costs and handling. It's quite high

to what is offered in Hong Kong
and Taiwan."
A merchant in New York's

Chinatown concurred. He said he

must price the pair of blue ceramic

dogs he imported from mainland

China at $9.95. The same mer-

chandise from Japan could be sold

for $6, he noted.

Chinese delicacies also cost

more when imported from
mainland China.

On the West Coast, for instance,

a tin of moon cakes from mainland

China would sell for about $5.50.

Domestically prepared moon
cakes might cost $4.50 a tin.

A sampling of prices for other

mainland foods available in San

Francisco's Chinatown showed
preserved duck eggs at 20 cents

each, lotus paste at 75 cents per tin,

cans of pickled vegetables at 65

cents, and fried dace-a small fresh

water fish-at $1 to $1.25 a tin. All

these items were more expensive

than similar goods imported from

other countries or produced
locally.

WASHINGTON (AP) -The United
States took a hard line Thursday
against devaluing the dollar and
called on other governments for

progress in dismantling trade
barriers as a condition for removal
of the 10 percent U.S. tariff sur-

charge.

Secretary of the Treasury John
B. Connally delivered to the 118

nations of the International
Monetary Fund an address that

was conciliatory in tone but

basically unyielding on the U.S.

terms for ending the monetary
stalemate.

But he offered a new suggestion:

That there be a transitional period

of freely floating currencies,

during which day-to-day dealings

on world money markets would
determine appropriate levels at

which realistic exchange rates

could be pegged.

Without naming any govern-

ments, Connally aimed shafts at

Japan and some other countries

which have "floated" their

currencies but still have in-

tervened in financial markets to

prevent them from rising freely in

relation to the dollar.

"As a result, some adjustments

clearly needed are being delayed

or thwarted, the process of

multilateral decision-making
impeded, and political questions

multiplied," the American
spokesman said.

7:30 and 9:30

See

DUSTIN and MIA

as

JOHN and MARY

S. U. Ballroom Only 50c

Alan Alda Mario Thomas

in

%%Jenny
77

Saturday, Oct. 2 - S. U. Ballroom

7, 9, and 10:30 p.m.
Sponsored by

Newman Club

Not just this Friday, but every
Friday trom now on, most downtown
stores will be open until 9: 00 p.m. for

your shopping convenience. This Is

just one of the ways your Amherst
Chamber of Commerce is helping you.

Remember-Fridays until 9: 00
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Campus Demos Down
B) KERRY MELO

II a (iallup polo were lo be taken on the popularity of demonstrations on

campuses these riavs one might find that it has greatly decreased. At least

al i Mass anyway Ask Ken Mosakowski The UMass grad student

yesterdaj conducted a one man demonstration in front of Whitmore

against the increased parking rates proposedhy the Administration.

When asked why he demonstrated, Mosakowski stated that he had two

tasons Kit io oppose the parking increase itself and second to

oppose the manner in which the Unfversitj went about making it.

osakowski slated that since this is supposedly a democratic

University ah changes in policy should first be brought before all those

affected, and a general consensus of opinion should be taken. The Ad-

ministration merely stated that a parking increase would be put into

effect without even stating reasons for their move, according to the

student

About the increase in parking itself, Mosakowski said that the State

Legislature should appropriate more funds for parking here at the

University. A raise in parking, he said, is the same as a raise in taxes for

the people who use the facilities, since the University is subsidized by

taxpayers money.
Keactions to the one man stand were varied. In fact, most of the people

didn't realize that anything was going on at all, Mosakowski said.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
BOWLING:

All undergraduates interested in com-
peting for a position on the UMass Bowling
Team,

please contact Ernie AAalagrida

2004 Kennedy

phone: 546-7882

deadline is Friday, October 1.

Amherst Apartment Project

Appears To Be Doomed
A controversial 2,200 unit 645

acre apartment development in

Bast Amherst appears to be

doomed.
Citing the long-range as well as

immediate effect's the project

uould have on Amherst, the Zoning

Hoard of Appeals unanimously
denied the application ot Otto

Paparazzo Associates for the

project Wednesday.
Richard Beamish, a member of

the Amherst Growth Study

Committee, which has opposed the

development, called the decision

"a sensible one. Before this

development is allowed to con-

tinue, we should study the larger

implications."

The reasons given by the board

for the ruling were:

1 1 1 The burden the project would

place on Amherst's almost lull

schools According to the board, an

estimated 792 grade school

children and cot secondary school

students would be added to

Amherst schools.

(2) The project, which would

house ti.500 adults, would overtax

Amherst's sewerage system,

which is already inadequate and

Street Fair In Greenfield
purpose of joining forces to provide

mutual ad, and to help foster

creative expressions. The original

founders are:

The Creative Merchants
Association of Greenfield has

announced a street fair to be held

in that city on Saturday, October 2

with October 9 as a rain date. The

fair would feature sidewalk

displays by area craftsman and

artists and'will take place on Miles - knitting classes,

and Chapman Streets in Green- Street.

DAYTONA BEACH, FLA., Shirlo Ann Wheeler. 23, a Daytona

Heath housewife, ma) become the first person ever to go to prison in

Klorida lor having an abortion. She has been convicted of having an

abortion and is awaiting sentencing. She could receive up to 20 years.

Attica Prisoners Beaten
BUFFALO. NY <AP) Two prisoners from the Attica Correctional

Facility testified Thursday they were beaten by police after a riot at the

prison was quelled Sept. 13.

Frank Lott and Roger Champion testified at a hearing before Judge

John T Furtin in F.S. District Fourt.

Both said they had run a gantlet of police and guards after they

mii rendered and were stripped naked

The two inmates, both black, said they have been harassed and

threatened with death by guards since the Sept. 9-13 uprising that claimed

42 lives.

Lott and Champion said they have been confined in a special security

section of the prison.

I tampion said a prison supervisor came to the cellblock one night with

about a dozen guards The guards told the inmates they were going to kill

them. Champion said, and "make an example of you guys. You don't

deserve to live.'*

The inmates testified in support of an injunction sought by lawyers of

the Attica Defense Committee.

The Adventure, handcrafted

pottery, jewelry, needlework and
17 Chapman

field. Free entertainment is

scheduled to run from the 10

o'clock opening to the 5 P.M.

closing.

Michael J. Gramlich, coor-

dinator for the Creative Mer-

chants, has stated that many
spaces are still available both for

performers of all varieties and for

artisans to show their handicrafts.

"We are concerned with people

having a good time and learning

about the creativity that abounds
in the Tri-State Area. There is no

charge for a craftsman to exhibit

his work. "All he needs to do."

stated Mr. Gramlich. "would be to

call to make sure a space is

available." Because the focus of

the event would be for everyone to

have a good time and there is no

admission or financial fee in-

volved, the performers which now
include. Bloodstone, Warm Colors,

folk performers, and poets, will not

be paid; although, a hat might be

passed to provide expenses for the

performers.

Anyone wishing to perform at

either or both of two locations that

day are asked to contact Mr.

Gramlich at the Creative En-

deavor Music Store, 22 Miles

Street. Greenfield.

The Creative Merchants
Association was formed by a group
of creative merchants with the

Creative Endeavor; instruments

from around the world. 20-22 Miles

Street.

The Granary; organic foods and

recipes. 15 Miles Street.

Grizzly Furs; domestic and
imported handcrafts. Chapman
Street.

Heartfelt Leather; handcrafted

garments and footwear. 23 Miles

Street

The World Eye Book Store; 15

Miles Street

cannot be expanded until 1974.

(3) The project would over
burden the town's already crow
street system.

(4) The project would remove
more agricultural land from
Amherst town limits According to

the board, the amount ol

agricultural land is aire
severely depleted

(5) The project would over-

burden the Amherst sanitary
landfill operation.

Challenging the idea that

massive growth in Amherst is

inevitable, the board said that the

growth of UMass has been slowed,

and that the school's explosive

growth during the past decade is

not expected to continue in the

future.

The Amherst Development and
Industrial Commission had come
out in favor of the development.

According to Franklin Decker,

vice-chairman of the DIC. the

decision was completely consistent

with the D.I.C.'s function of

promoting the orderly develop-
ment of Amherst.
Spokesman for Otto Paparazzo

Associates had no comment
Thursday on the ruline

POSTERS
Wide variety, many

new things. 10% U. Mass
discount with this ad
•closed Tues. & Wed.*

MERCURY
GALLERIES

11 Bridge St., Northampton
(facing Jack August's

Seafood Restaurant)

Good Music and

a Good Time

Amherst Folklore

Center
SPRING STREET

i behind Grace Church)

Fri. - Cilen .lenks

Sat. - Boh Coltman
Sun. - Steve Josephs

Man. - Movie "Rebel Without

A Cause"

OPENS AT HI'.M.

\

EXPERT REPAIRS

^rewa^^.
OF AMHERST

65 N. Pleasant St.

253-7615

U.M. MUGS
( Leather and Pewter)

>
H
O
I
m

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

«<•
*»,• *.». . ^i—rf«M «.i .J"**,;* «*„ »* a*

COMMUTERS NEED ATTENTIONJOO

Get it in the

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY

Nomination Sheets for Openings
available -outside RSO, 1st level, C.C.

Due - by 5 p.m., Fri., Oct. 8

Gargling In Pursuit Of Health
By D. BISSONNETTE

Colds and sore throats may decrease in number this

year on campus, at least for the 150 University

students taking part in an experiment being con-

ducted here in conjunction with the Institute on

Agricultural and Industrial Microbiology.

In the study subjects gargle three times a day with

an antibacterial mouthwash, Cepacol, and report

three times a week to investigators, telling them
whether or not they have a cold or sore throat.

A throat culture is taken once a month and tested for

bacteria content. It is hypothesized that the results of

the experiment will show a decrease in the number of

colds and sore throats for those taking part throughout

the nine months of the study and adhering to the

gargling schedule.

Each person in the randomized, crossover study

serves as a control, with each one using for two month

intervals either the Cepacol, a saline mouthwash, or

nothing at all. Investigators do not know who is taking

what at what time since a computer has predeter-

mined this.

The financing for the experiment is coming from the

William S. Merrill Company, the makers of the

product being tested. A stipend of $200 is being paid

after all data has been collected in order to encourage

students to complete their requirements in the study.

Sponsors of the investigation here on Campus are

Dr. W. Litsky Mrs. Bertha Litsky, Paul Garant, Mrs.

Gloria Howard and Gary Kolonovich. Tests are being

done in Marshall Hall and the Newman Center.

"These people taking part in the study could be

making medical history", said Mrs. Litsky in

stressing the significance of the study and the

seriousness of it for those taking part. - "Everyday is

Important."
Next time you see one of those "tested by college students across

the country" ads on television, perhaps you can believe it. Here at

UMass the Health Department is co-operating with the makers of

Cepacol (a mouth wash) in a six month experiment to test it's ef-

fectiveness. Above are some of the intrepid volunteers at work.

CHICAGO (AP)—Mayor Carl B.

Stokes of Cleveland disclosed a

national black blueprint for the

1972 election year Thursday,
keynoted by "developing and
understanding the power which

will come through coalition

politics."

Stokes, who earlier said he will

not seek a third term as Cleveland

mayor, declared he does not want

to be a presidential candidate and

added, "and I'm certainly not

available for vice president."

His address highlighted the

political side of the Black Expo
exhibition dedicated mainly to

business unity.

He was introduced at a news

conference by the Rev. Jesse

Jackson, director of Operation

Breadbasket, as "our great

national political spokesman."
Operation Breadbasket is the

economic arm of the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference.

Asserting that a political

revolution is needed to make cities

livable again, Stokes said the

reason for the call to a black

Mayor Stokes Discloses '72 Election Blueprint
~ /„ ji»i„i „,„„*„„., «w. io7o u,ac "tn erouDs as the issues are framed to represent us, not to snatch at processes.

political strategy for 1972 was "to

change those now in power to those

who will take the drastic action

necessary" to throw off op-

pression.

"This may mean the actual

running of a black person for

president of the United States," he

said. "Or the running of a number

of different black persons for

favorite sons and other varieties of

committing presidential delegates,

or a combination of them all."

Stokes outlined five points "as

our only commitment".
"1. Black elected officials and

black voters, Republican and

Democrat, make no commitment

to any of the announced or easily

draftable candidates for president.

"2. Black voters concern

themselves with issues, not per-

sonalities.

"3. Black voters in their

respective states start now in the

process of deciding upon delegates

to the 1972 political party con-

ventions.
"4. Develop communication now

with other political minority

groups as the issues are framed
and common interests identified

for coalition purposes.
"5. Send your delegates to the

conventions with a full un-

derstanding of why they are there-

to represent us, not to snatch at

some crumb offered them by the

old line organization and that they

be unequivocably committed on

the issues and on the full com-

pliance with the selection

processes.

Stokes spoke five days after a

number of leading blacks met in a

secret weekend session to draft

strategy for the 1972 elections.

Room To Move-

5-0401, 5-0400

Come in or call up

YOU MIGHT WIN
if you get your

Student Senate nomination papers

in on time

Papers are due by 5 p.m., Fri., Oct. 1

(in front of RSO, 1st level, CO

Student Senate elections will be held Oct. 7

SPEAK
FOR

YOURSELF
on the

SUG/Campus Center Board

Athletic Council

Fine Arts Council

CAS1AC Curriculum Committee

Applications available in the

Student Senate Office

due hy 5 p.m., Friday, Oct. 1.

Campus Center Program Council

presents

'A SMALL MIRACLE.

EXPLOSIVELY FUNNY

UTTERLY WINNING.'
-Walter Kerr. N Y Tim«»

'ONE OF THE GAYEST

AND WISEST ENTERTAIN

MENTS IN TOWN.'
—Emory Lewis. Cur Magann*

m YOU'RE
"TuT/i" A GOOD

MAM
•TTTiUHI
BROWtV

( mint il .i|'|'li' i

i
niplii .in!*- *•••'

| s sit 1 <•<• VnijJtfi'

October 3, 1971 3: 30 & 8: 30

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $2.00
at S. U. Box Office & Door at Performance
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A Plea From Prison
This morning at 9 a .m

.
, a press conference will be held in

Boston concerning a new piece of legislation. This bill,

however, in light of many recent events, differs in some
important respects from those which are swept through

the halls of the State legislature every year.

The bill in question concerns prison reform and though,

like ecology and the Vietnam War, this seems to be the

bandwagon issue of the day, this piece of proposed

legislation was not developed in the usual fashion. After

the events of Attica, the inmates at Concord State

Reformatory formed a Committee composed of prisoners,

members of correctional institution staffs, and outsiders,

like Representative Atkins of Action, in order to see if they

couldn't come up with some workable proposal for prison

reform. It is important to note that all members of the

committee have full voting rights, prisoners and outsiders

alike

Through this body a four point program for prison

reform has emerged and will be presented to Governor

Sargent today. The committee lists three reasons for their

actions and why the proposed legislative package should

bp oassed
First, ali the reforms that have been proposed have been

formulated with the aid of correctional personnel and they

are well known to all with knowledge of the subject.

Secondly, the committee feels that the persons inside

prisons need an act of faith that people outside want to do

something for them. The effect of Attica here has been to

hasten this desire. The prisoners emotionally and
physically, need immediate action. Finally, by means of

the committee, the prisoners wish to create a vehicle that

has some credibility so that they feel they can have
someone to deal with.

It is worth realizing that this proposed legislation is not

in the form of a demand of any kind. It might more exactly

be defined as a plea. The prisoners are offering a

reasonable approach to a difficult problem. However,

there are a few major roadblocks in the committees' path.

As was stated before, the passage of this legislation

immediately is of utmost importance to those concerned.

However, the legislative session is rapidly coming to a

close and therefore, the only way for this bill to reach the

legislature this session is by way of the Governor's office.

Thus the Governor must accept the program before it can
go any further. Even if Sargent does push the proposal, a

legislature anticipating a recess will not necessarily look

favorably on an addition to their agenda, even such an

issue as prison reform.
We suggest that the method employed at Concord could

have far reaching effects for the penal system of

Massachusetts and the nation and that the Governor and

legislature should act favorably on the measure im-

mediately.However, we are not presumptuous enough to

think that our suggestion will carry all the way to Boston.

What we do hope, though, is that all those who were even

mildly outraged about Attica write to their represen-

tatives immediately to urge them strongly to support the

Concord Committee bill and to pressure the Governor into

forwarding it to the legislature, if he does not immediately

do so. The role of prisons should be to rehabilitate, not

debilitate.

WASHINGTON-President Thieu. who is running

hard against no opposition in the October presidential

elections, has maintained that the South Vietnamese

elections are not rigged. He said the people have a tan

choice They can either vote for him or mutilate then

ballots Me" has said that if more than 50% <»t the

population mess up their ballots, he would accept this

as a defeat and graciously resign.

He also said he is going to tell the people how to

mutilate their ballots in protest. They can tear it,

mark it up. fold it or crush it to show their displeasure

with him. ,

I asked mv man in Saigon to give me the latest word

on the elections there and here is his report.

"The excitement is building here in South Vietnam

for the Oct. 3 presidential election. President Thieu is

still leading in the polls, with 52% of the vote. This is

down six points from August.

Picking up support are those who are going to tear

their ballots in half, who now number 23% of the

electorate, followed by those who are going to stomp

on their ballots with their feet, who account for 15% of

those polled.

"Ten per cent of the people said they still hadn t

made up their minds whether they were going to burn

their ballots or throw themselves into the river.

'But opposition forces to Thieu are hopeful that a

coalition between the ballot tearers, the stompers and

the burners can be formed before the election, so

Thieu can be defeated.

"Hok Sam-thung, who is chairman of the ballot

tearers committee, has maintained that the only way

to defeat Thieu is by tearing the ballot. He feels the

people who want to step on their ballots are

unrealistic Thieu can easily have stomped ballots

cleaned and pressed and then count them for him

self." Hok told me at his headquarters, where they

were holding a -tear your ballot for peace" rally:

The ballot tearers are the only ones who can heal

Thieu, but we'll never do it unless the foot stompers

and burners join us."

Over at the foot stompers headquarters Suk Han

(Ink said. 'The ballot tearers are more interested in

their own methods of mutilating a ballot than they are

in the election. We know lor a fact that the United

States has given Thieu $30 million in Scotch Tape so he

can have his henchmen repair the ballots that are

torn. When you stomp on one with your foot, you crush

it. Its impossible to repair, and we're telling our

people to stick with their heels."

The ballot burners, the most militant of the anti-

Thieu forces, say that the ballot tearers and the ballot

stompers are playing into Thieu's hands.

'The only way to show oppostion to Thieu is to burn

the ballets ill hopes that the polling places will burn

down at the same time," they say.

A small group who are for defacing ballots with

eravons have been trying to get support, but they

started late and don't seem to have the charisma with

the electorate that the ballot tearers and stompers

have
So at the moment it looks like Thieu will probably be

the winner unless someone comes up with a method of

destroying the ballots that all the opposition parties

can agree upon. A reform group in Saigon is trying to

get everyone to eat their ballots, but so far most South

Vietnamese have shown no appetite for this

suggestion.

PointBlank

Voting Rights Incomplete
"Youth Power at the Polls"

-

"Young Voters May Change Make-

up of Congress in '72"-"Nixon Re-

election Threatened by Youth
Vote."

These are familiar newspaper

headlines. Since the adoption of the

26th Amendment, reporters have

been predicting that the future of

American politics could be largely

determined by the 25 million young

people who will be eligible to cast

their first ballot in 1972. But the

young voters' road to the polling

booth is not unencumbered, and

their political powr cannot be

taken for granted.

One serious threat to the youth

vote is posed by the election laws of

Michigan and North Dakota. In

these two states, young people will

be able to vote for one of the

candidates for President in the 1972

election. However, they will not be

able to participate in the

nomination of those candidates.

For young people, voting for

President in 1972 could prove

virtually meaningless unless they

have a choice in the nominating

process as well. The struggle for

the Democratic nomination at the

July convention will be the likely

focus of youth interest -and it is

here that their influence could be

vital.

In 1968 young people were
credited with making an important

difference in the nominating
process of the Democratic Party.

One presidential campaign even
became known as the "Children's

Crusade." Nevertheless, the in-

fluence of youth was limited. They
could ring doorbells, stuff en-

velopes, write speeches and make
posters. But real power -the vote-

was generally beyond their reach.

With few exceptions, young
people were not given the op-

portunity of serving as voting

delegates to the Democratic
National Convention or of helping

to select the delegates. Sixteen

state delegations at the convention

had no voting members under 30

years of age, and another 13 had
only one delegate from this age

group (The Republicans have an

even more dismal record. Only 1%
or the delegates at the IMS OOP
Convention were under 30, while

X3% were 40 years of age or older.

In 12 states, there were no voting

delegates under 30.)

The National Democratic Party

has tried to rectify this past

discrimination by requiring all

state parties to actively encourage

the participation of young people in

all party affairs and to include 18-

30 year olds in the National Con-

vention delegation in "reasonable

relationship" to their presence in

the state population.

However, despite party reforms

and despite the 26th Amendment,
young people in Michigan and
North Dakota will face severe

restrictions on their right to par-

ticipate in the nomination of a

presidential candidate in 1972.

Under the election laws of both

states, National Convention
delegates are chosen at state party

conventions. State convention
delegates are chosen at country
conventions. And county delegates

are chosen at a party primary.
This primary election represents
the only opportunity available to

all voters for participation in the

presidential nominating process -

and it has already been held. In

both states, the election occurred
in late summer of 1970.

As a result, large numbers of

Michigan and North Dakota voters
will be prevented from taking part
in the selection of their party's
presidential nominee. These voters
included) 18-20 year olds who are

newly enfranchised by the 2tith

Amendment, (2) 21-23 year olds

who were ineligible to vote in the

1970 primary, and (3) new

residents who have moved into the

state since 1970. In Michigan alone,

the young people who are thus

disenfranchised number over

1,000,000.

Bills have been introduced in the

Michigan and North Dakota

legislatures that call for a new

primary in 1972. The North Dakota

legislature adjourned without

taking action, and Michigan

politicians predict that the reform

bill has little chance of passing

their state's legislature. Con-

sequently, court action is the only

remaining alternative.

The Center for Political Reform

has prepared lawsuits to be

brought in each state by young

voters and new residents who are

deprived of their voting rights by

state law. The suits are based on

the 26th Amendment, the right to

travel, the right of political

association, the Equal Protection

Clause, and the 1970 Voting Rights

Act. The courts will be asked to

enjoin present delegation selection

procedures and to require each

election.

If these court actions are suc-

cessful, another barricade in the

path of young people's voting

rights will have been knocked

down. If they fail, the youth of

Michigan and North Dakota will

have good reason to question the

legitimacy of the electoral process.

Its a shrewd trick to tell someone

that he can now vote for President

- but that he can have no say in

who the candidates are. As "Boss"

Tweed used to put it, "I don't care

who does the electing, just so long

as I do the nominating."

MDC Photo By Barbara Brecher

'IF ONLY WE COULD HAUL IT AWAY SOMEPLACE AND WORK ON IT QUIETLY . . .

And Now , Beyond Attica
By HERBERT STURZ

Imagine Attica rebuilt—black and Spanish-

speaking guards, better food, censorship eased, the

screens between visitors and inmates removed, full

freedom of religion, daily showers available. There

are classrooms, counseling sessions and access to a

good library. Officials are making an effort to

remember that inmates are human beings.

In spite of such good deeds, good intentions, and

money spent, it is clear that those sentenced to the

new Attica will arrive with the stamp of the ghetto and

the scars of detention pens upon them. They will

arrive at Attica hurt and angry and brutalized. The

new and improved Attica will, of course, still take

away their freedom, and produce resentful, bitter,

even vengeful men.
Rebuild Attica'? Yes. Make it more humane, ot

course but let's not deceive ourselves, Attica

reformed will not correct, nor will it rehabilitate.

What it will do is provide society with temporary

protection from those who have been identified as

threatening. •

But we can do more than contain people. We can in

fact rehabilitate—and thus provide not only genuine

protection for society, but some chance for productive

lives. But to rehabilitate we must intervene at every

way station on the road to Attica.

The road to Attica begins with families uprooted,

with bad housing, racial prejudices, drug

profiteering; with schools and social agencies

unresponsive; with kids growing up feeling left out.

Improving the quality of life for these persons would

result in fewer setting foot in jail or prison.

Meanwhile, we must bring about changes where we

can Arrest is the earliest time for society to in-

tervene Every effort should be made to keep an ac-

cused person out of jail, where he can only become

angrier and more bitter. Whenever possible a sum-

mons should be issued by the police in lieu of a formal

flrrcst

Pretrial service agencies staffed by community

liaison specialists should divert the accused into the

custody of a community agency. That agency would

see that the person comes to court when required and

try to help him find a job, deal with his drug habit, or

obtain more education.

Intervention after arrest can often circumvent the

need for prosecution. The Court Employment Project,

begun as a small pilot experiment in Manhattan four

years ago. gets jobs and provides counseling, group

therapy, and a structured program to persons

awaiting trial. If participants get and hold a job and

remain crime-free for three months, charges are

dismissed by the court.

The Court Employment Project has spread to

Brooklyn and the Bronx and to other cities. It's a

beginning. However, 4,000 persons are arrested in

New York City each week; the project can help only

40.

Judges can be provided with still another course:

the offender can be released to participate under

supervision in a community program. One such,

recently created in the southeast Bronx, is assuming

responsibility for cases diverted by criminal court

judges who are adjourning sentencing for varying

periods.

Less than half a cent of every criminal justice dollar

goes to rehabilitation. That half doesn't go far.

Many men now in Attica should be prereleased to a

structured work environment in the community like

that provided by Pioneer Services in New York City, a

corporation which hires a man only if he has a

criminal record, a history of drug abuse or

alcoholism, and has been unable to hold a job

anywhere else.

Pioneer's first undertaking has been a messenger

service employing 25 ex-heroin addicts now on

methadone. This is a nonprofit, low-stress work

program with supportive services. When the program

started in April no one knew whether the men would

stick. They have. Out of 10,000 messages delivered to

date, not one has been lost. Morale is high; and the

men are helping to sign up new clients.

The concept of providing supported work for so-

called incorrigibles holds great promise. Successful

messengers move on to other supported work

projects. This week five Pioneer employes with

lengthy criminal records and many years of heroin

addiction are "water blasting" the rotunda of the New

York City Municipal Building, using a new process

which instantly cleans at low cost.

Those who have taken the road to Attica can come

back if we give them the resources and the op-

portunity.

Herbert Sturz is director. Vera Institute of Justice, a

t Reprinted from the NY Times 9/29/71.)

Editorial Points

One of our astute MDC
reporters discovered today that

the stereo tapes being sold on the

concourse level of the Campus
Center are illegal. But then,

almost everything else is too.
* * *

I wonder if in forty years

somebody will reminisce about

the time our esteemed Senate

Treasurer, Rick Verrochi, spent

as a student here. They might

even call him 'Rocky.'
• * *

District Attorney Callahan

seems to have another $3000 to

purchase drugs with.

Remember what happened last

year on that fateful May day all

you who purvey illegal drugs.
* * *

There is an awful lot of con-

troversy building around the

"closed session" remarks made

by Chancellor Tippo at

yesterday's faculty Senate

meeting. What may be in the

wind is a hard fight between

1 1 Mass-Amherst and the "big

burgeoning bureaucracy" the

President Bob Wood is welding

together in his systems office.

Test Your Morals
(Ed. note: We felt the following

information would be of interest to

the UMass community)
By ANN LANDERS

DEAR ANN LANDERS: Four

years ago when your sex test came

out, I was an innocent 12-year-old

so I did not keep the newspaper

copy. Since then I have come a long

way and I would appreciate it very

much if you could once again share

with the world your famous sex

test. Thank you loads, Ann

—

SIXTEEN AND NOT SO SWEET
Dear Sixteen: Here's the test and

I am printing it by popular request.

(At least 5,000 kids have asked for

a re-run since it appeared.) I'd like

to make it plain, however, that this

is not MY test. It was sent to me by

a Memphis teenager who asked me
to evaluate it.

My evaluation was: Interesting,

but pretty gamy.
Know Thyself Questionnaire

(Score the number of points in-

dicated for each "Yes" answer.)

1 . Ever gone out with a member

of the opposite sex?
1 2. Ever been kissed?

3. Ever been French-kissed?

4. Ever been kissed while in

reclining position?

5. Ever gotten or given a hickey?

3

6. Ever been kissed in your

pajamas? 2

7. Ever been kissed against your

wili? 2

8 Ever parked for more than an
5

3

to

3

4

person you never saw before? 7

13. Ever played strip poker with a

member of the opposite sex? 5

14. Have you gone all the way? 10

15. Have you had the desire to go

all the way but managed to keep

from it? 2

16. Have you ever made a

member of the opposite sex cry? 4

17. Has a member of the opposite

sex ever made you cry? 4

18. Do you smoke plain cigarets? 2

19. Do you drink alcohol or beer? 2

20. Ever passed out from

drinking? 6

21. Ever lied to your folks about

where you went or with whom? 8

22. Ever smoke pot? 1

23 Ever tripped on LSD or the big

H? 10

24. Ever considered the

pregnancy route so your folks

would have to let you get married?

10

SCORE CHART
9 or under

Queer or something

10 to 15

15 to 25

25 to 35

35 to 45

45 to 55

55 to 60

60 or over

hour?
9. Ever saiB, "I love you?"

10. Ever said, "I love you,'

more than one person?

11. Ever gone steady?

Pure as the driven snow

Passionate but prudish

Normal and decent

Indecent

Headed for serious trouble

In terrible shape

Condemned

(Ed. note:

HO or over
Welcome to CMASS)

( Reprinted from the Boston Herald

12. Ever been picked up by a Traveler, 10/1/71)

The Terrible Price Of Conformity

WASHINGTON—This nightmare

began developing about two weeks ago

with the onset of the fall advertising

season when the newspaper ads began to

fill up with men wearing $200 suits.

It opened with a heart-warming an-

nouncement by Biff, who is 18 now and

fancies himself the soul of fashion when

decked out, as he always is, in shattered

overalls and rope sandals.

"Well Dad," Biff said, "Now that I am

a man the time has come to put aside this

childish clothing and begin dressing in

regular gentleman's ready-to-wear.

WHEN BIFF SAID this there was a

woman probably his mother, but things

are often vague in dreams who broke

into tears of gratitude. Someone bar-

becued a calf on the small backyard grill.

Relatives came from many states to

celebrate Biff's return to traditional

garments. . ,

Yes " Biff was telling Uncle Harold.

•The next time you see Me, I shall be

wearing a haircut and one of the new $2<H)

suits." .

•Two hundred dollars! Do you know

how much that is before taxes'.' This

was shouted by Biff's father, very loudly

in the night, as he came awake with a

spasm of terror and sat bolt upright in

bed. .

"Go back to sleep," said Biffs mother

"You were just having another one of

your nightmares about taxes."

TWO NIGHTS later the dream

resumed. As it began Biff's father was

saying, "All right, anything to save you

from becoming a hippie. Even a $200

suit." . . „
And they were transported magically

to the $200 suit store, where a man who

looked exactly like Adolphe Menjou -

white tie, tails, spats, carnation in lapel -

was forbidding them entry. He was the

salesman.
"You cant just walk in here wearing

worn out overalls and buy a $200 suit,'

he said. "Look!" He showed them a

parking lot filled with Rolls-Royces and

Dusenbergs. "Our customers," he said,

"Acquire monogram med underwear.

hand hewn socks, shoes made of leather

Irom the finest Spanish bulls, and

neckties inlaid with mother-of-pearl

before they mine in for a $200 suit

BIFF SAID he could see the logic of

that It would be silly, he said, to put a

$200 suit on over bare skin with nothing

but rope sandals to keep the cuffs from

rubbing against dirty feet.

"For those items," the salesman said,

"You go to the $10 underwear shop, the

$55 footwear boutique, and the damn-the-

freeze harberdashery."

With a great effort, Biffs father forced

himself to wake up before he could drain

the last of his bank account for Biffs

wardrobe.
Three nights later it started again. In

an act of financial insanity, which must

have occurred in an intervening in-

stallment which Biff's father had missed,

he had bought Biff sufficient wardrobe to

gain him admission to the $200 suit store.

The two of them were en route to a

rendezvous with Adolphe Menjou as the

dream opened

"I've been thinking." Biff was saying,

"i hat a single 1200 suit will hardly fill the

bill if I am to look respectable seven days

a week 1 think that while you're at it you

had better buy me a couple of those $150

sports lackets and five or six pairs of the

new $45 slacks ..."

BIFF'S FATHER refused to dream

any more that night, but next night the

thing was waiting for him.

"If I'm going to be respectable, nut s

opening lines went, "I cant go on living

in a crummy pad, with nothing but my

old Boy Scout sleeping bag and some

movie posters on the wall. I shall be

wanting you to buy me some decent

furniture. Some Chippendale ..."

"Wake up!" Biffs mother cried to

Biff's groaning father.

"With pleasure," said Biff's father.

But the very next night, around 3 a m.,

Biff told his father that they • idn't

really pull up at the $200 suit stm

father's drab 196H sedan.

Dusenberg can be had quite rea

from ..."

The dream has not resumed for

three nights Whenever Biff's

starts to tell Biff he should do soi

about his shabby appearance.

lather kicks her shins and snarls

(Reprinted from Boston I

11/30/71)
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Pope Paul Clashes

With Priests, Laymen
VATICAN CITY (AP)-The Third

World Synod of Bishops opened

Thursday with a clash between

Pope Paul VI and a well-organized

lobby of priests and laymen
seeking radical change in the

Roman Catholic Church.

Speaking at a Mass in the Sistine

Chapel, the Pope warned the 209

synod delegates to beware of the

"danger" of outside pressures. He

told them to make up their own

minds on the synod topics, "The

Priesthood" and "Social Justice."

Operation Synod, a lobby that

claims representation in 60

countries, quickly charged that the

papal address was marked "by a

tone of admonition and of fear"

and consisted "largely of empty

rhetoric."

It urged the bishops "not to let

themselves be put under pressure

by anyone, not even by the Pope."

The pontiff inaugurated the third

synod of his eight-year reign by

concelebrating a Latin-language

Mass with, among others, Josef

Cardinal Mindszenty, the primate

of Hungary. The prelate came to

Rome Tuesday after 15 years of

asylum in the U.S. Embassy in

Budapest.
Synod delegates cheered the 79-

year-old cardinal.

In his talk, Pope Paul gave no

guidelines for debate on either

synod topic. But he sharply un-

derscored his warning about

pressure.

"Its guises," he said, "are many
and its power is penetrating and

dangerous."
He seemed to argue for the kind

of gradual evolution of the decrees

of the Second Vatican Ecumencial

Council he has fostered as Pope.

But he warned against tampering

with basic Church doctrines.

Operation Synod, a worldwide

amalgamation of liberal priests

and lay groups, was born at

Louvain University in Belgium

early this year.

Its published material calls for a

"pluralistic" ministry in which

there would be many kinds of

priests: celibate and married,

fulltime and part-time male and

female.

The lobby wants a breakdown of

the sharp distinction between

clergy and laity, so that priests

would perform more so-called lay

activities and laymen would

engage in forms of ministry.

On the social justice topic,

Operation Synod wants the

Catholic Church to permit its

members to engage in "active non-

violent" resistance and, in some

cases, in violent resistance to civil

powers if such actions are deemed

necessary for social progress.

VATICAN CITY, PAPAL HAND FOR MINDSZENTY-Pope Paul

VI, 74, holds the hand of Joseph Cardinal Mindsxenty, 79. as they step

out of the Sistine Chapel in Vatican City at end of opening ceremony

of World Synod of Bishops Thursday. Cardinal Mindszenty. primate

of Hungary, came to Rome Tuesday after spending 15 years in

asylum in the U.S. mission in Budapest. At right is a Vatican Swiss

Guard.

Soviets Fire On U.S. Plane
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

Pentagon reported Thursday that a

Soviet warship fired on a U.S.

Navy patrol plane Tuesday in the

Sea of Japan.

The commander of the 7th Fleet

patrol force, the Pentagon said,

reported that "the firings were not

considered by him to be hostile and

that the plane was not en-

dangered."
The Pentagon said the plane, a

P3 reconnaissance aircraft, was on

a routine patrol over international

Amherst, Mass.-Dr. F. J.

Francis has been named head of

the department of food science and
technology at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst.

A faculty member at UMass for

the past 17 years, Dr. Francis

succeeds Dr. William B. Esselen as

department head. Dr. Esselen will

remain in the department and

Francis Named Head Of Food Sri. & Tech.
devote full time to research and
teaching.

Dr. Francis is a native of Ot-

tawa, Canada. He holds B.A. and
M.A. degrees from the University

of Toronto and a Ph. D. from the

University of Massachusetts. He
held faculty positions at the

University of Toronto and the

Universi ty of Guelph before

coming to UMass.
The past six years at UMass

were spent as the Nicolas Appert

Professor, the first endowed chair

at the University. He has been

active in graduate research work,

having published over 150

technical papers in the area of

pigment biochemistry,
colorimetry and post-harvest

physiology. A book co-authored

with F. M. Clydesdale, "Food
Colorimetry" is ready for

publication.

Dr. Francis is a member of the

Institute of Food Technologists,

American Chemical Society.

American Society for Horticultural

Science, American Association for

the Advancement of Science, Inter-

Society Color Council, U.S. Army
Research and Development
Associates, Phytochemical Group

of North America, Canadian

stitute of Food Technology and the

Colour Group of Great Britain.

CH1CAGO.-SO WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH THE*2™^f*^£££Z£S£
Wednesday to man-made gorilla which wanders aronnd Civic Cente ,*"?•'" 2r2da3S« Daily

£w7c„K^^

Coal Strike Expected
WASHINGTON (AP)-Industry

and union officials braced for

widespread strikes in the

bituminous coal fields Friday

and negotiations moved toward the

midnight contract expiration

deadline with no sign of a set-

tlement.

Some 7,000 of the 80,000 soft coal

miners covered by the negotiations

were reported walking off the job

before the dealine in West Virginia,

Ohio and Virginia, and a coal

company official said., "we'll be

lucky to finish tonight with

anybody working."

At least 28 mines were closed in

the three states.

Assassination

Try In Iraq
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-

Attackers riding in two cars tried

to kill Iraq's Kurdish leader,

Mullah Mustafah Barazani, Bagh-

dad radio reported Thursday night.

The attackers hurled more than

50 hand grenades and wounded 10

persons, but Barazani escaped

unhurt, the radio said.

A broadcast statement from the

ruling Baath party command
denounced the attack as an at-

tempt to undermine a recent

declaration which reconciled the

national government with the rebel

Kurds in Northern Iraq.

The United Mine Workers has

issued no official strike call, but

most miners traditionally refuse to

work without a contract.

"They're talking," was the only

official word from the negotiations

between the union and the

Bituminous Coal Operators

Association involving companies in

more than 20 states.

The union, headed by W. A.

"Tony" Boyle, is seeking to boost

the current top wage of $37 a day to

$50 and to double the present 40-

negotiating team. R. Heath Lary,

vice chairman of U. S.Steel Corp.,

leads the industry team. Many coal

mines are owned by steel com-

panies.

Under the current federal wage-

price freeze, they cannot put any

wage hikes into effect until after

the freeze expires Nov. 13 but the

Nixon administration has urged

companies and unions to seek

settlements to go into effect later.

However, the Labor Department

has said terms of such contracts

ONCE, A KNI6HT WALKETH ALONG IN

SEARCH OF AN OAK UNDER WHICH TO
RELAX WITH SOME MALT, WHEN HE

SPIETH A REPTILIAN APPENDAGE OF
ODD DIMENSION...

AND WHENCE HE PERCEIVED IT

THE LATTER PART OF A DRAGON,

DREWETH HIS SWORD IN SOME HEAT

AND PREPARETH TO STRIKE...

WHENCE WITH MUCH APLOMBE,

THE DRAGON WITHDRAWETH A
SCROLLE OF PARCHMENTE...

cent per ton royalty the industry may have to be adjusted in line
v, l K^ .. • T ir i ,.,;th mhatoupr Pfnnnmir restraints
pays into the union's welfare and

retirement fund.

Vacations, holidays and working

conditions are also involved, and

the industry reportedly is insisting

on stronger guarantees against

wildcat strikes.

Union sources said many strikes

during the three-year term of the

expiring contract were over safety

issues, and were not unauthorized

wildcat walkouts. The union is

resisting industry demands for

penalties against wildcat strikes,

sources said.

Boyle is heading the union

with whatever economic restraints

may follow the freeze.

Learn to Drive

AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6066

waters when the incident occurred.

"Some of the aircraft crew

members observed a flare and

several tracer rounds all fired well

ahead of the aircraft from a Soviet

cruiser," the Pentagon said in a

terse statement.

Navy sources said eight to ten

tracer rounds were fired at the

plane but that crew members were

unable to tell whether it was a

firing exercise or a warning to stay

away.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

The largest selection of

Antique Clothing
and

Antique Jewelry

In Western Mau.

al»o featuring a large selection of Fur Coats and Jackets.

The Family Jewels
56 Green St.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

AND THE KNIGHT BECAME UPON A
GLANCE MUCH UNSETTLED AND
DISTRAUGHT...

FOR THE PARCHMENTE TALKETH

LOUDLY OF A MARVELLOUS SCHOOLE,

WHERE THE LOW BECAME HIGHL-

AND SEIZED BY THE THREE SIRENS

OF SELF-ADVANCEMENT, THE

KNIGHT BECAME AS ONE UNDER

A SPELL...

Old Weird Harold's

Flannel Shirts

Overalls

Furs
Flannel Shirts

Furs

NEW&USEDCLOTHING

$1.50

$4.50

$10-30
$1.50

$ 10-30

ONCE AGAIN II

THE CHEQUERS
PRESENTS

THE DYNAMIC

'*.

AND MORE AMAZING SALES! I

Rt. 9 on Rd. to N. Hmptn.

(next to Walter's of Hadley)

COLORADO ODYSEY
TONIGHT

(9:30- 12:30) Thursday

Ann fmoiiirfth OF THE COST OF WHEREUPON THE BARGAINE WAS AND WHILST THE KNIGHT PONPERETHiSSL SBMSSSKOT' SSffBggSSSBW

OE3 geemkeqot
Schaefcr Breweries, New York and Albany, N.Y., Baltimore. Md
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Room To Move

Running
Cocaine is a derivative of the

Coca plant found mostly in South

American countries. Bolivian and

Peruvian natives usually chew the

leaves for its euphoric effect. Since

many of the natives are working in

mines doing dangerous and

grueling jobs for little money, the

Coca leaves enable them to endure

hunger, exposure, and labor at

high altitudes.

In the United States cocaine is

found in its crystalline form which

is bitter in taste and numbs the

tongue when tasted. Its purity

ranges according to how many

people have handled it (cocaine,

like most other chemical drugs, is

diluted with milk sugar, quinine,

and similar substances for

economic gain). Cocaine is one of

the most expensive drugs. An

ounce ranges from $600-900, a

gram $40-50, and a spoon (about 1/2

used all affect the way the drug

works. Emotional states (i.e.,

anxiety, nervousness and con-

fusion, etc. ) will also color how the

drug works.

Because cocaine is so expensive,

people tend to be frugal with their

coke. This would tend to make

people to use too little for the

desired effects. Again, how much it

takes to get off varies, but a half to

a full spoon of decent coke would

get one high.

Cocaine is not addictive in the

opiate and/or barbiturate sense.

That is, tolerance doesn't develop

to the effects of cocaine nor does an

abstinance syndrome develop

when dosages stop. However, there

is a strong craving for the euphoric

effects which is not to be un-

derestimated since cocaine makes

you seem to be something better

than you are and it is easier to take

KS^a

Se
a
aSi v^lih a drug than to work towards bet-

how the drug is taken, physical and tenng yourself

emotional make-up of the person

and how much taken.

Cocaine, when mainlined,

produces the most intense rush,

however the high lasts about 10

minutes. When snorted, the rush is

not as intense and the high lasts a

litttle longer. Repeated sniffing

gradually causes perforation and

erosion of nasal membranes. Like

most other chemicals, cocaine

reacts differently for different

types of people. Size, metabolic

rate, how many and what types of

.drugs the person is using or has

Cocaine in small doses causes a

mood elevation which often

reaches the level of euphoric ex-

citement. It produces a marked

decrease in hunger, indifference to

pain and is said to be the most

powerful antifatigue agent known.

Users feel a great muscular

strength and an increase in mental

capacity so that overestimation of

capabilities is common (superman

syndrome).

When large dosages are used,

euphoria is mixed with anxiety and

suspicion. If large enough doses

Ever wonder who vour friends are? Rev. Jesse Jackson explains

the black power handshake to Mayor Daley at the opening breakfast

of Black Kxpo which Rev. Jackson is promoting.

TV mayor and Rev. Jackson have often been at odds over various

aspect! of life in Chicago. _____________________

'Finally" DIRECT SERVICE

BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY

AND NATICK AND BOSTON
Less than 2 hr. nonstop service

FRIDAYS

SUNDAYS

LV. U of M 2:00 P.M.
AR. Boston 3:55 P.M.

LV. U of M 4:00 P.M.

AR. Boston 5:55 P.M.

LV. Boston 6:30 P.M.
AR. U Of M 8:25 P.M.
LV. Boston 8:30 P.M.
AR. U Of M 10:25 P.M.

There will be one (1) direct nonstop express bus on

each of the schedules shown above in addition to our

regular service

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL:

PETER PAN OFFICE
AT THE LOBBY SHOP
Tel. 545-2006 or 5452528

are taken, a toxic syndrome

similar to speed (paranoid state

with delusions of persecution with

visual, auditory, and tactile-bugs-

hallucinations) occur.

Cocaine is commonly taken with

heroin (speedball). Heroin takes

the stimulating edge off coke and

prolongs its effects. Also, when

people are using a lot of heroin,

they seldom get high, so they do

speedballs using the heroin to

prevent getting sick and the coke to

get high. This gets mighty ex-

pensive! Take a guess who's

making all the bread?

!

1971-72 ID Card

Validation Labds Are
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Ship Firms Propose

New Income Plan
NEW YORK (AP)-Shipping

firms in the nation's largest port

proposed a new guaranteed annual

income plan Thursday, seeking to

avert a midnight strike of 45,000

East and Gulf Coast longshoremen

that would tie up nearly all the

nation's deepwater ports. West

Coast ports already are shut down.

Meanwhile, the government
prepared to halt any walkout with

a Taft-Hartley injuction.

The revised income plan would

end a system of casual em-
ployment of dockers from a labor

pool-with work-dodging abuses the

New York Shipping Association

claimed cost its

The revised income plan would

end a system of casual em-

ployment of dockers from a labor

pool-with work-dodging abuses the

New York Shipping Association

claimed cost its members $30

million a year.

Instead, members of the

AFL— CIO International
Longshoremen's Association

would be guaranteed a full annual

income, but only as employes of

specific firms and under their

direct supervision.

Sitting in on last-ditch talks

between shippers and union were

Asst. Secretary of Labor W.J.

Usery, Jr., and federal maritime

administrator, Andrew F. Gibson.

In event of a strike, they were
prepared for a quick return to

Washington to set in motion Taft-

Hartley procedures automatically

interrupting the walkout for at

least 80 days.

Earlier in the week, President

Nixon announced he was not going

to permit a strike of East and Gulf

Coast longshoremen to further

paralyze the nation's shipping. A
West Coast tieup enters its fourth

month Friday.

The independent International

Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union called out

15,000 dockers from Seattle to San
Diego on July 1, in a deadlock over

off-dock container jurisdiction, a

guaranteed work week, and wages
and fringe benefits.

In past ILA strikes-and they

have occurred regularly with each

contract expiration since World
War II losses to the East and Gulf

Coast economy have been
estimated at $17 million a day.

The last ILA walkout in 1969 was
interrupted by a Taft-Hartley
injunction, then resumed after the

cooling-off period and continued

for two more months. At its height,

600 ships were idled.

The ILA offered to postpone

current strike action at least until

the expiration of Phase 1.

High Schoolers

Coming to UMass
Amherst, Mass -Three High

School Guest Days this fall at the

University of Massachusetts-
Amherst will introduce high school

seniors to the campus.
Scheduled for the Saturdays of

Oct. 2 and 23 and Nov. 13, the High

School Guest Days will provide

college-bound students with a

brief, comprehensive exposure to

the facilities of the University.

The schedule of events, all of

which are open to students and

their parents and friends, includes

registration in the lobby of Mahar
Auditorium from 9 to 10:30 a.m.,

guided tours of the campus leaving

the auditorium during that time;

and an introduction to the

University in Mahar Auditorium at

10:45, followed by an explanation

of admission requirements and an

informal question period. Guided

tours will again be given from

11:45 to 1 p.m., expecially for

guests who cannot arrive in time

for the earlier tours.

Participants may choose any of

the listed dates. Registration in

advance is not necessary.

LOVELY

water BEDS
AT LOVELY PRICES

INCAMPUSCENTER
ca II Don or Bob or Doug

ANAHEIM, Calif., ADVOCATES FEDERAL REGISTRATION OF
IIANDGUNS-Bernard A. Garmire, Miami Chief of Police, displays a

variety of handguns at the convention of the International

Association of police Chiefs in Anaheim, Calif., today. Garmire says

he sees no other way to control the problem of who can carry han-

dguns than mandatory federal registration of the guns.

Wheeler

586-3215 253-2433

Six students of Wheeler House

drove to Williamstown, Mass.

Wednesday night to purchase a

seventy-five year old piano for the

dorm.
The price of the piano was set at

twenty-five dollars, and was
purchased from Mr. and Mrs.

Couture, parents of John Couture,

Head of Residence at Brett House

The Coutures gave the students a

brief history of the piano, and were

then quite surprised to find that the

students had forgotten the check

when they left Wheeler. The
students then loaded the piano on

Chris Brielman' truck and headed

back to Wheeler.

When asked if the piano would

provide cultural enrichment for

the dorm, Mrs. Perkins, Head of

Residence at Wheeler, replied

"Sure."

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

fix Ford (.alaxic. 40.000 miles, excellent

conditions, stereo, yellow with black in-

terior, asking 1.500. < all 256-K297.

«5 Mustang con\ .. red. stereo tape deck

with deluxe interior. Best offer over $550.

Contact Steve. 253-3359.

tf 10-1

l9KXMontessa 250 c.c. completely reblt..

new paint, excellent shape, street and dirt

combination *:mhi or best offer, 5X4-4000

anvtime.
lfl0-4

1*171 llarley Davidson sprint 3.50. ex-

cellent condition. 1200 miles, (all between
t-t, p.m. Kill 5X4-7349.

10-1

MM Pontiac Tempest, standard trans.

( all after X and ask for Janet. 25:1-7520.

J_ tflfl-t

:,fi MCA Roadster, exc. cond.. w/05MGB
cngin* running perf., conv. lop. side

windows. IITH. Michelln Tires. $X50.

Eves. 5X4-0970.
IflO-l

MMI Chevy in »<ood running condition.

New paint job. lots of extra parts. Asking

S500. Need money desperately, tall .leff.

:,u;-:.i:n.

tfio-i

i

fit V\\ Bus rebuilt engine, new brakes,

muffler ex. mechanical some body rot

Good deal at $450 or best offer. Call Hon.

:. IM-o 150.

tf 1Q-4-'

19117 BMW - 1X00 Tl 4-door sedan, am-fm.
sw hlaupunkt. Pirellis, excellent condition-

best offer over $1600. 25:1-2412.

If 10-5

l!i:.<i(hrv. conv. Kail inspected $175.00.

t all fit;:.- nw;
tf 10-1

I9«7 Mustang fi cyl., standard, good

tires, snow tires, new battery . 50.000 miles

Id Tremblay 54f.-752».

m
UIO-I

Bread truck-walk in body, great con

dition. (all Gary at 520-0803 after 8:00

p.m.
tflQ-4

S7 Mustang conv. V8 3 spd.. 4 new tire*.

excellent condition. $1050. tall MM
after five.

tflO-5

1971 Alala Hecord. 10 speed. Best offer,

(all Fd 580-3542.

tflQ-4

I9fi7 BSA 44 Ice. Shooting Star, excellent

condition. Must sell $475.00 (all 580-0977.

tf 10-1

FOR SALE
For sale. Guild Polara elec. Guitar.

(>ood action K sound. Can he seen at Faces
of 1 .mil in Amherst must sell! Will

bargain!
IflO-l

I. Hilars, amps. ace. & records, at

reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop
»x Main St. Northampton 5X0-1706.

tflO-0

Watrrhcds-nnw all sires $19.95! Factory

warrantv. Also, frames, liners * pads in

stock, (all Mark at 546-5450.

tf 10-12

We undersell all. Any and all top name
appliances, stereos, radios, refrigerators,

anything, (all Larry fi-5090 or come to 350

Cance.
lfJO-13

Just like people: bruised on the outside

but beautiful inside. 19R5 Chevy convert,

(all 5X6-2780.
If 10-6

Typewriter-portable underwood exc.

cond. $20. ph. man.

Husband and wife need ride to and from

around Columbus. Ohio on Oct. 21 will

share driving and expenses. Call Bob 549-

fi7fii.

lflO-4

FOR RENT

10 speed Schwinn Sports Tourer. New
$175. call Mike 549-6142. 3X1 Puffton.

tf 10-1

Schwinn 10 spd. $!Mi firm: rectilinear

mini. Ill speakers 50-1X00 «7l:iDB $120.

Fischer Ahfahrts 223em Wild Man's Ski.

:,xfi-:i9fix.

K.E.

Hanging Planters-other ceramic ware

madetonrder. Fred F.nglander 549-1051. 15

hearing St.

tflO-4

Henke ski boots, sire II. bought at the

end of last season, used once. Kegular

$110.1X1 sell to best offer, (all Bay. 532-

XI24.
IflO-l

LOST

x rms. with r> bed rms. 14 miles from I of

M. Furniture. 2 baths, all utilities paid $350

per month, (all 323-7X93.

tflO-4

Townhouse Apt. at ( liffside. 2 hdr.. $ 1X0

per month incl. util.. married only. Call

fifi.VI709.

tf 10-1

PERSONAL

Bisexual male - Hermes willing to alight

for tea. When can we?
10-1

A late happy birthday Sharon W. from

the sophomores on 4 North.
10-1

Happy birthday Nonie. love Barry.
10-1

Benjamin stereo compacts, mlracord

and lenco turntables, elac cartridges and

I Ml speakers. At discount prices. Call

5lfi-fi9l7.

tflO-5

Heallstlc Stereo, tape recorder, model.

909. 2 mikes Includes 2 speakers, tapes.

(all Sean $125 or 305 Johnson. Rest.

tflo-5

IfMUt Ford Mustang. cyl.. good running

cond. See John 120 Amity St.. across from

Drake. 1400.
tf10-5

l»«7 MCB-GT, special, overdrive,

wirewheels, new clutch, snow tires, Good

condition. 5X4-2700 ext. 257 after 7 p.m.
tfl0-7

«t Mustang 2X9. 3 speed, cheap blue and

10 meal plan also hound for Kurope 540-

7J019. Jerry.
10_

02 Austin Cooper with cooper s engine.

$050. Call 549-1507

tflO-7

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1071 ftfll.fi Honda CI 350 exc. cond

Need money desperately must sell. Best

offer, call Jack 0-7030

tf 10-1

1971 Honda CB450, 2 helmets, chain lock

cover, 3000 ml., crash bars .1875. 323-4430.

tflO-t

1071 Honda ( B 450 red-ex. condition,

new tire & chain. Must sell before snow.

$950 or haggle. Call Joel after 0p.m. 1-507-

5704.
tf10-4

CulUr-12 string Rlckenbacker. good

condition. $200 or best offer. Steve 0-0583.

tf 10 I

Kl II model 24 (FM * changer) with 2

bigKI.il l7opeakers.Rxr.cond. $210. Call

Steve 250-8084.

tflO-0

Two single beds $25 each or best offer.

Olympia portable typewriter $20 or best

offer. Call 2504032 evenings.
tflO-l

Clbson '03 .150-Snow flake Inlays-flxed

brldge-a fine guitar $ zoo C.reU ch. 1000

Chet Atkins elee. W/bard case4250. Al

5404547.
tflO-4

Brown suede pants, skirts, tklns, top

quality, wholesale Pants $27. skirts $9 49.

skins $5. Stop by to look Ion 424 C ladhornr

5-2040 leave number If not In.

tflO-4

A maroon and white jacket with name
\\. Hallow on inside, (all BUI 540-7025.

tfip-1

(.old wire rim glasses, lost Sat. night

Quad area. Call 540-7425. reward
tflfl-l

COURSE
I EARN ANY MAIN FCROPF.AN

LANCCAGF. Cnderstand A read in 10

mos. Course taught by W Interpreter

Indiv. courses by mailed cassettes. 584-

9749 or 1X23.

The girls from Ftapieca PI thank Mark
Fden and the guys from I Felta Thl for an

enchanting evening. Come see us soon!

10-1

Happy birthday Hot lips - with love

from the originators of the 8 S's.

10-1

Feel like being kidnapped by two

charming females? Call 546-74114.

10-1

Frank -If I didn't think you were worth

something as a person.-! wouldn't have

said what I said, when and where I said It.

10-1

tfio-i
—

ROOMMATES WANTED

Male share 2 hdrm. apt. In sund. with 2

others. $00 Mike 005-3012. 545-1318.

tflO-0

Boommate female to share rent with 2

girls, own room In Hadlry. Call 580-2815.

tfl0-5

Well Uke anyone! If you are a lonely

girl call Dave or Mike. Rms. 407 and 400.

Rutterfleld.

!_!

Melville Batement Invites James
Basement and 4th floor to a party Friday

night at 8.

tflO-31

WANTED
Flute teacher for Intermediate student.

If Interested call Mary at 540-5278.

tflO-l

Men to erect rhalnlmk fence. Ex-

perienced only. Part time. FlUgerald

Fences. 340 Bridge Rd.. Florence, Mass
tfHM

Horoscopes done professionally. Call

540-0708. Write David Flllott-Mannlque A-

II North Village. Minimum $5
tflO-0

Palma read, fall Chris 0-8201 5*t. No
bullshit.

tfio-4

im HELP WANTED
Male subjects for psychological ex-

periment. Farn $2.00 see Jeanne. Bartletl

22»R.

,

tno_

RIDE WANTED

Babysitter for 2 week period, start 4 Oct.

20-30 hrs w k Also for future evening work

call 253-7157

tflO-l

One girl needs a ride to Watklns C.len

preferably Saturday. Oct. 2. Pleooe Coll

,M Mil..

Girl with Insurance agy exp. auto It

homeowners, rating * typing essential

Call 584-5555. AW Borawskl. Inc.. 08 King

st Northampton.

Art or advertising major needed to help

launch sales promotion, (all David. 5X6-

li:tx. Keep Hying.
tflO-l

Need money " Farn $25 or more a week!

Work your own hours at your convenience.

( all Barrv or Dave 400-530.

tflO-5

Help wanted! Need reliable students

male or female for delivery and sales

work. If you are really interested call 549-

:i!Mfi.

SKIERS WANTED ,fl" '

Skiers wanted toshare spacious chalet. 5

ruin from Ml. Snow. Luxury living, only

$250 for season. Dec. -Mar. Call Marty-549-

«7Xfi.

LECTURE NOTES

I ecture notes are now available in room

3IX in the Student I nion Lobby for all

sections of Anlhro 104. Botany 101. F.con.

125 and 126. Geology 101. Gov. 100 and 150.

Hist. 151. Human Dev. 270. Micro. 140.

Phil. 105, Psych 101, 202, 203. 270. 2X0. 301.

and 302, Soc. 101 Too. 101 and 135. One
section of Hist. 150 and Psych. 325 also In.

E NTERTAINMENT WANTED
Every Wednesday nlghl at the English

Pub-Do your own thing! Shure vocal

master PA system available! (all Jerry.

549-1200 or Mark. 25O-X370.

tflO-8

TYPING

Typing - thesis, dissertations .
etc. Fast,

accurate: have Greek alphabet, math. &
chem. symbols. Call 253-3001.

tflO-13

BUSI NESS OPPORTUNITY

Want a part-time or full time job?

Punning your own business, no door to

door, no telephone surveying. Call 253-5847

after 5.

If 10-5

FOOTWEAR
Men's famous maker boots • you'll know

them when you see them - $25 A $22. Shoe-

Bin. "In the alley".

10-

1

~~
SERVICES

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car, 107

No. Pleasant St. 250-8133.

tn-ii

OPENING

(.rand reopening! Free rookies at the

People's (raft Coop. Frl. • Rat.. Oct. I i 2.

40 S. Pleasant St. above Hastings Mem-
bership still open.

10-

1

(all Barry or Dave 540-0003

(all Rarry or Dave 540-0003.

tf 10-7
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AHEA
Do you still want to make a dif

fercnce? Come to our first

organizational meeting Weds. Oct. 6,

730 in Skinner Lounge. Be active!

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
There will be a bus leaving Whit

more on Sat. at 12:45 for the

Bclchertown State School. All in

terested people are welcome to at

tend.

BICYCLE CLUB
Magical Mystery Tour After the

great success of last week's trip, this

weekend has been delegated to a
likewise enjoyable journey. All

welcomed. Meet 11 a.m. Sat. at the
Newman Center.

CAR WASH
Have your car washed while you

wait or shop this Sat. at Zayre's

Parking lot from 9 am to 4 p.m..

Professional work and satisfaction

guaranteed. Sponsored by the

Newman Club.

CHESS CLUB
UMass Chess Open Tourney this

Sat. and Sunday in CC911 8. 917.

Registration at 9:30 am Sat. For

details call 6653415 Friday evening.

COUNCELING NIGHT CVSP
Psych majors If you would like

some information concerning your

courses or your career and would like

the chance to talk to knowledgeable
students or faculty, come to Colonial

Lounge Monday at 8pm.

FINE ARTS EVENTS
in consideration of the artist, all

Fine Arts events will start promptly
at 8pm unless otherwise advertised.

FINNISH CLUB
Meeting Monday at 7:30pm in

Bartlett 302. All students interested

Notices
in learning Finnish language are

urged to attend. For information call

5468053.

GORMAN
Babysitting service. Do you need a

babysitter? Available names and
telephone numbers registered in

Gorman House Lobby or call 5464546

or 5469537.
University Whist Tournament

Playoffs Ham 4pm, Sunday. Final

games 7 :30pm in Gorman House.

Prizes and trophies. All teams
register 10:30am. Coffee and donuts.

HILLEL
Computer dance postponed, call

Jackeeor Elaine 66888 or Bruce 69213

for information.
Friday evening services this week

only at 630 in the Hillel office.

LINGUISTICS LECTURE
James P. Thorne of the University

of Edinburgh will give a talk entitled

On the Grammar of Existential

Sentences' at 4pm Friday in Rm. 805

9 CC.

NEWMAN CLUB
"Jenny" starring Alan Alda and

Mario Thomas will be shown in the

Student Union Ballroom on Sat.

Showings are at 7, 9, and 10: 30pm and
everyone is invited.

SOCIAL WELFARE- SOC 292

Due to textbook delay, the hourly

exam scheduled for Oct. 8 will be

pushed to Oct. 15. Same material to

be covered.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
S.W Patriots are sponsoring a Flea

Market in fields next to F lot parking

area Sunday Oct. 3 from ? 5pm. Live

band entertainment. Interested in

participating? Call Jane 5468446.

LOST
Male kitten, 6mos. old, long orange

and white hair, wearing a blue collar.

Lost Friday in Puffton Village. Call

Bill 5496864.

One dorm president.

1907 edition of "Emma" by Jane
Austen. $15 to replace. Please return

to Goodell.

FOUND
One blue and red bathrobe m

vicinity of Kennedy, 18th floor. ..and a

note to those of you who are writing

these crazy lost president notices:

enough is enough! with a smile, your

newspaper typist

ENGAGEMENTS
Judy Johnson, 1975, Moore House

to Yann Mitcendear, 1972, Moore
House
Mel Hale, 1972, 313 JQA to Bunga

Duffield, 1972. SAM.

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:

7 00 pm EVENING NEWS - A

full half hour of comprehensive

news from Amherst's largest

broadcast news organization,

WMUA NEWS. From the wires

pf United Press International.

Associated Press, and UPI

World Audio Network. Includes

a five minute update at 7 :25.

7 30 p.m. 8:00 COM-
MONWEALTH REVIEW this

is the second in this new series

of interviews with state

congressmen and covering

what's happening in the

legislature. WMUA'S Ben Muse
is the reporter.

8:00 p.m. - 11:00 THE DRUM
black programming for the

Connecticut Valley featuring

black news, poetry, jazz, soul,

commentary and feeds from a

national black audio network.

11 :00 pm - 3:00 am JOHN LORING
brings you progressive music.

Cindy Nelson, 1973, 2005 Coolidge to

Mike McMahon, 1973, Phi Sigma

Kappa „ .

Chris Shannon, Westfield to Brian

Delaney, 1974, Colonial Village.

Norma Jean Bailey, 1973, Field to

Lewis Jay Cohen, 1972, Grayson.

Sandra Katz, 1973, 303 Brown to

Armond Carello, Grad., Amherst.

FA< U.TV. STAFF
Uhere vill you be next fain You must

plan nov to enhance career in crowded

job market Confidential service offers

professional resume, guidance in

petition search for simile lew fee For

credentials, career starter, send 2.V to

Academic Associates. SO Meadow
Street/Suite 16. Amherst. Mass. 01002
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAiW<

Leo wants ailention, ihis is especially

Irue of students born under this zodiacal

siqn A perceptive teacher will give Leo just

,i Mile extra lime If you flatter a Leo, you

may be paving the way for a long friend

ship Leo harmonizes with Libra, Gemini,

Sagittarius and Aries. Leo does very few

ih.rtqs that are not completed from cooking

to romance, it is all or nothing. Some
famous persons born under ihis zodiacal

sign include Leo Durocher, Rudy Vallee

<ind Mae West

ARIES (March 21 April 19) You may
want to socialize, associate may want to be

quiet, secretive You face somewhat of a

dilemma Key <s to maintain sense of

humor Refuse to be frightened by what

appears mysterious. Laughter can be vital

ionic

TAURUS (April 20 May 201: You get

chance lo prove abilities and cement

Inendship Lunar position coincides with

helpinq hand from one in authority You

clon'i Know all answers But some puzzle

pieces now are falling into place.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Join forces

with Taurus individual Your ambitions can

be fulfilled Know ihis. be confident. Show

professional superior you have stuff of

success Outline plan, proposal You will

qet attention

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Good lunar

aspect now coincides with lourney. added

knowledge, gain ihrough intellectual

pursuits Be gentle in dealing with family

member Domestic quandary will

boomerang in your lavor

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Perceive hidden

meanings. Realize some persons cannot say

what they think, read between lines. Detect

subtle nuances Avoid self deception where

finances enter picture. Patience now is a

requisite

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Obtain hint

from Leo message Avoid tendency to base

actions on wishful thinking Accent now is

on marriage, partnerships, legal activities.

Be wary in granting interviews Some want

lo misquote you.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Spotlight on

work, health, basic issues. Key is to

graphically illustrate best selling points

Gel rid of burden not rightly your own

Some are only too willing to take advantage

of you
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Accent on

change, travel, qreater self expression

Relations with young persons are in

lensified. Success shown Ihrough creative

endeavors. Break out of emotional shell.

Tell feelings to member of opposite sex.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21) Don't

neglect duties at home base. Going too far

afield would be error. Grass is not greener

•Isewhere Older family member plays

prominent role. Use lime constructively

Careful approach wins maior point.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Ob
struct ion lo progress can be removed Key

is lo be versatile. Be familiar with alter

natives there is more than one method Act

as if you know it Neighbor, relative acts in

confused manner
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. IB) Money is

spotlighted. What you felt was out of reach

becomes available Steady approach is

necessary Maintain balance. Avoid ex

tremes. Protect your interests. No false

modesty. Be specific, confident

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Lunar cycle

high, you are apt lo get what you request

Be sure desires are based on actual needs

Follow ihrough, lake initiative. New
contacts prove fruitful. Don't hide light. Be

a self starter.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

considered dynamic, an original thinker.

You do best when working for yourself You

are nol so good at following organized

patterns If single, contact made earlier in

year could lead lo marriage.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1

6

11

12

14

15

17

Pamphlet

Wide

Trader

Lasso

Conjunction

Inflexible

Pronoun

18 Meadow
20 Dropsy

21 Resort

22 Girl's name

24 French for

"summer"

25 Thesweetsop

26 Hunting dog

28 Austere

30 Exclamation

31 Confederate

general

32 Cloister

35 Loose woman
38 Part of

camera

39 Period of

time

41 Tissue

42 Paid notices

43 Aches

45 Edge

46 Cyprinoid

fish

47 Commemorativi

marches

Brother of

Odin

Hold back

Rents

Baker's

products

55 Go in

DOWN

1 Cylindrical

2 Sun god

3 A state

(abbr.)

4 Give up
5 Dealer

6 Reproaches
7 Genus of frogs

8 Worthless
leaving

9 Three-toed

sloth

10 Part of furnace

11 Apportions

13 Plague

16 Encountered

19 Achieves

21 Pittsburgh

football player

23 One of Three
Musketeers

25 Turn aside

27 Organ of

hearing

29 Guido's high

note
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32 Checkered
pattern

Blushing to a
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Playoff Begins . .

.

Orioles Ride Win
Skein Into Playoffs

BALTIMORE ( AP)-The Baltimore Orioles, who have never lost

an Ameican League playoff game, open a best-of-5 series against

Oakland tomorrow in the midst of another torrid winning streak.

The Orioles won their final 11 games of the season, equaling the

club record set at the end of the 1970 season-when they continued on

to sweep Minnesota in the playoffs and take Cincinnati, four games

to one, in the World Series.

After being upset by the New York Mets in the 1969 World Series,

the Orioles figured they may have relaxed a little too much after

wrapping up the first" of their three straight American League

division titles, although they again swept Minnesota in the playoffs.

"That was a great experience for us in 1969," outfielder Frank

Robinson said yesterday after the Orioles conducted an intrasquad

game. "We all benefitted from that. When you get in a rut and

relax, it's hard to turn it back on again."

In winning their last 11 this season, the Orioles scored 74 runs and

rapped out 123 hits. By contrast, Oakland scored 43 runs while

winning seven of its last 11.

Before scoring 25 runs while winning their last four games, the

As had been held to eight runs in five games and had been shut out

twice.

Vida Blue, Oakland's 24-game winner who beat the Orioles 1-0

and 2-1 during the season, will oppose Dave McNally, a 21-game

winner, in Saturday's opener.

Frank rated Oakland as "over-all, a better club than Minnesota's

the past two years. It has the better pitching, the hitting is a little

better and the defense is better."

A's Find Home
On The Road

BALTIMORE (AP) -Opening the American League playoffs

away from home might be a disadvantage for most baseball clubs,

but apparently not for the Oakland Athletics.

They set a league record this season with 55 road victories, one

more than the 1939 Yankees record. The As were 55-25, the old

Yanks 54-20.

Also, as Oakland Manager Dick Williams lamented while the A's

were turning the AL's Western Division race into a runway in

August, "We're more appreciated on the road than at home."

There were about a thousand rooters on hand though for a rally at

the Oakland International Airport yesterday when the A's departed

for Baltimore. A Dixieland band blared sendoff music, shouts of

"Beat the Birds" and placards with the same message were

numerous. Each Oakland player was introduced before boarding

the plane and given a cheer of encouragement.

Even with their great road record the A's can't be too happy that

the out-of-town park where they begin the playoffs is Baltimore's

Memorial Stadium. . ^. ....

They've lost three of five there this year, one by 1-0 and the other

two when the Birds came from behind in the ninth inning.

Reggie Jackson, with 32 home runs, and Sal Bando, with 24, give

Oakland's attack some power, but speed featuring shortstop Bert

Campaneris' 34 stolen bases, has been a keystone of their success

|| Pirates Await

II Coastal Outcome
''' PHILADELPHIA (AP)-'it's just a question of who gets hot,'

savs Manager Danny Murtaugh of the Pittsburgh Pirates in

analyzing the National League playoffs which start tomorrow on

the West Coast. . .

Murtaugh's Pirates wound up their regular season last night

against the Philadelphia Phillies. Pittsburgh clinched the Eastern

Division championship a week ago and has been playing out the

string while the San Francisco Giants and Los Angeles Dodgers

eneaeed in their dogfight for the Western title.

Murtaugh said he had no druthers in the Giants-Dodgers

shootout, although the Pirates beat Los Angeles eight to four in

their 12-game regular season set, while losing 9 of 12 to the Giants.

He repeated his who-gets-hot theory.

"In a short series whoever gets hot is going to win; it s as simple

as that," insisted the Pittsburgh manager.

Does Murtaugh feel more confident against the Dodgers or

Giants than he did last year before the Pirates fell in three straight

games to the Cincinnati Reds'' "We felt pretty good last year he

replied "We felt we had a good team then and we have a good team

now Both the Dodgers and the Giants are pretty good teams or

they wouldn't be here down to the last game."

Would the Pirates have an edge being able to relax with the

division in hand early as against the Giants and Dodgers being

wrapped up in a tense struggle almost to the final inning of the

spusnn'

"That's quite a debate," said Murtaugh thoughtfully. "I

remember those old Yankee teams used to clinch the pennant two

and three weeks early, get plenty of rest and then win. Last year we

went to the final week, while Cincinnati won early and rested and

we lost. Then there have been teams go down to the wire and go

right on and win. There is no way of telling."

Commentary. .

.

Soccer Triumph Adds Fuel

To UMass-B.C. Rivalry
I'Y KELLEYBy MARTY

When Jack Berryman's booters

nonchalantly sauntered off the

field with a 3-0 whitewash of Boston

College this Tuesday, an un-

derlying theme within the

chemistry of the two schools was

almost totally disguised by how

poorly the Eagles performed.

In the last decade of sport con-

flict between these respective

powers, head to head confrontation

and emotional interest as well as

the media have fabricated one of

the most bitter rivalries in all of

New England and the Eastern

locale.

Old standbys such as Harvard-

Yale, Rutgers-Princeton, Army-

Navy, and even Amherst-Williams

have all evolved by the turn of the

century. But as both state athletic

powers began pushing their

prowess around New England,

each school wanted to say they

were the best in each respective

sport.

Whenever B.C. comes to town or

when the Aggies (as the B.C. press

would infer) sojourn to Chestnut

Hill, it's all on the line. In recent

years UMass, in a revampent of its

athletic strength, has been able to

bridge the gap between B.C.'s

early dominance and today's

pedestal.

For Berryman, Tuesday was an

auspicious beginning. But in the

previous years of play, the 3-0

victory was par for the course. To

say that the Eagles can be equated

with competition for UMass in

soccer is but an understatement

clearly substantiated over the past

four years.

In this span the Redman booters

have outscored the Eagles, 17-0.

Still looking for their first goal,

Boston College has had their

problems offensively as they

duplicated last year's shot total of

three in a similar 3-0 loss this year.

Three years ago it was 3-0 and in

the first game ever, Duane Brown
tallied five goals in an 8-0 triumph.

Soccer wins lack what football

surrenders in the fall. Overall, the

Eagles hold a 6-3 edge on the

gridiron including last season's 21-

10 triumph at Alumni Stadium

before 18,000 season ending fans.

Not only did the intense rivalry

cause friction on the battlefield,

but B.C. came to Amherst looking

for perhaps a Liberty Bowl bid.

The Eagles didn't get it. And if it

wasn't for a perfect faked field

goal touchdown engineered by

Frank Harris to Fred Willis, the

Eagles would have had a tough

time leaving the Stadium with a

win.

After an opening game thrashing

at West Virginia, the Eagles have

bounced back against Temple and

Navy. When you figure that the

Midshipmen were down 3-0 at the

half at Chestnut Hill, and as most

teams improve as the season ages,

it might be apropos to add that the

Redmen finish their season in

Boston, November 20.

Perhaps never before was this

fierce rivalry brought to such a

head as it was at the Cage last Feb.

9. Over 5,000 cathartic fans broke

every fire law ever affixed to

Curry Hicks Cage to see if Julius

THE RIVALRY GOES ON-UMass soccer ace, Augie Calheno ( 11 ),

adds a litttle more fuel to the fire in the continuing rivalry between

UMass and Boston College in Tuesday's game which the Redmen

won. 3-0. (MDC Photo by Ed Mangiaratti)

Erving and Co. could wing the

Eagles for the first time in over

five years.

To the tune of Erving's 32 points

and a final confirmation of 85-77, a

reign of disparity on the hardcourt

had ended for the Redmen against

the Eagles. Granted, Erving is

making his money now in Norfolk,

Virginia, but the reception com-

mittee at Roberts Center this

winter will be minus such names as

Jimmy O'Brien, Frank Fitzgerald

and Vin Costello.

The win at the Cage ushered

quick cries of anguish and far too

many paragraphs of "bad ink"

from the media at Chestnut Hill.

UMass was constantly referred to

as the "Aggies", as well as being

slandered for our number one New
England rating, shunned for our

overflow, aisle-bulging crowd and

even Paul Gorant, our own fearless

leader at the mike, was chastized.

Hopefully this year's politics

won't be as harsh as last.

In baseball coach Bergquist's

playoff contenders were stopped at

Chestnut Hill. In track coach Ken
O'Brien's herde finished second to

Boston College in the New
England's. So throughout the year

the struggle intensified.

What has been lost on the field of

battle between UMass and B.C. has

buttressed many a heated

argument. At any rate victory or

defeat is accompanied by its own
sweat •

If the beginning will tell the end,

coach Berryman has started the

Redmen on the conquest of the

Eagle on the right foot. You can bet

Chestnut Hill nestled into its own
complacency last Tuesday night.

Freshman Harriers

Host Tri-Meet Opener
Bv JAY NESTOR

The UMass freshman cross country team opens its season tomorrow

hosting the Northeastern and St. John freshman harriers in a race

beginning at 11 a.m.

This year's crop of Redman frosh bear a good resemblan< < to the

teams of the previous two years which is quite a rating in that their two

predecessors were the best in New England.

This year team balance should be the big strength for the freshmen. In

tomorrow's race Bill Gillin will be the number one man for UMass, but he

should be followed closely by Paul Albini, Bruce MacLean and Devon

Croft. Steve Brown, Tom Wilson, Randy Thomas and Rick Vos<- all have

the potential to break into the top five positions.

Many of these freshman have also shown in practice the ability to run

for the varsity if needed during the course of the season

It is hopeful that these freshman will carry on the excellent* that has

characterized UMass freshman cross country in the past.

RUSSELLS
PACKAGE STORE

HAPPY HOUR

Headquarters

18 Main St.

Amherst

253-5441
J

Responsible People

Are Being Sought As

Advocates for the General Court

The right to defend and prosecute

fully Is just part of the job.

For more information

contact Henry Bouffard, Student Senate Office.
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Booters Under Lights At B.U.
By BTEVE FERBER

Under the lights go the UMass
soccermen, as they prepare for

their third game inside of a week,

travelling to B.U. to face an 0-2

soccer team. The 7:30 contest, to

take place at Nickerson Field in

Boston, will place a Terriers

team that has yet to score this

season, against a Redmen squad

that is unscored upon. Un-

doubtedly things don't look good

for the hosts.

At 0-2, B.U. is not quite as bad

off as they might seem, for in

both games they have had tough

competition. First it was Babson,

in B.U.'s home opener, to whom
they fell 1-0. Then Brown invited

them down to Rhode Island

where the Bruins took them

apart, 5-0. Babson has been

known for good soccer teams,

and Brown is currently the top

ranked team in New England,

thus their two losses might not be

taken as seriously having viewed

their opposition.

But factors point against B.U.

when scores are compared with

last year. Against these same two

opponents, Babson and Brown,

last year's scores read 1-1, and 1-

respectively, and if comparison

scores are to present any picture

at all, it is a good one for the

Redmen.
As the teams prepare for their

first night game of the year, B.U.

will be playing their first Yankee
Conference game. Last year both

B.U. and Holy Cross entered the

conference, and as UMass enters

their second inter- conference

game, the Terriers will get a

taste of what the division's best is

like.

latlg (SnUrgtan

SPORTS
J. sAbout the only credit to B.U.

side is a casual comment handed

out by Maine's soccer coach. Last

Saturday he remarked to Coach

Berryman, "B.U.'s got a real

good squad, and they like to run a

The Maine coach saw the

Terriers in action against

Bowdoin, sometime before last

Saturday's game, but other than

this off the cuff statement, B.U.

doesn't have a gret deal going for

them.
UMass is currently sharing the

Yankee Conference lead with

Vermont, as both teams hold 1-0-0

records. Last week, Vermont
knocked off UConn, 3-2, while

bumping off St. Michael's 3-0 to

keep pace with the Redmen,
undefeated within the conference

and undefeated outside of the

conference.

While maintaining their

standing as fourth in New
England, the Redmen saw two

positions go through a slight

U
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AN EAGLE USING HIS HEAD-UMass booter Herman Rodrigo readies himself for rebound off the

head of a Boston College defender. Related story on the inside. (MDC Photo by Ed Mangiaratti)

change this past week. Harvard,

in the number one spot all last

year, and up top for this year's

first week, fell to the number two

slot despite garnering eight of the

12 first place votes. Thus as

Brown gained the top position by

a narrow 112-107 margin,

Sprinfield, UMass and Williams

held onto their slots with solid

triumphs.
Individually three Redmen

booters were recognized by the

Yankee Conference for their

performances last weekend.
Although no Redmen made the

first weekly conference team.

Goalie John Kiah. forward Lindo

Alves. and halfback Mike Nugent

all received votes.

Three games in a week is a great

deal to ask ot any soccer team,

and the likelihood of sluggishness

is there. But the strong im-

Frosh Grid

Preview
By BILL BALLOU

Hoping to improve on last

year's 0-5 record, the UMass
freshman football team journeys

to Boston today to take on the

Boston University freshman
squad. Coach Bill Maxwell plans

to show the Terriers a balanced

attack, mixing the passing of

Fred Kelliher with the running

of backs Rich Herman and Tom
Szematowicz.

Kelliher. from Abington, has a

good arm and can throw the long

ball, as evidenced by the 15 TD
passes he fired last year. And

when Kelliher does go to the air.

he has several capable receivers

including the versatile John

Healy who also doubles as a kick

returner.

On the ground, the powerful

Herman, who weighs in at 190

and stands 5' 11" and fullback

Szematowicz, a Buffalo. N.Y.

native, will look for holes opened

up by a line averaging over 200

pounds. If they happen to get lost

in the backfield they can always

look for Brad Calnan, who plays

tackle and stands at 6' 6", tip-

ping the scale at 218 pounds.

On the defensive side, coach

Maxwell plans to go with a "50"

defense that features a front five

anchored by big Ed McAleney

from South Portland, Maine.

The 6' 3" McAleney won High

School All-American honors last

year and could prove a tough

man to move at the line of

scrimmage. Another man to

watch for up front is Bill Fitz-

patrick, who also stands at 6' 3"

and will be tough to throw over.

The defensive secondary plays

the pass on a man-to-man basis.

The responsibility back here lies

with Rich Brown, Mike Fac-

chini. and Gary Murphy.

Harriers Open At Home Against

Northeastern And St. Johns
By JAY NESTOR

The UMass cross country team makes its season

debut tomorrow hosting Northeastern University

and St. Johns in what should prove to be one of the

toughest opening meets for a Redman cross

countrv unit in some years. Starting time is 11

a.m. in the athletic field behind the Women's

Physical Education Building.

Northeastern is in good early season condition

coming off a field team performance at the

Northeastern Track Club five mile open race two

weeks ago and a shutout last weekend over New
Hampshire.
Sophomore Bruce Butterworth leads the strong

Huskie contingent that features perhaps the most

depth of any team in the region. In their big win

over the Wildcats the first five Northeastern

runners had only 30 seconds between the first and

fifth men which is some running.

Like UMass, St. Johns is a young team. To date

the Redmen (they have the same nickname as

I Mass) have split two meets and turned in a fine

team split of 47 seconds in defeating Rutgers last

week

.

It's the opinion of UMass cross country coach

that tomorrow's race should be a closely contested

event with Northeastern rating the nod on the

strength of its early season performance.

( )'Brien also sees the possibility of an upset if his

top live harriers can all have good days over the

new UMass course which features two miles of hill

running through the Orchards.

St. Johns does not appear to be as strong as both

Northeastern and UMass, but with the two races

behind them, the Redmen (St. Johns) should prove

to be competitively tough.

This should be an interesting and competitive

opener for UMass. The Redmen are young,

somewhat inexperienced and if there was ever a

way that O'Brien would like to see his team get

their first baptismal under fire, he sure picked a

good way in tomorrow's race.

In the crucial area of

linebacking, the Redmen seem
fairly well set with Paul St.

Onge, Ken Foisy, Tom Brad-

shaw and Dennis Kearnan
handling the chores.

After opening on the road in

Boston, the Frosh play their next

two games at home, Oct. 10

against Boston College and Oct.

23 vs URI. Then they travel to

Storrs to play UConn in a night

contest on Nov. 5. A week later

they close out their season at

home against the University of

New Hampshire.
Like any other freshman

team, this one will fall down and

make mistakes. But they all

want to play football and will

hustle and give 100%. They are

the Varsity of the future, so

come down some time when

they're home and see some
interesting football

US. Grand Prix Sunday

Hoopsters Draw Villanova
The UMass basketball team has drawn NCAA tourney runner-up

Villanova in the first round of the Quaker City Invitational to be

held from December 27-30 at Philadelphia's Palestra.

Other first round pairings send Manhattan against Tennessee,

Fairfield against Defending champion South Carolina and LaSalle

against Boston College. _

WATKINS GLEN, N.Y. AP—Ronnie Peterson, son of a Swedish con-

fectioner, will win the world driving championship some day.

That's the word from Jackie Stewart, who has won the title twice and

wants it another time or two, and Rob Walker, a wealthy British sport-

sman who helped Stirling Moss to greatness as sponsor and car owner.

"He is just as fast as I am" Stewart said Thursday. "But, in this

business, experience counts. And I have a bit more of it."

Walker, whose family made its money in whisky, is considered to be

probably the most efficient observer of the international realm of auto

racing. .

"Ronnie has the potential, the attitude and the talent to become one of

the greats," Walker said. "I think he will be a champion."

Peterson, a tall, blond bachelor who neither smokes nor drinks, already

has wrapped up second place in the 1971 formula 1 series behind Stewart.

Driving for March, the 27 year-old from Orebro, Sweden, had a sen-

sational second place at Monaco, then outdrove most of the old masters

for a runnerup finish in the British Grand Prix. He also counted points

with a fourth in a very wet Dutch Grand Prix and a fifth in Germany.

Although he is relatively unknown outside Europe, Peterson will be a

favorite of the fans in Sunday's U.S. Grand Prix, to be run over the new

3.37 mile circuit at Watklns Glen.

Both Stewart and Walker also are high on the future prospects for two

other young Grand Prix drivers, Emerson Fittipaldi of Brazil and

Francois Cevert of France.

Fittipaldi, who drives for the Gold Leaf Lotus team, won U.S. Grand

Prix last year in his fourth start as replacement for the late Jochen Rindt

of Austria.
. m

Cevert. 26. is Stewart's regular teammate in Tyrell-Fords. He picked

una pair of second place finishes to Stewart in France and Germany and

is rapidlv picking up some of the Scotsman's celebrated driving tactics.

Formal practice and qualifying for the $267,000 U.S. Grand Prix opens

Friday. Stewart. Fittipaldi and Belgian Jacky Ickx are among pole

favorites.

pregnable defense of the Redmen
should perform brilliantly again,

as they sharpen up in their bid for

three shutouts in a row. If the

offense, which has been working

well as of late, can perform

steadily, UMass will show B.U.

that this conference is no Yankee
Doodle division.

Two Standing

Ovations
SAN DIEGO (AP ("Someone

said it was the first time a player

has received a standing ovation

in two parks at the same time."

Nate Colbert was talking. His

27th home run of the season

brought the agonizing National

League West race down to the

wire in San Diego and Los

Angeles.

The three-run clout gave San

Diego's Padres a 4-1 victory

Wednesday night over San
Francisco and. coupled with the

11-0 trouncing handed Los
Angeles by Houston, left the

Giants a game ahead of the

Dodgers.

At 23, Clay Kirby became the

first San Diego pitcher ever to

win 15 games. He held the Giants

to seven hits.

Southpaw Dave Roberts faced

the Giants Juan Marichal in the

series and season finale last

night.

After blasting 38 homers last

year. Colbert was happy to show
fans disappointed in this

season's effort that he's still a

slugger

"This was the biggest home
run I've ever hit." said the 6-

foot-2, 209 pound first baseman
about the lOth-inning blast.

Pirates Win
PHILADELPHIA (AP)-The

Pittsburgh Pirates used a two-

run double by Jackie Hernandez
to defeat the Philadelphia
Phillies 4-3 Thursday night in the

final game of the regular season.

Manager Danny Murtaugh
used five pitchers in a tune-up

for the National League playoffs

with Bob Moose, the second
hurler, picking up his 11th

victory against seven defeats.

Manny Sanguillen's sixth

home run of the season tied the

score 1-1 in the third, then the

Pirates struck for three runs in

the fourth to tag Billy Champion
with his fifth loss in eight

decisions.

Roberto Clemente opened the

inning with a single, took third

on a single by Willie Stargell and
scored on a sacrifice fly by Al

Oliver Vic Davalillo singled and
Hernandez followed with his

two run double to knock out

Champion.

Weekend
By BOB NESTI

Theater
Here Are Ladies - Irish actress

Siobhan McKenna will portray several

women characters from Irish literature,

Thursday, Oct. 7, in Bowker
Auditorium. Her program, "Here Are

Ladies," will include selections from

O'Casey's "Juno and the

Paycock, "/"Saint Joan," and Yeats'

"Crazy Jane" poems. The second half of

the evening will be devoted to James
Joyce's "Anna Livia Plurabelle," the

lullaby from "Finnegan's Wake," and

Molly Bloom's soliloquy from
"Ulysses." Tickets are available at the

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter

Hall, 545-0202. Prices: UMass un-

dergrads, $1.50; other full-time

students, $2.50; UMass faculty and staff,

$3; general public $3.50.

Measure For Measure - Shakespeare's

bitter comedy will be performed for its

final times this weekend tonight at 8 and

tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 at the

Theater 14, Smith College. ($)

Things; and The Nature Of The

Universe - Two new plays of divergent

forms and themes by the two new

playwrights who won Smith Theater

Department's playwrighting contest

last semester. The plays will be done

this Saturday and Sunday evenings at 8.

($)

You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown -

The National Company of one of Off-

Broadway's biggest hit musicals will

give two performances this Sunday at

3:30 and 8:30 in Bowker Auditorium. The

play opened in 1967 and ran over three

years in New York racking up a run of

1597 performances and had successful

runs in over thirty cities world-wide.

The musical is an adaptation of Charles

M. Schultz's immensely successful

"Peanuts'comic strip and is an ex-

plosively winning show. ($)

Films
A Day At The Races (Saturday,

Sunday, Merrill Science Center,

Amherst College, 8 and 10).

The Marx Brothers in their best

known famous farces. It's also one of

their finest.

Billy Jack - (Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield)

B film and bikie film director T.C.

Frank's first serious venture is a sincere

yet heavy-handed morality play. The

fate of a freak-run liberal school is pitted

between a young Vietnam Vet and

reactionary forces of a Southwest town

with every contemporary cliche used as

ammunition.
The Confession (Talkie, Nor-

thampton)
A Czech government official and a

loyal Communist is arrested, pressured,

tortured, and dehumanized into giving a

false confession. Directed by Costas-

Gravas, the film suffers from the

political extravagances of its director,

yet it is a far more honest film than the

director's earlier Z. Yves Montand gives

a compelling performance as the victim

and Simone Signoret is featured.

The Conformist (Amherst Cinema,

Amherst)
A complex, baroque study of the

fascist mind in which the nature of

conformity is explored with a fine,

sustained tone and nature of conformity

A complex, baroque study of the

fascist mind in which the nature of

conformity is explored with a fine,

sustained tone and a mature, insightful

script. The direction by Italian Ber-

nardo Bertolucci mixes politics and

sexuality to a brilliant effect in telling

the story of a man driven to become a

political assassin in Fascist Italy. The

decor is hypnotically, effective, as is the

performance of Jeqn-Louis Trintignant.

The Devils (Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield)

Ken Russell's latest exercise in ex-

cesses is about as interesting as glut-

tony. For more, see review on page 7A.

Drive, He Said Palace Cinema, West

Springfield)

Jack Nicholson first directorial en-

deaver deals with the aimlessness and

waste of college basketball players. One
revolts, another cracks up in this film

notable for its candidness in language,

nudity, sex, and attitude. Cast is made
mostly of newcomers featuring William

Tepper, Hector Bloom, and Karen Black

(of Five Easy Pieces); Adapted from

Jeremy Lardner's underground classic

novel by the author and Nicholson with

erratic results, still, though, an in-

teresting look at our generation's feeling

of aimlessness.

Freaks (Friday, Campus Center

Auditorium, 6:30 and 9:30)

Tod Browning's infamous look at the

behind-the-scenes of a freak show. It

was made in 1932 and was banned from

American screens for some thirty years

One of the recent casts performing in "YOU'RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN"
which has had seven companies performing coast to coast. This enchanting musical,

based on the Peanuts' comic strip, has been playing in New York for over four years

for its unexpected yet honest fascination

with various dwarfs, cripples, and

mutants. It is a legendary horror film,

not to be missed by anyone interested in

the genre.

Jenny (Sunday, SU Ballroom, 6:30 and

9)

Mario Thomas and Alan Alda star in

this surprisingly engaging film about an

unmarried pregnant girl and a draft

dodger in New York. Romantic and

comic without being overly sentimental,

it succeeds in its own low-keyed way.

John and Mary (Friday, 7. 30 and 9: 30,

SU Ballroom)
Dustin Hoffman and Mia Farrow try

hard but really cant save this chic,

cliched New Morality play. The two

reverse the typical romantic plot as they

meet in a dating bar, have sex, and then

fall in love. Even the switch, though,

cannot save this overly conscious

sophisticated comedy.

Lc Million (Sunday, Thompson 104, 7

and 9)

Rene Clair's 1931 satire with music.

Clair was one of the first masters of the

sound musical and this film is one of the

best examples of early sound musical

comedy.
Let's Scare Jessica To Death

(Showcase Cinemas)
A low-budget horror film, made

almost entirely in rural Connecticut,

about a mentally disturbed woman
encountering supernatural doings in an

old house, or is she? It's hard to tell and

doesn't matter much as this low-budget

film really doesn't succeed very well.

Featuring a cast made up mostly of

television actors headlined by Zohra

Lampert (of "Dark Shadows") Barton

Heyman. and Kevin O'Conner.

My Night At Maud's (Campus
Cinemas, South Hadley)

A movie of conversation, and more

conversation pure and simple, which

makes for a wonderfully complex and

marvelous experience. A devout

Catholic young man argues and

philosophizes about the value of his

being true to his convictions during a

period of sexual temptation. Directed by

Eric Rohmer (Claire's Knee), the film

sustains interest despite its lengthy

emphasis on dialogue. Jean-Louis

Triginant, who is fast becoming one of

film's finest actors, is again exceptions.

Notorious (Friday, Campus Center

Auditorium, 7:45)

Alfred Hitchcock's 1946 suspense

drama features Ingrid Bergman and

Cary Grant with a script by Ben Hecht.

As good an example of vintage Forties

Hitchcock as you may hope to see.

The Omega Man (Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield)

Charleston Heston as one of the Last

Men on Earth is pursued by horrible

mutants. This science fiction tale has

Heston and the talented Rosalind Cash

(as, what else, the Last Woman) up

against the wall which, considering the

film, is probably where they deserve to

be.

The Panic In Needle Park (Campus
Cinemas, Hadley; Calvin Theater,

Northampton)
A realistic account of junkies and their

habits which is somewhat marred by its

overly sentimental love story. Two
young people, Bobby and Helen, slowly

and steadily get completely immersed
in heroin addiction as the film

chronicles their descent in a searing,

semi-documentary fashion. Director

Jerry Schatzberg has captured some
strong details of the junkie's life in New
York, along with two excellent per-

formances from newcomers Al Pacino

and Kitty Winn
Phaedra (Tuesday, Thompson 104, 8

and 10)

Jules Dassin's embarrassing modern

retelling of the ancient Greek myth.

Melina Mecouri is hopelessly bad and

this one nearly drove Anthony Perkins

out of films entirely. It does have an

interesting music score.

The Rain People (Thursday, SU
Ballroom, 7 and 9:30)

The extent of loneliness and en-

croaching middle age is the theme of

this longish, somewhat dry film A
middle-class, housewife in her Thirties

packs her things one morning and leaves

her Connecticut surburban existance

behind and the film chronicles her

travels westward. Shirley Knight gives

an uncomfortably real portrayal of this

lost woman, thanks mainly to the fine

direction of the gifted American director

Francis Ford Coppolla.

Rebel Without A Cause (Monday,

Folklore Center, Amherst, 8 and 10)

A legendary piece of social com-

mentary out of the fifties which is worth

seeing today mainly because of the

acting from a cast headed by James
Dean, Natalie Wood, Sal Mineo, and Jim
Backus. A young man of a strong in-

dividual nature comes to a wealthy Los

Angeles suburb and finds himself at

odds with the high school's social elite of

juvenile delinquents. He forms a tender

liason with a sensitive girl and a lonely

boy against what seems to be an obtuse

and hostile world. Dean is fine but Mineo

gives probably the essential per-

formance of the dejected, rich young

man.
Summer of '12 (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley; Academy Of Music. Nor-

thampton. Showcase Cinemas. West

Springfield)

The maturing of a young man is 1
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An Expression Of Black Spirit TAKE TWO
The New Elite

The following is part of an ex-

perimental program to ascertain the

public's interest in cassette video tapes

which contain not only the program, but

also an analysis of the attitudes

espoused in the programs. The analysis

can actually be considered footnotes.

Some of the analyses deal with the truth-

fullness of the statements made by the

panel members, and bits of information

that were not mentioned during the

program. Analysis Committees will

discuss the merits of each portion of the

program. Members of "The New
Elite's" Analysis Committee are Donald

Langley. the author of "Their Collars

Are Still White", who says that there is

no new elite, and Aaron Frankenberger,

who wrote, "The Bluing Process", in

which he says there has been a startling

change in the composition of the middle

and upper income groups.

All analyses are the result of

discussion Mr. Langley and Mr.

Frankenberger had after viewing each

segment of the program several times.

The analyses are not the views of

WNBC

"The New Elite", next on channel 4."

"Good evening. I'm Lance Hawkin-

s..."

"...And I'm Mark Herkowitz. This

evening we will be discussing what

many people call "The Rise of a New
Elite ". Are many blue collar types

assuming management and other white

collar jobs? These are the major

questions which will be explored during

the next half hour. Lance, who are our

guests for tonight?"

"With us tonight are: David Joubert, a

graduate of Crestdale High School in

Crestdale, N.Y. and Princeton

University. Norman Lewis, a graduate

of DeWitt Clinton H.S. in New York City.

He is from Harlem. Johnathan

Bergenfeld, a graduate of Scarsdale

H.S. in Scarsdale, N.Y., and the

University of California at Berkeley and

Hugo Roselli, from Cicero, 111. Hugo is a

graduate of Cicero Central High School.

We will begin our discussion in just a

moment."

Analysis
David Joubert, age 24. Solid

educational background. His M.A. in

economics from Princeton is enough to

get him firmly established in the middle-

class.

Home Town: Crestdale, NY., a

prosperous to wealthy black com-
munity.

Norman Lewis, age 22. Norman has an

adequate educational background. He

has a commercial diploma from DeWitt

Clinton High School in New York City.

Working class background.

Hometown. Harlem. NY., one of New
York's black ghettoes.

Johnathan Bergenfeld, age 21. Solid

educational background. His masters in

business administration will be useful if

he decides to become a partner in his

father Howard's business: Bergenfeld

Contractors, Inc.

Home Town: Scarsdale, N.Y., a wealthy

community in Westchester County New
York
Hugo Koselli, age 23. Hugo has an

adequate educational background. He
has a technical diploma from Cicero

Central High School. Working class

background.
Home Town: Cicero, Illinois, a blue

collar predominantly Italian suburb of

Chicago.

"We now return to "The New Elite".

Noticing that the show is on the air

again, Mark says, "Johnathan, let's

begin the discussion with a synopsis of

your opinion of the idea that a new elite

is developing '.

Johnathan, after a moment of thought

answers, smiling, "I don't intend to be

fussy, but I must take issue with your

request. What is meant by the term

"elite"? Will you define it for me?"
With a trace of sarcasm. Lance

Hawkins interjects, ill try to explain

the term for the young man, Mark.

When one speaks of an elite, it is usually

associated with high society, the best

class, the best group, et cetera. In this

case Mark is refering to economic

position."

Johnathan, feigning surprise, "Oh... I

didn't know that. However, if he is

refering to economic position, why
doesn't he ask a question such as "Do
you believe there has been a shift of

membership in the top income brackets,

or has a new group taken over the apex

of the economic pyramid? I would be

able to answer .questions such as those

much easier than the one he just asked. I

cannot speak in terms of an elite as you

have just defined one Mr. Hawkins,

because to me, elite has many negative

connotations."

Mark then said, angrily, "I don't want

to engage in any semantological

games."
David Joubert says at this point,

"That is the major problem that we
have today. Most people do not take the

time to listen. They often refuse to ac-

cept new definitions. One need not have

a home in a sprawling suburb with two

cars in the garage to consider himself

successful. I don't deny the need for

obtaining money. If I did, I would not

bother to have a job. To me, people who
are happv about what they do are the

real elite. When I speak of an elite, I

include the truck driver who loves his

wife, enjoys doing things with his

family, and if he is white, is secure

enough to have empathy for his black

brother who is out there working hard to

give his family the best he can too. One

who is in the elite may be prosperous

monetarily, but not necessarily.

Lance says slyly, "DaviO, let me give

you a hypothetical situation. There are

26,000 policemen in New York City. Let's

say that fifty of them are corrupt."

Mark says quickly, "Gee, that's a

naive figure".

Lance continues, "That isn't the point.

Suppose these fifty men are happy about

their jobs, since they are in such a good

position to profit from illegal gambling

operations, narcotics sales, prostitution

rings, and the like, thereby earning a

great deal more than they are entitled

to. Besides being content with their jobs,

let's say they also have great

relationships with their families. Would

you say that they are amoung the elite of

policemen?"
David ponders the question for a few

moments. Just when he was about to

answer, Mark says, "Here's another

hypothetical situation. Would you in-

clude happy muggers in the "elite"

category?"
David replies, "There are exceptions

to every rule of course. The two

examples you gave are of course ex-

ceptions to this one."

Although it is true that there are ex-

ceptions to every rule, don't you agree in

this instance that since there are so

many exceptions to the rule, I can list

hundreds of them, the rule is invalid?

Since there are fewer exceptions to the

usual definition of the term "elite" than

there are of the definition you offer,

don't you agree that we should use the

definition everyone here is familiar

with?", Lance asks.

"I object vehemently to the usual

definition of the term elite in this

program," said Johnathan. "I believe

that that word, among others such as

Puritan ethic, upward mobility and

others of that nature are the root cause

of many of our problems. The top isn't

always the best. If those at the top were

indeed "the elite" or the best, why isn't

the nation ruled by the elite? In this case

I mean the intellectual elite. In other

words, since Harvard, Yale, Princeton

and a dozen or so other colleges and

universities are known as the places

where the intellectual elite of the nation

go, why aren't all elective offices

restricted to graduates of these

universities?"

Mark says, "The answer to that is

quite simple. We don't do that because

we are a free democratic republic."

"All right, for a moment let's accept

that as the truth. If it is so, don't you

believe that the term "elite" mitigates

the aims of a democracy, since it em-

phasizes a special class?", Johnathan

asks.

Lance then smiles and says, "Ah, but

the thing is that anyone can belong to the

elite if he works hard enough. Unlike in

India, in the United States one's position

in society is not determined by birth."

"Is that true? Do you really expect me
to believe that, Mr. Hawkins? Wouldn't

you agree that most of the people who

have "made it" from the lower to the

middle and upper-middle income

brackets were able to do so inspite of our

system rather than because of it?, Mark

asks.

Lance then asks bitterly, "In how

many countries is there free secondary

education? In how many countries are

there huge scholarship programs to aid

disadvantaged students?"

David, assuming a pompous aura

says, "That's where you're wrong. Our

educational system exists as it is at

present because of the efforts of unions

at the turn of the nineteenth century.

They don't exist merely because of our

"democratic republic". I'm surprised

you didn't mention the Bill of Rights. My
response would have been just about the

same, however. The so-called elite at

that time agreed to accept it due to the

pressure put on them by the masses who

understood that they were not going to

get much out of the Constitution. The

masses knew that without the insistence

on a bill of rights its struggle to free

themselves from the English financial

overseers would have been futile. It

would have meant only that they would

have traded the English financial

moguls for American ones.

Therefore your last comment was

completely irrelevant Mr. Hawkins.

Mark then says, "Gentlemen, we must

stop now for a commercial. When we're

back on the air, I hope we will be able to

begin discussing tonight's topic, "The

New Elite". That is, if a definition can

be decided on by then".

Johnathan, seeing an opportunity to

make a jab says. "The program will be

more fruitful now that we know what our

definitions of elite are.

Bv Nathaniel W. Hayden

Analysis

Bitter debates such as the preceding

one have become prevalent in the past

few years. Some think of it as in-

tellectual football. Others say there are

deep implications in the redefinition of

words that have set the tone for our

development over the last two centuries.

They are afraid that since it is 1993, they

are about to be inundated with a belated

form of Newspeak which Orwell

predicted would occur circa 1984.

Perhaps the panel members should

speak in terms of a change of mem-
bership in the inner circle instead of the

elite. It was interesting that David

pointed out that the elite has never done

much voluntarily for4Jie njasse^What
humanitarian achievements^PT' the

elite point to with pride? What about the

Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller

Foundation? No, Ford may have done

more harm than good. Last year for

example, Henry Ford's contraptions

caused the death of more than 108,000

Americans. When one adds the

problems caused by the air pollutants

the contraptions spewed out until

recently, the benefits gained due to the

benevolence of the Foundation seem
minuscule. The Rockefeller Foundation

seems to have been set up to salve guilt

feelings incurred by its founder when he

exploited thousands of paupers while he

was in the process of building his

financial empire. All of this leads up to

the following question: What is an elite

group? Is the old claim that it is the best

in terms of education, social standing

and the like still viable? Does the

Puritan ethic on which the concept was
predicated need revision? Most of the

nation's college students are examining

it closely. Hopefully, when the program
resumes, the panel members will say

what the new manner of looking at the

Protestant ethic has meant to them. The
latest government statistics point out

that there has been a great shift in the

employment field. More than two-thirds

of college educated youngsters from

middle and upper-class homes are today

taking blue-collar, and semi-skilled

jobs. Employers are now lowering

requirements for many jobs and others

are accepting apprentices who would

not have even been considered in the

past without a college degree.

"We now return to "The New Elite".

"Johnathan, I just realized that you

still haven't given us a synopsis of your

opinion about the validity of the

statement that a new elite is rising",

says Mark.
"When two people are not speaking

the same language, it is futile to have a

discussion. Now that we have all been

made aware of our differing viewpoints,

the task will be much easier. I would

agree that there have been fundamental

changes in the membership of the

middle and upper middle classes.

From the articles I have read in

newspapers, magazines and in Aaron

Frankenberger s book "The Blueing

Process," I am one of the well processed

suburban kids who now rejects zealously

our capitalistic structure. To some

extent that is true. Although my father

had planned for me to become a partner

in his construction company and

eventually assume control of it, I chose

instead to become a NEW employee and

work in the ghettoes of New York City. I

was not aware that my feelings about

our corporate structure were as

widespread as they are. I just didn't

want to live in isolated and sterile

Scarsdale. I by no means reject

capitalism entirely. I just think it it will

be better for me to earn just enough to

live comfortably. Besides, isn't that

what my father and his father worked so

hard for, to give me the opportunity to

chose what kind of life I would like to

lead? That's what I think. Now, getting

back to your question. I must agree that

what I have done was not an isolated

situation. Historically, those who
have held the power liked it and did all

they could to prevent the loss of any of it.

Today that just isn't true. Many people

my age from upper-income and middle

income families are voluntarily giving

up their protective suburban coating in

order to let somebody else have the

ulcers, et cetera. Many of us just don't

believe that it is worth holding onto any

longer."

Lance then asks. "You may feel that

way now, since you are not married yet

and don't have any children. What would

you say to your wife when she asks why
you don't or rather won't move to a nice

suburb so the kids can live better and so

she won't have to continually worry

about being raped or mugged when she

walks down the street?"

"I have an answer to that question,

Mr. Hawkins," says David. I would say

that I would prefer the problems of a

city rather than the sterility of suburbia.

After living in Crestdale for over six

years, I know that there has to be

something better. There is nothing

wrong with wanting to have a large

comfortable home with four cars in the

garage and ten chickens in the pot. It's

the part in the contract about putting

obstacles in the path of others in order to

prevent them from getting it too that

bothers me. If I were to move into

Crestdale, or some community like it, I

know that I would be exposing my
children to that type of attitude."

Mark says, extremely seriously, "Oh,

I see. Your aim is to shelter your

children too".

David replied tersely, "All right.

When you look at the situation closely,

that is what I would be doing. However, I

believe that it is much better to shelter

them from one bad aspect of life than it

would be to shelter them from hundreds

of others that could be more beneficial to

their development. For example, it

would be more important for my
daughter to learn about the causes of

widespread discontent in the ghettoes by

living close to one than it would be for

her to read about it in her first sociology

course in college, or crammed down her

throat by teachers in a school like the

one I went to, Crestdale High School.

There we discussed poverty as if it was
an infection people get when they

become poor. Laziness was put forth as

the reason for poverty."

Johnathan adds, "Although Scarsdale

is in every sense of the word isolated, the

people there should stop deluding
themselves. There arc no more refuges.

The drug problem in Scarsdale for

example, is now just as bad as many
ghettoes. That is another reason why
many of the nation's rich and nearly rich

kids no longer yearn to maintain or

strive for high economic status; it

doesn't insure happiness."

Lance at this point asks Norman

Continued on next page
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Lewis or Hugo Roselli if they would like

to say anything since they have not had
an opportunity to speak thus far.

Hugo replies, "Yes, I have several
comments to make on David and
Johnathans last statements. First of all,

I believe the real reason many of the
upper class people our age are rejecting

their positions is because it involves a
great deal of work. Also,..."

Johnathan intercedes. "I must take
exception to that comment because ..."

Hugo, cutting him off, "Do you mind if

I finish my statement before you
comment? I've been sitting here quietly

listening to all of your garbage, do you
mind if I say what's on my mind?"
Why can't you people understand that

we're doing is for your benefit? It was
the same way in the late 60's when the

Vietnam War was going on. We fought to

do away with the draft and end the war
because it was obvious that this country

was wasting thousands of our brothers

because they were not smart enough to

evade the draft by going to college and
doing things of that sort. We tried every

way that we could to prove to them that

it was an illegal war."
Norman asks, "So what's it mean?

We're not talking about the same things,

man."
Johnathan replies, "By voluntarily

dropping out of the "elite" economic

brackets, we're telling you that the top

isn't worth climbing to."

Norman's response is the one that has

now become the classic black response

to the statement. It is, "You may be

100% correct, but I want to find out for

myself. But you know, something tells

me that it is a lot better to have an ulcer

because of nervousness than it is to be on

welfare because I don't want to fight the

racist institutions necessary in order to

get what this country owes me because

of my skills. Something tells me that it is

far better to risk becoming overweight

than it is to suffer from malnutrition."

"Wait a minute", David cries out.

"We're not telling anybody to go on

welfare or starve themselves. What we
are actually doing is voluntarily giving

up middle and upper class status so

more people will have a chance to find

out what it is like, and we're warning

you that it isn't worth it. Many of us have

taken jobs that we find more fulfilling

such as social work, teaching in ghet-

toes, working on urban renewal
projects, et cetera, so we can get closer

to the people. I could have taken a job in

which I would never come in contact

with anyone not in the middle or upper

income brackets. I just don't want it."

"Yeah, but you can always change

your mind if the going gets rough or

when you want to buy a few extras that

I'm sure you can't afford on any

government program to help the poor.

What do you do by the way?", asks

Hugo.
"I'm a Financial Consultant for HEW.

I help low income people budget their

income. Since I've been surrounded by

those "few extras" all of my life I know

thev're not necessary. Unfortunately,

many people think they are, so jobs such

as the one I described earlier are being

filled by people who honestly believe

they are headed for a much better way
of life."

"Do you believe that the people who
are replacing the middle and upper

class dropouts are qualified for the jobs

they are moving into?, asks Mark.

Johnathan replies, apparently very

pleased that the question was asked. "I

would say yes, many of them are. When
I told my father that I wouldn't become
a partner in his contracting company, he

said, "If that's the way you want it,

that's the way it's going to be. I'll disown

you and get somebody else. So he

"adopted" this black guy who just got

his MBA. from Harvard. Only someone
with a bachelor's degree is really

necessary. Therefore the guy is, in fact,

over qualified. I know of only a few

situations in which people have been

given jobs that they were not qualified

for. Many of these people were the son's

of the person who hired them. Of course,

there isn't anything new about that, ha,

ha.

Lance says, "We pause now for this

word".

Analysis

Johnathan and David overlooked a

crucial aspect of the debate over living

in suburbia versus standing and fighting

in the city. They must have forgotten

that many large companies have been

moving en masse from business

districts in our central cities to the

suburbs, forcing thousands to follow or

risk the loss of their jobs. They also

overlooked the fact that the tax base has

dwindled in many cities, causing sharp

declines in service and quality of ser-

vice. However, the infusion of many
highly talented people such as David

and Johnathan may help to relieve the

situation. Alas, if they continue to take

low paying jobs, their aid may be in-

significant.

Many sociologists say that the most

important aspect of the current

socioeconomic turnover is that, unlike in

the past when youngsters have lip

service to aiding the indigent, young

people today are actually giving up

lucrative jobs, not time, sympathy, or

tax deductible dollars, but jobs. One
might ask, "Is it temporary, or are they

serious?". There is no doubt about the

seriousness or the permanency of what

shall be called, "The Second American
Revolution". No doubt in the history

books it will be remembered as the

"Bloodless Revolution".

The permanency of the situation is

definite because the young people who
have now moved into the Establishment

jobs are building up one of the worker's

most important assets; experience. In

situations in which the new employee's

educational "background is below the

employers needs, the employee is given

incentives to attend high school or

college at night. Therefore if the

revolutionaries decide to move into their

niche in Establishment businesses,

more likely than not, they will have to

start far below the people who are

currently taking jobs the revolutionaries

would get.

"We now return to "The New Elite".

Norman, Hugo, you both haven't had a

chance to say much thus far. Would you,

would one of you like to give us your
opinion of the development of a new
elite?", asks Lance.

"Sure I will ", Norman says. "I'm
really happy that this happened. I got

job offers that I know I never could have
if these middle and upper class kids

didn't stop taking them. "For example",

asks Mark. "Well, since I didn't go to

college, I thought it would be practically

impossible to get any managerial jobs.

Right now I'm being trained for one. I

know that ordinarily this kind of op-

portunity is open only to people who are

graduates of some college. Since it in-

volves more commercial know-how than

I got in high school, I'm going to college

at night, and the company I work for is

paying the tuition. In a few years I will

be doing better than a lot of college

graduates."

"It's just about the same way with

me", Hugo says. "The job I got is just

fantastic."

Mark then asks, "Do you really

believe the middle-class youngsters are

snubbing jobs like the ones you have
because they are lazy? Don't you think

that it's possible that they are doing it

due to benevolence?"
Norman replies, "We already covered

that Mr. Herkowitz. Either they're lazy

or they're crazy."

To this Johnathan replies, "That

attitude is what will make our efforts

futile. I regret the fact that a generation

may be wasted, their children, in order

to prove a point."

Lance asks, perturbed, "How can you

say that a generation will be wasted?

It's quite obvious that your generation

hasn't been wasted, despite the fact that

the aims of your parents were the same
as the aims of the blue-collar youngsters

are now.
"On the contrary, I think we were

wasted", David says. To me, the

stultifying life of Crestdale was a waste.

In most cases, I would say it is far better

to be exposed to life in the cities than to

be confined to an antiseptic, sterile,

suburban community. Wow, what a

misnomer, that word "community". I

feel that living in suburbia is not con-

ducive to the development of a

benevolent attitude toward our fellow

Americans. In suburbia you're taught

that the most nportant thing is to

maintain distance between yourself

and., "them ", as they often say".

Hugo intercedes. "I think we are just

wasting our time sitting around and

talking like this. I don't see what the big

deal is about. All of these years more
than half of the kids in slum areas

haven't graduated from high school

even. Now that a lot of middle-class type

people are dropping out of college and

taking crappy jobs, there are dozens of

books on the subject and there are

programs like this. I know when my
father dropped out of school, there

wasn't no special program to get him

back in or anything like that."

Norman says in rebuttal, "Wait a

minute Hugo. That isn't exactly the way
it actually was. For a long time now, I'd

say from about the mid-sixties, there

have been Upward Bound Prep in New
York, and a lot of other programs like

that to get kids back into school. I

remember hearing that a lot of books

were written on why kids drop out of

school. I could give you a whole list of

them right now. But you can see what I

mean. If you were speaking of drugs

that statement would be true. It is true

that nobody cared much about drug

addiction and abuse until it started

hitting the middle-class types."

Mark then says, "I'm sorry gen-

tlemen, but our time is just about up.

For Lance Hawkins and myself, Mark
Herkowitz, good evening."

"The Great American Dream
Machine will be shown at it's regularly

scheduled time next week."

Final Analysis

The suburbs were repeatedly refered

to as sterile, isolated and at one point,

antiseptic places, by David and
Johnathan. Only extremely vague
reasons were given for these epithets.

This could be a situation in which the

adage, "the grass always seems greener

on the other side" might be applicable.

It was quite obvious that David and
Johnathans primary problem was a

lack of motivation which was due to a

lack of a goal. It was clear that they are

wandering aimlessly, because as far as

they are concerned, they have been to

the Peak, looked over, and decided that

it wasn't worthwhile to stay there. The
thing that bothered them was that after

their parents got off the UP escalator

when they reached the top of the Peak,

they flicked the switch, so that others

must work their way UP inspite of the

fact that the escalator is now going

DOWN.
In conclusion, the "New Elite" was

about the turn of a switch. The

youngsters of the Old Elite, who
heretofore were at the top of the Peak

have built a new escalator going UP. To

do so, they had to go DOWN to provide

more space at the top of the Peak

because they knew it would be foolish to

try to have everyone on the Peak;

without the base, there would be no

Peak. When they develop an alternative

to the Peak, they will once again take

the escalator UP, thereby putting so

much weight on the Peak that it will

crumble, allowing space for something

else to be developed.

THE QUESTION IS. WILL THE NEW
UP ESCALATOR STILL BE THERE?

Sunday Evening Recitals Continue At Smith
J O NORTHAMPTON-The second of will be open to the public free of Gesange,

ENJOY YOUR

Saturday Night

with
the

ENDLESS
KNIGHTS

NORTHAMPTON-The second of

this vear's Sunday evening recitals

in Sage Hall at Smith College will

be presented by Gretchen D'Ar-

mand, soprano, and Robert Miller,

pianist. Both are on the faculty of

the Department of Music at Smith.

The concert, on October 3 at 8 p.m.,

will be open to the public free of

charge.

The program will consist of

music from the French and Ger-

man romantic periods, and will be

divided into two parts. The first

half will feature two works by

Robert Schumann, "Sechs

Gesange," Opus 89, and a group of

five other songs. The second half

will include "Trois Autres

Melodies" by Eric Satie, "Quatres

Chants" by Jaques Ibert, and

"Manteau de Fleurs" by Maurice

Ravel.
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THE 24 HOUR SALE
Around the Clock Bargains on L.P.s. Tapes, and Components with unprecedented value. Amherst Audio will be closed between noon and 6 p.m. Friday so we may stock our store with records,

th n the sale will begin promptly at 6 p.m. and continue through the night with hourly specials to jar your nocturnal habits.

RECORDS - ALL LABELS
ALL
$4.98 list - $2.9? ea.

$5.98 list - $3.79 ea.

$6.98 list - $3.99 ea.

$7.98 list - $4.99 ea.

$9.98 list - $5.99 ea.

TAPES All 8 Track Tapes $4.85 Regardless

of Original List

Plus This Super Special:
"No Label Ta Pes 8 Track ° n,y * 3 - 25 ea -

SAMPLE SELECT ION

Who's Next - $3.25

Tommy - $3.25

Woodstock I • $3.25

Woodstock II - $3.25

Chicago III - $3.25

Tea for the Ti Merman - $3.25

Shat • $3.25

James Brown - Hot Pants - $3.25

All These Tapes are High Quality and Guaranteed.

24 Hour Specials
MMDA ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR5.

199.95

TDK CASSETTE5 SPECIAL (1000)

Buy any ten T DK Cassettes ( low noise or sd) FREE and get two extras.

MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES

Shore M91E (25) List 49.95

Shore Super Track List 67.50

Grado FC E Elliptical ( 15) List 35.00

Grado FC R Round ( 14) List 25.00

hourly specials are alloted

SENNHEISER HD-414 HEADPHONES

30.00 w/trade
4i'. 00 w/trade
15.00 w/trade

10 a/trade

SONY TC-60 PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDER
49.95 no surcharge

50% OF F on all cassette and 8 track cleaning accessories ( Dr. tape rach)

SAREX C ASSETT E MAIL ER ( c 6 - 6 minutes) 30 cents, no quantity limit.

RECTILINEAR 12 MID-RANGE DRIVERS 17.00 the pair (maybe for do it your-

selfers?)

SONY TC-110A the ultimate in mono portable cassette recorders 119.95 get 10 c-60's

for a buck (brand x)

SPEAKER WIRE ( mini zip) a penny a foot - cut your own.

25% OFF on any repair brought in during the sale

HOURLY SPECIALS
First Come - First Serve

(No Special Orders)

FRIDAY NITE:

8:00 - p.m. - Midado headphones $5/pair

9:00 - p.m. - buy the "Dust Bug" at $6.50 & get the

"Preener" for $2.00

10: 00 -p.m. Sennheiser HD 414 headphones $24.95 (42 pair)

11:00 p.m. -c-6 (6 min) Cassette Mailers 30 cents ea. (300)

Midnite - all Neil Diamond Ip's $1.99 ea. regardless of list

1:00 a.m. - Memorex Chromium Dioxide Cassetts (c-60)

$2.25 ea.

2:00 a.m. - remaining M9lE's $23.50 ea. (most likely sold

out)

3:00 a.m. - 20 of merchandise for best impersonation of

Hulk or Black Widow
4:00 a.m. - free coffee

5: 00 a.m. last years worst of the eight tracks • 49 cents ea.

6:00 a.m. Craig 3501 carssette player. Most work - smoe
don't - all garuanteed by Craig.

7:00 a.m. rest period

8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. anything left unsold in the previous

hourly specials.

Special Non-Factory Authorized Purchases
Most of these models were purchased so that our customers could compore them w/th

the products we normo//y sell. AH these things ore guoronteed to work ond to be In excellent condition I

What Makes Us Great
HARMAN-KARDON CITATION 12 120 watt RMS Amplifier

HARMAN-KARDON CITATION 12 Preamplifier
590.00 the pair

Represent the finest amp & preamp money can buy - are featured in six Amherst Audio systems.

EPI LOUDSPEAKERS FROM 55.00 EA. TO 1000.00 EA.

are the most accurte - natural sounding speakers available. We have seven different models in stock and all our

best systems have a pair in them.
PIONEER AMPLIFIERS AND RECEIVERS

• „• *u«
Pioneer - Sony - Kenwood Make some of the best sounding medium prices equipment going. Since Pioneer is ?ne

most impressive and biggest in the industry, it seems only natural that we sell it and the other guys sell the other

two. But all three are excellent choices when you're shopping for a stereo.

is one of those fine German turntable companies you hear about. We feel that PE builds into each model

reliability that you just can't seem to find in mass produced machinery anymore.

AZTEC LOUDSPEAKERS u _» ^_._
Here's a genuine paracox! Aztecs are not particularly perfect sound reproducers. However because of their

high efficiency and accentuated bass they are more for giving to a low powered amplifier s deficiency in the

available bass. Also Aztec makes only the cabinets and crossover's and uses woofers and tweeters made by

C T S who also make woofers and tweeters for Scott, Fisher, Rectilinear, Bose, Fairfax, Infinity and many

others. But after all this put-down they're our biggest selling loudspeaker, priced from 42.95 ea. to 849 ea.

The name is a household word and with just deserves. Sony makes the best cassete decks in the world and the

finest medium priced open reel decks going (all three guys in town at last count we're selling Sony.)

T EAC
Ask any guy whose been in the Far East what kind of tape deck he has. At Amherst Audio, T EAC starts at 299.50.

PHASE LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
700 watts R.M.S. what else can we say?

S^^^ffi^S^^US" «» design a system ,ha,<s for you and so.ne.hig .ha, has .he

H
b
yo?re\hoXgVr pr

r

ic

n
e1nfy, or competitors ( in Boston or in the dorm-room o, a fledgling campus - rep with

WS^^^llll-WaSSSi Audio has it in stock and usua.iy a. , price iower than you'd expect

«£iS!t&J52SX2& and we can't get it tor you - we'll put you onto someone locally who can.

SPEAKERS
Some Systems You Should Buy

RECDILINEAR HI'S $558.00 List

Julian Hirisch of Stereo Review said these are the best speakers regardless of the

price. We disagree and so do the hundred or so people who compared them to EPI

20i's. But at this price you can pretend you never heard the EPI'S.

400 the pair (1 pr.)

KLH MODEL SIX $269 the pair List

With a i2"woofer these nearly perfect speakers put out some very good bass.

177.00 ( 1 pair

)

?LVrv°!,
L
.n'o

7
.;Smolills,«,.»W»..rJ"Tw^r.hi,.P« l..r l.,u.H.lk. ly.h.

*,, ... round «ytf0» KLH "•'
)M „ ,„. „,,,,„

RECTILINEAR ELVENS 159.90 List

We bought a pair of these low cost bookshelf s to A B with our Aztec Dulane's. The

very next day somebody traded a pair in (see used eguipment) so there still in the

box.
124.00 the pair (2pr.)

Till. AMIIKRST Al OIO PHILOSOPHY ON STKREO SYSTEMS
There are over MO manufacture* of stereo equipment .

»ome Rood. »ome

not no hot! We itrlve to »lock only the he*t value* In term* of hoth

specified and tested performance, reliability, and the maker* reputation

for the repair or replacement of their product* (should It ever become

nece**ary > . Only then do we consider price, style and whether the name

will be »ure to Impres* your friend*. By the above acrutlnlratton of the

many brand* offered u* for resale, we are able to service ANY brand we

sell and mo»t Important, build your system with component* that cannot

be duplicated at the *ame price.

ADC 303'S LOUDSPEAKERS
Not a bad speaker uses CTS speakers. List 90 ea.

120 the pair

STEREO COMPONENTS

KLH MODEL TWENTY COMPACT (1)

FM stereo receiver with a Garrand turntable and speakers similar to the seventeen*

Reg list 399.95.

9300.00

PIONEER sx 440 20 WATT RMS RECEIVER 913) — EPI model 50, acoustic

suspension speakers, PE 2035 automatic turntable w/base A cover Shure M91E

Cartridge. Individual list prices would be 447.00 complete. 380 complete.

FISHER MODEL 201 RECEIVER (2)

Honestly, somewhere in the preparation of this ad I lost the list price.

the 210.00 - 250.00 range.
US.00

It should be in

HARMAN-KARDON 230 30 Watt RMS RECEIVER ( 6)
I

--Aztec:^***"
speakers, Garrard si 55B w/base A cover, Grado FIR Cartridge, list would be 351.45.

285.00 complete

PIONEER SA 600 50 watt RMS. Integrated Amplifier PE 2038 «**•* target*

w/base/cover, EPI model 100 loudspeakers, Shure M91* Cartridge, list - 560.95. 480

complete

DUAL 1218 TURNTABLE
Now this is an excellent turntable it appears egual in performance to our own PE 2038.

So we better sell them guick before it becomes necessary to stock dual. Complete
w/bass dust cover and shure M91E cart.

125.00
Amherst Audio believes that these three system

;
cannot oeequa ltd£""»£*

anywhere. We have lower priced systems to be sure KtmtMHftl usua llyj rade up

to these any way. The following systems are far moreg^^^^e*HEJ2
and as you require more sophisticated equipment you'H line

I
that the basic Amherst

Audio pacages contain many of the components desired by the experts.

IV
PIONEER SX 1500 TD 80 watt RMS Receiver EPI model, 150 speakers, PE 2038

turntable w/base/cover, Bang & Olufsen Cartridge, list - 860.95. 735.00

PIONEER SA - 900 100 WATT RMS Amp -EPI mode) '°« speakers, PE 2038

automatic turntable w/base/cover, Shure M91 E Cartridge, list - 640.95. 520.00

PIONEER SA-1000 120 watt RMS. Mm>Wim-mj&J*_S4SZSgl
Pioneer TX600 Tuner (an incredible new turner), »*E 2tM0 automatk turntabto

w/base/cover, Bang A Olufsen SP 12 Cartridge ( EPI endorsed), Sunnheiser Head-

phones. 990.00

Same system as above except we've substituted the amp and tuner with the Pioneer

SX 9000 receiver.

VIII

The ultimate PRACTICAL approach to Stereo Harman-Kardon Citation 12 Am-
plifier 120 watts, EPI model 601, indirect/reflecting speakers, PE 2040 turntable

w/super LZ2020 base, Pioneer TX 1000 Tuner, Sony TC 440 roto bilateral auto-

reverse, open reel tape deck, Bang A Olufsen spiz cartridge. 1900.00 complete

AMHERST AUDIO
197

No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
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Lorin Hollander, one of the finest young pianists now making cmc«i t—», fa 9M*

here rehearsing a scene from an hour long public television special about him. "yltander

will be featured in two concerts at Bowker on October 12 and 13. Contact the Fine Arts

Council 545-0202 for further details.

evaluated on page 6A of this section.

(Saturday, Smith College, 7 and 9)

Costas-Gravas political homily is

brilliantly photographed and makes a

wonderfully effective piece of

propaganda but really isn't as good a

movie as our warm political feelings

once led us to believe. When the action

slows down, it is quite mediocre. For-

tunately those moments are few. Yves

Montand, Irene Pappas suffer nobly and

Jean-Louis Triginant has the right

mixture of firmness and humanity.

Films on Television
Tell Them Willie Boy Is Here

(Saturday, 9 PM, Channels 22 and 30)

A Palute Indian who kills in self-

defense is the quarry of a group of

revengeful whites in the 1969 film

directed by Abraham Polonsky (who

was blacklisted from films for some 21

years). Robert Redford and Katherine

Ross star with Robert Blake as Willie

Boy. Beware of cuts and additions.

The Brothers Karamazov (Sunday,

11:15 PM, ch. 3)

A big, intelligent Hollywood adap-

tation of Dostoievski's massive novel

isn't bad, considering. The film is filled

with greed, violence, lust, love, and

occasional compassion. The cast is

good, the production is expensive and

handsome, and is more a treat for the

Summer Of '42

By ELLIOT EISENBERG
The Summer of '42s a great flick; at

least it was the first time I saw it. I've

now seen it twice and read the book and

it's getting me down, especially the

Wednesday night showing at the

Academy.
By now vou probably know as much

about the plot as I do: a young guy

named Hermie makes it with an "older

woman'" who's all of 22 or so and

beautiful as only women like Jennifer

O'Neill can be. He and his friends Oscy

and Benjie learn about the ways of men
and women, first from a picture book,

from girls on the island where they stay,

then for Hermie there is Dorothy

(Jennifer.) It is a time of utter

disconsolation for her; it is a time of

uncertainty and deep feeling for him.

and the few moments that they hold

each other make a touching end to their

relationship and the film.

The setting is World War II Maine,

and as the grown up Hermie who

narrates tells us, it was an easier, less

complicated time than now. A time

when adolescent weren't, or didn't

pretend to be, as sophisticated as they

today seem.
The Wednesday night Northampton

audience was mostly older and their

reactions made me sad. Hermie paints

his saddle shoes and women giggle, his

foray into the drug store brought em-

barrassed laughter from the men. It

wasn't just a funny movie; to them it

was a world and a youth they shared

which is no longer.

I keep telling myself that it's not true

that in everyone's life there's a Summer

of '42. that it's a PR man's dream: that

most men only wish the first woman

they've made love with is a Jennifer

O'Neill and capitalizing on that is the

way to sell movies. It would be easy

enough to believe that some cigar-

eye than the mind.

A Connecticut Yankee In King Ar-

thur's Court (Saturday, ch."22 11:30 pm)

Rogers and Hart's musical adaptation

of Mark Twain's whimsical novel about

a Twentieth Century Yankee sent back

to the days of King Arthur. Some fine

tunes and occasionally comic touches

can be found in this Bing Crosby

musical.

Dracula (Saturday, 11:30 PM, ch. 30)

The original 1930 adaptation of Bram
Stoker's novel and play. Bela Lugosi

repeated his stage role and stereo-typed

himself into twenty years of ghoulish

roles. Tod Browning directed.

To Sir With Love (Sunday, 7:30, ch. 3)

SidneyPoitier plays teacher to a group

of British delinquents in this gritty,

sentimental comedy-drama. A cast of

fine young British performers keep this

film from drowning in sugar, featured

are Judy Geeson, Suzy Kendall, and

Lulu (who sings the title tune),

Von Ryan's Express (Sunday, 8 pm,

ch. 8 and 40)

How Frank Sinatra saved the day in

this action film about the escape of some

600 POW's from a German camp. Some

nice sequences.

The Bramble Bush (Sunday, 11:05

PM, ch. 3)

A "Peyton Place"-like melodrama

which tells the tale of an illicit affair

smoking Warner Bros, man read that

the public wants to see more Ix>ve Story-

type films and went out and bought

himself one. But the movie was made

from the book which was in turn a best-

seller and a knock-out in its own right.

So whether they're doing a dance on us

or not, it's still worth seeing.

Note: Several times during the

Academy screening there was trouble

with the projection. Afterwards the

manager explained that the film had

been shipped to him in poor condition

and he and his men would have to do

what they could to repair it before later

shows.

between a doctor and the wife of his

dying best friend. Not bad, for what its

worth.

Dance
l Mass Concert Dance Group

The Concert Dance Group will present

a lecture-demonstration Friday and

Saturday Oct. 1 and 2, in Bowker

Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.

The lecture-demonstration section of

the concert will cover four areas of

dance: jazz, ballet, modern, and song-

dance. Each part will illustrate some of

the techniques used and show how these

movements are used in dance com-

position. "If you know nothing about

dance, but are interested in dance, this

program will give you an opportunity to

come and see, learn and enjoy," dance

director Daniel A. Peterson said.

The secbnd half of the concert will be a

series of dances, some of which have

been choreographed by students, others

by faculty members. Some of the dances

and demonstrations will be ac-

companied by a drummer on stage.

Other music will be selections from such

contemporary composers as Dick

Hyman, Cool and The Gang, and Burt

Bacharach. ($)

Music
Chamber Music

Julian Olevsky, violinist, and his wife

Estela Kersenbaum Olevsky, pianist,

will give a recital at UMass Amherst

Wednesday,, Oct. 6, at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall.

The program will be selections by

Leclair, Franck, Saint-Saens, and

Ravel. Open to the public without

charge, it is the second performance in

this year's Faculty Recital Series,

presented by the UMass department of

music.

The Olevskys are known in-

ternationally as both soloists and as a

team and have performed with major

orchestras and chamber ensembles.

They are recording the complete known

Mozart sonatas for violin and piano.

Local Composers
(J race Church announces a series of

mid-week programs of music to be of-

fered at Grace Church on Wednesdays,

at 12:10 p.m., beginning on October 6,

and continuing weekly through the Fall.

The programs will be short, ap-

proximately twenty-five minutes. The

Pianist Estela Kersenbaum will

perform a chamber music recital this

Wednesday evening at 8 PM in Bowker

with her husband violinist Julian

Olevskey.

series will aim at a balance in repertoire

and instrumentation, a special attempt

being to present works by local com-

posers. It is also intended to provide an

opportunity for performance by com-

petent young musicians and students.

There will be no charge, although on

occasion voluntary contributions will be

accepted to benefit designated causes or

projects deemed worthy and ap-

propriate.

The artists performing in October

include: William McCorkle, organist, on

October 6; Jean Tucker, organist, on

October 13; and Anne Weaver, flutist, on

October 20.

Claire's Knee A Delight
By MARTIN CALABRESE

Claire's Knee is a whim, a passing

fancy of sheer delight. The film just

comes over you like a smile stealing out

the sides of your face.

It is not a typical French comedy; an

overworked piece of art that makes you

aware of the media. This is not a farce

with that exaggerated sense of the

ridiculous, burlesque, heavy handed

comedy. It is not a teat-flying, spread-

eagle, bed-bouncing excursion into the

wild world of the femme fatale. Claire's

Knee is funny without being obvious and

sensuous without the panting

stimulation. The funniest parts of the

film are the confrontation between a

mother and daughter lightly back biting

each other and the innocent flirtation of

a man who is going to be married with

two young sisters. The sexiest parts of

the film are concerned with Claire's

Knee. Rohmer, the director con-

centrates all sexual desire in the knee by

constantly taking shots of it and by

constantly having it talked about. The

focus is so intense that the knee is all

passion, climaxing in the image of the

knee expanded to become the female sex

organ that partakes in sexual activity

when various men rub it.

The comedy rises naturally out of the

situation rather than coming from that

artificially interloped sense of an-

ticipation. You don't have to work for

the film: search for ideas, develop

complicated relationships, discover

realities. Eric Rohmer has put together

a seemingly simple film with respect to

camera work, lack of complicated

plotting and visual imagery that puts

you at ease, forces you to drop your

critical defenses so you can just sit back

and relax. But it is a seemingly simple

film: Rohmer has perceived and
presented incisively strong characters,

and an imaginative story of a story

through a subtle shifting camera with

great restraint, power and con-

centration.

FRIDAYS FOLLIES
THE FREAKS (6:30 & 9:30)

&

NOTORIOUS (7:30 & 10:30)

Hitchcock's Best

Campus Center Aud. 75 c

Last Complete Show at 9:30

Films

A Bizarre And Grotesque Spectacle

1 A-M
In The Devils, a group of horrified nuns witness the exorcism of their Mother Superior.

By BOB NESTI
The Devils

Screenplay by Ken Russell; based

upon "The Devils Of Loudon" by Aldous

Huxley and "The Devils" by John

Whiting; directed by Ken Russell;

starring Oliver Reed and Vannessa

Kedgrave.
The Devils is Ken Russell's achingly

detailed portrait of corruption and

depravity in Seventeenth century

France. From the decadent court of

King Louis XIII to the plague ridden

streets of Loudon, the film assaults the

viewer with scenes of perverse and

grotesque behavior unequaled in

commercial film history.

There are few works to compare The

Devils with; Jerzy Kosinski's novel

"The Painted Bird" and the Salvatore

Dali -Luis Buneal's surrealistic short

film "Un Chien Andalou" (the latter

remembered infamously for its rather

clinical eye slashing sequence) come to

mind. At times the film has the pace and

feel of a Road Runner cartoon with

drawings by Hieronymus Bosch and a

script by the Marquis De Sade. It is not a

film, as its ads proclaim, for everyone's

taste. In fact it is not a film you

Basic Audio

recommend, but rather one you dare

others to see.

The story concerns religious and
political intrigue in the France of King

Louis XIII. Cardinal Richilieu, advisor

to the king, longs to solidify France. To
do so he must destroy the powerful in-

dependent cities of which Loudon is one

of the more prominent. Loudon, despite a

plague epidemic and the Catholic--

Huegonot Wars, remains secure behind

its enameled walls. This is due largely to

its good diplomatic relationship with the

king and the strength of its de facto

governor Father Grandier (Oliver

Reed). Richilieu must somehow per-

suade the king to lose favor with Loudon

and usurp Grandier.

His opportunity arrives when the

town's mad prioress Sister Jeanne Of

The Angels seeks revenge upon Gran-

dier's disinterest in her and confesses

that he has raped her. The Cardinal

sends to loyal baron, (Dudley Sutton) to

organize and execute a campaign to

eliminate Grandier.

The plan hinges on proving that Sister

Jeanne and her order of nuns have been

possessed by the Devil through the

human form of the priest. Sister Jeanne

perjures Grandier saying he has

possessed her and a number of nuns;

the nuns are released from their

stifeling bondage and run madly
through the streets; and the fickle king

relents, allowing the Richilieu to gain

full control of Loudon as Grandier is

systematically eliminated.

His elimination and ultimate

execution is explored with excruciating

detail. Russel seems to take a child's

delight in breaking all the rules of taste

as he graphically presents extremes of

sadistic and deviant behavior. Two
rather unsavory types, who act as the

doctor and the alchemist of Loudon, at

one point use hornets to treat a victim of

the plague; at another force Sister

Jeanne to vomit to find evidence of

Grandier's possession, and finally

delight in breaking Grandier's leg with a

hammer.
Russell's concern for the grotesque is

only one of the film's flaws. The

screenplay reduces whatever substance

the Aldous Husley novel and John

Whiting play may have had to prattling,

polemnical pulp filled with high-minded

sentiments and poor double -entendres.

It takes a self-righteous, contemporary

attitude towards what was considered

morally correct action in the late

Reformation. This only leads the film to

be void of any historical context. It is

very reminscent of the Hollywood

pageants of the Fifties with Victor

Mature and Deborah Paget, just as bore

more of a relationship to Twentieth

Century Fox studios than to the forum of

Ancient Rome, The Dev ils is intrinsically

linked to the liveralism and cynicism

rampant in the arts today than rligious

fanaticism and political intrigue.

Russell's direction is probably the

film's best point and that can be a rather

dubious distinction. The film oc-

casionally shines with the brilliance that

made Woman In Love such an im-

pressive achievement, but more often

than not Russell's excesses squash any

subtleties he may be aiming towards

and the results are quite disjointed.

Then its elements are blended as to

make it not quite serious, not quite

satirical, not quite perverse, but rather

camp. From the brilliant white brick

set, more Art Noveau than

Romanesque, to the satirical music

score, the film abounds in garish excess.

The actors do what they can with their

parts. Oliver Reed has a chance to

mouth some pretty speeches and dies

rather nobly at the stake. Vanessa

Redgrave seems to feel almost as

contemptable towards Sister Jeanne as

everyone else is led to and plays the

hunchbacked madwoman with a right

dash of lunacy. Baby-faced Dudley

Sutton is appropriately evil as the Baron

and Michael Gothard bears mentioning

simply because of his phenomanal

resemblance to the Airplane's Jack

Cassidy which, considering his ex-

cessively hysterical performance,

remains his only claim to cinematic

immortality.

The Devils is a spectacle more con-

cerned with histrionics than history and

it is this emphasis which makes the film

Russeil's worst to date and a most

dissappointing experience.

An Introduction To High Fidelity
i..„„ tu» u~oo rvi. vanr ir>u; "inn fvrlps" this information i

By FRANK JOHNSON
In this column I am

inaugurating a series of small

tracts on audio matters.

Practically everyone who will

read it either wants or else

already has a stereo system.

Starting with this first series, we
will proceed on the assumption

that those who are interested in

hi-fi and stereo are interested in

music; if not music, then cer-
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tainly physics, which can ex-

plain much about music. High

fidelity becomes important only

when we want to reproduce

music for our own enjoyment. It

is meaningless if we are to

assume that reality can never be

correctly reproduced, this is of

course true, but it does not

lessen the importance of high

fidelity to our appreciation of

music.
First of all, high fidelity,

properly defined, is a ,*close

approximation of the original.

Much about high fidelity in its

present state is imperfect. This

is obvious: a grave shortcoming

lies in the fact that to even ap-

proach realistic reproduction,

one must spend large sums of

money on a sound system. But,

in the final analysis, much about

music itself is also imperfect. In

high fidelity we want to avoid

distortion (any departure from

the original, which can take

many forms) as much as

possible. However, we should at

the same time realize that there

is much natural distortion in

'music, and some of it is

downright pleasing (har-

monics).

It should also be pointed out

that high fidelity per se is a very

subjective definition. Some
people assume that it takes

several forms. This argument

can be found with the hi-fi ad-

dicts that only play music at

high volume, sometimes ex-

ceeding by quite a large margin

the original volume at which it

was played (such people are

often at odds with their neigh-

bors). Others feel that the most

important aspect of a hi-fi

system is bass, and will spend a

good deal of time and money
worrying about it. True, the

measure of a good sound system

can be partly defined d by

whether or not it will cleanly

reproduce the bass, or very low

musical frequencies. But we
should not overlook the fact that

bass is by and large worthless if

it dominates a music system.

"100 cycles", this information is

meaningless unless we specify it

over a period of time. If we in-

dicate further that something

vibrates at 100 cycles per second.

TT

At The Gates Of Smith.

i ne interior design of a Vang and Olufsen Model 5700 speaker. This

speaker reduces distortion to less than 1% (in most systems speaker

distortion can run anywhere from 5 to 15%.)

and also we should realize that

very clean bass is one of the

most difficult aspects of music to

reproduce.

For our purposes here, we will

begin by evaluating high fidelity

in terms of the human ear, for

much about music and hi-fi must

conform to its characteristics.

The bass portions of the sonic

spectrum usually falls below 200

cycles, a cycle being the

reberberant value of any

medium. (Note: cycles are

sometimes known as Hertz, or

abbreviated Hz., after the work

of the German physicist Hertz,

who did considerable research in

the relationship of sound and

music to physics) Cycles are

usually evaluated in terms of

time, known as frequency. If, for

instance, we simply specify:

(c.p.s.) we have established its

relationship to music and
hearing.

The midrange frequencies of

music lie between the bass and

the treble, the latter occupying

the "high'' frequencies.

Musician's "A" vibrates at 440

c.p.s., the middle of the scale of

a piano. This range of sonics

usually, by the way, is the

easiest to reproduce-the

response capabilities of an or-

dinary table radio, for instance,

lie almost entirely within the

midrange. Above the midrange

(exceeding 500 c.p.s.) lies the

treble. Although much music in

its pure form does not lie outside

the midrange frequencies, its

sonic overtones and harmonics

very definitely do The overtones

of a piano, for instance,

frequently exceed the limits of

human hearing (which, by the

way, varies with age. Older

people lose their ability to hear

extremely high frequencies -

those above 10,000 cps).

(To be continued)
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Albums
ByEDJANUSZ

SURF'S UP, the Beach Boys (Brother-Reprise)

The word has gotten around that the Beach Boys have progressed

from being Archaic to being Venerable. But no matter what the

history of the group, Surfs Up is a beautiful, joyful album that, like

New Morning a year ago or Abbey Road a year before that,

reminds you of just how good rock music can make you feel.

The Beach Boys have had the best group harmony around for the

last several years. It's this harmony that makes Surfs Up so good,

too, to a large degree. Especially on the first side, there are echoes

of past hits (remember "When I Grow Up to Be a Man?") and

manv of the songs are in a light, not-quite-serious vein. "Take a

Load off Your Feet" is a ditty concerning proper foot care, for

instance, and it impresses me that the Beach Boys' songs are more

meaningful when the lyrics are fluffy and frivolous than when they

attempt things like "Surf's Up," an impenetrable Van Dyke Parks

pun-ship.

The electronics surprised me. Never noted for their instrumental

ability, the group uses some form of electronically synthesized

sound on practically every track. Sometimes, as on "Don't Go Near

the Water," they use a sparkling Moog which goes along perfectly

with the lighter-than-air songs.

On the second side, a rushing wind-like sound picks the listener

up and puts him outside -surf's up! Only on one track is this done to

excess: "Looking at Tomorrow." which is still listenable even

though the stereo gimmicks are reminiscent of some tired

psychedelic discs of 1968.

Though people have been waiting for Brian Wilson to release

"Surf's Up" for about four years, the standout of the album is

probably "Feel Flows," which works a jazz flute around the lush

harmony and studio effects. The song is as dream-like as David

Crosby's "Deja Vu," but carries more subtle excitement and

tension.

Surfs Up may make you want to dig up your old copies of Pet

Sounds, 20-20, or whatever Beach Boy albums you can find, but this

is the one to hear. Brian Wilson and company could, with work like

this, find themselves once again called America's best rock music

group.

«•»

The Beach Boys

Air Synthesizes Jazz And Rock
\IKKmbrvoSD7:M

By FRANK JOHNSON
We are witnessing a synthesis

right now, from progressive

jazz and hard rock to jazz-rock.

The causes of this

amalgamation go back to the

intrinsic nature of progressive

jazz, which include the ex-

ploration of atonal chords and

long, drawn-out improvisation.

In many cases the esults can be

boring, but this musical ex-

pressionism by and large is

exceedingly complicated, and it

all can be plotted graphically.

Rock, as opposed to this sort of

jazz, has caught on to the public

far more easily, because
essentially it is much more
simple and has an easily

assimilated beat.

A prime example of a jazz-

rock synthesis is Air, a new

group hailing from New York.

Air is a lively foursome in-

cluding the team of Tom and

Googie Coppola, with two other

backup artists, John Siegler on

bass and Mark Rosengarden on

drums. Googie and Tom are

artists on the piano, electric

piano, and organ; Googie
supplies the vocals. Air wirtes

its own music- most of these

compositions are supplied by

Googie. This interesting woman
is the dynamic force of the

group; I don't see how the

others could possibly function

without her.

Air is produced by Herbie

Mann, which right away should

tell you something about their

sound. The kind of the jazz flute,

Herbie is an old-timer who joins

Air on one of their numbers,

"Lipstick ", by supplying some
of the percussion. Mr. Mann
(Mr. Man) has developed a

style of improvisation on a

continuous theme, and Air has

elaborated on this method. Only
in a relatively few numbers on

this disc do they seem locked in.

Most of their musical form can

Joy Of Cooking
By KENNETH SULIN

Much of today's popular

music seems to be straying

away from hard, driving rock

and" shifting towards lighter

more listenable tunes. Joy of

Cooking is not a rock and roll

band and by no means a top-

forty band however they happen

to be one of those few groups

you can listen to at almost

anytime. They combine jazz,

blues and even country music to

produce a fresh, unique sound

which is lacking in a large

percentage of albums found on

the market today.

Probably the one member of

the group most responsible for

their originality is Toni Brown,

a talented girl from Boston who
plays guitar, piano, organ and

pedal steel guitar. Joy of

Cooking could be thought of by

some as a female dominated

group since along with Toni

Brown, Terry Garthwaite plays

electric and acoustic guitars

and does almost all of the

singing. The remaining
members of the group are Fritz

Kasten on drums, Ron Wilson

on congas and new bass player

Jeff Neighbor; however, the

two girls do the songwriting and

unquestionably the leading.

With this their second album

on Capitol records, the Berkeley

group has become fantastically

popular on the West Coast and

are now in the final stages of

completing their first national

tour. The album entitled

"Closer to the Ground''

provides nothing but pleasant

listening. How a group can

combine conga drums, a grand

piano and an electric guitar yet

still arrive at such an un-

cluttered sound is beyond
many. However, they find little

trouble in the process, coming

across with careful blendings

and forceful arrangements. As

in many groups today the in-

dividual members try to out-

perform each other -this is not

the case with these people. They

simply work together and
maintain an air of

sophistication.

The album has been
engineered well showing little

evidence of overtracking. The
lyrics range from the serene to

the humorous depending on the

son's nature. One cut, entitled

"Humpty Dumpty" concerns a

girl whose gotten herself in

trouble -the chorus is as

follows

:

"And I feel like Humpty
Dumpty, Trying to get myself

together again."

All in all, Joy of Cooking is a

relatively new group still ex

perimenting and still toying

with the music of today.

be plotted around a rondo style;

the others are progressions.

Some of the forerunners of

this style can be found in certain

works by John Coltrane and

McCoy Tyner. The piano in this

way is only a secondary voice,

although it forms much of the

basis for the music. As a whole,

this sort of jazz occurs as the

sum of its part. Googie's gutsy

vocals sweep across the chords

like a steamroller on hot tar,

though the ground always

suDDorts the steamroller.

The best music in this album

occurs when the group gets

progressive. First off,

"Realize" as an opening cut

sounds a bit static, and con-

siderably dominated by

Googie's vocals. She tames the

belt in "Mr. Man"; the

modulation is interesting, as

are the sevenths and the chord
progressions in the middle. Air

profits from an occasional brass

instrument- we are treated to a

trumpet in this song. 5-4 time

jumps into "Baby, I Don't Know
Where Love" ; when it is sung in

5-4 time, it's even more ef-

fective. In "Martin", we are

treated to really fine chord

changes and an unforgettable

introduction. This, to me. was

the representative piece on the

album. I have never heard

phase shift applied to cymbals

before- this is quite unusual. In

particular. Air picked a good

key for this one: C#. Side I ends

with "In Our Time", a con-

tinuously modulating piece with

a fine harpsichord

arrangement.
Googie jumps octaves in

"Man Is Free", opening Side II,

with a bass counterpoint

reminiscent of Procul Harum:

great trumpet work occurs

here. "Sister Bessie", not an

original Air composition,

follows with a subdued, gentle

piano dominance. "Lipstick",

following, features Herbie

Mann on percussion, and this is

a completely instrumental

work. I thought I was hearing

Laura Nyro on "Man's Got

Style," by virtue of the voice

and piano. But the finest on Side

II is "Jail Cell", another Of

number, in which Googie is in

absolute control of herself, both

on vocals and piano. Her
progressions are tight, and so is

the backup.

My only possible criticisms of

this album lie in the occasional

dominance of Googie's vocals,

The New Band
ByEDJANUSZ

CAHOOTS, The Band
(Capitol)

It's this time of year again:

the band called the Band has

sneaked back onto the record

shelves, and this time your

reaction, on seeing Capitol's

"The Band has gone through

changes" promotion, and the

Hieronymous Bosch-like cover,

might be, "Uh oh, the Band has

gone weird." But never fear.

Cahoots is Band music through

and through, with horns on two

tracks and Van Morrison on

another, and it's their best

album since Big Pink.

Side One in particular is as

good as any rock group is ever

liable to get. The first track,

"Life is a Carnival," gets into R
& B, with some help from a horn
section, like the Band has never

done before.

"When I Paint my Master-

piece" is a nice Dylan song, and
"Last of the Blacksmiths"
captures the loose, rough, no-

holds-barred spirit of the first

album. "Where Do We Go from
Here?" follows, and it comes as

a surprise; it sounds like the

country-styled tracks from
their second album, The Band.
The record is also an im-

provement over the godawful
sound quality with which
Capitol blessed the earlier
album.

The side closes with "4%
Pantomine," on which Van
Morrison sings a verse and
helped write it; like much of

Morrison's recent material, it's

loose and bouncy, but much
better than Morrison on his

own. Garth Hudson gets four

stars.

The second side is disap-

pointing. "Volcano" is as funky

as they get, but the rest of the

side sounds like a collection of

turkeys from the Stage Fright

sessions: weak and mechanical.

"The Moon Struck One" is a

pretty and nostalgic song, but it

has nowhere near the impact of

"Whispering Pines." Cahoots

would be better with a really

good sob-song or two, on the

order of "Lonesome Suzie."

Because of their infrequent

records, personalities that in

the age of Grand Funk at Shea
Stadium might be considered

unspectacular, and the cool

reception to Stage Fright, the

Band has been sinking into the

Land of the Forgotten. Cahoots

should win back their

popularity; it has more vitality

than Stage Fright while
maintaining that record's fine

studio quality, and as usual

they're hard to beat as a group.

In this musically depressing

year, it's good to have them
back.

Tarkus

By ALAN CHAPMAN

Tarkus, Emerson, Lake and
Palmer
A teribly gruesome monster

is set upon the Earth. The
thunderous ERUPTION from
Tarkus and proceeds to elec-

trify you along the path of total

destruction and surrealistic

sound.

Emerson. Lake and Palmer
tell the story of this mechanical

Rodan with the Moqg Syn
thesiser and pictures and have
always peppered it with lyrics

here and there to hold your

attention.

Keith Emerson displays a

complete mastery of the Moog
and organ which can be ap-

preciated when the listener

accustoms himself to the

dissonances and learns to enjoy

his unique improvisational
technique.

Two fun reversals in style are

added with "Jeremy Bender"
an almost bubble -gummy
superlight melody, and "Are
You Ready Eddy", a 1950's rock

spoof that still manages to

retain that E, L, and
P style.

The right mood and a set of

headphones are necessities in

making this psychedelia worth-

while.
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TIPPO RESIGNS

CHANCE! I OH OSWALD TIPPO-The battle for control ended Friday for the chancellor. He resigned

the w ike of budget trouble with President Wood, taking with him Vice-chancellor G luckstei n. Special

distant David (lav and possibly Vice-chancellor Bromerv. For a look at the Tippo years and whatin

Assistant

thev were like see page six

On The Inside

:

Fac-Sen Preparing Funding Statement
See page three

Trustees Tight-Lipped On Tippo
See page two

McGovern To Push Registration
See page five

Gluckstern,Clay Quit Also

Wood Refuses To Accept Budget

$850,000 In Jeopardy

By .MIM Staff

Chancellor Oswald Tippo resigned last Friday, ending a year of

sporadic friction with UMass President Robert C. Wood.

The 59 year old Chancellor made the "irrevocable" decision to step

down from his post Thursday night after addressing the Faculty Senate

on a proposed transfer of $850,000 from the Amherst Campus to President

Wood's Svstems office in Boston.

Since then, Tippo has received letters of resignation from Vice-

Chancellor for Academic Affairs Robert L. Cluckstern, Special Assistant

to the Chancellor David Clay, and an unwritten confirmation of Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Randolph W. Bromery's intention to follow

suit.

The three resignations were the result of close professional and per-

sonal ties with the Chancellor.

Chancellor Tippo made his decision to resign and return to his tenured

position as a Professor of Botany at UMass after President Wood had

refused to accept the UMass/ Amherst operating budget for this present

year and had announced his intention to transfer funds from the Amherst

campus for use in the Systems Office.

The rejection of this years' budget came at last Tuesday's meeting of

the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees. At the meeting. Wood

reportedlv balked at accepting the Amherst budget "until some ad-

ditional details were provided" according to System's Vice-Chancellor

Frank Phillips.

Chancellor Tippo read the same letter he had used at last Tuesdays

Trustee Executive Committee meeting at the Faculty Senate late

Thursday afternoon In the letter Tippo acknowledges "the justice of

having a reasonable amount of Trust Funds" assigned to President's

office, but urged that all three campuses "share in this obligation". (See

story page 3) .

The $850,000 in question is a combination of State money, I rust tuna

interest and land grant funds. The money would be used to bolster the

System's office budget which had been cut substantially by Governor

Sargent earlier in this vear of protracted budget negotiations.

Contacted at his Boston office. President Wood said that he was "sad

when he heard of Tippo's resignation.

Wood stated that he had not received the letter of resignation as ol

Sunday afternoon and that he isn't able to "officially respond" until he

does.
. ,

.. __ .

"The Chancellor has not communicated with me since the Trustee

Executive meeting last Tuesday", said Wood. "I've indicated I'd like to

talk to him."
Wood said that Ml official response to the Chancellor s resignation

would come sometime today.

When asked about the budgetary matters that were in part responsible

for the decision Tippo made Thursday night. Wood commented that

"there are other points of view ..this has been going on for two and half

months." . .BL
The President wants a chance to be heard." said Wood who will be on

campus today to meet with the Faculty Senate Committee of Concern, the

Student Senate Executive Committee and others.

Chancellor Tippo was besieged all week-end with press inquiries into

his resignation, but was unwilling to delve too deeply into the reasons

behind the move. It is known that he was, according to reliable sources,

"lired of fighting everytime" a matter came up before the Board and its

committees concerning the Amherst campus

"I guess I've been in administration too long" said Tippo who listed his

credentials in University administration as twice being a dean, twice a

Provost and his present position.

"I've been in administration for 30 years and I think I've had enough,

said Tippo
Tippo asked in his resignation letter that he be granted a years sab-

batical alter which he says he'd like to go back to teaching Botany at the

introductory level

Mrs Tippo commented about the resignation: i guess the old war

horse got tired of fighting alone."

The resignation would be effective as of September 1. 1972 "or earlier

at the discretion of the Board of Trustees

The Vice Chancellors received word ol the resignation Friday morning.

I>r Bromery was in Washington D.C. and was unavailable for comment.

Vice Chancellor C.luckstern emphasized to the Collegian that his

resignation was ottered to show "support for him (Tippo)" and that it

,\. is a resignation to him."
Special Assistant David Clay resigned both his position with the

Chancellor and as Director of the Libraries In Ins letter to Tippo day

aid that he appreciated "having been pari ol yowefforta to timid., .M>d

See "Feud p" -
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Trustee reaction to Chancellor Tippo's resignation was almost un-

varying as those questioned admitted shock, surprise and regret. No one

chose to speculate on the reasons behind the resignations.

Trustee Frederick S. Troy of Boston said he was "profoundly distur-

bed" by the news of Tippo's resignation.

"This is very bad news for everyone who's concerned...students,

faculty, alumni. Dr. Tippo has been wonderful for the Amherst cam-

pus..."

He refused to speculate on Tippo's motives, saying that he was con-

cerned only with the action itself.

John W. Haigis, Jr., of Greenfield said, "I have no comment at all. ..If I

had to say anything I would say that 1 would regret his resignation. I'm

surprised and not shocked...shocked is an over-used word."

Trustee George L. Pumphret of Dorchester was "stunned. I don't

understand it..." He also said he didn't now anything about it.

Trustee Dennis S. Crowley of Boston refused to comment, saying that

any statement must naturally come first from Chairman of the Board.

Joseph P. Healey of Arlington. Healey was not available for comment.

Kobert P. Gordon of Lincoln said he had no reaction at all and that he'd

have to see the letter of resignation before he'd believe it. Tippo's letter

was sent Friday to Wood and Healey. Apparently neither one has

received it vet Tippo announced his resignation to the vice-chancellors

Friday 1 le promptlv received letters of resignation from Vice-Chancellor

Giuckstern, Special Assistant David Clay and an unwritten decision to

resign from Vice-Chancellor Bromery.

TRUSTEE CROWLEY — "I have nothing to say.

TippoBeganAtUMIn 1928

( tsvvald Tippo's history at UMass began in 1928 when he entered

Mass Aggie as a student. Alter graduating in 1932, he earned his

Masters and PhD in Botany at Harvard, also spending a period

there as a teaching Fellow. Tippo thereafter went to the University

of Illinois, where he progressed from the status of Botany In-

structor to Chairman of the Botany Department. He ultimately

became Dean of the Graduate School. After leaving Illinois, he took

the post of head of the Botany Department at Yale.

Alter spending time at Yale, he accepted the post of Provost at

the University of Colorado. In the early sixties he became

Executive Dean of Arts and Sciences at New York University.

In 19(14 he returned to his alma mater as Provost. He submitted

his resignation from the post of Provost to the Board of Trustees in

1%9 The resignation was never approved by the Board and Tippo

remained, to be appointed to the post of Chancellor in February of

1970.

His resignation from the post of Chancellor, effective Sept. 1 or

whenever the Board of Trustees can find a replacement, is

irrevocable.'
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THK (llAMll.LOK AM) THE PUFSIDENT-Growing friction between Wood and Tippo over the

last Near ended Friday with Tippo's resignation. Speculation is that Woods refusal to accept »« budget

lor the next fiscal year and decision to transfer I8S0.0M to his systems office prompted lippos

resignation.

Sandwen Reacts To Resignation
By DON BISHOP

In the wake of Chancellor Tippo's announced

resignation on Friday, the following statement was

issued by Student Senate President Lee Sandwen on

Sundav night:

"Since May, when I was elected Student Body

President. I've had the opportunity of getting to know

the major administrators who inhabit Whitmore Hall.

They are men of diverse backgrounds., com-

mittments, and sensitivity to student's needs. I've had

the opportunity to disagree with most, and in years

past to demonstrate on their doorsteps and to sit-in in

their lobbies.

•Chancellor Tippo and I have had disagreements.

But of all those I've had to deal with, he has earned my
respect the most. It is my perception that much of the

positive change seen in my four years here came

about because of his influence. Particularly this was

true with respect to the quality of administrator he

drew around him: Bromery. Giuckstern. and (lay

those who have also submitted resignations) as well

as others It will be a real tragedy it we lose all their

services al Ibis time a time when the t'niversity at

Amherst seems at the gate to a decade of progress and

good feeling, II it had been in my power to prevent

these events. I would not have hesitated to do so

It may be difficult for the average student to

recognize the effects of these events upon his stay

here I assure you they will be great. The 1970

•Strike " and this are probably the closest to the

tabled revolution "
I Mass w ill ever get. It seems that

the students will be clear losers in this case, at least in

the short run

'Where we go from here is a real and appropriate

question. We the student body must watch so that the

forces of centralization, or the "status quo ", don't

seize this occasion for their own benefit.. And we

must, most importantly, make sure our next chan-

cellor has Oswald Tippo's responsiveness, com-

passion, and feeling for the University community in

the 1970s. It will be a most difficult job indeed."

Sandwen remarked in the Collegian office that

Tippo's letter of resignation had come as a shock and

a complete surprise to him. He learned of it while

attending a National Student Conference in

Washington.

When asked what he thought the University com-

munity's reaction to the resignations would be,

Sandwen replied that he did not think there would be a

terrific outcry from the student quarter. Where he

expects the most response to come from, is the

University faculty.

Senate President Sandwen feels that the student

body should be concerned though, due to the fact that

Tippo's departure will probably bring about a

preserving of the 'status quo'' Until a replacement

for Tippo is named. Sandwen feels there will be a

certain amount of inactivity in Whitmore.

In addition. Sandwen feels it will be extremely

difficull to find an individual who was as responsive to

the student body, and University community in

general, as Chancellor Tippo was
In regard to student wind particularly Student

Senate) involvement in the selection ol successors to

the Chancellor and the other departing ad-

ministrators. Sandwen ieels certain that the Student

Senate will want to voice some opinion as to who they

feel are best qualified to succeed to these posts.

Feud Growing Over $850,000
Continued from page 1

Giuckstern, Bromery. and Clay

have played important roles in the

Chancellor's administration. Clay-

was principle author of the UMass
budget this year Giuckstern came
to Tippo's side as Associate

Provost when .John Lederle was
still the president

Clay characterized the recent

relations between the Amherst

campus and the Systems office of

Wood as lacking "mutual con-

fidence".

•President Wood is very much
interested in issues of the total

system" said Clay in a telephone

interview Sunday afternoon.

"What he sees the campus doing on

its own and what the system will

do" is still an open question, ex-

plained Clay.

The diversion of large sums of

money, namely $850,000, "will be

hard for Amherst to swallow"

commented Clay when asked about

Wood's budget request ('lay felt

that the loss of money would affect

UMass-Amherst's academic
programs.
One administrator here at

Amherst predicted that a new
Chancellor will be sought "within a

very few months" in order to

maintain the tenuous com-
munications that do exist between

the Amber*! and Boston offices

"The real problem is that the

final appointment of a new
Chancellor is going to come out of

Wood's office. We will know that he
is Wood's man." the administrator

commented
"Tippo was Amherst's man in

the system Anyone else will be
Wood's man on campus," the

source added.

Fac-Sen To Propose Budget Statement
By ANNKSTADNICKI

The Faculty Senate Committee of Concern will prepare

today the final draft of what is now an eleven point

recommendation on the budgeting of funds for the UMass
Amherst campus. Its statement will be presented to the

Board of Trustees, hopefully with Student Senate support, at

the monthly meeting of the Board to be held in Lenox this

weekend.
As it stands now, the committee's statement encompasses

the six basic points that Chancellor Oswald Tippo presented

before the closed session of the Faculty Senate last Thur-

sday. Tippo outlined at that meeting what has been hap-

pening between his office and UMass President Robert C.

Wood's systems office.

According to reliable sources, Tippo's resignation, which

was announced Friday and is effective in one year, is due

partly to friction between the two offices.

Wood has cut the present budget for UMass Amherst and

has refused to support the approval of next year's fiscal

budget. He has also suggested that Amherst trust funds be

transferred to another campus.
Tippo said of the trust fund transfer: "We on the Amherst

campus have no objection to the proposal that all trust fund

budgets and their detailed justification be presented to the

President and to the Board of Trustees for review and ap-

proval...We also acknowledge the justice of having a

reasonable amount of trust funds (preferably trust fund

interest) assigned to the President for his use."

He emphasized, however, "I would add that these funds

for the President's office should not come solely from one

campus but rather all three campuses should share in this

obligation."

The letter was addressed to President Wood on the subject

of proposed transfer of Amherst overhead, trust fund in-

terest, educational allowances, land grant and other non-

state funds to another campus. It was dated July 26. 1971

A goodly percentage of the listed funds are assigned for

personnel who would have to be discharged if money is

taken from us, Tippo said in the letter.

He noted that the situation is all the more critical because

of the drastic reduction in federal appropriations for

graduate student, library and computer support.

"If our trust funds are taken from us, we shall need a large

increase in our state appropriation, or else many of our

quality programs will be weakened or eliminated," Tippo

said.

He said of reaction on the Amherst campus, should the

funds be transferred "The blow to the campus morale will

be devastating. The resentment towards the "receiving"

campus will be deepseated."

Tippo urged that if it is contemplated to transfer any funds

from this campus, other than reasonable amounts to the

President's office, the President should appear before the

several senates before any action is taken.

He pointed out that not one word was said about tran-

sferring resources from the parent campus to the new sites

when the proposals to establish the new campuses were

made.
Almost foreshadowing his resignation Friday, Tippo s

letter read: "I must say I do not relish the very awkward

position I am placed in if additional resources are removed

from the Amherst campus, especially if these resources are

then assigned to another campus."

Tippo made the following recommendations on the

transfer of funds:

—Overhead, educational allowance, NSF institutional grant

and similar funds be assigned for use to the campus which

generates the research and other grants on which this in-

come depends.

Trust fund's interest be allocated to the campus which

produces the trust fund, except that reasonable amounts be

transferred to the President's office (with the further un-

derstanding that all campuses share in this responsibility).

The land-grant, Bankhead Jones, Morrill Nelson funds

continue to be budgeted by the Amherst campus in

recognition of its historic land-grant functions and

responsibilities.

-Amherst endowment funds, other than those clearly

unrestricted, continue to be allocated to this campus.

Administrative allowance funds be employed for the in-

tended administrative purposes, be they on the Amherst

campus or elsewhere.

In no case are funds derived from student fees or taxes ( or

interest on such funds) to be expended on any other campus

or elsewhere, except on the generating campus. (To do

otherwise, would provoke vigorous student protest).

Larry Ladd, one of two students on the Committee of

Concern reported that the Committee expanded Tippo's six

points into eleven of their own when they met last Friday.

The Committee of Concern was formed last Thursday

when the Faculty Senate voted unanimously to convey their

concern to the Board of Trustees prior to any decision the

Board might make pertaining to the fiscal budget of the

University. The motion was passed after Tippo spoke in the

closed session, but reliable sources said it was on their own

initiative that the faculty decided to relay their feeling to the

Although the Committee of Concern has been authorized

to speak for the Faculty Senate, and will speak directly to

the Board of Trustees, it will present the final statement

before a special meeting of the Faculty Senate Thursday

morning. Ladd says it is a move to gain political support for

the statement.

The Student Senate will discuss Tippo's resignation and

the fund transfer at an executive committee meeting at 6:00

tonight. Wednesday it will vote on support for the statement

to be issued later today by the Committee of Concern.

The student body is represented on the Committee by Vice

President Larry Ladd, and Senator Nick Apostola some of

the other members include Professors Booth. Morris.

Ludke. and Wellman, of the faculty senate.

Additional information will be published in tomorrow's

Collegian along with the text of the final statement issued by

the Committee of Concern.

Controversial S.E.S. Plans To Go Co-op
KvNIKKIKOSS

The news that the S.E.S.

(Student Educational System)
plans to form a cooperative has

drawn attention to the con-

troversial nature of the

organization and at the same time

has exposed what many believe to

be a grave problem in the

educational system at UMass.
S.E.S. is the group which

publishes study notes for large

lecture classes at a fee of three to

seven dollars per course per

semester. S.E.S. had its origin two

years ago when Mr. George Cheah,

at that time a junior at the

University, became disgusted with

the large lecture system and set

out to see what possible solutions

could be initiated.

What Cheah saw was a large

group of students from diverse

backgrounds being put in a

situation where they would all be

meeting the same standards. In

addition, he felt these lectures bred

competition In other words, some
students are very capable of taking

quick, accurate notes while others

are inept to the degree that the

information is impossible to

assimilate

Cheah's answer was to begin

printing up the notes for these

courses, so that students could, as

he put it, listen to the professors

instead of spending 90% of their

time writing notes.

The subscriptions have become

popular with students of lecture

courses and S.E.S. now services

forty courses. Cheah does not

believe this system is the panacea

to large lecture problems, but he

does believe it is a partial solution

that will improve the "rat race"

environment of university

education. Cheah complained that

Universities are growing, and

large lectures are growing, but no

one in the administration has

looked into problems of this

system"
He also believes that because it

is the graduate school that gives a

university its rating, the un-

dergraduates (who support the

university) suffer from lack of

administrative concentration.

At the moment the organization

is run as a private enterprise, but

Cheah, who is leaving next year,

would like to leave it in the hands of

a student co-op. The co-op would be

a student union catering to all of

the students needs by the students.

He envisions the co-op as even-

tually including the Collegian, a

computerized book trade, and

anything else the students would

want. Cheah feels the success of

the co-op would mean putting the

power of many things in students'

hands, lowering the prices of

student services, creating many
jobs for students, and virtually

feeding money students put out,

back into their own pockets.

The success of S.E.S.S Co-op

idea depends on whether the

organization's foundation (study

note program) will survive in the

near future. There is a large

possibility that it won't.

To begin with, many of the

faculty members object to what

they believe to be an encroachment

on the sanctity of their classrooms.

Professor Howard Gadlin of the

psychologv department is strongly

opposed "to the S.E.S. Note

program. ,

•I don't see how any

businessman has the right to in-

trude in on any class," he said.

According to Gadlin, he is

alienated by S.E.S. p:ofit motive

and objects to the fact that even

though he did not give written

permission for the notes to be

published for his Psychology 101

lecture, S.E.S. advertised a sub-

scription for the courses anyway.

In addition to his ethical ob-

jections, Gadlin has educational

reasons for opposing the note

program. He believes that these

notes work against the teachers

and students in that attendance is

much lower in classes with

published notes, and that these

notes, which are only an outline,

are all the students tend to learn.

Gadlin also said that selling notes

won't change the lecture system.

As a matter of fact he believe that

it would encourage larger lectures,

because the notes would make
lectures manageable.

Dr. David Bischoff, Associate

Provost, has investigated this

controversy both legally and

morally. It is the responsibility of

his position to protect the right of

both students and faculty. In

response to some of the faculty's

complaints that it is illegal to

publish notes without written

permission of the lecturer. Dr.

Bischoff sought the advise of the

University lawyer. The lawyer

informed the administration of the

Common Law Copyright Law"
which was determined in a

Californian court decision in 1969.

The decision says that a lecturer

has common law copyright to

original idea when delivered to a

limited classroom audience. As a

civil and not a criminal case, it

would be up to the individual

professors to press charges should

there be an infraction of their

copyrights

Apart from the legal aspects of

this controversy. Dr. Bischoff sees

how the problems of the large

lecture and large university in

general are becoming more and

more out of hand every day.

"If the University can be

reduced to taking notes and exams
as a harbinger of education, then I

don't want to be a part of it," he

said.

His responsibility to protect the

students in every respect leads him

to personally believe that the note

system is a disaster. According to

Dr. Bischoff, it puts some students

who can't afford notes at a definite

disadvantage. It also removes

student motivation and personal

interpretation of knowledge. As far

as the Associate Provost is con-

cerned, published notes reduce

what little personal attraction a

large university offers, to a matter

of regurgitating what is outlined in

their note subscriptions.

Some feel selling these notes is

advantageous and a beginning to

solving the overcrowded conditions

that are characteristic of a large

state university, while others feel

that it is perverting the function of

higher education. No matter what

their opinions on S.E.S.. all levels

of universitv society agree that our

lecture system is a sterile and

ineffective method of learning

I

WATER BEDS
SALE

YiMir Choice

KING. QUEEN, or

DOUBLE SIZE
MATTRESS

-

5 vr. guarantee 124.99

with 1" Foam
Insulating Pad

$29.9*

A Head of Time

llfiOCollegrSt. Amherst

M.l Tet.aKMOM
Open Noon »il 9

CLIP & SAVE CLIP & SAVE

Research (Term) Papers
We rover virtually every topic-All writers are college grads

specializing in vour topic.

Original Papers $ 3.50 per page
Previously Used $2.50 per page

Send Tonic Description & Money Order

TO

BO* 1*17

PAPERS AND INC.
MIDDLETOWN, CONN. 06457

TEL. 203-346-2018

TRUSTEE HAIGIS — "I'm surprised and not

shocked. Shocked is overused...."

Join the Brothers of

Phi Sigma Kappa

for the N.F.L. Game

of the week.

(Oakland vs Cleveland)

TONIGHT 8:30 P.M.

510 North Pleasant St.

545-0174

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
SPACES AVAILABLE

Nomination sheets may be picked up

in front of RSO, 1st level, CC.

Must be in by 5 p.m. Fri. Oct. 8

1
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In The Nation And The World

Strike Continues
t AP)—The dock strike that closed ports from Canada to Mexico enters

its 96th day today, making it the longest in West Coast history, and

mediators said yesterday the negotiators were making some progress.

Negotiations in the East Coast dock strike-that started Friday and

produced the first coast-to-coast longshoremen's walkout-were scheduled

to resume today. Union negotiators in the mine workers' walkout were to

report to their members today.

J. Curtis Counts, the chief federal mediator who has been meeting with

both sides in the West Coast strike, said yesterday in San Francisco, "We
are nearer a settlement than we were before and we're still trying."

Until now, the longest dock strike in Pacific coast history was a walkout

23 years ago that was settled on Christmas Eve after 95 days.

The work stoppage by 15,000 longshoremen has shut down 24 ports from

Canada to Mexico since July 1, causing financial losses estimated at

more than $1.5 billion in California alone.

After a meeting with both sides in Oregon Sept. 25, President Nixon

announced that negotiators promised to try for a settlement by the

weekend.
Counts said Nixon has made no further pleas with either side since

then.

Negotiators met until 9:30 p.m. Saturday and planned to resume

yesterday afternoon.

At issue is a dispute over loading certain container cargo, plus the

longshoremen's demands for a 34.7 per cent wage hike, a guaranteed 40-

hour work week and more fringe benefits.

Involved in the East Coast walkout are 45,000 members of the

AFL—CIO International Longshoremen's Association.

The guaranteed wage issue is at the center of the dispute. The union

seeks retention of a contract provision guaranteeing eligible

longshoremen 2.080 hours of pay a year-the equivalent of 52 weeks at 40

hours a week. The New York Shipping Association said the plan cost

shippers $15 million last year and wants it revised.

There were no developments yesterday in the strike by 80,000 members
of the United Mine Workers in 20 states. The walkout began Friday

following expiration of the union contract with the Bituminous Coal

Operators Association. The union is seeking an increase in the current top

pay of $37 to $50 a day and increased industry payments to its welfare and

retirement fund.

Phase II Freezes

Hospital Costs
WASHINGTON (AP)—The

secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare said Sunday the Nixon
administration plans to include

controls on hospital and doctors'

costs in Phase II of the new
economic program.
Secretary Elliot L. Richardson

Expedition

Searches For

Pan-Am Route
LONDON (AP) - A team of

British explorers plans to conquer

the last obstacle to a Pan-
American highway stretching

from Alaska to the southern tip of

South America.
The 50-strong Trans-America

Expedition will drive two vehicles

through the jungle swamps of the

Darien Gap on the Panama-
Colombia border, a journey
previously completed only by foot.

The treacherous terrain of the

Darien Gap is a 250-mile missing
link for a highway running down
the western coasts of the

Americas.
Findings on a possible route

through the Darien Gap will be
handed over to the Panamanian
Highway Commission.

said since Nixon announced his

program Aug. 15 to stem inflation

and unemployment, the depart-

ment has been working with the

Cost of Living Council on sanctions

for after the wage-price freeze

ends.

"Because of the very rapid rate

in which these costs have been

rising year after year, we do intend

to include specific measures to

deal with them," Richardson said.

He gave no specifics.

Richardson made his comments
on the NBC radio-television

program "Meet the Press."

For

Posters
Galore

see

A. J. Hastings

NrusrtealerX Stationer

ISM*. Pleasant SI..

Ambers!

Passport Office Moves
WASHINGTON (AP)—The U.S.

Passport Office opens for business

at a new headquarters Monday, a

move not altogether pleasing to its

director, Frances Knight.

"We were told this was to be our

permanent residence," Miss
Knight recalled as she surveyed
the dismantling of her old office.

It is the fourth migration by the

Passport Office since Miss Knight,

a vivacious lady with a reputation

for administrative efficiency and
tiffing with her superiors, took

over 16 years ago.

"You can't really be opposed to

it," she said of the shift. She noted

her group was the only non-White

House agency in the building she is

leaving.

Fraudulent

Elections

Protested
SAIGON (AP)—Four American

pacifists set up their own
"American Embassy" on Sunday
"to represent the people" in one of

the sideshows to South Vietnam's
one-man presidential election.

"We feel there should be some
kind of alternate presence which
really represents the majority of

the American people," said Father
Harry Bury, who Saturday had
chained himself to the U.S. em-
bassy gate.

"...We went to see Ambassador
Ellsworth Bunker yesterday and
we tried to express this to him," he
added. "We found that he is alive

and well and living in 1950s."

Father Bury, along with two
other Roman Catholic priests and a

Jewish professor, outlined plans

for their ad hoc embassy to

newsmen outside the Election

Information Center before a

shouting police captain chased
them off.

But "I'm sure it's expensive any

time you move," she commented.

The agency accepts applications

from the public for U.S. passports

and produces the documents. Since

its fees run higher than its ex-

penses, it turns in a profit each

year.

Passport applications are

currently running some 26 per cent

above a year ago, officials said.

They figure this is mainly because

plummeting air fares are enticing

more Americans into overseas

travel.

Miss Knight promised no delay

in passport processing from her

move to the new quarters in a

commercial location at 1425 K St.

NW.
"That I can guarantee," she

said.

1971-72 ID Card

Validation Labels Are

Now Available In

ID OFFICE
109 Hampshire

Scientist Appeals

For Free Emigration
MOSCOW (AP)—Eminent Russian physicist Andrei D. Sakharov has

proposed that the Soviet Union grant all citizens the right to leave the

country.

He said such a right is "an essential condition for spiritual freedom for

everyone."
Sakharov, developer of the Soviet hydrogen bomb and a champion of

human rights, proposed the free emigration policy in an open letter to the

Supreme Soviet.

He recommended that the legislative body revoke the current law that

permits persons fleeing the country to be tried for high treason. The

scientist also asked for a general amnesty for persons detained in labor

camps or mental hospitals because they had tried to leave the Soviet

Union. _^^____^___^^^____^____^^__^^^^^_^^_

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS

BUDGET
_ ALL DRIVERS
PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Responsible People

Are Being Sought As

Advocates for the General Court

The right to defend and prosecute

fully Is just part of the job.

For more information

contact Henry Bouffard, Student Senate Office.

STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS

will be held Thurs., Oct, 7

Dorm Resident:

respective Dorms 6-9 p.m.

Sororities - Fraternities and Commuters

:

in front of the University Store 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

IDS REQUIRED
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McGovern To Speak At UMass,

Promote Student Registration
By li:ANETTE MARTINEAU
"We have been negotiating with

McGovern representatives in

Washington and New Hampshire,
and the Senator will be speaking in

the Student I'nion Ballroom, on

October 31, at 8 P.M.," John
Stevens, coordinator of the

Amherst Registration Drive Co-

Alition, announced Friday.

The visit by the Democratic
presidential candidate George
McGovern of South Dakota comes
as part of the effort by a coalition,

comprised of the Young
Republicans, the Young
Democrats, the Anti-War fund, the

Committee for McGovern for

President and the People's

Community Union, which is urging

students to register to vote.

In order to accomodate UMass's
20,000 potential voters, the

Amherst Board of Registrars has

scheduled a Voter Registration

Session at the Campus Center on

October 14, 1971, from 1:00 to 9:00

p.m., on the concourse level.

According to "Voter
Registration Information"
prepared by the Amherst
Registration Drive Coalition:

"Kvery person over the age of 18

(i.e. by election day) may register

to vote if you: - are a citizen of the

U.S., will have been a resident in

your city or town for six months

prior to an election."

About the residency

requirement. Attorney Richard
Rowland. Student Senate Counsel,

said: "The rule is that on election

day, the voter must be a resident of

the city or town, registered for 6

months, which means to those

persons registering for the

February 22 town election-

commencing on or before August

22, 1971.

"Students who were residents in

May. and returned after the

vacation meet the residency
requirements", according to At-

torney General Quinn.

Applicants must present

"reasonable proof" of residency in

Amherst at registration. This,

according to the Coalition, in-

cludes: "lent receipts, a letter

from College Registrars, Deans, or

Housing office."

"The Housing Office will move
its books to the Campus Center

near the registration table on

October 14, so that students can
readily obtain the proof of

residency they need."

Unless physically disabled, an an

applicant must apply IN PERSON
lo his city or town hall, "or at any

other designated pjace in a city

ward or town precinct. In Amherst,

the Town Hall is across the street

from the Common...at any time

except during the closed

registration periods of 19 days

before city, town, or special state

primaries or elections, and :H) days
before presidential primaries and
elections."

The clerk at registration will tell

the applicant the name and
location of their voting precinct.

For further information contact

Larry Ladd or John Stevens at the

Student Senate Office, Campus
Center, or call 5-0341.

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday

Eat In Specials
PIZZA
Tomato & Cheese 79c

Green Pepper 99c

Meatballs 99c

Tomato & Cheese 79c

Green Pepper - - 99c

Meatballs - - - 99c

Spaqetti and Meat Balls - - 79c

10c oxtra to take out

Amherst Tower
n East Pleasant St. Amherst

You can m>t Information en voting and registering at this table.

located on the concourse level of the Campus (enter, from n A.M.

until 1 P.M. daily. I MIX photo by Gib Fullei ton.)

Nationwide Registration

Voter registration drives are getting under way on campuses all across

the country Ibis fall With nearly 5 million students among the 11.4 million

newly enfranchised young people between the ages of 18 and 21.

\n Associated Press survey showed the drives are meeting with mixed

response Spokesmen at some schools, reported turnouts larger than

expected; others said there was little interest in registration; still others

said il was too early to tell.

The registration drives took varying tonus voting booths on campus,

editorials m student newspapers, appearances by local and national

politicians and campaigns by specially formed student groups.

The National Association of Student Governments, the ( ouncil ot

Undergraduate Deans and the Washington University Student I nion are

sponsoring jointly a meeting Nov 1H-21 thafs billed as a national con-

vention to initiate student voter registration.

MDC Classifieds Pay

OPEN SMOKER
at 7:00

Monday Oct. 4

Kappa Sigma

70 Butter-field Terrace

An Opportunity To Choose Your Friends.
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Wanted
When Chancellor Tippo and his close associates Provost

Gluckstern, Dr. Bromery and David Clay resigned,

U Mass-Amherst lost the leadership which established the

Amherst campus as a leading University in America.

What remains is the super-structure of a University

system in dire need of people to guide it into a new era;

people who can speak with voices that make sense and that

can bring understanding to a university community that

has been shocked and confused by the actions of its

leaders.

On top, at least theoretically, of our University is a man

who many have found to be too slick, too autocratic and

most of all, too willing to make fast changes and exercise

the power of executive discretion when consensus might be

more appropriate.

Like it or not, President Wood is what the University was

looking lor while still stumbling around on its two large

campus legs. He is, as one observer said, "a high powered

administrator", who is whipping a sprawling complex into

his budgetary control.

The future growth of this University is going to depend

upon the balancing of the budgetary powers of the

President with the only real strength of this University

which still does and always will reside within the in-

dividual campuses.
President Wood must learn that exercising powers over

the programs on each campus through the budget is only

workable when the decisions are made with all possible

attention to the people who are to be effected, not just the

programs.
We feel that President Wood has gone too far from the

principles of consensus and reasonable action in his

handling of the UMass budget and the diversion of

unreasonably large amounts of money from the Amherst

campus, for systems' office use.

With more sensitivity to the goals and functions ot a

truly great institution of higher learning, President Wood,

Chancellor Tippo and the Board of Trustees should give

honest and understandable explanations of what is hap-

pening to this University now and what direction it will

take in the future.

Bv MARKSILVERMAN
(Editor's note -The author, a former Daily

Collegian managing editor, is presently a reporter for

the Worcester Telegram.)

The first time most UMass students heard of Oswald

Tippo was May, 1969, when the then-Provost resigned

in protest of legislative cuts in the University's budget

request. The Board of Trustees never accepted the

resignation. .

About 50 students organized a publicity campaign to

lobby against the budget cuts, and to convince Tippo

to stay at UMass. Posters asking "Must Tippo Fight

Alone" were pasted on the side of the State House in

Boston. And. after about a month of debate, the

legislature defied its democratic leadershp and

restored a substantial portion of the funds cut to to the

budget.
. ,

_.

After all of this, speculation grew that Tippo s

resignation was nothing more than a grandstand play-

a bluff- designed to pressure the legislature into

restoring funds to the budget.

Tippo emphatically denied this charge.

He said his resignation was prompted by a belief

that the legislative budget cuts would prevent the

school from continuing its academic development.

Tippo said he did not want to continue as Provost, the

University's chief academic officer, "if financial

restraints are placed on academic growth."

"Restoration of the funds." he said, "removed the

reason for resigning."

A few months later the University reorganized its

administration, creating a systems office in Boston

and separate chancellors to head the three campuses.

Less than a year after his resignation as Provost,

Tippo was chosen this campus" first Chancellor.

"He is the logical man for this new position," for-

mer President John W Lederle said after Tippo's

appointment. He knows this campus better than most

administrators, and he has played a big role in our

academic growth."

It was Tippo who spearheaded the school academic

expansion during the mid-1960 s. keeping pace with

the rapid growth of student size during those years. It

was Tippo who recruited faculty and encouraged the

development of new courses. It was Tippo who fought

conservative facultv members and encouraged

revaluation of long- standing department and college

requirements.
In the year and a half since his appointment.

Chancellor Tippo's only real critics have been con-

servative faculty members and the University's

svstem office in Boston.

Disgruntled faculty argue that he has given students

too much voice in their academic lives. And. while

many students say Tippo has granted them only a few

concessions, some faculty maintain the chancellor has

gone too far in listening to student classroom feed-

The Boston office, headed by President Wood, has

been increasingly angered by the chancellor's in-

dependence, by his refusal to allow the system office

to manage local campus affairs.

But. as chancellor, Tippo dedicated himself to

improving communications on campus.

There were the coffee hours in the Colonial Lounge

every Tuesday, as Tippo and his inner circle of ad-

ministrators-Bromery, Gluckstern, Shapior, Allen-

made small talk with students.

Nothing much really came out of the coffee hours,

and the sessions gradually became the butt of a

standing student joke, running along the lines of "see

the administrators, see them talk with students," etc.

But the coffee hours signaled the beginning of a new

responsiveness on the part of University ad-

ministrators toward students and their concerns.

There was something symbolic about Tippo, engulfed

by a cloud of cigar smoke, jotting down a student's

gripe on a note pad and reaching for a nearby phone to

call a department head for an immediate answer to a

student's complaint.

There were the weekly meetings at the Top ot the

Campus with Collegian editors. There were the

holiday meals at the Chancellor's house, at which he

would stuff underweight student senators and joke,

•Ha, now I've bribed you.''

But beneath the semi-serious, semi-put on image of

the befuddled Mr. Chips, which Tippo presented to the

students, there was an honest committment made to

students! The Chancellor found it comfortable to

create a character to hide behind, a character which

could be accepted bv students, in order to ease what

he hoped would be an improvement in student-

administration relations.

Students would have felt self conscious admitting

that they actually liked the Chancellor. This would

have gone against the pious standoff which students

had grown accustomed to with President Lederle.

To be ingratiated by, to have confidence in an ad-

ministrator was a new sensation for UMass students.

The quality of being human, of having depth, was in

contrast with the grey, methodical behavior of top

administrators before Tippo.

Tippo's Mr Chips allowed students to drop their

defensive antagonism toward administrators and to

adopt a half-serious fondness for the chancellor.

Students and administrators began to talk and to trust

each other.

The change may not have been much, but at least it

was a start. Students began to gradually slip into the

University's decision-making machinery. They were

given a chance to behave like adults for the first time.

But Tippo has resigned. Unlike 1969, nothing can

bring him back. And after a year and a half. Whitmore

once again assumes the role of the enemy fortress.

You Dolt, Harry

WASHINGTON -I received a call from a guy last

week who claimed he was president of the Harry Anti-

Defamation League. He said. "You wrote an article

last week in which you used the name Harry to make

fun of a TV football situation. For years now radio,

television and newspaper writers have been holding

up the name Harry to ridicule and derision, and we

Harrys have banned together to do something about

"Now wait a minute, sir," I protested. "I do not

always use Harry when I need a fall guy. Sometimes I

use George, other times Arnie and quite often I use

Henry
"

"That's what 1 mean," Harry said. "Why don't you

ever make fun of the Steves or Jims or Jacks or Bills."

There is nothing funny about a Steve, a Jim, a Jack

or a Bill." I answered frankly. "The image just isn't

right. If I call my guy Chuck or Jack, my reader is

going to expect him to punch someone in the nose. But

if I call him Harry or Fred or Louie, the reader is

going to expect him to be punched in the nose. It's as

simple as that."

•But why should this be9 We Harrys and Mortons

and Amies and Chesters have a right to live too."

"I didn't make the rules," I protested. "A long time

ago there must have been a Harry who slipped on a

banana peel. From then on, any time a writer needed

a name for someone who was going to get all fouled

up, he used Harry."

"Well, we Harrys don't like it." Harry said. "Its

bad enough that people are always making fun of

Harry, but it's even worse when they make him the

guy who commits the crime on a TV show."

"I don't know why you take offense at that," I said.

"Everyone knows that if a Harry doesn't have two left

feet, he probably has criminal instincts."

"Yeah, but why does a Harry always have to be one

of Kocco's boys or Frank's henchmen? Why can't he

be the leader of the mob?"
"People just don't think of Harry as a leader," I

said "Writers know this. If they have to come up with

a name for a gang leader they would rather go with

Red or Dustry or even Phil. You just can't see a Harry
being the brains behind a bank job. As a matter of

fact, it's more likely that he's the guy to make the

fatal error so everyone gets caught."

"You see? All your prejudices about Harrys are

coming through. Those of us who are not public jokes

are stool pigeons."

"Not necessarily," I said. "Max is more liable to rat

on the gang than Harry."
"We aren't taking it any more," Harry said. "From

now on every time we see a Harry presented in a bad
light on television, we're going to call the sponsor and
tell him that everyone in this country named Harry is

going to boycott his product. And we also intend to

cancel our subscriptions to any newspaper that holds

up a Harry to derision."

"Frankly, sir..." I began.
"The name's Harry," he said angrily.

"Harry, then," I said. "I think you're being over-

sensitive. If your name was Hubert or Alfred or even
Bert you might have a case. But I only use Harry when
I'm looking for a minor schnook. If I'm looking for a

real hopeless case I'll never use Harry."
"Who do you use then?"
"Marvin."
Copyright |«»71. Los Angeles Times

Dr. Oswald Tippo
Provost 1964-1970

Chancellor 1970-1972

"This University cannot long survive unless we take immediate

steps to put our house in order....

Wherever free expression is curtailed, there is no genuine

intellectual community, no true university.'

Convocation Address, 1970

I believe we have the determination

energy, and goodwill equal to the work ahead.

Speech, 1970

May, l!t70. Student Leaders' Night.

February, 1!>70, Dr. Tippo is appointed Chancellor of the Amherst

Campus without an adequate student input in the Search Committee.
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May. 1JMM. Advertisement in Collegian.

The University was lucky this time to get a man

of the caliber of Dr. Tippo. .
.We

may not be as lucky the next.—Collegian, 1970

September. 1971. Or. Tippo greets incoming freshmen
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School of Ed
Announcements

Students in the Individualized

Program at both levels of

education, elementary and

secondary, are urged to pick up

and complete Form ST-1 by Oc-

tober 22, 1971. Form ST-1 contains

vital information for all who desire

to student teach in Western
Massachusetts during the Spring

Term of 1972. The form is available

at, and should be returned to, the

School of Education, Room 121, the

TPPC Office.

Evan Dobelle, TPPC Ad-

ministrator of Individualized

Programs, also announces that a

mandatory meeting of all such

applicants for Western

Massachusetts will be held on

November 3, 1971, in the School of

Education Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Dobelle emphasizes, "The forms

must be returned by October 22 in

order to practice teach this Spring;

in Western Massachusetts."

THE MEN BEHIND THE MACHINE. Tom Young (left) and Charlie Malone have been operating this

crane atop the library since the beginning of the project. (MDC photo by Alan Chapman.

)

Belchertown
The School of Ed is now offering

up to fifteen modular credits to

UMass students for teaching at

Belchertown State School for the

Retarded. Students are needed to

teach Monday night classes, 7
: 15 to

9:15. Courses offered to adult

residents of the school are: sewing,

music, time telling, numbers,

writing, money, communication

skills, and other specialties. For

more information, call the school

and ask for Mrs. Grover, head of

the volunteer dept.

UlMUfl
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:

7:00 pm EVENING NEWS - a full

half hour of complete news from

I nited Press International,

Associated Press, UPI World

Audio Network, and WMUA
NEWS. Includes a sports report

and live minute wrap-up at 7:25.

Original reporting of area news

is emphasized.

7::i0 pm - 8:00 CAMPUS WEEK IN

REVIEW - a half hour magazine

of the past week's campus

events.

8:00 p.m.-limi THE DRUM
Black programming featuring

soul, jazz, poetry, and black

news. Three hours of music and

information for the black

community
U:00 p.m.-1130 LATE NIGHT
NEWS REPORT - 30 minutes of

news and information compiled

by the most extensive broadcast

news department in the

Amherst area. Includes sports

and a live-minute update at

11:25.

30 p.m.-3:00a.m. R.J. Hanson

drifts in with dynamite

progressive music for the night

people

S.E.S. Going Co-op ! !

Ail subcribers and all other students are invited to become members of the new

Students' Educational System Cooperative.

For two years we have been serving you.
iliiH

.

If you'd like to know how the co-op can work for you, and how you can become a

part owner, come to our first meeting:

GENERAL MEETING
Place: Student Union Ballroom

Date: Wednesday, Oct. 6, 1971

Time: 8:00 p.m.

i

n

In conjunction with FratemityRush

the Intetiraternity Council and Campus Pizza

presents

"GREEK" GRINDER WEEK
Any Grinder on the Menu worth 75c

for only 50*

"Go Greek"
with

Campus Pizza
RT.9, HADLEY

586-3880

Visit with the

***********************

J Oct. 4, 5, 6, 7 1971
#
* worth25cOFFon
* any 75<t Grinder

* Greeks this week.

Orders To Go

*

*
JL.

orl FREE PIZZA
with every 4 ordered

with this coupon

at CAMPUS PIZZA
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WHAT'S

HAPPENING?

The Fine Arts Council is

sponsoring more than fifty

great events!

Among artists visiting

UMass. this year

DANCE
Murray Louis Dance Co.

Rod Rodgers Dance Co.

Alvin Ailey Co.

THEATRE
Andre Gregory's
Manhattan Project

"Alice in Wonderland"

Charles L udlam's
Ridiculous Theatrical
Company Presenting

"The Grand Tarot"
"Eunuchs of The
Forbidden City"

and
"Bluebeard"

Siobhan McKenna in

"Here Are Ladies"

MUSIC
swingle bingers
Preservation Hall

Jazz Band
of New Orleans
Lorin Hollander
John Williams

Kuentz Chamber Orch.
of Paris

St. Louis Symphony
Boston Symphony

Collage
Berlin Philharmonic

Octet
Tokyo String Quartet

Juilliard Quartet
Amadeus Quartet
David Amram

etc. etc.

Have you received

your fine arts

council brochure
yet?

If not, stop by the

council office

soon to be sure

you know

WHAT'S

HAPPENING!

Seats still available For
Siobhan McKenna in

"Here Are Ladies;; next
Thursday, October 7-

Bowker

Celebrity Series and/or
Chamber Music Series
Tickets just $3 (five

events) to UM un-
dergraduates! Orders
yours today!

Call Fine Arts Council 545-

0202 or stop by 125 Herter

Hall

THIS IS

WHAT'S

HAPPENING

MONL/mi, uLIUdtK 4, IV/I UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Faculty Committees Have Room For Students
The following Joint Fatultv-

stiioYiit Committees and Faculty

Senate Committees (open to

students) currently have spaces

lor undergraduates:

University Health Council—two
(2) students needed. This com-
mittee has a widerange of interests

within the area of health services,

including health and sanitation

conditions within the university,

infirmary policy-making, proposed

infirmary expansion, etc.

Five-College Coordinating
Hoard -two (2) students needed.

Complete coordination of all social,

academic, and cultural activities

between the Five Colleges comes
under the auspices of this board.

The regulation of Five-College day

and evening buses, a lecture

series, and the compilation of

course listings within specialized

areas (Asian Studies, Women's
Studies, etc.) are some of their

responsibilities.

Fine Arts Council -four (4)

students needed. The Council is

responsible for the financing and
planning of the Fine Arts program
at the University. It collects a Fine

Arts fee from the students and
budgets such groups as the

Chorale, and Concert Association.

Inspectors Attend Classes
New England Building In-

spectors will go to school this week
h keep up with changes in

materials, systems, and the law.

An estimated 150 from all over

the region will come to the UMass
campus to attend a conference by

the Division of Continuing
Education, the Cooperative Ex-

tension Service, and the

Massachusetts Building Com-
missioners and Inspectors

Association, the Connecticut

Building Officials Association,

New Hampshire Building Officials

Association, Khode Island Building

Officials Association, and the

Building Officials Conference of

America, Inc. Professor Robert G.

Light of the food and agricultural

engineering department is

program coordinator.

Big Mac
is Coming

A new McDonald's family-style

restaurant will open Tuesday,

October 26th, on Route 9 in Hadley.

Only three miles from the

University campus, the new
restaurant will be open until

midnight during the week and 2

A.M. on weekends. It will feature

McDonald's usual quality food at

modest prices, fast service, and a

r»2-seat indoor dining area.

Brian Zuckerman, owner and

manager, expects McDonald's to

be well received in the Amherst

Sessions will be at the Campus
Center all week with instruction by
UMass faculty, those from the

building industry and public of-

ficials.

Some of the topics to be covered
are fire protection, legislative

programs, new lumber standards,

preparing for court appearances,

soil construction material and
others.

Funds are also used for special

projects such as art purchases,

dance concerts, and folk music.

The Council's program is ad-

ministered by a manager hired by

the Council and responsible to the

Council.

Discipline Board—one (1)

student needed. Judicial in nature,

this board deals with major
University infractions by students.

It is largely an appellate body.

Environmental Living-Learning

Committee—two (2) students

needed. This committee studies the

bio-physical and socio-cultural

factors which influence the

university community. Improving

the environment by taking full

advantage of the university's

resources and creating a living-

learning atmosphere on campus
are among its major tasks.

Married Students Housing-one
(1) student needed. The general

policy review, improvement and

possible expansion of married

students' housing is undertaken by

this committee.
CASIAC Curriculum Committee-

-three (3) students needed. One
student is needed from each
branch of the College of Arts and

Sciences (Humanities and Fine

Arts, Natural Sciences and
Mathematics, and Social Sciences

and Behavioral Sciences) at this

time. Evaluation and im-

provement of the three branchs'

curriculums comes under this

committee's purview.

Human Subjects-two (2)

students needed. All aspects of

student life are examined by the

membership of this committee.

Study is aimed at how the in-

dividual may adjust to and take

full advantage of campus life.

Academic Planning Advisory
Council -one (1) student needed.

Jaycees Host Foreign Students
The Amherst Jaycees are sponsoring a free all-day tour of Sturbridge

Village, an authentic New England Village, for any Foreign Students and
their families on Saturday, October 9th. The bus will leave from Prince

House in Southwest at 9:00 A.M. The Amherst Jaycees will provide lunch.

All interested may sign up at Prince House or at the Foreign Student

Office by October 6th.

This Council deals with academic
renovation in all its phases:

curriculum, faculty, grading, etc.

All undergraduates interested in

participating on the above com-
mittees are urged to contact

Student Senate Vice-President

John Hogan in the Senate Office

located within the Student Ac-

tivities area on the first level of the

Campus Center. Those interested

in the Academic Planning Ad-

visory Council should contact the

Chairman of Student Senate
Academic Affairs, Nick Apostola,

also in the Senate Office.

WHAT'S

NEW
BOLLES KICKS OFF

THE '71 FALL SEASON

area.

AT THE TOP OF THE CAMPUS?
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Dressy SHOES
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aouo
8 Main St., Amherst

We honor Bank Amencard and Master Charge
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warruntx. Also, frames, liners * parts in

slock (all Mark at MtttK.
lflli-12

We undersell all. Any ann an i«i> www
appliances, stereos, radios. refrigerators,

anything Call Larry MMM or come to XSO

( ance.
tfio-n

Just like people: hruised on the outside,

hut hea ut if u I inside. l»f.S Chevy convert,

(all 5W.-27KH.
tflO-fi

Hanging Haulers-other ceramic ware

martc loonier. Fred Fnglanrtcr Vlfl-HlSI. la

I caring St.

IflO-l

Amhilious people wanted to sell jewelry

on campus-no experience necessary -high

commissions -send name, address and tel.

no. lo Hicharrts. IIKI Main St.. Springfield.

Mass
tfin-H

Need mono "
I-'urn S2a or more a week '

Work your own hours al your convenience.

< all Barrv or l>a\c lOO-.VMl.

IfMM
RIDE WANTED

Fleclric Joe: If you want something hoi

and spicy for alter your hirlhday come
over lo III and we'll make you a pizza,

okax Wildiuan ' llappx helated hirthrtax
'

liehhie ami I \nrta.

10-4

Melville Basement Invites James
Basement and 1th floor to a party Kridax

night at K.

IIIO-'ll

Hiishiind anil wife inert rirte to anri from

aiouiirt t oliimhus. Ohio on Oct 21 will

share driving and expenses, (all Boh .'.10-

(.71.1

IfMM

Horoscopes done professionally, (all

S4MMW. Write David Fllioll Manniquc A
II North VillaKc. Minimum $'.

tflll-fi

I'.enjumin stereo compacts, miracord

and linen turntables, elac cartridges and

I Ml speakers. At discount prices, (all

.'.Hi-Wtl7

Iflll-.".

FOR RENT

I'alms read,

hullshil.

KIT 'IT AS

(all Chris (i-KZlil So* No

tfio-t

LOST

07 Mustang conv. VH :i snd.. I new tires,

excellent condition IMM, (all MMMJ
after five.

IfMM

UM I nrd Mustang, ticxl.. unod running

court. Sec John 120 Anilly .St.. across from

Orake. $ MHi

IflO-S

MM17 M(.B-(.T, special, overdrive,

wirew heels, new clulrh. snow llres. (iood

M.ndilion .'.KI-27IHI exl. 2S7 after 7 p.m.
tflO-7

H xustln ( ooper with cooper s enKine.

law. ( all MMM7,
tfld- 7

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

IWK Montessa 2aOi c. completely rehll..

new paint, excellent shape, street and dirt

lonihination $MHi or hesl offer MM MM
an\lime.

Ifm I

I!I7I Alula Hecord. Ill speed Best offer

I all Id .-.mi-t-»IL'

Iflll I

FOR SALE

I ai it Km WW < Mrl, rxi client condition.

Bealistic Stereo, tape rerorrter. model.
'nut. 2 mikes includes 2 speakers, tapes.

( all Scan IId or M Johnson. Best.

tfw-s

HI7I Honda ( B IM) red -ex. condition,

new tire A chain. Must sell hefnre snow.
M .not haKKle. ( all Joel after lip ni. l-af.7-

.'.7111.

tfin-4

Kl II model 24 (KM <V changer) with 2

Inn Kl II 17 speakers Kxr.cnnd. 1210. (all

Sieve 2SB-KOKI

tflO-fi

l.ihson 'li:i .ISO-Snow Hake inlays-fixed

hririKc-a fine guitar-Sam. (irets eh. I!W0

iliii Atkins elec. W/hard rW*4SM. Al

MMMf.
tflO-4

Krown suede panls. skirls, skins, lop

•iiialily. wholesale Hants 127. skirts BB.4B,

skins II, Slop hy to look Jon-121 ( IikII.ih n.

'. -21.111 leaxe numher if not in.

tflO -4

l pair studrtert snow tires ii.Vi-i;l new last

season S:m t all I'eler K3.T2M arounrt I

IfMM

I'oilalile sleico Phono Hell 2.'.W Amp.
Harris 1 weed Jackets lx studded snow
tires .'.till x II W omans unused Hacron
( out 1 1. .'.".:!-.". II".

Iflll-'.

Vm P.uikle Ski Boots used (I times Sw
with stand s/ x 1/2, heart ski poles good
ioihI IB. Hourc Ski II. >' I- used twice Sill

( oik nrrtc ( oni|iiii I Stcico. \M -|-

M

llewani: A gold link hracelel posillxely

lost Wed.. Si-pt. 2!l in Thompson 102 hel-

ween l:20-l::»l p.m. MMMM after 1/ 5-

2711 K-a H<hi.
Iflll-r.

S7.'./month. utilities included, one hlock

lion, ciimpiis. (all Bonnie BUMM Ml
p.m.

IfMM

Black Angora li weeks old. househroken.

heallhx happy . lo\ahle pets ( all M44HM
after .'. p.m.

IfMM

I ighlweight hlue jacket. Had NS.K (

State (humps ins<;ihed. (all fi-7!S:i7.

IfMM

ROOMMATES WANTED

\\iiilahle now -one hedroom aparlment

al Puffton Village. (all »49-.t6K7

IfMM

k i ins w ith I hed rms 1 1 miles from I of

M. I multure. 2haths. all utilities paid ISM
pci n Hi ( all :i2:i-7K!i:i.

tflll-l

Male share 2 hdrm. apt. in sund. with 2

others. SfiO Mike «fiV:M»l2. 545-IMH.
PERSONAL

liio-i;

Pim.inmate female to share rent with 2

girls, own room in Hadlex t all SKfi-2KIS.

IflO-S

lo the A.P.O. whoever you are. I nank

mmi for taking care of me I'ridax night. I

icallx appreciated it. I inda
Hi-

1

I cmale roommate wantedftirnished

studio apt.-Stia mo. -I.', mln. from IMass

( all 323-4IW keep trying.
tfio-li

Working
iiparlment
r.l!l-l07».

girl ilesires r iimale with

Must nunc MUM! ( all Diana

(fill li

Nurtgc-happx 21st hirthrtax' Sorry I

i an I hi with xou We'll haxetohit the hars

this weekend. I oxe \a. Pats.

MM

lo young Bill Mlas Wrangler kid ruslx

/ippiis wi'ic :> hall in the summer of sixty

nine Signed the Ocnim \ Irgin

III-

1

LECTURE NOTES
I ecliiie notes arc now axailahle in room

:ik in the Student I nion I ohh\ foi all

sections of \ulhro ml. Bolanx till. Peon .

I.'.'.aiid 121.. (.eologx 101. (,o\ . loo anrt IM,

Hist. I.'.l. Human Hex. 270. Micro I to.

Phil. io\. Psxch MM. 2»i2. 2i;:i. IN), 2M, Ml,
anil M2, Sin-. Mil, ,'ihi Mil anil IM. One
section of Hist. IM ami Psxch. :I2.'. also in

If 10-7

ENTERTAINMENT WANTED
I miv Wertnesrtax nigh l at the Pnglish

Puli-lm xour own thing! Shore vocal

master P\ system axallahle' ( all Jerrx

.

'.Pi- 1 200 or Mark, .'".i. h '.Tii

IfMM
TYPING

Typing thesis, dissertations, etc. Kasl.

accurate: have (.reek alphahet. math A

chem. sxmhnls. ( all RHMMI,
tfio-t:t

HELP WANTED

(.irl with insurance agy exp. auto A

homeowners, rating « typing essential.

I all Mil Htllt. \W Borawski inc .
KK King

St Norlhamplon
IflO-fi

Male suhjects for psxchologlcal ex-

piiinient I am 12 imi see Jeanne. Martlet!

2."1 1

1

Ifl'l I

Mi n lo creel chainlink fem* I >

pcriemed onlx Par! time. I it;ger»ld

Nip|ier donl Id (he mono-meenies get

xou down: specially now that your hir-

thrtax s i nihil oiountl llappx Pith

niAniAniM ABA\ M
Mil

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

In sew freak of Pi lambda Phi-we

snow now HMM the world will know- 1Mb

Hi... i Hilton
III I

Want a pail linn or full timr Joh"

Punning xour own business no door lo

iIimii no telephone surxexing ( all 2S:i-".ki7

all ei ".

If lo '.

SERVICES

IMI happx iiiiixersurx

.

Hi-

1

\ii'hersl \urtio senilis Slrreo com
ponents tap. decks for home or car. I'*7

No Plc.isanl s| Ml ki:i:i

II.-. II
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Fire Dept. Raising Money
In conjuction with National Fire

Prevention Week, Oct. 4th,-8th, the

UMaw Volunteer Fire Department

will be hokling an extinguisher

These are small, easy to use dry

chemical appliances for use in the

home, car. or boat. A table will be

set up just outside the Campus

Center Bookstore from 9-5 all

week. Other sizes and types of

extinguishers will be on sale as

well as small first aid kits suitable

for the car.

The UMVFD which has been in

existence for 15 years has received

Notices
AC

Bl's°.or

L

i: i! 1oav,S ,.6:;sp.m . a .

Whitmore and Haigis Mall.

BHAGAVADGITA CLASS:

The true goal of Yoga ib «f««

Consciousness Th. Bhagavad Grfa

class Monday, 6 p.m., Cance House,

main lounge. Wednesdays, 7 p.m.

Grayson 334. All invited.

CHILDRENS' CENTER DAY
CARE

Parents: Do you need day care tor

your children? A small new full day

daycare center is opening in

Greenfield, 1 mm from Hwy. 91. Call

773 3894 or 774 2071.

with IMPORTANT keys. Reads:

-Codar PL. Ohio", call at 546 5062 or

leave in CC lost and tound.

Black glasses in Bartlett Aud.,

Thursday morning after child psych

Call 6 6230

STUDENT ACTIVITIES DAY:
Come to the Campus Center

Concourse level between 9 AM and 4

PM Thursday, October 7 and find all

you need to know about Student

Activities. Any organization in-

terested in reserving a table please

register at the Program Council

Office, Room 101, Campus Center.

no support from the Student Senate

for the last 2 years, and it is by

functions such as this that a small

amount of money can be obtained

to replace worn out uniforms and

equipment. At the same time the

Department hopes to contribute to

fire prevention and safety by

placing these devices in the homes

and cars of the general public.

Anyone who can not get down to

the table because of classes or job

committments can place phone

orders by calling 546-9264 from 7-9

P.M. during the week of the sale.

A L 1. C L L E (1 I A N

REPORTERS AND NEWS
DESK PEOPLE SHOULD
COME TO A MEETING
TONIGHT AT 7:«0 IN THE
COLLEGIAN OFFICE FOR
BEAT ASSIGNMENTS.

Mobe Elects Officers;

Confirms Plans Tonight

There will be a Student Mobilization Committee meetins
s
tonight_at 8 00

in Franklin Koom. Student Union Final plans will b. "j"™*^
officers will be elected. All persons wishing to bu.ld the fall antiwar 01

'^1^2&*£»IC wS'beld Wednesday to solidify plans for

thloctoblrTanLarTeach-in to be held at UMass. and to prepare for

Ston will be on sale at the SMC table starting today, $5.00 per round

tr

The November action will entail participation of groups from New

Kmriand who will gather in Boston. Antiwar organizations students

labor support, wlfn s groups, third world, and gay organizations have

aU
A
P
l!

e

stStCuSCals so far committed to the actions is available

in the SMC office.

CHINESE STUDENTS.
All Chinese und«rgrads interested

in joining the Chinese Student

Association please give name, ad

dross 8. telephone, class & maior to

either RSO Mailbox No. 338 (RSO

Office at CC basement) or contact

Dunne Fong, 316 Gorman, 546 6489 or

546 6487 before Thurs. Oct. 7.

CHRISTIANS:
josh is coming and he'll be here

Wednesday and Thursday.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Ground School at 7 30 p.m., Rm.

162 CC Bring Exam Guide. Topic AC
systems

COOLIDGE MIDDLE:
Southwest Assembly election to be

held tonigM from 4-9 p.m. on the 12th

floor.

ENGLISH DEPT. UNDERGRAD
CONWITTEE MEETING
Recruitment campaign and

newsletter to &• discussed All

English maiers Waited Monday, 7

pm., Student tsculty lounge in

Bartlett Hall lobby.

GERMAN CLUB:
important meeting this afternoon

in CC Rm. 811 at 4 p.m All interested

students welcome. Refreshments
served

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB . „
New lessons for square dancing

will be beginning Tuesday. Everyone

is invited to attend. There are no

obligations just come to see what

square dancing is like

ITALIAN CLUB:
Italian table, Monday 530 p.m.

Meet at information desk, Concourse

level, CC.

JQA UPPER
Southwest Assembly election to be

held tonight from 7 9 p.m. on 19th

floor

NAIADS:
Meeting of all members today at

4 45 and Tuesday at 5. Welcome to

new Naiads!

OUTING CLUB:
Monday meeting in Rm. 165 CC. at

6 30. Trips to whites to be discussed

If you plan to go, be there.

UMASS VOLUNTEER
DEPT.:

In conjunction with Fire

Prevention week, the UMVFD will be

holding a fire extinguisher sale Mon.

I ri ,
10/4 10/8, outside CC

Bookstore, 9 5 daily. Te| PPho"e
, /

r
a

ders will also be accepted 10/4 10/8

from 7 9 p.m. by dialing 546 9264.

Soft brown suede zipper key case

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAR.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

The keynote of Cancer is to preserve and

protect special interests, including family

and property. Natives of mis zodiacal sign

harmonize with Taurus, Virgo, Pisces and

Scorpio. There is an attraction to

Capricorn, but caution must be exercised

by Cancer persons in their dealings with

Libra and Aries Where money is con

cerned, Cancer is likely to benefit from an

association with Leo Some famous persons

born under Cancer include Dave Garroway,

jean Kerr and Orson Bean

ARIES (March 21 April 19). What had

been seined may appear to come apart at

seams. Full moon position accents per

sonality, marital tie, legal ventures

Whatever you do, consider feelings of

family member. Remember birthdays,

other ••mhrersaf ies

TAURUS lApril » May 20) You may toe

,nvited to closed circuit demonstration,

performance Key is to keep confidences

Telling everything now would be an error

Much occurs in clandestine manner There

are whispers rather than shouts.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Some friends

,n transit could make special requests

Check names, addresses Don't take

relatives for granted. Child who usually is

obedient may display traces of

rebelliousness Be alert, versatile.

CANCER (June 21 July 22) You finish.

Project, assignment is put aside Your

efforts are iudged. Remain dispassionate,

objective. Avoid any tendency to whine.

Opportunity exists to expand emotional,

professional horizons Grasp it

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Too many

changes, plans, trips could result in con

fusion Bring order out of chaos Refuse to

panic Those who caiole, threaten are

merely testing Stand tall Independent

attitude brings desired results.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 72) Financial

structure may shake key is to go with tide

Success comes through unorthodox

procedures Avenues seldom explored may

hold fruitful answers for you. Don't fear the

unknown or the unusual.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Diversify try

more than one method Obtain hint from

Virgo message. Experiment you are not

wedded lo past Being progressive now

could spell ultimate success. Realize this

include Sagittarius in plans

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Movements

may be slightly restricted You are apt to be

concerned with hospital, other institution

Check details, be thorough. Patience is

your ally Give logic an equal chance with

impluse
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Emphasis on change, travel opportunity

You are better able to communicate

Member of opposite sex pays meaningful

comptiment Friend may act in eccentric

manner Adopt attitude of live anklet live

CAPRICORN (Oec 22 Jan. l»> Stress is

on how to hurdle obstacles to ultimate goal

Some factors crop up which require special

study You may be asked to contribute

money but purpose seems obscured. Be

persistent in demand for information

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb 1S> Surprise

calls, messages, visits these are featured

Romantic aura is evident. Don't put loo

much stock in whispered sweet nothings

Means be realistic about promises. Then

you won't be hurt

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Heed your

own counsel in money affairs Others may

be sincere but where your finances are

concerned, seek more than sincerity. You

will receive neeoed support Stand up for

principles.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

never are satisfied with status quo This

applies to personal as well as professional

life. It is when events appear to be going

smoothly that you seek improvements or

qet urge to wander. You would not leave

proverbial sinking ship. But you would, and

do, leave when boredom strikes

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp
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1 Things done
5 British

streetcar

9 Seed
12 Female

student
European
capital

14 Man's
nickname

15 Printer's

measure
16 Colorless

18 Hindu cymbals
20 Symbol for

tantalum
22 Genus of

maples
24 Bark cloth

27 Is mistaken
29 God of love

31 Weight of
India

32 Rants
34 Frog
36 A stata (abbr.)

37 Worships
39 Visions .

41 Spanish for

"yes"
42 Girl's name
44 Eagle's nest

45 Comb, form:
outside

47 Tardy
49 Army meal
50 Pierce

52 Burrowing
animal

54 Conjunction

55 Wager
57 River in

Africa

59 Exists

. Everyone
63 Dillseed

65 Portico

€7 Insect

68 Flower

69 Man's
nickname

3 Symbol for

tellurium

4 Sum up

5 Delineate

6 Man's name

7 Part of "to be"

8 Encountered

9 Man's name
10 Stamp of

approval

11 Pronoun
-17 Sun god

19 Near
21 Jason's ship

23 Crucifix

25 Authorization

26 Gets up
27 Wipes out

28 Withered

30 Girl's nam©

33 Trade for

money

35 Think
38 Bridge term

15

40 Region

.43 Makes amends

46 Article of

furniture

48 CHoicepart

51 Exist -

53 Spanish
article

56 Sailor (collpq.)

58 Superlative

/ ending

60 Declare

61 Hebrew month

62 French article

64 Negative

66 Preposition

IT'S THAT 10EIRP LITTLE KIP

FROM CAMP.. ANfUAV, WHY DON T

YOU COME OVER? I'M 6ETTIN6

50ME OF TME SAN6 T06ETHER TO

PUW 11

HA HA, HERMAN

JV Booters

Gain OT Win
ByJIMPINSKY

The J.V. soccer team successfully opened its 1971 season with a 3-

2 overtime victory against Holyoke CC. They needed a goal in

overtime to subdue their stubborn opponents. The ball spent 90% of

the time in the area around the Holyoke goal but seemed to think

that was close enough as UMass scored on only 3 of 39 shots.

Holyoke opened the scoring at 14:11 of the first quarter but

UMass came back four minutes later when wing Greg Tudryn

nailed home a pass by Don Flick to tie the game. UMass's only

break of the game came when an infraction occured right in front of

the Holyoke goal. Flick put the penalty shot in unassisted to give

UMass the lead.

The second quarter was frustrating as Holyoke's goalie, Kevin

Michaud, made three unbelievable diving saves and did a great job

in general as Massachusetts kept the pressure on the total period

not allowing Holyoke a single shot.

The third period was a carbon copy of the second except Holyoke

did get a few shots off and ironically they scored when a shot

deflected of a UMass defensive player at the 5:28 mark to tie the

game. That was all the scoring for the second half as UMass
chipped away on countless shots but couldn't increase their total

number of goals.

With thirty seconds left in regulation a UMass shot hit the

crossbar and again goalie Michaud made a great save on the

rebound to send the game into overtime. The overtime started

disasterously as halfback Steve Dec injured his knee in a collision

with a Holyoke player. When play resumed it didn't take long

before Tudryn took a pass from Tony King and popped it into the

upper right hand corner of the goal. The defense held and the final

score was 3-2.

Following the game Coach David Jekanowski said. "I've never

seen a game like that. The ball was right around the edge of their

goal 90% of the time yet we couldn't score. We didn't play that

badly, it was just that we didn't get any breaks. The defense played

well, those two goals were flukes. I was pleased with the way the

team played."

Cevert Takes Grand Prix

Pats Walloped By Colts
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP)—The

Baltimore Colts sent Tom Matte

and rookie Don Nottingham

crashing for first period touch-

downs and Jim O'Brien added

three field-goals Sunday in a 23-3

National Football League romp
over the New England Patriots.

Baltimore's tough defense led by

Bubba Smith applied heavy
pressure on rookie quarterback

Jim Plunkett and the only patriots

score was Charlie Gogolak's 34-

\ard field goal late in the opening

half.

Veteran Earl Morrall, con-

tinuing to start at quarterback

ahead of Johnny Unitas. picked

apart New England's defense,

completing 13 of 17 passes for 162

yards. However, he had two tosses

intercepted.

With running star Norm Bulaich

sidelined with a knee injury. Matte

and Nottingham shared the heavy

workload. Matte, an 11-year

veteran carried 14 times for 47

yards and caught four passes for 38

yards. Nottingham carried 16

times for 49 yards.

Dallas Upset By Redskins
DALLAS. Tex. (AP)

Washington shocked Dallas on

Charley Harraway's 57-yard

touchdown gallop and a 50-yard

scoring bomb to Hoy Jefferson

Sunday, giving the Redskins a 20-16

victory over the Cowboys and solo

possession of first place in the

National Football Conference s

eastern division.

It marked the first time

Washington had won its first three

regular season games since 1947.

Curt Knight kicked field goals of

25 and 32 yards as the salty

Washington defense withstood a

late Cowboy rally. Harravvay burst

over left tackle on Washington's

third offensive play and sailed

down the left sideline to give the

Redskins a quick 7-0 lead at 11:45

in the first quarter.

Mike Clark kicked field goals of

22, 9 and 27 yards as Washington

led 14-9 at ha If time

Knight kicked field goals of 25

and 32 yards in the second half and

a rout appeared in the making until

Roger Staubach replaced starting

Cowboys quarterback Craig

Morton in the fourth period

Staubach drove the Cowboys 69

yards in nine plays, capped by

Calvin Hill's one-yard touchdown

run With 3:08 left.

It was Dallas' first loss this

season after six preseason vic-

tories and two in the regular

season. It was only the Cowboy's

second loss in the last 17 games.

WATKINS GLEN, NY. (AP)
Francois Cevert, a 27-year-old

extrovert from France, passed

team mate Jackie Stewart on the

13th lap Sunday and went on to win

the United States Grand Prix for

Formula 1 cars.

The curly-haired Cevert, in only

his second year on the world cir-

cuit, finished about 40 seconds

ahead of Jo Siffert of Switzerland

Ronnie Peterson of Sweden was
third, Howden Ganley of New
Zealand was fourth and Stewart

fifth. Clay Regazzoni of Swit-

zerland came in sixth despite an

early pit stop that took him out of

contention.

The race, ran in almost perfect

weather after a dense fog that

didn't clear until midday, drew a

crowd estimated by police in ex-

cess of 100,000. They said it was a

record for this event.

Cevert, son of a Parisian

jeweler, collected $50,000 from the

record $267,000 purse. Siffert was
paid $20,000 and Peterson $12,000.

Cevert. who had started fifth on

the grid, overhauled pole-sitter

Stewart as they roared down the

backstretch during their 13th

Pirates Even
Series With SF

SAN FRANCISCO ( API-Bob
Robertson rocketed three homo
runs and Pittsburgh clawed six San
Francisco pitchers for 15 hits

Sunday, ripping the Giants 9-4 and

squaring the National League
championship playoff series at one

game apiece.

The red-haired first baseman
was ending a month-long dry spell.

He slugged 26 homers during the

regular season, but had not con-

nected since August 25.

The Giants, riding an emotional

high after Saturday's opening

game victory, nicked Pirate

starter Dock Ellis for a run in the

first on Willie Mays RBI double.

In the second, Pittsburgh tied it

on Robertson's double and a single

by Manny Sanguillen. but hits by

Chris Speier and Ken Henderson

restored the Giants' edge in the

bottom half of the inning.

It stayed 2-1 until the fourth when
Robertson, leading off lofted a long

fly to right field. Dave Kingman,
playing in place of injured Bobby
Bonds reached over the eight foot-

high fence but the ball glanced out

of his glove for a home run. tying

the score,

Then the Pirates took the lead

when Manny Sanguillen singled.

stole second and rode home on

Jackie Hernandez hit.

Pittsburgh added another run in

the fifth when Gene Clines who had

only one home run during the

regular season, socked a shot over

the left field wall to make it 4-2.

circuit of the new 3.377-mile

Watkins Glen Grand Prix circuit.

He never was in danger of losing

the lead, although Belgian Jackie

Ickx kept his Ferrari in contention

until forced into a late pit stop.

Stewart, who added two points to

his total toward the world driving

championship, already had clin-

ched the Grand Prix title with six

wins before coming to the Glen.

Peterson had clinched second

place.

Cevert covered the 199 miles

distance at an average speed of

115.092 miles per hour.

Ickx, who trailed Cevert by only

3 seconds when he was forced to

pit, turned the fastest lap of the

race- 117.495 miles per hour-and

received a bonus of $5,000.

Two American hotshots, Mario
Andretti and Mark Donohue, had

qualified to start in the 29 car field.

But Andretti had to withdraw his

Ferrari in order to compete in a

300-mile USAC championship race

at Trenton. His car was scratched

and Skip Barber of Carlisle, Mass.,

was added to the field.

Donohue, who also had a com
mitment at Trenton, turned his

McLaren M16 over to Britisher

David Hobbs, who finished well

back in the pack.

X-C Finish Tight
By TOM DERDER1AN

A record number of runners

completed the weekly cross

country run held Sunday through

the grasslands and tree farms to

the west of campus. Forty-five

runners took off at 4 o'clock. 44

men and one woman. Mike Conti

and UMass graduate student Dick

Fahey. formerly a Holy Cross

distance runner finished in the

same, record, time of 15:00 with

Conti ahead by just a foot. Last

week's winner Pete Stagz im-

proved his time, but finished third.

He completed a 10 mile race in

Pittsfield on Saturday.

The only woman Charlotte Lettis

also improved her time and also

lost places finishing 18th instead of

12th. After the race she said she

felt disappointed that no other

women came to run.

These races are sponsored and

officiated by members of the

Varsity Cross-Country team. Some
of the members expressed
pleasure that the race has grown
since only a half dozen men and

women ran two years ago when the

program was started.

The top runners and (heir times.

45 starters. 45 finishers.

1 Mike Conti

2 Dick Fahey
3 PeteSlas*
4 Brad Kron
5 Wayne Lucas
A Kin Kimball

/ Eel Calabreese

H Larry LaCroix

9 Noel Saunders

10 Sieve Libby

1

1

Robert Fauci. It«

12 Dave McColl

13 DaveSarrette

14 James Lmcham
15 John Lave
16. Mike Priestly

17 Charlotte Lettis

IS 00

15 00

15 27

15.33

15 38

15 53

16 It

16 35

16 42

16 46

16 55

16 56

16 57

17 00

17 08

17 09

17 II

DASHING Doug OTonnell. Redman top dog grunts along at the

midpoint of Saturday's X-C run unsuccessful!; chasi

theastera's finest providing the only highlight

dismal meet. (MIX photo by Charlotte Lettis)

for an otherwise

Other NFL Scores
l os Anqelrs

Chicago

Ntw York Gianls

SI Louis

San Francisco
Philadelphia

New Orleans

Houston

Detroil

Atlanta

New York Jets

Miami

17

3

21

20

31

3

13

13

41

36

14

in

FRATERNITY RUSH
AnnR ccc PUBLIC PHONE

FRATERNITY ADDRESS

Alpha Tau Gamma ( AT f ) 375 North Pleasant St. 253-9239

Terrr.papers

Unlimited

'WE GIVE RESULTS"
297 Huntington Ave.

Boston, Mass. 021 15

(617) 267-3000

Beta Kappa Phi ( BKC)

Delta Chi (^x)

Kappa Sigma (KS >

Lambda Chi Alpha o.XA)

Phi Mu Deira (OMD)

Phi Sigma Kappa (<)5K)

Pi Lambda Phi (TTA©>

401 North Pleasant St.

314 Lincoln Ave.

70 Butterfield Terrace

374 North Pleasant St.

545-0210

253-9076

253-9921

256-6846

FRATERNITY ADDRESS PUBLIC PHONE

256-6815
Sigma Alpha Epsilon ( £AE) 1 18 Sunset Ave.

Sigma Alpha Mu (SAM) 387 North Pleasant St. 253-9957

253-9227
Sigma Phi Epsilon ( % 4>E) 9 Chestnut St.

2539212

Tau Epsilon Phi (TE$) 418 North Pleasant St. 253-9971

ThetaChi (OX) 496 North Pleasant St. 256-6851

253-9034
Fraternity/Sorority Park 549 0670

510 North Pleasant St. 256-6863

14 Elm St. 253-3176

Monday, October 4

IDE
KE
TEO
OFAof ZBT
TTAO
ZN
A XA
<J»FK

*ATT
* Stockbridc*4

(7:00)
(7:00)
(7:00)

(7:30-10:00)

(8:00 10:00)

(8:00 10:00)

(8:30)

(8:30)
(8:00)

nr>'v

Tuesday, October 5

OMD (8-10)

£X (9:00)

$2&ofZBT (9:00-10:30)
OX (9:30)
AXA (9:30)

Phi Sigma Delta of ,

Zeta Beta Tau A< .

358 North Pleasant St.
"3-9031

($£D of ZBT) ,„ ,„ZetaNu(ZN) 336 North Pleasant St. 253-9232

Wednesday, October 6

**>E

AXA
*AX
k5

(7-9)

(8:00)
(8:00)
(9:00)

Thursday, October 7

9X
TTa9 (8

(9:30)
00-10:00)

Coffee House
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Soccer Team Escap Tie
By STEVEFERBER

It was" one of those games that

gets vou really psyched up. One of

those times when you're on the

edge of your seat, with the players

on the bench all standing, and

everyone is waiting for something

to happen, but it never did, as

UMass tied Boston University

Friday night at Nickerson Field in

Boston.

Unlike most scoreless games,

this one was anything but dull.

Despite the fact that the Redmen

were clear favorites before game

time, one would never have known

it after the 98 minute battle., for

B U undoubtedly felt that they had

been robbed of a victory, and

UMass had to feel somewhat

fortunate to escape with a tie.

As the Hedmen chalked up their

third consecutive shutout, the

Hodman defense got its most in-

tensive workout thus far this

season. While the Redman offense

was warming up in quarters one,

two and three the defense was

scrambling, and scrambling well

as goalie John Kiah did a

tremendous job in snuffing out the

numerous B.U. opportunities.

Reverting back to their pre-

season play. I' Mass began very

very slowly, and the first quarter

••adjustment period" was just that,

as the astroturf field produced a

roll to which the Redmen booters

were quite unaccustomed.

Not until the fourth quarter did

I Mass look like the team that

faced Boston College last Tuesday.

but even then their pressure went

for naught.

BU.. on the other hand, mounted

an attack that kept Kiah busy all

SatUt GtolUgtan

SPORTS
game long, and Kiah responded to

the challenge tremendously. The

first test came when a B.U. for-

ward moved in on the left side, only

to hit the cross-bar and be denied.

But that was the first of many,

perhaps live shots, that were to hit

one of the side posts, or the cross-

bar and rebound out.

Alter the first quarter indirect

kicks were B.U.'s business, having

been awarded three within a

matter ol minutes, deep in Red-

man territory In addition to in-

directs were thrown-ins, as B.U.'s

throw-in specialist. Al Schisano,

sent balls right in front of the goal

area from the sidelines, giving the

B.U. forwards plenty of chances,

and giving goalie Kiah plenty of

trouble.

After 44 minutes, shots on goal

read: B.U. 9 UMass 5, and the

trend continued into the second

half. Then all of a sudden both

offenses started to move, and both

goalie's found themselves in the

midst of scrambles, corner kicks,

and indirects.

UMass' closest chance of the

game came when Augie Calheno

let go one of his corner kicks.

Rebounding out. Gary Hart had the

good shot, but couldn't find the

handle, and by the boards when the

goal opportunity.

B.U.'s most frustrating moment

came with less than 12 minutes to

go Thev watched their linemen

send the ball towards the left

corner when all of a sudden Kiah

Hew out from his position; parellel

to the ground he knocked the ball

down, fell on it. and kicked it out of

the defensive zone.

Kiah indeed was a busy man. as.

his good night's work consisted of

over 20 saves. And as Kiah worked,

the B.U. bench stayed in a frenzy

as they rose and fell at each op-

portunity, getting more and more

frustrated as the double overtime

period ran out

For the last quarter both squads

w ere on their feet, as were many of

the fans. All were waiting for

someone to crack the ice, but solid

it stayed, and UMass came home

with "their third straight shutout.

and a 2-0-1 record

Coach Berryman traced the

Redmen's problems to that of

hustle. "We were relaxing too

much and hanging back," said

Berryman. "we just weren't

getting to the ball, and every time

a ball was up for grabs a B.U.

player was there first."

How much can be blamed on the

astroturf field is tough to judge, but

undoubtedly this new surface gave

UMass a bundle of troubles. Now
with a week layoff the Redmen can

get ready for their third Yankee
Conference opponents UConn, and

will have seven days to round that

offensive punch back into shape.

saw^waassswsasfcswas****** S2233&&

Runners Beaten
Oakland Blue; O's Win 5-3

By JAY NESTOR
Saturday was a trying day for the UMass harriers as the>rwcre

soundly beaten by a very strong Northeastern unit and barely

scraped by a surprising St. John's team.

The Huskies put their top five men within the first ten positions

and their overall depth was examplified at the fact that they left

three tine performers at home to rest through this meet.

Bill Rowe and Bruce Butterworth. both of Northeastern, held off

the closing charge of Redman Doug O'Connell to capture the in-

dividual honors. Closely following O'Connell was Husk.e Joe

( rowly This combination of first, second, and fourth places sewed

th

The Redmen "of St'. John's garnered the next two positions and

were followed byUMass freshman Bill GUlin in seventh place. This

was GUlin's first taste at collegiate and varsity action to which he

responded brilliantly. If his performance is any indication of future

happenings, he is headed for a stellar running career here at

UMass.

Tom Do-dorian. Bob Sullivan, and Peter Crisci rounded off the

Redman scoring with eleventh, twelfth, and fifteenth positions

respectively Chris Chambers and Don Dunsky were close behind

Crisci to top off the first seven Redman finishers. Chambers and

I Hinsky are credited with holding off Bob Devlin of St. John's, thus

securing second place for the Redmen and preventing St. Johns

from scoring an upset victory over UMass. The final score was NU-

26 I Mass- W. and St. Johns-5<>.

( Kerall Soph Doug O'Connell established a domineering top man

position on the cross country team. He exhibited a half a minute

difference between himself and Bill Gillin, the second UMass

finisher The team split was poor sixty nine seconds, but Coach

( > Brien was not disheartened. He pointed out that last year's team

had the same early season problem, but corrected itself as the

season went on.

Sullivan, Crisci and Dunsky look to be in fine shape and should

really begin to produce as the season progresses. Veteran Dedenan

returned to action after a year's absence and seems to be ready to

resume his UMass running career.

Perfect race conditions prevailed as the harriers christened the

new cross country course, which is, by the way. a perfect course for

spectators since the runners can be viewed for some time from a

vantage point in the Orchards.

* * *

The freshman race produced a surprise winner as well as a fine

victory for the little Redmen. Randy Thomas, a native of Ht-

chburg took top honors in his first race in two years. He set the

early pace and never relinquished the lead, building his margin

steadily until the finish. ..._*..

St lohns grabbed the next two positions followed by a Huskie

Bruce MacLean, Paul Albini. and Steve Brown capped the fresh-

nrm victory as thev took the tifth. sixth, and seventh places.

Devon Croft. Rick Vose, andTom Wilson completed the top seven

for I Mass The final stood at UMass -28. St, John s-38, and NU-69

The larriers travel to Franklin Park in Boston. Tues.. to run

nowerful Harvard and equally tough Providence in a highly

coinpetUivetr. meet This second meet should sharpen up the team

to realize how far it can go

BALTIMORE i AP> - Paul Blair's two-run double in

the seventh inning put the finishing touches on a four-

run Baltimore uprising and Vida Blue's attempt to

still the orioles' bats as the defending world cham-

pions belted the Oakland As 5-3 Sunday in the opening

game of the American League playoffs.
"
Blue the moody, silent lefthander whose confidence

had been questioned prior to the opener, breezed into

the seventh inning with a three-hitter and a 3-1 lead,

raising the specter of the Orioles' first defeat in

plavoff history.

But the world champions, winners of all six ot their

previous plavoff games over two season, struck

decisively in their half of the seventh and took a 1-0

lead in the best-of-five series to determine the

American League representatives in the World Series.

Frank Robinson, who had struck out twice

previously, opened the Baltimore seventh with a walk.

and one out later Brooks Robinson singled him to

second But Blue bore down and got Andy Et-

chebarren for the second out on a fly to right that

enabled Frank Robinson to move to third.

Mark Belanger. the Orioles' shortstop, then singled

to center scoring Frank Robinson, and Baltimore

Manager Fail Weaver went to his bench, sending up

reserve outfielder Curt Motton to pinch hit for starter

Dave McNallv.

Motton, a .189 hitter during the season, lashed a

liner to the left field corner that drove in Brooks

Robinson with the tying run. Jim Palmer went in to

run for Motton. and scored behind Belanger when

Blair stroke a liner down the third base line for two

runs and a 5-3 lead that put it out of the As reach.

Blue, a 24-game winner with just seven of those

victories after the All-Star Game, finished the inning

but was subjected to derision in absentia when Roland

Fingers went to the mound for the As in the eighth

As Fingers walked slow ly to the mound, the crowd

of 42,000, some 10,000 under capacity-howled "We
want Blue, we want Blue." But there was no more

Blue to be had. The Orioles had taken him as they

extended a season-ending winning streak to 12.

The As. who appeared to have game No. 1 tucked

away behind Blue, now will send Jim "Catfish"

Hunter against Baltimore's Mike Cuellar in the

second game of the playoffs here Monday before the

scene switches to Oakland for the resumption of the

series Tuesday

Bengals Gamble Fails; Packers Win
GREEN BAY. Wis. <AP>

Rookie John Brockington sparked

a powerful ground attack with 120

vards in 18 carries and Lou

Michaels kicked two field goals,

including a decisive 14-yarder with

8:45 left, to lead the Green Bay

Packers to a 20-17 National

Football League victory over the

Cincinnati Bengals Sunday.

Rookie quarterback Ken An-

derson, replacing injured Virgil

( arter. almost pulled the game out

when his five-yard touchdown pass

to Fric Crabtree lifted the Bengals

to within 20-17 with four minutes

left.

Fletcher Smith recovered a

Dave Hampton fumble at the

Packer 15 on the next play and

Anderson scrambled seven yards

to a fourth down and two situation

BOB SULLIVAN hashes his way through the high grass of the

orchard* poreued by Carm <>i NerttiEsstern and Bill Glllln of UMau
Sullivan was fourth PASS Saturday and Oillin 2nd for I Mass <MI>(

at the seven. Cincinnati sent its

field goal unit on the field, then

pulled it off and decided to try for

the first down. Willie Wood and

Ken Ellis then nailed Anderson for

no gain with two minutes left.

Carter, the American Con-

ference's leading passer suffered a

shoulder separation in the second

quarter Cincinnati safety Ken

Over was taken to St. Mary's

Hospital. Green Bay. with what

was described as a contusion of the

spinal cord at the neck suffered on

the game's second play.

Green Bay took a :?-(> lead when

Michaels kicked a 15-yard field

goal after Hampton had returned

the opening kickoff 80 yards to the

Bengal 25. The Packers went 63

yards in five plays, including a 32-

yard Scott Hunter to Carroll

Dalpass. to a four yard touchdown

run by Donny Anderson to make it

10-0 at the half

Horst Muhlmann got Cincinnati

on the board with a 26-yard field

goal set up by Anderson's 44-yard

pass to Bob Trumpy in the third

quarter. The Bengals gained a 10-

10 lie moments later when Lemar

Parrish intercepted a Hunter pass

and raced 60 yards for I touch

down.
The Packer! took a 17-10 lead on

the tirst play of the final quarter

when Hunter passed IS yards to

Rich MeG"orge touchdown

New England 's

Largest

College Daily
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Wood: No Comment So Far,

Will Speak Today In Ballroom
ByANNESTADNICKI

President Robert C. Wood met yesterday in closed sessions on the

UMass campus with the Council of Deans, the Executive Committee of

the Student Senate and the Committee of Concern established by the

Faculty Senate at its meeting last week. He will address a University

Convocation this afternoon at 4 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom on

general matters of University administration and development.

Wood has not released his official reaction to Chancellor Tippo's

resignation. He has not yet commented on the statement from the

Committee of concern on the disposition of non-state funds, either. He

may speak on these topics at this afternoon's convocation.

Wood presented what he termed his side of the story in light of Chan-

cellor Oswald Tippo's resignation, according to an informed source.

Wood said he was speaking to the groups because "being open" was the

best possible way to stop a crisis.

Chairman of the UMass Board of Trustees, Joseph P. Healey, has

accepted Chancellor Tippo's resignation, according to Wood. He said the

Board's executive committee met early yesterday to pass a motion

concerning the situation the resignation has created. The recom-

mendation will remain confidential, however, until the Trustees meet

Thursday in Lenox. The MDC's source said the executive committee will

specify just when Tippo's resignation will be accepted, and who will

govern the Amherst campus once it has been accepted. _^__

See Faculty Senate Story, page two

WOOD AND HEALEY-Presidpnt Wood spoke in closed sessions with several groups yesterday and

wiH address a special University Convocation today at 4 p.m. Healey has expressed the Board of

Trustees' appreciation to Chancellor Tippo for his service to the campus. See page two for h.s letter.

(Photo by Gib Fullerton)

Students Feel Tippo Is Sincere
tu„ ««r.Qroi QfHtnHp inward Wood and his positic

By STEPHAN SOSN1CKI
and

SUSAN STADNICKI

The student reaction to Chancellor Tippo's

resignation was, for the most part, one of admiration,

as evidenced by a MDC survey taken yesterday.

Most students agreed that Tippo is a sincere and

honest man, and they felt, as one student put it "He s a

eood man who cares about what happens to the

Amherst Campus. The consensus is that Tippo will

follow through with his resignation and the University

will suffer severely for it.

One student commented that Tippo s resignation

should come as no surprise and wonders how he stood

alone for so long. "He's taken a lot from a lot of

people" the student said. Another student com-

mented that it was curious that President Wood would

go so far as to take $850,000 from the Amherst Campus

funds since the Boston Branch is much smaller and

basically a commuters' school.

On The Inside

:

Afro Am Statement On Tippo
See page three

Thieu Victorious
See page four

Fac-Sen On Tippo
See page two

The general attitude toward Wood and his position is

that he will stand firm and accept Tippo's resignation.

They used phrases such as "bullheaded politician ,

and a "hard man" to describe him. None felt he would

back down. He was accused of not being concerned

with the Amherst campus and trying to create an

urban University here.

Since students feel that Tippo's resignation is valid

and will be accepted by President Wood, the question

arises "Who will take his place?" The general attitude

is that as students they are not qualified or well

enough informed to conjecture but they feel that

students should have a good proportion of say in the

matter One idea was to have a- committee of nine

people-three students, in authority such as Senate or

SUG Board members, Three faculty members, and

three members from the Board of Trustees. This

committee would choose the new Chancellor. "One

thing we don't need is token representation," com

mented another student.

Outlining the procedure he expected for selection of a new chancellor,

Wood said it would be similar to the process by which he had been

selected for the post of UMass President, but more campus-oriented.

There will probably be two levels of committees, he speculated. One

would be a search committee, which would probably be made up of

students faculty and administrators from Amherst, and the other would

be a review committee on the Trustee level, which would review the

recommendations coming from the search committee's study of ap-

P
oTthe subject of rumored disputes between Chancellor Tippo and

himself. Wood was reported to have said there is "no personal animosity

between them. He said it is "a question of principles'*.

"Its really an issue of how one builds up a University-wide system

especially in the 'flagship'", Wood explained.

He views his job as "executive" rather than "secretarial The

executive should "take charge", he should "set the direction" of the

University, according to Wood. He said centralized budget action, such as

the proposed trust fund transfer, is a part of his executive role

Wood told one of the closed sessions that he wants a chancellor who will

represent his campus to the President. He was reported to have said that

the chancellor should articulate the campus' needs to the President and

from there it is his (Wood's) responsibility.

The MDC's source said Wood pointed out the dispute over "policy and

"operation" as the difference between Chancellor Tippo and himself.

Wood was reported to have said that "policy" is a function of the

President and Trustees of the University, while "operation * is the

responsibility of the individual campus, therefore the chancellor.

Tippo 's Letter And Healey 's Reply on page two-

Wood praised the new budget procedures and said they make the

process relatively clear, especially compared to the former budget

procedure. He said in the past it was difficult to tell what funds went for

what part of the budget. One of the reasons he gave for not approving the

F'72 budget last week was that more information was needed on one

specific account. . ; _. _ ._

That trust funds that have always been given to the Amherst campus

don't belong to the University, but to the Trustees and therefore should be

controlled by the systems office, was Wood's contention, according to the

MDC's source He is in direct disagreement with Chancellor Tippo in this

area Chancellor Tippo's second point in his July 26, 1971 letter to Wood

read "Trust fund interest be allocated to the campus which produces the

trust fund except that reasonable amounts be transferred to the

President's office (with the further understanding that all campuses

share in this responsibility)".

Chancellor Tippo also made the point in his letter that "the »**£**
lunkhead Jones, Morrill-Nelson funds continue to be budgeted by the

Amherst campus in recognition of its historic land-grant functions and

responsibilities". Wood was reported to have said that because the

University is only peripherally a land grant institution, historic grants

are not relevant. .

Wood will presumably clarify his position at the convocation in the

ballroom this afternoon

v^3»«r
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Faculty-Senate Meets Over Tippo Action
B> BOBCALLAHAN

The Faculty Senate Committee of Concern for-

mulated a statement of principles on the disposition of

non-state funds after it met in a special session

yesterday morning.

The statement which has not yet been released

officially, was in an effort "I o avoid a repetition of the

unfortunate and unnecessary events which led to the

resignation of Chancellor Oswald Tippo", in the words

•draft.

The committee, which first drafted the statement

Friday, urged that the functions of the central office

and the constituent units of the University be clearly

outlined. They also asked for the greatest possible

degree of the autonomy for the units within the

general policies developed by the trustees and the

central administration.

The second major point of the early morning

meeting concerned Senate consultation on all im-

portant matters. The committee urged that there be

continuous and full consultation to the Senates and

their committees on all important matters, before

final decisions are taken in decision-making

processes.

The Committee of Concern wrote in its first draft of

the statement that "the Senates of the Campus are

deeply concerned with the budgetary process."

Although this is only one of their concerns, they feel

that the disposition of non-state funds is of immediate

concern.

A reliable source told the Collegian that this budget

issue is a symptom of the real problem which is

President Wood's consolidation of authority at the

systems office level. In concluding he said, "Even if

we win the battle of the budget, we've lost the war

because we've lost Chancellor Tippo."

The group stated that the non-state funds have been

crucial to the development and support of new quality

programs essential to achieving excellence. "Their

re-allocation within the system is a matter of grave

concern," the committee said.

Along with the two previously mentioned

statements arrived upon at the meeting, the com-

mittee hopefully with student support, urged the

Board of Trustees to outline the principles by which

non-state funds shall be allocated.

The Committee of Concern urged that non-state

funds be allocated to the campus which is responsible

for generating the funds, or for which gifts or grants of

funds were clearly intended.

The group also urged that changes in allocations

shall be made with sufficient advance notice so that

necessary changes in programs which they support

can be made.
The special report of the Committee of Concern

asked for full consultation of all the elements within

the system, including the faculty and student senates,

before these and other funds are allocated.

In the closing part of the report, the body urged that

the present proposed re-allocations be postponed for

this year, in order that a full study may be made of the

impact of any possible re-allocation.

Tippo Mum On
Other Resignations
Chancellor Oswald Tippo, who resigned from the

University Friday, yesterday §aid that he has not

acted on the resignations of special assistant David

Clay, and vice-chancellors Robert W. Gluckstern and

Randolph W. Bromery.
Clay and vice-chancellor for administrative affairs

Robert W. Gluckstern and vice-chancellor for student

affairs Randolph W. Bromery resigned in the wake of

Tippo's action. The Chancellor said that he hoped the

officials would reconsider their action.

Healey's Statement
Chairman Joseph P. Healeyof the UMass Board of

Trustees announced that he had met yesterday with

the Board's Executive Committee regarding the letter

of resignation that he received from Chancellor

Oswald Tippo of the Amherst campus.

Healey said that the committee adopted a recom-

mendation respecting the Chancellor's request which

would be presented to the full Board of Trustees at the

meeting at Lenox which has now been rescheduled for

Thursday, Oct. 7, at 2 p.m.

Town Debates New Sewage
Treatment Facility

By CHARLES BERKOW
A special Amherst Town

Meeting was held last night at the

Amherst Regional Junior High

School. In early action, the Town
Meeting heard reports from the

Town Manager Allen Torrey

Traffic Circulation Committee,

from Town Manager Allen Torrej

about a proposed new sewag(

treatment facility and from the

Amherst School Committee.
Mrs. Nancy Eddy, Chairman o

the Traffic Circulation Committee,

talked about negotiations betweei

the committee and the Mass.

Department of Public Works. The

DPW approved, and agreed to

construct with state and federal

funds, a proposed bypass to North

Pleasant Street where it goes

through the UMass campus. Under

the proposal, North Pleasant

Street would be closed to traffic

where it is on the UMass campus.

When the total project is com-

pleted, estimated at about 8 years

from now, Amherst would turn

over the title of that portion of the

road to UMass. Final details of the

bypass are not yet worked out, and

the committee will continue to

serve as it has in the past.

The meeting also heard the

preliminary report on a proposed

waste water treatment plant. The
plant would cost about $6.3 million,

H0% of which would be paid by

state and federal funds. The plant

would provide secondary treat-

ment of sewage wastes, thus

reducing pollution in the Con-

necticut River. The proposal will

be studied for another year to

determine how it could best meet
Amherst's needs

Later, the Meeting voted to

establish a Redevelopment
Authority to look into proposed

redevelopment of the Center
School Complex.

This was the first meeting served

by new Town Clerk, Mrs. Estelle

Matusko.

At the time of the Collegian
deadline, the Meeting was hearing
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Town Moderator William Field

a proposal to acquire 2 pieces of

land in East Amherst for school

purposes.

The Official Letters
September 30, 1971

Mr. Joseph P. Healey

Chairman, Board of Trustees

University of Massachusetts

Middlesex Bank, N.A.

431 Broadway
Everett, Massachusetts 02149

Dear Joe:

I write to submit my resignation as Chancellor, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, effective September 1, 1972 or earlier if

the Board wishes. It is my hope that I be granted sabbatical leave

for one semester after which it is my wish to take up duties as

professor of Botany.

I want to take this opportunity to thank you personally and the

Board of Trustees for the support and encouragement you have

extended to me since I came to Amherst in 1954.

Sincerely yours.

cc. President R.C. Wood
***

Oswald Tippo
Chancellor

October 4, 1971

Dr. Oswald Tippo
Chancellor. University of Massachusetts Amherst

Whitmore Administration Building

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Dear Oz:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of resignation as

Chancellor, University of Massachusetts Amherst. I shall submit

the letter to the meeting of the Board of Trustees on October 7.

On behalf of all the Trustees I wish to convey to you our deep

appreciation for your outstanding contributions to the academic

excellence of the University of Massachusetts.
Yours sincerely,

Joseph P. Healey
Chairman

Senate Vote Snafu

Cleared Up
By HUGH OWEN

Student Senate elections will

finally be held this Thursday after

a week's delay.

According to Bill Spin, who is

organizing the elections, there were
two reasons why the elections were
postponed. The first was that the

initial phases of the election

procedures were fouled up due to

disorder in the Senate. Sub-

sequently not many people knew
the procedure to run for a Senate

seat.

After a week's delay, things are

now going fine and the increase in

applications, says Spin, is over-

whelming. Before the delay only

thirteen commuters applied for

thirty open seats. Now there are

forty commuters running for the

Senate.

Voting for the dorm students will

be from 6-9 P.M. in the main lobby

or lounge of the dorms. One hun-

dred and forty-five dorm students

are running to fill approximately
one hundred seats.

Commuters will be able to vote

from 9 A.M. -5 P.M. Thursday. A
booth will be set up in front of the

Campus Bookstore for all com-
muters to cast their ballots.

Fraternity and Sorority members
will also vote in front of the

bookstore but on a ballot separate
from the commuter's.
Also at the commuter voting

tables sheets will be passed out to

students in an attempt to find out

just how many are interested in

registering to vote in Amherst. If

you wish to vote in Amherst go
down and find out what it's all

about.
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TONIGHT

COMPARATIVE L ITERATURE FILM SERIES

presents

PHAEDRA
with Melina Mercouri and Anthony Perkins

at 8 and 10 in Thompson 104

single tickets $.75 at

the door. Season tickets,

$3.00 available

A DAY SINGLE
$15.00 Double
$ 3.00 for 3rd
person in room

Columbus Day Reserve now
for a gala 3-Day Holiday weekend.

Get into it on the East Side,

the best location in the city.

You're within walking distance

of famous shops, boutiques,
popular East Side pubs, the

U.N., the Main Library, Mus-
eums and those great little res-

taurants from every country
in the world.

5«/
HOTEL

For reservations call FREE
800 522 6449 New York State

800 221 2690 All other States

Madison Avenue & 45th Street

New York, NY 10017
A REALTY HOTEL

New Social Action Group Meets
i\ ilnf nie nnn/i ( . w i t .1 »-wi»» loci /~i_— a __Joe got his head together last

night. He moved from the second to

the third consciousness level.

Volunteer staff people for the

Westfield Detention Center got into

the nitty gritty of juvenile
delinquency and the idea of in-

stitutional reform.

"Joe" (Juvenile Opportunities

Extension) is the name of a new
RSO group that will involve itself

with the kids held at the Westfield

Detention Center. Last night, the

third of a series of organizational

meetings was held in the Campus

Center.

Cyndi Dunbar, the president of

JOE, described the past few weeks
as being a little strange but ex-

citing. She said that, "many good

people moved JOE along from a

group of interested bodies to a

point where these individuals were
actually making trips to the

detention center to get the feel of

the place and the kids there.

People just seemed to exchange
names and phone numbers and the

next thing you knew they were
knocking at the door."

"Transportation to Westfield remains as the major problem, but*

still people are going to the detention center with various activities in

mind from candle making to guitar lessons," says President of JOE
Cvndi Dunbar.

Last night's meeting centered

around the first impressions people

got at the detention center. The
impressions varied with the times

people went down. Sometimes it

was beautiful considering the

starkness of the place while other

times the detention center seemed
ready to explode. Much of this was
attributed to the tensions in

Springfield over the past few
weeks.
While people were getting it

together-more or less figuring the

best and most productive approach
in helping some kid in trouble some
pretty hard facts were brought out.

Much more than was expected will

be resting on the individuals in-

volved. It seems that the Com-
monwealth in its wisdom spends

approximately 7c per kid at the

detention " center for education.

Again the lack of material and
financial resources will be facing

the goodwill of a group of UMie's.

This doesn't seem to phase Cyndi

Dunbar. "What the fuck," she

says, ' "We've come this far and
we'll just see how far we can go."

JOE over the past few weeks has

received some help in becoming
established from the Community
Action Foundation the largest

community service group on
campus, however JOE is now on its

own.
Anyone interested in working

with juvenile delinquents,

specifically at the Westfield

Detention Center should either call

Cyndi Dunbar at 253-9353 or drop

JOE a line. His address is RSO
#319, Campus Center, UMass.

Sorority Sing In New Hatch

Listen to the pitch pipe, sweeties, smile a lot and put on your hats-its time for the Soroty Sing In in the

New Hatch. A splendid time was had by all at this gathering of all those Sweethearts of Sigma Chi.

Chancellor Tippo

House Hunting In Amherst
By MDC STAFF

What do you do when you've just

resigned as the Chancellor of a

huge university? Well, if you're

Oswald Tippo you go out and look

for a new house.

Yesterday when any number of

reporters and University people

were wondering where the

Chancellor was; when all the

Whitmore secretaries would say is

that he is "probably at some sort of

meeting", Oswald Tippo was
quietly making the transition from

harried administrator to befuddled

professor by "spending a couple of

hours looking at houses."

Tippo now resides in the official

University residence for chan-

cellors on top of Orchard Hill. Now
that his resignation is in and ac-

cepted, the more practical things

in life, like buying a house, are on

Dr. Tippo's mind.

Tippo said in a brief discussion

last night that he won't be making

any long statements explaining or

justifying his resignation.

"It is a closed chapter as far as I

am concerned," said Tippo of all

the worries and trials of his

chancellorship here at UMass.

"I don't see any particular need

added

Chancellor Tippo is looking

forward to returning to teaching

and has expressed a particular

desire to teach introductory level

Botany courses.

Despite the speculation which

surrounds his surprise move, from
all one can observe of Chancellor

Tippo, he is glad to be out of the

administrative rat-race.

"Maybe I'll grow a beard," said

Tippo.

STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS

will be held on

Thurs., Oct. 7

University Store ( in front) —9 a.m. -5 p.m
f sororities, fraternities, commuters)

Dormitory Lobbies — 6-9 p.m.

I D's required for voting

Afro-Am.'s Statement
On Tippo Action

It was with great surprise and genuine dismay that we learned of

the resignation of Chancellor Tippo, along with several members of

his administration, from the leadership of the Amherst campus.

If, during this period, this campus has taken large and important

strides towards ending the provincialism and racist exclusiveness

that characterized the first 100 years of its existence, and we

believe that it has, this is very largely due to the vision, influence

and leadership of Chancellor Oswald Tippo. That, during this

period of transition, this campus has been spared any serious

outbreak of racial conflict and violent confrontation is again

largely due to Chancellor Tippo's reasonable and enlightened

approach to critical situations.

Traditionally, relations between representatives of the white

establishment and the black community have been a tapestry of

betrayal, manipulation, attempted bribery and duplicity on the

part of the establishment. Being aware of this we entered into

initial discussions with this administration with very serious

misgivings and suspicions.

All of our relations with the Tippo administration and with the

chancellor himself have been marked by a candor, and forthright

Honesty which had been very rare indeed in our previous ex-

perience of the establishment. There was a sense of integrity which

one had to; at the very least, respect. It was possible for us to feel

that we could accept the word and commitments of the ad-

ministration.

This relationship of confidence and respect along with a sense of

the seriousness of the administration in wishing to break with the

educational and cultural rigidities of the past and to build a great

university was what permitted us to recruit in good conscience,

serious and dedicated black people to this predominantly white

campus and community. What success we have had is directly

attributable to the support and posture of the administration, and

particularly to the Chancellor.

For these reasons the Chancellor's resignation, and the attendant

uncertainty and speculation surrounding future directions of the

university have precipitated some serious questions in the

department, and indeed in the general black community of the

university.

Since the Chancellor has said that his decision is irrevocable,

there is nothing for us to do but wait. We shall be watching very

closely the words and deeds of the new regime.
Submitted by

Michael M.Thelwell
Acting Chairman

Lady's Night

Qttp Ennltslj $itb

DANCE
to the

DESATATIONS
9:30-12:30 only 25c

Gala Cocktail Party
Following the UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
vs. BOSTON UNIVERSITY football game.

- Saturday, Oct. 9, 1971 -

- Immediately after the game

- Boston City Club -

I 969 Commonwealth Ave.)

$1.00 donation to cover the entertainment costs.

Beer 50 c Mixed Drinx 90*

See You All After the Game.

Greater Boston Alumni Club
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In The Nation And The World

Thieu Claims "Victory For Democracy"
SAIGON (AP) — President

Nguyen Van Thieu won re-election

by a far greater margin than the 50

per cent "vote of confidence" he

sought. South Vietnamese election

officials announced yesterday.

But even as the final vote tally

was reported, opposition

politicians charged that the

election was rigged. An election

official in Saigon said he was or-

dered to replace anti-Thieu ballots

with votes for the president.

The national election center

claimed Thieu—the only can-

didate—won 91.5 per cent of the

votes cast, with 5.5 per cent of the

votes against him. They were
unable to account for the

remaining three per cent of the

votes cast.

"Now, for the moment, we can't

say where they are," said

government spokesman Vu Khanh.

"Maybe later."

One election official said the

discrepancy could be due in part to

the fact that seven ballot boxes

were stolen in Da Nang, the scene

of bloody anti-Thieu street riots

during the election.

He added that some voters might
have thrown away both the Thieu
ballot and the voting envelope after

having their voting cards punched,
possibly accounting for more of the

"missing votes."

Before the election, Thieu told

voters he would step down if he did

not receive at least a 50 per cent of

the vote. He said they could vote

against him by mutilating or

defacing their ballots or by putting

an empty envelope into the ballot

box.

Thieu's office issued a

statement, read over national

television and radio, that was
described as "the president's first

impressions" of Sunday's elec-

tions.

Thieu noted the official

nationwide voter turnout exceeded
87 per cent of the more than 7-

million registered voters, while the

turnout in 1967—when there were
11 candidates-was 83 per cent.

"This proves that our people as a

whole were aware of the election's

decisive importance," he said.

"And by taking part in large

numbers they expressed their

respect for the constitution and
laws and fulfilled their citizens'

right in a free and democratic

way."

Thieu also congratulated "our
soldiers and cadres for having
maintained the utmost security on

election day."

At least 21 persons were killed

and more than 100 wounded in

enemy shellings, terrorist in-

cidents and antigovernment riots

Sunday.

There were a number of in-

dications that neither the large

voter turnout nor the high number
of pro-Thieu votes were entirely

authentic.

An election official in charge of a

Saigon polling station said that "all

polling places received orders

prior to the election to replace

invalid—anti-Thieu—ballots with

valid ones.

"At my polling station, more
than 400 invalid ballots were
replaced. We were told not to allow

newsmen into the polling place,

that if they insisted we should call

the police.

"Two plainclothes police

supervised the entire operation of

our polling station. We were told

that if any election workers ob-

jected to the procedure we should

notify the authorities and they

would be removed."

In Long An Province, just south

of Saigon, television cameramen
filmed the same voter casting two

ballots.

Opposition leader Ngo Cong Due,

a National Assembly deputy who
lost a bid for another term Aug. 29

in what the supreme court has

since ruled was a rigged election,

showed newsmen 200 blank voting

cards.

He charged that "more than

three million" of the cards were

distributed to province and district

officials "to be used in case of a low

voter turnout."

U.S. pacification program of-

ficials have pointed out that all of

South Vietnam's 44 province chiefs

were full colonels and that their

promotions had been frozen until

after the election.

"Those who got out the biggest

vote for Thieu will have the best

chance to make general," one said.

Post-election demonstrations
occurred today in Saigon and the

coastal city of Qui Nhon.

Some 200 medical students

demonstrated in Saigon against

"Thieu's dictatorship" and the

election. They threw firebombs

and burned tires. Police broke up
the demonstration and arrested

several of the students.

In Qui Nhon, a demonstration by

Buddhists, students, veterans and
orphans protested an accidental

police tear gas attack on an or-

phanage Saturday. The protesters

dispersed when police fired tear

gas but regrouped. Police then

asked them to go home, and they

complied.

In another development, the

newly elected lower house of the

National Assembly was convened
and new deputies sworn in. The

deputies heard a brief message

from Thieu, in which he said

Sunday's election was a defeat for

"the deceitful propaganda of the

Communists and their agents."

The speaker of the house said the

first order of business would be to

validate the newly elected

deputies. Last week the supreme
court charged that the Aug. 29

lower house election was rigged in

at least three provinces.

Nixon's Economic Policy Upheld
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon's order for a $1.3-billion six-

month delay in a federal pay raise

was upheld by the House yesterday
207 to 174. The Senate has yet to

act.

A host of Southern Democrats
joined Republicans in turning back
a House move to make the pay
raise effective Jan. 1 instead of

next July l, as Nixon ordered.

It was the first congressional

vote on any of the President's

emergency economic proposals,

and he said a veto of his action

postponing the pay raise would

torpedo the whole package.

Sen. Frank Moss, D-Utah, plans

to press for a vote in the Senate

Wednesday or Thursday. Either

the Senate or the House can

override the President's pay-raise

deferral action, without con-

currence by the other chamber.

The Senate voted 65 to 4 Monday
to give members of the armed

forces a $381-million annual pay

raise in addition to a $2.4-billion

increase included in the already-

enacted legislation to extend the

draft.

Nixon has indirectly approved
this action but Sen. Margaret
Chase Smith, R-Maine, opposed it

as inflationary. She was joined in

voting against the extra raise by
Sens. J. W. Fulbright, D-Ark.,

Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., and
Adlai E. Stevenson, DM.

The action is subject to a second

Senate-House conference which is

likely to take a dim view of the

added increase.

In other developments on the

economic front Monday:

—The Cost of Living Council

ruled that retailers must keep

1971-72 ID Card

Validation Labels Are

Now Available In

ID OFFICE
109 Hampshire

available at each store a list ot

maximum prices permissible

under the wage-price freeze.

—AFL-CIO President George
Meany urged Congress to take

active control of the economy. He
told the House Banking Committee
that Nixon has proven unworthy of

trust in his moves to stabilize

wages and prices.

—Dock strikes continued on
West, East and Gulf Coasts amid
indications that the President is

preparing to act in the prolonged
West Coast tie-up if a settlement is

not reached quickly.

—A soft-coal strike continued but

the United Mine Workers Scale and

Policy Committee met in New
York. This committee is the one

that passes on contracts agreed bo

by union and industry negotiators

and its convening raised hopes that

a settlement might be near.

In the House, leadership-backed

Democrats pressing for a veto of

Nixon's six-month pay raise delay

accused the President of

sacrificing federal employes' pay

for his economic program before

wage guidelines for everyone else

have been announced.

But Republicans with strong help

from Southern Democrats sup-

ported Nixon's argument that

federal employes must share

sacrifices and that rejection of the

$1 3-billion saving would break up

his anti -inflation package

President Acts
On Dock Strike

President Nixon took the first step Monday toward invoking the Taft-

Hartley Act to end the longshoremen's strikes. He signed an executive

order creating a five-member inquiry board to look into the dock

negotiations.

Under provisions of the national labor law, Nixon could seek court

action to send the Pacific Coast longshoremen, the Atlantic-Gulf Coast

longshoremen or both back to work for an 80-day cooling-off period.

Nixon signed the executive order on his return to Washington from the

Florida White House. The inquiry board was to report to him by Wed-

nesday after which Nixon will decide whether to seek injunctive relief.

Nixon said that if the strikes continue they "will imperil the national

health and safety."

Meanwhile, in another industry, a strike by 80,000 soft coal workers
continued with no sign of an early settlement.

Nixon's action in the dock strike came after the West Coast negotiations

were reported at an impasse. First word of the move came from press
secretary Ronald Ziegler in Florida.

Ziegler told newsmen at Key Biscayne that the main question in

seeking an injunction would be whether it would apply to the West Coast

strike alone or also include the less than a week old Atlantic-Gull port

walkout.

Earlier, the chief federal mediator in the West Coast negotiations said

an injunction was "likely" because of the impasse in talks.

The 15,000 West Coast members of the independent International

Longshoremen's Union struck July 1 over a dispute about offdocks

container handling and a demand for a guaranteed annual wage.

About 45,000 members of the International Longshoremen's

Association at East and Gulf ports struck last Friday when management

tried to remove from a new contract a guaranteed annual wage for 2,080

hours a vear.

Workers in Houston, Galveston, Corpus Christi and Brownsville, Tex.,

and in Lake Charles, La., continued to work, as did hands on the Great

Lakes where a different union contract is in force.

The strike by soft coal miners began Friday when an old contract ex-

pired. Union representatives met Monday in New York to discuss their

demands that top daily wages of $37 be increased to $50 and for additional

management contributions to retirement and welfare funds.

Justin McCarthy, a spokesman for the United Mine Workers, said the

parties are "not even close," and that nothing has been settled in

negotiations with industry that began Aug. 12.

Mine workers in 20 coal producing states were affected.

The union was scheduled to resume negotiations Tuesday in

Washington with industry representatives and federal mediators.

MDC Classifieds

Seats still open in the

Commuter Assembly

Nomination papers may be picked up in

front of RSO, 1st level, CC.

Due back by 5 p.m., Fri., Oct. 8.

Rogers Asks UN
For Peking Seat

UNITED NATIONS, NY. (AP (Secretary of State William P. Rogers

urged the United Nations yesterday to seat Communist China but said

that to expel Nationalist China would be "perilous" for the future of

other U.N. members.
In a broad policy speech to the 130-nation General Assembly, Rogers

also offered Egypt and Israel the continued help of the Uhited States in

expediting a six-point interim agreement to reopen the Suez Canal as a

step toward an over-all settlement.

Later, Foreign Minister Abba Eban of Israel told reporters there were

"points of convergence'' between Israel's position and some ideas Rogers

put forth. But Egyptian Foreign Minister Mahmoud Riad accused Rogers

of making "vague proposals" and so "contributing to confusion."

Rogers opposed the pending Soviet proposal for a world disarmament

conference outside the United Nations. He said such schemes are likely

"to generate many words and few results."

But he called for going beyond "coexistence" to "cooperation" between

the United States and the Soviet Union.

He said that in their strategic arms limitation talks recessed recently in

Helsinki, the two were "closer together on the concepts and details of an

agreement to limit antiballistic missile systems" and were agreed that

when the talks resume in Vienna, Austria, next month, "discussions in

greater detail will be undertaken on the limitation of offensive weapons."

Rogers called on East Germany to agree with West Germany for

"unrestricted transit traffic" between West Berlin and West Germany,

as provided in a Big Four understanding. He said a final Berlin

agreement, effectively implemented, would "make more realistic the

prospects of a European conference with United States and Canadian

participation."

Rogers said the assembly "must choose an outstanding successor" to

Secretary-General U Thant, retiring at the end of this year. He said that,

"given adequate assurances of adequate contributions by others, the

United States will. ..assist toward an over-all solution" of the United

Nations' money shortage.

He also said the United States:

—Is "not adopting a policy of economic system which meets present-

day conditions" and encourages "the flow of goods and capital across

borders."

—Is making "an orderly military withdrawal from Vietnam" and

continuing economic aid to the region.

Is working for "an effective political settlement" in East Pakistan and

an expanded international aid program "to avert famine and create

conditions to encourage the return of East Pakistan refugees from India.

In a long argument for the U.S. proposals on China, Rogers said there

was "widespread agreement" that Communist China should be seated in

the assembly and become a permanent member of the Security Council.

He declared that for the assembly to expel Nationalist China would

mean "expelling 14 million people from its councils" and making it the

first assembly in history to "expel a member."

"The path of expulsion is perilous," Rogers said. "To open it for one

would be to open it for many."
Rogers said a pending "dual representation" resolution from the

United States and 16 others countries to have both Peking and Taipei in

the assembly and Peking on the council is realistic because it meant all

Chinese would be "represented by those who actually govern them."

He said the rival Ji nation "Albanian resolution" to have only Com-
munist China here seeks mainly "to expel the Republic of China" and was
punitive and likely to exasperate relations in Asia and weaken the United

Nations' "moral and political fiber."

"The issue before this body is the issue of expulsion," Rogers said, and

the U.S. -backed resolution to require a two-thirds vote "to expel a present

member of the United Nations" is consistent with the charter.

Henderson Charged

With False Reports

FT. MEADE, Md. (AP) - Col.

Oran K. Henderson turned in a

false report on the My Lai

massacre after being given a

direct order to investigate atrocity

allegations, a battalion leader at

My Lai testified yesterday.

Lt. Col. John Holladay said that

the investigation order was given

by Brig. Gen. George Young, Jr.,

then the assistant commander of

the Americal Division. He said the

order was issued two days after the

March 16, 1968, My Lai operation.

Holladay said he was later shown

a report by Henderson which did

not respond to reports of in-

discriminate killing Henderson

received at the meeting

culminating in Young's order.

"I felt that the report was in

error," Holladay told the

prosecutor, Maj. Carroll J.

Tichenor.

Q. In what regard?

A. That it didn't tell the truth.

The witness, now stationed in

Los Angeles, said the report told of

20 civilians accidentally killed by

artillery and helicopter gunship

tire during the operation directed

by troops in Henderson's 11th

Brigade.

Holladay, who commanded the

aviation battalion supporting the

My Lai assault, said he was in-

formed the night of March 16 that

his aviators had seen more than 100

civilian bodies at the Vietnamese

hamlet.

Holladay said he was certain

that figure was given to Henderson

two days later at the meeting with

Young and two other officers.

Hijacker

Kills Two
JACKSONVILLE, Fla

(AP)—Posing as a doctor with a

patient, hulking George Giffe Jr.

dragged his screaming young wife

aboard a private plane in Nash-

ville, Tenn., yesterday. He forced

the pilot to flv to Jacksonville.

Then Giffe killed his wife, the pilot

and himself when cornered by the

FBI.
The Tennessee real estate man

leased the plush twin-engine air-

craft, saying he was a doctor and
that his wife needed treatment in

Miami.
Asked for medical credentials

when he prepared to board the

plane the 300-pound Giffe, pulled a

10-shot 45-caliber automatic and

ordered the pilot to take off. Also

aboard were a friend of Giffe, later

identified as Bobby Wayne
Wallace, and the copilot, Randall

Crump.
Once airborne, Giffe ordered the

pilot to head for the Bahamas, but

Brant Q. Downs, 29, apparently

convinced the estranged husband

that a refueling stop was required.

When the plane landed at

Jacksonville International Airport,

waiting FBI agents shot out two

tires and an engine.

Shots erupted from inside the

cabin, agents said.

Agents rushed the plane and

found Susan Giffe, 25, and Downs
dead from gunshot wounds. Giffe

was fatally wounded from a shot in

the temple, they reported.

Wallace and Crump were
unharmed.
Wallace, 32, was charged with

air piracy and held under $100,000

bond. He also faced a federal

kidnap charge.

Giffee, 35, was once an instructor

in biology at Peabody College in

Nashville. It was there that he met
Susan who held bachelor's and
master's degrees in education

from the college.

Mrs. Giffe, the former Susan

Lakich, once talked of marrying a

rich man who could "give me the

life of a movie starlet," a former

classmate said.

Friends said Giffee heaped
luxuries on the well-traveled

daughter of a career Army man.

The couple was married three

years ago, but friends said she

spent almost as much time with

her parents as with Giffe.

Friends said Giffe frequently

said he was a warlock or male

witch.

Giffe's Global V Realty Co.

recently went out of business,

acquaintances said, and he was

seeking money to go into the

crushed rock business.

Agents who stormed the plane in

Jacksonville said they found a

small gray box which they said had

been described as containing a

bomb. Newsmen said military

demolition experts who opened the

box found no bomb. Instead, they

found some personal papers and

pictures of partially nude women,
the newsmen said.

Abbie Cuts Hair
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NEW YORK ( AP ) - A 35-year-old

man with short-cropped hair is

urging American youth to register,

to vote and to run for local political

office.

The man is Yippie leader Abbie

Hoffman.
"Long hair doesn't have the bite

of rejecting American values that

it had two years ago. Now it's an

affectation," Hoffman, once the

possessor of an unruly mane of

black curls, said in an interview

Monday.
The day before, while addressing

1,500 Drew University students in

Madison, N.J., he had pulled out a

knife and "sheared off 10 or 20

locks-it was a rejection of the hip

culture," he explained.

While still calling for social and
political revolution in the United

States, Hoffman also advised the

assembled young people that they

could help bring about some
change by working through the

box.

But lest anyone suspect him of

turning middle class, Hoffman, one

of the defendants in the Chicago

Seven conspiracy trial, said with a

laugh Sunday, "I'm not exactly

shapin' up!"
He said he was urging his

followers to register to vote for two

reasons

:

"One, to be able to get on juries.

My chief fantasy is to hang the jury

of the next presidential assassin,"

he said.

"The other reason is to vote-in

local elections. It's still

meaningless to work for can-

didates on the national level. But

we should go for radical com-

munity control on the local level,"

he said.

"In college towns, with recent

changes in the laws, it makes a lot

of sense to engage in elective

politics as an experiment. It's

possible that radicals could win.

Berkeley is a start. And look at

Cambridge, Mass. Someone like

Daniel Ellsberg running for mayor
could affect it, could change it, and
could win."

In Berkeley, Calif., a group of

radicals recently were elected to

the Town Council. Cambridge, the

home of Harvard College and
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, is also the home of

Ellsberg, who is charged with

illegally possessing the Pentagon
papers.

Hoffman also suggested that

members of his Youth In-

ternational party as well as people

in prison should start running for

local office. He ruled out his own
candidacy by asking, "Me?
Where?"
Then he added, "Anyway, not

this year. I'm going away-out of

the country. But I can't tell you
where because then it wouldn't be
going away. Everyone would be
there."

He also ruled out a new
photograph of his short hair.

Hoffman said he had become
angry with the current version of

the youth movement because "the
rock music has gotten bad, the

dope lousy. Everytime I turn on the

television I see another movie star

with long hair. The hip cult has
been taken over by Warner Bros.,"

he said.

"I had to disassociate myself

from that."

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401
I

New Water System

Due In California

BAKERFIELD, Calif. (AP)-With the push of a button, Gov. Ronald

Reagan will start Thursday a massive project designed to bring cool

river waters from Northern California to the arid lands of Southern

California.

The State Water Project, as the 685-mile, man-made waterway is

known, is aimed at helping balance nature's inequities by carrying water

over the Tehachapi Mountains from the north, where there is ample

rainfall, to the south, where there is not.

When Reagan pushes the button at the Edmonston Pumping Plant,

80,000-horsepower pumps will begin lifting water nearly 2,000 feet up the

side of the Tehachapis.

The water will begin flowing at the rate of 150,000 gallons a minute,

enough to fill eight average backyard swimming pools. Later it will pick

up speed. The water will be stored in holding areas south of the moun-

tains. The first Northern California water will enter Southern California

reservoirs by early December.
In 20 years the system is to deliver two million gallons of water to

Southern California every minute. The Tehachapi pumping plant will

push two million acre feet of Northern California water over the

Tehachapis every year-twice as much as urban areas in the south now

receive from the salinity-plagued Colorado River.

An acre foot is a measurement representing the amount of water in an

area one acre square and one foot deep. The Colorado has been the

metropolitan coastal regions principal supply, but eventually much of

this will revert to Arizona under court order.
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Our Loss
In the last few days many people have discussed and

argued the ramifications of Chancellor Tippo's resignation

for the future of UMass-Amherst. In light of the reasoning

behind Tippo's actions, this is probably a good idea. Yet

the departure of a man of his caliber should not be lost in

the muddle of transition.

Oswald Tippo, more than any other figure in the last

decade , has had a dominating effect on the growth and

structure of this campus. Where the Amherst campus is

heading today is largely the result of the dedication of the

Chancellor and the directions it will take in the future can

not escape his stamp.

His history of responsiveness to student needs should not

go without mention for the Chancellor has put himself out

on the proverbial limb many times for undergraduates

who didr't really seem to appreciate what he was doing.

Many of his actions in this regard drew the ire of faculty

and fellow administrators and Tippo was not beyond

compromise. Yet his principles were beyond the scope of

academic diplomacy.

His availability to the campus at large, a change over

past administrations, manifest itself in many ways. His

weekly meetings with Collegian staffers not only proved

informative for us, but also revealing in that we were able

to discover a man truly dedicated to his task and willing to

speak freely on any topic, no matter how controversial.

Our purpose is not to eulogize Tippo, for his departure

will mark the passing of an era, not of a man. We simply

wish to thank the Chancellor for his past successes and

wish him more in the future.

Further, though, we want to expose the virtues of his

administration so that we might more easily be able to

judge the merits and faults of his successor. Perhaps, the

feeling is best summarized in a statement made in a

Collegian editorial upon Tippo's appointment as Chan-

cellor in 1970, "The University was lucky this time to get a

man of the caliber of Dr. Tippo...We may not be as lucky

the next."

President Wood was on campus yesterday soothing

ruffled feathers and using his wits to keep the tot-

tering Amherst establishment firmly in hand.

From those who saw Wood come reports of how well

the President handled himself. Wood wore a deep-

blue, pin striped suit which always seems to make
him look better. He was the man who everyone knew

would have to provide the answers now that Chan-

cellor Tippo has carefully removed himself from the

University scene.

When I first met President Wood he was being in-

troduced to the Board of Trustees in the Statler-Hilton.

It was May, 1970.

As a reporter I was attending the meeting where

Wood was to be named President of the entire UMass

system. Chancellor Oswald Tippo introduced the new

President to me. He looked small standing next to the

Chancellor and smiled a lot while he talked.

"What do you think you'll be doing in relationship to

the Amherst campus?" I asked Wood.

"I'll let Tippo handle the disorders, and I'll pass out

the degrees," he mused.
Things haven't quite worked out as simply as that

Both Wood and Tippo are strong men and strong men
have a tendency to clash.

Chancellor Tippo's resignation might be viewed as

realization of this inevitable state. Wood knows that he

couldn't shape a three campus system without such

conflicts. He will continue to mold UMass into a form

that, some close to Wood say, means into one of the

"lop universities in the East."

There is no one issue that made Tippo resign, ac-

cording to the best information available, is there any

There is no one issue that made Tippo resign. Ac-

cording
There is no one issue that made Tippo resign. Nor,

according to the best information available, is there

any reason to believe that Wood was overtly trying to

pressure Tippo out of the University. Wood is quoted

as viewing the resignation as one of the hazards of

instituting change.

Chancellor Tippo will not be making any major

statements on why he resigned. He told this reported

that he "considers this chapter" of his life in public

"dosed".
What is important is that President Wood now must

make good on his aspirations for this University. In

today's University-wide convocation, Wood must
answer the nagging questions that have many faculty

and administrators wondering about where UMass is

headed and what the Presidents own philosophy

about universities really is.

Certainly President Wood will not give a speech like

the "full treatment" he handed the faculty with his

inscrutable budgetary explanation at the Faculty

Senate two weeks ago. Many faculty members were
annoyed by Wood's unreadable charts and figure-

laden commentary.
What of the immediate future? It is clear that the

Amherst campus will need some kind of effective

communications with the Systems Office? Without

Tippo in that slot, the best speculation says that Wood
will try to present an interim acting chancellor to the

Board trustees meeting this Thursday in Lenox.

Where Has All The Money Gone?
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By FRANK M. BAGLIONK
Fditorial Staff

Over the past few years the

Student Senate has expanded its

concept of a Recognized Student

Organization to include a number
of minority and special interest

groups. These groups seem to have

experienced little difficulty in

securing funds from the Senate,

their aberrant political and social

views being more of a help than a

hinderance in this endeavor.

Recently, however, the Senate

made a move which suggests it will

finally begin questioning of what

value to the student body are the

activities of these groups.

The hopeful sign occurred last

week when Student Senate officers

announced they had frozen a

portion of the $15,000 Free
University budget because of the

possibility that the funds had been

subverted to activities other than

those for which they were
allocated. The money involved was
from a three hundred dollar fund to

be used to pay technical con-

sultants. It was discovered that

Free University had awarded the

consultant contracts to three of its

own members, and further, that

the money was allegedly to be used

to defray transportation costs for

the three attending a radical ar-

chitects conference in Spain.

According to Albert Olmstead,

Chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee of the Student Senate, the

money was intended to go to

consultants from outside the group

to advise them in the operation of

their newly purchased video-tape

equipment. It was never intended

to go to members of the group -that

amounts to granting salaries; and

it certainly was not intended to pay

anyone's transportation to Spain.

Olmstead stated that it was the

Senate's intention to keep the

consultants' fees frozen until the

three return from Spain and can be

present at an investigation of the

matter.

Gerald Scanlon, newly appointed

Coordinator of Student Activities.

agreed that it was not general

policy to salary members of an

organization. Exceptions to this

policy occur in the case of

organizations, like WMUA and the

Collegian, which provide a service

to the entire campus Still. Sranloti

approved the contracts because

they were proceedurally correct,

that is the item for which funds

were requested was in the budget

The checks were held up when

Olmstead along with Student

Senate Treasurer Rick Verrochi

and Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen agreed that a subversion

of funds in violation of Senate

policy might have occurred.

At "Free University, I spoke on

this issue with John Dubois and. for

a short time. Jeffrey Segel. We sat

at a desk in the near empty space

of the Old Bookstore in the Student

Union that now houses Free

University. At one end of the room
was a table and chair above which

hung a sign "Gay Liberation

Center ". In the opposite corner

was a couch, and a few feet from it

a TV set on which the first video-

tape sent from Spain was showing.

John told me there had never been

any question that the three who
were to receive consultant's fees

were also members of Free
University. This had not been

regarded as counter to any policy.

John took from a neatly

arranged file cabinet copies of the

contracts which I had also been

shown at the RSO office. The
contracts provide for the three to

work one day a month for nine

months: consultant A in the field of

video taping, auto mechanics and
carpentry; consultant B in video

taping and environmental design

using polyvinyl chloride and in-

flatable structures; and consultant

C again in video taping, media
arts, and to establish an in-

formation exchange between In-

stant City and the American
community.

Instant City, it was explained, is

the name of the environment the

radical architects had designed

and built on the spot where they

were gathered in Spain. The
twenty video tapes the three

consultants carried with them to

Spain would record what is hap
peningover there for later showing

to students at the University. Their

significance ? The information they

will provide in developing
"nomadic life-styles."

Our story now enters its second

stage. There is reason to believe

that the Senate, in freezing that

small $:5()0 out of a budget of

$15,000, was really challenging the

value of what Free University was
doing with the money How will

being aware ot the Architects

Conference in Spain benefit the

student body'' To Free University

the answer is obvious They see

developing among young people a

New Tribalism, one of the major

characteristics of which is

nomadism, the wandering from

place to place with no fixed abode.

These tribes, or collectives, are

also distinguished by the fact that

they have no nuclear families, no

head of households, only a group of

people who have come together

around a specific task or vision

Children, clothing, everything is

held in common.
One of the purposes to which

Free University will put the new

video tape equipment costing the

students some $7,000 will be that of

placing students in touch with what _

is happening in the counter culture.

A network of stations will be

established for this purpose, this is

one of the things the people in

Spain are learning about and one of

the reasons their trip is valuable.

Free University will also house

projects to instruct people how to

become mechanically self-

sufficient, for example repairing

your own car, or bus as the case

may be. In closing I was told it was

truly incredible how little one

actually has to work to survive if

we know our real needs and

everyone shares.

Despite these noble sentiments,

it is obvious that someone has

skipped off the track. I am very

skeptical about the possibility of

the world's billions breaking down
into tribal units. To suggest that

even the smallest percentage of

this University's graduates are

going to abandon monogomous
relationships. Join a tribe and
move into a polyvinyl chloride

inflatable structure is lunacy. And
video tapes of young men and

women laboring to inflate their

homes in Instant City. Spain are

not going to pack em in" at the

Student Union Ballroom. Free

University is a joke, and an ex-

pensive one. It cost the students

$4,imio last year and will cost them
$15,000 this year. John Dubois was
quite correct when he said it was
amazing how little work one must
do to survive if we all share. All one

needs, after all, is a $15,000 subsidy

to discover this

The university should certainly

DC the place where somewhat odd
ideas and spokesmen may be

tolerated, protected and even
helped Somewhere along the way.
however, it should be asked in each
case whether we are the patron of a

philosopher or host to a parasite.

The BtudentS supporting these

organizations are entitled to

rigoroiil explanations of the
theories they espouse. In the case

of Free I 'Diversity it seems the

Student Senate should do more
than withhold a mere three hun-

dred dollars, it should, rather.

gather all the marbles and request

that the nomads in the old

Bookstore fold up their polyvinyl

chloride inflatable tents and move
on

Editorial Points
It's about that time of year

when this area of the country

really becomes beautiful with

the changing colors. Just look at

the Cage.

A jock was overheard in the

Bookstore the other day telling a

young lady friend, "I saw Carnal

Knowledge the other night and it

made me feel euiltv. If I had

seen it at a drive-in though, I

wouldn't have felt bad at all."

* » *

With Julius Erving and

Oswald Tippo leaving UMass all

in one year, maybe somebody

ought to tie a rope around

Metawampe.
* * *

Has anybody stopped to think

what all this means to Emma?

$P^
'OH, IT'S YOU—WE THOUGHT YOU WERE DEAD

Letters To The Editor

A Request For Action

The members of the Environmental Design Club of

the department of Landscape Architecture and

Regional Planning request that action be taken to

facilitate proper working conditions for the students

and faculty subjected to Arnold House Basement.

Minimal, necessary physical improvments must be

made if students are to carry out productive

classroom designs. Our demands are not extreme,

they concern very basic facilities that must be

provided if students are expected to use the studio for

the creative purpose of design. Requests to alleviate

the following conditions have been made to the

University maintenance department by faculty of our

department but to no avail.
.

Therefore, we have requested to the administration

that the following demands be met in order to

ameliorate working conditions in Arnold House

Basement. .

1 Removal of all math department equipment -

approximately 20 7' metal bookcases and many

cartons of papers and books.

2. Additional and improved light facilities for

firswinti

3. Addition of a pencil sharpener - at present there is

"°4
Addition of bulletin boards - at present there is

nowhere for students to display their designs for

presentations and criticisms by faculty and other

St

5 Additional storage spaces for student's drawing

supplies - at present 3 to 4 students must share storage

drawers and are not able to lock up their equipment

which could be valued at about $50 per student.

6 Additional drawing tables - at present each table

in the senior design studio is used by three different

students The studio is in use from 8 to 5 during the

davs with three different design studios meeting for 3

hours at a time. There are no tables available for a

student to use during the day other than during his

allotted class time, since his table is used by two other

For The Sake Of Art

To the Editor: ,

1 ast week UMass was indeed honored to have the

distinguished columnist Art Buchwald as a guest at

the Cage. And. of course the story was covered quite

fully in the Collegian the following day - describing the

happy atmosphe're. the great wit of Mr Buchwald,

and several of his political comments that h,t home

But one aspect wasn't mentioned - one thing which

has remained in my (shall we
J
^y-embarrassed'>

mind and in those of my friends who attended. It

seems very insignificant at first - just one male s voice

'suddenly echoing out during a pause. Just one sen-

tence "Free Jenny!", that left everyone baffled and

tense Nothing was made of the issue. Art went on

being funny, seemingly almost oblivious to the in-

terruption But somehow the mood had changed and

his Xs weren't so comical. Our thoughts were

dnft ng awav 'Who's Jenny"" was echoing through

Se^auditorium. Although 1 didn't at that ..me know

he meaning of the statement. I felt ashamed and

nwa civ angry that one person could rum an entire

ev^iS- a3 perhaps influence one man's opinion of

<U

T, wasnTunid on the way home that 1 found out who

•• eimv \s II seems that Art Buchwald's daughter

Jennifer is in a mental hospital near Boston

Iam -hocked to think that someone out there felt the

nee to express his opinion by deeply hurting another

umanS All 1 can think of is 'How did Art Buch-3 feel up there struggling to carry on, but maybe

wanting to lash out or even to break down

I apologize on behalf of the University of

Massachusetts. ^^^^

students. Also the limited number of tables causes

problems at night when students who live in dorms

and do not have the space to set up a 3' x 5' drawing

table all come to the basement to try to get a table on

which to work, only to find all the tables in use.

7. Access to the basement studio by more than one

entrance - at present only one of the two doors can be

used and since the room has been divided into two

different studios, one for junior design classes and the

other for senior design studio, the seniors must walk

through the junior studio and disturb the students and

faculty. There is another door that could be used for

entrance into the senior studio and alleviate this

problem, however it is locked.

8. Keys for the doors in the room for our department

- at present time the math department still has the

keys to the room.

We do not feel that we are making excessive

demands of the University. We have had to suffer with

these conditions for four weeks now. We do not hope or

plan to continue to work under these adverse con-

ditions much longer.
Environmental Design Club.

Final Chapters

To the Editor:

The vouth of this country have an important

decision to make. Will they or will they not allow oil

into the Arctic of Alaska and the construction of the

trans-Alaska pipeline'' What they decide will deter-

mine whether we continue this downward spiral of our

society and its environment or whether we finally turn

the country around toward a better tomorrow.

We should not be debating this issue of oil in Alaska.

Instead we should be demanding a full scale in-

vestigation into whv the oil industry has become so

powerful The petroleum industry is undermining

national security and threatening our very survival by

squandering away resources in its lust for profits.

In less than ten years we put a man on the moon. But

in nearly 80 years since the automobile has been on the

streets of this country, we still get less than 15 miles to

a gallon of gasoline. This is progress'.' Where are our

priorities?
.

Our mass transit system is on the brink of collapse,

yet the oil industry vigorously promotes the highway

trust fund Eighty per cent of all our miles of highways

are paved with asphalt. What kind of social respon-

sibility does the petroleum industry practice when it

lets our cities strangle themselves just so oil can

satisfy its own selfish aims?

But will the voung generation follow the same path

of apathv that the older generation did? If it does it

will be sowing the seed for alienation and a generation

gap far greater than exists today. It too can expect to

feel the sting of -hypocrisy" and "hypocrite" flung at

it by the next generation and with more profound

vengeance .

More efficient forms of energy are being sup-

pressed Why? Will those concerned about the future

of this country win out over greed, or will greed write

the final chapters to this planets history"

Kenneth Quads
IVnihinc. Wisconsin

A Product Of Society

By BILL GORCZYCA
Editorial Staff

A yellow Toyota weaves its way though the maze of streets which

constitutes suburban Lynn. It is late, almost midnight, and the two young

occupants of the car are returning home from a night at the races, they

approach an intersection, and having the green light, start their way

aC
The

S

sound of crumpling steel shatters the silence of an autumn night as

the Toyota spins madly from the intersection and careens off streetlamps

like a pinball gone berserk. The car comes to a halt seventy feet from the

point of impact , its occupants now entwined in a ball of broken bones,

blood and pain. One is unconscious but the other, spite of multiple in-

juries which include a broken pelvis, manages to kick his way through he

shattered rear window and drag his companion to safety by the side of the

road. He then collapses. '

The police are on the scene instantly for they were pursuing he cause

of the accident, a Boston taxi cab driver who had held up a local resident

minutes earlier. He had stolen goods in his taxi and was fleeing from the

cops when he decided to run the red light at seventy miles per hour. After

smashing into the Toyota and being relatively uninjured he started to

run from the police on foot, oblivious to the occupants of the car he had

just demolished. He was apprehended shortly afterwards

Every time I think of this accident it makes me sick. Sick that the police

did not have their siren on. Sick that the Toyota did not enter the in-

tersection a few moments later. Sick that some bastard thought his own

ass the most important thing in the world and did not give a shit for the

safety of the people proceeding through a green lighted intersection. And

sick of the fact that the cab driver is a product of our society and was only

trying to make it the best way he knew how.

I'd like to change this society-but it will have to wait. My weekends are

prettv much tied up now, since I spend them visiting at Lynn Hospital. My

two brothers were in that Toyota. Thank God they're still alive.

Dress Rehearsal
How many tymes it is,

the telephone has rung off the wall,

with me not there,

or able to answer,

I should like to think

it has spared me being included

in a dozen little murders,

but actually, I know,

it was probably God calling,

and inviting me over with some
of his other friends,

to witness the flooding of the world,

and so,

I'm just as glad to have been out,

drunk somewhere,
and have missed the call

Bear Ackei

20 July '7

Peat War Year-

Poughkeepsie. New Yorl

fO^O*

Would anyone who would like to write columns

and has not submitted any yet please contact Barry

in the Collegian office before Friday
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Our Loss
In the last few days many people have discussed and

argued the ramifications of Chancellor Tippo's resignation

for the future of UMass-Amherst. In light of the reasoning

behind Tippo's actions, this is probably a good idea. Yet

the departure of a man of his caliber should not be lost in

the muddle of transition.

Oswald Tippo, more than any other figure in the last

decade, has had a dominating effect on the growth and

structure of this campus. Where the Amherst campus is

heading today is largely the result of the dedication of the

Chancellor and the directions it will take in the future can

not escape his stamp.
His history of responsiveness to student needs should not

go without mention for the Chancellor has put himself out

on the proverbial limb many times for undergraduates

who didr't really seem to appreciate what he was doing.

Many of his actions in this regard drew the ire of faculty

and fellow administrators and Tippo was not beyond

compromise. Yet his principles were beyond the scope of

academic diplomacy.

His availability to the campus at large, a change over

past administrations, manifest itself in many ways. His

weekly meetings with Collegian staffers not only proved

informative for us, but also revealing in that we were able

to discover a man truly dedicated to his task and willing to

speak freely on any topic, no matter how controversial.

Our purpose is not to eulogize Tippo, for his departure

will mark the passing of an era, not of a man. We simply

wish to thank the Chancellor for his past successes and

wish him more in the future.

Further, though, we want to expose the virtues of his

administration so that we might more easily be able to

judge the merits and faults of his successor. Perhaps, the

feeling is best summarized in a statement made in a

Collegian editorial upon Tippo's appointment as Chan-

cellor in 1970, "The University was lucky this time to get a

man of the caliber of Dr. Tippo...We may not be as lucky

the next."

President Wood was on campus yesterday soothing

ruffled feathers and using his wits to keep the tot-

tering Amherst establishment firmly in hand.

From those who saw Wood come reports of how well

the President handled himself. Wood wore a deep-

blue, pin-striped suit which always seems to make

him look better He was the man who everyone knew

would have to provide the answers now that Chan-

cellor Tippo has carefully removed himself from the

t'niversity scene.

When I first met President Wood he was being in-

troduced to the Board of Trustees in the Statler-Hilton.

It was May. 1970.

As a reporter I was attending the meeting where

Wood was to be named President of the entire UMass

system. Chancellor Oswald Tippo introduced the new

President to me. He looked small standing next to the

Chancellor and smiled a lot while he talked.

"What do you think you'll be doing in relationship to

the Amherst campus?'' I asked Wood.

"I'll let Tippo handle the disorders, and I'll pass out

the degrees,'' he mused.
Things haven't quite worked out as simply as that.

Both Wood and Tippo are strong men and strong men
have a tendency to clash.

Chancellor Tippo's resignation might be viewed as

realization of this inevitable state. Wood knows that he

couldn't shape a three campus system without such

conflicts. He will continue to mold UMass into a form

that, some close to Wood say, means into one of the

"top universities in the East."

There is no one issue that made Tippo resign, ac-

cording to the best information available, is there any

There is no one issue that made Tippo resign. Ac-

cording

There is no one issue that made Tippo resign. Nor,

according to the best information available, is there

any reason to believe that Wood was overtly trying to

pressure Tippo out of the University. Wood is quoted

as viewing the resignation as one of the hazards of

instituting change.

Chancellor Tippo will not be making any major

statements on why he resigned. He told this reported

that he "considers this chapter" of his life in public

••( losed".

What is important is that President Wood now must

make good on his aspirations for this University. In

today's University-wide convocation. Wood must

answer the nagging questions that have many faculty

and administrators wondering about where UMass is

headed and what the President's own philosophy

about universities really is.

Certainly President Wood will not give a speech like

the "full treatment" he handed the faculty with his

inscrutable budgetary explanation at the Faculty

Senate two weeks ago. Many faculty members were

annoyed by Wood's unreadable charts and figure-

laden commentary.
What of the immediate future? It is clear that the

Amherst campus will need some kind of effective

communications with the Systems Office? Without

Tippo in that slot, the best speculation says that Wood
will try to present an interim acting chancellor to the

Board trustees meeting this Thursday in Lenox.

Where Has All The Money Gone?

Nun ovjetsoftw
w

By FRANK M. BAGLIONE
editorial Staff

Over the past few years the

Student Senate has expanded its

concept of a Recognized Student

Organization to include a number
of minority and special interest

groups. These groups seem to have

experienced little difficulty in

securing funds from the Senate,

their aberrant political and social

views being more of a help than a

hinderance in this endeavor.

Recently, however, the Senate

made a move which suggests it will

finally begin questioning of what

value to the student body are the

activities of these groups.

The hopeful sign occurred last

week when Student Senate officers

announced they had frozen a

portion of the $15,000 Free
University budget because of the

possibility that the funds had been

subverted to activities other than

those for which they were
allocated. The money involved was
from a three hundred dollar fund to

be used to pay technical con-

sultants. It was discovered that

Free University had awarded the

consultant contracts to three of its

own members, and further, that

the money was allegedly to be used

to defray transportation costs for

the three attending a radical ar-

chitects conference in Spain.

According to Albert Olmstead.

Chairman of the Finance Com
mittee of the Student Senate, the

money was intended to go to

consultants from outside the group

to advise them in the operation of

their newly purchased video-tape

equipment. It was never intended

to go to members of the group -that

amounts to granting salaries; and

it certainly was not intended to pay

anyone's transportation to Spain.

Olmstead stated that it was the

Senate's intention to keep the

consultants' fees frozen until the

three return from Spain and can be

present at an investigation of the

matter.

Gerald Scanlon, newly appointed

Coordinator of Student Activities,

agreed that it W8S not general

policy to salary members of an

organization, exceptions to this

policv occur in the case of

organizations, like WMUA and the

Collegian, which provide a service

to the entire campus Still. Scanlon

approved the contracts because

they were proceedurally correct,

that is the item for which funds

were requested was in the budget

The checks were held up when

Olmstead along with Student

Senate Treasurer Rick Verrochi

and Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen agreed that a subversion

of funds in violation of Senate

policy might have occurred.

At Free University. I spoke on

this issue with John Dubois and. for

a short time. Jeffrey Segel We sat

at a desk in the near empty space

of the Old Bookstore in the Student

Union that now houses Free
Iniversity. At one end of the room

was a table and chair above which

hung a sign "Gay Liberation

Center ". In the opposite corner

was a couch, and a few feet from it

a TV set on which the first video-

tape sent from Spain was showing.

John told me there had never been

any question that the three who
were to receive consultant's fees

were also members of Free
University. This had not been

regarded as counter to any policy.

John took from a neatly

arranged file cabinet copies of the

contracts which I had also been

shown at the RSO office. The
contracts provide for the three to

work one day a month for nine

months: consultant A in the field of

video taping, auto mechanics and
carpentry; consultant B in video

taping and environmental design

using polyvinyl chloride and in-

flatable structures; and consultant

C again in video taping, media
arts, and to establish an in-

formation exchange between In-

stant City and the American
community.

Instant City, it was explained, is

the name of the environment the

radical architects had designed

and built on the spot where they

were gathered in Spain. The
twenty video tapes the three

consultants carried with them to

Spain would record what is hap-

pening over there for later showing
to students at the University. Their

significance'' The information they

will provide in developing
"nomadic life-styles

."

Our story now enters its second
stage There is reason to believe

that the Senate, in freezing that

small $300 out of a budget of

$15,000, was really challenging the

value of what Free University was
doing with the money How will

being aware of the Architects

Conference in Spain benefit the

student body'' To Free University
(lie answer is obvious They see

developing among young people a

New Tribalism, one of the major
characteristics of which is

nomadism, the wandering from
place to place with no fixed abode.
These tribes, or collectives, are

also distinguished by the fact that

they have no nuclear families, no
head of households, only a group of

people who have come together

around a specific task or vision

Children, clothing, everything is

held in common.
One of the purposes to which

Free University will put the new

video tape equipment costing the

students some $7,000 will be that of

placing students in touch with what .

is happening in the counter culture.

A network of stations will be

established for this purpose, this is

one of the things the people in

Spain are learning about and one of

the reasons their trip is valuable.

Free University will also house

projects to instruct people how to

become mechanically self-

sufficient, for example repairing

your own car, or bus as the case

may be. In closing I was told it was

truly incredible how little one

actually has to work to survive if

we know our real needs and

everyone shares.

Despite these noble sentiments,

it is obvious that someone has

skipped off the track. I am ver\

skeptical about the possibility of

the world's billions breaking down

into tribal units. To suggest that

even the smallest percentage of

this University's graduates are

going to abandon monogomous
relationships. Join a tribe and
move into a polyvinyl chloride

inflatable structure is lunacy. And
video tapes of young men and

women laboring to inflate their

homes in Instant City, Spain are

not going to "pack em in" at the

Student Union Ballroom. Free

University is a joke, and an ex-

pensive one. It cost the students

$4,000 last year and will cost them
$15,000 this year. John Dubois was

quite correct when he said it was
amazing how little work one must

do to survive if we all share. All one

needs, after all. is a $15,000 subsidy

to discover this.

The university should certainly

be the place where somewhat odd

ideas and spokesmen may be

tolerated, protected and even
helped Somewhere along the way.

however, it should be asked in each

case whether we are the patron of a

philosopher or host to a parasite.

The students supporting these

organization! are entitled to

rigorous explanations of the

theories they espouse In the case

of Free University it seems the

Student Senate should do more
than withhold a mere three bun
died dollars, it should, rather,

gather all the marbles and request

that the nomads in the old

Mookstore fold up their polyvinyl

chloridi inflatable tents and move
on.

Editorial Points
It's about that time of year

when this area of the country

really becomes beautiful with

the changing colors. Just look at

the Cage.

A jock was overheard in the

Bookstore the other day telling a

young lady friend, "I saw Carnal

Knowledge the other night and it

made me feel euiltv. If I had

seen it at a drive-in though, I

wouldn't have felt bad at all."

* * *

With Julius Erving and

Oswald Tippo leaving UMass all

in one year, maybe somebody

ought to tie a rope around

Metawampe.
* * *

Has anybody stopped to think

what all this means to Emma?

'OH, IT'S YOU—WE THOUGHT YOU WERE DEAD!'

Letters To The Editor

A Request For Action

The members of the Environmental Design Club of

the department of Landscape Architecture and

Regional Planning request that action be taken to

Kate proper working conditions for the students

and faculty subjected to Arnold House Basemen .

Minimal, necessary physical improvments rnus be

made if students are to carry out productive

classroom designs. Our demands are not extreme^

thev concern very basic facilities that must be

provided if students are expected to use the studio for

the creative purpose of design. Requests teal eviate

the following conditions have been made to the

University maintenance department by faculty of our

department but to no avail.

Therefore, we have requested to the administration

that the following demands be met in order to

ameliorate working conditions in Arnold House

Basement. t

1 Removal of all math department equipment -

approximately 20 7' metal bookcases and many

cartons of papers and books.

2 Addition^ and improved light facilities for

drswinfi

3. Addition of a pencil sharpener - at present there is

"°4 Addition of bulletin boards - at present there is

nowhere for students to display their designs for

presentations and criticisms by faculty and other

St

5

d
Additional storage spaces for student's drawing

supplies - at present S to 4 students must share storage

drawers and are not able to lock up their equipment

which could be valued at about $50 per student.

e. Additional drawing tables - at present each table

in the senior design studio is used by three different

tuden s The studio is in use from 8 to 5 during the

days with three different design studios meeting for 3

hours at a time. There are no tables available for a

student to use during the day other than during his

allotted class time, since his table is used by two other

For The Sake Of Art

To the Editor: . ,. _

Last week UMass was indeed honored to have the

distinguished columnist Art Buchwald as a guest at

the Cage And. of course the story was covered quite

fully in the Collegian the following day -describing the

happy atmosphere, the great wit of Mr. Buchwald,

and several of his political comments that hit home

But one aspect wasn't mentioned - one thing which

has remained in my (shall ^e say-embarrassed?

mind and in those of my friends who attended. It

seems very insignificant at first - just one males voice

suddenly echoing out during a pause. Just one
;

sen-

tence "Free Jenny!", that left everyone baffled and

tense.' Nothing was made of the issue. Art went „

being funny, seemingly almost oblivious to the in-

Stud ion But somehow the mood had changed and

his Xs weren't so comical. Our thoughts were

nft ng away "Who's Jenny-' was echoing through

The audi orium. Although I didn't at that time know

he meaning of the statement. I felt ashamed and

inwardly angry that one person could lum an entire

evvnmg. and perhaps influence one man's opinion of

°U
U waJmTuntil on the wav home that I found out who

• e,m is It seems thai Art Buchwald's daughter

Jennifer is in a mental hospital near Boston

t am shocked to think that someone out there felt the

neeo to express hi. opinion by deeply hurting another

huma n being. All I can think of is How did Art Buch-

wald[feel up there struggling to carry on, but maybe

wintinc to lash out or even to break down.

I ap
g
ologL on behalf of the University of

Massachusetts.
I)onna ||odgMB

students. Also the limited number of tables causes

problems at night when students who live in dorms

and do not have the space to set up a 3' x 5' drawing

table all come to the basement to try to get a table on

which to work, only to find all the tables in use.

7. Access to the basement studio by more than one

entrance - at present only one of the two doors can be

used and since the room has been divided into two

different studios, one for junior design classes and the

other for senior design studio, the seniors must walk

through the junior studio and disturb the students and

faculty. There is another door that could be used for

entrance into the senior studio and alleviate this

problem, however it is locked.

8. Keys for the doors in the room for our department

- at present time the math department still has the

keys to the room.

We do not feel that we are making excessive

demands of the University. We have had to suffer with

these conditions for four weeks now We do not hope or

plan to continue to work under these adverse con-

ditions much longer.
Environmental Design Club.

Final Chapters

To the Editor: . ,

The youth of this country have an important

decision to make. Will they or will they not allow oil

into the Arctic of Alaska and the construction of the

trans-Alaska pipeline? What they decide will deter-

mine whether we continue this downward spiral of our

society and its environment or whether we finally turn

the country around toward a better tomorrow.

We should not be debating this issue of oil in Alaska.

Instead we should be demanding a full scale in-

vestigation into why the oil industry has become so

powerful The petroleum industry is undermining

national security and threatening our very survival by

squandering away resources in its lust for profits.

In less than ten years we put a man on the moon. But

in nearly 80 years since the automobile has been on the

streets of this country, we still get less than 15 miles to

a gallon of gasoline. This is progress? Where are our

Pf
Our mass transit system is on the brink of collapse,

yet the oil industry vigorously promotes the highway

trust fund Eighty per cent of all our miles of highways

are paved with asphalt. What kind of social respon-

sibility does the petroleum industry practice when it

lets our cities strangle themselves just so oil can

satisfy its own selfish aims?

But will the young generation follow the same path

of apathv that the older generation did? If it does it

will be sowing the seed for alienation and a generation

gap far greater than exists today. It too can expect to

feel the sting of "bypocrisy" and "hypocrite flung at

it by the next generation and with more profound

vengeance. .

More efficient forms of energy are being sup-

pressed Why'' Will those concerned about the future

Of this country win out over greed, or will greed write

the final chapters to this planet's history

!

Kenneth <Juade

IVmbine. Wisconsin

A Product Of Society

By BILL GORCZYCA
Editorial Staff

A vellow Toyota weaves its way though the maze of streets which

constitutes suburban Lynn. It is late, almost midnight, and the two young

occupants of the car are returning home from a night at the races. They

approach an intersection, and having the green light, start their way

aC

The
S

sound of crumpling steel shatters the silence of an autumn night as

the Toyota spins madly from the intersection and careens off streetlamps

like a pinball gone berserk. The car comes to a halt seventy feet from the

point of impact; its occupants now entwined in a ball of broken bones,

blood, and pain. One is unconscious but the other spite of multiple in-

juries which include a broken pelvis, manages to kick his way through he

shattered rear window and drag his companion to safety by the side of the

road. He then collapses. iU

The police are on the scene instantly for they were pursuing he cause

of the accident, a Boston taxi cab driver who had held up a local resident

minutes earlier. He had stolen goods in his taxi and was fleeing from the

cops when he decided to run the red light at seventy miles per hour. After

smashing into the Toyota and being relatively uninjured, he started to

run from the police on foot, oblivious to the occupants of the car he had

just demolished. He was apprehended shortly afte™ards

Everv time I think of this accident it makes me sick. Sick that the police

did not have their siren on. Sick that the Toyota did not enter the in-

tersection a few moments later. Sick that some bastard thought his own

ass the most important thing in the world and did not give a shit for the

safety of the people proceeding through a green lighted intersection. And

sick of the fact that the cab driver is a product of our society and was only

trying to make it the best way he knew how.

I'd like to change this society-but it will have to wait. My weekends are

pretty much tied up now, since I spend them visiting at Lynn Hospital. My

two brothers were in that Toyota. Thank God they're still alive.

Dress Rehearsal
How many tymes it is,

the telephone has rung off the wall,

with me not there,

or able to answer,

I should like to think

it has spared me being included

in a dozen little murders,

but actually, I know,

it was probably God calling,

and inviting me over with some
of his other friends,

to witness the flooding of the world,

and so,

I'm just as glad to have been out,

drunk somewhere,
and have missed the call

Bear Ackei

20 July '7

Post-War Year;

Poughkeepsie. New Yorl
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Would anvone who would like to write columns

and has not submitted any yet please contact Barry

in the Collegian office before Friday
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You Are What You Eat (Again)

Sunflower seeds and other healthy things to munch on can be found at the Yellow Sun Co-op in

Amherst Center. Founded last February, the popular natural food co-operative re-opened last Thur-

sday.

The Yellow Sun is rising.

The area's only natural food, member-owned cooperative opened a

new office and retail store at 35 N. Pleasant St. in Amherst, Thursday,

September 30.

Founded last February, Yellow Sun operated out of the Student

Union at the UMass for five months and quickly enrolled nearly 400

members.
Despite the new retail business, Yellow Sun remains a cooperative

concerned with group buying, consumer action and food distribution

at wholesale prices.

Store hours will be 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Saturday.

Friday's the store will be open until 8 p.m. Co-op membership will be

sold at the store.

According to organizers Arthur Cohen and Craig Meadows Yellow

Sun will carry a full line of natural and organic grains, cereals, seeds,

beans, flours, oils, sea vegetables, produce and cosmetics. New items

will include organic apples, cider and snacks. A book and pamphlet

section is arranged in the back of the store.

Yellow Sun is incorporated under state law with all members

holding one share of stock. An annual stockholders meeting is planned

for later in October.

Cohen noted that membership in the co-op entitles people not only to

the wholesale food prices but makes them eligible for a share of the net

profits that are returned to stockholders annually.

Cohen said the co-op was looking to the new retail business as a way

of improving Yellow Sun's financial base and providing non-members

with an opportunity to sample natural food products.

One of the prime goals of Yellow Sun is to set up a natural foods

education program. Cohen said, "Yellow Sun was founded in large

part because of our concern about people's diets and the need to

educate people about preparation and use of the natural food."

Cohen said that members would be on hand at all times in the new

store to answer questions about natural food cooking.

The co-op spirit was evidenced at Yellow Sun's new store last week

as members wielding hammers and saws laid a new pine floor, cedar-

shingled the store front and built shelves and storage facilities.

Cohen said that a condition of membership is two hours of volunteer

work per month.

School OfEd Notes

Ombudsman Elected
By GERALDINE COLELLA

Dr! George Urch, Program
Director of International

Education, has been elected

Ombudsman this past week, by the

School Council of Education. Urch
will be assisted by Mr. John Hatch,

also from the School of Education.

Dr. Urch and Mr. Hatch will

work with students in an attempt to

solve problems inhibiting success

in school and a full meaningful life

on campus. This includes anything

related to a students struggle with

administration procedure, com-

munication with the system and its

personal courses.

Personal problems will also be

dealt with if the student so desires.

The Ombudsman is willing to aid

students in having an enjoyable

more productive experience at

UMass.

Dr. Urch is located in Room 230

of the School of Education. His

office hours are, Monday and
Wednesday from 10:00-12:00 A.M.
and on Thursday from 2:30-4:00

P.M.

Christian Activist To Address

Campus Group Wednesday Night

L

Beware The "Big Ditch" Today

Blasting will begin at 2:00 P.M. at the entrance of the Orchard on

Eastman Lane. An engineer from Warner Bros, who is con-

structing the "Big Ditch" reports that the blasting should last for

an hour. Forestry classes using this area should be warned to keep

clear of the area. There will also be workmen stationed along the

area to assist those travelling on foot.

Josh McDowell, Christian ac-

tivist, will be at UMass this week to

speak at a rally and two lectures on

the ultimate solution to the

problems of man.
McDowell, 32, is an international

representative of Campus Crusade

for Christ. The seminary graduate

spoke to more than 250,000

collegians on 70 campuses last

year and has spoken on more than

400 campuses in 35 countries in the

past five years.

In a recent lecture in Buffalo,

New York, McDowell said "The
majority of student movements
are in error today because they are

based on a thesis that history has

proven to be false. A change in the

social and economic system of

society is not enough to bring about

peace. Envy, greed, racism and

hatred will still be present in the

basic nature of man. What we need

is a power that can change man's

basic nature."

A native of Union City, Michigan,

McDowell graduated from
Wheaton College cum laude and

from Talbot Theological Seminary

magna cum laude. He holds

degrees in economic theory, in

languages and in history and is a

member of two national honor

societies.

He has been the recipient of

numerous speaking awards in-

cluding the Lyman Strauss

Speaker of the Year Award which

he received in 1965.

Campus Crusade for Christ is an
interdenominational Christian

movement of students and laymen

which was founded in 1951 at UCLA
by Bill Bright. It has grown to

include a staff of approximately

:5,0(K) who work on more than 250

campuses in the United States and
in 45 foreign countries.

On Wednesday October 6, Josh

McDowell will be speaking on

"Midnight of History" at 7:30 p.m.

in the Murray Lincoln Campus
Center Auditorium at the

University of Massachusetts.

Norwich Hill Stable

ENGLISH AND WESTERN STYLE RIDING

TRAIL RIDES

INSTRUCTIONS
Prices - Weekdays
Couples - $5 00 an hr

Singles - 13.00 an hr.

Weekends -

All $3.00 an hr.

Lessons - $5.00 an hr.

UP HI. Mi (O

(ullcn H«iinl

Huntington. Mass.

Tel. 1-413-667-3018

CAMPUS CENTER STUDENT
UNION GOVERNING BOARD

wants

YOU !

If you want to join come to Room 174-176 today.

WE WANT YOU

Proposed Consumer Protection

Act Leaves Nader Wary
Notices-

WASHINGTON (AP) - To the

average person, Section 204 would

be just 97 lines of complicated lingo

loaded with unfamiliar legal

references.

But to Ralph Nader it is the heart

of the proposed consumer
protection act of 1971. And his

complaint to Congress is that a

House committee has given the bill

heart trouble.

Nader and Rep. Benjamin S.

Rosenthal, D-NY., are unhappy

because, they say, Section 204--on

"representation of consumers' '-

would not give the proposed new

consumer protection agency the

right to intervene in enforcement

proceedings during preliminary,

informal stages.

That is important, they say,

because most cases involving

alleged violations of consumer

protection regulations are settled

without formal proceedings.

For example, they say:

—The Federal Trade Com-
mission resorted to formal ad-

judication only 25 times in 1970 to

enforce flammability standards

while disposing of more than 250

cases through informal

proceedings.
—Agriculture Department

disciplinary actions under meat

and poultry inspection laws

against adulterated food and un-

sanitary processing plants are

done informally before a depart-

ment attorney.

—The Civil Aeronautics Board

instituted or concluded more than

1,800 informal conplaints against

air carriers for violations of law,

while settling only 231 cases

through formal proceedings during

fiscal 1971.

In addition, Nader and Rosenthal

say the bill would not give the

proposed agency the right to in-

tervene or participate in "all

formal adjudications seeking

primarily to impose a fine, penalty

or forfeiture,' all agency in-

vestigations and internal

procedures."
This means they said, that the

proposed agency could not in-

vestigate vehicle defects, food

contamination, dangerous toys,

possible violations of the Flam-

mable Fabrics Act, or industry

compliance with Interstate

Commerce Commission rules

governing household movers.

They also said the bill would keep

the new agency from participating

in agency supervisory practices-

such as Federal Communications
Commission supervision of radio

and television licenses.

Nader and Rosenthal also lost a

battle to give the agency what

would have amounted to subpoena

powers.

But Chairman Chet Holifield of

the House Government Operations

Committee which wrote the bill

takes a different view.

"The allegation has been made,"

Holifield said, 'that 80 to 90 per

cent of federal agency actions

would be outside the purview of the

consumer agency because they

involve 'informal' rather than
'formal' proceedings.

"The Administrative Procedures
Act makes no distinction of that

kind. There is no valid basis for

that allegation."

Holifield said the bill "does not

give this new agency the right to

dominate its sister agencies of

government, nor to stand as a

super agency above them, but it

does direct the others to cooperate

with the consumer agency in

furnishing information.

"And it gives the consumer
agency's administrator the right to

request an agency to initiate a

proceeding or publicly explain its

failure to do so."

AHEA
Do you still want to make a dif-

ference? Organizational meeting,
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Skinner
Lounge. Applications will be
available. Be active!

CEQ
Meeting of the recycling com

mittee Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the

Student Activities office (CO. All

interested and concerned persons
invited.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
There will be a meeting for all

members and all interested in joining

at Grinnell Arena Oct. 7 at 6:30 p.m.

FINE ARTS EVENTS
In consideration of the artist, all

Fine Arts events will start promptly
at 8 p.m. unless otherwise ad
vertised.

GEOLOGY DEPT.
Geology majors: NEW & OLD

departmental poop & Show & Tell

tonight, Oct. 5 at 8 p.m. in Morrill 161.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
The regular square dance will be

held in the SUB tonight at 7:30. New
members warmly welcomed. Bring
your friends and learn how to square
dance the fun way.

MEDICAL LOAN FUND
Emergency medical loan fund

meeting Tuesday, at 9:30 in CC 811

for all interested.

MIRKWOOD
Anyone interested in performing at

the Mirkwood Coffee House on Oct. 16

please contact Jim 6 6577 or Joey 6-

6681.

NADER'S P.I.R.G.
Organizational meeting for all

nterested in a UM Public Interest

Research Group Oct. 6 at 7 p.m. in

Rm. 904 908 CC.

SIMS
Find out what SIMS is all about.

Introductory movie and discussion

Thurs., 2 & 8 p.m. in CC Aud.

In conjunction with FraternltyRush

the Interfraternity Council and Campus Pizza

presents

"GREEK" GRINDER WEEK
Any Grinder on the Menu worth 75c

for only 50*

"Go Greek" *

with

Campus Pizza
RT.», HADLEY

586-3880

Orders To Go

*
*
*
*
*

*
*

Visit with the

Greeks this week.

***********************

J Oct. 4, 5, 6, 7 1971

* worth25cOFFon
* any 75tt Grinder

J or 1 FREE PIZZA
* with every 4 ordered

with this coupon

at CAMPUS PIZZA

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

Must sell Immed. 60 Fairlane 500 com.
hi ii

i

/black /top. VI auto PS 4. new WW
tires. 32000 ml. First reasonable offer, (all

MUM,
tf 10-8

Mehuilt Volvo RIK, and R16 engines, new

\alves. guides, rings, bearings, clutches

and rblt. carbs 200 & I HO and Kin 4 spd.

trans, and clutch linkage to convert your

automatic IZ2S Volvo to std. Also Ps44

Volvo in good cond. without engine and A

1225. For parts call 5K4-4820 eve tings-will

bargain on everything.

__ tf lfl-6

1-247-5828.

tflO-6

1066 Mustang. B cyld.. std.. excel con-

dition. 1550. 546-0026 evenings.
tflO-7

l!M17 Volkswagon. blue. 48.000 miles, 3

new tires, new battery, excellent running

condition. $600.00 or best offer, (all 665-

3652.
tf 10-7

70 MCB exc running cond. Must sell. 249-

8493.
tflO-14

" '55 Olds, runs, needs work,

after 5:10 p.m.

t.l VW litis rebuilt engine, new brakes,

muffler ex. mechanical some body rot.

(,<mkI deal at $450 or best offer, (all Ron.

-.19-0150.

tfio-o

i'it.7 BMW - I8M1TI 4-door sedan, am-fm.
sw hlaupiinkt. Pirellis, excellent condition-

best offer over $1600. 25:1-2412.

tflO-5

07 Mustang conv. V8 3 sod . 4 new tires,

excellent condition. II0S0. Call 253-7*40

after five.

tflO-5

m* Ford Mustang, fi ryl . good running

cond. See John 120 Amity St.. across from

lirakr JMNI
tflO-5

1*67 MCH-CIT. special, overdrive,

wtrcw heels, new clutch, mow Urea (lood

condition. 584-2700 ext. 257 after 7 p.m.
tflO-7

«2 Austin Cooper with cooper t engine.

S05O. (all 540-I567.
tflO-7

I960 Nova cyl.. new exhaust, and

cooling svfttem. 2 studded snow tires, 1 1MO
or best offer. Hays 545-231*. nights 586-

ii.ii. ask for Jim.
tfio-g

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Must sell Honda CB :i50. Heading West.

mini excellent shape, 13000 ml. 1450. (all

Steve 549-6689.
tflfl-8

FOR SALE

Benjamin stereo compacts, mlracord

i net lenco turntables, rlac cartridges and

I-'Ml speakers. At discount prices, (all

i 16-69 1 7.
lflO-5

Realistic Stereo, tape recorder, model.

900, 2 mikes includes 2 speakers, tapes,

(all Sean $125 or 105 Johnson. Best.^ tflO-5

Kill model 24 <FM A changer) with 2

bigKI .11 17 speakers. F.xc. cond. $210. Tall

Steve 256-8084.
tflO-6

I pair studded snow tires 650-13 new last

season $30. (all Peter 25:1-72:16 around fi.

lfl0-5

I •male roommate wanted-furnlshed

studio apt. -$65 mo.-l5 min. from I Mass.

(all 323-4497 keep trying.
tflO-6

Working girl desires roommate with

apartment. Must move soon! (all Diana

M,, - ,07,
tf,o^

HELP WANTED

Mike and Have, definately lonesome

blond and brunette. But shy will be in

contact, very agressive once known.
If 10-5

Melville Basement invites James
Basement and 4th floor to a party Friday

night at K.

tf 10-31

Horoscopes done professionally. Call

mm S768 Write Oavid Flliott-Mannique A
II North Village. Minimum $5

tflO-6

TFAC-40IOS. Stereo-tapedeck: 3-

motors. automatic reverse, professional

•lualltv. Bought in Vietnam; never used.

-iiust sell. $100. 251-7620.
10-5

54 volume set of Oreat Books by Brlt-

tanica. like new $150. 253-7807 after S.

tflO-6

Ten year old Peugol. rebuilt engine.

Best offer, call Keith 251-2215 before 10

a.m. or after 10 p.m.
tfWM2

Brand new 8 track stereo tapes - $3-

lalest hits Incl. Superatar. Stewart. Send

for free list 43 I ongview St., Spfld., Mm.
•II 108.

tfl0 - 1?

Portable stereo Phono Bell 25W Amp.
Harris Tweed Jackets 38 studded snow

tires 560 x 13. Wnmans unused Dacron

(oat It. 253-5115.
tfl0-5

$00 Buckle Ski Boots used 6 limes $60

with stand si. 8 1/2. head ski poles good

cond. $20. l>oure Ski Back used twice $10

( onenrde Compact Stereo. AM-FM
receiver, loudness and filter controls, 40

watts peak 28 usable with Kemp II

speakers 6 mo. old $100. Panasonic TV I

mo. old $70. Will bargain on everything,

(all 584-4820 evenings.
tflO-6

Need Monday? Farn $25 or more per

week! Work your own hours at your

convenience! Call Barry or Have. 4:00-

5:30. 546-0063.
tflO-8

KITTENS

t.irl with insurance agy. exp. auto &

homeowners, rating A typing essential,

(all 584-5555. AW Borawskl. inc.. 88 King

St.. Northampton.
UL«*

Ambitious people wanted to sell jewelry

on campus-no experience necessary-high

commissions -send name. address and tel.

no. to Richards. 1181 Main St.. Springfield.

Mass.
tflO-8

Need money? Farn $25 or more a week!

Work \our own hours at your convenience,

(all Barrv or Have 400-510.

lflO-5

Hofner baas guitar with caae. exc. cond..

$175 or best offer. Contact Bob 549-1180.

tfl0-8

We undersell all. Any and all top name
appliance*, atereoa. radio*, refrigerators,

anything, (all Carry 6-5*** or come to V»
Cance.

tflO-13

Black Angora « weeks old. housebroken.

hcalthv happy, lovable pets, (all 584-8001

after I p.m.
tflfl-5

LECTURE NOTES
I I'cturr notes are now available in room

118 in the Student Inlon lobby for all

sections of Anlhro 104. Botany 101. Kcon..

12.1 and 126. ecology 101. (.ov 100 and 150.

Hist. 151. Human Hev. 270. Micro. 140,

Phil. 105. Psych. 101, 262. 263. 270, 280. .101.

and 302. Snc. 101. 200. IOI and 135. One

section of Hist. ISO and Psych. 125 also in.

tf 10-7

ENTERTAINMENT WANTED
Fvery Wednesday night at the Fngllah

Pub-Do your own thing! Shure vocal

master PA system available! Call Jerry,

mm I20H or Mark. 250-8370.

tflO-8

FOR RENT

I arge Racoon ( oat . excellent condition

I all MMMMfc Tf !•-«

Just like people: brul»ed on the outside.

but beautiful liwlde. Ml Chevy convert,

(all 586-2780.
tftM

175/mnnth. utilities Included, one block

from campus, (all Bonnie 2S3-*»8S. »-ll

p.m.
atSM

TYPING

Snow tires. Firestone Town A Country.

7 75x 14 white walls, mounled.t all Harold

"^ «...

LOST at

Available now -one bedroom apartment

Pufflon Village. Call !>4»-34»7

tflO-6

Typing - thesis, dissertations etr

icrurate: have (.reek alphabet, m
hem symbol*, (all 253-3MI.

Fast,

lath. A

tfio-l.1

l»«8 Austin Healey Sprite, convertible

$600 or best offer. Needs some body work.

Come to Bulterfleld House and -ask for

Ned.^^
tflO-8

IIVW Bug 1*07. tan. exc. cond.. R A
cheap, (all Jan 545-0152 or 256-6868.

tf 10-11

8 track stereo lapes-Who. Stones. Tull.

etc.42»5. Allman Bro*.. 4-Wal*treet,

etc.- I3.»5 Call 548-8*34.

Cuitars. amps. ace. A records, at

reasonable prices. The (iultar Workshop

98 Main St. Northampton 586-1706.

lflfl-6

Reward! A gold link bracelet positively

lost Wed., Sept. 2* In Thompson 102 bet-

ween 3:20-4:10 p.m. 54041105 after 5 A 5-

2714 8-5 Dehi.
tflO-6

I ightw eight blue jacket. Had NSJCC
Slate Champs Inscribed. Call 6-7537.

tflO-0

ROOMMATES WANTED

WANTED
Wanted to buy • Ten speed raring hike.

Will pay top dollar, (all 542-3052. ask for

Scott.

tflO-6

PERSONAL

Tvplng - thesis, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate: have Creek alpahabet. math A
chem symbols, (all 253-3001

If 10-1

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Want a part4lme or full time job"

Running your own business, no door to

door, no telephone surveying Call 253-5847

*" * MM

1060 Ply Prunner 4 spd. $1700. Michael

546-5203.
tfl0-1

1067 VW Bug $700 Michael 546-52*3.

tf 10-7

Walerhcds-now all sires $10.05! Factory

warrantv. Also, frames, liners A pads In

slock, (all Mark at 546-5450.

tflO-12

Rrown swede pant*, skirts skins, top

quality . wholesale. Pant* $27. skirts $».4».

skins $5. Stop hy to look Jon -4 24 ( ladhorne

5-264* leave number If not in.

Male share 2 bdrm. apt. in sund. with 2

others. $«n Mike 065.3012. 545-1318.

tflQ-6

Roommate female to share rent with 2

girls, own room In Hadley. Call 586-2815.

tflO-5

Josh I* coming this Wednesday and

Thursday!

Free young female cat long talr. clean,

(all 1-323-75*5.

tflO-ll

SERVICES

Anthers! Audio service*. Stereo com-

ponents, tape deck* for home or car. 1*7

No. Pleasant St. 256-81X1.

IfVI

3
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Radio

Wood Speech Live
WMUA, 91.1 FM WFCR, 88.5 FM

Draft Counselor's Corner

What Abe

4.31) p.m. President Robert C.

Wood-live from the Student

Union Ballroom

7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS-a full

half hour of complete news and

information from Amherst's

largest broadcast news

department, WMUA NEWS.
Area news and regional,

national and world news from

UPI, AP, and UPI World Audio

Network. Includes sports and a

five minute update of major

stories at 7:25.

7:30 p.m. -9:00 p.m. Progressive

music.

9:00 p.m.-10:00 THE FIRESIGN
THEATRE

10:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m. FOCUS-
Tonight's Focus program will

take a slight departure from the

sordid world of politics. Ken

Mosakowski's special guests for

tonight's forum will be Robert

.ind Elizabeth Backman, the

couple who recently gained

extensive notoriety by giving up

their Northfield Mass., home for

occupancy by the -Brotherhood

of the Spirit" commune. The

Backmans will talk about such

diverse subjects as graphology,

education in America, and their

proposal for an unconventional

"free school".

11:00 p.m. LATE NIGHT NEWS
REPORT-another complete half

hour report.

11:30 p.m.-3:00 a.m. LAREDO-
rides your way with progressive

sounds.

Day School

Seeks Items
The University Day School <the

new U.Mass. day care center for

preschool children of students and

staff) needs rugs, bookcases,

shelves, chests, large and small

tables, an electric frying pan,

cushions, and other household

items. We can also use plastic

dishes, kitchen utensils, remnants

and yarn scraps, magazines and

newspapers, children's books,

records, toys and educational

materials. Magnets, baby scales,

thermometers, and other scientific

equipments are also needed. Any
donation no matter how old or

battered will be greatly used and
appreciated by the children and

staff. Call 545-2466 or come to

Bowditch Lodge.

2 PM-MUSIC IN THE AF-

TERNOON (S)-Mendelssohn,

Italian Symphony, Schoenberg,

Chamber Symphony, Mozart's

Requiem, and works of Brahms,

Spoor, Williams, and Martin.

5 - ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
6 - QUE TAL, AMIGOS
7 - LOUIS LYONS: NEWS AND
COMMENT

7:30 - COLORS, A Black nation

magazine.

8:30 BOSTON SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA, (S)-live;

Beethoven, Symphony No. 6,

'Pastorale"; Einem. Violin

Concerto, Hindemith, "Mathis

der Maler," symphony.

10:30 - RAPPING NIGHTLY
11 - JEAN SHEPHERD
11:45 - JAZZ OMNIBUS (S)

, ,,n I s\l K come in with a CO form. The board member doesn't

still fucked over by the Selective Service System

One of the nice things about the lottery is that it cut

the anti-war movement in half; almost everyone with

a high number immediately began to view the war,

and the draft, as an academic question not deserving

any more of their attention than the football scores.

kid's application.

Now let's assume that you enter next, with your

high number which is obviously never going to be

called. All of a sudden, that board member has a hard

time categorizing you. Your request for a I-O

classification is not an act of cowardice because
Hes=»=s=i5 ksmk eresatttams

(S) denotes stereo broadcast.

still being drafted. You have an opportunity o he p

those who don't have an easy out if you re willing to

exert yourselves a little bit.

Ask yourself what you would do if you had a low

number and no medical problems. Would you go into

the service? Or do you really believe that it is wrong

for one man to kill another? That war is morally

unjustifiable? If vou believe that your moral code

would make it impossible for you to participate in

war does it also go so far as to make you want to help

others find a way out of participating*?

Think about a draft board member for a moment.

He sees some kid who's about to lose his student _ across the hall?

Hpfprment and carrying a number 23 in his pocket

Crosswor

has no choice but to grant your position a certain

amount of legitimacy, just because you went to the

trouble of demanding recognition for it even though

you didn't need it.

Once that legitimacy is established in his mind, it

holds over to the next guy who comes in as a CO,

making it just a little easier for him. You risk nothing

:

a CO whose number is not called does not have to

perform alternative service.

But by requesting and getting a I-O, you are helping

others get out who may not have any choice. Think

about it. You're lucky, maybe. But what about the guy

"MDC Classifieds Pay

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJ0V

uzzlei
Answer to Yesterday's Muzzle

Where the Slock Market is concerned,

Gemini individuals do well with issues

associated with communication and

transportation, especially railways. The

pointing industry, publications which in

elude newspapers and books, also fit into

the Gemini Market portfolio.
*••

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Accent on

money, personal possessions, collecting of

needed material. Key is to perceive what is

of value versus what merely glitters.

Pisces person could play prominent role.

Seek in out of way place.

TAURUS (APRIL 20 May 20): Lunar

cycle promotes activity which requires

daring, originality. Stick to beliefs. Don't

compromise principles. New ventures are

favored. Invest in your own abilities. What

you require will be available.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20). Finish what

you start Expand sphere of activity, in

fluence. Follow lead of Aries person. Visit

individual confined to home, hospital. Co

operate in club, group, civic project. Gain is

shown.
CANCER (June 21 July 22): Income from

professional endeavors is spotlighted. Some

desires are fulfilled. Creative spark get?

things going: you attract success. Membei

of opposite sex is involved. You are in

spired.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Hunch pays off,

heed inner voice. Oon't be misled by one of

little faith. Accent now on professional

efforts. You get backing from those in

authority. Know that there is room for you

at top Act like it.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Good lunar

aspect coincides now with long range goals.

You get word related to published material.

You find out where you stand with one who

is far away. Distance no longer will make a

difference.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Money

belonging to another may temporarily be

your responsibility. Check details, be

thorough. Take nothing for granted. Some

restrictions are actually for your benefit.

Know this; respond accordingly.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Play waiting

game; time now is on your side Don't be

stampeded into signing agreement, con

tract. Wait and see. Let others reveal their

plans. Set up stronger line of com

munication. Find guidelines.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Be

moderate. Applies to health habits and

work procedures. Co operate with Taurus,

Libra individuals. Diplomacy now pays

dividends. Avoid any tendency to force

issues. Take it slow, easy.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19): Study

Sagittarius message. Be perceptive. Avoid

self deception. Emotions tend to dominate

logic it vou so permit. Creative urge is

evident. Use it constructively. Express self

in unique way.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Live up to

responsibilities. Don't duck issues. Basic

issues surge to forefront. Older person

figures prominently. Check property, home

safety measures. Apparent minor detail

could hold key to achievement.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Accent on

short journeys, dealings with close neigh

bors, relatives. Take care with what you

say, write. It is apt lo be on record. Obtain

hint from Aquarius message Be specific.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

vibrant, dynamic, attractive to opposite

sex. Domestic adjustment, made this year,

should prove beneficial. You should har

monize especially well with Gemini per

sons. Scorpio is good for your finances.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.
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11

12

14
15
17
18
19
21

22
24

25

27

WATER BEDS
SALE

Your Choice

ACROSS

Piece of

dinnerware
Mountain
nymph
Covering for

ankle and instep

Industrious

animal
Devoured
Protuberances
Compass point

Pronoun
Helps
Old Testament
(abbr.)

Brief

Brother of

Odin
Heraldry:

grafted

Fabulous bird

28 Preposition

29 Cry of

Bacchanals
30 Reveres
33 Man's

nickname
34 101 (Roman

number)
35 Communist
37 Difficult

38 Spanish for

"yes"
39 Crates

41 Printer's

measure
42 Device for

applying
words to a

surface

45 A state (abbr.)

46 Sum up
48 Royal

49 River island

50 More
profound

52 Responsible
for

Remains at

ease
Diminishes

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

13

16
19
20

23

26
28

29

31

Near
Taut
God of love

Fat

Remainder
Babylonian
deity

Hail!

Signify

Manner of

running
Nerve
network
Separating
Rises
Indefinite

number
Roamer
Part of face (pi.)

Symbol for

tellurium

Latin

conjunction

Compass
point

15
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32 Three toed

sloth

33 Male goose
36 Wretched

fellows

37 Chief

38 Prophets

39 Eyelashes

40 Satiate

43

44
47

49
51

Allowance for

waste
Young cow
River in

Scotland
Man's nickname
Postscript

(abbr.)

Paid notice
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Commentary...
j

Johnson Decision

A Monumental Step
j By STEVE GERSHMAN *
j< Tuesday September 28, 1971 may well go down in history as a

\ momentous day in the history of professional sports. For on that

j day, Alex Johnson and players everywhere won a case that should

i: have been won years ago. This decision against the baseball

•: management may well set a precedent for all sports.

?: An arbitration board ruled out that Johnson, suspended by

I California, is to receive his full salary and be placed on the

1 disabled list for the remainder of the season for emotional factors.

§ What was said in effect was that a player who is emotionally ill,

I is as ill as a player with a physical injury. It is about time that

| baseball and all sports catch up with our modern day health

% standards. While for years we have treated mental problems as

& an illness just like a physical illness, sports has not.

& In the past, a player with a physical injury was put on the

i disabled list and paid while recuperating. Meanwhile, a player

I with an emotional problem was either hidden, fined or forced to

I retire without pay. With this decision the panel set up newstan-

$ dards in baseball and hopefully all sports.

I It seems the owners just wouldn't admit that an emotional

% problem like Johnson's may have been a direct result of the

Si pressures of the game. Baseball players play 162 games in only

i four and a half months. As a result they may go three weeks

H without a day off in the middle of the season. While they are

$ playing players are under great pressure to do well before the

^ fans and management. All this coupled with the hours of traveling

ffl and lack of sleep for many nights can do a job on a player s ner-

*>? ves The owners have failed to realize this and refused to cut down

$: on the games and straighten out the crazy hours. So, it seems only

M right that this decision was made, and none too soon. I only hope

H that other sports follow suit and realign their thinking toward

$• player problems. It is about time that baseball lived up to its

£S reputation of being our national pastime and leader.

m^^mmmmm^mmmm^mimmfsmsffm^

O's Take 2nd From A's

Try To Wrap Up Series Today

Sfift

8

BALTIMORE (AP)-Boog Powell hammered two

home runs in a four-homer Baltimore barrage off Jim

"Catfish" Hunter that trumped Oakland s last

remaining ace yesterday and gave the defending

world champion Orioles a 5-1 victory over the A s in

the second game of the American League Playoffs

The victory extended the Orioles' string of playoff

triumphs to eight over three seasons, gave them a

commanding 2-0 lead over the As in this best-of five

series and left them just one victory away from their

third consecutive American League championship.

The series shifts to Oakland for game No. 3 today,

with Oakland Manager Dick Williams left with only

10-game winner Diego Segui to throw against the third

of four Baltimore 20-game winners, Jim Palmer, alter

watching Vida Blue and Hunter whacked by the

heavy-hitting Orioles.

Williams who pointed out following the opening

defeat he had "one ace left even though they trumped

my first ace," saw Brooks Robinson and Elbe Hen-

dircks collect homers along with Powell in a seven-hit

it t iii'k

Mike Cuellar, meanwhile, checked the As on six

hits, pitching out of several jams with the aid t a

pickoff and the continued conservatism of Williams,

who in the sixth inning had clean-up hitter Tommy

Davis sacrifice. ^
The As were able to crack through against the 34-

year-old Cuellar only in the fourth on a Sal Bando

double on a single by Dave Duncan despite getting the

first runner on base in three other innings.

One of those occasions came in the sixth with

Baltimore leading only 2-1. Reggie Jackson opened

the inning for the As with a double, and Cuellar ap-

peared to be headed for some difficulty with the Nos.

4-5-6 hitters coming up.

But Williams, who tried a suicide squeeze that back-

fired in Sunday's 5-3 loss, had Davis sacrifice Jackson

to third. Jackson, however, remained there as Bando

grounded out to third and Angel Mangual flied to

center

That, as it turned out, was the 1st time the A's got a

base runner on against Cuellar, who set down the last

12 men in order.

The Orioles, looking for victory No. 13 m succession

after a season-ending 11-game winning streak, broke

through against the 21-game winning Hunter in the

second inning when Robinson tagged the first pitch to

him 370 feet into the left-field bleachers.

Powell whose two homers gave him a total of lour

in playoff action dating back to 1969, apparently liked

what he saw of Hunter's first pitch to Robinson^ He

also tagged a first pitch for a homer in the third in-

ning a drive deep into the right-field bleachers.

After Powell's homer, Hunter retired 12 straight

batters before Hendricks homered to deep right

center in the seventh inning to make it 3-1. Powell then

wrapped it up in the eighth, after a walk to Dave

Johnson, by tagging his second homer 390 feet to right

(*pnter

The homer came on a 3-2 pitch after Powell had

previously bunted foul.

The A's, meanwhile, kept at Cuellar but never could

get the big hit.

In the second, Davis led off with a double but

remained there as the next three batters went out in

order In the third, Dick Green led off with a bunt

single and got a second on a walk, but Reggie Jackson

flied out to end the inning.

In the fifth, Bert Campaneris singled with one out,

but was picked off first by Cuellar. And, finally, in the

sixth, Williams' strategy backfired.

A crowd of 35,003, more than 15,000 short ot

capacity, watched the game that had to be a bitter

defeat for the As, who came in here with a record 55

road victories and now leave with two defeats.

And their pitching is in extremely poor shape with

only sore-elbowed Chuck Dobson and possibly Blue,

working with two days' rest, available if Segui can

turn back the Orioles at Oakland today.

That game will be nationally televised by NBC

following the third game of the series between Pitt-

sburgh and San Francisco in the National League

P
The winners of the two playoffs meet in the World

Series beginning in the American League city next

Saturday.

UConn Dominates YanCon Stars

Powder Puff football

Is No Ruse

Connecticut halfback Lou Allen

(Windsor, Conn), Maine tackle

Dick Todd (Shelton, Conn) and

Vermont halfback Steve Coon (St.

Albans, Vt.) have been chosen as

the top offensive, defensive and

sophomore players in the Yankee

Conference for their performances

last Saturday.

Allen, a 5' 10 180-lb. sophomore,

gained 178 yards rushing on 24

carries for 2 touchdowns, including

a game- winning 72-yard run in

which he broke 3 tackles as UConn

came from behind to nip New
Hampshire 28-21.

Todd, a 6'3 235-lb. senior, tackled

three ball-carriers for losses, made

8 unassisted tackles and led a

pressure-defense that forced 3

interceptions as Maine upset URI

21-7.

Coon, a 6'2 200-lb. sophomore, led

Vermont with 64 yards on 13 tries

and returned 3 kickoffs for 53 yards

as the Catamounts lost to Lehigh

49-8.

Other nominations were: Of-

fense - HB Mike Porter (Maine),

TE Tim Sullivan (Vermont) & HB
Ed Jenkins (Holy Cross); Defense

- HB Dom Carlucci (Connecticut),

MLB Dan Harper (Holy Cross), T
Rick Versocki & E Steve Furness

;

Sophomores - OT Frank Spencer

(Maine), C Rich Foye (Con-

necticut) & FB "Molly" McGee

(Rhode Island)

Paige Reveals Age 1

As the Mushrooms sprouted.

Ducks quacked, Vikings conquered

and Whalers splashed the Powder

Puff Football season kicked off

under the lights on the Intramural

fields. The opening games were a

display of clockwork precision

mixed with predicted confusion.

The tension and excitement of the

participants was contagious. The

male audience was left in awe over

the finesse exhibited by the various

teams. In the Sorority league the

gathering was beyond expectation.

The cheers and proud smiles were

plentiful as ACO shocked PBI, TRI

SIG smucked CO and GSS crun-

ched SK. It was evident to all that

Powder Puff Football was indeed a

success

The organization of the program

is under the direction of Miss

Merrie Fidler formeHy_frorn
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UCCA of Davis. The various teams

have been divided into five

leagues The resident teams are

grouped into the Saphire and

Emerald leagues. The Thalian and

Uranian leagues are composed of

sororities. All independent teams

belong to the Topaz League. The

games are scheduled for Mon. -

Thurs nights at 6:00. The women's

program is new but steady under

the qualified leadership of Miss

Fidler. It is hoped that par-

ticipation will increase in equal

proportion to the enthusiasm

already displayed. As the program

runs parallel to that of the men.

there is ample opportunity for

recognition and reward for suc-

cess. Come join us either through

participation or encouragement.

We'll see you on the gridiron.

Bowling Tryouts
The UMass bowling team will hold tryouts at the Boyden bowling

•»llpvs Wednesday October 6 at seven o clock.

A 1 undergraduates interested in competing for a position on the

team are welcome to try out. The tryout will be held in the form of a

•

roll off
' (each bowler will bowl four games). Players with the ten

hiehest total scores will make the team.

A $2<>0 fee will be charged of each bowler to cover the cost of h.s

kpteale contact: Ernie Malagrida. 546-7882 before Wednesday

night if von want to »n
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KANSAS CITY (AP)-Satchel

Paige sat there, his elbow on the

table lined with dignitaries and his

chin resting in the grip of his hand.

He listened while one speaker

after another traced 01' Satch's 42

years in baseball and joked about

his reluctance ever to reveal his

age He was subdued and visibly

shaken, possibly thinking this was

all just a wild nightmare.

Satch heard Ewing Kauffman,

owner of the Kansas City Royals,

tell how Paige "fought adversity,

fought color, fought prejudices.'

Kauffman then revealed that a

plague of Paige would be erected

prominently in the Royals' new

stadium in the Harry S. Truman

sports complex.

Paige gazed out over the throng

of 700 who gathered to pay tribute

Sunday night to Satchel, a Negro

many say was the greatest pitcher

ever His eyes faded shut during

the ovations. Beside him was his

wife, Lahoma. Not far away were

his children, seven of them, some

too young to know what adversity,

color and prejudices are all about

Paige listened while Bill Veeck,

who gave Satch his first major

league chance with Cleveland at

the age of 42, tell how the old pit

cher made his debut by striking out

three Yankees in the ninth inning

on 10 pitches. Veeck described

n ,,„. -. Mho greatest pitcher I've

Paige heard Buck O'Neil. a

player like Satch for the old

Kansas City Monarchs, say Satch

was the "greatest who ever lived."

Finally, Satch strode to the

microphone, and thin mist sifted

from his eyes. He seemed lost for

words, admitted that "it looks like

my writing has done got cold."

He stood there like a statue, this

Negro legend who was to hint that

honors had passed him by until

now except for his induction into

the Baseball Hall of Fame in

August.

Paige spoke briefly about his

Hall of Fame induction. He was

proud. "At Cooperstown," he said,

"I hey told me I was worthy but

didn't tell me what I was worthy

of." He cleared his throat.

"Everybody's always wanted to

know my age. I told you tonight. I'd

like to know if everybody's hap-

py."

The testimonial program had a

reproduction of the verification of

Paige's birth record from the

Mobile, Ala .
Health Department.

It said he was born July. 1906. That

confirms he is 65.

"I revealed my age." Paige said,

"because when I told people I was

50, they told me their grandpappy

saw me pitch."

"I never had a night until now I

made the Hall of Fame and now

I've had my night, and I feel like I

can go out of baseball by the front

door. I can give it up with ease."

Intramurals
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FOOTBALL j
TEAMS

3
ACOW SK
COvs GSS

4

Conqlos vs. Government s

Civ Enq vv Education
g

Zeroes vs. Burners
, , Q qq

Whalers vs Kumquats
?

Vikinqsvs Abiqails
j

BKPvS SAE
4

PSD vs APO
SPEvsKS | 7 00
PLP vs DS 2

SAMvs PMD
] j is

ZN VS LCA j

Orcsvs Cull
) 7 30

Acme vs. Fellas j

Mouse vs Bulldoqs
| ; f,

Spunk vs 3M's 2

Bunch vs DMdouqhs

Maqs vs Heads
Monuments vs Bulldoiers

Terrors vs. Senators

Barracudas vs Bruins

Broncos vs Chestnuts

Kumqual vs Machine
Gypsies vs VVV

Tubes vs Brotherhood

Mauraudersvs Lions

TUG O WAR
Stayfe«'s vs Lemons

Pipers vs Lovers

Heifers vs Troians

Browns vs Stouts

BX vs Mouseketeers

Civ Enq vs Dutchmen
3Msvs Munchkins
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Frosh Gridders Rout BU
In Opener, 32-19

Bv BILL BALLOU
The UMass freshman football team opened its

season on a winning note Friday, with an im-

pressive 32-19 decision over the Boston University

frosh There was little doubt as to the outcome of

this game from the opening whistle on, as the

Kedmen simply outclassed their opponents

despite a game comeback effort in the second half

by the Terriers. >

The balance that Coach Bill Maxwell had hoped

to show the BU team was in evidence throughout

the contest, with the UMass offense combining

time-consuming running plays with the passing ot

quarterbacks Fred Kelliher and Dave Modugno.

On the other hand, BU quarterback Mark Ryll

was forced to play practically a two-man offense

relying on halfback Gary Guerin to run and

flanker Ed Modoono to grab his

passes.

The defensive pattern of the

game was set early in the game

when Boston University, on a

third and inches situation was

twice stopped short and had to

turn the ball over to the Red-

man offense. From here the

frosh ran 18 plays and ate up a

good part of the first period

before being forced to settle for

a 15 yard field goal from the toe

of John Ames.
The Redmen struck paydirt

again in the second quarter on a

drive that covered just 37 yards

and culminated in Rich Herman

powering in from the three on

fourth down. Ames converted

and it was 10-0, UMass.

Again Boston University could not move the ball

and was forced to punt. A bad snap from center

was finally covered on the BU. two yard line and

two plavs later Tom Szematowicz ran it in for six

more pomts. The PAT kick was blocked off and the

Redmen led 16-0, and were threatening to run the

Terriers into the Charles.

A few punts and two interceptions later in the

period, BU scored its first points. After an in-

terception gave the Terriers the ball on the UMass

25 Rvll mixed a run with a short pass and set up a

23'yard strike that he threw to Ed Modoono for the

score. Modoono kicked the extra point to make it

16-7. That's how the half ended.

The second half proved to be virtually a

stalemate, with both teams scoring two touch-

downs, and UMass adding a field goal by their

shoeless soccer kicker, Dennis Lombardo.

The TD that proved to be the game winner tor

the Redmen was a real pip. On a ,punt, the deep

man for BU, Rich Porter, fumbled the ball amidst

a swarm of white jerseys, with the result being the

Redmen having the ball on the Terrier 13

The Boston defense held and forced Lombardo

to come in for a field goal attempt. The snap from

center sailed over everybody, with Lombardo

picking it up out near the 25 yard line. The kicker,

weighing only 150 pounds and wearing no shoe on

his right foot and being pursued by about six BU

linemen literally took his life in his hands and fired

a desperation pass toward the end zone.

It went in and out of the hands

of Bill Wolfe at the goal line, and

BU figured it would take over.

However, there was a penalty

on the play, with the result

being first and goal from the

one for UMass.
Larkey Mays ended the

foolishness on the next play with

a TD. Dennis Lombardo con-

verted making it 23-7. Despite a

75 yard touchdown bomb from

BU quarterback Ryll to his big

tight end Paul Stone, the game

was pretty well decided and

UMass took it by 32-19.

Especially impressive for the

Redman frosh was the work of

the offensive and defensive

lines. Offensively the line

help the Redmen gain

control of the ground and did a great job on screen

passes Two crunching blocks on screens by guard

DonSokolnicki were key plays on TD drives and

are indicative of the overall line play. The

defensive line, led by Big Ed McAleney dumped

BU quarterback Ryll several times for massive

losses and forced him out the pocket countless

other times.

After this impressive start, the freshmen hope to

continue their winning ways this Sunday in a home

game against Boston College. Game time is 1:30

P.M. at Alumni Stadium.

Runners Travel

To Hub For Tri-Meet
Bv JAY NESTOR

.*•« *"oam travels to Boston this afternoon for a

The UMass f^J^^J^K^wdaS Providence College. The
tri-meet with New^^^^^^^^St the Redmen with^^2=^- SB opener against Nor-

theastern and St. Johns on ^turday_
runner .up to UMass' Ron

Providence features Bill Speckjta was runne p

Wayne lastW^^^JJ^^^ also returns from

iE3fi£?5W*ra sp-k leads a strong group of

the best in New England again.
harriers in the

X™£ STbSS iSemeiy overeat, but a victory may

not be as important as the experience to be gained.

THE CRI8C1 CRUNCH-UMass cross country runner, Peter Crisci,

churns through the rugged Orchards on way to a fine opening meet

performance against Northeastern and St. Johns on Saturday. Today

hell be at Franklin Park along with the rest of the Redman harriers

to due battle against New England powers Harvard and Providence.

(MDC Photo by Charlotte Lettis)

Giants,

Series

Pirates All Even;

Resumes Today
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Nelson

Briles took heat treatment on his

right thigh; Juan Marichal played

catch with coach Ossie Virgil;

managers Danny Murtaugh and

Charlie Fox sat on rocking chairs

and talked with reporters.

This was all the action yesterday

as the Pittsburgh Pirates and San

Francisco Giants rested for

today's third game in the best-of-5

National League playoffs. The

teams are tied 1-1, with the rest of

the series-as many games as

necessary-scheduled for Pitt-

sburgh's Three Rivers stadium.

The 28-year-old Briles, a spot

starter and reliever in Pittsburgh's

drive to the Eastern Division

championship, was Murtaugh's

pitching choice in the third game.

Briles said that his right thigh

stiffened during three innings of

pitching last Thursday in

Philadelphia.

The Pirates lost the playoff

opener 5-4 with Steve Blass the

starter, and won the second game

Sunday 9-4 although starter Dock

Ellis only lasted five innings.

The Pirates are depending on

their slugging prowess for an edge

over the 32-year-old Marichal, an

18-game winner this season as the

Giants won the Western title on the

last day of the season behind the

righthander.

Marichal, who injured a hip Sept.

26 in a collision with Cincinnati's

Lee May. said he still doesn't feel

100 per cent but that the hip is

ok3V
San Francisco Manager Charlie

Fox makes no secret of the fact

that he feels the Giants hrv; the

edge because they have Marichal

and right-hander Gaylord Perry

"in any given contest it's who

has the pitching." Fox said, as he

rocked alongside Murtaugh in the

F'iiisburgh manager 1 ofl

Fox could have a bigger pitching

edge than he realizes. Murtaugh

disclosed that Ellis, the Pirates' 19

game winner, has elbow trouble

and may not pitch again in the

he said. "There's no sense in

seeing a doctor now."

Ellis also had a few other words

for the Pirates' management
yesterday. He rapped them

pSyoT/or" t /worid lerles a Ihe cheapskates, saying he had to pay
pidyuua, ui i M«*i„-»«i cqn nut nf hs own monev in San
Pirates should win the National

League pennant.

Murtaugh has Blass slated for

the fourth game tomorrow, but if it

goes five he might not have Ellis to

come back.

Murtaugh said Ellis has an

appointment with a doctor.

Ellis wasn't happy with the

scheduled medical examination.

"Hell, the season's almost over,"

$50 out of his own money in San

Francisco to get a hotel room with

a bed big enough for him. He also

said the Pirates didn't hire a big

enough plane for the team to travel

comfortably.

"The management don't deserve

to win the pennant; don't deserve

to win the world series...but we're

going to win because we have the

best team," Ellis added.

Nixon Bores Billie Jean

NEW YORK (AP) - President

Nixon had to call three times

yesterday to congratulate Billie

Jean King on becoming the first

woman tennis player to win

$100,000 in a year.

The first two times the President

tried, Billie Jean, wearing a cherry

red pants suit, stood by un-

comfortably while the phones were

jiggled.

"Nobody comes on," she said.

Finally, the connection was

made and Billie Jean joined other

sports figures-golfer Orville

Moody, Kansas City quarterback

LenDawson and the Texas football

team-as well as astronauts on the

moon as persons privileged to get a

personal call from the White

House.
"Billie Jean, I want to

congratulate you," the President

said in clear tones. "I'm glad to see

a fellow Californian has won more

than $100,000.

"It's marvelous. You remember
>HV -I'tfrtlt

years ago in New York?"

"Yes, Mr. President," Billie

Jean replied. "It was at Piping

Rock, Long Island."

"That's right," the President

said. "You have won many tour-

naments but this is your best year,

don't you think?"

Billie Jean started to reply, but

the President continued: "It's

really been a great year and you

have been very helpful in our

program for physical fitness."

There was a lull. Billie Jean

fidgeted. Then she turned to the

telephone and asked: "Are you

lh
A°ftirward, the bespectacled

Mrs. King, recent winner of the

U S. Open championship and three

times Wimbledon champion, was

asked if Nixon's call made her

nervous. ,.

"Naw, not at all, she replied.

"I've met him before. Besides this

sort of stuff doesn't excite me. I get

charged up when I get on a tennis

roi"

O'Brien's Creation"

Fills The Orchard

By EARLE BARROLL
The Orchard was alive and kicking on Saturday...nothing out of the

ordinary for the Orchard Hill Residents who make it their in spot but

Particularly abnormal for a group of athletes who call themselves the

UMass Cross Country Team.
f

You see, cross country has not been a growing commodity in the Ifield ot

spectator sports at UMass and while the program has grown to that ot a

New England power the campus support has been less than worthy of

th

AndThis°an gresback to the cross country stigma that "you only get to

see the start and the finish of the race.V which at UMass and In most

schools in New England has been the case over the years.

But now this hai ended at UMass. Thanks to the "ditch'' running up

Eastman Lane and the genius of cross country coach Ken O Bnen a new

course has been layed out that gives the spectator perhaps the most

viewing time of a race in the east and maybe in the entire country.

Sa urday was the premier showing for the new "O'Brien Creation and

what came out of it was a new dimension in cross country-viewing[that

has never been seen on this campus. Almost three miles of the race could

be seen that's right, three miles, two of which were in the Orchard, the

two which make up the meat of the race, miles two through four

The race got underway behind the Women's Physical Education

Building and proceeded past the School of Education, through the

nasturei and on to East Pleasant Street for the trudge up to the Water

KwerTand then on to the Orchard for what proved to be the

toughest stretch of cross country running in New England.

From the Observation Tower the progress of the runners could be

picked up when they passed Eastman Lane on the way up to the towers^

The runners then snuck out of view for a little over a minute and then

came into view entering Orchard Hill.

During the first couple of miles of a cross country race the runner
•

s

main concern is to get into good position in the pack ^r the demanding

miles, two through four, which pit runner against runner, team against

team heart against heart, man against man.

Orchard Hill was like the Coliseum on Saturday. The hills were lined

with spectators as they watched the gladiators clad so scantly, battle

head to head through the valleys, up the steep hills, over rocks and sand

and through the scorching heat.

This was cross country at its best, the portion of the race that makes or

breaks the conditioned athlete, the battle ground where many a team

battle has been won or lost...and it was brought to the spectator through

the ingenious of Ken O'Brien and the UMass, Northeastern and St. Johns

C
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UMass harriers host Yankee Conference rival UConn

in what will be a classic example of runners "wanting at each

other" This is one of the top rivalries in New England and the Coliseum

settinc is perfect for the gladiators who will due battle this Saturday.

Get |£n eariy. as the Orchard will probably fill a little quicker this

week And if vou get a little fidgety waiting you could always grab an

apple or two and wait for the horns to blare out. announcing the coming of

th*» runnen

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

aifjr MasnatifttBtttB

Satlg tMkgtati
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Weather
Hey, it's gonna be sunny

today.
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Wood Explains . .

.

ByANNESTADNICKI

With the transfer of $850,000 figuring prominently in

the discussion of UMass Chancellor Oswald Tippo's

resignation from his post last Friday, Robert C. Wood,

President of all three UMass campuses, addressed a

University convocation yesterday afternoon on the

allocation of authority to his central systems office,

and what portion of the sum would go towards its

operation.

Wood praised Tippo for the quality of education that

he achieved in his administration, but said that the

successful resolution of the budget allocation issue

promises not only more but better education.

It was reported that Tippo's resignaion last week

was due partly to disagreement on the transfer of

nonstate funds from the Amherst campus to the

central systems office.

"The point is that building and sustaining a statewide

university system is everywhere a difficult, tough,

and adventurous undertaking," Wood said.

Quoting the report issued by the Carnegie Com-

mission on Higher Education, he explained that the

division of labor between the system and the campus

executive requires "a high degree of sensitivity and

flexibility on the part of both executives, a tolerance

for ambiguity as to their respective authority, and a

considerable measure of personal trust..."

Wood said that since the state funds UMass receives

are pretty well fixed in a line-item budget. The

unrestricted nonstate funds (commonly lumped

together as "trust funds") are of considerable im-

portance.

"Since these modest funds (unrestricted nonstate

funds) are our principal resource for innovation or

emergencies, it seems to me important and entirely

fitting in a university system that the Trustees and the

President have the major role in their allocation,"

Wood said. wtw
He said that in transferring the $850,000 UMass

Amherst campus would not suffer, contrary to Tippo's

remarks on the situation.

"In all but one of the major sources of unrestricted

funds the fical '72 budget for Amherst has grown

substantially" he pointed out. The exception noted

was a grant which Wood says was committed to the

Amherst campus in fiscal 71 but was not entirely

used. The budget of the funds was dropped from

$206,000 in '71 to $188,000 for '72.

To date $450,000 of the $850,000 has been allocated to

the systems office. Wood said that at most only

$345,000 could be attributed to the new requirement of

the President's systems office, and that the remainder

is due to general growth. The office is growing

because it is taking on functions that used to be

handled somewhere else according to Wood.

In the question and answer period following his

speech Wood defended the development and

relocation of his systems office. He said that when the

President governed only one campus, there was co-

mingling of staff and utilities, but now that the office

administers to three campuses detachment from the

involved campuses is necessary, and therefore the

costs of maintaining the office have increased.

The role that Wood outlined for the systems office in

formulating policy was challenged by members of the

audience. One of the faculty members present

questioned just how far down the line Wood intends to

go in formulating policy? Several others at the con-

vocation were concerned that the quality of academic

programs would suffer if more and more money were

allocated to a central office rather than the campus.

Wood said "...in the case of all trust funds the

amounts reserved by the Trustees can be further

allocated for program purposes." He reassured the

group that the trust funds are not for the operation of

the systems office and that the chancellors of the

individual campuses will continue to have the op-

portunity to present their programs for additional

funding.

Wood said he had no plans to select a temporary or

replacement chancellor until he hears the recom-

mendations of the Board of Trustees at its meeting

Thursday in Lenox.

The UMass president stressed that he would con-

tinue to discuss the matter of the budget misun-

derstandings with representatives of the Amherst

campus.

UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT ROBERT WOOD spoke yesterday

before a standing room only audience in the Student Union Ballroom,

explaining the issues and problems leading to the budget crisis and

the ultimate resignation of Chancellor Tippo. (MDC Photo.)

. . .Tippo Responds
By NATHAN GORENSTEIN

OSWAI D TIPPO. who recently resigned his position as chancellor,

thus touching off a controversy which could rock the University

system is shown her. M he spoke before the Eaculty Senate last

week (MDC ''

In an exclusive interview last night Chancellor

Oswald Tippo refuted a portion of President Wood's

speech of yesterday charging that it was inaccurate.

Chancellor Tippo said that the use of UMass-

Amherst endowment funds on other UMass campuses

has been considered by President Wood and the

trustees.

After thanking the President for his gracious

remarks concerning himself in yesterday's speech the

Chancellor preceded to take issue with several of

Wood's remarks and policies.

Tippo's main disagreement with President Wood s

speech was Wood's assertion that, "Amherst en-

dowment funds have always and will continue to go to

this campus. No change has been considered in this

policy."

Chancellor Tippo said that he had three memo s to

the contrary, all of which considered the use of

Amherst endowment funds off the UMass Amherst

campus. These memos, he said, came from the

President's office, dated July 22, the systems office

and from another UMass campus which he declined to

name. The latter two were dated in July of this year

according to Tippo. The subject was also discussed at

the July 28th meeting of the Trustee Executive Board.

Tippo also questioned what was meant by en-

dowment funds. The Chancellor explained that if

President Wood means all funds given to the

University before the instituion of the Systems Office,

there would be no conflict. However, Tippo said that if

Wood means all endowment funds ever granted, only

those which specifically say the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst would be guaranteed for

this campus. All others would be open for transfer to

other university campuses, he said.

President Wood is also asking for $175,000 of the

total trust fund interest of $500,000 for his office. The

Chancellor agreed that this was a valid request, but

said that $50,000 would be a more reasonable figure

Continuing. Tippo said that the $850,000 Wood is

-nvferr " » r-;»n-; tfw ' mherst campus to the Systems

office is not, as the President seems to feel, a small

amount of money. Especially when one considers the

relatively small budget that the University begins

with, Tippo commented.
Out of the total UMass budget, the state is this year

taking one million dollars for those administrative

positions which are not expected to be filled. $600,000

is also being removed from the utilities budget money

which Chancellor Tippo says we are short of already.

The funds from which President Wood is taking the

$850,000 is also a factor, according to Tippo.

$:15,000 dollars is from the University travel funds, a

sum which makes up one-sixth of the entire travel

budget for the faculty. Tippo says this leaves only $50

per faculty member, which the Chancellor feels is a

small sum for faculty members to attend conferences,

search for grants and perform other necessary duties

$40,000 of the sum is from the money used to pay the

University's telephone bills. The Chancellor feels this

is a large bite considering that the University is

already in debt $11,000 to the telephone company.

Another $40,000 was to be used to pay for office

furniture for the one hundred new faculty members

the school has acquired this year

When asked how these bills would be paid, Tippo

replied that the University would have to cut the

money spent on faculty travel and remove telephones

in order to make up for the cuts in those two areas.

Tippo expressed concern that a precedent might be

set if the budget is finally approved transferring the

$850,000 to the systems office in Boston. The Chan-

cellor said this would be dangerous, encouraging

further moves of this sort

President Wood, reached late last night at his home,

would not deny that the allotment of small amounts of

funds had been discussed However, he also said that

there are over 100 unrestricted trust funds

"We're really dealing with definitions of what we

mean by Amherst' and considered'", the President

stated. "Also, we're dealing with amounts of money in

the tens of thousands of dollars and less."
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Inside Spectrum
By KAREN PEARSON AND STEPHEN FINE

Spectrum,' is a bi-annual literary magazine containing art,

photography, fiction, journalism, poetry and essays on con

temporary issues. Although this staff keeps its content open to

anyone most of the material is produced by University un-

dergraduates. .

Last year the Spectrum received the PIA award (Printing

Industry of America), a national presentation made yearly to

publications possessing "professional skills, creativity, ingenuity

and personal attention." It was given the award for its excellence

in printing, layout and design as exemplified in the 1971 February

edition.

The PIA is not the only recognition Spectrum has gotten.

Material has also been printed in two anthologies of the best in

college writing, the Transatlantic Review, and the Massachusetts

Review.
The staff members agree the quality of the magazine depends on

monetary support. Their budget this year is $26,522 an increase

over last vear of $2,000. According to Spectrum editor Peter

Spiegel. $25,000 goes for printing alone. The remainder is channeled

into photography, telephone, and other facilities and general office

items. "The printing is done by the Woodland Publishing Co., a

bidder," Siegel said in an interview.

The production of a good literary magazine, says Siegel, is not

simple. To sort and choose from the deluge of literature a staff is

needed Each prospective item is read and rated by each member;

the piece with the highest rating makes it. Editor Siegel states

"The policy is to keep the magazine as open as possible and as good

as possible. If we didn't keep up our standards it would become an

idiot magazine."
The staff's duty does not end at selecting material though, lhey

must also aid in the task of layout and design. Much work is

required in putting the magazine together.

The greatest problems are understaffing and differences of

opinions as to what should or should not be done with design. The

general result according to Seigel is that "Studies suffer and

neuroticism is not uncommon."

According to Carnegie Commission

College May Be Worthwhile
WASHINGTON (AP)-A college

education isn't worth as much in

dollars as it once was, a new report

claims, but it definitely leads to the

good life.

College graduates do make more
money, and their jobs are more
comfortable, says a study for the

Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education.

What's more, they are more
likely to be Republicans, although

their political philosophies are

decidedly liberal. They read more,

know more, vote more and take a

greater part in community ac-

tivities.

"The college experience appears

more likely than not to make
students more open-minded and

liberal, less concerned with

material possessions, more con-

cerned with aesthetic and cultured

values, more relativistic and less

moralistic, but more integrated,

rational and consistent," the

report says.

"Students tend to lessen in their

adherence to traditional values

and traditional behaviors," the

report adds, "They become less

authoritarian although this may be

related to the social climate at the

time of their education. They

become more aware of themselves

and of interpersonal relationships

and show a greater readiness to

express their emotions."

Dr. Clark Kerr, chairman of the

commission, said at a news con-

ference Tuesday the study was

undertaken to answer questions

about whether college training is

generally worth the time, effort

and money required.

The study was conducted by the

Institute for Social Research at the

University of Michigan. The

report, "A Degree and What Else?

The Correlates and Consequences

of a College Education," will be

published by McGraw-Hill later

this month.

In a foreword to the published

report, Kerr said People who go to

college tend to be:

—More satisfied with their jobs.

—More highly paid and less

subject to unemployment.
—More thoughtful and deliberate

in their consumer expenditures.

—More likely to vote and to

participate generally in com-
munity activities.

—More "liberal" and tolerant in

their attitudes toward, and
relations with, other individuals.

More informed about com-
munity, national and world affairs.

US China Policy Denounced

Debaters Ready For New Season

Faced with another busy season, six of the

University's debate teams participated in an in-

tramural tournament (at South College) last Thur-

sday and Friday. Each team took part in four debates

which were scheduled in- between classes on both

days. Professor Matlon, Director of Debate here at

UMass, said the purpose of this preliminary tour-

nament was "to provide practice prior to going out" to

the first tournaments of the year.

The debaters in this event were; Paul LaMarche

and Roger Legendre. Harry Feinzig and Jeanne

Bayer. David McCaffrey and Bruce Murphy, Steve

Fisher and Betsy Kohler. John Day and Jim Lane, and

C. C. Hooper and Terry Hofmann. They debated both

affirmatively and negatively this year's topic:

resolved that greater controls should be imposed on

the gathering and utilization of information about U.S.

citizens by government agencies. The debaters were

judged by the following members of the faculty from

the Speech Department: Professor Matlon, Dick

Shoen, Chuck LaGrave, and Harry Miles.

At 5 P.M. on Friday, the results and awards for the

two days work were given out. The top speaker award

was given to sophomore Terry Hofmann. There was a

tie for a second speaker between juniors David Mc-

Caffrey and Roger Legendre. The top team award

went to juniors Bruce Murphy and Dave McCaffrey,

while freshmen C. C. Hooper and Terry Hofmann

received second place.

All aspects (3) of the UMass debate program are

active and starting early this year. The first in-

tercollegiate tournament is this weekend at MIT with

others this month at Brandeis, Dartmouth, and

Bridgeport University. The audience debate program,

(in which teams debate in front of high school

audiences throughout Massachusetts) includes

debates this month at Southwick, St. Mary's (West-

field). Blackstone, Dimon (of Fall River), Natick and

Framingham High Schools.

Then under the third aspect (on-campus debates),

the debate team will host their first on-campus

audience debate in Mahar Auditorium tonight at 8

P.M. The debate will be between Dwight Allen, Dean

of the School of Education, and Father James Quigley,

Pastor of the Newman Center. Their topic for debate

will be "The Bah ai Faith or Christianity: Legitimacy

and Relevance", which should spur some entertaining

argument and discussion.

All things considered, the debate team has a new,

busy season to prepare for.

UNITED NATIONS. NY. (AP)-

Albanian Foreign Minister Nesti

Nase said Tuesday changes in

United States China policies are

only for show and Washington is

preparing war against Peking in

"secret deals" with the Soviet

Union.

Nase, in speech before the U.S.

General Assembly, also declared

that Peking would have nothing to

do with the United Nations if

Nationalist China keeps its seat in

the world body as Washington has

asked.

His speech came a few hours

after the White House announced

that presidential advisor Henry
Kissinger will make a second visit

to Peking this month to arrange for

President Nixon's own visit there,

scheduled for sometime before

May.
U.S. Ambassador George Bush

said that since the Red Chinese

were receiving Kissinger again,

"there's every appearance that

our policy here will not adversely

affect or cause them to cancel the

President's visit."

U.S. policy at the United Nations

is embodied in two resolutions-one

to have both Communist China and
Nationalist China in the assembly
and Communist China on the

Security Council, and the other to

subject expulsion of Nationalist

China to a two-thirds vote as an

"important question."

Albania, often regarded as

Peking's spokesman at the United

Nations, has sponsored the

resolution to expel the Nationalist

regime. The Albanian foreign

minister predicted that even
countries under strong U.S.

pressure would vote for his

country's resolution.

In other speeches to the General

Assembly:
Pakistan accused India of

carrying on a secret war on

Pakistan and of generating border

skirmishes along the Indian border

with East Pakistan. Mahmud Ali,

chairman of Pakistan's U.N.
delegation, charged India with

"armed intervention."

—Syrian Foreign Minister Ab-

dul-Halim Khaddam said U.S.

peacemaking efforts in the Middle

East are only designed to give

Israel the time to tighten its grip on
occupiedterritoriesinSyria, Jordan

and Egypt.

—A U.N. spokesman announced
that Vladimir P. Pavlichenko of

the Soviet Union will retain his

high U.N. post despite published

allegations that he is a member of

the Soviet secret police.
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Open Joint Session Tonight

Student Senates To Discuss Tippo Resignation
By BOB CALLAHAN

The issues surrounding the
resignation of Chancellor Oswald
Tippo and the selection of a tem-
porary chancellor will be discussed
this evening in a joint meeting of

the Graduate Undergraduate
Student Senates. The open meeting
called by Undergraduate
President Lee Sandwen and
Graduate President Mrs. Veda
Ross will be held at 7:00 in room
167 of the Campus Center.

President Sandwen discussed the

three main issues which will be
aired in a Collegian interview last

night. The open meeting will be
held prior to the regularly
scheduled meeting of the un-

dergraduate Student Senate.

According to Sandwen, the four

main topics to be considered
concerning Tippo's sudden
resignation are:

-The statement which has been
drawn up by the Faculty Senate
Committee of Concern which will

be presented to the trustees at their

meeting in Lenox on Thursday.
The selection of a temporary

chancellor to fill Tippo's place.

This selection will take place
immediately if the Board of
Trustees give their approval to the
Chancellor's resignation.

The selection of the procedures
to be used in selecting the per-
manent successor to Chancellor
Tippo.

The selection of a committee of

Dallas Inmates Riot
DALLAS, Tex. ( AP)-Sheriff Clarence Jones stood amidst the rubble of

a night of rioting in Dallas County jail Tuesday and said: "We've got our

jail back and by God we're going to keep it."

One prisoner was dead, a jailer hospitalized with a heart attack, and
two other prisoners and two officers injured in hand-to-hand combat after

about 800 inmates went on a four-hour rampage.
Screaming "We want justice!" they burned their mattresses and held

off officers with makeshift weapons fashioned from pieces of metal sinks

and bunks, broom handles and sharpened glass.

It was the third and most serious revolt prisoners have staged in 15

days.

Jones called it "a rebellious thing that we are seeing all over the

country." He blamed the trouble on "outside elements."

Only about 300 prisoners confronted the officers. The others involved in

the rampage either were sealed off or went to their cells voluntarily.

Dr. Charles Petty, the county's chief medical examiner, performed an
autopsy on the dead prisoner, Laurence Edward Jackson, 36, indicted for

robbery.

A spokesman in Dr. Petty's office said no injury was found on the body
and it was the doctor's opinion that death was due to a disease process,

although confirmation of this would have to await further tests.

Assistant Chief Deputy O'Bryne Cox said Jackson had no apparent
injury beyond a cut finger.

The prisoners remained confined in steel-barred tanks, where they are

grouped together during part of each day.

They were forced back-"fighting like dogs" as one deputy put it-with

high pressure fire hoses. Deputies swinging riot sticks followed. Then
came six police dogs.

As each tank was brought under control, prisoners were searched,

stripped, and sent to solitary confinement.

Nixon Readies Tax Cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) -President

Nixon worked on the next stage of

his campaign against inflation

Tuesday while the House took up
his tax-cutting program and labor

leaders renewed their attack on the

President's economic policies.

"Robinhood in reverse" and
"socialism for the rich" was the

description applied to Nixon's
program by Patrick E. Gorman,
chief executive officer of the

AFL—CIO Amalgamated Meat
Cutters union.

Testifying before the House
Banking Committee, Gorman
urged Congress to reject the tax

bill as a "bonanza for industry."

The House began debate on the

measure and scheduled a vote on it

Wednesday. Chairman Wilbur D.

Mills, D—Ark. of the House Ways
and Means Committee predicted it

will pass. He called the bill an
improvement over the President's

proposals.

Nixon, back from a weekend at

Key Biscayne, Fla., conferred at

the White House with Secretary of

the Treasury John B. Connally and
Director George Shultz of the

Office of Management and Budget.

These men, along with members
of the President's Council of

Economic Advisers and other top

aides, are helping the chief

executive round out the program
that will replace the 90-day wage-
price-rent freeze that expires Nov.

13.

White House press secretary

Ronald L. Ziegler indicated the

President will be ready to an-

nounce the Phase 2 program soon,

perhaps sometime over the coming
weekend.
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students to present the case of the

two Senates before the Trustees.

Also on the agenda of tonight's

meeting will be a discussion
concerning the formation of a

committee to negotiate a merger
between the Graduate and Un-
dergraduate Student Senates.

Sandwen also announced that the

final course of action to be taken at

the meeting will concern calling in

the Office of Emergency
Preparedness (O.E.P.) and in-

vestigating teams from the

Federal Government to investigate

the rent increases which affect

both graduate and undergraduate
students who live on campus.
Sandwen said that this is being

done because the Senate found

Vice-Chancellor Campion's
presentation on the rent issue very

inadequate.

No. Ireland 'Bleeding To Death
BELFAST, Northern Ireland

(AP)—Prime Minister Brian
Faulkner said Tuesday he is flying

to London this week for more
emergency talks about the
violence in this British province,
which he described as "bleeding to

death."

As he spoke at Stormont, the

provincial parliament, guerillas

robbed a bank and fought a gun
battle with troops caught in am-
bush.

Faulkner told the session,
boycotted by the pro-Roman
Catholic opposition, that he will

hold new crisis talks on Thursday
with Prime Minister Edward
Heath.

Faulkner and Heath conferred a

week ago in a three-way summit
with Prime Minister Jack Lynch of

the Irish republic to the south.

Their peace plea was spurned by
terrorists trying to oust the British

from Protestant-dominated
Northern Ireland.

The parliament debate and
street shootings came on the third

anniversary of a Catholic civil

rights march that has been
followed by escalating violence in

which 116 persons have died.

With public galleries emptied for

security reasons, Faulkner told the

Stormont he would try yet again
with Heath to find a peace formula.

Fourteen of the 52 seats in

parliament were vacant because of

a boycott by oppositionists
charging Faulkner with being too

tough by jailing 220 suspected
terrorists without trial.

Faulkner rejected as "a waste of

time" oppositionist plans an-
nounced earlier in the day to

convene their own rival parliament
at Strabane on Oct. 26.

While the oppositionists claim
he's too tough, Faulkner was under
pressure from militant Protestants
in his Unionist party who claim
he's not tough enough.
Observers feared a Protestant

backlash against Catholic-based
guerrillas that could touch off a

civil war unless Faulkner and
Heath crack down harder on the

outlawed Irish Republican Army-
IRA. The IRA wants to unite Ulster

with the Irish Republic.

Ulster is the official name of the

six Northern Provinces.
Faulkner defended his Aug. 9

decision to intern IRA suspects
without right of trial.

"Among the many dangerous
men interned," he said, "are some
of the most senior officers of both
wings of the IRA-63 officers and 96

volunteers of the provisional IRA
and 33 officers and 28 volunteers of

the so-called official IRA."
The provisional wing is the more

militant IRA faction. It claims
responsibility for a mounting wave
of terrorism.

During his speech, gunmen
robbed about $7,200 from a bank in

Rostrevor. possibly to fill IRA
coffers.

A guerrilla with a submachine
gun ambushed troops and police

recovering a hijacked bus outside

Belfast. In the ensuing gun battle

he shot a soldier in the cheek and a

civilian in the arm. The gunman
escaped.

Troops caught five suspected
guerrillas but found no arms in a

search of 150 houses in Belfast s

( atholic Ardoyne district. The hunt
for gunmen came after 24 hours of

riots, gun battles, lires and ex-

plosions that left a young British

soldier dead and 12 civilians in-

jured.

Stockbridge Senate Meets
The Stockbridge Senate held its first meeting last night in the Campus

Center. The meeting was mainly concerned with organizing the Senate,

reviewing parliamentary procedure, and discussing the budget.

Because of some errors in calculating the budget for this year, this

semester's budget will not include monetary aid for such organizations as
WMUA. Support of this organization had been originally figured into the

budget.

The Senate is comprised of one representative from each of the nine

clubs and two representatives from each of the fifteen majors. The
yearbook and Stockbridge paper "Shorthorn" also have representatives

on the Senate. Elections will be held at the next meeting.
The Stockbridge Senate is an organization within the Stockbridge

School itself. It does not, however, have a vote on the University Senate.

Thus, as a school it has no power within the University itself, according to

acting President Larry Lehto.
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In The Nation And The World
*To Make Concrete Arrangements' . #

Nixon Sends Kissinger To China-Again
WASHINGTON (AP)-President

Nixon, apparently ready to

proceed with plans to visit Com-
munist China, is sending foreign-

policy adviser Henry A. Kissinger

back to Peking this month to

"make concrete arrangements."
Word of Kissinger's second

journey to Peking in less than four

months was given Tuesday by
White House press secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler.

Kissinger himself made a rare

on-the-record appearance before

White House reporters to disclose

that he will be accompanied by a

full advance party of technical

specialists from such arms of

government as the Secret Service

and White House Communications
Agency.

This development, coming while

Westerners continued to speculate

on murky happenings that might

indicate significant events within

China, was seen as indication that

the President's plans remain
unchanged-as of now, at least.

"There is nothing unusual or

unforeseen that has produced this

announcement," Kissinger said.

Under questioning, he said it is

the official policy of the White

House and all federal agencies to

avoid speculation on whatever

happened in Mainland China to

produce the much-publicized
grounding of air traffic and can-

cellation of an Oct. 1 National Day
parade.
Kissinger, who confirmed that

Washington has been in direct

North Vietnamese Suffer

Heavy Losses In Offensive
SAIGON (AP)-North Vietnamese forces have withdrawn from the

Cambodian border battle area after suffering heavy losses in their 10-day

offensive, the South Vietnamese commander of the campaign said

Tuesday.
"We plan to pursue them." declared Lt. Gen. Nguyen Van Minh. "We

are going after them with heavy air attacks and other offensive

operations."
Minn saia the North Vietnamese lost 450 men killed in their campaign

on the Cambodian-Vietnam frontier.

He told Associated Press correspondent George Esper at his

headquarters in Tay Ninh that South Vietnamese casualties in the border

fighting were 41 killed and 289 wounded.
Minh said allied radar and other electronic detecting devices con-

firmed reports that the North Vietnamese had withdrawn eastward and

north-eastward from the main battle arena around the highway junction

town of Krek, seven miles inside Cambodia.
Minh reported the North Vietnamese pullout less than 24 hours after the

heaviest fighting of the border campaign, a series of savage clashes near

Fire Base Alpha, 3 1/2 miles east of Krek, over a seven-hour period

Monday.
As the fighting raged, a tank-led South Vietnamese relief force pierced

the North Vietnamese blockade of Alpha and relieved the garrison that

had been cut off 10 days. Two earlier attempts to crash through had

failed.

Saigon "headquarters claimed 134 North Vietnamese were killed in the

ground fighting near Alpha and that 230 men were killed by the relentless

allied air strikes and artillery bombardment. South Vietnamese losses

were 10 killed and 39 wounded, the command said.

During the siege, the Alpha garrison of South Vietnamese and Cam-
bodian troops had been resupplied by Vietnamese C123 transport planes

which made low-altitude parachute deliveries.

The cargo planes had been fitted with machine guns and they raked

enemy positions on both sides to suppress ground fire as they came in.

TOMORROW
Student Senate Elections

will be held

in front of the

University Store 9 a.m. - 5 p.m

for commuters
sororities

fraternities

in each dorm lobby 6 - 9 p.m.

for dorm residents

ID's required

although "cumbersome" contact

with Peking since the July an-

nouncement of Nixon's trip plans,

emphasized several times that

planning for the journey has been
handled by the Chinese
"meticulously, correctly and
carefully, and there has been no
impact of whatever developments
may be occurring on these

preparations."

Ziegler said Kissinger and a

traveling party of about 10 will fly

to Peking during the last half of

this month.
Kissinger said he would fly to

peking aboard a presidential jet

via Honolulu and would spend no

more than four days in the Chinese

capital. He indicated the timing of

Nixon's visit would be announced

soon after his return.

Asked about the timing of the

Nixon visit, Kissinger said:

"We will, of course, discuss that

while I am in Peking, and I think

we should zero in on a date while I

am there and, therefore, should

have an announcement within a

reasonable period after that."

The President's chief national

security affairs adviser said he

expects to meet in Peking, as he

did during his secret trip in July,

with Premier Chou Enlai.

Asked whether he would see Mao
Tse-tung, the aging chief of China's

Communist party, he said, "I have
no idea who else from the govern-

ment of the People's Republic I

will be seeing."

As for the timing of his trip he

said he personally thinks it will

take place closer to the middle of

October than the 30th. He said a
full itinerary and list of par-

ticipants will be made public, but

that no newsmen will be taken
along.

The Lucky (Draft) Number is 125
WASHINGTON (AP) - Men classified as 1A in this

years draft pool won't be called if their lottery

numbers are over 125, but all with numbers below can

expect a summons, Selective Service announced

Tuesday.
Earlier, draft officials had said men probably would

be called with numbers as high as 140. But that was
when 15,000 to 20,000, instead of 10,000 were expected

to be drafted in the remaining months of this year.

Draft Director Curtis W. Tarr, in another change,

said draftees will be given 30 days' notice to report for

induction rather than the 10 days minimum set down
in law.

The 30-day notice means that nobody will be dratted

this month. But the Pentagon's 10,000-man call will be

split 6,500 between Nov. 1 and 18 and 3,500 between
Nov. 29 and Dec. 9.

When the draft was suspended on June 30 there had
been calls totaling 88,000 for the year, with 84,000 men
called. Selective Service said it does not plan to make
up the 4,000-man backlog.

Tarr, in another announcement, said he has ordered
local and appeals boards to defer action on

classification, personal appearances and appeals unti

new regulations on draft requirement provisions

under the new draft law are drawn up.

The regulations will be completed in about two

weeks, draft officials said, but they can't be put into

effect under the new law until 30 days after they are

published in the Federal Register.

Every young man classified 1A who drew a number
125 or lower in the 1969 and 1970 lotteries and is in this

year's pool can expect to receive an induction notice in

the near future. Tarr said.

That's because of the new system of drafting men on

a nationwide basis by lottery number. Previously,

Selective Service headquarters set a ceiling by lottery

number and assigned states quotas of draftees.

Those to be called this year will, as indicated

earlier, be mainly men who lost deferments because

they graduated from college, junior college or trade

school in June or later.

They were not called earlier because draft calls

were suspended between the time the draft authority

expired June 30 and President Nixon signed the new
draft law last week.
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Noteverybodywho
is interested in figures
gets offatWall Street.

You mightbe happieratJEtna.
If you have a liking for figures, finance

and money, ^ttna Life & Casualty might be
a way to both job satisfaction and
success.

If you haven't thought about insurance,

maybe that's because you haven't heard
the whole truth about it.

For example, because our business
has become so sophisticated, we have one
of the largest computer installations in

the country. And, if you think of insurance
in terms of premiums and settlements,

you'll be surprised at how deeply iEtna is

involved with stocks and bonds, equities,

and real estate.

If you're analytically-minded, there are

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
and a JOBS-participating company.

many careers open to you. As an actuary,
accountant, computer programmer or
securities analyst, for example. In these
positions and others you'll be helping
27 million people who depend on ittna for
security in a shaky world. We have a
reputation for not letting them down.
A brochure called "The Whole Truth"

spell* out how iCtna works, and the many
specific opportunities we have for people
of all talents. It's an honest picture of an
honest business.

Why not stop in at your placement
office soon and read it.

You could do yourself—and many
other people—a lot of good.

^ OUR CONCERN IS PEOPLE,

A'tv

I Senate Rejects Missile Funding
WASHINGTON ( AP) The Senate Tuesday rejected

three proposals to add funds for major U.S. offensive-

missile systems after Sen. John C. Stennis cautioned

against doing anything to jeopardize chances for a

U.S.-Soviet arms-limitation agreement.

It voted down also a proposal to stop U.S. air attacks

in Indochina as it neared final passage, scheduled

Wednesday afternoon, of a $21 -billion military

procurement authorization bill.

Stennis, a Mississippi Democrat and chairman of

the Armed Services Committee, led the opposition to

added missile funds proposed by Sen. James L.

Buckley, Con-H-NY., and backed by conservatives

from both parties. Stennis said they would be in-

terpreted, rightly or wrongly, as a U.S. bid for a first-

strike nuclear capability.

Their approval could upset chances of an agreement

at the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks SALT, Stennis

said. He added that in any case President Nixon

wouldn't spend any of the funds "at least until the last

glimmering hope of success for the SALT talks... is

gone."

Buckley termed the argument by Stennis

"something of a red herring" and contended his

MADISON, WIS. NAME CHANGED-Circuit Judge Norris

Malonev has granted permission for Mrs. Richard Smuckler, 23, of

Madison, to change her name to her maiden name of Stephanie Twin.

Her husband of three years encouraged her to make the change. The

court said there is no law requiring a married woman to take her

husband's name.<AI» WIREPHOTO)

School Of Education Offers

Free Reading Skills Program
By DON GLICKSTEIN

A no cost, no credit speed"reading and study skills course will be offered

twice this semester and next semester by the Reading Program of the

School of Education.

The course, to be taught by Paul Pilcher. a doctoral candidate in the

Education School, will be organized in modules and workshops, so that

students will be able to choose what they wish to learn and be able to

tailor the course to their individual needs. The units include speed

reading, improving reading skills, study skills, and a self-examination of

ones own learning style.

The course will meet every Thursday night for five weeks, this

semester, and will be offered again in November, in order to make

smaller classes. A resource center, established in the basement of

Johnson House in the North East living area, will be open every Monday,

Tuesday, and Wednesday evening to both those in the course, and any

other interested person.

Registration for the Speed Reading and Study Skills workshops will be

tomorrow Thursday, October 7, 1971 in Room 174 of the Campus Center

at 8 00 P M Anyone not able to register at this time, should get more

information by contacting Mr. Pilcher at his office, 5-2799, or should leave

a note in his mailbox in Room 126, School of Education.

NOON RALLY
Thursday

"BASICERRORSOF
REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENTS"

at Campus Pond

ALSO
Wed 7:30 p.m. Campus Center Aud.

"MIDNIGHT OF HISTORY"
Thurs., 8:00 p.m. Thompson 104

"SEXANDTHE
SINGLE PERSON"

Josh McDowell has spoken on more than 400 campuses in 35

countries. Recently returned from two years among

students and revolutionaries in Latin America.

Sponsor*. 1 by Cimpui C.rutada for Christ International

amendments were designed to give the United States

the option of making improvements in the quality of

its strategic forces.

In quick succession, the Senate voted:

(Hi to 17 against his proposal to add $5 million for

long-range studies to modernize the land-based

Minuteman missiles and increase their range:

By voice vote against adding $12 million to

achieve a 40 per cent improvement in Minuteman

accuracy;
—68 to 12 against his amendment to add $25 million

for a similar improvement in the sea-based,

multiwarhead Poseidon missiles.

In the day's only other vote, the Senate rejected, 64

to 19, an amendment by Sen. Mike Gravel, D-Alaska,

to bar U.S. air attacks throughout Indochina and

Thailand with the option for the President to continue

air attacks in South Vietnam if needed to protect with-

drawing U.S. troops.

"I don't understand why we're bombing all over

Indochina if we're getting out," Gravel told a virtually

deserted Senate chamber.
Stennis said, "You've got to do something to keep

them on the defensive as much as possible."

Phi Sigma Delta

of

Zeta Beta Tau

will hold an INFORMAL SMOKER on:

Wed. Oct. 6 from 7:30 - 9:30

All university men are cordially invited to stop by & see why we
believe that we have adopted to the needs of the individual.

358 N. Pleasant St.

CHARGE TOt
"BANKAMER1CARD*
"MASTER CHARGE**^

Sew It

Yourself

and Save!

FABRIC
SALE
NO-WALE
CORDUROY

45" WIDE
REG. 1.99
YARD

• MACHINE WASHABLE 10094 COTTON

.99

&L^

• PRINTED

NYLON QUILTS
• MACHINE WASHABLE 45" WIDE
VALUES TO 2.99 YARD

• "HAPPY FACE"
DRUSHED DENIM
• MACHINE WASHABLE COTTO
• 45" WIDE
• WHILE QUANTITY LASTSI

LAWRENCE
166 ESSEX ST., LAWRENCE
OPEN DAILY 9 30 5,30 .

FRI. 93O-».0a..T EL. MS- 1040

SALEM, H.H.
301 S. rWAY. SALEM. N.H.

OPSN DAILY 10-1; SAT. SS-.
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A Bit Of Magic
The text of President Wood's convocation address will

never be recognized as one of the great rhetorical works of

our time. Yet its effectiveness can not be judged solely, or

even primarily, by its literary virtues but rather can more
appropriately be studied in light of its purposes.

The audience which confronted the President embodied
the mild hostility which has covered the campus in the last

week. After all, President Wood, the real Enemy of the

People, was regarded as the man who was going to undo
everything that Chancellor Tippo had done. Most of those

who crowded into the Ballroom felt that this would truly be

the opportunity to put this tyranical bureaucrat on the

firing line. However, most of them had probably never

before encountered Robert Wood.
With a quiet, low-keyed delivery, the President recited

his address, chock full of figures, and lulled his listeners

from their hostility into a mood of soft serenity. By the

time the address and ensuing question and answer period

had finished, most of the crowd was wondering what the

big deal was about in the first place.

In reality, the problem of Chancellor Tippo's

resignation centered around the future of the Amherst
campus. For those who had been here for a while and
watched the campus as it climbed in stature, there was a

natural tendency to cast aside any notion that this

preeminence should in any way be assaulted. In fact, we
may carry the President's own marine analogy further.

For the Amherst campus was like a flagship that has lost

its admiral, and thus its power and direction, and had to

resignedly await the aid and support of the rest of the fleet,

knowing full well that its days of preeminence were over.

The resentment of the Amherst campus to this decline in

stature was a natural reaction. However, President Wood
has handled the situation so well that the entire situation

has become what one observer called a 'non-issue.' Only

time will tell whether Wood's magic becomes our mistake.

The Guilty Parties

WASHINGTON -If you were looking for scapegoats

for the downfall of the American economy, they would

be easy to find. Most of the guilty parties reside right

in this country and formerly worked for the Marshall

Plan and other foreign-aid organizations.

I wouldn't be surprised if a new Joe McCarthy came
out of the woodwork and held Senate hearings to

identify the culprits who have made the American
balance of payments the worst in American history.

The hearings might go like this:

"Mr. Hardeman, would you please tell us for whom
you worked in 1948. 1949 and 1950?"

"I was employed by the U.S. government to act as

technical adviser to the West Germans on automobile

production, sir."

"And what did you advise the West Germans to

do?"
"I told them to start fresh with new factories and

new machinery. I said that the only way they could

expect to compete with American automobiles was to

build a small, inexpensive car that would appeal to

young people and Americans who were looking for a

second car."

"Did you realize at the time you were destroying the

American automobile industry?"

"I was only following orders, sir. At that time we
were supposed to put Germany back on her feet. It

was Harry Truman's idea."

"A likely story, Hardeman. The truth is that, thanks

to your technical advice, the United States is losing a

billion dollars a year to imports."
"But building up West Germany was our way of

fighting communism!"
"And destroying the American dollar. Get out of

here! You disgust me... I will now call William Kot-

weiler. Mr. Kotweiler, it says here in your folder that

after World War II you were sent by the American
government to Japan to act as a sales consultant to the

Japanese camera industry."

"Yes sir. Gen. MacArthur asked for me per-

sonally."

"Don't bring that great American's name into this

hearing. It also says that you told the Japanese the

best way to sell their cameras in the United States was
to make a better product than the Americans and sell

it for less. Do you deny this?"

"I probably did tell them that. You see..."

"We don't want explanations, Kotweiler. How could

an American tell the Japanese to undersell the

Americans?"
"I guess I got carried away. Besides, who would

have ever thought the Japanese could do it?"

"May the good Lord have mercy on you. I'm holding

you over for contempt... I will now call Bartholomew
Wainright. Wainright, it says here you taught the

Italians how to make shoes."

"That's not true, sir. The Italians knew how to make
shoes. All I did was show them how to make the right

shoe and the left shoe the same size. Up until then they

rarely matched."
"And now, thanks to your deceit and espionage, 10

million people in this country are walking around in

Italian shoes."

"But, Senator, if we hadn't taught the Italians how
to make shoes for export, the Russians were going to

do it. How did I know at the time that the Italians

would make a good shoe?"
"You are a traitor to the American shoe industry,

and if I have anything to say about it, I will see that

you never work as long as you live...

"Gentlemen, I have here in my hand a list of 5,000

State Department and U.S. foreign aid employees all

who have contributed to the downfall of the American
dollar. They taught the French how to make fabrics,

the Dutch how to make butter, the Belgians how to

make lace and the Hong Kong Chinese how to make
everything. I am turning this list over to the Justice

Department for immediate action."

As two federal marshals carry Wainright out of the

hearing room, tears streaming down his face, he
keeps crying, "But I was only following orders."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

PointBlank

Draft Hurts Upperclassmen

By ANDREW SHAPIRO
Since the new draft law passed, upperclassmen

have been too busy counting their blessings to notice

what they have lost: a precious ace-in-the-hole known
as the I—S (C) deferment.

The IS (C) was a second lease on life for the student

who failed to maintain the "satisfactory academic
progress at the end of one academic year. Before his

draft board found out and ordered him for induction,

he would enter his next term of study. Having made a

fresh start at satisfactory progress in a brand new
term, the student's prior slate had to be wiped clean

-

at least temporarily.

He was entitled to have his induction order can-

celled and be deferred in Class IS (C) until the end of

the academic year. This breather gave the student

time to make up lost credits. By the time his IS (C)

expired, he would once again be maintaining overall

satisfactory progress and qualify for a renewed IIS.

With little fanfare, the new draft law abolished the

IS (C). From now on, if you fall behind, or attend

school part time, you cannot wipe the slate clean by

simply resuming anew satisfactory progress in a full-

time course of study. Should you try this old approach
and then receive an induction order, the order will not

be cancelled. Your induction date will merely be

postponed -normally until the end of the term and, in

the case of seniors, until the end of the academic year.

There is a crucial difference between a post-

ponement and a IS (C) cancellation. For all practical

purposes, a cancelled induction order never existed.

Its cancellation left you free to effect any change in

your status, so that you would merit deferment by the

time the IS (C) expired.

Not so when an induction order remains out-

standing, and your induction date is merely post-

poned. Before you can get any deferment or exemp-
tion, you must prove to your board that "there has

been a change in (your) status resulting from cir-

cumstances over which (you) had no control."

Such a change is hard to prove. Last spring, for

instance, the Supreme Court decided that becoming a

CO. after receiving an induction order did not con-

stitute an uncontrollable change in status. Similarly,

any concerted improvement in academic progress is

unlikely to result from circumstances over which a

student has no control

The safest course in this season of the precarious II-

S is to maintain satisfactory academic progress at all

cost. Selective Service Regulations measure
satisfactory progress according to a rigid formula:

you must earn proportionate credits for each year in

your academic program.
For example, if you are in a four-year program, you

must earn 25% of your degree credits after one
academic year, 50% after your second year, and so

forth.

While draft boards apply this test rigidly, pouncing
on students a few credits short, the courts have been
much more solicitous. They have indicated that

satisfactory progress is a question of fact that may
vary with individual circumstances. Therefore, a

student might still qualify for continued IIS -even if

he failed the proportionate progress test -so long as

his college certifies that he is expected to graduate on
time, and it seems reasonably probable that he can
succeed.

The question of satisfactory progress, which will

hound students for years, is about to shock some
students this fall. Continued eligibility for the II-S is

predicated upon the maintenance of satisfactory

progress during the past academic year (1970-71).

If you did not make satisfactory progress last year,

and you are wondering why you have not yet received

your IIS this year, there is a very good reason. On
September 22-one week before the new law was 1

signed -Draft Director Curtis Tarr sent Local Board
Memorandum 122 to his draft boards. It instructed

them to: "Delay the ... reclassification into Class IIS
of any registrant, eligible for such classification as an
undergraduate, who ... entered college before the 1971

summer session but who during the 1970-71 regular
academic year failed satisfactorily to pursue a full-

time course of instruction..."

The message is clear: your draft board is already
starting to scrutinize student progress. The abolition

of the IS (C) just may be the incentive to touch off a
rash of I-A reclassifications. Since draft boards follow
their own rigid test of satisfactory progress-
regardless of what the courts say-students may find

themselves harrassed the way they once were when
protesters were reclassified I-A as delinquents.
Copyright 1971 by Andrew Shapiro.

Andrew Shapiro is a draft lawyer and co-author of

Mastering the Draft: A Comprehensive Guide for

Solving Draft Problems (626 pp. Avon paperback).
"PointBlank" is distributed by Access-The Com-
munications Corporation.

Editorial Points

'IN FUTURE Wl WOULD LIKE THIS REFERRED TO AS A HEARTENING UPSWING

Letters To The Editor

For The Bird

To the Editor:

I am writing in protest of Bob Nesti's faulty com-

parison of Russell's film. "The Devil's" to Jerzy

Kosinski's book The Painted Bird in his review of the

former <Fri. Oct. 2). Perhaps his only intent was to

call to mind the terror of Kosinski's novel but

nonetheless there are two crucial distinctions between

the two which render the comparison conceptually

inaccurate.

First, Kosinski's intent in The Painted Bird was not

to portray the Nazi's moral deprivation. That has been

done by many other authors in various ways. Rather

his main task was that of writing about the effects

which absolute evil and violence has upon the self.

This examination of the self has been the underlying

thread in his two latter novels. Steps and Being There.

Second, though The Painted Bird is a horrifying

book in that its scenes often depict acts of perversity it

never lingers on the perverse because that is not its

prime consideration but is merely a vehicle for

Kosinski's philosophical and psychological study

Aside from the above small and somewhat petty

objection I think Nesti's review was a good one.

Galen Tinder

Start Here

To the Editor:

I would like to take this opportunity to inform the

undergraduate student body about the upcoming

student elections.

Brothers and Sisters of this troubled era! The

emphasis, recently, has been on your rights as voters

in national, state and municipal elections.

On Thursday, October 7. an election will be held to

choose your representative for the Student Senate.

You are all members of the Student Government

Association which affords you the privilege of being

able to vote.

The Student Senate has a significant influence on

your scholastic life. Therefore, it is very important

that you vote for proper representation. Start here at

school and learn the process of voting for your can-

didate who will have an avowed responsibility to you.

A vote is a step towards necessary change.

Dunstan Harris

Would anvone who would like to write columns

and has not submitted any yet please contact Barry

in the Collegian office before Friday.

Need Somebody To Love

WASHINGTON If Mr. Nixon is re-elected in 1972.

it will be the first time in history that a man was

chosen because his policies didn't work. He supported

the Vietnam war, now he is hailed for de-escalation;

he deplored "too much managing of the economy."

now he has a popular wage-price freeze; he advocated

an economic game plan that was such an obvious flop

that he brought a near unanimous sigh of relief when

he did a 180-degree Immclmann turn; and again, for

10 years he consistently and ardently opposed

deahngs with China, now he pleases nearly everybody

by saying, in effect, that his previous policy was folly

and that he is going to Peking.

Even with advantages like this we still think Mr.

Nixon extremely vulnerable. It is time to think about

the prospect and a good place to start is with the two-

party system. This strange method of picking the

most powerful man on earth is calculated to give the

greatest dissatisfaction to the largest number. A two-

party system is a structured compromise; it means a

battle between two unstable coalitions each seeking

the center. It is terribly frustrating to true believers.

This is particularly true of the opposition party, in this

case the Democrats. They must pick the Nixon ad-

versary. But rival candidates face two constituencies,

one for the nomination, one for the election and they

are different and to a degree antagonistic.

The Democratic convention next year may be the

most untrammeled in history, The activists will have

more power in the convention than in the electorate at

large. For example, the black vote represents only 7 to

H percent nationally but it is apt to be much higher

among Democratic convention delegates. The con

servative Republicans in 1964 just loved Goldwatcr.

nominated him. and got clobbered The temptation to

pick an allout opponent to Mr. Nixon from the left is

powerful and understandable but probably it will be

curbed by the even greater desire to get a winner.

Today the nation is tortured almost beyond en-

durance bv unsolved problems. As rarely in history, it

suffers a deep spiritual fatigue Our institutions seem

incapable of doing what must be done; we need social

reforms that are almost revolutionary and yet con

fidence in government and business leadership sags.

Facultv members effectively else

demonstrated their real concern

for the future of the University

by their large turnout at

yesterday's Convocation.
Perhaps students preferred to go

to class.
* • * *

The juke box in the Hatch

must have been broken Monday
night for it was replaced by

some female imitation of the

Mormon Tabernacle Choir. The
only problem was that there

were more moans than anything

* * * *

Ever feel like there is a

remake of the old game show
"Who Do You Trust'' and
Oswald Tippo and Robert Wood
are the first contestants?

* * *

One student remarked after

listening to Wood's speech that

he yawned once and missed the

important part. Many people

heard the whole thing and felt

the same way.

The two-party system is a clumsy vehicle in such

stress. We expect there will actually be three or four

parties: George Wallace is certain to run and, on the

other side, our liberal friends are searching around

for a second Eugene McCarthy to throw away their

votes on and help Mr. Nixon get reelected. Nothing

has been done to abolish the absurd electoral college

and it will serve us right if the contest is thrown into

the House in an un-election.

A lot of people think Mr. Nixon will get reelected if

he makes peace and restores prosperity, but this is

relative. Detestation of the war is such that getting out

of Vietnam hardly seems to merit much gratitude

anymore, and the Thieu election fiasco only un-

derlines the point. As to the economy Mr. Nixon isn't

out of the woods yet. though we have a private feeling

that the bottom of the recession has passed and that,

short of brilliant mismanagement, things are going to

get better.

There is, we think, a final issue: the personality of

the Administration. Try as we can, we find it hard to

love Mr. Nixon. We find it hard to love John Mitchell.

We suppose Martha does, and that's fine, but to us he

is just a municipal bond salesman. Now Spiro Agnew

is different. As a journalist we enjoy having him

around Anvbody with the courage to say "nattering

nabobs of negativism" deserves recognition. But one

Spiro doesn't make a summer Republicans don't

produce colorful people can you sort out Blount,

Morton. Hardin. Stans. Hodgson'' They are faceless

men. and Mr. Nixon had to go to the Democrats to get

JohnConnaUy It has been a period of mediocrity.

In sum. we rather suspect this is a one-term affair,

always assuming the Democrats don't slaughter each

other Perhaps we are in for a period of one-termers

like that between Andrew .lackson and Lincoln when

the problems of society were too big for the in-

struments of government and not a single President

was reelected for 24 years. The country is going into a

low pressure area, not of economy but of the spirit It

veams for somebody to lift it up. some decent man in

whose word it has faith, somebody who shows trust in

the people and who gets it back again

(Reprinted from the New Republic)

Student Pressure
This week, UMass was invited to join a new political organization - the

National Student Lobby. This is a non-profit, registered lobby in

Washington, D.C. and is the only national student organization with a tax

status which allows it to lobby Congress in behalf of student interests. It

has a permanent staff and office in Washington to monitor the activities

of Congress and the Executive.

The National Student Lobby was organized this summer by four

students from the University of California who were involved in the

creation of a successful student lobby in California.

The California Student Lobby is student controlled and financed ;md

has been an effective voice for student interests in the state legislature.

On 47 bills on which the lobby took a position, Dick Twohy, the legislative

counsel of the California Student Lobby, has claimed a success rate of 81

percent. Twohy also pointed out that the California lobby has concerned

itself with a wide variety of issues, "ranging from supporting greater aid

to higher education toopposing a state no-knock' law."

Using the California Student Lobby as a model, the National Student

Lobby will be controlled by students. The politics and priorities will be set

by a poll of students at the member campuses, and from that consensus

the policy will be determined.

This month the National Student Lobby has begun a massive mem-
bership drive. From its national office at 1835 K Street in Washington,

DC, the NSL staff is sending a letter to every student body president in

the nation describing the NSL and inviting the student government to

join.

In addition, over 55 coordinatos in 24 states and the District of Columbia

will personally contact the student body presidents of over 480 student

governments. These student governments represent over :5, 500,000

students. •

According to Peter Coye, the Executive Director of the National

Student Lobby, about 50 student governments have already indicated

their intention to join, and it is expected that the NSL will have as many

as 500 member schools by the end of its first year of operation.

"Crucial decisions on matters of civil liberties, higher education, war,

poverty, and the environment are made at the national level," explained

Peter. "The California Student Lobby showed that an effective lobbying

operation can be supported by students -the next step is the National

Student Lobby."
(A release of the National Student Lobby)

Thelo Apothanein
Clandestinely,

the lovers meet;

their shadows
meet and form

a four-pronged circus.

As long as there is form

the shadow is always the same,

but today, this morning.

the moon haunts the sun,

and laughter cannot

perform loves chosen miracle.
Jerom<> Nathanson

"For President? We Seem To Be Supporting

Nixon But We Don't Want To"
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Culturnatives

If You Use Understand
By GILBERT J. SALK

Let's rap a bit about dope. There

are two aspects of it I'm interested

in. One has to do with use, and the

other has to do with our culture's

response to its existence.

I don't advocate the use of any

drugs, but I'm not about to get

moralistic about what you do with

it. If you can use drugs without

scrambling your brains, and you

enjoy it, be my guest. If you're

using it to run away from today

and tomorrow then use it at your

own risk You may get away from

the world, but the world isn't going

to get away from you. The shit

that's coming down will crush you

with everyone else. I'm sorry

you're not helping to put things

right, but that's your choice.

For now, at least, that's all I

want to say about drug use. One

note: If you're thinking about

getting into scag, go see Panic in

Needle Park. It might save your

life.

There's more to be said about

how the mass culture reacts to

dope. Nobody says much about

legitimate dope, and addiction to

it. Nicotine, alcohol, diet pills,

tranquilizers -these are all sanc-

tioned by those in power because

they're addicted to them them-

selves and have to make sure that

they're readily available. But they

panic at the idea that their kids

may turn on to something they

don't know much about.

The result is that an interesting

cycle is forced into being. It's

primarily cultural, but with some

very heavy political overtones.

Keep it all in mind.

Laws got passed making use.

possession, sale, transportation.

and anj other involvement with

drugs illegal This opens a vast

market tor organized crime, which

immediate^ goes into the import

business. It's a monopoly, so the

price is never competitive. It's a

moderately high-risk venture

which forces prices extremely

high. and. with addictive drugs, a

truly captive market means that

almost any asking price will he

met -somehow
Some poor dude somehow gets

turned on to scag heroin, for those

ol you who don't know the cultural

slang also called shit, horse, and a

host of other things) -and becomes

addicted. He builds up to a

moderate :>:><> a day habit. A large

percentage ol those hooked on shit

(but not all. regardless of the

myths) are unable to hold down

any kind of a Job because of their

reactions to the drug.

But they need bread to supply

their next boost-and need is the

only word to use. Feel it. There's

no place to go other than to steal or

whore, depending on the addict s

sex. As the laws get tighter, or a

major shipment is intercepted, the

price goes up and up and up and up.

For some reason unknown to J.

Fdgar Hoover and our lawmakers,

the crime rate also goes up and up

and up.

So J. Kdgar and J. Mitchell and

R. Nixon all start screaming about

lawnorder and crime inna streets

and more money for lawren-

forcement and no knock search

warrants and the right to tap your

phone and the right to hold you

without bail and oh yeah what

about tighter drug control laws so

that the crime rate will go up some

more so we can start asking for an

end to the need for search warrants

and preventive detention and free

the police from having to defend

their actions in brutality cases and

lets suspend habeas corpus and oh

yeah what about tighter drug

control laws...

That ain't the whole picture, of

course, brothers and sisters, but

it's a big chunk of it.

And dig on the paranoia that

grows out of it. Our fathers and

mothers are taught to turn in-

former on us, and our classmates

are paid to tell the police if we're

turning on. and we hide our dope

and smoke where we won't be seen

i we hope) and we get all uptight

and that helps make good uptight

citizens out of us. Stop!

Break the cycle. What would

happen if all anti-drug laws were

repealed, and clinics were opened

up to dispense low cost or free dope

and. tor those requesting it. free

drug counseling and medical help

First, the crime rate would drop

overnight, because every addict in

the country would stop needing

huge sums ol money to teed his

monkey Controlled doses of

standard-quality dope would

eliminate a tremendous number of

deaths due to overdosing You

would know what was in the acid

vou buy. and that the grass you

have isn't laced with strychnine or

opium
The police would have time to go

back to helping little old ladies

across the street and rescuing cats

from trees. They might even start

enforcing some long-neglected

laws against polluting. Crime
syndicates would lose a major

source of their income. You would

be able to leave your door open

when vou left your room. Richard

Nixon would lose a major cam-

paign issue. You wouldn't have «.o

worry about the guy across the hall

being a Fed. You might be able to

turn your folks on -or vice versa.

Drug addiction would quite

possibly go down, because the

romance of it, the breaking of

parental codes, the forbidden fruit

aspects of it would be gone, and

fewer people would be tempted to

try it.

Think about dope every time you

hear about crime in the streets.

,nd think about crime every time laws and enforcement. pEACE

v-ou hear demands for stricter drug C—timed on Page nine

Learn to Drive

AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6066

NEED EXTRA CASH?

Here's How To Make It

I BUY AT WHOLESALE PRICES
I

new, brand name audio equipment, blank

tape, musical instruments and all audio

accessories.

THEN SELL
|
and make that extra cash

you need. You're the boss. You set your

own profit picture.

For catalogs and information, write or phone

MR. MANN, c/o SMG DISTRIBUTORS INC.

46*35 54th ROAD, MASPETH, N.Y. 11378

(212) 786-3337

'An Awesome
Pianist"LORIN

HOLLANDER
Tues. & Wed., Oct. 12-13

Bowker Aud. - 8 p.m.

Tickets available: Fine Arts council Ticket

Office, 125 Herter Hall. Tel. 545-0202. Reserved

seats $1 UM underqrads, $2 full-time students,

53 UM faculty/staff, $3.50 general public.

Pu-si-nti-d hj the I Mb» Fir* Arte Council

Craft Classes To Start
There's still time to register tor

classes which start this week at

Leveret! (raftsmen and Artists in

Lcveri'tt Center Various courses

will be offered, including

ceramics, woodworking, painting.

life drawing, macrame. film and

photography, and children's art.

A fall show, open to the public,

will be held, starting at 8:00 p.m.

on Oct H and running through to

I ict 31. The show features

sculpture, painting, ceramics, and

graphics and area artists will be

represented,

Leveret! Craftsmen and Artists

is open Tuesday through Sunday

Irom i no to 5:00.

For turther information, contact

Jill Kay or Judi Winston at 253-

JU62

S.E.S. Going Co-op ! !

All subcribers and all other students are invited to become members of the new

Students' Educational System Cooperative.

For two years we have been serving you.

Now we welcome you to share in the ownership and decision-making of our student-

centered orqarmation. Become part of our co-op, and help promote your own interests.

HOW?
If you'd like to know how the co-op can work for you, and how you can become a

part owner, come to our first meeting:

GENERAL MEETING
Place: Student Union Ballroom

Date: Wednesday, Oct. 6, 1971

Time: 8:00 p.m

In conjunction with FratemityRush

the lnte> roternity Council and Campus Pizza

presents

"GREEK" GRINDER WEEK
Any Grinder on the Menu worth 75* for only 50c

"Go Greek"
with

Campus Pizza
RT.9, 'HADLEY

586-3880

Orders To Go

Visit with the

t Oct. 4, 5, 6, 7 1971
*

*
*
|
*
*
*
#
I
I

worth 25C OFF on

any 75c Grinder

or! FREE PIZZA
with every 4 ordered

with this coupon

at CAMPUS PIZZA

Culturnatives, cont.

Grow Your Own - It's Cheaper

Handbook of

Drake (2.50),

Co., Eugene,

t imiiiiut-ri from page fight

BOOK REVIEWS:
Today's books are lor those of

you who are into the world of

psychedelia.

The Cultivator's

Marijuana by Bill

Augur Publishing

Ore. ) is a fine book on the care and

feeding of your pet cannabis plant.

If you're into an anti-consuming

bag, you will certainly want to

consider growing your own, and

this little book will be an invaluable

resource. It covers soil, water

nutrition, environment, light, and

harvesting, seeds and tran-

splanting. harvesting and drying,

improving the plants, producing
unrecognizable hybrids (can you
dig if.' ) . and an appendix on how to

recognize and detect adulteration.

This book is not a put-on; it's a
highly technical examination of

what makes cannabis a pleasure to

grow. The illustrations and love in

the book give it really fine vibes.

In a sense a companion to the

Handbook, A Key to the American
I'silocybin Mushroom by Leonard
Enos ($5.00, Church of the One
Sermon, Lemon Grove, Calif. ) is a
fine guide to some good additions

to a steak dinner. Believe it or not,

some of these mushrooms grow as

close as Franklin County (that's

With all the

walking you do -

your feet deserve

the best

FOOTWEAR FOR CAMPUS

around Greenfield, folks), and

Cambridge. All the listed

mushrooms are illustrated in

varying stages of development,

and their characteristics are

carefully described.

The Hallucinogens by A. Hoffer

and H. Osmond ($10.00 I think-I

don't have the price, Academic

Press, NYC) is a book on the

scientific aspects of hallucinogenic

drugs. If you're into knowing

whot's into you, this might be a

good book. It's no-shit, no

moralizing approach is based on

careful, refreshingly unbiased

research. It covers acid,

mescaline, amphetamines, and a

host of less well-known
hallucinogens. Some of it is highly

technical, but a great deal of it is

easily readable-and interesting.

NOTE : For those of you who are

into Mother Earth News. #10 is out,

alive and well, with a fine

collection ol articles about living

the cultural revolution-which
may. in fact, be the only way to

fight for it. Get it in the draft

counseling office in 923CC or at the

draft info table in the CC 2nd floor

on Tues. and Fri. mornings. Or, if

you prefer to patronize local

business, check Mizaur's Mer-
cantile or White Light Bookstore.

They should have it.

Would people like to set up a

CULTURNATIVES Rap Session on
Thursday afternoons to share ideas

brought up in this column? I kind of

think it would be fun. If you're

interested, check with me in the

Draft counseling office and we'll

see what we can do. These ideas

aren't gospel by any means, and if

they serve to generate new ideas

their value will be greatly in-

creased. In other words, your input

is important.

Cultural Lecture Thursday
In a lecture titled "Culture and

culture: an integrated,
multidisciplinary approach,"
Professor Robert J. Nelson will

discuss the role of foreign
languages in the modern univer-

sity Thursday night in Herter 227.

Professor Nelson has been
working at Illinois in methods for

bringing foreign culture "live" to

the classroom and community. He
favors an almost "collegial" status

for foreign language departments,
where a number of disciplines are

taught in the foreign language, and
students acquire real proficiency

and insight into the foreign culture

through extensive use of shortwave
radio.

"in the Alley

off Main St.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

Must sell immed. 09 Kairlam- 500 com .

bluc/hlack/lop. VK iiulo I'S », new «w
tires. I'.iriMKl mi, I irst reasonable offer, (all

MW'MMa .

tfl(l-X

Kehuilt Vulva BIX. and RM engines, new

\;ilvcs. guides, rings, hearings, clutches

anil rbll. carbs 2im A IXO anil BIX I spd.

dans and clutch linkage In convert your

automatic 1225 Volvo to std \lso I'sll

Vulva in good cond. without engine and A

1225. I or parts rail :>HI-IK2tl evenings-will

bargain on everything.
lflll-0

1971 Buick Opel wagon red AM-KM.
imhiii ml., excellent condition. asking ON
will talk ( all NO-MN after (i p.ni.

((lr|)

Til M(.B exc. running cond. Must sell.

2I9-XI9:!.

tflO-29

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Must sell Honda ( It 3M. Heading West.

1909 excellent shape IHMMl mi. $450. Call

Steve 5l9-<iilK9.

tfio-x

Wutcrhcds-imw all sizes $ f!l.!I.V I actoi \

warranty. Also, tranies. liners A pads in

slock. < all Mark at 510-5150.

I fill- 1

2

Ituinper sticker - your words printed on :i

x 12" red or green slicker for $ I. copies .25.

The Snide to. Route I. Kox !i:t Blaine.

Wash. KB,
If 10- 1

K

Kur coat full length, ex. cond. Best offer

Also new ski parka, (all 11-0120 between

5: M and 7: INI.

tflli-x

I email- roommate w anti'd-fui nished

slndio apt. -$05 ma.-IS min Irom I Mass
( all IKS-US! keep trying.

ifin-o

Working girl desires roommate with

. |i.> t MM'iit Must inntr soon! (all Diana

519-1079
If Hi-fi

Spiritually -minded person to share a

large lui nished room in \mhersl (enter.
$',-, H month ( all Kent at 25:i-990X after 7.

tflli-7

I ostcall 5-2102 I. old Witlnaucr watch in

ana of diehard Sentimental \aluc

reward.
tfin-x

B. I yons and S. Johnson, call Alice 005-

1911 immediately

.

Ill-i,

Hear Barnabee Shall/ I ln\c >ou bun

ches and hunches with all my heart.

Moiisie (.odivcr
Mil.

I'M* Honda, ex. cond moo mi. (all 540-

X902.
m-fi

55 olds runs, needs work. I-247-5H2X.

after 3:M p.m. tfio-o

III \W Bus rebuilt engine, new brakes.

iniilflcr ex. mechanical some Ixidv rot.

I oimI deal at $ 150 or best offer (all Bon.

5 19-0150.
tflll-ti

1)11,7 M(.B-(.T. special, overdrive,

wirewheels. new clutch, snow tires, (lond

condition 5X1-2700 exl Ml after 7 p.m.
tfll»-7

1971 llarlev Davidson Sprint 350. ex-

cellent condition. I2mi miles, must sell.

( all Bill between Mi p.m.. 584-7349.

tflfl-7

Honda 350 Scrambler, clean, recent

tune-up $550 call Boh 540-97X0.

tfin-7

FOR SALE

02 Austin Cooper with cooper s engine.

$050. (all 519-1507.

tflO-7

New tire fi.5fl x III. tin. Canoe I Mil. 580-

III7I;.

tflll-K

ni.'i No\a »i cyl.. new exhaust, and

coolinusx stem. 2 studded snow tires, li:WMt

or best offer. Days MMM. nights SWi-

:iiiiii. ask for Jim.^ tflO-H

HM Austin Healey Sprite, convertible

$ i Jin or best offer. Needs some body work.

( mm' to Butterfleld House and ask for

Ned
tfin-8

V\\ Buk l!»«7. tan. exc. cond.. K A II

cheap, (all Jan MMIH or HMMi,
tfin-ll

Seasoned Kin-wood. Sale and delivery.

( all MO-aKII.
tflll-211

Becords A tapes discount prices Most

new albums in slock. ( ome to 212 (iorman

or call MM4N ask for John.
lfld-8

l!Mi«i I'ly Brunner I spd $I7(NI. Michael

.

r
.i«-:.2!i:i.

tfin-7

l!Mi7 V*' BuK $700. Michael 5«B-S29^.

tflO-7

I!I7I Atala Becord 10 speed. Best offer,

(all Id - r.wi-:is42.

tfio-fi

Brown suede pant*, skirts, skins, top

uoality. wholesale. Hants $27. skirts $9.49.

skins $.V Slop by to look Jon-424 ( ladhorne

MIN leaxe number if not in.

tf 10-14

51 \olume set of (ireat Books by Brit-

laiiicu. like new $150. 25:t-7H07 after 5.

If 10-4.

Kenwood II 10 AM-KM Inner BSB MUX
turntable 2scott sl5 :l way loudspeakers

system retailed at 170 will sell m. (all

niles .VIIi-7111.

tf 10- 1

2

(uitars: Acoustic. I'lectric. ( lassical.

New and used, also: strings and ac-

cessories. Macramed straps. All way
below. ( all 510-7072.

tflO-7

1970 DunehiiKifx Met-flake blue glass

body on OK chassis inn".,, complete in-

cluding heater. :', '• miles, (all I'ete Itli.

(.orman 5Hi-(i54K.

tflll-X

TO (.|\l A\\ AV - watches, jewelry,

radios, unusual gift, and novelty items • at

50°,, off and more, (all S. N. Brown. BUS-

1 1 IV
tfio-i:i

Snow tires 105-11 semperil radial

mounted on Mt.Bdisc wheels $50. (all 549-

NM7,
tflO-K

Kl II model 24 i KM & changeri with I

big Kl II 17 speakers. Kxc.rond. $210. (all

Steve 25B-XOM1.
tfHMi

Itinle wanted male In share apt.. No.

Ilalfld. 12 mi. frm imps, furnished

$li.'i/mnth. contact lied. Milne I'o Box I

No HUM III. 217-5919

tflO-7

HELP WANTED

IBM Mustang, fi cyld.. *»d-. excel con-

dition. $550. 546-902B evenings.
tflfl-7

1907 Voikswugnn. blue. 4K.000 miles, n

new tires, new battery, excellent running

condition $ Him .mi or best offer, (all BB5-

1052
tflfl-7

Antique \A\ Bus. 1971 engine Kngine

still on warranty, new clutch, new muffler,

healer wide oval tires. Muni sell, best

offer, call (.reg 5-X7KB.

tflfl-H

I- xcellent huv VW squarehack 'B5 verv

good condition, radio reasonable mileage.

1950 005:1191 after six.

tftn-g

07 Mustang. X cyl.. auto. I'/S new front

tires snow tires, ex. -cond. $I05«/B.O. 71

IMnto I sp on rd. 4 mos. $ IflOfl/tke ovr

I'Mlils 25:i-522:i.

IflO-H

Ten vear old I'eugot. rebuilt engine.

Best offer, call Keith 25:1-2215 before in

a.m. or after lo p.m.
tf 10-12

Brand new K track stereo tapes - $3-

lalesl hit* Incl. Superstar. Stewart. Send

for free list. 4:t I ongvlew St., Spfld.. Mass.

•HM. »'"' 2

llofner bass guitar with case. exc. cond .

$175 or best offer. Contact Bob 549-11X0

tfio-x

I arge Bacomi Coat, excellent condition

( all HMM $'<'
Tf H,^,

$9fl Buckle Ski Boots used il times $00

with stand s/. X 1/2. head ski poles good

cond $20, Dome Ski Back used twice $10

( oik iirdc Compact Stereo. AM-KM
receiver, loudness and filter controls. Ill

watts peak 2X usable with Kemp II

speakers II mo. old $190. Panasonic TV I

mo. old $70. Will bargain on everything.

4 all 5X1-1X20 evenings.
If 10-0

We undersell all. Any and all top name
appliances, stereos, radios, refrigerators,

anything, (all I arry MM or rnme to M
(ance.

tfio-n

Just like people : bruised on the outside,

hut beautiful inside. 1905 Chevy convert

(all '.xi. 27X0

tfin-0

Need Monday" I arn $25 or more per

week! Work your own hours at vour

convenience' ( all Barry or Dave. 1:00-

', :n. -, Hi-iini. ;:

tfm-x

(.irl with insurance agv . exp. auto K

homeowners, rating ^ typing essential.

( all ".XI-5555. AW Borawski. inr . XX King

St.. Northampton.
Km i.

Xmbilious people wauled to sell jcwclrv

on campus-no experience necessary -high

i iiinmissions , send name, address and lei.

no to Milliards, mm Main St . Springfield

Mass
IflO-X

Need iiioncv "
I arn $25 or more a week !

V ill k I our ow n hours at v oui conv euience

( all I'anv oi Dave IIMl-5:tfl.

tflll-5

Kuril $HMl or more pari lime, excellent

opportunity for an ecoiogv p-lnded nerson.

n:i-:i2:i-ii27.

tfifl-n

Need money ? Karn $25 or more a week !

Work your own hours at vour convenience.

( all Barry or Dave 4 p.m. - 5: :t0 p.m. 54fi-

onn:i.

tf 10-11

I ,, (he ( oolidge Hilton Health Club. Oh

n>. i!od' '
! Amen.

Mil.

I or better lominuler represenlatlon

Mark Dosarick for Senator
lflO-7

I lie miii ni/ female cat long hair, clean

( all l-:i2:i-7505.

Ifl0-ll

Melville Basement invites lames

Basement and Ith floor to a party Iridav

night at X.

tfl0-:tl

Horoscopes done professionally, (all

5I9-II70X. Write David Klliott Manniiim V
II North Milage Minimum $5

tf HI C.

LECTURE NOTES
I ecliire noles are now available in room

::ix in Ihe Student I nion I ohhv for all

set (ions of Authro Mil. Bntanv nil. I ion

125 and 120. (.eulogy 101. (.o\ Iihi »nd 150.

MM. 151. Human Hev . 270. Micro. IIO,

Hhil 105. I'sych. Ill I. 202. MS, 270. 2X0. Ml,
and Wt, So< Mil. .1X1. 101 and CI5. One
section of Hist 150 and Bsvch. :125 also In

If 10-7

ENTERTAINMENT WANTED

FOR RENT
$7.">/month. utilities included, one block

from campus. ( all Bonnie 25:1-99X5. 9-11

p.m.
tfio-fi

l-verv Wednesday nigh) at Ihe Knglish

I'uh-INi vour own thing! Shure vocal

master l'\ system available! (all Jerry.

5I9-I2im or Mark. MMSW.
tfio-x

RIDE WANTED

Snow tires. Firestone Town * Country.

7.75 x II white walls, mounted. Call Harold

a I 510-1210.
tflfl-B

LOST

X track stereo lapes-Who. Stones. Tull.

etc.$2.»5. Mlman Bros.. 4-Walstreet.

etc.- $:t.»5 Call 54«-H9:i4.

Beward! A gold link hracelet positively

lost Wed . Sept 29 In Thompson 102 bet

ween :i:2fl-l::io p.m. 519-0105 after I A 5-

2711 X-5 Dehi.
tflfl-0

xvailahlc now nine bedroom apartment

.,1 I'uffton Village. (all .149-34W7

tflfl-B

WANTED
Wanted In huv - Ten speed racing bike.

Will puv top dollar ( all 542-:t052. ask for

Scott.

If 1(1-41

Driver wanted S. Deerfield to CM . I trip

per week, good pav. I'hone 5-0(MI or 549-

'''•'
if 1*1

PERSONAL

Bide needed lo and/or from dardner. 1

days a week. Hours are flexible please, if

voti commute call i..i2-o:n7

tflO-K

Bide needed dally from Kaslhampton to

t Mass. Will share expenses. IMesse rail

527-00K9.

tf 10-44

"typing
I Miing thesis, dissertations etc. Kast.

act orate have (.reek alphabet, math. A

chem. svmbols. (all 25:i-l«n

tflfl-U

l!Ui9Nova Ocyl.. new exhaust. A cooling

sv stem . 2 studded snow tires . $ I ,:»o or hesl

offer. Days 5I5-2M9. nights 5H0-:ifilfiask for

Jim.
ififl-n

(.Hilars, amps, ace * records, nl

reasonable prices Ihe (.ultar Workshop

'ix Main St Northampton 5KOI700
tfliio

I ightweight blue jacket. Had NS.K (

Slale ( humps inscribed. ( all B-75:i7

tflfl-B

ROOMMATES WANTED

I mm S. I'rof stud service (all MMM1,
Ifl-B

SERVICES

Male share 2 hdrm. apt. in sund. with 2

others $00 Mike Ml MIt, 545-ntx
tfin-B

ihe I'.IMM'.A and Debbie and

I orraine would like to wish Karumi
llon/ai a happv birthdav

Hi-fi

Amherst \11din services stereo com
ponenls. tape decks for home or car. 197

No Pleasant M MMHM,
If.'. |]
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WMUA NOTICES
N Ml ON tfl.l FM

/ENINGNEWS A lull

halt hour of news from WMUA
NEWS, the area's largest

broadcast news department

with feeds from UP1 World

Audio Network. Original

reporting of area news is

1:M) p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

VIEWPOINT - a half hour public

affairs program taking a

penetrating look at various

events from the UMass campus
to Washington WMUA's Marty
Waters is the moderator

8:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m. THE I JAMA
DRUM - three hours of black

programming tor the Amherst

area featuring black music,

soul. jazz, poetry, and black

news from the Drum's own stall

and a black audio network. All

brothers and sisters in the area

are invited to listen

11:00 p.m. LATE NIGHT NEWS
REPORT - another complete

half hour of news, information,

and sports from United Press

International. Associated Press,

and UPI Audio Network. All the

news is compiled by WMUA
Newsmen who also write and

edit area stories. Includes a five

minute recap at 11:25.

11:30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. ERIC
BENJAMIN with rock and

progressive music.

Questions Call Paul at 6-8709

or WMUA (5-2425)

WFCR
2 P.M. MUSIC IN THE AF-

TERNOON (S) Verdi, Luisa

Miller (Moffo, soloist), RCA
Italiana Opera, Orchestra and

chorus/Cleva. Also works of

Van Vactor and Creston.

5 ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
6 QUE TAL, AMIGOS
7 LOUIS LYONS: NEWS AND
COMMENT
7:30 GREAT BLACK MUSIC (S)

8:30 THE KOUSSEVITSKY
LEGACY Copland, Lincoln

Portrait, (Melvyn Douglas,

soloist) : Mozart, Symphony no.

39.

9:30 THE AUTHOR SPEAKS
Selected readings from original

and unpublished works.

10 THE PAUL YALEN HOUR:
THIRTY MINUTES OF MUSIC
Excerpts from the JoJo Malone

Show.
10:30 RAPPING NIGHTLY
11 INSIDE JEAN SHEPHERD
11:45 THE HUNTI AND PAULI
SHOW (S)

(S) denotes Stereo broadcast.

CHESS CLUB:
Mooting tonight at 7:30 in the new

H,^tch Everyone is welcome to play

and try to beat members of the team.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Monthly meeting of the club will be

held tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Rm. 165 9

CC All are welcome to come and

participate.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY:
There will be a general meeting of

the Commuter Assembly Tuesday,

Oct. 12 in the Pierpont private

lounge. Topic Budget. Time: 7 a.m.

DEBATE
Doan Dwight Allen and Father

James Quigley will debate the

"Bahai Faith or Christianity.

Legitimacy and Relevance" tonight

n Marrnr Aud. at 8 p.m.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
Interested in horses?

Grinnell Arena, Oct. 7 at

and join our club.

Come to

6:30 p.m.

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD:
Any students interested in any

aspect of the Health Services, please

como to our meeting Thursday at

3 30 p.m. in Rm. 805 809 CC.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
The nomination and election of a

new treasurer will be held at the

regular square dance on Tuesday,

Oct. 12.

HILLEL:
Open executive board meeting

tonight at 630 in the Hillel office. All

may attend. Entertainment.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB:
International club coffee house at 8

D.m. in Rms. 168 170 CC. A film on

Chinese Ceramics will be shown, and
bingo will be played. Be sure to come.

JACK THE RIPPER AN
TIDEFAMATION LEAGUE:
There will be an organizational

meeting at 4 p.m. Oct. 13 under the

largest willow by the Campus Pond.

MAROON KEYS:
Meeting tonight at 830 p.m. in 803

CC Be there or be prepared to ex

plain your absence.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Orientation meeting will be held at

Northampton State Hospital at 7 p.m.

today. Buses will leave from
Hasbrouk Lab and Patterson at 6:30

p.m. All students are welcome.

PAN AFRICAN STUDENTS:
All invited to a picnic to Western

Mass Transportation, food and
drinks will be provided. Will meet at

12 noon on Sunday, Oct. 10, CC. Bus

station.

PARACHUTE CLUB:
Jump Center will be closed Sat. but

open on Sun. 8, Mon. if YOU want to

join or iust look, come to exciting

Turners Falls airport.

REVELLERS:
Important Revellers meeting Wed.

night at BK 401 N. Pleasant St. at 8

p.m. sharp. All must attend.

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting 7 p.m. in Curry Hicks.

Elections. All interested are invited.

Lessons for beginning will begin.

Bring bathing suit for co ed swim.
Bring tank and regulator if possible.

SPEED READING STUDY SKILLS
COURSF
Reading/Study Skills Center No

fee no credit. Increase reading
speed, improve study skills, discover

your own learning style. 1st meeting
Thursday, 8 p.m. in CC Rms. 174.

UMASS AMATEUR RADIO CLUB:
The UMass amateur radio club will

hold its first meeting tonight at 8 p.m.

in Rm. 106E lab. All licensed

operators are urged to attend.

LOST:
6 month old male cat, grey tiger

with white belly & paws, (double)

longhaired had red collar with a

jingle bell last seen Tuesday night.

Call 549 1405 or bring him to 17

Fearing St.

Ankle bracelet with inscription

"Lela". Personal value. Please call

545 0082.

FOUND:
Pocket knife, Central dorm area,

about 2 weeks ago, call Sue at 6 1431.

A pocketbook belonging to Cheryl

Mueller. Call 549 6631.

WALTS! MATTHAU

PLAZA SUITE

I In everyone^ life thcrc^s a I

SUMMER OF '42

mcqueen

esse®

ipnoM n«

r«*j

ACKf'« FRF f PARKING

UO( KIR I OUNGFRS
i MAP' •' f< HJW M< K t i

G

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR

Aries seeks to stand out, to lead, to gain

recognition. The nature of this native is

energetic. Sitting and doing nothing is

opposite to the mainspring of an Aries in

dividual For Aries, the keynote is action

Some famous persons born under this

zodiacal sign include Harry Reasoner,

Frank Gorshin and Ann Miller.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Self

indulgence now proves expensive. Analyze

needs. Have fun without being foolish.

Remember to save for that proverbial rainy

day Key is to accept added responsibility.

You will be rewarded.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20). Lunar cycle

is indicative of disputes connected with

secrets. Means one you usually trust may
not be telling all. Maintain self control.

Finish project Relationship is tested. Avoid

speaking in anger
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): One you

depend on for moral support may be

traveling Key is more self reliance. Stress

qreater independence of thought, action

Highliqht original concepts. Give full play

to creative processes.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Money and

friends may not mix. Know this and be

prudent m connection with paying and

collecting Pass, delay when it comes to

borrowing, lending. Legal and financial

angles need investigating.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Avoid actions

based on anger, impulse. Tendency is to

feel oppressed. You could say, do things

which cause later regret. Permit this

foreknowledge to act as preventive

medicine Professional gain indicated

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Be aware of

deJails, apparent minor matters. Don't

neglect health. Seek balance between work,

recreation Travel now may not hold an

swers Take lime to evaluate basic position.

Don't rush

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Activity in

creases. You make numerous plans, con

tacts. Be selective. Avoid any semblance of

panic. Demands of young person should not

be taken too seriously. Be diplomatic but

firm.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): You may
feel friends are opposing your desires. This,

very likely, is not the case. Your timing,

however, could be off mark. Key now is to

permit others to have Iheir say. Your role is

that of keen observer.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Hold

rein on enthusiasm. Be optimistic, not

impulsive. Accent on financial

arrangements, disbursions. Pisces person

appears to be involved. Aggressive relative

can best be ignored in a nice way.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19): Finances

are activated Accent also is on creative

endeavors, relations with opposite sex.

Achievement iskeynoted. Windfall could be

featured. What happens happens in a big

way. Be ready.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Some

claim you are hyperactive. In truth, you

may be anxious about domestic matter. It is

necessary to complete a project. More

persons pay more attention to your ideas,

views.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20) :
Hold off on

lourney. You need additional information.

Message could be garbled. Get puzzle

pieces together. See in fresh light. Reject

secondhand stories, reports. Assert more
independence.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have natural appreciation of harmony, in

music, the arts, in human relationships.

This month you are burdened with ad-

ditional responsibility. However, op
portunities multiply; chances for rewards

are greater.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Land
measure

5 Desert
dweller

9 Music: as
written

12 Regretted

13 Wiieof
Zeus

14 Once around
track

15 Retinue

17 Individuals

19 Inclines

21 Be defeated

22 Century plant

24 Man's
nickname

25 Pinch

26 Measure of
weight

27 Ventured
29 Conjunction
31 Abstract

being
32 Teutonic

deity

33 Negative

34 Plunge
35 Compass

point

36 ln|ury

38 Mountain in

Crete
39 Hindu cymbals
40 Symbol for

niton

41 At a distance

42 Newspaper
paragraph

44 Emphasized
form of "it"

46 Notwithstanding

48 Slumber
51 Unit of Latvian

currency
52 Withered

54 Heraldic

bearing

55 Bitter vetch

56 Spar

57 Former
Russian
ruler

DOWN

1 Skill

2 Mongrel
3 Causes
4 Roman official

5 Exclamation

6 Repulses
7 War god
8 Prohibit

9 Sailing vessel

10 Makes into

leather

11 Part of

church
16 Negative

18 Skidded
20 Couples
22 Thesweetsop
23 Solitary

25 Gaseous
element

27 Walk
unsteadily

28 Difficulties

29 Opera by Verdi

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle 1
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30 Mast
34 Disagrees

36 Lantern

37 Buries

39 Trials

41 Apportion

42 Unemployed

43 Rip

44 Virginia willow

45 Plural ending

47 Doctrine

49 Guido's
high note

50 Through

53 Latin

conjunction

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

l/OU REMEMBER AW LOEIRP LITTLE

FRIENP FROM CAMP, DOtfT HOU ?

5IK,D0THEtf
KNOU) HOU)TO
PLAY "HA HA,
HERMAN"?

Y STOP CALUN6
ME l,

5lK"i OF
C0UR5E THEV KNOLJ

HOW TO PLAY!

IT MAY INTERE5T YOU T&

KNOW, 5UEETIE, THAT IN THREE
YEARS I HAVE NEVER LOST A
GAME OF "HA HA, HERMAN".'

ims
PEANUTS HERE'S THE WORLD FAMOUS

5WIMMER RUNNING TOUARP
THE UATER...

ii

n
/joe Rock!

j

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parker and Johnny hart

I HAVe A HMlRSTYuE PCX*
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Bow
This past weekend found the

UMass Rugby Football Club ex-

changing the sweet wine of victory

for the saltier, bloodier cup of

defeat against the Beacon Hill

RFC. in Boston. In each of

Saturday's three games the

veterans of the Hill utilized their

experience to overcome the youth-

ful UMass fifteen.

The 'B' teams of each side were
matched in the first game of the

afternoon. UMass stung first with a

penalty kick by Peter Herrmann,
but faltered twice in the face of the

Hill's smooth play allowing two
tries, both converted. Then Rich

Vogel made a fine break from
three-quarter's to score the initial

UMass try.

The second half began rather

depressingly as the Hill kicked

twice for goal. Then Rick Ross
commqmprated last year's Beacon
Hill game by once again being

carried from the field. An inside

cut by fly-half Don Madden
brightened things up as it led to

another try, converted by Herr-

mann, but Beacon scored in turn,

and the g^me ended, 22-13.

UMass .hopes were raised again

as the 'A' team took the field, but

wavered as the side struggled to

hold their opponents to a goal and a

try during much of the first half.

But it was not all Beacon Hill, for

Mike Reynolds made a beautiful

run and fake from a loose scrum,

then passed to lock Bill Kesgen
who went in for the score. Mike

Donnell converted and the score

stood 6-7 at the half.

The UMass side fought with

determination and vigor in the

second half, notably in the exciting

A GOOD TKY-UMass rugger, Rich Vogel. winds his way through

lour Beacon Hill defenders on way to scoring a try in Saturday's

rugbv match in Boston. This coming weekend Vogel and his team-

mates will holes an invitational tournament at the UMass Rugby

fields. (MDC Photo by (;ib Fullerton)

runs of Donnell and Doug Knapp,
and from an excellent com-
bination, Asa Glaser to Bart
Drake, that lacked only five yards

of a try. But the actual scoring was
Beacon's from a single try, un-

converted, and somewhat
questionable in its execution,

leaving the final score at 11-6.

For a time it looked as if the 'C
team was to be the bright spot of

the afternoon as they opened up
with a 10-0 lead on the phenomenal

runs of Buckley Wingfoot, but

Beacon revived itself in the second

half and stormed to a 24-10 victory.

The afternoon left all three of the

UMass sides with a 1-1 record and
hopefully with a much developed

sense of the finer aspects of the

game. For it was not from lack of

desire or aggressiveness that they

lost, but from a lack of seasoning

and experienced play. Next
Saturday should show how much
they have gained.

Johnson Traded To Indians
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) - Controversial outfielder

Alex Johnson and catcher Jerry Moses were traded by

the California Angels to the Cleveland Indians

yesterday for outfielders Vada Pinson and Frank

Baker and pitcher Alan Foster.

The trade of Johnson came as no surprise. In his

first season with the Angels, he had hit .329 to win the

1970 American League batting title but was suspended

by the club in mid-season 1971, accused of failing to

hustle.

An arbitration board required the Angels to pay his

full salary for the year even though he did not play

after June 26. Prior to that he had been fined 29 times

with the amounts reaching a total of about $3,750.

During the first months of the 1971 season, Johnson

had batted .260.

Moses had voiced dissatisfaction with the Angels in

his first season with the club after being acquired

from the Boston Red Sox. The trade also included

Tony Conigliaro, who quit the California club during

the past campaign.
Moses hit .227 with eight doubles, two triples and

four home runs.

Pinson, former National League standout with

Cincinnati, wasn't happy at Cleveland this season,

claiming the management had not lived up to salary

promises. He had a .264 batting average with 11

homers, 4 triples and 23 doubles. He stole 23 bases. In

a major league career dating back to 1959, Pinson has a

lifetime average of .291.

Baker, who will be 27 on Nov. 1, appeared in 73

games with Cleveland the past season, batting .210

and driving in 23 runs.

Foster, 24, pitched for the Los Angeles Dodgers

before being traded to Cleveland last year. With the

Indians, he posted an 8-12 won-loss record with 26

starts. He appeared in 182 innings with an earned-run-

average of 4.09.
he boston Kea sox. ine iraue aisu muuucu a»w«Bv
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Marauders, Stouts Earn Playoff Berths
i •.; .1 TU„ ItJnrnll^nrc PQnncH Ihp

By JOHN BOCK
An outsider could have guessed

something was at stake had he

been watching the intramural

Independent League Monday night

action. With the playoffs a week

away the teams played with a

fervor matched only by their

desire to win.

A game that exemplified the

spirit prevalent on the fields was

the Dickinson Stouts vs. the

Starters. The Stouts (4-0) had a

world of confidence going into the

contest, but quickly assumed a

AP Top Ten

l Nebraska
2. Michigan
3. Texas
4. Auburn
5 Colorado
6. Alabama
7 Notre Dame
8 Oklahoma
9 Penn SI

10. Georgia

4 1058

4 886

30
30
40
40
30
30
30
4

818

654

616

607

606

592

289

280

more reserved position as the

Starters led 2-0 at the end of three

quarters. The climax action came
in the fourth quarter on a series of

pass and run plays.

Stouts quarterback Denny
Fogarty hit Mike Cadran with two

ten yard passes and then a twenty

yard pass to leading receiver Stan

Sady. The show was all Sady's as

he attracted the ball from Fogarty

and ran the remaining yards to the

goal, putting the Stouts ahead 7-2.

All was not over as the Starters

came back with a fourth and goal

with forty seconds remaining.

Credit goes to Stouts Bob Alessio,

Bob Savage, and Steve Gross who

led a more than adequate defense.

In other hard fought action, it

was Team over Nation 10-8.

Standout performances were

turned in by Nation's quarterback

Doug Hebert.

A combination of interceptions

and open receivers saw the

Marauders over the Bucks, 23-0.

QB P.J. Flaherty passed for three

TD's, one each to Jim Maguire,

Jerry Wallaston, and Vince Sbano.

The Marauders capped the evening

with two interceptions by Jerry

Dohner and a safety by Dave

Carleton and rocketed into a

playoff berth with the Stouts.

Pirates Win Again;

Game Four Today
PITTSBURGH (AP)—Rich Hebner turned from goat to hero with

an eighth-inning homer in support of surprise starter Bob Johnson,

giving the Pittsburgh Pirates a 2-1 victory over San Francisco

yesterday in the third game of the National League playoffs.

The triumph, in which the Pirates beat Giants' ace Juan

Merichal, gave Pittsburgh a 2-1 lead in the best-of-five series to

determine the National League pennant winner.

Hebner lashed a 1-2 pitch from Marichal just over the out-

stretched glove of rightfielder Bobby Bonds for the decisive blow in

the dramatic struggle with two out in the eighth inning as 38,322

fans rained clouds of paper from the stands.

Hebner. a third baseman who in the sixth inning committed the

error that led to the only San Francisco run, thus brought the

victory to Johnson, Manager Danny Murtaugh's last-minute pit-

ching choice.

A self-proclaimed "dud"' who had posted only nine victories

during the regular season after being acquired from Kansas City,

the 28-year-old Johnson was named to start after Murtaugh's

original choice, Nelson Briles, reinjured a strained thigh while

warming up.

Johnson went out and matched Marichal pitch for pitch through

eight innings, allowing just five hits while striking out seven and

walking three.

But when Vic Davalillo hit for Johnson to start the eighth, the

score was still knotted 1-1 with Marichal having allowed just three

hits-including Bob Robertson's fourth playoff homer.

Marichal, who won 18 games for the Giants during the regular

season and pitched the pennant-clincher in NL West on the last day

of the season, struck out Davalillo and got Dave Cash on a grounder

to short. Then Hebner broke it up.

It brought quick redemption for both Johnson and Hebner.

Johnson had said prior to the opening of the playoff series that the

1971 season had been a total disappointment for him. "If you can't

win 15 here,'' he said frankly, 'You gotta be a dud. I'm proving

myself a dud."

But he wasn't a dud in this one, and neither was Hebner, although

he opened the door for the Giants' lone run in the sixth inning. Ken

Henderson opened the inning with a single for the fourth hit off

Johnson and Tito Fuentes followed with a bunt down the third-base

line.

Hebner came in quickly to field the sacrifice but threw wildly to

first and Henderson raced around to score.

The drama built later in the inning when, after Willie Mays was

thrown out attempting to bunt, Willie McCovey was walked in-

tentionally. Johnson then struck out Bonds on a 3-2 pitch but walked

Dick Sietz on a 3-2 pitch leading the bases.

The count also went to 3-2 on Alan Gallagher but Johnson reached

back and got him on a grounder to short.

The Giants threatened again in the eighth when Mays singled

with one out and stole second. Bonds then walked on a 3-2 pitch one

out later. And when the count went to 2-0 on Dietz, Coach Don

Dsborn came out to the mound for a conference.

Johnson immediately went back to work and got Dietz to hit into

a force out.

At that stage, Murtaugh obviously thought it was best to pinch hit

Johnson.
Dave Giusti then came on in the ninth and set the Giants down in

order, leaving the Pirates only one victory shy of clinching their

first National League pennant since I960.

Tonight's Intramurals
*—

™

TUG O WAR
FOOTBALL

FIELD TIME TEAMS
6 00

7 00

9 00

Twenties VS Cuties

Mushrooms VS Ducks
position west cent.

1 VS. 2

3VS 4

position south cent.

1 VS 3

3 VS 4

position river

1 VS 2

3 VS 4

position east cent.

1 VS 2

3 VS 4

6 30

7 00

APO VS PSD
TC VS LCA
KS VS PLP

BKP VS TEP

AMOROSO
The very name means love—
where else should you buy your

DIAMONL"
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

centified appraisals

Call R IC HARD AMOROSO 546-4300 anytime.

WATER BEDS
SALE

Your Choice

KINO. QUEEN. «r

DOUBLE SIZE
Y1ATTRKSS

$21.99
5 vr. guarantee

with 1" Foam
Insulating Pad

I9.M

A Head of Time

MM ollepeSt. Amhersl

Open Noon til 9

Excellent

Financial Assistance

for Student Nurses

a Representative of the U.S. Army
wi II be at the ROT C Bldq

from 4 Oct. -8 Oct. 71

No obliaation come and see lit.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
SPACES AVAILABLE

Nomination sheets may be picked up

in front of RSO, 1st level, CC.

Must be in by 5 p.m. Fri. Oct. 8
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The Computer Age

Hits UMass Football

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1971

By EARLE BARROLL
[font be surprised if in the near

future robots take the field for

the opening kickoff of a football

game. Yes, the age of the

; ;
computer has hit the gridiron

and if you need any proof just

ask Dick MacPherson and his

coaching staff what they did

over this past weekend in

Philadelphia.

Sathj OInlUsiatt

SPORTS
Don't ask them if they toured

the City of Brotherly

Love, they'll tell you "no".

Don't ask them if they saw any

daylight during their

stay. ..they'll tell you "no"
again.

But if you ask them if they

prepared for the Boston

University football game this

coming Saturday. ..they'll tell

vou "yes".

And" if you ask them if there

was a computer in-

volved. ..they'll tell you "yes"

again.

MacPherson and his staff left

for Philadelphia Saturday

morning at 7 a.m., their

mission: to scout B.U. against

Temple that night, get two rolls

of previous B.U. game films and

to break these down for com-

puter analysis.

The Redman braintrust

arrived at Treadway Inn in

Philly shortly after one and went

right to Temple to pick up roll

number one and start breaking it

down.
Later in the afternoon coaches

Pickett and Flood went to Valley

Forge to pick up roll number two

from the Citadel. When this

came back to the Inn. it too was
immediately broken down.

In the evening MacPherson
and Pickett went to scout the

| Temple-B.U game as the

Yankee Con rence allows for

only two coaches to attend a

game on a scouting mission.

After the game the coaches

grouped ag; n at the Inn and

finished the films, the game
report and h id just enough time

for a quick snack before hitting

the sack for the 6 a.m. departure

"BEEP, BEEP, BLAT"-Dick MacPherson's face shows dismay

over a recent malfunction of his all purpose football computer

cawed by a busted backfield play in B.U.'s weekend game with

Temple University.

the next morning.

Upon returning to UMass on

Sunday the film analysis was
processed through a computer

and by 7 p.m. Monday evening

the entire analysis was on

MacPherson's desk ready for

the coaches to analyze them-

selves.

Philadelphia was all work for

these men. "All our meals were

brought to our rooms, we didn't

even get to see the sun," Mac-

Pherson said on Tuesday.

Now, where does the computer

analysis of the game actually

start? Coach Pickett and Miss

Biff Ebacher initiated the

program this year. It calls for

breaking down the film, play by

play, and putting the findings on

computer cards.

The computer back at the

University has been

programmed for every possible

situation that can happen in a

football game and after the

cards are fed into the machine, it

does its thing and gives back an

unbelievable amount of in-

formation.

MacPherson had the computer

sheet on his desk when I went to

his office on Tuesday and what I

saw was enough to make the

most avid football fan choke.

Pages and pages of B.U., all

analyzed by running plays, pass

plays, fumbles, what they did on

goal line plays, what they did in

the critical zones.

Each game was separately

analyzed and then all three were
analyzed together so Mac-
Pherson would know just what

B.U. did on play number 56 in

each game or what happened in

each game on a third and six

situation

The computer even went so far

as to tell what the Terriors did

between their goal line and their

ten yard line, their ten yard line

and their twenty, etc...

So now if you happen to go to

Boston University on Saturday

or happen to be walking by the

sidelines during the next UMass
home game and hear the

coaches and players talking to

each other in something that

sounds like "beep, beep, beep",

don't be alarmed... It's only the

computer doing its thing on the

gridiron.
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Orioles Sweep
Into Series

OAKLAND ( AP)-Lanky Jim Palmer pitched the Baltimore Orioles into

the World Series for the third consecutive season yesterday beating

Oakland 5-3 on a seven-hitter with the Robinson boys, Brooks and Frank,

Time? %^°™rt
P
7his 26th birthday, completed the Orioles'

American'League championship playoff sweep for the third straight

season. He also hurled the clinchers in playoff sweeps against Minnesota

in 1969 and 1970. . .

The Orioles who have never lost a playoff game, took command when

the Robinsons started connecting against Diego Segui and four Oakland

relievers

Baltimore had nicked Segui for a run in the first but it was a cheap price

for the As to pay after the veteran right-hander loaded the bases with

none out on walks to Don Buford andBoogPowell sandwiched around a hit

by Paul Blair. Frank Robinson struck out on three pitches but Elbe

Henricks' long fly ball got the run home.

Reggie Jackson tied the score for the A s with a long home run in the

third that set off a booming display of owner Charles O. Finley's

fireworks behind the center field fence.

It was still 1-1 in the fifth when Buford opened with his second single.

Blair bounced into a force out but Powell walked. The runners advanced

on Frank Robinson's infield out, giving the Orioles men on second and

third with two out.

Here Manager Dick Williams decided to play the percentages and

ordered Segui, a right-hander, to walk the lefty-swinging Hendricks and

pitch to Brooks Robinson, who swings from the right side.

The play didn't work. Robinson ripped Segui's first pitch for a single to

center, scoring two runs and putting the Orioles in front to stay.

Sal Bando. captain of the A's narrowed the gap to one run with a sixth

inning homer that set off the Finley fireworks again.

That was too close for the Birds and they padded their lead with two

more runs in the seventh thanks to a double and some aggressive base

running by Frank Robinson.

Powell opened the inning with a walk against reliever Rollie Fingers

and then Robinson, hitless in the series so far and burdened by a 3-for-19

slump going into the game, smacked a line drive to left.

The ball landed perhaps two feet fair and banged up against the wall.

As the 240-pound Powell chugged around third base, heading for home.

Robinson rounded second. Powell slid home safely and Robinson pulled

up at third on the play at the plate.

That finished Fingers and Darold Knowles relieved for the A's. With

pinch hitter Andv Erchebarren at bat. Knowles uncorked a wild pitch that

bounced perhaps 55 feet away from catcher Gene Tenace. Robinson

broke for the plate and slid home safely with Baltimore's fifth run.

Jackson sent the fireworks man back to work again in the eighth with

another booming home run and when Mike Epstein followed with a single,

there was some hope for the A's. But Palmer got Bando to rap into a

double play and then retired Angel Mangual on a bouncer.

In the ninth. Palmer finished with a flourish, striking out Tenance.

Epstein and pinch hitter Curt Blefary to end it in a hurry. The frustration

of the A's might have been best shown by the so-what reaction to two

young fans who raced on the field with one out left and tore right back off

without stirring a guard.

The victory was the 14th straight for Baltimore. The Orioles finished

the regular season with an 11-game string of triumphs. That streak

parallels the one the Orioles took into the 1970 World Series when they

beat Cincinnati in five games to take the world championship.

Erving Scores 34

Against Gilmore
By MIX STAFF

Former UMass basketball great Julius Erving continues to amaze the

basketball world with his brilliant performances in pre-season action.

Over the weekend against the Kentucky Colonels, Big Julie scored 34

points, grabbed 16 rebounds and outplayed 7'2" Artis Gilmore and 6'9"

Dan Issel, both All-Americans and high priced draftees, in leading the

Squires to a 124-123 victory.

After the game a Kentucky sports writer was quoted as saying, "He's

(he best prospect as a rookie we've seen in a longtime."

The announcer for the Colonels was just as awed in commenting during

the game, "You have to see him to believe him."

Against Detroit on Monday night Erving scored 20 points in a 128-123

loss to the Detroit Pistons.

To date the big guy has averaged close to 30 points and 13 rebounds a

game in pre-season.

As one former sports editor of this paper put it recently, "We probably

were looking at the best collegiate basketball player in the country over

the last two years at UMass." ^^

Jabbar Suffers Eye Injury
<AP> - Kareem Jabbar,

Milwaukee's towering center who
was a pain in the neck to the

remaining teams in the National

Basketball Association last season,

now is suffering from a pain in the

eye and the Bucks hope that he

can see his way clear again and

lead them to a second straight

Varsity M
The Varsity M Club will hold its

weekly Redman Luncheon at 12:15

this afternoon at the Newman
Center. Soccer coach Jack

Berryman and cross country coach

Ken O'Brien will be the featured

speakers along with athletes from

their teams.
There will also be an updated

scouting report on the Boston

University football team by the

football staff.

As usual there will be a door

prize a ticket raffle for excellent

loot' -11 >- '
*1«

league championship.

The 7-2 Jabbar, formerly known

as Lew Alcindor, topped the league

in scoring with a 31.7 average, was
fourth in rebounds, second in field

goal percentage and an over-

whelming winner of the NBAs
Most Valuable Player Award.

His awesome performance
paced the Bucks to the Midwest

Division championship the

Western Conference title and their

first league crown, in only their

third year of existence. They
climaxed their season with a four-

game sweep over the injury-

riddled Baltimore Bullets.

En route, Milwaukee had a

record 20-game winning streak and
became the first club to shoot over

.500 from the field for an entire

season.

This season, which begins Oct.

12, the Bucks will have the same
lineup that carried them to the title

l^St SO"

*

$ *v"

ONE BLUE DAKTKR-High scoring UMass forward, Lindo Alves,

lets go with a lightening quick shot in recent UMass-B.C. game. On
Saturday the «.«»• beaten 'Hum '

[Mil

HarriersDrop
Tri-Meet

The UMass cross country

team ran into a roadblock

yesterday afternoon at Franklin

Park and dropped a tri-meet to

Harvard University and

Providence.

Doug O Connell was the top

UMass performer finishing

fourth in an extremely good field

of runners. Tom Derderian was

the second Redman across the

line in eighth place.

Harvard's Mike Koerner and

John Quirk and PC's Bill Speck

all finished in front of O'Connell.

In the freshman race, UMass'

Bill Gillin and Randy Thomas

finished second and third in a

closely contested frosh race.

For the entire story on the

race see tomorrows Collegian.

lint* ''Conn at

New England 's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather

We'll try sunny, again.
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Senates Order Fee Investigation

By DON BISHOP
After many weeks of debate and investigation, it was decided by an

unusual joint session of the Graduate and Undergraduate Student

Senates, that sufficient evidence warrants the calling in of the Office of

Emergency Preparedness. They will investigate the legality of the

University's rent and fee increases.

In other major business, backing was given to the Ad Hoc Committee of

Concern's final report to the Board of Trustees, and nominations were

made, to be submitted to the Board of Trustees, to be used in the Board's

selection of a temporary Chancellor.

Further business concluded by this joint session included the approval

of a motion which would establish a joint Ad Hoc Search Committee for

"seeking a (permanent) Chancellor for the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst.'' Also the Senates appointed 5 members to be sent to the

Board of Trustees meeting today, and they gave their support to the

National Moratorium Days on October 13 and November 6 of this year.

Professor Bruce Morris, Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee of Con-

cern, presented that Committee's special report to the Senate. This

report deals with the current budgetary and trust fund issue, and conveys

the Committee's feelings. It will be presented to the Board of Trustees at

their meeting today.

This report had earlier in the day received the support of the Faculty

Senate and it was endorsed by the combined Student Senates as expected.

In their second business the Senates nominated 4 candidates to tem-

porarily fill the post of departing Chancellor Tippo. The nominations will

be considered at todays Board meeting. The Board will make the final

appointment. The individuals nominated were administrators Randolph

Bromery and Robert Gluckstern and faculty members Franklin Pat-

terson and John Hanson.

In their final major business consideration, the Senates approved the

sending of Attorney Rowland's letter to the Office of Emergency

Preparedness. The letter asks for a full O.E.P. investigation into the

legality of the University's collection of rent and fee increases.

Mr Rowland and the Student Senate Fee Committee have been in-

vestigating the University's records of check deposits received before the

wage and price deadline of August 17.

They feel that the number of checks delivered to The Amherst National

Bank by the University before the deadline, does not represent the figure

of 10% of student enrollment which the O.E.P. has established as being

necessary for rent and fee increases to be legal under the freeze.

Therefore Rowland and the Rents Committee have decided that an in-

vestigation is in order.

Attorney Rowland has prepared the letter to O.E.P. This letter was

read before the Senates by him. and following this a motion was

presented for joint approval for the sending of the letter.

Considerable debate followed this motion, with those opposed to the

calling in of O.E.P. asking whether this action against the University

would serve any useful purpose in the long run. Some senators felt that f

the University was forced to refund the increase, the resultant deficit

would eventually hurt the student body.

Those in favor of calling in the O.E.P felt that the legality of the

University's actions must once and for all be determined. These senators

also held "that if the University was made to refund the rent and fee in-

creases, this action would force them to live on an "austerity budget and

thus serve a positive purpose.

In the final vote of 25 for. 10 against, and 2 abstentions, the motion to

approve the sending of the letter to O.E.P. was passed.

Senate President Lee Sandwen

(right) presided at the joint

meetings of the graduate and

undergraduate Student Senates

last night. The poster is part of the

Student Senate voter registration

drive led by Senator .lohn Stevens

(MIX photos by Barbara Bi ether)

OEP Letter Excerpts

Dear Mr. O'Connor:

Thank you for your responses to

my original inquiry and the in-

formation therein. In accordance

with the last paragraph of your

letter, the Student Senate has

asked for the facts and figures

from the University Ad-

ministration. Many hours of

discussion, investigation and

analysis of the records of the

University have resulted in the

enclosed publicly released

statement by the Vice Chancellor

lor Financial Affairs.

..Tui.nng then to the relevant

Exhibit C, it is at once obvious that

the University does not maintain a

record system of dating and timing

receipts of deposits for residence

hall, dining commons or Campus

Center accounts. Indeed its

records are such that recon

struction of the date or time of

receipt is impossible from

University records. Apparently,

checks received are processed

prior to being deposited at the local

bank for collection. The routine

time required to process a check is

not obvious nor has any cogent

explanation of the process been

given. At the time of the Vice

Chancellor's public presentation

the Head Cashier said that checks

were received and as received

were bundled into a vault for

safekeeping. Allegedly, the sub-

sequent processing procedure is

done on a First In First Out basis.

Accordingly, the first checks

received are the first checks to be

bank deposited. By Exhibit C we

can see that the first deposit was

made up on August 12 (deposited

August 13) and contained variously

405, 3">5 and 851 or a total of 1611

checks. No logical explanation is

offered as to why the University

cashiers with an allegedly full

vault, should have been handling

only 1245 and 1204 checks on the

next two deposit days and then

recover sufficient energy to

process 1684 checks on the

eighteenth of August. One
possibility is that the hindsight of

reconstruction with attendant

assumptions doesn't account for

the actual situation on August 12.

'6, 17, and 18 and that in fact, all

checks received were processed by

the close of the business day

subsequent to receipt.

If we take the University bank

deposit figures for the twelfth of

August as the only reliable "pre

freeze" deposit figures because the

bank's records certainly do

authenticate receipts on that date,

the following picture of deposits on

hand emerges:
For Residence Halls: 3.4% of the

students billed paid 3.4% of the

fees.

For Dining Commons: 3.6% of

the students billed paid 3.1% of the

fees.

For Campus Center: 4.2% of the

students billed paid 4.4% of the

fees.

This assumes that the Office of

Emergency Preparedness would

reasonably require a reliable

record of deposits received and in

this case would be forced to resort

to the bank records for "deposits"

of adequate quality to constitute

"confirmation".

If a more lenient view is taken,

I.e. that the University in fact

processed all checks received on

the business day subsequent to

their receipt. and again

necessarily relying upon the

bank's figures as the only

satisfactory evidence of con

firmation of deposit the following

picture emerges from the first two

bank deposits

Continued on pane 2

On The Inside

:

Faculty Senate

Passes Report
See Page Three

Rumor-News Analysis

See Page Two
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Town Accepts Apartment Plan

By CHARLESBERKOW
The town of Amherst voted last

night to accept a modified version

of a development plan submitted

by Otto Paparazzo Associates. The

action took place at a Town
Meeting held in Amherst Regional

Junior High School.

The Town voted in favor of a

proposal by Selectwoman Nancy

Eddy to commit the question of

Town approval of the Paparazzo

plan to the Amherst Planning

Board and the Amherst Board of

Appeals. The Boards are to

criticize and review the developing

Paparazzo plans, and give special

merit to proposals about half the

size of the original proposal of 2200

Paparazzo

States Case

Mr. Otto Paparazzo, speaking

for himself and his three

associates. said today "we feel that

the Amfcersi Zeaiag *—*[*
Appeals' rejection of a PUnted
Unit Residential District for

Amherst Fields has a profoundly

tagative effect on the future «f

Amherst."
We have, therefore, decided to

ask for some evidence of greater

public support from the town for

this creative kind of development.

The misrepresentations by the

press have led to great misun-

derstanding in the scope and time

span of the project. The project is

neither huge nor massive. Amherst

Fields is proposed on an in-

cremental basis of development

commenserate only with the

normal growth of the town of

Amherst for the next nine years.

At issue, is 150 initial units of

housing which have been designed

in necessary relationship to the

master planning of a much larger

area. We have been condemned on

the basis of the master plan.

Paparazzo Associates are com-

mitted to work with the town on

external and internal problems

over the many years ahead.

The value of controlled rational

planning, looking forward a

decade, for the incremental

development of a portion of the

future growth of Amherst has been

rejected in favor of scattered

developments like past un-

controlled growth

The concern of the Z.B.A. for

traffic and schools is real, yet, it is

precisely the concept of P.U.R.D.

to provide less traffic trips per day

than alternative developments.

Amherst Fields, as a residential

neighborhood with a commercial

center, would benefit the town's

tax base

We are disappointed that the

Z.B.A. has ignored the Town
Planning Board's recommendation

for a P.U.R.D. and the concepts of

land use entailed.

Our choices are narrow. The

choice on the part of the town is to

express its feelings about planning

and quality development

Superior land use and housing

are only possible when a developer

has the long term assurance of

making amenities and open space

commenserate to the permitted

size of his overall program

We are withdrawing our Articles

of rezoning from the Town Meeting

and have withdrawn our definitive

subdivision and application for ISO

units from the Town Boards.

Unless we have greater support

from the community, there is little

use in proceeding

residential units to be built on 640

acres.

The need for more housing in

Amherst, especially for moderate

and low income people, was

recognized by all who spoke at the

meeting. Town Meeting Members

noted that the population of

Amherst has increased rapidly in

the past several years, while the

amount of housing has increased

more slowly. The effect of this was

to make the supply of housing

considerably less than the demand,

thus driving up rents, and keeping

many low income families out of

Amherst.
Many who spoke mentioned that

they had visited other Paparazzo

projects, and were impressed with

them. The total planning aspect of

the Paparazzo proposal had great

appeal for the speakers at the

meeting. The plan made con-

siderations for the environmental

aspect ei the area, setting aside

30% ©f the land for open space.

"The continued growth of

Amherst is inevitable,'' said Dana

Soy4er, and the rest of those

present seemed to agree. The

major complaint of those who

spoke against the Paparazzo

proposal, though, was that it would

make Amherst grow too much.

Snyder also said that the ratio of

high to low income housing to be

built under the Paparazzo plan was

much too high.

Because they were concerned

about the rate of growth of

Amherst, the Town Meeting

members authorized the Planning

and Zoning Appeal Boards to give

special merit to plans of Paparazzo

associates which were about half

the size of the original proposal.

The meeting last night was a

continuation of the Special Town

Meeting Monday night, which was

adjourned after three and one half

hours. Article 17 was to have been

the first considered, but the

Meeting decided to consider Ar-

ticle 25, the Paparazzo question,

first. V
At the time of the CaMfgtan

deadline, the Town was discussing

various amendments to the

Amherst Zoning map. >

»•

Letter Excerpts
Continued from page one

For Residence Halls: 6.3% of the

students billed paid 6.4% of the

fees.

For Dining Commons: 6.8% of

the students billed paid 5.9% of the

fees.

For Campus Center: 7.2% of the

students billed paid 7.5% of the

fees.

Both of the foregoing types of

analysis seem to me to be

reasonable, logical and consistent

with the rigors imposed by the

freeze. It is consistent with freeze

policy, which must surely be that

to qualify for exemption a rigorous

justification is required. The
proposition advanced by the

University: that because it sees

good reason why it should have the

money, we should be required to

make a great many assumptions

favorable to that end is

philosophically and pragmatically

inconsistent with the President's

order. To accept the University

view the following assumptions are

required:

1. All checks dated August 11.

1971 were received at the

University by August 14, 1971. But

checks dated considerably in

advance of August 11 were in-

cluded in the August 19 deposit

(August 18 on Exhibit C> yet

theoretically should have been

received first. In their First in

First Out processing procedure,

the inconsistency is readily ap-

parent. The fact is the date on the

check often bears no accurately

reasonable relationship to the date

it was either actually received or

the date that the drawer of the

check intended that it be received:

Furthermore, the Uniform
Commercial Code would certainly

militate for the view that even

deposit lor collection in a bank

does not constitute payment and

hence one might take the view that

a deposit -ould only be "con-

firmed" by payment by the payor

hank, which would substantially

nullify the University position

altogether because that is about

lour business days after deposit.

If i he casnier s ottice processes

checks on a First In First Out

basis. If this were so the checks

processed should have been so at

approximately the same rate and

not vary so disproportionately day

by day. Furthermore, the last

deposit by the University should

not have included such a

statistically greater number of

checks dated on or before August

11 than the previous deposits if the

theory were borne out.

3. The University position relies

upon a reconstruction based upon

the assumption that the deposit

requirement may be viewed ex-

tremely loosely. In essence, it

amounts to being defined as "that

which I say I had in my pocket a

week ago, now that you ask,«

although I haven't any proof". I

submit that in the position we find

ourselves with the University, the

only reasonable place that we can

look for deposits "that confirm" its

position, is the bank deposits. The

bank is an independent, technically

disinterested, third party on whom
we can reasonably rely.

Your kind attention to this

matter will be greatly appreciated.

I sincerely hope that a prompt

resolution of these ver. serious

differences between the University

and its students (including,

necessarily, their parents) can be

affected, the Student Senate and

my office will be pleased to

cooperate in every way possible.

Very truly yours,

Richard M. I low land

Red Cross Offers

First Aid Courses
The Hampshire County Chapter

of the American National Red
( ross will offer courses in standard

and advanced first aid at the

Chapter House at 125 State Street,

Northampton, this fall. The
courses will be run in sequence.

Standard first aid will start

today, and will meet on Tuesday

and Thursday evenings thereafter

Meeting time will be 7:3(1 P.M. to

tt:30 P.M. The advanced course

will meet at the conclusion of the

standard course. Anyone who
already has standard and wants to

take advanced should call the Red

Cross office to find out when they

should start

News Analysis

Rumors Abound
Bv RICHARD CHANSON

There are two more as vet unconfirmed rumors that add some con-

l°^The^utl comm^ol the Board of Trustees had decided in a

breakfast meSing on Monday to recommend a new Provost in the wake

of what wTs thought to be Robert L. Gluckstern's resignation to the

^Tbelleve^hT'umors about the Acting Chancellor are true but those

about the acting provost are false," said Vice-Chancellor for Academic

A^rsRobertL Gluckstern, in a telephone interview last night.

President Wood had denied that there were plans to select a temporary

replacemen,TorV Chancellor at a press conference following his

univeS-w.de convocation speech Tuesday afternoon^

Rumors have it that the ExSve Committee of the Board met early

mSv mornTng and decided then to recommend to the fu 1 board today

to aSnTDr Bromery acting Chancellor and to appoint Dean of the

Gradate School Mortimer Appley to the position of acting Provost.

Due to the fact that Provost Gluckstern has not resigned the VVhitmore

Js.tfon there i some speculation as to whether the abrupt silencing of

Smor concert the Appley appointment was due to a f.nal realization

of this fact by some System's office personality.

oWsttSeTobserver noted thai the Appley appo.n*nent wouk
I
have

beerTsecond ,n strategic mistakes only to the Clement Haynesworthaf-

fair Faculty sources indicated that Dean Appley would not have been

popular ' a«w»ngst ttie facttky.
ll„„ tr<l

Theacnahrtmeat of Broaaery as acting CaanceJJor"^m"*!»'««"

as Sh^the f»th af least resistance here on campus **•* around

here^vould object to Bromery. who most observers feel will soon be

*teX&Z£?£SWUrM*2*t2 today's

Trustee meeting in I^nox, but it seems that President Wood and the

Board of Trustees have wasted no time in recouping from the loss of Dr.

T,

Wh°at makes for some concern is that amongst all the rumors there is

not one that indicates anyone here on campus has been consulted in

reference to the appointments of acting administrative officers. One

might also note that President Wood might have mis-understood when

asked whether there was any action being taken in order to select an

acting Chancellor.
.

. .

The indications are that today's Trustee meeting will have to be the

focus point for all of the controversy and hopefully clarification that will

ultimately spread from Chancellor Tippo's attempt to move back into the

Botanv lab.
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ASHFIELD
FALL FESTIVAL

OCT.t-11

Town Hall, Ashfield,

Rt. 116

Folk Concert
Craft Auction

Sun., 1 p.m. -on

Helping Out-This baby ac-

tually helped out at the joint

session of the Oraduate and

Undergraduate Senate meeting

last night at the Campus Center.

Daughter of Veda Boss, who
presides at the Oraduate Senate

meetings, she seemed to be

having a fun time. (MI)C photo

hv Barbara Brecher)

CRAFT FAIR
at

M'ddlefield Fair Grounds

Oct. 9, Sat.

Featuring

All day

Clean Living

All day JPa f
Nile

+
All Area Craft People Flea Market

Rides - Games - Lots of Fun

TICKETS AT M
White Light Book Store The Alley A Head of Time, wm

College

253-5394

$2.00 advance
$2.50 at gate

Faculty Senate Passes Final Report
By BOBCALLAHAN

The Faculty Senate passed the final report

of the Committee of Concern by a nearly

unanimous vote yesterday after a long

debate. They also established a joint Ad Hoc

Search Committee for seeking a new
chancellor.

Chairman of the Committee of Concern,

Bruce Morris, presented the report at the

special Faculty Senate Meeting. In opening

the discussion, Morris said that in drawing

up the report the Committee looked at what

they considered to be the welfare of the

University and it was not intended to get or

save anybody.
Speaking about the situation of the past

week, Dr. Morris stated that the Tippo affair

is the case of two strong aggressive ad-

ministrators. "The result of this is

inevitably always going to be conflict until a

line is drawn between the two ad-

ministrators." he said.

In the ensuing discussion, several

Senators made the fact known that they felt

insulted because they had never been

consulted on the issues and decisions which

have taken place.

In response to this, it was stated by

several of the faculty in attendance that "we
can't passively ask for a voice." They

recommended that the Senate take clear

action to make their voices heard.

Several Senators at the meeting requested

that the Faculty Senate call for a vote of

confidence for Chancellor Oswald Tippo

from the faculty on campus. The motion was

defeated on the grounds that the vote of

confidence wouldn't accomplish anything.

David Booth, president of the Faculty

Senate explained that the Committee which

drew up the report decided upon a joint

statement from both students and faculty

because it would carry more weight than

separate statements.

Student Senate President Lee Sandwen

added that he and the students on the

committee agreed with the purpose of the

document.

In the vote that followed, Chairman

Morris and his Committee emerged vic-

torious with 62 Senators in favor, 1 against

and 1 abstaining.

Discussion in the second part of the 90

hour meeting, centered around the motion

that the Senate establish a 16 member Ad
Hoc Search Committee for seeking a

chancellor to succeed Chancellor Tippo.

Sandwen told the group that Tippo told

him on Tuesday he would probably be

leaving office on Thursday.

The question that immediately arose was
"Will the new chancellor be proposed and

who will become the acting chancellor upon

Tippo's leave?'"

The Senate debated about whether or not

an acting chancellor should be appointed,

since the faculty has had no say in the

matter.

A motion was introduced by an uniden-

tified Senator asking the Board of Trustees

to delay the resignation of Chancello Tippo

until a search committee can make

recommendations for the position of acting

chancellor.

Opposing this motion were Dr. Seymour
Shapiro and Dr. Ludtke, a committee

member. It was felt by Shapiro that an

acting chancellor should be immediately

appointed and that a si rch committee

should be started early to choose a chan-

cellor.

Dr. Ludtke stated to the group that he

believes that the Board of Trustees are

acting wisely and he said that a temporary

chancellor might be more effective during

the search. He concluded by saying that any

appointment made in a short period of time

may be an unwise one.

The motion concerning delaying Tippo's

resignation was then defeated.

Following this action. The Senate took up

a vote to establish a Joint Ad Hoc Search

Committee which was quickly passed and

will be presented to the Trustees today along

with the Statement of the Committee of

Concern.

Text : Committee Of Concern
lEDITOR'S NOTE: The

following is the text of the special

report compiled by the Ad Hoc-

Committee of Concern in the

Faculty Senate. The Faculty

Senate Voted yesterday to present

the report to the Board of Trustees

at its meeting this afternoon in

Lenox. Seven faculty members and

two students were on the com-

mittee, which made the recom-

mendations "to lessen tension

within the university system".)

"Recent events impel the

student senates and the faculty

senate to request that the Board of

Trustees take the follow ing actions

to lessen tension within the

university system. We believe that

lack of a coherent and announced

policy on these issues is at the root

of recent difficulties, and that

immediate action is necessary.

1 That the board set forth a clear

»

( lassronm Break-This coed finds the program offered in the

manic room ot the Campus Center soothing between classes during

her husv week. See related storv elsewhere in paper.' MIX photo In

Barbara Breeder.)

Spectrum
The general interest magazine of

University of Massachusetts

We are now accepting Contributions

for the fall 1971 issue.

All contributions of fiction, non-fiction,

poetry, art, and photography can be left

at the spectum office or mailed to:

Spectrum

RSO No. 102

Campi's Ctr.

U Mass.

all contributions should be accompanied by a stamped, self-

addrrsscd envelope
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Senate

Debates

Budgets
By HUGH OWENS

The Student Senate, coming to

order later than usual last night

due to the long joint meeting of the

Graduate and Undergraduate

Senate, was bogged down in debate

over the amendments to the

Budget Act.

Kevin Kulakowski submitted to

the Senate his amendment by

substitution to Article 4, Section K

ot the Budget Act. It was finally

agreed that 8 two-thirds majority

was needed to grant money and a

two-thirds majority to reverse that

decision.

At the time the COLLEGIAN
went to press the Act as a whole

was still being debated.

Farlier in the meeting the Senate

voted favorably to appoint Nick

Apostola as Chairman of

Kxecutive Affairs. Then the

Student Sena'e, in conjunction with

the Graduate Senate, moved to

express their appreciation to

Chancellor Oswald Tippo for the

time and effort he has dedicated to

the University.

demarcation of the functions of the

central office and of the constituent

units of the university, in-

corporating the maximum possible

degree of autonomy for the units

within the general policies

developed by the Board of

Trustees.

2. That the board reaffirm the

principle, expressed at the outset

of the expansion of the university

beyond one campus, that im-

provement of the quality of

programs in the newer units not be

made at the expense of quality in

the older units.

:i. That the board clearly and

carefully describe the budgetary

process" and establish and

delineate the roles of all con-

stituent units therein.

4. That the board establish a

policy of full communication on all

major issues to all elements of the

system and that the senates and

their committees be given full

opportunity to present their views

on all important matters at all

stages of the decision-making

process

.

The senates on the campus, as

representatives of the students and

faculty, are particularly concerned

with the budgetary process, which

provides the life blood of the in

st it ut ion. The budgetary process is

one Of our immediate concerns A

ease in point is the disposition of

non-state funds

The magnitude ot these funds

and their impact on the programs

they support on the Amherst

campus make any substantial

reallocation within the system a

matter of grave concern These

funds have been critical to the

development and support oi in

novative and qualitative programs

essential to achieving excellence.

The faculty and students of the

Amherst campus strongly urge you

to enunciate clearly and un-

mistakably the principles by which

non-state funds shall be allocated,

and we urge the following for your

consideration.

Non-state funds shall be

allocated to that campus
responsible for generating the

funds, or for which gifts or grants

of funds were clearly intended. We
believe that Chancellor Tippo's six

((;> points are totally consistent

with this concept, outlined in his

memo of .July 2<> to President

Wood.
Changes in allocations shall be

made with sufficient advance
notice so that necessary changes in

the programs which they support

can be made in an orderly manner.

and in consideration of the quality

and priority of University

programs
Before adopting major changes

in the allocation process, there

shall be full consultation with all

elements within the system, in

eluding the faculty and student

senates.

In President Wood's presen-

tation to our committee, he stated

that his philosophy is that in times

ot crisis when in doubt, involve

more people, when in doubt give

out more information.'' We agree

with this concept except that it

should be applied before B crisis

developes. To tins end it is urged

that the administrations and

senates explore ways and means ol

improving communication and

consultation on all major issues
."
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Bausch&Lomb
American Optical Ray-Ban

Always Available at

don coll
Amherst's First Optician

56 Main St. Tel. 253-700? Amherst

If it has to do with hair,

( men's or women's) Adam
and his staff will do it

perfectly.

The Chopping Block is

located at 26 Main St.

Amherst, second floor.

Open 9: 00 a.m. to 7: 30

p.m. Mondays thru

Fridays; 9 to 5 Saturdays.

For appointment call 253

9293 or 253 9271.

Adam and his staff are available evenings for free

hair care classes and demonstrations for any men s or

women's groups.

ajnw©o

L I r<s ^^ » iM
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon Orders

Temporary

Strike End
WASHINGTON (AP) Acting

on President Nixon's orders.

Justice Department lawyers
Wednesday night sought court

decrees ending at least tem-
porarily the 98-day West Coast

longshoremen's strike.

Similar requests for a court

order to end the shorter dock

workers' dispute in Chicago were
expected to be filed later in the

evening.

A U.S. District Court Judge in

San Francisco was asked to order

an immediate end to the West

Coast walkout and send the 15,000

striking men back to work for an

80-day cooling-off period provided

by the Taft-Hartley Law.

In the San Francisco suit, the

administration raised the

possibility of the permanent loss of

U.S. export revenue because of the

strike.

In an affidavit signed by

Agriculture Secretary Clifford M.

Hardin, the government said

Japan, for one, is questioning the

dependability of the United States

as a supplier of agricultural

commodities.
"In recent bilateral discussions

with the Japanese, we learned that

they are sending missions to other

supply countires of the world to

urge that they increase their

output especially of grains so as to

reduce Japan's dependence on the

United States," the affidavit

st at i'd.

While ordering court action on

the West Coast and Chicago dock

strikes, President Nixon refrained

from invoking the Taft-Hartley

Law against a six-day-old strike of

45,000 dock workers on Fast Coast

and Cull Coast ports. Instead, he

sent lederal officials to New York
in an urgent effort to get

negotiations off dead center.

Court papers prepared for both

suits echoed Nixon's assertion

when he ordered the actions earlier

Wednesday that the strikes, "if

permitted to continue, will imperil

the national health and safety."

Both suits ask the courts to

require the unions and the com-

panies they are striking to attempt

to resolve their differences through

good-faith collective bargaining

during the 80-day cooling-off

period.

Named in the West Coast suit

were the International

Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union, the In-

ternational Association of

Machinists and Aerospace
Workers, AFL-CIO and 31 com-

panies with whom they had con-

tracts.

The Chicago suit named the

International Longshoremen's
Association, AFL-CIO; and the six

firms against whom it is striking.

The strike has shut down nine of 11

grain elevators in the port of

Chicago, the suit said.

House Approves Tax Cut
WASHINGTON (AP) - Without even calling the

roll, the House passed Wednesday a bill to cut

business and individual taxes $15.4 billion over the

next three years.

It was a victory for President Nixon. Even
though the measure was modified to give in-

dividuals more and business less than he

recommended, it remains a key part of his new

economic program.
It was a defeat for powerful segments of

organized labor. Union chiefs had staged a last-

minute blitz against the measure, contending it

still is a bonanza for business.

All individual taxpayers would benefit at least a

little under the measure. Those at the poverty

level and for some distance above it would receive

significant tax cuts. Automobile buyers would

save an average of $200 on new cars purchased.

Business would get a tax subsidy on new

equipment purchased. This incentive to stimulate

orders and employment and to make U.S. plants

more competitive is a major administration ob-

jective.

Hoping to speed the measure to enactment by

early November, the Senate Finance Committee

opens hearings Thursday. However, strenuous

efforts to reshape the tax relief are expected on

the Senate floor.

Some of the effects the bill would have on in-

dividuals:

By next year, individuals with no more than

$2,050 income or families or four with no more

than $4,:*00 would have no income tax to pay.

A typical individual earning $3,500 would save

$24 on this year's tax. $59 on next year's $51 on 1973

earnings. If he earned $15,000. his savings would

be $7 this year, $13 next year, none thereafter.

A married couple with no dependents earning

$7,500 would save $24 this year, $(57 next year, $33

in 1973. But such a couple earning $15,000 would

save $7, $13, and nothing in corresponding years.

For a family of four at $7,500 income the savings

would be $29* $77, and $30.

For such a family at $15,000. the savings would

be $22, $44, and nothing, and at $25,000 they would

be $28, $56 and nothing.

A speedup of increased personal exemption,

already to be staged in under present law, ac-

counts for the bulge of savings in 1972.

According to over-all estimates, individual

income taxes would be cut by about $2 billion this

year. $5 billion in 1972 and $2.7 billion in 1973.

Business would have a slight tax increase this

vear -$350 million, but reductions of $2.75 billion in

1972, $3.27 billion in 1973 and more later.

For individuals, the bill would increase the

personal exemption from $050 to $675 this year,

and provide that a further increase to $750 take

effect Jan. 1, instead of a year later.

The minimum standard deduction that helps

low income persons would be slightly increased

this year by elimination of a phase-in provision,

and would be raised next year from $1,000 to

$1,300. The bill also would speed up to 1972 the 15

per cent standard deduction that would not, under

present law. apply until 1973.

The 7 per cent excise tax on automobiles would

be repealed, retroactively to Aug. 16. 1971. and the

10 per cent tax on trucks up to 10.000 pounds would
be repealed effective Sept. 23. 1971

News

In Brief
Clean Air

WASHINGTON (AP) The
Fnvironmental Protection Agency
requested legal action Wednesday
;igainst Ford Motor Co.. accusing

the company of violating the Clean

Air Act by shipping new cars to

dealers before the cars received

anti-pollution clearance.

Kehoio Land Deals

GARDEN CITY. NY. (AP)

President Nixon's close friend.

Charles "Bebe" Kebozo. received

favored treatment in the sale of

Florida land to the lederal

government in 19(59, the Long

Island newspaper Newsday said

Wednesday.
In one case, the newspaper said.

Kebozo got a price closer to the

appraised value than other sellers

got for similar land.

Police Recover Verateer

BRUSSELS i AI'i Police

recovered a stolen masterpiece by

the 17th century Flemish painter

Jan Vermeer on Wednesday from

the back room of a restaurant

where a self-styled Kobin Hood

was accused of holding it for $4

million ransom.
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Senate Approves Military Spending Bill

WASHINGTON (AP) -^ The
Senate voted overwhelmingly
Wednesday to authorize $21 billion

for military weapons and research

by passing a bill that calls also for

total U.S. withdrawal from In-

dochina within six months.

Passage of the big arms bill by

an 82-4 vote came after the Senate

blocked an effort to force a new
presidential election in South

Vietnam and set the stage for an

effort to override President

Nixon's delay of a federal pay

raise.

The arms bill, already passed by

the House in a slightly different

form, goes back to that body before

going to conference for resolution

of the differences.

The nay votes were cast by four

Democratic senators, J. W.
Fulbright. Ark., Mike Mansfield,

Montana, Gaylord Nelson,

Wisconsin, and Mike Gravel,

Alaska.

Farlier in the day the Senate

rejected (50 to 25 an amendment by

Sen. Joseph M. Montoya, D-N.M.,

threatening South Vietname with

total U.S. withdrawal by Feb. 3

unless new presidential elections

are held there.

The bill had been under debate

for less than three weeks, the

shortest time the arms measure

has taken to pass the Senate since

before Pentagon critics began

mobilizing against it in 1969

By a vote of 60 to 25, the Senate

rejected the amendment by Sen.

Joseph M. Montoya, D-N.M.. to

shorten the six-month deadline for

U.S. withdrawal voted earlier if

South Vietnamese President

Nguyen Van Thieu tails to call a

new election Feb. 3.

Montoya accused the United

States of partial responsibility for

Thieu' S uncontested re-election

last Sunday, asserting that "In the

name of political expediency,
America has openly assisted South

Vietnam's President Thieu in

stifling democracy."
Then, on a 44-38 tally, it rejected

a move by Sen. J. W Fulbright. D-

Ark. to block a provision in the bill

that would break the United
Nations embargo on trade with

Khodesia and permit IS. imports

of strategically important chrome
ore.

The Nixon administration had
backed Fulbnght's effort, in-

dicating through Senate leaders it

wouldn't use the authority anyway
Once more, the military

procurement measure, which
authorizes projects for which
actual money will be voted in a

later appropriations bill, survived

the Senate with all major weapons
systems getting authorizations
approved by the usually pro-

Pentagon Armed Services Com
mittee.

Two floor amendments.

however, promise to cause major

difficulties when the bills ^oes to

conference with the House.

One is an amendment by

Democratic Leader Mike Man-

sfield of Montana calling for total

U.S. withdrawal from Indochina in

six months, provided American
prisoners are freed.

The second amendment headed

lor troubles is a proposal by Sen

Cordon Allott. R Colo., to add $3K1

million in additional military pay

increases tor the lower enlisted

grades to the $2.4 billion pay raise

already enacted in the draft ex-

tension act.

Also, Federal Pay Raises Jan. 1

WASHINGTON (AP)-A 60-27 Senate vote Wed-
nesday threatened to deal President Nixon a setback

in his effort to fight inflation by delaying a federal pay

raise for six months.

It wrote into a military-procurement bill an amend-
ment under which government employes could get a

pay raise on Jan. 1 despite Nixon's order delaying the

congressionally approved boost until July 1.

However, the amendment provides that any federal

raise could not exceed the general average of pay

increases permitted for private employes under

Phase II of the President's new economic program
A M-day wage-price freeze ordered by Nixon last

August expires on Nov. 13. The President is to an-

nounce Thursday night the type of wage-price

restraints to go into effect after that.

Sens Charles McC. Mathias, R-Md . and Frank E.

Moss. D-Utah. sponsors of the amendment adopted by

the Senate, interpreted its effect differently.

Moss, author of the language finally approved, said

it would prove meaningless unless the Senate follows

though with a vote Thursday vetoing Nixon's post-

ponement of the scheduled pay raise.

But Mathias said that if the amendment is accepted

by the House, it will prevail over the President s

executive order regardless of whether the Senate

votes to disapprove the order

The House already has upheld Nixon's order,

defeating by a 207-174 vote on Monday a resolution to

disapprove it

The Senate has until midnight Thursday to act on a

similar resolution that was reported out of its Post

Office and Civil Service Committee earlier Wed-
nesday by a 5-3 vote The presidential order takes

effect automatically at the midnight deadline unless

one chamber of Congress act to block it before then.

SOMETHING TO TRADE

SOMETHING TO SELL

IMPORIUM
MAIN ST. AMHERST

for the best in new, used and antique clothing

TONITE AT

tee mmn
THE

COLORADO ODYSSEY
9: 30 til close tonight (Thursday)

School

Lunch Plan

Liberalized

WASHINGTON (AP) -Under
congressional pressure, the Nixon

administration upgraded Wed-
nesday its school lunch plan for

needy school children this year will

be an average minimum of 45 cents

a serving, a 10-cent boost from a 35-

cent plan announced in August.

Officials said the liberalized plan

will add $135 million to the school

lunch program, raising 1971-72

expenditures to $750 million. Last

year the total cost was $536 million.

The Senate voted last week to

seek a 46-cent minimum package,

with the extra penny going toward

all school lunches. The 10-cent

increase by the Agriculture

Department all goes to the needy-

child program, the same as sought

by the Senate.

But Asst. Secretary of

Agriculture Richard Lyng told a

news conference the aid this year

will go only toward helping

children from families having

incomes at or below federal

poverty guideline-an annual in-

come of $3,940 for a family of four.

Previously, the department has

allowed school lunch money for

needy children as long as they

were from families certified as

eligible from state and local

authorities.

Lyng, under questioning, had no

estimate on how much the new rule

might save the government. He
said, however, about 8 percent of

the 7.3 million needy children

served last school year were from

families with incomes higher than

federal cutoffs

Lyng said the liberalized

program is expected to reach a

peak of » million needy children

this school year.

Lyng said there is nothing in the

new rule to prevent communities
from paying themselves for meals
to help children from higher-

income families.

Caldor Mini Photo Jamboree
Demonstrations and Special Sales!

Meet Barry Korb, Factory Demonstration Representative

Friday 5 P.M. to 10 P.M. Sat. 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Famous Minolta SRI 101

35mm Camera - *«*-****

Caldor
Priced!

t
' 7 Ifh-. < (Is meter behind the

lens l/i *»«»<> second shutler 2 year
guarantee
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Electronic Flash
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grammed shutter !<>i best results

Another faelorv demonstration spe-
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Minolta Aulo-Pak #550 °SSf 29.77
Only 24 Cameras

Meet Len Pressman, Faelorv Demonstration Representative

Friday 5 P.M. to 10 P.M. Sat. 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Top Brand Villoma lie Lenses for
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ATTENTION
UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS

STUDENT SPECIAL!
Bring this Ad with your I.I). Card ami you will receive a valuable certificate

that will entitle you to an additional *1 OFFour regular low prices,on your

ii«'Xt roll of kodak or (»AF 35mm color slide, color prints, color movies or

B/W film left for processing.

This coupon may be exchanged for one certificate only.

Processing by famous Berkey computerized labs.
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Torrington, Conn. Thurs Oct. 7 #6584
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Crookless Squash Creator

Works On One Foot Cabbage

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

\VASHINGTON. -INTIMII)ATED' -C BS President Frank Stanton

tells a Senate subcommittee today that Federal Communications

Commission investigations of broadcasting media are intimidating

news operations. The senators are looking into freedom of the press.

Coalition Meeting

To Plan Moratorium
The Coalition tor Peace and Justice is planning a Moratorium on Oc-

tober 13, which marks the beginning of a nationwide "Fall Offensive"

designed to emphasize and act upon the problems of oppression, racism,

and poverty here at home, and continuing American militarism abroad,

particularlv in Southeast Asia.

The Coalition, composed of a wide range of area groups including the

People's Community Cnion. University Draft Counseling. PULP, the

Amherst Voter Registration Coalition, the Committee on Poverty,

Welfare Rights" Mothers, Young Workers' Liberation League, CLC,

People's Peace Treaty, and the United Christian Foundation, will sponsor

a series of events for the moratorium.

Workshops are being planned which will deal with such topics as

racism and repression in the courts and prisons, the draft, poverty and

in addition, students and faculty will be encouraged to promote

discussion of these issues in the classroom, in observance of the

moratorium. A mass meeting will conclude the day's activities, featuring

a host of speakers.

The Coalition urges people to attend an open meeting to be held tonight

at <» P.M. in room 803 of the Campus Center to assist in planning

workshops publicizing the moratorium in the area, and in their

classrooms Representatives from groups that are not already involved

but wish to participate are also invited. Those interested, but unable to

attend, may call 545-2861 for information

The people who developed the

crookless squash are now working

on a one-foot cabbage.

The crookless squash is the

famed Waltham Butternut, which

won the all-American Selection

award when it was introduced in

1970. It is now being grown all over

the country and as far away as

Australia and New Zealand. It has

no crook, more meat, better flavor

and color, and gives growers an

average of 28 per cent more

marketable squash.

The name one-foot cabbage has

nothing to do with locomotion. This

is a new variety being bred to grow

in one square foot of space. The

typical field cabbage spreads out

and needs a square yard of

growing space. The new Waltham

variety is smaller and grows up

rather than out. It takes less space

and fits better into the beds market

gardeners now use.

Both are examples of research at

the Waltham Suburban Ex-

periment Station of UMass, for-

merly called the Waltham Field

Station. The crookless squash and

the one-foot cabbage are the work

of Professor Robert K. Young, who
this year completed four decades

at Waltham. His work in selective

plant breeding has produced over

40 improved varieties of

vegetables and has made the name
Waltham known wherever
vegetables are grown in this

country.

The Waltham mildew-resistant

hybrid tomato, for example, helps

keep Bay State greenhouse tomato
growers competitive with those in

the rest of the country. Waltham 29

broccoli has been the most im-

portant variety of freezing broccoli

Art Show Set

In No. Shore
The North Shore Art Association

will sponsor an all day art exhibit

on Oct. 16 at the North Shore Art

Center in Peabody, Mass. The

exhibit will be followed by an

auction at 7 p.m.

Proceeds will be used to buy art

supplies for occupational therapy

at Oanvers State Hospital. The

state budget provides no money for

these supplies.

For further information, call Bob
Nicholas. 319 Webster at 545-7111.

Any donations would be ap-

preciated.

in the country for the past 15 years

and the Waltham high color carrot

is increasing in use nationally

faster than any other carrot

variety in the country. In tact it has

made" possible the 10,000 acre

Florida carrot industry.

•In plant breeding you pick a

characteristic you are looking tor

out of a certain variety and start

working with it, no matter how

many other characteristics you

have to get rid of." Young ex-

plained. "If it's got one good

characteristic you can get rid ot

the others by crossing it back as

long as vou need to."

The Waltham Butternut, tor

example, is a cross between an

African squash and a New Hamp-

shire butternut, the latter being a

cross between a butternut and a

Korean squash. "I got there by a

back door approach," Young

explained. First he got a squash

that was crookless but that lacked

flavor and color. Then he carefully

bred the flavor and color back in.

save this Ad

The whole process took 14 years.

Professor Young is now joing

with other researchers at Waltham
in a new selective breeding ap-

plication- developing varieties

that resist air pollution damage.

"At the present time it is almost

impossible to grow greenhouse

tomatoes in eastern Massachusetts

without seeing air pollution

damage," explained Dr. J. A.

Naegele. Waltham's director. "We
are starting now to develop

varieties that will be resistant to

this and develop new genetic

stocks that will have a higher

threshold of response to air

pollution than our current plants

do."
Air pollution damage has been

reported on spinach grown on Cape
Cod. Squash, cucumbers, pum-
pkins and similar plants are also

susceptible to air pollution effects.

"If we are going to continue to

grow these we will have to develop

resistant varieties," Naegele said.

*̂*
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STUDENTS-FACULTY
Before you spend your hard earned

dollars call Discount Sales for unhearded

of savings on:

- Panasonic TV, Radios — Stereo Components
- Color — B — W Television by RCA, Emerson,

Panasonic
- Brand name Watches, Luggage — Shavers
- Diamonds of certified quality — Wedding Bands
- Small Electric Appliances, — Vacuum Cleaners
- Quality Brand name Mattresses — Box springs

- Any size refrigerator, 3 ft. or 24 ft. refr.-freez.

- RCA Console Stereo

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
call

DISCOUNT SALES
Mon. thru Thursday

6:30 p.m. -12:00 a.m.

549-3930 +

Vehicle Inspection

Ends October 13

Registrar of Motor Vehicles

David J Lucey issued an advance

reminder to drivers that

Massachusetts Compulsory Motor

Vehicle Inspection ends October

15.

Official inspection includes:

brakes, lights, registration plates,

horn, tires, windshield, windshield

wipers, steering system and ball

joints, muffler and exhaust

system, bumpers, fenders and

external sheet metal, safety chains

panels.

Repairs needed in any of these

areas will be a cause for rejection.

Succulent Platters
At

Lip Smacking Prices

WATER BEDS
SALE

Your Choice

KINfi.Ql'EFN.or
DOUBLE SIZE
MATTRESS

-

R vr. guarantee $24.99

with 1" Foam
Insulating Pad

I29.BR

A Head of Time
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'Midnight I

us OfMcDowell

9 9

B\ STEPHEN FINE
"I'm not going to talk about the end of the world,"

McDowell explained, "I'm here to discuss my own

personal views of what all of us are concerned with in

our generation: fear."

Josh McDowell lectured last night in the Campus

( enter Auditorium on "Midnight in History.'' The talk

sponsored by the Campus Crusade for Christ centered

around indications of Christ's second coming.

Primarily he talked about the relevancy of the

prophecies' in the bible to today. "I've spent 1,000

research hours to bring a capsule of prophecies

written in the bible 2,000 years ago." He then went on

lo list :S0 biblical clues, which he supported with

present day factual events. Each backed his view of

Christ's second coming.

"I believe in a 7 year countdown to the greatest

event the world has ever seen," he explained. This

countdown he said centers around man coming close

to self-destruction. This self-destruction center;

around the Middle East area, particularly Israel.

This seven year countdown," McDowell main-

tained, "was predicted by Jesus. He said the world

will suffer birth pains like woman in pregnancy. The

key is the intense activity happening in the world."

He then listed the 30 predictions in the bible which

were coming true today. "The first clue was May 15,

1948 the birth of Israel." He said, "The second clue

will be it will become a burden to both friend and foe.'

Each statement was supported by maps, figures,

quotations and facts.

McDowell pointed out that man knew more about

destruction than living and creating. He quoted David

Lawrence of U.S. News and World Report who said,

"We know more about war than peace, more about

killing than living."

McDowell has spoken on more than 400 campuses in

•55 countries. He recently returned from two years

among students in Latin America. He will hold a rally

by the Campus pond on "Basic Errors of

Revolutionary Movements" and at night he will

discuss, "Sex and the Single Person".

Josh McDowell makes a

point in his lecture on

"Midnight in History." He
cites passages in the Bible to

support his views on the

second coining of Christ.

<MIH photo by Hinckley.)

Changes In Radio,

TV Regulations

Proposed

NEW YORK <AP>—Clay T.

Whitehead, President Nixon's

director of the Office of Tele-

communications Policy, proposed

Wednesday a sweeping revision of

the laws regulating radio and

television.

He proposed new regulations to

end the chaos developing over

access to television time and

license renewals, and suggested

that commercial radio be removed

from some regulations.

In a speech before the In-

ternational Radio & Television

Society, Whitehead proposed:

—The elimination of the Fair-

ness Doctrine and enactment by

Congress of a statutory right of

access.

—That license renewal process

be changed to get the government

out of programming.
—That the Federal Com-

munications Commission
recognize radio as a completely

different medium from television

and begin to remove it from

regulation.

Whitehead said the framework of

relationships between broad-

casting, the government, and the

public must be revised or it will

result in continued chaos over

renewing licenses and the fight

over access to air time.

He warned, "The Fairness

Doctrine and other access

mechanisms are also getting out of

hand, it is a quagmire of govern-

ment program control and once we

get into it we can only sink deeper

The courts are on the way to

making the broadcaster a

government agent."

He said the courts are making

the First Amendment "whatever

the FCC decides it is."

Turnout Delays SES Co-op

nrp«pnt sfs director The turnout was disappointing and somewhat surprising tocnean
P
He said that manj^ sludentsZd previously expressed interest in the idea of turning the now privately owned

nr0nni7ation into a student-run organization, for student benefit.

A^The mentledtat although some people resent the idea of the organization run by one or two in-

dividuals, they apparently did not make themselves present to help form the cooperative.

One idea that was discussed in book from another student, he could easily be located.

would receive a computer print-out
depth was a computerized book

system which could possibly be

implemented beginning next

semester. Under this system,

which Cheah said was very

feasible from a technological

standpoint, students would be able

to register any books they wanted

to sell for about fifty cents.

As part of the service, when a

student wanted to buy any specific

locating all copies of the book on

campus. Then the student could

easily purchase the book from

anyone on the list.

According to Cheah, this system

should save each student anywhere

from 20%-40% on books, as all

middle men would be eliminated,

books wouldn't always have to

bought new, and virtually any book

tually, this sytem could be ex-

tended to encompass all five

colleges in the area, he added.

Another meeting will be held

next Wednesday night to further

clarify whether there exists

enough interest on campus to make
the cooperative a success, and if

there does, to begin the

organizational work.

Eskimo Lay Claim To Alaska N. Slope

WASHINGTON (AP)-Alaskan

Eskimos have laid claim to the

entire Tti.OOO-square-mile North

Slope of their state, including

413,000 acres of oil field already

leased to private companies by the

state government for almost $1

billion.

In a suit filed here Tuesday, the

Arctic Slope Native Association

asked the U.S. District Court to

invalidate the state government's

claim to North Slope land and the

Interior Department's approval of

the state land selection there.

"All leases, sales, conditional

In Henderson Trial

Witness Not Allowed

To Make Identification

FT MEADE MD. (AP)—A military judge ruled Wednesday that a key

prosecution witness will not be permitted to make a courtroom iden-

tification of Col. Oran K. Henderson as the officer to whom he gave an

evewitness account of the My Lai massacre.
y
The judge at Henderson's court-martial. Col. Pete S. Wondolowsky^

upheld a defense contention that the witness' identification was tainted

and prejudiced by photos of Henderson the government showed him.

The witness, former Spec. 4 Lawrence M. Colburn, was among aviators

who brought back from the My Lai operation reports about civilians

^SSSAGtaTSl. the co.o„e, Hed to a Pentagon

inquirv Feb 17, 1970. when he said he was positive he had not received

accounts of the massacre from either Colburn or Capt. Jerry R.

Culverhouse. a helicopter pilot.

Culverhouse testified last month but was unable to identify Henderson

as the officer to whom he related his story of My Lai on March 18, 1MB,

two davs after the massacre.

Appearing outside the presence of the jury Sept. 20. Colburn, a

helicopter door gunner on the operation, identified Henderson as the man

he reported to at a combat fire base March 18.

Defense lawyers contended the only reason Colburn was able to

remember Henderson was because of promptings from photos shown him

by the government during proceedings leading up to Henderson s My Lai

"°Ea
r

rher Wednesday, an Army prosecutor charged that Henderson

concealed the massacre at My Lai because a proper investigation and

report would have revealed "the failures of his command.

Henderson is charged with willfully conducting a faulty inquiry with

not informing higher-ups about actual or suspected war crimes and with

subsequently lying twice to a Pentagon investigation.

leases and conditional sales made
under the authority of such ten-

tative approvals are invalid," the

suit said.

In addition to the $912 million oil

companies paid the state for their

North Slope leases, the companies

have invested millions more in

exploration and initial develop-

ment.
Furthermore, a group of seven

oil companies in partnership as the

Alaska Pipeline Service Co. has

been seeking Interior Department

permission to build an 800-mile

pipeline across Alaska at a cost of

$2.5 billion to help bring North

Slope oil to market.

If the Eskimos' claim to the land

is upheld in court, the Alaska state

government also would be

jeopardized, for its annual budget

now relies heavily on the money it

received for the oil leases and its

future plans anticipate rich

royalties from North Slope

production.

Alaska Gov. William A. Egan

said Wednesday "there is no

question in the state's mind that

tentatively approved land is

legally tantamount to final ap-

proval.

McDowell mentions events

in the Middle East as events

leading to the near self-

destruction of man. He claims

that modern man "knows

more about destruction than

living and creation". (MDC
photo by llinckley>

Troops Clash

Along Irish

Border
BELFAST (AP)-British troop:

and Irish guerrillas fought a gui

battle across the border betweei

the Irish republic and the strife

torn province of Northern lrelan*

early Thursday, militar;

headquarters said.

The gunfight broke out when ;

British infantry patrol spotted tw

men placing a package-late

discovered to be a gelatine-base<

explosive-behind a customs post ii

Northern Ireland.

When challenged, the two ran fo

the border, the British arm
reported, at Middletown in Count

Armagh. The British troops chase

them, were fired on from th

republic and returned the fire,

spokesman said.

He reported no casualties.

However, in Belfast, a detectiv

sergeant and a civilian were sh<

and seriously wounded by tw

guerrilla gunmen who police sa>

attacked them.
The men were walking along I

city street when their attacker

opened fire from behind,

spokesman said. The officer w?

hit in the back and the civilian

the stomach as he turned aroun.

he added. The gunmen escaped L

car.

Belfast was rocked by 10 r
plosions within 10 minutes We-

nesday night The British am
said there were no know

casualties.

BUY DIRECT
AND SAVE!!

Why run all over town looking for pants, corduroys, or

blue jeans when we have the areas largest and most

complete selections - all at the lowest prices around.

And we're just up the street...

the closest thing to you is

WEARHOUSE Open Fri.

( wear-else?) till 9

THE IMPORT SHOP
Dresses from India

Wa 11 Fu rn ish ing 's

Pipes and Incense

Wall Hangings and Bedspreads

64 Green St. Northampton
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Off The Record
The absence of solid, quotable materials has plagued

reporters ever since news leaked to the Springfield Union

last Friday afternoon, bringing attention to Chancellor

Tippo's resignation.

Clearly Dr Tippo never intended to let the news

snowball on a sometimes misleading and erroneous path

as newspapers speculated and guessed what was really

behind the sudden departure of most of UMass- Amherst s

top administrators. Nor does it seem possible that

President Wood wanted to give imprecise figures and data

Tuesday in his convocation speech, which one

knowledgable observer noted "could not be traced back to

re

Both Wood and Tippo have placed a great deal of per-

sonal emphasis on the figures and amounts of money in-

volved in the financial end of the conflict-Wood playing

down and Tippo pointing out its importance in services lost

at the Amherst Campus.
President Wood has emphasized that what he is em-

barking upon is the building of a strong system where the

needs of each campus will be taken care of by effective

budgeting. In his zeal to get established he has tried to

explnd his offices after the Governor chopped^out ap-

propriations for such an expansion from the budget, by

taking the necessary funds from the Amherst campus

President Wood might have been well advised to expand

his offices only when the Governor and the legislature saw

fit to expand his offices. One campus would not have been

hurt in an effort to help the whole.

By operating the way he has, President Wood will end up

fighting with instead of for the individual campuses

More thought should be given by the Trustees to limiting

the growth of the President's office to a rate which is

supported by legislative appropriations. The Trustees

might also be well advised to maintain the concerned and

active posture they have always shown in the overall

running of the University, particularly in these uncertain

times of change.

Reprinted from the Greenfield Recorder, 10/6/71

ByALVINF.OICKLE
AMHKRST While it might be stretching it to say

Chancellor Oswald Tippo's resignation is last

becoming a "non-issue
1

at the University of

Massachusetts campus, it appears that the campus

community is fast losing interest.

\ generally silent audience oi about 800 sal tor

nearly an hour Tuesday and heard UMass Pres^

Robert C. Wood read a seven-page explanation ot

•systems financing" , the issue over which the popular

Dr Tippo submitted his resignation last r nday.

Tippo a UMass graduate who had been provost

prior to his appointment as campus head 19 months

ago. resigned effective Sept. 1. 1972. or sooner if

trustees wish. . .„

Dr Wood sounded yesterday like a man who will

wish it for sooner. Asked at a post-convocation news

conference if he had plans to name an acting chan-

cellor. Wood said. "I have no plans for such action

before the trustees' meeting."

Trustees will meet at Lenox Thursday to act on Dr.

Tippo's resignation. In his letter, he asked for a

semester's sabbatical leave and to resume his

teaching of botany. He has tenure.

Wood, according to strong rumor around the

campus, will ask the trustees to accept Tippo s

resignation immediately and to permit him to name

an acting chancellor. He told the student-faculty

gathering vesterday he expects a committee including

students will search for a new campus head.

THE TUESDAY GATHERING in the Student Union

Ballroom listened without reaction to most of the

Wood speech and the half-dozen questions. One

questioner suggested Dr. Wood could "give us

assurance" if he would define where the president s

policy making activity ends and the chancellor s

operations authority begin.

Dr Wood, smiling and his voice calm, stuck pretty

much to an explanation of how funding works. Dr.

TiDDO is reportedly upset because some funds he

believes belong on the Amherst campus are being

allocated to the Boston and Worcester campuses.

While Wood did not deny this, he said UMass-

\mherst is getting "its fair share". In response to a

auestion about agricultural funds, for example, he

pointed out that Extension Service work is much

heavier in the urban areas of Boston than it is in the

rural Western Massachusetts areas.

Reporters from several newspapers, radio and

television stations gathered for a 20-minute news

conference at which Dr. Wood went over much of the

same material in more detail. He had met Monday

with faculty committees and deans to discuss the

issues

CHANCELLOR TIPPO, meanwhile, was keeping

his pledge to stay out of it all. He has been talking with

the editor-in-chief of the Collegian, the campus daily

newspaper and has been quoted as dispensing his

usual good humor: "I've been househunting" (he

occupies a state-owned building) and "I may grow a

moustache". He is trying to make clear that he leaves

without grudges and looks forward to returning to the

C

There has been no open action on the campus to get

the chancellor to change his mind about resigning, as

there was in 1969 when, as provost, he threatened to

quit.

It appears that the campus community recognizes

that Tippo's resignation is, as Wood and others have at

least indirectly described it, one of the adjustments

necessary toward building a system of campuses

under the one university.

Tippo indicated that he is just plain too tired, after

30 years as an administrator, to take on the fight he

considers necessary to maintain Amherst's position

as No. 1 in the university system.

(Editor's Note-Alvin Oickle is managing editor of the

Greenfield Recorder and is the technical advisor of

the Daily Collegian).

A Little Bit Of Everything

By NATHAN GORENSTEIN
At about three the weather

started to build up. The clouds

lowered down over the campus,

seemingly caught between the

mountains that surround our

valley; building up in thick ruffles,

sweeping over Southwest to the

north, massive, glowing red in

parts from the sun still shining

above them, rolling, tumbling.

The wind picked up, leaves flying

wildlv. hair blinding people as they

walked on to nowhere. The tem-

perature dropped as the sky

darkened. Students stopped and

looked, gazing up, feeling the wind

against them. It was weather to

make you want to smile and laugh

quietly to yourself, weather that

made you want to see where that

wind came from. Then the rain.

Large drops, briefly - A prelude to

the evening.

The sky cleared soon as the

campus went to dinner, cool with a

clear bright sky. In Southwest a

band started playing outside of

where the Little Hatch used to be.

A crowd gathered slowly as people

finished supper. The sun started to

set, lighting the sunbursts on the

side of the Commons. Soon they

were dancing, happy, perhaps,

looking for and finding a release.

The music wasn't that good. You

could say it didn't matter, but who
can help but wonder if we are so

desperate that we can be pleased

easily.

It was a good fall day, the best so

far this year.
*****

This is a strange campus. | If you

don't know it already. The fresh-

men look young as hell. For the

first few weeks you could pick

them out of any crowd. They'll all

be going home this weekend,

without having had haircuts for six

weeks and will probably be greeted

by their mothers with some
variation of "Oh! John, Mike.

Fred, Dave, etc
"

The juke box in the Hatch

became Spanish modern at a

nickel extra per play (was that

after the price freeze?)

Someone waved and said hello

and a friend commented, "If

someone you don't know says hello

to you here you think it's a

mistake." Even the dope seems

bad this year.
*****

I met a person this summer, in

the middle of the Californian

desert, waiting for a ride. We had

gotten dropped off in Ludlow by

three kids jumping bail until they

ran out of gas. ( Don't ever go to

Ludlow. three gas stations, a

restaurant. 12 messed up houses

and one state trooper.) He was a

very strange guy. An ex-sailor.

speed freak (he always kept his

shirt sleeve rolled down) street

person, scag dealer and so on. We
thumbed together for two days,

finally splitting up at 1U:30 at night

in some city in New Mexico under a

street light. He said a lot of things

in those two days but what sticks is

a line he quoted by the Who, "I

hope we don't get fooled again."

The Cat In The Hat Is Comingsl

l9
„^*Z*LU*C-*-

Editorial Points
The Cat in the Hat always

comes back. Rumor has it that's

he's in transit right now. Just

have a little faith.
*****

Rumor has it that Professor

Tippo's first Botany lecture will,

center on the evils of lettuce.

Letters To The Editor

So You Want To Be President

*****

How much good would a Wood

chuck chuck if a Wood chuck

would chuck Wood.
*****

We'll take the Orioles over

Pittsburgh mainly on the

assumption that Baltimore has

the stronger wings (that's

baseball talk).
*****

If no newsmen are allowed to

accompany the President to

China, then who's going to keep

score?
*****

Not since Franklin Roosevelt's

packing scheme has a President

been in a position to court so

much trouble.
*****

It has been rumored that

President Wood is interested in

finding a quicker way to get

from Boston to Amherst.

Perhaps a runway out by the

stadium would be a good idea.
*****

It has been speculated that the

real reason for Chancellor

Tippo's resignation was that he

was very upset by the turnout of

freshmen at his home for the

picnic a few weeks back and he

hopes to get even by forcing

them to attend his somewhat

rusty Botany lectures, from

here, it looks like a draw.
*****

Some people feel that the

Amherst administration will be

involved in a game of musical

chairs with Wood directing the

music. And considering his old

job with the MBTA, he might

make a good conductor.
*****

The Board of Trustees should

not be as bored as usual. Or as

boring.

To The Editor:

Good

To the Editor:

The American capitalist class exercises its rule

through a combination of force and deception. That

the two-party system provides all the differences in

political perspective that offers voters a choice in

determining their future is a myth- but a crippling one

nonetheless. And, despite the inevitable breakdown in

the two-party mechanics, there is no doubt that in 197Z

the American voters will again select one of two

figures that is at least acceptable to the minority

interests in the country.

Our society requires a complete break with

Capitalism- it is on this platform that the Socialist

Workers Party has run a presidential candidate since

1948 Our 1972 candidates, Linda Jenness and Andrew

Pulley are currently on national tours leading the

largest Socialist campaign since Eugene V. Debs ran

for office in 1920.

The SWP campaign is conducted within the mass

movements that are the centers of the deepening

social discontent of students, oppressed nationalities,

women and gays. Jenness and Pulley were the only

candidates to speak out against Nixon s Wage freeze

as a blatant attack on the living standards of the

working class. Both point out that the way to end in-

flation is to end the war immediately rather than

doubly increase the burden of the American worker

The SWP calls for an end to the draft, a hundred

percent tax on all war profits. We unconditionally

support the massive actions against the war in fifteen

major cities on November 6th throughout the country.

Jenness and Pulley unconditionally support the

right of all oppressed nationalities to selt-

determination and call for Black. CWcano, and Puerto

Rican control of their own communities. The SWP also

supports the struggle of gayw^V^^orms
the medieval laws on sexual conduct and other forms

of harassment by the state which forces them into the

position of second-class citizens.

Equally Unto

All of the existing mass movements find in their

solution the need for a radical reorientation of this

society. The right of a tiny minority to hold the

national wealth as private property must be abolished

through the nationalization of the basic industry and

the banks. This process must be accomplished

democratically-and that is what Jenness and Pulley

are fighting for.

Chapters of the Young Socialist For Jenness and

Pulley (YSJP) are being established on campuses and

High Schools throughout the country. These com-

mittees provide the means by which previously

uninformed voters can learn of an alternative to

Democratic and Republican deceit. The UMass Young

Socialists for Jenness and Pulley will hold its first

meeting on Thursday, October 7th in room 911 at 8:00

P.M. in the Campus Center. John Hawkins, former

SWP candidate for Mayor of Cleveland and a national

co-coordinator of the Young Socialists for Jenness and

Pulley, will be the main speaker at that meeting.
Bernie Lougee

Lord Almighty

o The toauor: • , fho Tinnn
Congratulationsto the Collegian on superior coverage o the Tippo

resignation and related matters, m the Oct. 4 and 5 issues, me

Sughnes^; ?ou and your staff have shown are an example for the rest

of us
Michael J. deSherbinin

K«*ttar-» Amherst Record

^Curse You, Lufthansa!*
TAKE IT OFFI TAKE IT ALL OFF!!'

"As", 'eadThe article dealing with the Draft which

appeared in the Collegian yesterday. I came tc.the

conclusion that what is needed to » eomptete

revocation of all draft deferments instead ot the

oSon°of o°ne or two, here and^^^me the all time war monger on the UMass campus,

permit me to elaborate just a bit.

It seems to me patently absurd that a group oi

peop eTthL country, such as college student, who

will derive the greatest bene it from this country feels

it should be exempt from the draft while we poor

people have' to fight. Because of the
J™™^

social status of my family, three o my rothers and

got nailed by the military (thy only reason my other

. U.,n,,,,,s ,. would have «* "-^f
ma*

poverty end dtacrlmlnatton for they '
have fewer

R ,„ s ,. ,,ii manner oi determents eaiei

£ ;,1

S
1- r «£ SfdiigMer.

5R55. £&»« »""•" *» r'"
KSiS thoughts about totting the war continue

one more day il their althwere m ItombW

Irving to keep I rem getting humped-off in thenar

n I Let me wrong I'm not in any way m favor o a

Hr svstem be .1 by lottery or otherwise All I m

&^to«!£SS
unfair. Gerald Quarles

To the Kditor:

A black, slick-downed, balding, round head sat on

top of the once muscular, now expanding, body of the

representative from the land's "lord".

Longish full, light-brown hair, thin, elongated

beard round bloated face (an apparent effect of their

physician's attempts at treatment), and a carved

cane characterized the "counselor" of their laws,

whom the village dwellers had requested attend the

mcctinfi

The two faced each other about fifteen feet apart.

The land's "lord's" representative kept his head down

toward the ground while leaning on a commonly used

type of mechanized transport. A crowd of close to one

hundred of the village dwellers surrounded the two.

The law counselor and the "lord's" representative

made it clear to the dwellers that though their

requests were understandable they (ambiguity in-

tended) were illegitimate according to the laws of the

land's organizational system. The counselor, at one

point even went so far as to explain "The Laws were,

unfortunately, made by the land s "lords The

dwellers most of them uncontaminated by the

misused logic of their land's "lords" since they were

still very young, laughed in disbelieving acceptance.

One slightly older dweller, though still young in

relation to the land's "lords", and obviously less

educated than most of the younger dwellers, shouted.

•Well the law is made by the people and we are he

people" The younger, more educated dwellers smiled

at him in sympathy, for if their education had taught

them nothing else it had taught them that the law was

not made bv the people. In fact no one really seemed

to know for sure who were making the laws! There

seemed to be some kind of vague notion prevalent that

the laws had been handed down through the centuries

from one set of the land's "lords" to another being

somewhat changed along the chain so as to stay in

tunc with the minor changes of their organizational

^vstem. ..
'

\i the conclusion of the gathering the dwellers

slowly dispersed. Having been successfully disun

bs the representative of the lords" and the Sll

compassion of the counselor" ol the laws, they

slowly retreated to their individual dwellings, where

they drew Up their individual complaints, to be sub-

mitted to their lands 'lord", despite their past ex^

penence that the lords would not respond

significantly to their individual requests and despite

their understanding that there was nothing they could

do disunited.
, M ^

Conclusion; Radical Readjustment Necessary

Recommendation; Intergalactic Intervention (ID

Geoffrey Irvine

The Sky Tonight
The sky tonight was like a wind-blown sail.

The clouds were billowed full with angels breath.

The hidden stars peered now and then, and wailed

Like seagulls, gliding softly without rest.

The empty sea: so empty, yet so full;

The shallow sea: so shallow, yet so deep;

The boundless sky, yet boundary to the gull;

The empty, shallow, starfilled sky does seem to weep.

Pleasant pangs of life now swell my breast.

And permeate my unrelenting soul...

Til prophesies no longer lay to rest

My parodies of God's unending whole.

The sky tonight's a parchment just unrolled,

Inscribed in gold, and lined in silver lace;

The piteous palsy of my life unfolds -

The priceless prism of permanency has face.

The shredded sail whips smartly in the wind;

The stars more often sparkle from its midst.

Sweet Histories at last can now begin as

Those clouds of truth unveil their stars of myth.

Confused and sad. now. here I am at last -

Impiousness, at best, personified;

Never looking up to read the past,

I'll never know which star among them lied.

What once you clung so dearly to now blues the sky above

And what was onceSlue sky-toyou is now a blue you, Love^^^— '
"*~

May 1969

A Vietnamese Solution To AVietnamese Problem
—Nixon Administration officials

on the Thieu "re-election"

ex9n W^f*a«-*» <#"

'

.
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With Protocol,

Turkey Gets Agnew
ANKARA, Turkey , AP> Turkey will receive Spin,, T. Agnew next week

U
^kev

a
and

0f

Greeee
reb

ar

a

e

rS

par,ners in ,he North Atlantic

j

Treaty

,), Sanization. but their suspicion of each other ,s cen
"J'f

°"Jd
he£^

in recurring dispute over how the people of Cyprus, of Turkish and Greek

Greek-American background is not his only ^™*-^X
nresident is known here as a conservative, outspoken for law

_

ana oraer.

P
Tn Turkey Prime Minister Nihat Erim seeks to repair his govern-

ment s relations wU T moderate left and liberal intellectuals. These

elements are restive with martial law in 1 1 provinces, a crackdown on the

farTft which has put hundreds in jail, and recent changes in the con-

stuuUon giving theexecutive branch more control over parliament, the

nnivprsities and other institutions. , ,

Erim heads what is described as a reform government dominated
I

bv

nonpXal technicians. He is backed up ^ZT^tLYmanD^
forces, who toppled the conservative government of Suleyman uemirei

18

WeU inarmed sources say Erim will have only the contact with Agnew

^"a^^coCS 1

. time when a low-profile U.S. policy toward

Turkey seems to have stopped a worsening of relations that began six or

^rsidef^m'bHef announcements, the Turkish press so far has ignored

the prospective Agnew visit. Normally such a vis.t would attract wide

X^cSSSSX?^ effect on Agnew,v.itT^tice

party Turkey's largest, announced Wednesday its five ministers are

"wuhouuhis part
5

.he

a
gov

e
ernn,ent cannot preserve the semblance of

pariiamenlary "democracy. The danger is it will withdraw its support In

parliament. The generals then might take complete control.

Rec. Dept. Holds Retreat

The Recreation Department held give students and faculty a chance

its second annual retreat this to express t he. r views on depart^

week end Staff and students ment affaire and policy. Several

convened at a conservation camp alumni were present to share their

on OUer Lake in New Hampshire, ideas and field experiences.

The program was designed to

Vatican City.-View of the Sistina Chapel with the gigantic frescoes of Michelangelo as the Pope Paul

VI opens the third World Synod of Bishops, here today. (See Story on Page Thirteen)

Cambodia
SAIGON (AP) — South Viet-

namese troops began mopping up

sweeps along the Cambodian
border Wednesday behind a North

Vietnamese withdrawal.

The North Vietnamese en-

countered apparently were rear-

guard elements covering the with-

drawal of the main forces from 10

days of heavy fighting on both

Learn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

BUY YOUR

PEWTER
in all shapes & sizes

from

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

'everyone's favorite jeweler"

31 S. Pleasant St. - Amherst

sides of the border in a region 60 to

90 miles northwest of Saigon.

South Vietnamese paratroopers

reported killing 48 North Viet-

namese in a series of small skir-

mishes, but otherwise fighting on

the frontier diminished.

The North Vietnamese were

reported to have withdrawn to the

north and east to former sanctuary

areas in eastern Cambodia.

U.S. B52 bombers mounted six

more bombing strikes in the border

region, trying to catch the with-

drawing North Vietnamese in

northern Tay Ninh Province two to

three miles from the Cambodian

The U.S. Command said targets

of the half-dozen strato-fortresses

were suspected enemy troop

locations and bunker complexes.

U.S. headquarters said B52

bombers also renewed their raids

on North Vietnamese positions in

Cambodia.
Elsewhere across South Viet-

nam, no major fighting was
reported.

Military sources disclosed that

one of the last two full American

Army divisions in Vietnam will be

disbanded by Dec. 1 and that the

second will be partially withdrawn

by the end of the year.

The sources said the American

Division is scheduled to be broken

up during the next two months with

two of its three brigades deac-

tivated and the third to become an

independent unit.

The dismantling of the 20,000-

man division will help fulfill much

of the withdrawal schedule to

reduce U.S. troop strength in

Vietnam to 184,000 men by Dec. 1.

Current strength is 212,500 men.

The other division is the 101st

Airborne, also with 20.000 men.

Most of its units are expected to be

withdrawn or ticketed for early

withdrawal by Jan. 1.

The U.S. Command announced

the termination of a "gray alert"

imposed on all American troops

before and after the South Viet-

namese presidential election last

Sunday.
The alert confined U.S. troops to

their bases or barracks except on

essential business.

DEERF1ELD

Drive-ln Theatre

Koute 5 & 10

south Deerfield. Mass.
Tel. fift>-X74«

FR1.SAT.SUN.

off a mad
housewife
a frank perry film mm*

richard benjamin

frank langella

carrie snodgress
A UNIVtRSAl PICTURP TECHNICtXOr

AI-SO

ELLIOTT GOULD
IN A DAVID L WOLPER Production

"I LOVE MY
WIFE!"

A UNIVERSAL PICTUM TtCMWCOlO*- [fi]«2»

Showtime 7 : M
Feature FirstSun

"An Awesome
Pianist"

Excellent

Financial Assistance

for Student Nurses

a Representative of the U.S. Army
will be at the ROT C Bldg.

from 4 Oct. - 8 Oct. 71

No obligation come and see us.

LOR/N
HOLLANDER
Tues. & Wed., Oct

Bowker Aud. - 8

Tickets available: Fine Arts council Ticket

Office, 125 Herter Hall. Tel. 545-0202. Reserved

seats $1 UM undergrads, $2 full-time students,

$3 UM faculty/staff, $3.50 general public.

Presented hy the I'Mass Fine Arts Council

Music Soothes Between Classes
"Music hath charms to sooth

the savage beast."
W. Congreve

If some afternoon when you have 65 minutes until

your next class, and you haven't read the assign-

ment for it. and you've left your book in your room,
and you'll never make it there and back on time,

and you really do feel beastly; don't worry about it!

Relax, sink back in a big soft chair and drift off into

nothingness with the music from 200 1.

All this can be easily accomplished by a visit to

the Music Room located off the lobby in the Campus
Center. The room is operated under the direction of

Thad Debrowski of the Media Services office. It has

the capability of playing eight stereo tapes

simultaneously through the 28 listening-stations

scattered throughout the room. Though these

sometime prove incapable of handling large turn-

outs, if you don't mind a half hour wait you'll get

your request.

Dabrowski said there were many problems
setting up the room, which opened last May. The
original design called for mono operation. However
Dabrowski said that the "current student culture

requires stereo." He therefore contracted Good-
friends Associates of New .Jersey to design the

layout and equipment of the room.

The equipment was supplied by Demambro

Klectronics of Boston.

The present music library maintained in the room
contains approximately 200 selections ranging from
the classics to current rock.

Dabrowski said his office will supply tapes for the

library as the demand for them requires. Requests

for new tapes may be made by anyone by using the

suggestion box located in the room.

A recent MOC Editorial Point noted that there

were only 2K listening stations for the entire student

body. In reference to this Dabrowski said that

because of the design features of the room ex-

panding the present capabilities would be ex-

tremely expensive. He noted that because his

budget is drawn from the Campus Center Tax he
does not feel that it is in the best interest of the

students to expand at this time.

He added that with a little bit of planning students
can overcome the limited facilities of the room. He
suggested that people plan to use the room during
the dinner hours i 5-7 P.M. > when there is usually no
waiting list. He also suggested that students call the

room at 545-0022 to check the list before they leave
their rooms.

So. the next time you don't have an urge for

studying, remember the CC Music Room. You've
already bought your ticket.

Statler Foundation
Presents Speakers

Robert W. Lee, head of the

Management Consulting Division

of the New York firm of Peat,

Marwick and Mitchell, will give

the second lecture in the Statler

Lecture Series at I'Mass today.

His topic is "The Economics of

Tourist Destination Develop-
ment ' The lecture is sponsored by

the I'Mass department of hotel,

restaurant and travel ad-

ministration and supported by the

Statler Foundation.

Other Statler Lectures and
speakers are as follows: Oct. 21-

"The Roadside Restaurant,''
Kdwain S. Weber Jr., president, A.

and W. International, Santa
Monica, Cal.; Nov. 4-"The In-

ternational Chain." Robert Huyot,

chairman. Intercontinental Hotels,

New York City; Nov. 11 -"Hotel

Administration," Vernon Herndon,
senior vice president, Hilton Hotels

Corporation, Chicago; and Nov. IB

"Labor Relations in the Hotel

Industry.'' Edwin B. Dean.
executive director, Southern
Florida Hotel Association. Miami
Beach, Florida.

Fach of the lecturers will appear
once a year over a three year
period, thus enabling him to ex-

plore in considerable depth his

subject matter and the develop-

ments that occur in the particular

area. They are also available for

discussions with students and
faculty during their stay at the

University.

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS - a full

half hour of comprehensive
news from WMUA NEWS, the

area's largest broadcast news
department. With feeds from
United Press International,

Associated Press, and UPI
World Audio Network. Original

reporting of area news is em-
phasized.

7:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. Sports - a half

hour discussion with Marty
Kelley and Kent Best. Tonights

guests: Bill Maxwell, Steve

Schubert, and Bob Cabrelli.

8:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m.
CYCLEBREAKER - this unique

program takes an unusual look

Sea Changes
"The History of Late Pleistocene

and Holocene Sea Level Changes in

Bermuda and the Bahamas" is the

topic for a speech by Dr. Conrad
Neumann of the University of

Miami Institute of Marine and
Atmospheric Science. He will

deliver his lecture today at

10:10 in Km. 161 Morill. at

special invitation of the Costal

Research Center of the Geology
Department.

at all kinds of events and hap-
penings. Tonight's program
focuses on a tape of the com-
plete press conference held by
I'Mass President Wood and a

commentary on the state of the
university.

9:00 p.m. 10:00 p.m. MARK'S
BLUES an hour of blues.

(1:00 p.m. - NEWS - :w minutes
11:30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. RICK
MORTON with progressive
music.

THE COLLEGE PLAN
FOR THE COLLEGE

MAN

Fidelity Union

Life Insurance Company
21 Pray St., Amherst

THIS WEEK

presents

Cape Cod's

Favorite

UNION JACKS

Dig Springield's finest

heavy music dance hall for

real people.

Dungarees always welcome

ID'S Required

1270 Memorial Ave.

Directly across from
Eastern States Expo.

KANSAS CITY-FEELING THIS IIIGH-Chalmer Hicks. 17 Kansas

City, swings from a tree in Penn Valley Park at a family picnic

celebrating the return of a half-brother, James Creed, from military

service in Vietnam. The angle from the hillside park suggests Hicks'

happiness has him swinging over the Kansas City skyline, including some

of the cities tallest buildings.

Seats still open in the

Commuter Assembly

Nomination papers may be picked up in

front of RSO, 1st level CC.

Due back oy 5 p.m., Fri., Oct. 8.
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Among the characters award-winning. Irish Siobhan McKenna performs is Mrs. Tancred from Sean

OTasey 's "Juno and the I'aycock". Miss McKenna brings her program entitled HERE ARE LADIES to

Bowker Auditorium tonight (Thur. Oct. 7th) at 8:00 P.M.

Pilots Compete In Air Derby
Dr. Sue Stidham of 17 Shumway

St., a private pilot with instrument

and basic ground instructor

ratings and an Assistant Professor

at I Mass will compete with 20

other pilots on Saturday Oct. 9 in

the Third Annual New England Air

Derby at Pittsfield, Massa
chusetts.

Flying as Dr. Stidham s co-pilot

will be Alexandra Taylor (Mrs.

Joseph H.) of 7 Moss Lane, a

private pilot and mother of two.

The lady will compete in a

Cherokee 180.

Dr. Stidham I Mrs. Howard D. ) is

a member of the Western N.E.

Chapter of the Ninety-Nines, Inc.,

of the Western Mass Aviation

Assoc., the Collegiate Flying Club,

the Appalachian Mountain Club

and numerous scientific societies.

She learned to fly in 1970.

Mrs. Taylor is also a Ninety-

Gala Cocktail Party
Following the UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
vs. BOSTON UNIVERSITY football game.

- Saturday, Oct. 9, 1971 -

- Immediately after the game

- Boston City Club -

( 969 Commonwealth Ave.)

$1.00 donation to cover the entertainment costs.

Nine, a member of the Collegiate

Flying Club; of the Pioneer Flying

Club #133 of Turners Falls and
Amherst Women's Liberation.

Dr. Stidham and Mrs. Taylor
flew as a team in the 1971 All

Women New England Air Race,
placing 8th.

The New England Air Derby is a

;{<K) mile round-robin proficiency

race which challenges basic flying

skills. Trophies will be awarded to

the top five pilots and co-pilots, and
ribbons to the top ten. Other ac-

tivities will include flour bombing
and spot landing contests.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1971

McKenna Visit-

Art Encounter
The UMass Fine Arts Council announced today that the distinguished

Irish Actress, Siobhan McKenna. will offer a lecture-demonstration today

at 3-30 p m in the Studio Theatre South College, as part of her one-day

visit to the University's Amherst campus. Miss McKenna will appear in

•Here Are Ladies" later that evening in Bowker Auditorium which is

expected to be a sold-out performance.

This special lecture/demonstration is part of a year-round Encounter

with the Arts" series which is an adjunct to the 50-event Fine Arts

Council series at the University. Admittance to the "Encounter with the

Arts'' is open without charge to all UMass undergraduates with IDs.

( Uhers must have a ticket to the evening performance. Remaining tickets

to Miss McKenna' performance may be obtained by contacting the Fine

Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall or at Bowker Auditorium one hour before

the 8 p.m. curtain. A telephone reaching both box offices is 545-0202

Nixon To Outline

Phase 2 Program
WASHINGTON (AP> President

Nixon will outline the details of his

Phase 2 economic program in a

live radio-television broadcast at

7::i0 p.m. EDT Thursday

Announcing this Wednesday, the

White House said the President

will go on the air from his office

and will finish his talk within half

an hour
Nixon thus will beat by more

than a week the midOctober
deadline he set some time ago for

laying out the program that will

replace the current 90-day wage-

price-rent freeze

The one big question remaining

on the eve <>l his broadcast was:

How much if any will wages and
prices be allowed to rise when the

freeze ends Nov. 13.

Government sources reported

that the Cost of Living Council, the"

agency Nixon set up to administer

the wage-price freeze, appears

destined to be the chief

policymaking unit in the post-

freeze program.
However, these sources said

Nixon could change his mind
overnight about continuing the

council, a 10-member group of top

government officials headed by

Secretary of the Treasury John B.

Connally.

A Senate committee voted
unanimously Wednesday to give

federal employes a pay raise of up
to 6 per cent on Jan. 1 if Nixon's

new rules permit private industry

to raise salaries after Nov. 13.

Sen. Hiram L. Pong, R Hawaii.

a cosponsor, said the committee's

bill provides that if Nixon con-

tinues the freeze on the pay of

private employes beyond Nov. 13.

or if their raises are limited to 3 or

4 per cent, then federal employes

would lie under the same
restriction. Fung said the purpose

is to give equal treatment to

government and nongovernment
workers

The Senate Post Office and Civil

Service Committee coupled its

approval of this bill with a

resolution, which it adopted 5 to 3.

countermanding Nixon's previous

older deferring a t; per cent federal

pay raise from Jan. 1 to next July

1.

Senate action on the resolution

was expected shortly, but the

companion bill may be put aside

until later

The House brushed aside
mounting labor opposition and
passed by voice vote a three-year

program of tax cuts totaling $15.4

billion for business and in-

dividuals.

The action came despite a

stepped-up campaign against the

bill by labor union leaders who
contended it is a bonanza for big

business.

The measure goes to the Senate
where the union leaders will have
another chance to try to revise it.

We're 3

FLY-BY-NIGHT OPERATION

Especially when it comes to delivering jeans. For fast
delivery of LANDLUBBER JEANS in Amherst, call

us at 253-9706 anytime from 9: 30 - 5: 30 daily. We will

deliver your pants that night. Try us!

WEARHOUSE Open Fri.

(wear else?) till 9

Beer 50* Mixed Drinx 90 c

See You All After the Game.

Greater Boston Alumni Club

STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS

will be held Today, Oct. 7

Dorm Resident:

respective Dorms 6-9 p.m.

Sororities - Fraternities and Commuters :

in front of the University Store 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

IDS REQUIRED

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Use OfHamlin House

As Hotel Proposed
Hamlin House, a former men's

dormitory presently in use as a

transient dorm, has been proposed

to be used as a hotel, according to

Don Witkowski of the Campus
Center.

First priority will be given to

displaced students who have

already paid their residence hall

bill. Further priorities will go to

guests of students, visiting student

groups and visiting professors, and

organized conferences.

Occupancy prices will be three

dollars per day for a double room

and $:$50 per day for a single.

Linen will be supplied at a rate of

$.75 per person per week for sheets

and towels, $1.00 per week for

blanket and pillow, and $1.75 per

week for sheets, pillow, blanket

and towels.

The lobby desk will be open for

purposes of security and con-

venience from 2 p.m. until 8:00

a.m. Monday through Friday, and

24 hrs. on Saturday and Sunday.

If the proposal is accepted, the

dormitory will continue to operate

as a hotel until January 31, 1972.

For further information, contact

Don Witkoski at 549-6000.

Operation Breadbasket, right.

^ZZZV*******^^

Malcolm X Foundation Rep

To Speak On Re-Education

Representatives from the Malcolm X Foundation, olwMch>MaitkEl

Hakim is affiliated, will speak on "^Education on F nday, October 8.

1971 at 7 p.m& 11 p.m. at the Black Cultural Center.

••Don't miss this happening for it will help us come to grips with what

universities and we can add. even the whole educational system «

SPO
Wekno

n

w it is a long weekend but why not start it off right; you can

always parTy on Saturday and of course after the talk you can get down

f°r

,
th

ers
r

not be^st to golmt but rather let us actively support the

New African House with our presence at its functions," he concluded

Pope Paul Predicts Synod

To Produce No Radical Novelties
VATICAN CITY (AP)-Pope Paul VI, proclaiming

the Roman Catholic Church 'tenaciously con-

servative.'' said Wednesday the World Synod ot

Bishops would produce no radical 'novelties.''

But the Vatican acknowledged officially lor the first

tunc that some synod bishops may seek the power to

ordain married men as priests in their nations.

The pontiff spoke lor nearly an hour in his first

appearance since a cold forced him to suspend public

activities Sunday. He addressed a crowd ol 30,000 in

St Peters Basilica for his weekly audience, his

hoarse voice growing fainter at the end.

The 74 year old Pope looked in good condition.

however. .. ..
,

He attacked some doctrinal tactions -apparently

extremist lobbies which he said had put pressure on

the synod to have their views adopted.

'Christianity cannot change its fundamental

characteristics," the Pope said.

Later Bishop Enrico Bartoletti. an Italian, told a

news conference that a number of synod members

were likely to ask Pope Paul to allow married men of

mature age to become priests.

Bishop Bartoletti. who spoke on behali ot the synod

secretariat, described this as the "only opening" in

the celibacy ruling. Pope Paul said last year he was

prepared to consider this, although reluctantly

The 209-member svnod. now in its sixth day of work.

has so far voiced overwhelming support for Pope

Pauls ruling that priests cannot marry. Priesthood

and social justice are the two topics on the synod's

agenda.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

MDC CLASSIFIEDw ™^"r ^- _ Nmrlcocassr

AUTOS FOR SALE

Musi sell (mined M I airlanc m vm%

blue /black /top. \h Mte I*'.-'"« **

lircs. I.'immi ml. I-"ir-t reasonable offer, t H
:,s,; - l,i,,V

If HI-*

I'icT M(.B-<.T. special, oxcrdrivc.

wircw heels, new dutch, snow lircs. (inod

condition. :,xl-27nn Mtt. Ml after 7 p.m.
tf 10-7

in Austin Cooper with cooper s eiiRinc.

|«M. < a" HMW, .

|MJ Nn\a I cxl.. new exhaust, and

cnolinRsxstcm. 2 studded snow tires. S i:wm

or hist offer. I»a>s MS-3319, niRhls MB>

MIH. 1,sk f"r ""'•
,f,n-x

Til Mt.lt pic. running cond. Must sell.

2ts-H4tS.
IfMM

IMM I alenn wagon. I »•>!. auto, trans..

excellent i ond.. $i:«Mi. :>!. Squire YlllaRc.

after I p.m.
tf 10-13

I,' DndRc I anccr. runs well. I Rood snow

tires. IM. Call MS-MM cxeninRs.

Ten xear old PcuRcot. std Michelln rd

l>l\ tires, rebuilt ciir.. Rood cond.. S2SO or

best offer, Call Keith 2.Y.-22I5 after 9:00

""'
If 10-14

Ten \ear old PeuRot. rebuilt enRine.

I'.csl offer, tall Keith 2.YI-22I3 before M
a.m. or after Ml p.m.

If HI- 12

Itrand new x track stereo tapes - Ill-

latest hits incl. Superstar. Stewart. Send

for free list. II I nnRxiew SI.. Spfld Mass

III MIX.

llofner bass Riiitar with case, cxi ennd..

$17-, or best offer. Contact Hob MS-IMS.
'"

IflO-X

ih.x \uslin Hcalev Sprite, cnnxcrliblc

|« best offer Needs some bodx work

I ,„„e to Hutterfield House and ask for

N '
-

" tflO-H

\\\ IttiR HM17. tan. exc. cond.. B * II

,„,.;,„. t all Jan MMlM or MMM*^

lor sale: «• Kord Custom I dr sedan. I

,xl MM.: Harmonx Folk t.nitar IrfK:

Itoxal manual . x pew riter S2Y Call < hrls

?K:t-7:tW» exes. „jj

X track stereo laprs-Whn. Stones. Toll.

rtS.4Z.M. Allman Bros.. t-Walstrcel

etc.- ISM Call S4B-x»:i4.

Walcrbcds-now all sizes $ lli.'iV lattnrv

warrantx. Mm, frames, liners A pads in

slock (all Mark at MM«.
If III- 1 2

\orclco cassette tape recorder. Accordion

, a , base, rail :,«M.H2I. ^
I'Mil \\\ eiiRine: rebuilt, new fuel pump

and Rcncrator. IN.; MW \« enRine :

needs rinRs. xalxes I2.V (all M8-MN «

£

ROOMMATES WANTED
Keep xiiur feet warm in the cominR "Ice

\«i •" in shoes from TIIK SNOW-BIN < in

the Allex - off Main St.) • Amherst.
10-7

Spirituallx -minded person to share a

large furnished room in Amherst (enter

I.1S a month. ( all Kent at 2r.:i-!l!MiX after 7

tfl0-7

I nsl tall .V2IK2. <old Wittnauer wait li in

.ma of Orchard Sentimental value

reward.
I flll-X

I or heller commiilei rciueseiilatinn

Mark liosarick for Senator.
lflll-7

1 |f) |'i miner I spd. II7IMI. Michael

«"*
If. «-7

HH17 V\\ Bur I7IHI. Michael M**».
tfio-.

MM \\\ hus. new brks ex niech. Rd

nin„inR cond. priced low - some bodx rot

Sim (all Bon MM4».
tf)(m

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Mind sell Honda ( B Mt. HeadinR U-'sl

IMS excellent shape. l*M mi. 14m ( all

Steve HMW.
(fI0 .K

Itiimpcr sticker - xour words printed on .1

v !
'• red or Rreen sticker for S 1. copies .».

The Snide ( o. Boute I. Box !t:i Blaine.

*"*•«•
, {1IM h

Unite, wanted male In share apt.. No

llalfld 12 mi. frm emps. furnished

Si,.',/mnth contact I red. Milne I'o Box I

No. IHMd. Tel. 217 -.Villi.

lflli-7

HELP WANTED

1 n llcthcrino the one who reallx MM it

. Ilappx Birlhdax ! ! The Boiler Skate Kid

A Irma ., „
10-7

To 1 . in Battel son aie l>*tM Iree h

cominR weekend" \\ Y V
ime-

107

Ihe Ird floor inxites the 1th floor to a

t hccschurRcr I'artx Simdav RMrMRH :>•

J in a.m.
lo 7

Want lo meet w

friendship or wh;

someone In ifla

\ \mhcis|

/m bisexuals or ifaxs for

lexer reallx need lo find

le with Write Box SHI.

If 10-

Kurcoat full lenRth. e* cond. Best offer

\|so new ski Parka (all MH» between

S u. and 7 H.

IMM MuslanR. <i cxld.. std .
excel con-

dition. SViii :,Hi-!Hi2ti exeninRs
If 10-7

I-H.7 XolkswaRon. blue. IX.immi miles :i

new lires new batterx .
excellent runninR

coudilion SlMMi.nn or best offer (all R>

lflO-7

Mitniue VW Bus. l»7l rnRlnr. KnRine

slillonwarranlx.new clulch.new WnTfT,

healer wide oxal llres. Must sell, best

offer, call (.reR MOT*.

I xcellenl bux \W st,uaieback '« vw
K«kI condlllon. radio reasonable mlleaRe.

|»M. (iliVlimi after six.
If |0-n

,
.,

- 1 llurlex llaxidson Sprint 1"<0. ex

.elleiit tt.ndilion. IM miles, must sell

I .,11 Bill between MS p.m.. :>XI-7:il».

Honda MW Scrambler, clean,

lune-lip ISM call Bob r.lO-!»7Xli

recent

tflo-7

Kenwood 1141 AM-KM tuner BSB
;

Hl\

...rnlable 2s,..ll III S «»> lomlspeakers

"stem retailed a. IM will sell Ml. ( all

nites .,.0-7....
(nol2

t.uitars Acoustic. Ileclric. ( lassical.

New and used, also strinRs and in

eessories Macramed straps. All wax

helow (all r.Hi-7072.
If III-.

Need Mondax- I arn IM or nmrt Ml

«eek' Work tnin own hours at xour

,„n\cnicncc: ( all Barrx or Have. I nil-

, :n :,ii;.iiiiii:t.

if in s

\mhilioiis people wauled lo sell jcwcli \

on lampus-no experience necessai x hiRh

t ommissioiis -send name, address and Irl

no .
loBichards. 11X1 Main SI .

SprinRfield.

Mass
IfHI-X

I .un SlIMi or more part lime, excellent

,i|i|iorluuitx foranecoloRx ivinded nerson

MS40^H

If xou stole nix ( hild I'sxt h ltt»,k please

return lo I ost A Imind maxhe »t rw
sIi.im it I loaned fm il and lm hi "ike I

(I.Hi I waul In flunk I < I

107

LECTURE NOTES

| , , tin miles alf now i.xailahle in hmiiii

is in tin Sludent I ninn I ohhx l"i ill

s>, linns ,,| \nlhit. Ilil Itolaox Wl, I '""

I 15 and IM (.eoliiRx NH '•"* I* '

'""

llisl 1,1 Human l»ev 2711. Micro 1
1"

1'iui H.-.i'sxth iti.aa mp n». -,H" u"

.mil M2, N.t HI.. 2IMI. lit. and IM One

s,, lion of Hist I .o and I'svth .12.'. also in

If Hi 7

HI M..SUnR. N rxl.. atilo. P/S new Iron

tires snow tires, e* -rnnd. Slfli«/B.O. .1

I'lntoMponrd^nios.S.fiOO/lfceovr

i-xmis mst* irMM ,

i<i;i I'enlon l2Vc. the fastest woods hike

I |„, ISM Mso I07I llodaka loo cc Trail

IUk<- SUM., (all Jerrx 25:1 >740

^ ^^

FOR SALE

New lire Mi x IS, I .<• ( anoe SMI). 5HS-

M,7W
tf.O-tt

seasoned Hrewood. Sale and delivery.

« «" Wi5:",:"
tf.0-20

IM7II DunebiiRRx. Mel-flake blue Rlass

IhhIx on ox chassis HMi".,. complete in-

tludinR healer. SMM miles I all Pete MS,

i.„rman :..o-.i.-,tx. ^^
Tl» (.IVK AWAY watches, jewelrx.

radios, unusual Rift, and nnxeltx Items - at

Mf, off and mnre. (all S N Brown. IM>

,,,V
IflO-U

snow tires tor.-H semperit radial

mounted nn Mt.Bdisc wheels IM, (all M«

W,H7
trm-M

Need ninnex » I arn S2.'> or mine I week !

Work xour own hours at xour roiixcnience

( all Barrx or Haxe I p ni - .'• Ml P ni IM-

MM,
lf.0-i:i

RIDE WANTED
Hide wanted cxerx mnrnlnR to

SprinRfield Will pax t all VI2 1X71 colled
1/10 12

ENTERTAINMENT WANTED

I xerx Wednisdav niRhl at the InRllsh

I'libUo Miur own thin*' Shure mk al

inastei TV svsleni available' t all Jerrx .

Mt-ISM in Mark HHWOtt.
IflO-R

SERVICES

WANTED
llrixer wanted S Deerfield lo I M I trip

per week. Rood pax Phone Ti-OOII or M'l

1701 If m-7

MM Mix. fic>l.. new enhausl. & coollnR

sxslem 2 studded unowtlres. S . .:MH. or best

offer Haxs r,.r.2:..H. niRhl* r,Kfi-:WI«a«k for

"m uio-n

I.I7I Biilck (»pel xx a Ron red AM-FW.

ih.hi.1 ml .
e*cellenl condition. askinR MM

will talk (all MiMM after « l».ni. ,,,„.„

Hciords «. tapes dlnconnt price*. Most

new albums in stock. ( ome lo 242 liorman

or call MO 0.70 ask for John _

Hrown mH» n«m«. *»»rt«. •"•V1*
l)lla |ltx . wholesale. Pants 127. »MrU_l».M.

skins is. Stop bx lo look Jon .2. ( ladborne

:,.'lH0 leaxe number if nol In.

We undersell all M-v and all lop nam.

appliances, slereos. radios. refriRera.orv

anxlhin*. (all I arrx fiSOW or come lo ISO

(,nf' tf.n-n

I „rRe raccoon coal, escellenl condition.

IM. ( »" MIJ-MM1,
til „_H

M M T>pewrller, ARfa mm camera.

PERSONAL

free xounR female cat lonR hair, clean.

I all l*M>7MS.
ifinn

\mherst \udio services Stereo com-

ixiinnts. tape decks for home or car. IH7

No Pleasant SI MMISS.
If.'»-I2

RIDE WANTED
Hide needed lo and/or from t.ardner. :l

daxs a week Hours are flexible please, if

xou lomniule tall o:l2-o:.l7

IflO-x

Melville Basement inxites James

Hasement and llh floor lo a parlx f ridax

night al H.

IflO-ni

Bide needed dailx from I aslhamplon lo

I Mass Will share expenses Please call

-,27-I.I.X'l

tf.O-X
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Draft Counselor's Corner^OUnseior S turner #

If Dropping Deferment, Take Safety Precaution
. .. • » i ...<-. .m<> thnf inns

B\ (.IIBIIM J.SAI.K

Well, folks, the number is out.

You all probably saw or heard that

it your number is over 125 you

won't be drafted. You can probably

rounton this, but it is wise to take a

lew precautions.

First, if you received your

number in this years lottery

drawn August. 1971), you cannot

be in this years eligibility pool.

You must wait until next year, at

the earliest So it doesn't make any

difference what number they call

this year. To clarify, only those

born before January 1, 1952 can

enter the eligibility pool this year

and be safe Irom I he draft. Be sure

your friends know about this.

Okay Let's deal now with those

born in 1951 or before, who may be

included in this years eligibility

pool The first bit of advice is to be

patient Hold on to your student

Notices
VIET NAM VETERANS AGAINST
THE WAR:
Organizational meeting all Vets

nvited. Supporters welcome. 7:30

p.m. Thursday in Rm. 804 808 CC

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
UNIVERSITY WOMEN:
Conn Valley Branch: Meeting at

EhoT Hous»\ Mt Holyoke College, S.

l-Kadley on Oct. 14 at 7:30 p.m Topic:

United Nations Day Speaker: Mr.

lohn I .'wme, UN member (USA)

ASTRONOMY CLUB:
neral meeting: 7:30 punch &

cookies in HI Hastarouck, 8 p.m.

r.uest speaker Dr. William Irvine; 9

p m observing session at ob
ervatory. Now members welcome.
Comi down and find out what we're

all about

BRIDGE CLUB:
There will be duplicate bridge

played tonight at 7 p.m in Rm. 169

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY:
Important meeting Thurs. at 7

p.m., 801 CC All members are urged

to attend

CEQ
Anyone interested in helping on the

Ecology Alton workshop on
rday 't.ikmq registrations.

ping with arrangements, etc )

how up either .»t 8 a.m. at Memorial
Hall or anytim during the day.

COALITION | OR PEACE AND
J U ST I < I

Emergency mass meeting to

BU HO actions tor Oct. 13

Moratorium, 9 p.m in the 9th tloor

There are two things in life that I

cherish my pocketbook and a pic

ture I lost my pocketbook (brown,

handmade leather) Monday Please

return II to me. Sandy, 312 Dwight

House.
A pair of black rim glasses.

Possibly lost Sun. (10 3) around

Hampden Dming Commons. Contact

Don (69202) 3 keys on the path

between the SU and Hasbrouck, early

Monday morning. Call 69889

determent until after

Thanksgiving. This will enable you

to retain your protection in case

anything unexpected * like, say, we

invade Canada) happens. After

Thanksgiving, if the numbers stay

the same, as they should, then give

up your deferment.

To do this, simply write to your

friendly local. Your letter should

read roughly as follows. "Dear

Sirs. I wish to give up my student

deferment and be reclassified l-A

effective immediately. Peace

.lohn Q. Students. SSfl

' >$%(& $.*' Using your ss

number is optional, but it's a nice

touch.

Be sure to make a copy of the

letter to keep for yourself. Take the

letter to the post office and tell the

clerk that vou want to send it

Certified Mail < not registered)

Return Receipt Requested. This

will cost vou fifty cents American.

When your board gets the letter,

they will have to sign for it, and the

post office will send the receipt

back to you. Staple it to your copy

of the letter and file it in a safe

place. iBv the way, this procedure

should be followed with all of your

correspondence with your board.

In this way, you have proof of what

they receive and when they receive

it.)

Vou are effectively reclassified

1 A on the date the board gets the

letter, whether they get around to

actually reclassifying you or not.

As long as you have a I-A on Dec.

31, 1971, you have served your

eligibility year. If your number has

not beenVeached by the December

call, you are safe from the draft.

There is a prevelent myth which

must be dispelled. You do not have

to be eligible for an entire year.

one day will do it, as long as that

day is December 31.

1 assume that most of you can t

believe that it's all that simple, but

rest assured that it is. There are no

tricks. Just wait until the call tor

December is out, and if your

number has not been reached, mail

that letter. Do not visit your board

in person and tell them that you

want to drop your deferment. You

won't have any proof that you

submitted vour request, and dratt

board clerks don't have the

authority to reclassify you.

If you have any questions about

this or other aspects of the draft,

visit the Draft Counseling Services

office in 92:* Campus Center.

Trained counselors there will be

glad to help you. Or stop by the

DCS info table in the lobby of the

IV on Tuesday and Friday mor-

nings.

PEACE.

ci^ase
Tonight, Thur

BTRI I

H,. H

GSS:
GSS mi

PAN Af klC-

ome,
iay.

3USE
man'

others.

tonight at 10

N
Anyoi i

&tud<

Chill

society Wide
Rm 165 169 '

SCROLLS.
Important

p.m. in Rms
officer if you

I rooms 805 809

.TUDENTS:
d to a picnic to

food
Will

ly at Campus

! TEE
n joining an all

to

•or the
.. •

.
. ont

,.| A88R6, or Bob

IETY
Majors n

reation

)ct. 13 at 7 30 in

Con

ng tonight at 6

-ill 815 CC. Call an
ant attend.

SIGMA ALPH MU FILM SERIES:
"Yellow Sul marine" in color,

animated Beatles film with shorts

Saturday night, Oct. 16, Mahar Aud:

6, 8, 10, 12 miclnite. Come early.

SKI PATROL
There will be a meeting tonight for

all old and new members of the ski

patrol at 6: 30 m Rm 165. Attendance
is mandatory

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:
Weekly meeting Thursday night at

7 p.m m Rm 917 CC. Bring your

questions about venereal disease.

For Information call 545 0154 or come
to SHL Office jU413E.

STUDENT ENATE STUDENT
MATTERS COMMITTEE

Tonight's .uieduled meeting will

be cancelled Jue to elections Next

meeting is ne*t Thursday night, 8

p.m. Rm. 175 CC.

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY
Meeting Thursday at 730 p.m m

Rm 305 Holdsworth. Elections and

discussion on "Are Wildlifers too

interested in Game Species 9 "

One red and white tie along

sidewalk on N Pleasant St., between

School of Education and parking lot

«4 at 3 p.m Tuesday, Oct. 5. Would

whoever picked it up please return it

to Newton Clark. School of Ed It was

„ q, ft and I'll catch hell if I can t find

t thank vou

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
by SYDNEY OMAJW*

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Astrology 'S assured of recognition Irom

noloav without further restriction

BUSC .istrolociv represents the sum

lion of all psychological knowledge of

antiquity." Carl Jung

AWIES (March 21 April 19) What ap

Minty now is surrounded i>v

cloud of doubt Best to stick with the

liar Don't wander too tar afield Key is

lo do what you know leave speculation to

i >,

TAUKUS lApril ?0 May 20): Fresh ap

pr0 ,, essity You have been takmq

ioo much lor granted Reallie IhiS and act

accordingly Apples especially to money
|i .-niory. Protect

.alua!
;i June 20) Cycle h,cih

M / to protect imaqe Means

blic relations. Som.

rning your ult

Much that

You are

. . assignment trom afar Special

rrand

Use

. |
. .,\s trom

opporti

,; imponderables dominate. Your

role now should be that of diplomat,

peacemaker Coworker acts in eccentric

mam
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Financial

resources need attention. Avoid risking

<ash on speculative venture Heed inner

.oce Those who profess lo tie experts may,

n lad, be doubt tilled Realize this

respond accordingly

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Time

to put lorth full effort, all or nothing

Halfway measures will not suffice Accent

"paralmg fact trom fancy Don't nag

Your male, partner, close associate is now

ultra sensitive.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Be

discreel Don't tell all you know Be careful

,i appointments, keep them, especially

nial Pace yourself Avoid

, Applies lo working, recreation

keel

AQUARIUS Uan 20 Feb 18) Romance

,s teatured creative iuices are activ.'

Welcome >e new contacts, challen

here to individual style Decide for

yourself Avoid committee thinking Dance

lo your own ii

PISCES (Feb 1"> March 20) One close lo

home base has something of value to Im

eptive Keep open mind to

Hicepls Y ' .vilhng lo

„u,e tome of your ways. Strive lor

r I My
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

lusticc, at bl« of

underdog projects and

•onous You are Ihe opposite

,iry You can be gently But, when

I, you can light You may have

year Married or single, you

,.g lested and many are seeing a

you
Copyriqhl 1971 Corp

ACROSS

1 Devoured

4 Developed. .

9 Rodent

12 Cushion
13 Eaele'snest

14 The self

15 Tests

17 Marine snail

19 Spoor
21 Tierradel

Fuegan Indian

22 Jog
24 Speck
26 Suffix

denoting action

29 Ventilate

30 State of being
uncommuni-
cative

32 Symbol for

tantalum
33 Storage

compartment
34 Deface
35 Babylonian

deity

36 Dre.v to

39 Equality

40 Unusual

41 Dine

42 Sea eagles

43 Grain

45 Article of

furniture

47 Avoids

50 Whipped

53 Hit lightly

54 Vapid

56 Prefix: three

57 Man's
nickname

58 Domesticates

59 Still

6 Conjunction

7 Intellect

8 Roman tyrant

9 Keep

10 Time gone by

11 Measure of

v, eight

16 Skill

18 Bury

20 Parcel of

land

22 Turkic
tribesman

23 Lasso

25 Train
schedule

27 Body of water

28 Approaches

30 Inlet

31 Uncouth
person

33 Baker's

product

l
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A t. em '
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1 SJK
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eTt B A S

F M S
Nil
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R.

1 f E M 1 T |Fi L
| III

? E S P 1 r &B \S L u E H
L A T \s E R

I

O R L E
f£ K S M A S r ^ A R

37 Body of

entertainers

38 Make lace

39 Comely

42 Guido'shigh

note

44 Trial

46 Insects

47
48

49

51
52
55

Greek letter

Experimental
room (colloq.)

Music: as
written

Before
Insect egg
Part of

"to be"

DOWN

Likely

Sailor (colloq.)

Newspaper
executive

Festive

Domicile

1 2 3 IT 1 4 5 6 7
5—FW 9 10 M

12 13 '".'.•
14

15 16 . :

17 18

T-r-i
V ' J

19 20 . . 21

22 23 24 25 •:•:•:

. - -

26 11 1H

29
« •

30 31

32
. . .

33 .
*

. . 34 • < 35

36 37 38 :•:•: 39

40 !•;; 41 42

'.*.*'
43 44

'!""""
45 46 • -

. • «
»

47 48 49 50 51 52

53 54 55

4M
56

57
'v'v'v

I

58 59

I) str. by I'nitei1 Featun Syiidica te. 1 nc.

Commentary. .

.

Ten Wasted Years

Reverse Action Highlights

Powder Puff Football

Hurt Present Pats
By STKVK (JKUSHMAN

New Kngland Patriots fans were brought back to their senses in

the past two weeks. After winning their opening game, the Patriots

have reverted back to their old selves.

Kxcited fans were thinking championship after the opening

victory over Oakland, but it seems they forgot fast. Just last season

the Pats opened the season similarly with a stunning victory over

Miami When the smoke cleared at the end of the season, the Pats

stood last with a 2-12 record, the worst ever. The pattern is the

same this year so far.

A close look at this years roster reveals a similarity to last

year's group. Among the few changes are starters Roland Moss,

Handy Vataha, Halver Hagen, Steve Kiner and first draft choice

^Thrse^nne young players, but a few good rookies can not

change a team drastically . Although quarterback Plunkett ,s going

to be super, he is still a rookie and so lacks the vital experience to

lead the offense consistently. Many fans thmk of Jim as a savior,

but only last year rookie Terry Bradshaw of Pittsburgh got the

same treatment and didn't produce effectively.

The Patriots suffer from inconsistency and above all a lack ot

solid depth. Many feel that man for man the Pats start.ngteam can

compare with almost any team in the league. But behind *e

starters there is a wide disparity of talent.Due to an injury jmx »*

Patriots rarely have a healthy starting team.

Defensively, they have played with injury afterinjury^tokey

personnel AH star comerback^1^^ <**J JT
8^ »

the season and the entire defensive haekfieW*» ntomB* me pa«
|

two games Their replacements have bee. picked apart constantly

and so the defense folded .

As • resuh, the offense was always W«h»n4 and 111 a Mie. «*e

offense has great potential, but with a rook* ^terback and two

rookie receivers, Vataha and Moss, it is mconsistent. The running

attack has been suspect and this, coupled with early defects has put

too much pressure on the rookie Plunkett

This all goes to prove how valuable the draft is and a few ad-

ditions ma year or two cannot build a sudden winner. The Patriots

a e now suffering from past mistakes in the draft They contmuaUy

wasted vital choices on such immortals as Joe Belhno and Dennis

B
First year General Manager Upton Bell has done a super job in

picking up players and draft choices, but it will take more than a

year or two to make up for ten years of waste.

This team is young, talented and has a great future^ They are

on v few players away from being a contender. They should win a

lew games this year and even look great at times, but don t expect

mn-acles; a championship is still a few drafts and years experience

away.

UMass Rugby Club Hosts
1

'Rugger Fest
'

' Saturday
KvBII l.dOIUZYCA

Heads' will roll this Saturday

afternoon when the UMass Hugby

Club hosts its first annual "Hugger

Feat" at the athletic fields west of

Boyden Gymnasium. A large

crowd is expected to see the local

ruggers vie for supremacy against

XVS from Williams College.

Amherst College, Albany Medical

School, and the Springfield Hugby

Club.

Kach club will play at least two

games in the tourney which is set

up in a round robin format.

Amherst College will start the

festivities at 10 A.M. when they

take on the Springfield H.C. in the

first match of the day. UMass will

make its initial appearance at 11

A M as it kicks off against a strong

side from Williams College. The

local team is also slated for a

second match against Albany

Medical School at 2 P.M.

The I Mass Ruggers presently

have all record, having beaten

li HI 24-0 and losing a close decision

to Beacon Hill IH. They will be

significantly weakened for the

tournev due to the absence of

standouts Billy Kesgen. Jim

Clapper. Hick Ross, and Doug

Knapp However, victory will not

be far from their reach if forwards

Mike Reynolds. Brian Curry and

Bob IMcpul continue their hard-

hitting wavs. The return of

speedster Steve McKlroy and

former Notre Dame Mike Joyce

should also make up for any ab-

sences in the backfield.

Also scheduled for Saturday is a

number of games for the un

derstudies of the teams entered in

the tournament The UMass ' B

squad promises to make a good

snowing after coming off a strong

losing effort against a more ex-

perienced and much larger Beacon

Hill side. Led by the high stepping

of Rich Vogel and Pete Herrman

the B s have displayed an ability to

score from any position on the

field A strong set of forwards will

also deal out their share of lumps

and bruises this Saturday with

their characteristic hard-nosed

play.

Rugbv is a sport which combines

aspects of soccer, lacrosse, and

American football. The UMass

Hugby Club is open to all members

of the University: undergraduate,

graduate and faculty. It is a unique

organization as it offers everyone a

chance to participate in a unusual

and interesting sport at an in-

tercollegiate level. Practices are

held at 4:30 P.M. on Tuesday.

Wednesday, and Thursday of each

week at the Boyden athletic fields.

Last Thursday action saw Alpha

Chi Omega down Pi Beta Phi in

Women's intramural action. The

game was never a contest as Vicki

Christi set the pace with the

opening touchdown run following a

reverse in the backfield.

Jean Hannigan quickly showed

some of her talents as she scored

twice on touchdown passes to push

the half-time score to 20-0. Lexi

Klein, who led all scorers with

fifteen points added two con-

versions in the first half before

scoring twice herself in the second

half. With the score 33-0, Pi Phi

received a consulation touchdown

to end the game 33-6.

Alpha Chi showed a very strong

defense with interceptions by Sue

Stewart and Trisha Moravec.

Spearheading the defense was

Paula MacDonald who made tags

all over the field. Susan Stewart

highlighted *he game with a 25

yard ran the wrong way!

In Monday night's action, the

Mushrooms continued to dominate

the Independent League as they

defeatMl the Crampton C-trties 36-0.

The ittMhrae** haw yet to be

scored on in league competition.

Leading the scoring tor the

Mushrooms was Chria Oomn and

Vicki Page! with 12 points each,

followed by Cheryl McCarthy with

eight and Nancy Lindbergh and

Nancy Nealon with two each. The

Mushrooms, a well-balanced and

well-organized team could go all

the way and become the first

women's Intramural Powder Puff

Football Campus Champions.

The Cuties should be com
mended as they played nearly the

entire game with only six players

due to a knee injury to one of their

stalwarts.

Also playing Monday night, the

Roaring Twenties roared over

Dickinson 20-6. Here again.

Dickinson was only able to field six

^^^i| players, to their disadvantage, but

even so managed to score their

first touchdown of the season-who

knows what they could have done

with a full team!

Leading the scoring for the

Twenties was D. Gurski with eight

points and C Muldoon and K.

Higgins with six apiece.

In Tuesday night's action GSS

came up with its second victory in

a close battle with Chi Omega. GSS

got on the scoreboard first with a

halfback option play as Diane

Janvier scored both the TD and the

extra point. GSS scored again on a

series of both running and passing

plays. Diane Janvier capped the

drive with the TD while Sandy

Morin scored the point after. Chi

Omega scored near the end of the

half, leaving the score at 14-6.

The only score in the second half

took place when GSS was in a third

BACKFIKLD IN MOTION-There are no cream puffs >n powder

,,ulf f«MUball...iust ask anv of these darlings of the midway^ The hips

^ thtlegs.drive, the boys go wild and it all adds up to the b.ggest

thing to hit Intramuials in years

the running back Arlene Breau.

The defense held the line against

a hard pushing Whaler offense.

Other members of the team in-

cluded Nancy Majors and Arlene

'Sam'' Fletcher who played key

roles in the Kumquat defense,

Sam making two interceptions

The Whaler's put up a battle and

M.'ore*l«a the seo*nd hall Aft* all

it was a very ctose game
Tuesday s remaining games saw

Alpha Chi Omega edge Sigma

Kappa 20-14 in a hotly contested

game and Van Meters Vikings

shut out Adam's Abigails 15-0 Van

Meter continued their winning

ways with their second straight

shut out Leading scorer for the

team. Nancy Hansen, pushed her

total points to 14 with eight points

in the game. Pat Rogan also

contributed seven points. Ouar

lerback Chris Hammond was three

for four for a 75% average on the

evening.

and 27 situation. Quarterback

Marcia Parks called for a repeat of

the previous play and sent half-

back Windy Gileson through the

fcne for the TD GSS again used the

halfback option with Diane Janvier

throwing to Marcia Parks in the

end zone for the two point con

\ iTNHMav

The final senre af the g*me was

22-6. Both defenses played well to

limit the scoring in the second half.

Outstanding players far GSS were

Mary Malaspina. Monica Len

nartz. Phyllis Rosenthal and Pat

Moynihan.
In other Tuesday night action,

the Kumquats of Grayson defeated

the Melville Whalers by a score of

12-6. The Kumquats offense was

led by their quarterback Janis

DiPietro. Other offensive players

included the center Diane Clark,

the ends Carla "Jill" Hunt and

Karen Sarkesian I who scored all 12

points for the Kumquats). blockers

Joan Heilly and Shelley Reid and

Britain's Jacklin Ails

As Picadilly Golf Opens
VIRGINIA WATER, Kngland « AP . Britain's Tony JacWin^beddm

bv a stomach ailment hopes to shoot lor a first prize of $20,400 in tn.

Picadilly World Match Play Championship starting today.

The 27-year-old former U.S. Open champion was stricken yesterday

m
jad3ta scheduled to play Gary Player of South Africa in the firs

round said on the telephone by his sick bed last night. -The way I ve bee,

today I certainly could not have played golf.

I am feeling a bit better tonight. The doctors say I will fee weal

tomorrow even if the temperature goes down. But it will take a lo. to kee

Anther^1^ Jack Nick.aus of the United States th

defend" g champion, laces Liang Hugan Lu of Taiwan <
harlcs ood

IS Masters champion, plays Neil Coles of Britain and Arnold Palmer o

the U S is paired against New Zealand left-hander Bob ( harles.

If .Jacklin can't make it. Peter Oosterhuis. British Ryder ( up star. w,l

"talmer facing his first tournament since helping the United States |,

retain the Kvder Cup last month, finished with three straight b.rd.es for I

six under par 08 in a practice round

In conjunction with FraternityRush

the Interiraternity Council and Campus Pizza

presents

"GREEK" GRINDER WEEK
Any Grinder on the Menu worth 75e

for only 50*

"Go Greek" *

***********************

with

Campus Pizza
RT.9,HADLEY

586-3880

Orders To Go

Visit with the

Greeks this week.

*

*

*
*
*

*

i

Oct. 4, 5, 6, 7 1971

worth 25C OFF on

any 75c Grinder

orl FREE PIZZA
with every 4 ordered

with this coupon

at CAMPUS PIZZA
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UMass Harriers

Bow In Tri-Meet
By JAY NESTOR

Harvard again proved its

cross country superiority,

Tuesday, as the Crimson

severely whipped Providence

College and the UMass harriers

on the 5.5 mile Franklin Park

course. The Redmen came out

of the meet on the short end, but

they also gave evidence to the

contention that they can be a

strong running unit, capable of

putting it all together.

The general feeling was that

UMass would be lucky if they

escaped with their skin from

this meet. However, this was

just not the case as the Redmen
gave the Providence Friars as

good run for the money. Coach

Ken O'Brien commented. The

defeat to Providence is not as

bad as the score indicates.

Providence beat us man to

man; it only being a question of

their first man beating our first

and so on down the line."

As Crimson sophomore
sensation Rick Rojas missed

this meet, the Harvard Captain.

Mike Koerner. took up the slack

and dominated the race. He

beat Friar Bill Speck to the line

by twenty five seconds which is

quite a margin seeing that Speck

is the 1970 New England runner-

up.

John Quirk grabbed third for

the Crimson, but he was nearly

overhauled by the first UMass

finisher, sophomore Doug
o'Connell O'Connell started

slow but turned it on during the

last half of the race to earn his

final position Rick Smith of PC

fought out the race with

O'Connell and followed him to

the line to garner fifth position.

The next Redman finisher

was Tom Derderian in eighth

place. Derderian is slowly

progressing and should hit top

form by the peak of the season.

Amazing Peter Crisci was the

third man for UMass in

eleventh place. Following Crisci

was Paul Segersten with an

impressive fourth man finish

for his first race of the season.

Don Dunsky rounded off the

Redmen scoring in the sixteenth

place. Tom Swain, John Nestor,

and Mike McCusker completed

the UMass backup behind

Dunsky.
The final score stood at

Harvard 29. Providence 41. and

UMass 51. Coach O'Brien was

pleased with the effort of his

team saying, overall I think

that we are strong but our

major problem is learning to

adjust to the early pace."

Harvard was overpowering

as was expected, and the Friars

characteristically sprinted out

for the early pace. The Redmen
would have stood a good chance

at beating Providence if they

had effectively countered the

earlv strategy.

O'Connell showed admirable

maturity in this race with his

fourth place finish to three

superb harriers. O'Connell is

rapidly progressing to the level

of one of the most formidable

Yankee Conference threats.

Veterans Rick Barry and

Tom Swain are steadily

lailg 01?U?9Lan

SPORTS
progressing toward last

season's form and should be

ready by mid season.

The Redmen have tasted

virtually the toughest com-

petition in New England during

their first two meets. The going

from here in won't be as rough

lor the remainder of the season

as the team seems capable of

copeing with future com-

petition. The Huskies of UConn

are Saturdays target here at

the UMass course. The Redmen

are toned up and should be

readv.

The freshmen harriers just

missed squeaking by Harvard

as a strong Providence team

dominated Tuesday's tri-meet.

Providence boasts one of the

best freshman teams in the

region, depth-wise.

Jim Keefe of Harvard

emerged victorious, but not by

any sizable margin as

promising Redman Bill Gillin

came on strong in the last half

mile. A Friar inched in between

Gillin and Randy Thomas, who

ran another fine race, capping

fourth place.

Devon Croft. Paul Albini. and

Bruce MacLean finished the

Redmen scoring with eleventh,

twelfth, and sixteenth places

respectively. The team split

was fifty-five seconds and

Coach O'Brien expressed the

opinion that there is definite

room for improvement.

The final score was
Providence 35, Harvard 48, and

UMass barely missing with 49

points.

Sports Recruitment

Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

In Colleeian Office

Intramural's

man
Head Varsity M Slate

By DAN KAMAL
Quite a variety of sports were

represented at the fourth weekly

Varsity M Club Luncheon

yesterday.

First of all. soccer Coach Joe

Berryman gave a factual report on

the season his team has had so far.

The booters are 2-0-1 on the year,

with the tie coming last Friday

night against Boston University on

BUs astroturf. Berryman cited

the artificial playing surface as a

contributing factor to the trouble

his team had against the Terrriers.

"It was like playing on a carpet;

the ball had hardly any resistance

on the astroturf. Therefore, it

caused many passes to run long."

The youthful coach continued that

there was some exciting com-

petition coming up in the future for

the booters. He also mentioned that

t Mass is rated number six in New
England behind Brown, Harvard,

Springfield, Williams and

Wesleyan.
Lindo Alves of the soccer team

was the next to speak. He stated

that this vear's team is more or

less a culmination of the UMass

soccer trend in recent years to go

to shorter passing, more ball-

control type of game.

Augie Calheno. also of the soccer

team, talked a bit about the

Redman emphasis on defense and

also about the amount of depth on

the team Now the second team

can give the first team a good

game '

Baseball was the next sport to be

represented as Assistant Sports

Information Director Dick

Bresciani presented the annual

Dennis DellaPiana Award, which

goes to a senior exemplifying

courage, ambition, and deter

mination. to Redman pitching star

of the last three years. Jack

Bernardo. DellaPiana was a

former great who was fatally

stricken by an illness in his senior

year in 1966. Bresciani called

DellaPiana "one of the finest

young men he has ever been

associated with at the University."

Freshman football coach Bill

Maxwell had the floor next and

praised the balanced attack his

team displayed in scoring an

impressive 32-19 win over Boston

University. He specifically

mentioned defensive lineman Ed

McElhany, offensive tackle Brad

Calnan. running back Richie

Herman, and quarterback Fred ^^o^e open-style offensive

K
u?/rnaph nick MacPherson MacPherson noted a 97-yard TD
Head Coach DfckJ™™*^ run by The Citadel's fullback on a

^"nfTut BU hi set oneS hirdand-eight situation as the^WJZ Tuarter'baJ type of thing that has j. hap-

Tnm Rohan is suffering from an pe™ng to BU. He then added, n

InJal heartbeat thS cause of anyone saw the Dartmouth game,

T?h L h ,»mnt doctors His then you know how it can happen,

dci ors are hip ng
g
it^a thyroid The" first-year coach then talked

cotdXm s

e

oZt fhey will be'able about how many o h,s
p
payers are

to treat it with medicine. Mac- from the Boston area and

Pherson said that he has received therefore travehng to Boston to

REDMAN BRAINTRUST: Head Coach Dick MacPherson. and

assistants Boh Pickett and Boh Harris (first second and third from

right) Niiiv«\ the action against Dartmouth. They hope it will be

different Saturdax versus BU. (Photo by Barbara Brecher)

many unpleasant phone calls

regarding Rohan and wanted to

set the record straight.

Then the affable coach talked

about his next oppponent. Mac-

Pherson cited the fact that

play was that much more
meaningful.

In conclusion, MacPherson
mentioned that his team will

probably be at its best physically

since the intrasquad game last
rneisuii tucu »«« .n-.. v..~v --— . w

although the Terriers have scored September 8th. He listed Paul

68 points in three games, they are

winless. They have been defeated

by Colgate. Temple, and The

Citadel. What has happened to

what was supposed to be the best

BU team that Coach Larry

Naviaux has had according to

MacPherson"? The UMass coach

feels that it could be "growing

pains" brought about by Naviaux's

Metallo as his only doubtful

starter, excluding of course those

players out for the season with

injuries. "I was awfully glad we
didn't have to play last week. Many
people will play Saturday that

couldn't have played last Satur-

day. As far as our performance, we
expect to be smoother on offense,

and better on defense.

Pirates Beat SF; Now Face O 's
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FOOTBALL
TEAMS
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Burners vs Civ Enq

Education vs. Conglos

Government vs Orbitals

Trojans vs Johnson

Lions vs Goals
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1 vs 7

3vs *

position trojan

1 vs 2

3 vs. «
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1
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I

S

6

1
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\
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1
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7 00

7 15
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3 VS. 4

position mountain
l vs 7

3 vs. 4
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TUG O WAR
Lemons vs. Trojans

Terrors vs. Heifers

Staytees vs Pipers

Dutchmen vs. 3M's

Mouseketeers vs. Civ Eng.

Stouts vs Bx

Munchkins vs. Browns

PITTSBURGH (AP)-The Pittsburgh Pirates

clinched their first National League pennant since 1960

yesterday, hammering San Francisco into submission

4-5 with a four-run explosion in the sixth inning built on

Roberto Clemente's tie-breaking single and Al

Oliver's three-run homer.

But as much as Clemente and Oliver were

responsible for the Pirates' triumph in the fourth

game of the NL playoff series, they had to share the

spotlight in the marathon struggle with relievers

Bruce Kison and Dave Giusti.

Kison a stringbean 6-foot-4, 170-pounder who last

vear pitched the title clincher for Waterbury in the

Eastern League, and the veteran Giusti shut down the

Giants' attack with two-hit relief over the final seven

'"-That as much as anything was the big difference in

the marathon 3-hour, 5-minute struggle, replete with

•>1 hits that sends the Pirates into the World Series

against the American League champion Orioles at

Baltimore Saturday.

The score was tied 5-5 when the Pirates came to bat

in the sixth, the tie having existed since the second

inning when Rich Hebners three-run homer got

Pittsburgh even after the Giants had moved ahead on

home runs by Chris Speier and Willie McCovey^

The Pirates got started when second baseman Dave

Cash singled with one out. Cash moved to second as

Hebner grounded out and then the reliable Clemente

stroked an 0-1 pitch to center off San Francisco starter

Gaylord Perry that put Pittsburgh ahead 6-5.

At that point, Giants' Manager Charlie Fox lifted

Perrv and replaced him with Jerry Johnson, the first

of two strategic moves that backfired against the

Giants-for he was to be the victim of Oliver's wrapup

homer. , . ,

Johnsons second pitch to Stargell got by catcher

Dick Dietz for a passed ball that enabled Clemente to

race to second. With the count 1-1 on Stargell. Fox

ordered the slugging outfielder intentionally walked

despite the fact he was hitless in 14 previous trips.

That brought up Oliver, who crossed up the strategy

by crashing a 2-1 pitch into the right field stands while

cowbells clinked and shredded paper rained down

from a deliriously happy crowd of 35,487 in Three

Rivers Stadium.

PITTSBURGH, Giants-Pirates

With Kison pitching smoothly-he had allowed only

one hit since taking over for starter Steve Blass after

the second inning - it appeared to be over. But when

McCovey singled and Bobby Bonds walked with two

out in the seventh. Manager Danny Murtaugh took out

his young reliever and called for Giusti, the ace of his

bullpen. _. ,

Giusti got out of the jam by striking out Dietz and

did not allow a hit the rest of the way as he posted his

third save in the four-game series that left the Giants

bridesmaids once again.

The Giants, who finished second in the NL West six

of the last seven years before winning it this season on

the final day. seemed to be in good shape as they came

to Pittsburgh with a 1-1 tie in the series and Juan

Marichal and Perry set to pitch.

Serving "Goose
By WILLIAM KILLION

John "Spud" Kiah, tobacco chewing goalie of the

UMass soccer team, recorded the third shutout of the

regular season for UMass last Friday night with a 0-0

tie with BU. Kiah's excellent defensive plays kept

UMass in the game and helped preserve a tie.

Kiah has also held opposing teams scoreless in four

out of five preseason scrimmage games, giving him

seven shutouts in eight games.

The Junior is the only goalie on the UMass soccer

team this vear Last year he played as the backup

goalie for both the soccer and hockey teams, but saw

limited action.
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Trustee's To Vote On Search Committee
By ANNE STADNICK1

The Board of Trustees is expected to vote today on the composition of a

search committee for a permanent Chancellor for the UMass Amherst

campus. According to reliable sources, the committee proposed will not

be made up in accordance with the motion passed earlier this week by the

combined student and faculty senates on this campus.

In a closed session that followed the Board of Trustees meeting in

Lenox yesterday, the Executive Committee of the Trustees discussed the

Faculty and Student Senate proposal and came up with an alternative.

Membership of the search committee would include six undergraduate

students, six faculty members, and two graduate students, all from the

Amherst campus; also two trustees, one member of the Dean's Council

and one alumnus, if the entire Board approves of the motion at the 9: 15

meeting this morning.

The motion passed by the joint Student and Faculty senates earlier this

week provided for a sixteen member Joint Ad Hoc Search Committee

with six faculty members, two graduate students, six undergraduate

students, and two members of the staff. Total membership of the com-

mittee was to be drawn from the Amherst campus of UMass.

The Trustees' main objection to the Student and Faculty Senates'

resolution was the exclusion of trustee members from the search com-

mittee, according to our source. It was reported that the trustees felt the

choosing of a new Chancellor was an issue for the total University

community, which they said includes trustees and alumni, in addition to

Amherst representatives.

Veda Ross, President of the Graduate Student Senate, said in an in

terview last night that the issue centers on the interpretation of the

Chancellor's position. She said that the students and faculty had resolved

to form the search committee the way they did because they thought the

Chancellor was an official of the Amherst campus.

That the trustees might consider the Chancellor an officer of the

University system, and select him in the University, is another in-

terpretation, Mrs. Ross said.

The significance of the student and faculty resolution is three fold,

according to Larry Ladd, Student Senate Vice President, who

represented that body at the Trustee's meeting. The motion allows for:

—A campus wide search committee, - a membership which is half

composed by students, and - the nomination of one candidate at a time to

the trustees.

The trustees objected because they could only veto or approve the

nominee, according to Larry Ladd. He said that the trustees want a

choice so that they can compare qualifications.

If the Executive Committee motion passes, as is the custom at Board

meetings, the search committee established will be required to recom

mend at least five persons for Chancellor. The trustees will select from

among them after interviews.

Ladd and Mrs. Ross said that the student-faculty resolution was passed

to close the credibility gap between Amherst and the Boston office. If the

executive motion is passed by the Board, it will do nothing for the already

low morale of the senates, they said, but the ruling would not be rejected

by the groups.

Dr. Randolph W. Bromery

Bromery Accepted As Acting Chancellor
By ROBERT C. BROOKES

The UMass Board of Trustees unanimously accepted Vice Chancellor

of Student Affairs Randolph W. Bromery as the new Acting Chancellor in

a meeting held yesterday in Lenox, Mass. Dr. Bromery replaced

Chancellor Oswald Tippo, who resigned last Friday.

In other business, the Board voted in favor of granting a liquor permit

to the Blue Wall Cafeteria, and approved the transfer of the Student

Union Building to the University Building Authority.

The only debate arose from Student Senate President Lee Sandwen who

said that before the selection, the board should have first consulted with

the Faculty Senate and the Undergraduate and Graduate Student

Senates.

Sandwen said that Bromery was one of the four candidates for Acting

Chancellor that the joint senates had approved Wednesday, but it would

have been more in order if the campus had been consulted in the ap-

pointment. . — „ . __ . ,

President Robert C. Wood said that in order for the Faculty and Student

Senates to participate in the selection of the permanent Chancellor, a

detailed proposal would have had to have been approved by the

Executive Committee of the Trustees which met on Monday. Wood hopes

that Sandwen's suggestion "can be followed," if the case should ever rise

3 03 in

In accepting the appointment, Bromery said he would "strongly

represent the faculty and students to the President and trustees."

He remarked that although UMass is the best State University in the

country, it still suffers from a communication gap. However, he doesn't

foresee any communication problem between Wood and himself.

In a press conference afterwards, Bromery said that he hadn't spent

any more rewarding years than the last four years with Chancellor Tippo.

He said that UMass must strive for quality and depth in both un-

dergraduates and graduate levels.

Furthermore, Bromery said that he will try to represent student

concerns in a broad way and that he needs help from the student body to

express their needs. Like Tippo, Bromery plans to "keep his office door

Before accepting Bromery, the Board accepted Tippo's resignation

effective immediately and approved his request for a one semester

sabbaticalleave.
(Continued on Page 3)

BROMFRY TAKES OVER-Dr. Randolph W. Bromerv was named Acting Chancellor yesterday by the

Board of Trustees. Bromerys appointment takes effect immediately, as does Chancellor Tippo's

resignation, which the Board accepted. The Board also heard Prof. Burroughs of the Faculty Senate

read a resolution concerning a search committee for a new chancellor. The Board will presumably act

r„ this matter at »*»» -orning's meeting. I Photos by Gib Fullerton >
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UMass Frats - 98.6°
Feature

News Analysis

By ED SLOAN
"Our 15 fraternities are holding

their own," according to Greek

area coordinator Paul Stevens.

The Collegian had asked him how
healthy the fraternity system is at

UMass.
"Last year, fraternities reached

their bottom. In the spring of 1970,

four fraternity houses closed for

various reasons. One closed

because it was loosely run and had

poor financial management.
Another fraternity had a fire in its

house and could not gain enough

financial support to re-establish

itself. A third had its national

charter revoked and a fourth

closed for what so far are still

unknown reasons."

But, Stevens added, "Since then,

two houses have come back and we
expect by the end of the year to

have another fraternity on cam-

pus."

The liberal, open-housing
policies employed by dormitories

could create conflict and havoc for

the fraternity, Stevens said.

However, fraternities today, ac-

cording to the coordinator should

no longer be considered in the

conservative stereotype that

people outside the system have of

it. "Fraternity living is a com-
munal type of arrangement,"
Stevens emphasized. "It is a small

group of individuals who have
willingly come together to live

amongst themselves and have
created their own government,

their own budget, their own
program of activities and service

projects."

But what of fraternity "ex-

clusiveness"? Although Stevens

admitted he did not know the

selectivity procedures for each

fraternity, he said there are no

more "blackballing" techniques

practiced. "Those were techniques

which grew up during World War II

and lasted through the 50s and into

the early 60s. Today, fraternity

members are willing to accept the

guy for what he is and because they

like him as an individual. If his

background is different from
theirs, perhaps they can learn

more from him than from someone

of similar talent and background-

s," he said.

Stevens feels in this respect that

every member of a fraternity can

contribute in his own ways for the

benefit of the fraternity at large.

Concerning the possibility of a

rise in membership in the

fraternity structure, Stevens cited

a survey taken of this years Fresh-

man Class. Fifty-eight of those who
answered what they felt to be a

"collegian" philosophy was
corresponded to what "fraternity"

philosophy is (as opposed to a

vocational or intellectual

philosophy).

"I don't say 58% of the freshmen

will enter fraternities, but 58%
could become involved," Stevens

said.

CCEBS To Graduate 50 In June
By ALAN WRIGHT

In June, 1972, the University of Massachusetts will

tentatively be awarding undergraduate degrees to

over fifty black men and women which is more than

the total number of blacks that have graduated since

the University was founded in 1867. Many of these

students would never have had a chance to achieve a

diploma which has traditionally been the white man's

key to success) without the help of "the Committee for

the Collegiate Education of Black Students" known as

CCEBS. . .. .

CCEBS was formed in 196? by a group of black

faculty and staff to increase the number of black

students at the University and provide these students

with academic and economic assistance. In 1968 the

pilot program began with the admission of 125 fresh-

men. Recruitment has now grown to the point where,

with the admission of 150 freshmen this fall, CCEBS

has over 500 students.

The committee cooperates with the University but

retains an autonomous structure. Allowances have to

be made when accepting minority youth potential

because many of the candidates come from poor

school systems that don't adequately prepare them

for college. CCEBS students are primarily drawn

from the urban ghettoes of Massachusetts cities. For

admission to CCEBS, not so much stress is placed on

customary educational measurements such as college

boards or' superior transcripts, but rather class rank,

high school attendance, recommendations, activities,

work experience and interviews are considered im-

portant in selecting students.

"We want students who will survive," says Dr.

Lawrence Johnson, associate dean of the School of

Business Administration and director of CCEBS. "Our

program offers a second chance for the deprived by

giving them the opportunity to go to school and maybe

go back to help others in their community." Many

talented minority youth do not apply for college

because it was too expensive, they thought they

wouldn't be admitted, their high school educational

experiences were bad, or they had been led to believe

that they couldn't succeed in an academic en-

vironment or be accepted in a professional career.

This is tragic -because achievement of college

education helps an individual to break out of a poverty

cycle.

The CCEBS program attempts to help students

adapt to college life through several student services;

financial aid, special skills, tutoring, and academic,

career and personal counseling. Dr. Johnson believes

that CCEBS is a success. "We've had aches and pains,

of course, and with more and more students coming

into the program, it has been difficult to give as much

money to as many students as we would like to; some

CCEBS students have to take out loans, but if they can

make it academically, we'll help them financially as

much as we can." (It is interesting to note that this

includes other minority groups besides Blacks, such

as American Indians, Orientals, Spanish speaking

people, etc. who are aided by an expanded CCEBS
program).
The UMass CCEBS program has been a success as

16 graduates (transfers or accelerated students who

finished in three years) are now either in graduate

school or have obtained good jobs. It is true that many
Blacks at UMass haven't been able to graduate in the

prescribed four straight years but it is also true that a

higher percentage of it's forthcoming first class will

graduate in the standard four years than the rest of

the university. Most importantly, though, CCEBS
students are making it, despite the fact that they are

learning amidst the surroundings of a white culture.

Hopefully, the Blacks who graduate from UMass will

be able to practically apply their experience and

knowledge gained to improve themselves and their

race.

Oxford Seminar Planned

For the 7th consecutive summer the English Department announces

plans for the Oxford Summer Seminar at Trinity College, Oxford. Eleven

courses are planned in English and English and art, and one sociology

course in urban problems, a departure for the program. Graduates and

undergraduates may apply as most courses are tutorial or small enough

to be taught in very small sections. Inclusive cost is $875 (over and back.

London two nights, tickets to plays, room and board at Trinity for six

weeks) but there is free time for travel before and after the six-week

study period at Trinity: June 19 to June 30, and August 13 to August 25th.

Peter Pascarelli, former editor of The Collegian, writes about the 1971

session:

"The most important thing is that whatever the program itself has to

offer and there is quite a bit, and whatever Europe. England, Oxford have

to offer, the fact is that the responsibility for success or failure of the

program for an individual rests pretty much with that student. Despite

the beautiful trappings, the European backdrop, the cross-section of

classmates from all over the U.S., ultimately you must depend upon

yourself in the situation to exact from it what you desire...

"The program offers much. First it is a painless round-trip flight to

Europe. Most of all it is the opportunity to live and study at Oxford for six

weeks. Trinity College where the program resides is simply a beautiful

place. The rooms which are all suites are spacious, comfortable, and

mostly singles. The Trinity staff, grounds, library, chapel, gardens, etc.,

are all at your constant disposal. The accommodations will be far

superior to any American college dorm or apartment. But you are in

Oxford to take a course. It is fairly certain you will find it stimulating and

rewarding. The Oxford dons that teach you are extremely interesting,

friendly and accessible. Sometimes there seems a bemused attitude from

them towards the crazy Americans, but it is drawn from their learning

from American students just as you will learn from English teaching

methods and attitudes. The course work is fairly heavy with much

reading involved, a great deal of which you can and should do before

getting to Europe. The course work is like an upper level course at an

American institution and will vary from course to course. Most of the

courses are supplemented by outside activities, e.g., plays at Stratford

for the Shakespeare groups, trips to experimental theatres for the

modern drama course, etc. The rest is up to you."

Founder and present director of the Seminar is Ernest Hofer, Associate

Head of English, Bartlett 160. Details of courses and applications are now

available there to the UMass campus first -then the five colleges, then the

outside world. This year applicants will be accepted as soon as their

applications are complete, if they are qualified. "But don't be shy about

the word "Oxford,"' Dr. Hofer says. "We're looking for students with

approximately a B average in English or in almost any major who think a

time abroad would be helpful to them academically and fun for them

socially. Our best students have been surprised how much their thinking

has been changed by their six-week stint, the ease of getting to know their

teachers. Oxford is a friendly place."

Enrollment cannot exceed 110. no applications can be accepted after

February 15, 1972.

This chapel is unique among the

.VI colleges in the Oxford college

system. UMass students will study

at this particular college during

the summer. (I'hoto by Dr. Hofer)

Correction
The address for Caldor's M reported In ysk-i day's Collegian was

led inennwtlv The address should read North King St., Nor-

pton instead of 516 Winstead Rd Turlington Cobb

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

(Up flustrlpurtt* 3ailg (falltsUm

Office o» »he DAILY COL LEG AN arc on the second floor of the Student Union on

the University campus, Up code 01002 Phones are M5 2550 (news). 545 0M4

(sports), and 54V 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the daily COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March «, im as amended by tha act of June it. 1*43. Sub

acnption ratPt *re» 0f)p*raemes»»r. $10.00 par year
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What Ho Wood? CEQ To Host Rivef Workshop

By DAVID WILLIAMS
If the Board of Trustees passes its Executive Committee motion

concerning the structure of the Ad Hoc Committee to find a new
chancellor, it will be setting a dangerous precedent.

Amherst campus sentiments will predictably be against this

motion, which fundamentally alters the physical and philosophical

structures of the resolution adopted by the Faculty, Student and
Grad Student Senates Wednesday.
This joint resolution, passed unanimously by all three Senates,

establishes an Ad Hoc Search Committee consisting of 6 faculty

members, G undergraduate students, 2 graduate students and 2

members of the staff. It was presented to tne Board of Trustees

yesterday in Lenox by the Faculty Senate delegate, Prof. Joseph

Burroughs.
The Board decided to go into executive session at the close of the

regular meeting, consider the resolution, and act on it during

another open Board meeting this morning at 9:30.

After having considered the resolution, the Executive Committee
will recommend to the Board today that the measure be adopted,

but with the following changes: 2 members of the Board of

Trustees, one alumnus and one member of the Dean's Council will

join the 16 positions provided for by the joint resolution from the

Amherst Senates.

These minor additions will clearly have a significant impact on

even the most basic aims of any Search Committee. But something

perhaps more fundamental is at stake.

The mutated Search Committee organized by the Board of

Trustees will necessarily have to be sensitive to the opinions of

those added few members who don't view the Amherst campus as

home. This runs straight against those who feel the Amherst

campus is, and should be, an entity unto itself; perhaps not self-

sustaining, but at least self-perpetuating. But the administrator's

Utopia Robert Wood has been leading up to apparently has no room

for this sort of self-autonomy on such an important, campus-wide

level. Wood has envisioned the University of Massachusetts as a

three-campus system, with all campuses being given equal priority

on certain, well defined levels. Physical plant expansion is an

example of one of these priorities. Boston and Worcester obviously

lag behind Amherst in this regard. It is impossible for anyone at all

deeply committed to the Amherst campus to regard Boston and

Worcester as any kind of "threat" to the Amherst campus' rather

smug reputation as a sprawling, urban campus. But educators will

educate wherever they are gathered, and this is what Wood is

placing his money on. It would relatively easy to build Columbia

Point and Worcester to within an inch of their lives and sit back

feeling satisfied. And we must face it, on the surface it is easy to

equate excellence in one area with an imagined excellence in

another. No doubt many of Amherst's admirers come and go and

look at the pretty buildings, never bothering to assess the quality of

what goes on inside those buildings.

To give the devil his due, Robert Wood is concerned with what

goes on inside the Amherst campus' pretty buildings. Un-

fortunately, in his desire to construct, literally, a three-campus

University, he has shown in his recent actions his profound

disability to understand on a mere one-campus level.

The Amherst campus earned its reputation for academic ex-

cellence long before Robert Wood came on the scene. Wood the

Administrator admits that the way to get control of the three-

campus University, is to centralize the budgets, take all the money

to Boston. Then he can slowly bring the three campuses together

into a single University.

But to do this he must have the money. And to educate and ex-

periment, the individual campuses must have some control.

Somewhere along the line something's gotta give. Either Wood will

have his three-campus system, led by a strange breed of academic

eunuch, or the campuses will have some kind of self-autonomy.

Robert Wood said yesterday that he does not want his chancellors

to be yes men'. He has, so far, had the backing of the Board of

Trustees as he attempts to put his dream University together. It is

obvious for the moment that they will continue to support him. The

Trustees would now sneak two of their number onto a committee

which is looking for a leader for its campus.

What better way to insure a warm and friendly reception every

time you come to Amherst?

BUY YOUR

PEWTER
in all shades & sizes

from

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

'everyone's favorite jeweler"

31 S. Pleasant St. - Amherst

The Coalition for Environmental
Quality (CEQ—the student eco

group) will host an Ecology Action

vVorkshop with the theme
"Defending the Ecology of the

Connecticut River Basin" on
Saturday October 9 from 9-3:30 in

Memorial Hall on campus.
Co-sponsors for this event are:

the Connecticut River Ecology

Action Corp. of Amherst & Hadley,

EARTH, of Longmeadow, the

New England Chapter of the Sierra

Club, the Millers River Watershed

Dr. Ward S. Motts
(Geologist

U. of Mass., Amherst

Council, Inc. of Athol, the

Massachusetts unit of the Friends

of the Earth, Connecticut Action

Now, Inc. of New Haven Con-

necticut, and the Springfield

Ecology Council of the Springfield

High Schools.

Registration I free) will be from 9

am on. At 9:30 a.m. William En-

dicott will give a "Report from

Congressmen Bowland's Office".

He is Boland's Administrative

Assistant. At 9:35, Dr. Lincoln

Brower of Amherst College will

give an "Orientation to the Con-

necticut River Basin". Dr. Ward
Motts of the UMass Geology Dept.

will present "Geologic and
Hydrologic Criteria for Land Use

Policy in the Connecticut River

Basin ", at 10:45. At 11:05 Robert

Mcintosh, who is the Chief of Flood

Plain Management Services of the

Army Corp. of Engineers will

speak on "Flood Plain

Management and Zoning in the

Basin."

12 to 12:45 will be lunch, and

people are asked to bring a basket

lunch so that maximum interaction

can take place while they eat their

lunch there. "V«ere will be free

coffee.

At 12:45, P, of. Harry Siebert of

Hartford University will talk on
"Environmental Impact of High-
way Construction." Following him,
John F. Hurley and Robert J.

Gagnon of the Massachusetts
Department of Public Works will

jointly present "Procedure for

Environmental Review of

Proposed Highway Projects". At

1 :45 Dr. Jane Van Zandt Brower of

Mount Holyoke College will

elaborate "Criteria for Position

Papers, Environmental Impact

John K. Hurley

Asst. to Chief Engl*.,

Muss. Dept. of Pub.
Works

Studies and Statements". From
2:55 to 3:30 there will be a general
round-up of further Basin
problems. Everyone is invited to

any or all of the program.

Bromery Named Chancellor
(Continued from Page 1)

The Board expressed its deep appreciation to Tippo and said that he

earned the "respect and affection of Faculty and Students." After his

sabbatical.Dr. Tippo will remain as a professor of botany.

In further action, the Board approved of the move to extend the

facilities on the Top of the Campus to the locality of the Blue Room in the

Campus Center.

The Board said that alcoholic beverages would be served to those

students over 21 and that those students under 21 will be separated by a

barrior where liquor will not be sold.

In reference to the newly approved alcoholic facility, which is similar

to a Rathskeller, one trustee said it would afford greater communication

between faculty and student.

The Board approved the transfer by the purchase of the Student Union

Building from the University Building Association to the University

Building Authority in other business. The deal will be closed on October

14th.

The Board also approved the working for the Infirmary Addition at an

anticipated construction bid of $1,254,000.

Treasurer Johnson reported the gift of 14 acres of land containing a

house at Fraternity-Sorority Park. An additional 8 acres are retained for

future expansion of the University housing program.
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We're a

FLY-BY-NIGHT OPERATION

Especially when it comes to delivering jeans. For fast

delivery of LANDLUBBER JEANS in Amherst, call

us at 253-9706 anytime from 9: 30 - 5: 30 daily. We will

deliver your pants that night. Try us!

WEARHOUSE Open Fri.

(wear else?) till 9

COMMUTERS NEED ATTENTION/TOO

Get it in the

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY

Nomination Sheets for Openings
available outside RSO, 1st level, C.C.

Due - by 5 p.m., Fri., Oct. 8
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon To Set Up Wage, Price Boards
WASHINGTON (AP) -President

Nixon announced machinery
Thursday night for administering

wage-price restraints that he hopes

will hold the annual rate of in-

flation to 2 to :{ per cent by the end

of next year.

Nixon fixed no specific wage or

price standards. He turned over

that politically sensitive issue to

two newly created quasi-

independent bodies whose major

decisions will be subject to

governmental veto.

In an address prepared for a

nationwide radio and television

audience, the President unveiled

plans for an economic stabilization

program to go into effect Nov 14

after expiration of the current

wage price freeze.

He did not specifically mention

the administration's overall ob-

jective of reaching an annual in-

flation rate of 2 to :5 per cent by the

end of 1972.

However, the White House made
available a 'background paper"

that cited such an objective, as

measured by monthly living cost

statistics, and said continued

reduction of the rate would be the

goal thereafter.

'This interim goal for the end of

1972." said the document, "would

be an inflation rate about half of

the rate that prevailed in 1971

before the freeze."

Key features of Nixon's post-

freeze program include:

Appointment of a ir>-member
Pay Board. giving equal

representation to management,

labor and the public that will set

wage guidelines and. if it so

decides, prohibit, reduce or defer

pay hikes it deems inconsistent

with its standards.

Establishment of a Price

commission of seven public

members to administer price and

rent restraints it will formulate.

A presidential request for

standby authority-which Nixon

said he does not plan to use-to

regulate dividends and interest

rates.

A request that Congress extend

the Economic Stabilization Act of

1970 the legal basis for the entire

Nixon prog am for one year

beyond its scheduled expiration

next April 30.

As of now, the stabilization

which were excluded from the

current freeze.

The existing Cost of Living

Council will have authority to veto

or revise standards recommended
by the board and the Price Com
mission.

It will have no power to in-

tervene, however, in individual

to take full effect when Phase 2

begins.

TIIK PKK
measures will remain in force

indefinitely.

The White House refused to

provide even an approximate
guideline for permissible wage
settlements, an official said the

Pay Board will have to provide

•standards or guidelines" before

Phase 2 begins on Nov. 14.

However, some economists
estimate that wage increases of up

to .") to (i percent a year would meet

the President's goal of holding

inflation down to 2 or :? per cent a

year.

The only exception to price curbs

will be raw agricultural products.

SIDENT
cases-such as review of a specific

wage or price boost-that will come

before the commission or the board.

Violators of the stabilization

program would be liable to a

maximum fine of S:>.(H»> for each

infraction, the same as under the

present freeze In adrHion. the

government could seek federal

court injunctions against specific

wage or price hikes which could

bring additional penalties if not

obeyed
The president's speech left

unsettled the crucial question

whether previously contracted
wage increases will be permitted

These were pay boosts

previously negotiated-in some
cases, the second-year or third-

Near stepups of major bargaining

settlements-which were to have

taken effect after Aug. 15 but were

blocked by the freeze.

A White Mouse official said the

decision will be up to the tripartite

Pay Board to deal with such cases.

However, it was made clear that

the rules will not permit

retroactive payment of postponed

pay boosts.

Wage and price standards will be

applied most rigorously to

businesses and labor unions which,

although not yet specified, were

described as being* of critical

importance for the control of in-

llation.

In these instances, the new board

or commission must be notified in

advance of proposed wage or price

increases and will be given full

power to approve, reject or defer

them There will be no appeal from

these decisions.

Some other economic units,

again not specified, will be

required to file prompt reports on

prices, costs, profits and wages.

The board or commission will

review these and may order action

if it feels they do not meet the

standards.

For the great bulk of businesses,

however, enforcement will depend

on less frequent reporting, spot

checks and the investigation of

complaints

To administer the program, 360

local service and compliance

centers will be established in of-

fices of the Internal Revenue

Service. The staffing of the centers

will require an estimated 3,000

people, most of them borrowed

from ITS but some from other

agencies.

Nixon also announced he was

appointing a Committee on In-

terest and Dividends to be headed

by Arthur Burns, chairman of the

Federal Reserve Board. This

group will administer a con-

tinuation of a present voluntary

program of restraint in interest

rates and corporate dividends

Also. Nixon is setting up a

Committee on the Health Services

Industry which will advise the Cost

<>l Living Council on application of

price standards in the medical and

hospital fields.

Nixon was firm in opposition to

regulation of profits except for

what he termed ''windfall" profits.

He said: 'When wages and other

costs are held down, even though

prices are also held down, cir-

cumstances could arise in some

cases that might generate exor-

bitant profits.

BLACK MAGIC

SATURDAY NITE
9:30 - 12:30 only 50'

Earth's Little Brother
SAN DIEGO, Calif. <AP>—A

pint-sized "quasimoon" only a

mile in diameter is linked to the

earth and the moon in a kind of

triplet system," Nobel Prize-

winning physicist Hannes Alfven

said Thursday.
It travels to within 9.3 million

miles of earth in eight-year cycles,

Alfven said. Its next close visit is

expected in August 1972.

"It is part of the matter of this

region. It belongs to the earth-

moon system because it is

gravitationally coupled."

The new little brother of earth

was actually discovered in 1964 by

Dr. Samuel Herrick, professor of

astronomy at the University of

California at Los Angeles, and was
named Toro. But, Alfven said its

tie in with the earth moon system

has just been determined after

computer studies by two of his

colleagues: W. H. Ip, like Alfven a

professor at UC San Diego, and Dr.

Nils Colbort of the University of

Stockholm.
Alfven discovered the so-called

Alfven Waves, the electromagnetic

waves which travel through

ionized gas. He was awarded the

Nobel Prize in physics jointly with

a Frenchman last fall. He lives

several months here and several

months in Stockholm.

In Alfven's view, the planets of

earth's solar system were formed

from swirling dust clouds and

debris left over when the sun was

created from a cloud of gas. Toro

may be a planet which didn't quite

make it, he said in an interview-an

asteroid that was simply left over

from the process that created the

earth and the moon, or whose orbit

has degraded since it was captured

by earth.

The studies by Ip and Colbort

show that Toro circles the sun five

times every six years, said Alfven.

This orbit brings it into the

gravitational field of earth, which

circles the sun eight times in eight

years.

If Toto comes too close to earth

on one pass. Alfven said, earth's

gravity so alters the tiny planet's

orbit that it forces it farther away
on the next pass.

it's as if the earth is playing

tennis with itself and using Toro as

the tennis ball," Alfven said.

There is almost no chance of a

rollision for at least 180 years and
possibly as long as 1,000 years, the

scientist said, adding: "In our

lifetime and our children's, we are

safe."

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

\&
MAKE IT

A POINT

TO CHECKOUT

in the alley

(off Main St.)
Open Fri. til 9

INDEX
Whether you liked the '71 Index or not,

you are invited to attend the

Recruitment Meeting
for the 72 Index.

Yearbooks will never be the some,

and your fdeas are needed.

Tuesday, October 12 7:30

904-908 CAMPUS CENTER

Senate Kills Raise

For Fed. Employees
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate backed by a 51-32 vote Thursday

President Nixon's six-month postponement of a federal pay raise as part
of his anti-inflation efforts.

The vote was the first in the Senate on any phase of Nixon's new
economic policy. The President won another major victory in Congress
Wednesday when the House approved tax cuts he urged to spur the

economy. *

The twin triumphs were scored just ahead of Nixon's radio-television

broadcast announcing the wage-price restraints he will put into effect

after the expiration of the 90-day freeze he ordered in August.
In the Senate fight over the pay raise issue, pleas to support the

President's anti-inflation moves won out over arguments that federal

employes were being treated unfairly.

But by a 60-27 vote Wednesday, the Senate went on record as favoring

pay raises for government employes comparable to those permitted in

private industry under the second phase of Nixon's economic program.
Under legislation Congress passed last year, federal employes were

due to get a raise of about 6 per cent on Jan. 1. The President ordered this

delayed for six months.
Either the Senate or the House could have overturned his order by

adopting a resolution of disapproval before midnight Thursday. The
House rejected such a resolution last Monday by a 207-174 vote and the

Senate followed suit Thursday.

One argument raised against the resolution was that the Senate's ac-

tion in voting to permit government pay raises up to the average per-

mitted in the private sector under Phase 2 of Nixon's program would not

stand up.

The Senate voted for this as an amendment to the military procurement

bill.

More Troops To N. Ireland
LONDON (AP) - The British

government agreed Thursday
night to beef up its battle to crush

terrorism in Northern Ireland and
announced that three more bat-

talions of troops will be dispatched

to Belfast immediately.
The decision was in answer to an

appeal by Northern Ireland's
prime minister, Brian Faulkner, in

a marathon 6-1/2 hour meeting
with Prime Minister Edward
Heath and his key ministers.

Faulkner, beaming to newsmen
on leaving No. 10 Downing Street

after the exhausting talks, ap-
peared delighted with the results.

"This is one of the most
satisfactory meetings with the

British government that I have
ever had-and I have had quite a

few.

"We made great progress."

But a joint statement issued

after the meeting made no mention

of Faulkner's request to Heath to

sanction the formation of civilian

unarmed vigilante groups

throughout Northern Ireland to

help in the fight against the

outlawed Irish Republican Army-
IRA.
The statement said the ad-

ditional troops-numbering about

1,500 men-will permit the British

army commander in Ulster, Gen.

Sir Harry Tuzo, to tighten his

control of the 260-mile, largely

unmarked border with the

Republic of Ireland to the south.

The Belfast and London
governments claim that IRA
terrorists are receiving sanctuary

in the south and that most of their

weapons came from there.

The three extra battalions will

bring the number of British troops

on duty in Northern Ireland to

nearly 14,000.

Heath and Faulkner said in their

joint statement that the extra

troops "will be at the practical

disposal" of Tuzo "lo be used as he
thinks fit, but their arrival will

enable him, among other things, to

strengthen control of the border

and to follow up more rapidly the

action against terrorists."

The two prime ministers also

agreed on greater efforts to step up
recruiting for the Ulster defense
regiment, the locally recruited
national guard,and named a
British government minister to

supervise this.

The tough new British action was
sparked by the growing wave of

terrorism, bomb throwing and
slaying of civilians and British

troops.

Terrorism has cost the lives of

116 persons, including 26 troops,

since August 1969.

Bomb explosions in September
numbered 152 in the province
against only 101 in August. There
were 10 in Belfast Wednesday night

alone and three up to nightfall

Thursday.
One went off near an army post

in central Belfast, another in the

suburbs and a third during a

machine gun attack on a police

post in Roden St., Belfast.

B52's Back At Work
Throughout S.E. Asia

SAIGON (AP) - About 30 U.S.

B52 bombers flew in from their

Thailand bases Thursday in three-

plane formations and pounded

enemy positions in South Vietnam,

Cambodia and Laos.

Four the the Stratofortress raids,

the U.S. Command said, were

concentrated along the South

Vietnam Cambodian border in a

region where North Vietnamese

troops were believed still pulling

back after 10 days of frontier

lighting.

In all. 900 tons of bombs were

dropped on targets in Cambodia,
South Vietnam and Laos.

On the ground, combat action

was limited to patrol skirmishes

and shelling attacks.

U.S. artillery pumped shells into

North Vietnamese positions in the

southern hall of the demilitarized

zone but no lighting was reported

along South Vietnam's northern

tier, now being lashed by storms.

The northern provinces were
buffeted by winds and rain from
the outer edge of Typhoon Elaine,

last reported 300 miles east of Da
Nang and packing winds in her

center of 115 miles an hour.

U.S. 7th Fleet ships off the

Vietnamese coast were busy
evading the full force of Elaine,

now heading northward toward the

coast of Ked China.

The aircraft carrier Midway,
which moved out of the Gulf of

Tonkin on Wednesday, still was
able to launch its usual bomber
strikes against the Ho Chi Minh
(rail in Laos, a Navy spokesman
reported.

In its weekly casualty summary,
the U.S. Command reported a drop

in American combat deaths last

week but a rise in the number of

Tin- Defease Department released thrs«> receaaaiaaaace photos in

Washington today Baying th<\\ show before- and-after the bombing of

a North Vietnamese automatic weapons position atop a hill in Laos.

The position, circled in top photo, defended a kev road on the Ho Chi

Minh trail and was struck, leaving a crater, by a 3.000-pound bomb
horn an Air Force Fl Phantom. The Pentagon did not say when the

action took place.

Crack DownOnTravelMoney
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

Department of Health, Education

and Welfare has blown the whistle

on government scientists who
collect travel expenses for

research luxury vacation sites.

HEW Secretary Elliot L.

Richardson said the "real or ap-

parent financial windfalls" must

end. He ordered an investigation to

determine whether the traveling

researchers should repay some of

the expenses collected

At stake for Dr. Edward F.

MacNichol Jr.. director of the

National Institute of Neurological

Diseases and Stroke, is $4,000 in

travel expenses for the past three

summers.
The Associated Press disclosed

last week that MacNichol conducts

research and runs his $116.5-

million agency for two months
each year from a summer home on

Cape Cod, while drawing $25 a day
in government travel expenses.

ASHFIELD
FALL FESTIVAL

OCT. 9-11

Town Hall, Ashfield,

Rt. 116

Folk Concert
Craft Auction

Sun., 1 p.m. -on

Come Visit Us

OF AMHERST

WATCHES JEWELRY
EXPERTREPAIRS

U M MUGS
drop by

65 N. Pleasant St.

wounded.
The command said 21 U.S. troops

were killed and 117 were wounded

in the seven days up to Saturday

midnight, compared with 29 killed

and 47 wounded the previous week.

The command reported 16

Americans died of noncombat

causes such as illness and ac-

cidents last week, an increase of 10

over the week before.

South Vietnamese headquarters

said 305 government troops were

killed last week.

.earn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

Hoover Upset

Over NET
Show
NEW YORK (AP) FBI

Director J. Edgar Hoover has

referred to the Justice Department

the matter of a withdrawn
television segment in which three

men claimed the FBI encouraged

them to involve radicals in bom
bing incidents

Hoover said in a letter to

National Educational Television-

NET-uhich produced the 10-

minute segment, that, "On the

basis of information available to

the Bureau, each of the charges is
t

totally and absolutely false in each

and every particular."

Hartford Gunn, Jr., president of

Public Broadcasting Service-PBS

which distributes programs to 211

television stations across the

country, withdrew the segment as

part of "The Great American
Dream Machine" on Wednesday
night.

"More documentation was
needed," Gunn said in Washington.

"Further, we felt the issue was
oversimplified."

BUY DIRECT
AND SAVE!!

Why run all over town looking for pants, corduroys, or

blue jeans when we have the areas largest and most

complete selections - all at the lowest prices around.

And we're just up the street...

the closest thing to you is

WEARHOUSE Open Fri.

(wear-else?) till 9

Gala Cocktail Party
Following the UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
vs. BOSTON UNIVERSITY football game.

- Saturday, Oct. 9, 1971 -

- Immediately after the game

- Boston City Club -

( 969 Commonwealth Ave.)

$1.00 donation to cover the entertainment costs.

Beer 50 c Mixed Drinx 90*

See You All After the Game.

Greater Boston Alumni Club
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An Act of Faith
Rarely does the campus community unite itself on any

one issue. It seems inevitable that whenever one group

favors a proposal, another opposes it. It is for this reason

that the proposal for the formation of a search committee
to find a new chancellor is so unusual.

The proposal itself, which was negotiated between the

faculty, grad and undergraduate Senates and passed

almost unanimously in joint session of these groups,

formulates a committee to include sixteen members of the

campus community, exactly half of which would be

students. Also, it established a procedure whereby the

committee, named the Joint Ad Hoc Search Committee,

instead of providing the Board of Trustees with a list of

acceptable candidates, would nominate one candidate at a

time for the Board's action.

This proposal was introduced to the Executive Com-
mittee of the Board at yesterday's meeting to a greeting

which ran the gamut from skepticism to outright an-

tagonsim. According to one observer, Trustee Pumphrett
commented that it was "the most ridiculous proposal ever

to come before the Board of Trustees."

The Board's main objection centers around the

procedural aspects of nomination of candidates included in

the proposal. In effect, the Search Committee proposal

reduces the Board's power to that of the veto and many
Trustees, as may be expected, resent this role.

However, let us look more closely at what is being done
here. First of all, it has been Board policy, according to the

so-called Morris Report, to select "major administrative

officers" in this way. However, it appears that the Board
does not consider the chancellor a "major administrative

officer". We question this interpretation.

More importantly, though, is what the proposal actually

accomplishes. In effect, the Board is allowed to choose the

candidate in an order dictated by the committee instead of

making the choice from a list of possible alternatives.

Under the new proposal, it is the people most concerned
with the decision, the campus community , which deter-

mines who is the best candidate, although the Board
retains the final say. We feel this is entirely justified. After

all, shouldn't a person who will govern an area be chosen
by the people whom he will govern?
The exact make-up of the committee may be open to

some debate, and it would not seem totally unreasonable to

include alumni and Board members to the Committee, in a

rational proportion. The key issue, though, is that the

campus community be allowed to have the dominant
position in selecting Tippo's successor so that the

credibility of the University system, as far as Amherst is

concerned, is not totally destroyed.

Whether the Trustees truly have the integrity to grant

the legitimacy of the Search proposal in view of their own
'apparent' loss of power will in a long way go towards

determining the success of the next chancellor.

There Will Be

NoMDC
On Monday

Art Buchwald

Goodbye, Senators
WASHINGTON -The Washington Senators baseball

team, after playing in the Capital for 71 years, has left

lor Texas. The elation in Dallas and Fort Worth over

this turn of events can only be ascribed to the fact that

no one in that part of the country has ever seen the

Senators play.

The reason for the exodus was poor attendance,

which Mr. Robert Short, the owner of the team, said

was costing him a fortune. What worries people here

is that the Senators may be the first of many in-

stitutions that might decide to pull out.

Perhaps in the next few years we will be reading the

following press releases:

WASHINGTON. DC—House Speaker Carl Albert

announced today that he was moving Congress to Fort

Wayne, Ind., at the end of the season. "The

Washington fans just don't seem to want to support

Congress." Albert said at a press conference. "At our

last night session we had only five people in the

gallery and our cafeteria has been running a deficit

for two years. Fort Wayne is very excited about

having a major branch of the U.S. government in its

town, and were looking forward to playing there lor

many years to come."
WASHINGTON. DC—The British Embassy has

just made it official. It is moving from Washington,

DC. to Palm Beach, Fla. A spokesman for the em-
bassy said the decision was made reluctantly by the

ambassador but the turnouts at the Queens birthday

party reception had been so poor that he had no

choice. "Its obvious to us that Washington doesn't

want a British Embassy, despite all the talk," the

spokesman said. "We've had offers from all over the

country to move our team and we've decided on Palm
Beach because they've guaranteed a full turnout for

every one of our receptions."

LAS VEGAS, Nev.—Mayor Byron Lovemaster has

just confirmed that Las Vegas has finalized a deal to

bring the U.S. Supreme Court to Las Vegas. The

mayor told Hank Greenspun of the Las Vegas Sun that

he considers the Supreme Court one of the best tourist

attractions in the country, as it will bring in lawyers

and defendants from all over the land.

"We sent a delegation to Washington, and we think

we made the best presentation. Miami and San Juan.

P.M.. both made bids for the court, but we won out

when we promised to build an all-weather Supreme
Court building with Astroturf in each of the justices'

chambers. We can get 50,000 people in the new court

building at one time."

Chief Justice Burger confirmed Mayor
Lovemaster's announcement. "We're going to miss

Washington." he said on the Today Show. "But while

most people here said they were behind the Supreme
Court, they wouldn't come out for our decision. Las

Vegas sounds like a great Supreme Court town.")

WASHINGTON, DC—A blue-ribbon delegation

consistingof lawyer Edward Bennett Williams. Mayor
Walter Washington and City Council Chairman

Gilbert Hahn paid a visit to President Nixon this

morning in a last-minute effort to persuade him not to

move the White House to Lincoln, Neb. Mr. Nixon said

he had no choice. The people in Washington did not

appreciate a President in their town, and he blamed

criticism by the news media for the lack of support for

the present Administration. Mr. Nixon said:

"Us always a tragedy when a city loses a White

House, but there are other things that have to be taken

into consideration. Nebraska has the No. 1 football

team in the country, and I believe a President of the

United States should always be in the town with the

No. 1 team."

News Analysis

Nixon and The Economy
By ELLIOT EISENBERG

One day they are going to look

back to the first (and who knows
but only) term of President
Richard Nixon, and they are going

to mark a turning point in the

history of the American and the

world economy. The events which
are now taking shape, the

programs which the President last

night and last month described are
going to rank in significance with

the first days of the New Deal, the

establishment of the Marshall plan

and the Kennedy experiments with

Keynesian economics.
If it is true about President

Kennedy, as Seymour Harris
writes in the Economics of the

Kennedy Years, that John Ken-
nedy was able to grow in-

tellectually in his comprehension
of economics, it has to be even
more true of Richard Nixon. While
Kennedy's conversion to

Keynesian economics was in the

end only timid - how important was
the proposal to increase demand
and employment by cutting taxes
in comparison to the freezing of

wages and prices and the cutting

loose of the dollar's ties to gold? —
it seems that Nixon had even
further to go toward accepting the

recommendations of his

economists. Starting his career as
the darling of the Republican
Right, taking his apprenticeship
under Eisenhower who kept his

hands off the economy. Nixon
showed himself to be the new man
he so wanted us to believe he is

during the last campaign.
He seems to have mastered the

politician's art of culling the best

from each school of economists.

From the conservatives, led by
Milton Friedman of Chicago, he
has adopted the policy of letting the

dollar float against gold and other

currencies. This is essentially

devaluing the dollar and it is or-

dinarily very difficult to bring off

politically and without offending

our allies. From the liberals he has
taken into his program what every
laissez faire, right-wing man most
fears: controls on the level of

wages and prices. He has done so

while appealing again and again to

the patriotism of Americans, and
while the Left seems to have given
him up for lost, most of the country
seems to have united behind him.
His program is so important

because of the changed state of the

world economy. As Treasury
Secretary Connolly has said again
and again the world is not as it was
when the existing financial order
was established in 1946. It's

structure has changed. The nations

that now are relative manufac
turing powers were in different

shape in the shambles of the war.
Neither is the world any longer so
dependent on the U.S. dollar for its

store of liquidity. The current

system has allowed some
currencies to become overpriced
while other ci.e., the yen) became
underpriced, causing trade
balances to be artificially affected.

Changing the value of the dollar

and forcing change (revaluation)

in some of the undervalued
currencies is what the President
was referring to when he declared
that "we are for free trade, but it

must be fair trade." The financial

order which was established to

cope with post-World War II

conditions is disappearing and
what they are now negotiating will

very possibly define the terms of

world trade for decades to come.
In the same way, the United

States is not the same country it

was when it was younger. Its

structure has changed. The
President's freeze on wages and
prices and his establishment of

review boards reflect the fact that

market forces no longer work as
well as they once did when the

economy was smaller and less

complicated.

Finally Nixon seems to have un-

learned his training under
Eisenhower: no longer the silent

by-stander he has now grasped the

initiative. In a time which may
very possibly, as he said last night,

leave its mark on the next century,

at last we have a leader in the

White House.

^^msas^rs^

'I KNOW, I KNOW YOU LOVE ME!'

Letters To The Editor

Another Public Service (?)
On September 10th I most innocently wandered into

the "Alpha Phi Omega & Gamma Sigma Sigma" used

book exchange located in the Berkshire Room of the

Student Union. I had a stack of books from last

semester under my arm as I intended on exchanging

them for some badly needed coin I went in under the

misunderstanding that I would immediately receive

payment for my books, but soon discovered that I was
to establish a selling price and put them on sale in

their care. After a certain length of time I was to come
in with my receipts and collect the money taken in on

whatever books were sold. The girl (Pam, as she

indicated on the upper corner of my receipts) working

there said I should come in in three weeks. I scribbled

my initials and other information on some 7 receipts

amounting to over seventeen dollars, said thanks and

left.

During the next two weeks there were many
moments when I felt like collecting my money, but

decided it best to wait the three weeks for it was most

likely easier for them to honor all your receipts at

once and possibly not all my books had been sold yet.

It was Sunday, September 26th, and being in rough

financial shape I thought of money. It then popped into

my mind that the third week began tomorrow and

most of my books had probably been sold by that

convenient service club. "Alpha Phi Omega &
Gamma Sigma Sigma", advertised in our Daily

Collegian. I searched frantically for the receipts and

found them on a nearby shelf. Relieved, I gave them a

glance and proceeded to flip out. I noticed on the lower

portion of each receipt:

"Book or Money Returned Only Upon Presentation of

this Receipt.

I Accept the Price Indicated and I Relinquish My
Right to Book If I do not Appear by 9/24/71."

No Exceptions Will Be Made to Above Rules

No Service Charge For Unsold Books

Firstly I cursed Pam whoever she is, then I cursed

myself for being stupid and blindly listening to her and

finally I hopefully decided that it only concerned my
right to books and not to money. That was foolish.

After all, it is a Service Club, and that is my seventeen

dollars, it isn't as though it is unaccounted for. They

were most likely closed on the weekends and therefore

I am only one day late.

Needless to say I went down Monday and found it

deserted. With usual hassle I ran around the Campus
Center and left a message explaining my situation in

the Clubs' mail box. I contacted the chairman by

phone and she told me there were many people in my
position and that a meeting would be held Thursday

with the other chairman to decide if we would be given

our money or not. Friday came and she was nowhere

to be found. I left a note for I was gone for the weekend

and reached her Monday. The answer was no. I was

Good

IT'S BEAUTIFUL AND HOW DO WE USE IT WITHOUT ALSO BLOWING OURSELVES OFF
THE MAP..?'

To the Editor. . .

I met a man on the platform with Father Quigley

who declared that God is beyond space, and time, and

substance, and "is unknowable"- and that the

Devine force is incomprehensible to man". This same

man declared that his basic religious beliefs are

"unnegotiable". I suddenly got a revelation. This man

must be God himself!

I met a man who spoke logically of unity in diversity

and diversity in unity - a beautiful thought wherein

one can conceive of each individual, though different

from every other individual, having some attributes

useful to himself and especially to society But almost

in the same breath he declared that all men and

women, are equal --- an obvious biological falsehood^

I met a man who believes in the unity of man but

believes that each individual is free to contribute or

not to contribute to the progress of man as he pleases -

- a concept contrary to all management principles as

Dr. Wood and Dr. Tippo would agree >
Maybe that is

whv the School of Ed. is in the condition it ism.

On second thought I don't really think I met God. I

think I met a very confused mair
Dr. John I* . Hanson

told that my money was in their account already and

that I was being held to my contract.

The Service Club is indeed doing their students a

service. Yes, I did sign a receipt. Yes. I was foolish in

not reading it for all it was worth-I know better now.

But Damn, that seventeen dollars of mine is sitting in

their account until they find some use for it. They have

not obligated themselves into turning the money over

for a need within sight. It is my money for no one can

account for it but me. I thank you "Alpha Phi Omega
& Gamma Sigma Sigma" for your understanding and

your proper business management. We need more
Student Service Clubs like yours at UMass to uphold

an American Tradition.
Rube

American

Editorial Points
UMass is a real gas! If you

don't believe it, take a close look

at the pipe that feeds the "fire"

which gives the Colonial Lounge
that "homey" feeling.

* * *

It hardly seems possible, but

students are more apathetic this

year. Even the stereos in South-

west aren't as loud as they used

to be.
* * *

The American revolution's

start was the responsibility of a

drunkard. Impossible, you say?
Well, Paul Revere got blind

drunk on Medford Rum before

he started his midnight ride. The
British didn't stop him because

they thought no self respecting

freedom fighter would appear in

public in an inebriated state. I'd

say it was high time to start a

William Dawes fan club.
* * *

Did you notice that the toaster

in the Concrete Coffee Pot is a

dining commons cast off'.' Next
thing you know they'll be using

stamped stainless steel cutlery

at the Top of the Campus.
* * *

If you happen to be a Trustee

of the University of

Massachusetts and you are
reading the Friday edition of this

newspaper before your 9:30

A.M. meeting...just pass it off as

one more example of man's
ingenuity and drive (it's a long

way from Ware to Lenox.)
* * *

If civil war were to break out

in the UMass system, Amherst
would have the advantage...We
could hold the system's
Treasurer and Secretary
hostage. (The old "an army
marches on its stomach" ethic

would probably be disproved by
dining commons at Amherst and
President Wood could starve us

out.)
* * *

Sitting Alone At Night

To the Editor:

The lecture/test system is undoubtedly a largely

sterile form of education; indeed it is not education at

all. It would more properly be described as vocational

training or indoctrination, the antithesis of education.

(Lectures were once accurately described as a

process whereby information is transferred from the

notebook of the instructor to the notebook of the

student without passing through the head of either.

)

But it is rather surprising to see it described in the

recent Collegian article on S.E.S. as a problem or

efforts to solve the problem as "controversial".

The "problem" of the lecture/test system was

solved almost 50 years ago at the University of

Chicago, St. John's College, and somewhat later, I

believe at Reed and Antioch Colleges (with ap-

propriate bows to certain Athenians of two millenia

earlier). At Chicago, for example. Chancellor Robert

Hutchins and Philosopher Mortimer Adler established

a system of dialogues between students and in-

structors in small informal groups. (Large lectures

were held, curriculum and bibliography were

prepared, the use of either was optional, as was

attendance at the discussion or dialogue sections.)

The effort was aimed at examining the fundamental

issues of each subject matter and ultimately, the

relationship between the various subject matter. It

was. and remains, the classical approach to a liberal

education. The compiling of bodies of data was in-

cidental; what was primary was a grasp of the broad

implications of the scope of human knowledge.

Whether such aphilosophyof education would have

any relevance today at UMass is questionable. A

casual brush with this huge "educational factory"

does not leave one with the impression that it is

essentially concerned with education at all. Rather it

seems geared, as are all American multiversities, to

grinding out suitable components to advance the

objectives of our corporate society and the "American

Way of Life (?) ".

Dr. Bischoff is probably correct in being skeptical

that S.E.S. 's "instant intelligence" or packaged

lecture notes are the answer. Indeed, the Cheah ap-

proach merelv seems to reinforce and further the

objective of the lecture/indoctrination system. By

making it more efficient, George Cheah seems to

ensure perpetuation. No where does there appear any

evidence that the underlying implications of the

system have been examined.

What can be done9 That of course is up to the

students and the faculty. Discussions of copyright

laws misses the point entirely. Is the university really

the private preserve of a relative handful of academic

stockholders, zealously guarding their perogatives, or

is it a center of learning (broadly defined) and a

community of scholars (again, broadly considered, so

as to include students on all levels)?

If the student's objective is merely to get a union

card to gain access to the "good life" circa 1975 —
American Express, Pan Am and the comdoninium -

then by all means buy S.E.S. or any other tool that will

further that objective. If, however, the student's

purposes go deeper and broader, then he had better

start rapping with his mates and figure out just what

the hell is really going on.

(ieorge Ballov

I sit alone watching
a small candle ebbing
shadows. Every object

comes alive

under the furtive licks

watching me
and my stomach's protests

become animal groans;

each sound strained together

into a constant hum
which slowly builds and
becomes
my mind. Trying
to shake it loose I

speak a few soft words
but they fall empty
cushioned on the

wooden floor. Over
and over I

remind myself:

nothing is the matter
but I never
listen. Lee E. Bishoff

Smoke In Your Eyes
To the Editor:

The Coalition for Environmental Quality wishes to clarify some
misleading impressions created by the article about the "Amherst

Fields" in the September 30th Collegian. The drainage and tax problems

discussed in the article are in a Paparazzo development, Heritage

Village, in Southbury, Connecticut, rather than in Amherst as the

Collegian's editing of CEQ's statement suggests. Also, CEQ did not

lead" the fight against the Fields. Instead, we followed the lead of the

Amherst Growth Study Committee and other concerned citizens in

calling for study and careful assessment of Amherst's needs.

Elisa K.Campbell

"We Wouldn't Want Him To Feel

Any Sudden Shock'.W
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PSSSTT/ JANICE HEY. YOU'RE NOT JAMlCE. THAT'S RIGHT.
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WHAT HAVE YOU PONE
WITH HER?

WELL UH SHE'S OUT TO YOU'VE EATEN MY BELOVEP/

LUNCH RIGHT NOW, SORT OF.
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WHILE THE KNIGHT 15 ON HIS WAY UP,

LET ME MENTION THAT WITH A
LIGHT SNACK OR EVEN BY ITSELF,

SCHAEFER BEER IS DELICIOUS—
TRULY THE ONE BEER TO HAVE

WHEN YOU'RE HAVING MORE THAN ONE

1 SUGGEST YOU TRY IT.

NOW, IF YOU'LL EXCUSE ME.

-^-0*£Z+/^A^^1f(£^

AH YES
THERE'S NOTHING LIKE

A KNIGHT WITH JANICE.

Schaefer Breweries, New York and Albany. NY., Baltimore. Md,

Muskie Gathers Support
WASHINGTON AT Sen

Edmund S. Muskie got a major
boost in Ins undeclared campaign

lor the Democratic presidential

nomination Thursday as

Missouri's governor and two
senators joined in endorsing him as

the man most likely to defeat

President Nixon.

Sens Stuart Symington and
Thomas F. Kagleton, and Gov.

Warren E. Hearnes said they are

•confident that Sen. Muskie will

unite the Democratic party, and

are certain in our own minds that

he can and will defeat President

Nixon."
Missouri Democrats will cast 73

votes at the Democratic National

Convention, and while the state's

three top officeholders did not

claim they can deliver that support

they said Muskie "is the choice of

an overwhelming majority of the

people of out state."

All three said they will do

what ever Muskie asks to help him

win the nomination.

"Whenever I'm for a candidate.

I'll do anything within reason that

he asks me to do." said Hearnes.

who would like the vice

presidential spot on a Muskie

ticket

•i believe enough in Sen. Muskie

that 1 1 he's elected president. I

would be happy to serve hnn in any

capacity." Hearnes said.

Symington and Kagleton were

the first senators to publicly

declare their support for an entry

in Hie crowded 1972 Democratic

field.

"We got together and said it

looks like we're all for Muskie.

Why not let the world know?" said

Engleton.
"The early endorsements mean

a lot more to you politically than an

endorsement the night before the

convention," said Hearnes.

Kagleton said the three Missouri

leaders hope their endorsement

will lead to more, from other party

figures, in the weeks and months

ahead.
•Somebody has to be first;

somebody has to break the ice,"

Kagleton said. "We said to our-

selves Why not be first, and why
not have some others come along

with us'.'"'

Muskie returned from a cam-

paign engagement in New York

and planned to confer with his

three newly announced supporters.

What will they talk about':'

"Well, we do expect to be

thanked." said Symington.

Symington, who 1 1 years ago had

presidential aspirations of his own,

said he hopes the endorsement,

and others, will help narrow the

field of candidates in 1972.

He said too many candidates

could divide the party.

Hearnes said he believes a

majority of the 29 Democratic

governors now favor Muskie, and

Symington said the Maine senator

has substantial, if unannounced,

support in the Senate.

In their joint endorsement
statement, the three men said they

believe Muski is the best qualified

of the possible 1972 candidates "in

terms of demonstrated com-
petence, experience, breadth of

support, and ability to restore

public confidence...

"Today we believe he alone can

command the support of all groups

within the Democratic Party,"

they said. "And we must be unified

to win."

Wholesale Prices Down
President Takes Credit

WASHINGTON <AP>-Wholesale

prices dropped last month for the

first time in nearly a year and

White House economists called it

good news that could be credited to

President Nixon's economic

policy.

"1 think we can be quite

reassured" that Nixon's policy is

working, said Chairman Paul

McCracken of the President's

Council of Economic Advisers of

the three tenths of one per cent

price decline.

"The report on September
wholesale price i was good news lor

all of us." said Arnold Weber, staff

director of Nixon's Cost of Living

( 'mined that administers the wage-

price freeze.

The report covered the first lull

month of the freeze that went into

effect Aug 16 and expires Nov. 13.

It was issued a few hours before

Nixon was due to go on radio and

television and outline the second

phase of his anti-inflation

program.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics

said the drop in average wholesale

prices of food, industrial raw

materials and manfactured goods

was figured at four-tenths of one

per cent on a seasonally adjusted

basis, largest decline on that basis

in live years.

The decline brought the

Wholesale Price Index down to

114.."). meaning it cost wholesalers

$114.50 on the average last month

for wholesale goods worth $100 in

the base period four years ago. The

index w as :i.2 per cent above a year

ago
The price drop w as due largely to

a 1.4 per cent drop in food prices

including raw farm products that

are not covered by the freeze, and

in part to imported goods which

are subject to Nixon's temporary

10 per cent tax surcharge, the

bureau said.

Industrial prices, which most

economists view as a more
significant indicator of permanent

price movements than the

frequently fluctuating food prices,

dropped one-tenth of one per cent

for the first decline in more than

three years.

Most of the industrial price

decline was due to a one per cent

drop for motor vehicles as

manufacturers granted larger

rebates to dealers to clean out

stacks of 1971 cars and trucks,

officials said.

JiitU Carroll, a hostess at the Philadelphia Zoo. hasnt had an

uninterrupted nights sleep in more than two months. Reason is that

she has to gel up once every hour to feed Sidney, now five months old,

a tiny kangaroo forced out of his mother's pouch and left to die hack

in July. Kvictod nearly three months too soon. Sidney was given little

chance to survive. Jiidv took the kangaroo home, fitted out a laundry

basket with an electric heating pad. She feeds Sidney every hour with

a doll-sized nursing bottle. Sidney now is coming along well.

Excellent

Financial Assistance

for Student Nurses

a Representative of the U.S. Army
will be at the ROTC Bldq

from 4 Oct. -8 Oct. 71

No obligation come and see us.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

Musi sell ininicd. H I airlanc MB cnnv .

liluc/hlack/lop. \n auto PS I. m'W ww

tires. XMM mi. I irst IHWIlMr offer, (all

:,M.-.'.in;r..

Iflll-N

I in sale: HI Ford ( uslom I dr sedan. «

evl IMS ; Harmony Folk (.uitar IM.;

Royal manual typewriter IIS. (all Chris

BO-KM eves

Player/ Kttfa>i
MM after '•

$1711. (all Paul at 256-

lflo-1"

IMO Smm B t > I .. new exhaust, and

iiiolinRxvslrm. 2 studded snow tires. IIIMMl

i.i lust offer. Days 515-2:119. niRhls *»
:ti;iii. ask for Jim.

Iflll-K

MM \\\ bus. new hrks. ex. mech. Rd.

iimninx cond. priced low - some bod> rot.

$150. ( all Hon 549-0450.

VMM Austin llcalcv Sprite, convertible

loon in lust offer Needs some hod> work

( imir to Buttcrficld House and ask for

Ned
IflO-N

05 Austin, ten waRon. 6N MO I IIMI tX.

enwine. Rood condition. 1550 or best offer.

\|so M Hamblei . I door. «i cyl.. auto., 195

or best offer. Bl-Stt?,
If III II

2 Criterion speakers. I mos. old. were

sin" will sae. lor SMI. (all Bruce WWI ,

tftn-12

TO (JIVE AWAY-W'atches. Jewelry,

radios, unusual Rift and novelty items-at

50% off and more-call S.N. Brown, 665-

1115.
tfltl-ll

ten \car old PcuRnt. rebuilt enRine.

Hesl offer, call Keith 253-2215 before III

a.m. or afler N P.m.
IfMM!

I aiRc raccoon coat, excellent condition.

|M, ( all MMMM
If HI R

M'M T>pcwriter. ARfa M mm camera.

Norelco cassette tape recorder. Accordion

131 base, (all MMSM.

MM \\\ enRine; rebuilt, new fuel pump

a „,| Rcncralor. ISt.! MSJ VW enRine.

needs rinRs. valves 125. (all 66S-34N0
£f.U 10- 1 £

HELP WANTED

Melville Basement invites

llasement and llh floor to a party

niRht at X.

James
Fridav

tfin-:ii

Want to meet w (m hiscxuals or Rays for

I, Miulshipor whatever, really need to find

someone to relate with. Write Box IM.

N An,h ' rst
tJin-R

mis I LOST

\W Bur MW.
ibcap I all Jan

tan. exc. cond.. I< * II

515-0152 or IMMMR.
tr ki-i i

Antique \H Mflft. 1971 enRine. FnRinc

still on warranty, new clutch, new muffler,

healer wide o\al tires. Must sell, best

offer, call (.rcR 5-K7KI1.

IflO-N

rii.i. VW Camper. Blaupunkl radio, new

brakes, has bent rod. Best offer over MM.
:,i:.-2ko:i.

tf 10-11

Brand new H track stereo tapes - 13-

latesl hits tort. Superstar. Stewart. Send

for free list. 43 I onRview St.. Spfld.. Mass.

ik inn-12

Need Monday" K.arn 125 or more per

week: Work your own hours at your

convenience! (all Barry or Dave. t:00-

r. : :mi . MS4MB.
Ifltl-K

Hook. Incl all notes, accittently stolen in

NW Corner Copper Kettle Please return

where taken Weds.

I its! call I -21112. (.old Willnauer watch in

area of Orchard Sentimental value

reward.
tflll-K

I i.id lit waR
olfei . MM IMJI.

,
needs some repairs, best

tfM-ia

I xcellent huv \W souarehack II verv

rimmI condition, radio reasonable mlleaRe.

l'i " Wi.'.-ll'll after six.

MM (orv air. -Rood rebiiill spvder turbo

chai'Red motor. -no transmission. -will sell

Mia or in entiretv Best offer (all 5I!I-

IIH'II,.

IflO-llt

IflO-K

Mtl Buick Opel waRon red AM-KM.
i si mi., excellent condition. askinR 22115

will talk (all si, i hi after II p.m

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Musi sell Honda ( B SM. lleadlnR Wesl.

MOJ excellent shape. I :MHMi mi. 1450. (all

Steve MMS».

Ilofner bass Rititar with « ase. exc. cond..

Hit or h«-st offer. ( onlacl Bob 5«l-IIH0.

tfin-n

Watcrhcds-now all sizes t MJM! l-'aclorv

warranlv. Also, frames, liners * pads in

stock I all Mark at HMO),
tflli -U'

Bumper sticker - vour words printed on :t

x 12" red or Rreen sticker for It. copies .25.

The Snide ( n. Boute I. Box »:i Blaine.

Wash. !IK2:m.

tflll-IK

Ambitious people wanted to sell jewelry

on campus-no experience necessary -hiRh

lomtnissions -send name, address and tel.

no toll ichards. IIMI Main St.. SprinRfield.

Mass
ifin-H

RIDE WANTED
Hide needed to and /or from (.ardner. :i

days a week Hours are flexible please. If

vou commute call IU2-li:il7.

Ifin-R

larn Ihhi or more pari lime, excellent

opportunity for an ecoloRy minded person.

It:t-:i2:t-tt27.

tfio-n

Bide needed dally from Kaslhampton lo

I Mass. Will share expenses. Please call

KR4MM).
IflO-H

67 MuslanR. H cyl.. aulo. P/S new front

tires snow Ores. ex. -cond. II05II/B.O. 71

Pinto I sp on rd. 4 mos. I IfiOO/lke ovr

Pymts25:«-522:..

UMMNova 6 cyl.. new exhaust, ft coollnR

svslem. 2 studded snowlires. II. MKi or best

offer. Days 5l5-2:il!i. nlRhls 5K6-:t6lfi ask for

" ,"
tfto-n

IM7I Penlon I25cc. the fastest woods hike

. if MJ 1550. Also 1971 Hodaka 100 cc Trail

Jkt fiMM.. Call Jerry 25:t-:»740 ^^
|<I7I Harlev Davidson Sprint .150. ex-

cellent condition. ISM miles, must sell.

Call Bill between Mi p.m. 5KI-7:tl!l.

Ifl0-I2

Pur coal full lenRlh. ex. cond. Best offer.

Also new ski parka, (all MNM between
5::Ml and 7: INI.

IflO-K

Kenwood II lo AM-KM luner BSB 5I0X

turntable 2scott sir. : way loudspeakers

system retailed at 470 will sell MB. (all

lilies 510-7111.

If 1(1- 1

2

FOR SALE

70 M(.B exc
2l»-MI»:i

runninR cond. Must sell.

tflO-29

New tire fi.50 x III. 1 10. ( anoe IMO

10711.

5K6-

Iflfl-H

toon I ah on waRon. fi cyl, aulo. Irans.,

excellent cond., ItSM, 59 Squire VlllaRe.

after I p.m.
tf 10-13

Seasoned Firewood

Call t*5-:io:il.

Sale and delivery.

lflO-20

62 HodRe I ancer, runs well. 2 R«*l *now

llres. I9S. < all M524IR eveninRs ^
Ten vear old PeuReot. sld. Mlchelln rd

ply tires, rebuilt enR . Rood cond 12-W or

hesl irffer. (all Kellh 2S3-22IS after »:IK»

P.m.
tf]0., 4

Becords A tapes discount prices. Most

new albums In stock, t'ome lo 242 (iorman

or call 546-6470 ask for John.
If ION

Brown suede pants, skirts, skins, lop

uualilx. wholesale. Pants 127. skirls 19 49.

skins 15. Stop by to look Jon-424 ( ladborne

5-2640 leave number If not In.

tflO-14

1970 HunehuRRv Mel-flake blue Rlass

body on i.s chassis UNl%. complete in-

• in. I wv heater. XHNNl miles, (all Pete 446.

(.orman 5I6-654N.

Iflfl-N

TO f.lVK AWAY - watches, jewelry,

radios, unusual Rift, and novelty items - at

M% off and more, (all S. N. Brown. 665-

1 1 15.

inn-i3

Snow tires 165-14 semperil radial

miHinlerion M(.B disc wheels 150. (all 549-

60N7.

IflO-N

Need money" I- am 1 25 or more a week!

Work your own hours at your convenience.

( all liarrv or Have 4 p.m. - 5::» p.m. 546-

606:1.

tf 10-13

Bil)K RIDE WANTED
Bide needed lor 2 ruvs lo N.V.C. or N.J..

IM. N. (all 6-1156 or li ll'.l Will pav all

expenses.
ION

Bide wanted every mnrninR lo

SprinRfield . Will pav. (all 592-IN7I collecl.

tf 10-12

WANTKl) WANTED

SERVICES

Amherst Audio services Stereo com-

ponents, lape decks for home or ear. 197

No Pleasant St. 256-NM3.
tfS-12

TY TYPING

TypinH -theses, dlasertatlons, etc. Fast,

accurate: have (Ireek alphabet. maUi A

chem. symbolt. Call 253-3(101

II TO TRADE

Needed: anv old comic btmks. They will

be used lo teach KnRlish lo South

\ineiican kids Please call David MSOM
lhaux!

ION

To trade 1959 Klunker automobile lor a

blcvcle in Rood condition Call 5N6-XINO

tfio II

ENTERTAINMENT

pkbson PERSONAL
IM is DS iDefinitelv Sludi

ION

WK All. MVK IN A ' VKI.MIW SIB
MNBINK JOIN IS SAT KVKMM.
IM T Hi. 6. N. III. and 12: M All \l< WO.
ITS TDK BKATI.KS AND ITS IN

(III.OBS CSKK VOI THKBK'l
III N

II.iihiv Birthday mv
lover Voui Aquarius

AM/KM/KM Slereo Badio-Casselte

We undersell all. Any and all lop name
appliances, slerros, radios, refrigerator*

.

anvihinR ( all I arry 6-5090 or come lo .c».

( ance.
tflO-13

tree vounR female cat Ioor hair, clean.

I all I 12:1-7505

If 10 II

beautiful Ubran ENTERTAINMENT WANTED

ION | v.rv Wednesdav niRht «l the KnRlish

Pub-Do vour own Ihlna' Shure vocal

master PA system available' (all Jerrv

.

MMSM or Mark. 256-N370
KHis i
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Notices
AD HOC COMMITTEE ON MEN
TAL HEALTH:
One (1) undergraduate is still

needed for this Faculty Student

committee reviewing policies and

improvement of campus mental
, ->lth services. Contact John Hogan,

se:.Me office (5 0341).

AHEA:
. .

Members. Now that you've |0ined,

be involved in planning and publicity.

Hope to see you Wed., Oct. 13, 7 p.m.

in Skinner Lounge.

ASTRONOMY CLUB:
Tonight: Open house at UMass

observatory from sunset to 1 a.m. An
excellent opportunity to take a study

break and find out about the

astronomy club. If cloudy it will be

held Saturday evening.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
The bus for the Belchertown State

School will be leaving Whitmore on

Saturday at 12:45 p.m. Volunteers

are urgently needed to escort

residents to a fair in Belchertown

Center. All are welcome.

CHINESE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION:

Picnic. Mt. Tom Reservoir. Sunday
1 to 5 p.m. Free snacks. For rides,

please contact John Hsing 549 1716,

Whittak Huang 549 6285. If rain, meet

at CC 804 808.

CHRISTIANS:
Bus leaving for Florence Cong.

Church at 8:35 across from the

Newman Center, 8:37 at bus waiting

station on N. Pleasant opp. Morrill;

8:40 at corner of N. Pleasant and

Eastman Lane, and 8:45 at Emerson.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY:
Nomination sheets are still

available outside the RSO offices on

the 1st level of CC. Must be in by 5

p.m. today.

CEQ:
Ecology action workshop with

them: "Defending the Ecology of the

Connecticut River Basin" will be

held all day Saturday. Everyone
welcome 9 a.m. -3.30 p.m. at

Memorial Hall.

ENVIRONMENTAL LIVING
LEARNING:
One (1) undergraduate is still

needed for this Faculty Student

committee concerning the influence

and improvement of the University

environment. Contact John Hogan,

Senate Office (5 0341).

FREE U.

Open Theatre Workshop: Sundays,

2 p.m. in Rm. 174 CC or thereabouts.

HILLEL:
Services for Simchat Torah

Monday night at 7 p.m. in Hillel

Center, Rm. 420 SU.
Friday evening services tonight at

7:30 in Hillel office.

HUMAN SUBJECTS:
One (1) undergraduate is still

needed for this Faculty Student

committee concerning the individual

students' development within the

campus community. Contact John

Hogan, Senate Office (50341.).

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DAN
CING:

Folk dancing tonight, 8 p.m. to

midnight at Davis Center, Smith

College. Beginners, spectators and

everyone else welcomed.

MARRIED STUDENTS' HOUSING:
One (1) undergraduate is still

needed for this Faculty Student
committee concerning all aspects of

married students' housing. Contact

John Hogan, Senate office (5 0341!

ORCHARD HILL:
Mirkwood is seeking talent for its

coffee house on Oct. 16. If you're

interested in playing, call Jim 6 6577

or Joey, 6 6681.

TOA> LP;
LOWEST PRICES

SO*? <

ROOM TO MOVE:
Fat and Cricket Hill, Boogie,

Student Union Ballroom, Sunday 8 12

p.m., dig it.

SEARCH COMMITTEE FOR
DIRECTOR OF SECURITY:
Three (3) undergraduates are still

needed for this Faculty Student
committee formed for hiring a new
head of campus security. Contact

John Hogan, Senate office (5 0341).

LOST:
3 keys on the path between the SU
Hasbrouk, early Monday morning.
Call 6 9889.

Ceramic tools wrapped in red cloth

on Wed. Please call Tom at 549 0628 if

you find them, or my career is

finished.
Brown suede pocketbook con

taining important papers and pair of

glasses. Please leave in lost & found

dept. of CC or call Marian 6 8337.

A pair of black rim glasses.

Possibly lost Sunday around Hamp-
den Dining Commons. If found please

contact Don 6 9202.

ENGAGEMENTS:
Susan Linneman, '72, 1304 JQA to

Harvey Beeman, '72, 424 Hills No.

Terry S. Karas, '73, Coolidge to

David J. Levin, '72, Univ. of Ver
mont.
Diane Janvier, '73, 302 Coolidge to

George Gage, '71.

Changes Needed In Medical Ed.

NEW YORK (AP)—A new study

calls for drastic changes in

medical education to produce an

army of physicians, with emphasis

on "healer-teacher" doctors

helping people to stay well.

A crisis in medical education

must be overcome because "the

American people have determined

that health care is a right, not a

privilege," says the author, Dr.

John Schoff Millis. And, further,

the federal government has

promised health care "to growing

numbers of our citizens," he writes

in the report to the National Fund

for Medical Education.

Citing a need lor at least 50,000

Bimbi Serebrakian, '73, Kappa
Kappa Gamma to Joe McConnell, '72,

Theta Chi.

Denise Dorgan, '72, Alpha Chi

'72, Puffton Village.

Leslie Rand, '72, Puffton Village io

Alvin Huberman, '72 Puffton Village.

PINNINGS:
Emilie Sikora, '73, 302A Cran.pton

to Thomas F. Harrington III, USA ,

Illinois.

more physicians tnan are in

practice now, Millis adds "what we
need in physicians today, in ad-

dition to mastery of the science of

healing, is the art of becoming

emotionally involved with

patients" through qualities of

compassion and understanding.

He urges training of more black,

Indian and Spanish-speaking
physicians, a reduction in the

years-but not the quality-of

training for doctors, and establish-

ment of a Commission on Medical

Education, a nongovernmental
body, coordinating all medical

education.

Millis is president of the National

Fund for Medical Education,

which commissioned his study

entitled, "A Rational Public Policy

for Medical Education and Us
Financing," and is chancellor

emeritus of Case Western Reserve

University.
Recommendations for change

are always controversial, but

"without change, medical

education is certain to face crisis

after crisis in the years ahead,"

says Dr. Theodore G. Klumpp,

board chairman of the national

fund, in a foreward to the Millis

book.

"We have not educated and

trained physicians, nurses, den-

tists and all other health

professionals in sufficient num-

bers, quality or diversity to deliver

the services we have guaranteed to

our people," Millis writes.

"In fact, at the very time we
have created more demand for

health services, we have allowed

our schools of medicine and den-

tistry to slip to the verge of

financial bankruptcy."
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJtt<

Scorpio strives to ensure benefits. Scorpio

protects assets, keeps secrets, can be en

vious of progress of others. Yet, natives of

this sign do want fair competition. Scorpio

is confident that if the game is not rigged, it

can be won. Sagittarians stimulate the

money prospects of Scorpio. In turn,

Scorpio is good for Libra when it comes to

finances Scorpio harmonizes with Cancer,

Pisces, Virgo and Capricorn. Some famous

persons born under Scorpio include Mike

Nichols, Jim Bishop and Indira Gandhi.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Ideas need

more development. Relatives may not now

agree with your basic concepts. Key is to be

original without stepping on too many toes.

Leo individual is apt to figure prominently.

Delay journey.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Aim high;

work with material at hand What appears

opposition may merely be healthy

challenge. What appears far away may be

closer than you think. Reorganize

priorities. Find out what you really need.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Added
responsibility due. Cooperation gained

from mate, business associate. Be flexible.

Sense of humor is ally. Don't take too

seriously words from one who is gloomy

Look beyond the immediate.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Check for

loopholes The more thorough you are, the

better the resuls. Give attention to one

temporarily handicapped. Put up with

ninor inconvenience for greater good. You
will understand

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Be ready for

change, possible travel, a variety of ex

periences. Some friends may resort to

heavy handed methods. Don't be

discouraged by one who sings blues. Be

optimistic There is good reason.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22): Don't engage

in senseless dispute with one in position of

authority Soft sell approach now is con

struclive. Taurus and Libra individuals

figure prominently. You can gain if

diplomatic.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): See in light of

reality . Overcome tendency toward self

deception. Relative surprises with generous

gesture. However, there may be hidden

motive. Be perceptive. Don't sell yourself

short Be factual.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Don't play

games with your security. Get com
mitments, promises in writing. Leave
nothing to chance. Well meaning
associates, good wishes will not suffice. Get

the facts. Keynote accomplishment.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Be

willing to change your mind. Stress

creative thinking. Take long range view.

Don' l be in loo much of a hurry. Finish what

you start. What appears opposition turns in

your favor

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): You may
be reluctant to try something new. Key is to

move ahead Look to future instead of

brooding about past Accent is on health,

certain restrictions Keep diet, health

resolutions.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18): You face

reality in connection with children, affairs

of heart You are concerned with what

others think, feel, how they react. Key,

however, is to be sure you personally are on

right track.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Build on

solid base. Opportunity is available. But

you first must straighten out some details.

Don't be afraid to use alternative method.
Sagittarius individual can aid. Be receptive.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you will

gain deserved recognition You know what

to do and, in upcoming months, you will be

at right place at right time. New contacts

will be beneficial. If single, marriage is in

picture.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Smallest
number

6 Railroad
station

11 Kind ot mask
12 Turkish

decrees

14 Alternating

current
(abbr.)

15 Shreds
17 A continent

(abbr.)

18 Short sleep

20 Separates

21 Greek letter

22 Greenland
settlement

24 Caustic
substance

25 Dispatched

26 Set

28 Strikeout
30 In music, high

31 Ship channel

32 Dippers
35 Hostelries

38 Imitates

39 Female
sheep

41 Ireland

42 Aeriform
fluid

43 Caprice

45 Music:
as written

46 Teutonic
deity

47 Welcomer

49 Note of scale

50 Fixed amount

52 Glossy paint

54 Scorch

55 Pirate flag

4 Break
suddenly

5 Sums
6 Ate to get

thin

7 Is mistaken
8 Dance

step

9 Hypothetical

force

10 Occupant
11 Europeans
13 Cook quickly

in hot fat

16 Attempt
19 Commemorative

marches

21 Seesaws

23 Mounds
25 Writing

tablet

27 French for

"summer"
29 The self

32 Kind of beer
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33 Threebanoed
armadillos

34 Calm
35 Device for

warming
36 Stretcher

37 Bivalve

mollusk
40 Tiny

43 Toad
44 Gambling

game
47 Alcoholic

beverage
48 Tattered

cloth

51 Note of scale

53 Pronoun

DOWN
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Printer's

measure
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Gladchuk Winner Disproves Fraternity Domination
iiv mark viwii kr i iMocc ,nri SrvoH a « nn assistant grid mentor for 12 "Mousekateers" as their nickname. Their big ambition.ByMARKVOGLER

Take it from Eric Krohn, 1971s Chet Gladchuk Award
winner. You don't have to be from a frat house to rank

among the cream of the crop in intramurals.

Although most 1M participants here at the university

are in the opinion that many of the good athletes flock to

the fraternities where sports activity is supposedly

supreme, Krohn claims the Residence Hall and In-

dependent divisions are still stocked with plenty enough

talent to identify themselves as worthy competition.

A guiding force of the Kennedy Panthers toward their

ultimate goal--a Dorm Division crown, he was the talk

of JFK. being dubbed outstanding Residence Hall

athletic chairman in the process. But Krohn also

figured as the top nominee for the Chester S. "Chet"

Gladchuk Memorial Award thus completing the

mythical triple crown of UMass Intramurals. And so he

established living proof that there's no great gap of

competition in the circles of intramurals.

The second presentation of the award, which

originated last year with Phi Sigma Delta's Tony

Lauria notching the honors, is emblematic of the

university's annual outstanding intramural athlete. The

criterion used for the election process involves the

measures of character, leadership ability, team suc-

cess, and participation interest as well as consistent

skill.

Chet Gladchuk, who has been honored for his in-

valuable work within the intramural program, first

made his mark in the sports world with the Boston

College football club that attracted much attention in its

prime years of "3»" and "40". In the latter campaign he

received Ail-American acclaim as the Eagles soared to

an unbeaten 1 1-0 season, including a Sugar Bowl victory

over Tennessee.

After an illustrious collegiate career Gladchuk ad-

vanced into the pro ranks for the New York Giants

where he earned All-Pro recognition as an offensive

center in the mid "4()s". Upon his retirement from the

National Kootball League, the "Gentile Giant" came to

UMass and served as an assistant grid mentor for

years.

In 1%4 he was appointed intramural director. It was

in this area that he was most noted for his many con-

tributions to UMass, and also credited with tremendous

expansion of the program. Assistant intramural

director Peter Graham labels Gladchuk "a prime in-

stigator in developing what we consider an outstanding

intramural program here at the university".

Graham, also an alumnus of UMass ('64 ), spoke very

highly of the former B.C. great, stating: "Coach

Gladchuk probably was one of the finest coaches and

gentlemen that I had the privilege as a student and

athlete to have been associated with."

Gladchuk assumed the role of Assistant Athletic

Director shortly before his death in 1968.

Unlike Lauria, Krohn definitely lacks the outstanding

athletic background that one might expect of him. In his

younger years at Millis High he captained both

basketball and baseball while also competing in track

and golf. But he himself said: "I was never a big-to-do

star. I was just an average performer."

At UMass his love for sports dwindled as he failed to

make the breakthrough in varsity sports over the

course of his freshman year. But as a sophomore he

reacquired his enthusiasm for competition after being

selected athletic chairman for the Kennedy Panthers.

He participated in seven sports and assisted his dorm
mates in securing a campus championship in softball

and a residence hall hoop title.

The last year Krohn rewrote the intramural record

for participation, competing in 15 of the 18 possible

sports. The honors stacked high during the 1970-71

season. The Panthers were Dorm titlists in Badmitton,

softball, volleyball, an:, handball accompanied by a

campus first in bowling.

Eric stepped down from his post of athletic chairman

this year, but not without setting a milestone for his

returning buddies. The Kennedy Panthers have gone

Independent this year and have adopted

Mousekateers" as their nickname. Their big ambition,

is of course, to win big in another division. Krohn

contrived the whole idea.

Mis reasons for slightly playing down intramurals this

year revolve around his attitude brought on by age and

possibly the fact that he has already hit the top of the

deck. But one of the prime reasons why he's not as

active now is connected with his intentions to attend

grad school Krohn currently boasts a 2.8 cum and

hopes to graduate with a .10. He's 21 and is majoring in

recreation.

When asked what receiving the Gladchuk Award

meant to Krohn, the upper classman replied: "I think

that winning this award for me was like giving it to

everybody in the dorm, for I actually wouldn't be that

good without them."

And as far as the Dorm title? "It's been a goal ever

since I've been here. It was like a tradition to be the top

residence hall on campus. We happened to be coming

around when the IM program started hitting its peak,

and I just happened to be athletic chairman when we

finally put it together."

T'd like to thank all the participants of the Panthers

and the ones that graduated earlier because they're the

ones who actually established the winning tradition of

this dorm."
Krohn didn't hesitate to give the IM program a plug:

•It's one of the best in the East. It covers a lot of dif-

ferent sports which give many a chance to participate.

It's deversive, it's got everything you need: the com-

petitive aspect and leisure time."

With maturity, Krohn has gradually shifted his

philosophy of sport: When I was younger I thought

winning was the important thing. But as I got older 1

began to appreciate just playing. Too many people get

emotionally involved in the sports they play, putting too

big an emphasis on success. And I think this sort of

detracts from what is gained from athletic com-

petition."
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rosh Gridders Open At He

Sunday Against BC Frosh

ByBllXBALLOU
Nothing succeeds like success and coach Bill Max-

well's freshman football squad enjoyed plenty of it

last week against Boston University. This Sunday at

Alumni Stadium Maxwell hopes to use the same

balanced attack that did the job on BU against Boston

College's freshman Eagles.

Coming off an impressive triumph over the

Terriers the Redmen are in good physical shape with

none of the crew that handled BU so well suffering

injury.

The Eagles enter this game as an unknown quantity

in competition, this being their first game of the

season. However, Boston College has one mf the

leading football programs in the East and you can be

assured that they're going to be a tough customer

The Redmen. fresh from the big win over BU in

their opener, must guard against the mental letdown

that so often hits a football team after a good per-

formance. BC. on the other hand, is sure to be up for

this one and ready to go from the opening kick-oft.

With football a game that puts so much emphasis on

mental as well as physical preparedness, neither

team can afford anv kind of mental letdown

One area the freshman squad must be sure it has

operating at full efficiency is its defense agair^. the

run. For Boston College's ground game features the

leading back in the last year's Massachusetts high

school system, Mike Esposito. Esposito scored more

points than anyone else in the state and if the Redmen

hope to have any success in stopping the overall BC
attack, then they are going to have to stop Esposito.

UMass got effective work last week from both its

defensive line and its linebacking corps, who just kept

hitting all game long and finally left the Terrier of-

fense bruised, battered, and beaten. Ed McAleney

chased the BU quarterback practically into Cam-

bridge on several occasions and the entire linebacking

corps left a few BU runners dazed more than once.

The way to stop a good ground game is to out hit the

offense and the Redmen did it last week. If they can do

it again then they will be a long way toward making

they're record 2-0.

The freshmen looked real good in winning against

BU last week on the road. They're at home this week

and the competition is going to be tough and talented.

The game promises to be a dilly. It's this Sunday

afternoon at 1::50 down at Alumni Stadium.

Angels Release Phillips

And Four Coaches
ANAHEIM (APi- Manager Lefty Phillips and his four coaches were

dismissed Thursday by the California Angels.

Gene Autry, board chairman of the American League team, and Bob

Reynolds, president, issued a statement saying the contracts of the five

would not be renewed.

Phillips was offered a job in the Angels' player personnel and scouting

department but did not say whether he will accept the offer.

There was no hint from management when a new manager would be

named.
The coaches are Rocky Bridges. Carl Koenig. Pete Reiser and Norm

Sherrv. . ..

The announcement had been forecast for weeks after a year ol turmoil

highlighted bv the celebrated Alex Johnson case

Phillips, a former Los Angeles Dodger scout and coach, succeeded Bill

Rignev May 27. 1969. In his nearlv three years with California, his teams

won 221 games and lost 225. The Angels finished third in the American

League West in 1969 and 1970 and fourth this past season.

•We believe Lefty is an excellent baseball man but there came the time

when changes hadto be made." said a joint statement from Autry and

Reynolds. "We felt the position of the club in the standings indicates such

a change is in order."

Johnson traded Tuesday to the Cleveland Indians, was suspended

without pay after a series of disputes with both Phillips and General

Manager Dick Walsh. An arbitration board ordered his pay restored.

The 52-year-old Phillips played minor league ball but his pitching

career ended after an arm injury. He served for 15 years under the

Dodger manager. Walter Alston, as scout and coach.

Weaver Names McNally In World Series Opener
._. i Bstt.k.Mah Ucoc enmp rtantite »hp odds favoring the relying on an est

BALTIMORE < API-Manager
Earl Weaver of the Baltimore

Orioles named left-handed Dave

McNally Thursday to start the first

game of the World Series against

the Pittsburgh Pirates on Satur-

day.

Weaver said he would follow with

Jim Palmer and Mike Cuellar as

he set up a left-right-left rotation of

20-game winners which would

allow for flexibility to adjust

during the remainder of the best-

of-7 series.

"If the left-handers are suc-

cessful," Weaver said. "I can use

them in five of seven games if

necessary. If not, I can use right

handers in four games
Right-hander Pat Dobson.

another 20-game winner, will be in

the bullpen lor the first two games

and could start game No. 4-

depending on how McNally fares in

the opener.

•Pat is my ace of trumps

Weaver said. "If we get an early

lead and the starter shows he can t

hold it. we could bring in Dobson

and it would he just like he started

the game." .

•With four 20-game winners, l

ran save a lot of ways." Weaver

sa.d "I probably wont decide until

the third game what well do with

Dobson the rest of the wav He I

the moat adaptable, that s why I

can use him in rebel

Weavei said he decided to use

left-handers in two of the first three

games against the Pirates after

conferring with scouts Jim Russo

and Walter Youse.

"Pittsburgh has a balanced

attack from either side of the

plate," Weaver said, "but there

seemed to be more reasons for

pitching a left hander."

The Oriole manager conceded

there was more margin for error

because of having four 20-game

winners, but added: "We can

recover from any errors, too.

Weaver indicated the hitting of

Pittsburgh left-handers Richie

Hebner and Al Oliver in the

National League playoffs may
have had some influence on his

decision in using two left-handed

pitchers early.

Those two guys didn't look

had." Weaver said. "If they're

platooned, Pittsburgh loses some

of its RBI power."

Weaver said the Pirates "hit for

a higher average than us, but we

can hit the ball out of the park as

much as they can."

First baseman Boog Powell

missed Thursday's workout while

having X rays taken of his ailing

right hand. X-rays proved negative

but doctors said Powell had torn

libers in the back of the hand.

Powell suffered a hair line

fracture of the right wrist in

midseason, was struck on the hand

by a pitch late in the season and

also hurt the hand while sliding in

the first game of the American

League playoffs.

Weaver said his fourth 20-game

winner. Pat Dobson. will be in the

bullpen when the Series opens but

could be his starter in Game No 4.

Despite the odds favoring the

Orioles to win their third World

Series in six years with a team

many consider as good as any ever

put together, the Pirates were

relying on an estimate by veteran

second baseman Bill Mazeroski

that the current Pittsburgh team is

better than the 1980 world cham
pions.

RUSSELLS
PACKAGE STORE

MEN ONLY
// your thinking of a diamond

for that special chick -

HAPPY HOUR

Headquarters

18 Main St.

Amherst

253-5441

Don't until you see me.

Tremendous savings on any size diamond

in any shape and setting. I have no overlead and

will pass these savings onto you. Call Mon.-Thur.

6: 30 to midnight. Satisfaction Guaranteed

>49-:w;w
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Redmen Battle Terriers
By DAN KAMAL

Tomorrow will go a long way in

determining the UMass 1971

football success. The team ab-

sorbed a resounding 31-7 defeat at

the hands of Dartmouth University

and whether it can bounce back

both phvsically and psycho-

logically is a big question

that will be answered starting at

1:30 against Boston University at

Nickerson Field.

The first thing one does when

talking to Head Coach Dick

MacPherson is ask for an injury

report The only player who will

not dress for the game, besides

those who will be out for the

season, is linemen Bill Hale. Hale,

who along with Steve Schubert and

Paul Metallo will undergo a knee

operation at the season's end, is in

"too much pain'' according to

MacPherson.
Metallo will dress but will be

hobbled, and Schubert is expected

to be able to go at full tilt. A sound

Schubert does a lot for the Redman
offense, and MacPherson will

utilize his speed with a flock of

sprint-out and roll-out pass plays to

the fleet split end.

MacPherson likes the attitude of

his team going into this one. Most

of the players live within a 25-mile

radius of Boston, so this lends

impetus to an already intense

rivalry.

In view of the Dartmouth rout,

does the Redman coach plan

anything radically different in his

BU game plan? Nope. "We've got

nothing really different planned;

however, we will cut down a bit and

go more basic."

Again MacPherson emphasized

that the week's layoff has helped

Bathj (JtollpgUm

SPORTS
his club considerably and men-

tioned that the Redmen will

probably be at their healthiest

since early in September. Running

backs Mike Sawyer, Angie
DiNardo, and Jfm Mahaney will be

available to spell Timmy Berra

and Dick Cronin who have done the

bulk of the running.

Even with the return of

Schubert, Sawyer, DiNardo, and

Mahaney, the offense must get a

solid game from sophomore

quarterback Piel Pennington to

generate any consistency. Pen-

nington, in MacPherson's words,

"has really been humming the ball

the last two weeks."

Asked if he were worried about

playing on the astroturf , the coach

turned philosopher and answered,

"It's like life, you can't worry

about things you can't do anything

about." The only way the Redmen
can prepare for the artificial

playing surface is to don the

special shoes that BU officials

provide to visiting teams.

What about the Terriers? They

are 0-3 on the season and have

given up 105 points while scoring

68. MacPherson claims that the

points-against stastistic is

misleading because "often times

the offense doesn't carry its load,

and the defense is caught in a

hole-
Pat Diamond, the Terriers' fleet

running back, and the strong

throwing arm of quarterback Bill

Poole make BU a constant threat

on offense. Power-runner Mike

Fields complements the style of

Diamond very well and is a great

blocker.

So... the talent is there, the

Metawampe's Picks
Ah yes, mores the pitty, the

Great One is back after brushing

off the cobwebs of a two week
vacation out on the reservation.

And why not, after so blundering

week after week on the

ridiculousness of this crazy

college season I just felt like

sitting back in my teepee and

looking to the great white clouds

in the west to see if anybody up
there knew what went wrong
with the brain that once
bedazzled even the great

forefathers of my great nation.

And now I shall make the

spirited comeback like the

wounded renegade alone in the

desert trying to make it back to

those he loves. Shall I pick the

winners'' Well, does a chicken

have lips? Can Julius Erving

dunk'' Does the whimsical

wizard from the west give me
the powers of perception over

you mortal beings? Let us see,

R.B

The Wildcats call this one a

must,
Yuckica's Eagles call it "a win

or bust",

But if B.C. should lose I'll

definitely belch,

And then order for the heights,

Rachel Welch.
* » * *

COLUMBIA 14, HARVARD 10

Princeton's Tigers were once a

mighty bunch.

Until along came Columbia to

give them the crunch;

The Crimson say they're

psyched and ready for this

game,
But I'll give the nod to Columbia

to crunch them the same.

THE GREAT ONE

MICHIGAN
STATE 7

28, MICHIGAN

Cotton Bowl.
* * *

WASHINGTON 35,

FORD 28

STAND

UMASS 24,

UNIVERSITY 17

BOSTON

Terriors return home after three

on the road,

Their offense is potent, their

defense like holes;

Mac's first trip to Boston will be

a success,

As Navieaux's chargers fall to

Kappa Sig's best.
* * * *

BOSTON COLLEGE
,VILLANOVA 20

31,

Duffy's boys gave Ara a scare,

But the Wolverines have a

mighty glare;

Michigan senses that number
one spot,

So good old Duffy will loose by a

lot.
* » * »

TEXAS 21, OKLAHOMA 10

Sooners are hungry for this

"Panhandle" clash,

But Royal's Loghorns have a

winning rash;

The Texas machine will continue

to roll,

On its way to Notre Dame in the

Plunkett is gone and the Indians

are still tough,

But they'll find another Indian a

bit too rough;

His name is Sixkiller, he'll pass

them blind.

Anyway, how could I pick

against my own kind.
* * * *

CORNELL 38, PRINCETON 21

Not even I could miss this one.

The Lions are no match for the

NCAA's top gun;

Marinaro's runs will make the

Tigers' skin ruffle.

As he does his version of the

"Gridiron Shuffle".

Harriers Host Huskies
By MDC Staff

You better get to the Orchard

early tomorrow morning. There's

going to be a real barnburner for

your viewing when the harriers of

UConn come to due battle with the

UMass cross country team at 11

a.m.
Over the years these two teams

have been one-two in track and

cross country and there's no

brotherly love when they get

together I t's all out all the way and

WMUA
Tomorrow the UMass football

team travels to Boston

University to do battle with the

Terriers. For all the action tune

in to WMUA, 91.1 fm, on your

radio for all the action with Ken

Best calling the action and

Marty Kelley on color. Broad-

east time is 12:30 with Redman
Warm-up.

this can be expected tomorrow.

Both squads are young, yet

building in power. UConn's top

runner is Peter Bortolotti, a

sophomore, who ran varsity last

season for the Huskies in the

championship meets in cross

country and throughout the regular

track season.

He'll have a fine compliment of

runners with which to challenge

the Redmen over their most dif-

ficult and treacherous cross

\ country course featuring the two

mile stretch in the Orchard.

Doug O'Connell will lead the way
for the Redmen. To date he has

been nothing short than superb in

getting a third against Nor-

theastern and St. Johns last

Saturday and a strong fourth in the*

tri-meet with Harvard and

Providence on Tuesday.

O'Connell, like Bortolotti, is a

sophomore and ran against the top

UConn harrier as a freshman on

both the frosh and varsity level and

came out on top on all occasions

which could prove to make things

even a little bit more interesting

for the top spot tomorrow.

O'Connell also has a good sup-

porting cast in Tom Derderian and

Peter Crisci who finished well up in

the standings in Tuesday's race

and also ran well last Saturday

over the UMass course.

It can be assmed that both

squads will be hungry for this one.

Being a league encounter it will

give some sort of indication as to

the chances of a repeat for the

defending Conference champions

from UMass or bolster the

aspirations of the challenging

Huskies.

There will be a JV race to lead

off the program at 11 with the

varsity to follow.

Don't miss it. It should make for

an exciting, and interesting

morning at the Orchard.

STAMPEDING SOPHOMORE-Halfback Tim Berra will lead the

UMass ground attack tomorrow against Boston University. To date,

the sophomore star has churned up considerable yardage in each of

the two Redman games including this long jaunt against Dartmouth.

(MDC photo by Carl Nash)

rivalry is there, the potential for a Field for

great game is there, and the tomorrow,

question is there. Check Nickerson

the final answer

Booters Away

At Pesky UConn
By DAWNA ROSENBERG

Two slots down went the Redmen soccer team in the New England

ratings this past week, as a result of their scoreless tie with B.U. last

Friday. Thus tomorrow UMass will be a little something to prove as they

resume action at 10:00 a.m. against the Huskies of UConn at Storrs, Conn.

Despite the fact that UConn is 0-2 in Conference play, and 1-5 overall,

their competition has been of outstanding quality. In four of their five

losses they were one goal away from a tie, two of those contests being

inter-conference games. There was their season opener with Vermont,

which ended in Vermont's favor by 3-2, and then last Saturday at Storrs

the Wildcats of New Hampshire managed a 2-1 victory over the hosts.

The two other one goal losses were to none other than Wesleyan and

Williams, the fourth and fifth ranked teams'in New England. These two

teams moved up in the ratings when UMass dropped from four to six, as

both teams squeezed by the Huskies 1-0. Williams having the benefit of a

penalty kick which won it for them.

Thus UConn has a ballclub to be menaced with, and with an outstanding

goalie, the UMass offense could have their problems. Jon Demeter is the

UConn goalkeeper, and he is known to consistently throw, as opposed to

kick, the ball out of his defensive area. Demeter's throws go over mid-

field practically every time, and his goal-tending prowess earned him the

selection of goalie on the first all Yankee Conference team of last week.

In addition to a seven day rest, the Redman soccer squad also had the

benefit of a first-hand scouting report by Coach Berryman. I^ast Satur-

day, when UNH knocked off UConn 2-1, Berryman was there, taking notes

on both clubs as they are both Yankee Conference clubs and future op-

ponents.

When scouting a soccer team, Berryman likes to get the feel of a team,

and get to know who the strongest players are on the other team, so that

the Redman attack can be directed elsewhere.

Also noticed are the players with good speed and good kicking ability,

as all of these variables can be adjusted for in preparation for the contest.

The corner kick alignment is another important facet of a scouting

report, and finally, knowing the men to whom the goalie throws the ball

most frequently can be of great value.

All of these findings come in handy when planning an attack, but unlike

many other sports, the diagnosing of an opponents offense and defense is

not quite that important, as soccer is more of a free-lance type of game.

What Berryman saw in the way of personnel were three line men who
look to give Goalie Kiah the most trouble. Led by Raul Barriga, their

captain, the Huskie scoring chores are also handled by Loua Borisjuk and

Ron Fedus. Tony Braziano, a fullback who comes up on corner kicks, is

also likely to be a menace to the Redmen defense.

Still recovering from last week's game are the injured . the cut and the

bruised Redmen. Paul Slack, with a pulled groin muscle, was able to

make practice yesterday and will hopefully be at his starting center

fullback position tomorrow. Tom Coburn, with a leg injury, leaves his

availability up in the air, as numerous players suffering the effect of that

astroturf field these past few days, will be ready to go tomorrow.
One player who has been recovering rapidly is Steve Blanchette, who

one week ago found out that his ankle might be broken, but is now running

well and in good shape for the morning battle at UConn.
One new face for the Redmen will be that of Munir Kahwagy, a junior

college transfer Kahwagy is just rounding into shape, and at the forward

position has displayed a great deal of talent.

As both teams go into their third Yankee Conference game, neither will

be impressing the other with their offensive prowess. In UConn's other

two contests, they defeated Bridgeport 2-1 and lost to Long Island 4-1, as

the Huskies have scored five goals in their six games, while yielding 12

over than span.

Poor Richard's

•Sure, sure It's good for business. Why, I can push 50 cases a week through this little store, tijty cases, can you believe it?
1

Where The Beer-Belly Reigns Supreme
By DAVID WILLIAMS

Oh, the blessed relief! To be away
from gas stations and chilly air-

conditioned drugstores, teletype

machines and rubber cement and

dummy sheets; this was all I desired for

a while. I turned my work-weary bones

southward to where the ocean breezes

waft in and bathe you in contentment. I

went to the Cape for a week or so.

This should hardly startle anyone.

After all, who hasn't ever gone to the

Cape for a week or so? But nobody ever

likes to feel like a tourist, renting a

cottage for two weeks and spending all

your time on the beach turning your skin

to leather. I have an excuse though. I've

been going to the Cape for years. I have

relatives on the Cape. I know the Cape.

When I go to the Cape, I know which are

the best miniature golf courses. It's

practically my second home for God's

sake. Of course, I haven't sp.nt more
than a total of three weeks east of the

Canal since I turned fifteen, but that's no

matter. It's my spiritual home.
Needless to say, then, I was shocked to

find Coast Guard beach overrun with

those foul mouthed vermin who call

themselves surfers.

Now, I call them vermin, but anyone

who spends as much time in the water as

they do could hardly have bugs. All day,

at least when the tides are right, they sit

on their boards, bobbing up and down,

waiting for a good wave to catch for a

short ride. A very short ride. I was
disgusted just looking at them.

"Ixx>k at them," I muttered. "These

aren't waves. If you're going to waste

your time surfing you might as well

waste it on a big wave instead of these

little things."

"Shhh." My young friend, who was

lying on the blanket I was sitting on.

lifted her head and said. "Be quiet. All

you ever do is complain."

"Can I help that." I spluttered. "All

you have to do is look at these idiots and

you can see what I mean."
I looked back out to sea to see if they

were all behaving as foolishly as I knew

they would be. They were, all except

one. While everyone else was busy

pulling blocks of wax out of their wet-

Continued on Page 2A
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Budville
suits and waxing their boards so they

wouldn't fall off, one of the idiots was
lying on his upside-down board using the

skeg for a head-rest.

"Now look. See that guy? See what I

mean about what jerks they are?" I

demanded.
She prepped herself up on her elbows

and squinted in the direction I was
pointing.

"Oooh, it's Jackie," she said.

"You mean you know that fool?" I

asked.

"Yes." Standing up she began to wave

to him and shout at him to come on in.

He rolled sideways off the board, flipped

it over, crawled on, and paddled his way

to shore.

"How come he was lying on it like

that?" I asked.

"He just likes to go out in the water

and fool around," she replied.

"1 thought you had your license taken

away if you didn't ride at least four out

of every six waves," I said.

Before she could answer, Jackie was

up to us, dropping his board in the sand

with a thud and sprinkling us with

water.

"Jackie," she said excitedly, "take

David down so he can meet the guys."

"You'll pay for this," I growled. But I

got up and went down to where a bunch

of wet-suit clad goliaths were huddled

around a beer cooler.

"Haw. haw, here's Jackie," guffawed

the biggest and lewdest looking of the

bunch.
"Shut up, Elmer," said Jackie good-

naturedly, "and give us a beer."

"Haw, haw," laughed Elmer. "Catch.

Who's this guy?"
"A friend of mine," said Jackie. "He

thinks you guys are crazy."

I winced. No. I almost passed out.

Everyone in the group turned their eyes

to me and waited. The temperature was

90 degrees but I could feel myself get

even hotter. I sipped a little out of the

can and mumbled something in-

coherent.

"Haw, haw. what was that, man?"
asked Elmer.

"Nothing, nothing," I stammered.

"It's just that I..."

"C'mon man, speak up. I can't hear

you. I work in an airport," said Elmer

"Well, wait a minute and I'll tell you,"

I blurted.

Ah, Surfer! The very mention of your

name conjures up such memories : Juicy

Brucie and Beach Blanket Bingo

Bonanza ; Jan and Dean and the little old

ladv from Pasadena; the Beach Boys

and Surfer Girl. All memories that are

better left hidden, perhaps stifled, for

who now longs for the good old days,

those days of leisure when the shape of

the curl was the only thingto trouble the

mind's bliss? Surely, not I. I seek my
relaxation in calmer waters, safer

waters, warmer waters. Still, if you feel

vou must pour your body into a clinging

rubber skin, take your stick and dive

headlong into the heartstopping waters

of Mother Ocean, then far be it from me
to stop you. I will go as far as to indulge

you and stay out of the way of you and

your Death Wish, for you are crazy.

And so I told them. And so you can

probably imagine what happened next.

Remember when you were eight years

old and it seemed like the only thing kids

ever said to you was "Why don't you try

it then, smarty-pants?" Well, this time it

was "wise-ass" or something, but the

effect was the same.
It was really hot that day and I was

standing around arguing with all these

guys who had wet suits on. I was tired,

the sun was getting to me. I started to

squint my eyes because they hurt. My
tongue was loose, flopping around,

saying things that shocked even me.

Things far away on the beach began to

shimmer and dance. I could see the heat

waves rising off the scorching sands. I

turned back to the little group Who was

this person in the black rubber jacket

and what did he want from me** Why
was Ik- telling me I had a big mouth"?

Ami what was that shiny curved thing he

kept pointing at as ne yelled? I could feel

the bottom of my stomach sink and I

didn't know why. Two guys grabbed me
and forced in"' into a rubber skin and

lipped tuc in I stood in dumbfounded

wonder on the beach, wondering what

had happned to on skm Someone

tucked a surfboard under my arm,

pointed me at the ocean and pushed I

stumbled like a drunken man down to

the water's edge The icy water hit my

feet and I snapped alert. I turned

around. There they were. Up on the

beach, standing, with their arms folded

across their chests. I gulped. Surfing?

Now, wait just a minute. Jan and Dean,

Doheny Beach, Surfer Joe, a little

deuce doupe and all that? Visions of ho-

daddies swam in my head. I'd never

posed to master, swallowed my pride,

gritted my teeth, and let the waves rush

over my head.

An etefnity of cold and froth passed.

The ocean surged and I was tumbled

down, down, to an azure world of rip-

pling sands. A giant hand lifted me back

to the thinner half of our blue and green

The author

even seen a surfboard outside of a

Jordan Marsh sports department and

now I was being told to take that stick

and ride it. The mere thought made me
giddy. From somewhere up on the beach

I could hear voices telling me to ride

that wild surf. I turned and looked at the

world and new life surged through my
veins.

Then I was sucked under again and
again. I was an unwilling visitor to an

alien land. Finally the waves threw me
onto my home, the dry land, and I rose

up on my wobbly legs.

I

'...He was broad at the shoulder and

shit floats.

ocean Two to three foot swells and a

mild offshore bree/.e Water tem

perature-eomewhere between totally

numbing and mildly paralyzing

I gave the final yanks to each of my
new skin's five zippers. I picked up that

wax covered wonder that I was sup-

narrow at the waist." Too Dad

They were still standing there,

mysterious black figures 1 looked at

them yearningly, begging for release

from this ordeal

They began to laugh and nod at me
and poke each other with their elbows. I

understood that my torture would

continue.

Throwing the board in front of me, I

plunged out through the waves to the

middle of the sandbar. I was determined

to catch the next promising wave and

ride it to shore. A glassy swell was

coming up behind me quickly and

quietly. I began to paddle with my
weary arms to catch it. It bore down on

me and caught me up. Instantly I was
heaved towards the beach, the wave
carrying me low, in its belly, and

surging up around my head and
shoulders. It began to break and I was
pitched forward into the white froth

(soup, for the intitiated). The skeg on

the bottom of the board dragged in the

sand and I rolled off the board into the

shallow water.

Well, now that hadn't been so bad. I

turned the board around and headed

back out for another wave. The surf was
so intense that day I spent the entire

afternoon out there on my stick. The tide

began to come in, ruining the surfing, so

I called it a day and went to shore.

My chick was standing waiting for me
with a towel.

"Hey, baby," I said. "See me catch

that last wave. That thing was really

heavy. I was really getting into this

surfing."

"What did you say?" she asked.

"I said I was really getting my head

into this surfing."

"That's what I thought I heard," she

replied, flipping the towel at me and

starting off up the beach.

"Hey, baby,'' I called, "What's

hasseling you anyway?"
She began to run. In a moment she

disappeared up the stairs to the parking

lot. I could hear her red beetle start and

she roared off, leaving me alone on the

beach.

Not quite alone. I looked down to

where my torturers had been huddled.

They were drinking beer. Man, those red

and white cans looked good. One of them

held a can up in my direction. That was
all I needed. Picking up the board, I

walked down the beach to where the

guys were standing and drinking. A beer

can found its way into my hand and I

stood there, just letting that delicious

gold liquid pour down my throat.

Elmer came swaggering over and
slapped me on the back.

"Hey, man. That wasn't so bad now,

was it?" he said.

"It was pretty cool, man," I agreed.

"Haw, haw, how'd you like to go to a

party with us tonight, man?" he asked.

"That's cool." I said, "where is it?"

"Over at this girl Susan's house," he

said, "Haw, haw. Have another beer."

The party was in full swing when
Elmer and I pulled up in his Mach I.

"Balls," he said. "Lookit all these

cars. That place must be mobbed in-

side."

"What do you care, man," I said.

"That just means there's more chance
we can scoop something."

Elmer was fiddling with a can of

Bud that wouldn't open.

"Yeah, I suppose you're right. Shit.

Cut myself on the ring."

"Stick your finger in your mouth," I

advised, "Bleeding will stop quicker."

The room fell silent asElmer walked
through the door with his finger in his

mouth.
"Whyyfr's Susan?" he mumbled.
A guy with glasses and long brown

hair looked up from the book he was
reading in a chair in the corner. It was
Jackie.

"Can't hear you man, you got your
finger in your mouth," he said.

Elmer looked puzzled. He looked down
at his mouth. Cross-eyed with his finger

in his mouth he looked like a gorilla in

desperate need of a banana.

"Oh, yeah."

His face brightened.

"Where's Susan?" he asked again.

"She went to the packy." replied the

man with the book, "She'll be back in a

while."

Elmer and I retired to the kitchen and

the noise resumed. From out of one of

the bedrooms came the sound of Mick

Jagger being played with a metal rake.

Everyone in the living room was sitting

with his feet on something, footstools,

coffee tables. Ihe tv. everywhere there

were feet at knee level. The kitchen was
lined with people drinking beer and wine

and at the table a toothy girl was trying

to toll a joint.

I stood watching with itchy fingers.

She was doing a bad job but something
warned me to keep still and just wait for

Continued on Next Page
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it to come around the table. By the time
I got it it was loose at the end, wet and
falling apart. Wetting my finger I pasted

it back together and took a big toke. It

was pretty good stuff. Twice around the

table and it was finished. Teeth threw

the roach in the ashtry. I stood leaning

on the stove. The unsmoked roach

disturbed me, some good snorts were
left in that thing, but I couldn't speak.

The roach was soon covered over with

cigarette ashes and forgotten.

The guy next to me edged me with his

elbow.

"Here," he said.

Another joint.

Twice around the table and everyone

got to bury the roach again. Soon the

ashtry was full of ashes, roaches, and

beer can tops. I was still propped

against the stove, no longer able to think

or move.
But for some reason I liked leaning

against that stove. For one thing, it was
the only thing between me and gravity,

and another, it was nice and warm
because Elmer had just heated a TV
dinner because he was hungry. Now he

was eating it while I watched and

thought about getting sick. Big hunks of

rubbery chicken, smeared all over with

mushy green peas were slowly,

inexorably disappearing into Elmer's

mouth and being chewed to gruel. Elmer
devoured the meal mechanically, and

when he finished, pushed the tin plate

away and burped.

The belching roused me out of my
fascination stupor. I saw the same
Elmer in a different light. Before he had

been an illusion of a person, intangible,

giving only a hint at what lay beneath

the surface. His burp made everything

change. It was as if the lights in the

room had become brighter, more
penetrating. There was Elmer sitting

hunched over the cold glutinous remains

of a fried chicken dinner, cigarette in his

hand, eyes all red-rimmed from the

grass, and I could feel what it was like to

be Elmer. Elmer had suddenly taken

form before my eyes, his burp had

transmitted to me some indefinable

nuance of what Elmer was and what it

was like to be Elmer.
I didn't like the feeling. As I stood

there and watched him smoke and joke

with the other people at the table the

feeling began to fade and I breathed

easier. All of a sudden the front door

banged opened and in charged Susan,

drunk.

"Woweee," she shrieked. "Am I ever

shitfaced! Me and Eldridge went to

every bar between here and Orleans and
got served in every one of them."
She began to dance around the house,

flicking ashes on everyone's legs and
leaving various articles of clothing in

different rooms. Finally she stood

disappeared into the bedroom. It's

nothing new."

I was incredulous. "You mean she

does this every night?"

"Well, just about. Some nights there

aren't parties here but most nights there

are," he explained.

"Tell me more," I said.

"Well, you see, these guys all have

jobs where they don't have to work

every day of the week so they spend a lot

of time at the beach surfing. When it

gets too dark to do that they come over

here to drink all night. Then tomorrow

they do the whole thing over again."

"You mean, just like this every

All of a sudden the front door banged open

and in charged Susan drunk.

"Wowee" she shrieked. "Am I ever shitfaced!"

almost naked before us all. She tilted her

head back and let out a blood-curdling

scream. Then, grabbing ahold of a

bleary eyed, shaggy-looking guy, whom
I took to be the mysterious Eldridge. she

disappeared into a bedroom, closed and

locked the door.

Dead silence ensued. My God, I

thought, what manner of girl is that?

As if in answer. Jack in the corner

with the book said quietly and respect-

fully, "Well, there's Susan."

I walked over to where he was sitting

and said, "What's that supposed to

mean?"
"Just that," he replied. "Susan got

home, came in the house, ran around

taking off her clothes and flicking

cigarette ashes on everyone's legs,

screamed, grabbed what's his name and

night?"

He nodded. "Just like this."

While we were talking a fight broke

out in the kitchen. Elmer and someone
else we couldn't see were up and trading

punches. The idea caught on and one of

the onlookers turned and smacked his

neighbor. He hit back and the riot was
on. They began to turn over tables and

chairs, throw beer cans through the

windows and wreck the house.

I made a beeline for the door. Once
outside I began to walk away from the

neighborhood as fast as I could. There

was no moon and the roads were very

dark. Scrub pines hung low over me as I

walked along, half expecting a Black

Rider to step out of the gloom and whisk

me off to some horrible place. That

wouldn't be any worse then being back

there. I thought. What's the house going

to look like in the morning? What's

Elmer going to look like in the morning?

Headlights came up quickly behind

me in the darkness. An engine growled

quietly a few yards away. The car crept

forward slowly, like a stalking animal.

The hairs on the back of my neck began

to rise slowly. Elmer I thought. The car

crept forward a little more, its engine

purring in the dark. It snarled as the

driver stabbed the accelerator. Maybe
he'll give me a ride home anyway, 1

thought, and stepped out into the middle

of the road. The headlights hit me and a

split second later the driver pushed the

gas to the floor. The gentle throbbing of

the engine turned instantly to a

screaming shattering howl. The rear

tires spun madly, spattering gravel all

over the bushes. The car leapt forward,

right at me.
1 snapped. "Elmer! Elmer!" Choking

with fright 1 dove wildly off to my right.

The car zoomed by. showering me with

gravel as it passed. My heart pounded

for several minutes. The blood rushing

in my ears sounded like a rain swollen

river rushing over boulders. 1 lay there

until I caught my breath, then got up and

quickly but cautiously made my way out

to the main road and went home. I didn't

see Elmer at all.

The outside light was on when I got to

the cottage. Good. I thought, she's home.

She was. She was standing at the sink

washing the dishes. I stood outside on

the steps watching her for a few

minutes, then I opened the door and

walked in.

She turned around and saw me.

"Well, have you recovered yet?" she

asked.

"What do you mean?" I said.

"Like, you know what I mean, man.

Don't hassle me," she said.

I gnnned embarrassedly. Oh yeah,

that. Yes, I think I'm all better now."

"My goodness, you were strange for a

while*" she said. "There was something

I had to tell you. though. Now. what was
if I think I forgot it. Ooh, I know. Jackie

called. He wants to go surfing with you

tomorrow. What are you laughing for?"

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY LIGHT WEIGHT

BACKPACKING AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTORY X-country ski special oct. 8-16

4000 Pair EMS Touring & X-Country Skis

EMS Asnes, light touring, Ligno

EMS 5000 light touring, Ligno

EMS 7000, superlight touring, Ligno

EMS 10000, Balsa

Ski Boots

This Year's
Approximate 1971-72

Suggested List Prices on
Comparable Items.

$39.00

$41.00

$44.00

$47.00

$26.00

Ski Boots $28.50

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$26.95

$31.95

$32.95

$33.95

$22.95

$21.95
All bindings will be mounted (later) free of charge on skis purchased during the sale.

Rt. 9, Amherst - Hadley Line Amherst Mass. 01002 413-253-9504
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An Expression Of Black Spirit TAKE TWO
A Story From Crestdale

On March 27, 1984, I read an

article in the Amsterdam News,

a black-owned and operated

newspaper in New York City,

about the need for black people

to buy stock in the Black

American New Communities
Organization (BANCO.). The
article described in detail what

the aims of the Corporation were

and how it expected to achieve

its goals. The most important

thing about it was that the

corporation wanted to establish

a black middle and upper class

community. The idea of

developing independent black

communities was not very

alluring at first, butbecameso
later.

I became much more
receptive to what I will call the

Crestdale Concept due to several

adverse experiences I had with

realtors when I was considering

buying a home in Westchester

County, New York. At first, I

was shown homes located in all

black sections. I didn't mind the

fact that the areas were all-

black. The thing that perturbed

me was that I would have had to

pay several thousand dollars

more than I would if I were
white. I discovered this when I

spoke to a resident of one of the

communities we visited. The
resident said:

I happened to know the

white family that

previously owned the

house that 1 live in. I told

them that it sounded as if

I was getting a good deal

when the realtor siad the

house would cost $58,000

in all.. Ray, the previous

owner said that the

realtor had told him that

he was going to sell it for

$52,000, but changed his

mind when my wife and I

said we liked the place.

Since the house was by

far the best offer we were
given, I grudgingly ac-

cepted the $6,000 ad-

ditional charge. If you

have any alternative, I

would recommend that

you not pay the head tax.

I decided to go elsewhere. In the

other black neighborhoods we
went to, I was informed of the

inadequate services the

residents had to contend with.

When several sections of New
Kochelle became predominantly

black, police protection dropped

sharply. Since New Rochelle

black residents are in several

pockets of the city instead of one

large area, they were unable to

amass enough strength to

demand more police protection.

I then decided to try the "first

black in the neighborhood route"

because I believed that by doing

so, I would be guaranteed good

services. A couple of weeks

before we were scheduled to

move into Spring Valley, my
wife Lydia and I discussed the

possible psychologically adverse

effects the move might have on

our son David. My wife asked

what she should say when and if

David is shunned and called a

nigger by his classmates or

playmates. She said:

Don, I know that

sheltering him from
reality, the reality of

being black can do more
harm than good, but I

want us to be able to

explain it to him when we
decide, not when a snotty

little white boy comes
along and says he doesn't

like the way Dave looks.

That statement hit me hard. I

decided that we would stay in

our apartment on the Upper

West Side of Manhattan until the

construction of Crestdale was
completed. Like many of the

other current residents of

Crestdale, when I remained in

what I called our hole in

Manhattan, I saved every extra

f>enny to buy Crestdale Bonds.

Crestdale Bonds were ex-

tremely important when
Crestdale was completed. The
Corporation made it clear that

only redeemed Crestdale Bonds

would be accepted as a down
payment on homes, co-op

apartments, or citizens rights in

Crestdale. This virtually

assured having an all-black

community because the bonds

were sold in black communities

only. When several whites

charged that they were being

discriminated against because

their cash was not accepted as a

down payment, the Supreme
Court became involved. It

decided the following:

A corporation may
specify what it will ac-

cept as legal tender. The
Black American New
Communities
Organization does not

stipulate that the bonds

which are accepted as

legal tender by said

corporation are to be

restricted. Therefore, we
find no evidence to

support the plaintiff's

claim that discrimination

has taken place ...

By the time a large dumber of

whites became interested in

buying homes in Crestdale, the

sale of the bonds had ceased.

Reason: All available housing

had been filled. When there is

more housing available, the

bonds will again be sold in black

areas. I would agree with the

charge that Crestdale exists as

an all-black community due to

the fact that the founders took

advantage of a cute loophole in

the housing laws, but I'm not

sorry that they did.

The City of Crestdale is a part

of an independent county of New
York. This came about because

of a little payoff before con-

struction started. The state

legislature and the county that

the area was originally a part of

agreed to let it become in-

dependent because they thought

it was a folly doomed for failure.

It is amazing how quickly at-

titudes change when money is

offered.

The name of "the area" is

DuBois County. It includes the

following cities: Crestdale, East
Crestdale, South Crestdale,

Upper Crestdale, Crestdale
Groves, New Nairobi Oriental

and New Nairobi Occidental.

The first decade of DuBois
County's existence was very

unpleasant. The first section,

Crestdale Groves, contained

only expensive estates. The
second. Crestdale, is the one I

live in. it wasn't much better, It

contained and still contains only

private expensive homes,
although not as expensive as

those in "The Groves". These

two towns were "window
dressing", there is no doubt

about that. These were the first

ones built in order to get more
support from the established

blacks. In retrospect, it seems as

if it was a necessary evil except

when one considers the extreme
competitiveness of our schools

and the fact that everyone tried

to outdo his neighbor by putting

up garish ornaments on his lawn

and the like.

There was a change for the

better when South Crestdale and
West Crestdale opened. Most of

the people in "South" and
"West" came to DuBois County
directly from the ghettoes of

New York City, Boston and
Philadelphia, to name a few.

They live in low income apart-

ments (South Crestdale) and
prefabricated low cost homes
(West Crestdale). Suddenly, to

maintain DuBois County's

image as "the place where you

can find several of the best black

communities in the nation", the

people of Crestdale and Crest-

dale Groves did as much as they

could to help the newcomers to

adjust to their new way of life.

"South" and "West" residents

became the county's

sanitationmen, domestics,
teachers, hospital workers, bus

drivers, firemen, policemen,

postmen, janitors and other jobs

of that ilk. As the communities

got larger, so did the job options

of the newcomers. When office

buildings started to open, the

newcomers also became office

messengers, deliveryman,
clerical workers, social workers

and construction workers. Due

to these efforts, the county's

unemployment rate is an

astonishingly low 1.2%. In view

of this, it is hard to imagine

BANCO, apologizing for

building the high-income areas

first. If low income housing had

been built first, it would have

been a waste because there

wouldn't have been any jobs for

its' residents.

Hundreds of businesses moved
to the DuBois County area in

order to escape the exorbitant

corporation taxes in New York

City, to take advantage of the

development of Rosemont, the

satellite city of Albany, and also

to siphon off some of the funds of

the nouveau-riche blacks of

Crestdale and Crestdale Groves.

During the first decade.

Crestdale and Crestdale Groves

were severely criticized for our

economic discrimination and
social stratification. However,

the fact that we have welcomed
large numbers of poor blacks

was not commented on. This was
one instance in which the old

adage "good news is no news"
was definitely appropriate. One
may ask if our only motivation

for welcoming our poor brothers

and sisters was to maintain an

image. The answer is no. We did

it because many of us once lived

in Harlem, Bedford-Stuyvesant,

Roxbury, the North End of

Philadelphia and the Central

Ward of Newark. We knew that

as more and more buildings

were abandoned by landlords,

condemned and demolished,

there would be fewer and fewer

apartments and homes available

that our people could move into

for a decent price. We were

certain that these abandoned

areas would not be replaced,

because we recognized the fact

that middle-class white

Americans are now following in

the footsteps of the pioneers;

after a home in the ghetto has

served its function in other

words filled their pockets with

money, it is abandoned.
Everyone remembers of course

that when our great pioneers

moved westward, they often left

where they had settled because

they had made their settlement

area unlivable. One might argue

that only the dregs of society, the

drug addicts, winos and the like

are being abandoned in the

ghettoes. Yes, it is true that

blacks are entering colleges and

universities in larger numbers
than our percentage in the

population warrants. However,

people have a tendency to ignore

the fact that 20% of blacks are

still below the poverty level.

People ignore the fact that

millions of whites still live in the

desolate hills of Appalachia.

The residents of Crestdale

have decided that these people

should not be discarded like

empty beer cans. Despite cries

from a small number of

residents that our property

values would plunge, Crestdale

and Crestdale Groves have
established low income com
munities virtually next door.

Don't misunderstand me. We're

getting as much out of the deal

as the poor people are. As I

mentioned earlier, they are

employed in most of the service

jobs in the county and the

federal and state government

have given generous subsidies to

ease the burden.

Most residents now live in an

active, realistic manner instead

of a stilted one. I say this again

and again because it was of

critical importance in the

development of our stability. To
emphasize this point, I have

cited the following statement by

Harlan Hayden in an article

entitled "Notes From Yale:

1996":

I think the main (reason)

for the creation of these

communities was to be in

the position to say to

whites, "See, we can do it

too." They are very much
like the Jewish ghettoes

on Long Island or outside

of Boston. The only major
difference I can see is

that instead of going to

the Catskills during the

summer, our parents go

to several resorts which

have sprung up recently

near the Adirondacks.
(MDC April 2, 1971)

In the same article, he also says

:

Instead of bridge and
mah-jongg, our mothers

play the "Keep the Kids

in the (Black) Cultural

Center Game."
This was indeed how we lived in

what some residents call "the

good old days". Ha, ha. The good

old days. To many people, the

good old days were the days

when blacks, Puerto Ricans and

"others" knew their place and

when the well-to-do kept their

distance in sheltered halcyon

dales where the maid was the

only contact with "them". Since

very few knew many of "them"
the following stereotypes

resulted

:

They all carry knives and
razor blades (simply because

most crimes take place in ghetto

areas).

They don't take care of their

health (because they say they

don't have enough money to do

By Nathaniel W. Hayden
so).

They should pull themselves

up by their bookstraps (even

though they've never had any).

They throw garbage out into

the streets (merely because it

hasn't been collected in a

month).
They cause property values to

drop (because the sight of them
moving in scares so many people

into selling their homes at a 20 to

30% discount).

They do not encourage their

children to do well in school

(especially when the student is

told that he cannot enter the

academic course of study

because his IQ is not over 110).

They are racists (because they

have the nerve to be proud of

their racial heritage).

They are separatists (even

though I can't remember when
we were ever together).

I'm glad we decided not to

play the game that many middle
and upper class blacks have
played heretofore. Very often in

the past one would hear:

Oh yes, they're terrible

but we are different.

We don't do the heinous

things that they do.

We're just like you.

TIMES HAVE CHANGED
THE PEOPLE HAVE GOT IT

TOGETHER
MORE POWER TO THE

PEOPLE
( WILL IT STILL BE JUST A

SLOGAN?)

This story was brought to you
by Mr. Donald Kingsley, a

computer programming analyst

who lives with his wife, Lydia (a

librarian) and his son David (a

student at Crestdale High
School) from their home at 15

Concord Lane in Crestdale, NY.
Mr. Kingsley got his B.S. in

computer systems analysis at

Hamilton College. If there are
any comments you would like to

make or questions you would

like to ask write:

A STORY FROM CRESTDALE
C/O NATHANIEL W. HAYDEN

BOX 519

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
AMHERST, MA. 01002

CRAFT FAIR
at

Middlefield Fair Grounds

Oct. 9, Sat.

Featuring

All day

Nite

Clean Living

All day pat

All Area Craft People Flea Market

Rides - Games - Lots of Fun

TICKETS AT
White Light Book Store The Alley A Head of Time, 360

College

253-5394

$2.00 advance
$2.50 at gate

Books

The Greening of America Reconsidered
ByEDJANUSZ

The Con III Controversy: The
Critics Look at the Greening of

America edited by Philip Nobile

(Pocket Books)
"My present feeling is that

nothing of any distinction has
been written about my book."--

Charles Reich
The most interesting im-

pression I had about the 41

essays that Philip Nobile has
collected about Charles Reich's

book is that most of the con-

tributors wrote around, past,

and through The Greening of

America and ended up saying
more about their own
philosophies than about Reich's,

keeping their own ideas about
what the Youth Revolution is

and about how to cope with it -in

fact, being completely un-

changed and unmoved by
Greening.
The essays, of course, are of

varying quality. Three or four

are excellent, a somewhat
larger number are useless.

Ralph Gleason of Rolling Stone

called Greening a "most im-

portant book," ostensibly

because Reich thinks the kids

and their music are where it's

at: Gleason ignored the rest of

the book. Tom Hayden and a few

others don't seem to know how to

cope with a book that claims that

a revolution can be nonpolitical.

This tendency to let precon-

ceived notions stand goes so far

as to include factual errors. For
example, the article by Samuel
McCracken. otherwise possibly

the best of the bunch - for -

critical analysis of Greening, is

thus marred: he refers to

Reich's "iterated rejection of

technological substitutions" and
his "unqualified endorsement of

LSD," neither of which are quite

true.

It was Reich's attitude

towards technology that raised

the most dust of any of his ideas.

This is understandable, for while

damning across the board the

"corporate state" that runs our

society, he lauds the use of

technology in giving people

more free time to develop their

human potentials.

The burden of proof is on him.

John Kenneth Galbraith puts it

the best: "Houses, plumbing,

hospitals, schools and univer-

sities, policemen, the pill, some
clothes will still be necessary."

While rightly deploring the

"Consciousness II" life style,

Reich ignores the fact that life

on earth has always created a lot

of worker ants in every society

since Egypt, and that by
necessitating more growth of

cities, complex factory

techniques and more jobs
nobody wants to do, the In-

dustrial Revolution seems to

have compounded the problem
thus far. Perhaps the socialists

have a few remedies for modern
America's failure to take care of

its victims; Reich has none.

Reich's ecstatic vision of the

wave of the future left most
everybody quite cold. For every

variation on the Woodstock
theme that Reich could muster,

there are many answers:
Charlie Manson, Altamount,
Diana Oughton, Leary's Algiers

ravings, Bernardine Dohrn, Isle

Vista trucked out ad nauseum.
Only Gleason seemed un-

troubled by the fact that Reich

was obviously writing as an
outsider, making blanket
generalities about an alternate

culture that could more aptly be

described as a fragmented
antistraight culture, and that his

opinions on clothes and rock

music come near to benign

idiocy.

Blacks are also ignored, both

in Greening of America (Reich

acknowledges that yes, America
is racist, but Blacks are

peripheral to the Greening) and

in The Con III Controversy;

there is no mention, except in

passing references, of whether

anybody things that a Con-

Consciousness Three, or the Youth Revolution. America's answer to the Red Guard who will somehow
save our nation from our own worst habits, are seen in Washington demonstration.

sciousness III revolution can
effectively reverse 200 years of

oppression and do it quickly.

The paperback edition of The
Greening of America is blurbed

by a number of letters from
Consciousness II: "Thank you,

Mr. Reich, for showing us where
it's at." Still, Greening seems to

come across as a relevant

version of Love Story or Valley

of the Dolls. At its best, it could

have given the older generation

a new vocabulary by which they

could have understood the

counter-culture a little better,

but Reich's golly-gee attitude

seems to have diminished even

that angle -at least in the eyes of

these critics represented in Con

HI. Outside of that, the analysis

of society has some good writing

mixed in with a lot of cliches.

Many of the essayists in Con III

brushed off the book in fewer

than two pages (Reich's

colleagues at Yale were
especially facetious), and the

response was appropriately

cool-to-lukewarm to a book that.

though well organized and fairly

well written, is for the most part

a vacuum of original thought.

Pick out what you like in The
Greening of America and like it;

but, if the book intrigues you,

The Con III Controversy will

help a lot, for, even beyond the

handful of really fine essays, it

catalogues the responses to the

counter-culture in an even better

way than Reich himself has
organized the movement's
response to society.

Films

Losey-Pinter's '"Accident" Not To Be Missed
J ... .... • —.„. „f !,„.. Dolicemen brine a hieh level of day), televis

»/

ACCIDENT, a film starring

Dirk Bogarde, Stanley Baker
and Jacqueline Sassard. Co-

starring Michael York and
Vivien Merchant. Screenplay by
Harold Pinter. Music by John
Dankworth. Produced by Joseph
Losey and Norman Priggen.

Directed by Joseph Losey.

By ELLIOT E18ENBERG
Accident is overpowering

THIS WEEK

presents

Cape Cod's

Favorite

UNION JACKS

Dig Springield's finest

heavy music dance hall for

real people.

Dungarees always welcome

ID'S Required

1270 Memorial Ave.

Directly across from
Eastern States Expo.

from the first excruciating

moments when the screech of

rubber and collapse of metal

interrupt the peaceful quiet of

Stephen's evening. An Oxford

don (Dirk Bogarde), he runs

from his house to find in the

wreckage two of his students. On

their way to see him had been

William (Michael York), the

fair-haired young aristocrat,

and his fiancee Anna

(Jacqueline Sassard). an

arrestingly beautiful Austrian.

Seeing William dead and Anna in

shock, Stephen helps her from

the liquor-soaked car and calls

the police. With Anna in one of

the upper rooms, he tells the

investigators nothing of her,

onlv that he had been expecting

William Satisfied with his an-

swers, they leave and Stephen

climbs the stairs to Anna.

Before him on the bed is the

woman who has captured the

affection of his student, his

friend (Stanley Baker) and

himself. In a series of flash-

backs, his desire for Anna, his

envy of his friend, Charley, and

his exasperation with an ex-

pectant wife and a thoroughly

middle class and bookish

existance develop with chilling

suspense.

Individual performances are

impressive. Stanley Baker as

the brash and outspoken Charley

who takes what he wants, from

women to food from another's

plate, is a pleasure to watch.

Charley is the outgoing and

popular don, a success on

television as well as in the

Cniversity; he is everything that

Stephen aches to be. Jacqueline

Sassard is devastating as Anna;

she speaks little and says much
with her face and smile. Only

twenty-two at the filming, she is

completely in control of her

features.

Dirk Bogarde is absolutely

terrific as Stephen. Docile with

his wife, attentive to his

children, yearning in his quiet

way for Anna, he has all the

moves. His hand almost taking

hers, his plans almost suc-

ceeding in overtaking Charley

with television and Anna,
Bogarde relays the emptiness he

finds at catching up to his friend.

Smaller roles are also well-

played. Ann Fairbanks as

Charley's wife Harold Pinter as

a television producer's man.

even Brian Phelan and Terence

Rigby as the interviewing

policemen bring a high level of

competence to their per-

formances.
Accident is the product of a

well-acquainted group of

craftsmen. Pinter, Losey and
Bogarde previously collaborated

in making The Servant, an
award-winning film. Vivien
Merchant, who received a Best

Supporting Actress nomination
toward an Academy Award for

her role in Alphie. is Pinter's

wife.

Joseph Losey has been a pre-

med student, a newspaperman,
critic and stage manager. He
has written, produced and
directed for radio (in its hey-

day), television, the theater and
films. His King and Country and
Village of the Damned have
received various awards.
Harold Pinter is best known as

author of the play The
Homecoming. The Broadway
production, which won a Tony
for Best Play in 1966, starred his

wife. Miss Merchant.
The expertise that they have

assembled shows everywhere.
The camerawork is artistry, the

music simple yet effective.

Accident was the British entry to

the 1967 Cannes Festival and
won two awards for Best Pic-

ture. It is well worth seeing.
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Basic Audio

Lesson Two: Cartridges
tracked by FRANK JOHNSON
In this issue we will begin our

task at hand and explain the

theory and operation of tran-

sducers. By definition, a tran-

sducer is a device that converts

acoustical or mechanical energy

into electrical energy. It is a

term that we will use for phono

cartridges, tape heads, and
microphones: all of these

devices work to generate a small

electric current that is the first

link in the chain of a hi-fi system.

To cover the subject com-

pletely and objectively, I will

confine this issue to a discussion

of phono cartridges. Earlier, we
pointed out some of the short-

comings in the Dynaflex record

system. The object of this

column is to point out possible

shortcomings in a phono car-

tridge, and what to look for when
buying one, vis-a-vis desireable

design features.

When we say "cartridge", we
mean more than simply the

needle which travels in the

record groove and converts the

groove "wiggles" or

modulations into tiny electrical

currents. A cartridge is actually

a small generator, which con-

J

sists of: 1. ) the stylus, or needle,
I

mounted on a small, movable

pole called the shank; 2.) the

stylus assembly, including the

shank, the rubber mounting

holding the shank in place, and

the plastic holder that fits the

stylus into the cartridge body

itself 3. ) which contains the coils

and magnets needed for in-

ductional current generation,

and 4.) the terminal pins, from

where the current ultimately

flows. In a stereo cartridge, they

number 4, and consist of two

"hot" pins for the left and right

channel, and 2 separate ground

pins. Because the current

(generated by the cartridge is an

alternating one. responding to

the sine waves of sound, it must

be grounded. In certain systems,

the two ground channels can be

commonly connected in a 3-wire

system, but such arrangements

are rare.

the record.

The tracking force is usually

specified over a certain range,

which will depend on the quality

of the tone arm ( the playing arm
of the turntable or record player,

which holds the cartridge and

"When we say 'cartridge', we mean more than simply the needle

which travels in the record groove and converts the groove 'wiggles'

or modulations into tiny electrical currents."

The prime function of a phono

cartridge is to exact an accurate

duplication of the information in

record grooves. All phono
cartridges do this by applying a

specific pressure, known as the

tracking or tracing force, onto

the grooves by means of the

stylus. The stylus will move in

accordance to the groove
modulations, the greater and

more pronounced these

modulations are, the more
current will be generated.

Therefore, a cartridge must
conform to certain design

specifications, so as to effect an

accurate rendition of what is on

traces it over the record ) and to

what sort of purpose the car-

tridge will be subjected. The

minimum and maximum value

of the tracking force will be

expressed in grams, or fractions

of it, though the maximum will

obviously be of a greater value

1(1 gram- 1/28.8 oz.). Better

phono cartridges reduce the

tracking force so as not to

deform or wear out the record

grooves. In general, the lower

the force, the better, though only

better-quality cartridges are

able to trace a record at an

ideally low pressure.

When the cartridge is operated

within its specified tracking

force range, it will exhibit

several factors which we want to

know about. One of these is

compliance, which indicates

how much the stylus shank will

move at a specified force.

Compliance is measured with

respect to centimeters (1 in. :

2.54 cm.) and dynes, the

physicist's measure of force. It

is expressed in centimeters

moved per unit dyne, for

example, a typical cartridge

specification might read: 20 x 10

1/1,000,000 cm. /dyne. 10

1/1,000,000 is obviously a very

low figure, but this is simply a

way of relating force to the level

at which the stylus will play a

record. Higher compliance

(over 20, and increasing to about

50 x 10 1/1,000,000 cm. /dyne)

suggests that the cartridge will

be able to cover a wife range of

groove modulations. Recently,

this measurement has come
under criticism, because

sometimes a very highly-

compliant cartridge actually

collapses under its own weight.

One manufacturer has coined

the phrase "trackability" to

indicate the ability to trace well

and stay in the groove, and

frequently this is a more
meaningful specification than

compliance. It is however not

yet an industry standard.

Over the audio range, the

cartridge must be able to extract

information that is relatively

constant in value, neither ex-

ceeding or decreasing in

response to what is on the

record. The ability to cover the

audio range is known as

frequency response, which, as

we will see later, applies to

almost every component. It will

indicate over what range the

cartridge will function, and

ideally should cover a range of

The Program Council And How It Was
By PAT SUPRENANT

Scheduling of popular
programs which appeal to as

many people as possible and that

utilize the Campus Center in the

production of them are the

primary objectives of the

Program Council. The Council,

an arm of the Student Union
Government Board, receives a

budget of $58,000 from the SUG
Board to achieve this.

The basic structure of the

Council is that of an Executive
Committee composed of a

president, secretary, treasurer.
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and several sub-committees

which are headed by a chair-

man.
The Executive Committee,

elected by the entire Council at

the end of the year effective in

April for the following year, has

as some of its duties the drafting

of the budget for the

organization and to work closely

with RSO procedures. The
present members of the

Executive Committee are;

president, Howie Bresener,

secretary, John Cardile and

treasurer, Russel Vierra.

There are approximately forty

members of the Program
Council. Membership is

unlimited and open to all

students both undergraduates

and graduates, and faculty

members of UMass Amherst. An
application must be filled out by

all perspective members and

^proved by the Executive

[Committee. Members may join

one committee exclusively or
|

I
several.

Responsibility for the selec-

tion of the movies shown on

Thursday and Sunday, under the

sponsorship of the Program
Council, lies with the Movie

| Committee. These movies are

generally chosen a semester in

• advance and selected on the

basis of the most current and

appealing films available at

reasonable prices. Recom-
mendations for films may bei

made by any student to thei

committee chairman. Other

functions which the committee

performs are the special films

shown during finals week and an

occasional special showing such

as "Woodstock".
Funds for the acquisition of art

objects periodically displayed in

the Campus Center or in the

Student Union Art Gallery are

allocated to the Art Committee.

The murals presently on display

in the Campus Center are a

direct product of the com-

mittee's endeavor to humanize

the Campus Center. Members of

the committee also co-ordinate

all art exhibits, transit showings

and any other program that may
occur during the year. It has in

the past sponsored the Roten

Ferdinand Galleries which
display prints for sale in the

Campus Center twice during the

year.

The Public Relations Com-
mittee of the Program Council

has as their main purpose the

duty of maintaining contact with

the university community on all

activities which the Council

sponsors. They achieve this

through the monthly publication

of an activities calendar.

Members work in conjunction

with the calendar office of the

university and through their

discretion place on it any event

happening on campus which

they feel is pf popular interest.

Public relations with national

or regional Campus Center

organizations are maintained

through this committee.

Members are selected to attend

the Association of College Union-

International and the National

Entertainment Conference. At

these conferences the

programing aspects and

problems which arise as a result

are discussed. Supervision of

any publication of the Program
Council and the maintenance of

a scrapbook of all Program
events fall under the auspices of

the committee.
The production of the play

"You're A Good Man Charlie

Brown" on campus was a result

of the efforts of the Special

Events Committee. It also lays

claim to the special service

projects, the Christmas events,

the subscription to magazines

for students use in the Reading
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20-20,000 cycles or better.

But the most important

consideration to keep in mind is

that frequency response by itself

is virtually meaningless. We
may use the analogy of a

speedometer on a car that reads

up to 140 mph. Theoretically, a

car might be capable of this

speed, but its engine might

explode or else the car might be

blown off the road by wind force.

The speedometer thereby acts

as wishful thinking, and serves

only as an ornamentation, in

cars not built to travel at that

speed. Concurrently, a phono

cartridge that purports a "20-

20.000 Hz." response does not

necessarily have to cover all

frequencies within this range at

the same level. At 20 cycles it

may not produce any current at

all, even though the stylus may
move. A manufacturer is free to

state that the cartridge may
indeed respond at 20 cycles, but

he doesn't have to specify what

quality this response may make.

So a frequency response must

specify a response over a con-

stant range. Ideally, a cartridge

will reproduce all these

frequencies at an unchanging

level, but it is very difficult to

design this perfection in a

cartridge. So better manufac-

turers specify a range with a ,-db

range. The decibel rise or

dropoff will indicate whether or

not the frequency response of the

cartridge is a smooth one.

Always look for it, because you

will want to know whether a

cartridge will tend to peak or

rise at certain frequencies,

creating irregular response that

is annoying or unwanted.

Next time we will go into

cartridge types, which you are

bound to encounter in your

purchases.

Room and various distinguished

visiting lecturers. Plans are now
being drawn up for a number of

lectures to be held during the

coming year. Recommendations
can be made to the committee
chairman on this matter.

All dances, concerts, coffee

houses and the very recent

monthly night club are the sole

responsibility of the Social

Events Committee.
The bowling team, chess team

and the bridge club were formed
under the sponsorship of the

Recreation Committee and are

allocated funds through it. The
periodic bridal fairs are the

specific function of the Bridal

Committee.
The next meeting of the entire

Program Council will be held on

October 11, 1971 in Room 163 in

the Campus Center.

WATER BEDS
SALE

Your Choice

KING. QUEEN, or

DOUBLE SIZE
MATTRESS

-

5 vr. guarantee $24.M

with 1" Foam
Insulating Pad

A Head of Time

:i60 College St. Amherst

lU.ft Tel. 253-5394

Open Noon til 9

THE IMPORT SHOP
Dresses from India

Wa 11 Fu rn ish ing 's

Pipes and Incense

Wall Hangings and Bedspreads

64 Green St. Northampton

Albums
ByJIMLAVRAKAS

A record review Stephen Stills II,

Atlantic

Every work of art is autobiographical.

The difference between each respective

work is the amount of personality that is

packed into it. Stephen Still's second

album is his second self-portrait; it

gives the second (and, hopefully, not the

last) detailed insight into one of the

better known rock music makers. In this

second album he has gotten rid of the

stage fright of his first attempt at a

record all his own. Stephen Stills one

was an impressive communal effort,

Stephen Stills II is an unveiling of a deep

and sensitive personality with just a

little help from his close friends.

Stills conducts and arranges, as well

as writes, everything that comes off of

this album. His actual guitar picking is

incredibly smooth and varied. The

Memphis Horns (Otis Reading's old

horn section) back him up on several

songs. Once again Eric Clapton plays

guitar along side of Stills. David Crosby

lends his voice. Of course, on percussion

and bass, respectively, are his long-time

cohorts Dallas Taylor and Calvin

Samuels.
What Stills has done with these artists

and his talents is to turn out an album

with a variety of sounds. As in his first

album. Stills concentrates very heavily

on the sound of his music and the beat of

the music. But he has done a lot more

with this album. Several of the songs on

this album are commentaries on things

that Stills feels to be important issues;

he shows his opinions on American

society-including politicians, prejudice,

poverty, apathy. He constantly asks

what people are going to do about these

things. Stills is a sensitive, passive man

who knows how to, rather, has learned

how to, observe and understand people.

"Ecology Song" is a combination of his

best. He makes his point directly and

honestly, his arrangement of the

Memphis Horns rivals the arrangement

of the wind instruments in his earlier

"Cherokee".
Stills also knows how to relate the

kinds of experiences -love, growing up,

understanding oneself -that form an

individuals attitude to things around

him. The search for peace of mind, and

the search for the harmony of people

living together in society are the themes

in his songs "Word Game", "Relaxing

Town' . and "Singing Call".

At the end of the album Stills takes a

nostalgic look back at his younger years

(Buffalo Springfield time). He has

rearranged "Bluebird"; entitled

"Bluebird Revisited", with the addition

of a tragic love poem I hindsight? > at the

start of the song, he has transformed

"Bluebird" into a kind of musical

"Lovesong of J. Alfred Prufrock ".

Stephen Stills II is a collection of

observations made by an older and

wiser Stephen Stills. His album is a

commentary and a warning. It is a piece

of him Sit down and see what he has to

say. Stills has been through a lot of

stopping to listen and appreciate this

sincere autobiographical work will be a

learning experience.
from "Open Secret"

The Grateful Dead Live Again
Bv STEVE FELD

GRATEFUL DEVI) Grateful

Dead (Warner Bros. Records)

CHAPTER ONE — RIPOFF
Whenever I buy a live album I

get a bad taste in my mouth. I

feel like I'm being cheated.

Somehow, the idea of a group,

recording their concerts and

selling it hints to me of foul play,

positively Fourth Street. The

group gets off too easy. There is

no extra work involved with the

group, except the choosing of the

material, which is meager. It's

like the ultimate ripoff. Even

rock stars can be capitalistic.

I have thought that the

creation of a work of art is. at its

best, analigious to the raising of

a child. In the case of a recor-

ding, the musicians work with it,

plav with it. become a part of it.

It developes from infancy, goes

through its trials and

tribulations, and changes ac-

cordingly'. The high points are

surely elating, while the per

serverancc must seem un-

bearable during the stagnant

times But with the growing of

the album is the growing of the

musicians and 1 hat's where

everybody benefits.

In, not saying that live

records arc bad. only that they

are second rate Sine, there

have been several great live

records, but when robbed ot the

visual impact of the show itself,

they are a fraction of what has

taken place. The fidelity is

always inferior, also. When a

group releases a concert record

they do not progress. A band's

worth is always judged, by their

studio recordings.

I see as a solution the record

companies instituting a policy

whereby a person, if he so

desires, can order live albums

directly from them, eliminating

the middle-man. They'd cost a

buck i or whatever is the

minimal fee to cover costs I .
This

plan is similar to the Warner

Bros, sampler albums. It would

be a step forward for the serious

record buyer and serve as ex-

cellent publicity for both the

group and the label.

CHAPTERTWO-
RISING OFTHEDEAD

The making of "Working-

man's Dead" was an economic

necessity for Grateful Dead.

They were up to their proverbial

necks in debts and their
1

audience response was

something less than spectacular.

With "Live Dead" they won the

adulation of rock critics far and

wide, but. for the most part, they

were still unknown. But. as we

know. "Workingman's" caught

on-it was a good album. "Uncle

John's Band" was as good in

1%9 as it is today. Its harmonies

were a refreshing change from

its previous Acid-rock music.

And •Casey Jones" had to be the

song of that summer. So the

Dead had a devoted following of

millions and became what they

still are today-one of the best

groups in America.

Jerry Garcia, leader of the

group, excels in every aspect of

rock music. He is one of the best

guitarists in the business. The

notes just seem to flow when he

plays, creating an incredibly-

beautiful sound. His voice is

pleasantly soulful and he writes

original and creative songs. Phil

Lesh and Bob Weir, though both

Weekend
Continued from page8A

John Schlesinger's adaptation

of James Leo Herlihy's novel

about a male hustler, Joe Buck,

who comes to New York, finds

the streets aren't paved of gold,

and befriends a crippled bum.

Rico Rino. They have perhaps

the most Platonic and oblique

homosexual relationship ever

filmed. The film has style and

maturity, yet suffers from an

,vert sentimentality The

gritttness ol New York is well

portrayed The acting is sheer

perfection; Jon Voighl made a

legendary film debut. I Justin

Hoffman proved the diversity ol

his talent wasn't just hearsay.

and supporting performances by

Sarah Miles. Brenda Vacant),

and John McGiverall glow in the

memory. The film won oscars

second to Garcia, constitute the

backbone of thejgroup. And Bill

Kreutzmann and Ron McKernan
(known fondly as Pigpen) are

both innovative and ac-

complished. In short, they sound

like a band that has played

together for a long time-which

indeed they are.

CHAPTERTHREE-
LIVE DEADAGAIN or

18THISTRIP REALLY
NEC ESSARY*

And so we have 'Grateful

Dead" or "Live Dead II", their

first release of 1971. It's first

mistake is that, like many
double albums, it is too ex-

cessive. The whole of Side 2

corroborates this. It is an 18

minute session of "The Other

One", a song originally on their

second album "Anthem of the

Sun". It offers little more than

the first. It starts off with a great

drum solo, but the jam is the

first live album revisited. What

is even more distressing is the

fact that the "Anthem" album

consists of live and studio cuts

spliced together, and that

version is also recorded in

concert Nothing new here,

folks.

Unless you've attended a

recent Dead concert, or read

about one. the choice of songs

will come as a surprise to you.

Included are Kris Kristof-

lerson's "Me & Bobby McGee"
and Merle Haggards "Mama
Tried". Agreed, they caught on

to a good thing with

"Workingman's Dead", but by

the time "American Beauty"'

came around the country sound

was beginning to show signs of

wear. Half of the songs on

"Beauty" left me feeling in-

different. Now. the C&W has

been carried too far Is this the

same Dead of "The Electric

Kool-Aid Acid Test"? Or are

they becoming old men. growing

old gracefully'.'

There are some highlights on

Side 1. The opener, "Bertha" is

good as a show's starter. It is

light and loose with a catchy

tune with pleasant harmonies.

"Big Railroad Blues" however,

is like a thousand other songs.

The side ends with "Playing In

The Band" a song not unlike

"Sugar Magnolia" with its jerky

rhythms.
Side U has. as its high point.

Pigpen doing the vocals on "Big

Boss Man". It is in this respect

he reminds me of Ringo on The

Beatles' albums. His vocals are

comparatively few. but always

emerge as something special.

"Me & My Uncle" a John

Phillips' song is nice, but again,

what is the point'' And it seems

like old Chuck Berry tunes are

coming around again. Only their

version ol Johnny B. Goode"

can't compare with the Rolling

Stones' covers of Ins stuff.

Again, in Side A their choice ol

material comes up for

questioning. There is a 9 minute

Not Fade Away". Are the Dead

trying to become the American

Hoi ling St ones.' I hope not. They

still do their own material best,

as is the case with most

musicians today "Wharf Rat"

is a Garcia-Hunter composition,

and its the best ot the album.

Unlike Lesh. Garcia's voice can

stand up after a number of

songs. And "Wharf Rat" is all

Garcia. The set closes on a good

note with '(Join' Down The Road
Feeling Bad".

CHAPTER FOUR
DEAD-END

Regardless of itself, this

album is going to sell. And if

Grateful Dead weren't rich

before this, they most likely will

be now. Then, hopefully, they'll

go back in the studio and really

show us where it's at. Cause this

ain't it.

for Best Picture. Screenplay,

and Director as well as the New
York Film Critics Award in 1969.

Summer Of 42 (Showcase

Cinemas. West Springfield,

Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

This nostalgiac ode is quickly

becoming this year's Love Story

in terms of popularity How a

lM>y becomes a man, with a little

help from Jennifer O'Neill, is

i . en m this rose-colored look at

young man's sexual awareness

set one summer in Maine

Director Robert Mulligan has

accomplished the rather (lif

licult job ol sustaining the same

.motional tone throughout, and

the results are pleasant enough.

Walkabout (Showcase Cinemas,

Wesl Springfield)

is it .'i paeudo anthropohgic

study, or a legitimate, rewar

ding commentary on the cir

cumstantia) mergings ol two

cultures' Vour answer may

determine whether or not this

film seems charming or not. It's

about two young people, brother

and sister, who become mem
bers of an Aborigine iribe in the

Australian wasteland.

N*ftk««»tM. Mom. — S84.M1I

WED. THUR. FRI. SAT.

"The Hellstron
Chronicle" 910

Plus

Harold Pinter's

British Screen Play

"Accident"? 00

with Dirk Bogard

SUN. MON.TUE.

Walter Matthau

"A New Leaf" 05

Plus

Liza Minnelli

"Sterile Cuckoo"00

Use The Masonic Street Porking lot

Just Across the Street

"Every Wednesday,
STAMPEDE NIGHT

starting October 13, some of the far west will come 1o New

Ou? Cowgirls, in western garb, armed with water pistols

finedTwTih Vodka, will serve your custom sliced western

steer beef by the ounce. 45c per ounce for pnmesirli,70

per ounce for fillet mignon, and 35c per ounce for a r.b of

broiled beef.

Keep our Friday night buffet^ i

(7&Lord
30 Sett****

1

A**

tfjt

cry
2S32S76 J

RAOUL DIETRICH. INNKEEPER
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Music
Lorin Hollander

Pianist Lorin Hollander will be

featured in two recitals in Bowker

Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall, at the

UMass Amherst, Oct. 12-13 at 8 p.m.

These events mark the opening of the

Fine Arts Council celebrity Series.

Tuesday, Oct. 12, Mr. Hollander will

perform Schubert's "Sonata in G, Opus

78 " Ravel's "Gaspard de la Nuit" and

his own "Impulse." The following

evening, Mr. Hollander will do

Schubert's "Sonata No. 7." Reserved

series tickets and single tickets are now

available from the Fine Arts Council,

125 Herter Hall, 545-0202. Remaining

tickets for both concerts will be

available at Bowker Auditorium one

hour before the concert. Performances

will begin at 8 p.m.

Frank Zappa And The Mothers Of In-

vention

Frank Zappa, rock music's om-

nipotent master, mixes bits of

Stravinsky, and Edgar Varese with

blotches of Chuck Berry and The

Ronnettes this Saturday night at Smith.

Zappa and the New Mothers ( made up of

a number of cast-off Turtles) may
perform the rock oratorio they per-

formed at their recorded Fillmore East

concert this past June, anything they

would do, though, would be incredible.

Saturday evening at 8, John M. Greene

Hall. Smith. ($)

Films
Accident (Academy of Music, Nor-

thampton)
This 1969 film was the last

collaboration between director Joseph

Losey and screenwriter Harold Pinter

before their now current successful The

Go-Between. For a more detailed ac-

count, see the review elsewhere in this

section.

All's Quiet On The Western Front

(Saturday, Merrill Science Center,

Amherst College, 7:30 and 10)

The First World War from the Ger-

man soldier's standpoint was the subject

of the classic Erich Maria Remarque
anti-war novel and this monumental
film. Much of this may seem dated (it

was made in 1930), yet it still remains a

historic film of the first magnitude.

Oscars went to director Lewis Milestone

and to the picture; featuring Lew Ay res.

Louis Wolheim. and Slim Summerville.

featuring Lew Ayres, Louis Wolheim.

and Slim Summerville.

Bob And Carol And Ted And Alice

(Saturday, Sage Hall. Smith College.

7:30 and 9:30)

Esalen -type encounter groups, wife

swapping,
"
and the entire Southern

California subculture all come under

attack in this finely wrought satire. The

brilliant script, which won an Oscar and

a New York Film Critic's Award, is

very, very funny. Natalie Wood and

Robert Culp have the leads, but are

outshone by the often hilarious Elliot

Gould and Dyan Cannon.

Weekend

, 1L ,. , nianuic now making concert tours, is seen here rehearsing a scene from an hour long

^2&&*^EStt~lS23Z ,„ concerts a, BowXer o„M*r ,2 an, „M* ,ne Kino

\i ts Council 545-0202 for further detads.

Tod Browning's infamous 1932 horror
Broadway Melody (Friday, Merrill

Science Center, Amherst College, 7:30

and 10)

The first major Hollywood musical

film and the one which set the pace and

feel for the Busby Berkeley-Ruby Keller

tap dancing orgies which followed. A
must for any follower of the American

Musical form. It is something of a silly

backstage farce with music and dance

interludes and managed to win the 1929

( teear lor Best Picture. Featuring Anita

Page. Charles King and Bessie Love

t who is currently featured as the bitchy

telephone operator in the new John

Schlesinger film. Sunday. Bloody,

Sunday.)
The Devils (Showcase Cinemas. West

Springfield)

Ken Russell's study of depravity is

just that, depraved in essential areas

that would make this adventurous

historical spectacle work. Russell's

mark as a director is apparent, for

better or for worse, in scenes which best

resemble mildly lurid DeSade. Oliver

Reed plays a priest who falls victim to

Cardinal Richilieu's master plan to

unify Seventeenth Century France.

Vanessa Redgrave as a completely

loony nun who has sexual fantasies right

out of D. W. Griffith and is the Mother

Superior to the oddest group of ladies

filmed since Marat Sade.

fortune And Men's Eyes (Showcase

Cinemas, West Springfield)

What Hollywood does to off-Broadway

plays is a crime. A sham of a movie and

an offensive one at that, for more details

(if you care) see review elsewhere in

this section.

Freaks (Sunday. Merrill Science Center,

Amherst College, 7:30 and 10)

film is both fascinating and horrifying,

it gained notoriety because of a thirty-

year ban against showing the film in this

country. It tells the story of how a

brazen hussy attempts to victimize a

group of sideshow performers. The plot

is at first thin with much emphasis on

atmosphere, and its humor is the kind

which makes vou wonder who's chiding

whom. Still, after the general premise is

established, the film has some masterful

touches and finally has the effect of a

by most critics as a masterpiece,

although most really didn't know why. It

may be an elaborate put-on, -judge for

yourself; at any rate it's a must for any

film cultist and the kind of film which

leads true cinema devotees to write six

page letters as to its meaning to their

favorite critic or obscure film journal. It

has three main characters and it's the

audience's job to figure out what exactly

is the nature of their relationships. Set in

a huge, baroque hotel, the film is an

engrossing tapestry of beautiful still

r

nightmare.

The llellstrom Chronicle (Academy of

Music. Northampton)

An enthralling semi-documentary

which expounds the theory that insects

will outlive and overrun man. This

terrifying vision is negated somewhat

by the rather mawkish and corny

screenplay and the performance of

Lawrence Pressman as the film's guide.

Sit back though, and enjoy the

fascinating photography of insects

which borders on the incredible.

Klute (Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

Jane Fonda gives the finest per-

formance of her career as a high class

call girl being terrorized by a perverted

murderer. Donald Sutherland plays

Klute, a midwestern detective who helps

track down the murderer. The script is

taut and evokes memory of the best of

Hitchcock; unfortunately the direction,

by Alan J. Paluka, is overly stylized and

too melodramatic for the film to be

exceptional. Still well worth seeing for

Fonda's performance and its excellent

evocation of New York's freaky millieu.

The Last Hun (Amherst Cinema,

Amherst)
An ex-gangster, retired in Spain, takes

on one more job to prove he's still got the

stuff. Longtime Hollywood director

Richard Fleisher blends good action and

fine scenery plus another excellent

George C. Scott characterization and

redeems the general corniness the film

seems to be burdened with.

Last Year At Marienbad (Tuesday,

Thompson 104, 8 and 9:50)

Director Alain Resnais and screen-

writer Alain Robb -Grillet collaborated

on this New Wave egigmatic classic,

Which, when released in 1961, was hailed

shots which may or may not mean

anything. Featuring Delphine Seyrig,

who recently attempted a comeback as

the beautiful, six hundred year old

vampire in Daughters Of Darkness.

I.eFs Scare Jessica To Death (Showcase

Cinemas, West Springfield)

A low-budget horror film about a

somewhat disturbed woman's real or

imagined encounter with the super-

natural. The attempt at psychological

nuisance is boring and it is hardly

frightening. It's cheap mimicry of

Shirley Jackson, with a cast assembled

mostly from television headed by Zohra

Walkabout
Lampert, late of "Dark Shadows", and

Kevin O'Conner.

Maid In Sweden (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley)
Another X-rated spectacular from

Sweden; seeing it amounts to a rather

sophisticated and relatively expensive

way of getting your rocks off.

Midnight Cowboy (Thursday, SU
Ballroom, 7 and 9:30)

Continued on Page 7
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Bromery To Decide Between

State Or UMass Post This Week

Dr.RandolphW. Bromery, who is now acting Chancellor, is seen here with his children at a recent

football game. Dr. Bromery was appointed to the position last Thursday filling the position left vacant

by former Chancellor Oswald Tippo.

By MDC STAFF
Acting Chancellor Randolph Bromery will decide whether he will

consider becoming the Secretary of Education in Massachusetts or

devote himself to the University in Amherst in the next "two or three

days".

"I feel that I have to let the Lt. Governor (Donald Dwight) know my
intentions", said Bromery, who was named Acting Chancellor last

Thursday by the Trustees.

Local newspapers reported Saturday that Dr. Bromery was one of the

top four candidates for the newly created posiMon of State Secretary of

Education. Lt. Governor Donald Dwight made the announcement in

public for the first time in the wake of Chancellor Tippo's resignation.

It was learned that Dr. Bromery had been under consideration for at

least two months and has met with the Governor and Lt. Governor

several times, about the position which would pay $35,000 and give Dr.

Bromery responsibility for all stages of education in Massachusetts,

including the University.

Whether or not Dr. Bromery would accept the Secretary's position will

not be made public "unless the Lt. Governor decides to let it out", said

Bromery in an interview yesterday afternoon.

The former Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs said that his four year

stay at UMass had made him deeply interested in the University.

"I've really gotten hung-up with it" said Bromery, unabashedly adding

that the decision to remain as Acting Chancellor or to give strong con-

sideration of the Secretary's position will be made on the basis of "what is

good for the University and not what suits me personally."

Dr. Bromery felt that there was much he could do as Secretary of

Education, particularly in the area of centralizing budgets and re-

organizing the many state involvements in education.

Dr. Bromery said that if he does remain as Acting Chancellor he will be

just that; doing the job of the Chancellor. Even though he is a strong

candidate of the permanent position, and is reportedly the "Trustees

choice", Bromery has acknowledged that the position is "only short

term" and that in the end he "might just be looking for a job," even

though he seems to have a surplus of prospects at present.

Asked what would be different about his Chancellorship, Bromery
replied that "I believe in delegating authority to the lowest possible

level."

"The major portion of my time will be spent representing the Amherst

campus to the President's office" said Bromery, emphasizing that he

would "depend a lot on the three Vice-Chancellors" for running the

campus.
Bromery said that an acting Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs would

be named before Wednesday. Though he would not divulge any names,

Bromery said that he does "have someone in mind."

Bromery Eyed For State Post

On The Inside:

Homecoming Details
See page three

Agnew In Turkey
See page four

Project 14?
See page three

Redman Butchered
See page twelve

Lt. Gov. Donald R. Dwight said Friday

that the newly appointed acting chancellor

of the UMass-Amherst, Randolph W.

Bromery is one of four prime candidates for

state secretary of education.

Dwight said he hoped Gov. Sargent would

make an appointment within two weeks. He
declined to name the other three candidates.

Bromery said he had not been offered the

state job. He said he had talked to the

Governor's representatives about it, but did

not know he was a prime candidate.

"The way it is now, my primary concern

is being acting chancellor," he said.

If the state job were offered, Bromery
said he would make a decision at that time.

Robert J. McCartney of Amherst
secretary of the Board of Trustees, said

Friday he was surprised to learn Bromery is

being considered for the secretary's job.

McCartney said the subject was not

mentioned at a two-day board meeting in

I>enox, either at the regular or executive

sessions.

"In the game of speculation, if he accepts

any other post, it is obvious we will have to

find another acting chancellor," he said.

Joseph P Healey, board chairman, and

Kenneth W. Johnson, board treasurer, were

not available for comment last night.

Yesterday, trustees named an 18-member

search committee to seek five candidates

for chancellor. Bromery said he would
submit his name to the committee if asked,

but would not do so on his own initiative.

He said he would accept the chan-

cellorship if the university trustees were to

offer it.

The search committee, according to a

university spokesman, will include six

faculty members selected by the Faculty

Senate, six undergraduate students ap-

pointed by the Student Senate, two graduate

students appointed by the Graduate Student

Senate and a Dean to be named by the

Dean's Council.

Also on the committee will be an alumnus
appointed by the Alumni Board of Directors

and two trustees to be named by the Board
of Trustees.

No time limit was set by the board, the

spokesman said.

The secretary of education will have
authority over all elementary, secondary
and higher education programs in the state,

including the university.

Dwight defined the job as "being the

governor's man in the education field."

The state commissioner of education, now
Neil V. Sullivan, and president of the

university, now Dr Robert C. Wood,
presumably would report to the secretary.
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Dr. Bromery : A Biography
The new acting chancellor, Dr

Randolph William Bromery-. was
born January 18. 1926, in Cum-
berland. Maryland He has a wife

Cecile and five children

Bromery attended the Univer-

sity of Michigan and graduated

from Howard University where he

Randolph W. Bromer>

If you are interested in submitting a longish piece of fiction for

publication in the Collegian's new Friday supplement "Poor

Richard's" '. see either Dave Williams or Bob Nesti at the Collegian

office Also if you are interested in writing reviews or features

come to the office and speak with either Bob or Dave
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obtained his B.S in Math ana
Physics.

Subsequently, he earned his

degree in Geology, Geophysics and
a master of Science at American
University. At Johns Hopkins
University he earned his PhD. in

Geography and Oceanography.

In 1948. until his arrival at

UMass, he travelled all over the

world with the U.S. Geological

Survey as a Geophysicist. and was
made Project Chief in many of the

expeditions

In 1967. he came to UMass as pro

Assistant Professor of Geophysics.

He was made Professor of

Geophysics and became Chairman
of the Department of Geophysics in

1968

In 1970. he was made Vice-

Chancellor of Student Affairs, and

is currently Acting Chancellor of

the Amherst Campus.

He has written a number of

publications and lectures on oc-

casion.

The Economy

Unions
WASHINGTON (AP (Despite a

Republican senator's
peacemaking move, the nations

top labor leaders held their counsel

Monday on the eve of a meeting

that could make or break

President Nixon's post-freeze

economic program.

The Executive Council of the 13-

million-member AFL-CIO and the

heads of the two largest in-

dependent unions, the Teamsters

and the United Auto Workers, will

meet Tuesday to decide whether to

participate in the Phase 2

economic plan.

A spokesman for the AFL-CIO
said there had been no efforts by

administration officials to contact

federation President George
Meany to patch up a dispute over

how the post-freeze program will

operate.

At the White House, spokesmen

said Nixon worked in his office at

the nearby Executive Office

Building, but refused to say on

what The President scheduled a

Cabinet meeting for Tuesday af-

ternoon

Sen Jacob Javits. R-N.Y.. sent

telegrams to Meany and other top

union officials Sunday, trying to

Trustees Form
Search Committee
As was expected, the Board of Trustees Friday approved its

executive committee motion establishing an Ad Hoc Committee to

find a new chancellor.

The committee will include six faculty members picked by the

Faculty Senate, six undergraduates picked by the Student Senate,

two graduate students picked by the Graduate Senate, and a dean

to be named by the Dean's Council.

Also on the committee will be an alumnus appointed by the

Alumni Board of Directors and two Trustees to be named by the

No time limit for the committee's work was imposed by the

Board in establishing the committee. The committee is to

recommend no fewer than five names and no more than fifteen to

the Board, which will make the final decision.

Selectmen

Pick Legislation

I.D. Photos

Taken Sept. 7,

Graduate Resitration

are now available

in 109 Hampshire House
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By STEPHEN FINE
This past weekend UMass hosted

the Massachusetts Selectmens
.Association 43rd Annual State-

Wide Town Meeting Program, in

the Campus Center Auditorium.

The purpose of the meeting was for

the selectmen to vote on articles

that will be put before the

legislature.

According to Gerry Whitlock, the

meeting chairman, "It was a state-

wide town meeting where the

selectmen vote on town bills to be

proposed before the . state

legislature. These bills will have to

be lobbied in Boston for passage.''

Whitlock feels state-wide town

meeting for selectmen is only an

enlarged version of a New England

town meeting. "The people in

towns vote on what articles they

want to be put before the

legislature and then we vote on it

here."

The meeting had as speakers

UMass President Robert C. Wood
and Lt. Governor Dwight.

On
resolve their reported doubts on

whether the Cost of Living Council

would have veto power over wage
decisions that would be made by a

newly created tripartite Pay
Board.
Javits said labor's participation

"is critically necessary" if the

post-freeze program is to operate

effectively.

The White House has said that

the Pay Board, as well as a seven

member Price Commission, would

be semi-autonomous bodies. While

their individual pay and price

decisions would be final, the Cost of

Living Council could step in if the

wage -price criteria they developed

got out of line with the ad-

ministration's goals.

Meany, who has been critical of

the wage-price freeze, has urged

an autonomous Pay Board.

As the labor leaders pondered

their decision, consumer advocate

Ralph Nader, who was excluded

from White House consumer
consultations on Phase 2, told a

Senate subcommittee Nixon's post-

freeze program undermines the

Constitution.

"Any strict constructionist judge

wouldn't take any more than 14

minutes to dispose of these

programs on a constitutional

basis," Nader said. "This all

wraps up as a rape that makes the

executive expansion under the

New Deal look like a picnic."

Sen. Lee Metcalf, D-Mont., said

he may push for congressional

monitoring of the work of the Pay
Board and Price Commission.

ifieds

Blasting Beware

Blasting for the big ditch will

continue daily through October

13 in the Orchard area from-the

Pond to E. Pleasant Street.

Pedestrians, cyclists, and
horseback riders are asked to

keep clear of the area.

EVER Y WEDNESDA Y,

STAMPEDE NIGHT
starting October 13, some of the far west will come to New
bngland...

Our Cowgirls, in western garb, armed with water pistols

filled with Vodka, will serve your custom sliced western

steer beef by the ounce. -45c per ounce for prime sirloin, 70c

per ounce for fillet mignon, and 35c per ounce for a rib of

broiled beef.

Keep our Friday night buffet in mind.
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Student Housing

Project 14 Comes To A Complete Halt
"

u/nHnflcH,v hv the Vice-Chancellor for the student can afford.

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
Project 14, a housing project that was to

be completed in the fall of '72, has raised

enough controversy and questioning con-

cerning its feasibility, among the ad-

ministration and the students, to cause a
complete halt to the project for the present

time.

The Administration plans to take at least

two months to make a thorough

reevaluation of the project. The results of

this inquiry could set a precedent for the

future expansion of housing on campus.

Project 14 was to be built in the area of

Fraternity and Sorority Park.

A statement issued to the Collegian on

The tractor in the foreground is idle and will be for at least two months as the Ad-

ministration makes a thorough revaluation of Project 14, a University housing project

which was projected to be completed in the fall of 1972.

Yes Virginia, There

Will Be A Homecoming

Wednesday by the Vice-Chancellor for

Administration Services, Thomas B.

Campion, summed up the viewpoint of the

Administration.

"Many unforeseen delays in Project 14

have occurred, so we have decided to use the

opportunity to review the entire subject of

single student housing (capacity 600

students), originally planned for the fall of

'72," he said.

Chet Richardson, who is a member of the

Student Senate Rent and Fees Committee,

and who specializes in housing, said that

Project 14 would be too expensive, and that

it would not be "rational to build it."

Richardson feels that the debt service

charge which covers such things as the

interest and bonding of the dorms would be

too expensive for the student to afford.

The debt service charge is standard for all

dorms in the University. The debt service

charge is constructed in order that all dorms

will be self-liquidating. What has happened

as seen with the Southwest complex, and

recently with the Sylvan complex is that

there have been substantial increases in

building costs which are directly reflected in

the debt service charge. One of the major

questions- facing the Administration is

whether the debt service charge covering

Project 14 will be too expensive for the

student to afford.

Mike West, coordinator for all five

residential areas, had said in an earlier

MDC interview that it may be getting too

expensive to build campus housing which

the student can afford.

Another aspect of Project 14 is whether

the students want to live in dorms in the first

place. Robert Chiller, the chairman of Rent

and Fees committee, said that the students

want to live in "apartment type housing,

and don't want to live in dorms."

Jack Littlefield, Director of Planning,

said that the Project 14 dorms will offer a

new innovation in dorm living.

"The single room dorms will give students

a new option in their living habits if they

wish to live on campus," said Littlefield. He
added that the new dorms will emphasize

student control in the formulation of dorm
policy.

"In fact the dorms were built without a

Head of Residence to serve this purpose,"

Littlefield said.

The delay of Project 14 was made with a

minimum of problems. It was at first feared

that the dorms would have to be completed

by the fall of '72 in order to meet the influx of

students, or face the consequences of

tripling. The growth of the University was
reduced from 1500 to 860 students which

allowed the delay of construction of Project

14 for further study.

An added sidelight of Project 14 has been

the role of the Student Senate in exerting

pressure in the area of Administrative

housing policy. The Student Senate is

working to secure the right to make final

approval on all Administrative decisions

concerning campus housing.
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By SHELLEY LAUZON
For those who haven't heard the

rumors, there is a Homecoming,

and, believe it or not, it happens to

be next weekend, October 15-17.

Activities will start on Friday,

when "The Reivers", a film
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sponsored by the Newman Club,

will be shown in the Student Union

Ballroom at 4, 6:30, 9, and 11 p.m.

Admission is 50 cents.

A float parade, sponsored by the

Greek system on campus, will

begin at 7 p.m., in the Haigus Mall.

From there, it will proceed down
Massachusetts Avenue to Lincoln

Avenue, turn onto Amity Street to

North Pleasant Street, and ending

back at the mall.

Sigma Alpha Mu tops off the

evening with a concert featuring

"Featherbed", back from Winter

Carni, and the James Montgomery
Blues Band. There will be only one

show, 8:30 - 12:30, in the Campus
Center Auditorium. Admission is

$2.00.

On Saturday is the football game
between the University of

Massachusetts and the University

of Rhode Island at Alumni
Stadium, starting at 1 p.m.

"Yellow Submarine", sponsored

by Sigma Alpha Mu, will be shown

in Mahar Auditorium at 6, 8, and 10

p.m. Admission is 75 cents.

Butterfield House brings to the

WMUA
91.1FM

UMass campus "Beacon Street

Union" and "Rush" at 8:00 p.m.

This concert will be held in the

Student Union Ballroom, with

admission set at $1.25.

Rounding out Saturday's

schedule of events will be a

nightclub, sponsored by the

Program Council, to be held in the

Campus Center Auditorium at 8

p.m. Three groups, to be an-

nounced at a later date, will

provide "mixed bag" music to

please just about everyone. Food

and drink ( liquor for those over 21

)

will be served, and admission is a

"reasonable" 50 cents.

Homecoming weekend ends

Sunday with the showing of

Fellini's "Satyricon". Sponsored

by the Program Council, the film

will be shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom.

Admission is the usual 50 cents.

The Revellers, a service

organization, will be helping at

these various programs during the

weekend.
Due to the events at the Cage last

fall, no big concerts have been

scheduled this year. However, the

various groups on campus working

on Homecoming have tried to

present programs with appeal for

everyone.

v

STVDENTS-FACULTY
Before you spend your hard earned

dollars call Discount Sales for unhearded
of savings on:

- Panasonic TV, Radios — Stereo Components
- Color — B — W Television by RCA, Emerson,
Panasonic

- Brand name Watches, Luggage — Shavers
- Diamonds of certified quality — Wedding Bands
- Small Electric Appliances, — Vacuum Cleaners
- Quality Brand name Mattresses — Box springs
- Any size refrigerator, 3 ft. or 24 ft. refr.-freez.

- RCA Console Stereo

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
call

DISCOUNT SALES
Mon. thru Thursday

6:30 p.m. -12:00 a.m.

549-3930

COMMUTER
ASSEMBLY
ELECTIONS

( in front of the University Store)

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,

Thurs., Oct. 14

ID'S Required
for Voting

INDEX
Whefher you liked the '71 Index or not,

you are invited to attend 'he

Recruitment Meeting
for the '72 Index.

Yearbooks will never be the same,

and your ideas are needed.

Tuesday, October 12 7:30

904-908 CAMPUS CENTER

r n j
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Dr. Bromery : A Biography
The new acting chancellor, Dr.

Randolph William Bromery, was
born January 18, 1926, in Cum-
berland, Maryland. He has a wife

Cecile and five children.

Bromery attended the Univer-

sity of Michigan and graduated

from Howard University where he

Randolph W. Bromery

If you are interested in submitting a longish piece of fiction for

publication in the Collegian's new Friday supplement "Poor

Richards', see either Dave Williams or Bob Nesti at the Collegian

office. Also if you are interested in writing reviews or features

come to the office and speak with either Bob or Dave.
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obtained his B.S. in Math and
Physics.

Subsequently, he earned his

degree in Geology, Geophysics and

a master of Science at American
University. At Johns Hopkins
University he earned his PhD. in

Geography and Oceanography.

In 1948, until his arrival at

UMass, he travelled all over the

world with the U.S. Geological

Survey as a Geophysicist, and was
made Project Chief in many of the

expeditions.

In 1967, he came to UMass as pro

Assistant Professor of Geophysics.

He was made Professor of

Geophysics and became Chairman
of the Department of Geophysics in

1968.

In 1970, he was made Vice-

Chancellor of Student Affairs, and

is currently Acting Chancellor of

the Amherst Campus.

He has written a number of

publications and lectures on oc-

casion.

The Economy

Unions
WASHINGTON (AP)-Despite a

Republican senator's
peacemaking move, the nation's

top labor leaders held their counsel

Monday on the eve of a meeting

that could make or break

President Nixon's post-freeze

economic program.
The Executive Council of the 13-

million-member AFL-CIO and the

heads of the two largest in-

dependent unions, the Teamsters

and the United Auto Workers, will

meet Tuesday to decide whether to

participate in the Phase 2

economic plan.

A spokesman for the AFL-CIO
said there had been no efforts by

administration officials to contact

federation President George
Meany to patch up a dispute over

how the post-freeze program will

operate.

At the White House, spokesmen
said Nixon worked in his office at

the nearby Executive Office

Building, but refused to say on

what. The President scheduled a

Cabinet meeting for Tuesday af-

ternoon.

Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., sent

telegrams to Meany and other top

union officials Sunday, trying to

Trustees Form
Search Committee
As was expected, the Board of Trustees Friday approved its

executive committee motion establishing an Ad Hoc Committee to

find a new chancellor.

The committee will include six faculty members picked by the

Faculty Senate, six undergraduates picked by the Student Senate,

two graduate students picked by the Graduate Senate, and a dean

to be named by the Dean's Council.

Also on the committee will be an alumnus appointed by the

Alumni Board of Directors and two Trustees to be named by the

rlnsrn

No time limit for the committee's work was imposed by the

Board in establishing the committee. The committee is to

recommend no fewer than five names and no more than fifteen to

the Board, which will make the final decision.

Selectmen

Pick Legislation

LD. Photos

Taken Sept. 7,

Graduate Resitration

are now available

in 109 Hampshire House
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By STEPHEN FINE
This past weekend UMass hosted

the Massachusetts Selectmens

Association 43rd Annual State-

Wide Town Meeting Program, in

the Campus Center Auditorium.

The purpose of the meeting was for

the selectmen to vote on articles

that will be put before the

legislature.

According to Gerry Whitlock, the

meeting chairman, "It was a state-

wide town meeting where the

selectmen vote on town bills to be

proposed before the . state

legislature. These bills will have to

be lobbied in Boston for passage."

Whitlock feels state-wide town

meeting for selectmen is only an
enlarged version of a New England
town meeting. "The people in

towns vote on what articles they

want to be put before the

legislature and then we vote on it

here."

The meeting had as speakers

UMass President Robert C. Wood
and Lt. Governor Dwight.

On
resolve their reported doubts on

whether the Cost of Living Council

would have veto power over wage
decisions that would be made by a

newly created tripartite Pay
Board.
Javits said labor's participation

"is critically necessary" if the

post-freeze program is to operate

effectively.

The White House has said that

the Pay Board, as well as a seven

member Price Commission, would

be semi-autonomous bodies. While

their individual pay and price

decisions would be final, the Cost of

Living Council could step in if the

wage -price criteria they developed

got out of line with the ad-

ministration's goals.

Meany, who has been critical of

the wajge-price freeze, has urged

an autonomous Pay Board.

As the labor leaders pondered

their decision, consumer advocate

Ralph Nader, who was excluded

from White House consumer
consultations on Phase 2, told a

Senate subcommittee Nixon's post-

freeze program undermines the

Constitution.

"Any strict constructionist judge

wouldn't take any more than 14

minutes to dispose of these

programs on a constitutional

basis," Nader said. "This all

wraps up as a rape that makes the

executive expansion under the

New Deal look like a picnic."

Sen. Lee Metcalf, D-Mont, said

he may push for congressional

monitoring of the work of the Pay
Board and Price Commission

Classifieds

Blasting Beware

Blasting for the big ditch will

continue daily through October
13 in the Orchard area from -the

Pond to E. Pleasant Street.

Pedestrians, cyclists, and
horseback riders are asked to

keep clear of the area.

EVERY WEDNESDAY,
STAMPEDE NIGHT

starting October 13, some of the far west will come to New
England...

Our Cowgirls, in western garb, armed with water pistols

filled with Vodka, will serve your custom sliced western

steer beef by the ounce. -45<t per ounce for prime sirloin, 70<t

per ounce for fillet mignon, and 35<t per ounce for a rib of

broiled beef.

Keep our Friday night buffet in mind.
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Student Housing

Project 14 Comes To A Complete Halt
*

-» *.--*— u„ .hn vj/. .rhnnrpllnr for the student can afford.

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
Project 14, a housing project that was to

be completed in the fall of '72, has raised

enough controversy and questioning con-

cerning its feasibility, among the ad-

ministration and the students, to cause a

complete halt to the project for the present

time.

The Administration plans to take at least

two months to make a thorough

reevaluation of the project. The results of

this inquiry could set a precedent for the

future expansion of housing on campus.

Project 14 was to be built in the area of

Fraternity and Sorority Park.

A statement issued to the Collegian on

The tractor in the foreground is idle and will be for at least two months as the Ad-

ministration makes a thorough revaluation of Project 14, a University housing project

which was projected to be completed in the fall of 1972.

Yes Virginia, There

Will Be A Homecoming

Wednesday by the Vice-Chancellor for

Administration Services, Thomas B.

Campion, summed up the viewpoint of the

Administration.

"Many unforeseen delays in Project 14

have occurred, so we have decided to use the

opportunity to review the entire subject of

single student housing (capacity 600

students), originally planned for the fall of

72," he said.

Chet Richardson, who is a member of the

Student Senate Rent and Fees Committee,

and who specializes in housing, said that

Project 14 would be too expensive, and that

it would not be "rational to build it."

Richardson feels that the debt service

charge which covers such things as the

interest and bonding of the dorms would be

too expensive for the student to afford.

The debt service charge is standard for all

dorms in the University. The debt service

charge is constructed in order that all dorms

will be self-liquidating. What has happened

as seen with the Southwest complex, and

recently with the Sylvan complex is that

there have been substantial increases in

building costs which are directly reflected in

the debt service charge. One of the major

questions* facing the Administration is

whether the debt service charge covering

Project 14 will be too expensive for the

student to afford.

Mike West, coordinator for all five

residential areas, had said in an earlier

MDC interview that it may be getting too

expensive to build campus housing which

the student can afford.

Another aspect of Project 14 is whether

the students want to live in dorms in the first

place. Robert Chiller, the chairman of Rent

and Fees committee, said that the students

want to live in "apartment type housing,

and don't want to live in dorms."

Jack Littlefield, Director of Planning,

said that the Project 14 dorms will offer a

new innovation in dorm living.

"The single room dorms will give students

a new option in their living habits if they

wish to live on campus," said Littlefield. He

added that the new dorms will emphasize

student control in the formulation of dorm
policy.

"In fact the dorms were built without a

Head of Residence to serve this purpose,"

Littlefield said.

The delay of Project 14 was made with a

minimum of problems. It was at first feared

that the dorms would have to be completed

by the fall of '72 in order to meet the influx of

students, or face the consequences of

tripling. The growth of the University was
reduced from 1500 to 860 students which

allowed the delay of construction of Project

14 for further study.

An added sidelight of Project 14 has been

the role of the Student Senate in exerting

pressure in the area of Administrative

housing policy. The Student Senate is

working to secure the right to make final

approval on all Administrative decisions

concerning campus housing.

MDC Classifieds

Pay

earn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066
save this Ad

By SHELLEY LAUZON
For those who haven't heard the

rumors, there is a Homecoming,

and, believe it or not, it happens to

be next weekend, October 15-17.

Activities will start on Friday,

when "The Reivers", a film

tCP LP:
LOWEST PRICES

50°

sponsored by the Newman Club,

will be shown in the Student Union

Ballroom at 4, 6:30, 9, and 11 p.m.

Admission is 50 cents.

A float parade, sponsored by the

Greek system on campus, will

begin at 7 p.m., in the Haigus Mall.

From there, it will proceed down
Massachusetts Avenue to Lincoln

Avenue, turn onto Amity Street to

North Pleasant Street, and ending

back at the mall.

Sigma Alpha Mu tops off the

evening with a concert featuring

"Featherbed", back from Winter

Carni, and the James Montgomery
Blues Band. There will be only one

- show, 8:30 - 12:30, in the Campus
any kind. Fo.t **~"£jj ord,r'-

Center Auditorium. Admission is

$2.00.

On Saturday is the football game
between the University of

Massachusetts and the University

of Rhode Island at Alumni
Stadium, starting at 1 p.m.

"Yellow Submarine", sponsored

by Sigma Alpha Mu, will be shown

in Mahar Auditorium at 6, 8, and 10

p.m. Admission is 75 cents.

Butterfield House brings to the

Stop ov«rpoylno for th« record! you boy. Guaran-

teed foctory-frath recordi by original artlih on

original laboli at unbaliovably low prko». Wo
are not a racord club. Thoro it no obligation of

Supantar Records, Inc. D«pt. iOt
210 E. 23 St., N.w York, N.Y. 10010
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UMass campus "Beacon Street

Union" and "Rush" at 8:00 p.m.

This concert will be held in the

Student Union Ballroom, with

admission set at $1.25.

Rounding out Saturday's

schedule of events will be a

nightclub, sponsored by the

Program Council, to be held in the

Campus Center Auditorium at 8

p.m. Three groups, to be an-

nounced at a later date, will

provide "mixed bag" music to

please just about everyone. Food

and drink ( liquor for those over 21

)

will be served, and admission is a

"reasonable" 50 cents.

Homecoming weekend ends

Sunday with the showing of

Fellini's "Satyricon". Sponsored

by the Program Council, the film

will be shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom.

Admission is the usual 50 cents.

The Revellers, a service

organization, will be helping at

these various programs during the

weekend.
Due to the events at the Cage last

fall, no big concerts have been

scheduled this year. However, the

various groups on campus working

on Homecoming have tried to

present programs with appeal for

everyone.

*>,

STUDENTS-FACULTY
Before you spend your hard earned

dollars call Discount Sales for unhearded
of savings on:

- Panasonic TV, Radios — Stereo Components
- Color — B — W Television by RCA, Emerson,
Panasonic

- Brand name Watches, Luggage — Shavers
- Diamonds of certified quality — Wedding Bands
- Small Electric Appliances, — Vacuum Cleaners
- Quality Brand name Mattresses — Box springs
- Any size refrigerator, 3 ft. or 24 ft. refr.-freez.

- RCA Console Stereo

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
call

DISCOUNT SALES
Mon. thru Thursday
6:30p.m. -12:00a.m.

**,
549-3930 #

COMMUTER
ASSEMBLY
ELECTIONS

( in front of the University Store)

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,

Thurs., Oct. 14

ID'S Required
for Voting

INDEX
Whether you liked the '71 Index or not,

you are invited to attend vhe

Recruitment Meeting
for the '72 Index.

Yearbooks will never be the same,

and your ideas are needed.

Tuesday, October 12 7:30

904-908 CAMPUS CENTER
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In The Nation And The World

CEQ

ANKARA (AP) — Bombs hurled

new Bombed Out In Turkey
ginning Monday of Vice

at two American targets marked President Spiro T. Agnew's 13-day

The Vice President

mission to Turkey, Iran and
Greece. The bombs exploded in

Istanbul, 220 miles northwest of

here, a few hours before Agnew's

plane landed.

U.S. officials in Istanbul said an

attempt was made to throw a bomb
over the fence of the U.S. Consulate

General grounds, but the device

fell short and exploded, causing the

no damage. The second bomb blew

up the car of Kenton Keith, a U.S.

cultural attache. The car was
parked in front of his home.
The Consulate was closed for

Columbus Day. Turkey's martial

law government ordered the

nation's press to print no stories of

the explosions.

Agnew said in an arrival

statement that the U.S. com-
mitment to the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization-of which
Turkey is a member-"Stands on a

foundation of bedrock."

Agnew was met at the airport by
Premier Nihat Erim. They rode

the 20 miles into the city along a

highway cleared of other traffic

and lined by clusters of Turks.

Agnew told Erim that "the link

our two countries have shared in

NATO for more than a decade
remains vital, not only to our
mutual security but also to the

peace of the world."

On the flight from Washington,
the vice president voiced op-

position to any congressional ban
on military aid to Greece, the last

and longest stop on his current trip.

He said Congress would be
"impairing and impeding" a

foreign policy geared to U.S.

security by voting for such a ban.

Agnew is to spend two days
conferring with Erim and other

officials of the Turkish coalition

government, which faces a

possible crisis over conservative

resistance to political reform
moves the premier advocates.

The vice president flies Wed-
nesday to Iran to represent the

United States at the 2,500th an-

niversary celebration of the

Persian monarchy. He begins his

Greek visit, "returning to the

country of my ancestors," on
Saturday.

Agnew told newsmen on the

plane that Greece was a very
important NATO member and
Congress should not "make it more

to provide the
* of military

Bush Expresses Concern Over Taiwan
(AP) — A U.S. spokesman said

Monday Ambassador George Bush
shares the concern expressed by a

group of U.S. senators that the

expulsion of Nationalist China may
have an adverse effect on

American support for the United

Nations.

The spokesman made his

comment after Sen. James L.

Buckley, C-R, NY., told Bush the

expulsion should lead to "a
dramatic reduction" in U.S.

financial contributions to the world

organization.

Buckley is one of a group of 21

senators who joined two weeks ago

in a statement to this effect.

Another of the group, Sen. Robert

Taft, R-Ohio, is scheduled to call on

Bush Tuesday morning to stress

the same point.

The U.S. spokesman said Bush
welcomes an airing of these views,

but he rejected the idea that they

were "threats" intended to in-

fluence the outcome of the U.N.

China debate which begins next

Monday.
Asked whether other countries

had expressed concern about

references to possible cuts in U.S.

contributions, he replied: "Not to

my knowledge."
Buckley told newsmen, after his

visit with Bush, that the timing of

his talks was aimed at altering

News In Brief
WASHINGTON (AP) - Labor Union leaders meet Tuesday in a con-

ference that could make or break President Nixon's Phase 2 program to

curb inflation.

The Nixon administration seeks a compromise on the school-lunch

program which one official says is threatening to become a nationalized

meal service for all children regardless of need.
• * •

INTERESTED IN THE
STUDY OF LAW?

A representative of the

Washington University School

of Law (St. Louis) will be on

campus Oct. 18, 1971 from 1 -.00

- 5:00 p.m. to talk to students

planning to enter law school

upon graduation, or thinking

about it.

Make appointments at the

Career Planning and
Placement Office, 239 Whit-

more.

INDOCHINA
The release of a North Vietnamese prisoner of war raises cautious

hopes for the freeing by the enemy of more American prisoners.
* * *

INTERNATIONAL .

4
. _.

President Sadat of Egypt hustles to Moscow to decide, with the

Kremlin's help, on a response to a new U.S. Middle East peace proposal.
* » •

Iran is abuzz with excited court chatter and delicious name-dropping as

the big 2,500th birthday bash for thePersianEmpire nears.
* * *

in Istanbul precede Vice

U.N. members to America's mood
on the China issue. He said mail

received by his group showed that

"three quarters of the American
people" agree with the idea of

reducing U.S. contributions in the

event Taiwan is expelled.

Asked whether Bush shares

Buckley's views on possible

financial cuts, the spokesman
said: "I think he does. I should say

he shares his concern."

In the General Assembly's round

of policy declarations, delegates

continued to deal briefly with the

China controversy without spelling

out in many cases just how they

will vote on the rival resolutions

which will be debated next week.

difficult for us
proper amount
assistance.

"The opinion in the United States

that looks with disfavor on the

Greek government generally looks

with great disfavor on me," he

added.

U.S. military aid to Greece was
suspended after the 196 military

coup that brought the regime of

Premier George Papadopoulos to

power. The Nixon administration

restored the aid 13 months ago.

The House of Representatives

has voted to renew the ban unless

President Nixon certifies that

overriding U.S. security

requirements justify military aid,

and the Senate Foreign Relations

committee is virtually certain to

recommend similar Senate action.

The most

Meaningful Semester

you'll ever spend...

could be the one on

World Campus Afloat

Sailing Feb. 1972 to Africa and the Orient

Through a transfer format, more than 5,000

students from 450 campuses have participated

for a semester in this unique program in inter-

national education.

WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and

figuratively ... and give you a better chance to

make it—meaningfully— in this changing world.

You'll study at sea with an experienced cos-

mopolitan faculty, and then during port stops

you'll study the world itself. You'll discover that

no matter how foreign and far-away, you have a

lot in common with people of other lands.

WCA isn't as expensive as you might think;

we've done our best to bring it within reach of

most college students. Write today for free

details.

TEACHERS: Summer travel with credit for teach-

ers and administrators.

KfiUBK Write Today to

Chapman College.

Box CC26, Orange, California 92666

A couple of anti-American bomb blasts

President Agnew's arrival in Ankara
* * *

NATIONAL
Los Angeles area docks remain in a dispute over 11 workers despite a

court order temporarily ending the West Coast longshoremen's strike.

Meanwhile, East and some Gulf ports remain shut down and the soft coai

strike continues.
* • *

MEDICINE
A report to an American Public Health Association meeting says girls

are more likely to develop tendencies to heart disease than boys are if

their fathers have it.

* * *

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

An Evening of Authentic Country Music

V^ NITE ^$S
TUESDAYS

at the BLUEWALL CAFETARIA CC with

Don Stover
and the White Oak Mountain Boys

( as the only act, Stover's Band

will play all evening)

8:30-1:00

JOHN F. McMANUS

JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
"Conspiracy Above Communism"

Thompson Hall - 102

Tuesday, October 12, 1971, 8:15 p.m.

Reception in Colonial Lounge® after lecture

Distinguished Visitors Program

About 50 UMass students have
formed a Nadar-type Public In-

terest Research Group (PIRG) for

Western Massachusetts at the

UMass campus. Ed Voci, a former
Student Senator, described the

Nader-Type Service Group Formed
general background for this type of

organization last week at a
meeting in the Campus Center. It

would be student funded (non-

profit), and student run in the

public interest.

Lorin Hollander

Arrives On Campus
Lorin Hollander, the dynamic young pianist arrived on campus

late last night to begin a three day visit to UMass. Mr. Hollander is

the guest of the Fine Arts Council and will perform two recitals in

Bowker Auditorium. This evening at 8, Mr. Hollander will perform
Schubert's Sonata in G, Gaspard De La Nuit by Maurice Ravel and
one of his own compositions, "Impulse ". Tomorrow evening,

Wednesday, October 13th, Mr. Hollander will perform an entirely

different program including Schubert's Sonata in B Flat, Opus
Posth.; Three Gnossiennes by Erik Satie; Pavane for a Dead
Princess by Maurice Ravel and Sonata No. 7 by Sergie Prokofiev.

Reserved single tickets to either program are priced at $1 to

UMass undergrads; $2 to other full-time students; $3 to UMass
faculty/staff and $3.50 to the general public. Full ticket information

may be obtained by contacting the Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter

Hall or at Bowker Auditorium one hour before each of the recitals.

Tel. 545-0202.

Lorin Hollander is expected to be special guest at an informal

meeting of music majors and faculty this morning, Tuesday, Oc-

tober l:»th at 1 1 OM A M in Room 227 Herter Hall

The original suggestion was
made by the Connecticut Valley

Committee (C.V.C.) which had
received $25,000 from Rockefeller

to use for the benefit for the

residents of the Connecticut
Valley. C.V.C. has pledged about

$12,000 to set up a P.I.R.G. in

Western Massachusetts. After
P.I.R.G. is in operation, C.V.C. will

discontinue support. They have
hired two people as organizers, one
of which was at Wednesday's
meeting.

A subsequent meeting will be

held at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the

Campus Center ( check the

Collegian for the place) to form the

UMass working group.

The general feeling seems
among group members to be that

the Proposal from Minnesota
P.I.R.G., would be adopted.

Colleges and Universities in

Minnesota and Oregon have all

ready formed similar groups and
are operating now to investigate,

publicize, and act on problems they

deem important to their states.

Since Western Massachusetts
seems to be a natural cohesive

entity, C.V.C. has suggested this

area form a PIRG. However,

again, the choice of area will be up

to the delegates on Monday.
The established state groups

have operated thus: A petition is

circulated asking that a refundable

fee be charged each student (say

$2/semester), the proceeds (after

refunds) are then turned over to a

non-profit corporation formed and

run by the students. The students

elect from among themselves a

Board of Directors which decides

on problems to be dealt with. Then,

with the aid of hired professionals,

student task forces (like Nadar's

Raiders) are formed to investigate

and report on that problem. The
report is published, or used as a

basis for introducing legislation, or

instituting a law suit to alleviate

the problem.
Other PIRG's have found it

possible to get students credit for

the work they do on the task for-

ces. It may even be possible for a

student to spend full time on such a

task force as an independent study

project.

9^*A~ o o
v o O

That's the difference between
j <E | Lemon Up and products with

just a little lemon fragrance ' ^5 or extract. That's why Lemon

Up Shampoo makes hair shiny clean. That's why Lemon Up

Facial Cleanser is far better than soap. And that's why Lemon Up

Anti-Blemish Lotion with hexachlorophene is your best defense

against oil-troubled skin.
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Cut Classes?
Student Mobe is organizing

another teach-in? What for 9 Over

the last couple of years almost

everybody has come to hate the

war and want to see it ended. It's

not like the old days, '67 or '68,

when teach-ins were needed to

change people's minds about the

war.
No, it certainly isn't like the old

days. Over the years, people from
all walks of life have had their

minds changed about the war and
have joined together in an active

antiwar movement that has
relentlessly demanded immediate
and total withdrawal. Despite the

lies of administration after ad-

ministration, despite the inaction

i cowardice? > of Congress, and any

number of cheap promises and
petty concessions, that antiwar

movement has refused to be
ignored, co-opted, or crushed, and
has in fact grown. How"'

To begin with, we get a lot of help

from Richard Nixon. The invasions

of Cambodia and Laos were
evidence, clear to everyone, of his

plans for "widening down"' the

war. Four previous ad-

ministrations chimed in with the

revelations of the Pentagon
Papers. And Thieu's recent one

man election ("A victory of

democracy") gave the finishing

touches to the political system that

the U.S. government has nurtured,

protected, and wishes to per-

petuate in South Vietnam. These

occurences have not gone un-

noticed by the American people,

but rather, have served to awaken

the anger of more millions at the

cynicism, deceit, and brutality

with which that foreign policy has

been pursued Many of these

people will be In the streets for the

first time demonstrating for im-

mediate withdrawal on November
(i. More will be '

help.

What do

[here wen" wage
orld War 11 and th<

Do von Uhdei related

inflation? Mike Beat of the

inomict Dept will be i1 the

Ch-in to explain these

Bromery's Dilemma
Dr. Tippo bowed out of the Whitmore inferno with as

little commotion as he could manage. Now with the

horse race Acting Chancellor Bromery is finding

himself in just off the post, one thing is clear; a new

era is quickly taking hold. Only the final results are

lacking.

Chancellor Bromery finds himself in one of the most

difficult positions that great success juxtaposes. For

the past several weeks the 45-year old geophysicist

has been aware of his place near the top of Governor

Sargent's list for State Secretary of Education. He has

given the office much thought and feels he could ac-

complish much in the newly created post. If he hadn't

just been named acting Chancellor for UMass,

Randolph W. Bromery might not have hesitated to

accept a cabinet post. Now, with a good shot at the

permanent Chancellorship, he is going to have to

make some hard and fast decisions for himself and, in

his estimation more importantly for the University.

Neither the state position nor the Chancellorship are

in Bromery's pocket. The Governor hasn't asked him

yet and the search committee is hardly off the ground.

The real decisions to be made are agonizingly out of

his reach.

Over the telephone in a brief interview, Dr.

Bromery seemed to be fully aware of the implications

of his own decisions and will make up his mind this

week on whether to remain available for the

Secretary's position or to cater to his deep-set

loyalties to the campus. His decision will be made, in

his own believable words, "on the basis of what is best

for the University."

If Bromery does decide to remove himself from the

Governor's list the campus is going to see a change in

campus administration that won't be appreciated

until one achieves as little distance from the Tippo

administration. "I believe in delegating authority to

the lowest level possible," says Bromery. The major

part of my time will be spent representing the

Amherst campus to the President."

Bromery won't be as interested in the everyday

affairs of the campus, as Dr. Tippo was. There will be

more reliance on Vice-Chancellors. One could

visualize the position of Provost becoming as strong

as in the Lederle days, when Dr. Tippo himself

wielded great reforming power.

Bromery has known Wood for many years. He
knows the ropes well enough to be an effective

Chancellor.

The other possibility absolutely enraptures those on

campus who don't care for President Wood. Dr.

Bromery as Secretary of Education would serve in

many ways as Wood's boss.

The next few days will decide many things for

I Mass-Amherst, no matter which way the Bromery
bounces.

bout the

that

luring

in war'.'

phenomena.
Dave Scondras, an associate of

Noam Chomsky, and an expert on

Southeast Asian history in his own
right, has followed the course of

the war very closely for the last

five years. He has some things to

say that are worth listening to.

And of course, we'll be showing
the CBS documentary The Selling

of the Pentagon, which a

Congressional subcommittee found

so informative that last summer
they asked Frank Stanton of CBS to

stop by Washington and talk about

it.

There is something important to

be learned by everyone at this

antiwar teach-in, and something
very important to be done af-

terwards. It has long been ap-

parent that students alone could

not force an end to the war. But

with masses of working people

demonstrating for immediate
withdrawal, we can. For the first

time in the antiwar movement's
history here at UMass, we've been

able to get the cooperation of the

Greenfield United Electrical

workers union (UE) local 274 for

leafletting there on October 13.

This is a fantastic opportunity, but

we'll need your help to make the

most of it.

A large number of people labor

under illusions concerning such

things as whether or not the war is

over, what the wage freeze means,

and whether there is an in-

terrelationship of the two. You can

dispel those illusions. Distribute

leaflets on Wednesday concerning

B different analysis of the wage
freeze, the war. and about massive
demonstrations lor immediate
withdrawal in Hi cities across the

country, including Boston, on

November 6, Take what you learn

on ( let 13 i" \inherst center, to

l Mas. co 'inn sites, to

Zayre's shopping center, and to

enfield.

Cut classes" That's exactly what

we're asking you to do. Becau
many of our friends are dead.

Tom Mortartj
Co-chairperson

UMass SMC
10/11/71

Don Glickstein

The Collegian Reporter

The room slowly filled until it

was crowded with more than fifty

persons.

Jim (he displays a name tag)

wears a blue sweater, has eyebrow
length bangs, smokes a cigarette,

and carries a leather tote bag. He
is the only swishy one.

Harry, with his short hair, black

tie shoes, and yellow tee shirt

which highlights his belly, is about

forty. If a businessman was gay, I

would never suspect it was Harry.

Judy is a purple freak-slacks,

sweater, belt. She is blonde, and it

certainly is too bad she is a

Lesbian; she would have made a

great date.

I recognize John because he is a
professor I know. He smiles
warmly at me as if I should not be

nervous, I am among friends. I

return a grin, but suspect that

every smile has a motive, every
gesture is a symbol.
Joan is chairing the meeting of

the Student Homophile League.
"First, I'd like to ask if there are

any objections to a reporter, Don
Glickstein, attending this

meeting'.'"

Some chuckling, some nods, and
then an ice-breaking, half-serious

voice: "No. he's cute." The group
laughs. I smile, and hope that I'm
doing the right thing.

Fifteen minutes before, I had
chickened out "infiltrating" S.H.L.

by pretending I was gay. Every
straight male demonstrates his

insecurity by proclaiming. "No fag

here!" and I had covered myself

by announcing myself as The
Collegian Reporter.

"The Gay Men's Collective needs
money for rent", Joan says.

"There will be a party once a week
to help pay the bills. If you're in-

terested in alternative life styles...

"We have many requests for

people to talk to classes. In the

immediate future, there's a

Women and their Bodies' class up
in Butterfield and a Psych 101

discussion group Monday night.

There'll probably be the typical

questions about our deviance'."

Laughter
"Anyone interested in forming a

consciousness raising group should

ftnd five or six other people, and

set a time and place to meet

Consciousness raising, for the new

members, is a wa> lo ^et our heads

together !>y talking about out

mutual problems
"Next week", we'll have someone

from the Infirmary here to talk

about YD and how it applies to us

Later in the month Room to Move
will be here. We'll be able to ex-

change information about how a

><ay person or one with strong

homosexual tendencies freaks out

on a bum trip."

Now. a get-to-know-people game.
Should I sit on the sidelines and

watch or...What the hell. No one

normal will see me. We hold hands

and form a giant circle. Craig

leads one end of our chain in and
through other parts, forming a

giant people pretzel. Bob must now
untangle us without breaking our

hands.

My left arm is strained, because
we are crowded together and
pulling and in the middle of a knot.

I feel inconspicuous and ac-

cepted, until:

"Look at where the straight

number is!" Shut up. big punk
mouth, I think, while the laughter

subsides.

Eventually, we are untangled

and return to our chairs.

The next game is a complicated
one called "kill and wink". I don't

quite understand it, and I don't

think I can hack being winked at by
a homosexual, and others are

sitting out this one, so I stay where
I am.
Hal walks in. If he were not built

like a football player, he would look

like Shirley Chishom.
I feel a lot less self-conscious.

Everyone is friendly, and I sense
that they look at me a bit more
positively and with less suspicion.

A final game. We are to find

someone we don't know and for 10

minutes apiece, close our eyes and

be led around. Bill walks up to me
and my eyes are now shut. Con
siderately, he does not lead me to

the Concourse, with all its public.

We talk.

He tells me that homosexuality is

a matter of preference, not a result

of loneliness or society's pressures.

Remembering that stacked gay

girl, I think I might be persuaded.

Now I am leading Bill.

A redneck-looking character,

probably from the Campus Center

staff I fantasize, wanders around

and stares. Geesus, I hope he

doesn't think I'm gay.

We return to the meeting room
The redneck sits next to me and

scowls. If he's here to look at the

"freaks", maybe I'd better tell him
I'm the Collegian Reporter and

express my tolerance toward gay

people.

"Are you in S.H.L.?" I

suspiciously.

"Yes", he says.

Nice going. Don. Now
probably doesn't trust you.

Trust, fear.

When you're the straight number
in a gay world, you start getting

paranoid. When you're the straight

number in a gay world, you ap-

preciate a hell of a lot of tolerance.

And when you're a gay person a

straight world, it's the same thing.

ask

he

'WHO? THEM? GEE — ER, I'LL BE DARNED! I WONDER HOW THEY GOT THERE . . .
'

Letters To The Editor

A Question Of Ads
To the Editor:

Unless a conflicting interpretation can be provided I

assume that the advertisement (on page 3 of the

October \. 1971 issue of the MDO offered to relieve

students o; I . virden of writing papers for the sum of

$3.50 or 2.50 (per page) depending on the "originality"

of the paper supplied.

Even .in our days of university crisis the im-

plications of printing such an ad are of some interest. I

can think of two explanations why there were no

editorial objections to publishing the ad:

1

)

The MDC, like much of the commercial mass

media of the country, may take the position that it

does not wish to exercise control on the ads placed

since they are a source of revenue -a consideration

which overrides possible ethical objections to their

content.

2) The MDC is not, in general indifferent to the

ethical implications of the ads it accepts, but the ad in

question provoked no adverse reactions.

If the latter is the case it would be interesting to

know why.
I am not suggesting that if the MDC refuses to

publish such ads-which I think it should -independent

and original paper writing and research will flourish

and cheating come to an end. I do not see however any

good reason why the MDC should facilitate, by

publishing the ad, the avoidance of independent work

(so much in demand these days) the writing of papers

entails. Surely editors of the MDC do not believe that

the venture advertised helps to improve the quality of

learning or that without such ads the MDC would

collapse financially.

Paul Hollander

Associate Professor of Sociology

(Editor's Note The advertising in question or any

advertising that appears in the MDC does not reflect

editorial policy or endorsement. This newspaper will

not pretend to Judge the academic mortality of an

individual through its advertising policy.)

B. F. Who?
This is to acknowledge receipt of an announcement

that the University Psychology Department,
Distinguished Visitors Program, and Concerned

Undergraduate and Graduate Students believe that

they have "I he only personnel in the country who have

collectively come up with the only refutation" of my
"atheoretical behavioral paradigm." Unfortunately,

my schedule will prevent me from exposing myself to

refutation and I shall, therefore, go merrily on my
way thinking I am right.

B.F. Skinner

Defining The Role

By RICHARD VERROCHI
STUDENT SENATE TREASURER

With the advent of students and. at some univer-

sities, faculty trustees, there has arisen a question of

ethics for the person who is appointed to the

trusteeship.

The basic premise behind this kind of trusteeship is

that the person is to represent a particular con-

stituency to the Board, and that the constituency is so

large and important that it should have its own
representative.

If we look at the UMass Board of Trustees as our

model, we find that, at least in the open meetings,

there is not much that a constituent Trustee can do or

say. But when we look at the closed, "executive"

meetings of the Board, where the majority of

University business is argued over and decided, we

can understand the value of a constituent trustee.

The value, however, is not in the input of opinions by

a Student Trustee, but in the output which he can

receive and bring back to the campus for

dissemination. The case in point would be last week,

when the Collegian was able to publish on Friday

morning what the recommendations and probably

outcome of the Board Trustees' action would be later

in the dav.

This information was able to be disseminated to the

campus because there were student members of the

Hoard present at the closed "executive" committee

meetings, who were willing to "leak" the information

to the campus.
It is here that the question of ethics arises. Should a

constituent member Of the Board of Trustees be

willing to give out information which the other

members <>t the Board do not want publicized?

The matter is best analyzed through the form of a

|ob description Whal is a Constituent Trustee's job?

it would see, ii obvious that the laws were changed

is to allow itudents and faculty to hai

role in the management of their respective in

stitutions. The movements of the i%o's ha .bed

in what man) hav€ considered token representation

on the Board Of Trustees of the University But is the

job ol a constituent trustee to represent his con-

stituency? Simply because of the diversity of opinions,

this would seem' to be an impossible task.

The representative role is obviously merely

tokenism.

But along with this tokenism, there comes a great

amount of benefits, those being broadly contained

under the title of "information ". A constituent trustee

must, under the law, have all of the privileges of a

regular member of the Board. He may sit in on all

meetings, whether in open or "executive" session,

and can demand to be informed about all matters

pertaining to the University.

But does a constituent trustee have an obligation to

inform his constituents about matters before the

Board which other members of the Board of Trustees

would rather not have publicized'' The answer is an

irrefutable "Yes".
With merely token representation, a constituent

trustee alone has no power. But if he can inform his

constituents about matters before the Board, and the

probable action which the Board will take, his role

becomes greatly amplified The information will

allow his constituency to act in a manner which will

give to him much more power than most other

members of the Board could ever command. This is

simply because most Board members do not want to

create a "fuss". And. should a "fuss" arise, they want

to solve it as quickly and as quietly as is possible.

In other words, in most instances, the Board will

acquiese to that constituency which is making the

"fuss".

Thus, the role of a constituent trustee must be

looked upon as one of informing ins constituency on

those things which the Board would rather have done

quietly, behind closed doors it is his obligatioi

to his constituency the greatest amount of DO

Bible it is through this informative role that this

becomes possible. It therefore becomes his obligation

to tell his constituency what the other members of the

Board do i oi want them to know-

it is the duty oi students and faculty to encourage,

and even to torcc upon their respective trustees, this

new role of information dissemination.

Editorial Points
All the highways around here

ought to have an extra lane,

especially around this time of

year, reserved just for tourists

and sightseers.
*****

The Red Sox may argue that

they weren't trading out of

desperation but when a pennant

contender has to trade six

players (including two regulars

and a starting pitcher) for three

players and a minor leaguer

from a last place team like

Milwaukee, something is wrong
somewhere.

*****

Speaking of baseball, word has

leaked out of Las Vegas that the

Baltimore Orioles will be slight

favorites to repeat as Eastern

division champions in the

American league next year.
*****

The Board of Trustees is

probably beginning to think that

it could save itself a lot of time

by cancelling all Executive
Committee meetings and just

waiting for the Collegian to come
out the next day.

Hell, No/
"Someone said that someone called

my name from cross the sea.

On seeing you, I see you are appalled

'on seeing me.
I, too, hard against the wall-

I, too, would not be pulled aside.

But unlike you, who lied,

I had to tell them I had died.

They never really understood

What I knew from the start.

They'd never win my mind without my heart."

"To Ottawa, and free!

!

And never will I go back home
to fight that voice from 'cross the sea.

I always was afraid of dying...

But never once afraid of me."
"I swore I would not fall,

And I was never found.

I was fast upon the road
Whose rails ran underground.

I would not be caught and sold;

I swore my blood would not run cold.

I told them I was through with being told."

And all of this, my friend, is what a friend told me.

"In and out of Heaven...

Much more easily than given

is a life worth saving."

"If one must live by killing others,

I'll let you kill for me.
And if they kill you in my stead,

how grateful I will be."

T. David Barrett

Letters
As in previous years the MDC

will continue to print letters to

the editor. The only

requirements are that they be

typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer

than two pages in length. All

letters must be signed and the

author's address and telephone

numbers must be included. No
letter will be published without

this information. Also, no letters

will be printed without the name
of the author. Please note this

change in policy.

All letters are subject to

editing either for content or

space according to the judgment
of the editors. Also, due to space

limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed.

THE EDITORS

"When Kissinger Gets Here, Maybe We Can Find Out
What's Going On In Washington"
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Birch Society

Speaker Tonight

Speaker Directory Published

John F. McManus, Staff Coor-

dinator for the John Birch Society,

Belmont. Massachusetts, will give

a talk entitled "The Conspiracy

Above Communism" tonight at

H: 15 p.m. in Thompson Hall-102.

JOHN K. McMANUS
Mr. McManus's lecture is spon-

sored by the Distinguished Visitors

Program and is open to the public

free of charge. A reception will

follow (he lecture in the Colonial

Lounge.
John F. McManus joined the

staff of The John Birch Society in

August. 1966 as a Field Coordinator

covering four states in New
England. In March, 1968 he left

that position to join the newly-

formed Ad Hoc Committee staff at

the headquarters of the Society in

Belmont, Massachusetts.

McManus has served as a

Coordinator of Ad Hoc Committees
continuously since 1968. Additional

assignments have included on-the-

spot reporting for THE REVIEW
OF THE NEWS on civil turmoil in

Ceorgia and local police problems

in North Dakota. He has spoken

under the auspices of The John

Birch Society and the American
Opinion Speakers Bureau in more
than thirty states.

In 1971, McManus wrote,

narrated and produced a 2-1/2 hour

filmstrip entitled AN OVERVIEW
OF OCR WORLD. He is one of the

few authorized spokesmen for The
John Birch Society.

McManus was born on January

24. 19:55 in Brooklyn and received a

Bachelor of Science degree from

Holy Cross College, Worcester,

Massachusetts in 1957. A Navy
ROTC student, he chose a com-

mission in the United States

Marine Corps at graduation. He
received the annual Wyman-
Gordon Company Award, a Marine

Corps Officer's ceremonial sword,

presented to the outstanding

graduate accepting a Marine
Corps Commission.

Last semester the members of Mortar Board

published the first Directory of Speakers for the

university. The directory was initialed in an attempt

to aid dormitories, fraternities, sororities, clubs and

other campus groups who are looking for guests to

speak on a particular topic or to attend an informal

gathering of the group. The directory also has a list of

faculty members who are interested in teaching a

university credit course in a dorm rather than in a

classroom and a list of faculty interested in informally

interacting with a dormitory over a period of time as a

Faculty Fellow. Included also is a list of individuals

who would like to act as advisers to RSO groups.

Mortar Board believes there is a definite need for

such a directory which can bring together the in-

terests of the members of this University and people

qualified and interested in such areas.

Now that such a booklet exists, the members of

Mortar Board are willing to turn over this project to

an interested group who would be willing to continue

the Directory of Speakers by updating the list of

speakers and topics each year.

Any group interested in sponsoring the Directory of

Speakers can obtain further information on the

project by contacting Kathy Reilly, president.

The University of Massachusetts chapter of Mortar

Board hosted the annual meeting of Section I on the

weekend of October 1-3. Representatives from the

University of Connecticut, University of Rhode Island,

University of New Hampshire, University of Vermont,

and St. Lawrence University attended the conference.

Topics of discussion during the convention ' con-

cerned the role of Mortar Board in a changing

University. Miss Rachel Bussard, Section I Coor-

dinator, led the Saturday morning meetings which

were held at the Campus Center. After a buffet lun-

cheon. Eva Schiffer spoke to the group on various

ecology projects and what Mortar Board could do to

help further the efforts of these programs.

Mobe Teach-in Tomorrow
Mote Antiwar Teach-in will be held Wednesday.

October 13 at 11:00 AM in the Commonwealth Room
of the Student Union.

Film documentary: "The Selling of the Pen-

tagon" and Four speakers are planned.

SAVE • • SAVE • * SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE

Redeem Coupons at the

STUDENT UNION HATCH
1

Oh Looking For Faculty Fellows

Orchard Hill is looking for Faculty Fellows from each academic

department to act as advisors and participants in programs and

courses for Hill residents.

The Faculty Fellow program began in 1964 under former Master

Lee Varley who was then preceptor of Orchard Hill. The original

purpose of the program was to achieve more personal interaction

between faculty and students. This is still one of the goals of the

program according to those in charge.

Volunteers are invited to contact Ernest Johnson at 5-2230 or Jen

Dishler at 6-6562 for more information.

between 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Tues. - Oct. 12 - Oct. 16

9 # # * O

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

With This Coupon
2 HAMBURGERS
FRENCH FRIES
8oz.SOFT DRINK

for only

75*
($1.00 value)

At Student Union Hatch
from 5 p.m. -9 p.m.

Tues. - Sat.

Oct. 12 - Oct. 16

s ICE CREAM FLOAT f
of your choice

for 10' less
than posted price with this coupon.

at Student Union

Ice Cream Bar
Tues. - Sat.

5p.m. -9p.m.
Oct. 12 - Oct. 16

s

S<Mtwt TKountaUt SfwtU, Inc.

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY LIGHT WEIGHT

BACKPACKING AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTORY X-country ski special oct. 8-16

4000 Pair EMS Touring & X-Country Skis
This Ypar's

EMS Asnes, light touring, Ligno

EMS 5000 light touring, Ligno

EMS 7000, superlight touring, Ligno

EMS 10000, Balsa

Ski Boots

Ski Boots

This Year's
Approximate 1971-72

Suggested List Prices on
Comparable Items.

$39.00

$41.00

$44.00

$47.00

$26.00

$28.50

All bindings will be mounted (later) free of charge on skis purchased during the sale.

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$26.95

$31.95

$32.95

$33.95

$22.95

$21.95

Rt. 9, Amherst - Hadley Line Amherst Mass. 01002 413-253-9504
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Films

i 4A New Leaf' ' Is The Same Old Comedy
,\ NEW LEAF, starring Walter

Matthau and Elaine May. At the

Academy.
By ELLIOT EI8ENBERG

Some day when we're old and
fat, with houses and bunches of

kids, and color TV's in the living

room, A New Leaf will be playing

WALTER MATTHAU

the Late Show circuit. It's the

perfect kind of movie for

television, it doesn't have too in-

tricate a plot and wouldn't lose

much being cut up by com-
mercials.

It's predicament is out of a time

that doesn't seem to be our own,

tho it is set in the present. It's a

Doris Day kind of a movie, with
good guys and bad guys and the

good ones living happily ever after.

Walter Matthau is Henry who's
used up his trust tund money, and
while he still has assets of a half

million or so, finds it will be im-
possible to maintain the standard
of living he's used to without a new
source of income.
"In a time when you are what

you have," his butler tells him,
"you'll be poor, and that's not

much."
Faced with what he sees as a

choice between marrying money
and committing suicide, he decides
against suicide. Borrowing at

userious rates from a slob of an
uncle to finance his campaign of a
wife, Henry goes on the make.
Every Henry in movies like this

finds his Henrietta, and Matthau is

no exception. She comes in the

form of Elaine May, a bumbling,
incompetent and slightly blind sort

of a woman who is nothing he
admires in a woman but rich.

How they accommodate to each
other, and in the process make new
persons out of one another, it

wouldn't be fair to say. Suffice it to

say that Henrietta, who's a

botanist, discovers a new leaf, and
Henry turns one.

The two friends that went with

me to see New Leaf were the ones

who relegated it to late night TV.
They wouldn't spend their money

to see something so in-

consequential, or so they said. The
fact is though, that A New Leaf is

part of a twin-bill, sharing the

marquee with The Sterile Cuckoo.
Besides, in times like these when
everything else seems to go so

raggedly, maybe an easy to take

film like this has a reason to be. At

any rate, at the Academy of Music

where it's playing, on Tuesday
night the rates are a little less.

1 1 TH FLOOR

-HrLOUNGE

Sue O'Neill
Sings & Plays

TUESDAYS

8:30- 12

Ski Club Meeting

TONITE
8:00 P.M. Mahar Aud.

Ski Movie

I

Trip Discussion

Officer Election

Membership Drive

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

MM \ W Bus in good condition, new fall

inspection sticker, may be seen at 226

< liffside Apts.. Sunderland or call 665-

1796.

•62 Rambler classic runs pert, new

brakes, tune-up and exhaust system. Has

all Knod tires and fall insp. slicker. Only

UN. (all .VI6-1076.

tflO-14

\\\ Bug 1967. tan. cxc. cond.. It * II

cheap (all .Ian MMIM or 256-6H6H.

If 10-11

1971 Buick Opd wagon red AM-KM.
ikimmi mi., excellent condition, asking 2295

will talk. ( all WHUMt after 6 p.m.

1969 Noxa 6 cyl.. new exhaust, & cooling

sxslcm. I studded snow tires. $I.:MM» or best

offer. Duxs 515-2319. nights MMMt ask for

Jim
ttfcU

70 MOB exc. running cond. Must sell.

2I9-HI93.
tflO-29

I96N I .il< <>n wagon, 6 cyl. auto, trans..

excellent cond.. $1300. Squire Village,

after I p.m.
tf 10-13

Ten year old Peugeot, std. Michelln rd

ply tires, rebuilt end., good cond.. 1250 or

best offer, (all Keith 25:1-2215 alter 9:00

p.m.
If 10-14

Knr sale: 00 Kord Custom 4 dr sedan, fi

«>| $995.; Harmony Folk Guitar IN.;

Royal manual typewriter $25. (all Chris

2H3-7.DW exes.
10-13

MM YW bus, new hrks. ex. mech. gd.

running cond. priced low - some body rot.

1150. (all Hon MM,
tf 10-12

115 Austin. K50 wagon. 6K MQ MOO c.c.

engine. giM»d condition. 1550 or best offer

Also Rambler . I door. I cyl.. auto .
$!»'•

or best offer. NT-MR.
If 10-11

1961 Cor\ air.-good rebuilt spyder turbo

charged motor. -no transmission. -will sell

nails or in entirely. Best offer. Call 549-

HM,
tfio-i:i

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Musi sell Honda ( H Mi. Heading West.

HMD excellent shape. i:moo mi. 1150. (all

Sieve 5I9-O0K9.
lflO-8

1117 1 Hal lex Davidson Sprint 350. ex-

cellent condition. I.'on miles, musl sell,

(all Kill between 1-6 p.m. 5x1-7:110.

1(10-12

1071 Yamaha (TIC I75CC Knduro. 1500

miles, expansion chamber and many-
more options. Truly a fine dirt bike 1575.

Dave 253-7541.

tflO-13

I96N Honda 350 ex. cond.

S5O0. Call 546-H902.

4000 mi..

tflO-12

FOR SALE

New tire 6.50 x 13. I III. Canoe $140. 5K6-

1076.
tfifl-H

Seasoned Hrewood. Sale and delivery.

( all 665-:to:n.

tf 10-20

Brown suede pants, skirls, skins, lop

quality . wholesale. Pants $27. sklrU $9 40.

skins $5 Stop by to look Jnn-424 (ladborne

MM leaxe number if not In.

tflO-14

AM/KM/KM Stereo Radio-Cassette

Player/ Recorder $170. (all Paul at 256-

6<io7 after 6.

tflll-15

1906 YW tamper. Itlaupunkt radio, new

brakes, has bent rod Best offer oxer $100

5I5-2H03.
tf 10- 11

Kord 61 wag., needs some repairs, best

offer. 665 -2K90.
trio- i

3

2 Criterion speakers. I mos. old. were

$100. wll! sac. for $60. (all Bruce 5I6-0H0I.

tflO-12

TO GIVE AWAY-Watches. Jewelry,

radios, unusual Rift and novelty items -a I

50% off and more-call S.N. Brown. 665-

4145.

UIQU

1 en xear old reugnl. n limit enRlne.

Uesl offer, call Keith 253-2215 before 10

a.m. or after 10 p.m.
If 10-12

Btand new H Irack stereo tapes - $3-

lalest hits incl. Superstar. Stewnrt. Send

for free list. 13 I ongview St.. Spfld.. Mass.

Olios. tfl«-l2

Wsitrrhrds-iiow all sires $ 10.05! Kactorx

warranty. Also, frames, liners A pads in

stock. Call Mark at MtVMN.
If 10- 1

2

1357 Chevy Panel Truck, good shape,

$250. Come over and see Peggy at II So.

Prospect St. «2.

tflO-13

Mi i in Mai ant/ state-of-the-art com-
ponents. Model 16. 220 watts rms. model

33, preamp mint 3 yr. warranty reg. $975

asking $725 or best offer. 1-367-9570 eve.

tflO-14

Sony 6:10-1) reel to reel tape recorder
deck. 3 heads, echo, S on S, dust cover. 3

speeds. 4 months old. new cost $320 asking

$220. 7H3-2624.

tf 10-14

Got a thorn in your sneaker? Travel
stvle in a '65 Chevy Belair MMdt.

tflO-14

1964 VW engine: rebuilt, new fuel pump
and generator. $90.. 1962 VW engine,

needs rings, valves $25. (all 665-34H0 eve.

tflO-12

TO (.IVK AWAY - watches. Jewelry,

radios, unusual gift, and novelty Items - at

50°,, off and more. Call S. N. Brown. 665-

1115.

tflO-13

Bumper slicker - your words pri.iled on 3

x 1
2" red or green sticker for $ I. copies .25.

The Snide Co. Koute I. Box 93 Blaine.

Wash. 9M230.

IflO-IH

Pur coat full length, ex. cond. Besl offer.

Also new ski parka. Call 6-6120 between

t;M and 7: on.

tflO-K

Kenwood II 10 AM-KM tuner BSB MR
turntable 2scotl sl5 3 way loudspeakers

system retailed at 170 will sell 360. Call

nites 516-7111.

tflO-12

HELPWANTED
Need Yets Viet or regular to help film a

documentary on adjustment problems in

returning to civilian life Call Jake at 549-

3916.

tf 10-14

larn $HHi or more part time, excellent

opportunity for an ecoiogy minded person.

113-323-4427.
tflO-13

Need money ? Karn $25 or more a week !

Work your own hours at your convenience

(all Barrx or Oaxe 4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 546-

606:1.

tflO-13

WANTED
(.iris bike at least 3 speeds. Contact

Mrs. Riley. Tel. 253-7151.

tf 10-15

If you play the blues, contact me in 101

Hnttei field ask for Onnie.
tflO-13

Bide wanted every morning to

Springfield . Will pay (all S92-4H7I collect.

tf 10-12

ROOMMATES WANTED
Kemale roommates wanted -$60 a

month includes utilities, age 20-25. Call

after 6 p.m. ask for Jean if no answer

keep trying 5S6-3»R6.
tflO-15

Wanted I need a place to live. Desire

own room In a house or on a farm with

other people, (all Mark at 256-87RH.

tflO-15

APT. AVAILABLE

Ideal for advanced female grad. student,

room and board . in lieu of assistance with 2

schoolage children 549-3653.

LECTURE NOTES
l.erlure notes now available for all

sections in Botany 101. I 125, Geol

101. (.ox ON). Phil. 105. Psych. 101. Bm. us
S.I . I.obbx

tf 10-14

SERVICES

We undersell all. Any and all top name
appliances, stereos, ratlins, refrigerators,

anything ( all Carry 6-5090 or come to 350

Cance.
tf 10-13

free younR female rat lonR hair, clean,

(all 1-323-7505.

tf 10-11

PERSONAL
Superstud you're a flunky prove yourself

superstars.
10-12

Km 301 6-6922 organizational meeting

for Cubba Mo. At I OWK.
tflO-15

Debbie Hopr your birthday was as

bright and cheery as a ray of sunshine!

Happv belated! from Audrey, Lynda and
Diane.

10-12

Melville Basement inxites James
Basement and llh floor In a party Kriday

night at N.

If 10-31

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant SI. 256-HI33.

tfS-12

TYPING

Typing -theses, dissertations, etr. Kast.

accurate: have Greek alphabet, math &
ehem. symbols. Call 253-3601

tfl»-l»

TO TRADE
To trade: 1959 Klunker automobile for a

hicxele in good condition (all NMN*.
tf 10 -13

DAY CARE CENTER

Children's Center Day Care for ages 3-5

opening in Greenfield, full or part time

from Oct. is. Call 773-3X94 or 774-2071.

tflO-14

ENTERTAINMENT

THK BKATI.K.S IN "YELLOW SI B

MARINE" PLCS EXCITING SHORT
GOING STKADY" SAT . OCT 16. «. H.

io II MIDNIGHT. MAHAR U'D JOIN

THK KIN THIS HOMECOMING
WEHREND!

tflO-15
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Notices
AD HOC COMMITTEE ON
MENTAL HEALTH:
One (1) undergraduate is still

needed tor this Faculty Student

committee reviewing policies and

improvement ot campus mental

health services. Contact John Hogan,

Senate ottice. (50341).

ANGEL FLIGHT:
Meeting, 210 Dickinson Hall, 7 p.m.

tonight.

ALPHA PHI GAMMA:
General meeting tonight at 7:30 in

Rm 174 76 CC to discuss plans tor

semester. Guest speaker: Jim
Foudy, tormerly with Collegian, now
with Greenfield Recorder. Open to

all. Coffee and donuts.

CEQ:
Steering committee meeting in

Student Activities Area on 1st floor

CC at 6:30 p.m. tonight. All officers

attend and anyone else welcome to

observe or participate.

ENVIRONMENTAL
LIVING LEARNING:
One (1) undergraduate is still

needed for this Faculty Student

committee concerning the influences

and improvement of the university

environment. Contact John Hogan,

Senate office (50341).

FENCING CLUB:
Practice every Thurs. night;

Women's Phys. Ed. Bid., Fencing

Room, 7 9 p.m.

FREE U. .

Free University organizational

meeting tonight 8 p.m. old SU.

bookstore Help plan Video network,

free garage, theatre workshops,
movies & more. All invited.

GOVT 150:

4 5:15, Tues., Thurs. (Professor

Meo). Examine postponed from

Tues. Oct. 12 to Thurs. Oct 14.

HILLEL:
Any grad student interested in

getting together with other grad

students through Hillel, please

contact Elliot at 2566907 or Terry at

5467979.

HUMAN SUBJECTS:
One (1) undergraduate is still

needed tor this Faculty Student

committee concerning the individual

student's development within the

campus community. Contact John

Hogan, Senate office (50341).

MACKIMMIE HOUSE:
"

T he man who's nobody's man but

SW Assembly
Meets

At the first meeting of the South-

west Assembly this week several

items were brought up. It was

decided that two new black

members be elected to the body to

represent the black population of

Southwest. Funds were also ap-

propriated to both the Woman's
Center and the pilot video

workshop being held in the South-

west Area. Another proposal was

to start a Southwest newspaper

and this was referred to the

Communications Committee.

his own."
PRESIDENT.

VOTE ROTH

MARRIED STUDENT'S HOUSING:
One (1) undergraduate is still

needed for this Faculty Senate

committee concerning all aspects of

married students' housing. Contact

John Hogan, Senate office (50341).

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY:
Business meeting Tuesday m CC

Rm 168, 8 p.m. Important.

SEARCH COMMITTEE FOR THE
DIRECTOR OF SECURITY:
Three (3) undergraduates are still

needed for this Faculty Student

committee formed for hiring a new
head of campus security. Contact

John Hogan, Senate office (50341).

SIGMA ALPHA MU FILM SERIES.
"The Beatles" "Yellow Sub

marine" plus "Going Steady", Sat.

evening, Oct. 16, Mahar Aud. 6, 8, 10,

12 midnight. Homecoming weekend
entertainment

SPANISH CLUB:
The Club Hispano will hold its first

meeting tonight at 7:30 in the 6th

tloor lounge in Herter.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION:
Meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in

Rm 808 CC Discussion of action plan

about abortion. All women welcome.

LOST:
Textbook: "Vector Mechanics of

F luids & MagnetoFluids" by

Eskinazi. Lost in Rm. 110 Engin.

East at 1:20 p.m on Monday Oct. 4.

Please return to CC lost & found or

call BaBa at 202 Crabtree, 545 2303

2302.

"Lost" Honda manual please
return 66005.

GOLD watch (New York relays) on
10/7 in Peters Aud. Call Gene 546

7817.

l notebook and paperback. Contact

Dan at 797 Main St.

Student Mobe

Elects Officers

FOUND:
A ring, near the

Call 253 9330.

ibrary, last week.

GAY LIBERATION:
For all interested People getting

together without categorizing their

sexuality into sex rules, or sexual

identity. No organization either.

Let's get together in the Free U
Tuesday night at 7.30. Our phone 545

0614.

The Student Mobilization

Committee held a meeting on

October 4 to elect officers for this

semester and finalize plans for fall

Antiwar actions.

Tom Moriarty and Suzanne

Mitchell were elected co-

chairpeople, Mike Buckley

treasurer, and Sue Brill secretary.

The Transportation Committee

reported that five buses have been

chartered for the upcoming
demonstration on November 6th in

Boston. An information table will

be set up in the Campus Center and

round trip tickets for the

November (ith demonstration will

be available at $5.00 per person.

On October 13 there will} be a

Teach- In held at 11:00 A.M. in the

Commonwealth Room of the

Student Union. The controversial

CBS documentary "The Selling of

the Pentagon'' will be shown. Mike

Best of the Economics Department

will speak on the Wage Freeze and

War-Related Inflation, and Dave

Scondoras will speak on aspects of

Southeast Asian history. Other

speakers will be Harvey Swados

and Jerome King.

The next Student Mobe meeting

will be held tonight at 8:00 P.M. in

the Mobe office.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNET OMARR

Studies encompassing extrasensory

perception, astroloqv and olher unorthodox

subjects are springing up in many
universities. Dr. Howard Delaney,

professor of philosophy at Loyola

University, near Santa Monica, Calif.,

declares that, 'When becoming aware of

these areas, our eyes are opened to a whole

new world."

ARIES (March 21 April 19>r Accent on

change, variety, greater ability to com

municate Applies especially lit dealing

with children Gemini and Virgo individuals

play prominent roles Strive to make your

views clear, concise

TAURUS (April 20 May 201: Family

ii, mber deserves benefit of doubf. Build

solid base at home. Means gain support of

loved ones Don't expect perfection But you

<an now expect affection, morale backing

trom Ihose who mean most lo you.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20). You are on

Ihe go You learn Ideas abound Be

selective Develop concepts Don't be afraid

lo experiment. Give full play lo intellectual

i ur.osily Ask questions. Answers are now

available

tancer vjune 21 July 22). Solid financial

gain is a distinct possibility. Use past ex

perience. Know that those in authority back

your position Intensify campaigns, per

sonal and professional. Romance also is in

picture.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) STTRESS
CHANCE TO ASSERT YOURSELF There

is no need to lake back seat Go forward

Have laifh in your own ludgmenf. Per

sonahty sparkles You extend sphere of

influence Co operate with Aries

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sepl. 22): Play cards

lace down, keep something in reserve. Be

considerate loward one confined to home,

hospital Keep confidences. Respect

privacy of one close to you Be quiet within

You will get answers.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Accent on

triends, hopes, special desires. Aura ot

vibrancy surrounds, many are drawn lo

you You can influence and persuade with

success. Set sights on goal. Ambition is due

lo be fulfilled.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Avoid ten

dency lo be stubborn Keep an open mind

Suggestion received at social galherine

could prove valuable. Know this and

remain alert You can market ideas,

products. Key is self confidence.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Good

lunar aspect now coincides with journey,

ciain through study Emphasize ability to

ixpress and communicate What appears a

minor detail should not be overlooked. Be

thorough, direct

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Em
phasis on what appears obscured,

mysterious Refuse to accede to halfway

measures Dig deep for needed in

formation You could make discovery of

value Be persistent. Mate, partner will aid.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Publicity

could accompany efforts Protect image

Seek co operation of family member Going

it alone now could be error Act ac

lordingly Slress joint efforts Delay is

normal, don't panic.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Work, basic

chores are highlighted Avoid Ihe sen

sational, Steady pace brings desired results.

One who works for or with you makes

request Don't be hasty in arriving at

decision Wail, observe.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

artistic, possess sense of humor. You are

not so good at handling details but you are

capable of seeing projects as a whole.

Change made this month will prove

beneficial If single, marriage is on horizon

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1

4
8
12
13
14

18

20

21

22

23

27

29

ACROSS

Foot I ike part

Festive

Frock
Fruit drink

Sea in Asia

Speed contest

15 Weight ot India

16 Instrument tor

measuring
walking distance

Projecting

teeth
Dolphinlike

cetacean

River in Italy

Unit

Man's name
Baker's product

Unit ot energy

30 Plague

31 Printer's

measure

Beverage

Turf

Babylonian deity

35 Long legged

bird

37 Secret agent

38 Residue

39 Civil injury

Music: as

written

Indefinite article

Mental image

Passageway

Gave

Hairpiece

Girl's name
Nobleman

Period of time

Unlock

Observed

Communist

32
33
34

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

17

19

22

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

32

33

36

Openings

Exist

Loading

By oneself

Folded

Grain

High card

Prefix: three

Note' of scale

Proceed

Native metal

Cooled lava

Employs

Girl's name
Nuisance

Preposition

Antlered animal

Plaything

One trained in a

trade

Resort

Conjunction
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37

38
40
41
43
44

Likeness
sculptured in

stone
Reply
Dispatches
Three toed sloth

Prefix: down
Arabian
seaport

45 Unit of Italian

currency (pi.)

46 Mild expletive

47 In favor of

48 Tear

49 French for

"summer"

50 Piece out

40

41

42
44
47

51

52

53

54

55
56

57

DOWN

1 Free ticket

2 Paradise

3 Mexican shawl

1 2 3 558 4 5 6 7 w 8 9 10 11
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Eagle JV'S Splash

Way Over Redmen
Bv BILL BALLOU

The UMass freshman football team opened up its home season

Sunday against the freshman from Boston College, with both the

Eagles and the weather ruining the day for UMass fans. The game

had originally been slated for Alumni Stadium, but the torrential

rain that poured all morning and throughout the game caused the

locale to be moved to the practice fields outside the stadium.

A good crowd had been expected to be on hand to see the poten-

tially powerful Eagles and their promising back Mike Esposito go

up against a freshmen squad that had looked impressive a week

before against BU The crowd of about 200 soggy souls that showed

up saw Boston College play opportunist to slosh past the Redmen by

a score of 13-7.

The first half saw both teams make numerous mistakes caused in

most part by the atrocious playing conditions. No one did much of

note during the first quarter, although the UMass defensive line

and linebackers Paul St. Onge, Ken Foisy, and Dennis Kiernan held

the Boston College running attack in check with some hard hitting

and gang tackling.

Early in the second quarter the Redmen struck to score their only

points of the game. The Boston College defense had forced the

UMass offense to punt fairly deep in their own territory. However

before the ball could be returned very far, there was a fumble and

UMass had the ball. On the very next play quarterback Fred

Kelliher tired a bomb to flanker John Healy who made a great grab

in a crowd and dove over the goal line to complete the 40 yard play.

John Ames converted and UMass led 7-0.

Before the quarter was over Boston College had closed the gap to

a single point.

To score this touchdown, the Eagle offense put on what was

really the only sustained drive of the game. The key to it probably

came when Big Ed McAleney had dropped BC quarterback Mike

Kruczek for a 15 yard loss back in Eagle territory.

But on that play there was a spearing call against UMass. That

meant 15 yards for the Eagles from the line of scrimmage where

the infraction occurred. So instead of being in a big hole, the Eagles

had 15 yards and a first down. Kruczek then drove the offense down

the field, utilizing quarterback options around the ends, regular

sweeps and a great diving catch by end Tim Hunt.

Finally halfback Howie Richardson turned the left side from the

seven and snuck into the end zone for the score. BC went for two on

the conversion and failed, the half ending with the UMass lead cut

The second half proved to be all Boston College. The Eagles

simply dominated play both ways while the Redman offense had

trouble getting the ball from center to quarterback and from

quarterback to any other back.

Boston College wasted no time in putting themselves in the lead

for good Earlv in the third period the BC defense recovered a

1 1 Mass fumble on the Redman nine yard line. Two crunching runs

by running back Harry Hanoian. the second one being from the four

for the TD gave BC a 12-6 lead. The kick was good for a 13-7 lead.

The rest of the game was an exercise in futility for UMass.

Boston College had the ball the great majority of the time, although

I hey were unable to score. The Redmen, on the other hand, could do

nothing with the ball when they got it and never mounted a serious

threat to the BC lead.

The question after seeing two games would seem to be Will the

real Redmen please stand up9 " The team which had looked so

disciplined and confident in Boston against the BU Terriers simply

played poorlv after they fell behind the Eagles. The weather was of

course a factor in this game, but it rained on Boston College too

The answer to this question should be forthcoming in a couple of

weeks when the Redman frosh continue their season at home

against the University of Rhode Island. The game is scheduled for

Oct. 23 at 1:30 P.M.

Go Two Up...

Orioles Shell Pirates, 11-3
BALTIMORE (AP) - Baltimore's Robinson boys-

Frank and Brooks-led a 14-hit attack as the Orioles

shelled a disintegrating Pittsburgh pitching staff and

embarrassed the Pirates 11-3 Monday in the second

game of the World Series.

The Orioles, taking charge in a manner reminiscent

of last year's World Series triumph over a mauled

Cincinnati staff, thus built their lead to 2-0 over the

Pirates in the best-of-seven series as the teams

headed for Pittsburgh and today's resumption of play.

Oddly, for the power-hitting Orioles, every one of

their hits was a single. But they were bunched enough

to produce three runs in the fourth inning and six in

the fifth inning as a total of 10 men went to the plate.

The assault on six Pittsburgh pitchers brought the

victory for Jim Palmer, who staggered through seven

shutout innings, was tagged for Rich Hebner's three-

run homer in the eighth and needed Dick Hall's relief

help in the ninth.
- Brooks and Frank Robinson collected three hits

each. Brooks driving in three and Frank scoring two.

Every Baltimore starter except Don Buford. Mark

Belanger and Palmer contributed to the attack.

The Orioles appeared virtually invincible after

having run their winning streak to 16, including 11

regular season games, three playoff victories and the

two triumphs over the Pirates.

While the Orioles were only one shy of the Series'

singles record, the Pirates stranded 12 before he

finally was pulled by Manager Earl Weaver after

allowing seven hits through the eight innings.

When he left he had thrown 108 pitches, gone to a full

count on eight batters, and struck out 10 while walking

seven in a hot-and-cold performance.

However, nothing mattered but the Baltimore bats

and thev left the Pirates in shaky shape as they

headed for Pittsburgh with right-hander Steve Blass

scheduled to go in Game No. 3 against Orioles' left-

hander Mike Cuellar.

The Orioles started the bats moving, sending eight

men to the plate in the fourth inning.

Frank Robinson got things going for the Orioles

again with his fourth hit in six trips and moved to

second when Hendricks was hit by a pitch. Brooks

Robinson then drew a walk, loading the bases.

Dave Johnson followed with a single to lefti driving

in two runs, and that convinced Pittsburgh Manager

Danny Murtaugh to lift Johnson and bring in 21 -year-

old rookie Bruce Kison. Kison walked to the mound as

a band played "Only Fools Rush In" and proceeded to

walk Belanger and Palmer, forcing in a run.

Bob Moose relieved at that point and got out of

further trouble, but only with the aid of a sensational

play by catcher Manny Sanguillen.

Sanguillen stood squarely over the plate as Johnson

tried to score from third on Buford's fly to left. He was

knocked head over heels when Johnson came rum-

bling into the plate. But Sanguillen held the ball for the

out.

It really didn't matter since the Orioles put it out of

reach in the fifth when 1 1 men went to the plate and six

scored.

Merv Kettenmund. who tied a Series record by

collecting two hits in the inning, led off with a single.

Powell then singled. Alter Frank Bobinson Hied out,

Hendricks singled.

That hit scored Kettenmund. and when Al Oliver

slipped and let the ball get by him. Hendricks raced to

third. It was a short trip hone for Hendricks on

Brooks Robinson's single Johnson then singled and

Bob Yeale replaced Moose
The Belanger-Palmer learn then drew consecutive

run. Johnson scored on Buford's grounder and Ket-

tenmund wrapped it up with a run-producing single

before Powell grounded out to end the inning.

When the Orioles hatted in the sixth, they had a new

target-Bob Miller. And they didn't let him get away

unscathed. Singles by Frank Kobinson. Hendricks and

Brooks Robinson produced Baltimore's final run.

U.S. Retains Davis Cup
CHARLOTTE, N.C. <AP>

Romania's Hie Nastase completed

a four-set victory over Frank

Froehling III Monday in the finals

but meaningless, match of the

Davis Cup challenge round

The defending championship
IS. tennis team retained the cup

Sunday when Stan Smith defeated

Ion Tiriac for an unbeatable 3-1

edge in the fierce match series.

Nastase defeated the 29 year-old

Froehling, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,

(i-3. 6-1, 4-6, 6-4 after their match

had been halted by rain Sunday

with Nastase leading 20 in the

second set.

The United States clinched the

cup when Smith, the U.S. Open

champion, scored a straight set

victory over Romania's Tiriac 8-6,

0-3. 6-0 before the rains came.

The Americans had won both

earlier singles and Romania won

Saturday's double match, Tiriac

and Nastase beating Smith and

young Erik Van Dillen in straight

sets.

The victory marked the 23rd

time the United States had won the

cup. symbol of world tennis

supremacy

officials admitted spectators

tree ot charge for Monday's extra

day of competition and about 300

persons turned out. Crowds of

about 5,000 attended each of the

lirst three days

This year's competition is the

last in which Ihe nation defending

the cup does not engage in

preliminary rounds Starting next

year, all will compete in zone play

leading to the finals.

Tonight's Intramurals
^J Mac's v

SEATSI AT BOX OFFICE
NOW ! OR BY PHONE

The Trial of the
Catonsville 9

byDANIEL BERRIGAN S J

TUCSDAY thru FRIDAY I V(,S <i > 10

SATURDAY f VCS Jt ; 00 jnrj 10 00
SUNDAYS <l 3 00 and / 00

PRICfS tUIS thru SUN »7 6 S

FRI «nd SAT M 7 6

THE NEW THEATRE
1 ; Mo'to** Str»*t CtrntHidgt

PHONI Ml 1(10

4

S

Mac's vs Eyes

FIELDTIME
l a on

FOOTBALL
TEAMS
PBP vs SK

Winner (WV Gypsies) vs. Tubes

TUG O WAR

?

3

TSvs GSS 1 7 00 Pipers vs Terrors

Education vs Zfcroes 2 Heitfers vs Lemons

4 Government vs Civ Eng. 1 7 15 Trojans vs Lovers

5 Orbitals vs Conqlos 1 7 30 Mouseketeers vs Munchkins

1 7 00 Whalers vs. Vikings 7 Civ Eng vs Stouts

J Kumquatsvs Abigails 1 7 45 3M's vs Browns

3 I M Brownies vs Pelicans 7 Dutchmen vs BX

Welcome to Pepperland! THE

BEATLES

"YELLOW SUBMARINE 7l

t i

Plus "Going Steady"

Saturday Evening, Oct. 16, MAHAR AUD.

Screenings 6. 8. 10, (Midnight Showing Cancelled)

Sponsored by: Sigma Alpha Mu

There is a Homecoming Concert!

Sigma Alpha Mu presents

James Montgomery Blues Band"

plus

"Featherbed"

Friday, Oct. 15

C. C. Auditorium

show only

don't miss it!!

8:30 - 12:30
$2.00

Bell's Pizza

A taste not

matched by any

Pizza anywhere.

Open
II to '1 a.m.. Kri. &Sat.

I a.m.. Sun. to Thurs.

Free Delivery

Td.2tt-MI1 -2S3-MS1

TONIGHT

DANc

THEDYNAMIC
T

DESATATIONS
ESN|GHT)

9:30-12:39 _ ^
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Terriers Maul Redmen, 47-21
By DAN KAMAL

Santa Claus and the UMass
football team were at Nickerson
Field in Boston Saturday. Santa
gave away tickets to a snowmobile
show to the 6110 in attendance.

UMass gave away a football game
to Boston University.

To call it a give-away is probably

an understatement. The Terriers

scored seven touchdowns in the

contest. Their defensive and
specialty units either set up or

scored five of them.
Redman coach Dick Mac-

Pherson said after the game,
"Their specialty teams killed us."

BU coach Larry Naviaux thought

his "specialty teams did a great

job." Again these are probably

understatements.

The first half was practically all

UMass as Piel Pennington put on

an incredible display of aerial

magic. Pennington, with split-end

Steve Schubert his favorite target,

amassed 240 yards through the air

in the first two frames alone.

However, even more incredible,

the Redmen trailed BU at in-

termission 21-14.

With Pennington consistently

hitting his receivers, who seemed
to be wide open on every play, the

game began to take early forms of

being a UMass runaway,
especially when end Bob Cabrelli

hauled in a 17-yard scoring strike

to open the scoring near the end of

the first quarter.

But before the UMass
cheerleaders had stopped doing

their push-ups, BU's Harmon
Hudson, a sophomore defensive

back out of Dover, New Hamp-
shire, tied the game. He took

Dennis Gagnon's kickoff on his own
eight yard-line, broke a couple of

tackles on his 25, then out-raced
everyone to the end-zone.

A few minutes later, after the

Terriers had stopped the Redmen
deep in UMass territory, Mel
Priester returned a John O'Neil

punt 41 yards to the visitors six.

Three plays later, BU quarterback
Bill Poole hit tight end Al

Durkovich with a touchdown toss.

Sathj (llullrnian

SPORTS
The home team increased its

lead at 9:23 of the second quarter.

Poole, after being trapped in his

backfield, broke loose for a long

gain to the UMass six. On that play

he was jolted out of bounds by
O'Neil and had to leave the game.
Two plays later his replacement
Sam Hollo pitched to halfback Pat
Diamond who swept right end for

the score.

Timmy Berra brought the
Redmen to within a touchdown
when he plunged one yard for a TD.
This score was set up on two long

gainers from Pennington to

Schubert.

Even though BU led at the half, a
UMass win was weemingly
inevitable because Pennington was
hitting his receivers almost at will.

However Piel got hurt early in the

second half on his only run of the

ball game, and that was it for the

Redmen. Oh man was that it.

Marty Evans replaced Pen-

nington, and the Redmen stopped

moving. Pennington had been
passing off sprint-outs and roll-outs

to avoid the Terrier rush. But

Evans is a drop-back passer, and
he didn't avoid the BU rush. In

fact, the rush caused him to throw

two interceptions within a minute,

both of them being returned for

touchdowns.
On the first one, BU lineman Bill

Pukalo was clinging to Evans who
should have eaten the ball but

instead threw it into the welcome
hands of tackle Brian O'Hara who
went in untouched from 34 yards
out. Less than a minute later,

Evans was jolted by Ken Sinclair

just as he released the ball, and
BU's Rick Versocki picked off the

wobbly pass and took it 23 yards for

the score. The kick failed on this

TD, but it didn't matter much as

the Terriers now lead 34-14.

Mark Tripucka replaced Evans
but still the offense stalled.

Tripucka also tried to drop back
and was immediately greeted by

Pukalo who spent most of the

second half in the Redmen back-

field.

Meanwhile a 20 yard pass from
Hollo to Daryl Smith put BU on the

board again. Then the punt return

specialist Priester closed out his

team's scoring with a brilliant 53

yard TD return in which he broke
no less than five tackles.

Berra broke the string of BU
touchdowns with another one-yard
run to close out the scoring. It was
a sad, sad case of much too little,

much too late.

GRID GRIT: Pennington suf-

Harriers Rout Huskies

;

Host Tri-Meet Today
By JAY NESTOR

The UMass harriers hosted rival

UConn Saturday, and the resulting

Redman victory was exceptionally

sweet as a fine display of team
depth conquered the Huskies.
UConn's Peter Bortolotti took the

individual honor, leading from
start to finish. Behind him, the

Redmen really poured it on.

Tom Derderian lead the UMass
attack, coming on strong in the

final mile to finish five seconds
behind Bortolotti. He was followed

by Doug O'Connell, Paul Seger-

sten, and Peter Crisci in third,

fourth, and fifth positions

respectively.

Mike Forbes of UConn slipped

into sixth place and was barely
overhauled by Bob Sullivan. Don
Dunsky was two seconds behind.

Sullivan and Dunsky have been
doing a fine job for the Redmen
this season with their consistent

performances.
Sullivan maintained good

position throughout the race while
Dunsky came out on top of four

Huskie pursuers. Seventh man for

the Redmen was Rick Barry, with
steady Mike McCusker not far

back. The final score found UMass
with a wide margin over the

Huskies at 21 to 37.

The weather was a big factor in

this meet. The air was cool and the

ground was damp, thus
eliminating dust in the Orchard,
which generally irritates the
runners. Many members of the

UMass team substantially lowered
their time on the home course due
to the fine conditions.

Coach Ken O'Brien was pleased

with the performance of his men. It

was the harriers first encounter

with a Yankee Conference team
and UConn is rated to be one of the

stronger powers in the Conference.

This, win is a good indication of the

Hodman's chances of defending

their championship

UNH seems to be the only threat

left, and they host a mild challenge

at best. With this win under their

m m

*
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THE BEARDED WONDER-UMass Tom Derderian leads fellow
Kedmen Bob Sullivan < II) and Peter Crisci (33) through the 2.5 miles
mark in Saturday's rout in UConn. Derderian finished second overall
in his best race this season. (MDC Photo by Bob Medeiros )

The UMass JV team boasted an ference Crown.
overwhelming victory over
UConn's second team. Freshmen
Bill Gillin and Randy Thomas
showed their heels to the field,

after which Wayne Lucas, Paul
Albini, Rick Tashjian, and Bruce
MacLean rolled in before the first

UConn finisher. Steve Brown, Tom
Wilson, and Devon Croft all ran
well for the Redmen. The score
stood at a whopping 15-49,

belt, UMass will have to be called

the favorite for the Yankee Con-

produced by the impressive UMass
sweep.
Today the Redmen are in tri-

meet action with hosting Yankee
Conference opponents, Vermont
and Rhode Island. It should he a

good test of Redman strength

within a crowded field of runners.

The meet starts at 3:30 and it

should represent a sampling of

things to come in the Conference

'

IIH'Ct.

PENNINGTON...GROUNDED-UMass quarterback Piel Pen-

nington shows the dejection left by a shoulder separation he suffered

early in the third quarter of Saturday's game vs. B.U. The big qb was

on mark consistently until he was knocked out of action when trying

to run for a first down in Terrier territory. (MDC Photo by Barbara

Brecher)

fered a separated shoulder and it is

not known how long he will be

out... the defense did an excellent

job as it was not even on the field

for most of the Terrier point

s...Schubert accounted for nearly

150 of Pennington's 263 total

passing yards...BU was officially

inducted into the Yankee Con-
ference Saturday....
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Booters Blank
UConn, 4-0

By MARCELLA SMITH
STORRS, CONN.-Imagine playing soccer for six hours and not

giving up a goal. Imagine that, and you've imagined what the

UMass soccer team has done, as last Saturday's 4-0 win over
UConn extended the Redmen's shutout string to four games.
The Redmen-Huskie clash saw a little of everything, from the

clear domination of the Huskie's in quarter number one, to the

strongest period of the season for the Redmen in quarter number
two. Then there were the unorthodox moves by UConn, both of

which backfired, and finally there was that zero next to the op-

ponent's score, a number that is becoming regular.
In mustering four goals, their finest production to date, three of

the scores were accounted for by co-captains Lindo Alves and
AugieCalheno. Freshman Tom Coburn added score number fourth
with less then four minutes left in the game, as the Redmen upped
their Yankee Conference mark to 2-0-1, dropping UConn to 0-3 in

Conference action.

For one week the Redmen prepared for UConn, and as Coach
Berryman stated after the game, "They really didn't do anything
different than I expected them to, they were pretty much true to

form." But one would never have known that UMass knew the
Huskies game, for quarter number one belonged to the hosts.
UMass goalie, John Kiah, in chalking up his fourth shutout, got

most of his day's workout in that first quarter as UMass looked
sluggish, and were hanging back, starting slowly like they've done
in almost every game this year, during the season as well as pre-
season.

Then something happened, and more than likely Coach
Berrymans substituting had a great deal to do with it. UMass
started controlling the action as if UConn were playing only half
their squad. Blasting shots at Jon Demeter, the UConn goalie, the
Redman fire never let go, as the fullbacks kept the ball in the
Huskie half for nearly all 22 minutes. Chances for scores were
coming by the dozens, as Berryman would shuffle in four or five
players at a time.

As close as the Redmen came in the first 11 minutes, they were to
come closer, as the heartbreaker came some 14 minutes into the
action. With Demeter caught out of position, Coburn sent a soft pass
into the middle of the goal area, which Jeff Hague met with
tremendous force. Right on goal it was, but too high, and reboun-
ding off of the crossbar the Redmen were again denied. The UMass
bench was going crazy, trying to figure just what they had to do to
score.

But as powerful and awesome as UMass was in that quarter they
nearly didn't score, as UConn almost escaped with a scoreless tie
at halftime, but Alves was not about to let that happen.
With just over four minutes remaining in the half, Alves took a

Todd Buck pass and off-balance, kicked a bouncing ball between
the UConn defender and Demeter. The ball lacked great force, but
did the job for the 1-0 halftime lead.
And that is how the final score was shaping up as quarter number

three saw both offenses testing Demeter and Kiah, both without
success. The final period was half over before Alves' fourth of the
season gave UMass some breathing room. This time Alves had a
partial breakaway, and as Demeter came out of the nets, Alves
lifted the ball over his head, and it was two-zip.
Then came one of UConn's unconventional and mysterious

moves, as Demter came out of his nets, to mid-field, with just over
seven minutes left in the game. But as quickly as UMass got control
of the ball the move backfired as Calheno, just to the Redman side
of mid-field, blasted a bullet over Demeter's head towards the
Huskie goal. As Demeter raced back, he realized the futility of his
efforts and as the ball nestled in the webbing, it marked the first

tmieinviasshad scored more than one goal in anv one period.
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Heads it's nice, tails it's

lousy; either way, what
you see is what you get.
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ISHETIIATGOOD. THAT FUNNY, OR THAT BAD?—John McManus, a member of the John Birch Society, spoke last night to a standing room only crowd in

Thompson Tower, claiming that he favors a very weak government. For the complete story see page three. (MDC photos by Gary Alpaugh.)

Will Head Student Affairs

Gage Named Acting Vice Chancellor
' Bv ANNE STADNICKI
Dr. Robert W. Gage, director of

Health Services, was named to the

post of Acting Vice Chancellor of

Student Affairs yesterday by
Acting Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery.
The Vice Chancellorship opened

up when Dr. Bromery, who for-

merly held the position, became
the Acting Chancellor after

Chancellor Oswald Tippo resigned

on September :?0th.

'I appointed Dr. Gage mainly

because he is a good ad-

ministrator, as proven by our well

run health center," Bromery said

in an interview yesterday. "During

the next few weeks Dr. Gage can

implement the new reorganization

of the Student Affairs department

which was begun under my ad-

ministration of the Vice Chan-

cellor's office."

Bromery said he had consulted

Gage about accepting the ap-

pointment earlier this week. He did

not indicate who else had been

considered for the position.

When contacted at his office

yesterday. Gage said he "looks

forward to the opportunities the

position of Acting Vice Chancellor

will provide to work with

students." He said that he has no

specific plans for action yet. but

would probably make no startling

changes in the operation of the

Student Affairs department.

The Acting Vice Chancellor said

he believes strongly in student

input into the affairs of the

University, as evidenced by the

program he instituted in Health

Services to involve students.

On The Inside:

Voter Registration

Special
bee page six

MDC Closeup:

Food Service 101
See page twelve

"I think Dr. Bromery and I have

common aims," Gage said of his

new relationship with the Acting

Chancellor.

Gage emphasized that he con-

siders his new position a temporary

appointment. He said he would be

glad to be considered for the

position permanently, however.

Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen does not approve of Dr.

Gage's appointment as Acting Vice

Chancellor, even though it is

temporary.
In a letter to Acting Chancellor

Bromery, Sandwen said that "The
campus made it clear that

unilateral decisions were unac-

ceptable... The appointment has

violated that campus consensus."

(See letter on page nine. ) Sandwen
said he hoped that this ap-

pointment without consultation

was not an indication of how the

University would be administered

under Acting Chancellor Bromery.

Upon notification of the Student

Senate President's reaction to the

appointment, Dr. Gage said he

believed that Dr. Bromery acted

in good faith". He said he views

his appointment as "purely in-

terim".

it takes time to get things

together, if the campus is con-

sulted." Gage said. He explained

that Dr Bromery probably ap-

pointed him because he needs

someone to act now.

Bromery said that the ap-

pointment of an Acting Vice

Chancellor was just to assure

continuity of administration. He

said that there was no consultation

because a quick search committee

might arrive on a popular but not-

so-competent choice. He added

that he felt he could make the

choice of who would be Acting Vice

Chancellor because he would be

working closely with the person

chosen, and knew what
qualifications he should have.

The permanent Vice Chancellor,

for Student Affairs would be
chosen by the permanent Chan
cellor, Bromery said. He expected

that the Chancellor named by the

Trustees would form some sort of

search committee to fill the post

Bromery said his own
availability to fill the permanent
Chancellor office would be
determined within the next two
weeks. Reliable soirees have
reported that Bromery can have
the newly created post of Secretary

of Kducation in Governor Francis
X Sargent's cabinet if he wants it,

but financial adjustments have
held up the appointment.

Governor Sargent's office has
explained that within two weeks

(Cont'd on Page 2)

Dr Itoheit \\. Gage
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Trouble-ShooterFor Students
By DIANATAYLOR

Lost and frustrated, a former University commuter knocked on

the door of the man whom he believed to be his last resort. The

student had been promised a room in Dwight House for this

semester. When he arrived in the fall, his room had been occupied,

and he was sent to Hamlin. From there, too, he was shoved into the

cold. With no apparent hope in sight, he found himself in the office

of the University's "trouble shooter for the students," the Om-
budsman.
The name "Ombudsman" originates from the nineteenth century

Swedish office, the holder of which served as an intermediary

between the citizens and the government. The idea has come back

to this country in the last few years, in the form of an intermediary

between students and the administration in colleges and univer-

sities from coast to coast.

The office of Ombudsman was established at the University of

Massachusetts in February of this year, English Professor

Ellsworth Barnard being appointed to the post by a faculty-student

search committee. Professor Barnard is available to anyone and is

willing to help with any problem brought to him. He prefers not U
get involved in such academic problems as grading, but he has

dealt with problems in housing, food services, parking and personal

matters. Students have also been known to come to him with

proposals for change. One student, for instance, approached him

with a suggestion for the erection of a stand at which motorcycles

could be parked.

The Ombudsman has been able to pull red tape with University

officials to help students with problems. The student described in

the first paragraph, for instance, is presently settled in a room in

Dwight House. He is also able to direct people to the proper

channels through which they can resolve their difficulties.

The Ombudsman's office, located in Room 921 of the Campus
(enter, is open continuously from 8:30 to 5:00.

Northampton "Hot Line" Assists
By BOBCALLAHAN

A "Hot Line" has been
established this summer in Nor-

thampton to assist those with any

type of a problem or for those who
find that they just need someone to

rap with.

Manned by a staff of 20 full time

operators, the line is presently in

operation on Friday, Saturday and

Sunday nights. On Friday and
Sunday the hours of operation are

7:00 P.M. — 1:00 A.M., and

Saturday from 7:00 P.M. — 3:00

A.M. The number to call is 586-

3777.

The Northampton "Hot Line"

was started this past July after a

march was held to raise money for

its support.

A representative from the Hot

Line reported in an MDC interview

that the service has been relatively

unknown to many people on this

campus because of a lack of

publicity. Another problem has

been a lack of personnel to man the

lines but he feels that a recent

training session in which 15 more
operators were acquired may
enable the line to extend its service

to Thursday night.

David "Chicago-8" Dellinger Here
David Dellinger, a co-defendant

in the infamous Chicago Eight trial

will speak tonight at 8:00 in the

Curry Hicks cage.

The third speaker in the

Distinguished Visitors Program,
Mr Dellinger will give a lecture

entitled "Vietnam ~ Where Are We
Now".'"

Dellinger was the official

spokesman for the 1971 May Day
activities and. more notably, the

most articulate of the eight

original defendents of the Chicago

Eight Conspiracy Trial of 1970.

Appropriately dubbed a "life-

long pacifist". Dellinger has been

involved in the planning and
execution of every major anti-war

rally since early 1965.

He is a Magna Cum Laude
graduate of Yale University,

where he received his B.A. in

David Dellinger

political science.

Dellinger's first pacifistic act

was his refusal to register for the

Selective Service draft. He was
tried and convicted of draft

evasion and spent three years in

prison.

His life, since the Chicago Eight

Trial, has involved a continued

dedication to anti-war activities.

He is the editor of the controversial

"Liberation Magazine," and has

authored the book, Revolutionary

Non-Violence.

Following this Distinguished
Visitors Program lecture, there

will be an informal coffee hour in

Field Main Lounge. Mr. Dellinger

will be available at that time to

talk informally about all issues.

The entire University com-
munity is encouraged to come and

listen to Dellinger's appraisal of

where the United States stands

today in Southeast Asia. An ad-

mission free will not be charged.

More Mass Arrests In Northern Ireland
BELFAST (AP) — Fifteen

suspected members of the

outlawed Irish Republican Army-
IRA-were arrested in police raids

across Northern Ireland on
» h i i ii •

< Cont'd from P»g« I*

two of «he three cabinet positions

open will be appointed, with the

third to be named shortly af-

terward.
The "financial adjustments"

that are holding up the ap-

pointment concern the pay for the

secretary post, according to

reliable inside sources. It was
reported that the Secretary of

Education position is budgeted to

receive less pay than UMass pays

either its President or its Chan-

cellor. It has been hinted that the

pay is what is delaying Bromery's

decision on accepting the cabinet

post.

In the round of administrative

musical chairs, there is also much
speculation as to who will fill the

position vacated by Dr. Gage as

director of Health Services. Gage
said he must relinquish the job that

he "e,rew with for eleven years".

He said that Health Services would

meet last night to recommend his

replacement, probably Barry
Averill, presently Assistant

Director of Health Services, but as

the Collegian went to press there

was no further information.

Tuesday.
It was the second big swoop

within a week. At least 250 men
already are known to be held under

the province's controversial

Special Powers Act, which allows

unlimited detention. without trial.

As the arrests went on, British

troops in Belfast came under
sniper fire as they cordoned a

blazing paint factory. Four
firemen, injured by exploding
paint cans, were the only known
casualties

The IRA's bomb-and-bullet
campaign to unite the mainly
Protestant province with the

neighboring Catholic- dominated
republic has cost 118 lives in the

past two years.

Prime Minister Brian Faulkner
told Parliament the army will blow
up some border roads into the

republic to cut off infiltration by
gun-running guerrillas.

He disclosed also that security

along the border will be tightened

by "a wide variety" of measures,

but did not elaborate.

Home Affairs Minister John
lay lor said that 80 per cent of the

9,000 pounds of gelignite used by

Each potential operator has to

take part in an 8 week training

program. Of the present operators,

the range in ages is from 17-50. Of

these, 7 are students. Of the new

operators recently acquired, 85%

are college students.

One important point that should

be stressed is that all calls are held

in the strictest confidence. The

representative also noted that on

each weekend there is a

professional on call; social worker,

psychologist, pharmacist whom
the operators can immediately get

in contact with. In the past, the Hot
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Line has worked with Room to

Move.
The Hot Line handles all kinds of

problems that may arise. They can

deal with family conflicts, drugs.

Venereal Disease, emotional and
psychological problems, problem

pregnancy, draft questions, boy-

girl problems, birth control, legal

issues, suicide, marital conflict,

and raps.

In case one of these problems

should arise, the Hot Line is in

service to help you. The number is

586-3777.

Another Disneyland?

UMass may be the first university to institute a system of tram-like,

battery-operated cars as a means of intra-campus transit.

Robert Ferriter, University parking coordinator, enthusiastically

elaborated on the system that could stem from a proposed 32-acre surface

parking lot that is being considered as a solution for cramped UMass.

According to Ferriter, if the proposal is acted upon, the huge lot would

be situated on a tract of vacant land near the Physical Plant. Because of

the unstable clay and rock constitution, the area is "not good" for any

building construction.

"This location would be a central area from which to fan out into the

campus, and it would lend itself to mass transit." He explained that a

system of 10-foot wide hardtopped lanes could run. through the most

heavily travelled routes of the campus. Mr. Ferriter stressed that small
• pollution-freee" trams-such as those in Disneyland- could run on the

lines .ind commute students from the parking lot to their classes.

North Vietnamese

Continue Shelling

terrorist bombers since August,

1969, had been smuggled across the

frontier along with 65 to 80 per cent

of the arms and ammunition seized

by troops. This includes 17

machine guns, 468 rifles and pistols

and 104,500 rounds of ammunition

Security chiefs claim they can
limit the gelignite saautfjtlnfl

across the 960-mile frontier by
closing off some of the 200 border

roads.

The decision follows a dramatic
increase in terrorist bombings in

the last few weeks.

Political sources said the
decision to blast the roads, coupled
with intensified patroling of roads
left open, resulted from last week's
meeting between British Prime
Minister Edward Heath and
Faulkner.

New Senators

Meet Tonight

All of the newly-elected Student

Senators should report to tonight's

Senate meeting at 6:30, according

to Denise Magnell, of the Student

Senate Public Relations Com-
mittee. The regular meeting is

scheduled to begin at 7:00. Any
student may attend. No reason was
given for the new members' early

arrival.

Magnell also said that the

Commuter Assembly elections

have been postponed indefinitely.

They were supposed to have been

held tomorrow, Thursday, October

14th. No reasons were given for

this action, either.

SAIGON (AP) — Enemy forces

kept their 2-1/2-week-old offensive

along the Cambodian border alive

Wednesday with rocket and mortar
attacks on a dozen allied outposts

60 to 90 miles northwest of Saigon.

Casualties were described as light.

One of the stations receiving fire

was Firebase Pace, partially

manned by Americans, where five

U.S. soldiers threatened Saturday
not to go out on a night patrol. The
U.S. Command said Pace took
about 30 rounds in sporadic
shelling overnight. Several
American soldiers were reported
wounded.
The five men were among a 100-

man company that was withdrawn
Tuesday from Pace, 75 miles
northwest of Saigan, to Fire
Support Base Timbuktu, on a
hilltop 75 miles northeast of the

South Vietnamese capital.

Ma j Gen. Jack J. Wagstaff.
commander of U.S. forces in the
3rd Military Region, said in an
interview that the company was
pulled out 'because of all this

goddamn flak, the possible harm it

could do to company morale and in

line with normal rotation policy."

"There was never any con-
frontation, never any refusal,"

Wagstaff went on. "There was
never an opportunity. The only
refusal, if you want to call it that, is

that they told a newsman they
Weren't going to go."

Wagstaff said that the base

. mmander last Saturday ordered

a night ambush patrol and the 12

men who had been selected began

preparing for the operation.

He said a reporter at the base

walked into the bunker of five of

the men and they told him that they

were scheduled for a patrol but

that they were not going.

The men reportedly questioned

whether the radar was functioning

and wanted to know what the in-

tekhgence was on enemy positions.

Wagstaff said the Saturday night

patrol was cancelled before the

order was given to move out

because it was learned that a South

Vietnamese unit already was in

position in the intended ambush
area.

He reported the company
commander, Capt. Robert M.
< i on in of SomerviHe, Mass., was
so angered when he heard about

the incident that he ordered the

same unit to go out on a daylight

patrol in the same general area.

The entire group, including the

five reluctant men, moved out

toward a treeline about 300 yards

away with Cronin himself walking

the "point," or lead.

Wagstaff said there would be no

disciplinary action because
" othing was violated." The base

at Timbuktu has been quiet for

several months.

SandwenAttends Conference
Student Senate President 1-ee Sandwen leaves for Washington,

DC. today to attend a three day conference on the repression of
South Vietnamese student leaders.
The international relations conference is sponsored by the

National Student Association.
Thirty student body presidents from the U.S. and the heads of

student unions from over 50 countries on both sides of the Iron
Curtain ill attend.

The purpose of the conference is to discuss and make an in-

ternational issue the repression of South Vietnamese student union
leaders who helped to formulate the People's Peace Treaty passed
last year.

According to Sandwen, these South Vietnamese student leaders
have since been put in cages or listed as "missing".

'Government Is A Conspiracy
'

Bircher McManus Fears Strong Government
K> BOBCALLAHAN

.John Birch Society member
John McManus, stated last

evening that the Government is a

conspiracy of people who want to

control the world.

He said that the organization

for which he is Field Coordinator,
is in favor of strictly limiting the

power of the Government. "'More

and more government leads to

total government, which can be
either Communist. Facist or

Totalitarian." he said in em-
phasizing his point

The over capacity crowd in

Thompson 102 heard McManus
say that the threat of Com-
munism is a fraud and a means of

sealing the people into total

government.

McManus gave the audience a

brief history of Communism
telling the group that the United

States government has been
giving the Communists aid since

the takeover in 1917 of Russia by

Lenin and Trotsky. He concluded

by saying that while this has been

going on, the American people

have been told by the government

that the Communists are our

enemies.

He said that many are sur-

prised to hear that the John Birch

Society has taken the attitude

that the government is trying to

steal everyone's freedom.

Concerning the war in

Southeast Asia. McManus said

that the Society has considered

from the beginning that the

United States involvement is a

complete and utter fraud. He said

that the real effects of our

military involvement are a

bankrupt currency, a divided

nation and moral decline.

"There is a powerful elite that

is leading us into total control by

them." McManus said in

speaking about the elitist Council

on Foreign Relations which has

among its membership leaders in

every important position of

power.

McManus said that those who

control the media, heads of

colleges, military leaders, kev

John K. McManus
( MDC photo by Gary Alpaugh

)

government administrators and
members of the two major
political parties all have mem-
bers who are in the Council on

Foreign Relations. "By the 1940's

this elite was in charge of

releasing information on
everything that the American
people knew about."

Nixon's new economic plans

also came under attack by Mc-

Manus He called the wage-price

freeze "Facism ". He added that

this program instituted in August

by President Nixon involves

government control in every

business in the United States.

Calling Red Chinese leaders

"brutal tyrants ". the Birch

member said that he thinks

Nixon's planned visit to Red
China is a bad idea. "I don't think

he should have anything to do

with them." he said.

In closing his Address, he said

that the people can either join the

conspiracy which the Govern-

ment is undertaking, be a victim

of it or work to resist it. He said

that he has found that the

program of the John Birch

Society will enable the people o'.

the United States to eliminate the

threat of a conspiracy to

establish a totalitarian govern-

ment.

Following his hour long speech.

McManus entertained questions

from the audience. Some were
sceptical <>t what he had to say

and took issue with several

statements lie was defended by

one listener w ho told the audience

that what McManus was saying
was just w hat students have been

saying.

The question and answer
period came to a sudden and

noisy ending when McManus left

the stage alter being told by a

listener that what he had to say

was 95% "bullshit".

Alter being assured that there

would be no more vulgarity used

against him, McManus agreed to

speak to the students in a coffee

hour in the Colonial Lounge. The
discussion continued until after

midnight.

Possible High Court Nominee

Sen. Byrd Is Supreme Court Critic
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen.

Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia, a

possible Supreme Court nominee,

is strongly opposed to forced school

integration and has been one of the

high court's severest critics.

Several times in past years,

Byrd, a conservative Democrat,

has voted against confirmation of

court nominees he regarded as too

ultraliberal. He also took the

justices to task for what he termed

too lenient a position on crime.

In two recent speeches. Byrd
assailed the Supreme Court for its

school-busing pronouncements and

what he termed soft-pedalling of

lawbreakers.

"What is most likely to be

achieved by busing and forced

integration is increasing

mediocrity in education," he told a

national convention of the con-

servative Young Americans for

Freedom, meeting in Houston,

Tex., on Sept. 3.

A leveling process will have

been set in motion which can have

the effect of stifling incentive for

the bright and gifted student while

discouraging the less well

prepared student and the slow

learner."

Byrd said the claim that forced

busing and integration will teach

the races to live together is false.

"Judging from the many racial

incidents of fighting, knifing, and

shooting that are increasingly

FDA Monitors Called "Inadequate"
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

government's food monitors an-

nounced new controls Tuesday on a

suspected cancer-causing hormone
found in livestock and immediately
drew criticism that the controls

are inadequate.

The hormone is diethystilbestrol,

or DES. which the Food and Drug

Administration announced last

week had been found in 10 meat

animals. The FDA and the

Agriculture Department said

Tuesday they are increasing the

length of time farmers must stop

I ceding the hormone before

animals are sent to market.

"The new regulations are not

nearly strong enough." said Sen

William Proxmire. D-Wis., in a

statement. "They suffer from the

same defects as the old

regulations-they rely upon the

voluntary compliance of those who
are using this cancer-causing

hormone.
"The solution is to prohibit the

use of DES in any cattle feed."

Originally the government
required that farmers stop feeding

the hormone to animals two days

before their slaughter. Now it is

going to lengthen the withdrawal

period to seven days.

"Although the 48-hour period is

scientifically adequate when ob-

served, FDA concluded that a

seven-day withdrawal period is a

more practical period of time and

is more certain to be followed,"

said the joint announcement from

the FDA and the Agriculture

Department.

A year ago the FDA doubled the

amount of the hormone farmers

can feed to cattle to make them

gain weight faster. It kept the

same two-day withdrawal period in

force since the hormone was first

used on rattle in the 1950s, despite

the contention of some specialists

that modern agriculture practices

make the withdrawal periods

ineffective.

This June the USDA responded

to criticism that its residue-

sampling program was
statistically unsound by increasing

its annual total of samples from 250

to 0.000.

Aug. 31 of the USDA told

Proxmire it had found no DES
contamination as of June 31.

Tuesday the USDA conceded that

seven of the ten tests showing DES
contamination were made prior to

June. Of the ten positive samples,

seven were in beef livers and three

in sheep livers.

"The samples were not reported

earlier because the responsible

laboratory officials considered the

results to be preliminary until

confirmed by a second

lengthy analytical process,

joint announcement said.

in a social experiment that

amounts to pure folly and that the

needless hauling of them, like

cattle, for countless miles and at a

wasteful price will cease to be an
obsessional fetish."

Byrd, 53, like Supreme Court

Justice Hugo L. Black was once a

member of the Ku Klux Klan,

although again like the late justice

he subsequently repudiated the

affiliation.

During World War II, Byrd
served as a kleagle, or organizer,

for the Klan, and in 1946 he wrote a

letter to the imperial grand wizard

of the KKK urging a rebirth of the

Klan "in every state of the union."

In an interview last January,

Byrd said if he had his life to live

over he would not join the KKK
again.

more
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Consumer Action

Group To Meet

A Western Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group, <WM-

PIRG i. meeting will be held tonight for students wishing to join and work

lor the Nader-style group. The meeting will be held at 7:00 p.m. in 804-808

in the Campus Center.

About ISO students attended an organizational meeting lor the

development of a WMPIRG Monday night. Also at the meeting, held at

Hampshire College, was Don Ross, a Washington based attorney for

Ralph Nader. _ .
t
_ . .

The meeting was a follow-up to a series of talks that Dr. Joseph

Highland of Nader's Raiders gave at several area colleges in the past few

Wtf*OK S

The Western Mass PIRG, would be similar to groups already

established in Oregon and Minnesota. The WMPIRG is one of 17 such new

groups in development in 17 states across the country.

The group will research community problems and will inform the

public of its findings. It will take direct action on matters such as con-

sumer protection, occupational safety, protection of environmental

quality, discrimination, health care and housing conditions. It will have

the ability to initiate legal action against offenders.

Gage: UMass Alumnus

occurring in the nation's high

schools, there is cause to question

the efficacy of such forced race

mixing as a way to achieve racial

peace and understanding," the

senator said.

Byrd noted that the 1954

Supreme Court decision which
outlawed school segregation was
based on the premise that school

assignment on the basis of race is

unconstitutional. Yet, he said,

busing is in itself assigning
students to schools on a racial

basis.

He said the courts could do more
to improve black education if they

would require equal amounts of

money be expended per pupil on

blacks and whites.

"...Hopefully not too far away-
children. bulb black and white, will

no longer be treated as guinea pigs

Cuban Holiday Begun
CARACAS, Venuezuela (AP) - Two hijackers seized a Venezuelan

commercial airliner with 35 passengers aboard and ordered it to Cuba

Tuesdav night, the Caracas airport said.

The Venezuelan plane was on a flight from Carupano to Caracas when

it was seized, it was reported. It was to land on the Dutch Island of

Curacao before going to Cuba.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Dr. Robert W. Gage, newly

appointed Acting Chancellor of

Student Affairs at CMass. was a

1938 graduate of the University,

then known as Mass State

Following the medical degree he

received at Harvard in 1942, (i;ige

served an internship, then spent

three yeiirs in the armed services.

In 1948 in practiced general

medicine in rural Pennsylvania

until he moved his practice to

Amherst in l(»">4 Gage became

Director of Health Services at

I 'Mass in 1980 after six years of

general practice lie expanded the

health service program from two

hall lime physicians and S nurses

to the Increased staff the Infirmary

now employs

EVERY WEDNESDAY,
STAMPEDE NIGHT

starting October 13, some of the far west will come to New

Our
9
Cowgirls, in western garb, armed with water pistols

HHed wTtn Vodka, will serve your custom sliced western

steer teef by the ounce. -45c per ounce for prime s.rlo.n ,70

per ounce for fillet mignon, and 35c per ounce for a rib of

broiled beef.

Keep our Friday night buffet in mind.

(7&Lord
30 ft«ltwM4 A«
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon Announces Spring Trip to Moscow
o. ...;., i« .,<• before Uia would be discuss

WASHINGTON <AP>
President Nixon announced
Tuesday he is going to Moscow in

late May to meet with top Soviet

leaders because there exists now

"a possibility of making significant

progress' toward settling major

differences between the super-

powers.

The President surprised

newsmen by appearing at the usual

noon White Mouse briefing and

reading a statement that was

released at the same time in

Moscow.
That statement said "President

Nixon and the Soviet leaders will

review all major issues, with a

view toward further improving

their bilateral relations and

enhancing the prospects of world

peace."

In answering question, Nixon

explained that "I do not believe in

having summit meetings simply

for the purpose of having a

meeting. I think that tends to

create euphoria. It raises high

hopes that are then dashed ... We
are not making that mistake."

Nixon took pains to explain that

there is no connection between the

projected Moscow trip and the

journey to Communist China which

he announced last summer he

would make sometime by or before

next May. And the White House

said the two trips will be separated

"by a bridge of time."

In what appeared to be an effort

to forefend criticism, Nixon said a

few hours after his announcement

of the Moscow visit that it should

not be interpreted as meaning that

the United States intends to be less

concerned about its national

strength

We want peace in the world, we
want a reduction of tensions in the

world," Nixon said as he par-

tieipated in Capitol Hill

ceremonies unveiling a portrait of

Rep. H Kdward Hebert. I) La..

House Armed Services Committee
chairman.

But. the President continued,

"Unless and until we have mutual

agreements ... among the great

powers ... the United States must

maintain its defense at adequate

levels."

Initial response in Congress to

the Presidents announcement was
favorable on both sides of the party

aisle.

What makes the current

situation favorable for a meeting,

Nixon explained, can be seen as

"we look back over the record of

the last two and a half years,

significant progress has been

made" in Soviet-US. negotiations.

"We have had a treaty with

regard to the seabeds. We have had

one with regard to biological

weapons. We have had an

agreement coming out of the SALT
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks

with regard to the hotline and

accidental war and, of course,

most important of all-and I think

this is the item that, for both us and

for them, led us to conclude that

now was the time for a summit
meeting-we have had an

agreement on Berlin."

Nixon was referring to the treaty

signed last month by the United

States, Soviet Union, Great Britain

and France outlining respon-

sibilities and rights concerning

Berlin and the two Germanys.

Nixon indicated arms control,

the Mideast, mutual troop with

drawals from Central Europe and

a European security conferences

are likely to be discussed.

In answering questions about the

Moscow and Peking trips. Nixon

said:

The two are independent trips.

We are going to Peking for the

purpose of discussing matters of

bilateral concern there. And I will

be going to the Soviet Union for the

purpose of discussing matters that

involve the United States and the

Soviet Union ...

"Any speculation to the effect

that one has been planned for the

purpose of affecting the other

would be entirely inaccurate."

The May trip to Moscow will be

the first visit any American in

been to Russia twice before.

The first time was in 1959 when

as vice president he engaged in Uie

ramous Kitchen Debate • with

then Soviet leader Nikita Khrush-

chev. Nixon returned to Russia in

1967 as a private citizen.

Discussing the date for the Soviet

trip Nixon said it is "important

that the preparation for the

meeting be adequate in every

respect and ... it was felt that May

of 1972 would be the time when

progress on a number of fronts, in

which we are presently involved

with the Soviet Union, would have

reached the point that a meeting at

the highest level could be ef-

fective."

As to the issues, the President

said a major agreement on SALT
" ay be behind us at that point."

"If it is not achieved," he stated,

certainly that would be one of the

cumbent president has made to the subjects that would come up/'

Soviet Union, although Nixon has Whether such areas as Southeast

Asia would be discussed will

depend on the situation at the time,

Nixon said.

"As far as Southeast Asia is

concerned, I would emphasize ...

that, completely without regard to

this meeting, and completely

without regard to the meeting that

will take place with the Chinese

leaders at an earlier date, we are

proceeding both on the negotiation

I rack and the Vietnamization track

to end American involvement in

Vietnam.
"We trust that we will have

accomplished that goal, or at least

have made significant progress

toward accomplishing that goal, by

the time this meeting takes place."

In accepting the proposed trip,

Nixon said he would be taking a

small working group with him,

including national security adviser

Henry Kissinger and Secretary of

State William P. Rogers.

High Court Sidesteps Viet War

Nixon Court SelectionsDue
WASHINGTON (AP)—President Nixon said Tuesday he will announce

his selections for the two Supreme Court vacancies next week.

He said Sen. Robert C. Byrd, conservative Democrat from West

Virginia, and at least two women are on the list of those being considered.

Nixon did not identifv the women, nor did he disclose how many other

names are on the list
."

But a White House aide said the President has

narrowed several hundred suggested names to ten or twelve.

Sources said other members of Congress-including Republican Sens.

Robert Griffin of Michigan and Howard Baker of Tennessee-also have

l>een discussed for the vacancies left by the retirements last month of the

late Justice Hugo L. Black and Justice John M. Harlan.

The nominations, if approved by the Senate, will bring to four the

number of justices Nixon has placed on the nine-member court since

taking office. Two other Nixon nominees were rejected by the Senate.

His approved selections were Chief Justice Warren Burger and Justice

Harry Blackmun. Nixon said Sept. 25 that the "most important

qualification" of his future nominees is that they "share the general

judicial philosophy and approach of the two men on the court whom I

previously have appointed."

Byrd, the assistant Democratic leader in the Senate, said it would be

"an honor for anyone to be nominated to serve on the Supreme Court.'

But he declined to comment on speculation he might be named.

Byrd, who has been a lawyer since 1963, but who has not practiced or

held a judgeship, once was a member of the Ku Klux Klan-as was Justice

Black. But like Black, Byrd later disavowed his relationship with the

white supremacy group.

Now 53, Byrd was elected to the No. 2 Democratic leadership post in the

Senate last January, defeating Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D—Mass.

Although he has a liberal voting record on economic issues, he has

opposed some major civil rights legislation, has taken a strong law-and-

order stand, and has been highly critical of some Supreme Court

decisions

There was no solid White House indication as to the identities of the two

women. But speculation so far has centered on Rep. Martha W. Griffiths,

I) Mich.; U.S. District Judge Cornelia Kennedy of Detroit; Superior

Court Judge Svlvia Bacon of the District of Columbia; and Rita Hauser,

l S representative to the United Nations' Unman Rights Commission.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Supreme Court took on a new
school desegregation dispute

Tuesday but sidestepped the

Vietnam war as it ruled in more

than 400 cases.

Shorthanded by two vacancies,

but working hard, the justices

granted hearings on 21 appeals.

The most significant concerned the

splintering of some Southern

school districts to limit the Negro

concentrations in many schools.

The Justice Department and the

NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund will be heard

this winter in suits against school

officials in Scotland Neck and

Halifax County. N.C., and Emporia

and Greensville County, Va. The

U.S. Circuit Court in Richmond.

Va., has approved the division of

the districts in ways that keep the

schools in Scotland Neck mostly

white and those in Emporia about

half white.

The court never has agreed to

hear an appeal testing U.S.

military actions in Southeast Asia.

So it was consistent when it

rejected by a 5 to 2 vote a challenge

brought on behalf of two soldiers

contending they cannot be sent to

war without a congressional

declaration.

In other major actions, the

court

:

Moved death-row author

Edgar H. Smith, Jr., in a New
Jersey prison, a step closer to

freedom by declining to review a

reversal of his murder conviction.

Refused, with Justice William

(). Douglas dissenting strongly, to

halt the interrogation of prisoners

at Attica. NY. about last month's

rebellion.

In a case involving film,

granted the government a hearing

on federal law that prohibits in-

terstate transportation of obscene

materials.

Turned down Georgia's at-

tempt to have delegates to the

Democratic and Republican

national conventions allotted

purely on the basis of population.

In the school cases. Scotland

Neck is part of predominantly

black Halifax County. In the town

itself about 57 per cent of the school

children are white The splitoff

made I he Scotland Neck system 74

per cent white and the county

system 82 per cent black. A 1969

North Carolina law gave the town

its own school district

In Greensville County, blacks

account lor more than 65 per cent

of the school population. By setting

up a separate school division,

Emporia officials kept the Em-
poria schools about 48 per cent

white. In the remainder of the

county they are 72 per cent black.

Last April, in the latest major

desegregation decision, the court

unanimously approved massive

busing, redistricting and a variety

of other techniques to break up

racial concentrations in Southern

schools. The new cases test the

court's current views.

The Vietnam war challenge was

brought by the American Civil

Liberties Union and the New York

Civil Liberties Union in the nanus

of Salvatore Orlando and Douglas

Kaplan. Orlando is on duty in

Vietnam and Kaplan is under

orders to be shipped there.

The Justice Department says

Congress has given implicit

authorization to the war by ap-

propriating funds for the fighting

Justices William O. Douglas and

William J Brennan voted to hear

the dispute.

House Actson Equal Rights

WASHINGTON (AP) The
House sent to the Senate Tuesday a

proposed constitutional amend-
ment to guarantee equal rights for

men and women.
Eirst it struck from the

resolution a provision that could
have exempted women from the
draft.

If the Senate passes the measure
by two-thirds vote, it would require
ratification by 38 state legislatures
before becoming effective.

Passage was on a vote of 354 to

23.

This is the fifth time in 50 years

that battlers for women's rights

have brought a proposed con

stitutional amendment outlawing

sex discrimination to a vote

The House passed the amend
ment last year only to have it die in

the Senate. In previous years it

passed the Senate but never came

to a vote in the House.

11 million ballots is enough power to change the course of history. Or not change it.

And that's too much power to just throw away.

REGISTER TO VOTE
Thurs., Oct. 14, 1 - 9 p.m. C C Concourse

The Vote Belongs To You

Student Votes Are Real
• By KOBKKT MEDK1ROS

Last Spring it was highly publicized that the

students of UMass would be eligible to register to vote

in Amherst for the local town elections.

The Massachusetts newspapers played up the angle

that the unsuspecting town of Amherst would soon be

turned into a student-run operation by the local

student population. The first reaction of the town-

speople was one of understandable fear and misap-

prehension. Many of the townspeople were under the

impression that it was only a matter of time before

Amherst would fall into a state of chaos and utter

confusion.

No longer is the idealist who spoke of a new Utopia,

or the alarmist who warned of a town takeover by

"hippie freaks" taken seriously. The sensational

aspects of student registration have now faded in the

minds of the townspeople who are now able to look at

the situation in a rational sense.

Merle Howes, Chairman of the Amherst Board of

Selectmen, discussed in an MDC interview this new

phase of voter registration. Howes said that the

student is at UMass for one reason, and that is to get

an education. He said that the average student does

not have the time to school himself in the background

of local affairs that would enable him to take an active

part in the running of the Amherst government.

Howes favors the right of students to vote in

Amherst, but feels that the effect of students on local

affairs will be minimum. He said that the issues and

affairs of local government are not made readily

available to the student. The student, who is interested

in local affairs, finds that he must devote much of his

time in the search for pertinent information. Howes

reiterated by saying that the mass media covers the

issues and affairs of state and national government to

such a degree that the average student usually knows

what is happening at these various levels of govern-

ment. This aspect of news coverage has not been true

of local government.

Mike Sullivan who is also a member of the Amherst

Board of Selectmen said that students should be in-

volved in the affairs of the Amherst government

because many of the issues now being discussed in the

town meetings are directly concerned with the

welfare of the student resident. Sullivan said that

student participation in the local town meetings has

been poor. He blamed this situation on student apathy,

and the student's own set of priorities which include

uppermost his education.

Nancy Eddy, a member of the Board of Selectmen,

agreed with the other two selectmen on the question of

Student registration. Eddy said that she has not seen

much evidence of student participation in Amherst

politics.

Sullivan brought up the point that he and Mrs. Eddy

are serving their first terms on the Board of Select-

men. He said that he and Mrs. Eddy represent a

liberal faction on the Board of Selectmen, yet neither

received any great support from the student

population in their respective campaigns. Sullivan

compared this with the fact that he had more students

then he could handle in the state election campaign.

Speaker Bartley Here Tomorrow

Speaker of the House of

Representatives of Massachusetts,

David M. Bartley, will be at the

University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, on October 14. He will

speak at the Campus Center, Room

163 at 8 PM, and the meeting is

open to the public. Mr. Bartley's

appearance will be sponsored by

the Amherst Democratic Town
Committee to acquaint the

potential new voters in this area

with the programs and objectives

of the Democratic Party in

Massachusetts. Spokesmen for the

Town Committee emphasize that

Town Clerk Claims

Few Have Registered
By BRIAN MARTIN

Out of 2() 000 potential student voters, approximately 75 have thus far

decided to exercise their voting power in the upcoming Amherst elec-

tions, according to Mrs. Estelle Matusco. Amherst Town Clerk

The deadline for registering for the Feb. 22 elections is Feb. 2 and a list

of polling places is available through the office of the clerk she saui

Among those being elected are the Town Moderator, two Selectmen, and

nine Town Meeting Members, according to Mrs. Matusco.

Registration takes place weekdays from 8 to 4 :30 at the town hall, room

18 'Onlv a small handful a day show up," said Mrs Matusco.

Next Thursday a table will be set up in the main level concourse^o the

Campus Center' to help facilitate the registration process. This act on,

iccordng to Mrs. Matusco, was taken in response to arguments that

studens ddnt have time to register with only 15 minutes between

classes
' Yet some were threatening to come here in busloads and wait

on lines if a table weren't set up," she added.

When asked about the possible effects of a large student turnout at the

elecUons she said she felt that in general, the students and townspeople

would be sympathetic to the same issues partly because so many town-

snponle are connected with the University.
SP
Mr

P
s Matusco did note some apprehension among "estabhshed town

residents though. "Some people are thinking 'would it be horrible If...

andTis this fear of the unknown part of the equation that causes ap-

the Committee is actively en-

couraging young voters to par-

ticipate in its activities, and

special invitation is being extended

to students in area colleges.

Bartley. a graduate of the

University of Massachusetts and

native of Holyoke, became Speaker

in 1969. At age 33. he was the

youngest man this century to oc-

cupy this prestigeous and powerful

position. A teacher-coach by

profession, he was elected to the

House from Holyoke's 10th

Hampden District in 1962. As

member of the Joint Committee on

Education and the Joint committee

on State Administration, he par-

ticipated in the drafting and

enactment of the Willis-Harrington

Act. an important educational

reform.

Attorney General Robert H.

Quinn, then Speaker of the House,

appointecfBartley Majority Leader

in 1968. When Quinn was elected by

joint session of the House and

Senate to fill the vacant office of

Attorney General. Bartley's House

colleagues elected him Speaker to

succeed Quinn.

On the same day that David

Bartley. graduate of the University

of Massachusetts and youngest

Speaker of the House this century

will speak, the Amherst Registrars

of Voters will hold a special

registration session for the con-

venience of students at the Campus

Center.
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Let's Make One Thing

Perfectly Clear

Your Vote Counts

Registration Simplified

By ERNIE ROTMAN
Registering to vote in Amherst has been greatly simplified. One

no longer has to go through a big hassle to be considered a legal

resident here. All that is required is that one be a resident (or

student) of Amherst for a period of 6 months. If so designated it can

include summer vacations as just absentee time, therefore, resting

any fears one might have while trying to make the 6 month period.

This means that if one has 4 months residency here by June, he'll

only need 2 months more residency starting in September when he

or she returns to UMass after leaving for summer recess.

According to Mr. Alan Torre, the town manager here in Amherst.

"This is one of the most liberal systems in the state." He also stated

that as of now there has been no great rush by students to register

but added that it would probably pick up pace by next November.

Upon registering, the student will receive a folder which contains

iata on voting, as well as pertinent information about motor

vehicle registering when one is registered here in Amherst.

Shortly there is to be an on-campus registration for any in-

terested students. However, the town hall is always ready to offer

assistance to prospective voters.

IIIIS IS TIIE TARGET-TMs is the Amherst Town Hall. It is hut

one place where vou can go to register tomorrow; the other

registration will he located in the Campus (enter. Vou know where to

g«, so what's your excuse?

saaa«=fc*«*t*w;«i*!^"'*w

Survey Shows Many

Students Registered
Nearly three out of five UMass undergraduates living on campus have

already registered to vote, according to preliminary results of a survey

being taken by UMass Students for McGovern.

The McGovern support group, part of the Amherst Registration Drive

Coalition, is conducting a campuswide canvass of dormitories, en-

couraging students to register to vote and polling students choices tor

President in the 1972 election.

Based on discussions with 567 undergraduates in several dorms the

McGovern canvassers recorded that some .'{25 of these students, or 57. J S,

had already registered, and that the vast majority of these had registered

in their parents' home communities The McGovern canvassers also

learned that of the minority, 42.7%. of students who were not registered

only one-fourth expressed any intention of registering in the town of

Amherst Those students already registered, or intending to register, in

Amherst made up slightly less than 14% of the sample If this figure

oroves valid for the entire UMass student population of 21.000. it means

that fewer than 3,000 students will ultimately choose to register in

A
"m regard to UMass students' choices of Presidential candidates the

McGovern canvassers learned that nearly three-fourths (73.0%) of the

students polled were undecided or simply uncommitted to any particular

candidate. Among the remaining one-fourth who cited a Presidents

candidate, Senator George McGovern (D-S. Dak.) P^ved the most

popular, primarily because of his opposition to the war and the draft

McGovern was the Presidential choice of 12.3% of all the students polled,

or nearly half of those students who declared their support for any

Presidentail aspirant. Senator Edmund Muskie (D-Maine) trailed with

6 7% followed by President Nixon with 1.9%, and Mayor John Lindsay of

New York with 1.8% The remaining 4.4% was split among a total of

fifteen candidates, including Rep. Shirley Chisholm Darnel EUsberg,

Senator Barry Goldwater. Senator Fred Harris. Walter Hickel. Sena or

Harold Hughes. Senator Hubert Humphrey, Linda Jenness, Senator

Kdward Kennedy. Eugene McCarthy. Rep. Paul McCloskey Ralph

Nader Huey Newton. Senator Charles Percy, and Governor George

The UMass McGovern support group will continue its canvass through

the months of October and November and will publish final results of the

canvass before Thanksgiving. Further information may be obtained from

Reid Fishman at 546-5798.
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Oct. 13, 1971 - A People's Day

Why The Coalition

The ruling class of our nation has

left a long trail of blood and suf-

fering in its wake. The past few

years show us plainly that there is

to be no let up. On the contrary,

this trial is growing in dimensions

and size.

The blood of Malcolm, Dr. King,

of Kent and of Mississippi are all in

the trail. The tremendous blood-

shed in Vietnam, the blood of

(irorge Jackson on the cement

floor of San Quentin, the blood of

his brother who tried desperately

to set him free, of Fred Hampton,

shot while dreaming of a better

country, and the horrible deaths at

Attica show clearly that the at-

tacks are growing in visciousness

and number. There are those

political prisoners waiting faith-

fully for the people to set them

free.

There are attacks that are not

quite as open, yet their numbers

and significance are just as great.

These include the wage freeze,

freezing the poor and working

people in their misery and
struggle, the cut backs in funds for

education, hospitals and welfare,

and the highest unemployment

that many of us have ever known.

Still company profits are on the

rise and Nixon himself a raise in

September. The war continues

with our money that we need here

at home. The Pentagon Papers

shame Nixon in the least.

The ruling class has grown so

arrogant it is hardly bothering to

"explain" its murder and thievery

making the cries of the suffering

people and remaining relatives

louder with awareness.

More and more people are seeing

through the flimsy cover-ups and

lies. Workers see the wage freeze

as the farce it is. High school

students, especially blacks, know
they are being cheated. The
unemployed and welfare recipients

know they are getting a raw deal.

People realize where their tax

money is going across the seas to

own and plunder a peace-loving

people.

There is so much work to be

done. Repression, racism, murder,

and hunger are rampant in

America. The left is growing, yet

its efforts have to be more co-

ordinated and co-operative if it is

to make peace and justice a

reality. Obviously unity is a must,

it is absolutely necessary. The

importance of unity can not be

over-stressed for without unity, we

the people can do nothing.

In this light and spirit the

Coalition for Peace and Justice

was formed. A coalition of the

many different leftist

organizations on and off campus

that has come together to work co-

operatively towards our common
goals: an end to the war, racism,

repression, and poverty.

We are working together October

13, national moratorium day, by

setting up workshops, bringing in

speakers for a rally, and urging all

organizations to join in and help.

We see the month of November as

being directed towards prisons and

prisoners demands. We see our-

selves as a working unit and this

unit as a continuing one.

Again unity is of utmost im-

portance-any person or

organization interested in working

with us is more than welcome to

come to meetings and participate

in our collective efforts.

UNITEDWE STAND
DIVIDED WK FALL

The Schedule For Today

8:30 am to 1:30 - COURT WATCHING Learn how to court watch in a

Northampton courtroom. Meet at CCGARAGE BUS STOP

900a m toSMK) -THE WINTER SOLDIER FILM: Film on war atrosities.

BLACK MASS MEDIA TAPES: Taps on 3rd World movements in the

country. Meet at CC room 174.

t»:U0 a.m. HISTORY OF VIETNAM
11.00 MEET AT ROOM 176

2:00
•. una m -DRAFT INFORMATION AND CULTURAL ALTERNATIVES:
!• mi a.m. to 3:00 DRAFT INFORMATION AND CULTURAL ALTER-

NATIVES: Meet in room 802

rou a m TAX RESISTANCE meet in room 911-915

10:00 a in. - Radical Religion: a discussion on religious folk in the

movemenl meet in room 905-909.

10:00 a.m. to 12 30 WESTFIELD DETENTION CENTER: talk on

working with juvenile delinquents Meet in rooms 168-170-172

III :;na m POVERTY and the WELFARE SYSTEM Rm.901 CC

i (Hip m LEAFLETS FOR FACTORIES: formation of a group to leaflet

lactones meet in room KM
IK) p in BELCHERTOWN STATE VOLUNTEERS meet in room 903

j 00 pin EMERGENCY DEFENCE COALITION FOR BAY AREA
PRISONERS: discussing plans to make November Prisoner Solidarity

Month. Bin 804.

AND AT B:00 PM DVP IS BRINGING ON TO CAMPUS DAVID

DELLINGER IN THE CAGE, this leaflet is put out by the COALITION

FOB PEACE AND .JUSTICE

THIS SPECIAL MORATORIUM
DAY PAGE WAS COMPILED
BY PAT DRANIGINIS, JIM
MATLACK, AND BOB
DAVIDSON OF THE YOUNG
WORKERS LIBERATION
LEAGUE.

Our PositionOn The War
We believe that the war in Indochina is not a mistake. We believe

that it has been a conscious effort to insure American economic

influence in recently de-colonized areas of the world. By looking at

the war our government supports fascist dictatorships in Latin

America Greece and Spain. Economically and militarily we can

see that it is not simply in South-East Asia where we have made so-

called mistakes. In countries such as Brazil and Guatamala the

governments of these countries use arms manufactured by the

United States to suppress movements for social change. Whenever

the interests of Standard Oil or United Fruit are threatened the

American government does all it can to insure their safety.

In Vietnam. Laos, Cambodia, and the rest of South east Asia the

issues are the same. The American government must, at any cost,

protect regimes which will provide the big business interests in

America with cheap labor, open markets for their products, and

easy access to raw materials. The governments whom we support

in Southeast Asia are willing to provide American business with

these things, usually at the expense of the people.

The maximum legal wage in government supported areas of

South Vietnam is $l.30/hr. There are also large deposits of

tungsten, which is essential for building jet engines, and off its

coasts are large deposits of oil.

Our position, therefore, is that the American government im

mediately withdraw all troops from Southeast Asia and all

American economic interests. This is necessary in order to provide

a chance for the Vietnamese to finally determine, themselves, how

they want to live.

Tax Resistance Workshop
A Tax Resistance Workshop centering on Phone Tax Refusal will

be held as part of today's Moratorium activities on the UMass

campus. Advice, discussion, and organization of local tax resistance

efforts will be carried on in Room 911 of the Campus Center bet-

ween 10 A.M. and 2:30 P.M. The 10% Federal Excise Tax on all

telephone bills was retained by Congress in 1966 specifically as a

war-revenue measure to pay for Vietnam. An increasing number of

Americans are choosing non-payment of this tax as an expression

of their protest against American policy in South-East Asia. There

are plans for all tax-refusers in the Amherst area to pool the funds

denied the government and contribute them each month to the

Street School, an educational project in the Puerto Rican com-

munity of Holyoke. All are welcome to the workshop sponsored by

the Valley Peace Center and conducted by Mrs. Jean Williams of

Amherst and Asst. Prof. James Matlack of the UMass English

Department.

SHOP *N SAVE!
MASTER CHARGE
DANKAMERICARD

HI-L0

CORDUROY

COLUMBUS DAY WEEKSALE

CIAWJB"mmAsmJ&AAbI "

FASHION FABRICS
UP TO

%
REG.
2.49
YARD

SALE ENDS
SATURDAY

• 45- 100% COTTON
• BYCROMPTON
• 64/56" WIDE. REG.

4.69
YARD

FAKE

"FUR"
PRINTS

3.88
»66tt ACRYLIC/44% COTTOM
MACHINEWASHt»fW

HELLER'S BOWED
JERSEY KNIT

! VAL. to

k 4.50 YD.

SOLIDS* FANCIES
MACHINE WASH

^5^54/56" WIDE.

BEG,
3.49
kYO.

COHAMA^
NEEDLE
POINT

TAPESTRY

949
REO
4.96
REGULAR

YARD

• 80% RAYON/20% COTTON.
• DRYCLEANABLE
• 50" WIDE

WE SPECIALIZE
IN CUSTOM DRAPERIES
*AMHERST

1 Pray St.

Open Daily 9: 30 5: 30

Fri. til 9:00 Tel. 549-1058

NORTHAMPTON
21 Pleasant St.

Open Daily 9: 30 5:30

Thurs. til 9:00 Tel. 584-6306

• 100% ACRYLIC
• MACHINE WASH
^•GO" WIDE

'FALL^I
.COLORS

"0RITZ"
PATTERN

CUTTING
BOARDS

1.99
REG 4 00
72"x40"

Sen. Hughes or Mrs. Harris?

Democrats Split on Convention Post
WASHINGTON (AF)-The

Executive Committee of the
Democratic National Committee
gave its expected approval
Tuesday to Patricia Roberts
Harris lor a key post at the

national convention. But reform
forces claimed progress in a bid to

reverse this action in the full

committee
The optimism among supporters

of Sen. Harold K. Hughes stemmed
from a decision by backers of Sen.

Kdmund Muskie of Maine to work
for the Iowa senator in the Wed-
nesday showdown.

Mrs. Harris, a 47-year-old

Washington Negro attorney and
longtime ally of Sen. Hubert H.

Humphrey of Minnesota, was
proposed for the temporary
chairmanship of the National
Convention's Credentials Com-
mittee by National Chairman
Lawrence F. O'Brien.

The Executive Committee,
which is controlled by the party

regulars, endorsed her on a 9-3 vote

for the post which can be of great

importance in the organizational

stages of the national nominating
convention.

While this intraparty struggle

was developing, the Democrats
crowded field of active or potential

candidates for the presidential

nomination was reduced by one.

Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana

announced at a news conference

that he is dropping out of con-

tention because of cancer surgery

undergone by his wife. He said he

does not feel he could leave her for

long periods which an active

campaign would necessitate.

Stephen Bernhardt, California

national committeeman, said the

lineup on the credentials job in the

110-member national committee is

very close, adding "he Executive

Committee is more conservative

than the National Committee as a

whole."
Meanwhile, George Mitchell and

John F. English, two top Muskie

aides who are national com-
mitteemen from Maine and New
York respectively were reported

phoning members of the National

Committee in an effort to line up

support for Hughes.
During the day, the Hughes

candidacy picked up additional

Negro support from the widow of

the Bev. Martin Luther King Jr.,

Washington Attorney Clifford

Alexander and Los Angeles City

Councilman Thomas Bradley. Rep.

Shirley Chisholm of New York, like

Mrs. Harris a black, will nominate
Hughes
Mrs. King said in a telegram to

Muskie, O'Brien and Humphrey
that the present controversy could

be resolved by naming Hughes to

the Credentials Committee post

and Mrs. Harris as chairman of the

Platform Committee, a position to

be filled later.

The Discount Department Store

no space to waste?
you need a compact!
and we've got brand name compact

appliances at skinny prices to meet your budget!

famous name
compact 5.1 cu. ft.

refrigerator

8488
charge It

copper only

compact refrigerator featuring ad-

justable shelves, large crisper, wide-

range temperature control and plenty

of on-the-door storage! Counter
height top is ideal for extra work
space. U.L. approved

°n'y 19.1/2*1;-:

deepi

famous name
cube refrigerator

fiQ88\J ^0 charge H

copper only
Mini-refrigerator with deluxe freezer
compartment, adjustable shelves,
egg storage and 2 Ice cube trays,
white Operates on regular house
current.

ZAYRE/HADLEY
Route 9 (at Amherst Town Line)

OPEN M0N. THRU SAT.

10 AM TO 10 PM
Prices in effect now through Sat. Oct. 16
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Quick Decision
Now that the procedural aspects of the selection of the

new Chancellor have been decided by the Board of

Trustees, the time has come to implement the machinery
immediately. Delay can only serve the purpose of wasting

the time both of the University and of the Acting Chan-

cellor which, in both regards, is detrimental to the well-

being of the campus as a whole.

There are obvious reasons for desiring an immediate,

though not hasty, decision. The most blatant one is that Dr.

Bromery, as Acting Chancellor, simply does not have the

strength which comes from knowing how long his term will

be. For in a real sense, he is simply acting. In effect, he is a

lame duck for an indefinite period of time which is like an
employer telling an employee that he might be fired but

that the employer hasn't decided upon exactly when. What
would you expect the worker to accomplish in the interim?

However, Dr. Bromery is not the type of administrator

who sits around and waits for decisions to be made. He is

sure to make moves during his tenure but these will lack

the power that they deserve. The effect of this will cause

an administrative stalemate of sorts with no victor

emerging.
Another factor to be considered is Bromery 's future. It is

certainly no secret that the Acting Chancellor is under
consideration for the post of Secretary of Education in the

State reorganization now being staffed by the Governor.

Also, Bromery should be one of the prime candidates for

the position of permanent Chancellor; in fact, he seems the

logical choice. The result of this is that Bromery,
somewhere along the line will have to make a choice.

We do not feel that the Acting Chancellor should be

forced to make a decision before all the information is in.

He should fully realize where he stands on terms of both

positions so that he might make the wisest choice both for

himself and for the University and state. Although others

may make a judgment, only Bromery can decide where

his talents will reap their greatest rewards.

A Search Committee which delays its selections may
cost the University community the best man available. At

a time when college administrators have about as much
future at a University as an entering freshman, or less, we
can ill afford to let any valid choice escape our grasp.

A Close Election

WASHINGTON-Some of us here, but not all, still

have not recovered from the existing presidential

election held in South Vietnam last Sunday.

All of us staved up all night long as the election

seesawed back and forth, first Theiu ahead, then the

ballot mutilators picking up strength in the cities.

The lights were on at the State Department, the

Pentagon and the White House. High government

officials, whose reputations were at stake on free

elections in South Vietnam, stayed glued to their TV
sets in anticipation of a new era of self-determination

for this great bulwark of democracy which all

Americans had learned to love and respect.

The neighbors gathered at our house in the evening.

My wife had made sandwiches and hot coffee and we

had beer in the ice-box. We had set up three television

sets in the living room so we could watch ABC. NBC
and CBS at the same time. There was a festive air in

the room Alter eight years our investment in South

Vietnam was finally paying off.

The first results came in from the town of Bu Dhang

Bien. CBS reported 156 for Theiu. one ballot mutilated

and 2,345 of the enemy killed.

Eric Sevareid came on and analyzed the vote. He

said that By Dhang Bien had always been considered

a Theiu stronghold and there was no reason to believe

that this was a trend for the rest of the country.

Just then .John Chancellor came on with a oulletin

that Chu Phuoc Hai had gone for Theiu by 98%. but the

highway between there and Saigon was still not safe to

travel at night.

Chancellor put great significance in this vote

because in 1962 Chu Phuoc Hai had given Madame

Nhu a solid majority. He said that the high Theiu vote

could be attributed to volunteer work the army has

been doing in the past few months, rounding up the

people to vote.

Harry Reasoner said that ABC had given the entire

Mekong Delta to Theiu -at least those parts of it that

still weren't in Viet Cong hands. This was at 9 o'clock.

He did say that several ballots, four to be exact, had

been mutilated in Due Thanh and therefore it was too

early to predict who would win.

Walter Cronkite then started reading returns from

the north. Theiu had won in Di Boup. Chu Yang Sin

and To Bong. It turned out that To Bong was one of the

crucial towns in the election because three of Vice

President Ky's relatives lived there. But the police

had been campaigning since August and To Bong had

gone overwhelmingly for Theiu, with 768 votes for him

and 2(» students arrested.

By this time precincts from all around the country

started reporting in. NBC had Theiu leading by 95% of

Hie vote, CBS by91% and ABC had switched to a rerun

of the Monday night football game.

But despite the heavy Theiu vote, the ballot

mutilators refused to concede to Theiu. NBC and CBS
had both set up their cameras in the palace of

President Theiu to cover the victory celebration, but

Theiu said he wanted to wait until every vote was in

before he made a victory statement.

The funny thing was that most of us went to bed

believing Theiu had been elected president of South

Vietnam. When we woke up in the morning you can

imagine our surprise to find it was true.

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times

An Exchange Of Power
By M.GUY ROSS

Graduate Student Senate

Student Affairs Committee
As one of the students who was

somewhat involved in the events of

last week which began with the

resignation of Oswald Tippo and

has apparently ended with the

appointment by the Board of

Trustees of Chancellor Bromery (I

know I said Chancellor and not

Acting Chancellor. > 1 would like to

share with you some of my ob-

servations and feelings about these

events.

As I write this on a pleasant

Saturday morning. I find it difficult

to realize that it was exactly one

week ago and not one month ago
that I received the news that *'the

Tip"' had resigned. My first

feelings were i callous as this may
seem) excitement at the prospect

of an exchange Of Power within the

t Diversity at a time when the

"Student Leaders'' had developed
some political sophistication and
understanding of their Institutional

Situation as students.

I would like to interject here my
feelings about < >Z or The Wizard,
as he is often called in the

basement of (he Campus Center.

My dealings with Tippo have
almost always been of an ad-

versary nature. That is. the nature

of our dealings has been such that I

have rarely worked with him and
usually against him. trying to

pressure him into a position closer

to that which we, the opposition of

the hour, by the faculty, students

and staff of the campus as their

chief Campus Officer and not by

the President and the Board of

Trustees of the University System.
(More on this point later.)

TUESDAY: Wood met with a

basically cold reception from the

campus as he presented his case at

a convocation - of the Amherst
t'ampus At this time it was
correctly pointed out by a member
of the audience (I regret that I

don't know his name) that it was
quite obvious that the

disagreement between Wood and
Tippo which had led to the Chan-

cellor s resignation was not merely
over a few hundred thousand
dollars, but was over something
else which was far more important

and that whatever it was. it was
neither being disclosed nor
discussed. I must say that I agree
with him and it is my feeling that

the basic questions which are being

avoided have to do with the

autonomy of the campus within the

University System.
WEDNESDAY: Wednesday the

unheard of happened. The Faculty
Senate, the Oraduate Senate and
the Undergraduate Senate (the

latter senates meeting in joint

session i actually passed the same
motion i with the exception of small
procedural differences ) ! ! ! This
motion which carried in the
Faculty Senate B2-1-1 abstainsion
and passed in the joint session of

the student senates unanimously,
established an Ad Hoc all campus
search committee made up of 6

undergraduates, (i faculty, 2

graduates. 2 staff, with (he faculty
lobe appointed by their senate, the
graduate and undergraduate
students appointed by their
respective senates, and the staff

members appointed by the Acting
Chancellor The procedure to be
used by the committee felt would
be most beneficial to the student.
In these dealings many tactics
were used and many utterances
made, and few were com-
plimentary In other words, I have
called Tippo every name in the
book My differences with Tippo
were real and most of them still

stand, but this must be said.... He is

a man I respect, he was a talented
administrator, and he cares very
deeply for and about UMass-
Amherst Even with our dif-

ferences, he was a good Chancellor
from the student point of view. My
feelings for him have the depth
that comes from struggle and I

look forward to meeting him

without the interference of our

respective political roles.

I must admit, however, that

these feelings played little or no

part in my actions immediately

following the news. Those early

moments could not be wasted on

sentiment, they had to be used to

consolidate power and strengthen

our position. (For what it is worth.

I feel confident that if Tippo could

have been consulted, he would

have advised us to do exactly that.

»

MONDAY: We. the Executive

Committees of the Graduate and

Undergraduate Senates, met with

President Wood in the conference

room at Whit more. It was my
feeling from that meeting: that

Wood was very much in control,

that Tippo's resignation would be

accepted immediately, that Wood
and the Board of Trustees who
seem to be very tight I would name
the Acting Chancellor and that

unless the Amherst Campus acted

very swiftly and together. Wood
and the Board would also name the

next Chancellor These feelings

and observations seemed to be

shared by many of the other

participants at that meeting Of

these feelings, the one which

concerned me most was the

prospect of having Wood and the

Board of Trustees appoint the next

Chancellor. I felt that it was very

necessary for the maintainance of

Campus Autonomy that the next

Chancellor realize that he had been

appointed was simply to nominate

one name to the board of Trustees

• after appropriate search) for the

Board to consider If the Board

were to find the nominee unac

ceptable, the committee would

submit another name and continue

this process until a satisfactory

candidate was selected.

This Committee as established

and its procedure has three

significant features: 1 > it is an all

campus committee established by

the legitimate representative

governing bodies of the campus
2) The representation of students

is 50% and the representation of

students and faculty is. correctly,

given their concern over the

selection of the Chief Ad-

ministrative Officer of the Cam
pus. an overwhelming majority

III Perhaps the most important-

the committee would nominate one

candidate at a time with the Board

of Trustees retaining the Veto

power over the selection, (a model

not completely unheard of in this

country's federal government)
To he continued
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Letters To The Editor

You Can Fight City Hall
To the Kditor:

Ralph Nader has shown you can fight city hall,

General Motors, the campus bookstore. He and

Nader's Raiders have been an independent group of

students and professionals lobbying in the public

interest on the national level. The success has led to

the organization of regional, Nader style public in-

terest research groups.

Here in the Connecticut Valley, the Western

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

( WMPIRG ), has been born. This will be a coordinated

twenty college student run PIRG. We will be able to

work on problems facing us as students and residents

of Western Massachusetts. We will be able to work

with experts at every level of activity, research,

public education and direct action with community

groups.

The public needs research done in areas of en-

vironmental quality, consumer protection, corporate

responsibility, race and sex discrimination and lan-

dlord/tenant relations. Action comes through

publishing articles, helping draft legislation and filing

suit against those corporations acting contrary to the

public interest.

Regional PIRG's can and have worked. Oregon and

Minnesota have already set up student run PIRG's.

Regional PIRG's are now being set up in sixteen

states. What good can they do? For example, the

Oregon PIRG has successfully brought the pulp mills,

along the Willamette River, to court for polluting the

waterway and after winning the case proceeded to

bring action against the governmental regulatory

agency for its negligence in controlling such pollution.

It has set up consumer hotlines and much more.

How strong WMPIRG can be depends on you. We
need people to work for WMPIRG. No special skills

are needed. We also need the support of people who
believe in the concept of WMPIRG. There will be a

meeting of the UMass PIRG Wednesday night at 7:00

in Room 804 in the Campus Center. Please come, get

involved.
Rick Milliken

No Grief
To the Kditor:

By the time this note reaches Amherst, the Tippo

issue may be old hat, but amid all the fuss and bother I

think it ought to be made known that there are those

who are. not overcome with grief at Tippo's

resignation - especially those who can remember the

departure from campus of people of the calibre of Dr.

Kugene C. Putala. Prof. Putala, for those who cannot

recall, was one of the best minds the University had, a

few years ago; but unfortunately he had the courage

and academic honesty to challenge the University's

rush toward architectural excellence, with the result

that he was sacrificed to the construction program.
Now that the campus is filled with buildings, it is

time for the University to fill the buildings - with real

students and real teacher-scholars.

Dr. Raymond P. Tripp. Jr.

Denver, Colorado

A Message From The SGA

To The Senator To The Non-Senator

m

Congratulations on your recent election to the

Student Senate! The officers and chairmen

would like to welcome you to that body, and

express the hope that you might achieve those

goals that you have set for yourself when you ran

for the Senate.

The Senate itself has a good deal of potential-

its success will depend on you and how you in-

tend to apply yourself to those tasks that you

undertake.

The Senate will have its first meeting on

Wednesday, October 13 in the Senate chambers,

Rooms 163-165 complex in the Campus Center.

We will have an orientation gathering at 6:30 to

explain fundamentals. The meeting itself will

convene at 7 p.m. Next week, at 6:30 on October

20 we will have another orientation for anyone

who would like more details.

It is important that you attend this first

meeting- you will be sworn in and receive

general introductory materials that you will

need to understand the format of the Senate.

Congratulations again I hope you have a

successful year.
John llogan

Senate Vice-President

The 1971-1972 session of the Student Senate will

begin with its first meeting tonight. All new

Senators will be sworn in and the process of

orientation and getting acquainted will begin

anew.
Many people in the past have had reservations

about the Senate and its potential value to the

student body. With the advent of a new Senate

(and that is what we have), direction becomes

important. What goals that body sets and

achieves depends not only on the 100 Senators,

but on the campus as a whole. The students in

that body can only assume that they are doing

what is correct if they get little or no feedback. It

is up to the students as a whole to talk to their

Senators if they feel that the Senate is going the

wrong way. It is up to the Senators to respond. It

has to be a two-way street. This year get in-

volved. Join a committee or help out on a

project. There are enough interests on this

campus for you to find something of value to

yourself. Don't sit back this year care.

John llogan

Senate Vice-President

Editorial Points
The story of Chancellor Tip-

po's resignation has reached as

far as Washington. In a letter to

a Collegian reporter, columnist

Art Buchwald said that he hopes

his visit two weeks ago didn't

have anything to do with it. We
don't know.

* * * *

Tonight, David Dellinger will

speak at the Cage. If you can
remember a few years back, the

familiar slogan was "Free the

Chicago 7". Now, according to

an observer of the CC grafitti

board, the latest slogan is "Free
the Indianapolis 500".

One observer wondered out

loud whether B.F. Skinner uses

the MDC to line his boxes. We
could think of worse fates.

* * * *

The Orioles must have
forgotten that they're the best

fielding team in baseball. Either

that, or they have forgotten what

it's like to lose and wanted to try

it out.
* * * *

One college guide reports that

UMass is the place for all those

who wanted to go Ivy League but

couldn't get in. We wonder
whether that's a compliment or

not.

Made Of Stone
By DENNIS HILL

Yesterday morning, I was lounging in the music room, when I noticed

myself staring, staring at the walls. Walls made of stone. Walls of Stone! ?

An impulse ordered me away. Obey the bastard brat of some hidden

emotions? No. So I sent the bastard away and waited for his tormentors.

I needed a moment or two in order to coax my feelings out from behind

my brain I lest there they remain, and masquerade as "beliefs"

)

As they began to emerge, I felt threatened. But before Anger could

come to my defense, a sense of Admiration and Compassion gently rested

control, and left the threat hollow, and alone.

Now, I wondered; how could these Walls of Stone cause such drama

within me, while their talent remained so well hidden?

But why. then, was their effect so unlike Nature's?

For this I had no answer, so my eyes returned to the Walls. But I saw
nothing new, so I stopped looking and I listened. And I heard. I heard

what the Walls of Stone were struggling to tell me; to tell anyone who
would only stop looking and listen. Listen:

"BETRAYED! BETRAYED! BETRAYED!", all of them did shout

with all of their collective Remorse!
And then I was sad, twice sad, for two different hurts. I was sad for

Nature's stone, but I was sad more, much more for us. Because then I

think I understood.

It was an attempt, so it was beautiful. It failed, so it was ugly. The stone

of Nature is Nature. The stone of Man is stone.

Deep Concern
i

Dear Dr. Bromery:
At the Board of Trustees

meeting I expressed my deep

concern that the various campus
constituencies be consulted in

appointing the acting chan-
cellor. In the report of the

Committee of Concern, the joint

senates strongly indicated their

desire to be consulted in the

decision -making process of the

university. In both statements,

the campus made it clear that

unilateral decisions were
unacceptable. We had assumed
that you agreed with such a

concept

The appointment of an acting

vice chancellor for student af-

fairs has violated that campus

consensus. The process used was
•inconsistent with a campus
founded on the principles of

participation and com
munication on major issues We
call this your attention

especially because we fear that

this decision may indicate the

direction you envision as acting

Chancellor. If indeed this is an

example of your intentions, we

view with apprehension your

tenure as acting chancellor.

I shall submit this issue to the

Senate for i)s appropriate

response
Most sincerely,

Lee Sandwen
Student Senate

HttfT TRjcK fi\t/CH ItfflMU"
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Culturnatives

Student Senate

Election Results
C.ishm TVmple
Brumr. Mary
Donlon, Walter

incis

MacNamara Jami-s

Mi lauqhlin

Johnson Sean
MtGuirK
Li'WS Jonathan
Baron
Mary Lyons Susan
Holman
Adams Upper Elliot

Sherm
J Q Adams Lower
Susan Davidotl

j Q Upper Lisa

Mandell
Moore Kevin
Kulakowski, Jue

Mc Killeon

Makimamie Bruce

Bernstein. Bob
Waters
JFK Middle Mike
Alltillisch

Coolidqe Middle
Mira Marshal
Pierpont Peler

Lewicki', John
Whaylen
Washington Lower

r Murphy
W v

ishmolon Upper

M.irk Moskin
Brown Ara Karian,

Stewart K.isper,

Jim Odonoghue
Cance Janet

Piarlman
Cramplon Linda

Gamble
Emerson Ann
Middlebrook

JFK Lower Michael

Gregory
JFK Upper Richard

Suini

Brell Grey Acone

Brooks House Ron
Young
Bultertield John

Learoyd
Greenough Nick

Aposlala

Van Meter Mari

Earnest
^ icids Phillip

Cohen, Malt Tuckot

Grayson David

Williams. Alan
Davis

Commuter
Wmners oi Com

Formuter Election

Student Senate

Abbol Robert

Aimdon Ken
Bishotf Lee
Booker David
Cassidy James
Chiller Robert

Doran Paul

Dutour Rene

Flint Larry

F lores Heriberto

Fuller Joan
Grant Donna
K' ane Susan
Karl Edie
Kowarsky Janie

Malysiewicz Edwin

M< Caltum Mike
Meley Clare

Mosher Tom
Mulligan Meal

Olmstead Albert

Poisson David

Rea H.irry

Rosott Mark
Saunders Bob
Shimkoski Dennis

Spalrick Susan

Sprague Roberl

V.ichon Alec

Stevens John

Acheson Succumbs At 78

Agnew Endorses

Turkish Reforms
Ankara, Turkey (AP) — Vice

President SpiroT. Agnew endorsed

on Tuesday political and land

reform measures proposed by the

Turkish government over con-

servative opposition. He said they

"merit our great support."

The reform measures are an

issue in a political controversy that

threatens the government of

Premier Nihat Erim.
Agnew told Americans stationed

in Ankara that their efforts can

help solidify progress toward
reform.

He spent more than an hour

conferring with President Cevdet

Sunay and later visited Turkey's

parliament, the Grand National

Assembly.
At the U.S. Embassy, he told

about 200 Americans, many of

them servicemen, that "I believe

Ecology Film

Shown Tonight
The Pioneer Valley chapter of

Zero Population Growth will

present a film entitled

POPULATION ECOLOGY at 8

p.m. tonight October 13th in Mc-
( onnell Hall, Room B05 (Clark

Science Center), Smith College.

The film deals with the scientific

study of the natural checks and
balances preventing over-

population within animal species

and men, and considers the im-

plications of man's rapidly ex-

panding population.

Following the film there will be a

general discussion of the effects of

human overpopulation and a brief

business meeting to discuss the 71-

72 calendar. All members of the

community are cordially invited to

attend free of charge.

Zero Population Growth is a

national political and educational

organization whose aim it is to

acquaint people with the dangers

of overpopulation and offer

suggestions to keep the growth rate

m control. If you are interested in

helping ZPG, but are unable to

attend the first meeting, contact

Pioneer Valley ZPG. 210 Kim St.,

Northampton. Mass

we've earned the right to say we've

lost that appellation of the ugly-

American.'"
He said Americans abroad are

increasingly '» ontributing to the

general purposes and attitudes of

the countries in which we serve.

And I believe that reflects great

credit upon you."

Agnew said U.S. attitudes and

support for the cause of reform in

Turkey were first evidenced in the

Truman Doctrine of American aid

in 1947.

"Because we have these com-

mon identities and common pur-

poses. I believe that we can solidify

through our day to day efforts the

progress of the Turkish govern-

ment toward greater participation

of its people, educational reform,

the land reform that the current

government is engaged in ...

Erim's government is com-
mitted to reforms which con-

servative politicians, led by

Suleyman Demirel, chairman of

the Justice party, are resisting.

That party, Turkey's largest, has

withdrawn its five ministers from

the Erim Cabinet.

A conservative government led

by Demirel was ousted by the

armed forces March 12. A political

crisis could lead the military to

intervene again.

For A Great
Variety of

Halloween

Masks
and

Decorations

visit

A. J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer & Stationer

45 So. Pleasant St. - Amherst

WASHINGTON <AP> - Dean
Acheson, secretary of state during

the most turbulent years just after

World War II and architect of

much of U.S. Cold War strategy,

died Tuesday evening.

The 78-year-old Acheson served

as secretary of state under
President Harry S. Truman from
1049 to 1953. the years of the

Korean War, European recon-

struction, the adolescence of the

North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, the Japanese peace

treaty and the beginning of the so-

called McCarthy era.

According to his wife. Acheson

died about fi p.m. EDT at his Sandy
Spring, Md.. farm, but the cause

was undetermined.
After leaving the State Depart-

ment. Acheson served in an ad-

visory capacity to the ad-

ministrations of President John F.

Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson.

But he spent most of his time in a

far-flung and lucrative Washington

law practice.

The Connecticut -born Acheson

carried an aristocratic manner
that often alienated his foes, and

even some friends. But he.

nonetheless, achieved great

success in the government in a

career that reached from a

monetary: policy negotiator under

Franklin D. Roosevelt to secretary

of state under Truman.

In between, he practiced law

briefly, but spent most of his time

in various positions within the

State Department, finally suc-

ceeding (Jen. George Marshall as

secretary in 1949.

Upon taking over as the nation's

chief diplomat Acheson im-

mediately assumed a tough stand

concerning what was thought at

the time as aggressive, ex-

pansionist Soviet policy.

He implemented the strategy of

alliances ringing the Soviet Union

and its Eastern European allies,

including the formation of NATO ,

still the key defense pact for the

United States and Western Europe.

At the same time. Acheson

promoted the continuation and

strengthening of the Marshall

Plan.

But in spite of his hard-line at-

titude toward international

Communism, his hardest fight

involved charges he was soft on

Communism at home.

He came under near savage and

personal attack for his friendship

with Alger Hiss, the high State

Department official who
ultimately was sentenced to jail for

perjury after he swore he was not a

Communist.

Hiss, who was a key advisor to

American delegations during some
of the major post-World War II

meetings, was charged with giving

secrets to the Soviet Union.

In spite of the allegations

Acheson refused to disavow his

friendship with Hiss and thereafter

was attacked for supposedly

harboring Communists and their

sympathizers in the State

Department.
One of his most severe critics

was Sen. Joseph McCarthy, R-

Wis., who often charged Acheson

was leading the diplomatic corps

and the nation down the road to

Communism.
The urbane Acheson, a product

of Groton. Harvard and Yale, was
known as the diplomat's diplomat.

In a speech to the Women's
National Democratic Club two

years ago, Acheson urged
Americans not to be "destructive"

and to give the Nixon ad-

ministration "strong enough
support to carry forward what it

has to do."

"If we understood the present,"

he said, "we would deal more
wiselv with the future."

Married

Needs
By BRIAN MARTIN

The needs of the 3400 married

students here are being studied by

a newly formed committee of

students and staff members, ac-

cording to Randall Dahl, of the

dean of students office.

The committee will concern

itself with the housing situation,

health services, financial aid, legal

affairs, family planning, and any

other difficulties confronting the

married population.

The committee is headed by

Lawrence Siddall, of mental health

services. Other staff members are

Miss Helen Curtis, dean of women;
Donald Pelkey. director of off-

campus housing; Robert Swasey,

of the graduate school; and
Randall Dahl. The committee is

now in the process of gathering

information by means of a

questionnaire soon to be

distributed by the university as

well as expose neglected areas of

Students

Studied
concern, according to Dahl.

Although tangible help is still in

the infant stages, as Dean Field

has said, "Our concern for delivery

of appropriate support to married

students is perhaps somewhat late

in recognition, but I am pleased

that the work has begun."

You can't expect

a great Pizza

unless you buy it

at a great place.

Bell's Pizza

Open
11 to2a.m.Fri. &Sat.

1 a.m. Sun. toThurs.
Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011 -253-9051

Aorwicn Hill Otdblc

ENGLISH AND WESTERN STYLE RIDING

TRAIL RIDES

INSTRUCTIONS
Prices • Weekdays
Couples - $5 00 an hr.

Singles • $3.00 an hr
Weekends •

All $3.00 an hr.

Lessons - $5.00 an hr.

up I ft w; in

( lillen lfn.nl

Ihiiilniv'ton. Mass.

TH. MI3-6fi7-30l8

Judgeships Available

for

Student Judiciaries

Applications Available: Rooms 109 & 111, Campus Center

Applications Due: Noon, Oct. 18

Selections: (by appointment) Tues. Evening, Oct. 19

One Man's Ideas About Women's Lib
By GILBERT J. SALK

1 want to spend some time today talking

about women and their bodies. This is not a
column for dirty old men, however. It is a

column lor those interested in one man's
ideas about women's lib, and for those who
might, someday, become pregnant when
they don't want to be.

First, some thoughts on women's lib. (If

any women feel I'm not giving Lib a fair

shake, see me about possible equal time.)

To my way of thinking, women's lib is

primarily a freedom movement. It has to do

with the way women who could be good

friends nearly always compete with each

other when a man is present. Think about a

time when you've sat with a group of

women, talking about something that was
important at the moment, and what has

happened when a man has joined your

group. Almost invariably, he has become
the center of attention, and the conversation

shifts to focus on him. That's fine for his ego,

perhaps, but what subtle and not-so-subtle

things does it do to yours?

It has to do with the way women dress not

for themselves but for other women. How
often, at a party, have you seen another girl

walk into the room and asked yourself

whether you look better than she does? Have
you ever asked yourself if you were more
intelligent than her? Or more proficient?

-

At anything?

It has to do with having to dress and act in

ways that give out signals that you're

"available", and then having to get into

wrestling matches because the guy doesn't

understand that "no" means NO!
It has to do with thinking of yourself and

your future and where you live and what you

do in terms of your husband and your

family. You will live where his job takes

you, not where your job takes him. You will

be a housewife first -not a disgraceful job in

the least, if you are given a choice about it--

and, if there's time after cooking his food,

washing and ironing his clothes, feeding and

caring for the children which you are both

responsible for and to yourself, and cleaning

up ,he house you both got dirty— if there's

time, then you might have a chance to do

something which will challenge your in-

tellect and other capabilities -unless, of

course, his pride makes him feel that he

can't let any wife of his work.

It has to do with UMass setting higher

entrance requirements for women than for

men. It has to do with women having a

nearly impossible time getting into

professional graduate programs.

It has to do, finally, with women's roles

being chosen for them, and a vast array of

social structures, pressures, and obstacles

being set up to make it extremely difficult

for a women to even question her

relationship to that role, let alone move
outside it.

I don't feel, as some might, that the

women's role is a bad one. For some it is

extremely rewarding, and they wouldn't

change it for the world. The problem is that

most have no choice about it, are unhappy in

it, and recognize no alternatives to it. They

feel trapped, with their identities as in-

dividuals submerged, and see no place to

turn for support. This is where women's lib

begins.

Women share some nearly universal

experiences which most find uncomfortable,

distasteful, or ludicrous. Lib groups give

women a chance to share their feeling with

others, come to some conclusions about

what might be done to begin to change

things, and a support group to which she can

turn when the going gets rough -as it surely

will, because almost any man in American

society will become viscious when
threatened, and nothing threatens him more
than a woman's attempts to force him to

deal with her as a human being, of whom
only one part is sexual.

This is superficial, of course, because the

dynamics of the situation can be discussed

endlessly. If this arouses your curiosity,

check out women's lib with a woman in-

volved in it. Don't count on Newsweek, Life,

or CBS to give you an accurate picture of it.

It is not strident or anti-male for the most

part. Instead, it is a warm movement,
growing out of intense concern for women
first, and for men as well because we, too,

are forced into roles.

One of the major concerns of many
women's groups is the right of women to

control their own bodies. Women, it seems,

are supposed to be producers of children

whether they want to be or not. The ab-

surdity of this would perhaps not be so ob-

vious if the relevant laws were passed by

women, but the fact is that all laws regar-

ding birth control and abortions, sex

education, and the dissemination of birth

control information were passed by men.

Most states seem to operate on the

principle that 1) a woman should not be

taught how her sexual equipment operates,

2» she should not be taught how to avoid

pregnancy, 3) she should not be allowed to

purchase or use birth control devices which

she has not been allowed to learn how to use

so that she can prevent a pregnancy the

cause of which she may not even fully un-

derstand, and 4) she may not take steps to

terminate a pregnancy she does not want.

These laws are archaic, but men must get

women pregnant to demonstrate their

virility, right?

All this must be changed, but in the

meantime, what can a woman do? Some
women's groups, such as the Valley

Women's Center (200 Main St., Nor-

thampton, 586-2011) can talk to you about

your bodies and how they function, or can

refer you to ioctors who can discuss birth

control with you. There are others around, if

you want to look.

If you are pregnant and don't want to be,

or if you know somebody in a similar

situation, contact the United Christian

Foundation in 317 Hampshire House (52661

or 52789). They work with a group called the

Clergy Consultation Service for Problem
Pregnancies, and they will give you coun-

seling and advice about how to deal with

your pregnancy. They can refer to clinics in

New York, or discuss having the baby and
keeping it or giving it up for adoption. Their

staff is excellent, their service is available

to anyone with a problem, and there is no

moralizing. In addition, everything is kept

strictly confidential.

Save the above paragraph. Someday, you

or a friend might need it.

NOTE: Would any of you like to set up a

CULTURNATIVES Rap Session on Thur-

sday afternoons to share ideas brought up in

this column? I think it might be fun and

stimulate some good new thoughts. If you're

interested, Check with me in the Draft

Counseling Office in 923 CC and we'll see

what can be put together.

Ticketing Problem Resolved
By JUDY PITTMAN

The problem of ticketing North

Village Apartments is apparently

solved.

Until last Friday, even residents

and guests of North Village

Apartments whose card did not

have decals received tickets in

their own lot. The strict ticketing

procedure was enforced in order to

(icier residents of Pufton Village

from parking in lots designated for

North Village.

The University Parking Com-

mitter accepted a suggestion from

Robert Chiller. student

representative on the committee

that "legal residents and visitors

who have been lined should be able

to void their tickets ." This was

agreed upon by the committee and

also that any residents or visitors

who were ticketed before last

Friday can void their ticket at the

parking coordinator's office in

Hampshire House
On Friday, two temporary

\ isitor passes were distributed to

each North Village apartment to

protect residents from being fined.

These passes are effective only

until November 1. 1971 or until a

permanent pass system is devised.

In an MIX' interview. Chiller

declared himself "against

payment of any parking fees on

campus until the admistration

figures on an equitable solution to

the parking problem."

He went on to say. "Students are

tired of seeing the security men
sitting in front of the parking lots in

their warm stations while students'

cars are being damaged and their

stereos being ripped off."

Chiller feels students have no

real representation on the parking

committee. He hopes to organize a

new committee composed of only

students, in order to bypass the

decision-making body.

LD. Photos

Taken Sept. 7,

Graduate Resitration

are now available

in 109 Hampshire House

SOVIET JEWRY PROTEST MARCH

10: 30 a.m. SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17 at the SPRINGFIELD JEWISH CENTER
(a car pool will meet outside of Bowker Aud. by lot H, 9:30 a.m. Call Hillel 545-2526 if you

need or have a car to go.)

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, at 7: 00 p.m. -a meeting at Hillel - 420 SU

on the rally and on forming a branch of the Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry at the U. of M.

Come! _____^

DAVID DELLINGER

Happy Nite

Every Thursday

on the bandstand

THE SABER MEN
(Rock Band)

The most exciting
enterta inment ot
Handsome Musician.

Quonset

Restaurant

Hadley, Rt.9

FromTP91 Exit 19

Wednesday

Oct. 13

wCHICAGO
I

/ /

8:00

the Cage

"Vietnam - where are we now? 1

1

7 7

Coffee hour: Field Main Lounge following lecture

*

n-iw^ nmiAi
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MDC Closeup: Professor Fergus Clydesdale

Can Be Interesting And
By ROBERT and BETTY

SPRAGUE
Canadian-born Dr. Fergus M.

Clydesdale is a one-man crusade.

The ;?4 -year-old Assistant

Professor of Food Science, who

teaches "The Struggle for Food,''

thinks it's time for scientists to

•get off their collective butt and

make learning enjoyable.''

Clydesdale hopes that his in-

troductory course in Food Science

is providing an unusual service to

the University Community. "Look,

there are two billions of people in

the world who are suffering from

malnutrition," he says, "and I've

got a moral obligation to give these

students some awareness of what

they can do to make a bad situation

better
*'

Almost 1,000 undergraduate

students registered for Food

Science 101. "They all got the word

that it was going to be an easy

course," Clydesdale laughed, "and

for once the 'word' was right."

He explained that his course is

scientifically conceptually

oriented. "If I can give just two or

three concepts to these folks each

week, then I've succeeded."

The course seeks to give students

insight into what Clydesdale calls

"mankind's greatest problem for

the 1970's," the struggle to find

enough food for spaceship earth's

billions of people. The course will

also touch upon subjects as

population control.

Forcing students to learn lists

and complex formulas for this

course would be, according to

Clydesdale, a complete waste of

time. "And I have only one formula

for mvself in this course," says the

Professor, "Make the course

reasonably simple, but keep it as

bloodv interesting as possible."

Clydesdale speaks with great

admiration of Or. F. J. Francis,

the newly-appointed head of the

Department of Food Science. "We
developed this course together."

he savs. "and Dr. Francis worked

out lots of the problems." Both

men credit the Administration of

the College of Agriculture which

swept away much of the red tape

involved with such endeavors.

Clydesdale spends between ten

and 15 hours in preparation for

each class lecture, and draws

material from as many as :W0

books and publications, as well as

from his own research.

He has. since the semester

began, been carrying on a one-man

campaign against "these food

tadists who make millions every

year," and some of the inadequate

worldwide food programs...

"The surplus food program was

never designed to provide all of the

necessary food tor hungry people,

hut they have no way of obtaining

anvthing else." he said.

During Hie second week of the

semester, Clydesdale showed the

1908 CBS documentary "Hunger in

America.'' a program which

caused much controversy

throughout the nation.

According to the documentary,

each year the Department of

Agriculture returns millions of

dollars to the mother government,

"while thousands of Americans

suffer from malnutrition. The film

describes the two federal food

programs currently being con-

ducted, the food stamp program

and the surplus food program

CBS claimed that the surplus

food program serves farmers

rather than hungry people. The

government gives away large

amounts of peanut butter, lard and

flour, but throughout the most

depressed areas of the country the

foods hungry people need most -

canned meats and canned

vegetables - are not provided.

The food stamp program, ac-

cording to the documentary, is not

at all helpful to the hungriest of

Americans, the people who need

the program the most. As the

program is currently structured, a

family can purchase stamps for

about $25 to $40 and buy with those

stamps about $80 to $100 worth of

food. This would be great except

these families do not have the $25

needed to buy the stamps, so they

must rely of the surplus food

which, as previously demon-

strated, does not provide all of the

right kinds of food.

CBS claims that the solution to

most of the problems would be to

force the Department of

Agriculture to spend all of their

allocated monies to feed these

hungry people, or, better still, that

the Federal Government should

take the program away from the

Department of Agriculture

altogether and give the respon-

sibility to the Department of

Health, Fducation and Welfare.

"Food fads are nothing new,"

says Clydesdale, "Those old wives

tales about fish being great brain

food and spinach making you

Prof. Fergus Clydesdale

strong as a bull have been around

for years."

"There was once a man named

Fletcher who believed that you

should chew each bite hundreds of

times before swallowing," he says,

smiling, "but he died after about a

year of this, yet thousands of

"people followed his theories long

after he went to the grave."

"Kids come to me these days and

tell me that they are eating nothing

but wheat germ," reports

Clydesdale, no longer smiling,

"and they tell me that they are

getting a high' as if they were

smoking pot constantly." He then

explained that this euphoria - this

high', is one of the first

manifestations of starvation. "But

these kids won't listen to me," he

complains.

He was now into an area of

discussion which is "a source of

real frustration for me."

"Kids tell me that they are really

into' solving some of the world's

problems, and I believe them," he

says, "but then they turn around

and devote all of their time and

energy on organic farming."

According to Clydesdale,

organically grown food is grown at

extremely low yields, which means

simply that" this form of

agriculture will never alleviate

any of the world's food shortages.

"It's plain ignorance," he says,

slamming his fist on the table,

"and people like Adele Davis play

on this naivete to make this big

money."
He claims that the current food

tadists rely on four myths about

food to spread their fad: Myth

Number One: That all disease is

caused by faulty nutrition. Myth

Number Two: That ordinary foods

are "devitalized" in processing.

Myth Number Three: That or-

dinary food comes from "poor

soil. Mvth Number Four: That

almost "everyone in America is

bordering on malnutrition.

"All of these are either half-

truths or outright lies," he calims.

•We should be concerned with

feeding the large numbers of

people all over the world and at

this point the only way we can do

that is to utilize high-yield farming

put large amounts of nitrogen in

the soil." he explains. He points out

that if the food fadists are to

produce such high yields they

would have to pile cow manure at

least eight feet high on the fields.

"And there would be problems

with that idea since there aren't

that many cows excreting that

much manure," he says.

According to Clydesdale, "It's

fashionable these days to denounce

scientists and progress of all kinds,

to scream about the good old days;

but were the good old days so

•liood' after all?"

(Continued on Page 13)
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A great gift or gag idea.

Ideal room decoration . . .

perfect for parties. Send

any b&w or color photo,

Polaroid print, cartoon or

magazine photo For slides

ana negatives, add $1.00

per poster. Better originals

produce better posters.

Giant b&w poster mailed in tube.

1 y, x 2 Ft. $2.50— 3 x 4 Ft. $7.50

B' 0W UPS IN PSYCHEDELIC COLOR. Any photo

mide into a poster in psychedelic Red, Green,

BiuVor Yellow. Only In IV2 1 2 ft. @ $3 50

and 2 x 3 ft. @ *1 50. Specify desired color.
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The smart legs are sticking with us this winter.

We'll not only shape up your legs, we'll send

them to Innsbruck if you win our drawing. You and a

friend. Relaxing in your Scholl Sandals-after shussing

down the slopes or ski-bumming around the town.

You'll be wearing Scholl Sandals this winter. Just like

the Austrians, Germans, European skiers everywhere.

They wear Scholl Sandals the year 'round. (After all,

great legs are never out of season.)

Scholl Sandals have the exclusive toe-grip that

helps tone and shape up your legs-whether you're a

skier or not. And they give you a sense of comfort you

have to experience to believe.

So put on your kneesocks and

knickers and buckle into your

Scholl Sandals.

It could be one beautiful winter.

Scholl

First Prize:
2-week trip for winner and friend to Innsbruck, Austria.

10 Second Prizes:
pair of Hart Javelin SSL Skis, plus a pair of Scholl

Exercise Sandals.

50 Third Prizes:
j
pair of Scholl Exercise Sandals.

' ENTRY RULES: Gel your entry blank el any Scholl Sandal display in department,

I
drug or shoe stores. Or print the words "Scholl Eiercise Sandals" with your signed
name and address on a 3>5 card. Send to: Scholl Austrian Contest, P.O. Box 7966,

I
Chicago, Illinois 606SO.

First-prtie winner and friend to be sent to Innsbruck, Austria, or U.S. ski resort of

I their choice. Total expenses not to exceed $3000 for two.
Entries must be postmarked by midnight, Dec. 15, 1971. Drawing will be hr-M r

30. Entrants must be 18 years of age or over. Employees of Scholl, Inc. and fa

not eligible. Winners will be chosen by independent and impartial judges. R
of drawing will be final.

held Dec.
jmilies
Results

Clydesdale Closeup, Cont

A Course That No One Drops?
<(on tinned from Page 12)

The professor offered examples

of the scores of reported poisonings

before the advent of processed

foods, and the relatively small

amount of poisonings today. "Most
all of the poisonings we hear about

today result from problems with

home-canned vegetables and
meats," he says.

He then returned to a discussion

of the latest food fad: "There's

nothing wrong with being a

vegetarian or eating organically-

grown food as long as you know

what you are doing." Clydesdale

pointed out that a well-balanced

diet of vegetables, carefully

chosen, could provide the essential

proteins, carbohydrates, fats,

vitamins, minerals and water.

But 1 hate to see people pay two or

three times as much for

"organically-grown food" since it

is no more healthful than

processed food." Clydesdale says

he has seen cases where food

labelled as organically-grown, is

no different than regular produce.

The response to Food Science 101

has been staggering. Of the 980

students who registered for the

course, no one has dropped and

attendence has been running as

high as 95 percent. Students have

been quick to compliment their

professor

:

"He has disspelled lots of myths

for us, things I used to take as

gospel I now can question," says

Sandy Cohen, an Education major

in her Sophomore year.

in this class the pressure is

off," says Robert Saville, a Junior

who thinks he might transfer into

Food Science. "You listen to the

guy and you get some good info."

"The guy has to have a lot of

commented Saville, "He doesn't

put you off."

Clydesdale is pleased with the

student response, "This proves

that if you give these kids

something interesting, they'll

come to lectures, and they'll keep

coming as long as the lectures are

in 1%4. He was a Post Doctoral

Fellow at UMass from February

19M to February 1967.

Dr. Clydesdale has written over

r>0 papers for Food Science and

related journals and has taught a

number of graduate and un-

dergraduate courses at this

ATTENDANCE AT C
courage," reasons Stephen Hunt, a

Junior majoring in English, "You

have to believe that he's under

pressure from the faculty teaching

a course like this."

Wendy Lipsky, a Sophomore

majoring in Education says that

she's already forgotten many of

the formulas she learned last

semester in another science

course, "but I doubt whether I'll

forget what Dr. Clydesdale has

been teaching, his lectures are so

interesting."

"You can talk to the guy,"

.YDESDALES LECTURES has been

well-prepared."

The Professor is more than

qualified to teach this course. He is

the winner of the Prince of Wales

Medal in 1960 for graduating first

in his class at Victoria College,

University of Toronto, where he

majored in Food Chemistry. He did

his Masters at the University of

Toronto in Food Chemistry where

he won a National Research

Council of Canada Scholarship. He

did his Doctoral research in Food

Science at the University of

Massachusetts, receiving his PhD

running as high as 95%.
university.

He has been an active member of

a number of influential depart-

mental committees, including

Faculty Personnel, Undergraduate

Curriculum, and Long Range

Planning.

He plans to write a text to be co-

authored by Dr. Francis for the

introductory course he is now

teaching. "I want to make it as

inexpension for students as

possible," he says. Dr. Clysedale

plans to fill the book with concrete,

factual concepts rather than

formulas and technical language

This, of course, is consistent with

his educational philosophy.

Clydesdale is anxious to teach

his subject to non-science majors,

"We scientists have got to reach all

kinds of people."

He feels that scientists have the

moral obligation to communicate

their concepts to the layman and

not just exchange theories with

other scientists.

"We don't need presumptuous

people in the sciences anymore,"

he demands, "we need instead

chemists, biologists, physicists,

and food scientists who are willing

to get out before the eye of the

general public and battle the Adele

Davis' and get the truth to these

people."

Besides his book and more

research, Dr. Clydesdale is looking

to a personal future filled with

teaching and new course

development. He is anxious to go

out into the community and share

his knowledge of food science with

everyone, especially homemakers.

"I am hopeful," he says, "that

with this introductory food science

course we can light a few sparks

and convince some young people

that Food Science is an academic

major full of exciting potential,

and that these young people will

continue the search for answers to

mankind's biggest problem of the

'70s, the struggle for food."

NOTICES
AMATEUR RADIO ASSN.
The UMass amateur radio club will

meet tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm. 109

ELab. Anyone interested is urged to

attend; however, this meeting is

mandatory for all members.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST:
MAG, 911 CC. 6:30 tonight, PTL.

U"
in

Welcome to Pepperland! THE

BEATLES

YELLOW SUBMARINE
Plus "Going Steady"

Saturday Evening, Oct. 16,

Screenings 6, 8. 10, (Midnight Showing Cancelled)

Sponsored by: Sigma Alpha Mu

MAHAR AUD.

CHRISTOPHER SMART
MEMORIAL FAN CLUB:
The weekly meeting will be held in

Rm. 801 CC, Friday at 11 a.m.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Ground school at 7 p.m. in Rm. 162

CC. Subject: Basic Meterology.

CVSP:
Any psych major interested in

working with faculty and other

students on departmental issues or is

simply in need of information should

attend this meeting tonight O 7:30

p.m. in the Grad Student Lounge in

Bartlett basement.

HISTORY DEPT. STUDENT
FACULTY LIASON COMMITTEE:
Actung history majors. Plebescite

will be held Thursday at 2 p.m. in

history dept. faculty lounge to ratify

the appointment of Tom Bara, Janet
BprgstromJ^aJliy^cjTillej^nd^r^hin^

Toner (chairman) to the student

faculty liason committee. Be there

MOVIE:
"The Reivers", Friday at 4, 6:30, 9,

11 p.m. in SU Ballroom. Sponsored by
Newman Club.

AMOROSO
The very name means love—
where else should you buy your

DIAAAONI
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

certified appraisals

Call RICHARD AMOROSO 546-4300 anytime.

In Boston Call 542-2226

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

i'",!. VW Bus in Rood condition, new fall

inspection sticker, may be seen at 226

( liffside Apts.. Sunderland or call 665-

17!)fi.

62 Itambler classic runs perf. new

brakes, tune-up and exhaust system. Has

all Rood tires and fall insp. sticker. Only

$!50. Call 546-4076. mou

Kord lil w it K - . needs some repairs, best

offer, M4M
tfio-u

I!I7I lluick Opel wagon red AM-FM.

IHlMMl mi., excellent condition. askinR 2295

will talk, (all 863-8006 after 6 p.m.

Falcon Bus 1966. Clean No Hot. Rebuilt

motor and Auto. Trans. Good radio. Days

545-2022 Nights Easthampton 527-9069.

M "k' off
tno-u

I'Mil Corvair.-good rebuilt spyder turbo

charged motor.-no transmission. -will sell

parts or in entirety. Best offer. Call >l»-

HN.
tfio-n

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1971 Yamaha CTI-C I75CC Enduro. 1500

miles, expansion chamber and many
more options. Truly a fine dirt bike 1575.

Dave HMMI.
tflO-13

Sony 630-1) reel to reel tape recorder

deck. 3 heads, echo. S on S, dust cover, 3

speeds. 4 months old. new cost $320 askinR

$220. 7K3-2624.
tf 10-14

Secretary in need of trans, from

Sllampton. ArranRement could be made to

meet Ellampt. Driver Mi 545-0600 — M
evenings: 527-3548.

10-13

sections In Botany 101. Eton. 125, Geol.

Ml. Gov. 100. Phil. 105. Psych. 101. Rm. 318

S.C Lobby.
Illii II

Got a thorn in your sneaker? Travel
PERSONAL

We have lecture notes for all sections In

Hum Dev. 270, Micro 140, Psych 262. 263,

270, 280 and Soc 101 in Rm 318 Student

L'nion.
If 10-14

style in a 65 Chevy Belair 546-5221

Ifl0-14

TO GIVE AWAY - watches, jewelry,

radios, unusual Rift, and novelty Items - at

It*; off and more, (all S. N. Brown. 665-

1115.
tflO-13

Benis-Chrst: If green MAM's had

automatic stick shifts, would L4M drive

vou bananas? Happy Birthday! Love.

SERVICES

Bultaco Metralla 250 CC, very fait,

inspected, road racing fairing. 5 speed.

Ask $495. Offers. S49-6917.

For Sale - "63 Olds. Good condition.

Asking $300. Call 323-7714.
tf 10-14

1909 Triumph T100C Trophy 500. Mint

condition. 8,000 miles. 546-7509.

tf 10-15

69 VW Bug $ 1200 or Best Offer. Tel
:
665-

4197 after 5:30 exc. Tues.

Bumper sticker -your words printed on 3

x 12" red or green slicker for $1. copies .25.

The Snide Co. Koute I. Box 93 Blaine.

Wash. 98230.
lflfl-1 8

We undersell all. Any and all top name

appliances, stereos, radios, refrigerators,

anything, (all Larry 6-5090 or come to :ifci

Cance.
tflO-13

Himp. Commuters. "The FROG is

alive and well". Interact with him at lunch

today. DC
10-13 10-13

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

H5-I2

Happy Belated Birthday Paul T. of 288

Puffton Village - Signed a 5'6" Blond.
10-13

Happy Belated Birthday

Snow White.

Swinger

10-13

HELPWANTED

I'u.'i Nova 6 cyl.. new exhaust. & cooling

s, stem . 2 studded snowt Ires . $ 1 .300 or best

offer. Days 545-2319 nights 586-3616 ask for

"m __ tfio-n

70 MCB exc. running cond. Must sell.

:•" !, -H ",:,

tf.0-29

I9li8 Falcon wagon, fi cyl. auto, trans.,

excellent cond.. DM, 59 Squire Village.

»«""""•
tf.0-13

Ten *ear old PeiiRcot, std. Michelln rd

ply tires, rebuilt eng.. good cond.. $250 or

nest offer, (all Keith 253-2215 after 9:00

"'"
If 10-14

FOR SALE

(.Hilar - Fender Villager acoustic 12

string guitar, excellent condition. 546-

7509.
10-15

Seasoned Firewood. Sale and delivery,

(all 665-3031.
1110-20

Need Vets Viet or regular to help film a

documentary on adjustment problems In

returning to civilian
1
life. Call Jake at 549-

3916.
tflO-14

Earn $100 or more part time, excellent

opportunity for an ecology minded person.

113-323-4127.
tflO-13

MARSHA. I missed your celebration. I

was trapped. Happy 2lst. Love Eeky and

Roommates.
10-13

I'll be more than happy to sew your new

clothes. Call anytime and ask for Ann. 1-28

7892.
tf It- 15

Auto Repairs. Points, plugs and minor

engine repair. Winteriie your car now.

(all Wayne at 546-6535 or Al at 546-6467.

If 10-15

TYPING

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate: have Greek alphabet, math &

chem. symbols. Call 253-3601.

tf 10-18

Rm. 301 6-6922 organizational meeting

for ( ubba Mo. At U OWF.
lflO-15

TOTRADE

Melville Basement invites .iBmes

Basement and llh floor to a party Friday

night at K.

tfl0-3l

To trade: rM Klunkcr automobile for a

bicycle in Rood condition. Call MMMfc
Kill I I

DAYCARE CENTER

Brown suede pants, skirts, skins, top

umility. wholesale. Pants $27. skirts $9.19.

skins $5. Stop h> to look .lnn-124 ( ladhoi ne

:.-2iH0 lea\e number if not in.

tfin-ll

Need money ? Earn $25 or more a week

!

Work your own hours at your convenience.

( all Barry or Date I p.m. • 5:30 p.m 51K-

6063.
tfio-n

ROOMMATES WANTED

XM/FM/FM Stereo Had:;: Cassette

Player/ Hccm-der $i7o. call Paul ai M-
mmi7 after 6.

tfioi".

WANTED

Female roommates wanled-$60 a

month Includes utilities, age 20-25. Call

after 6 p.m. ask for Jean If no answer

keep trying 586-3986. „,„.,,

Children's Center Day Care for ages 3-5

opening in (.reenfield. full or part time

from Oct. 18 (all 773-3891 or 774-2071.

tflO-14

ENTERTAINMENT

I sale: H9 Ford Custom 4 dr sedan. I

,,| MM .: Harmony Folk Guitar $50 ;

,,„>al manual typewriter $25. ( all ( hrls

283-73K9 e*es.
)(M3

,;;, \uslin. m wagon. M MO I WO ex.

engine. Rood condition. MM or best offer.

UtO VI Rambler. I door. fi cyl.. auto.. $M

,„ h«*l oiiei ''<•- MU.

I<IM, VW ( 'ampei. Itlauiiuiikl radio new

hi.ikes, has belli rod Besl offer oxer $1011.

"""»*
tf.u.,1

TO GIVE AWAY-Walches, Jewelry,

radios, unusual Rift and novelty items-at

50% off and more-call S.N. Brown. 665-

1145.
If 10-11

1957 Chevy Panel Truck, good shape.

$250. Come over and see Peggy at II So.

Prospect St. #2.

tf 10-13

Stereo Maranli state-of-the-art com-
ponents. Model 16. 220 watts rms. model

:i:i. preamp mint :i yr warranty reg. $975

asking $725 or best offer. 1-367-9570 eve.

tf 10-1

1

(iirls bike at least 3 speeds. Contact

Mrs. Riley. Tel. 253-7151.

tflO- 1

5

Wanted 1 need a place to live. Desire

own room in a house or on a farm with

other people. Call Mark at 256-8788.

If 10-15

If you play the blues, contact me in 101

Butterfield. ask for Onnie.
tflO-13

The Beatles in Yellow Submarine plus

exciting shorts going steady Sat, Oct. 16 at

fi. 8. 10. Mahar Aud Join the fun this

Homecoming Weekend.
tf 10-1.,

APT. AVAILABLE LOST

Irgenl! Bike Wanted 3/10 speed,

(heap. Call 549-6419.

If 10-14

Ideal for advanced female grad. student.

i imiiii and hoard, in lieu of assistance with 2

si hoolage children 549-3653.

HIDE WANTED

Irgent! Ride to NYC Must make I

p.m. Oct. II appointment. Share exp. 549-

Mtt\
10-13

Large, quiet, single room • 2 miles from

I niverxily • For male student. Call 256-

6151 after 5.

tf 10-14

Lost mens It S class ring In Campus

(enter lasl Thurs Reward Call Pete 6-

MM Initials P J W
10-13

COMPONENT!DISCOUNT STEREO

LECTURE NOTES

Lecture notes now available for all

Ml major brands of stereo components,

nimpacts available at 20-W% discount

Contact Jim Jensen 586-I36.V

If 10 14
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Orioles Praise Bucs' Blass
PITTSBURGH (AP)-The

Baltimore orioles praised Pitt-

sburgh pitcher Steve Blass alter

losing to the Pirate right-hander

Tuesday and declined to offer any

excuses.

•The loss had nothing to do with

the field or the crowd," Manager

Karl Weaver said. "Blass was the

Naiads
Complete

Tryouts
NAIADS, University Aquatic Art

Club have completed tryouts and

have accepted the following to

membership: Carol Barrett, .Judy

Buczala, Sue Chamberlain, Mary
Beth Stanne, Sharon Anderson,

Karen Atran. Karen Ferguson,

Marijo Caumond, Linda Grief,

Carol Lee Harrington. Helaine

Hughes, Andrea Korthy. Jane
Perdue. Kathy Russell, Barbara
Stone, Gretchen Wilke. Work is

now in progress for a spring per-

formance.

WMUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS - one

half hour. Area news is em-

phasized.

7:30 p.m. - 8:00 VIEWPOINT - a

thirty minute public affairs

program dealing with issues

ranging from national politics to

campus issues.

8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. UJAMA
DRUM - three hours of black

music, poetry, commentary,
and news compiled by the black

news staff of Black Mass
Communication and a black

audio network.

11 :00p.m. - NEWS another full half

hour with original reporting of

local news, plus national,

regional and weather.

11:30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. Eric Ben-

jamin with progressive rock.

total effect, and Bobby Robertson

applied the crusher."

•Blass had a great fast ball and

mixed it with good breaking stuff,"

Weaver said. "He put everything

in the right spot. When I saw him in

the minors, he couldn't get the ball

where he wanted it."

Weaver contended loser Mike

Cuellar "didn't pitch that badly.

Until Robertson broke the game

open in the seventh inning, Mike

did all right."

Robertson hit a three-run homer

after Roberto Clemente reached

base on a Cuellar error and Willie

Slargell walked for the third time.

•Robertson hit a low screwball."

Weaver said. "It wasn't a bad

pitch. I guess he was looking for

it."

Just before Stargell walked,

Weaver visited Cuellar on the

mound.
•I wasn't thinking about taking

him out" Weaver said. "1 just told

Mike he couldn't afford to walk

Stargell with Robertson coming

up."
Weaver said an eight-day layoff

between starts could have affected

Cuellar, who last pitched in the

LOWEST
YOUTH
FARES
TO

EUROPE
$165
round-trip jet from New York

For only $165* round trip,

Icelandic Airlines jets you from
New York to Luxembourg in the
heart of Europe for best connec-
tions to everywhere. Effective for

youths aged 12 thru 29. Book
within 30 days of departure.
Also, check our Youth Fares to

Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Eng-
land and Scotland. Major credit

cards accepted. See your travel

agent! Mail coupon!

*Add $10 one way for departures
within ten days before and after

Christmas and Easter and dur-

ing summer season. Fares and
conditions subject to change.

To: Icelandic Airlines
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10020
(212) PL 7-8585

Send folder CN on Lowest Youth
Fares to Europe

Name

Street

City-

State

My travel agent is

Z.p

ICELANDIC
10FMIDIR

second game of the American

League playoffs.

Catcher Ellie Hendricks agreed.

Mike was shaky," he said. "He

couldn't get his slow breaking stuff

over. The fast ball was about the

only thing he had, and he's not a

last ball pitcher."

Hendricks said Blass, however,

•mixed his pitches and kept

everyone off stride-the kind of

game Mike is supposed to throw."

The Orioles said the Blass fast

ball was not overpowering, but

credited him with mixing his

pitches well and moving the ball to

various spots.

Frank Robinson, who had two of

the three hits off Blass, including

his eighth World Series home run,

said he hit a last ball "up and in."

•We would have liked to keep

winning," Robinson said of a 16-

game w inning streak which ended,

••but we're not going to hang our

heads. We'll have to start over

tomorrow and win two in a row."

While Pittsburgh left runners on

base, seven in scoring position, the

Orioles advanced beyond first base

only one time other than when

Robinson homered.

Duane Thomas:
"I Came To Play"
DALLAS (AP)-Mysterious Duane Thomas, no longer the popoff

who called his coach "a plastic man. no man at all," made his 1971

playing debut with the Dallas Cowboys Monday night and he coach

he verbally attacked, Tom Landry, said "Duane looked like his old

St

Thomas ran for 60 yards on nine carries in the second half of

Dallas' 20-13 nationally televised National Football League victory

over the New York Giants.

He showered, dressed and quickly left the Cowboy dressing room

after the game.
Thomas said, T came to play. ...I came to play.

But he refused to go into his money hassle with the Cowboy

management which prompted him to threaten retirement and ask

to be traded. Dallas dealt him off to the New England Patriots^ who

gave him back just as quickly when Thomas' had some problems

with his physical examination.

Cowboy quarterback Craig Morton said of Thomas. He has

tremendous determination and concentration-he wants to prove

he's the best and show that last year he was for real."

Thomas was the National Football Conference offensive rookie of

the vear in 1970.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY CMAM-

Among famous astrological devotees are

Marlene Dietrich, Jane Withers, Henry

Miller. Jan Sterling, Ann Miller, Kim

Novak, Anais Nin and Glenn Ford.

Astrology, far from being a fossil, is very

much alive and kicking in the world today.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Avoid ac

lions based on impulse. Take lime to time

moves. Lover's quarrel should not be blown

out of proportion Accent is on children,

their needs and demands. Stress diplomacy

and harmony.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Conflict may

exist between domestic, professional

duties. Don't attempt to live in fool's

paradise. See situations, persons as they

exist. Tendency to wear rose colored

glasses should be overcome.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Hold off on

lourney, unless absolutely necessary.

There are current commitments which

should not be bypassed. Avoid scattering

efforts. Discuss, define goals. Then do some

quiet reflecting.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Financial

activity is stimulated. You can complete

transaction. Prestige rises. But there are

obstacles, possible quarrels. Maintain hold

on principles. One in authority is testing

you.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Highlight

originality, dance to your own tune. Adhere

to individual style Do what must be done

but base actions on reason Imagined slight

should not be permitted to send you into

emotional lailspin.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22): Much is

happening But you are not fully aware of

all facts. Realize this and reserve final

ludgement. Cancer born individual could

play prominent rote. Some restrictions

come down with a crash.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) Numerous

contacts are featured. Refuse to become

involved in battle featuring friends. Those

who argue now may be friendly tomorrow.

Realize this maintain balance, sense of

humor.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Read bet

ween lines, check fine print. Be aware of

subtle nuances. Accent on areas affecting'

home, career, basic ambitions. Be cautious

in dealings with Aquarius person. Look

beneath surface indications.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): This is

action period. Nothing is apt to remain

same. Satus quo takes a pounding. Open
lines of communication. State desires, but

do so in manner calculated to win, not lose

friends.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Obtain

hint from Sagittarius message. Highlight

diplomacy. Don't forget budget resolutions.

Pull in financial reins. You can obtain

quality without being extravagant. Be a

comparison shopper.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. IB): Check

agreements concerning Scorpio person.

Take nothing for granted. Avoid excess,

speed. Don't write letters in anger. Close

relative may be looking for an argument.

Be wary. No foolishness.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): One who

played paramount role in past could make
reappearance. Remember recent lessons.

Older individual does have your best in

terests at heart. Realize this bridge

generation qap.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

due for plenty of variety and a change of

scenery. Not wise to fight progress.

Relationships with opposite sex now can

result in meaningful gains. You are an

understanding, sensitive individual. You

cannot abide sham or tolerate stuffed

shirts.

Copyright 1972, Gen. Fea Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Possessed

4 Diminishes

?Unit
AngerAnge

13 Positive pole

14 Church bench

15 Guard

17 Herb

19 Dine

20 Country of

Asia

21 Heavenly body

23 Part of "to be'"

24 Mephistopheles

27 Temporary bed

28 Wine cups

30 Girl's name
31 Conjunction

32 Puzzles

34 Prefix: not

35 Told falsehood

37 Expired

38 Seed

container

39 Plunges

41 Compass point

42 Firearms

43 Likeness

45 Vehicle

46 Roof of mouth

48 Analyzed,

as sentence

51 Cloth measure

52 Ardent

54 Before

55 Crafty

56 Lets fall

57 Carpenter's

tool

DOWN

1 Concealed

2 Exist

3 Loss

4 Need

5 Conjunction

6 Negative

7 Paradise

8 Dispatches

9 Narcotic

10 A state (abbr.)

1 1 Female sheep

16 Organ of

hearing

18 Faces of clocks

20 Conceive

21 Chastise

22 Japanese

gateway

23 Among
25 Negatively

charged

particle

26 Spikenards
28 Indefinite

article

I' £ 1
A D - 1
S t r!
S N A[6

29 Pintail duck 45 Vehicles

32 Dropsy 46 Footlike part

33 Paid notice 47 Everyone

36 Not well 48 Vigor

38 Pocketbooks (colloq.)

40 Satiated 49 Period of time

42 Long, slender 50 Condensed

fish moisture

44 Outfit 53 Proceed

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, lnc

50 HAVE I...UIHEN I THINK OF

HOW I HURT WIS FEELING, I

k)ANTTODIE..I FEEL AbdFUL...

I REALLY OFFENDED HIM...

IN FIRST-AID CLA55 I LEARNED

THAT IF YOU HAVE OFFENDED
SOMEONEJHE BEST TREATMENT
IS TO APDL061ZE IMMEDIATELY.

Big Green Machine Romps

In Powder Puff Action
On Wednesday night the field was covered with

Mushrooms, as the big, green machine once again

displayed the precision and enthusiasm which has

kept them undefeated. The Dwight Ducks, although an

aggressive team, were unable to sustain the constant

pressure as they quacked to the Mushrooms, 38-0.

Once again the defense was unscored upon, lead by

the lightning rush of Joy Cavagnaro and Jan Morin.

Helping out in the secondary were Vicki Pagel and Sue

Chapman who contributed key interceptions. The

offense continued to impress all concerned with

another display of their unstopable, balanced attack.

Sweets and quick reverses were the order of the

night as Chris "Swivel-hips" Cronin and Cheryl

"Flash" McCarthy repeatedly tore through the line

for substantial gains. Quick passes from quarterback

Nancy Nealon to end Vicki Pagel and Flanker Nancy

Lindbergh succeeded in keeping the Ducks completely

off balance.

A great team performance contributed to the

Mushroom's sprouting of yet another victory. It was,

once again, a great night in Mushroomland.

In Thursday evening's action Pi Beta Phi suc-

cumbed to the efforts of Tri Sig as the Pi Phi team lost

by a 28-14 upset. The Pi Phi defense, led by Paula

Gemborys fought hard to keep the Tri Sigs from

reaching their end zone. Nancy Sinden, Pi Phi's

quarterback retaliated with two touchdowns bringing

Pi Phi spirits up to 12 points.

Lori Filanowski, the offensive flanker, contributed

greatly with both her skill and two extra points. Joan

Van Order and Jeanne Nicolosi with their enthusiasm

and ability encouraged the offensive team. The game

now over and the bruises still being felt. Pi Phi

remains a team.

Also on Thursday evening the Field Goals played a

powerful Mary Lyons team at Boyden fields. Led on

I he offense by the dazzling running of Helen Monte

and the effective passing of Donna Bell and Donna

Blasko. the Field Goals triumphed 12-0.

A supposedly strong Mary Lyons running offense

was stymied by the well disciplined Field Goal's

defense, led by' Debbie Kirchmer, Mim Kaizer, Liz

Reagan and Paula Cunningham and Diane Reed.

The Field Goals first scored on a 40 yard run by

Helen Monte. Their second score was the most

spectacular as Ronda Factor eluded all defenders and

grabbed a pass over her head for the TD. According to

the girls, the victory could not have been possible

without the leadership of the "Miracle Workers"

better known as Coach Arnold Greenhut and Coach

Mike Stephano.

The Wheeler Trojans placed second to Hamhn in

their league, but they left the field in awe on Thursday

evening after watching their Powder Puff coun-

terparts roll to their second victory in as many games.

The girls triumphed over Johnson 18-18 (they won on

Wheeler pulled ahead by an 18-12 margin and then a

"bomb" by Johnson quarterback Ann Laporte to

Margie Higgins tied the score with 25 seconds left in

the game The game's outcome depended on the point

after touchdown attempt. Wheeler's airtight defense

held to preserve the victory.

Johnson's defense was tough, led by "Euni" Garcia,

Carol Biebers and Claudia Grossi, but was no match

for Wheeler's lightning quick offense. Johnson's

defense teamed up with "Jet" Baker's outstanding

kick-offs but Wheeler's specialty team reigned

supreme.
Quarterback Joan Hluchan scored all 18 points on

brilliant runs, aided by bruising blocks of linewomen

Debbie Norton (who later celebrated her 18th bir-

thday), Gail Sanborn, and Helaine Hughes and the

pinpoint hikes of center Pam Pepper. As important as

the points were, the first downs, 3 of which were ac-

counted for on runs by Eue Emright.

Versatile Moe Crowley made 2 more, one of a pass

from Hluchan and the other on a run. On defense for

Wheeler, Connie "Bubba" Holmes knocked down two

passes and nailed the opposing quarterback for two

substantial losses.

After the game, the girls, like the young ladies that

they are, returned to the dorm to celebrate the victory

with a coke and potato chips (ha, ha) party.

Coach Carl Bessone, who thought that the spectator

support was instrumental in inspiring the girls to

victory, hadn't much to say. Immediately after the

game, he met with Athletic Czar Ralph Simons to

study game films in preparation for the girls next

battle on Thursday against Mary Lyons.

PLAY-OFF PROSPECTS:
As the women's intramural powder puff football

action starts its last week of play, several key games

will determine teams to enter the play-offs. Teams

eligible to enter the play-offs must have placed first or

second in their leagues.

In the Sorority Thalian League. Alpha Chi Omega

seems to have first place nailed down with a 2-0

record; their remaining game will be against Chi

Omega, who is 0-2. It looks like second place in the

Thalian League will be Tuesday night's winner of the

Pi-Phi - Sigma Kappa game. Both teams are 0-2 this

season.

The Sorority Uranian League's battle for first and

second place will also commence Tuesday night ar

6:00 p.m. as undefeated Tri Sig and Gamma Sigma

Sigma clash in a tie-breaker. Both teams sport 2-0

records.

In the Women's Residence Hall Emerald League

another battle royal will ensue when undefeated Mary

Lyons meets the undefeated Wheeler Trojans at 7:00

p.m. Thursday night.

The first place slot in the Independent Topaz League

was determined last week as the Mushrooms won
hed over Johnson 18-18 (tney won on -

straight game The second place slot is

L°r"T^T^HT^ S^Si wi., be determ^ only whenfirst downs, 6-2) .

the Emerald League. It was a bitter defeat

Johnson who made an ardent attempt to win.

It was a hard hitting game which often times

resembled tackle football more than flag football.

Wheeler led at halftime 12-6. Johnson tied it up in the

third quarter on a tremendous run by Sue Sanders.

still open, however, and will be determined only when

the Dwight Ducks face the Roaring Twenties Wed-

nesday night at 6:00 p.m.

Be on hand to watch the emerging teams for the 1971

Powder Puff football play-offs.

Leads Win
PITTSBURGH (AP)—"Atta way

to bunt the ball," Willie Stargell

said as Bob Robertson crossed

home plate after fritting a three-

run homer.
Robertson didn't know until he

was greetedby fargeH «»t ne had

been given a bunt sign with a l-l

count in the seventh and runners on

first and second and none out. But

he missed it and hit a home run to

right.

"It was a bunt sign on that pitch

only " said Manager Danny

Murtaugh in the Pittsburgh

dressing room after the Pirates' 5-1

victory over Baltimore.

"I saw Brooks Robinson was

playing deep at third so I was

playing for the one run."

"I fouled up didn't I?" Robertson

acknowledged to Murtaugh when

he reached ftie bench.

"Possibly," was Murtaugh's

reply. *

"There won't be a fine under

those conditions," Murtaugh said

later.

"That's the first sign I missed all

year," the sandy-haired first

baseman said. "I'm sort of glad the

way it turned out."

Robertson, who had been hiUess

in nine times at bat, is the second

Pirate to hit a homer in this World

Series.

"The way I've been hitting,

guess he (Murtaugh) thought I

should lay down the bunt,"

Robertson said. "At least that way
I'd make contact with the ball."

Robertson said he hit a Mike

Cuellar screwball which "He didn't

want to get up."

In the first two games Pittsburgh

got only 10 bits, b* Robertson

didn't think the* Pirate attack in the

third game victory was any dif-

fprpnt

"I thitdi we got to Bakitaare

pitching in the first two games," he

said. "We just didn't get the

consistent pitching we needed

"We needed a stopper and Steve

Blass was it. I've never seen him

pitch as hard as he did today."

Manny Sanguillen who doubled

in the sixth to right center taking

second with a headlong slide which

set up the Pirates' third run,

agreed.

"He was soooo good," he said.

TV Booters Fall, 2-0
J BvJIMPINSKY

ThP HtlHss Junior Varsity" Soccer team lost a close contest to the

I ™nn Junior Varsity Soccer team by a 2-0 score at Storrs Friday. The

^rfi^half waY
S

extreme.y

at

close as most of the action took place

around he Sield stripe. This was reflected by the fact that only five

shots on goal were recorded by both teams in the first quarter.

1N21 until there was 2 : 25 left in the first half that UConn got its first

goal This got proved to be a turning point as UConn rallied to take

several more-hard shots on goal only to be thwarted by some fine stops by

UMass goalie Barry Lutchen.

UConn went into halftime with a 1-0 lead.

The third quarter was wide open with UMass taking some fine shots but

fading ?o get onThe scoreboard^* 4.43 left in the third quarter UConn

scored converted a penalty shot and that gave them their eventual

""The' eame onThe whole was slow. UMass had plenty of opportunities to

score but as in the previous game they didn't get any breaks. UConn did

however nlay a better game.

The Junior Varsity is now looking forward to its game this Thursday

against W.P.I, at Worcester.

4 J>

Series Tightens...

Blass Hurls Bucs

Over Orioles, 5-1
PITTSBURGH (AP)—Steve Blass, unmercifully shelled in the

National League playoffs, turned Baltimore's lethal bats into tooth-

picks Tuesday with a three-hit. 5-1 victory that gave Lhe Pittsburgh

Pirates their "first World Series triumph over the Orioles.

The defeat ended an amazing 16-game winning streak put

together by the defending champion Orioles, who won 11 games at

the end of the regular season, three consecutive playoffs and the

first two Series games.

Dave Cash scored Pittsburgh's first run, Jose Pagan drove in -he

second and Bob Robertson cracked a three-run homer. But the Jay

belonged to Blass as the Pirates pulled back into contention alter

two defeats at Baltimore.

Driven from the mound in both his playoff starts and facing a

Baltimore team that had mauled Pittsburgh pitching for 24 hits and

16 runs in two previous games, Blass bounced back with an over-

powering performance.

The 29-year-old right-hander kept the Orioles completely off

balance with an assortment of blazing fast balls and round house

curves and held them scoreless until Frank Robinson homered in

the seventh.

That trimmed Pittsburgh's lead to 2-1, but it was the only time

the Orioles were able to break through against Blass, a 6-foot, 170-

pounder regarded as one of the easiest-going members of the

And he probably couldn't help smiling when his teammates,

mocked for their inability to find a crack among the Orioles' 20-

game winners during two defeats in Baltimore, put it away against

left-hander Mike Cuellar on Robertson's three-run homer in the

bottom of the seventh.

Blass, who had a no-hitter working until Brooks Robinson singled

with one out in the fifth, thus made something of a prophet of Pitt-

sburgh Manager Danny Murtaugh. Murtaugh had warned against

counting the Pirates out until they returned to their home base at

Three Rivers Stadium
. ,

The triumph also underscored the critical nature ol tonight s

fourth game-the first World Series night game in history.

Baltimore's fourth 20-game winner. Pat Dobson. will go in that one

against Luke Walker. 10-8 during the regular season.

But it is doubtful that more attention could be focused on one man

than was focused on Blass in this one. For even as he checked the

Orioles they weren't out of it until Robertson's blast in the seventh

inning.

After a shaky start. Cuellar seemed to have as much control ot

the situation as Blass.
,

...

But Cuellar threw wildly to first on Roberto Clemente s leadott

grounder in the seventh. Then Willie Stargell walked on four pit-

ches and Robertson tagged a drive over the 385-foot mark in right

center field.

That made it 5-1. and all Blass had to do was coast the rest ot the

way. But just as he had done after Robinson's homer, his sixth hit

and second homer of the Series, he bore down.

Blass stifled any thought of a Baltimore bounce-back by striking

out Ellie Hendricks and Brooks Robinson and getting Dave Johnson

on a soft grounder.

He went back to work in the eighth and got the Orioles 1-2-3, took

a standing ovation from a crowd of 50,403 when he came to bat in

the Pirates' half of the eighth and then went out to the mount in the

ninth to finish it up.

He struck out Merv Rettenmund leading off, got Powell on a long

fly to center and then surrendered a single to his only tormentor,

Frank Robinson. But then he ended it by getting Hejidericks on a

one-hopper to second baseman Cash.

In all, Blass threw 136 pitches, striking out eight, walking just two

and going to a full count on only three other batters

The Pirates got started auiokly against Cuellar as Cash tagfed

his first pitch for a double d»wn the left field line. He reached third

when PoweM threw wildly to Cuellar at first in an attempt to get Al

Oliver and scored when Roberto Clemente hit into a force play

Then Cuellar kept the Pirates at bay through the next four in-

Mags leaving six Pirates stranded. But in the sixtb Pittsburgh

broke through again when Mann* Swuidttrn doubled and Pagan,

playing third in place of Richie Hebner, singled him home.

The Pirates, battling for their first world championship since

i960, will attempt tonight to knot the series 2-2
,

•

The game is scheduled to start at 8:15 p.m. EOT, with a huge

national television audience watching the precedent shattering

night game on NBC

Tonight's Intramurals
TUG O WAR

PIT TIME
I 6 30

7

1 6 45

I 7 00

; is

TEAMS
PSU vs PMD
SAE vs LCA
APOvs TC

Position Spartan
2vs 3

4 vs 5

Terrors vs Seaqrams

7 30

7 45

I- IELD
I

7

TIME
6 00

Heads vs Senators

Smashers vs Lions

Redwoods vs Maroons

Lemons vs Hoovers

Lovers vs. Trojans

FOOTBALL
TEAMS

Ducks vs Twenties

Oil iPS vs Dickinson

Moe, Larry & Curly

Six

Q
**#.

"*/.
'i

Come Class

^ ^
>. «:

<^ <F

Mahar

Tonite: 8:15 & 10:00

Friday: 6:45; 8:20 & 10:00

Admission 50c

Keystone Kops
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Harriers Score Double Shutout
By JAY NESTOR

Since Hon Wayne won the New
England championship last year, a

Redman has yet to finish first in a

cross-country race until yesterday.

Yesterday, against Vermont and

Rhode Island, the harriers won in

high fashion and Doug O'Connell

broke the hex.

O'Connell started slowly and

finally took the lead about a mile

and a half out. He was never again

challenged as he ran strong to the

finish. It was a welcome sight to

see a Redman break the tape for

the first time this year.

Following top man O'Connell

were the freshman sensations Bill

Gillin and Handy Thomas. They

showed great maturity in covering

the varsity distance with their

highly respectable finishing

places. Coach Ken O'Brien ex-

pressed the opinion that he was

surprised at the fine performances

of these freshmen and their

adaptation to the five mile course.

They are destined to be powerful

assets to the varsity team.

Peter Crisci and Paul Segersten

followed with some quality per-

DoUg O'ConUell formances. These two are proving

Terrier's Diamond
Heads YanCon Picks
Boston University halfback Pat Diamond, Holy Cross linebacker Dan

Harper and Rhode Island halfback Dan Weed, have been chosen as the

top offensive, defensive and sophomore players in the Yankee Conference

for their performances last Saturday

Diamond, a 5'9 185-lb. senior, netted 88 yards with 17 carries including a

15-yard touchdown as BU beat UMass 47-21. Diamond moved to within 3

yards of the all-time BU rushing record and earned his second All Star

selection.

Weed, a o'll 170-lb. sophomore, scored 4 touchdowns, on runs of 65, 2 &

15 plus a 15-yard catch, to pace URI to a 34-22 Conference win over Ver-

mont.

Other nominations were: Offense - HP Bob Rodger (Vermont), QB Bob

Hopkins (New Hampshire), SE Dave Paul (Maine), QB Mickey Connolly

(Holy Cross), QB Bob Ehrhardt (Rhode Island) and QB Piel Pennington

(Massachusetts); Defense - T Charlie Russo (Vermont), E Brett Bernier

(New Hampshire), LB Joe LeVasseur (Maine), E Steve Furness (Rhode

Island), T Rick Versocki (Boston U.) & T Bill DeFlavio (Massachusetts);

Sophomores - DT Jordan Phillips (New Hampshire), QB Doug Lentz

(Maine), DBTy Blocker (Holy Cross) & HB Tim Berra (Massachusetts).

NOTE: Although new Yankee Conference members Holy Cross and

Boston U. do not play enough league games to qualify for the Conference

championship their players will be listed in the weekly award winners

and statistical rankings.

Landry Named NFL
Player Of The Week

to be consistently dependable and

their worth is great to the team.

These five runners constituted an

impressive sweep over the two

Yankee Conference teams.

Bob Shabowsky of Rhode Island

finally broke the Redman streak

laxly OInlUgtan

•*•=.

achieved his best race this year.

The score totalled up to UMass

with Rhode Island, 15-46, and the

Redmen with Vermont 15-48. The

harriers have thus far swept all

conference opponents and the

outlook for the Championship looks

bright.

Saturday finds the cross-country

team at Franklin Park, facing

Boston College. In the words of

Coach O'Brien, "BC is almost as

tough as Northeastern and the

performance against BC and
Springfield next week will serve as

an accurate barometer on the

jondition of the team."

SPORTS
with a sixth place finish. Close

behind ran Rick Barry with his

best performance to date, and

Roger Nasatka, who ran with the

leaders for three miles and also

Top Ten Finishers:

I. O'Connell UM
2 Qillan UM
3. Thomas UM
4. Crisci UM
5. Segersten UM
6. Shabowsky URI

7. Barry UM
8 Nasatka UM
9. Dunsky UM

10. Piliero URI

26:18

26:26

26:31

26:46

26:51

26:55

26:57

27:00

27:06

27:07

/
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Bill Gillin
(
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The Ugliest Football

Field We Ever Saw

NEW YORK <AP>—"We
couldn't run on them because of

their strong defensive line, so we
passed," said Detroit Lions

quarterback Greg Landry, who did

so much of it so well that he was

named Tuesday as the National

Football League Offensive Player

of the Week.
The 6-foot-4, 210-pounder, en-

joying his best day as a pro Sun-

day, connected on 18 of 29 passes

for 302 yards and four touchdowns,

two to wide receiver Larry Walton,

as he led the Lions to a 31-28 victory

over the Green Bay Packers.

Varsity M
The UMass Varsity M Club will

hold its weekly Quarterback
Luncheon today at the Newman
(enter at 12:15 p.m. Coach Dick

MacPherson, his staff and
members of his team will be on

hand to review the BU. game with

films and commentary and also

preview this Saturday's game with

Rhode Island.

There will be the usual door

prize, a raffle of choice seats to the

URI game, plus excellent food, all

for $1.50. The public is invited.

Landry's solid performance
made him the solid choice over

quarterback Kent Nix of the

Chicago Bears, the winner of The
Associated Press award two weeks

ago, and place-kicker Curt Knight

of the Washington Redskins.

Landry insisted the decisive

factor was not the single coverage

used by Green Bay, but rather his

teammates. "The offensive line

was giving great protection," he

said, "and that was the key."

The 24-year-old passer from the

University of Massachusetts, the

Lions' No. 1 draft choice in 1968,

took over as their starting quar-

terback in mid-season last year.

After a narrow setback by

Minnesota, the eventual champion

in the National Conference's

Central Division. Landry
proceeded to direct Detroit to five

straight victories and a berth in the

conference playoffs.

Bucs Over O 's

Story On Pages

14 andl5

By EARLE BARROLL
It was definitely the ugliest

football field that Dan Kamal
and I ever saw. Incredible, Old

Braves Field, turned Nickerson

field and it was a complete

abortion. As Kamal put it, "no

wonder the Braves left Boston."

Due to the BU. press box that

was "unable to seat two
Collegian writers", according to

the Terrier Sports Information

Director, Kamal sat in the box

and I headed for the sidelines

with my very own "Gib
Fullerton" photo pass.

It was only a couple of seconds

after I planted myself on the

UMass side of the field that I

came to the realization that this

was B.U., the Berkeley of the

east. ..Moody Blues Albums
blaring in the background,
radicals hanging over the

barriers in a mild protest of the

"high prices" on football tickets

and the Charles flowing

aimlessly through the smog of

Boston.

The highlight had to be the old

vagabond sitting in the UMass
stands. Quite a sight all right. He
wore a long grundgy coat, a

small cap. a UMass banner,

carried his own wind-up alarm

clock in his hand and had the

scrufty "Old Boston" look.

And while the crowd of a few

meandered in he was content in

yelling aloud, "Come on UMass
beat BU. by at least one point."

The last I saw of him was in the

third period when he left to

probably pay off his bet at the

nearby bar.

Ten minutes before the game
the true BU. came out in the

form of the National Anthem
pouring out from some dorm
room with the patriotic fans

standing with pride for their

country, that was soon crushed

by the realization that "they had

been taken."

But the real topper had to be

the astroturf, the new
revolutionary synthetic turf that

looked way out of place in

respect to the surrounding

buildings.

Standing from the UMass
sideline, the rise in the middle of

the field, for water runoff, was

such that I couldn't see the hash

markers on the other side of the

field. The BU. football brochure

must prescribe "hill sprints" for

the opposition to ready for a

Terrier home game.
This was Old Braves Field,

where the "knot hole gang once

ruled supreme", where "Spahn

and Sain and pray for rain"

nitiated and where the most

A FINE BOSTON CHAP-"Come on UMass, beat BU by at least one

point", was the cry of this scruffy, old gentleman as he waved

valiantly his UMass pennant throughout the game. <MDC Photo by

Barbara Brecher)

exciting baseball ever in Boston

was played.

But now turned Nickerson

field, it was just a sore spot and

a shot to the pride of Old Braves

fans.

And certainly ugly as hell to

Kamal and I.

* * * *

As for the game itself, the final

score is in itself not indicative of

the UMass team that performed
with Piel Pennington at quar-

terback.

Piel was super throughout his

little over two periods of action

in amassing 240 plus yards with

one 40 yarder to Schubert also

called back.

His departure left an unfillable

position in the UMass offense

that resulted in the ballooning of

the final score.
One has to wonder as to the

outcome with Piel tossing all the

way.
The play that put him out

came on a third and medium
yardage. He chose to run for the

first down after sprinting out

and finding his receivers
covered.

Cutting back into the middle of

the field the lanky sophomore
was nailed but good by three

BU. linemen who saw the

frustration of his passing rolled

up in this one play. Piel went
down like a shot and still

remains in doubt for the next

couple of weeks, his shoulder

suffering a seperation.

B.U.'s starting quarterback

was also put out of action, but his

replacement, Sam Hollo, was no

stranger to football fans. Two
years ago he was the starting

quarterback for the Terrier

team that featured Bruce
Taylor, now with the San
Francisco Fourty-niners, and
went to the Pasadena Bowl and

played a fine game against San

Diego State.
* * * *

Dean Warren McGuirk,
Athletic Director and Head of

the School of Physical
Education, who will retire in

January was presented with an

award by Warren Schmakel,
BU. Athletic Director, during

halftime ceremonies inducting

BU. into the Yankee Con-

ference.

McGuirk received his masters

degree at B.U. and was also

cited for his outstanding work
over the years as a leader in

Collegiate Athletics throughout

the country.
* * • *

Metawampe has left town for a

while. The Great One was
scalped over the weekend and

asked for a couple days sab-

batical in the west to recuperate

for this coming weekend ac-

tion. ..Happy six months,
Roberta

New England 's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
That's enough of that,

young man.
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GIT'EM GOOKS—Viet Nam Vets Against the War go after a suspect during a search and destroy mission outside the Campus Center yesterday,

did their hit for Moratorium Day, bringing it all back home. See page three for story, (photo by Gary Alpaugh.)

They

Senate Has Minutiae-Filled Evenings
By DONALD BISHOP

In ceremonies held last night,

19 old and approximately 60 new
Student Senators were sworn

into office. This action marked
the beginning of the new 71-72

session.

Before entering into their

evenings business, the Senate

was addressed by acting

chancellor Randolph Bromery.

Dr. Bromery came essentially to

respond to Senate President Lee

Sandwen's letter criticising

Bromery's appointment of Dr.

Robert Gage as acting vice

chancellor, without having

consulted with the Student

Senate.

Bromery accepted the

criticisms, and stated that he

wouldn't use this type of ap-

pointment procedure in the

future.

After his address the Senate

went into consideration of the

evening's business. The motions

heard by the Senate included the

appointment of 7 members to the

Senate Judiciary Selection

Committee, and approval for the

drawing up of an opinion poll, to

be administered to the student

body, getting its opinions on the

future funding of campus
organizations which are

currently funded by the Student

Senate.

In future business, the Senate

amended the S.G.A. Con-

stitution, allowing for students to

be represented in any future tax

and fee increase decision.

(Other than tuition and health

fees.) They also accepted the

Constitutions of various campus
organizations, and they thanked

the Amherst Board of Registrars

in advance for coming to the

Campus Center today, to

register student voters.

There was considerable ob-

jection among the Senators
present to the approval of the

original nominations for ap-

pointment to the Judiciary

Selection Committee. Senator

Kevin Kulakowski and others

questioned whether a Senate

vice president should be ap-

pointed and whether President

Lee Sandwen had passed over

qualified individuals in his

nominations.

Senator John Stevens felt that

no Senators should be appointed

to this committee. Rather he

believed the selections should

'come from the general student

body, thereby involving more
; members of the University
community.
But the Senate as a whole

rejected this exclusion motion,

feeling that it would exclude too

many eminently qualified

Senators. It was felt that

representatives from the

general student body could come
from the 7 nominations of the

General Court to the committee.
The names of vice president

Larry Ladd and Senator Bruce
Bernstein were removed from
the original list and final ap-

proval was given to Ed Fenwick,
Elliot Sherman, Edie Kort,

Peter Lewickee, Bob Saunders,

Bill Staton, and Kevin
Kulakowski as members of the

Judiciary Selection Committee.
The motion approving the

formulation of an opinion pool, to

be administered to the student

body, came as an offshoot of the

Budgets Act. All those
organizations currently funded

by the Student Senate will be
included in the poll Students will

be asked whether they feel the

Senate should continue to fund

these groups in the future.

On The Inside: 1

Bromery Decides
See page two

Get Out And Vote
See page two
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Bromery Makes Up Mind,

But He Isn't Telling

I \I)1FS \M) GENTLEMEN, THE PRESIDENT-Uh. Mr. President? Are you here anywhere?

N>Pe OK .ets bring out the VP and the treasurer. That's better boys. Smile now;**£*«*£g
themselves sworn in at last nights meeting which was run by Messrs. Hogan and Verroch. in the ab-

sence of the estimable l.ee Sandwen. (Photo by Barbara Brecher)
_

»
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WMPIRG-Money Biggest Problem
Bv CHARLES BKRKOVV

Funding, publicity and research

were the organizational problems

that the UMass chapter of the

Western Massachusetts Public

Interest Group (WMPIRG), for-

med committees to deal with in a

meeting at the Campus Center last

night

The general consensus at the

meeting was that the biggest

problem facing WMPIRG will be

money. They need it in order to

hire professional consultants

necessary for the functioning of the

group. The major proposal for

obtaining funds is from a tax.

collected from every student at the

beginning of each semester, but

unlike other student taxes,

refundable upon request.

Most of the students in the area

served by WMPIRG are here at

UMass; as such, the funding

proposal will have to pass here if

the group is to get off the ground.

The campus chapter is presently

devoting all its energies to ob-

taining the money needed to

establish WMPIRG.
When finally functioning,

WMPIRG will be run and financed

by students. Its activities will be

similar to those of consumer ad-

vocate Ralph Nader's group based

in Washington, but it will be

regionally oriented and will deal

with local problems.

The group is based on an idea of

Nader's, although Nader is not

connected to the group in any way.

WMPIRG will investigate com-

plaints and conduct research on

matters of public interest such as

Register Today

To Vote Feb 22
Since the revolution doesn't seem to be imminent it might be a good

idea to get your licks in voting.

If you've decided to register and haven't, in the town or city your

parents reside in. or you may register in Amherst if you will have lived

here six months as of February 22. (Date of town elections. ) You can do

that today from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Campus Center.

If you're going to register at home for the November elections, you

better do so quickly. In most towns the last day for registration is today.

Many registration"offices close at 4:30 or 5:00 p.m., but some towns are

staying open to 10. Call home, though, to be sure.

If you plan to register in Amherst, you must do so before February 2,

1972." for the town elections on February 22. Check back home if you are

registered to vote elsewhere for the date of your town's or city's elections.

Today, from 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. there will be "registration table set by the

town of Amherst in the Campus Center, concourse level. The only

requirement needed to register in Amherst is proof of residency in the

town for six months. Rent receipts, letter from College Registrars, Deans

Of the Housing office will be accepted as proof of residence. For

tomorrow only the Housing office will set up shop in the Campus Center,

near the voter registration table, to cut out running around for those

students who live on campus and plan to register to vote in Amherst.

housing conditions, environmental

quality, racial discrimination,

consumer protection, health care,

etc. It will be able to initiate legal

action against offenders.

There will be a meeting of the

Regional Proposal Committee at

7:30 tonight in Room 106 of the

Academic Building at Hampshire
College. The purpose of this

meeting is to draw up a proposal

for the structure of the overall

organizing drive. There will be a

regional meeting in the Academic
Building at Hampshire College on

Sunday night at 7:30 to see if

WMPIRG will accept the proposal.

Anyone can attend either of these

meetings.
Students who wish to join or just

have questions about WMPIRG are

urged to contact Steve Rider at 546-

6551 or Brian Sullivan at 546-9756.

By MDC STAFF
Chancellor Bromery made up his

mind yesterday afternoon, but he

isn't telling what it is.

He has apparently made the

decision between becoming the

Secretary of Education or staying

on for at least the short term as

Acting Chancellor of the Amherst

campus.
The decision was sent to the

Governor's office via "registered

mail" at 3:00 p.m. yesterday,

ending Bromery's own worries for

at least the moment.
"It's up to the governor to

decide, now ", said Bromery,
declining to give any hint as to

what he decided. Copies of the

letter were also sent to the Lt.

Governor Donal Dwight, UMass
Pres. Robert Wood and Chairman

of the Board of Trustees, Joseph

Healey.

Lt. Gov. Dwight said last night

that he had not received the letter,

but did say that there were no

"financial problems" surrounding

the appointment of a Secretary of

Education.

The Collegian reported

Homecoming

Themes Set
The themes for Homecoming this

year are "ROCK RHODE
ISLAND'' and "DRIVE FOR
U.N.I.C.E.F."

The Fraternities and Sororities

on campus have decided to make
Homecoming 1971 more
meaningful than those in the past.

Along with the usual float parade

(theme Rock Rhode Island) they

are also sponsoring a car parade

(theme Drive For U.N.I.C.E.F.) in

conjunction with it.

There will be an organizational

meeting for the U.N.I.C.E.F. drive

at 6:30 p.m., Fri., 15th in the

visitors parking lot which is

located along Mass. Ave. across

from Whitmore and the flag poles.

The Greeks are inviting all in-

terested groups and students to

help them make this Homecoming
Parade successful in more than

one way.

yesterday that there may have

been some delay over appointing a

secretary because of the disparity

between paychecks of the new

cabinet post and some already

established educational positions.

The Secretary will be paid $35,000

while lesser positions such as

UMass Chancellorship's pay

$38,000.

Though nobody but Dr. Bromery

knows for sure, his own emphasis

on the Governor being the one who

must "decide" what happens next;

and that there was only one letter

duplicated and sent to the

Governor and University officials

both, lead one observer to guess

that Bromery had chosen the

Secretary's position.

Official word will have to come
from the Governor.

Calling all children!!

MR STEAK BIRTHMY (2LUB REGISTRATION

Fill this out completely for a FREE DINNER on your birthday.

Flft*T NAME LAST NAME

BIRTH DATE: MONTH YEAR

STREET ADDRESS PHONE NUMBER

CITY STATE

Register To Vote

Campus Center

Concourse

TODAY

ZIP CODE

All children through ago 12 can

join tho MR. STEAK BIRTHDAY
CLUB. Fill out this card and turn it

in at any Mr. Stoak rostaurant.

We II send you a certificate for a
FREE Children's Dinner and Bever-

age in time for your birthday.

• MR. STEAK •

261 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON

MEET

MR. STEAK

of Northampton

He's a professionally

trained restauranteur, one

of more than 200 across

the nafion who proudly

offer fine family dining at

moderate prices. The

steaks he serves are all

USDA Choice, naturally

tender (no chemical

tenderizers added) and

broiled to perfection. The

menu includes seafood,

chicken, salads and a

variety of sandwiches,

too Come in and meet

Mr. Steak but be fore-

warned; visits to his place

are habit forming.

His other name? It's

Mr Lee Turner

Open every day

1 1 am to 9 o m
Fri & Sat til 10 p.m.

L

• MR. STEAK •

2*1 King Si., Northampton
584-5958 Cocktails Served
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OH.ce ol the DAILY COLLEGIAN ere on the second floor of the Student Union on

the Un,vers,.t v campus, lip code 0100? Phones are 545 25S0 (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage pa.d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes live

times weeKiv Monday through Friday during the academ.c year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or lour times a week following a vacation or

exam per.od or when a holiday tails within a week Accepted lor mailing under the

authority ol the act ol March t, H7» as amended by the act o« June 11, 1*43 Sub

aenption rate* are w 00 per semester, tlO.OO per year

David M. Bartley, Speaker.

Massachusetts House of Representatives

An Open Invitation to the

University Students of Amherst

Everyone Welcome

THURSDAY, OCT. 14 8 P.M.

ROOM 163 CAMPUS C ENT ER

presented through the courtesy of

The Amherst Democratic Town Committee

Viet Vets Bring War Home To The Hatch
Bv MAKILYNN MARTIN

"Every man, woman, and child

carries an ID. card", screamed
one veteran, dressed in G.I.

uniform at the Hatch yesterday

afternoon. Other vets crouched on

the floor, armed with toy M-16
rifles and shouting bits of

monologue designed to hit its

listener hard. One poor fellow

found himself bound and forced to

the floor in an effort to display

exactly how brutal, humiliating

and terrifying the result of an

American platoon's search for Viet

Cong really is. The guerilla theatre

was sponsored by Vietnam
Veterans against the War and
according to Kay Kildisas, a

member of the group, was an effort

to "bring war home to the people-

to give them an idea of what the

war is all about."

A hand-out distributed by the

organization brought out anything

the guerilla theatre might have

missed. It mentioned the use of

interrogations, electric shocks.

and imprisonment, as punishment

for riot having the "proper iden-

tification", for being suspicious in

any way or maybe for just being a

"gook". Any resistance, the hand-

out said, resulted in death and was
listed as another Viet Cong killed

"in action".

The b^pe of the organization in

sponsoring guerilla theatres, such

as this, is to get people involved-

veterans especially. Ray defined it

as, ' Ultimately, in 10 or 20 years,

when the word "war" is men-
tioned, you'll have to look in the

dictionary to find out what it

means.
Speaking for the organization, he

emphasized the importance of

complete de-escalation of the war
(total withdrawal-now) and that

they held no support, whatsoever

for Nixon policy.

When asked if he thought this

would have a drastic effect on the

economy, Ray said "If you ask me,

the economy is a mess now" and

that, personally, he didn't think it

would make that much of a dif-

ference.

In the future, the Vets intend to

have more guerilla theatres, and

promote rap sessions where
everyone is welcome, in hopes of

making the meaning of war clearer

to the people. Another function of

the organization is to make regular

visits to the Northampton V.A.,

where they find many of the

patients can identify more closely

with them than with a Vet from

WWII, for example.

It is their belief that people will

still listen to the veterans because

they have experienced the war and
know what radio listeners and
newspaper readers will never see

or hear about.

From the Hatch, the group

moved to Zayres', and from there,

on to Springfield, to stage more
guerilla theatres, and to hopefully

have a moving affect on a greater

number of people.

MoratoriumDayCentersOn War
By KERRY MELLO

In conjunction with movements
throughout the country, a

Moratorium Day. sponsored by the

Coalition for Peace and Justice,

was held in the Campus Center,

yesterday. The day consisted of

various workshops. which
provided information on problems

and issues relevant today.

Court watching, using a Nor-

thampton courtroom as example

began the day's activities. People

participating in this observed a

normal day's court proceedings.

ne of the major attractions of the

day was a media-movie, the Winter

Soldier, on war atrocities. The

film, shown continuously on the

second floor concourse of the

Campus Center, featured the

testimonies of the veterans of the

Vietnam war. Other activities

included a film and discussion on

the labor movement, in relation to

the student, and a discussion

headed by Jean Williams on the

refusal to pay telephone taxes in

protest to the Vietnam war. In

addition to the workshops students

leafleted some factories in and

around Amherst.

Most of the workshops were
designed to promote interest in the

issues they represented, in the

Jiope that groups would be formed
lor further action. However,
student attendance to the sessions

was. for the most part, poor.

When asked to comment, one of

the leaders of the movement stated

"the day hopefully is the beginning

of a broadbased political coalition

to move the Student and Com-
munity population into the 1970's

around peace and justice."

Student-Faculty Conference To Be Held
By ERNIE ROTMAN

The 3rd annual Student-Faculty

Conference will be an important

meeting as far as vital issues on

the UMass campus are concerned.

This conference, when held on the

25th of October in the Campus
Center, will discuss issues such as

the forthcoming teacher

evaluation and the Report of the

President on the Future of UMass.
Dr. Kofler from the Physics

department will serve as chairman

for the conference, sided by
Terence Burke, Vernon Alden and
Peter Edelman as chairmen for

the various discussion groups.

There will also be a speech by

Dr. W.J. McKeachie, one of the

"foremost researchers in

education" as cited by Tom Lin-

denman. Dr. McKeachie has been

chairman of the Psychology

department at the University of

Michigan for ten years.

There is still room for students

who want to participate in the

conference, with funds available to

pay their registration. Any one

wishing to attend must fill out an

application at :U9 Hampshire
House at the United Christian

Foundation's headquarters.

Learn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

Sunum
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Tanzanian To Speak

On Ujamaa Socialism
Professor Ahmed Mouhiddin. who is presently visiting Cornell

university, will be the guest of the WEB. DuBois Department of Afro

American Studies on Monday. Oct. 18 at 8:00 P.M. in room 106 Thompson.

Professor Mouhiddin will give a public presentation on the topic.

•Ujamaa Socialism -The Challenge of Building a Socialist Society in

Tanzania."

Professor Ahmed Mouhiddin was a senior lecturer at the University of

Dares Salaam and at Makere University in Kampala. Uganda in the

Department of Political Science. He has published several works,

eluding:

mi The role of education in the Socialist Transformation in Tanzania,

b) Ujamaa Socialisnv-an analysis of President Nyerere's vision of

Tanzanian Society, and c> politics in West Africa.

The Department encourages full participation and attendance of the

involved publics

TAKE THAT, YOU (iOOK!—Viet Nam Veterans Against the War
brought the war to the waffle yesterday as part of Moratorium Day

activities. Viet Vets feel that dramatization of the wars brutality

brings it a little bit closer to home. ( Photo by (iary Alpaugh

)

Last evening's D.V.P. presentation which was to

have Chicago 8 Conspiracy member David Dellinger

as guest speaker was cancelled last evening due to a

sudden death in Mr. Dellinger's family.

EVERY WEDNESDAY,
STAMPEDE NIGHT

starting October 13, some of the far west will come to New
England... .

Our Cowgirls, in western garb, armed with water pistols

filled with Vodka, will serve your custom sliced western

steer beef by the ounce. 45c per ounce for prime sirloin, 70c

per ounce for fillet mignon, and 35c per ounce for a rib of

broiled beef.

Keep our Friday night buffet in mind.

(7&Lord
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Death
in

Venice (R>

The Devils
(X)

Let's Scare
Jessica

to Death (GP)]

Walkabout
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PROGRAM COUNCIL PRESENTS

"Midnight Cowboy 1

1
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In The Nation And The World

Iran Anniversary
PERSEPOLIS, Iran (AP) — In

the campiest of all campouts,

kings, presidents, sultans and

prime ministers from more than 50

countries tented Wednesday night

to celebrate the 2,500th birthday of

the kingdom of Persia.

Vice President Spiro T. Agnew of

the States found himself sharing

presidents of Pakistan and India,

South Africa and Mauritania eyed

each other placidly across lumps of

cold caviar.

The internationjrl bonhomie
spread a splendid daylong smile

across the handsome features of

the Shah of Iran, who in the tum-

bling ruins of Darius the Great's

he same oatch of Srt stars with palace at Persia's ancient capital Marces, w.fe of the president of theS,Nikolai V Podgorny of is tossing what may well be the Philippines, the elected King o

Z: Soviet Union while the biggest imperial shindig since Malaysia, a Belgian cardinal

Nero got out of the catering reputing ^pope and^ an

She? guests checked into the grand dukes and international

glittering tent city that Paris Jfetsetters

designers caused to bloom in the

desert include Emperor Haile

Selassie of Ethiopia, King

Moshoeshoe II of Lesotho, Prince

Mikasa of Japan, Mrs. Ferdinand

representative also had sent his

regrets to the Shah at the last

minute due to a sudden illness and

had asked the Chinese ambassador

to greet royal to Pakistan to take his place.

gults in a bLrre'welcomfng Speculation was rife that Kue

ceremony of honor guards and Mo-jo. director of the Chinese

Waring bands the Shah told Academy of Sciences and a vice

newsmen he hoped the visiting president of the party, may have

heads of state would take ad- come down with a quick case of

vantage of the intimacy of the

desert Caravansary to visit

privately between tents and settle

world problems.

But as the champagne flowed at

the opening banquet presided over

by the Shah and Empress Farah in

the royal tent, there already were

rumors of discontent among the

tents.

Desert winds carried tales that

President Kai-Uwe von Hassel of

the West German Parliament was

unhappy about being assigned to a

nearby hotel with lesser guests

while the princess of Afghanistan

took over theGerman tent The tent

originally had been assigned tc

German President (iustav

Heinemann, who dropped out at

the last minute because of a retina

operation.

Reporters in identical Mao suits

from the Peoples Republic of China

told newsmen that the Peking

Kissinger's Disease because of his

low place on the protocol list.

For his extravaganza the Shah is

sticking to the protocol rules set

down long ago at the Congress of

Vienna, which put Agnew and

other number two nonregal world

figures in fifth place on the caviar

chart behind emperors and kings,

presidents, prime ministers and

governors general and grand

dukes.

Being neither royalty nor a head

of state. Agnew was greeted at the

Shiraz Airport by the prime

minister of Iran and missed the

royal reception line in Persepolis

headed by the shah and his

beautiful empress. Mrs. Marcos, a

spectacularly handsome first lady

in a puff-sleeved white Philippine

gown, was greeted at the entrance

to the tent city by the Empress

Farah while the Shah stood back in

jbedience to protocol.

SHE Bl OWS UN (MM) IN TWO YEARS—Mrs. Jolene Genrin sits in front of $2000 television-stereo set

ir/her Vented Sand Pedro, Calif, home, all that's left of $200,000 she inherited two years ago^ The money

went for clothes, cars, motorcycles, dental work, skis and anything that struck her fancy. If she had to

do it over? "I'd do exactly the same thing I did - blow it," she said.

HOMECOMING MOVIE
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Six Being Checked For High Court
WASHINGTON (AP) — G.

Harrold Carswell's replacement on

the federal Appeals Court in New
Orleans and two women judges are

This Week I

Presents

from Puerto Rico

the

GUAMANI
BAND

8 Fantastic Pieces

of Santana Genius

among six candidates for the

Supreme Court being checked by

the American Bar Association,

legal sources confirmed late

Wednesday.
The list includes two Southern

judges and Sen. Robert C. Byrd, a

West Virginia Democrat. The
Carswell successor is Paul H.

Koney, of St. Petersburg, Fla.,

who took Carswell's place on the

New Orleans Court last November.

Carswell was nominated to the

Supreme Court by President Nixon

but was rejected by the Senate.

Subsequently he resigned and ran

unsuccessfully for the U.S. Senate

from Florida. ,

The two women, the sources

said, are Mildred Lillie a

California state Appeals Court

judge, and Sylvia Bacon a judge on

the District of Columbia Superior

Court. The other Southern Judge is

Charles Clark, of Jackson, Miss., a

colleague of Roney.

The sixth candidate also is a

Southerner, Herschel Friday, a

Little Rock, Ark., municipal bond

attorney.

Names of the prospective

nominees for the courts two

vacancies were reported earlier

Wednesday by the Dow Jones

News Service.

The White House then confirmed

that names had been sent to the

American Bar Association but

would not identify the possible

nominees for the vacancies

created by the retirements of the

late Justice Hugo Black and of

Justice John Harlan.

Nixon said Tuesday he will make
both appointments next week.

"The Reivers
Fri. Oct. 15

S. U. Ballroom

4,6:30,9,11
50C

Sponsored by Newman Club

95

Student

Activities Day

Thursday, October 21, 1971

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Campus Center Concourse Level

Dig the best heavy
sounds with your

Dungarees on!

No door charge during

Week

1270 Memorial Ave.

Across from Big E

Sigma Alpha Mu presents

The Fantastic

James Montgomery Blues Band
Plus - Back from Winter Carni

Featherbed
Friday, Oct. 15 8:30-12:30

C. C. Auditorium $2.00

? Show Only Don't Miss Itll

Showdown Looms For Procurement Bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - In the

face of strong antiwar lobbying

pressure, House opponents of a six-

month congressional deadline on

U.S. military involvement in In-

dochina wre undecided Wednesday
whether to risk a showdown vote

next week.
Republican Whip Leslie C.

Arends of Illinois said he will

decive over the weekend whether

to clear the way for a House vote on

the Senate's specific six-month

deadline.

House Armed Services chairman

F. Edward Hebert, (D-La.), an-

nounced the House action on a $21-

billion weapons procurement bill

containing the war halt amend-
ment will come next Tuesday.
Asked if he thinkgs the House

would again reject a date-certain

war halt as it always has before,

Hebert replied, "I don't know" but

indicated he believed it would.

The question Tuesday will be on

sending the bill to a House-Senate

compromise conference.
Republicans control the one motion

on whether to instruct conferees to

accept the six-month war date or

instruct them on a different subject

entirely.

Arends told reporters he is not

worried that the House would

accept the six-month date and said

he probably will let Rep. Charles

W. Whalen, Jr., (R-Ohio) make
that motion.

But Arends said that is no
commitment and he would decide

over the weekend whether to give

the motion to Whalen or to

someone interested in some dif-

ferent feature of the $21 -billion bill.

The House already has accepted

one compromise amendment
urging a negotiated war halt even
though it set no date, Arends said,

and indicated he might decide that

some other feature of the bill is

more important and deserving of

the House vote.

The House has rejected by ever-

narrower margins attempts,, to

impose specific deadlines for U.S.

war withdrawal, 219 to 176 on the

Senate's nine-month deadline last

spring.

Antiwar forces led by Common
Cause, a self-described national

citizens lobby, are working hard to

swing the 23 votes needed to

reverse this action.

Rep. Hastings Keith, (R-Mass.),

said he has received 50 telegrams

and 25 letters in the past week

urging him to switch his vote-but

said he will continue to support

leaving the U.S. war withdrawal

date to President Nixon, not

Congress.

Rep. Otis G. Pike (D-„N.Y.), said

Common Cause has telephoned

constituents to deluge him with

letters and telegrams to switch his

vote, and declined to say he won't.

"That election South Vietnam
President Nguyen Van Thieu's one-

man reelection was a real travesty

of everything we've said we were
fighting for over there," Pike said.

"I'm thinking about it. But I won't

say how I'm going to vote."

GOPUnhappy WithRevenuePlan
(AP)—Republicans are inviting

alternatives to President Nixon's

revenue-sharing plan, now locked

in committee, thus keeping alive

the possibility of some help this

year for hard-pressed local

governments.
A request for immediate action

by the House Ways and Means
Committee on the proposal to

earmark part of federal tax

receipts for states and localities

was made and rejected last week
in a stiffly polite exchange of

correspondence between Nixon
and Chairman Wilbur D. Mills, (D-

Ark).

Nixon mentioned no alternatives

in his letter to Mills.

But two Republican members of

the committee reopened the

subject in House speeches, ex-

panded in the Congressional

Record distributed Wednesday.

"The administration has not

taken an inflexible attitude about

possible alternatives, un-

derstanding that the need for

action overrides questions of

formula desirability," Rep. Barber

B. Conable Jr. of New York said.

"We have reason to believe the

staff of the Joint Committee on

Internal Revenue Taxation has

worked out an alternative to the

administration's formula which

would eliminate the major ob-

jections..." Conable said.

Mills, in his letter to Nixon, again

rejected general revenue sharing

but indicated he is considering

other ways of helping local

governments, especially below the

state level. He said, however,

considerable time would be

required to work out legislation,

indicating no action before 1972.

Any speedup in that time-table, it

appeared, would depend on how
long Congress remains in session

and how much time the Committee

spends in hearings on national

health insurance, scheduled to

begin Oct. 19.

Rep. Jackson E. Betts of Ohio,

the second-ranking Republican

member of the committee,

generally backed Conable, saying

it would take very little time to

complete action.

Mills laid down these

specifications for possible aid to

local governments:
—Grants should be for definite

sums, not a proportion of federal

collections, and should be limited

in time, providing for

congressional review.

—Distribution should be on the

basis of need of the local unit.

—Federally financed local ex-

penditures should be for

'recognized ... national high

priority needs."

Rather than make direct grants

to states, as distinguished from

local governments, the federal

government should "encourage
them to help themselves by in-

creasing their tax effort."

— SUNGLASSES —
Bausch&Lomb Sunvogues

American Optical Ray-Ban

Always Available at

don coll
56 Main St.

Amherst's First Optician

Tel. 253-7002 Amherst

INTERESTED IN THE
STUDY OF LAW?

A representative of the

Washington University School

of Law ( St. Louis) will be on

campus Oct. 18, 1971 from 1:00

• 5:00 p.m. to talk to students

planning to enter law school

upon graduation, or thinking

about it.

Make appointments at the

Career Planning and
Placement Office, 239 Whit-

more.

C'est Terrible
LOS ANGELES (AP) - "I'm

sick to death of women wearing

pants in place of a dress," declared

Mr. Blackwell as the better-dress

designers opened their part of

California fashion week Wed-
nesday with a blatantly romantic

collection.

The midi is out; so is the mini.

What's in is unflinchingly old-

fashioned-simple box-pleated

skirts hitting just above the knee or

ruffled Victorian gowns sweeping

down to the floor.

"I'm ignoring women's lib,"

Blackwell said. "I've never been a

friend of intentional losers
"

He displayed swirling chiffon

gowns appropriate for garden

parties; clinging floral jerseys

DEERHELD

Drive-In Theatre

itntite 5 & 10

South Deer-field. Mass.
Tel. w,r>-H74B

FRI. SAT. SUN.

IACHARIAH

topped by deeply fringed shawls

and one slinky black gown with a

sequined daisy climbing up the

front which he called a "nasty sexy

look."

A standout was a black-and-

white print, ending elegantly in a

ruffled flounce hem.
Blackwell, the curly-haired

enfant terrible of California

fashion, repeatedly said. "A
woman wants to look pretty for her

guy ... let women wear skirts ...

pants are out except for leisure."

Michael Calderon. designer for

S Howard Hirsch. whipped up

almost all floor-length dresses, the

Huffiest collection yet. Victorian

voile and organza frocks were

trimmed in velvet ribbons, lace,

satin and appliqued daisies.

Calderon said he doesn't intend

these for street or office wear-

"Can you imagine what would

happen getting in elevators and

escalators?"

The only man to give the

liberated career lady a nod was

Jim Church, designer for

California Girl. He's even come
up with "sensible" lengths, hoping

to lure women back to skirts.

"My customer doesn't want the

long look," he said. "She feels it's

dowdy ... wear it above the knee or

at the ankle, nothing in between."

Hemlines on Church's blazer-

skirt costume and simple "little

dresses" hit about an inch above

the knee.

Even Blackwell agreed that no

one length is "in" this season.

"Lengths will be according to the

dress," he said. Multiple choice is

the name of the game with each

lady marking the answer to her

own fashion question.

Bell's Pizza:

Definitely Pleasing

and the Price

is Right.

Open
11 to 2 a.m. Fri. &Sat.
la.m.Sun.toThurs.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011-253-9051 J

Spectrum
The general interest magazine of

University of Massachusetts

We are now accepting Contributions

for the fall 1971 issue.

All contributions "f fiction, non-fiction,

poetry, art, and photography can be left

at the spectum office or mailed to:

Spectrum

RSO No. 102

Campus Ctr.

U Mass.

all contributions should be accompanied by a stamped, self-

addressed envelope

't\f 6harhs cPiei

Tfevue

Campus II

7:009:00

sat/rock

"Explicit

in the
extreme!"

HUVUAQim

Rated X

In everyone s life there's a

SIJMMER
OF 42 »..

ICampus ' —
III

Campus /^**a^
in the Zayre's Snoppmg Center on

Route 9-Amherst- Hadley Line

MON. NIGHT! LADIES $1.00

Woody Allen's

Bananas
Campus I

&
George Seqalin

Where's
Papa?

2?P c;p

Showtime 7: 30

Sun: Soul to Soul at 7: 30

SOVIET JEWRY PROTEST MARCH

10: 30a.m. SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17 atthe SPRINGFIELD JEWISH CENTER
(a car pool will meet outside of Bowker Aud. by lot H6, 9:30 a.m. Call Hi llel 5452526 if you

need or have a car to go.)
, „„aci,

T HURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, at 7: 00 p.m. - a meeting at Hillel - 420 SU

on the rally and on forming a branch of the Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry at the U. of M.

Come! __^^__^___—

—
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Kennedy Children Complain Of

Harassment By Photographer

'^el? mXr. Jacqueline Onassis. seeks an injunction against the photographer, whose pictures have ap-

peared widely in magazines and newspapers.

John F Kennedy, Jr., 11, said in ping event. John said, he went out

the track, met her and

Register To Vote

Campus Center

Concourse

TODAY
one affidavit that the

photographer, Ronald Galella, who
usually operates around Central

Park and the family's Manhattan

apartment, once showed up when
young John Was operating a

speedboat in a bay off the Greek

island of Scorpios, where his

stepfather, Aristotle Onassis, has

one of his many homes.

"Unexpectedly a fishing boat ran

directly across my path."' John

said in his affidavit. "'1 had to

swerve and almost capsize in order

to avoid a collision."' He said

Galella was snapping photographs

from the fishing boat.

His sister Caroline, now 14, told

of going to Central Park with her

mother to take a tennis lesson.

"At the tennis court," she said.

"Mr. Galella began jumping
around men, blocked my path,

made embarrassing remarks and

pushed a camera in front of my
face."

John, Jr., also said Galella

followed them to New Jersey,

where Caroline was appearing in a

horse show.

After Caroline finished a jum-

to the track, met her and was
leading her horse when "Galella

suddenly jumped from behind a

tree and startled the horse."

He said it was several minutes

before "we could regain control of

the horse."

Caroline said in her affidavit

that, "unfortunately 1 am one of his

favorite targets, and as such, have
been subjected to numerous un-

pleasant and often dangerous
incidents with him...

"Mr. Galella often rushes a

me." she continued, "snaps flash

bulbs in my face and trails me
closely ... I do not feel safe when he

is near
"

Judge Irving Ben Cooper of IS.
District Court reserved decision on

Mrs. Onassis's application for an

injunction Wednesday and con-

tinued a temporary restraining

order prohibiting Galella from
harassing the children.

The photographer, in turn, is

seeking $1.3 million in damages,
charging that Secret Servicemen

are immune from the suit.

The government has joined Mrs
Onassis in seeking the injunction

and Asst. U.S. Atty. Michael D.

Hess told the judge: "We don't

want Galella to stop taking

photographs, but not from six

inches away."

Dr. Sailor

To Lecture

., At Hampshire
Hampshire College will present

the fourth lecture in the Science

and Public Policy Series at 8 p.m.,

tonight in the east lecture hall of

the Academic Building. Dr. Vance
Sailor will speak on "The Energy
Supply and Public Power."

Dr. Sailor has been at

Brookhaven National Laboratory

since 1949, and is now a senior

physicist there. His work has been

in neutron and reactive physics,

charged particle reactions, and

low temperature physics.

151 NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST

Next To The Post Office

OPEN 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

New & Used
Winter Coats

Dining Common Hours
Because of the limited number of

students eating from 2:00-4:00

P.M. in all dining halls, it is dif-

licult for the Food Service

Department to maintain quality

products throughout the serving

period. The fact that a maximum
400 students do eat during these

hours, indicates that continuous

service SHOULD NOT BE
DISCONTINUED. Consequently

an adjustment in service to suit

both students and production needs

is required

The following MENU and
LOCATION adjustments will go

into effect on MONDAY OCTOBER
18, 1971, in the hopes of better

filling (he true needs of the campus
lor continuous food service.

MENU: 2:00 P.M. 4:00 P.M. in

Franklin and Berkshire Commons
ONLY. A soup and sandwich lunch

will be offered, a selection of

salads and desserts will also be

available.

LOCATION AND HOURS OK
OPERATION
EFFECTIVE MONDAY OC-

TOBER IS. I!»7I

I. WORCESTER COMMONS &
HAMPSHIRE COMMONS

BREAKFAST 6:30 A.M. -

10:30 A.M.
LUNCH - 10:30 A.M. - 2:00

P.M.
DINNER - 4:00 P.M. - 6:30

P.M.
CLOSED FROM 2:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

II. WORCESTEK BASK FOODS
CONTINUOUS SERVICE

LUNCH - 10:30 A.M. - 4:00

P.M
DINNER - 4:00 P.M. - 6:30

P.M
III. FRANKLIN COMMONS &
BERKSHIRE COMMONS

LUNCH 10:30 A.M. - 2:00

P.M.
SANDWICH LUNCH 2:00

P.M. 4:00 P.M.
DINNER - 4:00 P.M. - 7:00

P M
IV. HAMPDEN BASIC FOODS
CONTINUOUS SERVICE

LUNCH - 10:30 A.M. - 4:00

P.M
DINNER 4:00 P.M. - 7:00

I'M.
Please note - CLOSING of

Hampshire Commons and Wor-

cester Regular Menu between the

hours of 2:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.

PARIS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELGRADEGENEVA BUCHAREST

Lowest Air Fares Ever
° EUROPE: Dec. 17-Jan. 2 $180 Boston-London-Boston

§ Other dates also available on request

5 YOUTH FARE: a complete booklet specially prepared for you to put it

all together

SKI: Special ski package to Austria for $325

NASSAU: Thanksgiving & Christmas flights from $169. Departures from

Boston and New York. Stay at the luxurious Montagu Beach

Hotel. With private beach & first class rooms.
•

( )pen only tostudents. faculty & staff of 5 Colleges & immed family

For More Information Call: STEVE GERMAIN 253-3359 or return this Coupon to:
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American Student Travel Assoc.

27 Mass Ave.. Suite 3

Boston, Mass. 02115

tel: 617 536-511

Please send me more information on:

Name:

Address

School: Birthdate:
Zip

.Europe YquthFare Ski ....^Nassau

.Car PI;^lan Rail Passes InterEuropean Flights'

' complete schedule already available for you to choose from
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SsAN MARINO WARSAW PRAGUE LUXEMBOURG COPENHAGEN OUGABOUGOU

Hoppy Nite

Every Thursday

on the bandstand

THE SABER MEN
(Rock Band)

The most exciting
en terta in ment of
Handsome Musician.

Quonset

Restaurant

Hadley, Rt.9

FromTP91 - Exit 19

Judgeships Available

for

Student Judiciaries

Applications Available: Rooms 109 & 111, Campus Center

1

Applications Due: Noon, Oct. 18

Selections: (by appointment) Tues. Evening, Oct. 19

HOMECOMING 1971

Friday, October 15

FLOAT PARADE & UNICEF DRIVE - Starts at 7:00 p.m. at the Haigis AAal

Sponsored by the Greeks.

CONCERT - James Montgomery Blues Band" & "Featherbed" 8:30 p.m.,

8:30 p.m., Campus Center Auditorium. Admission: $2.00.

Sponsored by SAM.

MOVIE - "The Reivers" 4:00, 6:00, 9:00, 1 1 :00 p.m.,

Student Union Ballroom! Members Free. Non-members, 50'

Sponsored by the Newman Club.

Saturday, October 16

CONCERT - "Beacon Street Union" and "Rush" 8:00 p.m.,

Student Union Ballroom. Admission: $1.25

Sponsored by Butterfield House

MOVIE - "Yellow Submarine" 6:00, 8:00, 10:00 p.m., Mahar Auditorium.j

Admission: 75*.

Sponsored by SAM

NIGHTCLUB - "Fusion", East Jesus," "Ronnie Gamache", and

"Shep and Janet" 8:00 p.m., Campus Center Auditorium.

Admission: 25*

Sponsored by Program Council.

Sunday, October 17

MOVIE - Fellini's "Satyricon" 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.,

Student Union Ballroom. Admission: 50'

Sponsored by Program Council.
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Satlg Milton One More Time, Folks
BOARDOF EDITORS

EDITOR IN CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
JEWS EDITOR
.PORTS EDITOR
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INE ARTS EDITOR
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Gib Fullerton, Barbara Brecher, Bruce McConnell
Jim Gold
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The Statt is

ation read it
Undergraduate newspaper o» the University of Massachusetts,

-esponsible lor its content and no faculty members or admmistr

lor accuracy or approval prior to publication

Unsioned editor.als represent the views of this paper They do not

necessar.iy reflect the views of the faculty, administration, or student body as

a whole S.gned editorials, columns, reviews, and letters represent the per

sonal views of the writers

Get Out To The Polls
"It people under 21 were meant to have the vote, they

would have been born younger."

That is the kind of catchy slogan that most of the ' get-

out -the-vote" people have been spouting to emphasize

their concern for voung people to register to vote. They are

trying to "mobilize" the student vote for the purposes of

good and justice. Not that they have any patent on truth

and justice, but they figure a large student voting

population could more or less change the world.

The thrust of the recent voting registration drives has

revolved around non-partisan rallying of the democratic

spirit in a generation of students who have seen the

democratic process of this nation made sham and

bufoonery by Presidents on down.
Everybody who still bothers reading newspapers for

Vietnam news knows that we are still engaged in bloody

war, sponsoring undemocratic governments through

illegal means. No senator but Senator Fred Harris,

populist candidate lor president, has come out against

slick, racist Senator Bvrd in that "bum" Nixon's intention

to seat him on the Supreme Court. That's the kind of

elected officials we have. Congress has thus far refused to

act on War, even though the people who elected them say

the U.S. shouldn't be there.

Boston After Dark (BAD) had a story last week about

how Amherst was going to be the place where students are

taking over. BAD tells its readers that the students in

Amherst are really getting excited about taking over the

town.
Of course all the students know that there are very few

people who want to take over the town, or the state, or the

Federal government. Most students seem to be taking the

whole voter registration drive with resigned neglect.

There aren't any exciting candidates, save Fred Harris,

who is out to steal from the rich. Politics is more in-

teresting to watch than participate in.

Don't register to vote unless you really want to. ( If large

enough numbers of students don't register, everyone will

figure that youth is disenchanted and that will be a great

political lever.)

But remember, you have to live in this country.

Previously Unfortified Border

Continued from 10/13/ Collegian

The motion and the procedures established by it are

verv good and in fact, essential if we are to insure

Campus Autonomy and if we are to insure that the

Chancellor, whoever he/she is, realize that he/she is a

( WII'CS officer. If we look for a moment at the

procedure used in the federal government for the

selection of a Cabinet Member (as well as other of-

luialsi this might become more clear. The President,

when he wishes to fill a vacancy in his cabinet

establishes his own search committee from within the

executive office in a manner which is designed by and

lor the Executive branch and nut The Legislative

branch, which retains the power of veto. This search

committee may recommend one or many candidates

to the President, but he finally makes only one

nomination to the legislative branch which then either

accepts or rejects the nomination. If they accept, all is

well. If they reject the nominee, then the Executive

repeats the nomination process until a candidate is

accepted by the Legislative branch.

The rationale for the procedure is quite simple and

after a long history, painfully clear. The cabinet of-

ncer is to work for the President and the Executive

branch, and not for the Legislative branch. Hence he

must be hired by and realize that he is working lor the

executive. At the same time, he must be acceptable to

(he Legislative branch, given their vested interest in

his implementation of their legislation. The legislative

retains the veto over the executive choice. I am sure it

is not difficult to imagine how counterproductive it

would be for this procedure to be altered in such a

manner as to allow the legislative branch to par-

ticipate in the search.

THURSDAY: Thursday was spent in Blantyre

Castle. Lenox. Mass. It disturbs me a great deal that I

did not bring a videotape unit to Blantyre. I find it

impossible to express in words the setting which the

Board of Trustees chose for their retreat and sub-

sequent meetings. Allow me merely to state that the

castle was CLASS in a way that I call musty. In fact, if

it were not deemed CLASS we would call it rank.

THE BOARD was meeting in closed session when

we arrived. They were deciding behind closed doors

what they were going to pretend to decide at the "open

meeting' once the " >pen meeting" began, it was

painfully obvious that we were there as spectators to

what, in fact, was poor theatre. At that meeting the

Board accepted Chancellor Tippo's resignation im-

mediately and named Bromery as Acting Chancellor.

Of course the representatives of the Eaculty Senate

Committee of Concern were allowed to present their

motions, but that was merely an aside in a well

written script. The one reoccuring line in the script

was Chairman Mealy saying: "All in favor say aye;

Mlopposedsavnavit'savote." After this "open

meeting" there was an hour long half-hour recess and

then a meeting of the Executive Committee ot tne

Board at which each of the three senates were allowed

one representative. (It must have been an unusual

feeling to sit across the table from the representatives

ol all three senates and find those representatives

argued for and listened to arguments against the joint

resolution which established an all campus search

committee. The faculty member argued that the

motion was in keeping with the Board's own policy for

I he selection of a "Major Administrative officer'' and

from the reports I later received (I was not in that

dosed session) the Board argued that the position of

Chancellor was not included in this category. I'm still

not sure if the chancellor is not major, administrative,

or an officer, or none of the above.

The Board also argued against student represen-

tation on the committee because of the "transient

nature of students'' ie: that the student member
might leave the University soon after, if not before,

the selection was completed). Almost simultaneously

they argued for Alumni representation on the com
mittee. The inherent paradox, if not irony, of these two

positions was evidently lost to these mental giants who

sit up there above the hoopla. The feelings and at-

titude of the Board at that point are best summed up

by Trustee Pumphrett (also of the UMass Building

Authority the people who brought you Southwest,

Sylvan, etc. i who stated "This is the most ridiculous

proposal I've ever heard."

Evidently the Board was insulted by the attempt of

the Amherst Campus to select its own chancellor. One

analogy which comes to mind is that of a rapist finding

a scream of pain from the victim insulting. One

member of the Board in an attempt at rationality tried

to present a trial motion to see if it would be ac-

ceptable to all parties concerned. He was promptly

stopped by Chairman Healy and several other

members of that August body as out of order When he

offered to merely voice his opinion as a proposal, he

was again deemed out of order and the meeting was

immediately moved into ( closed, of course I Executive

session and the senate representatives curtly

dismissed. Evidently the Democratic Process works

smoothly only behind closed doors.

As we left Blantyre Castle the Executive committee

was behind closed doors coming to "unanimous

decisions" and there were a few things which were

painfully clear. The Board was not pleased at all with

the initiative taken by the Amherst Campus

(evidently we expected were to lay back and enjoy

It"); the Board would not accept an all campus search

committee, (their own policy and the model of the

federal government not withstanding,) nor would

stand for the nomination of just one candidate by the

search committee.

But there was also the feeling in one stoned car that

there was a slim possibility of holding our own if AND
ONLY IE we could maintain our new-found solidarity.

II the Board's procedure differed from our own, and

we were sure it would, our scenario called for the

following:

1 ) all senates refusing to recognize the "Board s

committee.
2 i all senates directing their presidents to refuse to

appoint any delegates to the "Board's" committee;

:t ) all senates calling for a campus wide referendum

on the two motions, that of the senates, and that of the

Trustees;

A) preceeding a referendum, an invitation by all

senates for chairman Healey, and president Wood to

be present at an open hearing of the campus to explain

their proposal to the campus.
.')) Should the Board refuse to recognize the results

of such a referendum, all senates were to state that

they refuse to recognize the person chosen by such an

altered committee as the legitimate Chancellor; and

in Should a chancellor be named in such a manner,

all members of all senates would resign their positions

in those senates.

It was one hell of a scenario...The funny thing is. it

would work if we could all agree to do it; but of course

we can't or won't do that. Such an action would call for

a solidarity of the Amherst Campus far beyond our

capabilities, and it was merely a matter of time before

our petty differences began to eat away at the foun-

dation of action.

FRIDAY: Early in the morning Board of Trustee

members found copies of the Collegian on the way to

the meeting scheduled for 9:30a.m. and at which they

were to be informed of the vote for the Executive

Committee decision. I've been told that they were

very upset to read about their decision before they

made one". A SCOOP FOR THE COLLEGIAN!
Nevertheless, the Board proceeded to pass a motion

which would create a committee composed of 2

graduate students, (1 undergraduates, 6 faculty, 1

delegate from the Dean's Council. 1 Alumni, and 2

Trustees. The committee would be forced to present to

the full board of Trustees 5 nominations so that the

Board could choose between "Willy Smith and Charlie

Jones". That same morning we also began to receive

reports (down in our Bunker) that Eaculty Senators

were receiving phone calls pointing out that the

students had more representation on the committee

than the faculty. And the crack in the unity, and the

petty bickering begins. Eirst it starts to look as if

should there be another round of negotiation, the

faculty will ask for fewer students on the committee

and the idea of loss of student representation makes
the students less anxious to press for rejection of the

Hoard's committee, and Wood cries all the way to the

bank.

One thing is clear...the student senates have failed

to establish any real power on the Amherst campus.
We have failed because

1

)

we have separated ourselves from our only base
of power, those students we represent. This has oc-

cured because we have allowed ourselves to become
sucked into the game of "POWER BROKERAGE"
and have not included the student body in the in-

formation, the process, or the decisions. (And have
complained the entire time of student apathy.)

2) We have been timid about exercising the only

power (as little as it is) that we do have, and that is the

fact that the administration has a real and vested
interest in our (the senates) being the legitimate

representative governing bodies. We are needed (or at

least the administration believes we are needed) to

legitimatize (by our token representation in the

decision making process) their decisions to the

"masses" of students. It is also clear to me that the

only way for the student senates to establish any
power at all is to: a) insist on full disclosure of all

information that is used in making our decisions; b>

include the entire student body in the decision-making
process whenever possible (through referendums
when appropriate) and finally c> to refuse to par
licipate in committees that have no real authority or

in which the student representation is not meaningful.

m. guy ross. Graduate Student Senate

Student Affairs Committee

PointBlank

Letters To The Editor

A More Meaningful Registration

To the Editor

Yesterday the Town of Amherst came to tne

Campus Center to facilitate the registration of each

student wishing to register to vote in the Town of

Amherst. This event, if such it was, was the product of

the work of many people throughout the state.

Attorney General Robert Quinn rendered the final

stroke to open the doors of the electoral process to

every student. His ruling permits every student to

register where he attends school. This means that a

student (like every other person) can:

1. Participate actively in a campaign for local or

national office where he votes;

2. Run for office in that place where he spends the

majority of his time each year;

3 Vote together with others in the same general

circumstances as he finds himself, economically and

geographically, if not philosophically; and

4. Participate in the operating government of the

place where he lives.

Those are some of the reasons why some people leel

students should vote in Amherst. Of course, if many

students register in Amherst, the town will certainly

be a focus of national attention in the future for ob-

vious reasons.

Why The Coalition?

To the Editor:

"We see the month of November as being directed

towards prisons and prisoners' demands. We see

ourselves as a working unit and this unit as a con-

tinuing one." (quote from article on coalition)

We were invited to the University to help run a

workshop on Crime and Delinquency for National

Moratorium Day. There has been a great deal of

concern as was shown by the volunteers that have

been coming to Westfield Detention Center from the

R.S.O. J.O.E. and Larry Dyes Crime and Delinquency

class. We looked forward to meeting many more

students who wanted to inform themselves of our lives

at the detention center and to exchange ideas on what

they can do to make some changes in the prison

system. .

Our great disappointment was that no one showed

up. It seems to us that it is the same few volunteers

who are concerned enough to carry through on their

commitments. Aren't there any other concerned

students at UMass?
Kids from Westfield Center

On the other hand, many people persuasively argue

that students should distribute their voting across the

Commonwealth and across the nation in order to in-

crease the impact of student voting. Those who share

this philosophy say that students should vote where

they go to at Christmastime.

While I hold the first argument more persuasive

than the second, that's very much a personal view of

my own.
Each student has the opportunity to very seriously

consider the question of where he can vote most

honestly and effectively. What has been provided for

each student is the chance to exercise a choice. It

would be very unfair to so many people to view this

opportunity apathetically. Their work merits your

serious consideration and the exercise of a sincere

decision. You can guage the impact of the decision you

make by observing the attention that is generated

around the registration session.

Whether you register in Amherst or not, I hope that

last evening you will have made a decision that has

some thought behind it.

Richard M. Howland

Am
Ta the Editur:

Every time I approach the front entrance of Goodell

Library, I am overcome by a feeling of disgust. There,

staring me in the face, are the initials EAM, painted in

bold yellow letters on the pavement.

Last spring, I was informed that the pledges had

intended this act ( and others elsewhere on campus) to

be merely a "practical joke", and the painting would

wear off shortly. But here it is, well into the next

semester, and those glorious letters remain- as a

constant reminder that EAM is still alive.

In as much as I consider this defacement of

University property an eyesore, I think its time for the

members of EAM to show a little bit of "community

interest" and remove their initials from the front of

Goodell. as well as other similarly defaced locations

on campus.
Howard A. Berger

J

Bordering What?

By STEPHEN GILLERS
Your plane lands at New York's Kennedy Airport. You're home aftei

nine weeks of hitchhiking and camping out all over Europe. You suffei

culture shock as you trudge, with your sleeping bag and knapsack

toward customs. The two well-dressed couples ahead of you mov<

quickly. The inspector barely blinks at their many pieces of costlj

luggage. Then he reaches you.

"Okay," he says, "empty the knapsack and undo the sleeping bag.

You're dazed, tired, bewildered. You're also insulted. Why did he pick oi

you? But mechanically you follow his instructions until you are stoppec

short by his next order.

"Now, go into that room over there and take off all your clothes."

Can he do that?

The answer depends on the Fourth Amendment to the United State:

Constitution. Usually, that Amendment forbids searches unles:

"probable cause" is present. This means that for most searches - in

eluding wiretaps and electronic eavesdrops - a police officer must firs

have proof that he will probably find something illegal. Suspicion is no

enough. But neither is certainty required. The balance tips in favor of th<

state and the search if the officer has enough facts to make it probabl.

that he will find something.

But the Fourth Amendment works differently when a person enters thi

country. Indeed, for a long time courts assumed that the Fourth Amend

ment simply did not apply at all in these situations ; that customs officers

in order to catch smugglers, needed power to search as thoroughly a:

they wished unhandcuffed by the Fourth Amendment. Recently

however, some courts have placed restrictions on this power, at leas

where the search involves a person's body or body cavities. Three cases

one of which is now before the Supremen Court, illustrate this trend.

In 1961, in Witt v. United States, a federal appealate court in California

said it was legal for customs officers to require a female traveller t<

disrobe even though they had no cause to believe she was breaking th<

law. A search of an entering traveller was legal, said the court, "b:

reason of such entry alone."

By 1967, the same court developed greater sensitivity. In Henderson v

United States, a female traveller was forced, under protest, to let a docto

examine her vaginal area. She claimed the search was illegal. The cour

reaffirmed its belief that merely by crossing the border one subject

himself to a search of his baggage, purse, pockets and wallet. But a bod;

cavity was a different story. Said the court:

"... if in the course of the search of a woman there is to be a

requirement that she manually open her vagina for visual in-

spection to see if she has something concealed there, we think that

we should require something more than mere suspicion. Surely,

to require such a performance is a serious invasion of personal

privacy and dignity...."

The court said that before such an invasion could occur, there has to be

;

"clear indication" that something would be found. The court did not sa;

exactly what this meant.

Hopefully, this year the Supreme Court will tell us just how fre-

customs officers are to search the baggage, the clothing and the bod;

cavities of travellers. In a case called United States v. Johnsun,

customs inspector became suspicious of two young women crossing fror,

Mexico to California. He had a female inspector conduct a strip searc

and she found heroin hidden in the panties of one of the women.

The same federal appellate court that decided Witt and Henderson sai

the search was illegal. In order to justify a strip search, said the court

even if it does not involve inspecting the person's body cavities, th

customs officer had to have a "subjective suspicion supported by ot

iective articulable facts." Suspicion without facts was not enough.

Even if the Burger Court upholds the lower court's ruling, a traveller

personal privacy will mean little at the border. A customs officer ma

still be able to satisfy the requirement of "objective, articulable facts

simply by saying that the traveller acted strange, that he seemed to b

hiding something. .

Unless the Supreme Court really surprises us, the only practical advic

is clear- Stay away from borders if you're carrying anything yo

wouldn't want to be found with - no matter how well you think it's coi

cealed. Customs inspectors are not shy about looking just about an

place.

Register

To
Vote

Concourse
Level

Campus Center "To Ro&liA UJiTW LO*»e"

fEf£&J-&am.
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ZiffPlans New Journal!

Journali
~

A new undergraduate journalism

curriculum is being planned at

UMass. ,

Designed to meet the needs of

students planning careers in

professional journalism, the

curriculum is also intended for

students who might find courses in

journalism to be "a way of

focusing and utilizing other liberal

arts training".

Planning the new curriculum is

Howard M. Ziff, associate

professor of English. He has been

appointed by Dr. Jospeh Frank

head of the Department of English.

WMUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 p.m. NEWS - 30 minutes.

World, Regional, and Local.

Area news is stressed.

7:30 p.m. WARPATH - a half hour

sports program with Marty

Kelley and Kent Best. Tonight's

guests: Coach Bill Maxwell and

wide receivers Bob Cabrelli and

Steve Schubert.

8:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m.

CYCLEBREAKER - this unique

program takes a penetrating

look at all kinds of happenings.

Tonight: highlights of Josh

McDowell address "Sex and the

Single Person"; an interview

with Frank Zappa will be

featured.

9:00 p.m. 1100 p.m. MARC'S
BLUES Mark Dashevsky
features many blues artists -

some who are well known and

many who should be.

11:00 p.m. NEWS - one half hour,

features original reporting of

area news by the WMUA News

staff.

11.30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. RICK
MORTON blasts into action with

nrnprpssive rook

to serve as director of Journalism

and Journalistic Studies.

Ziff has announced plans calling

for a nucleus of three kinds of

courses.

"First, there are the basic

courses in the professional skills

and disciplines of the journalist

These can be utilized by a student

interested in broadcast jour-

nalism, magazine journalism, and

such other careers as business and

law, as well as newspapering.

"Second, there are those courses

which direct themselves to jour-

nalism's role in the whole area of

mass communications and popular

culture. An introduction to

research into journalism would

also be included," he said.

The third type of course Ziff ha?

listed is "ihe advanced practices

courses in specific journalistic

skills, both written and graphic

that should be taught against the

background of the first and secono

types listed."

Ziff came to the University this

Fall after three years with tht

journalism department of the

University of Illinois at Urbana

Champaign.
A native of Holyoke, he is a

graduate of Mt. Hermon School

and Amherst College. He spent two

years on the staff of Pacific Stars

and Stripes in Japan and Korea,

three years with the City News

Bureau of Chicago, and almost 10

years with the Chicago Daily

News.
Ziff has also taught for two

summers at the Columbia
University Graduate School of

Journalism.

BUY DIRECT
AND SAVE!!

Why run all over town looking for pants, corduroys, or

blue leans when we have the areas largest and most

complete selections - all at the lowest prices around.

And we're just up the street...

the closest thing to you is

WEARHOUSE (wear-else?)

Open Fri.

till 9

School of Business To Sponsor

Executive Marketing Seminars

When our mechanic

is finished working

on that Volkswagen,

he'll work on your

Volkswagen. Ana
when he's finished

working on your

Volkswagen, he'll

work on another
Volkswagen.

Noi much .o-.eiy. bur h« >u» l»o.i Volk.~og.ni

Dames ToMeet Next Week
The UMass Dames Club for wives of students at

the University will hold a Wine-Tasting Party on

Wednesday evening, October 20th, at 8 P.M. The

party will be held at the Farley 4-H Lodge located

behind the Southwest Residential Complex.

The party will be sponsored by the Four Seasons

Liquor Store in Hadley and the wine will be supplied

through the courtesy of Alamaden Wines. A fee of

75C will be charged to non-members and all wives

and husbands are welcome.

Dames Club is open to all student wives and wives
of students, both graduate and undergraduate.
Dames holds a monthly meeting and activity and
those planned for the near future include an auction,

a Christmas supper, a rummage sale, etc.

Anyone who is interested in joining and making
lots of new friends may attend the Wine-Tasting
Party. For further information, please contact Joan
Armstrong at 549-1145.

THE DAMES

A series of one-day Executive

Marketing Seminars by the UMass
School of Business Administration

will begin Nov. 17.

The eight seminars are designed

to update managers on tested and

new methods for improving sales

and profits and also for chief

marketing executives, sales,

advertising, product, and market

managers, market researchers,

analysts and planners, general

managers and others.

The first seminar will be led by

Dean Wendell Smith of the School

of Business Administration and

Jack Wolf, head of the marketing

department.
The seminar will be Wed-

nesdays from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m.

at the Campus Center. The dates

are Nov. 17, Dec. 15, Jan. 19, Feb.

9, March 8. April 12, May 10 and

June 7.

The cost for participants is $40

for each seminar or $240 for all

eight.

Further information is available

from Victor P. Buell, director of

the management development
program, UMass School of

Business Administration.

Free Shuttlebus for Amherst service customers

Authoriied VW Dealer Call for information.

/NORTHAMPTON
1, Inc.

246 KING ST (RTE. 5) NORTHAMPTON
NORTHAMPTON

584-8620

THE LISTENING POST'S HAVING A

HOMECOMING SALE

0P€NEVIS'TI19

All College Students - Particularly

Five College Area

SKY-DIVE
U. Mass. Sport Parachute Club Recruitment Meeting

Thurs. Oct. 14 C. C. 174-176 7:45 p.m. Movie - Info

Help Choose the Next Campus Wizard!

6 Undergraduates Needed for the

CHANCELLOR
SELECTION COMMITTEE

Meet academic superstars .

{CORDS ooe

ALL
FAIRPORT CONVENTION
HUMBLE PIE

QUINCY JONES
CARPENTERS
CAT STEVENS
CAROLE KING

RECORDS
$5.98
LIST $3.39

8 TRACK & CASSETTE

$6.98
LIST $4.49

Our entire stock of

• • •

Shake hands with trustees ....

Play real life power games!

Apply Student Senate Office, 1st. level, C. C.

(See Larry Ladd)

c

Bluenote, Solid State, Pacific Jazz

Atlantic, ATCO, Cotillion

Warner and Reprise Records

$2 " D "
" $

3

88$4.98
LIST E

$6.98
LIST $4.47

THE LISTENING POST AUDIO CENTRE

25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

Open Evenings till 9 p.m.

186 Main St., Northampton

Open Thursday till 9 p.m.
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Don't Fall Into The Trap
By GILBERT J. SALK

I ran into a distressing problem

today, and I'm writing this column

in the hope that others of you will

not fall into a similar trap.

If you ever receive a IA

classification in the mail, appeal it

within 2'i days unless you are

willing lo be inducted or unless you

have a high lottery number.

The case I had today was a

student who received a IA during

the summer, after completing his

sophomore year. He knew that he

would be returning to school in the

fall, so lie ignored the

classification, assuming that he

would get his IIS hack. Last week.

he received an induction order, and

now has to do a lot of running

around to try to get the order

cancelled.

lie's lucky, and will probably

succeed, but he could have saved

himself the trouble by writing to

his board as soon as he got his IA

and requested a new IIS The

lesson to all of you should be ob-

vious.

The draft hoard w ill not go out of

its way to keep you from being

screwed. It won't tell you what the

implications of a classification

might mean So don't trust them.

Their basic job. as they un-

derstand it. is to provide cannon

fodder for I nele Sam's diplomatic

corps Your job is to use every

available resource to stay alive

and to prevent them from placing

you in a position where you might

be forced t< kill somebody.

This means that you should use a

draft counselor whenever
something happens between you

and the SSS that you don't com-

pletely understand When you

receive an undesirable

classification, you should be sure

to appeal it within 30 days from the

date they mailed it (not the date

you received it.) You should keep

copies of everything you get Irom

vour board, and of everything you

send to your board. Whenever you

send them anything, you should

take your letter to the post office

and tell them you want it sent

Certified. Return Receipt

Requested. It will cost you fifty

cents, but the board will have to

sign for the letter and the post

office will send the receipt hack to

you. Staple it to your copy of the

letter This will provide proof that

the hoard received the letter and

when tho\ received it.

Don't take the word of draft

hoard clerks. They have no legal

authority, often don't know the

draft laws, and will sometimes

promise you anything just to get

you off their hacks. The only

decisions you should go by are

those you receive in writing from

the hoard If you ever speak to a

clerk or a hoard member, im-

mediately write done, verbatim.

the entire conversation and send it

in to he included in your file.

One word of reassurance The

draft hoard must notify you of any

change of classification. So if you

have a II S which expired in S E
One word of reassurance. The

draft hoard must notify you of any

change of classification. So if you

have a IIS which expired in

September, for example, doiVt

panic just because you haven't

received a new IIS yet It takes the

board some time to get around to

reclassifying people sometimes. If

m.u Idled out the SSS card in your

registration packet in Hoyden, you

Free Pregnancy

Clinic Opening
A group of area clergymen has

announced the organization of the

Clergy Consultation Service of

Wfstern Massachusetts. The
service offers counsel without fee

to women laced with problem

pregnancies. The clergy who serve

as counselors on this service are

listed each week on a tape

recording which can be reached by

dialing a Northampton telephone

number: (413) fiHti 347K. The
recorded message gives all

necessary information for making
an appointment with one of the

counselors on duty.

The clergymen are part of a

nation wide network of Clergy

Consultation Service groups which

have provided this counsel for the

past four years. The program was
begun by the Reverend Howard
Moody, of the Judson Memorial

Church in New York City, and has

now grown to include 2,<hm> clergy

in 26 states, who last year coun-

seled with an estimated 150,000

women. The groups have been

instrumental in bringing about

much-needed changes in the

availability of abortion services at

moderate cost.

should gel your new IIS in the mail

soon You only have to worry if you

get a IA. or if the board does not

have your most current mailing

address which brings us to the

next major point.

You must be sure that your

board has the proper mailing

address for you- your campus
address, for most of you. If they

send you something and you don t

get it because they sent it to the

wrong address, it's your hassle, not

theirs

Kor your own sakes. lolks. learn

your rights and responsibilities,

and exercise them The life you

save mas really t>e your own.

PEACE.

Room To Move
I

Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

AIMM.K CORPS:
Mirkwood-Orchard Hill Coffee

BRIDGE CLUB:
There will be a bridge party

House to be held Saturday night at tonight at 7 p.m. in the Essex Room

"pi in Grayson Lounge. £ «* Student Union. Please note

change of location.

I or

( ounseling i

counseling, visil Oraii

t ( ampus Cooler

.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Slow down. Why fight the natural forces of

the Universe? Science has proven that all

living organisms (including man) have

cycles that correspond to astral activity.

Through Astrology, man has charted these

cycles for thousands of years.

Today's modern technology has made

detailed personal horoscopes easily avail-

able. What used to cost $100 or more,

Uniscope now offers for only $10.

What kind of person are you? How do you

relate to other people? Uniscope- in more

than 15,000 words -answers these and

other questions regarding everyday life.

To get to know where you are going, send

for your own astral portrait today!

(Uniscope)
BoxH. Burlington. Massachusetts 01803

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

1 enclose $10 tor my personal Astral Portrait Massachusett

Please Print:

M. Date of Birth

Address Month

City Day

State Zip Year

Time of

Place of Birth Birth

City

State

Country

AM

PM
if unknown we
will use 1 2 noon

A Uniscope Astral Portrait is your life in 1 5.000 words

We take care to bind it in book form - over 40 pages

stapled into an attractive folder c 1971 uniscope

We guarantee all Astral Portraits If you are not

satisfied with your horoscope and 12 month forecast,

send back the report and we will refund your $10

11 million ballots is enough power to change the course of history. Or not change it.

And that's too much power to just throw away.

I I

Thurs., Oct. 14, 1 - 9 p.m C C Concourse

Completely Restored

Old Weird Harold's

used & NEW

CLOTHES AND HANDICRAFTS

Overalls
& $4.50

Jumpsuits

Jeans $2.50 workshirts $2.00

Flannel shirts $1.50

Sport Jackets $3.50 Denim Jackets $4.50

Shawls
& $2.00

Scarves

Leathers, corduroys, furs, sweaters, 13

button navy wool pants, field coats, parkas,

authentic Pea coats, suedes, tunics, AA-43's,

M.B.T. pants & shirts, storm coats, boots,

hats.
etc.

We would also like to be an inexpensive

outlet tor any handmade items (jewelry,

pottery, weaving, macrame, woodworK,

etc.)

Hours 1 1 :00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Mon. - Sat.

Notices
COMMITTER ON POVERTY:
Thurs., Oct. 14, 7 p.m., Suffolk

Km., S.U. Meeting with

representative from local welfare

rights-open to all interested.

KKNCING CTUB:
Practice tonight, Women's Phys.

Ed. building. 7-10 p.m. in the

Fencing room.

FRESHMEN BASKKTBALL
CANDIDATES:
Metting Thurs. at 4 p.m. in Rm.

17 Boyden Building.

LECTUKE:
"The Chemistry and Biosyn-

thesis of Elastin and Collagen

Crosslinks" by Dr. Carl Franzblau

(Boston U., School of Medicine) at

4:150 p.m. Thursday in Rm. 51

Goessmann Lab. Coffee will be

served at 4:15 p.m.

MASS MEDIA AND RACISM:
If you are in any way interested

in racism in mass media, come to a

meeting on Friday at 3:30 p.m. in

the Media Center (downstairs in

the School of Ed). If you cannot

attend, contact Chris Allshouse-

leave a message in her mailbox in

lounge or call 549-6250.

YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE
MILITANT FORUM:
"Meet the YSA" Speaker John

E. Powers, former mayoral

candidate of Boston tonight at 8

o'clock in the Colonial Lounge of

the Student Union.

MUSICALS:
Sunday rehearsal at 3 p.m.

Lewis.

in

THE COLLEGE PLAN
FOR THE COLLEGE

MAN

Fidelity Union

Life Insurance Company

21 Pray St., Amherst

PARACHUTE CLUB:
Jump-If you're a college student

you're entitled to a substantial

savings -an orientational meeting

-

we'll answer any questions-

Tonight. 7:45 p.m. CC 174-Film.

SAILING (LIB:
Meeting tonight at 0::w p.m. in

the Commonwealth Km., SU.

Everyone is welcome to attend and

participate.

SCROLLS:
Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in

Plymouth Km., SU. Call tt-8240 if

you can t attend.

STUDENT IIOMOPIMLE
LEAGUE:
Room 917 CC , 7 p.m. This week

Drugs and the Homosexual will be

discussed -All gay people

welcome. For more information

come to Rm. 413 SU or call 545-

0151.

LOST:
A pair of dorm keys, somewhere

in Southwest area. If found please

call 0-9845 or turn into lost & found.

On an eagle keychain.

Around Hampden Dining

Commons on Sun. (10/3) a pair of

black rim glasses. If found call Don
0-9202.

Dorm keys, Friday 10/8,

somewhere between Morrill and

Southwest. Contact Debbie 0-1448.

FOUND:
Beautiful little black female

puppy, blind in one eye (we think),

found in vicinity of Fearing St-

Nutting Ave She can be claimed at

15 Fearing St. anytime

Black puppy with white collar in

the vicinity of Bait let t Call (Jinny

or Lvnne 318 Dwight to claim

Landlubber

Jeans and Cords
WEARHOUSE

wearelse?

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

TONITE AT

Tel. 586-3727

THE CHEQUERS
THE

COLORADO ODYSSEY
9: 30 til close tonight (Thursday)

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

1966 VW Bus in good condition, new fall

inspection sticker, may be seen at 226

( liffside Apis.. Sunderland or call 665-

4796.

•62 Rambler classic runs perl, new

brake*, tune-up and exhaust system. Has

all good tires and fall insp. sticker. Only

$150. Call 546-1076.
tflO-14

IH7I Ruick Opel wagon red AM-KM.
IWMHl mi., excellent condition, asking 2295

will talk (all 863-8006 after 6 p.m.

Falcon Bus 1966. Clean No Rot. Rebuilt

motor and Auto. Trans. Good radio. Days

545-2022. Nights Easthampton 527-9069.

Make Off.
tf 10-14

For Sale - '« Olds Good condition.

Asking $3O0. (all .123-7714.

tf 10-14

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1968 Bultaco MOcc Elbandito. Newawg..

new clutches. Excel, shape. Must sell. $350

or best offer. Call 584-4066 anytime.
tf 10-15

Bultaco Metralla 250 CC, very fast,

inspected, road racing fairing, 5 speed.

Ask $495. Offers. 549-6917.

tf 10-15

1969 Triumph T100C Trophy 500, Mint

condition. 8.000 miles. 546-7509.

tf 10-15

$450 or best offer. Please call Bill. 549-

6057.
tr 10-15

165-14 snow tires. Semperit Radials 2

mounted on MGB Disc wheels $50 pr. Call

549-60H7.
tf 10-15

Classic black 4-door 1959 Mercedes

Benz $250. Call Jeff Kelly 253-7303.

tf 10-15

FOR RENT SERVICES

One bedroom Apt. Available Nov. 1.

$150 a month includes utilities. Call after

5 p.m. 665-2641.
tf 10-20

I'll be more than happy to sew your new

clothes. Call anytime and ask for Ann. 1-2*

7892.
tf 10-15

PERSONAL

FOR SALE

Foreign Auto Part* Pirelli, Mlchelln.

Bosch, Lucas, Metric Hardware, Alfa

Romeo spares, wheel*. *now tire*. Call

Herb 2S4S-87H1

tf 10-19

Lotta the Boop - Happy belated 20th lo

the Harvest Queen. Babushka and the

"Gang".
tf 10-14

Guitar - Fender Villager acoustic 12

string guitar, excellent condition. 546

™- +n
Seasoned Firewood. Sale and delivery,

(till M,.i-:m:ii

tf 10-20

69 VW Bug $ 1200 or Best Offer. Tel :
665-

4197 after 5:30 exc. Tues.
tf 10-15

7lt MGB exc. running cond. Must sell.

»MM$B. , _
lflO-29

Tf* vrar old Peugeot, std. Mlchelln rd

lilv tires, rebuilt rng.. good cond.. $250 or

bffrt offer (all Keith 25:1-2215 after 9:00

,""
If 10-14

llrown suede pants, skirts, skins, top

uualltv. wholesale. Pants $27. skirts $9.49.

..kins $5. Slop by to look .lon-424 (ladborne

UU| leave number if nol in.

tfl0-14

Yamaha Classical guitar w/case. Exc.

Cond. $80 Call Artie 201 Chadbourne 5-2640

or 5-2641.

tf 10-18

Sony 630-D reel to reel tape recorder

deck. 3 heads, echo. S on 8, dust cover. 3

speeds. 4 months old, new cost $320 asking

$220. 783-2624.

tf 10-14

Snake - You may be Super-Shack to the

Sigma Kaps. but you re Just plain Pee-Pee

Miss Pro-Pa
10-14

Km. 301 6-6922 organizational meeting

for Cubba Mo. At V OWF.
tf 10-15

Melville Basement invites James
Basement and 1th floor to a party Friday

night at N.

if io-:ti

Auto Repairs. Points, plugs and minor

engine repair. Winterize your car now.

(all Wayne at 546-6535 or Al at 546-6467.

tf 10-15

TYPING

Expert typing done at home. Previous

experience in theses work. Electric

tvpewriter. Call 584-5377. Mrs. Orsini.

If 10-18

Typing - theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate: have Greek alphabet, math A
chem. symbols. Call 253-3601.

tf 10-18

REWARD

Lost. Wire glasses and case in vicinity

of SBA. Reward. Call 546-9777.

If 10-15

WI/KM/KM Stereo Radio-Cassette

Player/ Recorder $170. Call Paul at 256-

i.'iot after «.

if10-19

M Austin. H.Ml wagon. 68 MG I HMi < <

engine, good condition, Hal tf best offer.

Mm vi Rambler, i *tor, « «>• • «***•< *"•"'

in hesi offer Ml ">h27

If 1(1-1

1

TO GIVE AWAY-Watches. Jewelry,

radios, unusual gift and novelty llems-at

50% off and more-call S.N. Brown. 665-

1115.
trm II

(.mi a thorn In your sneaker? Travel

stvle in a '65 Chevy Belair 546-5221.

tflO-14

Bumper sticker - your words printed on :i

x 12" red or green sticker for $ I . copies .25.

The Snide Co. Route I, Box 93 Blaine.

Nash. 98230:
tfin-18

ROOMMATES WANTED DAY CARE CENTER
Female roommates wanled-$60 a

month includes utilities, age 20-25. Call

after 6 p.m. ask for Jean if no answer

keep trying 586-3986.
tfin-15

Children's Center Day (are for ages 3-5

opening In (.reenfield. full or part time

from Oct 18. (all 773-3891 or 771-2071.

(fill II

ttttW \\\ ( aiiipcr. Rlaupunkl radio. »('«

braheo.bas held i.wi Real offer over WW.
5 15-2803.

inn. 1

1

Slerco-Maranlz state-of-the-art com-

ponents Model 16. 220 waits rms. model

:i:i. prramp mint I yr. warranty reg. $975

asking $725 or besl offer. 1-367-957(1 eve
tflO-14

1968 Austin llealy Sprite 38.00(1 miles.

fiioo Must sell. Call 253 2518 Ned after 9

p.m. -*

tf 10-18

Kenwood IMi-X Amp For Sale 200-Watts

nut used one year. List new $169. Will take

best offer Call Rich 253-6303.

tf 10-18

IfH V.W. Bus Runs well. HM,
.„,,,,. tf I0-.5

9' x 12' Tent; Sleeps 4-5 comfortably,

t sod one season. Asking $35 or make

offer Call Xavler 5-0858.

tf 10-19

1968 Cougar XR7 253-7769 or 665-4152.

II llf'l>>

1965 Hodge Coronet 140 (onv »'•* *ut0

\ orv good condition Best offer. ( all 253-

'Kivi afler 6 p.m.

U (hev> with '69 rebuilt engine, new

.ires and shocks; runs well. Priced to sell

fast; $450 or make offer. Call Xavler 5

0858.
tf 10-19

i«70 llonds "'f

HELPWANTED
Need Vets Viet or regular lo help film a

documentary on adjustment problems in

returning lo civilian
1

life. Call Jake al 549-

39 16.

tf 10-14

WANTED
(•ill- bike al least 3 speeds. Contact

Mrs Riley. Tel. 253-7151.

tf 10- 1

5

1 rgent: Bike Wanted 3/10 speed,

(heap (all 549-6419

tf 10 II

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Ohio on or before Oct

16th (all 219-6468 anytime. Ask for Ann.
1014

Hide wanted every Tue. -Thurs. to

Palmer (all 283-7708

If 10-15

Wanted I need a place lo live. Desire

own room in a house or on a farm with

other people Call Mark al 256-8788.

lflo-15

APT. AVAILABLE

Ideal for adv anced female gi ad student,

mom and hoard in lieu of assistant e with I

-thoolagc children 319-3653.

Large, quiet, single room I miles from

Cniversily • For male student Call 256-

6151 afler 5.

tf in it

LECTURE NOTES

ENTERTAINMENT

The Beatles in Yellow Submarine plus

exciting shorts going steady Sal, Oct. I6al

li. 8. in Mahar \ud. Join the fun this

HoiiM'i oming Weekend.
tf 10-15

LOST

(iuv who look grey suitcase ( S.M.T.i on

Im- from Springfield to \mheist. please

return it I need my clothes. Nancy Jones

I, 7-1 II,

If 10- 15

Lecture notes now available for all

-..lions in Itotanv nil. Fron 125, (.eol

llil.t.ov urn. Phil in'. Psvch. 101 Rm. 318

S I l.ohbv.
If 10 1

4

We have leclure notes for all sections in

Hum Dev 270. Micro 140. Psych 262. 263.

270. 280 and Soc 101 in Rm 318 Student

In ion
If 10-14

Howard ! Blue & green afghan in

David - bag I «sl in ( ( Please return to

"Lost A. I ound".
If 10-20

IHS( III NT STEREO (ilMPt>\rM»

Ml major brands of stereo components,

roniparts available al 20-40% discount

( onlacl Jim Jensen 586 1365.

tf in u

v-
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Whalers "Smooch-It-To" The Vikings
Tuesday night the Melville

Whalers, coached by Paul Scelera

and Wally Shaw, scored against

and finally defeated the formerly

Invincible Vikings by a score of 22-

ti.

The quarterback, Janet Manning

skillfully directed her superb first

string offensive team, Mary Beth

OSullivan.June Manning, Pat

Murphv, Bonnie Bufalo, Mary

Young" and Karen Fruzetti tc

•SMOOCH" through the solid

Viking defense.

The Whaler defense, composed

of Marcia Lappin, Jane Andrews,

Card Bohn, Beth Rasmussen,

Corrine Karakalas, Janice Laz

zaro, Nancy Fink plus the three

able-bodied offensive linewomen

Murphy, Manning and Bufalo

limited the Viking attack to only

one touchdown.
The invaluable kicking of

Hocketts Top Keene State
l'he UMass women's varsity and junior varsity field hockey teams

began their seasons by beating Keene State yesterday.

The varsity got off to a quick start when seven minutes into the first

half Sue Tyler scored from left wing. Four minutes later Wendy Alpaugh

followed it up with a goal from her left inner position. UMass dominated

the first half with Keene State getting into our striking circle only three

in the thirtv minutes

Nancy Lord and Wendy Alpaugh both scored goals during the second

half. The second half was very sloppy with both teams tiring and making

many mistakes.
. .

(Mass dominated the plav in the first half of the junior varsity game.

Mostof the half was spent in Keene States half of the field. Rhonda Tilley

put UMass in the lead with a first half score and Karen Bornheim

followed with a goal in t he second half for a 2-0 victory

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Meredith Schmidt alleviated the

task of the defense by continuously

kicking the ball far into Whaler

territory.

The Whalers could not have won
without the support of Maida

Keighley, their former center,

unable to play because of an injury

received in last week's game.

The Whalers are now looking

play-offs.

Also in Tuesday night's action

the Kumquats of Grayson became

the number one team in the Sap-

phire League, although three

teams, the Kumquats, Vikings and

Whalers were tied with 2-1 records.

When the tie occurred it became

necessary to determine first and

second place teams by total of-

fensive points due to insufficient

time for a play-off. The Whalers

copped second place through this

controversial method.

The Kumquats defeated Adam's

Abigails bringing in their second

victory by a score of 24-0. Adams

entered the game with a cheerful

attitude which remained as they

continually tried to advance.

The Kumquat offense was led by

quarterback Janis OiPiettro who

scored one touchdown. Karen

Sarkesian, an offensive end

seemed to be intercepting passes

all over the field and she was

responsible for scoring the

remaining Kumquat points.

Other players included center

Diane Clark, running back Arlene

Breau, end Jill Hunt, Blockers

Shelley Reid and Joan Reilley,

defensive end Chris Ricciardoni,

Safety Sam Fletcher.

Other players who have helped

the team greatly include Charlie

Burns, Coach, Beth Cronin,

scorekeeper, and Kathie Wheeler.

The Kumquats of Grayson are

going on to whatever the cham
pionship round brings them.

SYDNEY CMAJtt<

Dr Reuben Greenspan, a former

professor al N<w York (City) University,

has a remarably accurate record of

predicting earthquakes by utilizing the

positions of the planets, sun and moon. Dr

Greenspan, now a resident of Laguna

Beach, Calif , has pinpointed Jan 4, 1973, at

9 am IPST) as the time when a

devastating quak will rock San Francisco

Dr. Greenspan feels the 1973 quake will

probably measure around 7 4on the Richter

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Perform

basic lasks Don't skip essential ap

pointments, including need for aulo repair.

Take nothmq for granted. Review lessons

learned m recent past Pisces person

figures prominently

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Hard facts

replace mere speculation Key is not to be

laken in by wishful thinking See in light of

reality Older individual is trying to tell you

something Steer clear of dubious money
venture

GEMINI (May 21 June 20). Finish what

/ou start No lime for delaying tactics.

Accent on knowing that opposition is weak.

You are in a better position than might be

imagined Continue to build on solid base.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Light touch

is essential. Heavy handed methods will not

suffice Key is to be independent, not

arrogant Stress original approach Lead

way. but be gracious about it You will

understand
LEO (July 23 August 22): Obtain hint

from Taurus message. Be aware of liquid

assets Maintain rhythm. Refuse to be tied

up. emotionally or otherwise. Hunch is

valid. Follow through on inner feelings Be

yourself

VIRGO (August 23 Sept 22): What ap

pears solid may, m actuality, be something

else You learn lesson close to home Keep

lines of communication .n operation Social

affair could be productive Sagittarius is

nvolved
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): What causes

depression initially will boomerang into

occasion for celebration. Barriers of

restriction are due to fall away You are

provided with material needed to get job

done
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov 21) Not wise to

mix friendship and money. Make some

changes and concessions But don't think

you can buy adulation. That can and will

come naturally. Gemini and Virgo may be

involved.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21):

Highlight harmony, stay away from one

who is looking for a tight. Permit vision to

flow through means perceive opportunity,

potenlial Some, with little faith, are en

vious Ignore them.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19): Some

secrets are kept, others revealed But this is

a time when you are involved in what is

clandestine. Whatever occurs is featured by

soft undertones. A Pisces person plays

important role.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Money

situation aided if you are alert to hint.

Friend passes on information which can be

valuable. What you do with it remains

major question. Key is to build for future.

Take conservative course.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Lie low

Obtain hjnt from Aquarius message You

are apt to be involved with Capricorn.

Accent is on partnership, ambition,

ultimate realization of goal Take long

range view You have time to succeed.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
changes made in family, home relation

ships will work In your favor You are a

perceptive, magnetic person You har

monize with gemini and Aquarius, find Leo

and Sagittarius persons pleasant to be with

you and you are due for financial windfall.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1 Possessive
pronoun

4 Newspapers,
collectively

9 Devoured
12 Algonquian

Indian

13 Lasso
14 Game at cards

15 Delineate

17 Speakers
19 Tardy
21 Female ruff

22 Restrain

25 Narrow
openings

29 Kor example
(abbr.)

30 Go in

32 Separate

33 Sea eagle

35 Pigeons

37 Siamese
native

38 Profound

40 Pertaining to

punishment

42 Prefix: not

43 Vapor

45 Collections of

peoples

47 Everybody's
uncle

49 Father

50 Fights

54 Greek fabulist

57 A state (abbr.)

58 Smallest
number

60 Before

61 In music, high

62 Rock

63 Stitch

DOWN

1 Suffix:

adherent of

2 Sailor

(colloq.)

3 Top of head
4 Sham
5 A state (abbr.)

6 Dine

7 Heavenly
body

8 Transactions

9 Beverage
10 Rocky

hill

1

1

Dawn
goddess

16 Solicitude

18 Ashes of

seaweed
20 Bar legally

22 Musical
instruments

23 Long-legged
bird

24 Lucky
number

26 Grain

27 Retinue

28 Mixes

31 Rockfish (pi.)

34 Born
36 Sate

39 Time
gone by

.41 Unit of Italian

currency (pi.)

44 Shaded walks

48 Encounter
50 Cry of sheep
51 Everyone
52 Make lace

53 Portuguese for

"saint"

55 Native metal

46 Bacteriologist's 56 Church bench

wire (pi.) 59 Symbol for tin
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H0\) $££, CW/CICSIMPLV DOESN T

REALIZE THAT PEEP DOW YOU'RE

REALLY IN LOVE UJITM KIM, AMP..

1 TOLD HQO I

M

NOT IN LOVE WITH

HIM'.HOWCOULP
ANYONE LOVE SOME-

ONE A5 WISHY-

WASHY AS..

to

CARBFUll
NOuJ. YOU'RE

RI6HT BACK:

WHERE YOU

3TARTEP

/INCIDENTALLY, HAVE
YW NOTICED THAT
I 5T0PPED CALLIN6

YOU "SIR"?

Jones Elected Crew Captain

Leonard Appointed Frosh Coach
. - _ _ ... •.. I • ~m-*~M,

The Umass rowing association elected Hick Jones

captain and announced the appointment of Charles

Leonard as the freshman coach for the coming year.

Varsity Coach Mike Faherty made both an-

nouncements as his team begins final preparations for

the three mile Charles River Race later this month.

Jones, a senior dean's list student majoring in

economics, has been a team member for four years.

He was the stroke for last year's JV boat which was

the New England Champion and runners-up at the

College Nationals in Philadelphia.

Faherty was high in praise for his captain. "Rick is

a valuable member of our team. He represents what

we are trying to achieve in rowing. His teammate's

respect for him is obvious."

By naming Leonard to the freshman post Faherty

has a former captain returning to coach. Leonard

captained the 1970 varsity which won the New
Fnglands and finished fourth at the College Nationals.

Additionally he had summer rowing experience at

Fcorse. Michigan and the Rochester Boat Club, where

he twice was a finalist in the paired-oared National

Championships.

"Leonard brings with him an awareness of our clubs

workings and its goals. Additionally he has new ideas,

a fresh attitude and a full understanding of the new

and increasing problems facing student-athletes,"

Faherty remarked about his assistant.

With Leonards appointment to the voluntary

position, frosh crew activity will be increasing in the

coming weeks. Faherty has been very pleased with

the frosh turnout so far but is encouraging additional

inquiries from freshmen.

The fall program for freshmen is very limited and

more instructional than training. Practices are held

two or three times weekly with everybody par-

ticipating.

Faherty said that no experience is necessary, that

candidates only have to be six feet tall, have played

some sport in high school and have the desire to

compete.
Any people interested in becoming members or

seeking additional information should contact the

crew office, 211 Boyden, or call 545-2801 and ask for

Mike.

"J Could Have Done Better"
BALTIMORE (AP) — "Oh my

God," was the immediate response

from Colts middle linebacker Mike

Curtis when he learned Wednesday

he had been named Defensive

Player of the Week by The

Associated Press.

Curtis picked off two Buffalo

Bills passes in Baltimore's 43-0

victory at Buffalo Sunday-with his

right arm in a cast because of a

broken thumb suffered in the Colts

14- K* loss to the Cleveland Browns

two weeks earlier.

It was the third time the 235-

pound Rockville, Md., native has

been named Player of the Week by

the AP he said.

"I made one last year and one in

1908. I'm surprised, to say the

least, and I'm honored.

"I didn't tackle that well, and I

didn't run that much. I could have

done much better."

The All-Pro outside linebacker in

1908 who was moved into the

middle linebacker position in 1969

when Baltimore had trouble with

defense there, has had numerous

broken noses but "this is the first

time I've ever broken a bone of any

consequence.

"I feel more confident now and

think I will do better in the next

game, especially in tackling and

running.

"I still can't get a good grip on

the ball, last week my fingers were

taped shut.

"I was a little nervous about my
arm, but I think this week I'll be

able to keep my balance a little

better," said the seven-year Colts

veteran who played linebacker and

fullback at Duke.

The cast over his right arm was

affixed with a hollow cap to protect

his thumb, said Colts trainer Ortho

Davis.

"It was checked out by the of-

ficial and was ruled perfectly

legal."

[THE CHALLENGE

In brewing Bud®, our choice

is to go all the way.

We hope beer matters

enough to you that you too

will go all the way . .

.

with Budweiser.

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser.
YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!

ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC • ST LOUIS

fflh»* II
'

|

||
iyiiliMhlUNhlll\\rti\n\lhii\lkl\ik\»in'l\ll\\\i||i|\lu\\ ,m

AaJP HEtfjr 16 OUK •*»•* RUTlFiCHH- PLACING SuKr^Ce

DlLilOl^ esPe^'rtLL-Y Fo*. -THE SEVE^IT OF OuK Fl-rT/BjZS

begins where Midnight Cowboy
left off . . . but with real ism heretofor

implied only by innuendo!"
NY VILLAGE PRESS

meat/rack
sex scenes are numerous, bizarre

and graphic... just a hairsbreadth

away from the bustable!" - VARIETY

meat/rack
is the real story of midnight cow-

boys. Real is the word as far as the

low-down dirt is concerned!"
ARCHER HINSTEN. N Y POST

meat/rack
is a harbinger of films to come. It

is totally uncompromising in its

graphic approach to unconven-

tional relationships and it is explicit

in the extreme!" ^^-^ villagi p^ss

Sherpix Inc presents a film by Michael Thomas

meat/rack
In FASTMANCQLOR Screenplay by Joel Ensana Rated X

Addmd Attraction!

"CHARLES PIERCE IS THE WORLD'S GREATEST FflMlE IMF«S0MT0R'
-John W»\ttrm*n S f CHRONICLt

"I am as] a 'ttmali impersonator!' I am a Malt Actress' -c»»« Mart*

®e Charles ^PierceHevue
Now Exclusively Playingl /

Cflmpus^fC^
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Evans Gets Nod Against URI
By DAN KAMAL

It was all football at the weekly

Varsity M luncheon yesterday

afternoon at the Newman Center.

Head coach Dick MacPherson and

two of his players, Marty Evans
and Skip Parmenter, were on hand

to speak to the large gathering.

Evans was introduced as a

nomad of sorts by his coach. This is

the eleventh place the back-up

quarterback has lived in. The
reason? His father is a football

coach who is currently on the staff

of the New England Patriots.

Evans quipped. "It all began in

Reno, Nevada," then added, "I'm
glad I came to this area because, of

all the areas I've been, in I like

New England the best."

The senior signal-caller was a bit

more serious when he talked about

Saturday's Homecoming Game
against the University of Rhode
Island. As he did ifi the BU game,
in which he was treated rather

rudely by the Terriers, Evans will

be filling in for the injured Piel

Pennington. He felt he had "a lot to

prove to myself and my team-
mates."
Senior defensive lineman Skip

Parmenter spoke about the

unusual spirit of the UMass
defensive corps which he described

as "enthused squad." He also

mentioned that he had been away

from the game of football for two

years, and this has hurt him

somewhat.
MacPherson was next, and

naturally he talked about the BU
game. First of all he cited the

statistics which were over-

iatlg (ftoJlMatt
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SPORTS
whelmingly in the Redmen's favor,

as opposed to the game against the

University of Maine in which his

team's stats were not overly im-

pressive. Then he mentioned the

score of each game which "is all

that counts" and expressed his

obvious preference for the score

against Maine.

He felt that his team played a

fine game offensively and

defensively but failed miserably on

the special teams. "I'm very

concerned about the special teams

because unlike the Dartmouth

game in which their specialty units

did such a good job, in Saturday's

game BU did so well primarily

because our specialty squads did

so poorly."

Some films of the BU game were

then shown, with Sports In-

formation Director Dick Page
doing the narrating. At the end of

the film, MacPherson quipped, "I

liked Dick Page's version of the

game better than our own."

In presenting a capsuled preview

of the upcoming Rhode Island

contest, MacPherson noted that

the Rams have a season record of

2-2 and might be characterized as

an "up and down" football team.

According to the first-year

Redman coach, Rhode Island has

had great success with its goal-line

defense, which in the Ram game
against the University of Vermont
stopped the Catamounts on eight

plays throughout the game from

the one yard-line. On the other

hand, MacPherson noted that "our

goal-line defense has not been too

good."
Pennington's shoulder

separation is mending well, but

there is very little chance that he

Rookies Kison and May
head Bucs To Equalizer

PITTSBURGH (AP)—Reserve
catcher Milt May and reliever

Bruce Risen, a pair of 21-year-old

rookies with unflinching nerves,

combined their efforts to bring the

Pittsburgh Pirates a 4-3 victory

over the Baltimore Orioles Wed-

nesday night in the fourth game of

the World Series.

May, batting for Kison, drove in

the tie-breaking run in the seventh

inning with a pinch-hit single after

the baby-faced but mean right-

hander had stilled Baltimore's bats

on 6 1-3 innings of one-hit pitching.

Their steel-nerved per-

formances, before an anticipated

record television audience of close

to 60 million watching the first

night game in series history, pulled

the Pirates even with the Orioles at

two victories apiece in the best-of-

seven showdown.
And it made a record Three

Rivers Stadium crowd of 51,378

deliriously happy at the end of a

tense, dramatic struggle in which

their favorite, Roberto Clemente,

lost a homer on a disputed foul call

by umpire John Rice.

Kison came on for starter Luke
Walker after the Orioles struck for

three quick runs in the first inning

and was virtually untouchable

through the next six innings.

Only Paul Blair was able to get a

hit, a bloop double, as the kid who
was pitching for Waterbury in the

Eastern League last year, set the

Orioles down, never allowing

another Baltimore runner to reach

second base.

Veteran reliever Dave Giusti

took over for Koson, retired the

last six men in order and saved it
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for the brash Kison, who is

scheduled to be married this

Sunday-the scheduled date of the

seventh World Series game.
Until the Pirates finally broke

through for the clincher in the

seventh, it appeared that the teams
might play all night in the

precedent-shattering game under

lights.

For the Pirates were robbed at

least once and possibly twice.

The second instance occurred in

the sixth inning when, with men on

first and third, Orioles' third

baseman Brooks Robinson made a

diving catch of Rich Hebner's line

drive. That, however, only brought

a sigh from the record crowd
The first instance brought a

major rhubarb.

It occurred in the third inning

with one out and Hebner on first

after a single with the Pirates

trailing 3-2. Clemente then hit a

long drive off the right field wall

right at the foul line and Rice

signalled foul.

Pirate third base Coach Don
Leppert raced down to argue the

call and the normally placid

Murtaugh also came out to dispute

the decision. As always, the

arguers lost to the umpire. Pirate

pitchers Bob Moose and Bob
.Johnson, in the bullpen at the time,

later said the drive was foul.

Clemente stepped back up when
the argument ended and drilled the

next pitch for his sixth hit of the

series, sending Hebner to second.

One out later, Oliver tied the score

with a run-producing single.

The Orioles started out as if they

would put it out of reach before

Pittsburgh starter Luke Walker

could get an out. Blair, Mark
Belanger and Merv Retenmund
collected singles to load the bases

in the first inning.

Blair scored on a passed ball by

Baltimore catcher Andy Et-

chebarren, Belanger came home
on a sacrifice fly by Brooks

Robinson that drove Oliver to the

warning track in right center field.

The convinced Murtaugh that

Walker didn't have it He called for

Kison. who stopped the Orioles

until Giusti took over. Kison also

set a series record by hitting three

batters.

Baltimore starter Pat Dobson
didn't appear to be any more ef-

fective than Walker when the

Pirates came to bat in their half of

the first. A walk to Dave Cash and
doubles by Stargell and Oliver

produced two runs.

But Weaver stuck with Dobson,
who gave up 10 hits, until the sixth

inning. By that time the Pirates

had tied it and the stage was set for

May's winning hit.

BALTIMORE PITTSBURGH
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Sports Notices
"WARPATH'-Tonight at 7:30

Marty Kelley and Kent Best will

host freshman football coach Billy

Maxwell and varsity ends, Steve

Schubert and Bob Cabrelli on

WMUA's Warpath. The topic for

tonight's program: UMass vs

Rhode Island. Tune into WMUA,
91.1 fm, the Voice of the Redmen.

decisions. Piel has said to me that

he is ready. If it were up to me, I

would say, Yes, you are; yes, you

are...

will see any action Saturday.

Commenting on his number-one

quarterback's status, MacPherson

said, "I'm glad" there are doctors

around to make these kind of

Collegiate Football

Brings Out The Best

R ERBP SO
3 3 3

in:

his hi

AN VYAMtEN McGUIRK receiving a present in recognition of

illiant career as a leader in national collegiate athletics...

DR. RANDOLPH BROMERY, Acting ( lancellor of UMass.
watching the Redman from the sideline...

HOCKEY—There will be a

meeting today of all JV and fresh-

men hockey candidates in room O
Boyden at 4 p.m. Any candidate

who cmnot make the meeting,

contact coach Kidd at 5-2341.

INTRAMURALS— All basketball

rosters are due in the Intramural

Office no later than October 18.

YANKEE GREAT YOGI BEKRA watching his son Tim score two
touchdowns for UMass. (All MDC Photos bv Barbara Brecher)
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Weather:

"I look pretty good in

this stuff, maybe the

trees will save us."
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Speaker Bartley Stresses Vote;

Urges Partisan Registration

On The Inside:

Poor Richard
See page eight

Shah of Iran
See page five

Registering at the Campus Center.

One of 600 students who registered

to vote in the Campus Center

yesterday. A bit of a contrast?

(Photo by Gib Fullerton)

House Speaker David Bartley spoke

on Campus yesterday. He felt

students had to do more than

simply register to vote. Ap-

proximately to people attended the

lecture.

By JAN LIVA
"It damned well does make a difference how you register and it

damned well does make a difference how you vote", declared House

Speaker David M. Bartley before about 40 persons in the Campus Center

last night. He was speaking to UMass students and members of the

Amherst Democratic Town Committee.
Bartley opened his remarks by congratulating the coordinators of the

voter registration drive at the UMass campus. He mentioned that bet-

ween 400-500 voters registered in the Campus Center Thursday evening

and termed this as a "fantastic opportunity for these new voters."

Bartley stated that those urging students "simply to register to vote"

are not doing enough. This kind of talk alone is "patronizing, non-political

fluff." Bartly urged instead intensive student participation in "partisan

politics... at every level."

Bartley claimed that his purpose at the university last night was "a

partisan one." "I want to see young people registered - as Democrats.

And I want to see young people voting - as Democrats. " He also defended

the two party system as giving a semblance of stability which is lacking

in a multi-party for fractional party system.
"I happen to believe that one party has been more perceptive to public

needs, and that party is the Democratic Party." He was quick to add that

the Democratic Party is not a neat, closed or especially well disciplined

party. However, it is effective. Two examples of this effectiveness on the

state level are education and consumer protection.

Bartley pointed out that spending for public higher education increased

600% in the decade 1959-1969, which was the first full decade of

Democartic control in the legislature. Going to UMass before this decade
was considered going to "Cpw College" Bartley claimed.

He then blasted Republican efforts two years ago to scuttle the UMass
Medical School because it would cost too much. "Public higher education

has always cost too much for the Republican Party," claimed Bartley.

Environmental concern is another area where the Democrats have

pushed through statutes on the books which make Massachusetts the

leader in the nation for environmental protection he said; Massachusetts

also formed the first Consumer Council in the Nation. The Speaker noted

that "federal legislation is patterned after the state's contribution in this

field."

Bartley stressed the importance of partisan politics and added "even if

they become Republicans... let them become something." something."

He criticized those who remain Independents, who are unable to par-

ticipate in the primaries. He added, "Any influential

Bartley stressed the importance of partisan politics and added "even if

they become Republicans. let them become something." He criticized

those who remain Independents, who are unable to participate in the

primaries. He added, "Any influential voter participates in the

primaries. That's where the action is."

Closing his prepared remarks, Bartley believes that "the same general

apathy which grips so many Middle Americans also grips many young
Ameriaans too. And that's too bad." He feels that local state and national

elections are for doers and hopes that the students are willing to work in

the Democratic system.

A question and answer period followed Bartley's speech. Major areas

of concern included: -abortion. The speaker explained that legislation

for liberalized abortion laws were defeated by a vote of 2-1. He attributed

this defeat to traditional Middle America attitudes, to the letters received

from church officials and to lack of imagination of the proponents of the

bill.

-marijuana. He mentioned that legislation is now up to change the

possession of marijuana from a felony to a misdemeanor. He predicted

that if a vote to legalize marijuana was taken, it would be defeated by a

vote of 4-1.

--UMass tuition increase. Bartley predicted that tuition would probably

be increased within the next 2-3 years, although he personally will oppose
any tuition increase legislation. He stated, "Power to raise tuition, by
statute, rests with the Board of Trustees." However, he feels that the

trustees don't have the intestinal force to raise tuition.
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Montgomery Blues

Band Here Tonight
By JKANNETTE MARTINEAU
James Montgomery, described

in the September 21, 1971, issue of

Boston After Dark, as the "Heir To
Boston Blues," will be featured in

Friday nivt's Homecoming Con-,

cert in the Campus Center'
Auditorium, from 8:30-12:30,

sponsored by Sigma Alpha Mu.
Kenton describes the James

Montgomery Blues Band as
"liav(ing) entered that special

musical twilight zone that is rock

•n' roll."

It's great to be able to say,

"Kenton continues," although
many people in town don't know it,

that there is a group well on its way
to tilling that void.

The group consists of Larry

Carsman (guitar and sweet
vocals), Billy Mather (bass),

Chuck Puro (drums), Kenny on

keyboards and, naturally enough,

James Montgomery (harmonica
and lead vocals). Chuck used to be

with The Colwell-Winfield Band
and Larry and Billy, like James,
are from Detroit.

James Montgomery, according

to Kenton, "has moved from one
sphere of existence to another

completely different one and has

made it look fairly easy and
natural. He brings to his per-

formances a special feeling for the

blues and an awareness of his

audience which demonstrate his

remarkable-spiritual, if you will-

capabilities as a musician. He has

a phenomenal sense of audience
dynamics and a rare ability to

make you feel, although part of a

large number of people, that he is

talking directly to you."

Book Exodus Planned

By LINDA ROTH
When the exodus from Goodell to

the new University Library begins

sometime next year, books con-

tained in the university's archives

and special collections will

probably be transported by hand,

says a library staff member.

Goodell classifies "rare books"
as those which are too fragile

and/or too expensive to be kept in

the regular stacks. As a

spokesman in the rare book section

puts it, "They need extra
protection."

Although seldom used by un-

dergraduates, the collections are
frequently utilized by graduate
students and faculty as invaluable

primary sources.

Among the collections are 1,524

indexed French Revolution
pamphlets, a collection of anti-

slavery pamphlets dated 1800-

1860's, and a contemporary
biography of Martin Luther
published in 1570.

Many of the volumes will be
carried by hand by library staff

members to avoid damage during

routine packing and transport.

"Although it is difficult to assess

specific value to the books", the

spokesman reported, "many would
be irreplaceable if damaged or

destroyed."
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Socialist Speaker Claims Support
BylMKLDAROJAK

"There is a deep change in the

political consciousness" of people

in the United States, said John
Powers of the Socialist Workers
Party Thursday night. Speaking to

a gathering of 50-75 students in the

Colonial Lounge at the Student

Union, he continued, "The
response", to the Party has been,

"unbelievably friendly." Aside
from a few accusations of

"Commie" there has been little

harrassment, Powers said. In-

stead, people are quiet and listen to

Socialist speakers.

People are "questioning the

system" which has hidden many
things from the public, according

to Powers. The much publicized

"Pentagon Papers", for example,
revealed "the secret history of the

war in Vietnam," which proved
that for 20 vears the American

people nave been consistently lied

to.

Many are questioning the

validity of the "wage-price freeze"

as a means to end inflation.

Because the factory owners are

asked to enforce the wage freeze

and the store owners are asked to

enforce the price freeze, prices stil)

go up while wages remain the

same. Why should the owners work

against their own interests? The

real cause of the inflation is deficit

spending Powers suggested.

"Nixon should end the war in

Vietnam."

In 1972, The Socialist Workers

Party plans the "biggest Socialist

campaign since 1920, when Eugene

V. Debs ran." A 30 year old

woman, Linda Jeness, will run for

president, with EX— GI John
Pully, of 20 as Vice-president.

"You have to remain independent

from the capitalist class, the

Democrats and Republicans, to get

things done," Powers stated.

Powers informed the audience,

"I ran for mayor of Boston in the

last campaign. It was a very ef-

fective campaign. We had only 17
of the vote, but we weren't par-

ticularly interested in getting

people out to vote. We spent less

than $1000 I was not a full time

candidate, and was not well

known." Nevertheless, compare to

candidates who spent hundreds of

thousands of dollars and had in-

numerable people campaigning for

them, "We made a big impact," he
said.

Powers was proud of the fact

that "We forced the other
politicians to deal with the issues."

The other candidates had very
vague platforms. By debating with

politicians on television, Powers
forced him to reveal their positions

on, say, abortion laws. It was

convenient to "propogandize for

socialism at a time when people

were interested in politics,"

Powers admitted. The speaker
appeared on television and got

coverage in the Boston
newspapers. Powers is aware that

a Socialist candidate probably

won't get elected, but "We're going

to have a big muckracking cam-

John Powers

paign" to expose the political

system as it is.

Powers said he spoke at Norfolk

Prison, supposedly one of the best

in Massachusetts, although con-

ditions need to be greatly improved

he felt. "Radicalization has

reached the prisons." Powers told

tales of rats and roaches in the

food, undesirable jobs useless after

release from prison as

"rehabilitation." The prisoners

struck for three and a half days.

"I think the same thing will

happen on a broader scale.

"Powers concluded.

Fac Sen. Rep. Hits Trustees
By DON POUTRY

"It is completely and utterly

irresponsible-like a hurt child

striking out and trying to

emasculate the authority figure,"

Professor Joseph Burroughs, the

Faculty Senate representative to

the Board of Trustees, reported to

that body at its regular meeting
yesterday afternoon. He was
referring to the Boards reaction to

the Ad Hoc Search Committee at

the Boards meeting in Lenox on
Oct. 7th.

Burroughs said that chairman of

the Board Joseph Healy stated that

the Committee's proposal for the

placement of major administration

officers did not apply to the office

o! Chancellor.

When the Faculty Senate's
Statement of Concern was
presented to the Board there were
no questions - no comments - no
discussion - no debate, according to

Burroughs. He said that the Board
prefers that "we all shut-up."

On October 8th the Board passed
a motion that a search comm-
mittee be established, Burroughs
noted. The committee is to be
comprised of six faculty members,
six undergraduate students, two
graduate students, one member of

the Deans Council, one member of

the alumni body and two members
of the Board of Trustees. The
committee will nominate at least

five names for the position of

permanent chancellor of the
Amherst Campus. Acting
Chancellor Bromery addressed the

Faculty Senate. He said that his

three years with ex-Chancellor
Tippo have been the " most
"productive, beneficial and
stimulating" of my professional

career. Bromery said that at the
present he is most concerned with
getting the budget straightened
out. He said that he will be spen-
ding most of his time negotiating
with President Wood to revise the
budget. He asked the Faculty
Senate to give their consent on his

probably appointment of Dr. Gage
as Acting Vice-Chancellor of
Student Affairs. The matter was
tabled by the Faculty Senate.
Senator Ellen Gerber moved that

the Senate "express its concern at

the lack of response to the report of

the Committee of Concern by the
Trustees, and that it calls upon the
Board to meet on the Amherst
campus to deal fully with the issues
and principles raised in the

report." The motion was approved
unanimously.
Professor Ellis G. Olim moved

that the Faculty Senate ratify the

appointments that the Committee
on Committees had made for the

Search Committee for a Chan-

cellor. The appointees were
Terence Burke, Micheline Dufau,

Glen Gordan, Warren Litsky,

Leland Roblee and Donald St.

Mary. The motion was approved.
The Faculty Senate also ap-

proved of the new Undergraduate
Regulations. In the new system F's

will not affect the students
cumulative average and a student

must earn at least twelve
graduation credits to keep from
being given an academic warning.
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Life Is Sweet In Sylvan
By STEPHEN FINE

Dick Polomba, graduate
assistant to the coordinator of
academic and social programs in

the Sylvan area feels the Sylvan
area is finally "coming together".
"Its a misconception that residents
become alienated here. True, we
had very few activities here last

year, but this year a lot is hap-
pening," he explained.
The Sylvan complex has about

1400 residents, of which 900 are
freshman, 200 upperclassman and
200 are graduate students.
Palomba says they're all becoming
involved with activities in the area.
"One good thing about having the
freshmen is they're really into

starting projects. The grad
students act as a potential resource

in the area of academics,
seminars, and tutorial services,"

he said.

Plomba added that Sylvan now
has dorm government. "We have 3

dorms governments going really

well. They've elected represen-

tatives and written constitutions.

I'm very enthusiastic about the

whole thing."

One of the projects he is very
excited about is getting some type

of area government in Sylvan. I

"What we're trying to establish is

some type of coordinating force for

area and dorm governments.
So that there's no duplication in

the allocation of funds for projects

and events."

Right now the Sylvan area is

appropriated $4500 for its use.

Palomba believes funds for Sylvan
can be raised in other ways besides
dorm dues." Some dorms charge
as much as ten dollars for dues.

We're thinking of alternatives like

pinball machines which make 50%
profit. All possibilities are
opened."
Polemba is very pleased with the

response of the residents to make
Sylvan a better place to live." The
most exciting thing is the ac-

ceptance of the part of the students

in taking the responsibility of

making Sylvan better. I see
tremendous potential because the

students are active and responsive

to individuals needs. They know
it's up to them and nothing is going

to be given to them."
He then pointed out intereested

students are taking a survey to

determine what academic and

social programs they want.

"They're also getting to the grass

roots by conducting corrider

meetings rather than large house

meetings. It's more direct rule."

Polomba believes the purpose of

the office, is to act as a student

resource center. "Our job is to

answer any questions about setting

up projects in Sylvan. For example
students are setting up a coffee

shop this weekend in one of the

dorms. We helped them get the

necessary equipment for it. We're
the people to see because we know
how to cut the red tape.

600 Students Register At C.C.

By SHARON MCGOURTY
Special provisions were set up by the Amherst Town

Clerk's office for one day's registration at the Campus
Center Concourse, where approximately 600 UMass
sstudents registered for Amherst elections.

"I'm really pleased with the way things turned out

today," said John Stevens, head of the Voter

Registration Drive in Amherst, "my faith in students

has been renewed. I only expected 500 people." A
woman registrar also expressed pleasure at the large

turnout, saying that 600 was a relatively good number.
Stevens also said that he was very happy with the

efficient manner in which the registration was run.

Various organizations such as The Student Vote (a

non-partisan organization) and UMass Students for

McGovern were on hand to give people informatior

about candidates and registration procedures.

In order to vote, a student must prove that he or she

will have been a resident of Amherst for at least 6

months prior to Election Day. This regulation ex-

cludes freshmen and transfer students from
registration. The summer interim is officially viewed

as "absentee time" and thus can be included in the six

month residency period.

According to Mr. George Como, a registrar for the

town of Amherst, there was at first some discussion as

to whether or not registrars were needed on campus.

Stevens pointed out that the registrars and
representatives of the Voter Registration Drive

finally agreed that it was not easy for students to

register at the Town Hall, and that some sort of on-

eampus registration was needed. According to Como,
it is quite possible that in the future there will be

provisions made for on-campus registration, again.

At the concourse today there were tables set up for

information and registration, as well as a table where
students could secure affidavits which proved their

six months on-campus residency. Students living off

campus were required to show proof of residency in

the town of Amherst.
The flow of people was continuous from 1-4 p.m. said

Stevens.

Though lines were long, the wait was usually not,

said an observer. Registration slowed down from 4-

5:30, but picked up again at 6, and the steady stream
continued until 9 p.m., said one worker.

John Stevens said that in a recent poll it was found

that 61% of UMass students have already registered to

vote elsewhere. This poll also showed 14% of the

student body expressed a desire to vote in Amherst
and that 2% did so prior to yesterday's drive. Stevens

said that it is expected that the town of Amherst will

register 3,000 students. UMass is the only Amherst
college where on-campus registration was provided.

For those who missed registering yesterday, it is

possible to do so at the Housing Office at Whitmore 235

any weekday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Since Sylvans spring Semester opening last year, 1400 students

have taken up residence in Cashin, Brown, and McNamara dorms.
This year the Academic and Social are innovating new projects and
dorm governments in the area. Dick Palomba, graduate assistant in

the office says things are finally getting together in Sylvan.

UStoConsider

Aid to Israel

UNITED NATIONS, (NY.)
AP—Secreatry of State William P.

Rogers said Thursday the United

States will reconsider its military

commitments to Israel because of

a new Soviet promise of more
military aid to Egypt.

A U.S. official said afterward the

Soviet promises had prompted an

"active" review of the Israeli

request for more warplanes and
that the review would begin

"pretty promptly."

Student

Activities Day

Thursday, October 21, 1971

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Campus Center Concourse Level

SIGNING UP—These are some of the over 600 students who signed

up and registered to vote yesterday at a special table staffed by
clerks of the Town of Amherst. Those who registered yesterday are

now eligible to vote in Amherst Town elections. (MDC photo by Gib
Fillerton)

Keep It Under Your Hat.

A Coat from Wearhouse.

We have all kinds from denim ( lined, unliked, fur collar)

,

leathers (flight bomber) to parkas and hunting jackets.

Look around & compare! Best selection & best prices
always the closest thing to you.

WEARHOUSE Open Fri. til?

wear-else

Take your Lunch to the Game

Football Bag Lunch

Cold Cut Grinder

Brownie

Potato Chips

Pepsi
99 c

"BITES & PIECES"

"CATALYST"

Hampden Commons

Worcester Commons

IT i i-f f* r #**
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In The Nation And The World

Deception Charged In Consumer Bill

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
House passed a consumer
protection bill 344 to 44 Thursday
over protests by Ralph Nader's

allies that the legislation is a

skillfully designed deception.

It creates a new consumer
protection agency, gives legal

underpinning to the White House's

Office of Consumer Affairs, and
sets up a 15-member consumer
advisory council.

The legislation was sent to the

Senate-which endorsed a similar

bill a year ago-after the House
rejected a key strengthening
amendment by 218 to 160 and
defeated the major weakening
amendment by 240 to 149.

The White House has approved
the plan. Republican Leader
Gerald R. Ford of Michigan,
urging the House to turn down all

efforts to "undermine the bill one
way or another," hinted that

serious changes could prompt a

presidential veto.

Rep. John E. Moss, D—Calif.,

pleading for approval of a
strengthening amendment, said

the committee bill had "no teeth,

no bite."

Rep. Chet Holifield, chairman of

the Government Operations

committee said it is a strong bill

"that is carefully balanced
bysafeguards to insure that trade

secrets will not be improperly

disclosed, test data will not be

misrepresented, duplicative work

will be avoided, and governmental

operations will not be disrupted."

An amendment offered by Rep.
William S. Moorehead, D—Pa.
would have extended the new
agency's authority to get involved

Scientist UncoversNew Star

LOS ANGELES (AP)—An
astronomer says he has discovered

an incredibly small but intense X-

ray source deep in the galaxy that

might be the first "direct evidence

for the existence of a neutron

star."

The object is only 10 miles

across, and this tiny size-in an area

where distance is measured in

trillions of miles-is the main basis

for believing it's a neutron star.

But Dr. Stuart Bowyer, associate

professor of astronomy at the

University of California at

Berkeley, admits his report

published Friday in Astrophysical

Journal Letters is certain to spark

controversy. Many astronomers

think neutron stars already have

been observed-that they are the

strange pulsars which emit bursts

of radio energy usually in intervals

of seconds.

"There's no doubt it's going to

generate controversy," Bowyer
said in a telephone interview.

"We saw something which
through a straightforward line of

reasoning leads us to believe it's a

neutron star. It's possible Mother
Nature was pulling the wool over

our eyes."
Bowyer and Michael Lampton,

assistant research physicist, and
two graduate students, Bruce
Margon and Ray Cruddace,
detected the object 52 million

billion miles from earth with in-

struments aboard a rocket laun-

ched June 14, 1969 from Natal,

Brazil.

They observed 20 differenent X-

ray souces during the flight and
submitted the data to a careful

computer analysis. Only one ob-

ject, called GX340-plus-0 by
astronomers, fit the idea of what a

neutron star should be.

The existence of neutron stars

first was suggested in the 1930's.

The theory is that a star many
times more massive than our sun

exhausts its nuclear fuel and, in

sort of a death convulsion, ex-

plodes, hurling matter far out into

the universe.

But part of the star collapses

inward, forming a tiny object

much smaller than the sun and far

more dense with a much greater

gravitational pull. This object,

which might be spinning rapidly

from forces caused by the con-

traction, is a neutron star. Its

diameter is believed to be about 10

miles.

When pulsars were discovered in

1968, most astronomers agreed

they might be neutron stars, since

a spinning object could generate

radio pulses. But Bowyer said

recent evidence suggests this

might not be the case.

The Berkeley scientists found the

GX340-plus-0 produces its X-rays

by a process called blackbody

radiation. Two other processes

exist, synchrotron emission and
bromsstrahlung.

But only with an object ex-

clusively emitting blackbody
radiation can astronomers use a

formula to calculate its size.

Bowyer's group came up with an

object only 10 miles across.

The size of other X-ray objects

observed since their discovery in

1964 haven't been measured,
Bowyer said, because they weren't

exclusively emitters of blackbody

radiatiorr.

He said his group's conclusions

can be challenged by critics who
question the computer analysis

that only black-body radiation is

involved.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

in more of the so-called ad-

judicatory preceedings-the process

of formulating orders. It also

would have permitted the new
agency authority to review in-

formal steps by which other
agencies dispose of consumer
complaints. The amendment was
defeated.

Another unsuccessful amend-

ment aimed at putting more

limitations on the new agency's

power was sponsored by Rep. Don

Fuqua, D—Fla. He proposed to

give the agency the status of an

adviser, handing out "a friendly

warning" to other agencies, but

without power to enter cases as a

legal party with rights of "ad-

versary advocate" of consumer

interests.

Nader's backers said they had
gained last week the support of

Ways and Means Committee
Chairman Wilbur D. Mills;

D—Ark., for their attempts to

strengthen the bill. But Mills voted
against the Moorehead amend-
ment.

Border Clash In N. Ireland

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP)—Forty gunmen
battled British troops for an hour Thursday across the

border between this strife-torn province and the Irish

republic.

The gunmen opened fire with carbines and machine

guns as army sappers tried to blow up a border road at

Forkhill in south Armagh.
The only casualty on the army side was a sapper hit

in the leg by a bullet.

Krupted in Belfast

Irish Republic police captured four terrorists as

they tried to escape.

As rioting erupted in Belfast, where seven busses

were hijacked during the day and set afire, there was
more snooting in Londonderry.
The army said its marksmen hit three snipers firing

on the outskirts of the Roman Catholic Creggan Estate

in Northern Ireland's second city. The injured men
were spirited away by comrades.
The buses in Belfast were hijacked at gun point by

men who ordered the passengers off and then set them

ablaze. Police said five men had been arrested in

connection with the incidents.

Demolitions Continue

Nail bombs and stones were hurled at security

forces in several parts of the capital.

The British army continued blowing up unapproved

country roads crossing the border with the Irish

Republic. The move is aimed at stopping the shipment

of arms and explosives to terrorists of the outlawed

Irish Republican Army along roads which do not have

customs posts. Some of the craters already have been

filled in by Northern Ireland civil rights protestors.

The body of the 120th victim of Northern Ireland's

two-year orgy of sectarian feuding between Roman
Catholics and Protestants was found Wednesday night

in Belfast. Troops found the corpse of a man shortly

after they had opened fire on a nail bomber, but were

unable to say whether the victim was their attacker.

Peking Expecting Kissinger
WASHINGTON (AP)-Dr

Henry A. Kissinger, the top White
House foreign policy expert, will

leave for Peking Saturday to make
final arrangements for President
Nixon's historic journey to

mainland China.

Press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler, announcing Kissinger's
travel plans Thursday, said the
presidential assistant would stop
en route in California, Hawaii,
Guam and Shanghai.
Although Ziegler said, "I don't

want to suggest anything to you
about the President's trip," it was
believed Kissinger's route would
closely-if not exactly-parallel the
Nixon itinerary.

As preparations for the
President's trip went forward, his

domestic economic policies struck
sparks in China. The official

Hsinhua news agency said in a
broadcast monitored in Tokyo that

Nixon's Phase 2 economic plan
meant that "in his opinion the way
to solve all problems is to let the
capitalists have more profits....'

The broadcast said U.S. inflation

is due basically to policies of

'aggression and war by the U.S.

ruler classes, and particularly the

unleashing and expansion of the

war of aggression in Indochina."

Kissinger will be accompanied
by eight White House specialists in

such diverse fields as com-
munications and presidential

protection, plus a State Depart-

ment representative. The party,

which also will include a small

support staff, will return to

Washington via Anchorage,
\laska, on or about Oct. 25.

OF AMHeRST

offers you

WATCHES
JEWELRY

U.M. MUGS
( Leather & Pewter)

Expert Repairs

65 N. Pleasant St.

For Prices on Stainless Hollow Ware

You Won't Believe

See
"

. . . Everyone's Favorite Jeweler . . .

BAKER - WINN
JEWELERS

31 South Pleasant St. Amherst

>>

®
"PLEASURE - SEEKERS" from UMASS

II Don't Miss II

DR. JOEL FORT
speaking on

"THE PLEASURE - SEEKERS:

The Drug Crisis, Youfh and Society"

Monday - Oct. 18. - 8 p.m. - S.U.B.

Shah Urges Peace At World Banquet
PERSEPOLIS, Iran (AP)-The Shah of

Iran threw a glittering banquet Thursday
night for leaders of nations as far apart
politically as the United States and Red
China, and urged them to harmonize their
efforts for .a world "free from fear, anxiety
and the constant threat of annihilation."
"We all know that man is still grappling

with many problems," said the shah. "We
are aware that a large part of the population
of the world still suffers from poverty,
ignorance, hunger and all kinds of

discrimination.

"Every day, in some corner of the world,
we hear the whistling of bullets and come
across various manifestations of violence
and hatred."

He urged his guests to "try as hard as
possible, as much as circumstances allow,
to turn the world into one of love, peace and
cooperation for mankind."
The gathering at Persepolis for the 2,500th

U1MUA
For Fri. Oct. 15

TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 p.m. -EVENING NEWS-30

minutes with special con-
centration on area news
reported by WMUA NEWS.

anniversary of the founding of the Persian
Empire by Cyrus the Great was one of men
of good will, said the shah.
Since they began arriving at the ancient

city a few days ago, the glittering caravan of
kings, sheiks, presidents and other guests
were coping bravely with the rigors of
luxury camping, ranging from dead
telephones to crowding in the servants'
quarters.

There were reports of royal beauties
waiting with wet heads for hair dryers and
no chairs to sit on.

A minor housing problem developed in th<

imperial tent city when Emperor HaiJt
Selassie of Ethiopia arrived with an en-
tourage of 72 instead of the expected 20.

There also was a rumored disagreement
over protocol.

Speculation was rife that Peking's
representative, Communist party vice
president Kuo Mo-jo, contracted a sudden

illness and declined with regrets after

learning of his low place on the protocol

ladder. The Chinese ambassador to

Pakistan took his place.

Then there were the sultans who were
rumored to be unhappy that U.S. Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew was whisked
across the desert in a helicopter while they
had to rough it in air-conditioned
limousines.

Agnew met Thursday with the shah in the
Iranian ruler's giant, chandeliered tent.

Douglas MacArthur II, the U.S. ambassador
to Iran, also was on hand. Agnew's
spokesman, Victor Gold, declined to say
what they discussed.

Agnew is to remain at Persepolis until

Saturday, then fly to Athens, to spend a
week in his father's native land.

Others seen Thursday around the ruins of
Persepolis included King Olav V of Norway,
Crown Prince Gustaf VI of Sweden, Prin-

cess Muna of Jordan, Premier Jacques
Chaben-Delmas of France, Gov. Gen. Sir

Paul Hasluck of Australia and President

Ludvik Svoboda of Czechoslovakia.
Other guests relaxed in their air-

conditioned, Paris-designed tents or went
calling on their campsite neighbors. ,

An army of chefs from Maxim's of Paris
was preparing an exotic banquet featuring

90 roasted peacocks, stuffed quail and
pounds and pounds of choice golden caviar.

Throughout the festivities, Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahleui and his wife,

Empress Farah, could be seen sparkling in

their diamonds, emeralds and rubies at cozy
breakfasts as well as at formal banquets.

Iran's crown jewels, which contain more
than half of the largest cut diamonds in the

world, include 3,380 diamonds, 368 rubies, 5

emeralds and 2 sapphires in a 10,000 carat

setting.

Chicago 7 , Another Encore

:30 p.m.-COMMONWEALTH
REVIEW-a 30-minute program
dealing with the state
legislature focusing on
discussions with congressmen.
WMUA's Ben Muse is the
reporter.

8:00 p.m.-UJAMA DRUM-a black
program put together by Black
Mass Communications
featuring jazz, soul, poetry and
black news.

11:15 p.m.-JOHN LORING SHOW-
progressive music until 3:00

a.m.

CHICAGO (AP)-Oral arguments
on the appeal of the controversial

Chicago 7 conspiracy trial are set

for February-two years after five

men were convicted of inciting

rioting at the time of the
Democratic National Convention
in 1968.

But defense lawyer Leonard I.

Weinglass of Newark, N.J. does not

expect a reunion of the defendants
when the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals hears on Feb. 5 and 6

arguments on the conviction of the

five defendants and the contempt
sentences levied against all seven
defendants, both defense lawyers
and a defendant who was severed
from the trial.

"I'll be there with Mr. Kun-
stler." Weinglass said. "But we
don't expect the other defendants.

Maybe one might show up."
William M. Kunstler of New

York City, the other defense
lawyer, was sentenced to four

years and 13 days for contempt.
"That doesn't rule out the

possibility of a reunion,"
Weinglass said. "But it won't be
there."

"We will argue the appeal in

February and I'm ready to go to

jail in the spring," he said. "But I

expect whichever side loses in

Chicago will appeal to the U.S.
Supreme Court."
Weinglass was sentenced to 20

months and 5 days for contempt by
Judge Julius J. Hoffman at the
conclusion of the U.S. District

Court trial which began Sept. 24,

1969 and ended Feb. 18, 1970.

The five defendants convicted of

inciting rioting were sentenced to

five years in prison and fined

$5,000. Two other defendants were
acquitted of all charges.
Judge Hoffman, however,

sentenced all seven defendants to

prison terms for contempt. The
sentences ranged from 2 months to

2 1/2 years.

The lawyers handling the appeal

filed briefs in the spring charging

that the landmark U.S. Supreme
Court decision of Mayberry vs.

Pennsylvania-handed down after

Hoffman ruled-showed Judge
Hoffman erred in imposing con-

tempt sentences at the conclusion

of the trial.

Weinglass said he expected the

government would ask that the

contempt charges against the five

defendants be sent down for retrial

in a different court.

U.S. Atty. William J Bauer also

said that a four-year contempt
sentence imposed on Bobby G.
Seale, chairman of the Black
Panther Party, is valid. Seale, an
original defendant, was severed
and a mistrial declared for him

gifts

gadgets

Store hrs.
Mon. -Wed. Sat. 10-6

Thurs. Fri. 10-9 Sun. 1-5

GREAT things

for

your room
Rt.9

(nexttoFriendly's)

Amherst Audio's 2nd Annual Scratch and
SALE

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!!

Non Scratched Sale Specials

Dent

RECORDS - ALL
$4.98 LIST - $2.99
$5.98 LIST - $3.99
$6.98 LIST - $4.39

TAPES
All Original 8 Tracks $4.85 ea. Tape Regardless of List.
"No Brand" Tapes - $2.75 ea.

Sample Selection: Who's Next James Taylor Aqua Lung etc.

DEMO COMPONENTS ( some of these machines were scratched just for this sale.)

(1)WMlAl\Mf\U wood base and new Shu re

SL95 B Changer with deluxe
wood base and new Shure
M91E cartridge. List $214.35

( 1 pair.EPI$109.00

$125.00

$200.00

Any Il6m on the Tape and Cassette Maintenance Rack for a Dollar SdV6 Up tO Eight BlJCkS.

$220.00

fn nilAI 1218 automatic turntable with base," L-HJML. dust cover, and M91E

PIHMFFP SA 900 Integrated Amplifier^TIV/INLLR ioo watts rms. List $259.95

Model 202 Loudspeakers, 2 8" Woofers, 2
i" Tweeters in each cabinet. Frequency response— 3DB 27-18,000 HZ. List $398.00/pair

(1 Dairl KLH Model six loud speakers the pair $177.00
CONY 630 D three head tape deck,ou,N

close-c-out special $250.00

AD turntable (used 2 hrs.)
"** complete with M91E cartridge

A 1/ A | 150D cross field head
nrxnl tape deck-like new-list $249.95

AMPFY 1100 real tape deck-as isnlVlrLA special (great for dubbing)

TURNTABLES
pCD Model 5500 changer complete wim oase, cover,DOia and ceramic cartridge

GARRARD %3ZZ&S£r'~'m*,tm $60.00
GARRARD

USED EQUIPMENT
$70.00

$135.00
$55.00

$25.00

$22.00
$40.00
$20.00

40 MKII - base, cover and
grado cartridge

197 NO. PLEASANT ST.

$25.00

AMHERST AUDIO

UAKKAKU 40B Base, Cover, Grado Cartridge

GARRARD SL55B with base

BOGEN
i

Manual Turntable

TEAC $*S8Z*S!ZX128;
need$^ « * $ 1 75.00

STANDARD SfflSr&T y" r
* - $90.00

PRAIA 2705 AM-FM Cassette Player- Recorderwl%fii\a w/o Speakers. List $199.95 $99.00
* Unless specified, all used equipment is guaranteed to work for seven
days.

OPENFRIDAYTILL9P.M.
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NES Tutoring Sunday; You Can Help
The Northern Educational

Service tutoring program will have

its fourth tutor orientation session

this Sunday at 1:30 PM in the

Campus Center Auditorium.
Previous sessions keyed on some
basic tutoring background. This

Sunday's presentation will have

Phil Christensen from the School of

Education as the main speaker.

Previous sessions covered such

aspects of tutoring within the

educational structure of NES, the

resources available for tutoring,

some of the problems of the NES
target areas in Springfield, and the

excitment or nervousness of the

first meeting of a college student

and a tutee of a different age, race

and socio-economic background.

The above aspects of education

can only be dealt with generally by

a tutoring organization that has

approximately 250 registered

volunteers. As of this date ap-

proximately half have been
assigned to tutees in Springfield.

The matching procedure is a

difficult task involving many
variables such as subjects to be

tutored, dav and times both tutors

and tutees find mutually available.

Therefore there is always a need

for more tutors, so if you are in-

terested in tutoring on a one to one

basis please come to the NES
Office in room 105 of the Campus
Center and sign up.

The key to success in such a

program like NES is involvement

and a personal interaction of tutor

and tutee. Students often believe

that the program is purely a

tutoring activity when actually it is

the interaction of people on many
levels with educational alter-

natives in mind.
Previous orientation sessions

have demonstrated alternative

methods of education such as the

use of games, group activities and
the advantage of one to one

educational experience. This

Sunday's talk by Mr. Christensen

will cover the more or less

"religious" aspects of education.

Mr. Christensen will give a

speech titled the 180 Degree
Curriculum Change. This will be

the basic text but he has also been

invited to comment on the School of

Education's Modular Credit

•*»

i

need for such a program like NES
of Springfield to help those kids

who do not match these ideals.

The basic reason for this Sun
day's talk by Mr. Christensen is the

fact that most college students arc

the product of 13 years of middle
class educational practices and we
hope generally to change these for

some alternative approaches
Then the question settles on the

tutor as how middle class does he

or she want to be in working for

NES.
Therefore the uniting point of

this Sunday's meeting will be the

marriage of methods with ideas for

each tutor personally. The public is

also invited to hear Mr.
Christensen in what should be a

very interesting evening.

The key to success of any tutoring or educational experience is

rapport. The above is the critical first meeting of a tutor and her

tutee at the NES Hancock Street Center in Springfield.

System and the future of Modular all have about education and

Credit for the school as a whole. schools in general. Public schools

This Sunday's talk will explode have a very powerful middle class

for the listener the many myths we orientation-this basically creates a

Sitting With Binoculars on the Bay

BELL'S
The Super Pizza

Open
11 to 2 a.m. Fri.&Sat.

1 a.m. Sun. toThurs.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011-253-9051

SAN BRUNO, Calif. (AP)—The
next time anyone dumps
unauthorized fill in San Francisco

Bay, he'd better look oyer his

shoulder. Sylvia Gregory of the

Baywatchers may be watching.

Using a pair of 98-cent

binoculars, Mrs. Gregory spotted

something suspicious while
hospitalized with a broken leg last

month.

Her daughter, Diana, had
brought her the binoculars so she

could get a closeup view of jet

planes going in and out of neigh-

boring San Francisco International

Airport.

"Suddenly I noticed this cloud of

dust near the bay shoreline-a

danger signal that someone's
dumping," said Mrs. Gregory, a

member of the conservationist

Baywaters group, which has
members throughout the bay area

on the lookout for illegal filling.

NEWSHIPMENT
Landlubber

Big & Small Bell

Blue Jeans
WEARHOUSE

"Then I saw some red dirt trucks

and some blue ones that showed up
beautifully with the binoculars,"

she said in an interview.

Mrs. Gregory telephoned Pat

Lloyd, another Baywatcher, who
hurried over, photographed "the

dirty business and got in touch with

Inspector Hans Lamm of the Army
Corps of Engineers.

It turned out the fill work was
being done for a new airport

taxiway. "We were trying to level

off and clean up," an airport

statement said. "Our boys ...

inadvertently pushed too much dirt

over the slope into the marshland."

"The amount of dirt was far

more than necessary to protect the

shore," said Lamm, who issued a

"desist and removal" order to

Lowrie Paving Co. and S.J.

Swindle and Arndt Construction

Co., the contractors.

Since 1865, San Francisco Bay
has shrunk by about one-third as
tidal marshes and mudflats were
filled to accommodate urban
growth along its shores.

The Bay Area Conservation and
Development Commission and
Army engineers look to groups like

Baywatchers to help spot illegal

attempts to fill in more of the bay.

"These volunteer groups are

really our enforcement arms and
we're quite thankful for them,"
William Travis of the commission
said Thursday.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

\2s>

MAKE IT

A POINT

TO CHECKOUT

CAMPUS FOOTWEAR
SHOES
BOOTS
HIKERS

in the alley

(off Main St.)

MOCCASINS
CLOGS
WORK SHOES

Open Fri. til 9

AFTER THE

GAME

AT

®h? English #ub

159 NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
Next To The Post Office

Open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday thru Saturday

Army Woolen O.D. Overcoats

Army Sateen Overcoats w/liners

Blue Woolen Air Force Coats
Officers Wool Garbardine Overcoats

Air Force Parkas w/fur lined hood

Air Force Style Parka w/tur lined hood

8.8 oz. Dacronfill

English Navy Blue Woolen Great Coats

Pea Coats

Field Jackets

used $11.95

used$ 7.95

used $11.95

used $16.95

used $34.95

new $49.95

used $25.95

used$ 9.75

used$ 6.50

Ex-Gangster Tries Again: Doesn't Make It
FORT WORTH, Tex. (AP)—Ted

Walters, a gangster once com-
pared to his contemporaries
Bonnie and Clyde, died on a rural

road Thursday with a Texas
Ranger's bullet in his head rather

than be jailed again.

Walters' last desperate bid for

freedom ended midway between
Dallas and Fort Worth as he held

four members of a family hostage.

They escaped unhurt.

A former member of the
Hamilton gang which terrorized

the Southwest in the 1930's, Walters

spent more than 20 years in

Alcatraz and Leavenworth. He had
been free on federal parole since

May.
In the 1940's, he told a in-

terviewer, "I'd rather be shot

down like a mad dog than have the

cops take me."
Walters, 58, started his last

brush with the law Wednesday

night.

A Euless, Tex., policeman
stopped his car for investigation. A
shootout erupted and Walters fled

on foot carrying a shotgun. He
suffered a minor wound. The
policeman was uninjured.

A night-long manhunt by law
officers followed. About daybreak,

Hoyt Houston, 49, had just finished

breakfast in his Bedford home,
three miles from Euless. He went
out to a small boat shed to return a

kitten to its box, noticed a pair of

shoes in the kitten box, looked

around, and saw a man sprawled
across the seats in his boat. It was
Walters.

Together they went into the

house. Mrs. Houston, who was
there with her 5-year-old daughter
Jana, saw Walters was hurt and
offered to clean the wound.
The Houstons' other daughter,

Pam, 15 hearing the commotion,

slipped out a window and ran to a

neighbor for help.

As Mrs. Houston was applying

first aid to the gunman, police

knocked on the door.

Walters told Mrs. Houston to

open it and tell the police

everything was quite all right. She
did so. But the police were
suspicious and didn't go away.
Walters ordered the family into

the family car. He made Houston
sit in front with his wife and nearly

hysterical small child at his side,

and kept a gun pointed at

Houston's head from the back seat.

Within minutes the Houston car

was halted on a little bridge.

Lawmen at the roadblock tried to

talk him into surrendering.
Walters wouldn't listen.

While the gangster's attention

was momentarily diverted, Texas
Ranger Tom Arnold raised his rifle

and fired from 100 feet away. The

shot hit Walters in the head. Four
more pistol shots slammed into

Walters from closer range.

Walters was once a member of

the gang led by the notorious

Hamilton brothers, Raymond and
Floyd, who made headlines in the

30's with Bonnie Parker and Clyde

Barrow. Since then he had dropped

from sight behind penitentiary

walls.

Walters was one of the few who
made a bid to get away from
Alcatraz. Shot scaling a fence

around the prison, he plunged into

the icy waters of San Francisco

Bay. When fished out an hour later,

he was paralyzed with cold.

UniversityLost &Found
The University Lost & Found is located in the 1st floor coat check room

of the Campus Center. Articles lost or found on campus, must be turned in

there to be recorded.

Articles in storage from last spring semester and this summer will be
distributed to charitable institutions at the end of this fall's mid-semester
date.

We have some articles with names on them who haven't a current

address or phone at student information (5-1515).

Operational hours are Mon. thru Sat., 8 A.M. to 7 P.M. and 1 P.M. to 8

P.M. on Sundays.
You may check coats etc. free, during these hours also.

Trade-in Sale
A SPEAKERTO BLOW YOUR

MIND . . .NOT YOUR POCKETBOOK

• ti. . , .

.. .

!

H

:

We believe the ADC 303AX to be the finest

bookshelf speaker available. We were initially

skeptical that the 303AX could live up to it's

advance billing - until we heard it.

Let your ears make believers of you.

EXPERIENCE THE CLARITY AND
TRANSPARENCY OF OUR
HIGH EFFICIENCY ADC 303AX
AGAINST YOUR
AZTEC
EPI

KEMP
KLH

OR ANY OTHER
BOOKSHELF SPEAKER

7

1

THE ADC 303AX
REGULARLY SELLS FOR $110,

BUT OUR UNUSUALLY LARGE
TRADE-IN ALLOWANCES, THIS WEEK,
MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU
TO UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM.

THE
BETTER SOUNDS COST YOU LESS

LISTENING POST AUDIO CENTRE
$25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst 186 Main '*- Northampton

^ Open Evenings till 9 p.m. °Pen Thursday till 9 p.m.

1
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Good For You
Though often characterized as a "hotbed of apathy", the

UMass community yesterday took a giant step to dispel

the image which has haunted it for the past few years. This

label has in the past been verified by the actions, or lack of

them, of the student body, the halls of the Campus Center

were the scene yesterday of a significant action by a

significant portion of the student population.

In the past few weeks, the response to the voter

registration movement has been feeble at best and many,

including ourselves, were beginning to wonder if students

were actually going to neglect the use of the franchise

which had been so difficult attaining.

Yesterday, though, the story was far different. Ac-

cording to an unofficial figure about 450 people registered

at the Campus Center yesterday. Although this figure

might seem unimportant on a campus this size, there are

two factors which make this turnout a substantial effort.

First of all, some of the people who intend to vote in

Amherst have already registered. Although the rate was

small, estimated at about twelve per day, the total amount

was not one that could be ignored. Secondly, and more

importantly, it has been strongly indicated that a large

proportion of the student body have registered in their

home towns. This aspect has been overlooked and

generally not considered in condemnations of the apathy of

students.

That the 450 total was significant can be judged from the

response of one of the registrars. "We couldn't have

handled many more. We've been busy all day."

A great deal of the credit for yesterday's success should

go to John Stevens who, more than any other individual, is

responsible for the success of the registration drive. His

effort kept the drive going.

However, more than any individual, the praise for

yesterday's turnout should go mainly to those who

registered. It was they who demonstrated, in the face of

growing skepticism, that many students do care enough to

want a voice in community and national affairs. Though

the stigma of apathy still engulfs the community, 450

people yesterday managed to escape its curse.

(Ed. Note: This article was reprinted from the 10/4/71

issue of I. F. Stone's Bi-Weekly.)

The United States is like a man with a brood of

hungry, brawling children who insists on keeping an

elephant as a house pet. The pet is the Pentagon, and

the annual discussion of its huge needs has just begun

again in the Senate, as usual with far too little public

attention. It looks as though total spending for

military purposes this fiscal year will again be about

$80 billion, or as much as at the peak of the Vietnam

war. Half that amount spent every year for ten years

could go a long way toward cleaning up this country,

its prisons, its pollution, its schools, its slums. Even

the much smaller "peace dividend" from the winding

down of the Vietnam war would help at a time when

we're stingily shaving 7 cents a day off the meagre

school lunches for poor children.

The Peace Dividend Is Gone
But the peace dividend, too, has disappeared in the

Pentagon's hungry maw. The "incremental" cost of

the Vietnam war, the conservative way the military

figure it, will be down from its $24 billion peak to $8

billion this fiscal year, or a saving of $16 billion. The

army will be reduced a million men by the end of the

fiscal year, a saving of $10 billion. Eliminate the

overlap and you still have a saving of $20 to $22 billion.

Deduct $12 to $14 billion for military pay raises and

inflation—again a liberal estimate—and you still have

a net peace dividend of somewhere between $8 and $10

billion. That, too, has disappeared in current budget

requests.

The arms race grows more costly and insane, but

the fight against it is weakening. Fear of more

unemployment is the military's strongest ally. Local

pressure from both business and labor makes itself

strongly felt in the Senate. The first three major votes

on the new defense procurement authorization bill

were overwhelmingly defeated. From a long range

point of view, the most important was Humphrey's

motion to put MIRV funds in escrow until we see the

outcome of the SALT talks. MIRV is the single most

destabilizing, dangerous and expensive new
escalation of the arms race. For the past five years

the military, with its industrial and scientific allies,

has worked to make MIRV a fait accompli; to limit

any agreement on strategic weapons to the number of

missiles, allowing a qualitative race to put more and

"better" warheads on each missile. Humphrey would

have put a stop to any more MIRVing by embargoing

this year's funds. Nixon "does not hesitate," he told

the Senate, "to take $12 billion in funds appropriated

by Congress for hospitals, sewers, food" and put them

in escrow. But arms funds are sacred. The motion was
beaten Sept. 24, 39 to 12.

McGovern had no better luck the day before. His

motion would not have cut this year's budget at all but

given the Congress greater leeway when next year's

budget comes up. He would have required the

President next year to present along with his military

budget (1) an alternative budget showing what the

military establishment would look like if cut to $60

billion, as suggested in the "Counterbudget"

presented by the Urban Coalition and (2) recom-

mendations for job-creating civilian programs to

alleviate any hardships caused by the cut in

weaponry. "I think that something more useful could

be thought up," Fulbright said with admirable un-

derstatement at one point in the debate, "than an

obsolete weapon." McGovern argued at another point,

"military spending is a very poor creator of jobs per

dollar spent...a given level of spending in high

technology area produces many fewer jobs than the

same number of dollars would provide in such priority

areas as housing and transportation." But no one was

so tactless as to mention that arms spending is a form

of welfare for the rich; it may be a poor creator of jobs

but it is a major producer of profits. McGovern's

motion was beaten 46 to 36.

As always the annual debate was preceded by a

"gap" scare, and as usual the scare made headlines

while the rebuttal didn't rate the shipping pages.

Though the U.S. spends almost half the world's arms

bill, and about twice as much as the Soviet Union, it is

constantly in danger (according to the Joint Chiefs of

Staff) of becoming a second-rate power; to hear their

melancholy tales, Mexico is liable to retake the Alamo

any day now. This year's gap scare was that the

Soviets had secretly developed a new swing-wing

bomber, and put the U.S. five years behind in

strategic bomber development. Proxmire replied in

the Senate Sept. 21 that this Soviet plane was

discussed by Laird in his annual defense report two

years ago, when he said prototypes had already been

produced and tested; its inferiority to the FB-111

(already operational in the Strategic Air Command)
is discussed in the 1970-71 edition of Jane's All The

World's Aircraft; it is a medium bomber (a fact

Pentagon propaganda withheld), a potential threat to

China or Western Europe, not the U.S., and in any

event (as Proxmire said) "is only the latest in a long

line of Soviet prototype aircraft, few of which ever go

into production." Finally Proxmire drew from

Chairman Stennis of Senate Armed Services an ad-

mission on the Senate floor that "their (the Soviet's)

bomber forces are old and their capability is not as

great as ours." That, too, is an understatement;

Laird's own budget presentation this year showed that

we have three times as many heavy bombers as the

Soviet and that their fleet is still declining.

Even In North Vietnam
But none of this had any effect on the Senate when

McGovern's motion to slow up development of the B-l,

a new strategic bomber, came up. The strategic

bomber is obsolete, a rich nation's luxury to keep

bomber admirals happy. Fulbright pointed out that if

ABMs can shoot down missiles flying at 5,000 miles an

hour, they could certainly shoot down the bigger and

far slower target of a strategic bomber. McGovern,

one of the few bomber pilots in Congress, pointed to

what is happening in the skies over North Vietnam.

There we are afraid to use our B-52s because they are

so vulnerable even to the "rather primitive" SAMs the

Soviets have given Hanoi. If strategic bombers cannot

safely operate there, how could they penetrate the

better defended Soviet Union?
McGovern would have cut the $370 million asked

this year for the B-l to $31 million, restricting all work

on it to research and holding up on prototypes. The B-l

is variously estimated to cost from $40 to $75 billion

over the next decade. If the big war ever comes,

bombers will do their crazy work when it's all over

anyway. But the Senate voted McGovern down on a

voice vote—he didn't ask for a roll call because only

about 12 votes for his motion were visible. So the

military juggernaut rolls on. why can't the press pay

more attention to this debate, especially since it is

only the first round? After the authorization must
come the appropriation bill, a second chance to cut the

monster's feed allowance. Is there no way to rouse the

country against this waste of funds and march to

destruction?

Art Buchwald

"Let A Thousand Flowers Bloom"

WASHINGTON TOP SECRET
MEMORANDUM:
FROM : Wang Po -anti-imperialist Secret

Agent 655 (code name Egg Roll),

Washington, DC.
TO: Chu Ping Pi, Political Bureau, Peking

SUBJECT: Situation in the United States

at present time vis-a-vis Nixon's trip.

1 -There is great confusion here in

Washington concerning who is in charge of

the American government. President Nixon

has been photographed in public and, to

prove he was in good health, the capitalist

newspapers showed him greeting Emperor
Hirohito in Alaska.

2--The big mystery is what has happened

to Vice President Spiro Agnew. He has not

been photographed with President Nixon for

six months. The man who has seemed to

replace Agnew in power is the secretary of

the treasury, John Connally, who always

seems to be at Nixon's side.

3-Another mystery which has most U.S.-

watchers confused is that the Supreme
Court is now down to seven members. Nixon

has promised to appoint two more members
but so far he has been unable to find anyone

with the same idological philosophy. This

has led many observers to believe that there

is a power struggle going on in the Depart-

ment of Justice between the moderates and

Martha Mitchell. Martha Mitchell still

seems to wield great influence in the

government and some believe she is the real

power behind the attorney general.

4 -Walter Hickel, the former secretary of

the interior, is no longer under house arrest

in Alaska.

Nixon met with himrecently, indicating a

softening of a hard-line stand he took six

months ago. In a speech to the Veterans of

Foreign Wars the President said, "Let a

thousand flowers bloomy" which indicated

the Nixon government would welcome
advice. But two days later the party line

changed again, when Spiro Agnew told a

Republican fund-raising dinner in Texas
that if there was any criticism of the
President he would personally purge the
dissidents.

5 -One of the reasons for the confusion in
Washington is that the United States is in
serious economic condition and a wage-
price freeze has been in effect, which has
caused a great deal of bitterness among the
workers. The campaign to produce more for
Richard Nixon has not succeeded, and few
people now are waving their Little Red
Books with the "Thoughts of Nixon" at
chamber of commerce rallies.

6-Postmaster General Blount has called
for an economic boycott against France
because France wont help the United States
solve its drug problem. The U.S. govern-
ment said it didn't agree with the post-
master general so there is a power struggle
going on there. No one can predict the
outcome but Walter Hickel has invited the
postmaster general to live with him in

Alaska.

7-The opposition party is still in disarray

although the Democrats are hoping for a

Cultural Revolution in 1972.

8-If you are confused in Peking as to what
is going on in Washington, so are most of the

American people. The Washington Senators

have been exiled to Texas. This has caused

great speculation in diplomatic circles as to

who will be the next to go.

9-As for Henry Kissinger's visit to Peking

next week, my advice is to meet with him

and try to have him explain what the

political situation is in the United States. If

he can't come up with satisfactory answers,

I would suggest that Chou En-lai call off the

meeting with Nixon. It would be a mistake to

talk to Nixon while there is so much chaos in

the United States.

10— I will need some more money. You can't

believe the prices since Nixon started his

War on Inflation.

/utKBjnr+Xw*

'I'LL NEED YOUR HELP ON THIS ONE!'

Letters To The Editor

Repent, Ye Sinners

A Question - And Answers

The question of homosexuality is now, more than ever, one which

modern society must face openly. The following article, submitted by

individuals belong to the Student Homophile League is one of the first

attempts to publicize information concerning the subject. Bear in mind
that the following paragraphs were written by specific individuals in an

attempt to deal honestly and constructively with the issues. What follows

is not intended as a statement of group position, nor will it give specific

advice to any individual; it is written under the assumption that one acts

more responsibly when one is best informed.

QUESTION : What are the options open to someone who feels he or she

may be a homosexual?
In dealing with one's supposed homosexuality, as in dealing with any of

the crucial issues in one's life, there are several avenues which may be

followed.

FIRST: One may choose to ignore the issue, feelmg that a direct con-

frontation with the facts may not be in one's best interest at the present

time. Homosexuality does not necessarily imply a sexual frigidity or

impotence with regard to one's relationships with the opposite sex.

Usually it merely implies a sexual preference, either in fantasy or

reality, to have meaningful sexual experiences with members of the

same sex. Many homosexuals find it easy and beneficial to marry, to

raise children, and to blend in favorably with the straight world that

surrounds them. Yet among the happiest of those who do marry and raise

a family are those who have found a constructive way to express their

inner feelings and desires.

To the Editor:

I would like to respond to the comments of Howard
A. Berger in the Collegian in reference to the SAM
signs painted throughout the campus.

First, last spring's pledge class painted these signs

not as a "practical joke", but as an expression to the

University community of the pride they felt in the

organization they were about to join. Within 24 hours,

both the brotherhood and pledges realized that,

whatever the motives for the signs being painted, a

serious error had been made. We were immediately in

contact with Whitmore to try to remove the signs, and

efforts have persisted to this day to find a feasible

means to remove the "defacement". Short of sand-

blasting, we have not found any way to remove the

signs without additional damage being done to the

surfaces. At this time, the resources of our fraternity

do not allow us to bear the considerable expense of

sandblasting, and we have not embarked on a less

expensive method which would complicate the

damages to the surfaces.

Have It Your Way
To the Editor:

Those of us not privy to the secrets of the Universe

must stand in awe of the detective work evidenced by

the "Young Workers' Liberation League" in their

Moratorium Day broadside. They have discovered in

American foreign policy the machinations of a sinister

Corporate Conspiracy that oppresses foreign workers

for its own gluttony. Right on!

But the "Young Workers" want to have it both

ways. They seem to think the business-government

syndicate is singularly powerful. If that thesis is true,

the syndicate would have to be singularly stupid as

well, to: (1) permit a protracted conflict in resource-

rich Vietnam instead of massive and rapid ex-

termination of non-capitalistic elements; (2) to

support a long war that generates an inflation to

hinder corporate planning and threaten full value

repayment of debts; (3) to tolerate a corporate profits

tax that consumes about one-half of returns on in-

vestment; (4) to witness phlegmatically the con-

fiscation of copper mines in Chile; (5) to permit the

continued rantings of groups like the "Young

Workers," who would have been speedily squelched in

sevecal "Workers' Paradises" one can think of.

Stranger things have happened in the cuckoo-land of

the student ("Worker"?) revolutionary movement,

but it is comforting to see that their penchant for

implicit contradiction persists while empires fall.

Clark T. Irwin, Jr.

Gordian Knot
To the Editor:

Perhaps M. Guy Ross can untie another Gordian

Knot for the benefit of this campus. If students are so

smart, why do they go to school?
Mark Johnson

It is with the realization that some people would
react as Mr. Berger has, that we have acted and will

continue to act to remedy our mistake as swiftly as we
can; a mistake which is far more detrimental to SAM
than any other segment of the University community.
Until we can find and implement our solution, we can

do little but publicly express our regret over what has

happened and ask for the understanding and tolerance

of the University community.
Rocky Hodgson
Sigma Alpha Mu

BigH

At Ravenna
Despite a sparrow
I come back to you,

my head between my arms,

and I think: why
is night black?
The sun replies

in half-eaten intervals,

sinks down,
grinds to a halt,

and the mechanics
of precision,

left on the tree,

are fulfilled

by your sweaty wonder.

We left the bed at four o'clock.

No wonder the bird cries!
Jerome Nathanson

Have you heard the word?
Harrison's back.

Spent the summer in Corsica - sunning on sordid

beaches.

Painting in the blue-deep coves.

He met a girl - the girl.

Long, brown hair; eyes as black as a bat.

So he says.

Can you imagine - the girl!

What the world has been waiting for for centuries.

Venus Adonna, Mary Magdalene, Florence
Nightingale,

and Raquel Welch all rolled into one.

Says he can't remember exactly.

Lost all recollection of time.

Like the world stopped turning and his mind took

off into space.

And he was engulfed by this pungent feeling and

ever in front of him this beautiful face.

Lips and eyes and nose, but mostly lips.

Like the parting of the continents with the seas

flowing in between.

Sweet juices of life.

Yeh, it was good.

But you know how it is.

She comes and she goes.

Swan Song
"Sweet Jesus," he thought,

"If I get through this one..."

Not that it really matters -Or does it.

He shouldn't take it so seriously.

After all it isn't a matter of life and death.

He'll still be alive tomorrow no matter what.

That's the biggest kick. Maybe it's harder

to go on living, to really face up to yourself.

"Shit, what difference does it make?

Let the bastards tear me to pieces.

As long as I give it all I've got,

there's no reason to be ashamed.

The joke's on them anyway."

910 rr

Rest In Peace

The angry face of time scowls the hours
away.

The tired face of time sleeps all day.
And the withered face of time whithers

the flowers away.
I wonder if my roses will bloom again today.

I cannot be expected to live a carefree life

if all my time must so be spent,

Listening to the pleas of the guilty innocent,

And raking up the leaves of yesterday.
Perhaps our General's war has cried you all

to sleep.

SECOND: For some, the most rational option is an attempt to rid

themselves of all homosexual feelings, in other words, "to go straight".

For most people who choose this route, professional consultation, either

with a psychologist or psychiatrist, proves to be the valuable and rational

source of aid. Not all people who seek professional aid in "going straight"

do succeed in accomplishing their goal. Success is due in large part ot a

combination of the following factors: (1) the desire to become totally

heterosexual must be paramount, (2) the relative age of the individual

must be young (under 30), (3) a degree of past success with heterosexual

relationships must be evident.

Bear in mind, also, that not all professionals, those with PhD's and
MD's beside their name, believe in the possibility or necessity of an in-

dividual's becoming "totally straight". A fourth factor to consider,

therefore, in seeking aid is the degree of dedication any certain

professional has in helping one to reach one's goals.

THIRD: For those who have felt no desire nor any success inexercising

the above two options, the option of honest acceptance, and discrete self-

admission often proves to be most advantageous. Most of the mem-
bership of the Student Homophile League candidly admit to themselves

and to each other that the decision to accept their own homosexuality was

one of the most beneficial decisions they have ever made. Through SHL,

they have found new ways of confronting the various implications of their

feelings in relation to the world in which we all live. Without SHL, many
admit they would lost at times in the alienating world of "straight"

society.

To those of you who have read this article and who may still desire

more information on the issue, the members of the Student Homophile

League invite and welcome any questions, either by phone, in person, or

in writing. If the demand for information is great enough, and if the

editors of this paper are so willing, we will attempt further columns on

these issues in the coming months. Feel free to drop by at the Student

Homophile League office, room 413E, Student Union or call 545-0154.

'Call The NASA Sparc Centei l\e Got An Idea

For Another Trip Before Novemher 1972"
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There's Baloney

In Your Baloney
WASHINGTON AP—A carton of

eggs with four substandard eggs is

still a Grade AA carton. A package

of bologna with 31 per cent fat is

cleared for sale. So is a chicken

containing 13 per cent water.

The handbooks of federal food

inspectors and graders don't read

that way, but the guidelines they

follow mean that consumer
protection laws tend to bend here

and there in practice.

The bending, in official parlance,

is called tolerances. In consumer

terms, it's an expensive practice.

For example, the General Ac-

counting Office has estimated that

a 1 per cent increase in the water

content of poultry costs consumers

$32 million a year.

While federal laws forbid in-

terstate sales of any food, drug or

cosmetic that is adulterated or

misbranded. government
regulators follow a guiding prin-

ciple that can't be found in a law

book.

Here's how the principle works:

Regulators look at. say, the spice

processor they regard as the

nation's most efficient, and

determine that the best he can do is

keep the number of whole dead

insects in each lot at four.

Therefore, four or less is

tolerable, more than four is illegal.

The regulatory process involves

"recognizing that although you

strive for perfection, you don't get

it," said Thomas Browru head of

compliance in the Food and Drug

Administration's Bureau of Foods.

The FDA acknowledged that it

has a set of secret administrative

guidelines for food. Brown
provided specific examples of the

tolerances but refused to provide a

complete copy.

In the other bastion of federal

food inspection, the Agriculture

Department, the tolerances and

guidelines tend to be public.

The department's regulations on

water in poultry originally

Fancy Pants
Like double knits or a

really nice pair of wide
wale cords for that special

occasion.

The closest thing to you

Open Fri.tlt!

WEARHOUSE

specified that no bird could absorb

more than 12 per cent water while

being dipped in ice water to cool

the carcass. But in drawing up the

guidelines, the department per-

mitted a fifth of the birds to absorb

as much as 13 per cent and still

pass inspection.

Regulations forbid sale of

bologna,, hot dogs and other cooked

sausage products containing more

than 10 per cent water. But the

guidelines which interpret the

regulations require automatic

detention only of products con-

taining more than 13 per cent

water.

The system for regulating fat

content in hot dogs is the same, but

the figures are different. They can

contain up to 30.6 per cent fat and

be cleared routinely, or up to 31.6

per cent fat before inspectors

clamp down.
Officials say they're confident

the fat guidelines are effective

because the department's retail

sampling programs have shown

that the average fat content of

cooked sausage products is about

28 per cent.

Tolerances also crop up in the

grading programs administered by

the Department of Agriculture for

olives, apples, lemons, eggs and

virtually everything that grows.

The system for eggs is typical.

Eggs are graded AA. A, B or C on

the basis of size, shell condition,

size and nature of the yolk and

white, and location of the air cell.

A carton of AA eggs in a sur-

permarket need contain only eight

eggs of top grade. Two are per-

mitted to be of Grade A quality.

The eggs may be of lowest quality,

meaning there might be small

blood clots, visible germ
development in the yolk or a

cracked but non-leaking shell.

Asked why the tolerances were

kept from the public is that some
felt if you tell the industry this is

the level at which you take action,

the industry will take this level and

shoot for it

Now comes the era of con-

sumerism. I think the public has a

right to know the level at which

we'll take action.
• It's going to be a hell of a job

explaining to the consumer. But

it's better than having to explain

every time why we don't release

them "

wear-else

~» -'»^
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"Perhaps the country's greatest authority in the field of

consciousness-altering drugs"
PLAYBOY

JOEL FORT.m.d
speaKson:

•THE PLEASURE SEEKERS:

The Drug Crisis, Youth and Society

Monday - Oct. 18 - 8p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Coffee Hour: Colonial Lounge
following lecture

Sponsored by dvp
to

This Saturday at the Football Stadium mum corsages will be sold. This sale is being sponsored by the

Floriculture Club of Stockbridge College. Profits will be used for scholarships for Floriculture iresh-

men. Prices will range from $1.00 toll.SO. That's the UMass marching Band.

CAROUSEL disassembles, nests, ships and stores

in incredibly little space. Assembly is instantan-

eous, requiring no tools whatsoever and the fin-

ished pieces will support 500 lbs.

Made in Denmark of wearproof, weatherproof poly-

propylene, CAROUSEL's 6 modular components and

6 mod-bright colors offer a world of interchangeable

possibilities for juvenile and adult seating, dining

and entertaining.

was $8.50

NOW $6.00
ADULT STOOL
12-DI*. * 18 " H -

* White
Yellow

BISTRO SET
was - 34.00

NOW 26.00

'Blue
* Orange
* Black

^=

* Olive Green

Red

3 pc. set consists of:

2-H101 KNU stools

1 -H104 KNU table

Jl 02 KNU
was - 13.00

NOW 10.00

BARSTOOL
'2-DIA.X28" H.

A
fc 1

J103/KNU

was - 12.50

NOW 10.00

LOW TABLE
.

22" OIA.X 16" H.

borders of our lives
Open Fridays til 9 253-9552
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3,900 sq. mi. of Land
For Sale In Florida

NEW YORK (AP)— If you know
of anyone who would consider

buying 2.5 million acres of Florida

real estate for $1,625 billion, with

only $487 million down, there's a

man here who would like to hear

from them.

The various parcels involved

total more than the size of

Delaware and Rhode Island

together. At 3,900 square miles,

they outmeasure Los Angeles

County or Yellowstone National

Park.
Peter Hilton, a business con-

sultant who operates Corporate

Diversification, Ltd., is trying to

find a buyer for the properties,

which are to be sold in one block.

Hilton said "The property has

vast and varied development
possibilities, with existing mineral

deposits, forests, water homesites,

recreational facilities, urban and

rural tracts."

And while "almost totally

unexploited to date," he added, the

properties already are

"generating several million

dollars income annually."

"Who is the seller?" he was
asked.

"I won't tell you," he said, "but

it involves one family which has

been accumulating the estate since

1892." The family strictly forbade

identification, he said

Crisis In UMass Medical Care?

The land currently is held in a

trust, Hilton said, adding that

"because of diverse family in-

terests it is preferable to liquidate

in the toto in a single sale to one or

multiple buyers simultaneously."

Here are some of the details or

clues about "The Pandora
Project" that Hilton is circulating

among the heads of the country's

largest corporations, whom he

feels are the only ones capable of

buying. The words are largely his.

—It is in various parcels in 25

different counties. The smallest is

348 acres and the largest 402,000

acres, or more than GOO square
miles.

—There are more than 500 miles

of water frontage on lakes, rivers,

canals and the continental coast.

Ninety-five per cent of the land is

stated to be high, dry and fenced.

More than 300 miles of paved high-

ways skirt or traverse it.

—One 348-acre tract is bound on

one side by a six-mile seawall

recently built, and on the other

almost entirely by a medium-size

city. About 50 per cent of the land is

an 18-hole golf course. A copy of the

proposed zoning indicates 14,000

apartment suites could be built on

the site.

Hilton said the price of the land

at $710 an acre was developed after

two-year study by land ap-

Amherst, Mass.-"We take it as axiomatic that the

crisis in medical care is in the delivery and not in the

nature of the care itself." This statement from the

research proposal of a group of investigators at the

University of Massachusetts pinpoints the urgent need

for reorganization in our medical system, especially

in the area of outpatient care.

Mathematical-computer models of individual

facilities at the University of Massachusetts In-

firmary and Albany Medical College have already

been constructed and implemented and have proved

extremely effective in dealing with such problem

areas as excessive waiting time for patients, proper

scheduling procedures, and efficient staffing. The

The role of outpatient care in America is expanding team plans to study and build models of several other

enormously, but there is no organized body of

knowledge which can be used to evaluate an existing

outpatient facility or to help in designing a new one.

Financed by $165,000 two-year grant from the U.S.

Health Services and Mental Health Administration,

an interdisciplinary team of researchers from the

departments of industrial engineering and operations

research and sociology hopes to remedy this situation.

The principal director. Dr. Edward J. Rising, and

the co-principal investigators, Dr. Richard J. Giglio,

Dr. Frank C. Kaminsky and Dr. Eugene Piedmont,

plan to construct a general planning methodology

which can be used to evaluate, design, and improve

various types of outpatient facilties.

facilities of varying types before synthesizing them
into a general model operative for all outpatient

facilities.

Since these facilities constitute a vast, costly

system, the value of improving their effectiveness is

self- evident. It has long been known that hospital

inpatient facilities are overused and costly and that

the doctor with his "little black bag" is an

anachronism for most of our population. The team at

the University of Massachusetts hopes to offer

solutions for the planning and operation of outpatient

facilities which appear to be the trend of the future in

the delivery of medical care.

The parcels, he said, are held in praisers, timbermen, assayers and

various names by about 250 bankers.

legatees, although the entire deal So far, he said, little progress has

apparently can be transacted with been made toward finding a buyer,

the senior legatee, who is said to Interested?

own 60 per cent of the acreage.

Room/To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0500,

5-0401

Three Cars

Totaled
An auto accident involving three

vehicles occured at the corner of

Lincoln Ave. and Fearing Street

yesterday afternoon at ap-

proximately 4:00 P.M.
All three vehicles were declared

totaled by Amherst Police who
responded to the call. Two of the

operators received minor injuries

and were treated.

One of the vehicles was owned by

the Daily Collegian.

No. 1
in college sales

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

21 Pray St. Amherst

COVERTHE EARTH
with Carter Overalls

$7.49 All Sizes

the closest thing to you

Open Fri. til 9

Wearhouse
wear -else

Completely Restored

Old Weird Harold's

used & NEW

CLOTHES AND HANDICRAFTS

TheWhopper!
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

Lettuce-lots of it.

*nd mayonnaise.

Jeans $2.50

Overalls
& $4.50

Jumpsuits

Workshirts $2.00

Flannel shirts $1.50

Sport Jackets $3.50 Denim Jackets $4.50

Shawls
& $2.00

Scarves

Leathers, corduroys, turs, sweaters, 13

button navy wool pants, tield coats, parkas,

authentic Pea coats, suedes, tunics, AA-43's,

M.B.I . pants & shirts, storm coats, boots,

hats.
etc.

We would also like to be an inexpensive

outlet tor any handmade items (jewelry,

pottery, weaving, macrame, woodwork,

etc.)

Hours 1 1 :00 a.m. - 1 1 :00 p.m.

Mon. - Sat.

Tel. 586-3727

.Juicy,

red tomato
ices.

Onions.
What's a burge
without 'em?

Crisp,

crunchy
pickles.

* '-'-' rfsfe -v

Pure beef
through and through
Ketchup on top

for *' wfL..' t
'

tf .*? '•* '•*'.
'*"

(Anywonder it takes two hands to hold it?)

WITH THIS COUPON

BUY ONE WHOPPER
GET ONE FREE

Our famous broiled beef burger and

all th* tnmmina*

344 KING STREET
i-o blixki North at KinMoli data)

Northampton Matt
Ovt Mombu.f*' r*alt,M Or. quol.ty MtV.*** fry fwtfc » < • Sprint..to1

Offer I.-"" Oo 14 1*71
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Dems Warn Radicals Against Intimidation Coming Soon:

Bike Racks
WASHINGTON AP

Democratic National Chairman
Lawrence F. O'Brien warned
Thursday against "attempts at

intimidation or threats" from the

far left or far right and said those

unwilling to work for reform within

the party should go elsewhere.

Speaking a day after party

regulars smashed a move by

reform elements to name Sen.

Harold E. Hughes of Iowa to a key

convention post, O'Brien told the

Democratic National Committee
that reform rules to guarantee

minority rights do not permit

anyone to make winning a

requirement for staying in the

party.

"Persons unwilling to par-

ticipate in the work of the

Democratic party on this

democratic basis had better look

elsewhere for a political home,

fourth, fifth or sixth party not-

withstanding," O'Brien said.

He declined to name a target but

former Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy

has said that failure by the

Democrats to reform their party

could lead to a fourth party of the

left in the 1972 presidential elec-

tion.

O'Brien made clear in talking to

newsmen later that his words were

not aimed at Hughes, who pledged

to keep up his fight for reform

within the party. O'Brien

sidestepped making a similar

disclaimer on McCarthy.

Mrs. Patricia Roberts Harris,

the 47-year-old black attorney who
beat Hughes for the post of acting

chairman of the Credentials

Committee with the backing of

party regulars, pledged

"obedience to the spirit and the

letter of the guidelines" reforming

delegate selection procedures.

"These rules are going to be

obeyed." she said.

The credentials panel will deal

with what is expected to be a large

number of delegate challenges

resulting from the guidelines

developed by a special party

commission and approved last

February by the National Com-
mittee.

Mrs. Harris also said in a speech

to the committee that reform was

not the issue in her battle against

Hughes "because this party has set

its feet firmly on the road to full

access for all interested persons to

the Democratic party.

"We can leave that road only at

the risk of wrecking that party-a

wisk we do not intend to take," she

said,-urging steps to repair what

she termed "a continuing lack of

trust" displayed in the fight over

her election.

Senate Committee

Cuts Military

Asst. By 20%
WASHINGTON < AP > The Senate

Foreign Relations Committee
voted 7 to fi today to cut this year's

Military Assistance Program by 20

per tent.

The vote came a day after the

committee voted to put a ceiling on

aid to Cambodia, an action that the

State Department said could

seriouslj Uneaten the ability of

that Southeast Asian nation to

defend itself.

Today's action, cutting the IS
military aid to other nations from

$705 million to $565 million, was

taken after efforts to reduce the

program even further failed on a

series of B to fi tie votes.

The committee voted Wednesday
to impose a $250 million limit on

military and economic aid to

Cambodia for tins fiscal year The

committee also voted to limit the

American civilian and military

personnel in Cambodia to 200.

^f FRANCONIACOLLEGE
S FRANCONIA, N.H. 03580

o
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Become the
architect of
your own
education.

Conceive it,

describe it,

construct it,

and then

achieve it.

Franconia is seeking qualified

transfer students for Spring
( Feb. 15) and Fall 1972 ad-
mission. Students who are
ready to play an active role in

planning their education are
invited to apply.

For application, catalog or

interview appointment con-

tact Admissions, Box R.S.

Facilities for bicycle parking

cannot be improved until about the

first of the year, according to

George A. Norton. Director of the

Physical Plant. The lack of an

operating budget for the current

year has made it "impossible" for

the University to purchase the

racks needed, he told the Collegian

today.

He said approximately 20 racks

will be needed in the academic

area and an unknown number in

the dormitory area. The cost of a

good quality rack is approximately

$185.00.

Further delay is anticipated by

Norton, who pointed out that the

purchases must be sent out for

bids. It takes about two weeks for a

bidder to be chosen, orders must be

processed and time is needed for

delivery.

"If all goes well", Norton says,

"the problem should be nearly

eliminated before Spring of 1972."

WARM UP

with the

ENDLESS
KNIGHTS

on

SATURDAY
(FOLLOWING THE GAME)

AT THE

CHEQUERS
9:30 -12:30

Hoo-Rah-Rah: Rhode Island

AIRCRAFT AIRLIFT-
Spectators in foreground watch

Wednesday as a giant helicopter

ferries a twin-engine t'essna

aircraft over Grand Central Park-

way in New York City. The

helicopter lifted the Cessna from

l.aGuardia Airport and tran-

sported it to the nearby grounds of

the Academy of Aeronautics,

where the aircraft will be used to

train students. Police closed the

parkway for about IS minutes,

while the operation was in

progress.

Fali Harvest of Fashions
at

Paraphernalia
featuring..

63 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
Open Friday nites

till 9: 00 p.m.

..bodysuits

...bodyshirts

...new shipment from India Imports

...and more

Judgeships Available

Student Judiciaries

Applications Available: Rooms 109 & 111, Campus Center

Applications Due: Noon, Oct. 18

Selections: (by appointment) Tues. Evening, Oct. 19

xttzztezttgs&tt&x&x&a^^

Four Dates Given I
Elmont, Swed Emerge Victors

For Teaching Exams
College seniors preparing to

I each school may take the National

Teacher Examinations on any of

the lour different test dates an-

nounced loday hy Educational

Testing Service, a nonprofit,

educational organization which
prepares and administers this

testing program.
New Dates for the testing of

prospective teachers are:

November 13, 1971, and January

29, April K, and July IS, 1972. The
tests will i>e given at nearly 500

locations throught the United

States, ETS said.

Results of the National Teacher
Examinations are used by many
large school districts as one of

several factors in the selection of

new teachers and by several states

lor certification or licensing of

teachers. Some colleges also

require all seniors preparing to

teach to take the examinations.

The school systems and state

departments of education which

use the examination results are

listed in an NTE leaflet entitled

Score I'sers which may be ob-

tained by writing to ETS.
On each full day of testing,

prospective teachers may take the

Common Examinations which
measure their professional

preparation and general
educational background and a

Teaching Area Examination which
measures their mastery of the

subject they expect to teach.

Prospective teachers should
contact the school systems in

which they seek employment, or

their colleges, for specific advice

on which examinations to take and
on which dates they should be

taken.

The Bulletin of Information for

Candidates contains a list of test

centers, and information about the

examinations, as well as a

Registration Form. Copies may be

obtained from college placement
officers, school personnel
departments, or directly from
National Teacher Examinations,

Box 911. Educational Testing
Service, Princeton, New Jersey

08540.

.)n October :i, a University

Whist Tournament was spon-

sored by Gorman House of

Central Area as part of their

new Social Program. Thirty

students played valiently for the

Whist Title, prizes, and
Trophies. By midnight, two

remained undefeated; In front

of Third Place John Morse and

Estelle Hardy of Gorman House

ind Second Place Paul Slack

and John Boncoddo both of

South Prospect St., Amherst,

stood, or leaned, Al Elmont and

Tom Swed, Victorious!

t t^ S iTii—tiUHUU \ t8i»? f«»9giM»*W««

Senjavits ProposesTax Cut For Job Increases
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.

Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., urged the

Senate Finance Committee
Thursday to add to President

Nixon's tax cut bill a new tax credit

plan designed to produce 500,000

additional jobs.

He said this would fill a gap in

the President's proposals, adding

that he saw little chance these

would restore full employment.
Under the Javits amendment, an

employer whose employes worked

more man-days in the current year

than the previous one would be

eligible for a tax credit of $4 per

man-day or about $1,000 per year.

A credit may be subtracted from

taxes due. Javits estimated the

total cost at $41.8 billion the first

year.

Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, DSC,
asked the panel to add to the $15.5

billion House-passed tax cut a $3.5

billion program designed to aid

chieflv families at or below the

poverty level.

Such families would be given

federal payments to reimburse

them for sales taxes paid on food

and for state and local property

taxes.

The South Carolinian's proposal

also would include a tax credit of

up to $325 per year for expenses

paid by a family to send a child to

college.

Adam and his staff are available evenings for

free hair care classes and demonstrations for

any men's or women's groups.

If it has to do with hair,

(men's or women's) Adam
and his staff will do it

perfectly.

The Chopping Block is

located at 26 Main St.

Amherst, second floor.

Open 9:00 a.m. to 7:30

p.m. Mondays thru

Fridays; 9 to 5 : tfurdays.

For appointment call 253

9293 or 253 9271.

ajnwoQ

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

Volkswagen Bus. completely reworked

and liveable In. f 725. Call 253-9968. ask for

< hris Km n.
tflO-18

Hultaco Metralla 250 CC. very fait,

inspected, road racing fairing. 5 speed

Ask 1495. Offers. 549-OBI7.

tf 10-1 5

1969 Triumph TIOOC Trophy 500. Mint

condition. H.000 miles. 546-7509.

tf |0"I3

1968 VW Kastback. f 1 100. good car and

value. 545-0465.
tf 10-21

FOR SALE

1970 Honda 350 Scrambler Good cond.

1450. or best offer. Please call Bill. 549-

B057.
tf 10-15

165-14 snow tires. Sem peril Radial* 2

mounted on MOB Disc wheels »50 pr. Call

MMMf.
tf 10-15

FOR RENT

One bedroom Apt. Available Nov. 1.

\m a month includes utilities. Call after

5 p.m. 665-2641.

tf 10-20

I'll be more than happy to sew your new

clothes, (all anytime and ask for Ann. 1-28

7892.
tf 10-15

TYPING

•68 VW Camper, white, exc. cond., fact

inslld. gdvr. polyglass widetrds.. 2 new

studded snowtlres, new valves/rings 40,000

miles. 12400 - 863-9249.
tflO-18

Guitar - Fender Villager acoustic 12

string guitar, excellent condition. 546-

7509.
10-15

Seasoned Firewood. Sale and delivery.

< .,11 MMKN.
tflO-20

1964 Chevy Impala. I speed, hurst

shifter with A 283 cu. In. Engine runs well,

dependable excellent radio, $150. Call Jeff

at 546-8913.
tflO-18

XM/FM/FM Stereo Radio-Cassette

Player/ Recorder $170. Call Paul at 256-

IBNI7 after 6.

till) -IS

1971 Biiick Opel wagon red AM-FM.
ikiiimi mi., excellent condition, asking 2295

will i.i It- < all 803-8006 after f» p.m.

«9VW Bug 1 1 200 or Best Offer. Tel: 665-

1197 after 5:30 exc. Tues.
tf 10-15

9' x 12" Tent; Sleeps 4-5 comfortably.

Ised one season. Asking 135 or make

offer, (all Xavler 5-0858.

tf 10-19

Classic black 4-door 1959 Mercedes

Benz $250. (all Jeff Kelly 253-7303.

tf 10-15

Foreign Auto Parts Pirelli, Mlchelin.

Rosch. I.ucas. Metric Hardware. Alfa

Romeo spares, wheels, snow tires. Call

Herb 256-8781

tf 10-19

Yamaha Classical guitar w/case. Exc.

( ond. $80 (all Artie 201 (hadbourne 5-2640

or 5-2641.

tf 10-18

7ll Mt.R exc. running cond Must sell.

219 8193.
tf 10-29

1968 Austin Mealy Sprite - 38,000 miles.

$6O0. Musi sell, (all 253-2548. Ned after 9

p.m.
tf 10-18

1963 V.W. Hus. Runs well. $150.

546-5127 « l«> 5

65 (hew with '69 rebuilt engine; new

tires and shocks; runs well. Priced to sell

fast: $450 or make offer, (all Xavler 5-

11858.
tf 10-19

Kumper sticker - >our words printed on 3

x 12" red or green sticker for $ I .
copies .25.

The Snide Co. Koute I. Box 93 Blaine.

Wash. 98230.
tfio-ix

HELP WANTED

Town House Apt. to share with another

girl in Amherst. Own room possible. Call

584-2273.
tf 10-21

PERSONAL

RBH is 21! Mapy Birthday, Toots, l.ove.

MB.
10-15

Pamela Nolan ( Bright red lights on a

Marquee). Mope you enjoy it.

10-15

Serena: I hope that your nineteenth

hirthday is a memorable and happy one

tomorrow. I.ove Steve.
10-15

Rm. 301 R-6922 organizational meeting

for ( ubba Mo. At I OWF.
tflO-15

Expert typing done at home. Previous

experience in theses work. Electric

typewriter (all 584-5377. Mrs. Orslnl.

tf 10-18

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast.

accurate: hate Greek alphabet, math &

chem. svmbols. (all 253-3601.

tflO-18

Will tvpe papers quickly, accurately. &
inexpensively: ! (all Steffi 6-8024. Please

keep calling.

If 10-13

MUSICIANS

Versified good drummer w exp Looking

for estab rock type band. Have place to

practice: (all Scott 253-7210 nights.

tf 10-19

REWARD

Kenwood 140-X Amp For Sale 200Watts
out used one year. 1. 1st new $469. Will take

best offer, (all Rich 253-6303.

tf 10-18

< .mill F35 and F47 with hard cases. Call

6-93:12.

tfl0-21

1968 Cougar XR7. 253-7769 or 665-4152.

tf 10-15

I'm;:. Dodge Coronet 140 ( onv PS. Auto

\cr\ good condition Best offer. Call 253-

»™ aftfr B P "'
OL18

65 Mustang. con\ . 33p .
good mechanical

rnnd . straight six. 30 miles per gal.. $250

or best offer. Call 549-1013 bet. 6:30 p.m-

10:00 p.m.
tfl0-20

Honevwell Pentax Spotmatic. VMM.,
MM >car old. $165. Call 253-9968. ask for

Chris in room IS,
tf 10-1

H

$50 for one days labor. Roofing ex-

perience helpful. Roof a one story shed /tar

paper & sealer, (all 533-4(654 illolyoke).

tf 10-21

WANTED
Girls bike al least 3 speeds. Contact

Mis Kilev. Tel. 253-7151.

tf 10-15

Mclxille Basement invites .lames

Rasement and Ith floor to a party Friday

night at 8
tf|il-:il

ROOMMATES WANTED

Ki-waid for finding a pair of black rim

Klasscs. lost around Hampden Dining

Commons I 10/31 If found please call Don

I, '12112

10-15

Female roommates wanted-$60 a

month includes utilities, age 20 -23. (all

after K p.m. ask for Jean if no answer

keep trying 586-3986.
tflO-IS

W.inled I mill i plan' H li»' Desire

nun loom in ;i house hi on a (arm will)

other pcopli- ( ill M.nk at 250-878H.

tflO-13

ENTERTAINMENT

I h«- Beatles in Yellow Submarine plus

exciting shorts going steady Sat .Oct 16 at

N » n Mahal Xud Join the fun this

llniiii'i liming Weekend
tf Hi IS

I \ W tires. 5 60 x 15 Ted 516-9231.

10-15
APT AVAILABLE LOST

M MM Nlkkor lens brand new . must sell

immed onlv $ 125 im hides guarantee, and

leather case, (all 519-6111

tf 10-19

Ideal fur ad\mn eil li-ni.ilc mail sliidrnt,

i niiiii .mil Imai il in lieu of assistance with 2

sthnolagc children $41 !•>"> I

RIDE WANTED

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1968 Hultaco 360cc Elbandlto. New eng..

new clutches. Excel, shape. Must sell. $350

or best offer, (all 581-4066 anytime.
If 10-15

Flat 68. Spvdr. sell as parts. 337-6625.

tflO-18

Custom built amp. 100 wis. plus halch-

inglwln spks. 12". Both beautifully

constructed!: (an be seen at Guitar

wkshp in Northampton $250.

If 10-19

To Baltimore or Washington D.C. Oct.

21 or 22. will share expenses, (all Susan 6-

1171.
If10-I9

Ride wanted every Tue.-Thuri. to

Palmer, (all 283-7708

If 10-15

SERVICES

III fix vour rough smokey car so lis Just

like new (all Wendell at 256 8638. I fix

Yolkswagons too
tf 10-26

\niii Repairs Points, plugs and minor

engine repair. Winterize your car now

(all Wayne at 546-6535 or Al at 546-6467.

If 10 Ij

i ,u\ who liMik un-\ suitcase iS M I

hus liom Springfield to Xmhrrsl please

return it I need m> clothes Nanc> Jones

1. 79 It,

tf 10-15

Reward Blue & green afghan in

David's hag I ost In < ( Please return to

"Lost & Found".
If 10 20

Read Poor Richard's This Week
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Notices-

BKL< HKKTOWN VOLUN
TF.KKS.
There will be a bus leaving

Whitmore at 12:45 on Saturday for

the State School. All interested

people are welcome There will be

a meeting Monday at 8 p.m. in Rm.

168 CC for all interested in field

trip.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR
CHRIST:
Family time, 6:30 p.m. tonight.

971 CC; LTC, immediately

following at 8:30; Don't forget

College Life next Wed. at 8 p.m.

PTL.

CEQ:
There will be a 'glass crushing

party' (for recycling purposes) at

the Amherst landfill, Sunday from

10 a.m. on. Everyone invited.

CHRISTIANS:
Bus leaving Sunday for Florence

Cong. Church from Newman
Center at 8:35; Bus station across

from Morrill at 8:37; Hamlin
House at 8:40; and Emerson house

at 8:45.

COUNTRY COMFORT COFFEE
HOUSE:
Country comfort coffee house

Friday (today) at 8 p.m. in

Crabtree basement. Performers

and listeners invited.

HILLKL:
Friday evening services tonight

7:30 p.m. at the Hillel office.

Brunch Sunday 11 a.m. Com-

monwealth Room, SU. <David

Wyman speaking on the conflict

within the American Jewish

Community during the holocost

Lox and bagels.

INDEX:
Photo meeting at 6:30 on Monday

in Rm. 401 SU.

JUNIORS AND SENIORS:
CUSP (Council of Un-

dergraduate Psychology Majors)

and the Psych dept. are sponsoring

a Graduate School information

night on Oct. 20 from 8-10 p.m. in

Herter 231. Faculty members
representing each area of the dept.

will answer your questions. Later

there will be time for faculty

members to talk with students

regarding a particular area of

interest.

KENNEDY UPPER:
Six comedy classics tonight in

Mahar Aud. 6:45-8:15-10 p.m.

NAIADS:
Please read Naiads bulletin

board in WOPE to note schedule

change. Composition work to begin

Monday- sign up for compositions,

if you haven't.

OH K ESI DENTS:
Everyone is welcome to attend

the Free Mirkwood coffee house on

Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Grayson

main lounge.

OUTING CLUB:
Meeting Monday at 6:30 in Rm.

165 CC. Slides; upcoming trips;

Halloween party at Knox Cove;

Rock climbing; equipment sales;

etc.

PRE LAW STUDENTS:
All students interested in ap-

plying to Law School should con-

tact Harvey Stone, prelaw ad-

visor, E-22 Maduner- It is

especially important that seniors

be the process of applying to law

schools see Mr. Stone as soon as

possible.

RECREATION SOCIETY:
There will be an important

meeting of the recreation society

at 7 p.m. in Rm. 174-176 CC on

Monday. We will be discussing our

upcoming Mountain climbing trip

and other future activities. Please

try and attend.

SIGMA ALPHA MU FILM
SERIES:
Silkscreening course offered in

Leverett. Building of a screen and

inks will be included. Starts

Wednesday, Oct. 20. Call 549-3631.

LOST:
Dog- Black with some white.

Part lab & part hound. Answers to

Guy. Has tag that says Springfield-

Jeff Erlichman 549-0519.

Columbus H.S. ring with initials

DJC. If found, call Dan 6-8789.

Thursday, a black umbrella

somewhere between Machmer &
Bartlett Hall. Please return it if

vou found it. Call Dan: 6-8789.

Navy blue knitted small

pocketbook. Has important IDs
and cards inside. Please return if

found. Call 546-7585.

FOUND:
Dorm key. ..claim at Franklin

Commons.
Money colored cat near Gorman.

Needs good home desperately. Call

6-6432.

PINNING:
Judi Woll, '74, Thoreau to Joe

Correia, '72, Phi Lamda Pi.

ENGAGEMENTS:
Ellen Barish, '71, to Sidney Zonn,

'72.^

,earn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Pisces is sensitive, Leo is flamboyant,

Gemini is versatile, Aries is original,

Aquarius is inventive, Taurus is deter

mined. Each and every sign possesses

individual and identifiable characteristics.

Cancer is protective, Virgo is health-

concious, Libra is artistic, Scorpio is in

lense, Sagittarius can be pontifical and

Capricorn can wait for the right time.
• * •

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Check

reservations, appointments. Not wise to

delegate duties. Get job done yourself.

Some now are apt to be careless wilh your

lime, money. Know this and be self starter.

Reward is due.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Slight delay

actually can work in your favor. Maintain

natural pace. Refuse to panic. Apparent

confusion over funds will be rectified. Apply

light touch. What you need will be for

thcoming Act like you know it.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Be wary of

commitment which could prevent you from

making constructive moves. Means alio*

yourself freedom to be independent. Treac

to do battle Means keep the peace

especially inner peace. Some of your

natural qualities, abilities receive added

appreciation.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Steer clear

of neighbors, relatives who are anxious to

do battle. Means keep the peace especially

inner peace Some of your natural qualities,

abilities receive added appreciation.

LEO (July 23 August 22): Highlight

versatility. Use material at hand in your

own, unique manner. Message will become
increasingly clear. Sagittarius is involved.

Money situation may be muddled. Young
person brings solution.

VIRGO (August 23 Sept. 22): What ap

pears clear sailing needs a second look

Realize that slight delay is no reason for

discouragement Leo person can show you

how to hurdle or bypass'obstacle. Listen

and learn

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): Work in con

juction with associates, those familiar with

your likes, dislikes. Grass is not necessarily

greener far away. Realize this; get busy

with what is available. Hold off on journey.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Financial

situation improves. Friendly persuasion

can be constructively utilized. Highlight

diplomacy. Gift purchase now brings

favorable reaction. Be considerate.

Remember anniversaries.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21): You

may be trying too much at once. Expanding

too quickly now would be an error. Accent is

on willingness to check contracts,

agreements and to be aware of potential.

Pisces figures prominently

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Some

may ask for more than you are ready to

give; heed your own counsel. Lunar em
phasis is on long haul rather than short

range view. You have some preparing to do

review lessons, material.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Some

wishes can now be fulfilled. Key is to utilize

widerange of contracts. Promises are fine

but take steps to reinforce needs. If a self-

starter, you get going on road to produc

tivity.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Obtain

necessary rights, permissions. You are in a

hurry to get going. But you will retrace

steps unless paper work first is cleared.

Know this and act accordingly. Contract

could be an issue.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

senstive, appreciative of the arts and could

have musical ability. Your voice often has

been termed unusualy. Recent emotional

bruise is being healed. If single, marriage

could be upcoming
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

1 Soak up

4 Strip of

leather

Contend

Organ of

hearing

Numbers game

Kind

Attributes to

Dipper

Head of

Catholic

Church

Characteristic

of

Quarrel

Posts

Manifests

concern

Part of stove

Pronoun

Native metal

Manufactures

The urial

Note of scale

Enclosure for

animals

South American

mammal
Eatable

42 Seasoning

43 Retained

44 Filament

46 Near

48 Holds back

51 Swiss river

52 Mortification

54 Vast age

55 Baker's product

Domesticates

Arid

9

12

13

14

15

17

19

20

21

23

27

29
30
31

32
34
35
36

37

39

3 Make ready

4 Undergarment

5 Carries

6 Rights (abbr.)

7 Near

8 Most

courteous

9 Television

10 Sick

1

1

Piece out

16 Lavish

fondness on

18 Related

20 Wash
21 Tally

Peels

Emblem

Nothing

Begin

Tiniest

Matured
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22

24

25

26

28

33

34 Boxed

36 Hints

38 A continent

40 Task

41 Subject of

discourse

45 The
sweetsop

46
47

48
49
50

Headgear
Burma
tribesman
Male sheep
Click beetle

Vessel's

curved
planking

Exclamation

56

57

DOWN

Dry, as wine

Paddle Distr. by United Feature Syndicate

I KNOld, PUT I AlUA^ UfSED

TO THINK UOtd MICE IT WOULDK
IF THAT LITTLE REP-HAlREP 6IRL

IdOULP JU£T COME UP TO ME, AND..

1 CAN'T STAND

VOU, CHUCK!!!!

Dan Kamal

For the Celtics, the Glover just doesn't dit.

* * * *

Larry Naviaux should let his specialty units play all

the Terrier games on offense.
* * * *

All the Pirates have is hitting. Richie Hebner has hit

three home runs since the playoffs began. So what

does Murtaugh do? He benches him. That's strategy?
* * * *

Greg Landry, FORMER UMass STAR, was named
NFC offensive player of the week by AP. Has a nice

ring to it, doesn't it?
* * * *

UMass shouldn't have given BU such a warm
welcome into the Yankee Conference.

* * * *

Duane Thomas had one comment for newsmen after

Monday night's game in which he saw action for the

first time this season: "I came to play." Whoopee!
* * * *

What's to get excited about? The Jets are virtually

crippkHl.
* * * *

If only the Pirates had Vernon Law.
* * * *

Larry Cannon jumped the ABA Denver Rockets for

the Memphis Pros; Jimmy Jones jumped the Pros for

the Utah Stars. Why doesn't Julius jump the Squires

for UMass?
* * * *

Marty Pattin and Tommy Harper are supposedly

quiet, business-like ballplayers. Lew Krausse is

supposedly not. Pattin and Harper will learn;

Krausse already knows.
* * * *

I keep waiting for the Brewers to send the Red Sox

someone else.
* * * *

The UMass soccer team has yet to be scored on.

That's defense, or goalkeeping, or both.
* * * *

Dock Ellis talks a lot and has a sore pitching arm.

Maybe he's in the wrong profession.
* * * *

George Scott says he wants to be the leader of the

Milwaukee Brewers. They're lucky they're in last

place already.
* * * *

Pennington to Schubert looks like one hell of a

combination. Now if only they can heal.
* * * *

The Detroit Lions have got to the opposing quar-

terback three times this season! Good thing they got

rid of Karras.
* * *

Dick O'Connell is cleaning house. But he kept Eddie

Kasko; the house is still a bit dusty.
* * * *

The UMass hockey team is a definite ECAC Division

II contender. How about a new hockey rink? In fact,

how about A hockey rink?
* * * *

Who's paying Nixon's phone bill?

Don Pavletich is gone. What did he look like, anyway?

Series Takes A Turn...

Briles Hurls Bucs To
One Game Advantag

PITTSBURGH single by Brooks Robinson and

(AP)—Righthander Nelson Briles, then kept the Orioles hitless until

who fashioned a two-hit, 4-0 victory Boog Powell singled in the seventh.
m . . j-». • 1 V» . 1_ ! —

.
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over the Baltimore Orioles

Thursday and pushed the Pitt-

sburgh's Pirates to the threshold of

their first world championship

since 1960, wound up crying about

it.

The victory, achieved at the

expense of a team Baltimore

Manager Earl Weaver has called

the best in baseball history, was

the Pirates' third straight and gave

them a 3-2 lead in the best-of-seven

Series.

It brought Briles, acquired from

St. Louis in the off-season and only

a spot starter since, a standing

ovation from a crowd of 51,377

when he came to bat in the eighth

inning.

So he cried.

The Orioles are taking a three-

game losing streak and, according

to Frank Robinson, the challenge

of finding out how deep their

courage runs.

Saturday, when the Series

resumes at Baltimore, the Orioles

will be facing a Pittsburgh team

that is one victory from the

greatest comeback in nearly a

half-century of World Series

history.

The Pirates can reach that

pinnacle if they beat the Orioles in

the sixth game. They would then

become the first team to lose the

opening two games of a World

Series and then post four suc-

cessive triumphs.

If the Pirates can do it, they will

have done it with a maligned

pitching staff that has been nothing

less than sensational since moving

into Three Rivers Stadium for the

third game.
Tuesday Steve Blass got the job

done with a three-hitter. Wed-

nesday night Bruce Kison and

Dave Giusti got the job done with

81-3 innings of one hit relief. And
Thursday Briles topped them all.

Briles allowed a second inning

Robinson, however, also was to

underscore the Orioles' futility

before the game was over when he

committed the ninth error made by

the usually impeccable fielding

club as the Pirates scored without

a hit in the third inning.

Briles, who put together only

four complete games while posting

an 8-4 record during the regular

season, did not allow one

Baltimore runner to reach second

base and faced only 29 hitters-two

over the minimum.
Briles struck out just two but

also walked only two. He went to a

full count on only two other batters

while throwing just 99 pitches.

The Pirates, meanwhile, got

started early against Dave Mc-

Nally, the ace of the Baltimore

staff, with Rob Robertson hitting

the first pitch in the second inning

for a home run.

Briles and Roberto Clemente,

collecting his ninth hit, also drove

in runs for the Pirates while Gene

Clines scored on a wild pitch.

Briles missed his turn in the

playoffs when he reinjured his

thigh while warming up for the

third game against the San

Francisco Giants. But the only

thing he missed this time was the

Baltimore bats.

After Robertson connected in the

second, the Pirates cracked

through for another run in the

game inning when Manny
Sanguillen singled, stole second

and rode home on a single by

Briles.

In the third the

barrassed the

American League champions

scoring without a hit.

Gene Clines opened the inning by

walking, took second as Clemente

grounded out, streaked to third

when Robinson bobbed Robert-

son's grounder and scored on

McNally's wild pitch.

The Pirates made it 4-0 in the

fifth, chasing McNally on Clines'

triple and Clemente's single.

Briles took it the rest of the way
for the bounce-back Bucks who now
are only the fifth team since the

inception of the seven-game Series

in 1922 to stand on the threshhold of

winning the world championship

after losing the first two games.

The four who did it were the 1955

Brooklyn Dodgers, the 1956

New York Yankees, the 1958

Yankees and the 1965 Los Angeles

Dodgers won the Series after being

down 0-2. But no team has ever

been able to accomplish the feat

with four straight victories. The

Pirates will attempt to do that

Saturday when the Series resumes

in Baltimore, with Bob Moose
hurling for Pittsburgh and second

game winner Jim Palmer for the

Orioles.
BALTIMORfc

Buford It

Blair cf

JPowell lb

F Robinson rf

Hendricks c

BRobinson 3b

DJohnson 2b

Belanger ss

McNally p
Leonhard p
Shopay ph
Dukes p
Retfenmund ph
Total

Pirates em-
three-time

by

ab i

3

4

3

3

2

3

3

3

1

1

1

27

ab
4

3

4

4

3

4

4

3

2

31

bi

bi

1

1

1

3

PITTSBURGH
Cash 2b

Clines cf

Clemente rf

Stargell If

BRobertson lb

Sanguillen c

Pagan 3b

Hernandez ss

Briles p
Total

Baltimore
Pittsburgh

E.B. Robinson
Baltimore 2, Pittsburgh 9

Robertson 2. SB Clines. Sanguillen S Briles 2

IP H R ER BB SO
McNallyL. 11 4

Leonhard 1

Dukes 3

Briles W, 10 9

HBP By Dukes Hernandez. WP McNally. T

a: 16. A 51,377

U00 000 000

021 010 OOx 4

DP Pittsburgh 2. LOB
3B Clines. HR B

7 4 3 2 3

10
2 1

2 2 2

1

'No Bunts Today
9 9

PITTSBURGH (AP)—"We've learned the art of confidence," said

PittsburghTlinlt baseman Bob Robertson, "and that confidence came by

Dlavine under pressure and winning before. .....,._
P
The art of hitting is Robertson's bag, and he said he still prefers hitting

t0

^Nobunts today," said Robertson in the dressing room after hitting a

solo hom^ run that started the Pirates to a 4-0 victory over Baltimore ,n

trip fifth eame of the World Series.

'I m jutt glad we didn't need to bunt," he said. "Now they have to win

two of two and we have to win one of two. It's just that simple

Pirate Manager Danny Murtaugh wouldn't predict how the Series will

8
°'<Y

b
o

U
uKd^t^XSlSX^ Murtaugh said

little sharper than he should have been since he hadn t pitched in a

*
Murtaugh and Robertson agreed on the performance of Baltimore

^tSSmSSA was getting the ball to the spot he wanted to."

"SnSSESio comparing this McNally with the McNally who pitched'a

conp e davTago
' added Robertson. "He didn't have good stuff today.

> rate intcrfielder Gene (lines, often a benchwarmer when he s not

plaiooning with Al Oliver, hit a triple to center and scored a run when

H
°^;r fflJ.W**" -id Clines. a rookie "I know that

win-never the skipper makes I lineup card, he's not afraid to put anybody

m there And l>e<a*<- he'l not al.a.d to put anybody m there, it gives you

pride in yourself

"We Can Still Win"
PITTSBURGH (AP)-"We'll see what kind of club this is on Saturday," Frank Robinson said. "We can still

Wi
^he

W
easTe

a

s

n

t

t

thing

i

i

n

n 'life is to quit-in anything," the Baltimore Orioles' outfielder said after Pittsburgh had

taken a 3-2 lead in the World Series with a 4-0 victory Thursday.

"U would be easy to crawl into a corner and quit," he said. "The toughest thing is to pull yourself up when

things are going bad. But we can't win the way we've been playing.

'

The Orioles have made only nine hits in losing the last three games.

"The Pittsburgh pitching hasn't been that good," Robinson said. "But I do have to give Steve Blass credit for

^-SeTh^?k^*S^b?teOUt<rfW hands, although they've pitched good games," said third baseman

Brooks Robinson. "We've just stopped hitting."

"I wish I knew what I could do," said Manager Earl Weaver who had no explanation for the lack of hitting.

The Orioles lost four in a row only twice during the regular season. The last time they did, they launched a

winnine streak that reached 16 through the second game of the World Series.

»WH just have to stort our long winning streak a little later next year," Weaver said. The defending

champion Orioles won 17 straight in 1970 before losing the fourth game of the Series.

"We've been bad in everything," Frank Robinson said. "Defense, offense and pitching. It hasn t been one

thing but a whole combination of things. The thinking hasn't been too good, either.

"We've been hitting the pitcher's pitch instead of waiting for ours. We've got to be more determined at the

Dlate, and know what we want to do."

Weaver said that although both teams have won all their games at home, he saw no advantage to returning to

3
HeTri^tat Jim Palmer, the second game winner, would start Saturday and he was "90 per cent sure" that

Mike Cuellar the loser in game No. 3, would start the seventh game, if it is needed, Sunday.

Not since they lost to the New York Mets in the 1969 Series have the Orioles been faced with a do-or-d.e game.

"This is the biggest one of the year," Frank Robinson said. "Now we'll see what we're made of.

Equistrian Team Performs Saturday
^L __ .. «-.! I ll,o ln- t ( 1,1 ViU'l.llllll'l

By BOB CALLAHAN
The ten member UMass

Equestrian Drill Team will be

performing this Saturday af-

ternoon, October 16, at the Alumni

Tailgate Luncheon in the field

opposite Southwest Residential

College.

This extra-curricular activity is

sponsored by the Department of

Veterinary and Animal Sciences

and has a membership of ten girls.

The team spends many hours of

practice in the early evening and

on weekends to get ready for a

performance which may be of a

short ten minute duration

A short while ago this group

performed at the Morgan Ver-

satility Horse Show in Amherst,

where this picture was taken. The

team has also participated in

Syracuse at the Internationa]

Morgan Horse Show
Their last performance of the

year will be at the UMass Inter-

Collegiate Horse Show to be held on

October 24, at Tillson Farm.
Tryouts for the team will be held

around the first of November and it

is hoped that this will bring in some

male members.
All registered Morgan Horses in

the team are born, raised, and

trained here at UMass.

RUSSELLS
PACKAGE STORE

HAPPY HOUR

Headquarters

18 Main St.

Amherst

253-5441
I
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Homecoming: UMass vs. URI
By EARLE BARROLL

"The character of a football

team is when it can overcome

adversity (which we've had a lot

of), and we'll find this out on

Saturday". .This was Dick

MacPherson two days prior to his

second home game at the helm of

the UMass football team.

Tomorrow at Alumni Stadium

"Mac" will find out the answer

when his gridders take to the field

to due battle with Rhode Island in

the annual "Homecoming" foot-

ball game.
After a rude awakening to what

lay ahead in the Yankee Con-

ference last week at Boston

University, Mac was quick in

saying "I'm glad we're home, we
need all the help we can get."

Rhode Island will present the

Redmen with another life style

they'll have to encounter in the

conference this season, in-

consistency and plenty of it...The
Rams have won two and lost two,

winning and losing every other

week so far during the season.

They put a lot of a points on the

board behind a high powered back-

field, but have been scored upon

rather freely on top of this.

Last season the Redmen went

down to Kingston and came away
with a loss to Rhody, only their

second to the Rams in the last 11

games between these two and the

same quarterback who did the

Redmen in last year will be on

hand again.

His name, Bob Ehrhardt and

he's a good one. This season he's

hit on almost 60% of his passes and

poses a double threat with his

speed on the sprint out. "We have

Satly GoUrgian

SPORTS
runto stop Ehrhart on the

MacPherson commented.
Ehrhardt will have a big split

end in Chris Hess to throw to and a

loaded backfield in Molly McGee
and Dan Weed to compliment his

passing attack.

Hess has caught 21 passes
already this season while Weed
was named to the all-East first

team last week on the strength of

four td's against Vermont. McGee
at fullback has averaged close to

five yards a carry on the ground.

On defense the Rams are huge up

front (averaging 6'4, 245 lbs. per

man), and tough at linebacker and

in the defensive backfield. "They
just keep coming", cringed
MacPherson.

For the Redmen Marty Evans

will get the starting nod at quar-

terback due to the shoulder injury

to Piel Pennington. Evans was

racked pretty good last week at

B.U., but with a week behind him

as the number one man Mac-

Pherson feels he'll be ready.

With the Rams putting up a zone

defense MacPherson said his of-

fense would have to hit the seams

with short passes and establish an

effective ground attack that has4

been lacking in recent weeks.

Defensively the Redmen are

sound. "They're the strong point of

our team," the first year coach

emphasized.
The specialty teams which have

been a major problem for UMass

in the last two games ate still a big

question mark. Some minor

changes have been made. "We're

working like hell on the specialty

teams," Mac said. "We're trying

to see to it that the mistakes that

happened against B.U. and Dart-

mouth don't happen again.

Metawamp
Oh, my aching wampum bag

Feels like a pound of feathers

after last weeks horrendous

effort at predicting those

mortals who tag themselves so

called "gridiron warriors". But,

wow did they do me in, yes me
the Great One and now it's my
turn for revenge against those

ravenous four-year scholar-

shipped brutes of the midway.
Three out of seven, not bad for

the mortals, but for me, blah.

So now under the guidance of my
Great forefathers, a day after

the birthday of my compatriot

"D—Boy," I shall place on me
the "Garb" that won the raves of

my reservation and tend to the

business at hand, to prove my
worth to one and all, including

the grandad of the almost great

warrior Cal. (I'm the great one,

so he can only be "the almost

great one." Not even that high,

but I'll give him a break.

UMASS 14, RHODE ISLAND 13

Pennington's out and Evans is

in.

The Redmen will win by the

width of a Rams skin.

B.U. 28, HOLY CROSS 21

Crusaders have risen to fifth in

the East,

But Terriors will win with a

resurrection feast.
* * *

CORNELL 20, HARVARD 14

Last week the Crimson held a

Lion at bay,

Don't expect Marinaro to have a

bad day.
* * •

BOSTON COLLEGE 17, TEXAS
TECH 14

Eagles are getting extinct in the

west,

Chestnut Hills bird will outlast

the rest.
* *

»

ALABAMA 16, TENNESSEE 14

The cry is out "The Bear is

back,"
The Volunteers will find this out

to be a fact.
* *

»

NOTRE DAME 24, NORTH
CAROLINA
Ara's missing a Heisman-type

gun,

But his defense keeps the offense

mum.

THE GREAT ONE

NEBRASKA 35, KANSAS 10

Devaney's Huskers are quite a

bunch,
They'll feats on Jayhawk after

lunch.
» *

OKLAHOMA 27, COLORADO 24

Sooners are down after their

wish-bone win.

They'll still have enough left to

send the Buffs for a spin.

Harriers Face Powerhouse B. C.
By JAY NESTOR

The UMass harriers will be put

to the test today against a powerful

Boston College team in what will

have to be called the turning point

of the season for UMass.
Coach Ken O'Brien's team will

have to put it all together in order

to come out on top of this one. The

Eagles feature some fine top

runners along with substantial

depth. Frank Zabel, Charlie Diehl.

and Dick Mahoney are all ac-

complished athletes and they

constitute one of the toughest team
combinations in the region.

WMUA
Tune into WMUA, 91.1 fm, for

the Homecoming game
'.omorrow between the Redmen
and URI. Marty Kelley will host

the pre tfime show at 12:30 to be

followed by the game with Kent

Best calling the action and

Kelley on color.

On Sunday night Kelley and

Best will host sports talk at 10

p.m.

It looks like a battle with the top

men of Boston College facing the

strong team depth of UMass. The
outcome is questionable BC
definitely has a fine team, but the

Redmen are confident, coming

from straight wins over UConn,

URI, and UVM.

The previously inexperienced

Redmen are now tried and tested.

They know both their strengths and
weaknesses and are really starting

to pull together, as shown by

Tuesday's performance when the

team split was only thirty seconds.

Physically, the Redmen are

ready. Doug O'Connell, Paul

Segersten, and Peter Crisci are all

in the fine condition that they have

maintained all season. Tom
Derderian, Roger Nasatka, and

Rick Barry have shown marked
improvement in the last couple of

meets and are nearing their

potential.

The steady performances of Bob

Sullivan, Don Dunsky, and Mike

McCusker are not to be overlooked

FUMBLE...RECOVERED-The strength of the UMass football

team this season has been the proud defensive unit shown here

against B.U. last week persuing a fumble. Tomorrow they face the

task of stopping Bob Ehrhart and co. (MDC photo by Barbara

Brecher)

"We need a win now that we're in

the conference. We're much better

than the 1-2 record shows. We've

played the two teams we were

concerned about (Dartmouth and

B.U.) and now we can concentrate

on the conference schedule",

"Mac" concluded. So there you

have it. Homecoming game

'71...team character on the line, an

up and down team as the op-

position, an unseasoned qb leading

the Redmen and a load of other

questions on the minds of both

teams and both head coaches... It

all unfolds tomorrow at Alumni

stadium.

Coach O'Brien rates the Eagles
as equal to Northeastern, who
swamped the Redmen in the first

meet of the season.

The harriers are a different team
now than at the season's opener.

They have tasted victory and
appear to be hungry for more. A
win against the Eagles would

definitely prove that the Redmen
have matured.

It is O'Brien's opinion that this

meet is the turning point of the

season. BC will provide the

competition to really test the worth

of the Redmen. The result will

serve as a good indicator on how

the runners will fare in the up-

coming championship meets.

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE
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Booters Host URI
For YanCon Lead

By ROBERTA SMITH
Their toughest foe to date? The Rhode Island Rams would like to think

so, as Rhode Island visits Amherst, to face the undefeated UMass soccer

squad at 10:30 tomorrow morning. The second consecutive Saturday

morning inter-conference battle for both the Redmen and the Rams will

feature two teams boasting 2-0 Yankee Conference marks.

Last Wednesday the Yankee Conference soccer publicity release came

out, remarking, "Massachusetts convinced everyone that they are the

team to beat for the YanCon crown, as they belted Connecticut 4-0,

Saturday." This is certainly the case, , as the Redmen in four games,

with a 3-0-1 mark, have yet to give up a goal.

Thus URI will be thinking upset, and considering the opposition that

UMass has faced so far, the Rams will seemingly have the best chance.

Rhode Island holds a 3-1-0 record, after having dropped their season

opener to Brown, the number two ranked team in New England, 5-3. Since

then its been 2-1 over Bridgeport in overtime, and 3-1 over both Maine and

Vermont, the latter game having been played one week ago tomorrow.

With them, the Rams bring a multitude of scoring power, led by Bob

Hooks and Leif Kametsen. Hooks is a sophomore having scored five goals

thus far, presently tied for the Yankee Conference goal scoring lead.

Kametsen is close behind Hooks, having scored four times; thus between

the two nine goals have been recorded, the same total amassed by the

Redmen in their four games.
Victor Gaspar will be another Ram to be reckoned with as he plays the

halfback position, and has scored two goals, one coming off of a penalty

kick. Another halfback, Bruce Goff, will be another troublemaker for

Kiah, as he already has four assists to his credit, and is atop the con-

ference assist leaders.

Ranked eighth in New England, Rhode Island has much the same team
that played UMass to a 0-0 tie last year. With an attack that has mustered

an average of 2.75 goals per game UMass goalie Kiah is likely to have his

busiest afternoon. And at the other end, Lindo Alves and Co. will have it

anything but easy as Dick Hartley, the URI goaltender, was good enough
last week to get voted the outstanding YanCon goalie.

The remaining two slots were nailed down by a Redmen and a Wildcat.

Augie Calheno received the defensive player of the week for his effort

against UConn, and for the second week in a row a UMass player filled

this slot, as Dick McCarron owned the defensive award two weeks ago.

For the third week in a row Lindo Alves received votes for the offensive

player of the week, as this past week's selections also saw John Kiah

garnering some points.

Presently fifth in New England, after moving up a notch due to last

Saturday's blanking of UConn, the Redmen will face a 4-2-4 Rhode Island

attack. Healthier than they've been, UMass finds Blanchette, Coburn,

and Slack all in good condition and ready to run.

Tom Coburn, after scoring his first goal of the season last week, has

been impressing Coach Berryman during the past week as he and Alves

are working a little more smoothly each day. Berryman also mentioned
Vinny Grandonico, Todd Buck and Dave Oulette as having done fine jobs

in the few games.
Berryman has so many talented players, it is nearly impossible for him

to name a starting team before gametime, but then again it matters little

who starts as he cited six linemen, six halfbacks, and six halfbacks all

who will be seeing action in the 3-3-4 Redmen alignment.
A low scoring contest? Yes, it looks that way, as both teams will be

playing four men at the fullback position, and both URI and UMass have
excellent goaltenders An upset? Who knows all we do know is that after

the Redmen rested for one week they handily knocked off their opponent.

If they'll be able to repeat this against more potent opposition is the

question to be answered out there across from Boyden Gymnasium.

Poor Richard's
A Weekly Magazine
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WCCkdlCl (continued from back page)

Erick Hawkins, founder and leader of his own dance company, will

bring his ensemble for a six day stay at Smith College next week.

faces a bevy of ghosts in an old

New England home-or does

she? It's a poor attempt at a

famous characterizations in film

history, and the film is really

quite wonderful.

Hiroshima, Mon Amour
(Tuesday. Thompson 104, 8,

9:45)

A classic film of the French
New Wave, directed by Alain

Resnais. It is an explorative

study of the effects of war upon

the love affair of a Fren-

chwoman and a Japanese
businessman.

I Love My Wife (starting Sun-

day, the Academy, Nor-

thampton)
Last season's anti-matinee

idol Elliot Gould began to wear
his frazzled characterization

quite thin in this silly and lifeless

comedy. The story is about a

young man and his disgust with

his middleclass existence in-

cluding his wife (Brenda
Vacarro). It's an uneven mix-

ture of comedy and drama which

really doesn't come off and

amounts to a waste of some very

talented people.

Let's Scare Jessica To Death

(Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield

)

A low budget thriller in which

a mentally disturbed woman

spooky psychological thriller in

the vein of Shirley Jackson. The

cast is made up mostly of

television performers, led by

Zohra Lampert and Kevin

McCarthy.
The Marriage Of The Young
Stockbroker (Calvin Theater,

Northampton)
This is perhaps the flattest

comedy of the year, adapted

from the novel by Charles Webb
("The Graduate"), the film is a

marital and sexual comedy
about a young broker bored with

his occupation, his frustrated

wife, and his mild voyeuristic

tendencies. Some years back

this kind of comedy was con-

sidered sophisticated, now it

comes across as silly and
unrealistic. The cast includes

Richard Benjamin, Joanna
Shimkus, and Elizabeth Ashley.

Meatrack (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley)
I have no idea as to the nature

of this film except to say that,

judging from the ads, it won't

have Ryan and Ali prancing

about in conjugal bliss. It looks

very much like the first com-

mercial, gay sexploitation flick.

The Mummy (Friday, Merrill

Science Center, Amherst
College, 8)

A creepy and unnerving early

Thirties "horror film. It was

directed in a ponderous,

sustained manner by the

cinematographer Karl Freund

and builds to an oddly disturbing

mood. Boris Karloff is the three-

thousand year old mummy
brought back to life and British

actress Zita Johann plays the

girl he stalks after as she is a

Twentieth century incarnation

of the princess he loved.

Ned Kelly (Thursday, SU
Ballroom, 7 and 9)

Mick Jagger's first com-
mercial film and a major
disappointment. Directed by

Tony Richardson ("Tom
Jones"), the film recounts the

exploits of the Nineteenth
century Australian bandit

played by Jagger. Jagger isn't

too bad, although he isn't half as

effective as he was in Per-

formance, but the film really

isn't very good.

The Private Lives Of Henry VIII

( Sunday. Thompson 194, 7 and 9)

The first British film ever to

be a commercial success on

American screens. This 1932

feature was an enjoyable
historical romp in which Charles

Laughton gave one of his richest

portrayals (it won him an

Oscar) with a fine cast led by

Robert Donat and Elsa Lan-

caster.

The Reivers (Friday, SU
Ballroom, 4, 6, 8, 10)

William Faulkner's 1905

Mississippi is handsomely
mounted in this easy-going,

highly enjoyable nostalgic

comedy. A boy of twelve ac-

companies two irresponsible

pals ( one white, one black ) from

Mississippi to Memphis. In the

course of their stay, they go to a

brothel, get involved with a

mean sheriff, and ride in a horse

race. Steve McQueen gives a

fine performance and the film

has a pleasant charm which is

very easy to digest.

The Andromeda Strain

Poor Richard's
Poor Richard's is the weekly

magazine of the MDC.
Contributions may be

delivered to the MDC office.

Compiled this week by David
Williams and Bob Nesti.

Front cover by Barbara
Brecher
Staff: Frank Johnson, Steve

Feld. Frank Baglione. Kenneth
Sullin, Ed Janusz, NancySmith,

Pat Suprenaut. Emilie Sikora,

Kerry Gilliland, Elliot Eisen

berg.

If you wish to join the staff

come to the MDC office and see

either David Williams or BoD
Nesti. Vol. I, no. 2.
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EVER Y WEDNESDA Y,

STAMPEDE NIGHT
starting October 13, some of the far west will come to New
England...

Our Cowgirls, in western garb, armed with water pistols

filled with Vodka, will serve your custom sliced western

steer beef by the ounce. -45c per ounce for prime sirloin, 70c

per ounce for fillet mignon, and 35c per ounce for a rib of

broiled beef.

Keep our Friday night buffet in mind.

® (7&Lord
Mt •#(•••* «VW.

RAOUL METMCM, INHKECPER

Program Council Presents

Homecoming Nightclub
with

"Fusion", "East Jesusy" "Run Gamache,"

and "Shep & Janet"

Saturday, October 16 8:00 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

Admission: 25°

Alcoholic Beverages will be available for those over 21 and with I. D.

Also available: Deli Platter 99'

Cheese platter 99' and other refreshments.

An Expression OfBlack Spirit

Take Two
An Exercise In Absurdity by Nathaniel W. Hayden

How about a monopoly game,
Mark?"
"Sure Rob, let's get some

more people". Rob went into the

lounge on his floor of Driscoll

House, a dormitory at Cliff-

borough College in Waverly,
Massachusetts. Before con-
tinuing with our story, you are

entitled to a little background
information. My name is

Nathaniel Hayden. One of my
friends, Robert Strong, who is a

student at Cliffborough told me
the story I am about to tell. I

must emphasize that

THE ACTIONS IN THIS
STORY WERE TRUE.
ONLY THE
NAMES HAVE BEEN
CHANGED TO EXPOSE
THE GUILTY. ANY
SIMILARITY WITH
PERSONS LIVING IS

INTENTIONAL.
Now more about Cliffborough.

It's one of those NEW BREED
institutions of higher education

that have been set up in the past

few years. It caters primarily to

creative geniuses instead of the

academic kind. Of course, in

some instances, these categories

overlap. In other words, most of

the students are more concerned

with what may come rather than

what is. The type of courses

offered by the school are an
example:

NATURAL SCIENCE &
MATH: WHO'S AFRAID
OF THE CLONAL MAN
AND WHY?
SOCIAL SCIENCE: THE
MAKING OF MISFITS
(A STUDY OF SOCIAL
DEVIANCE. NOT HOME
ECONOMICS
HUMANITIES AND
ARTS: WHO SHOULD
READ MARX AND WHY

The campus is situated on well

over 2000 acres of rich, fertile

land in the Berkshires. The
current enrollment is 724 with an
equal number of males and
females. The student faculty

ratio is ....? That doesn't matter,

this isn't a catalog. No doubt this

superflousness is getting on your

nerves by now. On with the

story.

"Are there any monotony
players in here?" Mark asked.

"Give me that again?", asked

George Walker, one of Cliff-

boroueh's few science brains.

"Do you want to play

monotony, or what is sometimes

mistakenly called monopoly?"

"Certainly", George said.

"I'd love to play. It's been

years since I last played" said

Carl Richards. At first glance,

Kob said, you would think that

Carl is the type who follows the

leader. He later discovered that

Carl was one of the most genuine
and forceful students at Cliff-

borough. More will be said about

Carl's character later.

Cornelius Worthington
Crandell VI, one of the members
of the Crandell Dynasty which
set up the Crandell Foundation
forty years ago because of their

guilt feelings due to the fact that

the family gained its' billions by
using virtual slave labor during

the Industrial Revolution,
decided to visit Cliffborough

College during its' first year in

operation. He said that his aim
was to investigate the possibility

of students and members of big

business getting together to fight

the pollution of the Waverly
area.

A sizeable number of students

and faculty members were wary
of Crandell's motives. Was this

an attempt to keep the natives

from getting restless? So what if

he is giving $25,000 free of

limitations to get the program
started. He might change his

mind about giving more if that

$25,000 isn't used the way he

wants it used. Bob mentioned all

of this because of the role Mark
played in this conference.

Mark voiced strenuous op-

position to the cooperative effort

Mr. Crandell suggested. This

was due to Mark's belief that

Crandell's money was "tain-

ted". Mark barraged Crandell

with allegations in spite of Peter

Franklin's objection. Mr.
Franklin is the President of

Cliffborough. From this one may
assume that Mark is anti-

materialistic. Now that I have

thickened the plot, you deserve

another bite of the story.

"Gentlemen, shall we begin?

May the best man win", Bob
said.

After about an hour, everyone

either had a monopoly or was in

an excellent position to get one,

except Bob. Therefore, he made
a soft-spoken plea for

assistance:

"Help me, goddamit, or I'll

have to leave the game!"
"Bob, ...stop with the

theatrics", Mark said.

"I'm not kidding. It's im-

possible for me to get a

monopoly now unless someone
helps me. And without a

monopoly, it won't be an in-

teresting game".
Mark. the great anti-

establishment, anti-capitalist

member of the group said, "I

don't think we should have any
mercy on him. If he had played

better he would have had a

chance. No way".
"Mark, how crude can you

get? It's only a game. I think one

of us should give him a monopoly
just to give him a chance. What

Writing For'Take Two'
Now that everybody has found the dormitory, the refectories, the

bus stops and the classrooms, perhaps there's some unattracted

attention left around that can be paid to TAKE TWO. Dues.

This is an open space, white space, and that's how it was in the

beginning and that's why we got the idea to move on it - treat it to a

little Gospel. Crowd a little Nonstandard Negro English onto the

white page. Put it in black and white.

You got somethin you wanna put in BLACK, huh? We can't make
it on the lonelyhearts adds or trying to figure out who's got their

fingers in the jar, petting the petty funds. We need items of black

anthropology-you and me digging ourselves. It's all going to be

written down, just like before, and if we don't do it the man will do it

for us, just like before. Either you roll your own or you go out and

buy Old Gold or Virginia Slims. There's no question about who's

picking it. Is there?

If you attend Smith, Amherst, Holyoke, Hampshire or the nor-

thernmost factory, and if you ain't 100% Wool, you are presently

being chastized for not using the simplest organ the five-college

system ever spawned. It is called TAKE TWO, and right now it isn't

taking any. We have a few literary geniuses who can sit down and

write shit all day and right now they're filling the pages with their

drivel. And will continue to do so cause print is a very powerful

All you have to do is get anything over to the UMass Student

Union Daily Collegian office in an envelope marked TAKE TWO by

the middle of the afternoon CPT on any Thursday and if you hand

around you'll b" able to read it in print come morning-pictures and

all If you can', deal with that or the US Mails then you can phone it

in to 549 0417 j.t eight in the mornig. If the line is busy it means that

there's two of you that tucking lazy. But hang on.

luv, editor.

is there to lose by doing so?",

asked Carl.

"The damn game, that's what.

Would he do it for you? Haa? Do
you really think so?", asked

Mark.
"The point, Mark, is that so

far, it seems that you are the

only one playing the omnipotent

capitalist."

"That's only because no one

else has the amount of money
and properties that I have."

George jumped into the

dispute at this point. "So what
are you trying to do, play the

divide and conquer game? Well,

I don't think it's going to work. I

think Bob should be given a

monopoly. However, I am in no

position to make a deal with

him."
Then Bob said, "Yes you can.

You have two properties that

could give me a monopoly".
George replied, "But if I give

you one of them, you'll put

houses on them right away since

you have so much money. I just

can't."
Mark then said, "I think it's

smart of you not to, George".

"Well, I'm going to sell Bob
one of mine if only to make sure

that Moneybags Gottman
doesn't win."

The game ended at about

midnight. Mark won. Bob and

Mark decided to go to the snack

bar.

"Mark, I can't let you off the

hook that easily. I want a

rematch, now, tonight."

Mark was shocked. He smiled

and said, "You know I've got

monopoly in my blood. Sure, I'll

play."

Bob said, "We'll find out once

and for all which one of us is the

best monopoly player." The

game began at 12:30 A.M. in

Bob's room. After six hours of

playing, they discovered that it

would be impossible for either of

them to win because neither of

them had a monopoly and of

course could not get one unless

they traded some properties.

Also by this time, Mark had had

to start writing new money
because the bank had been

depleted of cash. One of the

basic rules of monopoly is that

the bank does not go broke. Since

Bob had several thousand
dollars more than Mark, he

decided to sell Mark a piece of

property that was of more value

than the one Mark sold him.

At 7:30 A.M. Bob and Mark
decided to call it quits for the

"night". I have night in quotes

because by now the sun had
risen, and some of the other

students in the dorrn had
awakened and were getting

breakfast. They washed
themselves and went to break-

fast too. While they were there,

they proudly announced to

several of the other students who
were there what they had done

all night. Many of the other

students had been involved in

all-night poetry readings, pot

parties and studying but all

night monopoly? No, you must
be joking. You spent all of that

time on just one game?
"Mark, let's continue the

game this afternoon, OK?"
"I don't know. I'm going to be

sitting-in outside Sam Francis's

office today. (Samuel Francis is

a professor at Cliffborough)

"Why?"
"He demands that I fill out a

student evaluation form for one

of his classes I was in last fall."

"Why don't you? It doesn't

sound like too much to ask."

"When 1 came here, I was
under the impression that the

only thing we would have to do

was to take exams at the end of

each term. What he puts on one
of those evaluation forms has the

same effect as a B or an F on the

regular report card. He says

that since the vast majority of

students have no objection to

the evaluation forms, I have to

adjust to it."

"Good luck", "I'll see you
there at about 1:30. I have to go

into town to buy a few things."

That afternoon, Bob and Mark
continued the game outside of

Professor Francis's office.

While they were playing,

Professor Francis walked in and
out of his office, as usual, and
ignored Mark. Two other
professors who had offices on

that floor went by and talked

about the game. They were
Arthur Burholtz and Jules Or-

tega.

"You know Jules, I think

people in the ghettoes should be

encouraged to play games like

monopoly because it may lessen

the feeling of frustration due to

their inability to amass large

sums of money in real life

"You're worng Art. It would

undoubtedly lead to more
"rustration. They'll become
embittered because it's so easy

in the game but extremely hard

or impossible in real life to

amass huge amounts or

sometimes even a minimal
amount of money."
"What I'm saying is that for a

few hours they can gain the

feeling of power, of control that

is missing from their everyday
lives."

"I understand what you mean.
However, I am certain that it

would have the opposite effect.

They would start asking
themselves why they can't have
such power in their everyday
lives. Games like this have the

same effect as the racketeers. It

would make people wonder why
they too could not also get money
the easy way. You might also

say that it would make them
more eager to engage in our

present capitalistic system.
However, what would you really

be doing in that case? You would

be reinforcing the inhuman
corporate system which exists at

the present time. Is that your

intention?"

"That's not what I'm saying at

all. I'm saying that by playing

games such as monopoly, they

will gain the sense of power that

they know they can never gain in

real live."

"Now I understand. You're

saying that games like monopoly
evoke a feeling of contentment

and complacency. You believe

they will then say to themselves,

"What do I need to make a lot of

money for? I can get as much a

sense of power by playing
monopoly as I would by trying to

become middle-class, and share

in the real power."
"No Jules, you're miscon-

struing what I'm saying—

"

The argument went on and
on, as did the game. At dinner

time it was still going on. Bob
suggested that they continue the

game after a lecture that was to

be given at Cliffborough that

night.

There was one aspect of the

monopoly argument that was not

explored by Professor's
Burholtz and Ortega. They failed

to comment on the good job done
Continued to page 5A

TONITE ONLY

FUSION
Recent Appearances:

Lucifer's

The Boston Club

The Groggery i

Bunratty's i

"Probably the best 6-piece

jazz-rock group in N.E."

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Berkshire Clubroom - Southwest

Admission $1
Sponsored by Washington Upper
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The Follies Of Youth
By David Williams

Parti

I rejoiced when the Holy Man
came out of the East to be in our

midst. A bearer of such peace

and tranquility is a rare gem,

one that is not often placed

among us. We must listen to him

carefully, for what he tells us

will help us to find the answer. I

was bathed in serenity when I

learned of him coming. Perhaps,

I thought, he will give me the

final clue and I will know bliss. I

eagerly awaited his arrival.

His plane arrived on time but

we didn't see his Mercedes-Benz

coming up the street until late

because he got hung up in

Customs.
The car glided smoothly and

crisply on the rain slicked road.

It stopped at the curb and the

crowd began to ooze slowly

around the car. The crowd

parted when the car door opened

and His Holiness stepped out,

followed by his huge
bodyguards. My breath came in

short puffs and I became
lightheaded. I was stunned by

the bright light that seemed to

surround him and I watched all

from a distant place in my brain.

His Holiness, the

Mashuganishi, the Light from

the East I was touching his

robes! I was touching his holy

hand! I swoone and dark

shadows passed over my eyes.

He passed, leaving me standing

on the sidewalk.

Dark shadows still covered my
eyes. No, I thought. He has

cursed me, I have displeased

him! I nearly swooned again but

a voice shocked me.

"OK, Mac. Open them eyes

up!"
My eyes flashed open. Stan-

ding before me was a man, big,

with a red face and two chins. He
wore a blue suit that was all

wrinkly and shiny. His eyes

glared at me and his nostrils

flared in and out when he

breathed.

"All right pal. What's the big

idea?"
"Excuse me, please? I

"Don't be a wise guy," he

interrupted me. "What's the

hell's the big idea of hanging

around the Mashuganishi?"

"But, he is my master," I said

to him.
"Sure, sure, he's your

master." Taking a notebook out

of his pocket and flipping it open,

he said "All right bud. What's

the name?"
"Why do you want my name? I

asked. "I don't have to tell you

my name."
"Look, chum," he said. "The

Mashuganishi is an important

person and it's my job to protect

him from all you kooks. Now,

what's the name?"
I was seething. Who was this

man? My master is a gentle man
and all his followers are gentle.

Why did he keep these uncouth

men, for another had joined the

first, around him?
The first one spoke to me

again.

"I'm afraid you're going to

have to come with us. And don't

give us no funny business

either."

They took me by the arms and

I went limp, for we are taught by

the master to resist unproper

authority, and I certainly

thought these men were un-

proper. We went into an

elevator, my feet dragging all

the way, and went up to the top

floor of the building, which was

very high. Once at the top they

took me out of the elevator and

brought me down a long white

hall and into a tiny stuffy room

with a heavy door. They thrust

me into a chair in the middle of

the room and shut the door. Then

they took off their coats and

turned on very bright lights

aimed at me. They drew up

chairs and sat on them back-

"Want some more?" he asked

with a leer, and twisted my nose

again. Tears began to come to

my eyes, but the master

preaches that we should master

our emotions, so I held them

back.

"Ohhh, so you're gonna be a

stoic, huh?" said Fred. "Well,

we've got just the thing for you."

He got up and walked over to a

large door that was set into the

on, I wondered.

His Holiness folded the left

sleeve of his long white back up

to his shoulder and then wrapped

a long piece of rubber hose

around his bicep. He began to

tighten the hose and flex his

hand.
"Almost ready? Fred," he

asked. Fred grunted. "Almost.

Just a sec."

Fred took the syringe and

Here's a moo for you, Blue. Swerve right. Richard, swerve right.

wards, facing me. One of them
was sweating and drops were
falling off his chin.

"My, my," said the one who
had stopped me first. "Will you

look at him now, Fred. Boy, is he

funny-looking!"

"Yah, you dirty bum," said

Fred. "Why don't you get a

haircut?"

I was very uneasy. The bright

lights made the men hard to see

and I did not like the tone they

were using.

"Hey Leo," said Fred, "What
do you suppose this creep really

wanted with the boss. I bet he

wanted to plant a bomb on him.

These peace-freaks are always

pulling stunts like that."

Leo grunted. Fred looked over

at him.
"Huh? What was that?" he

asked.

"Nothing," said Leo. "Gas."

Fred chuckled. "You oughtta

lay off the yak butter for a

while." His tone turned harsh

again.

"OK, creep! Are you gonna

talk or are we gonna have to get

rough with you?" He stood up

and pushed the chair away. Then

he squatted down. We were face

to face. His breath smelled of the

most rancid yak butter. The

master believes that yak butter

will help one find the Eternal. All

of his followers use it. I knew
that these men would not hurt

me.
Fred gave another short

chuckle that sounded more like

an animal snorting. He reached

out and grabbed my nose.

"Talk, you creep," he said,

and gave my nose a sharp twist.

I was in pain. My nose felt very

red and it hurt.

wall. It had a lock on it and he

was digging in his pocket for the

key when the heavy door into the

corridor swung open and His

Holiness stepped into the room.

He was moaning.

"Christ," he said in an odd

gruff tone. "Fred, get me a cube,

quick."

"But boss," said Fred. "We
got company. He looks like one

of yours."

"Ahhh, I see. Very good. Let

me examine him to see if he is

worthy." His Holiness' voice

became soft and musical like

usual.

"Is this him?" he asked. He
was standing in front of me.

"My son, my son. Why have

they taken you to this place?

What have you done? Tell me."

I could only gasp. "Your
holiness. May the ground be ever

firm under your feet. May the

sky be always blue over your

head. May the waters always

part for you. May the foo-

bird
"

"Enough, enough, my son. I

understand. You are confused.

Perhaps we can help you," His

Holiness said.

Turning back to Fred, he

began to talk that gruff tone.

"C'mon, c'mon, get that cube

ready," he snapped.

Fred was fumbling with a

large spoon and a small candle.

He placed the candle and the

spoon on the table. Then he took

a small silver cube and began to

unwrap it. It was boullion. He
placed the brown lump in the

spoon and held the spoon over

the candle. Meanwhile His

Holiness was taking a syringe

out of a flat plastic case and

assembling it. What was going

poured the melted soup into it.

He put in the plunger and held

the assembly up to the light. A
thin brown stream was coming

out of the tiny silver needle. He
handed it to the Mashuganishi.

His Holiness took the syringe

and carefully stuck the thin

needle into one of his bulging

veins. Quickly he loosened the

hose and began to tap on the

plunger gently with his

forefinger. He closed his eyes

and began to moan again. His

body jerked and twitched. His

head sank down onto his chest.

His arm fell and the needle

dropped out of the vein onto the

floor.

Fred walked over and picked

up the syringe. He squatted

down and peered into the

Master's face.

"He's ok," he said. "But he'll

be out for a little while."

He turned back to me.
"And you," he said, "We still

have to deal with you! Ahh. Let

me think. What can we do with

you? Hmmm? We can tie you up
and heave you out the window.

But that really won't do. What do

you think, Leo? What should we
do with this schnook?"
Leo stirred from the corner

where he was standing. "I don't

know, Fred," he said. "He sure

is a funny-looking one in any

case. We could maybe use him in

one of the street gangs. ..That's

just a suggestion, though. Fred,

you wouldn't do anything rash,

would you."

A gleam lit up Fred's eyes. He
began to get really excited.

"Ahhhh, Leo, you wonder!
That's what we'll do!"
He turned to me with a wild

look in his eyes.

"The street gangs! The street

gangs! Know what the street

gangs are, boy? We take you and

shave your head, drape one of

those ratty orange sheets on you,

and shove you out onto the street

with a whole bunch of idiots like

you, and make you sing and

dance and beg all day. For

peanuts! You have to live in a

beaten down old house, we don't

let you eat meat or drink milk.

And you have to pray all the

time! Ha! How do you like

that!"

I did not like it at all. And they

did take me and shave my head,

drape a ratty orange sheet on me
and shove me out onto the

streets with a whole bunch of

idiots like me and make me sing

and dance and beg all day.

Our corner was the corner of

Park St. and Tremont St. in

Boston. We had to stand there

and sing and dance all day. Then
we had to go to our beaten old

house and pray for the rest of the

night. But I did not like it at all. I

began to lose my faith because of

the conditions that we were kept

in. People ridiculed us on the

street and I questioned. My
questions were answered one

day when a pigeon did an un-

speakable on my head.

That just about tore it for me. I

started to swear and my
brothers and sisters tried to hush

me. But I did not let them and I

ran away with some money that

people had given me. The rest of

my brothers and sisters ran

after me so I went into the

subway where they can not go.

They shouted after me as I paid

my quarter and ran down to the

rapid transit downstairs. I did

not listen to them.

A fat man got in my way as I

tried to get on the train so I

pushed him. I beat out a little old

lady for a seat. When the train

came out of the tunnel I did not

recognize the city. They had
kept me on the street corner so

long that things had changed and
I was confused. The street car
had become very old. The air

and the sunlight changed,
mellowed. I felt very calm and I

floated above my seat. The train

stopped and everyone got up
slowly and moved gracefully to

the doors. The doors slid open
and the people flowed gently out.

I floated along among them until

we got to the street.

It was raining softly and lights

reflected off the puddles in the

street. I walked along the
sidewalk slowly, looking at all

thed-shaped cars parked at the

curb. They were very strange.

They were very old, but they

were brand-new. I stood next to

one, stroking it and wondering. I

looked up the sidewalk and a

little man dressed in white was
coming towards me. When he
got close I could see he was a

foreigner, from Ihe East
someplace. He stopped next to

me, clasped his hands and made
a little bow, and began to speak.

"It is good to see you here. We
have been awaiting you for some
time. Will you please follow
me?"
He bowed again, turned, and

went back down the sidewalk. I

touched the car longingly for a

second and then followed him.
1*0 Be Continued

Albums
By NATHAN (iORENSTEIN

We're All Bozo's On This Bus The
Firesign Theater, Columbia.
The new Firesign album is about the

future, and like the future, it's hard to
find a place to put your head.
Unlike their past albums, in which

they have placed their message in a
context that the listener could identify

(indians, TV shows, high schools etc.)

and use as a place to start from in

figuring out the rest of the piece.

"We're all Bozos on this bus" doesn't
make it quite that simple.

In Bozos Firesign take the listener on
a trip to the future where everyone is

classified (bozos. Zips and Berserkers
among others) and everyone, (thing)

you deal with there is a machine.
At your first listening you'll probably

end up asking yourself what you've just

heard, but try it again and you should be
able to begin to sort some of it out. The

i album continues over both sides,

a disadvantage in that it doesn't give
you any opportunity to start over again.
Just keep plugging away.

I don't want to try and explain much of

it to you, that's your problem, but I will,

give a run down on the story line.

Clem (who's never defined in Bozo-Zip
terms, and may be said to symbolize the

last sane man) is on a vehicle (air-

plane? ) going to the future with a large

number of other people. Next to him is a

Bozo (a person -who wears inflatabile

shoes, rubber noses and fucks around
alot). They reach the future 1/3 of the

way through the first side.

Once there everyone, by loudspeaker
command, is separated into their own
sections, and sent on in. We follow Clem
through. The future as Firesign sees it

(maybe) is composed of machines
controlling the people which are in turn
controlled by other people (A smaller
number of course) Clem has a number
of run ins with the machines. At one
point he meets the President (a

machine) and is told-permitted to ask a
question. The President sounds
suspiciously like Tricky Dick, uttering

nonsensical platitudes. (The machine
may in fact be classified as a Dick
machine.)
After meeting the President Clem is

sent to the Funway where he ends up
arguing with a child-care machine (all

of which are benevolent till you ask the

wrong questions). For his trouble he
ends up being tossed out of the future,

but not before he gets an interview with

Doctor Memory, which, as you may
guess, doesn't change anything. Clem
still goes out at which time, well, listen

to the record.

The point of the record may be that the

future is now ( the present keeps popping
up all through the album > and this may
just be Firesign's attempt to explain our
troubles to us. At any rate, welcome.

The New Herbie Mann
By DON GLICKSTEIN

Push, Push. Herbie Mann, Embryo SD 532

Now, there is no one. To be sure. Ian Anderson of

Jethro Tull plays flute, and plays it very well, but

he has never been the innovator and artist that

Herbie Mann was. Anderson is the performer,

with his knee in the air, his gyrations, his forced

physical emotion. Mann was the flutist, the serious

jazz musician, the one that George Wein loved to

hear play at Newport.

Now, Herbie Mann's flute is subdued; not subtle,

but merely subdued. The flute playing of Mann's

earlier albums, his first one on A & M records, for

example, is no where to be found on Push, Push.

Instead, Mann has arranged his music for jazz

musicians. The music is very tight, flawless, and

professional, but it does not feature Herbie Mann,

the flutist.

"Man's Hope", a cut on the new album, is good

jazz, but spiced up by electric guitar, one barelv

Continued from page 3A

by the admissions office at

(liffborough. At how many
..schools does one find students

ilwho are as determined as Bob
wand Mark? How many colleges

(

have students with enough

hears Mann's flute. Even in "If", another cut on
the album, where the flute is prominent, the

backup musicians play unneeded "jazz-up" notes

a bit too loudly, that serve only to distract from the

anemic Mann.
Herbie Mann, the arranger, seems to think that

the only way to interpret a piece of music is to play

its antithesis. This is all well and good, but on a

song like "Never Say Goodbye", Mann misses the

point and wallows in his sobbing softness. There is

no power, just matter of factness.

Mann's album jackets have always been
raunchy, and while this is no comment on what's

inside the album. Push, Push continues tradition

with an almost invisible orange psuedo-velvet

collage of two couples pushing each other, so to

speak, on the inside jacket.

If you like jazz, you'll like Push, Push. If you like

the jazz flute of Herbie Mann, don't waste your
money.

istamina and fortitude to play a

monopoly game for fifteen

hours? True, they stopped to

sleep, eat breakfast, dinner, go

to a lecture, oh, and also have a

sit in, but fifteen hours of one

monopoly game? If they devote

that much time to something

trivial, what would happen if

they were given a difficult,

meaningful assignment, or

decided to fight for a worthy

cause? The thought boggles the

mind.
By the way, the game ended at

1 a.m. It would have continued

for hours more if Bob hadn't

gotten up and said, "This game
is totally absurd, you win. I'm

leaving. Keep the game." Alas,

Bob is not very perceptive.

Everyone knows now that life is

totally absurd.
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The Who Come Back
By STEVE EELD

WHO'S NEXT - THE WHO (DeCOl

Records)
What would you do if you had created

a monumental rock opera that won the

praise of everybody and his grand-

mother, and realized that it was time for

something new? Would you try to outdo

yourself with some incredibly in-

novative conception? What about going

back to the basics, like the Beatles after

Sgt. Pepper? Or maybe you would

retire, acknowledging your masterpiece

as the ultimate in Art.

Peter Townshend of the Who did none

of these Instead, he released "Live At

Leeds", which accomplished two things.

First, it satiated the public's rage for a

live Who album. Second, it gave him

time to decide what his answer was

going to be to the opening question of

this review.

In the two years since "Tommy"
walked over water into our lives, The

Who have been engaged in numerous

projects which were supposed to make

"Tommy" seem miniscule and paltry.

We heard of such abortive attempts such

as a multi-media move/experience and

"Bobby", another rock opera. So,

Townshend did go down the tran-

scendant route. And the Who are all too

creative and aggressive to just forget it

all and hang up their gear.

So, here it is, basic Who. It seems that

Townshend has come to the conclusion

that there is more permanence to the

Who as the Who, as opposed to the Who

as "Tommy", or whatever. And this is

what "Who's Next" is-the Who as

themselves which is one of the best

fuck in' hands around.

"Won't Get Fooled Again" (a great

title I serves as a mold which can equally

describe the effect that the other eight

songs had on me. Remember the first

time you heard that song'.' It was

probably on your local, teenage AM
radio station. Nothing particularly

prolific, right'' And alter a few hearings

you could recognize it in a flash. It wasn't

really a vatchy" song, though, it was

more like "distinguished". And if you

were lucky enough to hear it on a good

stereo, you realized how unbelievably

wild it was. Daltrey's scream, at the end

of the organ break, along with Moon's

maniacal drumming and Townshend's

vibrant chords was so fuckin' cool.

You'd swear that the vinyl had teeth and

it was going to jump up n bit ya. "Meet

the new boss-same as the old boss."

Yeah.
As for the rest of the record, "Baba

O'Riley" starts out like a Ravi Shankar

record being played at a faster speed.

Townshend then employs a IV IV

progressions upon which the song is

built. It's a hell of an opener, with some

good lyrics about 'teenage wasteland"

•Bargain'' features Daltrey and

Townshend exchanging lead vocals.

I )altrey comesof f as potent as ever, while

Townshend provides for the more

sensitive moments, essential for the

mood of the song.

It was good that they kept "Love Am t

for Keeping" down to a little over two

minutes. It's the weakest cut on the

album, though hardly objectionable.

My Wife" is a John Fntwhistle song

and it makes up for everything

"Keeping'' lacked.

Second only to "Won't Get Fooled

Again'' is "Song is Over." Nicky

Hopkins' piano is. as always, masterful.

With just a minimum of alteration

Townshend could have made this song a

fitting climax to "Tommy" and it would

have had an equal impact, although a

much different, though quite valid,

effect Try it and see. It also holds true

for •Won't Get Fooled Again". They are

both variations of "We're Not Going To

Take It", in a very real sense.

Side two contains the same
professionalism and originality as Side

One. "(Jetting in Tune" and "Going

Mobile'' will please anyone. And

"Behind Blue Eyes" is a many-leveled

song that has some CSN&Y harmony."

Da It rev spits out the words-which are

excellent (which is not unusual for

Townshend). "My dreams are not as

empty as my conscience seems to be".

Which brings us back to "Won't Get

Fooled Again". Just turn up the volume

and have a toke.
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Redwing And Santana: Two That Didn't

By FRANK JOHNSON
This week I have un-

fortunately been prompted to

write a tale of 2 losers. Normally

in this column, I have been

treated by a wealth of good new

talent, and the continued outlook

so far looks favorable. But in the

case of these two groups, I can

honestly report nothing about

their works to recommend them.

The first group, Redwing,

seems to have unofficially taken

the task of revivifying "Delta"

sound, made famous earlier by

the new-defunct Creedence
Clearwater Revival. They ap-

pear by courtesy of Fantasy

Records (a company that has

joined the Dynaflex bandwagon

with similar technical disasters)

which was big John Fogerty's

label. They also purport to have

the same gutsy Delta style, with

its typical heavy beat and

overpowering guitar. As ersatz

Creedence, however, they fall

far short of even coming close to

the earlier group's quality. In

the first place, they lack

Fogerty's vocals, which carried

Creedence to fame and stardom.

They also lack his musical

ingenuity and the versatility that

endeared Creedence to so many.

Due to these omissions, in the

final analysis what could

emerge as an important new

group has to stand as only "just

another group". Their sound is

contrived, hackneyed, and

static The liner notes on this

album deliver a glowing in-

troduction that virtually gushes,

which is fine if you like gushy

Tl I were to compliment

Redwing, it would have to

concern the tight IB-

strumentation of the group and

their freedom from sticking to

one monotonous key, a frequent

plague of rock groups. They are

also dandy to dance to, esp-

cecially with a generous ap-

plication of volume. But aside

from these virtues, I can hardly

recommend them as being

serious musicians. No doubt you

will experience the same sort of

annoying deja vus I did when

first listening to this album.

I might in addition be treading

on "holy ground" when I speak

out against Santana's latest

release, wrapped in a splotchy,

psychedelic-celestial album
cover. Their third work has no

title, and, I hasten to add, very

little content also. Everything in

this release seems to be a

rework of something done

previously. One Side One, for

instance, "No One To Depend

On" emerges as a resyncopated

"Evil Ways"-it has the same
chord changes, the same chords,

and the same repetition, but only

in a new album. Instead of

finding an innovative outlet for

their considerable musical
virtuosity, Santana has clung to

an extremely restrictive song

structure, organized around

some rather tired South and

Central American music. Does

anyone remember back in 1961,

when the Drifters cut "Sweets

To My Sweet"? Evidently

Santanadoes, because they have

been reworking that song eve
since. Bossa Nova died in 1963,

but Santana still cashes in on it.

(No wonder few of us are

historians) Hang on, folks,

because the reworking -and the

beat-goes on. "Taboo," a little

12-bar blues number in the

minor key, might be excused

were it not another dub of

"Black Magic Woman." One

doesn't have to be much of a

detective to find this out, I might

add, just a Santana fan. If

you're really into 12-bar blues

the way some people are, you

might conceivably like

"Everybody's Everything,"
another continuation in this

theme. But to me, 12-bar blues

aren't everything, let alone

everybody.

I can point with some
satisfaction to the commendable
efforts of an outsider, Mario

Ochoa, on some superb piano

improvisation in "Guajira." As

the darling of the Woodstock

crowd. Santana can further

boast of fine musical work-

manship. But this praise is

endemic to other groups who

have chosen to branch out and do

different material, instead of

emulating Santana and looking

inward for their inspiration.

Santana's artistry saves them

from being branded as a put-on.

But a group should not try to

disguise repetitive material with

good artistry. And, besides

stealing from themselves,
Santana has stolen from others.

I am thinking primarily of the

album cover, where they have

juxtaposed a classic work of

abstract photography, used

earlier in the Life Science

Library, on some other pictures

from that same series, and have

called it their own. This blatant

rip-off in the purely artistic

sense should fortell what is in-

side the album, in the musical

sense.

Basic Audio

Primer On Cartridges
By FRANK JOHNSON

The last section concerned

design specifications and theory.

Because we want to put theory

into practice, we'll talk now

about actual cartridges on the

market.
There are currently two types

of cartridges in common use.

The first is the ceramic (or

crystal) cartridge, which

operates under the principle of

piezo-electric current
generation. In this type, the

stylus shank is coupled to two

ceramic or crystal slabs that

have been selected for

piezoelectric stress properties.

When the stylus shank moves, it

presses against the elements

and causes a small current to be

generated. The design of this

type need not be very elaborate,

because usually the active

elements are inexpensive and

very rugged. In this respect

ceramic and crystal cartridges

are apt to be found in inex-

pensive record changers, and

more often than not. they can

have a sapphire needle. This will

quickly tell us that serious hi-fi

installations will not include this

type of cartridge. The rigid

qualities of these cartridges

tends also to restrict their bass

response, but due to the amount

of current that is generated by

the ceramic elements, they do

not require a "boost" or a

preamplifier before power
amplification and thus offer a

sort of economy.
The second type is the

magnetic cartridge, which
formed the bulk of our earlier

discussion. This type operates

under a different principle than

does the ceramic cartridge.

There is no mechanical coupling

to piezoelectric elements: here

the stylus shank is suspended in

a rubber mounting in a small

magnetic field. Depending on

the design, either a magnet will

be located on the end of the

shank or else some iron will be

found there, the former design is

called moving-magnet and the

latter is known as the moving-

iron type. Here, principles of

electro-magnetic induction

cause current to be generated,

but the amount is very small-

much smaller than the ceramic

cartridge. In addition, some sort

of compensation (known as

equalization, which we'll explain

be provided,
jlater)

because the propertiesof a

magnetic cartridge are not

linear. This is not needed in a

ceramic design. Despite these

drawbacks, magnetic cartridges

are favored for serious record

playback because with good

design they can deliver ex-

tremely good frequency response,

needed to take

the possibilities

potential was
advantage of

with LP's.

We will assume that everyone

reading this knows the dif-

ference between mono and
stereo, the latter also known as

binaural sound. We will also

assume that readers know when
stereo first appeared (1957) in

The ADC Model 10 E MK IV, the latest model in the Audio

Dynamics line of magnetic cartridges. This model uses a slightly

different magnet system than found in other cartridges, here a

heavier moving magnet is replaced by a hollow tube and eliminates

losses and resonances found in the older system.

track at a low pressure, and also

track very good results. Though

a magnetic cartridge will

always need a preamplifier, this

does not present a problem

because if more than one source

is desired, preamplification can

be combined with control and

switching. We'll spend enough

time on this later.

The first record styli, we will

note, were simply needles that

were connected to a diaphragm

:

sound was generated without

any electrical amplification.

Piezoelectric cartridges ap-

peared when electrical am-
plification was introduced in the

1930s. Magnetic cartridges did

riot follow until much later,

because early designs had a

tendency to pick up hum. Also,

because everyone played 78 rpm
records, there was simply no

need for a very compliant, low-

output cartridge. However,
when LP discs appeared in the

late 1940's, there was suddenly a

great demand for "the

magnetics" because their

disc form. So on this basis we'll

proceed with a short history of

stylus size.

78 discs demanded a stylus

diameter of 3 mils (1 mil 1/1000

in.) to track correctly. The size

of the grooves diminished with

45 rpm records, and so did the

stylus- 2 mils was standard. For

33-1/3 rpm records, the size of

the stylus dropped to 1 mil ; this

is why one must change styli

when playing 78 records on a

turntable also outfitted for 33

and 45 rpm discs. But when
stereo came along, which
necessitated a stylus that would

have to move in both vertical

and lateral (horizontal)

directions, the size was further

reduced to 0.7 mil to allow better

penetration of the slightly

smaller groove. Continued
evolution proceeded to 0.5 mil,

but this size had a tendency to

"bottom" on the base of the

groove, so 0.6 was adopted as a

"standard compromise". This is

now the most common conical

stylus size.

But we must also pay attention

to that last sentence. A stylus is

usually fashioned in the shape of

a cone, because a record groove

is cut in the shape of a "V". The

actual cutting of the record is

done by means of a small wedge,

known as the cutter. A conical

stylus sometimes suffers from

"pinch effect", which forces the

cone upward in heavily-

modulated passages on a record.

In addition, only two small

surfaces of the cone make
contact with the groove walls;

the rest do not. Therefore,

another type of stylus was
created, known as the elliptical

stylus, which is a diamond cut in

the shape of an ellipse and not a

round cone.

Shure Brothers in 1963 were

the first firm to offer this im-

proved type. Because an ellipse

is closer to the actual wedge
shape of the record cutter, it

reduces distortion and can more
faithfully track the record

grooves. It does not suffer from

pinch effect, and groove contact

is always the same on the two

edges of the ellipse. The result is

somewhat cleaner and brighter

sound.

But. because of the production

problems involved in cutting a

diamond down to an ellipse,

these styli must always be more
expensive than conical styli.

Also, one must never use an

elliptical stylus at forces ex-

ceeding 3 grams, because

slightly greater record wear

occurs with it, which is ac-

celerated at high tracking forces

to a greater degree than with a

conical stylus. So therefore

never use an elliptical stylus in

an old record changer.

An elliptical stylus is also

more vulnerable to damage than

a conical stylus, and it must be

tracked at low pressures to take

advantage of its design. The

shape of the ellipse is specified

at its widest and narrowest

points ; for instance, 0.2 x 0.7 mil.

This size is said to be the stan-

dard, but occasionally

manufacturers offer elliptical

styli in 0.4 x 0.9 sizes, with ad-

ditional combinations of 0.2 x 0.9

and 0.4 x 0.7 mil. The smaller

sizes (0.2) are to be used at

lighter forces such as occur in

high-quality turntables, and the

larger values (0.4) can be used

on record changers, providing

the stylus force does not exceed 3

grams.
Since 1964 records have been

cut at a standard angle that

ideally all cartridges must

duplicate. When a record is cut,

the "master" is shaped by the

cutter, like metal grooves

formed on a workshop lathe. The

cutter supplies the information

that the stylus will later pick up.

But the wedge-shaped cutter

meets the groove at a 15° angle,

relative to the record. If the

phono stylus is also positioned at

a 15 angle, it is said to conform

to the ideal tracking angle,

necessary to reduce distortion.

Finally, all cartridges vary in

accordance with how efficient

they are. Each design will

generate a different amount of

current, depending on how the

stylus shank moves within its

magnetic field. Cartridge ef-

ficiency is measured as output,

in terms of the number of

millivolts (1 millivolt or m.v.f
1/1000 volt) per centimeter per

second (cm. /sec). The standard

record velocity is 5 cm. /sec.

Consequently, a cartridge that

generates 1 m. v./cm. /sec. will

generate 5 m.v. at this record

velocity. An inefficient car-

tridge, which does not generate

much voltage, demands a very

sensitive amplifier with low

noise, because the volume
control has to be set higher to

hear a record at a desired level.

Therefore, cartridge output is

also an important specification.

A record is played by means of

a cartridge, but it is suspended

on a turntable, so it is only

natural that next time we'll

discuss turntables
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UMass Theater Plans Ambitious Season
The UMass Theatre Depart

ment. with an eye towards

growth and in keeping with the

demands and needs of its

students, has announced its most

ambitious season ever for the

Fall and Spring semesters.

The UMass Theatre Depart-

ment has come quite a way since

>ts incorporation back in the Fall

,, i
. hen I hey produced their

titot play, "OdeipuB Rex", with

rost nines on loan from the

Stratford Onatario Shakespeare

Festival. During these early

days, the theater had no home of

its own and only a small staff

served a limited number of

students. Productions were

staged either in the Student

Union Ballroom or in Bowker

Auditorium
In 1967 a lecture hall in the

basement of Bartlett Hall was

converted into a 388 -theatre.

The theatre is now the present

home for the Department as it

uses the facility for most of its

major productions. When the

new Fine Arts Center opens in

the fall of 1973. the UMass

Theatre Department will finally

have a place to call home.

Staff and students have grown,

with the expansion of the UMass'

campus. In the fall of 1962 there

were only four faculty members

and 12 majors. Today there are

23 faculty members, nearly

twice the number of original

majors, 100 undergrads, 35 grad

students, and over 400 students

participating in theater

productions.

This month the Theater

department celebrates its tenth

year in operation and offers the

University community its most

diverse season yet. Six major

productions will be presented in

Bartlett Auditorium as well as a

lull season of plays that are

planned for the smaller Studio

Theatre in South College.

In Bartlett Auditorium, on the

21st of October. UMass Theatre

will open with Fugene Ionesco's,

modern classic, Fxit the King,

under the direction of Doris

Abramson. Fxit the King will be

the University's entry in the

1971-72 American College

Theatre Festival. Production

dates are Oct. 21-23 ,
28-30.

William Saroyan's, The Cave

Dwellers, directed by Michelle

Faith, will be the next offering.

Dates are Nov. 11-13. 18-20.

The final fall production will

be Arthur Kopit's. award win-

ning, Indians. Gary Stewart,

who directed last years,

American College Theatre

Festival, entree The Clouds, will

direct. Indians will be seen Dec.

9-11, 16-18.

The Spring semester will open

with Vincent Brann's production

of Rick Besoyan's Little Mary
Sunshine on March 9-11, 16-18.

Christopher Fry's The Lady's

\ol For Burning will be

produced April 13 15, 20-23.

Harry Mahnken, who directed

the very first UMass Theatre

production, will direct. The final

production of the season will be a

yet to be named work, directed

and conceived by Marya Bed-

nerick. Production dates are

May 4-6, 11-13.

These productions can be seen

at Bartlett Auditorium. All

curtain times are at 8:30 PM.
Reserved seats are available at

the UMass Theatre Box Office,

or by calling 545-2579. Prices are

$1.SQ for UMass students and

$200 for all others.

In addition to the above

season, a full compliment of

productions will be presented at

the Studio Theatre on the UMass
Campus This Fall will be seen.

Noon. Two By Pinter, A reader's

theatre production, The Jew of

Malta, the UMass Theatres
children show, Diary of a

Madman, and a Dance Theatre
Concert.

Ticket Information is

available by calling Box Office,

.-)45-2579.

ZACHARIAH
2>P GPCOI OR -&>,

Showtime 7: 30

Sun: Soul to Soul at 7: 30

PROGRAM COUNCIL

Presents

FELUNI'S

"SATYRICON
; /

S. U. Ballroom

Oct. 17

7:00 — 50' — 9:30
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Introducing Channel 57
CHANNEL 57 is on the air. On Sunday,

September 26. at 1 : 00 AM the citizens of

Amherst had a new television station on

their dial. And Western Massachusetts

was no longer the largest segment of h
population in the country without a

public television station.

Affiliated with the Public Broad-

casting Service and WGEH in Boston,

Channel 57 makes available en-

tertainment, education and public af-

fairs programs to all television viewers,

not just to those who subscribe to cable

Public Television

in Western
Massachusetts

systems or could receive Boston or

Hartford public stations. Such programs

as "Sesame Street", Kenneth Clark's

•Civilisation", Masterpiece Theatre's

JUDE THE OBSCURE, "The Ad-

vocates", and The French Chef. in

novative and exciting programs...are

now reaching homes in the state's four

western counties.

Channel 57 starts its broadcast life

with offices and a small studio located in

the Arsenal Museum on the grounds of

the old Springfield Armory in

Springfield, now the location of

Springfield Technical Community
College. The transmitter located on Mt

Tom in Holyoke broadcasts a strong

signal of about a million and a half watts

south and north into Connecticut and

Vermont, and west and east into the

Berkshires and Central Massachusetts.

Local public affairs programming

which reports and explores the concerns

of the many western Massachusetts

communities served by Channel 57 will

be increasingly produced and broadcast

as public support and funding grows. It

is Channel 57s plan to equip a mobile

unit with cameras and video tape

recorders so that the entire western

Massachusetts area becomes a studio

Studio sites located in the larger cities

and towns, within the area will require

only that the mobile unit be plugged in

and the cameras unloaded. These

facilities will enable Channel 57 even-

tually to cover city council and town

meetings, public hearings, speakers at

the many educational institutions, and

events of importance to the lives of the

citizens of western Massachusetts.

Channel 2. Boston, and Channel 57

together are able to reach over 90% of

the state's population by a single

broadcast, the only communications

system in the state with that capacity.

This will mean, for instance, that all the

voters in Massachusetts will be able to

watch the state's political conventions, a

chance available to western

Massachusetts voters two years ago

even though one of the conventions was

held in Amherst
The interconnection of these two

public stations also means that events

occuring in Boston at the State House

which affect western Massachusetts will

be able to be reported directly to the

west. Conversely, reporting of events

and opinions of western Massachusetts

will be able to be viewed and judged

directly and openly in the eastern end of

the state.

Channel 57s week-time broadcast day

starts at noon with the in-school in-

structional television programming of

the "21 -Inch Classroom ". These

programs, many of which are produced

at WGBH in Boston, are designed to both

supplement and complement elemen-

tary and secondary school classroom

work. A school system, by becoming a

member of "21-Inch Classroom"

receives the appropriate workbooks and

guides to make this in-school in-

structional television service an integral

part of their educational program. Over

600.000 school children in the eastern

part of the state participated in these

programs last year.

Channel 57 will join the Public

Broadcasting Service in the afternoon,

at four o'clock with "Sesame Street",

the remarkable program for pre-school

children now beginning its fourth year.

Following "Sesame Street" will be

"Misterogers' Neighborhood ",

Hodgepodge Lodge", and "The

Electric Company", all for children.

"The Electric Company" is a reading

program for 6-8 year-olds produced by

the Children's Television Workshop, the

originators and producers of "Sesame

Street". It begins on October 25, and

consists of an acting company of six

performers, including Bill Cosby and

Rita Moreno, who together with the

imaginative use of video animation and

electronics work to "turn on" a child to

reading.

Channel 57's evening programs come

mostlv from the networking services of

PBS. This year's PBS season, which

begins on October 3, consists of both

programs which received universal

acclaim last vear and new programs.

"Civilisation", the BBC's much-

lauded 13-week series of one-hour

programs will return with Sir Kenneth

Clark once again making his urbane

way through sixteen centuries of human

ideas and events. William Buckley

switched to PBS this year with "Firing

Line", where he will continue to win

ardent advocates and equally ardent

detractors.

Masterpiece Theatre will return with

four fresh imports from the BBC,

starting with Thomas Hardy's JUDE
THE OBSCURE. In January, all the

episodes of THE SIX WIVES OF
HENRY VIII will be shown, uncut.

On Monday evenings, a 90-minute

"Special of the Week" will air major

programs of drama, music, dance, and

cultural documentaries. The season

starts with Fred Wiseman's
documentary, BASIC TRAINING, a

blunt view of the brutalizing and

dehumanizing experience recruits must

undergo after joining the U.S. Army.

The NET Opera this year will include

Stravinsky's "Rossignol". Puccini's

"La Rondine", and a specially-

commissioned new opera by an

American composer.
"The Advocates" will begin its third

season, retaining its unique adversary

format to analyze the hard questions

that face the country. "Black Journal",

one of television's major rostrums for

the black viewpoint, will continue, as

will "Soul!", a program providing a

showcase for the best new black talent

and ideas.

Public affairs and news programs are

Arthur Fiedler conducting the Boston Pops orchestra in one of the concerts featured on

the Public Broadcast program "Evening At Pops" to be seen weekly on channel 57.

« .ho wppk is on Basic Training at Fort Knox
The first Special of the ween is on o

__

plentiful through the week's schedule.

"This Week" is a half-hour examination

of the week's major national or in-

ternational news story. "Thirty Minutes

With..." will feature prominent national

and international figures with

ATLANTIC MONTHLY editor,

Elizabeth Drew. "Washington Week in

Review" will be a weekly assessment of

major news events as seen from the

Nation's capital. "World Press" returns

with a 45-minute round-up of national

and international events as interpreted

by the foreign press.

The sleeping habits of western
Massachusetts viewers may be

changed, as national news and comment
is now available every week-night at 10

PM. Martin Agronsky presents

"Evening Edition", an incisive half-

hour of reports, interviews, and com-

mentary on the day's events.

"The Reporters", a team of six young

investigative reporters with the State of

Massachusetts their beat, look into

stories and issues closer to home every

weekday evening. Louis Lyons, an old

favorite, presents the early evening

news as he has over Channel 2 for many
years.

"The Great American Dream
Machine", which became a favorite

with the college-age viewer last year in

its first season, returns with Marshall

Effron and others to continue to explore

and examine life in the USA in an

amusing and satirical way.

"Film Odyssey" will present a

collection of film classics produced

throughout the world in the past fifty

years Shown on Friday evenings
starting in January, the series will in-

clude "Jules and Jim", "The Blue

Angel", "Grand Illusion", "The Gold

Rush", "Beauty and the Beast", and 21

others.

And then there's Julia Child's "The
French Chef"; Thalassa Cruso.

television's expert at "Making Things

Work", and. in January, "Making
Things Grow"; exercising with "Maggie
and Her Beautiful Machine" and fellow

sufferers in the studio, and other

programs sure to enthrall, entertain.

and instruct the viewer all at the same
time.

This season on public television, more

so than any season before, offers a

diversity and quality for viewers of all

ages and interests. And for the first

time, these programs are now able to be

enjoyed by everyone in western

Massachusetts who owns a television

set.

FJi Wallach and Anne Jackson

Channel 57's program schedule will be

made available to 250,000 western

Massachusetts residents through the

cooperation of the four largest super-

market chains in the area and the Postal

Service. The 47 stores of First National,

Food Marts, Stop & Shop, and Big Y-

Jumbo-Gateway will distribute 1B8.000

folders containing Channel 57's program
to all their customers for four days
starting October 6. Another 70,000

folders will be mailed to homes in the

three Connecticut Valley counties.

One may obtain a charter mem-
bership in Channel 57, A membership
contribution of $15.00 or more will result

in a subscription to Channel 57's

program guide, which will start

publication in December.
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"Radical Chic" Incisive And Delightful

By FRANK M. BAGLIONE
Radical Chic and Mau-

Mauing The Flak Cathcers by

Tom Wolfe (Bantam Books)

Part One: Radical Chic.

There is some confusion when

one reads Tom Wolfe's Radical

Chic, the now famous account of

theBernsteinparty for the Black

Panthers. We are told that

Wolfe's treatment of New York's

social elite is savage and

satirical, frequently cruel but

very sharp. Radical Chic is

categorized as "pop-sociology,"

funny and socially perceptive.

One can almost hear a nervous

laugh with these descriptions for

the unavoidable feeling is that

Tom Wolfe is satirizing more

than the Bernstein's party and

New York Society's unique way
of slumming. There is the

distinct impression that his

satire includes the Panthers -our

modern martyrs -and the entire

socio-political philosophy of the

"concerned" generation. For

Tom Wolfe is the master of

ridicule, his art the description

of the ridiculous whenever and

wherever it occurs. The
movements, ideas and

programs, including those of the

Panthers, that began as a

gnawing sense of responsibility

for the ills of the society have

been transformed into im-

placable moral aggression.

Thus, "radical chic" is more

than the slumming of the upper

class, it is the new pose of our

society. It has been awaiting its

ridiculer.

Tom Wolfe is the man capable

of exposing it to us. He is funny,

he makes us laugh, he makes it

possible to deny he is really

seriously ridiculing the entire

absurdity of our situation, only

other people's absurdity.

Wonder what the Black Pan-

thers eat here on the hors

d'oeuvre trail?" Wolfe asks the

reader when telling of the

Bernstein's partyin Radical Chic.

"Do the Panthers like little

Roquefort cheese morsels rolled

in crushed nuts this way, and

asparagus tips in mayonnaise

dabs?"
The party is in the thirteen

room Park Avenue apartment of

Maestro and Mrs. Leonard

Bernsteinjhe gathering is billed

as a fund raising for the Pan-

thers on trial in New York

charged with conspiring to blow

up some rather improbable

places -like the Bronx Botanical

Gardens. Actually, as Wolfe tells

us, throwing such parties for

minority groups and political

tactions like the Panthers and

the Puerto Rican Young Lords is

the current way New York

Society expresses its Nostalgic

de la boue, or romanticizing of

primitive souls. It is a nineteenth

century French term which

means, literally, "nostalgia for

the mud." It tends to be a

favorite motif whenever a

greant many new faces or a lot

of new money enters the social

scene. When the black

movement left the hands of the

middle-class and went "funky"

went to Stokely, Rap and

Eldridge, this meant it could be

intergrated along with the New

politics into a tried and true

social motif, nostalgie de la

boue. Radical Chic was born.

Wolfe entertains us throughout

the book with the history and

operation of Radical Chic. But

the funnier segments deal with

the styles of the Bernstein's

guests, the Panthers. "Christ, if

the Panthers don't know how to

get it all together, as they say,

the tight pants, the tight black

turtlenecks, the leather coats,

Cuban shades, Afros." Wolfe

highlights the speech given by

Don Cox, Field Marshal (now

there's an interesting term) of

the Black Panther Party. Cox's

drinking in Cox's performance

like Tiger's milk, for the...Soul,

as it were. "All love the tone of

his voice, which is Confidential

Hip." Yet, as Wolfe points out,

his delivery falls into strangely

formal patterns. What are these

block phrases, such as "our

Minister of Defense, Huey P.

TOM
speech is mainly the ten point

program of the party, punc-

tuated on this occasion with a

number of you knows and sees

which the' gathering loves.

"They are so somehow. ..-

black. ..so funky. ..so metrical.

He uses them not for emphasis

but for punctuation." Cox closes

his speech with the "When in the

course of human events..." part

of our Declaration of In-

dependence. He reads it straight

through, every word. Then,

"You know where that's from?"-

-and he looks out at everyone

and hesitates before laying this

gasper on them -"That's from

the Declaration of In-

dependence. And we will defend

ourselves and do like it

says. ..you know? ...and that's

about it."

Cox later embarrasses the

fund raisers by referring to the

breakfast program of the

Panthers. The crowd is ner-

vously aware of how the Pan-

thers gain merchants

"donations" for the program. "--

shee-ut. What the hell is Cox

getting into that for? For God's

sake, Cox. don't open that can of

worms. Even in this bunch of

upholstered skulls there are

people who can figure out just

evening, man -don't bring out

that ball-breaker--"

who those merchants are, what

group, and just how they are

iisked for donations, and we've

been free of that little issue all

But no matter, everyone is

WOLFE
Newton"?

After the speeches and the

pledges of support (Lenny

pledges his fee from the next

performance of Cavalleria

Rusticana, the assemblage in

the Chinese yellow walled living

room have their question and

answer period. Says Wolfe, "As

anyone knows, Lenny treasures

the art of conversation,

monopolizes it, conglomerates

it." He is "the Great In-

terrupter, the Village Explainer,

the champion of Mental Jotto,

the Free Analyst, Mr. Let's Find

Out leading the troops on a

seventy-two-hour forced march

though the lateral geniculate

and the pyramids of Betz, no

breathers allowed, until every

human brain is reduced finally

to a clump of dried seaweed

inside a burnt-out husk and

collapses, implodes, in one last

crunch of terminal boredom."

Lenny questions the Panthers

unrelentlessly about the threats

they allegedly make against

leaders of the black community.

He is relentless because he can't

get a straight answer. Lenny:

"Bayard Rustin was supposed to

be here tonight. The reason he

isn't here tonight is that he was

warned that his life would be in

danger, and that's what we want

to know about." Cox's answer is,

"We don't know anything about

that."

Otto Preminger, no piece of

wallpaper himself, wants to quiz

Cox about his statement that this

government is the most

repressive in the world.

Preminger: "Do you mean dat

zis government is more
repressive zan de government of

Nigeria?"

"I don't know anything about

the government of Nigeria,"

says Cox.

Meanwhile the Panther

lawyer, Lefcourt, is laying the

old "ninty-five percent of the

wealth is owned by five percent

of the people" rap. "Leon and I

could draw up a constitution that

would give us all the power, and

we could make it so deep and

legitimate that you would have

to kill us to change it."

Julie Belafonte rises up in

front and says: "Then we'll kill

vou!"
"Power to the people!" says

Leon Quat ..and all rise to their

feet. ..and Charlotte Curtis,

women's news editor of the

Times puts the finishing touches

in her notebook...and the white

servants wait patiently in the

wings to wipe the drink rings off

the Amboina tables.

The aftermath of the party

was embarrassing for the

Bernsteins and Society. The

papers called it "elegant

slumming" that "mocked the

memory of Martin Luther

King." "This was an editorial,"

writes Wolfe, "on the editorial

page, underneath the eagle

medallion with All the News

That's Fit to Print' and

•Established 1851' on it... in the

very New York Times itself."

Bernstein was being called a

masochist and-and this was the

reallv cruel part-as "the David

Susskind of American Music."

In the final pages Wolfe

brilliantly analyzes the reasons

for the debacle of Rr "cal Chic

and the Panthers' debut in

Society. He is so funny, so witty,

so excellent a writer that one

sincerely regrets the end of the

story. We wish he had written

more. We yearn to hear his

comments on the annual

1 Washington Peace Marches, like

the last one when dumpy Bella

Abzug confused the rhetoric and

shouted "Right on to the

People." How lovely if Tom
Wolfe, rather than the dull

Mailer, had written his insights

on the Women's movement. In

short what a tremendous mental

relief if Tom Wolfe would

spotlight the ridiculous

movements that have harried us

across the land, that have

related our entire existence to

one type of guilt or another; to

chauvinism, imperialism, op-

pression, repression. Those

sanctimonious rebels whose
moral aggression has sent us

cowering into the defensive

corner of self-consciousness.

Happily we turn a page and

find another story by Wolfe,

"Mau-Mauing the Flak Cat-

chers" (a story on how the

ghetto hustlers make the

poverty program work). Next

week we will see what Wolfe has

found ridiculous about the

confrontation between the ghetto

and Bureaucracy.

This Week

a
Presents

I
from Puerto Rico

the

GUAMANI
BAND

8 Fantastic Pieces

of Santana Genius

Dig the best heavy
sounds with your
Dungarees on!

No door charge during

Week

1270 Memorial Ave.

Across from Big E
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Theater

Revival Has Nowhere To Go But
By BOB NKSTI

If the current revival of the

1944 Leonard Bernstein-Betty

Comden -Adolph Green musical

On The Town does not kill the

current nostalgia craze infecting

Broadway, then I doubt anything

will. Now in Boston prior to New
York, the show is un-

distinguished, banal, and inane,

and is packaged in an ugly,

tacky production that's ap-

palling beyond belief.

When the musical opened in

1944 it was hailed as ingenious

and fresh, as well as introducing

a number of great talents to the

Broadway theater. Besides

Bernstein (music) and Comden
and Green (book and lyrics), the

original production was staged

by master director-

choreographer Jerome Robbins

and was designed by Oliver

Smith. This impressive line-up

rocked Broadway, a Broadway
of a generally whimsical nature.

1944 was the season of Rodgers

and Hammerstein's Carousel,

which along with Oklahoma!

was their second show running

on Broadway; Bloomer Girl, a

musical extravanganza with

Celeste Holm, was also a smash;

as was the shmaltzy Song of

Norway, and the ice revue, Hats

Off To Ice. Taken in context,

Town's success seemed
inevitable.

Yet whether or not it was
worth reviving should by now
seem a mute point. We've come
quite a ways since 1944 and what

was bold and inventive then

seems about as fresh today as a

Jackie Gleason television

musical, which it very much
resembles. The sketchily drawn
story line concerns three sailors

on twenty-four hour leave in

New York City. While on a

subway, one sees a photo of Miss

Turnstyles and immediately
wants to date her. He and his two

cohorts decide to each go their

own separate ways and find her.

As they traverse the city they

find themselves in a series of

misadventures (which are so

embarrassing I shall not detail

them here, just catch a Three

Stooges short for an interesting

comparison) and, of course,

romance. Chip, the homespun

sailor, meets a delightfully

pushy taxi driver named Hildy.

Ozzie, the girl crazy member of

the trio, meets his female

been redone at all. It's here

though, and, in its present form,

can only evoke a very garish and

lifeless memory.
This is because On The Town

is nostalgic in name only. It

misses the warmth and charm
nostalgia so essentially needs.

No, No Nanette has it, as does

counterpart in the form of the

seemingly sedate anthropologist

Claire. And Gabby, the naval

hero, meets, loses, and even-

tually gets his Miss Turnstyles.

Today this is about as shaky a

premise to build an engaging

musical as can be imagined and

I doubt if it didn't have the

names involved and the legend

behind it this show would have

Follies to a controlled degree.

This one has about as much
charm as ration stamps, pleated

skirts, and white bobby socks.

The production assaults the

audience with unabashed pride

what is hopelessly gauche by
today's standards: a vaudeville-

like entertainment with a

symphonic score and infused

with dances and other aspects of

pop culture of its day.

Ron Field, who directed,

choreographed, and co-produced

the show, probably should be

held for most the blame. He has

staged it straight, which was

probably the kiss of death as its

very embarrassing to watch the

cast seriously present the dated

and inane material. The authors

Comden and Green have always

struck me funny in a forced sort

of way and in this one they push

things to astounding ends of

believability. Their satire was
probably once droll, now it floats

above the audience like a cloud

and misses the mark entirely.

The choreography is also a

major dissapointment. The man
who moved Cabaret and Ap-

plause with such breathtaking

ease, plods his way through this

one with routines that seem

forced or bizarrely acrobatic. At

one point, for instance where

four couples dance to blissful

love in the ballet to the nice,

bluesy "Lonely Town", the male

dancers pick up their young

female partners and hold them

forward from their waist. The

effect is very reminiscent of

mastheads on a ship.

Mastheads. I could not un-

derstand. Perhaps it was
because the show was about

sailors -no, then it could be

because the scene took place in a

park and they were imitating

statues. If that's the case, they'd

better beware of pigeons.

The sets by the late James
Trittipo (he died two weeks prior

to the Boston opening) are tacky

and aesthetically ugly. A
number of times I wondered if

the next set would be any worse

than the previous one, but I think

it reached its lowest point in the

museum sequence and in a

Congo-like nightclub scene

which resembled a front to a

jungle ride in an amusement
park. There is also an ugly, ugly

grey scrim which kept dropping

at the worst moments.
The costumes are accurate

and colorful and seem fun at

first, what with all those polka-

dots and pleats and wild colors,

yet these wear down pretty

quickly. After some time it was

hard to decide which aspect of

the production was the most

distracting, in the end it seemed

a toss-up.

The Bernstein score is well-

performed and remains the

show's singular saving grace.

The songs are always melodious

and the ballet sequences coming

from the pit seemed to betray

what was appearing on the

stage. The music which

reflected the Forties in a mildly

satirical vein, is finely arranged

and well-performed. Un-

fortunately the songs alone can

only bring moments of respite

and cannot hold the production

together, although they may
keep you from dashing to the

nearest exit in disbelief.

As far as performances, well,

everyone tries hard and smiles a

lot. There is, though, one

delightfully distinguished
characterization, this by Ber-

nadette Peters

derfully racuous

quite simply, a

small wonder of

whose dancing
perky, whose sublime timing

can handle even the corniest line

with style, and can fill the

theater with a full and fetching,

completely captivating voice.

On the other hand Phyllis

Newman is the same Phyllis

Newman we so fondly

remember from afternoon panel

shows, and her Claire is in-

sufferable. She sings

adequately, but plods her way
through her dance numbers and

reads lines as if it was the first

run off of idiot cards.

Of the three sailors, Kurt

Peterson as Gabby seemed quite

detached, although he did

pleasantly sing two of the show's

best numbers, "Lonely Town"
and "Lucky To Be Me." The
other two. Bill Gerber and Jess

Richards, were adequate and
danced well enough.

as the won-
Hildy. She is,

knock-out. A
a young lady

is neat and

°Somewhere Else, Quicksflver, an^ (Again) Flo's
""^ ^^ ^ . , \
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Eating out is an irregular

weekly column ( based on a non-

existent stipend) that we will be

writing for the remainder of this

semester. Realizing that

opinions and tastes do vary, our

main purpose will be to inform

the University Community about

what to expect at various eating

locales m terms of service,

menu, prices and atmosphere.

We would also certainly like to

hear (via the Collegian Office) ol

any complaints, rip-offs, and

good or derogatory comments
about any of the places whether

on or off campus.

Somewhere Else is a

relatively quiet but teeming new
enterprise happening over at J.

Adams in Southwest. Located on

the 12th floor lounge, this small-

(juickie food place is a total dorm
venture. I^ooking around, you'll

find a pinball machine (prac-

tically inaccessible to females)

and a piano, to while away the

time while waiting for your

order but the service was
prompt when we were there

even though there was a line. If

you're a girl, you shouldn't have

too much trouble getting a good

conversation going, as quite

naturally, there is an abundant

turn-out of male clientele.

Somewhere Klse has an in-

teresting menu and their prices

aren't bad. The only thing we
took issue with was the cost of

grinders ( .60-70) which is a little

steep for what you get. Other-

wise. Sandwiches run between

20 .45; Drinks, usual choice at

usual prices; Fresh pastries &
homemade pie 2f>; Candy

rtment with a Big Penny

Candy Jar; Cigarettes .55; and

Papers, ZigZal li. ToP 2n

Scattered tables with bright

oilcloths also help erase from

your mind that you're still on

campus and not in Munchies or

Bites & Pieces. Overall,

Somewhere Klse is not a great

place to eat; the food is edible

and plain but the tone seems
friendly and relaxed. Hours:

weekdays 7 p.m.-l a.m.,.

weekends noon-1 am.
Knottier place we hit last

weekend was Quicksilver,

located on N. Pleasant St. across

from the Fire Station. When we
asked Manager Fred Boyajian

how Quicksilver got its name, he

explained that it was a

synonymn lor Mercury, a name
important in astrology and
mythology for its aspects of

communication. This aptly

describes Quicksilver's at-

mosphere. It's a very relaxed

place where you can sit and

lounge leisurely without nervous

employees breathing down your

neck. Two really good stereo

speakers tuned into an FM
station add to this mood along

with a couple of pinball

machines and a color TV over

the bar. However, we would be

hesitant to recommend this

place for parents and visiting

dignitaries. You order and get

your food at the snack bar. eat at

the tables provided, and it would

be helpful if you got rid of your

own trash. Lights are dim and

bare feet were seen, so it seemed

to us a place geared to

collegians.

The menu includes salad .35 (a

little steep again, but good ) ,
chili

40 (bubbly hot and really spicy),

baked beans, hamburgers, a

steak plate, and others. If you

like rice, the Begger's Banquet

^ives you a heaping plateful with

tried onions and peppers for .35.

Beverages include milk, milk

shakes (made w.h non-articiel

ice cream) and juices (no coke)

with desserts consisting of pies

and pastries. Overall, the food is

food; nothing more, nothing less.

At the bar the over 21 crowd
has a choice of light & dark

domestic & foreign beers

(Keingold. Miller, Lowenbrau,
Miller Dark) and a variety of

wine and wine coolers (Cold

Duck. Apple. Leibfraumilch).

Quicksilver is open 24 hours a

day and as mentioned before,

it's a good place to feel

unhurried in. with wine, music,

and food to help you get exactly

the right mood to write that

English paper for that first

Monday morning class!

With journalistic pencils

secreted beneath our cloaks, we
once again stole into Flos (Miss

Florence Diner, main drag,

Florence, an extension of

Northampton) last week in a

surprise coup to unseat her high

ratings. However, being the

consistent place she is. we are

proud to affirm that nothing has

changed in any aspect Although

we had to wait in a line that

stretched out the front door,

down the steps and onto the

sidewalk, we were served within

8-10 minutes of being seated Fh.

food freaks''

By now. a lot of you have

heard of Flo's chaotic, rollicking

atmosphere, which is like dining

with King Henry VIII's court. So

let's get right into the menu and

price range.

Seafood is a higey here: prices

range from .85-1.95 which in-

clude stuffed haddock, jumbo
shrimp, brook trout, softshell

crabs, and lobster a la Newburg.
In the 1.45-2.95 category are

Chinese noodles, barbecued
spareribs. roast stuffed L.I.

duck, hroiled lamb chops,
honeycomb tripe, and pan
browned corned beef hash &
eggs to name a few Sandwiches.

beverages, and entrees are also

on the menu. Interesting to note

is the choice of !• vegetables they

will offer you tanging from
baked eggplant to butternut

squash.

Flo's goes all out on desserts.

too. Why. we don't know because
a fair amount of people don't get

l>eyond the doggy bag stage.
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Mime Group To Perform

The Kionis Mime Theatre group perform a scene from "Opus Blue is Pink/' their multi-part work which is highlighted by a per-

formance of Bela Bartok's "The Miraculous Mandarin." This work, written by Bartok in 1919 has traditionally been performed as a

ballet but originally was written as a pantomime.

Claude Kipnis and his Mime Theatre

will present a four-part theatrical

production Thursday, Oct. 21, at the

UMass-Amherst.
The 8 p.m. performance in Bowker

Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall, will be

sponsored by the UMass Fine Arts

Council.

The production feature "Opus
Blue... is Pink" will be highlighted by a

presentation of Hungarian composer

Bela Bartok's "The Miraculous Man-

darin" which was staged by Mr. Kipnis

and performed when he was director-in-

residence for the Boston Opera Com-

pany.

The other three pieces of this

production will be "The Crowd,"
presenting man and his struggle for

individuality; "Point of View",

demonstrating the futility of war; and

"Au Clair de la Lune," concerning

man's conquest of outer space and his

landing on the moon to find the surprise

of a lifetime.

Combining the worlds of theater,

dance and classical music, Mr. Kipnis is

soloist, performer and director of his

own company. He has performed in New
York at the Theatre de Lys where he

presented "Men and Dreams" with the

New York Philharmonic during the

spring Promenades, and at the Chicago

Ravinia Festival.

He is artist-in-residence at the

University of Illinois and a fellow at that

University's Center for Advanced Study.

Tickets for the performance are

available at the Fine Arts Council Ticket

Office, 125 Herter Kail. Telephone 545-

0202.

The Kipnis Mime
Though many people have some idea

about what Mime is, very few have had

a close contact with this form of art and.

furthermore, a rather thin choice of

Mime shows has been offered to the

public's attention.

This production, yet being a personal

and original creation, was conceived so

that it offers a wide range of Mime's

possibilities.

Having won international recognition

and shown his creative skill and per-

sonal talent with his show "Men and

Dreams", Claude Kipnis has created a

program for an enlarged company and

widens the frame of his work.

Taking its inspiration in the modern

environment (numbers like "Point of

View" and "Au Clair de la Lune", a

space trip with music) as well as

revitalizing classics (Bartok's "The

Miraculous Mandarin" ) , this production

offers a unique venture in a world of

theatrical illusion and a rare com-

munion between actor and spectator

beyond the spoken language.

Most eloquent are the revues about

"The Miraculous Mandarin" which is

the only work of this show to have been

already performed since it was com-

missioned by the Boston Opera in 1967.

The program will also include

Stravinsky's "L'Histoire du Soldat" and

"Renard".
The Kipnis Mime Theatre presented

at Philharmonic Hall in 1968 two works

commissioned - Dukas' "Sorcerer's

Apprentice" at the Promenade Con-

certs, and Kabalewski's "Comedians"

was given before children's audiences

with The Little Orchestra Society.

"Opus Blue. ..Is Pink'' will be

presented at Hunter College for a two-

week run in New York City before the

nationwide tour.

Two works commissioned in 1968 were

presented in New York at Philharmonic

Hall - Dukas' "Sorcerer's Apprentice"

was a feature of the Promenade Con-

certs, and Kabalewski's "Comedians"

was given before children's audiences

with The Little Orchestra Society.

Mr. Kipnis has been seen on television

networks in the "Today" show, NBC's

"Profile on the Arts", and a special

program created for the CBS network

"Encounter".
The premiere of "Opus Blue... Is

Pink" came at the University of Illinois.

The program will be seen for two weeks

in New York at Hunter College with a

tour following, and includes in addition

to "The Miraculous Mandarin", two

works of Stravinsky - "L'Histoire du

Soldat" and "Renard".

Claude Kipnis: A Biography

•Smith's* Showplace
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NOW ENDS SATURDAY!
Michael Crichton's

"The
Andromeda

Strain"
All the suspense of

the great novel...

On Screen at: 6:45-9:00

TT

SUN..MON..TUES.

"Diary of a

Mad Housewife
at 9: 00

plus

Klliot Gould
U
I Love

Claude Kipnis was born in Paris,

where he joined a theatre group and

became a mime-pupil of the celebrated

Marcel Marceau. Studying and per-

forming in Europe until 1960, he then

went to Israel in 1961, to Tel-Aviv, where

he founded a School of Mime. He held

three teaching positions at the same
time, being associated with the

University of Tel-Aviv, the Con-

servatory of Ramat-Gan, and the

Habimah Theatre, home of the world

renown Habimah Players. Mr. Kipnis

created a unique group with deaf-mutes

in Israel's Helen Keller Center. During

all this activity he was still able to

manage various tours through Israel.

1963 saw the creation of his mime-

drama "Men and Dreams" which was
presented on tour in Israel, to be

followed by many performances in

Europe. The presentation in London

brought an engagement for Mr. Kipnis

with BBC-TV, and his mime-drama was

also seen at the Nord Sea Festival in

Belgium. "Men and Dreams" was seen

at the Festival of Theatre des Nations in

Paris, which led to a nine-week

engagement in New York City at the

Theatre de Lys in 1966

The Miraculous Mandarin
Bela Bartok's "The Miraculous

Mandarin" dating from the year 1919 is

presented by Claude Kipnis and his

Mime Theatre, as originally intended

by the Hungarian composer, that is as a

pantomime and not as a ballet.

Mr. Kipnis has adapted the scenario

by Melchior Langyel which relates the

story of an impassioned mandarin who
is enticed by a girl belonging to a gang of

thugs. Mr. Kipnis plays the three roles-

The Old Gentleman, The Shy Young
Man and The Mandarin.

Bartok's score pulses with primitive,

exciting rhythms propelled by a large

percussion section in the orchestra. The
composer has made his music strong

and seductive as it coils around the

action which dramatizes the sadness of

the story with deep pathos relieved by

moments of light humor

CALVIN
fi >8J

Now
Ends Tnes.

Eves.-7:00-l:M
Sat.-Sun. 5:25-7:00-9:00

So what's wrong
with being a voyeur?

RICHARD BENJAMIN JOANNA SHIMKUS

The Marriage
of a Young

Stockbroker

•BARGAIN mtks*
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Weekend
ByBOBNESTI

Theater

Exit the King
University Theater presents its first

production " of the year in their in-

terpretation of absurdist playwright

Eugene Ionesco's play. It's something of

a Dorian Gray-like fable in which a 400

year old king is to die in two hours. He,

though, is totally unprepared for such a

drastic action since he never aged and is

young, handsome, and vigorous.

Opening night will be next Thursday,

October 21, at 8:30 in Bartlett

Auditorium. ($)

Brick Hawkins Dance Company
Three dance concerts featuring the

Erick Hawkins Dance Company will be

performed October 21, 22, 23 at Smith,

completing that group's six day

residency on campus. The first three

days, which begin on Monday, will be

occupied with lectures, master classes,

and lecture-demonstrations, conducted

by Hawkins and members of his com-

pany.

The Hawkins group will be ac-

companied at two of their performances

by the American Brass Quintet Lucia

Diugoszewski, who has worked as a

composer with Hawkins on many
previous occasions, has composed the

score for a new dance. "Angels of the

Inmost A Heaven ", especially for the

quintet. •Angels" will be performed

Thursday and Friday evenings.

The kipnis Mime Theatre

Claude Kipnis brings his company to

UMass next Thursday, October 21, for a

lour-part theatrical production entitled

"Opus Blue... Is Pink." The featured

portion of the production will be Bela

Bartok's "The Magnificent Mandarin."

For further information see page 11A.

Le Treteau de Paris

That world famous Le Treteau de

Paris, will perform at Bowker
Auditorium again this year. Through the

efforts of the French Corridors at

UMass, the Treteau will present

Moliere's "Le Bourgeois Gen-

tilhomme" tonight, Friday, October 15

at 8:15 p.m. Tickets, available through

the Student Union Box Office, cost $4, $3,

or $2.

Films

The Andromeda Strain (Academy of

Music. Northampton)
A scientific melodrama about a

deadly substance which threatens

human survival. Men and machine

combine, as a maze of computers and a

group of scientists in a germ-welfare

center race-against-the-clock to halt the

deadly menace. It's very uneven; at

times compelling, at other moments dull

and corny, still effective in the final

moments. Directed by Robert Wise

featuring Arthur Hill, David Wayne, and

Kate Reid.

Bananas (Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

Woody Allen's latest exercise in ab-

surdist humor is a joy for his fans and

those who like a wild, zany farce in the

Marx Brothers' tradition. It loosely

concerns a schmeil of a young man who,

when rejected by his girl, runs off to a

Banana republic and becomes its

president. What it all finally amounts to

is a series of Woody Allen's wonderfully

perverse gags done by a thoroughly

competent group led by Allen and

featuring Louis Lasser.

Bombay Talkie (Talkie. Northampton)

A feature film from India which is a

droll comedy about movie making,

sophisticated movie stars, and a

neurotic lady novelist. It's from the

team of James Ivory (direction) and

Ismail Merchant (screenplay) whose

last collaboration Shakespeare Wallah

was a clever delight. This one is equally

fine, with wit, lushness and warmth.

Death in Venice (Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield)

Thomas Mann's 1911 novella has been

made into a richly evocative experience

by Luchino Visconti. An aging composer

(patterned after the German master

(iustav Mahler) discovers a vision of

perfect beauty in the form of a fourteen

year old boy while vacationing in

cholera-ridden Venice. Visconti's focus

is less upon the Platonic and more upon

the sensual, and, although it may not be

true to Mann, is hypnotically effective.

The film is a visual and aural treat with

a magnificent recreation of Venice and

music of Mahler, and a moving per-

formance by Dirk Bogarde as the aging

composer Aschenbach.

John Lincoln Wright, singer and songwriter of the Beacon Street Union. R'«'ml£"he

Boss town sound, the days of old when Dick Summer was all the rage and Ultimate

c-i-.-h wprr the rave of tomorrow.

Relive it. this Saturday night in the Ballroom when the Beacon Street Union will play.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
Chile today, Hot
Tamale, and the War
rages on.
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One of the actors of Le Treteau de Paris. The acclaimed company return to UMass this

evening at 8:15 for a performance of Moliere's classic comedy "le Bourgeoise Gen-

tlehomme."

The Devils (Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield)

A look into the corruption and per-

versity of Sixteenth Century France

which is about as illuminating as a Road
Runner cartoon. The usually fine British

director Ken Russell somehow lost

control of his material and over- in-

dulged in presenting scenes of

unrestrained depravity which challenge

your sense of propriety. Oliver Reed

plays a highly-individualistic priest who

is crushed (literally) by the forces of

emerging French statehood led by

Cardinal Richelieu. Vanessa Redgrave,

as his foil, is a totally mad nun whose

sexual fantasies are something to

behold.

The Diary Of A Mad Housewife (starts

Sunday, Academy of Music, Nor-

thampton)
Carrie Snodgrass makes a

distinguished film debut in this excellent

Frank and Eleanor Perry collaboration.

The ennui of an upper, middle class New
York housewife is explored with un-

common clarity and wit. Her boredom

leads her to an affair with a famous

writer (Frank Langella), which doesn't

solve her problems at all, only makes

new ones. The film is a wonderful

character study of three, diverse types

and is blessed with taut direction, a good

script, and fine performances from all

the principals (who include Richard

Benjamin as the snively, nasty

husband).
Dracula (Sunday, Merrill Science

(enter, Amherst College, 8 p.m.)

The original 1931 version that in-

troduced (and typed I Bela Lugosi as the

celebrated Count Directed by Tod

Browning from the popular stage play,

the film is occasionally static and stagy.

Still though, it has been a great popular

success and remains one of the most

important of Hollywood horror films.

Fellini Satyricon (Sunday, 7 and 9:30,

SU Ballroom)
Fredrico Fellini's highly graphic view

of decandent Rome. He has created a

near surreal vision in which three

bisexual males wander through pagan
Rome. The film at times may be con-

fusing and its reality is quite alien to our

own yet it is undoubtably the most
masterful presentation of the grotesque

ever filmed. Fellini has managed to

assemble a cast which is probably the

most striking sideshow assembly since

Browning's Freaks.

Fortune and Men's Eyes

The film version of John Herbert's off-

Broadway success dealing with the

brutality of prisons. It flattens any of the

subtletv and honesty of the play and

emerges as a misshapen and

voyueresque look into the problem of

homosexuality in prisons. The

melodramatic plot deals with a young

man's fall into depravity and is very

difficult to swallow. Wendell Burton.

Zooey Hall, and Michael Greer all lend

their talents in the first film in recent

memory to leave a bad taste in the

mouth
Frankenstein (Saturday, Merrill

Science Center, Amherst College, 8)

The most famous horror film of all

time and a classis of the genre. A film

adaption of the Mary Shelley novel

about a slightly neurotic doctor and his

lumbering monster. Boris Karloff's

Monster rightly remains one of the most

Continued on Page 2A

Did vou ever wonder what was growing in those L-shaped gardens around the terrace of the new library tower? Well, it's a little difficult to tell from twenty-

eight Tories up. so for a close-up solution to this picture puzzle see page 3. MDC photo sequence by Steve Schmidt)

Candidacy
By JEANETTE MARTINEAU
Dr. Randolph W. Bromery, with-

drew his candidacy for the state

post of secretary of education

Thursday.
Dr. Bromery commented last

night in a telephone interview:

"My position is stated in the letter

on the Lt. Governor's desk. I with-

for the University, and, even

though it's a temporary position, I

thought it best that I stay on here*."

In the letter to Governor Francis

W. Sargent and Lt. Gov. Donald R.

Dwight, Dr. Bromery cites his new
chancellor duties as: "paramount

to making the state university a

THE DEVILS

On The Inside

:

Food Service
See page 2

Another
Distinguished Visitor

See page 3

Sports -»u

better facility for both students and

faculty."

A special committee of eighteen

members has been authorized by

Board of Trustees to search for

candidates for the permanent
chancellorship. The committee's

recommendations are not expected

until early 1972.

Responding to Dr. Bromery's
request for the withdrawal of his

candidacy for the state post, Gov.

Sargent expressed "reluctant

acceptance ", and Lt. Gov. Dwight
stated that another candidate tor

the cabinet post would be named
"very soon".

"We have acceded to Dr.

Bromery's request that his name
be withdrawn from con-

sideration." Dwight continued.

•However, we are not ruling out

the possibility that he could be

convinced to accept appointment

to higher government service in

the future
."

According to Dwight, Dr.

Bromery's qualifications for the

secretariat and his outlook on

education had impressed Gov.

Sargent: "He was a prime can-

didate tor the appointment, and we
are sure he will do an outstanding

lob for the university in his new
position as acting chancellor

"

This leaves still three secretariat

positions unfilled, including the

secretaries of education, com
inanities and development, and

elder affairs Recently, the House

Ways and Means Committee In the

state legislature withheld funding,

o! the governor's secretariat,

noting that Gov Sargent has tailed

to till the positions authorized

earlier I his \ ear. and mounting the

pressure to secure appointments ol

these secretaries U Gov Dwight

Sargent is "very close to making a appointments.

concerning these

Dr. Bremer} recentl) withdrew his

secretin \ ol education.

iindidacs lor the state post of
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Food Servicesrood services ^^ ^
Where Has All The Money Gone?
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By FRANCINE NICHOLSON
Question: "Where goes all the money

taken in by Food Services?" Answer: to

help maintain and operate the Campus
Center.

As explained by Food Services

Director Mike Egan, the department

manages the various eating places

within the Campus Center (the Hatch,

coffee shop. Blue Wall cafeteria, the

Top-of-the-Campus, the Campus Center

bars) and the catering service.

Designed as an effort to bring the UMass
student a wide range of choices in eating

places, the Food Services does not in-

clude the dining commons or Munchy's.

Financed by a smaller trust fund

within the Campus Center Trust Fund,

Food Services turns all profits back into

the fund to help pay for student ac-

tivities and maintenance within the

Campus Center. According to Egan,

"All profits made here (by Food Ser-

vices) are funneled back into the

Campus Center."

Roughly speaking, the Campus Center

expense list reads about $1,830,000

yearly. Student fees cover ap-

proximately $1,275,000. Besides paying

for its own operation, Food Services

profits contribute an additional $100,000

to help cover Campus Center expenses.

Food Services is budgeted not only to

pay for itself but also to make a profit.

The management of Food Services plans

out this budget and then submits it to the

Student Union Governing (S.U.G.)

Board for approval. Throughout the

year, the S.U.G. Board maintains an

active interest in the operation and

management of Food Services.

If maintenance costs for the Campus

Center remained the same and Food

Services profits rose, student Campus

Center fees would decrease.

Prices throughout Food Services vary

according to cost of maintenance of the

individual restaurants. ,
However, all

prices set are approved by the S.U.G.

Board. As Egan explained, prices of

packaged foods tend to run higher than

those in grocery stores because Food

Services offers service and a place in

which to eat purchases, both of which

must be paid for.

In addition to eatables, Food Services

brings free entertainment to the

Campus Center. Besides the Cabaret at

the Top-of-the-Campus on Friday and

Saturday nights, students can take

advantage of the Wednesday night

Coffee Houses and varied Tuesday night

entertainment.

Also, Food Services has begun to

manage the vending machines in the

dorms. Financed by a trust fund

separate from that which backs up the

Food Services, the vending machine

system pays the Food Services for

overseeing its operation. Under the new
management, vending machine damage
has been reduced by one-third. Ac-

cording to Egan, damage is due mostly

to frustrated customers venting their

emotions on machines not kept in good

repair. Food Services has improved

machine maintenance.

All vending machine profits go to

support university athletic scholarships

and the Cultural Enrichment Fund.

Vending contracts are chosen to give

more profits to the students.
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'A Trip For Tina
5 5

The third performance of "A
Trip for Tina" will be presented

tonight at 7:30 PM in the East

Lecture Hall of the Academic

building at Hampshire College.

The play has been performed

previously at UMass and at

American International College.

"A Trip for Tina" is an attempt

at a realistic presentation of how a

kid may end up at the Westfield

Detention Center starting with the

home life of the young offender.

The play is the co-production of

staff members at the Westfield

Detention Center and some
volunteers of Juvenile Op-
portunities Extension (JOE).

However, the play is more the

efforts of the Westfield Players.

This is a new theater group

composed of the kids of the

Westfield Detention Center. They

are the individuals responsible

directly for the play including the

writing of the script, props, stage

work and the cast of characters.

The production of "A Trip for

Tina" is just one vehicle by which

staff members with the help of

volunteers from JOE and other

individuals have tried to provide

alternative experiences for the

kids at the Westfield Detention

Center.

After the play the audience is

invited to ask any questions they

may have about juvenile

delinquency and how it is handled

of the kids or the staff members
present. Thus "A Trip for Tina"

becomes an alternative experience

for the viewer.

Still the strain on regular staff

members at the detention center is

great with twice as many kids

residing there than the building

was designed to hold. Therefore,

the need for volunteers is great

especially those interested in-

dividuals with transportation.

Students at UMass can participate

in such volunteer activity through

a new RSO group the Juvenile

Opportunities Extension. The
president of JOE is Cyndi Dunbar
and she can be reached at 253-9353.

Currently there are ap-

proximately 100 UMass students

listed as members of JOE who
expressed some interest in

working at the Westfield Detention

Center. After those who have found

some way to get to the detention

center, they have found the lack of

resources the second biggest

problem for JOE and realistically

for the staff members who make
their living there.

There is a general need for

educational and craft material but

a few staff members can cite a

specific and immediate need. The
Westfield Detention Center needs

about 20 bicycles on a temporary

or permanent basis. Some staff

and volunteers want to take a bike

hike around Western
Massachusetts with some kids

before the weather turns from cool

to cold. The kids and supervisors

will stay at other institutions or

camp out if the weather is good on

this trip.

There is a lot of work to be done

in helping the kids at the Westfield

Detention Center. Anyone in-

terested can contact JOE and see

the play "A Trip for Tina" tonight

at Hampshire College.

Student Senate

Committee Calendar

Bread For The Hungry
Bread for the Hungry Luncheon. Tuesday, Oct. 26 from 11:30-1:30 at

Immanuel Lutheran Church, 867 N. Pleasant (next to the School of Ed).

$2.00 adults. $.75 children. BONUS. ALL proceeds will be used to buy food

for a few of the world's starving. The $2 will buy 400 lbs. of food to be

distributed to disaster areas and areas of extreme poverty.

COMMITTEE
& CHAIRMAN

Rents & Fees-

Bob Chiller

Women's
Committee-
Lisa Mandell

Academic
Affairs-Nick

Apostola

Government
affairs-Bill

Spinn

Student

Matters-Bruce
Bernstein

MEETING
TIME
PLACE

&

Oct. 19 (Tues),

7 p.m. Room
165, CC

Oct. 19 (Tues),

9 p.m. Room
168-170 CC

Oct. 19 (Tues),

6:15 Room 811,

CC

Oct. 19 (Tues)

Room & time
to be an-
nounced.

Oct. 21
(Thurs),8p.m.
Room to be
announced

MAIN TOPIC
OF
DISCUSSION

Committee
structure and
introduction

Women's
Medical
Emergency
Loan Fund

Committee
structure and
introduction

Teacher
Evaluation

Report

Committee
structure and
introduction

Committee
structure and
introduction

Financial

Affairs-Skip

Olmstead

Services-
Brenda Rau

Public Affairs-

Denise

Maf,nell

Socr.l Action-

Ma ^ie
Houghton

Budgets
Committee-
John Stevens

Octo . 2 1

(Thurs) 7:30

Room 177, CC.

No meeting
this week.

No meeting
this week.

Oct. 20 (Wed)
6:15 Room to

be announced.

Oct. 19 (Tues)

7 p.m. Room
801, CC

Financial

applications

Committee
structure and
introduction

Committee
structure and

introduction

All unannounced times and places will be posted on

the door of the Student Senate office within the Student

Activities area on the first level of the Campus Center.

Poll Reveals Attitudes Toward Violence
Results of a national survey on

the attitudes of American males
toward violence indicate that there

is "substantial agreement" that

disturbances should be controlled

using no more force than billy

clubs most of the time.

However, results also showed
that 48 to 64 percent of Americans
felt that disturbances should be

handled by shooting (not to kill)

"almost always" or "sometimes."
A total of 1,374 American men

Wet ween the ages of 16 and 64,

including 303 blacks, were sur-

veyed in the summer of 1969 to

determine their attitudes toward
the question of how much force

should he used by police in the

control <>t "hoodlums." student

protests and ghetto riots.

The results of the survey were
presented h\ Dr. Monica D.

Blumenthal of the Institute for

Social Research at the University

of Michigan, at a special sym
posium in September at the 79th

Annual Convention of the

American Psychological
Association in Washington, DC.
The findings indicate that:

* from 9 to 10 percent of the men
felt that the police should shoot to

kill in the control of disturbances;
* from 19 to 32 percent of the men

felt that the police should shoot to

kill in the control of disturbances;
* from 9 to 10 percent felt that

necessary social changes could not

he made last enough in the U.S.

without protests involving ex
tensive property damage and some
deaths.

from til to 25 percent felt that

protests involving some property

damage and personal injury would

be necessary before change could

be brought about fast enough;
* that figures were higher for

black men than for white men;
* attitudes toward different types

of violence proved to have some
association with demographic
variables.

Results of the survey also in-

dicated that Americans may differ

widely in what activities tbr

regard as being intrinsi .iy

violent. For example, Blumenthal
reported that "while in the nation

as a whole only 35 percent of

American men regard shooting

looters as violence, 64 percent of

Southern blacks find it violent. On
the other hand." she said, "while

58 percent of American men find

burning draft cards violent, only 26

percent ot college students see this

activity in this light."

Something To

Something To

INPORIUM
Putnam St. Fitchburge

Main St. Amherst
Dunham- Mall Pittstield

For the best in new, used & antique clothing
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Distinguished Visitor

"Pleasure Seekers": Lecture Tonight
The Distinguished Visitors

Program presents Dr. Joel Fort in

a lecture entitled "The Pleasure-

Seekers: the Drug Crisis, Youth
and Society," tonight at 8:00 in the

Student Union Ballroom.
Fort is aptly described as one of

the foremost physician-author-
lecturer-consultants in the world,

specializing in the areas of drug
abuse, human sexuality, youth

problems, and social reform. He
has been a leading spokesman for

the reform of drug laws -and for

moving America beyond drugs.

For several years he served as a
Consultant on Drug Abuse to the

World Health Organization which
studied drug use and abuse and
other forms of deviance, including
criminal behavior, sexual

maladjustment and suicidal

depression. In 1967, he was
removed as director for being too

independent and for dissenting

from established police philosophy

on drugs, sex, and youth.

In 1969 he continued the. work of

his center by establishing the

private Fort Center for Solving

Special Problems, more popularly

known as FORT HELP. Here,

comprehensive help is given to

anyone with problems in the areas

of drugs, sex, suicide, crime, sleep,

and many more.
Fort has authored many books,

including one identical to his

lecture title, The New View of

Human Se\ualit\ . Common Sense:

Regenerating American In-

situtions, and Healers in a Sick

Society. His articles have been

featured in the New York Times,

Time, Playboy, Look, Life,

Newsweek and many other

publications.

Fort has been the major witness

for the lefense in some of the most
celebrated trials of our age in-

cluding those of Timothy Leary
and Lenny Bruce. He was also

involved in attempts to have the

Boston anti-marijuana laws

changed.
Room To Move will have closed

workshops with Dr. Fort on

Monday morning from 9:00-11:00,

and in the afternoon from 3:00-5:00

in the Campus Center. The mor-

ning workshop is designed for

people in University-related drug

work, while the afternoon is

designed for those involved in

community drug education and
services.

The lecture will be followed by a

question and answer period and a

coffee hour in the Colonial Luunge.

Agnew Says "Hands Off'

ATHENS (AP>—Vice President

Spiro T. Agnew is taking a hands

off attitude on the issue of when
democracy should be restored to

Greece, the nation of his forebears.

Agnew is stressing mutual

security and alliance in his talks

with leaders of the authoritarian

regime A spokesman said the vice

president was adhering to the

position he had already taken

publicly, that "it is not up to us to

impose on another government or

attitudes" as to a schedule for the

return of representative govern-

ment .

In activities yesterday, Lt. Gen.

George Zeitakis, the agent who
aits in place of exiled King Con-

stantino II, presented Agnew with

the' Grand Cross of the Order of

George I. "for the distinguished

service you have rendered to our

country in the development of

relations between our two coun-

tries.
"

Toasting Agnew at a luncheon,

Zeitakis wished him success in

office and "future success in the

political field in your country." He
said Agnew has a rare quality, "to

speak in every occasion the

language of truth."

Agnew had told newsmen
traveling with him on his two-week

mission abroad that he does not

consider it "fair to say that this

administration is hostile to the

timetable that the government of

Greece is on for reinstatement of

representative rule."

No specific timetable has been

announced by Athens.

Association Reorganized

To Help Law Students
By DON BISHOP

In response to the anticipated needs of about 1000 students on campus,

the Pre Law Association is being re-organized and re-vitalized under the

auspices of Harvey Stone and Prof. Samuel Goldman.

In a Collegian interview. Stone stated that the Pre-Law Association and

Ins office are here to help the interested student with any problems or

questions he or she may encounter in considering the possibilities ol law

school.
, ,

. .

The Association will help students in selecting the right law school, or

IMissible alternatives to law school. They will assist individuals in filing

the necessary recommendations and reports.

In summing up. Stone stated: "We're here to help students lacihtate

their applications to law school."

An important meeting for any person interested in law or law^ school

will be held next Thursday evening. October 28, in room 163 of the

Campus Center, at 7:30. Stone especially urges interested seniors to

attend ,. ...

Stone and Goldman are available for consultation in their oftices in

room E-22 of Machmer Hall. Office hours for Mr Stone are: Monday 9-12,

Tuesday 14. Wednesday 1-4, Thursday 14, and Friday 9-12.

Goldman's are Tuesday and Thursday 9-12. Again, any interested

students "especially seniors) are urged to stop <n

Accounting Seminar Today
The accounting department and

the undergraduate Accounting

Association will conduct a seminar

todav at the Campus Center.

Local and regional certified

public accounting firms have been

invited to the seminar which is

aimed at establishing com-

munication between them and the

UMass accounting department.

David Love, partner in the New
England regional office of

Laventhol. Krekstein, Horwath

and Horwath, of Boston.. will be

featured speaker

The seminar will be from 2 to 9

p.m., with registration in the ninth

floor lobby of the Campus Center.

During the afternoon there will be

conversations with the faculty and

Mrs. Dorothy Hardesty and Clark

Edwards of the Office of Career

Planning and Placement

Following dinner, a joint meeting

of the accounting faculty qnd the

Accounting Association un-

dergraduates will hear Mr. Love

speak on careers in smaller CPA
firms.

Mr. Love has been with LKH&H
since 196H, including years with its

predecessor firm. Robert Boyer &
Co., which merged into LKH&H in

1970 He is a graduate of the

University of Pennsylvania

Wharton School of Finance and

Commerce and of the Harvard

Law School.

A certified public accountant, he

is a member of the American In-

stitute of CPAs. the Massachusetts

Society of CPAs and the New York

Society of CPAs.
There will be a registration fee

lor the seminar.

Yep. von guessed it. It's jst some sitklv tomato plants < inlersparsed with a lew slalks of COW when in

season ) growing in the shadow of the Old Chapel. Well alter all. what did \ou expect from our h iendh

hardhats? Now when Dr. Tippo returns to the Botany Dept. we will expert to see some Improvement.

(MDC photo sequence by Steve Schmidt). _____——
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"PLEASURE - SEEKERS" from UMASS

II Don'i Miss \\

DR. JOEL FORT
speaking on

"THE PLEASURE - SEEKERS:

The Drug Crisis, Youth and Society"

Monday - Oct. 18. - 8 p.m. - S.U.B
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In The Nation And The World

Rap Brown Captured

Shoot-Out
NEW YORK (AP) -

. Rap Brown, the black militant on the

FBI's "most wanted" list for 17 months, was reported in fair

condition yesterday after abdominal surgery following a shoot-out

with police during a bar room-crap game-holdup.

Held in $150,000 bail each for hearings today were Sam Petty, 23,

of St. Louis, reportedly Brown's bodyguard, and two other men.

Brown's attorney, William Kunstler, refused to identify his

client, but police, who took his fingerprints, said:

"We are going on the assumption that no two sets of fingerprints

are identical and, as far as we are concerned, this man is H. Rap
Brown."
From his bed in Roosevelt Hospital, Brown, 28, was charged by

telephone with attempted homicide, robbery and possession of a

dangerous weapon.
Petty, Arthur Young, 25, and Levi Valentine, 24, all of St. Louis

also were charged with attempted homicide, robbery and

possession of a dangerous weapon. They appeared in night court

Saturday. The long-missing Brown surfaced about 3 a.m. Saturday

when a passerby called police to report he could see a holdup going

on in the Red Carpet Bar on West 85th St.

A group of men shooting craps on the sidewalk outside were

robbed.
The victims, all black, were forced to lie on the floor while their

valuables were collected and put in a plastic garbage bag which

was later recovered.

Six patrol cars answered the call about the robbery and the gun

battle began. Police said so many shots were fired that they dould

not count them. Bullets ricocheted off parked cars and neighboring

buildings. Another patrolman, Salvatore Rosato, was hit in the

hand.

Brown and one of the other suspects fled into an apartment

building near the corner of Columbus Ave., The second man was
captured and Brown was wounded in an exchange of gunfire which

left the building lobby a shambles, tenants reported.

Despite his injury. Brown was able to enter an elevator and

pushed the button marked "Penthouse."

Getting out on the 13th floor, he dragged himself past an in-

cinerator and up seven steps. He then climbed another 15 steps to

the roof, leaped a four foot parapet and jumped 18 feet to a terrace

below. There, authorities said, a policeman shot and wounded
Brown a second time.

I

Kosygin Visits Canada

On Top-Level Mission
OTTAWA (AP)-Premier Alexei

N. Kosygin's visit to Canada this

week brings to the U.S. doorstep a

determined Soviet diplomatic
offensive that has sent top Kremlin
leaders on missions in four con-

tinents.

This is a time of strain in

relations between Canada and her

closest neighbor and biggest

trading partner, the United
States. The strain has been
generated by resentment of

President Nixon's economic
policies; some Canadians com-
plain of an unfair burden.

While the Russians may be
probing for ways to exploit these

difficulties to Moscow's ad-
vantage, Kosygin's mission fits

into a broader picture of an
assertive Soviet campaign to carry

Kremlin messages around the

world on major issues. The timing

has suggested an intention to

counter Red China's growing in-

fluence as Peking emerges from
isolation.

Clearly, too, the offensive is

aimed at pushing a number of top-

priority foreign policy aims in

Asia, the Middle East and Europe.

Kosygin is the first Soviet

government chief to visit Canada,
and he will get royal treatment. He
will have two private meetings
with Prime Minister Pierre Elliott

Trudeau. then visit Montreal,
Vancouver, Edmonton and
Toronto.

Canada is an important member
of the Atlantic treaty organization

and Trudeau will be listening at-

tentively to Kosygin on such
matters as detente in Europe, the

"European security conference"

that is a major Soviet policy goal,

mutual troop withdrawals and the

chronic Middle East crisis.

Despite some bruised feelings

here because of resentment of

Washington policies, the

Canadians likely will listen to the

Russians with a large measure of

caution. There is no real indication

yet that the Russians are ready, as

President Nixon has publicly

hoped, to end the "era of con-

frontation" and begin an "era of

negotiation." They appear at the

movement to be trying to blend the
two, and elements for dangerous
confrontation will mark a number
of situations.

Kosygin and Trudeau also have
on their agenda a discussion of the

present state of relations between
the two countries. There is, for

example, a recent agreement on
collaboration in science and
technology. The two are likely to

discuss Canadian-Soviet trade and
to touch on such matters as their

respective interests in the Arctic.

Every precaution is being taken

to guard against hostile demon-
strations. More than 1,000 police

have been detailed to the visit and
reserves are ready if needed at all

stops. At the border, authorities

have been on the watch for any

trying to cross into Canada for

trouble-making.

AMOROSO
The very name means love—
where else should you buy your

DIAMOND
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

certified appraisals
Call RIC HARD AMOROSO 546-4300 anytime.

In Boston Call 542-2226

Freeze Has No Effect

On Big Business, Yet
NEW YORK (AP)-Some of the nation's largest hope the result in the long run will be favorable but we

corporations; say their expansion plans remain un- just don't know at this time.

SeedI desDite the Nixon administration's new Weyerhaeuser Co. says passage of an investment
changed despite tne ™xon *amini*ii

tax credit might prompt it to move expansion planned
P
TATsU°atTpfe s2^3Companies around for 1973 up to 1972. TlTe wood product company has

the country locates ma^^ them aire waiting for budgeted $1 billion for capital investment over a four-

further evidence of the effectiveness of the new year period a good portion of which wi 1 go toward

policies before committing more funds to additional expansion of paperboard plants m Oklahoma and

plant facilities and equipment. Thl^x credit "could raise the siehts for what we
If Coneress aDDroves a tax credit for businesses I he tax credit couia raise me sigrus ior wnai we

wh ch infes inTw facihties, some companies say might do next/' says William Hartman president o

They might increase their capital spending. the Gr.nnell Corp a subsidiary of International

In the meantime the corporations aTe spending at a Telephone and Telegraph Corp^ But the automatic

level called for in their 1971 budgets. In some cases sprinkler maker says it will spend the same amount in

expenditures are running above last year and in 1971 as it originally intended-$20 million.

Xs below pending plans for 1972 show the same Standard Oil Co.. of Ohio Sohio says the ad-

mixed pattern. None of the companies reports delays ministrations new economic policies haven t changed

or cancellations of projects this year. its plans. Moreover it s still too early to tell how much

"In common with the rest of American industry impact the program will have in 1972, the company

we're waiting and watching," says W.F. RockwellJr., says,

chairman of North American Rockwell Corp. "We

NewsIn Brief
ATHENS <AP)-Vice President

Spiro Agnew, in the land of his

forebears takes a hands-off at-

titude on the issue of when!

representative government should

be restored to Greece.

* * *

BELFAST (AP)-A British

soldier dies of ambush wounds,
bringing Northern Ireland's two-

year death toll to 126, as a troop

buildup gets underway.

SAIGON (AP)-Enemy gunners

shell U.S. and South Vietnamese
fire bases and the allies respond
with more air strikes along the

South Vietnam-Cambodian border.

UNITED NATIONS (AP) The
General Assembly opens formal

debate today on whether Com-
munist China enters the United

Nations now or waits a while

longer.

Spectrum
The general interest magazine of

University of Massachusetts

We are now accepting Contributions

for the fall 1971 issue.

All contributions of fiction, non-fiction,

poetry, art, and photography can be left

at the spectum office or mailed to:

Spectrum

RSO No. 102

Campus Ctr.

U Mass.

all contributions should be accompanied by a stamped, self-

addressed envelope
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"Dr. Fort is a rare man - he tells it like it is

and says what needs to be done"

And, so he has:
— Author of "The Pleasure Seakers," "The New View of Human
Sexuality" etc.

— Founder of "Fort Help" in San Francisco, The Center for
Solving special social and health problems.

JOEL FORT, m.d.

THE PLEASURE SEEKERS:

The Drug Crisis, Youth Society"

Monday - October 18 - 8:00

Student Union Ballroom

Coffee Hour: Colonial Lounge
Following Lecture

a dvp sponsored lecture

Cross-District Busing Creates Furor
DETROIT (AP)—The possibility of cross-

district busing-swapping suburban and city

school children in an effort to achieve racial

balance-has generated more tumult in the

Detroit area in the last two weeks than any

other issue in modern times.

Literally tens of thousands of people are

involved in the issue which quickly eclipsed

the clamor over busing controversies that

developed earlier in Pontiac and
Kalamazoo.
Pontiac and Kalamazoo busing involved

schools mostly within municipal boun-

daries. The new plan, in contrast, could

involve as many as »>8 neighboring suburban

districts being ordered to swap pupils with

Ihe Detroit District.

The possibility stems from a ruling last

month by U.S. District Court Judge Stephen

J. Koth in a suit brought by the National

Association for theAdvancement of Colored

People NAACP.
Koth ruled that there is de jure, by law,

segregation of Detroit schools. The U.S.

Supreme Court has ruled such segregation

illegal and empowered judges to remedy it.

On Oct. 4 Koth ordered the Detroit Board

of Education to prepare within fit) days a

plan for further integration of the city's 320

schools.

He also ordered the Board of Education to

offer within 120 days a plan of integration

that would include more than the Detroit

district. Koth said, "It appears to us only a

plan that encompasses all or part of the

metropolitan district can guarantee the

constitutional rights of all the people of the

district."

Asked if extensive busing would be in-

volved, he replied, "Busing is only a tool

that can Im? used to integrate the schools, as

drawing attendance boundaries can be

used."

Koth noted that he has issued no final

order nor have any plans been submitted.

Among these who have since come out in

opposition to cross-district busing are

politicians, suburban school boards and

superintendents.

There have been proposals-disavowed by

many politicians-for a statewide school

boycott in protest on Oct. 25.

Organized opposition thus far, however,

has l>een confined primarily to so-called

blue-collar suburbs, although some of these

have large white-collar pockets of affluence.

A rally called Wednesday night by foes of

busing drew 750 in blue-collar North

Dearborn Heights.

Nearly all-white Warren already has

dispatched petitions to Washington which it

says contained 40,000 signatures in support

of a proposed constitutional amendment

which would outlaw busing for racial

balancing.

Mary Jane Marcozzi, a Madison Heights

mother of four, summed up suburban

reactions to Koth's ruling thus?

"I can't see how Judge Koth or anybody

else has got the right to come in here (her

home) and take my kids and do anything

(hey want with them.

"I didn't cause it (Detroit segregation*

and I don't see any reason why he's got a

right to come in here and tell me my kids

can't use the school I bought and paid lor

"In Detroit there's more dope, more
robberies, more rapes. more of

everything."

Another suburban mother said, "If they

want to bus inner city kids out here and our

schools have got room that's fine with me.

But they're not sending my children into

that jungle. Not ever."

Sen. Robert P. Griffin, R—Mich., is

sponsoring a proposed constitutional

amendment to prohibit cross-district busing

and insists that neither courts nor local

governments advocating such busing "have

the consent of the governed."
Within less than a week after Koth's

ruling. Griffin said he received more than

7,(KK) letters, all but a handful of them op

posing busing.

Structual Defects Ground C5 Riots Mar Series I

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The C5's latest trouble occurred Sept. 29 as one of

the giant four-engine jets taxied onto a runway at

Altus Air Eorce Base, Okla. As the pilot gave it full

throttle in a final pre-flight check, the left outboard

engine and the mounting pylon holding it to the wing

tore off, spun 300 feet into the air and slammed onto

the concrete runway in a flaming heap of metal.

Lockheed says it warned the Air Force the engine

mounting was 'an area of potential weakness' but that

the Altus accident occurred before an engineering

proposal to strengthen the area could be carried out.

Eventually all 47 C5's were grounded last week after

inspectors found cracks indicating structural

weakness in the left outboard engine pylon of a second

plane. The Air Force says the pylons, costing $100,000

apiece will be replaced on both outboard engines of at

lease seven C5s with long flying hours. Fixes even-

tually will have to be made on theother planes but in

the meantime they will lie permitted to return to the

air after clearing inspection.

An Air Force spokesman says the added costs will

have to be borne bv the taxpayer under a recon-

structed contract negotiated with Lockheed by the

Pentagon earlier this year.

Under this contract. Lockheed reluctantly agreed to

accept a $200 million less on the C5 project which the

Pentagon figures will cost the taxpayers more than

$4.5 billion when the final plane is delivered in 1973.

The original order for 115 planes at about half the

price was cut back to 81 in the face of growing

congressional criticism.

Although the C5 project has been singled out for

most of the attention in the battle against cost

overruns, just about every other major weapon

system that has come along in recent years has been

plagued by the same problem.

There was the Air Force's Fill fighter and the

Minuteman missile, the Army's main battle tank still

not ready for production, the Navy's Mark 48 torpedo,

and now its F14 jet fighter.

Only last month the Senate Armed Services Com-

mittee said these cost increases are threatening

national security.

The committee, normally friendly to the Pentagon,

said unless costs are brought under control, either

defense budgets will have to be cut back sharply or "a

sharp decline in force levels and readiness" would

have to be made.
"In the more likely case, the share of our national

resources taken by the defense will stabilize or con-

tinue to decline, and it will thus soon become clear

that the present system cannot provide sufficient

forces to protect our security," the committee said in

a special report.

"If we can afford a permanent force structure of

only one-fifth as many fighter aircraft or tanks as our

potential adversaries-because our systems are about

five times more expensive than theirs-then a future

crisis may find us at a sharp numerical disad-

vantage."

Cosby's Mother Injured

In One-Car Accident

PITTSBURGH, Pa. (AP)—
Waving and cheering, tens of

thousands of persons poured into

downtown Pittsburgh Sunday,

wildly celebrating the Pirates'

World Series victory. Police went

to a riot footing in an effort to

control the situation.

They said that one person had

been shot and several downtown

department stores were being

looted.

'We're just fighting a holding

action," one police desk sergeant

said. "So far, we definitely aren't

holding them."
The heart of the celebration was

in downtown Pittsburgh, where

lire hydrants were opened, store

windows were shattered and an

undetermined number of cars set

afire. Several more cars were

overturned.

The crowds created what police

said was the worst traffic jam in

recent city history. Officers were

driving their cruisers on the

sidewalks in an attempt to cir-

cumvent the massive tieups.

Fire trucks, too wide for the

sidewalks, simply were stranded in

the street, and in at least one in-

stance a crowd started stripping a

pumper.

Pennant-waving pedestrians

commandeered at least two police

cars, draping them with

streamers.

"This is one hell of a mess," one

officer shouted over the police

radio network above the din of

blaring horns and cheering people.

"We can't move."
In the city's Market Square area

a taxi was overturned and set

afire. Two blocks from that, a

sedan was overturned. No injuries

were reported in either instance.

Other crowds started bonfires in

the middle of Liberty Avenue, one

of the city's main thoroughfares.

Looting was reported on the

same street two blocks away at

Richmmond Brothers, a

fashionable men's clothing store,

and several smaller establish-

ments.

COVERTHE EARTH
with Carter Overalls

$7.49 All Sizes

the closest thing to you

Open Pri. til 9

Wearhouse
wear-else

PELIIAM -For the second time

in less than a week, bad luck has

struck the Bill Cosby family, who
expect to take occupancy of their

new home in Shelburne in a few

months.
Mrs. Anna Cosby. 59, mother of

Ihe TV comedian, was seriously

injured in a one-car accident on

Amherst Kd. at 8:28 a.m. on

Thursday.

According to Pelham Police

Chief Curtis Knight. Mrs. William

Cosby Sr. was traveling alone in a

ear. in front of a car being driven

bv Bill Cosby 's wife. They had just

taken the Cosby children to the

Amherst schools from their

"ATRIFLE BIT"
KNIT TOPS

to match any pants-

From $3.95 to $5.95

Why Pay More
... , wear-else

WearhouseopenPr. tit?

temporary home on Main St.,

Petersham.
Mrs. Cosby, Sr., apparently lost

control of her car on a curve

halfway up Amherst Rd. on the

way to Rte. 202. The curve is

marked with a "Danger" sign.

Mrs Cosby was rushed to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in the Amherst

Fire Department ambulance.

Her injuries include a fractured

arm and fractured pelvis. Her

condition was reported "fair" at

the Northampton hospital.

Last Friday. U.S. marshalls

attached a writ for $2.4-million

dollars to the Cosby home in

Shelburne. the result of charges

Irom lour companies alleging

breach of contract and fraud.

The Cosby family has been living

in Petersham until the renovations

on their home in Shelburne are

completed.
Cosby, himself, is working on

special TV programs in California.

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

Student

Activities Day

Thursday, October 21, 1971

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Campus Center Concourse Level

Take a free Mini-Lesson and increase

your reading speed on the spot!
Know why we invest so much
in our free mini-lessons? Bro

chures and catalogues caiVt

possibly describe what it's

like to read a book like

Exodus (all 499 pages) in 1

hour and 48 minutes. Or an

entire Time Magazine in 35
minutes.

Instead we invite you to spend
60 minutes this week at a

mini-lesson. We'll show you
why two presidents (Kennedy

& Nixon) personally brought

the course into the White

House so staff members could

learn the Evelyn Wood tech

nique.

At a mini lesson, we actually

increase your reading speed
on the spot. Just a little,

to be sure, but enough so

you'll know how it feels.

By the way don't worry
about how slowly you read.

Everyone comes to a mini

lesson reading slowly

One last thing, back in 1964

we adopted the following as a

national policy: "We promise

that you'll read at least 3

times better than when you
started or we'll refund your
tuition." That policy still

stands.

That's it. The schedule of free

mini lessons is listed here.

University of Mass. — Student Union — Room 308 - Berkshire Room

TWO DAYS ONLY
* Mon., Oct. 18 at 4 or 7 or 9 p.m.
* Toes., Oct. 19 at 4 or 7 or 9 p.m.

Paul Murphy 253-2425
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Millionth Volume Donated To Library

I

The one millionth volume has been purchased for

the UMass Library, courtesy of UMass librarians.

A first edition of "The Freedom of the Will" by

Jonathan Kdwards was chosen as a gift to the library

to mark its growth in acquisitions.

At an informal reception this week, the 217-year-old

volume was passed along from one dignitary to

another. It went from Librarian George Wright to

former Chancellor Oswald Tippo to Acting Chancellor

Randolph W. Bromery to Director of Libraries David

Clay to University Librarian Merle N. Boylan.

During Tippo's tenure as provost and chancellor,

from 1964 to this fall, the University Library ex-

perienced its greatest expansion in collections and

services, and construction of the new high-rise library

building was begun.

The author of "The Freedom of the Will," Jonathan

Edwards, was one of American's first outstanding

philosophers and theologians, and for 20 years a

minister in Northampton. First Church in Nor-

thampton expelled Uev. Edwards in 1751 because of

doctrinal differences between the minister and his

congregation. The book was published in Boston in

1754 while Edwards lived among the Indians as a

missionary in Stockbridge.

First owner of the volume was John Cleaveland, an

Ipswich minister who had been expelled from Yale

College.

The book will be available for consultation in the

Library's special collections department.

UMass officials reenact the passing of the campus library's once-millionth volume during informal ceremonies this week.

The book wa'passed from Librarian George Wright (far left) to former Chancellor Oswald T.ppo to Acting Chancellor

Randolph W. Bromerv to Director of Libraries David M. Clay to University Librarian Merle N. Boylan.

Mirkwood'Xk)

Your Thing!
By STEVE FINE

One event highlighting

Homecoming weekend Saturday

night was the Mirkwood Coffee

House presented for free to an

enthusiastic audience of ap-

proximately 150 people.

The program included a wide

variety of entertainment ranging

from Rock n' Roll. Acoustic blues,

and an original, live facsimile of

the movie, "The Wizard of Oz";

(munchkins and all).

Mirkwood was sponsored by the

Apple Corps, a part of Orchard Hill

Area Government, by Joey Baron

and Jim Maltz. When asked who
can perform at Mirkwood, Baron

replied, "We let anyone perform

who requests to perform. You can

put on a skit or just make a fool out

of yourself if you like."

Baron and Maltz hope to even-

tually have regulars in the coffee

house. They plan to open Mirkwood

again for the third weekend in

Grayson dorm, which will alter-

nate with Field as a location.

Maltz says performers don't

necessarily have to be a member of

the UMass student body to play at

Mirkwood. ' We got some of the

names from Ed Vagris who runs

the coffee shop in the Campus
Center. The others came from ads

in the Collegian, signs, and word of

mouth.

Baron and Matlz say anyone

interested in performing at future

Mirkwoods should call 546-6681 or

546-6573.

WE HAVE

lifting
SOLUTIONS TO ^^

EVERYDA Y PROBLEMS.

#

*****

Reminder
Monday Class Schedule will be

Followed on Wednesday, Oc-

tober 20.

A Great taste

to Remember

Bell's Pizza

Open
11 to 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

11 to 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

1 a.m. Sun. to Thurs,

Free Delivery

Tel. 256-8011 253 9051

In this instance, we are lifting a complete house to

demonstrate a new concept of aerial delivery of as-

sembly line-produced dwellings from factory to home-

site.

But . . . this same Sikorsky* helicopter could have been

effecting a rescue mission off a wallowing tanker in a

North Sea gale. It could have been airlifting food and

supplies to starving villagers in flood-ravaged Tunisia

... or transporting equipment for on-the-spot control

of off-shore oil pollution.

Obviously, what we're pointing out is the impressive

record and adaptability of our helicopters in solving

really important human problems.

There's much more to come in our world of exciting,

advanced VTOL aircraft systems. For example, Heavy-

Lift Skycranes* and Tilt-Rotor Transports. And just

around the corner are our High-Speed Commercial
Transports-designed to ease short-haul mass trans-

portation headaches.

Does this kind of engineering attitude stir your sense
of responsibility and imagination? Then you should
talk careers with us. There's ample opportunity for

innovation in: autonavigation systems • avionics •

computer technology • electronic test • materials

engineering • mechanical analytical design •

structures engineering • systems analysis . . . and
more.

Female, minority group and veteran applicants espe-
cially welcome.

Consult your College Placement Office for campus
interview dates-or-write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Pro-
fessional and Technical Employment.

Sikorsky Aircraft
STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 06602 An Equal Opportunity Employer
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UMass Prof Attacks Importance of Speling
'The ability to spell well is only

slightly above the ability to touch

one's tongue," says a UMass
professor who is teaching the

whats and whys of the English

language to future English
teachers.

Assoc. Prof. Donald C. Freeman,
chairman of the UMass program in

linguistics, is disturbed by what he

feels is society's basic attitude

toward spelling. And that, he says,

is: "If you can't find a good reason

lo put a person down, put him down
because he doesn't spell well."

Society in general, according to

the professor, equates bad spelling

with lack of neatness, morality and

intelligence.

"Too many children get
reputations in school as being

extra intelligent because they spell

well; equally, too many get
reputations as dummies because

they spell badly. These reputations

tend to become reinforced by
teachers and a relatively

mechanical skill thus becomes a

erucial prerequisite lor success,"

1). Freeman says.

An expert speller himself, the

linguist- .ioiossor adapts a

quote from the 18th Century

(Jerman poet Schiller to describe

his "campaign" regarding society

and spelling Schiller said.

"Against stupidity, the gods

themselves contend in vain."

Freeman says, "I've been

contending against the stupidity of

putung spelling above creative

thinking in composition for many
vears But 1 contend in vain.

People still make those kinds of

judgements."

The connection between good
qualities and good spelling began
with Dr. Samuel Johnson and his

dictionary. "Spelling only became
a virtue in the 18th Century," says
Prof. Freeman. "Before then,

people didn't really care. Spelling

was just an attempt to represent

pronunciation. Many . spelling

conventions were introduced by
printers."

For example, "The 'h' in 'ghost'

is a convention introduced by a

printer to show that the 'g' is hard.

It's a purely mechanical con-

vention. Before Dr. Johnson's
dictionary, in the Renaissance, the

way lines of type were set, when
the printer came to the end of the

line and had space left, he'd ar-

bitrarily insert letters—such as

extra vowels—to justify the line."

Given the difficulties of English

spelling, and the reasons why some
words are spelled as they are.

Prof. Freeman advises, "If you

don't care whether society cares,

line. But be prepared to accept the

consequences You might not get

that job you wrote for; and some
people will think you less than

intelligent."

To those future teachers of

English he is teaching this

semester, he will suggest they

spend little time teaching spelling

to high school students, because

unless misspellings interfere with

communication— and few
misspellings do—adults shouldn't

worry unduly about them. High

school teachers should spend that

little spelling time not x-ing out

mistakes or directing "look in the

dictionary," but instead explaining

the whys of English spelling, he

adds.

Reasons for bad spelling are

many. Very often, says Dr.

Freeman, a person spells a word as

he hears it. And because he does

not hear it pronounced correctly,

he does not spell it right. Take the

word "biased." Ever hear
someone say, "Mary feels that way
because she's bias"? The speaker

hasn't heard the "ed" on biased,

doesn't think it's there, so is apt to

spell it wrong. The linguistics

professor has argued with students

over this word, as to whether it is

"bias", an adjuectwe, or

"biased." a verb.

Another reason, perhaps the

main one, for bad spelling in

English is a sound linguists call

"schwa." Schwa is the unstressed

vowel sound in many polysyllabic

words. It's the sound of the first

letter of "America," and the last

sound some speakers—especially
in New England—give to

"professor."

It's also the sound that causes
some spellers to be unaware of the

spelling difference in "lessen"

versus "lesson." High school

teachers correcting such spelling

should point out. Dr. Freeman
advises, that the two words are

spelled differently because they

belong to different parts of speech.

"Lessen" belongs to a class of

progressive verbs of condition

which take the "en" ending. Other

words in the class are worsen,

redden, and lighten. And "lesson"

belongs to an "on" class of

nouns—as do melon, prison,

sexton, and common. So, words

such as these often take their

spelling not so much from how they

sound as from their function.

In his 10 years of teaching at the

college level, Freeman has seen

student spelling "growing slowly

but steadily worse." And this, he is

sure, is because television has

replaced books in children's out-of-

school hours.

It's an old cry, but one he feels

worth repeating. Today's children

do not read enough. Therefore,

many of them are not "verbally

orrented," so have difficulties

expressing thoughts in writing, or

in spelling correctly.

And that revered educational

game, the spelling bee, gets no

praise from the UMass linguistics

professor. "Spelling bees imply

spelling is really important, and

it's not. It's important only in so far

as society makes it a shibboleth."

Termpapers

Unlimited

'WE GIVE RESULTS"
297 Huntington Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02115

(617) 267-3000

Last Day For Nominations
Nominations for Danforth

Foundation fellowships close

today.

Four years of support for

graduate study is provided

recipients of these fellowships.

Fellows must be candidates for a

doctoral degree who intend to enter

ERRORITE"

college teaching as a career. No
graduate study may have been

pursued prior to consideration for

an award.

In these days of tightening

support for graduate study, any
student of superior academic
ability who is interested in college

teaching, should investigate these

fellowships.

Interested persons should im-

mediately consult with Associate

Dean H. Duncan Rollason in South

College, who is the Laison Officer

lor the Danforth Foundation.

U. Mass.

has made

life easier

for its

employees
How9

By making available the Investment Annuity* tax-deferred

savings and investment program.

This unique plan reduces your income taxes immediately so

you can have more money to spend or invest. «„„-,, » t

It protects all your investments - in SECURITES, MUTUAL
FUNDS, SAVINGS ACCOUNTS, CREDIT UNdelete „iwitai

It protects all your investments—in SECURITES, MUTUAL
FUNDS, SAVINGS ACCOUNTS, CREDIT UNIONS, etc.-with a

tax shelter so you pay no taxes on them until after retirement.

And it assures you a retirement income you can't outlive.

If you're ready to enjoy an easier life, mail the coupon today

and get full details on your own Investment Annuity.

• Reg. Service Mark

UM 10/18/71 #1

FOR ALL MACHINES
HAVING RED/BLACK RIBBON SELECTION

ERRORITE™
is a quality nylon typewriter ribbon

featuring a built-in error corrector.

ERRORITE™
eliminates the need to purchase

ribbon and correction aids separately.

ERRORITE™
is always in position to make quick,

clean corrections ... no more fussing

with separate paper or fluid correctors.

Purchase ERRORITE™ at your book store.

Sold Exclusively

at College and

University Book Stores

FILMON PROCESS CORP., 653-659 Eleventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

J. Paul Barry
Main St. Investment Annuity Adm.
P.O. Box 2286 - 276 Hazard Ave.

Enfield. Conn. 06082

Gentlemen:
Without obligation, please send me full details about the

Investment Annuity plan for which I may be eligible.

Name- -Telephone-

Home Address - -Zip-

School

Department- Telephone

A
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I don't know much about my other great grand-

father, because he was shot by the Kiev police last

century, but Meyer Loiterstein's mother chopped his

trigger finger off when he was a little boy so the

Russian army wouldn't draft him to fight the Czar's

wars.

From what my sketchy notes tell me, Meyer, my
great grandfather, lived to be 101, dying about 1901.

when my grandma was five. No, grandma wasn' ;

adopted; Meyer was just some kind of guy.

It seems that Meyer had had an exciting life when,

in 1880, he decided to settle down and marry a young

girl. Mever left his home, probably around the city of

Svenigorodka in the

Ukraine, at an early age
to become an apprentice

to a goy merchant. The

two traveled through
Poland and Russia and
became quite successful.

But the merchant
received notice that he

was drafted or the secret

police took him away, and
Meyer, at the urging of

his parents, returned
home. Still grateful for

Meyer's services,
however, the merchant
left him a sizeable

bankroll. By his twenties,

my great grandfather
was a rich man.
Meyer became a leader

in the Jewish community,
and he came to be
respected by both Jew
and Gentile. A huge man,
Meyer aided many a

person* and in an era of

pogroms and fear, his

community was peaceful.

In the March of 1910,

my grandma came to this

country. On December 22

of that year, she married

a good looker, Barney
Glickstein, who still

jokingly asks me, "Are
you abebe(baby)?" She

are sick, my grandma doesn't mind being chastised

because she doesn't hear what they say as well as she

used to; "I would rather", she enunciates slowly and

intently, "I would rather have them take out all their

worries on me, than to have them yell at each other."

So much of what my uncle has been is image, so I

hope I don't leave anything out. He was an undercover

agent for the B'nai Brith Anti-Defamation League in

the Thirties, and has an engraved watch from Hitler.

He is a composer, a poet, and a public relations man.

He made the slogan for the United Fund campaign a

couple of years ago. One year, when I was younger

and wanted to grow up to

be an Indian, he got me
into an American Indian

exhibition by saying that I

was Rex Trailor's son.

My uncle reads five

papers every day of the

week, and because of a

fake "reviewing service"

he started, he gets all

sorts of neat books and
magazines for free. I

think he also was a radio

announcer and a

registered pharmacist.

I guess families are

dying. According to

Durkheim, schools have
stopped the parental
inculcation of family
values and replaced them
with the values of mutual
culpability and collec-

tivity. There's not much
need for a family
anymore. The day care

center, the television, the

cars, the dope, the age

which has changed with

so much speed has seen to

that.

And even though I call

Amherst my home, and
I'm not going home
oops!

)

for

was fourteen vears old.

Now, her children still have their periodic spats, as
do any brothers and sisters. And when they're upset
because their children and their husbands and wives

Thanksgiving dinner, and home's-a-nice-place-to-

visit-but-I-wouldn't-want-to-live-there, it's kind of

exciting to know that your family was something, that

your great grandfather was some kind of guy.

Sandwen Reports: The Beat Goes On. .

.

By LEE SANDWEN
Student Senate President

This past week I had the opportunity to

represent the United States student
population (along with about fifteen other

Student Body Presidents from around the

country) in a three day International

(Student Union Conference on Vietnam. It

was an interesting experience for a variety

of reasons, several of which I feel are im-

portant enough to bring back to the campus.
More than twenty national unions of

students were represented in Washington-
countries as diverse as Costa Rica, Finland,

Ghana, Spain, Tunisia, and France to name
a few. The first and most striking of all our
discussions was how ervone of them felt

toward the Vietnamese War and the US role

in it. They all felt it was the focus point of the

United States' imperialistic designs on the

whole world, symbolic of the US's attempts
to use technology to destroy national

movements and national aspirations
(Remember "Bomb 'em back into the

Stoneage"), and could also see the

relationship between the US and their home
country as exploitive. In at least four dif-

ferent languages they vowed to carry on the
fight against "our" Vietnamese policies in

their home countries and each promised
national demonstrations on any day the

American Anti-War Movement would pick.

The last promise is interesting in two ways:
( 1 ) it was something the American's were
far less optimistic about doing in their own
country and (2) for students in several of

theM countries dike Spain) demonstrations

mean real 1

;, risking life and limb far more
directly than here in Amherst. So there is a

feeling in many foreign student unions that

the United States is not to be trusted and
that the Vietnamese should have their

strongest support

Secondly, I found in the foreign students

the total disbelief that Nixon is actually

ending the war. Like the few remaining

vocal American Anti-War people they

quoted a variety of statistics that the war is

not ending but is just changing in character.

It is now an Air War and will soon be the first

electronic war. Before Nixon's inauguration

(50,000 tons of bombs a month were dropped
in Indo-China and 95,000 were driven from
their homes monthly in Vietnam alone,

while American casualties were significant

and the focus of Anti-War concern. Since

Nixon came to office, the character of the

war was changed to dissipate the anti-war

movement, by lowering the number of

American casualties and the number of

ground troops in Vietnam. With this change
however we find 105,000 driven from their

homes monthly and 90,000 tons dropped
monthly on Indo-China. And civilian deaths

are up also. Electronic sensors have been
put all over Laos and sections of Cambodia
and Vietnam, which send signals to a cen-

tral computer center which in turn sends out

the bombers. Bombing has been so

destructive and constant that entire villages

all over Eastern Laos live underground.

With the improvement of anti-personel

weapons, "Electronic battlefields", and
pilotless aircraft, the US may in a matter of

years be able to remove all but a few

thousand technicians (trained in Air Force

ROTC programs) to finish the genocide and
destruction already begun.. And if all this

sounds slightly unbelievable, it really is not

unprovable. And of course it was sad for us

Americans to realize most of our campuses
and citizens believed Nixon was pulling us

out "honorably ".

The reason for calling the conference

together was the repression of the South

Vietnamese Student Union, although it has

been going on for 13 years, the repression

entered a new phase two weeks prior to

Thieu's "election" on Oct. 3. Saigon

University is occupied by government

forces after an Army attack which included

American made helicopter gunships.

Hundreds of "student leaders" have been
shot, imprisoned, in tiger cages, tortured, or

inducted into the Army and are now listed as
"missing ". Reading this mid-morning in the

Hatch, this must seem very far away and
very unreal. When it is told to you by South
Vietnamese students and you read it in their

letters, it hurts much greater.

My last reflections on the conference were
that something has to be done in this country
to stop the senseless killing in Indo-China. In

law, as I understand it, one prosecutes the

murderer after he kills three men, even if he
promises not to kill more. We can't just

leave "honorably". And if we give the
murder weapon to some hired killers, we
are at least accessories to the next killing.

And if we create a manless "electronic

battlefield" that causes the killing to go on

we are still guilty of crimes against

mankind.
This year is the year of the "Nixon

Eviction" according to the last Anti-war

activists in Washington. They will try to

make it clear Nixon is no longer welcome in

any part of this country. Along with that,

various national anti-war demonstrations
(like Nov. 6 in Boston) are planned.

I'd ask you not to forget the Vietnamese
who are dieing because of Nixon's

"honorable withdrawal" and to realize that

in the final analysis, we as Americans are

the only ones who can stop this madness.

SQUOXA

MAy&t it MA& ah ectipae
O* SOrtETUlKGr

Editorial Points

QUOTE OF THE SEASON:
"We have four twenty game
winners, you know" by Earl

Weaver.
***

r*6fo}0*|

c^ mm vBosiWs RdcsT/*

A hippie is a guy with a beard
who you don't know.

Baseball and the Series is still

the most exciting sports around.

At least the scores in baseball

aren't 31-3.
***

A well known linguistics

professor mentions that the road
from Amherst to Belchertwon is

the Alimentary Canal.

NOTE FROM YESTERYEAR:
Mary had a little lamb, the

doctors were surprised; it wasn't
such a shock to her-she got

rammed.

Apologies to Women's Lib, but

the shag haircuts appearing on
many girls on campus are sexy.

***

HINTS FROM HARRY: To
avoid parched throats for

residents living in overheated

Southwest rooms, fill up empty
tin cans with water and stick

them on the pipes before you go to

bed. Also, keep your windows
wide open. Be careful, however,

when it starts to snow; some
windows get stuck and frozen

with ice. You might try to

aluminum foil the radiators, too.

It not only insulates you from the

heat, but looks neat. For more
information, read the book by
Tom Campion, How to Waste
Money By Overheating Rooms in

Autumn.
***

Orchard Hill is centrally
located; it's equally as long to

walk from one dining commons
as it is to the other.

***

SANITATION AWARD OF
THE YEAR: To the Hatch for its

donuts made stale and raunchy
by not covering them.

Isn't it about time that a bench
was installed in the 5-College bus
stop?

***

When are the ducks and geeses

going to be removed from the

pond? It's getting kinda cold for

our webbed footed friends.

Besides, a duck may be
somebody's mother. Maybe they

can install a rubber duckie for the

winter.
*•*

EAM makes a lot of excuses
and prays for it to rain tur-

pentine. In the meantime, the

waste baskets in Southwest are
still woefully inadequate.

Happiness is being acupunc-
tured.

***

MEAL OF THE WEEK:
Thursday supper. Hamburgers
and meatless chow mein.

To identify against is to identify

with.-Megawig.

Letters To The Editor

Voting Tips
To the Editor:

The Registration Session held by the Board of Registrars of Voters of

Amherst at the Campus Center on Thursday was certainly successful

from many points of view and a tribute to the stamina and persistence of

Student Senator John Stevens and many others, unsung. As the din of

accolades for the Housing Office, the students and registrars wanes,

some assessment of the event should be made and some lessons have

been learned.

Statistically, in one afternoon, Amherst registered roughly one-tenth of

its present voting population (and numerically more than Boston

recently). It was done in an efficient, courteous and responsible manner

and an appropriate place and with much cooperation between town and

gown.
Some students were apparently misled by their own assumptions about

the legal import of having registered at a previous residence, another city

or town. Town Clerk, Mrs. Matuszko, correctly advised any prospective

voter that asked, that the rule in Massachusetts is: A person registered to

vote in a city or town who moves to another city or town within the

Commonwealth retains the right to vote in the former place for six

months at which time the person qualifies to vote and is registered in

the new place. (M.G.L. A.c.51 S.I). No student who was registered

elsewhere was denied the opportunity to register in Amherst on Thur-

sday, to mv knowledge. Nor will any exercise of the vote in the former

place, in person or by absentee, lawfully prevent registration in Amherst

once you are legally otherwise qualified.

Students wishing to vote in Massachusetts whether or not in Amherst,

and who have any question regarding their right to do so (and it is your

26th amendment RIGHT), may consult me or the Registrars in the Town

Clerk's Office at the Town Hall in Amherst. That is also where students

who missed registering Thursday may go to register. For simplicity

sake, if you do go to register, stop by the Housing Office and pick up a

letter that will avoid residency hassles if you are eligible.

There is one other point that I commend to every newly registered

voter and to the citizens and officers of Amherst. Now that the rolls of

votes have been swelled and may well grow again, it is incumbent upon

those who know to make every effort to inform those who vote about town

political and administrative affairs. It is always incumbent upon those

who vote to make every effort to obtain comprehensive information on

the people and issues about which their votes will be cast.

Perhaps some of the town political organizations will be in greater

evidence on campus, both partisan and non-partisn. When they meet to

organize, discuss and act, it is a good time for all citizens of the town to

get to know each other.
. , , .. ,, .

Richard M. Rowland

Student Senate General Counsel

Mr. Energy

To the Editor:

I appreciate the publicity that

you have been giving to the Office

of the Ombudsman. It is important

that members of the University

community know that there is such

an office to which they can take

their problems. I would like,

however, to correct an impression

that perhaps some readers would

derive from the recent story about

the Office.

It is true that I prefer not to deal

with complaints about grades. I do,

however, listen to such complaints,

as I do to complaints on any other

subject; and sometimes I can be

helpful. I cannot, of course,

challenge that a student did or did

not do, the student deserves an F,

there is nothing I can say. If,

however, there is a question about

procedure-for example, whether

or not a student had a legitimate

reason for missing a test or turning

in a paper late, or whether the

instructor may have followed a

different grading policy from that

which he announced--I can
properly intervene and try to

mediate the disagreement or clear

up the misunderstanding. In some
instances a change of grade has

resulted.

Ellsworth Barnard,

University Ombudsman

Only The Beginning

To the Editor and the Manager of WMUA:
At this time, I would like to express my thanks to the COLLEGIAN,

WMUA, the Student Senate, and the Senate Bus Service for their publicity

aid and their understanding during the weeks prior to the Registration

day, yesterday.

I would also like to thank these individuals, without whom this

registration drive would have certainly failed: Dick Howland (Senate

Counsel), Mike Brassman and Pat Callahan from the Young Democrats,

Ed Kenicki from the Young Republicans, Bill Keyserling from the

National Student Vote, the people from McGovern for president, the

University Administration (including the Housing office), and the many
others who helped organize the students and faculty of this campus for

the registration day. But, still most of the credit belongs to the 616

students who registered to vote in Amherst.
Its only the beginning, but it has been a very fine beginning. We will, in

the near future, be calling on you for aid again, but for now, thanks.

Register Your Discontent!

John Stevens

Letters
The MDC will continue to print letters to the

editor. The only requirements are that they be

typed at sixty spaces, double-spaced and and ab-

solutely no longer than two pages in length. All

letters must be signed and the author's address and
telephone numbers must be included. No letter will

be published without this information. Also, no

letters will be printed without the name of the

author. Please note this change in policy.

All letters are subject to editing either for content

or space according to the judgment of the editors.

Also, due to space limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed.

Photo Credit, page H: Barbara Brecher, taken at the Cordova
Museum.

You're A Good Man, Even If No One Saw You

To the Editor:

There are a lot of things that

come and go here at the Univer-

sity. Some of these things are good

and some are bad. Some of them

are forgotten and some of them

will forever be remembered. Last

Sunday, there was one of those

happenings that will never be

forgotten, at least not by those few

who witnessed it. Last Sunday, a

small portion of the university

community witnessed a most
unforgetable performance of

"YOUR A GOOD MAN CHARLIE
BROWN."

I for one found the performance

of Charlie Brown both challenging

and beautiful. We are all here to

get an education in one form or

another. For some of us its books:

for others its the simple day to day
life we are forced to live. Charlie

Brown provided for its audience

more than a simple performance of

a show, it provided the audience

with a simplified view of them-

selves. A view which was self

educating. Such an honest view you
will rarely see.

The next time you analyse your

own education think of it as a

massive puzzle with pieces falling

into place each day of life. If you
missed the performance of YOUR
A GOOD MAN CHARLIE BROWN

then there is a piece of that puzzle

that you will probably never be

able to fit into place Thank you
CHARLIE BROWN and sponsor

for putting a piece in my punk
Bob .Vims
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"Le Bourgeoise Gentlehomme"
Book Is 29 Years, 5 Months, 10

(Fine is $505.69)

William Manchester, noted author and President of the Trustees of the

Friends of the UMass Library, recently asked the Library for in-

formation regarding overdue book fines dating from 1942 to the present.

After some digging, staff were able to discover and report the dates on

which fines changed from 2* to 25« to 10* per day. He was also provided

with estimates on how many days in each of the intervening years the

Library would have been closed. A first assumption was that Mr. Man-

chester was gathering data for a faculty-library advisory committee at

Wesleyan University, in Middletown, Connecticut.

On Thursday, October 14, the Library received a package from Mr.

Manchester containing a Goodell Library copy of Six Plays of Clifford

OdeU, Modern Library edition (purchase recorded as 83(, March 29,

1940) . In an accompanying letter he explained that the overdue book had

turned up in files dating back to his undergraduate days on the UMass
campus, and observes, "Twenty-nine years, five months, and ten days

overdue
"

Mr Manchester is aware of the $6.00 maximum fine on overdue library

books, and that the statute of limitations has long since expired, so he

decided to contribute the amount "owed" to the Friends of the Library

Trust Fund. As he explains: "Since my delinquency dates from (May 9,

1941) I have no out. Besides, I'm a library trustee. What kind of an

example would I be setting? No, there is no loophole for me. Therefore I

have calculated my fine at $505.69, and I enclose my check for that

amount. Also my apologies."

Mr. Manchester has suggested that his donation might be used toward

the expenses of an impending Friends of the Library membership drive,

which he is directing.

Coffehouse Successful
Last Friday's Coffeehouse, held

in the basement of Crabtree House

in Quad, will be repeated every

second Saturday of the month.

The Coffeehouse, run by Sogo

Wolf and Craig Wischhouse is a

non-profit activity sponsored by

The acclaimed company "Le Treteau de Paris", returned to UMass

Friday night to perform Moliete's classic comedy Le Bourgeo.se Gen-

tlehomme". Roland Berlin, left photo, played M. Jourda.n. shows his

genZTss to Dorimene. played by Lure.ee Mercier. Abov,;,
Jourdam

argues with his wife over his daughter's impending marriage. (MDC

photos by Gib Fullerton)

f

Vassar Sued For Allowing Drugs

Summer
of '42

Death
in

Venice (R)

The Devils
(X)

Let's Scare
Jessica

to Death (GP)]

Walkabout
(GP)

ACRES FREF PARKING

ROCKER IOUNGERS
(MARGL YOUR TICKETS

MINEOLA NY. (UPD-Vassar

College has been sued for $1 million

by a former coed who claimed she

flunked out in the spring of 1970

because her roommate held all-

night drug parties in their dor-

mitory room which the college

refused to stop.

Raymond Graber of West
Hempstead, N.Y., filed suit in state

supreme court on behalf of his

daughter. Nancy, 20. According to

papers filed in the court, Nancy

was unable to transfer to another

college of her choice after she

flunked out because Vassar

refused to give her a recom-

mendation

Miss Graber said that when she

went to the dean of residence at the

prestigious school. Mrs. Elizabeth

M. Drouilhet, she was told to "open

(he windows" if marijuana smoke
bothered her. Miss Graber also

alleged that the faculty member
who resided in the dormitory. Prof.

Robert F Martin, told her he was
"powerless to act in drug mat-

ters."

Miss Graber said her roommate,

named as Pamela, became in-

volved in drugs in February, 1970,

and quickly became a central

figure in the campus drug scene.

Nancy said her roommate invited

friends who were on drug trips to

use their room and frequently

played music or sang throughout

the night, preventing Miss Graber

from sleeping.

Graber's attorney, Donald F.

McCarthy, said that after a

mediocre first semester, Miss

Graber's grades went downhill

during the second semester.

Previous to attending Vassar Miss

Graber was an honors student at

West Hempstead, NY., High
School, he said.

She now attends Adelphi

University on Long Island where

she has a 3.8 grade average on a 4

point scale.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401
I

Visit

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

For

Fine Looking

BOOK
RACKS
Made of Wood

45 So. Pleasant St. Amherst

Miss Your Mug Book?

The Freshman Book is finally back on Campus.

Selling is only $1.50.

BUY NOW at:

Dining Commons - Supper time 4:30 - 6 p.m. AAon. - Thurs.

iCampus Center - Concourse level 9 - 3 p.m. Mon. - Thurs.

Edited & Compiled by the

Fraternities & Sororities of U. Mass.

the Quad's Community Center in

order to get the residents of the

Quad together. Free coffee and

entertainment are offered, in

addition to other nominally-priced

refreshments. Non-Quad residents

are also welcome.
Other activities of the Com-

munity Center include a rideboard

located in Crabtrees basement, a

film co-op, and Cornucopies, a food

co-op that provides food at

wholesale cost to its members.
These projects also are open to all

students.

For general information about

any of these activities, call Don
Chamberlain, the Head of

Residence of Crabtree at 546-4543,

or Sogo Wolf at 545-2303.

Tanzania
Talk

Tonight I

tied Mouhiddin will IProfessor Ahmed
give a public presentation on

"Ujammaa Socialism-The
Challenge of Building a Socialist

Society in Tanzania" tonight at

8:00 in 106 Thompson Tower. The

lecture is sponsored by the WEB.
DuBois Department of Afro-

American Studies.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

TUES. IS

p Grass

I WIGHT

Dof^ STovER
.niTHE WHITE OAK AOWWIN W

&: 30 - 1 :oo

\v Wall Caforcfico

=• .»•*
F
T>i Qiaries

cPierce

Campus II

7:009:00

^ 'tf

cRevue

meat/rock

"Explicit

in the
extreme!"

Cflmpus/^wa^
in the Zayre's S. topping Center on

Route 9 Amherst Hadley Line

MON. NIGHT! LADIES $1.00

Woody Allen's

Bananas
-MM Campus I

Rated X &
George Segal in

In everyone i life there's a

SI JMM£R
OF '42. >..

Campusn
Where's
Papa?

RUSSELL JOHNSON
The Unofficial American

• PEACE SECRETARY - ^S^SSSt^SST
Committee

• SOUTH VIETNAM - completed his 11th visit in^l»7U mJ

: c^H^r;^^ — the eHect8 of the

. CHECHOSLOVAKIA - 1967. participated in off-the-record discussions with the North Vietnamese

and members of the National Uber»«o» F™u
d ,ble b exlled Prmce Sihanouk of

* SZMStE^SStEUKSS5 «. .
p
re.sZ£mm*— -»*„*.

Tisnan. and Shanghai.

On Wednesday, Oct. 20 at 8 p.m.

Russell Johnson will deliver a Lecture

in the Student Union Ballroom.

His topic will be,

"U.S./China Policy, A Fresh Start, 1971."

A Coffee Hour .ill folio, the Lecture in Crampton Main Lounge

.A\i <§>
Distinguished Visitors Program presentation.
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Marathon Is Coming
Modular Credit Week, also known as the Marathon, will be held

November 8-12 at the School of Education.

During the week of November 8-12, the School of Education will

suspend all classes. Each day of that week between 8:00 AM and 10:00 PM
anywhere from five to eight different events will be staged

simultaneously by faculty members, graduate students and invited

guests. These events will take the form of lectures, seminars, workshops,

film festivals, roleplaying, etc.

Any graduate student or undergraduate student may receive modular

credit for attending the events. Fifteen modular credits is recorded on a

students record as one University credit. Modular credit forms will be

available at the Marathon.

Any faculty member, graduate or undergraduate student wishing to

lead an event or make a presentation should contact Tom Paquin in the

School of Education, Room 222-B, 5-1572. People not in the School of

Education are welcomed and encouraged to participate.

Meeting Tonight To Free Prisoners

By ANN DRANGINIS
The Emergency Defense

Committee to Free the Bay Area
Prisoners is holding a meeting

tonight for students who want to

work in their dormitories to free

the political prisoners of the San

Monday Class Schedule will be

Followed on Wednesday, Oc-

tober 20.

Francisco Bay Area (the Soledad

Brothers, Angela Davis, and
Ruchell Magee).
November has been designated

Prisoner Solidarity Month by the

Emergency committee. Many
activities, fund-raising events, and

speeches are being planned.

Projected ideas for dormitory

work include: canvassing teams to

collect money and signatures on

petitions, seminars and speeches

in dorm lounges, leafletting teams,

and committees to publicize the

speakers being brought to campus

by the Emergency Committee.

The Emergency Defense
Committee is a coalition of black

and white organizations of the five

college area who plan to raise

money for the defense of these

prisoners, and publicize the issues

involved in their cases. Michael

Thelwell, chairman of the DuBois
Department of Black Studies, is

temporary chairman of the

Committee.
The meeting for dormitory

workers will be tonight at 8:00 in

room 802 of the Campus Center.

Notices . . . Notices . . . Notices . . . Notices
BELCHERTOWN VOLUN-
TEERS:
Tonight there will be a brief

meeting of all volunteers in-

terested in organizing a field trip to

Quabbin Reservoir. If you are

interested you must attend or call

Betty at 549-6033. The meeting is at

8 p.m. in Rm. 168 CC.

7/

/

M
Vli

|g«-S». -^*<a~J«-gyiflS~)

A BARGAIN WELL STRUCK,
GOOP SIR.

w^<^^<3mbm&££®<$s
Schaefer Breweries. New York and Albany, N.Y.. Baltimore. Md.

earn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Ground school-2130Z CC. 162;

SBJ-WX AND WX information.

Test on owners Manuals for c-150.

EMERGENCY DEFENSE
FUND:
There will be a meeting for all

those interested in helping raise

money for the legal defense of

political prisoners in California by

canvassing and doing publicity in

the dorms.

ENGLISH MAJORS:
English Dept. Undergraduate

Council meets in student-faculty

lounge of Bartlett lobby at 7:30

An Evening of Authentic Country Music

V̂ NITE *$S

TUESDAYS
at the BLUEWALL CAFETARIA CC with

Don Stover
and the White Oak Mountain Boys

( as the only act, Stover's Band

will play all evening)

8:30 - 1:00

Monday. All English majors in-

vited. To be discussed, elections of

officers, recruitment campaign.

FIVE COLLEGE COOR-
DINATING BOARD:
Five college information

booklets are now available in the

Student Union and the Campus
Center.

FLIGHT FOUNDATIONS:
Oct. 15, 1971, 9 p.m. Paul Duma

and his constant companion
"Milikia" (Love Angel) left for the

mid-west on the second of many
adventures. Fly onward and may
we see you all soon.

FLYING CLUB:
FAA rules and navigation

seminar. Hasbrouck 201 at 8 p.m.

to 10 p.m. tonight.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
This will be the last week that

new members are able to join. If

interested in learning how to

square dance, please attend

Tuesday.

MEDIA CENTER:
Important Media center,

students only, meeting is hap-

pening Wednesday at 8 p.m. in CC
805-809. For further information

head down to center.

NIADS:
Please read Naiad's bulletin

board in WOPE to note schedule

change. Composition work to begin

Monday -sign up for compositions,

if you haven't already.

OUTING CLUB:
Meeting Monday 6:30 Rm. 165

CC. Slides; upcoming trips;

Halloween party at Knox Cove; etc.

rock climbing; equipment sales;

My wife my wife

she puts me down.

The house is too cold

the baby cannot sleep

Her swollen breast aches

she bites her lip.

I bite my lip too

worrying about words.

from Crying in the Cheap Seats

by Bill Tremblay
University of Massachusetts Press

Cloth $6.00, paper $2.50, 96 pages

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

Volkswagen Bus, completely reworked

and liveable in. f 725. Call 253-9968. aik for

Chris. Rm. • 1

tflO-18

S3 Chev. van. Runs but could use work.

Price negotiable & cheap: have to sell.

200 MM Nlkkor lens brand new. must sell

immed.. only 1125 includes guarantee, and

leather case. Call 549-0411.

tflO-19

RIDE WANTED

1968 VW Fastback. $1100. good car and

value. 545-0465.
tf 10-21

'08 VW Camper, white, exc. cond.. fact

instld. gdyr. polyglass wldetrds.. 2 new

studded snowtires. new valves/rings 40.000

miles. 12406 - 863-9249.
tflO-18

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1968 Bultaco 360cc Elbandlto. New eng.,

new clutches. Excel, shape. Must sell. 1350

or best offer. Call 584-1066 anytime.
tf 10-15

Honda CUM need money somewhat

desperately - 68 exc. engine. Asking 1400

Hat. Call Ed B-9 Baker 546-6905.

tf 10-20

Flat 68, Spydr, sell as parts 337-6625.

tflO-18

FOR SALE
I964 Chevy Impala. 3 speed, hurst

shifter with A 283 cu. in. Engine runs well,

dependable excellent radio. 1150. Call Jeff

at 546-8913.
tflO-18

Custom built amp. 100 wts. plus hatch

-

ingtwin spks. 12". Both beautifully

constructed!! Can be seen at Guitar

wkshp. in Northampton $250.

tfW-tt

Foreign Auto Parts Pirelli. Michelin.

Bosch. Lucas. Metric Hardware, Alfa

Romeo spares, wheels, snow tires. Call

Herb 256-8781
tf 10-19

Seasoned Firewood. Sale and delivery.

< all 665-3031.
tfl0-20

1971 Bulck Opel wagon red AM-FM.

iwmmi ml., excellent condition, asking 2295

will talk. < all 863-8006 after 6 p.m.

70 MCH exc. running cond. Must sell.

249-8493. ,,.„ „
1M0-2B

1968 Austin Healy Sprite - 38,000 miles.

$600. Must sell. Call 253-2548. Ned after 9

Pm
tf 10-18

1967 MC. Midget 70 engine. Call 69762.

tf 10-22

Yamaha Classical guitar w/case. Exc.

C'ond.$86Call Artie 201 Chadbourne 5-2640

or 5-2641.

tf 10-18

To Baltimore or Washington D.C. Oct.

21 or 22. will share expenses. Call Susan 6-

1474.
tflO-19

MODELS WANTED
Female models needed for film

production class. 10 dollars per hour,

mostly outside shots. Call 253-9283 Mon.

and Tues 5-7 p.m. only.

tf 10-19

ROOMMATES WANTED

Roomate needed share 2 Bdrm. apt.

Clirfstde. I yr. lease, must be 21 m. or f.

Call Jake Day 545-0438.

tf 10-20

phone to: Buddy Dog Tags. P.O. Box 82

Welleslev Hills. Mass. 02181.
10-18

Silkscreening course offered in

Leverell. Building of screen included,

starts Wed. Oct. 20. Call 549-3631.

tf 10-19

TYPING

FOR RENT

Fender Jazzmaster pre cbs old style

square pickups, orlg. neck, in pert. cond.

$175 frm. Call 66541 after 8. 439 Gorman

Central.
tf 10-22

Bumper sticker - your words printed on 3

x 12" red or green slicker for $ I, copies .25.

The Snide Co. Boute I. Box 93 Blaine.

Wash. 98230.
tflO-18

We undersell all. any and all top name
appliances, stereos, radios, refrigerators,

anything. Call Larry 6-5090, 350 Cance.
tf 10-22

Ski boots, Koflach expo-masters, mens

size 10. cost $109. perfect condition, sell

fast $50. Call Frank 6-7064.

tf 10-21

1965 Dodge Coronet 440 Conv PjM*
Very good condition. Best offer. Call 253-

9653 after 6 p.m. _

9' x 12' Tent; Sleeps 4-5 comfortably.

Csed one season. Asking $35 or make

offer. Call Xavler 5-0858.

tf 10-19

65 Mustang, conv. 35p.. good mechanical

cond.. straight six. 30 miles per gal., $250

or best offer. Call 549-1013 bet. 6:30 p.m.-

lfl00pm
tf 10-20

64 Chevy Belalr. 6cyl. auto trans., radio.

4 door, good gas miles, some new
'
P«rU.

$200 or best offer. Call Russ at 695-3412

anytime.
tf (Q )f

.,-, VW bug. excl. con., no rot. un-

dercoated. new engine, on "«"•"*>. • r»dA°
and heater < works) new tires $800.00

05000 ml. Call Steve 546-5305. exc. wken«L

67 Bulck Skylark, creampuff. 1 owner,

financial crises. Worth much more, but

first offer over $950 takes. 253-2880.

tf 10-22

65 Chevy with '69 rebuilt engine: new

tires and shocks: runs well. Priced to sell

fast: $450 or make offer. Call Xavler 5-

0858.
tf 10-19

Kenwood 140-X Amp For Sale 200-Watts

out used one year. List new $409. Will take

best offer. Call Rich 253-0303.

» 10-18

Guild F35 and F47 with hard cases. Call

6-9332.

tf 10-21

HELPWANTED
$50 in. one day's labor. Roofing ex-

perience helpful. Roof a one story shed /tar

paper & sealer. Call 533-0054 (Holyoke).
tf 10-21

Ski instructors, weekends for co-ed

"teen" ski camp. Shaker Village ski

group. New Lebanon. New York. Beply

to: Jim Hoe. 440 Newtown Turnpike.

Weston. Ct. 00880.
tf 10-19

One bedroom Apt. Available Nov. I.

$150 a month includes utilities. Call after

5 p.m. 065-2641.

tf 10-20

Town House Apt. to share with another

girl In Amherst. Own room possible. Call

584-2273.
tf 10-21

Furnished one bedroom apt. available

for remale walking distance from campus.

$95 per month. Including utilities. Call 253-

5958 after 6:00 p.m.
tf 10-19

APT. AVAILABLE

Ideal for advanced female grad. student,

room and board, in lieu of assistance wilh 2

schoolage children 549-3053.

Expert typing done at home. Previous

experience in theses work. Electric

typewriter. Call 584-5377. Mrs. Orsinl.

tf 10-18

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate: have Greek alphabet, math &
chem. symbols. Call 253-3001.

tf 10-18

Will type papers quickly, accurately. *
inexpensively! ! Call Steffi 0-8024. Please

keep calling.
UlO-lt

MUSICIANS

Versified good drummer w exp. Looking

for estab. rock type band. Have place to

practice! Call Scott 253-7210 nights.

lfl0-10

ENTERTAINMENT

MARLON BRANDO - ON THE
WATERFRONT. WINNER OF 8

ACADEMY AWARDS. WEDS. OCT. 20

AMHERST FOLKLORE CENTER FILM
STl'DY. 7: 15,9:30 ( in back of Lord Jeff)

tf 10-20

LOST

PERSONAL

Happy Birthday MA No. I son.

10-16

WANTED

Honeywell Pentax Spotmatlc. 5SMM..

one year old. $105. Call 253-9968. ask for

Chris in room *3.
M10-1H

Individual who can compose music for

lyrics. Have attractive offer for the right

party. Ralph Hayward. P.O.B.75. Ervlng.

Mass. 01344.
tf 10-22

And you thought we didn't know - Happy
Birthdav Ronni from the llth floor.

10-16

Melville Basement invites James
Basement and 4th floor to a party Friday

night at N.

Ift0.1l

Keward! Blue * green afghan In

David's bag. Lost In C .('
.
Please return to

"Lost & Found".
tf 10-20

GIVEAWAY
Three beautiful puppies, lab mother,

unknown father, weaned ready to go. Call

256-8881.

tf 10-20

SERVICES

Notes still available In Bot 101. Gov 100.

Ill) 270. Phil 105. Psych 270. 280, 325, Soc

256 and many others. Rm 318 8.C. Lobb>

Prevent this, send fl, name, address,
tf 10 -I
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Patriots Bombed I Davis

By Dolphins, 41-3 Leads Jetsl

Coed Places 3rd

In X-Country
Some of the best runners in the country. Mrs. Francie vKraker) Johnson

won the race in 12:58 over Janet Bristol of Burlington Vt.

Mrs. Johnson was a member of the U.S. 1968 Olympic Team and BnstoL

finished 5th in last year's national women's cross-country meet. Mrs.

Sa a Mae Berman.mother of three, finished one place behind Miss

Lettis. Mrs. Berman until last month had the women's world best

marathon mark. , , „ __«_

Miss Lettis said she found her self in 3rd place after a quarter of a mile

with Miss Bristol just ahead of her and that the places remained that way

until the finish of the race. ,

The 2-1/2 mile course included grass playing fields, several hills and a

rush. He completed II of 34 passes for 140 yards and was mtercepted {^^J^'SE their "heathers had to place one foot on it or run around^

NEW YORK (AP) — Third

string quarterback Bob Davis,

making his first start led the

NewYork Jets to more points than

they had scored all season and a 28-

17 National Football League vic-

tory Sunday over the winless

Buffalo Bills.

The Jets, who had managed only

24 points while dropping three of

MIAMI (AP)-Miami's Bob Griese fired two touchdown bullets apiece

to Paul Warfield and Howard Twilley Sunday and the Dolphins rollicked

to a 41-3 victory over the New England Patriots.

Griese connected for touchdowns on three consecutive passes before a

crowd of 58,822 as Miami churned to a 21-0 first-quarter lead. It was 31-3

by halftime against a Patriot team that is yet to score a first-half touch-

°
It" was the fewest points allowed by the Dolphins in their six-year

hiS

Tw,Ly caught five passes for 98 yards, including touchdown shots of 22 '^^^{^^
and 12 vards. Warfield's scores came on passes of 31 and 14. pair ot lo^"°ow"s '*?* "'*'

f t

New England's Jim Plunkett was smothered six times by Miami's pass minutes apart late

last two quarters to take their

home opener before a crowd of

61,948.

The Bills, 0-5, came within four

points at 14-10 and 21-17 but each

time the Jets pulled away again,

thanks to scoring drives of 70 and

56 yards behind the passing of

Davis and the running of Emerson

Boozer and John Kiggins.

The Jets scored the first time

they had the ball, covering 51 yards

in nine plays, all on the ground.

twice

Skins Win 5th In Row
WASHINGTON (AP)-Elusive

Larry Brown rambled for 150

yards and linebacker Jack Pardee

intercepted three passes Sunday as

undefeated Washington crushed St

Louis 20-0 for its fifth straight

National Football League victory.

Brown carried 25 times as he

broke his own single fame rushing

record. The three-year veteran

from Kansas State paced the

awesome Redskins' ground attack

to a total of 229 yards though the

porous Cardinal defense.

St. Louis was held to only 25

yards on the ground as

Washington's alert defense in-

tercepted four passes and

recovered three St. Louis tumbles.

Curt Knight's 16-yard field goal

opened the Washington scoring in

the first period. Charley

Harraway's one-yard plunge and

Bill Kilmer's three-yard keeper

helped give the Redskins their first

:>-o start since 1940.

The Skins' defense, dubbed the

Saints Upset

Cowboys,24-14
NEW ORLEANS (AP)-The New

Orleans Saints, capitalizing on

Dallas mistakes to the very end.

upset the Cowboys 24-14 here

Sunday in a National Football

game 'before 83,088 fans.

Running back Dave Kopay.

playing his first game for the

Sanits, recovered Cliff Harris'

fumbled punt reception on the

Dallas three-yard-line with less

than two minutes to play and

quarterback Archie Manning ran

over for an insurance touchdown

three plays later to preserve the

Saint upset.

The victory lifted the Saints

season lecord to 2-2-1 and dropped

the Super Bowl-hopeful Cowboys to

3-2 tor the reason.

Now Or' ans jumped to a 17-0

half time lead on a 29-yard pass

from Manning to running back

Tony Baker, a 36-yard field goal by

Charlie Durkee and a 13-yard

scoring run by Manning.

Durkee's field goal was set up by

a 60-yard pass interception return

by cornerback Delles Howell and

i\ianning*s 13-yard touchdown run

came on the second play after Al

Dodd returned a Cowboy field goal

attempt 77 yards to the Cowboy 15.

A swarming Saint defense

harrassed quarterback Craig

Morton in the first half, but it

appeared quarterback Roger

Staubach might rally the slum-

bering Cowboys in the second half.

Staubach connected on a 41-yard

scoring pass with wide receiver

Gloster Richardson in the third

quarter and a 16-yard TD pass to

Bob Hayes in the final period.
(

over-the-hill gang because of their

ages, repeatedly stopped the

Cards' attack as a capacity crowd

of 53,041 roared approval.

It was the first shutout for the

Skins since they clipped Cincinnati

20-0 a year ago.

the others had to place one foot on it or run around.

Miss Lettis explained that she felt strong enough to hurdle the log

because of the training she does. Only last week she ran across most of

the Mt. Holyo'ke range from the Notch to Skinner park

Over 60 women completed the race under the colors of The Liberty

A C the sponsors of the race, The Cambridge sports Union Falmouth

High School, and Alfred University. Miss Lettis ran unaffiliated with any

of these clubs. Her time for the 2-1/4 miles was 13:33 or about 5:30 per

JUil£ — r—
Crossword Puzzle

Answe (o l-nday's puzzle

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

ACROSS

SYDNEY OMAtt<

The late Albert Einstein, a Pisces, had

more than a passing interest in astrology

He believed there was order in the universe

perhaps as symbolized by the solar system

The great scientist and philosopher ex

pressed his belief succinctly, declaring

'God does not play dice with the world '

• •

ARIES (March 21 April 19) :
Spotlight on

public activities Means what previously

may have gone unnoticed now is accented.

You are able to obtain pulse ot public. You

will, however, encounter some with op

posite idea.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20). Pace

yourselt. Take care it you don't, no one else

will either. Stop looking for excuses to

break medical dental appointments.

Complete basic chores. Avoid the sen

sational. Build bridges of friendship.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Favorable

lunar aspect now coincides with love, ac

tivity connected with children, numerous

changes. Spotlight the creatives. Don't

follow crowd. Set own pace. Adhere to in

dividual style.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Study

Gemini message. Build on solid base. Be

wary of one who advocates get rich quick

schemes. Stick to basics. One close to home

knows what is good for you. Don't let pride

stand in way of progress.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): You may move
about more than is your custom There is

air of excitement within family circle. Fine

for entertaining at home Change routine

You have a right to be optimistic. Show it

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22): Perceptive

approach necessary especially where

money is concerned. Protect valuables.

Finr for adding to special collections Visit

to hospital, museum, library would prove

fruitful.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22). Lunar cycle

coincides with time when your efforts meet

with enthusiastic response. Press demands

Take initiative. Show side of yourself that

some suspect but seldom witness.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Much occurs

in quiet, subtle manner Action is under

cover, behind scenes. You have greater

desire for freedom could involve travel

Key is to tie loose ends. Finish projects.

Advertise, spread message.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21 ): Accent

on friendships, fulfillment of hopes, desires.

Occupational income is stressed.

Originality is your ally. Means be willing to

try something new. Includes dining habits.

Highlight personality.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19). Em
phasis is on ambition, ultimate goal Some

of your innate qualities are ap-

preciated. Professional superior could pay

meaningful compliment. Avoid undue

modesty. You deserve break.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18): Fine moon

aspect illuminates chance to learn, expand

horizons. Break away from from foolish

restrictions. Refuse to be tied down to

outmoded concepts. You can grow

emotionally do so.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Some

secrets, affecting financial status, could be

revealed. Obtain cooperation of mate,

business partner. Not wise to try going it

alone. Be thorough, aware of apparent

minor details. Dig deep

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have quality which attracts confidence

Others are willing to confide. You can aid

those in difficulty In fact, you often are

more skillful at helping others than at

giving yourself a lift New contracts made

this year are due to bear fruit.

Coovriqht 1971, Gen. Fpa Corn

PEANUTS

*

TMIS IS FOfc ENGLISH

CLASS... LOE'RE SUPPOSE?

TO PEC0RATE A SENTENCE.

1 Repetition

5 Free ticket

9 Container

12 Spoken
13 A continent

14 The self

15 Man's
nickname

16 Fluff from yarn

18 Mountain pass

20 Prefix: not

22 Evergreen trees

24 European
capital

27 Single item

29 Roman
statesman

31 Bitter vetch

32 Titles

34 Unit of

Italian

currency

36 Near
37 Emphasized

form of "it"

39 Tell

41 Note of scale

42 Liquefy

44 Nocturnal
mammal

45 Dawn goddess

47 Section of

hospital

49 Principal

50 Break suddenly

52 Weary
54 Saint (abbr.)

55 Chinese pagoda

57 Soapstone
59 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

61 Hail!

63 Winter
precipitation

65 Burden
67 Possesses
68 Shallow vessels

69 Choicest

DOWN
1 Fish eggs
2 Conferring of

holy orders

3 Symbol for

tantalum

4 Cloth measure
5 Overpowering

fright

6 Pertaining to

the stars

7 Spanish for

"yes"
8 Algonquian

Indian

9 Put a false

appearance
upon

10 Symbol for

silver

11 Proceed

17 Supposing that

19 Conjunction

21 Edges
23 Mix
25 Free

26 Toward rear

of ship

27 Joins

28 Abound
30 City in Russia

33 Killed
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35 Turkish flag

38 Level

40 Wine cups
43 Marine snail

46 Satiates

48 Attracts

51 Parent (col loq.)

53 Spanish
article

rrrr

it

56 Snake
58 Male swan
60 Superlative

ending

61 Exclamation

62 A state (abbr.)

64 A continent

(abbr.)

66 Compass point

VOU MEAN PIA6RAM
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Pirates: World Champ
BALTIMORE (AP) — The Pittsburgh Pirates won

their first World Series in 11 years Sunday, edging the

Baltimore Orioles 2-1 in a spine-tingling seventh game

behind the four-hit pitching of nervous Steve Blass.

The victory in the stomach-churning game gave the

Pirates the Series four victories to three and placed

them in the record book as one of only six teams to come

back from an 0-2 deficit and win baseball's most

cherished prize.

But it was anything but easy despite Blass' second

strong pitching performance, a home run by Roberto

Clemente that got the Pirates started and Jose Pagan's

run-producing double in the eighth inning.

Before Blass sealed it down for all the spunky Pirates

and cigar-chewing Manager Danny Murtaugh, he had

to pitch out of a tension- filled situation in the Orioles'

half of the eighth inning when the defending cham-

pions broke through for their only run.

Blass, who admits, "I get nervous before a big

game," came into the decisive seventh game having

spun a three-hitter that began the Pirates on the road

back in Game No. 3.

And when he strode out to the mound to face the

Orioles in their half of the eighth he had allowed just two

hits, despite heated and unsettling protests by

Baltimore Manager Earl Weaver about his stance on

the mound.
Then the Orioles marshalled their forces for their

only major threat as Ellie Hendricks and Mark

Belanger poked consecutive singles with none out.

Pinch-hitter Tom Shopav moved them up by a base by

sacrificing as Luke Walker and Dave Giusti began to

warm up in the Pittsburgh bullpen.

But it was Blass' show under the gloomy skies

surrounding Memorial Stadium-and he put one on by

retiring Don Bufordon a grounder to first, as Hendricks

scored, and getting Dav > .Johnson on a grounder to

short that ended the uprising.

The Pirates threatened briefly in the ninth but tailed

to score and Blass went back to work, facing the heart

of the Baltimore line-up as the Orioles came to bat with

one more chance to win it and satisfy their dynastic

aspirations. „

"Charge" yelled the Baltimore-oriented crowd ol

47 291 in unison, drowning out the few Pittsburgh fans

on hand, as big Boog Powell stepped to the plate to face

And how they howled when he tagged a 1-1 pitch down

the right field line, only to see it curve foul. Then one

pitch later he tapped a high bouncer to second baseman

Dave Cash, who threw him out.

Now it was Frank Robinson. He couldn't wait to get at

the 29-year-old right-hander and swung at the tirst

pitch. But it was a short pop up to center field that

shortstop Jackie Hernandez camped under without

difficulty.

Merv Rettenmund was next, the only man between

Blass and victory, the only man who could give the

Orioles life.

Blass came around with the right arr>, fired and plate

Umpire Nester Chylak signalled strike and suddenly

the Pittsburgh voices in the crowd were drowning out

the Orioles rooters.

Then Blass reared back-pitch No. 108-and Ret-

tenmund hit it up the middle. Hernandez ranged over

behind second, scooped it up, fired to Bob Robertson at

first and it was all over.

Blass a 15-game winner during the regular season,

thus finished with a four-hitter, walking only two and

striking out five as the Pirates became the only team in

this Series to win a game away from home.

But Blass was far from their only hero. No one who

was here this day-or saw any of the seven games-will

forget the performance of Clemente, the Pirates' aging

right fielder.

Clemente continued his Series-long heroics, providing

Blass with the first run of the game when he tagged the

first pitch to him in the fourth inning by Mike Cuellar

far over the left-center field wall for a homer.

It was Clemente's 12th hit of the Series, one short of

the record. But despite the fact he didn't get the record,

there was little question as the disappointed crowd

trooped home that he was the outstanding player in the

1971 World Series.

It remained 1-0, with Cuellar matching pitches with

Blass, until the eighth inning when Willie Stargell, in a

horrendous slump, led off with a single for the Pirates.

He immediately raced home on Pagan's double.

Cuellar got out of further trouble but left for a pinch

hitter in the bottom half of the inning, having allowed

just four hits. But it was his second loss of the Series,

being his misfortune to face Blass two times.

And so they went to the bottom of the eighth. The rest

will be history-and it will record that Blass had it when

he faced his most serious challenge.

The defeat suffered by the Orioles couldn't but tarnish

their attempt to label the team of the Robinsons and

Powell and McNally as a dynasty.

Winners of the American League title four of the last

six years, they have bowed to the National League

champions in two of the four World Series in which they

have participated.

And not even Weaver, who called the Orioles the best

team in baseball history, was able to pull it out for

Baltimore, despite protests insisting that Blass was not

pitching with his feet on the rubber.

The Pirates, meanwhile, became the sixth team to

make World Series comeback history. Only five

previous teams have been able to battle back from a 2-0

deficit-the 1965 Dodgers, 1958 and 1956 Yankees, the 1955

Dodgers and the 1921 Giants.

The Giants did it in a nine-game series. The others

were accomplished when the Series was a seven-game

showdown.
Clemente finished the Series with 12 hits in 29 trips,

clouting two homers, both on first pitches, a triple and

two doubles. He wound up with 22 total bases, just two

shy of that record.

The other hitting star for the Pirates was catcher

Manny Sanguillen, who collected 11 hits.

But there were busts too-and the big ones were

Stargell and Powell. Neither hit a homer and each

drove in just one run.

V&3XX&>Z%££^^^

F. Robinson:
"Better TeamLost"
BALTIMORE (AP)—Outfielder Frank Robinson, contending the better

team had lost, said Sunday he would give up his players' share of the

World Series money if Baltimore could have repeated as world cham-

P1

"You don't play for nothing," Robinson said after Pittsburgh won the

final game of the seven-game series, "but you don't just think of money.

"Pride and prestige means a lot. When you lose the series, everyone

seems to forget you had a great season just to get there."

Manager Earl Weaver, soon after receiving a telephone call from

President Nixon, suddenly interrupted a postgame interview to blurt out:

"We're still the best damn team in baseball, and we 11 prove it by

winning 100 games again next year to become the only team ever to do

that four seasons in a row."

After relaying the gist of the telephone call to the Orioles Weaver yelled

out "We're going to win 100 next year, right?"

But there was no response from the players, who sat quietly in front of

their open lockers. Plastic curtains, which would have been used to

protect clothing in a clubhouse celebration remained atopjhestackers

Weaver praised the great individual performance by Pittsburgh right

fielder Roberto Clemente, but added, "Without Blass, we might be

^evlBiTss
CO
w
k
ho'beat the Orioles 5-1 with a three-hitter in game No. 3

after Baltimore had won the first two, permitted just four hits in Sunday s

2

AH of°the Orioles said Blass was not as sharp as he was in the third

eame but thev weren't able to connect safely.
8
Weaver contended the fourth game relief job turned in by 21-year-old

Bruce Kison probably turned the series around

"But I can't give the series to him," Weaver said. "It all boils down to

Blass. to pitching being 90 per cent of the game."

Murtaugh Shuffled Lineup
— S^ «^o C™ c.,fteroH through an 0-14 Blass, 15-8 during the regulai

(AP)-Manager season, suffered through an 0-14

Danny Murtaugh of the Pittsburgh S^^n^Ji'^iSS
Pirates pulled a last-minute lineup

switch before the start of Sunday's

decisive seventh game of the 1971

World Series against the Baltimore

Orioles.

Murtaugh dropped slumping

slugger Williie Stargell, from the

No. 4 slot to the sixth in his lineup.

Bob Robertson, who had two

homers earlier in the series, was

moved into the cleanup spot and

Manny Sanguillen, who had nine

hits in the first six games, batted

fifth. Stargell, the major leagues'

home run leader during the regular

playoffs against San Francisco and

had just four hits and one run

batted in in 20 at bats against the

Orioles.

Heavy clouds hung over

Memorial Stadium and the lights

were turned on before the start of

the game.
The defending champion Orioles,

who squared the series at three

games each with a dramatic 3-2

victory in 10 innings Saturday, sent

Mike Cuellar to the mound while

the Pirates countered with Steve

Blass.

Blass, 15-8 during the regulai

season, beat Cuellar on a three

hitter in the third game of th«

series-Pittsburgh's first victorj

after the Orioles had taken th«

opening two games.
Manager Earl Weaver of th<

Orioles stuck with the shuffle<

lineup that won Saturday's vita

game, keeping second basemai

Dave Johnson in the No. 2 slot

Danny Murtaugh, manager of thi

Pirates, went with his right-handet

lineup, inserting Jose Pagan a

third base and Gene Clines ii

center field against the left-ham

Cuellar.

Blass' "Cup of Tea"

Pittsburgh
Birds Winged

Baltimore

Cash 2b

Clines cf

Clemente rf

BRobertson lb

Sanguillen c

Stargell If

Pagan 3b

Hernande? ss •

Blass

p

Tolal

Blass W, 2

Cuellar L, o 2

P Dobson 2 3

McNally 1 3

T 2:10 A 47.791

E B
4 2BH

IP H
9

8

ab r h bi

4

4

4 111
4 10
4 2

4 110
3 11
3

3

33 2 6 2

ER BB SO
112 5

2 2 h

1

Buford l»

DJohnson2b
j Powell lb

F Robinson rf

Rettenmdcf
BRobinson 3b

Hendricks c

Belanger ss

Cuellar p
Shopay ph

P Dobson p
McNally P
Total

Pittsburgh

Baltimore

ab r h bi

3 11
4

4

4

4

2

3 12
3 10
2

29 1 4 1

000 100 010 2

000 000 010 1

BALTIMORE (AP)-The champagne rain didn't do

anything for Pittsburgh Pirate Manager Danny

Murtaugh, but it was Steve Blass' cup of tea.

Murtaugh calmly stood in the Pirate locker room

while champagne splattered and said: "There was

more pressure in the third game because if we had

gone down three games it would have been nearly

impossible to come back."

As his teammates drenched him with champagne,

"We don't have any spectacular pitchers, only

pitchers with a lot of experience.

"We have a no-name pitching staff, but I imagine it

will have a name now."

For his part, Blass disagreed with Murtaugh about

the seventh game pressure, but then reversed himself

'There was more today. I felt like 1 could jump ol

the Monongahela wharf."

T knew I had to forget about the pressure of th.

World Series and concentrate on the game," sai<

Blass. T was afraid if I let it get the best of me, I'd b<

a physical wreck and embarrass myself and m;

teammates."
"From that standpoint, the World Series was a<

tually easier for me," he said.

Murtaugh said the emotion in the dugout during tfc

game was a crescendo beginning from the opanir

pitch until Roberto Clemente hit his fourth innin

homer.
"Then it was like an explosion in there," Murtaug.

declared.

Robertson DP Pittsburgh 1 LOB Pittsburgh

•ndricks Pagan. HR Clemente 2. S Shopay
4, Baltimore

Take your Lunch to the Game

Football Bag Lunch

Salutes

Senior of the Week

Cold Cut Grinder

Brownie

Potato Chips

Pepsi

99 C

Outstanding Against

Rhode Island This

Weekend Was Senior Bob Cabrelli

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co

BITES & PIECES"

"CATALYST"

Hampden Commons

Worcester Commons
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Rhode Island Spoils Homecoming

Redmen Drop Third Straight
B\ EARLEBARROLL

Last Thursday UMass head
coach Dick MacPherson cited the

ability of his team's defense in

stopping Rhode Island quar-
terback Bob Ehrhardt as the key to

bis team's chances in Saturday's
Homecoming game.

3>, AimxIWii

iatlti (Unllematt

SPORTS
As the final score of UR1, UMass

:{ indicates, the defense did not do
its job and the Redmen went down
to their straight defeat before a
poor Homecoming crowd of 13.(HM).

'•I'm extremely disappointed
with the performance of the
defense.'

-

said a disheartened
MacPherson after the game.
"Ehrhardt had no pressure to

throw under, due to the injury to

Rill DeElavio just before the half

and I'd like to think that this was
the reason that their (URI) offense

looked so good."
Ehrhardt was indeed over-

whelming throughout the af-

ternoon in engineering the Ram
offense to 508 total yards in their

first win at I '.Mass since 1959 and
their third win of this season
against a couple of setbacks.

The senior quarterback, who led

the Rams to an upset win one year
ago at Kingston riddled the I 'Mass
secondary tor 300 yards in the an-

on 19 of M) completions and two
' touchdowns.

The big URI backfield of

Ehrhardt, Molly McGee. Warren
Houston and Danny Weed
bulldozed their way to 209 yards on

the ground and gave the UMass
defense all it could handle in a fine

all around Ram attack.

The Redmen amassed 293 total

yards, but were unable to dent the

URI defense early in the game
which put them in a hole they were
unable to escape.

Quarterback Mary Evans was
under constant pressure while he
was in there and completed 13 of 31

or 112 yards, many on the wobbly
and hurried side.

The offensive line which was
struck with the loss of Bob Donlin

three weeks ago and has seen its

ranks weakened through constant

minor injuries was unable to cope
with the hard-charging Rams
defensive line.

Questioned after the game as to

the ineffectiveness of his offensive

line, MacPherson responded, "I'd

better be happy with them, they're

the best men I have."

URI opened up a 24-3 half time

lead on the strength of a big 21

point second quarter.

John Brickley put the Rams on

the board in the first quarter on 25

yard field goal on the Rams'
second series By the end of the

quarter Ehrhardt was chewing the

Redman defense to shreds and five

seconds into the second quarter hit

split end Kim Coulee with a perfect

strike over the middle for a 28 \ aid

score.

After a Ram interception on the

next UMass series Ehrhardt went

to work again and six plays later he

hit his big tight end Mike Forbes

between Dennis Keating and John
(•Neil for a 24 yard scoring play.

Mark Palau. who won fame
during the spring as an all-New

England third baseman for UMass
put UMass' only points of the game
on the board midway in the stanza

with a 36 yard field that just

climbed over the cross bar.

URI came right back after the

ensuing kickoff and drove down the

field on seven plays with McGee
capping the series off with an 11

yard slash off tackle for the final

Ram score of the half.

In the second half the visitors put

up one more score in the fourth

quarter on a three yard skirt

around the end by Houston, set up
when UMass gave the ball on

Booters Blank Rhody
By LAURA NANICELU

Impregnable? Yes, the UMass
soccer team appears to be
something of the sort, as in five

games they have recorded five

shutouts, their latest victims being
URI, as the Rams fell 3-0 on
Saturday morning.
The Redmen combined another

superb defensive effort, with a first

quarter scoring spree; a spree that

produced all three of the Redmen
goals, inside of 12 minutes.

In chalking up their third

straight Saturday morning Con-
ference win, UMass wasted little

time, and at the 7:05 mark of the

period, it was 1-0 UMass.
The eventual game winner began

with Munir Kagwagy at mid-field,

as he sent a short pass on the left

side to Tom Coburn. Coburn fed

Undo Alves, who was racing
downfield and the foot race began.
It was Alves, trailed by two
defensemen, about to meet the

goalie, and as the four of them
closed in, Alves dribbled around
Hartley, the URI goaltender, and
with a good bounce here, and a
good bounce there, the ball trickled

into the right-hand corner. The
Redmen were set for the day.

But the Redmen appeared to be
anything but assured of victory, as
the wet and slick field saw both

offenses at their finest in that first

quarter. UMass goaltender John
Kiah was busier than he cares to

be. as URI charged and charged,
but was unable to put on their

touches

URI nearly broke the four game
shutout string in the first live

minutes as Kiah slipped and tell.

having come out to grab the ball.

Had a URI lineman simply lofted

the ball above bis head, the Red
men would have lost their chance
lor five n .i low But the Rams
blew (hi chance, and numerous
others

There was an angled shot by star

i HI forward Joe Hooks that Kiah

dove loi as It appealed Headed for

the far corner But too wide il was
and the 1 Mass bench could again

i esl easil) Then came the scan 1 of

then lives as a long cross field

pass left a Ram forward all alone

in Ironl of Kiah, some 10 feet in

front of the net Kiah came out and

Mustered his opposition, slamming

it against the side post; the URI
forward had muffed the perfect

setup and UMass still had their one
goal lead.

Thus insurance seemed man-
datory for UMass, and for-

thcoming it was as 10 minutes after

goal number one, the duo of senior

Alves, and freshmen Coburn put

number two away. Alves shot a

long lead pass to Coburn, who
dribbled up the middle, and veered
off to the right side, as two
defenders to his left forced his

from the goal area. But somehow
swinging his right foot around,
Coburn angled the ball past the

diving goalie, past the two
defensemen, right into the far left-

hand corner, and the freshmen had
his second tally of the year.

More insurance was on the way,
as less than three minutes later

Coburn, looking more and more
like a seasoned pro, drove the left

side and Hearing the end line, shot
a left footed pass across the goal
mouth Jeff Hague converted the

pass, slamming it home for a 3-0

UMass lead.

Eor the last three quarters of

scoreless ball, UMass penalties

dominated the action. Nearly 40

times whistles were blown calling

Redmen infractions, and it led one
to believe that maybe its the

Redmen's aggressiveness that

makes them such a potent force

defensively.

"This was a real team effort,

everyone was hustling," summed
up Coach Berryman. "I thought

that everyone was moving towards
the ball well, and I'm sure that

these one week rests haven't hurt."

In handing URI its first shutout of

the season, the Redmen came
closest in this contest, to losing that

long, long string of scoreless

minutes. Throughout the second
half the Rams came within a hair,

and although outshot, URI played a

game well representative of the

eighth ranked team in New
England.

The Conference win pushed
UMass to 3-0-0 in YanCon action,

and put them at 4-0-1 overall,

Rhody lost their first game in

YanCon action Saturday, and 2-1-0,

they now hold a 3-2-0 overall mark.

HE MUST BE KIDDINO-Sroi ing against the UMass soccer team
is like trying to squeeze blood out of a rock. This Rhode Island at-

tat kman finds this to be a fact ol life for UMass opponents in this

scurrv in front of the Redman net. (MI)C Photo bv Boh Medeiros.)

downs.
The loss dropped the Redmen

into a second place tie in the

conference with Vermont, UConn

and New Hampshire, each with one

loss. Next week the Redmen play

at UConn in the only conference

action.

In looking to the coming week
MacPherson made his intention
known, "we have some real
cleaning up to do. We have to keep
the mistakes from breeding
mistakes."

PUSH HIM THAT WAY-l Mass fullback Rich Cronin (35) moves
behind teammate Dick Etna's block on a Ram lineman. Cronin
romped for considerable yardage on one of the few dents in the Ram
defense. (MDC Photo by Barbara Brecher.)

Runners Topple BC
By JAY NESTOR

The UMass cross country team went to Eranklin Park, Friday, to test

the strength of Boston College. When they returned to campus a complete
metamorphosis had taken place.
The harriers soundly beat the highly touted Eagles with a decisive 25 to

34 score. Oh so suddenly, the team will never be the same. Their
potential has been realized and the Redmen have emerged from the lowly
status of a rebuilding team, to a threatening contender.
Frank Zabel of BC pulled away from Doug O'Connell in the last quarter

of a mile to snatch the first spot. This was the climax to an interesting
battle for the individual honor.
For four miles it was a seesaw tussle between O'Connell and the

Eagle's Dick Mahoney. When Mahoney faded at this point, Zabel met the
challenge and resumed the battle with O'Connell for top spot. Freshman
Bill Gillin of UMass showed great ability and maturity by overhauling the
tiring Mahoney.
Behind Mahoney, Redman Paul Segersten came through with his best

race of the season, beating BC's Charlie Diehl to the lin? by six well-
earned seconds. Redman depth poured in after Diehl. This contingent
was lead by Roger Nasatka and included Don Dunskv, Bob Sullivan.
Peter Crisci, and Mike McCusker in that order. These "men spelled the
Eagles' downfall, pushing the BC backup men far behind in the standing.
A combination of fine front running and strong depth secured this victory
for the Redmen.

It is a tried, tested, and matured team that can be seen training around
the UMass campus. At the beginning of the season. Coach O'Brien ac
curately predicted that the BC meet would be the turning point of the
season. This was the meet to make or break the Redmen and they
responded remarkably. The team now holds five wins against three
losses.

The Freshmen scored an impressive sweep against the little Eagles
even without the presence of Bill Gillin, Randy Thomas and Bruce
MacLean. Steve Brown took up the slack and lead the Redmen to their
second sweep of the season. He was followed bv Paul Albini, Rick Vose.
Tom Wilson and Devon Croft
UMass faces Springfield Tuesday for a duel meet which will test the

consistency of the Redmen.
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W.E.B. Dubois Speaker

Monhidden Urges Socialist Tanzania
C? By GEORGE WEISSLITZ

AHMED MOUHIDDEN

By GEORGE WEISSLITZ
The attempt to build a prosperous and united Tanzanian society under

the auspices of socialism was the subject of a lecture delivered by

Professor Ahmed Mouhidden last night in Thompson 106. The lecture,

entitled "Ujamaa Socialism—the challenge of Building a Socialist

Society in Tanzania'' was sponsored by the WEB. DuBois Department of

Afro -American Studies and drew a crowd of about seventy.

Professor Mouhidden, who is presently a senior lecturer in political

science at McGill University, was introduced as one of the class of "young

black Africans who are both intellectual and activist, and who are very

aware of the problems confronting Africa today."

Professor Mouhidden described himself as being committed to Africa

and African values and began his lecture by delving into the concept of

Ujamaa. "Ujamaa" was described as both a political philosophy and a

way of life. Ujamaa emphasizes Tanzanian self-reliance and implies a

sense of brotherhood and fellowship among Tanzanians.

The concepts of Ujamaa were developed with a knowledge of

traditional African society, and with regard to Africa's experience with

European civilization. He then went on to speak about socialism in

Tanzania which, he said, was nothing new.

Instead he asserts that what is new brings vitality to modern day

Tanzania is the idea of self-reliance. In order to meet the challenge of

tomorrow. Mouhidden stressed that Tanzanians must be developed by

Tanzanians. They must rely on tools and means which are controlled or

available to Tanzanians. And finally, that outside help should only act as

a catalyst to augment conditions led by Tanzanians themselves. He said

that this will be the only means by which Tanzanians can maintain their

own political and economic independence, create their own cultural

identity, and have a sense of national pride.

After explaining his initial concepts of Ujamaa and Tanzanian self-

reliance. Professor Mouhiddin spent the greater part of his lecture

developing the history of Ujamaa. He said that the basis of Ujamaa
socialism in Tanzania had its roots in a pamphlet written in 1962 by J.

Nyere. Nyere who is now the president of Tanzania, was then president of

the Tanganika African National Union. His pamphlet purported to

demonstrate that the traditional African values were associated with

Ujamaa socialism. These values included common ownership of land, all

people belonging to the community, no rigidly defined class structure, no

exploitation of human resources or employer-employee relationships,

and the ethic of sharing. In this traditional African society, authority was

based on tradition, rather than class.

However, according to the pamphlet, this traditional society was

lacking in that its people were very poor, and that there were often

various degrees of violence and brutality within the society. Thus, con-

cludes the pamphlet and Professor Mouhidden, while some of the

traditional values are worthwhile, there must also be changes. Professor

Mouhidden said that the question then becomes, "Changes by whom?"
To. J. Nyere and Professor Mouhidden the answer was clear -the changes

must be made by the Africans themselves. Mouhidden said that as

Tanzania became independent, it was presented with rare opportunity for

the African to structure his own society, and for the African to make a

contribution to create his own civilization. Thus, to Professor Mouhidden,

Ujamaa is the answer to the challenge of Tanzania's future, and hopefully

the people of Tanzania will rise to meet this challenge.

A question and answer period followed the lecture.

DVP

Drug Abuse Solution Explained By Fort

By BOB McWILLIAMS
Doctor Joel Fort set forth a plan

to solve drug abuse in America by

a four point program insisting on

the banning of alcohol and tobacco

farmers, beginning a new ap-

proach to drug education based on

honesty and objectivity, and
treating drug abuse as a medical-

psychological problem rather than

a criminal problem. He spoke last

night to a standing-room only

crowd at Student Union Ballroom,

sponsored by the Distinguished

On The Inside:

Student Counseling
See page two

Pittsburgh Explodes
See page four

Letting It Bleed
See page eight

Visitors Program.
Speaking on the subject of "hard

drugs" Fort defined them as those

which produce "death or

disability." Alcohol, tobacco and

legally manufactured pills, were
named as the statistically "har-

dest" drugs.

Fort was very critical of the

alcohol and tobacco manufac-
turers. He pointed out that they

spend two million dollars daily, in

advertisements which stress

sexuality, eternal youth, and
happiness which supposedly can be

found in drugs. He feels this has

caused institutionalization by the

mass media.
"The least-able person govern

our society and...we move from

day to day, from crisis to crisis

without a vision," he said, citing

this as the reason people spend

drugs.

"The proper focus of criminal

law should be on anti-social

behavior... the laws which deal

with private behavior have an

ultimately destructive effect.

Today's drug laws are really soft

on drugs but hard on people. The
drug problem must be seen as a

human one which cannot be solved

by simplified pseudo-solutions"

He cited cocktail parties as an

example of how adults com-
municate through the use of mind

altering substances "Thebesl hos*

DR. JOEL EOKT

is the one who induces his guests to

drink the most", asserted Fort

After the main speech, Fort

answered questions about the

success o! 'h<- methadone

program "Metha
some specific

psychiatric ireat

eluded, but

i >f J Si i!

done can work in

Cases with

menl " bo con

other example ot
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Counseling Services Boon To Students
ByLINDAJ.LaVINE

For many seniors, as well as

others, what to do after

graduation has been a dilemma
few students can avoid. For this

reason The Career Planning and
Placement Service has been
founded and is located in Room
239, Whitmore Administration

Building. The director of this

service is Mr. Robert Morrissey.

The Career Planning and
Placement Center has four main
functions; the first is career

counselling for freshmen through

seniors. The service gives aid in

judging for yourself the right

career. This service to the

student body is particularly

important to freshmen and
sophomores in picking the right

curriculum for certain majors
and graduate schools. Seniors

and juniors are also urged to

register with the placment office

in order to establish a placement

file. It is important that job

placement begin as early in the

senior year as possible. The
second function is to provide

career literature. The depart-

ment has a well stocked library

with directories, pamphlets, and
catalogues. These may suggest

all types of careers for every

major.

To provide a program on the

campus is the third service given.

Seniors have the opportunity to

take advantage of the campus
interview program to learn about

specific employment op-

portunities. The last service is to

provide the campus with follow-

up information on the graduates

of UMass. Also aid is given to the

alumni in making career changes
and in finding jobs after military

service.

When interviewing Mr.

IClarkson S. Edwards, a

placement officer in the field of

Business Administration and
Arts and Sciences, certain

questions were answered about

Grad schools and jobs. One of the

most asked questions is "what

are the starting salaries of the

different professions?" With a

Bachelor's degree one can expect

to start anvwhere from $6,800 to

Placement office and discuss

your particular situation, such as

geography, type of school, etc.

The Placement Service has in-

formation on many openings in

both Grad schools and jobs and

many times have made contacts

with various places.

A bulletin is out out by the

and Placement Office in 239

Whitmore. For aid in career

planning call or come in any time
Monday through Friday from
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. for an
appointment with one of seven
placement officers.

Another department is the

Counselling and Guidance
Center, headed by Dr. South-

worth, located in 243 Whitmore.
This department offers guidance
in private matters mostly, but

also helps students develope
educational and career plans that

commensurate with their

abilities and desires.

Psychological tests and in-

ventories are available to assist

the student with this. However,
before any of these tests may be

given you must speak with a

counsellor first.

This department is not made up

of academic advisors, but ratheu

trained counsellors and
professional psychologists.
However, as a service to the

students of this university, as

well as any other students from

the surrounding colleges, the

Counselling Center does ad-

minister , the various graduate

tests. In order to take these tests

you do not need an appointment

with a counsellor, but simply to

pick the packet of your choice up

at the Counselling office. The

office is open Monday through

Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00

p.m.

The following is the 1971-72

testing schedule administered by

the Counselling Center. Questions

about any of these programs
should be referred to the Coun-

selling Center, 243 Whitmore, 545-

0333.

Director of Placement and Financial Aid Robert U. Morrissey. The

office serves students in a number of different ways from their fresh-

man year through graduation.

$7,000 for teachers to $10,000 a

year for accountants.

When considering a Grad
school you should have not less

than a 2.5 cum. At UMass the

Grad schools insist on at least a

2.7. But most important is per-

sonal contact with Grad school

itself. When applying to a Grad
school first stop in at the

Placement office called

CAREER NEWS to help with

career planning and placement.

It tells of certain test dates and
interviews on campus. This
pamphlet is posted on all bulletin

boards on campus as well as

mailed to sororities, fraternities,

and commuters. It can also be
picked up in the Career Planning

November 13, 1971

November 20, 1971

December 4, 1971

December 11, 1971

December 11, 1971

December 18, 1971

January 8, 1972

January 15, 1972

January 29, 1972

February 5, 1972

February 5, 1972

February 12, 1972

February 26, 1972

February 26, 1972

April 8, 1972

April 8, 1972

April 15, 1972

April 22, 1972

April 22, 1972

June 24, 1972

July 22, 1972

July 29, 1972

National Teacher Examination 104

Veterinary Aptitude Test 169

Professional Qualification Test 104

American College Testing 169

Graduate Record Examination 104

Law School Admission Test 104

Dental Admission test 372

Graduate Record Examination 104

National Teacher Examination 104

Adm. Test for Grad. Study in Bus.UH

Grad. School for. Lang. Test
Law School Admission lest

American College Testing

Graduate Record Examination
National Teacher Examination
Law School Admission Test
Grad. School For. Lanj». Test

American College Testing
Graduate Record Examination
Adm. Test for Grad. Study in Bus.104

Grad. School For. Lang. Test 104

Law School Admission lest 104

106

104

169

104

104

106

104

169

104

Thompson
Whitmore
Thompson
Whitmore
Thompson
Thompson
Morrill

Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Whitmore
Tnompson
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Whitmore
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson

»
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Hall

Hall

Hall

Hall
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Hall

Hall

Hall

Hall

Hall

Hall

Hall

Hall

Culturnatives Rap Session This Thursday gpg^

An experimental CULTUR-
NATIVES Rap Session will be held

Thursday, October 21, at 2:30 p.m.

in the Lounge on the ninth floor of

the Campus Center.

CULTURNATIVES is a weekly
column appearing each Wed-
nesday in the MDC, and written by
Gil Salk, the campus draft coun-

selor. The column deals with

cultural alternatives, alternative

life styles, and alternate per-

spectives. Previous columns have
dealt with the Attica massacre,
women's liberation, drugs and
drug legislation, and similar

issues.

The purpose of the Rap Session,

according to Salk, is to provide

feedback on the ideas presented in

the columns, to open a forum
where others may present their

own ideas, and to suggest material

for other columns. Salk also hopes

that the spirit of CULTUR-
NATIVES, a suggesting of new
approaches rather than a dogmatic
presentation of "the only answer",
will predominate the Rap Session.

The Rap Session will be open-

ended, depending on the number
and interest of those attending.

Although Salk assumes that the

subject of his most recent column

will provide the major topic ot

conversation, he hopes that other

ideas will also be brought forth.

If the Rap Session seems to at-

tract enough interest, Salk says

that he will try to make it a regular

event. He urges all those who read

his column to attend, whether they

agree with his ideas or not.

Freeing All Political Prisoner

Meeting ot the Emergency Defense Committee to Free Bay-Area
Prisoners (i.e. in San Francisco)
Meeting in Campus Center at 7:00 p.m.
Purpose : to get people to work in their dorms for this cause.

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

BUY DIRECT
AND SAVE!!

Why run all over town looking for pants, corduroys, or

blue jeans when we have the areas largest and most
complete selections all at the lowest prices around.

And we're just up the street...

the closest thing to you is

WEARHOUSE Open Fri.

(wear-else?) till 9

Hip fltsaaripsflrttf flailg (falitgtaft

OHiceo* 'he DAILY COLLEGIAN art on the second Moor of the Student Union on

the Univervty campu*. lip code 0100? Phone* »re S45 2SS0 (news). 545 0344

(sports), and 54V 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes tive

timet weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation an* exam periods, three or tour times a weex following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday tails within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March l. \V9 as amended by the act of June 11, J943 Sub

jcriptionratetareMOOper semeswr DO 00 per year

1

Take a free Mini-Lesson and increase

your reading speed on the spot!
Know why we invest so much
in our free mini-lessons? Bro-

chures and catalogues can't

possibly describe what it's

like to read a book like

Exodus (all 499 pages) in 1

hour and 48 minutes. Or an
entire Time Magazine in 35
minutes.

Instead we invite you to spend
60 minutes this week at a

mini lesson. We'll show you
why two presidents (Kennedy

& Nixon) personally brought
the course into the White
House so staff members could
learn the Evelyn Wood tech-
nique.

At a mini-lesson, we actually
increase your reading speed
on the spot. Just a little,

to be sure, but enough so
you'll know how it feels.

By the way don't worry
about how slowly you read.
Everyone comes to a mini-

lesson reading slowly.

One last thing, back in 1964
we adopted the following as a

national policy. "We promise
that you'll read at least 3
times better than when you
started or we'll refund your
tuition." That policy still

stands.

That's it. The schedule of free

mini-lessons is listed here.

University of Mass. — Student Union — Room 308 - Berkshire Room

TWO DAYS ONLY
* Mon., Oct. 18 at 4 or 7 or 9 p.m.
*Tues.,Oct. 19 at 4 or 7 or 9 p.m.

Paul Murphy 253-2425 J

Nader Style Group Forms Charter
•* WMPIRG (Western Mass. Public Interest Res

BY THE SHORES OF GITCHl EGOOMI E "and Coldwell led his people out of Copley Square, for which they yearned so deeply, and

brouqht them to the Point ol Columbia, which sat in a foul and putrid hay. And Coldwell stopped them and he raised his arms and spake

thus to them 'Yea, though my chieftains walk in the shadow of the elms, I am dissatisfied and the trees must go.' And the people

squatted on that land, and it was good." ( Photo by Alan Chapman)

Chancellor Committee

MoreThan 45 Apply

WMPIRG (Western Mass. Public Interest Research Group), a Nader-

style group being formed by the twenty colleges in the Connecticut Valley

area, held its second regional meeting Sunday, October 17 at Hampshire

College. The main items covered were the committee reports and ac-

ceptance of the group proposal, or charter.

In the committee reports, the Publicity Committee took suggestions

from the floor for the creation of a coordinating poster to be used on all

twenty campuses during the petition drive. This committee also reported

that two leaflets explaining just what WMPIRG is and how it will be

funded and run will be distributed on the campuses this week and next.

The Coordinating Committee was instructed to begin looking for

prominent speakers to help with the campaign and a Finance Committee

was set up to work out and handle the group's budget.

The proposal which was accepted suggests that each individual school

strive for the figure of four dollars per student per year in the form of a

refundable student tax to fund WMPIRG once the group is established

and research is started. It also calls for the formation of a Regional Board

of Directors of a supervisory and coordinating nature, each school having

one representative for each three thousand regularly enrolled students

who are WMPIRG members. Each school will have at least one

representative. Members of the student-run, student-funded WMPIRG
are defined as those students who pay the fee, though those who cannot

pay it will not be excluded from participation in the various projects

sponsored by the organization.

It was announced that space will be made available in the office of the

Connecticut Valley Committee, which is initially funding WMPIRG, for a

student-manned information center. The center will be located at

Hampshire College and will be open for a certain number of hours each

day to answer questions pertaining to WMPIRG. This week, the various

colleges are being contacted to help in setting up and staffing the office.

The next Regional meeting of WMPIRG will be held Thursday,

November 11, here at UMass. In the meantime, each school will be

holding local meetings to get support for WMPIRG on that campus in

whatever manner it finds most effective.

The next local UMass meeting will be held Wednesday night, October 20

in the Campus Center (watch Collegian notices for room number). There

are positions open on all committees and a lot of help is needed if the drive

is to be successful.

ByJUDYPITTMAN
More than forty-five students

have applied for the six un

dergraduate seats on the com
mittee authorized to search for a

permanent chancellor for UMass
Amherst.
Members of the committee wil

be chosen to insure "the greatest

representation of the student

body", Larry Ladd, Student Senate

Vice-President, said in an MDC
interview. He stressed that the

students' power to determine the

choice of the next chancellor rests

on the •commitment. i of each

student committee member.
"We don't know whether the

committee will last two weeks or

two years", said Ladd. The
members will probably be mostly

sophomores and juniors, he added

He hopes that the membership will

include females and blacks.

Ladd attributes the unusuall>

large number of applicants to a

"Super Star" glamour that has

become associated with the Search
Committee. He said that a high

proportion of the respondents are

students who have never par-

ticipated in any other campus
affair.

Senate President Lee Sandwen
will make the six appointments
with the advice and consent of the

Senate. The names will be read on

the Senate floor Wednesday night.

The purpose of the eighteen-

member Search Committee is to

nominate at least five names, as

stipulated by the Board of

Trustees, for the position of

chancellor. Ladd said that it will be

very difficult to find, in a

reasonable time, five men who will

satisfy the needs of the chan-

cellorship. Ladd said that it would

be more realistic to nominate
fewer men.

Free Message Services Offered

Spiro In Greece

ATHENS AP—Vice President

Spiro T. Agnew concluded three

lengthy conferences with Greek

Premier George Papadopoulos
Monday with American criticism

of the Athens regime in the

background, and North Atlantic

Treaty Organization matters their

only announced topic.

But it seemed certain that the

controversy in Congress and

elsewhere over the Greek dic-

tatorship must have come up

during talks that lasted some 6-1/2

hours.

Agnew's spokesman, Victor

Gold, refused to discuss that. He

said only that it was fair to assume

the vice president's attitude in

private was what he has expressed

in public: That it is not up to the

United States to impose a

timetable for the return of

representative rule in Greece.

"The vice president and the

premier today discussed matters

relating to Greece's role in

NATO,'' Gold said.

Present at the final formal

session were First and Second

Deputy Premiers Stylinos Patakos

and Nicholas Makarezos, as well

as U.S. Ambassador Henry Tasca.

Papadopoulos, Makarezos and
Patakos were former colonels who
led the army coup in Agnew and
Papadopoulos 1967 that suspended

democracy in Greece.

Gold said the meeting was a

continuation of one Sunday, when
Agnew slipped away unannounced

to the Papadopoulos' suburban

home. NATO also was the only

announced subject of their initial

meeting Saturday.

By MARILYNN MARTIN
From 1:30-3:30, in front of the

University Store, on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, there

will be an opportunity for people to

place Free messages to anywhere
in the United States, South
America, Israel, and Liberia, as a

service of W1POU (sometimes

known as HAM operators), a

member of the University of Mass
Amateur Radio Association.

Speaking with Ladd Hull,

emergency coordinator of the

system, he emphasized that the

operation was saving the student

body money. Making an example
of Western Union he said that it

would cost perhaps $4.00 to send a

message by Western Union where
WlPOU would send it free of

charge and often get it to its

destination when many other

systems such as Western Union
would be unable to.

All that is needed to relay these

messages is the person's name,
address and helpfully, their

telephone number. Each message,

consisting of 25 words or less, will

be sent out at 7:00 on the same
evening, and if the message is sent

to somewhere in the U.S.A. it will

probably be received on that day.

If it is an emergency message, it

will reach within hours.

Hull mentioned that about forty

messages had been sent already

since the operation started. There

was one, he recalled, that had been

sent to Israel and during the

Collegian interview, a message
was taken for Hondurus. Messages
can also be taken for Vietnam and
sent by way of their APO address.

When asked where this idea had

originated, Hull said that it started

with Amateur Radio and is a

concept widespread throughout the

United States now. Its late arrival

to UMass was due to a shortage of

students interested in helping with

the system and limited funds.

Financed by the Student Senate,

WlPOU's funds have been cut from

$3,200 to $700.00 a year, according

to Hull, and the system is afraid

that it will be subject to cutting

again soon. The money alloted

previously was used to pay for a

transmitter and receiver.

However, Radiogram paper and

other necessities must be paid for

by the members of the operation

itself as no outside funding can be

approved except for that allocated

by the Student Senate. The system

now needs money for a tape
recorder and has placed a bill

before the Senate.

Concerning new people to help

with the organization, Hull

referred to the fact that meetings,

open to anyone interested in

Amateur Radio are held in the

East Engineering Lab (Rm. 106)

every Wednesday night at 7:00.

The President, Leonard Humina,
and other licensed operators are

equipped to teach, so that anyone
unaware of what radio is all about

would be trained. Anyone in-

terested could contact Radio Club
II at 52784.

The table for sending these

messages will be set up in the

Campus Center, just outside the

University Store from this week
on.

Harvard Offers New Program

The John Fitzgerald Kennedy School of Government of Harvard

University announces a new graduate program in Public Policy

Ph.D., Master's or joint Master's-professional school degrees of-

fered. Applicants should be interested in policy analysis and be at

case in both the world of words and the world of numbers. Write

Dean Harry Weiner, Littauer Center, Harvard University, Cam-

bridge. Massachusetts 02138 for catalog and application.

:r y wednesda y,

STAMPEDE NIGHT
'A touch of the far west has come to New England..."

Our Cowgirls, in western garb, armed with.water-pistols

filled with Vodka, will serve your custom sl.ced western

steer beef by the ounce- -45t per ounce for pr.me s.rlo.n 70j

per ounce for fillet mignon, and 35« per ounce for a r.b of

broiled beef.

Keep our Friday night buffet in mind.

© (7&Lord (M^) JefTery §

HTHE WHITE

only
BLUEWAt
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# 8:30-1:00
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In The Nation And The World

UN Debate On China Opens

A \K\V BKKKU OK KXKCUT1VE WIKK-Security analyst Bar-

barn Rteck Morrow dors some figuring with slide rule as husband,

Klic, looks on. She is In pieal of a new breed of executive wife, who is

not simply an adjunct to her husband's career. Morrow, in fact, gave

up a job on the West t oast so that his wife could find a good job in

New York. She now makes more than he does. ( AF Wirephoto)

Series Aftermath

Pittsburgh Went Beserk

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP)-The United States

made an impassioned plea Monday to keep

Nationalist China in the United Nationa despite

warnings that this might delay solution to the 22-year-

old controversy over Chinese representation.

U S Ambassador George Bush addressed the fi-

liation General Assembly after Albania's foreign

minister. Nesti Nase. had opened the crucial debate

with a declaration that Peking would have nothing to

do with the world organization as long as the

Nationalists remained.

Nase charged that the U.S. -backed dual

representation'' plan was aimed at creating a

deadlock and preventing Red China from taking a

seat, even though a substantial majority has gone on

record as favoring Peking participation.

Bush said "no one knows for sure how Peking will

react" to the adoption of the proposal for seating the

mainland government in the assembly and the

Security Council, while preserving the membership ot

the Nationalist delegation.

The Albanian foreign minister and other pro-Peking

diplomats, however, quoted from the Aug. 20

statement by the Peking government barring par-

ticipation under any sort of two Chinas or one-China,

.one-Taiwan plan. The pro-Peking group also had the

Peking policy statement circulated in full as a U.N.

document.
The debate is expected to continue through the

remainder of this week, with a vote coming early next

week.. The intense interest in the discussion was

reflected in the presence of all but four or five

delegations in the blue and green assembly chamber

as the debate got under way. The public gallery was

nearly full.

Among those present, besides ambassadors and

their aides, were Chow Shu-kai. the Chinese

Nationalist foreign minister; Aiichi Kiichi,. former

foreign minister of Japan; and Princess Ashraf

Pahlavi, twin sister of the shah of Iran, who heads her

country's delegation.

Chow, speaking at the afternoon session, said it

would be "a tragic and irreparable mistake" if the

assembly should replace his delegation with one from

Peking.

The Albanian foreign minister appealed for support

of the so-called Albanian resolution calling for the

expulsion of the Taiwan delegation and the seating of

Peking.

"There is only one Chinese state in the world

today," Nase said. "There is no place for the Chiang

Kai-shek clique."

Nase described the U.S. policy as "hostile to the

People's Republic of China."

"Any attempt to block the restoration of the lawful

rights of the People's Republic of China," he asserted,

"is doomed to defeat."

Bush contended that the only fair solution was to

keep Taiwan in the United Nations. In this way, he

said, "all the people of China would thus be

represented in the United Nations by the governments

which over 20 years have actually governed them."

Noting that the world organization had never in its

history expelled a member, he said: "Let us

remember with realism that, once expelled, the

likelihood of the Republic of China being admitted to

the U.N. as a separate member, under whatever name

or label, would be approximately zero, given the fact

that under the charter a proposal for its admission

could be vetoed by the People's Republic of China."

Bush said that in his view "a vote for the Albanian

resolution is a vote against universality" of U.N.

membership.
The U.S. ambassador urged support for a second

U.S. -backed resolution which would declare the ex-

plusion of Nationalist China an "important question"

and thus require a two-thirds majority.

"The one and only question involved here," he said,

"isexplusion. Are you for it or against it. It is just that

simple."

He repeated that U.S. contacts with Peking would

not be at the "expense of any other party "-

presumably the Soviet Union.

"Let us welcome a large and dynamic reality to our

midst," he declared, "but let's do it not on its own
terms but on the U.N.'s terms."

PITTSBURGH, Pa. (AP)-A
massive World Series victory

celebration exploded Sunday night

into a rampage of destruction,

looting and sex-in-the streets.

Newsmen reported two apparent

assaults-some of them in full view

of hundreds who cheered the

assailants-and displays of public

lovemaking, nudity and drinking.

At the height of the melee a

police desk sergeant said he had
calls reporting about a dozen

rapes. But officials denied today

that they had such reports.

"This isn't a riot. It's a god-damn
orgy," a motorcycle policeman

said during the disturbance which

left the downtown area in sham-
bles.

More than 100 persons were
injured and 300 others were
arrested in the melee, which

erupted after an estimated 100,000

poured into the downtown area.

There was scattered shooting,

but only one reported wounding.

Hundreds of explosions caused by

fireworks often were mistaken for

gunshots.

At least 30 stores were looted and

30 or 40 more were damaged. More
than a dozen cars were overturned

and in some cases burned.

Newsmen counted another 30

autos with roofs that had been

crushed by the destruction-bent

crowds.
The melee ended 10 hours after it

began when flying wedges of riot-

equipped police, some with dogs,

slammed head-on into the crowds
and drove them from the down-
town section.

The rampage was triggered by

the Pittsburgh Pirates' 2-1 victory

Sunday over the Baltimore Orioles

in baseball's seventh and deciding

game of the World Series in

Baltimore. It began as a jubilant

but nonviolent celebration, but

quickly turned into a full-blown

riot.

The wild celebration created the

worst traffic jam in the city's

history. At its height, cars were
backed up for eight miles on one

major freeway into the city and for

six miles on another. Police finally

sealed the downtown area in an

attempt to relieve the tieups, but it

was four hours before it had any
effect.

At least two police cruisers were
commandeered by rioters during

the outburst, and police reported

that a fire truck was stripped.

Several other police cruisers were
abandoned after crowds shattered

their windows.
One man whose car was

demolished was John E. Demko Jr.

of Cleveland, Ohio. Demko, ac-

companied by his wife and two
children-one 9 and the other 13-said

he became trapped in a crowd that

rocked his car and shattered its

windows.
"They climbed on the car like a

bunch of animals," Demko said.

"They tried to turn the car over-

they wouldn't even let the kids out.

The kids were sitting in the back
when they broke the windows."

Finally, Demko said, he and his

family fled from the car. All

escaped unhurt.

Elsewhere, a crowd tried to

overturn two city buses, but settled

for breaking their windows. Seven
taxis were destroyed.

At least three telephone booths

and a corner newsstand were
ripped from their foundations and
thrown in the streets. And
streetlight poles were toppled like

goal post uprights after a cham-
pionship football game.
So wild was the rampage that the

Pirates canceled a planned mid-

town victory parade. But some of

the players, apparently unaware of

the cancelation, somehow got

downtown anyway and were
mobbed.
One of those taken to a hospital

was Mrs. Joseph Walton, daughter

of Pirates Manager Danny Mur-
taugh. Mrs. Walton, about four

months pregnant, was overcome
as officials were trying to organize

the victory parade. Hospital of-

ficials described her condition as

good, but said she was being kept

overnight for observation.

In addition to setting cars afire,

the crowd ignited bonfires in the

middle of confettistrewn Liberty

Avenue, one of the city's main
downtown thoroughfares. Most
were extinguished quickly by

water gushing from broken
firehydrants.
Of the injured, most were treatec

in hospital emergency rooms, then

released.

Police reported the situatior

under control at 2 a.m.

Rap Brown Placed

In Tight Security
NEW YORK (AP)—At least 20

detectives and uniformed
policemen stood guard today over

H. Rap Brown at Roosevelt
Hospital where the black militant

was being treated for wounds
suffered in a gun battle with police.

The 28-year-old Brown, once
quoted as saying violence is as

"American as cherry pie," was
reported in fair condition.

He and three other men were
captured by police after they

allegedly tried to rob the Red
Carpet Bar on West 85th Street

early Saturday. Police said they

came upon the scene as the rob-

bery was in progress, and a fierce

shootout erupted.

Brown, who first came to

national attention when he suc-

ceeded Stokely Carmichael as
chairman of the Student Non-
violent Coordinating Committee in

May 1967, was held in lieu of

$150,000 bond each on charges of

attempted homicide, robbery and

possession of dangerous weapons.

A witness had phoned police at 3

a.m. and reported that robbers

were stripping 25 patrons and

employes of money and jewelry

Six cruisers raced to the scene,

police said, and the robbers came
into the foggy darkness guns

ablaze. Patrolman Gary Hunt, 21,

was wounded in the ricocheting

fusillade of bullets.

Two of the gunmen were seized,

but Brown and another made it into

a nearby apartment building,

police said. As his companion was
seized, they said. Brown took the

elevator to the "penthouse"
although he was already hit. He
dragged himself up a flight of steps

to the roof, leaped 18 feet to a

terrace below and was captured,

police reported.

TONIGHT
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE FILMSERIES

Presents

HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR

A RADIOACTIVE ROMEO AND JULIET

Shows at 8 and 10

in Thompson 104

Season tickets, $3.00

for six films, available

and single tickets, $.75

on sale at entrance.

| -I TH FLOOR

-LOUNGE
Sue O'Neill

Sings & Plays
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8:30-12
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Courage Needed To Fight Draft
By GILBERT J. SALK

As a draft counselor, I'm constantly confronted by

young men who are trying to find an easy way out of

the draft. Ways exist, but there is a real moral hassle

caused by using that approach to help people "solve''

their draft problems.

I am totally opposed to the military and every other

system which uses violence. As a direct corallary to

this, I am also irrevocably opposed to the draft. This is

in part because the draft provides cannon fodder (my

brothers) to the military. More importantly, it does a

constant, more subtle violence to nearly everyone of

draft age. It forces people to lie to and about them-

selves. It destroys their freedom of choice by setting

up an option which is undesirable to most and in-

tolerable to many. Thus, it channels people into

courses they might not even consider otherwise.

So what is the problem? Simply that I don't want to

continue helping the draft teach people not to confront

themselves. This means that I rebel against helping

people find an easy out. Instead, I prefer to help them

find their way through the system in a way which

preserves their personal integrity.

This means work. It's more work for me, and it's

more work for the individual involved. But the real

point that makes the extra work worth-while is

political. As people come directly to grips with the

systematic machinations which are working them

over, they understand first the ones they are con-

fronting and, through them, many of the others which

are controlling their lives. They also learn that the

system can be beaten in a direct confrontation.

Thus, they learn more about themselves as in-

dividuals and more about the system as an oppressor.

Each individual who finds the courage and the energy

to confront the draft as an oppressive system weakens

that system's ability to oppress others. Each in-

dividual who works through the hassles of applying (or

a conscientious objector's status weakens the ability

of his board to ignore CO's, legitimizes the CO
position for others, and bears personal, solitary

witness to our government that war is wrong, and that

he will not, under any circumstances, be forced or

persuaded to lend support to it. The CO, more than any

others, is responding to the plea for individual refusal

to participate in war's policy-killings voiced in Buffy

Saint Marie s UNIVERSAL SOLDIER.
People who find an easy out stop allowing them-

selves to feel the oppressiveness of the draft, and as a

result leave their brothers standing alone. If, on the

other hand, they confront the system and demand that

it deal with them as human beings with individual

lives to lead, the battle they face makes them aware

that others are in the same boat and need the same
help that they received.

Basically, I want to see myself out of a job as soon as

possible. I am not concerned particularly with getting

you out of the draft for the sake of getting you out of

the draft. I am concerned with helping you free

yourself from the draft so that you can begin to con-

front other systems with your humanity. I am con-

cerned with helping you free yourself from the draft so

that you can help others free themselves, so you can

help end the draft, so you can help end the war, and so

you can help abolish the army.

That's my basic concern as a human being, and my
bias as a draft counselor. Your responses to this, and

your problems as registrants in the Selective Service

System also concern me. I'd like to know what you

think. Free draft counseling is available in Room 923.

Campus Center. PEACE.

UMass Professor

Wins Teaching Award
The Western Electric Fund

Award for excellence in teaching

engineering students was
presented this fall to an associate

professor of electrical engineering

and speech at UMass, Dr. Ian B.

Thomas.

S.W.A.P. Seeks Students
A new site has been chosen for

this year's Student Workshop on

Activities Problems (S.W.A.P.)

Conference. Stratton Mountain in

Stratton, Vermont described as an

'alpine resort" in the brochure,

will host the UMass faculty, ad-

ministrator, student conference on

November 19-21.

What exactly is S.W.A.P.?? A
conference, an exchange of ideas,

a way to spark interest in change

for UMass , a chance for students,

faculty, and staff to get to know one

another and to learn more about

each other as individuals and as

members of groups, an impetus to

bring proposals and problems back

to campus and before the com-

munity for action, and A GOOD
TIME! S.W.A.P. is all of these and

more! If you are a person in-

terested in the crisis and problems,

major and minor, facing UMass
and other Universities, you owe it

to yourself to join this year's

S.W.A.P. Conference.

This year's conference will focus

on three major themes: 1. The

Role. Duties and Selection of a

Chancellor. 2. The Interface

Between the University and

Society, and 3. The Structures and

Functions of the University. The

first is somewhat self-explanatory,

the second and third deserve a

brief explanation. The interface

between the University and society

may sound like your roommate's

topic for her Sociology 390 report,

but in actuality this theme will

provide for discussion of the

University's impact on the town of

Amherst, and on the Com-
monwealth. Conversely, what
impact does the Commonwealth's
expectations for its principal

university have on our role.

Structures and functions of a

University will provide for

discussion* of details regarding

policy and operations. The theme

is a good one for communication,

much can be learned, many
misconceptions could get cleared

up, and it's a good chance for

students to "get it off their chests"

and to gain support for changing

what's wrong or what could be so

much better.

HOW CAN YOU PAR-
TICIPATE? Pick up an application

form in the R.S.O. Office in the

basement of the Campus Center

This must be turned in by Friday,

October 29th. There will be two

pre- S.W.A.P. meetings which all

delegates must attend. The first

will be Sunday. November 14th in

the evening, and the second will be

on Thursday night, November
18th on the 10th floor of the Campus
Center. This is the night before the

busses leave for Stratton, Ver-

mont. It is expected that after the

weekend, the conference will be

brought back to the campus
through delegate groups who will

continue to work to see their

proposals implemented and to

involve others in this throughout

the semester. The conference will

have TASK orientation.

The fees for S.W.A.P. are $7.50

'for undergraduate students and

$40.00 for faculty, staff, graduate

and Stockbridge students. In-

structors, assistant professors, and

members of Dr. Bromery's and Dr.

Gluckstern's staffs should contact

Miss Rosemarie Fischer (5-2554)

and about a 50% subsidy. Other

staff members should contact the

heads of their departments. For

further information call 5-2351

(R.S.O.) and someone should be

there who can answer your

questions.

The cost for students is low. The

experience is valuable, worthwhile

and fun. You don't have to be a

leader, all you have to do is care.

Kipnis Mime Group This Thursday
Claude Kipnis and his Mime

Theatre will present a four-part

theatrical production Thursday,

Oct. 21, at the UMass-Amherst.

The 8 p.m. performance in

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge

Hall, will be sponsored by the

UMass Fine Arts Council.

The production feature "Opus

Blue. is Pink" will be highlighted

by a presentation of Hungarian

composer Bela Bartok's "The
Miraculous Mandarin" which was

staged by Mr. Kipnis and per-

formed when he was director-in-

residence for the Boston Opera

Company.
The other three pieces of this

production will be "The Crowd,"

presenting man and his struggle

for individuality; "Point of View",

demonstrating the futility of war,

and "Au Clair de la Lune," con-

cerning man's conquest of outer

space and his landing on the moon

to find the surprise of a lifetime.

Combining the worlds of theater,

dance and classical music, Mr.

Kipnis is soloist, performer and

director of his own company. He

has performed in New York at the

Theatre de Lys where he presented

"Men and Dreams" with the New
York Philharmonic during the

spring Promenades, and at the

Chicago Ravinia Festival.

He is artist-in-residence at the

University of Illinois and a fellow

Keep It Under Your Hat.

A Coot from Wearhouse.

We have all kinds from denim (lined, unliked, fur collar),

leathers (flight bomber) to parkas and hunting jackets.

Look around & compare! Best selection & best prices

always the closest thing to you.

WEARHOUSE Open Fri. til

9

wear-else

Dr. Ian B. Thomas

The $1000 fund award is given

each semester to honor the

recipient and serve as an incentive

to make further significant con-

tributions in teaching.

Dr. Thomas was cited for

"outstanding contributions to both

undergraduate and graduate
education in electrical

engineering" and "significant

professional contributions in his

particular area of research and in

his many committee activities both

on and off campus."
He is one of two teachers in the

New England district to receive

the award. Presentation was at the

University of Bridgeport Friday

(10/15).

Dr. Thomas' undergraduate
students have rated him the best

teacher for three consecutive

years. He received one of the three

UMass Amherst Distinguished

Teacher Awards this year. At the

graduate level he has supervised

five M.S. research theses and has

five more in progress plus the

direction of two Ph. D. disser-

tations.

In the past four years at the

University he has developed

several new courses in the area of

acoustics and speech processing

and revitalized several of the

existing courses.

Dr. Thomas has designed

electronic instruments that display

speech patterns visually and is

nationally-known for his work in

sound, speech and problems of the

deaf.

Keep It Under Your Hat!!

A coat from WEARHOUSE. We have all kinds from

denim (lined, unlined, fur collar) to leathers (flight,

bomber), to parkas, and hunting jackets. Look around

and compare! Best selections and best prices always.

The Closest Thing To You...

WEARHOUSE (wear-else?)

Open Fri. til 9

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

at that University's Center for

Advanced Study.

Tickets for the performance are

available at the Fine Arts Council

Ticket Office, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202.

foTOX dob members i 'averts

rti i I Jte* v- ''11:30-2:00,

BlueWall Cafeteria, *oq-<» 30
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WHY IS A P.I.R.G. COMING?
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The Real Truth

WASHINGTON -The one thing you have to admire

about the United States Senate is the spirit of

brotherhood and loyalty the members have for each

other. When Sen. Robert Byrd's name came up as a

possible Supreme Court nominee, even a liberal such

as Sen. George McGovern found it an outstanding

suggestion.

The fact that Byrd never even passed his bar exams
or ever practiced law has not bothered too many
senators. The Senate is a gentlemen's club and a

gentleman never questions the qualifications of

another gentleman.

One onlv has to walk through the halls of the Capitol

to see how proud the senators are that one of their own

has been suggested to sit on the highest court in the

land.

"A stroke of genius." is what one senator called the

Byrd trial balloon. "Since Byrd has no experience he

will be able to judge cases on their merits instead of

some stupid legal consideration. Besides, if he goes to

the court I may get his office."

Another senator said, "Nobody deserves the seat

more than Bob. There should always be one place on

the court for former members of the Ku Klux Klan."

A third senator denied that the issue of mediocrity

would be raised if Byrd was truly Nixon's appointee.

"It's one thing to call an appointee outside the Senate

mediocre.' but we would never do that to one of our

own. If we started that sort of thing, the public might

get the idea that there are a lot of mediocre men in this

body, and we wouldn't want people to think that so

near the elections."

"Do you reallv think Bvrd would be the best man for

court'.'" I asked.

it depends on what you mean by best. If you mean
best in the sense that he would be the wisest, then the

answer is obviously no-but if you mean best in the

sense that no one would dare raise his qualifications

as an issue, then the answer is yes. President Nixon is

sick and tired of the American Bar Assn. and

Congress; and the law schools questioning his ap-

pointments. Naming Byrd could be his way of getting

even with them."
"But isn't that a little tough on the country?"

"No, it's a good joke. Everyone says that President

Nixon doesn't have a sense of humor. Well, the idea

that he's even considering Byrd proves that he does."

"I thought the President was looking for a strict

constructionist. How can Byrd be one if he has never
practiced law?"
"The President's definition of a strict con-

structionist is anyone that he wants to appoint to the

court."

"Some people may say Bob Byrd doesn't know
much about the Constitution. Other people may say
Bob Byrd doesn't have a sharp enough mind. Still

others may say he has little sympathy for the un-

derdog. But it should be remembered that there is

nothing in the Constitution that says you have to know
anything to be on the Supreme Court.

"The President tried to prove this once to the

American people with Carswell, and now he may try

to prove it again by giving the American people the

Byrd."
Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times
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By KENNETH BODE
It is logical to assume that

delegates to the Democratic
National Convention represent just

Democrats. But the Democratic

National Committee takes a dif-

ferent view.

Last February the Committee
adopted a formula for the 1972

Convention, which apportions 54%
of the delegates on the basis of the

Electoral College. Since the

College is based partially on

population, the formula, in effect,

gives representation to

Republicans, independents,
members of minor parties, as well

as people not even eligible to vote.

And to the extent that the

Electoral College is based on state

units, the formula disregards

people altogether and represents

geographical entities. As the

The Name Is The Game
ByMIKEROYKO

Imagine for a moment what the public's feelings

might be for a President named Kennedy-any first

name will do-who managed to accomplish the

following by the end of his third year in office:

Took a full-blown war left over from two previous

administrations and whittled it down, with a possible

end in sight.

Came to grips with an inflation left over from two

previous administrations by imposing the most far-

reaching government controls since the days of FDR.
Tried to improve relations with China by sending an

emissary there and planning to make a visit himself.

I imagine that if a President named Kennedy had

done these things, his followers would be singing songs

from "Camelot," while the workmen began carving

his handsome likeness > into Mt. Rushmore.

On the other hand, try to imagine how people would

feel about a ski-nosed President named Nixon if he did

any or all of the following:

Backed an invasion of Cuba that was foolish in the

first place, and fell flat on its face in the second place

Sent troops in growing number to take part in a civil

war in Southeast Asia.

Failed miserably to get a legislative program
through Congress.

Appointed his own brother as U.S. attorney general.

If someone named Nixon built that kind of record,

his name might not even show up in the polls.

As it is, he is not doing very well, despite a sur-

prisingly good three years. (They must have been

fairly good, because the right wing is upset with him.

)

His support has fallen since the beginning of this

year, and he was barely getting by even then.

At the same time. Sen. Edward Kennedy has taken

the lead in the polls as the Democrats' choice to run

for the Presidency next year.

Mr. Nixon's problem has never changed. He is still

the man who can't be trusted, regardless of what he

does. Only this week, a new book came out, written by

Phillip Roth, the author of "Portnoy's Complaint."

The book, a satirical study of somebody known as

"Trick E. Dixon," is called "Our Gang," and the dust

jacket says:

"The hero - or villain - of Our Gang' is Trick E.

Dixon, self-pronounced legal whiz, peace-loving

Quaker.' and somehow President of the United

States. Tricky,' as imagined by Roth, is a

hypocritical opportunist..."

Which the real Trick E. Dixon may well be. It is

hard to forget that he made it into Congress through

scurrilous campaign tactics, built his name in the

Senate by Red-baiting, and has gone in for such things

as a "Southern Strategy."

Presumably, he has never changed, because a man
never changes, unless his name is Kennedy, in which

case he can change faster than Clark Kent.

Thus, John F. Kennedy, a lazy, girl-watching

senator, whose o; ly known position on most issues

was to be absent from roll call, suddenly was trotted

out as a tower of statesmanship as he used his old

man's dough to blitz one state primary after another.

His brother, Robert, whose Red-baiting credentials

included a stint working for Sen. Joe McCarthy, didn't

have the stomach to take on President Johnson until

Eugene McCarthy landed the first blow Then Robert

Kennedy became an instant symbol of courage and

hope.

And now we have Sen. Edward, and he appears to be

another in the line of late-blooming Kennedys.

In 1968, when he hadn't really done anything except

sit there and look handsome, he could have had the

Democratic nomination for the asking. That might be

the situation again in July of next year.

Unlike Mr. Nixon, Edward Kennedy is considered

capable of great change and growth.

Mr. Nixon has been viewed with more contempt for

having been an eager, but incompetent, football

player at Whittier College than Edward Kennedy has

for cheating in some of his college exams.

And you still hear some people asking if you would

buy a car from somebody like Mr. Nixon.

I wish that the same people, just once, would ask if

you would ride in a car with Edward Kennedy.
(Reprinted from Chicago Daily News 10/11/71)

Supreme Court has pointed out in

its landmark apportionment
decisions, this is tantamount to

representing trees, rivers, and
cornfields.

The Center for Political Reform
in Washington has gone to court in

an attempt to force the Democratic
Party to change its current ap-

portionment plans and adopt a

formula based solely on
Democrats. The lawsuit, now on

appeal to the Supreme Court,

charges that the present formula is

unconstitutional and invidiously

discriminates against large

numbers of Democratic voters.

Under the Democratic National

Committee's formula, the votes of

some Democrats are substantially

weaker than the votes of others.

For example, a National Con-
vention delegate from New York
represents 14, 534 Democrats back
home, while a delegate from
Alaska represents only 3,652. Each
of these delegates has one Con-
vention vote; yet the New Yorker
represents almost 11,000 more
Democrats than the Alaskan. The
voting power of New York
Democrats is thus severely
diluted.

Specifically, an Alaskan
Democrat who participates in his

party's presidential nominating
process has 3.98 times the voting

power of a New York Democrat.
(Other strongly Democratic states

suffer the same discrimination.

For instance, the Alaskan has 3.58

times as much voting power as a
California Democrat and 4.24

times the power of a Democrat
from Massachusetts.)

The Center for Political Reform
contends in its lawsuit that the
Democratic National Convention
is an integral part of the
presidential election process and
must, therefore, conform to con-
stitutional requirements. Drawing
upon a long line of apportionment
decisions, the Center argues that

the Supreme Court has clearly
established the principle of one
man, one vote. The Court has
consistently read the Equal
Protection Clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment to mean that

the power of one man's vote cannot
be diluted by the greater power of

another's.

In Gray v. Sanders, Justice
Douglas explained the Court's
position: "Once the class of voters
is chosen and their qualifications

specified, we see no constitutional

way by which equality of voting
power may be evaded " The
"Class of voters" in question for

the National Convention is

Democrats. And as noted, the

present Convention apportionment

formula makes some Democratic-

voters much more powerful than

others.

The Democratic Party counters

that the Center is asking for the

impossible. How would the Party

adequately define a Democratic

voter? Is he someone who registers

as a Democrat, or votes for a

Democratic Governor, or for a

Democratic President?

Despite such protests, the Party

has always been able to define a

Democrat satisfactorily for the

purposes of apportionment. Forty-

six percent of the 1972 Convention

delegates are now apportioned on

the basis of Democratic strength-

figured by averaging Democratic

presidential vote in the last three

elections. By simply figuring the

entire apportionment formula on

this basis, the Party could

eliminate the discriminatory ef-

fects of the current mixed formula.

From a political point of view,

the current formula un
derrepresents large urban (and

traditionally liberal) states like

New York and California to the

benefit of small (traditionally

Republican) states like Wyoming
and Vermont.

In addition, the South -which

gave only 25 of its 128 electoral

votes to Hubert Humphrey in 1968-

is greatly overrepresented at

present. The eleven southern
states have a total of 595 Con-

vention votes. Under the one-

Democrat, one-vote formula, they

would have 158 less votes -for a

total of 434.

If the Supreme Court should

decide that Democratic strength

must be used as the only con-

stitutional basis for ap-

portionment, the 1972 Democratic
National Convention could be a

considerably more liberal

gathering than now seems likely.

As a recent article in the Wall

Street Journal speculated:

"Sometime in the next few months,

the Supreme Court will help pick

the next President of the United

States."

Copyright 1971 by Kenneth Bode

Kenneth Bode is Director of The
Center For Political Reform in

Washington D.C. He first became
aetive in politics in 1968, working

first for Eugene McCarthy and,

then, serving as floor coordinator

for George McGovern at the

Chicago convention. In 1970 he

directed voter registration drives

for various antiwar candidates.
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Letters To The Editor

Paradise It Isn't

To the Editor:

As residents of the Sylvan area we read with con-

siderable interest Mr. Polomba's remarks in "Life is

Sweet in Sylvan" in last Friday's MDC. We should like

to add that it was with an equal amount of disbelief

given the idyllic picture he painted. We would like to

balance some of his comments with a few facts:

(D that there are 900 freshmen in a more or less

concentrated area should give some indication of the

nocturnal activities one has to suffer through. Why the

University hasn't realized the folly of forming all

freshman dorms escapes us.

(2) for $350 a semester one finds little compensation

for the higher rent -smaller rooms, practically no

recreation and kitchen facilities and a basic design

little conducive to interaction on the corridor level.

Mr. Polomba failed to mention that corridor meetings

are the only alternative given the fact that there

simplv isn't' adequate space for large meetings.

(3) the joke that Sylvan is practically "off-campus"

isn't far from the truth, that Herter-Bartlett-Boyden

walk should be a real winner when the snow starts to

fly!

OK, we've knocked the place -now what? We think

Sylvan can be shaped into a viable community if

something could be done about the composition of

students. Mixing graduate students and freshmen is

asking for a lot from both sides, especially when

they're in separate buildings. We're more than willing

to tutor within our majors and we're sure there are

many others of the same disposition. It would at least

be the first step toward a realistic dialogue. Paradise

it isn't, paradise it won't be, but something can and

should be undertaken. The haphazard filling of

Sylvan, the building design and articles such as Mr.

Fine's can only retard attempts at improvement.
Richard Stevens

Mark (ierstein

Bruce lngber

Jonathan Runaldue

Stay Home

Spell Bound

To the Editor:

Ladies and gentlemen, I've been misquoted and

maltreated. First off, no one is going to have any faith

in my carefully nurtured image as an "expert speller

if in your columns it appears that I disregard the

command of that son of Amherst, Noah Webster that

"judgment." on this side of the Atlantic south of the

49th parallel, shall be spelled with only one "e".

Second, you dropped a line in your lead. Everyone

can touch his tongue. But not everyone can spell well.

What 1 said was that the ability to spell well is only

slightly above the ability to touch to tip of one's nose

with ones tongue. And that's hard to do tongue in

check
Donald ('.Freeman

Associate Professor of Linguistics

PS Its worse than I thought. That well known

linguistics professor you're talking about in

"Editorial Points" actually mentions that the road

from Athol, not Amherst, to Belchertown is the

Alimentary Canal. He learned this from a much better

known botany professor He now knows it because he

lives at one end of the Alimentary Canal. Guess which

one.

To the Editor:

With disappointment we look upon President

Nixon's proposed trip to the Soviet Union. The

President apparently feels that only international

discussions on such topics as SALT, Berlin, and

biological weapons are vital to the world security. The

plight of the three million Soviet Jews has slipped his

mind. There are no Yeshivas in operation, no rab-

binical seminaries, few or no Hebrew books printed,

no Yiddish newspapers. The chief rabbis of Kiev and

Moscow have retired because of ill health; no

replacements are permitted. Soviet Jews are not

permitted to emigrate. Judaism is the only religion in

the entire Soviet Union that is discriminated against.

World pressure has influenced Soviet policies,

though. Jail sentences have been cut in half, for

example. The Russian leaders are sensitive to world

opinion and will make concessions in the face of

embarrassment.
Therefore, we ask that President Nixon cancel his

travel plans in support of Soviet Jewry. We ask that

the issue of Soviet Jewry be brought before the United

Nations and productive action be carried out. We ask

that Secretary General U Thant change his "nonin-

volvement" policies. We ask that Pope Paul use his

influence to help Soviet Jews as did Pope John XXXIII

for Jews during the Holocaust. SOVIET JEWRY
WILL NOT BE FORGOTTEN.

Jeffrey R. Cossin

A Novel Idea

Editorial Points
An interesting observation

made about the crowds going to

see Fellini's Sfatyricon was that

the queue for the early show

went from the ticket office

straight out the door of the Union

while the line for the 9:30 show

curled from the ticket office into

the TV room. Perhaps the

reason is that the news was on at

6:00.
*****

If you don't believe there are

two sides to everything consider

the fact that while you're en-

joying all the beautiful colors in

the area, there's some poor

people who have to spend the

next few weeks raking up the

damn leaves.
*****

Last time Metawampe was
seen around these parts he was
beginning to think about starting

hibernation a bit early this year.

Maybe Yogi Berra could take his

place?
*****

Doesn't Veteran's Day fall a

bit early this year? Or maybe
we're just a bit later than usual.

*****

One wonders if Nixon ever

considered Louise Day Hicks for

the Supreme Court?
*****

Acting Chancellor Bromery's

decision to forego his chances

for nomination to State

Secretary of Education makes
you wonder if he thinks this

campus needs more help than

the state education system. If

that's true, we're in big trouble.
*****

It's getting so bad that it's not

even safe to walk the streets of

Ottawa in broad daylight. Ask

the next Russian you see.

From Boston

Farewell, Dr. Tippo

We Bostonians should be concerned by the dramatic departure of

ul-^^Tctancellor Oswald Tippo. for it signals the irst roun in

the debate of campus autonomy, versus Presidential con^ Rebate

havine implications not only for our campus, but for its constituent

cSs How far down the line administrative control will extend ,s a

nupction no one is vet ready to answer conclusively.

TeZZZellue, though not necessary, is theJ^M^
money means control. How much money should the Presiden s (mice

reserve for itself More importantly, who decides how much: Who

decides fromwhence it comes"? And who car. appealt^d
f>

s^ w bv
An interesting case in point is the interest earned on trust funds held

I

by

thfT
"

.ncluding the Student Activities Trust-Fund Rather-ton

hrAti the halances of these funds n checking accounts, the University

Tr^^^ttenin^SSul interest-bearing ones. Citing "prudent

ma
e
n\gemeni??. justification the Trustees later^te^u£\»

thpv 4p fit not necessarily to the campus from which the tunds came, wt

!5k£MdTSv^Sething to say about the interest earned on our

m
S.d P

Trpt
n

s^Swa^n that he feels the Presidents

omcr^eSfn itlhand too far into the affairs of the individua

campuses without giving them the opportunity for debate. The DeOy

rolleeiar. agrees "On top, at least theoretically, of our University it

XoSzed as^week, "is a man who many have found to be tooshck.too

S^tteMdmSSof«J too willing to make fast changes and exercise

the^wero?ex^utive discretion when consensus might be more ap-

Pr
TheUniversity has lost a man highly regarded by his faculty and highly

resected by his students. Whatever the circumstances are that

departure in itself is cause for concern, cause enough to force us to

examine the Presidents role on this campus.

"The debate, ultimately, revolves around the question of who contro

the University"' Is it Robert Wood? Is it Oswald Tippo or r ranc s

Brodenck' Is it Joseph Healey and the Board of Trustees- Or is it us ?
Is

U the students and faculty, who make up that university, without which

There would be no University at all? It is a question that needs answering.

(Reprinted from the Mass Media 10-12-71 >

"I'm Still In Phase Zero"

To the Editor: . m „ .

Several weeks ago, I read a letter in the Collegian

from a rather distraught student who had attempted

to sell his used books through a fraternity. Having

finally found the time to write this letter, I would like

to share a possible solution to a problem this student

and many others have -the selling of used books

Would it be possible that at the beginning of next

semester the Collegian could feature a section entitled

•Used Books for Sale"? You could organize all the ads

from students by putting them under general

categories such as math, English, etc I think the ads

could be as short as; hook title, price, and phone

number. . , , . .
, 4

. .

I am not sure how all this sounds but I think this is

an excellent yet efficient method for students to sell

their used books. It would also take away the

thousands of papers, plastered all over the campus,

that are advertising used books.

Thank vou for your cooperation
Normund Strautin

Love, Grace, Peace

They've covered me with leaves

and left me there to die

in mosses-soft, and moist, and green-

and music...

And all I want to know is who you are.

Not who you're going to be, nor who you've been.

Curled and sleeping on a distant star...

The throbbing mind of, now, immortal man.

My new master, My poison pen, The

author of my future; The mourner of my
past; The slayer of my mind.

The cremator of my soul

T. David Barrett

As in previous years the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor. The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length. All letters must be signed and the author's

address and telephone numbers must be included.

No letter will be published without this information

Also, no letters will be printed without the name of

the author Please note this change in policy

All letters are subject to editing either for content

or space according to the judgment of the editors

Also, due to space limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed.

THE EDITORS

i i 3 r\ >i -\
§ yy i r n *
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The Bleeding Rose

Steal This University
By BOB ZELMAN

Abbie Hoffman recently wrote

an infamous book entitled "Steal

This Book" which is about how to

live for free in American cities off

the fat of the land.

This is about how to live for free -

well, almost - at UMass.
But before I reveal any secrets, I

want to ask, why do people only

care for each other in emergen-

cies? During the big Strike there

were free food kitchens and even

free dope was handed out in the

Student Union. Now things are

back to "normal". Yet there are

still hungry poor people right here

on campus. We're having trouble

stopping the war - but you can feed

the people who are hungry in the

Hatch.
FREE HELP FOR YOUR HEAD

- This is especially important in

this crazy place. Of course there is

the Counseling Center in Whitmore

and the Mental Health Center in

303 Machmer which offer you

trained professionals to help you

with problems about school, jobs,

your love/sex life, - broadly

speaking any problems with your

head. They offer individual and

group therapy. (Do not feel that

you have to be crazy or insane to go

to these places. Everyone has

problems which they might want to

talk about with someone who can

be objective.)

There are limitations to the

bureaucracy - unless it is an

emergency, you must make an

appointment to see these people.

However there is a place where

you can phone or go to 24 hours a

day. The Room to Move Drop-In

Center is located directly across

from the post office on the bottom

i near the Hatch.)
I believe that people have a

wrong conception of what the

Center is about. There are students

there who are trained in counseling

people through bad drug trips. But

they are there to rap with you

about anything that hassles you.

You better believe that if they can

help people on bummers that they

can certainly help you if you're

straight and hassled. Someone is

there 24 hours a day. At night you

can get into the building through a

door to the left of the front of the

Student Union and down a ramp.

Or you can call at all times at 545-

0400 or ask the operator.

They are good people there. I

love and trust them.

FREE MONEY - You've paid

your student fees, so now your

money is sitting in a Student

Senate budget waiting to be used

by you. I want to emphasize the

fact that it is YOUR money.

If you start an R.S.O. group

(Recognized Student
Organization) you get money for a

budget. Clubs can be based on a

specific kind of activity such as

flying or dancing or any kind of

politics, etc. But they can also be

amorphous and thus all-

encompassing.
For years I have participated in

a now defunct group called

"Smile." This was the group you

could go to when no other group

would financially sponsor you. We
did things like buy candy and give

it away for free, and free rock

concerts, films, dances, parties,

lectures, etc.

It's very easy to become an

R.S.O. group and then spend your

money. I mean, why let other

people spend your money on trivia.

Spend it on your own trivia.

See the people in the R.S.O. of-

fice in the basement floor of the

Campus Center.

FREE LEGAL ADVICE - Dick

Howland is a lawyer who was hired

by the Student Senates to advise

you on your legal problems

less at a loss as to what else to

bring to the S.U. Ballroom and the

C.C. Auditorium. Tell them what

you want to see. They can get

almost any movie you might want.

Leave your suggestions in the

R.S.O. office. You might also

suggest how you would like them to

spend your money for concerts,

lectures, dances, etc.

FREE MUSIC - Perhaps most

people know by now that there is a

music listening room on the main

floor of the Campus Center. It has

earphones so that you can listen to

music of your choice which is on

tape. They have a broad selection

of all kinds of music and they are

trying to keep up with brand new

records, e.g. they have the new

albums by the Who and John

Lennon on tape. You can also make
suggestions for tapes which they

could buy.

FREE CONCERTS - Speak to

sense if you take advantage of the FREE YOU - Free
!

yourself so

media to reach people in large that you are able to give Don t be

numbers afraid to do it. You can give people

FREE ME - 1 need your help. If free copies of a poem that you like

you know of other free deals which if you xerox it (It's cheap), or free

I haven't mentioned please write to candy, free songs,

me c/o the Collegian and I will

print the information.

I would also like to see people go

to the Student Senate for money for

an Abortion fund and a bail fund. It

makes no sense to have to hassle

with nickel and dime collections in

the midst of an emergency. When
will we learn that there are always

new emergencies and that we must

provide for ourselves''

dance, celebrations, etc.

Free yourself to care, to smile, to

love, to be.

The list of what you can get for

yourselves and do for others is

endless. I especially like a piece of

graffitti which was written all over

the walls of France during the big

strike a few years ago: ALL
POWER TO THE IMAGINATION!

MDC Classifieds Pay

He is presently helping students your class and area governments
... ... ll -I i.

-• -*- ^nn..nr i./Ml ll'inl IhDm
with everything from problems

with landlords, divorce, to in-

troducting bills before the State

legislature for students who want

to cnange the laws. He is available

for consultation Mon.-Fri. from 10

to 4 in the Campus Center R.S.O.

office. In the event of an
emergency, e.g. a bust, you can

reach him at any time of the night

through an answering service at

256-8448. He will also be glad to

advise you of your legal rights in

case of a bust.

FREE DRAFT COUNSELING
This can be found in Room 923 of

the Campus Center from 9 to 12

Mon.-Fri., from 1 to 3 on Mon.,

Wed., and Fri. and from 1 to 4 on

Tues. and Thurs. (By the way, Gil

Salk who works there said he will

give people free photographs of

themselves if you will model for

him.)

FREE FILMS - These are not

exactly free, but... After the people

on the program council pick their

favorite flicks they are more or

about which groups you want them

to hire. For instance last year Al

Kooper and many others did a

series of free concerts in May.

Don't leave the decisions as to how

your money should be spent up to

others.

FREE MEDIA (NEWS-
PAPERS) - If you want to reach

20,000 people with what you have to

say, write for the Collegian. They

are always looking for good writing

whether it be complaining about

something (as usual) or poetry,

news reporting, an ongoing column

about anything, etc.

FREE RADIO - WMUA is the

college F.M. radio station. They
will be glad to hear your
suggestions about what to put on

the air. I know friends who have

gotten to M.C. shows on the air

when they brought the lack of a

certain type of thing to the people's

attention. I myself did a rebuttal to

ex-Chancellor Tippo's Convocation

speech last year. All I had to do

was ask... Free speech only makes

w TUES.

W Grass

WIGHT
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RUSSELL JOHNSON
The Unofficial American

* PEACE SECRETARY - American Friends Service Committee
* SOUTH VIETNAM - completed his 11th visit in 1970

* NORTH VIETNAM - traveled extensively and spoke with leaders for 2 weeks in 1967.

* CUBA - a four week visit in 1969 traveling through the six provinces assessing the effects of the

* CZECHOSLOVAKIA - 1967, participated in off-the-record discussions with the North Vietnamese

and members of the National Liberation Front.

* CHINA - October 1971, completed a four week visit made possible by exiled Prince Sihanouk of

Cambodia. The trip included visits in both urban and rural areas including Peking, Yenan, Nanking,

Tisnan, and Shanghai.

On Wednesday, Oct. 20 at 8 p.m.

Russell Johnson will deliver a Lecture

in the Student Union Ballroom.

His topic will be,

"U.S./China Policy, A Fresh Start, 1971 99

A Coffee Hour will follow the Lecture in Crampton Main Lounge

(g)
Distinguished Visitors Program presentation

UT To Present Ionesco Play

Students Visit Sturbridge
William Goss and Keith Kaneta, Amherst Jaycee Co-Chairmen,

report that the annual Amherst Jaycee trip to Old Sturbridge

Village attracted over 60 foreign students from the UMass,

Saturday, October 9. Countries represented in the group were

India, Taiwan, Malawi, The Netherlands, Japan, Germany, The

Philippines, France, Israel and Spain. Pictured above are four

students from Malawi relaxing after a picnic lunch provided by the

Amherst Jaycee Wives

On Thursday, 8:30 PM, October

21st, in Bartlett Auditorium UMass
Theatre will open its 10th con-

secutive season with Eugene
Ionesco's, modern classic, EXIT
THE KING.

It often happens that all of

Eugene Ionesco's plays are

dismissed with the tiresome cliche,

"theatre of the absurd." This is

somewhat understandable. After

all Ionesco, author of such works

as THE BALD SOPRANO, THE
CHAIRS, and THE RHINOCEROS,
does have some pretty absurd

things happening to some pretty

absurd people in his plays. But

"theatre of the absurd" by

definition, deals with the human
condition surrounded by a world

with constantly changing values.

All is mutable, and man performs

absurd acts against this world exit

the king on the surface does appear

to be such a play. King Berenger

1st, in his crumbling throne-room,

is informed by one of his two

Hollander Impressive In UMass Appearance

By ED JANUSZ
Piano virtuoso Lorin Hollander

kicked off another Fine Arts

Council Celebrity Series last

Tuesday night in Bowker.

The 27-year-old Hollander has

attracted considerable notoriety

by his concerts in Fillmore East

and in East Harlem, but proved

himself a master even without

such publicity in his UMass ap-

pearance.

He opened Tuesday night with

Schubert's "Fantasy" Sonata in G.

This is angry, disturbing Schubert,

especially in the long first

movement. Hollander kept the

composer's fluid, folk-like sound

without sacrificing this sonata's

Poor Richard's

Poor Richard's, the weekly

magazine of the MDC, is looking

for contributors. If you are in-

terested in submitting longish

pieces of fiction or working on

feature articles and reviews of

any sort (films, theater,

records) see either David

Williams or Bob Nesti in the

MDC office.

rare dramatic impact.

Maurice Ravel's "Gaspard de la

Nuit" was equally intriguing. The

three movements were patterned

after three poems by Aloysius

Bertrand, a contemporary of

Ravel's. "Gaspard de la Nuit" is

another name for Satan, and the

eerie music is as disconcerting as

only the presence of spirits can be,

especially in the frantic final

movement, where Hollander was

dazzling on what is considered to

be one of the most difficult pieces

of piano music there is.

"Impulse," a composition of

Lorin Hollander's own hand,

followed. On a very simple surface

compared to the Ravel, it sharply

juxtaposed fairy-tale type music

with sharp atonality, contrasted in

a very startling manner and much
more poignantly than the effect of

many strictly atonal compositions.

The one encore was Satie's

"Gymnopedie no. 3," a malancholy

but lighter, less unnerving piece

than any of the others. Lorin

Hollander proved on this as well as

on the tense and sometimes
diabolical shifts of mood in the

three pieces in the regular

program that he has to be counted

one of the most involving per-

formers on the concert tour these

days.

Queens that he has but one hour

and a half to live. As the king

weakens his kingdom begins to

deteriorate about him. Strange

things happen: "Frogs rain from

the sky." "Thunder is transfixed in

the heavens." "Great cracks

appear in the earth." "Streams

dry up."

Here we can see all the trappings

for a rousing absurdist play. But

EXIT THE KING IS not about a

world falling apart. These are only

decorations. It is about a man who

is dying. And in dying he learns

about life. Ionesco wrote. "The

longer I live, the more tied I feel to

life. I sink ever deeper into it."

This is the essence of EXIT THE
KING. Though the King has but a

short time to live, he begins to

"sink into life." EXIT THE KING
is then a paean to life. This is

hardly the stuff that absurdist

drama is made of. For what is

more immutable than life, and for

that matter death.

The Book of Common Prayer has

the following sentence in it. "In the

midst of life we are in death."

EXIT THE KING says in the midst

of death we are in life.

EXIT THE KING will be this

years entry into the American

College Theatre Festival by UMass

Theatre. Last year UMass Theatre

won the Festival with its

production of THE CLOUDS.
Director is Doris Abramson;

with costumes by Elizabeth Weiss

Hopper, lights by Nicholas Scott,

and sets by Jeff Fiala.

Reserved seats are available at

the Bartlett Box office 10:00 AM to

4:00 PM plus evenings of per-

formance. Phone reservations

maybe made by calling 545-2579.

Prices are $1.50 for UMass
students with ID and $2.00 for all

others. EXIT THE KING can be

seen Thursday through Saturday

evenings 8:30 PM, October 21-23

and 28-30 at Bartlett Auditorium.

There's something

special in

Bell's Pizza

it tastes better.
Open

1 1 to 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

1 a.m. Sun. to Thurs.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011-253-9051

earn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066 J

Student

Activities Day

Thursday, October 21, 1971

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Campus Center Concourse Level

Spectrum
The general interest magazine of

University of Massachusetts

We are now accepting Contributions

for the fall 1971 issue.

All contributions of fiction, non-fiction,

poetry, art, and photography can be left

at the spec turn office or mailed to:

Spectrum

RSO No. 102

Campus Ctr.

U Mass.

all contributions should be accompanied by a stamped, self-

addressed envelope

MDC"CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

_
7B mc.B exc. running cond. Musi sell.

FOR SALE
~
Seasoned Firewood. Sale and delivery.

65 Chevy with 69 rebuilt engine; new

llres and shocks; runs well. Priced to sell

fast; »4S0 or make offer. Call Xavler 5-

0858.
tf 10-19

21 or 22. will share expenses. Call Susan 6-

1474.

If 10-19

65 Mustang, conv. 35p. good mechanical

cond.. straight six. 30 miles per gal.. 1250

or best offer. C all 549-1013 bet. 6:30 p.m-

10:00 PW
tflO-20

64 Chew Belalr. 6cyl. auto trans, radio.

4 door, good gas miles, some new parts^

$200 or best offer. Call Russ at 665-3412

"nyt,me
tf 10-19

,967 MG Midget '70 engine. CaH "*£j
Guild F35 and F47 with hard cases. Call

6-9332.
tflO-21

•«, VW Bus. 63 engine. 140. Great for

parts. 6*5-4781. „ |g

,„«, VW Sedan . always kept In very good

condition. R & H plus snow tires. 1900. Call

Kent after 5:00 at 253-75M.

200 MM Nlkkor lens brand new. must sell

Immed. only $125 includes guarantee, and

leather case. Call 549-6411.

65 VW bug. excl. con., no\ rot. un-

dercoated. new engine, on warranty, radio

and heater (works) new tires I (mono.

65000 ml. Call Steve 546-5305. exc. wkeiuL

<m Ford Falrlane. most major parts.

recently redone plus extras Price

negotiable. Call S84-2777 evenings &

weekends. Keep trying.

If 10-22

1967 BMW 1600. best offer over 11200.

Call 253-2139.
tfl0 .25

Sleeping bag by Baver. best In world. 6

lb goose down, good to 20 degrees below

lero cost $120 new. still new. your cost

$70? fall 256-6432.
tf |§ ^

Custom built amp, 100 wts. plus hatch-

ingtwin spks. 12". Both beautifully

constructed! I Can be seen at Guitar

wkshp. in Northampton $250.

HUM*

Foreign Auto Parts Pirelli. Mlchelln,

Bosch. Lucas. Metric Hardware. Alfa

Romeo spares, wheels, snow tires. Call

Herb 256-6761
tf 10-19

MODELS WANTED
Female models needed for film

production class. 10 dollars per hour,

mostly outside shots. Call 253-9263 Mon.

and Tues 5-7 p.m. only.
tf 10-19

ROOMMATES WANTED

Koomale needed share 2 Bdrm. apt.

( liffsldc. I vr. lease, must be 21 m. or f.

(all Jake Hay 545-0436.

tf 10-20

Silkscreenlng course offered In

l.everelt. Building of screen IncludeC.

Marls Wed. Oct. 20. Call 549-3631

tf 10-19

TYPING

Will tvpe papers quickly, accurately. *

inexpensively! I C all Steffi 6-6024. Please

keep calling.
tf 10-19

MUSICIANS

Versified good drummer w exp. Looking

lor estab rock type band Have place to

practice! Call Scott 253-7210 nights
(I 10- IB

FOR RENT ENTERTAINMENT
One bedroom Apt. Available Nov. I.

$150 a month Includes utilities. Call after

5 p.m. 665-2641.

tf 10-20

69 VW Bug. $1200 or best offer. Tel. 6*5-

4197 after 5:30. exc. tues. ^ K

67 Bulck Skylark, creampuff. I owner,

financial crises. Worth much more, but

first offer over $950 takes. 253-2860.

tf 10-22

Snow tires ( 2) 165-14 Semperlt radial*

mounted on MGB disc wheels. $50 pr. Call

54941087.
tf 1M2

Ski boots. Koflach expo-masters, mens

siie 10, cost $109. perfect condition, sell

fast $S0. Call Frank 6-7064.

Town House Apt. to share with another

girl in Amherst. Own room possible. Call

*""""
tf.0-2.

MARLON BRANDO - ON THE
WATFRFRONT. WINNER OF 8

ACADEMY AWARDS WF.DS. OCT 20

\MHERKT FOLKLORE CENTER FILM
STl'DY. 7: 15. 9: 30 ( In back of Lord Jeff)

tf 10-20

LOST

HELPWANTED
63 Chev. van. Runs but could use work.

Price negotiable at cheap, have to sell.

C* »WM
,0-18

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Kawasaki 500. I need $700 so thto »7I

Mach III Is going. Call George at 2534m

Fender Jaumaster pre cbs old style

square pickups, orlg. neck. In perf cond

$175 frm. Call 6*541 after 8. 439 Gorman

(>ntra
'

tf 10-22

Ski Instructors, weekends for co-ed

•teen" ski camp. Shaker Village ski

group. New Lebanon. New York. Reply

to: Jim Hoe. 446 Newtown Turnpike.

Weston, ft. 06*60.
tf 10-19

Furnished one bedroom apt. available

for female walking dlatance from campus.

$95 per month. Including utilities. Call 253-

5958 after 6: 00 p.m.
tf 10-19

Reward! Blue * green afghan In

David's bag Lost in C C Please return to

Lost* Found"

PERSONAL
GIVEAWAY

WANTED
How many dates has the mug book got

for you?
tf 10-20

Three beautiful puppies, lab mother,

unknown father, weaned ready to go. Call

2S6-888I.
, ._

tf 10-20

Honda CUm, need money «°m™h«*

desperately 68 exc. '"«"'*""« $40°

ft,,. C.I. Ed B-9 Baker "6"«H>5.
^

^

We undersell all. any and all top name

appliances, stereos, radios, refrigerators,

anything. Call Larry 6-5090. 350 CMCC^

9' x 12' Tent; Sleeps 4-5 comfortably.

I'sed one season. Asking $35 or make
offer, t all Xavler 5-0858.

tf 10-19

Individual who can compose music for

lyrics. Have attractive offer for the right

party Ralph Hayward. P.O.B.7S. Ervlng.

Mass. 0.344.
|Mo _22

Aren't you glad the mug book Is back?
tf 10-20

LECTURE NOTES

SERVICES

RIDE WANTED

To Baltimore or Washington D.C Oct.

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate; have Greek alphabet, math A

rhem. symbols. Call 253-3601

tf I0-29

Notes still available In Bot 101. tiov 100.

Ill) 270. Phil 105. Psych 270. 280. 325. Soc

256 and many others Rm 318 S.I Lobby
tf 10-20
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CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR
CHRIST
Christians help man book table;

pass out Student Actions, today CC
9-4. College Life, Wednesday 8 p.m.

Colonial Lounge all invited.

CVSP
Meeting Tuesday night for all

Psych majors concerned with the

psych dept. and their curriculum.

7:30 p.m. in the Graduate student

lounge -Bartlett basement.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
There will be a meeting at

Grinnell Arena, Thursday at 6:30

p.m. Draft horse and pony har-

nessing will be shown.

FENCING CLUB
Steven Rostas, retired

professional fencer and coach will

be at the practice this Thursday

night, 7-9 p.m. WOPE fencing

room.
FLYING CLUB
Rules and Navigations seminar.

Hasbrouck 201, 7-10 p.m.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be no meeting this

week
GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

Morrill 258. Short business agenda

and discussion of group project on

Pioneer Valley. All invited.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
This is the last week that new

members can join and have fun

square dancing. The regular

square dance will be held tonight at

7:30 in the CCA.
HUMAN RELATIONS CENTER

12-2 p.m. , Oct. 19 CC Aud. Human
systems Doctoral Program and

internships, special courses, field

work discussed. Members from

N.Y. School of Psychiatry present.

MAROON KEYS-SCROLLS
Pumpkin Sale: Oct. 20-29 from

10-4 p.m. in front of the Student

Union.

NEWMAN CLUB
Come hear about the Marathon

House drug program, tonight at

7:30 in the Newman Center Social

Lounge.
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. for

those interested in helping out with

a party at Belchertown State

School.

PSYCHOLOGY STUDY 8

Headaches, stomach aches,

Notices
pains, nausea! If you suffer from

any of the above or similar

disorders and would like to par-

ticipate in a study of

psychosomatic problems please

call 5-0943 Wed. & Thurs. 3-5 p.m.

SCHOOL OF NURSING
All graduate and undergraduate

students of the school of nursing

are invited to attend assembly Oct.

27 at 7 p.m. in Shattuck Aud.,

Public Health Bldg. Subject:

Student-Faculty Collaboration

Through Committee Structures.

SKI CLUB
Fund raising committee meeting

for Thursday Raffle is tonight at 7

p.m. in the Hatch, by the ice

cream. All members welcome.

UNDERGRADUATE ECONOMIC
LIASONS COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting of the

undergraduate liason committee

at 7 p.m., 10th floor Thompson,

Tuesday.
WMPIRG

Publicity meeting tonight, Rm.

808 CC-7:30 p.m. General meeting

Wednesday at 7 p.m. in CC.

c&\%\

V^V^^^^A^^^^^

RALPH
from Seranton, Pa.

15 Musicians playing

the best Rock & Blues

Everyone interested please attend

or call 546-6551 Rm. 175 CC.

LOST
Orange male cat, 3 years old,

answers to "Tramp", he looks just

like Horris, missing since 10/8/71,

a male Siamese, with a collar, a

year old, answers to "Snowy"

missing since 10/9/71. Both from

Puffton. Call 549-6786.

Black and white beagle and

Terrier. Answers to Drifter. Call

collect, 562-5728 after 6 p.m.

A Faher-Castell slide rule in a

green plastic case and the book

"Electrical Circuits" by Manning.

Call 545-2418 and ask for Tom in

214.

A wallet in S.W. Saturday night

containing money and phoney ID's.

Call John Hern, 331 MacKimmie
546-9802.

Columbus HS ring with initials

DJC. Call Dan 6-8789.

Set of important keys, in town, on

a round hand-painted key chain.

Please call 546-8276, ask for Vicki.

Belchertown Nurse
Wins Award

reĉ ^^ £
A
S^^SeTeSuo

^

n^lEttlM. Oct. 14 was Dr.

the Commonwealth and former interim superintendent at Belchertown

Dr. Fraenkel had originally received the Region Tenaward^Mof
Belchertown at the AAMD's Northeastern Regional 18th.Annual Con-

ference last week at Grossinger's Hotel in Liberty, N.Y. The Region Ten

area includes New York state, New England and Canada.

In receiving the award from the association, Dr. Fraenkel said, We at

Befcne^nltate School are gratified that Mrs^ Sullivan is J^«J«AA
beginning has been made to transform Belchertown into a .more modern

treatment and training center for the mentally retarded. All the staff at

Belchertown is proud of Marge."
Banun «in*»iHpr of

Also present at the ceremony at Belchertown was J^G^neideT rf

Newton a member of the Governor's Mental Health and Retardation

A
Mrf SulSwho serves as R.N. Supervisor at Belchertown resides

with her family at 35 Hadley St., South Hadtey and to 1'graduate of

Amherst High School ( 1942 ) and Springfield School of Nursing ( 1947 .

Mrs Sullivan's plaque is inscribed "by her colleaguesMdM
her outstanding service and contributions in the field of mental

deficiency
.

"
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

presents

the biggest & best

in the East

w^*^^^^^^^^*^**^

Mon., Tues., Wed.,

Oct. 18 - 19 - 20
n<^^M^wmww^>

Come as you are to the

area's only music spot

for real people.

<^n*»*m»^^^^*^^^^

Positive I.D. Required
Admission 1.50

1270 Memorial Ave.

W. Spfld.

Across from Big E

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMA/W^

Astrology does not advocate a fatalistic

attitude. Instead, the purpose of this

scientific art is to provide the "stop" and

"go" signals of life. It is up to each in

dividual to either heed or ignore those

signals or cycles.
iti

ARIES (March 21 April 19): New moon

coincides with better public relations, a

chance to regain lost ground. See beyond

the immediate or obvious. Long range view

will bring benefits. Ignore one who has little

faith.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Lunar

position coincides with chance for you to

complete basic chores Be meticulous, take

nothing tor granted One who performs

special service deserves recognition.

Dependents, pets demand attention.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): New ap

proach is likely to succeed. New moon

position coincides with relationships with

young persons Affairs of heart also tend to

dominate. Give full play to creative en

deavors. Make changes

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Display

ability to protect home, property. Build

self esteem Think highly of yourself

others will follow example What appears

major obstacle is probably a minor hurdle

Act accordingly

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Short journey is

on agenda Dealings with neighbors,

relatives multiply Don't confuse issues Set

sights on goal. Pisces person could play

prominent role See situation in light of

reality No self deception.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22) New deal has

favorable effect on finances, income Your

position is strengthened Views are vin

dicated Capricorn person can lend helping

hand accept Collect what you need.

Refuse to be stalled

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): Favorable

news comes from afar Be available Check

correspondence, calls express yourself

Get point of view across. Do so in forceful.

Display charisma.confident manner
Organize priorities

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): What was

hidden now may be revealed. Truth sees

light of day. Know this and be prepared. Co-

operate in charitable project You gain

most by working quietly, perhaps in

backstage role.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): New
romantic interest could surface. Your in

tuitive intellect serves as reliable guide.

Don't risk security on whim. Be willing to

learn. Avoid any tendency to be stubborn.

Stress flexibility.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21): New
romantic interest could surface. Your in

tuitive intellect serves as reliable guide.

Don't risk security on whim. Be willing to

learn. Avoid any tendency to be stubborn

Stress flexibility.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Climb

upward, make room for yourself at top. No

false modesty. ass»ft self express deiires.

One in position of authoiry offers new deal

it is to your advantage. Know this, proceed

accordingly.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18): Abstract

ideas can be effectively utilized. Don't be

discouraged by individual who is overly

materialistic. Your spiritual values are

enhanced Stick to them, exhibit pride of

accomplishment.
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Accent on

desires affecting finances, business Iran

-.actions Means you come face to face with

genuine opportunity. Be strong enough to

take advantage of it. Scorpio person plays

important role.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

due for greater freedom of thought, action.

What has been an emotional burden will be

removed You have cause to celebrate. If

single, marriage opportunity is on horizon.

Married or single, social status is elevated

By December, there will be numerous

beneficial changes
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle

i

4
9
12

13
14
15
17

20
21

23
24
27
28
29

ACROSS

In music, high

Candle
Pigpen
Man's
nickname
Incline

Edible seed
Ceremonial
National hymn

19 Organ of

hearing
Tally

Alpine wild

goat
Chapeau
Irritates

Lair

Remuneration
_ Squandered

30 Spanish article

31 Succor
32 Possessive

pronoun
33 Babylonian

deity

34 Passageway
36 A state (abbr.)

37 Label

Native of Latvia

Sesame
Diminish
Having
branches
Cut of meat
Visigoth king
Commemorative
march

Drink slowly

Hindu guitar

Base

Footlike part

Look fixedly

Before

6 River in Italy

7 Excess of

solar over
lunar year
City in

Nevada
Globe
Golf mound
Sweet potato

Man's
nickname
Journeys
Declare
Symbol of

perfection

22 Misrepresent

23 Possessed
Mix, as
dough
Platform

Baker's
product
Music: as
written

Place for

worship

8

9
10
11

16

18
20
21

25

26
28

29

31

32 Sick

35 Strips of

leather

36 Be ill

37 Mexican dish

39 Implied

40 Distant

42 Unmarried
woman

43 Rabbit

44 Snake

45 Falsehood

46 Equality

47 Click beetle

48 Female sheep

51 Symbol for

tantalum

38
39
40
41

43
44
46

49
50
52
53

54

55

DOWN

Man's
nickname

Game at cards

Soup dish

Former Russia

ruler

Everyone

Kiah Gives Just A Little

More Than He Was Asked
By MARTY KELLEY

MDC Staff

To be stingy is to be greedy and

there probably isn't a more
redeemable trait that any given

coach would like to see personified

in front of the goalmouth where life

insurance is noted to be a prized

commodity.
When the Redmen booters host

Coast Guard at 2 p.m. today, one of

the more greedier goalies in recent

years will don the horizontal

stripes for the Redmen. His name
is John Kiah and if you had to play

a word game with his name this

instant, the logical synonym would

be "shutout".

In starting earlier season

exhibitions, Kiah has garnered an

amazing five straight shutouts as

the Redmen booters have
fabricated a 4-0-1 record. The

closest Kiah came to default came
on the astroturf at Nickerson Field

a couple of Friday night's ago.

Although hard pressed for a

shutout, Kiah helped the Redman
hold off the tenacious Terriers in a

,0 standstill.

"I'd have to say that confidence

has been my biggest attribute so

far", reiterated Kiah as he ex-

plained his success story. Also a

vote of confidence from his co-

captain and the stellar play of the

Redman defense didn't hurt.

"Lindo (Alves) asked me this

summer if I could be consistent in

the goal. He knew we had a great

team. But he knew the team
needed a goalie," commented
Kiah. Apparently the Junior from

Springfield has been just a shade

better than consistent.

You can always use the old

adage that a good defense makes a

goalie. But when affronted Kiah

has handled himself well. So has

the Redman defense.

"We use a 3-3-3-1 or a 3-4 with

"Whale" (Dave Ouellette) as the

sweeper. If anyone gets by we've

always got that last man to help

out," explained Kiah. Defensively

the personnel that make up Kiah's

successful shield are Dick Mc-
Carron, Paul Slack, Todd Buck,

and Ouellette the sweeper.

Don't let Mr. Kiah's early season

prowess fool you, the road to

success has not been easy for the

rookie goalie out of Springfield

Trade High School. His freshman

and sophomore years, the versatile

athlete played in the shadow of Bill

Leary who, with three shutouts last

year, was to return this autumn.

But his absence has hardly been

missed.

"I almost hung up the spikes in

favor of hockey," sighed Kiah.

"I've always made arrangements

with Coach Broaca that if I wasn't

3-0 u>.« —r ^-* \*\ml.

playing, I could start hockey."

This Sunday when the puckmen
take to the ice for the first time,

Mr. Kiah will not be there.

In terms of vocation, John Kiah

has always been a goalie. Ever

since eighth grade he's been active

as a soccer and hockey goalie.

Coach Canniff will count heavily on

Kiah's services in the net trio of

regular P.J. Flaherty and Peter

Erickson.

Thus with years of experience

behind him, the unscathed goalie

has not found the transitions from

hockey to soccer, or vice-versa, too

taxing. "In soccer you can get

burned a lot because of the size of

the area. My biggest problem in

soccer is trying to cut down the

angle by moving out quickly."

In adding other tidbits to his

trade the Phys. Ed. major added

that often times you can get stuck

alone in the goalmouth. But when
that fast break gets ignited you've

got to be ready. Early at Maine

Kiah had such a one on one break

that he was able to turn away.

Of the over abundance of

problems that has plagued the

Redman soccer team this fall,

finding a goalie was one, but ad-

justing to a new coach was
another. "Coach Berryman is just

a great guy to go and talk to

anytime you have problems. He's

always receptive and he listens to

your problems," highlighted the

Number One goalie.

One thing soccer critics must

realize is that this unbelievable

streak of netminding will come to

an end. It may terminate in a

variety of ways. Perhaps its

vulnerability will succumb to a one

on one breakaway, a deflected

shot, a perfectly placed "blue

darter", or how about a penalty

shot.

There's no question that John

Kiah is a realist. "I know very well

the streak will come to an end

sometime. But I'll prolong it as

long as I can. I'm always trying to

shutout the opponent. But if

someone scores, I'm not going to

change my style. I'm just going to

play to win."

Hopefully, today's crowd at the

Boyden Athletic Fields will stop

and think and realize that there's a

man in the nets with a funny stiped

shirt that's giving just a little bit

more than asked.

Will Danny Murtaugh Manage

The Pirates Next Year?
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Will

Danny Murtaugh return as

manager of the world champion

Pittsburgh Pirates next year?

I'll decide in the next month or so

if I'll return," the 54-year-old

manager had said during the

World Series.

Murtaugh, looking pale and tired

after the final game, says a

decision would be made only

because of his health.

Murtaugh resigned because of a

heart ailment four years after the

Pirates won the World Cham-
pionship in 1960. But he has

returned twice since-in 1967, only

for one year because of a second

heart attack, and last year when he

led the Pirates to a division

championship.

'Even if I don't return," Mur-

taugh said. "I won't say it will be

NFL Standings

Bait

Miami
N Eng
N Y Jets

Buff

Clev.

Pitt.

Cin.

Hous

Oak
K C
Denver

S Diego

American Conference
Eastern Division

W L T. Pet Pis OP
4 1 800 137 24

3 1 1 750 93 54

2 3 400 53 84

7 3 400 52 86

5 000 79 157

Central Division

4 1

2 2

1 4

4 1

800 119 88

500 74 71

700 101 105

000 49 117

Western Division

4 1 800 135 M
3 10 750 81 50

1 3 1 250 62 103

1 4 200 64 120

Wash.
Dallas

N Y Gnls
S Louis
Phil

Detroit

Minn
Chicago
G Bay

LA
SanFran
NewOrl
Atlanta

National Conference
Eastern Division

W L T. Pet Pts OP
5 1 00 116 49

3 2 600 141 101

1 3 400 86 141

2 3 400 80 84

5 000 34 157

Central Division

4 1

4 1

3 2

2 3

800 150 96

800 89 46

600 75 76

400 135 127

Western Division

3 1 1 750 101 76

3 2 600 112 63

2 2 1 500 95 120

1 3 1 250 103 128

permanent, like I did the last two

times."
Murtaugh says he won't make

the decision alone.

"We'll have a family meeting

and discuss it," he said. "My
daughter and two sons and their

spouses will sit down with my wife

and me and vote on it.

"Of course my vote will be the

deciding vote."

If Murtaugh should step down,

his likely replacement would be

Bill Virdon.

Virdon, the Pirate batting coach

and former centerfielder for

Pittsburgh, conducted the Pirate

clubhouse meetings during the

regular season.

He also was interim manager

when Murtaugh was hospitalized,

again for a heart problem.

General Manager Joe L. Brown

has said openly that Murtaugh is

his manager as long as he wants

the job, but he is not as free with

his endorsements of the Pirate

players.

There are very few untouchables

on the Pirate club and Brown can

be expected to be ready to trade for

players he believes will strengthen

his club.

"I'm always ready to deal if I

think we can improve ourselves,"

said Brown. "And when you're a

winner, your players are even in

greater demand."

Powder Puffers Head
Into Playoff Action

In the last week of final league play the Dwight Ducks defeated

the Roaring Twenties. It was a close game with the Ducks pulling

through by a score of 32-24. It was an important game for both

teams, with the winners capturing second place and thus qualifying

for the playoffs.

It was mostly an offensive game with each team taking turns

getting touchdowns. Two safeties by the Ducks, however, made the

big difference.

The Ducks entered Monday night's game with the impressive

Mushrooms hoping to crush them. See Thursday's Collegian for the

results of that contest.

In the most exciting game of the season, Chi Omega vs. Alpha Chi

Omega, the Chi O's pulled through in the final second of the game to

eke out an 18-13 win over the favored Alpha Chi team.

The first score of the game was a 40-yard run by Alexis Klein in

the first quarter to give Alpha Chi a 6 point lead. But not for long.

Soon after, in the second quarter. Kacey Cearnal, snatching a

lateral pass from quarterback Broadway Jungle Fumia, charged

through the Alpha Chi defense to tie the game.

Early in the second half, Sue "Cagey" Coyle made a spectacular

interception at the Alpha Chi 40 yard line, to race 60 yards to the

goal, putting Chi ahead 12-6.

Chi () bogged down in the fourth quarter, had difficulty putting

together a strong rush, while Alpha Chi's powerful offense was

successful in obtaining another touchdown and extra point, despite

Chi O's determined defense.

With only seconds remaining, tension mounted, since Alpha Chi

seemed determined to retain their one point lead. It appeared that

they would be successful. However, in the last fleeting second, on a

fourth down play, Chi Omega's offense withstood the pressure.

Terry Glass pitched off to Jungle Fumia, who, assisted by linemen

Jan Comeau and Mary Lou Sullivan, scampered 40 yards,

millimeters from the sideline to score the final TD for the Chi Oties,

thus dictating the outcome of an unpredictable game.

The Wheeler Trojans once again displayed their dominance on

the field as they defeated Mary Lyons 15-13 to up their untarnished

record to 3-0. Wheeler, always quick to start, jumped to a 15-0 lead.

Mary Lyons battled back with 2 TD's but Wheeler's tenacious

defense held on the all important PAT. attempt which would have

tied it up. Mary Lyons had a later drive thwarted on Wheeler's 1

yard line.

Quarterback Joan Hluchan was once again the heroine for

Wheeler. Her passing hand injured, she took to the ground, her 2

TD runs left the opposition dazed. Moe Crowley boomed one PAT

through the crossbar and Gail Sanborn caught a Hluchan pass for

the other.

A National Geographic photographer who claimed that ne was

preparing an article on the Connecticut River Valley was present at

the game (we think that he's either scouting for the New England

Patriots or doing an article on trainer Saul Appel, the missmg link.)

Coach Carl Bessone was mobbed by reporters after the game. In

between puffs on his victory cigar, he said, "The girls weren't up to

par but everything'll be put together for the playoffs." Owner

Ralph Simonds was unavailable for words after the game He

rushed to the dorm to set up the cider and donuts for (Hluchan s

(21st!!) birthday party. Last Thursday night, the Field Goals

played their last regular season game against the Johnson Jocks

The final score was 12-6, but the score did not reflect the actual

play.

Field had come to the game with the idea that Johnson was a

tough team, but a relatively easy 12-0 first half changed that con-

cept The field Goals noted for their outstanding defense, were led

by the unconquerable Debbie Kirchmer who smashed her way

through Johnson's inadequate front line. Backing Debbie up were

Liz "Killer" Reagan, and Mim "SS" Kaizer (Superstar) who froze

up the middle. Johnson's passing game was completely crushed by

Donna Bell, Helen Monte, and Donna "Mike Curtis" Blasko. (When

asked to comment on unnecessary roughness, Donna just said, "So

what! " It's rumored that she is M. Curtis's daughter.

)

The offense scored on a brilliant mixture of running and passing

plays with Donna Blasko scoring the two touch downs. Her scores

were made possible because of the blocking of backs Helen Monte

and Ronda "Paul Warfield" Factor; and ends Paula Cunningham

and Lynne Zoino.

Field slackened for a moment in the third quarter, and Johnson

scored. This seemed to awaken The Goals and they went back to

their fine disciplined form. This was evident as they were able tc

control the ball for all but 2 minutes of the 4th quarter.

As the Powder Puffers entered play-offs this week only three of

the ten qualifying teams survived league play with unblemished

records. These were the Wheeler Trojans in the Residence Hall

Division, Gamma Sigma Sigma in the Sorority Division and the

Mushrooms in the Independent Division. Thus two of these teams

must be favored to appear in the Campus Championship game.

However, the other seven teams, consisting of Tri Sigma, Sigma

Kappa, Alpha (hi Omega, Kumquats, Field Goals, Whalers and

Ducks, have all improved tremendously since the season began and

therefore the Campus Champion will not be the shoo-in. The

Championship (lame is slated for next Wednesday or Thursday and

should be an exciting contest.

3£S22£«33«*«2S234*t3£32£3C«33233!

Kron Wins Weekly Race
Brad Kron of Springfield won the

weekly Recreational Cross
Country race on Sunday with a

time of 15:05 over the 3-mile

course Pete Stasz finished second

In the women's division Sandy
Woschiewiez ran her best time.

Charlotte Lettis ran with her

giving encouragement and advice.

They finished together in 23:25.

The top ten and their times:
Brad Kron
Pete Stasz

IS 05

15 33

Duane Johnson
Jim Laprell

Dave Bradford
Den Bysiewici

Tim Smith

Jim Heeren
John Murnane
Sandy Woschiewiez

Varsity Cross-Country

Ken O'Brien and members

Cross Country team plan to hold a

race with prizes and refreshments

next Monday night. More will be

announced on that later.

17 22

17 33

17 49

18 31

18 37

20 02

20 14

23 25

coach
of the
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Will Broaca Show ?

Booters Host Coast Guard
BY LAURENCE ABRAMS

If you were at the UMass-URI
soccer game last Saturday and

thought that game was physical,

come this afternoon across from

Boyden Gymnasium and watch the

UMass-Cost Guard clash make
Saturday's fray look like a shoving

match between two year olds.

At 2 p.m. today, the most
physically fit team on the Redmen
schedule, boots off with UMass in

what looks to be a game of many
whistles Last year Coast Guard
dropped a 5-1 decision to UMass,
and probably the biggest question

of the day is whether or not the

Redmen. and John Kiah, can make
it six shutouts in six games.
Joey Czerniawski. the all-

conference fullback from UMass
who is out for the season with a

broken leg, commented that Coast

Guard should be "'no trouble."

Czerniawski recalled last year's

four goal winning margin, and

added that he thought last year's

game should have been a shutout

as Coast Guard managed very few

shots at the Redmen net.

Whether or not the game goes as

scheduled will have to do with what

kind of shape Ray Cieplik's boys

will be in. The head soccer coach at

Coast Guard, Cieplik worked under

former UMass coach Peter Broaca

three years ago, as he coached the

freshmen squad at UMass. Oddly

enough both Redmen soccer
coaches now have head coaching

jobs at Coast Guard.

Seven games are behind today's

visitors, but results of only four are

available. Of those four, two were
against teams ranked in the top 10

in New England, as decision to 9th

latlg fllqUegtan

SPORTS
ranked New Haven and 3rd ranked
Wesleyan went against the

academy by the same 3-1 score.

Coast Guard's sole win came
against Clark University by a

familiar 3-1 score. Central Con-

necticut handed them their third

lose by way of 2-1. thus in four

games with results in, the Coast

Guard is two games below .500.

Gary Heil, Coast Guard's leading

scorer, will be assisted on the front

lines by Bill Weissman, as these

two forwards will be just about the

only thing preventing UMass from
their sixth shutout in a row.

UMass, in vying for their fifth

win of the year, will be taking a

break from YanCon action, after

having taken over sole possession

of first place on Saturday. Having
been tied with both New Hamp-
shire and Rhode Island at 2-0-0,

UMass is now 3-0-0 against the 2-1

marks of both UNH and URI.
Along with the Redmen felling the

Rams, the Catamounts of Vermont
eked by UNH, making for a three

way tie for second place at 2-1-0.

As the undefeated Redmen host

their third opponent of the season,

the scoring chores will be left to

Lindo Alves. Ton Coburn and Jeff

Hague, who has managed 10 of the

team's 12 goals this season. Alves

leads the squad with nine points, by

way of five goals and four assists.

Hague has scored thrice, two of his

scores coming off of Alves' feeds,

and the other off of a Coburn
centering pass.

Freshmen Coburn rounds out the

trio of goal scorers as he has

chalked up one in each of his last

two games (both from Alves

passes) and has been credited with

one assist, as Coburn is beginning

to blend in beautifully with the

experienced seniors and juniors on

the front line.

Today's game...A physical

contest all the way, as UMass has

already been called one of the most

aggressive teams around by a

referee, and the Coast Guard
Academy is known for its hitting

abilitv. And between the whistles

Harriers Run At Springfield

As Conference Meet Nears
When the UMass cross country team encounters

Springfield College today, it will find itself in the

same position as when it faced Boston College

Like BC, the Chiefs boast a fine combination of

three top runners.

The duo of Ed Walkwitz and Charlie Duggan is

known throughout the region for their early season

successes, and John McLeod is never too far

behind.

The Redman strategy will have to be based upon

breaking up this top three, and piling in three or

four men before Springfield's fourth and fifth men
can finish.

Coming away from the BC meet, where UMass
utilized this strategy, the Redmen are riding the

crest of a winning streak.

Since a tri meet defeat was suffered at the hands

ui Harvard and Providence, the harriers have

downed UConn, Rhode Island, Vermont, and BC,

showing marked improvement in every meet.

This is a young team, but they seem to learn

their lessons fast. If they continue to progress at

their current rate, big things can be expected.

The Yankee Conference meet looms a short

eleven days away from today's meet, and the

Redmen are hungry for that one. If they remain

consistent in their running, the team stands a good

chance of defending last year's championship.

The Redman depth is now their strongest factor.

If the backup men can succeed in lowering their

time twenty seconds, the team could virtually be

termed a powerhouse.

An interesting point about the team is that no

one runner is firmly established in his respective

position. It is true that Doug O'Connell has been

top man quite consistently but he does not clearly

dominate the team as a few threats such as Bill

Gillin and Tom Derderian loom close behind.

The backup spots are constantly changing

among four or five runners. This is a beneficial,

competitive situation, and should help the team in

the upcoming championship meets.

Ehrhardt Heads YanCon Picks

we'll see if UMass can do it again,

and give Kiah his sixth of the year,

while Alves, Hague and Coburn are

connecting down at the other end.

Rhode Island quarterback Bob
Ehrhardt (Flushing, NY.) Con-

necticut cut safety Bob Warren (E.

Norwich, NY.) and New Hamp-
shire defensive end Tim Colton

(Hyde Park, Mass.) have been

chosen as the top offensive,

defensive and sophomore players

in (he Yankee Conference for their

performances last Saturday.

Ehrhardt, a 60 185-lb. senior,

completed 19 of 30 passes for 300

yards & 2 TD's. ran for 50 more and
averaged 40 yards punting to spark

URI to a 31-3 win at UMass. They
key win put URI into a first place

tie in the YanCon with UConn and

UNH, all with 2-1 records.

Warren, a 6'0 184-lb. senior,

returned a punt 30 yards for a TD.
intercepted a pass and tackled the

kickoff return runner on the Main 5

to start the second-half, which set

up the tying TD as UConn gained a

share of the YanCon lead with a 21-

7 win.

Colton, a 61 205-lb. sophomore,

made 5 tackles, trapped the qb for

Booter Babblings: Will Peter

Broaca make the scene? Be there

this afternoon and see.

Sports Notices
I NTH AMI "UALS Bowling and

basketball entries will be accepted

up until 5 p.m today.

Anyone interested in officiating

intramural basketball games.

please sign up in Room 215 Boyden

There will be a meeting of ;ill (hose

signed up next Wednesday night

(Oct. 27) at 7:30

\ AIADS Univ Aquatic Art Club

announces the following schedule

of rehearsals for the March per-

formance Monday, 4:45 Finale, 6

p.m. Stroke Combinations; Tues. 5

p.m. Zodiac and Counterpoint. 6

p.m. Jazz; Wed. 3:30 Mixed Duet

and Trio Thurs 3:45 Deviations of

I Line and Mixed Group The club

is badly in need of men. If In-

terested call Pres. Kathy Mc-

Nerney. 665-2952 or leave a

message in WoPE

a loss and caused a fumble on

another play to lead UNH to a 28-7

YanCon win over Vermont.
Other nominations were: Of

fense-SE Dave Paul (Maine), FB
Don Zweig (UConn). FB Joe

Wilson (Holy Cross). HB Bob
Rodger (Vermont). HB Paul
Metallo (UMass), OT Bill

Gathright (Boston U ) & HB Ken
Roberson (New Hampshire);
Defense-DE Steve Furness I Rhode
Island), LB Pat Ladd (Maine. LB
Dan Harper (Holy Cross), LB
Doug Bull (Vermont), safety John

O'Neil (UMass), LB Ken Sinclair

(Boston U.) & DT Nelson

Cassavaugh (New Hampshire);

Sophomores-QB Doug Lentz

(Maine). QB Bob Robustelli

(UConn) & HB Steve Coon (Ver

mont).

NOTE TJ[) MEDIA. Although

new Yankee Conference members
Holy Cress and Boston I . do not

play enough league games to

qualify for the Conference
championship their players will be

listed in the weekly award winners

umI stat fatleal rankings

THE TUl I. ART Ol SOCCEU-l Mass hooters Mike Nugent (in

background). Dick MiCanon <2I> and Tom Cohurn IS) display the

artistic l»ciittl> af the sport ol soccer in this action against Rhode

Island on Saturday ..."Will somebody please turn around and look at

the ball?" Today these three will join the rest of the teammates

against the (oast (iuard Academy which promises to a rugged

match. (MIX Photo hy Boh Medeiros)

Bosox Castoff.

.

.

Dick Williams Named
Manager OfThe Year
NEW YORK (APi -Dick Williams of the Oakland A's, fired two years

ago by Boston because "1 was too mean,'' was named Monday as The

Associated Press' Manager of the Year in the American League.

Williams, who in his first year as manager of the A's guided them to a

runaway 16-game margin in the AL West with a 101-60 record, received

107 votes in nationwide balloting by sports writers and sportscasters.

Bob Lemon of Kansas City finished second with 66 votes, with Earl

Weaver of Baltimore third with 59. Chuck Tanner of the Chicago White

Sox was fourth with 36 and Billy Martin of Detroit fifth with 12.

It was the third straight year Weaver, whose Orioles have won three

consecutive pennants, failed to win the award. Ted Williams of

Washington won in 1969 and Ralph Houk of the New York Yankees won it

last year.

"I knew the voting went in before the playoffs, so I figured I had a

chance." said Williams who also won in 1967 when he managed Boston to

a pennant.

"It's a wonderful honor."

i know Earl has to be upset because he deserves recognition with all

his pennant and World Series winners." Williams said at his home in

Riviera Beach, Fla. "I feel sorry for him, but I feel happy for myself."

Told of the outcome of the balloting, Weaver said in Baltimore, the day

after his team's loss to Pittsburgh in the World Series: "Maybe some of

them voters will get to see a major league game, other than on television,

some day. I hope so."

But healsosaid. "Dick Williams did a tremendous job. He deserves it

"

The 42-year-old Williams spent 10 full seasons and parts of three others

in the majors as a utility player with Brooklyn, Baltimore, Cleveland.

Kansas City and Boston and became a big league manager in 1967 with

Boston.

After getting the Red Sox into the World Series where they lost in seven

games to St Louis. Williams managed them to a fourth place finish in

1968 and then was fired late in the 1969 season as they finished third in the

Fast.

J.V. Booters Victorious

ByJIMPINSKY
The UMass J.V. soccer team

engineered a 4-2 victory over
Worcester Polytechnic Institute at

Worcester Thursday. Leading the

entire way the J.V. booters upped
their season's mark to 2-1.

UMass opened the scoring in the
first period with a goal by Demitris
Antoniou Antoniou who started

the season with the varsity,
doubled up on his first score later

in the same period to give the
Redman a 2-0 advantage. Wor-
cester came back with a goal in the
second quarter and went into half

time trailing 2-1.

Jim Vollinger opened up the
scoring in the second half to make
it 3-1 UMass and then added
another in the fourth. Goalie Barry

Lutchen had another fine game
limiting Worcester to only a late

goal in the second half to bring the
score to its final margin 4-2.

Jekanowski was pleased with the
way the team rebounded following
their loss to UConn. "We played
much better in all aspects of the
game. I was very pleased with the
team."
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Canadian Jews w£v^&&&+

Embarrass Kosygin %^&'ft^^Si^TAWA (AP) Thousands of Jews marched Tuesday in a continuing -, «t% avP* .'**T..** _* h fA '"'**«. Z^K^^tJik^SsiS^ftL^^^ *OTTAWA (AP)—Thousands of Jews marched Tuesday in a continuing

campaign to embarrass Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin. The ranks
stretched over 10 city blocks and caused massive traffic backups in

downtown Ottawa.
Police said 10,000 persons took part in the parade.

Hundreds of city and provincial police cordoned off the Rideau Club,

where Kosygin lunched with Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau.
Hundreds more, plus Soviet KGB men, ringed a five-block radius from
the Soviet Embassy in preparation for the arrival of at least 110 busloads

of protesters from other cities.

The marchers cheered when a light plane flew overhead trailing a sign

reading "Let them live as Jews or let them leave"-a reference to alleged

mistreatment of Jews in the Soviet Union.

When Kosygin left the luncheon, a spattering of applause from a small

crowd was mingled with hoots, jeers and chants.

As the parade formed Tuesday morning, waiting for the call to march
from the traditional ram's horn, Kosygin held another round of what were
described as solidly businesslike discussions with Trudeau and other

Canadian leaders.

On the public front, the only Canadians who seemed to take notice of the

visit were those with protests to make and axes to grind, and they have
created a nightmare for both Soviet and Canadian authorities.

Security was visibly far tighter Tuesday because of the attempt by a

young Hungarian to assault Kosygin the day before.

There have been no large crowds of well-wishers waiting to greet the

visitor in the first two days of his eight-day tour. On the contrary, most
who turned out seemed to be there not to cheer but to jeer.

The protests may dog the trip in other cities. Busloads of protesters

already have been heading toward Montreal, where Kosygin is due
Thursday for an overnight stay, and other demonstrations are promised

for Edmonton, Vancouver and Toronto.

A ram's horn signaled the beginning of the Ottawa march. The
protesters formed up behind a group of rabbis and started toward a

semicircle of several hundred police.

Young parade marshals formed a barrier in front of the police to insure

no contact with the protesters. A sprinkling of young men carried blue

and white flags bearing a clenched fist inside a star -the insignia of the

militant. New York-based Jewish Defense League.

Rabbi Meir Kahane. leader of the league, and six companions were
turned back to New York after arriving in Montreal.

Men with megaphones led chants-"Let our people go," and "Eree

Soviet Jewry." But the crowd was more picnic than protest in at-

mosphere, despite the chant and the placecards. The atmosphere was
friendly. .

One Montreal-bound convoy of 55 buses was halted for a check by

Quebec provincial police, who said they were tipped there were bombs
aboard. None was found and the buses were permitted to go on to Mon-
treal for what organizers say will be nonviolent protests against Soviet

treatment of Jews.
As Kosygin left his hotel for his second business session with Trudeau.

about 50 Jewish youths greeted him with chanted slogans.

After his business session, Kosygin was taken to the swank Rideau

Club, directly across the street from the Parliament Building, where he

was host at a luncheon for the Canadian prime minister. Again, in front of

the club, there were pickets, a relatively small knot of men with placards

and chanted slogans.

Geca Matrai, the 27-year-old Hungarian accused of assaulting Kosygin

on Monday, is being held in custody until his case comes up next week.

Two Montreal men charged with illegal possession of explosives after a

dynamite bomb was found in a car near the Soviet Embassy were
remanded in custody without plea until Oct. 26: »/

Kosygin's continuing talks with Canadian leaders again focused on

international affairs and included a long exchange of views on the Middle

East. Both nations support the United Nations' 1967 resolution calling for

Israel's withdrawal from occupied Arab territories.

Spokesmen said there was no discussion of either Vietnam or Red
China, nor did either side mention the current Canadian grievances

against the United States because of Washington's economic policies.

Will Cover Dividends, Post-Freeze Fines

£5'r-rw'

DANGER
WATER POLLUTED

NOT FIT

FOR SWIMMING
OR DRINKING

POLLUTION WHERE YOU LEAST EXPECT TO FIND IT—The White Mountains in New Hamp-
shire, with it's miles and miles of natural forests and rushing rivers, is not without problems created by

man. This sign stands in mute testimony to the effects of man's technological progress - which has

reaped many benefits but in the process has destroyed many gifts of nature. (MIX photo by Boh
Callahan)

Fears Political Upset

apan Favors Two China U.N.J
UNITED NATIONS, NY. (AP)—Japan expressed

fear Tuesday that the proposed expulsion of

Nationalist China from the United Nations would

upset a "favorable trend" in the political atmosphere

of the Ear East.

Speaking as "a close neighbor of China," Japan's

former foreign minister, Kiichi Aichi, joined the

United States in urging that Red China be seated in the

world organization with the Taiwan delegation

remaining.

He addressed the 131 -nation General Assembly as

the China debate went through its second day without

any surprise switches which might throw light on the

outcome of voting next week.

The Japanese noted that the situation in Asia

"seems to be undergoing a change for the better," but

declared that approval of the Albanian resolution

•would be likely to entail an abrupt change" in this

delicate situation.

The Albanian plan calls for seating the Peking

government and outright expulsion of the

Nationalists. The rival U.S. -backed resolution would

keep both Chinas in the organization and give to

Peking the permanent seat in the Security Council

that the charter allots to China.

Pro-Peking speakers continued to hammer at the

theme that Red China would have nothing to do with

the United Nations as long as the Taiwan government

remains in it.

The Indian Ocean country of Mauritius backed the

U.S. demand that the assembly invoke the two-thirds

rule by declaring expulsion of Nationalist China an
"important question." The ambassador. Sir

Seeweesagur Ramgoolam, added a new note by

urging the Taiwan government to renounce its claim

to be the government of mainland China.

Japan stressed that the dual representation plan

was not a two-Chinas plan, but simply a transitional

phase which eventually might lead to a settlement

between Peking and Taipei.

"It is our profound belief," Aichi declared, "that by

adopting our draft resolutions, the United Nations will

open the path to reconciliation and peaceful dialogue,

and will promote peace and stability in Asia
."

The United States continued behind the-scene

consultations to line up support. A U.S. spokesman
said the mission was receiving 400 to 500 letters a

week, mostly on China and about 96 per cent against

the expulsion of the Nationalists. Asked whether many
favored a cutoff of U.S. funds for the United Nations in

the event the expulsion is voted, he said: "Not so

many."
The spokesman said Saudi Arabia's amendments to

the Albania resolution were a surprise. The main
amendment submitted Monday by the Saudi Arabian
ambassador. Jamil Baroody, would eliminate the

expulsion provision of the Albanian proposal and
instead call for recognition of Peking's right to

represent mainland China and Taipei's right to

represent Taiwan.

Nixon Asks Congress For Broader Economic Powers
WASHINGTON (AP)—President Nixon

asked Congress Tuesday to broaden his

economic-control powers to cover interest

rates and dividends and to set a stiff new

civil fine of $2,500 for punishing violators of

the post -freeze program.

The White House sent legislation to

Capitol Hill that would extend lor one year

to April 30, 197:5, the Economic Stablization

Act under which Nixon imposed the 80-day

wage price rent freeze and the controls to

follow.

But Treasury Undersecretary Charles

Walker told newsmen the one year time

limit doesn't indicate the actual length of

time the post freeze controls will remain in

effect

The controls will last as long as "it takes

to break the back of inflationary ex-

pectations and to make meaningful progress

to bring down the cost of living," Walker

said.

Nixon has no plans to clamp controls on

interest rates and dividends, he said,

pointing to what he called a "dramatic

decline'" in interest rates.

Although the controls over wages, prices

and rents bar them from rising any higher

than their level of May 25. 1970. the bill does

not use that date on interest rates and

dividend* as I ceiling

'Interest rates were closest to the highest

level in too years at that time.'' Walker said.

The bill would empower the President to

stabilize interest rates and dividends at

•levels consonant with orderly economic

growth."
• In addition. Walker said, the Cost ol

Living Council is setting up closer

monitoring of interest rates to insure that

more up-to-date figures are on hand.

The bill, as reported earlier, would set up

a temporary emergency court of appeals to

handle wage-price cases, to be named by

Chief Justice Warren Burger.

It would be composed of three or more

federal District or Circuit Court judges and

would have the exclusive power to rule on

the constitutionality of the law itself or any
government order or regulation dealing

with the post-freeze controls. But wage-

price complaints by the public would still

How through District Courts tirst.

The civil penalty of 12,500 for each

violation ol the controls was a surprise

provision of the bill. Officials said that, if

passed, it could make enforcement of the

controls easier.

Now, the law provides for a criminal

penalty of $5,000 for each violation, a fine the

government is reluctant tO seek since it

involves seeking a criminal conviction The

government would retain its power to seek

court injunctions to bar and punish

violations,

As anticipated, the new legislation would

extend subpoena powers to the board and

commission.
Walker said the administration strongly

opposes requiring members of the Pay

Board and Price Commission, the two

bodies that will pass on wage and price

increases, to be confirmed by the Senate

The standby controls are delegated by the

Cost of Living Council, he said, most of

whom were confirmed to the jobs they were
named lo before being put on the council as

well

Hep Wright Patman, I) Tex., chairman
ol the House Banking Committee, said

hearings will begin on the bill Thursday He
said he teels the Pay Hoard and Price

Commission members should be subject to

Senate confirmation
Patman said also he doesn't like a

provision in the bill which would ratify the

previous decisions ,md rulings by the

government dealing with the wage-price

freeze.

"The committee has in the past taken ;i

dim view of retroactive statutes ,md we
would need to move carefully on any

proposals which might arbitrarily wipe out

the legal rights of any individual or group,"

Patman said
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Government Internship

Program Continued
By EDWARD BURK

Robert A. Shanley, Assistant Professor of Government and co-

ordinator of the University's Undergraduate Legislative Internship

Program, has announced the continuation of that program for the

Spring semester of 1972, thus marking the third year of its

existance.

The program, co-ordinated through House Speaker David

Barkley's office, enables three selected Junior or Senior political

science' majors to couple their academic studies with practical

experience at the State House in Boston.

According to Shanley, the value of the program rests primarily

with the fact that the student "can augment his academic studies

with the practical experience of working with legislators.

Under the provisions of the program, the student continues to

carry a nine credit workload at the University of Massachusetts

Boston campus while at the same time working as a part-time aid

to an appointed state legislator, the internship worth an additional

six credits.

Through the program, every effort is made to match up the

particular interest of the student with legislators and committees

whose primary concern may center in the same area.

The program provides invaluable experience to the government

or political-minded student in that the theories of the workings of

government are witnessed in the practical sense.

The student can perhaps better understand the legislative

process," stated Shanley. "He is given a greater sense of direction

and develops a greater interest in politics."

In addition to the minimum requirement of a 2.5 cumulative

average in government courses, it is also desirable for the

respective applicant to have previously worked in some sort of

political campaign.
"We want students to have an appreciation of the problems of

politicians and legislators and to develop that appreciation so that

they may understand the workings of government to a greater

degree," said Shanley.

He also urged any students interested in applying for this

program to contact him in 202 Thompson Tower.

Overall, the program has been successful according to Shanley.

"The Speaker's office has been quite pleased with the work of

prior students and is quite willing to continue with the program."

T Common Cause
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WASHINGTON ( AP> — Common Cause asked U.S.

District Court Tuesday for a speedy ruling against

what it said were admitted campaign contributions

and spending violations by the major political parties.

The motion for summary judgement was filed in a

long legal battle in which Common Cause, a citizens'

lobbv, has won most of the rounds so far.

Common Cause said both parties, in their answers

Oct 1 to a District Court ruling, conceded collecting

more than the $3 million limit for individual con-

tributors and spending more than the $:\ million limit

on a party in any calendar year.

"There can be no doubt that defendants' admitted

practices are prescribed by these provisions," the

motion said, indeed, these practices lie at the very

heart of the abuses that the legislation was designed to

prevent."

Common Cause contends that these practices,

linked to the rising cost of campaigning, have made

the parties, and to an extend officeholders, captives of

large campaign contributors.

The Democratic and Republican national com-

mittees acknowledged raising and spending money

beyond the limits but argued there was nothing illegal

about it because of the methods used.

Common Cause said the admission by the parties of

the questioned practices left no issues of fact to be

resolved and the court should decide quickly without

trial.

"For too long have we observed the spectacle of

national political parties conducting campaigns in

which they ask to be entrusted with federal elective

office at the very moment they are violating specific

federal laws governing the conduct of elections to such

offices," Common Cause said.

"This spectacle breeds cynicism in the electorate,"

the motion added.

Expert Questions Antibiotics

Artificial

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) -
Despite the use of antibiotics for

more than 25 years, the incidence

of infections in persons with

wounds from injury or operations

has not decreased, a leading expert

on infection reported Tuesday.

In fact, he said, antibiotics

therapy may actually have in-

creased the number and com-

plexity of problems of infections.

The study of infection was
reported by Dr. William A.

Altemeier, a bacteriologist and

surgeon, to the 57th annual clinical

congress of the American College

of Surgeons. He is a member of the

Center of the Comprehensive Study

of Trauma at the University of

Cincinnati Medical School.

"After the general use of modern
antibiotic therapy for more than a

quarter of a century," Altemeier

said, "it has become apparent that

the overall incidence of infection in

the trauma wound or injury patient

has not been decreased, that many
related problems are still with us,

and that the pattern of surgical

infections is changing."

One estimate of the cost in

dollars alone of wound infections in

this country during 1967 was a

minimum of $9.8 billion, he said.

An artificial kidney utilizing the

microencapsulated enzyme
technique is being developed at

UMass by Professor Stanley

Middleman of the chemical
engineering department.

The research is supported by a

$5245 grant from the National

Institutes of Health through the

University's Biomedical Sciences

Support grant program.
"Many biochemical processes

occur through the chemical in-

tervention of enzymes. The
development of engineering
systems utilizing enzymes has

proceeded slowly because of the

expense of using enzymes as a raw
material. In most cases, the en-

zymes are soluble in the process

stream and must be continually

replaced in the processing

system," Dr. Middleman ex-

plained.

Faculty Senate

Lauds Tippo
At its 180th Regular Meeting,

October 14. 1971, the Faculty

Senate of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst adopted

a resolution concerning Oswald
Tippo that read in part:

That : The Senate wishes to go on

record expressing its deep ap-

preciation of the many services

which Chancellor Oswald Tippo

contributed to the growth, in

quality and in stature, of the

University of Massachusetts and

fully endorses the resolution to the

same effect which was over-

whelmingly passed by the general

faculty meeting of October 7, 1971.

That: The Faculty Senate
reaffirms its belief that the

autonomy of individual units of the

University will remain as im-

portant for academic excellence in

the future as it has been in the past.

"In recent years a technique has

been developed for encapsulating

enzymes by enclosing them within

a thin Nylon membrane. By for-

ming extremely small, Nylon-

enclosed droplets of enzyme
solution it is possible to design a

reactor which could, for example,

remove toxic materials from
blood, a function normally per-

formed by the kidney. The en-

capsulated enzyme can be retained

in the system and continually

reused," he said.

Dr. Middleman joined the UMass
Amherst staff in 1969 as professor

of chemical engineering, with a

joint appointment in the polymer

science and engineering program.

His research interests lie in the

field of fluid mechanics and in the

application of chemical
engineering to problems in

medicine and biology. He has

authored books in both of these

fields.

Water Pollution War Begun
WASHINGTON (AP)

Legislation changing the course of

the federal war against water

pollution by setting a 14-year

deadline for industrial polluters

was approved Tuesday by the

Senate Public Works Committee.

Weaving the objective of ending

by 1985 the discharge of all

pollutants into navigable waters

into present programs, the bill

charts also a $14 billion grant

program to build sewage treat-

ment plants from coast-to-coast.

Authored principally by Sen.

Edmund Muskie, D-Maine, the bill

is an acknowledgement that

Prof Is Fellow

Dr. Charles P. Alexander, of the

UMass Department of En-
tomology, has been named a

Fellow of the California Academy
of Sciences in San Francisco. The
announcement was made by the

Chairman of the Board of Trustees

and is "in recognition of unusual

attainments in science." Dr.

Alexander becomes one of the 300

life-members.

previous legislation relying on the

setting of water quality standards

has not worked.
The new bill sets up a three-

phase program, requiring

polluters to use the latest

technological advancements
available-but always with the goal

of ending all dumping into lakes,

rivers and streams.

In Phase I, current water quality

standards are required to be im-

plemented by the mid 1970s. In the

second phase, beginning in 1976, a

polluter will be required to show
whether he can implement the no-

discharge standard.

If he cannot meet that standard,

he would be required to use the

best available control techniques,

with those controls being upgraded

every five years.

The final deadline was set at

1985.
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But the effort to combat the

problem, he said, has been

"minimal and inadequate."

In 1967, Altemeier said, an

estimated 18.8 million operations

were performed in American
hospitals. Infections developed in

1.4 million cases-7.4 per cent of the

operations, he said.

A major aspect of the problem is

the growth of the number of in-

fections caused by "gram-
negative" bacteria, which once

were considered to be less virulent

than "gram-positive" bacteria,

which caused most infections

before antibiotic therapy. The
antibiotics have not been as suc-

cessful in controlling gram-
negative infection.

Gorman Parking Lot Re-Zoned

The Parking Ad Hoc Committee has recommended that parking in

front of Gorman House be included in the campus master parking plan.

The area in front of Gorman House will be designated as a continuous

portion of "H" lot for students.

All unregistered vehicles and vehicles assigned to another area, parked

in front of Gorman House will be tagged after November 1 , 1971.

Michele (ioldman. of 2tr> Thnreau, was the winner of a drawing
held last work at the Campus (enter Bookstore. She won a 24-

voluine set of the new edition of the Kncvclopedia Britannica.
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R.I. Declares

Playboy Obscene
PROVIDENCE (AP)-Rhode sland Atty. Gen. Richard J. Israel

Monday night declared tha' newsstands or other businesses
displaying the November issue of Playboy magazine "are running
the risk of prosecution" under recently enacted obscenity laws.

Although the attorney general's office had handed down no
formal ruling that specifies magazines violating the new anti-smut
laws, Israel said, "I think Playboy does fit the description."

if you own a newsstand and you're displaying with photographs
of nudity, which I recall the November issue is, you're running the

risk of prosecution," he said.

Israel pointed out that newsstands or other businesses frequented
by minors under 18 years of age are prohibited under state law
from displaying indecent publications, pictures or articles.

The statute, enacted last May 7, imposes fines ranging up to

$1 ,000 or imprisonment up to two years, or both, for violation.

Aimed at preventing pornography from falling into the hands of

minors, the law forbids the display of materials consisting "of

pictures of nude or partially denuded figures posed or presented in

a manner to provoke or arouse lust or passion or to exploit sex."

Explaining his interpretation of the statute, Israel noted that the

November issue of Playboy contains "still shots from X-rated

movies" and the cover displays a partially denuded figure.

Israel acknowledged having received a letter from Local 1203 of

the' International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, urging him to

rule recent issues of Playboy obscene.

The Pawtucket, R.I., local spearheaded a move in the state

legislature last spring for stronger anti-smut laws.
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Cop Squeals

Harlem Boon To Crooked Cops
NEW YORK ( AP)-A crooked cop

who turned informer testified

Tuesday that every plain-

clothesman in New York was on

the take, and that an assignment to

Harlem was worth at least $1,000

a month in payoffs from numbers
racketeers.

As the first witness before the

Knapp Commission's public
hearing into police corruption,

plain-clothes patrolman William

Phillips was asked how many
plain-clothesmen in the city

received payoffs.

"To my knowledge, every one,"

replied Phillips, whose role as a

bagman in the handling of payoffs

to other cops was revealed in tape

recording played during Monday's
opening of the commission
hearings.

The Knapp Commission, headed

by Wall Street lawyer Whitman
Knapp, was set up by Mayor John
V. Lindsay 18 months ago to in

vestigate corruption in the 31,500-

member police force, the nation's

largest.

Payoffs, Phillips said, came not

only from gamblers, but from
tavern owners, contractors, tow
truck operators and foreign em-
bassies. And it was simple to find

out who was on the take, the wit-

ness added.

"In this department," Phillips

continued, "you could make a

phone call and in five minutes you

could know who the individual is,

what his hobbies are and if he takes

money."
The police department issued a

statement later saying that all

allegations coming out of the

hearings would be investigated

immediately and the men involved

would be reassigned to the office of

the chief investigator until the case

was disposed of.

Dockworkers Walk Off Despite Injunction
PHILADELPHIA (API-

Philadelphia longshoremen obeyed
a court order and returned to the

docks Tuesday but refused to

remove cargo from 13 vessels

in port when clerks, checkers and
timekeepers defied the injunction

and remained off the job.

About 1,000 dockworkers
reported to work under an in-

junction signed Sunday by Com-
mon Pleas Court Judge Edmund B.

Spaeth Jr. although shippers had

asked for less than 200 men.
Philadelphia has 5,000

longshoremen.
The work gangs walked off the

ships moments after boarding

when foremen said the men could

not work without the clerks,

checkers and timekeepers who
later voted to remain off the job in

defiance of the court order.

The Philadelphia longshoremen

Eskimo Claim Before House picasso Exhibit on Campus
(AP) -With the price tag

escalated from $7.2 million to $925

million, the House began debating

Tuesday for the first time a

perennial bill to settle aboriginal

land claims of Alaska natives.

The bill would pay 55,000

Eskimos, Aleuts and Indians $425

million in cash over a ten-year

period and $500 million in royalties

from mineral production on Alaska

public lands. It also would give

them 40 million acres for village

expansion.

The House is expected to vote

Wednesday.
Proponents of the bill said that

the federal administration once

recommended settlement of the

land claims for $7.2 million, the

amount the United States paid

Russia for Alaska in 1867.

The proposed settlements grew
more liberal during the quarter-

century that landclaims bills have

been before congressional com-
mittees, said Rep. Wayne N.

Aspinall, D-Colo., until the present

administration recommended $1

million and 40 million acres.

Aspinall, chairman of the In-

terior Committee which wrote the

present House bill, said that the

proposed settlement has nothing to

do with Alaska oil promotion.

Starting Feb. 29, and running through to Mar. 19, The Campus Center

Program Council, assisted by the American Federation of Art, will offer

a "traveling exhibit" of Pablo Picasso originals. The exhibit will consist

of small sculptures, ceramics, and posters, and will be held in the Student

Union Gallery.

The Picasso display is only one of a series of showings hoped for by the

program council. Russ Vieira, a council member, said that the council is

trying to develope a regular schedule of showings for the spring

semester. Considered for display will be some of the councils own
acquisitions, posters by Salvador Dali, and works coming from local

talent.

A selection of interesting prints is now being displayed in the S.U.

gallery. Those of you who rush on visuals will find the display a pleasant

break in your daily routine of hustle and clatter.

Complete information on the Picasso exhibit is not available at this

early date because a good deal of planning remains, including security

measures to be taken.

Cosby In Breach Of Contract Suit

joined the East and Gulf Coast

dock strike on Oct. 1 as an act of

solidarity with New York dock-

workers who want to maintain a

contract provision guaranteeing

them 40 hours' work every week of

the year.

On the West Coast, a strike that

began July 1 has been interrupted

by a court-ordered return to work
under the Taft-Hartley law, one of

two striking unions settled

Tuesday.
The International Association of

Machinists and Aerospace
Workers ratified a new contract

with the Master Stevedore
Association at the Los Angeles-

Long Beach area. The workers will

receive a $1.65 an hour raise over

three years. Ratification was by a

vote of 82 to 52.

The major body of West Coast

strikers, the 15,000 members of the

International Longshoremen and
Warehousemen's Union, continued

working under the court order of

Oct. 9. Officials said there was no
evidence of slowdown as they

tackled the backlog of cargo-laden

vessels.

No negotiations were scheduled

in the coal strike, which has idled

100,000 miners in 20 states and
resulted in widespread layoffs

among railroad and steel workers.

A $2.4 million writ of attachment

filed at the Franklin County
Registry of Deeds against the

Shelburne home of actor Bill Cosby

is an outgrowth of a breach of

contract suit filed in U.S. District

Court in Boston

Martin E. Greenblatt, a Boston

attorney, said Sunday he filed a

seven-page bill of complaint with

the district court.

The writ filed in Franklin County

is the only portion of the action that

involves this area, he said, adding

that all hearings in the case will be

held in the Boston court. No papers

will be filed here in Superior Court,

he said.

Greenblatt said he was hired to

file the action for four firms, Acrite

Industries, Inc. of New York,

Richards Packing Co. of Min-

nesota, Frigitemp Corp. of New
York and Billy Cosby Foods, Inc. of

New York
According to Greenblatt, Cosby

had entered a contract with the

four firms to set up a national

chain of restaurants, with the

franchise to be known as "The

Underground Railroad," and a

business marketing frozen food

products under the Cosby name.
The suit claims that after

receiving a $100,000 advance
payment. Cosby refused to let his

name be used. The suit also alleges

that Cosby refused to return the

$100,000.

The suit, filed Sept. 22, seeks a

writ of attachment against all

properties owned by Cosby in

Massachusetts. Greenblatt said

that, as far as he knew, the Bard-

well's Ferry home recently pur-

chased by Cosby in Shelburne is

the only attachment made by U.S.

marshals.

Greenblatt said the Boston court,

to the best of his knowledge, is the

only one in the country in which the

suit was filed.

Paul Markham of Boston, for-

mer assistant U.S. attorney, will

defend Cosby in the action.

Greenblatt said he was informed of

this Sunday afternoon.

Cosby was reported to be still in

California Sunday. He is scheduled

to enter the University of

Massachusetts for graduate work

in education.

The Shelburne home, purchased

for $65,000, is currently undergoing

renovations. Mrs. Cosby and the

children reportedly are staying in

the Amherst area until the work is

completed.
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Don Stover and the White Oak Mountain Boys were featured at the Blue Wall Cafeteria last night.

Over ISt people listened to their repetoire of really good music, jokes, and fun. (MDC photo by Jim

Heardon.)
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In The Nation And The World

' 'An Affair Of Family, Village and State
'

'

ew Reunited With Greek KinAgn
GARGALIANOI, Greece, (AP)-

Kinfolk all, the Agnews and the

Anagnostopouloses embraced
Tuesday in a sentimental

homecoming.
It was an affair of family, village

and state, spilling thousands of

Greeks through the narrow streets

of Spiro T. Agnew's ancestral

home.
The emotion of the vice

president's visit to the place where

his father was born was evident in

his face as he stood in a sand-

floored soccer stadium and spoke

of his Greek heritage.

It could be read as he placed a

wreath draped in American flags

at a family gravesite, and as he

visited the Anagnostopoulos family

home, a narrow two-story building

of white stucco.

Near the arched doorway he

dedicated a plaque "at my great

grandfather's home in com-
memoration ot my origins here and

in honor ot tne Greek inheritance in

which so many other Americans

proudly share."

It was a day of flag waving, folk

dancing in the village square, and

a luncheon of roast veal and fruits

in honor of the vice president.

Along with the sentiment, there

was evidence of the political

Indian Rights Lack Protection
WASHINGTON (AP)-Indians told a Senate sub-

committee Tuesday they've been robbed of land and

water rights while their supposed guardian, the

federal government, didn't protect them and many
times helped the encroachers.

"The taking of Indian land and water and the in-

fringement of Indian rights did not end in the last

century,'' Sen. Edward Kennedy, the Judiciary

subcommittee chairman, said in an opening

statement.

"The lawlessness and immorality perpetuated by

the government continues right now and it will con-

tinue tomorrow unless the United States does more
than pay lip service to its sacred treaty obligations to

Indian tribes."

Kennedy said the Northern Paiutes see Pyramid
Lake shrinking, the Agua Calientes see ground water

disappearing, the Navajos see their clean air

clouding, and the lower-Colorado River tribes see

their reservations shrinking.

"And all the while the Indians' trustee, advocate

and protector-the U.S. government-stands idly, if not

menacingly, by," Kennedy said.

Angelo Butterfield, a Lummi Indian from Idaho,

said that during World War II "the Army came out to

our reservation and told the leaders it was their

patriotic duty to allow them to build an air base right

within the reservation, without going to Coneress for

permission.

The chiefs trusted the military men's promises that

their property would be returned even more valuable

than before, she said.

"Our leaders were deceived," she said. "At the end

of the war, the two communities on the edge of the

reservation came to Congress to fight over who'd get

the Indian lands. The city of Pocatello got it for $1."

Mel Tonasket, chairman of the Coleville Tribal

Council in Washington state, said a few years ago a

dam was built blocking a river running across the

reservation.

"The Bureau of Indian Affairs superintendent told

the Army Corps of Engineers that salmon wasn't very

important so there was no sense in putting in 'lad-

ders'," Tonasket said.

He referred to a canal of steps built around a dam to

enable salmon to move upstream to spawn.

The Bureau of Reclamation was called the villian in

the deterioration of the Paiutes' Pyramid Lake out-

side Reno, Nev.
The lake depends on replenishment from the

Truckee River. It was dammed in 1905 by the

Reclamation Bureau, diverting more than half of the

river's flow away from the lake. The lake's level has

shrunk 70 feet destroying the tribe's main livelihood, a

fishery.

aspects of Agnew's visit to Greece.

Premier George Papadopoulos
flew with him by Air Force jet and

helicopter to the village

overlooking the Ionian Sea.

An Agnew aide who was present

during the vice president's talks

with Papadopoulos in Athens said

no commitments on U.S. military

aid to Greece were reached there.

The aide said the discussions did

not cover such specific items but

were a general discussion of the

need for a strong alliance in the

North Atlantic's Treaty
Organization.

The population of Gargalianoi is

listed at 7,000 but many times that

number flooded the stadium,

streets, balconies and squares of

the town.

Agnew shook hands, smiled and

waved. He speaks no Greek, but

the sentiment was clear in any

language.

It was perhaps most evident as

Agnew spoke of his late father,

born in Gargalianoi as Theofrastes

Spyros Anagnostopoulos. He
anglicized his name after

emigrating to the United States, 69

years ago. He died in 1963.

Agnew was accompanied by his

wife, two daughters and a cousin,

Olga Agnew from Towson, Md.
Papadopoulos and two deputy

premiers were with the Agnews as

they toured the village.

Agnew went to an orphanage,

which once was a convent founded

by his great-aunt. He met with two
recipients of scholarships set up by

him and Greek-American donors.

He left in Gargalianoi a gift of

the village, a silver flowered vase.

He turned a symbolic spade of

earth to plant a tree "as a living

and fruitful symbol of the warm
and enduring bonds between the

Greek and American nations."

Bishops Uphold Priestly Celibacy

VATICAN CITY (AP)—
Conservatives scored a victory in

the World Synod of Bishops as

debate on the priesthood ended

Tuesday with massive opposition

recorded against ordaining

married men.
Liberal proposals to allow either

national bishops conferences or the

Vatican to permit limited numbers
of married men become priests

were left "without a prayer," said

one synod source.

Strong support has emerged,

however, for welcoming back into

the Roman Catholic community
priests who defected to marry.

Many speakers asked that the

Church show no vindictiveness

toward these men and allow them

to be "laymen in good standing
"

Eighteen Killed In Air Strike Mistake
SAIGON (AP)—U.S. Air Force

investigators are trying to learn

what fatal slip turned an air

support mission near the Cam-
bodian border into a mistaken
bombing tragedy.

Eighteen South Vietnamese
paratroopers died and seven were
wounded seriously Monday when
an Air Force A37 jet dropped two
500-pound bombs on its assigned

target, the U.S. Command
reported Tuesday.
The command said "additional

soldiers received lesser wounds,"
but did not elaborate.

It was the bloodiest air strike

mistake since American bombs
and napalm killed 36 South Viet-

namese participating in the

Laotian campaign March 5.

U.S. spokesmen said

preliminary investigation in-

dicated that the spot where the

bombs hit-near a government
paratroop base at Thien Ngon 60

miles northwest of Saigon-ha^l

been cleared by the South Viet-

namese ground commander in the

area and had been marked by an
American forward air controller.

Such procedures are customary
in almost all air support actions in

order to prevent accidents.

A U.S. Command spokesman
said the twin-engine A37 Dragonfly

had oeen part ot a two-piane

mission called out "in support of

friendly forces" against the

enemy's border offensive, now in

its fourth week.

The second plane was called off

the target without dropping its

bombs after the mistake became
evident, the spokesman said.

No major ground fighting on the

border front was reported. But

allied spokesmen said North
Vietnamese gunners kept up at-

tacks on South Vietnamese out-

posts and on Fire Base Pace, the

only American-manned post in the

sector. It was shelled for a 25th

straight day. No casualties were
reported in any of the fire attacks.

EVEAt Wednesday,
STAMPEDE NIGHT

'A touch of the far west has come to New England...'

Our Cowgirls, in western garb, armed with water pistols

filled with Vodka, will serve your custom sliced western

steer beef by the ounce.--454 per ounce for prime sirloin, 70*

per ounce for fillet mignon, and 354 per ounce for a rib of

broiled beef.
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Mexico Opposes Surtax
MEXICO CITY ( AP) — Mexico appears to be opening a quiet campaign

for special exemption from the 10 per cent surtax President Nixon im-

posed on imports.

The Mexicans apparently hope to enlist the aid of Canada to get special

status to the two nations which border the United States.

State Department officials report no plans to give any nation an

exemption. But Mexican sources say behind-the-scenes maneuvering has

convinced them there is a good chance of success when the smoke clears

from Phase 2 of Nixon's economic plan.

An exemption for Mexico would be of major political advantage to

President Luis Echeverria. He is under criticism from businessmen and

industrialists for what they feel is a leftward drift in his 11-month-old

government. By winning an exemption Echeverria could stimulate his

country's lagging economy and ease the business-industry complaints.

About 70 per cent of this country's exports go to the United States. The

U.S. Embassy calculates one-fourth are directly affected by the surtax.

The Mexicans say $500 million worth of trade is affected, with Mexico

losing perhaps $80 million a year.

Mexican officials generally support Nixon's other moves to improve

the U.S. economy because the two economies are closely linked.
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Worldwide Recession Spreads

U. S. Foreign Trade Position Stronger
NEW YORK (AP)—A worldwide

recession, spreading and getting worse,
is strengthening the United States'

bargaining position on foreign trade.

From West Germany to Tokyo, jobless

rolls are growing, national production is

off and stock markets are falling. The
recession is even reaching into under-

developed countries whose raw
materials exports are bringing in less

cash.

The recession is felt in America, too,

of course. But it has less influence on
this country's foreign trade. The United

States puts only about 4 percent of its

national output of goods into foreign

trade. Germany in comparison, sells

about a third of its production overseas.

Thatmeans that Germany and Japan
must export if they are to come out of

their recession. The United States, less

dependent on foreign markets and
suppliers, can get out of its jam by its

own efforts. But the need to trade to live

puts pressure on the industrial coun-

tries-except France-to strike a bargain

with the United States to open the

American market to easy imports.

"I don't think people realize how bad
things are over there," said William

Wolman, a vice president of First

National City Bank. "What is going on in

the Common Market, for instance,

would be called a recession anywhere
else." And things could get worse unless

they are repaired, in the view of E.

Douglas Howard II, president of the

Niagara Share Corp., a $100-million

mutual fund.

Although the slowdown is most
marked in the industrial countries of the

world, it is felt by their neighbors and in

the underdeveloped countries. As short-

time working spreads in Germany, for

instance, the foreign workers in that

country have less money to send back

home. This reduces the cash income of

those countries who have sent their

workers abroad-Yugoslavia, Spain,

Portugal and the North African coun-

tries.

The countries producing the world's

raw materials are nearly as badly off.

Since Aug. 15, when President Nixon

took economic steps that altered the

world money system, the prices of raw
materials are down an average of 8 per

cent.

Lagging industrial activity is

reflected in the stock markets of the

richer countries. Since Aug. 15 stock

averages have declined in every country

except Britain. They are off 13 per cent

in Japan, 9 per cent in Germany, and 7

per cent in Italy.

Even France, which exports only a

small portion of her production to the

United States, is not entirely in the

clear. While her relative independence

of trade has helped, her unemployment
is the worst in recent years and wages
are rising twice as fast as prices. This

means trouble unless the disparity can

be reduced.

Country by country, here is how the

world's trading partners are faring:

West Germany-new orders are tailing

off, workers are being put on short time,

jobless rolls are growing. The
revaluation of the mark and the U.S.

import surcharge has hurt the exports

industries such as automobiles and
steel.

Belgium-Price controls are fighting to

keep down the cost of living, but there

are no controls on wages. "It seems
likely there will be trouble in store,"

says the Financial Times.
France-Things are pretty good and

may stay that way if consumer prices do

not rise.

Italy-'The economy is well on to its

way into a recession," says one ob-

server. Strikes" have cut industrial

production by a third, unemployment is

the highest since the war and growth

rate this year is expected to be zero.

Britain-Inflation and industrial

stagnation are squeezing the country

and unemployment is the highest since

1945. Manufacturing goods production is

the same as a year ago.

Japan-The government had already

put in measures to control inflation

when the U.S. trade restrictions were
put on. The U.S. and Japanese actions

worked in tandem to turn the economy
down. The government has just changed
its predictions of growth from a rise of 10

per cent to only 5 per cent for this year.

There is a shortage of labor in many
fields, but restrictions on textile exports

are expected to cost many jobs.

Africa-The countries relying on oil are

all right, but most of the others are

suffering from low prices for raw
materials.

South America-Budding industries are

feeling a slowdown, in some cases

because of a fall in foreign investment.

Only Brazil reports a bright economic
picture as prices for coffee and sugar

remain good.

From New York

Irish Officials Seize Illegal Guns Aboard QEZ
CORK, Ireland (AP)—Customs

officials seized six trunks full of

arms shipped into the Irish

Republic Tuesday from New York
aboard the British liner Queen
Elizabeth 2.

The load of submachine guns and
hand grenades. apparently
destined for the Irish Republican

Army, was part of what British

army intelligence sources claimed

is a steadv stream of arms for the

IRA.
The customs men stumbled on

the arms at Cobh Harbor near Cork
when they became suspicious of

the weight of the trunks, which had

not been claimed.

It was the second load of arms
involving the IRA to be discovered

in the last four days. Dutch police

seized more than three tons of

Czech-made weapons aboard a

Belgian plane at Amsterdam
Airport Saturday.

vVhen the trunks' contents were
uncovered, Irish police im-
mediately sounded an alert and
blocked roads around Cork in a

hunt for the passenger in whose
name the trunks were consigned

aboard the liner.

The man disappeared when he

landed from the ship, which an-

chored in the harbor en route to

Southampton in England.

In Belfast, capital of Northern

Ireland, a military intelligence

spokesman said the discovery

"confirms what we've always
suspected-that arms are being

smuggled to the IRA from the

United States."

The British army has long

believed that money from Irish-

American IRA sympathizers was
used to buy arms for the gunmen
who want to unite Northern
Ireland, which is mainly
Protestant, with the

predominantly Roman Catholic
republic.

In Dublin, the head of the Irish-

Czech Society said the two-man
Czechoslovak trade mission in the

Irish capital helped organize the

shipments seized in Amsterdam.
"I'm convinced they're helping

organize the arms-and the trouble-

in Ireland," said Barry Hardy.
In Amsterdam. Dutch police said

the arms seized there had the of-

ficial clearance stamp of the

Czechoslovak airport customs on
their bills of lading.

In London, debate in the British

Parliament continued on
allegations that British troops in

Northern Ireland have tortured

and brainwashed detainees
suspected of being IRA men.
Home Secretary Reginald

Maudling, the Cabinet minister

responsible for the province, said a

government committee under Sir

Edmund Compton is investigating Irish opposition member, said

the charges, but stressed that

"intelligence is of enormous im-

portance in defeating the gun-

men."
Bernadette Devlin, the Northern

attacks on police in the province

were increasing because people

believe "these men are engaged in

the torturing of people in in-

ternment."

House Blocks Indochina Deadline Vote
WASHINGTON (AP)—House

leaders blocked a straight up-or-

down vote on the Senate's six-

month Indochina war deadline in a

stormy session Tuesday-and then

interpreted a procedural vote as

rejection of the deadline.

Sparking angry floor speeches.

Republican Whip Leslie C. Arends

of Illinois averted a direct

showdown by moving that the

House reject five Senate amend-

ments including the war amend-

ment in a $21 -billion weapons bill

purely on the ground they violated

House germaneness rules.

"Today young Americans are

letting their guts blown out in

Vietnam." said Rep. Charles

W.Whalen Jr., R—Ohio, who had

planned to move for the straight

vote. "And we're sitting here in the

House debating germaneness."

An effort to override Arends with

a procedural motion to permit the

up or down vote was rejected 215 to

192-and House leaders then called

that vote House rejection of the six-

month deadline.

So did the White House Deputy
press secretary Gerald Warren
told reporters that President Nixon

"appreciates the majority support

and vote of confidence for his

initiatives for peace through
negotiation as represented by the

215-192 vote today."

House Armed Services Chair-

man F. Edward Hebert, D—La..

told newsmen that the vote sends

him to a House-Senate compromise
conference on the $21 billion

weapons bill with a House mandate
not to accept the Senate war
deadline.

"That's the only vote that

counts," Hebert said.

Senate Democratic leader Mike

Mansfield of Montana, author of

the amendment requiring U.S.

withdrawal from Indochina in six

months if American prisoners of

war are released, said "that's their

business" when asked about the

House action.

But he said his amendment "is

not going to be swept under the

rug. It is going to be brought up

again and again."

Conferees will be senior House

and Senate Armed Services

Committee members who over-

whelmingly oppose the six-month

war deadline although the Senate

conferees are required to try to win

acceptance of the Mansfield
amendment
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Hawkins Company To Appear At Smith
On Thursday, Friday, and

Saturday. October 21, 22, and 23,

the Department of Theatre and

Speech of Smith College and the

National Endowment for the Arts

will present three dance concerts

featuring the Erick Hawkins
Dance Company. These concerts

will represent the culmination of a

six-day residency of the Company
at Smith College. The first three

days of the residency, which will

begin on October 18, will be oc-

cupied with Lectures, Master
Classes, and Lecture-

Demonstrations, to be conducted

by Mr. Hawkins and members of

his company.
In addition, the Hawkins group

will be accompanied at two of their

performances by the American

Brass Quintet. Miss Lucia

Dlugoszewski, who has worked as

a composer with Mr. Hawkins on

many previous occasions, has

composed the score for a new

dance, "Angels of the Inmost

Heaven," especially for the

Quintet. "Angels" will be

presented on Thursday and Friday

evenings.

Erick Hawkins, the Company's

leader and founder, is perhaps the

most American of our new dan

cers. Where his contemporaries

have formed international cliques

of art in an effort to refresh their

ideas, he expresses the fierce in-

dividualism of America's pioneer

spirit by continuing to demonstrate

in his work that there is still

something uniquely American to

contribute to world culture.

It is significant that much of his

thorough training in dance

technique came from George
Balanchine and Martha Graham,

two giants of American Dance.

From the beginning of his dancing

career he was a choreographer as

well as a dancer. After his first solo

concert of his own choreography,

Alfred Frankenstein singled him

out as "one of the greatest

American Dancers of the present

day " It was on the strength of his

first choreography for Ballet

Caravan called "Show Piece" that

Balanchine spoke of him as his

most gifted choreographer.

Martha Graham was so im-

pressed with "Show Piece" that

she invited Erick Hawkins to be

her principal male partner. In his

earliest appearances with her it

became clear to critics and

audiences alike that this was a new

kind of American male dancer.

More than any other, he has

brought back the beautiful spirit of

an American man's dancing to

American dance. It is no wonder

that Claudia Cassiday wrote,

"Erick Hawkins looks more like a

Yankee Clipper Ship than the

popular conception of a male

dancer."
Hawkins is not merely a great

American dancer, but one of the

greatest American artists in any

field. His spiritual sensitivity has

been compared to Emerson, his

adventurous passion to Melville,

his poetic flamboyance to Poe, his

daring originality to Frank Lloyd

Wright; and only something warm,

sensuous, and richly subtle from

the Southwest crystallized these

various facets of genius into the

mold of dancer.

For ticket information and
reservations, please call the box

office of Theatre 14, in the Center

for the Performing Arts at Smith

College, 584-2700, extension 840.
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Policeman Killed

In Wild Shooting
BELLEFONTE, Pa. (AP)-Two local police officers were felled by rifle

fire in a wild shooting in this central Pennsylvania community Tuesday

while one of the officer's wives looked on. Police said one of the men was

dead and the other in "very serious condition."

The officers were felled by rifle fire from a passing auto, police said.

State police said a massive hunt was launched for three men in a late

model, brown sedan last seen speeding toward Interstate 80, a major

east-west highway across central Pennsylvania.

The shooting occurred in front of the G.C. Murphy department store in

the center of town, police said. Two bullets smashed through store win-

dows, but no one inside was hit.

The dead officer was identified by police as Ronald Seymore. Officers

said he had five children.
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UMass To Receive Western Electric Gift
UMass and Amherst College are

among 600 specially selected
colleges and universitities

benefiting from a program
sponsored by Western Electric.

Western Electric and Bell

Laboratories donate more than a

half million high quality electronic

components to 600 colleges and
universities annually through
Western Electric's College Gift

program, Both Western and Bell

Labs are units of the Bell System.

The department of physics at

Amherst and the departments of

physics and electrical engineering

at the University of Massachusetts

will receive the electronic gifts.

The items offered to the schools

include industrially outmoded
gear, such as oscilloscopes and
transistors or surplus meters,

resistors and capacitors.

The program is designed to

encourage engineering education

through donation of usable

equipment that stimulates
scientific investigation. Often the

equipment donated allows a

college to pursue projects that

otherwise would be impossible.

Although the program, in its 44th

year is unrivaled in size and scope,

heavy demand limits the number
of schools that can participate.

Thus schools applying must meet
certain eligibility requirements.

The program began with the

donation of 18 surplus oscilloscopes

to several northeastern schools in

1927. It now distributes more than

half a million items a year,

requires an annual catalog to list

available materials, and has 13

storerooms across the country in

which the equipment is gathered.

The catalogs list a total of 2,255

items on 118 pages, ranging from
electron microscopes to rubber

gloves.

Russell Johnson China Talk Tonight
"U.S./China Policy, A Fresh Start, 1971,"

will be the topic of a lecture to be given
tonight ,at 8:00 in the Student Union
Ballroom by Russell Johnson.

Johnson has recently returned from a four

week tour of the People's Republic of China.

While in China, he visited and met with

people in many areas, both rural and urban,

including Peking, Yenan, Nanking, Tsinan,

and Shanghai.

Johnson presently serves as Press

Secretary for the New England office of the

American Friends Service Committee,
where he is deeply involved in the

movement for social change. The primary

purpose of his trip to China was to explore

possible ways in which the Quakers could be
of assistance in increasing communication
between the societies of east and west.

He has also traveled extensively in Cuba,

Africa, and especially in Southeast Asia,

where he served for four years as the

Quaker International Affairs Represen-

tative for the AFSC. He formed many
contacts while there, and has been an im-

portant member of many international

conferences.

Tonight's lecture, sponsored by the
Distinguished Visitors Program, will be
followed by a Coffee Hour in the Main
Lounge of Crabtree.

Kl'SSKLI. JOHNSON

Every January, complete
storeroom inventories are for-

warded to Western Electric

headquarters in New York City,

where the college gifts group
compiles a complete list of

available merchandise. In May,
the free mail order catalogs are

mailed to the participating schools

and in less than a week, order

forms start to come in. After all

order forms have been received,

the job of distribution is started.

As the number of items given

away has grown, so has the

demand for them. Last year, 425

requests were received for a single

piece of equipment - an electron

microscope. It was donated to

Texas A&M for student research

into the molecular structure of

metals.

Several colleges have built entire

laboratories around the donated

equipment. For example, the

electronic components in the semi-

conductor lab at a Virginia College

'.ame almost exclusively from the

program.
Many upperclassmen and

graduate students are able to

pursue independent research due

to the equipment donated through

the Western Electric College Gift

program.
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Rep. Linsky On Focus Tonight
Tonight on WMUA's "Focus" program at 10 P.M., Ken Mosakowski's

special guest will be State Representative Martin Linsky (R—Brookline).

Linsky, first elected to the Massachusetts House in 1966, represents the

13th Norfolk District and holds the position of Assistant Minority Leader.

The discussion on tonight's live, 60-minute forum is expected to center

on Massachusetts politics with special emphasis on the effect of the 18-

year-old vote and the involvement of young people in political activism.

Rep. Linsky's appearance on tonight's program is one of a series of

events scheduled during his week-long stay at UMass as "Politician in

Residence."
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"Observe Closely, Senator, The Curve Of The Wing,
The Thrust Of The Engine, The Roundness

Of The Wheels "

WASHINGTON -I was putting a Phase 2 sticker in

my living-room window to prove I supported the

President's economic game plan, when my wife came
by.

'What are you doing?'' she demanded to know.

Read it. It says, WE FIGHT INFLATION--WE
SUPPORT THE U.S. ECONOMIC PROGRAM.*

it means that as loyal Americans we have joined a

volunteer army of wage earners, executives, bankers

and consumers to fight the godless hordes of in-

flation."

"We have?"' she asked.

"Yes. Don't you remember the other night the

President said that we should look at his program, not

as Democrats or Republicans, workers or

businessmen, farmers or consumers, but as

Americans? Fighting inflation is everybody's
business, he told us. Well, showing this sticker is the

first step."

"But I don't understand how showing a sticker will

fight inflation."

"It is a warning to everyone from the milkman to

the Avon lady that we're willing to lay down our lives

for the President's game plan. When they come to the

door we will say 'No, thank you, we shall not con-

tribute one dime to the spiraling forces of inflation

that have been unleashed all over this land."

"I thought the President wanted us to spend money
so there will be jobs and a strong economy."
"He does," I said. "But at the same time he is

asking us all to show restraint. He says, buy things but

don't expect higher wages, because if you get a raise

that means prices will have to rise, and the whole
thing will be self-defeating."

"How can we spend more money if we can't get

more money to spend?" My wife demanded.
"Now you're thinking like a Democrat," I said

disgustedly. "We can get more money by going to the

banks and borrowing it. Then we can buy things,

which will perk up the economy and make it possible

for factories to tool up, people to be employed and

stockholders to get dividends."

"You mean stockholders are going to get dividend-

s\'"

"Of course. You don't expect stockholders to make
sacrifices during a wage-price freeze, do you?"

"Why should people who work be frozen, but people

who clip coupons be allowed to make all the profits

they want to?" she asked.

"Because, my dear, the only incentive business has

is profits. If you take profits away from people, they

won't go out and buy stocks. Then the stock market
will suffer, and that could be very bad for the coun-

try."

"Well, what am I supposed to do?"
increase your productivity. Instead of doing two

washloads a day, do three. Instead of vacuuming one

room, vacuum two. Drive the kids to nursery school

four times a week instead of three."

is that going to lick inflation?" she wanted to

know.
"Maybe yes, maybe no, but it is sure going to scare

the hell out of the Japanese.

"You mean if every American woman did twice the

number of chores she does now, the Japanese will be

worried?"
"Right-on. If they see our women are willing to

make sacrifices to increase their productivity, it will

have a fantastic psychological effect on the Japanese
yen."

"And what are you going to do?"
"I'm going out and fight inflatio- in the streets, so

I'll never have to fight it in my home."
Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times.

A Matter Of Convention
By MATT TACKEFF
EDITORIAL STAFF

This past week, UMass Student

Senate President Lee Sandwen
attended what was billed as an
"International Student Union
Conference on Vietnam," a billing

grandiose enough that one might
get the impression that any
resolutions the conferees might
have passed would constitute in-

spired revelations. However, Mr
Sandwen's report to the UMass
community in Monday's Collegian

indicate that this important
sounding convention was probably

little more than a get together of

schoolboy Lenins, the type one
would find on any college campus
any day of the week.
Despite the convention's billing,

Mr. Sandwen's own description of

it indicates that nothing new or

significant was accomplished by it.

' 'Everyone felt it ( the war ) was the

Focus (sic) point of the United

States imperialistic designs on the

whole world, symbolic of the U.S.'

attempts to use technology to

destroy national movements and
national aspirations. Remember
"bomb em back to the stone age.'"

Sandwen's rhetoric speaks for

itself. His report of the goings on is

more of the same old leftist gob-

billygoop that we are spoon fed day
after day after day. But the never-

ending gobbillygoop is not what is

outrageous....one can tolerate as
much as they care to dish out, just

like one can tolerate the Osmond
Brothers on the Hatch jukebox.
What is really outrageous and
revolting is Sandwen's pretention

that he went to this convention to

"represent the United States
Student Population." That
pretention, I submit, is a sham.
No doubt many people agree

with Sandwen's views on the war.
It is most likely that most of the

students at UMass agree with or
don't care what Sandwen has to

say. Mere numerical superiority is

irrelevant. What is important is

that those who disagree with him,

no matter how few in number,
stand up and tell it like it is: that

Lee Sandwen has NO DAMN
RIGHT to take an ideological stand
in the name of the "United States
Student Population." His ideas,

including his political convictions,

are exclusively his to determine
and cannot be delegated to or
prescribed by anyone else. This is

not a matter of representation but
of individual rights. The whole
thing is about as ludicrous as
placing the issue of the war on a
campus-wide referendum, as
engineered yearly by the "anti-

war" activists. Quite properly, the

majority of students, regardless of

their views, find no need to par-

ticipate in that annual hoax.
It is important that those

students who value their in-

dependent convictions, pro or con,
demand that the next time Lee
Sandwen attends one of his

"conventions", he speaks FOR
HIMSELF and ONLY HIMSELF.

Keep The Faith 'There's An Art To Analyzing Statistics"

Every American heart must
surely be beating more proudly

today after the steadfast stand our
leaders have been taking in

defending our gold.

Despite extreme pressures from
the other 117 members of the In-

ternational Monetary Fund, we
have stalwartly refused to raise

the price of our gold from its

traditional $35 an ounce.

A few ignorant laymen may feel

our leaders are making a mistake.

After all, we still have close to

10,000 tons of gold buried away in

Fort Knox.
"Why not jack up the price to

$39.95 or even $42.50 with Green
Stamps," the ignorant laymen
will say, "and really stick these

stupid foreigners?"

SUCH SUGGESTIONS show an
appalling lack of knowledge of

international monetary affairs.

For ever since Mr. Nixon an-

nounced his New Economic Plan,

it's been illegal for us to sell our

gold to either Americans or

foreigners for any amount of

dollars.

Thus it would be a terrible

mistake to increase the number of

dollars a person would have to pay

for the gold we won't sell him. As it

is now. we have more than $10

billion worth at Fort Knox If we
increased the price only 10 percent.

we'd have more than $11 billion.

This, it's plain to see, would give

us another billion dollars worth of

gold that we don't know what to do
with.

That we don't know what to do
with the 10,000 tons we've got is

obvious. We can't sell it and we
certainly can't give it away. It's

government property. You can't

give away government property.

ON THE OTHER HAND,
keeping it entails a tremendous
waste. Have you ever seen Fort

Knox? Think of all those guards
and machine guns and police dogs

and electronic devices on vigil

around the clock preventing
thieves from stealing this stuff we
don't know what to do with.

True, gold is good for filling

teeth. But 10,000 tons is roughly 320

million ounces. And you can fill 30

teeth with an ounce. So we have
enough gold on hand to fill 9.6

billion teeth. This is not only more
cavities than we've got; it's more
teeth than we've got.

It should come as no surprise,

then, to learn that most forward-

looking economists now feel we
should throw our gold away. If you
merely consider the expense of

keeping it, this makes sense. But

there are two drawbacks.
For one thing, when you think of

all the sweat and callouses and toil

that went into digging it up out of

the ground so that we could rebury

it under the ground, throwing it

away seems a shame. Secondly,

say what you will about gold, it

isn't biologically degradable.
Scattering 20 million pounds of it

around the countryside is going to

create an awful mess.
BIT THIS SUGGESTS the

solution: disposable gold plates

and no-return gold beer cans.

The increasing use of paper
plates is a drain on our timber
resources. Manufacturing
aluminum cans requires vast
amounts of hydroelectric power,
which in turn means damming our

wild rivers.

Thus we see that disposable gold

plates and no-return gold beer cans
would be a giant ecological ad-

vance — particularly if we can
convince housewives to turn them
in for recycling rather than
throwing them away.
So let's stop going around with

long faces, saying our 10,000 tons of

gold isn't good for anything.

I hope this clears up any con-

fusion you may have had about the

international monetary system.

Meanwhile, if you have any paper

dollars in your pocket, keep the

faith.

(Reprinted from the Boston
Herald-Traveler 10/19/71)

'HOWEVER, UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES, I DON'T HAVE MUCH ALTERNATIVE . . .

Letters To The Editor

Funds For Fiction

To the Editor:

I have just finished reading Bob Zelman's article

Steal This University," and I would like to comment
on the section "Free Money."

I have been treasurer of the UMass Science Fiction

Society for three years now, and I can assure you that

anyone who thinks that they can get money for an

R SO. group just by asking for it is in for a big sur-

prise. We maintain a 4,000-volume library, publish our

own magazine, and send delegates to an annual

convention -with absolutely no money from R.S.O.

(The Student Senate did give us $300 once -in 1966-to

send three people to a convention in Cleveland.

)

( )ur Student Activities tax? With 50 members, at $40

each, we have paid $200 this semester alone in taxes,

and we never see any of it.

I'm not blaming R.S.O. , since they don't allocate

funds. No, it's the Student Senate who is to blame. I

resent having to pay for Spectrum which is of no in-

terest to me. when the magazine that I am interested

in can't get a dime.
How do we get money? We spend our weekends

putting up posters for our movies. We have to charge

dues, after we have paid an "Activity Tax."

The Home Front

To the Editor:

By now most students on this campus realize and
are aware that the push is on to register those 18 and

older to vote. As a resident of Leominister, Mass., I

wish to encourage and remind those on campus here

at Amherst to register in their hometown. Those from

Leominster, especially the ones recently graduated

from Leominster High School, cannot help but know
and be disgusted with the many serious problems that

confront our city: overcrowded schools, a lack of

facilities for young people, pollution from our plastic

shops, low income housing shortages, and the con-

ditions of our public roads are only a few of the dif

ficulties that the next elected officials must cope with.

There are over 100 students on this campus from

Leominster. You can have an influence. Your vote and

your parents' votes can make the difference. The time

remaining is short. The election is Tuesday,

November 2. If you have not registered to vote in

Leominster and want to know how, or if you wish to

vote by absentee ballot please do so soon. If you need

more information please call Joe McMilleon at 228

Moore house, the phone number is 546-5340.

Monday and Wednesday nights

Tuesdays&Thursdays9.30a.m.-lla.m.; 1:30 p.m.-

5 p.m.; 6:30 p.m. on
Friday all day except 12:00-2:30 p.m. Keep trying

to reach me. YOUR VOTE CAN MAKE A DIF-

FERENCE.
Joe McMilleon

Letters

To The Editor

As in previous years the MDC will continue to print

letters to the editor The only requirements are that

they be typed at sixty spaces, double-spaced and

absolutely no longer than two pages in length All

letters must be signed and the author's address and

telephone numbers must be included. No letter will be

published without this information. Also, no letters

will be printed without the name of the author. Please

note this change in policy.

All letters are subject to editing either for content or

space according to the judgment of the editors. Also

due lo space limitations, we do not guarantee that all

letters will be printed.
THE EDITORS

The Student Senate is not totally disinterested,
however. We still have to follow their financial
procedures, their rules, and their policies. If we don't,
they can disband us, and to top it all off, they would get
all the books and supplies that we paid for.

So, Mr. Zelman, if it's so easy to get money, where
can we get some? Certainly not from Student Senate

-

they just don't care.

Evelyn Chimelis

When Peter Shot

The Sky
In the Africanian jungle,

darkly, wet, and hopelessly...

Dampness, steaming from the leaves,

from Peter, from Pooh, and from me...

Cawing, distant, with screams,

and lost drums panting down...

The sun was gone three days ago.

Gone to search some safe way out of here.

The cold fires we had tried to make
were chased by morning glows.

The many distrusting and hungry eyes...

you could feel their pupils grow.

We were not molested, though,

for we were demons here,

and our presence was not quite.

Celebrities known to none in the jungle night.

It was not right.

We became deep shadows, soon.

and did our private deeds.

Peter, with his tiny bow,

to shoot the clouds with honey seeds...

and Pooh to set his pots

below the trees

to catch the sweet rain.

And me, with my little papers,

and my long-stem pipe, and matches.

all searching for the land of tea,

we dreamt, all three.

One day, there appeared a native friend,

all green and honey gold.

Eyes withdrawn deep in his head,

so dark, from whence an orange smoke unrolled.

And from his ears were growing, nicely.

patches or orange mold.

He spieled us tales of flowers, tall and mellow. ..

and pointed through the trees.

Taught safaris, of none returned,

where tea was growing free.

The Land of Tea.

A tiny bag tied round his waist...

come suppertime, the four of us became three...

the three of us, two.the twoof us, me...

My mind was lost forever that evening.

Peter and Pooh kept gently time.

Four days passed, and we were led

upon a stairway of stone.

Up and up the tower-way

we drifted, and were gone.

Atop the tower-way did stretch

sweet fields or orange loon.

Tall and precious, we observed,

and higher than the moon
The jungle grew high all around...

The Land of Tea we'd found.

Helpless all the rest of our lives

lor as long as our hearts would pound.

Running down the tower way beneath the stars,

flying over the jungle trees and eyes.

Yean and years and years we reigned

and kept our kingdom dry

Only honeyed water flowed .

when Peter shot the sky
T.David Barrett

Editorial Points
One student who recently

withdrew from the University

reported that he was asked to

turn in his football tickets. We
wonder if the Cashier's Office

has been following the exploits of

the Redman football team this

year.
* * * * *

As opposed to the New York
Times which prints all the news
that's lit to print. The Collegian

prints all the news that fits,

makes up the rest.

And

It was reported that when
Vice-President Agnew asked the
dictator in Greece why the

country was no longer a

democratic state, the leader
responded, "It's Greek to me."
And Plato turned over in his

grave.

The Quaker Vigil
WASHINGTON— It is cold these nights and I wake up at 3 a.m. and snap

on the electric blanket. Then I try to get back to sleep. Mr. Nixon is going

to Peking and to Moscow and everything is all right with the world. But

then I think about those antiwar young people huddled on the stone

pediment of the fence before the White House. That does it. One minute

past three. It must be cold under the yellow street lamps with the oc-

casional car and the guards with radios changing place every four hours,

and the fountain. What are thev doing out there? What am I doing here in

bed 9

They are the last remnants of the anti-war demonstrations. They keep

their vigil 24 hours a day, rain or shine, hot or cold. They have been at it

about 150 days now. They are quiet; they don't cause disturbances. They
are under the auspices of the Quakers but most of them, I think, are not

Quakers. They are uncouth enough, about as uncouth as college students,

and most of them wear jeans, and the boys wear long hair mostly, and

some have beards that make them look like Sophocles or Jove or Jesus.

Some wear sandals and they might be hippies except what hippies would

stay o it in front of an iron fence night and day for some preposterous

cause?

A gn up of 30 or 40 or so. They take turns in shifts, maybe six or eight

hours each. There are no rules; it is all voluntary; they can come or not

as they want; they sleep at a friendly settlement, or over at the William

Penn House. 515 East Capitol. It is called the Quaker Vigil. People like

this always take contributions. Their flier says make checks out to

William Ralph Walker, whoever he is.

"The worst time is when it rains," says Paul Goodwin. He is an ex-

sergeant from Vietnam and wears an army fatigue jacket. "When it's

cold you can walk around. But rain! -we had a dozen or so one night when
it rained. We only had ponchos for a few. Well, we just got wet."

"Any pneumonia?"
"No, just a sniffle or two."

As I lie in my bed with the warmth coming up now from the electric

blanket I wonder about them. Sensible people don't act that way. It must

be something they feel; something important. They hate war. They

imagine they are doing something about Vietnam.

The cops don't bother them. Further along is a man with a sandwich

board protesting some incomprehensible wrong by the government, and

down by the place where the tittering tourists come out is the comic with

a sign demanding equal rights for husbands. He laughs and they laugh

and everybody laughs.

This morning I talked to a boy with red hair that hasn't been cut. I

guess, for half a year, who said, "Just call me Mike."' He has been hit-

chhiking from California. Has been on the road a long time but came to a

half here. He liked it—men, women, blacks, whites—they seemed to

respect each other.

The sun was shining across on Lafayette Park with the fountain playing

on the White House lawn and the acorns popping down on the sidewalk

The group had a few signs: "Dear Mom and Dad— Your silence is killing

me. ..in Vietnam, on campus, in the streets." The longest one was spread

out like a scroll and began, "We utterly deny all outward wars and

strife..." It was signed "George Fox, 1st Quaker; year 1661.

How silly can you get? Let's see, that was 310 years ago, and wars

haven't stopped since and they won't either. I turned over in bed but I

couldn't get to sleep. There was the boy who said his name was "Gypsy."

He had troubled eyes.

"Your first name?" I asked.

"Just Gypsy." he said brusquely, as though it was none of my
business, which it wasn't.

He was down from Montreal, he said, aged 17. He looked as though

something inside hurt him; he said his brother had come back from

Vietnam and they were all so glad to see him, only one of his arms

stopped at the wrist. He glared at me. "I'm here for him," he said shortly,

and turned away.
Next month Mr. Nixon is expected to announce plans for withdrawal of

all the ground combat forces in Vietnam, ending next Spring, leaving onlv

residual forces and helicopters and those Daisy Cutters, and he is

probably turning the unused defoliants—a couple of million gallons of

them—over to the South Vietnamese. They are pretty toxic but it hasn't

actually been proved that they produce sterility and cancer. So. back to

sleep. What if a still, small, protest continues at the White House with a

candle? Why can't those kids grow up?

Dammit, the electric blanket is unplugged.

Reprinted from Boston Globe 10/19/71.)
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Announces
'Pdilors Note: The following .s a partial list ot modular

cred.t offerings of the School of Education. Any Student

regardless ot ma.or ll eligible to rece.ve cred.t for the

experiences. IS modular cred.ts equals one Un'vers.tV

credit For more .ntormation, contact the Modular Cred.t

Office, 227C, School of Education.

I„ addition to part.c.pating .n the listed •"«*-«'»•.••;

ferings a student may also arrange modular independent

S,

Alr modular independent study proposals must be

relevant to the discipline of education Normally, they

eguire prior approval from the Modular Cred.t Office and

must be done under the direction of a qualified superv.sor.)

NAME OF THE Creative Utilization of TV in the

OFFERING: Classroom

DESCRIPTION Abstract, practical and future

role ot television as educator

will be examined Hopefully,

technical appreciation as well as

technical competence will be

combined with critical thinking

and sophistical awareness of the

educational potentials of

television with the combination

resulting in innovative research

designs.

LAB; Students will be introduced to

videotape machinery and the

technical world of closed circuit

television After that, they will

have an opportunity to create

and technically produce a series

of closed circuit broadcasts.

LAB:

SEMINAR:

INDEPENDENT
STUDY:

NUMBER OF
MODULES:

SEMINAR

NUMBER
MODULES

OF

SCHEDULE

TIME AND PLACE:

NAME OF THE
OFFERING:
DESCRIPTION

LAB:

SEMINAR

PROJECT/
INDEPENDENT

NUMBER OF
MODULES:

SCHEDULE:

NAME OF THE
OFFERING:
DESCRIPTION:

An outgoing group will be

established to probe, analyze

and discover why television is a

unique educator. Some of the

many issues that will be raised

are: nature and enrichment of

sensory ludgment; self concept

and motor development of

preschoql children, identify and

image agreement or conflict

mass media or other media, etc

LAB 1 lmodperhr
SEMINAR lmodperhr
PROJECT INDEPENDENT
STUDY 30 mods per project

The Television Laboratory will

be open 4 hours a day, S days a

week to begin Fall 1971.

To be arranged with the in

structor

For further information, please

contact Nat Rutstein, S 1597, in

Room 22.

Still Photography in the

Classroom
Photography is one of the most

important means of visual

communication today. This

course is designed to give

studentsfundamental knowledge

which they will be able to use in

their classrooms in the future.

The laboratory will examine

basic photographic phenomena

such as what happens inside a

camera and what happens in a

darkroom. Students will learn

how to process and print black

and white film, and fun

damentalsof color photography.

Students will discuss ap-

plications of what they have

learned in the lab, to what they

can do in a classroom

Following the lab and seminars,

STUDY :stuctents will be expected to

produce project Is) which can be

used in classroom situations

These projects will be

negotiable in terms of modular

credit

LAB 1/Jmodperhr
SEMINAR 1 mod per hr, (20

hours strongly

suggested)

Contact Leigh Svenson 545

1599(office) 253 2412(home)

Film Making for Classroom

Teachers

SCHEDULE:

NAME OF THE
OFFERING:
DESCRIPTION:

LAB:

SEMINAR

INDEPENDENT
STUDY:

NUMBER OF
MODULES:

SCHEDULE.

NOTE:

NAME OF THE
OFFERING

DESCRIPTION:

Masters Degree

Program in Systems

Engineering at

Boston University

Interviewing

November 10

Happy Nite

Every Thursday

on the bandstand

THE SABER MEN
(Rock Band)

The most exciting
entertainment of
Handsome Musician.

Quonset

Restaurant
Hadley, Rt. 9

FromTP91 Exit 19

C
H
I

N
A

This lab will explore the fun

damentalsof film making: use

of Super B mm film cameras,

editors, splicers and projectors

Techniques of photographing

and editing film to make clear

statements will be examined. A

special section of the lab will

deal with film animation. Miss

Carol Somes, a graduate of the

workshop, will lead Ihe

animation section.

This will follow up the

laboratory and explore the

potentials of the film for use in

ihe classroom. These lab

sessions will last for tour weeks.

This will be the culmination of

the lab seminar experience. The

student is expected to prepare a

script or storyboard for a film

thai meets stated educational

needs or that explores the

potential of film for use by

elementary or high school

students. A completed film is

required to obtain credit

LAB l/2hrpermod

SEMINAR lmodperhr (20

hrs strongly

recommended
Project/Independent Study 30

mods per project

Contact Juan Caban Room 22B

545 1597.

Reading and Listening

This experience will involve an

overview of what happens in a

Reading Program Discussions,

observations and practical

experiences will be provided in

traditional and innovative

techniques; Ihe other major

topic will be discussion of the

process of learning ro read and

listen

This will follow up the

laboratory experiences and will

be completely individualized.

Seminars will last for four

weeks, students will be ad

mitted to the seminars by

havmq a proposal acepled by

Ihe instructor

This will be Ihe culmination of

Ihe lab/seminar experience A

student will be expected to have

a research design and proposal

prepared for a research study.

or a clearly defined proposal for

a curriculum development

project or other development

plans before he is admitled to

this stage.

LAB 1/2 mod per hr

SEMINAR lmodperhr
Project 'Independent Study 45

mods per project

Project/Independent 45 mods
per project

Study
The Reading Center will be open

4 hours a day, 5 days a week, to

begin Fall 1971

For further information on any

of these four Media Offerings

please contact the Media Office,

Room 22.

Media Research and Analyses

Measuring the Communication

Effectiveness of Television

Network News Broadcasting.

This modular experience will

incorporate a study currently

being conducted by the Media

Center. Theteolsof research are

a cross coupled questionnaire

and telephone interviewing.

Evaluation of responses across

a wide range of variables and an

on going critical examination of

the study will also ensue
WNET Channel 13 in New York

has expressed considerable

interest regarding the project

and some help and guidance

Modular Credit Offerings
from them will be forthcoming SCHEDULE: To be arranged wilt

NUMBER OF
MODULES:

SCHEDULE

NAME OF THE
OFFERING:

DESCRIPTION:

OFNUMBER
MODULES
SCHEDULE
NOTE:

NAME OF THE
OFFERING
DESCRIPTION:

NUMBER
MODULES

OF

from them will be forthcoming

Both graduates and upper level

undergraduates will be accepted

pursuant to a brief interview

with Robert Antil or Nat Rul

stem. Students should gain

knowledge about Ihe tools and

techmques of media research

and analysis Additionally, a

thorough knowledge of jour

nalism will ensue. Each
student's contribution to the

project will be evaluated, and

each student will be expected to

contribute some written anaysis

of group and project results.

50 mods for Ihe project, time

requirement twice a week,

three hourseach, throughout the

semester.

Tuesday, Wednesday or

Thursday 6 p.m. Media
Center.

For further information, contact

Bob Antil in the Media Center,

or call 584 3926.

Modular Topics in Principals

and Methods in Teaching
Mathematics in Elementary
Schools

I October21 Exploring the Use of

Metric Rods in Elementary

School Mathematics
J. October 28 Exploring Basic

Computation and Structure in

Elementary School
Mathematics

4. November 4 Exploring
Geometry in Elementary School

Math
5. November 18 Exploring

Measurement in Elementary

School Mathematics

6. December 2 Exploring Graphs,

Relations, and Functions in

Elementary School
Mathematics

7. December 9 Independent
Exploration Lab Session a

chance lo explore many of the

best available materials and

books for Teaching and Lear

ning Elementary School

Mathematics
8. December 16 Independent

Exploration Lab Session a

chance lo explore many of the

best available materials and

books for Teachinq and Lear

ning Elementary School

Mathematics
One mod for each experience

Thursday, 100 p.m. 3 30 p.m.,

in Room 228.

The experiences are limited to

approximately 20 students

Interested students should sign

up with Or Bill Masalski in

advance to avoid disap

pointment

Mini Course Tutoring

NES, an inner city OEO
delegate agency in Springfield,

wants people who are really

enthused by a subject, craft, or

activity to gear their knowledge

to kids in Springfield and share

his enthusiasm by teaching

"mini courses" to groups of one

to three pupils Students may
choose the age group with which

they want to work It is hoped

that a commitment will be made
to leach one session per week

To receive credit, the student

must complete a lesson plan

form, spend an hour teaching

the course in one of the NES
centers in Springfield (NES is

seeking transportation for

tutors), and submit an

evaluation of the session lo the

NES and faculty supervisors.

Open only to undergraduate

students

2 mods for each session (4

hours)

NAME OF THE
OFFERING:
DESCRIPTION:

To be arranged with

slructor. Contact Jim

through his mailbox

126

Ihe in

Theroux
m Room

OFNUMBER
MODULES:
SCHEDULE:

NAME OF THE
OFFERING:
DESCRIPTION.

NAME OF THE
OFFERING:
DESCRIPTION:

NUMBER
MODULES

OF

SCHEDULE:

Alternative Forms of Education

How do you establish an

alternative within a school? Will

discuss Ihe community
pressure, administrative
pressure and pressures you'll

have to endure to maintain your

integrity Will also discuss

alternative staffing and

curriculum, teacher training,

community involvement, fun

ding, resource allocation

suggestions of various ways in

which you can get involved.

Variable. 1 15, according to the

contract

To be arranged with the in

structor Please call 545 1538, or

drop in Room 100

Theater Group Workshop

Part A. Tuesday and Thursday

evening will be devoted to

developing a repertoire of

exercises useful lo teachers

interested in the effective

domain of the whole person with

special emphasis on body

awareness. The objective of the

experience is lo counteract

alienation though Ihe use of

theater games, Yoga and other

related physical exercises Once

the techniques are learned,

students will teach in special

workshops for Ihe Humanistic

Education Center and others

who ask for assistance

Part B. Meets with the people

above, plus Saturdays to

develop a close knit troupe of

actors, capable of creating out

of the workshops, a per

formance which we hope lo take

on lour (we have a business

manager) also perhaps a puppet

show tor kids

Part C. Open workshop on

Sundays for anybody who
wishes to get their toes wet

participating and teaching

newcomers. There will be no

credit lor Ihis group It is more
of a community service and

recruitment for the other

qroups

Tutoring at the Crocker Farm
School (Open tor both qraduates

and undergraduates)

One modular credit will be of

tered for every two hours spent

by a University student, under

the guidance of the school

leacher in tutoring individuals

and small groups at Crocker

Farm The teacher would

prepare Ihe lesson to be taught

by the student. In addition, each

student would be expected to

meet weekly for a brief

discussion with the counselor

The tutoring area might be

reading, math, science, etc , and

would be determined by the

need of the student (s) being

tutored. Prior to being accepted,

the student must present

himself to the principal and the

counselor for an interview

Beyond these requirements for

consistency in schedule and

carrying out lesson plans, there

are no other responsibilities for

successful completion of the

modular offering

One mod for every two hours of

work
To be arranged with the teacher

al the school

For further information, please

call Ella Cochrane at 256 6726

dp | $fjt
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RUSSELL JOHNSON
AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE

Recently back from the People's Republic of China after

visiting Peking, Yenan, Nanking, Tsian and Shanghai.

"U.S. China Policy,

a Fresh Start, 1971"

Wednesday, October 20, 8 p.m.

D

m

Student Union Ballroom

® presentation

At Mount Holyoke:

Award-Winning Author to Discuss Autobiography
Arna W. Bontemps, Florence

Purington Visiting Lecturer at

Mount Holyoke College for the fall

semester, will present his second

lecture, "Some Notes On An
Autobiography (With Readings),"

tomorrow at 8:00 p.m. in Sidney D.

Gamble Auditorium.

Mr. Bontemps' "Readings and

Remarks" on October 7 included

selections from his own writings

and readings from the works of his

fellow artists of the Harlem
Renaissance interspersed with
extemporaneous remarks. In his

second lecture, he will turn to his

latest work, his autobiography,

which is "in the typewriter." He

has published more than 30 books,

but he has put aside the story of his

own life until now.

A native of Louisiana, Mr.

Bontemps calls himself a

Californian, although he now lives

in Tennessee. He graduated from
Pacific Union College, and with his

new degree left for New York in

At Amherst:

i i

Films For Intellectuals
55

A "Films for Intellectuals" film

series, open to the public without

charge, will begin at Amherst

College tomorrow.
Sponsored by the College's

Lecture Committee, all films in the

series will be shown at 7: 30 p.m. in

the Converse Assembly Room,

Converse Hall, at the college.

The film schedule is: "Breathing

Together: Revolution of the

Electric Family" by Morley

Markson, tomorrow; "Branches"

by Ed Emschwiller, October 28;

"Finnegan's Wake" by Mary Ellen

Bute, November 4, "Duet for

Cannibals" by Susan Sontag,

November 18; "Antonio Das
Mortes" by Glauber Rocha,

December 2; "The Hour of the

Furnaces" by Octavio Getino and

At Hampshire:

Computers
Dr. Herman H. Goldstine of IBM

Corporation will speak on

"Science, Policy and Computers"

at Hampshire College tomorow at 8

p.m. in the East Lecture Hall of the

Academic Building.

Dr. Goldstine worked ex-

tensively with John von Neumann
on the development of the first

computers. He was assistant

project director of the electronic

computer project at the Institute

tor Advanced Study, Princeton,

from 1940 to 1954, and was acting

project director 1954-57. He is a

permanent member of the In-

stitute's School of Mathematics,

and is now an IBM fellow.

During his distinguished career

Dr. Goldstine has served as a

consultant to various government

and military agencies. In 1967 he

was elected to the Board of

Trustees at Hampshire College for

a five year term.

Dr. Goldstine's lecture is the

fifth event in the series sponsored

by the School of Natural Science

and Mathematics to foster the

exchange of ideas on the

relationship between scientific

achievements and public policy.

Fernando E. Solanas, Part I:

"Neocolonialism and Violence,"
December 15; Part II: "Act of

Liberation," December 16; Part
III: "Violence and Liberation" and
"Black Panthers: A Report" by
Agnes Varda, December 17.

The first film in the series,

"Breathing Together: Revolution
of the Electric Family," is a
"commentary on where America

HIGH HOTEL
RATES IN

NEW YORK CITY
Stay at the world timoui

Hotel Hootevtlt for jutt

** jl^^AhA> SINGI I

A^lM $15.00 Doutii.'

BM_M $ 3.00 for 3m)

I^Q^F person in room

Vatican's Day Raaarva now lor

a gala 3-Day Holiday woafcand.

Get into it on the East Side,

the best location in the city.

You're within walking distance

of famous shops, boutiques,

popular East Side pubs, the

U.N., the Main Library, Mus

eums and those flreat little res

taurants from every country

in the world.

HOTEL
For reservations call FREE

800 522 6449 Ntw York State

800 221 2690 All other States

Madison Avenue * *5th Street

New York. N.Y. 10017

A REALTY HOTEL

is today and where it may be going
in the future." Key personalities in

the recent student protest
movement, including Jerry Rubin,
Abbie Hoffman and Allen Gin-
sberg, are featured in the film.

Recipient of the Ann Arbor Film
Festival's Grand Prize, Markson's
film was also a selection of in-

ternational critics at the 1971

Cannes Film Festival.

1924. His participation in the

Harlem Renaissance was sub-

stantial, and the publication of his

first novel in 1931, "God Sends

Sunday," is said by some to mark
the end of the "upsurge of

creativity." The book was later

adapted for dramatic and musical

productions.

For Arna Bontemps, "God Sends

Sunday" marked a beginning of a

succession of publications in-

cluding such novels as "Black

Thunder." "Drums At Dusk."
histories, biographies, anthologies,

and books for young people. Some
of his best-known works, "Story Of

The Negro, "100 Years of Negro
Freedom," and "American Negro
Poetry," have received a variety

of awards.
Mr. Bontemps later received a

Master's degree from the

University of Chicago and was
honored with an L.H.D. from
Morgan State Collee. He
jvas librarian at Fisk University

and taught at the University of

Illinois, Chicago Circle Campus.
He has served as visiting professor

and curator of the James Weldon
Johnson collection of Yale
University.

Mr. Bontemps has twice been

awarded fellowships by the Julius

Rosenwald Fund, and he later

served as literary advisor and
member of the Committee on

Fellowships for the fund. He
received a John Simon
Guggenheim Fellowship in 1949

which coincided with his sab-

batical leave from Fisk University.

Under a grant from the African

Universities Program of the Ford
Foundation, Mr. Bontemps visited

east Africa in 1960 where he spent

most of his time at Makerere
College in Kampala, Uganda.

"ATRIFLEBIT"
KNIT TOPS

to match any pants

From $3.95 to $5.95

Why Pay More

Wearhouseopen
a
Fri.tii9

GIANT 30x40
FULL COLOR POSTER

ONLY 2.50

r Winner of this year's New York Art Directors Club Gold Medal <or poster art and design.
"~1

CHOPPY PRODUCTIONS, INC., P.O. Box #32, Lenox Hill Station, Now York. Nr>w York 10021

Enclosed is my check (or money order) for $ -
Please send me _

flag poster(s) at only $2 50 each (including postage and handling) Please include sales tax where applicable

|

NAME .
—

ADDRESS-

CITY _STATE_ .ZIP CODE

Sorry, we cannot handle Canadian or foreign orders
11
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Culturnatives

The Roles That Men Play
By GILBERT J. SALK

Last week the topic of this column was

women's liberation. 1 ended by saying that

part of women's lib involved the liberation

of men. I'd like to take some time today to

explore that theme a little further. Too few

men are cognizant of the societal pressures

that act to force them into certain roles. Let

me note at the beginning that the roles

themselves are not necessarily bad, but the

fact that the pressures exist is bad.

The problem, as with the role of women, is

that men find themselves trapped at times,

without even being aware that they have

been trapped, that choices have been made
for them, that their futures are predeter-

mined to fall within certain clearly defined

boundaries.

One of the most obvious examples of this

is the draft. Men are to be soldiers. The role

of fighting, killing, and dying for their

country is assigned to them, and they have
little or no voice about whether they will

serve in such a capacity or not.

A corollary to this role is the defining of

masculinity in terms of physical strength

and combativeness. Is it really true that a

man who is unwilling to fight is less

masculine than the guy who goes out, gets

drunk, and picks a fight with the first person

who happens by? Is the dude who goes into

the Army really more masculine than the

one who decides that killing, for any reason.

goes against his moral code and refuses to

put on a uniform, in spite of the massed

social pressure against his stand? Is the guy

who beats his wife or girlfriend proving his

manhood? What about the guy who feels he

must be better than his wife or girlfriend

intellectually, in sports, in games?

The culturally-defined male role forces

most men into certain male-female and

male-male behavior patterns which may or

mav not be comfortable.

Men are supposed to be sexually

aggressive, so they feel that they must try to

get a girl into bed if there is any opportunity

at all. This attitude affects which girls he

wants to meet, which he wants to get to

know better, how he will relate to any
woman he gets to know, and what will be on

his mind while he is talking to her. Sex is

fun, but does it really have to be the major
factor in every male-female relationship?

Our society tries to make us believe that

the answer is yes. Things sometimes reach

the absurdity of pushing men to try to go to

bed with a woman solely because they are

afraid that she will think of them as less

than men if they don't try.

As sex becomes more casual, as coed
dorms and other similar living situations

become more common, this problem lessens

in impact, but it still exists.

The affect of role definition is perhaps

even more strongly felt in male-male

relationships. Most of us find touch a very

important method of communication, but

we are afraid to use touch to communicate

with our male friends. Our fear is that we

may be called "queer," that it would

compromise our male image. (Many men
are so afraid of this, in fact, that they feel

that it is necessary to attack those who
exhibit signs of homosexuality, in order to

reassure themselves about their own
masculinity.)

Our culture defines the male as the bread-

earner of the family. The man must give up
forty hours every week to get the money his

family needs to live. He must also meet their

demands for luxuries. If he fails to do this,

he has not fulfilled his masculine role. In

such a role, however, his freedom, his

chances to grow as an individual, his ability

to relate to his wife and children, all get

sacrificed.

There's no easy solution to this problem.

The subjugation of women augments the

subjugation of men, which increases the

subjugation of women, and the circle just

keeps going round. It is easy to say that the

answer is human liberation, but none of us

have ever been liberated enough to have any

idea of what that means. We have to ex-

periment: that much is obvious. Men have

to recognize that the average level of con-

sciousness of women about human
liberation is higher, because more of them
have recognized that they are not free and

have a jump on the men in terms of starting

to explore ways of breaking the chains.

Perhaps the place for people to start is to

simply sit down together and spend some
time bitching. Then get below the bitching to

an analysis of what's wrong. Then give

support to each other's attempt to make
changes in their own lives, and get support

as you try to change yours.

Remember one thing. The shit always
seems to get heavier when you're really

starting to move out from under it. Support

can make the shoveling easier.

NOTES
There's been some favorable response to

the idea of a CULTURNATIVES Rap
Session, so let's try one tomorrow and see

what happens. It'll be Thursday at 2:30 in

the lounge on the ninth floor of the Campus
Center. If you can't come on time, come
late. We'll talk about your reactions to the

column, and whatever else comes up. If it

works, maybe we can do it as a regular gig.

Try to come.

I'd like to mention Mother Earth News one
more time. It's a fine magazine about doing
the changes many of us are just thinking

about. I have copies of it which you can look

at and/or buy. Drop by the draft counseling
office in 923 CC to check it out.

PEACE.

Spanish Poetry At Mt. Holyoke Tomorrow

Professor Bernardo Gicovate.

Chairman of the Department of

Spanish and Portuguese at Stan

turd University, will present a

lecture on Spanish poetry

tomorrow at 8: 15 p.m. in the New
York Room at Mount Holyoke

College.

Born in Brazil. Professor

Gicovate studied at the University

of Buenos Aires before coming to

the United States. He received his

B.A. degree from Bowdoin College,

an MA. degree from the

University of North Carolina, and

completed his Ph.D. degree at

Harvard University.

Prof. Gicovate taught at Ran-
dolph Macon Women's College,

Boston University, the University

of Oregon, and was a visiting

professor at the University of

California at Berkeley before he

was named professor of Spanish

and Portuguese and Director of the

Center of Latin American Studies at

Tulane University. At Tulane he
was a professor of Joan E. Ciruti,

professor of Spanish and Dean of

Studies at Mount Holyoke. In the

late 1%0's Prof. Gicovate was
appointed to his present position at

Stanford University.

Prof. Gicovate is the author of

publications including Julio

Herrera y Keisslg and the Sym-

bolists, La I'oesia do Juan Ramon
.limine/, Knsayo de exegesis, and

( onieplos fundamentals de

literatura comparada. Until

recently he, along with Miss Ciruti,

was a contributing poetry editor

for the "Handbook of Latin

American Studies." His research

in poetry and comparative

literature has produced other

works dealing with the literature of

both the Spanish peninsula and

I,atin America.

PUMPKIN SALE
Sponsored by Maroon Keys & Scrolls

October 20 — 29
10a.m. -4p.m.

In Front of the Student Union

EVERYTHIIMWMI
SEWING ENTHUSIASTS
AND ENTHUSIASTIC
BEGINNERS!

WE'RE ALL FAMILIAR WITH . . .

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

DRUG EDUCATION

AND
SEX EDUCATION

BUT WHAT ABOUT . . .

EMOTIONAL
EDUCATION!

Read

HOW TO GROW UP
and

HOW TO HELP OTHERS

GROW UP EMOTIONALLY

PRICE $8.00 BY: R.H.TURCOTTEM.D.

Available at:

PHOENIX BOOKSHOP
JEFFREY AMHERST BOOKSHOP
or send check to: u— i*k
Institute for Advancement of Mental Health

25 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Sale Ends Saturday
October 23rd

FABRIC

BY THE YARD

.

• SHOPAT-HOME FOR
CUSTOM MADE DRAPERIES

•AMHERST 1 Pray St.

Open Daily 9: 30 - 5: 30

Fri. til 9:00 Tel. 549-1058

NORTHAMPTON 21 Pleasant St

REG. 2.99 YD
68/60"

y;^<: WIDE

Open Daily 9: 30 - 5: 30 V ;
v
:->;jL i -.< >•

,

Thurs. til 9:00 Tel. 584-6306 ••»fe^^ccSfetl^8wPBr !

Should TV Inform or Entertain ?

Brinkley Supports Congressional News Scrutiny
WASHINGTON (AP)-Many

complaints against broadcast news
come from Americans unfamiliar

with serious journalism who think

television exists to entertain and

not inform, NBC commentator
David Brinkley said Tuesday. And
he supported congressional

scrutiny of broadcast news.

"There are never any com-
plaints about bias and slanting

when the news is good," Brinkley

told a Senate Judiciary sub-

committee investigating freedom

of the press. "They appear only

when the news is bad, and
nowadays it often is."

News broadcasters are on the

same tube as a succession of

"comedians and jugglers,"
Brinkley said, consequently,
"when a face comes on that is not

wearing a toothpaste smile and
says there's been another riot and
more war casualties and taxes are
going up... it looks even worse by
comparison."
Brinkley said every time

television airs pictures of urban
arson and looting, for example, he

gets hundreds of letters asking why
the networks "glorify and dignify

this kind of upspeakable conduct"
by televising it.

Brinkley said many in the
audience want to know about the

bad news or "ought to know about
it" while the complainers are
mainly "listeners who have never
until recent years been exposed to

anything like serious journalism."
Brinkley told Chairman Sen.

Sam J. Ervin Jr., D—N.C., and
Sen. Roman Hruska, R—Neb.,-

only subcommittee members

For All You Mothers
NEW YORK (AP>—The "Sesame Street" people

have done it again. Now comes a new show that makes
reading interesting and fun.

"The Electric Company." which premiers Monday
on 200 public television stations and 12 commercial
stations, seems certain to do for reading what
Sesame Street" did for the alphabet and numbers
among preschool children.

Subtle humor, outrageous puns and skits performed

by a repertory company-among then Bill Cosby. Rita

Moreno. Judy Grauberi, Morgan Freeman, and Skip

Hinnant-are used to coax viewers to read words.

phrases and sentences flashed onto the screen. The
show lias its own rock group, the Short Circus.

This half-hour daily program is aimed at school

children 7 i) years old. and tarticularly those with a

reading problem. Its makers believe it also may
benefit functionally illiterate teen-agers and adults.

"It's almost a contradiction to use television to

teach reading," said David D. Connell, executive
producer for the Children's Television Workshop.
"But the general agreement was that it was worth
trying. And it was agreed that we should use the

cafeteria system of using elements from a number of

different reading methods.
This show' stretches the technical capabilities of

television. It's an extremely difficult show to write.

It's tough enough to write a comedy sketch, but one
that teaches the Ir' consonant blend, for instance, is

really tough."

Samuel Y Gibbon Jr., one of the original producers
of "Sesame Street." spent a year on a study to see if a
reading show was possible. Work on the show itself

began early this year
The $7-million budget for ISO shows was put up by

the U.S. Office of Education, Ford Foundation.
Carnegie Corp.. Corp. For Public Broadcasting, and
Mobil Oil Corp.

present-that he does not think there

is any intimidation of broadcast

news by critics even though some
witnesses have testified in the past

that the government is in-

timidating television news
programs.
Brinkley said he supports the

contention of Rep. William L.

Springer, R—111., that Congress

should continually survey
television news and documentary
programs and publicly criticize the

networks when the lawmakers
think a subject has been presented

unfairly.

C.A. McKnight, editor of The
Charlotte N.C., Observer and
president of the American Society

of Newspaper Editors, told the

panel he is deeply concerned about

recent developments he said could

threaten freedom of the press and,

consequently, the public's op-

portunity to get information.

McKnight cited the Supreme
Court's recent split decision

allowing The New York Times and
other papers to publish the so-

called Pentagon Papers about the

origins of the Vietnam war. He said

he was appalled at the govern-

ment's attempt to restrain the

newspapers from printing the

reports and disturbed that some
Supreme Court justices' decisions

lifting the injunctions were not

more absolute in defending the

newspapers.
McKnight also said the ASNE

believes newsmen have a con-

stitutional right to refuse to

disclose their news sources. He
said government subpoenas of

newsmen and their unused notes

and film clips have a chilling effect

on news organizations.

Ad Deadline For

Tuesday, Oct. 26 Issue

4 PM Thursday

No Paper Monday, Oct. 25

Arabic Language
Lessons

NATIVE SPEAKER
TUTOR

Reasonable Charge for

Students

CallSEIFSHALABY
546-1045, 7- 9 p.m.

WMUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1

7:00 pm NEWS - 30 minutes with a five minute recap at 7:25. Area news
reported by WMUA NEWS is featured.

7::>o pm 8:00 VIEWPOINT - a :50 minute public affairs program con-

centrating on various issues on campus and in the world.

8:00 pm - 11:00 pm UJAMA DRUM - black programming with jazz, soul,

poetry, and black views. Also contains news compiled by the news staff

of Ujama Drum and.a black audio network.

11 :00 pm NEWS another 30 minute report with world, national, regional

;md local news.

Il::t0pm ERIC BENJAMIN SHOW - Eric plays progressive rock til 3:00

MARLON BRANDO
in

"On The
Waterfront"
* Winner of 8 Academy Awards
TONIGHT - Weds. - 7 : 15 & 9: 30

AMHERST FOLKLORE CENTER
( in back of the Lord Jeff)

am

MDC CLASSIFIED

AUTOS FOR SALE

\K. n I'm,,, rebuilt engine ( 1800 cc).

(.ood tire, fine body condition. $400. call

256-8709.

tf 10-29

VW -Super Beatle. 1971. Perfect con-

dition Still on warranty. Call 256-8708.

tf 10-29

1959 Mecedes 219 Leather Inter., low

mileage, flawless in all respects. 1 1 100.mm
tf 10-22

IH«.
r
> Kord Country Sedan Wagon. Light

blue, power steering, automatic tram-
mission, reasonable 253-2462.

If 10-22

laguai 1965 black new-paint job. 3.8

engine, brakes, tires and exhaust. Call 546-

MN ask for Van or Tony.
tf 10-26

l»«4( hevy Imp. 4dr . blue \8good tires.

1 snow tires, new healer fuel pump win-

terized auto, trans, not abused 1400. 6-5035

527-2564.

tf 10-27

1966 Honda 305 Scrambler. Excellent

cond. Rebuilt engine, cuftom paint Job.

sissy bar and many extras. 1375 call 546-

H7H9.

tf 10-22

FOR SALE

70 MGB nr
.'19 8193.

running cond. Must sell.

tflO-29

n Mustang, conv 35p ,
good mechanical

read., straight six. 3fl miles per gal.. 1250

or best offer, (all 5491013 bet. 6:30 p.m-
10:00 i> in

tf 10-20

V\V bug. excl. con., no rot. un-

derstated, new engine, on warranty, radio

and heater (works) new tires 1800.00.

MM mi. (all Steve 548-5305 exc. wkend.
K 10.22

•65 Ford Fairlanr. most major parts.

recently redone plus extras. Price

negotiable, (all S84-2777 evenings &
weekends. Keep trying

tf 10-22

fill VW Bug. 1 1200 or best offer Tel 665-

1197 after 5:30. exc. lues.

tf 10-26

67 Huick Skylark, rrrampuff. I owner,

financial crises. Worth much more, hut

first offer over 1950 takes 253-2880.

If 10-22

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Kawasaki 500. I need S7oo so this 1971

Mach III is going (all George al 253-9318.

tf 10-21

Honda (1.350. need moni'V somewhat

despcratrh 68 exc. engine Vsking t MMI

fiat, (all F.d M Baker HHW,
tf 10-2

lliiiida W Dream runs good, asking

f 250. 516-9458 anvtime.
If 10 21

Seasoned I-Jrewond. Sale and delivery.

nVMun.
tf 10-20

AM car radio less than I yr. old-excellent

condition, (all Kathy 665-1777. $40.00 or

best offer.

tfl0-2l

2 Kl ll.u Speakers list for 100 ea. Now
150 for the pair. Call 253-3860.

tf 10-27

Custom built amp and 2 12" spks. worth

$4<8l: selling for 1250 or best offer. Call

527-66:16 or go to (.inlar Wsshp ideal for

guitar.
tf 10-22

Banjo 5 string Gibson. Long neck. Prime
ennd. rase inc. (all 253-2881.

tfl0-22

10 spd. Knglish Bacer. very good cond.

used only slightly, (all Peter 546-5494.

tflO-26

For $50 pair of Beiker Buck Boots. Fur

lined size 7. (all 369-1091 after 6.

tf 10-22

1967 M(. Midget '70 engine, (all 69762.

tf 10-22

1968 VW Sedan, always kept In ver> good

condition. B & II plus snow tires. $900. (all

Kent after 5:181 at 253-7538.

tf 10-22

1967 BMW 1800. best offer over $1200.

(all 233-2139

tf 10-25

Sleeping hag h> Ba\er. best in world. 6

lb goose down, good to 20 degrees below

zero, cost $120 new. still new. your rost

$70" (all 2.16-8112

tf 10-22

Smm tires It) IK5-II Semperit radials

iiiiiunled on M(.B disr wheels. $50 pr. (all

"19-6087.

tf 10-22

lender ja/zmasler pre rbs old style

siiuate pickups, orig. neck, in perf. cond.

Ill] fun (all 66511 after 8. 439 Gorman
( riitral.

tf 10-22

We undersrll all. any and all top name
appliances, stereos, radios, refrigerators.

.imlhing (all l.arry 6-5090. 350 Cance.
tf 10-22

(.uild r :i3 and F47 with hard cases. Call
6-93:12.

Cf 10-21

Ski boots. Koflach expo-masters, mens
size 10. cost $109, perfect condition, sell

fast $50. (all Frank 6-7064.

II 10-21

HELPWANTED
Come to a meeting and demonstration to

find out how you can make good money as

a full or part time salesperson for Shaklee

Products, 100% organic cleaners
cosmetics and Vitamins. Wednesday night

Oct. 20. 7 in at the Lord Jeffery Hotel for

further information call Sharon at 253-&..M

or come to the meeting tonight.

10-20

PERSONAL

WANTED
Individual who can compose music for

lyrics Have attractive offer for the right

party Balph Hayward. P.O. B. 75. Frving.

Mass. 01344.

tf 10-22

I ooking for girl to work part time in

shoe store. Hours limited, wages good,
(all 253-7777 evenings between 6-7 p.m.

OilLZi

RIDE WANTED
Bide wanted to and/or from Cambridge

on Wednesdays; arrival by noon, return

after five, (all 545-2661 days.
tf 10-22

ROOMMATES WANTED
Koiiinate needed share 2 Bdrm. apt.

( liffside. I yr. lease, must be 21 m. or f.

(all lake Day 515-0438.

tf 10-20

Female housemate needed to sharr III

rm. house in Belrhertown. $8fl/mo..
1 Mi1m11111.il meals & housekeeping, (irad

student pref (all 323-6631.

tfl0-22

Male roommate wanted. Large apt. own
room \ inn $67/mo. includes all come to 103

State SI. Northampton nights by Nov. I 2nd
floor

.

If 10-22

Boommate wanted Mt Toby Apts. Sun-
derland. Call 665-4420 after 5 p.m. Mon.
thru Friday.

If 10-22

How many dates has the mug book got

for you?
If 10-20

Aren't you glad the mug book is back?
If 10-20

Will the person who ripped off my keys &
clothes in Boyden Sunday please get keys

hark to me reward no question. Call 549-

6793.

If 10-21

The (hopping Block staff is available

for free hair rare instruction for any mens
orMM group. The Chopping Block. 26

Main St.. 253-9293.

If 10-27

Planning to go to (irad School in Psch?
Mtend meeting on Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. In Hert

231 for full info, from Psych, faculty.

10-20

The grapes of wine are best in 309

Brown. The little ole Winemaker.
10-20

Beware! "Ha Ha Herman" will call

again!! Tel. l-TTSR.
10-20

AMIIKBST FOLKLOBK CENTER FILM
KTl'DV. 7: 15. 9: 30 ( in back of Lord Jeff)

tf 10-20

LOST

Reward! Blue &
David's bag. Lost in (

"Lost & Found".

green afghan in

C . Please return to

tf 10-20

Brward! Lost light golden Labrador
Amherst License No. 526. Answers to

( onan if found call 253-3018.

tf 10-26

Male orange rat. 3 yrs. answers to

"Tramp", looks like "Morrta". Male
Siamese. I yr. answers to "Snowy", gone

from Puffton 108 Call 549-6786.

If 10-22

GIVEAWAY

SF.IO SERVICES

lost your dog? Prevent this, send $1

name, address, phone to: Buddy Dog
Tags. P.O. Box 82 Wellesley Hills, Mass.
02181.

10-20

Candle-making supplies and hand-
crafted items. People's carfl co-op 49 S.

Pleasant St. (over Hastings). Other
supplies soon.

10-20

Protect your car from winter ire and salt

professional Unionizing $8.95 satisfaction

guaranteed hv appt. only Call 253-7210.

If 10-22

Three beautiful puppies, lab mother,
unknown father, weaned ready to go. Call

256-8881.

tf 10-20

LECTURE NOTES
Notes still available in Hot 101, Gov 100.

HI) 270. Phil 105. Psych 270. 280. 325. Sor

25fiand many others. Rm 318 SI. Lobby.
tf 10-20

STl DF.NTS BOOK MATCHING

Begister your book in S.I. Bm. 318.

Kvery student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct.

tf-sem

Fix bicycles cheap. Fxpert, 546-9783.

10-20

FOR RENT

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate: have Greek alphabet, math A
• lieiii symbols Call 253-3601.

tf 10-29

NEEDED
STl'DY

FOB PSYCHOLOGICAL

One bedroom Apt. Available Nov. I.

$150 a month includes utilities. Call after

5 p.m. 665-2641

.

tf 10-20

Town House Apt. to share with another
girl in Amherst. Own room possible. Call

584-2273.

tf 10-21

ENTERTAINMENT
MARLON BRANDO ON THF.

WATKRFRONT. WINNKR OF 8

ACADFMY AWARDS. WKD8. OCT. 20

Headaches, stomach aches, pains,

nausea . If you suffer from any of the abo\ e

or similar disorders and would like to

participate in a study of Psychsomatlc

problems please call 5-0943 Wed. or Thurs

3-5 p.m.
trio 21
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-NOTICES
VICT NAM VKTKRANS AGAINST
II IK WAR:
Tactical meeting: Main floor

lounge. Cance house (SW> at 7:30

p.m. Wednesday -Very important

that all registered members attend

to vote on proposed actions.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION
AND HUMAN NEEDS:
Open meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in

Km. 106 CC. Members urged to

attend. Interested persons

welcome.

DAMES (I IB:
Attention all Dames -Tonight at 8

pm. in Farley 4-H house is our

wine-tasting party. Be sure to

come and bring your husband too.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
There will be a meeting with a

hayride and refreshments at

(iiinnell Arena at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday.

ki.yim; CLUB:
Ground school 7 p.m. in 162 CC.

Test on instrument. Start

navigation.

FOOD CONSPIRACY:
Organizational meeting tonight

at 8 p.m. in 67 McClellan St.

Amherst. Please come if you want

to help.

i hi: i. i

.

Film on T'ai Chi Chun. Free
showing at 8.8:45, and 9:30 p.m. at

CC Km. 170, 172.

HEALTH SF.BVKKS STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD:

Health services wants students

to advise, evaluate and propose.

Come see what we have to offer.

Wednesday in Km. 802 CC.

HUDSON BAY OPERATION:
Tuesday, 10/26, Field lounge 5th

door North. 7 p.m. Everything

must go. come and see, open to all.

(ode name AssRheim.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB:
Col lee Mouse at 8 p.m. in CC 168-

I7i» loday. Two films on Denmark
will be shown. "Five Thousand

Islands and "Tivoli Rhythms"
are the films to be shown.

maroon KEYS:
Meeting tonight at 8:30 in Km.

803 CC, Much important. Attend.

MEDIA CENTER MEETING:
Remember-Very important,

students only, meeting of center at

8 p.m. in CC 805-809 tonight. Come!
Help yourselves and your brothers

and sisters. Peace.

NORTH A M P TO N V O L U N -

IK KBS

:

Bus will leave tonight from

Hasbrouck Lab at 6:30; from

Patterson House at 6:35. Everyone

is welcome, please join.

PKK-LAW STUDENTS:
All students interested in ap-

plying to law school contact

Harvey Stone, prelaw advisor, E-

J2 Machmer. It is especially im-

portant that seniors in the process

of applying to law school see Mr.

Stone as soon as possible.

presents

the biggest & best

in the East

RALPH
from Seranton, Pa.

15 Musicians playing
the best Rock & Blues

VWMWNAMA^A^

SCUBA (I IB.
Short meeting Wednesday, 7

p.m. in 12 Curry Hicks Bldg.

Followed by co-ed swim till 9 p.m.

(no cut-offs). Dives being planned.

SPANISH CLUB:
The Spanish Club will hold its

weekly "Tertulia" on Wed. in

Herter Hall-4th floor lounge from
2:30-4 p.m. Anyone interested in

chatting in Spanish is welcome.

I mass VOLLEYBALL ASSN:
Volleyball meeting. Anyone

interested in high-level volleyball

competition contact Red Dwyer
586-3739.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION

:

All women invited. Wednesday

at 7:30 p.m. in Rm. 904 CC.

LOST:
An 8-page typewritten review of

a Tom Wolfe book and a set of keys

Mon., Tues., Wed.,

Oct. 18 - 19 - 20
^WMWWWWW»

Come as you are to the
area's only music spot
for real people.

Positive I.D. Required
Admission 1.50

1270 Memorial Ave.

W. Spfld.

Across from Big E

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAA*.

"Astrology is deeply rooted in the human
soul, and today out ot the social deeps it

knocks at the doors of the universities from

which it was banished some 300 years

ago." Carl Jung

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Dig deep for

tactual information. Money is involved.

Reject superficiality Get to heart of

matter. Spotlight on financial dealings with

mate, partner Mystery could be unraveled.

Accept truth.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): You can

afford to wait. Some persons, lacking

knowledge, may advocate otherwise. Key is

to get your own ideas across. Do what is

best for you Avoid extremes Check diet,

increase rest, recreation periods

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Routine tasks

may seem to multiply. Key is to take one

thing at a time. Obtain valid hint from

Taurus message Stick close to home base.

Do what is familiar Leave far out schemes

to others

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Good lunar

aspect coincides with love, creative en

deavors Association with opposite sex are

intensified Express yourself Pull out of

any emotional rut Welcome romance. But

don't fool yourself

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Older individual

may appear intransigent Refuse to be

distrubed Maintain moderate pace, one

that suits your style Those who disagree

will display change of heart Know this

keep the faith.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22) Accent on

getting around, putting across ideas,

developing concepts. Gossipy neighbor

should not be permitted to cause
depression Throw off burdens not rightly

your own Be self sufficient

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Accent on new
approach which results in money gain

Stress independence. Encorage in

novations. Fine for adding to special

collections. Gain shown through hobby,

special interest

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): Don't

hesitate; follow through on desires, special

mission Take initiative. Study Libra

message. You will be going places, doing

things. Shake off any tendency toward

lethargy.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Separte illusion from fact. Encourage
creative imagination. But shun tendency to

brood, to engage in wishful thinking. You
succeed by participating in club, group

activity.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Some
friends are filled with information--

misinformation. Key is to appreciate sin

cerity, but not to mistake it for gospel You

will understand. Be discriminating,

selective. Choose quality

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18): Com
municate with one you admire, respect.

Applies to professional and personal areas.

Key is to accept changes Also, be willing to

revise opinion when presented with

necessary facts.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Good moon
aspect coincides with cycle of travel,

learning. Long distance message is

featured. Taurus and Libra individuals play

prominent roles Be sure you are being

correctly quoted.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have special appreciation of music and

good food. You are basically gentle, but

when aroused can provide formidable

opposition. Recent social whirl has resulted

in some fine contacts. To reach greatest

potential, overcome tendency to brood

about past.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp
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ARTICLE I'VE WRITTEN

FOR SCHOOL CALLED

'UUP ANIMAL-SOF

THE UE5T"

vl

THERE ARE MANY UUP ANIMALS

UH0 LIVE IN THE UE5T..50ME U)H0

LIVE IN THE MOUNTAINS ARE
CALLEP MOUNTAIN LIONS..."
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lor VW ear, house and office keys.

If you found either please call

Collegian 545-2550. or SES 545-2683

or Frank 256-6032.

Brown shoulder bag, green
wallet, red address book. ID:

Miller or May. Irreplaceable bits

of information. Please return. Call,

keep calling, leave message 545-

(K)41 or 665-3266.

2 pair of wire rimmed glasses in

a tan case. Return to CC lost &
found or call 6-7609.

Brown wallet containing ID's,

Mass license and registration

under the name of Valerie Bedford.

If found please call Warren at 6-

7814.

Off white woolen poncho in CC
Aud. Saturday nite. Sentimental

value -If found please call 546-6734.

FOUND:
Girl's 3-speed bicycle found in

pond. Located in CC lost & found.

License #357.

A series of yellow index cards on

a boy named JEREMY ARKES.
Call Sue at 6-1431.

A pocketknife about 3 weeks ago

in Central dorm area. If you lost

one, call Sue at 6-1431.

Dorm room key on Pink & Black

woven trimming, Friday Oct. 15.

Call John or Brad 546-4407 in

evening.

Crossword Puzzle
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Meadow
Symbol for

tantalum
Showy flower

Native

American
Tidier

Note of scale

Operator
Symbol for

calcium
A state (abbr.)

Entice

Part of

fireplace

Mohammedan
commander
Unit of

Italian

currency (pi.)

28 Devoured
29 Title of respect

31 Lustful

33 Spanish article

34 Projecting

tooth
Profound
Court (abbr.)

African

antelopes
Domain
Exist

Places
Distance
measure
Challenge
Soaks up
Note of scale

Man's
nickname
Notwithstanding
Parent (colloq.)

Crave
Climbing
plants

Lavishes
fondness on

Teutonic deity

Worm

DOWN

Illuminated

Puzzle
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Paid notice

Afrikaans

Cancel
Provoked
Observe
Sailors (colloq.)

Latin

conjunction

Read
Negative
prefix

Badgerlike
mammal
Seed coating

Helps
Parent (colloq.)

Printer's

measure
Tolled

Pitcher

Provides crew
Think
Estimates
Bucket
Confined to an
enclosure

A ns\ver
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Bartered 51 Prepare for print

Cease 53 Mix

South American 57 Before

animals 58 Babylonian

Pronoun deity

For example 60 Beast of

(abbr.) burden

Support for 62 Conjunction

dock 64 Compass point
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Commentary

Sox Deserve A Cheer

For A Gutsy Trade
By STEVE GER8HMAN

The Ked Sox deserve a big cheer for a very gusty trade to say the

least. Realizing they were going nowhere with their present team,

Ihey made a major change in personnel and attitude.

( ieorge Scott, Joe Lahoud and Jim Lonborg were all very popular

in Boston, and it took a lot of courage to trade them. Scott has a

great amount of talent, but he spent more time sulking than a two-

year old losing his favorite toy. After a great year in 1967, Scott was

unhappy and troubled with the Sox and never produced effectively.

Joe Lahoud is a fine young outfielder, but he was never in love

with the Sox and was a headache for manager Eddie Kasko.

Lahoud tagged along behind Yaz and Reggie like a youngster

following the older gang on the street. This bothered Kasko and

kept Lahoud Irom bis work.

Billy Conigliaro was on his way out during mid-season when he

aimed a totally absurd, out of line accusation at Yaz and Smith. I

am not sorry to see Billy go as he has been nothing but a crying

disaster area with the Sox. and had little to back him up. Billy is a

line hitter, but in the field possesses the finesse and range of a

three-legged elephant.

Jim Lonborg may still be able to win 10 games or so. but is of little

value to the Sox who need a more consistent pitcher. Obviously the

Sox were tired of Jim's annual comeback which never came about.

No longer possessing his great fastball. Jim relies on control which

he doesn't always have. Give him credit, he gave his all, but will

never be the pitcher he once was.

Ken Brett was another disappointment for the Sox after being

billed as a can't miss pitcher. Since his appearnce in the 1967

World Scries, Ken has done little to help Boston. I can't blame the

Sox for running out of time and patience with Brett and so this was

the time to trade him.

In Don Pavletich's case, it was an act of mercy to trade him, as

he sat on the bench all season. Don deserved a better fate than this,

and so the trade was a blessing to him.

What it all comes down to is that Boston gave up three headaches,

two disappointments and a throw in. In return, they got three

quality professionals and a minor league outfielder.

Marty Pattin should be the starting pitcher the Red Sox need so

desperately. Last season he was an all-star with a good ERA. of

three and "a 14-14 record while playing for a poor team. Pattm

possesses a good fastball, an excellent slider and above all a fine

attitude. He is a quiet efficient hard worker who gives his all,

something the Red Sox players should take notice of.

Tommy Harper is a very underrated outfielder, who is also a

hard worker and lets his statisitics do his talking. With the Sox push

for speed. Tommy fits in perfectly; stealing 76 bases two years ago.

This was a feat unaccomplished since the days of Ty Cobb in the

American League. Being a strong pull hitter. Harper should be

perfect for Uncle Tom Yawkey's palace. In 1970 Harper hit 31

homers and had a .296 average, while playing well in the outfield.

Lew Krause is the sleeper in the trade and may turn out to be an

important acquisition. Last season he ended up with a fine 2.9

E R A. while winning five of his last six starts, despite the lack of

support from his teammates. With a team like Boston he could

conceivably win 14 and be the desperately needed long reliever and

spot starter thev needed.

The Red Sox gave up some talent to get these players, but to get,

vou must give The players they traded wouldn't do any more for

[hem next season than they did this year. The trade certainly won t

hurt the Sox. even if it backfires which it well may. But, praise the

Sox for their courage to admit their weaknesses and trv to improve,

hiding from reaction so far. most fans are upset by the trade.

Nevertheless. I cant help but like this trade and feel it should help

the Sox in more ways than one.

Aging Middlelinebacker Pardee

Named Defensive Player of Week
. ..,„•«. jr , . ,, UtAl. _„* fn ;». t.x L-iii4ll<» "IM\ I)..-J„„ ... . «,.,! 1,,, . Urtl il. In' t I... ^l»Ull*»(l ftllt (ill llNEW YORK (AP) "It's not fair to single any

individual out... I got my interceptions because the

quarterback threw the ball to me," said Washington

linebacker Jack Pardee, whose three pass thefts

gained him honors Tuesday as the National Football

League Defensive player of the Week.

Pardee's outstanding performance led an airtight

defensive unit that paved the way to the unbeaten

Redskins' 20-0 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals

Sunday, their fifth in a row.

The 14-vear veteran, a 6-foot-2. 225-pounder from

Texas A&M. topped New Orleans cornerback Delles

Howell and Baltimore linebacker Ted Hendricks for

The Associated Press award.

His Washington teammates awarded him a game

ball for the third time this season. And on Monday he

got something better-a greeting from President

Nixon.

Pardee and his wife, Phyllis, and their children,

along with linebacker Maxie Baughan and center

George Burman and their families, appeared at the

White House for a special tour of the executive

mansion and ended up in a brief meeting and picture-

taking session with the President

Pardee insisted he shouldn't be singled out for his

work against St. Louis, "not when cornerbacks Mike

Bass and Pat Fischer shut out John Gilliam, Mel Grey

and Jackie Smith" of the Cards. "And when the line is

putting on a good rush, the linebackers can drop and

try for the interception."

His three thefts were his best single-game showing

as a pro. raising his total for the year to five, one less

than his all-time high in 1967 when he was with the Los

Angeles Rams. The Skins now have 13 interceptions,

only two below their entire 1970 total.

Pardee was among the raft of Rams who followed

their coach, (ieorge Allen, to Washington this year.

Allen, carefully molding a defensive unit which,

because of its high average age. has been dubbed the

"Over the-hill (Jang." has sent the Skins off to their

best start since HMO.

Also earning nominations were Willie Lanier of

Kansas City, who made nine unassisted tackles and

five assists* in the Chiefs' :J8-l(i victory over the Pitt-

sburgh Steelers, and Jack Gehrke of Denver, who
recovered a pair of fumbled punts inside the San

Diego 10-yard line as the Broncos edged the Chargers.

session wnn wie riesiucm. _ A 1

Dave Smith Was All Alone
In The End Zone, But...

„ .._ ...... „n .,A.~t nut it pvpn more s

1

Associated Press Sports Writer

There was Dave Smith, all alone

on the 20-yard line, carrying the

football like a loaf of bread and

romping to a sure touchdown.

Then, suddenly, there was Dave
Smith, all alone on the goal line,

looking frantically for the ball that

had squirted out of his grasp when

he began celebrating a bit

prematurely.

The young wide receiver of the

Pittsburgh Steelers had gathered

in a Terry Bradshaw pass and

headed toward the Kansas city end

zone in Monday night's National

Football League game.

As he crossed the five-yard line,

he raised his arms in jubilation.

But at the three, Smith went one

way and the ball went another.

In panic, Smith wheeled to his

right, looking for it. Then he spun

back-just in time to see the ball

twisting and bouncing out of the

end zone.

No touchdown-just a touch-back

that gave the ball to the Chiefs,

who led 31-9 en route to a 38-16

victory before 49.533 fans at

Kansas City's Municipal Stadium

and millions of viewers on national

television.

It was a bit of showboating that

Smith-and undoubtedly a lot of

coaches and other players-won t

soon forget.

It isn't the first time such antics

have proven costly. A while back,

Travis Williams of Green Bay

rocketed toward the goal line and

fired the ball to the turf in

exultation-three yards shoit of

paydirt.

The NFL has a rule about

heaving the ball into the stands

after a touchdown but nothing

covering flinging it skyward or to

the ground, a practice begun

several years back by former New
York Giants and Cleveland star

Homer Jones and quickly picked

up by others.

Neither do the teams-but the

coaches, if not discouraging it,

presume their players will have

enough sense to do it at the right

time.

"If a guy were particularly

happy about it sometime and

wanted to slam it down, I don't

see anything wrong with it," says

new Packers Coach Dan Devine.

"Teams I've coached never made
a practice of it. If a guy sometime

wanted to do it when he was real

happy, I'd understand-but he'd

better not toss the ball up in the air

on the five-yard line."

Bob Hollway of St. Louis agreed.

"I think it's very precarious for a

player to do anything with the ball

when he's near or in the end zone."

And Baltimore's Don McCafferty

put it even more strongly. "I don't

believe in it," he said. "I think the

player should hand the ball to the

official."

Said New York Jets' Coach Weeb
Ewbank: "I've never been in favor

of any kind of 'hot-dogging.' We
don't want any of this stuff."

Alex Webster of the Giants was a

little more easy-going in his views.

"We have a policy," he said.

"Make sure you're well into the

end zone before you let it go. It's

just a common sense thing."

Intramurals
TUG O WAR

6 30

6 45

7 00

7:15

7 30

7 45

8 00

8:15

8 30

Position Athenian
1 vs 2

Svs 6

SPE vs. TEP
Position Southwest

1 vs 2

3vs 4

5vs 6

Lemons vs Pipers

Lovers vs Maroons
Trojans vs. ypovers

1 vs. 2

3 vs. 4

Lovers vs Redwoods
Trojans vs. Pipers

Hoovers vs Maroons

Cosell To Hang Up Mike

For Dramatic Career
( Reprinted from

Springfield Daily News)

HOLLYWOOD (NANA)-Looks

as if ABC will have to find a new

man to call the NFL plays next TV
season.

Howard Cosell. the Brash-is-

Beautiful commentator of the

Monday Night Football games,

plans to be out of the sports an-

nouncing business within the next

vear.

Howard is getting in his sample

kicks in the areas he plans to tackle

in '72: a recent "Nanny and the

Professor" acting assignment, a

role in Woody Allen's "Bananas

Eat First Class

Eat Bell's Pizza

Open
11 to2a.m.Fri.&Sat.
la.m.Sun.toThurs.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011 - 253-9051

and guest host stints on the Dick

Cavett and David Frost Shows.

"Id like a talk show of my own."

said the sportscaster they refer to

as Mr. Controversy, "but not every

night."

That not-nightly reservation is

one reason he wasn't interested in

recent CBS feelers that Howard

take over the Merv Griffin show in

December. Another: "I wouldn't

leave ABC in mid-season. They've

been too good to me."
Will he feel any regrets about

leaving the sportscasting field,

which has paid him so handsomely

since 1953?

"Not on your life!" insisted the

outspoken Cosell. "I'm not crazy

about sports. I never have been!"

And. he assured, his wife won't

find him glued to the TV set each

weekend watching games reported

by someone else.

"They get pretty boring," ad-

mitted the guy who's made the

plays seem so fascinating for

millions of others.

"Let's face it, one game looks

pretty much like another." said

Cosell in what could be considered

heresay by football buffs.

"Someone wins, someone loses,

and the next day, so what?"

It's not the game but the players

that create the real excitement in

sports, he said. At least some of

them who've become off-the-field

stars.

"Like Muhammad Ali and Joe

Namath. They live life the way
they think best, stand up to the

establishment and get away with

it. As for Ali, he's about the most

morally brave man I've ever met."

As for Howard, it might take

some sort of bravery for him to

meet his next exciting challenge.

"I'll be shooting. What you've

always wanted to know about sex

but were afraid to ask' in

December, and so far Woody Allen

won't tell me what I'll be doing, or

anything about the movie except

it's going to be terribly dirty."

|
Track Physicals

All candidates for indoor and

^outdoor track-physical
lexaminations are tomorrow
[from ."i: 30-7 30 p.m. at the In

jlirmary. Any conflicts or

[questions call Coach O'Brien

New Penguins
Make History..

. . . and important, practical

reading in other subjects

Penguin announces The Pelican History of the United

States, a new, eight-volume series covering American

history from colonial times to the present. Specially com-

missioned by Penguin, these books aim to revive the

excitement of the past without romanticizing it. In achiev-

ing this goal, they transcend events to impart an under-

standing of each epoch and of its contribution to the

making of contemporary America. Now available:

UNITY AND CULTURE. H. Wayne Morgan. A survey of

America's growth into an increasingly unified nation

between 1877 and 1900. $1.95

RISE TO GLOBALISM. Stephen E. Ambrose. A searching

review of American foreign policy between 1938 and

1970. $2.45

Other new Penguins on sale now
at your campus bookstore

BEFORE NATURE DIES. Jean Dorst. A look at man's

devastating impact on nature. Shows that to continue as

we have done in the past will render the earth

uninhabitable, and suggests new ways, of meeting this

challenge. Illustrated with photos. $2.45

MEN WHO PLAY GOD. The Story ot the Hydrogen Bomb.

Norman Moss. The first complete account of how the

hydrogen bomb was developed and how the world has

come to live with it. $1 .65

USE AND ABUSE OF STATISTICS. W. J. Reichmann.

A practical and readable introduction to the world of

averaqes, probabilities, percentages, indexes, and

trends. $1.75

MODERN VEGETARIAN COOKERY. Walter and Jenny

Fliess Approximately five hundred recipes cover soups,

sauces, juices, sandwich spreads, desserts-everythmg

from Borscht to Lemon Souffle. $1 .75

PENGUIN BOOKS INC
i

. ion?
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Shutout String Ends

Victory Streak Extended to Six
By STEVE FKRBER

Scoring in every period

highlighted the UMass-Coast
Guard soccer clash yesterday, as

the Redmen came up with win

number five on the season by a 6-2

score But the big story of the day
was that Coast Guard scored two

goals, the first two to be scored

against the Redmen in six games
this season.

For UMass six different players

chalked up goals, as the Redmen
led from the two minute mark of

the first quarter, all the way until

the end. At 2-1, the halftime score,

things looked best for the visitors,

but two rather quick goals put

things out of reach for the

academy.
Much like the Rhode Island

affair last Saturday. UMass began

their scoring early, as Lindo Alves

banged in number one of the day

with only 1:42 gone in the game.

Alves' score had come off of a Jeff

Hague pass to Vinny Grandonico.

and it was Grandonico who set up

Alves beautifully on the left side of

the goal.

Then with 11:50 gone. Steve

Blanchette tallied his first of the

campaign. It was a beautiful

maneuver by Alves that set up the

second score, as he beat the Coast

Guard defenseman around the

right end, after having passed

through the fullback's legs to

himself. Then a strong shot

towards the far side was deflected

out by the goalkeeper, but Blan-

chette was right there waiting, and
hitting the bottom of the crossbar

the ball bounded in for a two goal

lead.

Letting down, as has happened in

the past, was the Redman's

problem as quarter number two

began, as Kiah was getting a good

workout, jumping frequently to

grab high floating direct kicks

from way out near mid-field.

UMass began merely booting the

ball out of their territory, and the

Redman passing attack was
seemingly non-existent.

lathi (ttalUgtan

SPORTS
Then it happened. Something

that hadn't happened in five games
this year. The opposition scored.

There was a UMass infraction

called, obstruction it was, and as

Coast Guard's forwards prepared
for the boot on the right side of the

nets, UMass lined up for the in-

direct kick, not more than five feet

from the goal line. Crossing
everyone up. Gary Heil, the

visitors leading scorer, lofted the

ball ever so gently over the heads

of the UMass players, up into the

right-hand corner. Everyone was
looking for a cross the goal shot but

as the referee pointed out, "It was

a perfect indirect kick—just a

really nice touch."

Thus after five games and one

quarter Coast Guard had broken

through the impregnable UMass
defense. And the funny thing was
that it took 489 minutes for

someone to score one goal off of the

Redmen, and only 18 minutes for

number two.

But by the time Coast Guard
scored their second one, UMass
held a 4-1 lead and was safely on its

way home. Augie Calheno gave the

home team a 3-1 lead, as he scored

on a simply fantastic "blue dar-

ter." Alves again was in on the

play as he centered a bouncing

pass to Calheno, who turned and
rifled a shot into the left corner.

Before the goalie had time to move
it was by him. Just a tremendous
shot, as Calheno's foot was really

getting hot.

Hot it was minutes later as

Calheno boomed a direct kick deep

into Coast Guard territory, and as

three Redmen converged on the

goalkeeper, Hague knocked the

ball by for a 4-1 lead and the

Redmen had equalled their highest

output of the year.

Penalty kicks were the story as

quarter three neared its end, and a

Heil penalty kick into the right

corner cut the Redmen lead to two,

with more than 25 minutes to go.

The Redman infraction leading to

the penalty kick came after one of

the most thrilling scrambles in

front of the nets, as goalie John
Kiah was keeping that ball out

every which way. Jumping and
batting it away, diving on the

ground, making a hockey like save

while sprawling on the turf, Kiah
was doing another excellent job. as

1.INDO...DKKFS—I Mass' Lindo Alves scored a goal and had

three assists in yesterday's romp over the Coast Guard Academy,

(ioalie John Kiah also had his unbelievable shutout streak stopped

as the Academy stored two goals. (MDC Photo by Ed Mangiaratti)

both Coast Guard scores came off

of UMass infractions deep in their

own territory.

Grandonico and Coburn finished

up the scoring as the two early

fourth quarter goals gave UMass
all the insurance they needed.

Grandonico's first score of the vear

came off of a Coburn drop kick, as

he found the right side of the nets,

and Coburn was a superb shot into

the right side. Alves again assisted

on the play, and hitting Coburn on

the left side, the freshman wheeled
and left-footed it past the startled

goal tender.

Harriers Run Over Chiefs
By JAY NESTOR

The UMass harriers traveled to

Springfield College yesterday,
looking for their fifth consecutive
win and they returned quite
satisfied, 24-36."

Springfield's top man, Ed Walk-
witz missed this meet, and the

highly praised freshman, Charlie

Duggan took the helm while setting

a new course record. Redman
Doug O'Connell took second to

Duggan's record breaking run. He
was followed closely by John
McLeod of Springfield.

It was a long time before another
Chief crossed the finish line, and in

the meantime, seven UMass
runners poured in. Paul Segersten
led the attack in another of his

consistently good performances.

Unpredictable Tom Derderian
placed fifth with Rick Barry one
second behind. This was Barry's

best performance to date, and he

seems to have reached last year's

form.

Mike McCusker likewise ran his

best race while placing seventh.

Peter Crisci, Bob Sullivan, and
Don Dunsky took the backup spots

and completed the top ten
finishers.

Again as at BC, the Redmen
depth was overwhelming. Coach
O'Brien was pleased with the depth
and the fine twenty second team
split. However, reflecting upon the

upcoming New England cham-
pionships, his opinion is that the

backup men must improve at least

twenty seconds for the team to be
tough.

This meet seemed to be a typical

victory for the UMass harriers as

they succeeded in breaking up the

front runners and then pushed the

Springfield backup men far back in

position.

The UMass freshmen went on a

record setting spree while crushing

the Springfield frosh. Bill Gillin

and Randv Thomas sat out this

one, but Steve Brown filled the void

with his second straight win. This
was no ordinary victory, however,
as Brown smashed the course
record by twenty seconds.

Devon Croft and Paul Albini

followed suit beating the record by
ten and seven seconds respec-
tively. Tom Wilson and Rick Vose
completed the overwhelming
Redman sweep. Bruce MacLean
and Bob Cabral also ran well for

the Redmen.

The Frosh have jelled into an
extremely well knit running unit

and show promising signs for the

future.

The next meet will be Saturday
in Worcester, when the harriers

encounter Holy Cross, the
Crusaders are no pushovers and
should prove to be worthy op-

ponents of the Redmen.

Supreme Court

Will Hear Curt Flood
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court agreed Tuesday that

professional baseball enslaves its players-a judicial move which could

point the way to ending the exemption from antitrust laws now enjoyed by

this sports business.

Former Justice Arthur J. Goldberg will argue for the one-time all-star

centerfielder at a hearing now tentatively set for mid-January. A final

ruling is expected by June.

This is the first time in 18 years that the court has been willing to

consider a legal attack on the structure of professional baseball. The
sport currently enjoys immunity from both federal and state antitrust

laws, an exemption the court has been unwilling to grant football,

basketball or any other professional sport.

Flood and Goldberg center their attack on the so-called "reserve

system, "which binds a player to the team that holds his contract. Once a

player signs with a team, he can play only for that team unless it chooses

to trade or sell him. All clubs use the same contract. A balking player has

only the option of quitting the game if he does not like contract terms.

Flood calls this a form of slavery.

Flood began the suit when the St. Louis Cardinals, for whom he had
starred, swapped him in 1969 to the Philadelphia Phillies in a multiplayer

deal. He refused to report and sat out the 1970 season while two lower

federal courts rejected his claim.

Flood played briefly for the Washington Senators last spring but with

his skill diminished he abruptly left the team and is believed to be living

now in Majorca. Spain

HOMECOMING ACTION
I Mass took its bruises on Saturday

against Rhode Island in the annual

Homecoming game. But an eye for

an eye and a tooth for a tooth...and

the Rams had a bruise or two

themselves. On the left Joe Sahulis

:), Doug Winslow <in

background), and Jack ONeil (
t.">)

converge on I'RI tight end Mike

Forbet to administer some t'Mass

hospitality.

On the right ONeil readies to

unload one of his better than forty-

yard average punts that resulted in

a scurrying of bodies, the ex-

ploding of inner tensions and a

multitude of bruises. (Both MIX
Photos bv Gib Fullerton)

New England 's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
The temperature in

Dallas was 80 degrees

yesterday. Ahhh,
sunshine!
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And to start off the mad rush back to the books with a

Kob Callahan)

Gun Control Main Senate Topic

By DON BISHOP
The usage and control of guns on

the UMass campus was the major

issue of debate in last night's

meeting of the Student Senate.

Briefly stated, the Senate urged

that the "no gun'' policy on campus

initiated during the Student Strike

of two years ago be continued ,
and

that the Campus Police refrain

from wearing guns, except in those

times when injury to life would

exist."

Nominees for

Chancellor Selection

Committee See P. 3

Three separate motions on the

gun control question were con-

sidered. The first two motions were

passed, the third was defeated. As

written these motions were:

1. "Be it resolved that the

Student Senate strongly recom-

mend to the Acting Chancellor that

he continue the "no gun" policy

first articulated and implemented

by former Chancellor Tippo."

2 "Be it resolved that the

Chancellor and the Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs implement a

"no gun'' policy for Campus

Police, except in those times where

injury to life would exist."

:\. "Be it resolved that the

Student Senate recommend to the

Acting Chancellor that he

authorize the University Rifle

Team and Stockbrdige Rifle Team

to store their rifles in a secure

On The Inside:

Six Picked For Search Committee
See page three

Tohnson On Red China
See page three

place on campus and that the

director of security be charged

with maintaining the security of

those rifles."

The first motion was introduced

by Treasurer Richard Verrochi

who stated that it would merely

urge a continuation of the policy

instituted during the 1970 Student

Strike. Negative debate against

this proposal was very limited and

the measure passed easily.

The second motion was likewise

introduced by Verrochi, but unlike

the first, it encountered con-

siderable opposition As he had

debated this issue in the past,

Verrochi maintained that the

carrying of guns by the Campus

Police creates more tensions and

problems than their wearing could

justify. Only when human life was

at stake did he feel that the

carrying of guns was warranted

Debate against this proposal

centered on its practicality and

legality, and as to the likelihood of

it's eventual adoption.

Senators LeRoy. Waters and

Chiller were against the motion,

holding that in the case of an

emergency, it might very well be

too late if the police had to wait for

the arrival of guns Senator Chiller

brought up the question of crime in

the campus parking lots, where he

felt that campus police need to be

armed in dealing with thieves who

are working there.

Senate President Lee Sandwen

felt that the likelihood of unarmed

police on campus becoming a

reality was very small at this time.

As members of a union, he believes

that the Campus Police would fight

this issue all the way to the State

House.
Nonetheless, the majority of

Senators felt that approval for this

measure should be granted and

final approval for it was given.

The third gun control motion

would have asked the Acting

Chancellor to authorize the Rifle

Team to store their rifles in a place

deemed secure, under the

supervision of the Director of

Security.

The sponsor of this bill :
Senator

SkipOlmstead stated that the bill's

intention was not to prevent the

Rifle Teams from using their

weapons. Rather, they would be

allowed to do so off campus.

Opposition to the measure was

considerable, some Senators

holding that the teams should be

allowed to keep using the rifles as

they are presently, others felt that

in keeping with the intent of the two

previous bills these guns should be

abolished from campus altogether

Continued on page three
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Business Waxes Hot In JQA
By DANIEL KULESCO

If you ever find yourself

wandering around the fourth

floor of John Quincy Adams
tower, chances are that you'll see

a sign saying "CANDLES" on an

otherwise inconspicuous door. It

goes without saying that Diana

Taylor and Donna Waskiewicz

who live behind the door make
candles.

"We've always loved candles

but they were too expensive back

home in Ludlow," explained

Donna, "so we learned how to

make them from other candle

makers, articles in magazines,

and sometimes just trial and

error."

Diana and Donna were quick to

point out the advantages of using

candles instead of any other kind

of illumination.

"Candles are very soft and

homey, they bring an intimate

atmosphere to a room," said

Diana, "they make really nice

gifts because they're very

decorative and they're much
prettier than light bulbs."

"People who buy candles are

usually attracted to the unusual,

so we try to make candles that

are pretty and unusual."

A quick glance around the

room tells that Diana and Donna

produce a variety of unusual

candles. There were candles

shaped like mushrooms, pigs,

pumpkins, lions, bears,

grapefruit etc. The variety

seemed endless. There were

large vanilla scented ones that

were shaped like milk shakes and

even had straws in them.

Although the process of making

candles differs from one kind to

another, there is a basic pattern

that must be followed. First the

wax must be melted and the

scent, dye and stearic acid is

added. Then it is mixed, a wick is

inserted, then it is poured into the

mold.
Diana and Donna do not limit

their aesthetic endeavors to

candles, they also make smile

mobiles that are made with

"plastic goo" and wires that are

bent into circles. The circles are

dipped into the plastic which

later hardens into a glossy film.

Smiles are then painted on and

the circles are hung on a wire

construction that is suspended

from the ceiling.

"Business is pretty good," sa.u

Diana, "our room is empty by the

end of the week so we have to

make a new batch of candles.

Whatever profit we make goes

towards buying things for our

room."
Although the girls are satisfied

with the amount of business they

have, they confessed a temp-

thk Rl'TfHFR THE BAKER THE CANDLESTICK MAKER-These two charming young ladies

have themselesfet up I business somewhere in JQA selling candies. If you want a little light ,n your

life, stop by and procure a few. (Photo by Jim Lavrakas)

tation to pull out the wires in their

dorm to improve sales.

If you're ever in a candle

buying mood keep the dilligent

girls who live at 417 John Q.

Adams tower in mind. Their

entire dorm would appreciate it.

Go

POINT
In connection with an incident

which allegedly took place last

April in a UMass dorm, Gregory

Jackson was expected to appear in

Hampshire County Superior Court

yesterday.

Jackson, 19, of Oakland, Calif., is

accused of assault and battery with

a dangerous weapon, assault with

intent to commit rape, assault and

battery, and committing unnatural

and luscivious acts.

All other action in Superior Court

was expected to deal with drug

cases.

RIGHT YOU ARE IF YOU
THINK YOU ARE

By Luigi Pirandello

Directed by Fontaine Syer

Opening Tomorrow at the Laboratory Theatre

Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley

Will play through Sunday
and also October 28-31

Curtain time is 8: 15 p.m.

Students |1.00; all others $2.00

For reservations call 538-2406 from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday

through Saturday and from 1 p.m. to9 p.m. Sunday.

1
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Johnson Describes Life In Red China
By BOBCALLAHAN

In an attempt to help people rid themselves ot

misconceptions which they may have concerning Red
China, Russell Johnson of the American Friends

Service Committee, discussed life in mainland China

as he viewed it this summer.
In last evening's D.V.P. sponsored lecture held in

the Student Union Ballroom, Johnson called himself a

"30-day-expert" on the conditions of life in China.

During the four week trip made possible by John-

son's friendship with Prince Sihanouk of Cambodia,

he visited rural and urban areas in China. The thing

that impressed him most of all was the way in which

the inspiration of Chairman Mao-Tse Tung and the

Party have mobilized the people.

Talking about his observations, he said that the

peasantry are given a feeling of importance.

"Mobilization has had a large impact on them," he

said.

Mobilization of the people has reaped a large

amount of benefits for the Chinese. Their work has

resulted in the production of an abundant supply of

food to feed the people. Johnson mentioned such

projects as the conversion of sand dunes into

productive farms and the building of an irrigation

system as two ways in which the people have joined

together to help make China a better country.

Speaking about family life in China, Johnson said

that the family is the basic unit in Chinese society.

"Many people live in their own homes," he said in

trying to clear up the misconception that most of the

people live in communes. In mentioning the size of

Chinese families, he said that they are about half the

size they were a generation ago.

Throughout his trip, Johnson saw many pictures

and statues of Mao wherever he went. He said that

Mao's contribution has been made to the Chinese and

his inspiration lives on. Johnson added that many of

the posters of Mao are being gradually removed from

public view. The Chinese are trying to do-emphasize

Mao's physical presence because it is suspected that

because of ill health Mao will not be around much
longer.

In closing, Johnson said that the people of China are

people who have the same basic ideas as Westerners.

He said that "it will be great when we find that we all

have cleared ourselves of the misconceptions that we
have and learn to live together."

Senate Picks Six For Committee
Continued from Page One

In the final role call vote, the

measure was defeated by 44 to 22

with 6 abstentions.

In other business later in the

evening the Student Senate passed

a resolution denouncing the

current practice of freezing grades

for non-payment of parking

tickets. They "demanded" that the

Vice-Chancellors of Student and

Administrative affairs stop suing

this "tactic'' in regard to payment

of both parking and all non-

academic fees.

The Senate also approved a

motion which would limit the

number of admissible absences for

Student Senators to 2 1/2 a

semester. The number had
previously been 5 per year. It is

hoped that this change will better

indicate those newly elected

senators who will lose interest in

the Senate and don't intend to stick

around. With this new policy,

replacements for these Senators

can be elected in January.

At the time of the Collegian

deadline, the Student Senate was
debating the granting of more
funds to the SWAP program.

RUSSELL JOHNSON, AMERICAN FRIENDS
SERVICE COMMITTEE (Photo by the illustrious Steve

Schmidt

)

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

CRISP AUTUMN BARGAINS

Search Committee Nominees
Nominees for the Chancellor Search Committee:

Patty Asack-'73, 30 Puffton Village, 549-6235-Co-chairwoman, Women's
Committee, Student Senate; Former Chairwoman Senate Social

Action Committee, Former Chairwoman Strike Steering Committee.

Jackie Berryman-73, 50 Meadow St., Apt. 67-549-1377-Vice Chairwoman

Distinguished Visitor Program; Treasurer Harambee; member 5-

College Black Studies Executive Committee.

David Dunkin-'72, Pierpont, 6-4507-Residence Director Pierpont House;

former Treasurer Commuter Assembly; Project 10; Free University;

Executive Council Class of 1972.

Robert J. Padgett-72, 405 Webster 6-1725-Member Steering Committee,

Black Cultural Center; CCEBS Counselor; Selection Committees for

Heads of Residence and Health Services, Harambee; Drum;

Colloquium teacher. Campus Crusade.

Phoebe Pepper-75, 204 Dickinson, 6-6556-Member, SWAP Committee

Robert Sprague-'73, 27 Colonial Village, 253-9367-Member Student

Senate, member Senate Academic Affairs Committee; member 5-

College Academic Planning Advisory Council.

MDC Classifieds Pay

Frank Zappa
200 Motels

All

Traffic

Ike & Tina
Turner
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Hear Is
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THE
LISTENING POST AUDIO CENTRE

25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

Open Evenings till 9 p.m.

186 Main St., Northampton

Open Thursday till 9 p.m.

Hoppy Nite

Every Thursday

on the bandstand

THE SABER MEN
(Rock Band)

The most exciting
entertainment of
Handsome Musician.

Quonset

Restaurant

Hadley, Rt. 9

From TP 91 - Exit 19

It

Program Council Presents
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In The Nation And The World

Advertising Industry Industry Spokesmen Rap
KnockedinFTCHearing ^qq Fairness Doctrine

WASHINGTON (AP) - An
associate director of Consumers
Union told the Federal Trade
Commission Wednesday the ad-

vertising industry spends so much
time and money researching
consumer motivation that it

ignores the potential danger of its

message.
Warren Braren said some ad-

vertisers use psychological in-

terviews and brain-wave response

tests to measure the effects of

some ads.

Instead of examining what is

necessary for child development or

educational values, Braren
testified, advertisers are in-

terested in "what it is that grabs

the child."

But Andrew Heiskell, board
chairman of Time Inc., defended

advertising, calling it an important

adjunct to a free press.

The two men testified on the first

of 20 days of hearings in which the

FTC is to hear from a broad range

of witnesses, among them ad
executives, consumer advocates,

politicians, educators, and
psychiatrists, to find out what

makes advertising tick.

"Without even considering the

host of other product and service

Congress Ready

ForPesticideFight

WASHINGTON (AP)
Congress is ready for a conflict

over a plan to write new rules for

the way America wages chemical

warfare against the pests that

threaten its food supply.

The argument centers on

whether a bill written by the House
Agriculture Committee and
backed by the Nixon ad-

ministration or a substitute en-

dorsed by several major en-

vironmental organizations would

set up the most effective new
method of protecting the earth

while killing the bugs.

The committee's version "is not

a farmer's bill, not a manufac-

turer's bill, and not an en-

vironmentalist's bill," argues
Chairman W. R. Poage, D-Tex. "It

is rather a mixture of each, a

composite of all..."

William D. Ruckelshaus, head of

the Environmental Protection

Agency, says the committee's

legislation provides enough
authority "to protect the en-

vironment and the health of the

nation! against the misuse and

overuse of pesticides."

But Rep. John G. Dow, (D-N.Y),

who will offer a substitute measure
with the support of such groups as

the Sierra Club and Friends of the

Earth, says the committee bill

"fails to establish a balanced

approach to the problem of

pesticides."

categories, it becomes clear that

companies through advertising

enjoy almost a virtual monopoly on

the kind of information made
available to consumers,' he

said.

"Additionally, consumers are

not exposed to contrasting points of

views through advertising and thus

are often deprived of a diversity of

opinion necessary for informed

choices in the market place."

Braren cited a recent ad cam-
paign for the vitamin supplement
Geritol which he said contains no

parent factual deception but

"achieves through picture and
association a host of meanings to

the consumer. ..including the

implication of lasting good health

and rejuvenation..."

He accused the FTC of allowing

cigarette advertisers to wipe out

the effect of health warnings on

cigarette packs through their

magazine and newspaper ads. The
warnings and tar and nicotine

content disclosures "are
so camouflaged as to be ren-

dered inconsequential in the total

context of the ad," he said.

WASHINGTON (AP)
Broadcasters who say the

government intimidates broadcast

news operations are wrong and

crying wolf, two members of the

Federal Communications Com-
mission said Wednesday.

FCC Chairman Dean Burch and

Commissioner Nicholas Johnson

defended the regulatory powers of

the commission over radio and

television.

They appeared as separate
witnesses on the final day of three

weeks of hearings on freedom of

the press before the Senate sub-

committee on constitutional rights

headed by Sen. Sam J. Ervin, Jr..

D-N.C.

However, despite the "noble

purpose" of the FCC broadcast

regulations, an industry

spokesman later told the sub-

committee, they have "spun a web

of supertechnical and seemingly

contradictory legalistic concepts

which boggle even the shrewdest

legal minds
"

Because of the FCC's so-called

fairness doctrine, said Richard

Barron, president of the North

Carolina Association of Broad-

casters, radio and television

stations avoid airing controversial

issues. Such programs can result

in FCC or that a station give equal

time to spokesman for the other

side of the issue, he said.

Johnson said there have been a

lot of complaints that the FCC is

intimidating radio and television in

enforcing the fairness doctrine.

"Frankly," he said, "I think the

broadcasters are crying 'wolf

again."

Johnson and Burch stressed that

the FCC purposely avoids acting on

complaints that a station or net-

work has slanted the news or aired

an issue in a biased way, except in

any case where newsmen were
instructed by their employers to

present an unbalanced account

But, they said, the FCC does

concern itself with seeing that

stations carry out equal-time
provisions for candidates for office

and spokesmen for controversial

issues.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

White House To Name Members

Of Wage-Price Control Boards

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Nixon administration moved closer

Wednesday to announcing the members of two new boards that will ad-

minister wage-price controls, with a Texas educator apparently due to be

appointed chairman of the Price Commission.

The White House is scheduled tentatively to disclose the names of the

Pay Board and Price Commission Thursday, sources said, although that

date could change.

When named, the 22 members,
all nongovernmental persons, will

have an extremely difficult

governmental task to perform in a

short time.

Government sources said that

Dr. C. Jackson Grayson, dean of

the School of Business at Southern

Methodist University, has been

selected as chairman of the Price

Commission.
Donald Rumsfeld, director of the

Cost of Living Council, would

neither confirm nor deny
Grayson's selection. But Grayson

left SMU Wednesday to fly to

Washington. The Dallas Morning

News also said Grayson had been

named Price Commission chair-

man.

SPECiAl
55 piece serving

set for 8, only

$19.95
from "everyone'

9

favorite jeweler"

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

31 S. Pleasant St. - Amherst

fetTO £. club members i Quests

Bluewall Cafeteria, h:qq-(» 34
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"COME TO WHERE
THE ACT ION IS"

DlALTON E
Route 5 West Hatfield

band Every Nite
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

* Good Music* Lively

atmosphere

V. Ladies' NightJ
^Every Night

hi Drinks l
/t Price.

DO

Today is

STUDENT
ACTIVITIES DAY

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Campus Center
i

Concourse Level

Sponsored by Program Council

SWAP: Getting To Know U(Mass)
Interested in spending a

weekend with fellow students,

administrators, staff and graduate
students getting to know one
another and discussing changes
and implimentations for UMass?
Then attend this year's Student

Workshop on Activities Problems
(S. W. A. P.) the weekend of

November 19-21.

S.W.A.P. was first held in 1959.

Its original purpose was to work
with various Recognized Student

Organizations to improve their

effectiveness. Recently, as the

issues facing our community have
changed, the concerns of the

S.W.A.P. conferees have turned

more to general problems af-

fecting students. S.W.A.P.

provides an opportunity to ex-

change and promote ideas on all

areas affecting this community.
This year's topics to be con-

sidered include the following:

"The Role, Duties and Selection of

a Chancellor" - The recent

resignation of Amherst's first

Chancellor brought to the surface a

number of important philosophic

and operational aspects of the

position of Chancellor of a major
university campus. The Com-
mittee hopes that this theme will

provide the umbrella under which

a thorough discussion will take

place of such matters as the

selection of a chief campus officer,

his responsibilities vis-a-vis a

central office, his responsibilities

to the local campus, and the

powers which he might exercise

over fiscal and administrative

operations of the local campus.

"The Interface Between the

University and Society" - This

theme is intended to provide for

discussion of a number of issues

relating to the impact which an
educational establishment has on

both the community in which it is

located and on the larger state

beyond one town's borders. It is

intended that participants in these

sessions will address the matter of

the University's impact on the

town of Amherst, on the Com-
monwealth, and the Com-
monwealth's expectations from its

principal university. Discussion

should also cover such areas as the

proper and improper role(s) of a

public educational institution in

dealing with societal problems and
afflictions.

"The Structures and Functions

of the University" - This theme will

provide for the discussion of many
of the practical details regarding

University operations. The
reorganization of much of the

Amherst administration may need
further explication for many
participants; and it will be in these

sessions that specifications of new
responsibilities and authorities will

be explored.

It is the purpose of S.W.A.P. not

only to discuss, but to serve as a

catalyst for future action and
reform. So, those of you interested

in participating pick up an ap-

plication in the R.S.O. Office

downstairs in the Campus Center.

Deadline for submitting ap-
plications is Friday, October 29th.

Don't just complain, get out and
participate!

Debaters Go To MIT
The first intercollegiate debate

of the season was at M.I.T. UMass
was represented by two teams as

they debated this year's

resolution: resolved that greater

controls should be imposed on the

gathering and utilization of in-

formation about U.S. citizens by
government agencies. Juniors

Bruce Murphy, from Abington, and
David McCaffrey, from

Leominister, Mass. made up one

team and won debates with

Pacific, Columbia U., Harvard,

and Maine at Portland-Gorham.

They were defeated by Missouri,

Georgetown, Brown, and Canisius.

The other UMass team consisted of

junior Roger Legendre also from

Leominister, and Paul Lamarche,

from Worcester. They beat

Brandeis, Indiana State, St. John's

Jamaica, and New York
University, but lost to St. Peter's

Georgia, Georgetown, and Western
Illinois.

Bruce and David carried a case
calling for more gun control, while

Roger and Paul advocated yearly

cancer checkups. While holding it's

own at the first tournament of the

year, the team looks forward to a

challenging season.

Out From Behind The Veil
NEW YORK (AP) - Free-lance

photographer Eve Arnold offers a

first television look into an Arabian

Harem and what may be the last

look at women behind the veil.

Miss Arnold, who spent a month

in the Sheikdom of Dubai, found

that just getting the documentary

filmed was something of a cultural

clash between the Arabian Nights

and women's liberation.

The segment will be seen on

NBC's "Chronolog," formerly

"FirstTuesday,"at8:30p.m. EDT
Friday.

"I knew the only way to get into

the harems would be with a female

film crew," she said. "I knew I

couldn't do it with a man."

Miss Arnold, who had previously

shot still pictures of the harems for

The London Times Magazine,

started her search for a crew in

New York. It was to be her first

film for television.

"I found there were practically

no women around," she said.

"Women's Lib aside, it's a very

tough job. Even a 16mm camera is

tough to handle."

Next, she tried London, where
she found a sound girl and an

assistant camera operator. Then
she heard of six women graduates

of a film school in France. But she

wasn't impressed with their work.

So, she had to settle for a male

camera operator. She figured he

could stay outside and relay in-

structions to the women inside the

harem.
The harem is not the home of

concubines commonly thought of

by Westerners, but the sanctuaries

provided for female members of

the royal family. Dubai is one of

the Trucial States along the

southern coast of the Persian Gulf.

Miss Arnold said the veil is

gradually being abandoned in most

parts of the Arab world. "The old

women won't discard it," she said.

"One said to me that she wore it

when she was young and beautiful

and now 'I'm old and ugly and I

won't take it off.'"

"The young will not wear it at

all. They are indeed coming into

.he 20th century. But I wanted to

record this last look at an Arabian

Nights world before it disap-

pears."

In Dubai Miss Arnold brought

the English cameraman in the

oack way to see her hostess. "She

gave him a gold watch," he said.

'Then I realized that a man who is

not an Arab is not regarded as a

man in their eyes. Suddenly it

occurred to me that I could get him
in."

That she did, and his presence in

the harem was never questioned.

Miss Arnold, an American who
has worked as a magazine
photographer in Europe for the

past 10 years, said she hopes to

record other disappearing
cultures.
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i
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Northampton
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10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

FOR A CHANGE . . .

The leaders and people of the Soviet Union speak for themselves about

what concerns them most . . . and you draw your own conclusions.

It's in our special 192-page Summer issue on the 24th Congress of the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union—the reports, discussion, resolu-

tions, foreign delegates' presentations. A sourcebook on Soviet life.

. . . NEW WORLD REVIEW
We are a quarterly magazine covering life and culture in the socialist

countries, their international relations and impact on worldwide antiwar

and anti-colonial movements. We think you'll be interested.

Special student sub rate: $2.50

24th CPSU Congress Issue FREE with each new student suh.

Enclosed $1.00 for New World Review, Summer 1971

Enclosed $2.50 for 1-yr student sub, starting with Fall issue;

Summer issue sent free.
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NEW WORLD REVIEW, Suite 308

156 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10010
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9:30 — Close

No Cover Thursday Nite

"Disarmament and
World Peace"

a public talk by

Norman Cousins
Editor of the Saturday Review-

and
President of the World Association

of World Federalists

8 p.m. Monday

October 25

main lecture hall -- academic building

Hampshire College

free admission Public invited
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More Questions
Now that the dust has begun to clear and the new ad-

ministrators have settled into their offices, it appears that

the time has come for us to sit back and analyze, in some

small way at least, what has transpired in the last few

weeks. This duty is inherited not only by the press, as

responsible reporters and reactors to the news, but also by

the campus community as those most seriously affected.

The tendency has been by all concerned to lightly pass

over the Tippo affair as a difference of opinion. This at-

titude has pervaded not only most recent media reporting

but also the statements and comments of people inside

Whitmore. Whether these actions are tempered by the

inherent stability of any bureaucracy or whether they are

reactions of avoidance by those concerned we can not

begin to decide.

However, we feel that there are aspects of the Tippo

affair which should not be neglected. One of these is the

apparent disregard of faculty opinion which has

manifested itself. Many of the actions concerning the

position of Chancellor were performed with at best

minimum consultation with faculty. Are the issues of the

campus to be reserved for a handful of administrators or

are the educators themselves going to have any say at all

in the workings of this "educational" institution?

Also, what really was the issue of the transfer of funds?

It is easy to lose one's way in the labyrinth of numbers

involved but it is not sufficient to let figures conceal facts.

If there was more at stake than $850,000, or whatever

amount, as we believe there was, then what is going to be

the relationship of the Bromery administration to the

questions which led Dr. Tippo to his hasty resignation?

These are only a few of the problems which we feel have

been left unresolved. It is not difficult to think of more.

What is important is that these questions not be left

unanswered, thus increasing the probability that similar

occurences will take place.
• *

Toallmv faithful readers, and particularly to Mr.

Rubenstein who has been keeping this hole open for

the past three weeks, I apologize. I was bitten by that

bug so common around here...apathy. I hope my

recovery is complete.

Let's see - the war went on as usual. Spiro went to

Greece and received the Swastika or something. Then

he made a speech about time tables and free elections^

Somebody rigged an election and ca.lied it

•democracy in action." UMass lost the best friend it

ever had. The senate grew another wart on its ass. No,

I guess I didn't miss much.

Oh vah some guy named McManus came to campus

to speak,'and was told to shut up. It's the same place.

Shut your ears and your eyes, and scream, scream,

scream. .
...

The laughing liberal Mr. Yesman is coming this

month. He should vote for Muskie instead of splitting

the ticket and giving us another four years of Dick.

UMass had its annual homecoming this past

weekend. The Redmen played like they were penned

up on a whaling ship for the past year. I can't figure

out any other reason for that action on the field with

the Rams. Gets pretty cold at the North Pole.

The parade was last Friday night. As usual the only

frat with imagination, Beta Chi, didn't win the best

float award. But in your hearts you know they were

right to borrow a phrase from '64. Each year this

group of undaunted Vets put together the

most...unusual float. They do a good job. This year

thev marched in front of the Omaga Chi girls who

v ere redder than Metawampe. BX, you're real

people. _ ,

Speaking about Vets, the Vets for Peace are laun

ching their fall offensive to end the war. If you've got a

minute help them out and save a life.

*******

**** A Thursday in September 1971
****

The count was something like the seventh week

under twenty.

Harry Fink was a friend of mine. We went to Pen-

sacola at the same time. We use to kill the rats and

eockroaches together to pass the time, harass the

Marines, and made the best out of our Navy time.

I remember the day he got married. It was about a

week or two before we were to leave. Japan, a nice

country. Japan over Hanoi to Saigon.

They had a son. She saved up the allotment and went

to Japan. E-4's under four have to pay their own

families' way.
"This is the last flight," I remember they said.

•After this there won't be any more."

It was a Super-Constellation. The last one on the last

tour. Two holes in the wing you could have stuck your

head through. One under the belly...damn gooks can

shoot good. She was a pretty impressive plane...until

the wing began to burn. She made it past the second

bounce, then you couldn't see the wing any more.

The tooth fairies, dental techs if you weren't in, got

the records screwed up. No way to identify the men.

What a stink, aviation fuel and brains. Sometimes

when I light up a pipe it comes back. ..the smell. The

pilots crown lying in the sticky grass.. plastic bags.

I'll have to call Carol tonight and have her and the

boy come and visit us.

It's under twenty this week, folks. Next week it may
be under ten. Brains and pain and planes and little

boys they call men never to come home again.

Art Buchwald

TV Crime Is Up

WASHINGTON -The first crime figures for the fall

television season are now in, and it has been con-

firmed that there were increases in all categories of

crime in prime time from rape to involuntary

homicide.

For example, there were twice as many murders

committed on the networks in September of this year

than in all of 1971. ll
Aggravated assaults were up 176%, and robbery

rose 320%, if you include the reruns of old James

Cagney movies.

The report indicated that while guns were still the

chief weapons in television crime, writers were in-

troducing more sophisticated methods of daing away

with victims. These including holding thei\ heads

under sewer water, throwing gasoline on thetn and

setting them afire, pushing them into bubbling v*ts of

molasses and running them down in 1938 Buicks in

(i*irk sllcvs

A spokesman for the criminal division of television

broadcasting said. "It's true that there has been an

upsurge of crime on TV as compared to last year, but I

would like to point out that despite the increase, every

crime committed on one of our shows has been solved

in 90 minutes or less."

The spokesman was asked why most of the crimes

this year were solved by private investigators and not

by the police.
*

He said, "The reason for this is that the private eye,

as we like to call him, has more flexibility than a city

detective. A private eye doesn't have to worry about

such things as applying for a search warrant, using

brutality on a suspect, lying to the police or making

out with the wife of the victim.

"The recent Supreme Court rulings have made it

impossible for us to use the city police in our shows

other than in supporting roles or for comic relief."

"Why do the police in all TV crime shows arrive on

the scene of the crime five minutes after the private

detectives?"

"We have found from experience that if the police

arrive late, it gives the private eye an opportunity to

find the needed evidence that will lead him to the

killer. If the police arrived at the same time as the

private eye, they would find the evidence first, and

then you would have no show."

A reporter asked the spokesman if he were con-

cerned that there is more violence on television than

ever before.

"We're always concerned with violence, and we try

not to overdo it. But at the same time there are just so

many ways you can kill somebody, and the more
imaginative the crime, the more the public will

respond. The one thing that has all the criminals on

TV worried is that they will become predictable."

"Can we expect a new TV crime wave in 1972?" a

reporter asked.

"It's too early to say. Perhaps when the ratings are

in, we'll know how much crime the public will stand. I

personally predict there will probably be fewer family

murders, and we may have more crazed killers in

72."

"Why more crazed killers?"

"The TV writers are running out of plots. When you
have a crazed killer, you don't need any motivation for

his crime. He does it because he's crazy. You can't

imagine how that simplifies a story line."

"What happens if the crime shows don't get high

ratings?"

The spokesman looked steely eyed at the questioner
and rasped, "Then we'll kill them."

Give One Day In Respect

"There Doe§n't Seem To Be Anything Frozen Here'

October 25th is a very special

day. It is the one day of the year

when citizens across the nation can

set aside their daily tasks in order

to honor those men and women who
have served in the armed forces of

their country. It is unfortunate,

however, that the significance of

Veterans Day will be ignored by a

great number of people who will

look upon the holiday as a chance

to catch up on some sleep or to do

some extra work around the home.

The veteran of today is denied the

honor and respect afforded to the

veteran of twenty years ago. This

is due to • number of reasons.

First of all there is the effect of

the Vietnam War The futility of

this conflict has soured public

opinion concerning the role of the

American military in the world

today In addition, incidents such

as My Lai have destroyed all

previous notions the public may
have held of the all-American boy

fighting for democracy on some
foreign shore. Although no longer

performing duties in the military,

veterans are closely associated

with the mistakes of the Calleys'

and Medinas' An Vietnam and are

innocent victitfhs of public disfavor.

This public nisfavor is reinforced

by some recent efforts of the mass

media to improve the lot of the

veteran. It seems that every time

you turn on the television set you

are confronted with the picture of a

slightly overweight veteran,

decked" out in Class A uniform,

dragging his heels along some city

street in search of employment.

This coupled with sensationalized

reports of government efforts to

rehabilitate GI drug addicts before

they are unleashed on the civilian

population carves a lasting im-

pression in the minds of many
citizens: the veteran is an
unemployed drug addict who feeds

off the society. This impression

counteracts any tangible success

which may be achieved by the

respective programs.
Of course, this impression is

false in most cases. If a veteran

happens to be unemployed or on

drugs, it is due more to the

sickness of our society than to any
training he received while in the

military.

Actually it is quite easy to obtain

a true picture of a veteran. Just

look at yourself in a mirror, for the

veteran is you except for one major

difference. The veteran is the one

who left his home so that you and I

could remain at ours. If this action

isn't worthy of your respect and

honor for one day out of the year,

then nothing is.

Editorial Points

OFFICER, TELL ME VERY QUIETLY . . . WHO WON THE PENNANT?'

Letters To The Editor

Anti-Soviet Or Pro Jewish?

To the Editor:

Jeffrey Cossin's letter in Tuesday's Collegian is one

of the most amazing collections of misinformation

that we've seen. He claims that there are no Jewish

schools in the Soviet Union, but the Leningrad In-

stitute for Hebraic Studies is one of the most

reknowned in the world. Scholars from all over the

world go there to study ancient Hebraic texts. Among

his other errors are:
" few or no Hebrew books are printed... On tne

contrary, Yiddish books are published regularly. For

example, a six-volume edition of Shalom Aleichem's

works has recently appeared. Forty million copies of

about 300 works by Jewish authors have also been

translated into Russian into the past decade. At the

moment, a Yiddish theater company is touring the

Soviet Union with a production of "Fiddler on the

"Soviet Jews are not permitted to emigrate." This

is untrue. Soviet Jews are allowed to emigrate all over

the world. If it is emigration to Israel to which Mr

Cossin refers, over 3000 Soviet Jews resettled in Israel

last year alone. Emigration is not easy, though,

because the Soviet Union understandably does not

want to contribute to Israeli colonization of Arab

territory. (Israel is building housing in formerly Arab

sections of Jerusalem for 20,000 Israelis, in addition to

settling other areas in formerly Arab territory. )
But it

is a complete lie to say Jews are forbidden to leave the

Soviet Union. "Judaism is...discriminated again-

st "The Soviet Union has one of the most progressive

policies toward the fight against anti-Semitism of any

other government in the world. It is the only nation to

have recognized the Jewish people within its borders

as a national grouping and the only nation to establish

an autonomous Jewish region, for all Jews seeking an

area of self-determination. It is called Birobidjan, and

is represented on an equal basis with other

nationalities in the Soviet of Nationalities < equivalent

to our Senate). The Soviet Union was one of the first

nations to recognize the state of Israel, long before he

U S did Further, the percentage of Soviet Jews in the

professions is higher than their percentage of the

population. 3.15% of the Jewish population are college

students despite the fact that the ratio of students in

the total population is 1.82%. There are 8,000 Jews in

the local, regional, and national Soviets.

" no Yiddish newspapers..." Among others

Birobidjan publishes Sovietisch lleimland We might

add that the Yiddish language is spoken by about one

quarter of Soviet Jewry, as opposed to a smaller

proportion among U.S. Jews.

"We ask that Pope Paul use his influence to neip

Soviet Jews as did Pope John XXXIII for Jews during

the Holocaust." There never was a Pope John

XXXIII but we'll give Mr. Coss.n a little credit and

assume that was a misprint However the Pope

during World War II was Pius XII ;
Pope John XXIII

was not elevated to the papacy until 1958 Also, there is

abundant historical evidence thatP.us XII knew about

the plight of the Jews in Germany and in Italy, and

refused to act; there is even some evidence of actual

complicity with the fascists on the part of some

Church Leaders. (See the historical appendix of Rolf

Hochhmh's play The Deputy: the section on the

Vatica-.i-Hitler Concordat is very interesting.)

I ci us add a few more facts: Out of the two million

European Jews saved from the Nazi holocaust of

World War II, 1.600.000 were saved by the Soviet

policy of priority evacuation of Jews from the Western

Front ( while the U S. turned away boatloads of Jewish

refugees), and by the Red Army's fight against the

Nazi invaders. The Soviet Union lost more people in

WW II than all other nations combined. They are not

about to forget the Nazis and the meaning of ariti

Semitism. After the war, Albert Einstein said that he

Jewish people of the world would neyer forget the

prlunrhJmanitarian policy of the Soviet Union.

UMass' problems today are

somwhat like what people were

big on a couple years ago;

making the system into a

community.
**»

Does anyone remember what

all the fuss was about two weeks

ago?
***

Butterfield House has its own

weekly mimeographed scandel

sheet called (for some good

reason) The Lemon. We here in

the big world welcome our new

little sister of the fourth estate.

The Student Senate doesn't

want the University Police to

wear guns < "the bobbies don't"

)

but seems to be resigned to not

being listened to by the police

and their union.
***

Those of you who get a kick out

of the personal classified ads

that we print should take a look

at the ones we don't print.

Does President Wood have

office hours just like all other

faculty members? And if so, are

thev in Boston or Amherst?
***

Who's Supporting Whom?
To the Editor:

In a way I am not surprised to

hear from Evelyn Chimelis' letter

that the Science Fiction Club has

received no funds from the Student

Senate even though they collec-

tively paid a large sum of money

for the Student Activities Tax. The

Senate has shown itself to be very

arbitrary in its allocation of the

community's money. Again, I wish

to emphasize that it is YOUR (the

students') money which they are

allocating to the various R.S.O.

groups. ("Steal This University"

Oct. 19)

I want to ask people to write to

the Collegian if they can document

other examples of the Senate

ignoring the needs and the desires

of the community.
I would also ask someone on the

Senate to reply to the charge of

unfairness which has been levelled

against them.
The broad issue here is: Should

the Senate have the political power

to control and to even discontinue

clubs which they are not finan-

cially supporting'.'

If we don't like the actions which

the Senate takes, then we must

rebel against its unfair practices

and force it to change.

I respond to the Senate with that

time-honored All-American reply:

"No Taxation Without (Financial)

Representation!"
I'.nli /.t-lmaii

C/O The Bleeding Rose

It seems to us that Jeffrey Cossin doesn't know what

he is talking about. These accusations have become

very common since Nixon came to power, and it is our

opinion that this campaign to "save Soviet Jewry" is

more anti-Soviet than pro-Jewish. It is an attempt to

use the Jewish people and concern about anti-

Semitism as a cover to build more anti-Soviet hysteria

in the U.S. Nahum Goldmann said in 1965, when he

was head of the World Zionist Organization, that the

charges of Soviet mistreatment of Jews are "an

horrendous distortion," and has repeatedly noted that

Soviet Jews enjoy equal civil and human rights with

all other Soviet citizens.

Let us ask you some questions, Mr. Cossin. If you

are really concerned about Jewish people, and are not

just spreading anti-Soviet hatred, then:

Why didn't you mention anything about Spiro

Agnew's trip to fascist Greece, which is going

on right now? Why only Nixon's trip to Russia?

Why don't you bring up U.S. support of

fascist Spain, where synagogues are com-

pletely outlawed?

Why didn't you say anything about U.S.

support of West German re-armament and the

resurrection of Nazism in West Germany?
Why did you not mention the anti-Semitic and

rascist filth that is sent through the mails and

broadcast over the air right here in the US -

the activities of groups like the Klan, the White

Citizens Councils, the American Nazi Party?

And why did you say nothing about the con-

tinuing genocide against Black Americans?
Anne Dranginis

Norman Render

My Candle Burns . .

.

To the Editor:

Last Saturday afternoon during the hours of the

football game some person or persons took the candle

sticks from the two altars in the chapel of the Newman

Center. Ten years ago, when the Center was built for

the students" of the University, these candle sticks

were custom made for the chapel and the liturgy that

is offered in it. They cannot be replaced.

If the person or persons who took them read the

Daily Collegian, we use this means of making the plea

that they be returned so that our liturgical services

may be carried out with the dignity they deserve.

Monsignor Power

It's A Load OfFun
Skinner and Camus
go together

meaninglessness, absurd

life without meaning
or dignity

or freedom
Sisiphus rolling his rock

every move determined

yet he is happy
he enjoys the rat race

so there is no god

there is no meaning or

beyond

and executed

no worth
no fault or credit

it's all determined

programs written

according to

laws
so we are nothing

we are machines
plastic fantastic lovers

but isn't it such god damned
terrific fun?!

Toni Farrenkopf

Jaybo

$200 x 10

To the Editor:

My letter to the Collegian, printed yesterday

« 10/20). regarding R.S.O. funds, stated With .0

members, at $40 each, we have paid $2,000 his

semester alone in taxes, and we never see any ot it.

"Through "typographical error this was pnn ed as

1300, rather than $2000. Since this is a ra her sub-

stantial difference. I would be very grateful if you

could print this correction.

Thank you very much for your attention in this

matter
F.velyn Chimelis

I could tell you things you never

would have
heard of if you hadn't heard of me.

I could take you places you never

would have
been to if you hadn't been with me.

I could show you people you never

would have
thought of if you hadn't thought to

ask.

I could give you answers you never

would have
dreamed of if you hadn't dreamed

of She.

So long, so late, so far away...

Hey, Bo, toke a Jay.

Breathe in deep and let your mind

go drifting you away.

Empty, empty, enpty things...

things I'd wanted so.

Things I'd wanted coming down...

coming way back home.

Never things so far away,

things I'll need to go.

Laziness is unemployed,

but still I need a goal.

language you must read and

write,

and speak and understand.

Pictures you must draw for me,

Light up, and toke away, my
friend...

and tomorrow with today will

blend,

like a bursting blossom in the sun,

a new world in the end will have

begun.
Weather-cock, which way?

Inside, outside, upside down...

Pass the hat, please, all around.

With the hat. please, in your hand,

smile upon the friend who frowned

And from the pictures you demand,

draw your friend a telegram

Willow blossom in the wind,

listen when the Jaybo sings.

Paint a letter to your friend

and send it him on Jaybo wings.

Ix>st he not remember when

the early morning day begins,

sketch him on the telephone

the outlines of our Jaybo friend.

Jaybo leaves when he feels fine..

I will leave when I feel time.

Jaybo tells me every day

not to leave till you are mine.

Have you no advice for me?
Jaybo's name will you remind?

Jaybo's name is Toga Tea.

In the end I have a plan.

The plan, I told you once before,

unearth an intact Roman rind.

The stories there you can't ignore.

Later, later, every day

I sleep until the sleep is none.

Sooner in the mourning shade

my Toga Tea will have begun.

Not a morning thing, you see.

Javbo mourning is not meant to be.

Rejoicing with your friends at

Toga Tea.

Playing songs on phonographic

tongues,

the answers Jaybo sings will soon

appear.

The stories that you read on Jaybo

eyes...

you'll happily, their lessons to,

adhere.

And so I say to Jaybo with your

friends,

and tell the stories told at Toga

Tea.

Bring them news before the news's

end...

Draw them far away to Jaybo Me.

Later...

Jaybo again begins to sing.

A Jaybo song to you I bring.

Turn over,

Come back again, continue on.

Letters searching for some place to

spawn.
Rising from the trees above the

sky,

1 let my hair hang down below my
knee,

and no one knows my front but for

my eyes.

No one hears the words I speak no

more..

depends which end the words flow

from
lies for.

Were the rhymes mistakes I made,

or were they acts from games we

played?
Parts adopted for our fun

high upon the orange sun

Jaybo has a medicine

guaranteed a cure for everyone.

I cannot now, but later...

T. David Barrett
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Backtracking A Bit
ByCilLBKKTJ.SALK

I've got to backtrack a bit today, because something

happened which made me realize that people are still

confused about the lottery system and how it works.

There is one important rule which people don't seem

to understand clearly. Your number is drawn the year

you turn 19. and that number stays with you for the

"rest of your life, regardless of when you choose to take

your eligibility year. In other words, if you were born

in 1952, your number was drawn this year and that's it.

It makes no difference what number comes up for

your birthdate in next year's drawing; you have your

number.

The other problem which bears more clarification

concerns when you serve your eligibility year. Simply

put, you get your number the year you turn 19, and

yourfirst chance to serve your eligibility year is the

year you turn 20. For instance, if you got your number

this year ( i.e., you were born in 1952) you cannot enter

this year's eligibility pool. You must wait at least until

1972. Even if you have a high number, do not drop your

IIS this year.

On the other hand, if you were born in 1951 or

earlier, you may enter this year's lottery (even at this

late date) by writing to your draft board and telling

them that you wish to give up your IIS and be

reclassified I-A effective immediately. (Keep a copy

of the letter. Take the letter to the post office and tell

the clerk that you want it sent Certified Mail Return

Receipt Requested. It will cost you 50 cents, but the

board will have to sign for the letter and you will get

the receipt back. Do this with any correspondence you

have with your board. ) It is strongly advisable to drop

your deferment if your number is over 125.

According to Curtis W. Tarr. the Director of the SS,

no numbers will be called above 125. This is probably a

safe bet. but I'd advise those with numbers between

126 and 100 to wait until about Thanksgiving before

dropping their deferments, just to be on the safe side.

It makes no difference how long you are actually in

the eligibility pool, as long as you are I-A on Dec. 31. If

you have no deferment on Dec. 31 and your number

"has not been reached by your board, you are safe. On

Jan. 1 you will be placed in the second priority group,

and the only possible way you can be drafted is for

everyone in the new first priority group to be called

ahead of you. It would take something on the order of

WW III to cause this to happen, so you don't have to

worry much.

It is probably important that you recognize the

politics of the lottery system. It came into being at the

height of national anti-draft and anti-war activity,

took over half of those between the ages of 19 and 26

out of danger of being drafted, and cut the protests in

half. Many of you with high numbers are proving, or

will prove, that Richard Nixon's cynicism about

american youth is accurate He pushed for the lottery

hoping that those who were not in danger, go their own

way, and let him cotinue to wage the war.

If you allow yourself to be less concerned about the

war just because you aren't the one who's going to be

fighting it, you're showing pretty callous disregard for

the lives of your american and Vietnamese brothers.

Think about it. The war goes on whether you're in it or

not.

There are ways to say no. Apply for Conscientious

Objector status. Support real anti-war candidates

instead of Republicans and Democrats. Withhold your

taxes, especially your phone tax, all of which goes to

pay for the war. < When you pay your bill, don't pay the

tax. Include a note to the telephone company in-

forming them that vou will not pay the war tax. They

will not disrupt your service.) (NOTE: It is illegal to

refuse to pay your taxes. Take this into account, and

decide what you're willing to risk to say no to war.

)

Join, or better yet, organize, anti-war activities.

Protest Protest Protest.

PEACE.

Free dratl counseling is available from Draft Counseling Services, 923

CC If you have any questions about the draft, pay DCS a visit.

Keep It Under Your Hat!!

* coat from WEARHOUSE. We have all kinds from

denim (lined, unlined, fur collar) tc.leather »

(fhght,

bomber), to parkas, and hunting jackets^ Look ,
around

and compare! Best selections and best prices always.

The Closest Thing To You...

WEARHOUSE (wear-else?)

Open Fri. til

9

EVERY FRIDAY

Our superb buffet will be from 6: 30 a.m. to 9: 00

p.m. Please come up to the buffet as many times as

you wish. $5.50 per person.

<*B (7&Lord (WitbmU im.

^sm&r
RAOUL METRIC*. INNKEEPER

BRIDGE CLUB
There will be a bridge play

tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm . 168 CC.
COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. Dukes

Room, SU. All members please

attend.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Tonight at 6:30 p.m. in Grinnell

Arena there will be a session on

harnessing and hayride. Come and
meet our Big Beautiful Belgians.

FENCING CLUB
Coach Steven Rostas will be at

practice this Thursday, 7-9 p.m.

WOPE Fencing room.

GSS
Meeting tonight 8 p.m. in

Memorial Hall.

IIILLEL
Hillel Halloween Party and

hayride with Mt. Holyoke College,

Sat., Oct. 30. Only $2. Call 5-2526 for

reservations.

INDEX
Photo meeting on Tuesday at

6:30 to discuss photo assignment.

INNKEEPER'S CLUB
Meeting tonight to discuss plans

for N.Y., hotel show. Non-
members welcome. Bus tran-

sportation will be provided to

show, Nov. 8-11.

PARACHUTE CLUB
First jump class. 1st class

tonight at 7:30, CC 171-173. It's the

only way to foliage freak!

Weekends and holidays at exciting

Turners Falls Airport.

RECREATION SOCIETY
There will be a short but im-

portant Rec. Soc. meeting on Oct.

26 at 7:30 p.m. in Rm. 162 CC.
Nominations and elections will be
held. SPREE committee meeting
will be after. Get psyched for the

hike.

SINGLES
Dance Friday night at 8 p.m. in

Memorial Hall. Everyone over 21

invited-undergrads, grads, etc.

Cost you a buck but you get a free

drink.

POND - NOON
Josh McDowell - "Basic Errors of Revolutionary

Movements."

SEX AND THE SINGLE PERSON

8 p.m.

Thompson 104

APPLICATIONS FOR THE SWAP CONFERENCE ARE AVAILABLE AT THE RSO DESK,

1st. LEVEL, CAMPUS CENTER. COMPLETED FORMS ARE DUE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29

CARE A «me

— w!ZJrvA

CARE

ooin smp

'AAA/JeE/t-^

LOT
r£R

NOV. 19-ai

NEW ONES COMING IN NOW!!
AT PRICES

YOU CAN AFFORD

INTHEALLEY"

Open Fri. til

9 p.m.

Keep It Under Your Hat.

A Coat from Wearhouse.

We have all kinds from denim (lined, unliked, fur collar),

leathers (flight bomber) to parkas and hunting jackets.

Look around & compare! Best selection & best prices

always the closest thing to you.

WEARHOUSE
wear-else

Open Fri. til 9

Notices
»KI PATROL
There will be a meeting for all

ski patrol members at 6:30 p.m. in

Rm. 165 CC. Attendance in man-
datory and all old members bring

your packs.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE
LEAGUE
Draft and Gays-Gil Salk will rap

on draft deferments. 7 p.m.
tonight -CC Rm. 905-908. For
further information come to 413E
Student Union (balcony above
lobby) or call 545-0154.

WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Nominations of upperclassmen
are now being sought for Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities. Names may be
submitted to John Hogan
(mailbox) in the Student Senate
office.

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY
General business meeting

concerning future party and field

trips. TOC trip after meeting.
LOST

Girl's wrist watch, gold with
black leather band. Lost in vicinity

of campus pond. Please call

Marsha 65691.

WMUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS-one

half hour.

7:30 p.m. WARPATH-a half hour
look at UMass sports with Marty
Kelley and Ken Best

8:00 p.m.-CYCLEBREAKER-this
unique program goes beneath
the surface concentrating on all

kinds of people, issues, and
events. On tonight's program:
an interview with the UMass
Theatre Group, excerpts from
Dr. Joel Fort's speech on
campus about drugs and youth.

Other subjects will also be
explored in all probability.

9:00 p.m. MARK'S BLUES-a two
hour blues show with Mark
Dashevsky.

11:00 p.m. LATE NIGHT NEWS-30
minutes with reports from UPI.
AP, and UPI Audio plus local

news compiled by WMUA
NEWS.

11:30 p.m. -3:00 a.m. RICK
MORTON SHOW-three and a

half hours of progressive rock.

Orange male cat, 3 years old

answers to "Tramp", he looks just

like "Morris", missing since
10/8/71-A male Siamese, with a

collar, 1 year old, answers to

"Snowy" missing 10/9/71. Both
from Puffton. Call 549-6786.

FOUND
Patrick Baker-We have your

wallet at 163 Lincoln Ave., Apt. 2

A UMass Girl's pinky ring-1972

(yr.) Call 549-6981 after 6 p.m. any
night. In second floor ladies room
of CC. Sat.

ID
Undergraduate ID cards will be

available Wednesday 10/27 at ID
office; 109 Hampshire House.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

lONESCO'S

EXIT
the

KING
Thur. - Sat. Eves. Oct. 21-23 & 28-30

8:30 p.m.

BARTLETT AUDITORIUM

Reserved seats Bartlett Box Office
or

phone 545-2579

$1.50 U. Mass. Students w/ ID
$2.00 all others

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

MGB-1965. rebuilt engine ( 1800 cc.l.

Good tire, fine body condition. 1400. call

256-8709.

tflO-29

VW -Super Beatle, 1971. Perfect con-

dition. Still on warranty. Call 256-8709.

tf 10-29

1999 Meredes 219 Leather Inter., low

mileage. Flawless In all respects. 11300.

546-8788.
1(10-22

I9«S Ford Country Sedan Wagon. Light

blue, power steering, automatic trans-

mission, reasonable 253-2462.

tflO-22

Jaguar. 1945 black new-paint job. 3.8

engine, brakes, tires and exhaust. Call 546-

5905 ask for Van or Tony.
tfl0-i*

I9«4 Chevy Imp. 4dr . blue V8good tires.

2 snowtlres. new heater fuel pump win-

terised auto, trans, not abused 1400. 6-5035

- 527-2564.
tf 10-27

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Honda 305 Dream runs good, asking

1250. 5464458 anytime.
tf 10-21

Honda CL350 need money somewhat
desperately -68 exc. engine, asking 1400

Mat. Call Fd B-9 Baker 546-6005.

tf 10-26

1966 Honda 305 Scrambler. Excellent
cond. Rebuilt engine, custom paint Job,

sissy bar and many extras. 1375 call 546-

8789.

tf 10-22

Custom built amp and 2 12" spks. worth
(400: selling for 1250 or best offer. Call
527-6636 or go to Guitar Wkshp. ideal for

guitar.

tf 10-22

Banjo 5 string Gibson. Long neck. Prime
cond. case Inc. Call 253-2881.

tf 10-22

10 sp> Fnglish Racer, very good cond.
used on slightly. Call Peter 546-5494.

tfl0-26

FOR SALE

Zap the Zeitgeist! Colorful bumper-

stickers. 3 for II. Write Emergency
< urn m to Zap the Zeitgeist. Dept. K. Box

315 Peru. III. 61354.

tf 10-26

-* STUDENT WORKSHOP OKI ACTIVITIES PROBLEMS

70 MGB exc. running cond. Must sell.

MMM. . _
tflO-29

65 VW bug. excl. con., no rot, un-

derrated, new engine, on warranty, radio

and heater (works) new tires 1800.00

65000 mi. Call Steve 546-5305. exc. wkend.
tf 10-22

•65 Ford Falrlane. most major parts.

recently redone plus extras. Price

negotiable. Call 5*4-2777 evenings &
weekends. Keep trying.

tf .1022

•69 VW Bug. $1200 or best offer. Tel. 665-

4197 after 5:30. exc. tues.

tf 10-26

Telescope Tripod 55 x 117 x eye-

pieces, also sun filter. Ecx. cond..

135 rompl. Call 549-1409 eve.
10-21

One Kill model eleven portable stereo

system. In very good condition, asking

$130. Call 549-0216 and ask for Peter.

tflO-25

Queen siie water bed for sale, 8 x 7 In-

cludes 4 side frame. Please call Bill 549-

6057.

tflO-22

1969 Triumph Spitfire exc
must sell $1200 or best offer

253-7293.

condition,

Call Steve

tf 10-28

67 Bulck Skylark, creampuff. I owner,

financial crises. Worth much more, but

first offer over $950 takes. 253-2880

tf 10-22

67 Cougar V8 3 spd.. good cond new
brakes, 1200 or best offer. Call 546-0273.

tf 10-22

64 TR4 W overdrive needs some repairs

eng. perfect, $275. Call 5-0176 ask for Jim.
tfl0-28

Guitars: Acoustic, electric, classical.

Way below retail prices. $30 and up most
around $80. Les Paul copies. Call S46-7072.

tf 10-26

Press camera 2 1/4x31/4 good con-

dition . complete with film holders and tank
$50. Call 367-2624 or 545-0834.

tflO-22

AM car radio less than I yr. old-excellent

condition. Call Kathy 665-4777. $40.00 or

best offer.

tf 10 21

2 Kill it Speakers list for 100 ea. Now
150 for the pair. Call 253-3860.

iflO-27

for $50 r alr of Reiker Buck Boots. Fur
lined size 7. Call 369-«09l after 6.

m tflO-22

1967 MG Midget '70 engine. Call 69762.

tf 10-22

1968 VW Sedan, always kept In very good
condition. RAH plus snow tires. $900. Call

Kent after 5:00 at 253-7538.

tf 10-22

1967 BMW 1800. best offer over $1200.

Call 253-2139.

tf 10-25

Sleeping bag by Baver, best In world, 6

lb. goose down, good to 20 degrees below
zero, cost $120 new. still new. your cost

$70? Call 256-8432.

tf 10-22

Snow tires (2) 165-14 Semperlt radials
mounted on MGB disc wheels, $50 pr. Call
549-6087.

tf 10-22

Fender jazzmaster pre cbs old style

square pickups, orig. neck, in peri. cond.

$175 frm Call 66541 after 8. 439 Gorman
Central.

tf 10-22

We undersell all. any and all top name
appliances, stereos, radios, refrigerators,

anything. Call Larry 6-5090, 350 Cance.
if in-??

(.wild F35 and F47 with hard rases. Call

6-9332.
tf 10-21

Ski boots. Koflach expo-masters, mens
size 10. cost $109, perfect condition, sell

fast $50. Call Frank 6-7064.

tf 10-21

WANTED
individual who can compose music for

lyrics. Have attractive ofrer for the right

party. Ralph Hayward. P.O.B.75. Ervlng.

Mass. 01344.

tf 10-22

Looking for girl to work part time in

shoe store. Hours limited, wages good.

Call 253-7777 evenings between 6-7 p.m.
tf 10-22

PERS- PERSONAL
Karen Walla-Walla: we know you're a

big-mouth. Let the world know It:

Scream!! I.ori and Susan Walla-Walla.
10-21

Wanted: Two Psych, papers about 10 to

15 pgs. will pay. Call Kathy 549-6596.

tf 10-26

To Carol, who wore a Mickey Mouse
shirt and sat in the peanut gallery at last

spring's Howdy Doody Show. We had a

great time afterwards. You said I'd forget,

but Idldn't! Please write: Mark. Box 1086,

Brown 1'nlverstty. Providence.
tf 10-28

Rummage sale It baked goods Oct. 23

9:90 a.m. to I p.m.. 104 Sunset Ave.,

Amherst. Furniture, old clothes, home-

made bread, etc. tf 10-22

Will the person who ripped off my keys *

clothes in Boyden Sunday please get keys

back to me reward no question. Call 549-

6793.

tf 10-21

The Chopping Block staff Is available

for free hair care instruction for any mens
or womens group. The Chopping Block. 26

Main St.. 253-9293.

tf 10-27

SERVICES

Arabic Language lessons — native

speaker tutor — reasonable charge for

students — call Self Shalaby — 546-1045 —
7-9 p.m.

tf 10-22

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate: have Greek alphabet, math It

chem. symbols. Call 253-3601.

.
tf 10-29

FOR RENT
One bedroom apt. In Puffton Village

available to sublet Immediately. Call 549-

tin.
10-21

Furn. redec. 2 room apt. available for

single or couple $45 per month. 20 minutes

from campus in Millers Falls. Call 659-

3779.

tf 10-22

Town House Apt. to share with another

girl in Amherst. Own room possible. Call

584-2273.

tf 10-21

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female housemate needed to share 10

rm. house in Belchertown, $80/mo.,
communal meals & housekeeping. Grail

student pref. Call 323-6631.

tf 10-22

Male roommate wanted. Large apt. own
room your $67 /mo. Includes all come to 103

State St. Northampton nights by Nov. I 2nd

floor.

tf 10-22

Roommate wanted Mt. Toby Apts. Sun-

derland. Call 6*5-4429 after 5 p.m. Mon
thru Friday.

tfie-22

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to and/or from Cambridge

on Wednesdays, arrival by noon, return

after five. Call 545-2*61 days.
tf 10-22

LOST
Reward! Lost light golden Labrador

Amherst License No. 52*. Answers to

Conan If found call 253-3018.

tfl*-2«

Male orange cat. 3 yrs. answers to

"Tramp", looks like "Morris". Male
Siamese, I yr. answers to "Snowy", gone

from Puffton 108. Call 549-6786.

tf 10-22

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book in St Rm. 318.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct.

tf-sem

NEEDED
STUDY

FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL

Headaches, stomach aches, pains
nausea . If you suffer from any of the above
or similar disorders and would like U>

participate in a study of Psychsomalk
problems please call 5-0943 Wed. or Thurs
3-5 I' I'-

ll 10-21
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Amherst To Inaugurate Ward Saturday

The Inauguration of Amherst

College's 14th President, John

William Ward, will be held at 11

a.m. Saturday (Oct. 23). The event

will be the highlight of Alumni

Weekend at the College.

Professor Ward has been an

Amherst College faculty member

since 1963. He is a 1947 Harvard

College graduate, and earned his

master of arts and doctor of

philosophy degrees at the

University of Minnesota. At

Amherst he has been a member of

the history and the American

studies departments.

The inauguration ceremony will

be held in the College's Indoor

Athletic Field, and will be open to

the public without admission

tickets. Representatives from

Hampshire College, Mount

Holyoke College, Smith College.

and from the University of

Massachusetts, Williams College

and Wesleyan University will be

present. The Amherst College

faculty and Board of Trustees will

march in academic procession.

University of California Professor

Henry Nash Smith, who taught Mr.

Ward in graduate school will

speak. President Ward will also

make a brief address.

As part of the Alumni Weekend

activities, the annual meeting of

the Alumni Council will be held at

9:30 a.m. in Johnson Chapel. At

11:45 a.m. there will be an "A
Association Luncheon in Alumni

Gymnasium.
Two concerts will note the

inauguration and Alumni

Weekend. An Amherst Glee Club-

Smith Glee Club-Mount Holyoke-

Amherst Chamber Orchestra

"Concert of Music for a Festive

Occasion" will be pe performed at

8 15 p.m., Friday (Oct. 22) in

Buckley Recital Hall, Music

Center. Tickets for the public

concert are available in the Glee

Club Office at the Center; there is

no admission charge. Holders of

the tickets should present them for

admission to the concert by 8:05

p.m.
A second concert, with the

Amherst Glee Club performing,

will be held at 8:15 p.m. Saturday

(Oct. 23) in Buckley Recital Hall in

the Music Center. There will be an

admission charge for the public

event, with tickets available at the

door.

A 12:30 p.m. Saturday soccer

contest between Amherst and

Wesleyan will precede the major

sports event of the weekend, a 2:00

football match between Amherst

and Wesleyan. At 4:30 p.m.

Saturday, President and Mrs.

Ward will preside at a reception for

alumni in Alumni House.

Culturnatives Rap Session

A CULTURNATIVES Rap Session will be held today in the lounge of the

ninth floor of the Campus Center starting at 2:30. Gil Salk, writer oi me

MDC' weekly CULTURNATIVES column, will host the rap session to

dMscussTdeas presented in the column. The session will be open-ended,

and "s open to any interested members of the campus community

Previous columns have dealt with men's and women's liberaton

recycling Amca and other topics. The purpose of the ^P session will be

[o shareTesponses to the columns, bring out new ideas, and allow others a

chance to v
P

ice their ideas about counterculture and alternative life

St

According to Salk, the raps will be made a regular event if enough

interest is shown at this session. He invites all those who read his column

"Sd whether they agree or disagree with the ideas he presents.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

People who talk appetizingly about food

and are skillful at preparing gourmet

dishes are likely to be born under the

zodiacal sign of Cancer. My co author of

"Cooking with Astrology" is Mike Roy. a

famed radio television chef. He was born

July 18, 1913 under the sign of Cancer.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Open lines of

communications with mate, business

partner. Money is involved. Friend may

want to move too fast. Key is to be

analytical. No one will give you something

for nothing Be realistic.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Gain co

operation of family member. Seek har

money, especially in domestic area.

Another Taurean and a Libran play

prominent roles. Purchase gift for special

anniversary. Stick to Golden Rule.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): What ap

pears on surface may be opposite from

reality. Before signing or accepting,

demand additional information. Whole

picture has yet to be revealed. Know this

and respond accordingly.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Nothing now

occurs halfway; it is all or nothing Accent

is on romance, security, understanding

with opposite sex. Capricorn person plays

prominent role Use past experience. Be

definite.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) You get action m

area previously closed, blocked Outline

goal Know where you want to go and why.

Best to finish rather than to initiate projects.

Aries person can play important role.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Be in

dependent, but avoid any display of

arrogance. Welcome contacts, challenges

Accent is on short journey, dealings with

neighbors and relatives. You will be repaid

for a special service

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) One whose

money is not involved is free and easy v*ith

your assets. Pull in reins. Get explanation

for contemplated actions. Insist on better

mode of communication. You hive right to

an accounting.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Some who

are lacking in faith may try to block your

progress. Key is to be confident, forward

looking Adhere to your own style. Your

/vay now is best know this and act like it.

Move ahead
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21): Stress

caution in traffic Avoid tendency to rush

needlessly. Don't write letters in anger.

Weigh actions, words. Some events occur

behind scenes. Wait for factual in

formation Discard rumors.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Be ready

for change, travel, a variety of experiences.

Gemini and Virgo persons play important

roles. Be flexible. Fine to be determined,

but avoid obstinacy. Friend does want to

aid

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Co operate

with family member; promote domestic

harmony. Sense of humor is essential. One

close to you is argumentative. Be a good

listener. Realize those who insist are not

sure Stress maturity

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Hidden

assets could come to light. Pleasant sur

prise is on agenda. Keep communication

lines open. Respond to messages, long

distance calls. Have facts at hand. You add

to knowledge. Stress progress

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

artistic, attractive to opposite sex and have

tendency to try doing too much at once.

When you learn to finish what you start, you

can be a world beater. Recent change is for

your own good. If single, marriage is on

horizon.
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp.

ACROSS

1 Mountain pass

4 Endure
8 Intertwine

12 Girl's name
13 Preposition

14 Lamb's pen
name

15 Soak
16 Not total

18 Woody plants

20 Dines

21 A continent

(abbr.)

22 Man's
nickname

23 Mountains of

Europe
27 Encountered

29 Man's
nickname

'30 Arrange in folds

31 Conjunction

32 Posed for

portrait

33 Born
34 Printer's

measure
35 Lasso
37 Carpenter's

38 Sum up
39 Preposition

40 Priest's

vestment
41 Indefinite

article

42 Corn cake
44 Ardent

47 Able

51 Period of time

52 Arrow poison

53 Smooth
54 Edge
55 Dispatch

56 Bristle

Weaken

6 Brook
7 Sum
8 Determine

limits of

9 Cloth

measure
10 Yellow ocher

11 Grass mowed
and cured for

fodder

17 Pronoun
19 Babylonian

deity

22 Torrid

24 Sun god

25 Imitated

26 Grant use of

27 Philippine 37 Part ot

Moslem Jacket

28 Ireland 38 Enrages

29 Chinese pagoda 40 Poker stakes

30 Condensed 41 Cooled lava

moisture 43 Faroe Islands

32 Ceased whirlwind

33 Catch (colloq.) 44 Sicilian

36 Near volcano
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45 Silkworm
46 Inclined

roadway
47 Prefix: this

side

48 Number
49 Males
50 Openwork

fabric

57

DOWN

Vehicle

River in

Germany
Potential

Brims

Collection of

facts
"Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

i\d Fraternity Final . - .

Thpta Chi Marauders Take Intramural Championship
By JOHN BOCK

"It was the best of times, it was the worst

of times...." For many teams in this year's

Intramural football this could have been a

true statement. But at least on Tuesday

evening it was the best of times for the Theta

Chi Marauders, new UMass Intramural

Campus Champions, a 12-0 victory over Phi

Sigma Delta.

On a perfect night for football, with the

frost just beginning to settle over the

Pioneer Valley, the Theta Chi Marauders

(Campus Independent Champs and the

independent "B" team from Theta Chi

fraternity) were matched with the Campus

Fraternity Champs-Phi Sigma Delta of Zeta

Beta Tau. If there was a favorite it would

have had to have been PSD, as this was their

second year as Campus Fraternity Champs

and their second consecutive appearance in

the Campus Championship Finals

The atmosphere was electric as the crowd

gathered to watch the two teams do battle.

Both teams were helped by enthusiastic fans

from their respective houses plus other IM

teams already knocked out of the race.

The Marauders won the toss and elected to

receive. Jim Maguire was deep for the

Marauders and brought the ball down to his

own 22 yard line. Quarterback P. J.

Flaherty connected with two short passes to

bring it up to the 32 and then got caught in

his own backfield before he could throw the

ball. Most of his passes were high for awhile,

but after he warmed up they were ex-

tremely effective.

PSD took the ball on the kick and brought

it down to their 20, with Tom Grace on the

run. Very capable QB Mark DelSesto hit

Tony Riddle with a 15 yard pass, and then on

the keeper brought it up to the Marauders

20.

It was not the worst of times for the PSD
team. On the next pass DelSesto threw an

interception to Marauder Frank Murphy

who ran for the touchdown. The Marauder

attempt for an extra point failed but they

were ahead 6-0.

In his first of many appearances that

evening safety Jerry Kohner kicked the ball

into the end zone and PSD assumed

possession on the 20. On their first two at-

tempts they failed to move the ball. After

achieving one first down PSD turned the ball

over to the Marauders. Kohner again

displayed his more than adequate kicking

ability by booting a 55 yard field goal to put

the Marauders ahead 9-0.

The PSD defense remained tough but the

scire seemed to have its affect as the

Marauders Big D moved all over the PSD
offense.

On another Flaherty to Maguire com-

bination the Marauders put the ball on the

PSD 23 where "Swoop" Kohner kicked

another field goal to put the remaining

points on the board. Not to be called out yet

the PSD offense engineered a series of plays

that brought them to the Marauders 20

where QB DelSesto hit Mark Grace with a

TD pass only to see it called back for

holding.

Again in the fourth quarter the extremely

cool PSD offense brought the ball right down

to the Marauder 35 where it seemed for a

moment that the Marauder defense had

faltered. An unfortunate penalty caused

PSD to lose the ball. They did succeed in

stopping the Marauders momentum as the

clock ran out and the curtain came down on

the 1971 IM football season.

Melville Whalers Spout Again
In Women's Powder Puff

Football play-off action the

Mushrooms continued their win-

ning ways by defeating Dwight's

Ducks Monday night for the In-

dependent Crown. The
Mushroom's defense proved to be

fallible as the Ducks eked out six

points, however their offense

remained indomitable, running the

score up to 34 points. The

Mushrooms' next foe will be

tonight's winner of the Field-

Whalers game and is scheduled for

5:30 on Tuesday, the 26th. The

Field Goals will meet the Whalers

at 7:00 tonight on field 3.

In the Sorority Division play-offs

Tuesday night Alpha Chi and GSS

emerged as contenders for the

Spend time with

Bell's Pizza

and you are

exactly right.

Open
llto2a.m.Fri. &Sat.
la.m.Sun.toThurs.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011-253-9051

Sorority Crown. That game will be

played tonight at 7:00 on field 2. It

might well be an interesting

contest as ACO has demonstrated a

fairly disciplined offense whereas

GSS tends to be more explosive.

In the Residence Hall play-offs,

also held Tuesday night, the Field

Goals and Melville Whalers moved

into contention for Top Residence

Hall honors.

Tuesday night the Melville

Whalers, using their secret

"smooshing" technique defeated

the Wheeler Trojans by a score of

20-6 in the first round of the

Residence Hall Championship

Playoffs. The scoreless first

quarter was not an uneventful

prelude of what was to come. In the

early part of the second quarter the

Whalers took the lead as the

quarterback, Janet Manning,

scored the first touchdown. But

soon their efforts were matched by

the only Wheeler Touchdown of the

game, coming in the third quarter.

Once again the superb Whaler

offense, June Manning, center, Pat

Murphy & Bonnie Bufalo,

lineswomen, Karen Fruzzetti and

Nancy Fink, ends, and Mary

Young, flanker demonstrated their

remarkable skill by adding

another touchdown which was

again scored by the quarterback.

WIRE RIMS
FOR YOUR

FASHION WHIM
At

don coll
56 Main St.

Amherst's First Optician

253-7002 Amherst

ATTENTION: Male students who are looking for an

alternative to dorm living!

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

is holding an

OPEN SMOKER
on

Thursday, Oct. 21,

at 8:00 p.m.

Featuring films on the 1970-71

Redman Basketball Team
We are located at 118 Sunset Ave.,

Down the street from Kara Mia

Janet Manning
Not only did the offense con-

tribute to the scoring, but the

defense, Marcia Lapping, Corrine

Karahalos, Janice Lazzaro, Jane

Andrews, Beth Rasmussen plus the

efforts of Manning, Murphy,
Fruzzetti and Bufalo added their

share as well. They not only were

able to hold the Trojan line, but

came through with an interception

by Karen Fruzzetti for a touch-

down. Karen swept past the entire

Trojan offense in her jaunt to the

Whaler end zone, almost 60 yards

away. Again, Mere Schmidt, with

her kicking and punting ability

greatly aided the Whaler cause.

Last Tuesday night the Field

Goals met the Grayson Kumquats

in play-off action. The final score

was 26-6 in favor of the field Goals.

The game started off with Grayson

giving up the ball to Field after

four quick downs. Donna "Legs"

Blasko, after a 50 yard surge went

over for Field's first touchdown.

The extra points were scored on a

fine reception by Ronda "Paul

Warfield" Factor in the end zone.

Then Grayson was able to get the

ball in good field position setting

them up for their only touchdown

of the game. From then on end, it

was Field, Field, and more Field.

The second touchdown, as well as

the third and fourth

Then Grayson was able to get the

ball in good field position setting

them up for their only touchdown

of the game. From then on to the

end, it was Field, Field, and more

Field. The second touchdown, as

well as the third and fourth, were

scored by Donna Blasko. One of

these touchdowns was a 30 yard

run which involved Donna evading

four would-be "flag grabbt-s".

Going into the game it was

thought that Grayson's passing

attack would be their most ef-

fective weapon. Anticipating this

was Paula "Stonewall" Cun-

ningham who astonished all

present with her "bump-and-run"

t *ictics

On the other side of the field

Donna Bell was also using these

tactics, while finding time to roam

the middle area to pick off an in

terception whenever possible. If a

receiver did get out. Helen Monte

and Lvnne Zoino were there to

eliminate any remaining

possibilities for a reception.

Intramurals

NORMAN PODHORETZ
Editor of Commentary Magazine

will speak on

"THE RISE AND FALL OF
THE AMERICAN JEWISH NOVEL 1ST"

Friday evening, October 22, 8: 00 p.m.

Helen Hills Hills Chapel-
Smith College

An
investment

primer
for

U. Mass.
employees

To live in comfort when you retire, you'll need money. Which is

^foSffX ft^rrrrenrnSe taxes, so you can have

™^^%!&£^m»+m«m and investment-

savings and investments covered by a tax shelter so you pay no

tlxeson dividends, interest or capital gains until after you retire.

B
The Investment Annuity guarantees an income you can't outlive

And it gives you freedom. Freedom to invest your money in

SECURITIES MUTUAL FUNDS, SAVINGS ACCOUNTS,
CREDIT UNIONS or ANY OTHER WAY you see fit.

The Investment Annuity is available to you right now. Mail the

coupon today and get all the facts.

•Heg Service Mark

U.M 10/21/71 «::

J. Paul Barry
Main St. Investment Annuity Adm.

P O Box 2286 - 276 Hazard Ave.

Enfield, Conn. 06082

Gentle
wiSout obligation, please send me full details about the

Investment Annuity plan for which I may be eligible.

Name-
-Telephone-

PIT
1

2

I

1

2

\

2

TUG O WAR
TIME TEAMS
7 00 Troiansvs Pipers

Lovers vs Stoutees

Lemons vs Terrors

Home Address
—Zip-

7 \5

7 30

8 00

School

Mousketeers vs Browns
Civ Enq vs 37vVs

Bx vs Munchkms
Dutchmen vs Stouls

Department- —Telephone

Hi i miii nr I
'-* ii - -

L

Winter Wonderland
Presented By

THE U-MASS SKI CLUB
Continuous Movie and Info

CamDUS Center Concourse
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In Direction At UConnXXX iyAXVV**__ wUh u the
-thorns f

. ...-*-\l\l ..... . . . . % . » a l*l_ _ lA a
By DAN KAMAL

There was a dominant theme at

Wednesday's weekly meeting of

the Varsity M Club Luncheon.

Head football coach Dick Mac-

Pherson and three of his players all

emphasized the fact that the

UMass football team is too good to

be where it is now, and starting

Saturday things will start

changing.
Senior defensive back and punter

Jack O'Neil. who was praised by

MacPherson for a "great game

last Saturday" despite the overall

poor performance of the defense,

mentioned that the Redmen
i

are

bound to explode soon. He added.

"We're ready for UConn."

Senior offensive center Dave

Levine emphasized that the

players still have confidence, and

"starting Saturday we'll prove to

people we're a great team."

Paul Metallo, a halfback who

had a fine game against the

University of Rhode Island last

week, spoke about the general

confusion pervading the team

because of the rash of injuries. The

junior speedster has himself just

returned from the injured list and,

BaUg ^.?Ul9lan

SPORTS
according to MacPherson. has

given the team a new dimension-

outside speed. Metallo concluded

by expressing the hope that UMass

will be able to "put it together

Saturday."
.

MacPherson must be looking to

the Bible for an answer to his woes

judging from his opening remark.

The first-year coach mentioned the

"crown of authority" which a

coach wears which also carries

with it the "thorns of respon-

sibility." "I don't like it a bit," he

continued, "we're extremely

disappointed. In no time, in any

way do I want you to think that we

think we're doing a helluva job

here."

"The fans have been extremely

kind, and we appreciate it. We do

look for better things against the

University of Connecticut Satur-

day."
Probably the biggest question in

the minds of UMass fans is

whether or not quarterback Piel

Pennington will return to action

this week. Pennington has the

green light from doctors, but ac-

cording to MacPherson, is in some

pain yet when he throws. Mark

Tripucka will probably get the

starting nod if Piel is not ready.

Bill DeFlavio, whose ankle

reinjury is not as serious as was

first believed, will be playing

Saturday although he still is in

considerable pain.
- MacPherson concluded by

stating the obvious. "This is a

pivotal game for us. We have to get

untracked."

A NEW DIMENSION AT UMASS-Paul Metallo (44) was called just

that bv his coach at yesterdays^rte !-ba^ C,U\L"r^°ries as a
Newman (enter The junior speedster cited the rash of injuries as a

££e\n the genera, confusion of the ball Cub. (MDC photo by G,b

Kullerton)

returned from the injured nsi anu. — ^
Crewmen Create "Hall Of Shame

....,.»,.,.( ho onninoirallv famous Con-

Fantastic autumn weather and

an unusally large group of

returning oarsmen and coxswains

have highlighted rowing this fall

Besides the normal interval and

distance training required for the

annual Charles River race, club

members have benefitted from an

expanded small tone, two and four

man) boat program.

As has been the fashion, the club

once again engaged themselves in

a successful beg. borrow and steal

( buy only when necessary I method

of acquiring equipment.

This stockpiling has allowed the

team to participate in all size boat

training and racing. Of greatest

importance has been the in-

troduction of a single sculls

program. These one man boats are

very sensitive and unstable,

requiring considerable skill and

experience to row. Mistakes are

unavoidable and are usually

rewarded with a reluctant swim in

Basketball On The Way

IN THE BACKCOURT-Rick Pitino (with the ball) drives on

captain Mike Pagliara and Charlie Peters (left) as Peter Trow

(background-left) and Tom Austin watch the action.

Mound Corps Sparks

Fall Baseball
Bv MDC STAFF

The UMass baseball team completed its fall program last week com-

nibne aTo-2 record and an optimistic look to next spring when the Red-

men^ryTo dXd their Yankee Conference championship and earn

a
rn

h
t

e

op
b
of ttIJ^f^to**™ also played is practice

in er-sauad game! good for 90 innings of competition at which time Coach

S£ B
q
ergqufsThad a better opportunity to look at the more than 90

"Tt^dmen iT^V^Ter Springfield, two from Boston

College Sie™ and Mass. Bay Community College and a singleton over

DartmouthCollege. Their only losses were to Dartmouth and Spr.ngfleld

Tne^pthing staff which highlighted last spring's team was in full

stride again with junior Tom White, sophomores Chip Baye and John

Ji sen an
g
d "eshma'n Mike Flanagan leading the way for-the

,

mound carp

White 6' 6" lefty, was the big man last season, leading the team m an

pitehing categories while making All- Conference. During this past

summer he led his Cape League team to the finals before losing a 1-0

game in the series finale. .

Olsen 6' 5" righty, was the most improved pitcher this fall. In 27 in

nings he allowed but five hits and struck out 36. Against Mass. Bay he

nitched a seven inning no-hitter, struck out 16 and walked one.
P
Baye another hard throwing righthander, at times was untouchable,

St

Ffan
g
ag°a

U
n ifa^utSng prospect, who was highly regarded(by

*J
pros. He has completely recovered from an injury he sustained his senior

ye
i

a
nthe infieWBe^gquist will have two All-New England selections back

in first baseman DanEsposito and third baseman Mark Palau and an All-

Conference catcher in Tom McDermott.

E po had a great spring, hit with power, but will be pushed by freshman

Ron Beaurivage, another outstanding first year prospect. One of these

two mav end up in the outfield. ...... tl ...u„

PaEs kicking for the football team this fall, while McDermott who

hit .311 last spring will be pushed by Bill Ryan for the starting job behind

^Theoutfield will have Brian Martin, who missed fall practice due to an

Jury he sustained in the Cape League Steve Newell who wielded a

heavy bat in the spring and veterans Dan Kelley and Earl Manley.

Alston Named NL Manager Of The Year

the ecologically famous

necticut River.

A special club, appropriately

called the "Hall of Shame" has

been established to honor those

whose aquatic acrobatics deserve

attention. Billy Moran. the first

inductee has sympathetically

watched the "Hall" grow to its

present size of a dozen members.

Tom Rurak is honorary

president with three dips. The

latest member, newcomer Brian

Spratt has an asterisk next to his

name on the golden toilet paper

scrolls which adorn the "Hall

Brian has the dubious distinction

of being the only club member

thrown out of an eight man boat

when his oar became stuck in the

water and the momentum of the

boat and oar lifted the surprise

novice out of his seat and shoes and

into the drink.

As might be expected com-

petition in the singles is crisp and

showdown date of November 7 has

been designated "Hadley Henley

Day." Entries for this prestigious

event have poured in from all over

the East and as far away as

Florence.

Paul Winchell, a notorious JV of

last year has been trucking on the

river and looms as a definite threat

to take top honors in the elite single

event

coach was also a history teacher...and a woman

Darrtown, an Ohio whistle stop with 300 residents, was

a long way from the big leagues.

"I'm still an old country boy," grins Alston now 59.

•No matter where I go-Los Angeles, New York, San

Francisco, Tokyo-I always go home to Darrtown.

The Los Angeles Dodgers' veteran was named

Wednesday as 1971 National League Manager of he

Year in the Annual Associated Press poll. Alston

Dreviously won the honor in 1955, 1959, 1965 and 1966.

"I'd be lost without baseball," he said. "Only one of

two things will get me to leave the Dodgers ^either

they'll fire me someday or my health will go bad.

Rieht now, I feel wonderful."

Alson is spending a week in Florida visiting his

strapping grandson, Rob Ogle a freshman first

baseman at Miami Dade Junior College.

Alston didn't learn much baseball from that lady

Miami of Ohio University prior to a professional

playing career that included only one time at bat in

the majors.

The gentle, soft-spoken man turned to managing

when it was obvious he wasn't to be another Ruth or

Cobb. A successful tenure in the Brooklyn chain

earned him the Dodger job in 1953.

Alston rates the unprecedented pitching of Sandy

Koufax in the early 1960s and the steal of 104 bases in a

single season by Wills as the most exciting happenings

of his career.

Alston's 1971 Dodgers finished second to San

Francisco in the Western Division. The Giants then

lost to Pittsburgh in the NL playoffs.

Alston received 72 votes in the poll of writers and

broadcasters. The Giants' Charlie Fox got 65 and

Danny Murtaugh of Pittsburgh received 57^

AND UP FRONT-Art Levine (with the ball) sets to move on

defender Al Skinner while Rick Vogeley (left) moves on Tom

McLaughlin for position on a possible rebound. ( MDC Photo by Jim

Lavakras.)

X-Country In The Orchard
On Monday Coach Ken O'Brien and

f̂«2^fi2£^f^2
team offer a switch for distance running fans. They re putting on a race

orWtators up in the Orchard. The cross-country runners will cheer all

comers and feed them with brownies and cider besides

The race win start a t 4 o'clock in the vicinity of the basketball courts

I 7?1I Dorm Prizes will be given to the first ten men and first

run^r crossingThe finish line. This race is a continuat.on of the weekly

To"™^ at 5-2481 or go to the track office in

Boy .t- If y« '

Notices
WARPATH Marty Kelley and

Ken Best will host UMass
defensive line coach Bob Harris

and Redman running backs

Paul Metallo and Dick Cronin

on WMUA's "Warpath" tonight

at 7:30.

TRACK PHYSICALS All

candidates for indoor and

outdoor track are asked to

report to the infirmary tonight

between 5:30 and 7:30 for their

physicals.

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

(Up ftaflflarlpwrttfl

^/ A «I! AMD RISPONSIBLE ^^ MISS

Weather:

Continuing onward
along the Canadian
border.
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To vour left from "Kxit the King" is Queen Marie, played by Catty

Young, and Juliette, played by Bonnie Bishoff.

\bove is the Kinu. played bv Peter Ryan. Basically it s about a KM)

year old king whose time has come, only he doesn't want to yet.

The play, written bv Kugene lonesco is being put on by the

University Theatre this weekend and next. Rumor has it that its

Hood. (Pliotos bv Jim Lavrakas.)

Trustees Named For Search Committee
MDC Staff

The Board of Trustees an-

nounced vesterday that John W.

Haigis and Mrs. Carolyn Rowland

will be their nominations to the

search committee established to

select candidates for a permanent

chancellor for UMass Amherst.

The announcement came from the

office of John McCartney,

Secretary of the Board.

Six undergraduate students were

also selected for the committee by

the Student Senate on Wednesday.

They were Patty Asack. '73. Jackie

Berryman. '73. David Dunkin. '72.

Robert Padgett. '72. Phoebe

Pepper, '7f>, and Robert Sprague.

'73.

Composition of the search

committee was determined at a

special meeting of the Board on

Friday. October 8th. After meeting

in executive session, the Board

voted that six underaduates. six

faculty members, and two

graduate students, all from the

Amherst campus, and two

trustees, one member of the Deans

Council and one alumnus would

make up the membership of the

search committee.

The nominees from the faculty,

dean's council, alumni and

graduate school have yet to be

announced.
Haigis is chairman of the

Trustee Committee on Buildings

and Grounds. He resides in

Greenfield Mrs. Rowland is

chairman of the Committee on

Student Activities. She is from the

Boston Area. Both nominees are

members of the executive com-

mittee of the Board of Trustees.

The undergraduate students

nominees are from diversified

interest and activity groups, ac-

cording to Student Senate Vice

President Larry Ladd, who

screened the applicants for the

On The Inside

:

Nixon Names 'Em
See page four

Poor Richard's
See page six

Health Services
See page three

committee. He said that more than

50 undergraduates applied, but

only about 20 were qualified, after

a general review.

Qualifications were determined

by President Lee Sandwen. Vice

President John Hogan. and Ladd.

Sandwen officially made the

nominations which the Senate

approved on Wednesday.

"We tried to assemble as diverse

a collection of individuals as

possible to be representative of the

diverse interests of the campus."

Ladd said. He explained that the

three officers tried to balance the

nominations with different class

members, some "involved"

students and some not so active,

and all with some familiarity with

the administration of the

University.

Ladd declared that although

other students might have ap-

peared more qualified in the eyes

of some critics, it was felt that the

students chosen would have the

time as well as the interest and

know how to devote to the task.

It is expected that the other

members of the search committee

will be announced soon by their

respective groups.

The organizational meeting of

the search committee is scheduled

for Thursdav. October 28th at 1 :30

in the Board Room at Whitmore

Mrs. Carolvn Rowland

Photos by Kd Fenwick

John \V. Haigis

Administration Building

For the second time in less than

two weeks, the campus' governing

bodies have taken a common stand

on the issue of the selection of a

new Chancellor The Faculty

Graduate and Student Senates

have all passed resolutions stating

their disappointment in the

Trustee's response to the report of

the Committee of Concern and

requesting the Trustees to come to

the Amherst campus to discuss

"the issues and principles in

volved in the report

According to Student Senate

Vice-President Larry Ladd. the

reason for the joint resolution wai

"to alert the Board of Trustees to

the fact that the issues raised by

Chancellor Tippo's resignation -till

remain and we must meet to

discuss these issues
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[ActivitiesDa^

J
Comes Off

By ERNIE ROTMAN
Much commotion and activity

passed through the Campus Center

yesterday as the annual Students

Activities Day moved into full

swing. Beginning at 9 A.M.. many
of the groups and organizations in

I : Mass set up for a day of free

soliciting. Many of these groups

hoped to acquire new members as

the dav wore on.

Last year the Students Activities

Day was held in the evening, but

this vear's schedule was more

beneficial to the groups and

students alike. The all day cam
paign enabled many busy students

to see this spectacle on their way to

classes. As viewed from this

reporter, there seemed to be many
students in the C.C. all day wit-

nessing the functions. The area

was almost continuously flooded

with noise

The highlights of the day and the

activities that drew the largest

crowds were the Video Theater's

movies inside an air-conditioned

tent, and the Ski Club's continuous

movies. Also, the Revelers sold

balloons. WMUA played music

from their station and the other

clubs had many interesting books

for people to glance at.

HeadOf "SaturdayReview"

To Speak At Hampshire
Norman Cousins, editor of the

Saturday Review and president of

the World Association of World

Federalists, will give a public talk

on "Disarmament and World

Peace" at Hampshire College. 8

p.m.. Monday. October 25. in the

main lecture hall of the Academic

Building.

In announcing the event.

Hampshire's president. Charles R.

Longsworth. commented:
"The format of this talk, which is

to conclude with a question-and-

answer session, will enable us to

hear and talk with the man who.

for longer than most college

students have been alive, has been

a relentless and eloquent advocate

of world peace In the quarter

centurv of his editorship of the

Saturday Review, this magazine

has been in the forefront of the

national debates over nuclear

issues, from the need for a ban on

the testing of nuclear weapons to

the need for bringing them under

control on a world scale.

The event will be televised

locally on Cablevision Channel 8.

but those who wish to be among the

"live audience'' at Hampshire
College should plan on getting to

the main lecture hall before 8 p.m..

while seats are still available.

Norman Cousins

Bob Kerriter's inlra-campus transportation system? Or is it Bob

Wood's inter-campus transportation system? (MBTA Photo by Steve

Schmidt).

Editor Of "Commentary"At Smith

Norman Podhoretz, editor of

Commentary Magazine, one of

America's foremost intellectual

journals, will speak at the Helen

Hills Chapel at Smith College at 8

p.m. on Friday evening. October

22. He will speak on "The Rise and

Fall of the American Jewish

Novelist ." He appears under the

auspices of the B'nai B'rith Hillel

Foundation at Smith College and

Amherst College in cooperation

with the Fnglish Department of

Smith College. He appears through

the courtesy of the American

Jewish Committee.

Norman Podhoretz. the author of

"Making It" and "Doings and

Undoings: The Fifties and After in

American Writing". is a leading

figure in American letters. A
native New Yorker, he was a

Pulitzer scholar at Columbia
College where he earned his

Bachelor of Arts degree. He also

holds a Bachelor's and Master's

degree in English from Cambridge

University in England where he

was a Fulbright scholar and a

Kellett Fellow. He also holds a

Bachelor's degree in Hebrew
Literature from the Jewish

Norman Podhoretz

1
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Theological Seminary and an

Honorary doctorate of Humane
Letters from Hamilton College.

Jewish novelists played a

leading role in American literature

of the past twenty years; a role far

exceeding Jewish numbers in the

American population. Authors like

Saul Bellow. Norman Mailer.

Bernard Malamud. Philip Roth, all

have made major contributions to

American literary creativity. Mr.

Podhoretz will examine this

phenomena and share his insights

as to its future course.

The public is welcome to attend.

Attention:

There Is No Collegian

On Monday. Look Tuesday.
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with the U. Moss. Sport
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Turners Falls Airport
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tBMl

and

"Cricket Hill

Monday

S. U. B.
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Admission 75

Health Services Helps You

If you had been in this car when it met its doom, you migm warn 10

take advantage of the University Health Services. (MDC Photo by

Steve Schmidt).

People's Community Union

Forming In Amherst Area° Bv NANCY PRAJZNER
The People's Community Union is a student organization working to

develop a radical community in Amherst, both politically and culturally.

Since its conception last spring, the People's Community Union, which

consists of fifty students, has initiated several projects to establish such a

community. Among these are a food co-operative service and an un-

derground newspaper.

The food co-operative program, known as the Amherst Food Con-

spiracy enables students to purchase food at reduced prices, and to shop

m a community atmosphere. This program is open to all students by

following a simple procedure. One just has to go to Mizaurs Mercantile

located on East Pleasant Street, Amherst and fill out an order blank. This

can be done on either Monday afternoon or Tuesday morning of each

week Produce, bread, and eggs sell at 30-40% off prices found in grocery

stores For example vou can buy a dozen of eggs for just thirty cents^

orders can then be picked up every Wednesday night at the rirst

Congregational United Church of Christ on Main Street in downtown

Amherst. . . . ,, , ,

The Amherst Food Conspiracy, however, does not exist only to sell food

cheaply It has also eliminated the society aspect of shopping. Instead
i

of

going to a store full of strangers, buying your food, and leaving, this

impersonal atmosphere has changed to a community atmosphere by

adding a personal touch to shopping.

Theonlv requirement of each student in this program is that he work in

some capacity for the Amherst Food Conspiracy at least once every two

weeks for about two hours.

The Peoples Community Union has also established its own

newspaper. 'Pulp". Its office is located at 361 Northampton Road next to

the Zayre shopping center.

So far "Pulp" has published three full issues, a special edition on

•Attica ", and a pamphlet "Vote" which dealt with voter registration in

™Pulp" serves to express the ideas of the People's Community Union,

especially its political views. As evidenced from its edition "Vote the

People's Community Union hopes to improve the town of Amherst both

lor its students and for its townspeople. The first step is to stop referring

to Amherst's population as a group of townspeople and a group ot

students The distinctions between the two must be eliminated with

everyone becoming one active community working for a new Amherst.

Some necessities for developing a radical community '"Amherst are

the establishment of day care centers, free schools, health, dental, and

mental health clinics, and improved housing. The University should open

its facilities such as its library and recreational facilities to the town-

^MT'john Clayton is coordinator for the People's Community Union

and can be contacted by anyone wishing to form a new political program

in Amherst He can be reached by calling 545-2332 or U367-9506.

By DENNIS FOLEY
"Student Input" is the phrase used to describe

programs involving students in administration.

Even though it sounds as if they serve "chopped

student" to their computers, it actually means

studsVi{ help in improving programs, such as the

Health Services.

"It's not often administrators go to students for

help," commented Brenda Rau, chairman of the

Student Senate Services Committee and the Health

Service Student Advisory Board, "but Health

Services has always been receptive to students."

The University Health Services has not only

accepted, but actively sought student viewpoints.

"Without their support our program would not

have developed as it has," stated Barry W. Averill,

acting Director of Health Services. He continued,

"We have a good cooperative relationship with the

Student Senate Advisory Board, a partnership in

health."

Averill has inherited the directorship in the wake

of former Chancellor Oswald Tippo's resignation,

and was formerly the assistant director under Dr.

Robert W. Gage.
"Now I'm the innovator," Averill asserted, "and I

have an outstanding program and a dedicated staff

for a strong foundation."

From very modest beginnings, Health Services

has expanded and improved to its present state of 74

professional staff members, largely due to the ef-

forts of Dr. Gage.

"I hated to see him go," Miss Rau declared. "As

long as it's up and not out!"

A student panel to interview applicants for the

doctoral staff was initiated under Dr. Gage.

Following the recommendations of the panel, the

administration has "avoided hiring a few in-

dividuals who would not have been happy here,"

according to Averill.

Future projects include a question and answer

column in the Collegian, an information table at the

Campus Center and an effort to make the "Big

Ditch" construction near the Infirmary as bearable

as possible.

Interested students are urged to contact Miss Rau

or Mr Averill with advice or complaints. Students

are needed to help review every aspect of Health

Services and attend the meetings of the two student

committees.
'The only complaints I've received have been

about nurses." Miss Rau reported. Questioned

about this Averill had much praise for the nursing

staff and noted that out of 80.000 nurse-student

contacts last year there were perhaps 15 com-

plaints.

'We will follow up every complaint and correct

anv bad situation we find," he vowed.

Mobe Teach-in Works Fine
The Mobe's Teach-in. held in the

Student Union on October 13th was

highly successful. Over 220 people

attended, many of whom helped to

distribute a leaflet which linked

inflation to military spending and

pointed out that a large portion of

that money is used to continue the

slaughter in Southeast Asia. The

areas covered were off-campus,

shopping centers, and factories, as

well as schools in the Amherst.

Greenfield, and Northampton
areas. Response from off campus
has been good: On the day

following the SMC October 13th

activities they were noted with a

front page article in the Daily

Hampshire Gazette.

Debbie Bustin. National Co-

ordinator of the Student
Mobilization Committee, will

speak at the next Mobe meeting

which will be held Monday, Oc-

tober 25th. at 8 p.m. in room 162 of

the Campus Center. Miss Bustin. a

seasoned anti-war activist, was
recently elected as one of the 5 co-

ordinators of the National Peace
Action Coalition. Her talk will give

an overview of the fall student anti-

wa; activities on a national scale,

and relate them to the peace ac-

tions by other constituencies in the

movement.
Also discussed at the upcoming

meeting will be the November fith

demonstration in Boston. On that

day there will be demonstrations in

16 other major cities, to remind

people that the war has not ended

and neither has the movement for

the immediate and total with-

drawal of all US troops from

Southeast Asia

Ed-Registration
Intern Registration for Persons in

the Center for Urban Education

Teacher Education Program
(CUE TEP)
There will be a meeting of all

students who:
a> have registered but have not

chosen sites for interning during

the Spring semester of the 1971-72

school year.

b) are interested in registering

for interning during the Spring

semester of the 1971-72 school year

The meeting will be held in the

School of Education old library

area (basement of the School of

Education) on Wednesday. Oc-

tober 27. 1971 at 10:00 a.m
For further information contact

Pat Proctor or Dennis Tyler in

room 225. 225, School of Education.
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon Announces Court Nominees
WASHINGTON (AP)—Lewis F.

Powell, a Richmond, Va., lawyer

;md former president of the

American Bar Association, and

William 11 Kehnquist. an assistant

attorney general, were named by

President Nixon Thursday night

for the Supreme Court.

The President announced the

nominations to the nation in a radio

and television address. If con-

tinued by the Senate they will

succeed Justices Hugo L. Black

and John M Harlan and bring the

court up to full strength.

Powell. M. a soft-spoken lawyer,

has also headed the American

College of Trial Lawyers.

Kehnquist. 47. heads the legal

counsel office in the Justice

Department and is. in effect, the

President's lawyer.

Nixon said "they will be names

to be remembered."
Nixon recalled that he had ap-

pointed Kehnquist an assistant

attorney general, "serving as the

chief interpreter of the Con-

stitution for the whole govern-

ment."
"I would rate William Kehnquist

as having one of the finest legal

minds in the whole country today,"

Nixon said. "He rates at the very

top as a constitutional lawyer and a

legal scholar."

Senate hearings are expected to

begin m about 10 days.

Mitchell Pulls ABA
Out Of Court Race
WASHINGTON (AP> -Atty.

Gen John N Mitchell told the

American Bar Association

Thursday night he is terminating

the procedure of allowing the ABA
to rule on presidential nominations

to the Supreme Court before those

nominations are sent to the Senate.

In a letter released by the White

House moments after President

Nixon announced his choice of

Lewis F. Powell Jr. and William H.

Kehnquist for the court, Mitchell

cited "premature publication of

information" on a list of possible

nominees Nixon had sent the ABA
earlier.

Mitchell noted he had agreed in

July 1970 to furnish the ABA's

standing committee on federal

judiciary the names of persons he

recommended io the President for

Supreme Court nominations.

"The events of the past week

have made it clear" that the

confidentiality of his com-

munications had been breached,"

Mitchell said.

"I can only conclude that there is

no practical way to avoid

unauthorized disclosure of the

names submitted and the advice of

your committee... despite the best

efforts of the committee," Mitchell

said in the letter directed to ABA

m-
ex-

Presidenl Leon Jawerski and

committee chairman Lawrence E.

Walsh
The committee, alter two days of

meetings, had refused to endorse

Nixon's apparent first choices for

the two vacancies-Herschel H.

Friday and Judge Mildred L.

Lillie."

• Premature publication of

formation relating to our

changes can cause a number of

unfortunate side-effects, and it can

be particularly unfair to a person

whose name may have been

referred to your committee but

who may not be nominated to the

court." Mitchell said.

The attorney general added: "In

such case there will always be

speculation that his or her fellow

lawyers found something negative

in the subject's character or

professional qualifications, and

there is no way that the subject can

counteract it.

"Like you, I hope that the new

procedure would be useful and

productive. However, under the

circumstances, I have concluded

that the only fair and proper course

is to resume the long-standing

practice of submitting the attorney

general's recommendations
directly to the President."

Nixon described both men as

•conservatives, but only in a

judicial, not a political sense."

The selections were surprising in

that neither had been included in a

list of six prospects sent to the

American Bar Association for

evaluation. However, the ABA
judiciary committee found neither

of the two top choices, Herschel H.

Friday, a Little Rock, Ark., lawyer

and Mildred L. Lillie, a California

appeals court judge, qualified for

the Supreme Court.

By choosing Powell and

Kehnquist the President may have

averted a bruising Senate battle.

(living his reasons for his two

nominations. Nixon said proposals

had included appointing a woman
and appointing a member of

Congress, others wanted ap-

pointments from religious or

nationality groups, he said.

But, he added, he believed the

entire nation should be

represented.

He said high court members
should be among the very host

lawyers in the nation. "The

Supreme Court is the fastest track

in the nation," he said.

He said the judicial philosophy of

court members need not agree

with those of the President

Their responsibility is to the

American people, he said, not to

the President who appoints them.

Their job is to interpret the con-

stitution, and "not twist or bend"

the constitution to any philosophy,

he said.

Nixon said "it may be charged

that they are conservatives. This is

true, but only in a judicial, not a

political sense
"

Nixon compared Powell to John

Marshall, a Virginian who was the

third and probably the most im-

portant chief justice in history.
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Gravel, Canadians

Protest Amchitka
WASHINGTON <AP>—The

White House, a mecca for

protesters, had some unusual

pickets Thursday: a U.S. senator

and two members of Canada's

Parliament
But unlike other sign carriers,

Sen Mike Gravel of Alaska and the

Canadians trotted the Penn-

sylvania Avenue sidewalk for only

25 minutes before packing up and

leaving the field to the regulars:

anti-war Quakers, Pakistani-war

protesters and a man plugging

away for Men's Liberation.

Gravel and the Canadians
protested the five-megaton un-

derground nuclear explosion

planned later this month on Am-
chitka Island in the Aleutians. The

President has not decided whether

to halt the test.

We are acting essentially as

citizens,'' said Gravel, a Democrat

carrying a sign that proclaimed:

"Mr" President, where do you

stand on Cannikin''" Cannikin is

the code name for the test.
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AP Editors Flunk
Black Culture Quiz

PHILADELPHIA (AP)-How's your soul IQ?

Good if you're black but poor if you're white, as newspaper editors from

the United States and Canada learned Thursday during an informal quiz

on black culture.

Thirteen questions devised by a psychologist, sociologist and historian

were posed to 300 delegates at the 38th annual convention of the

Associated Press Managing Editors Association.

Robert J. Haiman, St. Petersburg, Fla. Times, chairman of the minoity

news study committee, told the editors, all white, that the quiz was tested

in nine states-none named-and that blacks averaged 8 out of 13 and whites

just 3.

"I know that we APME editors can score a great deal higher than

that," Haiman said, before reading the questions.

However, the editors, responsible for the news and pictures that go into

America's dailies, did not. Most scored 3 or less correct answers.

Here are the questions:

1. If a man is called a "blood" then he is-a fighter, a Chicano, a Negro,

an Indian.

2. If a black reader of your paper thinks it is "real down," he thinks it is-

very good, very bad, racist, or sympathetic to blacks.

3. The opposite of "square" is cool, up, down, hip.

4. T-Bone Walker got famous playing what musical instrument-

trombone, piano, flute, guitar.

5.Who did Stagger Lee kill in the famous Blues legend-Frankie, his

mother, Johnnie, Billy.

6Jazz pianist Ahmad Jamal adopted that Arabic name after he was

discovered by white audiences and became famous. Black jazz fans knew

him under his prior name which was-Willie Jackson, Lee Jones, Will

Donald or Fritz Jones.

7. Cheap chitlins taste rubbery unless you cook them long enough. How

long should they be cooked-15 minutes, 2 hours, 24 hours, 1 hour.

8. The first American pioneer to settle on the sire of what is now

Chicago was a black man. What was his name?
9. Many blacks say June 19 should be made a legal holiday in the United

States because it was the day-the slaves were freed in the United States,

the slaves were freed in Texas, Martin Luther King was born, Booker T.

Washington died.

10. The first doctor to perform open heart surgery was a black

American, nearly 70 years ago. Who was he?

11. A black surgeon developed the technique for extracting and

preserving plasma from whole blood. What was his name?

12. Evervone is familiar with the famous painting of George

Washington crossing the Delaware. Two of his oarsmen were blacks.

What were their names?
13 Every managing editor knows Soledad Brother George Jackson was

shot to death this past August at San Quentin. But who are the two sur-

viving Soledad Brothers?

Now here are the answers:

1. Negro.

2. Very good.

3. Hip.

4. Guitar

5. Billy.

6. Fritz Jones

7. Two hours.

8. Jean Baptiste DuSable.

9 The slaves were freed in Texas. 10. Dr. Daniel Hale Williams. 11. Dr.

Charles Drew. 12. Prince Whipple and Oliver Cromwell. 13. John Clut-

chette and Fleeta Drumgo.
Haiman told the editors they shouldn't feel disappointed they did so

badly that members of his committee which had worked all year in black

news black history and black culture didn't get very many right either.

This fugitive from the Concrete City was seen wandering around

Herter Hall earlier in the month. If you spot him. call the caretaker

of the North Leverett Cemetery. (Steve Schmidt Photo).

Nobel Prize To Chilean Poet
STOCKHOLM (AP)-The Nobel

Prize in Literature was awarded
Thursday to Pablo Neruda, a

Communist poet from Chile who
says he tries "to interpret a little of

the soul of all Latin America."

Some of his poetry is anti-

Yankee, and his writings helped

sway public opinion to bring the

first Marxist government to Chile

last year. President Salvador
Allende rewarded him by naming
him ambassador to France.

At the embassy in Paris, Neruda.

67, told reporters: "Poets believe

in miracles and this time it seems
the miracle happened." He had
been considered for the prize for 20

years.

He will come to Stockholm Dec.

10 to receive the $88,000 Drize.

Asked if he regarded himself as a

politically militant poet, Neruda
replied: "Yes. I am. There must be

writers of all tendencies. One
cannot ask that everyone think

alike.

"The government and people of

Chile have a great responsbility

and a great struggle to carry

forward and naturally everything

that depends upon me. is at the

service of this struggle."

The Swedish Academy of Letters

said his poetry "brings alive a

continent's destiny and dreams."

The academy secretary. Karl

Ragnar Gierow, conceded that

Neruda was "a controversial

author." but declared he was as

strong a nationalist as a Com-
munist. He called Neruda "the poet

of violated human dignity."

The son of a railroad worker,

Neruda has been writing since

boyhood. He was born Neftali

Ricardo Teyes by Basoalto, but

took on the pseudonym Pablo

Neruda in 1920 to avoid the wrath

of his father, who disliked poetry

and destroyed his son's lyrics. He
made the name official in 1936.

One of his poems. The United

Fruit Co., assails the American
company whose operations in

Latin America have been in con-

troversy.

In another poem, "Awake
Railsplitter," Neruda tells the

United States to bring its sons

home from war and seek peace. It

contains these lines: "It's your
peace that we love, not your mask.
Your warrior's face is not
beautiful. America, you're broad
and beautiful."

Neruda is the second Chilean to

win the literature prize. The first

was awarded in 1945 to Gabriela

Mistral, who became Neruda's
literary guide and lent him books.

Neruda previously won the Stalin

prize, and others in Chile.

Meeting with reporters, Gierow
recalled the controversy last year
when the prize went to Alexander
Solzhenitsyn. the Soviet writer

famed for such works as "One Day
in the Life of Ivan Denisovich."
Solzhenitsyn. whose works are

banned in the Soviet Union,

declined to come to Stockholm for

fear he might not be allowed to

return home. A Soviet newspaper
said his works blackened the deeds

of the Soviet people.

As a diplomat in 1927-35 Neruda
held consular posts in Burma,
Ceylon. Java, Singapore and
Spain. He was consul in Madrid
when the civil war broke out in

July 1936, and he joined the

Republican side. This changed him
into a radical political poet and he

has been closely aligned with the

Communists since.

In 1947, Neruda returned to

Chile, was elected as a Communist
to the Senate, but was forced to flee

to Mexico after he accused the

Chilean government of selling out

to the United States.
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NEW YORK--A group of male chauvinist sexist pigs

met here recently at a black-tie stag tinner \*U* If

they could do anything about stopping the Women s

Lib movement. .

As the only newspaperman present I was sworn not

to reveal the names of the participants. But I was told

that I could print anything I wanted regarding the

discussion. . ., . , u„
The men all in their early forties and mostly in the

communications and financial fields, felt the only

chance that they had of reversing what they con-

sidered this country's 'permissive attitude toward

women, was to repeal the 19th Amendment -which

gives the female sex the right to vote.

Thev said all the problems now confronting the

United States could be traced to the 19th Amendment,

and there was no sense trying to reverse the direction

of the country unless the country came to its senses

and took the'vote away from women.

The male chauvinist sexist pigs said they had

nothing against women personally ( few even ad-

mitted to living with one) but it was their opinion that

Hiving females the vote had engendered false hopes in

their breasts which had led to unrest and even

violence in the home.

In a fervent speech, given after cigars and port were

served, an advertising man said:

"We fought in 1776 for liberty, in 1861 for freedom, in

1917 for democracy... then women got the vote, and

every war since then has been lousy!

"Women have no judgment in such matters. If we

are ever to get out of Indochina, the men must take

over again.

There were cheers from the partisan all-male

audience.

A banker who had just returned from Liechtenstein

reported that women in that country did not have the

vote, and he found them to be the happiest people in

Kurope.
"All the women smiled at me as they churned their

butter," he reported. "They laughed as they milked

their cows and sang as they dumped grapes into the

hugh wine vats. And the men -from their mountain

vastnesses to their fertile valleys, from their sun-

dappled slopes or wherever they lived, the men of

Liechtenstein stood fast. We're bigger than

Liechtenstein, stronger, more easily spelled. Surely

our women deserve to be as happy as their women.

They can be, providing they don't vote."

An art director held up a poster he had just designed

which read "Stop" and Think -What Would Thomas

Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln and Rutherford B. Hayes

have thought about entering a political dialogue with

Bella Abzug? Makes you wonder, doesn't it?...Could

Bella have happened back in the days when we had

only 18 amendments? or better still, 17?. ..'Lot 'em

vote,' they said. 'What harm can it do?'. ..well, now we

know!"
The entire room rose as one to toast the poster.

Finally, a man who identified himself only as

general secretary of the Bull Moose Party got on his

feet. "We are not opposed to Women's Lib," he said as

everyone gasped. "We say equal pay for equal

work... (unconstrained bosoms, if that's the way they

want them)...day care centers for every child in

America. free beer for ladies at the men's bar at the

Biltmore -they can have em all and tiparillos,

too. ..BUT NOT THE VOTE!!!!
"Political thinking is peculiarly masculine. It in-

volves game plans. Southern strategies and Phases I

and II through God knows what. Women are not up to

understanding these things. What's happening to the

Supreme Court could happen to all of us. STOP THE
HOT."

Neil
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Surely A Noble Sentiment

nee
a

so

"And Your Publishers Can Say In The Book Ads

That You Made Me What I Am Today"

m jt*^

(Ed. Note: This letter, written

by University President Wood,

was sent on October 20. 1971 to

every member of the

Massachusetts delegation in

Washington.)

Dear Congressman:
When I met with the delegation

this summer we talked about the

need for federal support for

higher education. At that time

neither the House nor the Senate

had legislation before it and I

promised to write you when

specific bills were under con-

sideration.

The Senate has now adopted

S659 and the House will shortly be

acting on HR7248 which amends
and extends a variety of higher

education programs and. for the

first time, provides general

assistance to higher education.

The views among my colleagues

in higher education toward

HR7248 are as diverse as those

expressed by various members of

the House committee and noted

in the report. At this juncture.

however, I feel the House com-

mittee bill does begin to meet the

general institutional need for

higher education that I think is

critical. I realize that the com-

plex formula of a general

PRESIDENT WOOD

assistance in HR7248 raises

problems and that some con-

structive amendment might be

desirable. For instance, the

higher education foundation
proposed by the administration

( a similar proposal is in Sfi.% > is a

useful instrument and would

enhance the bill.

But the main thrust of the bill is

clearly beneficial. We do need

emergency aid. We do need a cost

of education supplement related

to federally assisted students We
do need general aid as a function

of all students served. The for

mula in Title VIII of the bill

reaches to each of these ob-

jectives.

Accordingly, I ask your support

for HR7248. Even more. I ap-

preciate your continuing concern

for the institutions of higher

education, public and private,

that contribute to the well-being

of the Commonwealth.
Sincerely.

Itobeii Wood
President

The Chicago Fire
I saw a girl die in my arms,

she had been possessed by sparks flying in her hair,

her eyes glowed greenly, and the spirit there,

she died today,

in my arms,

it would have been better, to eat beans from a can, in the car,

as she laughed,

was magnificent,

3 r9K *A"P

by the side of the road,

than to eat fresh pie,

at home,

there was a tyme,

when she asked me for, to move on anywhere,

and almost to starve and stumble anywhere,

with me,

the sun can rise to our left sometimes,

our right, on clear days,

it depends, mostly,

on which side it is, that we sleep on,

I think she knew me,

that morning, when in a brief instant,

our life passed before us,

and, it is when
sons die in battle,

and love dies in bed,

that we take miracles for granted,

and wonder where they

have disappeared...

Bear Acker

Editorial Points

'CHOU, OLD MAN, WE'RE
INVITING YOU INTO THE U.N.I'

'I'LL BET YOU'RE
GRATEFUL!'

'ECSTATIC?'

An observer of ours recently

noted that Texans reek' of

elegance. One wonders if that

remark was intended as a

compliment.
**»

If anyone has seen a small,

demure purple cow meandering

around campus nodding its

head, stop it and send it back to

the Collegian Office. It's an

integral part of the staff.

Isn't it possible that the

creation of all these long

weekends is a capitalist con-

spiracy of the Peter Pan Bus

Company. Check out the lines

today.
***

For those who have a low

opinion of President Nixon, his

Supreme Court nominees should

come as no surprise.

Celebrate!

'OVERJOYED?'

MiM.
Btata 'YOU'RE ELATED!'

'I KNOW—YOU'RE JUST TOO
OVERCOME TO SAY ANYTHING.'

Letters To The Editor

Only

To the Kditor:

Every once in a while I have fantasy games that 1

plav The other day I decided to pretend that my car

was a taxi, and since I enjoy being a good-deed-doer

on occasion, I mixed fantasy with reality. In other

words. I picked up a lot of hitchhikers. At one point I

picked up three girls who were going to theQuao. It

was kind of quiet in the car until we passed another

hitch-hiker, a guy, but since my car was full. I passed

by him . He was a very thin, fragile-looking sort of

fellow who had a posture and an expression that

looked as though he wasn't sure he wanted to be

thumbing a ride, or even knew how to thumb.. ..his

arm staved next to his shoulder, and his thumb only

slightly and shyly protruded from his hand. He looked

lost, and somehow, the whole mixture was rather

comical in a wistful sort of way.

As we passed bv him, chuckles broke the previously

,,uiet space in mv 'taxi'... Rather than leave the image

and the chuckle as they were, one of the girls decided

to carry the joke just a little further into a comic

monologue. She commented, 'Wow '....what a real he-

man type he is. .

." and punctuated that sentence with a

limp-wristed action. Then, she proceeded to make

more "comic" remarks about "fags" and "fagots, l

began to feel uncomfortable and angry at the same,

but I didn't remark on her callousness and ignorance.

I left them off at the Quad and began thinking about

why I had remained passive... feeling ashamed and

afraid.

To those girls from the Quad who got a ride trom a

woman in a red car on Tuesday, your ride came

courtesy of a Lesbian...

Now -my thoughts turn to whether I should sign my

real name or not ; whether, even, to print this or not. A

lot of fragmented thoughts impinge on my con-

sciousness: nothing I've ever written has stood

ashamed and naked of mv name because I felt if what

I think is worth writing, then it's worth my

name. ..nothing I have ever done has ever been hidden

(except stealing some magic markers) if it's worth

doing or living, if only for the sake of honesty-fear and

paranoia: -now my friends, acquaintances and

'enemies' will know about my sexuality-and maybe

not understand.am I being too proud, am I making

too much out of being Gay...what if a future employer

gets hold of this. ..will I get crank phone calls. ..Do I

have a disease, if curable and cured, that will haunt

me if people know I had it...am I alienating Gay

brothers and sisters who might not understand my
nonchalant openness-am I failing to realize the

consequences of such openness-am I sick-a

masochist-ego tripping...Do I have a martyr or

lemming complex. ..am I just marching off into

another cause carrying the banner of another op-

pressed group? No-I refuse to stay in a closet,hanging

in the dark. I There's nothing noble in that because I'm

afraid of the dark).

I found the paranoia that pervades our lives,

homosexual and heterosexual, and I decided that 1

could not and will not live with that-that I could not

accept less than myself-that I could not deny the

people I love. And maybe, those three girls will stop to

think and I'll be less ashamed and afraid of my
sexuality and sexual preference. And. maybe, our

fantasies will dissolve into the beautiful reality of

loving each other -and maybe..the words for sexual

preference will fade away until there's only one word,

•love
" And. mavbe. people will stop asking "why"

with chuckling or fear and say "why not" with joy and

strength. ....
Jacqueline Letalien

Hot Ticket

Flighty Funding

To the Kditor: •*.
In response to Bob Zelman's request for further

evidence of the Student Senate ignoring the requests

of RS.O. organizations, I'd like to bring up the

example of the Sport Parachute Club.

I've been the treasurer of the club since 1969 and a

member since 1968. In the time that I've been a

member, the Student Senate has given us no funds and

has been uncooperative. On two occasions I've driven

from the Springfield area to UMass to meet with the

Finance Committee only to find no committee and no

response to numerous messages left in the Senate

Treasurer's office. When I finally met with the

Finance Committee I was told we were a "Special

Interest" group and therefore couldn't be funded

(Would someone please define a special interest

group? We don't restrict our membership in any

way!

)

The Parachute CI ib maintains its own equipment

and offers UMass students the only economically

feasible way to participate in an exciting, growing

^Furthermore, the club represents the University at

numerous local parachuting meets and the Nationa

Collegiate Parachuting Championships, all without

linancial support, I can assure you, it's not because we

haven't asked!
Marc James

P S We'll represent the University at the N.C.P.L.

Championships in Florida at Thanksgiving, again

without support!

To th<- Kditor:

In order to resolve the parking problems that are

lacing the campus, Chancellor Tippo, during his

administration, initiated a parking committee

because it was felt that the parking problems were

excessive and were not being resolved by the parking

commission that was in operation. At present then

there are two parking committees, as such. There are

evident problems and it doesn't seem that either of

these two organizations, which are composed of

students faculty and administrators, can or are about

to resolve the problem at hand. At this point it was

decided that we as the Student Senate should take a

positive, constructive stand on this matter. The idea

was sent to the Senate Services and Rents and Fees

Committees which developed several proposals. The

most important proposal was a decision to form a

subcommittee to deal with these matters so that we

can develop a program of the students which we can

present to the University.

If you don't understand or appreciate the present

system if you are a commuter and you have to park

in V lot' if you live on Orchard Hill and have to store

vour vehicle in F lot, or if you live in Southwest and

Vour car was ripped off- do something about it. Don t

complain if you won't try to find an answer to the

problem. I don't like it but I'm doing something. What

are you doing? If you are concerned enough to work

then leave a note with your name, address and phone

number in my mail box. give it to the secretary in the

Student Senate office in the lower level of the Campus

Center, or call me at 6-8886. Do it today.
Ml mi M. Sherman

Student Senate

Services Committee

The VietNam Veterans against War cordially invite veterans and

supporters to join us in our celebration of Veterans Day.

We will first attend the Westover Field demonstration at the industrial

g<

This will be followed by our debut at the Veterans Day parade in

Springfield at 1:00.

If vou wish to join us in the days festivities be outside Whi more at 10. 00

on Monday. October 25 for our convoy. Transportation will be provided

for those who need it.

A partv will follow the days historic events.
v y Mark Sadowsky

PS. Veterans bring your D.D. 214's.

Index Of Apathy

'"n^he^pasUew vears. out of the apathy which is currently injecting the

entire educational system, and through the abandonment of long-

standing institutions, most traditions seem to have vanished from the

C

°Thfresult
P
s

US
whether anticipated or not. are very beneficial to the

community. The election of a Homecoming queen has been exposed as

the psychological demon which has destroyed many a poor girl s per-

spective of heY role in society. Concerts have been discontinued, since, in

^capitalist society where the dollar is king, people are finallyjPMtotag

hat nothing is really worth paying for. This is freedom, so I guess t s

Rood I don't pretend to understand it. but being the meek and unoh-

frusive soul that I am. I wont argue. The People, after all, are always

'"'The yearbook on this and many other campuses across thenatioii
.

i3

likewise in danger. In order to salvage what I might of the 72 INDEX,

therefore, a substantial change of format is currently being worked out

Most people who have bothered to mention the 71 Index seemed to like

it . Good" In'the spring of last year, however, the Student^Senate was nice

enough to cut $33,000 from our budget. As a result the 72 INDEX is

certainly not in a position to compete with the 71 book and its traditional

^Thfstaff has decided to try something new having no other alter-

native. The 72 book will be in a modified magazine format There will be

very heavy copy, and not as many pictures. Whether there will be any

color is as vet questionable. ,

What we want to do this year is to give the yearbook a relevancy and

topicalitv which has been lacking in previous years. It will be more
j

of a

newsmagazine with a hard cover than a spring-.s-beautiful-w.nter-is-

vmte blah - blah - blah - record - of - the - pretty - trees -and-bu.ld.ngs

stepped book which the 71 INDEX tried to change. The transition

was far from complete last year. As a result of our budget cut, we at least

have an excuse for an attempt at a radical change^

The purpose behind this letter is a plea. Considering the type of year-

book which we are trying to produce, a campus-wide participation is

necessary Anybody who feels that he or she can capture in an essay a

certain important part of University life is invited to submit his or her

idea to the INDEX for consideration. With normally only three or four

copy writers on the yearbook staff, the divers asoects of campus life

which the book tries to convey cannot be captured as they actually exist

Examples of essays which might be submitted could be, The drug

situation on campus- A Student Perspective", "Administration-Student

Relationships", "What About the Greeks''". "The Student Senate- Where

it stands". The list could go on and on.

Students. Administration, faculty and staff are invited to consider the

idea of writing about their particular interests in the university com-

munity. We want your ideas. Lend us a hand.
sobzak

Editor-in-Chief

1972 INDEX
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Banks Reduce Rates Five College Gives It Away For Free

NEW YORK (AP)-Big banks

reduced their prime lending rate

Wednesday although President

Nixon's price freeze left interest

charges free of control.

Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of

New York initiated the cut in

minimum interest charges on

major corporate loans to 5-3/4 per

cent from 6 per cent. The prime

rate is the minimum interest that

banks charge their biggest and

most credit-worthy borrowers.

Major banks across the country

quickly followed with identical

reductions. They included Bank of

America, the nation's largest.

Chase Manhattan of New York,

Chemical of New York, Bank of

California. Union Bank of Los

Angeles. Girard Trust of

Philadelphia, Citizens & Southern

of Atlanta, Commerce Bank of

Kansas City and many others.

Morgan Guaranty said its rate

cut "reflects market conditions,

including a less than seasonal

increase in loan demand and a

decline in cost of funds."

None of the banks trimming the

prime rate connected their action

with President Nixon's presen-

tation to Congress Tuesday of

legislation giving him authority to

control interest rates when Phase 2

of his economic program goes into

effect Nov. 13.

Interest rates have been a

controversial area since Nixon

imposed a 90 day freeze on wages

and prices last Aug. 15. Labor

leaders objected strongly to the

exemption of interest rates from

mandatory control.

•5 College" is a label that precedes many titles and

activities on UMass campus. Frequently, the ap-

pearance of the label is a result of the coordinated

efforts of students of each of the five colleges who

serve on the Five College Student Coordinating Board

or F.C.S.CB. .

The F C S C B. offers a number of services and

activities, including the 5 College bus system, the

interlibrary loan system, and course exchange op-

portunities with the other campuses. In addition, a

wide range of cultural events announced in the 5

College calendar are open to all students and faculty

of each of the five colleges which include Amherst,

Smith, Hampshire. Mount Holyoke, and UMass.

Last week, a 5 College information booklet was

distributed on campus which included information

concerning bus schedules, exchange programs,

library procedures, calendars, phone numbers, etc.

More of these booklets will be made available at the

Campus Center information desk within the next few

days.
,

..

Efforts are now being made to make more tive

college information available to the students. Shortly,

a phone will be operational with a number to call for

recorded information including a list of 5 college

weekly events. Other information such as where to

obtain 5 College course details and information as to

how and where to register complaints, questions, or

suggestions will be included in the tape.

At this time, bus complaints should be placed in the

5 College bus complaint box which is now located at

the Campus Center information desk. Bus complaints

should include the time and date of the run, the two

schools at either end of the run, your name, address,

and the complaint.

Naturally, these programs require a great deal ot

work. Help is desperately needed in order to get me

telephone information center underway. UMass s two

representatives to the F.C.S.CB. are George Seltzer

(6 6832) and Nancy Mazonson (5-2418). If you are

interested in working on the information center,

please contact Nancy. Also, any complaints

suggestions, or questions should be channeled through

these two people.

Sammy Davis

:

"That's the last one.

MDC Classifieds Pay
? 5

COVERTHE EARTH
with Carter Overalls

$7.49 All Sizes

the closest thing to you

Open Fri. til 9

Wearhouse
wear-else

HOLLYWOOD (AP)—"Drink

booze? Wow. did I when I was

working on a movie, I started out

at 9 in the morning with a drink in

my hand, and I continued through

the day. Many an actor made the

mistake of trying to keep up with

me. Impossible, man!" En-

tertainer Sammy Davis. Jr., 45,

was reflecting on his drinking

days. Those days ended last

month, he says, when he was

stricken with a liver ailment while

appearing at the Sands in Las

Vegas. Doctors told him he was

'close to dying" and wouldn't live

three years unless he changed his

ways.
"At first everyone thought it was

cirrhosis." he said, "but later it

was diagnosed as an enlarged

liver. The liver has great powers of

healing itself, if it is treated right.

That means rest, proper diet,

vitamins-and no booze."

When Davis learned the gravity

of his case, he went to the bar and

downed his usual bourbon and cola.

That's the last one." he an-

nounced, and headed for the

hospital.

He is now in the middle of an

enforced eight-week vacation at

his Beverly Hills mansion. He

looks as compact as ever waist

size: 26. but claims to have gained

seven pounds, up to 124.

"When I was drinking. I had no

appetite. I just picked at my food."

he remarked
Davis now allows himself a little

wine with dinner and an occasional

beer
Describing his life with liquor.

Davis said: "When I was younger,

I fooled around with pot, but I gave

it up. 1 was too eager to get to the

top. and I was afraid of getting

busted. In those days, getting

busted wasn't the chic thing that it

is today. For me. it could have

been complete disaster.

"COME TO WHERE
THE ACTION IS"

DIALTONE
Route 5 West Hatfield

Band Every Nite
9p.m. - 1 a.m.

What
"Thou shalt not kill

mean?

"The real issue is: How can we serve

both love and war?"

"Yes, we violated the law. But the

law is no absolute to us. I must say our

intention was to destroy the files. But

our motive was to illustrate genocide

in Vietnam and corruption at home!'

With these words, Father Berngan

gives a hint of the explosive nature of

"The Trial of the Catonsville Nine'.'

A brilliant and honest piece of modern

theater specially staged for live record-

ing in stereo. A forceful performance

directed byGordon Davidson, superbly

captured in a two-record album.

Plus-The History

Recording Society

offers the new album

"Berrigan Raps',' free

with the purchase of

"The Trial of the Ca-

tonsville Nine" for

$13.00.

Act now: This is a

limited-time offer so

mail the coupon
promptly. Offer restricted to members

of the academic community.

fm amB ^m ^m ^m r.Npl

FREE:
"Berrigan Raps" Containing: a

sermon from the underground;

a talk about America and Catons-

ville; the poetry and the events

which shaped it. Daniel Berri-

gan talks about himself, his

beliefs, and his actions. An ex-

citing album that presents an

intimate portrait of Berrigan as

a man and as a radical. Retail

price: $6.50. Yours free.

A Classic of Documentary Drama

Powerful, shocking, the very defini-

tion of relevance by the man who

lived the event-Daniel Berrigan, S.J.

Made into great drama

Clive Barnes of the New York Times

said of "The Trial of the Catonsville

Nine.". "Positively riveting... a new

kind of play ... wonderfully moving.

CNP
The History Recording Society

505 Eighth Avenue
New York, New York 10018

Please send me "Berrigan Raps" free with my purchase

of "The Trial of the Catonsville Nine." I enclose a

check or money order for $13.00.
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Adil appropriate sales lax to albums shipped toNcw York State.

Air Force Non-Com
Held For Espionage

Fla. (APi-A noncommissioned

officer in military intelligence was
accused Thursday of espionage in

connection with national defense

secrets allegedly taken from the

Air Defense Weapons Center.

M. Sgt. Walter Perkins, 36, a 19-

year Air Force veteran, was
arrested Monday and held at the

base guard house.

Perkins, married and the father

of four, was specifically charged

with intent to pass classified in-

formation to unauthorized persons.

The Air Force said he was the

ranking noncommissioned officer

at the intelligence division of the

center, which is directly under the

command of the Air Force's

Aerospace Defense Command, and

had access to classified material

relating to the nation's defense.

Air Force spokesmen said

Perkins also was charged with

giving false, official statements

about the destruction of classified

documents.
The Air Force would not

elaborate on the charges but said

Perkins had been provided with a

military attorney and had in-

dicated he planned to retain

civilian counsel.

Hank Basham. director of in-

formation at the base, said Perkins

was arrested Monday on the base.

He said Perkins had been assigned

to the weapons center since 19(59

and was classified to handle secret

documents.
At the base, which is responsible

for all advance air defense

training, are the interceptor

weapons school, the fighter plane

tactics school, the combat crew

training school and the test

squadron.
Basham said the arrest was the

first of its kind at the base, near

Panama City in the Florida

panhandle. He would not say

whether anyone else was involved.

He said an investigation was
underway to determine if other

legal action will be taken. If con-

victed by court-martial on the

charges. Perkins faces a

maximum sentence of 13 years in

prison and a dishonroable

discharge.

This Week
It Is...

Again we ask. what is it. The

second of a two part series on

identification that will be

presented through out the

semester in the Collegian. This

week's prize will be 10 back

issues of the Collegian (your

choice of dates) and a pack of

rolling papers. All entries must

be submitted and signed in

triplicate. Bring them to the

Collegian office between S p.m.

and J a.m. daily. Offer ends

when we feel like it.

.f^aW

Over The Holiday Weekend
at

MEMOREX

AT

AMHERST AUDIO

Friday - The Great DJ.
9:30-12:30

Saturday -Black Majic
featuring

9:30
To

12:30
TfetoJte, (Mb <g*

Sunday - Budweiser Happy Hour
3-7 25c Beers

MDC CLASSIFIED 71
AUTOS FOR SALE

MGH-1965, rebuilt engine (1800 cc>.

(.nod tire, fine body condition. 1400. call

r,ti-x7<ts.

tf 10-29

•65 Mustang 289 cu. in., good running

cond. body cond. good. »55fl. Call 546-8105.

tf 10-29

VW -Super Beatle. 1971. Perfect con-

dition. Still on warranty. Call 256-8709.

tflO-29

1917 Ford Van. unusual transportation

( milk truck ) . Minor repairs only. 175. Call

256-K709.
If 10-29

Custom built amp and 2 12" spks. worth

SUM): selling for $250 or best offer. Call

527-66:16 or go to Guitar Wkshp. Ideal for

guitar. _
tf 10-22

Aloysius: I wish you happiness and

rising suns on vour 21st. Love. Franclne.
10-22

FOR RENT

Banjo 5 string Gibson. Long neck. Prime

cond case inc. Call 253-2881.

tf 10-22

David Hill: Happy Birthday. i>oes your

mother know vour 21? The kids In S.W.
10-22

1 bedroom Puflun. 1156 monthly,

avaliabl ' now. Drop by 303 Pufton after 7

p.m.
tfio-a

1959 Mecedes 219 Leather Inter., low

mileage. Flawless in all respects, 11300.

516-8788.
tflO-22

1964 Corvair 2 iloor, 3 speed, new tires,

and shocks. 1200. Call 256-8709.

tf 10-29

10 spd. Knglish Racer, very go. d cond.

used onlv slightly. Call Peter 546-5494.

tflO-26

Need a hltchiklng companion to Long

Island. Call Ken at 546-4431 or come to

706F McNamara.
10-22

Furn. redec. 2 room apt. available for

single or couple $45 per month. 20 minutes

from campus in Millers Falls, (all 659

,77"
tflO-22

ROOMMATES WANTED

1965 Ford Country Sedan Wagon. Light

blue, power steering, automatic trans-

mission, reasonable 253-2462.

MOTORCY CLES FOR SAL E

~Honda CI. 350 need money »»«"«'*."»'

des ;»erately-68 exc. engine, asking 1400

flat, (all Fd B-9 Baker 546-6005.

For $50 pair of Helker Buck Boots. Fur

lined size 7. Call 369-4091 after 6.

tflO-22

Pretty Patty number 8 comes thru with a

bov Pete W. Jr.
10-22

Jaguar. 1965 black new -paint Job. 3.8

engine, brakes, tires and exhaust. Call 546-

5905 ask for Van or Tony.
tf 10-26

1966 Honda 305 Scrambler. Excellent

cond. Rebuilt engine, custom paint job.

sissy bar and many extras. $375 call Mfr

H7Hn
tflO-22

1967 MG Midget '70 engine. Call 69762.

tf 10-22

1968 VW Sedan, always kept In very good

condition. R * II plus snow tires. $900. Call

Kent after 5:00 at 253-7538.

To Poops and the Lor Jon Happy second

anniversary from why me.
10-22

Female roommate wanted: modern

convenient apt. near Amhers. Call 256-8271

or 586-1999
tflO-26

Joseph - Yetta sends Birthday

from all Da Bronx. sweeU.
withes

10-22

1964 Chevy Imp. 4dr. blue V8 good tires.

2 snow tires, new heater fuel pump win-

terized auto, trans, not abused $400. 6-5035

;

™>™_
yjoji

7(1 MGB exc. running cond. Must sell.

219-8193.
lflO-29

FOR SALE

Zap the Zeitgeist! Colorful bumper-

stickers. 3 for II, Write Emergency

( omm. to Zap the Zeitgeist. Dept. K. Box

«• ,VfU
'
'" 6,,S4

tf.0-26

65 VW bug. excl. con., no rot. un-

derrated, new engine, on warranty, radio

and neater (works! new tires $800.00

(i.-jmm. mi. (all Steve 546-5305. exc. wkend
If 10-22

65 Ford Fairlane, most major parti,

recently redone plus extras. Price

negotiable, (all 584-2777 evenings A
weekends. Keep trying.

If 10-22 ^_,

«9 VW Bug. $l200oi best offer. Tel. 665-

1197 after 5:30. exc. tues.^ tf 10-26

67 Buick Skylark, creampuff. 1 owner,

financial crises. Worth much more, but

first offer over $950 takes. 253-2880.

tf 10-22

67 Cougar V8 3 spd.. good cond. new
brakes. 1200 or best offer, (all 546-9273.

If 10-22

One KLII model eleven portable stereo

system. In very good condition, asking

$130 (all 549-0216 and ask for Peter.

tf 10-25

Queen size water bed for sale, 8 x 7 In-

cludes 4 side frame. Please call Bill 549-

6057
tf 10-22

1967 BMW 1800. best offer over $1200.

<„. 253-2139.
tno25

Sleeping bag by Baver. best in world. 6

lb. goose down, good to 20 degrees below

zero, cost $120 new. still neV. your cost

$70? (all 2.56-8432.

(f 10-22

Snow tires <2> 165-14 Semperit radialt

mounted on MGB disc wheels. $50 pr. Call

519-6087.
tf 10-22

(.idge-Boris Dollink. Hawpy Birthday

mil hugs und keeses aus coolldge Hilton.

Natasha
10-22

To Carol, who wore a Mickey Mouse
shirt and sat in the peanut gallery at last

spring's Howdy Doody Show. We had a

great time afterwards. You said I'd forget,

hut I didn't! Please write: Mark. Box 1086.

Brown I'nlverslty. Providence.
tf 10-28

Roommate wanted, own room 1 mile

from campus. Call 253-7109.

UUija

Female hojsemate needed to share 10

rm. house In Belcherlown. $80/mo..

communal meals A housekeeping, Grad

student pref. Call 123 6631.

tflO-22

Male roommate wanted. Large apt. own

room vour $67/mo. Includes all come to 103

State St. Northampton nlghU by Nov I 2nd

floor
tflO-22

1969 Triumph Spitfire exc. condition,

must sell $1200 of best offer. Call Steve

"M*1
tf.0-28

Fender jazzmaster pre cbs old style

square pickups, orig. neck. In perf. cond.

$175 frm. Call 66541 after 8. 439 Gorman
Central.

tf 10-22

Guitars: Acoustic, electric, classical.

Wav below retail prices. $30 and up most

around $8(1. 1.es Paul copies. Call 546-7072^

tf 10-26

We undersell all. any and all top name
appliances, stereos, radios, refrigerators,

anything. Call Larry 6-5090. 350 Cance.
tf 10-22

WANTED

Rummage sale & baked goods Oct. 23

9:00 a.m. to I p.m.. 104 Sunset Ave..

Amherst. Furniture, old clothes, home

made bread, etc ("0-22

The (hopping Block staff Is available

for free hair care Instruction f ji any mens
or wnmens group. The Chopping Block, 26

Main St.. 253-9293.

tfl0-27

SERVICES

Roommate wanted Mt. Toby Apts. Sun-

derland, (all 665-4420 after 5 p.m. Mon
thru Friday.

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to and/or from Cambridge

on Wednesdays; arrival by noon, return

after five, (all .45-26*1 days.

LOST

Reward! Lost light golden Labrador

Amherst License No. 526. Answers to

Conan If found call 253-3018.

If 10-26

Press camel* 2 1/4x3 1/4 good con-

dition complete with film holders and lank

$50. (all 367-2624 or 545-0834.

Individual who can compose music for

lyrics. Have attractive offer for the right

party. Ralph Hayward. P.O. B. 75, Ervlng.

Mass. 01344.
tf 10-22

i.i I It i w overdrive needs some repairs

eng perfect, $275. Call 5-0176 ask for Jim.
" ^

tf 10-28

| KLH33 Speakers Hat for 100 ea. Now
150 for the pair. Call 253-3860.

If 10-27

1969 VW Sedan, excellent

garaged and Volkiwagon
throughout, $I2M. i4» 3574

condition,

serviced

10-22

•69 AMX black, all extras Including

factory tape deck even has new poly, tires

-

a dream. Call Dave at 2M-MM lltM or B

tflO- 26

Looking for girl to work part lime In

shoe store. Hours limited, wages good

Call 253-7777 evenings between 6-7 p.m.
tflO-22

pkrso PERSONAL

'fir. VW Rug In good condition. Rebuilt

engine. 4 -.idlalty re«. Radio. Call 253-7400

after 7 p.m. (fin 28

2-glass-belted sluded snow tires site 6.tS

x 14 used 1 season for $25. (all 256-8770

Paul-fear not! Su-per Lmle Is alive and

well In the Pub.
10-22

Jusiu Na Zdrowle on your 20th. XXOO
Nancela. 10 22

Arabic Language lessons — native

speaker tutor — reasonable charge for

students - call Self Shalaby — 546-1045 -
7-9 p.m.

tf 10-22

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate: have Greek alphabet, math A

rhem. symbols. Call 253-3MI
tf IQ-2»

I II fix vour rough smokev car so It Is Just

like new. Call Wendell at 256-M38. I fix

Volkswagons too.

tfl02t

Future ( P Vs learn how to prepare for

the (PA exam. Becker CPA review

course. Call Collect Boston. 617-536-1440.

tf 10-24

Male orange cat, 3 yrs. answers to

•Tramp', looks like •Morris". Male

Siamese. I yr. answers to "Snowy", gone

from Puffton 108 Call 540-6786

tf 10-22

STl'DFNTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your hook In S.L'. Rm. 318.

Fvery student with your course next

semester will need your books save I

monev. sell direct.
tf-sem

HELPWANTED
Need Delivery A salves help Apply In

person. Brunt's Pitta at Triangle A Main.

\mherst.
" l0 "

'*»
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Notices
AHEA:
Program committee meeting

Wednesday at 7 p.m. in Skinner

Lounge.
BKLCHKRTOWN VOLUN-
TEERS:
There will be a bus leaving

Whitmore on Saturday for

Belchertown State School at 12:45

p.m. All interested people

welcome.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR
CHRIST:
Family time tonight 6:30, all

christians welcome, 917 CC; LTC
8:00 following.

CHRISTIANS:
Bus leaving for Florence Cong.

Church at 8:35 from the Newman
Center; 8:37 at the Bus Station opp.

Morrill; 8:40 at Hamlin and 8:45

University Drive at Emerson.

CONCERT:
Sunday 8-12 with Fat, Rush &

Clear Sky, Student Union

Ballroom. Sponsored by Knowlton.

CROSS COUNTRY:
2 mile cross-country men and

women run at 4 p.m. on Monday
starting at Orchard Hill near

Grayson. Prize 8" x 10" photos of

self-finishing to top 10 men and top

ten women.
FREE U:
Sweet Corn Theatre Workshop:

Free, open to anyone -Sundays at 2

p.m., CC Rm. 174.

GRADUATE SENATE:
We need help in order to become

an effective body. Since the student

is the one with the most at stake,

please submit names for com-

mittee work to Veda Ross, 110 CC.

(545-0790)

GRADUATE STUDENTS:
IF your department has not

elected its representatives to the

Senate yet, please let us know!

Grad Senate Office, 110 CC,

5450790.

Ill 1.1.EL:
Friday night services at 7:30 in

Hillel office. Norman Pudhoretz,

editor of Commentary is speaking

tonight at Helen Hills Chapel Smith

College.

INTER—VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP:
Tonight Calvin Fox will be here

to speak on "Quiet Time". Third

floor lounge, Herter Hall, 7:30 p.m.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS 27:. (2):

Exam rescheduled from

Tuesday, 10/26 to Thursday 10/28.

STUDENT STRUGGLE FOR
SOVIET JEWRY.
Five College meeting to im-

plement protest activities. Let

them live as Jews or let them

leave. Information: Don Gordon

64004 Tuesday. 5:45 Nantuchet Rm.

(SU).
SWINGING SINGLES CLUB:
Tonight at 8 in Alumni Hall

(opposite Goodell Library). Join*

our party for all single members of

the university community over 21.

Drinks and free Smorgasborg.

WMUA:
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

Rm. 28 Marston Hall for all

prospective new members and

interm members.
LOST:
Brown wallet containing IDs,

license and registration belonging

to Valerie Bedford. If found please

call Warren at 67814.

7 week old puppy lost in Puffton

Village in the vicinity of Apt. 269.

Puppy is all brown with white

markings. Please get in touch Julie

at 30 Puffton or 269 Puffton.

EllsbergDefendsNewspapers

• * <* • * » , «

MM

•ach poatar it suitable for

framing. 8^2 XII inchas

ONLY$5P
••nd name, addrase. cash or

ch«ck to DOR
-IfGALLERY L .

8
,

SARASOTA, FLA. 33578

PHILADELPHIA (AP)-Dr.
Daniel Ellsberg, the man who says

he leaked the secret Pentagon

papers, said Wednesday the

newspapers that published the

documents acted on conscience

and "did very well by the coun-

try."

Martin Hayden, editor of The

Detroit News, disagreed however,

and criticized The New York

Times and other papers that

published the documents, saying

he expects tighter press restric-

tions as a result.

"I cannot accept the statement

of some of the New York Times and

Washington Post officials that this

is a basic First Amendment vic-

tory for the whole press," Hayden

said. "On the contrary, I am a little

afraid that in winning a battle they

may ultimately cost us all a war."

Ellsberg and Hayden appeared

on a panel at the 38th annual

meeting of The Associated Press

Managing Editors Association.

Also taking part in the spirited

debate were Alie Abel, dean of the

Columbia University Journalism

School and a former reporter for

both The New York Times and The

Detroit News, and Peter Arnett, an

AP Pulitzer Prize winner who

covered the Vietnam war for more

than four years.

After the discussion-with Hayden

voicing disapproval-the APME
awarded The New York Times

with its first Freedom of In-

formation Citation for publishing

the Pentagon papers.

A.M. Rosentha, Times managing

editor, said in accepting the award

that the Pentagon papers "were

the property of the people of the

United States and by not publishing

them we would have deprived the

people of information... affecting

their lives."

Following are excerpts from the

Pentagon papers APME panel:

Ellsberg:

The Times' editors "felt that

there were principles on which a

man had to stand, that duty to

conscience and one's professional

colleagues, above all to one's

countrymen, and the Constituion,

could bring you in conflict with the

interpretation of the law by the

attorney general...

"The papers don't protect

secrets from an enemy. In fact, in

many cases, as has already come

out, we took special efforts to«nake

Hanoi well aware of facts which

were being withheld from the

American people...

Hayden:
"I don't think there is any

question that The New York

Times, and The Washington Post

won a great personal court victory

before the Supreme Court.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Scorpio likes to run the show Natives of

this zodiacal sign want their own imprint on

objects and happenings. The classical

Scorpio wants to choose a place to dine, to

name the time, to decide who sits where

and to select the menu.

AIRES (March 21 April 19): Hold off on

trip, you need additional information.

Answers can be found at home, through

family member. Check reservations, ap

pointments Avoid driving with one who has

overly imbibed. Take it easy

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Pull in

financial reins. Don't commit yourself to

long range payment plan. Take inventory

Get rid of what is not needed. Be realistic

bout values Wishful thinking will not

make it so

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Lie low.

Don't ask for more than you can handle.

Study Taurus message Play waiting game.

Make concession to mate, business

associate Delay signing of contract,

agreement. Time now is on your side

CANCER (June 21 July 22) :
You do best

by finishing rather than beginning project

Stick with what is familiar. Basic chores

require attention. Get rid of clutter Correct

safety hazards Keep medical appointment

LEO (July 23 August 22) Avoid acting

on impulse Be considerate toward those

with special needs, including children

Speaking harshly now will make apology

necessary later Give logic equal time.

Practice self control

VIRGO (August 23 September 22) Don't

attempt to force issues. The more you push,

the more obstacles you are likely to create

Know this act accordingly Real estate

values, property settlements are best

reviewed to your advantage
LIBRA (September 23 October 22) Avoid

becoming involved in too many projects

simultaneously. Be versatile without

scattering efforts. Some neighbors,

relatives are misinformed. Don't believe

everything you hear Evaluate

SCORPIO (October 23 November 21):

Guard valuables. Tendency exists now to

trust wrong persons. Key is to be available,

alert. Don't delegate necessary duties. Be

aware of details, subtle nuances. Get

money's worth. Count change.

SAGITTARIUS (November 22 December

21): Do what gives you pleasure but,

remember, payments will be due. Means
take responsibility for actions. Mate,

partner may provide loyal opposition

Recognize need for creative changes.

CAPRICORN (December 22 January

19): Play low key Avoid taking others for

granted. A bit of diplomacy now can go a

long way Skeletons in closet are rattled.

Look behind scenes for answers. Reject the

superficial. Welcome truth.

AQUARIUS (January 20 February 18)

Friends could argue. Don't get caught m
middle Strive to maintain objective view.

Desires, requirements are subject to

sudden change Know this and don't

commit yourself. Wait

PISCES (February 19 March 20) Con

flict could exist between home and business

duties Realistic view is a requisite. Older

individual plays prominent role Heed voice

of experience One in authority is uncertain.

Don't push.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you can

set your own pace; goal is always present in

your subconscious. You were on your own

at relatively early age You are at your best

when working for yourself. Taking orders is

not your forte. Change of residence could be

upcoming.
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp

1 Edible fish

5 Cover
8 Wild buffalo

of India

12 Appellation of

Athena
13 Macaw
14 Metal

fastener

15 Scorched
17 Dog
19 Essence
20 Tricks

21 Man's name
23 Heap
24 Novelty

26 Whirling
motion

28 Parent
(colloq.)

31 Indefinite

article

32 Southern
blackbird

33 Behold!

34 Chinese
pagoda

36 Metal

38 Excavate

39 Stalk

41 Underground
excavation

43 Out of date

45 Carouse

48 Rub over

with oil

50 Testify

51 Ripped

52 Exist

54 Units of

Siamese
currency

55 Satiate

56 At present

57 Dregs

DOWN

4 Heathen
5 Youngster
6 Conjunction
7 Moccasin
8 Cancel
9 Lifted

10 Baseball

team
11 Beverage

(Pi)
16 God of love

18 Seed coating

22 Colony of

honeybees
23 Geometric

solid

24 Obese
25 Collection of

facts

27 Girl's name
29 Mohammedan

name
30 Canine
35 Classify

36 Part of

"to be"

37

38

40
42

43
44

Father

Consign

The banteng

Country of

Asia

Strokes

Ox of

Celebes

46

47

49
50

53

Heraldry:

grafted

Smaller
amount
Sunburn
Condensed
moisture
Artificial

language

Spanish for

"house"

Landed

Leased

IJhAT SORT OF A 6RAPE
PIP YOUR TEACHER 6lVE«ft)U?

Frosh Gridders At Home jCrew Team Competes

Against Winless Rhode Island I At Charles Regatta
By BILL BALLOU

The UMass freshman football team, probably still

soggy from their last rain-deluged game with Boston

College, hope to get back on the winning track when

they entertain the Freshman Rams from the

University of Rhode Island tomorrow afternoon at

Alumni Field.

The Redmen opened up their season on the road

against Boston University and came up with a 32-10

victory. A week later they came home to play the

Boston College frosh in a driving rainstorm and came
out on the short end by 13-7. This weekend they hope to

bring their mark up above .500 and at the same time

hand the winless Rhode Island club their third straight

loss.

Thus far this season the Rams have dropped a 23-21

squeaker to UConn and fallen to New Hampshire by a

score of 21-14. As the scores of these games would

indicate, URI is certainly not a doormat, but simply a

team that with a couple of breaks could have been 2-0

as easily 0-2. Like the last team UMass took on, BC,

Rhode Island boasts a star running back.

His name is Dan Whitaker and he hails from

Warwick, Rhode Island. During his senior year he was

selected as a member of the Rhode Island All-State

football team. And like the varsity team, the URI
frosh boast a quarterback who is potentially

dynamite. For the varsity it is Bob Ehrhardt and for

the frosh it's Paul Ryan from Haverhill, Mass.

The Redmen plan to go with about the same line-up

as in the first two games, with the offensive backfield

consisting of quarterback Fred Kelliher, halfback

Rich Herman, fullback Larkey Mays and flanker John

Healy remaining the same and the offensive line

making a couple of changes.

Weakside guard Don Sokolnicki, hobbled by an

injury, is replaced by Ken Foisy, who moves to offense

from his position on defense as linebacker. Ed

Wallace is at the strongside tackle, coming over from

the defensive line, and he replaces Jim Shea, who

after the opening game against BU, figured he ate too

much and headed for the infirmary with a

stomachache. It turned out to be appendicitis and

needless to say has cost him a couple of games.

On the defensive side, the defensive line sees big Ed
Wagner make his first start of the season at end.

Wagner hails from Warwick, Rhode Island and is

really looking forward to a chance to stick it to the URI

frosh. The addition of Wagner, gives the UMass

defensive line two ends that could combine to give QB
Ryan a busy day trying to escape them. Ed McAleney

at one end stands 6'3" and weighs 221 pounds, and

Wagner at the other is 6' 5" and 249 pounds. That's a lot

of hpof

Providing the weather makes playing conditions

conducive to a football game rather than water polo,

this game should go a long way in determining the

future of this team. After Rhode Island, the two games

remaining for the Redmen are against New Hamp-

shire and Connecticut, each of which has beaten

Rhode Island in less than convincing fashion. A win

would put them 2-1 and give them a great chance to

finish the season about .500. A loss of course puts them

1-2 and in a situation where they would have to win

their remaining two games to break .500.

This game should provide a few answers as to the

nature of this freshman team. Game time is 1:30 at

Alumni Field.

JV Soccermen Fall 2-1 To Amherst

The UMass crew team travels to Boston on Sunday to compete

with over 1200 oarsmen in 300 boats representing 60 colleges and

clubs in the annual Head of the Charles Regatta

There are 16 events on the program ranging from a veterans

singles (some men as old as 75 race) and a woman's race to the

more prestigious Elite eights competition.

UMass is entered in seven events. All races are three miles up-

stream beginning at the Boston University Bridge and ending near

the WBZ radio tower on Soldiers Field Road.

Any students home for the long weekend are encouraged to get

down to the river and enjoy yourself along the Charles and acquaint

yourselves with the sport of rowing.

UMass' 32 man team has entered the novice and intermediate

singles events, the pair without coxswain and two intermediate

eight-oar shells as well as intermediate four with coxswain and

Elite (highest category) four with coxswain and eight oar events.

Captain Rick Jones leads a rather large group of veterans who

are scheduled for two races. Jones along with Clay Monn are in the

pair and will also pull bow and two in the Elite "8".

"Tiny" Al Flanders will stroke both the Elite four and eights

being joined by Billy Moran and Ted Fitzpatrick and Jeff Allen in

the four and by sophs 6'6 Rich Clair and 6'5 Jim Kennedy in the

e,

Dave Richard, Paul Winchell, Chris Hodson and Mel Strein will

double in the intermediate four and eight. Senior Bob Jayes (who

doubles as the coxswains' union representative), junior Jody

Lianides and sophomore Mike Thomspon will handle the coxswain

responsibilities on the twisting course which keeps the coxswain

busy
Usually reserved Coach Mike Faherty, a very old man at 23 was

very adamant in insisting that he was in charge despite rumors of

the utter chaos and confusion that has gripped the club for two

months. "I am optimistic about out chances, things have gone well.

I think we will have fun and do so well we'll beat Rhode Island.

ByJIMPINSKY
In a very exciting and aggressive

soccer game the Amherst j.v.

soccer team defeated their UMass
counterparts. Despite an amazing

amount of good shots on goal only

three found their way into the net.

Unfortunately two of these goals

were for Amherst giving them a 2-1

victory. The loss evened the UMass

J.V. record at 2-2.

UMass vaulted into an early lead

when at 2:10 of the first quarter

Bell's Pizza

The Pizza of Very

Special Quality.

Open
11 to 2 a.m. Fri.&Sat.

la.m. Sun.toThurs.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011 -253-9051

wing Greg Tudryn scored on a pass

from Alan Young. The rest of the

first period saw many good Red-

man shots including one that hit

the underside of the crossbar. It

wasn't until 12:19 of the second

quarter before Amherst could even

it up.

The second half was very close.

The teams played a scoreless third

quarter. Then at 4:31 of the fourth

quarter UMass goalie Barry

Lutchenmade a great save but an

Orchard Race
Monday at 4 p.m. the UMass

cross country team and Coach Ken
O'Brien will hold their weekly

recreational meet for the campus
community. This week the race

will be held in the Orchard and the

first ten men and women finishers

will be awarded with eight by ten

pictures of themselves crossing the

finish line.

Amherst player banged home the

subsequent rebound for a goal and

the win. It was a dogfight the rest

of the way as both teams peppered

the goalies. At one point UMass
had several corner kicks, and one

clear shot on goal as Greg Tudryn

collided with the Amherst goalie.

In the scuffle which followed the

ball hit a UMass player's hand

ending the flurry. With two

minutes left in the game Coach
Jekanowski pulled goalie Lutchen

to give the team more scoring

potential but it was too late as

Amherst held on to win.

STEREO SERVICE

AT

AMHERST AUDI6

Restoc

NEW & OLD
CLOTHING

Handicrafts Too!

Route 9

Road Northampton

(Neit to Walter's of Hadley)

Tel: 586-3727

Mon. thru Fri. 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Saturday 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

13 Button

Navy Pants

$6.00

Flannel 4
Cordnroy

Shirts

$1.50

Denim
lackets

$3.00 & $4.50

Corduroy
Jackets

$5.00

Workshirts

$2.00

Overalls
s

Jumpsuits

$4.50

Fatigue
Pants
$2.00

Furs $10 - 30

Shawls $2.00

Leathers, Corduroys, Velvet!, & Antique Dresses (20's-30s|

Sweaters, authentic P-Coats, new Parkas, Felt Hats,

Moatons, Tunics, Berets, Hbt-Shlrts & Pants, Long Wool Coats,

M-43's, Eisenhowers, Boots, etc.

Bring your Handicrafts

"Disarmament and
World Peace"

a public talk by

Norman Cousins
Editor of the Saturday Review-

and
President of the World Association

of World Federalists

8 p.m. Monday

October 25

main lecture hall - academic building

Hampshire College

free admission Public invited
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Redmen "Need A Win" At UConn
By DAN KAMAL

'We have not been able to

conquer adversity. We are suf-

fering from a lack of confidence

that looks like lethargy to the

fans."

In those few words, UMass
football coach Dick MacPherson

capsuled his team's foremost

problem. He continued, "We're

still searching for confidence as a

team. I think the main reason for

latlg OInUf0latt

SPORTS

the lack of confidence is that we

haven't been able to come from

behind. No one has been able to

give us the life, to put us in the

endzone when we're down."

He feels that when things are

going bad some of his players try to

compensate on the field by doing

someone else's job, and this has

made matters only worse.

MacPherson emphasized that his

team is mentally ready. "The kids

keep bouncing back; they need a

win. and they deserve it."

The Redmen will be seeking that

"needed win" tomorrow in a 1 p.m.

encounter against the University of

Connecticut at Storrs. Much of the

result of that game will depend on

whether or not the UMass defense

can stop the option play which is

the Huskies' forte.

"Connecticut has had its

greatest success with the option

play. They threw a couple of long

passes to beat New Hampshire, but

their 'bread and butter' is the

option. We've got to stop it. We did

not do well against the option last

week."
On offense, MacPherson thinks

that UConn quarterback Rick

Robustelli will see a lot of action.

Robustelli has been used mainly as

a backup to Ray Tellier, but has

been seeing progressively more

action each week. "Mac" men-

tioned that, "We can expect a lot of

running around with Robustelli in

there."

UConn also has a balanced

running attack with a speedster,

and a power runner by the names

of Allen and Zwig and a fine

receiver in Ken Kraham.

Metawampe i

Great Picks
In the famous last words of

King Philip i the redskin, not the

Frenchman! T tried" and with

I his 1 enter again into the maze

,)t inhumanity and cruelty

known a- collegiate football. Oh

does the pigskin roll the wrong

way for me like the clouds that

roll in around my brain when it

comes time to pick the best of

the bunch But a long time ago

as a little Great One. I learned

the value oi fresh air to make
the brain fresh.. .SO to my great

Grandfather Kancamagus I

ventured this week and came

hack with the fruits of a journey

spiced with the chance of a Las

Vegas roulette game, with the

mystery of the true identity of

Gorilla Monsoon and with the

perception of Jimmy the

Greek \nd now I trudge on in

the famous last words of one

football coach who said, "close

ranks and move on."

UMASS 17. UCONN 14

This is the better of two evils to

pick.

The Redmen shall win by the

margin of a kick.
» # * *

CORNELL 14. YALE 7

The Ivj are strong, these two

set the tyte.

But Ma iaro gives Cornell the

edge stay undefeated for

awhih Until they get to

Dartn
* * * *

NOTH ME 24, SOUTHERN
CAL i

•

Some hi \ e said this year's Irish

are not so strong.

The urg< lo defeat the Trojans

though has been too long.
* * *

BOSTOr • OLLEGE 28. PITT-

SBURGH 10

Yukicka lias food a bull of a

back.

The resu is one Panther on the

losing i K
* * * *

DARTMOUTH 20, HARVARD
14

The Big Green offense has

sputtered in weeks.

But the Crimson won't find the

same Indian leaks.
* * * *

SYRACUSE 21. HOLY CROSS
17

The Crusaders are surprising to

say the least.

It comes to an end at an

Orangeman feast.

94y»ort V
A \

TIIK C1REAT ONE

ALABAMA 45. HOUSTON 14

The line of believers for the

Bear is long.

Houston's Cougars will join the

throng.
* * * *

DALLAS 35, NEW ENGLAND
III

If your bag's not blood, this

game you should miss.

The Pats may not be able to

field a team after this.
* * * *

WASHINGTON 17, KANSAS
CITY 14

George Allan's formula has the

Nation's Capital psyched.

His old men turned young will

win after a darned good fight

On defense, the Huskies employ

a 4-4. MacPherson lauded the

UConn defense and labeled it as

sound. He also mentioned that

Connecticut has excellent defen-

sive backs, and that short zone

passes will probably be the most

effective against them.

When UMass got trounced by

Dartmouth, the question was

raised concerning where the

football team would go from there.

It is obvious that it has gone con-

tinually downhill in a sort of

snowballing effect. Can the Red-

man fans expect the downfall to

halt? MacPherson answered the

question reflectively:

"We had a goal of being number

one in New England. In order to do

that we had to beat everyone in

New England. Now all we have left

is the Yankee Conference

Championship, and if we plan on

winning that we cannot lose

another Conference game."

The Batde Of Unbeatens,

Tufts At UMass
By STEVE FERRER

Undefeated are the UMass and

Tufts soccer squads, and whether

or not they'll both stay that way

will be decided tomorrow af-

ternoon, as the Redmen boot off at

1:00 p.m. in quest of their sixth win

of the year.

Playing their third home game in

a space of eight days, the Redmen
will face a Tufts team boasting a

perfect 6-0-0 slate, good enough for

a rating of ninth in New England.

Meanwhile the Redmen held down

their number five slot as a result of

their weekend win over Rhode

Island, and in fact UMass closed to

within five points of third place

Brown in New Englands' top 10.

For the second week in a row. the

Redmen will play a Saturday

contest against the ninth rated

team, but this Tufts squad appears

to be a mite stronger than URL
Two commons opponents. Boston

College and Boston University,

both fared better against the

Redmen. as UMass licked B.C. 3-0.

and tied BU. 0-0. Tufts on the other

hand, shellacked B.C. by way of 7-

ti. and took BU. on the Terriers

home astroturf by a 3-0 mark.

Thur Tufts looks the better team

by the game of comparison scores,

and judging by their four other

wins, neither of those shutouts

were flukes.

Worcester Poly Tech and Trinity

both fell to Tufts while playing the

visitor role, by 6-1 and 4-1

respectively. While away Tufts

romped over Brandeis 8-1 and

made Clark look little better in 6-1

fashion. Thus the Tufts' defense

does not appear to be lagging far

behind the Redmen's spectacular

machine as they've given up a

mere four goals in six games,

compared to that of two goals in six

for the Redmen.
As UMass prepares for game

number seven, they again can

boast about having received the

YanCon defensive player of the

week award Dave "Whale''

oullette was this week's recipient,

and as the Yankee Conference

weekly soccer release stated,

"Oullette was the key to the

Redmen's tenacious defense that

TIIK PICTURE TELLS TIIK STORY—All eyes are focused on the

round spotted object in the upper right hand corner of the UMass

net. ..the first goal scored this year on John Kiah after a fabulous

unscored on streak. (MDC Photo by Bob Medeiros)

allowed only eight shots on goal in

the win over URL"
John Kiah. in goal, and Lindo

Alves. Mr. linemen, again received

votes, and thus far Alves has been

on the voting slate for all four

weeks. With six goals and six

assists, the senior co-captain leads

the Redmen in scoring, and ranks

fifth among YanCon goal scorers.

Three Holy Cross linemen hold

down the top spots among goal

scorers as the front line of Perez,

from Peru, McGovern, from

Mass., and Lussier from Argentina

have combined for 27 of the 37 Holy

Cross scores this season.

I Mass. as the fifth ranked team

in the area, finds itself in a difficult

position to move up in the stan-

dings, as they play only one team

among the top lour this season,

that opposition coming in

Springfield. In addition, UMass
often plays against non-ranked

opponents, making it equally

difficult to jump up a spot or two.

Thus playing against an un-

defeated and ranked squad gives

UMass all the opportunity they

need to really impress the coaches

in New England, and make a move
up, possibly into third place,

perhaps even second.

Considering that post season

play consists of four teams, the

necessity to win tomorrow can not

be over-emphasized as Tufts will

be bringing down a squad, more
than capable of toppling the

Redmen, and sending them from
the unbeaten ranks, right down
into the pile of 6th, and 7th and Kth

ranked teams in New England.

Harriers Tangle With The Cross

WMUA Covers

Redmen Football

the UMass football team travels to Storrs, Connecticut for

Yankee Conference clash against arch rival UConn.

II be on hand to cover all the action beginning at 1 p.m. with

koff, with Marty Kelley hosting an interesting pre-game

Mowed by Redman football at 1 : 15 with Kent Best calling all

the action with Kelley on the color.

And tune m Sunday night at 10 p.m. for "Sports Talk" with Kelley and

Best. Their guests will be defensive tackle Bill DeFlavio and junior

halfback Paul Metallo.

Remember WMUA, 91.1 fm, the Voice Of Redman Sports.

Tomoi i

an impor
WML'

Redman
guest to b(

By JAY NESTOR
The UMass Cross Country Team

faces an improved Holy Cross

team, tomorrow, and it should

prove to be a tough tuning up for

the Conference. This is the last

dual meet before the Yankee

Conference Championship goes on

the line, and the harriers' per

formance will be a good indicator

of things to expect.

As in the last two dual meets.

UMass will run against some fine

front runners. The Crusaders

feature Richard Crooke. Dennis

McCormack. and Kiernan

Donovan The Redman goal will be

to break up this trio.

The UMass depth will again be a

factor if the Redmen hope to come

out on top in this one The strength

is there, but with the championship

meets looming near, Coach

O'Brien is hoping for the backup

men to drop their time a bit lower

Doug O'Connell and Bill Gillin

will be faced with the top man

chores, and third man. Paul

Segersten will be making his home

lown debut, and is looking for a

good race.

The harriers went through a

good interval workout yesterday,

and look to be in fine shape at this

mid season point. Intrasquad

competition will be tough this

weekend with the decision to be

made on who will go to the Con-

ference and who will stay home
With the fine Redman depth, the

Coach is faced with quite a

decision. Therefore, this Holy

Cross meet will be crucial for the

individual runners as they strive to

improve in order to make the cut.

The Crusaders cannot be con-

sidered light competition,

however, as they have improved

greatly since the beginning of the

season, and are bound to produce

an interesting race.

It would seem that if the Redmen
can run this race like they ran

against BC and Springfield. UMass
will ha*e to be considered the

favorite.

The team is coming on ex-

tremely well as exemplified by the

fact that they overcame both BC
and Springfield. These two are

certainly no pushovers, and the

Redmen have opened some eyes

around the New England area. It

seems to be a typical UMass cross

country season, with the team
experiencing some early

problems, and proceeding to iron

them out by New England time.

To be called a typical UMass
cross country team is quite an

honor these days when you con-

sider some of the teams this school

has produced in the past

The UMass freshman team is no

slouch of a squad either, as they

have pulled together as of the last

few meets. Steve Brown will be

looking for his third straight win.

and his greatest competition

comes from his own teammates.

The Freshmen have proved they

can do the job without the services

of their two top men. Bill Gillin and

Randy Thomas

QuoteOf TheDa;
"Sports is the toy department!

of life."- Howard Cosell,'

Esquire Magazine, October '71
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Poor Richard's
A Weekly Magazine
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By FRANK M. BAGIJONE
It was April of 1971. A fat. squat

woman settled at the speaker's podmrn

facing a crowd of nearly half-a-milhon

people. Her voice boomed, I mean

literally boomed, out over the heads of

her audience, rasping and unpleasant,

much like a cannon shot which causes

one to shrink his head into his shoulders

as if ducking. The woman was Bella

Abzug. She was speaking at one of those

innumerable Peace Marches that we

have all loyally trooped to each time our

"leaders" beckoned for us to do so.

If the Peace Movement had a com-

petent person in casting. Bella would not

"Right On To The People"
*-^*

., . ~c „ o„.,ur th» "npnnlp" where it was really at. na
have been given the part of a speaker

Her voice, her whole appearance, is

better suited for that of a hot dog or

balloon hawker. Certainly you have all

seen those balloons with "Peace" or

"Love" written on them, like the ones

sold at our recent Homecoming Parade

in Amherst. That is Bella's calling, not

haranguing a crowd of people who have

come out to enjoy the Spring weather, or

listen to the bands, or act "concerned.''

But the movement has always had to

improvise, make do with what they had.

and what they had was a fat. squat

Congresswoman with a voice like a

hurricane who would come out and tell

the "people" where it was really at.

This is not an easy task, for the war in

Southeast Asia has become a boogy-man

of grotesque proportions. Five years ago

Bella would have only had to mention a

few things like the war was immoral,

possibly even illegal, and why sacrifice

American lives in such a distant and

insignificant part of the world, and then

waddle off the stage. But as the war

grew and lingered it became the

repository of blame for each every ill of

our society The war. we were told, was

a stumbling block to the achievement of

a poverty less society Because it was a

means of genocide, the war had a racist

nature made doubly reprehensible by

the fact that we sent black men to kill

yellow men. If unemployment was high,

if there was inflation, if our economy

was becoming weak and flabby, it was

that goddamn war. What is more, the

war was imperialistic, waged for the

benefit of our ruling classes who were,

you guessed it. the Capitalists.

So you see, Bella's task was no mean

one She had to do a complete socio-

economic analysis of the war outlining

its complex causes and its myriad of

adverse effects on Amerika. (spelled

with a k rather than a c because that's

< onttnofd «w Page :iA
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The Follies of Youth

Part II

I walked along behind the little man in

a daze. I had no idea where I was, let

alone why I was wherever I was.

Everything looked so old. Rickety-

looking cars clattered down the streets,

people dressed in baggy clothes walked

by us, staring at us. Finally the little

man stopped in front of an old brown-

stone and waited for me to catch up.

"We are here," he said. "Please

follow me."

I followed him into the house and up

three flights of stairs to the top of the

building. He stopped in front of a door at

the end of a hall and bent his head for a

few moments. Then he turned the handle

and we went in.

The room we walked into was very

dry, yet it had a faint, musty smell.

When the little man lit a candle I could

understand why. All around the room

were huge clay pots, each with a tall

green marijuana plant sticking out of it.

I could not help but be impressed.

The little man paid no attention to my
gaping and began to scurry around

humming to himself and tending to the

plants with a watering can and a little

rake. I stood in the center of the room

and watched in dumbfounded silence.

He finished his work and stood back to

admire the bushy green plants when he

remembered me.

"Oh, I am sorry," he said, "Forgive

me, please."

He beckoned to a chair in the corner.

"Please have a seat and I will attend

to you promptly."

I went over and sat down slowly in the

thick padded chair. iThe little man began

humming again and disappeared into

another room. He was back shortly with

a tray that had a teapot and two cups on

it. He placed the tray on a little stool and

sat down on another facing me.

"Let me welcome you," he said, "My
name is A . I am a disciple of the

Master, as you are. He has instructed

me to watch out for you to see that you

come to no harm. He is very worried

about you."

I stirred a little in the chair.

"I'm not sure I completely un-

derstand," I said, "But do go on."

"Gladly," replied A . "You see, we,

that is, the Master and I, have been

following your progress for quite some

time and it is our belief that unless we

intervene, you are due to have some

calamity. We cannot forsee the nature of

this calamity and we do not wish to lose

you so we have brought you here for

safekeeping."

"Ahhh, that'a a good point," I said.

"Where is 'here'?"

'"Here* is here, at least for the

moment. That's really all you have to

know right now. Would you like a cup?"

He began to pour two cups of tea from

the squat little pot. I took one and sat

watching the steam rise from the sur-

face of the pungent brown liquid. A . took

timid sips from his cups and began to

talk again.

"The Master is able to perceive

certain waves, shall we say, that swirl

around and around in space. They oc-

casionally intersect and sometimes with

disastrous results. In your case, He felt

t h;it it would be wise to remove you from

your present circumstances into another

situation. That is why you were brought

here, forty years before your 'present'."

I didn't understand any of what he was

saying.

"Tell me about these," 1 said, waving

my arm at the plants.

The little man was shocked. He bent

his head a><ain for a few quick moments

and then looked up.

By David Williams

"Tell you about them?" he said. "You
don't know what they are?"

"Well, I know they're marijuana

plants. But beyond that, are they sup-

posed to signify anything?"

The little man looked like he was in

pain. He began to hold his hands over his

ears and wail.

"Aiyeeeeeeee...He does not know! He
does not know!," he shrieked.

"Know what?," I demanded. "What

the hell's this all about?"

A slowly controlled himself. He spoke

with a noticeable quiver in his voice.

"Are you not one of the faithful?," he

asked. "Do you not recognize the

Almighty when you see him? Does He
mean nothing to you?"

opened it and showed me what was in it.

Grass. Chopped up bright green grass.

He pinched out a good-sized pinch with

his thumb and forefinger and placed it in

the bowl of a large brass water-pipe that

stood behind one of the clay pots. He
handed the hose to me.

"Your good health," he said, and

touched a match to the grass.

I sucked on the pipe cautiously at first

and then began to draw in a deepful

lungful of smoke. It filled. my lungs and

seemed to go up into my head swirl

around and dissolve. I handed the hose

back and closed my eyes. My chest felt

warm. My head was spinning slightly. I

stood slightly wobbling and rocking

back and forth. I began to feel things

Get your fingers out of my bellybutton," she snapped.

It slowly began to dawn on me what he

was talking about. "You mean..." I said

slowly.

"That's right," he agreed, nodding his

head.

I was completely overwhelmed. I put

down the tea cup and walked over to one

of the plants. It was a foot taller than I

was and had a stalk about an inch thick.

It looked very healthy and vigorous. I

stood gently stroking one of the clusters

of leaves.

A got up and came over to me.

"Yes," he said softly. "The Master.

He is here and He is everywhere."

"Yes," I repeated. "He is here. He is

here."

I turned to face A

"Wanna smoke some?" I said.

"Wanna smoke some?" I said. A

shrugged his shoulders.

"Why not?," he said.

He leaned over and picked a small

wooden box up from the tea tray. He

fading into nothingness when a harsh

voice shocked me alert. Someone
slapped me across the face.

"C'mon, you creep, wake up! Wake
up!"

I was seized roughly by the shoulders

and two strong arms shook me
thoroughly.

"Wake up! Wake up!," the voice said

again. I woke up and opened my eyes to

see Fred squatting in front of me. I was

back in that little room. The

Mashuganishi was still slumped in front

in the corner. The room reeked of

boullion.

"Uhhh. Uhhh. What happened?," I

groaned.

Fred and Leo both stood in front of me
laughing and pointing at me. "He

doesn't know what happened! He

doesn't know what happened!," they

chanted.

1 groaned again and tried to move but

I couldn't stand up. I slumped back in

the chair, almost unconscious again.

Fred and L?o picked the chair up by the

arms and carried it to the window. I

passed back into the darkness.

It was dark when I awoke again. I

could see the faint outline of a curtained

window and light came from beyond it. I

was lying in a soft, fresh-smelling bed. I

sat up and looked around me. In the dim

light from the window I could see that

the bed sat in a small room that had

nothing else in it but a short table. On the

table was a crystal glass filled with an

amber liquid. I drank it and my head

cleared. I felt refreshed and I sank back

onto the pillow and was soon fast asleep.

First I heard a flapping noise, and

then a loud snap. Instantly I was awake.

A stood at the window with a sheepish

grin on his face.

"So sorry to wake you," he said. "The

shade got away from me."

In the morning light he looked much

younger than he had in the dimness of

the candle-lit room. His white robe

looked very clean and he had a well-

scrubbed look about him.

"What time is it?" I asked.

"It is early still," he replied. "We
have much to do today. I will bring you a

new robe. He disappeared out the door.

I got out of bed and went to the win-

dow. I couldn't see much. There was the

street, some trees, some cars, people,

and a few more buildings. It had a much
different look than it had the night

before.

A came back in the room with the

white robe.

"Here," he said. "You must wear this.

We have much important business to

attend to today. You may bathe first.

Follow me."

He led me up onto the roof where a

small square wooden stall sat. For

water there was a barrel of rain water

perched on stilts. I stood in the stall and

pulled a string and the cool water poured

over me. Then I rubbed myself dry with

a thick towel and put on the robe. I felt

somehow radiant. The pure white of the

robe reflected the early morning
sunlight and I stood on the roof and let

the wind lift the robe out and squinted

my eyes against the glare.

I heard A laughing behind me.

"Now you are truly one of us," he said.

"You have broken the last bonds and are

now one of us, who are one with the

Master."

"Yes, A ," I said. "I am free."

"Ahh, maybe so. But we still have

work to do. Come, we will get down to

business."

He led me back down from the roof

and into the room with the plants. They
looked much greener than before. A_
began to rummage around in a large

trunk that stood against the wall. He
pulled out two little white bags, peered

into the trunk for a second as if trying to

make up his mind about something, then

snapped out of his reverie and shut the

trunk.

He turned to me and held out one of the

little white bags. I took it. It was not-too-

light, not-too-heavy. There was
something crunchy in it.

"Grass?" I asked him, shaking the

bag a little

He was adjusting his robe.

"That's right," he said. He looked up

at me with a big grin.

"Well, are you ready to go?"

"I sure am," 1 said.

"Let's go then," he said, and led me
out of the room, down the stairs and onto

the street.

To Be Continued

The (continued from page one)

cute). She stood up there for twenty

minutes wearing a ridiculous hat much
like the ones worn by Venceremos
Brigade volunteers cutting sugar cane

for Fidel under a hot Cuban sun, and
rattled off the now familiar rhetoric with

its constant catalogue-Chicanos,
blacks, Puerto Ricans, women, Indians,

the poor and the Eskimo -of the op-

pressed who would no longer be op-

pressed if only this tenacious war would

end.

Bella gave an excellent speech, if one

judges consistent stupidity to be in the

realm of excellence. She had to remain

silent on Soviet Jewry and 'the Middle

East because, after all, our black

brothers were supporting the

Palestinians and they in turn are being

subsidized by the Soviets. Other than

that, though, it got in all the evils. Then

Bella blew it. At the end she cocked her

stubby head, raised a weak fist, and

mimicing the Panther salute said,

"Right on to the people!" No! No. Bella.

You must have heard it a thousand

times at Panther rallies. It's "Power to

the People!" They use it at the begin-

ning and end of all their speeches, it's

like "Aloha," it means hello and

goodbye.

It was all very embarrassing. What a

demonstration." First those veterans

running around on the capital steps with

plastic rifles like someone who has gone

completely out of his head, and then the

pitiful sight of those men strewing

medals all over Washington. The

congressmen slipping out of the capital

to talk to the boys, like Bob Hope visiting

the troops. Then Bella and a host of dull

speakers. And it was not yet over.

Waiting in the wings was the act of King

and Abernathy.

Coretta King was at the podium. Now
here is a congresswoman. She looks tall,

slender, she had poise, dignity. If only

she hadn't gotten so carried away with

her speech. But her's was a difficult

task, also. She wanted to talk about

Martin and the problems of the black

man, but the crowd was here to hear

about war, so she kept saying nonsense

like, "If we don't stop them in Asia, the

next thing they'll be invading Africa,

and then they'll be invading South

America, and then they'll be coming

over invading here." My God. Coretta,

who9 Who is globe trotting back and

forth across the planet? They? They

are? Just who is supposed to be paranoid

around here, the anti-pinkos or us?

Ralph Abernathy is on next. Ralph is

the guy who couldn't fill Martin Luther's

shoes as head of the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference. Still everyone

likes Ralph, he's so harmless. Now and

then, thinking what came next, said to

himself, "I can't say 'fucking war', I'm

a Reverend. "Hell,' I can say," and so

he finishes off with the "Hell, no we

won't go." It was all very, very em-

barrassing.

With a history like this it is no wonder
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"The war is becoming less lethal the elections are very close, and there are carnivals,

amusement parks, and concerts closer than Washington."

again he will drag some poor people

down to Washington and try to get

someone to pay attention to them. But no

one has time. Jesus, man, there's a war

going on. Ralph, too, is trying to im-

corporate his hustle into the festivities;

the result is a garbled speech. There is

one high point, however. Somewhere

near the end Ralph lets out the chant,

"One, two, three, four,... (short pause)

Hell, no we won't go." What happened? I

thought the clincher was "we don't want

your fuckin' war." What's this "we

won't go" business; I thought that came

after something else, or does it stand

alone? Does anyone know the chants?

Correctly? It is almost as if Ralph lept

off with the "One, two, three, four," and

that people are drifting away from the

movement. Ever since the Socialist

Workers Party captured the national

leadership of the movement we have

been humiliated to tears. They got us

into the fascist, imperialist, capitalist

lackey running dog of working class

exploiters syndrome, like you read in

the Peking Review with its obsequious

prattle about "our beloved father/demi-

god Chairman Mao."
But then, we courted it, didn't we? We

bought the balloons with "Peace"

written on them, we bought the checks

from our local bank with the peace

symbol in a variety of colors printed

across the section that says, "pay to the

order of"; we ate up the patches with

that sacred peace symbol on them at a

dollar a piece; we jived to those crass

bumble-gum songs like "Bring the Boys

Home." Look what happen to Pete

Seeger. A man of questionable talent at

best stood at the April, 1971 Peace

March waiting for the speeches to end so

he could make a musical ass of himself.

What was that song? "Insubordination.

"

In-sub-or-din-a-tion. That was half the

lyrics; the other half sounded hke some

1912 WWI fight song. Look what we've

done to Pete Seeger.

It is no wonder that people shy away

from involvement in the Peace

Movement now. It's too embarrassing,

too demeaning to the very cause it

represents. Our October teach-in fell flat

on its face. YSA and the Mobe could

have held the whole thing on a bench

outside the Student Union. The march on

Boston may attract more, after all. it's a

chance to visit home. Another March on

Washington might bring out the devoted,

if thev can get some big name en-

tertainers-Elton Jonn, Roger Daltrey.

Robert Planet, all the jive cats. But for

the most part people are going to let

their legislature handle the problem.

The war is becoming less lethal, the

elections are very close, and there are

carnivals, amusement parks and con-

certs closer than Washington.

Besides, it is all so mortifying. Like

most of the movements sweeping our

country today, the Peace Movement
began as a sane and deeply felt protest

against a policy some felt was wrong. Its

spokesmen were intelligent, articulate,

confident people who are able to focus

the nation's attention on the war and

their point of view. Today the movement

is run by a host of mediocre, shrill and

morally arrogant ideologues who have

made a travesty of the cause. The people

in the many different movements bred

in the sixties, once so sure of success, so

confident that history was on their side,

have had their hopes dashed. America,

with its great sponge-like ability, has

been able to absorb much of the protest,

the movements, the discontents, leaving

those who wish to defy her still outside

the society to do their embarrassing

little dance of death.

Newley Musical Opens This Thursday

Theatre in the round is

something new for the

University of Massachusetts

Music Theatre, but that is how

their production of the Newley-

Bricusses musical Stop the

World, I Want to Get Off is being

staged. In fact, for this

production, directed by Judith

Anderson, the Music Theatre is

going all out to create a unique

cabaret style atmosphere.

Guests will be seated at tables on

elevated platforms around the

complete circumference of the

stage, which is on the floor.

Before the show begins,

alcoholic beverages will be

available (Top of the Campus

I.D. not required), and vendors

in costumes continuing the

circus-fun theme will be selling

popcorn, peanuts, candy apples,

Italian pastries and other such

goodies. The set is done in

bright, carnival colors and this

motif will be carried out in all

aspects of the production.

The story is that of Littlechap

(played by Frank Anderson)

who finds himself in the position

of having to marry the boss's

daughter, Evie (Stephanie

SchlosshShe presents him with

two daughters in rapid suc-

cession, but they have no son.

While his home situation grows

steadily worse. Littlechap finds

himself ascending rapidly in the

business and political worlds. So

much does he become involved

in other affairs, that he has no

time left for his family. When he

finally comes to a realization of

things as they stand, he sees he

has left behind him the best

years of his life and a family who

difficult technique to use well, is

• very effective and tells us much

that ordinary language could

not.

The ensemble-type chorus is

It helps to create an atmosphere

which one may believe and

accept within the context of the

theatre while at the same time

allowing for objectivity on the

part of the viewer and a

grasping of the central message.

Well known songs from Stop

the World include: "Gonna Build

a Mountain," "Once in a

Lifetime," and "What Kind of

Fool Am I?"

Poor Richard's

Poor Richard's is the weekly

magazine of the MDC.
Contributions may be

delivered to the MDC office.

Compiled this week by David

Williams and Bob Nesti.

Front cover by Barbara

Brecher
Staff: Frank Johnson, Steve

Feld, Frank Baglione. Kenneth

Sullin, Ed Janusz, Nancy Smith,

Pat Suprenaut, Emilie Sikora,

Kerry Gilliland, Elliot Eisen-

berg.

If you wish to join the staff

come to the MDC office and see

either David Williams or Bob

Nesti. Vol. I, no. 2.

•What Kind of Fool Of Me" sings Frank Anderson as I Utlechap in

STOP THE WOKLD-I WANT TO GET OFF. the Music Theater

Production which opens next Thursday evening.

I

could have given him all that he

has always lacked.

Much of the actionof the play is

communicated through pan-

tomime. The paontomime, a

an intrinsic part of the per

formance, functioning as busses,

machines, tourists and other

such things, which though it may
sound a little strange, actually

adds much to the performance.

Performances will be in the

Campus Center Auditorium on

October 28 at 8:45 p.m. and

October 29 and 30 at 7:45 and

10 45 p.m. The doors will open

forty-five minutes before the

start of the show at which time

alcoholic drinks will be served.

There will also be a twenty

minute intermission during
which the bar will re-open.

Tickets are available now
through the Fine Arts Council

box office in 125 Herter Hall, or

by calling 545-0202 between 9

a.m. and 4 p.m. Prices are $1.00

for UMass students and $1.50 for

all others. Remaining tickets

will be sold at the door.

U. Mass. Theatre
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BARTLETT AUD.
29-30

Oct. 22-23,

8:30p.m.

Reserved Seats

$1.50&$2.00

BartlettBoxOttice
545-2579
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An Expression Of Black Spirit TAKE TWO
What

When I was eight years old. I

started asking momma what's

been going on at Uncle Sam's

house. She kept telling me that 1

would understand when I got

older. When I was in elementary

and then again when I was in

high school, it seemed as if

everybody knew what old Uncle

Sam was up to except me. I

remember taking a course when
I was in high school in which the

teacher told us how Uncle Sam's

house was built and how he

fought to keep it. The thing I

don't understand is why he kept

a lot of the people who helped

build the house and helped him
make sure nobody took it from

him locked up in his backyard

for so long. I realize that when
cousin Eli built his special

machine to exploit the garden

around Uncle Sam's house he

needed some people to help out.

The thing I don't understand is

why Uncle Sam had all of those

people dragged into his house

from other houses to work for

him.

I don't know why Uncle Sam
does so many funny and stupid

things. I know I should respect

him but some times it's hard not

to laugh about him or think that

he is stupid. In school and at

homo. I learned not to take

anybody else's property. I asked

my momma how she could

expect me not to take something

that belongs to somebody else

when even Uncle Sam got his

property by chasing people

away. She always gave me a

silly answer. She said the people

Uncle Sam chased away did not

know how to take care of the

property they had. So Uncle Sam
claimed it so he could build on it.

Have you taken a look at the

outside of Uncle Sam's house 9

Do you see how his gardens

look
;> The house itself is old and

cracked. If you go into what used

to be the family room, where

everyone used to come together,

the only thing you'll see is decay.

The only nice looking thing in

Uncle Sam's house is the porch.

The porch is all new! The trouble

with the porch is that Uncle Sam
doesn't let the people who helped

him build and protect his house

go there. He say's it's because

they are dirty, lazy and stupid.

They're only allowed in the

family room. That's strange

though. He let's those people go

into his kitchen and help with the

meals. He also let's them take

care of my little cousins Dick

and Jane, that's something else

I'm wondering about. Why is it

that when Dick and Jane go to

school, they can't go with the

dark people's children? All the

time Uncle Sam says it's

because they are so stupid. I

don't think they are. Anybody
who can survive on the sickly

diet and Uncle Sam has had

them on for years and years

can't be that stupid. Anybody
who can survive living in the

familv room, without any hot

water and without having it

painted for years is not so stupid.

Uncle Sam worries me a lot.

He likes to fight so much. Or I

should say he likes to make
people fight for him. He spends a

big chunk of his pay check on

ammunition. He's been fighting

a family that lives across the

street from him for at least eight

years. The police don't try to

stop Uncle Sam. Even though

whenever I go over to his house

he offers me some mouthwash,

tooth paste, deodorant, foot

spray and hair spray. I never

really gave that much thought

until just now.

In high school. I also learned

from the Declaration of In-

dependence that all men are

created equal. When I asked

Uncle Sam about the fact that he

didn't treat the dark people who
live in his house as if they were

equal, he said, "Of course not.

They are not men." I don't know
why he says that. They sure look

like, talk like and act like men.

The only difference I can see is

that they are a lot darker than

most people. Then Uncle Sam
said that they didn't feel

anything. He said they never feel

sorry if they do something bad.

He even said that they don't cry.

I know for a fact that they do at

least cry. I saw one of those dark

ladies crying yesterday when
her little hair dryer was
repossessed. The man said it

was because she didn't pay her

installment fee the last three

months. I guess it's because she

isn't getting paid enough by

Uncle Sam. Uncle Sam says she

never has enough money
because she doesn't save any.

I'm wondering though, how can

she save any money when he

charges her so much for

everything in the house that she

eats or drinks How can she save

Lightning Hopkins
By

Sam
mike Mccormick
Hopkins was born in

Centerville. Texas on March 15,

1912. He worked in the fields of

Central East Texas, sup-

plementing his income with

money he earned as a street

singer. In 1946a business-women

from Aladdin records, Mrs.

Cullum. persuaded Hopkins to

go with her to Holywood to

record. While at this recording

session an Aladdin A&R man
gave Sam the nickname
"Lightning'" because of Sam's

last linger work on a tune called

"Kooky Mountain." After a few

unsuccessful records Lightning

had a hit with "Katy May
"

Lightning followed this up with

more hit records, including

"Baby Please Don't Uo." His

lame quickly spread, first

throughout Texas, then

throughout the rest of the

country Now Lightning Hopkins

is «i household name wherever

American Negro lolk blues are

discussed

On Friday October IS,

Lightning appeared in the

Boston area, for the first time in

several yaara A thunderous

ovation greeted Lightning when

he strode onto the stage. As the

blues legend launched into his

first number. "Trouble In

Mind," it became instantly

evident why Lightning is con

sidered by many to be one of the

greatest bluesmen of all time.

Lightning's music is only a

portion of his live performance.

During the course of a concert

Lightning's storytelling ability

comes to the fore often, as

Lightning uses anecdotes to

introduce several of his songs.

Between and during songs

Lightning entertains with

numerous humorous quips.

When Lightning does get down to

his music he isn't content to just

sit and play. His mannerisms

are just as flashy as his

nickname.
His music As is the case with

most blues musicians. Light-

ning's music is much more

satisfying in person. In

"Lightning's Boogie." Lightning

cut loose and showed the daz-

zling speed and technique which

earned him his nickname In

several songs Lightning struck

unexpectedly with the fluent

runs which are his trademark

And of course. Lightning threw

any money when her rent is so

high. That's a really strange

thing. He says he charges her a

high rent because she doesn't

know how to take care of her

part of the house. He knows very

well that that family room he

forces the dark people to live in

is inadequate. It's really a

strange thing to drag people into

your house, make them work for

vou and then charge rent for the

use of the hole they are forced to

stay in.

I

rm getting older, however.

Slowly, but surely. I'm begin-

ning to understand my Uncle

Sam. I'm beginning to see why
he oppresses people. The answer

I have been searching for is this:

My Uncle Sam is a pimp. He
lives off the sweat of not only the

dark people in his home but also

of the dark people in the neigh-

boring homes. He was very

successful until the Indo Family

decided that they were no longer

going to allow him to decide for

them what their fate would be.

This is the family I was talking

about before. Uncle Sam has

been feuding with that family for

at least ten years. Can you

imagine what the fight has been

about Uncle Sam is part of a

group that wants to have small

stores and schools all over town

while there is another group that

wants to set up one huge shop-

ping area and one gigantic

educational center. Uncle Sam
says it is better to keep every

section of the town distinct. The
Indo Family has decided to join

the people who want to have the

big centers, even though Uncle

Sam strongly urged them not to

do so. He threatened to start

throwing sticks, racks, and
whatever else he could get his

hands on at their house if they

joined the Big Centers Com-
mittee. They said they would

join it anyway and that it was
none of Uncle Sam's business

what kind of group or

organization they belonged to.

Uncle Sam retorted that he was
looking out for their interests.

Uncle Ho. the head of the Indo

family, said that Uncle Sam
should worry instead about the

people in his part of town,

especially the dark people in his

own house. Uncle Sam refused to

do that though. He said since

their choice would tip the

balance in the town to the side of

the Big Center supporters, he

in an ample number of slow,

piercing, guitar lines for good

measure.
Lightning Hopkins is available

on dozens of albums. Several

Lightning albums are available

on the Tradition label for only

$2.98! My favorite Tradition

album. Autobiography in Blues,

contains many great cuts in-

cluding "Trouble in Mind" and a

hilarious "(let Off My Toe." The
Listening Post in Amherst
stocks his excellent Arhoolie

albums, the best of these being

Early Recordings Volume 1. One

may get an inkling of his live act

on several live albums including

Lightning Hopkins in New York.

a re release on Barnaby. and on

one of the albums of Verve's

three-record set entitled the

Blues Box Liberty's King of

Howling Street is excellent

Many of Lightning's more recent

recordings, including the one's

on Jewel, are not up to the ox-

cellence of Lightning's earlier

recordings. On many of those

more recent sides Lightning is

surrounded by a band In

general Lightning's best work

was done in the late 4()'s and

early f>0's.

could not allow it. Not only did he

say that, he also said only the

small town stores would be

sufficient.

The puzzling thing about Uncle

Sam's feelings concerning

having big centers or small

stores and schools is this: If his

ideas are best, why does he

constantly try to impose them on

other people Wouldn't they

naturally be attracted to that

which is good? Uncle Sam says

that the Indo family is ignorant

of what is right, therefore it is up

to him to show them that his

ideas are right. It's amazing. He
used the same rationale for

dragging the dark people into his

house He said that they were
beasts, and should be treated as

such. Since the dark people

come from what is called the

primitive section of town, he felt

justified in making better use of

them. He said that the people in

the primitive section of town

didn't even have enough sense to

buy firearms to defend them-

selves. He says that they just try

to use long knives if someone
attacks them. So Uncle Sam just

took some shotguns over there

and forced a lot of the people to

go to his house with him.

Soon I too will have to throw

stones at the Indo Family's

home. I don't want to, but if I

don't. I'll be thrown out of the

house. I wish this inane feuding

would end but Uncle Sam says

that he won't stop it until the

Indo's give up and support the

idea of having small shops and

schools. I have a suspicion that

the fight will go on until Uncle

Sam has run out of young

relatives to fight for him. Don't

get me wrong though. I really

love my Uncle Sam. Even if he

does want me to die for a foolish

whim, he's really a great guy.

Anyone who lets my mom and

dad live on his nice, brand new
porch has got to be good. Or so

mom and dad say. Anyone who
will save us from the dark people

has got to be good. You see, now

that it is almost time for me to

join Uncle Sam's War Brigade I

can see clearly that he is right

and all others are wrong. Uncle

Sam's way is the only way. It is

up to us, his nephews to show to

those who, as of yet have not

seen the way, which road is the

right one. You may wonder why
this sudden change in my at-

titude. I'll tell you. First of all,

I'm beginning to remember
more and more about what I

learned in high school. I

remember that I learned that if

Uncle Sam had not dragged the

dark people from their section of

town to ours, they would have

eventually perished from a

disease such as malaria, yellow

fever, etc. Does it really matter

that a number of them were

killed when they fell off the boat

coming over? I neglected to

mention that the town is

separated by several lakes.

1 INTERRUPT THIS STORY
TO BRING YOU A SPECIAL
BULLETIN:

Uncle Sam died this morning
of cancer, the cancer of hatred.

Death came slowly over a period

of years. Although doctors
diagnosed his illness as cancer
years ago. he ignored it as long

as possible Uncle Sam will be

buried <° •

I am so disturbed about Uncle

Sam's untimely death that I

must conclude this story.

Wellington Arthur

Stephen Parker
(WASP.)
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Albums
By STEVE FELD

LEON RUSSELL AND THE SHELTER
PEOPLE - LEON RUSSELL
(SHELTER RECORDS)
The force of charisma is influential in

any activity that involves people

relating to each other. We have a ten-

dency to think more of someone if he

seems to fit preconceived expectations

or if he radiates some appealing

characteristics. We can form an iden-

tification with the subject more easily

and develope a sense of involvement

more readily. In other words, if someone

looks the part, we assume that he is

everything he claims to be.

Leon Russell looks like a rock star

should- super-hip, highly proficient, and

perpetually stoned. The one thing he has

going for him, more than anything else,

is his charisma. In "Mad Dogs and

Englishmen", the Joe Cocker movie,

Russell's presence was no less than

incredible. And at the recent Bangla

Desh concert in Madison Square Gar-

den, Russell looked right at home among
the likes of Bob Dylan and George

Harrison.

But judging from this album, it is a

blatant truism to say that Russell is

definitely in the wrong place. There is

nothing on this album that gives even

the slightest hint as to how he ended up

in the big leagues of rock. I hear nothing

spectacular as far as his piano playing

goes. He doesn't have the fluidity of

Stevie Winwood or the professionalism

of Al Kooper. Nor does he possess the

brilliance of Nicky Hopkins or the

dynamics of Elton John. And his

songwriting doesn't impress me as

anything other than mediocre. If Leon
Russell expects to be a superstar, he's

going to have to start making music like

one.

Side one offers little. "Stranger in a
Strange Land" is the best of the side.

It's a likeable song with some good
lyrics. Theoretically, it would set the

pace for a great album. The only place

Russell can go after this is down- and he

does. "Of Thee I Sing" and "Crystal

Closet Queen" sound like Delaney &
Bonnie outtakes. And that's not saying

much, considering the colorless music
that they play. "Alcatraz" features two
lead guitars with some nice licks, but

little more. "Home Sweet Oklahoma"
has a chorus that totally destroys what
was, up until then, a pretty good song.

Of the two Dylan songs that he does,

"It Take a Lot to Laugh, It Takes a

Train to Cry" manages to come off with

some signity- probably because it is a

good song to start off with. "It's A Hard
Rain Gonna Fall" sounds like mere
filler. Dylan would roll over in his grave

if he were dead. Russell plays a good

honky-tonk piano as "Train" and the

Dylan single "Watching the River

Flow" demonstrates. "She Smiles Like

a River" is the obligatory country song

that "every self-respecting superstar"

must have on his album. What shit.

"Sweet Emily" is a bouncy little ditty

dedicated to a woman in the Russell

caravan of friends and performers. It

emerges a winner among the rubble.

Harrison purists probably won't like

Russell's cover of "Beware of

Darkness". It is an up-tempo version

with some jazzy piano and. what sounds

An Impressive Latecomer
Bv STEVE FELD

IT AIN'T EASY - JOHN BALDRY
(Warner Bros. Records)

If any of you watched "Shindig" while

it was in its heyday, you'll probably be

familiar with John Baldry. He was that

tall blues singer usually sandwiched in

between Boby Sherman and a corn-

English blues star John Baldry

(center) appears with Ron Wood and

Rod Stewart—all of whom perform on

the new Warner Brothers recording "It

Ain't Easy."

mercial for Stridex Medicated Pimple

Pads. And. if you were like myself, he

probably bored you to hell. Even worse

than the Righteous Brothers. And the

Shindogs. Therefore, after "Shindig"

shinned its last dig, Baldry's voice fell

silent upon our ears.

What he did between then and now you

can read in the liner notes. (Yes!! An

album with liner notes! ) The important

thing is that he made this album and is

once again back with us. Maybe he was
ahead of his time, or maybe we were

behind ours, because he sure does sound

different.

How did he do it? Simple. He got old

friend Rod Stewart to produce Side One

and old friend Elton John to produce

Side Two With friends like that you

can't miss Especially if you are John

Baldry.

The presence of Stewart and John are

unmistakable. The two sides of the

record are separate and distinct The

choice of songs are good. Baldry really

gets off. Stewart brings out the blues

singer in him beautifully The opening

cut is called "Don't Lay No Boogie-

Woogie On The King of Rock and Roll".

It starts off with a spoken introduction

about how he got busted for playing his

music and disturbing the peace. He gets

off with a warning, and breaks into a

wild boogie that makes it almost im-

possible to sit down. "Black Girl" has

Baldry trying his hand with some Black

blues' It's a Huddle Ledbetter song with

song great vocals by Baldry and a black

chick named Maggie Bell. "I'm Ready"'

is a Willie Dixon song that is a pure

delight. Tuli Kupferberg of the Fugs is

represented by "Morning. Morning", a

song he penned. It features some nice

blending of guitar and voice. And "It

Ain't Easy" has Miss Bell again with

some bitchy blues singing.

All these songs could have just as

easily been on a Rod Stewart solo

album. Which is probably why he didn't

contribute to the album on vocals. Here

is a good hybrid between Stewart and

Baldry, but Baldry. of course,

dominates. He's got a strong, guttsy

voice which is capable of generating a

lot of excitement.

Side Two has a lot in common with

Elton John's "Tumbleweed Con-

nection". Along with the piano of Elton,

there is guitarist Caleb Quaye, drum-

mer Roger Pope and others from the

"Tumbleweed" sessions. Everything

said about Stewart also goes for John.

This album will appeal to die-hard Elton

John freaks as well as Rod Stewart fans.

It makes for good exposure for Baldry.

A friend in need...

"Let's Burn Down the Cornfield" is a

slick cut. It has Baldry as the boogie

man, singing low and mean. The guitars

whine in the background and Elton's

pianois smooth. Lesley Duncan, of "Ix)ve

Song'' fame (again "Tumbleweed
Connection") wrote the next song. "Mr.

Rubin". It's the weakest cut on the

album and its inclusion remains a

mystery to me. It's the closest thing to a

ballad, which seems to be Baldry's weak

point. "Rock Me When He's Gone" is a

John Taupin composition and it put

things back in place. It is not unlike

'Ballad of a Well-Known Gun". The set

closes, oddly enough, with a Rod

Stewart and the Small Faces' song

Flying ". There was no way that this

one COUld miss. If ever Baldry. Stewart

and John ever formed a group, it would

sound a lot like this.

It will bo interesting to see where John

Baldry goes from here. There is no

doubt that this album would be con-

siderably less if not for the presence of

Rod Stewart and Elton John. Whether or

not Baldry will let us down when he

finally goes on his own remains to be

seen

like a sitar. It has a tendency to improve

listenings.

The remaining cut is "The Ballad of

Mad Dogs and Englishmen ", the theme

song to the Cocker flick. It oozes over

with strings and fails miserably.

Russell's vocal reminds me of Alfalfa of

the old Little Rascals movies. All he is

missing is a cowlick.

Yup, Leon sure does look flashy up

there on stage, but he has yet to prove

himself where it counts- with music.

Every so often on this album there is a

hint of excellence, but it is, un-

fortunately, few and far between. It will

have to take more than this to convince

me that Leon Russell is not just another

pretty face.

The Empress Of Blues
By KENNETH SI LIN

"The Empress; Bessie Smith, Columbia

(two record set)

"The Empress": Bessie Smith:

Columbia (two record set)

The blues of today have developed in

considerable amounts but by no means

near a comparison with the per-

formances of one Miss Bessie Smith.

From Chattanooga, Tennessee Bessie

Smith started mainly as a singer and as

with most, her talent was virtually

unnoticed at first. She had trouble

coming up with any type of backinggroup

that would do her justice but finally

another unknown of the time crossed

paths with her and the blues were fin-

ding a beginning. This other unknown

went by the name of Louis Armstrong.

She joined forces with Armstrong and

later other followers of the Black blues

began recording with her: Buster Baily.

Fred Longshaw and Fletcher Henderson

along with Henderson's Hot Six just to

mention a few.

The music they produced was pure,

refined, old time blues with Bessie on

the voc ds. Her voice can be described

as clear, crisp, lively and fresh, oc-

casionally hinting a touch of sarcasm

however; cute, trite and snappy at

times. The backing music is something

in itself. Armstrong on his cornet.

Henderson's piano along with the

clarinet of Buster Baily set the stage for

just what one would expect from the

music of the twenties. If you can

imagine the things your grandparents

listened to on the old gramophone,

jogging, rag-time yet lazy blues, you

could identify the style found on this

album.
Columbia Records have now released

this, the fourth of a series of five two-

record sets portraying Miss Smith in a

semi chronological order. With "The

Empress' come recordings covering the

year 1924- 1928. probably displaying

Bessie at the peak of her musical career

The finest of her 160 recorded songs can

very well be found here and through this

album alone, her progression is readily

noticed.

The album has been produced and

engineered well. No gimmicks have

been used to enhance the sound, no

overtracking, no echo, just pure

original sound. The tapes these songs

have been taken from were processed

only to eliminate surface noise, other-

wise the compositions remained as they

were
Side one is a slow and acoustical with

sleepy clarinets and quiet dance band

type piano Bessie s VOtCC is mellow and

calm but also perfectly clear Black

blues can be found here at its best with

strong female vocals On Sinful Bluea

could that be Bessie playing a kazoo?

Side two continues the same way but

after the third cut a complete change to

electric occurs. The pace is accelerated

and signs of the traditional raspy blues

can be detected in her voice. Bouncy,

vibrating, perfectly professional tunes

make up the remaining two sides.

Bessie's voice mingles with the cornet

and it seems as though each in-

strumental break was talking to her

during the pause. Her excellence par-

ticulars comes out on one tract entitled

'There'll be Be A Hot Time In Old Town
Tonight" while the whole time she

becomes overly enthusiastic with her

work. She loved to perform and enjoyed

putting all her feeling into each song

One short little story sums up Bessie's

desire for show business:

At a party she was confronted by a

drunk and without record thoughts

knocked him to the floor. Later in the

night she walked home only to be

seriously stabbed by her evening s

victim. She was rushed to a hospital and

treated, but upon the doctor's suggestion

she was to remain in bed for three days

Bessie had other plans and ten hours

later she was performing a concert for a

most appreciative audience.
The album, with its megaphone

sounding tunes, presents Bessie at her
best The woman most well known for

her contributions to the Dixieland blues

can well be called "The Empress
"

Start rollin' them bones
and listen tome"

—Bessie Smith

Anyone with any bootlegs albums, or

anydue with thoughts of comments
about bootleg albums call Steve Fold

some time next week at 546-6583. It's for

an upcoming article, Thank you
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SPUN By FKANK JOHNSON
Now that we know how to convert

groove modulations into electric

current, we can refer to what keeps the

record in motion: the turntable.

Actually, the term "turntable" is

twofold. A "manual" turntable is one

which is not equipped to change records.

For changing purposes, we need an

"automatic" turntable, known
previously simply as a "changer".

Although the last two terms have

become interchangeable (pun in-

tended), we can establish a qualitative

difference between them and refer to an

"automatic " turntable as a record-

changing device of comparable quality

to a manual, and a "changer" falling

short of the design excellence of an

automatic.

We should note that a complete

manual turntable actually consists of

several different components. The

center of the unit is the platter, which

supports the record and centers it by

means of a projection in the center,

called a spindle. The cartridge is located

in the tone arm (more of which later)

which lies to the right of the platter and

traverses across it so that the stylus

may thus follow the record grooves. The

platter is kept in motion by an electric

motor, which may take form in many

different designs.

It is this range of design difference

which allows us to distinguish different

turntable types. First off is the dif-

ference in basic drive systems which

turn the platter. The motor's tractive

force must in some way be coupled to

the platter so that it can spin. This can

be accomplished in 3 basic ways. The

motor may be directly connected to the

platter, or it can be coupled by means of

a belt or else by a pulley and an idling

wheel in tandem. The first system,

known as "direct drive", is rarely en-

countered because it requires a very

powerful motor with virtually perfect

performance. The second method is

called belt drive, and it is to dampen

motor vibrations and also have a very

large contact surface with the platter.

The last system, although inferior in

performance to the other two, is

nevertheless the most common, because

motor design is not so critical. It can be

called "pulley drive" for simplicity, and

its popularity stems from the fact that it

lends itself very nicely to changers. The

idler wheel can simply be changed on a

different size pulley to get a different

speed, making for convenience from

both the user's and the manufacturer s

point of view. Because motor design is

not so critical, an inexpensive motor

may be used, as well as a light platter

This is not to say that this design is found

only on cheap equipment- on the con-

power frequency of 60 Hz/sec.

irrespective of voltage. Each of these

two two types has an advantage to suit

its intended use. The induction type is

slightly more common, because of its

simplicity and its high torque charac-

teristic. This makes it suitable for

changers, which need the extra power to

The Miracord 77011 a turntable which features a Papst hysteris synchronous moter;

e^Jriliytow*rh™*i**t«**ni'' balanced turntable and cueing in both automatic

Tnd manual moSes. Also an adjustable head which sets cartridge to a precise 15 degree

angle.

trary, some of the finest automatic

turntables have it. But, because a

manual turntable will rarely embody its

design, and these types are usually of

very high quality, it is standard for

changers.

Not only is the drive method a means

of distinguishing manual turntables

from changers, but the motor employed

is another means. An electric motor that

is driven by electromagnetic force

dependent on the voltage is called an

induction motor. It is to be distinguished

from a synchronous motor, which is

designed to run according to the AC

drive the changing mechanism. The

synchronous motor lacks this power but

it makes up for this deficiency due to its

very quiet operation and complete

immunity to speed variation due to

voltage changes, because it is not driven

by voltage. Synchronous motors thus

find themselves mostly on manual

turntables, where quiet, exact operation

is required: There have been some

recent developments combining the best

characteristics of both types into one,

but for our purposes here these

generalizations are still valid.

When we play a record, we want the

cartridge to pick up only what is on the

record and nothing else Unfortunately,

this may not always be the case. The

supporting platter rides on a set of

bearing to reduce friction, which all

generate some low-frequency noise to

some degree. This low-frequency noise,

which presents a problem in hi-fi

systems having extended bass response,

is aptly called rumble. It is one of the

most annoying problems in a turntable;

all turntables have it to some degree,

but it can be minimized to inaudible

degrees by designing good bearings and

also machining frictional surfaces to

fine tolerances.

But freedom from rumble is not

enough The record must also revolve at

the exact speed at which it was made.

Here again, many turntables have a

problem turning a disc at this exact

speed. Many suffer from a simple pitch

inaccuracy, which will revolve just

slightly faster or slower than true speed.

This tends to bother just those very few

of us that have perfect pitch, but it is

surprising how many (inequality turn-

tables do not revolve at exact speed.

Speed problems become serious when

they actually interfere with a record

being played so as to introduce distor-

tion. Because a motor is not exactly

perfect, it will speed up and slow down

intermittently due to internal friction. If

this is transmitted to the record, it will

be heard either as "flutter", a rapid

variation in speed, or "wow", a slow

variation in speed, one of the most

sensitive instruments to these speed

variations is the piano, especially when

sustained notes are being played.

Flutter will appear as an objectional

"sour" quality, and wow will make the

piano sound as it if were occasionally out

of tune. Both speed variations can be

minimized with the belt drive system,

and they can also be reduced by having

a heavy platter, which has greater mass

acting as inertia to smooth out any speed

variations. Wow, incidentally, can be

more of a problem with records than

with the devices that play them, because

a record with an off-center hole or a

pronounced warp will frequently have

more inherent wow than the turntable

playing it. (ref.: the earlier Dynaflex

article)

Now that our platter is spinning at

perfect speed with little or no distortion,

we'll take a look at another contributor

to the sound system, the tone arm, in the

next issue.

Films

"The Devils" Rehashed: Spiritual Body Surfing1MV
. .. .„ u.^a iM„i»i. ™thPr tension. Russell deluges the atmosphere

By F. JEFFREY TRUBISZ
Kenneth Russell has con-

cocted a study of the grotesque

of such diabolical intensity that

one cannot think of the film as a

standard cinematic experience.

One does not view "The Devils",

one is assaulted by it, kept ill at

ease, repeatedly shocked and

ultimately bludgeoned by its

twisted energy. The director

sustains a tension which relies

on depictions of brutality that

are incredibly graphic and then

underlines the effect with an

atmosphere of perversity so

extensively constructed that one

is never relieved from the

emotional pitch. And the film is

utterly void of spiritual foun-

dations that could give respite,

imposing its visions with such

strength that one is continually

coping with its insinuations.

The root of the experience is

the depiction of madness
through cinematic dynamism, a

message that Russell slams

away with the force of an

exorcist's sledge-hammer.
Unfortunately, an equivalent

subtlety is never constructed.

There are no balancing coun-

terpoints in the use of setting,

decor. costuming, and
characterization which could

have provided respite in sof-

tening the film's tone in order to

intensify its effects. The film

ultimately becomes that which it

is depicting: a tour of excess.

One might argue for the validity

of such a technique in depicting

a situation void of any rational

restraint but nevertheless,

madness is a theme susceptible

to artistic inquisition. Russell

becomes possessed with the

spirit of his created monstrosity,

glutting the screen with a tour of

cinematic egotism that is

decidely reprehensible at times.

However, it would be a mistake

to resort to wholesale con-

demnations, a stance which the

film may invite with its sub-

verted nature, without

acknowledging the depths of its

dimensions. The raw energy of

"The Devils" is the latest

example of the experiential

power that is inherant to the

cinema. While there are obvious

flaws, the vigor of the film is

undeniably irresistible.

The cinematography of the

film is top rate at times,

reminding one of Russell's

virtuosity ir "Women in Love"

in which Victorian gardens

breathed with an animacy that

rivaled that of the characters.

The initial fantasy sequence of

the demented nun is a fine

example of the use of slow

motion to create a dream-like

effect. Grandier glides across

the surface of the lake with a

phantom's perverted grace. And

the dream is effectively sub-

verted into nightmare as a series

of rapid cuts reveals the nun's

deformity. The second fantasy is

equally well done as the director

switches to black and white for a

contorted depiction of the

Crucifixion.

It is lamentable that the

blundering pace of the film

forces some viewers to tune out

their sensibilities as response to

(or preparation for) the

execution of Grandier. The final

two scenes are probably the best

of the film While the carnival

atmosphere at the burning is a

heavy handed irony, it is rather

unavoidable within the context

of public executions. The sight of

Grandier's shaven countenance

provides a righteous shock,

however, gearing one with

uneasy anticipation of his death.

What final atrocity will the

director visualize to complete

the film? The camera switches

point of view during the im-

molation as the viewer becomes

one with Grandier, gazing out at

a swirl of faces bordered by

flames. The implication of our

own victimization is quite ob-

vious, only a few frames reveal

his blistering face as seen from

the crowds while the duration of

the sequence is a slow spiral of

flames and smoke. The director

is visualizing an interpretative

nature of the film that is easily

apparent: we are the victims of

his visual onslaught and are

experiencing the final catharsis

along with the contextual victim.

The notion of purification is then

conveyed in the film's beautiful

denoument, a screen drain or

white-out. The final scene

juxtaposes itself against the rest

of the film, the anonymous pale

of the landscape countering the

garishness of detail. The color is

incredibly sterile lending a

waste land effect that is most

powerful. Finally, the whole

sequence is rooted in silence, a

most effective sound image and

certainly the most fitting way to

cinematize the film's spent

energy.

It is unfortunate that the

editing of the film is so in-

credibly botched. None of the

intermediary scenes are toned

down enough to counter the

tension. Russell deluges the

frame with color, cluttered

settings, and a profusion of

objects that are too blatant in

their insinuation of madness.

The contemporaneous
costuming certainly doesn't help

with little irritations such as

black lipstick adding to the

general glut. Incidental scenes

are bungled such as a dinner

conversation between Grandier

and his wife whose conversation

proceeds with the vocabulary

and tempo one might encounter

in a rhetorical debate.

Oliver Reed's charac-

terization is consistently sensual

as he lends a prescence which

heightens more than calms the

mood of the film. While con-

tributing his own brand of

dynamism, Reed does not

successfully convey any softness

with which to counter his stature

and broaden the role. One cannot

think of Grandier as anything

more than a little less depraved

than his peers. Attempts are

made to ennoble and sanctify

him in the middle of the film but

Reed does not possess the range

to carry it off ( nor does Russell

provide him an adequate op-

portunity evidence). Vanessa

Redgrave displays further proof

of her remarkable virtuosity as

an actress in the difficult role of

the hysterical nun. Her madness
is quite chilling and provides

another focus of energy that

somewhat tempers the hulking

energy of Reed.
Russell's energetic style can

be remarkably animating as

evidenced in "Women in Love"
which is more evenly paced,

constructing and observing an

atmosphere rather than im-

posing it. Interestingly, it was

criticized for not sustaining

itself to the end, the sequences of

the couples in Switzerland were

mired when compared with the

even rapidity of the first half of

the film. The two films are an

interesting study of the basic

polarities of the human spirit,

Kenneth Russell is undoubtedly

an artist with innovative talent

and one can only hope that his

next offering will not be replete

with such rampant excess.
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EUGENE Ionesco's, modern

classic. EXIT THE KING, is

now being presented by the

UMass. Theatre in Bartlett

Auditorium.
EXIT THE KING is a play

ajxwt how to live because we all

have to die. It was first done in

English at London's Royal Court

Theatre, with Alec Guiness in

the lead role of King Berenger

1st, yet did not reach American
audiences in the English tran-

slation until 1967. In this short

time EXIT THE KING has made
most critics aware that the

tiresome cliche, playwright of

the absurd, does not wear too

well on Ionesco.

This current production is

significant for a number of

reasons, but none moreso than

the fact that Doris Abramson is

its director.

Doris Abramson. an Amherst

native, graduated from UMass.

with her degree in English in

1949. In the intervening years

she has not only watched the

UMass theatre and theatre

department grow but has had a

hand in guiding that growth.

Miss Abramson recalls that

when she was an undergraduate

at UMass., the opportunities for

a student to perform in plays or

work in any aspects of

production, were few and far

between. Two student

organizations. Roister Doisters.

and the Operetta Guild,

produced a total of three

productions per year between

them. (It might be added that

these student organizations are

still very active, the Operetta

Guild is now known as UMass.
Music Theatre). There wasn't

even a Speech Department at

UMass let alone a theatre

department in those days.

Miss Abramson received her

Masters Degree at Smith
College in Holyoke and joined

the UMass. Faculty in 1953. She

then directed a number of

Roister Doister Productions,

TIGER AT THE GATES,
ELIZABETH THE QUEEN.
MAD WOMAN OF CHAILLOT,
THE CRUCIBLE.

In the subsequent years Miss
Abramson received her PhD
from Columbia University.

Since the Theatre area's in-

\ndree Castillo. (Left) as Queen Marguerite. EUtfW Cadigan as

the Doctor, Peter It van as King Berenger 1st. and Bonnie Bishoff <ni

back > as Juliette in a rehearsal of EXIT THE KING, I Mass Theatre,

Bartlett Auditorium etc.

ception in 1961 she has directed a

major portion of the UMass
Theatre Seasons productions.

She has also found time to write

and have published The Negro

Playwright in the American

Theatre. I92.V1959.

Recently she was asked, why
are you doing EXIT THE KING?
This is a question that usually

drives directors up walls, and

precipitates a fillipant answer

such as "Why not."

But Doris Abramson is no

stranger to Ionesco. and par-

ticularly EXIT THE KING She

directed THE LESSON for the

former Patterson Players of

Amherst, in 1961.

Through some work she had

done for the MASSACHUSETTS
REVIEW, she became
acquainted with Rosette

Lamont, a personal friend and

one of the worlds foremost

authorities on Eugene Ionesco.

With Sevmour Rudin of the

UMass. "

faculty and Mme.
Lamont. Doris Abramson
thought it would be worthwhile

to present EXIT THE KING to

American audiences. The work

had not yet been translated from

the French.

Mme. Lamont received

permission from Ionesco himself

todotheplav in French. LE HOI

SE MEURT. The idea was sold

to radio station WFCR and in

1966 LE KOI SE MEURT,
directed by Doris Abramson.

with Rosette Lamont as Queen

Marguerite and Seymour Rudin

as King Berenger 1st with

faculty from UMass and Smith

College, was presented as a

dramatic reading over the radio.

Soon other educational FM
stations picked up the program
and it was aired throughout the

Eastern and Southern United

States.

Since that time she has always

wanted to do EXIT THE KING
in the English translation and as

a full blown stage production

and this year that desire has

been fulfilled.

In trving to evaluate EXIT
THE KING. Doris Abramson,

and the UMass. Theatre which is

celebrating ten years of growth,

one is tempted to look for

significance and that great

catchall phrase, "relevance."

And yet that is possibly what is

unique about the evaluation. One
does not have to look for it, one

does not have to force it on the

situation.

EXIT THE KING, a play

about the affirmation and im-

portance of life, opens a season

of theatre that is crucial for the

growth and life of the UMass.

Theatre, and it is directed by

Doris Abramson. who has and

still is playing a great part in

nurturing that growth

EXIT THE KIN<; is playing

this weekend. Friday & Satur-

day evenings. Oct. 2l-2:\, and

next week Thursday through

Saturday. Oct. 29-30. All curtain

times are at 8::i<> I'M

Reserved seats are available

at the Bartlett Box oil ice (545-

2579) Monday through Friday

10:00 AM-4:00 PM plus evenings

of performances. Tickets are

$1.50 for UMass students w/ID,

and $2 00 for all others.

WCCkClltt (continued from page 8a)

Walkabout
to get his cut from a group of swindling

criminals. Director John Boorman has

created a visual treat which pictorially

compels the viewer, unfortunately the

plot amounts to nothing much more than

a series of gratuitous violent scenes

whose simplicity jars the visual com-

plexity of the film.

Saturday's Hero (Saturday. Merrill

Science Center, Amherst College, 8)

A 1950 football drama with Donna

Reed and John Derek, for what it's

worth.

See No Evil (Palace Cinema, West

Springfield)

This year's version of Wait Until

Dark, this time featuring Mia Farrow as

a blind girl whose family lies bloodily

murdered all around her while she is

stalked by the killer. It ain't as

frightening as it is in just poor taste as

this kind of film has been better done

before

Skin Game 'Showcase Cinemas. West

Springfield)

A lighthearted, well-done comedy

about a pair of confidence" men who

roam the pre Civil War South conning

slave traders, with James Gamer Lou

GOSSett as the pair.

Hummer ef '42 [Campus Cinemas,

Hadley) . ..

now in its umpteenth week, this

somewhat charming look into the

American psyche circa. 1941 remains

the most popular film of the year It's

nostalgia comes on a bit thick at times

as it tells the story of how a young man
approaches manhood with the

assistance of Jennifer O'Neill.

Together (Showcase Cinemas. West

Springfield)

The first so-called tasteful porno flick

that looks prurient to the nth degree

Tricia'a Wedding (Campus Cinemas.

Hadley)

Les Cockettes de San Francisco in-

terpret the Nixon-Cox wedding to some
outrageous and hilarious results. The
group, who have received much press

recently in such publications as "Rolling

Stone.'' "Earth," and The Village

Voice", are one of the most ac-

complished and outrageous theater

groups now in America. Also In Chant

D'Amour, a film by Jean Genel which

has been surpressed in this country.

Walkabout (Calvin Theater. Nor-

thampton)
An exciting and exotic adventure

story in which two youngste.s. lost in the

Australian wasteland, are befriended by

a young Aborigine and his tribe. The

screenplay, by British playwright

Edward Bond, is intelligent as well as,

imaginative, as the meshing of cultures

is madt both educational and highly

enjoyable.

Woman In Love (Thursday. SC
nnllroom. 7 and 9:30)

Ken Russell's lush interpretation of D.

it.
T Arence's novel is as fine a crafted

film as you may hope to see this year.

The film is a visual wonder as Russell

reduces Lawrence's sexual polemics are

to a near elementary level, his camera
impeccably captures early Twentieth

Century England and makes the film a

haunting and evocative visual pleasure.

The film literally pulsates with sen-

suality and benefits greatly from the

cold. Award-winning portrayal (NY
Film Critic- and Academy) of Clenda

Jackson. With Oliver Reed.

TELEVISION
The Journey (Friday. 11:25, ch. 3)

A busload of neutral citizens, en route

from Budapest to Vienna, are halted in a

border town by a tough Russian major.

What follows is the cat-and-mouse in-

vestigation of the group which may be a

hit fanciful bul is almost always in-

teresting. Featuringa large Continental

cast headed by Yul Brynner. Deborah

Kerr. Jason Robards. Jr., and Robert

M or ley.

Mickey one (Friday, 11:30, ch. 8)

See Films section for more details.

Captain Newman. Ml). (Saturday.

11:25, ch. 3)

An intelligent entertainment which

tells the tale of a neuropsychiatry

section of a big Army base in Arizona

during the waning days of World War II

The film episodically jumps from

comedy to drama without much
discretion, which is occasionally an

noving. still a pleasant entertainment,

with Gregory Peck, Angie Dickinson,

and Torn Curtis
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Weekend
By BOB NEST1

Exit The King

The first UT production of the season

is this Ionesco play, for further details

see page 7a. ($)

Right You Are If You Think \ ou Are

Luigi Pirandello's most perceptive

statement of his own philosophy con-

cerning reality. The story of a family

whose seemingly unusual relationship to

one another causes agitation among

their fellow townspeople. At the

Laboratory Theater, Mt. Holyoke

College, Friday. Saturday at 8:15 and

Sunday at 3. <$>

Stop The World -I Want To Get Off

The UMass Music Theater's

production of the Anthony Newley -

Leslie Briscusse Musical hit, see page 3a

for further details. ($)

MUSIC
\mherst Folklore Center Concerts

The Amherst Folklore Center will

present three concerts on successive!

nights this weekend. Tonight's is

headlined bv Leonda, a native American

singer -songwriter. Saturday will

feature Greg Bullen, a singer-

songwriter, and Cricket Hill, a local

rock band. Sunday night it will be blues

and ragtime with Erick Friendsen. All

will begin sometime after 8 at the

Center, Spring St., in Amherst. <$>

Fat
One of the better known local groups

will play two successive evenings of

music ui the SI' Ballroom. Sunday and

Monday. Sunday they will be backed by

Cricket Hill, Monday by Rush and Clear

Sky.

Livingston Taylor

The lesser-known Taylor brother

whose stvle and manner is even

mellower than brothers' Alex and

James His concert looks to be one of the

fall's best and a splendid way to spend a

cool Autumn night, tonight at Chapm

Auditorium, Mt Holyoke. 8 P.M. <$>

FILMS
An American in Paris

The resplendent 1950 musical (which

won five Oscars including Best Picture)

may have tarnished some, yet still

remains a pleasing example of the

impeccablv produced, skillfully created

MGM musicals of the early Fifties. The

plot is a bit thin, yet is so opulently

adorned with a cornucopia of delights,

from decor to choreography, that it is

hardly missed at all. The music is

Gershwin, and it is sung, danced, and

played by a wonderful cast led by Gene

Kelly. Leslie Caron. and Oscar Levant.

The* final sequence, a dance dream

ballet is one of the finest filmed dance

sequences and remains a supreme

example of Hollywood "Schtick."

Charlv „ . . .

Cliff Robertson won an Oscar for his

portrayal of a mentally retarded man

who through a scientific experiment

becomes a genius. The film is a well-

crafted purposeful tearjerker which is

distinguished by the performances of

Robertson and Claire Bloom as the

nurse who acts as Charly's guardian and

falls in love with him. Much of the ex-

terior filming is Boston and the city

never looked lovelier.

The Chase (Wednesday, Main Lecture

Hall. Hampshire College, 8)

Somehow this mildly hysterical and

glossly melodrama about the lurid

private affairs of a Southern town is

fascinating and diverting in its own way_

The story concerns a sheriff in search of

an escaped convict whose return to the

town throws a number of leading

citizens into a panic. It is thrown

together with nearlv every cliche about

the South imaginable. Still when done by

a cast headed by Marlon Brando, Jane

Fonda, and Robert Redford it makes tor

entertaining dross.

Le Collectioneuse (The Talkie. Nor

thampton)
Eric Rohmer's fourth of his six moral

fables that has a similar theme as his

M% Night At Maud's and Claire's Knee

in which a young woman must make the

critical decision and act upon it. It is

done with the wit .and style that is en-

demic with Rohmer's work.

The Devils I Amherst Cinema. Amherst I

Ken Russell's latest film about

religious and political persecution in

Seventeenth Century France exploits is

subject matter and the result is a lewd

and campy historical pageant. For more

see review elsewhere in issue.

Doctor Zhivago (Showcase Cinemas.

West Springfield)

MGM's latter day Gone With The

Wind this time set in the Ukraine during

Box Office 545-2579

Sylvester, one of the < oc kettes, featured in TRICIAS WEDDING.

the Russian Revolution and bubbling

over with pretentiousness. Zhivago

wanders about like a Slavic Everyman

as the Pasternack novel is reduced to

classv. intelligent pulp for the masses

Robert Bolt's script renders the original

nearly unintelligible and the direction

by David Lean makes this epic seem

longer than it actually is. The whole

Class Package is expensively-mounted

making it the most tediously romantic

spectacle of the Sixties. The music score

by Maurice Jarre is as luscious as it is

empty, with a large cast headed by

Omar Shariff. Julie Christie, Geraldine

Fitzgerald, and Rod Stieger (who shines

in a featured role).

Gimmie Shelter (Sage Hall, Smith

College, 7:30 and 9:30)

The Rolling Stones 1969 American tour

is incisively dissected in this powerful,

often brilliant documentary by the

Maisles Brothers. The two used a

piecemeal stvle which fuses the Stones

in concert with the planning behind

Altamont concert in attempting to

comment upon the larger themes the

violence of the Altamont concert raised.

The concert portions show Jagger as

the master showman he :

.s often called

and proves the group to be the best rock

and roll band of The Sixties. The film

has the final effect of a nightmare, filled

with chaotic incidents and ambiguous

meanings.
.

The Knute Rockne Story (Friday.

Merrill Science Center, Amherst

College. 8)

A 1939 documentary about the tabled

Knute Rockne whose Notre Dame
coaching career introduced the forward

pass to football.

Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Tuesday,

Thompson 104, 8 and 10)

Roger Vadim's film which concerns a

sexually competitive relationship

between Jeanne Moreau and Gerarde

Philipe.

Let's Scare Jessica To Death

A horror film of meshing genres; it at

times resembles a straight ghost story,

at ether times a Shirley Jacksonish

psychological thriller, and still at other

moments resembles the "What Ever

Happened To..." genre. The com-

bination just doesn't mesh and the

results are very uneven. The cast of this

low- budget feature (filmed almost

entirely on location in a beautiful old

house on Long Island) is made up mostly

of television actors led by Zohra

Lampert. and Kevin McCarthy.

The Love Machine (The Academy of

Music, Northampton; Campus Cinemas,

Hadley)
Jacqueline Suzanne's hugely suc-

cessful trash novel has been made into a

generally lacklustre movie. Her banal

prose is nothing more than boring on the

screen and misses any of the sordid

vulgarity which made it famous. The
story is about the rise of Robin Stone

from newscaster to network news

directory by way of bed-hopping and

other behind-the-scenes maneuvers.

John Philip Law is unforgettable as

Robin and Dyan Cannon is ap-

propriately bitchy but hardly

memorable as the head TV executive's

wife. The two fairly interesting per-

formances the film can boast are by

snively Jackie Cooper and David

Hemmings as the fag-with-the-heart-of-

gold (this season's favorite film cliche).

Mickey One (Tuesday, Main Lecture

Hall. Hampshire College. 8)

One of the classic underground films

of the Sixties. On the surface it's a

gangster film in which a man flees the

grip of the gang, but through Arthur

Penn's direction, it's made into a

parable about a man fleeing forces

beyond his control. Penn worked without

a script and the flaws are apparent, with

Warren Beatty.

The Miracle Worker (Thursday, Main

Lecture Hall, Hampshire College. 8)

This film version of William Gibson's

play is a shattering experience mainly

because of two brilliantly drawn, savage

and powerful performances of Anne

Bancroft and Patty Duke. Gibson

adapted his play with care emphasizing
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Red China Admitted To U.N.

Nationalists Ousted

Vietnam Veterans Against The War of I'Mass "move it out" along the railroad tracks outside the

Industrial Gate at Westover Air Force Base while joining forces with the Westover Action Project Group

in a Veterans Day Peace demonstration at the Air Base. (For more see page three.) (Photo by Jim

Crvan)

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. ( AP) — The U.N. General Assembly handed

the United States a stunning defeat Monday night by voting to seat the

Peoples Republic of China and expel the Chinese Nationalists.

The vote on the Albanian resolution was 76-35 with 17 abstentions. It put

an end to a 22-year battle over China's U.N. representation, climaxed

during the past weeks by an all-out U.S. effort to prevent the ouster of the

Taiwan government.

Just before the vote the Chinese Nationalist delegation walked out of

the assembly chamber.

Until the end. the United States had predicted victory. The hattle was

lost, however, when the assembly defeated a U.S.-backed proposal to

declare the expulsion of Taiwan an "important question" which would

have required a two-thirds majority.

The vote on the so-called "important question" resolution was 54 in

favor, 59 against and 15 abstentions.

This meant that the Albanian resolution, calling for the seating of Red

China and the expulsion of the Taiwan delegation, would require only a

simple majority of the countries present and voting. A similar resolution

received a majority of 51-49 a year ago.

Before the key vote, the United States had won a preliminary test on a

motion to give the "important question'' resolution priority in voting. The

vote on this was 61-53 with 15 abstaining.

In Washington, the State Department said it would have no comment on

the vote until Tuesday morning.

There also was no comment at once from the White House.

The American side had lost an earlier test when the i:tl -nation

assembly rejected a proposal for an overnight delay in the voting.

U.S. Ambassador George Bush, who had directed the strategy for the

"dual representation" group, told newsmen after the assembly ad-

journment :

"The United Nations crossed a very dangerous bridge tonight."

He said he had been surprised by the vote.

"I thought we would win and it would be very, very close," he said.

Bush said he expected a very bad reaction from the American public

but that he did not know what Congress would do.

Assembly President Adam Malik told the assembly he would notify the

Peking government immediately. There were reports that some pro-

Peking delegates already had been in touch with Red China's embassy in

Ottawa. A representative of Albania said, however, he did not know when

a Peking delegation would arrive to take over the Chinese seat.

NEWS ANALYSIS
For some days now, in the American drive for votes, the U.S.

delegation has been expressing what sounded like highly qualified op-

timism that its resolution was achieving "forward motion." In the view of

some knowledgable delegates here, it turned out to be a sort of American

diplomatic leap backward.

(China, continued on page three)

Viet Vets March On Westover
Bv JIMCKYAN AND
GLENN SHIELDS

The Viet Nam Veterans Against

The War observed Veterans Day
by participating in a demon-
stration at Westover Air Force

Base against the Air War in

Southeast Asia. The same af-

ternoon the V.V.A.W. marched
alongside the parade route of the

Veterans Day Parade in

Springfield where they had been

refused permission to march as a

group in the Parade.

On The Inside

:

Tina Turner, featured in GIMME]
SHELTER.
the therapeutic relationship betweer

Helen Keller and Annie Sullivan. the

strong, proud teacher who saved the

blind girl from her isolated existence.

The surrounding framework may seed

a bit to stagey, but watching Bancrof^

and Duke is awe-inspiring.

Point Blank (Friday. Campus Centel

Auditorium. 7 and 9)

A vividly photographed, violent crime

melodrama which is so effectively

presented that its lack of substance U

almost completely glossed over, but nol

quite. Lee Marvin plays a gangster ou|

continued on page 7a

WMUA- Dickinson
/vgree

See Page Two

Sylvan Opens
See Page Three

Pinball Idolatry

See Page Six

One Hundred Viet Vets gathered

at Whitmore at 10:00 A.M. on

Monday morning to proceed to the

Industrial Gate at Westover Air

Force Base where they joined with

the Westover Action Project in

opposition to the Air War in

Southeast Asia. The Veterans,

dressed in varying degrees of dress

uniform and wearing medals
awarded them in Viet Nam,
gathered peaceably to hear

speakers from their own group and

active duty personnel who spoke on

the Air War for the Westover

Action Project. Following the

talks, an active duty WAF from

Westover played a guitar and led

the demonstration in a number of

traditional peace songs.

Following the Westover display

of anti-war sentiment the group

departed for Springfield where

they were joined by about fifty

additional supporters. The Vets

were forced to march on the

sidewalks alongside the parade

since their request for admission to

the Parade had been denied. Six

members led the V.V.A.W. in

Springfield, carrying a flag draped

coffin to acknowledge and

remember their IS.090 and more

comrades who died in the Viet-

namese conflict As the parade

arrived at Court Square and the

reviewing stand the V.V.A.W.
mhled on the steps of Citv Hall

i
Maria, an active duty W.A.F. at

for peace in the singing of several

Jim Cryan)

directly across from the reviewing

stand. They were immediately

cleared from the steps by the Chief

of the Springfield Police and a

force of riot-equipped officers.

The Vets complied peacefully.

and assembled at the bottom of the

steps where they were quadroned

off by the police, as seen by this

reporter They remained through

the ceremonies and saluted the

National Anthem, each in his own

Westover led the combined forces

traditional peace songs. (Photo by

way. some Wrfth I peace sign or

raised list and some with the

traditional military salute or with

hand over their hearts

The V V.A W and their sup

porters were the largest contingent

OJ any group that participated in

the ram soaked Veterans Day
Parade The general consensus

among the small number of ob-

servers of the parade was sym-

pathy for the M;irching vets.

:
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WMUA And Dickinson Reach Agreement
Bv VWKSTADNKKl

Radio station WMUA and Emily
Dickinson House have reached a tentative

agreement that will allow WMUA to put its

new antenna and transmitter on top of the

Orchard Hill dormitory. The agreement

comes after months of misunderstanding

between the UMass radio station and the

Dickinson residents.

The new tower will increase WMUA's
power from 10 watts to 1000 watts stereo.

Station manager John Zizis last week

gave representatives of Dickinson House his

personal written guarantee that if there is

any interference or problem created by

putting the tower on Dickinson, within 90

days WMUA will correct the situation or

move.
Previously the crux of the matter had

been WMUA's refusal to guarantee non-

interference, under former station manager
Ken Horseman. Horseman graduated from

UMass last June.

"It was basically two bodies of students

disagreeing, up to now,'' said Zizis. "Last

year I think the problem was that WMUA
didn't go up to Dickinson with the idea of

looking at things through their eyes. The
request for a personal guarantee sounded

reasonable to me, so I complied and the

problem seems to have dissolved.''

WMUA had made all the other

arrangements necessary for the new
transmitter site last year, according to

Zizis. The license for upping WMUA's power

was obtained from the Federal Com-
munication Commission (FCC), and per-

mission for the move was obtained from the

University administration. The UMass
Board of Trustees gave their OK late in the

fall of 1969.

The only delay in starting construction of

the new antenna was Dickinson House's

opposition, according to Zizis. He reported

that the residents' main fears were loss of

the seventh floor utility room (where

equipment would be installed), electrical

interference and its possible side effects.

Actual construction will now begin within

two weeks. Zizis explained the three stages

of construction. First the tower will be put

on top of Dickinson. Then the electrical work

"I think we ought to make it," he said.

"We need a fairly extensive testing period to

make sure the antenna doesn't do what it's

not supposed to do, as well as what it

should." He offered as an example the case

of tuning in Ken Mosakowski on an electric

toothbrush.

Moving In-Now that WMUA will move its transmitting tower to Orchard Hill, their

broadcast range will be greatly increased.

will be done, followed by the moving in of the

transmitter to Dickinson, where it will be

"plugged in".

Zizis said WMUA has a March 22nd

deadline, under the license granted by the

FCC, to goto 1000 watts stereo. He has set a

target date of February 1st, however.

For the student. WMUA's new tower and
transmitter site means higher quality

music, the station manager said. He briefly

explained stereo radio. "The station sends
out two channels of sound, which the home
radio receives and reconverts into a single

signal. A much higher quality sound

results."

The new tower will also mean that WMUA
will be heard by more people, according to

Zizis. He said transmission from WMUA's
present location is being blocked by the

tower on the graduate research center.

"The big urgency is to get above all that

concrete to be heard, so Dickinson was the

best choice we could make," Zizis ex-

plained. He added that the location and

increased power would extend WMUA's
listening range all the way to Springfield,

and north to Vermont. Mountains block

transmission in the east-west direction.

Zizis expressed the hope that the station

will be able to reach UMass students off

campus with the new tower. Although

WMUA is entirely student run. student

operated and student financed, he said that

faculty and administrators should be able to

benefit from the programming, too.

Zizis expects the station to get "a lot more
professional" because of the increased

power. "Mistakes weren't so important

because only a small audience heard them
before, but now the audience will be much
larger." he said.

"The whole station is ready for stereo

now, its programming had been ready for a

long time." Zizis declared. The long time

amounts to four years. The project to in-

crease WMUA's power to 1000 began in 1967.

Along with the mounting time comes
mounting money. The Student Senate

allocated the entire WMUA budget from the

Student Activity Tax Fund, because
WMUA's license does not allow commerical
support. Last year the budget was $10,000,

this year it is about $40,000, according to

Zizis' He projects a rise to $60,000 or $70,000

for next year.

The total cost of the tower project was not

specified.

Speed Freaks Beware

Death At An Early Age
Within a few months, a 22-year-

old Quincy woman will have been

murdered by her society, and no

arrests will be made.

Doctors have told Cindy she will

be fortunate to live another four

months. She has developed a

serious heart condition. Her brain

cells are slowly dying, and many of

the veins in her body are burned

out.

According to doctors at

Massachusetts General Hospital

who specialize in drug abuse, she is

what is called a "speed freak."

She is not only paying for her

habit with her life, but she has
already paid by giving herself to

prostitution.

Her total worldly possessions are

two pairs of slacks, a few blouses,

and $3.87 in her black pocketbook.

She wants to die, and few will

mourn her when she does.

Certainly not her father who
deserted the family, when she was

Macro-Biotic

Foods

this week

at

THE HATCH

a small child, nor probably her

mother, who is an alcoholic.

Many doctors consider speed-
amphetamines — even worse than

heroin because of the harm it does

to the human body.

"If a speed freak doesn't die

from the damage the drug has done

to her body," they say, "she will

stand a good chance of killing

herself while crashing."

"Crashing" is what happens to a

speed user who is "coming off the

high."

Cindy, who had been injecting

the drug with a needle, agreed to

tell her story. It took nearly 14

hours for her to do so, because she

had great difficulty remembering
facts about her life.

"I really don't know where to

begin." she said, nibbling on a

sandwich. "Maybe if just one kid

out there reads my story and
thinks twice about using narcotics,

then I've accomplished something
with my life.

She had talked for nearly five

hours when the tape recorder

started making noises, as if it were
about to quit.

Pointing to the recorder, Cindy

said: "That tape is just like my
life, slowly being used up until

there is nothing left For me it's too

late. ..I want to die."

She admitted she has "a lot of

trouble remembering things..A lot

of times I feel like I'm in a com-
plete fog." Doctors attribute her
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memory problem to damaged
brain cells, caused by the drug.

"I don't know what my father

was like...we had a lot of problems

in my house. My mother and father

didn't get along very well, I guess.

"I left home when I was 17... I can
remember the nights of going to

bed hungry because my mother
wouldn't feed us. Still, I guess

those were the good old days.

"My sister and myself went to

live with my aunt. I stayed with her

until I finished high school. Then I

left. I couldn't stay with her all my
life. It wasn't too convenient for

her, having to take care of us and

her own family, too."

Cindy took a job as a salesgirl in

a Quincy department store. "I

really had to scrape to get by...

I

had no one who really gave a damn
about me. Who could I just go to

and tell my problems to?

"Heck, I had friends, but gee,

you can't tell them...you know
what 1 mean. But they at least

cared for me, and that was more
than my mother ever did. I wonder
if she knows if I'm still alive?"

How did she start taking drugs?

"It was one of those things. We
used to go to parties all the time.

Bob (her boyfriend) had a lot of

friends who used to smoke grass all

the time. I loved Bob. so I did

whatever he wanted me to. I didn't

like alcohol that much, so we
smoked grass instead.

"For the first time in my life,

someone needed me... Bob cared

about me. We were going to be
married as soon as he got out of the

Marines. He had another year and
a half to go.

"One night, Bob got some speed

and sand I would really freak

out... It was something new. At first

I was scared about using it, but

Bob convinced me to try it.

"I should have known it would be

too good to be true. Bob finally had

to leave He was going to be sent to

Vietnam

Cindy started to cry. "He never
came back. He was killed. I just

didn't want to believe it... until I

saw him in the casket. I was all by
myself again."

Later, she said: "Some of the
other kids, friends of Bob, came
over to my place one day. I didn't

want to go, but they took me to the
beach with them. ..They were
trying to be good to me.

"Since Bob left for the service I

didn't use drugs any more. But
they were all using drugs, and I

couldn't say no. Anyway, I felt

good using Speed again. I had
started to shoot it I just had to be
high or I was out of it.

"It was getting expensive ...You
know. Speed is not cheap and I was
getting the good stuff."

Asked how she paid for it, she
said: "I wasn't making much as a
salesgirl. I couldn't pay for this

much Speed .1 quit work. I just

couldn't take it any more.

"I became a prostitute. A lot of
the other kids were doing it. There
was good money in it. ..I could pay
for my habit without really hurting
anyone."

A look of terror crept over her
face. "I used to go to the beach in

the summer when everyone was

down there. Now I usually go down
near the Boston Common. I have a
friend who lives in town where I

used to stay once in a while...

I

don't know, I slept any place I

could.

The conversation had tired her
out. "You know, this is the first

time I've ever talked like this. I

just hope it's not a waste. If any kid

can, why don't they stop now
before it's too late?

"I often wonder what it's going to

be like when I die. I wonder what
will happen. Is there really any
type of God."
She was crying again. "I want to

die so I can be with Bobby. I just

hate being alive. What's the sense
of living any more?"
(Reprinted from The Boston
Globe)

Need help

with your travel

or vacation plans ?

Call

Longwood Travel

Margie B.-320 Grayson

546-6941

TONIGHT
Comparative Literature Film Series

presents

Les Liaisons Dangereuses
(Dangerous Acquaintances)

A Wickedly Funny Comedy
of Seduction and Destruction

Shows at 8 and 10
in Thompson 104
Street Entrance

Season tickets, $3.00
for six films & single-

tickets, $.75, available
at door.

Op'
By GEORGE WEISSUTZ

Saturday marked the formal

opening ceremonies for the

Cashin, Brown, and McNamara
dormitories, which make up the

Sylvan Residential Complex.
The dedication was attended by

about eighty people, and lasted

forty-five minutes. The audience

consisted mainly of members of

the administration, trustees, and
relatives of Harry Dunlop
Brown, William M. Cashin. and
Elizabeth L. McNamara. after

whom the three dormitories are

named.
The ceremonies were presided

over by Acting Chancellor of the

Amherst campus, Dr. Randolph

W. Bromery. After he opened the

ceremonies, introductory
remarks were given by Jim
O'Donaghue. student senator

from Brown dormitory.

Harry Brown Residence Hall

was dedicated by Dennis
Crowley, a trustee of the

University. Brown served as a

Bepresentative in the General

Court from 1929-1934, and as a

UMass trustee from 1940 until

his death in 1968. In 1964 he

received an honorary doctor of

laws from UMass.
Following the dedication of

Brown dormitory, Robert

Gordon, who is presently a

trustee of the University,

dedicated William M. Cashin

Residence Hall. William Cashin

was a UMass trustee for twenty

years. Originally appointed by

Governor Paul Denver, and then

reappointed to the Board in 1956

by Governor Christian Herter,

Cashin was one of the original

the Extension Division of the

State Department «of

Education, the first woman
named to assist the Democratic

Dedication-Members of the William M. Cashin family stand

outside of the new dorm in the Sylvan area. (MDC photo by Alan

Chapman)

trustee members of the UMass
Building Authority.

The final dedication for the

Elizabeth L. McNamara
Residence Hall was given by

Helen Curtis, Dean of Women at

the University. Elizabeth Mc-

Namara was institute director of

National Committee, and a

trustee of the University of

Massachusetts from 1936-1957.

The dedication program,
which ran very smoothly from
start to finish, was planned by

Daniel Melley and Arthur
Lahaite of the public relations

department in Whitmore.

Campus Police

Coudn't Be Better
By PETE FORGET

Statistics compiled by the Campus Police force for the first six weeks of

this semster reveal an increase in criminal activity compared to the

same period one year ago. In an interview with a spokesman for the

Campus Police Sergeant Phil Cavanaugh. it was revealed that officers

have received complaints of 1200 more incidents of criminal activity on

campus this year and have arrested three times as many persons thus far

in the semester as during the same weeks last year.

Cavanaugh commented on the great increase in serious crimes such as

larceny, armed assault, and assault and battery, along with a significant

increase in motor vehicle violations and accidents. He reported that the

Campus Police hope to prevent future increases in accident rates by

greater use of their radar facilities.

The existence of several dangerous pedestrian crossings on campus

were pointed out bv the sergeant. Students crossing Mass. Ave.

I especially at night) are urged to be extremely careful because of the

poor lighting. .

The Campus Police are currently organizing "dorm talks in an at-

tempt to tell the student how he can best protect himself and his property.

( avanaugh urged students to attend the talks to air their gripes and hear

what the police have to say. Students should take the time to record serial

numbers on items like stereos, cars, etc., or make some mark to identify

their property so that if stolen, it can be easily identified and returneo

quicklv. tu
The Campus Police are expecting to increase the size of the torce in tne

near future to provide more extensive investigations of criminal activity

on campus. Thev would like to be able to follow up on all complaints by

students, but "there are just too few officers to see all the kids who get

ripped off,"' according to Cavanaugh. Many rip offs can be prevented by

locking dorm and car doors, he said.

Most of the arrests made by Campus Police concern suspects not

associated with UMass but who have been former students at UMass.

The Police believe that the recent rash of bicycle thefts is a result of

organized criminal activity and is being thoroughly investigated.

Students are urged to report any thefts that occur or are witnessed.

Sgt Cavanaugh said that 6-8 bicycles ( 10-speed types) are stolen a day

with more taken on weekends and more in Southwest than any other area,

because of the great number of students living there.

The Campus Police force has the formidable task of protecting the

15 000 or so students on campus plus aiding the Amherst Police in town

incidents. If you get ripped off ask yourself if your door was locked and

then get on down to talk to the Campus Police.

China
*****

(continued from page one)

Nobody here will contend that the United States

failed to live up to its promise to work hard for the

proposed two-Chinas solution.

Secretary of State William P. Rogers and Am-

bassador George Bush were trying to line up support

but even some of America's closest allies have refused

to buy a solution which they are sure Peking will

reject.
,

The Americans have whipped up some additional

support, but even Bush sounded a good deal less than

over-optimistic when he noted that the American

position was "winnable."

The United States wanted to make the expulsion of

Chiang's regime an "important question," because

expelling any member must be considered a most

serious matter and thus should require the "important

question" two-thirds vote.

The opponents say there is no question of expelling a

member. China remains a member, one way or the

other The only question to be resolved, they say, is

whether China is represented by Peking, which rules

800 million Chinese or Taiwan, which rules an island

population of 14 million.

The outcome boiled down to three possibilities:

—The United States was defeated in its request for

priority consideration of its "two Chinas" resolution.

An Albanian resolution calling for expulsion of

Taiwan and seating of Peking was submitted first and

is technically entitled to be voted first, but a good

many members were thought to be sympathetic to the

U.S. request for priority. To refuse meant a simple

majority voting for the Albanian resolution would

make all the other questions academic.

—The United States can win priority voting for its

resolution and be defeated by a simple majority.

When the "important question" failed, there was

practically no chance of keeping Taiwan in the world

organization. The Albanian resolution was virtually

sure of passage.

—The U.S. "important question" could have won by

the narrowest of margins. This would mean that it

would require two-thirds of the members to expel

Taiwan. The expulsion move would have then failed.

The Chiang Kai-shek regime would have remained

seated and Red China would be invited also to join and

take over the Security Council seat allotted to the

Chinese in the charter. There was little chance of

Peking doing that, under such circumstances.

(Editors Note: Each week in the MDC there will be a Security log

featuring a report of Campus Police activity. Some of these incidents

show the disregard of people for each other and the extent of crime on our

campus. Hopefully, the article will demonstrate the need for student co-

operation regarding crime at UMass.)

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

Station

Bombed
(AP) — Security was intensified

at city police stations Monday after

a dynamite bomb exploded at the

headquarters of the Detroit Police

Officers Association.

The blast shattered almost all

windows in the red brick house,

destroyed interior plasterboard

walls and blew a hole in the rear

foundation. Roofing and gutters

also were heavily damaged.

No one was in the building at the

time and there were no injuries.

Woman's Lib

Discussion
Women's liberation on campus

will be holding a discussion tonight

at 7:30 on the Significance of

Women in the University. It will be

an informal sharing of ideas.

The topics to be considered could

encompass reasons women are at

the University, goals in being here,

how to better make the University

a growing experience, how to

relate the present situation to the

future and possible alternatives.

The possibility of meeting in

support groups and what form they

will take will also be explored. All

interested women are invited.

Consult the Collegian notices for

the room number.

Arab-Israeli

Speaker Set
Miss Yael Vered, the director of

the Israeli government's Middle

Kast Department, will speak at

Amherst College, Tuesday
November 2. She will lead a

discussion, "Looking Toward a

Middle East Settlement," at 4 p.m.

in Converse Assembly, Converse

Hall, on the Amherst College

campus.
Miss Vered is prepared to speak

on numerous topics, including

Arab-Israeli relations, current

political problems in Israel and the

Arab world, and the Fedayeen and

Palestinian organizations.

Prior to her appointment as

director of the Middle East

Department, Miss Vered served as

political counselor at Israel's Paris

embassy, as director of the

Foreign Minister's Bureau, and as

a commentator for the Voice of

Israel.

FREE SODA
with purchase of a Sub

from Mobile Deli; Butterfield

Yerrace <V- Southwest

(near Prince House)

This Week Only, Oct. 26 - 29.

W
Applications are

available at the

RSO desk,

1st. level,

Campus Center

today.
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Nixon Stresses Differences Between Trips

WASHINGTON President

Nixon expressed optimism
yesterday about the prospects for

lasting peace, but warned at the

same time that "there are great

differences" between the

Government of the United States

and those of the Soviet Union and
Communist China.

In a brief radio address marking

Veterans Day. which he delivered

from Camp David, near Thurmont.

Md., Mr. Nixon said that his trips

next year to Peking and Moscow
•are directed toward" the goal of

peace But he added:

"We go with no false hopes, and

we intend to leave behind us in

America no unrealistic ex-

pectations"

Mr Nixon also pledged his

concern for the returning veterans

of the war in Vietnam, which he

called "the most publicized and

least understood war in our

history."

He asked all Americans to join

him in a commitment "to do all

that we can do to insure that those

who have borne the burdens of war

are not made, because of their

sacrifice, to bear dispropor

tionately the burdens of the

peace."

A charge that there was just such

neglect of the needs of Vietnam

veterans was made by Senator

George S. McGovern in a Veterans

idtnt

Lion's Hughes

Dies After Game
DETROIT (AP) A heart at-

tack was responsible for the death

of Chuck Hughes, a 28-year-old

wide receiver for the Detroit Lions,

an autopsy revealed Monday.

The autopsy, conducted by Dr.

Taisja Tworek of the Wayne
County Medical Examiner's staff,

indicated Hughes died from a heart

attack due to clogging of his heart

artery by clots.

A spokesman for the medical

examiner's office described

Hughes' attack, which occured

with just over a minute remaining

in Sunday's game between the

Lions and the Chicago Bears as:

it's the same thing an 87-year-old

person could have died from."

The spokesman said tests of

tissue samples were taken to

determine whether Hughes con-

sumed any type of drugs before the

attack. He said results of the tests

are incomplete.

However, he said if the heart

attack was due to drugs, the

medical examiner's report would

not have been released so quickly.

He said the report's release in-

dicates the medical examiner is

certain Hughes' death didn't stem

from drugs
The official cause of death listed

in the autopsy report was "ar-

teriosclerotic coronary artery

disease with acute coronary
thrombotic occulsion

."

A medical doctor explained to

The Associated Press the

examiner's finding meant, in ef-

fect, that Hughes had a hardening

of the main artery supplying the

heart, possibly caused by calcium

and fiberosis.* and that a clot had

formed in this artery, shutting off

the flow of blood.

He suggested hardening of the

tileries was unusual in a person of

28, although not in persons beyond

the age of 50 or so.

He suggested the so-called

hardening of an artery was
something like a water pipe in

which calcium deposits keep
building up until they virtually shut

off the flow, adding "then it takes

only a pebble to shut off the

water."
Dr. Richard A. Thompson, the

Lions' team doctor, said Hughes,

who died on the turf of Tiger

Stadium before 54,478 spectators,

was unresponsive from the

moment we got out there except for

trying to get a breath.''

Drugs Used

On Inmates
KANSAS CITY <AP> - A drug

powerful enough to lull some in-

mates for as long as two weeks is

being used at the Missouri
Penitentiary to quell violent out-

bursts, an attorney for inmates

savs.

Gerald R. Walsh of the Legal Aid

& Defender Society of Kansas City

said Sunday doctors at the prison

"shoot up" inmates with the drug

Prolixin after making clinical

judgments they are psychotic.

The drug has been used on some
inmates regularly for as long as

two years. Walsh said, because

when he comes off the drug, "he
might revert to anti-social

behavior.

"What we see here is a chemical

solution to a behavior problem; it

is not directed at helping the man,
at helping him change."

Dr Lee Baker, chief medical

officer at the penitentiary in

Jefferson City. Mo., said Prolixin

is administered to 90 or 40 inmates

at the prison.

UNDERGRADUATE

I.D. Cards
may be picked up

October 28

109 Hampshire House

Dav statement.

The South Dakotan, a candidate

for the Democratic presidential

nomination, said that the nation

had. 'delayed too long" in

guaranteeing to present and future

Vietnam veterans "the best the

nation can offer in health care,

employment opportunities and

benefit's for job training."

Senator McCiOvern cited Labor

Department figures that show

"three hundred thousand Vietnam

veterans among the millions who

walk the streets unemployed."

He also spoke of thousands of

other Vietnam veterans whose

wounds are drug addiction and

other psychological problems and

who "are simply not getting the

medical treatment they need

because funds are short and

facilities inadequate."

Mr. Nixon, in effect, directly

answered the senator.

He noted that in June he had

ordered the Labor Department to

inaugurate special programs to

provide training and jobs for

veterans. He said:

"I am happy to report that

during July and August alone,

more than 121,000 Vietnam
veterans were placed in jobs or in

training for jobs."

Mr. Nixon went on to say that "in

addition to jobs and education we
have taken comprehensive steps to

provide the best medical care

possible, including treatment for

drug users."

'But the most appropriate
tribute to America's veterans," he

continued, "would be to ac-

complish the secure and lasting

peace for which they fought.

"We have before us the best

chance in this century to make the

present generation of American
war veterans the last generation of

American war veterans."

Castle Hill Project Fails

BOSTON ( AP )
— Castle Square,

a bright housing promise for the

poor only four years ago, today is a

fortress of despair. Worn beyond

its years and financially frayed, it

houses demoralized tenants fearful

of crime and openly hostile to

management.
The experience of Castle Square,

and hundreds of others like it

across the country, is shaking the

belief of government housing of-

ficials that they had found an

alternative to discredited public

housing: That business, lured by

tax incentives and interest sub-

sidies, could build and operate

durable, decent low-rent, housing

in rundown inner cities.

Instead the result has been a

booming program.that is well on its

way to producing new slums in the

inner cities. Now Secretary of

Housing George Romney and other

Nixon administration officials are

looking for ways to salvage the

program, which will cost the

government $175 million this year,

and it's expected to require $80

billion in subsidies over 40 years.

What's wrong at Castle Square is

what's wrong with the ghetto

portion of the government's
multibillion- dollar subsidy
program to build or rehabilitate

apartments. Among its problems

are substandard and inept con-

struction, tenants with crippling

social disabilities, crime and
drugs, soaring maintenance and
repair costs.

Castle Square is a serpentine

maze of brick and concrete
buildings housing 600 apartment
and townhouse units. It sits astride

a four-block urban-renewal area in

the decaying South End of Boston.

a neighborhood of decrepit
rowhouses and small stores mired
in crime, narcotics and alcoholism.

The project's mixture of elderly

retirees and young families is 30

per cent black. 30 per cent white, 30

per cent Oriental, and 10 per cent

Spanish American. Many of the

tenants are on welfare, some on

drugs.

Tenant management hostilities

and swarms of children have left

their mark. So have vandals and
burglars. Outdoor lights are
broken. Jimmy marks are evident

on many doors.

First floor windows are barred

against break-ins. The glass-

enclosed stairwells are riddled

with cracks and holes. Graffiti

decorate sidewalks and walls.

Many of the original and most

desirable tenants have moved out

Those who have stayed are deeply

disillusioned.

"People would move if they

could, "saidtenantAlma McKinnen.

To the residents, the cause of

most of the problems is

management-in this case the

Druker Co. of Boston, a nationally

known real estate developer.

Druker. so the tenant compaint

goes, is reluctant to fix. the water

leaks, patch the plumbing, replace

the broken lights, eradicate the

rats and vermin, clean the

grounds, shovel the snow, and
sweep away the skidrow drunks

who hang around.

Druker has tried to raise rents

$28 a month, to $116 for a one-

bedroom apartment and $160 for

four bedrooms, plus electricity.

But the Boston Rent Board blocked

$6 of this increase, in part because

of complaints about maintenance.

Management, by contrast,

blames-and has sued-the building

contractor for shoddy con-

struction; condemns the Federal
Housing Administration for what it

calls skinflint ceilings on con-

struction costs and for insufficient

allowances for management costs;

faults the police for inadequate

patrols and scolds the tenants for

slovenliness.

"We're expected to build

something to last for 40 years

without the ingredients to make
that possible," said Ronald M.

Druker, director of development

for the company. He claims the

firm has dipped into its own pocket

to finance "in excess of $100,000" in

repairs.

"It's very easy for tenants to

complain." he said. "But I have
never seen a mother reprimand
her child for throwing paper

wrappers around the grounds.

There's only so much maintenance
we can do."
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Amherst Installs President
Soviet Poet At

Amherst Tonight
Amherst College Saturday

inaugurated a new president and
announced the receipt of a $500,000

gift from an alumnus.
Dr. John William Ward was

inaugurated in the college's indoor

athletic field before an audience of

about 2000. He is the fourteenth

president in the school's 150-year

history.

Ward took over the post last

July. He succeeded Dr. Calvin H.

Plimpton, who resigned.

The half-million dollar gift was
made by Morris A. Copeland, class

of 1917. The money will finance a

colloquium fund to bring together

"young people of diverse

backgrounds and different per-

spectives to engage with faculty

and students at Amherst College to

promote the cross-fertilization of

ideas."

Announcement of the Copeland

Colloquium gift was made
Saturday morning during the

opening session of Alumni
Weekend, just before Dr. Ward's

inauguration.

The Copeland fellows brought

each year to the campus through

the fund will be young — "ideally

persons under 40" — who can make
contributions as social scientists,

academicians in other fields of

knowledge, public servants, or

intellectual leaders in other

capacities, the college said. There

will be no minimum educational

requirement for the fellowships.

Ward, in announcing the gift,

said. "In these days when a college

president must go out asking for

money and provide convincing

reasons why it should be given, it is

delightful to receive a letter from

an alumnus offering not only

money, but a sound educational

objective for its use."

Ward indicated fellows brought

to the campus under the fund

would be "untraditional people

John William Ward

who would be here long enough to

make a real impact on us."

In his inauguration address. Dr.

Ward said democratic freedom is

not something easily achieved or

maintained.

"The basic crises is whether our

institutions can be made to work,

made to work in ways that are not

simply authoritarian and
repressive," he said, drawing
parallels with the crises in our

society.

Ward expressed guarded hope

individuals living in a spirit of

democratic freedom would be

capable of "rising to a perception

of what is right and acting on that

perception."

"It is, I grant you, a millenial

hope. But I would also remind you

that it is the hope of what con-

stitutes the nature of a free and

democratic society. And, unless

the institutions of a free and

democratic society can in-

corporate that hope within each

and every one of them, then there

is no hope left." he said.

"We have here at this college a

selection of the most advantaged

and the most favored people that

can be found in American society.

If we cannot make that hope work

here, what hope is there?" he

asked. "I am as skeptical as the

next man but I am willing to give it

my all to see that it works here."

Dr. Ward was introduced by

Prof. Henry Nash Smith of the

University of California at

Berkeley, who taught Dr. Ward
when he was a graduate student.

Smith congratulated the college

"on its wisdom and good fortune"

in electing Ward. I wish to

congratulate Mr. Ward also,

although with more complex
feelings. He faces heroic labors

and he has a heroic opportunity. If

he is able to bring the college

safely through the coming decade,

he will have performed a historic-

feat. I think he can do it," Prof.

Smith said.

Turning to the crises in college

education today. Dr. Smith called

for a "thoroughgoing revision of

many of the teaching methods now
in use."

Andrei Voznesensky, the Soviet

poet who has won international

recognition as one of the greatest

contemporary poets, will give a

reading of his poetry at Amherst
College, Tuesday, November 2.

Voznesensky will give the

reading at 8 p.m. in Johnson
Chapel on the Amherst College

campus. The event is open to the

public without charge.

The Soviet poet opens his

program with a commentary in

English. The poetry readings are

given alternately in English and
Russian.

Voznesensky was born in

Moscow on May 12, 1933. As a

youngster he was introduced to

poetry, particularly the works of

Severyanian and the great man
who later became his mentor.

Boris Pasternak. Voznesensky's

first poems were published in 1958,

followed closely by his initial

volume, "Mozika," in 1960. Three

following collections "Parabola",

"The Triangular Pear" and
"Antiworlds" have appeared since

then.

Robert Lowell has spoken of

Voznesensky as a "difficult poet

and the disciple of difficult poets,

yet he moves large audiences, and
I think this has encouraged him to

give an immediate spoken vitality

to his surprising thoughts and most

ingenious images."

On his third tour of the United

States, Voznesensky is making his

first appearance in this country

since 19f>8. The poet will speak at

other leading institutions including

Princeton. Dartmouth, the Library

of Congress, and the Town Hall,

New York City.
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Kaplan Picked By Smithsonian

Restoc
Mon. thru Fri.
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Saturday 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

When the National Portrait

i/iallery of the Smithsonian In

stitution in Washington, D.C.

decided to portray the role of the

black man in American history, it

hired as consultant UMass
professor Sidney Kaplan, a 30-year

specialist in black history.

The exhibition Kaplan is

preparing will present two cen-

turies of the history and culture of

blacks in this country. It will

display portraits of Afro-

Americans ranging from Phillis

Wheatley. who in 1773 became the

first published black poet in the

U.S., to Malcolm X, a leader of the

Black Revolution of our times.

Prof. Kaplan, who first became

interested in black studies as an

undergraduate at the City College

of New York, believes that racism

is the chief problem of our time. He

says. "My original inclination in

the way of becoming an historian

of American culture, and my
general outrage at what was being

perpetrated on the Negro people of

the United States, led me to

specialize in what I came to con-

sider the core question of

American history: the institution

of white racism as it affected

people of color -blacks, Indians,

and others."

Many of the portraits Kaplan has

selected to display will be ac-

companied by objects associated

with the figures, such as an in-

ventor's model, a composer's

manuscript score, or an example

of a sculptor's work. The con-

tributions of Afro-Americans from

all walks of life will be represen-

ted, from political and scientific to

athletic and revolutionary.

The exhibition, tentatively titled,

"The Afro-American; portraits of

Men and Women of Mark from the

Revolution to the Second World

War," will be in the National

Portrait Gallery of the

Smithsonian during the fall of 1972.

Kach year, the Gallery mounts

temporary exhibitions such as this.

As consultant to the Gallery,

Prof. Kaplan is responsible for all

preparations, including writing a

book-catalogue to be distributed

nationally. He was on leave from

the University for the past

academic year and is continuing to

work on the preparations although

back teaching full-time at UMass.

Prof. Kaplan has been with the

UMass English department for 25

years. He teaches courses in

American literature and has

specialized in the works of Edgar

Allen Poe and Herman Melville.

He has also studied extensively the

black image of American art.

In 1970, Kaplan was one of the

original organizers of the W.E.B.

DuBois department of Afro

American studies at UMass and

has since taught courses in it. He

has also helped prepare a

pioneering exhibition of the black

image in American art for the

museum at Bowdoin College,

Brunswick, Me. With Marvin

Sadik, director of the National

Portrait Gallery, he co-authored

"The Portrayal" of the Negro in

American Painting."

Working on the exhibition with

Kaplan has been Richard Pruitt of

Roxbury. a UMass alumnus.

Kaplan is also assisted by an ad-

visory committee of eminent black

scholars and artists. Asst. Prof.

Michael Thelwell, head of the

UMass department of Afro-

American studies, serves on that

committee.
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Navy Pants

$6.00

Flannel &
Corduroy

Shirts

$1.50

Denim
Jackets

$3.00 & $4.50

Corduroy
Jackets

$5.00

orkshirts

Overalls

Jumpsuits

$4.50

Fatigue
Pants
$2.00

Furs $10 - 30

Shawls $2.00

Leathers, Cordnroys, Velvets, & Antique Dresses (20's-30's)

Sweaters, authentic P-Coats, new Parkas, Felt Hats,

Moutons, Tunics, Berets, Hbt-Shlrts & Pants, Long Wool Coats,

M-43's, Eisenhowers, Boots, etc.

Bring your handicrafts

SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE

Redeem Coupons at the

STUDENT UNION HATCH
between 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Tues., Oct. 26 - Oct. 30
One Coupon
Per Order

Every Wednesday is

STAMPEDE NIGHT
A little bit of the Far West in New England.

Our cowgirls, in Western garb will serve you Western Steer Beef

aJfll ounce - 45< per ounce for Prime Sirloin, 70< per ounce for

Fi.e^on, an 35<frounce for a Rib of Broiled Beef. Just tell

th* chef how hick of a slice you want, and how you like it done.

*£~9*m"m* Buffet in mind A: 30 to 9: 00 p.m. $5.50 per

person.

RAOUL DUTHICH. INNKfIPIR

j

TREAT YOURSELFTOAHATCH

StZZLtA/GSTERK kattb^^
DAILY3P.M.-10P.M.
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Help Wanted
By CHARLOTTE LETTIS

The woman down the hall from

me is a very interesting person.

She doesn't like women. "Anyone
who doesn't become what they are

potentially capable of becoming is

inferior.'' For some reason those

"anyones" tend to be women. All

the talking, wanting and wishing

that is done is no good unless it is

followed by action. There are too

many pseudo-liberated woman
types running around, few that

really are Free.

Yesterday I ran an 11 -mile race

in Gardner, Massachusetts. I was
the only female entry out of 120

males. My place was 75th, my time

72:30, about 6 minutes and 40

seconds per mile. It's a lousy place

and a lousy time-for a man. But as

a woman you wouldn't believe the

praise I got. Even though the

praise and encouragement was
positive. I feel it was degrading

and discouraging. Continually I

ask women why they are not

participating in male-dominated
activities, intellectual as well as

physical. I mean if we expect to be

liberated we've got to do
something about it, the male is

certainly not going to declare

emancipation. It's not their job.

( The men in the race were pleased

and proud to see I was running. ) It

is women, not men. who are going

to make something happen. In

order to do this we must stop

considering ourselves inferior. It

was incredible, some of the mixed

comments I got from women as I

Before The Fact

One can become disillusioned very quickly when

confronted with an array of college students from all

over the country. They are not to be taken as a whole,

but most are not being encouraged to be a decisive

factor in America today.

All across the country newspapers and student

governments are still censored and hampered by

college administrators and governmental in-

terference. Students at big universities have more or

less held their own, but scores of smaller schools

remain literally (and politically) shackled by

authoritarian individuals in positions of control.

That is one conclusion this reporter came to after

attending a convention of the Associated College

Press iA(T> in Dallas, Texas along with 1300 other

student newspaper and yearbook editors from across

the nation. The convention itself was planned to be a

showcase affair for publishing companies. The editors

who traveled to Dallas were fed the pap of free

receptions and token workshops, carefully strained of

both the opportunity to discuss the basic concerns of

our times and to act other than in a politically neutral

twilight of big hotel plushness and business opulence.

Most of the students seem to have been primed for

that kind of convention activity though. With the

exception of a few disgruntled misfits, everyone had a

good time. Some of the activities were, of course,

valuable for newspapers trying to expand their ad-

vertising, workout organizational problems and

receive sympathy for their oppressive college

president or state legislature. There are many states

where student publications are constantly threatened.

College newspapers have been shut-down and cen-

sored even in enlightened states like Massachusetts,

where the Boston College paper was eliminated and

other state college papers censored. One certainly got

the feeling that if your newspaper acted freely and

without coersion, you were indeed lucky.

After Student Senate President Lee Sandwen

returned from a meeting of the National Student

Association he commented that N.S.A. would

probably not last too long, because the organization

just wasn't worth what it seemed to be doing,

moreover what it wasn't doing made the meeting

useless.

It seems unlikely that a national student

organization will ever become a powerful political

force, whether the group is journalistic or student

government. There are too many forces ready to buy-

out student idealism, exhaust and frustrate student

concerns and generally keep the young voters in line.

Big companies love to zap an active student into

oblivion. People like Joe Rhodes of the Scranton

Commission have been mollycoddled into acceptable

form by private and official swooning.

Even at a time in our history when libertarians are

cringing in their white robes, the youth of this nation

are letting themselves be brought into submission

before thev have even rebelled.

Be God For Only A Quarter

ran. Surprisingly, the middle-aged

to elderly women were the most

receptive. The yell was one of pure

pleasure, encouragement and
pride. The biggest disappointment

was the high school-college age

women who were either silent or

vicious. One even yelled, "Hey
muscles ", with a cigarette hanging

out of her mouth. 1 1 used to smoke

too, but decided I wasn't going to

let big business shit on me also.)

The younger girls, 8 or 9 couldn't

understand why a woman was
running. They are so conditioned

into thinking woman do just cer-

tain things. Somehow I felt bitterly

disappointed, almost betrayed.

Here I was running not only for

myself but for women, hoping

somehow to break that chain that

keeps us from becoming people

The 11 miles seemed like a

freedom run, only it wasn't very

enthusiastic or victorious. I wanted

to be proud but a lot of things

brought me down. The vicious

remarks, the whistling, cat calls

and the silence- the silence

especially. It seems that in any

activity women attempt equal to

men, our worst enemy is other

women. The silence or the non-

participation is the most painful of

all.

There was one positive remark.

As I pushed up one of the last hills,

an older woman about 65, yelled

loudly. "Go and get 'em." All I

could think was. I'd really like to.

but I need some help.

By BOB ZELMAN
Perhaps you've noticed that pin

ball machine players are very

religious people. They approach
the machine with the same zeal

and fervor with which a Chasidic

Jew approaches the Lord. The
religion is gaining converts every

day. Who can resist the beckoning

lights ami exciting noises?

It is basically an anthropocentric

religion - i.e. it is centered around
man rather than God. It is truly a

religion of the 20th century. The It

asks the most important question of

our times: Will man bow to the

machine or will it bow to him 9

God created life. But now. my
friends, so can you... Just drop a

quarter in the little slot. One thin

quarter- plunk- and then: "Let

there be light." He spoke and it

was done...

What is at stake is the ultimate

fate of this world of your creation.

Will you destroy the world and
doom it to a dark (i.e., unlit* death

or will you give it new life and light

(i.e., rebirth). If the ball stays up
in the top that's heavenly. But if it

goes down into the darkness of the

pit it will never be seen again.

Theologians have been watching
the games (soon to appear "Wide
Wide World of Sports") very

carefully because it raises one of

the oldest and most vexing
problems of theology : How do you

get salvation 9 It's the centuries-old

controversy between deeds and

belief, works and faith.

The people who believe in the

former doctrine, the efficacy of

work, are very active players.

They believe that you must work
and sweat in order to achieve

salvation.

You can always tell who these

people are because you can see the

tension as it creeps over their faces

and tightens their arm muscles. He
feels the immense power of it but

it's a grave responsibility. In

existential terms you might say

that he feels the "angst" (anxiety)

of standing up to the universe alone

in your "fear and trembling".

These people are constantly

struggling to control the ball by

pushing and banging the machine.

But they wind up being over-active

and the machine responds in the

same way that our environment

has by saying in bright letters

"Tilt! Tilt!" The Greeks knew that

if men attempted to play gods they

incurred the sin of hubris and were

duly punished.

The other extreme side of the

debate is the way of faith. You can

just lay back and let the ball go

You must trust in it. Let it go where

it wants to go.

But the true pin ball wizard ( e.g..

Tommy) knows that these

theological positions have their

limitations. Tommy is what we call

"handicapped", "but that deaf,

dumb and blind kid sure plays a

mean pin ball." "He can feel and if

you can do that you can respond. A
real "wizard" understand the
subtle interplay between man and
the machine.

He knows the folly of over-

reacting on the one hand and
passivity on the other. He can

envision the "karma" of the ball.

He can sense where it will go from

moment to moment. He lets it go

its own way as he responds to it in a

gentle loving way.

He doesn't tense up as if the

world rests in his hands and he

doesnt relax into a stoned stupor.

He stands there in the calmness of

his faith and then he responds to

the moment w ith no hassles. In this

manner he solves the theological

problem by finding the proper

place for both faith and works. He
realizes that to divide the two is to

respond in a half-hearted way.

The usual opposites of control

and permissiveness, restraint and

freedom meet in the unity of his

body as he responds to the needs of

the moment.
But ultimately the pin ball

machine reasserts the basic in-

security of the universe and in

doing so gives man a little

humility. When it comes right

down to it all you can do is wait.

Maybe your number will come up
and maybe it won't.

Did you win or... All you can do is

trust in the wisdom of the Lord.

The ways of God are many and
mysterious...
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Editorial Points

THE PAY BOARD WILL NOW COME TO ORDER

Letters To The Editor

The Challenge Still Stands
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To the Editor:

In response to a letter entitled "Anti Soviet or Pro

Jewish?" printed in the Collegian, October 21, 1971:

The argument presented for the plight of Soviet

Jewry by Jeffrey Cossin (which the previous refers

to) is certainly not an intelligent one. It was a

befuddled statement of passion. However, the

response given by Anne Dranginis and Norman

Bender, though seemingly logical and collected on the

surface, lacked documentation and statement of

authority. Where do these young "Sovietologists"

acquire such a storehouse of information and factual

knowledge about Jewish publications, Jewish theater

and "official Soviet policy on Jews", and an array of

some very precise figures on the Jewish percentage of

Soviet college students and professionals? One does

not find this information in a Russian travelogue.

In recent years, I have been affiliated with many

people who have traveled to the Soviet Union for the

purpose of visiting and observing the Soviet Jewish

Community; and also many people who fled from the

Soviet Union (when it was easier to do so) with the

purpose of never returning there. The concensus one

gets from these people is that the Soviet Union-was

never -with the possible exception of a very brief, free

Bolshevik Government - a haven for Jews. Years

before that. Jews in Russia were huddled in the Pale

Settlements to be ransacked and murdered by the

Czars' troops and Cossacks from the Russian Steppes.

They were forced into enclaves of poverty and

deprevation. such that Europe (or Eurasia) has yet to

see again. And need one repeat the gastly acts of

Stalin, a man whose paranoia of anti-semitism reaked

still another havoc on the Russian Jewish Community.

(Check Stalin's great "Doctor Plot" as a good

example).
Yes, the Soviet Government was one of the tirst

governments to recognize the reestablished State of

Israel but let us not be naive. No government ever

acts out of pure altruism and the USSR, is certainly

no exception, as Miss Dranginis and Mr. Bender seem

to suggest. It had nothing to do with Russia's

"progressive policies" toward Jews. History shows

that it was a political act against Britain, who had the

Mandate on Palestine, with the purpose of gaming a

foothold in the Middle East which backfired into the

hands of the Arab states as evidenced by the ever

present Soviet Fleet in the Mediterranean. The letter

goes on to construct a mere tissue of half-truths in-

stead of documented facts.

Even if the percentage of Jewish people in the Soviet

Universities and professions, as the authors of the

letter state, was the truth, the "good" position held by

the Soviet Jew must be rapidly disintergrating

because, time after time, we hear of Soviet Jews being

tried and committed to prisons for what is common

intellectual dissent in most every other country. These

well-established Jews are even finding it worth

risking a death sentence to hijack planes out of Russia

to head for Israel. If Russia has a policy of free

emigration (which even the government doesn't

admit) then why do these Russian Jews gamble with

the death sentence so frequently? Why is there a need

for a Jewish Underground? Why do they not, instead,

apply for these "easily" earned exit visas. I do not

What Did He Say?
To the Editor:

In the MDC's article about Dr. Joel r ort s speech at

the University on the evening of October 18th your

report stated that Dr. Fort advocated "the banning o

alcohol and tobacco farmers". Not only is that not

what Dr. Fort said, but it also misrepresents one ot his

basic contentions. What Dr. Fort asked for was the

"banning of all advertising and promotion of alcohol

and tobacco."

Later during the discussion in the Colonial Lounge

Dr Fort was asked specifically if he favored the

prohibition of alcohol and tobacco. He answered that

he did not and went on to explain that prohibition has

not proven to be successful in reducing the use of a

particular substance.
Stephen Newman

think one need waste valuable space to expose every

misconception I ran across in the letter of October

21st. This will suffice to prove my point.

I would not dare say that the situation of the Soviet

Jew is analagous to that of the Pre-WW II German

Jew. The situation is more subtle in Russia. The

government doesn't officially sanction anti-semitic

punishments, but many have already felt this non-

punishability. In the same light, the American

government does not officially sanction racism - but

racism breeds in all facets of American life.

Life is not as bad as it once was for the Russian

Jews. There are no Cossack raiders. But life is getting

consistently harder. If Jews are abundant in the

professions, they find it increasingly difficult to

practice. If, as was suggested by the authors of the

referred to letter, the Jewish People are equal citizens

in the USSR., then the challenge still stands to the

Soviet government: Let there be an open emigration

policy! or is Kosygin afraid that Russian will then be

spoken on both sides of the suez?
Jeffrey Green

Social Reality
To the Editor:

In response to a letter in last Thursday's Collegian

concerning the attitude that the outcry over Soviet

Jewery is a political ploy to reactivate anti-Soviet

paranoia I wish to quote from a letter written by

Bertrand Russel in 1965;

"Your replv is lacking in scrupple when it dismisses

as a "cold win"' attitude, expressions of concern for

Soviet Jews which exist in progressive. pro-Soviet,

and also Communist circles in the West, and when it

makes the ridiculous charge that the motive is the

diversion of attention from "the racist and anti-

Semitic orgy rife in some countries across the water."

You cannot be unaware that the Communist Parties in

Italy. France. United States. Canada. Scandinavia,

Australia, and elsewhere have publicly criticized anti-

Semitic literature in the USSR, discrimination against

Jewish religion, and the depredation of Jewish

culture. You are grossly misleading your readers if

you suppress this important fact and misrepresent

honest criticism of the inequality experienced by

Soviet Jews...

I am fully aware of the cultural facilities that nave

been accorded to Soviet Jews since 1956. I welcome

them as some mitigation of the crimes Stalin com-

mitted against the Jewish people, but they are

meager, grudging, and inadequate to the needs of a

vigorous intellectual community of some three million

Jews. The striking cultural amenities supplied to even

the smallest Soviet national and linguistic minorities

illustrate injustice imposed on Soviet Jews."

I suggest that the authors of last Thursday's letter

and any who might share their views, re-examine

their data in light of the social reality existing in

Russia.
Geoffrey Levine

Letters

To The Editor
\s in previous years the MDC will continue to print

letters to the editor The only requirements are that

they he tvped at sixty spaces, double-spaced and

absolutely* no longer than two pages in length. All

letters must be signed and the author's address and

telephone numbers must be included No letter will be

published without this information. Also, no letters

will be printed without the name of the author. Please

note this change in policy.

All letters are subject to editing either for content or

space according to the judgment of the editors^ Also

due to space limitations, we do not guarantee that all

letters will be printed.
T1IKEDIT0RS

It rained on October 25th. We
wonder what the weather will be

like on November 11th.
***

There is a warning light on top

of the new library to keep planes

and stray sea gulls from

crashing into it. The next step

will be a light somewhere in

between the Union and Mach-

mer so that students can walk in

between the two buildings at

night without worrying about

crashing into one of the trees.
***

We wonder if Webster knows

what a "boogie" is.

***

Acting Chancellor Bromery
stated in a Boston Globe story

that though he is not a super

patriot, he does feel some loyalty

to I Mass Perhaps some of the

students who have been here five

or six years feel the same way

It always seems to rain when
Reverend Mclntyre holds one of

his •Marches for Victory"
Perhaps the reverend ought to

either strengthen his ties with

his contacts above or buy an

umbrella.
Doesn t it seem strange that

the President is always off to

some retreat. After all. you

wouldn't think he knew what a

retreat was by the way the war

is going.

A Long Time Coming
To the Editor:

Life is full of small pleasures, many of which can be experienced and

appreciated only after suffering minor hardships and setbacks. Life in

the Universitv community is no different in this aspect; however, small

conveniences" are established to overcome some of these annoying set-

backs. Unfortunately, some of these seemingly insignificant student

services are often discontinued for lack of funds, only to be sorely missed

once they are gone. One of these small conveniences deemed unnecessary

by the "powers that be" was the freshman mugbook. Discontinued a few

years ago, the publishing of this booklet was previously subsidized by-

student funds distributed "free" to students who found some worth in a

collection of freshmen pictures, names and addresses. The students were

not really receiving it free, but actually paying for the Mugbook in-

directly /in that a small portion of their University bill was allocated for

printing costs, whether they received one or not.

This year, midst nostalgic acclamation from many students to revive

the Mugbook. Greek Council undertook the project, to bring to the Class

of 1975 in particular and the campus community in general an improved

version of the little maroon book that's been absent on this campus for the

past two or three vears. Unfortunately. Greek Council being made up ot

the fraternities and sororities at UMass, could not possibly fund the

project by itself. Attempts to induce co-sponsorship with another student

group and advertising by local merchants proved to be for the most part

unsuccessful; for student groups on campus were too tight-fisted to

gamble any significant sum of money on the venture, and local mer

chants had been flooded with advertising demands from a number of 5-

("ollege and local publications, which greatly reduced their available

funds for further advertising in printed materials. To further complicate

matters 660 pictures of incoming freshmen were destroyed in late

August, many of them irreplacably lost. Due to these problems deadlines

were extended and costs of the project increased. Where we had once

intended to distribute the Mugbook for a nominal fee to those that wanted

it on Registration Day, we now realized sales wouldn t be able to begin

until mid-October at a questionable rate of $1.50 per copy. However we

feel that the publication of the Mugbook is worthwhile and we hope that

you too. find some value in our book-whether that value he practical or

nostalgic. Whether this project continues in the ensuing years depends on

its current success. ... t e

Therefore, please accept our humble apologies for the delay and cost ot

this year's Mugbook and also our thanks for your forehearance. Also. I

would like to take this opportunity to personally thank all those who

devoted their time and effort to make the freshman mugbook directory

and pleasures, and hope you feel the same. So. without any further delay

or excuses, and with our best wishes to you for the coming academic

year, we present the UMass Mugbook for the Class of 1975. It has been a

long time in coming.
Tim M.iki

Chairman Mugbook Committee

New Play In The Big Game Plan Against The Kids
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Draft Counselor's Corner

By RICHIE GEFFIN
The greatest problem that a

draft counselor runs into is the lack

of understanding from the people

that he counsels as to just what his

role is. There are two great

misconceptions that I run into very

often that need to be dispelled.

First of all, the draft counselor is

not a member of the selective

service system. We can't write out

deferments and we cant call up

the local boards and direct them to

do anything. What we can do is to

give out the information that we
have and let you know the best way
to use it for whatever your pur-

pose. The emphasis though is on

YOU. We can't do anything for

you; you have to be interested

enough in yourself to want to do

some work.

Secondly, draft counselors are

not army recruitors. We don't

know if you'll go to Vietnam if you

enlist or if the Navy is safer than

the Coast Guard. Furthermore

we're not interested in that kind of

information; we're not interested

in anything that provides fuel to

the fire. Most of us that are in draft

counseling, are in it for two

reasons, because we want to help

Defining His Role
.. . . KT„... frx- r

our brothers and because we are

politically opposed to war and the

draft. Our main interest is keeping

people out, we have no information

in other areas.

On to things that we are in-

terested in; freshmen, all is not

lost for your student deferments.

President R. Milhouse Nixon still

hasn't issued the executive order

that is necessary to do away with

them; so we don't know if it will be

retroactive to the beginning of the

semester. Some local boards are

processing freshmen as 1A
anyway. Until Milhouse signs that

executive order you are still en-

titled to a student deferment. You
don't have to accept the 1A; you

can still appeal for a 2S (student

deferment). If you do nothing

within 30 days you lose your appeal

rights; you are saying to the board

that you accept the classification

( it must be appealed within 30 days

of the date of mailing which is

stamped on the classification

card). If you have any questions

see us in 923 of the campus center,

or call to find out where the other

counseling centers are located on

campus.

Now, for politically oriented

people we've started a new
movement. In the past we've

talked about people with high

numbers sending in CO ap-

plications anyway, as a political

statement towards war. Well, we
would like to expand on that a little

bit. People in Washington who
make all the policy concerning not

only CO procedure but the war
policy also, have no contact at all

with CO applications. So they are

completely isolated from what we
are saying. What we are
suggesting is for people who are

putting in CO applications or

people just interested in making a

statement about their feelings

toward war, sending carbon copies

of their CO applications to the

white house and to the national

director of the selective service

system. It's about time that they

heard what we have to say about

war. Maybe we can turn some
heads in Washington. Send a copy

of your CO statement to anyone

that you want to hear your views.

Make sure that we are heard.

PEACE
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We make it great,

you made it famous

Bell's Pizza

Open
11 to

2

a.m. Fri. & Sat.

', a.m. Sun. toThurs.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011 253-9051

Free 'T'ai Chi' Film

A free showing sponsored by

Free U. , of a film on T'ai Chi Chuan
will be screened on Wednesday the

27th of Oct. in the Campus Center

room 175 at 8, 8:45 and 9:30 P.M.

T'ai Chi Chuan is an ancient

Chinese calisthenic designed to

center one's mind and body. T'ai

Chi cannot be literally translated;

the words relate to energy within

the body, to life, to air and to the

mind. Chuan refers to boxing.

CATAUfST -UfoRCESTflt ComiOKSS

WffiTHoRE SMftCK-SAR

TONITE

LADIES NITE

WARREN & PINE

A Fine New Sing-along Group From TEG)

At

QJh* fotgltsl? $ut*
9:30-12:30 No Cover

The Chinese say that whoever
practices T'ai Chi will gain the

pliability of a child, the health of a

lumberjack, and the peace of mind
of a sage. T'ai Chi stresses slow

respiration, balance, relaxed

postures - it promotes deep
breathing, digestion, the func-

tioning of the internal organs and

blood circulation.

"Nature is always in motion -

Man also should strengthen

himself without interruption.''

I Ching

In this film Master T. T. Liang

demonstrates the T'ai Chi Chuan
solo exercise, the T'ai Chi Sword
Dance, the Man Chiang Hung
Sword Dance, and with the

assistance of Alice Crooks
demonstrates the T'ai Chi Dance
and T'ai Chi right and T'ai Chi left

exercises.

The film was produced this past

summer by Demian, with the

assistance of Ting Barrow of the

Smith College Theater Department

and Dave Newcombe of the UMass
Photo Center.

WilliamsComingTo UM
The Australian-born classical guitarist, John Williams, will visit

I Mass for two recitals on November 2-3 at S P!Y1 in Bowker

Auditorium. Reserved tickets are now available by contacting the

Fine Arts Council, 125 llerter Hall, 545-0202.

MOVIE
66CHARLY 11

75*

7, 9, 11 p.m.

Tuesday Oct. 26

S.U. Ballroom

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

MGRI965. rebuilt engine 1 1800 eel.

Good lire, fine body condition. 1400. call

256-H709.
tf 10-29

fin (1TO 2 dr. ,ht. 400-CID/350 hp. Hurst 4-

speed. console. power steering;

mechanically good, needs body work,

cheap. Call Rill 665-3981.

tf 10-29

10-speed Bike nds.. adj. but exc. con. 145.

(all 6-8764 aft. 6.

PERS* PERSONAL FOR RENT

35*VAIV£ FOR 15*!

VW-vSuper Beatle. 1971. Perfect con-

dition. Still on warranty. Call 258-8709.

tf 10-29

'62 VW Bug. good engine, good radio.

I loo. (all «fi.V2:ioi.

lflO-28

Brand new Ski Poles, all slzes.-half

price. New C.lafi x -country skis,

fiberglass, half price, (all Pete 546-5214.

tf 10-28

Have vou seen the 13th floors Clarence?

No. well call 6-7769 and ask for Ha Ha

Andy.
10-26

Jaguar, I9R5 black new-paint Job, 3.8

engine, brakes, tires and exhaust. Call 546-

5905 ask for Van or Tony.
tf 10-26

1964 Chevy Imp. 4dr.. blue VSgood tires.

2 snowllres. new heater fuel pump win-

terized auto, trans, not abused $400. 6-5035

- 527-2564.
, „
tflO-27

70 MGR exc. running cond. Must sell.

219-8193.
tflO-29

•69 VW Bug. II2O0 or best offer. Tel. 685-

4197 after 5:30. exc. tues.
tf 10-26

V

•65 VW Bug In good condition. Rebuilt

engine. 4 radially res. Radio. Call 253-7460

after 7 p.m. tf 10-28

64 TR4 W overdrive needs some repairs

eng perfect, 1275. Call M178 ask for Jim.
lflO-28

1964 Chevy Impala. automatic. PS, PB.

fall inspected, excellent machine. 1400.

(all 665-4154.

tf 10-27

1961 VW for $50.. good cond.. rebuilt

engine, clutch, two new tires. Call 455 Hills

South for the deal.
10-26

1968 Austin Healy Sprite. 39.000 miles,

excellent running condition. Must sen.

$600 Call Ned at 253-2548 In the afternoon.

tf 10-29

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1970 BSA Victor Special 44lcc $700. Call

546-5293.
tf 10-28

Honda C 1.350 need money somewhat

desperately -68 exc. engine, asking $400

Hat. (all Krt B 9 Baker 546-6005.

If 10-26

Telescope * Tripod 55x * 117x

eyepieces, also sunfllter. F.xc. cond., $35.

complete, (all 549-1409. eve.
10-26

Vlto-Primo-Happy 21 grey hairs. You

are not getting older, you "re Just getting

better. Love Pat, Poochle & Snugllest

hugs from Seagram 6's!

10-26

Hand made Spanish Flamenco Guitar,

excellent condt .. price negotiable. 253-9710,

Bob. after 7:00.
tf 10-29

B3 - Happy B-day! -S2
10-26

To Michael-Happy 21st! -Love. Mary.
10-26

1969 Triumph Spitfire exc. condition,

must sell $1200 or best offer. Call Steve

253-'J293. . „„
tf 10-28

Marsha and Deb-take Mr. Eekman to

Canada since Rick can't go.
10-26

Guitars: Acoustic, electric, classical.

Way below retail prices, $30 and up most

around $80. Les Paul copies. Call 546-7072.

tf 10-26

2 KLH33 Speakers list for 100 ea. Now
150 for the pair, (all 253-3860.

tf 10-27

To Carol, who wore a Mickey Mouse

shirt and sat in the peanut gallery at last

spring's Howdy Doody Show. We had a

great time afterwards. You said I'd forget,

but I didn't: Please write: Mark.Rox 1086.

Brown I'nlversity. Providence.
tf 10-28

SERVICES

FOR SALE

•69 AMX black, all extras Including

factory tape deck even has new poly, tlres-

a dream. Call Dave at 256-8464 $ 1900 or B.

O.
If 10-26

'65 Mustang 289 cu. In., good running

cond. body cond. good. $550. Call 546-8105.

tf 10-29

1947 Ford Van, unusual transportation

< milk truck > . Minor repairs only. $75. Call

256-8709.
tf 10-29

1964 Corvalr 2 door. 3 speed, new tires,

and shocks, I2O0. Call 256 8709

tf 10-29

1969 Plymouth 4 spd. Roadrunner $1600.

14.000 miles. Call 546-5293.

If 10 29

Zap the Zeitgeist! Colorful bumper-

stickers 3 for $1. Write Emergency
< .mini io Zap the Zeitgeist. Dept. K, Box

315 Peru. III. 81354.

tf 10-26

Sansul Receiver, Rectlllner XI'S. dual

I2l5w ShureMAIF., all In excell. cond., call

253-2510. ask for Dan or see at 797 Main St.

10-28

Skis, new Fisher super glass 205 $ 135.00.

never used. 175 cc Brldgestone Motor -

cycle-$27S.oo. (all Ben 549-6660.

tf 10-28

2-glass -belted studed snow tires size 6.95

x 14 used I season for $25. Call 258-8770.

tf 10-27

10 spd. English Racer, very good cond.

used only slightly. Call Peter 546-5494.

tf 10-26

HELPWANTED
Need Delivery A salves help. Apply In

person. Bruni's Plua at Triangle * Main,

Amherst.
tf 10-27

Protect your car from winter ice mid

salt. Professional simonizlng $8.95,

satisfaction guaranteed. By appl. only.

Call 253-7210. ^ 10-26

The Chopping Block staff Is available

for free hair care Instruction for any mens

or womens group. The Chopping Block. 26

Main St.. 253-9293.

tflO-27

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate: have Greek alphabet, math *

chem. symbols. Call 253-3601

tf 10 2$

I 'II fix your rough smokey car so It Is Just

like new. (all Wendell at 258-8838. I fix

Volkswagons too.

tf 10-28

I bedroom Pufton. $156 monthly,
available now. Drop by 303 Pufton after 7

p.m.
tf 10-29

One bedroom Puffton Village Apt.,

available immediately. Call after 4 p.m.

549-6979.

tf 10-28

Apt. to sublet-353 Puffton Village, I

bedroom, available Immediately. Rent
negotiable. Call 549-0819 between 5-7 p.m.

tf 10-27

Female to share efficiency apt. In

Sunderland with male grad. student. Ph.

:>»9«fll7 before 10 a.m. Trust.

tf 10-29

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted: modern

convenient apt. near Ambers. Call 256-8271

or 586-3999.

tf 10-26

Roommate wanted, own room I mile

from campus. Call 253-7109.

tflO-29

RIDE WANTED
Leaving for Louisiana around Oct. 31.

Call Paul.
If 10-27

Reward! Lost light golden Labrador
Amherst License No. 528. Answers to

( onan If found call 253-3018.

tf 10-26

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In S.I . Rm. 31*.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct

tf-sem
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AMHERST STAMP CLUB:
Monday, Nov. 1, Public Health

Bldg., Rm. 344. 7:30 p m. Arthur

Elkins of Amherst will show and

talk on "Ancient and Modern

History on Stamps". Interested

visitors welcome.

VNGEL FLIGHT:
Meeting. 7 p.m. Dickinsen Hall.

Continuation of Angel Flight will

be questioned

BOTANY A85 & R85:

Will not meet on Tuesday 10/26

due to exam conflicts.

< EQ:
CEQ steering committee will

meet at 6:30 p.m. tonight in the

Student Activities area of the CC.

\11 officers should attend and

anyone else interested is welcome.

October projects conference will

be tonight at 7:30 in Rm. 163 CC.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA:
Meeting 6:30 p.m. CC Rm. 805-

809.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
The regular square dance will be

held in the CCA tonight at 7:30.

Lessons will be from 7:30-9:30 and

club level dancing from 9:30-10:30.

HILLEL:
Hillel Halloween party and

hayride with Mt. Holyoke College

Saturday Oct. 30. Call 52526 for

reservations.

NKS TUTORS:
Meeting for any tutors interested

in helping out" with Halloween

parties. At the Centers Tuesday 4

p.m. inNES office 105 CC.

RECREATION SOCIETY
Tonight is the night! Come to the

CC Rm. 162 at 7:30 p.m. The

nominations and elections will be

held. All recreation majors can

vote. After meeting will be a

SPREE committee meeting-Get

involved, come tonight

REVELLERS:
Mandatory meeting tonight-

Tuesday at 6:30. Rms. 911-915 CC
Important business to discuss-

please be sure to attend.

Notices

SCHOOL OF NURSING:
All graduate and undergraduate

students of school of nursing are

invited to attend assembly. Oct. 27

at 7 p.m. in Shattuck Aud., Public

Health Bldg Subject: Student-

Faculty Collaboration through

Committee Structures.

SKI CLUB:
Meeting tonight. 8 p.m. Mahar

And . movie, fashion show, ski

(rips discussed.

STRUGGLE FOR SOVIET
JEWRY:
Five college meeting Today to

implement protest activities Let

them live as .Jews or let them

leave. Information: Dov Gordon

(14004. Today 5:45 Nantuckett Rm.

Senate Committees

To Meet This Week

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

11

COMMITTEE & CHAIRMAN MEETING TIME & PLACE

(SU).

CM ASS VOLLEYBALL AS8N:
Practice will be held at WOPE

gym, 7-9 p.m. Anyone interested

please attend. For additional in-

formation call Red Dwyer 5863739.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION:
Meeting tonight Oct. 26 at 7:30

p.m. in Rm. 901 CC. Informal

discussion. All women welcome.

LOST:
Lost in CC, black worry beads,

sentimental value Please call 253-

:>121. Denise.

Dk blue wallet in Franklin

Commons. Please return my
pictures. ID, etc.

asked Chris 61281.

No questions

MDC Classifieds Pay

Rents and Fees
Robert Chiller

Services

Brenda Rau

Budgets
John Stevens

Publice Alfairs

Denise Magnell

Financial Affairs

Skip Olmstead

Women's Committee
Lisa Mandell

Governmental Alfairs

Bill Spinn
Social Action

Magyie Houghton

Student Matters

Bruce Bernstein

Academic Affairs

Nick Aposlola

Tues. Oct. 26 7 p.m.

Room 165 CC

Mon , Oct. 25 7:30 p m
Room 178 CC

7:30 p m.

8 p m.

7 30 p m.

Tues. Oct 28

Room 801, CC
Thurs. Oct. 28

Room 801, CC
Thurs Oct 28

Room 177, CC

Tues. Oct 26 8:30 p.m.

(Room to be announced)

Tues Oct. 26 7:00

(Room to be announced)

Wed Oct 27 6:15

Room 178 CC

Thurs. Oct 28

Room 175. CC
8 p.m

Tues, Oct. 26 6:15

Room 811 15 CC

MAIN TOPIC OF
DISCUSSION

Rent Problem Introduction

Campus Center Fee Vice

Chancellor Campion will at

tend

Discussion and assignment of

major projects

Beginning of budgeting process

Committee Structure

Financial Applications

Women's Medical Emergency

Loan Fund

Constitutions

Beginning of resource Coor

dination. Discuss National

Student Lobby

Football team status Gay Lib.,

Women's Lib coordination with

other groups

Teacher evaluation Report

Academic Advising Dean

Shaw will attend.

SYDNETOMAR*

"1

f

Syracuse Recruits

The School of Management of

Syracuse University. Syracuse.

New York will be interviewing

interested applicants for the

[Masters in Business Ad-

ministration and M.S. in Ac-

counting Program on Wed-
nesday, November 3, 1971 in the

morning.
For further information

inquire at the Director of

Placement Office.

Leo rides high when lights are flashing,

the show is in progress and romance is on

horizon. These persons are the spice of life

,f not exactly the salt of the earth Natives

of this sign are physically attractive to

Aries, are drawn in same manner to

Sagittarius, harmonize mentally with

Libra Leo is susceptible to flattery, is

extravagant and is a better host than a

guest

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Stress on

originality, advancement, utilization of

your natural pioneering instincts. Get

going. Break shackles of restraint There is

room at top and a special place for you.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20). Good lunar

aspect now coincides with ability to utilize

knowledge. What has lain dormant is

brought into play Trust intuition One who

leaches has special lesson for you. Be

receptive

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Dig deep for

.nformation about cosls, priorities Reject

me superficial. Scorpio person can aid

cause. Know this and throw aside false

pride Expand horizons You can gain

without overspending

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Judgment.

intuition may not be up to par. Defer to

mate, partner. Your lime is coming; play

waiting game Intelligent concession now

works to your overall benefit Stress ver

satility.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Welcome change

of scenery Stress is on variety, com

munication Get going on basic chores

Keep resolutions concerning work, health.

Check appointments, reservations

Remember anniversary

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Accent on

dealings with children, opposite sex.

Changes due to occur on home front. One

wno previously disagreed makes surprising

admission. Be gracious. Show that vou are

mature, understanding

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Highlight

security, take long range view. Build on

solid base Separate fact from fancy, heed

adviceoffered by family member. Property

values, taxes demand attention. Be

thorough.
SCORPIO (Oct 23Nov. 21): Accent or.

dealings wi'h neighbors, close relatives.

Capricorn person figures prominently.

Sense of humor now can become valuable

ally. Know this, be willing to laugh at own

foibles.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21): Collect

what you need. Fill in gaps, tie loose ends.

Better for finishing than for beginning

projects Know this and act accordingly.

Aries person sets good example. Advertise

wares.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19): Co

operate with Scorpio person. Cycle high,

circumstances turn in your favor. You

should strive for greater independence of

thought, action. Welcome challenges. Take

initiative.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18):

Association with hospital, institution,

charitable project is emphasized. You do

some fine work behind scenes. Quiet ap

proach now is most constructive. Throw off

secret fears Be positive

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20); Stress on

area related to hopes, wishes, friendships.

Light touch should be advocated. Entertain

and be entertained. Leave details to others.

Do some personal campaigning You

become more popular.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

work hard and play hard; there are seldom

halfway measures where you are con

cerned Greatest financial security in-

dicated in your middle years Opposite sex

finds you appealing. You usually work hard

tor what you achieve. But you are able to

hold on to what you earn In upcoming

months, you will embark on new adventure

destined for success.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer lo Friday's puzzle

ACROSS

1 Brick-carrying

device

4 Station

8 Fuel

12 Collection of

facts

13 Aroma
14 Constellation

15 Death
17 Dine
19 Hypothetical

force

20 Lift with

lever

21 Evil

22 Mature
23 Hunt for

25 Article of

furniture

26 Cyprinoid

fish

27 Sunburn
28 Equality

29 Cut of meat
32 Conjunction

33 Fruit (pi.)

35 Pronoun
36 Perplex

38 Small child

39 Tiny
40 Near
41 Recent
42 Flaccid

43 Insane
45 Seed

container

46 Female
(colloq.)

47 Printer's

measure
48 Small rug

49 Informal

party

52 Weary
54 Ireland

56 Period of time

57 Paradise

58 Inside

information

(slang)

59 Communist

DOWN

1 Possessed
2 Number

3

4

5

6

7

8

Wet down
Nosegay

Poem
Conjunction

Walk on

Household
pet

9 Conjunction

10 Keyed up with

interest

11 Mine vein

16 Irritate

18 Paid notice

21 Chastised

22 Fruit drink

23 Pierce

24 Comfort
25 Prohibit

26 Possessive
pronoun

28 Stroke

29 Posed for

portrait

30 Interjection

31 Retain
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33 Wager
34 At present

37 Mournful

39 Craftier

41 Famed
42 Resinous

substance
43 Apportion

44 Among

45 Parent (colloq.)

46 Departed

48 Males
49 Drink slowly

50 Exist

51 Young boy

53 Note of scale

55 Artificial

language

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate,
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Commentary

Bruins Sluggish
By STEVE GERSIIMAN

Anyone watching the Bruin's lately should have noticed a very

definite sluggish, lazy appearance. Since the beginning of

preseason, this talented group has not come near its potential. With

the talent on this team, the Bruins should win virtually all of their

games and breeze through the playoffs. Unfortunately this won't

happen.

Last season the Bruins ran rampant through the National Hockey

League and broke an amazing number of records. But, come

playoff time, the Bruins fell flat on their overconfident faces. All

season long the Bruins read their highly touting press clippings and

believed they were immortals. They expected Montreal to fall

down in awe before their might. Well, someone forgot to tel

Montreal to read the same clippings and that old tired bunch of

veterans handed the Bruins a humiliating lesson.

During the off season, the Bruins management resembled bank

tellers the way they handed out money. They made Tom Yawkey

and the Red Sox seem cheap in comparison. For a team thatJWt

the Stanley Cup, the Bruins are the highest paid team in NHL.
history So far they have spent more time counting their money

than playing hockey. The Bruins management should have learned

a lesson from the Red Sox collapse after the 1967 pennant. It is

obvious that overpaying breeds content and laziness, a player s

downfall. An athlete getting less money will be hungrier tor

championship money, than a player getting paid more. The

championship may mean a lot, but face it, money is the name of the

Coach Tom Johnson started out right by cutting off the Bruins'

outside activities . This should get the Bruins back to thinking hockey

instead of their pocketbooks. The next step should be to bring .up a

lew minor league stars to challenge some of the complacent

veterans for jobs. Plavers like Ivan Boulderiv, Gary Peters, and

Bob Stewart of the Braves are all major league caliber, and could

shape up the Bruins. When a player sees his job in jeopardy, a

sudden change usually appears. If this doesn't work, a quick trip to

the Minors will do wonders fast. If the Bruins don't wake up soon

though. Boston may be in for a disappointing spring again.

....By Own Creation

Sabulis Leads Double Life

Continued from Pago 12

In other long races UMass
runners did well. In the much
acclaimed Gardner. Mass. 11 mile

road race ten runners finished with

varying results. Tom Derderian

got a wrist watch for 13th place,

Peter Crisci in 15th place got a pair

of track shoes. Graduate student

Dick Fahey, formerly of Holy

Cross, finished 16th. Don Dunsky

placed 17th and Chris Chambers

ran in 22nd. Freshman Steve

Brown placed 24th with Roger

Natsaka, Wavne Lucas, Peter

Stasz and Bill Seville following in

the 120-man field.

There were 120 men and one

woman in the field. UMass
sophomore theater major

Charlotte Lettis finished the hilly

11 mile course in 72 minutes for

75th place. She has only been

running since late June of this year

when she gave up smoking.

Pete Stasz and Bill Seville also

ran in a 6-1/4 mile race in west

Springfield on Monday. Stasz

finished 4th and Seville placed

17th

Next Sunday's race will start at 3

p.m.

The top ten in Monday's
Recreational Brownies and Cider

orchard Cross Country race:

By MARK VOGLER
(Ed. Note: This is the first of a

series of player profiles.

You've probably heard of secret

agents leading double lives. Well,

here's a short sketch about Red-

man gridder Joe Sabulis who also

fits in the same boat. The star

linebacker lives in two different

worlds, nearly as distinct as day

and night.

He plays his position with

j

passion and attacks from his post

with as much gusto as mean old

Dick Butkus. He loves the game as

if he's been in it all his life and he

refuses to throw in the towel

however bleak the circumstances

may seem. That's Joe Sabulis, All

Yankee Conference choice for two

consecutive campaigns and
bucking for it again.

Never would you expect a guy so

quiet and reserved as he to do

battle on Saturday afternoons.

Such a dedicated and con-

sciencious student, how could one

associate him with as rugged and a

time consuming sport as football

First year Coach Dick Mac-

Pherson may not have all the

answers, but he certainly has high

words of praise for the Gardner

( Mass. ) native. He goes so far as to

label him the steadiest performer

on the squad.

"Joe's a fine lad and a real intent

football player. He always does

what is asked of him. learns what

he is supposed to do. and does it. He

has good football games more

often than not. He's probably the

most consistent football player

Saturday after Saturday that we
have.

"He's just a great person. And
the amazing thing about 'em is how

quiet and reserved he is off the

football field."

A former schoolboyer from
Gardner High (Mass.)". Sabulis

captained both baseball and
football while also competing on

the hoop squad. Versatility was his

trademark, yet he never

established himself as outstanding.

Having played end both ways

over the course of his high school

career, his adjustment to

linebacker on the Redman fresh-

man team was not an easy one. But

he worked hard at the spot and a

collegian starting berth on the

varsity mushroomed into reality

the following fall.

As a sophomore he roomed with

and played alongside of Tom York-

-an outstanding UMass linebacker

in his day. This certainly paid

dividends. Both were YanCon first

team picks to the secondary unit as

Vic Fusia's eleven copped the

crown that year, only to be denied

the coveted bean pot on the account

of an ineligibility ruling. They were
6-3 overall.

Last season Sabulis not only was

tops on the conference honor roll,

but also got good grades on the All-

New England team -first. He was a

second stringer in the All East

selections. With all this behind him

he's a cinch to bundle up even more
honors before he's through playing

for UMass.
All this notoriety for Sabulis

poses possibilities of his being

drafted by some pro outfit. But at

6'3" and 210 lbs., he doesn't think

his dimensions are big enough to

make it.

As he put it : "Naturally I'd jump
for the opportunity to play if

drafted. But looking at it

realistically, if you're not big and

fast enough, you don't stand much
of a chance. Likewise I imagine

that my size will be a major hin

drance, and I'm not one of the

faster men at my position."

MacPherson's thoughts on the

matter: "I think he's got to grow a

little bit more and weigh a little bit

more. At the present time he'll be a

late round draft choice and should

definitely be brought to camp by

some professional team."

With the change of the coaching

staff last spring Sabulis has had to

adapt himself to MacPherson's

Sabulis
strategy which would tend to differ

somewhat from the Fusia system.

Asked if this had caused him any
difficulty or forced him to alter his

style of play, he replied: "Well.

I've had some problems this year

containing the quarterback on the

rollouts, basically because the

other teams are going more to the

outside than they did a year ago.

But other than that I'm playing my
normal game. As long as I read my
keys right, respond to them well,

and be where I'm supposed to be,

things occur favorably."

"Let me say that we've had a

pretty disappointing season so far.

I feel that we can beat the rest of

the teams, with maybe the ex-

ception of B.C. We still can muser
a pretty good season. This squad
personnel wise is really a good
team.

"We make too many mistakes.

But if we can cut down on mistakes

we can really get going."

Powder PuffFootball PlayoffAction

1 Brad Kron, Spfld

2 Oriol Tauler, Spain

3 Ken Kimball
4 Brad Powell

5 James Lineham
6. Dave SarreMe
7 Bob Whitney
8. Jim Herren
9. Phil St Pierre

10 BobKakerbeck

11:17.9

11:44

11 58

12:04

12:16

12:28

12 29

12:35

12:35

13:17

By EARLE BARROLL
In last Thursday nights Powder

Puff Football playoff action the

Melville Whalers defeated the

Field Goals 6-0 to emerge vic-

torious as Residence Hall

Champions.
The only touchdown scored,

during the second quarter, by

Janet Manning proved sufficient

enough to capture the title for the

Whalers. It was mainly a defensive

game played by the usual first rate

defense of Marcia Lappin, Jane

Frosh Gridders Bomb URI
Bv BILL BALLOU

If you liked Custer's Last Stand,

then you would have loved

Saturday's freshman football

game. The University of Rhode

Island Rams freshman team came
out fumbling, and the UMass frosh.

led by quarterback Fred Kelliher

came out firing, with the result

being a lopsided 44-7 victory for the

Redmen.
If any win can be classified as a

total team effort, then this one by

the Redmen fits the bill perfectly.

Eight separate players put points

on the board for UMass, Fred

Kelliher threw for three touch-

downs, Dave Modugno for two, and

Tim Reilly passed for a two-point

conversion. Offensively, Rhode
Island could do nothing against a

fired-up Redmen defense that

consistently came up with the big

play when needed and time and

time again capitalized on Ram
errors to set up scoring chances for

the offense.

The first period of this game
belonged to Fred Kelliher and the

sticky-fingered defense that picked

off two URI passes and recovered a

fumble inside the Rhode Island ten

to set up a score.

Right from the opening kick-off

the Redmen marched 47 yards to

the Ram 27 yard line before they

were finally stopped and forced to

go for three. John Ames got the call

and banged it home from the 34

yard line to give the frosh a 3-0

lead Counting the 10 yards in the

end zone, it was a 44 yard kick, and

went over the crossbar with plenty

of room to spare.

Coach Bill Maxwell sent his

reserves in to gain some game
experience and it was like

releasing hungry dogs in a butcher

shop. They simply ate Rhode

Island up
In the remaining nine minutes

there were four touchdown?
scored, three by the Redmen and

on.- bv Rhridn IlUn ' Th- Mr«l

came when cornerback Bob
Parrott returned a Jim Conway
punt 60 spectacular yards on a play

that had the URI punting team
wondering if maybe Parrott was

just a mirage. New quarterback

Tim Reilly hit Tom Szematowicz

for two and it was 30-0.

The final two minutes saw Dave
Modugno and George Siegrist do a

job on the Rhode Island defense,

with the result being two more
scores for the Massachusetts frosh.

Modugno hit Gary Mika for one

TD and Bob Blout for the other;

Siegrist returned a kick-off to

midfield and ran the Rhode Island

defense ragged from scrimmage to

set up Modugno's passing. Dennis

Lombardo converted after both

scores and when the end came,

mercifully for Rhode Island, it was
UMass 44 and URI 7.

In a game like this when so many
people did so many things so well,

it's hard to pick out any individual

as being responsible for the vic-

tory.

Kelliher was terrific. He passed

for three touchdowns and exhibited

some great field generalship in

doing it. Modugno punted very well

and threw two TD passes in the

space of 40 seconds. Bob Parrott

made a clutch interception and

scored on his remarkable punt

return. Mike Facchini intercepted

a pass and recovered a fumble to

set up a TD John Healy caught two

Touchdown tosses, held the ball on

the conversions, played on the

specialty teams and probably

passed out programs before the

game. The list could go on in-

Andrews, Janice Lazzaro, Corrine

Karahalas, Bonnie Bufalo, June

Manning, Pat Murphy and Karen

Fruzzetti. They performed ex-

ceptionally well with two timely

interceptions by Karen Fruzzetti

and Janice Lazzaro.

After the first touchdown the

strong Field Goal defense

prevented the Whalers from
successfully scoring again. The
offense, consisting of Janet

Manning, June Manning, Pat

Murphy, Bonnie Bufalo, Nancy
Fink, Karen Fruzzetti and Mary
Young, did smoosh past the Field

Goal defense for many first downs

but no more points. Mere Schmidt

came through with an exceptional

punt in the third quarter which

made the Field Goal offense's task

that much more difficult, but the

Whaler defense's job that much
easier.

The victory was a true team
effort held together by the coaches

Paul Scalera, Wally Shaw and

John Barnoski.

Also in Thursday nights playoff

action Alpha Chi Omega defeated

Gamma Sigma 12-0. The Alpha Chi

coaches, Mr. Wolf and Mr. Mush
stared with pride and disbelief as

the Alpha Chi "Eager Beavers"

rushed their way to the Sorority

Division Championship. Neither

the recent loss of star end Jean

Hannigan and center Sue Torres,

nor the poor playing conditions,

prevented the super psyched
Beavers from keeping the tough

Gamma Sig squad scoreless.

Alpha Chi first got on the

scoreboard when quarterback
Alexis Klein broke through the

strong GSS defense to get the

initial big six. From then on, Alpha

Chi completely dominated the first

half. Although it was basically a

defensive game, quarterback
"Killer" Klein completed a pass to

Betsi Acker to give Alpha Chi a 12-0

lead over previously undefeated

Gamma Sigma Sigma.

The second half saw little action

as both teams were kept from

scoring further. Paula "Masher"
MacDonald, "Evil" Evie An-

derson, and Sylvia "Slushy"
Brackett led the defense to a

shutout of the service sorority.

Also outstanding were
"Dangerous'' Dee Girouard,

"Mugger" McGrory and "Sen-

sational" Sue Stewart.

TONIGHT'S PLAY-OFF AC-
TION Mushrooms vs. Whalers at

5:45 p.m. on Field 2.

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL

ENTRY ROSTERS DUE: Entry
rosters for women's intramural

basketball are due Monday,
November 1. 1971. Health
Clearance forms must be sub-

mitted with the rosters which are

available in the intramural office,

215 Boyden.
COMPETITION: Competition

will begin Monday. November 8,

and teams should be prepared to

play on either Monday and Wed-
nesday nights or Tuesday and
Thursday nights between 7-10 p.m.

A round robin tournament will be

scheduled with league winners
entering a single eliminations
playoff for campus champion.

ELIGIBILITY] All women
students (graduate and un-

dergraduate) are eligible to

compete in this activity unless they

are current members of a varsity

or junior varsity intercollegiate

basketball team

Salutes

Senior of the Week
For Outstanding Play

Against UConn,
Weekend Was Senior Jack O'Neil

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Ca
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UConn Ties Redmen On Late FG
\U DANKAMAL

STORRS". Conn. For those fans

who might have come to the game

at the last minute, Saturday, they

didn't miss a thing. "All" the

scoring in the 3-3 UMass tie with

the University of Connecticut

occurred in the last minute and

five seconds.

latlg Olnll^gtan

*w^

SPORTS
The way the game had gone, the

clutch 26*vard field goal by Mark

Palau with 1 :05 left appeared to be

more than enough to give the

Redmen their second victory of the

season.

But it was not to be as UConn
quarterback Ray Tellier elec-

trified the hometown Parents' Day

crowd of 14,386 with a last minute

drive of seven plays that covered

55 yards and was capped by a 37

yard field goal by Bob Innis with

seven seconds left.

It would have been a particularly

big day for Palau, the all-New

England third baseman who

plaved an integral part in beating

the' Huskies last year for the

Yankee Conference baseball

championship. The first-year

kicker was quite jubilant after

driving the tie-breaking boot

straight through the uprights, but

his jubilation, like that of his

teammates, was short-lived.

As UMass coach Dick Mac-

Pherson said after the game, "The

way our defense was playing, I

thought we had them." However,

three Tellier completions and a

facemask penalty against the

Redmen brought the Huskies right

back.
Both teams had their chances to

put points on the board, but neither

could capitalize. UMass had a field

goal attempt blocked midway
through the first quarter when a

bad snap from center delayed the

placement of the ball just enough

for the UConn defensive line to

break through and block it.

Early in the second frame, a

great "defensive effort by the

Redmen stopped the Huskies twice

inside the UMass one yard line

with Joe Sabulis making a good

tackle on the other UConn quar-

terback. Rick Robustelli, on a

fourth and six inches away from

the goal-line situation.

Then, just before the end of the

half, a Redman drive which

started on the UConn 47 was halted

by an interception by Husky safety

Bob Warren on the five yard line. It

was a play symbolic of the

"almosts" throughout the game.

"We told Piel all we needed was a

field goal and that he should throw

the ball away if he had any doubts,

but inexperience took over. He's

going to be with us for three years,

and all he needs is confidence in his

plav calling. We'll stick with him,"

noted MacPherson.
UConn put on a sustained drive

early in the third quarter, which

ended in an Innis field goal attempt

again from 37 yards out. but this

one was wide. The way things were

going at that point, a 0-0 tie, a very

rare occurence indeed, was well

within possibility.

Connecticut's third interception

of a Piel Pennington pass, again by

Warren, stalled another UMass

scoring bid. By this time getting

into the endzone for both teams

appeared to be as hard as getting

into a Cage concert last year.

Then a great punt by Jack

O'Neil, whose boots had brought

the Redmen out of trouble more

than once in the game, put the

Huskies back on their own 24. On

the first play, Tellier was hit by

UMass linebacker Tim Edwards

and fumbled with Bill DeFlavio

recovering. Seven plays later,

after working the ball into the

middle of the field, UMass went

ahead on Palu's field goal.

Just like last year, however, the

Redmen gave Connecticut a tie.

MAC'S MEDALS: Despite the

tie. Coach MacPherson expressed

his pleasure with the defense which

"stabilized itself". ..He singled out

Jack O'Neil who was "super-he

enabled us to get back in the

ballgame with his punts"...He also

mentioned linebacker Doug
Winslow who did "a great job" and

safety Ray Bouchard who "played

exceptionally well"....

Uu>i

Harriers Win Sixth Straight

By JAY NESTOR
The UMass harriers are really

rolling now with their stunning

defeat of Holy Cross last Saturday.

A fine one-two finish and over-

whelming team depth charac-

terized the Redmen victory.

Eleven maroon clad runners

crossed the finish line before the

third Crusader. Holy Cross could

only place two runners in the top

thirteen places in this Yankee

Conference dual meet. It must be

emphasized that Holy Cross was

not considered a pushover, and the

Redman domination shows how

UMass has progressed over the

season.

Tom Derderian led the attack as

he won the 5.2 mile race with a

time of 26.32. He sprinted out after

the early leading Crusaders, and

after catching them was never

upended. Paul Segersten followed

three seconds behind as he and

Derderian accepted the front

running chores. Dennis Mc-

Cormack and Dick Crooke cap-

tured third and fourth places for

the Cross and prevented complete

domination by the Redmen.

Fifth to thirteenth position is

virtually a UMass rollcall. Coach

O'Brien pointed out that a Redman
crossed the finish line every 5.7

seconds, and this means close knit

running to say the least. Peter

Crisci finished in fifth, followed

closely by Mike McCusker, who

has come on extremely strong

since the beginning of the season,

strong since the beginning of the

season.

Bob Sullivan, Roger Nasatka and

Don Dunsky rounded off the top

seven. Rick Barry, Doug O'Con-

nell, Chris Chambers, and Wayne
Lucas all finished in front of the

third Cursader, exemplifying the

Redman depth. The final score was

UMass-21, Holy Cross-40.

X-C Coach

Exhausted . .

.

"I'll shoot the guy who made up

this course.'' said Cross Country

coach Ken O'Brien after his 19th

place finish in Monday's

recreational cross country race

"He looked terrible," commented

one of the \ arsity runners as the

coach trudged laboriously up and

down the slippery hills of the new

orchard cross country course

which he and his runners created

earler this fall

The race is held every weekend

sponsored by the cross country

team. Twenty-five runners

finished. Cider and brownies were

served aftei the race. Prizes of an
8" x 10" photo of each runner

finishing will be given to the top ten

of this race I «x1 week's run. Ten

photos were ottered to both men
and women bui only one women
started the race The top ten men

are listed below

< i*tii»m<l«>nl';.ucll

With the Yankee Conference

Championship at stake this coming

Saturday. Coach O'Brien is faced

with quite a dilemma. It can all be

summed up with a comment that

he made following the meet. "I

guess we'll have to flip coins to

pick the top seven."

The fact is that there are thirteen

members of the UMass team who
have every right to represent the

team at the Conference meet, but

the rule says that no more than

seven from any team can compete.

This means that six will not run for

the Varsity.

Whatever decision he makes.

O'Brien will pick seven top rate

runners, but he'll also be dropping

six very talented runners. It's a

problem that other coaches dream
of having.

imi
1L1LID

MKTA1 LO SWEEPS. Paul Metallo follows a good block and picks

un a few yards against UConn Saturday at Storrs. The 5'10, 182 pound

halfbaekhad a busy day as he carried 32 times for 114 yards. (MDl

photo by Paul Horwitz)

Booters Drop First

To Tufts, 2-1

Bv STEVE FERBER
In one of the most beautiful displays of passing prowess, the UMass

socce "team dropped a heartbreaker to Tufts 2-1 on Saturday knocking

iSassTrom theunbeaten ranks, and making the chances slim if not

imoossible for the Redmen to receive a post-season tournament bid.

TuTs meanwhile was running its slate up to 7-0-0 and are like y to move

up fromTheir number nine slot in New England. But the story of the game

wereThose missed opportunities by the Redmen. Coach Berryman s

words o so many opportunities" echoed through one's minds as UMass

generally outplayed and outhustled the visitors, but found themselves

still one eoal down after 88 minutes.

With only 85 seconds gone in the contest Tufts struck, on the first of

their two Picture goals Bill Harrison dribbled up the right side and

ente iTg the ball, hit Craig Weeks right in front of the nets. UMass goalie

John Kiln had been drawn to the right side by Harrison, and had no

chance whatsoever as Weeks drilled it into the left hand corner Thus

UMass was down by a goal for the first time this season, and the fact that

me SSuame so suddenly must have whilted the Redmen's confide^

UMass slowly gathered control, and at 11 :55 came oack to tie the game

with their only goal of the afternoon. Steve Blanchette ftew down the left

wing after taking a pass from Mike Nugent, and in identical Harrison-

w«faction, centered the pass to the net-bound Lindo Alves. Alves put it

awav for his 7th of the season and the Redmen had the equalizer.

Not until the fourth period was there another tally, but between those

two scores, there was a great deal of Redmen domination to be seen

The epitome of domination came in the first half of the second quarter

when UMass controlled action for 12 straight minutes Not once dunng

those 12 minutes did Kiah touch the ball, and only once did the ball cross

mid-field UMass was putting on an incredible offensive show, but the Dai

simply wouldn't go in. Alves was close twice, and Blanchette nearly put

one by, but all was for naught as the halftime score read 1-1 All of the

Redmen's spectacular passing made it a spectonal delight, while

frustrating the hell out of the UMass squad.

Ed Ooherty, perhaps the biggest reason for the UMass ball control was

still £ ie strong as the second 44 began. Doherty was all over the field,

,loing . remendous job of hustling and tackling, and it was just a sad

scriDi hat gave Tufts the win, and Doherty and his teammates the loss.

The h^e throng of fans up on the hill saw a third quarter in which the

Redmen bench was going absolutely nuts. Everyone on the bench was up.

standing, and screaming, as if the game meant the East Coast Cham-

pionship. It was quite a display of team support.

The game decider then came, with just under five minutes gone in the

final period. It came as a result of the Redmen's failure to get back in

time after one of their own corner kicks. Thus Tufts had a fast break and

as the Redmen defense back peddled, Tufts came hustling down the field,

three on three. Gomez hit Harrison on the left wing, and again Harrison

centered it Again with Kiah drawn out Bill Gehling was there and into the

rieht side went the game-winner.

The closest UMass came was on another Augie Calheno corner kick on

which Tom Coburn footed the ball just over the cross-bar from some five

"'The lit pu! the Redmen at 5-1-1, and if nothing else, they could be

proud of the fact that they held Tufts to their lowest goal production oLthe

vear The Redmen. in defeat, did look strong, as their passing at times,

was far superior to any of the six games previous to Saturday s bat
£

But their six game unbeaten skein was over and all the passing, all tne

opportunities meant nothing.

WIN STIU \K KNDl D-The Tufts goalie makes one of his many

fn seven outing*. <MDC photo by Boh Medeiros)

Frosh Gridmen Romp;
Details Inside
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PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE

TEACHER EDUCATION Westfield Detention INSTITUTIONAL

DAY . _. RACISM

FOCUS

Florence Jelks addresses a group on early childhood ed. during the

Spring Marathon.

OPEN EDUCATION FALL MARATHON

INTEGRATED DAY
The Interstate Staff Develop-

ment Cooperative ( Interstate

SDC) will offer a series of

Presentation - Discussions per-

taining to the integrated day

concept of individualized

education. Times and places will

be announced in the final schedule

of the Marathon.

THE INTEGRATED DAY
What is it? An introduction, film

and talk by Peter Roberts, one of

the directors of the Interstate SDC

.

TEACHERS AND CHILDREN IN

THE INTEGRATED DAY
Slide presentation of English

infant and junior schools, followed

by a discussion of the roles of

teachers and students in the in-

tegrated day, with Peter Wilson,

one of the directors of the In-

terstate SDC.

IN-SERVICE WORKSHOPS FOR
THE INTEGRATED DAY
Slide-Tape presentation and talk

by Dr. Masha Rudman, one of the

directors of the Interstate SDC.
i Presentation is on Summer 1971,

Integrated Day Workshop, School

of Education, UMass.)

EVALUATION AND THE IN-

TEGRATED DAY
9:30-12:00 a.m., Friday,

November 12. Presentations, panel

and small group discussions. In-

cluded in the panel will be: Dr.

Anne Bussis and/or Dr. Theodore

Chittenden, Education Testing

Service, Princeton, N.J. Co-

authors of "Analysis of an Ap-

proach to Open Education."

Pat Carini, Director of Research

and Evaluation, Prospect School,

Bennington, Vt.

Mary Lilla Sherburne, Open

Education Advisory, Washington,

DC.
Susan Thomas. Training.

Development and Research

Associates, Boston. Co-author of

"Characteristics of Open

Education: Toward an

Operational Definition."

DWIGHT W.ALLEN

Marathons over the past two and
one-half years have shown that

solid learning can take place in a

context outside the normal course

schedule and can stimulate fresh

thinking about goals and programs
in education. This week is a con-

tinuation of the expression of our

commitment to a full and vigorous

process of experimentation and
search for useful educational
alternatives.

This year the School of

Education has dedicated itself to

combatting the problem of in-

stitutionalized racism. We hold

that racism is one of the most
challenging issues facing social

institutions today.

Wednesday will focus especially

on the problems projected by
racism in our society with many of

the events being concerned with

that issue. The various School

Centers will be discussing their

special concerns regarding
racism. Workshops and discussion

leaders will share with us their

knowledge and expertise in finding

solutions to those concerns.

Furthur details on the programs
being offered for this day will be

found within the preliminary
schedule itself. Be reminded that

we are expecting other con-

tributions than those listed in this

paper.

As usual the School of Education
Marathon will be a platform for

expressing new ideas in many
areas.

Tuesday will be dedicated,
mostly, to the Teacher Training
Program at the school with several

experts from the Northeast being

on hand to make their con-

tributions.

Running throughout the entire

Marathon will be presentations on
such educational concepts as the

Integrated Day. Alternatives to

Innovations. Special Education for

Global Survival, Micro-teaching.

Alternative Schools, and many
others. There will, of course, be
many suplimental media
presentations also.

TUESDAY

NOVEMBER 9

Center Players

Tuesday, November 9 should be

of particular interest to all

University undergraduates who
want to become either elementary

or secondary school teachers.

The TPPC (Teacher
Preparation Program Committee)
of the School will present "The
New Look in Teacher Education,"

dissemination information on the

teacher education program for

1971/1972 academic year. This

program has been designed to give

you-the-student a variety of options

in the planning of your program.

At a large general session on

Tuesday morning all of these

program options will be

highlighted so that you can see the

total program and your range of

choices for next year. Late in the

morning and on Tuesday afternoon

there will be many smaller

sessions where individual program
components will be discussed in

more detail. These meetings will

give you the opportunity to meet

with School of Education faculty

members in charge of these

programs and with other people

you may end up working closely

with next year. Small sessions will

include such areas as early

childhood education, urban
education, international education

variation on METS, METEP,
Mark's Meadow inteinship,

programs.

In addition there will be an open

house in room 121 from 9 to 3 on

Tuesday. Please come and ask any

questions you may have pertaining

Will Perform

at the Marathon

The Westfield players will be

performing the play "A Trip for

Tina" at the Marathon on
Tuesday, November 9 and
Thursday, November 11 at 7:30

p.m. The play is an attempt at a

realistic presentation of some of

the contributing factors that lead a

kid to being committed to the

Westfield Detention Center
starting with the home life of the

young offender.

The Players is a new theater

group composed of the kids of the

Westfield Detention Center. They
are the individuals responsible

directly for the play, including the

writing of the script, props, stage

work and cast of characters. The
play has been shown several times

in the five college area and has

been enthusiastically received by

those who attended.

to teacher education. Advisors,

TPPC alternative program
representatives, TPPC ad-

ministrators, and career

placement office representatives

will be available. Refreshments

will be served.

Tuesday, November 9 will be an

opportunity for you to see the

Teacher Education program in its

entirety. In between you might also

enjoy other marathon events

scheduled for Tuesday.

ON

WEDNESDAY

NOVEMBER 10

The School of Education has

committed itself to deal with the

issue of institutional racism as its

top priority. In an attempt to

operationalize that commitment, a

steering committee was formed to

initiate action and to aid in com-
munications and education. As a

part of that task, the steering

committee will coordinate a

program of films and speakers

concerning racism during the

Marathon. The major focus on
racism will take place on Wed-
nesday, November 10, although

there will be presentations

throughout the week.

Because of the deadline for the

preliminary schedule, the rest of

these presentations is incomplete.

Professor Dalton Jones, from the

African Studies and Research
Center at Cornell University will

present a workshop on Wednesday,
November 10, intitled "Cognitive
Development In Black Children:

Perception, Language, and Social

Learning". Films to be shown
during the week include:

"Huelga! ", "Nothing But A Man,"
"Harvest of Shame," "Salt of the

Earth" and a film concerning the

imprisonment of Japanese
Americans in concentration camps
in this country during World War
II.

Be sure to check the final

schedule for a more complete
listing of speakers and films.

A scene from "A Trip for Tina," a play by the Westfield Players, which reveals some insights on
Juvenile Delinquency. Curtain time will be 7:30 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday at Marks Meadow
Auditorium during the Marathon.

'
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This preliminary schedul

serves two purposes. The first is to

inform interested people that the

School of Education at the

University of Massachusetts will

hold its Fall Marathon during the

week of November 8-12. Secondly,

it will give the reader an idea of

some of the events that will be a

part of the Marathon. It must be

stressed, however, that the

preliminary schedule is only a

partial listing of events, and that

the final schedule, available during

marathon week, will contain

almost double the number of

events listed here.

program Composition for Personal

Growth by Simon Hawley and

Britton.

10: 00-11: 00

Shanti-a regional public alter-

native high school. How it works

and how it feels to be a student in

such a school-discussion with panel

of students and the principal, Gene

Muldahy.

10:00-12:00 Noon
Members of the Center for

Education Research will be of-

fering various information on

Statistics, Measurement,
Evaluation, Research and Design.

SMERD.

developing innovative programs in

occupational education. Seminar

group will be the principal players

and observers will be urged to join

ministrators. Paul

Ken Hoagland.

Burnim and

in.

CREATIVE

RESOURCES

A self-evolving learning en-

vironment will be conducted by

Ronnie Kleine and Linda Rabel for

the entire period of the marathon.

The space of room 126 will be

used to create an ongoing process

of meaningful activity that will

increase the level of not only in-

terpersonal relationship, but also a

relationship with the environment.

Those entering will be required by

the nature of the continuing ac-

tivity to experience, hopefully

contribute to the evolution of the

identity of the space. Members of

the community are invited to bring

to it any item, thought, idea, ac-

tivity, resource; tangible or in-

tangible, to leave it or share it, or

to come see what others have

brought-structure. design, and

content will be constantly changing

as nature and needs become felt.

MONDAY

November 8

8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

CREATIVE RESOURCES

9:00-10:00 a.m.

Ron Fredrickson from the

Human Relations Center is of-

fering an event entitled "Learning

Problems Laboratory". It is a

regional project for small schools

in the Western Massachusetts

area. He will use various audio-

visual techniques in an effort to

solve some of the problems

inherent to the small school,

culminating with a film called

"Inquiry Learning Skills" from 11-

12.

11:00-12:00 Noon
Ron Fredrickson is offering a

film entitled "Inquiry Learning

Skills". It focuses on Teacher

Counselor relations and is the

culmination of Ron's Event from 9-

10 AM.

12:00-1:00

Rocket Launching at high noon-

Tocketry in the high school science

classroom-David Conont,

president, Greater Hartford

Chapter, Jodel Rockteers. Dr.

Gregory T. Sinner, advisor, Shanti

School staff.

1:00-2:00 p.m.

Alternative to Innovation will be

presented by Paul Burnin and Ken

Hoagland. This event will focus on

practical application of the Cross-

Impact Matrix in the classroom.

1:00-2:00

North Haven High School student

produced film-16mm sound film-

appreciation and criticism of the

North Haven high school modular

system-produced under the

direction of Mr. Richard Place,

artist in residence-discussion by

Mr. Place.

I: 00-2: .10 p.m.

A one and a half hour com-

bination of film and acridities

presented by Linda Blane, Tjrcy

Wiley and Lola Washburn called

"Psycho-motor Paper" deals with

the Study of Human Potential.

7:00-8:30 p.m.

A Slide-Tape presentation of the

Outward Bound experience will be

explained and commented upon by

those CLA members who par-

ticipated.

7:00-8:30 p.m.

"The Phenomena of Suicide-the

ultimate personal decision and a

major health problem" will be

presented by Whitlaw Wilson, the

Director of Health, Counseling,

Sociology and Advision at Hamp-

shire College.

7:00-10:00 p.m.

Marianne Simon will delve into

our beings with a Gestalt Oriented

workship called "Movement and

Fantasy for learning about self"

This will be a dance oriented

presentation.

TUESDAY

November 9

10: 15-11: :t0 a.m.

Understanding the Micro -

Teaching concept - exploring uses

of this concept and discussing use

of equipment as it relates to con-

cerns of participants. Bob Miltz.

12:00-1:00 p.m.

Speaking in the Auditorium

Dwight Allen, Dean of the School of

Education will address himself to

"Making The Future of Education

Less Certain."

1:00-2:30 p.m.

The Philosopher as Futurist:

This will be an unrehearsed

discussion which will include

anyone who wants to join

us.'.Topics to be specifically dealt

with are types of questions a

philosopher would ask himself if he

had a futuristic orientation and the

implications of those questions on

his work. Jim Thomann and Jerry

Glenn.

1:00-2:00 p.m.

An explanation and discussion of

psychological curriculum as being

developed and implemented by the

center for humanistic education.

Doris Shallcross.

writings on the "Animus" and

•Anima" from his Two
Psychological Essays in

preparation for the discussion.)

7:30-10:00 p.m.

Play about Juvenile Dehnquincy

by the Westfield Players.

( see article)

2: 00-:$: 00 p.m.

Jim Carmody will offer a

discussion of the influence of

corporations upon the development

of testing. Film is entitled "Cor-

porations and testing in the U.S."

8:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Creative Resources Klein/Rabel

8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Teacher Training Program will

hold an open house in room 121.

Advisors in job placement, Ad-

visors for undergraduates and

various project directors will be

available to answer all questions.

8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Teacher Training will conduct a

series of presentations in Rm. 128.

These presentations will include -

teacher training methodology,

micro-teaching, the Goldhammer

supervisory model-discussion of

experiences by the students in-

volved in various programs.

9:00 a.m. -10: 15 p.m.

What's New in Teacher

Education? Presentations by

various center members regarding

the "new things" in Teacher

Education.

9:00-11:00 a.m.

An Analysis of Differentiated

Staffing. An hour's presentation

followed by a seminar approach.

B. Caldwell.

10:00-11:00 a.m.

A very moving film "War
Games" is being presented as

"Education for Global survival".

"War Games" is a dramatic

representation of what would

befall an unprepared United

Kingdom in the event of Nuclear

Attack.

10.00-11:00 a.m.

Phil Christensen will apply the

value knowledge gained from his

experiences as head of the "Mod

Squad" to present "The com-

pletely Modularized Curriculum-

Its Purpose. Potential and Plans."

10:00-12:00 Noon

Bob Hawley and Dave Britton

are running a two hour workship as

•A Humanistic Approach to

Composition". This workship will

include role-plays, fantasy,

simulation, and value clairfying

exercises as stimuli for writing

activities, Based on the book and

2 : 00-3 : 00

Economic Survey-relating the

high school curriculum to the

business community. Developing

resources in the business com-

munity. Presentation by Mr. Joe

Novotny and Shanti students.

3: 00-4: 00 p.m.

Education for Global Survival

will follow up their movie "War

Games (shown from 10-lla.m. on

Monday) with a presentation

called "Thoughts and Models"

presented by K. Khalih.

:i: 00-4: 00 p.m.

American National Institute for

Social Advancement is offering a

one hour work presented by Steve

Boal and Walter Leopold con-

cerning "Motivation and Form".

4:00-5:00 p.m.

Center for Educational

Research offers more Statistics,

Measurement, Evaluation.

Research and Design - SMERD

9: 00-10 ::»0 a.m.

Experiencing fantasy, im-

provisational theater, and games

in the classroom to develop

humanistic/psychological cur-

riculum programs. Ron Witort.

8:30-10:00 a.m.

Bringing Futuristic Activities to

the classroom. Pat Burke.

9:00-12:00 a.m.

A New approach to drug

education. Barry Rhodes. Involves

consideration of ways we get high

with a blend of yoga, and

meditation as a culminating ex-

perience.

io.oo-ii . oo a.m.

The New Nationalism and World

Order. R. Shimmel.

10:00-11:00 a.m.

International Teacher Training;

Description of the undergraduate

teacher education program

George Urch.

1.00-2:00 p.m.

A program in Third World

Education for Undergraduates.

George Urch. Explores a program

in undergraduate education for

individuals interested in: teaching

about other cultures, teaching in

multi-cultural classrooms,

teaching in other countries.

1:00-2:00 p.m.

The Model Elementary Teacher

Education Program (METEP)
will present a short talk and slide

presentation describing its

program and its implications

toward teaching in the "integrated

day" and more "standard''

classroom settings. All un-

dergraduate students who are

interested in preparing to teach at

the elementary school level should

find the program of interest to

them. Administrators and in-

service teachers are also most

welcome to attend.

2:00-3:00 p.m.

How to Write a Proposal and get

it Funded. R. Michael Havicand. A

60 minute discussion of proposal

formats - outlines, budgets,

timelines, etc. Also, some hints

about funding sources.

WEDNESDAY

November 10

8:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Creative resourses Klein and

Rabel

8:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon

METEP (Model Elementary

Teacher Education Program)

-

Integrated Day Program Marsha

Rudman. Open lab workshop in

which it will present a wide variety

of ongoing activities which

represent in miniature the

METEP Program.

9:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon

A New Approach to Drug

Education. Barry Rhodes. In-

volves consideration of ways we

get high, with a blend of yoga and

meditation as a culminating ex-

perience.

9: 00-10: 00 a.m.

Inquiry learning skills. Ronald

Fredrickson will show a feature

film focusing on the teacher-

counselor relation.

0:00-11:00 a.m.

An Analysis of differentiated

staffing. Bruce Caldwell. Why,

what effects are expected,

financial aspects and problems

involved with differentiated

staffing. There will be an hour of

input followed by seminar ap-

proach.

2.oo-:i:00 p.m.

Media Specialists Program for

the Deaf. A. Nourse. A slide

presentation followed by a multi-

media lesson prepared for deaf

students.

2::M)-4:00 p.m.

Guttman Scaling Device:

Scientific Use of Beads. David

Evans. A simple scaling device for

small data sets.

10:00-11:00 a.m.

Education for Global Survival.

W. Johnson. A talk on the

aggressor and conflict.

10:00-12:00 noon. 2:00-4:00 p.m.

Workshop on cognitive

Development in Black children

Perception, Language and Social

learning. Prof. Dalton Jones, from

the African Studies and Research

Center at Cornell University.

10:00-12:00 Noon
Helping People Feel Good about

Themselves. John Canfield. We
will experience 15 classroom ex-

periences to enhance the positive

self concepts of students of all

ages. The exercises are from the

forthcoming book, 100 Ways to

Enhance Self Concept in the

Classroom.

1.00-7.00 p.m.

Ken Ertel, Director of the Center

for Occupational Education, will

present game participation in

10:00-11:00 a.m.

Alternatives to Innovation.

Applications of Future planning

tools for teachers and ad-

1: 00-5:30 p.m.

A presentation on the Issue of

Test Bias by Ron Hambleton.

5:00-0:00 p.m.

Survival of the Private Schools.

Nat French.

7:00-0:00 p.m.

Male and Female: The basis of

Sexual Attraction from a Jungian

point of view. Susan LaFrance.

Structured activities with a

discussion. ( Read some of Jung's

10.00-11:00 a.m.

Man: A Course of Study. Film

and Discussion. Jim Tillotson and

Mike Glickman. Social Studies

Supervisors. Springfield Public

School. An innovative curriculum

approach to the teaching of social

studies.

10. 00-12: (M» p.m.

Creative teaching through small

group activities. Robert Hawley.

This workshop introduces teachers

to a variety of ways to facilitate

small group activities in the

classroom and to many activities

for classroom »••" including rank-

orders, role-plays, forced-choice

games, and brain storming.

10:00-12:00 p.m.

The Center for Educational

research. Dr. Tom Hutchinson and

members of the center will make

individual presentations on

statistics, measurement,
evaluation, research and design

(SMERD)

11:00-12:00 p.m.

Alternative to Innovation: Six

Crisises-the Future of Education

Chris Dede.

11:00-12:00 p.m.

Why is it that it's always the

humanistic teachers that get fired?

- Because they're stupid! Ken

Blanchard. A discussion of the role

of the teacher as a change agent in

school. How does he help initiate

change in a closed system and not

get fired in the process.

12:00-1:00 p.m.

Combatting institutionalized

racism. Dwight Allen.

12:00-2:00 p.m.

Comprehensive achievement

monitoring (C.A.M.) David

Evans. A modular slide/talk

presentation.

1:00-2:00 p.m.

Piaget: the man and the myth.

Barry Kaufman and Richard

Konicek.

1:00-4:00 p.m.

A high school/junior high course

in psychological/humanistic

education learning experiences,

theoretical notions and strategies

for implementation. Bruce Irons.

2:00-3:00 p.m.

Blacks and the Police

Bureaucracy. Dr. Jack Saunders,

professor of sociology at Salem

College, Winston-Salem. North

Carolina. Exploration of some

organizational aspects of law

enforcement as they affect the

relations between police and black

citizens. Discussion of ways in

which the democratic features of

department organization or fail to

control the behavior of individual

officers.

2:00-4:00 p.m.

The meeting of two cultures.

Susan LaFrance. A simulation

activity based on a "helping

relationship" established between

2 nations: one a modern

technological society, the other a

pre-industrial rural society. Video

taped replay of simulation will be

accompanied by discussion of

insights into racism and the

helping process.

2:00-4:00 p.m.

See Dalton Jones-10-12-( same

thing)

:i: oo-4 -.oo p.m.
.

Education for Global Survival:

Department of Peace. L

Fleischer.

1:00-5:00 p.m.

SMERD ( see above

1:00-7:00 p.m.

Closer to solving the problem.

Jean Moss, Glenn Ray, Charles

Parlons. A panel consisting of

blacks, Puerto Ricans, and whites

will present and examination and

identification of institutional

racism within the University of

Massachusetts. The discussion will

include aspects of the

geographical, academic, and

social setting at the University.

Audience participation will be

encouraged.

5:00-6:00 p.m.

Cross-Cultural Research in

Cognition and its Relation to the

ANISA Model ( American National

Institute for Social Advancement)

Hawley. This workshop introduces

activities for classroom use

designed to promote moral

development through the Kohlberg

stages. Activities will be in-

terspersed with theory.

11:00-1:00 p.m.

Community Medical Care and

Community Schooling. Gregg

Wright. Presentation-discussion of

pediatric medical care needs and

Schooling-with a model of

community education/medical

center.

11:00-12:00 p.m.

Alternative to Innovations: Six

crisises-the future of education.

Chris Dede. An elaboration on the

problems of education and possible

alternatives suggested.

7:00-8:00 p.m.

The Arts and Cognitive

Curriculum. Nat French.

7:00-10:00 p.m.

Improvisational Theatre-

Creative Dramatics. Jacquie

Lowell, Ken Bell. We'll be doing

basic movement exercises and

theatre games.

1:00-2:00 p.m.

An overview of the School of

Education plans to eliminate

courses and credits for next year.

Phil Christianson.

4:00-5:00 p.m.

Implications of Politics for

Education in England. Dr. T. L.

Bernard. Survey of recent

Educational Developments in the

schools of England with emphasis

on the effects of the political

ideology of the two main parties.

7:00-8:00 p.m.

Slide-Tape presentation of

"Outward Bound" experiences of

CLA and TASP students on

Hurricane Island, Sept.-Oct. 1971.

7:00-10:00 p.m.

Improvisational theatre-

creative dramatics. Jacquie

Lowell and Ken Bell. We'll be

doing basic movement exercises

and theatre games.

7:00-10:00 p.m.

Play by the Westfield Players

( see article)

7:00-10:00 p.m.

Sex roles, Education and Was.

David Scondras. Cross cultural

analysis of the connections bet-

ween agencies such as schools

which socialize men and women

into roles and the characteristics of

those roles which do not lend

themselves to extra-group

agression and totalitarian in-

frastructures.

THURSDAY

November 1 1

8.00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Creative Resourses, Klein and

Rabel.

12:00-1:30 p.m.

How Media might better

stimulate students to delight in

reading. Robert Pauker.

1:00-2:00 p.m.

A program in Third World

Education for undergraduates.

George Urch. Explores a program

in undergraduate education for

individuals interested in: teaching

about other cultures, teaching in

multi-cultural classrooms,

teaching in other countries.

1:00-3:00 p.m.

Drugs: Their impact on

education in the future. An

analysis of the current educational

scene and its implications for the

future. Dr. Wayne O. Evans.

2:00-3:00 p.m.

Presentation: Myths per-

petuated by "The Great American

Reading Machine." Dave

Yarrington. An analysis of the

system.

FRIDAY

November 1 2

8:0010:00 a.m.

Creative Resources

Last Minute Entries

Television Seminar -Offering

information and ideas concerning

the need for and potentials of a

viable non-commercial public-

access channel on a community

cable system. Mike Humpries

A close look at adult basic

education in Massachusetts—Mark

Rossman

Model Program to recruit func-

tionally illiterate adults into Basic

Adult Education—Mark Rossman

Film In the English Classroom -

A demonstration and discussion of

the place of professional and

student made films in secondary

school English classes. Dick Ulin,

Mark Phillips

Career Planning and Placement
- Questions and answers con-

cerning teacher certification

(Mass.), Placement registration

and credentals. How to interview

for a job. Bob White

D.D.T. - Dropout Disadvantaged

Teenagers - Is J. E. S. I. the an-

swer? a presentation and

discussion of the JESI Project by a

panel of staff members who are

currently working on this project.

Bill Conway

9 00-10 :00 a.m.

A critical history of the UMASS

School of Education Dennis Tippo^

A discussion of its beginning and

vear I (January 1968-fall 1968)

What happened? Why? and How?

9:00-11:00 a.m.

The New Zealand Educational

System. Bud Teitelbaum, who

spent the 1970-71 academic year on

a Fulbright scholarship teaching in

New Zealand, will make a

presentation relating his ex-

periences as an American

educator.

9:00-12:00 p.m.

The Center for Educational

Research. Dr. Tom Hutchinson

and members of the center will

make individual presentations on

statistics, measurement,
evaluation, research and design,

SMERD.

2:00-3:30 p.m.

A Personal Experience.

Burke & Chipwood.

9:00-10:00 a.m.

Moral competence and the

ANISA model. A preschool model

of early education. S. Theroux.

9:00-12:30 p.m.

"To Save Tomorrow" An award

winning film series dealing with

experimental psychiatric

programs. Three films followed by

panel discussion with film

producer and representatives from

NY. School of Psychiatry and NY.
Department of Mental Health.

10:00-12:00 p.m.

Gestalt Awareness Training in

the Classroom. J. Canfield.

•i an 4 oo nm 9:00-12:00 p.m.

Doing Nom'ing Pat Burke and A Trust, Openness. Realization,

BinTmith.
g "

and Interdependence Experience.

J. Canfield.

2:00-4:00 p.m.

The relationship between per-

ceptual and motor development

and learning: Illustration of

problems and remedial

procedures-Lecture-discussion.

Barry Wadsworth.

2:00-4:00 p.m.

Fantasy, improvisional theatre,

and games in classroom to develop

psychological - humanistic cur-

riculums. R. Witort.

3:00-5:00 p.m.

The role of a community mental

health technician in public schools.

Marga Coler. An in-depth analysis

of role-playing in the (1) Grade

school. (2) High school, (3) Liason

between schools and mental health

center, (4) Learning Disabilities.

The presentation will be conducted

by a group.

10:00-11:00 a.m.

Education for Global Survival:

Values and Attitudes. S. Guild.

4:00-5:00 p.m.

Futuristics-The future of

Deviance. Dr. Jack Saunders,

professor of sociology at Salem

College, Winston-Salem, North

10:00-11:00 a.m.
.

Education for Global Survival;

Population. L. Clark. Presentation

Carolina. An analysis of treatment on the population explosion as it

and public policy. relates to the world scene

5:00-7:00 p.m.

Alternatives to

Smith. Modular
presentation.

schools-Bill

slide/talk

10:00-12:00 a.m.

Moral Development in the

Classroom a la Kohlberg. R.

3: 00-5: 00 p.m.

"Suzanne's Lament" A multi-

media approach to the problems of

ecology. A presentation by Mr.

Konicek on the uses of audio-visual

aides towards solving the problems

of ecology

4.00-5:00 p.m.

SMERD ( see above)

10:00-12:00 p.m.

SMERD-C enter for Educational

Research-Open Lab.

12:00-2:00 p.m.

Sex Roles, Education, and war.

A cross cultural analysis of the

relations between socializing

agencies, which lend, or do not

lend, themselves to extra-group

aggression and totalitarian in-

frastructures. D. Scondras.

2:00-3:00 p.m.

The Arts and Cognitive Lear-

ning. N. French

4:00-5:00 p.m.

SMERD-Center for Educational

Research-Open Lab.

Fri. - 12:00 - 1:00

"The Black Experience in

Children's Books" - Discussion by

Rose H. Agree, winner of the '69

Dutton Award

Films and Feelings - In an effort

to heighten awareness in our inner

selves this workshop will combine

the use of films and personal

growth activities. Mark Phillips

Drug Education From a National

Perspective - What works and what

doesn't as seen through the eyes of

the student.

Hesse's Olass Bead (iame and

Systems Concept - Ray Budde

Utilization of Group Dynamic

Technique in Various areas on a

Secondary level. Michele Moran

Matching Individual Needs and

Organizational Goals: An

organization development
demonstration focusing on the

School of Education as 'client' T he

Human Relations Center students

and staff will be a resource team

helping participants focus on ways

in which the organizations'

structure complements or retards

individual development. Strategies

for change will be explored as

appropriate-Human Relations

Center Staff

Architectural Hinderances to the

Mobility Disadvantaged

Examples of hinderances to the

disadvantaged with suggestions

for modifying existing situations

and ideas for eliminating them in

future planning. Marie Desmond

Learning about the problems of

Black and Puerto Rican

youngsters on the Lower East Side

of Manhatten through a study of

their writings in "Can't You Hear

Me Talking to You"? Gilbert M.

Slote

(con't. on Back Page)
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PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE

VIETNAM VETERANS
AGAINST THE WAR

The University of Massachusetts

chapter of the Vietnam Veterans

Against the War will produce two

one-hour events during Marathon

Week. Topics to be included are:

"The Returning Viet Vet and His

Problems of Readjustment."

Lecture plus discussion.

"Activities of the VVAW
designed to alter the consciousness

concerning the War and it's Vic-

tims."

A discussion and critique of the

Vietnamization Policy - Failures,

faults and lies involved in the

image of Vietnamization given the

press and public.

Slides and film from I Corps

Area of Viet Nam.

More Learning-Less Teaching -

A review of program for inner city

children in Rochester, N.Y. where

a program of are activities re-

sulted in improved reading, at-

tendance, deportments, etc. Prof.

Carl Reed.

A brief history of how eucation

systems have been used to exclude

certain classes and races from

education designed to develop

leadership and administrative

skills. From the liberal arts of

classical education to the modern

state school system. R. Dyer.

Reverse Chronology in

Historical Subjects as a

Motivational Factor - Exposition

and Discussion. Richard Rains-

ford.

CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH - COMMENTARY

"A difference to be a difference

must make a difference. If the

classroom doesn't make a dif-

ference to the student, then there's

no reason why the student should

warm a seat."

—Assoc. Prof. David Coffing

School of Education

University of Massachusetts

A view of life in Vietnam - Slide

presentation to display the quality

of existence in Vietnam.

ENTRIES continued

\ Needs Approach in Health

Education-A mini-lesson using role

playing and other value clarifying

techniques a drug abuse lesson

simulating a 7th grade class will be

presented. The needs approach

attempts to examine human
behavior in a multidimensional

way rather than with an emphasis

on the physical. Edward Betof

Men's Liberation Workshop -

Men only-Barry Kaufman

Woman's Caucus - A series of

presentations about sexism at the

School of Education and the larger

society. Jeannie Crosby

Psycho-motor Development -

Demonstration and activities.

Torcy Wiley

An exploration of the use of

video-tape in cross-cultural

studies. Participants will view and

discuss a number of video tapes. A.

Hannans.

Racism and the Suppression of

Human Potential - D. Jordan.

Beyond the Court Cases -

Responding to the student as

citizen

Assoc. Prof. David Coffing

considers himself an en-

vironmentalist, his chief concern

being human beings. And since the

destination of a human being

largely depends upon his learning

( which may, or may not occur in

the classroom), Coffing is con-

cerned with the learning process.

The Educator contends that

other educators, by ignoring the

uniqueness of the individual in

their classroom approach, are

"defining ahead of time who they

are going to flunk out. We define

flunk-outs by the treatment we

impose." he explains.

"Tradition looks at education as

equal exposure to education...the

little red schoolhouse. You can go

there til you flunk out. But is that

equality of education," questions

Coffing.

"You don't have to flunk out

anybody," insists the Professor,

opening a Pandora's box of im-

plications. "Everybody can come

out the same. The objective of

education should be everybody

learns the same amount."

"We always think in terms of

BETTER learners and POOR
learners, " says Coffing,

suggesting anotherway to look at it.

"Could be better learners are

better equipped to learn under

THAT situation."

Learning Competence - Basis for

new educational model. D. Jordan.

Classroom Discipline - Delight

or Disaster Sy Schwartz

The Spring Marathon as seen from Dean Allen's Office.

Unaware
Woe! That's plenty to think

about. A lot to tackle. And

educators have hardly begun the

most educators are unaware of the

whole learning process. But all

these variables interact never-

theless, assures Coffing. "All are

operating at one time with dif-

ferent strengths."

Coffing warns, "The more

capable we are of producing a goal,

the more careful we must be in

defining our goals. Now we don't

have to define exactly where we

are going, because most people

don't get there."

"How do we know when a child is

through with the ninth grade? We
know because it's June—not that

he's reached a certain level in his

education. Some kids we held back

if they reach the level in March.

We don't really know what nin-

ninth-gradedness should be."

Coffing prophesies, "Once a

common goal has been established,

we can bring all children up to this

level by determining what kinds of

paths are best for what kinds of

children."

Fathom the boundless im-

plications... the potential of

education that could be realized if

the learning process of the in-

dividual were recognized as the

key to education.

The Media

Rapidly gaining recognition as a

powerful tool in the process are the

multiple uses of audio-visual

equipment—the media.

"From birth to high school

graduation a student spends, on the

average, 15,000 hours in front of the

TV. ; 300 hours in front of a movie

screen and 12,000 hours in the

classroom. That's more time in

front of the tube than in front of the

teacher," observed Coffing. The

indication is obvious — the media

is a powerful influence on our lives.

Geared to the individual's learning

needs, it promises much.

"It's very important to consider

what you learn from the 'Flint-

stones/ 'I Love Lucy' and

'Mission: Impossible,' ' adds

Coffing. "That's were the kids

learn their social science...ways of

dealing with people...what you can

say to the boss...interpersonal

relations."

Big Fault

"The big fault in education is

lack of knowledge of the process,"

charges Coffing, who is trying

awfully hard himself to nail down

the variables and identify their

relationships. He observes, "The

key to education is matching the

treatment to the learner's style."

Some students may be morning-

afternoon people, others are af-

ternoon-evening people, still others

are morning- evening people, notes

Coffing. Some students learn

better in small groups, others in

large groups, some through picture

treatment, others by the printed

word. There are many individual

variables that should be taken into

consideration revealed the

Educator.

The learning environment itelf

can be a weighty factor: its

physical setting, characteristics,

events therein, class size,

acoustics, color of walls, presence

of authority figure, presentation

devices and percentage of media

use, amount and kinds of student

participation, observes Coffing.

He notes instructional variables

of teachers will affect the learning

process adopted by the student.

"Course requirements are read by

the students from the teacher's

behavior, not his words.

For example, the teacher says be

able to apply principles learned.

But the final exam deals with

amount rate learned."

Learner variables include the

student's motivation, abilities,

attitude and aptitude,

demagraphics (age, sex, social

economic status, where person is

in social environment, number in

family, etc.) as well as starting

knowledge of course subject matter,

creativity in perceptual ingestion

and problem solving. Of course.

Yet who ever thought?

Course variables include

"subject matter constraints, level

of presentation adopted, and

whether course is elected or

required".

Show Them
Pursuing the diverse potential of

film, Coffing noted, "One of the

most powerful instruction

strategies I know of to improve

behavior, is to film it, look at it,

and do it again. You don't have to

tell people much when you show

them their own behavior."

"Kideo-Video," emanating of the

School of Education at UMass.,

does just that. Elementary school

children plan their own program,

then, armed with cameras and

sound equipment, they film

themselves. Their programs have

been viewed on Channel 40 T.V.

Within the next 10 years, Coffing

predicts networks will be owned by

the school systems and univer-

sities. People will learn at home
through individual proerammina.

self-paced stores cassettes will

plug into the family T.V. And the

growth of cable television will

witness a mushrooming of stations

and programs to choose from.

"Wouldn't it be nice in an area

where a portion of the population

speaks Spanish," projected Cof-

fing excitedly. "You could have

one audio-track in English, another

in Spanish. It's within our

capacity."

Schools will become repositories

of information, "like a library"

revealed Coffing, peering into the

future. Their role will include

determining "how people process

information best"...and arriving at

the best formula for each in-

dividual.

Technology would enable the

student to go to the library,

"record an hour cassette in 45

seconds, and have his own copy to

take home."
The improved efficiency will

allow educators to pursue a new

role, that of humanizer — making

people better human beings.

"More time could be devoted to

humanistic explorations," con-

tinued Coffing. "That to me is the

essence of education. We have to

accomplish these things. Today

families leave it up to the schools

and the schools leave it up to the

families."
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Conservative Congressmen Concerned

Will
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

United Nations' decision to expel

Taiwan will be respected by the

United States. Secretary of State

William P. Rogers said Tuesday,

but the Nixon administration

regards it as "a most unfortunate

precedent." And some Congress

members demanded retaliation.

"This administration deeply

regrets the expulsion of the

Republic of China and thinks the

precedent is a most unfortunate

one and will have adverse effects

in the future." Rogers said.

Angry Senate and House con-

servatives urged a cut in U.S.

contributions to the United Nations

and some members demanded
even more drastic action. Others

called for continued support of the

United Nations as the only hope for

world peace.

Declaring "We have a new ball

game," Sen. William B. Saxbe

R—Ohio, moved to send the $3.2-

billion foreign-aid authorization

bill, which contains $139 million for

U.N.—related activities, back to

the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee.
He said at least a week or two

should be allowed to pass to give

Congress and the country time to

"digest" the U.N. action and its

implications.

Saxbe's move came as the aid

bill came up for Senate debate.

In moving to sidetrack the

foreign aid bill temporarily. Saxbe

noted that 42 of the 76 nations that

voted to expel Nationalist China

and 12 of the nations that abstained

from voting are listed as

beneficiaries in the bill.

To begin a heated and emotional

debate now might well lead to ill

considered action regarding aid for

those nations, he said.

However. Saxbe later withdrew

his motion when he became con-

vinced it could not carry. But he

said that to vote on the foreign aid

measure-in the present at-

mosphere might bring defeat of the

measure-something he wants to

avoid.

Sen. Barry Goldwater, R—Ariz.,

said the United States should quit

the United Nations outright and

send its headquarters off to "some

place like Moscow or Peking
."

Senate leaders of both parties.

Democrat Mike Mansfield of

Montana and Republican Hugh

Scott of Pennsylvania, said they

have long believed the United

States pays too big a share of U.N.

expenses and favor cutbacks on

that basis, not as punishment for

Monday night's vote to seat

mainland China and oust Taiwan.

Their position would increase the

chance that there will indeed be a

reduction in the U.S. contribution

in the U.S. contribution, which now

totals some $249 million a year.

Sens. James L. Buckley,

r_N.Y.. and Peter H. Dominick,

R—Colo., were drafting legislator

to reduce the U.S. payments.

Buckley said he seeks a major cut.

A spokesman for the New York

senator said the measure probably

would be proposed later this week

as an amendment to the foreign-

aid bill.

But other senators cautioned

against a punitive cut in the

American contribution.

Sen. Charles H Percy. R— 111.,

said that would set a dangerous

precedent, under which every time

a U.N. member lost a vote it could

retaliate by withholding funds.

Men on both sides of the issue

expressed disappointment and
regret at the expulsion of Taiwan.

"I believe, however, that to reduce

American support of the United

Nations would be an inappropriate

response to this unfortunate vote."

said Sen. Clifford P. Case, R—N.J.

The White House referred

questions to Secretary Rogers. At

the State Department Rogers told

newsmen he hopes the United

Nations won't be weakened but he

pointedly told reporters the world

organization faces a financial

crisis and there is a problem "of

whether the United Nations is

living beyond its means."
"I think that may be the case."

he added.
While noting there are some

senators who think the United

States is carrying too great a share

of the U.N. financial burden,

Rogers denied the Nixon ad

ministration will attempt to

retaliate against the organization.

Rogers said "it just isn't so" that

the United States did not really try

to prevent Taiwan's explusion.

"We worked hard and so did the

co-sponsors
,

" he sa id
,

" I don ' t th ink

there is any suspicion anywhere

that this administration didn't do

its utmost.

"We just didn't have the votes
"

Rogers said one thing won't be

changed, and that is America's

committment to defend Taiwan

and to maintain other obligations

to the Nationalists.

"The Republic of China con-

tinues to be a respected and valued

member of the international

communitv." he said

When asked what adverse effects

could result from the U.N. vote,

Rogers said "anytime you have

national and international support

of the magnitude we had you are

bound to have some second
thoughts about the United
Nations."

World Capitals Laud U.N. Move
.. ... „. rf.j rv.;„„ ;„.„ tho in inHpnondent-minded Communist Yugoslavia, the

LONDON <AP>—The entry of Red China into the

United Nations was applauded in many world capitals

Tuesday but some officials in Asia regretted the

ouster of Nationalist China.

Red China brushed aside all comment.

There was an atmosphere of shock and dismay on

Taiwan home of Nationalist China. A small protesting

crowd demonstrated in front of the U.S. Embassy in

Taipei

Britain which has voted for seating Red China since

1961 hailed the decision, saying the world needs

Peking's help in solving problems. A Foreign Office

statement said: "We welcome the General Assembly

decision to seat Peking."

A West German Foreign Ministry statement

declared "Whoever wants an international easing of

tensions cannot ignore China. The family of nations

cannot successfully work toward cooperation when a

country of this magnitude remains excluded.

An official source in Paris gave this French view of

Red China's inclusion in the United Nations: "An act

of good sense and realism, both in fact and in law.

A statement from the Vatican said the seating of

Red China could aid the cause of peace and justice and

was in the spirit of the 1965 appeal of Pope Paul VI for

universality in the world body. A second statement

expressed regret at Nationalist China's ouster.

There was an absence of comment from most

European Communist countries, possibly reflecting

the Soviet-Chinese feud

In independent-minded Communist Yugoslavia, the

Tanjug news agency welcomed the decision, saying it

gave China its legal" rights in the United Nations.
""

Reaction was more mixed in Asia.

The Philippine Foreign Office welcomed Com-

munist China to the United Nations but said "the

principle of universality was not served" by removing

the nationalists. President Ferdinand E. Marcos said

the Philippines would retain its "fruitful and friendly"

relations with Taiwan.

Japan, which has been in a quandary over China

policy for a long time, said it will "continue positive

efforts" to normalize relations with Communist

China.

Prime Minister Eisaku Sato told the House of

Representatives that the U.N. decision will in the long

run benefit Japan's interests. Sato repeated his

position that Japan's effort to keep a seat for

Nationalist China was transitional pending a set-

tlement of the Peking- Taipei feud

Two of Nationalist China's allies in anti-

Communism. South Korea and South Vietnam, ex-

pressed regret over Nationalist China's ouster from

the United Nations South Vietnam called it an in-

justice.

But much of the comment from both progovernment

and opposition legislators in South Vietnam indicated

a feeling that Peking's admission was realistic and

might contribute to a settlement of the Vietnam war
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Physical Plant Provides Power, Pollution
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B> ALAN WRIGHT
There is only one building on the UMass

campus that is open and operating 24 hours

a day. 7 days a week, for 365 days of the

year It is the physical power plant, which is

located directly "behind the Campus Center

garage and is responsible for producing all

the heat, light, electricity, and steam power

that this large University needs.

According to Chief Kngineer Edward R.

(Jilbert, who has been at the plant for 15-1/2

years and heads a crew of 28 regular em-

ployees, there are approximately 6.038,040

total kilowatt hours purchased per month,

along with the use of 88 tons of coal,

168.884,400 pounds of water evaporation

i steam I and 312,000 gallons of oil. Of course,

varying amounts of power are needed

during the different seasons throughout the

year. For example, there isn't need for heat

production during the summer, but the air-

conditioning systems must be kept running.

The billowing smoke clouds, which can be

seen perpetually rising from the stacks and

pipes of the physical plant complex, contain

primarily sulphur dioxide and ash. There is

always smoke being emitted because the

stack-banked fires inside the boilers must

always be kept alive and ready to produce

power.
When asked just how harmful these

contents of the primarily coal-produced

pollution are. Gilbert was quick to refer to a

recent issue of COMBUSION MAGAZINE.
"Sulfate is now considered good for many
green plants", it states. "Any residue is

easily washed into the ground by rain."

Also, much of the excess ash that is

produced at the physical plant is collected

and saved to be used with the gravel in

making parking lots.

"Every car of coal that comes to the

physical plant is first sent to Boston to be

checked for its ash and sulphur content,

which should be below 1%, although

sometimes cars come in with as much as

1.93%" says the chief engineer.

One alternative to burning coal and oil for

producing power would be natural gas or

nitric oxide, which supposedly doesn't have

as many impurities and wouldn't cause as

much smoke. However, it is less

economically feasible to use this resource.

Anyway, operations are already underway

at Tillson Farm to build another larger

power plant which will also be burning coal

and oil.

"We don'l like to see a lot of smoke

coming out of our chimneys any more than

the students or any ecologically concerned

person does", claims Mr. Gilbert. "But you

see we have a job to do here, and that is to

keep everything running, and in order to do

that, of course, we must continually be

providing power. I firmly believe that the

Amherst air is more threatened by

surrounding farmers spreading chemicals

and dust on windy days than by the pollution

that is emitted from the UMass physical

plant."

Prison Official Here

On Recruiting Drive
By MARGARET KENNEDY

Less than one month after the tragedy at Attica, prison official

William Key came to UMass (this week) to recruit psychology and

sociology students for work in federal prisons.

Key, a U Mass-graduate who is now an administrator at Danbury

Prison, spoke about federal prisons in a tone different from that

which most prison reformers would take.

"Many demonstrators don't know the facts about federal

prisons," he said. "All penal institutions are not alike. They differ

in the types of inmates they house, in the facilities available, and in

the ways in which they're run."

"I cannot speak about prisons collectively; I can only talk about

the prisons I've seen and those in which I've worked. Danbury

Prison, where I'm stationed now, is not as bleak as many people

think."

Danbury is a medium-security prison; most inmates have been

convicted of such crimes as check forgery, embezzlement, nar-

cotics violations, or objection to the draft.

"People are friendly; you can see smiling faces there. We do

have one cell block which houses 40 prisoners, but everyone else

lives in dormitory-style rooms The cafeteria is comfortable and

the food is good."
At Attica, inmates spoke of being "treated like animals"; is this

the universal for federal prisons? Keys says no.

"The Federal Bureau of Prisons sets basic guidelines for prison

operation, but each warden, with his staff, decides how he will

apply these standards to his institution.

"We have some inmates who are learning to read and write,

some who are learning to speak English, some who are taking post-

high school courses with people from outside the prison.

"The men have a prisoners' advisory board which suggests

changes within the prison. They have a law library. And they have

a drug rehabilitation program which they run.

"But there's room for creativity and there's room for reform. We
need new people to help make the reforms."

You'd Better Watch Out
By DON POUTRY

A pedestrian was the victim of a

hit and-run accident yesterday
without knowing it.

Ernest Chambers, a junior at the

University, was crossing North

Pleasant St. near the Education

Center at about 3 p.m. yesterday

when he found himself in the path

of an automobile. He grabbed the

hood of the car and attempted to

push himself out of the way.

As Chambers picked himself

from the side of the road the car

stopped and the woman who was

driving it shouted for him to watcn
where he was going. He shouted

back that she should watch where
she was going as the vehicle drove
away.

It was not until Chambers tried

to walk away that he realized he

had been hit

Chambers was admitted to the

University Infirmary with a badly

bruised right leg. He reported the

details of the accident to the police

including the license number of the

car which had hit him.
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Journalism Students Hear Publisher

By BOB CALLAHAN
"It is the dream of every

newspaperman and reporter to

own his own newspaper," said

Loren Ghiglione. the Editor and

Publisher of the Southbridge News,

in a speech before a group of

Journalism students in the Student

Union last evening.

Ghiglione has fulfilled this

dream and is currently conducting

a survey of the daily newspapers in

Massachusetts.
He mentioned that this is the first

survey of its kind conducted by a

daily newspaper.
"This may be a catalyst for

people to continue on," the young
Editor and Publisher said in

speaking about the unique survey

which he is conducting. "We will

distribute the results to our

readers and if it goes well, people

in Universities and Journalism

may try to do something with it."

The survey conducted by

Ghiglione is funded entirely by him
and it involves the use of a

questionnaire to rate the

newspapers surveyed.

"We are trying to determine the

paper's views of their strengths

and weaknesses and what they are

trying to do with their papers,"

Ghiglione said.

The survey which was started in

July has met with little opposition

from newspaper publishers and tne questionnaire of 25 questions,

results are expected to be printed According to Ghiglione each

in mid-December. surveyor has "a certain amount of

A staff of three is conducting the expertise" in the field of

survey and the method involves a newspapers

fe»T0.C. club members i 'guest*
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Professor Howard Ziff:

"Not Enough 'Bad News' In Today's Newspapers
5 5

By BRIAN MARTIN
"There's not enough bad news'

in today's newspapers" according
to Howard Ziff, the newly ap-

pointed director of the department
of journalism and journalistic

studies here.

To prove this point he reached
into his fifty-gallon garbage can
and pulled out a newspaper. Sure
enough, nearly every story was
"good news". "Nurse wins award;
settlement likely; investigation

underway", he read aloud, skip-

ping from story to story. "This is

all up-beat stuff -the papers just

aren't looking for trouble."

Ziff emphasized his concept of

this role of the press by his feeling

that the Viet Nam war has shown
the press in its "finest hour". The
Pentagon Papers were "long
overdue" in his estimation.

"The press should be blowing the

lid off city hall every day," he

added.

Applying this concept to the first

amendment, Ziff noted that it not

only provides for freedom of the

press, but it also assigns to the

press the role of a protector.

"The press is obligated to shield

the public from the arbitrary use of

power by the government or any

other force that threatens to

diminish personal liberty", he

said.

According to Ziff, demo-
cratization of the press doesn't

occur when reporters can say what
they want, but rather when the

average citizen feels he is well

represented and if not, he knows he

can speak up.

"If I were interested in social

welfare, instead of talking to a

Harvard professor of sociology, I

would go to a welfare mother for

information", he said.

On the theory of objective

reporting, the journalist used this

analogy: "True-there is no such

thing as a perfect circle but this

doesn't mean that a circle can look

like a square. The same applies to

Professor Howard Ziff,

recently appointed as director

of journalism and journalistic

studies. Does he really smoke
a pipe or is this iust for effect?

objectivity. We all agree that a

perfectly objective report isn't

possible but that doesn't mean that

we shouldn't strive for it."

"Students of journalism

sometimes panic when they find

out that things aren't black and

white. What they must remember
is that there are different shades of

gray", he added.

Distinguishing between these

shades of gray and improving the

quality of reporting will be the

main thrust of the new depart-

ment.
"I want the student to appreciate

the depth potential of reporting"

said the former Chicago Daily

News reporter.

To this end, reporting teams
under professional guidance will

produce publishable reports after

extensive investigation of an issue.

The technical side of the

profession will also be stressed in

the new curriculum. According to

Ziff, "To do a good job as a jour-

nalist you must understand the

media and appreciate the limits

placed on it by technology."

As to whether this learning

comes from experience in the field,

Ziff argues that it does not.

"Newspapers don't spend
enough time on new reporters to

adequately train them and often

the habits they acquire are bad
ones because so many newspapers
are bad", he explained.

Ziff plans to serve his profession

by "putting better reporters in the

field".

Excerpts From Campus Police Log:

Oct. 14

1:59 a.m. CC garage attendant

reports group of kids breaking

into cars lower level-all cruisers

advised.

2:09 a.m. One under arrest for

attempted larceny, drunkenness

on above complaint.

10:15 a.m. Request to check
parking lot adjacent to TEP
House periodically as cars are

being damaged and items
stolen.

7:04 p.m. Theft of table from DC-
loaded into station wagon-
cruisers notified.

10:19 p.m. Rept. 2 subjects at-

tempting to steal decals from
vehicle in F lot.

Oct. IS

12:25 a.m. Rept. of theft of electric

typewriter from student ac-

tivities office.

1 :45 a.m. Extensive damage done

to targets at WOPE field.

2:51 a.m. Two under arrest for

larceny over 100 dollars.

7:40 p.m. Rept. of vehicle stolen

from 5 lot.

11:25 p.m. Subj. on balcony of

Berkshire DC-can't get in or

down.
Oct. 16

12:36 a.m. One under arrest for

drivingunderin-
fluence/drunkenness/no

license.

1:37 a.m. Third false alarm at

Gorman-alarm system.

2:56 a.m. Auto accident on Mass.

Ave. Ambulance, wrecker
enroute to scene.

12:45 a.m. Rept. of attempt to steal

vehicle during early hours.

3:55 a.m. Two arrested for

forgery/larceny under $100 and

over $100.

9:36 a.m. Five under arrest for

narcotic violations.

11:02 p.m. Three under arrest at

this time for malicious
destruction of state property.

11:27 p.m. Inf. run from Wash.
assault and battery/party did

not see who hit him.

Oct. 17

12:12 a.m. Two subjects tampering

with motorcycles at Butterfield-

scared off by residents.

12:49 a.m. One under arrest at this

time for poss. narcotics and
drunkenness.

9:30 a.m. Hit and run to parked
car in M lot.

2:20 p.m. False alarm at Melville.

8:49 p.m. Female fell from
window Kappa Sigma-under
investigation.

11:06 p.m. Rept. 3 males at-

tempting to steal vehicle in V
lot.

The above incidents con-

stitute a fraction of the activities

investigated by Campus Police

last week.
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Oct. 18

10:18 a.m. Rept. of subject passing

himself off as a police officer.

2:10 p.m. Larceny from Patterson
dorm.

3:18 p.m. Theft from room in

Brown.
3:29 p.m. Hit and run to vehicle in

North Village.

11:30 p.m. Theft of TV. from room
in McNamara

Oct. 19

8:05 a.m. Vehicle stolen from

Hamlin lot.

12:15 p.m. Subj. attempting to set

up housekeeping in

Hamlin/issued trespass notice.

6:02 p.m. Possible attempt to

steal vehicle from V lot-vehicle

located-windows pried open,

tools on seat.

Oct. 20

12:10 a.m. Disturbance at Ken-
nedy.

12:15 a.m. Disturbance at

Coolidge.

2:55 a.m. One arrested for

possession of stolen goods.

3:00 a.m. Accident in F lot.

4:35 p.m. Repts. of wallets stolen

from office in McNamara
(Machmer).

5:50 p.m. Rept. of theft of tape

deck from vehicle in V lot.

W£ H//WT YOU.

Every Tuesday night, 7: 30 to 9: 00, we want live locally recorded music for our

music festival program. Call 545-2425, visit us at our studios, or write.

U1MUA
91.1 FM

free form / informative radio

9:00-1:00

TONITE
CLEAN LIVING

AT

®h? English guh
DANCING !5

C Cover

Apply to SWAP- - NOW
Applications are

available at the

RSO desk,

1st. level,

Campus Center

today.
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In The Nation And The World

Red China Arrives Soon

U.N. China Seat Remains Vacant
UNITED NATIONS, NY. <AP>—The

United Nations made ready Tuesday to

welcome Red China and to fly its red flag

with five yellow stars from the Chinese

flagstaff. With the ouster of Nationalist

China, the Chinese seat remained vacant for

the moment.
Reports circulated in U.N. corridors that

representatives from Red China would

arrive soon, perhaps headed by Premier

Chou En-lai. A similar report came from the

Peking correspondent of the Tokyo
newspaper Asahi Shimbun.
Seven days of China debate were

climaxed by Monday night's General
Assembly decision to expel the Chinese

Nationalists and seat Peking.

The Chinese Nationalists walked out

before the vote and President Chiang Kai-

shek on his island fortress of Taiwan voiced

his defiance.

In an address to the nation, Chiang called

the decision to oust his regime "infamous"

and declared: "The destiny of our nation is

not in the hands of the United Nations. It is

squarely in our own hands."

A U.N. spokesman said no response had

been received so far to Secretary-General U
Thant's message notifying the Peking

government of the assembly's action.

He said, however, that preparations for a

Chinese Communist delegation are under

way, including an order for a flag to fly

along with those of the other 130 U.N.

members in front of U.N. headquarters.

U.S. Ambassador George Bush, although

deeply disappointed by the expulsion of the

Nationalist delegation, called on Thant and

assured him of continued U.S. cooperation.

A U.S. spokesman, in disclosing Bush's

assurances, did not mention moves in

Washington to cut U.S. financial con-

tributions to the United Nations. But this

was a topic of widespread comment at the

United Nations.

A British spokesman said; "the financial

predicament of the organization is grave

indeed, and we certainly hope that the

circumstances of changes in representation

of members should not include a major

worsening of the financial situation."

The United Nations already is prepared to

take a huge loss through the expulsion of the

Chinese Nationalists because of unpaid

deficits in that government's assessments.

The Taiwan government, according to a

U.N. spokesman, owes $11.9 million for past

years, $6.2 million for the current year, and

an additional $12.2 million for unpaid

assessments on the peace keeping

operations in the Middle East and the

Congo.
Tuesday's wind-up session of the

assembly on China consisted of explanations

of votes by members who deferred their

remarks because of the late hour of Monday
night's balloting.

U.S. spokesman Nicholas King said the

American defeat was due largely to last-

minute defections of countries that had

committed themselves to support the U.S.

plan for "dual representation" with both

Peking and Taiwan in the United Nations.

French-Soviet Pact Signed
PARIS (AP)—France has

agreed to sign a "declaration of

principles" with Russia governing

future French-Soviet relations,

diplomatic sources reported

Tuesday night.

The declaration, without

precedent in Western dealings with

Moscow, will represent the "new

step forward" the Soviets have

been urging France to take during

the visit of Soviet Communist party

chief Leonid I. Brezhnev.

Sources described the document

as the limit of President Georges

Pompidou' s willingness to develop

a special political relationship with

the Soviet Union.

The declaration was said to

contain three main points on which

the two powers say they agree:

The desirability of dissolving the

political military blocs which

divide Europe, the inviolibility of

existing European frontiers and

the principle of noninterference in

the internal affairs of other

countries.

The sources said that even

though Pompidou agreed to the

declaration he remained skeptical

about the sincerity of Soviet in-

tentions.

Simultaneously with the

declaration, the French and
Russians will sign a new economic

agreement providing for increased

trade and investment, the sources

said

The economic accord reflects the

soviet need for Western investment

and technology and the French

desire of finally reaping some
tangible benefits from their

opening to the East.

Sources said the declaration was
a compromise between Brezhnev's

insistence on a treaty aimed at

loosening French links with the

North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, and Pompidou's
reluctance to go beyond the

French-Soviet protocol signed last

year.

Brezhnev reportedly raised the

question of a treaty during his

opening round of private talks with

Pompidou on Monday. Pompidou
rejected the idea, sources said, and

the two men went on to agree on a

text for the declaration.

There were more cheers than

boos for Brezhnev on his second

day in Paris, but hundreds of police

mingled with crowds and pounced

on a few demonstrators that

shouted "Brezhnev assassin!"

and "Freedom for the Jews!"
Many of these who turned out to

cheer the Soviet leader apparently

were members of the French

Communist party.

While Pompidou seemed
prepared to help Brezhnev gain a

diplomatic success on his initial

visit to the West, the French

president stressed that France

remained a part of the Western

system and would not abandon its

allies.

Defense Minister Michel Debre

told newsmen later that "the

American military presence in

Europe has been and remains an

important element in the main-

tenance of the military equilibrium

in Europe."
His statement was a way of

telling the Soviets thai Paris was
not interested in Moscow's

proposal of mutual reduction of

forces in Central Europe unless

force levels were pared in balance

and political tensions had relaxed

sufficiently.

FREE SODA
with purchase of a Sub

from Mobile Deli; Butterfield

Te rra c e c£ Southwest

(near Prince House)

This Week Only, Oct. 26 - 29.

Prof Risks Contempt Charge
BOSTON ( AP)—A Princeton University professor scheduled to appear

before a federal grand jury investigating the Pentagon papers case said

Tuesday he might risk a contempt charge to establish the right to protect

confidential sources for some scholars.

Professor Richard A. Falk is to appear Thursday before a grand jury in

Boston which is reportedly investigating possible crimes connected with

the leaking of the Pentagon papers to the press last summer.

Falk 41, had been subpeonaed to appear before the grand jury last

month, as had Massachusetts Institute of Technology professor Noam

Chomsky and Harvard Professor Samuel Popkin. All are acquaintances

of Dr. Daniel Ellsberg, an MIT research associate who has said he leaked

the war study to the press.

Falk asked earlier this month that his subpoena be thrown out, con-

tending his appearance would violate his freedom of speech and damage

his professional credibility as a scholar.

"The
lOOO/o malt

malt liquor...

good enough

to be called

BUDWEISEIU

The Amherst Voter Registration Coalition

Presents

Senator George McGovern
on Sun. Oct. 31 at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom

To Approach Moscow

Laird In Europe For Troop Limitation Talks
BRUSSELS. Belgium (AP) -

Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird
tried Tuesday to line up the

Western allies for a joint approach
to Moscow on reducing armed
forces in Europe.
Laird conferred with Lord

Carrington of Britain, Marie
Tanassi of Italy and Helmut Sch-

midt of West Germany.
Earlier he collaborated with

Schmidt in presenting to the

Nuclear Planning Group—N-
PG—of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization a picture of what
might happen if the Soviets made a

major attack on southern Ger-
many and the allies met it with a

battlefield nuclear weapon.
Of the 15 members of the

alliance, all but France agreed
Oct. 6 to send an "explorer" to

Moscow to sound out the
possibilities of mutual, balanced

force reductions. He is Manlio
Brosio, the Italian who until

September was the secretary-

general of NATO.
Brosio is expected to make his

first trip to the Soviet Union before

mid-November.
But he does not have a common

allied position to present to the

Kremlin. Italy was worried-along
with Greece and Turkey-that an
agreement to cut forces in Ger-

War Continues Around Saigon
SAIGON (AP) — Battlefield

action flared near Saigon Tuesday,

with five enemy attacks in the

provinces surrounding the capital.

Killed were 18 government
troops and one U.S. soldier, and 17

South Vietnamese and two
Americans were wounded. One
enemy soldier was killed.

The attacks included the

daylight ambush of a U.S. Army
engineer convoy 50 miles northeast

of Saigon and the ambush of a

South Vietnamese payroll convoy

40 miles north of the capital. The
payroll, estimated at $7,000-

$10,000, was saved, field reports

said.

Lt. Gen. Nguyen Van Minh,

commander of military region 3,

which includes Saigon and 11

surrounding provinces, said four

enemy regiments totaling about

2,500 troops have been ordered to

step up attacks in the corridor

north of Saigon.

A massive relief operation was
under way in five northern
provinces battered by typhoon
Hester.

Government officials put the

South Vietnamese death toll from
last Saturday's typhoon at 100, and
said 555,000 homes were destroyed

and about 200,000 persons wee
homeless.

The U.S. Command said

American aircraft had flown 900

mercy missions, evacuating more
than 3,000 civilians from stricken

areas and lifting in 20 tons of relief

supplies.

The command revised the total

of American casualties upward to

High Court Declines

Busing Plan Review
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A unanimous Supreme Court declined Tuesday

to review a massive busing plan for schools in Pontiac, Mich., scene of

bombings last summer.
At the same time, the court turned down art appeal challenging a

desegregation plan for schools in Forsyth County, N.C.

Pontiac school officials had contended in their appeal that whatever

segregation exists in the blue-collar community is a result of housing

patterns.

The Forsyth officials, meanwhile, had complained that their schools

were subjected to wrongful racial balancing.

The court made no comment on either of these claims. The flat

rejection of the appeals indicates that they may hold no weight with the

justices at this point.

In other actions the court rejected unanimously an effort to convert an

abandoned public school building in Brighton, Ala., into a private all-

white school and ruled unanimously that Virginia cannot upgrade a two-

year predominantly white college into a four-year school because it would

interfere with the racial integration of the nearby black college.

The operator of a Washington state drive-in was granted a hearing in a

new obscenity dispute. The central issue in the case of William Rabe of

Richland is whether police may supress a movie shown at a drive-in on

the theory it could offend passing motorists or neighbors.

three killed and 51 injured by the

storm. Revised figures also
showed 25 helicopters worth $6.3

million destroyed and 33 others

seriously damaged. The command
said other helicopters suffered

minor damage.
In Saigon, the U.S. 7th Air Force

announced that the first squadron
of F4 Phantom figher^bombers to

be withdrawn from Vietnam left

for the United States Tuesday.
The 389th Tactical Fighter

Squadron, with 18 Phantom jets,

was based at Phu Cat on the

central coast. The departure of the

fighter squadron was part of

continuing U.S. troop withdrawals.

In Phnom Penh, the Cambodian
command said at least 30 Cam-
bodian soldiers were killed in four

days of fighting around two small

towns about 30 miles south of the

capital.

Many other soldiers were
reported missing after as many as

1 ,000 enemy troops overran a two-

company garrison at Sai Va, the

Cambodian command reported.
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many would lead the Soviet Union

to build up its forces already in the

Mediterranean area.

An attempt was made to

reassure the Mediterranean
countries by an allied agreement
that reductions made on the

central European front should not

diminish security on the flanks.

This was also reached Oct. 6, but

the concern persists.

The United States and West
Germany are pushing hardest for

mutual force reductions, with
some support from Britain. An
informed source said the United

States would be interested in an
initial mutual cut of as much as 10

per cent, but official spokesmen
say it is too early to throw light on a

figure.

Other European allies are more
cautious because they are con-

cerned that across-the-board cuts

would be to the advantage of

Moscow. Any U.S. forces with-

drawn would have to move back

across the Atlantic while Soviet

troops would retreat only a few

hundred miles.

Spokesmen say the discussions

on force reduction have only an

indirect connection with the

business of the Nuclear Planning

Group, which ends its quarterly

meeting Wednesday. This
session brought together seven of

the allies. Their meeting opened
Tuesday with a presentation by

Laird on the overall nuclear
situation, which is heavily in-

fluenced by the strategic arms
limitation talks (SALT) between
the United States and the Soviet

Union.

The ministers then discussed

with Laird and Schmidt the con-

sequence of using nuclear bat-

tlefield weapons in a European
conflict. Officials said it would take

about two more years before

guidelines can be agreed on how to

deal with these consequences.

OLD FILM NIGHT
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
ANNIE OAKLEY

BETTY BOOP
MOUSE CARTOONS

Plus
HORROR SHOW
7-9-11 Thurs., Oct. 28

At Mahar Auditorium

(Sponsored by SAM)

Sale Ends Saturday, October 30th

••*•*•*
MACHINE WASHABLE

SPORTSWEAR
45" PRINTS

66°
VAL.
TO
1.59

• 100% COTTON
• QUALITY MAKER
• WHILE THEY LAST1

MACHINE WASHABLE

LOOK"

88
Q VAL.

TO
1.99

• SOLIDS, STRIPES,
FLORALS

• 100% COTTON
• WHILE THEY LAST!,

IOOO

©IWand
SAVE
FASHION

FABRICS
BY-THE-YARD

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
TlMS* Nov. 2 & Wed., Nov. 3 at 8 p.m

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1; Other Full Time
Students 111 UM Faculty/Staff; Others S3. 50 - Fine Arts

Council Ticket Office, 125 Herter Hall, tel. 545-0202.

Presented by UMass Fine Arts Council

100% ACRYLIC
^

DOUBLE KNIT

349
• * * *

• *••**•
• MACHINE
WASHABLE

• 60" WIDE
VAU TO 5.99 YAHD

FAMOUS MILLS'

WOOLENS
WOOL BLENDS

S0LI0S«FAMCIES

BONDED
ACRYLICS

1.77
VAL. to 4.50 YARD

• MACHINE WASH
• 54/56" WIDE

100% ACRYf J {
CREPE
PRINTS

1.99
REG. 2.99 YARD

• BY CHESS OF CALIF.
• MACHINE WASH

•BONDED
• UNBONDED
• SOLIDS
• FANCIES
VAL. to 4.50 YARD

• BANKAMERICARD
• M/STER CHARGE

—

V

CUSTOM MADE DRAPERIES
MADE IN OUR WORKROOMS

AMHERST 1 Pray St.

Open Daily 9: 30 5: 30

Fri. til 9:00 Tel. 549-1056

NORTHAMPTON
21 Pleasant St.

Open Daily 9: 30 - 5: 30

Thurs. til 9:00 Tel. 584-6306
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AChildishGesture
The news of the United Nations vote on admitting Red

China into the UN while expelling Taiwan has stunned

most of us in the US who have grown up under the aura of

American dominance in that world council. It seemed

unthinkable, up until the time of the final vote, that the

wishes of the United States should be so "disrespectfully"

disregarded by the rest of the membership. However, this

rude awakening serves a useful purpose.

Though many of us disagree with the expulsion ot

Taiwan there are a few things worth keeping in mind.

Primarily, it must be remembered that the UN is supposed

to be a representative body. Though it has not been en-

tirely successful in its application of this role in the past

does not mean that this role can or should be forgotten in

the future.

With this in mind, the statements of Republican Senator

Barry Goldwater about banishing the UN to Moscow or

Peking display a reactionary ignorance of the functions of

any representative body. Would the esteemed Senator

suggest that one of his colleagues on Capitol Hill be

banished for opposing him on an issue? Perhaps he would

like to see Congress moved to Chicago, New York, or,

worst of all, Boston?
" The days are gone when the United States could view

itself as the world's policeman and the UN will no longer

serve as the means towards this end. It seems in-

conceivable that people have not at least learned from the

Vietnam tragedy that US imperialism has reached the end

of the line.
. ,

_

The threat by members of the United States Congress to

remove funds from the UN is a childish gesture. It

manifests the true lack of real dedication that many have

accused our legislators of in the past. If these people truly

believe in world peace and if they believe that the UN has

any chance at all of achieving that goal then any move to

withdraw funds over a policy disagreement displays a true

hypocrisy on their part.

Perhaps the US will evolve from this situation as a

healthier political and international power than it has been

in the past. The world has sat back too long and waited for

America to dictate policy simply because of its economic

supremacy.

WASHINGTON -The worst thing that can happen to

any public official in this country is to be mentioned

for a top appointment in the government, and not get

It isn't just the rejection of the job that is hard to

swallow -it is that while he is under consideration the

candidate is being subjected to exhaustive in-

vestigation by everyone from the FBI to the Harvard

Law Review, and his reputation can be destroyed

forever.
.

The recent Supreme Court nomination circus that

President Nixon put on is a perfect example of how

dangerous it is to be mentioned for one of the highest

positions in the land.

Take the case of Judge Chilblain Clamchowder.

Judge Clamchowder, who had been appointed to the

Fifth Circuit Traffic Court for the work he had done in

carrying Tornado County for President Nixon in 1968,

found himself listed as one of the "leading" can-

didates for a Supreme Court seat.

Judge Clamchowder told me in his chambers, "I

knew they had just thrown in my name as a smoke

screen and at first I was flattered to see my name in

the newspapers.

"But then the Eastern establishment press started

coming down here and asking about me, and my life

has become pure hell.

"They talked to my second wife who said I had not

only cheated on her, but also on my bar exam. Even if

it's true, it's something you don't like to read about in

the newspapers."
Judge Clamchowder continued: "Then some

Democratic senators found out I hadn't paid my in-

come tax for the past five years and they tried to make

a big deal of it just to embarrass the Nixon Ad-

ministration. They made it sound as if I was the first

Supreme Court justice nominee who had ever cheated

on his taxes.

"To make matters worse, the h BI discovered that I

was a major stockbroker in the firm that prints all the

traffic tickets for Tornado County. So I had to get rid

of the stock at a great financial sacrifice.

"Then Jack Anderson found out about a Christmas

party I had last year in my chambers for the meter

maids and while only two of them took off their

clothes he made it sound like an orgy. So now my

third wife is suing me for divorce, and it's gonna be

damn expensive, particularly since I don't have an

interest in the printing firm any more.

"The American Civil Liberties Union then dug up

the fact that I had donated $1,000 to buy dynamite to

blow up all the school buses in Tornado County, and

that made the newspaper headlines. Now I believe this

was a personal matter and had nothing to do with

whether a person would make a good Supreme Court

justice or not.

"Finally, some smart-aleck law professor

discovered that since I've been ruling on traffic of-

fenses I have been reversed by higher courts 768

timeS -
. . . r ..

"He also claimed I had fixed the tickets of 45

members of my country club. It turns out I had only

fixed 40 tickets since I've been on the traffic court, but

the media doesn't seem to be concerned with accuracy

as long as it's a good story.

"The American Bar Assn. rated me as 'less

mediocre' and this certainly hasn't helped me keep

any decorum in the courtroom."

"From what I can tell. Judge," I said, "you might

have done better by not being mentioned as a possible

Supreme Court justice."

"Frankly, he replied, "if it wasn't for the honor, I

would just as soon forget it."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

Neil Coleman

Comic Relief
The same old issues of war,

racism and poverty are there, but

except for those who are im-

mediately affected by them,

they're not as exciting as they used

to be. They seem to be old hat, and

every liberal I talk to seems to be

against them, at least in principle.

After some thought and a few

drinks, I have concluded that part

of this apathy results from the lack

of character The great em-
pathizing factor of personal

leadership is gone and therefore

the issues become relogated to the

abstract.

No longer can one wonder at

Khrushchev banging his shoe at

the United Nations, or be amazed
at De Gaulle's prominent proboscis

or his even more prominent ego. In

the good old days our opponents

always afforded us some comic

relief to offset the sometimes

tedious struggle for justice. L.B.J.

for instance always manged to be a

compositeof all human foibles. I

remember he used to annoy even

his supporters when he spoke in

favor of civil rights and continually

said "negra". Poor Lyndon, by the

time he learned to pronounce the

"O" they had changed their name
to Black. And who can forget the

grossest faux pas of them all, the

exhibition of the scar from his

gallstone operation'' I can

remember certain unkind

Republicans remarking at the time

that Lyndon's secret plan for

reelection consisted of having a

hernia operation and winning on a

sympathy vote. His pulling dogs by

the ears to make them bark and his

turning off the lights in the White

House to save money occasioned

many a joke. But those days are

gone' for good, old Lyndon has

retired into the sunset. Today the

world somehow appears devoid of

the characters who helped give life

to the issues. Our anatagonists

seem to be stripped of all human
foibles.

Kosygin, Pompidou, and Nixon

are lifeless nonentities in gray

flannel suits. Whatever you say

about Richard Nixon, you can't

really say he's funny ;
pathetic yes,

funny no. There is something

almost mechanical about the old

used car joke. The only thing that

strikes you about Nixon is that he is

singularly unstriking. All I can

think of is his standing around the

White House in his shorts until his

suit comes back from the cleaners.

Nixon just hasn't got the character

of Johnson; he reminds one more
of a puppet that learned to talk.

He doesn't vacation in the wild

west of Texas, but in the middle

American suburb of San Clementc-

the citadel of WASPDOM. And he

doesn't have a wife who goes

around increasing the possibility of

forest fires by planting trees.

Richard is a bore and the whole

world seems rather dead of late.

But don't despair, a little comic

relief is on the way, Lyndon is

publishing his story of how the war
began and there's nothing quite so

funny as a good work of fiction.

The Aussie

Left-handed cavalry;

Swords raised as they charge into battle;

Let us pray.

Our brothers

Who aren't in heaven,

Shallow be their graves.

As their kingdom's come,
I'll not be done,

In dearth.

Though I'll not be forgiven.

Give us this day
Our daily dead,

And believe us

As we believe those

Who trespass against us.

Le;id us not into annihilation.

But deliver us from evil...

For thine is the kingdom, the power, and glory

forever.

And these soldiers were lost,

all but one.

He so handsomely dons his Aussie.

But no one knows him now
Without his blood-sweated brow.

Aussie burns

Below the ears;

Aussie eyes cry

Aussie tears

Aussie jacket leathered high, never belted;

Shall this Aussie man but never die

?
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Editorial Points
It's been a bad year for

American prestige.
*****

If George McGovern's

paign was going as well

cam-
as wen as it

should be would he be speaking

into Student Union ballroom?
*****

Barry Goldwater is the one

you'd least expect to be popping

off about banishing the UN to

Moscow or Peking. After the

showing he made in 1964 it's

lucky for him that they let him
walk around Washington

*****

One observer noted that it took

about twenty workmen to carry

one piece of glass into the Union
yesterday. Perhaps it was too

big a pain for one.
*****

Now that WMUA is going

stereo, we're going to be getting

it from both sides.

Why?

™*^W3S!^^%rc^«3«
Letters To The Editor

250 Hiroshimas

To the Editor:

In less than two weeks the government of, tor, and

by the military will unleash on us yet another in a long

line of strategic surprises.

On the Island of Amchitka in the Aleutian chain oft

the coast of Alaska, an underground nuclear bomb

test will take place. It is a 500 Megaton explosive equal

to the force of 250 HTROSHIMAS.

It will more than likely cause earthquakes, tidal

waves and radiation leaks - although the Atomic

Energy Commission, who is putting on this show ot

strength, feels differently. But then how could they

have legitimate fears - when this explosion will take

place closer to Canada. Russia, and Japan than to the

United States mainland. Thus the United States

concern is strictlv power-oriented - lacking all human

concern The United States is concerned with the arms

race It must not fall behind the Russians in tactical

weaponry and strategic arms. It must in the process

profess its arrogance to the world - its outright

disregard for our gift of life and our gift of nature - and

especially those gifts which belong to other peoples.

Our arrogance is unmatched. And it is OURS We are

all guilty. We will share the guilt if this bomb is

allowed to explode. Unless we speak now. The United

States Atomic Energy Commission has no authority to

make a decision of such crucial international im-

portance. AND WE MUST TELL THEM SO

The President of the United States, Richard Nixon

is the onlv man who can prevent this madness. And

right now he sees no reason for such a prevention

Rather, advancement of our arms technology is of

supreme importance.

And who stands to gain from this. Certainly not the

citizens of this country or any other country. And not

even the United States government and the Atomic

Energy Commission - for this monumenta

"achievement" will no doubt be superseded by yet

another more powerful explosive - and the Amchitka

bomb will be obsolete.

So who will gain by this insane destruction -

especially if it is eventually used as a major weapon.

No one.

Care A Little More

To the Editor:

There are times when we let ourselves become so

caught up in ourselves that we forget about other

people, to the extent of being cruel. We judge other

people and ignore our own faults, until they are

pointed out to us. Well, they were pointed out to us

rather painfully in Friday's Collegian, when we read

"If Only For The Sake Of Honesty." We were the three

girls that Jacqueline Letalien picked up that day, and

we made crude remarks about the guy we passed. We

thought it was very funny at the time, and we even

mentioned the incident to some of our friends

Now we feel very ashamed, and we look at our-

selves Do we really mean the things we say and do It

we stopped to consider them, would we say and do

them anyway? We can only hope not.

We are trying to apologize, to say how sorry we are.

to Jacqueline and that guy. and W""*^j!?2
unknowingly hurt by our ignorant remarks. The uords

"we're sorry" are so inadequate but we don t know

what else to say... .
,

Maybe someday we will stop making jokes in

ignorance and start to learn and care. Maybe we will

stop judging other people and judge only ourselves,

for we all certainly need our own criticism. Miss

Letalien's dreams for the future are really beaut ilul: if

we all think and care a little more her dreams might

have more of a chance. ^^ vvhUcomb
Marlene Zakon

Kathy Worthington

But someone can prevent it. Us. By writing

President Nixon of our concern, we can - if enough

letters are written - change the course of events.

Your letters are read. And more importantly they

are counted. Often times they have swayed the

opinions and ideas of Congressmen and Senators as

well as the President. The Lieutenant Calley incident

is an example of such an effect. The President's mail

was against Galley's conviction by a clear majority.

And the President acted in response to this outcry.

Are we going to act in response to this outrage?
Jim Dempsey

Embarassed
To the Editor:

Frank M. Baglione's article, "Right On To The

People" published in last Friday's "Poor Richards"

was downright embarrassing. Of course that should

be my proper reaction since I am a member of an anti-

war organization and Baglione poignantly illustrated

what a fool I am. However my embarrassment did not

stem from my own activities but rather from

Baglione's and' others like him. His narrow min-

dedness and outright ignorance of the power of mass

demonstrations displayed in his article comes as no

great surprise to me. but when it is printed on the front

page of a UMass publication I am indeed em-

hii rrssspd

Mass demonstrations organized by anti-war groups

have been the most important factor in limiting the

number of Americans (spelled with a c not a k) killed

or maimed in recent months. Nixon has not brought

home troops because he wants to, but because he is

being forced to by the display of massive disapproval

of his policies in Indo-China evidenced by par-

ticipation in demonstrations across the country.

Future demonstrations will continue to apply pressure

on the administration and ultimately end U.S. in-

volvement in Indo-China.

Apparently Baglione did not attend our October 13th

teach-in. for if he had he wouldn't have written the

following: "Our October teach-in fell flat on its face.

YSA and the Mobe could have held the whole thing on

a bench outside the Student Union." It is an un-

warranted statement. First of all. the teach-in was

sponsored by the Mobe exclusively. Secondly, it at-

tracted 220 people. (It would have taken a pretty big

bench to seat them all.) Three quarters of a million

people marched on Washington last April 24th. They

were working for peace. It was a concerted effort to

end an immoral war which is destroying our nation,

not to mention Southeast Asia. It was the largest

gathering of people for a political purpose in the

history of America. Those who attended hardly

viewed their activities as a "carnival". Their par-

ticipation can only be described as noble. Baglione's

article, packed with "inaccuracies" is much more

difficult to describe. Perhaps embarrassing is the

most applicable term.
Ralph Magwood

May we ask Norman Bender and Anne Dranginis a few questions?

1 Why didn't you mention the fact that the Leningrad Institute for

Hebrate Studies is only for those on the post graduate level who would

need the knowledge of Hebrew in politics and international discussions?

X"d
Why" o^tToumention the fact that in 1953 there were 16 Jewish

theaters and two academies of Jewish dramatic art? Today there are no

full-time Jewish theatrical groups.
c„h™i

3 Why is it that although each nationality group has its own school

system to teach its language and culture, there are no Yiddish or Hebrew

SC

4

h
°DoS^^wS!* let 3000 Jews emigrate? They wanted

to get rid of Jewish agitators before the Communist Party Congress/They

wefe embarrassed by pressure from the Brussels Conference Soviet

Jewrv And at that time, the Arabs were not cooperating with the

Russians who then used the emigration of Jews as a bargaining point.

TwS'is it that in 1935 Jews represented 13% of all university students.

3 2% in I960 and 2.5% in 1970? Is this a fight against anti-Semitism_

6 Why didn't you mention the fact that Birobidjan is m a state of decay

that 92% of its population is non- Jewish, that there are no Jewish schools

Ihere ana thafB^robidjan is in Siberia near the Sino-Soviet border, far

from the main concentration of Jews?

7 Whv is it that in 1956 there were 450 synagogues and in 1969 only 55

Joroximatelv 1 synagogue for every 50,000 Jews? Why are there only

ree fuS oning rabbis now in the USSR, two of them over 75«> Why are

Jews prohibited from manufacturing phylacter.es and prayer shawls?

Whv is Kosher meat unobtainable? .

8 Why Sit that, if the Soviet Union has such a "progressive policy

toward the fight against anti-Semitism", the "^P^ " «* a

Hebrew text is enough evidence for conviction of anti-state attitudes

9 Whv are there no successors to aged rabbis?

May I quote a recent article in The New York Times Magazine which

tells of the author talking to a young Soviet Jew?

"As we were about to part I asked, 'Some Jews have left for Israel,

haven't they?'

Some, but none are leaving now.

Are there others who would like to go?'

He froze for a moment and then, coming close to me, grasped my arm

and whispered hoarsely: 'All of us! Every one of us is waiting for a

C

H) Why is it that Jews have made a total of 80,000 applications for visas

and when a few, by some chance, are accepted, they are all taken im-

mediately? Is it because the Soviet Union is such a Utopia

?By the way, Mr. Bender, Spain no longer outlaws synagogues and a

n
7t s°e

n
eCs

a
to

J

us
S

\hTYOUR attitudes are typical of the statements used

for propaganda by the Russian Communist leaders who, no matter what

they say, are anti-Semitic. ^^ R ^^

"Got To Throw Out A Few People

To Keep Gaining Altitude"

Letters

To The Editor

As in previous years the MIX' will continue-to print

letters to the editor The only requirements are that

h,v be typed St tlixty spaces, double-spaced and

absolutely' HO longer than two pages m length A

inters must be signed and the authors address and

! nom . number! must be included. No letter jrfllbe

puf.l.shed without th.s information Also no letters

will be pnnted without the name of the author. I leas,

note this change in policy
11

A, letters are subject to editing either tor^content*

space according to the judgment of the £»***!
due to space limitations, we do not guarantee that all

letters will be printed.
tHKKIHTOKS • t<»7»
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Soviet Space Effort Falters
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet

Union's space effort has sustained

another major setback with the

death of Mikhail K. Yangel, the

rocket scientist believed to have

headed the space program since

1966.

The government news agency

Tass announced Tuesday night

that Yangel died of a heart attack

Monday. He was 60.

The Tass obituary called Yangel

'the outstanding scientist and

designer in space rocket

technology," the man who "raised

a galaxy of outstanding designers

and scientists."

Western experts believe Yangel

became the No. 1 man on the Soviet

space team nearly six years ago

when the first space chief, Sergei

P. Korolev, died of cancer.

The Soviet government has

always maintained a heavy veil of

secrecy over its space program to

prevent another power from
kidnaping their top scientists.

Korolev's status was announced

only after he died Jan. 14, 1966.

Yangel's death was the fifth

major setback suffered by the

Soviet space program this year.

In April, the Soyuz 10 manned
mission was aborted after linking

up with the orbiting space station.

Two months later three

British-Irish War Blazes
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — British troops

fought a blazing gun battle gainst guerrilla snipers

across the Irish border Tuesday while huge funeral

crowds elsewhere mourned the deaths of five Roman
Catholics killed by army gunfire.

The deaths of two»more victims of violence raised

Northern Ireland's fatality toll to 135. One of the

victims was a 26-year-old man who was gagged,

blindfolded and shot through the head apparently by

an Irish Republican Army execution squad. The other

died of bullet wounds from a weekend gunfight.

British Army headquarters said snipers fired on

troops preparing to blow up a frontier road to cut down

arms smuggling from the neighboring Irish republic.

The soldiers fired back in a 45-minute skirmish and

reported two of the snipers appeared to be wounded.

In the nearby town of Newry, where soldiers killed

three men trying to rob a bank Saturday night,

thousands of residents lined the streets and jammed a

church as the three coffins were carried through town.

Troops moved in when stone-throwing youths

smashed a few windows, but there were no major

incidents. Civil rights leaders charged the army had

committed murder by shooting down the men, and

urged townspeople to quit selling supplies to British

soldiers.

In Belfast, an angry crowd of more than 8,000

watched the funeral of two sisters killed by army
gunfire at a roadblock Saturday. A mob attacked

troops when soldiers tried to photograph marchers in

the cortege-apparently as suspected members of the

On the political front, about 15 rebel members of the

provincial Parliament and Senate met with politicians

at Dungiven Castle to form their own rival

parliament.

Breakaway leader John Hume told "the Assembly

of the Northern Irish People" that the rebel

parliamentarians "had lost faith in the government of

Northern Ireland. ...The age-old Irish problem is no

nearer a solution...Citizens are separated from

citizens by barbed wire."

As the rebel politicians met, Prime Minister Brian

Faulkner opened a debate in the official Parliament

on possible political reforms in the north. Faulkner

submitted a "green paper'-a government document

for debate that could lead to a bigger Parliament and

Senate and changes in the way Northern Ireland holds

its elections.

The document appealed to opposition members to

sit down and talk over a possible "new start" in

politics. But most of the key opposition leaders missed

the appeal-they were attending the rival assembly

meeting.

Faulkner admitted the proposed reforms were

unlikely to calm the violence. "I don't believe that any

kind of political proposals have any relevance to the

IRA," he said.

cosmonauts died returning to earth

after a record-breaking manned
flight aboard the Salute

laboratory.

On Aug. 4 Dr. Gregory N.

Babakin, 56, died after playing a

leading role in the building of

Lunokhod 1 moon robot.

The next month the program was

hit by another failure as the un-

manned moon probe Luna 18

crashed during an attempted soft

landing in a rugged mountain

range on the moon's Sea of Fer-

tility.

Two weeks ago Soviet scientists

were unable to keep the Salute lab

in orbit. It disintegrated as it

plunged back through the earth's

atomosphere.
Tass said Yangel made a unique

contribution to the Soviet effort to

send unmanned probes to the

moon, Venus and Mars and also

had a big hand in manned flights

around the earth.

He was a deputy to the Supreme

Soviet, an alternate member of the

Central Committee of the Soviet

Communist party and a full

member of the Soviet Academy of

Sciences.

He received the nation's highest

civilian awards: one Order of

Lenin, two Hero of Socialist Labor

medals and one Soviet State prize.

Yangel was born in 1911, the son

of a peasant in Siberian village of

Zyryanevo.

Pakistan Claims Indian Attack

DACCA, East Pakistan (AP) —
Pakistan claimed Tuesday that

Indian artillery killed 23 Pakistani

villagers in shellings of more than

a dozen East Pakistani set-

tlements.

A military spokesman said 2,300

artillery and mortar shells fell

near the eastern border with India,

where Pakistani military sources

reported earlier that 585 persons

had been killed in fighting with

forces launched from India.

The spokesman pinpointed the

areas of Kasba, Kamlapur and

villages south of Comilla as

receiving the most destructive

shellings Tuesday. These areas

also were mentioned in the earlier

reports.

India and Pakistan have moved

into a dangerous confrontation-

with armies on the alert on both

sides of the border-in their dispute

over East Pakistani refugees

flooding into India.

The refugees are fleeing con-

ied disruption in East Pakistan,

which was torn by a civil war this

spring and is still the scene of

guerrilla fighting by holdout

Bengali guerrillas trying to revive

the independence rebellion

crushed last March.

Evict Nixon
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A march

by antiwar demonstrators at-

tempting to serve an "eviction

notice" on President Nixon was

broken up Tuesday by police who
arrested between 200 and 300 of the

protestors on minor charges. The

confrontation lasted about an hour

and produced no serious violence.

In other developments:

—Bombs which police believe

were set by Bengali rebels killed at

least seven persons and injured 30

in the Dacca area, police reported.

— Well-informed sources
reported the trial of Sheik Mujibur

Rahman, leader of the political

group whose success at the polls

led to the civil war, has been

postponed until November. Sheik

Mujibur is accused of "waging

war" against Pakistan.

—President Nixon's aid

representative in East Pakistan.

Maurice J. Williams, said there

will be no widespread famine in the

province, only scattered pockets of

food shortage. Williams said the

expected famine has been averted

partly because of the exodus of

refugees.

—A World Bank group working

on development in India said in

Paris the Indian government faces

a $700 million bill for caring for the

refugees pouring across its bor-

ders. The bank group said other

governments have contributed

onlv about $200 million.

Need help

with your travel

or vacation plans ?

Call

Longwood Travel

Margie B.-320 Grayson

546-6941

Every Wednesday is

STAMPEDE NIGHT
A little bit of the Far West in New England.

Our cowgirls, in Western garb will serve you Western Steer Beef

by the ounce — 45< per ounce for Prime Sirloin, 70< per ounce for

Filet Mignon, and 35c per ounce for a Rib of Broiled Beef. Just tell

the chef how thick of a slice you want, and how you like it done.

Keep our Friday Night Buffet in mind 6: 30 to 9: 00 p.m. $5.50 per

person.

<@(7&Lorcl
30 lilt—i Av*.

)j TefTery §/J 253-257* J

RAOUL DIETRICH. IMHKfEFER

Come In From The Cold !

Stay at

Hamlin House
On Those Big Weekends

(And Any Other Time!)

Double Room 86.00/Night

Single Room *3.50/Night

For Information

Call 545-2928

After 2 p.m.

• RECORDS *
We can get any record you might want

(old or new) at low prices.

Also 45's & tapes $4.98 albums for only $3.30

available $5.98 albums for only $375
Call 5-2812 or come to 5th floor JFK, Mon. - Thurs. 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

"SWAP 71

APPLICATIONS
ARE DUE BY
THE END OF
THIS WEEK -

FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 29.

APPLICATIONS
MAY BE PICKED
UP AT THE RSO
DESK, 1st LEVEL,
CAMPUS
CENTER,
AND RETURNED
THERE OR BY
MAIL TO RSO
NO. 305,

CAMPUS
CENTER,
UMASS. -

AMHERST."

APPLY

NOW!

Arthur Barrett Explains Howard Johnson
Clearly defined concepts and

standards have been the secret of

the success of the Howard Johnson
Company and will be the basis for

the solid growth the company
expects to attain in the future,

according to Arthur P. Barrett,

general manager of the division of

company-operated motor lodges

lor Howard Johnson in Braintree,

in a guest lecture appearance
before department of hotel.

restaurant and travel ad-

ministration students at the UMass
in Amherst.
The success of Howard Johnson

restaurants, he said, is to a great

extent the result of each featuring

the same basic menu item
prepared to the company's stan-

dards, so that the traveler whether
in Maine or Florida knows the

price range as well as the quality of

the food. In order to maintain these

standards, the company has plants
and distribution centers to process
and ship the food products to the
restaurants, making possible
stringent quality controls.

Mr. Barrett, a UMass alumnus,
pointed out that in 1964, when the
company moved into the lodging
industry with its first motor lodge
in Savannah, Ga., it was again a
matter of being certain that the
standards were being met.

Kosowicz To Give Organ Recital

He pointed out that Howard
Johnson, now one of the largest

restaurant chains in the world, has
865 restaurants in the United

States, Puerto Rico, the Bahamas,
Canada and the Netherlands. Of
that toal, 564 restaurants are
operated by the company and 301

by licensees. There are 433 motor
lodges totaling" 42,000 rooms
throughout the United States, 376

licensed and 57 operated by the

company. In addition, the Red
Coach Grill division of luxury

restaurants in the United States is

expanding, with 29 now in

operation.

According to Mr. Barrett, in the

past 10 years, Howard Johnson's

sales have gone from $96 million to

nearly $300 million. The company
has experienced six straight

quarters in which sales and ear-

nings improved over the com-
parable quarter in the previous

year.

"At the present time," he added,
"we have 30 restaurants and 23

motor lodges under construction

with many more planned."

Organist Francis John Kosowicz
will play a recital of his own
compositions Wednesday, Oct. 27,

at 12:10 p.m. in Grace Church on
Boltwood Ave.

Nixonomics

Talk Tonight
Michael Best, professor of

Economics here at UMass will be

speaking tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the

Campus Center, rooms 174, 176.

Best's topic will be "Nixon's

Wage and Price Freeze and the

American Empire". Best will

present a Marxist opinion on the

wage price freeze. It will con-

centrate chiefly on who it hurts and
who it helps in the context of

american wealth and power.

Professor Best is being spon-

sored by the Free University and
the UMass Poverty Committee.

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS - one

half hour with emphasis on local

news.
7:30 p.m. VIEWPOINT - a 30

minute public affairs program
dealing with many different

issues and people from the

university community and the

world.

8:00 p.m. UJAMAA DRUM - black

programming with jazz, soul,

poetry, black news prepared by
UMass Black Mass Com-
munications and black views. (3

hours)

11:00 p.m. NEWS - from UPI, AP,
and WMUA NEWS, 30 minutes.

11:30 p.m. ERIC BENJAMIN
SHOW - Eric plays progresssive

music 'til 3.

The recital, open to the public

without charge, is part of the

Grace Church "Wednesday at

Noon" series. Kosowicz is a

student at the University of

Massachusetts who has studied

with E. Power Biggs and Edgar
Hilliar. His most recent recital was
last May at South Congregational

Church. He has also given recitals

at churches in Boston, New Haven,

New York City, Washington and
other U.S. cities, in Bermuda and
in Vietnam.
Born in Lowell, he attended

Keith Academy there and Westford
Academy. He also studied at Iona
College, Manhattanville College
and the Pius X School of Liturgical

Music. The works to be played
Wednesday will consist of new
pieces for organ composed in 1971

.

UMass Films Wanted
We are looking for films to

represent the University at the

University Film Study Center's

second New England Film
Festival, to be held at MIT the 1, 2,

and 3 of December, 1971.

rules,

Peter
For further information,

and entry forms contact

Bradley at 321 Hampshire House or

Professor Ted Nielsen at 386

Bartlett Hall.

Coalition To Meet Tonight
The Coalition for Peace and

Justice in the Amherst area will be
holding a meeting tonight at 8:00 to

discuss November actions around
defense of Political prisoners and
demonstrations against the war in

Southeast Asia.

A spokesman for the group
stated that as the U.S. government
commits more and more
atrocities against humanity, the

people in this country in particular

must organize and demonstrate
against these atrocities in a more
united and forceful manner. He
went on to say that the common tie

between Blacks and whites in this

country is not our common op-

pression but rather our common
alienation from the U.S. govern-

ment.

November will be the beginning
of a fund drive for political

prisoners and is being coordinated

by the Emergency Defense Fun<
for Bay Area Prisoners. The
Coalition's participation in that

drive will be a key topic tonight. All

interested groups and persons
wishing to find out more about the

Coalition are asked to come to the

meeting tonight or call Bob 549-

6877.

AMOROSO
The very name means love—
where else shoo Id yoo boy yoor

DIAMOND
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

certified appraisals

Call RICHARD AMOROSO 546-4300 anytime.

In Boston Call 5422226

PRELAW ASSOCIATION
MEETING OCTOBER 28th
CAMPUS CENTER AT 7:30.

Sleezy Hench
Migrant Cherry Picker

546-9321 239 Hills North

All in the Family

PARIS HELSINKI
>

o

MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELGRADEGENEVA BUCHAREST

Lowest Air Fares Ever (A

EUROPE: Dec. 17-Jan. 2 $180 Boston- London- Boston
z other dates also available on request

S YOUTH FARE: a complete booklet specially prepared for you to put it

£ all together

> SKI: Special ski package to Austria for $325

z NASSAU: Thanksgiving & Christmas flights from $169. Departures from
O Boston and New York. Stay at the luxurious Montagu Beach

Jo Hotel. With private beach & first class rooms.

.J 'Open onlv to students, faculty & staff of 5 Colleges & immed. family

Q For More Information Call: STEVE GERMAN 253-3359 or return this Coupon to:

O
C
00
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o
<

UJ

o

American Student Travel Assoc.

27 Mass Ave., Suite 3

Boston, Mass. 02115

tel: 617 536-2511

Name:,

Address

,

School: Birthdate:.
Zip

33
O
<

m
O
z
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c
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Q
z
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Please send me more information on: M„M„„Europe Youth Fare Ski Nassau
Car Plan Rail Passes InterEuropean Flights*

* complete schedule already available for you to choose from z

MARINO WARSAW PRAGUE LUXEMBOURG COPENHAGEN OUGADOUGOU

AUTOS FOR SALE

64 Chevy Belair. 6 cyl., autotrans..

radio, 4 door, good gas miles, tome new
parts. 1200 or best offer. Call Russ at 665-

3412 anytime.
10-27

M(,IH%r., rebuilt engine (1800 cc.).

Good tire, fine body condition. 1400, call

256-8709.

tf 10-29

VW-Super Beatle. 1971. Perfect con-

dition. Still on warranty. Call 256-8709.

tf 10-29

1964 Chevy Imp. 4d.-.. blue V8 good tires.

2 snowtlres. new heater fuel pump wln-

terlied auto, trans, not abused 1400. 6-5035

- 527-2564.
tf 10-27

70 MCiH exc. running cond. Must sell.

219-8 193.

tflO-29

'65 VW Bug In good condition. Rebuilt

engine. 4 radlalty res. Radio. Call 253-7460

after 7 p.m. tf 10-28

64 TR4 W overdrive needs some repairs

rng. perfect. 1275. Call 5-0176 ask for Jim.

mechanically good, needs

cheap. Call Bill 665-3981.

MDC CLASSIFIED
body work

.

tf 10-29

•62 VW Bug. good engine, good radio,

f 100. Call 665-2301.

tf 10-28

1964 Chevy Impala, automatic, PS, PB,
fall inspected, excellent machine, 1400.

Call 665-4154.

tf 10-27

IA6K Austin llealy Sprite. 39,000 miles,

excellent running condition. Must sell.

toon. Call Ned at 253-2548 in the afternoon.

tf 10-29

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1970 BSA Victor Special I lice 1700. Call
546-5293.

tf 10-28

1967 Honda 305cc Superhawk, very good
condition, $325 or best offer, must tell

call: Stephen Crlmmln 545-2163.

tflO-29

FOR SALE

tfI0«»

'65 Mustang 289 cu. in., good running

cond. body cond. good. 1550. Call 5464)105.

If 10-29

1947 Ford Van. unusual transportation

( milk truck ) . Minor repairs only. 175. Call

256-8709

tf 10-29

1964 Corvalr 2 door. 3 speed, new tires,

and shocks. 1200. Call 256-8709.

tf 10-29

I960 Plymouth 4 spd. Roadrunner $1000.

11.000 miles. Call 546-5293.

tflO-28

68(iTO 2 dr.. ht. 4O0-CID/3.W hp. Hurst 4-

speed, console. power steering;

20-40% off list on all major brands of

stereo components, compacts, televisions.

Contact Jim Jensen 586-1365.

- tf 10-28

Skis, new Fisher super glass 205 1135.00,

never used. 175 cc Bridgestone Motor-

cycle4 275.00. Call Ben 549-6660.

tf 10-28

10-speed Bike nds . . adj . but exc . con . 1 45.

Call 6-8764 aft. 6.

tflO-28.

Brand new Ski Poles, all siies.-half

price. New i.lafi x-country skis,-

fiberglass, half price. Call Pete 546-5214.

tf 10-28

Hand made .Spanish Flamenco Guitar,

excellent condt., price negotiable 253-9710.

Boh. niter 7:00.

tflO-29

1969 Triumph Spitfire exc. condition,

must sell 11200 or best offer. Call Steve
253-7293.

tf 10-28

2 KLH33 Speakers list for 100 ea. Now
III for the pair. Call 253-3860

tflO-27

2-glass-belted studed snow tires size 6.95

x 14 used I season for 125. Call 256-8770.

tflO-27

HELPWANTED
Need Delivery & salves help. Apply in

person. Bruni's Pizza at Triangle & Main,
Amherst.

tflO-27

PERSONAL
Steve I. — Do you read the classifieds?

You're really beautiful, know that?

tf 10-27

Want to teach a one credit course In your
special Interest such as embroidery,
piaget, interpreting dreams, etc. Karen 6-

8416 or 64418.

10-27

Wanted two A or B psych papers about 10

to 15 pgs. will pay. Call Kathy 549-6596.

tflO-28

To Carol, who wore a Mickey Mouse
shirt and sat in the peanut gallery at last

spring's Howdy Doody Show. We had a

great time afterwards. You said I'd forget,

but I didn't! Please write: Mark. Box 1086.

Brown I'niveralty. Providence.
tf 10-28

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate: have Greek alphabet, math &
chem. symbols. Call 253-3601.

tf 10-29

The Chopping Block staff Is available
for free hair care instruction for any mens
or womens group. The Chopping Block, 26
Main St., 253-9293.

tf 10-27

LECTURE NOTES

FOR RENT

SERVICES

1 bedroom. Puffton Village, sublet

immediately. Phone 549-0683. Apt. #325.

tf 10-29

I bedroom Pufton. 1156 monthly,
available now. Drop by 303 Pufton after 7

p.m.
tf 10 2ft

One bedroom Puffton Village Apt.,

available immediately. Call after 4 p.m.

549-6979.

tf 10-28

Apt. to sublet -353 Puffton Village. 1

bedroom, available immediately. Rent
negotiable. Call 549-0819 between 5-7 p.m.

tf 10-27

Female to share efficiency apt. In

Sunderland with male grad. student. Ph.
549-6947 before 10 a.m. Trust.

tf 10-29

ROOMMATES WANTED
Share apt. w/male completely furnished

2 bedrooms, kitchen, Iv'ng rm. etc. All

utilities Incl'd own rm.485. Call evenings
247-5534.

tf 10-29

Roommate wanted, own room I mile
from campus. Call 253-7109.

tf 10-29

Renewals and new subscriptions: An-

thro 104. Bot. 101. Econ. 125, 126. Geol. 101,

Gov. 100. ISO. Hist. 150, 151. Rm. 318 S.I

Lobby.
tf 10-29

Renewals and new subscriptions:

Micro. 140. Phil. 105. Psych 101. 262. 263.

270. 280. 301. Soc. 101. 256, Zoo. 101. 135.

Rm. 318 SU.
tflO-29

WANTED
Ride wanted to Wash. DC. Thurs. or

Frl. or to N.Y. by Frl. morn. Oct. 28 or 29.

Call Laurie at 549-6458.

19-27.

ENTERTAINMENT
"GETTING STRAIGHT". ELLIOT

GOULD. CANDICE BERGEN PLUS A
MOUSE CARTOON. THURS., OCT. 28,

MAHAR AUD.. 6:45; 9:00: 11:03

(SPONSORED BY *AM.)
tf 10-28

MOVIE
BEL A LUGOSA, LON CHANEY. JOHN

CARRADINE IN GHOST OF
FRANKENSTEIN PLUS GHOULISH
SHORTS. WEDS. OCT. 27 8 and 10

AMHERST FOLKLORE CENTER.
10-27

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

"Bored with posters-trade them In now.

Up to 5oe trade-In. or 25( cash. Three c'(,

191 V Pleasant St.. Amherst.
tfll-l

RIDE WANTED
Leaving for Louisiana around Oct. 31,

(all Paul.

tf 10-27

Register your book In S.I . Rm. 318.

Fvery student with >our course next

semester will nerd your hooks save I

money. *cll direct.

tf-sem
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School of Engineering

Massachusetts Shellfish Get Attention
The long-declining

Massachusetts shellfish population

is getting attention from an

unexpected source-- the UMass
School of Engineering.

The attention is in the form of a

pilot program in cooperative

shellfish management designed by

the aquacultural engineering

specialists in the UMass depart-

ment of mechanical engineering. It

is supported by a number of

cooperating agencies -The Com-
monwealth Technical Resource
Center of the University (COM-
TECH), the state Division of

Marine Fisheries, the towns of

Wareham, Marion, Mattapoisett,

Harwich and Westport, the

Southeastern Regional Planning

and Economic Development
District, and the New England

Regional Commission.

"The basic goal is to increase the

shellfish population of the areas

and at the same time improve the

condition of the aquatic en-

vironment," according to

Professor John W. Zahradnik,

aquatic engineering specialist who
directs the cooperative project.

The project is going on in

estuaries along Buzzards Bay in

the southeastern part of the state,

one reason being that bottom

conditions (coarse sand and some
gravel) and water conditions

Ghost of

Frankenstein
Plus GHOULISH SHORTS

8 & 10
Amherst

Folklore Center
(in back of Lord Jeff)

Wednesday Oct. 27

Need help in literature? Ask the

experts who prepare Cliff's Notes

Our authors are scholars who

have taught the works they write

about. They know how to explain

them to you in clear, concise

form Increase your

understanding. Get Cliff's Notes

and get with the experts.

jSiffkNotefc.

Nearly 200 titles — always available

wherever books are sola

Oil; \ I each

(tidewater flowing into marshes

and mixing with fresh) are ideal

for shellfish, particularly oysters.

The main focus of the research

now is oysters but some work deals

with clams and quahogs. Part of

the project is a study in the

Westport River, where the

research includes the ecology of

the river and shore.

The UMass group is working in

several places and in several ways.
Headquarters and laboratory is a
red-brick warehouse on the west
bank of the Wareham River in

Wareham, being used through the

courtesy of the A.D. Makepeace
Co., one of the largest cranberry
growers in the area.

This is also the site of the "oyster

tower" designed by Zahradnik and

funded by COMTECH. Pumped
water from the river flows upward
through the tower, nourishing
oysters packed in trays stacked in

the eight-foot high tower. The rig

gives the oysters the tidal water

they need and gets them out of

reach of their predators.

The tower was designed not only

as a prototype for commercial
operations, but as a valuable

source of data on oyster nourish-

ment and growth in its somewhat
controllable environment.

At several areas in the Wareham
River, in the Mattapoisett River

and in Sippican Harbor in the town

of Marion, the UMass group is

studying where oysters grow, what
nourishes them and what kills

them. They are charting oyster

spawning and growing areas,

checking the ecology of water and

setting out rafts and submerged
racks of oyster cultch-the
material to which larval oysters

attach to begin their three-year

growth period.

The traditional form of oyster

cultch is a chickenwire bag full of

scallop shells. UMass researchers

are experimenting with a wide
variety of alternates -plywood
frames, old auto tire beads,
polymer materials and others.

The project in Westport is

backed by a $10,400 grant by the

New England Regional Com-
mission. It stems from the West-

port River Improvement Com-
mission's concern over

deteriorating conditions on the

river. The objectives include a

complete water quality survey and

identification of pollution sources,

a eutrophication study and a

shellfish ecology program.

"The overall aim of all these

projects," Zahradnik explained,

"is to encourage the commerical
shellfishery and to improve the

management of the water quality

in the estuaries. Benefits expected

are of an economic, conservation

and recreational nature."

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY

Saqittarians are usually sympathetic to

needs of animals Virgo persons give most
attention to their pets Capricorn natives

are possessive in connection with their

domesticated animals, birds Leo enjoys

anecdotes about unusual exploits of pets.

Pisces persons tend to be more desirous of

cats than they are of dogs.
ARIES (March 21 April 19): You are able

to obtain money's worth. Key is patience.

Select quality Be a comparison shopper
Realize that all that glitters is not wor
thless Means take unorthodox approach-
then you gain.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Deal with

those at lop, bypass red tape To do this,

you need confidence Get rid of senseless

self doubt Sagittarius individual will open
doors One you admire is not out of reach
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Check

details Apparent minor matters build to

crescendo if neglected Aquarius individual

plays prominent role. What you seek is not

necessarily at a distance Don't overlook
the obvious
CANCER (June 21 July 22): Be

analytical. Seek reasons Don't be satisfied

that something merely happened; find out

why it occurred. Key now is change,
variety Excitement of discovery is on
agenda Opposition could melt

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Pace may be
slower than you like lime, however, is on
your side Avoid tendency to rush, act on
impulse. Be especially considerate of needs
affecting mate, partner Review recent

actions.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Se t 22) Much occurs in

quiet, almost secretive manner Don't

udge by surface indications Gossipy
relative, neighbor does not have answers
Look behind scenes Welcome chance to aid

one who is confined

OMARR
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22): People tend to

respond to your statements, actions in in-

tense manner Nothing seems medium it's

either hot or cold. Accent your own style, be

creative You do know what is best for you

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov 21): What ap

pears to be opposition is for your own good
Protect security Build for future. Im-

mediate gains not as desirable as long

range benefits. Realize this and respond

accordingly.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Hold

off on short journey Get lay of land. Be
familiar with directions, instructions

Relative who seems positive may be hiding

doubts Study Leo message. Do your own
checking, evaluating.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19): Friend

may be well meaning but misinformed.

Need now is for additional informction.

Protect valuables Don't give up somening
for nothing Express needs Response will

be positive

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18): One whc
makes flashy promises should be viewed in

skeptical light Examine various avenues,

alternatives Change of pace is necessary

Trust your own judgment, intuition Be
independent.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Accent on
writing, publishing You are able »o put

ideas to work Some restrictions are lifted.

News from afar is positive Encouragement
is received What was a barrier turns out to

be paper tiger.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

draw people to you with their problems,

law and medicine fascinate you In

November, you can make valuable social

contacts in recent months, you have had
numerous contacts with Leo persons What
was started this year is due to bear fruit

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS 3 Punish by

a fine

1 Pretense 4 Cause to

5 Hard-wood coalesce
tree 5 Devoured

8 Bridge term

12 Fleshy fruit

of trees of

6 Conjunction

7 Jump

apple family 8 Extra

13 Also 9 Newest

14 Wan 10 Appellation

15 Unwilling to of Athena

17 Pieces of 11 Army meal

dinnerware 16 Dispatched

19 Kind of 18 Had

cloth reclined
_ . . m

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

nnra raara aari

20 Regions

21 Coin

23 Hastens

24 Baker's
product

26 Piece cut to

fit into

mortise

28 Haul

31 Paid notice

32 Insect egg

33 Sun god

34 Headgear

36 Repulse

38 Crimson

39 Leave out

41 Learning

43 Pits

45 Title of

respect (pi.)

48 Omits in

pronunciation

50 Be suitable to

51 Insects

52 Garden tool

54 Silkworm

55 Performs

56 Goal

57 Arrow

DOWN

1 Resorts
2 Lifted with

exertion

22
23
24
25

27

Doctrine
Hostelry
Moccasin
Mountain in

Crete
Pinch

29 Native metal

30 Small lump

35 Protective

force

36 Ascend

37 Mine vein

38 Hindrance

40 Ancient
Persians

42 Hurried

Retained
Mixture

46 Arabian
chieftain

Chair
Pronoun

50 Article of

furniture

Preposition

43
44

47
49

Around UMass
Professor Erskine Crossley of UMass has been elected vice-president

of the Executive Council of the General Assembly of the International

Federation for the Theory of Machines and Mechanisms.
The election was at the Third World Congress of the federation this fall

in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, attended by 500 participants from 35 countries.

At the technical sessions 200 papers were presented in Russian, German,
Serbo-Croatian and English, with simultaneous translation provided.

The International Journal of Mechanisms, which Professor Crossley

edits and which is published by Pergamon Press of Great Britain, was
adopted as the federation's official journal. He is a professor of

mechanical engineering.
* * *

Research among Norwegian fishermen working above the Arctic

Circle was part of an exchange teaching and research visit to Norway by

UMass Professor Benjamin Ricci under a Fulbright Grant.

Prof. Ricci, a specialist in work physiology at the UMass School of

Physical Eduation, did the research under the auspices of the Institute of

Work Physiology in Oslo. He was studying the adaptation of the

lishermen to severe physical stress, working on boats out of the port of

Svolvaer. He also lectured at the institute in Oslo.
* • •

Dr. Frederick J. Francis, head of the department of food science and

technology at UMass has been invited to deliver a paper at the Eastern

Experiment Station Collaborators' Conference on Quality and Its

Preservation in Processed Foods. The conference will be held at the U.S.

Department of Agriculture's Eastern Marketing and Nutrition Research

Division in Philadelphia Oct. 26-27. Dr. Francis will speak on the "Quality

in Thermally Processed Foods."

It was announced at the 99th annual meeting of the American Public

Health Association in Minneapolis that Dr. Warren Litsky, Com-

monwealth Professor of Environmental Sciences and Public Health at

UMass, was elected to a three year term on the Laboratory Section

Governing Council. Dr. Litsky was also named to the newly formed

Editorial Advisory Board of The Nation's Health, the official newspaper

(if the Association.

Dr. Litsky also serves on the Editorial Board of Health Laboratory

Sciences, a scientific journal of the Laboratory Section, on The Com-

mittee on the Microbial Contamination of Surfaces and the Committee on

Food Protection. He is also vice-chairman of the Task Force on Standard

Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater. Dr. Litsky holds

Fellowships in the American Public Health Association, The Royal

Society of Health, the American Association for the Advancement of

Science, and the American Academy for Microbiology. He is a Diplomate

of the Intersociety Academy for Certification of Sanitarians and is

president of the Connecticut Valley Branch of the American Society for

Microbiology.

"Workshop Z" Begins

On November 5-7, a group of

concerned persons will gather at

the Mt. Toby Meeting house to

work on human liberation. The

people who have planned this

workshop have various ex-

periences and skills. Some have

been involved in non-violent direct

action; others have led encounter

groups, still others have been

involved in the radical Christian

movement.
The model they plan to use as a

basis for the weekend is the

women's support group. In fact.

the weekend will be an experience

of an action support group. The
assumption underlying this

workshop is that the cause of

people's oppression lies not so

much within them as within the

institutions and structures of

society.

People who would like to par-

ticipate should notify the United

Christian Foundation at 545-2789 or

drop in the office at 319 Hampshire
House. While there is a cost of

$15.00. there are scholarships

available.

ROTC Still Lives

For Those Who Want
by Karen Pearson

Dickinson Hall, the low, inconspicuous building,

overshadowed by construction and Goodell

Library, houses the Reserve Officers' Training

Corps, system.

The slightly-less-than-modern rooms, when not

overrun by government or German students, are

used to train the students enrolled in the military

and air science courses. The Army occupies the

first floor and the Air Force, the second.

The Air Force's air science program is

primarily a four-year program, but it has recently

been modified to include a two-year segment, that

is "for those students who decide to enter ROTC in

their junior year", said Col. Fisher, a professor of

air science in an MDC interview.

In the four-year program, the first two years

involve no military commitments, and the cadets

take only an oath to uphold the Constitution.

During these years, the cadets are concerned

with the history, tradition and organization of the

military to continue as juniors and seniors,

students are required to enlist in the Air Force and

assume leadership, and management respon-

sibilities in their studies. "A major concern is

leadership ability," Col. Fisher said.

The cadets who qualify for and desire to become

pilots engage in 35 hours of flight training at

Turners Falls Airport and cadets are also taken by

the faculty on tours to varied installations, across

the country to see the Air Force in operation.

"We have a great need for pilots," Fisher said

because the physical qualifications for pilot

training are stiff, and most of the students fail the

physical." In addition are a battery of officer

qualifying tests, much like the SAT.

The Air Force field is "very open", said Col.

Fisher. "There are 50 principal career field areas,

and these are subdivided into some 400 specialties

ranging from pilot to medical service technicians.

Most of the fields require a substantial technical

background for both men and women."
ROTC is not viewed with great warmth by

everyone who is overpowered by visions of the

military as a spawning ground for calloused of-

ficers, wearing riding crops and spats, whose main

occupation is ensnaring unsuspecting innocents

and turning them into murderous robots. Many
students in fact, consider any campus ROTC as

disguised draft officers.

"Actually," emphasized Col. Fisher, "ROTC
has been the target, and unfairly so, I believe, of

public frustration with the war and incidents like

Kent State. The main interest of ROTC is to afford

career opportunities for students essentially in-

terested in a military career, he said. Because

he believes those interested in military careers

are best suited for the program, he also prefers an

entirely voluntary ROTC.
Air Science courses are open to any students,

without obligation to become cadets. He en-

courages anyone interested in any aspect to

inquire at the Dickinson office any time.

AMATEUR RADIO
ASSOCIATION:
The amateur radio club will

meet tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm. 106E

Lab. This will be the most im-

portant meeting of the year.

Everyone must attend.

CHESS CLUB:
Meeting tonight

Hatch from 7 to 11.

CLEW 5K/

-v
1>AHCE

V- /a p. r>.

SAT -tctlC ^^ pfV̂

<*

flrus ffmfH t*»i/*e • b.yio.b.

in the New

UNICEFHomecoming Winners

on October 16, the Fridav night of Homecoming Weekend, a float

parade was sponsored by the Greeks to provide an incentive to raise

donations for UN1CEF.
Kepresentatives from each Greek house. Maroon Keys, Scrolls, and

some dorms also took part. All in all seventy-five people collected for

INICEF. and $295 was raised.

A secondary reason the float parade was held was for the residents of

Amherst, who have traditionally enjoyed it. This year about two thousand

people watched it from the center of town.

Ten entries participated; the winning float was presented by Beta

Kappa Phi-and Iota Gamma Upsilon, and it's theme was "UMass Rocks

the Ram Funk Railroad." The winning car entry was decorated by

Lamda Delta Phi.

COALITION FOR PEACE &
JUSTICE:
There will be a meeting tonight

to discuss Nov. actions. Defence of

political prisoners and
Demostrations against the war in

Indo-China. 8 p.m. Rm. 165 CC.

COLLEGIATE PLYING CLUB:
No ground school tonight. See

you Monday. Test on WX will be

next Wednesday, not Monday.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION
AND III MAN NEEDS:
Open meeting tonight. 7 p.m.,

Rm. 105 CC. Members urged to

attend. Interested persons

welcome.

DOM E ST I C EXCHANGE
STUDENTS:
Important get together Thur-

sday. 8 p.m. Crampton lounge.

Hayride will be discussed.

ENTOMOLOGY:
Entomology seminar for Oct. 27

has been necessarily cancelled.

EQUESTRIAN DRILL TEAM:
Tryouts and performance

Friday. 3 to 5 p.m. at Tillson Farm.

For further information call Miss

Linda Jaskiel at 5450260.

NOTICES
GIRLS:
Chadbourn House being

renovated second semester as a co-

ed dorm. Female input needed.

Those interested contact Head of

Residence at 64534 for information.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB COF-
FEE HOUSE:
Coffee hour for Wed. at 8 p.m.

has been cancelled for this week
only.

MAROON KEYS—SCROLLS:
Pumpkin sale Oct. 20-29, 10-4

p.m. in front of the Student Union.

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting Wednesday 7 p.m. 12

Curry Hicks Bldg. Followed by co-

ed swim until 9. Big dive being

planned. All interested please

come.

MEDIA (ENTER MEETING:
Important meeting tonight at

7:30. Notice Rm. change to 804-808

CC. Students of center and invited

guests only. Peace.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUN-
TEERS:
Bus will leave from Hasbrouck

lab. at 6:30 p.m.; from Patterson

Mouse at 6:35 p.m. All students

welcome.

SPANISH ( LIB:
The Spanish club will hold it's

weekly "Tertulia" Wednesday
from 2:30-4 in Herter Hall, 4th floor

lounge. Anyone interested in

chatting in Spanish is welcome.

LOST:
One diamond ring -yellow gold-

great sentimental value. Call

5469840.

T'ai Chi Chuan
175, 8, 8:45, and

FREE I

:

Free film on

today in CC Rm.
9:30 p.m.

IIII.LKL:

Friday night dinner, Nov. 12 at 6

p.m. Hillel office. Call for reser-

vations before Nov. 4.

Only Chris B. Bell knows

this secret family recipe. ..and

he keeps It under his hat.

Bell's Pizza

Open
II to 2 a.m. Fri & Sat

la.m.Sun.toThurs.
Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011-253-9051

FOUND:
One boy's red bicycle. Call

5465608.

Last Friday afternoon a hit-

chhiker left a small bag in my
truck going to Belchertown. Call

Larry 5466003 for information.

Stray cat found in Southwest-

pure white with yellow eyes. We
don't want her. We just feel sorry-

please call 65266 anytime.

A series of yellow Index cards on

a boy named Jeremy Arkes. Call

Sue at 61431.

VVAW
Rap session tonight at 7 : 30, Math

lounge in Cance Dormitory. All

welcome to air gripes and
problems.

Happy Nite

Every Thursday

on the bandstand

THE SABER MEN
(Rock Band)

The most exciting
enterta in men t ot
Handsome Musician.

Quonset

Restaurant
Hadley , Rt. 9

From TP91 - Exit 19

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604
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Booters Seek Vengence Today
By STEVE FERBER

Last year, the UMass soccer

team lost two games. One of those

losses came at the hands of Wor-

cester Poly Institute, and today at

Worcester, the Redmen will be

looking to avenge that defeat, and

get back on the winning track.

True, this year's version is not

quite as powerful as last season*s 9-

1-1 powerful WPI team, but as of

late, today's hosts have been on

their game and should make it a

difficult day for the Redmen.

Four games remain on the

Redmen schedule, and to say that

lathj <MJf9ian

SPORTS
all four are "musts" is an un-

derstatement. Both the Conference

championship and the New
England tournament bid are at

stake, and the absolute "must"

games start with WPI today.

Tufts, the only team to spell

LOSS for I' Mass felled the

Engineers from Worcester by 6-1.

while two other common Redmen
opponents, Boston University, and

Coast Guard, also came out on top

against this 3-5 WPI squad. B.U.,

who plaved UMass to a scoreless

tie. downed the Engineers 6-2,

while Coast Guard shutout WPI 1-0,

after having been dropped by the

Redmen 6-2

Going into their next to last game
is WPI, and it is highly likely that

they will employ that same 2-3-3-2

formation that gave the Redmen so

much trouble last year. For most

of last year's game the Engineers

kept two forwards on the Redmen's

center fullback, yet the Redmen
onlv lost by a 3-2 score. Com-

pensation for this should be the

difference today, as UMass will

prepare for this unusual align-

ment, and will most certainly have

something to combat it with.

With nine goals and two assists.

Jack Blaisdell leads WPI in

scoring, and it was Blaisdell who

scored two of the Engineers three

goals last year. Thus a key will be

keeping this fleet forward in check.

Also on the worry list will be Jim

O'Gray. who is the second leading

scorer and will keep the Redmen
fullbacks busy.

Worcester's small field will be

one of the major concerns of the

Redmen. as WPI owns the smallest

soccer field in New England. But

more than that the Redmen will be

thinking about their post-season

ournament chances. Having

ranked fifth in New England last

week, chances were high that

UMass would make the four-team

tournev. But having been upset by

ninth ranked Tufts the selection

question remains very much up in

the air. Winning all four of their

remaining games must be a

foregone conclusion if anyone is to

even dream of more than 11 games

this season.

If the Redmen do make it by

WPI. and then Vermont this

Saturday, the tourney selection is

likelv to be decided one week from

today, when UMass travels to

Springfield, against the fourth

ranked Chiefs. But winning »oday

they must do. and winning big just

might make a difference when it

comes to selection time.

How well UMass will combat this

\ (iOOD CROWD..A TOUGH LOSS-The background shows the popularity UMass soccer has

acquired t^s fan Today the booters travel to W.P.I, in hope of getting back on the w.nmng trad afte,

falling to Tufts. 2-1 < MOG photo by Alan Chapman

)

year's tricky Worcester lineup will

be answered today, as the 5-1-1

Redmen go against an Engineer

ballclub that might have finally

found its last season form.

r.

2
now wen umaao "in vuiw^v... w..^

Parmenter Late Bloomer
By MARK VOGLER

< Editor's Note-This is the second

in a series of player profiles)

Time is a many splendored thing

in the field of athletics. For some it

denotes the endowment of ex-

perience and a higher performance

level. For others, the lack of it

serves as an all around inhibiting

factor which brings out sure signs

of greenness Time is either on your

side or against you.

For Redman tackle Harold

"Skip'' Parmentor. things didn't

come easy. As a gridder for

Shrewsbury High he was very

intent upon continuing in the

collegiate ranks. But unfortunately

for his sake. Parmenter underwent

a two year dormancy in football

while attending Worcester Quin-

sigamond Junior College -a school

which did not support the sport.

Then a year ago he decided to

transfer to UMass. In so doing he

revived his keen interest in football

and reactivated himself with

junior class playing eligibility -not

a simple thing to do when you're

starting out on the same foot as

freshmen.

It meant a lot of catching up to

do. It posed a stiff challenge,

mentally as well as physically. But

Parmentor was eager to the task

and met that challenge suc-

cessfully. Although he didn't nail

down a' regular starting berth at

defensive tackle, he put in enough

time to earn a letter.

One year's experience makes a

big difference in a player. At least

it did in Parmenter's case. While

he has yet to fully master the

Redman system and techniques,

he has progressed rapidly in a

short space of time and has

established himself as a first

stringer in the UMass line-up. Had

he two more years of experience

under his belt, there's no telling

what heights he could of hit.

Head coach Dick MacPherson

refers to Parmenter as "the best

native talent we have on the

team." As Mac puts it:

"Skip has great size (240 lbs.,

6'4"), speed, durability, and

toughness. He lacks being great

because of lack of experience and

being out of football while at-

tending the junior college in his

home town where they did not play.

"He is improving continuously,

but will not reach his potential by

the time he graduates. He has all

the physical talents the pros are

looking for and should be drafted

because that's the kind of young

man thev like to take a chance on.

once he learns the system and

techniques well, they have a great

talent at that position."

One of the best teaching aids that

Parmenter has received in his stint

SKIP PARMENTER

with UMass has been that of team

mate Bill DeFlavio, a two-time All-

Yankee Conference tackle.

Playing along side of DeFlavio has

been a learning experience in it-

self. It has made him that much
better a player.

Parmenter claims that DeFlavio

is such a hardnosed competitor

that double and even triple-

teaming usually proves ineffective

against him.

"He's really a great performer

to play with. He helps you out and

makes your job that much easier.

If they double team Bill, as

sometimes they do, it leaves me a

lot of pressure to clean up. Most of

the time he's so quick that double-

teaming him really doesn't mean
much."
Parmenter, you can be sure of, is

not at all too pleased with the 1971

UMass showing thus far. He sees

the result as far below earlier

expectations, but declares with

confidence: "We still got a good

football unit here at the univer-

sity."

"There's nothing to be denied

about us. If we ever get everything

together on a good day, we're

really gonna be awesome against

our opponent I hope we can stay

healthy the remainder of the

season and win as many games as

we can. Then the complexion of the

campaign might change."

Aspiring a high school coaching

career upon graduation in the fall,

Parmenter says he might give pro

ball a whirl if the opportunity

arises.

Oakland's Vida Blue

WinsCyYoungAward
NEW YORK (AP)—Lefthander Vida Blue of the Oakland As, who won

24 games in his first full season in the major leagues, was named winner

Tuesday of the American League's 1971 Cy Young Award.

The 22-year-old Blue, who blazed his way to a 17-3 record at the mid-

season All-Star break, then tailed off to finish at 24-8. became the

youngest player ever to win the premier pitching award. Dean Chance,

"then of the Los Angeles Angeles won it at 23 in 1964.

Blue, who led the league with eight shutouts and a magnificent 1.82

earned run average, landed 10 the 24 first-place votes in the Baseball

Writers Association of American balloting.

He was also the only pitcher named on all 24 ballots, accumulating 98

points. 13 more than Mickey Lelich of the Detroit Tigers, who received

nine first-place votes and appeared on all but one of the ballots. Veteran

knuckleballing reliever-turned-starter Wilbur Wood of the Chicago White

Sox received the remaining first place vote and finished third with 23

points, followed by Baltimore's Dave McNally with eight points and

Kansas City's Dick Drago and California's Andy Messersmith with one

apiece.

Winners Response . .

.

"ThoughtLolichWouldWin
OAKLAND (AP)— "I really

thought Mickey Lolich would win

it. but I'm glad I did, said Vida

Blue after becoming the youngest

Cy Young Award winner in

baseball history.

The 22-year-old left-hander of the

Oakland Athletics found out he'd

been voted the American League's

best pitcher of 1971 when he

returned to his apartment here late

Tuesday and picked up the

newspaper on the doorstep.

"This is great, I'm thrilled, he

said, glancing again at the

headlines about him.

Then he looked down the page

and said with a frown, "The
Vikings beat the Colts."

Blue, as an outstanding high

school quarterback in his native

Mansfield, La., idolized Baltimore

Fischer Advances To Finals
BUENOS AIRES (AP)-U.S. Chess genius Bobby Fischer defeated

Tigran Petrosian of the Soviet Union in the ninth game of their match

iiS; night, thus winning the tournament, $7,500 and the r.ght to

'^"sTri* quarterback Johnny Unitas and

,nd his fifth Si the match The demoralized Petrosian.who won only one Hr„a™H of snmedav nlav.ne for

game and could find no way to block the enrushing American, rece.ved

$4,500 as the loser. Three games ended in draws.

The biceest prize for Fischer was the opportunity to match his skill

agains^passky also of the Soviet Union, in a tournament next spring for

;EBgSsSwmsss ssxsi
rhallen)'

dreamed of someday playing for

the Colts.

Instead, he signed with the As
and this year became one of

baseball's all-time greatest

drawing cards as he blazed to a 24-

8 record and helped Oakland win a

divisional championship.
' :ue. H ! lot < ( people came out

to see if I was for real," he said

Tuesday.
Blue pitched before more than a

million baseball fans this year,

including his appearances in the

All-Star game and the American

League playoffs, in which the A's

lost to the Baltimore Orioles.

Lelich of the Detroit Tigers

passed Blue in victories with a late

drive, finishing 25-14, and the A's

star said. "If I'd participated in

the voting, I'd have voted for him."

Notices
VARSITY M-The UMass

Quarterback Club luncheon will be

held at the Newman Center today

beginning at 12:15 sharp. Coach

MacPherson and members of his

coaching staff and team will be on

hand to review the UConn game
with films and commentary and

preview the Vermont game There

will also be a door prize, a raffle of

two choice tickets to the Vermont
game on Saturday and excellent

food All for only $1.50. The public

is welcomed.
WRESTLING -All varsity and

freshman wrestlers are to report

for pra< ' i'. 4 p.m.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

VOLUME XCIX, ISSUE 35

QUjr Ma**attpx*ttts

Satlu Gkliegtan
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Weather:

The Mexican border's

flowing along pretty

well, too.
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The beavers are getting readv for winter up in New Hampshire even though it may still be warm down here. Above is a beaver hut. (Does anybody see a

helver on the left hand side of the photo between the two birches?) (MDCphoto by Qu.nt Dawson.

Senate Hears Wood On UMass Growth
Bv DON BISHOP

The subject of the future growth

and expansion of the UMass
system, was dealt with in a short

speech by University President

Robert C. Wood last night. He
spoke before the weekly meeting of

the Student Senate, at the Senate's

invitation.

This talk by President Wood and

the question and answer period

that followed it. were the highlights

of last night's meeting.

In their major business con-

siderations of the night, the

Student Senate considered the

granting of operational funds to the

Student Homophile League, the

Boltwood Project, the Juvenile

Opportunity Extension Program,

the Orchard Hill Tutorial Service

and the Amateur Radio Club

These groups were not con-

sidered by the Senate for funding

(his year, last spring They
therefore requested funding from a

$5000 discretionary fund.

Taking into account the

necessity of saving some of this

$5000 for use later in the year, the

Senate granted funds only to the

Student Homophile League and the

Juvenile Opportunity Extension

Program.
In his brief address on the future

growth of the University system.

President Wood gave some
projected figures for the expansion

of the :$ UMass campuses. By 1980,

it is planned that the Amherst

campus will have increased its

student enrollment from 19.000 to

On The Inside

:

Nixon On Red China
See page four

Brezhnex Hits U.S., China
See page three

Best On Economics
See page three

25.000. the Boston campus from

4.5(H) to 15,000 and the Worcester

campus from 42 to 5,000 or possibly

10,000 students. This increase in

enrollment will require an increase

in the current State grant of $105

million to over $500 million, to the

UMass system.

President Wood stated that this

rather considerable expansion

requires that UMass pause, reflect

and discuss what the steps in this

process should be. He emphasized

that the University system not only

must increase in size, but also

must improve in the quality of its

education.

Pres. Wood added that he will be

interested in hearing the views of

the student body and other major

concerns on campus, on the subject

of the future growth oLthis campus
and the University as a whole. He
urged that attention be paid to the

report of the "Committee on the

Future of the University'' on the

subject of University expansion

The report is due out sometime this

month.
In the question and answer

period that followed. Wood
responded to questions from the

Senate floor

When asked whether any trust

funds had been transferred to the

Systems Office in Boston. Pres

Wood replied that some of them

had. He maintained that they will

be used in a "reserve'' capacity,

however, and that no programs on

this campus will suffer as a result

of the transfer.

Senator Nick Apostala raised the

question as to how Wood proposes

to give this campus some say in the

future distribution of funds Wood
replied that with 30,000 people

involved in the University, and

many different opinions as to how
these funds should be distributed,

the only realistic approach would

be to employ some "parliamentary

process ", whereby recognized

groups could express their

opinions But he made mention ol

the fact that with the University

being a State owned institution

under statutory law, the final say

on disposition of funds comes down
to the Board of Trustees

In response to a question raised

by Senate Treasurer Richard
Verrochi on prospective tuition

increases for next year. Pres

Wood agreed that there will be

considerable debate on this issue in

the State Legislature this year. He
made it clear that neither his office

nor the Board of Trustees has come
out with a statement on the

question of tuition increases yet
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The Workings Of Town Government
(Editor's Note: In view of the

fact that many students have

registered to vote in the Town of

Amherst, the MDC feels a certain

responsibility towards the UMass
student to make him aware of what

goes on "in town". Each week the

editors would like to present

various aspects of town govern-

ment and, especially as elections

approach, profiles of the people

active in town politics. Any

Amherst Town Hall. Above the police station and next to C&C

Liquors. That's where the local government is located; and is also

the place where von can i qgHter to vote for the February 22nd

elections. I!>72.

SWAP Still Open
The SWAP. Conference is upon

us again, and the committee would
like to extend an invitation to all

students to participate.

SWAP. (Student Workshop on

Activity Problems) is an off-

campus, informal gathering of

students, faculty and staff which
will be held this year on Nov. 19-21

The most

Meaningful Semester

you'll ever spend...

could be the one on

World Campus Afloat

Sailing Feb. 1972 to Africa and the Orient

Through a transfer format, more than 5 000

students from 450 campuses have participated

for a serrester in this unique program in inter-

national education.

WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and

figuratively ... and give you a better chance to

make it—meaningfully— in this changing world.

You'll study at sea with an experienced cos-

mopolitan faculty, and then during port stops

you'll study the world itself. You'll discover that

no matter how foreign and far away, you have a

lot in common with people of other lands.

WCA isn't as expensive as you might think;

we've done our best to bring it within reach of

most college students. Write today for free

details.

TEACHERS Summer travel with credit lor teach-

ers and administrators.

EM* Write Today to

Chapman College,

Box. CC26, Orange, California 92666

at the Northfield Inn, Nor-

thampton. Mass. The workshops
discuss University problems and
from these discussions are

prepared proposals that are
presented to the University

community.
Some of the problems to be

delved into by this tripartite body

next month are: Chancelloring < a

real hot one this year, you know)

;

Politicization (the evolution of the

University); and Structure and

Function of the University. Too

"COME TO WHERE
THE ACTION IS"

DIALTONE
Route S West Hatfield

Band Every Nite
9p.m.- la.m,

Good Music* Lively

atmosphere

^Ladies' NiglitJ

( F,v cry Night

&

questions or suggestions as to the

direction of future articles are

welcome in the news box at the

MDC office.)

Students have never taken much
notice of Amherst government. But
they may begin to make their

presence felt in Amherst govern-
ment in February, when two
Selectmen and 80 Town Meeting
Members will be elected.

Until May, 1971, to vote in

Amherst elections, the applicant

had to be a U.S. citizen, 19 years of

age or older and a resident of

Massachusetts and of Amherst for

6 months. Very few UMass
students noticed this; very few
voted.

Last July, of course, a con-

stitutional amendment lowered the

voting age to 18. To vote in

Amherst elections now. you have to

be a U.S. citizen, 18 years of age or

older, a resident of Massachusetts
and of Amherst for 6 months. Not
much different from before.

Students never voted much in

Amherst elections before. How
much of an impact will they be able

to make in the next election''

Mrs. Estelle Matusko, Town
Clerk of Amherst, expects that

most of the students who will

register to vote in Amherst will

register in time for the national

elections next November. Town
ejections will next be held in

February. In the Town elections,

held every February, the Amherst
Selectmen and Town Meeting
Members are chosen.

The Town Meeting is the major
legislative Body. It approves the

budget, appropriates money,
approves new projects, and makes
most of the other decisions for

Amherst.

numerous to mention are the

subtopics assumed under these

three umbrellas.

The various discussion groups
will be led by several staff, faculty,

and students, so here is the chance
you've been waiting for to tell 'em
all just what you think of UMass.
Application deadline is this

Friday, Oct. 29. Pick yours up now
at the RSO desk on the first floor

Campus Center. Selection of

delegates to the SWAP. Con-
ference is made strictly on the

basis of the written application, so

you don't have to be a Lee Sandwen
to get picked!

Drinks '/i Price

PO

Bljr ftassarlpurtta flailg QtollfftaN

Otl'ceoHhe DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor o» the Student Union on

the University campus, up code 01002 Phones are S4S 2550 (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 549 131! (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March 8 1179 as amended by the l

fcription ratelareS* 09 per semeswr $10 00 par year

The Town Manager is the chief

executive of Amherst. He super

vises and directs the ad-

ministration of most town service

departments, boards, offices,

commissions, etc. He appoints

people to, and can remove people

from, most of the appointive

positions in the town government.
The Town Manager, ever since

Amherst began its town manager
system in the early 1950's, has been
Allen Torrey, who the Daily
Hampshire (iazette says is "the

most powerful man in Amherst.

The Town Manager is appointed,
and can be removed, by the Board
of Selectmen. The Selectmen also

appoint the members of the
Landlord-Tenant Relations
Committee, the Citizens Review
Commission, the Zoning Board of

Appeals and the Registrars of

Voters.

There are 5 Selectmen. They are

elected for three-year terms, and
the terms are staggered. They are

elected by the Town at large. If a

voting block or coalition dominates
town elections, the Board of

Selectmen will be a homogeneous
group representing the block.

Student voters could substantially

affect this dominant voting force.

In the next town election, in

February, voters will choose
Selectmen to fill two of the five

positions. Those positions are now
held by'H. Hills Skillings and
Stephen E. Keedy.

The terms for the 240 Town
Meeting Members are also three
years and staggered. In February,
about 80 Town Meeting Members
will be elected.

The place where a person votes
is determined by what precinct he
lives in. The town is divided into

seven precincts.

Each precinct gets Town
Meeting Members in numbers
proportional to the number of its

registered voters. The numbers of

WRANGLER

JEANS
(seconds)

4.99

WEARHOUSE

members for the precincts are
revised every fifth year or in

December of any year when the

Town Meeting votes for reap-

portionment. As the town meeting
Members are elected from the

precincts rather than at large,

there is possibility of more
diversity among the Town Meeting
than among the Board of Select-

men.

When the full impact of student

registration is felt, probably
sometime before the federal
elections next year, Amherst will

have to revise the numbers of

Town Meeting Members that the

precincts get. Precincts 2 and 3 will

probably be given more members.
Southwest is in precinct 2, and
Orchard Hill, Central, the Quad
and Sylvan are in Precinct 3.

If students register in Amherst
for convenience in voting in

national elections, and don't vote in

local elections.theirpresence on the

registration lists will still give

more Tovn Meeting Members to

the precincts they reside in.

FOR
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RESERVED TICKETS:

51 UM<m undergraduates

52 Other full time students

53 UMass faculty staH

S3 50 General Public

FINE ARTS COUNCIL TICKET OFFICE
125 Herter Hall - Telephone 545 0202
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Best Hits Nixon's Economic Policies
By MARY M. KURTZ

Arguing that none of Nixon's

new economic policies could

solve the problems facing the

United States today, Michael

Best, professor of economics,

addressed an audience of about

75 people in the Campus Center

last night.

The topic of the lecture,

"Nixon's Wage and Price Freeze

and the American Empire" was
divided into three main parts.

Best first presented reasons

why he felt the new programs
are anti-labor, citing tax

programs which favor increased

corporate profits, cutbacks in

government expenditures
causing more unemployment. Prof. Michael Best

and the absence of controls on

profits dividends, and interest

rates.

"The government has stepped

in to nullify contracts between

labor and management, and has

stepped in on the side of

management," stated Professor

Best, terming the new programs
an attack on collective

bargaining.

The second portion of the

speech dealt with the reasons

why Nixon acted when he did

and why he reacted so strongly.

Increased unemployment, in-

flation, a drop in industrial

productivity and a deficient

trade balance which is used to

finance and maintain U.S. in-

ternational involvement were

the factors that prompted Nixon

to act according to Best.

In the final portion of the

lecture. Best discussed the

fundamental problems facing

the United States. These in-

cluded the growth of foreign

businessmen, the dying role of

the United States in the in-

ternational monetary scene and

the increased militarization of

our production. The maturation

of monopoly capitalism, caused

by several factors including an

increase in production of non-

consumable goods, and an
"alienating" work process, was
stated as one of the major

problems facing this country.

Stressing his anti-labor

platform. Best pointed out that

the subordination of private

needs to collective needs is

supported by the fact that there

is no freeze on taxes.

Reduced unemployment
opportunity caused by cor-

porations moving abroad, and

the gap that exists between

business profits and the

satisfaction of human needs,

were the final two processes

discussed before Professor Best

concluded his talk saying, "All

of these processes have come to

a head, none of which can be

resolved by Nixon's new
economic policies."

Brezhnev Accuses U.S. And Red China Of Intrigues
PARIS IAP) — Leonid I.

Brezhnev accused the United

States at a formal dinner Wed-

nesday nightof intriguing with Red
China to settle the Vietnam war
"behind the backs of the Viet-

namese people."

Repeating a theme that has

appeared frequently in the Moscow

press, the Soviet Communist party

chief said "backstage intrigues"

or attempts to impose a solution

would fail.

It seemed surprising that

Brezhnev would use a dinner for

President Georges Pompidou, his

official host, as a forum to attack

both Washington and Peking.

THURS. . FRI.

NITE & NITE

COLORADO
ODYSSEY

AT THE

CHEQUERS
9:30 -* Close

No Cover Thursday Nite

We want to talk to you

about a career in law . . -

without law school.

When you become a Lawyer's Assistant,

you'll be doing work traditionally done by

lawyers — work we think you'll find

challenging and responsible And

Lawyers Assistants are now so critically

needed that The Institute for Paralegal

Training can offer you a position in the

city of your choice and a higher salary

than you'd expect as a recent college

graduate. You'll work with lawyers on

interesting legal problems — and the

rewards will grow as you do.

A representative of The Institute lor

Paralegal Training will conduct inter-

views on:

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4

Inquire at Placement Office

for exact location of interview

NOTE If registration for this seminar is filled,

come anyway - we'll try to talk to you. Or call us

collect at the number shown below

The Institute for

Paralegal Training

Brezhnev did not mention China

by name, but the formula was a

familiar one. After saying

"American aggression" in In-

dochina was an obstacle to peace,

Brezhnev added: "There is only

one way to a solution of the In-

dochina conflict and that is an end

to the foreign intervention in the

internal affairs of the peoples of

that region of the world.

"No solution can be found to this

problem by attempts to impose a

foreign will on Vietnam by force,

or by intrigues carried on

backstage behind the backs of the

Vietnamese people."

Brezhnev's allusion to the

possibility of a Chinese-American

agreement on Vietnam was an

indication of the persistent Soviet

uneasiness about President

Nixon's decison to visit Peking.

Brezhnev also spoke of the

"energetic actions of our two

countries favoring the con-

vocation" of a European security

conference. He said the conference

for which Moscow has been

pushing would take place next

year.

His reference to preparations

followed reports from diplomatic

sources earlier Wednesday that

Brezhnev and Pompidou had

reached agreement in principle on

a procedural formual clearing the

way for a conference by the end of

next year.

Sources said the formula in-

volved a link between the com-

pletion of the Big Four protocol on

Berlin and the ratification by West

Germany of its treaties with Soviet

Union and Poland.

Pompidou and Brezhnev

reportedly agreed to a target date

of autumn 1972 for the opening of

the conference.

Brezhnev's visit here-his first to

the West as general secretary of

the Soviet Communist party-has

been anything but a popular

success.

Aside from a few devoted French

Communists who applaud him in

his rare public appearances, been protesting the treatment of

Frenchmen seem to have greeted Jews in the Soviet Union and some
the Kremlin leader with in- have shouted hostile slogans at

difference. Jewish groups have him. _^_^__^^^_^__
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Nixon 'Shocked' At Taiwan Expulsion
WASHINGTON < \P>

President Nixon, giving a delayed

reaction to Monday night's events

that saw the United Nations admit

mainland China and expel Taiwan,

suggested Wednesday the result

could be lessened U.S. support and

a reshuffling of foreign aid.

Press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler said Nixon was shocked by

what he regarded as "undisguised

glee"' and "personal animosity" on

the part of unnamed U.N.

delegates following votes by the

world organization that marked a

diplomatic defeat for the United

States.

Reading from notes. Ziegler

made it clear to reporters that he

spoke for Nixon and the govern-

ment in saying, "we would be less

than candid" if warning were not

served publicly that Monday's

happenings could well erode public

and congressional support for the

U.N. and-in the case of foreign aid-

for countries whose delegates

joined in what he termed "a

shocking spectacle."

The White House spokesman
said he was talking about events

that took place on the floor of the

General Assembly following

Monday night's votes, as seen by

Nixon and others on television

news programs.
The extent and direction of

Nixon's reported shock, perhaps

anger, were not clear.

The press secretary insisted the

United States is not challenging the

IN votes, but rather objects to

the post-voting actions of some
delegates as seen by Nixon on his

home screen.

Asked exactly what certain

In Brief...
WASHINGTON < \P>-The Pentagon acted Wednesday to close

the National Guard and Reserves as an escape hatch for draft-

eligible 19-year-olds by directing that they be given the lowest

enlistment priority.

Dr. Theodore C. Marrs, deputy assistant secretary of defense

for reserve affairs, said a 19-year-old signed up on a Guard or

Reserve waiting list "is not home free."

\\ \SIIIN<;T(>\ ( \l» (Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally

held out hope Wednesday that controls over the U.S. economy can

he lifted by the end of 1972.

However Connally. chairman of the Cost of Living Council,

avoided any commitment as he opened the case for Phase 2

economic legislation.

Instead, he urged the House Banking Committee to approve the

lull extension-until April :$<). 1973-President Nixon has asked for his

control powers.

GANDKK. Newfoundland (AP)-President Tito of Yugoslavia

arrived in Newfoundland Tuesday under tight security on the way

to his first state visit to the United States.

Royal Canadian Mounted Police stood guard during a short

welcoming ceremony at the airport.

s\W.<>\ lAP)-South Vietnamese rangers and armed elements

pressed then- seep in eastern Cambodia Wednesday, and two

battles The South Vietnamese operating in the Krek region of

I aml.odia were unable to make contact with the retreating enemy

but thej reported they found 20 enemy bodies, apparently killed by

air strikes.

LONDON I XIM-Prime Minister Edward Heath s Conservatives.

helped by some opposition Laborites, seem headed toward an

uneasy Parliament victory Thursday for leading Britain into the

European Common Market.

But most Labor party lawmakers were enraged by what they see

as the prospect of a group of their own colleagues bailing the

f'onservalive government out of a fix.

delegates had done to shock the

chief executive. Ziegler spoke of

"the cheering, the clapping, the

undignified actions on the part of

some delegates."

In talking earlier about displays

of "personal animosity." Ziegler

said he meant that animosity was

directed at American policy rather

than at Nixon or the country as a

whole.

The President, he said, supports

the United Nations and wants to

see it succeed. But he said "the

shocking demonstration and the

undisguised glee that was shown

by some of the delegates ..could

have a detrimental effect on

support for the United Nations in

this country."

"It is not our intention to

retaliate." said Ziegler. But he

noted that some of the delegates

whose actions were offensive to

Nixon represented countries that

receive considerable foreign aid

from the United States.
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"The shocking spectacle." he

said, "could also effect foreign aid

allocations because of the impact

on Congress and the people."

At a Senate Foreign Relations

Committee hearing on the treaty

returning Okinawa to Japan,

Senate Republican Leader Hugh

Scott of Pennsylvania told

Secretary of State William P.

Rogers that the U.N. decision to

expel National China has created

strong feelings against both the

United Nations and the $3.2- billion

foreign-aid bill now before the

Senate. The bill contains funds for

many countries that opposed U.S.

efforts to keep both Chinas in the

world organization.

"There exists no real friendly

sentiment towards the United

Nations in the Senate today." Scott

told Rogers, adding that almost

any move to cut the bill at this

point would be approved.

"I'd rather cool the whole

foreign-aid bill at this point," Scott

said.

If an amendment is offered to cut

U.N. funds, he added, "I'm afraid

it would pass
"

Rogers said, "We've got to be

careful how we act as a nation"

and said the United States should

avoid getting into a position of

saying. "We pay more so we ex

peel them to do more for us."

Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana sought to

forestall until next year any move
to chop UN. funds in retaliation

The regular appropriation for

the U.S. contribution to the United

Nations has already been passed,

but the pending measure contains

some $141 million for U.N. aid

programs and subsidiary agencies

such as the World Health

Organization.

"There are euts to be made."
Mansfield told reporters, "hut the\

shouldn't be made on the basis of

pique."

Agnew Calls U.N. A Paper Tiger

WASHINGTON (AP) Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew said

Wednesday the United Nations has

become a paper tiger and a

"propaganda sounding board for

the left." But he added U.S.

membership is worthwhile

because "it's good to be in the

other guy's huddle."

The vice president said the

United States should reassess its

financial contributions to the

United Nations, the diplomatic

importance it assigns the world

organization, and its system for

distrubting foreign aid.

He said the General Assembly

made a bad decision Monday night

when it voted to oust Nationalist

China and seat Peking, "but I've

never felt, honestly, that the

United Nations has served the

interests of the United States

diplomatically in any important

sense."

'The U.N. has increasingly

become in recent years a

propaganda sounding board for the

left." Agnew said in an interview

with The Associated Press, "and

this indicates to me that it's going

to continue this way ..."
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Aleutian Atomic Test Approved
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Nixon administration announced
Wednesday plans to proceed with a

huge underground atomic blast in

the Aleutian Islands, drawing
expressions of dismay from the

Canadian ambassador here.

Sen. Mike Gravel, D-Alaska, told

newsmen the blast, testing a five-

megaton anti-missile warhead, is

scheduled for Nov. 4, but James R.

Schlesinger, chairman of the

Atomic Energy Commission, told

newsman a test date has not yet

been established.

Schlesinger said, however, that

preparations would be completed

within a week, making the test

possible by the Nov. 4 date.

Meanwhile, seven environment

groups headed by the Committee

for Nuclear Responsibility, are

seeking to halt the test through

court action, contending it might

cause earthquakes, tidal waves,

radiation leakage or other en-

vironmental damage.
Alaska Gov. William Egan said

President Nixon and the AEC "in

making this decision have taken-

and must assume-full respon-

sibility for the safety of the people

who would suffer the consequences

if an accident occurs."

Need help

with your travel

or vacation plans?

Call

Longwood Travel

Margie B.-320 Grayson

546-6941

Congress had passed legislation

last Sept. 22 barring the test before

mid-1972 unless the President
authorized it.

Schlesinger told a news con-

ference Wednesday, "The Atomic
Energy Commission is now
planning to proceed with the

Cannikin test. We have now
received the requisite authority to

go ahead including detonation."

"We have presidential

authorization," he said in answer
to a question.

Canada and Japan have both

opposed the test, in which a

hydrogen warhead with a force

equivalent to 5 million tons of TNT
would be exploded some 6,000 feet

underground in remote Amchitka

Island in the northern Pacific

Ocean. It would be the biggest U.S.

underground test although the

Russians have had some in this

range.

Canada's Ambassador Marcel

Cadieux was informed of the U.S.

decision in a meeting with

Schlesinger earlier in the day. A
Canadian spokesman said Cadieux

expressed a sense of dismay and

told Schlesinger there were in-

ternational principles involved in a

test whose effects might reach to

the borders of other nations.

Environment groups opposing

the test have argued that it might

leak radiation into the Pacific

Ocean.
Schlesinger told newsmen the

administration has considered the

environemental issues and
believes the risk to be extremely

small.

'Overriding requirements of

national security have, of

necessity, taken precedence," he

said, explaining that the test is

needed to make sure the warhead
for the Spartan antiballistic

missile works properly before the

missile is deployed.

Congress has authorized its

deployment by 1976. The Soviet

Union recently conducted un-

derground atomic tests of around

the same size.

Schlesinger said the warhead
has been placed inside its deep test

hole and that work to seal the shaft

"will begin today."

Closing the shift, he said, would

"make it impractical to recover

the device"; but he said if

necessary the warhead could be

destroyed underground by "tens of

pounds of TNT" without touching

off any nuclear explosion.

In that case, he said, the debris

of the warhead including its

radioactive components would be

permanently buried, but there

would be no large-scale generation

of additional radioactivity.

Both Gravel and Sen. Edmund S.

Muskie, D-Maine, criticized the

administration's decision.

Muskie said the test might leak

radiation "the consequences of

which are unpredictable."

Schlesinger, however, said "the

risks are exceedingly small."

The Amchitka Island site was

selected in 1966, he said, "because

of its remoteness and the virtual

zero likelihood of any damage."

In a separate lawsuit, 34

congressmen have been trying to

obtain disclosure of the ad-

ministration's own private

assessment of the test's possible

impacts, contained in a report to

the President from a special

committee of the National Security

Council.

Schlesinger repeated Wednesday
the administration's position that

this document was protected by

executive privilege and should not

be disclosed.

Child Guerillas Game
BELFAST. Northern Ireland <AP) — The British army served notice

Wednesday its troops here will shoot to kill children who fire on them in

the war against Irish Republican Army guerrillas.

The warning was issued after two youths, described as being 12 to 14

years old, sprayed a British patrol in Belfast with submachine-gun fire

and two more soldiers died in a bomb blast in Londonderry.

"The troops will shoot to kill any man or child or woman who happens

to shoot at them," said Maj. Peter Johnson, Scots Guard company

commander. Army headquarters said he spoke with full authority.

The two boys fired nine shots at Johnson's patrol Tuesday night and the

major said his vehicle seemed the target.

"If children fire guns at soldiers, then they will be shot," Johnson said.

He added that the boys wore the black berets of the IRA.

Alcoholism

Prevention

Program

Know someone with a

drinking problem? You may
obtain assistance by dropping

in at 13 Market Street or

calling 586-2620 or 586-1569

from 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Monday through Friday.

vm%
FREE SODA
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A Plea From Kent
( Kd. Note-the following letter was sent to us in the

hopes that its publication would rouse the student

body to assist the cause of the students of Kent

Slate. We urge cooperation with and involvement in

this cause.)

KENT STATE UNIVERSITY URGENTLY
NEEDS YOUR HELP. Over 10.380 members of our

campus signed a petition asking President Nixon to

convene a federal grand jury on the Kent State

affair. (To date, onlv a local grand jury; whose

report was so biased that a Federal District Court

Judge, upheld on October 22. by the U.S. 6th Circuit

Court of Appeals, ordered it expunged from the

record and physically destroyed; has weighed the

evidence.) Last Wednesday. Kent's President. Dr.

Glenn olds, flew to Washington and presented

petitions at the White House. He was assured an

answer by the end of November.
Our mammoth task now is to get OTHER

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES to support our

petition. Would you please help us by printing this

letter and the following petition in your paper?

Dear President Nixon:

We. the undersigned, support the over 10.380

members of Kent State University in requesting you

to convene a federal grand jury to investigate the

Kent State affair.

1. Name

etc.

Address

Please return, by November 22, to:

President of the Student Body
Kent State University

Kent, Ohio 44242

We cannot adequately express how important it is

that members of your campus circulate this petition

(we found that moving about with it rather than

merely posting it got us over 10,000 signatures in ten

days ) and return it to us by November 22. If we flood

Washington with petitions, the President will be

unable to ignore the tremendous sentiment in the

country for a high level investigation of the Kent

affair.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this

urgent matter.

In peace, I am
Sincerely yours.

Bill L. Siocum
President of the Student Body

Kent State University

"•». jr /WOTMs Hourr

Art Buchwald

No Women On The Court

WASHINGTON-It came as no surprise to most men
here that President Nixon could not find a qualified

woman to nominate to the Supreme Court.

"Heaven knows we tried," an Administration

spokesman said, "and the pressure on the President

was enormous. First Mrs. Nixon talked to him about

it, then Martha Mitchell and finally Bella Abzug. But

it just wasn't in the cards."

"Why?" I asked.

"Well, we investigated it and discovered women
just weren't cut out to be Supreme Court justices. For

one thing it takes a lot of physical endurance to sit on

the court, hearing cases all day long, and our medical

people told us women couldn't take the pressure. They
have a tendency to fidget when they have to stay in

one place too long."

"I hadn't thought of that but it's true," I admitted.

"Also we decided the Supreme Court is a man's
world. When the Supreme Court justices get together

in private session to discuss cases, they like to tell

locker-room jokes and cuss a lot. A woman wouldn't

be comfortable in such an atmosphere and it would

inhibit the male justices in their work."
"It figures," I agreed.

"Another major consideration was the question of

protocol. We had to think what effect a woman justice

would have on dinner parties in Washington for the

next 15 or 20 years. A Supreme Court justice outranks

most people in the government, including Cabinet

officers, and it just wouldn't look right for a woman
justice to be seated on the right of her hostess. Putting

two women next to each other at a Washington dinner

party is unthinkable and could cause grave con-

sequences in the social world for years to come. I

think Mr. Nixon said it best: 'Presidents may come
and go but dinner parties in Washington go on
forever.'"

"What other objections did you find 9 " I wanted to

know.
"As you know, the President said in his television

speech the one criterion he used in his selection was

that a member of the Supreme Court should be the

very best lawyer in the nation. He said, 'In the legal

profession, the Supreme Court is the fastest track in

the nation, and it is essential that the justices on that

court be able to keep up with the very able lawyers

who will appear before the court arguing the cases.'

"Now the President wasn't just using a sports

metaphor. What we did was lay out a one-mile track

around the Supreme Court and we clocked several

women nominees in races against male lawyers. We
discovered that those women who agreed with the

President's philosophy couldn't keep up the pace, and

those who were fast enough to get around didn't have

enough blue-blooded strict-constructionist breeding."

"No one can say the President didn't give women a

fair test." I said.

Another factor that militated against a woman
being appointed to the court was the fear that there

would be mass resignations among the Supreme Court

guards, who had been used to dealing with men
justices all their lives.

"You can find any number of qualified Supreme
Court justices, but it takes years to train a good

Supreme Court guard.

"But there were other things we had to worry about

as well. What kind of precedent would we be setting by

appointing a woman to the Supreme Court? Suppose

the next thing women would ask for was a seat on the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, or an opportunity to conduct

Sunday church services at the White House? Where
would it stop?"

God only knows," I said. "Why didn't the

President make this perfectly clear?"
"As soon as he explains it to Mrs. Nixon, Martha

Mitchell and Bella Abzug, he probably will."

Students-Give Them Bread And Circuses

The
issues

ripple

By LARRY LADD
President. Student Senate

chancellor's resignation and the

it dramatizes have caused quite a

in the stagnant pool we call the

university Not since the tidal wave of the

l«)7(i student strike has the campus ex-

perienced such a trauma.
The strike was a period of very intense

conflict between and among students and

faculty Agony and hysteria prevailed as the

University struggled internally to find

direction All factions ranted and raved at

cacti other, and decisions were reached only

after lengthy, hostile negotiations. Near the

end of it all. newly appointed Chancellor

Oswald Tippo urged the formation of a

University-wide governance system, in-

corporating the Faculty Senate. Student

Senates, and representatives of the ad-

ministration.

A special committee was appointed.

composed of faculty, grad students, un-

dergrads, and administrators. After a year

of bargaining and hard work, the committee

submitted its report. It recommended
combining the three existing senates into a

single "University Senate," which would

have broad policy-making authority over

most aspects of campus life.

Appointing a committee is a Pavlovian

institutional response to crisis. Un-
fortunately, by the time the committee

reports, the problem creating the crisis has

once again been swept under the rug The
"problem" is forgotten until it again

emerges (surprise!) in another crisjs

During the resignation trauma, the

forgotten problem of university governance

again creeped out from under that rug. In

this case, students and faculty were not

fighting each other, but were confronting

the encroaching Boston bureaucracy. But

we found coordination and unity between

faculty and students extremely ponderous
and tenuous Each senate met separately by
a different schedule. Representatives met
for long hours trying to guess what
proposals would be acceptable to all three
senates Whether the results of these
negotiations represented the true campus
mood is conjecture The senates surely

wasted a lot of time and energy that could
have been better spent meeting all together

in one place, face to face, coming to a

common resolution.

But this issue is only the latest example of

the need for a University Senate. Faculty
and students have disagreed on a variety of

issues (ROTC. Picketing Code. Grading
Policy, etc.) and have failed to reach
agreement in negotiations As a result, the
Board of Trustees usually endorses the

faculty position, giving students only bread
and circuses Such folly must end We on the
campus must be able to decide among

ourselves, rather than leaving the decision

to the trustees.

Before the recent "crisis" is forgotten, we
must move aggressively to adopt a formula

for a University Senate composed equally ol

faculty and students. This is no time for

superficial solutions or endless elocution

Academic freedom must become bilateral

No faction has the primary claim to

authority in this institution Mutual isolation

leads only to indecisiveness or coercion. It is

time that we institutionalize our in

terdependence.

It is imperative that the campus become
united against threats from without and

committed to the responsible resolution of

disputes within If the campus is to stop

tearing itself apart, that is where we must

begin

Letters To The Editor

Thank You, Thank You- Again,Thank You
lo the Kditor:

The fact that the Collegian published Mr Baglione's

article last Friday "Right on to the People" surprised

me. unless of course they did it to help publicize the

Nov (i antiwar activities, in which case we must

thank them However, rarely in the history of our

daily has an article so dense with misinformation, so

rich in political myopia, and so colored with lies,

graced the eyes of the University community.
"
Mr. Baglione speaks of our "leaders" beckoning us.

Does he disregard the beckoning received in the mail

by hundreds of thousands of young Americans, in-

forming them that they are to serve their country for

the next two years or until they are killed or maimed?

Does he hear the U.S. govt, beckoning the dollars from

the pavchecks of millions of American working people

to pay" for a heinous war that is opposed by the over-

whelming majority? To Mr. Baglione's one dimen-

sional mind, the organization of massive, independent

political action, in the streets, against that war, is

merely a beckoning to loyal troops. He insults the

nearly one million dedicated people who, in the face of

vicious, well-publicized red baiting and dire predic

lions of failure, demonstrated in Wash., DC, and San

Francisco last April, not for a carnival, nor for a

concert, but for immediate and total withdrawal of all

U.S. forces from Southeast Asia.

In the last five years, the war has become, Mr.

Baglione. not the "repository of blame for each and

every ill of our society", but rather, a focal point for

many of those ills. No one but you sees it as the only

"stumbling block to the achievement of a poverty-less

society". You see. by spending between 20 and 30

billion dollars per annum, year after fiscal year, the

process of decay engulfing our cities has been ac-

celerated, aid to education has suffered on every

level, working people of this country have had to face

increasing unemployment, rampant inflation,

diminishing real wages, and now a wage freeze. Most

recently, the noble Nixon administration, in its

zealo is rampage of belt tightening, has tried to cut the

meag r sum allotted to the school lunch program for

underprivileged children.

Gonocidal. Mr. Baglione"' What else would you call

the killing and maiming of over one and one half

million people, through the use of napalm, saturation

bombing, search and destroy missions, and massive

long term toxic defoliants?

Racist. Mr. Baglione 9 Has the fact that black and

brown people are killed and wounded in numbers far

above their proportion in the population slipped your

mind?
Inflationary? If Mr. Baglione had taken the time to

read the Mobe's Oct 13 two-page leaflet relating in-

flation, unemployment, and the wage freeze to

military spending, perhaps he would have been better

informed. But then again, the Mobe doesn't play fair.

It uses facts.

Wake Up, Sleepy

To the Kditor:

So far this semester there have been quite a few

letters criticizing the large lecture halls at this

University. It was suggested by one that the only true

education is achieved by the Socratic dialogue.

Another despaired of ever learning something from a

lecture

Might I suggest to these deprived students that it

onlv Ihey would listen and not sleep at a lecture they

might learn something The University attempts to

compensate lor these large lectures by having

discussion groups as part of the course II learning can

onl\ be accomplished through dialogue, why is it so

leu people ever talk in the discussion groups'
1

I agree

that there are much better and more expensive modes

ut education than the lecture system, but until

someone comes up with a feasible substitution the

student should take full advantage of what is offered

him.
Kathv I-raser

Mr. Baglione's incisive journalistic attack rose to

the heights of criticizing Bella Abzug's figure, voice,

and choice of hat style. These commendable efforts

not sufficing, he reached deep into the very bottom of

his noxious barrel, drawing out his two favorite

weapons ; the distortion and the lie. Antiwar sentiment

and participation in demonstrations have, over the

years, grown rather than diminished. Mr. Baglione.

When referring to the efforts of the Socialist Workers

Party, you were, I'm sure, speaking of the verbal

commendation given this summer to the YSA-SWP as

the best builders of the antiwar movement, bv Jerry

Gordon, who is a national coordinator of NPACand
who is not a member of the SWP. However, if you had

taken the trouble, before slandering the SWP, to read

The Militant, you would never have been able to make
the asinine remarks you did. If, in aspiring to appear

mature and sophisticated, you refuse to label the war
as imperialist, or to indict the capitalist system as its

cause (because Bill Buckley tells you it is childish to

do so), you may continue to ignore the facts, but you

will never change them. If, Mr. Baglione, you wish to

dispute any of the charges made above, I am willing to

engage you in public debate. If you do not, then the

silence will be deafening.

Either way, Mr. Baglione, if your commitment to

ending the death and destruction in Southeast Asia

extends no further than the purchase of balloons,

patches, and pop records, we of the antiwar

movement will attempt to struggle on ithout you. But

if it is more than that, we invite you to join us in Boston

on November 6th when across the nation, the demand
for immediate and total withdrawal will ring out

again, louder and stronger than ever before.

Tom Moriarty

All An Accident?
To the Kditor:

Perhaps it's nothing more than an unfortunate accident that the

organizational gains being made nearly every day by the antiwar

movement, in building the Nov. 6 actions, especially in the field of labor

support and participation, have been completely blacked out in the

"respectable" press (NY. Times, Boston Globe, Newsweek, Time, etc. >,

the television and radio news media. Last April 24 having been the largest

assembly of people for a political purpose in the history of this country,

and Nov' promising to be even bigger, does not seem to be among "all

the news that's fit to print". Why does the media refuse to cover a

significant, independent, political movement, when a large portion of that

media < New York Times, Boston Globe among others) either directly or

indirectly, espouses sympathy with that movement's goal? Where indeed

do they find time and space for articles telling us that the antiwar

movement is dead'.' How are they able to squeeze in a Commie-scare

editorial or two, shortly before a demonstration?

The fact is that Richard Milhous Nixon, since the disasterous invasion

of Cambodia and the resultant nationwide student strike, can do nothing

without looking over his shoulder. Was the lengthly news blackout before

and during the invasion of Laos an accident? Or was he testing the wind?

Was his recent decree freezing wages labeled temporary at first because

he thought an economy as sick as ours could be whipped back into shape

in 90 days? Or was he looking into the streets, wondering about the

reaction?

It certainly isn't congress he's watching for, over his shoulder. They re

right under his thumb. It isn't George Meany and Leonard Woodcock,

those fierce guardians of labor's interests, nestled as they are deep in his

hip pocket. It's you. It's me. It's the million people who stood together last

April 24th. It's everyone who feels the burden of the wage freeze. It's

everyone who refuses to stay home on November 6th.

A concrete question faces each and every one of us on Saturday Nov.

6th. We know from past experience that antiwar sentiment is gauge very

carefully by the administration, the acid test being participation in

demonstrations. The cold political fact is that if you are not with us in the

streets on that day, demanding immediate and total withdrawal of all

U.S. forces from Southeast Asia, you will be counted among Nixon's silent

majority, your silence connoting agreement with his war policy. We are

not guilt baiting you. We are not moralizing. We are stating that-on that

day, there will be no apolitical people. There will be no noninvolvement.

The only practical question a week from Saturday will be. Which side are

you on?'
Tom Moriarty

You Are What You Teach

To the Kditor:

"Do you really believe in what you teach?—a simple question you

should pose yourselves before lecturing your classes. Honesty is essential

of all those with pretentions of analyzing realities and focusing in on

truths. The value of Historv. if any, shows us over and over again there is

but one thing all living creatures can be certain of, so why kid yourselves?

Being an educator is no light responsibility. To you it might be a salary,

if so, earn it! In this country, unfortunately, PhD equals professorship,

hence the intellectual apathy so prevalent in our Institutions of Higher

Kducation. Friedmanns, Skinners, "Heretic Economists," Physical

Scientists, Capitalists, Socialists do tell us your levels of incompetency

before inculcating in your naive students your simplistic theories.

( Excuse the redundancy of these last two words if you see it Professors.

)

"Educators," you may not live to realize your mistakes, we, the

students might—protect yourselves and warn us by measuring your

inadequacy.
. .,

Douglas A. (hiriboga

Look To Yourselves

To the Kditor:

Mr. Magwood's letter written to refute the sen-

timents expressed in my article "Right on to the

People" does nothing less than give credence to that

article's claims. The story, written for "Poor

Richard's Magazine," which appears in each Friday's

Collegian, was not, as Mr. Magwood assumes, a

statement on the ineffectiveness of mass demon-

strations. It was, rather, a satire on the "pop" at-

mosphere that pervades the anti-war movement and

its annual conventions. The butt of the satire was

those characters like Mr Magwood who have become

so inflated with sense of their importance and of the

"holiness" of their cause that they fail to see how

obnoxious and absurd their self-righteousness and

moral agression are.

One must surely have lost all control of their

rational facilities to proudly proclaim, as Magwood

does, that 220 people attended the October 13th Teach

In It is absurd to believe that this is a significant

number out of a school population of about 20,000!

Such is the folly of believing that demonstrations are

still the most effective means for accomplishing an

end to the South Vietnamese conflict. Mr. Magwood

should recognize that his tremendous energies should

be directed toward attempts to register the new 18-20

year old vote and the support of anti-war candidates.

Demonstrations. I will admit, do provide a greater

religious experience lor those who require it. And they

must provide tremendous gratification for the "High

Priests "of the movement Yet most people must have

a more reasonable and sane attitude toward the

predicament their countr> no\s lines

It is not strange, then, that some people are em-

barrassed by the shrill fanaticism of the movement s

devoted their clownish antics and their sanc-

timonious strutting about The pose they have struck

is OVerly-seriOUS and silly They should not be so

surprised, therefore, that reality mocks them
Frank M. Baglione

. . . Now, When The Cold Air Mass Meets A

Hot Air Trend, We Have Fog . .
."

-s

»«>;«fieRBt^clC
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Politella Gets Yearbook Award **^£H£
\MIIKKST Recognition as the

"1971 Distinguished Yearbook

Adviser in Universities and

I'olleges" has come to a University

ol Massachusetts faculty member.

Horn the National Council of

College Publications Advisers.

NCCI'.V
|)r Dario Politella. associate

professor of Knglish and jour-

nalism at the Amherst campus,

was presented with the plaque at

Dallas. Texas, this week during the

47th annual convention of NCCPA
and the Associated Collegiate

Press

A total of 1.320 delegates from

274 campuses in 42 states appeared

for the convention, where Politella

delivered a paper titled "Laugh-In.

Campus-Style." The paper was

based on his recently published

book. "The Illustrated Anatomy of

Campus Honor."

Politellas has been a consultant

to college yearbooks since 1950.

when he joined the journalism

faculty at Kent (O.) State

University. He has served as

student publications adviser at

Syracuse University and Ball State

University, as well as at UMass.

A nationally recognized
authority on the campus press, he

is currently editor founder of "The

Campus Press Syllabus"

magazine, after having founded

and edited a similar publication at

Ball State U.. called "The

Collegiate Journalist." and "The

Sixth Kstate" magazine at

Syracuse U.

He is a prolific writer of

magazine articles and books about

the campus press. Among his book

credits are two editions of "The

Directory of the College Student

Press in America." published by

Oxbridge of New York. Politella

has been adviser to the Index, the

102-year-old student yearbook of

I Mass on whose editorial board he

served while a student here. He

was also editor-in-chief of the

campus newspaper, the Collegian.

in 1947.

The plaque is presented annually

by NCCPA to a single adviser

chosen by his peers. The citation

reads: "For Outstanding Service

to Student Publications at the

University of Massachusetts and to

the Nation's Student Press."

Politella serves as editorial

consultant to Scholastic Kditor

magazine of the University of

Minnesota and to Photolith

Magazine of Memphis. Tenn.,

which are distributed nationally to

college and high school yearbook

editors. His latest article appears

in the current Scholastic Editor,

titled. "Whither Yearbooks?"

He resides with his wife and two

teenage children at Sunderland,

Mass.

To Decide Taiwan Future

Communists nor the Nationalists^
Taiwanese self-

' -TTlXVof theSanese people is a^J»g£jgE*

"SET-SSi fea'herar^aT/univerity Law School, was

r*SgVEKSoSSn— of the Chinese Communist party,

and Chiang Kai-shek, president of Nationalist China.

It's the little things

that make

BELLS PIZZA

a great pizza.

Open
11to2a.m.Fri. &Sat.
la.m.Sun.toThurs.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011-253-9051 J

Right You Are If You Think You Are

By Luigi Pirandello

Directed by Fontaine Syer

In Its Second Week at the

LABORATORY THEATRE
MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE, SOUTH HADLEY

Tonight through Sunday at 8: 15 p.m.

Students $ 1.00; all others $2.00

For reservations call 538-2406 from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. through

Saturday and from 1 p.m. on Sunday.

grand
opening
BELCHERTOWN

GAS PLAZA
FEDERAL ST. (ROUTE 9) BELCHERTOWN

i/
4 MILE WEST CRYSTAL SPRINGS CORNER

ROUTE 9 — TOWARD AMHERST

LOOK FOR THE

APPLE CORPS
Anyone who has new and original

ideas for future events on the hill

should contact Nancy in 725

Dickinson or call 06720.

Anyone interested in performing

at the next Mirkwood coffee house,

contact Joey at 66681...keep trying

if not in.

ASTKONOMY ( LIB
General meeting-7:30 punch &

cookies (Hasbrouck 203); 8:30

guest speaker, Dr.Hugueninon the

Quabbin Radio observatory

(Hasbrouck 126); 9:30 trip to

Orchard Hill telescope (weather

permitting). Public welcome.

BICYCLE CLUB
The bicycle paths committee of

the Amherst recreation com-
mission will hold an open meeting

at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the Town
room at the Amherst town hall to

get ideas on what they ought to do.

Bring your ideas and suggestions.

BOLTWOOO BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT
Bus leaves for Belchertown at

6:05 p.m. Monday thru Thursday

from in front of Whitmore. Returns

to UMass around 8:30 p.m.

BRIDOE CLUB
There will be Bridge play tonight

in room 165 CC at 7 p.m.

(ill OMEGA SORORITY
All university women invited to

an informal' get together on

Monday. Nov. 1 from 7-8:30 p.m..

Fiat Sor. park. Rides at the

Newman Ctr. 6:45.

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Meeting to be held tonight at 7

p.m. in Dukes room, SU. All

members please attend. Open to all

interested.

FREE U.
Sweet corn Theatre workshops

tonight. Open. tree. Come and

play. Marks Meadow gym at

School of Ed. 8 p.m.

oss PLEDGES
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

chapter room in Memorial Hall.

IllLLEL
Yael Vered from the Israeli

Diplomatic Corps will be speaking

Nov. 2 at 7 p.m. in rm. 163-165 CC.

All invited. Board meeting tonight

at 6:30 in Hillel office. All welcome.

McNAMARA DORM
Halloween party. Musicians

wanted, free. Bottle of cheer given

to best performance. McNamara
Lounge 8 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 30

NEWMAN (MB
Guitarists: any guitarists in-

terested in playing at a Coffee

house this Saturday at the

Newman Ctr. please contact Ron

tonight or tomorrow at 546-9411

between 6-8 p.m.

PARACHUTE (I IB
FVC concludes tonight at 7:30 CC

178. The wind gods have been kind

this year, come on out to foliage

freak with us. Turners Falls

Airport -weekends and holidays.

Notices

RECREATION SOCIETY
Battle the heights of the Holyoke

range. Sunday Oct. 31 b.y.o. food,

etc. Departure-10 a.m. from

Haigus Mall-return by 5 p.m.

Some cars needed.

SAILING CLUB
There is a meeting tonight for all

interested sailors at 7 in CC rm.

911. All past members please at-

tend.

SCROLLS
Meeting tonight in rms. 805-809

CC. 6 p.m. Please call 6-8240 if you

cannot attend.

SAM
Old Film Night with Charlie

Chaplin. Annie Oakley, Betty

Boop, Mouse Cartoon, and horror

shorts: 7.9,11 at Mahat Aud. on

Thursday Oct. 28.

SKI PATROL
There will be a meeting tonight

for all members of the patrol.

Attendance is manditory and all

members should bring their dues.

The meeting will be in the Colonial

Lounge in the SU. at 6:30

LOST
Male Siamese cat. 1 year old.

answers to "Snowy". Gone since

Oct. 9. from 337 Puffton. Wearing

an old brown collar. Please call

549-6786. We miss him.

Brown suede bag in Morrell Sci.

Lib. I need my drivers license. Call

863-9640 (collect).

Key chain with rubber alligator

somewhere on campus.
Homecoming weekend. Call Dave

6-7069.

POUND
Robert Ducharme: black wallet

in Southwest, go to lost & lound.

Pair of horn rimmed glasses on

sidewalk in front of Pierpont in

Southwest on Monday, ('all Judy at

546-5061.

One key probably to a dorm

room, with a piece of zig-zaggec

red cloth through the hole in it. Call

6-9332.

1 pair of eyeglasses, gold rim

med. found Tuesday near Whit-

more call 6-5119.

JOHN WUJfcMS

S T l D E N T II O M O P II I L E
LEAOl

E

No meeting tonight -instead a

Halloween dance Friday, the event

of the vear -proceeds to the SHL
Defense fund. Call 545-0154 for

further information, or Rm. 413E

Student Union (balcony above

lobbv )

.

Carter

Overalls

7.49

WEARH0USE

WIRE RIMS
FOR YOUR

FASHION WHIM
At

don coll
Amherst's First Optician

-7002 Amherst

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tues., Nov. 2 & Wed., Nov. 3 at 8 p.m

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1; Other Full-Time

Students $2; UM Faculty/Staff; Others S3.50 - Fine Arts

Council Ticket Office, 125 Herter Hall, tel. 545-0202.

Presented by UMass Fine Arts Council

MDC CLASSIFIED
323-7K93.
mm I of M in Hnlyoke $3(io.-per M. (all

AUTOS FOR SALE

69 Bulck Special, on.- owner MM mC
,wn new tire* org. spare. « door radio

„owe, sir., mctalic blue. w.w Ill"- ™l
233-5«7l after I p.m. ^

75n Honda KI7I low mileage, beautiful

shape, many extras, parts, shop & parts

manuals, more, priced to sell. Call Bob

:' ,"" ,,n
,f.0-2X

Hear Wierd Sisters: (an >ou mend

hearts as good as you mend pants"

STMIION
,„.,„

tfn-:i

KOMI- VXIIIIORROR SHORTS. T-»-l I \T

M\II\K \l I) Till BSD W. OCT. ft
III 2K

ROOMMATES WANTED LOST& FOUND

M Dodge Dart, per . running rond... UH

insp slicker, new tires, muffler good

brakes, only MUM miles Vours for only

$:mo. 5ioio70
tfl0-2fl

1967 Honda 3«5cc Superhawk, yery good

condition. $325 or best offer, must sell

call: Stephen ( rlmmin 545-2163.

tflO-29

llnhbv mi W B is feeling lonely. 11 needs

and you're No. I. love
sonic company
( hump.

10-2H

Share apt. w /male completely furnished

I bedrooms, kitchen. Ivng rm. etc. All

utilities incl'd own rm.-lK.V (all evenings

217-55:14.
tflO-29

Wallet containing valuable ID s losl I"

'•Thins in \niheist.< all Kcv al MA-MWH
Km-"'

LECTURE NOTES

FOR SALE

19(19 Ford Bronco, yellow, is in good

condition lor information call Buss at

516-5762 or 519-6142.

RCA Victor Portable & stand with ext.

jacks I 1/2 years old. ex. cond. $121) new.

ask l« or best of. (all 665-3776.

M(;B-I965. rebuilt engine <
!««> «••>•

t.ond tire, fine body condition. $40(1. call

Tenor Saxophone Selmer MKVI. ex-

cellent cond.. MM. (all MMMt.
^

__

To the \sshole who ripped oft m> DGWS
Soccer t.uide in WOPK Tues.. while 1 was

in the shower-thanx-and 1 hope you flunk

*•
I0-2X

Wanted two A or B psych papers about 10

to 15 pgs. will pay. (all Kathy IH MM.
tfl<)-2*

Boommale wanted, own room 1 mile

from campus, (all 253-7109.

If 10-29

Female roommate wanted to share fully

furnished apt. with same |M per mo.

including utilities, (all \anc> 539-95IX.

Washer-d gar
If 1 1-5

Itcuewals and new subscriptions An

thro llll. Bot. HI I. F.con. 125. Ift (ieol. tl.

<;ov. hmi. 15". Hist. Ift, III. Bm. 3tx si

",h,,N
tf.O-29

VW-Super Bealle. Mil. Perfect con-

dition. Still on warranty. Call ftMW^

;u Ml.B cxc. running cond. Must sell.

SIMMS,
(f|0 ..H,

Snow tires 165-11 Semperit Badials It)

mounted on M(.B disc wheels $50. Call

MMMY.

To Carol, who wore a Mickey Mouse

shirt and sal in Ihe peanut gallery at last

springs Howdy Doody Show. We had a

Ureal time afterwards. You said Id forgel.

but I didn't: Please write: Mark. Box 10X6,

Ilrow n I ni\ ersity Prov idence
ti lO'Zn

t.rad sludenl wanted to share a :i

bedroom apt in 205 Puffton. Call 519-635X.

t(M-a

Renewals and new subscriptions:

Micro 110. Phil 105. Psych KM. 262. 263.

270. 2X0. ft!, Sot 101. 256. Zoo. 101. 135.

Itm 3IX SI'.
tflO-29

WANTED
Male roommate wanted to share fur-

i.ished 2 bdroom apt Nov I (CC $60. Call

-lark 2.YI-5313 before 10 am
I0-2X

Hide wanted to Wash DC Thurs or

Fri.or to VY. by Fri. morn. Oct. 2H or 2».

(all Laurie at 5I9-615X.

One ticket to Klvis Presley Concert Nov

III Boston (.aniens. 3rd row seat. Bide

also available (all Bobhi 5X6-3791

li I n - '

SERVICES

«-> Mustang 2X9 cu. In., good running

cond body cond good. 1550. (all M4J-8IOS.

If 10-29

IS 17 Ford Van. unusual transportation

i milk truck) . Minor repairs only. $75. Call

256-X709.

~
su.de Jackets, reg. $70. now $10: brown

Suede Pants $27. Skirts $0.50 Skins II

ideal Xmas (iifts. Jon. 1 15 ( hadbourne, 5-

2610. leave number.
tfn-10

"Bored with posters -trade them in now.

I p to 50* trade-in. or M cash Three c's.

|<ll N. Pleasant St.. Amherst.
ilil-l

Tv ping-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast

ucurale; have (ireek alphabet, math &

chem symbols. Call 253-3601

tl 10-JI

Hoommales wanted to share Ig I bdrm

apt. in Sunderland until Jan.. possibly

longer Call 6651911. If no answer keep

Irving.
If 10 -29

ENTERTAINMENT

ROOM WANTED

"(;KTTIN(. STBMt.lIT' .
ELLIOT

CiOtl I). C ANDICK RERGEN PI. IS A

MOCSK CARTOON. THIBS. OCT. 2H.

M\II\B AID. 6:15: 9:00; 11:05

I SPONSOBKD BV -5 \M

1964 Corvair 2 door. 3 speed, new tires,

and shocks. |M. Call 256-H709.

(.inverse sneakers, only 6 50 a pair. Call

( hip at 515-2163 or 2.YI-90IH.
I v ping done — \ Ml Business S»Tvices.

E. Alberts. I.. Hulmes 5K6-3323.

If 11-3

own room wanted In \mherst area. ( all

Joseph 935-HMi7or write IIR Warren Ave..

Wiihurn.
t f 1 1-1

IH0-2K

COMPATABLE'

«H(iTOZdr..hl.«m4 ID/350 hp. Hurst I-

speed. console. power steering

mechanically good, needs body work,

cheap Call Hill ««S-39M.

Hand made Spanish Flamenco (iuitar.

excellent condt. price negotiable. 253-9710.

»"" aftPr 7: ""
tfJO.2-1

i960 Triumph Spitfire exc condition,

musl sell | ISM or best offer. Call Steve

253-72S3.
, .

If 10-28

RIDE WANTED
FOR RENT

I bedroom. Puffton Village, sublet

immediately Phone 5I9-06M3 Apt <325.

tfin-29

Wauled people to help drive South this

weekend ."iPI-OMI

tflO-29

COMP\T \BII ITV HORORCOPE
\\ M.S NIK \i t vou made for each other"

\re von sexually suited" What are vour

strengths ' Soui weaknesses " Rna] 11 md
sell .nliliisse.l envelope and her name, his

name, both hirlh dates to \slro Wisdom

Inslilule Box .191. (Juincv 02169

til 1-3

62 VW Bug. good engine, good radio.

» Call 665-230. PERSONAL

I bedroom Pufton. $156 monthly,

available now Drop by 303 Pufton after 7

p.m.
If 10-29

TUTORS

Wanted tutor for genetics 20.1 2AO. will

pav (all SA6MH75. Ask for Bruce
10-ZH

SKIERSWANTED

I96H Vuslln Healy Sprite. 39.000 miles,

excellent running condition. Must sell.

Ilioo (all Ned at 253-254Kin the afternoon

If 10-29

In Man and Jeff in III Happy Bir-

thdav From Spacelv and the Moondance

Kid
I0-2N

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1969 Yamaha YR2C-350CC Good con

dition welUared for. Asking $375. ( all

Jeff at MM.
lf)fl .w

Sid ( itdv contact Karen i(uddles> al

MMMH or write to 291 Maravista Ave .

Teatlckel. Mass I've looked everywhere

for MM! , „
tflO-29

(»ne bedroom Pufflon Village Apt .

available immediately Call after I p.m.

:. 19 69 79
moat

Female lo share efficiency apt in

Sunderland with male grad student. Ph.

19 6917 before 10 am. Trust
tf 10-29

(,|rls wanted for large cosmetics

dislrihutor work, your own hours, on your

own comm basis mod invs rqurd Call

Mike .. ",l7i. intrv

.

tf 10-29

FILMS

I hedrms . 2 baths, stove, refrlg. & most

other furniture all utilities paid, II miles

III D FILM NH.HT WITH CHAKI.V
CHXPIIV \NNIF OAKLEY, BF.TTY

Weekend shares (or sale in new Chalel

Ml snow llavslack area. Fireplace pool,

pass dis. ounl ( all I 527-IK9I now for more

info
(fil l

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Beglster vour book in St Bm. Ift

F.verv student with your course next

semester will need vour bonk* save $

money . sell direct.

If-»em
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Commentary...

What
By MARTY KELLEY

MDC Staff

Believe it or not it all started

near the shores of Lake Cayuga

and if you add the perspective of

fate along with the usual attitudes

of winning and losing, it's been a

frustrating month gone by for

coach Dick MacPherson, his staff,

and the Redman gridiron group.

Lake Cayuga aligns the city of

Ithaca. New York, the home of

Cornell University and their Big

Red football power. Before the

semester started and the plot

thickened. UMass surprised

Cornell 27-27 before 8.000 partisans

who left the stadium knowing Ed

Marinaro Would be a Heisman

Trophy candidate, but sub-

sequently that UMass would be a

threat.

But fate began to wind its course

at Ithaca and the old football

stigma called the "injury" began

to take precedence. Now with the

season limping into its sixth week

at Storrs tomorrw, the early

season stigma has become a

plague that has cursed a team

destined for New England entity.

To retrace the discouraging saga

of football 71 on campus. Coach

Dick MacPherson got clipped

below the ankles before the first

fall whistle. All-YC fullback and

"sure-shot" pro Dick Cummings.

because of academics, was not to

return to the backfield.

Well, that left a backfield of Piel

Pennington along with Mike

Sawyer and speedsters Paul

Metallo, and Angie Dinardo. With

24 lettermen returning along with a

potential All New England tackle,

tight end, and defensive lineman,

things looked fairly stable for

rookie coach MacPherson.

Back home from Ithaca, the

Redmen started a new segment of

the football squad-the walking

wounded corps. Officially indicted

were Dennis Keating. Paul

Metallo, Steve Schubert. Bill Hale,

and Paul Hansen. And kicker

Dennis Gagnon, recuperating from

a thigh operation two weeks

earlier, showed he'd have seasonal

problems.
Well. Coach MacPherson was

given a precarious but sentimental

induction at Orono. three miles

from his home town at Old Town.

The 13-0 triumph proved little for

the offense, and due to Maine's

sluggishness, only a minor ac-

colade for the defense.

But out of the natural loneliness

of Orono. a kid by the name of

Berra came to the surface. Tim

Berra rambled 21 yards for the

first Redman tally of the season.

Ironically on the same play

fullback Mike Sawyer was hurt and

linebacker Dick Cronin instead of

Cummings became the "bread and

butter" man

And before the East's finest 11

came to Amherst, with a 19 game
hex over UMass, there was a new

backfield. It was to be Cronin-

Berra and no Metallo. The line

behind this new duo was ever so

thin.

Then came the Dartmouth
travisty. With the speed.

quickness, and discipline of a well

oiled tank, the Big Green destroyed

UMass with 450 yards of total of-

fense and a 31-7 reminder.

When the Indians trucked north

toward Hanover, they left UMass
with another reminder. Striken

with a costly clip, tackle Bob

Donlin had his career cut short as

his leg buckled beneath him. Now
the leader of the offensive line was

gone. Bill Deflavio hurt his ankle,

and coach Dick MacPherson had a

week to savor the situation before

Boston University.

Once something goes bad.

everything seems to go on you. And

the injuries mounted. At halftime

at Nickerson Field Coach Mac-

Pherson was a happy man, at the

finale he was just a little bit

greyer.

Piel Pennington put on a show

(13-22-240 yards, 1 touchdown) in

the first half that was emblematic

of everything that was ever written

about him. But the quarterback

from New Canaan Ct. suffered a

costly shoulder separation and

Redman critics could only usher,

what next?

Well, next on the agenda was

Homecoming '71. Disparity hit the

Redmen to the tune of 47 21 at B.U.

as only two of the seven touch-

downs scored were netted from

scrimmage. The specialty teams

had their day and so did the

Terriers after three futile Satur-

days in a row.

Pennington's loss was an

unexpected fatality. It was a

shame that a young Soph quar-

terback after 2 1/2 games had

finally matured. At B.U. Pen-

nington looked like he was well on

his way to putting Greg Landry's

passing marks to shame. If Mr.

Pennington was healthy, B.U. the

lesser, and Rhode Island, the

transgressor, might have been

had.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE ID

EVERY FRIDAY...
Our superb buffet will be presented from 6: 30 to

9: 00 p.m. Please come up to the buffet as many times

as you wish. $5.50 per person.

IA0UL MfTMCM. MMdfPM

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

An outstanding person born under Taurus

is Joe Louis He can display the gentle or

Venus nature o» this sign but when he was

active in the ring the explosiveness of the

Bull showed with siartling clarity The

determination of Taurus was exemplified

by the former heavyweight boxing

champion He often arose from a knock

down to score his own knockout.
• * *

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Friendships

are reactivated Social activity is sparked

Best now to leave details to others Make

overall plans See beyond the immediate

Take initiative in gaining valuable m

troduction

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) One who did

not seem to care lends helping hand Some

key ambitions can be fulfilled You are able

to make room tor yourself at top Barriers

to progress are removed Prestige rises

Exude confidence.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Emphasis on

travel, adding to knowledge Keep lines of

communication open One at a distance

makes special request You help yourself

now by aiding others Know this and act

"'CANCER (June 21 July 22) Legacies,

p.ipers which are vital lo business tran

sactions are spotlighted You build greater

sense of security Family member plays

.mportanl role What you do now is ap

prccialPd

LEO (July 23 Auq 22) L'6 low Rush.nq

io iudqmi-nl would be error Wait and

perceive Bemq keen observer now is a

nicessity Male, partner apt to be

puqnacious Adhere to principles Allow

others nqhl to the* beliefs

VIRGO (Auq 23 Sept 22) Pressures

utid io build m form of additional

mpons!Mlili«* Relations w.th opposite sex

M-r Intensified Work is ludqed by

professional peers Capricorn person plays

prominent role

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) You have more

dealings with children than is usual

Marriage, affairs of heart also dominate

Creative endeavors are accelerated

Nothing remains same Change, movement

are accented.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Older in

dividual seemshyper active This could also

be interpreted as "minding your business
"

Stress point that you intend to maintain

degreeof independence Be at home m your

own home
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Avoid

traffic tangles Tendency is to rush, to be

rash Don't write or say things in anqer

Keep on good side of Aries individual

Lover's quarrel may be on agenda Slnve

tor balance.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19): Money

area is activated You may receive sub

stantial offer for what you considered a

white elephant Display humor. Don't lake

others or yourself too seriously Laughter

now is qreat tonic

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb IB): Be a self

starter Don't expect others to get the ac

lion going Key is to be enthusiastic,

dynamic Many of your desires are fulfilled

Whal vou like to do becomes a profitable

enterprise

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20) Confidential

tinanc.al matter could become public

knowledqe Know this and don't tie yourself

to outmoded concept Chanqes due for the

better, where you are concerned Start

neqol ial mg
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

dynamic, independent, give impression of

having a keen sense of direction Burden

has recently been lifted You know have

chance to promote your own happiness. If

single, marriage could be near at hand

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS

1 Softlood

4 Small
valleys

9 Hit lightly

12 The self

13 Nautical:

cease
14 Room in

harem
15 Having

blemishes

17 Moving part

of motor

19 Approach
20 Facilitate

21 Poker stake

23 Amulet
27 Musical

instruments

29 European
capital

30 Note of

scale
I 31 Organ of

hearing

32 Soft textile

1 fabric

34 Speck
. 35 Near

36 Paper
measure

37 At that

place

39 Old form of

"should"

42 Imitated

43 River in

Africa

44 Swarm of

bees

46 Place in

line

48 Rhythm

51 Sign of

zodiac

52 River in

France

54 Man's
nickname

55 Writing
implement

56 Satiates

57 Distress signal

DOWN

1 Fondle

2 Mohammedan
title

3 Hunting dog
4 Facts

5 Prevent

6 Young boy

7 Plural ending

8 Unswerving
9 Indian

decorative

pole

10 Fuss

11 Equality

16 Want

18 Mountain in

Greece

20 Ancient Greek
district

21 Regions

22 Under (poet.)

24 Plants of the

lily family

25 Worship
26 Famed
28 Schoolbooks

33 Load
34 Relies on

36 Devastation

38 Possess

40 Vegetable

41 Chief of a clan

45 Roman date

46 High
mountain

47 Confederate
general

48 Temporary bed

49 Cry of dove

50 Abstract being

53 Exclamation

I

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc 28

ON THURSDAYS, SECRETARIES

ALWAYS CALL IN SICK..

Happy Nite

Every Thursday

on the bandstand

THE SABER MEN
(Rock Band)

The most exciting
enter ta inment of
Handsome Musician.

Quonset

Restaurant

Hadley, Rt. 9

Prr TP91 Exit 19

Special Awards , .

.

For Making Sports Insane
By BTEVE GER8HMAN

The following awards go to these deserving people

who over the past two months have exhibited a unique

action Without them, sports would be merely a sane,

hoiing wav of life.

1. The 'President Nixon Good Citizen Award" for

patriotic gestures goes to Stadium Realty Co., alias

Koxboro Stadium Plumbing. We thank you for com-

plying with the inflation freeze by holding down the

water levels in your stadium

2. The "Front Office Patience Award" goes to the

Buffalo Braves Management. It seems they waited an

entire game before firing coach Dolph Shayes.

Congratulations guys, this must have taken a lot of

patience waiting an entire 48 minutes.

3. The "slick Operators Award" goes to the Miami

Dolphins for their fine playing surface in the Orange

Bowl. There were only 114 slips in two games.

4. To Frank Robinson goes "The Good Sportsmen

Award" for his fine sportsmanship after the World

Series. Frank said, "The best team lost", in one of his

rare moments. Frank your sportsmanship comes

i lose only to vour play in the series.

.I. The City of Philadelphia earns the " .id Unem-

ployment Award". In their wisdom th?y closed

it luetic facilities in the city for lack of money. Now
hoy can take all this extra money and hire more

police to watch over all the kids with nothing to do but

roam the streets.

t, The "Togetherness Award" goes to the New

Kngland Patriots defensive backfield. They all

managed to get injured at the same time, twice this

season. Nice going boys, the team that is injured

together loses together.

7. The "Dave Cowens-Bob Kaufman Love Your

Opponent Award" goes to Lantz Rentzel and Bruce

Taylor. Anyone watching the last 49's-Rams game
could see the two of them showing their love with

tender embraces, and friendly love pats. Oh, that

smarts.

8. The "Magicians Now You See It, Now You Don't"

or "How to Make a Sure T.D. Disappear Award" goes

to Dave Smith of Pittsburgh. In front of a National

TV. audience Dave proved the hand is quicker than

the eye. He managed to make the football and a sure

TD disappear while all alone at the 3 yard line. Oh
well, Dave, maybe you can make the ball reappear

while you're running all those extra laps in practice.

9. The "best Dressed Athlete Award" goes to boxer

Jim Jones, who in a recent middleweight bout pulled a

first. It seems when he took off his robe in the ring, he

had no trunks on underneath. It was quite a shock to

Jim and everyone there. Maybe you started a new

style in boxing, Jim?
10. And finally our proudest award, for our most

deserving winner. "The Distinguished Goal Tending

Award" for fine goal tending goes to the Sports

Writers of America, who set an amazing record by

shutting out Earl Weaver for the third straight year.

Guys, you're goal tending is outdone only by your

knowledge of baseball.

To all of you who received these awards, thank you

for making Sports the insane thing it is.

Congratulations, you all earned it.

WeeklyYanCon Picks
New Hampshire quarterback Bob Hopkins, Boston U. cornerback Mel

Priester and Vermont halfback Gary VanDecar have been chosen as the

top offensive, defensive, and sophomore players in the Yankee Con-

ference for their performances last Saturday.

Hopkins, a 6'1 195-lb. senior, completed 8 of 14 passes for 157 yards with

4 touchdown passes of 46, 30, 22 and 5 yards. Hopkins set new career UNH
records for most TD passes (28) and most completions (360) as the

Wildcats beat Northeastern 37-7.

Priester, a 6'0 180-lb. senior, made a key interception to stop a drive and

had 7 unassisted tackles to help B.U. to a 28-7 win over Rhode Island.

VanDecar, a 5'10 190-lb. sophomore, carried 32 times for 124 yards and

a one-yard TD in Vermont's 13-10 loss at Hofstra.

(NOTE: Although new Yankee Conference members Holy Cross and

Boston U. do not play enough league games to qualify for the Conference

championship their players will be listed in the weekly award winners

and statistical rankings.)

OLD FILM NIGHT
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
ANNIE OAKLEY

BETTY BOOP
MOUSE CARTOONS

Plus
HORROR SHOW

7-9-11 Thurs., Oct. 28

At Mahar Auditorium

(Sponsored by SAM)

Has Continued Throughout The Season
(Continued from Page It)

As Marty Evans suffered em-

barrassment at B.U. frustration

was the meal ticket for Rhode

Island. In his first full fling. Evans

fell to Bob Erhardt's superiority as

the latter passed the Rams past

\ Mass 31-3 for the Big Red's third

straight thrashing in the month

gone by.

And if you were at Memorial

Stadium Saturday, you couldn't

have left any less frustrated than

Dick MacPherson Bob Innis

decided to wait to the final second

of the fray to kick his first

collegiate field goal as a shocking

57 yarder into the wind and the

ultimate in pressure deadlocked a

shocked UMass eleven, 3-3.

Fate forecasted that it was to end

just that way. It looked as though

Marc Palau's 26-yarder at the 14

minute mark saved the Redmen,

but a season so far plagued by

injury, misdeed and misfortune

was not to change its course.

Indeed the 1-3-1 overall mark is a

statistic that does not bear out the

overview. In every facet of their

game. UMass has been deprived

unmercifully from that September

roster that was to bring fame.

fortune, and the beanpot back to

Amherst.
Coach MacPherson's favorite

cliche (that's soon becoming the

team motto) is "close ranks and

move on." Well, if the Redmen
keep closing the gap, there won't

be anyone around to finish at BC
later next month.

But under the present condition

you can't blame the Redmen for

being 1-3-1. When you know you've

lost your leader on both the offense

(Donlin) and defensive I Deflavio)

lines, you know you're in trouble.

When your quarterback quickly

proves he can pick apart most New
England defenses, he gets filled, so

now what do you do?

And when you lose your starting

fullback before the start of the

season (Cummings), have your

backup man quit (Mike Sawyer),

and have to resort to a determined

linebacker (Cronin), you know

there are going to be complexities.

It's midseason and the fastest

man on the squad ( Paul Metallo) is

finally off crutches. Your split

end and tight end (Steve Schubert

and John Hulecki ) haven't sprinted

10 yards without pain

So what do you do for an encore9

lONESCO'S

EXIT
the

KING
Thur. - Sat. Eves. Oct. 28 - 30

8:30 p.m.

BARTLETT AUDITORIUM

Reserved seats Bartlett Box Otf ice

or

phone 545-2579

$ 1 .50 U . Mass. Students w/ 1

D

$2.00 a II others

Poor Dick MacPherson shouldn't

be pressed for one. Under these

conditions only God can put wins

on your side.

If at the season's advent things

were as expected, you can bet that

1-3-1 mark would be reversed to

date. "Mac" knows it. So do the

players. But the personable head

coach wants to take the blame, but

the media won't let him. He's the

type of guy who'll look you in the

eye and say:

"Close ranks and move on."

"Close ranks and move on."

"PHOTO JAMBOREE 71"
is coming

WEDNESDAY - NOVEMBER 3rd

COLONIAL HILTON INN2-10p.m.'

Routes 5 and 91 Northampton

Factory Representatives
DOOR PRIZES.... FREEGIFTS
Presented by.

^Tripod GAMER.ASHOP,***

IN MASSACHUSETTS

Halloween Party
for all University Children

TONIGHT

7:00 p.m.

Commonwealth Room - S. U.

Wear a Costume!

Sponsored by Program Council

Freshman Mugbook
A directory with pictures and addresses

on sale now at DINING COMMONS

CAMPUS CENTER

$1.50 cheap!

1975 — This is your class

Edited and Compiled by the

Fraternities and Sororities of U. Mass.
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"As Of One Minute To Go . .

."

B) KARLFBARROLL
After Saturday's game at UConn

some "grandstand coach'' came

up to Dick MacPherson and told

him, "you don't deserve to win

when you're first and goal from the

six yard line and don't score. "...A

very brilliant deduction to say the

least!!!

•V liuuHvKi

latlg fflnlbgtatt

Well this was Saturday and

yesterday at the Newman Center

MacPherson just couldn't think of

a better atmosphere in which to

spring this "moral".

And while he was at it he sprung

a few more hardened facts on the

UConn game that bore fruit in

context and interest from the large

gathering at the weekly Quar-

terback Luncheon.

"As of one minute to go in the

game. 1 felt I had done a hell of a

job," Mac said. "Before we went

ahead we had a decision to make

on whether to try for the touch-

goal.

"I felt the offensive line was

doing a terrible job. We weren't

moving them (UConn defensive

line) out and I was pretty confident

that we could get three points and I

was also pretty confident that we

could stop them."

The status of quarterback Piel

Pennington has not changed ac-

cording to MacPherson "He will

be in the same situation for the rest

of the vear and will need an

Not one to let an opportunity like operation on his shoulder at the end

this pass MacPherson responded, of

SPORTS

"Well. UConn was first and goal

from the six inch line and didn't

score so they don't deserve to win

either.". ..Nothing like a "take

this" to one who thinks he has put a

coach down.
The moral to this game ending

performance is this: if you can't

get six from six either settle for a

tie or run to the nearest soundproof

room to avoid the brilliance of

those who think they "know so

much".

Mac also had his two graduate

assistants who help coach the

freshman team with him. Ernie

Smith and Tom Cataldo. The word

from them was "optimism for next

year's varsitv" as they have many
good bovs who they feel will be

seeing a' lot of action for the var-

sitv.

Due to exams the seniors who

usually make the weekly luncheon

were not able to make it so Smith

and Cataldo were called in as a last

IF YOU CANTGET
IMC sideline critic to note

(MIX Photo by Paul llorwitz)

minute move and as Mac said after

they finished with their en-

couraging reports. "I'm glad there

were tests today, you fellas have

made me feel a lot better."

But on a serious note the first

year head coach added, "By no

"means have we given up this year.

I feel we're getting better and don't

think we're looking to next year

,1 Mass digs in as UConn readies to try for the elusive touchdown that Pmnpted

£ -if vou cant score from the six yard line then you don t dese.ve to wta.

with this crop of freshmen.

"I want no part of a. program

tha-t thinks like this."

As for this Saturday's game Aith

Vermont MacPherson said his

oftcnse was going to have to go

light at the Catamount defense.

Shuffled Line-up Keeps

TV Booters On Winning Trail
J ..M«,v wasn't until 4:15 of the third period before U Mass g

Second Generation

Varsity Football

IU MMPINSKY
It mas/ have taken half the season but it appears the

UMass J V soccer team has jelled. They impressively

thrashed Tufts .IV. 4-1 on Saturday to up their season

mark to 3-2. Following a discouraging loss to Amherst

Coach David Jekanowski decided to shuffle his line-

up His two major moves were to switch center Tony

Kin* to halfback and put Steve Richter in goal Both

moves paid off handsomely as King scored two

unassisted goals and goalie Richter held Tufts to one

score i_

The Redmen dominated the whole game moving the

ball freely and keeping the pressure on Tufts goa he.

( )ne major statistic that was representative of he .™^~ - -~--.
,

-
.^ m ^^

game was that Tufts didn't get a single shot on goal in ""V""!"
bpat

-

UConn £ *
nd UConn beat the

,h

T„TR^mentened the scoring at 5 30 of the Redmen^""^^^^^^

wasn't until 4: If, of the third period before UMass got

their second score. This time it was Tony King

unassisted. Then Tufts got their sole goal on a mixup

m the 1 1 Mass defense.

Things were soon back to normal and at I3:iu

Tommy Donovan banged home a rebound to give the

Redmen a safe 3-1 lead. Tony King put in the final

UMass goal at 16:46 of the fourth on a corner kick.

With a 4-1 lead Coach Jekanowski pulled the starters

and gave many players their first taste of action this

With only two games to go the J.V. faces the last

week of the season with their work cut out lor them.

Trinitv is here Tuesdav and in what shapes up as their

ITS ON THE UNE SATUR-
DAY-The UMass cross-country

team puts its Yankee Conference

title on the line Saturday at UConn.

After romping through the con-

ference during the regular season

the Redmen are rated as the team

to heal in this meet, but they will

receive some stiff competition

nevertheless from other strong

Conference individuals and

perhaps a hungry lluskie group to

keep them busy throughout the

five-mile course.

On the left is Tom Herder ian who

took first place in the Holy Cross

meet last weekend. He is one of the

individual favorites along with

teammate Doug O'Connell. (MDC
Photo by Charlotte l.ettis)

And on the right is the creator of

the toughest cross-country course

in New Fngland. Ken O'Brien,

head coach of cross-country at

UMass. On Monday night he ran

the weekly recreational race and

after finishing in a near state of

exhaustion staled. Til shoot the

gUj who made up this course."

(MIX' Photos hv Tom Derderian)

By JOANNE RESTIGHINI

( Kditors Note This is the third in a series of player profiles I

When looking back upon the past seasons of UMass football, the name

Lou Bush brings to mind memories of a 141 lb. halfback who. in the early

30's earned recognition as one of the greatest players in the history of the

University Continuing a tradition started by his lather is Bill Bush, left

cornerback for the Redmen
It you ask Bill if his father has been a major influence in his football

career he'll tell vou that his father has only 'slightly influenced' his

career and that he plavs football because he enjoys the game and because

he gets something out of it. In fact. Bill admits that the biggest thrill of his

lite has been being able to play football

"1 never thought I'd be able to play collegian football because of my

size
"

Bill 5'11", 185 lbs. is rather small as his father was when he played

football. However. Bill's size has not stopped this determined player as it

did not stop his father.

"The game of football is like the game of life. You have to learn to take

the ups and the downs," admits Bill

Surely, every player has ex-

perienced these ups and downs,

just as Bill has. After playing the

position of quarterback in his

freshman year. Bill switched to the

defensive line in his sophomore
year During this year, he played

the best game of his career against

Delaware in which he intercepted

two passes and led the Redmen to

victory He can also painfully

recall the UMass-Dartmouth game
in his junior year in which he

suffered an injury

As for this season, the Senior

from Greenfield admits that the

defeats have been "a shock to the

whole team especially the seniors. "We have a lot of pride and we don't

like .o lose." Nevertheless. Bill feels the coaching staff this year has been

one of the best in years

"This year there's a great deal of togetherness between the players and

the coaching staff They're all very honest with us and we respect them

for It."
, , ,,.,

Bill will not be walking away from football when he leaves UMass.

Majoring in Physical Fducation. he plans on being a coach of football in

the future

As for Lou Bush, he is still active in the sport. He is an official for some

smaller school football games
Asked if his lather comes to all his games, Bill grins and admits that he

doesn't He gets too nervous'"

Bill. BUSH

"Warpath"

Tonight
Tonight at 7:50 Marty Kelley and

Ken Best will host UMass line

coach Bob Harris and Redman
stars from the UConn game. Marc
Patau and Paul Metallo on

WMUA's "Warpath '. The topic for

this weekly segment will be the

Vermont game on Saturday and a

brief look at the UConn game, Tune
into WMUA 91 1 fm. the Voice of

UMiss sports.

Booters Tie;

Story Tomorrow

In a hard lought contest the

UMass soccer team battled

W.P.I to a 2 all lie at Wor
coster The Redman record now

stands at .VI 2 Uindo Alves

--cored his ninth goal ot the year

on a penalty kick with ten;

minutes remaining in the game
For the complete game story i

wee tomorrow's sports page I

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QUff Manuttin*tttB

Batlg (ttfllUgtatt
4t^F A Mil AND ^SPONSIBLE **r PRESS

Weather:

He was known as a

lean jackel among men.
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Vermont? Colrain? Nope, UMasss own Tillson Farm. Just take a little trip across Fast Pleasant St. opposite now defunct Eastman Lane and you just may

findm7whyUmies used to be called Aggies. And who knows, you might even find some Wild Horses <or the OK Corral) (Photo by Steve Schmidt).

Students Walk Out On Faculty Senate
By WNFSTADNICKI

Student representatives walked

out on the Faculty Senate meeting

yesterday in protest of the stand

the faculty took during discussion

of student participation in faculty

personnel decisions.

Larry Ladd. Student Senate Vice

President, and one of the five

student representatives, ex-

plained: "The whole direction of

the debate was against any
significant student voice in the

decision making process as to what
professors will be hired, fired,

promoted and given tenure." He
walked out in the midst of

discussion along with Senate
President Lee Sandwen, Senator

Nick Apostola and two unidentified

students.

Five student members of

Faculty Senate committees and

the Student Senate President have

the right to sit in on Faculty Senate

meetings They can take part in the

. M ' «»- ^5*W

Poor Richard's
See page six

Haffty's Holes
See page three

discussion, but cannot vote. The
student contingent which walked

out were the members of this

group.

The controversial issue which
brought on the discussion and
eventually the walkout was a

motion presented by Joseph
Burroughs, Chairman of the

Tenure and Grievance committee

in the Faculty Senate. He moved to

ask the various schools and
faculties making up the University

to report their individual depart-

ment policies regarding student

participation in faculty personnel

decisions.

An amendment to the motion

came from the student

representatives through Prof.

Robert Wellman, Secretary of the

Faculty Senate He suggested that

the Faculty Senate endorse voting

student participation in faculty

personnel decisions on all levels in

all departments.
After some discussion the

amendment was ruled "out of or-

der" by Faculty Senate President

David Booth because "it did not

directly relate to the motion

presented", he said

Whether students should be

involved at all in decision making
in the University was brought up in

the following discussion, and after

a statement that none of the in-

dividual departments or colleges

should be able to vote among their

own faculties on allowing student

input in their departments, the

student representatives walked
out.

Questioned afterwards.
President Sandwen said that the

Faculty Senate's views on the

subject of student input and vote

are "out of context with reality ".

"Outside agencies such as the

Board of Trustees and the United

States government say that

students are qualified to choose a

chancellor and to vote in elec

tions," Sandwen charged "Why
won't the faculty believe that

students are competent to judge in

personnel decisions that affect

their lives''"

Me said that in his opinion the

Faculty Senate discussion

revealed a completely different

attitude towards student par
ticipation in the affairs of the

University than that projected

during the crisis period after

Chancellor Oswald Tippo's
resignation The interaction and
cooperation of that time were
unique and we had hoped they

would continue, but obviously they

haven't." Sandwen said.

He compared the situation now

between the students and faculty to

the situation a few weeks ago
between the Faculty Senate and
the Board of Trustees The Board
took little note of resolutions

brought by the Faculty Senate
representative to the Board at the

( )< tober 7th meeting Sandwen said

the Faculty Senate refuses to take

note ot studf nts. who should be an

integral part of the operation of the

University

In other business, Chancellor

Edward C. Moore spoke on the

public higher education system in

Massachusetts Me is working to

coordinate UMass with other state

and community colleges systems,

and slate supported public in-

stitutions

Questions arose from the

Faculty Senators as to why no

faculty people from UMass
Amherst were involved in the

Master Planning Report recently

compiled The report deals with

policy and projection for all the

higher education institutions in the

Commonwealth
Also considered at the weekly

meeting was the possibilit) <>t >

legal counsel tor the Faculty

Senate The suggestion was sent to

the rules committee to be studied
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Search Committee

Names Chairwoman
The Chancellors Search Committee met today in the Board Room

at Whitmore Administration Building and chose a graduate student

as its temporary chairwoman.
Nancy Amy agreed to act as chairwoman for a few weeks, at

which time the committee will elect a permanent chairman, ac-

cording to Robert Sprague, undergraduate member of the Search

Committee, also student senator.

He also said the committee has agreed to send representatives to

the forthcoming S.W.A.P. Conference.

S.W.A.P. (Student Workshop on Activity Problems) is an off-

campus, informal gathering of students, faculty and staff which will

be held this year on Nov. 19-21 at the Northfield Inn, Northampton,

Mass. The workshops discuss University problems and from these

discussions are prepared proposals that are presented to the

University community.
Sprague maintained that the committee members will attend

because the conference will deal at least in part with role and

selection of a new chancellor for the UMass. Amherst campus. "It

will be a very valuable experience for us because it will be very

helpful to hear how students feel about choosing a chancellor.

Basically, we're going to listen rather than talk,'' he explained.

The Committee will meet again Wednesday, November 3, at 4 p.m.

in the Herter Hall Lounge, to discuss organizational and ad-

ministrative matters. The following is a list of the constituencies on

the committee:
Trustees Jonn W. Haigis 22 High St., Greenfield. MA 01301

Mrs. Carolyn Rowland 282 Beacon St.. Boston. MA 02116

Deans' Council Wendell R. Smith School of Business Administration

Facultv Senate Terence Burke Geography. Morrill Center

Graduate Stud-

ent Senate

Student Senate

Associate

Alumni

Romance Languages, Herter Hall

Government. Thompson Hall

Environmental Science. Marshall

Hall

Chemical Engineering, Goessman
Laboratory
Mathematics, Arnold House
34 Dickinson St.. Amherst,
01002

Box 16, McNamara Hall

30 Puffton Village. Amherst
01002

Jackie Berryman 50 Meadow St., Apt. 67. Amherst.
MA 01002

David Dunkin Picrpont House
Robert J. Padgett 405 Webster House
Phoebe Pepper 204 Dickinson House

27 Colonial Village. Amherst. MA
(il(K)2

15 Jordan Rd.. Brookline. MA 02146

Micheline Dufau
GlenGordon
Warren Litsky

Leland Roblee

Donald St. Mary
Nancy Amy

Blaine Dunn
Pattv Asack

Robert Sprague

MA

MA

Harold Fienman

A girl from the process. Don't know what they preach, but they

might have more success if they took the uniforms off.

LOX & BAGEL

BRUNCH
SUNDAY, Oct. 31 10:00a.m.

Eliot House Lounge
Mt. Holyoke

Call 5-2526 or 256-6907

for rides

Get your INDEX
while they last.

Only a few left.

in the

Index Office

2nd Floor S.U.

3t}r §U*9*tYpx*tt\* flailg <&ollt*ta«

OHice of the DAILY COLLEGIAN art on the second floor of the Student un.on on

the University campus, up code 01003 Phones art MS 2550 (news). S450344

(sports), and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

t.mes weekly Monday through Friday during the academ.c year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

tnam pernor when a holiday falls withm a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March I, U79 as amended by the act of June 11, 1M3 Sub

•cription rate! are MO* per semester, SlOOOptr year

Arrive
H\ DAVID GREEN

The Harlem Globetrotters" Well,

not exactly but the UMass in-

tramural basketball league does

have its own bunch of comical

characters that tries to pass itself

off as a team. Haffty's Holes are

their name, and if they don't beat

vou on the basketball court, they'll

definitely show you up before game
time, at halftime and during

timeouts.

Bruce Haffty. namesake as well

as coach of the team, and his

gladiators have been friends since

their days in North High School in

Worcester. Now seniors they have

been carrying on North's losing

tradition for three years at UMass.
This year will be different" vows

backcourt ace Lou Groccia, "we're

out to win." That remains to be

seen. But if they don't win games
the Holes will surely win friends.

Haffty's Holes have put together

a show that will add much more

than basketball color to the in-

tramural league Starting oil with

soltball uniforms, they even have

an accordian player to psyche

them up with a light song. Add to

this cheerleaders, also in the gold

and blue of true Haffty fanatics,

and basketball at UMass has its

first sideshow.

Bruce Haffty

The "HotowettM" hail from

Melville House They are one more

step in the true philosophy of in

tianuiial sports: play to win but

above all have tun Haffty's Holes

epitomize tins idea.

Their offense is potent yet, un-

fortunately, their defense, as one

team member put it is "porous".

Enhancing the bright uniforms are

the player's nicknames. Fred

Rosenthal is known as "Rosy",

he's the Walt Frasier type. The

engaged member of the Holes is

"Wedding Bell Bill" Dagillis. He
plays like Don Nelson. "USCG" is

Coast Guard veteran Joe Gosselin

(you'll see a Dave Cowens in this

one). Rebounding like Jerry Lucus

is "Head" Tom Peabody and

shooting as if he were Earl Monroe

is "The Stick" Lou Groccia (no

explanation needed for his handle

)

There is just one thing wrong,

how can a team of Nelson, Lucus,

Cowens, Frasier and Monroe lose?

Find out next Monday at 9:15 on

court V3 in Boyden.
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New RSO Budgetary Procedure

To RSO Groups Requesting Senate

Funding
In order to make the budgetary

procedure of the Student Senate

more equitable to all groups in-

volved and to insure that the

student's money is spent for the

most useful purposes a new
budgetary procedure has been

implemented.
Please pay attention to Article 4,

Section 8, Chapter 3 sub-sections C

and D. Your group, according to

this By-Law is required to submit a

written rationale for funding and

an estimate of the number of

persons involved in your group to

the Budgets Committee!
We will be asking for your groups

rationale very soon this semester

so please begin compiling your

information. Your budget cannot

be heard unless you have given us

your rationale.

Please remember these

guidelines for funding in writing

your rationale:

1

)

The prime consideration of the

Committee is reviewing each in-

dividual request will be based on

whether the organization fulfills a

useful role to the undergraduates

of the University and if the

organization does fulfill a useful

role and whether it really requires

the funds it is seeking.

2) The Committee cannot fund

any religious organization or any
organization which is in any way
affiliated with a religious

organization.

:*> The Committee cannot fund

any organization that is involved in

blatant political activity (Under

the Board of Trustees ruling, this

means any organization which

endorses candidates or works for

the election of any candidate,

organizations which are opposed to

certain policies but do not endorse

candidates are not included under

this restriction).

4) The Committee in most in-

stances, is not allowed by the

Senate to fund overnight off-

campus trips (off-campus con-

ferences, that is).

T)i The Committee, in most in-

stances, is not allowed by the

Senate to fund weekend meals for

undergraduates who are off

campus because of duties con-

nected with your organization.

tii Compensation is given for

weekday meals missed for un-

dergraduates who are off-campus

because of duties connected with

your organization. Compensation

is at the current Dining Commons
rate of $4.45/day for all three

meals.
7) The Committee cannot fund

administrative personnel unless

students are clearly unable to

perform the task.

Your groups rationale should be

typed or written in a legible form
so that the Committee will be able

to read it. For more information,

call the Student Senate office at 5-

0341.

BY-LAWS: Art. 4, Sec. 8, Chap. 3,

Sub Sees. C & D:
C) The committee starting first

semester will review each group,

paying only attention to the

reason! s) by the group should be

funded.

d) Kach group must furnish the

committee with a written rationale

for funding including past ac-

tivites, present activities and
future plans. Also the number of

persons involved in he group and

the number who recieve benefit

from the group on their estimates

must be presented to the com-
mittee.

Budget Committee

rmnt*l*k!!£:

TODAY IS THE
LAST DAY.

SWAP applications are due today, Friday,

October 29, 1971. They are available and

can be turned in at the RSO Desk, 1st level,

Campus Center.

THE CONFERENCE
NEEDS YOU— APPLY

TO SWAP NOW

McGovern Speaking Here Sunday

Senator George McGovern will be speaking in the Student Union

Ballroom Sunday.

Interested In Spending

A Semester In France
By JOANNE RESTEGHINI

How would you like to spend a

semester studying in a small,

quaint town where the sun shines

down on the picturesque scenery

and surrounding mountains and
where fun and adventure awaits all

those interested?

No. this is not Amherst, Mass.,

but rather Grenoble, France,
situated by the Alps. For those

University of Massachusetts
students taking part in this

program, sponsored by the

University, Grenoble will be their

home from February to June.

According to Professor William

Gugli who will be in Grenoble as an

advisor for the students, this trip

may be called "A French Ex-
perience ". The students will learn

things about France and the

French people that they could

never pick up from a textbook.

As of now, half the students going

to Grenoble are French majors.

For these students, courses will be
offered in literature, civilization,

language and grammar at an
adjunct to the University of

Grenoble set up especially for

foreign students.

Students going, who are not

French majors, will be taking

about the same courses. However,

they will have to pursue study in

their particular area of interest.

All of the students going will be

living with French families or in

hotels or apartments.

An organizational meeting was

held Wednesday night, in Herter

Hall, at which, approximately

seventy- five students were
present. However, the number of

students definitely going is not as

known vet.

MDC Classifieds Sell

BLOODSTONE
has reformed

and is now

DURDY DRAWERS

Senator George McGovern (D-S. Dak.), an an-

nounced candidate for the Democratic Presidential

nomination, will make a campaign swing through

western Massachusetts on Sunday, October 31st,

stopping at UMass in the evening.

Following a speech at the First Unitarian Univer-

salis! Church in Springfield late Sunday morning, the

Senator will travel to Amherst for a reception in his

honor, after which he will speak in the Student Union

Ballroom at 7:30 P.M. Senator McGovern's speech,

concerning the youth vote and political change, will

highlight a voter registration rally being coordinated

by John Stevens of the Amherst Registration Drive

Coalition.

Two weeks ago the Coalition, comprised of the

Young Republicans, the Young Democrats, the

Universities National Anti-War Fund, UMass
Students for McGovern, and the People's Community
Union, succeeded in registering some 616 UMass
students during a special eight-hour registration

session held in the Campus Center.

Senator McGovern and Senator Alan Cranston (D-

Calif . ) have introduced legislation which would give

students the right to vote where they attend college.

Introducing the bill last July, Senator McGovern

commented: "This legislation is designed to make
sure that petty bureaucratic rulings in local com-
munities do not deny millions of 18-to-21-year-old first

voters the right just given them by the 26th Amend-
ment to the Constitution."

"It would be tragic if the right to vote just gained by

millions of young people was denied them by the

accident of residency during the school year and by

narrow rulings by local election officials.

"What I have found as I travel the country is great

fear on the part of many students that they will be

disenfranchised merely because they are students and
merely because they do not live at home during the

year."
Speaking at a voter registration rally in Bend,

Oregon, last week, Senator McGovern remarked:
"There is no question in my mind that the power
young voters have is enough to decide not only who
will be the next President of the United States, but

which way the country is going to go in the years

ahead." The South Dakota senator has for many years

opposed American military involvement in Indochina

and what he considers excessive defense spending in

light of critical domestic needs.

OEP Rejects Investigation Request
By ANNE STADNICKI

The office of Emergency
Preparedness (OEP) has rejected

the Student Senate's request for a

full investigation into the legality

of the University's collection of

rents and fees increases. Student

Senate President Lee Sandwen
said the Senate plans no further

action at this time.

The OEP notified Student Senate
Legal Counsel Richard M.
Howland last week that they would
not conduct the investigation which
the graduate and undergraduate
student senates had called for in a

joint session October 6th. At that

meeting, the senates approved a

letter to the OEP, written by
Howland on the subject.

Howland said that the in-

terpretation of President Nixon's

freeze which was communicated to

him last Friday made all of the

students' efforts useless. If the

ruling had been made final

previously, the Senates would not

have gone through all motions they

did. he said.

It had been believed formerly

that if the University had issued

bills at different rates, for instance

the usual and the increased rent

rates, the freeze would not apply if

at least 10% of the students paid

the higher rate. The student
senates' case was developed
around the fact that the University

did not satisfactorily prove to the

senates that 10% of the students

had paid their bills within the

required time period. Howland
appealed to the OEP for an in-

vestigation to decide whether the

increase had been established

legally.

The ruling made last week in

essence said that the students had
no case to present. If even one

person paid the rents at the in-

creased rates, then all would have
to pay, according to the OEP.

UMass students all were issued the

bills at the increased rate,

therefore when one student paid,

the freeze applied, according to the

ruling.

Howland said that the University

is capitalizing on an opportunity to

avoid the freeze, while students

comply. He suggested that the

University could voluntarily return

the increase (about $25) to the

students, as did the University of

Wisconsin, but "when some sort of

austerity could be practiced the

University prefers to fight lofty

financial battles, leaving the
student behind."

SATURDAY NIGHT

Black Magic
featuring Ofa&faj Cil&?

at

®h* Eitgltal? $ab
9:30-12:30 Only 50C

HATCH SPAGHETTI SPECIAL

Heaping Platter

of

Hot Spaghetti

covered with

Meat Sauce
plus

Hot Garlic Bread

ONLY

599
Served in the

Student Union Hatch
every Saturday

from 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

The Amherst Voter Registration Coalition

Presents

Senator George McGovern
on Sun., Oct. 31 at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom

m i r
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In The Nation And The World

Britain Joins The Common Market
LONDON (API- Parliament voted

Thursday night to take Britain into the

Kuropean Common Market, giving up a

thousand years of independent power status

for a role in a united Europe.

The historic decision, Britain's most

important foreign policy shift in this cen-

tury, came when the House of Commons
voted 356 to 244 to accept entry terms in

principle, a Conservative government

majority of 112.

Earlier Thursday the House of Lords,

traditionally dominated by Conservatives

among the hereditary and appointed peers,

ratified Common Market membership, 45 to

58.

A \ear-long battle remains to push

detailed enabling legislation through

Parliament in time for Britain to join on the

target date of Jan. 1. 1973.

The opposition Labor party is committed

to lighting it all the way. But Prime Minister

Edward Heath is staking the survival of his

Conservative government on getting it

through.

Three other applicant nations-Ireland.

Norway and Denmark-must still decide

whether to accept the entry terms offered

them.
Together with Britain and the six founding

members-West Germany, France. Italy,

Belgium. The Netherlands and Luxem-

bourg -thev would form the largest free

trade market in the world, with a population

of some 250 million people, and rival the

economic power of the United States or the

Soviet Union.

In the longer term, enlargement of the

Common Market could pave the way for

creating a political union speaking as a third

superpower in world affairs.

The massive majority cut across party

lines as dissident Labor lawmakers defied

party discipline and voted with the govern-

ment in favor of joining.

It was a personal triumph for Heath, the

man who led Britain's first bid to join

Europe in 1961, an attempt later vetoed by-

French President Charles de Gaulle.

The vote approved this notion:

"That this House approves Her Majesty's

government's decision of principle to join

the European communities on the basis of

the arrangements which have been
negotiated

."

Crowds gathered outside Big Ben. the

huge clock of the Westminster parliament

near Heath's residence. No. 10 Downing
Street, awaiting the result.

In the jammed House of Commons
lawmakers sat on the floor to hear the

closing stages of debate, with all the seats

There was uproar in the ancient chamber

when the result was announced by Speaker

Selwyn Lloyd, a one-time Tory foreign

secretary. Cheers of the protagonists

mingled with the jeers of the antagonists.

Some lawmakers threw their order papers

to the floor in obvious frustration.

For former Prime minister Harold Wilson

the result was a forewarning of worse things

to come.
About one third of his followers appeared

to have defied party policy by voting with

the government. This could well spark

something of a civil war in the Labor

movement with loyalists seeking the scalps

of the defectors.

Heath discarded the idea that the globe-

girdling British Commonwealth could offer

an effective alternative to the common
market as an economic, military and

political grouping.

And he discounted the idea that Britain on

its own can exercise any realistic influence

in the world on issues of economic and fiscal

policies

"We are dangerously vulnerable to

protectionist pressures if no satisfactory

outcome to the world's problems is

achieved,'' he said.

Wilson lashed the Heath government's

acceptance of the terms offered by the six-

nation continental group.

"The terms involve an intolerable and
disproportionate burden on every family in

the land.'' he cried.

He accused Heath of "grovelling to his

French patrons" and said this had

weakened British interests in the present

world monetary crisis.

Then, responding to the challenges of his

opponents, Wilson set out what a future

Labor government's attitude would be if it

took office after Britain had become a

member of an enlarged community.

"Today is not an end. It is a beginning,"

he said.

"One Parliament cannot bind its suc-

cessors.

"We would nevertheless recognize the

signature of a treaty.

"We would give notice that we would not

accept the terms negotiated by the Con-

servative government, the burden of the

common agricultural policies, the blows to

the Commonwealth..."
Many of the lawmakers were red-eyed

with weariness. The House had sat through

the preceding night. Altogether more than

220 of the 630 members of the chamber had

spoken since the debate began six days ago.

About 3,000 people packed the roadway
outside the House of Commons, waiting for

the vote.

The crowd was mostly silent, but at its

center was a hard core of anti-Common
Market demonstrators brandishing Union

flags and placards condemning "the
bureaucrats of Brussels."

When the vote came over transister radios

among the throng, a great roar went up:

"We're goini: into Europe."

In Brief...

L

WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice President Spiro T. Agnew says he

wants President Nixon to decide "in a cold, hard, practical political

w ay" whether to keep him on the Republican ticket in 1972.

lie said the only basis for that decision should be what is best for

the effort to re-elect the President.

PARIS (AP) American peace negotiator William J. Porter

united Hanoi and the Viet Cong Thursday to respond to the Saigon

government's decision to liberate nearly 3,000 Viet Cong prisoners

by freeing some of the American and South Vietnamese prisoners

in their hands.

The second-string Communist negotiators at the 134th session of

the Paris peace talks ignored Porter's appeal.

MARSEILLE, France (AP) — "What's your name again."

It was no casual encounter that prompted the question, but an

effort by the Kremlin's No. 1 man. Leonid I. Brezhnev, to change

his image as a humorless Russian party bureaucrat.

The butt of the joke was Andrei A. Gromyko, who was Soviet

foreign minister for eight years before Brezhnev succeeded in

ousting Nikita Krushchev and becoming Gromyko's boss.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The credit card industry collects a

windfall" from consumers by failing to correct billing errors, a

New York congressman said Thursday.

Hep Jonathan B. Bingham, D-N.Y.. said the average consumer

who attempts to straighten out an erroneous bill is likely to be

ignored unless he "commands some special influence."

Court Nominee Heads Six Corporations

JEWELRY
WA TCHES

U.M. MUGS
Expert Repair

Service

L_L««*

OF AMHERST
65 N. Pleasant St.

WASHINGTON (AP)
Supreme Court nominee Lewis F.

Powell Jr. holds stock worth nearly

a half-million dollars in six cor-

porations of which he is a director.

Three of these corporations paid

Powell's law firm nearly $400,000

in legal fees during 1970.

This material, compiled from

corporate proxy statements filed

with the Securities and exchange
Commission, illustrates the

financial stature of Powell, a 64-

year-old lawyer from Richmond.

Va.

Powell will soon be submitting

his own detailed financial

statement to the Senate Judiciary

Committee, which will conduct

confirmation hearings for him and
William H. Rehnquist, both of

whom were nominated last

Thursday by President Nixon.

He has indicated he would put his

holdings into a blind trust or take

whatever other action the

judiciiary committee might
require. He sad in a newspaper
interview that he would do
"whatever is necessary and
proper" to eliminate potential

conflicts of interest and resign

directorships with commercial
connections.

Based on mid-week stock prices,

the six holdings in corporations of

which he is a director were worth

$452,732. The largest segment was
8.2(H) shares worth $181,425 in the

firm which is the principal supplier

of the controversial lead-based

additive used in some gasolines.

Powell holds 4.175 shares worth

$101,244 in Commonwealth Natural

Gal and 1.000 shares worth $97,000

in Philip Morris, the cigarette

Kthyl Corp., a Richmond-based- m anufacturer.

BEER-FEST
•w

'

'op of the

Campus

"COMETOWHERE
THE ACTION IS"

DIALTONE
Route 5 West Hatfield

Band Every Nite
9p.m.- la.m.

FREE SODA
with purchase of a Sub

from Mobile Deli; Butterfield

Terrace & Southwest

(near Prince House}

This Week Only, Oct. 26 - 29. Friday From 3-6

* Good Musk* Lively

atmosphere

S3.

P°o
RhOLadies' Ni

very Night

Drinks y2 Price.

PO

FRIDAY OCT. 29 8:00 - 1 :00

Theta Chi

OPEN HOUSE

496 No. Pleasant St. ( Next to Newman Center)

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Court Upholds Atomic Test
WASHINGTON (AP>—A U.S.

Court of Appeals refused Thur-

sday to halt an underground

atomic- test explosion on Am-

chitka Island, but ordered the

government to let a federal

district judge inspect secret

documents on the so-called

Cannikin blast

Government attorneys at the

Justice Department and lawyers

for environment groups opposing

the test held separate strategy

huddles to decide whether they

would appeal the dual decision.

A spokesman for the en-

vironment groups said they would

make a new effort to halt the test.

The court had given govern-

ment attorneys until 4 p.m.

Thursday to deliver the

documents or appeal the decision,

but it later extended that deadline

at the government's request until

10 a.m. Friday.

The environment groups said

their further action would await

the Justice Department's next

move.
The government plans to ex-

plode a 5-megaton nuclear

warhead designed for the Spartan

antiballistic missile almost 6,000

feel under Amchitka Island in the

remote Aleutians chain of the

northern Pacific Ocean.

Japan, Canada and en-

vironment groups in the United

States have opposed the test blast,

saying it might touch off ear-

thquakes or tidal waves, leak

radiation into the ocean or at-

mosphere, and harm wildlife.

Last Sept 22 Congress voted to

bar the test before mid-1972 unless

the President directly authorized

it.

President Nixon gave the

Atomic Energy Commission
written permission Wednesday to

go ahead with the test.

AEC Chairman James R.

Schlesinger announced Wed-
nesday that preparations for the

shot would be completed within a

week, and Sen. Mike Gravel.

D- Alaska, told newsmen it was
scheduled to take place Nov. 4.

Schlesinger said the date had

not yet been fixed

Meanwhile, seven environment

groups had sought a preliminary

injunction against the test, while

34 congressmen in a separate

action sought disclosure of official

comments on its environmental

hazards, particularly documents

by Environmental Protection

Administrator William D.

Huckelshaus and by Russell E.

Train, chairman of the

President's Council on En-

vironmental Quality.

District Judge George Hart

ordered the government to submit

the documents for his private

inspection, but Justice depart-

ment attorneys appealed the

decision to the U.S. Court of

Appeals here.

The environment groups,

headed by the Committee for

Nuclear Responsibility, requested

a temporary restraining order,

but Hart denied that request, and

the environment groups then also

appealed to the Court of Appeals.

The three-judge panel Thursday

denied the restraining order but

upheld Judge Hart's order that

the documents be produced.

Newsmen Denied
Access To Attica

BUFFALO, NY. (AP) A federal

judge refused Thursday to grant

newsmen immediate access to riot-

scarred Attica state prison for

interviews with prisoners.

But Judge John T. Curtin of U.S.

District Court left the door open to

further consideration of the

newsmens' req. ^st.

He said he w uld meet Nov. 12

with lawyers for newsmen and the

state to see if they want to present

more evidence "concerning the

final resolution of this action."

The judge's ruling favored the

stand taken by state correction

officials and Attica Supt. Vincent

Mancusi. who balked at letting

newsmen inside the prison a little

more than a month after a five-day

riot that claimed 43 lives.

"It finally became apparent.''

Judge Curtin said, "that the main

159 NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST

Next To The Pott Office

Coats of Many Colors

TURKISH

SHEEPSKIN

COATS

COLORED
SUEDES

ARTFULLY
EMBROIDERED

Hip Length $59.95

Knee Length $84.95

Scientists Urge National

Cancer Tests For Women
NEW YORK I AP) Scientists are urging the federal government to set

up a national screening program to detect possible cancers in women

whose mothers were given a hormone-like drug during pregnancy.

Harvard Medical School scientists reported last April the first In-

dications that administration of the drug-diethylstilbestrol appeared to

cause a rare vaginal cancer years after in the daughters of women who

had taken the drug to prevent miscarriage.

The Food and Drug Administration said Thursday that its analysis
I

of

that report and the 00 additional cases found since then has shown hat the

connection between the drug and the cancer is -statistically significant.

A spokesman for the agency indicated, however, that no decision has

been made vet on a surveillance program.
t<

Diethvlstilbestrol-DES-is the same drug used as a ' morning-alter pill

to prevent conception after intercourse. The FDA conclusion, and a new

warning against use in pregnancy, does not affect the contraceptive use

since the problem area is in surviving children of women who take the

drug during pregnancy.

But theoretically, there is a risk of unknown degree if a woman takes

the DES for contraception and if, for some reason, it fails and she

becomes pregnant This risk is then to the female offspring, one expert

said this week, but the link here is tenuous.

The morning-after pill is given in far lower total dosage.

reason for forbidding interviews

wau. as Mr. Mancusi testified, that

certain types of news stories can

be inflamatory; can have a

devastating effect upon the

climate, can provide a difference

of opinion."

At a hearing several weeks ago.

Mancusi testified that permitting

interviews inside the prison could

affect the safety and security of the

institution.

He noted that the state was

conducting an investigation of the

riot at the prison and that

prisoners' rights could be violated

because anything they said during

an interview could be held against

them. He also said there was a

shortage of space for interviews

Six newsmen testified that they

had tried in vain to interview At-

tica inmates.

DJ.
After the Game at

Sh* Engltal? Jtob
.

WRANGLER

JEANS
(seconds)

4.99

WEARHOUSE

It's Happening Thursday, Oct. 28th

Remainder

Book Sale

Paperbacks

Hardbounds

values to $20.00

Now

.50
c

$1.00 - $2.00

Special

Record Sale
Classics, Folks, Jazz,

Opera, Rock and Soul

Single LP's $1.88

LP Sets: From

$2.98 - $7.98

)oen

Close out:

Soft Touch I

Puzzles
$2.00 values

Now
C.75

Minerva

Framed Prints

Store Manager's
Special Purchase

Many New Items

$12.00 - $15.00 list

Now

$5.95 - $6.95
save now while they last

Superboxes are still available at .97

A Fantastic Health & Beauty Aid Buy

a $5.00 to $6.00 Retail Value

Sale Ends Saturday, November 8th

ALL SALES FINAL

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

every
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I, Gus Szlosek, am about to break a taboo I have

imposed on myself tor three years: I am about to

write a serious "editorial". If anything can be really

serious. Of those of you who recognize my name (only

my vanity acting up), I am sure most of you will not

read beyond the point where you are actually con-

vinced I am serious (although some of you may read

all the way to the end of this and not be convinced). I

don't blame you-if you are forced to take anything

seriously, it makes you uncomfortable. But that is

exactly why I am writing this.

I began writing "satire" (hah!) because, besides

the boost it could give my ego, I had some confused

idea of a commitment to satire: shaking people up

enough to make them think about the serious issues

lying underneath the surface humor of my stories. I

felt that humor was the best way to get things said,

simply because stating anything seriously appeared

to be such a bad way. First of all, it seemed preten-

tious (as does this article itself). I still feel this way-
how can 1 think of the serious editorials of the

COLLEGIAN or any other paper as being anything

else but pretentious
7
' Not to mention the cliches, and

the predictability of them all. I've read them all

before (that, by the way, sounds like a cliche to me.

But then it's the best way I can say it. Or maybe just

the easiest way? >

Besides this." I felt serious articles could not say

anything, anyway. I have the confused notion that as

soon as anything is formulated concretely enough to

not quite be able to express it in words, it excludes any

number of equally valid simultaneous thoughts. In

other words, unintentionally or not, it's all bullshit

* as, once again, this piece is). Humor, or satire,

working as it does by indirection and implication,

seemed to me to be a more worthwhile and honest

effort, because it did not express any one idea too

clearly, at the expense of others. My audience (if and

when it existed) would have to make their own
judgements, because there was nothing concrete

enough in what I wrote to accept or reject offhand as

stated fact. People would actually have to think.

Those of you who have read this far. and remember
past articles of mine, probably realize by now that the

quality of my articles doesn't justify the preten-

t iousness of what I am writing now. But that is exactly

why I am writing it (no. it isn't >. What I have written

before is too easily accepted as "humor" and nothing

more: playing with words for comic effect, while

never dealing with any real issues, never dealing with

anything that makes my audience uncomfortable

enough to actually think. I must say I have not done

this conciously. Instead, what I am basically trying to

say is that I haven't shown any real talent for what I

am trying to do.

Don't get me wrong (although I don't see how you

can avoid it). I am not sitting around waiting for a

flood of denials, unsolicited affirmations of my talent

with which to build up my ego. I have enough basic

conceit to "know" that I can create humor, even what

could pass for satire But what I mean is entirely

The Year The Yankees Lost The Pennant

different -I can make you laugh, but not at what really

should be laughed at. I can't even make you laugh at

yourselves.

Don't expect this pseudo-revelation of mine to cause

any great change in my articles from now on (as if you
even care). It's sort of a case of knowing what I

should do, but not being able to. If I write any more
articles (and I lack time more than inclination, I

think), they probably won't be any better than the old

ones. They may even be worse, if I start writing too
self consciously toward an audience.

In fact, I'm not even sure I know what I should be

trying to do, let alone how. I really don't think Art

Buchwald is a great model to follow. After years of

reading his same style, I can't see that he has made
any great accomplishments (at least recently). I don't

know if he could do any better if he weren't committed
to grinding out three articles a week besides

everything else he does. In any case, he seems to have
failed any great ideals he might have had, as com-
pletely as I have failed mine. That takes some punk
nerve, my criticizing an old pro like Art Buchwald.
But I'm not doing it just to be cool, like so many
melodramatic rebel-actors I have read (in the

COLLEGIAN and elsewhere). I really mean it~

although not vindictively in this case. (Isn't it

amazing what simple, clear language I can use in my
humor? And how when I try to write something

serious, the words all come out abstract and unclear?

See what I mean about serious articles?

)

I don't know if I'll have the nerve to print something

so stupid-sounding as this, for everybody to see

(assuming the COLLEGIAN people will think it worth

printing). Although I must admit there is some per-

verted sort of attraction in acting out your neuroses in

front of fifteen thousand-plus people. Look at

everything else in this newspaper if you don't think so:

the editorials, the people in the news, even the car-

toons ( Is it only the characters in PEANUTS who have

these hangups, or is it the cartoonist, too?). You
would be doing it, too, if so many things weren't

holding you back. But why not try? All it takes is a

certain amount of confidence in the drawing-power of

your own unique mental defects. It helps even more, I

suppose, if you don't think they're defects. I suppose I

don't really think mine are. And I don't think other

semi-habitual writers are self-aware enough to see

their "talents" as defects.

But, so much for that. I guess I've given the

COLLEGIAN some last-choice filler for their editorial

page, if they really need it. I hope that if they do print

this, you haven't wasted your time reading this far. In

any case, I hope you can forget it. Don't take it too

seriously, don't let it make you uncomfortable (vanity

again). If I have reached you at all, you aren't the

people I have tried to reach, anyway. You are aware
enough and sensitive enough already (your turn for

vanity ). So forget it. This was all just a joke, anyway.
And unless you skipped to this last sentence without

reading what was in the middle, you fell for it. (?)

Art Buchwald

Cables From Round The World

WASHINGTON "Mr. President. I have some
cables I would like to read to you."

"Yes, Mr Rogers. Go ahead."

The secretary of state started to read:

"Because of recent actions taken by your govern-

ment. I must warn you that we are going to take

strong measures that might eventually lead to a break

in relations between our two countries."

"Is that from Kosygin''" the President asked

anxiously.

"No. it's from Premier Trudeau of Canada."

"He's probably bluffing, but alert our SAC com-

mand anyway."
"Here's the next one. Mr President Your per

fidious and outrageous behavior toward our country

has forced me to take action which will cause grave

consequences for the entire world."'

"It sounds like a note Irom North Vietnam."

"I'm afraid not. Mr President It came from

Japan
"

"But Hirohito didn't seem mad when I saw him in

Alaska."
"This was just delivered this morning. Mr.

President. The running dogs of the United States

imperialism will soon realize that we will not be

pushed around and that we are not paper tigers who

can be sacrificed on the altar of the American

dollar
"'

"Let me think who that could be from." the

President said "I know-it's from Chile
"

"You're wrong again, Mr. President It's from

Denmark
."

"Little Denmark" ' the President said "But they're

in NATO
"I know sir It surprised us too Here is another one

'The betrayal by the Americans, though it did not

come as a surprise, has not gone unnoticed in this part

of the world We shall reciprocate in kind until we
have you on your knees begging for mercy and
screaming for forgiveness."
"That has to be Castro," the President said.

The secretary of state shook his head. "It's from
Chiang Kai-shek in Taiwan

"

"Well, you can't win them all." the President said.

"This one was delivered verbally to our am
bassador: Tell your President thai his recent actions

can only be interpreted as a personal affront to 40

million people, and we shall demand full com
pensation for any losses suffered by his unilateral

action
."

"That has to be Egypt." the President said.

"Would you believe it came from the Vatican 9 "

"Connally said the surcharge would cause some
difficulties, but 1 didn't think we'd be in this much
trouble Mr Rogers, don't you have any cables with

good news in them''"

The secretary kept going through the flimsies.

Finally he came up with one "Mere you are. sir. It

reads Dear Mr President I wish you to know bow
grateful we are for everything the United Stales is

doing and how all of us here consider that you are not

only a great President, but a brave one. who will do
the right thing, even if it's unpopular and could hurt

you politically Your COUrage has been an inspiration

to our country and we sincerely hope we will be

friends for years to come."'
"That s more like it

." the President smiled "I knew
Prime Minister Heath would come through

This isn't Irom Prune Minister Heath, sir It's

Irom Chou En-lal, He gave it to Henry Kissinger last

Thursday

AND IN CONCLUSION, I WANT TO THANK YOU ALL FOR PROVIDING ME WITH A
MUCH-NEEDED POLITICAL ISSUE!'

Letters To The Editor

Play It Again, Sam

To the Editor:

The primary purpose of this letter is not to

harangue, but to point out a serious deficiency in the

cultural offerings of the University. Hopefully it will

elucidate thought towards eliminatng a "blind spot".

Why. may I ask. in a university approaching 30,000

students in enrollment is there only a small number of

operable pianos9 Many of those that are available

are of shoddv quality and have been neglected. For

those of us, (myself included) that play piano often

and need the opportunity to practice, there con-

sequently is no such opportunity. The University rents

out large numbers of pinball machines, for instance,

but has invested practically no money at all in pianos.

The music building has but a few practice rooms

available, and they are always taken over by trumpet

players and clarinet practicers. even though these

musicians do not use the piano in the room. There is

color TV in the lounge of the Student Union, but only

one piano in the ballroom, which is usually taken over

by casual plunkers The one piano in good condition is

the Yamaha conservatory, which lies in an

auditorium and consequently is rarely available. The

virtual lip-service paid to musicians in the few lying in

Give Them Oil

To the Editor:

Last week the House passed and sent to the Senate a

bill to settle native claims in Alaska This is the first

time the House Interior Committee has let such a bill

get to the floor of the House. Why are Wayne Aspinall

and his fellow Congressmen suddenly so interested in

justice for the American Indian? Oil. Until the native

claims are settled, a freeze on land use permits delays

the infamous Alaska oil pipeline and exploitation of

..iher oil deposits. If the House bill or one like it passes

the Senate, Alaskan land will be up for grabs, with oil

deposits as the prize and wildlife, rivers, the land

itself, and the American people the losers. Con

servationists. while agreeing that (he Eskimos. Aleuts

and 'ndians deserve justice, strongly believe that

rational planning of land use - wildlife refuges.

national parks, wilderness areas, as well as

development is necessary. If the natives and the

State are permitted to choose land amounting to over

a third of the area of Alaska, such planning will be

impossible Now is the time to keep Alaska free from

the greedy, heedless spoilage that made the rest of

America what it is today. The Senate bill (S.35) is

expected to reach the lloor early in November Now is

the time to write to Kennedy and Brooke to urge them

to support planning before Alaska is fed to the Wolves
Elisa K. Campbell

Southwest is laughable, in lieu of the condition of these

instruments.

I well realize the problem of frequent tuning and

potential vandalism with pianos, but as I see it, the

problem arising from not offering pianos to those

students that wish to use them is far greater. The

University is the only large institution that I know of

having little or no musical facilities in this area. By
neglecting the needs of its students in this and other

ways. UMass invites severe criticism.

I would suggest that the University seriously con-

sider increasing the number of pianos available to

music students and jazz musicians such as I, but in a

manner so they are equitably distributed. Having the

present pianos scattered all over the University in

unlikely places is disgraceful. Having few others than

the ones mentioned is deplorable. Undergoing a

program by which these facilities could be enlarged is

commendable. The University cannot afford to

squelch the talent of its musicians; it is up to those

responsible to remedy the situaton.

Frank Johnson

One Night's Rest

To the Editor:

The coming of fall, suggests the arrival of change in

our life stvle. of brisker air. brilliant foliage, jackets,

homecoming and football games. To Van Meter

North, it brought insufferable heat and intollerable

noise

On October 20. 1971. my roommate and I retired as

usual in room 241. It was warm and the usual noise

level was hazily present. I began by taking off

blankets, then sheets, and finally when the room

began taking on the general feeling of a sauna bath. I

investigated for fire There being none, we realized

that we were victimized by the date syndrome. Forget

what the temperature reads outside - if it's the 20th of

October, you're supposed to have heat UMass gave it

to us in room 241 with no way to turn it off. because the

heating system is antiquated

However, the joy of the evening was not yet com-

plete Not only were we ^oing lo be roasted to death,

but we were tfoing to be treated to a plumber's

nightmare version of the anvil chorus. Pipes banged

in frightening cacophony assuring us that if we

chanced to fall asleep in spite of the heat, the noise

would guarantee insomnia. The guarantee was ef-

fective. The problem is that the guarantee also ap-

pears to be endless There is no relief in sight and

apparently short of legislative action there will be

none Frankly. I'd trade ecology, the Vietnam

situation, and women's lib for a night's rest.

Deborah (ii eenleal

Perhaps They'll Learn

In recent years there has been growing student pressure to have a voice

in decisions regarding faculty personnel decisions. We want and deserve

to participate in such decisions as who should be hired, who should be

promoted, who should be granted tenure, and who should be fired

Yesterday, in a meeting of the Faculty Senate, this issue came to a head.

The Tenure and Grievance Committee of the Faculty Senate presented

a motion to that body asking the various colleges and faculties to report

their individual policies regarding student participation. That motion

itself was quite inconsequential and non-commital. It simply asked the

various campus units to report their present policies.

The representatives of the Student Senate who were present put forth

an amendment to that motion. We are tired of the inaction and delays that

have so often characterized the Faculty Senate. Our amendment stated

that "The Faculty Senate endorses the concept of voting student par-

ticipation at all levels of faculty personnel decisions." The significance of

this amendment was that the Faculty Senate would commit itself to the

idea that students have a legitimate right to a voice in deciding whether

teachers should be fired, promoted, or granted tenure. Since students are

in an ideal position to evaluate the effectiveness and value of a

professor's teaching ability, this seems a very reasonable proposal.

Our amendment was ruled out of order by the presiding officer. Since

the amendment did not contradict the main motion, it is clear to us that

the decision to rule it out of order was a violation of the good faith that has

characterized our recent relations with the faculty.

In addition to the ruling, the debate in the Faculty Senate was the usual

"students are irresponsioie, u s none oi tneir business dribDie ( ouid it

be that our recent cooperation and understanding, which was the result of

our united stands regarding issues surrounding the Tippo resignation,

was only a passing fancy on the part of the faculty 9 Maybe they only want

to hear irom us when it will help them politically?

Administrators have learned from bitter experience that institutional

rigidity provokes angry student protest. The faculty has not yet learned

that we can no longer tolerate bureaucratic inertia or parliamentary

ploys. If the lesson must be learned the hard way, so be it. We walked out

of the meeting when it was clear that the Faculty Senate has not been a

good student of recent history. We still have some hope that they will

learn.

Pace Yourselves

In i espouse lo Charlotte l.ettis' article of Oct. 28, I!I71

)

Dear Charlotte,

Go and get 'em. It ain't easy to train people to thinking they ought to

run the human race by pacing themselves. Winning is trying to run. the

energy to persist and the effort to convince others to regain tin- lost self

Your daily running workouts become public advertisements lor personal

emancipation Madison Ave knows that power I'm sure you realize it

too Liberation comes through action Keep moving Others will follow

I.Min Derderian

"I recognise and appreciate the achievementi

that are «i<>in«i forward under the present
—Spira T. Agneic(ireek government."

5re

s#%

Letters

To The Editor
As in previous years the MDC will continue to print

letters to the editor The only requirements are that

thev be typed at sixty spates, double spaced and

absolutely no longer than two pages in length All

letters must be signed and the author's address and

telephone numbers must be included No letter will be

published withoul this information Also, no letters

will be pruned without the name of the author Please

note 'his change in policy.

\ll letters are subject to editing either for content or

space according lo the judgment of the editors Also.

due lo space limitations, we do not guarantee that all

letters w ill be printed
III! K1>ITOIts

Whose

To (he I'.ditor:

In support of Jim Dempsey's letter to the editor

about the 500-MEGATON nuclear bomb scheduled to

explode soon on Amcnitka island near Alaska. I have

writtenand maileda letter toourdear President urging

him to stop this unbelievable happening We have no

lime to lose M\ particular interest is more on the San

Andreas Earthquake Fault than on the Arms race <>r

other ecological matters I wish to lollowwp on Mr

Dempsey's plea lo use mysolt as an example it took

less than IS painless minutes to write Mr Nixon

yesterday and I beg others lo do the same Are we to

buss to at least tn lo save our World?
RillO'Neil

©i»7»"*^e.Kl*<-0«= t*~
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Women Are Needed Too

-

,
-

Round-up time at the OK corral. The prospective combatants

prepare for what mav be a life and death struggle. i>lu. to take place

tomorrow at neon, the entire nation will be having its eves upon the

small New England town where its all happening. A full report may

be expected in our next edition. ( MDC photo by Alan Chapman)

Going From AK47's

To Needlepoint
CAN TIK), Vietnam < \P>- Hands

that once held an AK 47 rifle now do

needlepoint Last year's guerilla is

this \ ear's volleyball champion

He may have lost his freedom

when he donned the maroon
pajamas of a prisoner of war. but

he gained privileges, a full belly

and the right to watch television.

He's encircled by barbed wire but

no one is shooting at him.

If he's lucky he will be freed next

week to mark President Nguyen

Van Theiu's inauguration and

South Vietnam's National Day If

not. it's back to the volleyball

court.

The government has announced

KI8 Viet Cong will be freed and
• .:!!><) others will be accepted into

its Open Arms'" program The

POW camp here had obviously

been spruced up for a government

sponsored tour by foreign

newsmen Thursday, but in any

case its -2.994 inmates live better

than they did as Viet Cong
guerillas

New arrivals are given haircuts,

sprayed with insecticide and
issued two pairs of pajamas, a

mosquito net. a blanket, a straw

sleeping mat. cooking utensils, a

spoon, toothpaste, towel, comb and

soap
They sleep on rough wooden

platforms in tin barracks BO men
loa building The accommodations

are crude by Western standards

but luxurious compared to the

swampy sanctuaries the\ once

inhabited in the Mekong Delta

The daily food allowance for

each is equivalent to 13 cents

enough to buy nee. tish and a little

,t Vegetables grown in the

prison garden and fish raised in

two prison ponds supplement the

rliel

Prisoners who behave are

iMowed to work on road gangs and

construction projects outside the

camp for a daily wageol R piasters.

.1 : cents They can spend this in a

small post exchange that stocks

SOJ sauce, condensed milk and

canned mackerel

Bj BARBARA MYKSIN
Yes, women can definitely be involved in the draft

No, I'm not advocating drafting women Nobody

should be drafted. It you agree with that point keep

reading because things can be done to stop the im-

moral conscription

One way is to become a draft counselor women are

terrific draft counselors Unfortunately you just

missed a training course for draft counselors but there

will be another training course in the spring or Draft

Counseling Services can provide information about

training courses m other areas during the year

II you don't have the time or inclination to become a

draft counselor (even though its a great way to meet

men i there are many other ways to help stop the

machine Kind out where the draft board is in your

hometown, then register Or write the board a letter

telling them you're 20 and you're refusing to register.

Kind out about the conscientious objector stand, if you

leel that you religiously, morally, or ethically object

to war write out a CO, form and send it to the local

board, state board or even King Richard. You'd be

surprised how difficult and enlightening writing a C.O.

form can be Mow many people spend their whole lives

superficallv believing things and never really know

what they stand for. A C.O. has to take a stand, its the

only way to make the killing machine stop and con-

sider a warm body as something more than a lottery

number, a knee ailment, or cannon fodder.

The draft touches almost everyone's lives your

boyfriend, brother, or lab partner might be the next

one to go If you think he'll look good in shit green and

you like making brownies let him get drafted. If not.

do something-ask him about his draft status, if there's

any question at all urge him to get some draft coun-

seling If you know someone who's going for a CO..

try to help him your moral support can mean alot.

Vote for candidates that are against the war and

opposed to the draft.

The main point I'm trying to make is GET IN-

VOLVED. Just because our shirts have darts on the

side don't excuse us from being concerned about the

draft . Our brothers are dying, do something to let

them live! PEACE..ill even unit, iinnui VI. * uu v« *^»- •» — -

Halloween Party , For Kids

The Amherst and University-

police are cooperatively spon

soring a Halloween party and

parade for the children of the

University and the Amherst

community
It will be Saturday night, Oc-

tober :ioth The parade will start at

fi p.m. at the Town Common and
will end in the High School parking

lot Refreshments and treats will

be extended to all in the parade and
who attend.

An interesting and enjoyable

evening for all.

Don't Let Your
Ears Go Naked

**^
the

juice o1o^
e
oxYT

4P

with hundreds of

PIERCED EARRINGS
from $1.00 and up

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

>ryone'a favorite jeweler'

-ij « pleasanl SI fcmhe

That's the difference between

just a little lemon fragrance

Lemon Up and products with

or extract. That's why Lemon

Up Shampoo makes hair shiny clean. That's why Lemon Up

Facial Cleanser is far better than soap. And that's why Lemon Up

Anti-Blemish Lotion with hexachlorophene is your best defense

against oil-troubled skin.

NES Holding Fifth Orientation Sunday
The Northern Educational Service

tutoring program will conduct its fifth

orientation session this Sunday at 7:30 P.M.
in room 163 in the Campus Center. All NES
tutors are urged to attend this important

meeting.
The previous orientation sessions at-

tempted to relay a variety of background

and supportive information to the tutors.

This included a program explanation, tutor

responsibilities (to the program and tutee),

tutoring tips, a presentation of books and

materials that NES provides and their use

and finally some role playing. However, this

Sunday's session is a little different.

The NES Coordinating Committee feels it

has a major responsibility to the tutors in

not wasting their time. The commitment to

tutor is great enough and the preparation for

this commitment should be efficient in its

presentation and valuable for the tutoring

experience. Therefore, an evaluation is in

order.

This Sunday's orientation session will be

devoted to an evaluation of what NES has

done to prepare tutors for the educational

experience in Springfield. Each session will

be evaluated and discussed separately.

Every attempt will be made to get feedback

from the tutors who were victims of our

orientation.

Hopefully there will be praise and positive

comments but realistically we are looking

for negative feedback. We need to know our

NO! NO!
This is an important meeting and it is

hoped that as many tutors attend this

session as possible. Since the evaluation will

be done bv individual sessions a tutor can

still be helpful by attending even if he or she

missed one or two meetings.

We of the NES Coordinating Committee
feel that this is a good chance for a tutor who
is also a student to voice his or her opinion

on what was instructional^ put on in these

sessions and have these opinions really

mean something as to changing what went
on. This is something that seldom happens

in the traditional classroom.

Notices
BBLCHERTOWN VOLUN-
TEERS:
Buses leaving Whitmore at 10:30

Saturday for those volunteers

taking residence on the field trip.

More volunteers are needed. In

case of rain the bus will be at 12:45

and all members welcome.

CEQ:
This Saturday at 5:30, speakers

from Brown State Teachers Col.,

will speak on problems of

Population Control at the log cabin

in SW. Featuring: C. Harold

Buster on Planned Parenthood,

and Prof. Phil Actic. on Birth

Control. Also see Ivan .Jackinolf on

Gav Liberation.

For all your scuba diving tquipmtnt,

air talei regulator rtpairi, tank*

tested. Largest stock in Central

Mats
' WHOLESALE PRICES
U.S. DIVERS — DECOR

Send for Price List.

The REEF DIVE SHOP '«•

70 Washington St., Leominsttf

6 p.m. - 9.30 Mon. - Fri.

Sat. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sun. 7 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Call 534-3546 or 537-2M*

CAMPUS SCOUTS:
Ex-girl scouts, boy scouts, ex-

plorer scouts and all others in-

terested in a campus group.
Meeting Wednesday in rm. 804-808

CC. Info. 6-7504.

DANCE CONCERT:
With Clear Sky at Knowlton (in

the Quad) on Friday 8-12.

FREE l<:

Sweet Corn Theatre Workshop-
Open, free -Come play. Sundays in

CC Rm. 170 at 2 p.m.

IIILLEL:
Services tonight at 7:30 in office.

ITALIAN (LIB:
Italian Club picnic Saturday at

Skinner Park. Meet at Herter Hall,

1 p.m. Please bring cars.

NEWMAN CUB:
Belchertown party tomorrow.

Meet in Newman Ctr. about 12 p.m.

REC. DEPT.:
Hikers from Rec. Soc: All in-

terested recreation students and
friends, the hike along the Holyoke

range is set for Oct. 31, Sunday.

Meet at north end of Haigas Mall at

10 a.m. If you have a car. bring it.

Bring food and hike stuff, etc.

RECITAL SERIES:
Lisa M. Litant, mezzo soprano,

and James H. Crowther, pianist,

will present a program consisting

of works taken from American
Musical Theatre at 8 p.m. Sunday
on the 19th floor of G. Washington

Tower. Everyone welcome.
WTOY

:

Monterey Pop: Janis Joplin-

Jimi Hendrix-The Who -Ravi

Shankar -Jefferson Airplane-Otis

Redding and many more are in

"Monterey Pop" being shown on

Wednesday at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in

the SU Ballroom.

LOST:
Small brown wallet with iden-

tification belonging to Gary
Adriance. Please leave at 414 N.

Pleasant St. (top floor) orCC lost &
and found.

Brown tortoise shell eyeglasses.

Call 253-2234.

PINNING:
Arlene Kangas, '73, 313 Brooks to

Neil Nelson, '72, Phi Sigma
Omega.
Linda J. LaVine, '74. Alpha Chi

Omega to Charles L. Lemkin, 72,

Washington Middle.

ENGAGEMENT:
Gail Lane, '73, Patterson to

David Horan, '73, James.
Jacqueline Anne Ford, '72,

Fields to Kevin Timmons, '72,

Braintree.

Lois Lane, '73. UMass to Clark

Kent, '73, UMass.
Gail Taylor, '74, JQA to Walt

Sobzak, '72, Puffton Village.

Wendi Waxman, '73,

Framingham State to Steve Siden,

'72, SAM.
POUND:
One pair gold-rimmed

eveglasses. Found Tuesday near

Whitmore. Call 6-5119.

Flannel

Shirts

WEARHOJJSE

Spend

SATURDAY NITE
(Halloween Nite)

with

The Endless Nights
feature JT»0 Q^

At

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE FOR SALE

1969 Fiat *.'<> coupe, 4 cyl., 4 spd., radio A
h.aiei only 22.000 miles. (Need tuition

money) $1,000 or best offer. Call 546-7831

Rill

tf 1 1-1

65 Chevrolet Riscayne, 2-door, standard

transmission. 1350. Call 545-2139.

tf 1 1-2

1969 Chev. van 125" w.b. V8 std., good

rubber, new front alignment, book value

1 1 Kim sell for 11350. Call R63-44I2.

tfll-2

Fiberglass convertible lop 1962 Austin

llealv 3000 150. 247-5468. After 6 p.m.
tfll-3

1969 Triumph TR6 V.G. cond.. AM-FM,
fall inspection. 3600 mi., serious inquiries.

12-5 p.m. at 54541771 and 6-10 p.m. at 659-

3702.
tfll-4

•64 Dodge Dart. perf. running cond., fall

insp. sticker, new tires, muffler, good

brakes, only 48.000 miles. Yours for only

» uiii 516-4076.
tfl0-29

Ised Furs-Coats. Jackets. Capes and

Stoles. All very clean and moth profd.,

some Racoon. All sizes. 115 & up. Call 253-

5995.
tfll-26

Mamiya C330 Camera. Professional

with 3 lenses & light meter, slightly used

} 25.00 or even trade for a Pentax. Call 546-

7831 Rill.

tf 1 1-1

Petri FT 55mm SLR plus 200mm and

35mm lenses. Many filters and accessor

ies. Price 1150. Call Ed Russell 545-2418

tfll-4

Pioneer SX 440 Amp 2 Altec Dlcaso spk .

Garrard MK40, II Ploneel Collegian

Headphones, all for $375. Call Ed Russell

545-2418.
tfll-4

Matched set Selmer Series 9's. 2 yrs. old,

art. G sharp fork, E flat. R flat excellent

condition. Rest offer. Call 546-1505.

tfll-4

l!»6!l Ford Rronco. yellow, is in good

condition. For information call Russ at

IM-57U or 549-6142.
tfll-3

'65 Mustang 289 cu. in., good running

cond. bodv cond. good. $550. Call 546-8105.

tflO-29

1947 Ford Van. unusual transportation

( milk truck ) . Minor repairs only, $75. Call

^56-8709.

tfl0-29

1964 Corvair 2 door, 3 speed, new tires,

and shocks. $200. Call 256-8709.

tf 10-29

I'sed gas stove $20.00. Faces of Earth.

159 V Pleasant St.

10-29

Tenor Saxophone Selmer MKV1. ex-

cellent cond.. $300. Call 549-6087.

tfll-5

Typing done — A & II Husiness Services.

E. Alberts. L. Hulmes 586-3323.

tfll-3

Protect your car from whiter ice and

salt. Professional Simonizing $8.95.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Ry appt. only.

Call 549-6808.

tf 10-29

Rring pattern, materials-expert sewing.

Amount of finishing up to you. Raslc rates-

skirts $15. dresses $25. Rlouses $20. 584-

5384.
tfll-3

Natural Foods rooking classes to be

given in Amherst one day a week. Please

call 1-369-4051. Also lectures on the

macrobiotic way or eating to be given In

Conway on Thursday nights. Please call

above number.
10-29

PERSONAL
Party Friday-tonight featuring Rush.

Nineteenth Floor. Geo Washington Tower.
10-29

Age 19 I Nil man to visit CMass this

weekend, female escort wanted. Good

lime guaranteed, (all Ira 6-5155 or Mike 6-

5376.
10-29

Snow tires 165-11 Semp rit Radials (2)

mounted on MGH disc. w»-«els $50. Call

549-6087.
tfll-5

Debbie-You've made
m> favorite food.

elbow macaroni

10-29

One ticket to Elvis Presley Concert Nov

III, Roston Gardens, 3rd row seat. Ride

also available, (all Robbi 586-3791.

tflO-29

Pete, I told Steve M. to tell Rev.

Tiverton (excuse met to wish Cosmo a

llappv Halloween. Ringo
10-29

T. Happy 21st. Love M.F.
10-29

68GTO2dr..ht.400-CID/350hp. Hurst 4-

speed. console, power steering:

mechanically good, needs body work,

cheap, (all Rill 665-3981

tf 10-29

1968 Austin llealy Sprite. 39.000 miles,

excellent running condition. Must sell.

$600 (all Ned at 253-2548 In the afternoon.

tf 10-29

-o .MGH exc. running cond. Must sell.

tflO-29

MGH- 1965, rebuilt engine (1800 cc).
Good tire, fine body condition. $400. call

256-8709.

tflO-29

YW-Super Realle, 1971. Perfect con-

dition. Still on warranty. Call 256-8709.

tf 10-29

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE
1969 Yamaha YR2C-3S0cc. Good con-

dition, well-cared for. Asking $375. Call

Jeff at 6-4289.

tflO-29

1967 Honda 305cc Suoerhawk. very good
condition. $325 or best offer, mutt sell

call: Stephen Crlmmln 545-2163.

tf 10 29

Suede Jackets, reg. $70. now $40; brown

Suede Pants $27, Skirts $9.50. Skins $5.

ideal Xmas Gifts. Jon, 115 Chadbourne, 5-

2640. leave number.
tfll-10

Converse sneakers, only 6.50 a pair. Call

(hip at 545-2163 or 253-9034.

tfll-4
j

Hand made Spanish Flamenco Guitar,

excellent condt . , price negotiable .
253-97 10

.

Rob, after 7:00.
tf 10-29

Teisco Solid Rody Elec. Guitar. 3

Pickups, adjustable Rridge with Tremolo.

Guitar & hrd case $100. new $210. Call

SogO 545-2303 rm. 409.

tfll-2

Ovation Acoustic Guitar $225. and entire

P. A. system with Rogen Amp, 4 Speakers,

and two mikes $160. Call 256-8756.

tfll-1

Would the Johson Angel (in curlers)

come up to the dimly lit room (412) for her

Halloween trick or treat. I'm too afraid of

flying brushes in 215. Love, from

something in 412.

10-29

Sid Cody contact Karen (Cuddles) at

510-0008 or write to 294 Maravista Ave..

Teaticket. Mass. I've looked everywhere
for vou!

tflO-29

FOR RENT

SERVICES

•Rored with posters-trade them In now.

Up to 50t trade-In, or 25t cash. Three c's,

191 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst.
tfll-4

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

ccurate; have Greek alphabet, math A
.hem. symbols. Call 253-3601

tf l«-29

I bedroom. Puffton Village, sublet

immediately. Phone 549-0683. Apt. #325.

tflO-29

I bedroom Pufton. $156 monthly,

available now. Drop by 303 Pufton after 7

p.m.
tf 10-28

Female to share efficiency apt. In

Sunderland with male grad. student. Ph.

549-6917 before 10 a.m. Trust.

_^ tfl °-29

« bedrms.. 2 baths, stove, refrlg. & most

other furniture all utilities paid, 14 mile«

from I of M in Holyoke $300. -per M. Call

323-7893.
tfll-3

ROOMMATES WANTED
Share apt. w /male completely furnished

2 bedrooms, kitchen, Iv'ng rm. etc. All

utilities incl'd own rm.485. Call evenings

247-5534.

tf 10-29

Roommate wanted, own room I mile

from campus. Call 253-7109.

tf 10-29

2 bdr. (urn apt.. ( llffside sublet, now
$175.00 mo. or m. or f. roommate wanted,

own room 85.00. Jake 545-0348 or visit apt.

El after 5.

tfll-2

One bedroom in three bedroom apart, in

Puffton Village available immediately,

(all 549-6020.

tfll-5

Wanted: Roommate to share I -bedroom

apt.. 2 miles from campus, available

immed. Call 256-8020 after 6 p.m. David.
tfll -4

Female roommate wanted to share fully

furnished apt. with same. $50 per mo.
including utilities. Call Nancy 539-9518.

Washer -d gar.
tfll-5

Grad student wanted to share a 3

bedroom apt. in 205 Puffton. Call 549-6X58

tflO-29

Roommates wanted to share Ig. 2 bdrm.
apt. in Sundei l.inil until Jan.. possibly

longrr. (all 665-4944. If no answer keep
Irving.

tflO-29

ROOM WANTED
Own room wanted in Amherst area. Call

Joseph 935-1667 or write 6IR Warren Ave..

W'ohurn

.

tfll-1

RIDE WANTED
Wanted people to help drive South this

weekend. 549-6541.

tf 10-29

TUTORS

Girls wanted for large cosmetics
distributor work, your own hours, on your

own comm. basis mod. Invs. rqurd. Call

Mike 6-5376 Inlrv.

tf 10-29

LOST & FOUND
Wallet containing valuable IDs lost 10-

22Thurs. in Amherst. Call Kev at 546-8689

tflO-29

LECTURE NOTES

Renewals and new subscriptions: An-
thro 104. Rot. 101, I ion 125. 126. Geol. 101.

Gov. KM. ISO. Hilt. IS*. 151 Rm. 318 S.U.

Lobby.
tf 10-29

Renewals and new subscriptions:
Micro. 140. Phil. I0S. Psych 101. 26'. 263.

270, 280. 301. Soc. 101. 256. Zoo. 101. 135.

Rm. 318 SI

tflO-29

RIDE WANTED

Leaving for Louisiana around Oct. 31.

Call Paul. 584-0544.

WANTED
Driver wanted - Leaving next week for

Norfolk. Ya. Want someone lo drive my
car Pav own expenses. Call 253-3501.

10-29

WANTED
Wanted two VW tires with many miles of

wear left. No slow leaks. Please call 598-

8647 (hie (sedan).
tfll-1

Needed - free lance fashion illustrator.

Apply mornings 9 to 12. Faces of Earth 159

V Pleasant St.
10-29

EMPLOYMENT"
International jobs-Europe. S. Americn,

Asia. Aust.. ISA openings in all fields-

Soc.Sci.. Rus.Sci. Enging. Fd.elc. Alaska

Const. & pipe work. Earnings to $5f,0

weekly. Summer or permanent. Paid

expenses, bonuses, travel. ( omplcle
current info. -only 13. Money back
guarantee. International Kmployment,
Rox 721 - MSI3. Peabody. Mass .

01960.

If 10-29

COMPATABLE?

( OMPAT ARILITY HOROSCOPE
ANALYSIS. Are you made for each other?

\re \ou sexually suited? What are >our

strengths? Your weaknesses? Send $2 and

self-addressed ens elope and her name, his

name, both birth dales to Astro-Wisdom

Institute Rox 391. Qulncy 02169.

tfll-3

SKIERSWANTED
Weekend shares for sale In new chalet

Mt. Snow -Haystack area. Fireplace pool,

pass discount, (all 1-527-4893 now for more
info

tfll-1

Members wanted for ski lodge for Dec.

1st thru Apr. 30. $75 for season Call Dusty

or Rob at 253-7588. ^ tfll-3

PL EASE GO AWAY
*

Nassau-$I80 round (rip jet. hotel meals.

Leave NY 12/23-return 12/29. Leave
Huston 12/27-return 1/3.

Ski-Austria II days, everything Incl.

$339. Leave NY. 1/15. return 1/29.

Student nights Rox 93. Northam 584-

I05O. Only (Mass student employees and
families.

I0-29

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register vour book in S.I . Rm. 318.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

mone> , sell direct.

tf-sem.
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Poisonous Mushrooms

Powder Puff Champs a1 *r*i
The poisonous Mushrooms

proved deadly Wednesday night as

the big green machine demolished

the ladies of Alpha Chi Omega 50-6.

In so doing, the Mushrooms
became the first Women's Powder

Puff football champions boasting a

perfect 7-0 record. To earn their

playoff berth the Mushrooms first

had to eliminate the powerful

Whalers from Melville. This game
proved to be the big Green's only

true challenge of the season as they

squeaked by Melville 18-12.

However, the score is not the true

story of the game as numerous

penalties and costly mistakes

repeatedly hurt the otherwise

unstoppable Mushroom offense.

The Whaler's defense should be

commended for their stingy tac-

tics.

Wednesdays encounter was of a

different light as the Mushrooms
put points on the board in the first

two minutes of play. The defense

lead by Mina McDaniel. Jan Morin

and Joy Cavagnaro forced ACO
into a safety situation as the

Mushrooms were once again on the

move. At this point it was all big

green offense as Nancy Lindberg

returned the punt for a quick six

points. Again it was Nancy Lind-

berg all alone in the end zone for

another two. The game proceeded

in carbon-copy fashion as the score

climbed rapidly with Chris Cronin

returning a punt unchallenged. End
Vicki Pagel and flanker Nancy
Lindberg were repeatedly found

open in the end zone for the big

passing play. Credit must be given

to the Green's offensive big four of

Vicki Pagel, Mina McDaniel, Chris

Theberge and Nancy Lindberg,

who continuously withstood the

defensive rush. The remainder of

the game was all formality as the

Mushroom offense of Lindberg,

McDaniel. Theberge. Page 1,

McCarthy, Cronin and Nealon

proved unstoppable. The big green

defense could not be contained as

the likes of Cavagnaro. Morin,

Gendall, Turdick. McDaniel.
Pagel and Lindberg remained

overpowering Other members of

the team who deserve recognition

are Sue Chapman, Beth Fay and

Carole Pierce, all of whom did not

finish the season due to injury.

JV Soccermen Hold Off Late

Trinity Surge To Secure Win

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY CMARR.

BOOTS
and

SHOES
for Men and Women

at PRICES
you can AFFORD

in the Alley

BOOTS from
$14

Pisces often displays remarkable ability

to perceive beyond the known senses.

Pisces is psychic that statement is true,

more often than not Pisces can weave

through a labyrinth and emerge with an

swers. often too subtle for the average

person to grasp. Some Pisceans seem

always to be gleaning secrets not accessible

to the rest of us

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Confusion

could be order of day Key is to do some
sorting, sifting and choosing Get rid of

nonessentials Put a halt to clutter,

material and otherwise Stop taking advice

from so many sources.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Don't mix

friendship and finances. The two now do not

qo together Refuse to become involved in

money dispute Some acquaintances would

like lo make you the villain. Don't be

manipulated
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Accent

diplomacy You get nothing now by trying

to force your views. Take it slow and easy.

Emphasis is on one step at a time. Other

wise, you build but lack solid foundation

You will comprehend
CANCER (June 21 July 22) : Obtain valid

hint from Aries message. Subtle touch is

required. Some who respect you want

reassurances. Obtain source material.

Don't underestimate intelligence of those

who share interests.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Don't overbid

Whal you want is w.thm financial reach if

you are not too anxious Be eager, en

ihusiastic without being tense Meaning will

become increasingly clear Display

strenqth

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Complete

arrangements tor improving property,

other possessions Get promises in writinq

Bo alert tor legal loopholes Don't get

caught in tangle of empty phrases. Be a

shrewd observer.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22). Pace yourself;

obtain what is needed Don't qo lo ex

tremes. New outlook can bring you out of

welter of confusion Some who perform

basic services may be late or absent

Stress self reliance

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Intuitive

intellect works overtime Means you per

ceive what to do ahead of others. Heed

inner voice Hold off on money deals Don't

sell yourself short Enthusiasm should not

be turned to recklessness

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21): You

may be seeing through light of wishful

thinking Pull in reins toward reality Stop

trying lo be too many places at once.

Concentrate efforts Opposition is there, but

is temporary.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Hold off

on journeys, if practical. Relatives, neigh

borsandassocialesoffer conflicting advice,

statements. Wait for air to clear All facts

are not on table Study Sagittarius

message.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18): Friendly

rivalry could develop into something more

serious. Protect self in clinches. Money is

involved. Changes are necessary. Com
municale views Be sure your side of story

is on record
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Delay

demands Those in positions of authority

are apt lo be reluctant to accede to

requests Diplomacy is your ally Per

sonality conflict is in picture Adopt low key

attitude, approach
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you arc

a natural teacher, willinq to aid underdog

You want to direct, to outline plans but you

usually have good of others in mind Recent

confusion is due to evaporate You will be

on more solid ground.
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Partner

Decree
Perform
Seaweed
substance
Small island

Cheer
Feast

College degree
Southern
blackbird

Piece for one
Goods cast

overboard
Sociable

Negative
Liquid

measure
Bespatter
Openwork
fabric

Above
Crafty

Metal
fastener

Parent
(colloq.)

Lamprey
Still

Shy
46 Conjunction

48 Breaks into

tiny pieces

Indian native

employed as

soldier by

Great Britain

Pitcher

High
mountain
Exclamation
Biblical

mountain
Employ
Outfit

Ripped
Permit

66 Among
67 Paradise

1

5
9
12

13
14
15
17
18

19
21

23
27
28

29
31

34
35
37

39

40
42
44

50

6
7

8
9
10

11

16
20
22
23
24
25
26
30
32

33
36
38

Rubbers on
pencils

Recreation

area
Exists

Priest's

vestment
River duck
Region in Spain

Scene of first

miracle

Slender
Solitary

Ancient
Preposition

Part of chimney
Mature
Pronoun
Bark
Distasteful

Arabian
chieftain

Youngsters
Affirmative

Salt of nitric

acid

Answer to Yesterday' s y uzzle
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BvJIMIMNSKY
Sometimes it doesn't pay to be

kind. Leading 5-0 going into the

fourth quarter JV. soccer coach

David Jekanowski, figuring he had

the game all wrapped up, decided

to let the second team see some

action. But he acted a little too soon

as he had to return the starters to

the line-up. All's well that ends well

though as the team held on for a 6-4

victory over Trinity.

The game started out great for

UMass as they scored three times

in the first half while holding

Trinity scoreless. The first score

came when Alan Long scored on a

long throw-in at 12:23 of the first.

Then Steve Sormanti scored at the

beginning of the second quarter

and less than three minutes later

Mark Rypysc added another.

The second half started out like

41

43
45
47
49

50
51

Loose fold of

headdress

Definite article

Pronoun

Conjunction

Honor

Man's name
Otherwise

52

56
58
59
60
63

Hinduism:
mental
discipline

Dress border

Staff

Exist

Number
Three toed

sloth

53
54

55
57

61
62
64
65

DOWN

1 Deface
2 Mature
3 Label Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc 29

HIKING BOOTS
WORK BOOTS
LEATHERS
SUEDES
FLEECE-LINED
VI BRAM SOLED
FRONT-LACED
SIDE-LACED
AND
MORE
And
More

And
More

ON FRIDAV AFTERNOONS AT

FOUR O'CLOCK SECRETARIES
MAKE A LOT OF NOISE !

o
o

^ FRANCONIACOLLEGE
2 FRANCONIA,N.H. 03580

Become the
architect of

your own
education.

Z Conceive it,

^ describe it,

pr" construct it,

LL. and then

achieve it.

Franconia is seeking qualified

transfer students for Spring

( Feb. 15) and Fall 1972 ad-

mission. Students who are

ready to play an active role in

planning their education are

•nvited to apply.

For application, catalog or

interview appointment con-

tact Admissions, Box R.S

BUY ONE

Whopper!-
GET ONE FREE

the first. Tony King with an assist

from Jim Vollinger made it 4-0 at

the beginning of the third quarter.

Greg Tudryn was the next to score

as he outraced the Trinity goalie

for a score at 15:48 of the third.

Then the second team came in at

the start of the fourth. At 5 : 27 of the

fourth Trinity got its first score but

the Redmen bounced right back at

7:46 with Don Flick scoring this

time Trinity scored at 9:51 but no

panic set in yet. The dam finally

burst a few minutes later as

Trinity scored twice in succession

closing the gap to 6-4 with still

seven minutes left in the game.

Figuring the lead wouldn't hold

out. Coach Jekanowski was forced

to return the starters, who held on

for the victory 6-4.

Coach Jekanowski said following

the game, "I guess you can't coach

with your heart. Those guys (the

second team) work just as hard as

the starters, and they deserve a

chance to play. Most of them have

seen maybe three minutes of ac-

tion all year."

Except for the fourth quarter the

game was the J.V.'s best to date.

They outclassed Trinity in all

aspects of the game as they

readied themselves for their big

game with Springfield on Friday.

BELLS PIZZA

The Perfect Pizza

Open

11 to 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

la.m. Sun. toThurs.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011-253-9051

Durdy

Drawers

at the

Quicksilver

Tues. Nov. 2

N.E. Mixed Tourney

Here Tomorrow
ByJOANFASSNACHT

For over twenty years there

have been men tennis tournaments

and women tennis tournaments in

New England, but they never got

together, that is until tomorrow,

when UMass will host the first New
England mixed doubles tour-

nament on the Boyden tennis

courts.

Thru the coordination and
continued hard work of Sally

Ogilvie, the women's tennis coach,

and Steve Kosakowski, the men's

coach, six schools will participate

in the tournament, making up 17

doubles pairs.

The idea for the tournament
came last spring, when Miss

Ogilvie decided something should

be done in this field. Eight schools

were contacted, six responded,

those six being Amherst College,

Hampshire College, Mount
Holyoke College, Springfield

College, UMass and Worcester

State College.

Three teams will represent all

six schools with the exception of

Hampshire College, who will be

represented with only two doubles

teams. As far as Amherst goes,

UMass will be supplying their

women power, thus six UMass

women will be participating

tomorrow morning, and afternoon.

At 10:00 a.m. the teams will

begin play, as each match will be

decided bv an 8 game pro set. The

subsequent matches are planned

on the hour, every hour, and after

the third round matches, taking

place from noon until 1:00, there

will be a break for lunch, and then

resumption of play in the semifinal

and final rounds.

Leading the list of UMass men's

players will be Alan Goldberg, last

year's varsity captain, and Yankee

Conference singles champion.

Goldberg will be playing with

sophomore Gretchen Shafer. and

will represent UMass in the

number one doubles position. At

number two will be Ted Donohue, a

freshmen who has impressed

Coach Kosakowski in the midst of

so many freshmen disap

pointments, and Janet Shockley, a

senior, who will be wrapping up

her fall tennis season tomorrow.

Both UMass and Amherst ap-

pear to be the favorites in

tomorrow's tournament, as this six

school tourney might just be the

start of something big in the way of

New England mixed doubles in the

years to come.

Carter

Overalls

7.49

WEARHOUSE

Betsey Ried
and

Mixed Emotions
CLIP & SAVE CLIP & SAVE

Research (Term) Papers

We cover virtually every topic-All writers are college grads

specializing in your topic. Original Papers $3.50 per page File

Copies!!
1"

00 per page Send topic description & Money Order

to PAPERS AND INC.
P.O. BOX 337

MIDDLETOWN, CONN. 06457

TEL: 203-346-2018

Special for U. Mass. Students!
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N3 PARKA DESIGNED FOR

SERVICErnEN IN ARCTIC AREAS
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Low Introductory Prlco
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Freshman Mugbook
A directory with pictures and addresses

on sale now at DINING COMMONS

CAMPUS CENTER

Mon't SU«*

LAST YEAR'S PRICES WERE AT LEAST J0% HIOHERI 1

1

Call Al at 549-0814 or Come See a Sample

275 Puffton Village

$1.50 cheap!

1975 — This is your class

Edited and Compiled by the

Fraternities and Sororities of U. Mass.
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Redmen Host Improved Vermont
By EARLE BAKROLL

"In the past Vermont football teams

have not been treated with respect by

UMass football teams. But this year we
can't look beyond them or anyone... not

with the record we have."

And so the plot thickens, the at-

mosphere is set and Dick MacPherson
has painted another picture for the

UMass fans to gaze at tomorrow at

Alumni Stadium when the Redman
tangle with the Catamounts beginning at

l p.m.. This will not be a game in-

dicative of past UMass-Vermont routs.

According to MacPherson Vermont is

a vastly improved club from last year

and somewhat like the Redmen in that

they feel they're a better club than what
they've shown on the field.

The Catamounts opened with a

shocking 20-7 upset over UCoon, but

what has followed has been nothing less

than a demoralizing of any high

aspirations they had after the first game
surprise.

Bob Rodgers is the man the Redman
defense will have to stop. He's one of the

premiere backs in New England and has

rushed for nearly five hundred yards at

the midway point in the season.

Two previous home games for the

UMass squad have met with disaster at

the hands of Dartmouth and Rhode
Island. "The squad realizes they haven't

played well at home,'' said MacPherson,

"we've some nice things on the road and

it's about time we did the same thing at

home.''

Five weeks have elapsed without the

taste of victory for the team and to this

quest for a win MacPherson com
mented, "Even though we had a tie last

week at UConn, the guys feel they put a

lot of the game together. They're much
better club than they've shown and I feel

it's time they demonstrate it to the home
fans.

"All the people know is what takes

place on Saturday. We can be well

prepared before the game but if we don't

play well come Saturday that's all that

counts to the viewers.

"It's like being prepared for a test and
then coming out and knowing you
flunked...we've flunked enough exams
for the year."

Piel Pennington will be at quar-

terback for tomorrow's game. The big

guy had his shoulder separated in the

Boston University game three weeks

ago and last week at UConn came back

after a week's layoff to start, but he

could not complete the game.
MacPherson emphasized though that

Pic racticed much better this

week.

The remainder of the squad is intact,

perhaps the best physical shape for the

team this year.

Remember this is a year unlike the

past... respect is the key word according

to the coach, but if you don't think a

victory wouldn't be sweeter than a little

respect just stand by the door after the

game where that key of respect will be

inserted and guaranteed you'll end up
flat on vour back

Booters At Home
frre*«3y«attwssa3osa»«*«g»3««gg^^

Harriers YanCon Favorites

InYanCon Showdown
By STEVE FERBER

Two weeks ago URI came to

UMass for a crucial YanCon soccer

battle. Well, tomorrow Vermont
comes, for what may be the most
important Yankee Conference
game of the year. At 10:30. across

from Boyden Gymnasium, two

YanCon powers will go into a

contest in which one team will be

looking to clinch a tie for the title,

the other looking to take over sole

latlu fltolkgian

SPORTS
possession of first place.

Other than UMass and Vermont,

both New Hampshire and Rhode
Island are still in contention for a

share of the YanCon title. UNH and

URI both own 2-1-0 conference

marks, while Vermont stands 3-1-0

alter pounding Maine this past

week 4-0 The Redmen are 3-0-0 in

Conference play, and last year

went into a similar situation when
a ll tie came of it all. Last year's

contest saw the Catamounts out-

shoot the Redmen. and in fact that

game was the only one in which the

Redmen were outshot. despite

absorbing two losses.

The visitors are 7-2-0 and are

presently ranked loth in New
England In YanCon action Ver

mont has beaten CConn 3-2, UNH 3-

2. Maine 4 while losing to URI 3-1.

UMass
1

side reads like this: beat

UConn \ o. URI 3-0, Maine 2-0. thus

the Redmen will be looking for a

lourth consecutive conference

shutout.

In the two week period between

conference matches, UMass
managed a 1-1-1 record, against

the likes of Coast Guard. Tufts and
WPI. The latter game resulted in a

2-2 tie. on Wednesday afternoon,

and the players are still talking

about the condition of the WPI
field, with the rocks, and the bottle

tops and the holes in the nets,

which the referees had to patch up

before gametime.

Now sixth in New England,

having dropped from fifth place as

a result of the Tufts loss, are the

Redmen Harvard, Wesleyan,
Brown. Tufts and Williams own the

top five positions, as Tufts made
the most striking move of the year,

zooming from ninth place all the

way into fourth.

As a result of the latest ratings,

tourney hopes are dimmed
somewhat for UMass, but the

Yankee Conference title is all that

should be on the Redmen's minds

as tomorrow morning's battle will

feature a star Catamount forward,

and a Vermont netminder. both of

whom made the all-weekly YanCon
team
Peter Breen. only a freshmen.

has eight goals this season, and
was selected as the outstanding

offensive player for the Conference

on the basis of his three goals and
two assists this past week. Jim
Kiely is the standout goalie, who
has allowed 1.5 goals per game,
and has provided the defensive

backbone that has made Vermont
a conference contender while

earning the YanCon goalie spot

this past week.

UMass knows what they have to

do--for a loss means no conference

title, a win means an automatic tie.

irregardless of the UMass-UNH
game next Saturday. Vermont has

won tour in a row. while the

Redmen have been stubbling. and

the inability of the Redmen to get

back on their feet could shoot this

whole season to hell

By JAY NESTOR
The Yankee Conference Championship is at stake

tomorrow, and the UMass harriers will be venturing

confidently to Storrs, Conn., in an effort to defend

their championship.

UMan is the favorite in this meet on the basis of

their undefeated record against Conference rivals. No
other team can come close to the depth that UMass
possesses, and it is thought that at least three of the

Redmen harriers have a chance of walking away with

the individual title.

Coach O'Brien made his highly selective decision on

who will represent the squad, earlier in the week. The

first four picks were the easiest with Doug O'Connell,

Tom Derderian, Paul Segersten. and Bill Gillin pretty

well established as the front runners of the team.

Peter Crisci, Bob Sullivan and Rick Barry were

named to the much sought after back up spots.

In the opinion of O'Brien, all seven harriers have the

ability to finish in the top ten of the Conference. This

would guarantee a Redman victory.

Although no particular team possesses as much
depth as the Redmen, a few Conference rivals boast

top individuals who will give the UMass front runners

quite a run for the first position.

Perhaps the greatest threat is Allieu Massaquoi of

Boston Univerisity, who has been running well all

season. UConn's Peter Bortolotti and Bob Ancona both

are top ten threats. Ed Shorey of UNH could pose a

problem. Mike McCormack and Dick Crooke of Holy

Cross are solid performers. A couple of harriers from

URI possibly could break the top ten. Maine and

Vermont seem to be pretty much out of it in terms of

both top performers and team depth.

The meet will be run over the tough UConn course
which features some rugged uphill grinds. This really

shouldn't hinder the Redmen who ran their home
meets in the Orchard, which is about as hazardous as

a course can get.

The Redmen have come along way since the

beginning of the season, when they were cited as a

rebuilding team. It seems that Coach O'Brien has

done his rebuilding very rapidly, and if everything

holds solid, his team should emerge as Yankee Con-

ference Champions again.

HARRIER HIGHLIGHTS: The individual title

could possibly be the setting for a close race between
Doug O'Connell and Bill Gillin. These two have proven
to be a fearsome duo. Tom Derderian is always un-

predictable and has the ability to run away with it

also.

The Redman strategy will be simply to pile all seven

runners into the top ten positions. If every team fields

the seven man limit, the race will number fitfty-six in-

dividuals. This means it will not be too crowded, which

is an important factor due to the close running

quarters on the UConn course.

All the UMass runners will be looking for a good

race, not only because of the title at stake, but they

must also fight to keep their team positions for a berth

on the squad to run the New England meet. Some of

the harriers left behind on this trip are hungry to taste

some Championship competition and stand ready to

challenge the top seven.

Metawampe's Picks

A quickie for the people back
home on the reservation Haste
makes waste but if I should not

hasten I will be wasten by some
spirit from the southwest

area...! quicken my steps with

the pride of a 0-2 1 record of last

week that received the supreme
accolade trom my forefathers

chief aid Benuay when he said

•goo! ! !; ; So like the naked injun

that runneth through the clear

cold waters of the pollutant

clear lakes in the great lands in

the west I take my hardest trek

of the week that I will face A

trek into the depths of college

football I just hope I don't get

;, cheap shot

I MASS 24.

Who's the

one close.

VERMONT 7

nut u ho called this

The Redman offense will be a

little verbose (for poetic

justice'
SfC Jf( ^t -TC 2ft

DARTMOUTH 17. YALE 10

The Yalies will lose but their

defense should watch out,

To keep from hitting Indians

and make mad the ('rout.
*****

PENN STATE 42. WEST
VIRGINIA 10

Watch those Nitany Lions the

rest of the slate out.

They have a date with the Big 8

in an Orange Bowl shoot out.
*****

NEBRASKA 35, COLORADO 7

What else can I say for one like

this.

An easy win for me how could I

miss

Poor Richard's
A Weekly Magazine

CONFERENCE MVALS-l'Massand Holy Cross will both be compel ni" for YanCon Honors at UConn

tomorrow. The Redmen will be out to dofond thr title that they won laid \ eat I MDC photo by C. I.ottis)

Yeah, it may be tough out here on the steps, but it's worth it

A Beginner's Guide To Bootlegs
By STEVE FELD

It all started about two years ago
when someone, somehow, got ahold of

some old Boh Dylan tapes, never before

released To these he added the famous
Basement Tapes" of Dylan and the

Band and even a song from his Johnny
Cash Show appearance It was called

"Great White Wonder'" and it was a

double alburn It sold anywhere from
ski on to |2S 00 easy It had a plain white

cover with no printing, and a label to

match Copies began to multiply and

soon it became available in every major

city

Then the Rolling Stones toured

America and someone taped their

concert in Oakland. California They
called it 'Liver Than You'll Ever Be"
and it sold tremendously Soon a

Beatles' album came out. and another
Dylan The whole thing spread like

wildfire Thousands were being sold all

over the country. They went through
then ups and downs and today they are
in full bloom and easilv accessible at

UMass
Basically, bootlegs are records (Of

tapes' that are recorded and or

released without the knowledge or

consent ot the artist or the label

Therefore, there are no royalties paid to

neither and all the profits go to the

bootlegger Some insist that royalties

are paid to the songwriter, but this isn't

usually the case It is considered a lorm

ot thievery, although there is always the

argument thai the airwaves are free

There has been a lot ot talk as to the

ethics ot bootlegging The main
arguments here are that the artist

should have some say as to what

material is released under his name.

and the one ot royalties Realistically

speaking. I see little validity m either

point Hardly ever will someone buy a

bootleg in place ol a regular album it

wilf usualh be bought in addition to it

And it serves as good publicity for the

artist, so the record companies
shouldn't bitch A lot of performers were
kept in the public eye in between albums
because ot them Since bootlegs are only

ot established and popular artists, the

money is. lor the most part, negligible

lioot legs also add a "human" element to

the image ot the performers They are

also considered a "status thing among
the artists themseh es

If it wasn't for bootlegs look what we
would be missing There would be no

live Beatles albums and their conceits

area page out ot historj There would be

Continued on page fi \
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An Expression of Black Spirit TAKE TWO
Notes From Yale: 1996 By Nathaniel Hayden

I live in Crestdale, a moderate size

suburban middle and upper middle class

black community located seven miles from

Rosemont ill central New York. To make a

long story short, I'll put in an article that I

saw while looking through some of tht-

microfilm copies of the Albany Daily News:

Wednesday . Jwe !», ms2 Ahuge area of

land located approximately forty

miles southwest of Albany has been

designated as the site of a satellite

city, the construction of which will be

subsidized by the federal government.

It is hoped that the city, which will be

called Kosemont. will provide close to

l quarter of a million jobs.

A large group of middle and upper-middle

income blacks in New York and Boston got

together and decided to buy some of the land

around Rosemont to build black towns.

These communities are known as Crestdale

and New Nairobi. Most of the dwellings are

co-operative apartments and single family

homes. I think the main purpose for the

creation <>t these communities was to be in

the position to say to whites. "See. we can do

it too." They are very much like the Jewish

ghettoes on Long Island or outside of Boston.

The only major difference I can see is that

instead Of going to the Catskills during the

summer, our parents go to several resorts

which have sprung up recently near the

Adirondacks.

"The pressure

created by the

intense competition

is phenomenally

destructive."

The intense competition in both towns is

pathetic. In my high school each year, elite

scholars are chosen from the top 1% of each

class, scholars top 2-5%, honor students

from the top 6-10% and the avant-garde

from the top 11-20%. Whenever a student

graduates in one of these categories, his

parents usually have a huge party for him. I

call these parties the BPO's, which means

the Big Pay Otis The pressures are un-

believeable. I'll mention them anyway.

Each year, our principal went to a public

meeting with principals ot all high schools in

the Metropolitan Rosemont area, to com-

pare the percentages of kids from each ot

their schools who would be attending the

od OT I 'est colleges and universities the

following term
During the junior year m high school.

Students who would represent Crestdale

High on the student quiz show on television

called 'It's All Academic" were selected

from the top fifth of the class My Cod. I

think the wa> in which kids fought over the

opportunity to appear on the show exem-

plifies the Rat Race perfectly. Several

months before a panel of four is supposed to

appear on the show, each school has

preliminary screening. They line up about

ten prospective panelists in the dining hall

They are barraged with questions for about

twenty minutes The two or three who get

the highest number of points are told to

prepare tor another barrage the following

day The one who answers the highest

number ol questions correctly becomes the

one who will go on the panel of four who

appear on the show. The same procedure is

followed for Ihe other thirty or so kids being

considered The method fluctuates ac-

cording to the number ot kids who are in

tcrested A lame number ol the students

who are eligible try out each year This is

it our panel wins the game, the

students involved are given a lul'

scholarship for their first year in college

The pressure created by the intense

competition IS phenometialh destructive II

a student doesn't make it into one of the

IVYKS or one oi iheir subsidiaries and In-

stead goes to the state university, he often

feels as il his life has ended They actually

think their lues depend on which college

they attend. Another thing, if you say you

uant to be anything besides a doctor.

lawyer, engineer or professor, you're

considered a drawback. Recalling that fact

immediately reminds me of all the times I

trembled when I got less than a 90 or A on an

exam I knew that my parents would take

some kind of sanctions tsuch as depriving

me ot my paltry allowance for a couple of

weeks i and my teacher would strongly urge

me to cut down on my extracurricular ac-

tivities dike eating, sleeping, etc.).

1 would say that the pressure waned

slightly after we took our SAT's and

Achievement Tests Then it was simple, we

would either live "the good life" or be

damned to a fate worse than death depen-

ding on the results. My results. 770 verbal.

690 math and achievement tests marks in

the low 700's and mid-600's, were in the

words of my lather, "barely acceptable".

Instead of bridge and mah-jongg. our

mothers play Keep the Kids in the Cultural

Center game. From the age of three through

high school, just about every kid is coerced

into attending the local Black Cultural

Center There they are force fed black

history, black drama, etc. I agree that it is

good for blacks to be well informed in these

areas, but I know that what we are taught in

the schools is sufficient.

The pressures created by this intense

competition goes into other spheres of one's

life besides school. Even your social life

depends on how well you are doing in school.

An avant-garde girl would be harshly

ostracized if she ever dared to date a boy in

the middle or lower half of his class. I

remember two occasions on which I was

refused dates not because of my appearance

or the like, but because as one put it:

I really adore you Harlan. You're

always* bright and witty. I just don't

have" the time to go to the Snack

Shoppe with you. I can understand how

you feel about my frequent refusals to

go out with you. I would like you to take

into consideration the fact that I am a

scholar. Academic ratings such as

mine are not easy to come by. I have

only enough time in a day for the

essentials. I just can't let my rating

slip. We can always go places during

the summer Oh, no, I just

remembered. I'll be up at camp
Wigonqua all summer, beginning right

on the last day of school. I'm sorry

Harlan. I really wish I could manage
the time. I hope you understand.

Racism is rampant in Crestdale and New
Nairobi. There isn't a single white family in

either community. There are a few Puerto

rlicans scattered around New Nairobi, but

this is nothing more than tokenism. Even in

racist white suburbs, there are a few Super

Niggers sprinkled around. The most in

tolerable thing is the exclusion of Puerto

Ricans. Hell, they're as oppressed .is if not

more oppressed than blacks. It's probably

because people have the feeling that they

should wait around lor a century or two

Wive" do not constitute a majority. Since

there are large numbers ol blacks now

applying to colleges, admissions officers

choose blacks from the same communities

which produced the highest number of

students who stayed until graduation, i.e_

the "Big Five". This of course has caused

the majority of black students from the Big

Five to grow larger in numbers. Black

students who are not from one of the Big

Five are often ostracized because they are

not members of 'The Nobility". "The

Nobility" was created seven years ago by

students from New Nairobi at Harvard^

Membership in "The Nobility" is bestowed

only on black students from the Big Five

who are in the top half of their college class_

I was thrown out once because a couple of

terms ago. mv ranking dropped down to the

47th percentile! The organization is a direct

result ot the continual pressures that I spoke

about earlier. The most successful students

are the ones who completely accept the

pressures. Thus, it was their idea to create

The Nobility."

I'm sitting here wondering. "What the hell

are our parents going to gain by continuing

the pressure'.' What more do they want? I'm

going to list some of the statistics that

Crestdale High School recently issued:

The college acceptances and rejec-

tions are all in. ( )f the students who will

definitely graduate. 87% will enter

four year colleges. 8% will enter junior

colleges, and only 5% will not continue

their education. Here is a list of the

number accepted by a few of the top

colleges and the average board scores

of the entering students compared to

the average board scores of the fresh-

men classes at the prospective

schools:

ADDRESS: 31 WESTGATE BLVD.
MARK DeBOURG YALE BOARDS: SAT:

Y780 M780; ACH's: 770. 790, 800 ACA. AV.

95.31% ADDRESS: 339 EASTMEADOW
LOUIS BROWN CORNELL-BOARDS: ALL
HIM) ACA. AV. 94.50% ADDRESS: 21

CLOVERDALE COURT
HARRY FERGUSON-HAMPSHIRE-
BOARDS: SAT: 780 M8U0 ACH's: 730, 770,

770 ACA AV. 94.20% ADDRESS: 65

W1HTHERSPOON
BRUCE THRUBER -U. OF NO. CAROLINA
AT CHAPEL HILL BOARDS: ALL 800 ACA.

AY 94 .17% ADDRESS: 33 CLOVERDALE
COURT

DIE TO THIS EXCEPTIONAL
CHIEVEMENT, THESE STUDENTS WILL
EACH RECEIVE A FULL SCHOLARSHIP
FOR THEIR FIRST TWO YEARS AT
IHEIR NEW SCHOOLS.
CONGRATULATIONS.

"Racism is rampant

in Crestdale

and New Nairobi.

There isn't

a white family in

either community."

before we accept" them.

The impact of this chauvinism on my
fellow black college students is worth noting

at this point. What do we do when we are

treed Imm the system tor long lengths of

time? Here at Yale, and at most of the l\y

League schools lor that matter, the black

students come predominantlj from the

following communities

I) Crestdale 2) New Rochelle 3) New

Nairobi Bethesda-Chevy Chase 5) Shaker

Heights

Any black student who isn't from one ol the

"Big Five" is ignored. He or she is

automatical!) excluded from the big events

that take place amongst black students Due

to this, a large number transfer to the

University Of Michigan and other state

universities where students from the "Big

SCHOOL
HARVARD
YALE
M IT
COLUMBIA
CORNELL
PRINCETON
STANFORD
UC BERKELEY U
AMHERST 22

SMITH v>
MT HOLYOKE 25
SWARTHMORE 12

HAMPSHIRE 10

NO
APPLIED

23
17

32
34
75
26
13

NO
ACCEPTED BOARDS

II

13
IS

25
48

20
a

21

13
27
22
12
4

V770M750
W60M770
V680 M/S0
V480M700
V670M74O
V700M430
V650M640
V650M6OO
V 580 M 700
V440M620
V720MMO
V480M690
V6OTM730

SCHOOL AV
V730M730
V720M700
VMOM730
V650 M4TO
V690 M630
V670 M650
V620 M640
V4O0M60O
V65OM70O
V630 M640
V640 M640
V690 M650
V650 M6»0

**T>

L

I'm sitting here

wondering, What

the hell are our parents

going to gain

by continuing

the pressure?"

Since there will be approximately 1250

graduates. 13 students will be elite scholars

This year they are:

ANDREW WILLIAMS HARVARD-BOARD
SCORES: ALL BOO (INCLUDING
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS). ACADEMIC
AVERAGE 'ACA. AY.) 98.75% ADDRESS:
30 SUNRISE TERRACE-TRESWELL
LYDIA ROBERTS-PRINCETON-BOARDS:
ALL BOO EXCEPT MATH LEVEL II (780)

AND FRENCH (780) ACA AV. 98.53%
ADDRESS: 87 SOMERSET HILL WEST-
NORWOOD
BARBARA A PHILLIPS RADCLIFFE-
ALL800 EXCEPT SPANISH (790) ACA. AV.
97.86% ADDRESS: 205 LOWELL DRIVE
GEORGE RANDOLPH HOWARD
UNIVERSITY BOARDS: V790 M800. ACH's
770, 790, 780 ACA. AY 87.30% ADDRESS: 42

WESTERLEIGH
LAWRENCE D. MORRISON HARVARD
BOARDS: ALL 800 ACA. AV 87.23% AD
DRRSS: 175 HARLEM ROAD EAST
GREGORY FRANKLIN. Ill AMHERST
BOARDS: ALL kini EXCEPT ENGLISH
COMP. AND HEBREW (760, 700) ACA AY
96.78% ADDRESS: 628 DuBOIS BLVD
maun \ Mcpherson Hampshire
BOARDS ALL Kim EXCEPT SAT MATH
.7901 AND SPANISH ,\cil (760) AD-
DRESS: 120 ROCKY HILL LANE
CAROLINE DAVTS-RADCLIF E E
BOARDS: ALL Kim ACA. AV. 96.32% AD-
DRESS: CLEAVER ROAD
VIRGINIA CAR RETT PRINCETON
BOARDS ALL 800 EXCEPT AMERICAN
HISTORY ACH. (760) ACA. AV 88.21%

"He went to

Hampshire College,

which at that time

was considered a very

experimental college."

One of my friends who is a student at

Cornell told me that until recently every

application from either Crestdale, Nor

t beast (Crestdale), New Nairobi Central, or

New Nairobi South H.S.'s was immediately

stamped ACCEPTED. Of course there is a

degree of hyperbole in that statement, but

the percentage of students from these

schools in the population of the elite colleges

in phenomenally high. The situation has

become so bad (or good, depending on your

opinion about Crestdale and New Nairobi)

that each year thousands of parents, white

and black, beg to be allowed to move into

one of the communities, or at least be able to

pay to have their children sent to one of

them. The most frightening thing about all

of this is that fact that after graduation from

college and graduate school, members of

'the Nobility'' usually return to the towns of

their youth. These two processes, the ever-

growing number of applications for

residency by newcomers and the return of

"the Nobility'' will increase the "Big Five"

to enormous proportions. Therefore these

pressure compounds grow bigger and

bigger, snottier and snottier every year.

These (owns have been lauded by many
whites as "Symbols of the Emergence ol

The New Black Man". Many others want to

stop it because it is a grave threat to the

status quo What tan I say, however? The
System has taught me how to compete

successfully with the ever increasing
demands society is making in order to move
up the socioeconomic ladder. The System
has given me a great deal ot confidence. The
thing I don't like about it is that everything

is rigidly, precisely defined. When every

point in your life is clearly mapped out

before you, the only thing you can do is

follow it. You don't dare go to the right or to

the left because there is an ever present

feeling thai if you do, you will be plunged

into an abyss from which there is no escape.

My father is quite different from me. He
always liked to have things clearly

delineated. It's weird. He went to Hamp-
shire College, which at that time was con-

sidered a very experimental college It's

hard to imagine him, MY FATHER, in an

experimental college He tells me that even
then he knew that he wanted to become a

lawyer When I asked why he went there he

told me, "I knew that il I had enough sell

discipline to study hard and graduate from a

school such as Hampshire, l would have
little difficult) adjusting to law school. I

once icad that the more experimental the

college one attended, tin- better one does in a

traditional graduate school ".
I have often

argued with him because he had practically

prepared a blueprint for life at the age ol

seventeen It always ended with him asking

the question, "Would it have been better if I

had been a dilettante, not knowing in which
direction I was heading'" To this question I

have no reply . and it forces me to ask myself
what I would have done
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P7Our Readers Write:
To the Editor:

This letter is in reference to the article printed in last Friday's

Collegian, by Frank Baglione, entitled "Right on to the People". I,

first of all, find it difficult to believe that Mr. Baglione: 1) attended

the SMC teach-in, 2) attended the April 24th Demonstration in

Washington and observed what took place, 3) has bothered to look

at the student movement on campus since April, presuming that he

has ever done so.

About 220 people attended the SMC teach-in and then continued

the action into the communities of the surrounding area by

distributing over 20,000 leaflets. The October 13th action was part of

a national day of community work, extending antiwar and Nov. 6th

information throughout the United States. YSA as a group in no

way conducted or instigated this action which was planned at our

national antiwar convention in New York last July. I want to make
this point clear, because the Student Mobilization Committee is a

non-exclusionary independent antiwar organization, supporting no

party, or political candidates. We recall Mr. Baglione's assinine

political accusations from last semester, and they were as illogical

and tiresome then as they are now.

If the most significant event during the April 24th demonstration

was the physical attire of Bella Abzug, then Mr. Baglione appears

to have missed the point of the demonstration. Of the 750,000 people

who attended the action, he is the first I have heard of who found

nothing more there than a reason to vent his demented sexist

values.

Apparently Mr. Baglione doesn't believe that the phenominal

surplus production of military goods, along with years of un-

challenged military spending, has had any connection with the

present U.S. inflation or the wage freeze. The list of organized labor

endorsements, from hundreds of union locals throughout the

country believe it does. And they'll all be marching in 17 cities

throughout the U.S. on November 6th to make this point more

visible.

The National Peace Action Coalition, from its National Office, to

the campus offices of the Student Mobilization Committee, like the

one I'm typing this in, have never been captured by any political

party, or that party's rhetoric. The membership of the Student

Mobilization Committee on this campus reflects varied in-

dependent political beliefs, of people who have gotten together

under the single demand for the immediate total withdrawal of

all U.S. troops from Southeast Asia. Red-baiting last semester was

inappropriate, and is currently inexcusable. I suggest that before

Mr. Baglione attempts another slanderous letter, that he do some

simple research.
Towards Peace and Freedom,

SuZanne Mitchell

co-chairperson

Student Mobilization Committee

Poor Richard's

Poor Richard's is the weekly
magazine of the MDC.

Contributions may be
delivered to the MDC office.

Compiled this week by David
Williams and Bob Nesti.

Photo credits: Alan Chap-

man, pages 1A and 4A.

Staff: Frank Johnson, Steve

Feld, Frank Baglione, Kenneth
Sullin, Emilie Sikora, Kerry
Gilliland, David Green,
Nathaniel Hayden, F. Jeffrey

Trubisz, Jim Lavrakas.
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come to the MDC office and see

either David Williams or Bob
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Movies SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1971

Eat, Drink and Make 'Millhouse'

Now at the Campus Cinema 's.

w^

;?<&"

By LETICIA KENT

"F you want to get a good Inter-

view out of 'd'," Andy Warhol had

instructed the reporter, "buy a

fifth of good Scotch and set it in

front of him." Warhol was speaking of

Emlle de Antonio, the documentary film-

maker, whose opinionated documentary

on President Nixon called "Millhouse: A
White Comedy" is breaking all attend-

ance records at the Upper West Side's

New Yorker and has even moved over

to the East Side's chic Plaza Theater to

accommodate the overflow.

This Is, of course, the same de An-

tonio who made "Point of Order" (about

tbe 1954 Army-McCarthy hearings),

"Rush to Judgment" (based on Mark

Lane's book about the JFK assassina-

tion), "America Is Hard to See" (about

Eugene McCarthy In 1958) and "In the

Year of the Pig" (about the Vietnam

war). But to Warhol, Emile de Antonio

is his friend "d," who turned him on to

painting and to film from commercial

art, and who, five years ago, starred

In fin (as yet unreleased because until

recently de Antonio didn't want It re-

leased) Warhol film called "Drink." In

that movie, de Antonio drank a quart

of whisky In 20 minutes—and lived.

And so this reporter decided against

Intel viewing de Antonio at Pearl's Res-

taurant or at the Algonquin. Instead, she

bought a bottle of Scotch and Invited

him to her flat. It was just this side

of entrapment.

"Unless I drink, my interviews are

very uptight," acknowledges de Antonio,

a portly gentleman of 51 with an aristo-

cratic Robert Morley nose and clear

blue eyes. "In my best interview so

far, I drank 12 whiskies. Do you have

any soda?"

She sizes him up. He ta dressed in an

old navy blue Jacket, a blue oxford

shirt open at the throat, rumpled chinos

end seamless brown shoes. "Harvard?"

she ventures. He nods, pouring himself

a drink and stirring it with his index

finger. "I was in the same class with

John Kennedy, the class of 1940, though

I was younger than he."

•
Emlle de Antonio was born in Scran-

ton, Pennsylvania. His father was a rich

and cultivated doctor who found the

movies crude and boring—except for

Chaplin and Keaton. His mother was 30

years younger and loved the movies. At

Harvard, de Antonio became a Marxist,

organizing rubber factory workers in

nearby Watertown when he was not

going to some of the same black tie

parties as JFK. Before he became a

filmmaker in 1961, he had been a long-

shoreman, a barge captain, a doctoral

candidate (In English literature), an

opera translator, a book editor, a col-

lege teacher (at William and Mary), a

peddler, a war surplus broker and an

impresario (in 1958, together with Rob-

ert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns, he

promoted a Town Hall concert that

**made" John Cage—although Cage had

by then been writing music for 25

years).

He was turned on to films in 1959

after seeing "Pull My Daisy," a movie

on Beat luminaries by Alfred Leslie and

Robert Frank with a sound track by

Jack Kerouac. It was, he recalls, the

very first time that he had seen a non-

Hollywood American film. And he was

o taken with it, especially with its

unsynchronized sound and image, that

he went to work as the film's distribu-

tor. About this time, he met Daniel

Talbot, with whom he was to co-pro-

duce his first movie, "Point of Or-

der." Talbot owned the New Yorker

Theater but, as a small independent, he

was having trouble booking films, and

so he had begun to wonder whether he

could show television footage. It was

Talbot who first thought of using the

kinescopes of the Army-McCarthy hear-

ings, but K was de Antonio who had the

idea of making a documentary with

them. »

"Suddenly," he says, "bells went off

in my head. From the beginning, I had

a very clear conception of what the

film should be: a documentary without

narration that would somehow make

sense of a chaotic, complex historical

event without removing its chaos—and

without digressing from the event. Is

there any more soda?"

De Antonio believes that his docu-

mentary technique is more successful

than such parallel efforts in the theater

as "In the Matter of J. Robert Oppen-

heimer" or "Inquest." Actors can no

longer effectively portray powerful

public figures like Oppenheimer or the

Rosenbergs, he claims, because we have

seen such figures on film and can't ac-

cept substitutes. "That's why," he says,

"my 'stars' are superior to actors por-

traying my surs."

De Antonio's films may be documents,

but are they art?

Screening Daily -

7:00 & 9:00 p.m.

Ltwrtnc* Futd

Emile de Antonio, director

of "Millhouse," a documen-

tary about President Nixon.

"I'd been doing a slow burn
about Nixon's hypocrisy"
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The Follies of Youth
By David Williams

Part III

Once we got out on the street A
began to walk very quickly down the

sidewalk. Soon I was falling behind him
and fasping for breath. After two or

three blocks of this I couldn't go any

further. I leaned against a car and
began to pant.

"Hey, wait up, will you? This is killing

me," I called up to A .

He turned around and saw that I was
falling all over the car trying to catch

my breath and came back to me.

"Ahh, you are having difficulty I see,"

he said. "We will wait till you are able to

go on."

He began to rummage around in the

folds of his robe and pulled out a corn

cob pipe that had an aluminum foil lined

bowl and no stem. Filling it with a pinch-

ful of grass from the bottom of his little

white bag, he lit up and stood blowing

smoke rings.

"Boy," I said between gasps. "You
sure believe in practicing what you
preach, don't you?"
He smiled.

"Ahh, yes, that is so. Would you like to

join me," he asked.

"Don't mind if I do," I said, and
reached for the piped.

Just as I put the pipe to my lips a loud

siren sounded. A quickly stepped

back from me on the sidewalk and I was
seized roughly from behind. The pipe

fell from my lips and I struggled to get

away.
A stood in front of me and

cackled in a high voice.

"Got you again! We fooled you
again!," he laughed.

I didn't understand. Got me again?

When did he get me the first time?

Strong fingers dug into my arms and I

began to lose feeling in them. Got me
again? Got me again? What does he

mean?
Then it hit me!
"Mashuganishi!" I shouted.

A smiled and bowed. "At your

service," he said.

"What is this all about9 "
I demanded.

"What are you trying to do to me,
anyway?"
But A wasn't listening. He made

a motion with his hand and I was pushed
into the back seat of the car I had been
leaning on. Someone got in after me. I

turned to see who this was. It was Fred.

And Leo was sitting behind the wheel.

The Mashuganishi got into the front seat

and gave Leo a wave of his hand. Leo
started the car and away we went.

The Mashuganishi sat with his arm up
on the back of the seat and kept turning

around and sneering at me from time to

time as we drove through (he city

streets. Finally Leo stopped in front of a

familiar-looking building and I was
pushed out of the car, thorough the

fromt door of the building and into an
elevator. We rode the elevator in silence

to the top floor where we got out and
walked down a narrow hall to a small

room at the end Fred closed the door

behind me as he pushed me in behind

His Holiness and Leo. There was a funny

soupy smell in the room. Fred pushed
me into a chair.

"I think I know where we are," I said

with a quiver in my voice.

A—— sneered at me.
"Fool." he said.

He was folding up his sleeve again. I

didn't have to be told what was going to

happen. Pretty soon A was nod-

ding off in a corner and I was all alone

with Fred and Leo. Fred began to come
towards me slowly with a malicious look

in his eyes while Leo stood near the

window with a can of yak butter which
he dipped his finger into occasionally.

"Now, Fred," 1 said. "1 hope you're

intelligent enough to understand that

none of this is my fault. I mean, how
could I possibly get back here forty

years ago without any help. That doesn't

seem to make sense, now does it Fred?

Fred? Fred!!!"

My eyeballs began to roll around.

Everything disappeared into the

darkness, the Mashuganishi nodding off

in the corner, Leo earing yak butter,

Fred coming at me with that awful look

In his eyes. I suddenly became very

conscious of the hardness of the chair I

was sitting in. A light appeared in the

darkness and I watched it as it came
closer and closer, brighter and brighter.

It stopped just in front of me and hung,

slowly swinging from side to side. I

began to calm down and watch the light.

In a few minutes I was swinging my
head along with the light and then the

light expanded. I gasped. I could almost

see things again. The light expanded

again and suddenly I was back in the

room where I started from.

Fred and Leo were walking the

Mashuganishi around the room. His

Holiness was out cold and frothing at the

mouth. Fred and Leo looked too busy to

care what I did. I slowly crept out of the

chair, slunk across the room to the door

and dashed down the hall. Fred saw me

his chin. Fred walked up to him with a

kleenex in his hand, jerked his head

back and wiped his chin off. He didn't

look at me. This is great, I thought. They

still think I'm out.

"Geezus, what are we going to do with

His Nibs." said Leo. "He's been shooting

up four and five times a day lately. If he

keeps this up he's gonna kill himself."

"I know what you mean, Leo." said

Fred. "And besides, he's getting to be

kind of a pain in the ass. always whining

for me to fix him a cube all the time.

There's nothing w orse than a dope fiend

cry-baby, you know that, Leo°"

"Boy, you aren't kidding. Fred,"

replied Leo. "I gotan idea. Why don't we
just ditch him. I mean, we can make out

fine by ourselves. We don't need him. All

this nonsense of trving to convince this

kid that he's back in the 1930s. What a

load of shit. I mean, are we or are we not

Don't throw Sammy out into the cold cruel world.. .He'll shrivel and die....

and ran after me but he was too late. The
elevator doors were just closing and as

the car plunged to the bottom floor I

could hear Fred pound futilely on the

doors above my head.

I was safe for a few minutes anyway.
Fred would have to run down the stars to

head me off. By the time he got to the

ground I could be halfway down the

block. The elevator coasted to a stop, a

little bell rang, the doors opened and I

dashed out and ran right into a big fat

lady in a purple dress.

"Ohh, ohh, my goodness," she ex-

claimed. "Why don't you watch where
you're going, young man."
"Jam it," I muttered as I tried to

disengage myself from the folds of her

flowing purple dress. She reeked of

perfume.
"Well, of all the impudent young

rascals," she smarled. "In all my life

I've never seen anything like this."

She began to splutter and turn red. I

was still trying to untangle the purple

dress which was all wound around my
legs.

"Relax, lady, you'll live longer," I

said in a low voice.

That apparently did it. She stretched

out her fat and flabby arm which had a

black pocketbook dangling off the end of

it and clubbed me on the head. I fell to

the floor just as the elevator door opened

again and out stepped Leo and Fred.

They gave the fat lady a dirty look,

dragged me back into the elevator and

brought me up to the little room.

When I came to I was sitting in the

chair again facing His Holiness who was
finally beginning to show some signs of

life. He was trying to hold his head up

and all kinds of drool was dripping down

civilized people? We don't have to do
anything this geek says. Let's just get

rid of him."
"But how, Leo? He's a pretty big

wheel, you know."
It sounded like Fred was having

second thoughts, bless his little heart.

"Now c'mon, Fred. This little drip

couldn't be all that important to

anybody. All he does is stick that filthy

needle into his arm all day long. Why
don't we just take him and sort of ease
him over the edge of an empty elevator

shaft. He'll go thump at the bottom and
that's the last we'll ever hear of him."
"Good, good. Now explain what we do

with this other idiot," said Fred. "I

mean, do we just leave him here or pitch

him off the edge too?"

"We'll cross that bridge when we
come to it," said Leo. "Now c'mon, give

me a hand with His Holiness."

They dragged the inert form of the

little man in white out of the door and
down the hall. No, I thought, this is

unfair. They can't do this! I've got to do
something! Ahhh, but what? If I don't

move soon. His Holiness will be nothing

but a bloody pulp

I snuck over to the telephone and
dialed a number. It rang once, twice,

three times. No one home, I thought.

Then someone answered.
"Hello?" said an odd voice. "Sammy

Square speaking, heh. heh, heh. What
can I do for you?"
"You don't know me," I began, "But I

saw you runnning down the sidewalk one
day trying to hold your pants up.I

thought that since you were so in-

fluential and dynamic you could help

with a little problem I seem to be stuck

with
"

Well, lay it on me, baby, and I'll tell

you what I think, heh, heh, heh," he

chuckled.

I outlined what was going on and what

I wanted him to do. He listened intently,

chewing his ever-present wad of gum
with a smacking noise. He interrupted

me before I could finish.

Hey. I can't promise you anything but

I'll do my best, heh, heh. heh. What do

vou say?"
I told him to get right on it.

He was there before Fred and Leo had

a chance to get the door open to dump
His Holiness off the elevator shaft. A
quick right to the chops and a left to the

groin and pretty soon Sammy Square

was tied up in a chair alongside me.

"Well, that was pretty cool, Sammy,"
I said. "What do you do for an encore?"

"Heh, heh, heh," he chuckled. "We'll

be out of this in no time at all. I'll simply

press this little button on my wrist

watch, which emits a high frequency

rone. My trusty companion Rufus the

Bloodhound will come barreling up to

help us. Smart dog, he speaks seven

different languages."

"Smart dog my ass," I snorted.

"Listen. Sammy. You're an accredited

Super-Hero. You have to help get me out

of this mess. What's going to happen if I

get killed by these gorillas? Think about

it. Earthquakes, floods, tidal waves. We
can avoid all that if you do something."

"Hey, don't look at me, man," he said,

squirming around in the chair. "I'm

having enough trouble with these ropes.

What am I supposed to do to help you?"
"Drop dead," I muttered.

Just then Fred and Leo came back

into the room. They had a very mad look

on their faces.

"You guys are lucky we can't get that

fat lady out of the elevator," said Fred,

"or we'd throw you guys down after the

Mashuganishi. But we can't even kill

him until we get her out. God, does she

stink."

Leo laughed. "Ha-ha, look at these

two, Fred. This one looks like he's about

to crap his pants."

"I am not," said Sammy. "And fur-

thermore
"

"Lay off. you punk," bellowed Fred.

He began to get red in the face. "Just lay

off or I'll bean you one."

Sammy began to wriggle and twist in

the chair.

"I didn't mean it," he whined. "I

didn't mean it. Don't hurt me. Please

don't hurt me."
"Yeah," I laughed. "Donf throw

Sammy out into the cold cruel world.

He'll shrivel and die."

"Fred, you know what to do," barked
Leo. "Take him and throw him out."

They grabbed Sammy and pitched

him headfirst out the doorway. He flew

down the hall and banged his head on the

elevator doors. The doors opened and
the far lady slowly toppled out, flat-

tening Sammy on the way down.
"Wow, what a way to go," I said in

awe.

"Yeah, let's do the same to him," said

Leo. He grabbed me and pulled me out

of the chair and started to drag me down
the hall.

"You won't get away with this," I

said.

"Cut out the bravery act," said Fred,
and kicked me. We were getting close to

the fat lady. I could see little bits of

Sammy sticking out from under her and
I thought I would be sick. But all of a
sudden the elevator door opened again
and there stood Rufus!

With a terrific growl he leaped on
Fred and Leo and shredded them with
his razor sharp claws! He rolled the fat

lady off of Sammy, shed a quick tear and
then rolled her back. Finally he stood up
on his back legs, shook my hand, bowed,
and disappeared into the elevator.

Well, I thought as I straightened my
robe out, that certainly was exciting.

Wonder what's going to happen next
week 9

By PRANK M. BAGLIONE
Review: Radical (hie and Mau-Mauing
the Flak Catchers by Tom Wolfe
' Bantam Books)
Part II: Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers
Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers is the

Radical Chic lor the masses. We move
from thirteen room Park Avenue
apartments to the ghetto district of San
Francisco. We leave the glamorous
Black Panther revolutionaries and deal
with the ghetto hustler. Our hosts are
anti-poverty program bureaucrats, not
Lenny and Felicia Bernstein. What
remains is Tom Wolfe's amazing ability

to identify and describe the ridiculous
whether it be in Park Avenue apartment
or Bay Area ghetto, whether it be black
or white. But Tom Wolfe makes no
siutation or people ridiculous, they have
done this themselves in the con-
frontation of black rage and white guilt.

The terms black rage and white guilt

are themselves ridiculous. They are the

inventions of middle class "in-
tellectuals". There are no lower class

people feeling guilt about their

prejudiced feelings towards blacks
anymore than they experience qualms
about their ethnic prejudices. Having
never held power the lower classes have
never been in a position to oppress
anyone Their racism resides in their

own neighborhoods, nowhere else. White
guilt is a social malady found among the

dwellers of one family houses and the

inhabitants of Park Avenue apartments.
It thrives at "sister colleges" and the

ivy league. Black rage, it would seem,
has an even more limited existence,

sufficient for book and play titles, but

usually not extending beyond a white,

middle class fear. Indeed, what the

"concerned" of our society describe as

black rage. Tom Wolfe has called mau-
mauing.
"Going downtown to mau-mau the

bureaucrats got to be the routine

practice in San Francisco," Wolfe

begins. "The poverty program en-

couraged you to go in for mau-mauing."
The reason was that the bureaucrats in

the program didn't know where to look

lor the people they were supposed to

help. So. "they sat back and waited for

vou to come roiling in with your certified

angry militants, your guaranteed
frustrated ghetto youth, looking like a

bunch of wild men." If you were
outrageous enough in your con-

frontation, if you could shake them up,

they knew you were the right studs to

give the poverty grants and community
organizing jobs to.

Wolfe describes some of the ways
mau-mauing was practiced. Some real

geniuses in the art of confrontation

emerged. One such scorned the idea of

bringing his whole group to mau-mau
the poverty program officials. He would

simply show up with a crocus sack full of

knives, revolvers, ice picks, fish knives,

hatchets, straight razors, hand
grenades, blow guns, bazookas, un-

believable stuff, and he would dump it

all on someone's shiny walnut con-

ference table and say, "These are some
of the things I took off my boys last

night. .1 don't know, man..." And they

would lay money on this man's ghetto

youth patrol like it was now or never.

The bureaucrats felt it was all real.

"They felt like they were realing all

those hard-to-reach hard-to-hold hard-

core hardrock blackrage furious funky

ghetto vouth."

One must be wise in the ways of the

world to succeed as a mau-mau leader.

Wolfe gives us a shot of reality, unin-

terpreted, when he describes some mau-

mau strategies. One leader tells his

boys, "Now don't forget. When you go

downtown, y'all wear your ghetto

rags... see... Don't go down there with

your Italian silk jerseys on and your

brown suede and green alligator shoes

and your Harry Belafonte shirts looking

like some supercool tooth-pick-noddin'

fool. ..you know. ..You wear your combat

fatigues and your leather pieces and

vour shades... your ghetto

"rags... see...You go down with your hair

stickin' out ..and sittin' up! Lookin'

wild. I want to see you down there

looking like a bunch of wild niggers!"

The idea is to frighten the "man" until

his iceballs freeze.

One time the different minority

groups in the Mission district of San

Francisco joined together to go down-
i town and investigate a rumor that there

would be a cut down on summer jobs in

their area "So the young aces from the

Mission come trooping into the poverty

program offices and they want to see the

head man. The word comes out that the

No. I man is out of town, but the No. 2

man is coming out to talk to the people.

"This man comes out. and he has that

sloppy Irish look like Fd McMahon He
doesn't have to open his mouth. All you

have lo do is look at him and you get the

Mau-Mauing With Tom Wolie
picture. The man's a lifer. He's stone

civil service. He has it all down from the

wheatcolor Hush Puppies to the wash 'n'

dry semi-tab-collar shortsleeves white
shirt. Those wheatcolor Hush Puppies
must be like some kind of fraternal garb
among the civil service employees,
because they all wear them." The man's
shirt is one of those with pockets on both

sides. Sticking out of his pockets and
running across his chest "he has a

lineup of ball-point pens, felt nibs, lead

pencils, wax markers, such as you
wouldn't believe, Paper-Mates, Pentels,

'Me?" says the Flak Catcher.

"Yeah, Brudda, you. How much
money you make?"
Now the Flak Catcher is trying to

think in eight directions at once. "He
tries out a new smile. He tries it out on
the bloods, the Chicanos, and the

Filipinos, as if to say, As one intelligent

creature to another, what do you do with
dumb people like this?'" But receiving
only glares in return his mouth shim-
mies back into the terrible sickening
grin.

"How much. Brudda?"

"Most of her students were middle-class whites; they dressed Revolutionary Street

Fighter Hip. They dressed righteous and 'with the people'.

"

Scriptos, Eberhard Faber Mongol 482's,

Bic PM-29's, everything. They are lined

up across his chest like campaign rib-

bons."
Having displayed his talent for

describing the costumes of the

protagonists. Wolfe now moves us in for

a look at the actual mau-mauing. The
civil service lifer gives a short speech

saying he will try to answer all their

questions, but they must understand he

is speaking only as an individual, none of

his comments are binding. "And then it

dawns on you...This man is the flak

catcher. His job is to catch flak for the

No. 1 man. He's like the professional

mourners you can hire in Chinatown. He
is ready to catch whatever you're

sending up. Whatever you're angry

about, it doesn't matter, he's there to

catch the flak. He's a lifer."

By now everyone knows the scene is a

schiick. but you can't just walk out and

leave. You can't get it on and bring

thirty-five people downtown and then

just turn around and walk away.

So. ..might as well get into the number.

The first phase in the art of mau-mauing
is the straight-face phase. A Chicano

opens it up by asking the straight

question, "How many summer jobs are .

the Mission groups going to get?" The
Flak Catcher responds with something

about pre-funding and fixed assets and

that they are very hopeful. It goes on

like this for a while. He keeps saying

things like "I don't know the answer to

that right now but I will do everything I

can to find out."

Then one of the bloods says, "Man,
you keep telling us there ain't nothing

you say that means a goddam thing."

"Ba -ram -ba -ram -ba -ram-ba -ram-a

bunch of aces start banging on the floor

in unison. It is the first assault on the

Flak Catcher's dignity. So he breaks into

his shit-eating grin, which is always

phase two. Why do so many
bureaucrats, deans, preachers, college

presidents, try to smile when the mau-
mauing starts'' It's fatal, this smiling.

When some bad dude is challenging your

manhood, your smile just proves that he

is right and vou are chickenshit " The
Flak Catcher is still staring at them and

his shit-eating grin is getting worse It's

like he knows the worst is yet to come
"Hey Brudda," the main man says.

"Hey. Brudda. how much do you

make'.'

"

"Well," says the Flak Catcher, "I

make $1,100 a month."
"How come you make so much? My

fadda and mudda both work and they

onlv make six hundred and fifty."

("Oh shit, the cat kind of blew it there.

That's way over the poverty line, about

double, in fact. It's even above the

guideline for a family of twelve")
The harassment of the Flak Catcher

continues until he is reduced to a

quivering mass of contorted features

onlv mildly resembling a man. Then the

mau-mauing stops and all the players

return home. And when you think about

it later, vou say, '"What really hap-

pened that day? Well, another Flak

Catcher lost his manhood.' Hmmmm-
m ..like mavbe the bureaucracy isn't so

dumb after all... All they did was

sacrifice one Flak Catcher, and they've

got hundreds, thousands...They've got

replaceable parts. And even the Flak

Catcher himself wasn't losing much. He

wasn't losing his manhood. He gave that

up a long time ago, the day he became a

lifer... Just who is fucking over

who... You did your number and he did

his number, and they didn't even have to

stop the music ..The band played on.'

Still there is a bonus to mau-mauing
for the blacks. It brings fear into the

white man's face. Black people began

realizing for the first time that the white

man, especially the educated white

man, "had a deep dark Tarzan mumbo
jungle voodoo fear of the black man's

masculinity. ..So for the black man mau-
mauing was a beautiful trip. It not only

stood to bring you certain practical

gains like money and power. It also

energized your batteries. It recharged

your masculinity." For the community
as a whole it brought jobs and

"education" because mau-mauing was

the means the proverty program used to

find the real leaders in the black com-

munity. Tue program encouraged
"community organizing." which was
the bureaucratic term for "Power to the

People, the term for finding the leaders

and helping them organize the poor. So

the poverty program not only en-

couraged mau-mauing, it demanded it.

The suspicion is that Wolfe is in favor

of the mechanics of this operation. He
tells ol it as an admirer of a perfectly

engineered farce, What is more he

displays an affection tor his characters

The qualities he ascribes to them arc-

geared to endear them to the reader,

they are there to be enjoyed much as we
enjoy the endearing characterizations of

other cultural (or ethnic) minorities in

films, plays and written works.

In fact. Wolfe's characterization of the

blacks in Mau-Mauing the Flak Cat-

chers is so endearing that the reader,

white or black, finds himself choosing to

identify with the black man. The scene

which best illustrates this takes place in

an English class at San Francisco State

where a teacher has decided to read

aloud to the class from Soul On lee by

Fldridge (leaver. "This teacher was a

white woman. ..one of those Peter, Paul

and Mary-type intellectuals. She didn't

wear makeup, she didn't wear nylons.

She looked sort of Pioneer Hip or Salt of

the Faith Hip, with flat heeled shoes and
big Honest Calves. Most of her students

were middle-class whites; they dressed

Revolutionary Street Fighter Hip. They
dressed righteous and "with the

people.'' They wore berets, long hair,

raggedy field jackets and combat boots.

And jeans, the Can't Bust 'Em brand

with an emblem on the back real funky,

and woolv green socks, the kind you get

at the Army surplus stores. Or else they

would go tor those checked lumberjack
shirts that are so heavy and wooly that

you can wear them like jacket.

It is like the Revolution has nostalgia

for the proletariat of about 191(1. because
today the oppressed, the hard-core
ghetto youth they aren't into (he Can't

Bust 'Ems and the army surplus socks.

They're into the .James Brown look.

They're into ruffled shirts, the black

leather pieces from Boyd's on Main
Street, the bell-cuff herringbones, all

that stuff, looking sharp. If you tried to

put one of those lumpy lumberjack
shirts on them, they'd vomit. There
were a few of these ghetto brothers in

the class.

When the teacher finishes reading

from Soul On Ice. she closes the book
very softly under her chin, the way a

preacher closes the Bible. Naturally all

the white kids are wiped out. It is ob-

vious to them that Cleaver speaks lor

the blacks and the only thing that will

change this rotten system is a

revolution. But one of the ghetto

brothers raises his hand and rises to

comment on what they have just heard.

"You know what? Ghetto people

would laugh if they heard what you just

read. That book was written for the

white middle class. They published and
they read it. What is this 'having

previously dabbled in the themes and
writings of Rousseau, Thomas Paine

and Voltaire' that he's laying down in

there9 You try coming down in the

Fillmore doing some previously dab-

bling and talking about Camus and
Baldwin. They'd laugh you off the block.

Fldridge Cleaver wouldn't write

something like that. I think his wife

wrote it...Pre-vi-ous-ly dab-hied. ..I

mean like don't dabble the people no
previous lies and don't previous the

people no dabblies and don't prevy-

dabble the people with no split-level

Palo Alto white bourgeois housewife
Buick Fstate Wagon backseat rape
fantasies. ..you know?...."

Fveryone in the room is staring at the

cat with congealed faces, like they just

got sapped in the back of the neck. They
hardly had a chance to get down into the

creamy pudding of their romantic Black

hero trip when this dude comes along

and unloads on them. And in a sense it is

also Tom Wolfe unloading on his

readers, the same white middle-class,

for the overly serious manner in which
they have conducted themselves, seen

themselves and their ideas, in the "epic-

clash between black rage and white

guilt." But for the most part he is not so

concerned with the white middle class in

Mau-Maning the Flak Catchers.

In the remainder of the work Wolfe

deals with the "pimp style" of the black

ghetto leader and some further episodes

of mau-mauing conducted in city hall

and other places.

So Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers,

like the first part of this edition, Radical
Chic, comes off as a thoroughly en-

joyable book. For blacks, for middle
class whites, for those who have en-

dulged in "the movement," it is a

revealing and funny work; for those

having no previous connection with any
of what Wolfe treats in the book it is

informative and funny You learn and
laugh But what is more, by better un-

derstanding the situation and drives of

all the groups involved, you are less

likely to take yourself, your ideas, and
your plans for all mankind's salvation

ioo seriously. You are less likely to fall

into the trap for the ridiculous over

which stands Tom Wolfe
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Lesson Four-The Tone Arm
offset & pivoted bv

FRANK JOHNSON
Upon first glance a tone arm,

which holds the cartridge in

place and traces it in accordance
with the record grooves, is a

relatively simple device. In

many instances, this assumption

is very true, for example,
inexpensive record changers
pay it virtual lip-service. But in

actuality, a tone arm is con-

structed according to many
complex design parameters. We
shall review in today's column
those that are most important.

With one or two exceptions,

which we'll discuss later, a tone

arm is generally mounted in the

top right- hand corner of the

record playing unit, with respect

to the turntable platter. It

consists of a shaft ending in an

offset head. It is the head that

holds the cartridge in place, and
the wires leading from the

cartridge which carry the

generated current are contained

in the shaft.

In addition to being able to

move laterally (sideways), a

tone arm must also move ver-

tically (up and down) with little

difficulty, because aside from
applying the simple tracking

force to the cartridge, it must be

able to navigate the surface of

the record freely. If the car-

tridge is a compliant one. then

the tone arm has more work to

do. As was the case with a turn-

table platter, a tone arm uses

bearings to reduce friction on

moving parts. To successfully

track a highly-compliant car-

tridge, the lone arm must have

virtually frictionless pivot

bearings. It must be free to

move laterally and vertically

with little'effort if it is to realize

the full potential of the car-

tridge.

Besides having low-friction

bearings, the mass of a tone arm
should be evenly distributed so

that its balance is stable. It must
be counterweighted for this to

occur. We can generalize by

saying that any tone arm
without a counterweight on the

opposite end with respect to the

| head cannot have the dynamic
balance required for a high-

compliance cartridge. The tone

arm, when the tracking force is

set at zero, should balance out to

a force of zero grams when the

counterweight is adjusted

properly.

When we are using a cartridge

having a tracking force of 2

grams or less, we may find that

the tone arm's lightweight may

an oscilloscope. With a stereo

cartridge, one channel is derived

from laterally-modulated
grooves. If the tone arm is

moving with a greater force

laterally than vertically, one

the design of a tone arm,

because it is impossible to do so

otherwise. As the tone arm

traces the record, it creates an

arc with respect to its center

pivot and the stylus. Due to this

A Thorens manual turntable. The difference between this and an automatic turntable is like the dif-

ference between stick shift and automatic transmission. Except what's trackable here isn't rejectable.

make it difficult to handle.

Therefore, it is sometimes
beneficial to have a cueing

device to enable us to set the

arm down on the record easily,

without damaging the delicate

stylus Cueing devices are not all

the same. The better ones use a

dampening mechanism by

which the arm descends slowly

down onto the record, lessening

the likelihood of stylus damage.
But despite all these

refinements, we may find that

we have created a new problem

after solving all the rest When
bearing friction is reduced, this

means that the arm as a whole is

subject to the extreme forces

involved in tracking a record.

The record grooves literally

dictate what the entire tone arm
has to do. Therefore, with little

resistance from the bearings,

the tone arm "skates"-it is

pulled towards the center of the

record sometimes with a force

exceeding its tracking force.

Though the effects of skating

distortion are very subtle, they

can be measured by observing

the waveform of a cartridge on

channel will be slightly distorted

and there is a possibility of

uneven record wear.

Certain tone arms have
devices to correct skating, which

apply a compensating force to

reduce the tendency to skate.

This may be done either by

means of a simple coun-

terweight or a spring. These

devices are aptly called "anti-

skating devices". They are

useful only in those arms sen

sitive enough to skate. They do

more harm than good in inex-

pensive record changers, which

have bearing friction so high as

not to require any compensation.

Anti-skating devices on these

units merely interfere with

proper tracking. In addition,

elliptical styli need different

anti-skating compensation than

conical styli. usually somewhat
more. In any event, basic anti-

skating compensation should

result in a tone arm that does not

move when placed on an un-

modulated disc (one with no

grooves )

.

Imust request a few liberties

in geometry to properly discuss

arc. there are several points on

the record where the axis of the

stylus will not be 90° in ac-

cordance to the axis of the

record grooves. This is called

tangency, and ifwe don't have it,

then we have to suffer some
distortion. The lack of true

tangency is called tracking

error, and it is common to all

tone arms creating an arc by

means of their center pivot.

Naturally, we want to reduce

tracking error to as low a value

as possible.

We ran do this by off-setting

the head of the tone arm. so that

the radius of the arc is in-

creased. As a result, the

tracking error will decrease. To
go further, we must also pay

respect to a compromise method
known as stylus overhang. This

is the distance by which the

stylus does not meet exactly

over the center spindle in the

middle of the record, but

overshoots it by a certain

distance. Through correct

compensation using overhang,

the tracking error can further be

reduced by making the stylus

more closely approximate

tangency at all points on the

record. Thus, if we can design

and mount a tone arm so that it

has low tracking error, we have

reduced potential distortion to a

low degree.

These problems can all be

eliminated with a different type

of tone arm called the "straight-

line tracking arm". Instead of

compromising different
geometric parameters, this arm
carries the cartridge across the

record in a straight line, vir-

tually duplicating the path of the

record cutter. There is no
tracking error, because the

needle (stylus) stays tangent to

the grooves at all times. In

addition, if it is well- designed, it

will have inherently less friction

than an offset arm because its

length need not be so great, and
this means that a lower tracking

force is possible. Frequently, a

cartridge can be operated below

its recommended tracking force

on this type of arm with the

same results as normal force on

an offset arm. However, this

type is more complex and
delicate than the offset type, and
at the moment it is also quite

expensive.

Before closing and continuing

our discussion of transducers

with tape recorders in the next

issue. I would like to point out

that any tone arm. regardless of

its type, is subject to certain

gravitational forces resulting

from the plane on which it rests.

This means that if a tone arm is

not mounted on a level plane, the

tracking and anti-skating force

if any) will be unevenly
distributed. Therefore, a turn

table unit must always be level.

To verify whether or not it is

level, use a small spirit level,

available at any hardware
counter. The level of the turn

table can be simply adjusted by

building up sloping corners with

cardboard or foam padding.

Also, the leads from the car-

tridge must not interfere with

the tracing of the record. Always
make sure that the four small
wires from the cartridge do not

bind anywhere, or else this will

amount to an unwanted fric-

tional force interfering with

correct tracing of the record
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A Beginner's Guide To Bootlegs (continued)
Continued from page 1

no live Dylan and the Band, like the one

in London where he gets booed. And all

the rest-the Dead. Hendrix, Neil Young,

etc ... Because of bootlegs the available

recordings of a rock star are increased

considerably.

MAKING BOOTLEGS
There are two forms of bootlegging.

One is to get an already released record

and reproduce it yourself. The other is to

record a concert or obtain old tapes-

either way you are creating something

that wasn't already there. The first way
is unethical and a more obvious form of

forgery. It isn't done nearly as much as

the second, which is good. The record

companies get ripped off this way, and
the consumer takes the brunt of the

blow.

Of the second way, there are various

ways of obtaining them. The easiest is to

record directly off the radio or the

television. Occasionally, a hip FM
station like WBCN in Boston or KSAN in

San Francisco will broadcast a concert

or play rare tapes. These can be

recorded at home, in stereo, and printed

up and released. Instant bootleg.

Recording off TV results in low

fidelity, but can make for an interesting

record The Beatles on The Fd Sullivan

Show, or the recent Leon Russell album

are examples of this

Another way is to bring a tape

recorder to a concert and simply tape it.

This is the most used method. If you are

crafty enough you can even make some
deal with the sound men to get an

acoustically safe spot.

Actually there is a third way of

making a bootleg-and that's to bootleg

an already existing one. There have

even been cases of a bootleg of a bootleg

of a bootleg. Every time over, however,

there is a loss of fidelity because of the

unavoidable hums of the reproducing

equipment. An example of this is the

fantastic live Beatles' album called

"Alive At Last". Recently it has been

reissued as "Live Concert At Whiskey

Flats" and the quality just isn't as good

as the original.

The next step in the process is the

pressing of the records and the pasting

of the covers. This is usually done by

local recording studios and could be a

h»ssle if the owner is a bastard. The

trick is to find a cool one that will do it.

Be prepared to invest a lot of money in it

too. Pressing less than, say. a thousand

is impractical. If you are ambitious

enough, you can buy your own equip-

ment, like the notorious Rubber Dubber

in California. This way everything can

be done right at home in a jiffy. Be
prepared to spend at least $15,000,

though.
Distributing your product is an easy

job. Some record stores will buy them

from you and there should be no

problem finding hawkers for your

product. Chances are that anyone that

sells "Boston After Dark" or "The

Phoenix" would gladly sell your product

for you. The going profit is double the

cost' to the seller The manufacturer

sells them for about $1.25 an album,

sometimes higher, never lower. The

deals are always straight cash.

BUYING BOOTLEGS
There are a lot of disadvantages to

bootleg records, production-wise. The
quality is always inferior to a legitimate

record This stands to reason. With
recording studios and sophisticated

recording equipment, a much better

sound is the result. It is hard to listen to

bootlegs at a high volume without
getting a splitting headache. And you
can't listen to several at one sitting

without ending up in the same condition.

Also, there is usually little or no new
material and there tends to be a lot of

repetition with other albums-both
bootleg and otherwise.

But bootleg records are collector's

items, in the truest sense of the term
When a fan buys a bootleg, he should be
aware of its defects and its short
comings A true follower won't really
mind, though. In fact, he'll probably like

it, in a way. A bootleg is something rare,
like a glimpse into a person's private
life It is something special, not a
product of a big corporation. Chances
are. you will never hear a bootleg being
played at a party or as background
music. It is made to be listened to. to be
studied. It helps to understand the artist

and the nature of his music. Not
everyone will like u bootleg record.
There are also aesthetic aspects to a

bootleg album The covers, being just
plain white, make it all more intriguing.

The photographs that often accompany
a bootleg are usually very artistic and
campy The labels often have goofy
names like "Zerocks" or "Mammary
Productions". On one rare one called

"Beatlegged Live" there is even a peace
sign in the inner spiral and some witty

liner notes inside, from wit I quote,

"(These liner notes) are carefully hand-

written so that the federal bootleg

smashers cannot trace my typewriter.

( Besides being music freaks, we here at

Crabapple all watch Dragnet) ". And a

Jimi Hendrix bootleg, live at Hawaii has
some tough graphics and the record is

on yellow vinyl (as is a JethroTull one).

Contrary to a recent "Rolling Stone"
article, there is still very much a market
for bootleg record albums. Rick Ayres,
who sells them in front of the Student
Union, here at UMass. can attest to this.

Like most serious rock followers, he is

fascinated by the whole bootleg
phenomenon. "When I was younger I

used to collect stamps, and I find

collecting bootlegs very similar.
Whenever I find that a new one has come
in. I regard it as a real treasure, a real

find." Like many of us. he shows a real

passion towards them, a feeling almost
filial in nature.

Ayres. who once attended Stanford,
started out asking $3.50 for a single

album, but with a rise in business, has
lowered his price to $2.75 for some
albums And he strives to keep his prices
as low as possible. He has no intention of

stopping his business for the time and
will s,omeday buy a record store. He
obtains his bootlegs through people in

Boston, where there seems to be a lot of

middlemen. He finds business on
campus very rewarding and sells an
impressive variety.

Kipnis Extraordinary In Concert
A most unique theatrical

experience was presented by

Claude Kipnis last Thursday
night on Bowker's stage. Kipnis

and his company presented a

program of dance, art, theater,

music, and social commentary.
Claude Kipnis is a master of

mime having studied under a

master himself, Marcelle
Marceau. After studying with

Marceau, Kipnis applied his

talents in Israel where he

founded a school of mime,
taught at a University, and
created a group with deaf mutes.

After a series of successful in-

ternational performances,
Kipnis was appointed artist in

residence at the Unitersity of

Illinois.

The first half of the program

was a series of five short sket-

ches in which Kipnis and his

company presented several

societal situations almost solely

through the expressiveness of

their mime. Costuming and
music only served to support the

eloquence of the dance. Almost

all of the costuming and lighting

were restricted to blacks and

whites. The background music

was basically a conglomeration

of rythms and short twisted

melody patterns which were

given purpose through the

calculated acting of Kipnis and

his company. To separate the

music from the dance would

render it pointless, but by
superimposing the dance onto

the musical background a

completeness of sight and sound

was conveyed to the audience.

The first of the five segments

was entitled "The Crowd". "The
Crowd" was a stark depiction of

the members of society as an

undulating mass of masked
entities, indistinquishable from

one another. These entities were

entwined in the all-

encompassing and almost
magnetic force of society from
which the only escape is death.

The mime artist uses every

segment of the body in order to

convey through movement not

only bodily and situations. An
example can be seen in the

created from a stage which was

totally void of props, the scene of

a party room filled with details

ranging from distasteful hors

d'oeuvres to some even more
distasteful guests. Through his

precisely expressive actions we
followed Kipnis through the

the sympathetic audience, at-

tempted to appear nonchalent

and experienced while
desperately restraining his

persistant chokes and coughs.

The remaining three segments
were equally effective in the

application of mime. The third in

Members of the Kipnis Company perform a scene from

entitled "The
which Kipnis
soliloquy in

second scene.

Party" in

presented a

movement.
Alter an elaborate

preparatory scene in which the

party-goer primped himself and

posed in front of a non-existant

mirror, the self-indulgent Kipnis

presented himself at the party.

Kipnis, as the sole performer

agonies of those rousing hand-

shakes and pats on the back to

the polite choking-down of a foul

tasting party snack.

In the course of the party

evening. Kipnis encountered

several forms of social en

joyment ranging from polite

sipping of drinks to -you

guessed it -smoking dope.

Kipnis, to the absolute delight of

Opus Blue Is Pink.

the series, entitled "Au Clair de
la Lune" was a humorous
enactment of a moon landing

and the ensueing encounter with

tour pierrots or clowns who were
the mime's equivalent to our

martians It is interesting to note

that the pierrot was a comic and
a clown who was the principal

mime character in the 18th

centurv.

In the segment of the per-

formance entitled "The Bottle"

Kipnis, alone on the empty
stage, depicted the incident of a

drunken man who is sucked into

a bottle. Ac his hands
desperately pressed against and
felt the sides of the fantasized

bottle, the audience could ac-

tually sense the bottle as it was
imprisoning its victim-the

alcoholic.

The first half of the mime
program was completed with

"Point of View" which was a
colorful and moving dramatic
fantasy dealing with the ab-

surdity of war and it heroes. The
scene was the only one in which
color was an integral part of the

action. Loud, almost gaudy
lighting effects produced a
rather grotesque scene which
served to support and emphasize
the powerful theme of the
sketch.

A totally new use of mime was
applied in the second half of the

program. The music, by Bela

Bartok was the structure for the

action whereas in other scenes,

the mime was of singular and
primary importance. "The
Miraculous Mandarin" seemed
to be a short play whose enact-

ment involved large, sweeping,

almost violent movements with

less emphasis on detail.

Kipnis, as the featured per-

former, was the prominent
figure in almost every piece that

was performed. As a result, his

apparent philosophies about
mime were prevalent that mime
is a combination of delicat and
precise actions designed to

express, through movement, not

only the potential of the human
body, but the attitudes and ideas

of the human mind.

Millhouse: A Review Eating Out

By NATHANIEL W. HAYDEN
"Millhouse'' (A White Comedy)
A film directed and Produced by

Fmile de Antonio.

"Millhouse" is an up-to-date

documentary about President Nixon.

The hour and a half film, composed

primarily of TV footage of Nixon's

campaign speeches charts his movement
from California senator to vice-president

under the Eisenhower Administration,

and finally to the presidency.

The film shows how Nixon won fame,

while he was a senator, due to the

success of his single-handed efforts to

prove to the House Committee on Un-

American Activities that Alger Hiss, an

important person in the State Depart
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ment in the late 1940's, was a Com-

munist. After the Hiss Case was settled.

Millhouse was looked upon with ad-

miration by the Republican financial

establishment, i.e. potential supporters.

Therefore, it should not be surprising

that his slogan in the 1952 and 1956

campaigns for the vice-presidency was

•get the Reds out of government, a

surprisingly effective tactic used also by

Joe McCarthy. You might find it in-

teresting to see how Millhouse weaved

other popular statements such as one

made in "The Hunchback of Notre

Dame" and Reverend Martin Luther

King, Jr's, "I Have A Dream" speech

into his own campaign speeches.

One of the many "Tricky Dick"

statements in the film was one he made
after losing his bid for the governorship

The Bluebonnet
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of California in 1962. He said, in effect,

that thereafter he had no intention of

running for public office. As we all

know, he did not keep his promise.

other high points in the film were TV
footage of the 1968 Republican National

Convention which was held in Miami,

Florida, along with footage of scenes

that took place outside of the convention

hall. It makes what happened in Chicago

seem like a picnic There is also a

segment on the Vietnam War in which

statistics are given on the effectiveness

of "Millhouse's" Vietnamization
program
To sum things up, "Millhouse" is a

damn good movie and well worth seeing.

Now's your chance to see exactly why
Nixon is called "Tricky Dick". If you

already know why, it's worth going

anyway, just to have a good laugh

ByKERRY GILULAND
EMILIESIKORA

Having decided to grind out another

irregular weekly column, we motored

over to Northampton, where our

traveling companions recommended
trying the Bluebonnet Diner (324 Main
St. ) As it was a holiday, we were not able

to check out the place we had in mind
and, having no strong hankering for a

'Mr. Burg Quickie', we figured, why
not? Our overall feeling now is that this

is about the strongest reason < why not?

)

for eating here.

If atmosphere counts for anything

with you, we can only say that last

Monday night things were slow, again,

perhaps due to the holiday. Most of the

people eating there were older-working-

class people (Do you recall the scene in

"Easy Rider" where Dennis Hopper and

Peter Fonda pull into the local town

diner and are visually dissected? Well, it

wasn't that bad at the Bluebonnet, but

we did feel a little obvious just sitting

there-eating and talking.) Overall, it

was pretty quiet with only overtones of

Johnny Mathis helping pull us through

the meal. (NOTE: Save your money on

the juke box-you only get two songs for a

quarter-and considering the song
selection; your money would be better

spent by making a deposit in the

Muscular Dystrophy can by the door.)

The interior is casual, well kept up and

clean. The service wasn't bad either,

however, on a more crowded night, you

may not be as fortunate, for the cooks

were observed to be snacking while

preparing the orders.

In general, prices tend to be greater

than similar eating establishments.

Appetizers run pretty high. 50-1. 25.

"Daily Specials" run between .95-4.95.

but it's a wise idea to ask before hand

what you're getting for the price Don't

take for granted that you will get a

complete dinner with any order; for

instance, spaghetti and meatballs is

$1 .65 ( without the tax I and that's all you

get Garlic bread and salad are 90 each

A meatball grinder (with the same
spaghetti sauce I doesn't seem bad at

95, when you consider for the same

price you can get a roast beef sandwich
on buttered bread. So remember-ask
first, then order! A quick run through of

the menu reveals choices of: steak,

chicken, capon (!), turkey, franks and
beans, lobster chunks, fried clams,

scallops, oysters" and various salad

plates.

Our honest feeling is that the

Bluebonnet is a passable place to eat, if

you don't mind paying a little more for a

little less. The hours at the Bluebonnet

Diner are Monday-Friday 5:30 a.m.-

12:00 p.m. and Saturday 6:00 a.m. 12:00

p.m. Banquet facilities are available in

the elegant "Florentine Room."
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Barbra Changes Image
By DAVIDGREEN

Review: Barbra Joan Streisand

Columbia KC 30792

With the commercial success of her

album Stonev Knd in which Barbra

Streisand re-arranged the songs of

Laura Nyro, Joni Mitchell and others.

Bv STEVE FELD

TUPELO HONEY - Van Morrison (Warner Bros. Records)

ThP shaoe of Van Morrison's record is similar to that of The

Band sttelt "Cahoots''. They are U-shaped not flat. Same thing

wUh Side One of 'Stage Fright". The good songs are £ the

beginnings and ends of the sides. It is a canyon, and the peaks are

h
The first time I ever heard The Band's -Strawberry Wine" was

on mv brand new. deluxe, record player-which was two month..ate

in arriving When that song came on I was once again liberatea

And 'AH La Glory" brought back sensitivity. Everytime I hear

th

TlTFI d HONEY starts out so fine. The first two tunes "Wild

Night and "i k A Cannonball" are beautiful and unforgettable

Van Morrison has to be one of the greats. And if he isn t then it s

the fault of the eod-damned people who are unable to recognize his

g're mts Wha? is greatness" IW The promise^that these two

songs bring hint of Elysium in its finest, most consumate. And then

her
8
e is thl title tune" "Tupelo Honey" It gives ari

i

image of the

maiestic hero singing the climax, at this time. The Premiere

Siow ng of his'Award-Winning Rock Opera. It's a feeling a lot like

when Lennon sings "God". And everyone in the audience is moved

bv the brilliance. What is brilliance, anyway?

And what about that song on the new BandIs Album-- 4% Pan

tomime"" (Does anvbody know what that title means?
>

It s the

be" song on the album. The Light from that one shone.brighter

than 1,000 stars (at close range). It was a perfect mating of Van

Morrison with the Band. The offspring was unique. There s a

Snored album being recorded featuring the two. The sound ,s

111

When
b
vou go to put on Side One of TUPELO HONEY, and you put

on SideT°X mistake, you don't mind. It might even make you

Hsten to Side Two. the one you weren't planning to listen to. And

vice versa. The songs are that good.
, lU ,.

And then there are the bad ones, they are pretty obv'ous When

the Evening Sun Goes Down" is mediocre in a way that Lennon s

'

Crippled Inside" was. "You're My Woman" is a race try, b* my

attention tends to drift from it. A good song wouldn t permit this.

U s a To m of escape- Instant High. But when 'Moonshine

Whiskey" comes on You Are There. The way he says "hot pants

raid"Funky Broadway" are so proudly cool. And then the chorus

comes back, and your body goes through involuntary movements

a8
?was going to get Morrison's last album. "Street Choir" in

preparation for this, but the impulses weren't strong enough So I

don't have it vet But I'm going to enjoy listening to it. His songs

have nfce chord changes. Not too many, though,^*«^
That's whv the Band is great. Their songs are important The last

two songs on Side One of "Cahoots", "Where Do We Go From

Here" and "4% Pantomime" are now a part of my lite.

Randy Newman Live

\arbra Streisand's new album, "Barbra Joan

Ureisand," is among this month's Columbia

eleases. (Photo by Ed Thrasher, courtesy

:olumbia Records)

Miss Streisand has seen fit to grab

Carole King's work and eschew fast

paced renditions of "Beautiful ",

"Where You Lead", and "You've Got A

Friend". Tapestry lovers will cringe at

the contrast, for where Carole King

cried every word of her songs, Streisand

plays games with them. The or-

chestration is overdone on these

selections, robbing the songs of their

beautiful simplicity. Miss Streisand's

great vocal range is not called for as

these ballads pack the emotion within

the lyrics. Carole King's folk music does

not fit into the Streisand repetoire.

On the other hand, Miss Streisand's

offerings of "The Summer Knows", the

theme from the film "The Summer of

•42" music bv her old friend Michel

LcGrand. and a Baeharach/David

medley of "One Bell Less to Answer

with "A House Is Not a Home" are

smooth, flowing, gratifying treats

reiterating the fact that Barbra

Streisand should stay in the popular

music field where she reigns supreme.

LeGrand's rich score for "The

Summer of '42" will probably win him

his second Academy Award (the first

coming for "The Windmills of Your

Mind" the main theme of "The Thomas

Crown Affair"). The team of Marilyn

and Alan Bergman added the lyrics

allowing Miss Streisand to create for us

the illusion of viewing the motion pic-

ture. Her grace and feeling for popular

music is still unapproachable by any

other female vocalist. "The Summer

Knows" becomes a lullabye in sound

and a poem in speech.

Side One of Barbra Joan Streisand

ends with two works of Burt Bacharach

and Hal David in a medley arranged by

Ken Welch and orchestrated by Peter

Matz both of whom have been large

factors in Barbra Streisand's success

over the last decade. After singing

through "One Bell Less to Answer' .

Miss Streisand re-recorded over herself,

harmonizing and enhancing on the

strength of an already brilliant per-

formance. Matz's smooth transition into

"A House Is Not A Home" teases the

listener with the depression of the lyrics

and at the same time satisfies him with

the music. Streisand completes the 6

minute 32 second selection with verses

from "One Bell to Answer" leaving old

Streisand fans silent and newcomers

deeply impressed by her ability to take

advantage of an atmosphere inherent in

a piece and stretch it to its emotional

capacity.

The album seems to boil down to

Barbra Streisand's public personality.

She knows she can sell whatever her

name appears on. Therefore she sings

whatever she feels she wants to sing.

Laura Nyro's work gave impetus to

Stonev End. a fine album although not

quite the Streisand people pay to see in

Las Vegas. In the case of Barbra Joan

Streisand Carole King's fantastic

Tapestrv was her target. For both the

followers of Carole King and Barbra

Streisand it is an unfortunate cir-

cumstance. Streisand's style is too

elegant for the down home goodness ot

Carole King. When Miss Streisand stays

within her strength, the popular music

of LoGrand. Gershwin or Bacharach/-

David, she becomes the inimitable

Barbra Streisand once again.

By MICHAEL McCORMICK
Randy Newman songs have been

recorded by such artists as Blood,

Sweat, and' Tears, Three Dog Night,

Judy Collins. Eric Burdon, Nilson, and

Chris Smither. Still. Randy Newman
hasn't enjoyed much public acclaim. His

first two albums were complete com

mercial failures.

Randy has a new album out. Randy

Newman. Live. As you may have read in

B.A.I), or Rolling Stone it is the best

reviewed album of the year. This is

nothing new for Randy. His first two

albums were well reviewed by the

critics. However, thanks to Warner

Brothers massive promotional efforts,

Randv Newman/Live is starting to reap

for Randy the kind of sales he deserves.

On this album Randy displays his

talent in several areas. His lyrics are

genius. His songs, which cover a wide

range of topics, are strikingly realistic.

One instantly recognizes the situations,

scenes, attitudes and thoughts which he

portrays. The humor he perceives in

people is .he same as the humor we see

in ourselves, our relatives, and our

friends. The high degree of realism of

Randy's songs enables the listener to

identify with the lyrics often.

Randy doesn't have a particularly

strong or pleasing voice. However,

Randy sings with such passion that one

finds "it difficult not to feel what he feels,

or not to believe what he states. Randy's

passionate vocals rank among the most

convincing and sincere that I have ever

heard on record. This convincing vocal

ByJIMLAVRAKAS
For centuries whales have been the

subject of countless poems and songs.

Until now the songs have always been

made and performed by men. never by

the whales. Sailors of old could hear the

mysterious reverberations made by the

whales as it echoed through their ship.

Now landlubbers can hear and ap-

preciate the "singing" of the whales.

"Songs of the Humpback Whale" are

hydrophone recordings of the sounds

made by that particular species of

whale. "If the idea of whale "singing"

seems odd", says the blurb on the album

cover, "the cause may lie in the several

meanings of the word "song" ..The

sounds produced by the Humpback can

properly be called songs because they

occur in complete sequences that are

repeated The pauses between Hump
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style also adds another degree ot

realism to Randy's music.

The often extensive instrumentation

of Randy's first two albums has been

abandoned on this album. It is just

Randy Newman accompanying himself

on piano. Not surprisingly. Randy's

piano playing proves to be the perfect

mobile for his lyrics. Randy uses his

instrument to great advantage, his

fingers understate, accent, or dance

along in a fashion which best suits and

emphasizes his lyrics. Because of his

tasteful piano playing. Randy's lyrics

emerge more potent than ever before.

Randy Newman/Live is a fantastic

album. Any person who wants to hear

some of the finest, most realistic,

contemporary lyrics of this year (or any

year) should not be without it.

Whale
back songs are no longer than the pauses

between the notes within the song; in

other words, they are recycled without

any obvious break..."

The sounds, or notes, made by the

whales are a kind of subsiding scream,

at other times they are very low-pitched

rumblings "a series of rapidly repeated

low pulses."

Side one contains four bands- Solo

Whale. Slowed-down Solo, Tower
Whales, and Distant Whale. These bands

are interesting and give a good look at

the variety of sounds the whales can

produce. However, the second side

which is taken up by one band Three
Whale Trip is by far the best listening.

The idea of three whales trading notes,

harmonizing, in sense, is a haunting

thought

• -*A Rockin
Good Time

By MICHAEL McCORMICK
For six years. Chris Smither.

a native of New Orleans, has

been playing on the Boston-

Cambridge-Philadelphia cof-

feehouse circuit. Today, Chris's

act bears the polish that one

would expect of such a veteran.

A rapport develops between

Chris and the audience almost

as soon as he takes the stage.

Throughout the set the audience

is with Chris. On the rocking

numbers the audience claps

hands, stamps feet, and has a

good time. When the lyrics are

humorous (such as in "Old

Kentucky Home") the audience

laughs. When Chris sings the

blues, most of the members of

the audience readily relate

Chris's troubles to theirs.

On stage, Chris becomes
totally involved with his music.

This results in a highly

emotional performance com-

prised of very personal music.

Each lyric is voiced with in-

credible feeling. During sad

numbers Smither's grimacing

face helps to convey the

melancholy lyrics of his songs.

Chris Smither is an excellent

guitarist. Many bluesmen.
ranging from Robert Johnson,

Skip James and John Hurt to

Eric Von Schmidt, have in-

fluenced his style. His foot

stomping (which greatly

enhances his music in small

clubs) is a technique often
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employed by such blues greats

as Lightning Hopkins and John

Lee Hooker. Chris often per-

forms traditional blues num-

bers such as "Dust My Broom"
and "Statesboro Blues" (His

version of this song is much
more potent than the Blind

Willie McTell original).

In the spring of 71 Chris's

first and thus far only album

I'm a Stranger Too was
released on Poppy records. This

album, which received a very

favorable review from Rolling

Stone magazine, consists

mainly of soft, folk-based,

material.

Chris wrote eight of the

eleven songs on this album. His

brilliant interpretation of Neil

Young's "I am a Child" is done

more slowly and painfully than

the original. Of the song

Smither says. "I perform three

types of songs -the ones I just do

because they're good songs, the

ones that I wrote, and the ones

that I wish I wrote. This is one I

wish I wrote." Chris, who feels

that the Buffalo Springfield was

one of the best rock bands ever,

also has been known to perform

Richie Furay's "Kind Woman."
The other two songs not written

by Smither. "Old Kentucky

Home" and "Have You Seen My
Baby", were written by Randy
Newman. Newman seems to

have had a great influence on

Chris's lyric writing. Both

artists write in a seemingly

simple fashion, using stark

imagery, commonplace lines,

and short phrafses which vividly

portray the pains, problems,

and ecstacies of life.

Chris's songwriting ability,

though not up to the quality of

Newman's, is superior to the

average artist performing in

the folk-blues-rock idiom. Chris

believes that more satisfaction

is attained by an artist who
performs his material than by

one who performs the com-

positions of others. This is one of

the reasons why Chris hopes to

increase his songwriting output.

However, no matter how
plentiful his own compositions

become, Chris always wants to

keep some traditional numbers

in his performance.
Most of the cuts on I'm a

Stranger Too can be described

as soft and easy going. Thus the

album has a predominantly

relaxing effect upon the

listener. There are several

numbers, all of which are

pushed along by competent

sidemen, which rock

moderately. All in all, this

thoroughly enjoyable album is

one of the most pleasing albums

of its type to appear in a long

time I dare say, anyone who
buys it won't be disappointed.

Poco's Loss Is Our Gain
By KENNETH SI LIN

With Poco's fourth album comes a turn of

events, namely the loss of their leader, producer

and songwriter, Jim Messina. Messina, along with

another ex-Buffalo Springfielder formed Poco

ages ages ago, sharing most of the guitar playing

and singing, not to mention the composing. Since

Messina had such a great influence on the group
you would expect a change in quality and sound-not

true. "From the Inside" contains the trend of fun-

loving, jump-around music for which they are so

noted. Happy tunes seem to be all they know with

nearly each song being sung in their "little kid"

high pitched voices.

Probably the only noticeable difference from

previous albums is the addition of Jim Messian's

replacement. Paul Cotton. In Cotton Poco has

found a person who is capable of altering the

group's sound or just as easily maintaining it. Also

as a guitarist he is responsible for writing three of

the songs, while singing them in a deeper than

usual voice, thus varying the overall style from

time to time.

Side one begins with a song called "Hoe Down"
which could be labeled as nothing but "music to

square dance by," complete with ohh-ohhing.

clapping and tactfully timed hoot'n'hollerin'. A
Paul Cotton composition entitled "Bad Weather"

follows, being one of the album's strongest cuts

accented by drifting and carefree rhythms. Poco

has a peculiar style in some songs-their singing,

in usually three-part harmony, is backed only by

drums, bass and a pedal steel guitar while each

break is filled in slowly with riffs on an electric

guitar. Other songs have only two acoustics

playing complimentary leads while still others

offer just the electric No matter which com-

bination they choose their originality is still as

hand and their countryish sound is never lost.

Side two is the pedal steel side although

somewhat weaker than the first. Rusty Young
plays his own kind of steel guitar with more
pointed notes and less slurring or blending than

most. Such songs as "From the Inside" are so

sharp you can almost feel them poking you in the

sides.

-

The members of Poco are still playing their

good-ol' shit-kickin' music and really enjoying it.

If you do happen to pickup the album you too will

probably find yourself bumming a few lines of

"Hoe Down" everv now and then.

Cowboy: "511 Getcha Ten"
By KENNETH SCI I IN

Country music has assuredly

become the "in" thing these

days with its twangy, springy

rythms and melodies. Many new
groups have jumped on the old

band wagon, either dropping

their previous styles completely

or just starting anew with the

sounds of the West. Some may
tend to disagree but the fad, or

whatever it is. will probably lose

its grasp eventually, slackening

off slowly, only to be replaced by

the trend which is next in line.

Today, to be a successful C & W
group a steel guitar, a fiddle plus

three or four vocalists capable of

screeching harmonies is,

without a doubt, a necessity, add
possibly a banjo or two and there

you have a prefabricated, down
South, ten gallon band.

Last year six guys originally

from Florida caught hold of the

idea and formed Cowboy -what

could be a better name for a

country group? All the

ingredients were at hand, a

saloon type piano, fine finger-

picking guitarists and, of course,

each could sing well in

producing the harmonies. Their

music was refreshing and
enlivening, Atlantic Records
noticed and immediately had
them in the studio recording

"Reach For the Sky," their

music was refreshing and
enlivening;

Naturally Atlantic thought
their new find was worth hearing

so Cowboy was sent on tour with

Alex Taylor playing in small

clubs and towns along the East
Coast. "Reach For the Sky" was
an excellent album and it was
beginning to look as though they

were destined to a bright future.

Again this year the Cowboy
machine got rolling and a

national tour with the Allman
Brothers resulted; consequently

a second album "5' 11 Getcha
Ten" was released which un-

fortunately became somewhat of

a disappointment.
Recorded this time on the

Capricorn label. "5' 11 Getcha
Ten" leaves much to be desired

with little, if any. change from
the first album. It is a fine

record being more polished and
displaying fewer errors than

"Reach For the Sky" but the

music itself is terribly repetitive

of the latter pushing along in

almost a monotone. Each song

may be different lyrically and.

yes. sometimes even musically,

but there seems to be a lack of

new material offered here.

Chord progressions, in-

troductions, and arrangements
all resemble what was found on

the earlier album.

Although this stream of

likeness exists between the two,

"511 Getcha Ten" alone is not a

bad record. It involves all types

of Western songs from quick,

campfire dancing music to soft,

calm lullabies. Cowboy com-

bines drums, piano, bass and

three guitars-usually one

electric and two acoustic-

hoping to approach a stable,

solid sound.

The first side, however, is

unbelievably drawn out It

seems as though Cowboy
stretches each number just to

complete this half of the record.

Being unusually flat and
spark less, side one goes ab-

solutely nowhere. (Which is my
overall opinion of the entire

album > Side two hastens the

pace a little -just a little -but.

sure enough, they begin easing

off and are, perhaps, themselves

losing interest in their work. One
track entitled "All My Friends"
sounds like a re-recording on the

Stones' "Wild Horses" only the

words have been changed to

make it an honest-to-goodness.

original Cowboy tune.

If you like sweet-sounding

stagnant music, you'll love

Cowboy. But if your interests lie

in something with a bit more
flavor, you'd be wise to stay

away.

"Stop The World" Reviewed
M7 ._-, ui. u__ noises more than tr

By DON GLICKSTEIN
I'd like to say that it was

unquestionably great, but

because of the technical dif-

ficulties of playing in the

acoustically sadistic Campus
Center Auditorium, Stop The

World. I Want To Get Off. which

premiered last night, can only be

called the most exciting and

innovative production that the

CMass Music Theater has

produced in this decade.

There are two ways to stage an

Anthony Newley musical: either

cast an actor who knows he isn't

Newley and have that actor use

a new style, or cast an actor who

tries to be Newley.

Frank Anderson, in the co-lead

as Littlechap, has chosen to be

Newley. and unlike previous

impersonators Anderson suc-

ceeds, not by outsinging Newley.

but bv outcharming him.

And as for the butt of Lit-

tlechap's male chauvinism.

Stephanie Schloss, as Evie, not

only walks and talks, but she

smiles, feels, sings, acts, lives,

imbibes, emotes, and steals the

hearts of the audience with her

typically English. German,
Russian, and American por-

trayals of Littlechap's lovers.

Stop the World! is all about

circles-the circle of love, of life,

and of death. It is vintage,

existential Newley. Normally,

such a "heavy" musical would

be hard for an audience to get

into, but the Music Theatre's

production and set abet the

process and supplement the

story itself, by making the

audience an integral part of the

human circus As advertised,

Stop the World is also a cabaret,

replete with booze and fancy

dames and pimps selling their

wares.
Stop the World! can be a very

abrupt show at times, and

because of poor liasons in the

script and an overabundance of

pantomime, it occasionally

drags. But the troupe-clowns in

their roles as omniscient ob-

servers, provide an underlying

cohesion to the play Their

choreography is unique in that it

involves their hands and their

noises more than their feet.

Littlechap's introduction to his

Sludgepool factory is a gem,

primarily because of the clowns

and their genius at grunting,

hissing, and whistling.

Playing in the round is a

difficult task, let alone playing in

the round in the Campus Center.

The Stop the World! cast had a

choice of either constantly

walking around in circles to

address the onlookers, or not

risk losing the visual imagery of

the set by repeating related

scenes in the same position.

They wisely chose the latter, but

in doing so, neglected to account

for weak voices and the in-

distinguishable echoes of the

cavern-stage. Unless the

production crew of Stop the

World! attaches cordless lapel

mikes to the actors or suspends a

couple of microphones from the

ceiling, the weekend audiences

will leave the cabaret frustrated

over not being able to hear parts

of a brilliant play, exciting

actors, and a most gratifying

evening.
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Ionesco Too Much To Handle
M.'XJM.m.^r**^'***' — ^ .^ccihilitv for an queens r

Bv DAVID KIT( HKOFF
It is not often one sees Eugene

Ionesco's works in college production;

for, in general, Ionesco is a great

challenge to both the performers and the

audience in that a set reaction and in-

terpretation is difficult. And when

Ionesco is undertaken, the actors must

beware, for if meaning is overshadowed

by acting, the play is lost. Unfortunately

UMass Theatre's production of Kxit the

King does just that. What the audience-

receives is no better than "passing"

high school drama in which excessive

Cast members of "Exit The King" rehearse a scene from the production which con-

tinues through this weekend and is reviewed on this page.

A Divergent View
From the moment the muted royal music is sounded and the

lights are lowered, the audience of Exit the King realizes that only

what is unbearable is profoundly tragic" to quote the p ay's.author

Eugene Ionesco. As we witness the rapid disintegration o

Berenger the First, Ionesco's all too human Everyman, we cannot

help but be moved by a fate which all flesh is heir to. From

Shakespeare to O'Neill the problem of dying has been a frequent

subjectTn the theatre, but rarely has the process been set down

with such brutal clarity. Our healthiest reaction may well be to call

The plav "an affirmation of life", as Rosette Lamont has recently

done, since the sordid business of dying makes us all aware of

11

This existential cliche in no way precludes a good deal of gallows

humor In Miss Abramson's production, the part of the guard,

admirably played by Roger Tiberri, is pure farce and the servant^

nurse Juliette (Miss Bishoff seemed to be the mos experienced

actress in the cast) who represents the common folk, is another

comical character. Audiences laugh at the strangest places and

ha^ is at it should be. Ionesco himself has said. "Laughter _alone

does not respect any taboo, laughter alone inhibits the creation
,

of

new anti-taboo taboos, the comic alone is capable of giving us the

strength to bear the tragedy of existence."

It is with the central role of the King that I had some reservations

last Saturday night. Admittedly the line of demarcation between

the ludicrous and the grotesque is a thin one^ I felt that Peter

Ryan's constant straddling of this line took away rom

dramatic tension of the play. When words are substitutes tor-actum

- and all of Ionesco is wordy - then the language must create hose

states of illusion that constitute great theatre. A line like: Why

Jas I born if not to live forever"?" should not be hurled and howled

away and Berengers sinking into dotage must be controlled.

Although Donald Watson's translation is accurate enough it

eliminates some of the lyricism which in the original r rench

SSrtSSJ to the expression of anguish. I should ato have

preferred to see more space (and more pauses) between the King

KIT two queens and the other three actors, to emphasize the

metaphysical "Angst" that invades the stage for an hour and a

' S the last live minutes when Queen Marguerite helps

Berneger to die did the play assume those tragic proportions

nherent from the verv beginning. Perhaps this wholly successful

ending s due to the change of pace brought about by the grotesque

pas do deux " which is utterly serious^rin^.^
Conn succinctly savs about Queen Marguerite: There is scarcely

am corSc undercutting of her final fantastic requiem during

which she leads the King from his wheelchair back o hi 'throne.

During those final moments Exit the King atta.ns its true grandeur

The "useless agitation" which summarizes Berenger 's resistance

to dea h rders to our lives as well as the King's. Only rarely does

Mr Rvan's Berenger attain the tragic dignity expressed by

Georges Roualfs old King whose stern profile heads the posters all

over the campus, but such was obviously not the directors in-

te

Thetwo queens, played by Andree Castillo «JQgJ«»J
looked beautiful and were well contrasted '"their difficult suj>

porting parts. In a plav where so much depends on delrvery, It 18

! en" that the stock comic characters have the eas.es roles^

Besides Juliette and the guard, the doctor, well protrayed h
,
Ru us

Cadigan, elicited quite a few laughs by his strong characterization

*£^l*2STL* that th,s production which Doris

Abramson has staged and which will represent the University at

the American College Theatre Festival is far more than the

oroverb al "heroic effort' ' The play, running without intermission

kcola capacity audience spellbound and left us all wondering what

hte
P
and death are really about And that is indeed a noble

achievement. pa ul A. Mankin

dramatics cloud the possibility for an

evening of meaningful theatre. Exit the

King is a play about death: But it is a

death of a special type; a death of selfish

mankind in the form of Berenger who

claws, fawns, and clutches for his

existence in a universe shouting to

destrov him. Why one leaves the play

without any such feeling is obvious -the

meaning has been smashed by lack of

consideration.

With the opening of the play, the

audience is led to believe they are to be

treated to a fine performance. The

setting is perfect Ionesco. All is down to

the essentials -a throne (flanked by a

sculpted wall of tortured; blank-eyed

faces) and topped by a magnificent

stained-glass window, and two simple

thrones for the queens on each side of

the stage. Ionesco ends with the scenery

and UMass Theatre begins with the

entrance of Queen Marguerite played by

Andree Castillo. In the action

Marguerite is the "villaniness "; the

stark, uglv reality which leads Berenger

to death. "This "villaniness" idea cer-

tainly came across in Miss Castillo's

costume She looked exactly like the

wicked queen in Snow White with her

tightly tied under the chin ker-

chief/crown. One expects the "Mirror,

mirror on the wall." soliloquoy at any

moment. Miss Castillo's acting is plainly

forced -the lines are memorized but the

character never appears. What she does

to Ionesco's brilliant final scene is an

absolute shame. The exquisite "dream"

speech comes off like an Eleanor

Roosevelt D.A.R. address rather than

imagery more lyrical than almost

anything Ionesco has written. Perhaps

her crown was a bit too tight.

The part of Queen Marie, "second wife

to the king, but first in affection", is a

rather weak part in itself: but Cathy

Syriac Young did an admirable job in

enhancing it. However, she loses

whatever honesty there is in Marie by

failing to transcend the sensuality in the

character in order to build on the per-

sonality. Marie is not a Raceuel Welch in
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robes; but the beauty and

breath in the life Berenger hates to

leave In time Marie loses to Marguent

and at this point Cathy Young ap-

proaches her character with tact. As she

leaves the stage, Marie is as lost as

Berenger. She, too, sees reality in its

fatal clarity.

Rufus Cadigan, as Merhnesque as

Miss Castillo was "wicked queenish", is

stereotyped as the wizard, doctor,

astronomer in Berengers court. His

being on stage is lost and wishy-washy.

In his portraval of the King, Peter Ryan

almost succeeded. After immediately

reaching a certain heighth of acting in

the constantly changing role of

Berenger I. he leveled off too soon. After

all, all that crying and screaming loses

its poignancy and bores within a few

minutes. Eventually. Berenger becomes

a parody, a clown. The seriousness of hi

struggle for life is ignored.

Two accolades go to Bonnie Bishoff

and Roger Tiberri in their respective

rolles as Juliette the servant/nurse and

the King's guard Miss Bishoff was

marvelous as Juliette, the "everyday"

woman who hates the winter's cold and

the summer's heat, who sweeps the dirt

and picks up the cigarette butts. This

small part is magnified by Miss Bishoff

who intelligently can touch the audience

with her actions and expressions. Roger

Tiberri as the guard, too. comes across

simply great. The guard, forced into

stupidity by those above him. but whose

love for Berenger pushes him to accept

his role, was ably realized. In these two

characters Ionesco is augmented and

understood.

What we have in Exit the King is more

than absurdist theatre. In fact, it is

probably Ionesco's most human,
realistic play. Exit the King deals with

larger things that the playwright's usual

themes of lack of communication, etc.

Here, he is playing with the entire

universe, larger than Ionesco himself,

larger than the audience before the

play; and. obviously, larger than the

performance.

New Musical Of High Quality
Reviewed by

FRANK JOHNSON
Through the recent revivification of the works of

Thomas Mann and Hermann Hesse, interest in the

literature of Weimar Germany has increased.

This period in German history has been so named
for the government in power from 1919 to 1933, the

first time Germany as a whole took on a

"democratic experiment". A discovery of talent

other than Mann and Hesse in this potentially rich

period could only follow as a result. German

Expressionism, for instance, seems to be on the

upswing: the works of the painter Oskar

Kokoschka have experienced new exposure both

home and abroad. The Gropius architectural

group is being explored once again. And, in the

midst of the Weimar "renaissance", one figure

particularly emerges to epitomise the strength of

literary sarcasm and intellectual criticism: Kurt

Tucholsky.
There are good reasons to appreciate literature

of the Weimar period. One of these lie in its recent

history, which deeply affects current cultural

movements as they draw from basically the same
roots as those of Weimar Germany. Another

reason can be found in the political undertones of

the period Germany was experiencing an

"identity crisis" between radical political options-

Bolshevism on the one hand, coming into favor due

to the concurrent events in Russia at the time, and

National Socialism, appealing chiefly to those

Germans who felt that Germany had been "sold

out" in World War I, on the other. Kurt

Tucholsky 's works make fun of almost everybody.

sometimes to the point of heavy-handed polemics

against Na/iism. but those works hitting home
with the most impact are his delightful songs. An
assemblage of these songs, translated from the

original Gorman by Dr. Harold L Poor, an

associated professor of history at Rutgers

University, and incorporated into the play by

director Louis Golden, recently premiered at

Brandeis University in Waltham, entitled simply:

•Tucholsky'". A review of the play follows.

Though the bulk of "Tucholsky!" consists of

light-hearted songs, there are also small

soliloquies and skits keeping the trend(s) of

thought moving. This sort of production recalls the

efforts of various cabaret performances, very

popular in Europe and now catching on in the

States. In the words of Dr. Poor.

"Tucholsky! ...takes up where cabaret left off."

Dr. Poor also tells us: "This production marks
Tucholsky s debut in the American Theater." As a

premiere performance, "Tucholsky!" is

eminently successful. It profits both from its

originality and the novelty of its production. Its

success tells us that nudism and drugs are not the

only basis for a play, as some contemporary

playwrights would have us believe, and
"Tucholsky

!

" may also herald further work in this

interesting period.

Musically, the songs of "Tucholsky!" are quite

simple, almost to the point of being repetitious.

Dr. Poor explains that Kurt Tucholsky wrote all of

the songs, but actually composed the music to only

one of two of them. He was obliged to incur the

services of occasionally medicore songwriters, so

as to put the words into music. The sheen of

"Tucholsky! " therefore does not lie entirely in the

quality of the music, but rather in the lyrics and in

the symbolism contained therein, because this

what gives us cultural clues into social and
political thought of the Weimar period. The sub-

ject of these songl ranges from the horror of the

preceding trench warfare to the frustration of

present political and economic unrest in Weimar.
With wit and sensitivity, Tucholsky 's lyrics offer

us a remarkably perceptive glimpse of the times,

and the songs, though simple, deliver this message
even further

Unlike those performers condemned to the

struggling excesses of many American
playwrights as of late, the cast of "Tucholsky!"
has put on a very fine show. The singing is ex-

cellent and the acting is commendable. My only
criticism came when the production abruptly
ended "You're supposed to feel cheated," Dr.
Poor reflects. "We designed the play to end just

when everybody was crying for more
"

Hopefully, "Tucholsky!" will succeed as a

result of audiences sympathetic to German
history and humor There is no slapstick, no orgy
scenes, no hallucinations, and no soul searching m
this play Its high quality lies rather in its in-

tellectual content and its manner ol production,
which, if properly appreciated, should ^o a long
way towards understanding the late Kurt
Tucholsky Part of the German tragedy of Weimar
lay in the fact that much of its culture was pet-

verted and distorted by the Nazis, hul another
tragedy can be found in the suicide of Kurt
Tucholsky. resulting out of despair when he was in

exile after Hitler took power in 1983. There could
be few more fitting memorials to him than this

new play.

Guitarist John Williams This Thursday

Guitarist John Williams who will present two recitals this Tuesday and Wednesday

evenings in Bowker Auditorium. He will perform works of Bach, Albeniz, and Scarlatti.

The second event of the 1971/72 UMass
Amherst Fine Arts Council Celebrity

Series will be two recitals by the young

Australian guitarist. John Williams.

Mr Williams, a protege of Andres

Segovia, will perform in Bowker
Auditorium Tuesday. Nov. 2. and

Wednesday. Nov 3. Both events are

scheduled to begin at H p.m. and late-

comers will be admitted to the

auditorium only at appropriate in-

tervals.

John Williams emerged on the in-

ternational concert scene in 1958 after a

highly successful debut at London's

Wigmore Hall. He was accepted as a

pupil of classical guitarist Andres

Segovia.

The Segovia influence is felt by the

approach Mr Williams employs on the

guitar and by the technical virtuosity

which he has developed under Segovia

For his UMass performances. John

Williams will offer two different

programs which will include work of

J.S. Bach. Albeniz. Scarlatti. Stephen

Dodgson, and Turina. Early reser-

vations are suggested. Reserved single

tickets are available by contacting the

University's Fine Arts Council. 125

Herter Hall. Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Auditorium one

hour prior to each concert. A telephone

reaching both ticket offices is 545-0202.

Also Mr Williams will conduct a

lecture/demonstration on Tues Nov. 2

at 11:15 a.m. in Herter Hall. Km. 227.

Admission is free. Limited seating

capacity.

Tickets prices are at SI UMass Un

dergrads; $2 other full-time students; S3

UMass Faculty /staff: $350 General

public.

By arrangement with Harold Shaw
ill Long Biography

John Williams was born in Melbourne.

Australia in 1941. He began playing the

guitar when he was seven, receiving his

first lessons from his father. The family

moved to London in 1952 when he met
Segovia who was so impressed by his

talent that he gave him lessons and

strongly recommended that he be given

a full musical education. Segovia also

advised him to apply for a scholarship at

the Accademia Musicale Chigiana di

Siena in Italy. John Williams held this

scholarship far five years and received

the unprecedented honour of giving the

first complete solo recital there by 8

student of any instrument In England

he studied at the Royal College of Music

where he also studied piano and musical

theory.

John Williams made his London debut

at the Wigmore Hall in 1958. After this

tremendously successful recital Segovia

wrote: "A prince of the guitar has

arrived in the musical world; John

Williams God has laid a finger on his

brow, and it will not be long before his

name becomes a byword in England and

abroad "
It was during this year that

Harold Shaw, who had admired his

artistry for some time, first met John

Williams. In the following years Mr.

Williams made highly successful debuts

on the continent and in 19(12 he toured the

Soviet Union In 1963 he made his debut

in Japan and the U.S.A. since when he

has been a regular visitor to the United

States where he records exclusively for

CBS Records
In England John Williams makes

regular radio broadcasts for the BBC
and is also well known to television

viewers, both for his solo performances

and the guitar duets he has played with

Julian Bream. A scries of thirteen

recitals he made for Granada Television

has been repeated three times He also

plays frequently in universities and

colleges both in Great Britain and the

United States.

John Williams' talent has stimulated

several composers to write works for

him. His record 'More Virtuoso Music

for Guitar" includes a suite of pieces

Aires de la Mancha" written for him by

the Spanish composer Torroba Stephen

Dodgson wrote his "Partita" for him

and he first performed it at the 1963

Cheltenham Festival The world

premiere of Andre Previn's Guitar

Concerto will take place in July Ht71

with John Williams and Andre Previn

conducting the London Symphony Or

chestra.

When he is not giving concerts, John

Williams teaches. He has taken master

guitar classes in Spain and in 1961 he sat

on the jury of the International Com
petition for Guitar at Orense in Spain

Boston Symphony Collage Premieres At Bowker

Bowker Auditorium on the

University of Massachusetts-

Amherst campus will be the site

of the first performance of a

new ensemble of The Boston

Symphony Orchestra.

Collage, an organization

dedicated to music of the 20th

century, will make its bow
Friday. Nov 5. at K p.m.. to

open the University Fine Arts

Council's 1971-72 Chamber
Music Series

Participating in this first

performance will be Frank
Epstein, percussion; Ronald
Feldman. cello: Paul Fried.

flute; Peter Hadcock, clarinet:

Laurence Wolfe, contrabass.

Ronald Knudson. violin, and
Chris Kies. piano Also. Joan
Heller, soprano: Ina llahn.

dancer, and Tibor Pus/tai.

conductor

The program, designed for

contemporary music en
thusiasts will include the world

premiere Of "Nocturnes'' by

Mr Pus/tai. Boston composer
and conductor Other scheduled
works include Mario
Dav idovskv's •Synchronisms

No. 1' for Flute and Tape;"
Jacob Druckman's "Valentine

for Solo Bass;"' George
Crumb's "Madrigal No. 1 for

Soprano, Bass and
Vibraphone."' Ernst Krenek's

Trio for Violin. Clarinet and
Piano; and Lukas Foss' "Time
Cycle."

In addition to the formal

concert Nov. 5. Collage will also

appear at UMass Monday Nov

1 at !'. p.m.. in a free open

rehearsal which will provide an

opportunity to observe a per-

formance m the making, at

Bowker Auditorium

Reserved tickets for the

concert are available from the

Fine Arts Council. 125 Herter

Hall. telephone 545-0202.

Savings of up to one third are

offered on season subscriptions

to the Chamber Music Series

Ensembles following the Boston

Symphony Orchestra Collage

will be The Berlin Philharmonic
Octet. February 3; The Tokyo
String Quartet, February 16;

The Juilliard Stung Quartet,

March 17: and 'The Amadous
String Quartet, April 19

EVERY FRIDAY . .

.

Our superb buffet will be presented from 6:30 to

9: 00 p.m. Please come up to the buffet as many times

as you wish. $5.50 per person.

(7&Lord i- «JR V : jeftery%
RAOUL MITMCH. WWKItf SJ

Members of the Boston Symphony Collage.

ACRES FREE PARKING • ROCKER LOUNGERS
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Weekend
B) BOBNESTI

Theater
Kxil The Kintf

UT's first production of the season and

their entrv in the American College

Theater Festival It is reviewed in this

issue Tonight and Tomorrow at 8:30

in./Bartlett Theater ($>.

Right You Are If You Think You Are

Luigi Pirandello's most perceptive

statement about his philosophy of life is

this comedy about an unusual family

and their practices They become rather

notorious in their town and this leads to

some troubling complications. This

production by members of the Five

College Community continues evenings

through Sunday at K:15 at the Lab

Theater. Mt. Holyoke College. <$>

Music
Slop The World-I Want To Get Off

The Anthonv Newley-Leslie

Briscusse musical* hit of 1%1 becomes

the first production of the UMass Music

Theater 1971 season. The production will

be presented in the round, in a cabaret

style, twice nightly, tonight and

tomorrow at 7:45 and 10:48 in the

Campus Center Auditorium. Doors open

forty-five minutes before the show at

which time alcoholic beverages will be

served A review of the production can

be found in this issue.

The Vmherst Folklore (enter

This weekend's concerts begin

Saturday night with an evening of blues

and folks featuring Andy Cohen, blues

and folk guitarist, and Alan Greenleal.

folksinger. Sunday night will again

feature folk, this time with folksinger

Sunday night will again feature folk, this

time with folksingers Bob White and

Clifl Hagberg, The music begins some

time after eight, at the Folklore Center.

Spring St ,
Amherst. *$>.

Collage
An open rehearsal of the new Boston

Symphony Chamber Croup who will

perform Friday, November .">. The

rehearsal will be Tuesday evening at

7 :;u m Bowker and Friday evenings

program should be rehearsed. For more

information see page HA
Joseph Vnd Mis Amazing Technicolor

Dreameoat
The rock oratorio and the latest

collaboration of Andrew Lloyd Webber

and Tim Rice composer and lyricist of

J.C Superstar Inc. Their latest en-

deavor recasts the bible story in a

modern idiom using music which

reflects both folk and rock. This per-

formance will employ soloists and a

chorus of some one hundred voices: this

will take place tonight at 7:30 at Hills

chapel. Smith College.

John Williams

The acclaimed young classical

guitarist will give two concerts this

Tuesday and Wednesday evenings in

Bowker Auditorium, for more see page

ll.V

The Paul I lano\\sk\ Memorial Concert

An evening of Bach with a chamber

orchestra and chorus performing the

Cantata for the sixteenth Sunday alter

Trinity, the Concerto in C Major for two

harpsichords and strings, and the

Magnificat in I) The musicians are

under the direction of Frank Bneff,

Musical Director of WFCK and con

ductor of the New Haven Symphony

Orchestra ($)

Films
The \ndcrson Tapes Academy of

Music Northampton!

\ rather coarse comic melodrama

about an ex con who master minds a

spectacular robbery of a New York

Apartment house It is played unusually

loosely by a cast led by Sean Connery.

Dyan Cannon and Martin Balsam. The

direction by Sidney Lumet really can't

hold il together and the results are

disjointed, occasionally lunny but

ultimately unsatisfying

The \pu Trilogy Parts One and Two,

Tuesdav and Wednesday evenings 8 PM,

Thompson 104)

Indian director Satyajit Kay's three

films about a Brahmin boy from a

traditional village- background growing

u|) in modern India The lust part.

Panther Pnnehall deals with the yumu
man. Apu's, childhood in the village and

is a graceful, lyrical Him with an ex

cellenl musical score !>> Ravi Shankar

Id,, second part Vparajito follows Apu

and his family from then- village to the

sacred city of Benares and tells of his

encounter with the m hool s\stem there.

umi Liter his experience at the

University- of Calcutta

The Big Sleep (Sunday. Merrill Science

Center, Amherst College. 8 and 10)

\ wild and wonderful from the late

Forties It features Humphrey Bogart as

detective Sam Spade who. in this caper

investigates the spoiled antics of two

society debutantes. Lauren Bacall plays

the society girl Bogart falls for as the

two have a splendid time cavorting

through the complex and meandering

plot (co scripted by none other than

William Faulkner). Based on a novel by

Kavmond Chandler and they both are

directed by Henry Hathaway publicly

admitted they couldn't make heads or

tails of what was going on yet had a

damned good time making it. Featured

is Dorothy Malone who whose tryst with

Bogart makes for one of the quickest

ever seen in Hollywood.

Billy Jack (Calvin Theater. Nor-

thampton)
The somewhat honest yet trite tale ol

good and evil. The good is represented

by Billv Jack, a voung Viet Vet (part

Indian)'; the bad is the redneck the

town, and the issue over which they

clash is a progressive school There's no

telling the results. The film is the first

serious effort by young direcor T.C.

Frank and is visually competent

enough, yet is plotted with such an

overwhelming number of cliches that it

makes a davtime soap opera seem

fresh. With Tom Laughlin and Jean

Roberts.

Camille 2000 (Campus Cinemas.

Hadlev I

A lush, science fiction sex spectacular

(amounting to quite a combination) by

master porno director Hadlev Metzger.

It is an updated and boulderized version

of the great Robert Taylor -Greta Garbo

film Camille. this time with the jet set in

Rome Marguerit is a scag freak and

Armand is a modern playboy as

together they manage to plod through

some of the most atrocious dialogue

ever written with straight faces, surely

an acting feat worth taking note of.

opulently mounted and well-produced.

( aptain's Courageous (Sunday.

Thompson 104. 7 and 9)

The child brat of countless Thirties

films. Freddie Barthlemew gives

perhaps his best-known portrayal in this

competent Hollywood film based on the

Rudvard Kipling novel Bartholemew

plays a spoiled rich kid who is tamed by

a forced stay on a schooner with its

skipper admirably portrayed by

Spencer Tracy Some excellent

photography, good overall production

values, and fine performances make

this one of the best remembered films of

the late Thirties Tracy won the Best

\ctor Oscar

Casablanca (Saturday. Merrill Science

Center. Amherst College. K and 10'

A very professional and highly en-

joyable entertainment which mixes

sophisticated witticism and tense, ac-

tion melodrama with equal amounts of

finnese. It is truly one of the best

remembered romantic films of all times

with Humphrev Bogart meeting his pre

World War II love Ingrid Bergman in

espionage ridden Casablanca. She and

her husband, an outspoken critic of Nazi

policies, seek to escape to America and

the cynical well written script follows

them' through to the end. The cast is

impeccable. Humphrey Bogart has

never seemed so pathetic and Ingrid

Bergman was never as beautiful as in

this film Doolev Wilson plays the

memorable 'As Time (Joes By." Oscars

in script and direction as well as being

the Best Picture of 1941

The Conformist (Talkie. Northampton)

A dazzling film; one of the year's best.

An exquisite and evocative mosaic of a

young man's sexual and political eon

tornutv during Mussolini's Italy It is

visually stunning, beautifully acted, and

gloriously mounted evoking the feel ot

the Thirties as no other film in recent

memory has been able to achieve .lean

Louis Trintignanl is the young man who

compelled to conform that he becomes a

political assassin The film reaks of the

baroque as numerous sexual and social

themes are intricatelv interlaced in this

completely engrossing and mature work

h\ one of Italy's fines! young directors.

Bernardo Bertolucci In Italian sub

titles ,

Dr. Doolittle (Tuesday. SU Ballroom.

i, IS and 9 1 5 I

Ormonej can't buy anything The flat

film version of Hie children's stories

about the doctor who talks to animals

amongst other ama/.mg feats makes

for one ol the worst film musicals in

Millh

recent memory The direction is silly,

the performances hardly tolerable and

the music is hardly worth mentioning.

Doctor Zhivago (Showcase Cinemas.

West Springfield)

David Lean's adaptation of Boris

Paternack's modern epic amounts to

One Man's Family Cossack style. This

slick production is long, intelligent, and

overtly romantic, and reduces the novel

to slick magazine pulp that it really

quite bad. The direction plods, the

performances are slack and sloppy, the

screenplay is academic and confusing,

and the overall effect is about as min-

dless and empty as the Maurice Jarre

music- score A huge cast is led by Omar
Sheriff as Zhivago, Julie Christie as the

ever patient Lara, and Geraldine

Chaplin. Tom Courteney. and briefly

radiant in a supporting role. Rod

Steiger

Ketch (Palace Cinema. West

Springfield i

The first directorial effort of Jack

I .emmon is a delightfully woolly comedy

about an eccentric 72 year old man and

his /est for living The film is delightful

with a wonderfully sustained portrayal

by Walter Mattheau in the leading role

Lawman (Jerry Lewis Cinema. Nof

thampton
A good cast in a generally routine

western which amounts to a morality

tale about the futility of killing A Strong

lawman comes to a crime ridden town

determined to bring justice along with

him Featuring Burt Lancaster Lee J

Cobb, Robert Ryan, and Sheree North

Let's Scare Jessica To Death >

Amherst Cinema. Amherst I

An interesting failure ol a horror film

which attempts to mesh nearly all

memorable genres Into a coherent w hole

ouse
that falls well below the intended goal It

is interesting because of the obvious

determination of those involved and it

tails because of budget limitations and

the simple fact that they aimed too high.

Still there's a chill or two in it.

somewhere land is filmed in a glorious

old house on Long Island The cast is

assembled mostly ol familiar faces from

television led by Zohra Lambert and

Kevin McCarthy

Millhouse (Campus Cinemas, Hadlev >

The President as a 1 Buffoon (so what

else is new) is this biased documentary

by Fmile de Antonio I Point of Order) It

is the film of the year for the Radical

Chic For more, see review in this issue.

Monterrey Pop (Wednesday. SU
Ballroom. < I

The predecessor to Woodstock and an

excellent vet sparse rock documentary

It chronicles the Monterrey Pop
Festival of 1966. a time when it was cool

to wear flowers in your hair etc .
and

presents one of the finest line-up of

Sixties rock talent ever assembled.

Featured an- The Who. Janis Joplin

(doing a memorable Ball And Chain"),

the Mama and Papa's, Shankar. Otis

Redding, and Jimi Hendrix ( doing

Wild Thing" There are no frills to this

general!) low-keyed document of some

Ol the great talents in pop music, some
who can be seen only in this him

The Organization (Showcase Cinemas I,

West Springfield

A comedy suspense film featuring

sidno\ Poitier as the Mr Tibbshemade
famous in earlier lilim

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
"When the rain

comes, they run and

hide their heads."
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McGovern Stresses Need For Change
ByBOBMcWILLlAMS

Democratic Senator George McGovern stressed the need to reorder

national priorities to meet pressing domestic needs by reducing overall

military expenditures, particularly in Indo-China. when he *poke before

the standing room only crowd in the Student Union Ballroom last night.

McGovern who is the first declared presidential candidate for the 1972

elections, was sponsored by the Amherst Voter Registration Coalition

The Senator announced his intention of introducing an interim foreign

aid bill into the Senate today, which would provide relief funds to the

Pakistani refugees, extend temporary credit to Israel and ban funds to

dictator-regime governments, such as that established in Greece. He

included continued support to the United Nations in the bill. also.

Calling for a reduction in what he called "our excessive and swollen

military budget," McGovern stated that "if we could end that foolish and

cruel war. we would use that $10 billion for job creating enterprises, to

improve public transit facilities, provide more aid to education, and

finance anti-pollution programs."

"The war in Indo-China is the greatest moral and political disaster in

the history of our country", McGovern said.

Speaking on the economy, McGovern said, "I don't think Nixon has real

control over prices...this freeze is not working anywhere but on wages."

McGovern called for an end to U.S. support of what he termed "corrupt

military dictatorships." naming Greece specifically as a country to

which he would not favor U.S. financial aid.

Commenting on Agnew's recent trip to Greece, McGovern said,

smiling, "I don't mind him making that sentimental journey...actually, I

wish he would stay."

Speaking on a multitude of other issues, McGovern said he thought the

Amchitka blast was serious error, he favored aid to Israel, called for an

end to the draft and a reduction of our troops in Europe, elimination of

prison sentences for marijuana convictions and improvement of U.S.

penal institutions.

McGovern said he is counting heavily on youth support in the coming

presidential election. He is focusing his campaign on domestic issues.

In the same vein, Lee Sandwen. Student Senate President, said before

the lecture that effective student participation on the local level could

directlv influence local politicians and help form policy on domestic

issues \Sandwen offered assistance to anyone interested in active in-

volvement in the local elections in February or the national elections in

72. His was the first public mention made so far of student involvement in

the February elections.

In the question and answer period which followed the lecture, members

of the Socialist Workers Party asked McGovern if he would come out in

support of a demonstration in Washington, Nov. 20 to repeal all state

abortion laws.

McGovern answered that he was unaware of the demonstration, but

they insisted he was and demanded that he take a stand on the issue.

McGovern countered that he was in favor of liberalizing existing

abortion laws but avoided committing himself to the demonstration.

McGoverns appearance at UMass was part of his campaign swing

through Massachusetts this week.

Senator George
Schmidt)

McGovern attracted capacity crowd last night in S.U. Ballroom. (MD( photo by Steve

On The Inside : 1

McGovern Analysis
See page two

Battle Of The Busline
See page three

Mctiovern listens to students' questions after short speech. (MIX

photo by Barbara Brecherl
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New Analysis A t *v

What Will Happen In Amherst?
!.•...• i „ oKio »n r'hnnpp town nolicv. (1

McGovern stresses a point during his half-hour speech last night.

iMIK phot(» by Steve Schmidt)

Hv NATHAN GOKENSTEIN
For the first time publicly, the

upcoming town elections were

mentioned on campus last night by

Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen in a speech preceding

Senator McGovern's. Sandwen
stated that he would support any

persons, student or non-student,

who would enter the February

town elections, presumably on a

liberal-radical progressive ticket

Even with only six to eight

hundred students registered to

vote in the town of Amherst,

Sandwen's statement could be of

great importance to the outcome of

the February town elections.

If major student support was

thrown behind a particular can

didate. support in terms of votes,

money, and active participation in

a campaign, there would be

News Analysis

Size Of Crowd Meaningless?
By RICHARDC.HANSON

Senator McGovern showed last

night that he can draw a large,

enthusiastic crowd on a college

campus, which doesn't mean much
toa,presidential candidate stuck in

the middle of an ever-increasing

bloc of liberal, democratic can-

didates.

The size and responsiveness of

the UMass gathering seems to

indicate that a candidate espousing

the peace and prosperity platform.

which McGovern has. could get

elected president; it he can get the

Democratic Party nomination.

The Senator from South Dakota

said in a press conference that he

was "baffled" by former Senator

Eugene McCarthy's recent an-

nouncement that he would seek

Convention votes in non primary

He also acknowledged to reporters

tli.it the '»pen ended field of

democratic candidates would hurt

Ins own campaign, and charves for

the nomination next summer
McGovern, who had spent

Sunday afternoon foraging for

support in Springfield and

Amherst, tried in his speech to

break his "one issue" image by

concentrating on his sponsorship in

the Senate today of an interim

foreign aid bill, which would

provide relief funds for East

Pakistan refugees, allow jet

fighter sales to Israel and, amongst

other anti-war provisions, stop

military aid to "the Greek military

dictatorship".

He did spend most of his speech

dealing with how the war had ef-

fected the American economy, and

how its end would allow for other

kinds of humane projects. Without

getting concrete McGovern said,

as he has often said in the past, that

about $30 billion could be cut from

the defense budget, without hur

ting national defense

It is difficult to gauge reaction to

McGovern the candidate One

student found the Senator "wishy

washy", another said he is

•honest" What does seem to

prevail is an attitude that

McGovern would not get many

votes as a third party candidate in

for example, a Muskie-Nixon

election. Some students saw a

danger in splitting votes from

Muskie.
McGovern, bv his own estimates,

spends about 10% of his time on

college campuses. His staff at the

paign work
The standing ovations at the

beginning and end of his talk were

heartening for the Senator.

Whether or not this indicates a

willingness on the part of his ad-

mirers to work for him is a

question McGovern people can still

distinct likelihood of that person or

persons being elected to town of-

fice. This point is an issue which

had not even been brought up until

Sandwen's statement of last night.

The impact of such a person's

election cannot be stated with any

certainty, but it would be sate to

assume.' given the right issues and

outside support, that it could be one

ol some magnitude. In the area of

rents, low income housing and

other areas of concern to the oti

campus student population: a

student, or a person representing

student views could effect change.

There is precedence for this

view. For example, last week in

Texas a student was elected to the

city council in a small university

town, and, of course, there is the

example of Berkeley. There, three

of the seven member of the city

council were elected from a radical

ticket. Though their influence on

town affairs has not been that

great at this writing, they have

succeeded in stopping reactionary

measures that might have

oridinarily been passed, and have

c oueiie idiiiuuBca. ilia ju>" »•» -— -i • ,-

ballroom speech was surprisingly ponder. He reportedly has a strong

voung Much of his campaign will organization already functioning in

depend upon how many young New Hampshire, but so did Eugene

people he can mobilize in cam- -McCarthy in 1968.

Lang's Photo
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been able to change town policy, or

perhaps more aptly, town attitude.

tow aid the student population. The

police have an unoffical hands -off

policy unless absolutely necessary,

and the air oi conflict around

campus no longer seems so on

vio'
1

\\ nether all this will happen here

is of course another question

Amherst does not have the

problems or History Berkeley has

and neither does there seem to be

quite so much interest here in town

politics as there is in Berkeley.

However, the possibility of

change here is becoming a district

possibility. What does or doesn't

happen depends to a large degree

on what we as sutdents do. Even

with only 800 students voting their

impact in a town this size would be

enough to swing an election.

There is another voting drive on

November 14 at the Campus
Center It will be as interesting to

see the student turnout, as it will be

to note who is running for what in

February, and the campus reac-

tion to their candidacy.
s

We want to talk to you
about a career in law . .

.

without law school.

When you become a Lawyer's Assistant,

you'll be doing work traditionally done by

lawyers — work we think you'll find

challenging and responsible. And
Lawyer's Assistants are now so critically

needed that The Institute for Paralegal

Training can offer you a position in the

city of your choice and a higher salary

than you'd expect as a recent college

graduate. You'll work with lawyers on
interesting legal problems — and the

rewards will grow as you do.

A representative of The Institute for

Paralegal Training will conduct inter-

views on:

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4

Inquire at Placement Office

for exact location of interview

NOTE If registration for this seminar is filled.

~ome anyway — we'll try to talk to you Or call us
'lect at the number shown below.

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
13th floor, 401 Walnut St ,

Phila
. Pa 19106

(215) WA 5-0905

{J*jr fltaaarlptirtt* flailg (Bolltfttatt

Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN araon m« tacond floor of the Student Union on

the Univ«r»ily campus, tip coda 01002 Phone* ara MS 1550 (news). 545 0144

(sports), and S4f 1311 (editor!

Second claw postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

limes weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation end exam periods, three or tour times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March I. 117* as amended by the act of June 11. 1*43. Sub

fcriRtion ratee are S6 00 per aemesier, HO 00 per year

*

Battle Of The Busline
By DON SAINT-PIERRE

In a request currently before the

Massachusetts Department of Public

Utilities, <MDPU> Peter Pan Bus Lines

has asked the State's recognition of a

garaging facility in North Amherst.

The facility would be used in servicing

UMass and the surrounding areas, and

would enable Peter Pan to lower "dead-

head'' charges on charter service for

these areas. (The state requires a

transport company to charge a mileage

fee "dead-head", for the distance

between the garaging facility and the

point of departure of the charter.

Peter Pan is currently allowed to use

this "point-of-origin" in North Amherst

for inter-state charter service by the

Interstate Commerce Commission

(ICC). This agency regulates all travel

between states. For service within the

Commonwealth the MDPU will only

recognize Peter Pans garaging facility

in Springfield. This is a difference of

nearly twenty "dead-head" miles.

Western Mass. Bus Lines currently

receives all intrastate charter service

from the University as their MDPU
authorized point-of-origin is Nor-

thampton, this being only five "dead-

head" miles from the University. Peter

Pan's proposed facility would be one

"dead-head" mile from the University.

In a recent Collegian interview,

Western Mass's General Manager,

Joseph Maddaloni. said the move by

Peter Pan to establish an intrastate

facility one mile from the campus is

"clearly an attempt by them (Peter Pan

Bus Line) to knock Western Mass. out of

'

i
>

*
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the box'

/.

Roll up. roll up for the magical mystery tour. Step right

never land. (MDC photo by Alan Chapman)
this way. One way to never-

He said that if his company loses the

University's intrastate charter service

he will "have to drastically reduce local

transit service." Western Mass. is

currently the only company providing

the University with bus service to the

surrounding cities and towns.

Peter Pan Lines is currently under

contract bv the University for all out-of-

state charter service, and Western

Mass. for all in-state. This is a direct

result of Western Mass's closer in-state

origin point. Maddaloni said that Peter

Pan's motion "is an attempt to

monopolize charter service in the

Amherst area."

Replying to this statement. Peter

Pan's President Peter Picknelly said his

company built the facility in North

Amherst in 1964, which was im-

mediately recognized by the ICC. He

said this facility was "established to

provide the University with the lowest

possible charter service rates."

Since its construction, Peter Pan has

applied to the MDPU twice for

recognition of this as an origin point.

Peter Pan's third request is currently

being processed by the MDPU. Western

Mass. argued against this recent

request saying the decreased charter

revenue "would necessitate a reduction

in local transit service."

Picknelly said "Peter Pan is trying to

help the University" and that if Western

Mass. Bus Lines wishes to build an

origin point in Amherst, his company
"would not oppose such a move."

160 Attend Education Conference

By MARTHA CAYTHWAITE
Approximately one hundred and

sixty UMass faculty. ad-

ministration, and students at-

tended the third annual Un-

dergraduate Education Con-

ference sponsored by the U.E.C.

last Monday in the Campus Center.

According to Thomas Linbeman.

campus minister of the United

Christian Foundation and member

of the U.E.C. steering committee,

the objective of the day-long

conference was "to raise the

priority of undergraudate

education '. The entire day was

spent discussing various aspects of

undergraduate education and what

can be done to improve un-

dergraduate education at the

University

The conference was divided into

tour main sections, the first being

the keynote address by W. J

McKeachie. head of the University

of Michigan Psychology Depart-

ment. In his speech about teaching

and learning in the University, he

criticized faculty and students who

merely transferred facts claiming

this to be "lazy education' and

citing that the expertise of the

faculty lies in their ability to think

and ask questions in their

respective fields.

The second section of the con-

fernece was devoted to the

discussion of the recently

published report of the Provost

Committee of Teacher Evaluation.

The possible establishment of an

office of teacher evaluation and

improvement and the question of

how to evaluate teachers and what

to do with these evaluations were

other topics of disicussion dealt

with in this section.

The second half of the day began

with a discussion of the report of

President Wood's Committee on

the Future of the University. The

report stresses such innovations

for the three UMass campuses as

the accessibility of public

education to all ages and economic

and minority groups, more public-

service bv the University, and a

new mix "of liberal education and

specific training for the solving of

social problems.

The conference split up into

seven different discussion groups

for the last section of the day.

Several problems facing the

University, such as admission

policies, the grading and marking

system and alternatives to

traditional classroom methods

were discussed in depth.

When asked about the con-

ference, Nick Apostula, Student

Senator and one of the three

students who attended the con-

ference, said he felt that "the

conference was lacking in that

there were not more students

there". However, he did feel that

"the conference provided a

sounding board for the faculty

although it didn't accomplish

anything concrete."

Britain's Biggest

Building Bombed
_ .. . a»« 1 'II I 1 i \ '

. ..rni Kllkll'll W
- Scotland Yard The IRA's provisional wing, the

began Investigating yesterday an militant group staging terrorist

eaHv morning explosion that attacks in Northern Ireland

riDoed a gaping hole near the top of denied responsibility for the blast

3on s^oTeet showpiece Post The more politically oriented

Office Tower, Britain's largest

building.

Detectives were checking into a

telephone call made by a man

speaking with an Irish accent to

the British Press Association. The

caller, who claimed to represent

the outlawed Irish Republican

Army, said the IRA planted <

bomb and more would follow.

political wing of the IRA made no

statement. ^^^^^^^^^^

;hingNewatHatch

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

• * * *

Handballs

THE
ICEMAN
COMETH
by Eugene O'Neill

Friday, Saturday, Sunday evenings

November 5, 6/ 7, 12, 13, ia

CURTAIN7:30P.M.

Not recommended for children.

KIRBY THEATER,
AMHERST COLLEGE

All seats reserved $2.00.

For reservations phone 542-2278 or visit Kirby box

office 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Bv.JlDYIMTTMAN
There's something new at the

Hatch that might change the

"hamburger and coke" tradition of

the campus.

Due to the efforts of two UMass

graduate students, in cooperation

with the Food Service, a selection

of full-course and side-order dishes

based on brown rice, soybeans, and

other nutritious vegetables is now

available in the macrobiotic-food-

line in the Hatch.

Jim Bron. a grad student in

zoology, and Alan Peakes. a grad

student in futuristics. introduced

the idea to the Food Service.

In an MDC interview. Bron said

that he and Peakes had considered

various ways of "getting organic

food to the people" and they

decided that the Hatch would be

ideal.

"Macrobiotic foods involve a

philosophy of eating." said Bron.

"1 became interested through the

book. Zen Macrobiotic Cooking
"

Bron and Peakes will be chefs of

the new food line and Bron said

thai although the uait may he I

re* minutes longer, the lood will be

freshly cooked and good

grits, and spices on brown rice),

vegetable salads, and other

varieties of rice and/or vegetable

dishes freshly baked whole wheat

bread will be offered Occasional

specials such as curried tomatoes,

and grain combinations will also

become available.

Prices will probably range lrom

20C to 75*.

and

Handball
Gloves

45 So. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Besides

meal e8t>la

full

-y^ Nov. : 7:00 and 9:30 S.U. Ballroom $1

SUNSONGS by Barry Schonhaut
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In The Nation And The World

Senate Votes To End U.S. Foreign Aid
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen. J.W Fulbright

said Sunday he expects an interim program
of foreign aid to be approved by the Senate,

but that it will exclude funds "for the

military domination of other countries
"

Fulbright did not state flatly that military

aid to South Vietnam should be ruled out of

such a program, but he said such military-

assistance programs are "sticking points"

that could preclude continuation of foreign

aid.

"To liquidate the U.S. engagement in

Vietnam is the announced policy of this

country." the Arkansas Democrat said, and

if the Senate's action in rejecting a two-year

extension of the foreign aid program helped

toward that goal it was a good move.

The Nixon administration hopes to bounce

back from a Senate vote to kill the foreign-

aid program by winning congressional

passage of stop-gap legislation then enact-

ment of a brand new aid bill.

White House officials said yesterday

President Nixon wants aid continued in a

coordinated way and has no intention of

seeking piecemeal supplemental ap-

propriations to continue one or another

section of the aid effort.

Press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said.

"A piecemeal solution isn't the answer."

The White House disclosed its plans a few

hours after Sen. J.W Fulbright said he

expects the Senate to approve an interim

program excluding funds "for the military

domination of other countries
"

Nixon, who spent part of the weekend at

his Camp David hideaway near Thurmont.

Md . conferred by telephone with William

Timmons. a key White House lobbyist, on

strategy to offset Fridays surprise Senate

vote.

Nixon and Timmons. officials said, agreed

the first order of business would be to seek

passage of a resolution that would continue

foreign aid beyond its scheduled Nov. 15

expiration at current levels. If such a

resolution, subject to periodic renewal, is

adopted, Nixon would plan to develop a

whole new aid program.

Ziegler said administration people were

busy during the weekend taking a con-

tinuing assessment of what he termed the

severe implications of killing security,

economic and humanitarian assistance to

other countries.

In the absence of congressional action by

Nov 15, he said, the big Agency for In-

ternational Development would shut down

for lack of funds to pay its employees.

Fulbright. chairman of the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee, said the

Senate vote marked "the beginning of a

period of great opportunity... to be more

cooperative and not so domineering" in

foreign relations.

Fulbright appeared on the CBS radio

television program, "Face the Nation."

Fulbright said aid to countries like Laos

and South Vietnam would face "a lingering

death" as programs now in effect gradually

ran out.

But he said "grab-bag" programs that

"were all things to all people" will not be

seen again.

He said the interim program probably

would "take care of those parts of the

foreign aid program that are the least

controversial." He cited such thing as funds

for PAKISTANI REFUGEES as an
example.
Fulbright said he doesn't agree with some

senators that funds for the United Nations

should be cut severely in the wake of the

world body's ouster of Nationalist China.

But he said "there are reforms that should

be made."
He said $400 million in funds to finance

military sales to Israel as included in the old

bill "was a very special case," the Senate

would have to consider.

He mentioned as an example such things

could be handled by simple resolutions in

the Senate and not included in foreign aid.

In Brief...
WASHINGTON < AP (-Senate action on welfare-reform legislation

now lias been put over until 1972 and there is doubt the bipartisan

coalition backing it can hold together in a national election year.

Senate Democratic leader Mike Mansfield had persistently

scheduled the bill for action this year, declaring President Nixon is

entitled to a vote on his top priority recommendation. The House

passed it June 22

CHARLESTON, W.Va. < AP)-Thousands of striking coal miners

m Appalachia become eligible for food stamp benefits today as the

nationwide coal strike moves into its second month without any

hints of progress in contract negotiations.

West Virginia Welfare Commissioner Edwin Flowers said

yesterday that his department's offices throughout the state "are

stocked with food stamps" in anticipation of today's applicants.

LONDON I \P> -A new campaign was launched inside the

squabbling Labor party yesterday to oust Roy Jenkins as deputy

leader, tor backing the Conservative government's drive to take

Britain into the European Common Market.

SINGAPORE I \P)-The Far East fleet steamed past in a farewell

review yesterday just hours before the 150-year-old British Asian

Naval Command was replaced hy an integrated force under a five-

nation pact.

The new arrangement provides that Singapore and Malaysia will

receive naval support from a force comprised of British,

Australian and New Zealand ships. Previously Britain was

responsible lor the defense of Singapore and Malaysia.

IU 'en VREST. Romania (API-Romanians by the hundreds lined

up Sunday morning for the early showing of Walter Matthau and

Ingrid Bergman in "Cactus Flower." a very unrevolutionary start

lor a week in which the country's Communist leaders will issue a

progress report on their four-months of efforts to create "the new
socialist man."

I'LL \\ IV < \P> A National Bastard Day is being prepared by

Israeli anticlencalists to dramatize their struggle against what

they term religious coercion The event is scheduled for Nov. 9.

The title of National Bastard Day was chosen in honor of Jews

born out i'l wedlock who are unable to marry in Israel because of

Ihe state rabbinate's monopoly on marriage.

STRAWBERRY PLAINS, Tenn. < \P> A Navy fighter-bomber

accidentally dropped an air-to-surface missile on the home of a

judge during a training flight yesterday morning, causing serious

damage but no injuries, military spokesmen said.

U.N. Raises China's Flag

UNITED NATION'S. N.Y. (AP)- Communist China

advised the United Nations Sunday that it wants to be

listed under "C"-for "China, People's Republic of'-in

the alphabetical roll of the 131 member countries.

Acting Foreign Minister Chi Peng-fei informed

Secretary U Thant in a message replying to a query

Thant sent Friday

The answer cleared up the questions of where to

hoist the white-starred red Chinese flag in the

alphabetical rank of members' flags at headquarters

and whether China would be president of the Security

Council for November.
The flag will be between Chile's and Colombia's.

Poland, rather than the People's Republic, will be

[iresident of the council in the monthly alphabetical

rotation of the presidency among the 15 council

members.
A spokesman said the L.N. guards would put the

People's Republic's flag up with all the others Monday
morning.

They have had the flag, hurriedly ordered from a

New Jersey manufacturer, since Tuesday the day

after the General Assembly voted the Communist
People's Republic into the U.N. and ousted the

Nationalist Republic of China.

They have not raised it because they did not know
where to put it. The first day, they left a gap in the

"C's" where the Republic of China's red, white and

blue flag had been. After that they shifted the gap to

one end of the row so it would not be so noticeable.

The flag of Red China will be going up here for the

first time since it was established in Peking in 1949,

lour years after the foundation of the United Nations.

According to the latest U.N. population estimates, it is

the symbol of a state that as of mid-1970 governed

759.6 million people on the Chinese mainland and

claimed sovereignty over 14 million on Taiwan, the

stronghold of the Nationalists.

The U.N. will skip the flag-raising ceremony that is

usual for new members. The People's Republic holds

that it is not a new member but has simply been

"restored" to rights in the U.N. from which it had
been kept by "representatives of the Chiang Kai-shek

clique."

Castro To Visit Chile

AMOROSO
The very name means love —
where else should you buy your

DIAMOND
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

certified appraisals

Call RICHARD AMOROSO 546-4300 anytime.

In Boston Call 542-2226

WASHINGTON (AP)-Chilean

President Salvador Allende said

Sunday the visit to Chile by Prime
Minister Fidel Castro of Cuba will

occur within the next 20 days.

But. Allende said that his long

personal friendship with Castro

does not mean he will emulate the

Cuban leader and turn Chile into a

one-party Communist state where
elections are never held.

"I am a personal friend of Fidel

Castro but I do not imitate his stvle

and tactics," Allende said. with our traditions, history and

"There will be free elections in customs. We are carrying out our

Chile." Allende said, "in keeping revolution through legal channel

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

"Photo Jamboree 71
Wednesday, November 3rd

2 - 10 p.m.
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Routes 5 and 91 — Northampton
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Trick or Treat?

Drugs In Your Candy
|{> the Associated Press

Ghosts, goblins and witches wandered the land over the weekend for

Halloween trick-or treating that had a bitter side for some youngsters

who discovered drugs, pins and needles or razor blades in their holiday

randy collections.

Public officials in many states warned parents to check carefully any

candy, fruit or other items their children brought home. A Battle Creek.

Mich . man promoted the use of coupons to replace candy.

Jessie Gray, head of the •let's Save Halloween" committee, urged

homeowners to buy the coupons from local stores and distribute them to

trick or treaters The coupons were redeemable at other stores for candy

and youngsters can eat without-risking the danger of finding poison or a

sharp object.

A different kind of coupon campaign was under way in Utah. A sponsor

of the drive explained that Halloween was to highlight a program to

collect coupons lor delivery to the Utah Kidney Foundation. The coupons

will be exchanged with a sponsoring food corporation for a $3,000 kidney

dialysis blood cleansing machine at the University of Utah Medical

(enter.

A few of the children, however, found the holiday was more trick than

treat.

The Broome County. N.Y.. sheriff's office reported three incidents

involving the discovery of needles in candy bars given to children. All

were found before the youngsters ate the candy.

Police in Richmond. Ya., said a woman reported chocolate candy

collected by her children contained drugs. Police said the drugs were

tested and found to be phenobarbital and darvon-tranquilizers and pain

killers.

A lo-vear-old boy in Atlanta. Ga.. found a razor blade in an apple he

nabbed during a bobbing contest in an Atlanta park. He was unharmed.

Not so lucky were three Chicago youngsters who were treated at a

hospital. Two children became ill after eating candy received Saturday

and a third was stuck in the roof of the mouth by a pin planted in an apple.

Police said the candy and fruit given the youngsters contained crushed

glass, razor blades and straight pins.

Poli-Sci Meeting Tonight
federal governments for em-
ployment.

The meeting will take place

tonight at 7:00 in Thompson 106.

Attending will be Professors Bach.

Gordon. Mainzer. Mileur and
Steeper of the Political Science

Department and Professor Sam
Goldman of the School of Business

Administration. They will discuss

admission and employment
prospects and offer their advice

about the most effective

procedures and strategies. The

sponsors hope that the meeting will

be an open discussion which will

locus on questions raised by the

students who attend.

The meeting is not restricted to

political science majors. All in-

terested students, and especially

juniors and seniors, are urged to

attend Law schools, graduate

schools, and employment op-

portunities are all becoming in-

creasingly competitive. Hopefully.

this meeting will enable students to

make decisions which are better

nformed and more likely to be

The Department of Political

Science is sponsoring an open

meeting tonight for students in-

terested in applying to law schools,

to graduate programs in political

sc

i

ence. and to the state and

MERCURY
BOOKSTORE

Afiirotoai} and

vJccult S^cicnc, <

9 EAST PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST,

Overalls

Jumpsuits

$4.S0

Fatigue
Pants
$2.00

Furs $10 - 30

Shawls $2.00

Leathers, Corduroys, Velvets, & Antique Dresses |20's-30'sl

Sweaters, authentic P-Coats, new Parkas, Felt Hats,

Moutons, Tunics, Berets, 1 1 ht -Shim & Pants, Long Wool Coats,

M-43's, Eisenhowers, Boots, etc.

Bring your handicrafts

Smut Sales Slipping
SAN FRANCISCO (API-

Promoters of hardcore sex en-

tertainment are crying about hard

times, even in this city once

labeled the "Smut Capital of the

U s
."

Five "adult"' theaters have
closed in less than one year. Others

are playing mostly to empty seats

Customers used to pay as much
as SK) a ticket. Now they can have

nothing left to their imaginations

for as little as 99 cents.

The pornography promoters
blame a variety of things, too

much competition, police

harassment and-after two years-

public apathy.

Among those leading the first

against the pornography pur
veyors is Asst. Dist. Atty. Jerome
Benson, in charge of prosecutions

involving sex entertainment.

Experts disagree about whether
there is any relaton between
pornography and crime.

Benson says the sex shows
"definitely cause a hike in crime."

However, the San Francisco

Crime Commission, appointed by-

Mayor Joseph L. Alioto. made a

three-year study of the city's crime

problems and reported last June:

"We have found no reliable

evidence demonstrating a casual

relationship between pornography

and victory crime.''

Information gathered from the

police Bureau of Criminal
Statistics also shows no evidence of

a direct relation between crime

Follies' sex show He was released

in $10,000 bail. Public apathy is

another woe.
"There's only so much of this

stuff the people can buy.'' said Phil

Rosenberg, <i2. owner of a down
town store selling adult books His

sales are off more than 30 per cent

and the pornography publishers

are grinding out a weekly average

of only 2(1 new titles such as "The
Sexually Active Housewife." "The
Sex Comics" and "The Crge to

Punish.''

Rosenberg said his store used to

get 75 or more new titles a week.

and the pornography business.

During the past two years the

number of sex bookshops and

shows remained about the same.

The number of recorded sex

crimes also stayed at about the

same level during that period.

Police and legal troubles are not

the only problems for the operators

OJ sex shows and bookstores.

"Small time operators have

glutted the market.'" moaned
Raymond "Tiny" Becker. 300-

pound manager of the New Follies

Theater. Becker had just spent a

night in jail on a charge of violating

a court injunction against the

Botulism Scare

Proves False
PFNSUOI. \. Kla. (AIM A Marine captain and his 4-year-old son were

pronounced 'completely well" Sunday by doctors at a Navy hospital

after suspicions that they had been affected by Botulism poisoning

proved false
.

.

"No clinical bacterialogical or laboratory evidence exists to support a

diagnosis of botulism." a Navy spokesman said concerning the condition

of Capt. William Cleveland Jr.. 27, and his son William III.

Preliminary tests showed they may have eaten contaminated hrencn

style sliced green beans made by Stokely-Van Camp Inc.

"There's nothing wrong with them, nothing at all." said a spokesman

for the Clevelands. A Navy spokesman said "They will be dismissed very

soon."

The two had reported to the hospital for blood tests and samples were

flown to the Communicable Disease Center in Atlanta, which said "a

suggestive diagnosis of botulism" was apparent.

The spokesman said, however, that a later series of tests conducted in

Atlanta indicated "no botulism at all."

Qeatle Qneeu

Iiak<f Bute

Platinum

Qolden Mink

ColorsThat Click
Eyes that click wear Colors that Click, new Hye Shadow Duos

from Maybelline.Two shades of shimmery shadow in

every case. A Lid-Shadow for luminous color.

And a Lid-Lighter for glimmering

highlights. Five smashing combi-

nations to choose from. Bttfi

them on for a frosty

glow. And before you can say,

"Focus Pocus, see beautiful

eyes develop.

The finest in f eye make-up, yet scum
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One Of Many
It wasn't exactly fire and brimstone that Senator George

McGovern delivered before a couple of thousand would-be

student politicos last night in the Student Union Ballroom.

It was more like the beginning of a long line of issue

swilling Presidential hopeful campaign speeches that the

campus can expect to be deluged by in the next year or so.

Since students got the vote when the 18 year olds

recently became enfranchised, it seems likely that a lot of

politicians are going to want to "reach" them this year, so

that those 11,000,000 votes won't be swayed the "wrong"

way. McGovern certainly didn't say that he was the only

way to responsible voting, but he made no secret he wants

those students to vote his way. But a lot of people want you

to vote their way. We will listen to them. But what we want

vou to do is vote and act, after you listen.

Communities like Amherst could change drastically as a

result of student registration there instead of at the place

of parental residence. That's why the Amherst Voter

Registration Drive is trying to register students.

Student Senate president Lee Sandwen encouraged

involvement in local politics to effect any kind of action on

domestic issues. Lee spoke just before Senator McGovern

did last night to sort of put the presidential campaign into

local context. What he said and what we would like to

stress is that student influence begins at home.

McGovern, and all the other hopefuls that are going to

come coaxing your votes, are big men. They've been on the

Washington scene or the Boston scene or the Hampshire

District Court scene for a while and they have lots of ideas

on what to do there. Get exposed to their ideas but in-

corporate them at home.
Isn't low income housing, and rent control a national and

a local issue'' Isn't pollution and highway safety the same

kind of problem?
McGovern told his audience last night that he wants to

attack domestic issues, and everyone else will come and

tell us that, too. But to get the real domestic issues im-

proved we know that it has to be done on a local level. Let

McGovern and the others convince us how they'll fix it up

nationally and let's do the rest ourselves.

Go home and vote tomorrow, or else register to vote in

Amherst on November 14th when the Town Clerk again

brings the books to campus. We want student voice to be

heard.
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Don Glickstein

The Greaser Report

WASHINGTON -One of the results of the Pentagon

Papers was the releasing of many hitherto secret

documents. One of these documents -it has not

received much press -was the result of research done

over the past five years by an obscure government

bureaucrat in the Office of Education and Society,

Wilfred F. Greaser.

Greaser's project involved the perusal of hundreds

of volumes of press releases and speech transcriptions

made by various government departments and in-

dividuals in order to ascertain whether or not the

government offends its constituencies through the use

of certain expressions and words. Greaser's findings

are startling.

The offensive words that occurred most frequently

were "faggot" (and its derivatives) and "Negro"

(and its variatL-s). The Executive Branch of the

government alone, denied the existence of so-called

"lags" on 234 occasions. Greaser hypotheosized that

much of the usage occurred during the Walter Jenkins

years of the Johnson administration.

As for the "Negro" offenses, Southern Senators

alone were responsible for articulating to the public

348 "nigras", 218 "boys", and 56 "niggers". Northern

Senators, observed the Greaser report, were more

diversified in their speech patterns with 67 "Negros",

39 "blacks", 83 "coloreds". 52 "jungle babies", 41

"Afro-Americans", 74 "coons", and 1 "proud race

from across the ocean".

Ethnic studies of the Justice Department proved to

be particularly revealing. Department agents, in-

vestigating alleged wrong-doings by one Guiseppe

Fustacchi, wrote in thie observations of "meatballs",

"wops'-', "mafios", "garlics", "dagos", and

"guineas".

An outstanding example of offensive language in

government transactions, Greaser reported, was the

speech of one Treasury Department official at-

tempting to explain Phase II to a group of

businessmen at a Cabot Club luncheon in Boston.

"What we are attempting to do", the official ex-

plained, "is to keep the Commie, pinko, Bolshevik,

reds from Jewing up their prices."

Greaser's study indicates some trends, too, Hairy-

legged chicks from women's lib appear to be

emulating actions similar to those practiced by

Hitler's scientists during World War II II. "What we
intend to do". Greaser quoted a Department of

Health, Education and Welfare publicity spread, "is

to freeze the balls off of all male chauvinist, honky,

spade, and spic pigs so that they'll never be able to

luck us again."

It is anindictmentof the Establishment press that

the Greaser Report has not been publicized. Quoted

one editor of the New York Times, "If the Government
Printing Office feels that the Greaser Report is of-

fensive, then we certainly feel so too. Besides, half of

those words in the Greaser Report aren't even in the

dictionary. We wouldn't want to distract people's

attention from the real issues, you know."

No Thanks, Sir

Bv FRANK SALVIDIO
ASST. PROFESSOR

WESTFIF1A STATE COLLEGE
It is public knowledge that the

office of Chancellor of the

University is vacant as a result of

the resignation of Dr. Tippo. As

educators, we are all aware that

the office requires a man who holds

the highest academic credentials

and who has successfully ad-

minstered an institution of higher

education. Since Dr. Leonard J

Savignano and his supporters have

publicly declared on many oc-

casions' that he is in possession of

these qualifications. I respectfully

request that his name be added to

the list of eminent candidates for

the office of Chancellor of the

University of Massachusetts.

Surely the credientials of a man
so consistently praised by those

who administer the State College

svstem cannot be overlooked. His

appointment to the office of

Chancellor will be a fitting reward

for his years of loyal service and

will make available to our state's

largest public academic institution

the "dynamic leadership" for

which he has so often been praised.

Doubtless there will be those

among the 2,000-and-odd members
of the WSC community who will

have no desire to see him leave.

Indeed, in two referenda conducted

on campus last spring, fully one

hundred thirty-nine (139) of those

2.000 (126 students and 13 faculty)

expressed their desire to see him

continue as president - impressed

no doubt by the fact that in his ten

(10) years as president he has

brought WSC from its humble
position as the second smallest of

the state colleges to a point where

it is still the second smallest state

college.

The president himself may not

wish to leave, for we have it from

his own mouth that he has -in the

past- refused the presidency of

"several major universities."

Mindful of professional courtesy

and not wishing to embarrass those

unsuccessful suitors, he has

always declined to name them. We
know that he is interested in the

University, however, for he and his

supporters never weary of telling

the public that he has prevented

WSC "from becoming another

University of Massachusetts." And

this is the very reason why the

University needs him: he can

restore it to that prestigious

position from which he and his

supporters feel that it has fallen.

However dear Westfield may be to

him. it is his duty as a public

servant and as an educator to

make himself available for that

office in which he will be able to

provide the greatest good for the

greatest number.
...In closing, I am compelled to

intrude a personal note. Let no

cynics accuse me of having a

selfish motive in offering this

modest proposal merely because I

have long been a critic of the

Savignano administration and the

Board of Trustees which has seen

fit to perpetuate it: for I have no

other desire, personal feelings

notwithstanding, than to promote
the public good and to advance the

cause of higher education in the

Commonwealth, which at present

can best be achieved by elevating

Dr. Leonard J Savignano from
President of Westfield State

College to Chancellor of the

Universityof Mass.

Correction - FacSen

MELLjr DOH'T

L
A-//0*

To the Editor:

The lead article in last Friday's edition of the

DAILY COLLEGIAN concerning the students leaving

the Faculty Senate meeting was somewhat

misleading, the amendment mentioned in the article-

that "ihe Faculty Senate endorses the concept of

voting student participation at all levels in faculty

personnel decisions '--was introduced at the request of

Student Senate Vice-President Ladd and on behalf of

the Student Senate. One of my functions as Secretary

of the Faculty Senate is to bring matters before the

body on behalf of parties that otherwise would not be

able to introduce business for the Senate's con-

sideration. Contrary to the report in the DAILY
COLLEGIAN. I did not "suggest that the Faculty

Senate endorse" the amendment; as Secretary I

simply introduced the matter for the consideration of

the Senate without a statement of endorsement or non-

endorsement.
After two brief comments from Senators concerning

the appropriateness of the amendment, the presiding

officer, Professor David Booth, ruled the amendment

was inappropriate because "Ihe intention of the

amendment was incompatible with the intention of the

main motion." The main motion introduced by

Professor Jospeh Burroughs on behalf of the

University Tenure and Grievance Committee read

"that the faculty of each college, school, department,

or other academic unit at UMassAmherst... shall

determine and state whether and to what extent and

manner students may participate in faculty personnel

decisions at their respective levels." The motion was
intended to assist the Tenure and Grievance Com-
mittee in deciding whether student participation in

personnel decision-making constituted a legitimate

grievance on the part of a faculty member. The
motion did not seek endorsement or rejection of the

concept of student participation in decisions affecting

personnel matters; it sought only to clarify the policy

on such matter in each academic unit. Since the

motion was entirely neutral on the issue of student

involvement in personnel matters, Professor Booth

ruled the amendment inappropriate.

In the editorial on page seven of the same issue of

the DAILY COLLEGIAN Ihe editorialist maintains

that "since the amendment did not contradict the

main motion, it is clear. ..the decision to rule it out of

order was a violation of the good faith that has

characterized... recent relations with the faculty."

Surely conducting a meeting in accordance with the

normal canons of parliamentary procedure does not

violate good faith. The brief discussion following the

introduction of the amendment, and especially the

ruling of the presiding officer, was not, as contended

in the editorial, a "parliamentary ploy" to avoid

voting on the substance of the amendment; the

matter of the Faculty Senate endorsing the concept

of student participation in faculty personnel decisions

was simply not at issue in the motion before the house

Robert It. Wellman
Secretary i Faculty Senate
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Letters To The Editor

No Bread
To the Editor:

Wednesday night, October 27, the

Student Senate voted not to ap-

propriate money to the Boltwood -

Belchertown Project. We. the

UMass coordinators, of the

project, feel too strongly about this

program to accept the Senate

decision as a final condemnation of

a project to help the residents of

Belchertown State School.

Therefore, we have resubmitted

our budget, asking for $1,200.00 for

our program. This money would be

used entirely for transportation of

our volunteers.

The Boltwood Project is a

program dedicated to bringing

volunteers into Belchertown State

School for the retarded and
working with the residents there.

Our volunteers have committed
themselves to working at least two

hours a week, every week
Response to our recruitment

drive has exceeded our ex-

pectations. Almost 300 UMass
students have become actively

involved in our program, and the

Student Senate has decided not to

fund our program
We need, the $1,200. We must

have the buses to transport our

volunteers to Belchertown State

School. The program as a whole is

in danger of folding We have

enough outside money to rent

charter busses for a few weeks
then our program will cease. The
residents of Belchertown State

School will return to the level of life

they have known - just existence, a

stagnant, sterile, lifeless en-

vironment.

To all the Boltwood volunteers -

Please contact your Student

Senator, let them know that you

don't want the project to end.

To the UMass Senators - Please

reconsider your decision When the

new budget comes to I vote,

consider again the 300 UMass
students who feel our project is

worthwhile and are actively in-

volved. Help them stay involved

Hit hard Rutstein

Richard Hamilton

Suzanne Balboni

Barry Pechham

Remember The Needy

To the Editor:

The Collegian has lately seen fit to accuse Senator Goldwater ot

"reactionary ignorance" for suggesting that the U.S. withdraw from the

IN and banish that body to a more congenial locale, intimating that the

Senator was childishly vexed at opposition to American wishes.

But there is a difference between the fact that America was opposed

and the reasons for which America was opposed. The seating of Red

China was not seriously at issue; if such mild-mannered friends of

freedom as the USSR and Algeria may sit there, why not the Red Chinese?

At issue, rather, was the seating of the Nationalist Chinese regime on

Formosa. That there seemed to be two claims to representation of China

was not at issue, properly : since the Chinese rivals both possess territory,

population, and sovereignty over these, they qualify as governments, and

the legal niceties would have been best aired by the International Court of

justice at the Hague.

The real issue, the issue that aroused the ire of Senator Goldwater and

others not necessarily friends of Chiang, was representation. The

argument most often heard for inclusion of Red China was that a

powerful nation ought to be represented. To exclude the Nationalists, who

possess considerable power in Asia both as a military force and an

economic competitor, contradicts that argument. The Nationalists

govern fourteen million people; now they are out, and Oman, with barely

half a million persons, remains. If there were a ceiling on membership,

which there is not. far better candidates for insignificance might have

been found.

Much of the current uproar against the General Assembly vote was

probably stirred bv that reminder of the basic absurdity of the institution.

The U N was disinclined to seat two Chinas, or even a China and a quasi-

China vet allows the Kremlin to sit thrice—at the USSR, the Ukrainian

SSR and the Byelorussian SSR--as if three sovereignties were thereby

represented. Whom are they kidding 9 On the other hand. America, with

one General Assembly vote among more than one hundred and thirty,

provides more than thirty per cent of the U.N.'s operating budget, an

inspiring exercise in masochism.

For American to hand over so much treasure for the dubious privileges

of sitting through intemperate harangues, personal squabbles (both seen

during the China debates), the vituperation of petty fiefdoms, and the

scorn of piddling sheikdoms; to abide operations that accomplish no

more than secret diplomacy did and does, to underwrite social programs

lor which we reap no great propaganda benefits, to proclaim publicly the

hope that this gaggle of gaseous windbags will somehow promote global

concord -all this signifies a capacity for rejoicing in self-torture seldom

equalled among the history of nations.

While Senator Goldwater's proposal may be reactionary, it is neither

ignorant nor unjustified, but a sensible option that ought to be considered.

It may well be time to transfer the ponderous deliberations of this modern

Power of Babel to a less conspicuous station.

C.T. Irwin

Letters to the Editor must be typed at sixty spaces, double-spaced and absolutely no longer than two

Paget in length. All letters must be signed and the author's address and telephone numbers must be

included. No letter will be published without this information. Also, no letters will be printed without the

name of the author. Please note this change in policy.

All letters subject to editing either for content or space according to the judgment of the editors. Also,

due to space limitations, we do not guarantee that all letters will be printed.

Editorial Points

The kids in the City trick or

treat during the day. ap-

proaching strangers with their

paper bags and masks. You see,

no one will open their doors to

them at night.
*****

Judging by Halloween parties

around the campus over the

weekend, drag queens and
priests have replaced ghosts and
goblins in popularity, followed

closely by Tarzans and titted

belles.
*****

DINING COMMONS MEAL
OF THE WEEK: Marshmallows
and cole slaw, that's right,

mixed together, at last Thur-
sday's lunch in Franklin
Commons.

*****

The problem with jails is that

they put addicts in together with

criminals.
*****

The problem with life is that

when it's going good, it goes too

short, and when it's going bad, it

doesn't go hardly at all.

Why has it become a tradition

that the Sunday and Thursday
Student Union movies always
start fifteen to twenty minutes

late?
*****

It's better to be O.K. than

K.O.ed.
*****

JACK LITTLEFIELD PLAN
AHEAD AWARD of the month
goes to the manager of the

Hampshire Dining Commons
who forgot to place his order for

cold cereal, resulting in

thousands of grainless breakfast

goers this past week.
*****

Why doesn't the Physical plant

stop raking up the leaves'.'

Leaves are fun to jump into, and
besides, they cover up all the

mud.
*****

It sems that no sooner do they

plant the grass, they dig it up
again. Witness the moats in

newly sodded areas by the

Campus Center and Stock
bridge.

Fair is Fair

To the Editor:

Regarding the MDC editorial "A
Childish Gesture":

Your editorial states that a

useful purpose was served by the

expulsion of Taiwan from the UN
General Assembly, namely that

the US can no longer use the UN as

an instrument of its foreign policy

Further, you state that the

American people have not learned

that American "imperialism" is

finished and that any cut in

American subsidization of the UN
in protest over Taiwan's expulsion

is childish.

First. I would question whether

the UN has ever been a puppet of

the US. Certainly, no resolutions or

solutions favorable to the US have

ever been passed in regard to the

Vietnam and Mideast conflicts.

The UN. in this respect, has proven

itself at worst completely Inef-

fective in stopping war and at best

independent and unconcerned
where the desires of the super-

powers are concerned. This

stalemate has been primarily

caused by the veto held by the

Soviet Union in the UN Security

Council. Yet, your editorial implies

that another communist veto in the

Council will be a good thing in that

it will end "America's dictating

policy simply because of its

economic supremacy " Ap
parentis, you prefer a totalitarian

imperialism to American im-

perialism, if some form of im-

perialism must dominate the UN.
Secondly. Secretary of State

Rogers has stated that we will

abide by the UN vote However,

you say that to protest a policy

decision by a representative body

is not only childish but wrong. If

dissent can be heard in Congress

then why not in the UN General
Assembly'' Or doesn't the editor

believe in the right of protest when
a moral wrong has been com
mitted"' The moral crime here is

that 14 million people on Taiwan
I more than in many of the nations

who voted its expulsion) will be

denied representation in the

Assembly. Meanwhile, the US is

expected to continue supplying

39% of all UN funds. The very

countries who do not pay their dues

are the ones who voted Taiwan out.

yet we are not supposed to got

upset at this huge hypocrisy

Rather, we are expected to pick up
the tab for the rest of the more than

130 member nations while one of

our most populous, prosperous,

and faithful allies (a founder of the

UN Charter in 104.")) is thrown out

instead of being allowed to co-exist

with the People's Republic of

China.

In all fairness, why shouldn't

America make its protest felt in

the only way it will be felt in the

UN's pocketbook? If a nation is to

vote in the UN, it should lace up to

its moral and financial respon
sibilities before denying another its

rights. If an editor is to instruct his

audience in what to think and
dismiss its elected representatives

as "childish", he should first

consider the moral realities of

what he is supporting
Kevin T. McCnnncll

A New Image

To the Editor:

Last Thursday evening. October

28, Kappa Sig had a party Fine I

have no objections to parties But I

do object to a group of Kappa Sigs

yelling obscenities, quite loudly, at

2:30 a.m. This is not the first time I

have been disturbed by Kappa Sig

and I am sure there will be other-

times Along with the booming
obscenities, there were horns
honking from cars to add to the

gala atmosphere Well. I've had it

and I think Kappa Sig deserves to

know
I. unfortunately, live in Gorman

on the side nearest this outstanding

house I had always heard Kappa
Sig was the "animal" fraternity I

thought perhaps it was a

traditional label Well. I have lived

next door to them only two months

and found out otherwise.

Dear Kappa Sig. you have
awakened me many a night Do me
a favor and next time you're in one

of your belligerent beerie moods.

please take cold shower It'll

refresh you considerably.

LaUfH l.ouraine
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Spotlighting

The House On The Hill
BvSIIKI.I.KY LUZON

That big white house up on the

hill remains, for many, somewhat

of a mystery. For others, it is more

commonly known as the Chan-

cellor's house, (formerly the

President's house I,

Built in 1884. the house did not

appear on campus until some 20

years alter the establishment of

the college. The reason a con-

troversy among the board of

trustees as to the location of the

main buildings of the college.

Several felt they should be con

structed at the center of the

campus near the present da

y

North Pleasant Street. Prominent

architects and landscape gar-

deners were hired to settle the

controversy. The final result was

the decision to locate the buildings

on the ridge running north and

south, now called 'the Hill."

Henry Flagg French, elected as

the first president of

Massachusetts Agricultural

College, resigned September 29.

1M6. as a result of this con-

troversy. He listed among his

reasons the feeling that his wishes

had not been fully consulted as

thev should have been.

The college had purchased, for

UMass Student

Convicted of

Sex-Assault

A UMass student received a

sentence of three to five years in

Walpole State Prison after he was

convicted last week in Hampshire

County Superior Court of charges

in a sex assault on a UMass coed

Gregory Jackson, 19. of Oakland,

I'ahl . was convicted of assault

with intent to commit rape, assault

,md battery with a dangerous

weapon, and committing an un-

natural and lacu ious act

Judge Andrew R. Linscott

pronounced the sentence minutes 5

.liter the jurj returned this mor-
:j

nmg with the verdict. •:

Jackson was accused ol locking

the coed into his UMass dormitory :

room by pushing the bed in front of :

the door. According to the girl's \

testimony, he then forced the girl
j

to commit an unnatural act

When she resisted, she testified.

he began to heat her with a walking

stick fashioned from a tree branch

Pictures ol the girl bruised and

bloody, on the evening ot the

, rime, were introduced into

evidence. A doctor also testified as

to her condition after the alleged

crime

Mobe Petitions

For Kent Probe
In response to the letter Irom

Kent State. the Student

Mobilization Committee has

started the petition on the t Mass

campus Just at the SMC table

yesterday afternoon in the Campus

Center, with no publicity, the

petition received nearly 169

signatures

To sign the petition to convene a

Federal Grand .Jury to investigate

the Kent State affair, come to the

SMC office in the Franklin Room in

the Student I'nion (545-13661 or the

SMC table on the first floor of the

Campus Center any week day

between 9am and 4:40 pm.

$500, a granite quarry in Pelham

and proposed to construct the mam
buildings in stone Among the first

buildings contracted for were a

dormitory to house 48 students, at a

cost of $30,000; a laboratory at a

cost of $9,350; a boarding house

with room for 50 students

estimated at a cost of $5,050; and a

botanical garden, to which Dr.

Nathan Durfee of Fall River and

L.M. and H.F. Hills together

pledged $20,000. Since bids for

these structures exceeded the

architects estimates, the trustees

decided to use brick and wood in

place of granite.

A house for the President of the

college was proposed, but no

further action was taken until 1868.

when the sum of $14.<K>0 was

allocated for this purpose under

the administration of President

William S Clark. Construction,

however, proceeded at an ex-

tremely slow pace In 1883. the

trustees appropriated $30,000 for a

chapel, a library, the President's

house, and dormitory repairs.

During the summer of 1885, the

house was finally completed.

Henry H Goodell was elected

President of the college in 1880

upon the resignation of James C.

Croenough. who had held the office

since 188:! Goodell was the first

president to occupy the house,

which was then appropriately

named the President's House.

From then on. successive

presidents have occupied the

house, the last being former

President Lederle. Upon the ap-

pointment of Oswald Tippo in 1970

as the first university chancellor,

the house changed its name and

has become the official residence

of the chancellor.

With Tippo's resignation, the

house undoubtedly will be vacated

by Tippo. but whether or not

Chancellor Bromery will move into

the "house on the hill'' remains a

mvstery.

Student Senate

iCommittee Calendar
mm
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COMMITTEE

8. CHAIRMAN

MEETING

TIME 8. PLACE MAIN TOPIC OF DISCUSSION

I
1

BudqdS
John Slovens

Public Atta.rs

rues, Nov 2. ? 30

kooin 801, CC

Mon, Nov 1. 6 30

Budqi'l Act amendments
Financial Policv Act revision

Committee Structure
V.V.
v.v. p, ntse M.tqni-H Room 802. CC

i
imm

rvlccs

Ht'-ncla R.iu

Mon Nov 1, 7 30

Room 178. CC

Bus problems
i. 8, Hi annq Clinic as i

f mam. 'fll Alfairs

Skip Olrtv

Goiv'rnmenial Affairs

; Bill Spinn

Thurs. Nov J, 7 30

Room 177. CC

Nov 00

Room 166

Financial appropriations

R, visirtq t inanoal Policv Act

1 IWS

vX*
: / (0

Wnnm 175 M [i, ,», ii.i over" aqents

7 00
•AS

I I

Ho\ ft 15

i' Hit 815. CC

inns Con'

\ s,i M.inilell

.i a. lion

..ililon

Nov 2, B 30

Room 808. CC

'in-. I. 6 00

Room 178, CC

< .impus

! , . , ii . r I . a I u a I i O n

, hi'K al ,ispi>( IS

• it I t

D. an Shaw will speak on

i ounsolinu

Women's Medical Emcrrioni y

I nan I urul

Si holarsh.p discrimination

Calendar ot Women's e.

RSO Group assiqnments Natio

Nalional Student Lobby
discussion

I'm a loser. And I'm not w

Sank I

what I appear to be. <\UH photo b> Carl

JOHN WILLING

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tues., Nov. 2 & Wed., Nov. 3 at 8 p.m

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1; Other Full-Time

Students $2; UM Faculty/Staff; Others $3.50 - Fine Arts

Council Ticket Office, 125 Herter Hall, tel. 545-0202.

Presented by UMass Fine Arts Council

Your Class Ring is in!

{if you ordered during ring days)

Starting today, Monday, Nov. 1st.

Rings can be picked up daily from 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.

THE NEW YORK TIMES

REEUSES TO TAKE ALL ADS EOR THIS BOOK.

DOESN'T THAT MAKE IT

REQUIRED READING EOR YOU?

SSSSfe "as

A*
AT B00KST0RES.0R SEND $5 95 TO

SHLEY BOOKS, INC.

BOX 768, PORT WASHINGTON. NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

Education Group Holds

First Meeting Here
The Massachusetts Task Force

tor Equity in Education met tor the

Stadium

For Concerts?
The Ad-Hoc Committee to Study

Concerts is presently considering

the feasibility ot Alumni Stadium

use tor spring semester concerts

this year Talent possibilities

range from the Rolling Stones to J.

Girls.

A sub-committee of the Student

Matters Committee of the Student

Senate, the committee is open to

any interested undergraduates.

Further information may be ob-

tained from Student Matters

Chairman, Bruce Bernstein from

Mackimmie House.

APPLE (OBI'S:
Anyone interested in performing

at the Mirkwood coffee house. Nov.

20. contact Joey at f»-6(i8l.

Remember, the guitar string you

pick may be vour own. Thank you.

ARMENIAN STUDENTS:
The situation of Armenian

politics is very interesting-

Armenians are doing to them-

selves what the Turks couldn't do

with 600 years of genocidal

policies -Discussion-Wednesday

at 8:30 in CC 178.

Inst time last Wednesday. October

27, at the Campus Center.

Fstablished by Dr. Dwight W
Allen, dean of the UMass School ol

Education, the task force will

examine critical issues raised by

two recent court decisions

regarding school financings

schemes and the Fourteenth
Amendment.
The Serrano Vs. Priest decision

in California and the Dusartz Vs.

Hatfield decision in Minnesota

resulted in school financing
schemes in those states being

declared unconstitutional on the

basis of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment's equal protection clause.

Massachusetts' school funding
structure is similar to both
California's and Minnesota's in

that it relies heavily on local

property taxes.

Notices
BASKETBALL:

All men intermural basketball

team managers asked to pick up

their team rosters at the in-

termural office today as soon as

possible.

BLOOD DRIVE:
Red Cross Bloodmobile will be on

campus Nov. 8-11. Sign up for an

appointment to donate Mon.-Fri..

Nov. 1-5 in front of the CC Store. 10

a.m. -4 p.m. Blood is urgently

needed.

Imagine spotting this in your rear view mirror. This is the new Amherfti

Poller Safety Bug. courtesy of Northampton VVV. (MI)C photo by (iil

Fullerlon ) .

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

( AMBIS CENTER PROGRAM
COUNCIL:
A meeting of the CCPC will be

held tonight in Rm. 163 CC at 7 p.m.

All members should attend.

(Ill OMECiA SORORITY:
All university women invited to

an informal get together on

Monday, from 7-8::?o p.m..

Frat/Sor. Park. Rides at Newman
Center (1:45.

ENGLISH MAJORS:
There will be an Education

Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Bartlett

Lobby Student Faculty Lounge. All

English majors invited to be

discussed: .Journalism Committee.

Undergraduate Studies com-
mittee Anything that concerns

you as an English major.

FENCING CLUB:
The club will be hosting the

Open Fence' tomorrow night 7

p.m. inWOPE fencing room. If you

would like to join the club or just

look us over, come on in. We're

training for our first competition

Jan. 9.

FREE UNIVERSITY*:
Gypsy Dance Workshop: We'll

make music, dance music, be

music. Come! CC 174-176. 7:30-

10:30 tonight.

Tai Chi Class: To those wishing

to take lessons with Master Liang -

have lost list -please call Demian.

253-5171,

5 COLLEGE BUS

Schedule Change:

as of Nov. 2: Tuesday

evening run from M.H.C.

will leave at 6:45 instead

of 7 : 00.

Resulting changes:

Leave Hampshire 6:55

Leave Amherst 7:05

Arrive University 7:15

tflXrcXASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE FOR SALE

I9K9 Fiat 850 coupe. 1 ryl.. 4 spd.. radio &

healer, only 22.000 miles. (Need tuition

innncv > II.ihmi or best offer, (all Mt-ffOI

Kill
tfll-l

Zenith Circle of Sound Solid St. Stereo,

diaiti. needle. 2 rnd. blr spk. and pe. deck

adapt Ask |M. Tel. 59 1-1.57 I.

tf 11-11

Ovation Woustic (iuitar 1225, and entire

l> V system with Bogen Amp. 4 Speakers,

and two mikes Si Mi. (all MM7M
tfll-l

SERVICES

( hevrnlet Riscayne. 2-door. standard

transmission. $:I50. (all 515-21:19.

tf 1 1-2

I ult wet suit l/l". good condition asking

133 Parkway*. 1 vcars old. (all 519-0507.

tfll-5

1909 (hev. van 125" w.b. V8 sld.. good

rubber, new front alignment, book value

SI mini sell for II3M. (all 803-4412

tfll-2

131 watt Amp. with built in lev trem

and fu//.. plus 2 IS" Jensen Spks. (all 527-

liiilt; or go to (.uilar Ukshp in V llamp.

Will negotiate.
If II -5

•Bored with posters-trade them in now.

I p to 50C trade-in. or 25c cash. Three c's,

I'M V Pleasant St.. \mherst.
tfll-l

Tv ping done — A & II Business BCIVltU.

K Alberts. I.. Mulmes 580-:i:i23.

tfli-:i

ROOMMATES WANTED

Roommates wanted, own room. Come to

115 1'iifflon Village in person or call 519-

WS7. I*S a month
tfn-:i

Female grad student wanted to share a ]

bedroom apt. in 200 Fuffton. ( all 5l9-0:i5x

tfll-l

2 bdr. furn. apt.. ( liffside sublet, now

S 175. (Ml mo. or m. or f. roommate wanted,

own room MMM. Jake MMMI or visit apt.

HELP WANTED
S25 per ion. addressing. mailiiiK.

possible. Work at home Your limits

Sample tt insl tM I hasmat . I>' pt W.
Box 2B, Flkhart. Ind Hull

Kl after 5

Fiberglass convertible top 1962 Austin

llealv :mmmi |li. 217-5468. After fi p.m.
tf 11-3

I9C9 Triumph TUt VXJ. cond.. AM-rM.

fall inspection. :i«Mi mi . serious inquiries.

12-5 p m al 545-077I and HI p.m. at fi5fl-

tfl..«

Sansui MM Stereo Receiver. BSB IMX
Itecoid (hanger. { rativer 6fi speakers

I is! 1 42«. Yours for I3M. Kill suff too.

['raM 5m;-2<imi.

tfii-r.

Bring pattern, materials-expert sewing.

Amount of finishing up to you. Basic rales-

skirts SI5. dresses S25. Blouses SOT. 584-

5!IMI

trn-3

tf 1 1-2

Bms Hesidenlal liealment ( enter has

a fuil lime opening for a counselor iol>.

Knlails handling discipline and beha\ioi

problems ol boss (rom 11-17 ( onlait Bob

Irnetle. \allc\ View I arm. North Brook

field. Mass I4M742T4MS.
lfll-12

PERSONAL

ntli'i Ford Bronco, yellow, is in good

condition For information call Buss at

.-.n.-:.7i;2 or 5i!t-«;i 12,

tfii-3

Petri FT 55mm SIB plus 2lMlmm and

15mm lenses. Many filters and accessor-

ies Price lit*, (all Kd Russell 545-24IH

tfll-l

So you think you're hot stuff!! You

arenl even warm till you've worn an

Xuthentic Air Force Farka. (all Al at 511'

hsii
tfll-K

Fioneer SX tin Amp I Aztec Dicaso spk..

(..maul MKto. II Pioneel Collegian

Headphones, all for S:i75. (all F.d Russell

5I5-2I1H.
If 1 1-4

llapp\ Rirthday Michael (i. (roommate

of B.C.) from Terry's Drop-In (enter and

Fsmerelda's Home Cooking We love you

sagrag!
11-1

I'll; I VW Bug. good condition, needs

brake job. |2M. Tel. IU-TS3S.
tfll -5

lih Ford State I'ol Cruiser, new. 428-h .

ci; shifter, discs., etc.. mechan perfect

\sking SH50. (all (ii,". IKNM from fi-9 p.m.
tfll-5

Matched set Selmer Series 9s. 2 yrs old.

art. (. sharp fork. E flat. B flat excellent

condition Best offer (all MMM,
tf 1 1-1

Tenor Saxophone Selmer MKVI.
cellent i ond .

SIihi (all MMMT.
tfll.'.

«« Ford Kconollne Van. good condition,

I.HI inspection, new tins, SOI or best

offer (all exenings 123-MM.
tfii -a

Snow tires Hi.vil Semprrit Radials i :>

mounted on M(.B disc, wheels SVi. (all

519-11087

if 1 1-5

Its coming I. as Vegas Sight '71,

featuring Charlie Bradshaw on piano 7-11.

Mock (.ambling II -12. Winners \uctlon.

Nov (i. S.I . Ballroom
tfll-5

Zuni Angel: Dr. Fortler & his Boys wish

\ou Zuni blessings on vour birthday -as

Jerome would sa> "You've Zuni just

Begun" Zuni On.
11-5

M TRlA IRS. overprlve. excellent

condition, best offer, after 9:00 p.m. 527-

:ww
tfll-4

Suede Jackets, reg S7ll.now Sl»: brown

Suede Rants 127. Skirts 19.50, Skins II

ideal Xmas t.ifls. Jon. Ill ( hadbourne, 5

JOIO. leave number
Kll-io

1971 Ford Fconoline. saddle & tan

finished interior. '. passenger, posltrac-

law hd. :i/i ion. |2tM HMMI day *>
MM2 nights Sundav

tf 1 1-12

(ii Opel Kadel. new clutch, starter, and

muffler, needs few minor repairs, SI50.

t all MIMtt
, ,
tfll-5

Converse sneakers, only fi.50 a pair. Call

(hip al MMia or 25:t-9o:u

tfll-4

Teisco Solid Body Djt. (iuitar. :i

I'ickups adjustable Hridge with Tremolo

(iuitar & hrd case $100. new $210. Call

Son.. MMM2 rm. M
tfll-2

Joplin. Ilendrlx. The Who, Ravi

Shanker, Otis Redding. The \irplane and

more "Monterey Fop" Wed .
Nov :i 7:00.

and '( K> H t BallrcM»m.
I(ll-:i

FOR RENT

One bedroom in three bedroom apart, in

Fuffton Milage available immediately

(all 5(9-0020.

tfll-5

Wanted: Roommate lo share l-bedroom

apt.. 2 miles from campus, available

immed (all 250-8020 after « p.m. David.
tfll-l

female roommate wauled to share fully

furnished apt with same. S.Vl per mo.

including utilities, (all Nancy 5:19-9518

Washer-d gar.
tfll-5

ROOM WANTED
Own toom wanted in Amherst area. Call

Joseph 9:i5-l(i4i* or write KIR Warren Ave .

Wohurn
tfll I

RIDE WANTED

Leaving for Louisiana around Oct. II

(all Faul. 581-0511

TRAVEL

Spring term in F.ngland! 12 semester

hours, fully accredited One month in

London two months cruising inland

waterwavs Fnglish Histnrv and

I iteraluic. S I.VMl all inclusive. Two places

left" Write Frof Si anion, American In

tci national ( ollege. Springfileld, Mass or

call 1-7:19-1701

If 1
1 -5

TYPING

I vping --theses, dissertations, etc Fast,

at i urate experienced Have Math and

(hem svmbols (all tU-3f*)l.
tfl2-2l

COMPATABLE?

( OMI'XT \BII.ITY lioltost DPI
\N U.YNIH, \re >ou made tor each olh.i

'

\re vou sexually suited " What are vour

strengths " VaW weaknesses ' send IJ and

self-addi. ssid envelope and her name, his

name, both hirlh dates to \stro Wisdom

Institute Box ! iMincv I2M1
lfll-:i

WANTED

(i bedims , 2 baths, stove, refrlg. A most

other furniture all utilities paid, 1 1 miles

(torn I of M in llolyoke Shmi per M. Call

323-7M3.
tfn-:

R.-vid. -nii.il school seeks night couselor

( all KI7-72440I.
tf 1 1-2

Wanted two \W tires with many miles of

wen lefl No slow leaks Flease call 598-

N0I7 (hie i sedan >

.

tfll-l

TUTOR WANTED
Tutor wanted for Math 125. Will pay

reasonable lei- Steve MfHMM, keep Irving.

If II 2

SKIERSWANTED

Weekend shares for sale in new chalet

Ml snow llavslack area I ireplace pool.

pass discount, (all I-527-IK9I now for BNTT

info.
tf 1 i-l

Members wanted for ski lodge for Dec

1st thru \|'i * $ 75 for season (all |lns(\

oi Boh al J5:i-7588^ tf 1 1-3

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

KfKi .lei vour book ill - 1 Rm 118.

Fverv student with void course next

s.niestei will need vour luniks save S

monev sell direct

tf -sem.
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Linsky A Fellow

In 5-College Area
Martin A. Linsky. assistant

minority leader of the

Massachusetts House ot

Representatives, is serving as a

fellow-in-residence In the rive

College Community-Amherst

Mount Holyoke. Smith and

Hampshire- Colleges and the

University of Massachusetts-tor

the current semester.

The five institutions coordinate

their educational programs and

attempt to bring a number ot

distinguished visitors such as

Linsky to the campuses.

During the semester, Linsky will

spend a week at each of the five

campuses discussing state

legislatures and other govern-

mental subjects in seminars in-

dividual lectures and student

meetings

Linsky is a graduate of Williams

College and Harvard Law School

In 1905 and l%tt, he served as a

research assistant to Secretary of

Health. Education and Welfare

Elliot Richardson when Richard-

son was Lieutenant Governor of

Massachusetts In 1967. Linsky was

an Assistant Attorney General of

Massachusetts, and since then has

been a representative from the

13th Norfolk District. During the

past year he served as a part-time

consultant to the United States

Department of Health. Education

and Welfare.

A Brookline town meeting

member since 1%4. Linsky in-

structed students at Northeastern

University from 1966-69 in federal-

state relations.

StockbridgeSchoolstudentshonoredlom^^^
classroom. L. to R. Herbert Spindle., assistant 9^****^^^^J^^Ul scien-

Smith. professor of veterinary and animal sciences; Robert loler »g£~£ £ Denison „f the

ces; anil William Rice, assistant professor of forestry and wildlife, with Dean .ioni ^^
Slockbridge School.

Gluckstern

Cited At MIT
Dr Robert L. Gluckstern,

UMass vice-chancellor for

academic affairs and provost has

been named to the Policy Board for

MIT's new 400 Million Volt Elec-

tron Linear Accelerator.

The accelerator is being

developed at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology's

Laboratory for Nuclear Science

with the support of the Atomic

Energy Commission. It is

scheduled to be available for basic

nuclear research projects late in

1972 or earlv the following year.

The Policy Board is made up of

seven distinguished physicists

from MIT and other institutions.

Dr Louis Rosen of the Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory is chairman.

The board's main function will be

to examine research proposals

from potential users.

Dr Gluckstern is a professor ot

physics who formerly headed the

UMass physics and astronomy

department.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

ACROSS

SYDNEY OMAM<

NOVEMBER

is the LAST day to drop a course

WITHOUT the permission of an

academic dean.

Many leel lhat major periods of air

pollution occur during limes of minimum

sunspol .lcliv.ty. Sunspols have been

utilized lo successfully forecast qood and

poor radio reception, economic cycles and

periods of war and peace

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Red tape is

, ut successful breakthrough occurs What

has been retarding progress is removed

judgment, intuition flash correctly. Be

confident Take re.ns of leadersh.p. New

starl is favored.

TAURUS (April 20 AAav20) Some

changes due and Ihey are meaningful.

Don I try lo block progess Go with tide.

Gemini, Virqo persons will aid Be co

operative One behind scenes works in your

behalf. Act like you know it.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Accent on

hopes, wishes, friendships Gift will sym

UQliZe token of affection Be gracious in

lcceplmg Toss aside false modesty. Ap

plies especially in dealing with opposite

sex.

CANCER (June 21 July 22) See in light

ot reality. Don't be deceived by one who

sweet talks, but does little in way of per

lormance Review ambitions, career,

unique assignments Professional superior

is observing

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Stick to hard

(at ts Some may attempt to manipulate

iruth K.y il lo have research available

Add lo knowledge You learn lessons of

value Money comes now from publishing,

advertising

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22): Put finishing

touches on any financial transaction Tie

loose ends, find out how lo make budget

work effectively Frank discussion is in

order, individual from your past makes

reappearance

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): New approach

lo partnership, iomt effort .s essential,

spotlight on public relations, the way you

deal with opposition. Stress independence,

not arrogance Time is on your side.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): Soft tone

gams more than hard sell. Realize this and

accent sublle approach. Some work

associates, neighbors act in manner con

sidercd eccentric. Maintain balance,

humor Pace yourself.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Study

Scorpio message Be ready for unusual

assignments, assertions No need to defend

yourself against Ihe ridiculous. Laughter

now gains more lhan serious approach

Stress versatility

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19): Goals

change. Those in authority are movetT

Chess game apparently lakes place at

management level. Be daring Express

views and needs You are likely to get what

you request

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18): Check

messages, directions, reservations. Con

.usion combnes with change. Strive lo be

analytical. Find reasons. Take nothing lor

granted Have alternatives at hand.

Journey is accented.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Gift for

lam.ly member could make life more

pleasant Act accordingly Steer clear of

gel r.ch quick notions Have fun without

being extravagant Protect possessions,

especially while in Iransit

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

inventive, your approach usually is unor

thodox You succeed when independent,

original Recent aura of confusion will

evaporate You will be on more solid

ground professionally and emotionally

Finances improve You will be happier.

Copyright 1971. Gen. Fea Corp
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Flat bottomed

boat
Journey
Unit of

Siamese
currency

12 Pitch

13 Communists
14 Falsehood

15 Indefinite

article

16 Transaction

18 Anger
20 Proceed

22 Egyptian

sacred bull

24 Part of circle

(P'-> „
27 Wire nail

29 Dispatched

31 Small child

32 Put in position

again

34 Soil

36 Near(abbr.)

37 Toward rear

of ship

39 Buccaneer

41 Exists

42 Body of water

44 Style of

painting

45 Ocean
47 Fall m drops

49 Chair

50 Slave

52 Female horse

54 Tuberculosis

(abbr.)

55 Mans name
57 Prohibits

59 Hebrew month

61 Shoemaker's
tool

63 Beer ingredient

65 Sheet of glass

67 Golf mound
68 Toward shelter

69 Assistant

Preposition

Marry
Snares
Depended on

Cyprinoid fish

8 Greek letter

9 Wideawake

10 Note of scale

1

1

Symbol for

tellurium

17 Babylonian

deity

19 Sun god

21 Kiln

23 Cut
25 Smuggled

goods

26 Thoroughfare

27 Cook meat a

certain way

28 Profound

30 Spruce

33 Walked on

35 Spanish for

"three"
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38 Standard

40 Dillseed

43 Answerable

46 Old-womanish

48 Talk idly

51 Teutonic deity

53 Printer's

measure

56 Wine cup
58 Resort

60 Insect

61 Near
62 Pronoun
64 Man's

nickname
66 Three-toed

sloth

TV Booters Blanked | Skins Back On Track \
SD Coasts

•J \v.\mii\f;TO\ i.M'i-Pat Fischer's 53-vard touchdown romD with an s\\ iMKi.o I.\|M-San l»"

ByJIMPINSKY
It was a disappointing ending to

a good but otherwise frustrating

year as the Springfield J.V. soccer

team beat their UMass coun

terparts 1-0. The only score came

on a penalty kick mid-way through

the third quarter. Though only one

goal was scored the action was

furious and because of the polyturf

surface very fast.

The polyturf surface was new to

all the players so Coach David

.lekanowski'had the team practice

for an hour before the game to get

use to the surface. Even so many of

the plavers had trouble adjusting

and after the game many com-

plained of cramps in there legs.

The cramps are caused because

the turf doesn't give like grass.

Coach Jekanowski wasn't too

pleased with the polyturf mainly

because it gave Springfield a huge

advantage.

As for the game itself it was

marked by many penalties in-

dicative of the rough play.

Springfield received five indirect

kicks resulting from UMass
penalties and one direct, which

resulted in the onlv score.

Springfield had two penalties

called against them which were
costly. Both penalties nullified

goals.

Following the game ('oath

.Jekanowski said. "The defense

played well, Springfield put an

awful lot of pressure on them but

only scored once. The pressure

kept us on defense all game and we
weren't able to get any offense

generated. I think if we played

again off the polyturf we would

-have won. It was the first game we
lost in which we did all we could do

to advert the loss.

As for the season as a whole

Coach Jekanowski replied "]

would say we had tremendous
improvement, not only in skills but

in attitude. The team played well

together and I was pleased with

their performance. They
represented the University well."

The J.V.'s final record was 4-:5

They beat Holyoke. WPI. Tufts,

and Trinity. On the losing side of

the ledger were UConn, Amherst,

and Springfield. The defense was
superb allowing only 14 goals in

seven games, but the offense had

its troubles scoring only 18.

WASHINGTON « \I')-Pat Fischer's 53-vard touchdown romD with an

intercepted pass lifted error-prone Washington to a 24-14 National

Football League victory over stubborn New Orleans Sunday afternoon.

The victory boosted the Redskins to a 6-1 record as they retained their

lead in the National Conference's Eastern Division.

The Saints recovered three Washington fumbles and intercepted two

passes, but could capitalize on only one of the breaks.

Larry Brown paced the Skins' rushing attack with 113 yards in 20

'Washington scored on a one-yard keeper by quarterback Bill Kilmer a

:i6-yard pass to Brown, Fischer's interception runback and a Curt Knight

field goal.
, ._ . - .

The Saints tallied on runs by Jim Ford and Bob Gresham.

On the first play from scrimmage. Washington's Brown was hauled

down for a yard loss. The second play, with Brown carrying again, ended

111

After the ensuing punt, the "over the hill gang", Washington's defen-

sive unit threw quarterback Archie Mannning for successive losses,

forcing the Saints to punt. But the Skins' Ted Vactor fumbled the lair

catch and New Orleans recovered on the Washington 48.

*

A 47-yard field-goal by Curt Knight sent the Redskins into intermission

with a 17-0 advantage. ,
'

, ,

The Saints got on the scoreboard at the start of the final quarter when

Ford bulled his wav into the end zone from the three after a pass in-

terference by Richie Petitbon gave New Orleans a first-and-goal at that

P(

Fd Margett's passes and two penalties aided the Saints in their second

scoring drive, which ended with Gresham going over from the l

49er Surge Tops Pats

s\N FRANCISCO (API-

Quarterback John Brodie fired a

Tf-yard touchdown pass to Gene

Washington in the fourth quarter

as the San Francisco 49ers turned

back the New England Patriots 27

in Sunday and moved into first

place in the National Football

Conference West Division.

The victory over the Patriots

moved the 49ets ahead oi the Los

Angeles Hums, who lost their in-

terconference game to Miami 20-

14.

The Patriots, trailing 13-0 at

hall'time and without a single first

down on the ground, dominated

play through the third quarter

when they scored on a 23-yard pass

from Jim Plunkett and Randy

Vataha.
A 32-yard field goal by Charlie

Gogolak halfway through the final

period narrowed the gap to 13-10.

San Francisco widened its

victory margin with 59 seconds

remaining when Forrest Blue

picked up Ron Gardin's fumble of a

punt and ran 25 yards to a touch-

down.

SAN IMF.GO < VIM San Diego

quarterback John Hadl passed for

tour touchdowns and ran lor

another Sunday sparking Ihe San

Diego Chargers to a 48-21 Victory

over the New York Jets

Hadl. who gave way to backup

quarterback Marty Domres late in

the fourth quarter, finished with 19

completions in 27 attempts for

yards, just one yard short of his

best dav ever as a Charger and 11

off Tobin Rote's team record ot 366

yards passing.

The win boosted the San Diego

record to :i 4 on the season while

the Jets, led by quarterback Bob

Davis, saw their record dip to

Hadl. who scored on a two yard

rollout in the first quarter, tossed

scoring passes of :54 yards to rookie

Mike Montgomery. 17 to rookie

Billy Parks. 49 to Gary Garrison

and 21 to Pettis Norman
Garrison was Hadl's favorite

target, pulling in six passes for 162

yards with Montgomery taking

four for 72 yards and Parks four

more for 75 vards.

SpWSJHft*

A bearded Armenian and an African runner. Tom Derdcrian and

Mleiu Massaquoi in fourth place, bid their time with 4 miles to go in

Saturday's Yankee Conference meet. Massaquoi won over I>er-

derian by 20 seconds. UMass won the meet. (MDC Photoby Rich

Tashjian.) Doug 'DOC" O'Connell and Bill Gillin are visable to the

left. ___^___^_^^_^_

90CCERMEN LOSE-A bright moment in an otherwise bleak day

for UMass soccer was when hustling Ed Doherty stole the ball from a

Vermont attacker in front of the UMass net. The Redmen not only

lost the game to Vermont, but also first place in the Yankee Con-

*Theteeteri besides losing the game and first place, also lost the

services of co-captains Augie Calheno and Undo Alves who were

both thrown out of the game in separate incidents.

Mves was thrown out of the game after disputing a call with the ref

late in the (tame. For Redmen rooters it was the most excitement in a

game dominated h>Vermont.(MIM photo by Kd Mangiaratti)

Coburn Scores UMass Goal
4 onlimi.-il fi'Mii P. 12

r.i ,i„. i .11 lean Vermont |o»Ue, Jmi Kicly. kept the Redmen our

,„',!*,' Ing me V,.',', v',,,,1 moVing the 10th New Kngland ranked squad

felM. SST^2SSrc* and must wm the,

conference record, to that of Vermont's 4-1-0. Both New Hampshire andiS in contention, and depending on what resulted from the

con est between these two this past weekend one was eliminated. Had

UNH come out on top. then the battle next Saturday will be for a share of

the"tie unless of course the teams tie. in which case Vermont will be sole

TEsVa^Sed impressive on the slick and
I

slidy flek
1
across

from Boyden. Their passing attack just wasn t anyth ng 1
ke totseen

now" ,here for their seeond to last game of the season

If Bud is your favorite beer...

'HichveH''

I

Senior of the Week
Outstanding Against

Vermont This

Weekend Was Senior Bill DeFlavio

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co-

why not

make it your

regular beer?
Don't you deserve it? After all...

In brewing Bud, our choice is

to go all the way. We hope beer

matters enough to you that you

too will go all the way.

All the time.

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser.
YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!

I ANHEUSfR BUSCH, INC • ST 10UIS

&Udweise f

e
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UMass Strikes Early

Redmen End Drought, 24-15
Bv EARLE BAKBOLL

Four weeks of famine in the win

column, the distaste of speculator^

remarks about the performance of

a football team and the need for a

victory ushered the UMass football

team "into battle Saturday against

Vermont at Alumni Field.

Some eleven and a half minutes

after the opening kickoff the die

was cast, the spread was 17 points

and the Redmen were on their way

to being ushered out of Alumni

Stadium with an end to the

lathi Glnllpnian

SPORTS
drought, restoration of football

respectability and the much
needed win. 24-15, over the

Catamounts before a crowd of

7,000.

The win also vaulted the Redmen
back into the race in the Yankee

Conference as their league record

stands at 2-1-1. (2-3-1 overall.)

In other weekend action New
Hampshire got by Rhode Island

which sets November 13 as the

THE day in the conference title

picture. The Redmen travel to

UNH , and UConn plays Rhode

Island.

A Redman win would insure a

tie, but a win coupled with a UConn

loss would bring the Bean Pot back

to UMass.
The early UMass burst put the

Cats in a whole to be sure, but it

was the play of the defensive line

throughout the game that con-

tained Vermont when the UMass
offense went sour and the mistakes

were coming in bunches.

Continuing where they left off

last week at UConn the front four of

Bill DeFlavio. called by the Ver-

mont coach "the greatest defen-

sive player I've seen this year".

Curt Bristol, Skip Parmenter and

Steve Greaney held the Vermont

running game to a minus 58 yards,

a new UMass record, while the

entire defensive effort held the

visitors to a mere 102 total yards

for the afternoon.

Head coach Dick MacPherson

said after the game, "we opened up

well on offense and got ahead, but

we didn't keep putting it to them

after that. We made a lot of

mistakes which were negated by

the offense, but we can't keep

doing it."

After UMass stopped Vermont

on its first series of downs, Piel

Pennington and an offensive line

that opened gaping holes went to

work.
Ron Marino led Paul Metallo

around left end on a 42-yard

scamper by the fleet halfback.

Metallo came back for five on a

sweep to the right. This brought the

ball to the 19 and after an in-

completion Pennington handed off

to Steve Schubert on an end around

which went the distance at the 2:58

mark.

On the ensuing kickoff Vermont

fumbled and Carl Mattarocchia

recovered on the Cat 20 yard line.

Seven plays later the drive was

stalled on the nine yard line and

Marc Palau came in and ham-

mered a field goal through the goal

posts from 27 yards out to give the

Redmen a 10-0 lead near the six

minute mark.
Vermont was stopped cold again

on the next series and a weak punt

put UMass in good field position at

their own 44 yard line. Pennington

drove the Redmen all the way in

from here, capping the drive with a

little three yard flip to tight end

John Hulecki who was all alone in

the end zone.

Vermont got its first points of the

game on a 13-play drive that

culminated in a 23-yard gallop by

Steve Coon in which he broke four

tackles at 9:25 of the second

quarter.

The Redmen came back on the

next kickoff and marched 61 yards

on ten plays and a final eight yard

strike from Mark Tripucka, who
was in the game for the Pennington

to Walt O'Malley and this is how

the half ended, 24-7.

<^|*fe0*r *.!*-» .»>d?V&
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BIO Rl Sll-Vermont quarterback Earl Olson is about to be mauled by 6'4". 245 lb. Skip Parmenter

The Redmen front four continually harassed the Vermont quarterback throughout the afternoon and

held the Vermont rushing attack to minus 58 yards, a new school record. The 24-15 victory moved the

Redmen back into contention for Yanton honors. (MDC photo by Barbara Brecher)

The second half was a bogged

down affair with the Redmen
committing a number of penalties

enabling Vermont to engineer

something resembling drives on a

number of occasions while the

UMass offense was going nowhere

without the services of Pennington

who's injured shoulder felt the heat

of competition which forced him to

sit out the second half.

On these penalties MacPherson
explained. "we preach

aggressiveness which we didn't

have in the first couple of games
we played and this will have to be

polished up."

With a little over three minutes

remaining and the Redmen
moving deep in Vermont territory,

Tripucka rolled to his right and let

go a pass that was intercepted by

defensive back Mark Delormed
who outraced the Redman offense

to the goal line. A two point con-

version made the score. 24-15, but

Vermont wasn't through.

The Redmen gave up the ball on

four downs and in a wild 13 play

series, highlighted with penalties,

fists and a few choice words,

Vermont drove all the way to the

UMass three yard line where an

incomplete pass ended the game.

The Redmen return to action

next Saturday at home when they

host the tough Holy Cross
Crusaders beginning at 1 p.m.

^VXiZUMZ*********^^

Booters Lose Second ; (Runners On Top Of Conference

Bow To Vermont
By STEVE FERBER

Bringing out the worst in the Redmen, the Vermont Catamounts

upended UMass 2-1 in soccer action here Saturday, to take over sole

possession of first place in the Yankee Conference and clinch a con-

ference title tie.

Unlike the battle against Tufts, in which the Redmen were felled by the

same 2-1 score, the Redmen did not deserve to win this one. They were

just beaten, clean and hard, outhustled, outfought, and in the end out-

scored.
,

From the beginning Vermont dominated play, and only for brief spurts

did UMass get rolling and apply some offensive pressure to the UVM
goalie But the pressures were far too few, while at the other end UMass

goalie John Kiah had his busiest period of the season in the first quarter,

yet did not let up a goal until quarter number two.

That second quarter saw scramble after scramble in front of the UMass

nets a score seemingly inevitable. And at 11 :30 freshmen Peter Breen on

the right side from in close, bulleted one at Kiah, and while the ball

dribbled away from the netminder Vermont had a lead, one they would

never relinquish.

Too often the Redmen were caught on one side of the field, moving their

men way over thus leaving an open side for Vermont to mount an attack

on And mount they did as 10 minutes into the second half Jeronne con-

verted a Vince Masseau pass for a 2-0 lead. For the first time UMass was

down by a pair, and the way their offense was rolling, it seemed like a

very safe edge.

While the shots on goal weighed heavily in the favor of the Catamounts,

towards games end the shots evened out, as a last eight or nine minute

Redmen surge, made a storybook ending appear quite possible.

Freshemen Tom Coburn brought that dream ending a bit closer when

he headed in a Dick McCarron head with less than three minutes to go In

the game That goal resulted from a Steve Blanchette corner kick. Yes, a

Blanchette corner kick because both co-captains Augie talhenoand

I mdo Alves were out of the game. Alves, incidentally, had caused the

h' ,'aes L commotion of the game, that is besides the Vermont post-game

• ebration. when he was thrown out of the game for having words with a

refem"and nearly all of the fans watching the scene from afar were

rprtainauunchortwowasgoingtobethrown.

And so 2\ it ended, as Redmen rushes were frequent during those final

,50 seconds
continued on P. U

By JAY NESTOR
The "young, inexperienced, and rebuilding"

UMass cross-country team traveled to Storrs,.

Saturday, to run the Yankee Conference Cham-

pionship Meet. They returned with the title in their

back pocket and it seems that nothing has changed

since last year. Last year's top five Redmen
harriers have left the team, but to a casual ob-

server, it has hardly made a dent.

The RedmCn, showing fine depth, put their top

five in the first fifteen positions, and it was all over

for the rest of the Conference teams. In a sense, it

was almost a typical Redman win, with each

UMass harrier switching around positions with

respect to the team.

Typically, a Redman did not win the race, in

fact. Redmen have only placed first in two meets

of this season. Allieu Massaquoi, a student of BU
and a native of the small African country of Sierra

Leone, found the warm weather tailor made, as he

established a lead over Redman Tom Derderian at

the three mile mark, and held his position to the

finish. His time was 25:33, twenty seconds up on

the fine finish of Derderian. who began the UMass
barrage.

The rest of the race, well you could say that it

began at breakfast Doug O'Connell, Bill Billin.

Paul Segersten. and Rick Barry arose early to get

something to eat before the race They weren't

served until an hour and a half before the race, so

consequently, their stomachs were not in the best

of shape for running.

Bill Oillin fought stomach cramps to finish

fourth behind Dan Forbush of UNH Their times

were 26:11 and 26:13 respectively It is quite an

accomplishment for this talented freshman to

establish such a fine position in the Conference

this early in his running career.

I Jennis McCormack of Holy Cross grabbed fifth

place, lust in front of strong finishing Peter Crisci

and Doug (onnell. Crisci and O'Connell timed

26:15 and 26:20 respectively, with McCormack a

second up on Crisci.

Crisci ran in the leading pack of runners, and

showed a fine finishing kick to record his best race

of the season. Doug O'Connell experienced

stomach trouble and didn't feel in the peak of form

as he finished well in spite of it, with seventh

place.

Bob Sullivan ran another of his consistent races

to finish in fifteenth position and cap the Redman
scoring. He clocked the respectable time of 26:48.

Paul Segersten. suffering from a leg injury,

finished in seventeenth position and Rick Barry

finished nineteenth, in the fifty three man field.

They were included in the hurting breakfast

bunch.

At the beginning of the race, Coach Ken O'Brien

expressed apprehension at the thought of the

UConn harriers taking advantage of their home
course and running away with the race. This didn't

prove to be the case, however, as the Redmen
confidently ran from the front at the outset of the

race.

Redman Tom Derderian took the lead after a

mile split of 4:55. Massaquoi ran up front as

Derderian dropped into a pack of four or five

runners. At this point, Massaquoi moved out with

Derderian giving chase. These two kept a fifteen

to twenty second margin between each other as

they gradually moved away from the pack.

After these two finishers, the field really started

to roll in.

In summing up this year's championship with

last year's. Coach Ken O'Brien commented, "The
only difference of last year's team and this year's

team is Ron Wayne."
The results stood at UMass-34. UNH-69, URI-80,

UConn-86, Holy Cross 119, BU-164, UVM-164, and

Maine 221

Wednesday, the team meets Central Conn, and

Coast Ouard in a home appearance, followed by

the New England meet next Saturday.
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An afternoon bicycle ride does have its rewards and this late afternoon.scene*£££* is one

Halloween evening and the calmness may be deceiving. (MDC Photo by Alan Chapman)
of them. This graveyard was caught before darkness fell on

Anti-War Forces Plan Nov.6th Demonstration
By SHARON McGOL'RTV

The' Student Mobilization

Committee is determined that the

anti-war demonstrations taking

plaee in this eountry on Novemlxr
6 will be well attended.

The SMC has publicized the

demonstration by use of radio.

teach-ins. extensive leafletting.

articles in newspapers and now

-

the new library.

According to Tom Moriarty, an

organizer for the SMC. one reason

the committee is going to such

great lengths is that no major

newspaper, radio station nor

On The Inside:
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The Mass. Review
See page two

Index InNew Format
See page three

White-HicksSquare Off
See page four

television station has given any

publicity whatsoever to the

organizing being done for the

demonstration.

Moriarty believes that this is an

intentional blackout by the press

He said that people such as Birch

Bayh and Vance Hartke have

endorsed in writing their support of

the National Peace Coalition which

is the national organization which

includes SMC. However when
appearing before the public these

public figures neglect to mention

this demonstration.

He feels that demonstrations are

what has made doves out of a

number of the politicians in this

country. Moriarty thinks that these

politicians know what the people

want and thus by signing en-

dorsements written by the NPAC
feel they appease the people. Also

Moriarty pointed out that by

signing endorsements that protest

I he war these men will go on record

as having been against the war.

"This year the demonstration is

taking place in 17 cities instead of

the usual two This number of

demonstrations on one day is

unprecedented in American
history.'' he said.

Demonstrations on November »i

will take place in traditionally

conservative cities such as

Atlanta, Georgia; Houston. Texas

and Salt Lake City. Utah.

The demonstration, which is

IxMng organized by the NPAC is

They climbed up the scaf-

fold and placed (his banner

high on the library above

t Mass to remind everyone of

the demonstrations planned

against the war this

November r» (MDC Phata »>\

Barbara Bretbar 1

being supported by many groups of

blacks, chicanos and members
from various labor parties such as

the Meatcutters and Butcher

Workers Association. This group

organized its own rally in support

of the November 6 rally. Also

participating will be Vietnam
veterans and both inactive and

active (il's.

"The large turnout at the April 24

demonstration in Washington
indicated that people are not happy

with Vietnamization, increased

bombing or the leaving behind of

residual force in Vietnam ".

Moriarty explained.

He continued, "This demon
stratum is for immediate and total

withdrawal. Everybody who
demonstrates will be demon
st rating for these terms only-

nothing else

Plans lor this demonstration

have been in the making since .July

4, when there was a meeting in

New York of the NPAC to discuss

future plans

"The fad that Nixon doesn't

want you to demonstrate is a good

reason to be there People don't

have to no far there's I demon-

stratum m Boston. Kither you're

there or you're a part of that great

silenl majority, Moriarty said
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MDC Close Up

Massacusetts Review Is First-Rate
By EDWARDG.KELLEY
A ") college enterprise that is

clearly a notable success.
-

' is the

way Prof Jules Chametzky
describes the Massachusetts

Review Any student who is in-

tellectually curious would find a

valuable and first-rate source of

literature virtually at his doorstep

in the Massachusetts Review
,

adds Prof John H Hicks, co-editor

of the quarterly magazine.

The two members of the UMass
English Dept. have been entrusted

with volume 12 of the quarterly of

literature, the arts, and public

affairs that is published in-

dependently with the support and
co-operation of Amherst. Mount
Holyoke. and Smith Colleges, and
the University of Massachusetts.
The magazine deals with current

literature and is both national and
international in scope

Howard Zinn
To Speak Thursday

"Civil Disobedience in a

Democracy" will be the topic of a

lecture to be delivered by Dr.

Howard Zinn in Mahar Auditorium
Thursday at 8:15 p.m.

Dr Zinn. currently a professor of

political science at Boston
University, is one of America's
foremost political scientists and
historians and has guest lectured

at over one hundred universities

throughout the United States and
the world Dr Zinn is a leading

proponent of civil disobedience and
protest beyond the law in order to

overcome injustices protected by

the law He has put his theories into

practice by taking part in many
demonstrations, legal and illegal,

against the Vietnam War and has

been arrested several times for his

activities.

A bombadier during World War
II. Zinn received his Ph.D. in

History and Political Science from
Columbia University in 1958 and
was a post-doctoral fellow at the

Harvard University Center for

East Asian Studies from 1900-1961.

In iy">8. he won the American
Historical Association Albert E.

Beveridge Prize for his book
"LaGuardia in Congress."' Other
critically acclaimed books by
Howard Zinn include "New Deal
Thought." "Vietnam: The Logic of

Withdrawal." and 'Disobedience

and Democracy." Dr. Zinn's ar-

ticles have appeared in "Har-
per's", "The Nation." "The New
Republic." "The Saturday
Review," and "The New York
Times" among others.

Dr. Zinn's lecture is sponsored
by the Distinguished Visitors

(toward Zinn
Program and is open to the public

free of charge Following the

lecture there will be an open coffee

hour in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union

•Who's
Who?

Nominations due by

5 p.m., Friday, Nov. 5

Juniors and Seniors

Eligible

Submit names to

John Hogan (mailbox)
in the Student
Senate Office.
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Professors Chametsky and Hicks

described their editorial activities

during an interview in their

Memorial Hall offices, recently.

Probed as to the actual benefit of

the Massachusetts Review in

relation to its environment,
Chametsky responded, "Taking
this in context, say we had an
eminent professor on campus; his

value could be measured in-

dividually or collectively The
rewards that the university would
receive because of this professor's

eminence would come forth in two
ways, one, he is a standard of

excellence within the department
and a source of pride as well, two,

he acts as a beacon for attracting

faculty to this school. What we do
in the Massachusetts Review
fulfills these same two goals, as we
see it."

Although schools throughout the

country publish literally hundreds
of quarterlies, such as the

American Scholar and the Yale
Review. Prof. Chametsky says

they restrict their interests to the

arts and the state of culture. He
adds the "the Massachusetts
Review goes beyond that. It is

deeply concerned with the

problems of humanity, with
learning, morality, human com-
passion and the development of

such. We must use all our wits and
intelligence to adjust ourselves to

these problems. A literary journal

should fuse all these movements.
Since some magazines are too

narrow in this scope, we fell the

Massachusetts Review is doing an
excellent job in this category."

The planning stages of the

Massachusetts Iteview were set

early in 1958. By November I960,

the first number was issued by

Profs Sidney Kaplan and F.C.

Ellert, as managing editor and

general editor. Ms. Leone Barron

Stein, who is now director of the

University Press, was the

associate managing editor.

Chametzky credits them with

being "the three sparkplugs of the

magazine. In 1963, John Hicks and

I became co-editors. We took the

positions because we were both

committed-we were involved from

the very beginning of the magazine

and because it was an intellectual

venture for ourselves."

And Hicks adds that "Between
1960 and 1963, the University began

expanding enormously, quan-
titatively. Jules Chametsky and I

were among a number of

professors interested in the

element of quality and the ex-

pansion of such. The
Massachusetts Review was the

foremost instrument at the time

for seeing through our com-
mitment to such." Chametzky
agrees, "the Massachusetts
Review was a pacesetter."

Although the Massachusetts
Iteview is a private corporation,

the University is a leading sponsor

of personnel. The five colleges do
have members on the
Massachusetts Review's board, all

are contributors, and all ol these

schools provide financial aid and
advice The Massachusetts Iteview

is funded by alumni, gifts, and
subscriptions Both editors term
the publishing operation, "a
condominium."

"The quarterly devotes itself to a

deeper and more intense level than

that of simply journalizing. The
Massachusetts Review is con-
cerned deeply with the graphic

arts," they say. It has a "superb"

arts section as well as
philosophical and political sec-

tions. "The Massachusetts Review
is sensitive to the problems of

blacks, women, youth, the Vietnam
War, the political arena, and
whatever intellectual issues that

have come to a head in the last

decade. The magazine has
pioneered in advocating the needs

and desires of these factions. It has
published responses to and ad-

dressed itself to these problems
before it was considered evocative

to do so. The editors point out that

the magazine implored the

establishment of an Afro
American studies program at

UMass and continually stressed

the need for such. "In our minds
this is an example of the way the

Massachusetts Review is con-

tinually confronting the real and
most difficult issues of our time,"

Chametzky points out.

They sum up the value of the

Massachusetts Review as "A
stellar attraction of the University

throughout the country. It

penetrates all sorts of places, both

here and abroad It is a lightning

rod for the intellectual life of the

Connecticut Valley, a 5-college co-

operative In short, the

Massachusetts Review is a sensor

of intellectual life and cultural

concern.

Musk should be free.
Or as free as possible.
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Once a song becomes
popular it belongs to the

whole world.

You hum it. Whistle it.

Try to pick it out on your

guitar.

Well now there's never

been an easier way to buy
the words and music to

current hits, because now
there's a magazine called

Words and Music.

It only costs $1. And for

your dollar every issue gives

you the words and music
of 8 to 10 top current songs.

For instance, our first

issue which is on sale now
gives you the words and
music to top hits by The
Doors, The Bee Gees, 3 Dog
Night. Isley Brothers. Helen

Reddy, Bill Withers, Paul

Stookey, John Denver. Carole
King and Leon Russell.

And along with the

music are articles and new
photographs of the stars

behind the songs.

Look for Words and
Music wherever magazines
are sold.

You've got the talent.

Now all you need is a dollar.

Words and Music: »1

For people who have a lot of talent
but not a lot ot money.

Words and Music pubiisnec u, Hampshire Distributors Ltd,
. 1002

A UMass student stares with uncommon disbelief as a voter registrant explains a legal point durinj

the recent voter registration drive which took place on the Concourse in the Campus Center.

Registration Again In February
John Stevens said yesterday

the voter registration drive, with

the help of Representative John

Olver of Amherst, is negotiating

with the Board of Registrars to

have registration for students on

campus after the February
elections.

Stevens, who headed the

registration for October 14 and

termed it a very big success,

says the registration

organization is informing

students how to register

everywhere, but especially in

Amherst. "That is why we're

trying to get them on campus as

often as possible," he said.

He also said Senator

McGovern was brought to speak

here because he is the first

nationally known figure to ex-

press an interest in registering

student voters.

Index To Sport

A New Look
By ETHEL HARRIS

Due to a $32,000 cut in the budget of the 1972 Index, the book will appear

this year in a newsmagazine format, according to Walt Sobzak, editor-m-

chief of the Index. . ,

Because of the large cut in funds, the 1972 edition "cannot compete with

last year's" in a traditional format. Instead, Sobzak has decided upon a

"radical change ", depending more heavily on copy and less on

photography.
. , . _ . —

Citing reasons for the cut, Index business manager Jack Koch ex-

plained "Instead of funding traditional activities such as humor and

literary magazines and yearbooks...more money is being spent on

socially oriented activities." .,

It cost $91,000 to print the 1971 Index, compared to the $60,000 alloted tor

printing this year's edition. ,uQ
As a result Sobzak explained, there would be a drastic cut in the

number of color pages, with a maximum of thirty-two. Also, the number

of pages would be cut from last year's 400 to approximately 300.

Inspired by a Columbia University yearbook, Sobzak plans to go

heavy on copy", with photographs to go along. He hopes to include essays

by both administrators and students on topics such as the drug problem

at UMass. and the Student Senate.

"The book will show what happened at the University »n 1972. We want

to show this year on campus, not just any year.

Williams Tonight

When Tuition

Was $12 A Term
By SHELLEY LAUZON

With all the controversy over the proposed tuition, room rent increases

and the miles of red tape necessary to accomplish anything around here,

,t is interesting to see what the first students at "Massachusetts

Agricultural College" paid for an education.
. „„

.

u
?ir iiSSance, an applicant for the College's first class in 1867 had to be

it least 4 years of age. A certificate of good moral character was

requfred from a pastor and a teacher, along with bonds for the prompt

^tf^iZSS^M* be provided for by the student, stoves

being the exception. Every student had to labor 6 hours a week without

pay to learn the operations of the farm and garden. He could also work 12

hours a week for wages under the direction of the farm superintendent

during the term, and over vacations for fair wages.

The school term began October 2, 1867. The faculty consisted of six.

Present William S. Clark, a graduate of Amherst College; Ebenezer S.

Snell professor of mathematics, Henry H. Goode 1. professor of modern

languages; and farm superintendent, agricultural instructoi-Lev. Stock-

bridge. The entire freshmen class totaled 47 by the end of the term, but

onlv 27 graduated with the first class in 1871

.

The tSition-$12 a term. Room rent was $5 per term and board was set at

$3-$3 50 per week. An old volume on the history of Amherst states a

voung man of good talents, healthy and willing to work, should gam at the

"college a superior education for $100 per year.

Makes you wonder why things aren't like they used to be, doesn t it!

Guilty As Charged
In reaction to loud disturbances

last week between Kennedy and

Coolidge Towers, which left

Hampden Dining Commons
desecrated with assorted silk

panties, the House and Ad-

ministrative Staffs of Southwest

produced a temporary handout of

disciplinary guidelines.

Circulating the Southwest, the

notice outlaws obscene language

and the throwing of objects from

the towers.

Those residents or non-residents

found guilty will, at the minimum,

be expelled from the community

within 24 hours-without refund.

Supposedly the Student Judiciary

System will then act on possible

University suspension.

Despite wide popularity in the

Southwest area, the Student

Judiciary is relatively unaware of

the enactment and was unable to

comment on its effectiveness.

According to John Hunt, Master

of Southwest College, "Until a full

disciplinary structure is developed

in the community, these guidelines

will be responsible for student

welfare and protection.

Every Wednesday is

STAMPEDE NIGHT
A little bit of the Far West in New England.

bVr cowgiNs, in Wtsttrn garb will serve you Western Steer Beef

hv the ounce - 45c par ounce for Prime Sirloin, 70< per ounce for

F^MiSnon, end 35?per ounce for . Rib of Broiled
I

Beef
.
Ju.t tell

the chef how thick of a slice you want, and how you like It done

Keep our Friday Niflht Buffet in mind II 30 to 9:00 p.m. $5.50 per

person.

f& (T^Lord f
30 %titmm4 Ave.

^AST.**

Poor Richard's
Anyone interested in writing

lengthy book reviews or fiction

pieces come to the Collegian

office and see either Bob Nesti or

David Williams.
ai

The young Australian guitarist

John Williams will give the first of

his two scheduled recitals this

evening at 8 P.M. in Bowker
Auditorium. For his two day visit

to campus, Mr. Williams will offer

two different and varied programs

featuring works of Bach, Albeniz,

Scarlatti, Stephen Dodgson, and

Turina.

John Williams emerged on the

international concert scene in 1958

after a highly successful debut at

London's Wigmore Hall. There he

was accepted as a pupil of the

great classical guitarist Andre

Segovia.

Tickets will be available at the

Fine Arts Council Box Office and at

Bowker before the concert. There

will also be a lecture demon-

stration at 11:15 this morning in

Herter 227. Admission is free to

this but seating is limited.

SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE
• Redeem Coupons at the

STUDENT UNION HATCH
between 5 p.m. - 9 p.m

a
Tues.,

a

ft

A
A
A
k
I
A X
I

Nov. 2 Nov. 6

aOne Coupon
Per Order a

With This Coupon

2 Hamburgers
French Fries

8oz. Soft Drink
for

Only 75 c

($1.00 value)

from 5 p.m. -9 p.m. Tues.-Sat.
Oct. 26 Oct. 30

at STUDENT UNION HATCH

J* s Ice Cream Sundae
of your choice

10* Off
With This Coupon

Tues. Sat., Oct. 24-Oct. 30

5 p.m. -9 p.m.

at STUDENT UNION ICE CREAM BAR
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In The Nation And The World

Judge Upholds Underground Blast

WASHINGTON (AP) A federal judge turned aside

lor the second time Monday attempts by en-

vironmentalists to halt a giant underground nuclear

explosion set to go off within days on a remote Alaskan

island.

U.S. District Court Judge George L. Hart, Jr., ruled

that seven organizations headed by the Committee for

Nuclear Responsibility failed to prove that the

government did not adequately consider potential

environmental dangers of the blast on Amchitka

Island.

The conservationists said they would appeal im-

mediately to the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington.

The appeal court already has turned down one

request for a temporary injunction against the blast-

reportedly set to go off Thursday with the equivalent

force of five million tons of TNT.

But that ruling occurred before Hart was ordered by

the appeals court to study secret documents the en-

vironmentalists say will prove the explosion can

trigger earthquakes or tidal waves, release

radioactive waste into the air, or injure wildlife.

The appeals court also told Hart to turn over to the

environmentalists all of the documents from four

government agencies which showed any potential

environmental damage. Hart said he did so reluc-

tantly and added : "When I get through reading all this

material on atomic explosions, I couldn't help feeling

it was a tempest in a teapot."

Mavor White

White-Hicks Battle
BOSTON (AP)-Mayor Kevin H. White faces an old foe, Louise

Day Hicks, Tuesday In a rematch of a mayoral battle White won by

12.500 votes four vears ago.

Since their first contest in 1967, Mrs. Hicks, a opponent of school

busing to achieve racial balance, has been elected to Congress.

White has lost a bid for the governorship.

The election, expected to draw 190,000 voters-about 65 per cent of

Boston's total-is one of 39 municipal contests being held throughout

Massachusetts.
Besides choosing municipal officers, voters will decide whether

to let the game of beano be played locally.

Bostonians will be choosing nine city councillors and five school

committee members as well as the mayor.

White and Mrs. Hicks, both Democrats, led a field of six in the

September preliminary election to win the runoff spots in the

onpartisan finale.
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TOP OF THE CAMPUS ^* ALL YOU CAN EAT

*From our salad bar and bread board *
Along with THE PLEASER

* Strips of London Broil on a water roll *
Topped with mushroom bordelaise sauce

^ Only 1.75*
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to

1:45
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SAAITHCOLLEGE
Department ot Theatre and Speech

presents

Edo Festival Music

and Pantomime
A Program of Traditional Japanese Dance

general admission $4, students $3

November 5 and 6

Theatre 14

8 p.m.
584-2700, ext. 840

50%
75%
25%
100%
50%
25%
25%
25%

TONIGHT
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE FILM SERIES

presents

PATHER PANCHALI
FIRST IN THE APU TRILOGY BY

SATYAJIT RAY

Shows 8 and 10

in Thompson 104,

street entrance

Season Tickets, $3.00

for six films, and Single

Tickets, $.75 on
sale at door.

Hart ordered some of the documents turned over to

the conservationists and others kept secret because

they said they fell within the legal doctrine known as

executive privilege.

Mart, who earlier had dismissed the en

vironmentalist case without a formal hearing, said he

turned down their second attempt to obtain a

preliminary injunction because the explosion is

needed for national security reasons He also said the

conservationists failed to show that the environment

would be damaged.
The blast-if the Atomic Energy Commission is

allowed to proceed with it-will mark the final stage of

a testing program for the new Spartan Anti-ballistic

Missile which the Nixon administration says is needed

to counter Soviet weaponry.

Attorney David Sive of the environmentalists said

he planned to file an immediate appeal to Hart's

ruling and hopes for a hearing in the appeals court

sometime Tuesday.

If Sive should again be turned down by the appeals

court, he said he would carry the request for an in-

junction to the Supreme Court.

The State Department served formal notice Monday

that the United States is temporarily suspending the

right of innocent passage by ships and aircraft

through territorial waters surrounding Amchitka

Island from Nov. 2 until Nov. inclusive.

Indians Given Land Grant
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Senate passed Monday a bill to pay

$1 billion to Alaska natives in

settlement of their ownership

claims to most of the vast land

mass which the United States

bought for $7.2 million a century

ago.

Sponsors of the bill, which sailed

through the Senate 76 to S, said the

SI billion plus an accompanying

land grant would be a just set-

tlement of aboriginal claims which

have been recognized since the

territory was purchased from

Russia in 1867.

The bills calls for $500 million in

federal funds. $500 million in

mineral production royalties from

Alaska public lands and alternate

land grant proposals.

The natives-55.000 Eskimos.

Aleuts and Indians-would be given

the option of voting on whether to

accept either 40 million acres near

their villages, plus mineral rights,

or title to 30 million acres and the

right to use an additional 20 million

acres.

Little opposition was voiced in

debate on the Senate bill, which

will be sent to a conference with

the House The conferees will seek

to resolve differences between the

Senate and House versions.

The House bill would provide

$425 million from the federal

treasury. $500 million in minerals

royalties which otherwise would go

to the state and 40 million acres of

land.

The Senate rejected by voice

vote an amendment which would

have retained for the federal

government all mineral rights in

the Navy Petroleum Reserve. The

bill would give the few native

Troops Drop

Below200,000
SAIGON (AP) - American troop

strength in South Vietnam dropped

below 200,000 Monday for the first

time in nearly six years

The U.S. Command said the

number of American troops in the

war zone decreased by 5,300 men
during the last week to 196,700-the

lowest since January. 1966. There

were 196.400 U.S. servicemen in

Vietnam then

Peak U.S. strength 2-1/2 years

ago was 543.000.

The headquarters of Gen.

Creighton W. Abrams also an

nounded that 13 more U.S. Army
units, totaling 1.335 men. were

pulled out of combat Monday.

villages within the reserve full

ownership of lands they occupy,

including subsurface minerals.

The Senate bill would form

native corporations and com-

missions to handle mineral royalty

funds and appropriations to be

made over a 12-year period.

Natives would receive per capita

payments and stock in the cor

porations, which would use the

money for their benefit in such

projects as hospital health faculty

and school construction and
education loans and grants.

Native organizations also would

make land selections for the

villages under the bill.

The measure is more liberal than

one passed by the Senate last year

The earlier bill, which did not

reach the House floor, would have

given the natives about 10 million

acres.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

5 COLLEGE BUS
Schedule Change:

as of Nov. 2: Tuesday

evening run from M.H.C.

will leave at 6:45 instead

of 7:00.

Resulting changes:

Leave Hampshire 6:55
Leave Amherst 7:05

Arrive University 7:15

Court Refuses
To Ban DDT

WASHINGTON (AP) The En-
vironmental Protection Agency
refused once again Monday to

order an immediate ban on DDT.
Hearings are continuing

however, which may lead even-

tually to such an order against the

pesticide.

EPA Administrator William D.

Ruckelshaus said the hearings

should wind up in December and a

final decision will be announced by

next March 18, and probably

earlier.

Under the federal Insecticide,

Fungicide and Rhodenticide Act,

pesticides must be registered with

EPA for interstate commerce.
Last Jan. 7, in a suit brought by a

citizens group called En-

vironmental Defense Fund, the

U.S. Court of Appeals here ordered

EPA to start a review which may
lead to cancellation of DDT's
registration.

It also ordered EPA to consider

suspending the registration in the

meantime, a move that would take

DDT off the market while the

lengthy cancellation review went

on.

EPA began the cancellation

procedure last Jan. 15, but on

March 18 it refused to suspend the

DDT registration.

Environmental Defense Fund

has been fighting the in-

discriminate use of DDT for years,

contending it kills off desirable as

well as undesirable insects and
animals, and that it may have even
more serious environmental ef-

fects, getting into food chinas and
posing a possible hazard of cancer

in animals and perhaps man.
As part of the cancellation

procedure, Montrose Chemical
Co., a DDT manufacturer,
requested a review of DDT effects

by a panel of scientists.

The panel's report, concluding

that DDT should be rapidly phased

out, was made public by En-
vironmental Defense Fund in early

September.
On Sept. 22 the appeals court

ordered EPA to reconsider a DDT
suspension in the light of the

panel's findings and report its

decision by Nov. 1.

On Monday, the court deadline,

Ruckelshaus reaffirmed his

refusal to suspend DDT.
Ruckelshaus noted that the

scientific panel said an immediate
ban on DDT could make no great

difference for human health and
might force pesticide users to

switch hastily to other products not

yet fully assessed.

EPA said it would study alter-

native pesticides.

In Brief...

WASHINGTON (AP)-Home mortgages and consumer credit will

be the immediate targets of administration efforts to hold down

interest rates but fixed ceiling will be avoided, Federal Reserve

Chairman Arthur F. Burns said Monday.

But Burns, chairman of the new presidentially appointed com-

mittee on interest and dividends, said the outlook for interest rates

in the next year or so is uncertain.

UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. (AP)-Red China's flag was raised at

U N headquarters Monday, but China's seat in the meeting halls

remained vacant a week after the General Assembly's decision to

seat the Peking government.

U.N. officials said they had heard nothing on the composition of

the Chinese Communist delegation, or its arrival time, beyond the

terse message that a delegation to the assembly would be sent "in

the near future."

NEW DELHI, India (AP)-A cyclone and 16-foot tidal wave have

slammed into India's east coast,' and political leaders reported the

loss of 15,000 to 20,000 lives in this latest major natural disaster on

the rim of the Bay of Bengal.

The wave and 100-mile-an-hour winds hit Friday night, but the

devastation was so complete that word of its catastrophic

proportions did not reach the outside world until Monday.

JOHM WILLING

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tues., Nov. 2 & Wed., Nov. 3 at 8 p.m

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1; Other Full-Time

Students $2; UM Faculty/Staff; Others $3.50 - Fine Arts

Council Ticket Office, 125 Herter Hall, tel. 545-0202.

Presented by UMass Fine Arts Council

Foreign Aid Kept Alive
WASHINGTON <AP) -The Senate

Foreign Relations Committee
agreed Monday that the United

States should stay in the foreign

aid business, and Congress ap-

peared headed toward a stopgap

resolution to keep the program
alive.

But controversy loomed over the

duration of any such revival

measure, and the shape of a long-

term foreign aid formula.

The White House said adoption of

a resolution to continue foreign aid

spending authority past Nov. 15 is

imperative.

And a Pentagon spokesman said

military assistance "is absolutely

essential'' in U.S. strategic

planning.

The Foreign Relations Com-
mittee spent some 90 minutes

behind closed doors discussing the

future and the impact of last

Friday night's Senate vote that

killed the $2.9-billion foreign aid

authorization bill.

No votes were taken at the

committee session and no formal

decisions made.
"I think the one thing I can say is

that there wasn't any disposition to

do nothing," said Sen. J.W.

Fulbright, D-Ark., the chairman.

"Something will be done, but what

it will be, I have no idea."

Rep. George Mahon, D-Tex.,

chairman of the House Ap-

propriations Committee, said he

hopes Congress will agree on "a

quickie, stopgap" resolution to

continue foreign aid while a per-

manent program is fashioned.

"This is not a settlement of the

controversy over foreign aid," he

said. "It is just a stopgap."

He suggested a 30-day extension

of aid spending authority, to meet

current expenses and pay salaries

while the issue is settled. The
House had passed a $3.1-billion

foeign aid program, but only by a

10-vote margin.

Mahon said he hopes the House

could pass such a resolution by the

middle of next week, to give the

Senate time to act before Nov. 15,

when the Agency for International

Development will run out of money
without congressional action.

His idea is a resolution that

would continue aid spending
authority for 30 more days, or until

the end of the current

congressional session, at about $2.9

billion, the level that would have

been authorized by the rejected

Senate bill.

Fulbright said the critical issue

to him would be the military side of

foreign aid, particularly such

items as the sharply increased

allowance for Cambodia, which

would have received $341 million

under the defeated Senate bill.

He said the Foreign Relations

Committee wants to discuss the

whole situation with Secretary of

State William P. Rogers and AID
administrator John A. Hannah, as

soon as possible. Fulbright said he

hoped they could appear before

the panel within the next few days.

Senate Republican Leader Hugh
Scott forecast adoption of a

stopgap resolution, then an interim

aid bill, with an overhauled and

more permanent aid program put

off until next year.

Any interim bill almost certainly

would be cut sharply below the

currently proposed levels, and

there undoubtedly could be Senate

moves to cut the spending en-

visioned in a temporary resolution.

Announcement

The Office of

Dr. Richard L. Leonard,

Optometrist

is now relocated at

320 North Pleasant Street.

EYES EXAMINED
CONTACT LENSES

Now Insuring for 1972

AUTO
R.L Cerel

Ins. Agency, Inc.

CARS* TRUCKS* CYCLES* etc., etc.

Call Now for Further Information

Tel. Amherst . . . 546-8987

You might be happier at JEtnst.
We think wc might have what you're

looking for. Something 27 million people

depend on for security and a better life.

We'd likcyou to consider taking a sales

management position with /Etna Life and

Casualty. Wc have hundreds of broad

gauge management positions, both in the

field and in the home office, that pay sub-

stantial salaries right from the start.

They all take creativity and hard work.

But the rewards can be very high. To
yourself. To others.

If the insurance business is still the

Overlooked Profession to you, it's prob-

ably becauseyou haven't heard thewhole
truth about it vet. How fast-changing it

has become. Oi how sophisticated. Ol

that it is where the greatest variety ol

job opportunities are today, insurance

probably takes more college graduates

than any other profession.

Wc are an Equal Opportunity Employe!

and a JOBS-partlcipating company.

We have jobs in all divisions of our

company. If you'd like face-to face con-

tact with people we have many positions

that will give you immediate contact with

the public. If you'd rather deal with your

co-workers and other professionals, we
have those, too. Tell us vour preference,

and we can work it out between us.

A brochure called "The Whole 1 1nth"

goes into the specifics on sales manage-

ment as well as other opportunities. It'll

tell you how /Etna works, what it does,

and how you can become part of it. It's

an honest picture ol ,m honest business.

Why not stop in at youi pla< cmcnl office

and icad it.

Today, "lie out ol six \mci i< .ins looks

to ,1 in.i for insurant c pi ote< lion. Vou

might build a successful careci helping

us help man) more'.
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Several weeks ago there oc-

curred what to me was one of the

most pathetic scenes of recent

memory. It by far topped any
ineptitude on the part of the

government either civil or

military. And it struck me most
deeply because it dealt with a
philosophy with which many of us

sympathize. Many of us have long

realized that the old Roosevelt-

Johnson liberalism of consensus
and compromise had broken down
and consequently we had drifted

toward the Left. But several weeks
ago, the New Left was buried along

with the Old Liberalism. It was
indeed a pathetic scene, when at

the conclusion of a speech by a
member of the John Birch Society,

several disillusioned and aimless

Left Wing Liberals rose to say that

Mr. McManus was for the same
things they themselves were for.

Overlooking his anti-semitism and

tricked by a simplistic devil theory

and a few cheap rhetorical tricks,

they rose to announce their

discovery that government was

indeed the root of all evil and

consequently they favored a weak

government. In so doing, the>

tacitly assented to the theories ol

laissez-faire and States Rights.

The two doctrines that have been

historically used to sanction the

greatest injustices in American
society.

Think of every argument ever

advanced against helping to im-

prove the condition of the masses;

against sanitary standards,

against fire safety, against the

eight-hour day, against the

minimum wage and against labor

unions themselves and you will

find the concept of private

property and the argument that

government should not interfere in

these private affairs. That

government should not seek to

make sure that workers had decent

conditions, to prohibit child labor

and the fourteen hour day. That the

government should not attempt to

regulate private property to see to

it that tenants had at least some
semblance of sanitary facilities.

Think of every objection to

desegregation whether de jure or

de facto, whether in public schools,

public facilities or in private

housing and you will find the

argument that government should

not interfere in private affairs. If it

had not been for a strong govern-

ment and governmental in-

tervention these evils would not

have been abetted in the least.

That liberalism stands for a

PointBlank

Going CO. In The Stockade
Bv JOHN STRIKER

If Saul of Tarsus were to have a sudden conversion

today, say on the road to Fort Dix. rather than

Damascus, he would probably spend weeks answering

questionnaires, parrying with psychiatrists, con-

tossing to chaplains, arguing with hearing officers,

and, quite possibly, pulling time in the stockade. For

last spring, in Ehlert v. United States, the Supreme

Court turned "late" C.O.s over to the tender mercies

of the military.

Under EMeri if your beliefs crystallize after you

receive an induction order, but before actual in-

duction, the army will sit in judgement of your con-

science. As of October 19, a newly revised DoD
Directive 1 1300.6) governs military processing of the

late crystallizer. He must file application for

discharge within 72 hours after induction.

After filing, the CO. is sent to a psychiatrist. The

assumption is that anyone who seeks discharge as a

CO. may be suffering from a psychiatric or

characterological disorder. (In all likelihood, this

message is not lost upon the isolated young man, who

senses certain odds mounting against him.)

Next, the chaplain takes his turn. If a CO. is

unresponsive or uncooperative, the chaplain and the

psychiatrist will note this in their reports. (Lack of

cooperation reflects unfavorably upon a C.O.'s sin-

cerity.)

Finally a hearing is conducted by an officer of the

rank of captain-or lieutenant in the navy-or higher:

The CO. has the right to counsel-but only at his own

expense. He can also present witnesses -providing he

can secure their attendance. A verbatim transcript

will be made -if the CO. can pay for its production.

Inevitably these conditional rights will take their

collective toll-especially since the hearing will often

l)e conducted at a great distance from the C.O.'s

friends and resources.

Of course, while this whole procedure and a final

decision are pending, the CO. must satisfactorily

perform military duties assigned to him. If he does

not, then, military discipline and the stockade may

become a real threat.

The threat is heightened by the unavoidable an-

tagonism between the CO and a totally inhospitiable

environment As Mr Justice Douglas lamented in his

dissent from Ehlert: "In my time every conscientious

objector was fair game' to most top sergeants who

considered that he had a yellow streak' and there fore

was a coward or un-American."

strong government I admit. That I

am opposed to liberalism I also

admit, but I am opposed to the uses

that liberalism made of strong

government and not strong

government as such. Perhaps its

heart was in the right place, and

liberalism was indeed trying to

better the condition of the people

through governmental in-

tervention. God only knows where

we would be if the government had

not intervened to get us out of the

depression. The fault lies that in

adopting Keynesian economics the

government allied itself with the

military. That in attempting to

institute programs to help the

masses, it only created an
unresponsive bureaucracy. It is

these two factors which have

brought us to the state we're in,

with economic prosperity

dependent upon the military and

the government bogged down in

red tape. It is these things that we
should oppose, that we should seek

to get rid of and not strong

government.
By removing strong government

you are not going to make the

capitalist more charitable or the

bigot more loving, quite the con-

trary. Once the evils of militarism

and bureaucracy have been
eliminated, (let us hope and work
for that), then it is strong govern-

ment, and strong government
alone that can improve the
workers condition, tight the final

battle for equality and eliminate

poverty. Let us realize what we are

against and not work against what
we are for.

Art Buchwald

Justice Douglas recounted the story of one CO. who

wound up in the stockade, where a sergeant "frisked"'

him: "I spread out against the canvas. He started

kicking me and yelling, 'spread out a-hole.' He kept

kicking me and yelling until I fell down and then said,

what's wrong with you pussy can't you stand up-get

up.' I stood up and he said spread out Doddamit.' He
started kicking me again... He then pushed my face

into the canvas, slapped my neck and arms, punched

me in the sides, yanked the crotch of my dungarees

painfully between my legs, slapped and pinched my
legs and said, 'alright now stand at attention...

"After much more harassment I went back to my
cell and I heard a man coughing and then a Corporal

yelling at him to shut up. Two other Corporals joined

in harassing the man and when he couldn't stop

coughing they pulled him out of the cell and made him

dive on a cup on the floor pretending it was a grenade.

They got several other men out of their cells and had

them all diving on the cup with the coughing man on

the bottom each time."

Of course, Justice Douglas did point out: "What
( happens ) in the barracks or in the detention center is

... not the measure of what would transpire at the

hearings. But the military mind is educated to other

values; it does not reflect the humanistic,

philosophical values most germane to ferreting out

First Amendment claims that are genuine."

During the recent draft debate in the congressional

conference committee, the Senate conferees proposed

an amendment that would have prohibited induction

of late crystallizers; but the House conferees were

adamant in their opposition. "Therefore," in the

words of the conference report, "the Senate receded

with the understanding that in unusual cases, local

boards would have the discretionary authority of

extending to such registrants a hearing on their late

claim if the circumstances so warranted
."

Despite this quaint understanding on the part of the

Senators, the claims of late crystallizers may not be

considered by draft boards under current operating

procedure (Local Board Memorandum No. 111(2) ).

As a result, a CO. who does not prepare himself, and

file his claim before the last minute, may find himself

spiritually, at least, behind enemy lines.

Copyright 1971 by John Striker.

2 pt rule here

John Striker is a draft lawyer and co-author of

Mastering the Draft: A Comprehensive (iuide For

Solving Draft Problems.

The Old Nixon
At Camp David

WASHINGTON -President Nixon was working in the library at Camp
David on Phase III of his economic game plan when the old Nixon came
out of the fireplace.

"Oh, it's you," President Nixon said, slightly annoyed.

"What's this I hear about you going to Commie China?" the old Nixon

said.

it's no secret," President Nixon said. "The whole world knows about

it."

"How could you do this to me?" the old Nixon cried. "I've fought the

Commies since I was in Congress. I sent Alger Hiss to jail. I smeared
Helen Gahagan Douglas as a Red. I made speeches against the fellow

travelers in America. And now you've destroyed everything."

Dick." the President said, "it's a whole new ball game. There are 800

million Chinese people, and they're now in our league."

"Why do we have to play ball with them?" the old Nixon asked. "We
haven't played with them for 25 years. Do you know what I would have

done if a Democratic President announced he was going to Peking?"
"Dick, please lower your voice. You'll wake up the Secret Service

men," the President said. "Things have changed since you were in

charge. You see, the Chinese have the bomb. It's hard to ignore someone
when they have the bomb. If we can build a bridge between America and
China, it will give the Soviets something to worry about."

"I was going to speak to you about that."' the old Nixon said. "I un-

derstand you're going to Moscow, too."

"That's correct. I will go to Moscow sometime after I go to Peking."

"Let me go to Moscow," the old Nixon begged. "I'd like to get Khrush-

chev in the kitchen again and really give him a piece of my mind."
"Dick, I don't know how to break this to you, but Khrushchev passed

away. Besides, he hasn't been in charge for several years. There is a

whole new team there. They have a good defense, and they have a very

tough line."

"Okay, so let me go in your place. I'll point out the difference between
their lousy system of government and our great capitalist society," the

old Nixon said.

"I don't think it would have much meaning, Dick. The purpose of my
trip to Moscow is to build bridges with the Soviets so the Chinese have
something to worry about."

"You've gone soft," the old Nixon cried. "The only thing the Commies
understand is strength. You have to nuke em, before they nuke us."

"Dick, it's easy to say that when you're not President of the United
States. But I want to go down in history as the man who gave America a

generation of peace."
"You amaze me," the old Nixon said. "I never thought I'd see the day

when a Nixon would be talking peace with Godless Communists."
"Look, I'm very busy," the President said. "Is there anything else you

wanted to discuss?"

"Yes, there is. How come you let the American Bar Assn. shaft you on

your Supreme Court appointments?"
"I don t know what you re talking about," the President said. "It was

always my intention to appoint Powell and Rehnquist to the court."

"Who are you kidding7 This is me, Tricky Dick, you're talking to. You
came up with some of the most mediocre candidates in the country, and
they ran all over you. You looked worse than the New York Giants against

the Philadelphia Eagles last week."
The President's face went red. "You sure know how to hurt a guy."
Copyright 1971, Ix>s Angeles Times.

Editorial Points
George McGovern seems to be the world

an honest man with strong

principles. But he doesn't have

charisma so how can you vote

for him 7

*****

The biggest problem that this

country has to face is that the

stakes of power are most often in

the hands of the ground beef of

Perhaps if Nixon realized that

he could blow his chances for

reelection on the Amchitka
blast, he might do something.

*****

Judging by the amount of

candy floating around, it was a

bad year for the little monsters.

'. . . HOWEVER, WE NEVER TAKE THIS SORT OF THING TOO SERIOUSLYI'

Letters To The Editor

Joint Responsibility

To the Editor:

Much of the debate at last Thursday's Faculty

Senate meeting centered around whether or not

students should have a say in faculty personnel

decisions. Many faculty senators were, of course,

adverse to this happening. They consider personnel

policy the responsibility of solely the faculty. It would

seem that they would keep students out of the system

that decides who gets tenure, merit increments, and

the general benefits from being a good faculty

member. The exclusion of students excludes the only

people who can truly say which professor is a good

teacher and counselor and which professor isn't.

The next question that arises is the role good

teaching plays in making personnel decisions. There

are a number of devises that can be used to find the

good teachers, and it is important that it be done.

Some may think that it is sufficient that the results of

the Teacher-Course Evaluation be used in personnel

decisions, but it is equally important that the

representatives of that opinion (the students them-

selves) be present and voting when the decisions are

made. Of course, this is not to mention the case of the

professor who refuses to have his course evaluated, or

the one who refuses to have the results used by the

personnel committee. Who are the representatives of

good teaching in those cases?

There are approximately six criteria on which

faculty are judged, these being: 1) Teaching; 2)

Counseling; 3) Research; 4) Service; 5) Extension

Work; 6) Professional and Scholarly activities and

recognition. Students are clearly the experts in

judging two of the six criteria, and have a superficial

knowledge in the other four. Faculty have an ex-

pertise in judging four of the six and have a superficial

knowledge in the other two. Students, then, would not

be detrimental to a personnel committee, but rather

would add a needed perspective to the committee.

Students are the ones most directly affected by a

professor who has tenure and is a poor teacher;

students are the ones that are most directly affected

by a poor teacher who may receive merit increases

The affects of a professor who does poor research,

little service or extension work, and is unrecognized in

his profession are borne by the entire institution. No

one person feels the load that must be carried because

of the incompetence of this single person. A poor

teacher, on the other hand, robs the students in his

class of a trulv enriching educational experience. No

Vote Note
To the Editor.

I think it is imperative that I clear up a point that

you made concerning the date of the next register-in

on the campus.
First of all, the registrars have not stated yet, as a

body, that they would come onto campus. They will be

meeting this Thursday to make that decision.

The coalition has offered the registrars the date of

November 18. not November 14, as the date for the

next register-in. This topic will also be discussed this

Thursday night by the registrars.

I did say to your Collegian reporter that it seemed

very likely that the registrars would come to campus

on the 18th of November, but that was all.

I don't want the registrars or anyone else to think

that the coalition through me or anyone else has stated

that they will be here on the 18th. However, I feel, that

there is certainly, "sufficient" reason for them to

come back to campus November 18th, i.e. the two

thousand people at the McGovern speech.

In closing, I would like to say that while the students

of this campus are waiting for the registrars to return,

thev may register to vote at the Town Hall from 8:30-

4 30 Monday-Erie* iy . The only requirement is that you

have been a resident of Amherst for at least six (6)

months and vou are 18 years of age or older. You may

switch your registration from anywhere else to

Amherst simply by informing the registrars when you

d0regiSter
John Stevens

one can replace the time lost because a teacher wasn't

doing his job well, and the loss will not be shared by an

entire institution to make the load lighter. The
students, who are here only for a short four years,

have been harmed by that professor because they

haven't gotten their money's worth.

Students, therefore, have a great stake in tenure

decisions, decisions which affect their immediate

academic lives. It is the joint responsibility of the

faculty and students to insure that the quality of the

University of Massachusetts grows and is enhanced

by the faculty; it is the joint responsibility of the

faculty and students to insure the highest quality in

teaching, since that is the prime function of the in-

stitution. I would therefore submit that instead of

arguing who has the sole responsibility for the quality

of the University, that we recognize the expertise that

each other possesses and benefit from it.

Nick Apostola

Chairman, Academic Affairs

We Can Pray

To the Editor:

On Friday of this week the AEC and the Pentagon,

backed by the rest of the military-nuclear pigs, are

setting off a nuclear blast 250 times larger than the

Hiroshima atomic bomb and larger than any previous

test. This is despite overwhelming evidence of reports

from scientists that the blast may have hazardous

effects on the environment. An earthquake, a tidal

wave and radiation pollution are all possible results of

the blast, not only to our country but to others also,

this being but another instance of the U.S. making

moves which are not in the best interest of other

peoples who have no say in their fate. Nixon contends

that the test is necessary for our national defense.

There is speculation that the ABM system for which

the test is being done will be obsolete in a few years

under the current plans for further nuclear expansion.

He maintains that we need the test to remain in a

position of strength to bargain at the SALT talks. I feel

that the most favorable position we could be in is to

show the rest of the world that we mean business by

taking the initial step now toward disarmament. The

dangers of proceeding far outweigh any danger of

cancelling the blast.

The blast is scheduled to go off this week so it is

probablv too late to do anything. However it will be

fought in the courts by environmental groups right up

to the last minute. We can pray for at least a delay. I

ask you the people to make your concern heard in

order to stop this tragic sin against man. Please send

a telegram or a postcard today to the President. Only

he can stop Amchitka.
Peter Cotton

Cold In Their Graves

To the Editor:

Mr. Baglione, in his letter published in last Thursday s Collegian, again

proclaimed the ineptitude of mass demonstration as a method of ending

U S involvement in Indochina. By satirizing the organizers of the

movement as confused and virtually ineffectual, he hoped to demean a

form of dissent which asks the American people to rely on the only force

that hasn't sold them out. Themselves. Baglione's remarks concerning

the Mobe's and other anti-war group's lack of organizing ability have no

basis whatsoever. One need only consider the fact that three quarters of a

million people demonstrated in Washington DC. last April 24th, and there

were only eight arrests, fewer than in any normal day in the nation s

capital Mr. Baglione has pointed out the fact that only 220 people at-

tended the SMC Oct. 13th teach-in, while there are 20,000 students on

campus. Attendance at the teach-in reflects in no way the anti-war

sentiment on the campus. When the students passed judgment on the war

in a referendum last spring, 94% voted for the immediate withdrawal of

all U.S. forces from Indochina. They don't require a teach-in to tell them

why we should be out now. The purpose of the teach-in was to build the

Nov 6th rally on Boston Common. About 60 people helped in the

distribution of 20,000 leaflets in the surrounding areas that afternoon. Of

course Mr Baglione doesn't believe in mass demonstration, he believes

in the ballot box. Mr. Baglione, don't you realize that the vote has been

used as a display of anti-war sentiment for the past seven years? What

has it accomplished? Virtually nothing. In 1964, Lyndon Johnson was

elected in order to defeat that warmonger, Barry Goldwater. In 1968,

Richard Nixon was elected as "the man with a plan". Innumerable

"doves" have been elected to both houses of Congress, yet the war con-

tinues The annihilation of a subcontinent goes on. The cost of the war is

an increasing burden placed on the working people. I m not saying young

Americans shouldn't vote, participation in mass demonstrations doesn t

negate the right to vote. You've stated, Mr. Baglione, that "the pose they

(anti-war movement) strike, is overly serious and silly". If the sentence

made any sense in the first place, I would question how any one can be

overly serious about saving lives. Does the idea of our nation at peace

seem silly to you or was the word just thrown in to add an air of

sophistocation? You speak of reality. You say reality mocks the

demonstration tactics of the anti-war movement. Just whose reality are

you refering to? Your own Mr. Baglione, here at UMass, sitting in the

Collegian Office? Or the reality of the people of Southeast Asia, who every

day of their lives face the possibility of death, who see their homes

destroyed, and their land defoliated and poisoned by the 100 tons of ex-

plosives dropped by American aircraft every hour of every day. When

was the last time you were faced with death Mr. Baglione? When was the

last time your sister was raped? I think you had better reevaluate just

what the reality of this war means. Your statements, in effect, have

suggested to your readers that they should ignore Nov. 6th completely

and wait until the next election. I'm sure the people of Indo-China.

thousands of whom will be cold in their graves by 1973 would appreciate

your timely and astute advice to the UMass community. But go ahead

and use your vote, Mr. Baglione. stay home and watch a ball game next

Saturday. Decide which "dove" you'll vote for next time around, then say

a prayer that he's not lying like the others.
v J Ralph Magwood

"Roll Those U.N. Shots Again, Ami Ut'i Gel

The Names Of The Guys That Are Smiling"

... * .

Fall Guys

To the Editor:

We would like to protest the decision of the SUG
Board on Thursday, October 28th concerning the

escalator slide in the Campus Center. Owing to

several accidents, the most serious of which involved

a thirteen vear-old boy who may be paralyzed as a

result, the SUG Board is obligated to close down the

slide. However, they feel enough students will protest

this decision, that they must provide an alternative to

the escalator slide. This involves $2000 of the student's

money payed in the form of a $60 Campus Center fee

which will be used to build a plastic tubular slide. We
feel that this is a ridiculous waste of our money and

would like to see more consideration given to the

students' feelings in this matter.
Nancy Birtwell

Deborah Sawyer
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Abortion Information

an Should Know
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The

following interview with Rev. Sam

Johnson of the United Christian

Foundation on the Clergy Con-

sultation Service for problem

pregnancies is being presented by

the MDC as an educational service.

Some questions on liberalizing

abortion laws were raised at

Senator George McGovern's

lecture Monday night and we feel it

is our responsibility to tell

supportive of her in it.

Q: Do vou give any advice in

terms of her life, especially her sex

life? , _,

A- You mean a sermon? No. We

don't do that either. The last thing

she needs at that point is advice on

how to run her life.

Q: How much does an abortion

cost?

A: If the pregnancy is not over 12

weeks from the first day of the last

U is over 12 weeks, it will not be

over $350.

Q: If a woman wanted to get into

contact with you, how could she?

A: She could either call the

Western Massachusetts CCS

number which is (413) 586-3478 or,

if she is on campus, she could call

the United Christian Foundation at

545-2861 and ask for an ap-

pointment.

Q: Does she need to see a doctor

before she sees you?

A Yes. She really does but if she

is having trouble making an ap-

pointment we can help her get one

soon She should also bring a

doctor's note telling how many

weeks pregnant she is and whether

she is Rh negative or not.

Q: Approximately how many

women do you see a week?

A: That is a hard question to

answer because the number varies

QUESTION: What is Clergy $150 and will probably be Jpwer.

Consultation Service, or CCS as it

is more commonly known?

ANSWER: It is a national

organization of clergymen whose

purpose is to help women who are

pregnant clarify in their own

minds what they want to do about

their pregnancy and then to

suggest resources for whatever

decision they make.

Q: Does this mean that if a

woman decided to have an abortion

you would be able to suggest a

place where it could be done?

A Yes. We know of clinics and

hospitals in New York that are able

to give medically safe, low cost

abortions.

Q: What if she decides to do

something else, say, see the

pregnancy through and put the

baby up for adoption?

A: CCS would still be able to

help. We know of agencies that are

set up for that purpose.

Q: How much does CCS charge

for its services?

A: Nothing. It is strictly a ser-

vice for women who have problem

pregnancies.

Q : Do you get money elsewhere -

e g. the "clinics in New York?

A No. We operate solely on

donations or funds from the church

agencies for which we work.

Q: Do you advise the woman on

what she should do?

A No. We think that the decision

can onlv be made by the woman.

She is the only one who truly knows

her situation. For us to try to tell

her what the right decision is would

be presumptuous. All we do is help

her clarifv what the issues are for

her and what she wants to do about

the situation. Then, when she has

made the decision we will try to be

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 P.M. EVENING NEWS - one

hall hour focusing on local news.

7:30 P.M. LIVE MUSIC
FESTIVAL local groups

recorded at our studios perform

live until 9.

9:00 P M FIRESIGN THEATRE
I one hour >

10:00 P.M. FOCUS Tonight Focus

will rebroadcast Sen. George

McGovern's speech to an

overflow audience at the

Student Union Ballroom Sunday

night McGovern's speech was

the culmination of a day-long

campa.ign> swing through

western Massachusetts. It was

followed by a boisterous

question and answer period. The

Senator s speech centered on

new priorities and political

change.

11:00 FM NEWS - another full

half hour.

11:30 P.M. WES CANNELL SHOW
- progressive rock 'til 3.

quite a bit from one week to the

next I would estimate ap-

proximately 8-10 women each

week.
Q: Don't you think it is strange

for a minister to be involved in this

area? 4U
A: Not really. It is an area that

involves our concept of life and

death as well as vocation in the

sense of what we want to do with

our lives. If a minister is not in-

volved with those vocations, then

he really should not be a minister.

Moreover, the need for this service

is great and when we started there

was no one else ready to do it.

Q: For those women who have

abortions or put up their babies for

adoption, do you have any contact

afterward?
A: Yes. We request that all

women come back afterward.

While most do it is not quite ap-

propriate for us to go after them if

they do not. Moreover, starting in

November the CCS group on the

campus which works out of the

United Christian Foundation will

be running 4-week support groups

for women who have had abortions

and would like to talk to other

women who have had the same

experienep _________
N(WKMBk'rl5

is the LAST day to drop a course

WITHOUT the permission of an

academic dean.

Placement Offers

Carreer Planning
* a>* » •_ _ _ ..U.w.l i i t a > iillll

Submitted by

JANET PEARLMAN
STUDENT SENATE SERVICES

COMMITTEE
The Placement Office has

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1971 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

effective one.

This is a special effort by this

office at Whitmore to assess the

total career planning service that

now exists on campus. is

initiated a program to collect more successful, the Placement Office
muiaicua F e. kooHoH hv Mr Mnrnssev. Will
Career Planning information for

the students here on campus. It has

formed a committee made up of

administrators from Mental

Health Service, The Placement

and Career Planning Office,

CASIAC, and the Counseling and

Guidance Office who will go out to

headed by Mr. Morrissey, will

have competent advice to give any

major student who comes to them

for help. If someone helps them,

they will have made some order of

the great madness of the "factory"

school. They cannot do it alone,

Kids. Please help them. If you
uuiaance ^mice wnu win 5" "mi w : ,— ... \. :„„

all the academic departments on want to help with the interviewing
r , . i. nlpasp rail or write

campus and ask career planning

kinds of questions. One ad-

ministrator will go with one

student to interview one dean at a

given time. They will ask this type

of question:

What are the potential careers

that are available for your majors?

Do you advise your students to

seek career planning advice in

your department or at the

Placement Office at Whitmore?

How does your department

handle its career counselling?

Does one faculty member have a

stash of data? Are many well

qualified to advise your majors?

What is your department doing to

enhance the opportunities for

women and minorities?

They want students to come

along to ask their kind of questions.

They want this collection to be an

of faculty, please call or write

Janet Pearlman, Chairwoman of

the Placement Advisory Council at

465 Cance House, 546-5149 or leave

your name in her senate mail box.

Or, leave your name at the

Placement Office in Whitmore.

They will be glad to see you..

FUTURE CPA'^
Learn Now About the

next CPA Exam.
Becker CPA Review Course

Boston

617 536-1440
loUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESENT

|

1/5 OF USA
NEXT COURSE BEGINS

WE HAVE

upliftingSOLUTIONS TO ^^
EVERYDAY PROBLEMS.

NEW
AGENT READING
MANUSCRIPTS

OF NEW AUTHORS

All genres except poetry.

Any length, short-short to

book. Interested in well-

documented non-fiction, ar-

ticles or books. Also texts,

programs, manuals, etc.,

from authors with appropriate

credentials Must be willing to

collaborate and revise.

Submit manuscripts with

return postage or inquire. No

fc-e unless published.

c w.s.
P.O. Box 3702

Springfield, Mass. 01101

In this instance, we are lifting a complete house to

demonstrate a new concept of aerial delivery of as-

sembly line-produced dwellings from factory to home-

site.

But... this same Sikorsky 'helicopter could have been

effecting a rescue mission off a wallowing tanker in a

North Sea gale. It could have been airlifting food and

supplies to starving villagers in flood-ravaged Tunisia

or transporting equipment for on-the-spot control

of off-shore oil pollution.

Obviously, what we're pointing out is the impressive

record and adaptability of our helicopters in solving

really important human problems.

There's much more to come in our world of exciting,

advanced VTOL aircraft systems. For example, Heavy-

Lift Skycranes' and Tilt-Rotor Transports. And just

around the corner are our High-Speed Commercial

Transports-designed to ease short-haul mass trans-

portation headaches.

Does this kind of engineering attitude stir your sense

of responsibility and imagination? Then you should

talk careers with us. There's ample opportunity for

innovation in: autonavigation systems • avionics •

computer technology • electronic test • materials

engineering • mechanical analytical design •

structures engineering • systems analysis . . . and

more.

Female, minority group and veteran applicants espe-

cially welcome.

Consult your College Placement Office for campus

interview dates-or-write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Pro-

fessional and Technical Employment.

Sikorsky Aircraft
STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 06602 An Equal Opportunity Employer

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

Have A Little Heart
It's ten miles, from the UMass Infirmary to Cooley Dickinson Hospital. It's a walk to raise money

for the Heart Fund. It's happening November 13th (a Saturday). There's a table on the Concourse

level of the Campus Center if you have any more questions. Or would you like to sponsor a Brother

from Alpha Phi Omega or a Sister from Gamma Sigma Sigma-or even walk along with us. Look for

the girls pictured above, drop by and have a little heart,

Security Log
(let. 21

11:12PM Accident at N. Maple & Mass. Ave.

Oct. 21

9:30 PM Vandalism to vehicle m Lot 10
__%_,*

9:40 PM Check on 4 subjects tampering with vehicle on Fearing K.

12: 15 AM Kept, of someone shooting at water tower

1:46 AM Accident at entrance to F Lot

7-30 PM Theft of vehicle from F Lot

10:25 PM Officer requested to check explosive device thrown between

Hills & Gorman
Oct i\

2:29 PM Theft of bike from Baker

li:14 PM Another explosion outside Gorman
Oct. 28

3:15 PM Female reports being hit by vehicle near Morrill

3:35 PM Motorcycle accident Univ. Dr. & Mass. Ave.

3:50 PM Vehicle stolen from C.C. garage
4:31 PM Accident at James Drive-property damage

Oct. 26

8:45 AM Typewriters-office equipment stolen from Food. Tech
6:25 PM Theft of 20 gallons of milk from Franklin D.C.

10:17 PM Report of another explosion at Gorman
Oct. 27

10:45 AM Rept. of sick racoon going after residents at a.Sorority house.

Officers to assist.

1:20 PM Male exposing himself at Boyden
4:30 PM Inf. run from Boyden-female "beaned" with tennis ball

7:00 PM Subj. informed that walls of Greenough are not to be used for

scaling purposes.

7:45 PM Bike stolen from Mahar
9:40 PM Bike stolen from Library

These incidents (some serious and some ridiculous) represent the wide

range of events investigated by Campus Police this week.

MDC Classifieds Pay

Mrs. Yoel Vered
Director of the Middle East Dept.

of the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Inter-Arab and Arab Israeli

Relations

7 p.m., Tues., November 2

163/5 Campus Center

Sponsors: American Professors for peace in the Middle East

Hillelat U.Mass.

Israeli Officer To Speak
?1 Vpred director of the Foundations. M^s VeredYael Vered, director of the

Middle East Department of the

Israeli Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, will speak at the UMass
on Tuesday, November 2nd, at

7:00 p.m. Miss Vered is being

sponsored by the Five College

Chapter of the American
Professors for Peace in the

Middle East and the area Hillel

Foundations. Miss Vered has

been political counselor for the

Israeli Embassy in Paris and
political commentator for the

Voice of Israel radio. She will

speak on inter-Arab Relations

and Arab-Israeli Relations"
The public is invited to hear Miss
Vered's talk in room 163-165 of

the Campus Center.

Diamonds & Watches

You DON'T have to pay what you would expect for

your jewelry.

Call 549-3930

and let us tell you how.

Mon.thru Thurs. 6: 30 to 12: 00

AUTOS FOR SALE
SIRED

'63 Chev. Standard 6cyl.. good running

condition, economical transportation.

f 175. Call 546-8791.

tf 11-5

fit) Dodge Swinger. 340. 4 speed. 4:56

post, perfect cond.. many extras, 253-5897.

Call between 5 & 8 p.m.
tfll-4

65 Chevrolet Biscayne. 2-door. standard

transmission. 1350. Call 545-2139.

til 1-2

1969 Chev. van 125" w.b. V8 std.. good

rubber, new front alignment, book value

tINOO sell for 11350. Call 863-4412.

tfll-2

Fiberglass convertible top 1962 Austin

Mealy 3000 ISO. 247-5468. After 6 p.m.
tfll-3

1969 Triumph TR6 V.G. cond.. AM-FM,
lall Inspection. 3000 ml., serious inquiries.

12-5 p.m. at 545-0771 and 6-10 p.m. at 659-

3702.
tfll-4

1969 Ford Hronco. yellow. Is In good
condition. For information call Russ at

546-5762 or 549-6142.

tf 1 1-3

1964 VW Rug, good condition, needs

brake job. 1300. Tel. 253-7538.

tf 11-5

68 Ford State Pol. Cruiser, new, 428-4v,

cfi shifter, discs., etc., mechan. perfect.

Asking 1650. (all 665-4688 from 6-9 p.m.
tfll-5

66 Ford Econollne Van. good condlUon.

fall inspection, new tires. 1650 or best

offer. Call evenings 323-4055.

tfll-3

«5 TR4A IRS. overprlve. excellent

condition, best offer, after 9:00 p.m. 527-

Full wet suit 1/4", good condition asking

|3L Parkwavs. 3 vears old. Call 549-6507.

tfll-5

150 watt Amp. with built in lev. trem.

and fun., plus 2 15" Jensen Spks. Call 527-

6636 or go to Guitar Wkshp In N. Hamp
Will negotiate.

tfll-5

Suede Jackets, reg. $70. now $40: brown

Suede Pants 127. Skirts 19.50. Skins 15.

ideal Xmas Gifts. Jon. 115 Chadbourne, 5-

2640. leave number.
tf 11-10

Converse sneakers, only 6.50 a pair. Call

Chip at 545-2163 or 253-9034.

tfll-4

FOR RENT

Sansul 350A Stereo Receiver. RSR 510X

Kecord (hanger, ( ratlver 66 speakers.

1. 1st 1420. Yours for 1310. Kl.H suff loo.

(Tagg 586-2984
tfll-5

Beautiful wedding gown: silk orgama.

lace applique, long lace train. No

reasonable offer refused. Call Larry at

665-4145; 253-5223.
tfll-8

SERVICES

Guitars: Acoustic. Electric. Classical.

Way below retail. 130 and up. Most:

around 180. Lea Paul copies also. Call:

546-7072 or 209 Web.
tfll-3

Snow tires. 850-11 and Plymouth rims

which will fit any Chrysler product,

already mounted. $30. Also baby potty

chairs. $5. Call 253-7577.
till -«>

"Bored with posters-trade them In now.

L'p to 50e trade-In. or 25« cash. Three c's,

191 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst.
tfll-4

Tvping done — A & II Business Services.

E. Alberts. L. Ilulmes 586-3323.

tfll-3

Bring pattern, materials-expert sewing.

Amount of finishing up to you. Basic rates-

skirts $15. dresses $25. Blouses $20. 584-

5384.

tfll-3

I'll fix your smokey car. brakes etc.

Remember winter Is coming. Call Wen-
dell. 256-8638.

11-2-8-15

Mamlya CJ30 Camera, Professional,

with 3 lenses & light, meter, slightly used

$250 or even trade for a Pentax. Call 546-

783
'
B*"

tfll-3

6 bedrms., 2 baths, stove, refrlg. & most

other furniture all utilities paid, 14 miles

from V of M in llolyoke $300. -per M. (all

323-7893.

tfll-3

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommates wanted, own room. Come to

345 Puffton Village in person or call 549-

6057. $55 a month.
tfll-3

2 bdr. furn. apt.. Cllffslde sublet, now
$175.00 mo. or m. or f. roommate wanted,

own room 85.00: Jake 545-0348 or visit apt.

El after 5.

Hi$4

One bedroom in three bedroom apart, in

Puffton Village available immediately,

(all 549-6020.

tfll-5

Wanted: Roommate to share l-bedroom

apt.. 2 miles from campus, available

immed. Call 256-8020 after 6 p.m. David.
tfl l-4

Female roommate wanted to share fully

furnished apt. with same. $50 per mo.

including utilities. Call Nancy 539-9518.

Washer-d gar.
tfll-5

TUTOR WANTED
Tutor wanted for Math 325. Will pay

reasonable fee . Steve 546-8895. keep trying.

tfll-^

HELPWANTED
$25 per 100. addressing, mailing,

possible. Work at home. Your hours.

Sample & inst. 25<. ( hasmai . Dept. AN.

Box 263. Elkhart. Ind. 46514.
tfll-3

Boys Residental Treatment (enter has
a fuil time opening for a counselor Job.

Entails handling discipline and behavior

problems of boys from 13-17. Contact Bob
Frnette, Valley View Farm, North Brook-

field. Mass. I -61 7-827-6505.

tfll-ll

TRAVEL

PERSONAL

Petri FT 55mm SLR plus 200mm and

35mm lenses. Many filters and accessor-

ies. Price $150. Call Ed Russell 545-2418

tfll-4

Pioneer SX 440 Amp 2 Altec Dicaso spk.,

Garrard MK40, II Pioneel Collegian

Headphones, all for $375. Call Ed Russell

545-2418.
Ull-4

1526.

tfll-4

1971 Ford Econollne, saddle * tan

finished Interior, 5 passenger, posltrac-

llon. hd. 3/4 ton. $2950. 586-3664 day. 369-

1652 nights - Sunday.
tf 11-12

Matched set Selmer Series 9s. 2 yrs. old.

art. G sharp fork. E flat, B flat excellent

condition. Best offer. Call 546-4505.

Ull-4

67 Opel Kadet, new clutch, starter, and

muffin . needs few minor repairs, $450.

(all 6-5065.
, .
tfll-5

FOR SALE

Teiaco Solid Body Elec. GulUr. 3

Pickups, adjustable Bridge with Tremolo.

Guitar & hrd case $100. new $210. Call

Soao 545-2303 rm. 409
tfll-2

Tenor Saxophone Selmer MKVI, ex-

cellent cond.. $300. Call 549-6987.

tfll-5

Zenith Circle of Sound Solid St Stereo,

dlam. needle. 2 rnd. blr. spk. and pe. deck

adapt. Ask. $95 Tel. 594-6574.

tfll-3

Snow tires 165-14 Sempfrlt Radials ( 2>

mounted on MGB disc, wheels $50. Coll

549-WH7.
tfll-5

So you think you're hot stuff ' ' You
are'nt even warm till you've worn an

Authentic Air Force Parka. Call Al at 549-

1181 1.

aft14

It's coming. Las Vegas Night '71,

featuring Charlie Bradshaw on piano 7-11,

Mock Gambling 11-12. Winners Auction.

Nov. 6. 8.1'. Ballroom.
tfll-5

Zunl Angel: Dr. Fortier & hit Boys wish

you /uni blessings on your birthday-as

Jerome Mould say "You've Zunl just

Begun". Ami On.
11-5

Joplln. Ilendrlx. The Who. Ravi
Shanker. Otis Redding. The Airplane and
more-"Monterey Pop", Wed.. Nov. 3 7:00,

and 9:30 S.L. Ballroom.
tfll-3.

Bonn — Happy 2ist . Sorry It's late. H.G.
11-2

To Muperstud In Chashln! Prove
yourself. Meet me at Las Vegas night,

Coolldge Kitten.

tfll-3

RIDE WANTED

Leaving for Louisiana around Oct. 31

Call Paul. 584-0544.

WANTED
Residential school seeks night rouselor.

(all 617-724-6629.

tfll-2

Need hardtop for 1966 Austin Healy
Sprite or MG Midget. Call 256-8147.

tfll-3

APT. WANTED
I bdrm. apt. wanted. Spring semester

only. Please call Kathy at 546-7317 or 546-

7515.

tfll-4

MUSICIAN WANTED
Dynamic singer -personality for stan-

dards. Rockfrn b>. and variety. Must
have stage presence and experience. Call
Steve 256-8084

tfll-5

Spring term in England! 12 semester
hours, fully accredited. One month in

London, two months cruising inland

waterways. English History and
Literature $ 1500 all inclusive. Two places

left! Write Prof. Scanlon, American In-

ternational College. Springfileld. Mass. or

call I-739-I7BI.

tfll-5

TYPING

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and
(hem. symbols. Call 253-3601.

UI2-2I

COMPATABLE?
( OMPATABII.ITY HOROSCOPE

ANALYSIS. Are you made for each other"

Are you sexually suited? What are your

strengths? Your weaknesses? Send $2 and
self-addressed envelope and her name, his

name, both birth dates to Astro-Wisdom
Institute Rox 391. Quincv 02169.

tfll-3

SKIERS WANTED
Member* wanted for ski lodge (or Dec.

1st thru \pr. 30. $75 for season. Call Dusty
or Bob al 253-7588.

tfll-3

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your hook In SI Rm 318.

F.serv student with your course nexl

semester will need >our bonks save •

MM) , sell direrl.

tf-sem.
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CUSP
All psych majors are invited to

attend this meeting in the

Graduate Student lounge -Bartlett

basement.
FREE POLITICAL PRISONERS
Coalition for Peace and Justice

will be holding a meeting 8 p.m.

CC. 175 to discuss campus
mobilization for defense of political

prisoners in the Bay area.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION
AND III MAN NEEDS
Open business meeting tonight, 7

p.m. Members urged to attend.

Anyone concerned about hunger in

America welcome.
WELFARE WORKSHOP
Welfare Rights advocate, Eileen

Wilkenson, from the Valley

Women's Center, will give a

workshop on Mon., Nov. 1, 7:30

p.m. in Rm 811-815 CC.

EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Applications are now being

UM Fine Arts Council

presents

THE MANHATTAN
PROJECT

in

Alice In

Wonderland
Directed by

Andre Gregory

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1971

accepted for the Northern Ireland

Exchange Program. Information

and forms can be obtained from

the Center for International

Education, Montague House or

from George Urch's office Rm. 215,

School of Ed.

FENCING CLUB
The club host 'open-fence' from

7-10 p.m. every Tuesday night.

WOPE Fencing Room.
FIVE COLLEGE COOR-
DINATING BOARD
Five College Bus schedule

change effective today: Tuesday

evening run from Mt. Holyoke will

leave at 6:45 instead of 7 p.m.

Resulting changes: LV Hampshire

6:55, LV Amherst 7:05 arrive

University 7:15.

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP
Open-Free-Come Play -Today

at Amherst College wrestling

room, 6 p.m.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting CC Rms. 805-809, 6:30

p.m.

Mon. - Wed.,

Nov. 8-10

8 p.m.

Grinnell Arena

Tickets: 125 Herter

Hall. Tel. 5450202
$1.50 UM Undercrads
$2.50 Other Faull-time
Students
$3.00 UM Faculty/Staff

$3.50 General Public

$3.50 General Public

Notices
GIRLS
Chadbourne House being

renovated as a co-ed dorm second

semester for fall, 72. All seriously

interested call Head of Residence

at 6-4534.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
The regular square dance will be

held tonight at 7:30 in the SUB.

Lessons from 7:30-9:30 and club

level dancing from 9:30-10:30.

HILLEL
Yael Vered from the Israeli

Diplomatic Corps will be speaking

tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm. 163-165 CC.

All invited.

LATINOS AMERICANOS
An important organizational

meeting on Thursday in Rm. 903

CC at 7.30 p.m.; Non-Latinos with

Sangre de Latinos are also invited.

BLOOD DRIVE
Red Cross Bloodmobile will be on

campus Nov. 8-11. Sign up for an
appointment to donate Mon-Fri,

Nov. 1-5 in front of the CC Store 10

a.m. -4 p.m. Blood is urgently

needed.

McGOVERN
Anyone interested in finding out

more about George McGovern for

President please come Wednesday

to Coolidge Middle, 12th floor

lounge at 6 p.m.

SHL/GAY FRIENDS
Tonight grand opening of Gay

Coffee House. Hampshire College,

Dakin House basement; 8:30 to

midnight -folk singer Jan Carritt,

apple cider -Every Tuesday night

sponsored by SHL's Hampshire

Gay Friends.

SPANISH CLUB
Tonight the Spanish Club

presents "a Spanish Table" in

Hampshire Dining Commons, line

5 at 5:30 p.m. Immediately
following there will be a "Spanish

Sing-A-Long" in the 12th floor

lounge of JQA. All are welcome.

DUMP NIXON
Anyone interested in the

Presidential candidacy of Rep.

Haul McCloskev of California.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAA*.

A novelist whose life and work
exemplified his zodiacal sign was F. Scott

Fitzgerald. Born under Libra Sept. 24,

1896 Fitzgerald could tip the Scales from

ihe beautiful to the ludicrous. The Libran

features are symmetrical, there is an aura

of qlamor about natives of this sign. And
there are numerous artists born under this

Venus dominated group. Libra (the

Scales) tips from one extreme to another:

nothing halfway That's Ihe way it was with

Fitzgerald, in his life and his writing.
.....

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Full moon
position now emphasizes money,
possessions, ability to collect what you

need. Take calculated risk. Your worth will

be appreciated. Communicate ideas They

will pay dividends

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Feeling of

havinq completed something worthwhile

prevails You are now free to express

yourself to greater degree. Throw off

inhibitions Full moon is in your sign;

ludqment is on the beam
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Mystery is

solved What was puzzling qets benefit of

qreater light Keep confidences. Don't

reveal all you know Some are testing,

seeing if you can keep a secret. Key is

discretion

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Accent on

how lo serve and be served Accept social

invitation Cement friendships Live up to

responsibilities and potential. Slick to

lamihar ground. One close lo you does have

answer.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Advancement

made, qreater recognition comes you way
Utilize innate sense of showmanship. What

was an obstacle becomes a stimulating

challenge. You receive encouragement

from professional superior

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Lunar position

accents journey, gain through written

word. Look beyond the immediate. Per

ceive future possibilities Strengthen

philosophical concepts Leo person plays

prominent rote.

LIBRA (Sept. 230ct. 22): Partner'!

assets come to light. Measure actions. Take

it slow and easy Don't force issues.

Compile facts. Money gain indicated if

careful New procedure will prove

beneficial

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): Lie low; do

more listening than talking. Permit mate,

partner lo lake initiative. Review decisions.

Some changes are necessary. Be aware of

public relations. Check contracts,

agreements.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Relative in transit may be responsible for

extra work for you Adhere to Golden Rule.

But also lake care of yourself in health

area. Avoid extremes. Pace yourself,

improve relations with associates

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Lunar

aspect points to creative energy, romantic

interests Change of scenery due. You

enjoy what you do and you receive

meaningful compliments. Brighten

surroundings. Take care with colors.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Put

finishing touches on project. Secure

properly, valuable possessions. Come to

terms with dissident family member
Harmony at home now is of paramount

importance. Know it and act accordingly

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Emphasis

on ideas, short journeys, notes which aid in

getting puzzle pieces in place. See through

sham, reject Ihe superficial. Select quality

Don'l be misled by wild claims. Go to

source
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have strong creative urges which require

an outlet. You are a combination of sen

suality and Ihespiritual You are subject to

moods but you have talent for making

others happy If single, marriage is up

coming.
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

please come to Rm. 802 CC at 8

p.m. tonight.

UMASS VOLLEYBALL ASSOC.

Game tonight -player tran-

sportation to leave Boyden, private

auto, 7 p.m. playing "Holyoke

Turners" 8 p.m. Interested players

contact Red Dwyer 586-3739.

VVAW ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

All concerned Veterans-VVAW
meeting Wednesday evening 7:30

Cance House main lounge.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
Meeting tonight at 7: 30 in rm. 911

CC. Informal discussion. All

women welcome.
LOST
Wedding ring, JR-NL engraving,

on campus. Call collect 536-7020.

Wallet in CC Men's room. Please

return, no questions asked. 6-5982.

FOUND
Sunday afternoon, keys in black

cowhide case btwn. Guessman &
Graduate Research Ctr. Call 6-
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Women's Full Tennis Proves Successful Venture

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Equality

4 Incandescent
lamps

9 Ocean
12 Cyprinoid fish

13 Foreign

14 Manner
15 Act of

self-abasement
17 Harangue
19 Slender finial

20 Propelled

oneself
through
water

21 Seeds
23 Bobolink

27 Woody plants

29 Existed

30 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

31 Sum up
32 Hives
34 Man's

nickname
35 Pronoun
36 Genus of

maples
37 Pocketbook
39 Member of

nobility

42 Decays
43 Act
44 Outfits

46 Author of

"Uncle Tom's
Cabin"

48 Name of 12
kings of

Egypt
51 Be ill

52 Operate
54 Period of

time
55 Affirmative

56 Sedate

57 Condensed
moisture

DOWN

] Fruit seed

2 Fruit drink

c1 Renovated

4 Poison
5 Stomach

ailment
6 Falsehood
7 Exist

8 European
herb

9 Fakir

10 Dine
1 1 Affirmative

vote

16 Part of

church
18 Country

bumpkin
20 Sow
21 Brand
22 Command
24 Pitchers

25 Cook in oven
26 Erases

(printing)

28 Follows in

order

33 Musical
instrument

34 Intersected 46 Declare

36 Again 47 Cravat

38 Solicit 48 Bone of body
earnestly 49 Before

40 Sacred images 50 Carpenter's

41 Barrel slat tool

45 Hebrew 53 Artificial

measure language

By TERESA SNYDER
Tennis in the fall? Yes, behind

Wope for the past two months there

has been tennis in the fall, as the

women's tennis team has played

six matches, been rained out of

one, and participated in a New
England Tennis tournament.

A second tournament, this past

weekend, featured six of the

UMass netwomen, as the girls

wrapped up their season with the

mixed doubles tournament last

Saturday morning.

Last year Sally Ogilvie, the

coach for the women's team,

collected her team in the spring,

but found much difficulty, as did

the men, in getting in matches
between the snow and the rain.

Thus came the fall tennis season,

undoubtedly one of the better ideas

to have been initiated here, and it

would be wise for New England

collegian tennis to take a hint from
this.

Weeks ago the women opened
their season with the New
England Collegiate Tennis
Tournament for women, which was
held at Yale. Over 20 teams par-

ticipated, with a girl from Yale
eventually capturing the singles

title. As far as UMass went, suc-

cess was found in two of four
matches, as both singles players
failed to make it by round one,

while two doubles combinations
were dropped out of the draw in

round number two. This was the
second year that Coach Ogilvie has
sent her team of women to the

tournament, as the trip to Yale
appeared to be worthwhile ex-

perience in preparation for the six

matches ahead.

Mount Holyoke (both home and
away), New Hampshire, Southern

you C/KV
GlOO*,WOT MeI

TILL FIM&
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Connecticut, Springfield and
Westfield were the scheduled
opponents. The UMass-Springfield
match was cancelled, that due to a
day of rain, a week ago Monday.

In their first of three matches,
UMass downed New Hampshire 5-

3. Kathy Wrona led the victors with
a first singles white-washing of 6-2,

6-0. Gretchen Shafer dropped a
tough three setter, but UMass
came back with the third, fourth
and fifth singles positions. It was
Jan Shockley winning 8-6, 6-4, and
Carol Mottau coming out on top of

a long three setter, 6-4, 7-9, 6-1.

Finally Brenda Thomas gave
UMass a 4-1 lead with an easy 6-2,

6-2 win.

In contrast with men's tennis,

most women's team play different

players in their singles and doubles
positions. This is not a requirement
for women's tennis, yet it is an
unwritten rule, by which most of

the New England team's go. Thus
six new faces saw action in the

three doubles matches with Bobbi
Smith and Nancy Familgletti
producing the only doubles win for

Intramurals
BASKETBALL

COURT TIME TEAMS
3 6:15 Terrors vs. Senators
2 Monuments vs. Bulldozers
3 Cougars vs Jaguars
4 Patriots vs Leopards
5 Fellas vs Deacons
6 Flush vsZSD's
1 715 Vikings vs Gypsies
2 8 Balls vs Hoqs
3 Wilburs vs Dozen
4 Bunch vs. Risers
5 Studs vs. Bogarts
6 Racoons vs Crabs
1 8:15 Burg vs Red Raiders
2 TEP "B" vs Starters

3 Vols vs Boozers
4 Hemlocks vs. Redwoods
5 Pipers vs Rams
6 Eagles vs Jakers
1 9 15 Marlines vs Slains

2 Mouse vs 3 M's
3 Bucks vs Bunkers
4 Holes vs Marauders
5 Bones vs Scups
6 Gumessvs Plague

UMass with a 6-3, 6-8, 6-4 victory.

The first doubles team of Janis

Wertz and Pat Harvey, along with

the third doubles pair of Bonnie

Prince and Betty McGrath found

the going much rougher.

Southern Connecticut was the

other UMass prey as the limited

court facilities at Southern Con-

necticut allowed for only three

singles and two doubles matches.
Here UMass made it a clean

sweep, 5-0, as Wrona, Shafer and
Shockley put their singles matches
away in a hurry. Shafer and

Shockley in fact had such little

trouble, that they dropped but one

game between them in two mat-

ches.

In the way of doubles Wertz and
Harvey found a win by way of 6-4,

6-3, while Smith and Familglietti

came back from a first set loss for

a 3-6, 6-1, 6-0win, to complete the

shutout.

Of their three losses, one came at

the hands of Westfield as a UMass
"B" team dropped a five match ,

3-

2. With Westfield sweeping all

three singles, UMass garnered

their only points with Smith and
Familgletti taking first doubles,

and Prince and McGrath taking

second. Mottau, Thomas, and
Denise Perrault were all unable to

give UMass that one singles win, as

both Mottau and Perrault took

their opponents to three sets before

losing

The women's only losses at full

strength came against Mt.
Holyoke, a team that the women
faced at home weeks ago, and at

Mt. Holyoke last Wednesday. At
UMass, the 5-3 loss saw convincing

home team wins, as Wrona and
Shafer took first and second singles

respectively. But Wertz and
Harvey, at first doubles, were the

only other team to win for the

hosts, while every one of the five

Mt. Holyoke victories came in

three set matches.
Successful was the women's fall

tennis season, as beautiful weather
earmarked the two month long

session. Six matches and two
tournaments made it a worthwhile
fall for relatively inexperienced

and skilled women's tennis squad

USED
REFRIGERATORS
We have purchased 30 used apartment size

refrigerators. These are clean, modern looking &
working.

35.00 each - delivered

DISCOUNT SALES
549-3930

use your master charge

We're cleaning out our fall inventory. So for one week only you can rent the

great little Mini Kool refrigerator for the unprecedented low price of $28.00

( plus a $ 10 damage deposit) for the rest of the school year.

Because this is a special offer, we must insist on full payment in advance. But

you'll still get these exclusive Mini-Kool advantages:

* FREE protection against loss due to fire and theft

* INTEREST on your deposit
* GUARANTEED replacement in 24 hours if unit malfunctions
* PURC HASE OPT ION lets you apply 75% of rental to purchase

CALL 253-2494 NOW FOR

IMMEDIATE FREE DELIVERY!

OFFER ENDS MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8 at 6:00 P.M.

SUPPLY IS LIMITED!

Special Offer

One week only .

.

a mini-kool

refrigerator

for only

$28.00
for the rest of the

academic year.

mini ? kool
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Monday Practice . .

.

New England's Qljjr tfaararlpttftta

The People Who Made It Happ
A used to hitting peo]

By EARLE BARROLL
There is nothing like a Monday

football practice after a Saturday

win. And for that matter there's

nothing like a Monday practice to

get a better insight into the game
itself from the people who made it

happen. ..the coaches and the

players themselves.

So that's just what I did

yesterday afternoon by venturing

down to Alumni Stadium to take in

the practice and find out just what

did happen outside of the socring

flatly (&gU*gtan

SPORTS
itself.

Practice was light consisting of a

mile run. execution for the punting

and kicking units and heavy

windsprints to wrap up the field

work before a Vermont-UMass

movie in the lockerroom.

Head Cocah Dick MacPherson

felt his team has showed a

tremendous character in coming

back from adversity to put

together "two strong per-

formances in the last two weeks."

"Our attitude has been fine as it

has been all season." said the

coach, "we have never let down

even though others have. We have

had to overcome a lot and we did."

He was also pleased with fleet

running back Paul Metallo who

rushed for 128 yards and now gives

UMass the speed back Mac has

been looking for.

It was right at the beginning ot

the third quarter that the floor

began to slip from under the

Redmen on Saturday. They had

eleven penalties, interceptions,

fumbles...you name it and they had

it.

Mac was substituting freely at

this time and this caused for the

lack of smoothness in the attack

and even on defense where he

**<&&
A SWEEP. ..PAR EXCELLENCE-If you need any other reasons why Paul MJ«* (JfJWJS

•«•*•

gain 128 hards on Saturday, Ron Mariino (62) and Dick Etna (63) have the answer. (MDC Photo byO.b

the first half and was instrumental
subbed execution way not smooth.

"Many of the guys we put in were

a bit nervous as they had not

played a lot so far this year,"

explained the first year coach.

This Saturday the Redmen host

Holy Cross, now 4-2 and drawing a

lot of print on the strength of a

surprising season.

Mac noted they had a fine

in the early Redman burst but was

unable to come out in the second

half due to a sore shoulder.

Piel explained this as "a pinched

nerve in the neck that went right to

the arm. The shoulder just

wouldn't hold up so they gave Mark

(Tripucka) some needed work.

"The shoulder won't heal until

week but

UConn."
also last week against

*****

quartertack andTwo real strong it's operated on at the end
I

onthe
)>'

^aocrwn nnH T won t he able to throw
running backs and also let it be

known his men would be

ready... this will be a big game.
*****

Piel Pennington was throwing on

the sideline to Marty Evans a

reserve signal caller. He played

season and I won't be able to throw

effectively with the harness that

I'm wearing."

He also gave praise to the of-

fensive line that kept him well

protected from the pass rush.

'They did the job not only this

Rich Cronin was just coming off

the field after a workout on the

kickoff team. He had his best game
Saturday in which he looked like

the big back UMass has been

looking for.

"If it goes just as good next

week, I'll be real happy," he said of

his performance. "It gave me a lot

of confidence in myself."

Cronin is a converted linebacker

and has been used mainly as a

blocking back for Pennington and

Metallo this year. He's a real good

one when it comes to this. 'I'm

used to hitting people... I love it."

*****

Walter OMalley caught his first

touchdown pass of the season on

Saturday on a play he called "a

sprint out action pass".

It was simple according to him.

"I just got by the defensive back

and it was like gravy."

Walt is a Worcester product and

the Holy Cross game means just

that much more to him. He
remembers when he and Bill

DeFlavio played for St. John's

High against St. Peter's which had

Steve Greaney, DeFlavio's line

mate, on it on Thanksgiving at

Fitton Field, the home of Crusader

football.
*****

DeFlavio himself remembers

those days and before he go in a

few sprints he said, "this one is

something a little more special."

On the way to the locker room he

showed his pleasure over the

performance of the defense that

held Vermont to minus 58 yards on

the ground and a hundred yards

total offense.

"We hurt them with our

quickness." he remembered. "As

for myself I tried to confuse their

offensive line by lining up in the

gap or head on the center, as they

were trying to double and triple

team me."
The end result speaks for itself;

they were not successful at stop-

ping Bill and another opposing

coach called him the best defensive

tackle he's seen this year.
*****

The heart of the UMass of-

fensive, center Dave Levine. noted

that the excellent shape of the

offensive line was the key factor in

the early surge that produced a

quick 17-0 lead.

"Vermont was noticeably

slowing down to us. They were not

substituting and we moved them

pretty well and it was not until they

began to substitute in the second

half that they contained us to some

degree."

He also said that the practices

have been great during the past

couple of weeks and for him "I'm

starting to have some fun."

And as the sun set I just mean-

dered back to Southwest for

another meal at Berkshire Dining

Commons and another long trek to

the Collegian... with a memory of a

Monday football practice.
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A CHAMPION'S STRIDK-It was

a big win for coach Ken O'Brien

and his cross country team when

they came from a seemingly

questioned filled beginning to a

thundering victory at the Yankee

Conference Championship at

Stnrrs. Connecticut on Saturday.

On the left are freshman Bill

(iillin (US) and junior Rick Barry

(61) as they drive through the mile

mark in good position on the tight

I Conn course, (iillin was the

second I Mass runner to finish and

the fourth to complete the 4.7 mile

trek in the entire field. Barry

placed nineteenth in the field of IS.

On the right is Peter Crisci, the

surprise of the season for I' Mass

t ross country. A big question mark

before the season began, Crisci

came on to run a consistent season

with not One bad race and finished

as the third Redman and fifth

overall in the Conference meet.

Tomorrow these three can be

seen along with their teammates in

a home meet against Central

Connecticut and Coast (iuard

beginning at :i::$» p.m.

Be there early to get a good seat

in the Orchard and see one of the

powerhouses in New England cross

country. (MDC photos by Kick

Tashjian.)
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Captures 60% Of Votes Cast

Boston Mayor White Wins
. >r . _« Ai ...i .«..««>u cMinnnrtoH thp rnn- that des

BOSTON (AP)-Boston Mayor
Kevin H. White won a second four-

year term Tuesday night, ap-

parently collecting more than 60

per cent of the vote in a contest

with U.S. Rep. Louise Day Hicks.

(D-Mass.)
Complete unofficial police

returns from all of the city's 252

precincts gave White 112,875 and

Mrs. Hicks 70.214.

"The people in Boston have

spoken in the only way people in a

democratic society collectively

pan," White said in a victory

statement.

"They say they support all the

things we have stood for. The

battle we've waged has been

waged almost six months. It's been

fought to give this city a sense of

purpose and the people in it a sense

of hope."
White said the outcome

demonstrated that he "still

maintains support among blacks

and whites." He added that his

victory margin "will make my job

for the next four years easier

because that approval gives us

confidence."

For Mrs. Hicks, a conservative

BOSTON MAYOR KEVIN II. WIIITK

who strongly supported the con

cept of the neighborhood school

and vigorously opposed busing to

achieve racial balance in the

schools, her second defeat for

mayor was a bitter pill. She lost to

White in 1967 by a narrow margin.

Mrs. Hicks' political future

appeared to be further dimmed by

a pending redrawing of con-

gressional district lines.

A bill realigning the 12

Massachusetts congressional

districts is awaiting routine

enactment by both houses of the

state legislaiure before going to

Gov Francis W. Sargent.

As the measure now stands. Mrs.

Hicks' 9th district would lose some

of the Boston areas that have

supported her and would pick up

some suburban towns where her

strength could be expected to be

less.

Mrs. Hicks told supporters at the

Statler Hilton ballroom: "Thank

you very much for the wonderful

help you've given in a frustrating

campaign. To Mayor Kevin White

my deepest thanks for all the

wonderful things that are going to

be beginning in Boston.

He has been given a second

chance. I hope he gives the people

of Boston a second chance...

I

pledge my support to Kevin

White."
The mayor at a brief news

conference at his headquarters at

the Sheraton Boston, said. "We ran

a positive campaign in the sense

that we never struck out at Mrs

Hicks"
"The bigger the margin, the

more satisfying." the mayor said,

adding that "the vote doesn't mean

that 100 percent of the people think

we're right. But it proves that

we've held the city together."

Mrs Hicks told her supporters

that despite her defeat for mayor,

"I'm still in Congress and I'll be in

Congress from the 9th

Congressional District wherever

that district goes." She added. "It

seems to me that all of those people

have moved to the suburbs. I guess

I'll just have to go and find them."

Asked her view of why she lost,

she replied: "What we needed in

this campaign was lots of money,

and what we needed was to find

Kevin White and we just couldn't

find him."
Unofficial police returns from

240 of 252 precincts gave White

105.745 votes and Hicks 66.258.

City Council candidates for

Boston who won are Moakley.

lanella, Piemonte. ONeil,

Kerrigan. O'Leary. Dicara. Mc-

Donough. Tierney.

The voting, on a cloudy day of

showers, was slowed by a last-

minute snag over ballots cast by

newly enfranchised young voters.

Challenges at the polls forced some

of the voung voters to cast paper

ballots and record their names on

them.
One of White's aides claimed the

challenges were coming from Mrs.

Hicks' supporters, but she den ied

this.

"Don't vou see what they're

doing'' They're just trying to stir it

up," she said. "I have no

challengers and no checkers. No
one has any authorization to

challenge or to check
"

The challenges, alleging im-

proper registration, occurred

chiefly in the Back Bay and Allston

districts where the large college

student population was en

franchised by the lowering of the

voting age to 18

A ruling by the Massachusetts

attorney general recently held that

students could vote where they

attended school, as long as they

resided there

At one polling place on the

Boston University campus, at least

103 youthful voters had to identify

themselves on paper ballots

because of challenges, all of them

signed by one person

A City Hall aide claimed the

challengers were identified as

Hicks' supporters because they

had to sign the paper ballots along

with the challenged voters

"We know her people," he said

Such ballots, said an election

official, would be held aside and

counted into the final tally at the

end of the day. The vote would

stand until such time as the

challenges were proven, he said

On The Inside

:

More On Elections

Locally, Nationwide
See Page Seven
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' Has Endured Test Of Time

SIMS
What started as a campus

phenomena and fad several years

ago has quietly endured. Students

International Meditation Society,

the student branch of International

Meditation Society, now exists on

campuses, public schools, and

communities across the United

States, Canada, Europe and India.

The organization's primary
purpose is to make available to as

many people as possible the

knowledge and applicationof the

practice of Transcendental
Meditation as taught by the Indian

sage, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.

Because the technique is now at-

tracting the interest of great

numbers of people including

scientists, scholars and educators,

the movement is rapidly ex-

panding in a variety of directions.

An expansive Teacher Training

Program is now in progress to

supply the increased demand for

lectures and courses in Tran-

scendental Meditation.
Simultaneously, interdisciplinary

research in the Science of Creative

Intelligence is preceding through

student, faculty and professional

researchers. SCI is the systematic

inquiry into the source of all

knowledge in order to provide a

unifying wholeness; to all bran-

ches of learning.

What this implies to science is

that Creative Intelligence obeys

natural laws like every aspect of

nature and can therefore be ex-

plained and understood by the

various disciplines of modern
science. Several leading univer-

sities including Yale, Goddard,

Stanford, and the University of

Colorado are already offering such

a course for credit. Plans are now

being made to establish an SCI

course in the Five-college-area.

The lab work or practical aspect

of the Science of Creative In-

telligence is the same as what is

offered at Introductory Courses by

trained teachers. Transcendental

Meditation is a simple, natural

technique which allows the con-

scious mind systematically to

experience finer states of mental

activity until it "transcends" the

finest state of activity and arrives

at the source of thought or the field

of pure creative intelligence.

It is a process of direct ex-

perience rather than intellectual

analysis. Meditators results have

been the primary reason for the

rapid growth of the movement.

Reports of increased emotional

stability, mental clarity, physical

New Draft Classifications Created
WASHINGTON (AP> A new

draft classification was created

Tuesday for registrants too young

to be drafted-the 18-year-olds-and

older men with such high lottery

numbers they're unlikely to be

called into military service.

Selective Service laid down also

new ground rules for personal

appearances before draft boards

for a young man to make "a fair

representation of his claim" for

exemption or deferment. At the

same time there's a built-in brake

designed to keep protesters from

overloading the boards with ap-

peals.

Deputy Director Daniel J . Cronin

said the new "holding"

classification, 1H is designed to

Rents Remain Frozen
Rente will remain frozen after Nov. 15 until such time as the

national Price Commission modifies the rent freeze. Albert D.

I ^Connor, New England regional director of the President s Office

of Emergancy Preparedness (OEP>. has announced.

O'Connor said he was issuing the statement as the resuit of

numerous complaints to OEP from tenants charging that they have

been notified of rent increases as of Nov. 15. when Phase 1 of the

economic freeze ends.

There are only two exceptions to the rent freeze. O Connor said

If leases contain tax escalator clauses and new taxes were legally

effective before Aug. 15, landlords may pass the tax increases on to

tenants on a dollar-for-dollar basis. They may also increase rents if

they have made substantial capital improvements.

In the case where a tenant does not have a tax escalator clause,

the increase in real estate taxes may be passed on only if it has been

the customary, documented practice of the landlord in each of the

three previous vears.

( Editors note: the office of Richard M. Rowland. Student Senate

Attorney, has asked that students take note that the rent freeze still

applies.)

enable the service to "do business

with the people likely to be drafted

and let the other people go about

their business."

The rule changes put the draft

operation in line with the new draft

law, including the phasing out of

college, trade school and junior

college deferments. They become
automatically effective in early

December, 30 days after they are

published in the Federal Register,

as required by the new law.

A major change not required by

law wipes out the catchall 1Y

classification that lumped together

men with borderline physical

disqualification, homosexuals,
criminals and a variety of others.

From now on a man in this area

will be given 4F as physically unfit.

1A-RR1. meaning being ad-

judicated, or 1A-AO. meaning
acceptance undermined.

energy and productive activity

are "the most common en-

dorsements to the claims that

•Transcendental Meditation un-

folds full mental potential,

provides deep rest and unfolds life

to a natural state of freedom.'

Various aspects of science are

now in the process of scientifically

exposing the effects and im-

plications Transcendental
Meditation has on the Human

nervous system. Major

physiological studies show that

EEG, oxygen consumption, car-

diac output, blood lactate, and skin

resistance are beneficially

changed during TM.
The current iddue of TIME

magazine includes an article

concerning the scientific studies

done on TM, in particular, its

possibilities in eliminating or at

least alleviating hypertension.

Major areas of research also show

the possibilities of TM being an

effective deterant in drug abuse.

Transcendental Meditation has

also been considered and

requested to be taught in prisons

and mental institutions.

The UMass branch of SIMS is

growing proportionally to the

International organization. Now
considering the Western
Massachusetts coordinating

center, it offers lectures, courses

and information to area high

schools, colleges, civic groups and

anyone interested. There are now

over 200 meditating students and

several faculty members at

UMass.
The Space Allocation Com-

mittee is providing SIMS with of-

fice space where meditators and

interested people may obtain in-

formation and literature about

Transcendental Meditation. In

addition. Regular checking, which

is recommended for meditators, is

held every Sunday from 2-5 in room

904-908 C.C. Group meditation and

advanced lectures are provided

every Sunday everning7-10, 904-908

C.C. Room 801 C.C. is open every

day from 4-6 P.M. for any in-

dividual's meditation.

Until office space is concretely

given to SIMS, information on

lectures and courses may be ob-

tained by calling 253-7246. There

will be an introductory lecture on

Transcendental Meditation on

November 3 in the Campus Center

room 162 at 12 noon and 8 p.m.

VISTA And Peace Corps

Recruitment Starts

For the first time, represen-

tatives of Peace Corps and VISTA

will be on the UMass campus

together to discuss their programs

with potential applicants.

Both Peace Corps and VISTA are

now part of a new agency called

ACTION and joint recruiting is one

of the most visible effects of the

merger.
'VISTA and Peace Corps are

still the same." observed Travis

Gamble, former Peace Corps

Volunteer, "and they will retain

College Enrollment Up 5%

Police To Study Drug Abuse
Atty. Gen Robert H. Quinn

reports that the 15th Drug Abuse
Education School will be held Nov.
8-18 in Amherst.

The school is offered to law-

enforcement officers and other

interested citizens from Franklin,

Hampshire and Hampden Coun-

ties It will be held at Alumni Hall

on Churchill St.

The two-week school, which has

been in operation since March,

1970. is aimed at creating

enlightened law enforcement and

an awareness of the legal as well as

the medical aspects of drug abuse.

Among the topics to be covered

are: history and effects of the

various drugs: the history of

national and international drug

traffic: treatment and
rehabilitation: the news media and

drug abuse: federal and state drug

laws: The community approach to

drug abuse

Over 500 police officials from

throughout the Commonwealth
have graduated from the Attorney

General's Drug Abuse Education

School.

After completion of the basic

course, an Advanced School is

available to greater
professionalize law enforcement

officers in the critical areas of drug

abuse.

Police officials and other in-

terested individuals may apply to

the school by requesting an ap-

plication form from the Drug
Abuse Section. Attorney General's

Office, State House, Boston 02133

NOVEMBER

5

is the LAST day to drop a course

WITHOUT the permission of an

academic dean.

There are about nine million

students enrolled this year in the

nation's colleges, an increase of

about 5 per cent over 1970, Dr.

Garland G. Parker of the

University of Cincinnati reported

this week.
Dr. Parker, a national authority

on college enrollments, makes an

annual enrollment study for the

educational journal. School and

Society. The final study will be

released in December.
His preliminary report said that

an •enrollment explosion" seemed
to be subsiding before this year. He

added, however, that "indications

are that part-time enrollments

may be down noticeably, reflecting

depressed economic conditions and
rising tuition rates."

He said that graduate
enrollments could be expected to

hold their own or increase in most
fields.

Dr. Parker, in reporting the

increase in full-time enrollments,

said, "undoubtedly a relatively

calm and peaceful campus in the

1970-71 academic year provided

inducement for more students to

en»er or return to college."

their own identities."

Gamble feels joint recruiting for

VISTA and Peace Corps is a good

idea. "It is surprising how many
college students are interested in

both Peace Corps and VISTA They

want to look at both programs

before making a decision."

On the UMass campus, the

VISTA and Peace Corps reps are

especially interested in speaking to

engineers. education, and

agriculture majors, although

students with other skill

backgrounds can also apply

According to Gamble. UMass
has been a high producer of

volunteers for both VISTA and

Peace Corps in the past. "Still,

most of these applications come in

through the mail and not at the

recruiting table. We're hoping to

change that this year since we'll be

located near the flow of student

traffic."

The representatives of Peace

Corps and VISTA will be on

campus Wednesday and Thursday.

November 3-4 in the Campus
Center on the second level and also

in Stockbridge Hall. Interested

students may stop by the booths

anytime during the day between

9:00 a.m. and 4:p.m.
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Job Forecast Bleak
College students who graduate during the remainder of this

decade will face the bleakest employment outlook since before

World War II, according to Herbert Bienstock, regional director of

the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States Department of

Labor.

Speaking last week at the annual conference of the New York

State Personnel and Guidance Association, at Lake Kiamesha,

Bienstock cited projections by his bureau that indicate that 10.4

million jobs will be filled in the 1968-1980 period in categories

normally filled by college graduates. During the same period, he

said, about 10.5 million people with college degrees are expected to

enter the labor market.

Bienstock suggested that in view of the near balance of supply

and demand the best employment prospects would be enjoyed by

those college graduates who focused their studies toward a

vocation.

He said that students would find themselves at a disadvantage in

the labor market if their studies were generalized, or were focused

in a field like teaching, where the demand is not high.

He said it would be more necessary than before for students to

know the employment outlook in their fields of interest, and he said

that the close relationship between job supply and demand in-

dicated a substantial need for expansion of vocational guidance at

the college level.

Discussing other employment prospects, Bienstock said that most

job openings in this decade will continue to be filled by individuals

who are not college graduates. He said that eight of every 10 jobs to

be filled in the 1970's would be open to individuals who have not

attained college degrees.

In this category, he said, those who had focused their schooling

toward a vocation would probably fare better.

(Reprinted from the NY. Times)

UMass Employee Chosen

Secretary

Grad II Referrals Ready
Seniors and graduate students

who completed the GRAD II

student input forms to identify

common categories between

students and employers should

visit the office of Career Planning

and Placement, Room 239 Whit-

more Administration Building, to

pick up the student referral report

listing the companies with which

their credentials most nearly

matched.
In this poor economic year the

number of companies involved in

the program is limited and

therefore some will find that there

were no matches with their par-

ticular degree, major and interest

and the companies involved in the

program. This does not mean a

lack of employability but merely

indicates that they do not meet the

requirements of the companies

involved.

Those with company matches

should be sure to take interviews

with these companies when they

visit the campus, or write to those

not visiting campus. Students with

no matches should consult with a

member of the Career Planning

and Placement staff for advice and

suggestions.

By CHARLIE BERKOW
The appointment of Mrs. Mary

L. Yarrows as Secretary to the

Board of Selectmen was an-

nounced today ai the weekly

Amherst Board of Selectmen
meeting.

In other major business, the

Board heard testimony from

Deputy Police Chief Don Maia on

the question of whether or not

Amherst should join the Lower

Pioneer Valley Police Mutual Aid

Agreement, and placed the

question on the agenda for Mon-

day's meeting.

Mrs. Yarrows was appointed to

fill the vacancy caused by the

retirement of the Board's long-

time secretary, Eleanor R. Dunn.

Recent reorganization followed

Mrs. Dunn's retirement has

changed the position to a full-time

one. Mrs. Yarrows has been em-

ployed as secretary to the Zoology

Department at UMass since 1961.

She is expected to assume her new

duties November 15.

The Lower Pioneer Valley Police

Mutual Aid Agreement is a plan for

regional cooperation in the area of

police service among 44 com-

munities in the Valley. Twenty-

four of these communities
presently have no organized police

service. The plan also calls for the

creation of such inter-community

organizations as a tactical squad

and a regional investigating unit.

The plan will be further discussed

and acted upon when the Select-

men meet Monday night.

The Selectmen spent most of

their time considering various

license applications and passing

the bills they had approved around

the table for everyone to sign.

Towards the end of the meeting.

Selectman John P. Sullivan, Jr.

suggested that the Selectmen have

a secretary stamp their signatures

on the decisions, to save them
some time.

The Board also considered some
traffic problems and approved the

erection of a stop sign on the corner

of Stony Hill and Aubinwood roads.

In last week's meeting, H. Hills

Skillings, who has been a Select-

man for 12 years, announced that

he will not run for re-election in

February. He said that the town

and its problems were getting too

big, and that being a Selectman

took too much of his time. The
Board granted permission for the

erection of various telephone poles

and the laying of certain power
lines, and they dealt with minor

traffic and licensing problems.

Manson Guilty In

Two More Slayings

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Charles Manson, the clan leader already under

sentence of death in the seven Sharon Tate murders, was convicted

yesterday on two more counts of first-degree murder.

He was found guilty in the killings of Malibu musician Gary Hinman

and one-time movie stuntman Donald J. "Shorty" Shea. Shea's body

never has been found.

The prosecution contended both were slain within a month of the Tate

slayings in August 1969. Although Manson already was a condemned man

when the trial started last June, the district attorney said all charges

against him would be prosecuted.

Manson, 36, had been evicted from the courtroom for most of his trial

because of disruptive behavior.

The jury of eight men and four women deliberated more than 43 hours

since receiving the case Oct. 21 . Under California law, a separate penalty

trial must be held to determine Manson's sentence. It was set to start at

9:30a.m. Thursday by Superior Court Judge Raymond Choate.

Civil Rights Group Opposes Rehnquist

Four Killed In Army
Training Flight Crash

FT. BENNING, Ga. ( AP) — Two
Army helicopters collided and

crashed in flames yesterday. A
public information officer said four

persons were killed.

The crash occurred at Lawson

Army Air Field, part of the

Amchitka
Opposition

The Coalition for Environmental

Quality will have a table on the

concourse of the Campus Center

today to help students show their

concern and opposition to

President Nixon concerning the

nuclear test CANNIKIN to be

exploded on the island of Amchitka

in Alaska. Interested students will

be asked to write a short note on

post cards provided, which C.E.Q.

will mail.

Nobel Prize

Winners

STOCKHOLM (AP) — The 1971

Nobel prizes for physics and

chemistry were awarded Tuesday

to a Connecticut scientist who
found a way to make three-

dimensional photographs and a

Canadian who explored inside the

microscopic building blocks called

atoms.
The Swedish Royal Academy of

Sciences gave the physics award to

Dr Dennis Gabor for his discovery

of 3-D "holography" picture-

taking-an idea he said he got while

watching a tennis match. Gabor

was born in Hungary, became a

British citizen and now works at

the Columbia Broadcasting

System Laboratories in Stamford.

Conn

sprawling infantry center here.

Both aircraft-a UHlH "Huey" and

an OH6-were on training flights.

Names of the dead were not

immediately available.

An information officer said Pfc.

Dave Morgan witnessed the crash

and quoted him as saying he saw

one helicopter losing altitude

rapidly and dropping on the second

helicopter.

He said there was a burst of

flames when the helicopter

descended below the tree line.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Leadership Conference on Civil

Rights decided Tuesday to oppose

President Nixon's nomination of

assistant Atty. Gen. William H.

Rehnquist for the Supreme Court.

Joseph L. Rauh, Jr., counsel for

the organization, said it took no

position on Lewis F. Powell. Jr., a

Richmond, Va., lawyer who is

Nixon's nominee for a second

vacancy on the court.

Rauh said opposition to

Rehnquist is based on "his failure

to show devotion to civil rights and

his lack of support for the Bill of

Rights."

A similar stand had been taken

earlier by Americans for

Democratic Action, a liberal

organization of which Rauh is vice

chairman.

Both ADA and the Leadership

Conference, composed of more
than 100 labor, civil rights and

church groups, have asked to be

heard at Senate Judiciary Com-

mittee

nesdav
hearings starting Wed-

ZPG Sponsors Lecture
Tonight at 8:00 p.m.. Stephen

Keese. Vasectomy Counsellor, will

give a lecture sponsored by the

Pioneer Valley Chapter of Zero

Population Growth, in Room 106

Thompson Hall on the UMass
Campus. Keese is associated with

the Boston Family Planning
Project.

Weimar Germany Is Topic Of Talk

"The Social Dimensions Of

Crisis: Weimar Germany and the

United States," will be the subject

of a talk given today by Professor

Geoffrey Barraclough of Oxford

University.

Professor Barraclough is a

leading authority on European

history and German politics

particularly the pre-Nazi and Nazi

eras. He is the author of many
articles and books, among them

The Origins of Modern Germany.

The speech sponsored by the

UMass Political Science

Colloquium and Five College

Faculty Seminar Joint Lecture will

be held at 4:00 p.m. at room 165-169

of the Campus Center.

The topic of his lecture will be

methods and effects of male and

female sterilization. A question

and answer period will follow. The
lecture and discussion are open to

the public free of charge.

After attending Harvard College,

Mr. Keese served with the Peace
Corps in Brazil for two years and
then on the Peace Corps training

staff in California. He has also

served as an interpreter for USAID
at Harvard and Tufts Medical

School Since January 1971, Mr
Keese has been a Community
Educator with the Boston Family
Planning Project.

Committee sources said they

expect Rehnquist to be called for

questioning ahead of Powell.

So far there has been no sign of

any organized opposition to Senate

confirmation of Powell, the third

Southerner Nixon has attempted to

place on the Supreme Court.

Judge Clement F. Haynsworth,

Jr., of South Carolina and Judge G.

Harrold Carswell of Florida were

rejected by the Senate for a

previous vacancy on the court

The American Bar Association's

Committee on the Federal

Judiciary, which has investigated

Powell's and Rehnquist's

qualifications at the request of the

Senate panel, has not yet disclosed

its findings

It is expected to submit its report

to Sen. James O. Eastland, D-

Miss., chairman of the Senate

Judiciary Committee, shortly

before the start of the heaings.

Powell, 64, a millionaire who
formerly was president of the

ABA, was nominated by Nixon to

succeed the late Hugo L Black.

Rehnquist, 47, was nominated to

succeed John M. Harlan, who
retired from the court because of

ill health. Rehnquist practiced law

in Phoenix, Ariz., before his ap-

pointment to the Justice Depart

ment in 1969

House, of Lords
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Plot Similar To One 366 Years Old

Sec. Rogers Decries Defeat

Kev Democrats Oppose Nixon Foreign-Aid Plan
* „M ...£*-u*i- ...Mu-ih. npmorrat added, he might agree on humanitarian, ass

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
chairman of the Appropriations

Committee joined two other key

Senate Democrats Tuesday in

opposing Preside^ Nixon's plan

for a temporary rescue of the

foreign-aid program.
Secretary of State William P.

Rogers, meanwhile, joined the

administration outcry against

'Protective Reaction
'

Senate defeat of the aid bill. He told

reporters the action weakened
Nixon's international negotiating

position and appealed to Congress

for prompt action "to correct this

damage that has been done."

The administration wants
Congress to extend the present aid

program at least one month
beyond the Nov. 15 expiration of

existing authority.

Sen. Allen Ellender, (D-La.)

chairman of the Appropriations

Committee, said it will refuse to go

along with any temporary ex-

tension unless there appears to be

progress on authorizing "a shor-

tened, revised version of our aid

operations."

In that case, the Louisiana

Democrat added, he might agree

to extension of the existing

program until Dec. 1.

Sen. J. W. Fulbright, (D-Ark.)

chairman of the Foreign Relations

Committee, said. "I think we can"

draw up a revised aid

authorization measure by late this

week or early next week.

Such a bill would likely be heavy

Navy Jet Attacks Battery Within No. Vietnam
SAIGON ( AP) — A U.S. Navy jet

darted into North Vietnam
Tuesday to attack a battery that

fired two missiles at it while

bombing inside Laos, the U.S.

Command reported.

The U.S. plan was not hit in the

missile attack and the results of its

strike at the North Vietnamese

site, 105 miles north of the

demilitarized zone, were not im-

mediately known.
The command said the missiles

came up at the Navy A6 Intruder

from North Vietnamese territory

while a bombing mission was
underway over the Ho Chi Minh
supply trail. It was the 70th so-

called "protective reaction" strike

by U.S. war planes inside North

Vietnam this year.

The command also announced

that enemy gunners had shot down
two more American helicopters

Monday in the central highlands,

raising total U.S. aircraft losses in

the war to 8,004.

Peking Chooses U.N. Delegation
UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. (AP)

— The People's Republic of China

has named two men
knowledgeable in Soviet and
American affairs to lead it into the

United Nations.

Peking sent word Tuesday that a

deputy foreign minister, Chiao

Kuan-hua, will head its delegation

to the General Assembly. Its

ambassador to Canada, Huang
Hua, will be permanent U.N.

representative and delegate to the

Security Council.

A U.S. delegation spokesman
said they are expected "very

soon." Other diplomats have
speculated that it will be Thursday
or Friday.

Chiao is 57. Since 1969 he has

been China's chief negotiator in

border disputes with the Soviet

Union. He visited Moscow with

Premier Chou En-lai in November
1964, just after the fall of Nikita S.

Khrushchev.
Huang, 58, became ambassador

to Ottawa last July amid
speculation that he would put his

Western knowledge to work in

contacts with the United States.

Ole Algard, Norway's am-
bassador to Peking and a General

Assembly delegate, called Chiao

"a perfect choice for China to send

here."

"He is a very able, very in-

telligent diplomat," said Algard.

"That the Chinese have chosen him
reflects what we have thought all

along-that China intends to play an

active and responsible role in the

United Nations."

Huang will be deputy head of the

In Brief • • •

BELO HORIZONTE, Brazil (AP) — A prospector found a 45-

karat diamond in the Coromandel area, 180 miles from here, and

official estimators said the stone was worth $36,300.
*****

LONDON ( AP) — Ronald Spicer, a 49-year-old machinist, won a

divorce decree after he told the judge his wife cut the buttons off his

shirts to keep him from going out.
*****

PERIGUEUZ. France ( AP) — The Historical and Archeological

Society of Perigord offered $180 to anyone who can turn up the

name of the architect who built the chateau of Tasti-nac here.
*****

TEL AVIV ( AP) — The non-Jewish population of Israel at the end

of 1970 was 440,000, a government report said. The total included

residents of occupied East Jerusalem and was made up of 330,000

Moslems, 75,000 Christians and 35,000 Druse. The Jewish

population is three m.llion.
*****

JOHANNESBURG. South Africa (AP) — The opening of a new

movie theater was postponed when it was discovered that the view

of the screen from many seats was obstructed because of the

theater's design.
*****

LONDON (AP) — Dr. Harry Morrow-Brown, an allergies

specialist, says children should not be forced to eat foods they don't

want because their refusal may be a natural protection against

"certain items of diet which bring on asthmatic attacks."

10-member delegation to the

assembly. Other members of the

delegation were listed as Fu Hao,

Hsiung Hsiang-hui, Chen Chu,

Tang Ming-chao, An Chin-yuan,

Wang Hai-yung, Hsing Sung- yi and

Chang Yung-kuan.
An East Asian scholar at

Columbia University, Donald W.
Klein, said Chiao was the "best

possible man" and Huang the

"next best."

The U.S. spokesman said the

American mission "will be dealing

with the Chinese on a direct basis."

Asked whether this meant the

United States would maintain
quasidiplomatic relations with

Peking through the U.N. missions,

he replied affirmatively.

U.N. activities have moved at a

slow pace since the decision last

week to seat Communist China and

oust the government on Taiwan.

One major issue that cannot be

resolved until the Chinese arrive is

the selection of a successor to U
Thant, who plans to step down next

month as secretary-general.

There also is speculation about

the possibility China will enter the

lagging Big Four talks on the

Mideast. A British spokesman said

his delegation had no desire to

exclude the Chinese from the talks,

but noted that the talks were not

directly connected with the

Security Council.

The announcement of the

Chinese delegation came as Sen.

George McGovern an aspirant for

the Democratic presidential

nomination, told U.N.
correspondents he supported the

decision to seat Peking.

"I don't think the United States

was rebuked," the South Dakotan
said. "I think our President was ill-

advised to interpret it the way he

did."

American helicopter gunships

killed 24 North Vietnamese and

Viet Cong troops in the Mekong

Delta, 140 miles southwest of

Saigon, but a battlefield lull per-

sisted elsewhere in Vietnam.

An American crewman was
wounded in one of the Monday
plane crashes-that of an OH6 light

observation helicopter 17 miles

west of Pleiku. A UHl transport

went down 34 miles northwest of

Kontum City with no casualties.

The low level of fighting in South

Vietnam prompted military

commanders to divert U.S. B52

bombers to targets along the Ho
Chi Minh trail in eastern Laos and

storage depots in eastern Cam-
bodia.

There was speculation that the

South Vietnam lull might be linked

of U.S. Defense Secretary Melvin

R. Laird's scheduled arrival

Wednesday night. He is to spend

three days in Saigon, conferring

with top U.S. and Vietnamese

officials.

Sources predicted that Laird

would outline President Nixon's

plans for speeding up U.S.

disengagement from Vietnam-
possibly a cutback from the

current 196,000 to a 40,000-50,000-

man residual force by July 1.

In Cambodia, the government
reported 291 North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong killed in a campaign at

Prakham on the northeastern
front. Eight enemy battalions

withdrew after failing to seize a

key point on Highway 6.

Prakham is one of the rear

strongpoints for the 20,000 Cam-
bodian troops of Operation tchenla.
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Admission just 50°

on humanitarian assistance, such

as the $250 million item for

Pakistani refugees in the defeated

bill, and light on military aid.

Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana told

newsmen the existing fund of more
than $4 billion in the foreign aid

pipeline could be used to pay

salaries and administrative costs

after Nov. 15 until a new aid bill is

approved.
The secretary of state met with

President Nixon at the White

House for an hour Tuesday mor-

ning and later told newsmen the

Senate action is "one of the factors

that will have to be considered" in

mapping future U.S. troop with-

drawals from Vietnam.
Asked about the effect of aid

defeat on Vietnam troop with-

drawals, Rogers said:

"I would not want to leave the

impression the President's

decision is going to be directly

affected, but certainly it will be one

of the factors that will have to be

taken into consideration as we look

down, the road in the next year or

two."
"The only thing they haven't said

defeat of the bill would do," Sen.

Stuart Symington, (D-Mo.,) told

reporters when apprised of

Rogers' statement, " is cause

smallpox."
Rogers made these other

assertions after his meeting with

the President:

—The Senate action "weakens

the President's powers in

negotiations throughout the world"

and deals a "damaging blow to the

Nixon Doctrine."
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British Parliament Opens Despite Bomb Threat
LONDON (AP)- Queen Elizabeth

II opened a new session of

Parliament on Tuesday, ignoring a

threatened gunpowder plot 366

years after the Guy Fawkes tried

vainly to blow up the palace.

Protected by a massive security

operation that turned Parliament

into a citadel, the monarch drove

calmly through London streets to

the Palace of Westminster and

amid pomp and pageantry outlined

her government's lawmaking
program for the coming year. This

was featured by proposals to

prepare Britain for membership of

the European Common Market,

and harsher penalties against
criminals using violence.

But about the only detectable

explosion in the precincts of

Parliament was oral. It took place

in a caucus of the opposition Labor

party. Gunning for colleagues in

their midst who back British entry

into the Common Market left-

wingers demanded that Labor seek

to censure Prime Minister Edward
Heath's government on the issue.

The stormy meeting broke up

without decision.

Then Labor's leader, former
Prime Minister Harold Wilson,

Peking-Lima Set Diplomatic Relations

LIMA (AP)- Peru's military

government established
diplomatic relations with Red
China on Tuesday and won
Peking's official support for the

Peruvian claim to a 200-mile limit

of territorial waters in the Pacific.

This claim by Peru, as well as

by neighboring Ecuador, and

Chile, is disputed by the United

States. Peruvian and Ecuadorian

naval patrols have seized U.S.

fishing boats many times inside the

200-mile limit and maritime of-

ficials have levied heavy fines

against them.

Peru is the third Latin-American
government to establish ties with

Peking. The others are Chile,

whose president is a Marxist

Socialist, and Cuba. Argentina is

considering establishing relations.

The announcement of Peru's ties

was made in a brief communique
issued simultaneously by the

Peruvian Foreign Ministry and

Peking.

Pollution, Food Shortage Hits India

NEW DELHI (AP)-Serious food

shortages and widespread water

pollution posed a new danger

Tuesday night to the coastal areas

of eastern Orissa state, already

devastated by a tidal wave and

cyclonic storm that caused
thousands of deaths.

The official death toll, released

by the state government and still

based only on sketchy reports,

mounted to 6,000.

But the Indian government radio

expressed fears that as many as

25,000 may have perished. A
correspondent for United News of

India said after touring the har-

dest-hit districts that at least 10,000

families-or about 50,000 persons-

were feared dead.

Most of the coastal regions still

were inaccessible, leaving doubts

as to how many of the nearly five

million persons who lived in the

5,000-square-mile area had sur-

vived.

The 16-foot tidal wave and 100

mile per hour winds struck last

Friday night. They left roads filled

with fallen trees and the debris of

thousands of homes, delaying
emergency medical teams.

Witnesses said bodies floated in

many of the rivers, polluting the

only main water supplies in the

area. Once fertile fields were vast

graveyards littered with the dead,

they said.

Amchitka Test Readied

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Atomic Energy Commission announced

Tuesday "we now expect to be in a state of readiness to conduct the

Cannikin test no earlier than Saturday, Nov. 6."

The Cannikin test is the proposed big underground blast of a five-

megaton nuclear device on Amchitka Island off the coast of Alaska

Meanwhile, opponents of the explosion appealed a judge's refusal to

halt the blast. Environmentalists appealed also the decision of U.S.

District Judge George L. Hart Jr., to keep secret some documents which

they say prove the potential dangers of the blast.

Seven organizations headed by the Committee for Nuclear Respon-

sibility claim the blast poses a threat to wildlife and could trigger ear-

thquakes or tidal waves.

In preparing an environmental impact statement required by law, the

conservationists claim the AEC ignored or suppressed reports from four

government agencies opposing the blast.

On Monday Judge Hart ordered some of the documents made public,

designated some for the eyes only of environmentalist attorneys and said

others should remain secret. In their appeal filed in the U.S. Court of

Appeals, the environmentalists asked that all documents be made public.

They also requested a preliminary injunction halting the blast.

On Oct. 5, the Appeals Court turned down a request for a stay, but that

was before the three-judge court hada look at the disputed documents.

The judges have been studying the reports since Monday night.

The environmentalists say they expect the Appeals Court to call a

hearing on the case sometime Wednesday.

Thousands of boats sank or

washed out to sea, further ham-
pering rescue efforts.

There were official fears that

many survivors would die unless

airplanes began immediate food

drops in isolated areas that have
been cut off from supplies for the

last four days. Officials said mass
inoculations also should begin at

once to prevent a cholera
epidemic.

Officials in Orissa confirmed

that about 2,500 East Pakistani

refugees had died on the offshore

Jambu Islands, which bore the

initial brunt of the tidal wave. The
victims had survived civil strife in

their homeland, a cholera outbreak

in refugee camps this summer and
floods in September.

The tidal wave spread tons of

salt water from the Bay of Bengal

over the area's rich farmlands,

destroying this year's rice crop

and ruining chances of any new
plantings.

The government radio said units

of the armed forces-which have

been on alert for the past two

weeks in a show of force along the

borders with Pakistan-would be

sent to Orissa for rescue and relief

work.
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A high-ranking team of army
officers was flying to the state to

map out relief plans. The navy

moved into devastated Paradip

port, 200 miles southwest of

Calcutta, and began setting up

emergency communications.

All major rail links into the state

remained cut.

The communique pointed out

that the Peruvian government

recognizes Peking as the only legal

Chinese government.

It also stated that Peru takes

note of the Communist Chinese

claim that Taiwan is "an
inalienable part of the territory of

the Peoples Republic of China."

The communique said the two
governments would exchange
ambassadors 'within a short time.'

Shortly after the announcement,
Nationalist China suspended
relations with Peru.

It was the fourth time Nationalist

government had suspended instead

of severing relations with a nation

that has recognized Peking, in an
apparent nationalist attempt to

partially preserve the govern-

ment's dwindling diplomatic ties

as more and more countries

recognize Communist China.

In a brief television appearance
Monday night, Gen. Edgardo
Mercado, Peru's foreign minister

emphasized Red China's position

as a world nuclear power and
pointed out that Peking backs

Peru's 200-mile jurisdictional

claim.

"China's recognition of the 200-

mile thesis is of great historical

significance for us," Mercado said,

"because within this pluralism of

power, in this new strategic

balance, the positions of the great

nations have been taken.

"The Soviet Union and the

United States are opposed to our

thesis," the foreign minister said.

"Today we have an element of the

same level, of the same power-
within the atomic club-which of-

ficially and publicly... supports the

200-mile thesis."

sailed into the attack as soon as

the House of Commons went into

formal session. He denounced the

queen's speech-written for her by

Heath and his Cabinet ministers-as

"complacent, obsessional and
wrong-headed."

The guard of 7,000 police and
troops that ringed Queen Elizabeth

has had no precedent in her 18-year

reign. Fears of a terror-attack on

Parliament lay behind it. Threats

of an onslaught had come after two
bombs damaged a 620-foot-high

Post Office tower Sunday, and an
army barracks Monday. Both were
in downtown London.

Every building near Parliament
was searched Monday night from
rooftop to cellar by police.

Motorists were checked, their cars

searched. Police launched with

frogmen aboard patrolled the

River Thames where it sweeps
past Parliament.

Without being certain, British

authorities said they suspected the

bomb dangers came from mem-
bers of the Irish Republican Army,
battling against a Protestant
majority in Northern Ireland to

establish a united Irish state under
Roman Catholic leadership.

Guy Fawkes' gunpowder plot of

Nov. 5, 1605, also had its origins in

the same religious rivalries.

Fawkes, a Protestant-turned-

Catholic, was engaged to blow up

the Houses of Parliament to foil the

religious activism of Protestant

King James I . But on the eve of the

intended explosion the plot was
discovered. Guy Fawkes was
arrested, tried and executed.

The crisis in Ireland figured high

in the queen's speech and in the

Commons debate that followed.

"My ministers are determined
that violence in Northern Ireland

shall be brought to an end, " she told

the scarlet-robed peers, bishops

and judges. "They are no less

determined to continue, their ef-

forts to establish political con-

ditions in Northern Ireland which
insure for the communities there

an active, permanent and
guaranteed role in the life and
public affairs of the province."

The official Communist Chinese

recognition marks "a new step in

acquiring a greater number of

countries to support our 200-mile

thesis," he added.
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In Physics, Chemistry #

Connecticut, Canadian Men Win Nobel Prizes

STOCKHOLM (AIM- The 1971

Nobel prizes for physics and

chemistry were awarded Tuesday

to a Connecticut scientist who
found a wav to make three-

dimensional photographs and a

Canadian who explored inside the

microscopic building blocks called

atoms.
The Swedish Royal Academy of

Sciences gave the physics award to

Dr. Dennis Gabor for his discovery

of 3-D "holography" picture-

taking-an idea he said he got while

watching a tennis march. Gabor

was born in Hungary, became a

British citizen and now works at

the Columbia Broadcasting

Svstem Laboratories in Stamford,

Conn. He is no relation to the Gabor

sisters who also come from

Hungary.
The academv picked a physicist.

Dr Gerhard Herzberg of the

National Research Council of

Canada in Ottawa, for the

Chemistry prize. It cited his work

with "free radicals"-molecular

Senators Call For End To Corrupt Army PX's

WASHINGTON < AP (-Following

one of the most bizarre in-

vestigations in U.S. military

history, a team of senators

demanded Tuesday an end of the

"ethical decay" they said allowed

corruption to flourish in the Ar-

mv's club and PX systems.

Members of the Senate's Per-

manent Investigations sub-

committee, in a final report on a

three-year probe of PX and off-

duty "soldiers" clubs, introduced

four reform bills and recom-

mended a wholesale housecleaning.

Emphasizing they do not intend

to indict the military as a whole,

the senators said there is evidence

of a lack of vigilance by persons up

and down the chain of command

and added:
"Testimony and documentary

evidence showed that the military

services failed to properly ad-

minister and police the operations

of the nonappropriated funds

which are used to finance military

clubs and PXs throughout the

world."

As a result of the hearings.

Irish Guerrillas Bomb Tavern, Stores

BE
(AP)

.FAST, Northern Ireland

Guerrilla bombs blew up a

crowded tavern and a clothing

store Tuesday, hurling bodies and

debris into the air and injuring

passengers in a passing bus. Police

said a man and woman were

known dead. 35 persons were in-

jured and the death toll was ex-

pected to climb.

Heather Martin, a 16-year-old

receptionist who works nearby,

said. "When the dust cleared, there

were loads of people lying

everywhere with blood pouring

from them. One man was flung

across the road and landed against

a wall."

The injured, included 13 women
and two policemen in Belfast's

worst incident since the outlawed

Irish Republican Army stepped up

its bombs-and-bullets campaign a

few weeks ago. The deaths raised

the two-year toll in strife-torn

Northern Ireland to 148.

Police said rescuers were

digging for several persons feared

trapped below the rubble of the

tavern, on the capital's southern

outskirts. A police spokesman said

the people in the building "had no

chance."
The explosions were the third

and fourth bomb attacks on

civilians in Belfast since Sunday.

Three gunmen charged into the

Red Lion Inn with guns blazing and

told those inside they had only 10

seconds to escape. The gunmen
dumped a bag containing a bomb
and ran out. A policeman spotted

them and one guerrilla was
believed hit in a brief gunfight.

Other guerrillas left a bomb in a

clothing store across the road

seconds after girl shop assistants

had left. The two bombs exploded

almost simultaneously. Several

passengers in the passing bus were

cut by flying glass and debris.

The force of the tavern blast

blew in the walls of a sandbagged

police station next door. A nearby

boutique was badly damaged.
Police said a man driving a

bullet-riddled car was arrested at a

roadblock soon after the ex-

Clark Univ. Students,

Faculty Stage Sit-in

WORCESTER Mass. <AP)-About 25 Clark University students and

facultv members staged a peaceful sit-in Tuesday outside the university

placement office where two uniformed Marines were conducting m-

terviews.

Spencer Potter, director of career planning, said, "It was all very

orderly, and we are thankful for that. After what happened at Holy Cross,

we were afraid we might have more problems than we did."

About 200 students and faculty members staged a peaceful demon-

stration at nearby Holy Cross Monday when the same two Marines were

recruiting there. , _ 1U .

There wore no incidents at either school. At Holy Cross, the demon-

strators surrounded the Marine display table on the steps of the campus

center and stared silently at recruiters.

The Holy Cross demonstration was headed by the college chaplain,

Rev. Robert K. Manning.

At Clark the demonstrators sat down in the hall outside the placement

office in Jonas Clark Hall and staged a series of slide presentations

showing the "horrors of war," Potter said.

"About 15 students picked their way through the bodies to come in and

be interviewed by the recruiters," Potter said.

As at Holy Cross the day before, the demonstration at Clark ended

when the recruiters left the campus at 3 p.m. as scheduled.

plosions.

Elsewhere in violence-ridden

Belfast

:

—Four armed bombers shat-

tered two floors of a six-story office

block after ordering everyone out

of the building. A blood transfusion

center across the street was
wrecked and four persons were

taken to a hospital suffering from

shock.

—IRA guerrillas blew an office

apart during the Monday morning

rush hour.

—Gunmen hiding behind a shield

of children ambushed a British

army patrol. The troopers did not

return the fire and no casualties

were reported.

—Two other army patrols ran

into firefights with snipers and a

sniper hit a police patrol jeep.

There were no casualties.

—Troops swept through three

Belfast trouble spots and arrested

10 men and a woman, all suspected

IRA members.
—Home Affairs Minister John

Taylor told the provincial

Parliament that women were
taking a bigger part in guerrilla

actions. Three have been killed in

the past few weeks. Taylor said:

"One regrets very much the need

to fire upon women. But...some are

engaging in activities that are

putting at risk the lives of men,

women and children. They must

therefore accept the con-

sequences."

retired Maj. Gen. Carl Turner,

former Army provost marshal

general is now serving a federal

jail term for income tax evasion.

Other high-ranking officers,

civilians and enlisted men have

faced indictments, courts-martial,

trials. dismissals, forced

retirements, demotions and the

loss of decorations and awards.

In Europe. Asia and the United

States, a pattern of corruption and

criminality existed within the club

and PX svstems and "too often

dishonest" practices were con-

sidered the normal and customary

means of doing business." the

committee said.

The report accused such large

American firms as Jim Beam
whiskey and the Carling Breweries

of contributing to the corruption of

poorly paid military personnel by

their brokers and salesmen.

"They used every corrupting

device-gifts, bribes, kickbacks,

free housing, entertainment, sex-

to persuade PX and club personnel

to buy their goods," the report

said.

Led by Chairman John L. Mc-

Clellan. D-Ark.. and Sen. Abraham
Ribicoff, D-Conn.. who actually

headed the investigation, the

senators introduced bills designed

to:

—Set up an Inspector General

within the Defense Department

with authority to investigate

wrongdoing in all branches of the

armed services.

—Permit the U.S. comptroller

general to audit PX and club ac-

counts.

—Set up a governing board in the

Pentagon to centralize PX and club

policies.

—Bar the unauthorized
acquisition of confiscated or

contraband firearms by govern-

ment officials.

The Senate probe uncovered

evidence Turner obtained a large

number of handguns from the

police departments of Chicago and
other cities, restored them and sold

them for his own profit.

fragments which take part in

chemical reactions and help

produce the smog that irritates the

eyes of city-dwellers.

Herzberg, 66, and Gabor, 71, both

studied in Germany but emigrated

west as the Nazis rose to power in

the 1920s. Each receives $88,000

with the prestigious award.

Herzberg was in the Soviet Union

when his award was announced,

participating in a Soviet-Canadian

scientific exchange program.

In Stamford. Gabor told a

telephoning reporter his first

impulse was to bank the prize

money. But he did a quick tur-

naround and vowed: "I'll buy my
wife a mink coat."

His lensless 3-D invention

already has generated a worldwide

business and its future applications

promise to be vast. It could be used

for memory cores in computers, to

add perspective to television and to

improve 3-D movies.

Unlike some earlier 3-D

methods, Gabor's holography

shows the photographed object

from all angles-giving the viewer

the impression of looking in a

window.
This leads to one of its prejected

uses in medicine, where surgeons

hope to photograph and "look

around", a tumor to judge its size

and possible malignancy.

The Swedish academy said

research by Herzberg has led to "a

revitalization of studies of

chemical reactions in gases."

One source said these studies

have produced a better un-

derstanding of the role played by

"free radicals". In air pollution

these are especially active in

contaminants from automobile

exhausts and the burning of other

wastes. Sunlight hits the gases,

causing "free radicals" to react.

The result is a smog that irritates

eyes and lungs, damages plants

and even corrodes substances.

Announcement

The Office of

Dr. Richard L. Leonard,

Optometrist

is now relocated at

320 North Pleasant Street.
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Election 7 1 - Local And National Results

Nationwide

Rizzo
Evers Looses: Ford Back In

PHILADELPHIA: t ormer
Police Commissioner Frank L.

Rizzo, running a tough law-and-

order campaign, defeated
Republican reformer W. Thatcher
Longstreth. Democrat Rizzo, 51,

told his cheering followers, "We
have a job to do now. One of the

first obstacles is to bring this entire

community back together again."

During the bitter campaign, which
had obvious racial overtones,

Longstreth attacked Rizzo as a

man afraid to go into the black

neighborhoods. Conceding defeat,

however, he repeatedly urged
support for the new mayor, despite

cries of "No" from his supporters,

many of them black.

CLEVELAND: Republican
Ralph J. Perk won an upset victory

over Arnold R. Pinkney, a Negro
independent who had the backing

of outgoing mayor Carl B. Stokes,

also black. Stokes, who was the

first black elected to lead a major

American city, appeared at

Pinkney's election headquarters to

make a concession statement.

Perk's win ended 30 years of

Democratic domination in the city.

The new mayor said he planned to

"establish a coalition ad-

ministration of Republicans,
Democrats and independents."

The other major candidate was
Democrat James M. Carney who
had been favored in the polls and

who trailed in the balloting.

KENTUCKY: Wendell Ford, a

Democrat who campaigned
against Republican economic
policies, defeated Republican Tom
Emberton for the Kentucky
governorship. His election shat-

tered Republican hopes of winning

the governorsnip twice in a row for

the first time in history. Ford was
lieutenant governor under
outgoing Gov. Louie B. Nunn, a

Republican, who could not succeed

himself.

MISSISSIPPI: Democrat Bill

Waller, an attorney, defeated
independent Charles Evers, the

Fayette mayor and the first black

to seek the governorship of

Mississippi. Waller pulled ahead
early in the race and kept the lead,

even in heavily black areas of the

state.

INDIANAPOLIS: Mayor
Richard G. Lugar, a Republican,

defeated Democratic challenger

John F. Neff in a race focused on

busing and a new form of city-

county metropolitan government

that Lugar sponsored in the In-

diana Legislature. Lugar,
president of the National League of

Cities, called the win "a statement

in favor of unified government."
BALTIMORE, MD.: William

Donald Schaefer, a Democrat and
president of the City Council, won a

landslide victory over Republican

Dr. Ross Z. Pierpont for mayor.

The vote capped Baltimore's

quietest political campaign in

years.

RICHMOND, Va.. State Sen.

Henry E. Howell Jr., a populist

style Democrat running as an

independent, held a lead over

Democrat George J. Kostel in a

tight, three-way race for lieutenant

governor. Howell took an early

lead in returns from the large

cities, with Kostel gaining strength

from outlying areas. George P.

Shafran, like Kostel a member of

the House of Delegates, trailed

badly.

Springfield Analysis
By JAMES E. GOLD

Student participation in local

voting apparantly is no greater

than adult participation in voting if

Springfield elections are any in-

dications.

Springfield voters elected in-

cumbent Mayor Frank H.

Freedman to another two-year

term over challenger State Rep.

James L. Grimaldi, yesterday;

26,205-13,675.

According to an Election

Department spokesman, less than

fifty-seven percent of all the

registered voters turned out.

Donald C. Metzger, Election

Commissioner had predicted a

turnout of fifty-eight percent or

41,000 voters. These statistics are

very close to the last municipal

election.
,

Early indications are that there

was not a large student vote to

sway the elections, by the turnouts.

Springfield, however, has never

been known to have large turnouts

for city elections, anyway. Student

voters did not greatly swell the

registration lists this year, either.

Observations made by a student

voter in Springfield indicate that

the poll workers are very willing to

assist the new voters in using the

voting machines.

As usual, there were many young

persons holding the signs sup-

porting candidates in front of the

different voter precincts.

These were the issues:

Freedman claimed to hold down
tax rates (this year's rose $4. BO)

while Grimaldi said they climbed

too high. Freedman claimed
municipal services expanded while

Grimaldi said that no new services

were made available. Freedman
fought to hold back municipal

employees wages, Grjmaldi
claimed that those employees were
underpaid.

Winning the City Council seats

are Theodore Dimauro, Mary
Egan, Vincent DiMonoco, Rose

Marie Coughlin, Paul Sears, Paul

Mason, Leonard Collamore, Paul

Ackerman, and John Sullivan.

"COMETOWHERE
THE ACTION IS"

DlALTON E
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PORTLAND, Maine: Maine
voters refused to repeal the state's

two-year-old income tax, defeating

a proposal initiated through a

citizens' petition drive. The repeal

referendum was the first of its kind

in the country. Supporters of

repeal argued that the tax was
unfair to the working man. Those
favoring the tax said its repeal

could throw the state into financial

chaos.

SAN FRANCISCO: In another

big mayoral race, Joseph Alioto,

once a rising star on the national

political scene, was fighting to

keep his job in San Francisco. His

leading challengers were Dianne
Feinstein, president of the city

Board of Supervisors and like

Alioto a Democrat, and Republican

restauranteur Harold Dobbs.
PITTSBURGH: One

congressional seat was up, Penn-

sylvania's 18th District spot from
Pittsburgh, contested by
Republican Ketchup heir H. John
Heinz III and Democrat John E.

Connelly.

Legislatures were being filled in

four states, including New Jersey,

which has proved a political

bellwether in recent years.

MANCHESTER, Ky.: Lethal

violence marred the electioneering

in Manchester, Ky., where
Republican election judge John

Mills was shot to death.

Democratic election judge James
Smith, who was wounded, and a

man identified as George Duff

were charged with murder. Police

said the shooting came during an

altercation at the Goose Rock
precinct over qualifications of a

prospective voter.

Massachusetts

Incumbents Sweep
Incumbents shook off

challengers in most mayor's

races Tuesday in

Massachusetts cities and
towns.

Boston

In Boston, Mayor Kevin H.

White ran up a surprising

majority of 40,000 votes in

turning back the bid of Rep.

Louise Day Hicks, D-Mass., in

the city's non-partisan elec-

tion.

White had been favored in a

rematch of his 1967 victory

over Mrs. Hicks, but the size

of his victory surprised most
observers. In 1967, White
slipped past Mrs. Hicks by

12,500 votes. (See page one)

Springfield

In Springfield, Mayor Frank
Freedman scored a 2-1 victory

over state Rep. James L.

Grimaldi, D-Springfield, in a

non-partisan election to win

his third term, 26,205-13,675.

It was Grimaldi's fourth

unsuccessful bid for the

mayor's post.

Pittsfield

In Pittsfield, Mayor Donald

G. Butler defeated Joseph

Scelsi, president of the city

council, by a vote of 11,785 to

9,397.

Also in Pittsfield, voters

approved 10,587-3,214 a

referendum calling for im-

mediate withdrawal of U.S.

troops from Southeast Asia

and for an immediate
ceasefire in Vietnam.

The referendum has no

effect on city government, but

the results are to be sent to

President Nixon as expressing

the sentiments of the people.

Holyoke

In Holyoke, Mayor William

S. Taupier won a third two-

year term, defeating police

Patrolman Patrick J. Higgins.

Taupier tallied 10,036 votes to

7,768 for Higgins.

Woburn
In Woburn, an incumbent

mayor was upset. Edward P.

Gilgun, former state fire

marshal and treasurer of the

Democratic State Committee
for 24 years, tallied 9,246 votes

to defeat Mayor Edward F.

Gill who received 4,106 votes.

Somerville

In Somerville, Rev. S.

Lester Ralph, first clergyman

to serve as mayor in the city's

history, defeated 32-year-old

state Rep. Marie E. Howe.

Ralph scored 18,990 votes to

10,302 for Miss Howe.
Lawrence

In Lawrence, former Mayor
John J. Buckley defeated Mrs.

Kathleen M. Pappalardo, a 24-

year-old housewife and
mother of three children. The
current mayor, Daniel Kiley,

did not seek reelection.

Buckley, out of office for

four years, had 17,155 votes to

10,104 for Mrs. Pappalardo.

Buckley currently is registrar

of deeds for Northern Essex

County.
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"Good Grief, Your Excellency! The Schedule Says

We're Supposed To Be Visiting Them Today"

J!P»jj i...UW|,||l '
.

WASHINGTON -There are so many heads of state,

presidents, vice presidents, premiers, kings, queens,

prime ministers and emperors traveling to other

countries these days that the airlines have decided to

offer special air-fare rates to world leaders.

Freres A. Jacqua, chairman of the special fares

division of the International Airline Assn., told me.

"The International Airline Assn. has just completed

a studv which shows that, as a group, world leaders

are traveling more than any other profession.

Therefore we have made special discount rates to

assure they will go by air."

"That's wonderful,"' I said.

"We are trying to get world leaders to take their

wives with them on their trips, so we are now ad-

vertising a new rate. If you are the head of your

country and you are on an official state visit to another

country, vou can take your wife for $99 plus tax,

providing you don't stay in the country for more than

four days."

"It hardly pays for a leader to leave his wife at

home at those rates," I said.

"If you can get 10 heads of state to travel together on

the same plane, our airlines will offer a 25% discount,

and the leaders don't have to stay together once they

land at the airport." he added.

"Too bad those fares weren't in effect when the shah

of Iran celebrated his country's 2,500th anniversary,"

1 commented.
"We also have other special fares," Mr. Jacqua

said. "If you're the vice president of a country and you

visit any NATO dictatorship and stay for less than 30

days, you can take your secret service men with you

at half fare."

"That's better than student rates," I cried. "Do you

have any special rates for dictators?"

"Yes, we have a new totalitarian rate. Any dictator

may fly at a 40% discount providing he travels in

uniform."

"What about heads of state who have been deposed

in coups d'etat?''

"Any head of state who has been kicked out by a

military coup may travel to any other country for 20%

less, providing he does not fly on the weekend."

"I imagine you also have a family plan for deposed

leaders?" I inquired.

"We do. They can take one wife or two mistresses

and up to 10 children for half price, but there is no

discount if they go over their luggage allowance."

"Is there any difference in rates charged leaders of

the Communist world and those charged leaders of the

Free World?" I wanted to know.

"Every airline has its own policy on that. For

example. El Al, the Israeli Airline, will give a discount

to Soviet leaders, but only on a standby basis -they

have to wait to board, to see if any seats are left.

"We also have arranged charter fares for the United

Nations. We plan to fly Peking delegates to New York

for $125 and Taipei delegates back to Taiwan for the

same price. The reason we can charge so little is that

the planes will be filled both ways."

"What about someone like Henry Kissinger, who is

not a head of state but is traveling on business for the

President?"

"He has to pay the full fare," was the answer "But

if he travels with a companion she can go for half

fare."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times.

PointBlank

The New Majority

By LEON FRIEDMAN
What' is the United States

Supreme Court likely to do in the

coming year? The appointment of

Lewis R* Powell Jr. and William H.

Rehnquist to the Court would add

two more law-and-order Justices to

the previous Nixon selections

(Burger and Blackman). With the

continued presence of Justices

Stewart and White- two more or

less conservative holdovers from

the Warren Era-it appears that

the nation will be faced with a six-

to-three conservative majority for

the foreseeable future.

With only three liberal members
left (Douglas, Marshall and
Brennan) how much of a retreat

from the landmark decisions of the

Warren Court are we likely to see 9

The New Nixon Court

By MAX LERNER
NEW YORK—There are two ways by which a

Supreme Court can respond to social change: one is to

express it or adjust to it; the other is to cause it, either

bv pushing it forward or rolling it back.

The Warren court joined with other forces to push

social change forward on a number of fronts. The new

court, with four Nixon appointees on it, must now

choose between a true judicial restraint which tries to

adjust to social change while placing bounds around

it, or a reverse judicial activism which tries to roll

back—and which would be simply the other side of the

Warren court coin.

( learly one of the most enduring powers packed into

the presidential office is the power to appoint Supreme

Court justices. President Nixon put it pretty nakedly

when he said "Presidents come and go, but the

Supreme Court through its decisions goes on forever."

FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT appointed eight

Supreme Court judges, and his influence through

them has lasted ever since. Richard Nixon will have

appointed four justices in less than three years of

office, and he too hopes through their decisions to go

on forever.

The new court has the power to arrest and reverse

the direction of the Warren court, if that is its aim. The

Four Horsemen of Nixon, along with holdovers Potter

Stewart and Byron White - either or both of them —
will form a majority of five or six. The other three -

Douglas. Brennan and Marshall - will tend to vote

together as a dissenting minority.

The core question is whether the new majority will

vote to reverse or only to moderate the direction of the

Warren court.

It is a question of whose ox is gored and who does the

goring It is a pitv that Nixon got muddled because he

was on the track of a distinction worth making, bet-

ween the judges' views on the right social policy and

his sense of judicial craftsmanship. It is really a

question of what you put in the foreground — whether

it is the substantive issues I the social good you want to

reach) or the procedural questions (your views on the

division of powers between the branches, and the

extend and limits of the judicial power).

EVERY JUDGE MIXES some of both in his final

formula, but it is a question of which you put first,

which second. In Holmes' book, "The Common Law,"

written when he was a young man, he wrote that

consideration of community expediency — the very

thing judges hardly ever mention — "are the secret

root from which the law draws all the juices of life."

When he came to the Supreme Court, 20 years later,

he still believed it, but he also believed that a judge

must first recognize his own social philosophy, and

then make every effort to restrain himself and keep

from reading his philosophy into the Constitution,

overruling what the legislators and the people behind

them may reasonably want.

That still strikes me as a good approach. You can

call it "judicial conservatism," as Nixon seems to

prefer, but it is better to call it "judicial restraint,"

whether used by liberals or conservatives. The op-

posite is "judicial activism," which can also be used

for liberal or reactionary ends, either for containment

or for rollback.

The chances are that Powell will move mostly in the

direction of Harlan, while Rehnquist — if confirmed -

will be more activist in cutting back on the Warren

court rulings in criminal law. But the Nixon court as a

whole will do an ugly disservice to the nation if it

forgets true judicial restraint, and tries to turn back

the clock by using its skills for narrow and petty social

ends. ,_ .

(Reprinted from the Boston Herald Traveler

11/2/71.)

The answer is: not too much.

The most important decisions of

the Warren Court-in reap-

portionment, the granting of the

right to counsel in the courtroom

( the Gideon case) and at the police

station (Miranda), the application

of stricter safeguards on the police,

and the great civil rights advances-

are not likely to be disturbed.

They have become in-

stitutionalized, woven into the

fabric of government or criminal

procedure by state laws, lower

court decisions, administrative

rulings, and the expectations of

millions of affected citizens.

Judges who would try to reverse

the important rulings of the

Warren Court would be the radical

revolutionaries at this point, and it

is unlikely that any severe reversal

would be acceptable to such
moderates as Stewart and White.

But the momentum of the

liberalizing decisions of the

Warren Court will probably be

stopped. The important Court
rulings of the last ten years created

pressure to carry these decisions

to the limits of their logic: If

counsel is necessary in a felony

case, why not in misdemeanor
cases or where petty offenses are

involved?

If warrants are necessary before

wiretaps can be installed in

criminal cases, why not also in

national security cases?

If the state cannot punish the

private possession of obscene
material, shouldn't private citizens

be free to import such material

from abroad?
The Warren Court would un-

doubtedly have extended its land-

mark rulings to a host of new
situations, rounding out the con-

tours of the decisions and giving

them a more rational shape and
structure. But the new Justices are

not likely to extend the cases one

whit beyond their minimal
holdings and may well chip them
away at the edges wherever
possible.

In fact, the Court has already

handed down an important case

during the last term eroding the

Miranda principle- the Supreme
Court permitted the prosecution to

use inconsistent statements made
by a defendant to the police to

impeach his credibility at trial,

even though he had not been given

a proper Miranda warning by the

police.

In the new Court term, certain

decisions are likely in cases

pending before the Court:

Death Penalty -The Court will

probably uphold the con-

stitutionality of the death penalty

against a claim that it is a "cruel

and unusual punishment" for-

bidden by the Eighth Amendment.
Abortions The Court will

probably permit states to continue

to punish abortions.

Prisoner Rights -The Court will

probably permit wardens and

other prison officials to impose

summary punishment (such as

solitary confinement) on prisoners

without any type of due process

hearing. However, restrictions on

a prisoner's access to reading and

legal materials will most likely be

struck down.
Appointment of Counsel -The

Court will probably not require

counsel to be appointed in

misdemeanor cases; however, the

Court will probably require

counsel to be appointed at im-

portant preliminary hearings but

not for identification line-ups.

Immunity-The question of

whether full Fifth Amendment
immunity is required when any

witness appears before a grand

jury will be heard by the Court

Justices Stewart and White have

voted at various times for wide

protection against self-

incrimination, and the question is a

close one.

Wiretaps -Whether the federal

government can tap the phones of

suspected subversives in national

security cases is another close

question before the Court. Justice

Stewart has been a strong ad-

vocate of the need for securing

judicial warrants in all cases.

William Rehnquist, however, has

been intimately involved in the

present Justice Department policy

of not securing warrants; he may
have to excuse himself from these

cases, and a more liberal rule may,
then, emerge.
(Copyright 1971 by Leon

Friedman)

Leon Friedman, a New York

attorney, is author of THE WISE
MINORITY <Dial Press 1971). He
is Associate Director of a bar

association Special Committee on

Courtroom Conduct.

Editorial Points
1

Maybe Mrs. Hicks really

wanted to stay in Congress

anyway and her only purpose in

running was to make her old

friend Kevin White look good9

***

We wonder why the SUG board

can't sell 12c cup cakes for 15e

but can sell U for 15«. Maybe
they want to get their 2« in.

***

Rumor has it that another

prominent political figure (i.e.,

Presidential aspirant) may be

appearing on this campus within

the next two weeks. No, it isn't

Harold Stassen.
***

How does it feel to be part of

the "American electorate"?
***

Pat Dobson skyrocketed to

international fame yesterday by

pitching a no-hitter on the

Baltimore Orioles trip to Japan.

Perhaps the Japs let us beat

them at baseball so that we don't

mind letting them get rich off us.

VERY WELL—LET'S GET ON WITH IT, SHALL WE?'

Letters To The Editor

A Vicious Cycle

To the Editor:

In Monday's "Letters To The Editor of the

Collegian, a Miss Laurel Louraine of Gorman House

criticized the members of Kappa Sigma fraternity for

their occasions of "yelling obscenities, quite

loudly,.." at early morning hours, 2:30 for instance.

She wrote that she had "no objections to parties", but

that she had "had it" with the obscenity bit.

I like Miss Louraine, live in Gorman House, also on

the side nearest Kappa Sigma. The "booming ob-

scenities" she wrote of do occur: indeed they occur

quite frequently. I, too, think the gross-outs are, if not

unwanted, certainly uncalled for.

I'm sick of them. ves. but that's not the main point of

this letter. Rather, I'd like to relate a few things that

occurred as results of Miss Louraine's letter. At about

(5:30 Mondav night a small but vocal group of persons

gathered on one of the back balconies of the Kappa

Sigma house and in unison shouted their disapproval

of Miss Louraine's letter, using obscenities directed

specifically at her. This lasted but a few minutes.

Much later, just after midnight, the obscenities

reoccurred. again shouted in unison, again directed in

name at Miss Louraine. This time the shouting lasted

longer, about 20-25 minutes, enticed by vocal reactions

from a group of girls in Gorman.

This is real good, huh? A young lady submits some

constructive criticism to the student newspaper about

something that annoys her, and as a result has ob-

scenities shouted at her and demeaning things said

about her from the group she was critical of. And then

people from the young lady's dorm make matters

worse by returning the obscenities with some of their

own. And so on and so forth.

No Respect

Whether or not Kappa Sigma deserves a bad label

cannot be accurately answered for there are many of

its members, I am sure, who belie such a label. The

complaints brought against the house by Miss

Louraine were justified, and they were enacted in a

positive way by use of the complaint forum of the

Collegian, i.e. "Letters To The Editor." This positive

action didn't call for the negative reactions from the

members of Kappa Sigma, which in their turn did not

deserve the negative reaction from some of the girls in

Gorman House. Kappa Sigma's reactins against Miss

Louraine likely enhanced its bad reputation in the

eyes of those who witnessed the whole thing, while the

reaction by the Gorman girls worsened affairs, en-

ticing the Kappa Sigs to further act in a way that

warrants bad labeling.

Does this whole thing sound like a vicious cycle? If

so, does it have to be that way?
John Sullivan

Things

To the Editor:

This past weekend some friends of mine were here

to visit The campus was completely strange to them.

They asked several people for directions. Every

person thev talked to was very friendly. My friends

wanted me to say thank you to all those people who

were so nice to them. They also wanted to express

their great misconception they had about the people

from UMass. They were under the impression that

people around here just did not give a damn about

others. Their thought was completely corrected by the

friendly attitude of all those who were so helpful to

them in finding their way to my dorm.
David Bender

To the Editor: . ....

I hope that the MDC will allow me to reply to Ne 1

Coleman's article Need For A Strong Government,

(MDC Nov 2) which I feel is one of the most pathetic

pieces' of rationalization that I have ever read in my

life. To say that all the good things that we have today

in this country are a direct result of a stronger centra

rule is both absurd and insulting to the masses of

people that helped bring about needed reform in this

country. I first suggest that Mr. Coleman read his

history, and then I believe he will realize, as the

Roosevelt liberals and the New Left, that trust ma
strong central government holds more evil than gcxxr

Most of the reforms that need to take place, as with

past reforms, cannot come from a sovereign power in

Washington. , , „ . tha
Think of every problem we face today and the

frustration we have trying to solve them because of

the bureaucratic central power. I amsureM^
Coleman is acquainted with the draft, the several

poverty programs we've had. Mayor Daley, Lyndon

Johnson and all of the bankrupt quick solution

reforms which have robbed the wo
r
k,"& ™" °f

billions of dollars and accomplished nothing for h.m or

any of those around him. I am very^ that we all

are acquainted with the Vietnam War and the Pern

tagon Papers, which show just how far a strong

government can go. But no, Mr Colemar
,
won be

satisfied until the power of this government is

stronger. I ask, if he didn't like RoOMvelt handUng «•

job with far less power, what are to be the effects of

some other man with far more? The answer seems

cCious to me. and I think the Left is beginning to see

the same thing. rnlom:in h „c
What is most tragic to me is that Mr Co eman has

no respect for freedom of the individual and the

nberUeVwe have fought so long to have. The history of

his nation is based on that fight, and the reason we

are in the mess we are now is because too many people

think like him.
Michael T. Kavanagh

Fine President

To the Editor:

Sen George McGoverns speech here on Sunday

night was an impressive, straightforward one. He

continually emphasized that he was against war and

would spend the rest of his life seeking peace. His

peace-loving followers in the ballroom cheered him

°"senator McGovern stressed the need for the

government to reduce military expenditures. He

stated that the U.S. should disentangle itself com-

pletely from the immoral war in Indo-China. Ihe

money from the war budget could be used to build up

„ur own country. His righteous followers in the

ballroom cheered him on again.

McGovern next proposed that the U.S. stop sending

arms to Pakistan and, instead, provide more relief

funds for East Pakistan refugees. His sympathetic

followers in the ballroom agreed that this was a very

humanitarian gesture.

Another suggestion Sen. McGovern made, to stress

his anti-war position, was to stop all military aid to he

Greek military dictatorship. This, also was greeted

with a round of applause from his "Agnew-hater

followers. __ ,.

Finally, as part of his program against war the

Senator said he would recommend sending jet fighters

and other arms to Israel. This brought on another

ovation from his hypocritical followers in the

ballroom. One thing is perfectly crystal t ear

George McGovern. with his selective anU-war

policies, will make a fine President in the tradition of

great 20th Century American Pres,dent*
obert Baron

The Uses Of Defeat
Bv ARTHUR HOPPE

WASHINGTON, NOV. 7," 1972—President Richard M. Nixon was re-

elected in a landslide today. *«i.-rf
The victory followed last week's rejection by the Senate of the 43rd and

44th candidates Mr. Nixon had nominated to fill the two vacancies on the

Supreme Court. .

Experts agreed Mr. Nixon's overwhelming triumph at the polls was the

direct result of his brilliant strategy and painstaking care m selecting

aspirants for the Nation's highest court

THE STRATEGY apparently evolved accidentally. It had its begin

nings with Mr. Nixon's choice of Judges Haynsworth and Carswe, both

Southern Republicans whose qualifications were mediocre at best.

The defeat of these nominations was hailed at the time as a victory for

Senate Democrats, most of whom were running for President. Mr. Nixon

angrily denounced them and grudgingly appointed a couple of adequately

qualified Northern Conservatives, who were quickly confirmed by the

The episode might have been forgotten had not a subsequent poll shown

the South to now be solidly against every Democratic presidential hopeful

in the Senate and solidly for Mr. Nixon.

It was Attorney General Mitchell, insiders say, who first realized that

Great Political Truth involved: "Every time the Senate Democrats

reject a candidate for the Supremen Court, they outrage the group the

candidate represents."

THE IMMEDIATE result was Mr. Nixon s disclosure in October, 1971,

of a list of six candidates he was now considering for the court. Indicative

of their quality was the fact that one had never been a judge and another

had never even practiced law

The Senate Democrats were furious. "This list will rank as one of the

great insults to the Supreme Court in its history," said Sen. Ted Kennedy.

The fight was on.

Two by two. Mr. Nixon happily sent his nominations up to the Senate.

Two by two. he happily saw them rejected.

With the first six alone, he captured the women s vote, the Border

States, California and all former and present members of the Ku Klux

Klan. After that, there was no holding Mr. Nixon back.

Who will ever forget the struggle Senate liberals had with themselves

over the nomination of Herman X, a Detroit cab driver? Or over that of

Alvin P. Yee, a New York laundry worker who had converted to

'^By'Tugust of 1972. with the rejection of U.S. Treasurer Romana

Banuelos' nomination to the Court, Mr. Nixon had sewn up the vote of

ever ethnic group from every geographical area.

September saw the Senate turn down Abbie Hoffman, Gloria Steinem,

an 18-vear-old bongo player and a 103-year- old Wisconsin alligator

wrestler-thus effectively lining up the radical, women's lib, youth and

senior-citizen vote for Mr. Nixon.

BIT THE CROWNING blow came last week. It wasn t so much the

Senate's rejection of Stanley P. Stanley, president of the Peoria Day

Liberation Front. It was the Democratic senators' reluctant vote against

Democratic Mayor Richard J. Daley of Chicago when they learned, to

their surprise, that he could neither read nor write.

This, of course, threw the nation's huge Democratic vote to Mr. Nixon

and insured his triumphant re-election.

Following today's landslide victory, White House Press Secretary

Ronald Ziegler said the names of two eminently-qualified jurists would be

sent to the Senate first thing in the morning.

They are expected to be confirmed within a week.

(Reprinted from the Boston Herald Traveler, 11/2/71)

The Two-Nixon China Policy
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A Non-Expert Talks Gay Lib
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II

Bv GILBERT J. SALK

I'd like to say a few nonexpert words

about Gay Lib today. Perhaps the best

plaqe to start is with an incident which

occured a couple of weeks ago.

I was invited to speak to the Student

Homophile League about homosexuality

and the draft. The meeting started with

some getting-to-know-each-other games

there were a few announcements, and l

gave my talk. Then the meeting broke

up, and small clusters of people formed

One guy came up to me, looked around a

little sheepishly, and said, "Hi, Gil. I m
straight too." He then went on to explain

hastily that he had come to the meeting

to get" material for a term paper he was

writing for a Human Development

course. . ,.

But dig where his head was. I really

didn't know whether to laugh or cry or

ask him how it felt to be part of a

minority (it can really be threatening to

the only, or one of the only, straights in a

gay worid, I guess) or how he knew I was

straight.

The sad thing about the straight world

is that those of us who live in it assume

that everyone we know must be straight

(to reassure ourselves about any doubts

we might have about ourselves) and that

only strange, easily identifiable people

are gay.

It just isn't true. I can no more cer-

tainly identify a homosexual than a

chocolate ice cream lover. To those of

you who respond that some people look

"queer," I can only say that some people

eating chocolate ice cream prefer it, and

some just happen to be eating it because

nothing else was available. To make it

simpler, some gay folks look gay. some

look straight, and some straight folks

look gay while others look straight. The

only key to identification is our own

labels of normal and abnormal.

But this attitude cripples those of us

who are straight. We find ourselves with

a vested interest in retaining our straight

image, and feel compelled to put down

aspects of our own human sexuality

which might be interpreted as gay. This

is not to say that everyone is gay. It is

meant to challenge the assumptions that

there is something wrong with

homosexuality, an assumption drilled

into us with such force that many people,

as thev awaken to some gay impulses

panic have nervous breakdowns, or seek

toreassurethemselves of their normality

by beating on someone who happens to

make them more aware of their own

insecurities.

Why should that guy have felt it im-

portant to inform me that he was

straight *> Was he afraid that I'd identify

him as gay? What would that have done

to him? Did he believe that if I thought he

was gay he'd break out in some kind of

horrible rash which would mark him for

life Or did he fear that the members of

SHL were normal human beings who

have the same problems he has, and that

he was losing some of the stereotypes

which acted as his security blanket9

And don't we all have the same

problem'' He isn't alone in his fear, he's

just a convenient illustration. Phil Ochs

demonstrated his fear and insecurity at a

concert he gave here last year, as did

several members of his audience.

All I can do is raise questions m your

minds. Neither I nor anyone else can

answer them for you. But you can get

more information. SHL maintains a

drop-in center in theSU. Pay them a visit

some time, and sit and rap. They have

reading material which you can browse

through. Think about it. And if you re not

too uptight, do it.

voTKS •

The ^CULTURNATIVES Rap Session

will be held in the ninth floor lounge of the

Campus Center Thursday afternoon at

230. You're invited.

Issue all of The Mother Earth News is

out It's got stuff on macrame, can-

dlemaking, wild foods, and starting your

own school, among other things. If you

want a copv. visit the draft counseling

office in 923 CC or check the table in the

CC lobby near the bookstore on Friday.

PEACE*

L

Nixon May Get Another Year of Economic Power
. .- _..*„^^ ik» Kaci>< Rums Qairi he be

WASHINGTON ( AP> - Chairman

Arthur F. Burns of the Federal

Reserve Board urged Congress

Tuesday to give President Nixon

an extra year of broad economic

powers. Burns called this

necessary to help end uncertainty

which he said contributed to falling

stock prices and other unfavorable

economic developments.

In making his recommendation

Burns reversed totally his position

of last March when he told two

Senate committees the Economic

Stabilization Act then being con-

sidered gave the President vir-

tually dictatorial powers and

should be kept on short

congressional leash.

Appearing before the Senate

Banking Committee, Burns, who

has been named to head the in-

terest and dividends committee in

Phase 2 of the President's

economic program, told Sen.

William Proxmire, D—Wis.:

"At that time last March very

few of us had any notion this power

would be used. I rather felt

Congress had gone overboard...

Ifyou use
tampons,

you already know
how to use
the internal
deodorant."..

Norforms.

"Now, this power has been used

and this vast machinery has been

set in motion.

"There is a great deal of un-

certainty across the nation as to

how these new wage and price

boards will function.

"I think some of the recent

anguish in the stock market is due

to this uncertainty...

"I think it would be constructive

to act now to extend the authority."

The administration wants the act

broadened and extended until April

30, 1973.

Proxmire disagreed with Burns,

saying Congress should give the

President all the tools he needs.

and, if necessary, extend the basic

act when it runs out in April.

"But if we wait until then we will

know what we're doing," he said.

"I think we should follow the

very wise advice you gave us

originally and hold this power

under short leash," Proxmire told

Burns.

Burns said he believes the full

extension should come now but

added: "On the other hand, I

cannot firmly oppose the view you

have expressed."

He said Congress always could

make adjustments, even after the

act has been extended.

Merit Rate Insurance Proposed
. „= :_ _!„„„ ll_J„„ »U« nlon thr»ct> Cllhipft tCi $40 Un<

%.»norms mm

BOSTON (AP) - State Insurance

Commissioner John G. Ryan

Tuesday proposed a merit rating

automobile insurance plan which

would impose surcharges ranging

from $4 to $40 on an estimated

25.000 motorists convicted of

traffic violations between Sept. 1.

1970 and Aug. 31, 1971.

Ryan's proposal would replace

the ' merit rating plan provided

under the no-fault auto insurance

law which went into effect Jan. 1.

Merit rating -a system of in-

surance premium rewards for

good drivers and penalties for poor

drivers -is to go into effect next

Jan. 1, under terms of the no-fault

The schedule of surcharges

under the no-fault legislation has

been found unacceptable on

grounds that the dollar cost of

convictions for various offenses

would vary according to where a

driver lived.

The schedule also has been

criticized on grounds that the

penalty for speeding is greater

than the penalty for more serious

offenses, such as leaving the scene

of an accident.

Ryan said he would recommend

a merit rating plan which will

impose flat dollar surcharges for

various traffic violations in place

of the percentage charges provided

in the no-fault statute.

Under his plan, the additional

charges for the 25,000 motorists

convicted of violations between

Sept. 1. 1970 and last August would

total about $500,000.

He said that the general 1972

premium rates would be reduced

by an equal amount, ap-

proximately one half of one per

cent.

Paintings At

Amherst College

An exhibition offering a cross-

section of American landscape

paintings from 1820 to 1900 will be

open to the public in Amherst

College's Mead Art Building until

November 24.

The exhibition is part of the

College's sesquicentennial

celebration. Viewing hours at the

Mead Art Building are from 9 a.m.

to 5 p.m., Monday through

Saturday, and 11 :30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

on Sundays.
The paintings are from the

collection of Henry Melville Fuller

of New York City.

Under the plan, those subject to

the surcharges would have to pay

them for five successive year.

In his statement. Ryan said

persons involved in auto accidents

would not be subject to surcharges.

"This would penalize the guilty

and innocent alike, and there is no

practical way to determine which

drivers involved are at fault,"

Rvan said.

Persons convicted of operating

under the influence of liquor or

drugs would be subject to a

premium penalty of approximately

$40 under the plan. The same

surcharge would apply to persons

convicted of three speeding

violations in one year.

Leaving the scene of an accident

and operating recklessly or to

endanger would result in a sur

charge of approximately $20.

Most relatively minor violations

would be penalized by a surcharge

of approximately $4, Ryan said.

He said the new plan will be

aired at a rate hearing scheduled

for Nov. 12.

4g^|

Stopping feminine odor is

easier than you think. Each

tinyas-a-Engertip Norforms*

"Suppository ' is as simple and

safe to insert as a tiny tampon.

Just insert -it begins dissolv-

ing instantly to kill bacteria,

stop feminine odor where it

starts . . . internally, in the

vaginal tract.

You feel clean, fresh, odor-

free for hours. No shower, no

douche stops odor the way

Norforms do.

f FMrNORF6RMs"MINIPACK
plus booklet! Write to: Norwich

PharmacalCo.Dept CN-C.Norwich,
I N.Y. 13815. Endow 2H to cover

I mailing and handling.

Name-
Street-

City-

-
I

State— -Zip-

It*

Don't forget your lip codt

'Norwich Products Division

The Norwich Pharmacal Co.

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

Lang's Photo
Now at Two Locations

Collegetown Barber Shop

Rte. 116 So. Amherst

Name Brand Cameras
Kustom Processing

Photo Courses
Darkroom For Rent

Fast Service Passports

AL 253-3148

This Coupon Worth

toward our already discounted processing

cut out this coupon

Offer Expires Nov. 8tlr

I

I

I

I

I

CUTOUTTniS tuupw" •

Offer ExpllJtNovJtJV __

_
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Russian Poet Suggests Suppression Of Work
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP)

Yevgeny Yevtushenko. the noted

Russian poet, suggests that

publication of his works in the

Soviet Union is kept at a minimum

by authorities.

Yevtushenko is now visiting

Hungary at the invitation of the

National Writer's Union. In an

earlier interview published in the

Hungarian newspaper Esti Hirlap.

he claimed that Soviet critics were

passing him over in silence, a new

method of disapproval.

In a television interview

Saturday the poet said he would

like to write more prose but feels

he is not "mature" enough. He

added: "In poetry, you can hide

behind symbolic language. In

prose you cannot engage in

suggestive symbolism. You are

found out by your readers at once."

Referring to low circulation

figures for his poems. Yevtushenko

explained: "The only genuine

indication to go by is the presale

subscription figure. My last

volume, entitled 'White Snow Is

Falling', was published in 60,000

copies, while 1.5 million readers

signed the advance subscription

Superman, Capt. Marvel To The Rescue
SALT LAKE CITY <AP>-

Superman, Captain Marvel and

Flash Gordon are helping to put 20-

year-old David Faggioli through

college.

The University of Utah junior

earns his tuition by collecting and

selling old comic books. He has

made more than $2,000 so far.

"Like most little kids, I started a

comic book collection." said

Faggioli."Later I got turned on to

comic strip art. to its combination

of graphic design with motion. I

decided to make a profit out of that

interest."

Hundreds of comic books, some

dating back to the late 1930s, are

stacked in neat piles in the Faggioli

home. Many of the older editions

are sealed in plastic bags.

The short, slender youth sells

most of his comics by advertising

in a national comic collectors'

magazine. He puts his more
valuable acquisitions up for bid.

He was recently offered $200 for

his most precious comic, a 1939

Marvel Mystery. It will be his

biggest sale.

Police Concerned With Student Welfare

ByBlLLKILLlON
Contrary to what most students think the University

Police are very concerned with the students welfare.

According to Sgt. Frank Mazzei of the University

Police, "our main purpose is to give the students as

much protection as we can." To help do this the

University Police carry out 24 hour patrols daily,

throughout the UMass campus and surrounding

The University Police consists of 21 patrolmen and

five officers, plus 12 security guards who patrol the

dorms and campus grounds on foot. Extremely

deserted areas such as the Hills area are also covered

by patrolmen on foot at night.

•Thefts and drunks are our largest problem." says

Set Mazzei. "and these disturbances pick up around

Thursday night and last through the weekend.

•But theft is our largest problem, explains Sgt.

Mazzei, "and we are constantly trying to improve our •

methods of protection."

Car strippings and thefts' are a major problem, and

to help decrease this type of crime several actions are

taken The police patrol the parking lots with their

lights out, and often have men in unmarked cars

parked in large lots like F lot. The University Police

also have a modern vehicle identification computer

hooked up with a computer in Washington D.C. to keep

track of missing cars.

When asked about the drug situation on campus,

Sgt. Mazzei replied, "We're mainly concerned with

the heavy narcotics, heroin and cocaine, and it's in

that area that we concentrate."

Since theft from dorms is the largest problem, Sgt.

Mazzei recommends that "Doors should be locked at

all times, and the serial numbers of valuable items

should be recorded to increase the chance of recovery.

The value of a comic is largely

determined by its rarity, Faggioli

said.

"Comics published in the '40s are

the most valuable because most

got thrown out during war-time

paper drives," he said.

It's not unusual to sell a wartime

comic for $50 or more, Faggioli

added.
The current nostalgia craze has

been a boon for comic book sellers,

Faggioli said.

"People like old, funky things

now, and they like to look at the

world the simple way it was 20 or

30 years ago. Comics do a good job

of showing that world.

Faggioli. a music major, says he

hopes to end his comic-selling

career next year and open a shop

dealing in graphics and rare jazz

and classical records.

list
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Asked to comment on narsn

criticism." eight years ago when

Yevtushenko was a vociferous

champion of literary freedom, the

poet responded. "We all used to

shout a lot when we were young

But now, at a more advanced age. I

have realized that the calm voice

has the most telling effect. He who

is right does not usually shout out

loud." Yevtushenko is 38.

He added: "The type of criticism

which tries to strike your per-

sonality would only make the

criticized poet more self-assured,

it confirms him in his original

conviction.

"If anyone in a boxing ring can

only knock vou out with hits below

the belt. I am the stronger because

he cannot tackle me by means of

regular punches."
Yevtushenko declared that

criticism of a close friend hurts

more than reproaches of a "small-

minded nonentity." He said if he

had changed a bit it was because of

"gentle scolding of friends, and my
own merciless self-analysis."

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Amherst Fields Plan Lives Yet

The Amherst Fields project is up

from the canvas.

Paparazzo Associates reported

yesterday that scaled down plans

"for the project have been sub-

mitted to the Zoning Board of

Appeals, the board which had

seemingly KO'd the development

the week before the October

special town meeting.

The town meeting requested

Paparazzo to cut the size of the

proposed development by about 50

per cent and commit new plans to

town boards for further study.

According to Paparazzo

spokesman John Williams, the new

plans call for 1.328 units on 333

acres. Paparazzo had previously

requested permission to build 2,176

units on 648 acres.

The new plan reflects a reduction

of 40 per cent from the previous

plan and increases the density of

unit per acre from 3.99 as opposed

to the 3.36 density previously

Get Behind The Eight-Ball

The Campus Center Program

Council Recreation Committee will

conduct the Annual Pocket

Billiards and Straight-rail

Billiards Tournament in the

Student Union Games Area

starting on Friday. November 12,

1971.

Applications may be filled out at

the Games Area in the Student

Where Art

Thou, Romeo?
A copy of the soundtrack album

to Romeo and Juliet or any other

Shakespearean album is needed by

Action Lab for its tutorial program

in the Hampshire County Jail.

Anyone wishing to donate the

album, or any other books and

current magazines, should leave a

message for Don Glickstein in the

Collegian Office, 5-2550.

FUTURE CPA'S

Learn Now About the

next CPA Exam.

Becker CPA Review Course

Boston

617 536-1440
JOUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESENT

Union starting on November 5. A

fee of $100 will be assessed:

however, there will be no cost for

using the table during the tour-

nament.

There will be a men's division

and a woman's division for both

pocket and straight-rail billiards.

Rules and regulations will be

governed by the Association of

College Unions-International

Tournament Committee.

The New England District

Tournament will be held at UMass

this year on the weekend of

February 18. Winners of the

campus tournament will be eligible

to represent UMass at the Regional

Tournament. Winners of the New
England Regional may qualify for

the National Tournament held in

the spring.

planned.

The Zoning Board of Appeals has

scheduled a public hearing for the

first stage of Paparazzo request for

Nov. 18.

The ZBA had previously denied

Paparazzo's application for a

planned 2,200 Unit Residential

Development, citing the town's

inability to handle the increased

traffic load, the lack of sufficient

school facilities, and the

inadequacy of the Amherst sewage

system.

Several days after the ZBA
report was released, the Planning

Board made public its recom-

mendations to the Board of Ap-

peals, which differed sharply from

the ZBA's decision

The Selectmen added their

support for a smaller Amherst

Fields project at the special town

meeting.

The new plan includes only land

currently zoned neighborhood

residential. Williams said the

possible development of the

Paparazzo land zoned outlying

residential depended on how the

project is received during the next

few years.

The new plan, said Williams, is

similar to the old one in respect to

the road system. He added that the

builders had again tried to

maximize the amount of open road

space in the development.

Onewas thin,
fairand cleancut
Onewas tall.

darkand freaky.
Bothwere,
sensational.

Every Wednesday is

STAMPEDE NIGHT
A little bit of the Far West in New England.

Our cowgirls, in Western garb will serve you Wesjern Steer Beef

by the oun
9
ce - 45< per ounce for Prime Sirloin 70c P" """

f

,° r
.

Filet Mignon, and 35c per ounce for a Rib of Broiled Beef. Just tail

the che how hick of a slice you want, and how you like .1 don..

Keep our Friday Night Buffet in mind 6: 30 to 9: 00 p.m. $5.50 per

person.

115 OF USA
NEXT COURSE BEGINS 0«C. 2nd.

® (7&Lord
30 0«lt«Me

>

A*.

RAOUl MITRICM. MNKICPER

kv Teffery
SA.J 2SJ-M74 J

w

Doak Walker ripped

apart college gridirons

I in the late 1940s.

Lew Alcmdor wqj

the same kind of

menace on the

courts in the late 1960s.

"The Doaker"and"Big

Lew." Both appointed

this month, to Sport's All--*

Immortality team of the last 25

years.

Just part of the great moments

and the great memories that

began before you were born.

All featured in our November
Silver Anniversary issue.

Plus Eugene McCarthy
recalling his days in bush

league baseball.

Sport Magazine for November.

It's starting a small sensation

at your newsstand, right now.

Celebrating25 momentous years of

bringfilg ymi!and your father, into the aetion.
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UMass Artist

Wins $1000
UMass artist has won the $1,000 first prize in a new International

Silver Co. sculpture competition conducted by the University ot

Connecticut Foundation. ».««-,
Chosen as the recipient of the cash award was Robert Mallary,

professor of art, for his sculpture "Piaffe II." The award was

presented Friday, Oct. 29, by International Silver President John

Stevens, at a dinner at the UofC Museum of Art. The purpose of the

competition was to stimulate creativeactivity in the art of metal

St

Two
U
other artists were awarded honorable mention. They are

Arthur E. Balderacchi, an assistant professor of art at the

University of New Hampshire, for an untitled work, and John

Townsend. an associate professor of art and director of graduate

studies at the University of Massachusetts, for his "Tree r igure.

Winners were selected from a field of 19 entries.

Prof Mallary has had numerous one-man shows including

exhibitions at the San Francisco Museum of Art, the Santa Barbara

Museum of Art and the Fine Arts Society of San Diego all in

California. He has participated in group shows at the Institute ot

Contemporary Arts. London; the Museum of Modern Art Traveling

Exhibition, and the Yale University Art Gallery, New Haverv

His work is in such public and private collections as the Los

Angeles Countv Museum, and the Whitney Museum of American

Art in New York City. He has received a Tamarind Fellowship and

a Guggenheim Foundation grant. .-_*-,«. -,

Competition sculptures will be displayed at the UofC Museum

Oct 30-Dec 19 at an exhibition entitled "Small Packages. The art

show then will tour the U.S. as a circulating exhibition.

L

we crrecycL|9ze^N€Hi
The National Security Agency's

responsibilities are so advanced in nature that

it is difficult to relate the true magnitude of

professional opportunity awaiting the

college graduate.

But one thing we can tell you :
the work . .

.

the challenges ... the facilities . . .
within our

headquarters complex could not be duplicated

outside NSA for at least five years. Our

mission of total communications security takes

NSA professionals into the outermost reaches

of computers, information recording and

storage and related sectors of mathematics

and computer science.

There are also stimulating positions awaiting

the foreign language major. If you are adept in

certain foreign languages the National

Security Agency is ready to give you

immediate language assignments.

Salaries begin at $8,500 and range upward,

depending on your qualifications. The

generous benefits of career Federal

employment are supplemented by the many

advantages of NSA's own career development

program. For just one example,

mathematicians and computer scientists may

take up to two semesters of full-time graduate

study at full salary with all academic expenses

paid by NSA.

Your Placement Office has further information

about NSA career opportunities, including

details about the NSA Professional

Qualification Test (PQT) which liberal arts

majors must take as a prerequisite for

employment consideration. Or you may write

directly to: Chief, College Relations Branch,

National Security Agency, Fort George G.

Meade, Maryland 20755. Attn: M321.

An equal opportunity employer, M/F.

NATIONAL SECURITY AffNCT
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From Minnesota via UMass

New Wildlife Plan Hits Massachusetts
There are long-range implications for

Massachusetts hunters in a new wildlife

habitat management plan that comes from

Minnesota via UMass.

The plan is based on long-term research in

Minnesota on the role of aspen stands as

providers of food and shelter for ruffed

grouse. A UMass research group headed by

Frederick Greeley has adapted some of the

Minnesota findings to fit the needs of

Massachusetts.

Greeley and his forestry and wildlife

management students, working under an

agreement with the Massachusetts Division

of Fisheries and Game, have put two years

of work into the project, using the state's

new Swift River Wildlife Management Area

in Belchertown as a model. The result is a

28-page proposal that has been presented to

the Division.

The essence of the plan is that trembling

and large-tooth aspen or popple -if there are

enough of them and if there is enough

diversification in their ages-provide winter

food, spring and summer browse, nesting

cover and concealment to native game birds

and mammals in Massachusetts. These

include the ruffed grouse, woodcock, cot-

tontail rabbit, white-tailed deer and, in some

areas, the snowshoe hare.

Grouse, for example, feed on flowering

buds from male aspen trees, a single bird

nibbling off perhaps 200 a day. A 15-year-old

aspen tree, according to one count, can

provide around 1500 such buds. Thickets of

young aspen provide brood cover for grouse

"and woodcock and browse for deer. Aspen

stands generally provide protection from

predators for all species.

The UMass proposal is the result of a

detailed study of the Swift River area, 800

hilly acres of forest, open land and swamp
off Route 9 in Belchertown. UMass student-

faculty teams started out by doing a forest-

type map of the area and then did a wildlife

inventory. Tracks and sign of grouse, gray

squirrel,' white-tailed deer and cottontail

were mapped by the UMass Student Chapter

of the Wildlife Society and deer density

estimates were made by pellet counts over a

number of years.

In three succeeding springs, UMass field

crews marked drumming centers of ruffed

grouse and singing grounds of woodcock by

audio-triangulation. Forest trees were in-

ventoried and aspen stands were mapped
according to sex, age and species.

BHAGAVAD GITA CLASS
Bhagavad Gita class on Wed

nesday at 7 pm.
BLOOD DRIVE
Red Cross Bloodmobile will be on

Campus Nov. 8-11. Sign up for an

appointment to donate Mon.-Fri.,

Nov. 1-5 in front of the CC
bookstore, 10am-4pm. Blood is

urgently needed.

BOLTWOOD BUS
Contrary to popular opinion -

Boltwood "bus is still running. 6pm
from Whitmore. Mon-Tues. Keep

your committment.

CAMPUS SCOUTS
Ex-boy scouts, girl scouts, ex-

plorer scouts, or anyone interested

in a campus scout group meeting

tonight. 7pm. 804-808 CC. For info

call 67504.

(HESS TOURNAMENT

No entry fee chess tourney-

starts tonight at 7:15 pm in New
Hatch, SU. All welcome to par-

ticipate.

COLLEGE LIFE
Tonight. 8pm, Colonial Lounge,

music by Gary Morris of "Clear

Sky." Hear and rap about students'

experiences with the person of

Jesus Christ. All are welcome.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Monthly meeting of the club will

be held in room 165 CC at 7:30 pm
tonight. Business will be short.

Movies and refreshments. No
ground school tonight. See you at

the meeting.
COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION
AND 111 MAN NEEDS
Open meeting tonight. 7pm in rm

105 CC. Members urged to attend.

Interested persons welcome.

-NOTICES-
HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD
Very important meeting on

Thursday, Nov. 4 at 3:30 in rm. 805-

809 CC. Please come.
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Coffee Hour at 8pm in CC168-170.

Two films on Finland will be

shown. "Finnish Design for

Living" and "Designs in Finland"

MAROON KEYS
Important meeting tonight at

8:30 rm. 803 CC. Rest of year to

plan-show up or let us know why

not.

SCUBA CLUB
Meeting Wed 7pm, 12 Curry

Hicks Bldg.. co-ed swim til 9.

Please bring dues & Blue Health

slips. Dive coming up Nov. 13.

SPANISH CLUB
Would vou like to chat in Spanish

with some interesting people? If

so, please come to the "Tertulia"

Wed afternoon from 2:30-4pm in

the 4th floor lounge of Herter Hall.

Coffee will be served.

WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
Nominations are now being

solicited until Friday for Who's

Who. Juniors and Seniors are

eligible for nomination. Submit

names to John Hogan's mailbox in

Student Senate office.

WMPIRG
All interested in helping organize

this group welcome. Committees

will be designated for necessary

distribution of work. Meeting

tonight at 7pm in rm 805-809 CC.

WTOY
Janis Joplin -Jimi Hendrix-The

Who~RaviShankar -Jefferson

Airplane-Otis Redding-and many
more are in "Monterey Pop" being

shown tonight at 7pm-9:30 in SU
Ballroom.
LOST

1 year old male seal point

Siamese, "Snowy" from 337

Puffton. Please call 5496786

anytime.
Forest Pathology book with red

cover. I found please call 52642 and

ask for Donna in 404 or return to

CC lost & found.

3 year old male orange cat, looks

like "Morris". Missing from 337

Puffton. Please call 5496786.

Golden retriever and setter.

Medium size. Short light brown

hair. Black collar and Hadly

license. Also red flea collar. Call

5840079.

CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE FOR SALE

'63 Chev. Standard 6 cyl.. good running

condition, economical transportation.

1175. Call 546-K791.
tf 1 1-5

Zenith Circle of Sound Solid St. Stereo,

diam. needle. I rnd. blr. spk. and pe. deck

adapt. Ask. $35. Tel. 594-6574.

tf 11-3

Tenor Saxophone Selmer MKVI, ex-

cellent cond.. $300. Call 549-6087.

It 1 1 *•>

SERVICES

69 Dodge Swinger, 340. 4 speed. 4:56

posl. perfect cond.. many extras. 253-5887.

Call between 5 & 8 p.m.
tfll-4

700 x 13 4 ply goodyear tire, used for

spare only like new. best offer. Call Dave

at 665-2672.
tfll-5

Snow tires 165-14 Sempcrit Radlals (2)

mounted on MGB disc, wheels $50. Call

549-6087.

"Bored with posters-trade them in now.

I'p to 50« trade-in. or 25« cash. Three c's.

191 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.
tfll-4

Need hardtop for 1966 Austin Mealy

Sprite or MG Midget. Call 256-8147.

tfll-3

APT. WANTED

Fiberglass convertible top 1962 Austin

llealv 3000 150. 247-5468. After 6 p.m.
tfll-3

1969 Triumph TR6 V.C.. cond., AM-FM.

fall inspection. 3800 mi., serious Inquiries.

12-5 p m. at 545-0771 and 6-10 p.m. at 659-

KIM

People's craft coop. Beautiful things at

good prices from over 50 local craftsmen.

Supplies too. 49s. Pleasant-over

.tasting's.

Suede Jackets, reg. »70, now $40; brown

Suede Pants $27. Skirts $9.50, Skins $5.

ideal Xmas Gifts. Jon. 115 Chadbourne. 5-

2640, leave number.

Typing done— A & II Business Services.

K. Alberts. L. Hulmes 586-3323.

tfll-3

1 bdrm. apt. wanted. Spring semester

only. Please call Kathy at 546-7317 or 546-

7515.
tfll-4

Converse sneakers, only 6.50 a pair. Call

(hip at 545-2163 or 253-9034.
tfll-4

Bring pattern, materials-expert sewing.

Amount of finishing up to you. Basic rales-

skirts $15. dresses $25, Blouses $20. 584-

5384. , .
tfll-3

MUSICIAN WANTED

1969 Ford Bronco, yellow, is in good

condition. For information call Russ at

546-5762 or 549-6142.

Guitars Amps, drums, ace. at

reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop,

98 Main St. North. 586-1706.

tf 11-30

MOTORC YC L ES FOR SALE

I'll fix your smokey car. brakes etc.

Remember winter is coming. Call Wen-

dell. 256-8638.
11-2-8-15

Dynamic slnger-personallty for stan-

dards. Rocklr'n b). and variety. Mutt

have stage presence and experience. Call

Steve 256-8084.
tfll-5

HELPWANTED

1964 VW Bug. good condition, needs

brake job. $300. Tel. 253-7538.

tfll-5

Martin 0018 & case, good cond. $215, the

Guitar Workshop. 98 Main St. North. 586-

HIM

1971 450 Honda, low mileage, asking

$850. will haggle. Call Dave 253-7123.

If I 1 "•*

Personalized statny. processed /printed.

For more info, call Jim 549-0250. cheap.
11-3

Honda 750 1971. must sell. 1325 or best

offer. Call 665-3982
11-3

FOR RENT

$25 per 100. addressing, mailing,

possible. Work at home. Your hours.

Sample & inst. 2.5*. Chasmar, Dept. AN.

Box 263. F.lkhart, Inri 46514.
tfll-3

68 Ford State Pol. Cruiser, new. 428-4v.

C4J shifter, discs., etc.. mechan. perfect.

Asking $650. Call 665-4688 from 6-9 p.m.
tfll-5

Sunn 200S Amp w/cover MINT COND.

$500 the Guitar Workshop. 98 Main St..

North. 586-1706.

C 1.350 make an offer. 546-6005.

tfll-5

66 Ford Kconollne Van. good condition,

fall inspection, new tires. $650 or best

offer. Call evenings 323-4055.

lfll-3

Gretsch Country Gent & case mint cond.

mm The Guitar Workshop. 98 Main St..

North. 586-.706.

PERSONAL

6bedrms.. 2 baths, stove, refrlg. & most

other furniture all utilities paid, 14 miles

from U of M in Holyoke $300.-per M. Call

:i2:i-7893.
tfll-3

ROOMMATES WANTED

Boys residential treatment center hat a

full time opening for a cousllor Job intailt

handling discipline and behavior prob-

lems of boys from 13-17. Contact Bob
Frnette Valleyview Farm. North Brook-

field Mass. 867-6505. tfll-4

Hi Sue and Poo! 10 to 1 I wouldn't

remember huh? Sorry but you lose!

11-3

Roommates wanted, own room. Come to

315 Puffton Village in person or call 549-

6057. $55 a month.
tfll-3

COMPATABLE?

«.'. TR4A IRS. overprive. excellent

condition, best offer, after 9:00 p.m. 527-

3526.
tfll-4

1941 Cadillac perfect running condition,

$1000. Call Ron or Deb at 549-1112.

If 1 1*3

Full wet suit 1/4 ". good condition asking

$35 Parkwavs. 3 years old. Call 549-6507.

tfll-5

Want to Join a welfare theory and law

colloquium? Every Thursday 7-9 p.m. In

the 1 2th noor library In JQA come

Thursday Nov. 4.

tfll-l

One bedroom in three bedroom apart, in

Puffton Village available immediately.

(all 549-6020.
tfll-5

COMPATABILITY HOROSCOPE
ANALYSIS. Are vou made for each other?

Are you sexually suited? What are your

strengths? Your weaknesses? Send $2 and

self-addressed envelope and her name, his

name, both birth dales to Astro-Wisdom

institute Box 391. Qulncy 02169.

tfll-3

1971 Ford Econollne. saddle & tan

finished interior. I passenger, positrac-

tion. hd. 3/4 ton. $2950. 586-3664 day. 369-

1652 nights - Sunday.
tf 11-12

67 Opel Kadet. new clutch, starter, and

muffler, needs few minor repairs. $450.

(all 6-5065.
tfll-5

VW Bug 64 engine 81 body fall sticker,

snow tires, $200. Call 885-3121. MI §£.
tfll-5

ISO watt Amp. with built in lev. trem.

and fun., plus 2 15" Jensen Spks. Call 527-

66:16 or go to Guitar Wkshp In N. Hamp.

Will negotiate.

Beautiful wedding gown: silk organ ta.

lace applique, long lace train. No

reasonable offer refused. Call Larry at

685-4145; 253-5223.
II 1 1*H

To the Lasagna thief In Brown House.

Fat It raw. From those who went hungry In

""
11-3

Wanted: Roommate to share l-bedroom

apt.. 2 miles from campus, available

immed. Call 256-8020 after 6 p.m. David.
tfll-4

SKIERS WANTED

Dear wierd slslers You could make

some guy a real nice chick.

SIOIVILBOYLETELPMOC.
11-3

1962 Covalr Monia, good running con-

dition needs fall Inspection sticker, price

only $100. Call 6-8548 keep calling, best

time 5:00 p.m.

Guitars: Acoustic. Electric. Classical.

Way below retail. $30 and up. Most

around $80. Les Paul copies also. Call;

546-7072 or 209 Web.
tfll-3

Yes Patty those were real tears coming

from you last Friday nlte and I will forever

feel bad about 11 your Pet Owl.
11-3

To the weird witch from Colorado:

Thanks for the pumpkin and all. from the

('-House crew.

84 Pontlac 9 passenger wagon-new

battery and exhautt system-runs well.

$300. Call 628-3384 evenings.

Snow tires. 850-14 and Plymouth rims

which will fit any Chrysler product,

already mounted. $30. Also baby potty

chairs. $5. Call 253-7577.
tl 1 1 " «>

Happy Birthday. Dlngoski. They

wouldn't let us put this In yesterday. Do

you like reading your name In the paper?

Signed all your friends.
11-3

1966 Pontlac Tempest, standard trans.,

good condition, asking 550. Call 253-7520

after 6. MM
Got ripped off and must sell 1988 Olds

442 quick. Car is In exc. mech. cond..

price is best offer over 1150. (all Ray 546-

8879. ifus

Mamlya C330 Camera. Professional,

with 3 lenses & light, meter, slightly used

$250. or even trade for a PenUx. Call 548-

7831 B>"
tni-3

Sansul 350A Stereo receiver. BSR 510X

record changer, creative 66 speakers. List

$428. Yours for $310. KLH stuff too. Cragg

586-2984.
tf 1 1-8

So vou think you're hot stuff:: >ou

are'nt even warm till you've worn an

\ulhentlc Air Force Parka. Call Al at 549-

°^ £14
It's coming. Las Vegas Night '71.

featuring Charlie Bradshaw on piano 7-11.

Mock Gambling 11-12. Winners Auction.

Nov. 6, S.l'. Ballroom.
tfll-5

Female roommate wanted to share fully

furnished apt. with same. $50 per mo.

including utilities. Call Nancy 539-9518.

Washer -d gar.
tfll-5

To share large unfurn. apt. North-

ampton Central location, own room
lio/nwi Call MarJ 586-3793. leave
message.

tfll-5

Open aware girl seeks same for roomate
preferably grad. student. Kathy 413-527-

9226 after 8.

tfll-5

Male or female roommate needed Im-

mediately contact Paula 549-0765.

tfll-5

Apartment mate wanted for 3-bedroom
pad in Puffton own bedroom rent

$69.33/mo. utilities extra. Available Im-

med.
tfll-9

Members wanted for ski lodge for Det.

1st thru Apr. 30. $75 for season. Call Dustv

or Bob at 253-7588.
tfll-3

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book in S.l'. Rm. 318.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct.
tf-sem.

TRAVEL

Spring term in England'. 12 semester

hours, fully accredited. One month In

I ondon. two months cruising Inland

waterways. English History and

Literature. $1500 all inclusive. Two places

left' Write Prof. Scanlon. American In-

ternational College. Sprlngflleld. Mass. or

call ..739-.761.

TYPING

i RIDE WANTED

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem symbols. Call 253-3601

61 VW has fall sticker, new radio, new

front end. good tires. 250 or best offer. 6-

9712
tfll-5

Petri FT 55mm SLR plus 200mm and

35mm lenses. Many filters and accessor-

ies. Price $150. Call Ed Russell 545-2418

tfll-4

89 (.old AMX fac extras, power assist..

tape deck. $1950 Bill 6-9043.

1967 Volkswagon. good running con-

dition, new tires & battery $4.50 or best

offer, (all 685-3652 after 6 p.m. ^

Pioneer SX 440 Amp 2 Altec Dlcaso spk.,

Garrard MK40, II Ploneel Collegian

Headphones, all for $375. Call Ed Russell

515-2418.
tfll-4

Zunl Angel : Dr. Fortler & his Boys wish

>nu Zunl blessings on your blrthday-as

Jerome would say "You've Zunl Just

Begun". Zunl On
1 1*5

Hide needed to Newark N.J. Via Garden

State Pkwv. Frl.. Nov. 5. Call Debbl 6-7388.

tfll-4

Leaving for Louisiana around Oct. 31

(all Paul, 584-0544.

PLEASE GO AWAY

87 MG Midget 70 eng $550 Good
1

buyt\

Going into service, must sell: Call 6-9762.

Matched set Selmer Series 9s. 2 yrs. old.

art. G sharp fork. E flat. B flat excellent

condition. Best offer. Call 546-4505.

tf 1 1- *

Jnplln. Hendrlx. The Who. Ravi

Shanker. Otis Redding. The Airplane and

more "Monterey Pop". Wed.. Nov. 3 7:00.

and 9:30 S.U. Ballroom.
tfll-3

To Superstud In Chashln! Prove

yourself. Meet me at Las Vegas night.

( oolMge Kitten
tf 1 1

-"

WANTED
Girls wanted for large cosmetic dlst.

earn In vour spare time. comm basis.

modest inust. rgrd For Info. ind In

tervlew Mike 6-5376
tfll-4

Nassau-$1*> round trip Jet. hotel, leave

N.Y. 12/23-return 12/29 leave Boston 12/27

return 1/3.

Ski-Austria 15 days everything Incl. $338

leave N.Y. 1/15 return l/2».

Student Flights Box 93, Northampton

(all 584-1059. Only I Mass studenU em-

plovees. families.
tfll-ft.

JOBS

Salesman-distributor for Ig. selection 8-

track stereo tapes. Send name. add.. A

phone Box 9113. Albuquerque. New
Mexico 871 It.

tfll-5

The I Mass marketing Club will sponsor

a s\mpo*lum on Job selection and In-

ternetting Thurs. Nov. 4 al 7:30 p.m. In

IV. rm. 163.

tfll-4
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Dr Jane van Lawick-Goodall, under the auspices of the L.S.B. Leakey

Foundatron. will present a lecture and film entitled "My I*^Among t

the Wild Chimpanzees" on Wednesday, November 3, at 8.00 p.m. in

Thanin Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College.

D? GoodXwho has been studying wild chimpanzees in
,

ttieir na ural

habitat in the Gombe Stream Chimpanzee Reservoir in Taenia smce

i%0 beean her work tramping alone through the bush in search or

cmmpan
g
zees Her hope that sh? might gain the chimps' acceptance in

ordS tcI study their behavior was daunted only by months of wandering

wiSt observing a single chimpanzee, Instead^»^™$™£
to the terrain and waited for the chimpanzees to appear. Patience

rewarded her. and the chimps not only emerged but they eventually

hprame familiar friends with faces, names and habits.

Thrpurpo^e of her many years of observation, first alone and then with

her phrtographer/husband, Hugo van Lawick. w that she saw chim-

nanzees as a clue to man's origin and development. Detailed observations

have strengthened Dr. Goodall's conviction that understanding chim-

panzee Svfor will contribute to a fuller understanding of human

behatio -According to Robert Ardrey, her most recent book In the

Sadow of Man. ".has made some kind of major breakthrough into an

area combining purest science, purest art. and purest adventure for

which there exists no literary precedent."

Dr van Lawick-Goodall received a Ph.D. degree in ethology from

Cambridge University as the seventh student to be admitted for a
i

Ph.D

degree without a prior B.A. degree of any sort. She is the author_o

numerous articles for the National Geographic Magazine and other

scientific journals. Her first book, My Friends the Wild Chimpanzees has

b^en followed by two written with her husband. The Innocent Killers:

WHd ^Jackals, and Ilvenas and Grub: The Bush Baby. She is now

Sek^ He Director of the Gombe Stream Research Center on Primate

Behavior where eight to 12 students work full time. She spends a least

three months of evefry year there with her husband and four year old son,

Hugo, nicknamed Grub. «— x?„n i\

Presented at Mount Holyoke by the lecture committee, the Sloan Fund,

and the departments of psychology, biological sciences, and sociology.

Dr van Lawick-Goodall is visiting the United States with the L.SJJ

Leakev Foundation Lecture Program. She recently appeared on NBC s

••Today" program, and her film which shows the chimpanzees gradual

habituation to her and follows their general social behavior, nest-making

feeding, locomotion, and development, has been shown on national

television.

TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS-30
MINUTES of complete

news and information.

7:30 p.m. VIEWPOINT-
Tonight's guests will be

Travis Gamble and other

members of the Peace

Corps who are on campus

this week to recruit people.

8:00 p.m. UJAMA DRUM-
Black programming with

jazz, soul, and poetry plus

black news and com-

mentary from Black Mass
Communications and a

black audio network.

11:00 p.m. NEWS-another 30

minutes.

11:30 p.m. ERIC BENJAMIN
SHOW -Eric plays
progressive music 'til 3.

UM Fine Arts Council

presents

THE MANHATTAN
PROJECT

in

Alice In

Wonderland
Directed by

Andre Gregory

MDC Classifieds Pay

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle

By SYDNEY OMARR*

if you want a passionate response, pick on

Scorpio H you desire a romantic solution,

ask LEO If you are seeking a pioneering

concept, consult Aries II you want to learn

a secret, arrange a clandestine meeting

wah Pisces. It it's gossip you seek, hurry

over lo Gemini It higher education is your

goal, Sagittarius should figure prominently.

jf you want to talk about money, Taurus

will relish the assignment If seeking an

astrology buff, look no father than the

nearest Aguarian.

ARIES (Marcr. 21 April 19): Genuine

bargain is available. Key is lo recognize

what you want when you see it. Family

member will cooperate Throw off false

pride. Slate needs. Your requests probably

will be granted.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Cycle

continues high, lake initiative Sense of

perception is heightened. You see beyond

surface indications You know what will

occur before it happens. Follow through be

< ontident, positive.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Past

responsibililies catch up You are called

upon lo fulfill obligation Do so. Trying to

skip essentials would be an error. Realize

this and respond accordingly. Capricorn is

involved.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Friendship is

lesied. You could be embarrassed by riches

in Ihis area Means one you care for uses

influence to aid Be as good a guest as you

would be a host. Not easy but now it's

necessary.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): New start, added

independence, possible promotion all

strongly indicated. Stress fulfillment of

ambitions. Set sights on goal Don't sell

yourself short. Bo independent, original

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22) Money con

nected with travel, education comes under

consideration. Value judgments are ac

tented You are called upon lo make

decision m education, publishing areas.

Hred inner voice.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) Light touch can

overcome embarrassing financ.al

situation. Bring forth sense of humor when

lalk.ng money with male, partner Sagit

larius individual figures prominently. Key

now is lo be flexible

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): Details may

appear lo multiply. Take one step at a time.

Build on solid base. Get aid from Aquarius

person Tear down with idea of rebuilding.

Be aware of alternatives. Legal mailers

high on agenda.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21) Be

sensible about money matters. Applies

especially m dealing with one born under

Libra Those who share your interests will

he ol aid. Get going on basic chores Views

are vindicated.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Many

notice another side of your nature. It is a

pari of you often kept hidden. II Is soft,

pl.ant you make Iriends and influence

people Romance tt featured. Love is given,

received
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Situation

close lo home requires careful handling

Tendency is to see Ihrough rose colored

glasses Key is to be sensitive, but prac

lical Real estate transaction could be on

agenda
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Money and

relatives do not mix now not well. Put oft

linancial discussions Avoid senseless

nrguments. Be on move, but don't scatter

torces. Finish what you start Develop

ideas Stress versatility.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have ability to laugh at your own foibles

Your intellectual curiosity is one of your

more ingratiating qualities You have been

ihrough a period of change; you now have

desire lo settle, to find your place and to

create your own design tor living Much of

what you want will come to pass in up

coming months.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp

ACROSS

1 Clothed

5 Suspend
9 Rodent
12 River in

France

13 Later

14 Girl's name
15 Longs for

17 Symbol for

tantalum

18 Golf mound
19 Greek letter

21 Gyrate

23 Laborious
workers

27 Teutonic deity

28 Enticed

29 Cravat

31 Decline

34 Near
35 Place

37 Lift with lever

39 Symbol for

ruthenium

40 Recent

42 Female deer

44 Norse gods

46 Preposition

48 More
horrifying

50 Calumniate

53 Christmas carol

54 Eye (poetic)

55 Conjunction

57 Figures of

speech
61 Mountain

pass

62 Isinglass

64 Carry on

65 Number

66 Periods of time

67 Pack away

7 Negative

8 Eat away
9 Retreat

10 Declare

11 Unit of

Chinese
currency

16 Bowed
20 Skill

22 Pronoun
23 Scheme
24 Musical

instrument

25 Conjunction

26 Drink slowly

30 Rubber on
pencil

32 Kind of

cheese

33 Rough
pronunciation

36 Outfit

38 Becomes

Answer to Yesterday' s Puzzle
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41 Sway 52 Crippled

43 Sea eagle 56 Title of

45 Spanish for respect

"yes" 58 Stroke

47 Compass point 59 The self

49 Specks 60 Stitch

Sfscotoredwith 50 Crazy (slang) 63 Symbol for

age 51 Metal

DOWN

Timid

Falsehood

Man's name
Mocks
Hurry

Indefinite

article
"istr. by United Feature Syndicate, lnc

I GET CLAU5TR0PH0&IA JI/5T

6EIN6 IN CERTAIN CITIES...

B. C.

WHAT KIND OF 6>TUPlP

BOOK & THI*> ?

^N

by Johnny hart

THE W&ZO <&*&<=>&> HIS

B&^T FRIEND, *AAK&<9 <?FF

WITH THE PA^TiP^'S WIPE,

THEN &£T<5 £(J/v\PED Or^,

ALL C?N THE PlPST PA^E

Mon. - Wed.,

Nov. 8-10

8 p.m.

\OUkB PARM fct^HT; JIM/

Mt9g*?DY LIKES A <E*Sc?UNDKELi

Grinnell Arena

Tickets: 125 Herter

Hall. Tel. 545-0202

$1.50 UM Undergrads
$2.50 Other F ull-time

Students
$3.00 UM Faculty/Staff

$3.50 General Public

Commentary..,

Are
A Season Of Surprises

Boosts Harrier's Image
By DAVIDGREEN

"Swish-Boston"
Ladies and gents the Boston Celtics are back. Surely not in the

powerhouse of Cousy, Sharman, Russell, Heinsohn and Ramsey,

but in a whirlwind oi young upstarts and seasoned veterans.

By defeating the world champion Milwaukee Bucks last Friday

the Celtics have shown the basketball world they are not only an

exciting group of athletes but also a team that should be treated

with the utmost respect by the proven National Basketball

Association leaders. The Celtics (6-2) have shown they can win

without all-pro John Havlicek. They have won convincingly without

all-star Jo Jo White and what's more, the Celts have won when

playing poorly; a characteristic of all sports champions.

Hustling center Dave Cowens (6'8"> has proven he can play the

pivot despite his lack of real height. Third year man Steve Kuberski

appears to have the confidence he has needed to become a

legitimate NBA. starter. His crashing of both the offensive and

defensive boards bring Boston Garden fans roaring to their feet,

while his aggressiveplay puts opponents through the floor.

Guards Jo Jo White and Don Chaney bring on memories of the

Jones boys. A soft jumper by Jo Jo demands that you look twice at

his jersey to make sure he's not number 24 (Sam Jones) Chaney s

ballhawking on defense shows the maturity of a young K. C. Jones.

Pillars of the club are old champs John Havlicek, Tom Sanders

and Don Nelson. The three men have 29 years pro experience

between them. Watching them play reminds fans of the great days

when Bill Russell would start the fast break off the boards for an

easy layup downcourt.

Havlicek scored his 15,000th point against the Bucks last week.

"Hondo" is priceless. Look for his number to be retired -but not too

°Nelson and Sanders step onto the court to give the youngsters a

breather. They are the steadying force of the bunch of firey winners

that surround them.

Yet as the team matures so does the coach. Tom Heinsohn, now

in his third vear at the helm, is now making the right substitutions

at the right* times His strategy is more consistent than the gam-

bling tactics of his two previous years. It may be because his

players can do more with their natural ability but it must be

pointed out Heinsohn has come a long way as well.

It wont be a championship year for the Boston Celtics. The

Milwaukee Bucks do dominate the NBA. But theNew York Knicks

are worried as they hear those voung footsteps coming on stronger

and louder. Hod Auerbach is lighting victory ^̂ S2^Smm

DeFlavio Heads Weekly

Conference All Stars
New Hampshire halfback Dennis

Coady. UMass tackle Bill DeFlavio

and Holy Cross cornerback Mike

Guildoile have been chosen as the

top offensive, defensive and

sophomore players in the Yankee

Conference for their performances

Delicious

Pizza, Grinders,

Spaghetti,

B.Q. Chicken,

A 1 Roast Beef

come in-

Trv and Compare

CAMPUS
PIZZA

206 Russell Street

Hadlev.Mass.
Telephone 586-3880

STORE HOURS
Sunday -Thursday

11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

Friday - Saturday
lla.m.-2a.m.

next to Walter's
ofHadley, Route 9

last Saturday.

Coady, a 5'7 165-lb. sophomore,

carried 20 times for 101 yards,

including TD runs of 13 and 7

yards, returned a punt 51 yards

"and caught a 9 yard pass to pace

UNH to 26-0 win at Rhode Island

that put the Wildcats in first place

in the Conference with a 3-1 league

record.

DeFlavio, a 5'9 220-lb. senior,

tackled Vermont quarterbacks 6

times for 39 yards in losses to spark

UMass to a* 24-15 Conference win.

DeFlavio. who was triple-teamed

most of the day, was hailed by

Catamount Coach Joe Scannella as

•the best defensive player we've

seen this year." UMass held

Vermont to minus 58 yards

rushing.

Guilfoile. a 5'10 155-lb.

sophomore, had played only 5

minutes before Saturday. He in-

tercepted 2 passes, returning one

for a 38 yard TD to put HC ahead

and stopping a fourth-quarter

drive with the other, made 6

tackles and broke up 2 passes as

HC tipped Northeastern 17-7.

NOTE TO MEDIA: Although

new Yankee Conference members
Holy Cross and Boston U. do not

plav enough league games to

qualify for the Conference

championship their players will be

listed in the weekly award winners

and statistical rankings.

ByJAMSAIIMADJIAN
This has been a season full of

surprises for the UMass Cross-

country Team, now Yankee
Conference Champs. They've

come a long way from what was
expected of them at the beginning

of the season. With the loss of the

five top runners from last year and

only two top veteran runners

returning, speedy sophomore Doug
O'Connell and junior Rick Barry,

the future didn't look too bright and

promising.
Coach Ken O'Brien first thought

this would be a season of building

and development due to the

inexperience of the team.

However, internal competition and

momentum roll have both highly

contributed to the harrier's suc-

cess.

The loss of the top five had an

extremely positive effect on the

remaining members of the team.

With relatively the same ability,

they strove to fill those empty key

positions and to keep them. No one

is secure in his position and the

ladder is, constantly changing.

Competition is keen; spirit and

enthusiasm are high.

There have been many unex-

pected Redman surprises on the

team that Coach O'Brien hadn't

fully anticipated. First there is

senior Tom Dederian. the

"bearded Armenian ". who did a

fantastic job in Saturday's Yankee
Conference meet placing second.

He missed the fall semester last

vear but is making up for it now.

Sophomore Paul Segersten and

junior Chris Chambers, both away
from running for the past three

vears. have certainly gotten back

into full condition showing
powerful ability. Junior Pete Crisci

who ran in his freshman year, but

not while a sophomore, has

developed into an extremely strong

runner, the surprise of the season

for UMass cross-country.

Then, of course, there are two

runners, who though only fresh-

men, have certainly proven their

valuable worth to the varsity team.

Bill Gillan, cross-country sensation

in Holliston High, has made the

incredible jump from high school

two mile cross-country up to the

college varsity five mile level with

unbelievable ease. In Saturday's

Yankee Conference meet, he

placed fourth and has continued all

season to be one of the top runners

on the team.
Randy Thomas, from nearby

Fitchbiirg, has also shown
measurable progress and strength

though only a freshman on the

varsity team.
These surprise additions to the

team have combined with the

powerful efforts of veteran run

ners. O'Connell has constantly

been on top all season showing his

exceptional ability, while Barry

has shown consistent strength

throughout the season.

Mike McCusker, Don Dunsky,

Roger Nasatka, and Bob Sullivan,

all powerful runners, have been in

the top seven nearly half the time

and could easily advance straight

to the top.

With so many good runners

Coach O'Brien is in a situation that

most coaches dream of. He says

that the team is an actual

powerhouse, one of the strongest

he's ever had.

The team is proud of their new
cross-country course with the

Orchard edition. Though ex-

tremely difficult, it builds en-

durance and confidence.

O'Brien feels that two factors

have greatly contributed to the

harrier's continued success. The

first, is the great natural en-

vironment of Western

Massachusetts which forms ideal

conditions for cross-country

running, tree- shaded roads and

open grassy fields providing an

infinite variety of paths. Second, is

the tradition that the older veteran

team members pass on to the

younger ones. They set good

examples of hard work and. en-

joyment of the sport, influencing

the young to follow the same. They

teach well says the coach.

Coach O'Brien is extremely
pleased and happy with the

harrier's success and is con-

fidently looking forward to the

upcoming meets. Today is the last

home meet of the season against

Central Connecticut and Coast

Guard starting at 3:30 PM on the

Wope fields. It is bound to be a

thriller. Coming up Monday is the

New England Cross-Country meet

at Franklin Park.

Sports Feedback . .

.

Hughes Did Not Die

To Prove A Point
Bv STEVE GERSHMAN

Since* the tragic death of Chuck

Hughes of the Detroit Lions, I

waited for the football moralists to

come out and wrap football. Well, I

had to wait longer than I expected,

but it finally happened last Friday

in one of the Boston papers.

The writer came out and blasted

football's violence and rocked its

whole foundation. He sounded like

a Sunday preacher spitting fire at

mortal sinners. It gauls me to hear

these opportunistic writers who

wait for a coincidental accident

like this to vent out all their hatred

on the game. The best line on any

of these stories is that the writer

felt this way all along. Well, if he

did, then he did a good job of hiding

it.

Let's get one thing straight;

Chuck Hughes died of a heart at-

tack from a heart that was likened to

that of an old man. He probably

would have died soon whether he

played ball or not. It was just an

unfortunate stroke of luck that it

had to happen on the field in front

of so many.

If Chuck Hughes was an ordinary

man. nobody would have said

anything, but because he was a

football player, then the moralists

are screaming murder at the

game. When a football player puts

on a uniform, he realizes the risks

involved.

I just hope no other opportunists

take this tragedy and use it foi

ammunition for their fight againsi

football. Chuck Hughes did not du

trying to prove a point and s(

nobody else should put words inU

this tragedy.
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FRANCONIACOLLEGE
FRANCONIA, N.H. 03580

Become the
architect of

your own
education.

Conceive it,

describe it,

construct it,

U- and then

achieve it.

Franconia is seeking qualified

transfer students for Spring

(Feb. 15) and Fall 1972 ad-

mission. Students who are

ready to play an active role in

planning their education are

invited to apply.

For application, catalog or

interview appointment con-

tact Admissions, Box R.S.

PARIS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELGRADEGENEVA BUCHARES
_ _ _ _ VI
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FLY SUPERCHEAP

Nassau $149

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

DEC 14-20 $149 includes round trip jet from

Boston, all taxes & trips & 4 nights ac-

commodations at the Montagu Beach Hotel*

Nassau $179

Ski Europe $325

15 days/ 14 nights at Innsbruck, Kitibuhel &

St. Anton. Departures from JFK & Logan

begin 12/18/71 and continue through 3/31/72.

Includes air fare, meals, double occupancy

hotel & all taxes.

Dec. 20-27 or Dec. 27-Jan 3. $179 includes

round trip jet from Boston, all taxes & tips &

accommodations at the Montagu Beach Hotel,

Flagler Inn or Pilot House Hotel*

London $187

2
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Youth Fare

Tekoa Insurance Agency

Guaranteed Round Trip reservations at no

additional charge.

160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Pay with

MASTERCHARGE

Dec. 17 Jan. 2 $187 includes round trip jet air

fare from Boston* Dec.

American Student Travel

27 Massachusetts Ave., Boston 0211$

For further information call Steve German
253-3359
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Booters Seek Rebound Vs. Chiefs
By STEVE FERBER

About the toughest way for

UMass to rebound from their latest

three game skein would be to

travel to Springfield, and face the

Chiefs on their home astroturf.

Which is exactly what UMass will

be doing, as the 5-2-2, sixth ranked

Redmen, face the seventh New
England ranked Chiefs, who own a

7-3-0 record.

Springfield, like the Redmen.
had hopes of post-season play

throughout this '71 schedule, but

neither team has lived up to their

pre-season expectations. The

burns on their legs from this played on astroturf. That was at major factor in this afternoon's

surface, and a team that is B.U.. at Nickerson Field in their

unaccustomed to this playing second game of the season, and

surface is at a distinct disad- that game saw B.U., a big un-

vantage. derdog, play UMass to a 0-0 tie;

Once before have the Redmen thus astroturf is likely to be the

Springfield, with a 6-0-0 slate on

their turf, has had their problems

away from home and consecutive

losses to Wesleyan and Yale, by 3-2

lailu, UtoUrnian

SPORTS
earliest ratings to come out this

fall placed Springfield and UMass
third and fourth in New England

behind Harvard and Brown. Well

Harvard and Brown are still ahead

of them, but so are Wesleyan and

Tufts and Williams.

But as disappointing as the

Chiefs have been, they have been

unbeatable at home And the

reason is simple: astroturf

Astroturf, a surface that makes the

game a quick one. The ball skips

along on astroturf. and seemingly

rolls forever, instead of slowing

down due to the friction that is

found on the regular good old grass

fields. Players get cramps and

t.X -~ -* c

FEATI UKn K-Redman hooter Undo Alves skirts the Vermont defense in Saturdays loss to the Cats.

The Redmen leek a return to the win column today at Springfield. I MDC photo by Bob Medeiros

)

and 1-0 scores respectively

dropped Springfield down in the

ratings and out of post-season

consideration.

Among their wins have been

Brown, Dartmouth and UConn, the

latter being the only common
opponent of both the Redmen and

the Chiefs. UConn fell to the Chiefs

1-0, while the Redmen handily did

away with the Huskies, some four

weeks ago 4-0. But Springfield's

win against Brown will be enough

to tell UMass that there will be no

picnic at Springfield today. While

the Bruins travelled to Springfield,

they found themselves against a

Springfield squad that had lost just

one game all season, and that by an

upset to Southern Connecticut.

Brown, at the time, was un-

defeated, but lost to Springfield 3-2,

and finally the effect of the

astroturf was finally making its

mark.
But the Brown win was the only

real high point for the Chiefs

season, as they too had disap-

pointing losses against underdogs.

Thus today's game should see a

strong battle, among two teams

who still might be among the top

five in New England on ability, but

who suffered defeats, despite

outplaying their opponents.

In Yankee Conference standing,

Vermont is on top. and when the

Redmen travel to New Hampshire,

for their season finale on Saturday,

they will be playing to tie Vermont
for the title URI also has a shot at

a tie. as they host UConn on

November 13th, and if they win at

Kingston, thev too will hold a share

of the YanCon title at 4-1-0

Today's game comes down to a

big status game, as both teams

boast excellent quality teams, with

lots of skill on both sides. The game
is especially important for the

Redmen who must get back to their

winning ways before facing the

New Hampshire Wildcats in their

bid to share the YanCon title.

l» » » » •
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Champion Harriers Host Tri-Meet In N.E. Tune Up
By JAY NESTOR

It's through the Orchard again for the UMass cross-

country team tomorrow, as they tangle in tri-meet

action with Central Connecticut State and the Coast

Guard Academy scheduled to start at 3:30.

Neither teamseems to be as strong as the Yankee

Conference Champions, but they boast some fine

individuals who will put the Redman harriers to the

test on their gruelling home course.

Bill Lees and Steve Ellis are a fine one-two com-

bination for CCSC, and Coast Gurard possesses a

steady harrier by the name of Ed Bohlayar. After

these men the depth is questionable with Coast Guard

having a fifty- two second five-man split to the eighty

second five-man split of CCSC.

Some of the most exciting aspects of the meet will

take place within the UMass team itself. This is a fine

chance for those who did not go to the Yankee Con-

ference to make the New England team.

Mike McCusker and Don Dunsky will be looking for

a good race which could give them the edge for the

New England Meet. Team competition is keen in this

Redman squad of such depth.

Many of the Yankee Conference veterans have been

training through this meet in an effort to be in the best

of shape, mentally and physically, for the New
Englands this Monday. Apprehension centered on this

meet is growing.

The cross-country now holds an eight win, three loss

record. The losses were sustained in the first two tri-

meets to Northeastern, Providence, and Harvard.

Harvard does not compete in the New England

Championships as they run the Heptagonals. The only

other major New England power is Dartmouth who
suffered a one point loss to Northeastern recently.

If the team goes through this tri-meet in good

spirits, and everyone performs according to what he

thinks is acceptable, the stage will be set for the New
Knglands.
UMass would have to be considered a dark horse,

and if they pull it out, it will be a surprise to everyone-

except the Redman harriers. They are confident in

their ability to run as a team, and this could be a big

factor.

This team has come a long way, and a good finish in

the New Englands would climax a fine season.

Tomorrow's tri-meet will be the last tuning up for the

New Englands. At any rate those at the Orchard

tomorrow will see the Yankee Conference Champions

do what they do best.

Dobson Hurls International No-Hitter
TOYAMA, Japan (AP) — Pat

Dobson made international

baseball history Tuesday as he

hurled the first no-hit, no-run game
of his career and gave the

Baltimore Orioles a 2-0 victory

over Japan's champion Tokyo
Yomiuri Giants.

Tetsuharu Kawakami, one of the

greatest batters Japanese baseball

ever produced and now manager of

the champion Giants, praised

Dobson s performance and said,

"he will go down in U.S.-Japan

baseball history as the greatest

hurler of all-time.''

Baltimore's manager Earl

Weaver said, "It was the best job

Pat did this year."

Dobson, one of Baltimore's four

20-game winners the past season,

outshone first baseman Boog
Powell who smashed a two-run

homer in the fourth inning, ac-

counting for the Orioles' only

tallies.

The Orioles, now in Japan as

guests of the Giants for a 17-game

barnstorming tour, are the 14th

U.S. major league baseball team to

visit Japan since 1931. and Dobson
was the first American to pitch a

'Meet The Redmen' Tonight
UMass basketball will be presented in a "Meet the Redmen Night''

tonight at 7 at Curry Hicks Cage. It will be open to all students. Sponsored

by the Courtmen. the affair will be an inter-squad scrimmage featuring

the UMass varsity basketball team and its head coach Jack Leaman. A

player introduction of all varsity members will precede the scrimmage.

no-hitter.

After the game, the excited

Dobson said this was the first no-

hit, no-run game in his 11 -year

professional baseball career.

Completing the nine innings in

115 pitches, he forced nine men to

ground out to infielders. five to fly

out to infielders and six to fly out to

outfielders while striking out seven

and issuing three walks.

The Orioles scored their only

runs in the top Of the fourth when
Merv Retternmund singled and

scored ahead of Powell, who
smashed his second home run in

Japan off Yomiuri's ace, Tsuneo
Horiuchi.

Horiuchi, 23, who had a 14-8 won-

lost record the past season, yielded

six hits in going the distance. The
loss was his second to the Orioles,

while Dobson chalked up hi&

second victory.
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66..74..IILT. HUT-Tom Derderian (66) and Doug OConnell (74)

storm by an adversary in Saturday's Yankee Conference meet.

Today these two wind up their home season in a tri-meet with Coast

Guard and Central Conn. < MDC photo by Rich Tashjian)

Intramurals
BASKETBALL

COURT
1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

TIME
6. 15

7. IS

15

TEAMS
Hicks vs Hickory

Hi lo's vs Maroons
Trojans vs Grants

Bulldoqsvs Browns
VVV vs Calherwood

BX vs Hasbcens
Nasp vs Bodies

Dirly N vs. Kaicks
MAE vs Aq Food
Moes vs Sharks

Lansersvs Players

Zubs vs Dram
Slunc vs WOGAF

Munchkinsvs Condours
Ghetto vs Reprobates

Notices
CREW There will be an im-

portant meeting today for all

upperclassmen. The meeting
will be on the Head results,

Hadley Henley plans and the

winter program. Attendance is

required Room 211 Boyden at

5:30 p.m.
BASKETBALL-AM Stock-

bridge basketball candidates
will meet tomorrow in the

Boyden lobby at 7 p.m.

New England's (H|* tUnUttfOBtltB

Largest

College Daily
^J A Fill AND tfSFONSIBLE ^^ MESS

Weather:

Saturday may be the

end
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Remember when all you used to worry about was how to make your game work right? Long time ago wasn't it? Hang in, everything gets better. (MDC

photo

)
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NSA Delegation Funds Upheld

Bv HUGH OWEN
Heated debate filled the Student

Senate meeting last night when
President Lee Sandwen moved to

go into Special Business to vote to

cut off the funds for a UMass
student delegation to the National

Student Association.

Sandwen argued that the NSA
conference was a waste of time and

student money, especially when
the money could go to much
worthier causes. He also cited that

the students were only going on a

"junket" and not really obtaining

any worthwhile information at the

conference.

Debate then flared over whether

the NSA conference was really

necessary and whether the money

should be appropriated to send

On The Inside

:

Amchitka Goes
See page five

SUG Board
See page two

Dick Gregory On Campus
See page three

New Draft Info
See page seven

delegates to the conference.

Opinion flashed back and forth

across the room over the issue. The
final result being that the Senate

voted to fund the delegation going

to the conference.

Then the Senate moved on to

New Business. A bill was in-

troduced that would establish an

Ad-Hoc committee to investigate

the feasibility of building and
maintaining a low income apart-

ment complex primarily for

married students. The bill was
passed in short order.

Mick Apostola presented a bill

that would honor Dr. Oswald Tippo

by recommending that the new
twenty-eight story extension of the

library be named the "Oswald
Tippo Library." The question was
brought up as to whether a building

in the University could be named
after a living person. It was
resolved that it was possible and
the Senate passed the bill.

In other business the Senate

moved to appropriate additional

funds to purchase a new University

bus to be ready for use next spring

The Senate also passed a bill that

would recommend to the Chan-

cellor that all non-academic un-

dergraduate student fees must be

fully discussed by the Rents and
Fees committee of the Student

Senate before any final action is

taken effecting the fees, and that

no undergraduate fees may be

levied without the consent of the

Rents and Fees Committee and/or

the Student Senate.

Student Senate President Lee
Sandwen announced that more
than twenty members of the

University's undergraduate
Student Senate will be making
personal commitments this

Saturday (November 6) to protest

the continuation of the War in

Vietnam.
Most pledged to be in Boston on

that day to rally along with

students from throughout New
England on the Common. Eleven,

including Sandwen, will be fasting

from 7 p.m. Wednesday until 7 p.m.

Saturday to make clear their

commitment to the purposes of

the Boston rally.

Then the Senate once again

engaged in fierce debate. Being
argued was a bill that would allow

Senators serving as Judicial Ad-

vocates and serving on the

Women's Committee to fulfill the

Senate requirement of serving on

one Senate committee. The
question had not yet been resolved

at the time of the ( ollegian

deadline. •
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The Running Of Campus Center
\U ROBERT MEDEIR06

Who runs the Campus Center?

It is necessary to understand the ad-

ministration, the Student Union Governing

(SUG) Board, the management in the

Campus Center and probably the student

body to answer this question.

In other words, to get a clear picture of

what's going on in the Campus Center, be

prepared to be at Whitmore. the Sug Board

office and the management offices in the

Campus Center at the same time.

The issues concerning the Campus Center

have long been hidden behind miscon-

ceptions. The issues have also been further

distorted because of the personalities in-

volved in the various and far reaching issues

which will eventually affect the individual

student.

The major issue concerning the Campus
Center is the fact that the students feel that

they own the Campus Center. Therefore the

students feel that they should have complete

control of all Campus Center operations.

The average students feels that if he is to

carry the financial burden of the Campus
Center then he should have final and

complete say in all matters concerning the

operation of the Campus Center.

The Campus Center is divided up into a

number of organizations that are supervised

by professional management. Each of

these organizations is suppose to pay their

operating costs. All of the organizations with

the exception of food services is able to pay

lor their own operating costs. The profits

that are made from such services as the

Hotel, the Bookstore and the Campus Center

Restaurant go back into the running costs of

the building.

The University provides the Campus
Center with the utilities such as water and

heat. There is also a Management Services

Agreement which provides the Center with

services such as repair work from the

Physical Plant. It is up to the student to pay

one-fourth of the operating costs which is

approximately $300,000.

It is also the student that must cover the

building costs. The Campus Center cost the

students $20 million to build, but security

payments and interest charges will

probably bring the actual cost to over $30

million. The student covers the operating

and building costs in the $60 that he pays in a

Campus Center tax.

Another aspect of the Campus Center is

that the student is paying much of the

money that keeps the Campus Center ser-

vices "in the black". The student does this

by paying for services with prices far from
competitive. The student is the major

revenue producing area as far as the

Campus Center is concerned. So each year

the students will pour millions of dollars info

the Campus Center.

It was only last spring that a committee

was formed to study reorganization of the

Campus Center This study was made as

part of a larger study that was to include the

u hole eampus. The committee was made up

of faculty members, students and
representatives from the Administration.

There were no members from the Sug Board

on the committee to study reorganization of

the Campus Center.

The study for the reorganization of the

Campus Center was presented to the Sug

Board after its completion. The Sug Board

quickly rejected the plan.

Bob Nims, President of the Sug Board,

said, "We did not reject the plan because we
didn't like it, but because we felt we needed

more time to study it."

A major issue has been the question of

how much input there should be in the

formulation of policy in the Campus Center

by Whitmore.
Dr. William F. Field, Dean of Students,

said that he doesn't think that the Sug Board
should have final say in policy matters

concerning the Campus Center. He said that

the Campus Center doesn't belong to

anyone.

The University is a total institution of

which the Campus Center belongs," said

Field. "The Campus Center is in-

terdependent. You have to look at the whole

University in order to understand the

workings of the Campus Center."

Field said that a building such as the

Campus Center was needed by the

University community. He said that it was
decided by the Board of Trustees that

student money should be used to build and

operate the building. This was done with the

idea that state money would be used to build

and operate the new library and fine arts

center.

Field said that all parties should have a

say in the decisions of the Campus Center.

Nims agrees that Whitmore, too, should

have a role to play in the Campus Center,

along with the Sug Board.

Emory Hounds, who was on the Sug Board

for two years before resigning this year,

said that the Campus Center should be sold

to a private concern. He said that one of the

problems in the Campus Center has been

that people on the payroll know that they are

going to get paid whether or not their par-

ticular service shows a profit or not.

Hounds said that when you have to make
money you have to please people. He said

that what is needed is a fresh drive to make
money for the Campus Center to improve

services and possibly lower prices.

Commenting on the Sug Board, Rounds
said that the trouble with having students on

the Board is that they usually don't have the

time or concern to get involved in the

management of the Campus Center. He said

that in order to know what's really hap-

pening in the Campus Center it would be

necessary to work with management on an

eight hour day.

Indian-Pakistan Border

Conflict Heating Up
NEW DELHI, India (AP) — The

government charged Wednesday
that four Pakistani warplanes
intruded into India's air space, but

were driven off by Indian jets. It

also said Pakistani forces carried

out hostile actions along the bor-

ders.

At the same time. United News
of India reported that 25 Pakistani

soldiers were killed in battles with

Indian forces in two eastern
villages during the day. It iden-

tified the villages as Gede and
Sikarpur.

The agency added that Indian

border forces fired on a Pakistani

helicopter flying over Indian
territory in the same area on

Wednesday.
The government spokesman

gave no details of the air action and
it was not clear whether the jets of

either side used their armament.
He said the Pakistani planes, in

flights of two, flew over Indian

territory Tuesday afternoon in the

Punjab sector. It marked the first

time the government has reported

violations over Punjab.

All previous air intrusions were
reported to have occurred over the

northernmost Indian state of Kash-
mir
"Our air force took immediate

action to drive the planes away,"
the spokesman said.

The government also charged

the Pakistanis with three cease-

fire violations on Sunday aid
Monday along the Kashmir border.

These were reported to U.N.

observers in the area, the

spokesman said.

He also reported a number of

incidents along India's western
border, including the derailing of a

passenger train by a mine in West
Bengal state Monday. The incident

injured 26 persons, the spokesman
said.

The same day, a bomb exploded

in a movie theater in a small West
Bengal town, killing four persons

and wounding 46, several of them
critically, the spokesman said.

Six Pakistani saboteurs, he said,

surrendered to Indian forces on

Saturday along the West Bengal
border. The agents were carrying

mines, hand grenades and a

wirecutter.

Although the Indian government
has attributed hundreds of cease-

fire violations to Pakistani forces

along the eastern and western
borders, the spokesman em-
phasized "our army has strict

orders not to cross the border" in

retaliatorv action

One of two recently broken windows in the new library. They will cost $550 each to replace. There has

been a history of vandalism accompanying the building of the library, from the stealing of bulbs to

slogans painted on the inside walls. ' Mix photo)

Effects Of Corporate Guidelines Nil
NEW YORK (AP) The

government's new guideline
limiting corporate dividend in-

creases to 4 per cent in 1972 ap

f""T

pears to have had little immediate

impact in financial circles.

Brokers and economists said

Wednesday that putting a clamp on

dividend boosts failed to arouse

much reaction because

Dividends have become
secondary to capital gains as the

goal ol investors in stocks

Vs a result of the economic
slowdown in 1970 and 1971

relatively few corporations are m a

position to consider raising

dividends now.

The Committee on Interest Kates

and Dividends said Tuesday that

after Jan, l dividend increases

should be held to 4 per cent of the

base rate paid in fiscal 1969. 1970 or

1971. This raised the curtain on

Phase 2 of President Nixon's

economic program. Further
clampdowns on wages and prices

after the initial 90-day freeze ex-

pires Nov. 13 have yet to be

disclosed.

"Only a few stocks sell on a yield

dividend basis," said Newton D.

Zmder^malysWorthebrokeriu^

firm of E. F Hutton & Co., in

commenting on the guideline
"Most sell on the basis of ear
nings

"

Robert .Johnson. research
director lor another brokerage
house. Paine. Webber, .lackson &
Curtis, agreed saying. "Not many
people are investing in stocks for

income these days, but instead are
seeking capital gains."

Used
Refrigerators

Clean, Working
& delivered

lOcu.ft.

$35.00 - delivered

Mon
Call 549-3930

-Thurs. 6:30-12:00

BLOOM1NGTON, Minn., Nov. 2--FALI. CHOKE -Feel sorry for yourself when you think about

washing'your windows? Consider the magnitude of the task facing these window washers as Control

Data's building in the Minneapolis suburb of Rloomington. There are 6,700 windows in the new struc-

tures.

L
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Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second tloor of the Student Union on

the University campus, zip code 01002 Phones art 545 2550 (news), 5450344

(sports), and 549 13)1 (editor).

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the daily COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during
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Gregory Put's In Surprise Appearance
Humorist Dick Gregory spoke

to an overflow audience in the

Student Union Ballroom
yesterday morning as part of the

School of Education's Center for

Innovation presentation on in-

stitutionalized racism.

.

"The U.S. is the number one

racist country in the world,"

Gregory said. He explained that

racism is built into the in-

stitutions of the country.

No woman can be elected

President of the U.S., according

to Gregory, because children are

taught in the schools that a man
has always been President. They
are unaccustomed to the idea

i!

H

I
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Dick Gregory speaking at his impromptu speech

yesterday in the Student Union Ballroom.

that a woman can do the job,

therefore they refuse to accept

it, Gregory said. He compared
discriminatory attitude toward

females to the racist attitude

toward Blacks in the U.S.

Institutional racism manifests

itself at UMass and other

colleges because everything is

slanted to a white racist system,

according to Gregory. Some of

this is conscious, and some of it

unconcious, he explained, but no

matter what it is, the whole

institution-system will have to

be changed to deal with human
beings in general and not just

whites.

"When you understand the

institution, you understand how
to deal with it," Gregory said.

He stressed that understanding

racism is a "big job", and that it

is most important to recognize

that the racism exists.

Gregory pointed out several

fallacies that are generally

believed to be true about the

Negro birth and mortality rates.

He also noted the ironies of

teaching white subjects to Black

children, who are always inun-

dated with white ideology. Black

studies is important because a

man who doesn't understand

himself is no good, he said.

Gregory said it is very im-

portant to participate in the

peace march scheduled for

November 6th. He added
however that an untapped army
for peace exists among the

people at home who don't want

to go out and march. He
suggested that a turkey or

Christmas boycott be organized

for these people "in the secret of

their houses" and see if an end to

Bishops Uphold Marriage Ban
VATICAN CITY (AP) — The

World Synod of Bishops has

overwhelmingly upheld the ban

against marriage by Latin-rite

priests and forbidden them to hold

political office without permission

from their bishops.

One Roman Catholic priest holds

major political office in U.S.

government-Rep. Robert F.

Drinan, a Massachusetts

Democrat and a Jesuit.

Father Drinan was elected to

Congress last year. During the

campaign Father Drinan. on leave

of absence as dean of the law

school at Boston College, said. "I

asked and received permission

from my Jesuit superiors just the

way I would if I wanted to change

assignments."
The section banning priests from

holding political office or assuming

leadership roles for political

factions -except in rare cases with

their bishops' approval -was ap-

proved 149 to 1. with 5 abstentions

and 47 qualified approvals.

It said all priests should keep "a

certain distance from political

activities." adding that the specific

priestly mission must pervade

priests' lives and take priority over

all else.

"Assuming leadership or

militantly active function must be

ruled out for every priest," the

approved propostion said, "unless

in concrete and exceptional cir-

cumstances it is required for the

good of the community and with

the consent of the bishop in con-

sultation with a council of priests,

and if need be, with the whole

episcopal conference."

The strong vote for priestly

celibacy was a blow to liberals who
maintain that lifting the ban is the

only way to attract more young

men to the priesthood. But the

synod also left room for a broad

recommendation that already-

married men be ordained, to

discourage defections.

These were the key decisions in

voting on the synod's priesthood

document. The results were an-

nounced Wednesday by the

atican.

The biennial meeting of bishops

also learned that a conservative

oriented "constitution" for the

Roman Catholic Church has been

defeated by votes mailed in by

bishops. The vote was an un-

precedented rejection by bishops

of a major Vatican document.

The chances for advising Pope

Paul VI to allow ordination of

married men appeared to have

gained strength. A proposition

meant to discourage all married

priesthood got only 95 "yes" votes-

far short of the 134 needed for

passage.

Ten voted against that

propostion, six abstained and 91

submitted "reservations" or

"modi."
The Wednesday session started

with a report by Pericle Cardinal

Felici, head of the Vatican Com-
mission to Revise Canon Law, on

rejection by bishops of the propsed

"constitution" or "fundamental

law."
The law, meant as a preamble to

a revised church law, underscored

papal authority and appeared to

make Bishops' synods take a back

seat to the Roman Curia. Critics

also said it left priests and laymen

too little voice in shaping church

reforms.
Cardinal Felici's commission

eked out a narrow victory in a mail

referendum on whether such a law

should even exist. But the proposal

as drafted was rejected 422 to 61,

with 798 approvals "with reser-

vations."

"Reservations" do not count as a

"yes" vote but usually offer some

support for a proposal along with

criticism. In some cases, however,

these written opinions may tend

toward a negative vote and may
include a wholly different sub-

stitute proposal.

Mobe Plans For Nov. 6
By .ludd Sparling

The UMass Student Mobilization

Committee met last night to

organize members to work at

various duties leading up to the

Nov. 6 End the War demonstration

in Boston.

At the meeting, led by Co-

chairperson Tom Moriarty,

members volunteered their time

manning the SMC tables selling

bus tickets to Boston for Satur-

day's demonstration.

Members volunteered to pass

out MOBE leaflets at all dining

commons, the Student Union, and
the Hatch tomorrow night.

Moriarty also requested SMC
members to volunteer as mar-

shalls for the demonstration.

TheSMC expects to need at least

two chartered buses and probably

more, to accommodate UMass
students who want to demonstrate

Saturday.
Thursday night at 8 : 30 on WMUA

, SMC members Tom Moriarty,

Mike Brillo and George Johnson

will discuss in detail their

What will you do after Graduation?

There will be a Symposium on successful job selection and interviewing

tonight Nov. 4 at 7:30 p.m. in CC, Rm. 163. Representatives from IBM, Star,

American Optical, and Aetna will discuss their Co.'s opportunities, type of

applicant they seek, and what they personally look for in an interview

situation. All are welcome.

the war can be brought about by
economic pressure.

On the topic of civil rights

bills, Gregory said he was
"tired".

The Center for Innovation

sponsored Gregory in con-

junction with the School of Ed,
which is highlighting of the

problem of racism this vear.

Dick Gregory here pictured as the many who
attended his speech yesterday saw him. (MDC
photos by Alan Chapman)

Amherst To Sign

Police Aid Pact
The Amherst Board of Selectmen yesterday voiced its intention to sign

the Lower Pioneer Valley Police Mutual Aid Agreement, but postponed

official action until the final draft of the agreement is made available.

The Board also passed action on land-taking in order to acquire East

Amherst school sites, approved the renewal of certain town notes pending

reimbursement from the state, and accepted the long-range capital

budget for study.

The selectmen also approved three license applications for a total ot

nine game machines on the first floor of the Campus Center at UMass.

Deputy Police Chief Donald Mai a presented the Lower Pioneer Valley

Police agreement to the board and made suggestions regarding

Amherst's participation in it.

The agreement calls for cooperative police efforts between the 40

communities in the Lower Pioneer Valley. Maia called it "the first for-

malized agreement between communities... the first to spell out the

communities' commitment, financially and otherwise." The police

mutual aid group would concentrate on emergencies such as natural

disasters and civil disturbances.

Maia suggested the town enter the agreement but recommended the

town not participate in the "tactical squad" program because the

training required would create a manpower shortage in Amherst. He

asked the selectmen to reserve the right to enter any future project under

the police mutual aid agreement.

The order of land-taking adopted by the selectmen includes three

parcels of land for which the town will pay $160,150.

On the request of Town Treasurer Alan Hobart, the board agreed to

renew two town notes which the town cannot pay until it is reimbursed by

the state. ,

In other business, the selectmen signed a memorandum agreeing to the

designation of Northampton as administering agent of the Emergency

Employment Act for Hampshire County.

The act provides Federal money for hiring some town personnel ac-

cording to the town's population and level of unemployment.

According to Tegley, the town is currently employing an engineering

aid under the act. He also expressed confidence that the town's ap-

plication for the funding of one patrolman position would be granted.

The application of the Cheese Gift Shop of Amherst for a package goods

store license was taken under advisement by the board. Atty. Paul Ford,

representing the shop's manager, Josepha Kwapien, indicated the license

request was for wine only.

MDC Classifieds

A
Tom Moriartv

organization's plans and activities

to end the war.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency

l

160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604
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No Off-Cape

Oil Drilling

Allowed Yet
BOSTON (AP)-State Atty. Gen.

Robert H. Quinn said Wednesday
night he has assurances from the

U.S. Interior Department that no

exploratory drilling for oil off the

New England coast until

jurisdictional disputes are settled

in the courts.

Quinn reacted to reports that the

Interior Department was
preparing to hold hearings on

leasing areas off Cape Cod and the

New Jersey-Maryland shore for

the first such drilling off the East

Coast.

Quinn said his office obtained

"explicit assurances" Wednesday

from U.S. Solicitor Gen. Erwin N.

Griswold and Under Secretary of

the Interior William T. Tecora that

"no issue of permits is con-

templated at this time."

Attorneys general from 13

Atlantic Coast states, including

Quinn, have a suit before the U.S.

Supreme Court on whether the

states or the federal government

have jurisdiction over the ocean

floor more than three miles off the

coast.

He said he would authorize no

agreement between the state and

the federal government until "the

court resolves the complex con-

stitutional issues involved."

Rehnquist May Disqualify

Self From Wire Tap Cases
. ... ... :n— i-i_ 1 .,;—,.. tUai M'lrnt Mimim>

WASHINGTON I AP)-William H. Rehnquist implied

strongly Wednesday that he would disqualify himself

from wiretap cases if he is confirmed to a seat on the

Supreme Court.

Testifying before the Senate Judiciary Committee

the nominee defended the Nixon administration's

wiretap policies. But he said surveillance should be

used only to solve or prevent crime-and not to stifle

dissent. And he said the primary purpose of the Bill of

Rights is to "put restraints on the government."

Rehnquist said that as an assistant attorney general

he acted as an adviser on wiretapping and that "if the

Justice Department position was indefensible or

personally obnoxious to me I would have resigned."

Rehnquist was reluctant at times to give his views of

wiretapping, citing an "attorney-client relationship"

with Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and with President

Nixon.

But drawn out by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass.. he made some general observations including

that he does not think government bugging, with and

without judicial warrants, is "pervasive."

The Nixon administration's policies are up for

decision in the Supreme Court, particularly Mitchell's

stand that a warrant is not required in order to

wiretap groups or individuals he concludes may pose

a security threat to the government.

Rehnquist did not say specifically that he would not

sit in such cases. But he said he thinks a justice would

be disqualified if he "personally participated in

litigation" or played the role of "advising." He |hen

described his job on wiretapping as "advisory."

Again with some reluctance Rehnquist gave the

Elections

Show
No Trends
W A8H1NGTON (API-
Democrats and Republicans

lodged counter-claims of national

success Wednesday in the outcome

of odd-year city and state elec-

tions But the real message of the

scattered balloting may have been

that, nationally, there isn't any.

The strategy that worked in

Kentucky flopped in Pennsylvania.

The hard-line, law-and-order

approach that helped Frank L.

Rizzo capture Philadelphia's City

Hall took a drubbing in Boston.

A uem p
,-, „. ,.,oo

in.egration. Rehnauist said his own son had profiled bjgges, pr- as Wendell Fore was

fro,n playing basketball and football on mtegrated ejected governor of Kentucky.

committee his general view that wiretapping "is not

an appealing type of thing and it is justified only by

exigent circumstances."

Rehnquist said he has changed his mind since 1964

when he wrote a letter to a Phoenix newspaper op-

posing a local ordinance to assure blacks equal public

accommodations.
He told Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., who raised the

question, that he found the ordinance readily accepted

by the people in Phoenix and, more important, he had

become aware of "the strong concern minorities have

for recognition of their rights."

Asked about a 1967 letter and his views on school

teams in a Virginia suburban school.

But, the nominee stressed, the Negroes who at-

tended the school live in the neighborhood. He said he

believes in the "concept of neighborhood schools" and

"has some reservations about transporting students

great distances" to accomplish desegregation.

Rehnquist's views on these points were drawn out

by Sens. Philip A. Hart, D-Mich., and Edward M.

Kennedy, D-Mass., critics of many of the policies of

the Nixon administration. Rehnquist had a role in

formulating the government's position on wiretapping

and other sensitive issues as head of the Justice

Department's office of legal counsel.

As he appeared at the confirmation hearing, he and

President Nixon's other nominee for the Supreme

Court, Lewis F. Powell Jr. were rated highly qualified

by the American Bar Association.

tn Brief...
WASHINGTON ( AP ) -Protests against the planned underground

nuclear explosion off the Alaskan coast at Amchitka Island ranged

from Anchorage across Canada on Wednesday and even echoed in

Britain's House of Lords.

A three-judge federal appeals court in Washington refused for a

second time to halt the five-megaton test set for Saturday afternoon

by the Atomic Energy Commission. Environmentalist opponents of

the blast said they would study the possibility of an appeal to the

U.S. Supreme Court.

DETROIT (AP) -Sales of new cars by U.S. automakers in October

were the best for any month in the history of the industry, as buyers

flocked to showrooms to take advantage of frozen prices.

The four major U.S. automakers sold 933,713 cars in October,

shattering the mark of 885,328 set in October 1968. Because of new

model introductions, October is traditionally the industry s

strongest sales month.

SAIGON (AP) -Secretary of Defense Melvm R. Laird met the top

U.S. officials in Saigon Wednesday night to discuss plans to send

thousands of GIs home for Christmas.

Laird said American battlefield casualties for the seven-day

period ended last Saturday were the lowest at any time since

March 1965, when U.S. forces expanded their mission from an

advisory role to include combat operations.

Although Laird declined to say how many U.S. soldiers were

killed in action during the period, informants put the toll at two.

CARLSBAD, N.M. (AP)-A 22-year-old former mental patient

climbed to the tower of a junior high school he once attended, fired

sporadically with a rifle for two hours failing to hit anyone, and

then committed suicide, police said.

Michael O'Hearn, a former student at Mid High School in

Carlsbad, walked into the building at about 10 a.m., carrying a

gunnysack with a 30-30 rifle protruding from the top and carrying a

.22 automatic.
, a L>11 . ...
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WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate passed a $2 billion military

construction bill Wednesday after some senators again underlined

the evils of excessive dollar spending overseas.

One of the controversial issues concerned the $5.8 million in-

cluded in the bill for conversion of heating plants in U.S. Army

barracks in Germany. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Prayer Vote Showdown
Comes Monday In House
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WASHINGTON (AP) -Opponents

of the school-prayer amendment
are gaining ground in the final

days before Monday's House vote,

but neither side is eager to predict

victory.

Spokesmen for both sides said

Wednesday opponents of the

amendment are picking up
strength from congressmen who
previously supported it or were

undecided.

And House Speaker Carl Albert,

D-Okla. announced his opposition

and said he thinks it will fail.

"In the past week the mail to

some offices has reversed itself

and congressmen who once sup-

ported it are joining our side,"

said Stuart Johnson, a Washington

attorney who is helping lead the

anti-amendment forces.

"There is some vacillation,"

conceded an aide to Rep. John

Buchanan, R-Ala., a supporter of

the proposal.

A two-thirds majority of "yes"

votes among those present and

voting is necessary to approve the

amendment and send it to the

Senate, where its opponents say

they are not sure it can be stopped

If all current members of the

House were present and voting, 143

nays would be required to prevent

the required two-thirds majority.

"We've got over a hundred we
can count on now," Johnson said.

"It will be decided by those who
are now undecided and the no-

shows."
Mrs. Ben Ruhlin of Cuyahoga

Falls, Ohio, and an ardent sup-

porter of the amendment, said

Wednesday she thinks passage is

certain, declaring there are only

about 88 sure opponents

She said some of those

congressmen have been fooled by

church officials who oppose the

prayer amendment and claim to be

speaking for large groups of rank

and-file churchgoers.

Jim Hamilton, executive

director of the National Council of

Churches, which is working
against the amendment, said "It's

a very tough political issue and it's

an awfully tight contest. At this

point we have made more progress

interpretting" the significance of

the amendment "than I had

thought we would. I'm cautiously

optimistic.

Hamilton and other opponents

say the amendment-which would

also have to be approved by the

Senate and three-fourths of the 50

states legislatures-say organized

prayer has no place in public

schools.

"Prayer is an intimate and
personal voluntary kind of ex-

pression of faith," Hamilton said.

"No one can define 'non-

denominational' prayer which the

amendment seeks to allow.

Both Sen. Sam J. Ervin. D-N.C,
a leading opponent of the proposal,

and Hamilton said Supreme Court

decisions of 1962 and 1963

outlawing organized and required

prayer do not prohibit a student

from saying his own prayer "so
long as he doesn't bother anyone','

Ervin said.

boosting his party's statehouse

dominance to 30 of the 50 states.

Ford campaigned against

President Nixon on economic
grounds, and said his victory was a

portent of what is to come in 1972,

the beginning of a "dump Nixon"

movement.
In general. National Chairman

Lawrence F. O'Brien said the Ford

victory in Kentucky was par-

ticularly significant as "the first

major referendum" on President

Nixon's new economic program.

Ford defeated Republican Tom
Emberton, who had the active

backing of outgoing GOP Gov.

Louie B. Nunn.
Predictably, Sen. Robert J. Dole,

the Republican national chairman,

denied that. "...Kentucky issues

were mostly local, and I can see

little significance in the outcome of

that race." he said.

Passport Requires

Loyalty Oath
WASHINGTON (AP)- Secretary

or State William P. Rogers has

ordered that every person applying

for a passport be required to take

an oath of allegiance, ending for

the time being at least a dispute

dating to the 1950s.

State Department officials

acknowledged Wednesday that

Rogers had decided on a man-

datory oath even though recent

Supreme Court decisions have

eased restrictions on passport

applications. "There didn't seem
to be any real reason why an oath

shouldn't be required," one official

said.

The secretary's action followed a

July directive by a federal District

Court that the department decide

by Oct. 31 to either make the oath

mandatory or drop it altogether.

Until recent years any American
citizen applying for a passport had

to either swear or affirm his

allegiance to the United States.

However, the passport oath came
under attack in the 1960s by the

American Civil Liberties Union

and others who said it was

irrelevant.

EVERY FRIDAY
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Foreign-Aid Impasse

Still Unresolved
WASHINGTON (AP) — A two- "bare bones" bill pending further

WELCOME (
TO THE UNION

ALASKA !

-You'll Have A BIast

A GREETING MIDST THE DOOM-Pickets parade near the White House today, warning of possible

catastrophe if a nuclear device is exploded underground at Amchitka, an Alaskan island. One marcher

carries a sarcastic greeting to the 49th state.

Advisor Warns Against Test;

Amchitka Set For
WASHINGTON (AP)

President Nixon's top en-

vironmental advisor warned, in a

secret document made public

Wednesday, that a planned five-

megaton atomic blast on Amchitka

Island could set off a chain of

earthquakes like a line of falling

dominos and perhaps send a tidal

wave across the Pacific Ocean.

Environment groups seeking a

court injunction to halt the blast

told the U.S. Court of Appeals that

the Atomic Energy Commission, in

belittling such hazards, had

deliberately omitted such adverse

views from its public en-

vironmental impact statement.

The AEC announced meanwhile

it has tentatively scheduled the

blast for Saturday, Nov. 6, at 5 p.m.

EST- 11 a.m. on Amchitka, an

island in the remote Aleutians.

A three-judge federal appeals

court Wednesday refused for a

second time to halt a massive

nuclear explosion scheduled for

Saturday on Amchitka Island off

the Alaskan coast.

The court turned back en-

vironmentalist opponents of the

test a few hours after it was

disclosed that President Nixon's

top environmental advisor had

warned that the five-megaton blast

could set off a chain of earthquakes

and perhaps send a tidal wave

across the Pacific Ocean.

The U.S. Court of Appeals

decision virtually closed out any

possibility that the underground

blast will be stopped.

Opponents of the blast said they

would study the possibility of an

appeal to the Supreme Court.

Environmentalists had claimed

that even government experts

believe the explosion could trigger

earthquakes or tidal waves, kill

wildlife or release radioactive

"COME TO WHERE
THE ACTION IS"

DlALTONE
Route 5 West Hatfield

Band Every Nite

9 p.m.- la.m.

* Good Music* Lively

atmosphere

waste into the air.

Lawyers for those seeking the

injunction argued that the Atomic

Energy Commission not only

belittled such hazards but

deliberately omitted such adverse

views in its public environmental-

impact statement.

At the same time, the AEC made
public four government documents

previously made available only to

attorneys for the seven en-

vironment groups headed by the

Committee for Nuclear Respon-

sibility.

One of the key documents

released Wednesday is an en-

vironmental assessment by

Russell E. Train, chairman of the

President's Council on En-

vironmental Quality.

Train told an under-secretaries'

committee of the National Security

Council that the huge blast, code-

named "Cannikin," could trigger

an earthquake by its direct impact

on earth faults, or by forcing water

into faults and lubricating them.

Train said that earlier, smaller

atomic blasts had caused quakes

whosefojxewa^h^ayijessthan

the blast itself. If that pattern were

dependable, he said, "then there

would be no apprehension with

regard to the Cannikin event."

"Unfortunately, this is not the

case," Train said.

He said recent scientific findings

indicate a large earthquake may
be made up of a series of smaller

quakes, each one setting off the

next.

In this theory. Train said. "Once

one lock point is broken, sufficient

energy may be released to break

other lock points. If the stored

strain energy is large then the

triggered earthquake could be of

much greater magnitude than the

triggering event.

"The underground explosion

could serve as the first domino of

the row of dominos leading to a

major earthquake."

"The real danger from the

triggering of a large earthquake by

the nuclear explosion is in a tidal

wave or tsunami. ..It is not possible

at this time to assess quan-

titatively the probability of a

tsunami following the explosion,"

he said. __

hour discussion between Secretary

of State William P. Rogers and the

Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee failed Wednesday to resolve

the foreign-aid impasse.

Rogers made clear following the

session that the administration still

wants an extension until next June

of the program, defeated last week
in the Senate, at about current

levels. But Senate critics restated

their determination to force sharp

cuts and changes.

In the House, Chairman George
H. Mahon of the Appropriations

Committee said he would introduce

a continuing resolution, due for

action next week, to extend the aid

program and provide funding of

other federal programs until

Congress adjourns--in about a

month.
But the continuing resolution, a

device used to keep programs
operating when regular ap-

propriations bills remain un-

passed, faces stiff opposition in the

Senate. It would, in effect, keep the

defeated aid program in operation.

Sen. J. W. Fulbright, D-Ark.,

chairman of the Foreign Relations

Committee, reiterated he thinks

his committe can come up with a

new aid bill within a week.

Several members of the com-
mittee said they expect it to write a

bill authorizing $2.5 billion or less

for the fiscal year ending June 30,

1972. And Sen. Gale McGee said he

thinks Rogers would accept a

review next year.

"He doesn't like it," the

Wyoming Democrat said. "But he

is reasonable enough to have

caught the tone."

Sen. John Sherman Cooper, R-

Ky., predicting a revised measure

might total as little as $2.2 billion,

was asked if he thinks the ad-

ministration would accept it.

"I think they would," he said. "I

think they'll have to." Rogers

himself said the administration

wants the aid program to be ex-

tended until next June 30 "at about

its present level."

That is about $3.1 billion, com-

pared with $3.5 billion sought this

year. , $3.4 billion voted by the

House and $2.9 billion in the

rejected Senate measure.

Rogers did make at least one

concession to the committee by

agreeing to accept a $341-million

spending limit and other restric-

tions on U.S. activities in Cam-
bodia.

He indicated also willingness to

discuss the limits of U.S. in-

volvement in Indochina in light of

the close Senate vote to remove

from the aid bill an amendment
cutting off funds for all U.S. actions

except withdrawal, members said.

Fulbright, and Sens. Stuart

Symington, D-Mo., and Frank

Church, D-Idaho, saw little in what

Rogers said that would indicate a

relaxation of the administration

position.

No Damages Under Phase 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — The House Banking Committee refused

Wednesday to write into Phase 2 legislation provision for consumers to

sue for damages if they are charged more than approved prices.

Defeat of this and several other amendments proposed to the draft of

President Nixon's legislation increased indications that it will be ap-

proved in essentially the form he favors.

However, key votes on interest controls and duration of the wage-price

regulating authority were put off until Thursday.

Some members are pressing for a shorter extension of control powers

than Nixon seeks to give Congress a chance to review the operation of the

controls some time during the next year. Otherwise, the committee ap-

peared inclined to give the President essentially what he asked.

The administration is asking for extension of wage-price-rent control

powers for a full year, until April 30, 1973.

The legislation also would add standby authority to control interest

rates and dividends, strengthen enforcement provisions and provide a

special review court. It would ratify decisions already made on wage and

price matters.

As the committee concluded public hearings on the legislation Tuesday,

consumer advocate Ralph Nader urged it to rewrite the legislation

completely.

He called it "the most radical proposal made by any president in the

20th century," involving a massive grant of power to presidentially-

created bodies-the Wage Board and Price Commission.«age
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•AMAZED'-Elected to Pawtucket School CW—M*. MWW *M*m*. ^f.,^
University freshman, is congratulated by her contemporaries. Asked how .t f^!Ta^antistic"
first teenager elected to public office Miss Massiwer. could only come up with

:
Wow and r antastic

and "Amazing".

Campus Carousel

AndGir
By TONY GRANITE

(Ed Note: A collection of news

notes from the pages of the student

press of other campuses.)

CLASSIC GUITAR is a new

course at Fresno (Calif.) State

College, which has drawn more

than 60 students, according to the

Insight, laboratory newspaper of

the journalism department there.

Instructor John Urritia says the

course is popular because the

guitar is a "comfortable" in-

strument which is highly portable.

The 15-week course carries a fee

of S'iH. Instruction focuses on

playing techniques from 17th to

20th Centuries, as well as some folk

and contemporary msuic.

MEANWHILE. THE DAILY
CARDINAL of CWisconsin.

flushed with the victory of

discovering 100 per cent af-

firmative response to the question,

"are you a girl watcher"'", did it

again.

Two secretaries, a coed, and a

lady bus driver told their inquiring

photog-reporter the good news in

varying ways: "It would be a

shame if one of the football stars

went by and I didn't see him."

"I don't have a boyfriend, so I

like to keep myself open
"

"Boys with paunchy stomachs

and freckles are most attractive to

me''

"Next to my pet goldfish. Rex,

boys are the prettiest objects I

could watch."
****

AND AT SMITH COLLEGE. The
Sophian carried a roundup story on

coeducation in such men's schools

as Amherst and Dartmouth. The
story was written by Alice Sun-

shine.
****

HONEST PROF AND TEXT-
BOOKS have been noted at

Michigan State, and the word has

traveled as far as Mankato (Minn)

State College, where the Daily

Reporter reports that one of three

authors of a textbook used in an Ag
class is refunding dollar bills to

every student who buys his text.

"We are here to teach students,

not to profit from them." they say.

"A professor is a professional, not

a mercenary."
****

SIX IS NEVER AN
EMERGENCY is the title of a free

booklet on sex education that is

being distributed at Queens ( NY

)

College, according to a recent issue

of Phoenix.

The 54-page monograph was
prepared by a student personnel

dean and four students who took

part in a tutorial on sex education

at the College.

A second tutorial is now meeting,

with a series of speakers who

present such discussions as "Sex

Advice Your Family Doctor Never

Gave You" and "To Be or Not To

Be Raped."
****

AND ATCLEMSON I .. their Tiger

weekly says that "The national

teacher surplus doesn't exist in

South Carolina."

The CU placement office placed

everyone in a teaching slot who
wanted a teaching job, they said.

"And right now. we have 30-40

positions on the bulletin board for

which I am looking for teachers."
****

BICYCLISTS BEWARE is a new
cry at the Texas Tech campus,

according to The University Daily.

The newspaper has announced

that traffic security offers will

begin issuing tickets for "moving"
violations that will be returnable in

city court.

Among the "crimes" are listed

"running stop signs or lights,

riding on sidewalks, wrong way on

one-way streets, and stopping in

the street to talk with pedestrians

or other bike riders
"

No-Fault Property

Signed Into Law
BOSTON ( AP> - Gov. Francis W. Sargent Wednesday signed into law

a bill extending the Massachusetts' first-in-the-nation no-fault automobile

insurance concept to include property dam
f8

e
.
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a

e
nH ,

.

]ision in
The bill, which in effect combines property damage and col won n-

surance. also makes such coverage compulsory. And it requires in-

surance companies to settle claims within 15 days. M „Jnil

Companies which fail to settle claims within the time limit risk paying

double damages if a motorist's suit prevails in court.

The extension of the law. under the bill, is to take effect Jan. 1. But

Sargent also announced that he is filing legislation giving the com-

missioner of insurance authority to delay implementation for one year

The governor and Insurance Commissioner John G Kyan torn

newsmen that it was not clear whether President Nixon s wage-price

freeze could effect the implementation of the program. They suggested

that since it is a new program, it would be exempt from the freeze.

A limited no-fault plan, covering compulsory liability insurance took

effect in Massachusetts last January. According to reports by state of-

ficials that plan has provided dramatic savings to the insurance in-

dustry by reducing the number of claims filed and the average cost per

°
Premium rates for compulsory liability insurance were decreased by

15 per cent this year from last year's rates in anticipation of the success

of no-fault. . „ .. .. , „
Savings under the plan have been substantially more than that ac-

cording to state insurance officials. Sargent also signed a bill Wednesday

authorizing Ryan to set up the machinery for providing reba es on this

year's premiums or additional reductions on premium rates in 1972.

Under the limited no-fault plan, claims under $2,000 are settled out of

court and such "nuisance" claims as pain and suffering are eliminated

unless medical expenses exceed $500.

State officials attribute most of the success of the program to the

elimination of these claims. .^

Under the new bill extending no-fault, three options for property

damage coverage are provided.

One would provide coverage similar to that available to those who have

property damage and collision insurance under the existing system.

The second option provides recovery for damages only in cases where

the motorist would have been able to collect from the other party under

the tort system, in use in most of the country. Under that system,

damages are paid by the party who is determined through court action to

have been at fault in the accident.

Under the third option, the motorist would not be entitled to recover lor

damages to his own car but would be free from liability for damage to

another's vehicle.

Proponents of the bill have said the plan will provide premium savings

to some 85 per cent of the state's motorists. Sargent said, however, the

savings probably would not be "as dramatic" as those under the plan

which went into effect last January.

Home Ec Change Coming

COMING DISTRACTIONS is the

title of a column of campus ac-

tivities which appears daily in The
Northern Star of Northern Illinois

U.

Learning How To Get A Job
B\ DONPOUTM

A symposium on successful job

No doubt there are easier ways

to make a pizza, but there will

never be any other way

to make

Bell's Pizza

Open

11 to2a.m. Frt. &Sat.

1 a.m.Sun.toThura.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011-253-9051

selection and interviewing will be

held in room 163 of the Campus
Center tonight at 7:30. It will be

sponsored by the Marketing Club,

the University chapter of the

American Marketing Association.

According to John Barrows,

president of the Marketing Club,

the symposium will be an op-

portunity for students to learn

what some major companies look

for in job applicants.

The companies that are sending

representatives to the symposium

are IB M., Star Market Company.

Aetna Life and Casualty and

American Optical Corporation.

The symposium is open to all

students whether they are business

majors or not

Completion of one phase of the

Long Range Plan is nearing an end

in the School of Home Economics.

According to Dr. Bruce Morris.

Dean of the school, curriculum

proposals are being completed in

the departments and the proposed

curriculum changes will be

presented to the Committee on

Academic Affairs the first of

December.
Discussing the curriculum

changes. Dean Morris said in a

recent interview, that "each
department will have specific

majors, with professional choice

provided for the student would be a

joint major in mass com-
munications, journalistic studies or

business.

Students have the chance to help

determine the future of the School

of Home Economics by par-

ticipating on various committees.

Dean Morris emphasized that

there are still openings for students

on these committees.

Interested students should see

their department heads to join

liaison committees in each
deaprtment Students are also

needed on the Personnel Com-
mittee and the Search Committee
for a new TCEA department head

"An organization for students as

a whole to express their opinions"

seemed desirable to the dean.

It has been recommended in the

Long Range Plan that a College of

Human Resources be formed,
which would include the schools of

Nursing. Public Health, Human
Development and a school con-

taining the departments of

Nutrition. Environmental Art &
Design and Community Service.

Now Insuring for 1972

AUTO
R.L. Cerel
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Draft Counselor's Corner

The New Draft -Part 1
By GILBERT J. SALK

Brothers! One of our ruling institutions has seen fit

to redefine the chains by which it binds us! Hearken to

these words from the Lord Selective Service System,

and live your lives according to It's dictum!

Curtis W. Tarr has issued new regulations to the

local boards incorporating the new Selective Service

Law passed by Congress a month ago. For some, it

will make freedom just a bit more difficult to attain;

for those who think they can be free while others are

enslaved, and who are lucky enough to fall into certain

categories, freedom will be even more secure.

It will take about three columns to cover all of the

changes in depth, so read today's column, and the

ones in next Tuesday and Thursday's Collegian

carefully. Make sure that your friends also see them.

First, some new things about age. Under the old

regulations, you were required to register for the draft

within five days after your 18th birthday. You may
now register during a 60-day period extending from

30 days before your birthday until 30 days after. You

will probably be given a newly created classification

almost immediately. This will be the I-H

classification. The board will do nothing further with

you until after you receive your lottery number, and

then only if your number is low enough so that there is

a likelihood that you will be called. More about the I-H

later.

At the other end of the age scale, the V-A

classification has been abolished. Men were put in this

category if they were either over 35 or, if they had

never held any deferments, over 26. Now draft boards

will simply destroy the files of these men and they will

no longer be required to carry their SSS membership

cards.

The IV-G classification is also newly created. It will

be given to men who fit into one of four categories. 1

)

If vou are the sole surviving son of a man killed in the

military. 2) If vour father, or a sister or brother was

killed in the line of duty after 1919. 3) If your father,

sister, or brother is a prisoner of war. 4) If your

father, sister, or brother is missing in action. If you fit

into one of these categories, you are exempt from the

draft.

If you are a divinity student, or if you are an un-

dergraduate who is pre-enrolled in a divinity school,

you are entitled to another new deferment, a II-D. If

you remain a II-D until you are 26 years old, you will

be exempt from the draft.

Your board must give you at least 30 days notice of

your Induction date, instead of only 10 days as was
previously required.

An important change is that you will now have only

15 days after the date of mailing of an unsatisfactory

classification to file a written appeal. This makes it

urgent that you take steps to ensure that your board

always has your current mailing address. If a letter

gets to you late because it was sent to the wrong ad-

dress, or sent home and forwarded by your folks, it is

your problem, not the boards, and you may lose your

appeal rights.

Personal appearances before local boards will, in

most cases, be limited to not more than 15 minutes.

You will be allowed to present up to three witnesses

before the local board. You are now entitled to a

personal appearance before the state appeal board,

but you will not be allowed to bring witnesses. This

does not mean that you shouldn't try to present a

witness. The old law was changed because of the

demand for witnesses before the local boards. If you

want a witness, ask to bring him I or her ) along.

There are three other major areas of concern

covered by the new regulations. They are: student

deferments, conscientious objection, and medical

deferments. The next two installments of Draft

Counselor's Corner will treat these in some depth, and

examine the significance of the new I-H classification.

Stay tuned to this station next Tuesday and Thursday

for the unfolding drama of the Selective Service Soap

Opera, brought to you by "A Free Country." (Hee

Haw!)
PEACE.

London Orchestra

To Perform At Smith
NORTHAMPTON, Mass. - Tonight at 8: 15 p.m.. the New Philharmonic

Orchestra (London) will present a concert in John M. Greene Hall, under

the direction of Lorin Maazel. The concert will be the first of four in this

year's Concert Course, which is sponsored by the Smith College

Department of Music. Subsequent programs, on December 1, March 1,

and April 11, will feature AUicia de Lanocha, pianist; Marylyn Home,
mezzo soprano; and the Netherlands Chamber Orchestra, directed by

weeks and also led the

Philadelphia and San Francisco

Symphonies. Mr. Maazel has just

been appointed Music Director of

the Cleveland Orchestra. This

appointment will become effective

in the 1972-1973 season, and will run

lor five years.

Tickets for the Smith College

Concert Course are available at

the John M. Greene Box Office.

For further information, please

call the Smith College Department
of Music at 584-2700, extension 261.

Soviet Jewry Group Organized

Szymon Goldberg.

The program for the November 4

concert will include Sibelius'

Symphony No. 7, Bartok's "Music
for Strings, Percussion, and
Celesta," Delius' "Paris," and
"Till Fulenspiegel," by Strauss.

Although the New Philharmonia
is London's youngest Symphony, it

is continuing a reputation that has

developed steadily over the 25

years since it first came into

existence. For most of that time it

has been known as Britain's

leading recording orchestra, and
its concert performances have
served to confirm its fame.

In November, 1970, Lorin Maazel

was appointed Associate Principal

Conductor with Dr. Otto Klem-
peror. and will conduct the or-

chestra on its 1971-72 North
American tour. Mr. Maazel has

been General Director of the West
Berlin Opera and Conductor of the

Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra,

as well as guest conducting all over

the world. He has made frequent

guest appearances with the New
York Philharmonic and more than

fifty with the Phildelphia Or-

chestra, which he first conducted

in 1945 as a fourteen-year-old

prodigy. Last year he conducted

the New York Philharmonic for six

A new organization has been
established in the Five-College

area called the Western Mass.
Student Struggle For Soviet Jewry
(SSSJ). It is part of a large

national organization dedicated to

saving Soviet Jewry.

The large group has met twice

already to discuss and implement

ways of distributing materials

concerning the plight of Soviet

Jewrv.
A newsletter will be published by

the group bi-annually. It will in-

clude stories of new Russian im-

migrants who were lucky enough

to leave Russia's "living prison".

Representatives of the 5-college

INew Shipment - LO RISE CORDS

Colors:

dark & lite tan. green, blue & burgundy

WEARHOUSE ( wear-else??)

area will be meeting with

President Nixon in April before his

planned May trip to the Soviet

Union. A political activists com-

mittee will make arrangements for

this meeting as well as obtaining

commitments from senators and

congressmen in support of Russian

Jewry. A speakers bureau is

establishing a lecture series, and

tables will be set up next week at

all 5 colleges.

Sunday morning at 10:30

Channel 40 will present the second

program on the discrimination

against Jews in the Soviet Union.

SSSJ will participate in this half-

hour special.

The film Let My People Oo will

be shown Sunday at 7:30 in the

Nantucket and Norfolk rooms of

the Student Union. Recent visitors

to the Soviet Union will address the

5-College organization For in-

formation, call Dov Gordon at 6-

4004,

"The Yanamama"
To Be Shown
At Hampshire

The Science and Public Policy

Lecture Series at Hampshire
College. Amherst. Mass., will

present the film "The Yanomama"
tonight at 8 p.m. in the east lecture

hall of the Academic Building.

"The Yanomama" is a study of a

group of Indians living on the

border between Venezuela and

Brazil. The film depicts an eight

year research project by a team of

anthropologists, sociologists and
geneticists headed by James V.

Neel of the University of Michigan.

Professor Lynn Miller, a micro-

biologist and geneticist on the

Hampshire College faculty, will

introduce the film.

SUCCULANT PLATTERS
AT LIP SMACKING PRICES
THERE'S A RIOT GOIN ON

SLY &THE FAMILY STONt
including:

Faintly Affair/Spaced Cowboy (You Caught Me) Smilin

Thank You F o r Talk in ' To Me Africa I u v N Haight

*****

KE 30986'

The long-awaited album which once again

displays the genius of Sly.

SALE D

JEFF
BECK
GROUP
ROUGH
AND
READY

includ

Got The Feeling Situation Short BuWW
I ve Been Used '

' fttvn

KE 30973'

An alburn by one of the most influential

and original guitarists in rock history with

a group to match.

5.98

List 3.44

Sale thru Sat., Nov. 6

Specially Priced 4-Record Set

At CarnegieHall
Includes 3 Posters And A ?0 Page Program

Ones' " i.
j 68/1m A Man/Beginnings

Colour My World/Make Me Smile/25 Or 6 to 4
Plus 260thers

A specially priced 4-record set—C4X 30865*

An incredible 4-record set taken from their

six-day live performance at Carnegie Hall.

If you were there, you know what to ex-

pect. If you weren't there, you have a

chance to make up for it.

4 Disc
Set

$y.99

THE LISTENING POST
25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst 186 Main St., Northampton

UAA Fine Arts Council

presents

THE MANHATTAN
PROJECT

in

Alice In

Wonderland
Directed by

Andre Gregory

Mon. - Wed.,

Nov. 8-10

8 p.m.

Grinnell Arena

Tickets: 125 Herter

Hall. Tel. 545-0202

$1.50 UM Undergrads
$2.50 Other Fuil time
Students
$3.00 UM Faculty/Staff

$3.50 General Public
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"And Now, To Drown Out Any Complaints *

-fir

a>«n<

Gus Szlosek

Bazanosz (No)
Rosetta Stone, trying for years to decipher The

Word, finally succeeds in translating it. Into ancient

Sumerian. Some people I can't understand. But right

to the heart of the matter, Shylock-we don't accept

pictures for thousand-word papers. (I am someone

who constantly ceases to amaze me. ) As usual, I have

nothing to say, but I say it anyway. On to the ineffable

("Too overpowering to be expressed in words;

unutterable" -Reader's Digest Great Encyclopedic

Dictionary -Reader's Digest?) i.e., I can't say what I

mean. If I --( (--could only turn myself out(ward) --) (--

but then it wouldn't be me, would it? (I said to him I

said if you could trade your intelligence for happiness

(if you could) would you? and he said no so I said so

see there you're not so smart afterall. ) Intelligence is

only a neurosis, genius a psychosis. (So you see, we

are not all mad after all. None of us are. ) Maude Linn

the Chinese sentimentalist says (said) life is a joke. So

why not laugh through it? (For God so loved us, He

murdered His only son, confessed to Friedrich

Nietszche, and soon thereafter killed Himself in

Supreme Guilt.) My Copilot is Dead, by Basic For-

tran, Ph.D., A.C.: best-selling philosophical work of

the number-worshippers. Numeraglots speaking

number languages. (Numeraguistics analytical

system. ) Fail-safe at any speed a lie (in a nanosecond

there is time/For decisions and revisions which all

eternity can not reverse-we have progressed so far

since the barbaric days of T.S. Eliot, Bombs by

computers killing numbers not people. We can destroy

them five times over, they can only destroy us four

time.) Numbers. Probability not philosophy can you

comfort me? Two-point-three (2.3) children to our

average family means more deformed babies?

And it all goes on, we never learn as someone said

but we didn't listen. History repeats itself History.

For every action there is an equal and opposite

reaction, noitcaer etisoppo dna lauqe na si ereht

noitca yreve...(but it's not true). DNA? (dna). But I

am Godot come to save the world the play's the thing

all the world's a stage I know it's not in the script but

let's just improvise. (Destroy this thing, last year's

thing, last minute's thing. Value is not the creation,

only the creating.) Grad school: learning how/to

teach others/ how to save the world. Samuel Becket,

where are you? ("Music is your only friend, until the

end." -Jim Morrison, R.I. P.)

But who can ever say what they mean? (reject

everything, reject nothing, reject rejection, reject,

re. ..re, receive, receive reception, receive nothing,

receive everything. For every action...) Margate

Sands: trying to make a dovetail joint from a

nightingale. (I am elegant/I mature/With grace and

style. "Can a piece be satire without intending to

be? "--English 364.) Adolph Hitler didn't use his real

name but who could yell "Heil Schicklegruber" with a

straight face?.

It's for your own good and if you don't like it you can

stick it why were we ever weaned fetal position be my
womb, baby. Costly associations, no longer free in this

age of mental inflation. Searching desperately for

kicks, gorenalism in times of war. (where does it all

end it doesn't). Light glasses against the blinding

darkness it scares me (but the alternative is only

daymares). Trying to escape to the past, summery
summary of all the happiness of the warmer months.

( I must stay north for the winter, unable even to read

in the night I am afraid. ) Must go on, re-terns nesting

on always another cliff ( do they use cliffs? ) Some cats

see from a different purrspective. The self-destructive

artistic urge dashing yourself nine times nine lives on

the metaphorical rocks of tortured creation. Never to

be found, at best (or worst) to be lost in familiar

territory. Shall we look for each other, or is it better

for one to stand still while the other moves about

searching?

You and I

You-and-I

Youandl
Still You
Still I

Otherwise, neither You nor I

Nor both.

Just because you have all the answers, do you think

it's all right to not ask the questions?

Neil Colemdfi

A System Of Reform
Some eight months ago when I first took up my pen

to write for the Collegian it was the issue of student

voting that most concerned me. Today, at least in

theory, that battle has been won. But it is only the

battle and not the war which has been won. There are

several great questions which now confront us;

whether students will vote, what they should seek to

change, and how it can be changed. Several students

have recently spoken much more eloquently than I on

the desireability of student voting. So it is the objects

and the methods of reform to which I would like to

address myself.

It is an inevitable consequence of these last ten

years that our attention should be drawn toward the

national government. Inevitable that we should think

in terms of using our vote to end the war, to stop the

draft, to push for the revision of laws dealing with

drugs, capital punishment and abortion and to prompt

the general reallocation of our resources to our

domestic needs. These issues are so self-evident that

they have become almost cliches. However important

these issues may be, it is necessary to realize that they

constitute only the top of the iceberg. They are simply

the most visable and most immediate issues. A case in

point is the question of what mechanism we must

institute to deal with our domestic needs.

That changes in national policy are of paramount

importance is self-evident, but what is often

overlooked is the importance of changes in local and

state governments. These spheres of government are

also concerned with the very real social problems of

urban decay, poor housing, transportation, declining

revenue and deteriorating public services.

Here, indeed, lie the complex domestic problems

which face our nation. Nowhere is the need so great to

create mechanisms to deal with these problems and

nowhere has our failure been so complete. Both

traditional liberalism and Mr. Nixon's revenue

sharing program fail to correctly perceive the root of

the problem. The traditional liberal programs such as

the 'war on poverty' and 'model cities' have resulted

in the creation of huge bureaucracies which spent

most of their funds for their own maintainance. This

has consequently denied the people the money that

was intended for their benefit. Mr. Nixon's revenue
sharing program attempts to counter the trend

towards bureaucratization by simply granting the

money directly to the cities and states to use as they

see fit. However, this approach fails to take into ac-

count the fact that local governments are for the most
part weak, corrupt and ineffective. This approach is

counterproductive since the 'no strings attached'

federal grants only serve to reenforce the systems'

bad habits, instead of prompting it to reform. It

becomes obvious that the solution does not lie in

allocating a million dollars to every county or to this

or that cause; but. rather, the long range goal must be
overall reform of the system which will enable it to

effectively deal with the many needs of society. Every
branch of government must become less bureaucratic

and more effective. The principle goal must not be one
of solving individual issues in a piecemeal fashion, but

rather the creation of an effective mechanism that

will enable the system to deal correctly with these

issues as they arise and before they become problems.
The point is that the time has come for us not only to

examine the objects of reform, but also the manner
and the method that should be used in instituting these

reforms. Now that we have won the power of the vote,

let us endeavor to make sure that it does not turn out

to be a fruitless victory.

Dare To Tear Your Own Soul Out
Bv VICKI 8EDERHOLM

Editorial Stafr

Allen Ginsberg introduced me to Moloch. I

didn't like him. Moloch, that is. Not at all.

Moloch was a child-eater. He required the

flesh and blood of young humans to survive,

and people willingly gave up their offspring

in sacrifice to him.

Moloch is one of those ancient gods of a

forgotten race of people. As ancient as he is,

Moloch is still with us. and going strong.

Where, in this largely civilized world, can

one find such a creature -such a society-

that. in this modern age, still glorifies and-

yes -worships this inhuman demon?

Look around you, friends.

Everywhere around you, people are yet

willingly giving up their children for

sacrifice. Feeding the god with human flesh

and blood.

The thankless, boring, mundane factory.

This is Moloch.

The irrational, inhuman, machine world

of the Corporate State. This is Moloch.

The tedious superficiality of the socially

elite. Moloch.

The war machine. Moloch.

The monotonous, dulling, frustrating

existence of ghetto life. This, too, is Moloch.

Every day. everywhere you look, Moloch

devours. He feeds upon the stupefaction and

languor of the mine workers and families of

Appalachia.

The narrow, opinionated, self-righteous

thinking of left and right. Moloch.

The sick, irrational worms that imprison
and degrade women and blacks. Moloch.
The fierce anger and frustrated dreams of

the young, and the inevitable uselessness of

the aged, kicked aside to make way for

"progress". Moloch.

The deadened hopes and dreams of a

society too stunned to hear and see and feel

and act. A society that asks for a mile, is

given an inch, and told how "fortunate" it is.

Moloch . . . Moloch. . .Moloch

.

A society of people devitalized and talked

into being happy.

What's that you say? Fight? Look around
you, friends. How can you fight it? You. You
are Moloch.

I dare you to burn your polluting 1971

Mustang and ride a bike.

I dare you to pledge your dope money to

Care.
I dare you to take your medical degree

and your law degree into the inner city.

1 dare men to fight for Women's Lib, and
women to register for the draft; the whites

to search their souls and sincerely work for

civil rights; the blacks to let a man be un-

prejudiced without torturing him with

cynicism; a leftist to allow George Wallace
or Barry Goldwater or Hubert Humphrey to

speak without interruption; a reactionary to

really listen to a student.

I dare you to fight yourselves.

I dare you to tear your own guts out.

BBfti
j

To The Campus Community
Dear Community Members:
On behalf of the members of the CCEBS Committee, the black

community, and the black children suffering with sickle cell

anemia, I thank all persons contributing to our campus Sickle Cell

Anemia Fund conducted by the black students this past spring. I

am requesting that the Collegian print the letter of appreciation

from President Cheek of Howard University which was sent to me

along with a letter of thanks from Dr. Roland B. Scott, Director of

the Center for Sickle Cell Anemia at Howard University. I, in turn,

have sent them a letter thanking these men for their efforts on our

behalf and on behalf of our future black brothers and sisters yet

unborn.
Sincerely yours,

Randolph W. Bromery
President

CCEBS Committee

*t*??!trwr!"f*-,1***3J'>x'*ilt*i

Finger, Finger

TEMPER, TEMPER . . .

Letters To The Editor

It Got So I Couldn't Get Off The Staff

To the Editor:

A few months ago a new "disease" of sorts was

introduced on our campus and has spread widely and

rapidly - the pinball syndrome. Many of us are chronic

sufferers and don't know it or, worse yet, refuse to

admit it. Yet a brief walk past the row of pinball

machines is sufficient to verify its existence. Actually,

this is far from a joking matter and I know for I'm one

of the many "addicts."

My wife and friends tried desperately to warn me
when I first started dabbling at the machines but I just

wanted to experiment. I felt sure that the machines

could never master me against my will...but I was

wrong. The disease had lodged itself with me and

before long I went from supporting a quarter a day to

a two dollar a day habit. At first it was just the har-

mless Mini-Cycle that I played on weekends but soon I

was overwhelmed. My need grew to Klondike and,

yes, I went all the way to the big time - Zodiac! My
case is now so advanced that I can't even walk past

the machines. If I try to go to the Campus Center, the

machines begin humming softly as I pass, appealing

to that part of me which is possessed. Struggle as I

might, my body is drawn forcibly to the nearest game

As mv clammy hands grip the flippers, I realize that

it's hopeless. I'm caught along with the others.

And it's always the same. Everytime I lose my last

quarter. I swear to mvself... never again. Yet. as soon

as I get home. I find myself filching nickels and dimes

from the household money. The need is so strong in me
that I try to sell my lunch everyday in the Hatch. I've

even tried hawking the Collegian and bootlegging

tapes of Clear Sky or Black Sabbath. Anything ...just

lor that momentarv "high."

Do we enjov what we do9 What makes us go on 9

Well, as anyone who has played those damn machines

knows, pinball produces a mental high. Few are

successful on their first attempts to reach this feeling

and for most people, several practice games are

needed. For some, those who can manipulate any

machine for hours on a single dime (known in Pinball

jargon as "hogs" or "heartless bastards" ) .
indulgence

can be especially rewarding. For others (known as

"Karma freaks"), playing pinball is capable of

producing a satisfaction with one's lot in life. But the

maioritv of us (known as "suckers"), play not

because it is self rewarding but merely because the

lights beckon and the bells lure. We struggle to reach

Birds Of A Feather
To the Editor: m . . . . e

George McGovern's speech last Sunday night has

drawn a great deal of criticism concerning his Middle

East policy. Most of this criticism has come from

uninformed listeners and biased "news analysts

use the term loosely). They have deeded, without

really looking into it, that Senator McGovern
,

is a

"dove" on the Vietnam War issue and a hawk on

the Middle East issue. I would like to clarify this

apparent contradiction. _.,..„,
The government of Vietnam is a corrupt, military

dictatorship, without the support of its own people

that is currently engaged in a civil.war-with the

"other" government of Vietnam. On the other hand

the government of Israel is a free democracy with the

full support of its people, that is currently fighting to

remain in existence. mMttmam
Senator McGovern's policy is no to send

I

mihtary

assistance, but rather, to sell jets to Israel. The reason

for this is to preserve the balance of power-in the

Middle East until a settlement can be reached. If we

refuse to sell these jets to the Israeli .the Arab

nations will eventually destroy the free state of Israe

and we will be responsible for the destruction of one of

°U

Th1sJn essence, is the stand of Senator .McGovern,

and virtually every other leading presidential can-

didate of the Middle East conflict. It i ivWjJ
frnpossibt to find any connectionJ^**"^
plans for Southeast Asia. Those who sUU criticize this

Stand had better look into it a htt.e deeper^^^
Students for McGovern

our high, which is the elusive free game, but all too

often we fail.

My purpose in writing is to warn those of you who

are being urged to "try it just once." It's imperative to

realize that this is no game. Not only have I been

caught in its stranglehold, but I also have friends who

were once quiet and industrious. Because of a lack of

adequate information of the subject, they have been

reduced to drooling maladroits who spend mort of

their time by the machines.

This letter is also a plea for help. Many of us can be

helped by a mere guiding hand. You can easily

separate the sufferers who need this aid by the glaring

eyes, blasphemous gutteral sounds, rapid breathing

and twitching flipper fingers. The sufferers who aren't

playing can be recognized because they aren't calmly

waiting their turn at one machine. They are usually

jumping nervously from game to game, hoping to

squeeze in. These are the ones who need help the most

and vou can aid them by trying to talk them out of

playing. Take one of them aside and show him the

folly of spending so much time and money playing

pinball. Point out the shame that he is bringing upon

himself by engaging in such a degrading activity. If he

kicks your face in (pinball players always kick, this

way the flipper finger is spared injury), don't hate

him. pity him. But if none of this works, give him a

quarter "and wish him luck, he'll need it. Pinball - it's

deadlv.
Ronald Hallo* k

The Bust Man
To the Editor:

Recently, Henry Bouffard, Student Attorney

General, stopped by the Collegian office to express

concern over the bounding increase of rip-off cases

appearing before student court. According to Bouf-

fard, rip-off cases are already flooding the court

sessions and are increasing from week to week. He
felt that students should be made aware of the fact

that now there's a new and efficient security system in

operation at the University store.

Rip-offs are a violation of the Code of Student

Conduct. Pt. 1, sec. 2, para.cl, regarding unauthorized

removal of goods and materials from University

premises. It carries penalties ranging from letters of

censure and disciplinary probation to jeopardy or

complete separation from the University.

Previously, prevention measures at the store were

very haphazard and unreliable. At best there might be

one floor detective on duty during periods of ideal rip-

off conditions. But now there stalks a team of ex-

perienced security plants who have very little trouble

spotting amateur techniques and nervous behavior. So

to those students who don't need or can't afford the

hassle BEWARE. The person shopping next to you

in the University store might turn out to be "THE
BUST MAN".

Jamie Williams

To the Editor:

I can't believe one fraternity house can take so much blame for the

things that happen on this campus. It's true that we're not angels, but is

that the reason we're taking the blame for all this yelling between Gor-

man, Hills, and Kappa Sigma. We're being used as the scapegoat because

of our reputation. People believe all the bad things they hear about us

because of that reputation. Letters are written and stories are started

about us, because people like to hear themselves talk or think it's funny to

degrade us. I know this won't stop. I just wish people wouldn't be so

ignorant and believe everything they hear or read. We'll admit to a wrong

done on our part. Nobodv has to do it for us - especially someone from

Gorman. Gorman has provoked enough yelling with as good an obscenity

as I've ever heard - as well as Hills as well as Kappa Sigma. Let's not be

hypocrits and admit to it. Next time you're pointing a finger at us, make

sure you have the right to.

Steve Del Maestro

President Kappa Sigma

A Question Of Values
To the Editor:

On Wednesday, October 27, the Student Senate passed a bill ap-

propriating the full $785.00 requested by the Student Homophile League.

Before the vote, Chairman Olmstead "cautioned the body to be careful in

appropriations" because the Senate funds were nearly depleted.

At this same meeting the Senate voted to:

a) Defeat the Boltwood Project funds. This project involves sending 300

student volunteers to Belchertown six days a week to administer

programs such as hand-eye coordination, sex education, etc. The reason

for defeat (from Senate minutes) : "All good projects cannot be funded by

Senate: there is not enough money; and the gravity of the Senate's

financial straits have to be reckoned with."

b) Cut funds from Juvenile Opportunity Extention (JOE. ) budget. The

purpose of J O.E. is to help juvenile inmates keep up with their education.

There are 150 UMass volunteers working for the program. The bill as

originally proposed drew the following reaction (from minutes)
:
"Worth-

while organization but, as others requesting funding, no money is

available." An amendment was then passed to cut $170 from their budget.

Their budget was passed with this cut.

c) Defeat the Orchard Hill Tutorial Service budget. This program, if

funded, would tutor underprivileged and poor residents in the ghetto area

in Holyoke.

The reason for denying funds to JOE., O.H.T.S. and the Boltwood

Project is obviously a lack of such funds. The reason for granting $785 to

the S.H.L. is not obvious at all.

The S.H.L.'s justification for funding was presented to the Senate. It

went like this: The budget is mainly for publications, subscription, etc.

Communications with campus is their main goal. They hold monthly

dances. They feel there is an urgent need for public information, i.e. gay

magazines, press coverage, recent books. They have sent represen-

tatives to meetings and demonstrations such as the Christopher St.

Liberation March in NYC. and the Lesbian Feminist Conference in New

Haven. They have provided real and useful counseling for the University

Community.
How is it that the Senate considers this more worthy of their support

than the volunteer programs they voted down?

We personally don't care about reading gay magazines, going to gay

dances, or being represented at gay demonstrations. Their goal of

v'ommunicating with the campus may be of some value. But is it, as the

Senate has decided, more valuable than tutoring the disadvantaged h
Holyoke or working with the retarded children in Belchertown? We don't

think so. ,, .

The Student Senate is our representative body. Their decisions should

echo the attitudes and opinions of the majority of the student body. Do

most students agree that the S.H.L. is more deserving of Senate funds

than JOE., the Boltwood Project or the Orchard Hill Tutorial Service:

Let's hope not.
Dick Wentworth
Bob Boudreau

Stu Heller

John England

That

To the Editor:

I'm puzzled Leaflets proclaiming "GROUNDHOGS
— UNITE" have been posted throughout the campus

this week. The remainder of the message implores

above groundhogs to march on Punxsutawney, Pa. on

February 2 (Groundhog Day). I'm interested in the

details of the march on Punxsutawney, primarily

because it is my hometown and my mother still

resides there. If, by any chance, the march may turn

into a violent demonstration, I want to alert my
relatives to the possibility!

I have racked my brain to determine what the

"cause" in this case may be. Punxsutawney is the last

place on earth that would exploit or harm innocent

groundhogs, being they are its only claim to fame. I

would appreciate hearing from the leaders of the

march. This may be something to motivate a trip back

home.
S.J. Hamilton

%*€ C€ll•& of rwJ©....
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California*!
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - For more than

a decade the California Supreme Court has

been ranked by law scholars as the most

activist of the nation's state benches.

It was this court that ruled un-

constitutional California's system of

financing public shcools by local property

taxes because, the court said, the method

discriminates against children in poor

school districts.

And it was this court which erased a state

constitutional amendment which prohibited

fair housing laws.

"Without question, the California court is

the most aggressive and progressive of the

state supreme courts," says William Cohen

of Stanford Law School.

Last year Republican Gov. Ronald Reagan

appointed DonaldR. Wright as chief justice

and praised him as a jurist committed to a

doctrine that courts should not legislate.

"Most lawyers and the public assumed a

doldrums of strict constructionism would

ensue," said Charles Warren, chairman of

the state Assembly Judiciary Committee.

"But the record demonstrates that Chief

Justice Wright has continued the court on its

enlightened, compassionate and scholarly

course," Warren told the California Bar

Association.

Reagan has since stated his unhappiness

with some of the court's decisions.

Wright joined the 6-1 majority in the

court's decision last August on school

funding. The ruling is the first challenge by

any court against the established nation-

wide system of public school finance.

The court began receiving national notice

under Phil S. Gibson, appointed chief justice

by Democratic Gov. Culbert Olson in 1940.

Gibson wrote the 1952 opinion striking

down the state's alien land law. For 32 years

the statute barred Orientals from owning

property.

Roger Traynor, regarded as the court s

foremost legal scholar, succeeded Gibson in

1964 as chief justice. He came to the bench

as a justice in 1940 from the University of

California where he was a law professor for

12 years.

In 1948 Traynor wrote an opinion which

voided California's law barring mixed

racial marriages. The U.S. Supreme Court

did not reach the same judgment until 1964.

Traynor retired Feb. 1, 1970, at age 70.

Wright, 64, was sworn in as his successor

May 1, 1970.

The Traynor court's most famous decision

was its 4-2 opinion overturning a state

constitutional amendment barring fair

housing laws. The California electorate had

voted Prop. 14 into the constitution in the

1964 general election by a near 2-1 margin.

The people can no more act un-

constitutionally than the legislature or any

other state agency, the court held. The 1966

declared that Prop. 14 denied toruling

blacks seeking housing the equal protection

guaranteed by the 14th Amendment to the parental consent. Wn
U.S. Constitution. Peters joined Mosk

Justice Marshall F. McComb, 77, ap-

pointed in 1956 by Republican Gov. Goodwin

J Knight, was the lone dissenter in the

decision on school district property taxes.

Wright, who was presiding judge of Los

Angeles County's large Municipal and

Superior Courts before Reagan named him

to the state Court of Appeal, is Reagan's

only appointee on the California Supreme

Court.

The five others, all appointed by Edmund

G Brown, a two-term Democratic governor,

are: Raymond E. Peters, 68, Louis H.

Burke, 66, Mathew O. Tobriner, Jr., 67,

Stanley Mosk, 59, and Raymond L. Sullivan,

64.

Wright has been a swing man in 4-3

decisions on law and order.

He wrote a 4-3 opinion that an accused

person's right to have his lawyer present

during a lineup identification included the

right to have the attorney there when the

witness actually identified the suspect.

In a case striking down the elite Carmel

community's ordinance banning people

from sitting on public lawns, Mosk declared

the intent clearly was to discriminate

against hippies. Burke, Wright and McComb
dissented.

The abortion issue also produced a 4-3

split. Mosk wrote an opinion affirming the

right of an unmarried woman under 21 to

apply for a therapeutic abortion without

Tobriner and

The court's most noteworthy record since

Wright became chief justice is the number

of significant unanimous decisions, said

Cohen of Stanford.

Among these was reversal of a contempt

of court jailing of Cesar Chavez, United

Farm Workers Organizing Committee
chieftain. The Supreme Court freed Chavez

from jail while it considered his appeal.

Writing for the court, Burke said an in-

junction prohibiting UFWOC boycott ac-

tivity was overly broad and violated the

union's right of free speech.

A united Wright court last May rejected a

California law dating from the repeal of

prohibition which banned women bar-

tenders.

Herma Kay, UC professor of family law,

called the decision written by Peters "the

most advanced opinion to date on women's

rights."

The court sits year around, with no

vacation break. In one 12-month period the

court issued 202 written opinions and

disposed of 4,637 matters.

An exchange during oral arguments on

the school finance case suggest Wright's

concept of the court.

John Coons, UC law professor arguing

against the school district property tax,

sought to persuade the justices that the issue

was not a revolutionary one.

Wright interrupted Coons, saying: "Don't

worry. We're not bashful."

J.O.E. To Meet Monday

To Organize Structure

J.O.E. (the Juvenile Opportunities Extension) will have a mid-

semester organizational meeting this Monday at 7:30 PM in room 917 of

the Campus Center. The purpose of the meeting is to tighten up the

organizational structure of JOE. for the efficient use and coordination of

available resources.

To date approximately 100 UMass student volunteers have been "doing

time" at the Westfield Detention Center. They have been following a

schedule largely set up around the available transportation a few

volunteers could provide. However, this and many other aspects of the

whole situationmay be changed since the approval of a portion of the

JOE. budget submitted to the Student Senate. J.O.E. now has money for

transportation and educational supplies.

Women Lose Some, Win Some
(AP) — Women candidates have

lost mayoral races in Boston and

San Francisco, but they fared

better in smaller cities, winning

contests for mayor and city

council.

In Boston, U.S. Rep. Louise Day
Hicks, an outspoken foe of school

busing who called herself the

"people's candidate," was
defeated Tuesday in her second bid

in four years to oust Mayor Kevin

H. White.

The funds allocated to J.O.E. is

sufficient seed money for the

volunteers from the university to

work at the detention center.

However, the leaders of JOE. feel

even a greater responsibility to

kids in general -specifically the

region the Westfield Detention

Center serves and the newly

established Middlefield Project

located in Middlefield,

Massachusetts.

Middlefield is a country estate

rented to the Department of Youth

Services for a small fee. Kids

committed to DYS now have an

alternative to residing at the

Westfield Detention Center.

However, this alternative lacks

resources and members of J.O.E.

are trying to remedy this problem.

Therefore a call is out for

donations.

What is needed immediately are

educational and other resources

the kids can use now. Specific

things requested by Middlefield's

resident teacher are general in-

terest novels and short stories,

field guides for identifying trees,

flowers, insects and so on, gar-

dening books, crafts materials,

tools, information texts and work

books, and magazines or the

subscriptions to magazines.

Educational materials could be

paper of all sorts, paints, games,

puzzles, scissors, rulers, pens and

pencils.

If you care to make a donation

you can drop it by room 105 in the

Campus Center, located in the

Student Activities Area and is the

N.E.S. office If the office is closed.

leave it with one of the RSO staff. If

you wish to contribute money,

make checks payable to the

Westfield Project, care of J.O.E.,

Box 319 RSO office, Campus
Center. If you have something that

needs to be picked up call Peter

Ullman at 623-8923.

The above need for additional

resources and other matters will

also be discussed at the JOE.
meeting this Monday. The West-

field Detention Center teacher is

expected to attend the meeting to

explain the specific instructional

needs of the kids at the detention

center. A procedure to document

the many activites volunteers and

staff may conduct will be discussed

and finalized. It is hoped that a

goal will be determined by which

all JOE. volunteers will work by

in their involvement with kids at

the Westfield Dentention Center.

All interested students are asked

to attend.

And in San Francisco, Dianne

Feinstein, president of the Board of

Supervisors, lost in her bid against

Mayor Joseph Alioto. Mrs. Fein-

stein, whom many considered

Alioto's toughest challenger in the

10-way race, had campaigned on a

platform of improving the quality

of life in San Francisco. She came
in third.

youth. Miss O'Connor is 25; her

opponent 53. She said of her win:

"We promised to get young people

positively involved in the system

and I think they responded."

On the East Coast, Patricia R.

Reny of Saco, Maine, was elected

to the city council, becoming the

first woman ever to hold a council

seat in the community. Ann T.

Mikoll, a Buffalo, N.Y. city court

judge for 14 years, was elected to

the State Supreme Court in the

eighth judicial district. "I think it's

a victory for women's lib," said

Mrs. Mikoll, first female Supreme
Court judge from the eighth

district.

A former beauty queen was
elected to the Birmingham, Ala.,

city council in a runoff election.

Angi Grooms Proctor, Miss

Alabama of 1966, and one of 10 Miss

America finalists that year,

campaigned on a platform of

saving old residential areas from

the ravages of highways and high-

rise buildings.

In mayoral races, Margaret

Prickett of Mishawaka, Inc., a

Republican, was re-elected to a

third term. She's the state's only

woman mayor. Janet S. Allen, the

only other woman mayoral can-

didate in Indiana, lost to Jerry J.

Miller in South Bend.

New York State's only woman
mayor was elected to her first full

term. Virginia B. McDonald, who
was elected mayor of Cohoes two

years ago to fill out the term of her

late husband, was re-elected on the

Citizens party ticket.

Davenport, Iowa, got its first

woman mayor when Kathy Kir-

schbaum, a Democrat, defeated

William Fennely, a Republican.

Elsewhere, the picture was
brighter for the women.

Anne Rudin defeated incumbent

Peter Franchi to become the first

woman elected to the Sacramento,

Calif., city council since 1948. Mrs.

Rudin said her win was the result

of a "people's campaign... the 400

volunteers who joined my cam-

paign, the door-to-door work."

Maureen O'Connor won an upset

victory in San Diego, defeating a

businessman for the city council in

a triumph for both women and

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK
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Thursday and Friday from 3-6

;nancy To Cope

Why don't they look happy ?-Wearing a double-split white evening

gown. Mrs. Sonia McMahon, wife of Australian Prime Minister

William McMahon, is escorted by President Nixon as she arrived for

a state dinner Tuesday night at the White House.

Diamonds & Watches

You DON'T have to pay what you would expect for

your jewelry.

Call 549-3930

and let us tell you how.

Mon. thru Thurs. 6: 30 to 12: 00

Few women talk about it, but it's

a common problem. On a campus
the size of the University of

Massachusetts, many women will

think they may be pregnent in a

space as short as a week.

Many times it's a false alarm.

Psychological factors (a low

grade, a roommate problem) and

some physical problems unrelated

to pregnancy can delay a women's

menstrual period. Before you deal

with a pregnancy you may not

want, be sure. A simple urine test

for pregnancy becomes effective

six weeks after the first day of your

last menstrual period. The most

economical way for a UMass
student to have a pregnancy test is

at the infirmary, where results will

be held in confidence.

If the thought of running into

friends at the infirmary disturbs

you, and you have $5 to pay an

outside laboratory, the Valley

Women's Center. 200 Main St.,

Northampton (546-2011) couselors

can tell you how to get one off-

campus.
If you have negative pregnancy

test results and still don't have

your period, try the test again

about a week later. Positive results

are always conclusive; negative

results may not be-especially if

you're just barely over the six

week minimum.
A second alternative is to ask a

doctor to prescribe what is

popularly know as a "gest test"—

a

short series of pills which bring on

your period in a few days if you're

not pregnant, but will have no

effect if you are pregnant. The

"gest test" may have unpleasant

side effects: ask the doctor before

you begin taking them.

If you are fairly certain that you

are pregnant, and have any idea

that you might want to have the

pregnancy legally terminated,

have your pregnancy test as soon

as it is effective. Do not be content

to wait if your doctor tells you to

"wait a couple more weeks and see

if you get your next period." If you

don't want to be pregnant, it's

better to be pregnant a short time

than a long time.

If you are pregnant and you've

had your test at the infirmary,

chances are that a doctor there has

already referred you to one of the

two organizations that can inform

you of all the legal alternatives

-

from having the child and raising it

yourself, to legal termination of

your pregnancy. The decision is up

to you.

The Clergy Consultation Service

on Problem Pregnancy has a

representative at the United

Christian Foundation. 319 Hamp-
shire House (545-2789), and has a

tape recording that gives names of

on duty off-campus clergymen at

586-3478. The Valley Women's
Center, 200 Main St., Northampton
(586-2011) will refer you to a

woman counselor (many of whom
have faced unwanted pregnancies

themselves).

It's helpful if you understand

why these resources (especially

the Clergy Consultation Service)

are not widely publicized.

Massachusetts law provides

criminal penalties of a maximum
of three years in state prison, two

and one-half years in jail or a fine

of $1000 for a person convicted of

distributing information that

might help a woman get an

abortion.

And although it's easier for a

woman not to get pregnant, the law

specifies the same penalties for a

person who distributes information

on birth control to a single woman.

This portion of the law have been

overturned by a United States

Court of Appeals in Boston, bu'

Massachusetts Attorney General

Robert Quinn has said that he will

enforce the law while the State of

Massachusetts attempts to retain

the law by appealing the lower

court's decision to the U.S.

Supreme Court. The Supreme
Court is expected to hear the case

late this year or early next year.

Meanwhile, because of the

confused legal situation, many of

the doctors who are most in-

terested in helping you cannot tell

you so publicly for fear of arrest, or

for fear that public flaunting of the

law will stimulate conservatives

into applying enough pressure so

that they will be unable to help

even the people who reach them by

word of mouth. If you deal on a one-

to-one, face-to-face basis, birth

control information is available

from doctors, friends, dorm
counselors-and the Valley

Women's Center can help you find

some of these people if you can't do

it yourself.

A word about being afraid to ask

for birth control or help with a

problem pregnancy: don't be. It's

no disgrace to admit that you're a

sexual being, or that you're

pregnant. And try to trust the

people who try to help you-under

Massachusetts law, they have

more to lose than you do.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

•63 Chev. Standard 6 cyl.. good running

condition, economical transportation.

1175. Call 546-8791.
Ull-5

69 Dodge Swinger. 340. 4 speed. 4:56

post, perfect cond., many extras, 253-5887.

Call between 5 & 8 p.m.
tfU-4

l»6» Triumph TR6 VjO. cond.. AM-FM.
fall inspection. 3600 mi., serious inquiries,

12-5 p.m. at 545-0771 and 6-10 p.m. at 659-

3702.
tf 1 1-4

1964 VW Bug. good condition,

brake Job. 1300. Tel. 253-7538.

needs

tf 11-5

68 Ford Slate Pol. Cruiser, new. 428-4v.

c6 shifter, discs., etc.. mechan. perfect.

Asking $650. Call 665-4688 from 6-9 p.m.
tf 11-5

65 TR4A IRS. overprive, excellent

condition, best offer, after 9:00 p.m. 527-

3526.

tfll-4

1971 Ford Fconoline. saddle & tan

finished interior. 5 passenger, positrac-

lion. hd. 3/4 ton. $2950. 586-3664 day. 369-

4652 nights - Sunday.
tfll-12

67 Opel Kadet. new clutch, starter, and

muffler, needs few minor repairs, $450.

Call 6-5065.

,
Ulk5

VW Bug 84 engine 61 body fall sticker,

snow tires. $200. Call 665-3129. 7-11 p.m.
tfll-5

59 Rambler. 4 door. auto.. 6 cyl.. good,

cheap, dependable transportation, $95.

Also 65 Austin Mini Wagon with 68 1 100 cc

motor. 967-5827.

tfll-5

62 Chevy SS Conv.. 283. 4 barrel, new
tires, chromes, excel, condition, $450 or

best offer. 546-9434 ask for Steve.

tfll-11

68 Fiat 850 coupe, excellent condition,

motor rebuilt, $800 or best offer; Polaroid

land camera, hardly used $70. Call Phil

253-7246.
tfll-U

61 Oldsmobile. AT., PS.. P.B., reliable

trans., v. reasonable or trade for V.W. Call

549-0827 after 3:00.

tfll-8

Headphones, all for $375. Call Ed Russell

545-2418.

tfll-4

Matched set Selmer Series 9's, 2 yrs. old,

art. G sharp fork. E flat. B flat excellent

condition. Best offer. Call 546-4505.

tfll-4

North Carolina.
Ill

HELPWANTED

I'll fix your smokey car, brakes etc.

Remember winter is coming. Call Wen-

dell. 256-8638.
11-2-8-15

Tenor Saxophone Selmer MKV1. ex-

cellent cond.. $300. Call 549-6087.

tfll-5

ROOMMATES WANTED

FOR SALE

Lafayette LA750, 100 wt. stereo amp
$65.. 702. Coolldge 546-8010.

11-4

Snow tires 165-14 Semperit Radials (2)

mounted on MOB disc, wheels $50. Call

549-6087.
tfll-5

Suede Jackets, reg. $70, now $40: brown

Suede Pants $27. Skirts $9.50. Skins $5.

ideal Xmas (.ifts Jon. 115 Chadbourne. 5-

2640. leave number.
tf 11-10

Converse sneakers, only 6.50 a pair. Call

(hip at 545-2163 or 253-9034.

tflt4

MOTORC YC L ES FOR SAL E

Engagement ring worth $450, can be

traded In. Make offer. Write C. Noga. Rt

20. Brimfield. Mass. or call in Conn. 203-

684-3426 evenings.
tftl-8

700 x 13 4 ply goodyear tire, used for

spare only like new. best offer. Call Dave
at 665-2672.

tfll-5

Guitars Amps, drums, ace. at

reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop.

1971 450 Honda, low mileage, asking

$850. will haggle. Call Dave 253-7123.

tfll-5

CL350 make an offer. 546-6005.

PERSONAL

tfll-5

Meatbody ! Dead from the neck down is

alive and well and living Incognito in

Cashin.
11-4

98 Main St. North. 586-1706.

tfll-30

1962 Covalr Monza. good running con-

dition needs rail Inspection sticker, price

only $100. Call 6-8548 keep calling, best

time 5.00 p.m.
tfll-8

Martin 0018 ft case, good cond. $215. the

Guitar Workshop. 98 Main St. North. 586-

1706. , .

•4 Pontine » passenger wagon-new

battery and exhaust yaicm-runs well.

$300. Call 628-3364 evenings.
tfll-8

Sunn 200S Amp w/cover MINT COND.
$500 the Guitar Workshop, 98 Main St..

North. 586-1706.

1966 Ponttac Tempest, standard trans.,

good condition, asking 550. Call 253-7520

after 6.
tfll-0

Gretsch Country Gent ft case mint cond.

$300. The Guitar Workshop, 98 Main St.,

North. 586-1706.
tf 11-9

Bert of Sig Ep - had most enjoyable

weekend. Love. Bonnie.
11-4

Free Ed George - Free The Chadbourne

One-Free all Centrac Area Prisoners.
11-4

JML today's a special day for you. for

It's your birthday and anniversary too.

I.ove and happiness.
11-4

Furn. apt., center of Amherst, incl. iitll..

T.V..ownrm.$87/mo.,#C-9. 85 Amity St.,

or phone 253-2548. ask for #C-9. Female.
tfll-9

Female roommate wanted to share fully

furnished apt. with same. $50 per mo.

including utilities. Call Nancy 539-9518.

Washer-d gar.
tfll-5

To share large unfurn. apt. North-

ampton Central location, own room
$w/mii Call Marj 586-3793. leave

message.
tfll-5

Open aware girl seeks same for roomate
preferably grad. student, Kathy 413-527-

9226 after 6.

tfll-5

Male or female roommate needed Im-
mediately contact Paula 549-0765.

tfll-5

Apartment mate wanted for 3-bedroom
pad In Puffton own bedroom rent

$69.33/mo. utilities extra. Available Im
med. ^ tfll-»

One bedroom in three bedroom apart, in

Puffton Village available immediately.

(all 549-6020.
tfll-5

Boys residential treatment center has a

full time opening for a cousilor Job totalis

handling discipline and behavior prob-

lems of boys from 13-17. Contact Bob
Frnette Valleyview Farm. North Brook-

field Mass. 867-6505. tfll-4

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In S.I'. Rm. 318.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct.
tf-sem.

TRAVEL

Dear C.K.
Cashin SS.

'II be at Lvn. Don't forgrl

tfll-5

Wanted: Roommate to share l-bedroom

apt., 2 miles from campus, available

immed. Call 256-8020 after 6 p.m. David.
tfll-4

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Newark N.J. Via Garden

State Pkwy. Frl.. Nov. 5. Call Debbl 6-7366.

tfll-4

Spring term in England! 12 semester
hours, fully accredited. One month in

London, two months cruising inland

waterways. English History and
Literature. $ 1500 all inclusive. Two places

left! Write Prof. S. anion. American In-

ternational College. Springflleld. Mass. or

call 1-739-1761.

tfll-5

TYPING

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols. Call 253-3601.

tf 12-21

PLEASE GO AWAY
Nassau-$I80 round trip Jet, hotel, letive

N.Y. 12/23-return 12/29 leave Boston 12/27

return 1/3.

Ski-Austria 15 days everything incl. 1339

leave N.Y. 1/15 return 1/29.

Student Flights Box 93. Northampton.

Call 584-1059. Only UMass students em-
plovees, families.

tfll-8.

JOBS

The I Mass marketing Club will sponsor
a symposium on Job selection and In-

terviewing Thurs. Nov. 4 at 7:30 p.m. In

CC. rm. 163.

tfll-4

STARS

Got ripped off and must sell 1968 Olds

442, quick. Car is in exc. mech. cond..

price Is best offer over 1150. Call Ray 546-

8879.
tfll-9

1941 Cadillac perfect running condition.

$1000. Call Ron or Deb at 549-1112.

tfll-5

Full wet suit 1/4". good condition asking

$35. Parkways. 3 years old. Call 549-6507.

tfll-5

61 VW has fall sticker, new radio, new

front end. good tires. 250 or best offer. 6-

"*
tfl.-S

69 (told AMX fac extras, power assist..

tape deck. $1950. BUI 641043.

1967 Volkswagon. good running con-

dition, new tires ft battery $450 or best

offer. Call 665-3652 after 6 p.m.
If 1 1 ~5

L

87 MG Midget 70 eng . $550. Good buy!

Going Into service, must sell! Call 6-9762

tfll-9

1967 Mustang convertible, 6 cyl.. stan-

dard, economical. 25 mpg. very clean.

Asking $595 Call 549-6370.
11-4

VW Hun. **. running cond.. good

rubber $2." f.- ( .1. MMW « MMTIi.

150 watt Amp. with built in lev. trem.

and fun., plus 2 15" Jensen Spks. Call 527-

6636 or go to Guitar Wkshp In N. I la inn

Will negotiate.
tfll-5

Beautiful wedding gown: silk organxa,

lace applique, long lace train. No
reasonable offer refused. Call Larry at

665-4145: 253-5223.
tfll-8

Sansui 350A Stereo receiver, BSR 510X

record changer, creative 66 speakers. List

$420. Yours for $310. KLH stuff too. (ragg
586-2984

tfll-8

Petri FT 55mm SLR plus 200mm and
35mm lenses. Many filters and accessor-

ies. Price $150. Call Ed Russell 545-2418

tfll-4

Pioneer SX 440 Amp 2 Altec Dtcaso spk .

Garrard MK40. II Ploneel Collegian

Want to Join a welfare theory and law
colloquium? Every Thursday 741 p.m. In

the 12th floor library In .10 A come
Thursday Nov. 4.

tfll-4
-t —

-

So you think you're hot stuff!! You

are'nl even warm till you've worn an

Authentic Air Force Parka. Call Al at 549-

0814.
tfll-8

It's coming. Las Vegas Night '71.

featuring Charlie Bradshaw on piano 711.

Mock Gambling 11-12. Winners Auction.

Nov. 6. SI' Ballroom.
tfll-5

Zuni Angel: Dr. Fortler ft his Boys wish

you /inn blessings on your birthday -as

Jerome would say "You've Zuni Just

Begun". Zuni On.
11-5

WANTED
Girls wanted for large cosmetic dlst.

earn in your spare time. comm. basis,

modest Inusl. rgrd. For Info, and In-

terview. Mike 6-5376.

tfll-4

HOROSCOPE ft Chart Handwritten,

personal Just for you. More objective than

a personal visit. Send $6 w/name. address,

birth, date. Ume of birth (if known, and

place of birth.) Money back if not sat-

isfied. Astro-Wisdom Inst.. Box 391.

Qulncv. Mass. 02169.

tf 11-10

Salesman-distributor for Ig. selection 8-

track stereo tapes. Send name, add., ft

phone. Box 9113. Albuquetque. New
Mexico 87119.

Ull-5

MOVIES

Bands to play at Coffeehouse for

mentally retarded at Belchertown for no

cost. A Sal. night 7-9. Contact Eddie 6-8*46

Ull-10

Movies-I Love You Alice B. Toklas and 2

W.C. Fields shorts and a Road runner

Cartoon. Frl.. Nov. 541: 39 and 9: 30 p.m. In

Thorn. 104 for 50«.

tfll-5

MISC.

SERVICES

"Bored with posters -trade them In now.

Up to 50* trade-In. or 2M cash. Three c's.

191 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.
tfll-4

Free round trip air ticket to Europe this

summer. I nefex Box 898, Chapel Hill.

Blues Harmonica lesson* Call Jeanne

6-8136 or Dianne 6-8123.

tfll-5

APT. WANTED
I bdrm. apt. wanted. Spring semester

only. Please call Kathy at 548-7317 or 548-

7515.

tfll-4

Chadbourne being renovated as coed

dorm second semester for fall '72. All

seriously Interested call Head of Res. at 6-

4534.

IM
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BLOOD DRIVE
Red Cross Bloodmobile will be on

campus Nov. 8-11. Sign up for

appointment to donate Mon.-Fn.,

Nov. 1-5 in front of the CC Store, 10

a.m.-4 p.m. Blood is urgently

needed.

BRIDGE CLUB
There will be a bridge play

tonight at 7 p.m. in rm. 805 CC.

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP
Open-Free -Come play -Today at

Marks Meadow gym, next to

School of Ed., 8 p.m.

T'AI CHI CLASS
To those wishing to take lessons

with Master Liang -have lost list-

Please call Demian. 2535171.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
PLEDGES
Pledge meeting tonight 7:30 in

Chapter Room at Memorial Hall.

GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOC.

All members urged to attend to

discuss future events of this

semester & next. Also couple of

other important matters. Meeting

brief. 7:30 p.m., 803 CC.

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Cal Fox will be speaking Friday

night at 6:30 on the 9th floor of CC.

Everyone welcome.
MARKETING CLUB
The marketing club will sponsor

a Job Symposium on successful job

interviewing and selection on Nov.

4 in Rm. 163 CC at 7:30. Companies

represented are IBM, Starmarket

Co., Aetna Life & Casualty,

American Optical Corp.. Coffee

will be served.

MIRKWOOD
Anyone interested in performing

in the Mirkwood Coffee house on

Nov. 20 contact Joey 56681 or Jim

66577.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Bus will leave Hasbrouck Lab at

6 30 Patterson House at 6:35

tonight for the State Hospital. All

interested people welcome.

RECREATION SOCIETY
SPREE committee meeting

tonight at 7:30 in CC Rm. 802.

Important, anyone interested, try

and attend.

REVELLERS
Meeting tonight in Rm 811-815

CC. Very important matters to

discuss -of interest to all. It is

imperative that you attend. 6:30

sharp!

SAILING CLUB
For all sailors-there is a

meeting tonight at 7 in CC 171-173.

SCROLLS
Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in rms

804-808 CC. Please call 61169 if you

can't attend.

SKI CLUB
Fund raising committee meeting

Thursday, tonight at 7 p.m. in the

Hatch by the ice cream. We have a

ski raffle, Nov. 9 & 10.

Notices

SKY DIVE
Yes Virginia, the Parachute Club

jumps year round at Turners Falls

Airport. The skiers may not like

the weather, but we think it's

great. Come on out!

SORORITY HOUSEPARENTS
Sorority houseparents wanted,

no children. Send resume to:

Houseparents, P.O. Box 27,

Amherst, Mass.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE
LEAGUE
Thursday meeting-CC917 -New

issue of SHL Newsletter. Main

topic for discussion-What can the

law do to you? Attorney Howland

will be rapping on Sex and the Law.

For further info call 5450154 or drop

by SU 413B-Balcony over main

lobby.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
Informal gathering (BYOB) at 8

p.m. tonight in Rm 1806 JQA. Mist

netting and banding of songbirds

demonstration Sunday Nov. 7-

meet at Holdsworth Hall at 8:30

a.m. for rides.

WOMEN'S SKI TEAM
Ski meeting Thursday, Nov. 11, 7

p.m. in WOPE lounge. All in-

terested please attend.

LOST
Brown brief case containing

materials relating to German 120.

Important! Return to CC lost &

found. Missing from my car.

Girl's gold Sheffield watch-

possibly between F lot and

stadium. Call Janice 549-1586.

lSZ__
J'23-4;

2001 Space
Odyssey

Together

|Dr. Zhlvago
GP

Desparate

1
Characters r

T. R. Baskinl
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UWW Policy Board
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thtu^TvSy Without Walls pilot concept in education began

at UMass'l^th Snfude^ts studying for bachelor's degree programs

design^ especially for them. Another 20 students will be admitted m

Ja3ne for applying to UWW for W^^gS^^^
Brochures and applications may be obtained from University wunoui

Wall!Tm Hampshire House, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,

M
ptoritv°wUl be given to Massachusetts residents who would not nor-

malhLeTccess to the University. For example: those who have full-

HmP iota oi othe Responsibilities which would interfere with a regular

coTeie or gram an^Uhose who might not meet normal University en-

tran!e veau-veme^s. University Without Walls students have diverse

background ag and interests. Preferred applicants include people

who have been working for social action agencies and who have skills, but

and photography as a UWW student.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

Capricorn can be explosive, natives of

this zodiacal sign usually are late in

blooming. Means recognition for their ef

forts comes in latter years, often making

Ihese persons legendary figures. One of our

most important writers, Henry Miller, will

be 80 years old next month, December 26.

He is slill going strong. Miller exemplifies

Capricorn tenacity and the talent which

overcomes early adversity.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Hold off on

decisions, trips. Overcome tendency to

decide in a hurry. Those who rush you are

envious, misinformed. See clearly.

Separate reality from wishful thinking.

Ignore gossip.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Emphasis on

money, power of decision, ability to utilize

assets. Key is loget whal is necessary. Rid

yourself of nonessentials. Clear away

emtional and other debris. Streamline

methods.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20). Partnership,

legal affairs may be muddled. Key is to

linish what you start. Stress wide appeal.

Moans popularize subject, product Public

attention centers on your personal efforts.

CANC C P (June 21 July 22): No time to

iry keeping secrets. Be frank, independent

By not concealing, vou actually strengthen

position Realize this and act accordingly.

Leo individual plays prominent role.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Affairs become

involved with one born under Cancer.

Accent on revision of some hopes, wishes.

Slress greater flexibility. One close to you

may act in eccentric manner Maintain

positive altitude.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Obtain hint

from Leo message Reach for goal. Be

versatile. Have alternatives at hand. Be

wary of inflated offers. Key is to know what

you are getting and how much it actually is

worth.
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Numerous

obstacles exist. Recognize this not for

purpose of being discouraged, but in order

to do something about it. Thorough ap

proach is necessary. Apparent minor

details must not be overlooked.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): You may be

going too fast, too soon. Applies especially

where investments are concerned. Con

servalive approach now should be favored

You won't get something for nothing. Act

accordingly.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Study

Scorpio message. Ulterior motive may be

featured in gift giving, flattery. Protect self

in clinches. Let mate, partner take

initiative. You gain now as quiel, shrewd

observer.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Play

behind scenes role. Be subtle. Being

discreet now is to your definite advantage.

Some associates are bluffing. Know this

and bide your time. Visit one confined to

home or hospital.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Friend

ships, romantic interests are stimulated.

Social activity is accelerated. Nothing

occurs halfway now. it is all the way or

nothing. Don'i start something you can'l

finish.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Complete

rather than initiate projects. Map cam

paign; applies to personal and professional

areas. Some family dissension indicated if

vou press, cajole. You gain most through

diplomacy
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

recently assumed great responsibility As

result, rewards also will be greater. Actions

affect more persons. Reconciliation with

one close to you has been highlighted. Road

ahead is not glass smooth, but your chances

lor success are heightened You usually are

a direct person, basically truthful, even

when the truth is not pleasant

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

PEANUTS 50METIAAE5, WHEN A PERSON

ASKS ANOTHER PERSON TO 00

A FAVOR, HE DOES IT SO THE

OTHER PERSON CAN BE MADE TO

FEEL GOOD BV D0IN6 A FAVOR...

'Meet The Redmen"Night

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1 Cook in oven

6 Rent
11 Hateful

13 Suffer violent

internal

excitement
14 Paid notice

15 Police

precinct book
17 Chaldean city

18 Underworld
god

20 Southeast
wind

21 Southern
blackbird

22 Walk

24 Cover

25 Poker stake

26 Period of time

28 Musical
instruments

30 Jumped type

32 Aroma
33 Out of

breath

35 Hebrew
month

37 Shallov
vessels

38 Male swan

40 Pieces out

42 Urge on

43 Walk on

45 Resort

46 Behold!

47 Firm woolen
cloth

49 Conjunction

50 All

52 Girl's name
54 Slaves

55 Old musical
instruments

DOWN •

1 Highways

2 Unusual
occurrence

4

5

6

7

Three toed

sloth

Cry

Bulrush

Dregs

Without end
(poetic)

8 Near

9 Pushes aside

10 Weird

12 Man's moral

and emotional
nature

13 Painter's

working room

16 Journey

Leaking

through

Hooded
jackets

Aches

25 Positive pole

27 Crimson

rr

By EABLE BARROLL
It was labeled "Meet the Hedmen Night" and

that's just what a healthy-size crowd of 600

basketball fans did last night at Curry Hicks Cage.

This was the first such endeavor of its kind ever

undertaken by a UMass basketball team and was
a big success in light of what the objectives to the

program were and what came out of it

.

Head coach Jack Leaman was pleased with the

turnout. His main objective was to give his players

some playing time in front of people after being

confined to a practically empty Hicks Cage for

over a month... this was accomplished.

Leaman also set out to give Redman fans a

sneak preview of what to expect from the team
this year. ..this too was accomplished.

In his opening comments Leaman made it

known that this was a team "the fans would be

proud of come March 4. We certainly miss number

32, but none of these players here are hanging

their heads and they want to show they weren't a

one man team last year," Leaman emphasized.

What the fans saw was a new look Redman
squad, certainly different from last year's board

dominating, unit that featured a defense

spearheaded by the presence of Erving.

What the fans saw was a team of speed,

quickness, aggressiveness and a stick-the-ball-in-

the-hole offense

They saw a team that had the finest group of

class quality ballplayers ever assembled at this

university, a team that features four outstanding

forwards and three guards that Leaman calls "the

best three guards at UMass at one time."

The Redmen went through a regular practice

showing exactly what the team does prior to the

regular season to put together their style on the

court for the season.

They drilled and drilled and drilled and the

sweat poured and poured and after an hour or so

they went into a scrimmage that lasted for almost

the equivalent of a half.

"We didn't play well," said Leaman, "but we
did get some playing time in front of people, which

is what we set out to do."

The team now resumes regular 4 p.m. practices

in the Cage in preparation for a season that will

feature such powers as Villanova, Harvard,

Boston College, Syracuse and Fordham on the

road and Providence, Holy Cross and Rhode
Island at the Cage.

The season gets underway at home on the 1st of

December with St. Anselm's and what you'll get

to see is a Redman team "that will be exciting to

watch" in the words of Leaman.
So you had better get in line early again this

season.
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Jenkins Tabbed For Cy Young Award

19

21

23

29 Girl's name
31 Edict

33 Vehicles

34 Performs
36 Grumble
37 Martinique

volcano

39 Cook in oven

41 Vaults

51

Rocky hills

European
herb
Expire

Negative

vote

Symbol for

thoron
Prefix: not

CHICAGO (AP) - Towering
Fergy Jenkins, after five seasons

as a 20-game winner, Wednesday
captured baseball's coveted Cy
Young award and the certainty of

becoming the Chicago Cubs' first

$100,000 pitcher.

Jenkins was the first Cub
honored since the top pitcher

award was started in 1956.

"I was happy when the

Associated Press voted me the best

J$4

(t-f

THEREFORE, IF THAT OTHER
PERSON KNOWS HE IS BEIN6
HELPED TO FEEL 600P, HE SHOULD

DO THE FAVOR FOR THAT PERSON 50

HE ALSO WILL BE MADE TO FEEL 600D

i

LOS ANGELES (AP) REMEMBER HIM? Gary Beban. former

winner of the Heisman Trophy, talks about his job as a salesman in

the realty operations of a large firm in downtown LA. "I have a

challenging job. I love it." says Beban. (AP W1REPHOTO)

B. c.

MEK&'S /v\V MEW
AAAMUS^KiP"^ £

f-lAD A HECK Of A
TIaaE KE^EARCHIN^ If

iTfe CALLED,

UFE <2M THE

PLANET MAR6T"

LIKE I ^AIP

a Heck of- A time

RESEARCHING IT.

"

7"

by Johnny hart

"IHAD\

WIRE RIMS
FOR YOUR

FASHION WHIM
At

56 Main St.

Amherst's First Optician

253-7002 Amherst

right-handed pitcher of 1971, and
the Cy Young Award for the

National League puts the frosting

on the cake," Jenkins said at a

news conference at Wfigley Field.

The 6-foot-5 Jenkins, who turns

28 on Dec. 13, was voted the award
by the Baseball Writers
Association of America by a wide

margin over Tom Seaver of the

New York Mets.

Jenkins, whose 24-12 record last

season was tops in NL victories,

hurried to Chicago from a duck-

hunting expedition near his

Chatham, Ont, home to review his

career and future plans.

He laughed off printed reports

that he would seek a $150,000 salary

for 1972. "I don't remember saying

that," Jenkins grinned.

"I'm leaving negotiations up to

my two lawyers, but I certainly

think now my salary will be over

$100,000." Jenkins last spring held

out for $100,000 but settled for an

estimated $90,000.

He was pleased, but not over-

whelmed by becoming the best

pitching counterpart of Oakland's

Vida Blue, recent AL winner of the

honor.

"I would have liked being in a

World Series, but I'm not saying

I'm not glad I won the Cy Young
Award. I'm glad I got it, because

there were a lot of good pitchers

who also could have won it."

A control specialist, Jenkins, in

five Cub seasons since 1967, won 20,

20, 21, 22, and 24 games and, during

that span, averaged 40 starts and
:$09 innings pitched per season.

In the writers' poll, Jenkins got

17 first-place votes and 97 points.

Next was Seaver with six first-

place ballots and 81 points.

followed by Al Downing of the Los

Angeles Dodgers with 40 points and

one first-place vote by the 24-man

BBWA selection committee.

th£ wizard of id
by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

O fZ>

Program Council Presents:

BEYOND
THE VALLEY OF

THE DOLLS
Thursday, 4 November

7 and 9:30

S.U. Ballroom 50

YOU'RE OCT OF HERE: Lindo Alves and the referee exchanged

a few pleasantries at the UMass-Vermont soccer game last week

which the Redmen dropped 2-1. It seems that the referee was poin-

ting in the general direction of his dressing room in Boyden. "My
dressing room is across the street," the ref said. "If you go check out

all my belongings, you'll see that I don't wear glasses." To which

Lindo answered: "#%&!&#!" (MDC Photo by Ed Mangiaratti)

{Owners Name New Voice]
NEW YORK (AP) - John

Thompson was tapped by National

Football League owners Wed-
nesday to bridge the admitted

communications gap with the

players and said he wanted to start

by correcting a misconception

about the establishment attitude

toward injuries.

Thompson, who becomes
Executive Director of the NFL
Player Relations Association after

serving as assistant to conference

president George Halas, said the

owners' decision not to participate

in an injury study undertaken by

the NFL Players' Association had

led to the misconception.

The subject of injuries is one of

the areas that the NFL owners, in

selecting Thompson, obviously feel

require bridges to be built for

better owner-player com-
munications.

"It has become clear to us that

we need a more continuous com-
munications link with the players

and their association than the club

presidents can provide," said

Wellington Mara of the New York
Giants in announcing Thompson's
new job.

Thompson, who began his career

in pro bootball with the Minnesota

Vikings in 1961 before moving to

the National Conference Office,

acknowledged that the owners
and players were not as close today

as they have been in the past.

"For years the players wanted to

sit down face to face with the

owners," Thompson said. "Now
it's drifting away from that. Now
the vehicle seems to be the national

office of the players' association

and a widening of the gap rather

than a closing.

"If you don't have good com-
munications, little annoyances
become major problems. Very
often that stems from not being

able to sit down together and ad-

mittedly the owners at this time of

year are concerned more with

their own football teams.

UMass Fine Arts Council Presents

Jous.

and a cry»tal bright

imagination

CliVB Barnes

B0WKER AUDITORIUM-UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

WED., NOV. 17 & THURS., N0V.18, 1971-8 P.M.

RESERVED TICKETS: UMass undergraduates $1 50; other—full-time

students $2.50; UMoss foculry stoff $3, general public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL BOX OFFICE. 125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202
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Harriers Romp In The Orchard
A „.,. .. . M„_.u^.,.,»„^r. oot in Position! five, six and

A I- KI-.SII \IAV.'^ es sir and a good one at that. Bill Gillin flashes

an oss the linish line yesterday in record time in leading the I Mass

i loss iountr\ team to a romp in their final New Kngland tune up.

(MIX photo h\ Kob Medeiros)

By EARLE BARROLL
If you had told cross country

coach Ken O'Brien before the

season began that his top two men
in the race prior to the New
England's would both be freshman

he probably would have told you to

put on a pair of track shoes and

take a good run for yourself.

If you ask him that same
question this morning he'll tell you
they were.

Yesterday on a slick course, but

under ideal weather conditions for

running, freshmen Bill Gillin and
Handy Thomas stormed from ;i

tightly bunched pack with just over

a mile to go and charged to the

finish line ahead of their up
perclass teammates as the I Mass
cross country team buried Central

Connecticut and Coast Guard. 18-

48 80

The winning time for Gillin was
26:09 over the tough Orchard Hill

course and this established a new
record erasing the previous mark
bv three seconds formerly held by

Bill Howe of Northeastern set in

the first meet of the season.

And just for added emphasis

Thomas also broke the record by a

second.

Satlg Gh>UMatt

SPORTS
While these two frosh stole the

show, what was going on behind

them was what mattered most to

the team members who had this

race to prove their worth for the

New Knglands on Monday.

Booters Outplayed; But Escape With 2-2 Tie

Positions five, six and seven

were up for grabs and with this at

stake it vt as the courage of a Roger
Nasatka who led by a wide margin

for over two miles and the intensity

of a Hick Barry and a Mike Mc
Cusker that made the human in-

terest story for this meet.

They battled it out in the Orchard
with the rest of the established

New England runners and this

made for the best cross country

race of the season at home. ..As of

yet the final seven have not been

picked for Monday.

Following Gillin and Thomas to

the line in close pursuit were Peter

Crisci, Tom Derderian, and Doug
O'Connell to complete the scoring.

Two Central runners snuck in

between these three to prevent the

shutout.

The enthusiasm after this meet
is now a paramount factor going

into the big race on Monday and
from the overall performance the

Kedman are ready to challenge

Northeastern and Dartmouth for

New England supremacy.

p 1 •

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
A tie may be like kissing your sister, but

for the Redmen the 2-2 tie at Springfield

yesterday was like kissing your favorite

girl.

To say that I Mass was lucky to escape out

ol Springfield with a tie is to make the un-

derstatement of the season. Any team that

can go 45 minutes without getting a shot on
net. and still end up with a tie has to be

considered luck)

In this particular game the statistics tell

the story. The Springfield goalie had to

make only :; saves compared to the 19 saves

that I'Mass goalie John Kiah was forced to

make, many of the spectacular nature as he

was continually pressed by the Springfield

ol lease Strictly speaking Springfield owned
the statistics and the game.

Considering the stats it was a strange

game in that I'Mass never trailed. Tom
Coburn got things rolling for I'Mass at 11 :40

of the first quarter when he banged home his

own rebound past the fallen Springfield

goalie

Dennis Lukens brought Springfield back

at 1:15 of the second quarter when he stole

the ball from a scramble in front of the

I'Mass net and fired the ball into the side of

the net

The second half opened with the score tied

at l-l. The Redmen appeared in the early

goings of the halt as if they were going to run

Springfield off the field. With only 1:10 gone

in the third quarter Undo Alves took a

comer kick from Augie Calheno and scored

to give I'Mass a 2-1 lead. At this point the

Redmen looked strong and confident, but

believe it or not they didn't make another

shot on goal until the first overtime period,

some 45 minutes later.

Springfield continued to shoot and con-

tinued to look for the big play. There were

only 55 seconds remaining in the third

quarter when Springfield's Mike Conte let

one fire from the side of the goal over the

sprawling Kiah. The score stood at 2-2 and it

seemed only a matter of time before the

Chiefs would break the tie.

If UMass had a lucky day. then

Springfield must have had their unluckiest

day of the season. With only 8:2(5 left in

regulation playing time. Springfield was
awarded a penalty kick on a disputed call.

Penalty kicks are not usually missed but in

this case Larry Keefe sent the ball past the

I'Mass net Regulation play ended with

I Mass and Springfield deadlocked at 2

goals apiece.

The two overtime periods were evenly

played between the two teams with the

Redmen getting the edge in the first period,

and the Chiefs the edge in the second. There

were no outstanding scoring opportunities in

the overtime periods by either team as each

seemed prepared to play conservative

soccer.

The artificial turf did not play a major

factor in the game as was first expected,

probably because of the wet field. The tie did

not hold any great significance for either

team since it is doubtful that the Hedmen or

the Chiefs were still being considered for a

tournament bid before the start of the game.

Varsity M Film Has Happy Ending: A UMass Win
By DAN KAMAI.

Remember when movies used to

have a happy ending'' Well, there

was a movie at the weekly Varsity

M Luncheon yesterday, and it had

a happy ending--in the form of a

UMass win. To those who attend

Varsity M meetings, surely hap-

piness is a UMass win.

It was the first "happy ending''

in five weeks What are the

chances for a repeat performance

this Saturday against Holy Cross"1

According to Walter O'Malley and

Dennis Collins, the chances are

very good.

O'Malley, the split end who
caught a touchdown pass from

Mark Tripucka in the win over

Vermont, feels that the Redman
offense which "has been sput-

tering" is now "starting to move."
He added. "Holy Cross is not a

good enough team to stop us. As

evidenced by the Vermont game,

some people have given up on us

However, they and Holy Cross will

he in for a surprise
."

Collins was the defense

representative, and he claimed

that. "Last week was indicative of

the way we can play. We really

went after Vermont Holy Cross

will be surprised if they're taking

us lightly."

Coach George Flood, an
assistant to Dick MacPherson,

then gave a rundown of the

Crusader squad He felt that. "Holy-

Cross is better this year because

they have been pretty fortunate as

far as injuries are concerned: they

have the same people together

Saturday after Saturday
"

The Cross, sporting a 4-2 record

on the year, have what Flood

called a "very sound offense and
defense and not so much of what

you might call finesse." He added.

"People in Worcester feel they

have a great team, despite what

happened against Syracuse (Cross

was upended by Syracuse 63-21).

The star attraction was up next.

No. it wasn't Dick MacPherson. it

was the "movie of the week"
narrated by Sports Information

Director. Dick Page.

"I hope and think that we can

move the football against Holy

Cross." That was the way Head
Coach Dick MacPherson summed
up bis feelings about his team's

next encounter
Concerning the Vermont game.

MacPherson had this to say: "I felt

tremendously bad about what
happened in the second half of the

game last Saturday. We talk to the

boys about pride and poise: well, in

that second half, they may have

shown pride, but they certainly

showed no poise."

The final two quarters, which

were spiced with a couple of

altercations, found the Redmen

suffering somewhat of a letdown Pherson had only this to say about goes on, when it becomes a circus,

after a strong first half. Mac- the fighting: "When stuff like that we want no part of it."

Notices Intramurals

SKI TFAM There will be a

meeting of all candidates for the

('Mass varsity Ski team in Room
305 Holdsworth Hall on Thursday.

November ll at 7 p.m. Dry land

training to begin on the I5th of

November will be organized. At-

tendance is required.

STOCKBRIDGE BASKET-
HALL All candidates for the Stock-

bridge basketball team are asked

to report to the Hoyden lobby at 7

p.m. today

6 15

BASKETBALL
Brolhorsvs Dados

Jacks vs Yups
Spunks vs Squtps
PuHers vs Acme

R.pOffsvs Dutchmen
Phantoms vs Hobbits

Warpath
Marty Kelley and Ken Rest will

host Warpath' tonight at 7:30 on

WMUA Guests will include Coach
Hob Pickett, and football players

Steve Greaney and Curt Bristol

i

^

,i .
***•

SNAP HACK. BALI. DOWN- Mark Patau has given the Redmen the consistency they needed in the

kicking department The junior, who also stars on the baseball team, scored six points against Ver-

mont, with a field goal and three I'ATs (PHOTO by (iib lullerton)

New England *s

Largest

College Daily

QU|r flatftfarlpstrfta

lathi dflltegtatt
4b»/ A PREE AND RESPONSIBLE ^^ PRESS

Weather:
Frostbite will set in at

approximately 4 p.m.
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Dr Howard Zinn-happy, pensive, and explosive, as he appeared to the crowd at Mahar Auditorium

last night. Zinn. a professor at Boston University, spoke as a guest of the Distinguished Visitors

Program on the subject of Civil Disobedience in all its forms, past and present. (MDC photos by Steve

Schmidt)

And
Appearing as a speaker of The

Distinguished Visitors Program,

Dr. Howard Zinn of Boston

University addressed a large and

receptive audience at Mahar
Auditorium last night. His lecture,

"Civil Disobedience in America,"

stressed the positive aspects of

civil disobedience.

To understand civil disobedience

one must first understand the law,

who Zinn explained talks us into

obeying the law, and who the laws

are protecting. Zinn believes that

these factors cannot be "put into a

test tube" apart from civil

disobedience.

"There is some ambiguity in

liberalism. On onehandliberalism

seems to imply a lot about freedom

of the individual against authority.

On the other hand, liberalism is

tied up with government... the rule

of the law."

One of Zinn's examples of am-
biguity in American liberalism is:

During World War I. a man had the

naivete to make a film of the

American Revolutionary War, The
Spirit of '76. That war was against

England, who was an American
ally in World War I. The law

provides for the freedom of speech,

even during wartime. However,

the producer of the film was
brought to court and received a ten

year sentence in jail. The name of

the court case was: The United

States vs. The Spirit of 76. Zinn

commented. "That tells it all."

On The Inside

:

Holy Cross Coming
See page sixteen

Poor Richards
See page eight

"Then there's the whole question

of government. People worry
about disobeying government." As

Zinn pointed out. "We have been

taught that American government

is beneficent." He then pointed out

the great American presidents-

"Washington. Jackson, Lincoln.

Wilson, and Roosevelt. It gets a

little hazy after that," remarked
Zinns.

"American government has

been generally good. Because
we've learned that Because all

you have to do is read American

history textbooks. Sometimes we
make little mistakes... like...

slavery. Then there are a few

things called a blemish. We have

blemishes... like our treatment of

the American Indians. Oh yes, they

were here. ..and then they weren't

here."

The point in repeating old history

is "you cannot have a proper ap-

proach to civil disobedience until

you know what you're disobedient

to. If you picture government as

beneficent -you must loathe to

disagree with the government. But

if your view of American govern-

ment is different -your approach to

civil disobedience is different."

Zinn believes that governments

have been ' beastial

growths...which have acted in

tyrannical ways to its own people

and to other people " The

American government is no ex-

ception to corruption of power and

wealth which affects other

governments. Zinn feels.

He suggest that if traditional

history books are put aside, the

history of the American govern-

ment would include:

—Violence and aggression to

people overseas. He cited our

"crassly overbearing" foreign

policy towards Latin America as

an example.
—American domestic policy

included one of the world's worse

institutions of slavery

—The treatment of the American
Indian as one of the most barbaric

in the history of mankind.

—The governments response to

protest is to erect barriers to

change while "creating symbols of

of democratic change."

—The government is not a

democratic government,
especially in matters over life and

death, such as the draft.

"At this point." declared Zinn,

"if government no longer serves

the ends, concern for members of

society, it shouldn't be in power."

Zinn looks upon the law as being

"mostly a set of rules by which

wealth is distributed in society.

Most laws are about money.
Lawyers aren't Clarence Darrow.

Lawyers are who,. ..Richard

Nixon?" Zinn belives that laws are

not a "monolithic thing" Some
laws are interpreted by the

government loosely, others

strictly.

Zinn gave an example of a

situation where constitutional law

is enforced sometimes, rather than

always. A person is at a corner

distributing leaflets to passersby

A policeman approaches and

remarks, "Get out of here." (At

this point Zinn quipped "And we all

know that's how a policeman

talks") The leaflet distributor

comments, "But haven't you heard

of Marsh vs. Alabama'" Here,

Zinn commented. "Wonderful, you

have the Bill of Rights and (On

stitutiional Law on your side All he

has is that club."

"Government itself which tells

us to obey the law, disobeys it Who
will call the government into ac-

count 9 Who will investigate the

FBI 9 The assaults of the police?

Zinn feels that the problem today

is the misconception of civil

disobedience Many people think it

is negative and they must work

hard to justify disobedience.

However, he feels the onus should

be the other way around
"Obedience should have to make a

case for itself The greatest

violence in our times have been

brought about by obedience.

Obedience has resulted in Ausch-

witz, Mai Lai and permitting

governments to send young people

into an absurd war."

"Obedience, that's our problem.

It's healthy that people are

realizing this." Zinn hoped that

civil disobedience would combine

dissent with the positive aspects of

developing new institutions When
it becomes widespread enough,

important things will happen:

"War will not be sustained if

people won't obey it." And finally,

"One of these days, the

Declaration of Independence may
come close to fulfillment

."
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Youth Vote: Potent But Unwilling?
A mini survey at UMass indicates that

young voters have potential for impact,

but there is reservation about the youngs
willingness to vote. Three professors in

UMass' Department of Political Science,

Connolly, Reid, and Bach, were in-

terviewed in their offices in Thompson
Tower and asked to give their appraisals

of youth's impact in electoral elections.

All agreed that the youth vote will play

a definite role in the democratic, elec-

toral processes, and they valued the

importance that this role-playing

(participation) could have. However, all

hedged somewhat on guessing how
strongly young voters will turn out.

Prof. Connolly took the most optimistic

view in his appraisal of what the 26th

Amendment may portend.

After contending that youth has always
been involved in politics, even before 18-

year olds received the right to vote, he

said that youth's role has been "ex-

tended" with this new right. "Not only

can youth raise issues (which they had
done previously), but young voters can
bring issues to the politicians in public

and promote a redefinition of those

issues," Connolly asserted.

Will youth vote in a bloc?

Prof. Connolly things that if youth

organize, they will have a definite impact

in the electoral results because they will

"approach" a bloc voting pattern. A
professor of "Modern Political

Thought", Connolly said he believes that

this would be the case because non-

students will not register to vote in as

significant numbers as students.

Consequently, the professor expects

that youth will tend to be more "left".

This trend could influence politicians in

"giving way" to youth's demands on

certain issues, e.g., relaxation of present

marijuana laws.

Prof. Reid sees youth's self-expression
through the voting process in an en-
thusiastic light. He is professor of an
"American Presidency" course.

Will youth be able to run the govern-
ment?
"No", Prof. Reid responded, "but they

can have a definite effect. Candidates
must listen to the youth. They surely

won't go out of their way to alienate

vouth."

But is a svstem that permits Cam-

bodias and Atticas to happen really

worth working in?

Prof. Reid paused momentarily, drew

in a deep breath, and answered: "What

are the alternatives to our system-to

tear it down? But tearer downs are

usually not builders and their societies

turn out to be more repressive than those

which they replace."

Reid continued, "Youth must work

within the system. They should take

advantage of and take part in politics."

He then qualified this statement, "It is

true that blacks in the ghetto have no way

out but to strike, but most young voters

aren't in this position. Instead, youth

should seek to concentrate their efforts

on how to make the system work better."

Prof. Reid believed that young voters

could do this best by registering to vote,

and thereby illustrating their potential to

the politicians of being a "viable group".

For Prof. Bach, it is a good idea to

allow 18 year olds the vote because "the

notion that if one is old enough to die,

then one is old enough to vote makes good

sense."
"Eighteen year olds are no less

prepared than anyone else to vote. In

fact, education might be higher among

the young," Bach added.

What is the expected impact of these

young voters?

Prof. Bach was reluctant to comment
on youth's impact because of the un-

certainty involved. But he does believe

that youthful voters may vote less than

their older counterparts, particularly in

local elections because such local issues

as taxes don't worry them.

Prof. Bach feels that there is a

divergence of opinions among young

people and that the young vote will not

simulate a bloc vote. Nevertheless, Bach

added, "With 11 million young voters

(the number that is expected to vote in

the 1972 election), the potential for im-

pact is great-if they can be made to vote

in a similar direction."

Get Academic Credit For N.E.S. Tutoring
Roberto is eleven years old, in

the third grade, and cannot read

even at first grade level. He has

eight brothers and sisters, and no

father. His home environment,

therefore, is not exactly conducive

to studying, for it is a very rare

moment when there is quiet in the

house.

Roberto gets no special attention

at school either. His teacher
believes that he cannot learn, that

he is hopeless; therefore he does

not learn. His self-image is very

poor: he feels inadequate and
stupid. Roberto needs some special

attention -he needs to know that

someone cares about what happens
to him. He needs someone who will

help him to learn and help him to

feel that he can learn.

If you can give three hours of

your time per week to a child like

Roberto then please drop by the

N.E.S. office, Room 105 RSO in the

Campus Center, sometime and
sign up to tutor in the Riverview
Center in Springfield. You can
tutor any one day, Monday -

Thursday in the afternoon or
evening. Afternoon tutors leave

UMass by bus at 2:45 and return by
6:00. Evening tutors leave at 6:15

and return at 9:30. We need ninety-

five tutors at the Riverview
Center. In other words, ninety-five

children are waiting at the
Riverview Center for tutors. This
section of the city shows the lower
median educational attainment in

the city.

If you do decide to tutor N.E.S.

can arrange for you to receive

Foreign Aid Impasse Ended
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Foreign Relations committee moved

today to end the foreign aid impasse by approving two separate
measures, one economic, the other military-slashed to $2.3 billion.

The committee overrode administration forces seeking to put together

a new aid package close to the $2.9 billion measure that was rejected by

the Senate last week.
It included many of the restrictive provisions in the earlier bill.
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Office o< fhe DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on

the University campus, up code 01002 Phones are S4S 2550 (news), S45 0344

(sports), and S49 13)1 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday fails within a week. Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March S. 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943 Sub

fc r ipt ion rate* are «* Of) per s*mes»*r, »io 00 par year

modular credit tnrough the School

!of Education. For tutoring twelve

times you can receive lb modules
of credit, or one University credit.

Get some good ash here-Now last week we ran a picture of a graveyard, but this isn't a crematorium
and those are definitely not bones over on the right. So what is it? Just take a ride out Rattlesnake Gutter
Road in Leverett and you'll see a couple of the niftiest charcoal ovens in the whole Pioneer Valley.

(Photo hv Steve Schmidt)

Voter Registration

Returns To Campus

Turn to Pg. 17

for a Surprise

The Amherst Board of

Registrars voted last night to bring

the voter registration books to

campus for a second time on
November 18.

Students will be able to register

to vote in the Town of Amherst on
the Campus Center Concourse
level, where 616 UMass students

were registered the first time the

Town agreed to set up registration

tables on campus, October 14th.

The books come back on campus
after what John Steven, Coor-

dinator of the Amherst Voter
Registration Coalition, described
as "caucusing" with the members
of the Board. The AVRC has been
working since the beginning of this

semester towards establishing on-

campus registration, with the non-

partisan support of several

political groups at UMass.
The registration will take place

between 1:00 P.M. and 6:00 P.M.,
November 18. Students must have
identification and proof of

residency in the Town of Amherst
UMass Housing office certification
of residency was available at the
last registration period for those
students living on campus
dormitories.

m

House of Lords

Pocket Billiards

65 Univ. Drive

"Great for a Date

escorted girls FREE

»i

open daily and Sun.
Sat. 10-12

Call 253-3305
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TOP OF THE CAMPUS
Black Magic
featuring 9-1
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not one
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The
Mixed Emotions

Amherst Selectmen
To Meet BiMonthly
The Selectmen Tuesday voted to meet on the second and fourth

Monday nights of each month instead of conducting just one
monthly night meeting.
The motion was made by board member Michael Sullivan, who

said that his activities at the university were making it in-

creasingly difficult for him to attend the Tuesday morning
sessions. The new schedule goes into effect immediately.
The Board also discussed ways to more efficiently perform their

license issuing responsibility. Although generally agreed that the

task was presently too time consuming, no final decision on how to

improve it was agreed upon.

It was determined, however, to make an attempt to have all the

license hearings at one of the monthly meetings instead of con-

ducting them at all the meetings. Also suggested was the possibility

of penalty fees if license applications were not submitted on time.

Selectman, Stephen Keedy proposed that a secretary be

authorized to sign the licenses, or use a signature stamp,

eliminating the necessity of the Selectmen wasting a great deal of

time putting their signatures on the licenses.

The Board also announced the appointees to the Technical Ad-

visory Committee, which will work with the town manager and

engineers in the planning of the new sewage treatment plant.

Named were: Gerald Foess (Dept. of Oivil Eng., UMass), Karol

Wisniewski (Amherst Board of Health), Robert Mannheim,

Warren Litsky (Dept. of Environmental Sciences, UMass), and

John Foster.

The following were named jurors for the December
misdemeanor term: Andrew French, Ethel E. Colt, Jane F. Drake,

John Conklin and Robert A. Cooke.

Davis DefenseTo Speak Tonight

The Plight of

Soviet Jewry
The plight of Soviet Jewry is

clearly demonstrated by the

situation of Sylva Zalmonson, who
is now dying in a Soviet prison

camp.
Born on October 25, 1944 in

Siberia, she was graduated in 1968

from the Riga Polytechnical In-

stitute. In 1968 she tried in vain to

obtain permission to leave for

Israel, appealing to Soviet and
foreign organizations. In 1970 she

was again deprived of the

possibility of leaving for Israel.

She was arrested with eleven

others on June 15, 1970 in con-

nection with an "alleged" hi-

jacking attempt in Leningrad. Her
original death sentence was
commuted to ten years at hard

labor.

Sylva has suffered a severe loss

ot hearing in prison and is likely to

go deaf. She has suffered in the

past from an open case of tuber-

culosis. Doctors worked hard to

Who's
Who?

Nominations due by

5 p.m., Friday, Nov. 5

Juniors and Seniors

Eligible

Submit names to

John Hogan (mailbox)
in the Student
Senate Office.

Attorney Howard Moore, Chief

Defense Counsel in the Angela

Davis case will speak at the

Student Union Ballroom at 7:30

p.m. tonight. Moore's appearance
is under the auspices of the

Distinguished Visitors Program.

The subject of Moore's speech is

"Political Repression and the Bill

of Rights-A Case in Point". After

the talk, there will be a showing of

a documentary film "Angela-
Portrait of a Revolutionary".

Howard Moore is a Black,
Atlanta based lawyer whose ac-

tivities as legal representative of

theCivil Rights Movementhavewon
him an international reputation. As
a Civil Rights lawyer, Attorney

save her life from this disease. She

was admitted to a special

sanatorium for a long period of

time to recover from her illness.

It is a known fact that people who
suffered from this disease have to

be very careful and preserve their

health. Under bad living conditions

this disease can reappear.
Presently, Sylva is suffering from

a diseased peptic ulcer. Not only

has the Soviet Government refused

to allow the International Red
Cross to give her medical
assistance, but also has itself done

nothing to improve her condition.

Ruth Alexandrovich, a former

prison mate of Sylva, has just

arrived in Israel and has stated

that Sylva could die any moment.
Her uncle, Abraham Zalmonson
has joined with others in Israel,

who are conducting a hunger strike

by the Western Wall in Jerusalem

to dramatize the urgency of the

situation.

Moore has represented Stokely

Carmichael and H. Rap Brown of

the Student Non-Violent Coor-

dinating Committee, as well as the

Southern Christian Leadership
Conference of Martin Luther King,

Jr. and the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party. Attorney
Moore has fashioned the legal

offensive for the Black community
in numerous de-segregation cases

in the Deep South. He is also one of

the few southern lawyers
specializing in draft cases. He has

recently returned from a speaking

tour in Europe where the Angela

Davis case has excited great in-

terest.

Attorney Moore's visit to the

campus marks the beginning of

"Black Prisoners Solidarity

Month" which is being organized

by the Emergency Defense
Committee, a coalition of

organizations and individuals in

the Five-College area concerned

with the treatment of prisoners in

American society. Other acitivities

and speakers will visit the campus
during this month.

On Saturday, Attorney Moore
will address a rally at the

Buckingham Jr. High School
Auditorium in Springfield. Prior to

that meeting, Attorney Moore will

meet with the press to answer any
questions they may have on the

progress of the trial and the

campaign.

Concern For Environment Misleading

NEW YORK (AP>-An independent, monprofit

research group has accused some of the nation's

biggest advertisers of making misleading claims

about their concern for the environment in the Sep-

tember issue of Reader's Digest.

A report released Thursday night by the Council on

Economic Priorities criticizes statements made by

Ford Motor Co., American Can Co., Continental Can
Co., and the Glass Container Manufacturers Institute-

GCMI-among others, in the Digest's "Environment
71" advertising supplement.

The Art Directors Club of New York, comprising 600

graphic designers, has sent copies of the report to the

presidents of the country's 200 top advertising

agencies, club president George Lois reported.

A spokesman for Reader's Digest said the Council's

report contained "inaccuracies and distortions" and

questioned the council's motivation."

The report contends that GCMI and The Can People,

an industry group composed chiefly of American and

Continental Can, minimized the extent of their waste

contribution by stating that cans make up only 17 per

cent of all solid waste and glass, 6 per cent.

An estimated 43 billion cans and bottles entered the

U.S. solid waste system in 1969, the council said,

adding that the cost of collecting and disposing of the

container waste load was $122 million in 1966.

The council's report also took issue with an ad-

vertised claim that the can "is one of the safest,

cleanest, cheapest containers ever invented."

Citing Yonkers, NY., comparative pricing study,

the report insisted that returnable glass was cheaper
lor the consumer, even though cans are less costly to

produce. It said further that consumer surveys in-

dicate a preference for returnables.

The council referred to a government study which
said that such low emission levels were generally

achieved only in a small number of prototype

automobiles.

Another council complaint was that Ford said cars

account for about 39 per cent of the country's air

pollution, ignoring studies that blamed autos for as

much as 87.5 per cent of the pollution in such urban
areas as Los Angeles and New York.

Donald A. Jensen, director of Ford's automotive
emissions office, said Thursday the figure of 39 per

cent cited in the ad was "a direct quotation from the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare."
He said the firm was not aware of charges that the

auto industry had misused figures provided by the two
California professors.

Tennis - Soccer - Football - Hockey

including professional fitting at

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
Western Auto

32 Main St., Northampton

not one
more day...

®
presents

HOWARD MOORE
Chief Defense Counsel in the

Angela Davis Case

"Political Repression and the

Bill of Rights - a Case in Point **

followed by the film

"Angela - Portrait of a Revolutionary

Friday -Nov, 5-7:30

Student Union Ballroom
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In The Nation And The World

Amchitka Blast To Go As Scheduled
WASHINGTON (AP)-The White House

turned aside mounting protests against a

planned underground nuclear test off the

Alaskan coast Thursday as opponents

prepared a last-ditch appeal to the Supreme
Court
The explosion is scheduled for Saturday at

5 p.m. EST on Amchitka Island to test the

five-megaton hydrogen bomb warhead for

the Spartan anti-ballistic missile.

Asked about White House reaction to

continuing protests and petitions, press

secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said "careful

study was given to all aspects including

potential environmental risks."

It was decided to proceed with the test, he

said, because of overriding interests of

national defense and security.

Seven environmental groups opposing the

explosion prepared their appeal to the

Supreme Court, asking for an injunction

against the blast.

Sen. Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield

of Montana told reporters he hopes the court

stops it.

Sens. George McGovern, D—S.D., and

Mark O. Hatfield, R—Ore., also joined in

protests.

Two members of Congress accompanied
Atomic Energy Commission Chairman
James R. Schlesinger on a flight to Alaska

Thursday to observe effects of the explosion.

They were Reps. Craig Hosmer, R—Calif.,

and Orval Hansen, R—Idaho, both members
of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
Also in the party were Mrs. Schlesinger and
two young Schlesinger children and Mrs.
Hosmer.
Schlesinger planned to be at the Amchitka

Island Command post 37 miles from the site

of the blast, code named Cannikin. The
explosion is to take place almost 6,000 feet

underground.
Mansfield said the test poses dangers of

killing sea life, increasing radiation and
creating tidal waves, as well as harming
U.S. relations with Canada and Japan.
Governments of those two countries have
protested the explosion.

The basic controversy is over the AEC's
site for the test. Amchitka Island is in the

Aleutians between Canada and Russia and
near an earthquake belt that runs from
Japan to the California coast.

Lawyers for the environmental groups
contended there is evidence the AEC
violated the National Environmental Policy

Act of 1969 by refusing to include adverse
comment on the test in its environmental
impact statement.

They pointed to formerly secret
documents that showed President Nixon's

chief environmental adviser concluded
almost a year ago that the test could trigger

a large natural earthquake and release

radiation into the sea.

The statement by Dr. Russell E. Train

chairman of the Council on Environmental

Quality, was released Wednesday at the

order of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia.

Asked Thursday if Nixon had read Train s

report, Ziegler said the report was one of

many environmental studies included in the

decision-making on the blast.
» * *

Minutes after the underground explosion

of a five-megaton bomb on Amchitka Island,

scientists will be checking to see if the blast

has triggered a tidal wave.

The scientists operate the Palmer

agencies, the media and other earth-

monitoring stations. Observatory officials

said such a watch message is standard

procedure before any nuclear test.

When the bomb is exploded, the scientists

will check seismographic readings and tide

gauges throughout Alaska and the Aleutian

Islands to tell what sort of earthquake the

blast has generated and whether the quake
has triggered a tidal wave.

If the explosion causes an earthquake

measuring 7.0 on the Richter scale, Howell

M. Butler, director of the observatory said,

a tidal wave warning message will be
issued. He explained that the magnitude of

i ne scientists u^mic w<. » «....v.. r ~

Seismological Observatory of the National 7.0 is considered potent enough to generate

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, such a wave.

The observatory, nestled in the Matanuska

Valley about 40 miles north of Anchorage, is

able to pinpoint earthquakes or tidal waves

anywhere on the globe.

Here's the way the system will work on

Saturday when the bomb-250 times stronger

than the one that leveled Hiroshima-is

scheduled to be detonated:

The scientists at Palmer will be tied by

multiple communications systems to

Amchitka and to the Atomic Energy

Commission's press center in Anchorage.

About one hour before the blast-now set

for 5 p.m. EST—the scientists will issue a

tsunami or tidal wave watch message. This

message will be delivered to disaster

On the Richter scale, anything from the

magnitude of 4. 5 up is considered potentially

destructive. The San Francisco earthquake

of 1906 measured 8.3.

After issuance of a warning, the scientists

will wait to see when the first water waves-if

they occur-reach a tide gauge at Adak
Island. Butler said it would take at least an

hour from the time of the explosion for the

waves to reach Adak.
Butler also said, however, it was unlikely

that such an event would occur. He said no

tidal waves have been generated from the

Amchitka area since records have been

kept.

In Brief...
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., has

decided to enter the New Hampshire presidential primary next

March 7, sources close to his campaign said today.

"We've taken some serious looks at New Hampshire and our

people up there say we should go in," the source said.

"We now consider it on the same basis as Florida, Wisconsin and
some of these other states with primaries."

PASADENA, Calif. <A I* (Three space probes from earth-one

American and two Russian-are nearing a rendezvous with Mars
that might help answer a century old question: is there life there?

The U.S. spacecraft. Mariner 9, arrives Nov. 13, orbiting Mars
and dipping to 750 miles of the surface on each revolution. Because
it will not be landing on the planet. Mariner will be able to tell

scientists only whether conditions seem to favor the possibility of

life.

VATICAN CITY <AP>-An unexpected row on the question of a

married priesthood threw the World Bishops Synod into confusion

Thursday and disrupted its voting schedule.

( )ne briefing officer said it was the most spirited meeting in the

synod's five weeks. Bishops both for and against a married
priesthood sharply questioned the working of a resolution on the

matter.

WASHINGTON (AP)-Where Mom failed, the youth movement
has succeeded, says a California nutritionist. More kids are eating

their spinach.

"The counterculture is affecting the attitudes and values of many
teen-agers in regard to food," said Dr. Ruth L. Huenemann, a

University of California nutrition expert. "Now there's more of

shift towards vegetarianism."

WASHINGTON (AP)-President Nixon met at length with India's

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi Thursday and urged moderation on
both sides of the India-Pakistan border to reduce the risks of war.

After a two-hour and five minute meeting at the White House,

presidential press secretary Ronald L Ziegler said the detailed

talks with Mrs. Gandhi and the contacts the United States main-
tains with Pakistan President Yahya Khan "should indicate that

we are involved."

BHUBANESWAR, India (AP)-Ten hours before a 16-foot tidal

wave and cyclone struck eastern India last weekend, officials at the

Orissa State Secretariat here received a warning from Calcutta

meteorologists that the storm was coming.
Word was relayed to the coastal areas, but there was no

evacuation, onlva few fishermen out to sea were called back.
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Peking Moving Fast In U.N.
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.

(AP)—Peking wants one of its

citizens selected for the high U.N.
post formerly held by Ralph J.

Bunche, an official source reported

Thursday.

Bunche, a winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize, was for 14 years
undersecretary-general for special

political affairs-the highest ad-

ministrative post ever attained by
an American. He was in effect

chief trouble-shooter for the
secretary-general. Bunche retired

in June because of ill health and
the post is vacant.

The source for the information

about Peking's goal said the

Communist government, as it has

in the past, used a third party to

communicate the information to

Secretary-General U Thant. That
was after the Oct. 25 vote in the

General Assembly expelling
Taiwan and giving China's U.N.
seat to the People's Republic.

Red China, as one of the Big Five
world powers, apparently feels it

should occupy a top U.N. slot

commensurate with its

ternational status.

m- The geographic formula is still

religiously followed.

Thant is scheduled to retire Dec.

31 after 10 years as U.N. chief, and
his successor will be free to

reshuffle chief aides.

When Thant was appointed he
named eight principal advisers,
representing the five major powers
and the key regional areas of

Africa. Asia and Latin America.
Since then other undersecretaries-
general have been appointed. All

have equal status as advisers.

not one
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Where Adam, John, Silvio,
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it- perfectly. . .For both
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26 Main St., Amherst
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HATCH SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
Heaping Platter

of

Hot
Spaghetti
covered with

Meat Sauce
plus

Hot
Garlic Bread

ONLY

59
We apologize for running out

last week-there will be more than

enough this week!!

Served in the

Student
Union Hatch

every Saturday from 5 p.m. -10p.m.
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BELFAST. Northern Ireland. Nov. 2 -WRITTEN IN WINDS OF VIOLENCE--A British soldier uses
brick hut for shelter during rioting Tuesday in Andersonstown section of Belfast. The writing on the wall
does not refer to the British army.

Tension Builds As British
Invade IRA Strongholds

BELFAST. Northern Ireland
(AP)—British troops fought a one-

hour border gun battle with Irish

Republican Army guerrillas

Thursday after arresting 51

suspects in massive raids on
Roman Catholic strongholds in

Northern Ireland.

The firefight across the sensitive

frontier with the Irish republic

exploded as a sequel to stop-watch

invasions of Belfast's An-
dersonstown and Londonderry's

Bogside districts by 1,400 soldiers.

supported by armor.
The raiders found big caches of

arms and ammunition.
The passions of Northern

Ireland's age-old feud between
Roman Catholics and Protestants

threatened in Dublin to over-throw
the moderate government of

Prime Minister Jack Lynch.
Des Foley, latest of a number of

hard-line dissidents, resigned from
the ruling Fianna Fail party after

telling the party's executive why
he criticized Lvnch for his Nor-

AFTER THE

GAME

AT

®h? English T^nb

them Ireland policies.

That resignation put Lynch's
government on the spot. It has 72

votes in Parliament, including the

speaker, who must side with Lynch
on a tie vote. The combined op-

position also has 72 votes.

Patroling British troops traded
hundreds of shots with IRA gun-

men firing from sanctuary inside

the Irish Republic at Drumbo. The
army reported no casualties but

witnesses said army vehicles were
peppered by automatic fire.

Irish troops and police pulled up
to the border after both sides with-

drew.
Terrorists bombed the Regency

Hotel in Belfast in midafternoon.
They gave the staff 30 minutes to

get out. The bomb exploded on the

minute, after the building was
cleared and police cordoned off the

area. No one was hurt. Two other

men planted another bomb in the

nearby York Hotel. Army experts
dealt with the explosive before it

went off.

More than 1.000 British soldiers

moved into the Andersonstown
housing area on the Belfast out-

skirts and sealed the apartment
complex in an armored ring-the

biggest army action since the

internment raids of Aug. 9. They
took in 35 suspects.

"No one in, no one out," the

troops' orders read. Even milkmen
and bakery deliverymen were
halted.

Similar raids were carried out in

Londonderry's Creggan, Bogside
and Shantallow districts by 400

soldiers, who hauled 16 suspects

away.
Successive waves of violence in

the six counties of Northern
Ireland washed fear into London,
already a target of suspected IRA
bombers in recent days. Special

security rules went into effect in

London's huge subway system.

We 7/ Show You Ours . .

If You Show Us Yours

• Touring Skis

• Ski Parkas

• Down Clothing

• Mountaineering Gear

CLIMBERS & CAMPERS 510 Main St., Springfield 736 7938

Strict Constructionism

Promised By Rehnquist
WASHINGTON (AP)-William H. Rehnquist promised Thursday to be

faithful to the Constitution if he is confirmed as a Supreme Court justice

and "let the chips fall where they may."
"When you put on the robe," he told the Senate Judiciary Committee,

"you are there not to impose your personal views but to construe as ob-

jectively as you possibly can the Constitution and the statutes."

Testifying a second day on his nomination, the assistant attorney

general disputed a prominent lawyer's description of him as an "extreme

conservative."

He said he disapproves of "promiscuous wiretapping" and that it is

unfair to think of him as backward on civil rights, although he considers

long-distance busing of school children undesirable.

Still waiting to be questioned by the committee was President Nixon's

nominee for a second vacancy on the court, Lewis F. Powell Jr., Rich-

mond, Va. attorney. Powell was introduced to the committee by

Virginia's two senators, Harry F. Byrd Jr., Independent, and William B.

Spong Jr., Democrat.
Seven former presidents of the American Bar Association and the

current president, Leon Jaworski of Houston, were on hand to back

Powell, a one-time ABA president.

While carrying various questions, Rehnquist disagreed with the

assessment of John P. Frank, a Phoenix lawyer, that he is an "in-

tellectual force for reaction" and a "supporter of police methods in the

extreme."
Rehnquist, a lawyer in the Arizona city before joining the Nixon ad-

ministration, said "this is not a fair characterization, even of my
philosophical views."

Frank's assessment, in a letter to a Phoenix newspaper, was brought

up by Sen. Hiram L. Fong, R—Hawaii, who stressed his own opposition to

wiretapping. ^

for 'the war in

southeast asia
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Our superb buffet will be from 6: 30 a.m. to 9: 00

p.m. Please come up to the buffet as many times as

you wish. $5.50 per person.
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Above: Miss Jean (Jreenburg. a student at I'Mass, hleps Miguel Hernandez with his

Knglish and learns some Spanish from him at the H.B. Lawrence Junior High School in

llolvoke.

On the right: Zenaida Perez, left, and Miss Judy Ratte, a Spanish major at UMass,

have one of their regular tutoring sessions at H.B. Lawrence Junior High School where

Zenaida is in the seventh grade. 18 I'Mass students tutor about fifty Spanish speaking

students at the school.

UMass Students Tutor Spanish Children In Holyoke
Ana and Pablo and Judy and speaking children. The school has Spanish, and all are learning also an eighth grader, who is Elvira from West Spring
. . -,ii .i •• n I . ,n o • l_ !_:_„ . .1.. I . J... ... In •-. «_ r»! I 1 1....1, I, ,i ..,..., I ki> Ann Mir<hr»lc will an- 1 . .1, ........ I, ... I nt r"l,,k I J .... .

Elvira will be on television Sunday,

Nov. 7, doing what they do two

hours a week at the H.B. Lawrence
Junior High School in Holyoke.

What they do is speak to each

other in Spanish and English. Judy
and Elvira are tutors from the

University of Massachusetts-
Amherst Spanish department, and

Ana and Pablo are junior high

school students from Puerto Rico.

The program is more than just

teaching English to the children,

according to the tutors who say

their Spanish has improved quite a

bit since the H.B. Lawrence
program began in September.

Sunday at 10 a.m., Channel 40,

Miss Judy Authier and Miss Elvira

Nasti will demonstrate their work

with Ana Rodriguez and Pablo

Diaz. The program is "Latino."

hosted by Mrs. Argelia Hermenet.

At. H.B. Lawrence High School.

Judy and Elvira and 16 other

UMass-Amherst students of

Spanish spend two mornings a

week trying to improve the English

proficiency of about 50 Spanish-

143 Spanish-speaking children in

its junior high grades and 93 such

children in its elementary grades,

according to Principal Edward
O'Malley. Though the school has

five bilingual teachers, the

children need more help and Mr.

O'Malley expects "great results"

from the UMass tutoring program.

The tutors, he says "fit in

smoothly." In September about

25% of the 143 junior high Spanish-

speaking children did not speak

English, he says.

For the UMass students, the

program provides three academic
credits and a chance to use their

Spanish in a practical way. Besides

the twice weekly trips to Holyoke,

they meet once a week for a

seminar with their teacher, Asst.

Prof. Nina M. Scott. Fourteen of

the 18 tutors are Spanish majors.

Some of the tutors are picking up

Puerto Rican accents to their

Spanish, and all are learning

Puerto Rican vocabulary, which

differs somewhat from the Spanish

taught at UMass.

One rainy morning at H.B.

Lawrence Junior High, tutors and
their charges sat at tables in the

cafeteria. Zenaida Perez, a

seventh grader, chatted with tutor

Judy Ratta. Zenaida. said Judy, is

"frightened to respond" in English

because she is unsure of the

language. So, they keep chatting,

two hours a week. And the tutor

has noticed improvements in her

Spanish and Zenaida's English.

Ariel Negron, an eighth grader,

had never had individual tutoring

before tutor Linda Overgaard
came from the- University. A few

weeks into the tutoring, Linda

found Ariel "has more willingness

to work."

"COMETOWHERE
THE ACTION IS"

DIALTONE
Route 5 West Hatfield

Band Every Nite
9p.m. - 1 a.m.
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atmosphere

The speech of Miguel Hernandez.

There will be a newspaper

Graphics and Layout
Recruitment Meeting

The Collegian
on

Tuesday, November 9th
Time to be announced Monday.

Delicious

Pizza, Grinders,

Spaghetti,

B.Q. Chicken,

A 1 Roast Beef
come in-

Try and Compare

CAMPUS
PIZZA

206 Russell Street
Hadley, Mass.

Telephone 586-3880
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STORE HOURS
Sunday • Thursday

11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Friday - Saturday

11 a.m. -2a.m.

next to Walter's
of Hadlev Route 9

MARCH ON BOSTON

NOV 6

for the immediate and total

withdrawal of all u.s. forces
from southeast a si a.

NIXON WOULD APPRECIATE IT IF YOU
DIDN'T WALK, HITCH, RIDE, DRIVE,
OR TAKE THE SMC BUS* TO BOSTON ON
NOV. 6TH. WE'VE HAD ENOUGH OF HIS
GRATITUDE.

umass
student
mobilization
committee

*$5.00 round trip bus tickets available from the

umass smc. 545-1366 or in the franklin room, 2nd floor

student union.

ghth grader,

tutored by Ann Nichols, will ap-

pear on "Latino" Sunday morning

Sunday morning's tutors. Miss

Judy Authier and Miss Elvira

Nasti. are from the Springfield

area-Judy from Holyoke and

Elvira from West Springfield
Judy, president of Club Hispano at

UMass. spent one summer in

Mexico, and is a former student of

H.B. Lawrence. Elvira spent her
junior year in Spain.

For Diamonds
at Moderate Prices

SEE

BAKER-WINNJewelers

. . .Everyone's favorite jeweler, . .

31 S. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST

Restocked as of Today
New Shipment of Real Antique Clothes

Large Amounts of Good Winter Coats

etc.

NEW & OLD
CLOTHING

Handicrafts Too!
Route 9

Road Northampton
(Neil to Walter'! of Hadley)

Tel: 586-3727
Mon. thru Fri. 10a.m. - 11 p.m.

Saturday 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

L

leans

$2.50

13 Button
Navy Pants

$6.00

Flannel &
Cordurov

Shirts

$1.50

Denim
Jackets

$3.00 & $4.50

Corduroy
Jackets

6.00

Workshirts

$2.00

Furs $10 - 30

Shawls $2.00

Leathers, Corduroys, Velvets, & Antique Dresses (20s-30'sl

Sweaters, authentic P-Coats, new Parkas, Felt Hats,

Moutons, Tunics, Berets, HbtShlm & Pants, Long Wool Coats,

M-43's, Eisenhowers, Boots, etc.

Bring your handicrafts

•75 c
off each purchase
WITH THfS COUPON

effective through Sat Nov. 6

If You Were Planning To Buy A New Album This Weekend,

You Just Got A Break

New Releases

Chicago 4 record set

Grateful Dead-Live
Pentangle-Reflections

leff Beck
J. Geils
Shaft
loan Baez
Van Morrison

1*1

8-Track "No Label'

The kind you see outside the

Campus Center

$1.78 each

$3.49
3.49
2.99
3.49
4.99
3.49

3.49

3.49

All Other 8-tracks Sony Keyboard immortal series

$4.85 Open-Reel

Regardless of list $1.49

$12.98 List $7.98 11 Seatrain $5.98 list

9.98 list 5.99 Band 5.98 list

4.98 list 2.99 1 Savoy 4.98 list

5.98 list 3.49 1 Mothers Live 5.98 list

4.98 list 2.99 1 Buddy Miles 7.98 list

9.98 list 5.99 1 Steve Miller 5.98 list

9.98 list 5.99 I Traffic 5.98 list

4.98 list 2.99 I1 Poco 5.98 list

Diamond needles for ceramic or crystal cartridge -- $1.99 each Reg. list $10.95

••••.. Equipment Specials

(4) Pioneer SX 440 24 Watt R.M.S. Receiver, Aztec Dulanes

(2-8" woofers!) Garrard SLSSB w/grado FCR cartridge

List
Sale

$431.35
329.00

SAVE $102.35
(2) Pioneer SX770 34 Watt R.M.S. Receiver, Aztec Picasso |jst
(10" 6" 2x6 horn Tweeter) Pioneer PLI2A Manual Turntable

^a\e

SAVE
(3) Pioneer SX990 56 Watt R.M.S. Receiver, E.P.I. 100's List

(Probably The Best Buy Today) PE 2035 Automatic Turntable, Sale
B&O SPI4 Cartridge SAVE

Used Equipment
1215 L, .

1218 and get the Base, Dust Cover and cartridge

1219 for a penny!

$509.90
419.95

89.95
$610.95
480.00

130.95

Buy any Dual

Demo Special
(1) Morantz 2245 Receiver, EPI 601 's,

Dual 1219 w/M91E
List $1122.95
Sale 750.00

SAVE 372.95

Dual 1212 (Good Shape) $35.00; Akai 150D (open reel, hke new) $110.00

Rectilinear Elevens (Perfect) $65.00 the pair

Evaluation Samples:

Standard SR1000 40 Watt R.MS. Receiver

SR T180DK Cassette Deck »i/u.uu

Friday & Saturday

AMHERST AUDIO

M
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Lip Service
November 6th has been an important day in the antiwar

movement for quite a while now. With the addition of the

Amchitka blast, this Saturday could well become one of

the more significant afternoons in our brief lifetimes. It

means more demonstrations, more controversy and most

importantly, more questions than answers.

In the past, many senators and congressmen have half-

heartedly endorsed the activities of the antiwar

movement. A few have even given it strong support. The
tendency has been for the Washington representatives, as

a whole, to agree with demonstration motives, but to

restrain themselves from any overt activity on their

behalf. This has manifested itself most strongly, and most

disappointingly, on the floors of Congress where bill after

bill attempting to force an end to the Vietnam farce have

gone down the drain.

In a sense, the scheduled Amchitka blast has had a

similar history. If we are to believe that the legislative

outrage is as extensive as advertised, then why are

thousands of people still bracing themselves for Satur-

day's sadism. If the pluralist theory of government has

any reality in America, how can an activity so deplored by

such a vast number of people take place.

Perhaps the answer lies in the fact that many in-

dividuals, especially those legislators, administrators and

interest group leaders most able to direct policy, simply

don masks every time an issue of controversy rears its

head. This includes all those who call themselves doves but

have not supported legislation designed to withdraw funds

from Vietnam and those who have not used the full power
of their offices to make certain that operation Cannikin

never takes place.

Meanwhile, antiwar demonstrations will continue and

every once in a while, other issues, equally as noxious to

the American public, will appear on the scene. Unless the

people in power use their influence to support positions to

which they presently pay lip service, they will soon

discover that Halloween ends on election day.

Art Buchwald

Keep The U.N. Here
NEW YORK There was a very angry reaction

last week by some Americans to the United Nations

vote on China. Sen. Barry Goldwater suggested we

kick the United Nations out of New York. Sen. James

Buckley called for the United States to refuse to fund

it.

In purely economic terms we believe that those

calling for the end of the United Nations are making a

mistake. The United Nations brings in far more

money to New York than it takes out.

For example, the budget for spying among the U.N.

members is estimated to be over a billion dollars.

We have the word of J. Edgar Hoover himself that

the United Nations has more spies in it than any in-

ternational organization. And the most important

thing about this fact is that spies spend money.

A recent survey revealed that U.N. spies were the

biggest spenders of any group in New York City. They

ate at the best restaurants, stayed at the best hotels,

hired the most attractive women and were the biggest

tippers.

An American economist told me that if it wasn't for

the money that foreign spies spend in the United

States, our balance of payments deficit would be twice

what it is today.

A top restaurateur said, "We've been in a terrible

slump in the past few years since legitimate

businessmen have been ordered to cut out lavish

spending at lunch or dinner. If it wasn't for the spies

attached to U.N. delegations, we would have to close

our doors."

i don't think they counted that much," I said.

"It isn't just the spies that bring in the business," he

said, "it's what they bring in with them, too. Every

time a Russian spy reserves a table for dinner, we also

get a reservation for a table from the FBI and one

from the CIA and one from the KGB-the Soviet Secret

Police.

"Why would the KGB reserve an extra table if one of

their own spies were having dinner there?"

"They don't trust each other."

A hotel manager confirmed that U.N. spies were

keeping his place going. "When a Cuban U.N. delegate

takes a hotel room, the Secret Service takes the room
next to him," he said. "Navy intelligence takes the

room on top of him, the State Department security

people take the room below him and we rent out the

entire basement for equipment to bug his room.

"We couldn't afford to take care of New York
policemen for free if it wasn't for money that U.N.

spies bring in."

Another hotel manager said he had rented out an
entire floor to Arab U.N. delegates directly over

Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban's suite, when
Eban last came to town.

He said, "The nice thing about spies at the United

Nations is that they don't cause any trouble. They are

very quiet. All they're interested in doing is getting

information and they usually talk in whispers."

There is great excitement over the Red Chinese

coming here to the United Nations. "They will have to

assume every Chinese U.N. delegate is a spy," a

Chinese restaurant owner said, "and I understand the

P'BI has already doubled its entertainment budget for

its New York City office."

"But," I said, "suppose the Red Chinese delegates

turn out not to be big spenders?"
"Who cares," he replied. "Every person in New

York of Chinese descent will be suspect, and what we
don't make on Red Chinese U.N. spies, we'll recoup on

the FBI following Chinese people who were born in

Brooklyn."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times.

The Force That Never Fails

FACT: The Antiwar demon-
strations in Washington D.C. and
San Francisco on April 24th. 1971

together were the largest

gathering of people for a political

purpose in American History.

FACT: At the demonstrations on

April 24th 1971, organized labor

A-as in the streets for the first time
in 25 years.

FACT: Labor support for this

Saturday's Nov. 6th demon-
strations which are slated to take

place on that day in 17 cities sur-

passes that which was realized on

last April 24th.

FACT: The Nov. 6th demon-
strations, which call for the im-

mediate and total withdrawal of all

U.S. forces from Southeast Asia,

have the signature endorsements
of 20 U.S. representatives and 7

U.S. senators. These represen-

tatives and senators have
remained silent concerning these

demonstrations throughout the

entire autumn publicity and
organizing campaign.
FACT: Any and all news con-

cerning the Nov. 6th demon-
strations has been blacked out by
every major news paper,
magazine, T.V., and Radio station

in the country.

We asked a member of the

Student Mobe about this collection

of facts. She stated that "the ab-

sense of any media coverage of

preparations and support for the

demonstrations, especially in light

of the size and scope of these

historic events, was too wide
spread to be a coincidence." She
pointed to the congressional and
senatorial doves, from both par-

ties, who had endorsed the

demonstrations, and who, she said

"find their watered down peace
efforts frustrated in Congress and
yet are speechless when the op-

portunity to really help the antiwar

movement presents itself."

"Where are all those concerned

newspapers now?" She asked. We
then asked what she thought it all

meant. "Putting it together," she

said, "you find the administration,

the news media, and both parties,

doves included, obviously working
against a large turnout for Nov.

6th." "They don't want a massive
independant antiwar movement.
They don't like the idea of people

demonstrating in the streets in-

dependent of the Democratic and
Republican parties. They would

rather have people stay home on

Nov. 6th. wait an entire year, and
then vote for another dove. They
would rather not have to deal with

the demand for the immediate and
total withdrawal of all U.S. forces

from Southeast Asia."

We asked if she expected the

Nov. 6th demonstrations to be as

big as April 24th. "Bigger." We
asked on what she based this

prediction for success. "Well,
many of the things the antiwar

movement has said in the past

have been proven over the past few
months to be correct. The Pen-
tagon Papers verified what we
were saying about the reasons for

the war and the way in which the

war is being fought. The one-man
election in South Vietnam said a lot

for the political system which the

U.S. government has been sup-

porting over there, and the wage
freeze, which is a direct result of

war related inflation will move a

lot of people to demonstrate. And
finally, this period, before the Nov
6th demonstrations has not ren-

dered the antiwar movement
helpless. For years, we have been
saying that in order to end this

war, we would have to organize,

finance, publicize, and marshall
the movement ourselves. We have
not allowed the movement to

become a lobby for any party or

politician. We have maintained the

principle demand of immediate
withdrawal. And on Nov. 6th, in

spite of the collective efforts of the

administration, congress, and the

mass media, the American people

will be in the streets again
demanding immediate and total

withdrawal, in more areas of the

country and in greater numbers
than ever before, because they rely

on the only force that has never
failed them: themselves."

Student Mobilization Committee
•»»:•:•»:
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Symphony Time

At Graduation
Air, spring: the violins and yellow flutes
Possess the natures of their owners.
The moon, frozen by the grass's piquancy.
Sits delectably silent in an orchard of light.

We move forward, tanned by smashing cymbals.
And the maze of sky entraps our eyes.
The music is soft, not bitter.

Enticing echoes spring as artifacts of joy.

We are the littoral descendants
Of those who sat by the water,
Shields in hand.
Waiting for the sun to rupture;

We are the plutocracy,
Whose treasured tongues
Produce heirlooms of sound.
We are the noblest Romans of them all.

Somewhere, in the angel cake of time
Orpheus plays his tune, and Eurydice runs
He is no descendant;
He measures movement by his wings.

For us and Orpheus, the stars will cluster-
It s just taken us time, that's all
And the gelid fingers of our minds
Will milk the queasy nebulae

mwmm
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Editorial Points

I

It's not often that an Amherst
Police car drives by you and an

officer tosses a lighted cigarette

out of the window into the street

which just happened to be

covered with dry leaves. We
guess we were just lucky.

MM
Imagine what would happen if

the Student Senate could really

abolish varsity football here at

UMass just in time for the Holy

Cross game when quite a few
State legislators will be honored

by a before game luncheon.

Perhaps a good reason to

name the library after the

former Chancellor is that people

are afraid that it will Tippo-ver.

Sweet Innocent Girls

'NOW, ABOUT YOU OTHER SMALL NATIONS .

Letters To The Editor

The Illegality of Nixon

Jerome Nathanson

To the Editor:

I would like to cast some reflections on the up-

coming nuclear test occurring on Saturday at Am-

chitka.

There have been many different stances taken on

this issue. Last night, I heard a New York radio an-

nouncer saying that the blast was "the most powerful

nuclear blast ever detonated by the United States".

This is untrue. In 1954 the United States exploded a 24-

megaton device, an air-burst bomb, in the Eniwetok

Group in the Pacific. Very little was mentioned of it at

the time; those of us that are perhaps most vociferous

in their dismay over the Amchitka explosion were

probably watching Howdy Doody at the time, and

didn't know the meaning of the word "ecology"

Times have indeed changes. Not only are air-burst

nuclear weapons banned by edict of the 1963 test-ban

treaty, but the American public is much more aware

of the deleterious aspects of nuclear devices. Last

Friday one of us wrote that Amchitka was a 500

megaton bomb, mentioning that it was 250 times more

powerful than the atomic bomb dropped on

Hiroshima. If it were indeed a 500 megaton device,

I hen a good deal of Alaska would go up in a mushroom

cloud. According to units of destructiveness, the

Amchitka bomb is a 5-megaton, not a 500- megaton

device. It is 10 times less powerful than the Russian

test exploded in 1961 at Novaya Zemlya island in the

Arctic, and about 5 times less powerful than the 1954

device which was air-dropped in the Pacific.

I do have one or two fundamental questions, aside

from the ecologically illegal act of exploding this

bomb in the first place. Perhaps someone can

enlighten me further. Why is this bomb to be exploded

in a geologically unstable zone, and not down some

prairie dog hole in Yucca Flats, where most A-tests

usuallv take place? If the Atomic Energy Commission

admist that it is not the bomb that needs to be tested,

but the deplovment system, why are they exploding

the bomb (ref.: the New York Times, 11-3-71, ppg. 29)

at all'.' Furthermore, why is this test of such a large

magnitude? I cannot see why an ABM must have a 5-

megaton warhead if it is to detonate an incoming

missile with perhaps a greater destructive payload in

its own armament. And given these considerations,

why has President Nixon refused to outlaw the test, in

the face of severe domestic and international op-

position?

No Santa Clause
To the Editor:

Recently the Student Senate was confronted by four

organizations that were seeking funds. Of the four

groups involved, I believe that three of them were of a

non-controversial nature, being mainly oriented

toward social and charitable work. However, even

some of the most socially-conscious senators were

forced to draw a line, since the appropriations for the

lour groups would have totalled almost $6,000, while

the entire yearly figure in the category that the ap-

propriations would come from is only $5,000. As a

result, only one of the three social-work groups were

funded. .

As for myself. I see this as indicative of a problem ot

a broader nature. I concede that each of the three

groups performs worthwhile services. However, I do

not necessarily believe that this should mean that they

should be funded by student tax money. The very fact

that the senate funded only one out of three implies

some sort of a value judgment on the part of the senate

towards charity. Should not the individual student

have the same right to his own personal value

judgment, i.e. contribute to charity as an individual

.

Some may argue that precedents have been set: if

vou fund one group you have to fund all similar

groups. To me this is utter nonsense. Precedents can

be broken faster than they are made, and any existing

budget can be struck at any time.

To some this mav sound like extreme financial

conservatism. I do not shrink from that label,

although 1 prefer to call it political and fiscal realism

Put in its simplest sense, the line must be held

somewhere or else face a skyrocketing student ac-

tivities tax. Charity begins at home, not with a cor-

porate Santa Claus.
R..I. Waters

Amchitka may not be the most powerful nuclear test

ever detonated by this country. It is certainly much
less powerful than the largest nuclear test ever
detonated in the world. But there seems to be little

justification, in the pragmatic sense, for its detonation
at all. If President Nixon accepts the illegality of

Amchitka. then we may ask ourselves whether or not

.ve should accept the illegality of President Nixon.

Randolph Litchfield

Peace Of Land
To the Editor:

As an uninformed listener, I am glad to hear (again)

that Senator McGovern's peace policy is to sell jets to

Israel. As an uninformed listener, I thought the

British, also, sent arms to the state of Israel in 1948, to

preserve peace. It has been my misunderstanding

that the British and French sent troops to the Middle

East in 1956 to secure peace. I have also been under

the impression that the French sold their jet fighters

•o Israel in 1%7 to preserve the balance of power.

Somehow, I equated all this with our country's sale of

jets to protect Israel from the imperialistic Arab

nations. I guess it takes an informed listener to realize

that the state of Israel depends on the sale of arms

every now and then to obtain peace-a "peace of Arab

land.

1 am appreciative of being informed that almost

every leading presidential candidate shares

McGovern's policy. More seriously though. I hope it is

understood that itis this policy, not the candidate, that

I oppose. I would hope that students, while they still

have their pens in their hands from writing letters

opposing Viet Nam. Amchitka, etc., might also tell

their representatives in Congress that they oppose any

policy which might involve American arms, jets, or

men in Israel's wars.
Robert Baron

Beautiful Hope?
To the Editor:

Thanks to the questionable priorities of our Student

Senate, we will now have representation at the NSA
Convention (something President Lee Sandwen has

termed a "waste of time "-and he should know), as

well as lots of posters and pamphlets ($785 worth)

telling us what homosexuality is all about and when

and where the next SHL dance will be held. These

priorities also determined that transportation funds

lor the Bclchertown Volunteers', as well as budgets for

the Juvenile Opportunity Extension and the Orchard

Hill tutorial service will not be forthcoming. In-

credible!

Dick Gregory claimed, the other day, that our

(college?) generation represents a "beautiful hope"

to the world in terms of sincerity, honesty, and in-

volvement. In Gregory's own words, "surely you're

putting me on!" This apathetic, uninformed, disin

terested bunch here at UMass can't even generate

enough interest to elect a full complement of student

senators to represent itself. For example, Wheeler

House (where I live) - despite all its other favorable

aspects -has no student senator because of what ap-

pears to be a total lack of interest in our own campus-

wide affairs. Does Gregory expect that graduation

will produce some sort of silent explosion of "Con-

sciousness III", such that Umies -upon hitting the

reality' which faces them outside these hallowed

halls -will charge forth and remake our society from

bottom to top9 That's wishful (and naive) thinking par

excellance.

Everyone has his own values. If the majority of the

campus wants to have their money spent on student

"junkets" and progaganda from homosexuals -so be

it. But I doubt if that's the case. The trouble is (and

this is hardly news to anyone) that our world-saving

student body just won't take the time to let us know if

it agrees or not, (referendum anyone? >; and worse

-

Wheeler, and other dorms and groups on campus,

don't even want the opportunity to be heard. It's your

monev.
Maybe if the School of Ed would give modular

credits for being in the Student Senate . . .
?

itichaid Perkins

To the Editor:

To begin with, I am sorry to

include all of Gorman House in this

response, but I understand many
residents have the same opinions

as Laurel Louraine and John
Sullivan. Being a Kappa Sigma
pledge and knowing something
about the fraternity, I would like to

make a few things clear.

You must realize this is a

fraternity next door and not an Old
Folks Home. Fraternities by
nature are loud and quite often

obscene. It so happens in this aase

that Gorman House was con-

structed practically on top of the

private land of Kappa Sigma.

Kappa Sigma has been here since

1904 while Gorman is a relatively

new addition. The other frater-

nities on campus do not have this

situation and I feel this, to a great

extent, has created the bad

feelings and rumors about Kappa
Sigma.

I would also like to point out that

Gorman residents should not be so

quick to throw stones. Numerous
indecent phone calls can be traced

to Gorman. Many times the sweet

innocent girls of Gorman get a

little fired up and start the ob-

scenity yelling. Recently Gorman
people have been getting their

kicks by running up and down the

stairs of Kappa Sigma. Gor-
manites have stolen articles from
the premises and have completely

insulted Kappa Sigma traditions

and values.

So I ask Gorman House to open
their eyes to some facts they

probably did not realize and
perhaps take some of these things

into consideration in the future.

Steve Benson

tter
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE CHANCELLOR

SEARCH COMMITTEE

:

On Wednesday, Nov. 3, upon hearing there would be a meeting of

the Chancellor Search Committe. I thought it would be wise to

attend this meeting, as 1 was concerned with the type and quality of

Chancellor this University might be receiving. As a student, I

thought it was my right to be able to attend this meeting, since I am
concerned that the Chancellorship (a post which was brought to the

function of serving both the University and the Student by Chan-

cellor Tippo) would continue in the tradition of free student

representation in these meetings.

It was not my intention to disrupt the meeting in any way
whatsoever. I merely wanted to listen to and make personal

(silent) observations about what the Committee was discussing.

Within one minute of entering the room, I was told that there was a

meeting going on the basic assumption being that I should leave.

When I replied that I thought it was an open meeting, I was greeted

by a short silence and somewhat confused attitude (they were

baffled). In any case, I did leave, not wanting to cause any further

disruption.

I can appreciate the Committee's need for a well-organized

meeting; however, I can also state that a "closed meeting" is the

antithesis of free student participation in the decision-making

processes of the university. It is the student's right to attend (even

if that attendance is non-participatory), meetings that will give

him information on things that will affect his future as a student of

the University (and the new Chancellor undoubtedly will).

I hereby respectfully submit that these meetings be made open to

the general student body, faculty, and administration. The at-

tendance, as 1 have stated before will be non-participatory, and

open to all interested members of the University.

Please consider this, oh marvelous CSC: There is no greater

right than the right to know.

Irritated and annoyed that I have to write out what is obvious and

basic to student rights. I remain,
Gary Gomel

&&A&&&#*S&i&X*X&i^^
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Take Two/Happenings
Friday, November 12 the in Tanzania, the role of education f the Black World and ViOn Fri

WEB. DuBois Department of

Afro-American Studies and New
Africa House are sponsoring a

Symposium and Workshop
conducted by three outstanding

young scholars of the Pan-

Xfrican world. The Symposium
topic will be; "Prospects for

Unity and Change in Africa,

America, and the Caribbean."

Participants are: Brother AH-

MED MOUHIDDIN, Brother

WILLIAM STRICKLAND, and

Brother ROBERT HILL.
Brother Mouhiddin, a Tan-

zanian national, is currently

visiting professor at the Africana

Studies Center at Cornell

University. He was formerly

senior lecturer at the University

of Dar es Salaam and Makerere

University in Uganda in the

Department of Political Science.

He was also Secretary-General of

the TANU Youth League. He has

published works on the Politics of

West Africa, Ujamaa socialism

in the socialist transformation of

Tanzania, and other subjects.

Brother Strickland, from

Atlanta, Georgia, is currently a

Senior Research Fellow and

Director of Policy Studies at the

Institute of the Black World. He is

a writer, historian, and activist

who has taught at Harvard

College and Columbia Univer-

sity. He was director of the

Northern Student Movement,
chairman of the New York State

Committee to Support the

Mississippi Freedom Democratic

Party Challenge, and Deputy

Director of the 1967 Newark
Black Power Conference. He has

written on Black politics,

economic development, history

and other subjects. He also has

recently co-authored a book.

Federal Power in the Sup-

pression of the Black Movement.

Brother Hill, from Kingston,

Jamaica, is currently a Senior

Research Fellow at the Institute

isiting

Professor of History at Dart-

mouth College. He is probably the

foremost young scholar now
working on Marcus Garvey and

on the ideological development of

Pan-Africanism in the western

hemisphere. Brother Hill has

travelled, studied, and lectured

extensively throughout the

Caribbean and Central and South

America. He formerly was editor

of Abeng, a radical Black com-

munity newspaper in Kingston

and has written on the history,

politics, and economics of the

Caribbean and Pan-African

world. He recently completed, for

publication, A Marcus Garvey

Reader.

The Symposium will take place

at New Africa House, University

of Massachusetts, starting at 2

p.m. AH Brothers and Sisters in

the Five Colleges area are urged

to attend this important session.

Vandalism In Library

Causing Work Delays
.«*£* .h« «iHp nf the building was plac
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Hv KERRY MElED
Vandalism is an increasing

problem in the United States today.

Seemingly no place is exempt from

its destructive forces. A prime

example of this is the vandalism

that has been occurring at the site

of the new library.

the side of the building was placed

there by vandals and two large

double-plate glass windows,

costing $500.00 apiece, were

recently broken.

In addition to the damage done to

the building, St. Paul worries about

the risks that the vandals take.
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the initial ground Since power is shut off at night,
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Help Needed

From time to time Black people come to our

campus for various reasons-speaking dates,

performances, etc. As you can well imagine, there

is a lot of work to be done to make sure that their

visit is a successful one. Help of all sorts is needed to

do such things as hang posters, design leaflets, etc.

Would all those willing to help out please come to

the Black Cultural Center (New Africa House)

Saturday, November 6th at 10 a.m. to begin working

on a project and to register your name and phone

number for future projects. We will meet in room

:*25.

Cooperative work effort is a part of our African

heritage.

Art Exhibit
On Friday, November 12th, 1971, the WEB.

DuBois Department of Afro-American Studies will

present an art exhibit of the works of Professor Ed

t^ve of Howard University, Washington DC. The

exhibition will formally open at 5:00 p.m. and will

extend until Sunday, November 14, 1971 at 6:00 p.m.

Professor Love has been teaching sculpture at

Howard University since 1967. He was born in Los

Angeles, California and he studied at Cal. State, Los

Angeles and UCLA, where he received his

professional degrees. He was also awarded a

fellowship to study at the University of Upsala.

Professor Love has been very active in the Black

Community of Washington, both teaching and

providing street exhibitions. He has also exhibited

at the major galleries in Washington, D.C.

On Saturday, November 13, at 11:00 p.m.

Professor Love will present a Sound and Light Show

at the New Africa House and on Sunday, November

14, at 2:00 p.m. he will hold a workshop. The entire

weekend program promises to be very exciting. All

of the publics are invited to participate actively.

breaking of the library, is a history

of vandalism. At the outset, at-

tempts were made to burn down a

trailer, belonging to the con-

struction company, which was on

the construction site. Recently,

there have been numerous other

acts which, although not as ex-

treme, have been equally as

destructive.

As stated by superintendent Paul

St. Martin, the building is broken

into almost every weekend. These

antics result in damage to the

building and also missing

materials, thus slowing down the

progress of the workers. Several

times, workers' toolboxes have

been broken into, necessitating a

replacement of the tools and thus

time missed from work.

One of the most common in-

cidents lately has been breaking

into the building, climbing to the

top of the crane, and stealing the

red airplane warning lights.

Another frequent prank has been

the writing of obscenities all over

the walls inside the building. The

huge "Nov. 6" slogan, draped on

there is no lighting and someone

who doesn't know the building can

easily fall into one of the many

open pits and shafts.

The vandalism, although it did

occur last year, is happening in

increasing amounts, and more

damage is being done. When asked

for his opinion on the matter St.

Paul stated "I wish it would stop.

We're trying to give the school and

state the best building we can and

this only delays it longer and costs

more money." -

Key Punch Operators

Stenos-Typists

Calculators &
Adding Machines Operators

Join American girls and see

what fun a temporary job can

be. We offer highest pay and

never a fee. Call:

American Girl
associated with

Sandy's Secretarial Service

:U2 Kinest Northampton 584 1000

Hamlin Site Of Vacation Housing

SMITH COL LEGE
Department of Theatre and Speech

presents

Edo Festival Music

and Pantomime
A Program of Traditional Japanese Dance

general admission $4, students $3

November 5 and 6

Theatre 14

8 p.m.
5842700, ext. 840

All residential students who plan

to remain on campus over the

Thanksgiving vacation will be

required to reside in Hamlin House

located in the Northeast area.

Further, they will be expected to

abide by the procedures listed

below.

1. Telephone the Ac-

commodation Office's main desk

at 9-549-6000 and secure a reser-

vation in Hamlin House. Reser-

vations will be made by phone or in

person up to and including Friday,

November 19.

2. Confirmation of phone

reservations must be done in

person on Monday, November 22.

The hotel lobbv desk is located on

the third floor of the Campus
Center. Failure to appear in person

on the 22nd will negate the

remaining telephone reservations.

3. All residential students who
remain on campus in Hamlin

House will be required to pay $2.50

per night for their ac-

commodations. These charges will

be collected in Hamlin House by

the clerk on duty before a room key

is issued.

4. Sheets, pillows and blankets

will be available for a cost of $1.75

if so desired or you may bring your

own.
5. Residence halls on campus

will reopen at 1 :00 p.m. on Sunday,

November 28, 1971.

No residential students will be

permitted to remain in their own
dorms over the vacation period.

Great Foil

Fashion

anyway you

look of It v . .

Shoes - Boots

Handbags - Wallets

Hosiery

Belts - Scarfs

Indian Jewelry

ftflLUi
8 Main Street, Amherst 253-5598

Bless The Children
Many controversial things have been heard about the Greek system on

campus. Fraternities especially have gotten a bad name in the past years
at I'Mass.

Delta Chi. along with Chi Delphia, their auxiliary, have tried to change
this imaee with their service nroiects

One such project was a Halloween party given at the Belchertown State

School, Saturday, October 30. from 2:00-4:00 p.m. This party was given
tor the seven and eight-year olds, most of them retarded at the age of

three.

According to Bill Sawyer, vice president of Delta Chi, and Mark Far-

ver. Service chairman, twenty-five people, including brothers, pledges,

and friends, were at hand to entertain about fifty children.

The youngsters were first given pink balls and hats, cookies, brownies,

punch and ice cream. Later games were played.

Delta Chi and Belchertown State School would like to encourage anyone
who is interested to go to the school and take a child out for a day, or any
amount of time you can spare. These children need and crave love and
attention.

Although the staff at Belchertown does give a Christmas party, any
group is welcome any other time to come in. It may just help more than

the children.

AlphaPhiAids

Library Funds

Alpha Phi Omega donated
$55.00 to the library fund. Here
Frank Evans from Alpha Phi

presents the gift to Sigfield

Feller, Chief bibliographer.
Funds came from last semesters
SCREW, project.

Other projects of the frat in-

clude Las Vegas night, the semi-

annual Blood Drive, Han-
dicapped Aids and the Amherst
Fair.

PHOTO
JAMBOREE

FRIDAY, NOV. 5th 6 P.M. to 10 P.M.

SATURDAY, NOV. 6th 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.

IVliss Massachusetts

(Deborah Ann O'Brien)

will welcome you to

('aldor's

"World of

Photography"

FRIDAY. NOV. 5

6 P.M. to 10 P.M.

SATURDAY,NOV. 6j

10:30 A.M.

to 5 P.M.

t*

***

JAMBOREE SPECIALS!

Kodak Eilm Sale

K135-20. 1§4
KX135-20 134
KX126-20 If;*

K135-36 1-8*

EX135-20 1-49

EX135-36 240
Kodachrome Super 8 . .2.04

JAMBOREE SPECHALS!

Vivilar Electronic

Strobe #91

JAMBOREE SPECIALS!

Our Reg. 19.99 9.88
Quick Rechargeable

Ni-Cad. Strobe

by Beseler/Tohiba

2 vr. Guarantee 27.44

135mm F/2.8 Automatic

Tele. Lens

28mm F/2.8 Automatic

Wide An^le Lens

Your

Choiec49.77 ea.

Pentax/Praktica or Minolta mount onlv

Kodak

'MCtSjiat
"lull

•'••*> «**©»h*w r%

Kodak
WUMI0

hocisswg
MtlUR

'»""«""""";!;
I i

WMCHMMt
PROCESSING

' —**" — * * « O o A .

Kodak Mailers

PK20 1.49
For 35mm. 20 exp. Kodachrome, Ek-

tachrorne.

PK36 2.11
For 35mm. 36 exp. Kodachrome, ek-

tachrome,

PK59 1.49
For super 8 or reg. Hmm Kodachrome.

v^

^
a

Save $6 . . . with the purchase of any
35mm single lens reflex during our

photo Jamboree, this coupon will be

credited as $6 against our regular pur-

chase price of a Coast 1200 or # 501

Deluxe SLR Fro Case. A great value on

a needed accessory!

Kodacolor Film

Complete with Processing

CX126
12 Exp.

CX126
20 Exp.

~&\

r>

Westinghouse

Flashcubes

iiii of 3

OiMor North King St., Northampton
SALE: Begins Fri. 6 P.M

and All Day Saturday.
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ASTRONOMY CLUB:
Open House: Tonight from 8

p.m.-l a.m. the UMass observatory

will be open to the public. If it is

cloudy the event will be held Sat.,

Nov. 6 at the same time. Everyone

welcome.
BKI.dlKRTOWN VOLUN-
TEERS:
The bus for the Belchertown

State School will be leaving

Whitmore on Saturday at 12:45

p.m. in front of Whitmore. All

interested are welcome to come.

BLOOD DRIVE:
Red Cross Bloodmobile will be on

campus Nov. 8-11. Sign up for an

appointment to donate Mon.-Fri.,

Nov. 1-5 in front of the CC Store, 10

a.m. -4 p.m. Blood is urgently

needed.
BOLTWOOD PROJECT:
Important -Bus is running -four

nights a week. Monday-Thursday.

6 p.m. From Whitmore.

FAMILY TIME:
Christians bring your friends to

Family Time, tonight at 6:30 in 917

CC. 8 p.m. is LTC time.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR
CHRIST.
"We're doing it again at Ric &

Al's. Saturday night at 8 p.m. 549-

6149 for info and rides.

CASIAC:
Pre-Social Work: Advising for

Belt's Pizza

It's Made Proudly
Eat It That Way

Open
11 to 2 a.m. Fri. ScSat.

1 a.m. Sun. toThur*.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-801 1 -253-9051

students interested in social work

as a profession is now available

through CASIAC office. Social

workers from the University and

from Smith College School for

Social Work will be available to see

students on an appointment basis.

Interested students may call 5-

0974.

CHRISTIANS:
Bus leaving Sunday for Florence

Cong. Church from the Newman
Center at 8:35; the bus station opp.

Morrill at 8:37; Hamlin at 8:40 and

Emerson on Univ. Dr. at 8:40.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
ELECTIONS:
Nomination papers are available

outside RSO area. Due back same
place by 5 p.m., Fri., Nov. 12.

Elections will be held on Nov. 18.

COUNTRY COMFORT COFFEE
HOUSE:
Coffee House Friday, Nov. 12, 8

p.m in Crabtree Basement. If you

would like to perform call Sogo,

rm. 409 Crabtree, 545-2303. All are

invited to come. It's free.

CRABTREE DANCE-CONCERT:
Boogie with "Rush" in Crabtree

basement Friday, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

BYOB.
FILM:
"Night & Fog", a film about the

concentration camps and the

extermination of the Jews by the

Nazi regime, will be shown on

Sunday at 7 p.m. in Thompson 102.

The public is invited.

FOOD SERVICES COM-
MITTEE:

If you're satisfied with the dining

commons food, this isn't the

meeting for you. If you aren't,

come gripe at Hampden Commons
at 4:30 next Tuesday.

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP:
Open-Free -Come play-

Sundavs in CC Rm. 174 at 2 p.m.

HILLEL:
Services tonight at 7:30 in Hillel

Notices

office.

Brunch at Amherst College, 11

a.m. Sunday. Call 5-2526 or 256-6907

for rides.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK
DANCING:
Yes, there is still Folk Dancing

every Friday evening from 8 p.m.

to midnight at Davis Center, Smith

College. Teaching until about 9:30.

Everyone is welcome.

JULIUS ERVING:
Buses going to the Nets-Squires

game on Long Island Nov. 17. Sign

up at the Mugbook table on the

concourse level of the CC.

MEETING OF JOE:
JOE will have an organizational

meeting in rm. 917 CC at 7:30 p.m.

on Monday. If interested please

attend.

JFK UPPER:
Bogart No Sahara tonight in

Mahar Aud., 7 & 9:15. Also Little

Rascals.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
SORORITY:
Informal get-together on Mon-

day from 7-8 p.m. Open to all

University women. Call for rides 5-

0321. Come meet the sisters over

cider and donuts.

OPEN RUSH:
Phi Sigma Kappa invites all

University men to our open rush.

Smokers: Tues & Thurs 8 p.m., 510

N. Pleasant St.

MARATHON:
Input is needed from Graduates

and Undergraduates from all fields

on "Education as a Basis for

Revolution'' Seminar, Friday,

Nov. 12, 10-12 a.m., Dwight Main
lounge.SOUTHWEST E N -

VIRONMENTAL CLASS:
The first of the GREAT SOUTH-

WEST SATURDAYS: The tunnel is

going to get it-come plant a POT
full. We've got the seeds, the paint

and the brushes, the boogie, the

brew, the bulbs, and the paper

hats. Bring your arms!!! Meet at

the tunnel. 10 a.m. to whenever.

STUDENT STRUGGLE FOR
SOVIET JEWRY:
Recent visitors to the USSR will

address the 5-College organization.

The film: Let My People Go, will

be shown. Sunday, Nov. 7, Nan-

tucket room (SU) at 7:30.

UMASS VOLLEYBALL:
Practice 10-12 Saturday in

Boyden gym. Game Saturday at

Northampton YMCA at 11:30 a.m.

For info call Red Dwyer, 586-3739.

LOST:
Blue flowered umbrella left in

Herter Hall Lavatory Wed. If

found, call Judy at 6-6784 or return

to CC lost & found.

Brown purse with red wallet and

keys in red plastic "Toyota" case,

lost in Herter Hall. If found, return

to History Dept. No questions

asked. Desperate for keys and ID.

Small spiral note pad, flowered

cover, valuable notes inside. Call

546-6718.

2 young cats-1 black (male); 1

calico, semi-long hair with 6 toes

on front paw (female). Call 546-

9530 early morning.

To the driver of the yellow

Karmen Gia who picked me up on

Rt. 2 Sunday if I left a book (plant

communities) in your car, could

you return it to Ed at 181 Strong St.

8 month old dog. Tan and white

part collie. Answers to the name of

Shiloh. If found, owner can be

reached at 15 Fearing St. or call

549-1405.

FOUND:
Art portfolio in Boyden gym

parking lot-call 253-5171.

PINNINGS:
Jean Bardini, '73, 216 Patterson

House to Peter Miele, Jr., '72, 202

MacKimmie.
Chris Lecam, Chelmsford, to

Warren Lormier, '73, SAE.

Sharon Reynolds, '73, Crampton,

to Craig Nusselman, '73, TEQ.

Elizabeth Sheridan, '73, Sigma

Sigma Sigma to Kevin Rogers, '74,

Kappa Sigma, William & Mary.

Janice Claflin, '74, 303 Brooks to

Mark Baptiste, '74, 321 Baker.

Ellen LaCroix, '74, Sigma

Sigma Sigma to Robert Urbinati,

'74, Zeta Nu.

Laurie "Vegas" Coulson, 74,

IGU to Steven "Lines" Cleary, '72,

PSK
ENGAGEMENTS:
Janice Crockett, '72, Brett to Jim

Bornheim, '72, Brett.

Debra Aimee Lapierre, '73, 107

E. Pleasant St. to Stephen Gauger,

MS '71, 30 Amity St.

Judith Goodwin, '72, Coolidge

Upper to Donald Hastings, '72,

Hampton College of Pharmacy.

New Shipment - LO RISE CORDS

mm-*^ee
Colors:

dark & lite tan, green, blue & burgundy

WEARHOUSE (wear-else??)

something for nothing, .

.

CREATIVE CONVENIENCES
offers the following special offer for 10 days only.

If you order a 3 cubic foot Refrigerator from us now, we will not charge you any rental fee for the

remainder of this semester. You will be charged only for the second semester at our regular single

semester price.

Our units are a full 3 cubic feet - not 1.8 cubic feet like other units on campus. That is 60% more

space for 10% less money. Our units also have freezing compartments large enough for six trays of

ice with room to spare.

THE COST IS ONLY $25.00
plus a $10.00 refundable deposit.

we must insist on full payment in advance.

Call (9) 586-3480 and enjoy the rest of the semester on us.

Free Delivery

24 Hour Replacement If Unit Fails.

Peace Talks Center About
Restricted Prisoner Mail

PAKI8 (AP)-The United States challenged North Vietnam Thursday to

explain why only one of every seven American prisoners of war has been

allowed to write home during the last six months and why the total

number of letters this year has been cut by 85 per cent.

The questions raised by U.S. negotiator William J. Porter at the 135th

weekly session of the Vietnam peaee talks led to a long and acrimonious

exchange with the second-string officials leading the Hanoi and Viet Cong

delegations.

But there was no reply from the Communist side. Porter told newsmen

after the five-hour session-one of the longest in months-that the Com-

munist delegations were "absolutely adamant in their refusal to give any

answer."
They don't seem to have any authority to negotiate," Porter added,

repeating a charge which has particularly irritated the stand-ins who

have replaced the chief Communist negotiators the last eight meetings.

Porter said the curtailment of letters from U.S. POWs to their families

violated the Geneva prisoner of war convention and the North Viet-

namese authorities' own undertakings.

Hanoi has consistently refused to accept the Geneva conventions

jurisdiction over U.S. POWs, claiming they were captured while bombing

civilian targets and therefore are war criminals, not ordinary prisoners.

Porter said families of the 339 prisoners Hanoi has officially

acknowledged have received only 170 letters in the six months from May
through October

Job Market Getting Tighter
The UMass-Amherst placement

service, like others around the

country, faces another difficult

year finding jobs for graduating

seniors.

Robert J. Morrissey, director of

the Career Planning and
Placement Services says, "The job

market is down again this year.

There are a lot fewer jobs open and
fewer employers coming onto

campus for interviews."

Morrissey expects about 350

employers to visit campus this

year to interview students, a figure

up just slightly from last year

when 337 employers conducted 380

interviews. That, however, was
down considerably from two years

ago when 426 employers conducted

nearly 4800 interviews, he notes.

While the number of job interviews

has dropped, the number of

graduates has increased each
year, compounding the problem.

International Business Machine
Corporation (IBM), which in the

past has been a major recruiter,

has notified the placement service

that it is doing no college in-

terviewing this year. Other
companies which have recently

cancelled interviews include Gulf

Oil and U.S. Steel.

According to Morrissey, "This

doesn't mean that there aren't any
jobs available -it just means the

individual is going to have to work
harder to find one."

The placement service, which in

the past dealt mainly with seniors,

is this year gearing itself more to

underclassmen and their early

career planning, Morrissey says.

He and his staff of counselors are

trying to reach students early to

help them plan careers which are

both interesting and likely to have
jobs open when the students
graduate.

Morrissey reports that the
placement service has also been
working more with alumni
recently. In the affluent market of

the past decade, alumni had no
trouble moving from job to job.

Now that the market is tight,

Morrissey says, many are using

the services of the placement of-

fice.

If you want something
from a jeweler.

OF AMH«ST

HAS IT:

Jewelry, Watches
Repair Service
U.M.Mugs

and everything a nice
Jewelry store should have.

65 N. Pleasant St.

Saturday

BLACK MAGIC
featuring

9:30 - 12:30 DANCING 50' COVER

at

Las Vegas Night -

Sat., Nov. 6

Student Union Ballroom

Continuous Entertainment

Featuring

Charlie Bradshawatthe Piano

7 n Mock Gambling Casino
11-12 - Auction

75c - $1,500 in Play Money

Proceeds to Belchertown State Hospital

n

AUTOS FOR SALE

'63 Chev. Standard 6 cyl., good running

condition, economical transportation.

1175. Call 546-8791.

Mll-5

rn.i VW Hug. good condition, needs

brake job. $300. Tel. 253-7538.

tfll-5

fiK Ford State Pol. Cruiser, new. 428-4v.

cii shifter, discs., etc.. mechan. perfect.

Asking $650. (all 665-4688 from 6-9 p.m.
tfll-5

1971 Ford Econollne. saddle & tan

finished interior. I passenger, positrac-

tion. hd. :t/4 ton. $2950. 586-3664 day, 369-

1652 nights - Sunday.
tf 11-12

67 Opel Kadet. new clutch, starter, and

muffler, needs few minor repairs, $450.

(all 6-5065.

tfll-5

VW Bug 64 engine 61 body fall sticker,

snow tires, $200. Call 685-3129. 7-11 p.m.
tfll-5

1962 Cm air Monza. good running con-

dition needs fall Inspection sticker, price

only $100. Call 6-8548 keep calling, best

time 5:00 p.m.
tfll-8

64 Pontiac 9 passenger wagon-new

battery and exhaust system-runs well.

$300. Call 628-3364 evenings.
tfll-8

1966 Pontiac Tempest, standard trans.,

good condition, asking 550. Call 253-7520

after 6.

tfll-9

cheap, dependable transportation, $95.

Also 65 Austin Mini Wagon with 68 1 100 cc

motor. 967-5827.

tfll-5

62 Chevy SS Conv., 283. 4 barrel, new

tires, chromes, excel, condition, $450 or

best offer 546-9434 ask for Steve.

tfll-11

68 Fiat 850 coupe, excellent condition,

motor rebuilt. $800 or best offer; Polaroid

land camera, hardly used $70. Call Phil

253-7246.

tfll-11

MDC CLASSIFIED

61 Oldsmoblle. A.T.. P.S., P.B.. reliable

trans . . v . reasonable or trade for V .W. C all

549-0827 after 3:00.

tfll-8

FOR SALE

Tenor Saxophone Selmer 1V1KV1, ex-

cellent cond.. $300. Call 549-6087.

tfll-5

Snow tires 165-14 Semperlt Radials ( 2)

mounted on MOB disc, wheels $50. Call

.V»«-6087.

tfll-5

Suede Jackets, reg. $70. now $40; brown
Suede Pants $27. Skirts $9.50. Skins $5.

ideal Xmas Gifts. Jon, 115 Chadbourne. 5-

2640. leave number.
tf 1 1-10

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE
1971. 450 Honda, low mileage, asking

$850. will haggle. Call Dave 253-7123.

tfll-5

including utilities. Call Nancy
Washer-d gar.

539-9518.

tfll-5

(1.350 make an offer. 546-6005

tfll-5

1971 Raleigh Grand Prix $85. exc. cond.,

I months old. cost $115 new. Call Steve 6-

8852 nite.
tfll-11

Fngagement ring worth $450. can be

traded in. Make offer. Write C. Noga, Rt

20, Brimfield. Mass. or call in Conn. 203-

684-3126 evenings.
tfll-9

7INI x 13 1 ply goodyear tire, used for

spare only like new, best offer. Call Dave
iit 665-2672.

MM -5

Guitars Amps, drums, ace. at

reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop.

N Main St. North. 586-1706.

If II -30

PERSONAL

Martin 0018 & case, good cond. $215. the

Guitar Workshop, 98 Main St. North. 586-

1706.

tfll-9

i.oi ripped off and must sell 1968 Olds

442, quick. Car Is In exc. mech. cond..

price Is best offer over 1150. (all Ray 546-

8879.
tfll-9

61 VW has fall sticker, new radio, new

front end, good tires. 250 or best offer. 8-

9732.
tfll-5

1967 Yolkswagon, good running con-

dition, new tires & battery $450 or best

offer. Call 665-3852 after 6 p.m.
MM -5

67 Mi. Midget 70 eng.. $550. Good buy!

Going Into service, must sell! Call 6-9762.

i tfll-9

FOR SAI.F. Al'TO
71 Renault 10, yellow. 4-speed. radials.

rexularlv malnt.. locally warranted t4rv

tan. Need $ fast. Best offer, (all Bob I II

288-3327.
MM-II

62 Bulck, new tires, air cond, call 546-

9890, leave number.
MM-II

63 VW Bus. ex. running cond., good

rubber. $250 firm ( all 546-8722 or 546-8716.

MII-10

59 Itamhler. 4 door, auto.. 6 cyl.. good.

Sunn Ml Amp w /cover MINT COND.
$500 the Guitar Workshop. 98 Main St..

North. 586-1706.

tfll-9

Gretsch Country Gent & case mint cond.

$100, The Guitar Workshop. 98 Main St..

North. 586-1706.

tfll-9

1941 Cadillac perfect running condition.

$1000. (all Ron or Deb at 549-1112.

Ml 1-5

Full wet suit 1/4". good condition asking

$35 Parkwavs. 3 vears old. (all 549-6507.

Ml 1-5

Party-Friday. November 5. 8 p.m. -12,

featuring "Jes Dandy" 19th floor. Geo.
Washington Tower.

11-5

You win! Pooh wants to congratulate

vou. How's vour leg? Sue.
11-5

To Mr. P.I. . Woodstock. Happy Birthday

to the best boogier in Southwest! Love.
Goodtime.

11-5

Happy Hour at Phi Sigma Delta. 8-untll.

Music by "Renaissance". Everyone
welcomed!

1L5

Dear C.K. I'll be at l.vn. Don't forget,

(ashln SS.

Ml 1-5

So you think vou're hot stuff!! You
are'nt even warm till you've worn an

Authentic Air Force Parka. Call Al at 549-

IIMII.

tfll-8

It's coming. I. as Vegas Night '71.

featuring Charlie Bradshaw on piano 7-11.

Mock Gambling 11-12. Winners Auction.

Nov. 6, SI Ballroom.
tfll-5

/urn Angel: Dr. Fortler & his Boys wish

you /mii blessings on your birthday -as

Jerome would say "You've /.unl just

Itcgun". /mii On.
11-5

To share large unfurn. apt. North-

ampton Central location, own room
$in/mn. Call MarJ 586-3793. leave
message.

Ml 1-5

Open aware girl seeks same for roomate
preferably grad. student, Kathy 413-527-

9228 after 6.

tfll-5

Male or female roommate needed im-
mediately contact Paula 549-0765.

tfll-5

Apartment mate wanted for 3-bedroom
pad in Puffton own bedroom rent

$69.33/mo. utilities extra. Available Im-
med.

tfll-9

One bedroom In three bedroom apart. In

Puffton Village available immediately,

(all 549-6020.

Ml 1-5

Apartment mate wanted for 3-bed rm.
pad in Puffton. Own bed rm., rent

$69.33/mo. utilities extra. Available im-

mediately. Call 549-6258.

tr ii-in

Female grad student wanted to share a 3

bedroom apt. in 205 Puffton. Call 549-6358

tf 1 1-12

Fvery student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

monev. sell direct.
tf-aem.

TRAVEL

WANTED
Wanted: TV. black and white or color,

(all Dick 546-9176 evenings.

Mlt-10

A used cop> of Symbolic Logic by Copi.

(all 6-5128 after 6.

tfll-8

Salesman-distributor for Ig. selection 8-

track stereo tapes. Send name, add., &
phone. Box 9113. Albuquerque. New
Mexico 87119.

tfll-5

Bands to play at Coffeehouse for

mentally retarded at Relchertown for no

cost. A Sat. night 7-9. Contact Eddie 6-8846

Ml 1-10

Blues Harmonica lessons. Call Jeanne

6-8136 or Dlanne 6-8123.

tfll-5

Spring term in Fngland! 12 semester
hours, fully accredited. One month In

London, two months cruising inland

waterways. Kngllsh History and
Literature. $ 1500 all Inclusive. Two places

left! Write Prof. San Ion. American In-

ternational College. Sprlngfileld, Mass. or

call 1-7:19-1761.

tfll-5

TYPING

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. svmbols. Call 253-3801

tf 12-21

PLEASE GO AWAY
Nassau-$180 round trip Jet. hotel, leave

NY. 12/23-return 12/29 leave Boston 12/27

return 1/3.

Ski Austria 15 days everything incl. $339

leave N.Y. 1/15 return 1/29.

Student Flights Box 93, Northampton,

(all :>H1 -1039. Only I Mass students era-

ploxees. families
tfll-8.

STARS

HOROSCOPE & (hart Handwritten,
personal just for you. More objective than

a personal visit. Send $K w /name, address,

birth, date, time of birth i if known, and
place of birth, i Money back If not sat-

isfied \sii n Wisdom Inst.. Box 391,

Ouino. Mass. 02189.

tf 1 1-1(1

MOVIES
Mo\ ies-l Love You Alice R Toklas and 2

\\ < . Fields shorts and a Road runner
Cartoon. Fri.. Nov. 5-6: 30 and 9: 30 p.m. in

Thorn 104 for 50*.

tfll-5

LOST

FOR RENT

150 wait Amp. with hullt In lev trem.

and IMS., plus 2 15" Jensen Spks. Call 527-

•631) or go to Guitar Wkshp In N. Hamp.
Will negotiate

tfll-5

Beautiful wedding gown: silk organia.

lace applique, long lace train No

reasonable offer refused. Call Larry at

665 » US; 253-5223.

MM -8

Sansul 3SOA Stereo receiver. HSR 5I0X
record changer, creative 86 speakers. List

$420. Yours for $310. Kill stuff too. Cragg
-.86 2984.

tfll-8

SERVICES

I'll fix your smokey car. brakes etc.

Remember winter Is coming. Call Wen-
dell. 256-8638.

11-2-8-15

ROOMMATES WANTED
Furn. apt., renter of Amherst. Incl. •til

T.V..ownrm. $87/mo., #C-9, 85 Amity St..

or phone 253-2548. ask for *C-9. Female.
Ml 1-9

Female roommate wanted to share fully

furnished apt. with same. $50 per mo.

Available Jan. 1st. 2 bedroom
townhouse. Squire Yillage. Sunderland.

$215. all utilities, all cnnvlences. (all 665-

4777.

tfll-11

ROOM FOR RENT
Room for rent in apt with two Fng. grad

students. $66. avail, immed. In Amherst
(enter! 253-7244.

Ml 1-9

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Hexister vour book In S.I Rm. 318.

$15 reward. I w old male Sealpolnl

Siamese. "Snowy", gone from 337 Puffton,

Oct. 9. Please call 549-6788 anytime.
tfll-8

Lost from Herter: brown purse with red

wallet and keys in red plastic case. If any
found return to History Dept No
questions.

11-5

TRAVEL
Crimson Travel offers low cost Spring

\acatlon trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

For more info call Rich Margil, 412

Dwiiclit 515-0790

If 1 1 12

ENTERTAINMENT
Frida\ Afternoon (Tub Is coming soon to

the Blue Wall Cafeteria
tfll-11
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University Roundup
University of Massachusetts

artist Hui-Ming Wang has

published a book of T'ang poems

from the ninth century China. The

volume is "The Boat Untied and

Other Poems," by Barre

Publishers. According to the

publishers: "Twelve T'ang poems

of the ninth century in English

translations have been cut on

cherry blocks and vividly

illustrated in the most brilliant

colors. They appear on facing

pages with the poems rendered in

brush drawn Chinese calligraphy.

He has succeeded remarkably in

relating the ancient poems to the

most contemporary art and

philosophy, fostering a happy
marriage between the visual and

the poetic. Students of the Oriental

arts will recognize them as the

forerunners of the Japanese

haiku."

Wang is an accomplished
printmaker and painter who is an

associate professor of art at the

University. Wang's one-man show

include exhibition at the Min-

neapolis Institute of Art, the New
Britain Museum of American Art

and the University of Maine. Much

of his work has appeared in books

and literary magazines and he is

represented in the permanent
graphics collection of the Library

of Congress.

The UMass-Amherst department

of Germanic languages and

literatures has been awarded a

grant of $300 by the Literary

Society Foundation of New York.

The grant will be used to purchase

German language books for the

department's seminar library.

The symposium will be held at

the University June 19 through 21,

1972. A highlight will be an address

on particle-particle interactions by

Prof. RH. Ottewill of the

University of Bristol, England.

UlMUfl
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 p.m. NEWS-30 minutes of

world, national and local

weather and sports.

7:30 p.m. SPECIAL EDITION
OF UJAMAA DRUM-
Tonight Drum will carry

Howard Moore's address

"Political Repression and

the Bill of Rights" live from

the Student Union
Ballroom. Moore is

speaking as part of the

UMass Distinguished
Visitors Program. Active in

the Civil Rights Movement
and black liberation since

the 1950s, Moore is

presently the chief attorney

for Angela Davis. His

speech is expected to center

on political prisoners in the

United States as related to

the black struggle.

Ujamma Drum is

preempting its usual

programming in order to

give special live coverage

to the black leaders

speech.

11 00 p.m. NEWS-30 minutes

11:30 p.m. JOHN LORING
SHOW-Progressive music

'til 3.

Dr. Richard Demers of the

UMass Amherst linguistics

program has been awarded a

Sigma Xi grant-in-aid for research

in the structure of Lummi, an

American Indian Language spoken

by Indians in the state of

Washington. Dr. Demers is

studying the structure and sounds

of the language. Sigma Xi is a

society for the encouragement of

scientific research with an active

membership of 110,000 scientists.

Associate Professor Robert L.

Rowell of the UMass Chemistry

Department is chairman of the

46th Colloid Symposium of the

American Chemical Society's

Division of Colloid and Surface

Chemistry.

SW Assembly Report

By ANNE COLLINGTON
The weekly meeting of the Southwest Assembly was held on Tuesday

night in MacKimmie Faculty Apartment. Although several bills were

introduced, most were either defeated or tabled, to be discussed at later

Some of the issues discussed included the announcement that the tunnel

will be painted and tulip bulbs planted on Saturday. Anyone interested in

helping out is welcome. This is the first in a series of "Great Saturdays

to be held on campus. . . ...

It was also proposed that the salary for a part-time supervisor who will

work in the new Southwest Women's Center be provided by the Assembly.

To be referred to the Services Committee was a bill involving the re-

opening of Fantasia, a student-run snack var in Washington Tower which

was closed last vear because of increasing damages.

Passed was a bill involving a Southwest Study Center that will include a

pilot video workshop for the residents of Southwest.

Proposed was a Southwest Tenants Association, which would serve all

residentsof Southwest in that a group of interested students would be able

to voice the general opinions of the residents *n*****!*£j$^
operated food services, etc. However, a motion was passed to send the bill

back for revision, to be considered again at a later date. ^mc
Also passed was a bill concerning better lighting '"Southwest dorms

because those lights presently in use are claimed to be poor and

detrimental to students' eyesight.

Like Lobster?
for EATING EASE

Try our

LAZY
LOBSTER
Hot or Cold

LOBSTER MEAT
Fresh picked

Served cold on

Lettuce with Hot Butter

or

Served hot in a dish

Swimming m Hot Butter

With the fixings of course

The Original

Jack
August's
Where LOBSTERSare TOPS

Near the underpass on Lower

Main Street

Northampton

MDC Classifieds Pay

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM*

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

The late Pulitzer Prize winning science

editor, John J O'Neill, declared that

astromoners who consistently attack

astrology show definite symptoms of

"professional paranoia ."

• * •

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You make up

with relatives, neighbors. Differences can

be settled. Your twin allies now are humor

and versatility Avoid obstinacy. Those in

positions of authority are willing to listen.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): You can

successfully complete important tran-

saction Efforts show a profit Key is

willingness to invest m your own ideas,

abilities Collect what you need Be ob

servant, alert

GEMINI (May 21 June 201 Take
initiative Make new starts. Stress greater

independence Personal magnetism soars

Opposite sex is attracted You can get

almost anything you request Be selective.

Choose quality

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Use

imagination in constructive manner Avoid

brooding Stop thinking about what might

have been Look to future It is brighter

than might be imagined Follow through on

pet project

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) : Social activity is

emphasized. Turn on charm Business,

personal proposals deserve to be evaluated

Don't pass up opportunity. Sagittarius

individual could play prominent role. Be

receptive. . ._

VIRGO (Auq. 23 Sept 22) Be thorough in

checking details What appears minor could

be important for you Some apparent

restrictions will ultimately prove

beneficial. Get r,d of outmoded concepts.

Build on solid base.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22) Accent on

,ourneys, higher education, future travel

vacation plans Be in touch with relatives at

a distance. Define terms. Be consistent Be

ready for change of scenery Welcome

challenge
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Discuss

inventory, financial plans with mate,

business associate. Harmonize efforts.

Make conciliatory gesture to family

member Domestic adjustment is due.

Beautify surroundings.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21): Defer

final judgment. Wait and see. Emphasis is

on public relations, how you meet op

position Mate or partner plays prominent

role. Some puzzle pieces remain out ot

place. Take your lime

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Avoid

extremes. Moderate approach now brings

best results. Act accordingly Accent on

health, work, ability to complete basic

chores. Aid forthcoming from one yoi;

helped in past Show gratitude.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Creative

efforts succeed Do things your own way

Adhere to individual style. Dealing with

children accented. Young ideas dominate.

Recognition comes from surprise source.

Aries is involved.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Practical

issues dominate. You are able to put across

views. Be original rather than attempting

to follow crowd Cooperate with Leo in

dividual Fine for entertaining at home

Show off hobby
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

dynamic, vital, capableof creating original

concepts. Members of opposite sex find you

attractive You are recovering from recent

setback And you will come back stronger

than ever Before the end of November, you

will be nd of emotional burden

Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp

6
11
12
14

15

17
18
20
23

ACROSS

Profound
sleep
Collect

Hit

Lassos
River in

Italy

Harsh and
forbidding

Roster
Anger
Old-womanish
Hawaiian
rootstock

24 Temporary
shelter

26 Stem

28 Preposition

29 Chemical
compound
After six

o'clock

Man's name
High cards

Sang

Trials

Indefinite

article

Raises

Garment

Man's
nickname

Sliver

Compass point

Poems
Saucy

Earth
goddess

Indian tent

Rumored
Begin

Slaves

31

33
35
36
39
42

43
45
46

48
50
51

53

55

56

59
61

62

Checks
Land
measure
Note of

scale

Swiss river

Cease
Tavern

Malice

Fling

Small
amount
Go in

Volcanic
emanation

Choose

25 Singing

voice

Parts of legs

Parts in

play

Send forth

Fur-bearing

mammal

5

6

8
9

10

11

13

16

19

21

22

27

30

32
34

36

37
38
40
41

44
47

English

navigator

Positive poles

Fall in drops

Traces

Spirited horse

Part of play

Vegetable

6

49 God of love

52 Resort

54 Metal
57 Teutonic

deity

58 Latin

conjunction

60 Compass
point

DOWN

1 Retail

establishments

2 Conjunction

3 Hog
4 Gumbo Distr. bv I'nited Feature Syndicate, Inc

I U)ANT *QU TO KEEP MY BLANKET

FOR ME, ANP DONT 6lVE IT BACK

NO MATTER HOW MUCH I PLEAD...

NO MATTER HOU) MUCH I BE6..N0

MATTER MOO) PESPEKATE I KCOtriE..

WisY AND THIS ISN'T

GOING TO $B

FUN!

60IN6
TO BE
FUN!

Gagnon ' 'Kicks" Cause He's Not Kicking
ByMARKVOGLER

When conditions get tough, the together team must

stick together. And although rookie football Coach Dick

MacPherson does his best to instill harmony in the

group, there are some who are not at all content. One of

those is senior Denis Gagnon, UMass' No. 1 place kicker

the past two years. He sits on the bench with his

records.

If the name rings a bell to some Redman followers,

they're probably scratching their heads and saying to

themselves: "Oh yeah, Denis Gagnon-he kicked some
beauties last season. I thought he had one more year

left. Doesn't he kick field goals; anymore?"
Well, the point is that there have been various rumors

of one sort or another this fall pertaining to Gagnon's

whereabouts in the football picture. Such rumors open

alleys for possible controversy on the Massachusetts

sports front.

Some of the uninformed critics claim that Gagnon has

lost his stuff, that he just doesn't have what it takes

anymore. Others, apparently sumpathizers, go so far as

to pin blame on the coaching staff, insisting that they

have not been fair to the kicker since his summer en-

ding operation.

Operation? Yes. Gagnon underwent medical treat-

ment for the uncovering of muscle sheath in his kicking

leg during late August. As a result he was forced to miss

all of preseason and was relieved of active duty by

Mark Palau, a junior. Hence he's been used for just the

long field goal attempts, and they haven't come up that

often.

How does Gagnon feel about the situation? Con-

sidering that he holds virtually all Massachusetts

placement kicking records -including the longest field

goals! 46,45,42) and had high aspirations of going into

the pros if he had an impressive senior season, it's no

surprise that he's an unhappy man. Frustrated, mainly

at the fact that he finds his working load has

depreciated greatly -Gagnon frets at the idea of having

attempted only three field goals this fall -After all, he

attempted 26 in his first two years.

"I had very strong intentions of striving for

professional ball until this year," says Gagnon, "but

now it doesn't look too promising. When I graduate I'll

be getting a job with some accounting firm, but in the

back of my mind I would much rather have gone on to

some pro team with a good senior year.

"I'm not ready to hang up the spikes at this point.

though. I had plans of trying out with the Patriots

anyway. But then again, I don't know if I'll do that if

things don't change. I really loved the game of football

up till this year.

"I just don't like the idea of taking a back seat in a job

that I've led the Yankee Conference in for two years.

My leg feels fine and it is as strong as it will ever be. But

the only time they send me in is for the home run kick."

Has Gagnon had a fair opportunity thus far? If you

miss three kicks in as many tries that's usually a good

enough indication for a coach to hunt elsewhere for

talent. But being a victim of misfortune, he had a 30-

yarder called back, and then from five yards farther his

holder muffed the snap-all this under inclement

weather conditions. His other two tests were from 45

and 49 yards out -not exactly duck shots.

Dick MacPhersonvthe target of much skepticism on

the part of those who feel Gagnon should be booting

regular has acknowledged the three-year veteran's

gripes: "I can understand that Denis is disturbed over

the situation. As a matter of fact, we've talked about it

several times. It's natural for an athlete to feel that

way. He should think that he's better than the man in

there.

"But it's the obvious opinion of the coaching staff that

Mark Palau is our regular place kicker, obvious,

because we're not using Denis at the moment. I have no

personal animosity towards him at all. Mark Palau is

there now and if we ever feel any different about it, then

Denis Gagnon will get the nod. He's got one of the best

legs I've ever seen, his problem is getting it through the

uprights."

MacPherson doesn't take the statistic sheet too

lightly. He refers to it quite frequently. Gagnon as noted

earlier, is a threat from way out. But in 26 official at-

tempts prior to this year, he has converted only five

field goals -three from beyond the 40. Most observers

equate Gagnon with both accuracy and power, while

just the latter quality applies.

As MacPherson sees it: "Because Mark Palau has

deomonstrated much more accuracy and consistency

than Denis Gagnon in practice and under game
situations, he's in the regular spot. Gagnon has the

stronger leg, he can kick em long. There's no doubt

about that. But Palau is the more accurate of the two.

That is the evaluation of the coaching staff."

The coach pointed out that Palau has been successful

on three of five opportunities, with one failure being the

result of a bad exchange.

The fact that Gagnon will be gone next year and

Palau would need some breaking in could be an in-

fluencing factor on why the kickers are getting equal

time.

It is kind of rare to see two men occupy a chore that on

other teams one man would ordinarily fill. But upon his

appointment to the staff last spring, Mac made it clear

that he would concentrate on a strong kicking game.

Maybe in his eyes having a man for long and one for

short kicks is most adequate, especially if each is a

specialist at his assignment.

Gagnon, a product of Springfield Cathedral High, has

an exceptional athletic background. As a schoolboy he

finished third in the state in wrestling, and he was quite

a track enthusiast, being able to sprint with the best in

Western Mass. As a senior he finished second only to

Paul Metallo in the 100 and 220. Little did he know that

Matallo would soon become a team mate at UMass.

Ironically, Gagnon chose to play football for the first

time during his last year of high school. He kicked 7 of

10 field goal efforts -one said to be as long as 50 yards.

His golden toe must have impressed a lot of folks

because the year after he wound up shoeing the pigskin

for the Massachusetts frosh.

He had five goals to his credit -including a 52-yarder.

Of the club's five victories, he figured in three with

timely kicks. The UMass first year men shaded Army

12-10, B.C. 10-9, and UNH 24-21.

As a junior and sophomore Gagnon notched All-New

England third team honors as a kicking specialist. He

leads UMass kickers for one-point conversions in his

career, hitting on 58 of 62 deliveries. With three games

to go, however, he has apparently little time to improve

upon these credentials-Palau kicks the points.

At 21, Gagnon's married to the former Nancy Bassett.

When the season winds up he must set himself afresh to

family affairs.

Meantime, there is no ill feeling between the player

and coach MacPherson labels Gagnon "one of the

strongest and most fundamentally sound kickers in

collegiate football. At the present time he has lost his

confidence and it offsets his accuracy at times.

"Denis is an excellent student (3.5 cum as an ac-

countant major). J think he's good for the squad, by the

same token I think football has been good for Denis

Gagnon."

Kathy Lawson: Munich Or Bust
Bv TOM DKRDERIAN

Earle, The Daily Collegian

sports editor, asked me to do an

interview with Kathy Lawson
because she and I are both run-

ners, and I should be able to do a

better job because of that. It's true

that we both run, but that's where

it ends, you see, she's faster than

me. I might run 26 seconds for 220

yards downhill with a tail wind:

kathy can run 23.2 on the flat in a

dead calm. So I went to see Kathy

Lawson, a freshman, to learn what

I could about sprinting.

I learned first off that she didn't

have any wings on her feet. That

she only trains an hour a day, less

than most UMass students put in

"people watching' in the Hatch.

She has also been all over this

country and Europe. I asked her to

brag a bit about what she's ac-

complished, I had to ask her a

second time before she would

answer me.
Early last summer she didn't

make the Pan American team. She

ran 24.2 and tied for fourth, only

three women were chosen. She

explained she felt let down. In the

trials for the Russian meet in

Illinois she ran second in 23.8 to

Ester Story who was clocked at the

Ski Team
Notice

SKI TEAM-There will be a

meeting of all candidates for the

UMass varsity Ski team in Room
305 Holdworth Hall on Thursday,

November 11 at 7 p.m. Dry land

training will begin on the 15th of

November. Attendance is

required.

same time.

In the Russian meet in Berkeley,

California she beat the Russians

but finished second to Raylene

Boyle of Australia. Kathy ran 23.7

for 200 meters. In Bakersfield.

California in the national meet
Kathy ran a life time best of 23.1 in

the trials but lost again to the

Australian in the finals with a

slower time. Kathy was awarded
the medal for national champion.

In North Carolina Kathy ran 200

meters in 23.7 for third against the

Pan African team and the World
all-Stars.

This summer in Europe Kathy
was undefeated running in Italy,

Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
Those meets were covered by CBS
television.

I was impressed so I asked her

how she trains. She said, "My
Coach Jeff Johnson of the Liberty

AC. mails me my workouts trom

Boston. Every day is different. I'll

do things like'jogging a half mile to

a mile for a warmup then do series

of 3/4 speed repetitions of 330's,

220's and 100's and lots of straights

and some more jogging and

exercises to warm down."

I asked her more about coaches.

"I had a coach in high school who

was out to make a name for

himself; I don't like that; he

trained me harder than he trained

the boys. I need a coach that is

happv, a guy who is an inspiration

not a taskmaster," said Miss

Lawson.
I asked her about her aims and

goals expecting a long complicated

answer. She said one word,

"MUNICH". The 1972 Olympics

will be in Munich Germany. Kathy

said it will take a 23.1 to 23.5 to

make the team. I asked about

Wyomia Tyus' national record of

22.9 and Chi Cheng's world record

of 22.6. "I'd like to go after the

American record but I can't say

yet."

How did you get started I asked

her. "Back in the first two years of

high school I played softball. About
the time of the girls state meet the

high school girls track coach asked

me if I wanted to try the 100 yard

dash. I broke the state record. I

then forgot about softball. ..I

wouldn't give up running for

anything now."
I asked her about bulging

muscles. She said what about

bulging muscles? "You can run

and run and run and still you won't

get bulging muscles." Most girls

are afraid of ugly muscles, I think

muscles are a lot prettier than fat

and flab, a lot of girls are afraid of

falling, afraid of pain. Most of this

isn't true. You see those Russian
women who throw the shot put and
they are big women, but they were
big before they came near a track.

Some of the prettiest women I

know are runners."
Kathy doesn't think she will

compete for UMass before the

Olympics because of the dispute

between the AAU and the NCAA.
"It's too riskv," she says.

&«2 SATURDAY
AFTER THE GAME

"OL'H

Till 5:30

BRADY'S BUNCH
(STRAIGHT FROM IRELAND)

At

For oil your icubo rfivinf, o«uion»ont,

oir Mlti toiulotor NMJn, toneit

toittd. Laraiit »t«ek "» Control

**"* WMOU>AtI MUCH
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Send for Price List.

The REEF DIVE SHOP
70 Wo»hint»»n Jf •• »•••">•"••

6 p.m. - 930 Mo*. • f".

Sot. 10 a.m. -* •"».

Sun. 7 om. - 10 o.m.

Call S34-3S4* or JS7-2I2»

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Genuine Chinese Food

Coming To Amherst
Opening Friday evening,Nov.5

at DRUMMER BOY
University Drive. Amherst

— MENU —
1. Chinese Tea

2. Egg Drop Soup

15' 5. Beef Chop Suey

30*

Sirloin boot, celery, muthroomi.
omont, bean sprout*, bombs* thoott.

with steamed net.

PL 1.20

QL 2.20

Egg. tuition, ground pork

Egg roll

Served with duck tauce, cabbage,

cerrott, tttory. muthroomt. thrimpt

and ground pork

w

4. Roast Pork & Fried Rice Pt 90*

Root! pork, eggt, p»*t and ttoamed
net. toy touct.

6. Beef with Fresh Broccoli Pt. 1.25

Sirloin btrl broccoli, block tauce. At O OA
tteamel net V1 - »»
7. Beef Chop Suey Burger

Large 60* Small 40'

Beef with Fresh Broccoli Burger

Qt. 1.60 Large 60' Small 40*

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

TWO SPECIAL DINNERS - EVENINGS ONLY
1. *•

FRIED SHRIMPS COMBINATION PIATIS

Served with French Inn. Chinese

style tweet and tour cucumber,
butttr, bunt and not tauct.

.2-

a Root! pork with triad rice d Egg drop toup

b. Boot with broccoli

c Friod thrimpt

•2

twtot and tour

cucumber
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O) Vegetable selection will be changed weekly.

IHCLUDED FREE WITH EVERY PURCHASE THIS *EEK 0HLY

.-.;.• •-v.v.v.v.wk ••.•::.:« :•:-.•• - :««-

FREE l

China** too. fortune cookloi & shrimp flavored chlpt

nififl 5 « '•'•»BUSINESS H0UR1 W*d
-
Tkwf * - F" .

Lunch 12 notn to 1 30 p **
, -

Saturday and Swndey, Lvncrt 11 o m to ? p m
,

•*•

For take-out orders, phone 253-21 16
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Redmen Host Holy Cross
By EARLE BARROLL

Yesterday at football practice

coach Dick MacPherson took his

customary position in the middle of

the calisthenic circle.

The feverish pitch amongst the

players was at a high as co-captain

Dennis Keating readied the troops

for cal.

Mac readied himself, the players

tensed and Keating yelled,

"ready" and the troops broke into

of the year award would be an
incredible understatement.
The Cross' case with hepatitis

wiped out the last eight games two
years ago on the Crusader slate

and last year in a healthy state

they didn't win a game.
But this is a different year

thanks to first year coach
Doherty, a new enthusiasm
belief in Holy Cross football

emerged in Worcester and a

and
Ed
and
has
4-2

latly GtoUpgian

SPORTS
"Happy Birthday to you..." Yes it

was coach MacPherson's birthday

and he took it like the modest
person he is He walked humbly
around the circle, blushed a bit

here or there... but there was no

present.

Tomorrow at Alumni Field the

UMass football team has the

chance to give Mac a belated birth-

day present when they host the

upstart Holy Cross Crusaders
beginning at 1 p.m.

Anyone who's followed College

football over the past couple of

years knows that to say that Holy

Cross deserves the comeback team

record has resulted, including the

big upset opener against Harvard
that ignited the revival of Holy

Cross football.

MacPherson himself calls this

"a natural The teams are 50 miles

down the road, they're a

prestigious school, they have
prestigious football and so do we."

In the late 50's and early 60s
Holy Cross and UMass football

were in two different worlds, the

Crusaders playing a superior
brand of ball. But now this has

changed and MacPherson says,

"we are now competitive with Holy

Cross and we want to maintain it."

For these and many other

reasons ranging from the com-
petitive level all the way to the

personal level this is the game that

both squads have been aiming at

all season.

Holy Cross is an offensively

powerful and a fundamentally
sound football team.

It features the finest running

tandem in New England in Joe

Wilson and Dan Jenkins. Wilson

has been over 100 yards rushing in

the last three games and with these

two in the backfield the big concern

for UMass will be to keep either

one. especially Wilson from
breaking a big gainer which has

been the case throughout the

season.

DEFENSE. ..DEFEN'SE-Redmen JackO'Neil (45), Ray Bouchard ( »0>. Bill DeFlavio (76) and Dennis

C 'ollins ( »:!) will need the same pursuit they show here against Holy Cross tomorrow at Alumni Stadium

(MIK photo by Barbara Blether)

"They pound you constantly with

Wilson and Jenkins," emphasized
MacPherson," and we have to keep
them from breaking a big one.

Wilson has done it each game and
has four runs of over 50 yards this

season."

To compliment this running
attack is the bread and butter

combination of Connolly to Orlin,

both just recently reinstated into

the lineup.

You'll see a very fundamental
defense employed by the Cross.

"They try to play one defense real

well." said MacPherson, "which

minimizes mistakes and utilizes

talent."

Dan Harper is the man to watch

on defense. His coach calls him the

best middle linebacker in New
England and so far this year he has

proven his coach to be right in his

judgment.
MacPherson feels his team

needs a balanced attack to go

against the Cross's balanced
defense... they have to establish a

good running attack which makes
the importance of another big day-

out of Paul Metallo paramount.
As for the team itself, now

coming off its two finest per-

formances of the season back to

back against UConn and Vermont
Mac said, "they feel they're on the

right track and this is a good test to

see if they are.

"Last week was the first time the

home people saw only a half of

football and tomorrow we want to

give them the opportunity to see a

good two half football team."

UNH
By STEVE FEBBER

Chances are New Hampshire will score

two goals against the Redmen tomorrow
afternoon. The question is, how many will

I Mass score, as the booters enter their final

contest ol the 71 season Durham, New-

Hampshire, where they hope to gain a share

of the Yankee Conference Crown.

UNH will also be playing their season

finale, as their ten games preceding the

Kedmen-Wildcat clash find them holding a

r> :{ record, with results of two other games
unknown. Of those eight games the Wildcats

have scored two goals in seven of them.

Against Bowdoin. their very first game,
they lost 2-1, but since then have scored

exactly two goals in every single game,
winning twice by 2-1. losing twice by 3-2,

with a 2-0 win thrown in besides.

In their last five games the Redmen have

yielded exactly two goals. Through their

first five the Redmen were not scored upon,

chalking up five zeros, and following those

five zeros have been five two's, the latest

having been recorded against Springfield.

So chances are that UNH will score two,

but the Redmen scoring is the big question.

A win is needed for a share of the YanCon
title, as Vermont has ended their conference
play with a 4-1-0 mark. Both UMass and URI
are :H-o in the conference, and with wins
over UNH and UConn, respectively, the

conference will have tri-champions.

Heading the Wildcat attack will be Joe
Murdock who plays center halfback and
leads his team 4n scoring with seven goals.

On the front lines, producing more of that

two-goal a game offense, are Ron Emery
and Chuck Miller, both of whom scored
against UConn, in a game scouted by soccer
coach Berryman.

In their last conference game, UNH lost

their chance for a possible share of the

crown when they dropped a 3-2 decision to

URI. In that game Murdock knocked in both

goals, both coming in the first quarter, but

on the back of forward Joe Hooks, URI came
back, and now have put themselves in a tie-

for-the-title position.

For the first week in over a month UMass
placed no one on the YanCon weekly team,

as Chris Chappell for Vermont received the

defensive award for his play against the

Redmen last Saturday.

Again, for the umpteeith week in a row,

Lindo Alves got votes for lineman of the

week, and it's a wonder that Alves, with nine

goals and six assists (respectively fourth

and second in those conference stats) has

yet to receive the weekly lineman award.
Bob Grom, a defenisve selection of some
weeks back, also received votes in this

week's polling.

Rating wise the Redmen tumbled down,
all the way into 9th position. The 2-2 tie with

WPI. combined with the 2 1 loss to Vermont
shot Vermont ahead of the Redmen into 8th

place in New England, while Springfield,

yesterday's foe. held down 7th place.

Atop New England is Harvard, who fell

from the unbeaten ranks but is still far and
away New England's best. Tufts, the soccer

surprise of the year, moved into second
place, as of three weeks ago Tufts wasn't

even rated in the top 10. But they moved up
to 9th, then beat UMass to move into 4th, and
then dropped Wesleyan, then the number
two team in New England, 5-3. Tufts though
also saw its record marred as Amherst beat

them 1-0 in overtime. Despite the loss Tufts

held down the second slot.

Brown third, Wesleyan in fourth, and the

only undefeated team in fifth -that being

Williams, round out the top half of the

rankings.

A four game skein, in which the Redmen
had tied two and lost two, must be stopped
tomorrow if a share of the crown is to be
gained. It surely would be a nice way to end
the season, and would make looking back on
the '71 campaign a much more pleasant
experience of reminiscing.

Metawampe's Picks
Laugh all you mortals, laugh

as hard as you may. but I

Metawampe have the last

say...and as of last week the

perfect slate speaks for itself. So
what I only picked four, instead

of ten or more. Doesn't a mortal

have to crawl before he walks?

The big guy who stands six feet

eight and has no brains knew my
worth as a prognosticator ...he

sent me a pair of dice and a two-

headed coin. But with all the

follies and fanfare that surround
these weekly transactions of my
great brain the underlying
thought of picking in the true

American way has always stood

as first and foremost in the eyes

of my people... You know
American like the cigar store

Indian. Matter of fact while I

light one up, I shall ponder into

the weekend to come...

UMASS 14, HOLY CROSS 13

One PAT will save the day
Ip Worcester's reunion day.

BOSTON COLLEGE 28,

SYRACUSE 14

How could the oddsmakers be so

dumb.

THE GREAT ONE

To pick the Orange to win this

one
******

HARVARD 17, PRINCETON 10

Restics Crimson are rolling

strong,

To a winning season the Tigers

can say so long.

OHIO STATE 16, MICHIGAN
STATE 14

If old Duffy and Woody have
their own way,
Watch for no officials to call the

plays.
*****

ALABAMA 35, LSU 21

Some people feel the Bear is on

top,

And LSU will find Bama not to

flop
*****

NEW ENGLAND 28, HOUSTON
24

Plunkett and Pastorini compare
their might,

A little protection and Jim's

Heisman edge will come out

right
*****

MINNESOTA 16. SAN FRAN
CISCO 13

Blood, blood and more of the

same on the turf.

From remembrances of last

year's loss of a Super Bowl
berth

Frosh At UConn
The UMass freshman football

team, coming off a big 44-7 win
over Rhode Island and sporting a

record of two wins and one defeat,

travel to Storrs tonight to take on
the undefeated UConn frosh team.
The Redmen are in good physical

shape for this one, and they had
better be. for UConn boasts a big
team that has shown a remarkable
penchant for coming from behind.
The only major change for UMass
shows Paul Lovejoy filling in for

Ed Wagner, who after being in-

jured most of the season reinjured
himself in the URI game. On the
positive side of the ledger Jim Shea
makes his return to the squad after

a month layoff caused by a bout
with appendicitis.

UConn has a big team,
physically speaking, but there is no
way they can be bigger than Coach
Bill Maxwell's charges. Maxwell
thinks that the two teams are
"very evenly matched" and points
out that the toe of Dan Busa,
UConn's stellar place-kicker, has
been the deciding factor in almost
all of the Huskies' wins and almost
single-footedly beat Rhode Island
Busa has been able to hit on
several field goals of 40 yards or
more, but the Redmen kicking duo

of John Ames and Dennis Lom-
bardo have both shown they are

able to put points on the board from
long-range.

On paper this game shapes up as

a real barn-burner. The Redmen
would insure themselves of a

winning season by winning and
would like to show that their

performance against Boston
College was a fluke. UConn, on the

other hand, would hate to have
their undefeated string snapped at

home in front of what should be a

large crowd. Only time will tell

what's in Storrs for the Redmen

»<*»«!««»».*?«

WMUA
Be sure to tunc into WMUA.

91.1 FM tomorrow for the last

home game of the year bet-

ween the Redmen and Holy
Cross Marty Kelley will host

the pre-game show at 12:30 to

be followed by the game with
Ken Best calling the action

and Kelley on color.

On Sunday night Cliche'

and Best will host sports talk

at 10 p.m. Guests will include

Bill Bush and Jack O'Neil.

Poor Richard's
A Weekly Magazine

Getting Off On George
By NATHAN GORENSTEIN

George McGovern, candidate for the

Presidency of the United States, came to

UMass last weekend.
Though I had known he was due, the

when of his coming didn't penetrate

until I walked into the Collegian offices

Sunday night and saw two of our editors

in coat and tie.

"Working in style?" someone com-
mented, "No," the answer was, "We're
going to McGovern's news conference at

seven."

Ah, I thought, what the hell, I might as

well go along too. See what a senator

looked like close up and after all, I had
never been to a real news conference.

It was supposed to be open to invited

guests only, security being what it is, so
I ran around for a while and procured an
official Collegian ID. (It even has a
place for your picture and a right

thumb print!) After filling it out and
having it signed by the editor I went on
downstairs to meet some Power, in the

Suffolk room of the Union.
The Suffolk room must have been

especially built for this sort of thing. It

opens right on to the Ballroom, the door
being no more than a 30 second walk

from the podium. It is a small room,
filled for the occasion with 15 colonial

style chairs facing one table and a chair
in front of the door which opens into the

Ballroom. The other Collegian people

had arrived already. I opened the door
and stood facing. . well, shall we say part

of the buerocracy that power both
makes and gathers about itself. A
Student stood there, long hair, in a coat

and tie, asking quietly (the new buer-

cracy, quiet and polite), "Do you have
some identification 9 "

I went for my
wallet to pull out my brand new
Collegian ID. when a voice from inside

exclaimed, "What' More Collegian

people!" on which note I entered on.

That was Lee Sandwen, President of the

Student Senate (A fact you should all

know by now.

)

The room was no larger than those in

most dorms Filled with chairs though,

and empty of everything else, it gave the

impression of size It was early yet 15

minutes before the Senator was due to

arrive, so we all took a walk into the

Ballroom
Two students were putting up a

banner reading Welcome Senator
Continued on page M

AN-iWQ
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Aardvarks

Skin Flick
The other day we were looking through our favorite

trade journal Footlights when we came across an
interesting little tidbit that was so intriguing that we
decided to follow it up. It read: "guys" Gals! Are you

young and attractive? Can you perform in front of a

earner? If you can answer both of these questions

'yes' then we're looking for you. We need people for a

new show with no-holds-barred. Call Skin Produc-

tions."

We called Skin Productions and asked about the ad.

Yes, it was legitimate, yes, they really were looking

tor people, and yes, they really were called Skin

Productions. The lady gave us an address and told us

to be there at 8.

We were there at 8, outside of an old warehouse at

the West Side end of 42nd St. We hadn't been standing

around long when a door opened and a suave Arab
stuck his head out and invited us in. His name was
Kareem and he was the assistant director. He led us

through the warehouse and up a few flights of stairs to

the studio. It was wide and plush. It looked to us like

Skin Productions had a little bit of money behind it.

Over in one corner was a dolly-mounted 35mm
camera. There were spotlights and reflectors and
cables all over the place. There was also an expensive

looking video-tape unit sitting along the wall. Kareem
noticed our inquisitive look and explained that they

taped as well as filmed the action and brought the

tapes downtown to a bar that was backed by Skin

Productions. That way they didn't have to wait until

the film was processed to show it at the bar. They had
a new show every day and really packed them into the

bar.

They had as fine a set-up as we had ever seen for

making their particular brand of movie. Karem
asked if we would care to sit in, as it were, on the

day's filming. We replied that we couldn't think of

anything too pressing to do back at the office so we
stripped down and got ready to roll 'em. (Film talk,

you understand.) The regular director was taking a

night off so Kareem was taking over for him. He
began to shout orders out and the place came alive.

The spotlights began to warm up, the camera got into

position in front of a large red curtain. Kareem
directed us to go and stand in front of the curtain with

our back to the camera. We did. The orchestra began

the theme and the curtain slowly began to rise up,

revealing an enormous water-bed on wheels. On it

reclined a nude girl. As the music swelled to a

crescendo the water-bed slowly rolled out towards us.

Kareem stopped the action and came over and gave

us our instructions. We were to climb up onto the bed

with the girl and perform. When we were through, we
would go back and stand still, the bed would slowly

roll back, and the music would subside. This was one

scene from the company's new movie, One Thousand
Beds. We would be scene number 786. Kareem went
back to his chair, gave the order and the action began
again.

We hardly think that anyone would be interested in

what followed. But we can assure you that it was an
interesting film debut. It's now playing in the city if

anyone cares to take it in.
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The Complete Bootleg Discography

Last week we began to take a look at the

bastard brother of the record industry,

bootlegs. Steve Feld did a little bit of

backtracking and brought us up to date on

the technology and morality of

bootlegging. This week he continues his

series on the world of the bootlegged and
presents what we believe to be the most
comprehensive look on the records
themselves ever published anywhere.
From the Band to the Youngbloods, the

Beatles to Paul Simon, it's all there.

LIVE
r Than You'l

Ever Be

Pages 6a & 7a

The Machiavellian Ideal

Richard J. Daley, Mayor of the City of

Chicago, is the subject of a new book by
Mike Royko. And Royko's book is the

subject of an in-depth review by Frank
Baglione. Daley has been called a pig by
everyone to the left of Bill Buckley. Royko
lets Daley's record stand for itself and
Daley comes out oinking. Frank analyzes

why Daley is fit to be mayor of a city know
for its corruption, patronage armies, and
slaughterhouses.

BOSS
RICHARD J DALEY OF CHICAGO '

BY/MIKE ROYKO

i
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Growing Your Own

OK, folks! Hit Zayre's for a muffin tin,

get some good-looking dirt, pick up your
trowel, and let's go! The indoor season is

fast approaching and what better way to

spend it than by watching some familiar-

looking green plants grow. Yes indeed.

And what better way to celebrate spring or

whatever sixteen weeks from now than by
smoking your own dope? So save up your
seeds. We'll give you all the instructions

(along with a little help from the

Cultivator's Handbook of Marijuana by
William Drake, which we review in this

issue). Part one starts today, so don't be
late, let's germinate, germinate, ger-

minate!

Ffi Her 5 0*v

Page 4a

And A Cornucopia

of Delights Besides

For an authoritative analysis of a tape

deck and how it works see page eight

where Frank Johnson continues his

Basic Audio series with a dissection of

that essential component. In addition to

our complete and annotated bootleg

album series, POOR RICHARD'S
album reviewers take on The Congress
Of Wonder's debut album, the Modern
Jazz Quartet, and Jouka, a African

festival taped by Brain Jones (before

his death obviously). All these on page

10. Alice In Wonderland is coming and
the Manhattan Project will bring her

this Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
night at Grinell Arena (a converted silo

in Stockbridge). The group has been

hailed by every leading critic as being
one of the best improvisational theater
groups in the country and this

production is a wonderfully unique
experience. For more details and some
sampling of critical comments from
other journals, see page 11A. Poor
Richard's sent a reporter down to New
York and his review of the new film

Fiddler On The Roof appears on page
8A. It would appear from the review
that this new extravaganza was hardly
worth the trip. And, on the back is the
most complete guide to the Arts in the
Amherst area under the Weekend
banner. This is number five and it looks
like the best one yet.

Getting Off On George (continued)
McGovern! (was this a campaign or a
football rally, or perhaps a combination
of both; the homecoming of the Wood-
stock generation). There were about 10

students in the Ballroom already,
making ready for the Arrival. WMUA
was setting up its gear for a live

broadcast, and various student
dignitarys were running around all

duded up, doing whatever they felt

needed to be done, even if it didn't have
to be.

Dan Quinlan, came over to talk. He is

an interesting person. Last year he was
sweeping floors in the Hatch, along with
yours truly, and this year he is night

manager of the Student Union and
Campus Center. He gave the impression
he thought the whole thing was vaguely
ridiculous, and soon left to take care of a
request for a ladder to hang the

McGovern banner.
Slowly, the conference room began to

fill. The Globe correspondent, Peter
Pascarelli arrived, came to tape the

Interview, along with the man from
Slowly, the conference room began to

fill. The Globe correspondent Peter
Pascarelli arrived, WMUA came to tape
the Interview, along with the man from
WFCR.
Two reporters from Amherst

Collegsshowed up, someone from
Newsweek, and various other media
people, and their girl friends. They filled

the room till there were 20 odd people in

there, filling the chairs and over flowing

onto the floor and the radiator, all

waiting for the Senator, who was by now
five minutes late.

A Candidate for the presidency
coming to UMass. The last time
anything close to this happened was
when Humphrey came in '69 and was
hooted off the stage by students and
faculty. Everyone was wondering what
would happen this time. There had been
rumors that the socialist workers were
planning some sort of demonstration,

but it was still rumor. The reporters

talked about the possibilities half

jolkingly. On one hand they probably
preferred to see nothing happen, yet on

the other hand, if something did it would
mean a story and a byline and...all of a
sudden two law officers walked in.

There was a knock on the door and we
all turned around, expecting McGovern,
and instead getting two tall, big men:
One white, one black, in conservative
suits and close cropped hair. They said

something to the student at the door, one

turned his lapel back give a glimpse of a
badge. They wore shiny black shoes, and
no one could say for sure if they were
local police or the secret service.

Whatever they were, or wherever they
came from, they looked professional,

not like your Amherst town cop.

They talked to the students running
the show, asking where and how
McGovern would enter, how long he
planned to talk, how many people the
hall could hold. They turned and stopped
outside the door, positions they would
hold most of the night.

The reporters settled down to quiet

His aides were remarkably young,
perhaps not even out of their twenties.
(Does he have two sets of aides, one for
the campuses and one for Middle
America'' ) They were self-confident and
assured. They knew they had power, but
had the look not of one who posesses
power, but of one who is given it.

McGovern walked to the front of the
room, smiling slightly. He was dressed
in a blue striped suit with wide lapels
and a two-colored shirt. His shoes were
executive-freak black with side
buckles ...and shiny.

He sat down, smiled at us and the

Smilin'

waiting. Brief jokes were cracked and
various pieces of literature pertaining to

the evening were passed around. The
professional people there were calm
and. it seemed, a bit bored. The lady

from Newsweek must have been pretty

tired of chasing McGovern from campus
to city to town following his campaign.
She would have to wait longer for the

real luxuries of a Presidential cam-
paign.

Finally, there was a slight noise at the

door, we all turned, and in walked
George McGovern.

George

questions started.

Peter Pascarelli asked about a YSA
pamphlet accusing McGovern of not

being consistent in his opposition

against the war
The answer came quick and smooth. It

was a question he had answered before.

"I have voted for reductions in military

spending every year I have been in the

Senate...There is no way to separate

Vietnam spending from the entire

Defense spending for the past...." He
was asked about the Alaskan atomic
test, his chances of actually being

nominated, student voters, etc. He
answered all the questions smoothly,
with the air of a man who knows what is

wanted, and has given it many times
before.

He looked tired, tall and gaunt. His
face wrinkled, with exactly the proper
length of hair to give one the impression
that he was a man of his own. He looked

like he always had had sideburns and
hair over his collar. He was cool.

The press conference was interesting,

not from the point of what was being
said, but who was saying it. A United
States Senator. Here was power. Here
was a man who could talk rationally and
calmly about influencing the direction of

a country and possibly a world.

McGovern could play the lead in a TV
situation comedy. The strong wise silent

father figure, to give us guidance and
the assurance that we would be taken
care of in all eventualities.

Perhaps it is a symptom of that
television culture, that one no longer can
believe in such a creation. One might
like to. It would be very easy to forget
your troubles, the worries of a country
and hand them off to someone so willing
to take the burden. But somehow,
somehow, vou just no longer have the
faith.

The conference ended and we filed out
into the Ballroom, packed wall to wall
with people. It was sort of a surprise.

When I heard that McGovern was
coming I had wondered whether the

Ballroom would be filled. My question
was answered.

I left after the first five minutes of his

speech, feeling he wouldn't say anything
I hadn't already heard or couldn't guess.

I walked out in the Lobby. People were
crowded six and seven deep at the en-

trance to the Ballroom, trying to catch a
glimpse. The speech was blaring out

over the loud speakers in the lobby,

partially filled with people sitting and
listening to McGovern An old man and
his wife burst out into applause over a
statement about Nixon.

McGovern's speech went off well

Everyone came away more or less

having heard and seen what they ex
pected. satiated to one degree or
another. The 72 Sweepstakes come to

UMass.

Johnny Shines And His Slide Guitar
By mike Mccormick

"Here's Johnny Shines ". With
this simple introduction one of

the few slide guitarists still

playing in the country blues

style appeared before a fine

crowd of blues enthusiasts on

Oct. 31 at the Harvard Fresh
man Union. Johnny's physical

appearance was enough to

commend attention. A rather

heavy, well-dressed man,
Johnny is the picture of dignity.

His soft, polite voice is in

marked contrast to his com
manding appearance.

Although "Shoe Shine John-

ny" (as he was once called)

displayed some showmanship
(mostiy in the form of stories

comments, and jokes about

getting the blues) his live per-

formance consisted of mainly

one thing-fine music. After an

introduction in which he

described his music .Johnny

performed "Sweet Home
Chicago" on his amplified

acoustic Gibson Johnny is

known primarily for his slide

guitar work, but on this and
subsequent numbers he proved

to be an exceptional finger style

guitarist On the one slide

number of the set. Johnny

literally made his strings sing.

Throughout the set. Shines

employed the clean, delicate,

and fluent technique which has

earned him the reputation of

being one of the best country

blues performers ever

As great a guitarist as Johnny

is. his voeals are every bit as

exciting and impressive as his

playing Johnny has a rich.

potent, voice which sometimes

slips into an unmistakable

falsetto Very few bluesmen's

vocal intensity exceeds that of

Johnny Shines. Anyone who
witnesses one of Johnny's
performances can't help but be

in awe of the power and range of

his singing.

Johnny's first set, though
excellent, was exceeded by his

second. He opened it by doing an

instrumental which displayed

the various "boogie" guitar

styles of the South. On the third

number of the set Johnny < much
to the delight of his fans) picked

up his National Steel Guitar.

After playing "Red River"
fingerstyle, Johnny thrilled the

audience with his slide work on

"Rollin* and Tumblin." John

was in top form the rest of the

way as he whipped through

"Evil Hearted Woman".
"Crossroads", and "Ramblin".
Johnny's final number, a short

instrumental, came all too soon.

Seeing Johnny Shines in

concert proved to be an ex-

tremely gratifying experience.

If you'd like to hear him on

record his Testament albums
are your best bet However, only

on his Standing at the

Crossroads album does he

perform entirely in the

traditional country blues style

Johnny performs Chicago clubs

with a band that includes Big

•Walter Horton (one of the best

harp players living today) on

two Testament albums: Masters

of Modern Blues Volumes I and
Johnny Shines with Big Walter

Horton. Chicago Blues: The
Beginning, an album consisting

of 12 of the earliest examples of

Chicago blues, has 4 cuts done by

Johnny Johnny is accompanied
by Big Walter on two dynamic
cuts on the Muskudine album

entitled On the Boad Again. His

first two recordings "So Glad
That I Found You" and "Joliet

Blues" are available on the

highly regarded Chess an-

thology entitled Drop Down
Mama. His "Ramblin" is found

on an excellent Blues Classic

anthology. His poorest recor-

dings are on Vanguar * in the

series entitled Chicago/The
Blues/Today. Only a few of these

cuts rise above mediocrity.

Johnny currently has a single on

the market "Skull and

Ciosshone Blues", which is well

worth picking up.

News: The Boston Blues
Society's next attraction will

tentatively be Hound Dog
Taylor. Taylor, who is currently

working out of Chicago, is a

fantastic slide guitarist who
must be seen live to be believed

and appreciated. A date for

Hound Dog's appearance has not

been arrived at.

Dick Waterman, noted blues

manager, recently announced
that his lawyer is verv close to

making an agreement which
would secure bluesman Arthur

Cruddup due royalties for his

songw riling efforts Cruddup's

songs have been recorded bj

such artists as Canned Heat.

Creedanee Clearwater. A

I

Kooper and Mike Bloomfield.

Elvis Preslej . and most reconth

Rod Stewart. i That's Alright

Mania" i

If you enjoy bines, listen to

Marc's blues. Thursday nights

9:00-11 :00 P M. on WMUA,

CAMPUS02
'ElllOtC QOUUI •"/ at 7:0 8. R Campus

ftMEHST-HADLEY UNI

In the Zayre's Shopping
Center Route 9 -

MONDAY
NIGHTS!

LADIES
S1.00
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A remarkable
achievement

that everyone is

coming to see.
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Growing Your Own
Marijuana is probably not the

prima dona of the plant world

that most people think it is. The

ignorant and uneducated who
insist that grass grows best in a

bathroom with a hot shower

running onctinuously < because it

makes it hot and humid, like a

jungle) display a total disregard

for the plant's feelings about its

climate. Likewise for those who
water their plants to death, or

choke them with nitrogen. What
we're going to try and do is

present a basic step-by-step

procedure for getting some
plants started, as well as some
general information about

marijuana. After all, so many
people around here have such an

intimate relationship with the

end product of Cannabis, why
not get a little bit more familiar

with the plant itself. Together we
can destroy the economy.

This history of Cannabis goes

back some '

5.000 years. The

Chinese grew hemp as far back

as 2800 B.C. In this country the

plant was widely grown during

colonial times for use in rope-

making Legend has it that

George Washington was
familiar with the effects of

smoking hemp, and while this

may be debatable, books of the

time did suggest that adding a

pinch of hemp to a pipeful of

tobacco enhanced the taste.

Tales from the Mid-East about

Cannabis and its products are a

dime a dozen. India. Egypt.

Morocco. Lebanon and the like

have been trying to stamp out

drug use for years, apparently

with little success. But the dope

over in the Mid-East is

something way beyond our

experience. Kif. bhang (actually

a drink), ganja, charas. hashish,

most of these are so strong

they'd wipe out most UMass
users on a couple of hits. Even
the hashish sold around here is

of doubtful quality. But there's

been some reasonably good
smoke going around this fall,

most of it probably domestic

grown in the hills of Vermont or

someplace. This just goes to

prove one thing; it is very easy

to grow your own dope. All you

need is patience and a little bit of

luck. You need practically no

skill at all. for given a fighting

chance, marijuana will grow
anywhere. Since the outdoor

growing season is over, we'll

assume that most of you who are

going to pick up the trowel in the

quest for financial freedom from

the friendly pusher will be

growing your dope indoors.

Step No. I

Get yourself some seeds,

because that's what the plants

grow from. A good seed will not

be wrinkled up and will be bright

gray, gray-green, or gray-brown

in color. It will be heavy enough

to sink in a pan of water and if

you rub it between you palms it

will appear to be very glossy.

Take several seeds at random
and break them open. If they are

black inside, they are no good. If

they are oily and musty, pale

and dusty, they are also no good.

Seeds can be an important clue

as to the quality of a lid. The
optimum time for harvesting the

female plant is when she

flowers. Most of the seeds will be

immature in such a plant,

though potency-wise she will be

at her peak. So if your lids have

lots of immature white seeds,

rejoice, for it's as potent as it

could be. However, if your lids

have lots of mature seeds,

chances are that the plant had
blossomed and had possibly

been pollenated. The potency of

a pollenated plant is way below

that of an un-pollenated plant. If

there are few seeds in the lid

then you're probably buying

leaves from a male marijuana
plant, and getting screwed in the

bargain.

Now that you've made sure

that your seeds are at least

healthy, the next thing to do is to

prepare them for germination.

Soak the seeds overnight in a

bath of distilled water. If you

can't find distilled water then

truck on down to Louis' or

someplace and buy a bottle of

Poland Springs spring water or

Vichy water or something like it.

Avoid using tap water if you can

because the chemicals may
harm the embryo. The strictly

organic route seems to be the

best one to follow when getting

the seeds started. You can never

be sure how old they are or

where thev come from and

adding growth stimulants before

the plants have had a chance to

develop might be fatal.

The third step in this section is

to plant the seeds, but first we
must cover the dirt into which

they will be placed.

Step No. II

Contrary to the rumors you've

all heard, soil quality has little to

do with the potency of the plants

which grow in it. Rather the

potency is effected mostly by

heredity. But it sure doesn't hurt

to keep your plants healthy and

good soil will help do just that.

Indoor growers have two

choices. They can find quantities

of good loam and take it to

wherever their indoor nursery

is, or they can go to a hardware

store and buy a couple of bags of

dirt. If you don't move soon the

Perserverance and hard work pay off'. These monsters include the little fella on page 2a

I I

Such, such were the joys..

ground will be frozen and you'll

have to lay out a couple of bills

for a bag of dirt. Find any
construction site and root

around. Topsoil. good rich loam
with a low clay content will be

suitable. If the dirt balls up when
you squeeze a handful, there is

probably too much clay. The
roots of the Cannabis plant will

not be able to poke their way
through this type of soil. Can-

nabis can't stand to have its

roots constantly covered with

water, so check the soil for

drainage. Poke a hole a few
inches deep into soil which been
freshly watered. If there's water
standing in the hole, the soil

won't do.

You'll need a pot at least 12"

deep for growing indoors. If you
use chemical potash and
nitrogen fertilizers it's very

important that water drain all

the way to the bottom of the pot

because a buildup of salts

around the roots will kill the

plant. Keep at least 15" between
pots if you're growing more than

one. The closer together you
grown Cannabis, the better it is

for the fiber. But we're con-

cerned with the leaves, not the

fiber so space them out.

Adequate spacing will insure

that the plants will have a

chance to branch out. If you can
find a few earthworms, add
them to the soil. They will keep
the soil from getting too com-
pacted, which will happen when
you water the plants, and will

react by dying if anything goes
drastically wrong inside the

flower pot.

We're not going to get into

fertilizers because it is an ex-

tremely complex subject.

Cannabis needs a very balanced
environment to grow well and
will react in subtle but
significant ways if the balance is

thrown off. For example,
nitrogen deficiency will turn the

lower leaves yellow-eventaully

they will fall off. Let it suffice to

say that Cannabis needs
nitrogen, phosphorus, calcium,

magnesium, iron, potassium,
sulphur, boron, chlorine, zinc,

and molybdenum, among
others.Our suggestion is that you
go out and buy a book to work
from. We'll also give a list of

helpful books at the end of the

series.

In case you can't swing the

price of a book, a few shovels full

of dirt from near (but not too

near) the horse barns on
Commonwealth Avenue near the

intramural fields will do quite

nicely.

Step No. HI

Now that you've got some dirt,

some seeds, and. did we forget'',

a bread tin or even paper cups,

put the dirt into the pans or

whatever and get ready to

germinate. Keep the soil almost

dry on top and very slightly

moist underneath.

Put the seeds into the dirt

about 1/2" to 3/4" deep. They
have to go in pointed end up
because the tap root comes out

of that end and curves down-
ward. When the embryo gains

strength, in about five days, the

stem straightens out and the

next thing you know there are

little green stems with seeds on

the ends poking up through the

soil. The seed falls off soon and
there it stands -a seedling with

identifiable serrated leaves,

although they are small and
dwarfed by the fat oval embryo
leaves which function as food

storage and photosynthetic

organs. The embryo leaves fall

off after a few weeks, leaving a-

skinny stalk with two familiar

serrated leaves.

We're going to stop here this

week. Next week we'll cover

lighting, transplanting, and
what to expect from your little

green and yellow buddies.

More Books
To Read

We've been working from a
book called The Cultivator's

Handbook of Marijuana by Bill

Drake. It's a Straight Arrow
book from the people who
brought you Rolling Stone and
costs two-fifty. Drake has also
written a companion book called
The Connoisseur's Handbook of

Marijuana which costs ten bucks
in hardback
The Cultivator's Handbook is

an essential if you're planning to

grow a lot of grass. It has many
charts, graphs, and the like and
has an extensive bibliography
It's easy to follow and goes step
b\ step in great detail. We're
presenting just a basic outline of

Drake's suggestions for growing
your own.

The Machiavellian Ideal (circa 1971)

By FRANK M. BAGUONE
Boss: Richard J. Daley of

Chicago by Mike Royko (Signet
Books)

If Mike Royko set out to write
an excellent book on the city

theme, if he hoped to perform a
devastating dissection of a
municipal fief, then he suc-

ceeded brilliantly. But if he
wished his work to also discredit

the reputation of the mayor of

that city, to relentlessly bite and
tear at the man who makes it all

run, then he has succeeded only

in a very limited circle. For the

portrait he has painted of

Richard J. Daley, Mayor of

Chicago, is one of the silent

majority of America, residing

somewhere out there in the real

world, will take to their hearts

and cherish. Only if you come to

Royko's book with a well

developed bias against Daley
will you see the Mayor as

anything but a great and
powerful man.

First of all. Daley is per-

sonally honest. He may look the

other way when someone is

taking a payoff or receiving

favors, but he has never taken a

nickel himself. Royko admits
this almost grudgingly. And the

mayor is a man of strict Catholic

morality, 'if one of his aides or

handpicked officeholders is

shacking up with a woman, he

will know it. And if that man is

married and a Catholic, his

political career will wither and
die." Early in his career when
Daley was a legislator in

Springfield he shied away from
the many pleasures offered. The
women, a virtual harem of state

employees, were known as the

•'monkey girls'' because they

held onto their jobs with their

tails. But Daley contented
himself with long walks, worked
hard and called his wife, whom
he calls Sis. every night.

Of course Royko is not in-

terested in Daley's personal

affairs. It would be helpful if his

villain were a lecherous

hypocrite, but Royko believes

that he has enough on Daley in

the realm of politics to get his

man. The one man rule of

Chicago, the huge patronage

army loyal to him, the efficient

party machine he controls, is

sufficient for Royko's in-

dictment of Daley.

In 1931, when Daley was still

working his way up in the party

machinery, Anton (Tony)
Cermak put together a coalition

of the city's Italian, Jewish,

Polish and German minorities

and successfully challenged the

traditional South Side Irish

domination of the Democratic

party. "Most South Side Irish

leaders thought of Cermak as

the worst thing since the potato

famine. They didn't realize that

he was doing them a favor while

cuffing them about... By creating

the ethnically balanced ticket,

something new, he put together

the most powerful political

machine in Chicago history. It is

the direct ancestor of the

organization Daley inherited."

Chicago is made up of neigh

borhood towns, and these make
up the larger ethnic states. They
get along just about as

pleasantly as do the nations of

Europe as long as each gets its

share from the party machine.

Chicago is a neighborhood
Common Market.

The city is divided into fifty

wards, each with its ward boss.

The precincts within the wards

are controlled by "captains."

Each ward has its share of civil

service jobs and city ap-

pointments. In addition, there

are services and favors they

provide. These may be no more
than making sure the ordinary

municipal functions the citizen is

paving for are actually per-

formed. In the poorer parts of

the city the ward boss has the

added power of threat. "Donf

vote, and you might lose your

public housing apartment Don't

vote, and you might be cut off

welfare." The payoff is on
election day. If the ward boss

and precinct captain have
delivered the votes, they are
safe. If they didn't, they're

through.

At the top of the party

machinery is the chairman-
Daley. He controls the treasury

and he spends it lavishly. Even
when running against a listless

nobody, Daley may spend a
million dollars. "The amount
used for 'precinct money', which

smaller than others, but

everyone gets something; as

long as you remain loyal to the

party, there is someone who is

going to speak for you when you
need help, some service or a

favor. And to the working class,

the people who don't have the

time to engage in nice little

debates about ethics, and
honesty in politics, the little man
who cannot sit back in his secure

split level home and do mental
gymnastics trying to conceive of

some "best possible world," to

RICHARD J. DALEY OF CHICAGO
BY/MIKE ROYKO
&5S

The man, the machine, the

city—the incredible inside story

of the last of the backroom
Caesars. "Stunning, astonishing,

mythshattering'-Studs Terkel.
*V T,«#i tort RniN

Special new material

exclusive to this edition

is handed out to the precinct

captains and used in any way
that helps bring out the

Democratic vote, can exceed the

entire Republican campaign
outlay. This can mean paying

out a few dollars, or a couple of

chickens to voters in the poorer

neighborhoods, or bottles of

cheap wine in Skid Row areas."

The money comes from
countless sources; dues from the

patronage army, $25-a-head golf

days, dinners and picnics. The
ticket books are thrust at the

patronage workers and they

either sell them or "eat them",

bearing the cost themselves.

There are "ward books" with

page after page of advertising

sold to local businesses by

precinct workers. Favorseekers,

contractors, even Republican

businessmen contribute money
to the machine. Daley can do

something for them, the

Republicans can't.

But if the Machine operates so

efficiently that Republicans
cant get a foothold in the city,

Independents can't even get on

the ballot. To get on the ballot an

independent needs the

signatures of five percent of the

vote cast in the previous contest.

And not just anybody's
signature -only legally defined

independents. Even if this were
possible, an Independent can-

didate would need an additional

thirty thousand or so signatures

to get by the Democratic-
controlled Election Board which

is ready to rule names invalid

for anything short of failing to

dot an "i". The board used to be

run by a frank old rogue, Sidney

Holzman, who summed up the

boards' attitude toward the

aspirations of Independents,
Republicans and other

foreigners: "We throw their

petitions up to the ceiling, and
those that stick are good."

When telling of the Machine's

control of the city, Daley's

tampering with civil service

exams so as to control the jobs,

and the spending to insure

getting votes. Royko's tone is

plainly condemning. yet

restrained. But the people in

Chicago, the working man. the

neighborhood family see only

one thing. It works. In most
cases everyone is getting his

share. Some pieces of the pie are

that man, this is enough. The
Machine works, and it works for

him. That is democracy.
And that is why Daley has won

his last four out of five terms as

mayor with over 70% of the

city's vote and pluralities of

500,000 votes. In 1959 and again

in 19(i3. he carried 49 of the city's

fifty wards with 71% of the vote;

in 19f>7 he carried all fifty wards
with 73% of the vote; and in 1971

he carried forty-eight wards
with 71% of the vote.

Royko's book is a history of

Chicago, the Democratic
Machine and Richard J. Daley,

all nicely interwoven. Aside

from the detailed workings of

the city machine, the highpoints

of the book deal with Martin

Luther King. Jr.'s crusade into

the North of Chicago in 1966, and
the Democratic Convention in

1968. These incidents illustrate

the character of the city. For
example. King's southern
tactics, like the peaceful march
and the soul-stirring speech,

"could blow the minds of the

Southern white rustics, but they

were old stuff to Chicagoans.

Even Daley's Bridgeport neigh-

bors had become accustomed to

them. They city's attitude was:

let King march around the Loop
(Downtown Chicago); we don't

live in the Loop. Let him make
his speeches and we'll switch

TV. channels."

But then, when negotiations

broke down between King and

the city, the blacks decided to

bring their marches into the

neighborhoods. "King had
finally found the city's soft

underbelly." White Chicago
could ignore the downtown
marches and the ghett6 riots,

but if the hated blacks with their

liberal white preachers and nun

allies showed up in the neigh-

borhoods the whites would at-

tack them. Daley was trapped.

He could not arrest peaceful

marchers led by King, so he

would have to bust white heads

to protect them And elections

were only ten weeks away.

With the white neighborhoods

becoming more and more
furious at Daley, he finally found

a way out of the trap Because of

the trouble with rioting whites,

he got an emergency injunction

against the marches. Then he

got King back to the bargaining

table. Daley sat at the table and
quietly listened to the demands
of the civil rights people. Even
when some of the militants

became insulting Daley was
calm and placating. "At one

point, Tom Keene (a Daley aid)

leaned over and stage-whispered

to Daley: 'Fuck 'em, Dick, we
don't have to stay here and listen

to this." But Daley remained
friendly and controlled.

Ultimately an agreement was
drafted and both sides signed it,

saying what a significant

program it was. It was an im-

pressive document full of noble

vows and promises. But it was
also without legal standing and
not worth the paper it was
printed on. Only three months
after it was signed, Alderman
Keane said at a City Council

meeting that, "There is no

Summit Agreement." The crisis

had passed and faded in people's

memories. King was back in the

South, the snow had fallen. So
Daley had not rejected Keane's

original advice to "fuck 'em."

He had just done it slowly.

A year later, 1967, Chicago
would suffer its black riot. It was
then that Daley ordered the

famous "shoot to kill or maim"
directive to his police. The
reaction of the white people to

his edict shows just how ef-

fective King's work had been, or

rather how ineffective. By a

margin of 15 to 1 the people of

Chicago were in favor of police

shooting to kill.

So why should Daley's stance

at the 1968 Democratic Con-

vention have been any different

than it was -tough. For one

thing, it frightened off most of

the hippie-types and straight

liberal types. The city was
described by the anti-Daley

forces as an armed camp, while

the mayor's partisans called it

Daley country. The mayor was
enjoying himself tremendously.

All the candidates came to the

caucus of Daley's Illinois

delegation. They all made their

pitch -McCarthy. McGovern,
Humphrey, and finally Lester

Maddox of Georgia. "Maddox
was in the middle of a long

rambling speech about the

paving of roads when Daley
leaned over, tugged his coat, and
said, Say, Gov, can you wind it

up The wives are waiting and
we have a party scheduled.'

There would be no delegation

vote at that time. Daley saw
Humphrey as a loser and was
waiting in hopes that Edward
Kennedy could be convinced to

pick up the fallen banner of his

brother and try for the

nomination. So all the can-

didates began courting Daley
more intensely. The city, the

convention, the candidates, they

were all his.

Then came the decision that

altered the course of the con-

vention. The Chicago police

decided to enforce the city or-

dinance against staying in

Lincoln Park overnight. The
police had the law on their side,

but not logic. The protestors in

Lincoln Park were isolated from
the city, you couldn't even see

them in the dark. If they had
been left alone they would have
been ignored by the whole world.

The police charge changed the

whole scene. The world came in

to watch through television and
the convention went berserk.

The people who had earlier

courted Daley now castigated

him, and for once, in his own
city, the mayor was being

shouted down.
The Chicago battle hurt the

Democrats and, according to

Royko. was the reason Nixon
carried Illinois in the election.

But all it cost Daley was a small

percentage of the black vote in

city elections For "in attacking

the young, the liberal and the

black, Daley was in the main-
stream of America's
prejudices...Da ley came out of

the convention even more

popular than before because

"Bust their heads" was the

mood of the land and Daley had
swung the biggest

club...Regardless ot what the

Walker Report, the liberals, the

critics of his methods might say,

Daley knew what most people

were saying: he was right."

Chicago backed up its mayor.
April, 1971 was the final test.

All the trouble and all the

criticism was in. Daley was
running for his fifth term as

mayor against Richard
Friedman, a liberal Democrat
who tried to form a coalition of

liberals. Independents,
disgruntled blacks, and ran
under the Republican label. The
Machine rose to the challenge.

Daley won the election with

slightly over seventy percent of

the vote and carried forty-eight

of the city's fifty wards despite

Friedman's having waged "the

most spirited, imaginative
campaign of any of Daley's five

previous opponents." He also

maintained control of the City

Council. The day after the

election someone cynically

remarked. "This proves that if

you put together a coalition of

Independents, blacks, liberals

and Republicans, there is no way
Daley can keep you from getting

twenty-nine percent of the vote."

At a press conference
following the election Daley was
asked if he had heard from any
of the Democratic Presidential

hopefuls. The reporters rattled

off the names Edward Kennedy,
George McGovern. Hubert
Humphrey. Edmund Muskie.

"Have any of them telephoned

you with congratulations?"
Daley was asked.

Daley smiled. "All of them
did."

1
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The Complete Annotated Bootleg Discography
By Steve Feld

This is in no way a discography of

every bootleg record ever made.
Rather, it is an accurate sampling of

some of the more easy to get. or some of

the more interesting ones. It is. to my
knowledge, the most complete listing of

bootlegs ever compiled.

Included here are the records (by

alphabetical order of the artist), the

label ( if any), the quality of the record.

any outstanding songs, and some
ueneral comments Use this to guide

vour purchases.
THE BAND

THE BAND LINK AT TIIK

HOLLYWOOD BOWL 7-10-70 (Rubber

Dubber Becords) -This is a 2-record set.

Quality is fair, voices are a little fuzzy,

drums are under-recorded, but it is an

extremely list enable record. Contains

material off their first 3 records, plus

one new one called, •"Don't Do It." Garth

Hudson plays some good organ im-

provisation as an introduction to "Chest

Fever". This is also sold as "Live in

California". The Band also has another

out. only available, I believe, on the

West Coast. The quality of it is supposed

to be shitty.

THE BEATLES
ALIVE AT LAST (Walrus Records) -

This is also known as "Live Concert at

Whiskey Flats". It consists of a Beatle

concert, recorded on their second tour,

right after they completed "A Hard
Day's Night". This record is one of my
favorite -bootleg or otherwise. There's

12 good Beatle sons, uninterrupted. It

successfully captures the excitement of

a Beatles' concert as much as a record

can. The quality is fine, surprisingly. A
good record for any occasion. Recom-
mended for anyone who was alive in

1965.

BEATLEGGED LIVE (Crabapple
Becords) -This sounds like it was
recorded off TV. There's only 10 songs

( "She Loves You" twice). The quality is

poor, but it is an easy record to get at-

tached to. Probably from their first

American tour.

LAST LIVE SHOW (Live Becords)

This was taped directly off the TV. from

an ABC show about 5 years ago called

"The Beatles Live At Shea Stadium".

The qualitv is shitty, most TV recor-

dings are' The material is newer

compared to the others, includes

"Ticket to Ride" and "Help". Ed
Sullivan introduces them in the

beginning.

BATTLE (Side Two) (Battle

Becords) This is right off the Ed
Sullivan Show, the quality is poor. It

Wily has 6 short songs on the side. Side

One is the Rolling Stones. Includes

•Yesterday'' with strings.

KOI BACK When the Beatles were

recording their "Let It Be" album, they

intended it to be simple and spon-

taneous Complications arose along the

way, resulting in. among other things,

the demise of the Beatles. Some of the

old tapes were obtained, and this is it.

the originals The songs are mostly the

same as "Let It Be", although some are

different takes. Included is the Beatles'

version of McCartney's "Teddy Boy"

and an old Jimmy McCracken song

"The Walk". Interesting are the ver-

sions of "Don't Let Me Down" and "Let

It Be" Quality is good. This album is

also sold under a number of different

titles.

R E \ A I SSA \ C E M I NSTH EL8--

( Renaissance Becords) -This includes

ome more of the same songs as "Kum
Back" and some forgotten Beatles'

songs, such as "I'm Down" and "The

Inner Light". These were on the B-sides

of 4.Vs and never released on albums.

They should have been included on "Hey
Jude" album, but Allen Klein screwed

that up. There is also "Across the

Universe", only this time without

strings, and with a wah-wah and backup

voices. Plus "Instant Karma" by the

Plastic Ono Band. Quality is fine

GET BACK TO TORONTO (IFF.
Becords) -Again, another "Kum Back".

In addition, however, is a New Year's

Peace Message by John & Yoko. This

was distributed to certain radio stations

in late December, 1969. There is also one

of the rare Beatles' Fan Club Christmas

Records. These are specially-made

records . only for members of "The

Official Beatles Fan Club". I have heard

several, but never this one. Worth the

price of the album, for Beatles' fans.

Leon Russell

INTRODUCING THE BEATLES-
This one is tricky. Remember in the

beginning, there were two Beatles'

albums released. One was "Meet the

Beatles" on Capital, and the other was
"Introducing the Beatles" on Vee Jay. It

was released in England under the title,

"Please. Please Me". Well, anyway,

after a couple of years. Capital bought

up the rights for this album from Vee

Jay and released it, in an altered form

cailed "The Early Beatles". And "In-

troducing The Beatles" was never to be

heard of again, except for those for-

tunate enough to have bought it. So,

some enterprising individual took the

liberty to bootleg it. cover and all. So,

here it is. Copies of the original are said

to go for a good price, in good condition.

So hold on to vours.

THEBYRDB
THE BYRDS LIVE AT BUDDY'S IN

ENGLAND (Fly Becords) Good
record, this one. Includes some old

songs plus some of the "Untitled" stuff.

Quality is good. For those who were
bored with the side-long "Eight Miles

High". Also recorded was an early

Byrds bootleg, while Crosby was still

with the group. It's not around, though
CAT STEVENS

CAT STEVENS LIVE (Catnip

Records) 12 good songs with good

sound. An official live album couldn't be

much better Includes a free poster -a

first for bootlegs.

CAT STKVENS, CHAPTER FOUR-
The sound here is sloppy and there is a

lot of repetition with the other. Get the

first.

CSN&Y LIVE AT THE LOS
ANGELES FORUM 6-28-70 (Rubber
Dubber Records) -This one is just about
obviated by their official live albums.
Everything on this album is either on "4-

Way Street' or the two "Woodstock"
albums, with the exception of two songs
"Tell Me Why" is done with multiple

harmonies, and it sounds nice. And
"Woodstock" sounds better than the one
on "Deja Vu". The sound is just about
average.

WOODEN NICKEL -One side of this is

acoustic, the other electric. The former

is of good quality, the latter sucks. In-

cludes Stills "Bluebird Revisited" and

Young's "Sea of Madness". Hardly

worth the walk downtown.
OHIO-This is. again, more of the

same. For devout fans and groupies

onlv.

DONOVAL
LIVE AT THE REEDY RIVER

JUNCTION (Van Becords) Donovan in

concert singing lots of songs. The sound

is good, overlooking the hiss that

dominates many bootlegs. The general

rule is the more the instruments, the

worse the sound. This is just Donovan

and his guitar, so it is safe. Check out his

anti-dope rap.

BOBDYLAND
GREAT WHITE WONDER The one

and only, father to the whole

phenomenon. It consists of old Dylan

tapes, right out of Columbia's vaults.

Added are the Basement tapes, the

Johnny (ash Show, and some talk

Quality ranges from good to bad. Part of

the essential Bob Dvlan.

MOTORCYCLE this is just

aforementioned basement tapes

featuring Dylan and the Band. A few

early ones are also added and they are

not repetitious of GWW. It's a good

record of fair quality.

RUIN BIRCH (GWW records) Early

Dylan, once again. It's worth getting for

the title song alone -it's a monster. 12

songs in all, quality is fair. Once again,

there is some repetition involved with

others.

STEALIV (Steel Records)- This has
some new stuff and some different

versions of already recorded stuff Like

the others, the quality is fair, probably

because there have been so many
reproductions.

ISLE OF WIGHT This has 14 songs in

all. from "It Ain't Me. Babe" all the way
up to Lay, Lady. Lay". A musical trip

through history with Bob Dylan. He's

got the Band backing him. It's a very

listenable record. Get it. ___^_

Bob Dvlan
LOOKING BACK (Zerocks Records) -

Side 2 of this album is worth the money
alone. It is Dylan live at the Royal

Albert Hall in London. This is when he

switched his style from acoustic to

electric, and the audience screams their

disapproval. At one point, someone yells

out "Judas" and receives cheers from

the rest. It's Dylan against the world. He
sings bitterly ("Ballad of a Thin Man",
and "Like A Rolling Stone"). It is an

unbelievable record. Thanks to

Zerocks" whoever he is Included is

another side at London, and a record of

acoustic stuff in Berkeley A note on

Dylan bootlegs: Being the performer

that he is, he has B lot of material

floating around, all of which would be

virtually impossible to report on. I

recommend issue M7 of 'Rolling Stone"

where there is as complete a

discography of Bob Dylan as there ever

is going to be.

ELTON JOHN
GULLIVER'S GONE (John Records'

Excellent quality mono. This includes

material from his "Empty Sky" album,

which is released only in England and

some demo tapes, from early in his

career Like many bootlegs, this says

"compatible for stereo" which doesn't

mean stereo. It means that it can be

played safely on a stereo.

EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER
2I8T CENTURY SCHIZOID ROCK A

very good qualitv album, featuring

material all off their first album. In-

cluded is "Barbarian" and "Take a

Pebble". It is from a concert given in

Kngland, probably at the time of their

first album's release. Somehow two

songs bv the Free, an English group got

lagged on at the end of Side One. With

this one. you got to take the bad along

with the good
GRATEFULDEAD

GRATEFULDEAD (Mother Records,

a product of Mammary Presentations)

The qualitv for this one is only fair. But

it is the way you can get live versions oi

Casey Jones" and "Uncle Johns

Band", so the choice is yours. Also i

eluded is a 13-minute cover of the Young

Rascal's "Good Lovin '". featuring

Pigpen on vocals.

AIN'T IT CRAZY (Apocalypse

Records)- This one has excellent

qualitv. There is little hiss, and the in-

struments are all quite easy to hear.

There is some repetition with the other.

though.
JIM1 RENDRIX

MMI RENDRIX AT THE LOS

VNGELES FORUM 1-2.W» (Rubber

Dubber Records) A 2 record set of only

lair qualitv Hendrix can be heard, but

the bass and drums are buried. One side

,s his Woodstock stuff (first album).

Same songs also are on Woodstock II. A

whole side is devoted to "Room Full of

Minors" the most interesting piece of

music on the record Also some "oldie

but moldies". as Hendrix puts it

GOODBYE, HMI (Goodbye Record-

si -This is sort of a potpourri of songs

done in England It consists oi cuts from

TV radio and concerts The two concert

songs are best in quality, while the rest

are awful. It's an impressive collection,

though Included is Hendrix's versions

of "Hound Dog" and "Sunshine of Your

Love"
INCIDENT AT RAINBOW BRIDGE.

MAUI HAWAII -This is a visual as well.

It's pressed on yellow vinyl that's a

welcome change On the labels are

weird mythological paintings of mon-

sters It is an outdoor concert, so things

like wind and outside noises can easily

screw up the recording. The quality

shows signs of the conditions-bass and

drums are hardly detectable Most of it

is jamming, there are a few songs.

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
IP AGAINST THE WALL M ... -This

was recorded off an NET special called

"Go Ride The Wind". It was shown here

in two parts last winter Most of the stuff

is off the "Volunteers" album There is

some old stuff, plus "Mexico", which

was only released on a 45. Also included

is the last song Marty Balin ever wrote

for the group, called "Emergency" It's

all recorded from a California concert.

Quality is fair, as it was recorded off a

television.

JETHROTULL
FLUTE CAKF-This is recorded in

low quality stereo, but low quality is

better than no quality. It's all live with

some good songs. Included is extended

version of "My God" plus some old

songs. The audience sounds like they are

having a good time.

MY GOD (Athapascan Becords) This

is half live, half studio. The studio cuts

were originally released in England, on

45's, never in America until now. Soon,

however, will be the legitimate album
including this same material, so this

side will be obviated. The live side in-

cludes songs on the previous album,

except for "Reasons for Waiting" which

is on this one. It is of very good quality.

In between cuts 2 and 3 on Side Two
there are some sound effects spliced in

unlike I have ever heard before.

JANTS.JOPLIN
OFT IT WHILE YOU CAN This has 2

records, with 2 songs on each side. It's

Janis at her drunken best. Except for

some occasional microphone failure,

this is a good album. In between songs

she gives some cogent raps on Rock.

And at the end of the record the audience

almost riots, and manages to tear apart

some seats. Janis offers to pay the tab,

too. It's all here on record!

WICKED WOMAN -This is supposedly

recorded in Boston, one of her first gigs

with her new band. Quality is fair, get

the other if you got a choice, it was

recorded indoors, while this is an out-

door recording.

CAROLE KING
FIT FOR A KING (Sound f'n-

derground Records) -This was recorded

in a small club, so the quality is ex-

cellent. The material is almost all from

the "Tapestry" album, a few from her

first. There are some clever liner notes

on the back cover.

LED ZEPPELIN
LED ZEPPELIN LIVE ON

BLCEBEBBY HILL (Led Records)

Although this is a hard album to listen

to, quality-wise, I still like it. It is two

records, containing material from all

three of their albums. The sides are

long-at least 26 minutes per side. All in

vou are lucky to get the right copy, the

first thing you'll hear on Side One is

Mick Jagger saying "shit" over the

faulty sound Some have it, some don't

There are other Rolling Stones' live

bootlegs, also. Whenever they tour, it's a

bootlegger's holiday.

THE ROLLING STONES (Good Time
Records)- -Old. old Stones. These songs

are from albums only available in

Germany. They were probably taken off

a radio station, the quality is pretty bad.

Included are some greats, though,

"Poison Ivy" here is called "Scrat-

chin". and their version of "I Wanna Be
Your Man" is interesting and historical.

BATTLE (Side One) -Some more old

Rolling Stones, very bluesy. Quality is

good. The other side is the Beatles' live.

LEON RUSSELL
LEON RUSSELL, THE MASTER OF

TIME AND SPACE (Zerocks Records)

This was from a TV broadcast which

was shown in conjunction with a local

FM radio station, so the quality is as

good as a bootleg is gonna get. It's in

stereo. Fourteen songs in all.

LIVE AT ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA
(Fargone Records) -This has a lot of

repetition with the other and the

quality sucks. But it has the spontaneity

of a live concert, which the other is

badlv lacking. The choice is yours.

PAIL SIMON
PAUL SIMON SONOBOOK This is

composed of songs of his sung without

Garfunkel They were released in

England, never here Includes "I Am a

Rock" and other old songs. Quality is

prettv good.

JAMES TAYLOR
TAILOR MADE (Rubber Dubber

Records (Three sides of this are

acoustic, but the sound still leaves

something to be desired, it is very under

recorded. Side Four is electric, and is

barely tolerable. And then there is some
recorded off a Johnny Cash Show which

is also bad. The record has Z\ songs-if

that is any consolation. It was recorded

live in California, late in February. 1971.

THE WHO
THE WHO-LIVE (Collector's Item

Records) -This one is great, and really

recent. Side One has all songs from

"Who's Next", including "Won't (Jet

One-half of D.S.

all. it is an extended look at heavy rock,

as played by Led Zeppelin. It will do fine

until Atlantic sees fit to release an of-

ficial one. Robert Plant is the best

female vocalist I've heard in a long

time.

PROCOLHARUM
THE ELUSIVE PROCOL IIARIM

(Hamburg Records) Recorded in a

small hall, this is of very good quality.

Includes stuff off almost all their

albums.
THE ROLLING STONES

LIVER THAN YOU'LL EVER BE
(Slick. Lurch, and other Records)One
of the first and most popular of the

bootlegs It is the Stones live in Oakland,

the second stop of their last U.S. tour

The songs are almost identical to
MYl

Yas ". though "Gimme Shelter" is in this

one The quality of this one is only fair,

in no way comparable to the official If

N.&Y
Fooled Again" Townshend gives a

potent rap before the song and in-

troduces it amazingly Side Two in-

cludes "Pinball Wizard" II was
recorded recently, on their last Eastern

tour, possibly Boston The quality is a bit

(tetter than average mono There are

some great photos on the cover, too A
good buy.

INSTANT PARTY (Instant l\ut\

Becords i This is largely composed of

old Who songs, released only in

England Included is "Substitute " and

Under Mv Thumb" More recent stuff is

Walt/ lor a Pig" and "Dogs' These

are from B sides of l.Vs It is n! good

qualitv and has i:» songs in all

NEIL YOUNG
NEIL YOUNG WD CRAZY HORSE

(( 'ollector's Item Records) As soon as

this came oul II was selling like crity.

Continued on •*#;• 9A
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Films

Fiddler Plunges Through Roof
Bv BOB NKSTI

Fiddler' On The Roof

screenplay by Joseph Stein;

music by Jerry Bock; lyrics by

Sheldon Harnick. adapted from

their stage musical. Produced

and Directed by Norman
Jewison. Starring Topol, Norma
Crane, Molly Picon, and
Leonard Frye. Released through

United Artists.

There is something extremely

vulgar about large scale film

musicals, of which Fiddler On
The Roof is the most recent

example. This extravaganza is

yet another example of how film

the play seems almost in-

cidental. It is very much like

meeting an old friend who has

become paunchy and shallow

with his newfound wealth.

Fiddler is not the sort of en-

tertainment that fits well on a

super widescreen and it seems
that certain of its inherent

strongpoints have been
sacrificed in putting it there. The
filmmakers seem more in-

terested in having a full or-

chestra and mezzanine of

matron ladies laughing at the

The story is adapted from the

folk tales of that Russian author

in which the life and times of

Tevye the Milkman, his wife,

five daughters, and the town-

speople of Anatevks are
chronicled. They are a poor yet

fiercely strong, proud, and
happy people who struggle with

the religious bigotry of the

Tsarist government and the

changing social and political

mores of the flexing

revolutionary Russia on 1905.

The handling of the larger

onthe'

companies take something
modest and tasteful on the stage

and render it unbearable on the

screen. These films usually

emerge with the weight and feel

of Beatles songs being per-

formed by the Hollyridge

Strings; that is to say there is

some substance, but it is now so

completely engulfed in layers of

sugar frosting that it is hardly

worth searching for. They
become unintended caricatures

of themselves and succeed in

being only stylishly inept. It

seems almost inhuman to put

them down.
Yet they go out of their way

asking for it The entire manner
of presentation of a super-

musical pushes taste to un-

believable lengths. Films are

never meant to mimic theater

either in form or presentation;

yet with the super -musicals of

recent years movie going takes

on all the attributes of theater

going. They are presented in

huge, cavernous theaters, ad-

mission prices are ridiculously

high, their length runs well over

three hours (complete with the

obligatory intermission in which

everyone stands about drinking

bland orange drink and looking

just a bit absurd), and the

resulting film is hardly worth all

the bother.

Fiddler has been made into a

very embarrassing film by

making it into a roadshow
j

presentation. As a musical play

Fiddler is immensely satisfying;

the book is warmly human, the

score beautifully enhances the

stage action, and the production

moves with an authoritative

zeal, thanks mainly to the folk-

derived choreography of Jerome
Robbins. It is an amazingly

sustained theatrical experience

and one of the finest works of the

American Musical Theater.

Yet the film's relationship to
|

Weekend
by perhaps American finest director. In

wide-screen and four-track stereo.

The Unholy Three (Friday, Merrill

Science Center, Amherst College 8 and

10)

Tod Browning, the director of Dracula

and Freaks, directed this strange and

unusual silent horror film. The Unholy

Three, a ventriloquist, a strongman, and

a midget move from pickpockets to

selling parrots and the fun begins. It is a

highly effective silent film done to shock

What's The Matter With Helen? (Jerry

Lewis Cinema, Northampton)

The camp film of the year. A "What

Ever Happened To..." horror flick that

gets sidetracked into becoming a parody

of life in early Thirties Hollywood.

Shelly Winters and Debbie Reynolds

play a pair of dancing school teachers

who are harrassed by psychopathic

killer. The film has its share of thrills as

well as being high camp with a won-

derful tap number featuring Debbie

Reynolds hoofing to "Goodie, Goodie."

corny jokes and seeing a

homogonized entertainment that

masquerades as the legitimate

thing. Where the play was made
to fit into certain theatrical

artistic standards which
generally preclude success, the

film has chosen to operate on a

different set of standards-
plainly commercial-that are

oppressive to the play's merits.

Where the play has a human
warmth, the film has a com-

mercialized sentimentality, and

its characters have become
caricatures of the American-
Jewish existance somewhere
between Harry Golden and
Philip Roth. The film is more
geared to the sentiments of the

American Middle Class, more a

kosher Sound Of Music that

comes across as healthy,

wholesome "schtick" and is

closer to 44th Street West of

Broadway than to 1905 Czarist

Russia and the stories of Sholom
Alechem of which this is all

based.

themes helped to make the play

such a rewarding experience. In

the film, though, they are

overblown to the point of

becoming cliches. For instance

at the point when Tevye
becomes inscensed at his first

born's demand for in-

dependence, an elderly matron

sitting nearby turned to her

companion and said "Eh. To
Each His Own." The scene

occured a little more than

halfway through and even by

then the repetitiveness of the

material wore itself thin

The major problem of the

movie is the direction of Norman
Jewison. His films have always

been for me overrated exercises

in splashy technique and in this

film he goes at it with unusual

fervor.

He has never been much for

either finesse or un-

derstatement, both of which

would seem essential to this

musical's success in any form.

His approach is to cover his

Super Panavision screen with a

barrage of splashy images and
cliche widescreen techniques

that are both banal and tedious.

His handling of the material is

oddly remiscent of Richard
Lester's musical A Funny Thing

Happened On The Way To The
Forum, which, co-incidently

enough starred the original

stage Tevye, Zero Mostel. In

both films the leading charac-

ter's presence is always in the

forefront of the screen image; in

both films the audience is

assaulted with a barrage of

showy, quick editing during the

cusical numbers that supposedly

represents cinematic
choreography. In both cases this

doesn't work and it is hoped that

this style of filming ends with

this film.

Jewison also infuses his film

with a sort of Jewish
Chauvinism that's in quite bad

taste. He assualts the viewer

during the badly done opening

number "Tradition" which
quick images of the interior of

synagogue that seemed like a

bad television commercial.
Then, later, when Tevye sings

"If I Were A Rich Man" Jewison

places the camera somewhere
below his knees looking up
making him appear like the

bearded Charlton Heston as

Moses, that is to say one step

closer to God in appearance than

most of us. The abject poverty of

Tevye is also somewhat hard to

take, especially when his wife

Golde appears in the Sabbath

sequence in a dress that looked

out of Bergdorf-Goodman's.
He also handles the musical

numbers with little style or

finesse. He often reduces them
to sung background music done

with the imagination of the

Norman Luboff Choir, as he goes

on his merry way showing some
fancy, unnecessary
photography. Even during the

opening credits the film is

doomed to needless excess, this

time aural. Here a fiddler sits

perched on a roof playing some
horrible improvisational music

with the virtuosity of an Isaac

Stern. It turns out it is Isaac

Stern and I imagine his name
was used to add a bit of real

class to the package. Un-
fortunately it only leads tme to

wonder what this guy is doing on

the roof and not playing in

Moscow or St. Petersburg. The
lowpoint of the musical num-
bers, though, is the "Mat-
chmaker. Matchmaker"
sequence. It is done by Tevye's

three older daughters as they

put their laundry out on the line

and bears an uncanny resem-

blance to the singing laundry

soap commercials of some years

back.

The score is generally
arranged in the slick, studio

manner that's big on technique

and lacking in substance. The

familiar Bock -HarnicK score is

pleasant, but very unimpressive

and the razzle-dazzle eight

track stereo bombards the

listener with useless bambast.

The stereo effect is really quite

funny in an unintended way as

characters' voices sound as if

they are coming from the

parking lot outside the theater.

The musical never has the

movement which distinguished

the original stage production.

Only once or twice do the dan-

cers move and the screen comes
alive with some dazzling

choreography. Most of the time

the dancing is inhibited by

Jewison fancy camerawork
which seems to strangely

stagnate any movement. It is

only during the "To Life" dance

sequence that there is a real

sense of style sustained through

some brilliant dancing based

upon the original Robbins
staging. It is, in fact, those

moments in the film which most

resemble the play-in staging

and filming-which are the most

successful. In these moments,
such as Tevye's Dream
Sequence and the Wedding
Sequence, the film approaches

the professional level the play so

consistantly achieves.

The performances are little

more than adequate. Topol
makes a wonderful Tevye,
especially when he is able to cut

through the "schtick" Jewison

et all has burdened his part with.

He is a fine musical actor with a

rich, strong voice, and a gr-

nuinely winning film per-

sonality. It's really too bad he is

so over-extended in this film.

Norma Crane plays Golde as if

she were the Quint-essential

Jewish Mother and is so

reverent to that image that its

quite laughable. Where Tevye
has strength, Golde is cloying.

She is, though, called upon to

bitch quite a bit and she does this

with shrewish glory.

The supporting roles do little

to enhance the film. Molly Picon

is Everyone's Aunt as Yente the

Matchmaker. Her performance

was probably the most annoying

of all. Leonard Frye as Motel the

Tailor did his best to dispell his

image as being the unhappy
Harold of Boys In The Band.
Unfortunately here he just

seemed mindless, Harold with

his oft-quoted lobotomy.

Fiddler On The Roof is a long

film, some three and one half

hours in its present form. It

could stand some cutting, but

most of all it demands the im-

possible: a new director who
was less concerned with his own
technique and felt more for the

inherent beauty of what he is

filming. Fiddler is a glorious

stage musical that has been bent

and wrenched into a corny,

bland, and shamelessly empty
musical film.

PROGRAM COUNCIL PRESENTS

"TOPAZ"
— directed by

Alfred Hitchcock

Sunday, November 7

S.U. Ballroom

7 and 9:30 p.m.
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Tape Recorders-Part I
By FRANK JOHNSON

We are now going to move to perhaps

the most dynamic area in the hi-fi world,

for this is where hi-fi leaves the auditory

womb of the home living room and emits

its first cry in the form of portability.

Magnetic tape is the medium of this

portability, for unlike record players,

tape players are not restricted to a level

plane and a delicate tracking force. A
tape player may be operated vertically,

horizontally, and upside down. It may
also be subjected to vibrations, jolts,

and other movements which would

render a record player useless, yet it

still may operate quite satisfactorily.

First of all. I must beg forgiveness for

keeping to a theoretical consideration in

this week's column, for reasons of

space. Though today we'll discuss dif-

ferent types of tape players and their

intended application, we must reserve

detailed discussions of their operation

for a later issue.

Getting underway, we must
distinguish three various types of tape

players. A player that merely moves the

tape at the required speed and does not

amplify the signal on the tape in any

way is known as a tape transport. If

some preamplifiers are added to this

transport (which raise the level of the

taped signal), it is called a tape deck.

Finally, it some power amplifiers and

speakers come with it. and the unit

functions as a self-contained music

system, it is known as a tape recorder.

This conception applies to recorders

with facilities for imprinting in-

formation on magnetic tape, although

the term "tape recorder" has applied

sometimes to any instrument using

magnetic tape, with resultant confusion.

Next, there are essentially two types

of formats for tape players on the

market today: the open-reel type (also

known as "reel-to-reel ">. which con-

tains devices on the recorder that

receive the tape, and the closed-reel or

cartridge type, which keeps the tape and

these receiving devices enclosed in a

cartridge. The cartridge medium for

tape players includes the cassette and

the 4- and 8-track cartridges, and it is

these types which frequently leave the

home to be used in the car or on the

beach, due to their simplicity and ease

of operation.

In both the reel-to-reel and cartridge

systems, the format of tape (metallic

oxide impregnated on a spool of plastic

backing) and the speed(s) (fractions of

30. measured in distance travelled/sec.

)

are essentially the same. The width of

the tape may be different, however.

Open-reel recorders and 8-track car-

tridges use a tape of 1/4" width.

Despite this difference, all tape

recorders create sound with the same
principles of electromagnetism and

inductional current generation. We can

all recall playing with magnets at some
previous time, noting that iron particles

could often assume different sym-

metrical forms when exposed to varying

magnetic fields. This is what happens to

the metallic oxide particles on magnetic

tape. There are two active units af-

fecting this change- the tape itself, and
the tape heads. The heads contain small

coils whose wire windings lie very close

to each other, but do not meet, leaving a

small gap. The gap is where the

magnetic forces meet, affecting the

oxide on the tape. This operation takes

place on a recorder in 3 different heads:

erase, record, and playback. The first

head meeting the tape as it revolves

from reel to reel is the erase head. Its

function is to apply a strong alternating

ductional generation, and proper bias is

necessary to most good-quality tape

recorders if they are to be functioning

well. The amount of this bias is deter-

mined by what kind of tape is being

used. We'll take this subject up in detail

later on.

In the process of recording, the

metallic oxide particles are rearranged

by the record head in accordance with

the variations in the signal, much in the

same manner that record grooves are

Sony model 580 with ESP continuous automatic tape reverse, three-speed servocontrol

motor, scrape flutter mechanism, electro bi-lateral six head function with central

capstan drive, relay and solenoid operation, and a host of other features. Definitely not

for anyone who wants it installed in his car which he keeps in F Lot.

current with no signal, so that the

metallic oxide particles all lie in

essentially the same direction or con-

figuration The tape is said to be erased,

and it is now ready for recording and

playback.

When the erased tape travels further

and a signal is being recorded, this 1

signal is fed into the record head. The

signal is mixed with another alternating

current, known as bias, so that distor-

tion can be reduced. This distortion is a

result of certain deficiencies in in-

affected by the incoming signals. (In a

tape recorder, however, the only

mechanical coupling takes form in tape-

to-head contact, to be distinguished

from stylus pressure). After the tape is

recorded, it is immediately ready for

playback, which takes place in the

playback head. This head is really the

part of a recorder referred to properly

as a transducer, for it is here that

electric current is generated from the

magnetic properties of the tape, in very

similar ways that current is generated

Complete Annotated Bootleg Discography

and it still is. It has fifteen songs on two

records and is in stereo, though poor

qualitv stereo. It was recorded in early

1970. It has songs from all three of his

solo albums and some from Buffalo

Springfield and CSN&Y. It has two

acoustic sides and two electric. All are

of good quality He sings off-key

sometimes, and his raps are a stone

bore but it still is a fantastic album.

LIVE o\ BUGAR WOIMAIN;

This

is all acoustic and recorded much later

than the other. Ten songs in all. eight of

which are new The quality isn't as good

as the other. It will do until his new

album comes out. which should be soon.

Get this if you can't wait.

THEYOUNGBLOODS
TURNING ON THE SI NSHINF

<('razv .Ion Hrcords) This is from a live

broadcast over a California radio

station, so the quality is very good.

There is also no audience interference

which has its good points and its bad

points. But do the Youngbloods really

rate the status of having a bootleg. The Band

by a phono cartridge. The tape meets

the playback head after it has been

slightly magnetized by the record head.

This magnetism passes over the

playback head, which contains coils

whose windings give off a current when
exposed to magnetic forces. After

passing over the playback head, the tape

is returned to a storage or take-up reel,

for future use.

It should be pointed out that in many
tape recorders, the record head and the

playback head are combined into one,

thereby affording a sort of economy and
simplicity. Theoretically, this results in

some degradation of quality. In this

case, no "monitoring" can take place:

listening to the tape being played back

just after it is recorded (possible on a

machine with sepa rate record and

playback heads, and obviously im-

possible on a machine that combines

these functions with one head).

Monitoring can tell us a lot about the

quality of the signal that we will hear

played back at a future time. Also,

because the two functions of record and

playback are being combined, very

often the signal will not be as clean when
2 heads act as one. These two

deficiencies of monitoring and loss of

quality manifest themselves par-

ticularly in cartridge-type recorders,

which cannot accept separate record

and playback heads because of

limitations in design interchangeability.

After the tape is recorded and the

supply reel or spool is used up, it may be

played on its reverse side if only half the

width of the tape has been recorded We
call this a "2-track" tape, and it will give

us either 2 sides in mono or else one side

in stereo. For economy in stereo, we can

multiply the tracks so that there are two

in each direction, the so-called "4-

track" system Because a cartridge

type recorder contains only a limited

amount of tape, we want to further

economize for extended playback, and

we can do this by once again multiplying

the tracks, creating eight of them. All

this can be done by stacking the erase,

record, and playback coils within the

respective heads, so that they are

aligned with respect to one another.

Multiplying the track does however

cause a few desirable things to be

sacrificed. Because the new tracks must

be smaller and closer to one another, we
have to lose some magnetic properties

on the tape and therefore some quality

as well. And, because the tracks lie

fairly close to each other, the tracks

going in the opposite direction will

sometimes surreptitiously creep

through to the other channel. This is

known as crosstalk. It will invariably

get worse as we multiply tracks, so this

is why many recordists forego some
economy and either use the entire width

of the tape ("full track") for mono
recording or one-half the tape width for

each channel in stereo.

There still remains much to be

discussed, so we'll continue with tape

recorders next week.

Poor Richard's

Poor Richard's is finally

coming into its own. This is week
number five and the dear boy is

alive and well, but he won't be
for very long if he doesn't get

little help from his friends We
are looking for writers for longer

magazine type pieces and short

works of fiction If you are in-

terested m submitting an article

or hacking out an idea come Bet

either David Williams or Hob
Nesti In the little cubicle in the

rear of the MDC Newsroom We
spend most of our lives there so

the chances of catching us are

more than good Drop by. we
need you
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A Surreal Trip With Alice
There is no drug quite so

powerful as the human
imagination—and Lewis Carroll

took quite a heady draught

before he followed Alice down
the rabbit hole. A group of off-

Broadway players under the

direction of Andre Gregory have

now dramatized Alice in Won-

derland, and the trip that results

is an exciting, absorbing, ver-

tiginous descent into a laughing

hell.

The familiar and beloved Alice

is here, looking like a slightly

tattered Tenniel illustration, and
the Mad Hatter, and the Queen
of Hearts, and the Cheshire

Cat—all the fond friends of

generations of children. But in

this Alice, the prattling antic

chums from childhood cast

shadows that are dark, deep and
unsettling. The shadows invade

the characters and dye them in

the colors of Freud, and Jung,

and Kafka, and Dali, and An-

tonin Artaud, who conceived the

Theater of Cruelty. Innocence

has been lost, assuredly, but a

revelation has been gained as

the audience is taken on a

journey through the murky,

quirky labyrinth of the human
psyche. Alice is an exemplary
instance of how a classic can be

made "new," and one of the

extremely rare instances of a

book's being turned into a wholly

satisfactory theatrical ex-

perience.

States of Being. The acting

company, known as the

Manhattan Project, uses

techniques somewhat similar to

those of the Open Theater ( The
Serpent, Terminal) though with

a far more liberal use of

language. The techniques in-

volve sounds, mimicry, a con-

stant awareness of the body in

action (without nudity) and an

accordion-like expansion or

contraction of an episode or

scene in order to isolate moving

centers of psychological truth. It

is selective rather than

narrative drama. It does not

chronicle an action, it creates

states of being and feeling. In

Alice, the playgoer encounters

states of dread, of sexuality, of

absurdity, of bewilderment, of

wonder, of fear, of giddiness, of

giggliness, of madness, of

contraction, of elevation, of

"growing pains," of terror, of

playfulness, of ecstasy. Simply

to turn this catalogue of seeming

abstractions into something
palpable and concrete and real

is a measure of the ex-

traordinary achievement of the

play.

Words are at the childlike core

of Alice in Wonderland, and it is

heartening that they have been

honored in this production.

Words are a child's grandest toy.

They are also his first mystery.

Even before he understands

them, he puts them together and

takes them apart. He pops

pieces of them into his mouth,

and spits them out in odd shapes.

It is a profound form of play, for

it is the only tool a child is given

with which to comprehend a

world in which he coexists

without really belonging—the

world of adults.

All of this is conveyed in Alice,

plus something more Through

puns and transpositions of literal

and metaphorical imagery,

Carroll transformed English

into a kind of hallucinatory

jabber-wocky. Language goes

berserk; it refuses to associate

with reality. There are moments
in Alice when all words seem to

have dropped, like leaves off the

tree of meaning, and to be

swirling around in gusts of

gibberish. This provides one of

the closest approximations of

going insane that has ever been

rendered on a Dublic stage.

T. E. Kalem
Reprinted from Time

Magazine.

The Manhattan Project brings 'Alice in Wonderland' to the campus next week. Hopefully after

they're through people will realize that Alice has a little bit more to her depth-wise than Grace Slick

would have you believe. Right on, WMUA.

Alice Here Nov. 8-10
The Manhattan Project will

present three performances of

"Alice in Wonderland" at

UMass Monday through Wed-
nesday, Nov. 8 through 10.

Performances based on the

Lewis Carroll classic will be
directed by Andre Gregory and
will begin at 8 each evening in

Grinnell Arena near parking lot

five. Informal dress is recom-
mended for the audience.

During its three-day
residency, The Manhattan
Project will also give two in-

formal workshops Nov. 9 and 10

at 3:30 p.m. in Grinnell Arena.

Members of the Project are

graduates of the New York

University's School of Arts.

Their original theater work is

funded by a grant from the

Rockefeller Foundation.

"Alice" was first performed

by the company at the Loft

Theatre Workshop. Harvard's

Loeb Center, and the Berkshire

Theatre Festival. Last fall, Mr
Gregory's "Alice" ran at the off-

Broadway Extension Theatre.

and in March went on tour.

The production is faithful to

Lewis Carroll in plot and

dialogue, but is intertwined with

the director's and the actors'

imaginations.
Tickets for the evening per-

formances are available in the

Fine Arts Council Ticket Office,

125 Herter Hall, telephone 545-

0202. Remaining tickets will be
available one hour before the
performances at Grinnell Arena.
Ticket Office hours are 9 a.m. to

4 p.m.

Gregory's 'Alice In Wonderland' Tunnels To Daylight
ByMELGUSSOW

The tale of Andre Gregory gets

curiouser and curiouser.

For almost two years, with the

Manhattan Project, a small

company of graduates of the

New York University's School of

the Arts, he has been working
quietly on an experimental stage

version of "Alice in Won-
derland."

Critics have not yet been in-

vited to review it. Only oc-

casionally does it peep into

public view — at the Loft

Theater workshop, Harvard's

Loeb Center, the Berkshire
Theater Festival—but it has

gathered an enormous un-

derground reputation

This fall Lyn Austin is

producing Mr. Gregory's
"Alice" overground, off

Broadway at the Extension
Theater. Profits will go to the

company Public performances
begin Oct. 1. It will play only

four shows a week to an

audience of 150 until March,
when it will tour. This will give

the company time to start a new
project, possibly Marlowe's
"Dr. Faustus."

A Singular 'Alice'

Although one producer wanted
to buy it in 40 duplicate com-
panies to send around the world,

this "Alice" is singular. It is

faithful to Lewis Carroll in plot

and dialogue, but it is extra

ordinarily intertwined with the

director's and the actors'

imagination As with Grotowski

and the Open Theater, it is

impossible to separate company
from play

For one of the first times in his

artistic life, Mr Gregory may be

forced to face a happy ending

Before "Alice", he stormed his

way through America's regional

theaters.

"I got the reputation as an

enfant terrible," he says. "I

used to get the greatest pleasure

driving people out of the

theater."

In succession, he was
dismissed as head of

Philadelphia's Theater of the

Living Arts and Los Angeles's

Inner City Repertory Company.
On the coast, he had staged a

controversial "Tartuffe" with

an Uncle Tom Tartuffe.

"I caused 22,000 parents to

picket. The Catholic Church
gave us an official seal of con-

demnation. But the kids flipped

out
"

Back in New York he was
asked to direct a group of

students graduating from
N.Y.U. After months of intensive

training they began searching

for a project. They stu ^bled on

"Alice in Wonderland."
"As a child, I started it." says

Mr. Gregory. "It really terrified

me. It still does
"

With the text as text, the cast,

led and liberated by the director

improvised. But, he said, "at the

basis of every improvisation is a

Carroll line. The temptation is to

distort it, which I've sometimes
done with a classical text, such

as 'Tartuffe.' I wanted to see if I

could set restrictions on myself

No sets, no effects, no easy trick

devices. The idea was to find our

freedom in the text."

The improvisations tran-

sported the six actors—who
played all the characters—into

wild flights of fancy. Time
allowed for digressions and
second thoughts. They spent

months devising a three-man
caterpillar, then threw it out.

The descent into the rabbit hole

took nine months.
Because of the highly

physically improvisation, the

production is full of danger for

the actors.

"They're like Algerian
acrobats," says Mr. Gregory.

"They trust each other." But
there were many injuries. "I

kept sending the actors to my
doctor. He had never seen a

performance and couldn't

imagine what we were doing.

Then I twisted seven ligaments

He said. That'll teach you, sado-

masochist!"'
Finally the play faced an

audience at Brecht West, a tiny

theater in Brunswick, N.J. "The
actors were sure we had a mean,
brutal, obsessive kind of

tragedy. I said, it's painful but

it's funny. The audience started

to laugh. Like a great bullfight.

What a performance! A state of

ecstasy!"
Since then Mr. Gregory has

been slowly "editing, refining.

and chiselling the work, an
experience painters and
sculptors have—but usually not

theater people."

Where "Alice" takes place is

most important. "We need
proximity," he says. "It's a
dream event, not a performing
event." Ideally he would like to

stage it for "25 people in the

woods." Short of that he will turn
a theater into a rabbit hole.

The audience "will fall into an
enclosed room and like Alice
they will get bigger and bigger.

Finally a tiny door will open and
suck them in. Everyone is forced
to become Alice." Does he feel

like Alice? "I am Alice. I think

Lewis Carroll was Alice."

In his past work, Mr. Gregory
had "a tendency to hit people
over the head with a message."
For "Alice," he says. "I decided
to let the audience reach its own
conclusions. Some find it a
Freudian descent into the
subconscious. Others, a drug
trip Or a parable of Jerry
Rubin's court experience."
How does he see it? "It's a

kind of stage circus."

Reprinted from the NY.
Times.
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Albums

Jou Jouka Mysterious And Enduring
By KENNETH SOLIN

I believe it's true in saying

many people thought the Rolling

Stones replaced Brian Jones

solely due to his death but this

was not the case. One week
before he died Brian quit the

Stones because his musical
interests had begun to wander;

wander to such lengths that he

was no longer content with

either his own performance or

those of Jagger and company.

He was at a lull, an ebb, finding

hardly any pleasure at all in his

existence. In 1969 Brian Jones

was found dead at the bottom of

his swimming pool, the results of

an asthma attack in combination

with his obvious drug problems.

Brian had spent large amounts
of his time away from the Stones

visiting the peoples of Northern

Africa and Morocco and
proceeded to do some ex-

periemental recording on his

own, not himself performing,

but just listening and ap-

preciating the tribal or festival

music of the Moroccans.
Here, after a few years of

anticipation, we have the Brian

Jones tapes on record,

something Jagger himself was
determined to see produced on

the black vinyl. Again, this has

nothing to do with Mr. Jones the

musician, rather it deals only

with him as a producer and
spectator of the enjoyment
concerning Jou Jouka. Jou
Jouka, being the location of a

weeklong festival involving the

mysterious and enduring music
of its inhabitants, had attracted

thousands of foreigners among

those was Brian.

The record itself contains only

excerpts from the prevailing

sounds that exhausted a good
many on-lookers, including the

people responsible for this

recording. We are offered no
individual selections here for

each side of the album is con-

tinuous no pausing, no in-

termissions, just a lasting

example of the happenings at

Jou Jouka. Side one involves the

"Pipes of Pan" or more easily

described as twenty-five minute
of uninterupted flute playing,

displaying evident variations of

tone. The pipes are backed only

be a constant drum beat, a feat

the natives could perfrom
almost endlessly. Side two
breaks from the pipes in its

beginning only to be substituted

by a prolonged tribal chant,

again the drum beat carries on
throughout the session-finally

the album closes with the con-

tinuation of Pan's pipes.

Since this had all been taken
from tapes, as mentioned
earlier, the sound quality isn't as

good as a studio production

however; this could never have
been studio music to begin with.

Brian Jones had excellent in-

tentions and, possibly, if this

album were released in thr<

four years the public would
accept it more readily. I suggest

you hear the record before

making a purchase; unless, of

course, you happen to be one of

those people who must have one

of everything in connection with

the Rolling Stones, otherwise

give it a listen, then decide.

-

-t —

Jou Jouka, the weeklong festival taped by Brian Jones of the Stones.

Jou Jouka was simply an
African festival, the album
cannot really do justice to such
an event. It seems this was
something you'd certainly have
to witness for yourself to capture
its full meaning and gaiety.

The Congress of Wonders

By SAM ROTHMAN
THE CONGRESS OF WON-
DERS— "Revolting'-Fantasy

Records
Reminiscent of the Firesign

Theatre is the Congress of

Wonders. Unfortunately, they

try too hard to be just like them -

- but they've got problems.

Their material varies from poor
to very good. Side one starts with

"Radio Phil", which seems like

they were sitting around wat-

ching television, picked up on a

few ads and strained for ideas.

Unlike Firesign, though, they

lack thought. Instead of stret-

ching their imaginations (there

are only two), they twisted a few
words and came up with around
a dozen new ads to make a 5-1/2

minute cut.

We next take a journey with

"star trip". The routines within

it are not bad. but again

strained. Phrases like "the
ship's apse" and "it's her sec,t"

are used for gags, but they don't

come off. The telephone

• MOVIES •

I Love You
Alice B. Toklas

Starring PETER SELLERS

PLUS

2 W.C. Fields

shorts

& a roadrunner film

Fri. Nov. 5

6: 30 & ft: 30 p.m.

Thorn. 104

Plastic Dreams

The Congress of Wonders

Only 50*

operator within the starship

Intercourse who asks for "10

cents' more please" is also an-

noying.

The whole album is a lot easier

to follow than anything done by

Firesign — likely due to its

triteness — which means it will

not last as Don't Crush That

Dwarf or Bozos will. Richard

Rollins and Howard Kerr (The

Congress) were obviously in-

spired by Firesign, as evident in

'Pigeon Park", another post

legalization skit. It brings

"Returned for Re-Grooving"
back from Waiting for the

Electrician, but this one involves

Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh 40

years from now. I'm glad to say,

though, that it is very good, as is

the closing "Flipping-on-the-

Hod". The side ends on a good

note with this "soap-opera-flick-

from- 19th-century" hope"-
novel" type cut. It is definitely

their finest minute.

Side two includes "The Stoned

Ranger" a 13-minute cut which I

had heard previously on WHCN
a few times. I guess it's un-

fortunate that I did, since I'm

already bored by it. But my
favorite line in the cut is "Come
into my toupee and keep your

wig warn", also the best on the

side.

I must admit it's a good effort

by The Congress of Wonders on

their first album. I would greatly

appreciate the album if I were

told they were not ready with

their material, but the album
being the type it is, I doubt it

They have undoubtedly taken

what they felt were good lines

(while stoned and/or engrossed

in something like TV) and tried

to make an album of them.

Where Firesign Theatre's

material is all original, the

Congress of Wonders relies on a

rehashing of old standards. I

must rate the album as poor, but

give it a "nice try".

By DAVID GREEN
Ladies, beware of men owning

the Modern Jazz Quartet's

newest release, PLASTIC
DREAMS. The MJQ has given

the male element a weapon of

secution and a tool for inducing

sin.

PLASTIC DREAMS is a mood
and atmosphere album. Now in

their 18th year together, John
Lewis, Milt Jackson, Percy
Heath and Connie Kay continue

to turn out consistently

refreshing music. They blend

rhythm with improvisation to

present traditional, somewhat
low-keyed jazz. It is not the

modern jazz of Miles Davis or

Weather Report, who explore

new and yet to be fully accepted

realms of jazz music, but rather

a more down to earth sound to

which there is a definite tempo.

Particularly interesting
compositions on this album are

the re-arranged Christmas
carols. For example "The
Twelve Days of Christmas"
becomes the amin theme of the

MJQ's "Variations On a

Christmas Theme", and "God
Bless Ye Merry Gentlemen" is

the repeating bars of "England's

Carol". The spirit of these pieces

is bright and cheerful. They
convey, perhaps, Christmas in

1971. A much faster paced
Christmas than of years past but

a time that despite com-
mercialism is still the most
loving.

The lead in these selections

are taken by John Lewis on the

harpsichord and Milt Jackson on

vibes. While the musicians are

playing tag with the rhythm,

listerners can sense the en-

joyment of their game.
Christmas arrives early and in a

new package in PLASTIC
DREAMS.
The other jazz movements on

the album lend themselves to the

title. Such relaxing sounds as

those offered by the MJQ can
release the subconscious. It is

very simple to fade into a

daydream as the record
revolves at 33 1/3 rpm. "Walkin'

Stomp" and "Trav'lin"' clam
the nerves releasing tensions.

"Plastic Dreams", the title

piece, creates the feeling of

moving tranquilly through a

prairie. It massages the mind,

sending thoughts down a

corridor of freedom and
easiness. The musical ex-

pression of Lewis, Heath,
Jackson and Key is subtle. Their

music takes listerners over by
whispers, not shouts.

The MJQ's style is con-

servative, in contrast to the new
breed of jazz performers, such

as Joe Zawinul or Wayne
Shorter, who experiment with

incongruent rhythms to find a

third and different one The
Modern Jazz Quartet does stay

true to its name for its jazz

evolves with the musical en-

vironment. The group do* s not,

however, reach beyond its

surroundings.

PLASTIC DREAMS would
serve as a good introduction to

jazz. As a first jazz experience,

the MJQ could be a stepping

stone to a greater range of jazz

improvisation. This is not to say

the MJQ is the bottom rung of

the jazz ladder. It is to point out

that their style is the best of

traditional jazz ensembles.
PLASTIC CREAMS is the jazz of

now presented with the con-

servatism of master craftsmen.

BOGART TONITE
Mahar Auditorium

starring in SAHARA
also The Little Rascals Flick

at7:00&9:15

Admission Just 50*
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By BOB NEST!

Music
BSO Collage

The premiere performance of the new
avant-garde ensemble group featuring

members of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra. The group will give the world

premiere of "Nocturnes" by Boston

based composer and conductor Pusztai,

and have scheduled works by Mario

Davidovsky, Jackob Druckman. George

Crumb. Ernest Krenck, and Lukas Foss.

The concertis tonight in Bowker at 8.

t$).

Theater
Alice In Wonderland
Clive Barnes called this off-Broadway

ensemble group "fantastic!" (amongst

other superlatives) and this group

received rave notices from all the other

leading NY Critics during their run last

Fall. The group will perform their ac-

claimed interpretation of Lewis

Carroll's childrens classic next Monday.

Tuesday, and Wednesday in Grinnel

Arena (an innocuous little hall down in

the barn area of Stockbridge). Seating is

limited for this impressive group. For

more details see page 10A01. <$>.

The Cave Dwellers

I' Mass Theater's second play of the

season is William Saroyan's gentle

comedy about a group of people, down

on their luck, who have taken up

residence in an abandoned theatre.

They've seen better days, but their

warmth with each other "helps them to

renew their lives. Opens next Thursday

at 8:30 in Bartlett Auditorium. ($).

The Iceman Cometh
The Amherst Masquers' first play of

the year is Eugene O'Neill's drama. It

will be peformed this Friday. Saturday,

and Sunday evening at 7:30 in Kirby

Theater Amherst College. (Si.

The lew Of Malts

Christopher Marlowe's popular

Elizabethean play will be performed

tonight and tomorrow night in the cozy

Studio Theater at South College.

Basically a farce, somewhat black in

nature with Anti-Sematic overtones, this

production will be done with shades of

Peter Brook's wild and inventive

•Midsummer's Night Dream". At 8

P.M.. seating is limited. <$>.

Films
Death In Venice <The Talkie. Nor-

thampton; Amherst Cinema. Amherst)

Luehino Visconti's beautiful and lush

interpretation of Thomas Mann's 1911

novella is a painfully slow and strangely

fascinating film. The story concerns an

aging composer who discovers an image

of perfect beauty in the form of a

fourteen yesr old boy while vacationing

in cholera-ridden Venice. Mann's
Achenbach is meant to seem like Ger-

man composer Gustav Mahler and the

platonic relationship between the man
and boy is made to look explicitly car-

nal The film does possess a brilliant

sense of style, capturing an image of

1911 Venice to near perfection. Dirk

Bogarde is humbly moving and the

choice of decor and music (Mahler)

gives the film an eerie and haunting

reality

Desperate Characters (Showcase
Cinemas. West Springfield)

The horrors of city life, which can

indeed be horrible beyond belief, are

catalogued with a honest, if not a bit

overwhelming, zeal by playwright
turned-filmmaker Frank Gilroy.

Everything bad seems to happen to a

young New York couple, played by

Shirley MacLaine and Kenneth Mars, as

they fall victim to forms of sundry

mishaps including cat bites, rocks

through windows, intimidation from

total strangers, and the usual doses of

extortion, adultery and pollution. The
grimnessof each vignette has a reality,

but when taken as a whole it's a bit hard

to take It's best point is the bitchy,

sophisticated dialogue and the per

formance of Shitley MacLaine. who has

finally been given an intelligent role in

an interesting film

Doctor Zhivago (Showcase Cinemas.

West Springfield

A classy and trashy adaptation of

Boris Pasternack's novel about a man's

struggle against tyranny before and

during the Russian Revolution that

comes across as an audience's struggle

against tedium Robert Bolt's screen-

play meanders through the book like a

hasty tour of a large museum, rendering

UM original to intelligent pulp David

Lean's ponderous and pretentious

Weekend
direction slackens the pace of the film to

that of a tired snail. The film is a

daytime serial-Cassack Style em-

ploying all the razzmatazz of the Class

Hollywood Product. The only effective

aspect is the photography, the rest

comes off as vacuous as the blatantly

romantic music score of Maurice Jarre.

Out of a huge and stifling cast the only

performance which speaks with any

dignity is that of Rod Steiger who shines

in a supporting role.

The Informer (Sunday, Orchard Hill

Films Series)

John Ford's best film and a film

masterwork. Adapted from the novel by

Liam O'Flaherty. his story concerns a

half-witted brute who turns in the name
of political criminals to the police and

becomes despised by both the police and

the underground The stark, murky

studio look gives the film a tragic feel

almost unintended. The performance of

Vicfoi McLaglen as the man who

betravs his friend for a handful of silver

is one of the more notable of the Thirties

and the film won Oscars in direction and

script.

I Love You. Alice B. Toklas (Friday,

Mahar. 6:30 and 9:30)

An occasionally diverting satire about

the absurdities of the counter-culture.

The film is aided by a funny script which

somewhat broadly parodies the Eastern

cult, hippies, and drug use. Peter Sellers

stars.

Kotch (Palace Cinema. West
Springfield)

Jack Lemmon makes his directorial

debut /. this tight, neat, and highly

entertaining gilm farce. Walter Matthau

stars and is excellent as the 72 year old

widower who believes in living life to its

fullest and does so by sharing his cottage

with an unwed teenage girl.

Lawman (Jerry Lewis Cinema,
Northampton)
Burt Lancaster stars in this generally

routine western about a strong and

proud lawman who comes to a crime-

ridden town determined to bring law and

order with justice. A good cast featuring

Lee J. Cobb, Robert Ryan, and Sheree

North handle the material adequately

but the western morality tale becomes

little more than cliched.

Let's Scare Jessica To Death (Calvin

Theater. Northampton)
A mentally-deranged wife encounters

the supernatural in rural Connecticut-or

at least thinks she does in this in-

teresting yet ultimately unsatisfying

horror film of clashing genres. It can't

quite make up its mind whether it's a

psvchological thriller along the lines of a

Shirley Jackson story or straight-

forward horror film. It was made on a

shoestring by director John Hancock

who obviously aimed a bit higher than

his mens allowed His cast, mostly

assembled from television, features

Zohra Lampert as Jessica, and Kevin

O'Connor. Barton Heyman, and a

beautiful old house where the eerie tale

takes place.

Mission To Moscow (Sunday.

Thompson 104, 7 and 9)

A remarkable semi-documentary
made in 1943 as much appreciated ad-

dition to Warner's fine biographical

series The film was adapted from the

book by former ambassador to Moscow
Joseph E. Davies and deals with his

accounts with the Russians between 1936

and 1941. It was notable for its im-

personations of living politicians

(Churchill, Stalin, Roosevelt) as well as

making potshots at the Chamberlain

government and pre-war U.S.

Isolationists. Somewhat lengthy, with a

near ideal performance by Walter

Huston as Davies.

Mvra Breckenridge (Thursday, SU
Ballroom, 6:30 and 9)

Undoubtedly one of the dumpiest films

of recent years. An oddball mixture of

camp, satire, and perversion that comes

off like a very, very embarrassing ex-

perience for all involved Gore Vidal's

novel, a funny and biting satire, about

Hollywood, transexualism, and the

Ameican value system, was butchered

into a lewd and raunchy film en-

tertainment. What went on behind-the

scenes is probably more interesting than

the end result, as stars Mae West and

Raquel Welch feuded. Rex Reed bitched

(he proved he couldn't actjand John

Huston benignly flew in and out of

Hollywood from his Irish retreat and

merely observed the happenings (it

can't be called acting, either. )
The film

was disowned by nearly everyone in-

volved, except for the Studio (Twentieth

Century) who thought they could cash in

on the then chic Sex and Perversion

Craze which hit films like a good kick in

the groin, and Raquel Welch who bab-

bled about how good the figm was a a

memorable Cavett show (the last one

with Janis Joplin). Both failed

miserably.

Patton (Saturday. Cage Hall. Smith

College. 7 and 10)

George C. Scott is superb as General

George Patton. one of the Second World

War's finest and most controversial

generals. The film is an excellent

biography, rich in adventure, deep in

characterization, and long on action. It

managed to cop all the leading Oscars

last year in the categories of actor,

picture, script, and direction.and is a

film wellworth seeing no matter what

vour political persuasion.

IVtiulia (Friday. Campus Center

Auditorium. 7 and 9)

Richard Lester's hate letter to

Ameican sexual mores is dazzling in

technique yet a bit empty in content. The

film is visually stunning and Lester's

direction has a sort of chic consistency

to tit that always manages to hold the

eye. The problem comes with the script,

which amounts to a bleak and
depressing story about a middle-aged

man who has an affair with a young,

strange kook in San Francisco. The
performances by George C. Scott and

Julie Christie are very fine indeed and

the use of music and locale give the film

a very contemporary and sophisticated

sense of style.

The Phantom Of The Opera (Satur-

day, Merrill Science Center, Amherst
College, 8 and 10)

The original and most interesting

version of the meldrama about an

embittered, disfigured composer who
haunts the sewers beneath the Paris

Opera House and takes a pretty young

singer as his protegee The film stars

Lon Chaney in perhaps his most famous

role and features Mary Philbin as the

young lady who removes his mask in

what must be called one of the most

frightening moments in film history.

See No Evil (Campus Cinemas,
Hadley; Academy Of Music, Nor-

thampton)
Mia Farrow as a blind girl terrorized

by a psychopath who has already made
mincemeat of her family. Gory
mystery-thriller which resembles Wait

Until Dark in both theme and content. It

seems a bit-contrived and the emphasis

on fore is nauseating

Summer of '12 (Campus Cinema,

Hadley) .

This is unquestionably the honest
remembered film of this current year.

Director Richard Richard Mulligan has

styled a wonderfully sustained film

which evokes a sense of mostalgia as no

other similar voguish film has done The
story, adapted fronr the best selling

novel (which came out after the film's

release) concerns the coming to

manhood of a gawky young boy He
blooms with Jennifer O'Neill, a young
war widow and fine new actress in a

good portrayal Despite some excellent

points though, the film was a bit sugary

and cloying It also had an air of

falseness to it which was as prevasively

romantic as the overtly contemporary

Desperate Characters
Michel LeGrand score. It's not as it was.

rather as we wish to remember it.
but
Together (Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield)

A somewhat ludicrous notion, a horn

flick done with taste and style, a "X"
rated film to take the family to see. The
only people I've known who have wasted

their time and money on this one are

probably people who deserve to see this

type of tacky, pruient exploitation.

Topaz (Sunday. Student Union
Ballroom. 7 and 9:30)

Alfred Hitchcock's most recent film

and a smooth, streamline thriller

adapted from the Leon Uris best-seller

about the Cuban Missle Crisis. It is a bit

cold, but is filled with some interesting

Hitchcock touches which automatically

place it one step above most thrillers.

Featuring a huge cast of usually second

name players, led by John Forsythe.

The Touch (Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

The first English -language film of

Swedish director Igmar Bergman
concerns a three way affair between a

married Swedish couple and their

American visitor. It is an oddly

disturbing film which doesn't quite

come up to what one expects from
Bergman. It is filmed with a great deal

of skill and has a surface warmth that is

quite likeable, but one comes away
oddly unmoved and a bit bored. There
are two superlative performances by
Bergman regulars Bibi Anderson and
Max von Sydow as the married couple.

The only obvious dissonance in the film

is the performance of Elliot Gould who
should have stayed in Hollywood where
at least his excuse was that the movies
he was in were bad.

T.K. Baskin (Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield)

Fannie Hurst -come lately. The kind

of film which Joan Crawford would
grind her way through during the late

Thirties. If it were serious, and not so

godawful unbelievable, than Woman's
Lib would have a neat target; instead

what we get is high camp-Lana Turner
style. A young girl leaves Mommy and
Daddy in Indiana and makes her way to

the wild and wooly Windy City where she

ends up in bed with Joe Boyle. Candice
Bergen again shows she can mimic
sophistication with the best of them. A
serious "My Sister Eileen."
2001: A Space Oddyssey (Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield)

Unquestionably one of the finest films

of recent years and the best space epic

ever Stanley Kubrick's twelve million

dollar Modern Odyssey is the

surrealistic journey of Man's evolution,

from Monkey to Man to Superman. The
film is visually the most complex in

recent years, a cosmic Marienhad, and
the special effects are stunning beyond
belief It is loosely structure in three

parts with more along thematic lines

than a linear plot, yet is never boring,

containing perhaps the most interesting

pop philosophy ever filmed. The music
score, ranging from Richard Strauss to

Ligetl to .lohann Strauss, is one of

positive brilliant; the script is

downbeat black humor, and the

direction is impeccable Kubrick,
visually complete and beautifully done

Continued on page 8a
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5000 Protest In Boston
ByBOBCALLAHAN

BOSTON — Demanding im-

mediate withdrawal from

Southeast Asia, approximately

r».0(H) demonstrators gathered at

Boston Common Saturday af-

ternoon to hear a host of speakers,

including former Alaska Senator

Ernest Gruening and Dr. Daniel

Ellsberg. denounce the war in

Southeast Asia and the nuclear test

at Amchitka Island.

Gruening. the first speaker of the

afternoon, lashed out at President

Nixon and the Congress for their

part in continuing the war

He said, "This is a revelation of

how indifferent the Chief

Executive is against public

opinion. The only way to stop the

war is to get Nixon out of office.''

Speaking about attempts by

Congress to end the war, Gruening

said. "There is no hope in the

Congress until we can elect a new

Congress."
Gruening had the highest praise

for the men who have refused

induction into the armed services.

"I respect and admire the boys

who refuse to go. They are per-

forming a partriotic service." the

On The Inside

:

Mod CreditMarathon
See page six

ACTION Special
See page eleven

ex-senator from Alaska said.

Concerning the Amchitka Island

nuclear blast, Gruening told the

crowd that it was a waste of 200

billion dollars. Noting the 4-3 vote

taken by the Supreme Court, he

said. "The two strict con-

structionists appointed by Nixon

failed to go against the blast." He

praised the three members of the

Supreme Court who voted against

it.
.

The appearance of Dr Daniel

Ellsberg brought the crowd to it's

feet. Ellsberg, whose appearance

was unexpected, drew a warm
reception from the crowd

Ellsberg called for impeachment

proceedings to be taken against

President Nixon for his lies and

violence. He also asked for im-

peachment of the next President if

the war isn't over in 3 months after

his entering office.

Concerning the war, Ellsberg

said, "If the message of the

Pentagon Papers is ignored, the

United States will again have

exploded one megaton of ex-

plosives on the people of Indo

China
"

In closing. Ellsberg made
mention of the upcoming elections.

•Make the candidates tell you

precisely how they will end the

war." he said.

Besides speeches by Gruening

and Ellsberg. the crowd of 5.000

heard representatives from

Women's Liberation, the United

Auto Workers. Gay Liberation, the

Greater Boston Peace Action

Coalition and Puerto Ricans.

Playwright Myrna Lamb in

speaking about the opposition of

women to the war, said. "We are

manipulated constantly by the

establishment to stay in our place

It is absolutely relevant that

women march against the war."

She also listed her support to the

Presidential campaign of Socialist

Linda Jenness.

The spokesman from the United

Auto Workers said that President

Nixon is trying to stop the ability of

working people to keep pace with

inflation, which is a direct result of

the Viet Nam War Speaking about

troop withdrawal. he said, "There

is | way to wind down the war.

bring them home as fast as you

sent them."
Ed Patone of the Greater Boston

Peace Action Coalition, said that

the whole war has been built upon

lies "It is up to the aniti war

movement to tell the truth about

the war," he said.

The demonstration started

shortly after the arrival of 2,000

persons representing various

peace and minority groups, in-

cluding a delegation from UMass.

Carrying signs and chanting, "U.S.

out of SoutheastAsia," the crowd
descended onto Boston Common
after a 3-mile march from Cam-
bridge Common.
A spokesman from the Greater

Boston Peace Action Coalition

cited the smaller than expected

turnout as being caused by the fact

that the press has buried the war.

The parade route and the rally

were policed by student marshalls

while a bus load of Boston Police

remained across the street.

Two incidents of arrests were

reported and both involved self-

styled Polish Freedom Fighter.

John Marutz Carrying a sign

saying. "Communism is .Jewish."

he picketed the rally He was taken

away in a Boston Police van by

police only to return again to be

arrested for a second time.

The crowd was entertained

before and after the rally by

several local rock groups

Boston was one of 12 cities across

the country in which demon
st rat ions against the war took

place on Saturday

K ^
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Possession Penalties Reduced

Drug Reform Bill Passed
The Massachusetts Legislature

voted final approval yesterday to a
comprehensive bill to reform the

state's drug laws.

The House acted in the early

afternoon after turning down an
attempt to send the 51-page
measure back to a study com-
mission and the Senate beat back
an attempt to restore the crime of

being present where marijuana is

found and then took final action

just before 6 p.m.
One of the bill's sponsors. Rep.

Michael F. Flaherty (D-South
Boston ) , told the House yesterday

:

"Mike Flaherty wouldn't take you
on a phony trip. This is good
legislation."

And in the Senate, Jack H. Back-
man (D-Brookline), chairman of

the Drug Abuse Study Com-

Japan Quake

Unrelated

To Amchitka
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) — A

mild earthquake of Hokkaido,
Japan's northernmost main island,

and northern parts of Honshu
Sunday, the Sapporo weather
bureau reported.

The bureau said the quake was
not connected with the U.S. nuclear

test 10 hours earlier on Amchitka
Island.

The center of the tremor was in

the Pacific 73 miles off Urakawa.
Hokkaido.

Officials said its strongest in-

tensity at Urakawa, was three on a

Japanese scale of seven.
The weather bureau said it had

determined the earthquake was
not triggered by the Amchitka test

because of the quake wave pattern,

the elapsed time between the test

and the quake and the fact that the

quake was much deeper in the

earth than the nuclear blast.

Rent Increase Likely?

mission, which drafted the bill

said: "This (6:11) is acceptable to

all groups, and yet it will be ef-

fective."

The bill which, for the first time

in the state, legalizes narcotic

research on human beings and also

reduces penalties for drug
possession has been under fire

from both law enforcement of-

ficials and medical researchers.

But firm controls under which
research would be performed and
some innovative police procedures

were incorporated to satisfy many
critics.

The final version of the bill — the

fourth since mid-September had
been printed just before midnight

Thursday , touching off the major
attack on the bill in the House.

Rep. John J. Desmond (D-

Lowell), an opponent of the bill,

moved to refer it back to the study

commission.
"I'd be misleading you," he said,

"if I said this was a bad bill. There
are many good elements. But there

are many elements I do not un-

derstand."

But Flaherty told how he and
Backman — "a liberal's liberal,"

he called him had resolved their

ideological differences over drug

reform.

"We knew that if we couldn't

agree, there would be kids who
would be hurt, so each of us agreed

to yield some to the other," he said.

Flaherty also told the House how
various interest groups — law

enforcement officials, researchers

and other — had been involved in

drafting the bill.

"It brings into reality what is

going on in the commonwealth
today," Flaherty said.

Rep. Martin A. Linsky (R-

Brookline) said, "It is a bill that

everyone of us should oppose

because of specific provision. But
as a whole it is a major
breakthrough."

Flaherty and Linsky offered a

series of amendments (accepted
by voice vote) that eliminated
provisions of the bill particularly

unpleasant to researchers — 10-

year, $30,000 fines for researchers
who fail to file protocols
(preliminary memos) or fail to

obtain informed consent from
persons under study.

Another provision attacked by

researchers, their absence from a

list of persons allowed to possess a

syringe, had been corrected by the

Third Reading Committee which

prepared the final draft voted on

yesterday.

On a 118-87 roll call, that version

of the bill was accepted, the vote

precluding action on Desmond's
restudy motion. Final approval

came without further debate on a

141-73 vote.

The bill did not reach the Senate

until late in the afternoon and Sen.

David H. Locke (R-Wellesley)

wanted the matter postponed until

the next session. Kevin B.

Harrington, Senate president,

obliged by adjourning the day's

session and by starting a second

legislative day.

Locke then urged reinstatement

of the crime of being present where
marijuana and other drugs are

found. As the bill stands it is a

crime to be present only where
heroin is found.

"I want it to be a crime for my
children to be present where drugs
are found," he said.

See
eight.

related editorial on page

There will be an analysis of the

new drug laws in an upcoming
issue of the Collegian.

Four Killed In Calif.

UMass Student Sentenced
For Drug Violations

A former UMass student who was arrested in a May 14 drug raid was
sentenced Wednesday in Hampshire County Superior Court after being

found guilty of several drug violations.

Thomas K. Atwater, 21, of Williamsburg Road, Ashfield, was found

guilty by a jury on three counts of unlawful sale of LSD, three counts of

unlawful possession of LSD with intent to sell, and three counts of

unlawful possession of LSD.
For the unlawful possession charge, Judge Andrew R. Linscott sen-

tenced Atwater to an indeterminate term at Concord State Reformatory.
For the sale conviction, Judge Linscott ordered Atwater to serve a term

of 5 to 7 years at Walpole State Prison.

The prison term Linscott allowed to be suspended, and further ordered
that Atwater serve two years of it on probation on and after his term at

Concord.
Atwater wasconvictedon the testimony of state police undercover agent

Ronald Ford, who said in court that he had purchased $150 worth of LSD
from him.

(Reprinted from the Hampshire Gazette)

GRASS VALLEY. Calif. (AP) —
A woman and her four children

were shot to death and her parents

critically wounded in their

bedrooms before dawn Sunday,

Sheriff Wayne Brown said.

Brown said police were sear-

ching for the woman's estranged

husband.

All seven victims were shot

several times each with a .22-

caliber pistol, Brown said. The five

bodies were found in a two
bedroom home in a rural area of

the Sierra foothills about 50 miles
northeast of Sacramento.

Brown said the woman and
children were visiting her parents,

the Russell Faylors. Charlotte
Faylor, wounded, crawled to a
neighbor's home and police were
notified.

Empty Rooms Cause Concern
BySUELOBAO

The decrease in occupancy of the

dormitories and an abrupt shor-

tage in housing funds have been
causing much tension within the

University Housing Committee
and the Student Affairs Staff this

semester.
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Not a new concern, the problem
of providing the residence halls

with a necessary 95% occupancy
level has been unsuccessful and it

seems that as the University in-

creases its housing production,

student willingness to live in dorms
seems to be falling off.

The obvious reason for this

residency decline is the high rate of

college withdrawal due to personal
and financial problems or the lack
of federal allotments.

Also, because the dorms are
often unkept or too expensive,

many eligible students are moving
off-campus. Only last year, a great

number of resident exemptions
were made with little value
judgments or investigations.

According to Bruce Cochran of

Student Affairs, the areas of

greatest concern are the Sylvan
suites, with an 80% occupancy and
the traditional dorms of 88.3%
occupancy. Here, recreational

I facilities and housing conditions

seem somewhat unattractive.
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The debt service for the
residence halls has been set for

approximately the next 25 years.

During this time, the Building

Authority has to be reimbursed
and once this payment is made,
there will be no more problem-
rents will be lowered and an open
exemption policy possibly created.

Now though, "there is a debt of

about $60,000," explains Bob
Chiller. Chairman of the Student

Senate Committee on Rents and
Fees. This has to be met. either by
attaining a 95% level of occupancy
next semester or by raising the

rents.

In regards to the rent freeze.

Chiller states that the University is

exempt and no effect will influence

dormitory finance policies.

An Exemption Committee is

being drafted by the Housing Of-

fice and a group of administrative

authorities. Consisting of 3

members, this committee will,

decide on exemption petitions.

The main desire is to abolish

exemptions, allowing students to

live where thev want.

To do this, resident decline and
an increase in the rents of those

students still living in the dorms
must be avoided. Residence areas

must be upgraded to compete with

off-campus facilities and ac-

cording to Bruce Cochrane, "a

visible linear experience must be

developed
"

He says that this is going to be a
difficult procedure which will
involve more money and possibly
not produce the desired results.

The Student Affairs Office is

optimistic about the coming
semester; with the addition of
suing shifters and an increase in
enrollment of 850 students, the 95%
occupancy level may be attained.
Also, there will be no increase in

bed space.

If this anticipation does not work
out. students can expect cuts in

dorm facilities, recreation and
services, as well as probable rent
increases.
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The dead were identified as
Charlene Vichi, 32, and her
children Teena Vichi, 2; David
Vichi, 4; Steven Sheriff, 10, and
Michelle Sheriff, 13. The Faylors
were in critical condition in a
hospital with gunshot wounds.

An all-points bulletin was issued
for Alexander "John" Vichi, 41, of

Ft. Bragg, Calif., Brown said.

Brown said there were no signs

of struggle at the Faylor home, but

"a number of cartridges were
found."

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
See Our Ad in the

Journal of Accountancy
Becker CPA Review Course

Boston

617 536-1440
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nearly 200 titles available
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Angela's Lawyer Calls Trial Biased

Howard Moore, defense attorney for

Angela Davis, has sharply criticized the

"political repression" which has prejudiced
his client and has made the likelihood of a

fair and impartial trial improbable.
"The desire to see her restrained, ob-

scures any impartiality," stated Moore
whose Friday night appearance at the

Student Union Ballroom came under the

auspices of the Distinguished Visitors

Program.
He noted that much of this prejudice has

been generated both as a result of wide-

spread media interest in the case and
because of Angela's political position and
the nature of her alleged crime.

"The ruling class uses symbols to con-

vince that it has control," said Moore.

"Angela is an 'ideal' symbol. She is black,

she is a communist and she abdicates

capitalistic, racist oppression."

In support of his statements, Moore cited

Marin County, where Angela had been

scheduled to stand trial, as an example.
He noted that the bias against a person of

Angela's nature can be evidenced by the

fact that a large percentage of those sur-

veyed in Marin County had stated that they

would be opposed to allowing black

militants and professed communists to

teach in their school system.

Moore also pointed out that the Marin
County residents have no contact with the

1% black population.

"They reflect the racial polarization

which is characteristic to present-day

American life," said Moore.
In expounding on the specifics of this

prejudice, Moore used the circumstances

prevalent in Marin County to a greater

degree.

Focusing his attention on the August 7

shoot out at the Marin County Hall of

Justice, Moore noted that there is deep

resentment toward Angela for her alleged

part in supplying the guns used in that in-

cident.

"Angela symbolizes everything that the

residents of Marin County resent," declared

Moore. "They hold her responsible for the

events of August 7. They blame her for the

death of Judge Harold Haley, who reflected

the life style of their community."
Although the scene of the trial has since

been shifted to Santa Clara County, Moore
was quick to point out that, if anything,

Angela's chances of an impartial trial have
been diminished.

"Again, there is this sameoppositiontothe
black militant and communist and a

generally low opinion of Angela as well,"

said Moore.
He also indicated that much of the

prejudice against Angela can be attributed

to President Nixon's own congratulatory

remarks to the FBI on her capture, thus

implying her guilt.

Moore could not stress strongly enough
that the bias against his client exists and has
been revealed.

"As long as these conditions exist," said

Moore, "Angela and other prisoners of

American society cannot expect a fair trial

anywhere in the country."

In response to the question of what role

students could play in this conflict between
the "forces of reaction and the forces of

change," Moore urged the channeling of

student effort through the Emergency
Defense Committee.

Flowers, Too...

Cement City Gets Whitewashed
By JOANNE RESTGIIINI

Those who walked through the

tunnel in Southwest Saturday were

the first to view the "human
touch" being added to "Cement
City" by the students of the En-

vironmental Design course.

Some fifty students worked all

day on putting a first coat of paint

of the tunnel while others were
busy digging holes to plant some
4100 flower bulbs all over South-

west.

Throughout the day, cider and

donuts were served and equipment

was provided for all those in-

terested im making music.

As soon as the basic painting is

done on the tunnel, the students

plan on painting a super graphic

design on the inside. The students

Presents

ERIC ROULEAU
in his first United States visit

Foreign Correspondent for "Le Monde,"
widely distributed International Newspaper

The Middle East:
An Objective Appraisal

Wednesday, November 10

8:00 in AAahar Auditorium

also plan on putting graphic

designs oh the walls, stairs and
buildings in Southwest to add some
color to the surroundings.

When all 4100 bulbs are planted

there will be a continual blooming

of tulips, daffodils and other

various flowers all over the area.

Saturday was titled "the First of

the Great Saturdays" since, ac-

cording to Charlene Lydiard,

Environmental Design teacher,

the painting of the tunnel and the

planting of the bulbs is "the first in

a series of exciting things which
will be happening."

All projects are being organized

by the students themselves. They
will be working primarily in South-

west and their goal is to change the

environment of that area.

F I. OWERS, F 1. VV E R S

EVERYWHERE - Cement City

will blossom this spring; 1100

flower bulbs were planted all over
Southwest. (MDC photo by Peggy
Stocker)

"We're trying to add a human
touch to Southwest since so many
students feel it's such a cold place

to live, with its large cement
buildings," commented Paul
Carchidi, a student in the course.

Other "exciting things" which
the students will be working on
include an outdoor skating rink,

craft centers which will be set up in

the dorms and new seating for the

area.

The students in the course are
hoping that those students living in

Southwest will want to get involved

in improving the surroundings.

Anyone who has any suggestions

or questions should see Ray Werbe,
Director of Environmental Con-

cerns, or come to the En-
vironmental Design class which
meets Thursdays at 6:00p.m in the

19th floor lounge of John Adams.
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a lot of talent but
nota lotof money.
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In The Nation And The World

U.S. Role In Viet Combat May Be Ending
4 „.. ^o OK it c nt;o 1

SAIGON (AP) - President Nixon

is expected to announce next week

that the U.S. ground combat role in

Vietnam will be coming to an early

end, informed sources said Sun-

day In the air war. the U.S.

Command said four U.S.

fighter-bombers attacked an an-

tiaircraft site near North Viet-

nam's Dong Noi air base 40 miles

north of the demilitarized zone.

The Sunday attack, the 71st this

year inside North Vietnam, was

launched after the antiaircraft

installation opened fire on a

reconnaissance plane the jet

fighter-bombers were escorting, a

spokesman said. The American

aircraft were not damaged and the

results of the strike were not

known, he added.

U.S. planners here have been

told that the 101st Airborne

Division, the last remaining

American division in Indochina,

will be phased out of the war zone

earlv in the year.

At the same time the 24th Corps,

the last remaining U.S. tactical

headquarters in Vietnam, is to be

deactivated and replaced by an

advisory command.

In Brief...
WASHINGTON < AP) - Concerned over an expected weakening of

the National Guard and Reserve, the Army plans to release

draftees six months early provided they agree to join the backup

forces for one year.

Army officials see the program was not only helping to beef up

the Reserves but also as a means of getting more blacks to join.

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - Lt. Col. Anthony Herbert, a highly

decorated veteran who earlier accused superior officers of con-

cealing Vietnam atrocities, announced Sunday he will submit his

retirement from the Army on Monday.
WASHINGTON ( AP) - House Democratic leaders must decide in

the next two weeks whether to commit their heavy artillery to a

drive for a major congressional role in shaping the next phase in

control of the economy.
Their decision involves both risks and possible rewards.

Their hand is being forced by the House Banking Committee

which apparently without previous broad party consultation,

suddenly went on the offensive with sweeping amendments to

President Nixon's proposed Phase 2 legislation, scheduled for a

House vote before Nov. 19.

BOSTON ( AP) - A Brighton youth was fatally shot as he and two

companions terrorized and intended to rob the staff of a nursing

home in the Dorchester section Sunday, police said.

The dead youth was identified as James D. Mclver, 19, police

said.

Police were searching for his companions.

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) - Gunmen firing from a

speeding car killed an off-duty British soldier and seriously

wounded another Sunday in new outbursts of Irish Republican

Army street warfare.

The ambush was staged at Lurgan, southeast Belfast.

TOKYO ( AP) -Chi Peng-fei, Red China's acting foreign minister,

said Sunday that Peking will "resolutely support" Pakistan should

it be a victim of foreign aggression. The official New China News

Agency said Chi made the remarks at a banquet for a visiting

Pakistani delegation, in which he accused India of having "cruelly

interfered in Pakistan's internal affairs."

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House will vote Monday on a con-

stitutional amendment to permit nondenominational prayer in

public schools.

It is anticipated that Nixon also

will announce a reduction of U.S.

troops to about 40,000 men. This

force would include fighter-

bomber squadrons, helicopter,

artillery and logistics units plus

advisers and security forces.

The security forces would be in

the form of ready reaction

brigades, such as the 3rd Brigade

of the 1st Air Cavalry Division

operating in the Saigon region and

the 196th Brigade in the Da Nang
area.

The 24th Corps at Da Nang is a

tactical headquarters controlling

all U.S. combat units in the 1st

Military Region, which includes

the five northernmost provinces of

South Vietnam and covers an area

of 10.000 square miles. The 101st

Division, based north of Da Nang.

is under direct control of the 24th

Walpole Inmates Searched
WALPOLE. Mass. (AP)

Prisoners were kept locked in their

cells at Walpole State Peison

Sunday as correction officers

pressed a cell by cell search for

contraband There was no word

what, if anything they found. A
Correction Department
spokesman said Supt. Robert J.

Moore and Deputy Supt. Fred

Butterworth at the same time

made a cell by cell "survey" in-

terviewing prisoners throughout

the institution inquiring if they

wanted to work.

A work stoppage in several

prison ships Friday morning
resulted in Moore issuing an order

several hours later to lock all the

men in their cells. He said a work
stoppage would not be tolerated.

The spokesman said the prison's

industrial instructors, who teach

inmates how to operate various

machines, will undertake a

thorough search of all shops

Monday morning looking for

weapons or other contraband.

Despite the activity, the

spokesman said the prisoners were
quiet-"just waiting, not noisy at

all."

KARA MIA
at Southwest across from Patterson
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corps.

At height of the war during the

Tet offensive of 1968, there were

nine full U.S. Army and Marine

divisions operating in Vietnam

plus separate brigades equivalent

to two other divisions.

On the battlefronts this

weekend

:

Enemy forces blew up spans of

two bridges on Highway 12 in the

Mekong Delta 117 miles southwest

of Saigon. South Vietnamese

spokesmen said traffic was

suspended. There were no

casualties reported in the attacks.

The South Vietnamese command
said its troops killed 39 North

Vietnamese and Viet Cong soldiers

in four clashes scattered across the

country. The only South Viet-

namese casualties reported were

two men wounded.

As many as 25 U.S. B52 bombers

kept up attacks on North Viet-

namese supply routes leading

through Laos anc Cambodia. The

raids are aimed at stopping

preparations by Hanoi for its

annual dry season push for war
materials southward.

Scores of smaller U.S. tactical

fighter-bombers from Air Force

Bases in Thailand, and two 7th

Fleet carriers in the Tonkin Gulf

joined in attacks on the Ho Chi

Minh supply network in Laos.

A major Australian base in

Vietnam was turned over to the

South Vietnamese army Sunday.

About 3.700 troops remain at an

Australian base in the port through

which Australian troops and

equipment are being withdrawn

from Vietnam.

Connally Considered For V.P.

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) Several

Southern governors say Treasury

Secretary John B. Connally would

do as well as Vice President Spiro

T. Agnew in helping Richard Nixon

carry their region in the

President's expected 1972 bid for

re-election.

The Dixie chief executives who
responded to a question on Con-

nally's Southern strength

generally agreed Agnew is very

popular in the region but replacing

him with Connally would be ac-

ceptable, to Southern voters.

The Southern governors, here for

their annual conference, are

predominantly Democrats.
However, one Republican chief

executive, Winfield Dun of Ten-

nessee, was against replacing

Republican Agnew with Connally.

a Texas Democrat.
"While Secretary Connally is an

attractive personality." Dunn said,

i believe he would loose his ef-

fectiveness if he were placed on the

national ticket. I am not con-

sidering anyone but Spiro Agnew
as the No. 2 candidate with

President Nixon."

Dunn himself is the first GOP
governor in Tennessee in half a

century.

One other governor in the

minority who thought Connally

might hurt Nixon's chances for re-

election was Missouri Gov. Warren

E. Hearnes, a Democrat, who has

endorsed Sen. Edmund S. Muskie

of Maine for the Democratic

presidential nomination.

"I think the substitution would

cut off financial donations from,

certain higher-ups in the

Republican party," Hearnes said.

Last week Hearnes became ill in

Missouri, however, and is not

expected at the conference.

But others who responded seem

to have plenty of respect for

Connally's potential political

impact in their states.

One Democratic governor who

asked to remain anonymous said

"Connally is a popular man in the

part of the country. He definitely

would be an asset for the

Republican ticket."

Gov. John C. West. D—S.C.. said

a Connally vice presidential

nomination "definitely would

help" the GOP in his state.

John Bell Williams, Southern

Governors Conference chairman

who will be replaced in the

Mississippi statehouse in January

by William Waller, said Sunday,

"Agnew is very, very popular" in

his state. But "either one, as far as

Mississippians are concerned,

would be an asset."

Host Gov. Jimmy Carter of

Georgia, like Williams a Democrat

but unlike Williams considered a

progressive and racial moderate,

said either Agnew or Connally

"would be very popular in Georgia.

I think equally popular."

Gov. Marvin Mandel, a

Democrat from Agnew 's state of

Maryland, said, "I don't get in-

volved in Republican party affairs.

But Connally has turned in a

creditable performance as

secretary of the Treasury and he

has great personal appeal."

Herbert Klein. White House
director of communications, said

meanwhile his personal view was
that Nixon would keep Agnew on

the ticket.

"My reasons are based on

looking at the trend of events which

I believe is moving our way," Klein

said in a copyrighted interview in

U.S. News & World Report. "If

that's the case, then the President

would probably prefer to keep the

ticket rather than switch..."

About a dozen of the 15 members
of the Southern Governors Con-

ference are expected for the three

day meeting Center of attention

likely will be Alabama's George
Wallace, a third party candidate in

1968 who many expect will make
another bid next year.

Issues expected to occupy the

chief executives this week are

education in general and school

busing in particular, law en-

forcement, rural development and

transportation, including a

possible move to urge Congress to

extend the Boston-New York-

Washington high-speed Metroliner

train south to Miami.

Any plans to make a major issue

of school busing were seen here as

at least partly diffused by the

House of Representatives' action

last week approving legislation

forbidding expenditure of federal

funds on busing programs aimed at

correcting racial imbalance in

schools.
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COMMUNISM IS JEWISH
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I. GOING... Boston Police surround picket at Saturday's rally at

Boston Cummon.

2. GOING..."We got him" one of the cops yelled as he was carried

away.

I GONE .."God Bless America." he responded as he banged on

the walls of the police van while on his way to the station. <MD(

photo sequence bv Bob Callahan) Story page one.

If you're satisfied with the dining commons food, this isn't

the meeting for you. If you aren't come bitch at Hampden

Commons at 4:30. Tues.. Nov. 9.

Amchitka Data Analyzed
AMCHITKA ISLAM). Alaska - Atomic Energy

Commission scientists began Sunday analyzing data

from Saturday's successful underground nuclear

explosion. The AEC also started work to restore this

remote island to its natural state.

The nearly five-megaton explosion occurred a

fraction of a second after its 5 p.m. EST scheduled

time, and minutes later AEC Chairman James R.

Schlesinger announced it was apparently a successful

test of the Spartan antiballistic missile warhead.

Maj. Gen. Edward Giller, the AEC's assistant

general manager for military application, said he was

satisfied that requirements for the weapon have been

met.

"I'm confident from the data we have now that a

repeat of this test won't be necessary," he said.

The AEC has another partially dug bomb shaft on

Amchitka, but officials said the commission has no

plans at this time for further tests on the island, used

for Cannikin and two earlier tests-the 80-kiloton

"Longshot" in 1965 and the one-megaton "Milrow" in

1989.

Despite predictions by opponents of the blast that

the explosion might cause environmental damage,

there were no destructive earthquakes or seismic sea

waves and no radiation leakage into the atmosphere.

AEC officials said scores of monitoring devices on

the island -sone of which ringed the 6,000-foot shaft

into which the nuclear device was lowered -detected

1

no trace of radiation. "We have conducted the test

with complete safety," said Schlesinger, who brought

his wife and two of their eight children to Amchitka as

a show of confidence.

The area of the island at ground zero was covered

with debris. A large, corrugated metal-side building

and instrument trailers remained standing, however,

although the building sagged slightly.

About 200 yards from ground zero, a small ridge-like

hill was cracked severely-as much as a foot wide in

some places.

A road stretching the length of the finger-shaped 43-

mile long island, also was cracked in at least half a

dozen places and was rendered temporarily im-

passable. Most of the fractured areas, repaired

quickly, were located where earthen fills had been

used to level the surface.

One mile from ground zero, the tundra-covered side

of coastal hills slid into the seas. Rocky cliffs were

shattered and piles of broken rock fell into the sea as

far as half a mile up and down the coast.

The AEC said it may be months before scientists

fully analyze data from films taken of instrumental

panels and from recorders.

Based on the preliminary data, Schlesinger said:

it has been a successful test. We will be able to

certify, I think, this device for introduction into the

U.S. weapons stockpile."

India Won'
t '

'Allow . . . Menace
5 5

NEW YORK (AP) — Prime

Minister Indira Gandhi said

Sunday her country would not like

to provoke a war with Pakistan,

but she vowed that no one would

menace her country's freedom.

"We have fought for many years

for our freedom, and we are not

going to see that freedom

threatened by no matter who,"

Mrs. Gandhi said.

She spoke on NBC-TV's "Meet

the Press." taped Saturday for

airing Sunday during a one-day

stopover here en route to Paris.

She met in Washington on

Thursday and Friday with

President Nixon and other U.S.

officials.

Mrs. Gandhi said her talks

produced a "greater un-

derstanding" of what she called "a

real threat to Indian democracy

and Indian stability." She

described Nixon as "very anxious"

to avoid a conflict, particularly one

that could involve other powers.

India recently signed a friend-

ship treaty with the Soviet Union.

Pakistan* President Agha
Mohammed Yahya Khan has the

support of CHINA.
"We would not like to to anything

which would provoke a war." Mrs.

Gandhi said.

The prime minister said

President Nixon was not so

"definite" as to promise he would

raise the subject of India's dif-

ficulties on his upcoming visits to

Peking and Moscow.

"We shall be unhappy if the U.S.

does anything which is what we

consider against Indian interest,"

Mrs. Gandhi observed, "but we

shall not lose our heads over it."

Administration officials have

expressed confidence that

Congress will appropriate $250

million in economic aid funds and

$250 million in grains to both India

and Pakistan to benefit East

Pakistan's needy and its refugees

in India.

The prime minister said that the

only way to achieve peace in East

Bengal and thus to stem the

refugee flow was to initiate talks

between imprisoned East Bengali

leader Sheik Mujibur Rahman and

Pakistan President Yahya Khan.

She said no useful purpose would

be served by increasing the

number of U.N. observers on the

frontier.

"We are not against Pakistan,

and we have only the friendliest

feelings for the people of Pakistan.

"And we think it is tragic that

Pakistan should feel it necessary

for their unity and survival to

imagine a constant confrontation

with India."

The prime minister

acknowledged, "Well, quite

frankly, we do support the people

of East Bengal in their

struggle...They were asked to vote

honestlv and openly, and this is

what they did. And now they are

being punished for that."

Mrs. Gandhi arrived in Paris

later in the day to begin a three-

day official visit. Her schedule

includes a visit to the tomb of the

unknown soldier, talks with French

Premier Jacques Chaban-Delmas
and an audience with President

Georges Pompidou.

Used
Refrigerators

Clean, Working
& delivered

lOcu.ft.

$35.00 - delivered

Call 549-3930

Mon.-Thurs.6:30-12:00

Law School Reps Coming
It is recommended that all seniors interested in applying to law schools

make a concerted effort to speak to as many of these law school in-

terviewers as possible. . .. ...

In seeking interviews, appointments should be arranged through the

Placement Office in Whitmore Hall.

Harvard University Law School

Catholic University Law School

Boston University Law School

Albany Law School ( Union College I

New York University Law School (will be at Amherst

College. Appointments made by calling Mrs. Stoez,

Ji/*fcZt)i) '

Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy (Tufts University I

Case-Western Reserve School of Law

November 9

November 10

November 11

November 12

2001 Space
Odyssey

Together

Dr. Zhivago

MlKspaiuic
"
Characters r

T. R. Baskinl
GP

November 17

November 18

Food Services Committee

(for more information, contact

Robert Chiller, Student Senate Office)

U-MASS SKI CLUB
presents

CHANDLER WELLER
of Sugarbush Ski Area

MAHAR AUD.
with Movies

8 p.m
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Modular Credit Marathon: November 8-13

Bv DON GLICKSTEIN
MDC STAFF

The School of Education's bi-

annual Modular Credit

"Marathon" Week begins today

with a theme rarely confronted by

any institution: the combatting of

institutionalized racism.

The Marathon, now in its fourth

year, is an attempt by the School of

Education to break down
traditional course learning

structures in favor of more
flexible, "modular" offerings. Any
graduate or undergraduate student

in the Five Colleges, regardless of

major, is eligible to receive

modular credit by attending the

events. When a student ac-

cumulates 15 modular credit, he is

registered with the University or

his college as having earned one

regular credit. Modular credit

forms are available from the

Modular Credit Office, Room 227 C

of the School of Education.

As an aspect of the School of

Education's efforts in community
service, the Marathon is open not

only to faculty and students, but to

the public. In past years, people

from the world over have
descended on the School of

Education to participate in the

lectures, seminars, workshops,

film festivals and group presen-

tations of the Marathons.

Celebrities like John Holt, Loretta

Long (Susan from Sesame Street),

William Schutz (author of Joy),

and Robert Choate (Nader-lie

nutritionist) have conducted the

events, as well as the impressive

graduate students and faculty

members of the School of

Education.
Early this year, the School

Council -the unique governing

body of the School consisting of

faculty, graduate and un-

dergraduate students-voted to

make the combatting of in-

stitutionalized racism a priority of

the School. As a part of this effort.

Today's Marathon Schedule

MONDAY EVENTS
8AM-10PM

Room 126

vironment '

"Self evolving learning en

9 AM -10 AM
Room 226 Mini lesson m "A Needs Approacn in

Health Education

Montague House "Special Problems in

Education of Migrants"

Room 122 "The Human City" A School within

a school project that directly deals with inner

city problems in Hartford. Conn

Room Auditorium "More learning Less

leaching"

Room 128 "Learning Problems Laboratory"

Various audio visual techniques in an effort to

solve some of the problems inherent to the

small school . _. ...
9 AM -11 AM

Room 228 "An analysis of differentiated

staftinq" ... ...
10AM-11 AM

Auditorium Education for Global Survival:

Movie "The War Game"

Room 128 "Operationalizalion of Fuzzy
Concepts"

Room 226 "Shanti a regional public alter

native high school" How it works and how it

feels to be a student in such a school

Room 122 "The Completely Modular
Curriculum Purpose, Potential, Plans" An
overview of the School of Education's plan to

eliminate courses and credits next year.

10 AM -12 NOON
Room Owight Main Lounge "A Humanistic

Approach lo Composition"

11 AM -12 NOON
Room 128 "How to Choose An Experimental

Hypothesis"

Room 226 A film entitled "Inquiry Role Ap
proach". It focuses on teacher counsellor

relations

Media Center

SO S
"

Studio Film: "Education

Room 122 Education lor Global Survival:

Discussion of movie "War Games" which was
shown from 10 11.

11 AM -1PM
Auditorium The Integrated Dav What is it?"

12 NOON
"Rocket launching Rocketry in the high

school science classroom."

12 NOON - 1 PM
Owight Main Lounge "Fasting, Food, Sex and

Joy"; I will share my discoveries from three

fasts (19, 8 & 5 days) within 2 mos.. during

which I lost 40 lbs , as well as suggest some
guidelines for allowing a fast to be aiovous

experience

College Town
Barber Shop

Welcomes

Montague House "The Development of the

F.rst Clmic m Education" Is it possible for

educators lo diagnose difficulties in the

teaching learning process?

Room 122 "Black American Dialect: A
Problem for Educators?"

Room 226-228 "Harlem Prep" Gary Hilton

and his associate, Mina Hilton, and a group of

Harlem Prep students will show some of the

films and video tape programs that they've

produced in the past year

Room 128 "Films and Feelinos"

12 NOON -2 PM
Old Education Library "l he Alternative

School Bag": A collection of ideas and projects

of people involved m alternatives to, and

reforms in, the school system.

1PM-2PM
Montague House "Drug Education"

Room 122 "Practical Application of the Cross

Impact Matrix in the classroom "

Room 128 "North Haven High School student

produced film", appreciation and criticism of

the North Haven Hiqh School modular system.

1PM -2:30 PM
Room 226-228 A comomation of film and ac

tivities called "Psychomotor Paper", deals

with the Study of Human Potential

2 PM -3 PM
Room 128 "Paraprotessionals and the Urban

School".

Room 122 "Corporations and Testing in the

US-

Montague House "Economic Survey"
relating the high school curriculum to the

business community
2PM-4PM

T. V. Studio "Bilingual education of the Puerto

Rican" a historical/cultural perspective and

analysis __

.

2:30 PM -4 PM
Children's TV. Theater: Cale Discussion of

the concept of a "TV Theater for elementary

school kids
"

2:45PM-4:30PM
Mark's Meadow Gym "TASP" explanation

of alternative Schools Program by un-

dergraduate students involved

3 PM -4 PM
Room U2 "Community Cable Vision

Seminar"

Room 128 Education for Global Survival:

"Thoughts and Models"

Room 226-221 American National Institute for

Social Advancement is offering a one hour

work concerning "Motivation and Form".

Montague House "Beyond Esalen and Skin

ner": All the recent psyche methods (T

grouping, rolling, bio energetics. Gestalt,

etc), are and how they differ.

3 PM - 5 PM
Room 21 "An Introduction to Computers and

Ccnpuler Programming" (part ol a series on

Computer Uses in Education)

Children's Library "Computer Games" (part

ol a series on Computer Uses) Hands on game
playing with an inleractive computer.

Auditorium Film: "Nothing But A Man"
sponsored by Ihe Committee to Combat

Sharon

Expert in Hair

Analysis

Conditioning

and Shaping.

TREAT YOURSELF
183 N. Pleasant St.

Racism School of Ed
4 PM -5 PM

Room 226 "Physical Education And Sport in

the U.S.A." A mulli media presentation, with

discussion of sports and international un

derstandmg.

Cafeteria "Alternative Schools:

Reality A Rap session.

Concept to

Room 228 "Use of overhead projector
"

4PM-5:30PM
Montague House "Black Studies Programs

and their effect on instilling ethnic pride."

4 PM -5 PM
Room 122 "Seminar on Crime and

Delinquency."

there will be an exhibit of

photographs and posters entitled

"Asian Perspective on American

Racism" located all week outside

the Education Auditorium. The

experience of 110,000 Japanese-

Americans in American con-

centration camps during World

War II is depicted in the exhibit.

Also included are materials on

current events in other Asian

American communities.

Of special interest to un-

dergraduates in the fields of

elementary and secondary

education, as well as non-teaching

majors in the School, is a 5 PM
meeting Tuesday in the Education

Auditorium to discuss problems

that undergrads have been facing

in the sometimes near-anarchal

School. All undergraduates are

urged to attend for credit this

meeting.

SCHEDULE UP-DATING
The Collegian will print the daily

Marathon Schedule. A sup-

plementary sheet will be provided

on a day-to-day basis which will

contain additions and deletions

from this schedule. Late changes

will be shown also on the TV
monitors in the Educational

Building.

Mod Items
BY ARRANGEMENT
Howard Peelle, Department of

Computer Science, Room 21,

School of Education, 545-1778.

"Computer-Assisted Instruction:

Panic or Panacea?" A two-hour

video tape of a panel discussion

with Dwight Allen, Daniel Jordan,

Edward Riseman, and Howard
Peelle, Subject: Issues concerning

future use of CAI (computer-

assisted instruction)' included an

on-line demonstration of an arith-

metic drill and practice program.

OPEN ALL DAY

The National Alternative School

Program's Resource Center
(Room 227) will be open daily

during Marathon Week.
DICK GREGORY

All students who participated in

the presentation by Dick Gregory
are eligible to obtain modular
credit. For the appropriate forms
and further explanation contact

the Modular Credit Office.

Room
nmg"

128 "individual Differences in Lear

4PM-7PM
Old Education Library "Game participation in

developing innovative programs in oc

cupational education "

5PM-6PM
Room 122 "ihe school's responsibility to

provide draft education." Slide presentation.

Room 228 "Prejudice, Values and Education"

concern of Environmental Studies

5:30 PM -7 PM
Room 128 "Simulation and Game Awareness

of the Problem of Racism" lo better un

derstand racism

6PM-7PM
Montague House "Some Technical Content

Skills of Teaching" There are technical skills

of teaching which can improve your ability lo

leach. _ .

6 PM -9 PM
Room 228 "Women m Education: Assump
lions, Alternatives, Action." Women's Caucus:

a series of presentations about the sexism at

the School ot Education and the larger society.

7 PM - 8 PM
Room 122 "The Pulse of a Dynamic Teacher

Education Program" Explanation and
discussion of Ihe dynamic teacher education

program at South Dakota Stale University.

Auditorium "Suzanee's Lament" An
audicvisual concert lo provide resource

materials for environmental education. Dr.

Miles O. Hayes U Mass Geology Dept

7 PM -8.30 PM
Cafe A Slide Tape presentation of the "Out

ward Bound experiences" will be explained

and commented
7PM -10PM

Room 128 "Film in the English Classroom:" A
demonstration and discussion of Ihe place ol

prolessional and student made films in

secondary school English classes.

Gym "Movement and fantasy lor learning

about self."

7:30 PM 10 PM
Montague House "Why Gerbils. ...?" A
creative environment via seren

dipily learning through a sense of won

dermenl

Old Education Library "Elemental Music"
Experiences in music for early childhood

8PM-9:30PM
Auditorium A discussion of the phenomena of

"suicide".

8PM-9PM
Room 22* "Suzanne's Lament" Discussion

period sequential lo presentation 7 I in the

Auditorium

LTAAass Fine Arts Council Presents

MDC Classifieds

B0WKER AUDITORIUM -UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

WED., NOV. 17 & THURS., N0V.18, 1971-8 P.M.

RESERVED TICKETS: UMoss undergroduates $1 .50; oHier—hill-time

students V 50, UMoss faculty staff S3; general public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL BOX OFFICE, 125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202
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Alpha

Delta

Zeta

Eta

Theta

Iota

Kappa

SI4,093 is controlled by the Commuter Assembly
«

o // you are a commuter
and you want something to say about it,

Nomination Papers are available

outside RSO, 1st level, CC
ue by 5 p.m., Fri., Nov. 12 — Return sheets to same location

Lambda

/A

THE GREEK
WAY

Fraternities & Sororities

of

UMass

Rushing: an open invitation to see for yourself what different

fraternities and sororities are like in an informal

atmosphere. The rush program is open at any time

during the semester.

Pledging* once rushing is completed and you have chosen a

house, you are formally invited to pledge. The pledge

period basically gives you and the house the chance to

become acquainted before the actual initiation.

Scholarship* High academic achievement is encouraged at all

times. Individual chapters have scholarships and loans

available. The overall cum. average for sororities is 2.8

and for fraternities it is 2.3

Activities:
Social - Social life can become an important part of our

educational experience. Due to the interaction of the

members of the Greek System with each other and with

other campus groups, the social perspective is broadened.

Service - The Greek system is directly responsible for many

service activities, such as (1) The University Guide Service

(2) UNICEF Drive (3) Freshman Mugbook (4) Homecoming

Float Parade. In addition, many Greeks individually

contribute their time to UMass services.

Sports - fraternity and sorority members have always been and

still are well represented in both intramural and

varsity sports.
, ,

.

Omicron

Rho

Sigma

Tau

I'psilon

Chi

Mu

Kl
Expenses: Comparison of 7 day room & board costs

Average cost of fraternity $674. including meals

Average cost of sorority $674. snacks and fees

Average cost of dormitory $654.

For further information
contact:

Paul Stevens
Greek Coordinator
Whitmore

Compliments of

MANSFIELD PAPER CO. INC,

380 UNION ST.
WEST SPRINGFIELD

TEL. 781-2000

Supplies all paper products and cleaning

materials to fraternities & sororities.

Compliments of

PEPIN FUEL CO. INC.

25 TEXAS RD.
NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

Automatic Delivery

24 hr. Burner Sales & Service

Supplies all Fraternities & Sororities

Compliments of

LOUIS' FOODS INC.

76 N. PLEASANT ST,
AMHERST. MASS.

Supplies daily — fresh quality meats and
produce to all fraternities & sororities.

Compliments of

ROGER SITTERL Y & SON INC.

Containerized Removal Service for all

fraternities & sororities also mayflower
movers.

AMHERST 253-2200
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And
The state Legislature passed a bill last Friday afternoon

which took the first steps toward reforming laws presently

related to drugs in Massachusetts.

We hope that the Legislature will continue to move in the

direction of reform.

It seems oddly inappropriate that at the same time our

society's law-making institutions are moving towards

reform of thedruglaws that in our own Hampshire County,

we have a duly elected District Attorney who seems to

want to regress into the use of brutal and unjustified prison

sentences for persons convicted under the present drug

laws. District Attorney John Callahan recommended to

the Judge in Northampton district court a 5-7 year term in

the notorious Walpole State prison for a young man con-

victed of selling LSD.
Fortunately for us all (because the D. A. is elected by

us), presiding Judge Andrew Linscott refused to send the

former UMass student to prison and ordered him to

Concord State Reformatory for an "indeterminate" term.

The Concord institution is the State's only reform in-

stitution.

The convicted young man had been arrested on three

counts of selling LSD and possession in last Spring s

Gestapo-like drug raid on the UMass campus, along with

more than 40 other students.

Callahan's un-reasonable attempts to lock up students in

prisons seems to be a political action on his part, designed

to placate his nervous town constituencies, who had

brought the pressure on the D. A. which lead to the massive

drug arrests and "on-going investigations" we have seen.

A 5-7 year prison term certainly isn't going to help either

a society distressed over its children's use of drugs or the

individuals arrested under as yet un-reformed drug laws.

We strongly question the motives of District Attorney

Callahan and urge that in the numerous drug cases still to

be heard as the result of last Spring's arrests, that the

District Attorney show at least as much discretion and

good sense as Judge Linscott.

"At This Altitude, It Doesn't Snow"

Art Buchwald

Love and Marriage Contracts

WASHINGTON-The chief steward of the

"Christina," Aristotle Onassis' yacht, has just written

a book in which he says that Mr. Onassis and his wife,

the former Jacqueline Kennedy, signed a marriage

contract with 170 clauses in it.

According to the steward, Christian Kafarakis, the

contract stipulates separate bedrooms for the couple,

lays down the rules as to how much time the couple

must spend together and spells out financial

arrangements. These include a $600,000 yearly

allowance for Mrs. Onassis in addition to any gifts Mr.

Onassis might give her, as well as a provision that if

Mr. Onassis ever leaves his wife, Mrs. Onassis will

receive the sum of $9.6 million for every year of their

marriage.
If Mrs. Onassis were to leave Mr. Onassis, she

would receive a lump sum of $18 million under the

terms of the alleged contract. Mr. Onassis also is said

to have provided $100 million in his will -for Mrs.

Onassis.

A spokeswoman for Mrs. Onassis categorically and

unequivocally denied that such a marriage contract

exists and called the story nonsense.

I have no knowledge of whether such a contract

exists and shall leave Mr. Onassis and his ex-steward

to fight that one out.

But I do know that marriage contracts, particularly

in Europe, are not uncommon, and as a matter of fact

simce both my wife and I were living in Paris when we

wanted to get married, we signed one.

Our marriage contract, which has 169 clauses in it,

was thrashed out over a period of months before the

wedding was agreed to.

It provides for the following, among other things:

-I have to spend half of the year with my wife (she

tried to hold out for seven months). This time can be

broken up any way I want it. I am permitted to go on

lectures, attend openings of Hilton Hotels, go to pro

football games and attend homecoming weekends.

For every day less than six months that I don't spend

with her, I have to give her $2.50 or its equivalent in

trading stamps.

-I am committed under the terms of the contract to

give my wife $600 a year for her pleasure, safety,

clothes, hair dresser, cosmetics and the care of the

house. The $600 does not include gasoline for the car,

providing she uses it on family business.

-If I want to leave my wife, I must give her the sum

of $50 for every year we have been married.

-If she wants to leave me, she will receive a flat

settlement of $185.50.

-As long as we are living together, I must provide

my wife with detergents, mops, plastic garbage bags

and a lawnmower.
-I also am obligated to pay for the veterinarian in

case we have a dog.

-While we are married, my wife has custody of the

children all day and most evenings. For this she is

given the extra sum of $10 a week.

-If we have a fight, I must be the one to sleep on the

couch in the living room
-I must also give her a sum of $5 if I pay too much

attention to another girl at a party.

These are more or less the financial details of our

marriage contract, and the only reason I'm revealing

them at this time is that our cleaning woman just quit,

and I understand she's going to sell the terms to the

National Enquirer. It would embarrass my wife

something terrible if the marriage agreement ever

became public.

Copyright 1971, Ix)s Angeles Times

Living Off The Land
By SKIPCASPER

STUDENTSENATOR BROWN
There is little doubt in my mind that the Sylvan

Residential Area is faltering in its first weeks of

existence. There are so many things lacking here,

there really isn't much of a place to begin. But that is

really irrelevant, for I feel that there are more im-

mediate concerns lor us.

First of all. the apathy which ravages this area is

troubling those of us who are devoting much of our

time to changing this place. The people whom I am
referring to are the floor representatives, the Student

Senators , the administrators in the Area Directors

( Mf ice and a mere handful of other individuals. How do

the residents expect any form of results if they won't

take the opportunity to express their views and
opinions to their elected officers? It's essential to

bridge this communication gap so that we can work
toward the goals of your choice.

As a direct consequence of this apathy, we find

ourselves in a situation where many individuals have
demonstrated a total lack of concern for others.

Personally, I am appalled by the needs of adolescents,

who bombard us with profanities, irritate us with

excessive noise, as well as startling and endangering
us with their fireworks. It has gone much too far.

As a point of information, it might benefit you to

read the Code of Student Conduct" which you will

find in your 71 72 Student Handbook Part I, Section II-

B, Clause 1 prohibits the harassment of another

person. Certainly the boisterous verbal abuse would
be considered harassment of not one, but several

people. Also, fireworks are regarded as dangerous

weapons in the Commonwealth Part I. Section II-B,

Clause i prohibits the possession or use of fireworks

on this campus. The maximum penalty for both of the

above -mentioned offenses is separation from the

University.

Have we reached the point where we can't handle

these conflicts ourselves? If we have, I think it is time

that we consider filing complaints with the Attorney

Generals Office in regards to all alleged offenses.

Although this motion repulses me. I think that we have
reached the stage where it is essential to begin to act

like a community. I encourage any Sylvan resident

who has a complaint to make, to seekout Henry
Bouffard. the Attorney General, whose office is in 921

Campus Center or to contact me, who as a judicial

advocate, will see that your complaint is processed.

The Sylvan Area has great potential. There have
been several ideas for improvements floating around
all of which need to be channelled. Things like dark
rooms, music studios, a hot food snack bar. a com-
putor hook-up and a "Munchy's" type operation can
all become a reality if people are willing to exert the

effort. At this moment, your student senators are

investigating the lack of University provided

facilities, high room rents, and the co-ed propor-

tionment situation. I urge you to offer them your
suggestions and aid. I'm making this plea because I

feel that the Sylvan Area can be made one of the most
attractive living areas on campus, and I don't want it

to become an area where the housing office will place

people lor no other reason than that there are no

other housing spaces available on campus.
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Letters To The Editor

A Documented Response -S.H.L.

To the Editor:

I would like to take the opportunity to reply to the

letter in MDC, Nov. 4, entitled "A Question of Values."

Student Activities Tax Funding is granted by the

Student Senate. The prime consideration for the

granting of such funds is whether the organization

requesting an appropriation fulfills a useful role to the

undergraduates and whether it really requires the

funds it is seeking.

The Student Homophile League at UMass has a dual

purpose. Its supportive function is to provide the

opportunity for homosexuals to develop a positive self

concept. Its educational function is to dispel myths

concerning homosexuality as a life style through the

education of the community.

Several hundred homosexuals at UMass have in the

past year become involved in the supportive activities

of SHL. These activities involve weekly meetings at

which we have consciousness raising, visiting lec-

turers on law, medical problems, the draft, religion

and any other topic that has an impact on our life

style. We also have purely social events such as coffee

hours and several dances a semester.

The year none of the money SHL requested from

SATF was budgeted for these supportive activities.

All social events are paid for by participating

members. Thirty members paid their own way to

NYC this summer for a weekend political action.

Amherst Women's Liberation donated the registration

fee for half the delegates to New Haven in August; the

rest came out of members' pockets.

Several thousand UMass undergraduates have

had direct contact with SHL though its educational

activities. Not only have we had three hours of radio

time on WFCR and WMUA to answer questions on

homosexuality, but in 12 months through our

Speakers' Bureau we have provided volunteer Gay

Speakers upon request to over 65 University classes

(approximately 1700 undergraduates). Within the last

month we have set up a counseling service in con-

junction with University Health Services, Room-To-

Move and Valley Women's Center. We have not used

Student Senate appropriated funds for any of these

activities, nor do we plan to.

Itemization

We have asked for and been appropriated funds

($785) for the following activities all directly con-

cerned with peer education; 1. Duplicating Supplies

anil Services the largest item on the budget ($275 or

35% of total ) will be used for publication of papers on

VD and Consciousness Raising, a monthly in-

formation newsletter, a bibliography and an in-

formation booklet on homosexuality, xeroxing of

magazine articles on homosexuality and any other

activities that come up during the year, all available

to the total community either at meetings or in the

SHL office. The information booklet is particularly

important because there is a serious lack of facts

about homosexuality. The same questions are asked

time and time again in classes. A booklet is being

written to answer all of them and will be available for

class use as well as to the general public. 2. Books and

Subscriptions 25% of the budget will allow us to renew

ten subscriptions, add 6 more, and purchase 20-30

(paperback whenever possible, including a 10%
discount from some bookstores for being a homophile

organization.) Regular magazines and newspapers

have a blackout policy regarding news about Gays.

These publications are not available in the area for

purchase and yet are a very necessary source of

information on legal, political and economic status of

homosexuals and the only presently viable form of

information exchange between Gay communities.

Anyone who has looked for books in the UMass
libraries is very aware of the serious lack of volumes

on homosexuality. Though members have donated

some books to our library there is a need for a good

research library on the subject. We are building one-

as well as an achives of several hundred pamphlets,

newspaper clippings and magazine articles, all of

which have been used by numerous UMass students

researching homosexuality, available five days a

week to anyone.

The rest of the budget goes for advertising to make
our services known, a telephone in the office, postage,

pamphlets for free distribution, and office supplies.

The argument that SHL was a "special interest

group" and as such did not qualify for funding was
mentioned during debate on the Senate floor when our

budget was passed. A person's sexual identity is not

something taken up like a hobby.

Kinsey figures

All statistical surveys done by authorities, and our

own experience in SHL, indicates that homosexuality

is more than a "special interest" to a large number of

people. Kinsey indicates in his study (recognized as

the largest and most authoritative done) that 37% of

males at some time have a homosexual experience to

the point of orgasm, and 50% have felt homosexual

arousal. Figures for females comparably 1/3-1/2 less.

K.insey's figures are substantiated by other in-

dependent studies, some as recent as 1970.

Statistically a very large portion of our population

personally experiences homosexual feelings. The

Student
" Homphile League does not recruit

homosexuals; it tries to help people understand their

own feelings and build healthy self concepts no matter

what the sexual persuasion.

Is SHL more deser. ing of funds than other projects

helping the disadvantaged and the retarded? The

writer of Thursday's letter seemed to infer that

homosexuals are less deserving. This is not to say that

Boltwood and JOE. Projects are not deserving of

funds; the Senate recognizes that. I feel the priority

given SHL in this instance was based upon the fact

that the Student Homophile League is directly

reaching a very substantial number of un-

dergraduates right here on this campus, and that the

request for funds was comparitively very little in view

of the manv services rendered.
Kay M. Raymond
Chief Coordinator

Student Homophile League

Editorial Points
The School of Education talks

about combatting institutional

racism, yet hardly bothered to

tell its 2000 undergraduates that

Dick Gregory was coming to

speak last week. Could it be that

the School thinks its undergrads

are free from all sin?

DINING COMMONS MEAL
OF THE WEEK: Pears and
mayonnaise, Thursday supper

at Berkshire Commons. Maybe
they think mayonnaise grows on

trees.

Why does Kleenex tissue cost

47$ a box at Munchy's and 27* a

box at Zayre's?

Don't you think it's about time

that Munchy's unit-priced

goods? If they know what unit-

priced is at all?
***

Our legs are aching because

the escalator in the Campus
Center has been broken for so

long.

Perhaps the reason why the 5-

college bus waiting station isn't

weather proof is that UMass
doesn't have enough people to

justify the expense.

Kappa Sig has proved what we
knew all along about frater-

nities.

"Visitors to Quebec provincial

parks are given a litter bag with

itter bag with a number
as they enter. On leaving, they

must give the full bag to a park

offical. Once a week, a bag
number is drawn and the winner

receives a free weekend for

two."-NY Times, 9/23/71.

Perhaps if we tried that in

Southwest, it would be cleaner

And we could offer a free

weekend away from Southwest.

Wow, Man... Community

To the Editor:

The Brotherhood of the Spirit, a

community of 250 people based on

the love that people can share, will

be participating in the fall (School

of Education) Marathon. We, in the

community, have stopped long

enough to see what we really want.

We have found that one's material

situation need not stop a person

from being happy; that all people

need to do is to really look at each

other and attempt to create

something together. There is an

attraction between all people that

?xists when someone looks for this

rather than the fear, hatred, or

greed that separates people. We do

not believe that people necessarily

have to agree or like each other.

We do believe that people should be

respectful and open in their

thoughts to each other. By
maintaining this openness, all

people can function together. We
do not consider these ideals to be a

religion or a philosophy, but we
attempt to live by them.

We hope to hold a course next

semester in which each student

will be expected to establish a

meaningful understanding with

each other student. If you are at all

interested in the course or in

talking to us, come and see us

during the Marathon.
Tuesday, November

9

Education building, room 228

any time between 5 and 10 p.m.

Melvin Weiner

Coupon Appeal

To the Editor:

Could vou help an out-of-state gal

whose husband is in the Air Force

here?
My home state of Wyoming

needs nearly 300,000 more Betty

Crocker coupons to meet the

required 700,000 for a kidney

transplant dialysis machine. This

will be placed in a new hospital in

Rawlins, Wyoming. The coupons

may even be outdated.

The deadline for me to send them

is November 20. Won't some of you

kind people help?

Mrs. Ray .lakubowski

83 R Batchelor Street

C.ranbv, Mass. 01033

Priority of Students
To the Editor:

I would like to respond to a letter

written by Dick Wentworth, Bob

Boudreau, Stu Heller, and John

England, concerning the Student

Senate funding of the Student

Homophile League. I feel that if a

choice has to made because of a

shortage of funds between worthy

volunteer projects such as the

Boltwood Project, Juvenile Op-

portunity Extention, and the Or-

chard Hill Tutorial Service, and

the Student Homophile League, the

money should go to a program

dealing directly with the needs of

students on this campus. S.H.L.'s

justification for funding speaks for

itself as to how they are fulfilling

the needs of gay students. But their

main goal of communications is

very important for every person on

this campus. It is the fear and

ignorance surrounding
homosexuality that has distorted

the matter so greatly that a sexual

relationship has come to mean a

whole life style.

I am very disappointed that the

Boltv/ood Project, JOE., and

O.H.T.S. could not be given the

financial support they so badly

need. But I agree with the decision

of the Student Senate and firmly

believe that a priority must be

given to the needs of the students of

this campus.
W ill. i Marcus

Clarification

To the Editor:

The two letters in the Collegiate

of Nov. 3 and Nov. 5, 1971 signed by

Robert Baron were not written by

me.
Robert Baron.

Graduate Student

Dept. of Industrial Engineering

All letters must include the

author's address and name.

They must be typed at 60 spaces

We reserve the right to edit them

and print them

U •*•
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Blood DriveStartsToday
Bahai's Celebrate

The annual Red Cross Blood

Drive at UMass will be Nov. 8-11, in

the Campus Center Auditorium.

This year's drive has been ex-

tended from three days to four ir

order to accommodate the many

donors that were turned away last

year.

Marcia Parks, Angela Olevin

and Dave Stryke, student chair-

men of the drive, predict that last

year's record collection of 871 pints

of blood will be broken this year.

Twice a year the two campus

service fraternities, Alpha Phi

Omega and Gamma Sigma Sigma,

together with the University

Women take on the job of running

the Red Cross Blood Drive.

APO and Gamma Sigma Sigma

this week will recruit and schedule

student donors and next week they

will set up the Bloodmobile

equipment and serving as aides to

the staff.

These two student organizations,

affiliated with about 600 chapters

throughout the country, sponsor or

assist in about 20 different campus

and community projects during the

year.

Over 150 other volunteers will

also be working on the blood

program. Members of the

University Women are expected to

contribute more than 400 hours of

work and the Senior Citizens Club

of Amherst will make sandwiches

to be served in the canteen.

All members of the community

are urged to join the students in

donating blood. Walk-in donors will

be accepted or residents may
make an appointed by contacting

Mrs. Thomas Fox, chairman of

University Women, or Mrs. John

Noyes, assistant chairman.

The Bloodmobile will be in the

auditorium of the Campus Center.

Monday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and

Tuesday through Thursday, 9:30

a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

The Bloodmobile will be in the Campus Center Auditorium taking

blood donations from students starting today.

Spain Arrests Rightists

After Paintings Destroyed

Notice
The University Ombudsman's

Office, formerly located in Room
921, has been moved to Room 919,

Campus Center. The office will be

open continuously from 8:30 a.m.

to 5 p.m.

MADRID—The Spanish police

made eight arrests early this

morning after an extreme right-

wing group raided an art gallery

last night, destroying or stealing 24

Picasso engravings.

The raiders, clad in dark blue

and calling themselves the "Anti -

Marxist Commandos," smashed

glass frames, slashed some
engravings and poured acid on

others and left handbills accusing

Picasso of financing Communism
and homosexuality in Spain.

The raid has aroused public

opinion, and most of the press

reported it in detail and wrote

angry editorials. It has stirred up

new "demands for control of the

handful of strong-arm rightists

groups that have operated here in

recent years, assaulting persons or

institutions they suspect of leftism.

Ten days ago three bookstores in

Madrid were attacked for

exhibiting books on Picasso.

Today's rapid police action was

something of a novelty. In the past,

the strong-arm groups, who are

widely believed to have influential

protectors in parts of the Govern-

ment, army and police, have gone

untouched This time, the suspects

were rounded up within hours of

the raid, most of them at home
The Then Gallery had been

marking Picasso's 90th birthday.

by showing 2(i prints borrowed

from the Knoedler Gallery in

Paris. The prints are part of the

"Suite Vollard," a series done in

the early nineteen-thirties, mostly

on the theme of the Minotaur or the

artist in his studio.

According to Elvira Mignoni. co-

owner of the gallery with her

husband Fernando, estimated the

loss at $100,000. The engravings

were insured.

This morning the gallery was in

wreckage. Most of the pieces of the

engravings had been gathered up.

but a single Minotaur, cut in two

and splotched yellow with acid,

stared up from the floor.

The Baha'i Community of

Amherst will join millions of

Baha'is around the world in

commemoration of the 154th An-

niversary of the Birth of

Baha'u'llah, Prophet-Founder of

the Baha'i Faith on Thursday

evening, November 12.

On this evening, there will be a

celebration at the Colonial Lounge

in the UMass Student Union, at

8 00. The public is invited to share

the time with the Baha'is. For

those who are unfamiliar with the

Baha'i Faith, there will be a short

talk given by Mark Sedan. Sedan is

president of KIVA Films, a firm

which in the past has produced an

assortment of award-winning films

concerning a number of topics.

Among them are 12 films in the

"Sesame Street" series, "Indian

Circle", (a film about young Indian

people in America), and 8

programs for the NBC childrens'

series "Take a Giant Step". In

addition to Sedan's talk, one of

these NBC series films, entitled

"Take a Giant Step" and con-

cerning the widely praised singing

group, Seals and Crofts, will be

shown.

The theme of this year's ob-

servance is "Baha'u'llah-Unifier

of Mankind."

Mrs. Florence Conway, Chair-

man of the Amherst Baha'i

Community, states:

"In 1863, Baha'u'llah whose

name means "the Glory of God,"

proclaimed to the world of advent

of a new Revelation from God. He
affirmed that His coming
represented not only the second

coming of Christ but also the

fulfillment of similar prophesies

found in all Holy Books. To the

Jews He was the Everlasting

Father, the Lord of Hosts."

nationalities, and backgrounds.

Baha'u'llah proclaimed to

mankind that the long-awaited age

of world peace and world unity had

at last dawned, and that He was the

Bearer of God's Word for this new

age."

Baha'u'llah was born in Tihran,

Iran on November 12, 1817. For His

teachings, Baha'u'llah suffered

denial, exile and imprisonment for

most of His life. He spent most of

this imprisonment in the Holy

Land, then under the rule of

Turkey. His tomb, a Baha'i shrine,

is located across the bay from

Haifa, Israel, where on Mount

Carmel is located the World Center

of the Baha'i Faith.

According to Mrs. Conway, "The

Revelation of Baha'u'llah was

either ignored or rejected by the

religious leaders and authorities of

His day. Today the Baha'i Faith

has spread to every part of the

world and is bringing together

people of diverse races.

If you'd like to work for the

COLLEGIAN

in graphics and layout

come to room 175 Campus Center

Tuesday evening at 8 p.m.

Everyone is welcome.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
5623604

UAA Fine Arts Council

presents

THE MANHATTAN
PROJECT

irawed by
dre Gregory

ACTION -Helping People
By DON SAINT-P1ERRK

Speaking at the University of

Nebraska in 1970, President Nixon

questioned if students today have

the ability to understand and help

those people in the urban ghettos

who so desperately need it.

He suggested a plan for a living

education instead of a lecture one.

Now just over one year later that

challenge has been accepted and

more than met by students par-

ticipating in the ACTION program.

Formally titled the University

Year For Action, this new federal

agency provides funds for select

colleges and universities to place

interested students in the con-

temporary urban environment,

and to provide the tools necessary

to help them better the lives of

those people.

Recently the Collegian travelled

with Bill Burke, the program's

administrative manager, to visit

some of the students at work.

The first stop was the

Belchertown State School which

cares for and trains the mentally

retarded. In the basement of one of

the children's dormitories we
talked with Karen Scorr, a Dance
and Physical Education major.

She was playing a game with 8-

year-old Ellen which helped her

develope her eye and hand

going to change the course of

history, it will just help some
people, who really need it, through

some difficult times."

The Northern Educational
Service is in the middle of

Springfield's crumbling north end.

There we found Larry Blanton

trying to hang decorations from

the ceiling while children were
playing follow-the-leader under his

legs.

He works with Sanella who runs

the school. They provide a place

SASSI "is for the dropout; the

young person who feels stifled by

traditional education and wants to

try a different route."

The portal above the school's

door proclaims "Everyone's a

star" and that's what SASSI is

trying to do. She said that "SASSI
accepts every applicant, feels

them out with tests and exercises

and finds where their interest lies.

Then the students go at their own
pace learning what they really

want to learn."

One

Robert Woodbury, Associate

Provost for Special

Programs, explained how ACTION
came to Amherst. He said the

I federal government approached

UMass around August 1st of this

I year stating the major points of the

I
program and asking if the

I university could have it operating

I for the fall semester.

"It was a challenge, a big one,

I but our staff put in the extra effort

I needed, and the program is run-

I ning full-speed now, Woodbury

% said.

The university was to provide 50

S acceptable students who would

7 work at local social agencies for

;|one year, at which time they would

tfbe awarded 30 academic credits,

(land, hopefully, have gained a new

a outlook on life.

Woodbury continued, "The
I problem of choosing students was

3one we, as administrative staff.

felt unqualified for. We gave the

I individual schools full rein in

I choosing the participants."

Each of the schools approached

I the problem differently, yet ef-

ficiently, as they were to present

their choices to the university

Mon. -^^d-

Grinnell Arena

Tickets: 125 Herter
Hall. Tel. 5450202
$1.50 UAA Undergrads
$2.50 Other Full-time
Students
$3.00 UAA Faculty/Staff

$3.50 General Public

movements. Karen said that the

ACTION program has had a

profound effect on her. She now

finds herself reading and un-

derstanding books about the

•mentally retarded that would have

meant nothing to her a year ago. She

said. "It means so much more

when the problems being described

in a book are the ones you are

trying to solve that day." She felt

that all students should have the

"The children...want only love

and understanding.

It's beautiful knowing youVe

made someone happy."

where the children can come to

both enjoy themselves and learn.

The room was large and noisy with

happy, smiling children

everywhere. Shouting above the

din, Larry said that he's "worked

in schools in both England and the

States." but he's "never ex-

perienced anything like this."

Explaining that his first reaction

to the neighborhood and school was

"shock", he said this quickly

passed when he "realized the

tremendous potential that's here,

which is going to go untapped if

someone doesn't help these kids

out."

He was about to expound upon

his statement when two boys in-

terrupted and reminded him that

he promised to read to them.

She said SALT is there to provide

these students who want a place to

learn newspaper, photography and

writing. The weekly's rise in cir-

education. He said his "toughest

job is getting equipment" as he is

the first person ever to approach

these schools with P.E.

Itwasnownearing5:00P.M. and

Juan was supervising a "swim-in"

at the pool. When the swimming
was over, everyone went to the

back of the building for apple

dunking with the girls, who had

just baked cookies for the occasion.

Juan was like a sheep dog with

his flock, running back and forth,

keeping order, and insuring

everything was accomplished. He
shouted one order in Spanish, the

next in English, then changed
languages in the middle of the

next.

The problem of language has

been a major one for the ACTION
students. Because most are

working in Puerto Rican neigh-

borhoods, communications is

sometimes extremely difficult. To
overcome this handicap they have
contracted, for themselves, an

instructor to provide them with a

crash program in conversational

Spanish.

The students are encouraged to

live in the communities in which

they are working. A $3,008 housing

allowance is provided by the

program for this. At a meeting of

about 15 ACTION students in

Juan's apartment in Springfield

the Spanish lessons and a summer
camp were discussed.

The camp is being organized and
developed by the ACTION
students. This idea surfaced when
they first realized that most of the

children they are working with

have never had a camping ex-

perience. The meeting was called

to deal with where and when to

have it (they are hoping to get

federal funding so the children will

not have to pay).

One obvious element at the

meeting was the enthusiasm with

It won't change history,

"just help some people . .

.

through some difficult times.
5

Three

efore Septemver 1st, or within

three weeks The School of

English, as an example, requested

jill faculty members on campus at

the time to provide names of

Students they considered ac-

ceptable for the program. They

vere to use whatever standards

hey wished. Then the schools

Attempted contacting the students,

vhich can be quite difficult during

"tie summer.
By September the 200 applicants

rom the schools had been reduced

the present 49.

Woodbury said, "It was the

Enthusiasm and work of all

lembers of the university who
kelped, that allowed UMass to be

[hosen as one of the 1 1 campuses in

le country which has an operating

ACTION program."
After an intensive screening

krocess the students selected the

[gencies at which they would

tork. They then participated in

raining programs designed to

prepare them for their year in the

jommunity.
The ACTION students are

working at such places as: the

Hampshire County Jail,

lelchertown State Training

kchool, Springfield Model Cities,

lASSl Prep ol Springfield and the

[ riendly House <>i Worcester.

Two

opportunity to learn through ex-

perience as she is.

Karen has started dance and

motion exercises with the children

which she feels has been extremely

successful so far. She said, "The

children and adults here want only

love and understanding. It's a

beautiful thing to go home at night

knowing you've made someone

happy" ...

In Holyoke we spoke with

Richard Simmons and Janet

Sheppard, both prelaw students at

the university. They are working at

the Holyoke Legal Services Center

which provides legal aid for low

income families.

Rich said that they spend most of

their time working with divorce

cases most of which don't go to

court but are settled in the office.

Janet added that she feels her

presence "is helpful for the clients,

in that thev come to the office

expecting a fast talking, un

concerned lawyer, most are very

happy to have another woman to

help' them through the un

comfortable work."

Rich said that he's "getting and

learning more here" than he would

have ever accomplished in one

year at the university. He fell thai

a scholastic education is essential

as a Inundation, "but it isn't an end

in itself All students should spend

some time in the community, If

just to gain a sense of humanity
'

Janet said that their "work isn't

Our next step was The Street

Academy System of Springfield or

SASSI Prep. Here Robin Smith is

working on the schools' community

newspaper "Springfield Life and

Times" or "SALT." She said that

culation is an indication of the

success of the school. Robin fur-

ther stated that "ACTION does

more than put university students

in the community to learn, it also

provides the community with a

contact to the university. It's a two-

way street with both sides

benefiting."

We next travelled to the

Springfield Boys's Club where
Juan Carlos Nieves was "working
overtime". During the day Juan
works in the Springfield Public

Schools as an instructor in physical

which the students were attacking

the problems. All had begun early

that morning, doing jobs they

enjoyed doing, and doing them

well. Now, at 11 P.M., the ex-

citement continued as they

developed and created a summer
camp. As one student said, "We're

going to take these kids out of these

crumbling, dirty, dismal buildings

and introduce them to trees, clean

water and flowers. Isn't that

something to get excited about?"

Four

At lion \olunteer at work in Springfield. He is MM of t h r t > I Mass

students spending I year working in and around this an-a at various

MCial action projects.

Back at the university, Dr.Ruth

Burgen, the University for Action

Director, explained that she is

trying to get a second phase begun,

in which 40 more UMass students

will begin their year in the com-

munity in February She said she

hopes "to continue expanding the

program as far as possible" but,

even though most students are

enthusiastic about the program,

"certain members oi the faculty

and staff who heliev. a traditional

education is the only approach

are causing some problems.

Miss Burgefl said these problems

arise when school!! formulate the

criteria foi theACTION students to

, their 30 Bcad< mic credits

Bui she does not h I I hi Will I

permanent probl<

The President's i talienge has

i met Students are demon

iting thai the) are responsible

and can work for the betterment of

their fellow man This is surels a

venture m which no one will los<

indeed everyone v. ill win
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Youth Killed By 'Toy'Gun

«-ii\\sto\ R 1 (AIM-A 20-year-old Cranston youth, believed to have

kv dental v shot and killed h.mself in a Cranston tavern late Saturday

nieht mav have thought he was holding a toy-pistol.

l>< i

i"
Sg George F. Holt called the fatal shooting o Thomas J

S il.sburv 2... of 719 Dyer Ave.. Cranston, accidental, but sa.d an ,n

1

tt
ga
HoH ^oTe Reived an anonymous telephone call shortly

before midnight, that a man had been accidently shot inside the Cricket

'
U

When police arrived at the scene they found Salisbury lying in a pool of

blood onSe floor behind the bar. with a .38 caliber pistol underneath him.

1>Sice questioned 1 1 persons inside the cafe at the time of the shooting,

J!SS^S!tSSnaS pieced the following account of the shooting

Kennetn Pn 1 *s Sr. . owner of the cafe, who was not present at the time

of the shooting, legally kept a 38 caliber pistol behind the bar. under the

"Tcording the police reports, prior to the shooting Anthony Caprio 23.

„f Cranston the bartender, Salisbury and some patrons were engaged in

-horseplay" with a toy gun

3$

Ktv«TF» HY BARNYARD ROOSTKR A 17-pound eagle with 7 1/2 ft. wing span lost a fight with

Hit hard Knapp. left, helped Brown hold eagle for picture before thev sent it to Ohio State Lnnersii>

( olumbus for treatment.

Maples Dying From Lack of Water

j
Student Senate

fcommitteeCalendar

AWW
m

&$ COMMITTEE 8. MEETING TIME

:•$• CHAIRMAN & PLACE

^Women's Committee Tues . Nov 9, 9 p.m

Sk Lisa Man del i
Room to be announced

A university-sponsored study of

the slow dieback of New England

sugar maples indicates that the

trees literally starve from lack of

water.

Research conducted by Dr.

Walter M. Banfield, plant

pathologist at UMass sheds new

light on the problem of maple

decline that takes place for no

apparent reason such as insects or

disease. He said two factors

commonly cited-applications of

deicing salt and auto exhaust

emissions -actually have little to

do with the problem.

The "total environment of the

tree" often is affected severely by

road and highway construction and

use. and this is the primary cause

of decline. Dr. Banfield said.

Factors in this include excessive

water loss by trees that are fully

exposed to sun and wind, and the

location of trees on poor sites

characterized by arid sandy soils,

lack of ground cover and shade.

Over the last six years Dr.

Banfield has observed hundreds of

maples in different types of set-

tings. Those in the sheltered

hardwood forest are clearly

subject to less exposure and stress

for water than those by the

roadside, he said.

The plant pathologist pointed out

that although his study was limited

to sugar maples, the same disease

symptoms are produced on many
other broad-leaf trees and shrubs

by lack of water.

-Soil moisture beneath dying

roadside trees fell to less than five

per cent in drought periods,

compared to at least 15 per cent in

a normal forest setting. (When the

soil moisture around experimental

trees drops to this level, threes

show the same disease symptoms-

marginal scorch of leaves, early

defoliation and die-back.)

-Sunlight ratings on the ground

beneath trees were much higher

for exposed trees than for those in

the forest.

-Soil density was twice as high

at the roadside as in the forest.

Pedestrians and traffic compact

the soil so showers do not help. The

water runs away without reaching

the roots.

-Relative humidity was much
lower at the roadside.

These environmental factors add

up to high "evapotranspiration."

or water loss from exposed trees.

Dr. Banfield said. Trees at the

roadside lose nearly three times as

much water as trees in the forest.

"Injury due to highway con-

struction and pipeline installation

aggravate the problem," he said,

and it is complicated further by the

fact that these trees show no ef-

fects of root damage until several

years after the injuries have oc-

curred.

the top of a hill do show evidence of

die-back caused by lack of

moisture, he said.

"This information tends to refute

the argument that salt damages
the trees." Dr. Banfield said.

"Both sets of trees are equally

exposed to winter salt but the low-

lying trees standing in a more
favorable environment with

respect to abundance of soil water

do not show symptoms of decline."

In fact. Dr. Banfield said, he has

no evidence that road salt is to

blame for ill health of trees,

although heavy applications are

known to damage certain types of

vegetation located within a few

feet of the roadside "You can rule

out salt because sugar maple
decline is not limited to the

roadside," he said

"I have observed decline in trees

half a mile from the road," Dr.

Banfield reported. "And I have

seen health sugar maples within 10

feet of a heavily salted roadway.

The tree's total environment is the

deciding factor," he said.

' Public Affairs

;
Denise Maanell

;
Academic Affairs

! Nick Aposlola

Services

Brenda Rau

Rents & Fees
Robert Chiller

Social Action

Maggie Houghton

Budgets
John Stevens

Financial Affairs

Skip Olmstead

Student Matters

Bruce Bernstein

Affairs

No meeting due to

PR system revision

Tues , Nov. 9, 7 p.m.

Room 811 815. CC

Mon , Nov. 8. 7

Room 178, CC
30

Tues , Nov 9, 7 p m
Room 165, CC

Wed , Nov 10,

Room 178, CC

Tues.. Nov. 9,

Room 801. CC

6:15

I 30

Thurs ., Nov. 11, 7 30

Room 177, CC

Thurs , Nov. 11, 8 p m
Room 175, CC

MAIN TOPIC OF DISCUSSION v.;*

5:?:
Medical Emergency Loan Fund jvjv

Discrimination in women's athletics
j;:;£j;

Women's calendar of events

Financial Aid

S E S notes program
Teacher Evaluation Report

Joint sub committee of

Academic Affairs Academic Matters

Centralization of employment
resource information

Speech and Hearing Clinic

Food Services

Campus Center Fee
Parking Fee
Athlelic Fee

Financial appropriations

work on RSO resource compilation

Beginning of the budgeting

procedure

Financial Appropriations

Financial Policy Act

Committee Structure

Senate & Judiciary reforms

Concert Committee progress

"Anti Undercover Drug Informant"

Campaign

Student Code of Conduct

These excerpts from Dr. Ban-

field's report demonstrate how
different environments affect tree

health:

-The flow of air past declining

roadside trees averaged 32 miles a

day versus just under three miles a

day in a normal forest setting.

-Soil temperature in the forest

averaged 72 degrees but was 110

degrees beneath typical exposed

trees beside a paved road in

summer.

"Highway construction and
improvement normally involves

grading that covers some roots and

cuts off essential water. The tree

still stands and it looks good, but in

a critical rainfall year that tree is

the first to show symptoms of

drought."

Dr. Banfield reported that some
roadside trees in his study show no

symptoms of decline because they

stand in a low area and thus get

plenty of water. Similar trees that

are equally exposed but stand on

Notice
Approximately 194 Springfield

,08 rifles, formerly used by the

Flying Redmen lirill team and

units of Ron will be disposed of

the University If anyone

believes he has .1 claim on any of

said rifles as personal property he

should communicate his claim, in

writing, to Sidney Myers. Staff

Attorney 324 Whitmore, no later

than Friday November 19, 1971.

"The Middle East: An Objective Appraisal

ERIC ROULEAU
Wednesday, Nov. 10, 8:00 f—Ny Mahar Auditorium

Sponsored by

First United States Visit tiSbi Foreign Correspondent for "Le Monde.

l 1

it
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Irish PM To Face

Vote Of Confidence
DUBLIN (AIM Jack Lynch, the mild-mannered prime minister of the

Irish Republic, is fighting for his political life.

A rebellion in his Fianna Fail party has put his fate ,n the hands of two

ministers he ousted from the Cabinet in a gun-running scandal last year

involving Northern Ireland. .

The showdown comes Wednesday. Lynch faces a vote of confidence m

the Dail-the I44man parliament equally divided between the government

and all other parties. . . .

Lynch has dropped his normally quiet facade to pass the word that

either the ex-ministers -Charles Haughey and Neil Baney -go along with

the government or risk expulsion from the party.

Lvnch's survival depends on their votes and that of at least one in-

dependent and in the event of a tie the speaker of the house.

Failure to get a vote of confidence would mean Lynch must resign and

call a general election before Christmas.M F£ST
W \NT \ BUY \ LAWN MOWER? — Nick Falcone, of Pottstown. Pa., relaxes in a rocking chair on his

laun and offers up his tractor-mower for sale. He thinks he has hit upon the right idea for keeping his

mass sheared. He has turned loose a flock of sheep to work on the grass. "Watching 'em move along

with no noise, no gas fumes and no steering is a lot more fun than driving that mower," he says.

Model Community Burns
... m at 11 ....ii -

,

COLUMBIA, Md. (AP) - An

early morning fire swept through

five townhouses here Sunday and a

fire official complained the layout

of the so-called model community

hindered men fighting the blaze.

"The buildings are arranged to

be aesthetically pleasing to the

UIMUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:

7:00pm NEWS - 30 minutes.

7:30pm CUMPUS WEEK IN

REVIEW a 30 minute

magazine of the past week's

campus news.

8:00pm UJAMAA DRUM- black

programming for the Amherst

community until 11:00 with

black views, jazz, soul, and

poetry. Includes complete black

newscasts compiled by the staff

of Black Mass Communications.

11:00pm NEWS - 30 minutes.

11:30pm ROD HANSON SHOW -

R.J. plays progressive rock

until 3 00am.

eye, and not for aiding firemen,

said John J. Poetker, the Howard

County fire chief.

A spokesman for the Rouse Co.,

developers of Columbia, called the

charges "ridiculous."

W. Scott Ditch, vice president of

public affairs for Rouse, said,

"Everything in Columbia is in total

compliance with existing coded

and we feel that county standards

are entirely adequate. This kind ol

thing could have happened
anywhere."

Poetker acknowledged that

Columbia was in compliance with

county regulations but added that

he feels there is a need for more

fire stops-non-combustible walls

made of cinder blocks or brick"

The fire left 12 families

homeless, but the only injury was

to a fireman who suffered a burned

hand. Officials said it started in the

basement of one of the townhouses,

apparently because a gas-fired

furnace caught fire.

Willi *

Teenager Elected Mayor
Nineteen-year-old Jody Smith, mayor-elect of a tiny northwest Iowa

town, says he never could have won if he had to rely entirely on the youth

V

Smith who graduated in June from Ayrshire Consolidated Schools,

defeated four-time Mayor E.B. Swanson by 48 votes Tuesday, 83-35^

"There's only between nine and 12 voters who are 18-20 years old in the

town." Smith said Wednesday. "I had their support, plus the support of

the other townspeople."

Smith now enrolled at Iowa Lakes Community College, called for a

time for change" during his campaign and he said the election results

indicated most voters were ready.

Ayrshire has 243 residents.

Monday 3 - 6

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUIOS FOR SALE

7U VW green, iimroof. radio, good cond.

Call 5*4142.

til Oldsmobilc. A.T., P.S.. P.B.. reliable

Irans.. v. reasonable or trade for V.W. Call

519-0827 after 3:00.
tfll-8

Van-Ford 1970, excellent cond. Call Bob

at 253-5519. Leave name and tel. number

and I'll call you back. tf 11-10

61 Chevy. 8 cyl. auto., exc. mech. cond..

new front end. body needs work. 2 new

tires. 150 or best offer. 549-6926. After 6

Pl"
tfll-12

1971 Ford Econollne. saddle & tan

finished interior. I passenger, positrac-

tion. hd. 3/4 ton. $2950. 586-3664 day. 369-

1652 nights - Sunday.
tfll-12

1962 Covalr Monia, good running con-

dition needs fall Inspection sticker, price

only $100. Call 6-8548 keep calling, best

time 5:00 p.m.
1111-8

MOTORC YC L ES FOR SAL E

Triumph 650 Chopper Crome 65 Bonn,

l.ew 256-6408.
tf J2

Suede Jackets, reg. $70, now $40; brown

Suede Hants $27, Skirts $9.50. Skins $5.

ideal Xmas (lifts. Jon. 115 Chadbourne. 5-

264(1. leave number.
tfll-10

Female grad student wanted to share a 3

bedroom apt. In 205 Puffton. Call 549-6358.

tfll-12

PLEASE GO AWAY

WANTED

PERSONAL

This is for L.A.S. elruaL. yppaH yad-

htrlB morf "ejiTdnalsl fo rorreT" evoL

auM from B.J.M.
11-8

Wanted: TV. black and white or color.

Call Dick 546-9176 evenings.
tfll-10

FOR SALE

A used copy of Symbolic Logic by Copl.

Call 6-5128 after 6.

tfll-8

Adler typewriter for sale. $50. excellent

condition. Contact Glenn Bay 665-3188.

1 1-8

Girl at Monterary Pop (9:30) with the

same wire rim glasses who gazed at me.

please meet me 10 p.m. at Coffee House on

Wednesday.
tfll-10

Discount stereo equipment. 20-40% off

list price on all major brands of com-

ponents, compacts. tVs. Jim Jensen 586-

tfll-10

64 Pontlac 9 passenger wigon-new

battery and exhaust system-runs well,

$300. Call 628-3364 evenings.

Guitar-Escudero Acoustic Guitar $115

new. will sell for a mere $70. A truly

beautiful Instrument. Call: 546-5244.

tfll-10

tfll-8

1966 Pontlac Tempest, standard trans.,

good condition, asking 550. Call 253-7520

"ter r
tfl!4>

1971 Baleigh Grand Prix $85, exc. cond..

4 months old. cost $115 new. Call Steve 6-

m2 n"e
tflt.ll

Ronald D. are you still alive and well-or

has this institution swallowed you whole?

Please notify me as to your existence.

Petra

.

11-8

Killer -thank* for Wed. nlght-but there's

still a lot of researching to be done on the

project

!

11-8

Free male kitten, housebroken

some food Included Roommate
Call 6-1245.

Got ripped off and must sell 1968 Olds

442. quick. Car Is In exc. mech. cond..

price is best offer over 1150. Call Ray 546-

•°"»
tfll-9

F.ngagement ring worth $450. can be

traded In. Make offer. Write C. Noga. Bt

20. Brlmfield. Mass. or call In Conn. 203-

684-3426 evenings.

8 wks..

illerglc.

tfll-10

Jay-I really hope the computer matches

us up Sat. night. Nov. 13.

Hands to play at Coffeehouse for

mentally retarded at Belchertown for no

cost. A Sat. night 7-9. Contact Eddie 6-8846.

tfll-10

English-speaking Bomanian college

students desire corresp. w/Amerlcan &
Canadians. For info: Hortaran Horla. St r.

Tatar-Bunar. 16 16. Siblu. Romania
tfll-9

tfll-9

Photographer wants open-minded
female models. Good pay. No experience

needed. Write: Rob. P.O. Box »272

Chicopee. Mass. 01014.

tfll-12

FOR RENT

Box-stall for horse, walking distance

Irom u of m ph 549-3672.

tfll-9

LOST

67 MG Midget 70 eng.. SS50. Goodllgfl

Going Into service, must sell! Call 6-9782.

71 Benault 10, yellow, 4-speed. radian.

regularly malnt.. locally warranted t4rv

tan. Need $ fast. Best offer. Call Bob ( I)

268-3327.
tr nit

Guitars Amps, drums. ««••»
reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop.

98 Main St. North. 586-1706.

So you think you're hot stuff!! You

are'nl even warm till you've worn an

Authentic Air Force Parka.. Call Al at 549-

(1814.
tfll-8

Available Jan. 1st. 2 bedroom
townhouse. Squire Village. Sunderland.

$215, all utilities, all conviences. (all 665-

4777.
tfll-ll

Lost- Doberman puppy name Agustus.

549-0490.
tfll-9

TRAVEL

ROOM FOR RENT
Martin 0018 & case, good cond. $215. the

(,uitar Workshop. 98 Main St. North. 586-

.706. mM
SERVICES

62 Bulck. new tires, air con'd, call 546-

9690. leave number.
tfll-ll

Sunn 200S Amp w/cover MINT COND.

$500 the Guitar Workshop, 98 Main St.,

North. 586-1706.

I'll fix your smokey car. brakes etc.

Remember winter Is coming. Call Wen-

dell. 256-8638.
11-2-8-15

ROOMMATES WANTED

63 VW Bus. ex. running cond.. good

rubber, $ 250 firm ( all 546-8722 or 546-8716.

tfll-10

62 Chevy SS C'onv.. 283. 4 barrel, new

Ores, chromes, excel, condition. $450 or

best offer. 546-9434 ask for Steve.
tfll-ll

Gretsch Country Gent & case mint cond.

$300. The Guitar Workshop. 98 Main St.,

North 586-1706.
U li-™

Beautiful wedding gown: silk organza,

lace applique, long lace train. No

reasonable offer refused. Call Larry at

665-4145: 253-5223.
tfll-8

Furn. apt., center of Amherst, Incl. utll.,

T .V'.. own rm .
$87/mo. #C-9. 85 Amity St..

or phone 253-2548. ask for »C-». Female.
tfll-9

Room for rent In apt with two Eng. grad

students. $66. avail, immed. in Amherst

(enter! 253-7244.
tfll-9

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In SI Rm. 318.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct.

If-seen.

Nassau-$IH0 round trip Jet. hotel, leave

N.Y. 12/23-return 12/29 leave Boston 12/27

return 1/3.

Ski-Austria 15 days everything Incl. $339

leave N.Y. 1/15 return 1/29.

Student Flights Box 93, Northampton,

(all 584-1059. Only UMass students em-

ployees, families.
tfll-8.

STARS

HOBOSCOPE & (hart Handwrltter,

personal Just for you. More objective than

a personal visit. Send $6 w/name, addrest..

birth, date, time of birth (if known, and

place of birth.) Money back If not sat-

isfied. Astro-Wisdom Inst.. Box 391.

Quincy. Mass. 02169.

tfll-10

$15 reward. I yr. old male Sealpoint

Siamese. "Snowy", gone from 337 Puffton.

Oct. 9. Please call 549-6786 anytime.
tfll-8

Crimson Travel offers low cost Spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

For more info, call Blch *Margll, 412

Dwight. 545-0790.

tfll-12

ENTERTAINMENT
Fridav Afternoon Club is coming soon to

the Blue Wall Cafeteria.
tfll-ll

TYPING MOVIE

68 Flat 850 coupe, excellent condition

motor rebuilt. $800 or best offer. Polaroid

land camera, hardly used $70. (all Phil

2V1724"
tfll.ll

Sansul 3SOA Stereo receiver. BSB 5I0X

record changer, creative 66 speakers. List

$420. Yours for $310. Kl II stuff too. Cragg
586-2984.

tf 1 1 «

Apartment mate wanted for 3-bedroom

pad In Puffton own bedroom rent

$69.33/mo. utilities extra. Available Im-

med.
tfll-9

Apartment mate wanted for 3-bed rm.

pad In Puffton. Own bed rm.. rent

$69 33/mo. utilities extra. Available Im-

medlatelv (all 519 6258

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols, (all 253-3601.

tf 12-21

Term papers typed at reasonable rat*,

fast'! Please call Nancy at 6-5266 before 5

p.m.
tfll-12

THE TBIP" STABBING PETEB
FONDA AND DENNIS HOPPEB IN

color, mime by the electric
FLAG. FRI . NOV 12. MAHAR Al'D.. 7.

9. II p.m (BY EAM).
IflllO

*
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AFROTC
In the spring of 1971, a new face arrived to replace retiring Col. Leon

Friedman. The new head of AFROTC, Col. Paul H. Fisher, projects an

energetic and spirited image to all that he meets.

A graduate of Stetson University, Col. Fisher entered the Air Corps

meterology cadet program at MIT. in 1942. While he was there. Col.

Fisher served as a research assistant and earned his graduate degree in

1944. After World War II, Col. Fisher flew hurricane reconnaissance then

returned to civilian life as a college professor.

In 1949 Col Fisher served on the staff of the U.S. Weather Bureau in

Washington, and returned to military duty in the Air Force in 1950. Col.

Fisher has served overseas tours in Japan, England and Southeast Asia.

Before Col Fisher arrived at UMass, he served as chief of Operations

of the Fourth Weather Wing, the unit which supports the North American

Air Defense Command and operates the U.S.A.F. solar-geophysical

observation and forecast network. Col. Fisher brings with him his twenty-

six years of active service in the fulfillment of his duties as administrator

of the AFROTC program at UMass, and the instructor of the Air Science

100 and 200 courses.

Notices
Weller (Sugarbush Public

Relations Director) to speak.

STUDENT ART ASSOCIATION:
All students, (graduate & un-

dergraduate) are invited to attend

an important organizational

meeting of the student art

association tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm.
814-808 C.C.

LOST:
Small notebook marked Rund-

"Over-21" Club Started Here

For Vets, Grads, & Others

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1971 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 15

BOLTWOOD PROJECT:
Boltwood bus is running four

nights a week Monday-Thursday at

6 p.m. from Whitmore. Keep your

commitment.
COFFEE HOUSE:
Come do your thing/interested

performers call Eli at 546-5015

eves. - persist!

CONCERT COMMITTEE:
There will be a meeting for all

those interested in working on a

committee for concerts, Thursday,

Nov. 11, about 9 p.m. in room 175

CC. For details contact Joe

Tropiano, Dwight House, Rm. 407.

FENCING CLUB:
The Fencing Coub will meet

every Tuesday & Thursday in

WoPE Room 8. Everyone is

welcome.
FOOD SERVICES COMMITTEE:

If you're satisfied with the dining

commons food, this isn't the

meeting for you. If you aren't,

come gripe at Hampden Commons
at 4:30 today.

FREE UNIVERSITY:
Dance Workshop: for the

spastic. No talent necessary or

desired - just dance for the world.

Bring some good music 7:30-10:30

p.m. Rm. 174-176 CC.

JUVENILE OPPORTUNITIES
EXTENSION

:

JOE will have an organizational

meeting in Rm. 917 at 7:30 p.m. in

the CC today. If interested

please attend.

NAIADS:
Composition work for the spring

show is now in progress. Note

bulletin board in WoPE for weekly

schedule. Finale practice today for

all members.
READING/STUDY SKILL
CENTER SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

:

New course begins Wed., 11/10,

7:30 p.m. in Room 174 CC. Speed

reading, perception, study skills.

Call 584-9453 for more info.
„

REVELERS.
Application for male mem-

bership may be obtained at R.S.O.

All University men welcome
Deadline is Nov. 12.

SKI CLUB:
Meeting 8 p.m. in Mahar Aud.

Movies of Sugarbush. Chandler

By PEGGY McKOAN
Are you a veteran and finding it

hard getting back into college life?

Are you a grad student and finding

that most of your friends are white

rats or microbes? Are you a

secretary and finding the only

faces you know are the girls in the

office?

If you find yourself in one of

these ruts or some other rut that's

berg in C.C. Rm. 174 last Monday.

Please turn in to C.C. Lost &
Found.
Doberman puppy, red collar

name Agustus Call 549-0490.

Gold ring lost. Return to C.C.

Lost & Found.
Gold Wedding Band lost at the

Pub. Tuesday, Nov. 2. Will identify

by inscription please call 467-3244.

like them, the "Over-21 Club" may
be able to help you.

A singles club, started on

campus a month ago, is still a

relative unknown among the

UMass community. Penny
Demarest, a member of the

publicity committee said, "We've

placed notices in 'The Bulletin' for

the meetings at Memorial Hall, but

it's still news to most people.''

Sponsored by R.S.O. , the "Over-

21 Club" is open to all single under-

grads, graduate students, staff and

faculty of UMass, age twenty-one

and older.

The purpose of the club is to give

single people an opportunity to

meet other singles in a relaxed

atmosphere.

"It's not a mixer or a dating set-

up," Miss Demarest said. "It gives

singles a place to go, to share

common interests or find new

ones."

The club plans to start having

get-togethers on a regular basis,

possibly every two weeks. If there

is enough interest in the club, a

variety of activities will be added

to the format.

"We hope to organize Happy

Hours, ski trips and any other

things people are interested in,"

said Miss Demarest.

She also said that broader

publicity is planned for future

meetings of the "Over-21 Coub" so

that all interested members of the

University community can become

involved.

23333a£324££«33223£23S2«2£$«£t£C&3$

HIGH HOTEL
RATES IN

NEW YORK CITY
Stay at the world-famous

Hotel Roosevelt for just

^ m^*.A DAV SINGLEa^H 1 $15.00 Double

Mm. M $ 3.00 for 3rd
|^%^r person in room

Thanksotvtnq Day R«*»rv. now for

n exciting holiday in Naw York.

Get into it on the East Side,

the best location in the city.

You're within walking distance

of famous shops, boutiques,

popular East Side pubs, the

U.N., the Main Library, Mus-

eums and those great little res-

taurants from every country

in the world.

For reservations call FREE
800 522 6449 New York State

800 221 2690 All other States

Madison Avenue & 45th Street

New York, NY 10017
A REALTY HOTEL

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY CMAM -

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

For me, Scorpio is Katharine Hepburn,

Burt Lancaster, Dr Jonas Salk, Robert

Vaughn: It is also Her Serene Highness

Princess Grace of Monaco, very much
awareof her sign and its implications, quite

proud of it, too, to the extend of imprinting

the Scorpio symbol of high flying eagle and

lowly scorpion on parts of her apparel.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Responses

tend now to be emotional rather than in

tellectual. Be receptive to one who has your

best interests at heart. Avoid extremes

Adhere to diet, health resolutions. Change

of scenery is due.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20). Challenge

due; stress ability to be flexible Overcome
tendency to be stubborn. One who cares has

been singing your praises Don't disappoint

by display of temperament Entertain at

home.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Emphasis on

movement, including short journeys. An

swer calls, messages involves relatives,

neighbors. Leo individual could figure

prominently. Praise others and com
pliments will be returned

CANCER (June 21 July 22) :
Spotlight on

money, possessions, ability to collect what

you need. Be ready for change, travel, a

variety of experiences Cooperate with

Gemini, Leo individuals Open lines of

com muni cat ion

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Lunar cycle is

such lhat doors of opportunity open You

have but to enter Take initiative and first

step Welcome new chances, challenges,

contacts. Love is in picture You will be

happier.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22): Activity may
center around hospital, group, institution

Organize efforts Gain cooperation of club

members Build bridges of friendship Do

so m quiet, behind scenes manner Avoid

sensationalism.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Creative

resources are brought into play. You can

make friends, influence people. Key is to

follow through, no halfway measures.

Older person knows score Heed voice of

experience. Then you gain.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): Challenge

due; you are tested. Success indicated if

you exhibit self confidence. Others watch,

wait for cue. Doubt on your part can cause

despair. One in authority wants your

opinion.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21). Good

lunar aspect now coincides with journeys,

special educational project. Stress in

dependence of thought, action. Break

through red tape. Get to heart of matter.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): What you

do may be more expensive than usual Keep

something in reserve. Means don't reveal

complete hand Discretion now definitely is

better part of valor You will comprehend.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18). Accent on

permanent relationships, contracts and

contacts with public Judgment, intuition

may not be as sharp as usual. Know this,

defer to mate or business partner. Ideas

need more development.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Check

tendency to take others for granted. Key is

to evaluate, to perceive needs of co

workers, close associates One who per

forms special service may feel slighted.

Show appreciat ion tor unique contributions

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY, you are

able to successfully use material at hand

You make do m many areas which would

leaveothers at a loss Enterprise begun this

year is due fo grow and prosper

Association with Leo individual could bring

profits.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp.
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4

6
11
13
15

16
18

19

21
22
24
26
28
29
31

Japanese sash

Symbol for

tellurium

The present

The time ahead
Devastated
Distance
measure
(abbr.)

Act
Symbol for

argon
Initials of 26th

President

Tip
reland

Athletic group
Dines
Nahoor sheep
Sign of zodiac

Temporary
shelter

Symbol for

samarium
34 Jump
36 Challenge
38 Steamship

(abbr.)

40 Walked on
42 Pertaining to

punishment
45 Scottish cap
47 Egyptian

goddess
49 Sicilian

volcano

50 Girl's name
52 Weakens
54 Printer's

measure
55 Teutonic deity

56 Dignitary of

the church

59 Chaldean city

61 Girls

63 Mexican dish

65 Bards
66 For example

(abbr.)

67 PeerGynt's
mother

Pronoun
Allowance for

waste
Weird
Jogged
Possessive
pronoun
Coin
Indefinite

article

Longs for

Above
Vision

Level

Shore bird

Exists

Symbol for

tantalum
Encounter
Break
suddenly

30 Hindu garment
32 Woody plant

35 Own
37 Heraldry:

grafted

3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10
12
14
17
20
23
24

25
27

s
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38
39

41

43
44

46

Metal
Petty ruler

Face of watch

Cancels

Note of scale

Mountain
(abbr.)

Freshet

51
53

Part of church
Antlered

animal
Soak
Printer's

measure
60 Female ruff

62 Conjunction

64 Cooled lava

Commentary ...

Celtics Draw Poorly
By STEVE GER8HMAN

So, you say Boston is a major league sports town. Well, we have

the Bruins, Braves, Patriots, Red Sox, Celtics, -Celtics, oh yes,

they're that bunch of giant orphans who share our palace on

Causeway Street with the Bruins and Braves. Boston has proudly

exalted with the Bruins and Braves, while making the Celtics the

ugly stepsister to hockey. People only go to see the Celts when they

can't see the Bruins, or the Braves are out of town. A team with a

history like the Celtics, deserve a better fate than this.

From the mid 1950's to the late 1960's the Celtics won 11 cham-

pionships in 13 seasons, and 9 in a row at one time. They brought

more glory to Boston than any other team has, or ever will. Called

by many the greatest pro sports team ever assembled, Boston had

so much talent that several All Stars had to sit on the bench.

Perhaps the two greatest basketball players of all time played right

here for the Celts in the persons of Bill Russell and Bob Cousey.

Nobody ever could say this was a dull team as they ran and

battled, and were coached by mister colorful, Red Auerbach. So,

can anyone explain why this team played before so many empty

seats night after night at the garden? The losing Bruins drew more

fans than the champions. On the road the Celts far outdrew their

home attendance. In a sports town like Boston, where every kid

plays basketball, it doesn't make sense.

Some people said the Celts couldn't draw because people were

bored with winning all the time. That's an incredible statement and

completely absurd. Just look at how the Yankees and Packers drew

while they kept winning.

For the past 3 seasons the Celts have been rebuilding and

polishing up their game. Attendance naturally dropped the past 2

years as the team couldn't make the playoffs for the first time in

almost 15 years. But, late in last year the Celts started to look like a

winner again. Youngsters Jo-Jo White, Don Chaney, Steve

Kuberski, and Dave Cowens, are maturing and playing great ball.

Mix in the experience of John Havlicek, Don Nelson, and Art

Williams, and the Celtics are a tough oncoming team.

At the time of this writing, the Celts are in first place and the only

team to beat the champion Milwaukee Bucks. They play some of

the most exciting basketball anywhere, stressing running. So why

did they only draw less than 3,000 one night two weeks ago, or

average under 8,000 fans so far? Why do so many seats remain

empty every game? The minor league Braves outdraw the Celtics.

For over 5 years the Celtics have not raised ticket prices and

retain just about the cheapest seats in pro ball. You can see this

exciting young team for only $2.00. There is plenty of rugged

contact and banging for those who like contact. When 7 footers

pound the board, for a rebound, there is bound to be violent contact.

The Celtics play a lot of Friday and Sunday games so it is easy to

get to see them. So the question remains: Why don't they draw

well7 I wish 1 could answer that, and so do the Celtics. I'm sure of

one thing though, Boston does not deserve the Celtics Maybe if

they threaten to leave people will come out. It seems sad anything

like this should have to happen.
;««s«s««*«*««««««*«**»?t--WCSCCJC «»w»raa3a»i*

Jets Stun Chiefs;

Howfield FG Decides
. . _ n _ •_ I ......1-. t....i tlw.t l-wi/-J Uikmi OANKW YORK (AP)-Bobby

Howfield's 39-yard field goal in the

fourth quarter and the capricious

winds of Shea Stadium combined to

give the New York Jets a stunning

13-10 National Football League
victory over the powerful Kansas
City Chiefs Sunday.
The loss left the Chiefs, who

came into the game tied with

Oakland for first place in the

Western Division of the American
Conference, with a 5-2-1 record.

The injury-riddled Jets,

meanwhile, were winning only

their third game against five

osses.

But the Jets were aided by the

unpredictable winds of Shea
Stadium, which whipped around

the oval in all directions with gusts

as high as 35 miles an hour.

That handicapped the Lenny
Dawson-to-Otis Taylor passing

combination that had been setting

the conference on fire, enabling

Dawson to connect with his

favorite target only twice during

the game.
The wind also blew off target a

39-yard field goal attempt by

Kansas City's Jan Stenerud just

minutes before Howfield connected

for his game-winner.

Howfield got his opportunity only

after a running-into-the-kicker

penalty by linebacker Bob Stein

and a personal foul by defensive

back Jim Marsalis kept a Jets'

drive moving.
Marsalis' foul on a 17-yard pass

from Bob Davis to Don Maynard
put the ball on the Kansas City 30

and four plays later. Howfield

kicked his winning goal from

almost the same spot at which

Stenerud had missed.

sh Gridmen

From Undefeated Ranks
.. n.i > * i • on Gtaua If i i.dot I/. I'm- C,"> v:ir<ls ilnwn In tlByBILLBALLOD

There was a party Friday night at the University of

Connecticut. It was held at the freshman football field

and had everything from dancing cheerleaders to a

well-soused marching band. The stands were full and

the sidelines crowded with party-goers expecting to

see their freshman from Connecticut continue their

undefeated streak and take care of the visitors from

UMass.
However, a scrooge-like Redmen defense and an

offense that sputtered all night before finally coming

to life in the second half played party-poopers and sent

the UConn fans home unhappy.

The story of this game can be told in just one word-

Defense. The Redmen picked off five Huskies' passes

and came up with the key play every time UConn
came within sight of the end zone. The Connecticut

defense held an extremely potent UMass attack

scoreless in the first half by the virtue of their fierce

pass rush and despite being on the field for most of the

secondhalf they were able to hold the Redmen until

the offense began to fall apart and give UMass great

field position almost every time they got the ball.

In the first half neither team proved too particularly

potent, although both had their opportunities. The

Redmen held the territorial advantage but the closest

they could come to scoring was a field goal attempt

from the 20 by John Ames that everyone in New
England except the official that made the call thought

was good. Throughout the half the UMass passing

game, which had devastated Rhode Island two weeks

previous, was rendered impotent by a great pass rush

led by the Huskies defensive tackle Manny Sasser.

Quarterback Fred Kelliher did a great job in eluding

the hard rush and was able to throw some good, crisp

passes even with people hanging on to him.

Connecticut twice threatened, the first time after a

blocked punt deep in UMass territory and the second

after quarterback Larry Livramento had hit tight end

Other Pro Football Scores
N.Y. Giants
San Diego

Atlanta

Cincinnati

Pittsburgh

Cleveland

New Orleans
Oakland

36 San Francisco

17 Minnesota

9

6

Philadelphia

Washington

26 Miami

g Buffalo

2i Dallas

2i St. Louis

13

9

7

7

34

16

13

AMOROSO
The very name means love—
where else should you buy your

DIAMONI
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

certified appraisals

Call RICHARD AMOROSO 546-4300 anytime.

In Boston Call 542-2226

NOTHING CAN STOP ME NOW -Paul Metallo, Redman halfback

shown here on one of his long scampers, piled up a I Mass record of

2SM vards rushing Saturday to break the old mark set by Greg Landr>

back in I'Mifi. Metallo averaged almost nine yards per carry and

scored four touchdowns to lead the Redmen to a 38-27 upset victory

over Holy ( toss. (Photo by Barbara Brecher)

Key Interceptions

Lead Pats Over Oilers
FOXBORO, Mass. <AP>— The

New England Patriots capitalized

on pass interceptions by Steve

Kiner and Jim Cheyunski for a pair

of touchdowns in the final five

minutes Sunday for a 28-20

National Football League victory

ovqr the Houston Oilers.

Frustrated on two other thrusts

deep into Houston territory, the

Patriots suddenly came alive after

Julius Adams and Dennis

Wirgowski put a heavy rush on

Oiler quarterback Dan Pastorini

A pass was deflected into the air.

picked off by Kiner at his 45 and

returned to the Houston 44 On a

fourth play, pass interference gave

New Engiand a first down at the

four, and Jim Nance bulled into the

end zone

The Oilers took the ensuing

kickoff. and Pastorini promptly

wont to the air again. Cheyunski

intercepted the toss at the Houston

29 and returned to the five. Carl

Garrett needed just two cracks at

the line to score an insurance

touchdown with just two and a half

minutes remaining.

Steve Fredette for 65 yards down to the Redmen 15.

Both times the defense came through with the clutch

play; Bob Parrott coming up with an interception and

Don Sokolnici pouncing on a fumble.

A 45 piece marching band, well fortified with more

than one kind of spirit, put on a delightful halftime

show to the cheers of several hundred frozen

onlookers and the consensus in the stands seemed to

be that it was only a matter of time before UConn got

on the board and started to take charge.

Just a couple of minutes into the third quarter, Dave
Modugno of UMass came in to punt and boomed a pip

that was downed inside the Connecticut one yard line.

On the following play Paul Mazerall tried to go

outside and linebacker Dennis Kiernan was there to

meet him in the end zone for a safety that gave the

Redmen a 2-0 lead.

Immediately after the free kick from the 20,

Kelliher put his ground forces to work to see if he

could eat up time and get some insurance points. Rich

Harman ate up 17 yards on a draw and Larkey Mays
16 yards through the line for a touchdown, putting

UMass up by eight. Dennis Lombardo's conversion

made it 9-0.

That proved to be it for Connecticut as Livramento

was forced to go to the air, with the result being two

interceptions by linebacker Paul St. Onge and one by

Mike Facchini that set up the final Massachusetts

touchdown.
That final touchdown was a pass from Kelliher to a

wide open John Healy covering 24 yards- so what else

is new- that frosted the cake and made it 15-0. The kick

was blocked but it didn't matter anyway and it ended

15-0.

Connecticut had been undefeated coming in to this

game with a record of 4-0 while UMass was 2-1.

Naturally any time you beat an undefeated team at its

home it is especially sweet, but a shutout is bound to

add a little zest to the stew.

Stickers Lose
By JANIS AHMADJIAN

Action took place Saturday
morning as the UMass varsity

Lacrosse team met Rutgers in a

fall season scrimmage. Garbor's

Guerillas have been meeting for

informal practices throughout the

fall basically for experience and to

check out the new players; expose

them to the UMass style of play in

preparation for the spring com-

petition.

Though Rutgers won the

scrimmage 13-10. the lead switched

back and forth many times. The
first quarter Rutgers scored six

goals. Paul Schachacter, however,

broke the ice during the second

quarter scoring UMass's first goal.

He said. "We'll prove we can come
back from behind.''

That is exactly what the team did

during the third quarter. They
completely dominated it. scoring

the total of eight goals in fifteen

minutes. Four were scored by Paul

Hitch, two by Dwight Blomquist.

and Hirsh Seidman and Peter

Connolly each contributed one a

piece. In the words of Paul Ritch

using a typical quote from Coach

Garbor. "We fell behind early, but

the coach told us it's a sixty minute

game and \vc can come back."

During the fourth quarter Fred

Michcls scored I Mass's final goal

while Rutgers slid DJ using then-

top men with a three point lead

Coach Garbor said. "The pur

pose of the scrimmages is mainly

for the playing experience;

everyone on the team plays, it's a

time to see the new guys under fire.

Also, it's for the fun of playing
."

The tri-captains for this year's

team are mid-fielder Dana Stone,

goalie Bruce Crawford, and attack

man Charley Hardy. When asked

how he felt about this year's

lacrosse team Bruce Crawford

replied. "We have a strong

established attack returning from

last year, young mid-fielders, and

two young Frosh defense men,

John McCarthy and Bill Blaustein.

The Oilers had rallied on the

passing of Pastorini to go in front

20-14 in the second half.

The Patriots, winning their third

game in eight starts this season

after a 2-12 record last year, scored

in the first period on Jim
Plunkett's 10-yard pass to Hubie

Bryant
After Mark Moseley booted the

first of his two field goals for the

Oilers in the second period, the

Patriots marched 38 yards for

another touchdown

Salutes

Senior of the Week
Outstanding Against

Holy Cross This

Weekend Was Senior Ron Marino

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.
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Redmen Upset Holy Cross, 38-27
By dan KAMAL

It was the worst of times. It's

beginning to be the best of times.

An ecstatic Dick MacPherson,

obviously savoring his team's most

impressive victory to date, called

it "without a doubt our best game

yet; Holy Cross is a good football

"team" Crusader Coach Ed
Doherty, a bit dazed after wat-

ching his team absorb the 38-27 loss

Saturday to the Redmen at Alumni

Stadium, said, "It was the better

team that won. They were a well

coached bunch, they came to

play
"

latlg fflnllrgtan

SPORTS
j

And plav they did. Led by junior

Paul Metallo. the fleet halfback out

of Pittsfield who broke a UMass
record set by Greg Landry while

gaining 258 yards (on 28 carries),

the Redmen were behind only once

in the game and forced Holy Cross

to play catch-up football most of

the way. As Doherty said. "A team

like ours whose offense is geared to

the running game can't play catch-

up football."

For weeks. MacPherson had

been telling people that he has a

team better than it had shown on

the field. Saturday proved him

right

However, at the game's outset, it

didn't appear as though Mac would

be proved right. Holy Cross took

the opening kickoff and marched 73

\ards in 11 plays to take a very

quick 6-0 lead as Jim McClowry s

PAT attempt sailed wide left.

At this point, the 14.500 in at-

tendance were probably thinking

"here we go again".

But not this week. After a Piel

Pennington pass had been in-

tercepted by HC's Bill Stachowski

on a daring third and one pass play

intended for Steve Schubert on

which, according to MacPherson,

"Schubert had not set wide

enough," Bill DeFlavio hit

Crusader quarterback Mickey
Connolly to force the first of three

Cross fumbles within its own 35

yard line. Dennis Collins recovered

for UMass on the HC 15.

Two plays later, at 6:58, Metalllo

set the pace for a great day for him

and the rest of the Redmen offense,

w hen he slanted off left tackle for a

touchdown. Mark Palau's con-

version attempt was good and the

Redmen led 7-6. They never trailed

after that.

Another Crusader fumble set up

the next UMass score. This time it

was Skip Parmenter pouncing on

an errant Connolly pitch-out to give

the Redmen the ball at the Cross

33. This time it took five plays

before Metallo found the end zone

again. The junior accounted for 30

of the 33 yards in the drive.

Incredibly enough, the Cross,

which must have thought the ball

had hepatitis germs on it. gave it

away again on a fumble, and again

UMass capitalized. This time

however the Redman drive fell a

bit short, and Palau came in to boot

a 27-yard field goal that gave the

home team a 17-6 lead.

The game had the makings of a

rout when Metallo swept 17 yards

for his third score of the day to give

UMass an apparently safe 24-6

lead.

However, the Cross was by no

means dead. A 55-yard kickoff

return by Scott Lodde gave the

Crusaders great field position. The
visitors' thrashing running back

Joe Wilson took the ball in on a ten-

yard burst. Connolly passed to Joe

Nearv for two points to cut the

I Mass lead to 24-14 at the half.

The second half was a case of

"you let me score. I'll let you
score." Metallo refused to stop and

swept the right side for 53 yards

and his fourth TD. It was on that

play that he broke the record.

linebacker Joe Sabulis broke up a

key fourth down situation for the

Crusaders.

A Jack O'Neil interception

provided the impetus for the next

UMass scoring drive, which was
highlighted by two first down
scampers by Metallo (who else?) ,

and was capped by a Pennington

roll out. Piel, still nursing an in-

jured shoulder, was quite careful

as he just touched the corner of the

end zone and trotted to the

sidelines.

With a few minutes left in the

contest, HC's Fran Meagher closed

out the scoring with an eight-yard

burst off tackle. It was, however,

quite meaningless.

FACTS: MacPherson had a lot of

praise for Dick Ktna, Ron Marino

(who incidentally suffered a pulled

hamstring muscle), and Dick

Cronin who led the blocking for

Metallo on the sweeps...About the

Holy Cross backs who chewed up

340 vards, Mac said, "My God,

they'll kill you we had to get a

lot of points with those great

running backs. We got ahead in the

game; that was the secret. We
forced them to go to the

pass. "...Metallo, who electrified

the fans, had a lot of praise for his

teammates, "The blocking was
there; they opened up huge
holes. "...Doherty called Metallo

"the best back we've seen all

year. "...Perhaps MacPherson
summed it up best: "The kids

could've given up. The season

could've been a disaster."....

A few minutes later Wilson

retaliated with his second scoring

run of the game, and that's how the

quarter ended. 31-21. UMass.

It appeared as though Holy Cross

.night come all the way back, but

UMass was not to be denied as

THE PICTURE TELL8 THE STORY -I Mass head coach Dick MacPherson accompanies a Redman

Cheerleader in a version of the Victory Jig after I .Mass upset Holy Cross by a convincing score of 3X-27.

MacPherson. who has had his share of frustrations this season, was understandably happy. Now maybe

he should start taking dancing lessons. ( Photo by Barbara Brecher

)

Runners In NE Meet Booters Shutout Bv UNH
By JAY NESTOR

The heralded season of Coach Ken

OBrien's cross-country team will be

coming to a climax today, as UMass

faces the best of this region in the New
England Championship Meet.

The race, which is held in Franklin

Park. Boston, will pit such powerhouses

as Northeastern, Dartmouth.

Providence, and BC against the Red-

men. Since the outset of the season,

these teams have been strong con-

tenders, while UMass had to recover

from a harrowing start, to the point

where they were crowned Yankee

Conference Champions.

After the Redmen were trounced by

Harvard and Providence in an early

season tri-meet. Coach O'Brien ex-

pressed the opinion that he thought the

main problem was for the Redmen to

adjust to the early pace. This they have

learned to do and the improvement has

been immense, as shown in the recent

Yankee Conference Meet, where the

Redmen took the initiative from the

onset of the race.

The harriers have shown much
maturity in the manner with which they

have handled their opponents, and front

runner chores have been held by at least

three Redmen -a rarity in cross

country.

Doug O'Connell, Tom Derdenan, and

Bill Gillin have all won races for UMass

this season, and if they perform close to

then abilities today, the Redmen could

walk away with it all

Peter Crisci and Randy Thomas a

pair who have been running well all

season, will be included

celebrated top five. Crisci has improved

over this season and seems to be a

capable runner in tough situations.

Thomas, along with Gillin. constitute

probably the toughest combination of

freshmen in New England. Randy is

quite a pleasant surprise to the team.

Competing the top seven will be Roger

Nasatka and Mike McCusker. These two

broke into the top seven following their

fine performances against Central

Connecticut and Coast Guard. Paul

Segersten, who has run steady all season

will miss the New Englands due to a leg

injury.

Due to the extremely well built depth

of the harriers, the JV team will consist

of seven top rate runners, who would

have stood a good chance of making the

varsity on another squad. Rick Barry

and Bob Sullivan will head the talented

crowd, which will make a strong

showing for the title.

The pride and morale is at a high point

going into this meet. The incredible

twenty second top five split for the last

meet "is a huge factor for building team

confidence. The Redmen are convinced

that thev can run as a unit

UMass will have to be considered a

dark horse, but the possibility of cap-

turing the New England title is certainly

attainable. This squad is mentally ready

for a big win, and a victory at Franklin

Park today would not be too hard to

swallow Northeastern and Dartmouth

face a bard run for the big one. Last

,, the Redmen finished second. They

would like to better that by one place

tins year

the

Bv STEVE FERBER
DURHAM, N.H. - Chances were that UNH

would score two goals against the Redmen
last Saturday. They did. But the question

was how many would UMass tally. The

Redmen registered zero for the second time

of the season, ending the year on a losing

note, ending a chance to gain a share of the

YanCon title with Vermont.

The 2-0 loss to New Hampshire, in their

season finale, capped a five-game season

ending slump in which the Redmen lost

three games and tied two. From October

20th on the Redmen were unable to score a

victory, as the 6-2 romp over Coast Guard

some two weeks ago was the last chance for

UMass to celebrate.

The New Hampshire loss put the Redmen
at 3-2-0 conference wise, and now only

Rhode Island, at 3-1-0 in the conference, has

a chance to tie UVM for the title, this coming

Saturday at Storrs, Conn. UNH also

emerged with a 3-2-0 mark in the conference

as their season finale was a bit more
rewarding.

Early did the Wildcats strike, as some 8

minutes into play, a few UMass miss-kicks

led to a one on one situation and gave the

Wildcats the lead, and all the goals that they

needed.
Quarter number two saw goal number

two, and it was the second one that really

demoralized the already disheartened

visitors. A defensive mix-up led to this one,

as Dave Oullette and John Kiah played

Allonzc Gaston, and watched as the UNH
forward took the ball all the way in for the

final tally of the day.

I I Mass really never came too close, that is

besides the Mike Nugent head. It was a

Redmen corner kick, that found Nugent's

beaded ball heading goalward. But a

Wildcat fullback got in the way, preserving

the shutout lor goalie Jim Mueller.

And Mueller, wow what a game he played.

Only a sophomore and a conference

selection from last year, Mueller was too

much lor UMass. Coming out on several

occasions, he cut down the Redmen's of-

fensive chances to a bare six shots on goal.

kicking the ball well over mid-field every

time that he did get his hands on it.

But the story was the disappointment of

UMass. They didn't have it, and looked

rather sluggish, and the fact that the

Wildcat's second goal was a bit of a fluke

didn't help. The fact that UNH dropped into

a defensive formation in the second half

didn't help, and despite the four forwards

used by Coach Berryman late in the game.

UMass couldn't score.

It was the second lime that the Redmen
had been shutout, and the first time that

they hadn't scored when the opposition had.

Rut it was as though the Redmen had

Mi ven up. They had lost their post season

hopes some two weeks ago. when they

dropped a game to Tufts, and subsequently

tied WPI. Tufts presently is ranked among
the top 20 teams in the nation, and knowing

that you've outplayed a team like that, but

ended up on the short side, does little for

one's morale
Thus a loss must close a ."> 3-3 season, that

at one time read 5-0-1 and had tournament

possibilities The YanCon title was also lost

in the scurry in what has to be one of the

most disappointing ends to a soccer season

in quite a while. As Coach Berryman said,

"It's discouraging how things can change so

rapidly." Yes, it is.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
It may come on and

off like a faucet; but

then again what are

friends for?
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Yes. this may be Alumni Stadium come this Spring as some really "heavy" group will astound your mind and bathe your body with sensual pleasures.

Pick your favorite. Black Sabbath may be on its way! (Photo credit by Carl Nash).

Committee Considers Spring Concert
By Jt'DY POTMAN

A newly formed Student Senate

subcommittee is working towards

formulating a proposal, acceptable

to the administration, for a large

spring concert in Alumni Stadium.

The committee must determine

the possibility of acquiring use of

Abortion And You
See page two

Gas Outage
See page three

Alice Visits
See page eight

the stadium, an effective security

system, the students' desire for

such a concert and the cost.

A controversy has arisen over

the lack of student power in ef-

fecting use of the stadium, ac-

cording to several senators.

Senator Eliot Sherman of the

Senate Rents and Fees Committee
said that although student fees are

paying the debt service of the

stadium, students are given "little

voice'' in determining the ex-

penditures of the athletic depart

ment and the use of the 20,000-seat

stadium.

Sherman explained that the

Athletic Department's budget is

developed by the director of

athletics (Warren P McGuirk)
and his staff, and then subject to

approval of the Athletic Council.

This proposed budget is submitted,

with a recommendation, to the

chancellor and trustees for final

approval.

Each student contributes $8.00

annually toward reducing the

$100,000 debt service of the

stadium, Sherman said. "Yet there

is only one student-a token

representative -on the Athletic

Council."

The stadium, under supervision

of the director of athletics, is used

for four home football games,
graduation and four "other
possible events" annually.

"A concert is not included as one

of the four possible events," said

Sherman. "This is a gross injustice

to the student body since they

contribute a substantial portion of

the funds that are used for the

stadium as well as the entire

athletic department and they are

given little voice in determining

the expenditures of the athletic

department."

Joseph Tropiano, Dwight House
senator, described the stadium as

"a facility where maximum
security could be held."

Student marshalls, like the ones

during the 1970 strike, could keep
order within the stadium, sup
plemented by a neutral police force

outside, he suggested.

"Room to Move" has volun-

teered, in cooperation with the

infirmary, to provide a first aid

station for accidents or drug
problems.

The response to a "referendum"
ballot distributed throughout the

campus Friday night, will

determine both the students' desire

for a spring stadium concert and
the preferred entertainers.

The bands popularly indicated

on the referendum will determine

the approximate cost of the con-

cert, the senators said The ex-

pense of a band will be covered by

the sale of concert tickets, they

explained
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Abortion And What To Expect

A man who marches to the beat of the different drum is this gen-

tleman who attended the leftist rally of the Boston Common last

Saturday afternoon. (Photo credit by Carl Nash.)

If you're pregnant and have decided on an abortion,

it's helpful to know what to expect. "Cathy Jones" is a

I Mass student who knows. She recently had an

abortion.

Clergy Counseling Service is the first step in getting

an abortion, Cathy says. The counseling service is

made up of a group of people "who are helpful and

who handled me in a tactful understanding way,'' she

added.

•Questions they asked are based on an emotional

rather than physical level; your relationship to your

parents, the man involved, and your ideas on abortion

before, explained "Cathy."

"They explained to me in detail what would happen

from the moment I arrived in New York, till the end. I

was encouraged most of all to go down with at least

two other people, because the four-hour wait is nerve-

wracking."

At the end of the interview Clergy Counseling
Service gave her a code number and the telephone
number of a clinic in New York.

"I arrived three-quarters of an hour early at the

clinic and they took me right away. If they had asked

me to wait or come back, it would have blown my
mind completely."

A preliminary questionnaire was filled out with

answers to the same questions Clergy Counseling

service had asked, including a medical form.

After two minor physical tests, a dozen pregnant

women met with a counselor.

"The counselor, with the help of a plastic diagram

described the female organs during pregnancy and

what would occur during the operation. She went into

the drugs that would be administered and their ef-

fects. The possible pain we would encounter and why

it occurred. "It was a real good thing to understand,

what was going to happen and the reasons behind it,"

said Cathy.

After question and answer period in which the group

discussed contraceptive forms available, the coun-

selor closed the discussion by mentioning the

precautions to take after the abortion. "No baths, no

internal tampons, and no intercourse for a short

period of time." Each woman was assigned a coun-

selor who stayed with them till the recovery room.

"My counselor talked to me about my answers on

the personal questionnaire in greater detail and the

coming operation.

In the operating room, the counselor stayed with

Cathy. She informed her on what the doctor was doing

and to fight the pain by taking deep breaths.

Throughner I could follow the operation. The whole

time she had her hand on my shoulder and for me it

was reassuring."

The operation lasted five minutes. After the

operation the doctor left the counselor to fill out

medical forms and to prepare for the next patient.

Later the counselor walked Cathy to the recovery

room where she had to stay for an hour.

"You're not allowed to eat for three hours before the

operation. They brought me juice and my counselor,

who knew I was hungry, bought me a half a sandwich,

which was real cool," she said.

They took her blood pressure and heart rate during

the hour and when it was at a normal level, she was

dismissed.

"They asked if I would be met, where I was going

afterwards."

More questionnaires were given to her concerning

her present reaction and suggestions on the phases of

the service, and another to be mailed back in two

weeks. This was the end.

The last question on the form to be sent back to the

clinic reads:

"One of our over-all goals has been to try to make
this a positive experience for you in the sense that as a

result of your contact with us the people you met, the

literature, the way you were considered that you are a

more mature and understanding person than other-

wise. Have we succeeded in doing this?"

Cathy replied, "I would answer an emphatic yes."

Juvenile Extension Services Take Inventory

JOE. (the Juvenile Op-

portunities Extension) conducted a

mid-semester organizational

meeting that took an inventory of

what resources that were available

to work with at the Westfield

Detention Center. Also laid down at

this meeting was a structure and a

goal by which people will involve

themselves with the kids at the

Westfield Detention.

However, what this newly funded

RSO group found to be its top

priority is the acquisition of ad-

ditional material resources. Many
of the 40 or so volunteers that

showed up at last nights meeting

have been working at the detention

center since late September and
have a pretty accurate
measurement of what they need to

work as volunteers and what the

kids need who are committed to the

detention center.

As last nights meeting what
came through was that different

individuals saw different needs as

having highest priorities. Miss

Shelly Tushman felt the need for

furniture as being great to make
the simple act of sitting down
comfortable. Miss Tushman
stated, "kids live at the detention

center 24 hours a day, for often as

long as six months. In order to

make the Westfield Detention

9lp fltaaariptftrtts flsiljj ©olLrgtaw

Officeof the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on

the University campus, up code 01002 Phones are 545 2550 (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five
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exam period or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the
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Phi Sigma Kappa
offers you a chance to find out for yourselves what

fraternity life in our house is about. All university

men are invited to attend our

OPEN SMOKERS
Tuesday 8 p.m.
Thursday 8 p.m.

510 North Pleasant St.

545-0174

Center a more comfortable place

furniture is desperately needed."

Included in Shelly's list of needed

furniture are sofas, chairs, tables,

lamps, rugs, etc. It is hoped that

any donation would be in good

shape and strong enough to take

extreme wear and tear. Any fur-

niture donated to the Westfield

Detention Center not used there

will be shipped out to Middlefield

where Westfield kids are often sent

for a few weeks in the country. You
can call Shelly at253-3502. She also

said, that she, "has enough MCP's
("Male Chauvinist Pigs") on the

line who will pick up any
donation."

Another serious point of need

was also brought out at the

meeting. The instructors of both

Westfield and Middlefield. Bill

Cook and Peter Ullman respec-

tively brought forth the need for

educational supplies at both in-

stitutions Both expendable sup-

plies and educational materials

were mentioned. This included

books (novels, short stories, field

guides for identifying trees,

flowers, etc., gardening books, how
to do it books, high school texts and
magazines) and arts and crafts

COMMUTER

ASSEMBLY

NOMINATION

PAPERS

AVAILABLE

materials (including paper of all

sorts, paints, games, puzzles,

scissors, rulers, pens and pencils).

The change in the type of

programing which the volunteers

are a part of was cited for the

cause of the need for these things.

Much of the above was not included

in any budget. If people have any of

these things and care to donate

them may drop them off at room
105 of the Campus Center (the

N.E.S. office) in care of JOE. or

the Middlefield Project. If you
have things to pick up you can call

either Cyndi Dunbar at 253-9353 or

Ernie Reis at 549-1215 or 545-0575.

JOE hopes vou all will be generous.

Through* all this the JOE.
volunteer program should not be
overlooked for the sake of the

program's need. A goal was
adopted by the group which will

coordinate the volunteer activity

with that of the staff at the

detention center. The goal was
stated in these words-"To create

situations which promote growth
for those youth at the Westfield

Detention Center and ourselves

such that we (including youth)

recognize and create alternative

decisions in any given situation

and realize the consequences of

each decision as it may affect

ourselves, others and society."

One of the first alternatives

mentioned at the meeting was by

Bill Cook. He felt that any tutoring

done with Westfield kids should be

done on campus as the detention

center has a definite negative or

hindering atmosphere. Basically

this could also lead or extend into a

program that would eventually

admit kids into this university or

any other institution of higher

learning.

The above and many other ac-

tivities and programs were
discussed. All this means is that

JOE. is alive and well but more
importantly growing. If you want
to be a part of this growth for your
own life experiences and that of a

teenager the process is easy but

the committment is hard. In

anycase. if interested the number
to "call is 253-9353 and ask for JOE.

OUTSIDE RSO

by 5p.m., Fri ., Nov. 12

(return to same plac|e)

MDC Classifieds Pay

FIND OUT YOURSELF

WHY EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT-
A DIFFERENT KIND OF LOVE STORY

I

Q MO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED^

Starts Wednesday!

^together,
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Second Voter Registration Drive Planned
The Amherst Board of

Registrars has scheduled a second
voter registration session at the

University Campus Center for

Thursday, November 18, between
1 :00 and 6:00 P.M. Residents from
all precincts can register at this

session to be held on the main level

of the Concourse.

Every person over the age of

eighteen who has resided in

for six months mav

register to vote here, provided he
has not voted elsewhere during the

last six months. In such cases

residency in Amherst must be
counted after he has been removed
from the voting list of the city or

town where he had voted. Students

are urged to read the pamphlet
"Amherst Voter Information,"
which will be available at the time

of registration, before deciding

where to register. It would be
advisable for all students to

carefully weigh the advantages of

voting in Amherst against those of

voting in their home towns.

In home towns in most cases

there would be a single registration

with absentee voting as long as a

student continues his studies, or

until he has established his own
home. If his parents continue to list

him each year on the street list at

his home address, he will be able to

vote in all elections in

Massachusetts (including

A student is assisted in registering to vote during the recent voter registration drive. (Photo by Oil)

Fulleiion)

Gas Outage Hits Area
By JAMESGOLD

A gas outage which has hit this area has resulted in

a revised menu at the UMass Dining Commons today

and tomorrow. Joel Stoneham, Director of Food

Services, said that because four of the five commons
are served with gas, "we will not be going on a

standard menu."
Food will be served at all the commons he em-

phasized, but different types of food will be served. He

stated, as an example, that no toast will be served at

three of the dining commons because they have gas

toasters.

Berkshire DC. will serve as a central roasting point

and food will be shipped out from there, Stoneham

said. Berkshire is the only totally electric commons.

A blockage in the pipeline from Tennessee Gas

Company of Agawam caused the outage. Pressure

was lost at a booster station at Hampden Ponds near

Holyoke. Tennessee feeds Berkshire Gas Company,

which serves the Amherst area.

Although pressure has been restored, the local gas
companies must visit all their customers twice. The
first time will be to shut off all gas valves. Then street

lines will be repressurized. On the second visit, gas
will be turned back on and pilot lights relit.

Because no exceptions can be made, this process is

expected to take from one to two days.

Telephone lines were jammed last night as curious

people kept calling gas companies, radio stations, and
police. A spokesman from WHMP suggested that

people not tie up phones and instead listen to their

local radio stations.

Towns affected by the outage include Northampton,
Easthampton, Florence, Leeds, Amherst, Greenfield,

Hatfield. Whateley. Deerfield, and others served by a
gas pipeline which runs almost parallel to the Con-

necticut River.

9:00-10:00- Crabtree ML
10:00-11:00

11:00-12:00

Crabtree ML
Rm 122 Educ

Future Studies In Marathon
During the School of Education's upcoming Marathon Week, the future

will lie a widely covered topic.

The following are Marathon offerings concerning the future.

Xovemhcr <>

Making Education Relevant to the Future

Making Education Relevant to the Future
- 'Applications of Future Planning Tools for

Teachers and Administrators
- *The philosopher as Futurist

November io

- *Six Crises-The Future of Education

Futuristics-The Future of Deviance

November II

Drugs, Education, and the Future

Novemher 12

1:00- 3:00 - Rm 226/228 Educ - 'The Predicament of Mankind-The
Environmental Impact on the Future of Education

N.B Topics designated with are being presented by the members of

the Future Studies Program.

1:00- 2::*<) DwightML

ll:00-12:00-DwightML
4:00- 5:00-Rm 228 Educ

1:00- 3:00 - Educ Aud

Reischauer

To Visit
Former Ambassador to Japan

Edwin (). Reischauer will speak
on the future of "United States-

Japanese Relations" Wed-
nesday at 4:00 p.m. in Amherst
College's Converse Hall.

Reischauer. a distinguished

Harvard professor specializing

in East Asian Studies will come
to Amherst after a scheduled
engagement in Springfield.

TONIGHT
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE FILM SERIES

Presents

THE WORLD OF APU
Last in the APU Trilogy Series

ALL PROFITS WILL BE DONATED FOR RELIEF IN
INDIA AND EAST PAKISTAN

Shows at 8 and 10

in Thompson 104, street

entrance.

Tickets, $.75, on sa

at door.

L

*

1, 1972).

In Massachusetts absentee
voting requires a simple request

for an absentee ballot, for which
there are both forms and postcards

in the offices of town clerks. Ab-

sentee ballots are normally sent to

voters between two and three

weeks before the election, and may
be voted and returned as soon as

received. It is necessary that they

be marked in the presence of a

notary public in order to have the

voter's signature witnessed. There
are many notaries public at the

colleges and in town. These ballots

must be received by the Town
Clerk by the day of the election, but

cannot be opened and counted until

that day.
If, however, a student is more

concerned with local elections in

Amherst than with those in his

home town, or if he comes from a

state which does not allow ab-

sentee voting, he should probably

register here.

Students who wish to register in

Amherst should at least be aware
of certain problems which have
arisen in the past with student

registration.

In Amherst where a student's

residence may change several

times in the course of his college

career, there is apt to be con-

siderable confusion as to where the

student will vote in any given

election. This is determined under

the General Laws of

Massachusetts by the address on

the current voting list. A voter goes

to the precinct polling place for the

address where he registered until

the next annual voting list is

prepared.
Under General Laws, voting lists

are updated once a year in June

based on a voter's residence the

previous January. For town-
speople this means where they are

found when the street listing is

done in January. For students this

will probably mean where they are

listed with the University in

January.
Since the new voting list does not

come out until June, for town
elections-or any election before

June-this will mean that if the

student registered the previous

year, he would vote where he was
living at that time. If a student has

moved since registration, the

simplest way to be sure of going to

the correct polling place is to check

the voting list which will be posted

in the various colleges. A voter's

name must be checked off on the

voting list before he is allowed to

vote, thus it is essential that he go

to the proper polling place.

Students registered in Amherst
must also be sure they can get to

the proper polling place during the

hours the polls are open, and he

prepared to wait in line if the

voting is heavy So - lor voting in

Amherst

:

l Remember your precinct.

2. Check your precmet again if

VOU move
:;. Allow extra time if voting is

heavy

TONIGHT

Graphics and Layout

At 8 P.M.

Room 1 75 Campus Center

For The Collegian

All Are Welcome

Every Wednesday is

STAMPEDE NIGHT
A little bit of the Far West in New England.

Our cowgirls, in Western garb will serve you Western Steer Beef

by the ounce — 45c per ounce for Prime Sirloin, 70c per ounce for

Filet Mignon, and 35c per ounce for a Rib of Broiled Beef. Just tell

the chef how thick of a slice you want, and how you like it done.

Keep our Friday Night Buffet in mind 6: 30 to 9:00 p.m. $5.50 per

person.

OkLord
30 B*Ih»m4 a»»

^**sf7*>P

Tefrery§J 2532574 J

RAOUL DIETRICH, INNKEEPER

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
5623604
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In The Nation The World

Little Adverse Effect From Bomb
AMCHITKA ISLAND, Alaska

<AP> — A government spokesman
says the only initial adverse effects

from, the Amchitka underground

nuclear blast were minor ones.

Scientists now look forward to the

use of underground blasts

elsewhere to tap new sources of

natural gas.

Atomic Energy Commission
officials said they were pleased

with the results of the Amchitka
explosion and plan no further

nuclear tests on this bleak Aleutian

island between the Bering Seas and

Pacific Ocean.
It is conceivable. AEC officials

say, that a new test of the use of

nuclear explosions in the

production of natural gas could

come as early as late next year

near the small mountain com-
munity of Rio Blanco, Colo.

Hundreds of similar explosions

could follow beneath the hills of

Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico

Laird Says Things

Look Great In Nam
WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird

returned Monday from his Saigon visit with a glowing assessment

of the Vietnamization program and a recommendation for

President Nixon on further U.S. troop withdrawals.

The South Vietnamese may not win every battle. Laird said, "but

they are in a uosition where they are strong militarily and they can

handle the military situation to an extent that I did not think was

possible when this program started."'

In a news conference at Andrews Air Force Base outside

Washington, he said Vietnamization-the Nixon administration's

program of withdrawing U.S. forces and turning conduct over the

South Vietnamese-is "on schedule or ahead of schedule in all

respects."
Although Laird declined to discuss what he will recommend to

the President, Pentagon aides viewed the Defense Secretary's

optimistic report as setting the stage for a further significant

reduction in U.S. troop strength when the President makes his

announcement next week.
The number of Americans now in Vietnam, 191,000, is scheduled

to drop below 184,000 by Dec. 1. Speculation both in Washington and

Saigon has focused on a residual force of about 40,000 by next

summer. This would require increasing the monthly withdrawal

rate of about 14,300 to 20,000 a month.

Laird said American air power would be used "as long as it's

needed and necessary to protect the remaining forces of the United

States."

But he said its use has been reduced substantially as the South

Vietnamese have become better trained.

and Utah.

AEC officials also expect that

this peaceful use of atomic energy

will meet with many of the same
protests that met Saturday's
Cannikin explosion here, a test of a

warhead for the Spartan an-

tiballistic missile.

The AEC said that post-

detonation examination of the

island has discovered only

minimal environmental damage.
The only casualties discovered

thus far, the AEC said, were an
injured sea otter, several dead
birds, a destroyed nesting area and
a small freshwater lake.

The otter, the birds and the

nesting area—of either bald eagles

or peregrine falcons—were ap-

parent victims of massive rock

slides touched off by the United

States' most powerful underground
explosion.

The small lake near ground zero

drained away when the nearly 5-

megaton blast ripped a crack in the

lake bed. the AC said.

Henry Vermillion, an AEC public

affairs officer, stressed that the

AEC's findings were incomplete.

He said the search for more subtle*

environmental damage—which the

AEC hopes it won't find—will
continue for at least a year.

Environmentalists, who fought a

losing battle against the test all the

way to the U.S. Supreme Court,

contended there was a possibility

the explosion would touch off

natural disasters and inflict severe

damage to the environment and
wildlife.

The blast gave birth to an ear-

thquake which registered 7 on the

Richter scale, but it was felt no
further away than an island

some 200 miles distant. No
seismic sea waves developed. And
the AEC said scores of monitoring
devices on the finger-shaped island

showed no trace of radioactivity.

James R. Schlesinger, AEC
chairman, took his wife and two of

his children to the barren,

uninhabitated island to demon-
strate his faith in Cannikin's

safety. He later said the test was
"amply justified."

The Spartan is designed to

destroy enemy intercontinental

ballistic missiles outside the at-

mosphere by bombarding them
with a screen of Xrays and
neutrons that would render their

electrical components useless.

At Rio Blanco, CER-
Geonuclear, Inc., wants to

detonate nuclear explosives in a

sandstone formation 7,000 feet

beneath the surface in a new gas

production method.
The force of the explosions,

which might include nuclear
devices fired sequentially, would
fracture the sandstone.

Little pockets of gas in the for-

mation would be freed to ac-

cumulate in the underground
chambers formed by the

detonations.

The chambers would then be

tapped and the gas, inaccessible

before the sandstone was frac-

tured, could be pumped out.

El Paso Natural Gas Co. also has

proposed a test, code named
"Wagon Wheel," for the Green
River Basin of southwestern
Wyoming, perhaps in 1973.

The firm is talking of setting off

five nuclear devices, each
equivalent to 100,000 tons of TNT,

in a single well to stimulate gas

production.

Estimates have been made that

317 trillion cubic feet of natural

gas, now inaccessible, could be

freed in several Rocky Mountain
technique.

But hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of nuclear explosions

might be necessary. For example,

estimates are 700 to 900 nuclear

detonations in up to 300 wells might

be needed to produce four trillion

cubic feet of gas over a 20-year

period at Rio Blanco.

Gas stimulation is one of the

ideas to come out of "Plowshare,"

the AEC 's program that seeks

peaceful uses of nuclear ex-

plosives.

The first gas stimulation test,

named "Gasbuggy," was con-

ducted in December 1967 near
Farmington, N.M. Gas production

from the Gasbuggy well since then

has far outstipped that of a nearby
conventional well.

A second test came near Grand
Valley, Colo, in September 1969

Last summer, the AEC tested at

its Nevada test site a new nuclear

device designed just for gas
stimulation. It was small enough to

fit down an 8-inch well casing and.

from a radioactivity standpoint,

was quite "clean."

Thomas Blankenship, head of the

Nevada test site's peaceful uses of

nuclear energy program,
described the new device as "a
device we can use with assurance
in the field."

Prayer Amendment Dies In House
WASHINGTON <AP) — A

proposed constitutional amend-
ment to permit official praying in

public schools died in the House
Monday when backers fell 28 votes

short of the two-thirds majority

needed for approval.

The intense and often emotional

debate ended with 240

congressmen favoring and 162

opposing a resolution that would

have been the first step toward

writing this in the Constitution:

"Nothing contained in this

Constitution shall abridge the right

of persons lawfully assembled, in

any public building which is

supported in whole or in part

through the expenditure of public

funds, to participate in voluntary

prayer or meditation."

Recommending rejection of the

resolution. House Speaker Carl

Albert, D-Okla., shouted to his

colleagues that he is "not prepared

to let the meddling hand of

government, at any level, to any
degree, be placed on any man's

altar."
But Rep. Chalmers P. Wylie, R-

Ohio, chief sponsor of the proposed

constitutional amendment, said a

vast majority of the American
people "want this kind of amend-
ment...and the people of this House
should allow the people to speak."

The amendment's backers said

the measure is needed to restore

the practice of prayers that had
been widely followed before a

Supreme Court ruling halted it in

1962.

But opponents, with major
church organizations on their side,

called it an attack on the Bill of

Rights

The 240 to 162 vote in favor of a
resolution to let the states decide
the controversial issue was 28 short

of the two-thirds needed.

The vote ended, for the time
being at least, a fight that started

in 1962 when the Supreme Court

held that the First Amendment
prohibits states from composing

prayers that had been used widely
in public schools at that time.

The proposed change defeated

by the House would have allowed
voluntary prayer or meditation in

schools instead of non-
denominational prayer
originally proposed.

Opponents claimed both terms
were ambiguous and could lead to

confusion and even to prayers
prepared by school boards.
Earlier Monday, House foes of

the amendment demonstrated
enough strength on a preliminary
test to defeat the proposal in the

end.

FREE SODA
with purchase of a Sub

from Mobile Deli; Butterfield

Terrace & Southwest

(near Prince House)

November 9 - 12

Boston Schools Worsen
BOSTON (AP) A state at-

torney general said Monday that

the racial imbalance problem in

Boston schools has become worse,

not better.

Asst. Atty. Gen. William Searson

said the city has produced only

"broken dreams and frustrated

hopes" for 26,000 black children.

Searson appeared in Suffolk

Superior Court to oppose the

Boston School Committee's at-

tempt to recover about $14 million

in money being withheld because

the state says Boston's school

system is not racially balanced.

Searson charged that the city is

"operating a dual school system-

one white and one black." He said

if the court granted the injunction

it would be "contributing to the

maintenance of that invisible wall

in the city behind which black

children are getting an inferior

education.
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New Highway Irks New Englanders
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The Connecticut River as viewed from Deerfield. The river's in the news because it may find itself

paralleled with a new highway. (Photo credit by Alan Chapman).

In Brief...
FT. MEADE, Md. (AP)-Col. Oran K. Henderson won a major

legal victory Monday when a military judge dismissed the most

serious charge brought against him in the aftermath of the My Lai

massacre.
The judge. Col. Peter S. Pondolowski, denied, however, three

defense motions seeking dismissal of the remaining three charges

against the much-decorated combat veteran accused of covering

up the massacre.

NKVV YORK (AP)-A six-man advance party from Peking flew

into New York Monday to set up a base for the Chinese Communist

delegation to the United Nations. They travelled light, with only

half a dozen suitcases among them.

Alter a flight via Karachi, Pakistan, the six spent the night in

Paris. Then they jetted across the Atlantic via Air France and

arrived at Kennedv Airport without fanfare.

BOSTON (AIM—A bill providing for the election of a high school

student representative with full voting rights to the state Board of

Education was signed into law Monday by Gov. Francis W.

Sargent.

The bill creates 15 student regional councils throughout the state

with representatives from every Massachusetts secondary school.

SAIGON (AP)-U.S. planes attacked antiaircraft sites in North

Vietnam Monday for the second day in a row. one strike coming 180

miles north of the border in the deepest raid this year.

There were two raids involving eight fighter-bombers that were

escorting two unarmed reconnaissance planes photographing

airfields. All the planes returned safely, the U.S. Command

reported.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate Judiciary Committee reacted

favorably Monday to Lewis F. Powell Jr. with all signs indicating

he will be confirmed easily for the Supreme Court.

The lean, graying lawyer from Richmond, Va., pledged at a

relaxed nomination hearing to sell much of his extensive stock

portfolio and spoke of a "deep conviction'' in equality for "our

black brothers."

KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. (AP)-In a possible prelude to an election

year battle over how to clean up the environment, the White House

said Monday it wants revisions in a strong water-pollution control

bill written by Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, a front-runner for the

Democratic presidential nomination.

Presidential press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said "we are not

satisfied with all aspects" of the legislation approved by the Senate

Inst week.

NEW YORK ( AP) New York City began its observation of Clean

Air Week on Monday by testing cars and trucks for carbon

monoxide emissions and found that 43 per cent of the vehicles

tested flunked. ,

The program is designed to alert the driving public to have

regular tune-ups to avoid pollution.

WASHINGTON (AP)-A Senate bill to create the Connecticut Historic

Riverway won the blessings of the Interior Department Monday but in-

curred the wrath of a small New England town.

Introduced by Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn., the proposal would

establish an 11-mile, 23,500-acre preserve along the Connecticut River

between Old Saybrook and Haddam, Conn.

Ribicoff told the parks and recreation subcommittee of the Senate

interior committee the riverway would be an initial step in his "long-

range proposal" to set aside federal lands all along the river valley from

Long Island Sound to the Canadian border.

Ribicoff is making his second attempt to get the bill approved in

Congress. Last year the Senate passed it but the House did not.

Main opposition against the riverway development came from James

H. Thach, a representative from Lyme, Conn., and William Moore.

Thach noted that Lyme, which has a population of about 1,200, voted in

referendum to oppose the federal project.

"The tourist buses, the government buildings and the camp sires would

in the end destroy the environment." said Thach.

If you've seen how crowded the river is now on weekends, you'k know

the added boating would make it equivalent to rush hour traffic in many

of our big cities."

Besides disturbing the "peaceful atmosphere of quiet little town,

declared Thach. the riverway project would increase the local towns'

police costs, traffic, and fire services as well as increase upkeep of roads.

Thach said Lyme recommends the Interior Department submit more

detailed plans lor proposed boundaries of the preserve. It also wants the

department to be more precise on how it plans to share added costs-such

as law enforcement, traffic controls and sanitation-with local govern-

ments.
Moore said the Gateway Advisory Committee could support the

riverway if the federal government would permit local self-

determination on questions of zoning and boundaries.

"We also want preservation as opposed to intensive recreation, or

recreation without stringent controls," said Moore.

Draft Counselor's Corner

The New Draft -Part Two
By GILBERT J. SALK

The new draft regulations make some important

changes in terms of student deferments, conscientious

objection, and medical deferments, as well as

creating a major new classification, the I-H. Other

significant revisions were discussed in last Thur-

sday's Collegian. If you missed the column, get a copy

The most important change, for many of you, is the

new rules concerning the IIS. To qualify for this

deferment, you must have been enrolled as a full-time

student at the end of the 1970-71 academic year. This

means that freshmen and people returning to school

after a semester or more away are eligible for student

deferments.

It does not mean, however, that you should refrain

from applying for the deferment. The new regulations

do not go into effect until December 2, 1971. so there is

still an outside possibility that the Courts will deter-

mine that boards should give them out. You lose

nothing by applying, at any rate.

Remember, if you are an upperclassman, and you

held a IIS last year, you should be able to retain your

deferment until you graduate or leave school. So you

can relax unless you receive an unsatisfactory

classification in the mail. Then see a draft counselor

immediately.
Another important change is the new 1-H

classification. This is the SSS' new circular file. Every

18-year-old who registers will be given a I-H, and will

retain that classification at least until her gets his

lottery number. If his number is higher than the ex-

pected maximum to be called the following year, he

will keep his I-H forever.

This takes a great deal of pressure off the local

boards. Apparently, they will accept no information

from those in the I-H category other than their name,

address, and date of birth. This means that the board

does not have to send out Classification Question-

naires to most registrants. They do not have to accept

or consider requests for deferments or conscientious

objector status from anyone with a I-H.

What all this means is that the system's vehicle for

obtaining meat for its overseas diplomatic corps has

been greatly streamlined. It will be more difficult for

you to find ways to hassle them, and the temptation on

your part to simply let things ride until the last minute

will be greatly increased. There will be few and few

day-to-day reminders that the draft is hovering like a

vulture over you and your brothers, but it will still be

there. The responsibility to start planning to deal with

the draft will rest solely in your hands, and if you wait

until you are sure that your number is coming up to

start working, you will be making the job that much
more difficult.

The third installment of the changes in draft

regulations will appear in Thursday's Collegian. Until

then,

PEACE.

GiveA Damn
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SAIGON (AP) -While President

Nixon is scaling down the U.S.

presence inside Vietnam,

thousands of 7th Air Force and 7th

Fleet officers and men remain

committed to supporting the

Vietnamese form bases and

carriers outside the country.

The 7th Fleet has 13,000 men
aboard ships operating off Viet-

nam to support the war effort, and

an amphibious force of 25,000

Marines ready for what an officer

described as "a crunch if there is

some kind of horrible attack on the

dwindling U.S. forces in Vietnam."

In Thailand, there are 32,200 U.S.

troops, mostly airmen supporting

the war effort in Indochina.

None of these troops operating

outside of South Vietnam is

counted in the U.S. Command's
weekly strength summary.
The summary notes the 7th Fleet

but makes no mention of the forces

in Thailand.

The U.S. government is trying to

keep a low profile in Thailand.

Not only do these U.S. forces

outside Vietnam provide an air

shield for Saigon government
troops, but they carry out clan

destine operations in both Cam-
bodia and Laos in support of those

governments.
Supplementary air power is

provided by the Central In-

telligence Agency in Southeast

Asia.

The CIA runs Air America,
whose supposed 16 civilian pilots

perform such missions in Laos as

close air support and carrying

guerrilla troops in and out of battle.

Air America planes also evacuate

refugees and make rice drops.

Military planners in Saigon
expect the United States to

maintain an air and naval

presence in Asia after American
ground troops leave Vietnam.

SHERLOCK
HOLMES
Comes

-Amherst!

Hear the outstanding radio series "The Best of Sherlock

Holmes" every Tuesday night at 7: 30 and Friday night at

one. What station? Elementary, my dear listener

UlMUfl
91.1 FM

free form /informative radio
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"He Has A Real Judicial Mind. Senator He Thinks

There Are Also Occasions When It Would Be Okay
To Uphold People's Rights"
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Bad Day At Black Mesa
Copyright 1971 by John Adams

"It is prophesied," warns Hopi Indian David

Monongye, "that the Indians will have their lands

confiscated or ruined, by forces or lies, and that the

Hopi Indians would be the last to go. When this hap-

pens, no one will survive." Primitive babble?

Perhaps?
But the Hopi believe their land is the spiritual center

of the earth, and when it is destroyed, the destruction

of humanity will follow. For over 800 years, the Hopi

have lived on the Black Mesa in Arizona and New
Mexico. One of the villages, Oraibi, is claimed by

some historians to be the oldest continuously-

inhabited village in North America.
The Hopi have survived on this arid hostile land

through careful observance of the natural ecological

halance. Their way of life is founded on the belief that

I he land was given to them by the Great Spirit to be

protected and held in trust. To preserve the fragile

balance one must take from the earth no more than

can be returned.

The Hopi settled in autonomous villages guided by

village chieftains called "Kikmongwi." There was no

central governing authority representing the whole

tribe until 1936. At that time a constitution was im-

posed on the tribe by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Although a minority of the Hopi, called

"progressives," accepted the constitution, the

traditional Hopi refused to acknowledge it because of

their tribal beliefs.

A Tribal Council was, nonetheless, instituted with

the power "to prevent the sale, disposition, lease or

encumbrance of tribal lands." But many traditional

Hopi are not represented on the Council, because they

refuse to elect members and prefer, instead, to con-

tinue with the Kikmongwi as their leaders.

Traditional Hopi life and culture were immediately

threatened when the mushrooming population of

western America demanded more electric power. The
Black Mesa holds an estimated 16 billion tons of coal.

Not surprisingly, in 1966, a strip-mining lease was
negotiated with the Hopi Tribal Council and the

Department of the Interior by Peabody Coal Com-
pany. Now a 23-company consortium (Western
Energy Supply and Transmission Associates) plans

six major coal-fired electrical generating plants in the

area.

The Native American Rights Fund of Boulder,

Colorado has filed a lawsuit on behalf of 63 traditional

Hopi Indians against Peabody Coal and Rogers C.B.

Morton. Secretary of Interior. He is the principal

officer of the government charged with responsibility

lor fulfilling the trust obligation to the Indians and
administering the laws relating to Indian Affairs.

Very Interesting

Within recent weeks, more and more students have been looking into

the different lees which the University has levied on them for this

academic year The one fee which has drawn the most interest has been
the athletic fee.

Presently, students pay $30.00 per year ($15.00/semester) in athletic

lees. The funds are then administered and paid out by the Athletic

Council, through a budget which is drawn up by the Council. The most
interesting and controversial part of the fee is this budgeting and spen-

ding method.

The Athletic Council is basically made up of faculty and alumni. The
Council is a standing committee of the Faculty Senate, and as such is not

responsible to any student organization or student government.

Within the past few years, the administration here at the University

have agreed to and encouraged student input in the budgeting and ex-

penditure of student fees to pay for the dormitories, the dining commons,
the Campus Center, and the University Health Services. The Ad-

ministration has taken a very open view as to how much students know
about how their money is being spent.

The same cannot be said about the Athletic Council.

It is only with overwhelming difficulty that a student can obtain a copy

of the Athletic Council budget. How much is spent for athletic scholar-

ships? In a recent article in the Springfield Union comparing the amounts

of money spent by UMass and the University of Connecticut on athletic

scholarships, the Union reported that the Athletic Department at the

University of Massachusetts had refused to disclose any information. If

the news media is unable to obtain the information, how is a student

supposed to be able to?

Many students at UMass have become dissatisfied with the way in

which the Athletic Council is run. The Board of Trustees will very

carefully go through the Budget of the Student Senate <$35.50/student), a

budget of student money which is spent by a representative body of over

ninety students. But the Athletic Council budget, containing almost as

much money as that of the Student Senate and which has had the input of

only ONE student is not openly presented to the Board.

The time has come in which the Athletic Council must be made to have

more student representation When a board of ninety percent faculty and

alumni gets to spend almost half a million dollars of student money

without being accountable to students, something is very wrong

Instead of fulfilling the trust, the Interior Depart

ment is allowing a serious conflict of interest to

damage the Indians' interest. One of the largest

recipients of the coal-fired electricity is the Bureau of

Reclamation, which lies within the domain of the

Interior Department. Five hundred megawatts of

power ( 1/5 the amount consumed by New York City)

is earmarked by the Bureau of Reclamation for the

Central Arizona Project, which "needs" the elec-

tricity to move vast quantities of water from Lake

Havasu on the lower Colorado River to southern

Arizona.

Far from protecting the Indians, the Interior

Department approved the strip-mining lease

negotiated by the unrepresentative Hopi Tribal

Council: Of the 18 seats on the Council, 7 representing

traditional villages were unfilled. ( At no time were the

Kikmongwi of these villages consulted or notified of

the pending lease.) Of the remaining 11 seats, only 6

had been certified in accordance with the tribal

constitution.

Apart from these technicalities, an ecological

disaster may be in the making. The strip-mining will

cover 64,000 acres. Roads necessary for such mining

in some places stretch 300 feet wide. These scars will

be permanent, because the arid land, desert and semi-

desert, is almost as vulnerable and slow to heal as

lundra.

The Four Corners Plant, the first completed, spews

out 300 tons of particulate matter daily-more than all

the industrial polluters of New York and Los Angeles

combined.
Mojave Power Plant will be supplied by a 275 mile

pipeline through which "slurry" (half pulverized coal,

half water) will be pumped, requiring from 2,000 to

4,500 gallons of water per minute. The water will be

drawn from deep wells at Black Mesa, but nobody

knows what 89.204,500,000 gallons over a 35-year

period will do to the water table of the region.

In return for this plunder and waste, the Hopi will

receive $14.5 million over a 35-year period; while

Peabody Coal takes in $750 million -approximately

90% of the purchase price.

This lopsided deal will rupture the entire ethic upon

which Hopi life is based. Black Mesa will be ripped

apart, the water drained, and the air polluted. Are not

the doomsday predictions of the Hopi simply a plea

that man is part of nature, and must live within its

bounds'.'

John Adams, an environmental lawyer, is Director of

the Natural Resources Defense Council, working with

the Black Mesa Defense Fund (107 Cienega Street,

Santa Fe, N.M. 87501).

Art Buchwald

A Billion Dollars
WASHINGTON -It had to come sooner or later. The

unthinkable has become thinkable. The U.S. Navy is

asking for ONE BILLION DOLLARS to build ONE
aircraft carrier.

No one thought it would happen for five years, but

when the word got out there was jubilation in all the

military services at the Pentagon.
An Army general said, "I never thought the Navy

would have the guts to ask for it, but now that they've

broken the sound barrier, we're all free to ask for a

billion dollars for our favorite weapon."
"Then you're not mad at the Navy for asking for

that kind of money for an aircraft carrier?" I asked
"Why should we be mad?" the general answered.
We've been piddling around with $100 million here,

$100 million there on a new piece of hardware, when
everyone knows you really can't get a bang for a buck
less than a billion.

"But we didn't know how Congress would react until

the Navy asked for the billion for a carrier. It didn't

laze them in the least, so now if the Navy can get a

billion lor an aircraft carrier, we can get a billion for

something we've wanted to build for some time."

"What is that'7
"

"It's a giant tank," he said, "and it takes up eight

football fields. It's the greatest advance in military

hardware since the invention of the Catling gun."

"A billion dollars for one tank"'"

"It's not just I tank, you fool." the general said.

"Look at this model. The top of the tank is flat so
bombers can take off and land on it On the sides you
have missiles and in the front and rear you have four

Ki-inch guns
"

"But even with all those things it doesn't seem as if

it would cost a billion dollars."
"Aha. that's the surprise," he chuckled. "You see

this here on the bottom?"
"It looks like a keel."

"Exactly. This is a floating nuclear airborne tank,
something the U.S. Army cannot do without."
"But it looks just like an aircraft carrier," I said.

The general took the model away angrily. "How can
it look like an aircraft carrier?" he said. "It's painted
brown!"
The Air Force was also celebrating the Navy's

billion-dollar breakthrough. An Air Force colonel in

research and development showed me the latest plane
the Air Force wants to build.

"This is the greatest bomber ever designed by
man," he said. "It flies at 60.000 feet, floats on water
and can cut its way through a jungle so silently that

not even birds can hear it."

"But it looks like a tank," I said.
How can it be a tank?" he grumbled. "It says 'U.S.

Air Force' on the side."
Although there was excitement in the Army and Air

Force wings of the Pentagon, it was nothing com-
parable to what was going on over at the Navy
Department.
Officers were handing out cigars and vou could feel

the excitement in the air.

While I was talking to one admiral, another admiral
came down the hall and my admiral rushed up to him
saying, "Zeke, for gosh sakes, I haven't seen vou in

lour years Vou look like a billion dollars."
The other admiral laughed. "You look like a billion

dollars yourself."
Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times.

Sweet Charity

'BESIDES, WHO'LL REMEMBER A YEAR FROM NOW?'

Letters To The Editor

Wednesday's Child-Full Of Woe?
To the Editor:

Please pause for a moment to try to penetrate to the

suffering of millions of Pakistanis and Indians which

is hidden in unbelievable statistics: last November a

half-million East Pakistanis died in a cyclone and

tidal wave; already more than 250,000 naively in-

nocent victims have streamed into India -and the

flood continues daily; two weeks ago 10.000 -possibly

20.04MI -Indians drowned in yet another cyclone and

accompanying tidal wave that swept the state of

Orissa; this past weekend thousands more may have

died in a new cyclone moving from the Bay of Bengal

into East Pakistan. Press reports speak of a sea of

human and animal corpses floating in the Bay of

Bengal. Starving people are seen eating the bark of

trees to stay alive. These are the WEDNESDAY'S
PEOPLE.
Last week India's Prime Minister. Indira Gandhi,

made a plea to Americans which simply cannot go

unheeded. "I came here", she said, "in search of

some wise impulse that has sometimes worked to save

humanity from despair". She reminded President

Nixon ( and us > that the "worst tragedy is a man-made
tragedy ", namely the 10 million East Pakistani

refugees fleeing into India. In the Sunday New York

Times (October SI, 1971) there appeared a full-page

ad on behalf of the WEDNESDAY'S PEOPLE which

said: "This Wednesday (November 3) students in

high schools and colleges throughout the country will

go hungry. Their lunch money, snack change, and

whatever they might normally spend to feed them-

selves will instead be used to provide food and

medicine to the desperate millions now dying on the

frigid plains of West Bengal". Probably because of a

lack of publicity, I don t believe any of us on this

campus missed a meal lor the WEDNESDAY'S
PEOPLE. Let us respond to Mrs. Gandhi's invitation

for "a wise impulse" by making this Wednesday.

November 10th (that's tomorrow). WEDNESDAY'S
PEOPLE DAY at the University of Massachusetts.

The human victims in India and Pakistan need three

things: vour prayers, your lasting, and your financial

help. In support of these needs, the following program

is planned: 1 ) Pray -individually and collectively; 2)

Wednesday. November 10th. a table will be set up all

dav bv Indian. Pakistani, and UMASS students in the

Campus Center to collect funds. Please make it your

As Long As It Fits

To the Editor:

Ac a participant in the current exhibition Boston

Artist. 71, I feel that it is very important to note that

although I am pleased to be in the show I do not wish to

endorse it as in fact being a completely valid survey of

Boston art.

Had the University taken more time investigating

the Boston situation it would have been obvious that

this could have been a much more extensive show

There remains the possibility that the University was

primarily interested in simply mounting a show with

too little real concern for the meaning of that show

This has become perhaps too common a practice in

university galleries. H reflects a casual attitude about

art and usually leads to a casual treatment of artists.

For example two artist who were to have been in-

cluded in the show , Anthony Thompson and Elizabeth

Divorkin, felt that they could not participate in the

show because of this casualism. There appeared to be

more concern for a physical space requirements and

arrangements than for presenting an opportunity for

the artists to make statements they felt were im-

portant and right for this show.

This all sounds terribly crankish. I'm sure-but the

point is simply that if there is anything sensual to

Boston art as an idea it is that a number of artists take

their work very seriously indeed and are also growing

increasingly concerned about the status and treat

ment of artists.
David Raymond

responsibility to set up tables in your dormitories,

eating commons, etc. As a reminder to one another,

wear a home-made sign or arm band saying: THE
NOVEMBER 10th FAST TO SAVE A PEOPLE ( sorry,

buttons are not available); 3) Fast-and donate the

money saved. For a single day, give up some part of

yourself: meals, cigarettes, a record -whatever your

habitual pleasure may be-so that you may physically

and spiritually share the suffering of the poor.

In connection with WEDNESDAY'S PEOPLE DAY,
the Program in Comparative Literature will offer two

showings of Satyajit Ray's film, "The World of Apu",

Tuesday night, at 8 and 10 p.m., in Thompson 104.

Profits will be donated to the Indian and Pakistani

refugees. Charge is .75.

Money collected will go to Project Relief, Inc. P.O.

Box 1555 Annex Station, Providence, R.I. 02901. This is

a totally voluntary organization. It pays no salaries

and accepts only donated staff services. Proceeds

collected are being channelled through Oxfam-

American. Inc., a British based relief organization

with an exceptional record for efficient assistance to

victims of disaster. You may send your donations to

the above address, or if you wish, to me c/o Com-
parative Literature Program, Thompson Tower. I'll

see money is sent to Project Relief.

Lucien Miller. Comparative Literature

Don't Rock The Boat

To the Editor:

Certain facts have come into view concerning The

Athletic Council and its relationship to women's

athletics. Since women compose 44°^ of the total

student population and are paying the same $30 per

annum fee as do male students, they should share in

the benefits as do the men.

An example of the imbalance would be the fact that

women's athletics were budgeted 2% of the $648,500

total athletic fee. or $13,000. Also, there are only two

women in the whole University receiving athletic

scholarships as compared to the hundreds given to

male athletes (this scholarship covers tuition only).

Men's sports are allotted specific budgets, whereas

women's sports are given one lump sum to haggle

over.

Women's teams, unlike men's, must buy their own

practice and competition uniforms because of scanty

budgeting. Also, men's traveling teams are given

lesser rates for food and lodging than are women's.

One concession made to Women's Athletics this

year is that any money a women's team earns may be

kept by them
The Athletic Council has fallen back on the rationale

that they only want to fund income-producing sports.

They contend that women's teams have received

more money this year than in previous times. They

also say that women's teams have not been around

long enough to prove themselves and become a

tradition.

Ad additional argument is that the insurance policy

covers both men and women equally (doesn't this

really protect the University 9
).

These arguments seem to bear very little weight

because the new Dean of Physical Education. David

Bishoff. has said that something will have to be done

in the next year about women's athletics The question

is: what?
Another major problem is that the Women s

Physical Education Department is afraid to become

involved They don't want to rock the boat for which

they have nothing to lose and everything to gain.

Lisa M. unit II

Chairwoman. Women's Committee
Student Senate

To the Editor:

"Charity begins at home, not with a corporate Santa Claus," concluded

R.J. Waters in a letter to this chronicle of campus events last Friday.

However, there are many more implications within the body of Mr.

Waters' letter that need comment-mainly his attitude toward humanity

that clearly comes through in the letter.

Most of what I have to say rests on the use of the word "charity." If any

off campus service dealt in charity they would certainly be rejected by

the individuals they attempt to serve. This is the main reason why the

"traditional" service groups stay on campus and maintain a closed

system of rewards and punishment for any activity completed. An
example of this system manifestsitself in the flood of requests for under-

privileged kids from the surrounding communities during Christmas.

These are one shot deals that can be considered traditional forms of white

middle-class charity which I consider dehumanizing and sick. This is

what concerns me most about Mr. Waters' letter of last Friday

It is this-charity and Christmas parties do the economically deprived

individual no good, therefore they are acceptable by white middle-class

society. It provides the economically deprived child with no tools or

resources to succeed in society. Instead the only things that are tran-

sfered between the college student and disadvantaged child are candy
and a few laughs. Nothing real happens and this, I believe, is what Mr.

Waters wants-that which he hides in words such as charity begins at

home and political and fiscal realism. Mr. Waters is also caught up in that

individualistic bag-"Should not the individual student have the same
right to his own personal value judgement, i.e., contribute to charity as

an individual." I wonder if Mr. Waters would want to extend that option to

all facets of student activity, but that is not my criticism.

Essentially what Mr. Waters really says when he spouts all his con-

servative rhetoric is that I want to deprive all of you low-income, poor,

white and non-white of any resources I and my middle-class partners

may need in making it. I mean isn't that what being rich is all about.

Now, I have put words into Mr. Waters' mouth but it is considered

justified when one assesses the society in which we live and on whose

backs it was built. However, my arguments are mainly directed at

denying Mr. Waters and his beliefs. That community service is not

charity but the sharing of resources so individuals who find the

traditional roads to well being blocked for whatever socio-economic,

cultural, or racial reason may be able to find alternative and independent

ways to achieve this economic well being.

To believe that community service is anything but the support of

alternatives within the community only serves to devalue the spiritual

attributes of those people and any society that does that will rear

monsters and savages. Some people have been known to say that of

American.
Ernie Reis

The Mass. es Will Benefit

To the Editor:

Those who dislike the expense and the ecological damage of more cars,

more roads, have a chance to do something about it.

C.E.Q members will be soliciting the signatures of registered voters on

State Rep. Charles Flaherty's petition to permit use of highway trust

funds not only for roads but also for mass transit. Buses, railroads,

subwavs. etc., will benefit.

The petition will be available in the lobby of the Campus Center, this

Wednesday. Nov. 10. from 9 a.m. till 6 p.m.
Peter Atkinson

Breathe Deep
To the Editor:

I would like to comment on your MDC closeup of October 27, 1971 en-

titled "Physical Plant Provide' Power, Pollution" The State Department

of Public Health must by the 1967 Air Quality Act and the 1970 National

Air Quality Standards Act enforce regulations on emissions such that the

ambient (local ground level) air quality standards are met This means

that along with air pollution control devices, the type of fuel may also be

specified such that pollutant levels are reduced.

Contrary to the facts presented in your article, coal burning will not be

permitted at the new Tilson Farm plant. This and other important as well

as correct information can be obtained from the Pioneer Valley Air

Pollution Control Office of the Department of Public Health in

Springfield

I should also like to explain that the Environmental Engineering

Program of the Department of Civil Engineering has begun a long term

air monitoring program from facilities atop Marston Hall.

Measurements of weather conditions, particulates and sulfur dioxide are

being made on a continual basis. This data will later be made available to

the campus at large in a simplified version so that we may all be assured

of the quality of air we breathe.
Francis A. DiOiano, Ph.D.
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The Manhattan Project perform a scene from ALICE IN WONDERLAND.

Alice Group Extends Projects

ByMELGUSSOW
Immediately after Andre

Gregory's version of 'Alice in

Wonderland"' opened last October,

he was flooded with suggestions

that he adapt other children's

classics, such as "The Little

Prince'" and The Hunting of the

Snark." Mr. Gregory turned them

all down.
For one thing, his "Alice"' is not

a children's show (although

children have seen and like it). It is

a freehand adult theaterpiece.

Furthermore, says Mr. Gregory,

"there was a great danger in

repeating what we did before. We
want to find new areas in our-

selves."

About three years ago Mr.

Gregory formed the Manhattan

Project, a small theater company,

with some of his students at New
York University. While they

performed "Alice," they continued

training together as a company
and looked for a new project.

When "Alice" closed this

weekend, it was the end of a long,

successful season's run. "Alice"

played four performances a week,

for 122 performances, almost all of

them sold out. But the theater was

so tiny (115 seats I and ticket prices

so low ($3 and $6 for identical

seats) that a profit was impossible.

The Manhattan Project was not

intended to make profits but to

create theater. The company is

now involved in three works, a

production of Beckett's "En-
dgame." a new play about Houdini

that Arthur Kopit is writing, and

their own version of "The Bible."

The route to these works in

progress was almost as circuitous

as Alice's descent into the rabbit

hole.

Initially the group explored four

possibilities: Dante's inferno,"

"Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight." "Bleak House" and
Marlowe's "Dr. Faustus." Mr.

Gregory says with a smile, "We
tried to live up to our

reputation—as a company
dedicated to the destruction of

English classics." But somehow
the performers were unable to

make a connection with the works.

For a while they worked on an

original project called "The
Lemmings." which the director

described as "a comedy about

death in a repressive society; it got

darker and darker and started

hurting."
Finally the company undertook

"Endgame ." After every per

formance of "Alice." they exercise

with "Endgame " "We used the

whole performance oi 'AHce" ai

warm-up." says Mr. Gregory.

"Beckett influenced Alice' in

many ways. I see Endgame' as

1.000 games to get away from

loneliness, fear, anxiety. We're

trying to find something we found

in Alice—and go further."

Meanwhile. Arthur Kopit

decided to write a play for the

Manhattan Project, using, says

Mr Gregory, "the life of Houdini

as a springboard." Mr Gregory

sees nothing out-of-character

about the choice. "Houdini is

rooted in burlesque. Beckett is. and

we are." Actually the director's

first professional job was in

burlesque. "I was the business

manager for Princess Totem Pole,

the Artaud of striptease. She was
stripped by two large blackbirds. I

took care of the birds."

The Kopit play will be involved

with magic and escape, which are

very much of interest to Mr.

Gregory. In one of his charac-

teristic exercises, he sent three of

his actors blindfolded through

Central Park with a message to

Lincoln Center: "In the land of the

blind, the one-eyed man is king
"

At present the group is waiting

for Mr Kopit's escape from
Hollywood The playwright is

currently occupied with the

screenplay for "The Sensuous

Woman."
The company was intrigued by

the notion of doing Shakespeare

They worked briefly on "A Mid-

summer's Night Dream" and

"Timon of Athens." For months

they worked on "Measure for

Measure." then dropped it. Mr.

Gregory concluding. "A structured

play didn't seem to work for us."

But one scene in "Measure for

Measure" led the group to im-

provise a Nativity play, and that

led back to the Bible. "I think I

know what our work is about." he

expains. "but it's a little too early

to say. The material is marvelous.

It's the first thing that zapped

everybody."
The Manhattan Project wi

continue to work on "The Bible"

and "Endgame" and to wait for

Mr. Kopit's Houdini while it takes

"Alice" on tour through Europe

and the Middle East. The plan is to

reopen "Alice" in New York in the

fall and to follow it with "En-

dgame."
As for Andre Gregory's "Bible."

it will, he says, "take a long time.

We might have something to show

a year from now. I've heard a

rumor that the Theater of the

Ridiculous is thinking of doing

something based on the Bible." If

both are staged at the same
time— "it will be a religious

festival!"

The Manhattan Project will present three performances of "Alice in

Wonderland" at UMass Monday through Wednesday. Nov. 8 through 10.

Performances based on the Lewis Carroll classic will be directed by

Andre Gregory and will begin at 8 each evening in Grinnell Arena near

parking lot five. Informal dress is recommended for the audience.

During its three-day residency. The Manhattan Project will also give

two informal workshops Nov. 9 and 10 at 3: 30 p.m. in Grinnell Arena.

Members of the Project are graduates of the New York University's

School of Arts. Their original theater work is funded by a grant from the

Rockefeller Foundation.

"Alice" was first performed by the company at the Loft Theatre

Workshop, Harvard's Loeb Center, and the Berkshire Theatre Festival.

Last fall, Mr. Gregory's "Alice" ran at the off-Broadway Extension

Theatre, and in March went on tour.

The production is faithful to Lewis Carroll in plot and dialogue, but is

intertwined with the director's and the actors' imaginations.

Tickets for the evening performances are available in the Fine Arts

Council Ticket Office, 125 Herter Hall, telephone 545-0202. Remaining

tickets will be available one hour before the performances at Grinnell

Arena. Ticket Office hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Lewis Dance Group

To Appear Next Week
crvstal bright imagination."

Reserved tickets to the Murray
Louis Dance Company per-

formances in Bowker Auditorium.

Wednesday and Thursday,

November 17-18 are now available

by contacting the UMass Fine Arts

Council. 125 Herter Hall or by

telephoning 545-0202. Ticket prices

for this engagement are $1.50 for

UMass undergraduates; $2.50 for

other full-time students; $3.00 for

UMass faculty/staff and $3.50 for

the general public. Remaining

tickets will be available at Bowker
Auditorium ticket office an hour

before each performance.

The Murray Louis Dance
Companv will appear at the UMass
in Amherst for a three-day

Residency. November 16-18.

During this time, the Company
headed by the noted dancer and

choreographer, Murray Louis, will

offer two different evening per-

formances in Bowker Auditorium

at 8:00 p.m. on November 17 and 18

as well as a Master Class on

Tuesday, November 16th at 3:30

p.m. in the Studio, Women's
Physical Education Building. This

program is part of the 1971

Massachusetts Coordinated Dance
Residency Project which is co-

sponsored by the Massachusetts

Council on Arts and Humanities

and The National Endowment for

the Arts.

Clive Barnes. New York Times
reviewer has characterized Mr.

Louis as follows: "Louis himself is

a brilliant dancer... one of the best

technicians in modern dance. He
excels in rhythmic responses and

muscular control, but also has an

exceptional beauty of line that is

more like that of a classical than a

modern dancer. He has in abun-

dance, a theatricality, a coldly

dada sense of the ridiculous, and a

BELL'S PIZZA:

the only one

of its kind

Open

11 to L' a.m. Fri. &Sat.
I a.m. Sun. to Thins.

Free Delivery

Tel: 256-8011-253-9051

Attention CCEBS Seniors

Candid shots of the CCEBS SENIORS
(those graduating May 72 and January 73),

for the CCEBS yearbook will be taken

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

November 10, 11 and 12, 1971

The dates, times and locations are as follow:

Whitmore (Parking lot side) on the rocks 10 A.M. til 12 noon

Pyramid of Stairs (Southwest) ] PM - tM 3 PM -

Garden (between Infirmary

and Pres' Path)

Cultural Center
(stairs of New Africa House)

Campus Center Stairs

North East Dorms

November 10

10 A.M. til 12 noon

1 P.M. til 3 P.M.

November 1 1

10 A.M. til 12 noon
1 P.M. til 3 P.M.

November 1 2

Please let us know your choice by contacting the CCEBS

office 5-0031 immediately. We are pushed for time.

As Saroyan's Play Opens Thursday
The UMass Theatre will present

the second play of its 10th an-

niversary season, William
Saroyan's comic fable THE CAVE
DWELLERS, at Bartlett

Auditorium, Nov. 11-13 & 18-20.

The Cave Dwellers is about three

old, lost people who live in a

theatre that is about to be torn

down in a lower East Side slum
clearance project in New York
City. The three people are The
Queen, a fallen theatrical star, The
King, who was once a great clown,

and The Duke, a broken-down prize

fighter. Into this impoverished

world comes a lonely, lost girl, a

destitute young couple who own a

performing bear and who have a

baby the instant they arrive, a

mute young milkman from whom
The Duke has been obliged to steal

milk in order to feed the baby and
its mother, and eventually the boss

of the wrecking crew who has to

demolish their home.
The C ave Dwellers embodies all

of attributes that Saroyan's plays

are cherished for. It has color and
fancy, not laid over the play but

organic to Saroyan's message and
his plot. His germinal idea lends

itself to the optique of the theatre.

The Cave Dwellers "philosophy"

may be regarded as gentle

existentialism. We do not know
why we are here, we cannot

comprehend the universe we are

in, we shall never understand the

great pattern, if pattern there be,

of life. No matter; there is good-

ness, there is love-even hate is

love. We get up in the morning, go
to bed at night; in between we play

wonderously. We require more, but

if the spectacle is bright and the

dark has some light, it just might
be enough.
The production is directed by

Michelle Fai'h, with costumes by
Katherine Reed, Sets by James
Dooley and lights by Paul P.

Wonsek, Jr. Reserved seats are
available at the Bartlett Box Office

or by calling 545-2579 Curtain

times are at 8:30.

Mike Baird as The Duke is seen in rehearsal of William Saroyan's comic fable THE CAVE
DWELLERS.

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00p.m. NEWS-onehali hour of world, national, regional and local

news plus weather and sports.

7:30 p.m. THE BEST OF SHERLOCK HOLMES-the outstanding

radio series from England will be a regular program on WMUA
on Tuesday and Friday nights. Friday it will be heard at 1:00

a.m.

8:00 p.m. LIVE MUSIC FESTIVAL-this program presents local

groups live from our studios weekly. Any musicians interested in

being on the program should call or write WMUA.

9:00 p.m. FIRES!3N THEATRE-the insane episodes of the

legendary Firesign Theatre group continue.

10:00 p.m. FOCUS-Tonight commentator Ken Mosakowski will

take a close critical look at the effects of Saturday's anti-war

demonstrations, the impact of the youth vote in this month's

municipal elections, and in a special segment, the mounting

tension in the conflict over racial busing.

11:00 p.m. NEWS-another 30 minute report.

11:30 p.m. WES CANNELL SHOW-progressive rock until 3:00 a.m.

(2i
Presents

ERIC ROULEAU
in his first United States visit

Foreign Correspondent - for "Le Monde,"
widely distributed International Newspaper

The Middle East:
An Objective Appraisal

Wednesday, November 10

8:00 in Mahar Auditorium

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

Ford Faiiiane. 6 cyl., ttd.. 4 brand

new tires, only 50,000 ml., very economic*!

& needs no work. Fall Insp sticker Only

$450. Call 546-40711.

1(11-10

t.i Bonneville, ex., cond.. rebuilt 389,

rebuilt auto, trans., all power, must tell

1500. Phone 967-5463 after 6 p.m.
tfll

1966 Peugot convertible In excellent

condition Call Catherine anytime 549-

6042.
tf 11- 11

70 VW green, sunroof, radio, good cond.

Call 549-6142.
tfll-12

Van-Ford 1»70. excellent cond. Call Bob

at 253-5519. Leave name and tel. number
and I'll call you back.

tf M .,

SI Chevy. 8 cyl. auto., exc. mech. cond..

new front end. body needs work, 2 new

llret, $50 or beat offer. 5494J826. After 6

p.m.
tfll-12

1971 Ford Econollne, saddle & tan

finished interior. 5 passenger, posltrac-

lion. hd. 3/4 Ion. 12950. 586-3684 day. 369-

1652 nights - Sunday.
tfll- 12

67 MO Midget 70 eng.. 1550. Good buy!

(.olng into service, must sell! Call 64J762.

tfll-t

I9M Pont ia r Tempest, standard trans.,

good condition, asking 550. Call 253-7520

after B

HIM
71 Renault 10. yellow. 4-speed. radlals.

regularly malm., locally warranted t4rv

tan. Need I fast. Best offer. Call Bob ( I)

288-.T127.

tf 11-11

02 Bulck. new tires, air con'd, call 544W

9690, leave number.
tf 11-11

i,.i VW Bus. ex. running com)., good

rubber. 1250 firm. Call 540-8722 or 546-8718.

tf 11-10

«2 Chevy SS Conv., 283. 4 barrel, new
tires, chromes, excel, condition, 1450 or

best offer. 546-9434 ask for Steve.

lfll-11

t.N Flat 850 coupe, excellent condition,

motor rebuilt. 1800 or best offer; Polaroid

land camera, hardly used 170. Call Phil

253-7246.
Ull-ll

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Triumph 650 Chopper Crome 65 Bonn.

1-~ 25fr4H°g -

tf.1,.,2

FOR SALE

Records! New albums in stock, tape Ji

stereo equipment by order. Discount

prices. Come to 242 Gorman or call John at

546-6470.
tfll-9

Ditcount stereo equipment. 20-40% off

litt price on all major brands of com-
ponents, compacta, tv's. Jim Jensen 586-

1365.

tf 11-10

Guilar-Fscudcro Acoustic Guitar 1115

new. will sell for a mere 170. A truly

beautiful instrument. Call: 546-5244.

tf 11-10

1971 Raleigh Grand Prix 185, exc. cond..

4 months old. cost 1115 new. Call Steve 6-

8852 nlte.

tf

1

1-1 t

Kngagement ring worth $450, can be

traded in. Make offer Write C. Noga. Rt

20. Rrimfield. Mass. or call In Conn. 203-

684-3426 evenings.
tfll-9

Guitars Amps, drums, ace. at

reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop,

98 Main St. North 586-1706.

tf 11-30

Martin 0018 A case, good cond. 1215. the

Guitar Workshop. 98 Main SI. North. 586-

1706.

HIM

Kunn 200S Amp w /cover MINT COND.
$500 the Guitar Workshop. 98 Main St..

North. 586-1706.

MM
Grettch Country Gent A case mint cond.

$300. The Guitar Workshop, 98 Main St..

North. 586-1706.

tfll-9

Suede Jackets, reg. $70. now $40; brown

Suede Pants $27. Skirts $9.50. Skins $5.

ideal Xmas Gifts. Jon. 115 Chadbourne, 5-

2640. leave number.
tr 1 1 - in

SERVICES

I'll fix your smokey car, brakes etc.

Remember winter Is coming. Call Wen-
dell. 2.-.«-H(S:tH

11-2-8- IS

ROOMMATES WANTED

Furn. apt., center of Amherst. Incl. utll.,

T ,V.. own rm. 187/mo.. #C-9, 85 Amity St..

or phone 253-2548. atk for #C-9. Female.
tfll-9

Apartment mate wanted for 3-bedroom

pad in Puffton own bedroom rent

$69.33/mo. utilities extra. Available Im-

med.
tfll-9

Apartment male wanted for 3-bed rm.
pad in Puffton. Own bed rm., rent

$69.33/mo. utilities extra. Available im-

mediately. Call 549-6258.

tfll-10

Female grad student wanted to share a 3

bedroom apt. in 205 Puffton. Call 549-6358.

tfll-12

WANTED
Wanted: TV. black and white or color.

Call Dick 546-9176 evenings.

tfll-10

Bands to play at Coffeehouse for

mentally retarded at Belchertown for no

cost. A Sal. night 7-9. Contact Eddie 6-8846.

tfll-10

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct.

tf-sem

.

ROOM FOR RENT
Room for rent in apt with two Eng. grad

students. $66, avail. Immed. In Amherst
(enter! 253-7244.

tfll-9

WORKSHOP
Silkscreen Workshop. Nov. 13 A 14.

I. earn how to silkscreen. All materials

supplied. $15. Call 549-3631.

tfll-12

LOST LOST

Lost- Doberman puppy name Agustus.

549-0490.
tfll-9

STARS

Engllth-tpeaklng Romanian college

studenti desire corresp. w/Amerlcan A
Canadians. For info: Mortar an Horla. St r.

Tatar-Bunar. 16 16, Sibiu. Romania,

tfll -9

HIM

Photographer wants open-minded
female models. Good pay. No experience

needed. Write: Rob. P.O. Box #272.

( hicopee, Mast. 01014.

tfll-12

Wanted guitarist vocalist to play and

sing 7: 30-8 p.m., 9: 00-9: 20 p.m. .Nov. 16, 10

dollars. Box 723. Amherst. Write.
11-9

Tutor wanted - desperately need help In

intro. to FORTRAN course. A few hours/

week. Call (p.m. 'a) 549-1497.

tfll-10

FOR RENT

Box-stall for horse, walking distance

from u of m. ph 549-3672

tfll-9

Available Jan. 1st. 2 bedroom
townhousr. Squire Village. Sunderland.

111$, all utilities, all conviences. Call 665-

1777.
tf

1

1-1 1

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book in S.I Rm 318.

HOROSCOPE & Chart Handwritten,

personal Just for you. More objective than

a personal visit. Send 16 w/name. address,

birth, dale, time of birth (If known, and

place of birth.) Money back If not sat-

isfied. Astro-Wisdom Intl.. Box 391,

Ouincv. Mass. 02169.
tfll-10

LETS SEE WHAT HAPPENS. I would

like to invite you to the gym <S of Ed.)

Wed. < 7 p.m.-?) with the understanding

that you will be contracting with everyone

who comes to NOT TALK from the time

vou enter until you choose to leave. I

WILL NOT SUGGEST ANYTHING FOR
IS TO DO. I am wondering what will

happen to me and us. Terry Mollner.
tfll-19

Glkkstein put your body where your

mouth it. Sch. of Ed Aud. Today 5 p.m..

failure to show. 10 dollars to CCEBS.
undergrad.

11-9

Capricorn, you were late for Sal. nite but

It's never loo late. Hope you throw another

ditch

Virgo.
rt4)

C.irl at Monlerary Pop (9:30) with the

same wire rim glasses who gazed at me.

please meet me 10 p.m. at Coffee House on

Wednesday.
tfll-10

Free male kitten, housebroken. 8 wks.,

some food included Roommate allergic,

(all 6-1245.

tfll-10

TYPING
ENTERTAINMENT

Typing -theses, dltsertatlons. etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols, (all 253-3601

tf 1 2-2

1

Friday Afternoon Club It coming soon to

the Blue Wall Cafeteria.

Ull-ll

MOVIE
Term papers typed at reatonable rate,

fast'! Please call Nancy at 6-5266 before 5

p.m.
tfll-12

PERSONAL
Happy Birthday Lucler. 18 yeart of

horninett. Love Greg.

Happy four months forever Tony It Jo.

love Poochie!
11-6

"THE TRIP" STARRING PETER
FONDA AND DENNIS HOPPER IN

COLOR. MUM BY THE ELECTRIC
FLAG. FRI.. NOV 12, MAHAR AL'D.. 7,

9, II p.m. (BY EAM).
tfll-10

RIDE WANTED

Yes. Barry you do have a heart

big one at that. Truce? Anne
a real

11-9

Ride needed to Chicago or at far in that

direction as you're going either Frl .
Nov

12 or Sat . No\ 13. Will share exp. Call

Dan 641359.

114)

TRAVEL

( lyde-submll our compalabllily to the

ultimate teat-the Computer Dance Sat..

Not ll.-Mother.
tfllio

llillel sponsors All Campus. Computer
Dance. Sat.. Nov. II, pickup forms in office

St ted floor

tfll 12

Crimson Travel offers low cost Spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau

For more info call Rich Margil. 112

U....2
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The Drum Sends

It's Message
By ANDREA KORTIIY

The drum will be sending it's

message across the college

campus. Drum is the Black

Literary Experience magazine at

UMass. It is the only magazine of

its type in the five-college vicinity.

Editor Herman Davenport and

co-editor Roy Jones talked about

the magazine located at the Black

Cultural Center.

"Our purpose is getting a

qualified black magazine on

campus."
"The magazine is circulated in

the black community and mailed to

other colleges." "Were trying to

reflect the experiences of Blacks,

Chicanos. and Puerto Ricans,

from one phase to another covering

a broad field."

The magazine started in 1969

after it broke away from Black

Mass Communications. "We were

two communication groups

working together but we were not

together
"

Two issues were published

yearly.

The magazine contains poetry,

short stories, essays, features, and

interviews "It's equal between

essays and poetry

Up todate news is handled in a

literary fashion. "We're trying to

show continuing views that were

sparked by a news incident. For

instance, news affecting the world

of black entertainment.

The staff is made up of fifteen

volunteeer students who have had

some background in writing.

Professors have been asked to

submit feature articles but the

students are encouraged to do the

essays and poetry. "We have a

bigger staff now so we can cover

more ground."

For the 1971-72 season, four

issues are planned. "Our theme is

quality. We're using prior issues of

Drum as a model, improving on

them and getting a more firm base

of direction and organization to our

magazine."

Drum has received $19,000 in aid

from the Student Activities Fund
for this year's publication.

"Everything that we want to do,

will get done, even if we don't have

enough money, we'll try."

The Drum's staff main goal is to

get its publication to other colleges

in the area as well as to black

students on this campus, "...to let

them know what's going on and

then to have them come in and

talk, find out what makes us tick."

The first issue of Drum this

season will be out in the first weeks

of December.

MDC
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T. R. Baskinl
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ACRES FREF PARKING

ROCKER.LOUNGERS
"""YOUR TICKEIi

BI1AKTI YOGA (LIB:
The Bhagavad Gita Class at 7

p.m. in Gorman 331.

BOLTWOOD PROJECT:
Senate vote postponed a week -

until Wed., Nov. 17. Be advised.

Busses running Mon.-Thurs., 6

p.m. If you can't go, let us know.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION:
Testimony-Reading meeting.

Students testify to truth working in

their lives. Inspiring citations from
the Bible and Science & Health.

6:45 p.m. CC rm. 803.

COALITION FOR PEACE &
JUSTICE:
Meeting of Coalition tonight at 8

p.m. in Rm. 174. All area coor-

dinators should come to finalize

Political Prisoner Month with

EDC. AH interested people are

advised to come.
COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Due to an error in planning,

tonight's meeting will be moved to

tomorrow night; Wed. at 7 p.m.

PLEASE attend, in CC 162.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION
AM) HUMAN NEEDS:
Open business meeting tonight. 7

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMARK«

il you w.in! qunk .insw.-rs. «k Gemini. If

you ,
i

,. . sludious roply, aim your

on .il S.iq.H.tr.us If il's rf recipe you

call on a Cancer individual If you

B solution concerninq a love dilemma,

press he buHon for Leo.

ARIES (March ?1 April 191 Creativity

.ind llexibilily become Iwm allies Sland tall

tor principles One close lo you may try to

ii.stouraqe Key is io accepl without being

owe! Messaqe will become increasingly

< I ea r

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Blocks,

obstacles may appear. Accepl these as

healthy challenges Spotlight is on how well

you deal wilh opposition You can learn

You can get lay of land You can regain

hearings. Do so.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Your

ivrgies need outlet. You find way of ex

pressing yourself Refuse lo be discouraged

iiy one m habit ot singing blues Be en

.husiaslic Also be aware of need lo correct

obvious laulls.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Money
comes your way Evaluate assets Accepl

co operation from family member Gift

purchase now is tavored Remember bir

hdays, other anniversaries. Youngster

needs special allenlion

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Perceive inner

needs, motives. Find out the why of events.

Do some self analysis Judgment, intuitive

mlellecl are on large! Pertect techniques

Don' fear one who shouts.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22 ) Disagreement

with relalives, neighbors should nol be

pcrmilled lo grow out of proportion Make
intelligent concession Bring forth sense of

humor Realize one who is handicapped is

nervous.

I IBRA (Si'pl 23 Oct 22) Friends may

disagree among Hiomsrlvos Slick lo

principles Finish whal you start Some

around you display paucity of ideas. Set

your own pace You will atlracl people lo

you wilh heir problems

SCORPIO (Od 23 Nov 21): Boost up

ladder is distinct possibility Means you are

aided m fulfillment of special ambition

Slick io tacts Leave speculalion to others

Display your own slyle. Your personal rylh

m succeeds
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21) Follow

hrough on hunch. Unorthodox approach

succeeds. Aquarian individual plays key

role Whal you learned in past is brought

forward You learn how to apply knowledge

m more elfeclive manner.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 21): There is

more lhan one way of accomplishing your

purpose You find oul , you are aided by one

who appeared umnleresled. New friendship

,s formed But you must be self reliant.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18) Lie low, do

more listening lhan talking. Emphasis on

tonlracls, partnerships, special

agreements If marr.ed. mate plays special

role If single, talk of marriage is in Ihe air

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Low key

approach brings besl results Obtain hml

from Aquarius message. Talk of travel,

future plans lend lo dominate. Exchange

ideas. Member of opposite sex plays

meaningful complimenl.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you can

help ihosc wilh problems. Often, in facl, you

are heller al aiding others lhan at solving

your own problems. Emotional blocks are

due io dissolve. You will be happier, you

will do more iravelir-- social life will be

accelerated Sagillaria can help you wilh

finances.

Copyright 1971, Gen. F»a. Corp.
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Notices
p.m. Members urged to attend.

Anyone concerned about hunger in

America welcome.
(LISP:

There will be a meeting tonight,

Tuesday, at 7:30 p.m. Eastern

Standard Time in Rm. 15 Bartlett

basement. All psych majors are

welcome.
FENCING CLUB:
The Fencing Club will meet

tonight, from 7-9 p.m. in Rm. 8 of

WoPE. Everyone is welcome to

come down to learn how to fence.

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP:
Exercise and play theatre

games -6 p.m. Amherst College

Wrestling room -Tonight. Free as

usual.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA:
Meeting 6:30 p.m. in CC Rm. SOS-

BOO.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
The regular square dance will be

held tonight at 7:30 in the SLj

rossword Puzzle

Ballroom. Lessons from 7:30-9:30

and club level from 9:30-10:30.

MIRKWOOD:
Wanna do your thing at the next

Mirkwood coffee house? Sat., Nov.

20th. Call Joey 6-6681 or Jim 6-6577

.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUN-
TEERS:
Meeting tonight 7:30 in CC Rm.

169 for all volunteers and non-

volunteers interested in par-

ticipating in the talent show at the

State School.

REVELLERS:
Applications are available in

RSO office for new male members
and are due Nov. 12.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
FILM:
Children of the Damned, Nov. 15

in Mahar at 7:30 & 9:30. (That's a

Monday.)
SKI RAFFLE:
Buy a chance on a pair of skis or

a couple of lift tickets to Sugarbush

run. bv the Ski Club.

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1

4
8

il

12
13
15
17
19
20
21
??

ACROSS

Chart
Go by water
Equality

Girl's name
Boundary
A continent

Hot
Insane
Preposition

Food fish

Vessel

Unit of

Siamese
currency

23 Cook slowly

25 Chicken
26 Otherwise

27 Crony (colloq.)

28 Number
29 Exist

30 Indefinite

article

31 Gathers
33 River in Italy

35 Gratuity

36 Emmet
37 Long, slender

fish

38 So be it!

40 Conjunction

41 Weather
indicator

42 Marry
43 Suit

44 Ventilate

45 Latin

conjunction

46 Existed

47 Warning
devices

50 European
52 Solitary

54 Dine
55 Parcel of land

56 Girl's name
57 Plaything

DOWN

1 Small rug

2 Fuss

3 Package

4 Skidded

5 Succor

6 Preposition

7 Citrus fruit

8 Cushion
9 Conjunction

10 Disturbances

14 Poker
stake

16 Quarrel

18 Near
21 Flag

22 Beverage
23 Resort

24 Sunburn
25 Pronoun
26 Bitter vetch

28 Hit

lightly

29 Skill

31 Alcoholic

beverage
32 Goal

33 Vessel

34 Native
metal

35 Spread for

drying
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37 Attic

38 Overwhelmed

39 Substance

40 Passageway

4 1 By way of

43 Note of scale

44 Appellation of

Athena

46 Damp
47 Girl's name
48 Red Chinese

leader

49 Pigpen

51 Negative

53 Hypothetical

force

45

50

24

39

20

35

16

12

25

51

46

40

21

36

17

32

52 53

56

47

13

29

44

41

37

10

19

14

34

54

57

48 49
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SPORT COAT.'.' J DOUBLE-KNIT*.

by Johnny hart
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THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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The Best Way To Cure A Frustrating Season

HOW SWEET IT IS-lts only

necessary to glance at the UMass
scoreboard to figure out why Coach
Boh Pickett is hugging Coach Dick
Macl'herson and why defensive

tackle Kill DeKlavio is all smiles.

The scoreboard depicts that the

Redmen are only one second away
from their second consecutive

victory.

The picture on the left shows Tim
Berra running through the Holy
Cross defense with solid blocking

from right tackle Tom Mullen (74)

and center Dave l.evine (57). (Both

MDC photos by Barbara Brecher)
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Legal Problems To Delay

Frazier-Ali Rematch Until 72...
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) Heavyweight champion

Joe Frazier says he won't be rematched with

Muhammed AH until next year and. because of legal

problems, it could be 1973 or 1974.

Frazier appeared before more than 200 convicts in

the Ohio Penitentiary Monday on the Avco Broad-

casting Corp.'s Phil Donahue Show, a talk program

telecast in 44 cities.

Avco is showing how life is in the 134-year-old

maximum security prison in a five-part series this

week and picked Frazier as the leadoff quest.

"Id like to meet him (AH) next year," said Frazier.

"But it probably won't be until 1973 or 1974 because

of contract and legal problems.

"No matter when it is, it'll be an instant replay,"

predicts the 28-year-old Frazier

That brought applause from the convicts, mostly

black and about evenly divided in their allegiance for

Ihe two fighters. In their first meeting March 9 in New
York, Frazier decisioned Ali in 15 rounds.

One convict suggested that Ali, who has been out of

action for over three years while lawyers appealed his

draft evasion conviction, would have beaten Frazier

several years ago.

"Three years ago I'd have taken him apart," an-

swered Frazier.

Another prisoner, obviously an Ali supporter,

questioned Frazier for always calling Ali by his for-

mer name, Cassius Clay. The champ said he had a

reason for that.

"I'm just a little more clever than him, I call him

Clay to make him mad.
"He says he's gonna whup you when you call him

that," Frazier said.

"When he sees the tube and hears this, he'll get

angry," predicted the champion.

"He'll call me tomorrow and say, "Joe Frazier, I'm

gonna get you."

An inmate asked if AH still calls Frazier ugly.

"Ugly?" answered Joe, "No, he don't call me that

any more."
Frazier said he has respect for Ali's Muslim religion

and revealed. "In private, I'll say, 'how you doing,

Ali?"
Frazier said he has a lot of respect for Ali, but ad-

mitted making two mistakes in his first meeting with

him.

In the 11th round when I had him in trouble, I

should have put more pressure on him. And in the 15th

when he was down I should have rushed in and tapped

him one." the champ said.

Frazier admitted he was up to 225 pounds because

he couldn't work out traveling with his band, the

Knockouts.

Frazier hasn't fought since meeting Ali

Metallo Heads
YanCon Picks

UMass halfback Paul Metallo, Vermont end Wayne Bulman and New
Hampshire halfback Dennis Coady have been chosen as the top offensive,

defensive and sophomore players in the Yankee Conference for their

performances last Saturday.

Metallo, a 5'10 180-lb. junior, set a new UMass rushing record with 258

yards on 28 carries, including TD runs of 3, 4, 17 and 53 yards, to spark a

38-27 upset over Holy Cross. Metallo had 9 runs of 10 or more yards.

Bulman, a 6'3 220-lb. junior, sacked the quarterback 5 times and had 6

unassisted and 11 assisted tackles to help Vermont overtake Maine 17-13.

The Catamounts held Maine to 85 yards rushing with Bulman leading the

way.
Coady, a 5'8 165 lb. sophomore, carried 24 times for 122 yards, ran back

3 punts for 26 yards and 3 kickoffs for 67 yards as the key offensive threat

in UNH's come-from-behind 24-24 tie at Springfield. Last week he was

chosen as the top YanCon offensive player.

Other nominations were: Offense-SE Chris Hess (Rhode Island), SE
Dave Paul (Maine), FB John Richard (New Hampshire). TE Tim
Sullivan (Vermont) & FB Joe Wilson (Holy Cross); Defense-T Nelson

(assavaugh (New Hampshire), LB Dan Harper (Holy Cross), E Steve

Furness (Rhode Island), S John O'Neil (UMass) & T Dick Todd (Maine),

Sophomores-HB Warren Collins (Boston U). HB Steve Coon (Vermont),

QB Doug Lentz (Maine), FB Molly McGee (Rhode Island) & QB Peter

Vaas i Holy Cross).

NOTE TO MEDIA: Although new Yankee Conference members Holy

Cross and Boston U. do not play enough league games to qualify for the

Conference championship their players will be listed in the weekly award
winners and statistical rankings.

Nebraska Increases Lead Over
Oklahoma In College Ratings

PIEL-Therc were five touchdowns scored by the Kedmen in the 38-

11 victory over llolv Cross last Saturday. Paul Metallo scored four

touchdowns with the fifth belonging to quarterback Piel Pennington

who rolled out and ran into the end/one for a four-yard jaunt.

(AP) -Nebraska continued to pull

away from Oklahoma in this

week's Associated Press college

football rankings while the Nitany

Lions of Penn State climbed ahead

of Auburn into fifth place.

The Cornhuskers of Nebraska

received 41 first-place votes and

1.060 points from a nationwide

panel of sports writers and
broadcasters following an im-

pressive 37-0 trouncing of Iowa

State. That was seven more top

votes and 10 more points than last

week
Meanwhile, runner-up Oklahoma

had its hands full in beating

Missouri 20-3 and wound up with

six first-place ballots and 968

points, compared to 17. and 1.010

the previous week Two weeks ago.

the Sooners trailed Nebraska by a

mere 24 points.

Michigan also took down six

first place votes and retained third

place with 876 points after

walloping Iowa 63-7. Alabama
turned back Louisiana State 14-7

and held onto fourth place.

Then came the only change

among the top eight teams. Penn
State, a 63-27 winner over

Maryland, got one top vote and 618

points and rose from sixth to fifth.

Auburn. which defeated

Mississippi State 30-21 after

leading bv 30 points entering the

final period, slipped from fifth to

sixth, although the Tigers received

the remaining first-place ballot

Georgia and Notre Dame
remained in the 7-8 spots The
Bulldogs whipped Florida 49-7 and

the Fighting Irish clobbered Pitt

r>6-7.

Ohio State, a 17 10 loser to

Michigan State, skidded trom ninth

to 16th while Arizona State trim

med Brigham Young and went

from 10th to ninth. Stanford, which

clinched a second straight Pacific

8 crown and Rose Bowl berth by

defeating UCLA 20-9. climbed from

12th to 10th.

Although the order changed in

spots, the Top Twenty teams were

the same as a week ago. The
Second Ten consisted of Ten
nessee. Colorado, Texas. Toledo.

Southern California. Ohio State,

Arkansas. Houston. Washington

and Louisiana State.

Last week it was Tennessee,

Stanford. Colorado, Toledo, Texas.

Arkansas. Southern Cal, LSU.

Houston and Washington.

The Top Twenty teams, with

season records and total points.

Points tabulated on basis of 20- 18-

16- 14- 12- 10- 9- 8- etc.:

1 . Nebraska 9-0 1060

2 Oklahoma 8-0 968

.". Michigan '.HI 876

4. Alabama 9-0 738

5. Penn State 8-0 618

('. Auburn 80 801

7. Georgia 9-0 551

B. Notre Dame 7-1 446

9 Arizona St. 7-1 283

10 Stanford 7-2 255

11. Tennessee 6-2 22fi

12 Colorado 7-2 215

13 Texas 6-2 138

14 Toledo 9-0 121

IS. So Calif. 5-4 59

16. Ohio St. 7-1 56

17. Arkansas 6-2-1 50

18 Houston 6-2 47

19. Washington 7-2 w
20 Louisiana St. 6-2 29

Sports Notices
Ruggers At Home Saturday

DATE: Thurs., Nov. 11. 197:

TIME: 9:30-11:30 AM: PLACE:
WoPE This event features Miss

Abbie Rutledge. an outstanding

player and authority She was

ranked among the top 8 women

players in the United States for

sixteen years. In addition, she was

a member of the United States

touring team which toured Africa.

England and Scotland II is a rare

privilege to have with u« ' r*

of her ability Members of the

University Community are invited

to attend. Further information

may be obtained from Prof. Sally

Ogilvie. 545-2550.

All candidates for the Women's
Varsity basketball team should

report to WoPE gym on Monday.
November 15th at 4:00. Try outs

will be held November IS thru 18th

All managers should report at the

«tn<< ne

The UMass ruggers play their last home game of the

fall this Saturday when they host Tufts RFC in two

games on the UMass rugby pitch. The UMass first XV
opens action at 1:08 P.M.

UMass RFC will be looking to improve their 3-5

record The injury-plagued Kedmen dropped a

squeaker to Holy Cross 0-4 last Saturday morning. The

loss to the Purple came on the heels of a crushing

defeat administered by the best club side in New
England, Harvard Business. 47-7.

Saturday. UMass lost scrum half Jim Clapper for

(he season when he pulled I hamstring He joins a
'<-> m ,'itr' •" (h< Marp*'

Irom the sideline, but the return of fullback Jack

Hamilton and lock Bill Kesgen should provide the

offensive punch missing against Holy Cross

The (Mass second XV continues to fare well as the)

tied !lol\ Cross lis 1 ton Bill Owens' fumble recovers

in goal The B lorward>. a strong mobile pack led by

Owens and Pete Herrmann, should put UMass on (Op

,
mains! the Tults side

With UMass footballers playing at UNH and the

soccer season o\er Ihe final rugby home match will

provide ample excitement for the spectator willing to

brave the late fall winds on the Boyden pitch
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Harriers Finish Third
ij

ByJAYNKSTOR
"We've come a long way, and I'm real happy about

how the team performed today," quoted the beaming
cross-country coach Ken O'Brien when his team
arrived home from the New England Meet. Who would
have thought at the beginning of the season that UMass
would grab third in New England, only to be edged out

of second by two points?

"We had an outside chance to win, but we were
primarily shooting the third and fourth," said the

pleased Coach. Providence College put it all together to

garner the big New England victory. Led by Bill Speck

in seventh position, they put four men within the top

twenty-five finishers to grap the title. Following

Providence's total of 88 points, was Northeastern,

whose 99 point total gave them second by two points to

Massachusetts with 101. This is the same Northeastern

that bombed the Redmen at the outset of the season.

The top man for UMass was Randy Thomas in

eleventh place. As O'Brien termed Thomas' per-

formance, "It rates with Ron Wayne's first place and
Larry Paulson's second place of last year. It was a

super job." This is a fantastic performance by the

talented Freshman, and he is quickly proving that his

potential is vast indeed.

Bill Ciillin, another freshman, was the second Red-

man finisher as he placed in seventeenth position. The

worth of these two harriers has been proven invaluable

to the UMass effort. It is an exciting thought to think of

what the future holds in store for them.

Tom Derderian scored a solid twentieth place; two

positions up on Yankee Conference Champion, Allieu

Massaquoi. Mike McCusker ran by far his best race as a

Redman, with his twenty-sixth position and fourth man
finish for UMass. Recording the same time was stable

Peter Crisci. right behind McCusker. Doug O'Connell

was sixth man for UMass, while only a second behind

the two Redmen, finishing twenty-ninth.

Overall, Dan Moynihan of Tufts broke Redman Ron
Wayne's New England record of 24:11 on the Franklin

Park course as he cruised to a time of twenty four

minutes flat. Charles Duggan of Springfield followed

him to the line nineteen seconds later as Moynihan
dominated the race.

Citing his team's progress in the race, Coach O'Brien
remarked, "Teamwise, we ran well. At the mile mark,
everyone was there. We recorded one of our better team
splits at thirty-four seconds, and this was enhanced by
Randy's great run." The team was mostly beat by the

top men of Providence and Northeastern, but they

picked up well on the fourth and fifth men of each team.
This has been the typical UMass trait of the season, and
they used it well at this meet.

In the JV meet, Redman Rick Barry lead the entire

race only to be overhauled by two Providence men in

the final 220 yards. It was a heart breaker for Barry,

who led by forty yards earlier in the race. Wayne Lucas
capped his best race of the season with a strong fifth

place finish. He had fought it out at the front with Barry
and the Providence harriers. Chris Chambers broke

into the Providence contingent with seventh place.

Don Dunsky and Paul Albini finished fifteenth and
sixteenth respectively, as UMass grabbed second place

behind the Providence second team. It was a powerful

achievement for Providence to win both divisions of this

New England Meet.

Every one except Tom Derderian and Peter Crisci

will be coming back next year to this promising cross-

country team A third place finish is something to be

proud of when the condition of this team at the start of

the season is taken into consideration. Coach O'Brien

certainly did his rebuilding work.

As an added bonus. Coach Ken O'Brien was named
Coach of the Year, by the New England Coaches
Association. This was bestowed on the basis of the

performance of his last year's cross-country, indoor,

and outdoor teams. After this New England third place

finish, he stands a good chance of being in the running

for this vear's award.
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"They Just Love To Hit People
5 5

By EARLE BARROLL
The linebacker is a rare breed of

football player, their Saturday
calling for a specialized effort from
sideline to sideline, from the

enemy backfield to their own
defensive backfield.

They roam the field with
wreckless abandon looking to hit

people... the thing they do best.

They need the size and strength of

a lineman to handle the rush and
they need the speed and agility to

stay with backs on pass patterns.

•v tmmt>—i
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SPORTS
Their position is the toughest

mentally and physically on the

field. They play a dual roll and it is

this breed of athlete the coaches
look for to man this slot in the

defense.

Dennis Collins. Joe Sabulis.

Doug Winslow and Tim Edwards
are just this type of football player.

UMass has been blessed with

four outstanding linebackers this

season and over this past weekend
they had perhaps their toughest

day of the year in trying to stop the

Holy Cross tandem of Joe Wilson
and Eddie Jenkins.

Yesterday on a cold and blustery

football field behind Alumni
Stadium these four took time out to

look back over this game and their

feelings on their position.

Edwards is the "fourth"
linebacker on the UMass defense.

Dick MacPherson has employed
four linebackers since the UConn
game in order to "get the best men
on the field " In Edwards he's

picked a jim-dandy to man the

position.

He plays as a "quick defensive

end" shutting off the run. charging

the quarterback from the outside

and being able to get back for the

pass.

Does he remember Wilson? Just

take a look at his broken finger on

his left hand... Wilson stepped on it

Saturday on a green pass.

"I had to grab at Wilson on
Saturday which is different from
what I usually do," he said.

"Usually I give the runner shots

but he wouldn't stop so I had to

grab."

As for his "fourth linebacker

post", he said. "It's great. ..I

practice every day like the rest of

the players and want to play."

He agrees that the linebacker is

the best athlete on the field and he
also prides himself in quickness,

"enough to keep up with Paul
Metallo coming out of the backfield

in preseason," he smiled.

Edwards also called himself and
Collins and Sabulis mean. But
Winslow. ..that's another story.

He's hostile.

To this accusation Doug put it

this way, "I have a job to do and I

do it. It involves hitting people. I

don't try to be punishing. I just

make a plav and try to make it

well."

Winslow is the middle linebacker

and a young one at that. He's a

convert from defensive end where
he played behind Jim Kelliher last

year...which means he didn't play

and he sees this as a real chance to

get into the action.

He took his lickings the first few
vvt *ks of the season but has come
on like a gangbuster as of late and
has been an integral part in the

defensive revival.

MacPherson said of him earlier

in the season, "we'll have to let

him mature" and mature he has.

Collins is the little guy of the

four, only 8
1 and 190 pound* (The

others range around 6'3 and 2:3.)

He felt he could have hit better on

Saturday on the sprint outs. He did

make adjustment in the third

quarter to stop the outside run.

He called Wilson and Jenkins the

"best backs I've seen this year as a

tandem ..even harder to defense

than Ed Marinaro of Cornell."

"I really like my position this

year." he emphasized. "Last year

I was too small. I like to cover the

A WILSON—BURGER—Holy doss' Joe Wilson (40) readies for a big hit from the oncharging Dennis
Collins) 131 in Saturday's win over the Crusaders. Dave Levine made the initial shot (he's on the bot-

tom ) and Dennis Keating* tl >, Joe Sabulis<:>2) and Johnny Jones(79) move in to apply the coup de grace.
(MDC photo by Barbara Brecher)

run... this is what the linebacker

has to think first, the run."

And like all hearty linebackers

he likes the main weapon in their

repetoire..."I like to hit people."

He also calls the linebacker the

best athlete overall on the team.

And his number one example...Joe
Sabulis whom he calls, "the best

I've ever seen."

What does Joe have to say about

this*
1 Not much... he's a modest

sort, but inside his lanky frame is

perhaps the best linebacker in New
England (He was all New England
last year, i

He likes the running game and
plays with the epitome of pursuit.
Coach Bob Pickett who coor-

dinates the linebackers calls these
four "a great unit."

"Outside of the quarterback this

is the most demanding mental
process to play." he said. "They
play the run first but have pass

responsibilities.

"They just love to hit people
."

Cover the run, cover the pass and
hitting people, these four give

UMass the finest unit, at the most
specialized position, in New
England.

MexicanOpen EyesAmericanSpot Orioles Win In Japan
MEXICO CITY (AP) - The Mexican Open, for

years a poor relation among the world's pro golf

championships, is casting ambitious eyes on a spot on

the rich American tour.

"We have to raise the purse to $100,000, and to do

that we have to get a commercial sponsor," said

Guillermo Lozano Jr., general director of the Mexican
I'OA, who describes himself as "the little Joe Dey."

Dey is commissioner of the tournament players

division of the American American PGA, governing

body for the American pro tour which this year of-

Icrcd more than $7 million in prize money.

Tne Mexican Open, which boosted its total purse to

$28,000 for the championship that ended Sunday, is not

associated with the American tour in any way and the

monev won by U.S. pros does not count on their

American totals.

"We would like to talk to Joe Dey about getting a

place on the American tour," Lozano said. "But first

we have to get some money. To go to $100,000, well,

that's over one million pesos and we would have to get

some backing.

"We did have some help from Seagrams, but they

are backing the Canadian Open now. We'd be very

happy to get help from some American company that

has interests here, an airline, or a tobacco company or

something."
I^e Trevino, who failed in his bid to add this

national title to his collection of American. British and

Canadian championships easily was the biggest at-

traction.

TOKYO (AP) Brooks Robinson blasted two home runs and Frank
Robinson and Andy Etchebarren one each as the Baltimore Orioles
drubbed Japan's champion Tokyo Yomiuri Giants 7-0 in a game shor
tened to five innings by rain Sunday.
The Orioles, held to a 10-inning, 9-9 tie by the Giants Saturday, took a

commanding 5-0 lead on three home runs in the first inning.
Leadoff man Paul Blair and second baseman Dave Johnson both

singled After big first baseman Boog Powell struck out, Frank Robinson
clouted Yomiuri starter Hisao Niuri's fast delivery deep into the left-field
bleachers.

It was the veteran 36-year-old Robinson's second homer in Japan.
Korean-born southpaw Niura struck out Merv Rettenmund for the

second out but yielded back-to-back homers to Brooks Robinson and
Etchebarren
The triumph maintained Baltimore's unbeaten record in Japan.
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By MDC STAFF

The Board of Trustees will be

meeting today at 2:00 P.M. in

rooms 162 and 175 CC to discuss the

conflicts between the campus and

the President's office that resulted

in former Chancellor Tippo's

resignation last month. The Board
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Nixon On Trail
See page four

Marathon
See page nine

will be responding to the report of

the Committee of Concern, a group

of students and faculty empowered
by the three campus senates to

speak for the campus.

Dean Bruce Morris, Chairman of

the committee, will present the

report to the Trustess. The Faculty

Senate will be represented by its

delegate, Prof. Joseph Burroughs.

TheGraduateStudent Senate will be

represented by its president, Mrs.

Veda Ross. Student Senate Vice

President Larry Ladd will

represent that body.

The report of the Committee of

Concern outlines four major areas

of tension between the campus and

the systems office that the Board

should act upon. According to the

report, the board should take the

following steps:

"1. That the board set forth a

clear demarcation of the functions

.of the central office and of the

constituent units of the university,

incorporating the maximum
possible degree of autonomy for

the units within the general

policies developed by the Board of

Trustees.

2. That the board reaffirm the

principle; expressed at the outset

of the expansion of the university

beyond one campus, that im-

provement of the quality of

programs in the newer units not be

made at the expense of quality in

the older units.

3. That the board clearly and

carefully describe the budgetary

process and establish and
delineate the roles of all con-

stituent units therein.

4. That the board establish a

policy of full communication on all

major issues to all elements of the

system and that the senates and

their committees be given full

opportunity to present their views

on all important matters at all

stages of the decision-making
process."

The issue is the degree of

autonomy and participation the

board is willing to grant to the

campus and its various con-

stituencies. Spokesmen for the

Committee of Concern report that

they will press the board for

specific commitments to grant the

campus considerable authority to

decide its own affairs and for a

great degree of participation by

students and faculty in decisions

made at the university level.

The report of the committee was
originally presented to the Board
of Trustees at their last meeting,

but the Board did not respond to

the report. At that meeting, the

report was read and the Trustees

then moved on to the next item of

business. According to members of

the Committee of Concern, that

lack of reaction of the Trustees was
a source of considerable con-

sternation to members of the three

campus senates. Following the

meeting of the Board, the Faculty,

Graduate, and Undergraduate
Senates all passed a motion urging

the Trustees to come to the

Amherst campus to respond

directly to their concerns

Today's meeting of the Board is

open to all members of the campus
community.
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Culturnatives

Life Was Just Too Short
By GILBERT J. SALK

Today is my birthday, but it's not a day of

happiness, for it is also a day of loss. On my
birthday last year, I participated in the

memorial service for my best friend, who

had died four days earlier.

It seems appropriate to use this week's

CULTURNATIVES colum to discuss Ron

Hardy, the love he and I shared, and the

memories of him which keep him alive

within me. Maybe we can dispel a few myths

about death, and open some doors on

brotherhood and community.
Ron Hardy was a Baptist campus

minister. He and I met shortly after the

assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.,

after we had put together a memorial

program for King. Together, with a few

other people, we organized the Martin

Luther King, Jr., Social Action Council.

Ron taught me many lessons. One of the

most important was that Christianity and

the church were two different things. He and

I both shared a deep concern for humanity,

and a painful awareness of the respon-

sibilities of learning to treat all men as

brothers in a world where brotherhood was

denied by napalm in Vietnam, by individual

and institutional racism, by the Chicago

Police Dept., by "revolutionaries" calling

some people "pigs". Ron taught me to trust

his use of Christian terminology as meaning

the same things as my humanistic rhetoric.

Ron taught me a lesson I'm still in-

ternalizing -that, regardless of the political

and organizational demands put upon us by

ourselves or our friends, we must still take-

or-make-time for people. He acted as a one-

man support group for many people. He was

genuinely interested in their concerns, their

hopes, their fears.

Ron understood that the direction of the

revolution was cultural, that it was

necessary to build and maintain support

communities, that people could not live their

lives apart from other people, that current

institutions were dehumanizing, that

alienation was a major force in the lives of

those living in today's society. His

philosophy and his life-style were one and

the same, and both made up his ministry.

Ron wasn't perfect. But his faults were

mostly faults of excessive zeal, of trying to

do more than any one man possible could. I

loved him. He was my brother. And on

November 6, 1970, he died.

He died of severe burns, and the date of

his death is not a painful memory for me, for

it was almost a relief to know that his pain

was ended. The loss really hit me four days

later, on my birthday, when the memorial

service was held, and that loss is as fresh in

my mind today as it was a year ago.

But with the loss is the memory of a kind

of joy, a celebration of life. Ron's death, my
birthday, his wife Anne, pregnant at the

time, later giving birth to a beautiful little

girl, a sureness that Ron left a legacy behind

that will live in the minds and hearts of those

who knew him.

Death, it seems, is a beginning, not an

end. Ron's physical presence is no longer

here, but I still hear his laugh or his voice,

and I often find myself thinking about what

kind of advice he'd offer or comments he'd

make if I was rapping with him about some

problem or other. Having shared his life

brings me closer to others who also shared.

He first introduced me to the United

Christian Foundation, and I now find myself

working at reorganizing UCF and being

very concerned with thoughts of community

and human understanding, concerns which

Ron first thought out in me, and expressed

as a goal he was working on in UCF.

Ron is a part of me. He is part of me as a

draft counselor, and many of the ideas I

write about in this column are the results of

seeds planted in conversations I had with

him.

It's hard to separate life and death. Each

gives something to the other, and each has a

message of its own. Yes, I'm sad today. But

the sorrow is for Ron, that he can't be here

to share what tomorrow is going to be, and

to dream with me about what the day after

tomorrow might be like. But I have my life,

and the memory of what he did with his, and

I know that my course must be to live today

as if my revolution had already been

completed, and that the world was what I

would like it to be. That seems to be the only

road to freedom.

Take some time today, and celebrate life.

Live it. PEACE.
NOTES:
Bob Zelman and I will be doing a poetry

reading today in the Colonial Lounge of the

SU at noon. Bob will read "Tyrannus Nix"

and other poems, and I'll be doing an

assortment of stuff I like, some light and

some heavy. It's free. Come share an hour

with us.

The CULTURNATIVES Rap Session will

be held as usual Thurs. at 2:30 in the lounge

on the ninth floor of the Campus Center. If

vou want to talk or listen, come.

Poetry Reading

Today At Twelve

Don't flirt with the dirt. Snow tires are better than no tires. Serves you right to suffer. "If this thing

worked for money, it would be a protractor." (looney Steve.) (MDC Photo by Alan Chapman)

Two UM Students Sentenced For Drugs
Two former University of

Massachusetts students pleaded

guilty Monday in Hampshire
County Superior Court to charges

stemming from their arrest in the

May 14 drug raid at the University.

Christopher Ryan, 19, of

Greenfield pleaded guilty to

charges of possession, sale and

possession with intent to sell the

drug LSD. He had been accused of

two counts of each.

Dist. Atty. John Callahan

recommended to Judge Andrew R.

Linscott that Ryan be given a 60-

day term in the Hampshire County

House of Correction for the

possession charge and a term of

five to seven years at Walpole

State Prison for the sale charge.

Ryan's attorney, Norman
Callahan, of Greenfield, argued for

a suspended sentence for him. He
offered for consideration letters

from Ryan's high school principal

and counselor, from the manager
of the Erving paper mill who said

that he would give the youth a job,

from his grammar school principal

and from others in the Greenfield

community.

Model Student

Ryan, he said, "was spiritually,

morally and physically impeccable

until he went to college." In high

school, the attorney said, his client

had been a model student while

starring on the football team and

setting three records at track.

Callahan agreed that the floor

where Ryan had lived in (irayson

dormitory at UMass had been a

center of drug usage and trading at

the university. "It took a bus to

haul away" all the people on that

floor that were arrested for drug

dealing, he said.

There was a person on that floor,

Callahan said, that was a major

dealer in drugs who had gotten

residents to sell for him. Callahan

conceded that neither Ryan nor

Richard Vatcher, 20, of Rehoboth

who also pleaded guilty to similar

charges, was a primary seller of

drugs, but still, he said, "the dollar

volume was there."

Ryan was accused of selling a

total of 110 tabs of LSD in two
separate sales to state trooper

Ronald Ford for about $125.

Judge Linscott followed

Callahan's recommendation and

sentenced Ryan to 60-days for

possession and five to seven years,

suspended, for selling. Charges of

possession with intent to sell were

filed by the judge.

Gil Salk and Bob Zelman will do

a poetry reading on Wed. Nov. 10 at

12 o'clock noon until 2 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union. The theme of the reading

will be political and erotic poetry.

Ferlinghetti's epic poem about

Pres. R. Milhouse Nixon

"Tyrannus Nix?" will be featured.

They will read poems by Allen

Ginsberg, Robert Bly. Kenneth

Patchen, Lenore Kandel and
Michael McClure.

Gil Salk is a draft counselor on

campus and author of the

"Culturnatives" column. Bob
Zelman, who has done many
poetry readings on campus before,

is a grad student in philosophy.
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ERIC ROULEAU
in his first United Stares visit

Foreign Correspondent for "Le Monde,"
widely distributed International Newspaper

The Middle East:
An Objective Appraisal

Wednesday, November 10

8:00 in Manor Auditorium

Strickland On Black History
The Distinguished Visitors Program will be

presenting on Thursday, November 11th in Thompson

Hall, #104 at 8 p.m. Mr. William Strickland, Senior

Research Fellow of the Institute of the Black World.

Mr. Strickland will be speaking on the topic "Black

History and the Collapse of the Republic".

Mr. Strickland is one of the foremost young writers,

historians, educators, and activists in the con-

temporary struggle for Black liberation in this

country. He is one of the founding members of the

Institute of the Black World in Atlanta, Georgia and is

currently a Senior Research Fellow and Director of

Policy Studies for that organization. After receiving

undergraduate and graduate degrees at Harvard,

where he was also an instructor in race relations, he

left Harvard to become Director of the Northern

Student Movement which was organized to support

the voter registration projects conducted in the South

in the early 60's by SNCC, CORE, SCLC and NAACP.

Mr. Strickland has done extensive work in political

analysis and organizing having been chairman of the

New York State Committee to Support the Mississippi

Freedom Democratic Party Challenge and worked

with Black political organizations in South Carolina,

Georgia and Alabama. He has also been a visiting

lecturer in history at Columbia University and has

lectured extensively at colleges and universities

throughout the United States and in East Africa and

the Caribbean.

He has been published in Freedomways. Rights and

Review The New York Times, The Amsterdam News,

Journal of Black Political Economy and other

periodical publications. He is co-author of Federal

Power in the Suppression of the Black Movement and

is currently working with his colleagues at the In-

stitute of the Black World on a volume on Black

Studies and the Struggle for Black Education.

As Director of Policy Studies at the IBW, Mr.

Strickland has developed a number of programs

which include consultative services to local, state and

national Black elected officials and seminars and

"Think Tank" sessions with national and in-

ternational Black leaders and activists such as C.L.R.

James, Stokely Carmichael, Imamu Amiri Baraka,

Charles Koen, Julian Bond, Mrs. Shirley Graham
DuBois and others. Mr. Strickland is also coordinator

of the Institute's two year project to develop a

National Black Agenda, which has organized a

national network of Black activists and social

analists. This Black agenda network, in conjunction

with other elements of the Black community, is at-

tempting to identify and analyze the key problems of

Black America and the manner in which they are

interrelated. It will propose strategies for coming to

grips with these problems and seek to identify,

stimulate, or create change agents necessary to

implement the recommended strategies. Its areas of

concern are education, political organizing, economic

development, political control, Pan-African affairs,

Black History, health and community services, and

cultural definitions.

A coffee hour will follow.

Callahan Clarifies Actions

Concerning UMass Drug Cases
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WILLIAM STRICKLAND

Nude Scenes On TV
Cause Few Ripples

NEW YORK (AP) — Nude scenes have been shown on television this

season and the bareness has caused only a ripple of complaint. The nudity

has been limited to the Public Broadcasting System, and commercial

networks say it's still a far way off.

The glimpses of nudity on PBS have been fleeting, an integral part of the

plot, and have been set in classical productions imported from England.

The number of protests are so few that officials are surprised.

One station, KTPS-TV, Tacoma, Wash., declined to carry the "Jude the

Obscure" segment of "Masterpiece Theatre" series, where the nudity

has been this season, because of what it called "risque scenes." PBS said

only six or seven of its 211 stations cut the nude scenes from the British-

made production before broadcast. Several nude scenes appear in two

other segments scheduled later this season.

"It just hasn't been a problem. It hasn't stirred up anything," said

Hartford, Gunn, president of PBS. "Masterpiece Theater" is put together

at WGBH-TV in Boston.

The productions on "Masterpiece Theatre" were made by the British

Broadcasting Corp. and shown over its network in England. The British

commercial network also has occasional nudity in dramatic programs.

The three American commercial networks have never shown a nude

scene. , ., ,,.

Robert D. Wood, president of the CBS Television Network, said, I

wouldn't say that nudity will never come to commercial television. It's

like football. It's a game of inches. We may get to where BBC is now in

seven or eight years."

James E. Duffy, president of the ABC Television Network, said, I

wouldn't want it on our shows. We go into millions of homes and there are

children's morals and religious values to consider."

An NBC spokesman said, "It's ruled out at the present. At some futurp

time I cannot say. We move as society moves, but I don't see public at-

titudes relaxing that much. The only possible exception would be if it

were relevant to a news documentary."

The nude scenes on "Masterpiece Theater" have been:

—In the first episode of "Jude the Obscure," in a wedding night scene,

Arabella confesses to Jude that she tricked him into marriage by

pretending to be pregnant. She unsnaps her bodice facing the camera and

exposes her breasts briefly before turning around.

—In the third episode Sue Bridehead disrobes in front df her college

roommate while discussing the acceptability of nudity. There is a full-

length shot of her nude back.

—In "Cold Comfort Farm," to be broadcast as a two-hour special Dec.

26, there is breast exposure during the introduction and several scenes of

slightly camouflaged nudity.

By MDC STAFF
District Attorney John Callahan

yesterday clarified his actions in

cases involving those arrested in

last Spring's UMass drug raid,

saying that he has been "recom-

mending 5-7 year suspended
sentences" because the law

requires him to do so.

Responding to a Daily Collegian

editorial, Callahan, who is in the

midst prosecuting several UMass
cases at Superior Court, Nor-

thampton, said "Anyone who was
in court" knew that he was
recommending "suspended"
prison sentences. He further stated

that there were only three of those

arrested last Spring from whom he

was recommending "in-

determinate" sentences at Con-

An open meeting for un-

dergraduates of the School of

Education in which various

complaints, needs, and ideas,

relating to the School of Education

were discussed, was held in the

School of Education Auditorium

last night. The discussion, which

drew about fifty students, was
sponsored as part of the current

School of Education marathon.

The main topic of the night was
that of undergraduate represen-

tation in decision-making in the

School of Education. Presently, all

personnel, academic, and other

policy decisions for the School of

cord State Reformatory.

"An indeterminate' sentence

usually means between seven and
nine months, depending upon how
the individual works out down
there (at Concord)", said

Callahan. He also said that the

sentences being given at Nor-

thampton District Court for the

drug offenses were the most
lenient in the state.

A Daily Collegian editorial

Monday stated that Callahan was
"recommending to the judge a 5-7

year term in the notorious Walpole

State Prison for a young man
convicted of selling LSD."
The editorial added, "Callahan's

unreasonable attempts to lock up

students in prisons seems to be a

political action on his part

designed to placate his nervous

town constituencies."

The drug raid last Spring at

UMass was the result of an un-

dercover investigation by State

Trooper Paul Ford. Ford had made
purchases of drugs from UMass
students, posing as a student here

at UMass, using money that

District Attorney Callahan had

received to conduct the in-

vestigation.

The District Attorney is known to

have received an additional $2,700

last month for what is generally

believed to be another in-

vestigation of local drug traf-

ficking. Presumably the money
will be used by undercover nar-

cotics agents to purchase drugs.

School
Education are made by the School

Council. This council is composed

of faculty, administration, and

graduate students, and also has

three undergraduate seats. Debate

centered upon the question of

whether the small group of

students attending should appoint

three people present to represent

the 1400 undergraduates of the

School of Education.
It was argued and finally

decided to send three students to

the next meeting, which is to be

held at 9:00 A.M. on Thursday,

November 18.
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Nixon's 72 Campaign Starts Rolling
WASHINGTON (AP) — With election day

precisely 52 weeks away, marching orders

have been passed to the foot soldiers in the

campaign to re-elect Richard Nixon
president. The message: "We're going to

run like we've never run before."

Nixon has not said publicly that he will

seek a new term and probably won't before

early next year. But the ever- widening

preparations for campaign battle would not

be underway without his consent.

Tuesday the President's schedule in-

cluded visits to New York and Chicago for

appearances at Republican fund-raising

dinners. His speeches were to be beamed via

closed-circuit television to 18 other dinners.

At $500 a plate, the GOP hoped to raise $5

million as a substantial down payment on

the 1972 campaign.
Aside from such brief forays, Nixon is

expected to maintain a low political profile

in the months ahead by concentrating all his

energies on being President, his advisers

said.

But the Nixon camp isn't letting campaign
preparations take care of themselves.

"The word is to forget about the power of

the incumbency, to organize and build from

the bottom up, to take nothing for granted,"

said one worker who has been active in past

Nixon campaigns. "The word is that we're

going to run like we've never run before."

Still undecided, sources said, is the timing

of Nixon's re-election announcement. The
deadline for entering the New Hampshire
primary is Jan. 6, and some sources

predicted a presidential statement shortly

before then.

Interviews with key officials in the Nixon

camp disclosed a curious blend of caution

and confidence about 1972. Some aides,

looking over the crowded field of

Democratic presidential hopefuls, talked

boldly of an easy victory for Nixon next

year.

But other advisers play down such talk.

The interviews disclosed that the Nixon

campaign likely will be built around a dual

theme, peace and prosperity.

But the charting of what issues to stress

still is in in its early stages. Far more ad-

vanced is the nuts-and- bolts mechanics of

organizing for the re-election bid.

From a Pennsylvania Avenue suite a

block from the White House gate, a group of

political operatives working under the

Citizens for the Re-election of the

President" are rebuilding the national

campaign organization used successfully by

Nixon in 1968.

Set up last spring, the committee is laying

the "groundwork which the President can

use if he wants, when and if he decides to run

again," a spokesman said.

Other sources said the citizens committee,

rather than the Republican National

Committee, will be the focal point for the re-

election effort. It began with a staff of about

a dozen in May. Now its staff is nearly three

times that size, and by next spring it will

triple in size again.

In addition to the headquarters staff,

recruiting of the state and local chairmen is

under way. "The chairmen are being

selected on the basis of their ability to

organize down to the precinct level," said

one Republican strategist. "We've got to

find out who our friends are and to make
sure they get out to vote."

Heading current operation of the citizens

committee are two former White House

aides, Jeb Magruder and Harry Flemming,
and one of the party's experienced fund-

raisers, Lee Nunn.

But early next year, sources predicted

Atty. Oen John N. Mitchell will leave his

Cabinet post and take charge of the election

effort which he also headed in 1968.

Secretary of Commerce Maurice H. Stans

may take command of fund-raising forces,

they said.

In 1968, Nixon's campaign spent about $14

million for advertising, and campaign
planners say the 1972 advertising budget

probably will be in the same range.

Besides Mitchell, the dawning of 1972

could draw other veteran GOP political

planners into the campaign fold. One of

these may be Murray Chotiner, whose ties

with Nixon date back to the President's first

race for Congress 25 years ago.

Chotiner was on the White House staff

until joining a Washington law firm last

year.

Chotiner said in an interview he has taken

on a few assignments for the White House,

but, "I'm not doing anything at the moment
lor the actual campaign or preparations for

the campaign."

Deport Him -The Question Is Where
WASHINGTON (AP) — Thomas

Glenn Jolley, a modern man
without a country, may have

reached the end of the road in his

fight to remain in the United

States.

The 27-year-old North Carolina

native who renounced his

citizenship in Canada in 1967 to

escape the draft did not win a

single vote in the Supreme Court

Tuesday on his appeal for a

hearing. He faces deportation

within 90 days -but to where''

Jolley, now working as a news
reporter in Tallahassee. Fla.,

never applied for Canadian
citizenship and Canada has no

legal obligation to take him back.

An Immigration and
Naturalization Service spokesman
said Canada will be asked to allow

Jolley to live there.

If Canada agrees, said chief

counsel Charles Gordon of the

Immigration Service, then Jolley

will cross the border voluntarily or

be forced to go there. If Canada

refuses. Gordon said, "We will

have to find a country that will

accept him."
The court made no comment on

several claims raised by Jolley's

lawyers in an effort to avert

deportation. Their main point was
that he did not give up his

citizenship voluntarily since he

renounced it to avoid Army ser-

vice.

When the news reached Jolley in

Tallahassee he said he was not

surprised and that he doesn't know
what legal avenues remain open.

He said he wants to remain in the

United States and he still might

have a chance if no country can be

found to accept him.

In other actions, the court shored

up the rights of men and women to

be treated equally on the job. In

one case the justices let stand a

ruling that Pan American World
Airways must consider men for

stewards. In a second case, the

court refused to review a ruling

-

and thus let it stand-that a South

Bend. Ind., brewery cannot force

women to retire at 62 while

allowing men to work until they are

65.

The justices turned down an
appeal by Gov. George Wallace of

Alabama attacking the exemption
of "superficially charitable,

religious, educational or scien-

tific"' organizations from the

federal income tax.

In other cases the court:

—Ruled invalid a 1970 New

Jersey welfare regulation that was
designed to limit assistance to

families having outside income
that amounts to at least two-thirds

of their needs.

Upheld a Georgia election law

that requires a majority vote for

election to Congress.

—Agreed to decide this term
whether illegitimate children are

eligible to share in the insurance

benefits of their serviceman
fathers.
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AFL-CIO Criticize

Federal Controls
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) —

AFL-CIO leaders voiced mounting
criticism Tuesday of new federal

wage controls in reactions ranging

from caution to a call for a general

protest strike of the labor

federations nearly 14 million

members.
"We have introduced a

resolution for the AFL-CIO con-

vention opening Nov. 18, to take

whatever action is necessary,
including a national work stoppage

or general strike," said the

executive board of the 500.000-

member Amalgamated Meat
Cutters Union.

The Meat Cutters and several

construction union leaders urged
AFL CIO President George Meany
to quit President Nixon's 15-man
labor-industry public Pay Board,

which Monday ordered a general
5.5 percent limit on future pay

hikes.

The five labor members of the

Pay Board, including Meany. were
outvoted 10 to 5 by the industry and
public members in the decision

which also ruled out most
retroactive pay for the current 90-

day wage-price freeze and in-

dicated some scheduled pay hikes

could be rolled back.

if President Meany wants to

resign from the Pay Board, he has

mv support." said President

Edward J. Carlough of the 150.000

member Sheet Metal Workers.

But some other construction

union chiefs, including three on the

policy making :$5-man AFL-CIO
Executive Council, cautioned
against a labor walkout from the

Pay Board at least until more
details and specific decisions on

wage hikes are available.

BILL STRICKLAND

from the Institute of the Black World in Atlanta Georgia

Block History and the Collapse of the Republic

Thurs. Nov. 1 1 Thompson 104

8:00

"The Middle East: An Objective Appraisal"

ERIC ROULEAU
Wednesday, Nov. 10, 8:00 x^^^v Mahar Auditorium

Sponsored by

First United States Visit Foreign Correspondent for "Le Monde.

Secretary William Rogers speaking to newsmen about the possible

revival of the foreign aid bill.

In Brief...
SAIGON (AP)—A U.S. expert painted a bleak picture Tuesday

for South Vietnam if Washington cuts off all economic aid.

The informant, who asked not to be identified, said its armed

forces would have to be cut nearly in half at the risk of military

setbacks. If not that, then the nation will have to try to ride out

disastrous inflation, he said.

"I don't think they could survive it."' in either case, the source

sa 'd- ,. , ..

UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. (AP)—In their first appearance at the

United Nations, three members of Red China's advance guard

visited headquarters Tuesday to discuss problems related to the

arrival of the main Peking delegation Thursday.

The 2-hour and 25-minute visit came as a delegation of more than

40 took off from the mainland capital with a personal send-off by

Premier Chou En-lai and a cheering crowd of thousands.

WASHINGTON (AP)—The President's Pay Board does not

expect that many businessmen will seek rollbacks of scheduled

wage increases in existing labor agreements, informed sources

said Tuesday.
Under general guidelines approved Monday nignt, a

businessman may appeal for a rollback of scheduled wage in-

creases exceeding 5.5 per cent a year. He will get it if the Pay

Board decides the raise is "unreasonably inconsistent".

WKSTPORT, Mass. (AP)—Russian negotiators met with of-

ficials of a local lobster company in its weathered dockside offices

here Tuesday and agreed to reach "an amicable settlement" of the

firm's $377,000 damage suit against the Soviet Union.

Joseph S. Gaziano, president of Prelude Corp., made the an-

nouncement after a two-hour session with a three-man Russian

delegation headed by Semeonovich Babaev, president of the Sovie*

fishing fleet. He said they'd meet again Wednesday to draw up final

terms.
WASHINGTON (AP)—Donning his political cloak, President

Nixon was cast in the starring role Tuesday as the Republican

party sought at 20 dinners across the country to raise a

multimillion-dollar war chest for the 1972 campaign.

Nixon planned to fly to New York to address a Tuesday night

dinner, then head for" Chicago to appear personally at a second

dinner.

Genuine

University Drive

SPECIAL PRESENTATION FOR LUNCH

Beef Chop Suey Burger Beef with Brocolli

Big 60c Small 40c
Big 60c Small 40c

•— SPECIAL DINNER OF THE WEEK ( Evening Only)-

Egg Drop Soup
Fried Shrimp
Fortune Cookie

$2.00

Roast Pork Fried Rice

Beef with Brocolli

Chinese syle sweet or sour

Cucumber

Business hr. Wed., Thur. & Friday lunch 12 noon — l: 30

p m. Evening 5 p.m. — 9 p.m. Sat. A Sun. 11 a.m. — 9 p.m.

FOR TAKE OUT ORDER, PHONE 253-2116

Rehnquist Testimony Attacked
WASHINGTON (AP)—Spokesman for civil rights

groups struck Tuesday at William H. Rehnquist, one

of President Nixon's Supreme Court nominees, and

challenged testimony he gave to the Senate Judiciary

Committee.
But they took no stand either for or against Nixon's

other nominee, attorney Lewis F. Powell Jr., of Rich-

mond, Va.

An administration spokesman defended Rehnquist

against allegations of racism.

Joseph L. Rauh, Jr., counsel for the Leadership

Conference on Civil Rights and a spokesman for

Americans for Democratic Action, called Rehnquist

"a laundered McCarthyite."

"He is a lawyer without compassion for blacks and

other minorities and a lawyer who never once has

spoken up for the Bill of Rights," Rauh told the

Judiciary Committee.

Also testifying for the conference, Clarence Mitchell

said the nomination of Rehnquist, an assistant at-

torney general, was "an insult to Americans who

support civil rights."

Through Rehnquist's nomination, said Mitchell,

director of the Washington bureau of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People,

"the foot of racism is placed in the door of the temple

of justice."

Mitchell and Rauh were the leadoff witnesses as the

committee, after completing its questioning of the

nominees, began taking testimony from about 30

persons who have asked to be heard.

Chinese Food
now in Amherst

Drummer Boy

The Justice Department, meanwhile, denied that

Rehnquist is or ever was a member of the ultra-

conservative John Birch Society. Committee sources

said Rehnquist would submit a sworn denial later.

Sidney Zion, a former newspaperman, claimed in a

radio interview Monday night that Rehnquist, while a

lawyer in Phoenix, Ariz., in 1961 and 1962 had joined

the Birch Society.

Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., a Judiciary Committee

member who has expressed misgivings about

Rehnquist's nomination, told newsmen he knew of no

evidence at all to support Zion's allegation.

Rehnquist's record in the racial field was defended

by Arthur R. Fletcher, assistant secretary of Labor

and a Negro.

In a speech to a Republican fund-raising dinner at

Phoenix, Ariz., Monday night, Fletcher cited

Rehnquist's role in the so-called Philadelphia Plan

through which the administration has sought to in-

crease employment of blacks in the building trades.

Fletcher said Rehnquist did the legal work and

drafted a brief on the plan. He noted that the Supreme

Court upheld it and added:

"So for those who say Rehnquist is a racist, I'm here

to say just the opposite...because he took a stand for

equal-employment opportunities for minorities."

Sen. James O. Eastland, D-Miss., the committee

chairman, previously has said that full FBI field in-

vestigations of both Rehnquist and Powell turned up

nothing reflecting adversely on either of them.

U.S. Advisory Effort Cut
SAIGON (AP)-TheU.S. advisory

effort in South Vietnam is being

sharply cut as American combat
troops withdraw.

When the Military Assistance

Advisory Group became the U.S.

Military Assistance Command,
Vietnam-or MACV-in 1964, there

were fewer than 1.000 American
advisers.

That number soared to 10,500
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during the peak years of U.S. in

volvement.
The U.S. Command says there

are now 9,700 advisers in Vietnam,

but many of these are no longer in

the field. Officials say substantial

cuts in the advisory effort will be

made in the next eight months.

The cutback already has had a

major effect on the number of

battalion advisory teams, district

advisory teams and mobile ad-

visory teams in the field.

Every Wednesday is

STAMPEDE NIGHT
A little bit of the Far West in New England.

Our cowgirls, in Western garb will serve you Western Steer Beef

by the ounce — 45c per ounce for Prime Sirloin, 70c per ounce for

Filet Mignon, and 35c per ounce for a Rib of Broiled Beef. Just tell

the chef how thick of a slice you want, and how you like it done.

Keep our Friday Night Buffet in mind 6:30 to 9: 00 p.m. $5.50 per

person.

(T&Lord
•' Mi., }effery§

30 Mithmm Av*. Jv

RAOUL DIETRICH. IMNKEEPER

Attention CCEBS Seniors

Candid shots of the CCEBS SENIORS
(those graduating May 72 and January 73),

for the CCEBS yearbook will be taken

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

November 10, 11 and 12, 1971

The dates, times and locations a'-e as follow:

Whitmore (Parking lot side) on the rocks 10A,M,tll 1^2
noon

Pyramid of Stairs (Southwest)

Garden (between Infirmary

and Pres' Path)

Cultural Center

(stairs of New Africa House)

Campus Center Stairs

North East Dorms

1 P.M. til 3 P.M.

November 10

10 A.M. til 12 noon

1 P.M. til 3 P.M.

November 1 1

10 A.M. til 12 noon

1 P.M. til 3 P.M.

November 1 2

Please let us know your choice by contacting the CCEBS

office 5-0031 immediately. We are pushed for time.
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One Step More
Though it may seem like a dead issue to those who have

not closely followed the career of the Committee of Con-
cern, campus autonomy, or lack of it, will be the main
subject before the Board of Trustees as they gather here
today to discuss the conflicts which surrounded the
resignation of Chancellor Tippo.
The aim of the Committee is to get the Board to grant

this campus, with specific commitments, the authority it

needs to determine its own affairs and to allow students
and faculty a stronger voice in decisions made on the
university level. Both of these issues can be directly traced
to the Tippo incident and to the actions of the Board at its

meeting concerning the resignation.

However, the Board, in its infinite wisdom, chose at that

time to virtually ignore the suggestions of the Committee.
It is possible that this was done so the Trustees could more
closely study the proposals. If so, let them display the
knowledge gained from this perusal period with a concrete
program to implement and institutionalize the recom-
mendations of the Committee.
We fear, though, that this will not be the case and that

the Board will be little better prepared to offer hard
solutions than it was a month ago. A month is long enough
for the enthusiasm to drain from any proposal and perhaps
the Board felt it could procrastinate the proposal into

oblivion. Luckily for this campus, though, there are some
dedicated people who would not allow this to happen.
The Trustees must face the fact that unless these

questionsare answered now, they may lead to a more
critical conflict in the future; a conflict which the Board
will not be able to sweep under the rug of parliamentary
procedure. That the Trustees were willing to come here to

discuss the problem is a positive step and deserves our
commendation. We hope that they are willing to take
another step towards campus peace and security.

"11 1 on Wert? Worried Vhont Thai Explosion

In Alaska. Gel \ Load Of This"

A Cyclops Gone Blind
This weekend witnessed another of what has

Income almost institutionalized anti-establishment

demonstrations. The demonstration is something that

most of us have grown up with. In fact, we have
become so used to the role of demonstrator that we
often fail to perceive the meaning of the demon-
stration itself. Like actors, we tend to become so

caught up in our part that we fail to realize the

significance of the play itself. We come to think in

terms of what we are demonstrating for, rather than

in terms of why we have to demonstrate.

This tendency to overlook the significance of

demonstration has been almost universal. Demon-
strating has been a key factor in American life for

over a decade, but most people overlook the action

itself in favor of examining the participants. Literally

volumes have been written on the cause of student

dissent. Long books have poured forth examining the

effect of affluence and permissiveness on the young
mind. Great rhetorical masterpieces have been

produced proclaiming this the most moral generation

that ever lived. On the other hand, speeches have
echoed forth decrying student demonstrations as the

root of all evil. However, I think all of these have
really missed the point.

How people view the student movement is based

more upon how they view themselves than upon
reality. There are those who feel uncertain because

they have been unable to adjust to the rapid change
from a socieity of exterior moral norms and economic
subsistence to a society that is both permissive and
affluent There are the liberal idealist who see the

students fighting for the things which they themselves
have failed to achieve. But most important is the

reaction of "Middle America" and it is fear-fear of

their own insecurity. Middle America still believes

that happiness is just around the corner, but they also

know that like the Red Queen it takes all the running
they can do to stay in the same place. They don't

analyze why this is so, all they can see is that the

demands of the demonstrators threaten their owrn

precarious stability. If you combine all of these

reactions, you begin to get a picture of the state of

society itself.

The issues involved in the demonstrations tend to

convey a false dichotomy between establishment and
anti-establishment, remove these for a moment and

David Williams

you get a picture of a very unstable society. You have

a society full of uncertainty, frustration and in-

security of which the demonstrations are a visible

manifestation. Thus the demonstrations become not

something that are removed from society, but rather

they are a reflection of it. They are simply an overt

manifestation of the subconscious feeling of the

overall society that things are not working as they

should -because if things were working as they should

there would be no need for demonstrations, but some
how the system has broken down.
When viewed in this context, demonstrations

become an important key to an overall social

phenomena. The reason for this mass insecurity and
social instability may be attributed to the fact that the

system has failed to fulfill its purpose. The fact is that

government has ceased to effectively function. It has

ceased to lead the way; it has lost its ability to inspire

people. The prime example of this is Indochina; there

as elsewhere the phrase: "we are the unwilling led by
the unqualified to do the unnecessary," sums up the

attitude of a society that lacks a purpose. It lacks a

purpose because government itself lacks a purpose.

Despite promises to .reate a "Great Society", it is

obvious to all that government has ceased to be
creative. Even if you overlook its destructiveness in

war, it is evident that government is reacting more
than it is acting. It is trying to help the poor, without

really ending poverty. It is trying to control crime and
urban decay, yet it seems incapable of stopping
either. The best it can do to help or to control

problems, but not to solve them. Government has
ceased to govern. It is only capable of creating ad-

ministrative bureaucracies to supervise stop-gap
measures like welfare, model cities, revenue sharing
and the wage and price freeze, but it seems incapable
of solving the problems themselves. When seen in this

light, demonstrations do not represent a rebellion

against a functioning system, but rather frustration at

a system that has ceased to effectively function.

Maybe the reason why demonstrations have become
institutionalized is that the institution itself has ceased
to work. In this context, it becomes important to

remember that we may be fighting a monster, but that

monster is a Cyclops gone blind. Thus our goal should
not be to tear down a system which isn't working in the
first place, but rather to build one that will.

Shades Of HK
Humors abounded yesterday in the wake of a

disclosure by the Daily Collegian that a Student

Senate Concerts Committee has been working for six

months in secret on a plan to bring Black Sabbath and
Grand Funk Railroad to campus in the spring.

The committee, headed up by Senate Treasurer
Rick Verrochi. made its recommendations in a blue

ribbon report handed to President Lee Sandwen over a

University Hot Brown at the Top of the Campus
Monday afternoon.

Sandwen accepted the report with regret, warning
that it came at a financially difficult time. Howie
Bresner has since introduced a bill into the Program
Council that would establish another Concerts

Committee to be headed by Russell G. Vierra, of

Poisson-Vierra Productions, the successful promoters
of last spring's concerts.

Verrochi warned Bresner yesterday afternoon when
I hey bumped into each other scrambling for the

executive washroom in RSO , that he (Verrochi)

would take any attempt on Bresner's part to cloud the

concerts issue as a serious challenge to the Senate's

authority.

Bresner claims: "Verrochi was throwing around a
lot of words like "Senate investigation" and "Cur-
tailment of funds pending rectification."

Verrochi, speaking by telephone from his penthouse
suite in Greenough, denied that any such discourse
between the two ever occurred.
"Howie's off his nut. that's all. All I said was that I'd

love to take him to the cleaners." "Uhhh, that is, I said
I'd like to take him to the Hatch so we could talk about
it," he said.

Verrochi and Bresner have scheduled a joint press
conference for today at 4 p.m. in Curry Hicks Cage.
It will be open to the University community.
Meanwhile, Chester G. Wajinski, head of the

janitor's union, has warned that unless the Senate
makes concessions to the Polish-American Workers
Alliance on campus, he will order a general strike on
maintenance services.

The union is reportedly seeking Lawrence Welk and
Little Polka Richie for the concerts.
And while all of this is going on, somewhere in Fall

River, Harold Koltin tosses ane turns in his sleep.

We Wonder Why
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Bv DONNA HODGSON
EDITORIALSTAFF

Whistling Wilbur Wilson whistles

while we watch with wonder.

(Wilbur works with water.)

"Wait Witty Wilbur!" whispers

weak, weepy, Winnona. Why
wasn't William whittling wood-

chips while Wilbur whistled'.'

Where was William'' Wilma wit-

nessed William with Wendy
wading. Which Wendy'' Why.
waddling Wendy with white,

whiskery whiteheads!

Wilbur winked with Wilma.
Watch weak, weepy Winnona
i wench ) wreck what Wendy
wanted wants-William
Without Wilbur. Wilma. Wendy

-

Winnona was whitewashing
Williams wheelbarrow. What's
with Winnona'' Witchery! Wicked
Winnona Where will William
whack Winnona'' We worried

Wednesday we went wild!

William was whipping withered

Winnona with weapons, water

pistols, wilted watermelons,
warping Winnona worse... worse.
We wouldn't want William

wearing Wendy's washed well-
worn, wet woolens. (Weird
woman )

Winnona 's wake-

Wintery, whispering. Winnona
with willows-wailing, wishing,
wanting, wailing-William's
worshipper.

William went whacko.

Oh, Morbid Soul, Be Still
The use is gone, the quitting stares me...

the leaving calls me new.
The hope is lost, no longer dares me ...

the tear of losing, now the fear is through.
I tear the helpless, too

The helpless that is me and you.
My very soul, my only growing brother,
how more could you endure''

Awake tonight, asleep tomorrow,
how well thought you were sure"'

The jungle goes much deeper than we knew,
now thai we're there

Must do our part on jungle thorough-fare.
Good-bye.

T. David Barrett

Editorial Points
UMass may soon have an

airport, compliments of

President Wood. We know he has

high hopes for this place, but

that's going a little far.
***

Speaking of the President,

what if they named the library

after him instead of Tippo. They
could call it "Wood's Hole."

***

There was considerable
debate in the Student Senate

Executive committee meeting
about how the Student Senators
would sit at meetings. One
senator wanted everyone to sit

on the floor, apparently so they

could all get to know and like

each other more. Another
wanted to assign seats in

alphabetical order, which is the

way everyone finally agreed
upon. Rumor has it that alphabet
lists will be made available to

the Senators.

Cold Facts

NOW, LET ME MAKE THIS PERFECTLY CLEAR—WHEN I HINTED OF CUTS IN U.N. SUPPORT AND
FOREIGN AID, I DIDN'T MEAN . . .'

Letters To The Editor

Ignorant Little Children

<Kd. note-This letter appeared in the Boston Globe

and refers to an article which appeared in the same
paper)
Editor, Safety Valve:

I'm a UMass student. I am a product of my en-

vironment-UMass. If I do anything wrong, it's

because I don't know any better. My "social con-

sciousness" has not yet been developed, even though I

may be 21 years old. Getting involved with drugs is

something every UMass student does as soon as he

gets up there-there is no way to avoid it.

Insulting and ridiculous. Incredibly, it comes from

such upstanding and educated citizens as our lawyers.

This is the attitude inferred in Friday night's article

about the two UMass students involved in drug

charges and their "Stupidity Pleas" presented by

their lawyers. This is apparently a new plea and a

very insulting one-both lawyers tried to beg off their

clients by claiming they were "A product of the

UMass environment". Being a UMass student, I have

to take offense at this inference that we students are

ignorant little children and I would be embarrassed to

be a client of these two lawyers.

This is NOT meant in defense of the two students

involved with drugs. I only have respect enough for

them as "persons" to think that they knew what they

were doing and should take the consequences for their

actions. A student only gets involved with drugs if he

wants to and if he is selling them, it's easy enough to

guess that he has outside contacts that are big enough

to out him outside the realm of "ignorant and in-

nocent" students.

I should think these respectable lawyers would have

more sense than to go around spreading insulting

views of their clients and formulating gross

generalizations such as making a "zoo" out of the

university-a very mistaken assumption. It is

respectable people as these lawyers who have the

most influence on attitudes here at home and they

should be more careful and conscientious of what they

have to say.

Peggy Wiesel

Strike One
To the Editor:

In response to Reid Fishman's letter (Nov. 4, 1971)

eoncerning McGovern's stand on sending planes to

Israel, I would like to say that sending planes to Israel

"to protect that country from invasion," (at least we
hope that's how they'll be used) is at best a short

range program. A program whose strength lies in the

fact that if Israel has bigger and better planes than the

Arabs, the Arabs will be afraid to attack Israel. Also

afraid to negotiate, because it is the Arabs that will be

in a bad bargaining position.

This program of sending Israel planes to perpetrate

peace through fear, and is in no way bringing the two

sides together.

A more long range plan is needed before one side

becomes so paranoid that it decides it has to make the

first strike. A strike which could put the U.S. and the

U.S.S.R. in difficult situations.

This type of program shows dangerous lack of

foresight, and I feel not only McGovern but every

presidential candidate should make an attempt to

outline some method by which peace could be at-

tained, in every corner of the world.

Donald J. Madden

By ALAN K. WRIGHT
A subject that has always served mankind as a useful conversational

resort is weather.

For UMies, that is where weather's usefulness stops.

Just about a week and a half ago, an incredible Indian Summer kept the

October mercury above 60 and only ardent ski fans were frowning on the

state of affairs. Now, almost without notice, the November winds have

begun to whip without mercy. Coats, hats and gloves have quickly

become as permanent a part of student equipment as books, bikes, and

the tres necessaire backpack.

For the professional class-cutter, a dilemma has been raised. During

several weeks of this semester, beautiful weather served as a very

justifiable excuse for not attending a boring lecture. In the interim, less

than satisfactory performances on mid-term exams and papers have left

an obvious and inevitable result -get it on in your subject before the

omnipotent finals spell one's doom. However, the present bad weather is

just as good an excuse for cutting classes as good weather.

Harsh weather even effects the hard-core people who have resigned

themselves to studying and realize that a trek to the library is necessary

to accomplish that feat. Incidentally, the recent poor mid-campus night

lighting seems even more hazardous than biting cold at times.

Nevertheless, the real victims of bad weather are still the class-cutting

pros. After all, the daily ritual of a leisurely breakfast, lunch and supper

faces the fate of being curtailed by unbearable weather. Also, let's fact it,

only so much boob-tube watching, ping-pong and pinball playing can be

tolerated in one day while you're "forced" inside.

Well, don't fret yet friends, because pretty soon you'll become immune
to the cold. Then you'll be ready to use ideal snow-ball making conditions

as a viable alternative to taking in a class.

Security Problem
To the Editor:

Thursday night while walking

through Southwest I witnessed an
incident which irked me because
there was nothing I could do about

it.

Two other girls and myself were
passing Hampshire Dining
Commons behind two uniformed

security police. One of them
boisterously reached out and tore

down several posters promoting

the November fith peace march. He
just let them fall to the ground and
the two men continued along.

Furiously, I picked up the scat-

tered posters and ran up to him,

informing him as politely as

possible that if he felt compelled to

tear them down, the least he could

do was throw them away. He
retorted that he was giving the

clean-up men something to do in

the morning. I replied that we live

in Southwest; how would he feel if

a couple of students sauntered
though his yard, throwing rubbish

around? With a laugh, the two
bastards strode off, leaving me
standing there with the torn
posters.

I had been under the impression
that the security guards were
supposed to be working to prevent
vandalism at night-I just hope that

these two men aren't represen-

tative of the entire force.

Donna Bitzer

Another Look At Kent State
By MIX GORDON

(Editor's note: Bill Gordon is a

UCLA student who is spending this

quarter in Ohio.)

Although several investigations

were held following the Kent State

tragedy, none could determine why
Ohio National Guardsmen fired

into a crowd of Kent State students

in May, 1970. The evidence in-

dicated that the shootings were
totally unjustified, but the

Scranton Commission and the

Justice Department could do no
better than to speculate why the

Guardsmen pulled the triggers.

An Ohio grand jury, which has

long been discredited, exonerated
the Guardsmen for the shootings

last October. Although the grand
jury accepted the Guardsmen's
testimony that they fired in self

defense, the Justice Department
believed the self defense claims
were fabricated.

The falsification of evidence and
serious questions raised about the

Guardsmen's intentions provided

the Justice Department with
ample justification to convene a

federal grand jury Last
November a high ranking .Justice

Department official said that a

decision whether to convene a

federal grand jury would be made
before the end of 1970.

The official's timing, however,

was somewhat off. The Depart

ment refused to say what it in-

tended to do about the case for over

eight months, although they oc-

casionally promised that a decision

would be made soon. In May of

1971. a Justice Department
spokesman said that the decision

would be announced at "the ap-

propriate time."

.

Attorney General John Mitchell

finally announced last August that

there would be no federal grand

jury, and the announcement could

not have been more timely. Public

interest in the tragedy had waned
considerably in the fifteen months

since the shootings. "The ap-

propriate time," was also, ac-

cording to the Christian Science

Monitor, "late on Friday to

minimize news coverage and
safely after Congress had left town

for summer recess."

It wasn't quite safe enough,

however. Because the Justice

Department refused to investigate

the Kent State tragedy, they will

soon be investigated themselves by

a Senate subcommittee led by

Senator Edward Kennedy.

The Justice Department's
handling of the Kent State case

hasn't received much public at-

tention, partially because the

Department does not like to talk

about it.

In the summer of 1970 the

Department worked closely with

the FBI investigating the tragedy

After the Justice Department
advised Ohio officials that six

guardsmen could be criminally

prosecuted for their part in the

shootings, Mitchell said that

Guardsmen as well as students had
"apparently" violated federal

laws. The Justice Department,
however, preferred that a state

grand jury be convened by Ohio

officials.

With or without the Justice

Department's approval, the state

grand jury was politically

fraudulent. The grand jury's

report, which flatly contradicted

the Justice Department's sum-

mary of FBI investigations and the

Scranton Commission, was later

ordered destroyed by a federal

judge.

After the state grand jury's

report was released last October,

the Justice Department announced

it was taking under consideration

the convening of a federal grand

jury to investigate the tragedy. As

the months passed, they had little

to say about Kent. It was reported

last March that the Department's

civil rights division recommended
to Mitchell that he not convene a

federal grand jury The recom
mendation, which needed only

Mitchell's approval, was probably

finalized shortly afterwards by an

announcement was withheld until a

time when it would have less

political impact.

In announcing the decision in

August. Mitchell said that he

concurred with the Scranton
Commission conclusions that the

shootings were unwarranted and

inexcusable, but said further

federal action in the case was
unwarranted.

In an apparent reversal of his

statements the previous year.

Mitchell said that there was "no
likelihood of successful

prosecutions of individual guard-

smen." That decision may not

necessarily have been reached by

a federal grand jury

While the Justice Department
remained silent about Kent for

months, a quiet campaign
spearheaded by a United
Methodist Church group was being

waged urging the convening of a

federal grand jury. A report by

Peter Davies, a Manhattan in-

surance executive, suggested that

several Guardsmen had conspired

to shoot the students at Kent State.

The conspiracy theory may
sound far fetched at first blush, but

it does not take any stretching of

the imagination to consider that a

few guardsmen may have decided

to teach them "a lesson." The
evidence, indeed, raises suspicions

about the Guardsmen's intentions.

Immediately prior to the firing,

none of the Guardsmen were hit by

rocks. The Justice Department
summary of FBI reports implies

that the Guardsmen could have
easily marched away from the

students rather than shooting

them. Many guardsmen suddenly

turned around and began firing

into the crowd of students. Davies
contends that the single shot fired

by a sergeant two seconds before

other guardsmen simultaneously

turned around and fired may have
been a signal to shoot.

Mitchell, however, said there

was "no credible evidence" that

the Guardsmen conspired to shoot

the students. In light of the Justice

Department summary which
explicitly states that they can or.ly

speculate on what started the

shootings, the statement is most
curious. The only way the con-

spiracy theory could be dismissed
or be proven would be by a federal

grand jury. The Justice Depart-

ment, incidentally, refused to

elaborate on Mitchell's statement.

Although the evidence is equally

circumstantial, it is possible that

the shootings were not the result of

a premeditated decision. Yet it

appears that the Justice Depart
ment would rather not find out why
the Guardsmen killed four students

and wounded nine others.

One Justice Department official,

referring to Kent State, said that

"some cases are better left

unopen " This is because, as

Davies writes, "A federal grand
jury investigation would not go

down too well in Ohio and we must
remember that in any close

presidential election the man who
loses Ohio will probably lose the

election."

Whether or not the Guardsmen
killed students to teach them a

lesson, the Justice Department is

certainly teaching students a

lesson how justice in America can
he sacrificed for political ex

pediency.
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Marathon Has Become

Allen Hits Education System 'Unrestricted Innovation'

By MARILYNN MARTIN
Using one of Dean Dwight

Allen's brainstorms as a platform,

the idea of the School of Education

Marathon has progressed in the

past four years to become, as one

participant termed it, an

comparable to fifteen modular

credits.

Tom Paquin, director of this

year's marathon, told the MDC
"that the purpose is to "innundate

senses with activity, and although

created by Bob Suzuki, entitled

"Asian Perspective on American

Racjsm."

Most of the events concerning

racism will be Wednesday.

Why try to involve the public in

these events? Paquin referred to

Dean Allen's theory that the

marathon is, in effect, "a com-

munity service and that the public

will be able to use such seminars in

ecology and war as much as

students will."

The marathon is financed

primarily by outside educational

institutions and national grants

and isn't directly affiliated with the

School of Ed's finances.

In mentioning the plans being

made for 1972's marathons, Paquin

said that both semesters next year

will be run the modular credit

system. It will include grading on a

Pass-No Credit basis, in which the

students will have the chance to

use the most of their learning

potential without worrying about

grades, Paquin said.

There will be another marathon

in the spring and plans are under

consideration for one this summer.

• "unrestricted educational in- there are themes from time to

novation
" time, they are merely a means of

building a platform for new ideas.

The marathon, which is open this

week to all interested people, of- The theme this week is the

fers one University credit as combatting of institutionalized

racism", a concept which is
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UAAass Fine Arts Council Presents

B0WKER AUDITORIUM-UNIVERSITY OF MASS.
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By DAVID GREEN
Propping himself against the

School of Education auditorium

stage, and speaking without notes,

Dean Dwight Allen of the UMass
School of Education gave a

thorough tongue lashing to today's

educational system. Speaking to a

standing-room only crowd, Allen's

address highlighted the second day

of the School of Ed's Marathon

Week yesterday.

Making the point that education

is too prescribed. Dean Allen is

looking for it to become much more

flexible and responsive to society.

If education remains on its current

track he fears there will be no

changes in society as a whole.

"School ought to reveal

everything that is legal in the

framework of society." Dean Allen

criticized the present system of

education as teaching nothing

about the real world. He feels that

school does not face the "...un

pleasantness of racism, pollution

or man's inhumanity to man. ..it

isolates kids from the world."

The speaker called for reforms

in the education of the college

student. Allen suggests univer-

sities "...get education out of the

four walls", that beyond his

academic courses the student

should have social tasks to per-

form. Through this, Dean Allen

hopes, education will make a value

statement. "School. ", he said,

"...must make itself atuned as a

vehicle of social change."

Referring to today's system of

education Allen said: "The jobs of

society cannot get done in an in-

nocuous system."

Dean Allen wants the bigot to

teach side by side with the opposite

point of view. He said he has faith

in the nobility of man when com-

batting the bigot with a humanistic

viewpoint.

"We all need a sense of vision.

The strongest cards we can play

are to make the future of education

less certain." Dean Allen wants to

see more than a renovation of 19th

century educational techniques,

ones which will lead to the same

type of society, generation after

generation. He wants sweeping

changes that will let the children of

the future and even those just

starting out in school now to see the

world in real terms, not glorified

models, so that they may improve

on the quality of their lives before

they become consumed in a self-

defeating society.
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Marathon Schedule
8:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m.

Room 126. Self evolving learning environment.

(SEE MONDAY) Klein and Rabel
8:00a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Room 226-228. METEP Integrated Day
Program Open Lab in language arts Stall of

METEP
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Room 122. WAD JA-GETT? The grading

qame Sid Simon

Short Auditorium Films: Cosmos, The Wall.

The Sixlies. and Cosmic Zoom

Room 128. Inquiry Learning Skills Ronald

Fredrickson
?:00 a.m. - 12:00p.m.

Montague. A new approach lo drug education

9:00a.m. 11 :00a.m.

Dwight Rec. Room. An Analysis of Dif

ferenlialed Staffing Bruce Caldwell

9:30a.m.

Media Center Studio. Film produced by

Children's Television Workshop, the producers

of "Sesame Street " The films shows how
parents and teachers can use "Sesame Street"

television program in a non TV viewing

situalion.

9:30a.m.

TV Studio. Educational TV Its Nature and

Purpose Hoagy Carmichael, Jr.

10:00a.m. - 11:00a.m.

Room 113. Minority Student Experience in

independent Schools Cary Bell, Dave Blan

chard
Room 122. Through the Eyes of Children

Perceptual Reality of Schooling Bob Sinclair

Auditorium. "Man A Course of Study." Film

on Ihe leaching of social studies Jim Tillotson

and Mike Glickman

Room 128. Eye Movement Research in

Education" David Coffing

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Workshop on Cognitive Development in Black

Children Dallon JotMnV

Room Mary Lyon Lounge. Creative leaching

through small group activities. Roberl Hawley

Mary Lyon Rec. Room. Helping People Feel

Good Aboul Themselves. The exercises are

from the forthcoming book 100 Ways to

Enhance Self Concept In the Classroom. John
Canfield

II :00a.m. - 12:00 p.m
Room 128. "School of Education Student by
Program Interaction Investigation" David
Coffing

Dwight Main Lounge. Six Crises The Future
of Education Chris Dede

ll 00 a.m. 1:00p.m.
Room 122. "The world across the street:" an
audio tape on the aspirations of black and
white sludenls of high school age A Donn
Kesselheim David Slricker

12:00 am. 1 :00 p.m.
Room 228. "The Pulse of a Dynamic Teacher
Education Program " Dr Robert Luchsinger,

Soulh Dakota Slate University
Room 226. Flexible scheduling and the Middle
School Ken Ekberg, vice principal. Concord
Middle School

Room 128. Teaching about Africa through
African Eyes Leon Clark
Montague. Learning Competence- Basis for

New Educational Model Dan Jordan
Auditorium. Dwight Allen: Combatting In

slitulional Racism in School

1 :00 p.m. 2:00 p.m.

Mary Lyon Rec. Room Women's Issues and
Humanistic Education: FOR WOMEN ONLY
Sari Knopp
Mark's Meadow Library. "Computers,
Racism, and You!" Profs. Jack LeTourneau,
and H A Peelle

Room 122. Industrial Arts program for 5 8th

qraders Frank Mitchell, Lancaster,
Massachusetts
Room 228. Dropout Disadvantaged Teenagers.

Bill Conway
1 :00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Room 226. Admm'Stration and inner city

schools. Dennis Tyler

1 00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.

Montague House. High School and Junior High

School course m psych and humanistic

education B Irons

2:00 p.m. • 3:00 p.m.

Marks Meadow Library. Teach,ng SEED
Malhematics. Portia Elliotl

Room 122. Community Cable Vision Michael

Humphries.
Auditorium. "Blacks and Police

Bureaucracy " Jack Sanders
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Room 128. The Meeting of Two Cultures Susan

LaFrance
Room 228. Workshop on Cognitive. Develop

men! in Black Children Oalton Jones

2:30 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
Mark's Meadow Cafeteria. "Designing an
Alternative School" Roy Nichols

3:00p.m. - 4:00p.m.
Auditorium. "The Asian Experience in

America " Discussion by Bob Suzuki.

Room 122. Education for Global Survival. L.

Fleischer

3:00 p.m. - S:00 p.m.

Children's Library "COMPUTER GAMES"
Howard Peelle

Room 21. "AN INTRODUCTION TO COM
PUTERS AND COMPUTER PROGRAM
MING" Jack LeTourneau, HA. Peelle, Larry
Wolfe

3,*30p.m.-

Grinnel Arena The Manhattan Project

Company An updated version of Alice in

Wonderland.
3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Room 21. 'Does your School have an "In
lelligent" Computer?' Edward Riseman,
Howard Peelle

4:00 p.m.
Room 228. Fulurislics

Jack Saunders
Dwight Main Lounge. Seminar on Crime and
Delinquency Larry Dye
Auditorium. Film: Harvest of Shame
Room 128. "Fortuitous Whim' Educational
Change " Bill Wolf

5:00 p.m.
the futureof Deviance

Conte To Speak

On '72 Campaign
Congressman Silvio O. Conte will be the keynote speaker at the Greater

Northampton Chamber of Commerce Salute Breakfast Friday,

November 12,8:00 a.m., at the Hotel Northampton. His comments will be

concerned with "The Economic and Political Outlook for 1972."

The breakfast, a bi-annual event held to acknowledge new business

establishments and professional appointments in the community, will,

this fall, also recognize newly elected government officials.

Congressman Conte will direct himself to wage and price controls, the

political picture for next year's national election, the broad economic
outlook, and other subjects. His position on the House Select Committee
on Small Business I ranking minority member) gives particular weight to

the nature of his presentation.

First elected to the House of Representatives in 1958, Congressman
Conte has served the First Massachusetts District for 13 consecutive

years. He currently is a member of the Committee of Appropriations,

Select Committee on Small Business, Migratory Bird Conservation

Commission, and Joint (Senate-House) Commission on the Coinage.

H. W. Goulet, Executive Vice President of the Chamber estimates that

more than 200 members of the business and general community will

attend this fall's Salute Breakfast and invites interested persons to

reserve seats for the event by calling 584-1900.
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AUTOS FOR SALE FOR SALE

KS Ford Fairlane. 6 cyl., std.. 4 brand

new Ores, only 50.000 ml., very economical

& need* no work. Kail Insp. sticker. Only

$150 Call 546-4076.

tf 1 1-10

64 Bonneville, ex.. cond.. rebuilt 389.

rebuilt auto, trans., all power, must sell

IMS. Phone 967-5463 after 6 p.m.
till

1966 Pcugot convertible in excellent

condition. Call Catherine anytime 549-

Mt
tf ll-li

71 Renault 10. yellow. 4-speed. radials.

locally warranted tlr\

Rest offer. Call Bob (I)

regularly main!
tan. Need S fast.

268-3327.

III! II

1 1 2 Buick. new tires, air con'd. call 54R-

9690. leave number.
tfll-ll

i,; V\V Bus, ex. running cond.. good

rubber. 1 250 firm, (all 546-8722 or 546-8718.

tf

1

1-10

1971 Ford Econoline. saddle A tan

finished interior. 5 passenger, positrac-

t.on. hd. 3/4 ton. 12150. 586-3664 day. 369-

1652 nights - Sunday.
If 11- 12

70 VW green, sunroof, radio, good cond.

Call '.in 8142
Ifll 12

Van-Ford 1970. excellent cond. Call Bob

at 253-5519. Leave name and tel. number
and I'll call you back.

(f ,, ,„

61 Chevy. 8 cyl. auto., exc. mech. cond.,

new front end. body needs work. 2 new
tires. ISO or best offer. 549-6926. After 6

p.m.
tf 11-12

68 Fiat 850 coupe, excellent condition,

motor rebuilt. 1800 or best offer: Polaroid

land camera, hardly used 170. Call Phil

2S3-7246

.

uii-ii

62 Chevy 88 Conv., 283, 4 barrel, new

tires, chromes, excel, condition. 1450 or

best offer. 546-9434 ask for Steve.

tfll-ll

1971 blue Chevy Vega hatchback coupe

auto, trans.. 7 good tires Incl. snow tires,

excellent cond. Call 549-6730 after 5 p.m
tfll-16

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE
Triumph 650 Chopper Crome 65 Bonn.

I.ew 256-6408.

Skis: Factory new . hart Javelin XXL -2

iMiem li.'iii. Fisher superglass-205cm.

S 1 to. Also used Fisher Alu w /bind 2O0cm
SMI. Call 546-5450.

tfll-ll

Skis: head comp. GS2IOcm w/out bind.

$10. Knissel red star 195cm. 180. Lange
std. boots !• I /2m $50. -Great boots' Call

Mi;-5150.

tfll-ll

Telescope edmonlon 6" reflector orig.

I .-mi asking S20O and realistic tape deck
sound on sound asking 1 100. 545-2418 Bill

rm. 128.

tf 1 1-16

I in coat ladies medium muscrat full

length fine shape and super warm 120.

Call Peggv 253-9667 p.m.'s.

tfll-ll

Head masters 205cm marker bindings:

originally 1210 now 1 140. Call Peter

Zandan in 417 Greenough 545-2639.

tfll-17

Hudge Kng. racing bike made by Ra-
leigh aluminum handle bars toe clips,

lights, cheap, almost new $80. Call

2.VI-.M90, II a.m.
11-10

Head (.S skis. 205 cm with tyrolla bin-

dings $50 or best offer -alio bass amplifier

30 watts. $30 or best offer Call Bob 549-

1180.

tf 1 1-1

2

Discount stereo equipment. 20-40% off

list price on all major brands of com-
ponents, compacts, tv't. Jim Jensen 586-

1365.

tfII-10

f.uitar Ksrudero Acoustic Guitar $115

new. will sell for a mere $70. A truly

beautiful instrument. Call: 546-5244

tfll-19

1971 Raleigh Grand Prix $85, exc. cond..

I months old, cost $115 new. Call Steve 6-

8852 nlte.

tfll-ll

Teischo Del Ray bass guitar w /case $50
mil ,ii oid (urn table-changer w/shure
cartridge $50. Call Bob at 546-5290.

tf 1 1- 1

2

Guitars Amps, drums, ace. at
reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop.
98 Main St. North. 586-1706.

tf 11-30

Suede Jackets, reg. $70, now $40: brown

Suede Pants $27. Skirts $9.50. Skins $5.

ideal Xmas Gifts. Jon. 115 Chadbourne. 5-

2610. leave number.
tfll-lfl

SERVICES

I'll fix your smokey car. brakes etc.

Remember winter is coming. Call Wen-
dell. 256-86.38.

11-2-8-15

ROOMMATES WANTED
Furn. apt., center of Amherst, incl. utll..

T.V.nwnrm. $87 /mo.. *C-9. 85 Amity St.,

or phone 253-2548. ask for #C-9. Female.
tfll-9

Apartment mate wanted for 3-bed rm.
pad in Puffton. Own bed rm.. rent

$6».33/mn. utilities extra. Available im-

mediately. Call 549-6258.

tf 11-10

Female grad student wanted to share a 3

bedroom apt. in 205 Pufflon. (all 549-6358.

ffll-12

WANTED
Wanted: TV. black and white or color,

(all Dick 546-9176 evenings.
tf

1

1-10

Rands to play at Coffeehouse for

mentally retarded at Belchertown for no

cost. A Sal. night 7-9. Contact Kddle 6-8846.

tf 1 1-10

Photographer wants open-minded
female models. Good pay. No experience

needed. Write: Rob. P.O. Box #272,
( hicopee. Mass. 01014.

tfll-12

Tutor wanted - desperately need help In

inlro to FORTRAN course. A few hours/

week. Call (p.m. 'si 549-1497.

tf

1

1-10

Need ride to I Nil Nov. 12 - 14. Call Rrad
665-3 105.

tfll-ll

Amplifier preferably small fender (pre-

cbs) cant go over $250. Call Larry. 546-

7226. 720 Webster
tf 1 1-16

I girls need place to live next semester in

Amherst area. Please call 546-7500 or 546-

7191.

tfll-12

Furnished room. 5 1/2 mi. I Mass
Kitchen priv. available immediately. Call

586-00:w.

tf 1 1-10

l-bedroom house now available for rent,

(all 6:30 - 7:30 p.m. Skibiski Real Estate

584-3428.

tfll-12

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book in S.l'. Rm. 318.

F.very student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money , sell direct.

tf-sem.

yours, you gypsy savage.
FIRATIGF.

II Hi

STARS

HOROSCOPE it Chart Handwritten.

personal just for you. More objective than

a personal visit. Send $6 w /name, address,

birth, date, time of birth I if known, and
place of birth.) Money back if not sat-

isfied. Astro-Wisdom Inst., Box 391.

Ouinrv. Mass. 02169.

tf 1 1-10

TYPING

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols, (all 253:1601.

tf 1 2-21

Term papers typed at reasonable rate.

fast'! Please call Nancy at 6-5266 before 5

p.m.
tfll-12

WOHr WORKSHOP
Silkscreen Workshop. Nov. 13 & 14.

Learn how lo silkscreen. All materials

supplied. $15. Call 549-3631.

tfll-12

Clyde-submit our compatability to the

ultimate lest-the Computer Dance Sat.,

Nov. 1 3.-Mother.

tf 11-10

Ilillel sponsors: All Campus, Computer
Dance, Sat.. Nov. 13. pickup forms in office

SI' 2nd floor.

tfll-12

I.FT'S SKF WHAT HAPPENS. I would
like to invite you to the gym (S of Ed.)
Wed. ( 7 p.m.-?) with the understanding
that you will be contracting with everyone
who comes to NOT TALK from the time
you enter until you choose lo leave. I

WILL NOT Sl'GGEST ANYTHING FOR
IS TO Imi I am wondering what will

happen to me and us. Terry Mollner.

_^__ tfll-ll)

Girl at Mnnlerary Pop 19:30) with the
same wire rim glasses who gated at me,
please meet me 10 p.m. at Coffee House on
Wednesday.

tf 11-10

Free male kitten, housebroken. 8 wks.,
some food Included Roommate allergic,

(all 6-1245.

tfll-10

ENTERTAINMENT
Friday Afternoon Club is coming soon lo

Ihe Rlue Wall Cafeteria.

tfll-ll

Fusion, a six piece jazz-rock band (two
horns, female vocalist, bass, lead. &
drums) Is available for future
engagements. Call Dave 256-6229.

tfll-ll

PERSONAL

FOR RENT

Available Jan. 1st. 2 bedroom
townhouse. Squire Milage. Sunderland.

$215. all utilities, all convlences. (all 665-

4777.
tfll-ll

Gary who in what stoney cabin in

l.everelt?
11-10

Attention I Mass newcomb club. C.8.

Olympic Scout to arrive on campus. Start

practicing now . Try outs held on Newcomb
Field.

11-10

To something in 112 you aren't digging a

hole. You're building a beautiful castle.

Please don't stop. Love, Johnson Angel.
11-10

Mr. Mouse \fler six months, I'm still

all over \a: Happy half-an-annlversary

!

With all my love. JMK.
II HI

Dear Wind Sister. Kiss me and I am

MOVIE
"THE TRIP" STARRING PETER

FONDA AND DENNIS HOPPER IN
COLOR, Ml'SIC RY THE ELECTRIC
FLAG. FRI . NOV 12, MAHAR Al D.. 7.

». II p.m. (BY EAM).
tfll-io

TRm. iL

Crimson Travel offers low cost Spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

For more info call Rich Margil. 412

Dwight. '.

I
'.-ii 79(i

tfll-12

TO SUBLET

\pl to sub let. available Dm I i bdrm
( lillside Sir. Ml utilities (all WHIR
after l:M \< m

tfll-12

i i 2 - w c nM^ti/u if n j
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Notices
ALPHA PHI GAMMA:

initiation tonight 804 808 CC al 7 p m Coffee

and donuls Members please attend

AMATEUR RADIO ASSN:
ARA will resume ils free message handling

service which it was forced to curtail due to

equipment failure, today from 1 .30 3:30 in the

Campus Center.

Meeting tonight in Rm 805 806 CC al 7 p m.

This will be a shorl meeting

BHAGAVAD GITA CLASS: —
Tonight al 7 p m.

CHESS CLUB:
UMass Chess tournament will continue

tonight Second round begins at seven in the

New Hatch All are welcome to attend

CHI OMEGA:
All university women welcome to Chi Omega

for a slide I ape show on cities presented by Mr
John Martin on Thursday from 7 8 30 p.m

Refreshments. Rides leaving from Newman
Clr 6 45 p m

CEQ:
CEQ Speaker's committee meeting tonight

at 6 30 p m. in Student Activities office

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS:
Nomination papers for the Assembly are

now available outside RSO Must be back by 5

p m Friday Elections will be held Thursday,

Nov 18.

ECONOMICS MAJORS:
There will be a meeting of Undergraduate

fcconomic Liason committee, Thursday, Nov

10 al 6 p.m.

ENTOMOLOGY SEMINAR:
Wednesday, 3.30 pm in Fernald Hall

Speaker Dr Donald D Cox, Stale Univ. at

Oswego, N Y and consultant to AIBS and

CUEBS on biological curricula. Topic:

"Biological leaching across the United

Stales."

GIRLS:
How would you like lo live in a newly

renovated co ed environment in the fall, '72?

It's coming to Chadbourne Call Jack at 5 2640

or Jim al 5 3641 or Marcus at 6 4534.

HILLEL:
Exec, board meelmg tonight at 630 in the

Hillel office. All are urged lo attend, including

graduate students

INTERNATIONAL CLUB COFFEE HOUSE:
Coffee House tor Wed has been cancelled

There will be no coffee house for the rest of the

semester

LECTURE:
Free introductory lecture on devine love

Krishna, Thursday at Berkshire Rm., SU at 7

10 p.m

LATIN AMERICANS:
Nos vamos areunir manana el jueves a las

7: 30 en el cuarto903del Campus Center, envite

al quien le inlerese.

MAROON KEYS:
Meeting loniqhl at 8 30 in Rm 802 CC

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Everyone welcome on Ihe bus leaving

tonight for ihe Stale Hospital. Hasbrouck Lab

at 6 30, Patterson House al 6 35

OMICRON NU:
There will bea meeting Wednesday, Nov. 10,

at 7 pm m Skinner lounge We will discuss

dales for conclave and acceptance of U of

Missouri Attendance is mandatory.

PARK ADMINISTRATION MAJORS:
An important meeting of the Park Ad

ministration clubwill beheld tonight al 7 p.m.,

Farley Lodge All majors are urged lo attend

RECREATION SOCIETY:
There will be a meeting of the Rec. Society al

8 p m tonight in CC Rm 175 Spree committee

meets at 7 30 and executive board meet at 7 15

all m same room Good chance lo gel what you

wanl Done!

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting al 7 p.m., tonight m 12 Curry Hicks

Bldg Co ed swim until 9 Bring dues and blue

health slips

SILKSCREEN WORKSHOP:
Silkscreen workshop Nov I? 4 14. Learn how

to silkscreen. All materials s-pplied, fee To

enroll call 549 3631.

SIMSOC WEEKEND:
Look outside 210 Bart let! for the room and

timeof a Friday evening meeting, those of you

lhal missed last weekend Please come and

bring your friends.

SKY DIVING:
Did you know Parachules don t care if if s

warm or cold? Our club operates the year

round Come on out UMass Sport Parachute

Club Turner's Falls Airport

TYRANNUS NIX:

Gil Salk and Bob Zelman will do a free

Poetry reading of Political Erotic poetry

featuring Ferlmghelti's "Tyrannus Nix"

Today m ihe Colonial Lounge, SU from 12 lo 2

pm Also bring your own poetry.

REVELLERS.
Meeting tonight in SU counsel chambers at

8 15 sharp

WMPIRG:
Weekly meeting Wednesday 7 10pm m Rm

811 815 CC All interested welcome

LOST:
Year old male sealpoinl Siamese. Answers to

"Snowy". Missing from 337 Puffton since Ocl

9 Please call 549 6786

On Nov 8 between 12 12 30 pm between

Mahar & Worchester Commons, ladies' gold

Bulova watch Please contact Sally, 305

Knowllon, 545 2510 or 2511

One dark brown leather glove, 2 weeks ago

Call Kathie, 6 7839

Wide gold wedding band lost m Amherst

area If found please conlact Jake 549 3916 or

Kalhy 549 1311 Thank You

Tan double breasted man's London tog rain

coat Lost al Pub Saturday Call 549 0499

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR«

For quick action it is Aries For

speculating and ponl ificating, choices are

Taurus and Sagittarius For a rundown on

health. Virqo Is your person For latest

it'borhood news, call on Gemini For

real estate values, check with Cancer For

what's happening m ihe theater, dial Leo

For beaul y lips, Libra is right mere, for

investment potential. Scorpio can fill Ihe

bill For a psychic demonstration, don't

overlook Pisces

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Be
discriminating You will have freedom of

choice Choose quality Bypass apparent

easy way Adhere to basic principles At

tent ion now lo details is essential Observe

rectify errors.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Good lunar

aspect now coincides with creative en

deavors. romantic interests, association

with children Be ready for changes, in

eluding travel Open lines of com
municalion Express true feelings.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Accenl on

home, end of matters, dealings with those

with strong viewpoints You may find

youcself slighlly out of sync. Key is to ride

with tide. Listen, observe and gather

knowledge Don't press

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Short

journeys, unusual dealings with relatives

these are spotlighted Perceive moods and

needs Realize many around you now are

supersensitive. Sense of humor can be great

aid

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) You get paid for

efforts Income increases, materially and

m psychic sense Means you gain greater

satisfaction Good chance now lo add to

possessions Collect debts Stand up for

rights.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Lunar cycle is

such that curcumstances turn in your favor

You gain recognition in areas previously

taken for granted Appeal widens, ad

verhse and publicize Take initiative with

original approach
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 221 Look behind

scenes for answers Take initiative in

<iskmq quest ions Don't be satisfied with Ihe

superficial What appears obvious may be

just Ihe opposite Leo individual now serves

as fine example
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Trust hunch

Learn by leachmq share knowledge
Accent on fulfillmenl of desires Friends

play important roles. Income from oc

cupadon is stressed You are rewarded for

doing what comes naturally

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Forces

tend to be scattered Be versatile, but keep

ultimategoal in mind Ambitions should be

analyzed Be sure lhal whal you want ac

tually is wilhm reach. Gel rid of

daydreams Use imagination con
slruclively

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Good
lunar aspect now coincides with long range

planning, travel. Catch up on correspon

dence Keep communication lines clear

Give attention lo one you recently

neglected News is favorable

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) :
What was

mysterious is now available for in

vest igal ion Accent on money which
represents investment or savings Ask

questions obtain answers Get an ac

counting Take inventory

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20) :
Spotlight on

marriage, partnerships, relationships of

permanent nature. Stress diplomacy,

family harmony. Gift purchase would

soothe ruffled feelings Turn on charm and

mean it

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

an original ihinker, creative, an innovator

Recent social flurry has resulted m
valuable contacts. Now, begin building on

more solid base Sagitlarian can aid you in

financial sense

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

] Chinese pagoda

4 Parent (COlloq )

6 Propagate

11 In sumbR'

13 looked
condescendingly

15 Above

16 Toil

18 River in

Itaiy

19 EmStS

?1 Allowance for

.•.aste

22 Anon

M Malay canoe

?6 Snare

28 Before

?9 Weird

31 0» of Celebes

33 Svmboltor
tellurium

34 In addition

36Fee
38 A continent

(abbr.)

40 Protecting tooth

42 Shore birds

45 Number
47 Periods of time

49 Transaction

50 War god
52 Edible fish

54 Sun god
55 Note of scale

56 Siiadetree

59 Parent (colloq.)

61-Spanish-
American court

Fame
•53 Man s name
65 Style ot

automobile
66 Exclamation
67 Wo-rn

DOWN

1 Greek letter

2 Desire with

eagerness
3 Man's nickname
4 Sajcy

5 Separate

6 Clamorous
7 Unit of

Portuguese
currency

8 Lamprey*
9 teutonic deity

10 txpel from

country

12 latin

coniunction

14 Recipient of

gift

17 Girl s name
20 Rail bird

23 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

24 Hebrew letter

25 Is ill

27 Indigent

30 Slave

32 Word of

sorrow

35 Rower
37 Falsifier

38 Brand

39 Eagies nests

41-Brrtlin

prison

43 South Amprican
animal*

44 Compass
point

46<.ompass
point

48 Laziness

51 Having shoes

53 Reverberation

57 Greek letter

58 Knockout (abbr

)

60 Beast of burden
62 French article

64 Pronoun

1 2 3 77! 4 5
» •

i

'.-.

6 7 8 9 10

i
1

1

12 13 14

15

>vi'l

16 17

is
18

19 20 !*•*«
1 21 $ ?2 23

24 25
i . . i

26 27 28

29 30 31 32 33

BE 34 35 555 36 37 W 8$
38 39 m 40 41

• •
42 43 44

45 46 ^ 47 48 EPS 41

50 51
!v>

52 53 V.", 54

55
>*>

56 57 58 ,V«; 59 60

61 62 63 64

65 »

»

66 8»
r>i *tr r>v I nitec ft <lur< Syr riicj e. Inc.

.rdBUp

.^fetftrj

b. c.
by Johnny hart

l'v& WRITTEN A CLASSIC! N0V6L.,,

&UT I NEED AN (LLO^TKAT^fc.

MMM... I THINK!
KN<?W AN ARTIST
WHC?cCAN IX>

JUSTICE n?\toUR

YEAH/... BUT
vVMAT's \T &&tN&
T&CD&TME ?

TS/JS MAf?P TO SAY, ... THE \
LAST &UY THAT USED HI/VA

eoT AWAY WITH S.X
BANANAS A DAY.

Greaney Loss

; Redmen Gain
By MARK VOGLER . ..,.,

Take it from senior veteran Steve Greaney, defensive tackle of the UMass Redmen. "You have to give a little

to gain a little." The modest philosophy has certainly worked wonders for him.
„

Just by shedding 30 pounds during off-season workouts, he's become a heavier contnbuter tojfel
>

w«»U

football[outlook at the University. And as a result of this, he is quicker, has a remarkable change in attitude and

ha
HeaSctc\ WctXclSerson views Greaney as the ideal type of football player to have on ii squad. As the

coach outs it "I think that Steve epitomizes all the characteristics we like to see in a football player. He worked

Xa hard since last winter, getting into shape both mentally and physically. He took off a lot of weight, which

ad
<^e haThad ?r!S sTrioStitude and has played some realfine football for us this fall. He's very pleasant

and ooDular with his teammates, he certainly enjoys the game." ^^hicom
WUh^careful selection of the foods heate and well planned workouts daily, Greaney was able to meet his 210

pound limit set by MacPherson by the time the season opened.

"1 felt i had to lose weight," said

Greaney, "because playing in the

middle of the line where kids are

bigger and stronger than you are

can pose a problem. About the only

way you can lick that problem is by

slimming down to the point where

you're that much quicker than the

big men."
Last season Greaney could run

the 40-yard dash in 5.2 seconds. He

has shaved considerable time off

the clock this year, with a 5.05

time.

A change in his attitude has been

an important motivating factor in

Greaney's being elevated from an

ordinary letterman to first string

status. He, himself, elaborated

that revitalized change:

"Last year I never really played

that much. Naturally I became

frustrated a great many times. I

felt that I never really received the

opportunity to prove myself.

"But this year I came to camp
with a whole new outlook. I talked

to Coach MacPherson before the

season started. He told me that

everybody would get a fair chance.

I couldn't ask any more of him.

Finally given the chance I longed

for, I was all the ambitious to go

after it. The rest was up to me."

Greaney, a graduate of St.

Peter's High in Worcester, was a

classmate of former Redman
halfback Pat Scavone. In his

schoolboy career, Greaney cap-

tained both basketball and

baseball, and oddly enough -

not football -although he played.

Scavone took priority over him to

that position.

A year at North Yarmouth

(Maine) Academy supplemented

his high school education before

enrolling at UMass. He also

competed in the three major sports

during that short stint.

Greaney pinpoints
Massachusetts' big win Saturday

Awrey Out

Two Months

HE WONT LET WORCESTER FORGET-Steve Greaney let the

home town people from his "two homes" know his feelings towards

the Holy Cross football team on Saturday. .The end result-a big day

against the Cross.

Don Awrey will be missing from

the Bruins lineup for at least two

months after being injured in a

wrestling match with Montreal's

Phil Roberto, Sunday night in the

Garden.
Doctors revealed yesterday that

the big defenseman has a broken

right ankle-described more
specifically as a spiral fracture of

the fibula.

Defenseman Ted Green was

admitted to Mass. General

Hospital yesterday for more ex-

tensive tests of the pulled stomach

muscle which has kept Ted inac-

tive since training camp, save for a

brief appearance here against St.

Louis last Thursday.

Awrey's leg was placed in a cast,

and he was being held at Mass.

General until this morning.

Physicians said the cast would

be removed for the purpose of

taking another X-ray in about

three weeks, but would be replaced

for another three-week period.

It is estimated that Awrey might

be able to skate two weeks after

final removal of the cast, allowing

time for restorative therapy.

Awrey's absence should extend

at least through end of December,

meaning he would miss more than

20 games.
The loss is a severe one because,

as coach Tom Johnson said

yesterday, "Donmi has been one of

our most constantly good players

at any position."

Johnson and general manager

Milt Sdhmidt will have two men up

from the Braves on emergency

recall.

One of these is Matt Ravlich.

obtained on waivers only last

week. The other is Bob Stewart,

who was with the Bruins earlier.

Ravlich needs a great deal more

work skating. Slewart has been

bothered by a lame knee, but is

expected to play for the Braves

against Providence tonight before

joining the Bruins at Chicago

tomorrow night.

CRACKED ICE-With the an-

ticipated absences of Awrey and

Green, the Bruins should have far

more serious injury record than

last year. In 1970-71, Boston had

only 40 player games missed

through injury or illness, far below

the NHL norm of about 100. Johnny

McKenzie accounted for 2 of those

with a shoulder dislocation.

The Bruins had a voluntary

practice yesterday, with only

seven players reporting. Those

present were Eddie Johnston,

Gerry Cheevers, Derek Sanderson,

Reggie Leach, Wayne Cashman,
Mike Walton and Ravlich, who put

in two hours working with Braves

and Bruins.

(Reprinted from the Boston Globe.

11/9/71)

Try

Something

Different

over Holy Cross as the turning

point of what could develop into a

fruitful season. Being a resident of

Worcester, the upset of the home
town team meant even a little

more to him.

"We started off kind of slow, but

we're coming into our own right

now. With a YanCon game with

New Hampshire and a contest on

BC's turf, I'd say we've got

everything to gain and nothing to

lose," he commented.

"Last week's win over Holy

Cross was definitely the cor-

nerstone to what could've been an

otherwise busted season. That was

even a little more important to me
because I'm from Worcester.
• "I've been hearing about that

game since last year. People in

Worcester will be hearing about

this game for the next few years,

and I'll make sure they do."

Julius Erving

vs.

Rick Barry

Kron Continues Weekly Winnings;

O'Brien Dispels Dictator Image
The Orchard was cold for the

weekly run Sunday, but Brad Kron

THE TALKIE CINEMA
Inlersedion ol Rte 5 and Rt« *

NORTHAMPTON CENTIR

SI4-4909

LUCH1N0 VISCONTI'S

Lives

managed to win again proving to

be the most consistant winner over

the last several weeks. About

twenty runners braved the cold

including cross country coach Ken

O'Brien who finished 10th. Miss

Charlotte Lettis who recently

joined the Liberty AC. didn't run.

She has posted a time of 12:34 for

the 2 mile plus course. She plans to

run in the regional cross country

championships at Van Cortland

Park in New York this week.

House of Lords

Pocket Billiards

65 Univ. Drive

"Great for a Date"

escorted girls FREE

open daily and Sun. 1-1

Sat. 10-12

Call 253-3305

TAKE YOUR DATE FLYING

Airplane Rides $3.00 person

Only $2.50 with this ad
3 to 6 passengers required

Also Wednesday nights -

Aircraft Rental
Ground Instruction

Flight Instruction

LAFLEUR
AIRPORT
Old Ferry Road
NORTHAMPTON

584-1860

( left 1/4 mile past the river

on route 9)

PARIS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELGRADEGENEVA BUCHARE!

FLY SUPERCHEAPO

1Z
o
>
I- Nassau $149

at the Talkie
Held Over

7:OOandv:30

The top ten.

1. Brad Kron
2. James Lineham
3. DaveSarrette
4. babKakerbeck
5. Paul Accomando
6. Bob Whitney
7. Bob French

8. Charles Morgan
9. Pete Morris

10. Ken O'Brien

11:51

12:28

12:35
13:07

13:13

13:16

13:19

13:20

13:33

13:49

FREE SODA
with purchase of a Sub

from Mobile Deli; Butterfield

Terrace & South west

(near Prince House)

November 9 - 12

z
<
o
P
<
>
z
s

DEC U-20 $149 includes round trip |et from

Boston, all taxes & trips & 4 nights ac-

commodations at the Montagu Beach Hotel'

Ski Europe $325

15 days/14 nights at Innsbruck, Kitibuhel &

St. Anton. Departures from JFK & Logan

begin 12/18/71 and continue through 3/31/72.

Includes air fare, meals, double occupancy

hotel & all taxes.

Nassau $179
Dec. 20-27 or Dec. 27 :

Jan 3. $179 includes

round trip jet from Boston, all taxes & tips &

accommodations at the Montagu Beach Hotel,

Flagler Inn or Pilot House Hotel*

CC-
Q
<

LU

O
CC

z
o
Q

Youth Fare

London $187

Dec. 17-Jan. 2 $187 includes round trip jet air

fare from Boston* Dec.

CO

2
O
z
JO
o
<

m
g
z
09
c
u
a

Guaranteed Round Trip reservations at

additional charge.

no

Pay with

MASTERCHARGE

American Stude nt Travel. 5
m

27 Massachusetts Ave., Boston 02115

For further information call Stave German

253-3359

C/>

>
O
37

•open only (o S College *twlentt. f»culty .
»Uff * Immedl.te family

SAN MARINO WARSAW PRAGUE LUXEMBOURG COPENHAGEN QUGAUOUGOU
,
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Where's Hillsdale, Michigan t
?

By EARLE BARROLL
Have you ever heard of places

like Alma or Hillsdale, Michigan?

Well, if you haven't don't feel too

bad, neither has head basketball

coach Jack Leaman and he was out

to Michigan over this past

weekend.
Leaman was the co-man speaker

along with Digger Phelps of Notre

Dame at the annual Michigan

basketball coaches clinic held at

the University of Michigan.

Over 500 coaches from the high

school, small college and major

college levels heard the three time

Satlij (Enltegtan

'•v

SPORTS
J

New England Coach of the Year
speak on the UMass match up

defense and the special

preparation for the end of the game
play (the freeze, the last shot) that

the Redmen have done so well in

the past.

Leaman was quite the

celebrity...or was it a couple of

other guys from UMass?
"Everywhere I went when I was
introduced as Jack Leaman from

the University of Massachusetts all

they said to me was two names,

Julius Erving and Greg Landry, in

no particular order," Leaman
smiled.

Was he impressed with the Big

Ten. Big Time College setting9

You bet he was!!!

"I went to see the third ranked

football team in the country play

and there were 75,000 people there,

but they were dissatisfied. They

said they should have had 85,000."

he said.

"If we had that many people for

the entire basketball season we'd

really be doing something."
"The locker rooms were car-

peted and the coaches offices were

too. ..in blue and maze the

Michigan colors. Everything was
in the Michigan colors."

He just couldn't have put it any

better when he said, "it was quite

an experience."

Leaman also did a little scouting

for Dick MacPherson while he was

at the game. "Michigan was a

super football team. What im-

pressed me the most about them
was that the second team was as

good if not better than the first

team."
Not bad for a first try...what

more could you say about the

number three team in the country.

After the game Leaman had a

special treat. While he was wat-

ching the college scores on the

television on the wrapup show he

saw only two scores reported from

New England and neither was

from the Ivy league.

T saw Boston College defeating

Syracuse and I saw UMass
defeating Holy Cross and this was

a big thrill to me."
During the course of the weekend

Leaman did get to see the

Michigan basketball team and the

word on the Wolverines is "big".

"They have a number of good

players and they're a big team
physically." he said. "They go

something like 6'8, 67, and 6'5 up

front and these guys are around the

225, 235 pound range."

His last impression of the

University. .."it was a great ex-

perience. A major league job."

Now if he could have only found

out where Alma and Hillsdale were

nis weekend would have been a

complete success! !!

6 'No Man Is An Island,

Nor Department'

'

The following indicates, in broad

outline, the philosophy of the

University of Massachusetts
Athletic Council with respect to our

Intercollegiate Athletic Program.

( 1

)

An athletic program offers a

unique educational opportunity for

developing the physical skills,

character, and moral values of

students. It is expected that the

staff will spare no effort in this

important area of responsibility;

(2) the prime responsibility of

the student-athlete is to his

academic endeavors. It is expected

that the staff will provide its

counsel and encouragement
toward early completion of a

degree program that best suits the

ability and interest of the student,

(3) a state university has a

unique responsibility to the tax-

payers who support it. Although it

is certainly not our desire to

discourage the recruitment of out

of state student-athletes, it is

expected that the staff will make
every effort to create and foster

good rapport with Massachusetts

secondary school coaches, and do

everything possible to recruit

Massachusetts student-athletes;

(4) it is expected that, in all its

policies and practices, the staff

will subscribe to the letter and the

spirit of regulations governing the

conduct of intercollegiate athletics

as promulated by the NCAA,
ECAC, YC and the UMass
Department of Athletics;

(5) in an era when role of in-

tercollegiate athletics is being

seriously questioned, it is im-

portant that the athletic staff seek

out and nourish meaningful con-

tact with students, staff, faculty,

and administration within the

University, and with alumni and

friends outside, and in such
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stallo Named
National Backfield

relationships display standards of

philosophy and performance that

are exemplary,
(6) the University is a

conglomerate of religious, ethnic,

and racial persuasions and origins.

It is important that the staff and

students representing the

Department of Athletics be an

extension of this cosmopolitan

community, and that each person

therein be judged solely on the

basis of his individual quality and

contribution;

(7) no man is an island, nor

program, nor department. Each

must see itself within the larger

perspective of the whole Univer-

sity and its mission. The student

must be encouraged to involve

himself in any program that

enhances his development as a

person, and he alone must make
such decisions. In conflicting

programs, as between spring

football and lacrosse, or baseball

and track, it is expected that each

coach would use unlimited per-

suasion but zero coersion

By EARLE BARROLL
UMass football reached a landmark yesterday

when record-setting halfback Paul Metallo was

named to the UPI's national backfield of the week.

This was the first time in the history of this

school that this honor was bestowed on a Redman
gridder and this goes back through the years of

Greg Landry and Milt Morin.

Metallo was joined in the backfield by running

backs Lydell Mitchell of powerhouse Penn State

and Fred Henry of New Mexico and quarterback

Bill Demory of Arizona.

When reached for comment last night Metallo

was elated over this honor. "I'm really happy

about it. but I'm also pretty shocked... I didn't

realize UMass was recognized around the coun-

try."

Head coach Dick MacPherson said it didn't

surprise him and gave Metallo a great honor

himself when he said, "I've seen a lot of good

runners in my coaching career like Floyd Little

and Don Anderson, but I've never seen one man do

so much in one afternoon as what Paul did on

Saturday.
"The people who were there will have this

performance to always remember
."

After the game Metallo cited the performance of

his line as the key to his great day MacPherson

said this is the sign of a great back, "when he gives

credit to his line."

The first year coach also emphasized that this

was not only an honor for the football program

itself but also for the entire University.

"A national award like this certainly brings

recognition to a school."

Metallo's record performance included 258

yards rushing and four touchdowns on runs of

three, four. 17 and 53 yards.

What does he look forward to the rest of the

season? "The important thing now is that I hope

things continue to get better next week."

,„..,.. „, a bomb scar, .as, n*h....U abou. .:» las. nlgb, a bomb scar, was „„.„ed mio.be»—<M ana . ampus , en.er
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No Clarification On Office Functions

runners in mv coacnmg cuit-ei nivc . .«»u ,....< ^

Varsity M
The UMass Redman Quar-

terback Luncheon will be held

this afternoon at 12:15 at the

Newman Center. Coach Dick

MacPherson and members of his

coaching staff and football team

will be on hand to review the

weekend victory over Holy Cross

with game films and com-

mentary and will also give a

scouting report on the key

Yankee Conference game with

New Hampshire on Saturday

There will be a door prize and

raffle. The public is welcome.

By BRIAN MARTIN
The Board of Trustees declined

to make a "clear demarcation of

the functions of the central office

and of the constituent units of the

University" when asked to do so by

Dean Bruce Morris, chairman of

the Committee of Concern at the

Board meeting here yesterday.

"This is a verv difficult area."

explained Joseph P. Healey,

Chairman of the Board.

"Some response" to the com
mittee's report (MDC of Nov. 10)

will be presented at the December

On The Inside:

Athletic Council
See page three

AFL-CIO To Fight
See page four

Mental Health

AND FOR THE DEFENSE-Skip Parmenter (67). Joe Sabulis (52) and Bill DeFlavio (76) put it to

Holy Cross qb in Saturday's upset over the Crusaders. (MDC photo by Barbara Brecher)

the

See page ten

or January meeting of the Board,

according to Healey. So. the

Board's response to the report has

been "attention but not action".

Healey said.

The Board also heard a prepared

statement from Dr Nancy Tooney,

a co author of a petition calling for

the reinstatement of Freda Salz-

man. a physics professor who was

recently fired from the faculty of

the UMass Boston campus
Tooney contends that Dr.

Sal/man was fired as a result of

sex discrimination.

The petition, originally an

agenda item for yesterday's

meeting, was removed because,

according to the Board. "The

Saltman matter is actively under

consideration in the office of the

President." For this reason, Dr

Tooney was forced to wait until the

end of the two-hour meeting to give

her statement.

Following the meeting. Dr

Tooney said she "wanted to appear

publicly before the issue was

decided privateh

In other business Boss Hen

]amin. chairman of Student

Workshop on Activities Problems

SWAP i informed the Board of the

date 0. the annual SWrAP con

ference. and urged the Board

members to attend

SWAP consists of legislators and

representatives from different

University constituencies.

This year's conference will deal

with such problems as choosing a

new chancellor, the role of the

chancellor in the University, and

the role of politics in the Univer-

sity, according to Benjamin.

Other highlights of the Trustee

meeting included the presentation

of the LavUl Company report

dealing with measuring revenues

for the University from private

sectors of the economy.

The Board member who
presented the report indicated that

a threefold increase in private

support could be realised by M76

Also, at the meeting, the Board

voted to establish a Department ol

Exercise Science in the School of

Physical Education It was also

voted to make all undergraduate

degree programs and one new

degree program, the Bachelor ol

General Studies, available to part

time students under the temporary

aegis ol Ihe Division ol Continuing

Education
The Board also official!)

recognized Dr Robert Gage as

^Ctmg Vice Chancellor ol Student

Affairs (Jitgf was appointed by

Acting Chancellor Handolf

Bromery
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Senate Disrupted By Bomb Scare
By DONALO BISHOP

An early, unintentional, ad-

journment halted last night's

Student Senate meeting at ap-

proximately 8:30 P.M. The cause

of the cancellation was a bomb
scare called into the Campus
Center and Student Union at that

time.

At first it was believed that the

meeting could be reconvened at

9:15 P.M. But the Campus Center
was not re-opened until ap-
proximately 9:45 P.M., and by that

time most of the Senators had left.

Earlier in the meeting, before

the bomb scare, the Senate was
addressed bv Student Senate Vice-

President Larry Ladd. He spoke on

the current Athletic Council issue,

giving details on the Student

Senate's plan for re-structuring the

Council.

In other business, the Senate

granted funds to the WTOY Film
Series, sponsorers of last week's

film: Montery Pop, and they

allotted materials to each in-

dividual senator, so that they can
publish a newsletter for their

constituents.

The Senate also supported a

motion introduced by Senator
David Poisson. calling for the

abolishment of the current grading

policy, with the re-negotiation of a

new grading policy by the joint

committee of the Faculty and
Student Senate on Academic Af-

fairs. This proposal would
hopefully be more "flexible"' and
"just" in grading students.

There was some debate as to

whether the Faculty Senate would
consider this proposal at all at this

time. But the majority of Senators
felt that it was important to make
the Student Senate's opinion known
now, rather than wait until later in

the year.

Vice-President Ladd's brief

speech outlined what the Senate's

strategy with regard to the Athletic

Council will be. A proposal asking

for the abolishment of the current

Athletic Council and the creation of

a new one with different mem
bership guidelines, will be

presented for approval to both the

Student and Faculty Senates.

Many Senators feel that the

current setup of the Athletic

Council, with no students being

represented on it, is grossly unfair.

This feeling is due to the fact that

most of the Athletic funds con-

trolled by the Athletic Council are

from fees levied on students.

The Student Senate's proposal

for a new Athletic Council, to be

submitted at next week's meeting,

will allow for considerably more

Rouleau Discusses Middle East
By GEORGE WEISSLITZ

The realities of the Middle East conflict, and the

prospects for peace there, were the subjects of a

lecture delivered by Eric Rouleau last night in Mahar
Auditorium. Mr. Rouleau, an internationally known

correspondent for the French newspaper "Le Mon-

de ". had previously spent many months in many
Middle Eastern countries, and has authored several

books on the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Although the lecture was entitled "The Middle

East: An Objective Appraisal," Rouleau began by

remarking that there was really "no possibility of

being totally objective in the Arab-Israeli conflict, or

any conflict for that matter.* He cited the fact that the

Middle East conflict has so many different facets and

diverse aspects, and that so many people already

have some sort of opinion regarding the conflict.

Rouleau expressed his intention of devoting his lec-

ture specifically to Egypt, as just one facet of the

conflict

Egypt was described as the main Arab country in

the present conflict. Rouleau stated that many con-

ditions in Egypt have changed since the 1967 "Six Day
War". He mentioned that the Egyptian army has

recognized the reality of the fact that they cannot win

total military victory over Israel in the near future,

and that Egyptian political leadership senses this

present change in military thought. He also mentioned

that the Palestinian Fedayeen have been defeated by

the Jordanian army, thus no longer presenting a

sensitive political problem to Egypt. A third change
since the 1967 war is the idea of a Pan-Arab union is

loitering due to traditional tensions between Arab
neighbors and a current surge in Egyptian

nationalism. Rouleau said that at this time, the

'Egyptian government, and the Egyptian people are

quite willing to consider a peaceful settlement with

Israel " However, he later said that no immediate
solution appeared in view today without resolving the

territorial conflict, and because Arab terms for peace

do not correspond with Israeli terms.

After delivered these brief opening remarks.

Rouleau turned the lecture into an open question and
answer period so that he could give his views on other

facets of the Middle East conflict which interested the

audience.

When asked about the peace faction in the Israeli

population and government. Rouleau remarked that

he did not think it was a very significant force in

present day Israel. He said that since the Israeli

people fear total destruction and annihilation at the

hands of the Arabs, they are extremely loyal to the

government and hold great confidence in it. He gave

as an example the fact that only a week before Golda

Meir became Prime Minister of Israel, a Gallup poll

only gave her a 10% vote of confidence, while a week

after she became Prime Minister, she was given a

90% vote of confidence in a similar Gallup poll.

In response to a question about the role of the "Big

Four" in the conflict. Rouleau thought that there was
very little difference between French, British, United

States, and Russian proposals for peace in the Middle

East In a note of humor, Rouleau said that the

•Russiansbigobjectiontothe Rogers Plan is that it is

tailed the Rogers Plan. If it had been called the

Kogers-Gromyko Plan they might have liked it

more."
Rouleau thought the major disagreements among

the big powers stemmed from the question of who was
going to benefit the most, once peace sets in. He
thought that the "Big Four" should push for a set-

tlement, since he did not see direct Arab-Israeli

negotiations as a realistic possibility for the future. He
said direct Arab-Israeli negotiations probably would

not take place since Ine Arabs would consider these

negotiations a humiliation and a surrender-a meeting

between the victors and the vanquished of a war.

When asked if Israel will annex captured in the 1967

war. and let the post-1967 war boundaries become the

status quo" in the Middle East, Rouleau replied that

this might well occur, and was surely not in-

conceivable. He mentioned in response to this

question, and throu <hout his lecture, that the heads of

state of both sides in the conflict were very realistic,

politically minded men, and that their motives cen-

tered on practical considerations rather than pure

alturism. Rouleau also said that if Israel did decide to

do this, there wou' i be no way the Arabs could prevent

it, since the gap between Arab nd Israeli military

might is constantly increasing.

Other questions concerned the Palestinian question,

discrimination and racism towards Arabs in Israeli-

occupied lands, and the French sale of 100 Phantom
jets to Libya.

Rouleau concluded by stating that in his opinion, the

Middle East conflict could not be solved overnight,

and would have to work out through negotiation in

stages.

The University of Massachusetts
chapter of Vietnam Veterans
against the War participated in the

University School of Education's

"Marathon Week" with two one-

hour programs on Tuesday,
November 9. The presentations

were designed to acquaint
educators and School of Education
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students with the functions and
activities of VVAW and as a plea to

those involved in education for a

sustained effort towards an end of

the War in Southeast Asia.

The first session was held from 3-

4 in the afternoon in the Mark
Meadow School cafeteria. The
program began with a slide show,

which presented slides of Vietnam
and the War there, on two screens

at the same time. The slides were
accompanied by a sound track

composed of peace songs and a

commentary on the pictures. This

was followed by a rapidly moving
display of guerrilla theater in
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student voice in the disposition of

these funds.

Ladd hopes that considerable

support from the student body can

be gotten for this proposal. He also

stated the necessity of talking with

individual members of the Faculty

Senate, in order to gain that body's

support. In the end though, the

decision of whether to change the

structure of the Council will lie

with the Board of Trustees.

Due to the early ending of the

meeting, a controversial motion on

the agenda, calling for the

changing of the Women's Com-
mittee into a standing committee
of the Senate, was not able to be

heard.
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Vets Present Marathon Program
which the victims of the "search
and seize" mission were the

speakers from VVAW and some
members who were in the

audience. During the remainder of

the first hour, talks were given on
the purposes and history of VVAW.
The first session closed with
moving testimony from Eric Carr
who gave an account of his ex-

periences with Vietnamese people

and the tragedy he witnessed. The
audience was visibly moved by Mr.

Carr's talk which effectively

conveyed an awareness of the

suffering endured by the Viet-

namese.
The group met again at 6:00 to

show a film entitled "Winter

Soldier Investigation" The film is

composed of a series of

statements by former GI's con-

cerning their participation in the

war and atrocities which they

witnessed.
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Salzman Case Presented

To Board Of Trustees
Bv JAMES E.GOU)

The Salzman case officially was
presented to the Board of Trustees

meeting today by Ms. Nancy
Tooney, Associate in Biophysics,

Children's Cancer Research and
Harvard Medical School.

The case involves the dismissal

of Dr. Freda Salzman from the

UMass Boston Campus in 1968. She

and her husband. Dr George
Salzman, were hired in 1965. They
had similar educational
backgrounds, received their Ph-
D.'s at the same time and having

both done equivalent research.

Mr. Salzman was hired with

tenure as a Professor of Physics

while Mrs. Salzman was hired as

3/4 part time Associate Professor

of Physics.

The presentation by Ms. Tooney
had originally been placed on the

Trustee's agenda, but according to

Ms. Tooney, was later dropped by
Trustee Chairman Joseph P.

Healy, who said the matter was

being actively considered by the

President. Robert C. Wood.
Ms. Tooney claimed that Healy

was trying to avoid publicity of the

subject. "He asked for a December
presentation", she said. He was
implying that new policy on
nepotism would be out by then, she
added.

Salzman supporters claim that

nepotism is not really the issue any
more if it ever was. They have the

backing of the Tenure and
Grievance Committee, Physics
Department, and University
Senate, who all say that it was a

blatant act of discrimination ac-

cording to an article in the Mass
Media, UMB's weekly. Some
supporters also feel that the
dismissal came as retaliation for

the Salzmans' criticism of

University policies

Petitions have circulated in the

scientific community asking for

support of Mrs. Salzman.
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Senate To Reorganize Council

By ROBERT MEDEIR06
The Student Senate, acting upon

a growing discontent with the

Athletic Council, has launched a

drive that would result in the

reorganization of the Athletic

Council.

The council, a unit of the Faculty

Senate, is made up of six faculty

members, four alumni and a

student. The one student, Lee
Sandwen, is also president of the

Student Senate.

The Athletic Council is an ad-

visory board in that it can only

make recommendations to the

director of athletics, Dean Warren
McGuirk, on the operations of the

athletic program. The council has

no direct role in the make-up of the

athletic budget but does make a

study of the budget when the

director presents it to the board.

The Trust Fund Budget is largely

made up of a student fee which

amounts to approximately
$506,000. This fee is the $30 per year

that each student must pay if he is

to become a member of the

University.

The Student Senate feels that

students are the major par-

ticipants in the athletic program
and virtually the sole contributors

to the budget and therefore they

should control the fund.

The two major goals concerning

athletics, as far as the Senate is

concerned, is greater student

representation of the council and

control of the Athletic Trust Fund
Budget.
Under the Student Senate plan,

the council would have the

following composition: 5 un-

dergraduates and 6 faculty

members, all to be appointed by

the President of the Student

Senate. The following would be

non-voting members: one alumni,

one faculty member chosen by the

Faculty Senate and the director of

athletics. The reason faculty would

remain in the majority, according

to the Student Senate plan, is

because the NCAA dictates that

a majority of the Athletic Council

must be faculty members.
Another aspect of the Student

Senate plan is that the Athletic

Council would become a unit of the

Student Senate instead of the

Faculty Senate. The Student
Senate does not want the council to

remain under the jurisdiction of

the Faculty Senate because its

Committee on Committees has

tended to appoint to the Athletic

board people who are athletically

minded but who may not have the

best interests of the student when
decisions are made.
Sandwen said that the Student

Senate is not interested in the

shaping of athletic programs. He
said that the students are in-

terested only in the money in-

volved and that the director of

athletics should be accountable to

the students for all fiscal matters.

"Our actions are not against any

athletic program. What we are

concerned with is the student

money involved in athletics. For

instance, if the student body
decides for a larger commitment
for a better football team then at

least they have had a right to

decide," said Sandwen.
According to the Student Senate

plan, the alumni would not have a

vote in the revised Athletic Council

as opposed to the four votes they

now have.

"The alumni have a right to be

consulted. They do not have a right

to say how student money should

be spent because the whole

University does not affect them to

a great degree," said Larry Ladd,

administrative vice-president for

the Student Senate.

"Athletics do not financially

affect the alumni as they do the

student in that the student must
carry the major financial burden

of the athletic program," said

Ladd.
The major and most con-

troversial aspect of the Student

Senate plan concerns the for-

mation of a Finance Committee
that would control the Athletic

Trust Fund Budget. The com-

mittee would have nine un-

dergraduates, one graduate and

two faculty members chosen by the

Faculty Senate. Non-voting
members would include an
alumnus and the director of

athletics.

Professor George Richardson,

associate head of the Chemistry

Department and chairman of the

Athletic Council, said that it is not

possible for a committee to run an

athletic program. He said that

whoever controls the budget will

control the program.
"You just have to hire the best

athletic director and let him do the

job," said Richardson, an 11-year

member of the board, in describing

his view of how an athletic

program should be run.

In the Student Senate's drive to

reorganize the Athletic Council,

members will be looking for en-

dorsements from RSO groups and

student governments in order to

show the administration that

support lies in the student body.

The Senates will also attempt to

obtain 10,000 signatures on a

petition in favor of their actions.

Environmentalist Speaks Today
By .IEANNETTE MARTINEAU

Dr. Wayne O. Evans of the Research Institute of

Environmental Medicine will discuss "The Future of

Education in Drug Action" today in a lectures-and-

seminar program presented by the School of

Education.

"We are becoming imbedded in an increasingly

( hemically-loaded environment." Dr. Fvans ex-

plained Directed at the School of Ed's Futuristics

Program, he continued, "it is becoming increasingly

necessary to teach people how to self-medicate with

some degree of wisdom.

"As the doctor-to patient ratio worsens in our

country, sell-medication will be required to a greater

extent than it has in the past. We will be producing a

new series of compounds." he warned, "which will

make evident the falsity of the mind-body

dichotomy."

The Psvchophaimacological Bulletin, 1971,

published the results of the Study Group on Norman

Humans of the American College of Neuropsychology,

on the topic of "Use of Psychotropic Chemicals in

Non-Western Cultures and Historically."

The Study Group, co-chaired by Dr. Evans in

December 1970, "tried to avoid any discussion of

compression to present use patterns, -It found that

"i wo or three major concepts emerge."

"In democratic or complex societies, drugs are

widely used, but occasionally, punitive laws are at-

tempted against their use by reformers who feel that

the culture has degenerated or in preparation for way.

"In Communist China." the Bulletin continues,

"slightly over a year ago. the edict was published that

all opiate addicts were to rid themselves of their habit

or he publicly beheaded. Therefore, data from Hong

Kong shows that at the present time, no opiate addicts

are arriving from Red China. It would seem that

highly punitive laws, enforced without exception and

complete police efficiency, are sufficient to bring a

fragmented society under control by strong, cen-

tralizatized authority in relation to drug use pat-

terns ."

Program Council Presents

"Myra Breckenridge

Thursday Nov. 11, 1971
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Bomb Scare

Closes Union
By BOBMEDEIROS

A bomb threat was phoned into the Campus Center last night at

8:22 forcing the complete evacuation of the Center and the Student

Union until 9:32p.m.

Heidi Weisseecker, the Campus Center desk operator, received

the bomb threat and identified the caller as being male. She quoted

the caller as saying, "There is a bomb «n the tenth floor which will

go off in ten minutes."

President Wood and Chancellor Bromery who were meeting with

the Athletic Council on the tenth floor were among the first to leave

the Center.

Chief Jack Doherty of the Amherst Fire Department said that

five policemen were involved in the search for the bomb. He said

that the tenth floor was searched in detail before the notice was
given to open the Center to the public.

The Campus Center management quickly made alternative

housing available to the hundreds that were forced out into the

freezing weather. People staying at the Campus hotel were moved
to Hamlin House while Franklin Dining Commons was made
available to anyone that wished a warm place to stay.

After a rash of bomb scares last year, a UMass student was
convicted of making a bomb threat and can no longer receive

financial aid according to a government law.

Athletic Council Hostile

To Student Participation
By DON BISHOP

The hostility of the current

Athletic Council towards any
student participation in the

allocation of athletic funds was
very much in evidence at last

nights meeting of the Council with

President Wood and Action

Chancellor Bromery.
According to Student Senate

President Lee Sandwen. who also

attended the meeting, the fact that

the Council was discussing it's

role was an historic occasion. The
original reason for calling the

meeting was so that the Council

could present their ideas on the

expansion of the Athletic Program
in the 70s. But the discussion

eventually turned to debate on the

Athletic Council's present com-

position, and Student Senate plans

for allowing more student

representation on the Council.

The Council members were
adamant in their criticism of any

changes in the Councils com-

position which would allow for

student representation. According

to Sandwen they felt that students

had no business on the Council

even though it was pointed out that

the vast majority of Athletic

Program funds come from student

fees.

What pleased Sandwen was the

"questioning" of the Council's

present structure by President

Wood and Acting Chancellor

Bromery. Sandwen felt that they

showed some "positive feelings"

towards students being

represented on the Athletic

Council.

Student Senate President Sand
wen made plain that the Student

Senate plans to go through with it's

proposal for a re-structured

Athletic Council, in spite of the

present council's total opposition to

this more.
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In The Nation And The World

AFL-CIO Vows To Fight Wage Controls

MIAMI BEACH, Ha. < AP) -AFL-CIO

President George Meany and other labor

leaders vowed Wednesday to fight new

Federal wage controls which they said would

violate labor contracts covering millions of

workers
"We will not stand still and see our con-

tracts abrogated, our work standards

destroyed, our earnings drastically

diminished while all around us other sectors

of the economy are doing business as

usual." Meany said.

Hut there was a deepening split among
union leaders over whether Meany and four

other labor members should quit President

Nixon's 15-man Pay Board or stay on it to

light from within.

The executive board of the 500.000-

member Amalgamated Meat Cutters said it

will call strikes if employers who have

raised prices refuse to give its members pay

hikes blocked by the 90-day wage-price

Freeze which expires Nov. 15.

The meat cutters, who frequently clash

with Meany's leadership, also pledged to

fight in next week's AFL-CIO convention for

a resolution to call a nationwide strike of the

labor federation's nearly 15 million mem-
bers if necessary to win fair pay gains.

Meany himself, sent a telegram from
Washington to labor leaders here, continued

to keep his own counsel on whether to quit

the pay board.

The AFL-CIO convention. ..will make its

own judgement on labor's future activities

as they relate to the Pay Board and all of the

President's economic machinery and
proposals," said the 77-year-old "Mr.
Labor."
Meany s telegram was to the AFL-CIO

Building and Construction Trades Depart-

ment, which took a more conservative view

than the meat cutters on the wage question.

"We are hopeful that circumstances will

permit labor members of the Pay Board to

retain their seats on the Pay Board and

work out problems from the inside," said

the executive board and the presidents of

the 17 construction unions in a joint

statement.

However, some of the construction union

presidents earlier had indicated they

favored a labor walkout from the Pay
Board.
Meany said he would make a full report to

the main AFL-CIO convention of some 1,000

delegates representing 122 unions which

opens here Nov. 18. Meany planned to come
here from Washington Friday.

The labor members of the Pay Board were
outvoted 10 to 5 by industry and public

members in Monday's ruling to impose a

general 5.5 per cent limit on future wage
hikes, rule out most retroactive pay for the

M-day freeze and open the door to rolling

back scheduled wage hikes in existing

agreements.
Labor leaders cited reports that some

business leaders already were planning to

ask the Pay Board to reduce wage hikes that

fall due in the coming year.

"We will take immediate steps to find

ways of winning compensation for our

members for past wage increases which are

legally due them," said the meat cutters,

and added that court action, appeals to

Congress to overturn Nixon's economic

program and strikes were possible weapons.

The meat cutters praised the attempts of

Meany and other labor members of the Pay
Board to soften its ruling, but said: "We
urge President Meany and his colleagues to

withdraw from the Pay Board in view of this

lopsided, antilabor decision."

In its more cautious statement, the

Building and Construction Trades Depart-

ment headed by Frank Bonadio said:

"We await further information. ..we need

clarification."

But the labor leaders were unanimous in

condemning the new Pay Board rules as a

violation of existing legal labor contracts.

"The Pay Board has taken money which is

legally and rightfully due to workers and put

it into the hands of employers," said the

construction unions.

In Brief...
WASHINGTON (AP)lhe Senate by an 84-6 vote Wednesday

ratified the treaty ending 27 years of U.S. rule over Okinawa and

the Ryukyu Islands It would restore the strategic Western Pacific-

chain captured in World War II to Japan by mid-1972.

Before becoming effective the treaty must also be ratified by the

Japanese Diet along with accompanying legislation which permits

the IS to use about 100 military installations for the indefinite

Future.

WASHINGTON < AP> The top scientist of an environment group

that has Fought the pesticide DDT for nine years said Wednesday

Nobel Prize winner Dr. Norman E. Borlaug is "one or two decades

out of date" in advocating its continued use.

Dr. Charles Wurster of the Environmental Defense Fund said in

an interview that DDT, far from being essential to world food

production, can upset natural systems so badly that crop yields

actually diminish.

WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen. Fred H. Harris of Oklahoma called off

his fledgling compaign for the Democratic presidential nomination

Wednesday because "I am broke."

It lasted only six weeks. Harris, who said he wept when his staff

urged him to keep campaigning and offered to work for nothing,

again renounced his candidacy for re-election to the Senate next

year.

WASHINGTON (AP (Expressing hope for peace, Julie Nixon

Eisenhower Wednesday joined ceremonies launching two new 8-

cent Christmas postage stamps that go on sale across the nation

Thursday
The President's daughter said it was the 10th year that such

special stamps "have brought an extra touch of color to the

Christmas mail."

Atomic Energy Commission Chairman James R. Schlesinger, right, and Army Maj. Gen. Edward B.

Oilier, AEC assistant general manager for military application, examine cracks cleaved in Amchitka

Island by the five-megaton Cannikin underground test explosion. The area, 2,000 feet from ground zero,

contains the remains of the Survey Recording Trailer park whose instruments recorded the output of the

nuclear device.

India To Receive Russian Arms
WASHINGTON (AP) More than

5,000 tons of Soviet military

equipment, including aircraft,

should arrive in India by sea this

month. U.S. intelligence sources

said Wednesday.
Three Soviet merchant ships left

the Black Sea last week en route to

India with military cargo, the

sources say.

One ship had eight aircraft

crates lashed to its deck. Details of

the rest of the cargo were not

known, although intelligence

sources described it as military in

nature.

The Indian Air Force already

has an estimated 12 squadrons of

Soviet-built MIG21 fighters and

SU7 fighter-bombers, along with

other Russian-furnished army,
navy and air equipment. An Indian

air squadron consists of 20 to 24

planes.

Meanwhile, U.S. sources report

that the last of 10 Soviet AN12 Cub
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transport planes landed at New
Delhi Nov. :?. They were believed to

be bringing spare parts for

military gear previously supplied

by the Russians.

The new arms shipments from
the Soviet Union were said to result

from recent visits to India by high-

ranking Russian diplomatic and
military officials, after the signing

in August of a Soviet-Indian treaty

of friendship and cooperation.

There developments, coupled with

recent moves by Pakistan closer to

Communist China, serve to un-

derscore how the two rival Red
superpowers are backing opposite

forces in the India-Pakistan
dispute.

A Pakistani government group
was reported in Communist China
in recent days, and a Pakistani

ship was said earlier by U.S. in-

telligence to be bound for China to

take on a cargo of artillery, am-
munition and other military
material.

Meanwhile, the Nixon ad-

ministration has cut off U.S. arms
sales to Pakistan in an apparent

move to quiet critics who accused it

of helping the Pakistanis crush

insurgents in East Pakistan, and to

improve India-US relations.

Ironically, the United States still

is technically an ally of Pakistan in

the Southeast Asia Treaty
Organization

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
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Tekoa Insurance Agency
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Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
5623604

$14,093 is controlled by the Commuter Assembly.

If you are a commuter

and you want something to say about if,

Nomination Papers are available

outside RSO, 1st level, CC
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Valery Lectures Held
Amherst, Mass. -The 100th

birthday anniversary of French
poet Paul Valery will be
celebrated Nov. 11-13, Thursday
through Saturday, with a

symposium sponsored by the

Five Colleges (Smith, Mount
Holyoke. Amherst and Hamp-
shire Colleges, and the

University of Massachusetts-
Amherst).
Valery, poet, critic, and

humanist, died in 1945. He was a

member of the French Academy
and the College de France and
his writings have been tran-

slated into English and many
other languages. The University

of Montpelier has been renamed
the Paul Valery University.

Five College events for the

Paul Valery Symposium will

include lectures, in French and

English, on Valery and his

works.
Thursday, Nov. 11, Jean

Hytier, visiting professor of

French at UMass, will speak, in

French, on paradox in Valery's

poetry. The talk will be at 5:30

p.m. at the UMass Campus
Center Dr. Hytier, who will also

chair the symposium's con-

cluding panel discussion Nov. 13,

Saturday, at Hampshire College,

is a poet and critic and editor of

a critical edition of Valery's

works.

Friday. Nov. 12, Prof. Jackson
Mathews of Wayne State

University will talk on "Paul
Valery as Himself." The lecture

will be at 10 a.m. in the Alumni
House of Amherst College. Prof.

Mathews is responsible for the

15-volume Bollingen Foundation
English edition of Valery's
writings. A poet, critic, tran-

slator, editor, and teacher. Prof.

Mathews has been chairman of

the National Translation Center

at the University of Texas.

At 4 p.m. Friday, Dr. Albert

Sonnenfeld of Princeton
University will lecture on "Eros
and Paul Valery," in Mary
Woolley Hall at Mount Holyoke

College. Prof. Sonnenfeld. whose
writings focus on the late 19th

and 20th Centuries, has lectured

in Europe as well as the United

States and has been an editor for

several journals.

Saturday, Nov. 13, Prof.

Daniel Moutote of the Paul

Valery University will speak in

French on "Le moi valeryen," at

10 a.m. in Smith College's

Wright Hall Auditorium.

All lectures will be followed by

discussions in which the

audience may ask questions of

the lecturers. Lectures are open

without charge to all interested

persons . Students from the Five

Colleges are welcomed.

Rockets Hit
Phnom Penh

SAI(;<>\ (AP) — Enemy forces

attacked the Phnom Penh airport

and a nearby communications

center in coordinated attacks early

Wednesday, inflicting heavy
casualties and damage.
A Cambodian army spokesman,

Capt. Chang Song, said no accurate

count of the casualties was
available. But unofficial reports

said about 25 Cambodians were

killed and 30 wounded in the two

attacks.

Nine aircraft were reported

damaged by a barrage of 50

rockets which slammed into the

airfield and surrounding areas

shortly after midnight.

They included three C47 tran-

sports, three light observation

planes, and three of Cambodia's

six helicopters. Two of the

helicopters were badly torn up.

spokesmen said.

The airport was severely

damaged by a similar sapper

attack last Jan. 22.

At the same time the rockets hit

the airport Wednesday, sappers

moved in behind another rocket

barrage to attack a radio tran-

smitting station nine miles to the

northwest.

Witnesses said the sappers killed

a number of women and children

by throwing grenades into bunkers

where they had taken cover.

Field reports said six persons,

including five women, were killed

in the airport attack and another 19

were killed at the transmitting

station.

Reports of the attacks were

delayed because the transmitter

handles international radio traffic

for Cambodia.

Attention Education Majors
and/or Certification Candidates

You must belong to one of the 16 Alternative Teacher

Education Programs.

The following have openings and will be available to answer

questions and to interview candidates as indicated:

PROGRAM

Alternative Schools (TASP)
Open to Juniors

International Education
Open to Sophomores and Juniors

Mark's Meadow (TEPAM)
Open to Sophomores

Martha's Vineyard
Open to Juniors, Seniors

Model Elementary Teacher
Education Program (METEP)
Open to Juniors

Off-Campus
Open to Sophomores, Juniors

Sociological-Historical-

Philosophical (S.H.P.)

Open to Juniors

Distributive Ed.

Open to Fresh. Soph. Junior,

Senior

Urban Ed.

INTERVIEW TIMES FOR WEEK
NOV. 15-19 (School of Education

unless otherwise indicated)

Tues. 1-3 Room 212

Wednes. 10-1, 1-3:30 Room 212

Mon. 9-3 Montague House
Wednes. 9-3 Montague House

Go to Mark's Meadow Office to

sign up for Specific appointment
time.

Contact Mrs Harmon, Rm 121

for Appointment (545-1555)

Tues. 8:30 - 1, 2:30-5 Rm 210

Wednes. 8:30-12:00 Rm 210

or by individual appointment call

545-1578

Mon. 8-12, 1-5 Rm 128

Tues. 8-12, 1-5 Dwight Dorm.

Contact Mrs. Harmon, Rm 121

for appointment (545-1555)

Mon. 9-4 Rm 2-A or by individual

Appointment call 545- 1527

"Papers" Question

Preview Is Fought
it ,.....,.,,,,,..,,( atlnrnouc nrOnoH t?0 far OtlOUgh.BOSTON <AP> Government attorneys argued

Wednesday that attempts to preview questions being

asked by a federal grand jury in the Pentagon Papers

case would stymie the inquiry in a "nightmare" of

litigation.

The US. attorneys opposed the demand by lawyers

for Sen. Mike Gravel, D—Alaska, that the planned

questions be made available for prior inspection.

The question was argued before the 1st U.S. Circuit

Court of Appeals, which last week suspended the

grand jury investigation pending the outcome of

Gravel's fight to block subpoenas against two of his

associates.

In another aspect of the case, the court was asked to

overturn a contempt citation against Mrs. Idella

Mars, the mother-in-law of Dr. Daniel Ellsberg, for

refusing to testify. Ellsberg has admitted leaking the

secret papers, which traced U.S. involvement in In-

dochina, to the press.

The court gave no indication when its decisions

might be handed down.

Gravel's attorneys contended that subpoenas

against Dr. Leonard Rodberg and Howard Webber

amounted to an attempt to intimidate the senator, who

read portions of the Pentagon reports at a midnight

subcommittee session last June.

Rodberg had joined Gravel's staff that same day.

Webber is head of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology Press and reportedly was contacted by

Gravel about publishing the papers.

Last week a U.S. District Court refused to quash the

subpoenas but ruled the grand jury could not ask

questions dealing with Gravel's midnight reading.

The govermnent appealed the restriction. Gravel's

attorneys also appealed, contending the ruling didn't

Mon. -Fri. -9-12, Rm 225

go far enough.

They argued that Gravel's senatorial privilege,

which makes him immune from prosecution, might be

violated through questioning of the associates. To

avoid that possibility, they said, they had a right to

know beforehand the names of witnesses, the

questions to be asked of those to whom his immunity

might extend, and the right to appeal on any of the

questions-before they were asked.

Such provisions, the government replied, were

not sought to protect Gravel but as "an offensive

weapon" against thegrand jury probe. .."as much of a

protective device as a noose is for the hangman."

The government, they said, had no intention of

calling Gravel himself before the grand jury and thus

his immunity was not in jeopardy.

His privilege, they argued, protected him from

being tried for legislative actions but should not

prevent questioning of other people about legislative

acts.

Gravel's lawyers, however, claimed that

unrestricted questioning of his associates could tend

to hinder his performance of duty.

That duty, they said, demanded a "continual

colloquy" with his constituents, as well as making

information available to the public.

A grand jury proceeding was a weapon the

executive branch of government could use when it was

displeased with any congressman's actions, they said.

And in this case, they added, it was being used against

Gravel.

The lawyers said their demands for disclosure of

witnesses and questions were "essential to determine

the legitimacy of the inquiry" and to see if Gravel's

privilege was to be impeded.

Womens Lib Protest Miss World
LONDON (AP) — Miss Brazil,

brown-haired Lucia Petterle, 22.

was crowned Miss World 1971

Wednesday night in a pageant that

parading members of the women's

liberation movement labelled "the

most degrading show on earth."

Second was Miss United
Kingdom, 22-year-old Marilyn Ann
Ward, a blonde beauty with blue

eves.

Third was Miss Portugal. Anna
Paula Almeiba, 19.

Miss Brazil, a medical student,

was crowned by the 1970 winner.

Jennifer Hosten of Grenada

As the girls paraded before a

panel of judges -first in their

national dress, then in swim wear

-

a loud throng of women's
liberationists snarled traffic

outside the hall. More than 100

police shepherded the placard-

waving demonstrators.

The women were joined briefly

by a smaller crowd of several

dozen non-white demonstrators.

They complained there was no

Miss Black Britain or Miss Black

United States in the line-up.

A pretty, bikini-clad protester

was allowed inside the hall from
the bitterly cold night to deliver a

petition.

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

THE TALKIE CINEMA
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NORTHAMPTON CENTER

SS4-4909

LUCHINO VISCONTI'S

Lives

at the Talkie
Held Over

7: 00 and 9: 30

'COME TO WHERE
THE ACT ION IS"

DIALTONE
Route 5 West Hatfield

Featuring the famous
Recording Group

The Vandell's
Every nite

9pm l a.m.

Teacher Education questions will also be answered bat-

ween 1:00a.m. and 5:00p.m., Monday • Friday, Room 121,

School of Education or call 545 1555.
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Jury Indicts

Boston Lawyer

TOO MUCH FOR LITTLE LYN— Patrick Lyndon Nugent, 4 1/2,

shields his eyes from the camera lights as his famous grandfather

spoke to a crowd gathered at the Lyndon B. Johnson Library at

Austin. Texas, where the former president autographed copies of his

book. •"The Vantage Point."

(\P Wirephoto)

BOSTON ( AP> A Suffolk County
grand jury Wednesday returned

three indictments against Nathan
H. David on charges that he sold

securities without being licensed

by the state Department of Public

1'tilities and disposed of

unqualified stocks without
notification.

David was to be arraigned in

Suffolk Superior Court Thursday, a

spokesman for Atty. Gen. Robert
H. Quinn said. The spokesman said

David was indicted on seven
counts. The maximum penalty

under the law is a $5,000 fine and 2

1/2 years in prison for each count,

the attorney general's office said.

David issued a statement shortly

after the indictments were handed
down saying, "there is no question

in my mind that the indictment is

the result of the efforts of the

Herald Traveler newspaper-radio-

FM-TV combine to prevent
Boston Broadcasters. Inc. from
commencing television operations

on Channel 5 in Boston."

David, a Boston attorney, is

executive vice president of Boston
Broadcasters, which seeks to

replace WHDH, Inc., a subsidiary

of the Boston Herald-Traveler

Corp., as operator of Boston
television Channel 5. David said:

"I have been charged with par-

ticipating in the sale of securities.

some of which are alleged not to

have been qualified for sale in

Massachusetts and in doing so

without first obtaining a proper

license.

"Apparently in the alternative, I

am charged "with acting as the

agent of a buyer of securities

without disclosing that they were

not qualified for sale. All these are

misdemeanors.
"Such alleged violations of law

are of a highly technical nature

which to my knowledge has never

been the basis of criminal

proceedings since the enactment of

the stature 40 years ago, and

moreover in my case also rest on

very questionable factual and legal

grounds.

"If I am brought to trial, I have

no doubt of acquittal. I shall do all I

can to bring about an early trial to

establish my innocence." David

said he had been denied permission

to testify before the grand jury.

He said the state Department of

Utilities investigated his activities

and reported to Quinn in June that

"we do not consider that the public

interest requires further action

and recommend that no further

proceedings be instigated."

Earlier this year, the Securities

and Exchange Commission filed a

complaint against David and four

other nun charging them with the

sale of unregistered stock of

Synergistics. Inc., of East Natick.

David was a stockholder in

Synergistics.

The federal Communications
Commission in 1969 awarded the

Channel 5 license to Boston

Broadcasters and its decision later

was upheld by the U.S. Court of

Appeals in Washington. The
Supreme Court refused to review

the decision.

In August, the FCC asked the

court of appeals to return the case

to the commission for recon-

sideration because of the charges

against David.

David has taken a leave of ab-

sence from Boston Broadcasters

while the Channel 5 case is pen-

ding.

Brockton Main Breaks
BROCKTON.Mass. <AP) - A

break in a key water main knocked
out all water for a time Wednesday
to the City of Brockton and several

nearby towns.

The town of Whitman also lost all

its water, and the break affected

parts of Stoughton, East
Bridgewater, Hanson and Easton.

The break, which occurred shortly

after noon, hit the main supply line

along Massachusetts 27 in Hanson.
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Water pouring from a 15-foot long

split in the pipe flooded
Massachusetts 27 until pressure

could be shut off.

The main carried water from
Silver Lake about 10 miles to

Brockton, which sells water to the

surrounding communities.

Partial water pressure was
restored to all communities in mid-

afternoon. However, work crews
said it would be some time before

the section of pipe could be dug up
and replaced.

For nearly two hours the 325-bed

Brockton Hospital was without

heat and water to sterilize in-

struments. But in mid-afternoon,

enough pressure was built up in the

line through a by-pass to restore

services in the hospital.

Fire departments were called in

from a number of surrounding
communities to provide

emergency assistance in the event
of a fire.

Schools in the area were closed

early when the water pressure

went off.
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Doctor Cann Of Mental Health
Bj MICHAEL SOKOLOW

Dr. Michael A Cann PhD, is one of the

nine psychologists that make up a major
part of the Mental Health Service staff.

The past six years of his ten year career

as a psychologist have been spent here

at UMass, and have been devoted to

solving many of the problems that

students face.

After receiving the PhD from Boston

University in 1961, he practiced at the

V.A. Hospital in Northampton, and at

the Holyoke Clinic before coming to

UMass in 1966. Dr. Cann stated that

most students come to the Mental

Health Service "because of what we call

the adolescent adjustment reaction."

"Many students who come to college are

the first in their family to attend, or are

pushed into coming by their parents.

The first year is usually very vague, and

many students feel as if they are

stripped of the supports they had in high

school."

Dr. Cann, in speaking of the facilities

that the Mental Health Service has to

offer students, mentioned group therapy

as being one of the most prominent

facilities offered. A total of 143 group

therapy sessions were held last year

with 341 students participating. "In

many cases, such as those that involve

isolation, speaking with one individual

might not be most beneficial for the

student. In such cases, groups make
more sense. We start by discussing

problems to develop a group spirit, and

then try to relate seriously to one

another."

Although the Mental Health Service

sees 1300 student population. Dr. Cann

5% of the student population. Dr. Cann
feels that some students are still shy

about going to Mental Health for help.

"Most students tend to think on a

sickness-illness continuum. By the time

some students come here, it's out of a

panic reaction."

Most of the students who go to Mental

Health suffer from minor psychological

problems, such as anxiety and
depression. It is very rarely that people

with more severe problems who need

hospitalization turn up. "Although the

problems of the students seem im-

portant to them, most of these problems

are cleared up in 4 to 5 visits, on the

average."
Few problems of sexuality turn up at

Mental Health because, as Dr. Cann

says, "students today may be realizing

their sexuality earlier, or because most

sexual problems get talked out before

the student reaches Mental Health."

The most common sexual problem that

Dr. Cann sees, is that o( males who have

feelings of homosexuality.

Dr. Cann noted that a "few" cases of

post-abortion depression have been

treated. "There is a pregnancy rate of

5% on this campus, and about 85% of

them have abortions. In many cases it

would be better for the female to talk to

us before, rather than after. But this is

hard for many girls to do. We have had a

few post-abortion depressions that have

lasted as long as six months to a year.

Except for the drug problem. Dr.

Cann stated that he feels that most of the

problems of students today are basically

the same as when he was an un-

dergraduate. Room-to-Move has cut

down the number of drug problems that

Mental Health has had to deal with,

considerably. "Many times kids with

drugs problems feel paranoid about

official institutions that ask for names or

ID. numbers. Room-to-Move solves this

problem, and also can present a dif-

ferent, total environment to the student

with a drug problem. There are many
students, however, who do want to talk

to an older individual in the atmosphere

that we present here at Mental Health
"

Besides being conducted with such

independent organizations as Room-to-

Move. the Mental Health Service is

involved with Peer Group Sex

Education, consultation at summer
orientation, and with many other groups

that request help or information from

them. "We often work through a Head of

Residence to present our services and

facilities to a group of students."

According to Dr. Cann, psychology

courses taken in college "help students

to be aware of the notion that problems

can be talked about. It is important that

the students realize that everyone on

campus is eligible for short-term

treatment from Mental Health." The
Mental Health Service has 14 staff

members, 2 practicum students, and 14

offices located on the third floor of

Machmer Hall, available to serve

students. Those who wish to get con-

sultation may make an appointment at

room 330 Machmer Hall. As Dr. Cann
put it, "a few students still feel un-

comfortable about coming here. But we
who work here, come to Mental Health

everyday."

Wood's Office Ransacked
University President Wood's

office in Boston was broken into

over the weekend, in what was

termed as a professional job.

Stolen were eleven IBM electric

typewriters, one IBM calculator

and an IBM dictating machine.

According to Vice President

Lashman no damage to the office

resulted, and the theft had no

connection to University policy or

University students.

The value of the stolen items was

not immediately known. The police

are still investigating.

MOVIE

"Rosemary's Baby
if

Three bovs. two huddled bv a boarded up window and the other holding the rail feel the wet blast of

Lake Michigan as her wintry spray shakes Grand Haven Pier in Michigan. The photographer recorded

the scene using an HOnmm telephoto lens.

USSC Welcomes Legislators

75C

Tomorrow Night

7 -9: 30 -12 mid.

Campus Center Auditorium

The Original American Touring Company

Last Saturday's football game

provided an exciting backdrop for

the annual UMass Legislator's

Day.
Each year members of the

Massachusetts Legislature are

invited to attend a buffet luncheon

and football game at the Univer-

sity. The event, co-sponsored by

the UMass Amherst Ad-

ministration and the Alumni

Association, is held in appreciation

of work done by the Legislature for

the school. More than sixty

representatives and six senators

accepted invitations.

The Legislators were met in the

morning by members of the

University and State Com-
munications Council (USCC), an

on-campus student organization

that works with administrators

and Legislators to promote closer

relations between the UMass
community and The General
Court. A coffee hour was held,

followed by a buffet luncheon in

Berkshire Dining Commons. Brief

welcoming remarks were given by

Chancellor Bromery and Speaker

of the House, David Bartley. Over

two hundred people attended the

buffet, including UMass faculty

department heads, administrators,

students and families of the

Legislators.

A cocktail hour was held in the

Berkshire Club Room following the

football game.

J.C. SUPERSTAR
Live In Person

American International College

when SKIING INrTON
SNOW STUWfc

NKW ||AMpsHIRE
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UPPER NEW YORK ^^„ w^„

Get up to 15% off on LODGING
K-A-S ski discount club

offers you this and more:

special consideration on sales and rentals of equipment.

only $4.00 to ioin
If vou ski 3 days this season your investment will be made over

Send check or money order to K-A-S Ski Club. Box 2684 Muhlenberg

Station Plainfield. New Jersey 070«0 or see your local ski club.

(A. I.C.)

Roosevelt Avenue. Spfld. .
Mass.

Enclosed is $

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss
Address
Citv

Sponsor < if any).

No. of memberships.

State Zip Code.

Tues., Nov. 1 6th
at 7:00 p.m.

T ickets Available at:

R.S.O. Office

I ower Level, Student Union, U. Mass.

ADVANCED SALES ONLY . . . LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE
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Ou Etaient-ils

Chairman Joe Healy got a little bit flustered yesterday at the Trustee

meeting After Professor Bruce Morris finished presenting the report,

outlining Student and Faculty Senate concerns about University policies,

the even-handed Healy decided it was appropriate to defend the Board s

own past actions and philosophy. Healy concluded by asking the

assembled faculty "where they had been when" the important issues of

University autonomy were being maneuvered through the legislature ten

years ago. .

Chairman Healy was adamant and accurate when he pointed out tnat

the Trustees, not students and faculty, had "walked the corridors" of the

State House lobbying for what signaled the greatest period of growth and

excellence that UMass had seen in its century of existence. The Trustees

have consistently worked for the betterment of the University. We wish

that as much could be said about the faculty.

\ faculty member present at the meeting told the Board that there was

considerable ferment amongst the Faculty Senators and the general

faculty They are concerned about not being "consulted" on major policy

decisions. They express fear at prospects of losing money from the

Amherst campus and thus hurting their own projects.

Never has werebeen such strong talk from our faculty.

As a matter of fact, it seems that the faculty has never really taken up

the good fight for anything. The faculty at UMass stood up yesterday and

told the Board that thev were "concerned", in solidarity with their

student brothers, but that everyone knows that the vast majority of

faculty members have always sluffed of the responsibility that being

"< oncerned" implies.

We suggest that the faculty take a look at itself as a functional part ot

the University system which provides them with their living. Learn from

students and few lone faculty who have been trying to change and im-

prove this University over the past few years. Organize. Do something.

Anything!

Maybe if more faculty concern for this University had been visible in

the past, their clamoring for recognition now would be easier to swallow

It's A Broad Jump
<Ed. Note- 1 his speech was given by Larry l.add

before the weekly mooting of the Student Senate.)

By LARRY I.ADD
1 have asked for this opportunity to speak before you

to clarify an issue that has been lost in a mist of

rumors and misunderstandings: the Athletic Council.

Since this issue will be in the forefront this semester, it

is imperative that the air be cleared.

At the moment most of the apprehension appears to

exist in the Athletic Dept. The fears seem to be that

students are out to abolish varsity football or engage

in some other rash act of sabotage against in-

tercollegiate sports Such fears are completely un-

justified and only serve to feed that paranoia and

mistrust that is too often prevalent on the Amherst

campus. Specific programs of the Athletic Dept. are

not in question and are not the issue. Anyone who
contends they are is simply sending up a smokescreen

to cloud the issue.

The issue is simply this: taxation without

representation. This is the source of discontent for

students. We are the major participants in the athletic

program and virtually the sole contributors to the

Athletic Trust Fund Budget, yet the student role in

decision-making is limited exclusively to one token

student on a council of eleven members.
The annual Report of the

The Annual Report of the Athletic Council

documents the fact that it is overwhelmingly students

who participate and that virtually all receipts come

directly trom tnem in tees and payments of various

forms. Lee Sandwen and I have submitted a

memorandum to the Faculty Senate fully

documenting these facts. The memorandum is

available to anyone who wants to see it.

We have submitted to the faculty an amendment to

the Faculty Senate Constitution which would strike

the Athletic Council from that constitution. We
are simultaneously submitting a proposal to the

Student Senate to establish an Athletic Council. If both

motions pass, and the trustees give their approval, we

will have a council that is responsible to the people

who pav the bill. If the faculty refuses to abolish the

old Council, then the trustees will have to choose

which council they recognize.

The specific structure of the new Athletic Council is

for the student body to decide. I shall ask that the bill

now on the Senate agenda be postponed so that more

thought can be given by the Senate on the means of

guaranteeing that the new Council is broadly

representative of all of the diverse interests and

eoncerns of students. If the Athletic Council is just a

branch of the Student Senate appointed by the Senate

President, it could soon become as insulated and

parochial as the old Athletic Council is.

This is the first major issue the students will be

bringing to the faculty this year. Students have proved

in our Senate that they can responsibly handle a

budget of over $(i(K).000. We have also demonstrated

that students deserve control over the assessment and

expenditure of all other fees we must pay to attend the

university. It is on that foundation that we rest our

case.

Caged In Again?
It has been only a year since the disastrous

Homecoming concert at Curry Hicks Cage, yet a

Student Senate subcommittee is formulating a

proposal for what could be an encore this spring in

Alumni Stadium. Although the Student Senate has no

power effecting the use of the stadium, considerable

pressure to let a spring concert be held at that site

could be brought upon Director of Athletics Warren P.

McGuirk by massive approval of the concert in

tomorrow's student referendum. For the safety of the

University community, vote against the spring con-

cert

I -ast year's Homecoming concert was the last major

event of its type on this campus for which admission

was charged. Unfortunately many people in at-

tendance felt they did not have to pay to see the show

They forced their way into the Cage (uncontrolled by

an insufficient and wary security force), destroyed

University property and left hundreds who had pur-

chased their tickets in advance standing on the outside

looking in. A spring concert at Alumni Stadium could

have the same, if not worse, results.

Alumni Stadium seats about 20,000. It would not be

unrealistic to expect a crowd of at least that many if

major recording artists were contracted to perform.

It would be a crowd beyond the control of student

marshals or the police force; a crowd that would act

without regard to the consequences of its actions; and
a crowd that would probably engage in unchecked
gate-crashing and vandalism similar to that which
occurred at the Cage last October if admission is

charged.

We do not have to place ourselves before the ogre of

an unruly mob by having a major spring concert at

Alumni Stadium. All should have learned a lesson

From last year's Homecoming concert. Vote against a

spring concert.

Poems -T. David Barrett

WAR WISHER
I wish it were
a lovely war
I dreamed tonight.

I wish today's
were just a dream,
and soon would I "wake.
But the war I dreamed
is real,

and the wish of peace
is fake.

The war to end all wars
was to have
aborted
wars to come.
Instead,
it fostered yet another child,

unwanted,
and unwon
Its afterbirth
still reeks of flesh

all burned,
rind qassed,
and dead
Democracy adopted him,
and laid the very covers
for his bed
Now cold.

Now hot...

so indecisive
Now fight,

Now not
Now so divisive.

T he night
is lit with fire.

The day is dark
I'll never listen to

another liar

l wish my war were really

of <i dream
I've heard
you can't die in a dream,
for no one knows
what death is really like

I'll bet it's iust like fire in the night.

I fear the war to end all wars
has just begun

"I Understand They've Been Having Some
Second-Act Trouble"

AUGUST EMBERS
The smithy's fire, straining to lift you off

the ground.
Loud enough to envision you and make the

anvils pound.
The smoke a curling higher than the sky.

And painting you a long tailed, wind blown kite.

The lightning flashing down in the brilliant night.

The sledge a wailing loud among the trees;

The sparks a setting fire to the breeze
Oh, Neptune! Send a cloud to guench my
burning memories.

Adding thoughts of fuel to the flame
Help me overcome the dyingness of

Smoldering leaves within my brain.

My blinking eyes refuse to refuse the pain.

August embers are burning slow ..

The flickering coals of a dying rainbow.
Immersed in the brand of a past winter's snow.
Cremation of many years ago

Engulfing itself in an aging shadow,
Yesterday's meditation of today's tomorrow.
Pages charred the words in smoke were billowed
Transcribed in the fumes of heaven's inferno.

The callow child of fate ... the child of sorrow.
Directing Nothing, No one Nowhere's arrow
Reflecting on the wall an empty glow
Drawing but an image of an endless flow...

Swinging neath the scaffold of time's gallows

The time and space, oh, dearest friend, but
borrowed

The road travelled, however, no longer narrowed
By the limits of the mind in which we
wallowed

Eternal love not even asked, and we did follow

The orange sunshine ebbed and flowed,
And left rays of life to grow...
My world began to evaporate,
And mist did settle down around so shallow

The hay on which I slept began to rustle.

The candle on the rail resumed its qlow
Its brightness, under my control.
Made a prism of the melting tallow

The marrow of my skull, a place now hallowed.
The dreams I lived, l lovrd and they, life, mellowed
The fields I love are left no longer fallow,
The time I spent with god I'll share tomorrow.

.tzit^imw:;

'NOW WE HAVE A MANDATE!'

Letters To The Editor

The Moore House Incident Revisited
To Ikf Kditor:

Last year at about this time a little guy in a brown

fringe jacket stood trembling in one of the corridors on

the second floor of Moore House as a bunch of "men"

stared at him with scorn, morbid curiosity, or sar-

castic smiles of ridicule. They all knew that one of the

many facets of this person was that he could have

emotional and sexual feelings and attachments to

people of the same sex. I am that person. I was

working with S.H.L. on its referral service; a service

designed to extend personal support to those who are

too afraid or unable to attend S.H.L. meetings. This

particular referral turned out to be a prank at the

expense of myself and the person who was supposed to

have called.

I use this incident to demonstrate the fear and

alienation that those who are called 'homosexual'' or

" ay" experience every day of their lives. Perhaps

you don't know the hassle these terms cause in our

lives: The constant knowledge that we can only be so

close to our friends coupled with the yearning to touch

and make love and the desire to be totally honest and

totally yourself -the damned dam that blocks the flow.

Maybe' vou'd like to know what alternatives we've

had -passing notes on toilet paper under the stalls in

the library or rushing home to Boston or Springfield

every weekend to bars where you're just a piece of

meat in a butcher's showcase. As an alternative to

this, S.H.L. was formed with a dual purpose: to dispel

the falsehoods so often associated with

•homosexuals" and to provide a way for people who

admitted or were trying to admit their

homosexuality" to themselves and meet honestly

and socially rather than clandestine sex meetings.

Personally. I don't think this is enough. I feel as long

as the categories of "straight" and "gay" exist, that

we'll never be one in love. I find it quite amusing-no.

disheartening-to watch people crying out for peace

and love when (especially "men") they can't over-

come the fear and prejudice of the simplest physical

intimate, and non-violent act of making love to their

friends.

In Thursday's Collegian a letter appeared that

prompted meto write this one. At first. I thought I

should feel anger and indignation over its contents,

but now I just feel hurt by the attitude of the four

people who signed it. However, 1 now must strip away

the veneer of their sanctimony and expose the

dynamics of their disparaging comments. All they did

was to use slur tactics to demean S.H.L Its a

historical fact that stigmatized groups have often

been used as scapegoats that don't go the way that

someone else wants. S.H.L. has not attacked the noble

nature or the worth of the other groups As a matter of

fact, without being asked. Kay Raymond, the chief co-

ordinator of S.H.L., cut $300 from the proposed budget

when she saw the situation. This cut considerably

stifles much of what S.H.L. intended to do.

There is one more curious point I'd like to mention.

After the incident that occurred in Moore House, Kay
Raymond courageously wrote a very strong letter of

protest to the Collegian. A few days later, it was
followed by an apology written by people who were

involved. Three of the names were: Dick Wentworth,

Mob Boudreau, and Stu Heller. The letter in Thur-

sday's Collegian was signed by the same three plus

John England. I ask myself if this is some kind of a

coincidence, and why they didn't pick another group

to attack or to cut money from other groups. I ask you

Dick Wentworth, Bob Boudrea. Stu Heller, and John

England-don't you see how difficult it is for us, and

why must you try to make the gap between us wider?

John DeFrancesco

Two To Go
to (he Kditor:

The Collegian has been reporting on restaurants in

the area. I would like to contribute this information

about the Aqua Vitae Restaurant in Hadley from

which I was recently fired. Because waitresses can be

fired without notice and for no reason, I had no

recourse but to write this letter.

Due to a faulty cashier system, waitresses not

having stations, the lack of waitresses, and the heavy

business turnover, there usually is at least one party a

weekend that walks out without paying its check. The

waitresses are made to pay for such checks. The

waitresses work very, very hard; in fact it was the

most exhausting job I've ever held. The fact that we
had to pay these checks (an illegal practice) was
incomprehensible to me since the fault lay ir. the

mismanagement of the restaurant. This time I

refused to pay and was fired.

This is typical of the way the help are treated You
work as hard as you are physically able and are ac-

cused of laziness. It is very clear to me that the only

interest the management has is making money
without working, regardless of how they treat em-

ployees or customers.

f feel that the university community should be

aware (beware) of the type of person that is profiting

from their patronage.
Jill P. Pike

Guido Raccoon (19?? -1971)

Editorial Points

To the Kditor:

Tuesday afternoon, at about 12:30, I noticed a

raccoon wandering into the Quad I'd never seen one

that wasn't in a cage, so I went over to look at him. At

first he looked cute and cuddly, but then I noticed

something was wrong. One of his eyes was shut, and

he had difficulty walking A crowd gathered around to

look at him and a bov offered to call the campus police

to get help. The campus police said they would call the

Wildlife Department and send someone over They

never came. .

We finally decided to call the department ourselves,

and thev told us to contact Veterinary Service
^
We did.

and thev said II was part of Wildlife's job. but they

offered to put him to sleep if we would bring him there

in an hour We had no transportation to get him there,

and we wanted to see him saved.

We got a large box and put him in it. and a man from

the Mathematics Department offered the use of his

car. I called the S.P.C.A. . and they told me that they

would put him to sleep. A lot of students offered their

money to pay for a veterinary bill if we could get him

to I doctor. We put the box into the man s car and took

him to a local veterinarian who wasn t in. I spoke with

During the bomb scare in the

Student Union last night, the

Collegian was forced to evacuate

its offices and to move the whole

enterprise (two worn down
typewriters and a half used

grease pencil) to Machmer Hall.

But as you can well see the

Collegian made it out never

theless. Of course, it makes you

wonder why the Collegian gets

thousands of dollars of student

funds for two worn down
typewriters and a half used

grease pencil.

The Board of Trustees does

seem to get around these days-
Lenox one month, Amherst the

next. It's too bad though that

most of them seem to only be

going along for the ride.
*****

The Student Senate is thinking

of ways to make money. How
about getting up a Senate rental

service? You or your group

could rent either the full Senate

or the Executive Committee for

an evening's entertainment.
Their motto could be, "Help put

a Senator through college".

Guest Editorial

Get Out The Vote

By DUANEDRAPER
(Kd. Note: This editorial was sent to us concerning the Emergency

Conference for New Voters to be held December S, », & "». at Loyola

I niversitv. Chicago.)

As college students, we are almost all 18-24 years old, which means that

the twenty-sixth amendment to the Constitution entitles us to do

something we have never done before -vote for a candidate for President

of the United States. We are eleven million in number and we possess a

political potential greater than almost any other single group in the

country. Organized, we could have a remarkable impact on politics next

November, but the opportunity is about to quietly slip away.

The situation is the two major political parties indicates that neither

party is particularly anxious to welcome the young, newly enfranchised

voters as full participants in the politics of 1972. It is quite possible that

both the Democrats and the Republicans will simply fill their "youth

slots" on their national convention delegations with young party hacks

-

thereby fulfilling their numerical obligations, without changing the

philosophical base of the parties whatsoever. We cannot allow that to

happen.

The Emergency Conference will mark an end and a beginning in the

politics of 1972. It will see the ending of the bi-partisan voter registration

efforts of the past six months and the beginning of the struggle for

delegate power in the nominating conventions of the Democratic and

Republican parties. It is in Chicago that we must set the national strategy

by which young people, in cooperation with the already formed minority

and women's caucuses, can formulate a caucus of our own -the Youth

Caucus-to insure that one or both of the national parties nominates a

candidate acceptable to the young and the poor in this country.

Those of us who worked for Eugene McCarthy and Robert Kennedy in

1968 learned that the structure of the old politics buckles under hard

pressure, correctly applied. The power elite did not deny us the

Presidency in 1968; an assassin did, and while the tragedy of Robert

Kennedy's death is still incomprehensible, it does not convince us that the

political system can repel all efforts to change it.

Only by a concerted effort in Chicago can we hope to rival the power

and organization of the political machines which run our political parties.

But the process must begin now. Serious reform in the parties is

dependent upon the mass numbers which only young people can bring to

bear and in many states delegate selection will be effectively finished by

the end of Eebruary. If you care about using the 1972 elections as an ef-

fective mechanism for change in America, we invite you to join us in the

work of the Emergency Conference for New Voters, December 3, 4, & 5,

at Loyola University in Chicago. Come to Chicago and cooperate in the

planning and organizing which alone will give us real power inside the

convention halls of 1972.

I mane Draper is Chairman of the steering committee for the

Emergency Conference, and President of the National Association of

Student Governments in Washington, DC.

him over the phone, and he offered to examine the

raccoon in two hours. At this time, the raccoon went

into convulsions. He was suffering, and we knew he

wouldn't live very long without help, so we returned to

the campus. We took him to the Wildlife Department

at Hodsworth. We brought the raccoon to their

doorstep so that they couldn't refuse to help. They

decided to put him to sleep.

It took us an hour and a half to have something done

for the raccoon All that time he was in pain. The

departments on campus whose purpose should be to

aid in the preservation of wildlife, saw fit only to

destroy it. No one, except the veterinarian, would

even offer to examine the raccoon. They chose the

quickest way out.

Only students and a man who has no professional

connection with wildlife were concerned. 1 am
studying in these departments to become an

oceanographer so that I can help to preserve life.

Today I was extremely discouraged I wonder if all

this studying and talking is worthwhile I don't want to

become one of these people who are too busy in their

departments to save one life.

Debri Krawezvnski

^^ . ju i r n
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Thieu Faces Economic Problems
\si(.o\ i VI*) Yearsol war and

billmns ol American aid dollars

have given South Vietnam an

Alice in Wonderland economy

leaving President Nguyen Van

Thieu a choice between austerity

and chaos

He lias apparently decided to

make consumers tighten their

belts Sources close to the

Economics Ministry predict Thieu

will propose radical reforms in-

cluding a devaluation of the

piaster

The informants said Wednesdaj

thai Thieu will recommend a flat

rate ot MO piasters to the dollar a

clampdownon the black market in

currenc) and goods, a revamped

tax structure, measures to in-

crease exports and decrease 1111

ports, and reform the current laws

to encourage foreign investment.

He is expected to present the

austerity package Monday to South

Vietnam's legislators, many of

whom awoke to their government's

heavy dependence on the United

Stati's when the Senate voted down

President Nixon's foreign aid bill

The Senate action might goad the

National Assembly into accepting

Thieu's proposals Conversely.

Thieu s program could persuade

Washington congressmen to

reconsider $565 million in aid to

Vietnam.
In any event, reform would come

none too soon in a consumer-

oriented economy where the

piaster's value fluctuates wildly,

imports exceed exports nearly 50

to 1 anil production is near a

standstill.

I S economists have long ad

vocated devaluation. The piaster

has four rates of exchange for the

dollar

UH for American-funded im-

ports, which amount to about $'M\

million a year.

275 for all foreigners, tourists

and Gls who change money
legally

-400 for importers drawing on

South Vietnam's dollar reserves to

buy non American goods

South Vietnam maintains its

arm\ police and civilian

bureaucracy mostly from funds

generated by the IS aid program.

More than 80 per cent of the

country's 235-million piaster

budget comes from such funds, and

all of that 60 percent goes to pay

the 1.1 million-man army.

Equipment and military hardware

are granted under the foreign aid

and military procurement bills.

Veterans Celebrate

Original Armistice
By the Associated Press

"Our Armistice Day is Nov 11."

said Paul Andre. Ohio quar-

termaster of the Veterans of World

War I it always was and it

always will be
"

Members of Andre's group and

many other veterans, particularly

those who fought in World War I.

are marking Veterans Hay on

Thursday even though the legal

date of the holiday was Oct. 2."v

Veterans Day-called Armistice

Day until a few years a go-

traditionally marked the an-

niversary of the end of World War

I Congress changed the date to

the fourth Monday in October to

provide an extra three-day

weekend
The official ceremonies held Oct.

25 were highlighted by a wreath-

laying at the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier at Arlington National

Cemetery in Washington. Some
antiwar groups also demonstrated

that day. joining veterans' parades

in about a dozen large cities

Main veterans' groups,

however, boycotted the Oct 25

celebrations

In Cambridge. Mass.. Chapter

4(14 of the World War I veterans

announced ceremonies for

Thursday and a spokesman said:

•This organization does not intend

to allow a great day to be juggled

around to a date that means

nothing Our services may be

simple, but they will be held. To

hell with phony holidays."

"You have to be one of us to

realize what this really means."

said William P. Shapleigh. the

council adjutant.

Shapleigh said his group didn't

participate in Oct. 25 ceremonies.

"That means nothing to us." he

said. "Any move. ..to change

history by legislating new dates for

the observance of patriotic

holidays is a tragic mistake."

" DRUMMER BOYS
Special Offer

Genuine Chinese Food

Business Hours: Wed.. Thurs., Fri., lunch: 12 noon to 1:30 p.m.

Evenings: 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. Sat. & Sun. ll a.m. to 9 a.m.

For take out orders, phone 253-2116

u

PETER FONDA * DENNIS HOPPER

THE TRIP
( in color)

Music bv the ELECTRIC FLAG
Screen play be Jack Nicholson

FRIDAY EVENING -NOV. 12

MAHARAID.7.9. llpm.

»1

Listen to New

Country Rock

The Ramrods

cbeWees
:lose TONITE Thurs.

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 13

The Five-College Student Coordinating Board

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 13

Announces

Five-College Orientation
see the Other College Campuses

on Saturday, November 13, morning and afternoon

special buses will run according to the schedule below.

Two buses will circle the Five Colleges, in opposite d;rectim»-

ThesebusesareFREEtoallstudentsattheFiveColleges.

GUIDED TOURS of each Campus will be provided.

Bus Loading and Stopping Points :

hqlyoke Main Gate
|

UAAASS. -- Waiting Station n

AMHERST -
SMITH -- John M. Greene

onverse
HAMPSHIRE -- Library

BUS SCHEDULE Smith - Umass "* Amherst ~ Hampshire - Mt. Holyoke - Smith

Morning
i favf SMITH 8:35 9:55 11:15

1:35 2:55 4:15 SMITH

EAVE UMASS 9:00 10:20 11:40
2:00 3:20 4:40 UMASS

LV AMHERST
LV HAMPSHIRE
LEAVE MHC
ARRIVE SMITH

LEAVE MHC
LV HAMPSHIRE
LEAVE AMH

9:10 10:30

9:20 10:40

9:30 10:50

9:55 11:15
Morning

8:50 10:10

9:00 10:20

9: 10 10:30

11:50

12:00

12:10

12:35

11:30
11:40

11:50

2:10
2:20
2:30
2:55

1:50

2:00
2:10

3:30 4:50 AMH
3:40 5:00 HAMP
3:50 5:10 MHC
4:15 5:35 SMITH
Afternoon

3:10 4:30 MHC
3:20 4:40 HAMP
3:30 4:50 AMH

LV UMASS 9:20 10:40 12:00
2:20 3:40 5:00 UMASS

^T. c
2745" 4:05 5:25 SMITH

LV SMITH 9:45 11:05 12.25
% ^ ^^ 5:50 MHC

This schedule is in eIJect°ONLY Saturday, November K It is in addition to regua.r Five College bus service.

JOHN THEISMANN 502 Fjeld HouseLESLIE HANDLER
Hampshire 542-5138

Amherst 256-8250 UMass 546-6810
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Marathon Schedule For Thursday
8 00a m IS 00 p m

Room 12*-Self evolving learning environment.

(See Monday) Klein and Rabel

* :00a.m. -10:00a.m.

Room m-"Archi1ectural Hinderances to the

Mobility Disadvantaged" Marie Desmond
Montague-Bringing Futuristic Activities to the

Classroom. Pat Burke.

Room 22* Ml Dealing With the TV Child.

Nathan Rutslein

Room 121 "Techniques and Technologies ot

School Scheduling: A Preview". A SMERD
presentation Dick Stone

9:00a.m. -11:00a.m.

Childrens' Library "Plans for Teaching

Children Thinking". Jim Weiner

Mark's Meadow Library Jim Weiner

9:00a.m. -12:00p.m.

Mary Lyon/Main Lounge An environment of

Trust, Openness, Realization and In

terdependence will be created via parlicipants

engaging in a number of verbal and non verbal

experiences to heighten the sense of com

munily feeling John Canfield.

10:00a.m. 11:00a.m.

Room 228 "Education for Global Survival".

Population. L. Clark

Room 226-"Repression Through Education:

The Great Conspiracy". From the liberal arts

of classical education to the modern state

school system. Robert Dyer
10:00a.m. -11 :30a.m.

Montague House Psychological Curriculum.

Doris Shallcross

10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Room 128 "Probability, Or Why Things Go

Wrong". A SMERD presentation. Ernest

Anderson.
Knowl ton /Main Lounge Organization

Development Demonstration. The Human
Relations Center

Room 122 "Moral Development in the

Classroom" Robert Hawley
11:00a.m. 12:00 p.m.

Children's Library "Computers and
Educational Data Bank" Limited to first 10.

Tim Martyn
Room 226 "Model Program to Recruit Func

lionally Illiterate Adults into Basic Adult

Education". Mark Rossman
11 :00a.m. -1:00 p.m.

Room 228 "Community Medical Care &
Community Schooling". A presentation

discussion of pediatric medical care needs and

schooling Gregg Wright
12:00 p.m. -1:00p.m.

Montague House Department of Education's

Role in the Open Campus. Pete Demers
Auditorium Film: Huelga! Sponsored by the

Committee to Combat Racism at the School of

Ed
Room 122 "History of UMass School of

Education". A critical history of the UMass
School of Education What happened? Why?
How? Denis Tippo

Room 226 Panel Discussion led by

Massachusetts Task Force for Equality

examining the impact of the Serrano court

decision in California. Panel will consist of Dr

Louis Fischer (UMass), Paul Dimond (Har

vard Center for Law and Education), Dr. Byrd

Jones (UMass) and Laird Warner (UMass)
12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m.

Room 121 "Media & Reading". Robert Parker
12:30 p.m. -2'OOp.m.

Dwight/Main Lounge "Racism & the Refugee

Problem in Southern Africa". Nana Mbelle

1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.

Room 22* "A Program in Third World

Education for Undergraduates". George Urch

Room 122-The Completely Modular
Curriculum: An Alternative to Traditional

Course Scheduling. Phil Christen«on

1:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.

Auditorium "Drugs, Education, and the

Future." Dr. Wayne O. Evans
Room 2I0-"Empathetic teacher training". A
workshop in empathetic teacher training

through psychodramatic procedures with

videotape feedback Dr. Lawrence Goldstein,

Ruth Goldstein
2:00 p.m.-3:00p.m.

Children's Library "Pygmalion's Computer"

A demonstration ot computer assisted in

struct ion and discussion Howard Peelle

Montague House "The Development of the

First Clinic in Education". Is it possible for

educators to diagnose difficulties in the

leaching learning process? Michael Melnick

Room 226 Myths perpetuated by the Great

American Reading Machine. Dave Yanngton
2:00p.m. -3:30 p.m.

Room 122 "A Personal Experience".
Recognizing and accepting alternative lear

ning styles Pat Burke and Chip Wood
2:00 p.m. -4:00 p.m.

Room 120 Lecture-discussion. The relationship

between perceptual and motor development

and learning. Barry Wadsworth, Ass't. Prof, of

Psych, and Ed , Ml. Holyoke
Montague House Fantasy, improvisational

theatre, and games in the classroom to develop

humanistic /psychological curriculum

programs R Witort

Dwight/Main Lounge Principles of Marxism
Marx's concept of man, theory of alienation,

class struggle, critique of capitalism, and

relevancy for American Education T McCabe
2:30 p.m. -4:30p.m.

Cafeteria Positive Focus: Classroom ac
livities and procedures to build self esteem
and group cohesiveness Audience par
licipation, plus some theory David Britton

2:4S p.m. -4:00p.m.

Gym Presentation : A Trip Through the Womb
Experience birth, take a trip through the

womb Wear grubbies. Michael Kalinowski,

AN ISA staff

3:00 p.m. -4:00 p.m.

Auditorium Racism and the Suppression of

Human Potential Dan Jordan
Room 228- "Use of ihe Overhead". I will show
the use of transparencies as an effective

medium of communication in the classroom
Examples of various types of transparencies

will be displayed Paul Davis, Media
3:00 p.m. -5:00p.m.

Room 21 "An Introduction to Computers and
Computer Programming" (part of a series on

Computer Uses in Education) 4 videotapes on

what a computer is, how a computer works,

(prepared at Hampshire College) Profs Jack
LeTourneau, HA Peelle with Larry Wolfe
Children's Library "Compuler Games" (part

of a series on Computer Uses in Education)

Hands on Game playing with an interactive

computer Howard Peelle

Room 226-The Role of a Community Mental

Health Technician in Public Schools. Marga

Coler, Assoc Prof, in community mental

health at Greenfield Community College

4-00 p.m. -S 00 p.m.

Room 128 Alienation and Social Learning: A
Critique" A SMERD presentation David

Coffing

Dwight/Main Lounge "American Indian: An
Approach to Ethnic Studies." A discussion of

goals and strategies for teaching about

American Indians. Susan Carpenter

Room 122 Implications of Politics for

Education in England. Dr. T.L. Bernard,

Ass't Prof. Mt. Holyoke
4:00 p.m. 5.30 p.m.

Montague House Panel discussion which will

deal with professional and individual attitudes

of racism. Glenn Ray, Jean Moss, and Charles

Parsons will serve on the panel, with Dr. H.

Glenn, Dr D Flight, Dr AD Kesselheim, and
Dr R Miltz as discussion leaders.

4:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m.

Auditorium Film: The Salt of the Earth.

Sponsored by the Committee lo Combat
Racism. School of Ed

4:00 p.m. 7:00p.m.

Gym Case Method Workshop and Discussion;

We will engage in a case method analysis of a

counseling lape, edited for this purpose into 3

parts (first 1 and 1/2 hour) Jack Wideman
4:30 p.m. -7:00p.m.

Mark's Meadow Cafeteria Paper Mache
Happening Varied techniques in constructing

papier mache masks, animals, puppets, etc.

Cardboard Workshops Puppet theatre fur

niture Ann Childs

5:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m.

Room 228-The Educational Park Concept: A
physical description and discussion of the

educational advantages of the park John

Murphy, Supt. of Schools, Yarmouth, MA
Room 122 Draft education in the schools. A
slice tape presentation Richard Prunty

5:00 p.m. -7:00 p.m.

Room 226 Comprehensive Achievement
monitering. CAM Slide show Dave Evans

6:00 p.m. -7:00 p.m.

Room 128 Osforshire "Open Education".
Slides and discussion of Open Education

Phillip H Woodruff
Room 228 From Kitsch to Shibui. Group will

decide on amount of money (about $1.00) and

go over to the college book store and buy a

Kitsch (bad laste) or Shibui (good taste) ar

tide, and from there go to work with the idea of

bad taste and ideal taste. William llson, Art

Educator, Smith College

Room 122 Analyzing reading difficulties Video

tape of child and demonstration of packaged
phonics program for first grade Carole Norris

7:00 p.m. -8:00 p.m.

Room 122 "Individualism and Groupism in

Schools " Jerome Schaffran

7:00p.m. -9:00 p.m.

Cafeteria "Slide Tape Presentation of Out
ward Bound Experience." Experiences of CLA
and TASP students on Hurricane Island

September October 1971 Andy Lehner
Room 226-228 "Teachers and Children in the

Integrated Day". Slides presentation of

English infant and junior schools and a

discussion. Peter Wilson
7:00p.m. 10:00 p.m.

Room 128 "Men's Liberation Workshop" Men
only Barry Kaufman
Dwight/Main Lounge Improvisational
Theatre Creative Dynamics Jacquie Lowell

and Ken Bell

7:30 p.m.
Auditorium "A Trip for Tina " A play about

juvenile delinquency by the kids from West
field Detention Center.

8:00 p.m. 10:00 p.m.

Room 122 "Now Zealand Education System"
Workshop on ihe New Zealand Educational

System Bud Teitelbaum

MDC
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Campus II

Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid

^Cnmpus *

tnetnab y
y ^56-6411

AMHERSTHADLEY LINE

9p.m.
Route 9

Monday
Nights!

Ladies

$1.00

and

Elliott Gould & Donald Sunderland

M-A-S-H

Campus I

Daily 7 4 9

Fri. & Sat.

7:00,8:30,10:00

7 p.m.

*

'

Campus III

at 7: 15 1 9: IS (R)

Ingmar Bergman's

first English language

;
motion picture starring

Elliott Qould

The Touch

FIND OUT YOURSELF

WHY EVERYONE'S

TALKING

ABOUT-

^together

Our Entire Stock of

ATCO, ATLANTIC, ELEKTRA
CAPRICORN, REPRISE & WARNER

RECORDS & TAPES
including all Allman Brothers, Black Sabbath, Judy Collins,

Johnathan Edwards, Greatful Dead, Fleetwood Mac, Van Morrison,

Jethro Tull & many others.

RECORDS C 2.
98 D 3.

M E 4.
48

TAPES G 4.
85 H 5.

75 J 6.
75

o
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THE LISTENING POST
25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst 186 Main St., Northampton

Sale thru Sat. Nov. 13
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English Studies Office

Here To Help Students

A prison bus returning to the Cherokee County Public works camp near Canton. Ga burs mli.flames

(background) and one of 19 inmates seriously burned stands in pain in foreground waiting 'or help

Kleven prisoners were critically burned. The pictures were made moments after the bus burst into

names by photographer Andrew Seddon of Canton.

Alumni Sponsoring Dinners
1 'To Establish Dialogue"

.. , .. i :_ »u« In turn the alum
Bv JEANNETTE MARTINKAC
The UMass Alumni Association

is following its UCLA counterpart

in sponsoring "Pilot" dinners "to

establish dialogue between

students, alumni and faculty.

"The program is being instituted

on a Pilot" basis." James Allen.

Director of Alumni Affairs

(Memorial Hall), explained, "with

small dinners being held at the

homes of various Alumni in the

Springfield area."

According to the American
Alumni Councils Commentary:

"One of the challenges facing

UCLA - indeed, every school and

college - is how to increase the

understanding of alumni and the

surrounding community about the

concerns of the campus.

"The impetus behind the

program comes from the

willingness of alumni to act as

hosts. Without exception, each host

or hostess has indicated on the

follow-up questionnaire that he or

she would be willing to host

another dinner. Alumni host

couples find themselves in the

unique position of setting the tone

and style of the evening, and

having most of the arrangements

made by the Alumni Association

staff and student assistants."

Mr. and Mrs. Vic Gagnon of

Springfield hosted UMass first

dinner last Friday night. Guests

included Professor and Mrs.

Bernard Berger representing

faculty-Professor Berger is

associated with the Water
Resource Center at UMass;
Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen. Phoebe Pepper of

SWAP, and Kathy Reilly,

President of Mortar Board.

Students were selected and invited,

Allen explained, on the basis of

their contact with the Alumni

Association.

Discussed at last Fridays dinner

was the reciprocal nature of the

almnus-university relationship,

and proposed were such things as

alumni library cards, use of

research facilities, and social and

cultural calendars.

In turn, the alumni could help out

in scholarship and placement

matters, or serve on selection

committees. One alumnus is on the

Chancellor Selection Committee.

Another post for the alumni, the

dinner guests considered, is in the

classroom, i.e., as guest lecturers

from their respective fields.

"Alumni used as input." Allen

summarized.
"There are approximately 35,000

members in the Alumni

Association," he added, "and 65%

have graduated since 1960."

Allen projected that the "Pilot"

dinners would serve: "to mix

people together, to generate ideas,

to find out what alumni can do for

the University and vice versa, and

to establish dialogue between the

various constituencies of the

University of Mas?

Bv EDWARD G. KELLEY
"A broker between student and

faculty" is the way Prof. Charles

Moran describes the role of the

English Department Un-

dergraduate Studies Office.

"Our chief purpose is to talk to

students with problems," Moran

said during an interview in his

Bartlett Hall office recently. He

added, "We handle such problems

as the transfer of credits,

overloads, releases from English

Dept. requirements, taking

semesters off and obtaining course

credit elsewhere than the depart-

ment."
The English Dept. Un-

dergraduate Studies Office is

located in 252 Bartlett Hall. Moran

is the director of the program. Ms.

Irma Forader. receptionist; Prof.

Johnathan Quick, chief advisor;

along with ten fellow advisors who

compose the nucleus of the

program. An advisor is on duty

Mon.-Fri. from 9 to 5. "John or I

are in five afternoons a week."

Prof. Moran adds.

Probed as to the responsibilities

of the Undergrad. office, Moran

said, "We help determine

department policies. This entails

what courses will be given,

soliciting courses from teachers,

requests from students. We also

schedule the courses given in the

residence halls."

The Undergrad. office also

advises EDUC, the English

Department Undergraduate

Council. Moran. who is also the

faculty advisor to EDUC. ex-

plained that "The three un-

dergrads on the committee have

voting power; mainly they act in

an advisory capacity. EDUC
recommended the new one-credit

course, which involves getting

credit for a course given any time

and for any amount of time bet-

ween any number of students and a

faculty member."
As to the innovative actions of

the Undergrad office in terms of

curriculum, Moran said, "If it

concerns a new course, we (the

office) act on our own; if it affects

the entire department, say, using

form x or y. we obtain a depart-

ment vote before going ahead with

the proposal at hand."

Moran adds, "The Undergrad.

office is responsible for and has a

knowledge of library science, we
keep a job count for English

majors as to career work

Could B.C. Lose?

Buy around trip ticket to

B.C. Game & see!

NOV. 20

Department 10: 30 a.m.

C.C. BUS CIRCLE

BUY NOW $6
RSO OFFICE

! ACADEMY
: Q?MUSIC

AT THE GATES •

OF SMITH COLLEGE •

NOW.. Ends TUES.
2 Encore Hits

" '

i NORTHAMPTON. MASS..5B4443S PARK MASONIC ST. 10T

• •••••••••••••••••• ••••••••'— iTVBMM'l.- '^UAidLirgll
IARRYKRAMLK '." N I '

. KIN I i I

D. H. LAWRENCE'S

WOMEN IN LOVE"
QlORbvDel • United Artists r

Shown at

Rohmer'
BOARD'

Winter at OWH
We have just lowered our prices on all kinds of winter clothes.

ISU\ "I .>ui.-o -^^^"^—

Attention CCEBS Seniors

Candid shots of the CCEBS SENIORS
(those graduating May 72 and January 73),

for the CCEBS yearbook will be taken

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

November 10, 11 and 12, 1971

NEW & OLD
CLOTHING
Handicrafts Too!

Route 9

Road Northampton

(Neil lo Walter'j of Hadieyl

Tel: 5863727

Mon. thru Fri. 10 a.m. • 11 p.m.

Saturday 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

The dates, times and locations are as follow:

(whitmore (Parking lot side) on the rocks 10 A.M. til

Pyramid of Stairs (Southwest)

leans

$2.50

13 Button

Navy Pants

$5.00

H«nnel *
Corduroy

Shirts

$1.50

Sweaters
$3.00

& $6.00

Corduroy
Jackets

$5.00

Workshirts

$2.00

1 2 noon

1 P.M. til 3 P.M.

November 10

Overalls

Jumpsuits

$4.50

Fatigi

Pants
$2.

ie | Furs 910 • 30|

?
J

Shawls S2.00J

Garden (between Infirmary

and Pres' Path)

Cultural Center

(stairs of New Africa House)

Campus Center Stairs

North East Dorms

Leathers. Corduroys, Velvets. & Antique Dresses ( 20 s-30 s)

Parkas, Denim Jackets, authentic PC oats, new P»rka«. Felt Hats.

Moutons. Tunics. Berets. Hbt-Shirts & Pants. Long Wool Coats.

M-^'s, Eisenhowers, Boots, etc.

10 A.M. til 12 noon

1 P.M. til 3 P.M.

November 1 1

10 A.M. til 12 noon

1 P.M. til 3 P.M.

November 1 2

L

Please let us know your choice by contacting the CCEBS

office 5-0031 immediately. We are pushed for time.

Time Of Change And Trouble In The U.N.
UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. (AP) - For the

deeply troubled United Nations, a time of

uncertainty lies ahead-a time, perhaps, of

shocking change.

Will the world organization Survive all its

ailments, or will it go the way of its

predecessors the League of Nations and die

a lingering death?

Ask the question in this big glass house

overlooking New York's East River and the

reply invariably is: "What else in there."

Ahead are awesome problems with the

destiny of humanity hanging in the balance.

These are not only questions of war or

peace. They include challenges of pollution,

of exploding population, of dwingling

resources, of seeking wider distribution of

the world's wealth.

Will the United Nations, with all its

weaknesses and worries, be equal to dealing

with them?
"We are definitely entering into a new

phase in the history of the United Nations,,"

says Cyrus R. Vance, who heads the policy

studies committee of the U.N. Association

of the U.S.A. "This is an absolutely critical

time to try to make of the organization what

it must be if this is going to be the kind of

work it should be."

Vance, former U.S. ambassador at the

Vietnam peace talks in Paris, told an in-

terviewer: "One thing we must face up to

and particularly large countries like the

United States-is that we cannot have a

strong United Nations if it is continually

teetering on the verge of bankruptcy."

Bankruptcy is only one threat to the

organization's health. It suffers from being

frequently bypassed by its members in time

of crisis, from neglect and sometimes even

scorn from its members, from pessimism

about its effectiveness, and now from worry

engendered by the uncertainty surrounding

Red China's entry as a member wielding the

power of veto.

Often in the past delegates here have been

told that a basic weakness of the United

Nations was the fact that China, with a

quarter of humanity, was not represented.

Now that complaint is to be put to the test.

"China," says J. Russell Wiggins, a

former U.S. ambassador to the United

Nations, "probably will confront the United

Nations with many difficulties."

For example, China may insist on sitting

in on Middle East talks, up to now the

province of the Russians, Americans,

British and French. Apart from demanding

a weighty voice on major issues, Peking is

apt to demand strong representation on the

secretariat and a big say in the selection on

the next secretary-general.

Its admission brings within the U.N. walls

a new dimension to what for 26 years had

been a two-sided contest between super-

powers. Peking claims to speak for smaller

and poorer nations, sometimes called the

Third World. This promises new difficulties

apart from the implicit three-cornered

rivalry.

Irritation with that Third World role in the

General Assembly has provoked pained

outcry in Washington, brought calls to slash

the American financial contribution, and

raised demands for rejiggering the U.N.

Charter.

The immediate source of this American

pain was the defeat of the United States on

the issue of expelling Nationalist China. To

some Americans this suggested that

however strong the superpowers might be

outside the United Nations, the small

nations had too much power within it.

Even its best friends admit that the

structure is far from perfect. What worries

some people here is that U.S. disen-

chantment might revive isolationist sen-

timent of the sort that contributed to the

death of the League of Nations, which the

United States never joined.

What are the chances of pumping new

health into the United Nations?

Vance says it would be unrealistic now to

try to make any fundamental changes in the

charter. But he sees a possibility of at-

tacking some of the problems along the lines

of proposals made by a panel in a recent

study under his association's auspicies.

On the ministates-There might be a new

membership category created by the

Security Council giving small new members
"associate" nonvoting status. This would

relieve them of assessments while per-

mitting them to have observers at all

sessions. The status could not be made
retroactive for present members, but might

attract some to whom the assessments are

burdensome.
On finances-If necessary, there should be

a special General Assembly session to deal

solelv with this problem. Without its

solution, the panel feels, an insolvent United

Nations will be incapable of effective peace

action.

On peacekeeping-The Security Council

might be strengthened by formation of a

coalition of U.N. members willing in ad-

vance to carryout any resolution the council

adopts unanimously. Also recommended is

a fact-finding council which would supply all

pertinent data in any crisis area, permitting

rapid response.

Most of the organization's well-wishers

concede there are no ready cures to all the

ailments and that the organization's health

ultimately must depend on the good will of

its powerful members.

Correction

Writinq Paper
and

Postal Cards

MIZAUR'S
MERCANTILE

next In

AnihrrstTnuiT

A story concerning District Attorney Callahan in yesterday's MDC
incorrectly named Paul Ford as an undercover State Police Trooper. The

undercover Trooper's name is Ronald Ford. We regret the error.

FREE SODA
with purchase of a Sub

from Mobile Deli; Butterfield

Terrace & Southwest

(near Prince House)

November 9 - 12

Fraternity guys are nothing but

beer swilling, sex crazed, jocks.

Do you believe everything you read in the Collegian?

Find out for yourself.

Phi Sigma Kappa

Open Smoker Thursday 8 p.m.

510 North Pleasant St.

545-0174

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE FOR SALE WANTED

196.1 Ponliac. excellent condition. 1485.

Also 1963 Dodge runs very well. 1270. Call

I IUTI evet. or 549-6360.

tf 1 1-12

Canon ft/ql 50 mm 1.4 lense, 200mm 4.5

lense.lectronic lite tripod filters extenders

many more accessories. Call Paul 546-

71 18.

tfll-12

6K Firebird, exc. con., extras bo over

1050 sacrifice, moving to Europe. Jaynl

weekdays 9-4. 545-0290 after 6. 967-5157

or 967-4074.
tfll-12

Mi. -ln-lin X tires ( 2» almost like new 140.

msh.
tfll-12

Help I need I'ncle Toms Cabin in

monarch notes. Please call I.arry 546-4118.^ 11-11

Photographer wants open-minded

female models. Good pay. No experience

needed. Write: Rob. P.O. Box #272.

Chicopee, Mass. 01014.

tfll-12

llillel sponsors: All Campus. Computer
Dance. Sat.. Nov. I :i. pickup forms in office

SI' 2nd rioor.

tfll-12

ingagemenls. (all Dave 256-6229.

if 1 1-1 >

SERVICES

Friday Afternoon Club is coming soon to

the Blue Wall Cafeteria.
tfll-ll

6:1 Plv. Fury. gd. eng. & trs.. needs new

minor reps. Only 58000 ml. Call Stan 549-

6344. cheap.
tf 1 1-17

llockev equipment gloves, knee-pads,

complete outfit. 130.00. 6-4538.

tfll-12

Need ride to I'MI Nov. 12 - 14. Call Brad

665-3405.
tfll-ll

64 Bonneville, ex.. cond.. rebuilt 389.

rebuilt auto, trans., all power, must sell

INt. Phone 967-5463 after 6 p.m.
tfll

I6mm filmmaking outfit bolex rex-5

uher synch-sound, lights, editing equip-

ment. $2300. All or separate lots. 6-4538.

tfll-12

1966 Peugot convertible in excellent

condition. Call Catherine anytime 549-

6042.
tfll-ll

71 Renault 10. yellow. 4-speed, radials.

regularly malnt., locally warranted t4rv

tan. Need I fast. Best offer. Call Bob ( I)

268-3327.
tfll-ll

Chrome slotted wheels (4) 14 x 6", 5-

lugfit all GM and others $50. 6-4538.

tfll-12

Amplifier preferably small fender (pre-

cbs) can't go over $250. Call I.arry, 546-

73M, 720 Webster.
tfll-ll

.'• girls need place to live next semester in

Amherst area. Please call 546-7500 or 546-

7191.
tfll-12

I'll fix your smokey car. brakes etc.

Hemember winter is coming. Call Wen-

dell. 256-8638.
II -2-8-1

5

ROOMMATES WANTED
Hnommate wanted to share o.ie

bedroom modern Riverglade Apart., incl.

util..$87.50/mo..5min. from campus. Call

HI tlTI avail, immed.
tfll-12

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Itegister your book in S.I'. Rm. 318.

F.very student with your course next

semester will need your books save I

in inn- \ . sell direct.
tf-sem.

TYPING

Kemale grad student wanted lo share a 3

bedroom apt. in 205 Puffton. Call 549-6358.

tfll-12

MOVIE

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast.

.miirate. experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols. Call 253-3601.

tf 12-21

Term papers typed at reasonable rate.

fast'! Please call Nancy at 6-5266 before 5

p.m.
tfll.2

Dunelt 3 speed mens English bike. Good

cond. 546-6257 nltes.
tfll-12

FOR RENT

Skis: Factory new. hart Javelin XXL -2

oocm. $150. Fisher superglass-205cm.

$130. Also used Fisher Alu w/bind. 200cm

$60. (all 546-5450.
tfll-ll

Available Jan. 1st, 2 bedroom

townhouse. Squire Village. Sunderland.

$215 all utilities, all conviences. Call 665-

tfll-ll

DENNIS IIDPPKR & PETER FONDA
IN THE TRIP" IN COL OP.. ITHE
FILM BKFORF. "EASY RIDER") FRI.
NOV. 12. MAHAR Al ID. SCREENINGS 7,

9. II P.M.
tfll-12

WORKSHOP

LOST

62 Bulck. new tire*, air cond. call 546^

9690, leave number.
tfll-l l

1971 Ford Econollne. saddle & tan

finished interior. I passenger, posltrac-

tioii hd. 3/4 ton. $2950. 586-3664 day. 369-

1652 nights - Sunday.

Skis; head comp. GS2l0cm. w/oul bind.

$10 Knlssel red star 195cm. $80. Lange

std boots 9 l/2m $50. -Great boots! Call

™-:,4M
tfl.-.l

Furnished room. I 1/2 ml. I'Mass.

Kitchen priv. available immediately. Call

MMKM.
tfll-ll

7t VW green, sunroof, radio, good cond.

Call 546-6142.
, .
tfll-ll

Telescope edmonton 6" reflector orlg.

$290 asking $200 and realistic tape deck

sound on sound asking $100. 545-2418 BUI

Ifll-M

4-bedroom house now available for rent,

(all 6:30 - 7:30 p.m. Skibiski Real Estate

584-3428.
tfll-12

PERSONAL

•I Chevy. > cyl. auto., exc. mech. cond..

new fronl end. body needs work, t new

Urea. IS6 or beat offer. S46-6626 After 6

""
tfll-12

68 Flat 856 coupe, excellent condition.

motor rebuilt. 1*66 or beat offer; Polaroid

land camera, hardly used $70 Call Phil

253-724*.
tfll-ll

•2 Chevy S8 Conv.. 283, 4 barrel, new

tires, chromes, excel, condition. $450 or

best offer. '. 16-9434 ask for Steve.
tfll-ll

Fur coat ladies medium muacrat full

length fine shape and super warm 128.

(all Peggy UlUMpJaV*.
tfll-ll

Head masters 265cm marker bindings i

originally $21* now 1140. Call Peter

/andan In 417 Greenough S4S-2639.

tf 11-17

Head GS skis. 205 cm with tyrolla bin-

dings 150 or best offer-also bass amplifier

» watts $30 or best offer Call Bob 5*

""'
tfll-12

1971 blue Chevy Vega hatchback coupe

auto, trana.. 7 good tires Incl. snow tires,

excellent cond. Call 546-6730 after IIA
tf H-ia

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Triumph 656 (hopper (rome 65 Bonn

Lew 256-«408.
tf.|l-l2

Telacho Del Ray bass guitar w/case $50

miracord turn Uble-changer w /shore

cartridge 150. Call Bob at 546-5290.

tfll-12

Honda CB3S0 low mileage, excellent

cond., $706. Call Gary 6-9151. 1*71.

Guitars Amps, drums, .ace. at

reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop.

98 Main 81. North. JW-1706.
tf 1 1-30

You Gunky-I love you! Happy an-

niversary! - The KM.
11-11

Gunky: Happy first and many mortt.

Remember our secret I love you. Cha Ba

Gam
11-11

You're warm, warmer, now you're hot In

an authentic air farce parka : Mena $37.56.

boys * girla $34.56 Call Al at 546-6814-275

Purfton VIII.

tf 11-16

Male 24 seeks rlns. with mature female.

21-15 without hang-up on marriage. 546-

6416. After «.

tfll-12

To the first floor of Crampton and

everyone else who helped make my birth-

day the best one ever. Thanks love

Laurie.
11-11

Carl J. saw you on Sam's TV. He edited

you. Sorry A sorry for the meanies of late

I still like you. Sometimes. Yeah I do D
Simeon.

nil

Lost black wallet foreign drlv. License,

foreign ID'S. UMass ID & 46 I if found call

Raoul 546-1015. Return of money would be

welcome.
tfll-12

Diamond engagement ring, gold setting,

Sat. at the stadium . If found call Sheila 256-

6844. Reward.
tfll-15

RIDE WANTED

Silkscreen Workshop. Nov. 13 4 II.

Learn how to silkscreen. All materials

supplied. $15. Call 549-3631.

tfll-12

TOSUBLET

Apt. lo sub let. available Dec. I. I bdrm
( llffstde $145. All utilities. Call 665-3440

after 1:00 p.m.
tfll-12

TRAVEL
Crimson Travel offers low coat Spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

For more Info, call Rich Margll. 412

Dwlght. 545-6766
tfll-12

GIVEAWAY
I need a ride to Burlington Vt. Fri., Nov.

12. Will share coats. Call Lit. 204 Wheeler

5-2426.
11-11

Help! st rended commuter need* ride

Spfld . (Mass. for 8 a m . class Tuth Ala*

I M SpMd.. Tu. 5:36 p.m.. can help ex-

penses! 734-2215 after 6 p.m.
til I -16

Sprfield. to I'M a.m. L'M. to Sprfleld

p.m. Call 788-6174 before 6 p.m. ask for

Scott after 16 p.m. 733-6174 one way beats

none.
tfll-12

ENTERTAINMENT
Rock group Phoenix for your party or

dance, old standard music at reasonable

ratea. make ret. for Xmat parties now.
(all Pete 546-6028.

tfii-n

Fusion, a six piece jaii-rock band (two
horns, female vocalist, bass. lead. A
drums) la available for future

Free German shorthatr Pointer. Good

with kids. Right age for training. Call 546-

6416.
tfll-12

EDITING

Want your papers and reports to aay

what you mean? I'll edit any paper or

rough draft a* that Its meaning hi clear.

Low rales. 66V4635.
tfll-12

PSYCH EXPERIMENT
Dating or attached couplet Interested in

$3.66 for an hour's work? Call Klchard

between Sand 16 p.m. on Nov III* or 12th

at 6-4543.
tfll-12

REWARD
Wedding ring lost somewhere In the

Amherst area. Wide gold band with Initial*

KMF lo JSE 6/7/70. Please call 546-3616 or

546-1311
tfll-15
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Harris Drops Out
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen. he does that America needs

Fred R Harris of Oklahoma fundamental change in 1972

today ended his brief campaign "should not be hurt by an un-

for the Democratic presidential derfinanced campaign."

Memo To The Secretary

nomination because "I am
broke..."

Harris said at a news con-

ference that those who believe as

He said his campaign to date

has convinced him "America is

ready for fundamental change."

BLUES CLUB:
Formulation meeting. Anyone

with even a minute interest in

blues welcome. All facets of

authentic blues-- literature,

movies, concerts, playing, singing

and recording-will be examined,

discussed, and presented. 6:30-8

p.m., Rm. 801 CC.
BRIDGE CLUB:
There will be a bridge play

tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm. 165 CC.

CAMPUS SCOUTS:
All scouts meeting Nov. 16 in CC

804-808 at 7 p.m. If you can't attend

please call 6-7504.

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY:
Important meeting tonight, 6

p.m. in 178 CC involving financial

transactions that need approval of

the membership. Members please

attend.

FILM:
"The Trip" in color, starring

Dennis Hopper and Peter Fonda.

Friday in Mahar Aud., 7, 9, 11 p.m.

FOLKSINGING:
Hillel folksinging in Van Meter

tonight, refreshments and en-

tertainment free. All welcome.
PARKING COMMITTEE:
Anyone with a stake in the

campus parking situation is urged

to attend a meeting of the Student

Senate Parking Committee tonight

at 8 p.m. in Rm. 803 CC.

SCROLLS.
Short, important meeting at 6

p.m. in Rm. 811-815 CC. Bring any
candy money you already have
collected. Call fi-8240 if you can't

come.
STUDENT HOMO PIN IE
LEAGUE.

Bisexuality'.' What's it mean to

you. ..some new defining of a worn
out word. Thursday night at 7 p.m.

in CC 917-- or call 545-0154 or come
to Km. 413B Student Union
(balcony above lobby) for further

information.

STUDENT MOBILIZATION
COMMITTEE:
The SMC will meet tonight in the

MOBE office (Franklin Room,
Student Union) at 7 p.m. to resolve

financial and action schedule for

the rest of the semester All

members please attend.

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP:
Show your bod- play tonight with

Notices
us at 8 p.m. Marks Meadow gym.
THOREAU:
BAREFOOT IN THE PARK

starring Jane Fonda and Robert

Redford. SU Ballroom, Saturday at

7 & 9 p.m.

LOST:
2 young cats, 1 all black male & 1

calico female. If found call 6-9530.

Textbook, Mineralogy, Monday
in Franklin Commons. Call Wayne
6-8787.

SAIGON < AIM—A petition signed

by nearly 1,000 soldiers, sailors and

airmen opposed to continued U.S.

military involvement in Southeast

Asia will be sent to Secretary of the

Navy John H. Chafee on Thursday

for forwarding to Congress.

The signatures were collected in

the Saigon area by Navy Radar-

man James Mohler II, 24, of

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, and Ens.

Philip O. Geier HI, 23, of Cin-

cinnati.

A Cannon FT camera in Hold

sworth photogramatry lab, and a

100 mm lens. Call Trish 665-4048

Pair of wire-rimmed glasses-

maybe in a maroon case. If found,

call 546-5256 and ask for Ed.
On Wednesday in Bartlett Aud.

for Adlo. Psych class, handmade
knitted hat, brown with green

hounds-tooth design-call Arthur

201 Chadbourne 5-2640.

The petition is being sent to

Chafee because Navy regulations

require that all such petitions be

submitted through the secretary.

The text of the petition, ad-

dressed to the Congress, reads:

"We, the undersigned American

servicemen on duty in Vietnam,

wish to express our opposition to

further United States military

involvement by air, sea or land

forces in Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia

or other countries in Southeast

Asia. We petition the United States

Congress to take whatever action

is necessary to assure an im-

mediate cessation of all hostilities

in Southeast Asia, to set a near

date for final and complete

American withdrawal; to insure a

rapid and peaceful return of

American prisoners of war; and to

assume and assert its respon-

sibility for determination of future

American foreign policy."

Geier said today he hopes the

petition will call attention to the

fact that despite new troop cuts to

be announced next week by

President Nixon, in Geier's view a

residual force will remain in

Vietnam, along with U.S. air

support based in Thailand and

flown from Navy carriers.

There was no immediate com-
ment in Washington from Chafee

or Pentagon.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SYDNEY OMAM<

Readers and writers are traditionally

associated wilh Gemini and Virgo, while

publishers are Sagittarians. Check with

yoor local librarian. Should a survey be

taken, the odds are that those who do most

of Ihe checking out of books will be born

under those three zodiacal signs

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Conditions

subject to abrupt change There are

postponements, substitutions. Messages

tend to go awry Have alternative plans at

hand Those you usually depend upon act in

eccentric manner.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Lover's

quarrel could be featured Children could

make unreasonable demands. Hold reins on

self control. No long range commitments.

Wait and see Emotional storm will blow

over Patience.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Disruption of

basic plan could boomerang in your favor

Don't force issues Ride with tide. Family

member sings blues Be sympathetic but

refuse to act as human crying towel.

Adhere to principles

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Hold off on

lourneys, if practical Don't write letters or

make calls while angry. Steer a con

servative course Check facts. Be sure of

reference material Older individual acts in

cantankerous manner.

LEO (July 23 Auq 22) Finish what vou

start Take it easy where financial ventures

are concerned Examine various aspects of

any proposal Some around you talk for

sake of hearing sound of their own voices

Respond accordingly

VIRGO (Auq 23 Sept 22i What appears

an aggressive move may be mere

maneuver to attract your attention Those

who make threats probably are bluffing

Hold ground, but review position You get

chance for new start

LIBRA (Sept 73 Oct 22) Difficult, if not

impossible, to keep secrets. Confidential

conference could turn into public gathering

Know this and be prepared. Study published

material What you seek already has been

made public.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): Complete

revision of hopes, wishes indicated. Friends

act in manner calculated to arouse

animosity Maintain sense of humor Stress

versatility. Refuse to be backed into corner

emotional or otherwise.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Study

contracts Check legal aspects of any en

terprise Accent on how to hold together a

special relationship Attention required in

public relations area. Mate, partner ex

presses unorthodox desire.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Com
munication lines may be disrupted. Be sure

meanings are clear Some now have ten

dency to misquote you. Make changes Be

flexible Listen and learn. But maintain

altitude of intelligent skepticism.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18) Don't mix

money and friendship II you do, both could

be lost Control temper. Give logic equal

time with impulse Make living quarters

more comfortable Strive for greater

family harmony
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Work behind

scenes Give full effort to project aimed at

promoting worthwhile charity Be con

siderate toward one confined to home,

hospital important to be discreet, let

others show their hands Another Piscean

figures prominently

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

intuitive, a natural teacher, an individual

capable of creating, building, doing almost

anything, once confidence replaces self

doubt Recent financial squeeze is just

about over you will find yourself in more
comfortable position durinn up jmog
mo >;hs.

ARC.' -

1 Paid notices

4 Salt s '•.I i'i

9 label

1? Orunk.irr'

13 Downy d'lrk

14 Macjw

15 Moves about

stealthily

17 Desires

19 Ceremonies

21 Capuchin
monkey

?? Merriment

?1 rramgresi

?f> Chief i'od of

Memphis

?9 pass.ipewjy

31 'eat

33 Mountain in

Crete

34 PepositiKii

35 0Ktri.it

37 Diiiri- '-I'ii

39 Te ileum 'leiiv

40 CcndiK led

42 Hii n'h'ly

44 H i'i W.i t I

coll'in tin' .i'i

46Kw-' in

BftRium

48 Pe.-totfiici

50 fi'i'f mounds

51 1 1 i>t like p.ir'

53 Memoranda

55 Metal la t.nei

58 Fond*

61 Ori.in it

tl< i)t iri

62-Sil'h III /'*)!<•

64 I ani|,i.
f

65 Emnw t

66 1'.."
•

67

»< hi t.nl

establishments

4 Strip of leather

b Ascends

6 Cyprmoid

fish

7 Recent

8 Goddess ot

discord

9 Pacific island

10E»ist

1 1 Aeriform fluid

16 Handle

18 Weaken

20 Title ot respect

22 Merrily

23 Boundaries

25 Pinch

5»7 Girl's name

28 Rabbits

30 Dine

3? Crony (colloq )

36 Insane

38 locations

4 1 I eave

43 Transln

45 last six lines

ot a sonnet

47 Corded cloth

49 Recipient of Rttt

5? Bridge term

54 Girl s nickname

55 Ocean

56-Sunburn

57 Period of time

59 Meadow
60 Shade tree

63 Pronoun

1 2 3

.

4 IS 6 7 8
SrVV

9 10 11

12
'.*'.

13
:•:->

14

15 16 17 18

;.'•: 19 20 21 ::•:
riv

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

}-) 30 31 32 33

1

34

40~

-yy,
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35 36
npy 37 33 3V

41 42 43 .-.' 44 45

»
46 47 " . > 48 49

S.VV __

>•::

. . .

51 52
'•;

53 54 :>®
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65
/ • >
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66 67
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DeFlavioMight Fly North1

To Play Professional Ball
By MARK VOGLER

When Bill DeFlavio completes his education at the University he

intends to pack his bags and head for Canada. That would seem the

common thing to do for any graduating student these days-

especially if his lottery number is as low as 91

.

But Bill DeFlavio is no draft dodger. UMass' two-year All-New

Kngland defensive tackle is trapped between two doors of

discrimination.

At 5'9" and 225 pounds he's blessed with the natural exemption on

the grounds that he's overweight for his height. With these same

dimensions on the football turf, no matter what kind of reputation

he's established for himself in the collegiate circuit, DeFlavio is

classified too small as a professional ball player in the States.

Although there is always that slim chance that DeFlavio would

be drafted by some pro outfit, he has his heart set on playing

Canadian ball until that time comes.

"Canada seems to be the melting pot for small ball players,

commented the senior veteran. "Stillwagon from Notre Dame and

Georgia Tech's Rock Perdioni have made it up there. And I've been

told by scouts that I'm about the same size as they are.

"1 understand that the rules are different from the American

brand of ball. The field is 20 yards longer and a little wider. There

are 12 men to a team and a series of plays consists of only three

downs. ,

'I want to play if I can make it. If not, I'd be content to coach

somewhere. But there's really nothing definite as yet. I just look

forward to playing ball regardless where it is."

Coach Dick MacPherson doesn't think that DeFlavio will get

drafted by the NFL and he cites his height as the only drawback.

Needing no reminder of the fact that DeFlavio has been a first team

selection at his position in both the Yankee Conference and New

!

|

England for the past two years, the coach writes him down in his

book as "the best in New England".

"He's a tremendous competitor," notes MacPherson. ' He s so

quick off the snap of the ball that many coaches have the opinion

that he's offside till they see their films and find out that he isn t.

"We need em to make our defense go-he makes it go. He's a

natural leader and has helped the squad out by this. Everybody on

the squad respects him as a football player.

"Next year I know we will be saying. 'How do you replace the

irreplaceable'.'' Best defensive tackle that ever played for UMass.

Oh, yes. definitely."

Skip Parmenter, a fellow tackle for the Redmen defense-which

has looked so devastating the past few outings-especially on the

pass rush says that DeFlavio is such a hardnosed competitor that

even double and triple-teaming won't stop him. "He's really a great

performer to play with. He helps you out and makes your job that

much easier."

DeFlavio described his angle of approach: "I love to nit, my

main objective is to get to the ball carrier on every play. Every

play is a read for me, and most of the time I have to read two men

at once. ,, . „
"If I figure they're double or triple-teaming me. they re coming

over that side. If I can't beat "em, I try to plug the hole/'

A little bit shaken by the recent stance some Student Senators

took in favor of folding up the football program altogether

DeFlavio took a poke at it: "I live playing football because it s such

a great game. And I'm sort of disenchanted over the Senators

trying to vote it down a couple of weeks ago.

"It wouldn't have any direct impact on me at the present. But I

certainly would care a few years from now if I returned to UMass to

watch a football game and there was no team. There would be

nothing worth mv coming back. I'm afraid some of those guys who

occupy seats in the Senate just don't know what football is about.
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Special Report

Where

THE CANADA KID If you were a ball carrier and saw this guy

coming at vou. you'd probably wish he was somewhere m

( anaua. jusi wait until next season, make the same w.sh.and he

will be in Canada.

By STEVE GERSHMAN
COLLEGIAN SPORTS STAFF
Last week schoolboy track

received another in a long series of

blows. Already facing many
problems in it's running facilities,

the leagues lost the use of the

Boston Garden for the State Meet.

This is just another problem the

sport has to contend with. While

interest in high school sports

seems to be dwindling, track is

especially hard hit. As collegiate

and amateur track lose interest in

this area, schoolboy track also

feels the pressure. So I feel it is

time to illustrate a few of the

problems one of the major leagues

in the Boston area has faced over

the years. Maybe if more people

realize the plight of the kids,

something can be done.

The Metropolitan Track League

located in the Greater Boston area

includes most of the teams in

Boston and the suburbs in indoor

track. Composed of three divisions

of eight teams, the Met League
encompasses over four hundred

boys. Teams run against teams in

their own division according to

school size, with interdivision

running in the state meet. In the

past, division three was sort of

special as most of its teams were

Bay State League rivals in other

sports. The Met League produced

some great runners and one in

particular is Holy Cross runner Art

Dulong who ran for Randolf in

division two. Dulong has been one

of the finest middle distance

runners in this part of the country

the past few years.

Five years ago the league ran its

meets in the Commonwealth Ar-

mory in Boston on a cement floor;

not exactly the perfect place for

kids to run. Four years ago they

were allowed to run on local

college tracks including Harvard.

M.I.T.. and Northeastern.

Although running conditions im-

proved, the schedule worsened and

at some points was absurd.

Because the colleges needed the

tracks for their own use. many of

the meets had to be run during

Christmas vacation and were very

bunched together. This put an

undue burden on the runners as

they had to be in shape for these

early meets or run one-half the

season. It was hard for the kids to

get up for four meets in eight days

during vacation, as we did two

years in a row.

Last year Division three

separated partially as the teams

from the Bay State League ran

their own league meets. Some of

these teams also competed in the

Met League, in the upper divisions.

Last year was also a real down
year for the league as they lost the

college tracks, and this really hurt

For a time people weren't sure if

there would be a league. Luckily, if

you want to consider this luck, the

Met League was able to run at the

Fargo Building in Boston on a

basketball floor Meanwhile, the

Bay State League was able to run

in the Armory on the cement floor

Many of these meets were run on

week nights at ridiculous hours.

This season the kids are able to

run a few meets at the colleges,

except Harvard, but they still must

use the Armory, and the Fargo

Building for the majority of meets.

I talked with my former track

coach at Milton High School,

Robert Kent, about the latest

problems. Mr. Kent has been a

coach at Milton for six years in

cross- country, indoor, and outdoor

track. Between 1966 and 1968 he

helped lead Milton to twenty-five

consecutive victories in the Met

League and knows what has been

going on, along with being a fine

coach.

I asked him how the bunched

meets effected the kids in the past,

and he replied, "Because of the

great number of meets in cross-

country and then the ones together

in indoor track, the kids feel it by

the end of the season." When asked

how the loss of the Garden would

effect the kids he answered,

"Milton kids have enough meets

and aren't too concerned, but

because it is a state meet, the stars

from other teams will feel it. It will

effect them in that they won't be

able to say they ran at the Gar-

den." I personally feel the kids will

be effected as the thrill of possibly

running at the Garden always

made us run a little harder. I also

asked Mr. Kent about the latest on

the track facility bill, and he said

bitterly, "I don't know, it's been

pending for ten years." The
disappointment was clear and I

can't blame him.

The schoolboy track facility is

just another case of bureaucratic

foolishness. As stated, there has

been a bill pending for some time

to build the facility. Last year

things looked good when the bill

was finally passed and the three

million was appropriated. The

cutoff date was set for December

31, 1970. Well the bureaucrats got

involved and did their usual good

job of botching things up. They

fought over the site of the building,

as originally it was set for the

Waltham area, near route 128.

They fought because supposedly

this isn't a central location near to

Boston. Well, most of the teams

that will use it are in the suburbs

outside the city and travel by bus to

the meets, so staying away from

the city would be an advantage.

The date went by while they

haggled and now more money is

needed as costs are rising as they

wait.

So. at the moment track is in a

precarious position and may be

folding fast. The fight goes on

every year for a place for the kids

to run and will until a facility is

built. If the league crumbles, over

40(1 kids will be out with nothing to

do. Certainly, these kids deserve a

better fate than this. As usual,

while the politicians fight, the kids

suffer.

HAPPINESS

COMING

Friday Nite

S.U. Ballroom

EVERY FRIDAY

Our superb buffet will be from 6:30 a.m. to 9: 00

p.m. Please come up to the buffet as many times as

you wish. $5.50 per person.

(7&Lord
30Mmd a*«.

RAOUL MtTRICH. IMMKIIPIR

Patriots Kiner Named
Defensive Player of Week

FOXBORO, Mass. <AP>
Linebacker Steve Kiner is called

"a different type from most" by

his coach.

"He's not as big as most NFL
linebackers." pointed out John

Mazur. coach of the New England

Patriots, "but he makes up for it

with his quickness and desire. He
loves to play football.''

Kiner. who weighs 212 pounds,

showed Sunday that size is not the

only criterion in judging a

linebacker. With the Patriots

trailing Houston with five minutes

to play, he intercepted a pass that

led to the go-ahead touchdown,

then forced a fumble leading to an

insurance score in New England's

28-20 victory.

For his efforts, Kiner was named
Wednesday as The Associated

Press Defensive Player of the

Week in the National Football

League.

"He's the guy who turned it

around for us." said Mazur. "He's

played that way since he came
here."

Kiner. a second-year pro who
was traded to the Patriots from

Dallas this year for a fourth-round

draft choice, does not think his

relative lack of size affects his

play.

"I don't think my size bothers me
at all out there." he said. "My
speed compensates for it. I don't

think size is that important It's

just a gross exaggeration that

football tries to project to the

public."

Nick Polano

Still Lives

In the great tradition of American thrillers.
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"Who's Playing In DurhamT
By DAN KAMAI,

Somehow, the atmosphere
seemed a lot brighter than at past

Varsity M luncheons. Maybe, just

maybe, it was the big win over

Holy Cross that caused it.

In past weeks, it has been ex-

planations, not alibis, but disap-

pointed explanations. Even after

the wins, there was the speculation

that UMass should have won by

more; after the losses, all by big

lailg Glnllfgian

SPORTS
J

margins, there was the prominent

question w by"

Not this week
Dick MacPherson set the trend

for the light hearted affair when he

introduced guard Ron Marino.

People say Marino looks like a

Green Baj Packer guard lead-the

sweeps Being the modest person

that he is. Hon says--yes."
• I'm interested in what Ron has

to say." continued the coach. "I

enjoy his lockerroom con-

versations

Marino, shunning any of his

basic lockerroom jargon, spoke

about the "large adjustment" in

adapting to the MacPherson
system after three years under the

Fusia system He added, "As we
showed against Holy Cross, we've

fully adjusted. Now we'd like to

bring the Yankee Conference back

to UMass."

Incidentally, Marino, who pulled

a hamstring against the Cross, has

improved rapidly and may be able

to play at New Hampshire
Saturday. It had been thought that

the senior guard would miss the

remaining two games. As Mac-
Pherson said, "He's a quick
healer; I guess it's the water-bed

that does it for him."
Dick Etna, also a senior guard,

played an integral part in the

Redman offensive success against

the Crusaders. He mentioned that

it's a "djfferent kind of feeling

opening holes for running backs
who in turn get the glory." He
hastened to add that the feeling is a

"gratifying one".

Etna added that, "The most
rewarding feeling against Holy

Cross was that late in the game
they saw we were running, but they

still couldn't stop us. I think it

epitomizes the way the team has
been playing lately." He added a

personal note by stating. "There
are two games left in my college

career; there is nothing I'd like

better than to have us beat New
Hampshire for the Conference
Championship and to gain a big

upset over B( "

There was a third member of the

team on hand at the luncheon.

When he introduced Joe Sabulis,

MacPherson quipped, "Sit back
and relax, this guy's a talker."

Sabulis, a linebacker who hits a

lot more than he talks, said, "We
(the defense) would really like to

show people how good we really

are in the next two weeks."
After Assistant Coach Larry

Pasquale gave a brief scouting

report on the University of New
Hampshire, it was the time for

the weekly "Wednesday afternoon
at the movies with Sports In-

formation Director Dick Page."
Believe it or not. Paul Metallo

looked even faster on film.

MacPherson had a lot of praise

for the Crusaders who "kept
coming back when we thought we
had put the ballgame away."

As for New Hampshire, Mac
said, "I hope their quarterback

Hopkins is ready; we want to play

the best team for the Cham-
pionship."

The luncheon ended just the way

it had started, with a MacPherson
funny. "I thought I had the guys

really going about the game
Saturday. I mentioned there's

going to be a sellout at Durham.
Then I saw some giggling in the

back of the room which I didn't

appreciate at first. It turned out

that Mark Tripucka had turned to

Timmy Berra and asked -'Who's

playing in Durham?'"

Runners At UNH
By JAY NESTOR

If there is any particular problem that the cross country team might

encounter against UNH today, it would be not being able to get up for this

meet.

After getting so charged up for the New Englands, the problem of

treating this dual meet overly lightly will have to be overcome. The cool

temperature in Durham could prove to be somewhat uncomfortable for

running, and may hamper some attitudes also. After an entire season of

mild weather, the sudden drop of the mercury could possibly hurt some of

the harriers' performances.

The Wildcats finished second in the Yankee Conference, and while they

do not pose an immediate threat, the possibility of an upset is not entirely

out of the picture. Placing a dismal fourteenth in the New England Meet,

UNH could be up for this tussle with the Redmen.

The Wildcats may harbor some individual threats to the strong Red-

man unit Dan Forbush ran a good race in the Conference meet to finish

third, and he, along with Ed Shorey and Fred Doyle, have the ability to

give the UMass front runners a challenge. New Hampshire's backup men
will pose no problem for the Redman depth

With the IC4A's coming up next Monday, this dual meet will help

determine the seven varsity slots for that New York championship meet.

Rick Barry, Wayne Lucas, Chris Chambers, and Don Dunsky all ran well

in the New England Meet, and they could possibly break into the top

seven Varsity.

There has been much talk about the Redman depth, but the fact of the

matter is that no member of the top five or six has proven vastly superior

to the rest of the team. All through the season, the opposing top men have

been consistently broken up by whoever on the team met the challenge at

that particular meet

A significant factor on the team has been the continuing presence of a

new man to take the place of a faltering teammate. As this season draws

to its conclusion. Coach O'Brien can find sustenance with the thought that

the majority of the team will return to form an extremely promising

squad next vear.

Omitting the New Englands. the present won-loss record stands at 10

and :$, not a bad tally when you consider the precarious start that the

team experienced. The New Hampshire meet rounds out a dual meet

season that UMass can be proud of.

WMUA
Tune in tonight to WMUA. 91.1

fm, at 7:30 for "Warpath". This

week Marty Kelley and Ken Best

will host assistant coach George

Flood and Redman guards Ron
Marino and Dick Etna The topic

for tonight's show: the Yankee
Conference showdown between
UMass and New Hampshire on

Saturday.

And don't forget to tune in at 10

p.m. Sunday night for Sports

Talk" when Kelley and Best will

host head basketball coach Jack
I.eaman and the captain for this

year's team. Mike Pagliara.

WMUA. the Voice of Redman
Sports

Soccer Review

Tomorrow

i

MR WILSON MEET THE REDMEN-IIoly Cross halfback Joe Wilson receives some good home town

hospitality from Redmen Doug Winslow (50)'. Ray Bouchard (40), Joe Sabulis (52) and Dennis Keating

(41).

Surprise, Ken O'Brien!

You're Coach Of The Year
By EARLE BARROLL

In the midst of the mass chaos at

Monday's New England cross-

country championship, UMass
coach Ken OBrien was caught off

guard by an award he admits he

forgot all about. . The New England
Track and Cross- Country Coach of

the Year.
"It was a surprise to me, I had

forgotten all about it." he said

yesterday at his office. "I was
standing around watching the

award presentations for the

athletes and was reflecting on the

accomplishment of my runners

when the award was announced."

For O'Brien, who called an
award like this, "a reflection of the

team and the kids on it", this

recognition is only of sup-

plementary nature to the

satisfaction he gets out of seeing

his runners compete and improve
week after week.
"Awards like this are satisfying

in a way, but I get my reward from

tne happenings during the season.

This is what you live on. the day to

day accomplishments of the

runners.

"I got so swept up in the

momentum of the team this year

and I was so busy living for the

meets that this award is nowhere

near the satisfaction I get from

seeing team improvement."
He actually calls this award

"gravy" to this season that has

seen him take an unexperienced

group of runners and develope

them into a New England power to

the surprise of many.
"Things like seeing Ron Wayne

win the New England's last year

and seeing freshman Randy
Thomas come in eleventh this year

are a bigger boost than the

award." he added
The balloting was probably a no

contest affair although the final

results were not announced.
O'Brien's accomplishments of last

season read something like a

rogues gallery of the very best in

track and cross- country: Yankee
Conference championships in

cross-country and track and
runner-ups in both sports in New
England.
He won the award from 42 other

coaches in the New England Track
association. "They try to pick a

situation, or a team, or a school

that's developed a good all-around

program." he explained.

He felt it was easy last year to be

coach of the year with the seniors

he had. This year he has a good
start with his team's impressive

showing in cross-country, but track

is another story.

"We graduated the top men in 12

of 16 events from the track team
and this will pose a problem."
What does this award do to him

as a coach? Just about nothing

outside of the prestige he gets. But
as for his program. "You try to do
the best job you can and you don't

try to build your program on the

goal of reaching this award
again."

BALTIMORE RUNNING BACK TOM MATTE crashes over from
Hie loin \ aid line to store a touchdown in the first period of game
with I.os Angeles. Coming up lot. late to slop the play are the Rams'
Phil Olson. 72, and another, unidentified defender. (AP Wirepholo)

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
The plants are dying,

dying, dead. Have you
eaten them?
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Faculty Ask For Board Rep
ByDONGLICKSTEIN

A seemingly angered,

frustrated, and slighted Faculty

Senate, upset over recent decisions

and non-decisions of the Board of

Trustees, voted unanimously

yesterday to submit a bill to the

Legislature that would permit the

appointment of three Faculty

trustees, one from each campus.

Two students, each with full

voting power and privileges, are

currently members of the

Trustees. The Board permits a

non-voting Faculty representative

to sit in on meetings.

Introducing his motion to the

body, former Faculty Senate

representative to the Board, John

L. Roberts, declared: "Recon

sideration of faculty participation

in the activities of the Board of

Trustees is critical at the present

time. The governance position of

this faculty has become weaker

because reorganization of the

administrative structure, by the

addition of the central systems

office, has put another rung in the

administrative ladder. ..It is

weaker because students have the

advantage of Board membership
."

Current Faculty representative.

Joseph Burroughs of the Human
Development Department con-

curred with Roberts by saying that

he has often had to "cool his heels"

in the hallways while the Trustees,

including Student Senate President

l.ee Sandwen. carried on im

portant business in Executive

Session.

Dean Bruce R. Morris, Chair

man of the Committee of Concern,

echoed the frustration many
facultv feel about the Trustees

Strickland on Blacks
See page 3

Yankee Conference Info
See page 16

Poor Richard's
See page 8

when he reported "Nothing really

happened" at Wednesday's Board

meeting. The Trustees refused to

make a clarification of University

Svstem limitations and respon

si'bilities then that the joint faculty-

student committee had requested

One direction the faculty may be

headed for is organizing as a union,

as suggested by Howard Brogan,

an English professor. Brogan. as

well as Dr Roberts, urged their

fellow Senators to begin to develop

collective bargaining procedures

in order to improve the position

and power of faculty.

Status of Women
The faculty argued extensively

about motions made by the

Senates Committee of the Status

of Women.
Chair "person'ed by English's

Lee Edwards, the Committee
presented eight motions, debated

one. and reached agreement about

none.

Most of the motions concerned

themselves with preventing

discrimination in University

personnel policies on the basis of

sex The one proposal that was

debated would have established a

new administrative position, no

lower than that of associate

provost, whose office would be

responsible for the administraton

of programs oriented toward the

improving of the condition of

women on campus.

Controversy developed im

mediately as Dr. Edwards read the

recommendation so as to include

not only women, but all minority

groups as defined by Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare

guidelines Edwards explained

that the Committee's charge was

to report on women, but that the

Committee wished its recom-

mendations to include all minority

groups.

Senators argued back and lorth

about various merit and demerits

of the motion: whether or not the

committee could make resolutions

that were not relevant to its im-

mediate mandate, whether a new

associate provost position should

be established or whether to fill the

first vacancy with a woman.
whether men in the Home
Economics Department were
considered a minority group,

whether the Ombudsman and

grievance committees were suf-

ficient vehicles for minority

complaints, and whether the

Committee itself was in agreement
with itsell

A vigorous exchange occurred on

an amendment to substitute the

words "this individual" or the

impersonal third person "he" for

the more liberated original wor-

ding of "her" in a sentence of the

motion "This individual" wording

passed, but a question of whether

or not to call Dr Edwards the

"chairperson ". "chairlady" or

"chairman" remained.

All debate on all motions of the

Committee on the Status of Women
ceased at 5:50 I'M when the Senate

adjourned. It will continue at the

next meeting
Announcements

In other business. Acting

Chancellor R W Bromery an-

nounced that he had appointed

James Perry to the position of

Special Assistant to the Chancellor

for Alumni Affairs His duties will

be to develop budgetary and ad

ministrative procedures for the

Alumni Office

Bromery also announced that an

unrestricted endowment fund of

$28(;.(mmi and land estimated to be

worth about half a million dollars

has been willed to the Board of

Trustees from the Murray D.

Lincoln Estate Bromery had "no

idea at all" about how the money
was to be allocated between the

three University campuses.
Because of vague Federal

guidelines on the wage freeze and I

question as to what cost of living

raises the Legislature approves.

Vice-Chancellor Robert
GlUCkstem expressed doubt over

whether merit pay increases would

occur.

GlUCkstem warned the faculty to

be prepared to reexamine tenure

practices He said that a stable

enrollment at UMass Amherst
would necessitate the imposing of

guidelines from the President's

Office unless the faculty could

justify their tenured appointments.

He suggested that the total number
of tenured faculty should not get

much higher than ."><)",. of the total

faculty

The ViceChancellor advised the

Senate that a change in the

nepotism policy was being for-

mulated The new policy would not

be retroactive It would permit

husbands and wives to be

University employees as long as

they were not supervising each

Other or were making personnel

decision in regard to each other

Exceptions would be made in grant

supervisions

Faculty Senate Secretary Robert

Wellman announced two open to

listeners meetings of the Chan
cellor's Search Committee to be

held at 4 PM on November 17 and

23 in the Board Room at Whitmore.

The agenda of the meetings is

search procedures and
qualifications of a Chancellor
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Prison Reform Activists To Visit Campus

Two young men recently released from

California Prisons will be giving lectures and

conducting workshops at UMass during the next

two weeks.

Willie Johnston and David Solomon, both Black,

both aged twenty-six and members of the Com-

mittee lor Abolition of the Prisons are being

sponsored by the Emergency Defense Committee

in a speaking tour of the area.

In a statement released today, the Committee

said.

"These two Brothers command our at-

tention. Theirs has been the typical ex-

perience of the majority of young Black

men in the jails."

David Solomon grew up in Los Angeles, where

he was very active in community affairs. He was
also warlord for the Watts Gladiators, a Black

lighting gang. His first encounter with penal in-

stitutions came at age nine, when he was sent to

the California Youth Authority for "being in-

corrigible." As a result of his association with the

Gladiators, he became familiar with most of the

youth correctional institutions during his teens.

He graduated from high school and attended the

I niversity of Southern California for two years.

As a result of a fight with a white man during the

Watts Rebellion, he was sent to prison on an in-

determinate sentence in 1965. He spent six years in

most of California's penal institutions, the last

three in Soledad on an assault charge.

While in jail, he was active in setting up political

education and Black studies classes. He also did

legal research for other prisoners and helped

prepare legal briefs. He is currently engaged in

doing research into the workings of the penal

system and in work for the Committee for Prison

Abolition.

Willie Charles .Johnston was born on the West-

Side of Los Angeles. He was arrested on a charge

of attempted burglary and sent to California

Youth Authority while still in high school. Upon

release, he was refused re-entrance into high

school, and was soon sent up again on a five-to-life

sentence, of which he served eight years on an

armed robbery charge.

In prison, he graduated from high school and

participated in political activity, setting up

educational classes and Afro-Associations among

the inmates. He has been an inmate of most of

California's major penal institutions.

In prison, he worked as a medical assistant in

the prison hospitals, where he witnessed many

abuses, such as the deliberate drug addiction of

Black prisoners by the authorities. In some in-

stances, he says, prisoners were left to die because

medical attention was deliberately withheld.

Both men say that their attitudes, as well as that

of many other Black inmates, were profoundly

affected by the rise of Black pride inherent in the

slogan "Black Power" in the Sixties. Men like

Kldrige Cleaver and George Jackson had profound

effects on the morale and collective discipline of

Black prisoners through their teaching and

examples in the prisons.

Johnston and Solomon will be talking on

"Racism in the Prisons" at 12:00 o'clock in room

21 at the School of Education today.
Willie Charles Johnston

i

Veterans Get Credit

Academic, Of Course

By KOBKKT MEDEIR08
Veterans who are now students at the University are now eligible to

receive 2 or 4 credits toward graduation depending on their length of

military service.

The bill which was presented to the Board of Admissions and Records

by Bill Loder. Assistant Registrar, and passed on October 19, 1971, makes

it" possible for veterans to receive 2 credits for the completion of six

months to one full vear in the military service. This military service will

he accepted as meeting the requirements in Military Science at the fresh-

man level.

The bill also makes it possible for the veteran who has completed over

one year of military service to receive 4 credits. This one plus year of

military service will be accepted as meeting the requirements in Military

Science at the freshman and sophomore levels.

These 4 credits will also be considered as meeting the Physical

Education requirements of freshman and sophomore levels provided the

veteran's military service was of more than one year's duration.

Loder said that ever since the passage of the October 19th bill, there has

teen a rush to his office bv veterans to obtain the credits they deserve. He

said that the veterans should be patient and that it is not essential to

obtain these credits now unless they plan to graduate soon or because of

other extenuating circumstances.

Loder said that under a previous policy veterans are also eligible to

receive credits for educational experiences connected with military

service.

In order to make things easier and more efficient concerning veteran s

credits Loder said that the veteran should bring to the Registrar's Office

an extra copy of his 214 discharge or a diploma from the school where the

veteran received his educational services while in the military.

So you didn't think winter would ever arrive

huh. ..well it has, so check out

for BOOTS

BOOTS,

BOOTS!!

HIKERS, FRYE BOOTS, WORK SHOES, FLEECE
LINED, SIDE ZIPPER, FRONT ZIPPER, and more.

At prices you can afford.

( In the Alley)

The Black Repertory Theatre

will present two plays tonite in

Bowker Auditorium, 'Antigone"

and "In Splendid Error". In this

photo llameon (right) is played by

Winston Williams and Antigone,

(left) is played by Fster Terry.

(Photo bv (lib Fullerton)

Could B.C. Lose?

Buy around trip bus ticket to

B.C.Oame & see!

NOV. 20

Departure 10: 30 a.m.

C.C. BIS CIRCLE

BUY NOW $6
RSO OFFICE

or call

Student Senate
Bus Service

EXPERT
REPAIR
SERVICE

WATCHES
JEWELRY
UMMUGS

65 N. Pleasant St.

9lp flusarlpiflrtti flailg (KnlltgUm

OUiceot the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor ot the Student Union on

the Umvers.ty campuV lip code 01007 Phone* are S45 2SS0 (newil. S45 OM*

(sports), and W? 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes i.ve

times weekly Monday through Friday durmg the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or tour times a week following a vacation or

«»am period or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act ot March t. I»?9 as amended by the act of June 11. 1»43 Sub

acnplion raie» are MOD per semeswr ilOOOptr year
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PRINT SALE
Original prints ONLY (woodcuts, lithographs, silk screens, etchings)

may be sold by grad students and undergraduates

Please have prints in the Art Office by noon, December 13.

Sale to be held Dec. 15 - 17

Cape Cod Lounge

9:30- 5:30 (Wed. & Fri.)

9:30 - 8:00 (Thurs.)

For further information, contact the Program Council Office.

Alternatives

To Ulster

Spring ConcertiHomecoming70 Repeat?

Kill. STKll'KLANU

By BOB McWILLIAMS
The alternative directions of the Black movement in America were

discussed by writer, historian and political activist Bill Strickland last

night at Thompson Hall.

"We must have a national political movement that speaks to the needs

of the Black population. We must smash the two party system-or Ulster

everywhere," Strickland proclaimed cooly.

Strickland emphasized the need to transform the government by

creating a pluralistic system in which a Black party would be politically

effective, because in his words, "the state stands as the ultimate enforcer

of racism in America...and the meaning of racism is a question of the

very structure of the state".

From an international perspective Strickland pointed to the recent

entry of China into the UN as an example of the declining prestige of the

US in the world.

"The American identity" Strickland said, "is corroding because it has

always been an identity of master".

Strickland charged that the official versions of the recent incidents at

San Quentin and Attica were fabricated deceptions.

He repeatedly called on his enthusiastic audience of more than 100 to

"end exploitation of man based on race and re-define the nature of man".

By LARRY KADI)
Planning a concert in the stadium this spring was

the purpose of an open meeting of the Concert Sub-

committee of the Student Senate last night.

Joe Tropiano, senator from Dwight House, began

the meeting by explaining the official university

policy on concerts. The policy, as he explained it,

prohibits concerts everywhere except a field near

Southwest. He also explained other aspects of the

policy he called "unnecessary." He explained that

the stadium was the only alternative, but that

getting it required appealing to the highest levels of

the administration.

The results of a recent referendum were then

presented. Three thousand students voted in favor

of having such a concert and thirty students voted

against Students chose the Rolling Stones as their

first preference and The Who as their second.

Chicago was the third choice and Crosby. Stills, and

Nash were fourth.

Tropiano reported on a meeting with David

Bischoff, Dean of the School of Physical Education.

According to Tropiano, the Dean gave his "lacit

approval" to using the stadium, but gave many
conditions. The most important condition was that

the Student Senate or some equivalent group offer a

"bond in escrow" (money) to pay for damages or

other losses

The consensus of the committee was that plan-

ning such a concert would be extremely difficult,

but still possible. Among the problems are:

( 1

)

Security-How can we prevent damages and

avoid widespread gatecrashing?

(2) Money-How can we get the funds we need in

advance to get a commitment from a group and to

pay all concert expanses?

Most of the discussion centered around these

problems. At the Collegian's deadline, the com-

mittee was still discussing various plans to over-

come them.

The Bleeding Rose
ByKARLGERDES

Thanks" to the many people

willing to donate their blood, and to

the large number of volunteer

workers, this year's drive proved

highly successful, providing over

1,000 pints.

Mrs Thomas Fox, chairman of

the University women, said she

was very pleased by the turnout.

Africa
I do what I do because of

what I is. This has

everything to do with what I

have done, am doing and

will do. I do to extend the

boundaries of Black

peoples. (Fuck the boun-

daries of art >

Professor Ed Love maintains

that the parameters of art stifle

creative forms to the dictates of

cold sterile museums of the

Western world. This is anti-life,

anti-human. Artists are seduced to

concentrate their energies on

exhibiting at museums, at Art

festivals and at corporate mon-

strosities like David Rockefeller's

for that

Xtra Special

SEAFOOD DINNER

Tell your Date about

The Ordinal

Juch
August 9s

We've been feeding
UMass students since

1935

LOBSTERS
are aur speciality

ffeor fh» Xind«rpo*s on Ufewer

Main Stf«*t

Northampton

Chase Manhattan Bank in New
York.
They are also victims of the

scrutiny of art critics, who
determine the contours of ex-

cellence value and success. These

are the outrageous excesses of

capitalist control and prostitution

of art. Ed Love, professor of Art at

Howard University has dedicated

his creative energies to the Black

communities from where he has

drawn his inspiration. He gives to

the African world the fruits of his

labor, since he feels himself to be a

conscious part of the Black ex-

pression affirming its creative

integrity. He maintains "to begin

with, I feel a solidarity with the

ordinary Black man, and the only

certainty left to me in that of naked

suffering common to all oppressed

peoples, intermingling its roots

with those of a stubborn hope

Brother Ed Love will be sharing

Ins experiences this weekend wit
1
!

the Amherst community. His work

will be shown at the New Africa

House from Friday, November 12,

at 5:00 p.m. thru Sunday
November 14, 1971. He will also

present at the New Africa House a

Sound and Light Show on Saturday

night at 11:00 p.m. and a Workshop

on Sunday at 2:00 p.m. Concerned

publics are invited to dig where the

brother is coming from
W.E.B. DuBois

Dept. of Afro-American
Studies

"So many people signed up. and
time was booked so closely, that we
were not able to accept those who
wanted to donate without signing

up beforehand", she stated.

"Almost 300 people showed up
every day, and we only had room
for 21 beds."

Mrs. Fox also mentioned how
pleased she was that the drive was

located in the Campus Center

Auditorium, rather than in one of

the Student Union meeting rooms.

"There was much more room for

us to work in this year; the size

also allowed better ventilation than

we had last year, which helped

donors to recover easier."

There were over 40 volunteers

working every day for this project,

coming from the ranks of A. P.O.,

Gamma Sigma Sigma, the

University student nurses, and the

townspeople of Amherst. To them.

Mrs. Fox expresses

appreciation.

her deepest

THE TALKIE CINEMA
Intersection of Rte. S end Rte. •

NORTHAMPTON CENTER

SI4-4909

LUCHINO VISCONTI'S

Lives

I ft**-

at the Talkie
Held Over

7: 00 and 9: 30

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

idll,(?AC)«W,

IN THEm PARK 50<

NOV. 13 SAT 7:00**00

5.U. BALLROOM

Live EnTcrthInmf^t

pfncES
[FROIA a:aOj£s:30 EVERY FRIDAV

OHIVi

wwxm
PS. C/WET€RIA K OPEN too 1 1
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon Working In Anticipation Of Nov. 15

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
President's Price Commission
adopted complex guidelines

Thursday requiring post-freeze

price increases to be justified by

legitimate business costs and
aimed at holding the national in-

flation rate to 2.5 per cent a year.

The new guidelines will be ef-

fective for the Phase 2 economic

period that begins at 12:01 A.M.

Sunday, but an immediate upsurge

of retail prices next week may be

effectively blocked by a com-

mission rule requiring posted price

lists.

"This means that some prices

will go down," said Price Com-
mission Chairman C. Jackson
Grayson. "Some will not increase

at all. Some will go up more than

2.5 per cent."

The commission shied away
from adopting a general price

standard applying to the nation's

businesses, but instead laid down
general rules covering prices by

manufacturers, retailers,
wholesalers, service industries and

professionals.

The basic guideline is this: Only

price increases that can be

justified on the basis of cost in-

creases, minus any amount of

worker productivity gains, will be

allowed. If the price" is over 2.5 per

cent and can be justified by this

formula, it will be allowed by the,

commission.

But the price boost may not be so

great as to cause an increase in a

company's pre-tax profit rates,

measured as a percentage of sales.

In other words, profits can in-

crease only through a rise in sales

volume if a price increase is in-

volved.

The commission's guidelines,

announced at a news conference

after days of late-evening work
sessions by the seven-member
panel, raised many questions that

will be answered only when final

regulations are published. The
commission said the regulations

may be published by the end of the

week.
But Grayson conceded that

consumers may have a difficult

time knowing when a price has

been boosted legally in line with

the commission's guidelines

Companies will be encouraged,

but not required, to show
customers cost information that

would justify price increases in

their stores, he said.

The commission provision that

may prevent a quick upswing in

retail prices immediately after the

freeze ends requires that all retail

prices will remain frozen until

stores post prominently lists of

prices that were in effect during

the freeze.

The price list must be posted for

all food items. For other retail

stores, a list of selected items-such

In Brief...
WASHINGTON < A P) -House leaders said today Secretary of

Agriculture Clifford M. Hardin has resigned. They said Earl L.

But/, former assistant secretary and now on the staff of Purdue

University, would succeed him.

WASHINGTON < AIM -The Senate passed a $1.5-billion military

aid bill Thursday after restoring $318 million in response to a

warning that the sharply cut measure might jeopardize U.S. with-

drawal efforts in Vietnam.
WASH IN(.TON (AP (-President Nixon stood brief vigil at the-

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier Thursday and said the three

nameless Americans who lie there from wars of yester-year may
soon be joined by a brother who fell in Vietnam.

\\ VSIIIM.TON ( .\P) The House Banking Committee killed any

chance of early enactment of President Nixon's Phase 2 legislation

by recessing today until Nov 30 with its work on the measure still

incomplete.

The action means the House will not vote on the legislation at

least until the week of Dec. (i-three weeks after the present freeze

expires However, the administration is prepared to put essential

elements of Phase 2 into effect under existing authority.

<AP> Americans have been going steady with their cars for 70

years now and the love affair may be turning into a love-hate

relationship Too often it seems the automobile is the slowest

means between two points that are separated by smog, traffic

Jams, endless concrete and a tilled parking lot at the end of the

road.

Keep warm this winter

Rugged parkas

Hunting jackets

Blanket and pile lined

denim jackets

Leather flight and

bomber jackets

Suede and

buckskin jackets

FUNNEL SHIRTS

DENIM WORK SHIRTS

CARTER OVERALLS

CVBAEb
EKXISB Open Fridays

until 9

as a product that does a high

volume of business-must be posted.

Grayson said the detailed

regulations on posting will be

announced soon. The price lists

must be posted no later than Jan. 1,

1972, he said.

The price guidelines cover only

the period that begins Sunday,

Nov. 14. Prices may be increased

to recover only those increased

costs incurred after 12:01 a.m.

Sunday. Firms will not be allowed

to increase prices to get relief,

retroactively, for costs that might

have gone up during or before the

freeze.

Some prices could go up im-

mediately Sunday, Grayson said,

because a business could claim

that it began incurring new costs

on that date.

The price guidelines will be

policed under a complicated three-

tier economic system announced
Wednesday.
Price boosts that may be an-

nounced by the nation's largest

companies will be frozen for at

least another month.

It is these companies-those with

annual sales of more than $100

million-that must notify the

government of all planned price

increases in advance.

The commission's guidelines say

the large companies will be able to

put price increases into effect if the

commission has not ruled to the

contrary within 30 days

The commission's guidelines say

the large companies will be able to

put price increases into effect if the

commission has not ruled to the

contrary within 30 days.

About 45 per cent of all sales will

be in this category, the govern-

ment says.

Another 5 per cent of sales will be

a second group, companies which

can put price increases into effect

after merely reporting to the

government.
Other prices, those of a corner

grocery store or a local drug store,

will be subject merely to spot

checks by the Internal Revenue

Service to determine if there are

violations.

Grayson said consumers can

complain to their local IRS offices

if they feel a violation has occurred.

The Cost of Living Council has

already exempted nearly one-fifth

of the goods and services that

make up the average American's

cost of living, including prices of

used cars, homes, custom-made

goods, raw agricultural products,

dues, taxes and interest rates.

Here are other highlights of the

guidelines

:

—Rents will remain frozen until

the Price Commission hammers
out final guidelines. The govern-

ment, however, has exempted
commercial, industrial and farm
rents from controls, as well as

rents on new homes or apartments.

—The guidelines apply generally

to prices charged for services,

including such things as doctor's

and dental fees. The commission

said, however, because of the

widely varying types of costs and

market conditions in service in-

dustries, separate regulations may
be required.

—Rate increases by the nation's

largest utilities must be submitted

to the commission for approval,

and all rate boosts by utilities will

be subject to the price controls.

"Some regulated firms'

proposed rate increases have been

approved by regulatory

authorities, but were not allowed to

become effective because of the

freeze," the commission said.

"Such increases may go into

effect; however, the appropriate

regulatory authority shall review

such increases for consistency with

the goals of the economic
stabilization program."

In other economic developments
Thursday, the House Banking
Committee killed any chance that

President Nixon's Phase 2

economic legislation will be
enacted until at least next month.

Military Bill Augmented
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate voted 46 to 42 today to restore $318

million to the military aid bill after a warning that sharp cuts by the

Foreign Relations Committee jeopardize the U.S. withdrawal from

Vietnam.
It approved the amendment by Sen. John C. Stennis, (D— Miss.,) ad-

ding the funds after rejecting 64 to 24 a proposal by Sen. J. W. Fulbright.

1) Ark), to cut an additional $153 million on top of the $538-million

reduction by the Foreign Relations panel.

Administration forces predict eti the bill, swelled to about $1.5 billion by

the amendment, would be passed later in the day but some senators said

the additional funds could jeopardize its chances

Country Comfort

Coffee
House

Tonight 8 p.m

Crabtree
Basement

ALL WELCOME
IT'SFREE

TREASURE
HUNT

Tonight at 7 p.m.

First clue is at

Newman Center Lounge.

Bring flashlights & friends-

good prizes.

FREE SODA
with purchase of a Sub

from Mobile Deli; Butterfield

Terrace & Southwest

(near Prince House)

November 9 - 12

HATCH SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
Heaping Platter

of

Hot
Spaghetti
covered with

Meat Sauce
plus

Hot
Garlic Bread

ONLY

59 Served in the

Student
Union Hatch

every Saturday from 5 p.m. 10 p.m.

Has AmericanAid FosteredRevolutionAbroad?

U.N. Huang llua. Mainland Chinese ambassador to Canada.

has been named by Peking as its permanent United Nations

representee and delegate to the 15-nation Security Council.

NEW YORK < AP (American-aided universities

abroad are sometimes described as breeding

grounds lor native revolutionaries. The two top

Chinese delegates to the United Nations who
arrived here Thursday are cited as eases in point.

The chief representative of the People's

Republic of China. Chiao Kuan-hua, graduated in

1933 from American-backed Tsinghua University

in Peking. His deputy, Huang Hua, who will sit on

the U.N. Security Council, graduated from Yen-

ching, an architecturally beautiful university in

Peking supported by American Christians.

In his early years Chiao was better known to

foreign correspondents, among them this writer,

as the husband of Kung Peng, the attractive press

spokesman for Chou En-lai, now China's premier.

Kung Peng occupied a small, barely furnished

house on a rubbish-littered lane in the war-time
Chinese capital of Chungking. With an infant in

her arms, she received visitors with a cup of

steaming tea and the party line.

Her husband, a newspaperman, mingled easily

with the American and other foreign newsmen
who went daily to their home to catch up on
Communist political attitudes. But he generally

remained in the background.

Kung Peng died in 1970 after a long illness.

Chiao, born in Kiangsu Province of well-to-do

parents, went to France, Japan and Germany
after getting his bachelor's degree from Tsinghua.
He won a doctorate in philosophy from Tubingen
University in Germany and on returning to China
joined the Communist party.

It was not until the creation of the People's

Republic in 1949 that Chiao began to come into his

own. He became a Foreign Ministry adviser to

Chou Fnlai. He went with him to the Geneva
conference on Indochina in 1954 and the 1962

conference on Laos in the same city

He made an appearance at the United Nations 21

years ago, as a deputy in a Peking delegation to

accuse the United States of aggression in Korea
and Taiwan.

Give Them Equal Schools,

Lily-White Neighborhoods
a a a _ • 1 1 * _ t I . . i t V* i l I ) »» in' t i\ mif If

Higher Social Security Urged j

WASHINGTON <AP> Sen Henry

M. Jackson said Thursday he

believes in integration "in the

fullest sense" but objects to school

busing which would move his

children to slum area schools from

their "lily white neighborhood."

Jackson, an unannounced
contender for the Democratic-

presidential nomination, told a

group of party contributors that

the answer to the busing problem is

to provide equal schools for all

neighborhoods.

New York Mayor John V. Lind-

say and Sens. Hubert H. Humphrey
and Edmund S. Muskie also talked

to the gathering of campaign

givers during the day-long

meeting.

Jackson said he is one of the few

members of Congress whose
children attend public schools in

Washington.
"We live in a lily white neigh-

borhood." Jackson said, but he

said some 30 per cent of the neigh-

borhood school's pupils are blacks

bused in from other areas of the

city.

"And theyre coming in there

from inferior schools," he added.

"I would oppose moving my
daughter from a good school to a

bad one.' Jackson said. "A
thoughtful parent is going to see to

it his kid goes to the best schools.

"My daughter has a black

teacher and a black principal."

Jackson said, "and I believe in

integration in the fullest sense and

I try to practice what I preach."

"I supported, you know, all the

civil rights programs." Jackson

continued, "but you can't support a

program when you've got 80-90 per

cent of the people up in arms."

Lindsay told the contributors

President Nixon can be beaten in

1972 if Democrats get over the idea

that the President is unbeatable.

"Frankly. I'm surprised by the

number of Democrats who doubt

we can change anything next

year," Lindsay said.

Lindsay said he is distressed by
what he termed the growing
opinion that Nixon cannot be
defeated if he can bring the troops

home from Vietnam, stabilize the

economy and visit Peking and
Moscow successfully before the

1972 election.

"Don't you believe it," Lindsay-

said. "That just isn't true. The
people won't be fooled."

In perhaps his strongest attack

against Nixon since leaving the

Republican party for the

Democrats, Lindsay also said the

trips to Peking and Moscow won't

save Nixon "when our foreign

policy-from Japan to Israel and
from Pakistan to Greece-is con-

sistent only in its arrogance. \

PITTSBURGH (AP) Brandeis

University President Charles I.

Schottland, an authority on social

welfare. Thursday called for

higher social security payments
and a guaranteed income as steps

toward eliminating American
poverty.

Schottland. who served as

commissioner of social security in

the Eisenhower administration,

proposed that social security

payments be raised to at least $200

a month. The guaranteed income
should be at a level sufficient to

raise all Americans above the

poverty line, he said.

"Our government programs
cannot be permitted to pay benefits

to the poor which are designed to

help them out of poverty on a level

which keeps them in poverty," he

said in a prepared speech to the

40th General Assembly of the

Council of Jewish Federations and
Welfare Funds
Schottland also proposed

federalizing all public assistance

programs, a public works program
to eradicate unemployment and a

federal task force charged with

directing the fight against poverty.

A poverty-free nation is not a

difficult goal, he said.

"Just one-quarter... of the budget

for the Department of Defense

distributed through a guaranteed

minimum income could raise

every poor person above the

poverty line," he said.

"Many students of poverty feel

that money alone will not solve the

problem My own bias is very

clear

House of Lords

Pocket Billiards

65 Univ. Drive

"Great for a Date

escorted girls FREE

open daily and Sun. 1-1

Sat. 10-12

Call 253-3305

11

Wanna Play Wooster?
WESTPORT, Mass. <AP>-

Russian negotiators and officials of

a local fishing firm suing the Soviet

Union for damage to lobster traps

met for the third day Thursday and

said they'd make a joint an-

nouncement Friday morning.

A spokesman for Prelude Corp .

which operates four ocean-going

lobster vessels off the

Rosemary s

Baby"

Tonight

7-9:30- 12-

CC Auditorium
75C

Massachusetts coast, declined to

say whether the scheduled news
conference meant a settlement of

the firm's $377,000 suit and had

been reached.

The company claims Russian

trawlers damaged $177,000 worth

of its lobster catching gear off

Nantucket last spring and sum-
mer Its suit, later withdrawn on

the stipulation the Russians would

negotiate, also sought $200,000 in

punitive damages
Last summer, a Russian

freighter was seized in San
Francisco Bay as security against

the suit, but a federal judge or-

dered the vessel released a week
later

The Russian delegation, led by

Semeonovich Rabae\ .
president of

the Soviet fishing fleet, arrived in

this coastal town of 10.000 last

Tuesday

Negotiations with the president

of Prelude. Joseph Gaziano, his

assistants and attorneys, have

been held since then behind closed

doors.

A Prelude official said it was
believed to be the first time the

Soviet Union has negotiated

directly with an American firm in

a damage claim.

Prelude's suit climaxed months

of what American lobstermen
claimed was harassment by-

Russian trawlers and fishing

vessels of some Soviet bloc nations.

The lobstermen said the trawlers

repeatedly hauled their big nets

through clearly-marked areas

baited with lobster traps.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

TOP OF THE CAMPUS

Black Magic
featuring

9-1

Given Cooper
with the

Mixed Emotions

a i 3-jvq nx^ iw irnj
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UMass Scientists

PlasticsStudy
Research is underway at the

UMass in Amherst on a new
high-density polyethylene,
highly transparent and tough at

low temperatures.

The UMass Polymer Research

Institute has produced small

quantities of the new
polyethylene in the laboratory.

The UMass scientists are now
learning more about its crystal

structure and how to produce it

in larger quantities.

According to Roger Porter,

head of Polymer Science and

Engineering at UMass, the new
material has potential as a

commercial plastic. "Tran-
sparency will make it

aesthetically pleasing," he said.

"The improved engineering
properties can be used to ad-

vantage in items requiring a

high tensile strength
"

Significant from a commercial

standpoint, he added, is that

these properties can be achieved

potentially at little difference in

processing cost over producing

conventional polyethylene.

Polyethylene is a workhorse

plastic that is used in packaging,

as a structural plastic and in

many other ways. In con-

ventional form it is opaque and
fairly soft. At low temperatures

it is brittle and breaks easily.

The new UMass polyethylene

has complete visual tran-

sparency and up to six times the

tensile strength of the same
polymer conventionally
produced. The unusual
properties are the result of

crystallization pronounced in

molecular extension and
believes.

This occurs when material is

highly stressed near the melting

point The result is a structure

with crystals in virtually perfect

alignment along the filament

length. Research has provided

the first documented example of

a transparent and extended

chain crystal structure in

polyethylene, Dr Porter said.

John Southern, a doctoral

student, began research with Dr.

Porter. Graduate students

Norman Weeks and Tokio
N'iikuni are continuing i
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China Delegates in New York
Liberation News Service

NEW YORK <AP) - Communist
China's chief delegates to the

United Nations flew into New York
on Thursday, announcing that their

aim was "safeguarding the in-

ternational peace and promoting
human progress."

The historic linkup between Red
China and the international

organization was a two-state af-

fair. The 44-member delegation

split into two groups and traveled

in separate planes. They had spent

the night in Paris.

The first contingent included the

top men in the delegation. As they

debaTked at Kennedy Airport,

demonstrators for and against

them sang, chanted and raised

banners-but out of sight and sound

of the Chinese visitors.

The pro-Red Chinese sang
paeans to Communist party

chairman Mao Tse-tung. waved
red banners and displayed signs

reading. "Warmly welcome our

delegates from motherland."
The counter-demonstrators

brandished signs reading "down
with Mao." and one which urged

the arriving Chinese to Defect

Now."

The Chinese delegation was

voted into the United Nations Oct.

25, replacing Nationalist China.

Leading it are Deputy Foreign

Minister Chiao Kuanhua, and his

chief deputy, Huang Hua, Security

Council representative, head of the

permanent delegation and former

Chinese ambassador to Canada.

"They were friendly, polite,

animated and delightful traveling

companions," said Peter Steward,

who crossed the Atlantic with the

initial Chinese group aboard an Air

France 707.

Waiting for the Chinese on the

brisk autumn day were official

greeters from the United Nations

and the City of New York, and

Albanian, Pakistani and Zambian

representatives from the United

Nations.

Also on hand was a six-man

Communist Chinese team who
arrived Monday as an advance

party. They had made
arrangements for the new Chinese

delegation to take over the entire

14th floor of the Roosevelt Hotel in

midtown Manhattan-at a ''ost of

about $2,300 a day. It consists of 72

rooms.

How far away from the

Roosevelt the Red Chinese will be

able to venture remained under

consideration by administration

policy makers in Washington.

Soviet envoys at the United

Nations must give at least 48 hours

notice before traveling beyond a

25-mile radius of the organization's

headquarters, and need special

U.S. permission to visit sections of

the country ruled off-limits to

them.
Communists with no diplomatic

ties with Washington such as the

Albanians, Mongolians and Cubans
must get permission to travel

anywhere beyond the 25-mile limit.

Casiac Eases Counseling Confusion
In an effort to alleviate much of

the confusion that accompanies the

You don't like

to be cold . . . .

and neither do
your feet!!

treat them to

BOOTS *•»

The Shoe-Bin

(at prices you can afford)

counseling period, CASIAC is

making an attempt to acquaint

students with the different major
departments within the College of

Arts and Sciences. The chief un-

dergraduate advisors for each

department will be available to

meet with students to discuss

prospective programs within each

advisor's major department.
These sessions will be held on an

informal walk- in basis at the

CASIAC office, E-22 Machmer
Hall, beginning Monday morning
November 15 and continuing until

Tuesday afternoon November 23.

Students are encouraged to take

advantage of this opportunity to

meet with the chief advisors in a

relaxed atmosphere.
The following chief advisors will

be available for general academic
counseling at the CASIAC office as

described in the following

schedule:

Monday, November 15

9-12 a.m. Joe Contino, Music (R.

Faulkner, TO. Wilkinson,

Sociology.

1:30-4:30 Jonathan Quick,

English

Tuesday, November II

9-12 am. G. Gunderson,
Economics, A. Quinton, Physics;

R. Smith, Pre Vet.

1:30-4:30 p.m. H. Schumer,
Psychology: P Berube, Art.

Wednesday. Nov. 17

9-12 a.m. W. Davis, History; R.

Mortlock. Microbiology, T. Rice,

Geology.
Thursday, Nov. 18

9-12 a.m. N. Lamb, French.
1:30-4:30 p.m. E. Phinney

Classics, H. Steeper, Government;
Lake. Russian; Terrizzi, Italian.

Friday, Nov. 19

9-12 a.m. J. Chandler,
Chemistry; Lenson, Comp. Lit.

1:30-4:30 p.m. J. Savereid,
Speech.

Monday, Nov. 22

9-12 a.m. S. Wexler, Spanish; T.

Andrews, Zoology; T. Amy,

Astronomy
1:30-4:30 p.m

Tuesday, Nov. 23

9-12 a.m. H. Lea,

Naff, Asian Studies.

1:30-4:30 p.m.
Biochemistry.

R. Wille, Botany

German; W.

R. Fuller.

Clothe Thyself

The Dealer
A Clothing Store
56 1/2 Main St.

Fri. til 9

EVERY FRIDAY ....

Our superb buffet will be from 6: 30 a.m. to 9: 00

p.m. Please come up to the buffet as many times as

you wish. $5.50 per person.

©(7&Lord
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Winter at OWH
We have just lowered our prices on all kinds of winter clothes.

NEW & OLD
CLOTHING

Handicrafts Too'

Rome 9

Road Northampton

(Neil to Walter's of Hadley)

Teh 586-3727

Mon. thru Fri. 10 am - 11 p.m.

Saturday 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

L

13 Button
Navy Pants

$5.00

Flaaacl ft

Corduroy

Shirts

$1.50

Sweaters
$3.00

& $6.00

Corduroy
Jackets
$5.00

Workshirts

$2.00

Overalls "^

Jumpsuits

$4.50 j

Fatigue
Pants
$2.00 J

Furs S10 - 30

Shawls $2.00

Leathers, Corduroys. Velvets, & Antique Dresses < 20's-30's)

Parkas, Denim Jackets, authentic P-Coats. new Parkas, Felt Hats.

Moutons. Tunics, Berets. Hbt-Shirts & Pants. Long Wool Coats,
.M 43 s, Eisenhowers. Roots, etc.

Attention CCEBS Seniors
Candid shots of the CCEBS SENIORS
(those graduating May 72 and January 73),

for the CCEBS yearbook will be taken

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

November 10, 11 and 12, 1971

The dates, times and locations are as follow:

Whitmore (Parking lot side) on the rocks 10 A.M. til 12 noon
Pyramid of Stairs (Southwest)

Garden (between Infirmary
and Pres' Path)

Cultural Center
(stairs of New Africa House)

Campus Center Stairs

North East Dorms

1 P.M. til 3 P.M.
November 10

10 A.M. til 12 noon

1 P.M. til 3 P.M.

November 1 1

10 A.M. til 12 noon
1 P.M. til 3 P.M.
November 1 2

Please let us know your choice by contacting the CCEBS
office 5-0031 immediately. We are pushed for time.

A Fight Against Strip Mining
HAZARD. Kentucky (LNS) -

There's a spirit moving the hills of

Eastern Kentucky. It's the spirit of

a people uniting to save their land.

Strip mining operations here have

polluted the water, cut down the

Strip mining removes the earth

from the coal. To get at the coal

beneath the surface, strippers use

dynamite and earth moving
machines so big that they have to

be assembled at the work site.

school teacher in the area, held up

a bottle of water. "I got this water

from the creek behind my house,"

he said. "Yesterday, I put a shiny

new nail into the bottle, and you

can see what the water has done to
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Paul Combs discussing the destruction of the land due to strip mining. Hazard, Kentucky.

forests and turned the mountains

into badlands. Appalachian
mountain people, a people of the

land, are gathering their forces to

put an end to the destruction.

"They're going to flatten

Eastern Kentucky," said Paul

Combs angrily as he looked over a

wasted hillside. If they keep up at

the rate they've been going, the

land won't be good for anything.

The government might as well

build a dam and flood the whole

region. A reservoir would at least

serve the people of this area."

Strip mining has done the

damage here in only a few years.

The stripping boom didn't really

begin until 1968. although coal

companies have been underground

mining the area for years.

But strip mining is a very dif-

ferent operationfrom underground

mining. Underground mining
removes the coal from the earth.

After cutting a roadway into the

mining area -often as wide as a

four-lane highway, to allow the

giant coal trucks to travel faster-

the monster digging machines go

to work. They cut a three-story

high swath along the edge of the

mountainside above the coal seam
The earth and rock removed are

pushed over the side of the hill,

leaving a giant apron of unstable

debris. Above the coal seam a

great cliff or "highwall" is left as a

scar encircling the mountain. In

some areas, several seams are

mined, one above the other, in this

way.
After the coal is removed from

the strip mine bench, the augering

begins. Giant drills bore into the

edge of the exposed seam of coal

penetrating 100 to 200 feet beneath

the mountain, taking the coal from

a series of parallel holes.

Paul Ashley, a vocational high

it." The nail was bent and en-

crusted with rust. "Before they

started strip mining in our com-

munity, I used to fish in that

creek," he said, "now there isn't a

single living thing there."

"Since the stripping killed the

creek where I live," Paul Combs
added, "everyone has started

throwing their garbage into it. ..tin

cans and all. But the stream is as

clean as a whistle. Inside a week

the water eats up everything."

"Up the road there's a family

with eight children." Mr. Combs
continued. "All of these kids have

ulcers. Their parents can't keep

them from playing in the creek,

and you don't have to swallow

much of that water to get ulcers.

The acid level in the water is so

high it eats right through your

stomach. If the mine water gets in

a family's well, they have to dig a

new well, try to neutralize the

water or move. You can't drink

acid-water, that's for sure."

The acid run-off from strip

mining comes from having the coal

face exposed to the weather. In

deep mining, the sulfuric acid that

is mixed with the coal and shale

never comes to the surface. But

when it rains on a strip mine, the

acid is washed down the barren

hillsides in a thousand streamlets,

poisoning the rivers and streams in

the valley below.

"Every tree is like a little dam,"
Mr. Combs explained, "holding

back and absorbing water. When
they strip the hills there's no place

for the rain water to go but into the

river. We've had some floods here,

but I'll predict we haven't seen the

worst of it, if they continue

stripping."

The coal companies are sup-

posed to "reclaim" the land after

they're finished stripping it.

They're bound by law to replant

the hillsides and repack the loose

dirt against the coal seam. In fact,

though, their reclamation efforts

are only half-hearted attempts, or

they don't bother with it at all. So

far, no reclamation project has

really worked.

The companies talk of the

"millions of dollars being spent on

research into reclamation
technology." as if this were a sign

of their social responsibility. The
people of Appalachia realize this is

an admission that the companies
don't yet know how to restore the

land they have ruined. Yet the coal

concerns continue to chew up the

countryside as fast as their

machines will work.

The law certainly isn't going to

stop them. In Appalachia, King

Coal is the law. Coal operators own
44% of all the land in West
Virginia. In 1970, strippers ex-

tracted 154,361,000 tons of coal

from the Appalachian region (not

to mention the 274,834,000 tons

from underground mines). Getting

$8.00 a ton for the coal, operators

have enough economic clout to get

whatever they want.

"They own the courts, the police

and the politicians," one local

resident said. "It's no good trying

to take the owners to court. It's just

as likely you'll end up in jail as

them. The judges would change the

ten commandments if the

operators told them to!"

When the courts move too slowly

or when it would be awkward to

call in the state police, the com-

panies provide their own law en-

forcement. Most of the access

roads to strip mining operations

are patroled by deputized armed
guards. "The owners will go to

other counties and find the

meanest, scar-faced people they

can find and hire them as guards,"

Paul Combs said. "They'll shoot

you if you come on company
property, no questions asked. The
courts will back up the goons every

time."
*****

The people of the Appalachian

movement against strip mining

know the hired guards and the men
who operate the huge stripping

machinery are not their enemies.

There have been guerrilla type

attacks on strip mining sites, but

the objective has always been to

destroy the machinery, not kill

people.

"They've got babies to feed too,"

said a local activist, referring to

the guards.

The people in the movement to

stop strip mining and restore the

land see big-city corporate
conglomerates (U.S. Steel,

Bethlehem Steel, Norfolk &
Western Railway), who own and
lease the coal fields, as their real

enemy. They have sat in their cars

by railroad crossings and waited

for the five-mile coal trains to pass,

heading east. They have seen the

wealth of the land leave the area,

and grieve over the ravaged
countryside.

"They take everything there is to

take, and leave us with Jay
Rockefeller," a West Virginia

resident said, scoffing at his state's

governor.

Electric power companies are

the main consumers of coal, and
the big-city demands for power
provide the incentive and profit

margin for the coal operators. To
maintain the electric American
standard of living. Appalachia is

being turned into a wasteland.

As long as there is profit, the

strippers intend to keep stripping

But the movement against the

pillage for profit is growing
stronger every day. At almost

every meeting they sing, "Ain't

nobody goin to turn me 'round."

They mean it.

Getting Rich Off A Poor Neighborhood
DALLAS (LNS) Smith Furniture Com-

pany operates seven stores in Dallas, all of

which are in the black, Chicano, or

deteriorating lower middle class sections of

the city.

The bulk of their furniture stock consists

of inexpensive appliances, and poorly

constructed, inferior quality furniture

purchased by the car load and retailed as

"Budget housewares." The mark-ups run as

high as 400%.

The key to selling "Budget" furniture is

credit, and the Smith Company has it down

to an art. Let's say a cheap refrigerator

costs the store $55.00; the retail price can be

set between $110 and $150.

The salesman will ask the purchaser for a

20% to 30% down payment. The store

receives most of the actual cost im-

mediately. Now to the purchase price is

added sales tax, interest, a delivery charge

and possibly a service warranty. Service

warranties are optional but the salesman

will make it sound like that if it quit running

tomorrow vou would be out a lot of bread;

and for a small fee you will have the security

of our "free" service department while you

are making those 12 easy payments.

What the customer isn't told is that if you

miss one of those 12 easy payments Smith

will come and jerk that new ice box out of

your pad. At the same time, you're going to

be out a lot of bread anyway.

Most customers, regardless of their credit

status, make at least a couple of payments.

The merchandise is new and they don't want

to lose it the first month.

With the first payment, the store is

nrobablv already into the profit. At this

point if they have the opportunity to

repossess the box the company can make

that piece of misfortune into some really big

money. If the refrigerator got repossessed

the store starts by marking the original cost

down from $55 less say to $10. that's a $45

income tax deduction.

The customer, whom we may now classify

as a bad credit risk, is slapped with what is

called a deficiency balance. He is still liable

for (can be required to pay) the amount of

the markdown ($45), a fee for putting the

box in resaleable condition, (usually $1 to

$10), plus the full interest on the contract

(even if he only had it a couple of months)

the delivery charge, and the amount of the

service warranty (if he signed up for one).

The credit risk is out the amount of money
they paid, doesn't have a refrigerator and

could still owe the company more than the

original value of the merchandise. If they

don't pay. that will be padded with ad-

ditional interest each month, turned over to

a collection agency and finally deducted

from the company's income tax if the debt

proves to be uncollectable.

And what happens to the refrigerator? It

doesn't get thrown in the trash. A main-

tenance man who gets paid by the hour

polishes it up and rolls it back out on the

sales floor to be sold again. And not for $10

either. A Smith employee told a reporter

that repossesses that look new are sold for

the full retail price. "I've seen them come in

full of cockroaches and be sold three days

later as floor models."
On beds, upholstered furniture and

wooden items (soft goods) the markups are

really fantastic. Something that costs $20

can be sold for $80. Soft goods sometimes
come in sets or combinations, sometimes a

single sale covers a complete room full of

furniture.

Let's say you've been a good customer of

the Smith Furniture Company. You bought a

couple of hundred dollars worth of furniture

two years ago and are now within five

payments of having it clear. Your account

card will be marked with a special tab by

the bookkeeping department.

When you go in to make your next in-

stallment some friendly salesman will just

pop over to rap with you. But he didn't just

pop over, he was called over by the cashier

while you were making out your check

because you're ready for an Add-On Con-

tract.

He's going to lay a really big hype on you,

about what a sterling customer you are. He
has this far-out stuff he wants to show you

and you're not going to have to pay anything

down. Your payments won't start until the

old contract is all paid off He's going to

make it sound like they are giving it away
and you just happened to be first in line.

But don't get too excited,, because it

doesn't work that way. Add-On Contracts

are gimmicks that allow the company to not

only charge you a high interest rate on your

new purchase, but also charge you the same
high interest rate on the unpaid balance of

your old purchase. Most people don't know
that, and a good fast-talking credit manager
can slip it to you fast, and let you walk out

smiling.

And do you know why there's no down
payment 9 An Add On Contract binds the old

purchase to the new purchase If you default

in your payments the company can

repossess every piece of merchandise listed

as sold to you on both contracts. In fact, if

you had 5 add-ons spread out over a period

of years they could require you legally to

surrender everything you ever bought from

them. And according to the letter of the law,

they could press charges against you for any

missing items sold or given away because it

is against the law to sell or give away
mortgaged furniture. But they don't tell you

that.

What is it like to have something

repossessed? Smith trucks make as many
repo trips as they do deliveries The drivers

collect past due accounts, and do an ad-hoc

repossession act that would do justice to a

burglary ring.

If the customer can't be reached or

refuses to surrender the merchandise the

drivers are supposed to improvise. They
sometimes threaten and intimidate

customers, collection agency style. They
sometimes find an unlocked house with no

one home and take what they came for.

They also tell baby sitters and children left

alone that they are repairman and haul off

the goods.

When the repo-rapers come to your house

you are within your legal rights to ask to see

the signed court order.

Remember:
Bill collectors cannot have a customer

jailed for failure to pay a debt

If you are threatened with a fraud charge,

they are the ones who will have to prove you

had no intentions of paying for it when you

bought it.

If the merchandise is lost or stolen tell

them to fuck off, they'll write it off anyway.

If the merchandise breaks down and they

won't fix it for free, make them take it back

Most stores don't stand behind a guarantee

unless you spend a lot of money with them
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The Other Troop Withdrawals

WASHINGTON -The best quote to come out of the

Amchitka H-bomb test can be attributed to Maj. Gen.

Edward B. Ciller who has the title of "assistant

general manager for military application" at the

Atomic Energy Commission. After the test Gen. Giller

told reporters, "I don't foresee another test, but I

wont say we'll never come back. It depends on how

the world goes."

Well, everyone knows how the world is going to go.

The Russian military chiefs are going to say to the

Kremlin, "See here, Comrade Rulers, the Americans

have just exploded a five-megaton bomb 6,000 feet

below surface of earth. Is important we explode six-

megaton bomb 7,000 feet below surface of earth or

they will think they are ahead of us in nuclear war-

fare."

"Is safe exploding six-megaton bomb below the

earth?" the Kremlin asks.

"Who knows? But national security, it is involved,

and safe is not what we should worry about. Is Spartan

missile we must worry about."

"Spartan missile, Comrade Generals?"

"Is missile used in ABM system to shoot down our

missile. Americans say explosion was success. Is

proof that we cannot get through their defense. Is

giving United States such confidence they might at-

tack us without warning. Soviets must explode six-

megaton H-bomb to show Washington not ahead in

missile race."

"Comrade Generals," the Kremlin asks, "suppose

this explosion is causing earthquakes all over

Siberia?"
"Impossible, Comrade Rulers. The Soviet supreme

court has just voted four to three that six-megaton H-

bomb can't cause earthquakes."

"All right. Comrade Generals. Go with explosion.

National security more important than lousy ear-

thquakes."

Six months later, back at the White House:

"Mr. President, the Soviets have just exploded a

six-megaton H-bomb 7,000 feet below the surface of

the earth."

"What does that mean, General?

"We're not sure, sir. But it could mean that their

Shashlik missile can penetrate our Spartan missile,

which as you know is our first line of defense,

whenever we get it built."

"I was afraid you'd say that, General. I would hate

to be the first President to go down in history who

allowed a Shashlik missile to get through our Spartan

missile defense system."

"Precisely, sir. This test has given the Soviets

added confidence and, unless we prove to them that

we have something to stop the Shashlik, we might

have to blink in our next eyeball-to-eyeball con-

frontation."

"What do you suggest, General?"

"That we lay it on the Soviets once and for all. We
must set off a 15-megaton H-bomb 20,000 feet below

the surface of the earth."

"Are there any environmental hazards?"

"None comparable to the risk of our national

security. We might lose part of Alaska in the explosion

and there could be some cracks in the Western half of

Canada, but that's the way the world goes."

"I'm for the test, of course, General, but I have to

think of the political repercussions. Suppose the en-

vironmentalists sue and take the case to the Supreme

Court?"
"But Mr. President, have you forgotten? It's your

Supreme Court."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

Hell To Be Female
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Near Alberton
I remember here.

I once was here.

The place is now mine,

For when I travel home,

All roads will be that road. ..within my mind.

T. David Barrett

By CHARLOTTE LETTIS
Editorial Staff

It is hell to be female. To live in a

constant guilt of self-hatred and

insecurity. To be forced into roles,

placed into categories, judged,

chosen, whistled at or ridiculed,

just because we happen to have

been born female. We constantly

are banging our heads against a

social wall which years of con-

ditioning has taught us to believe is

real.

One important conditioning,

sexual freedom, subjects us to play

the "normal" sexual roles-male or

female. The female, ingrained with

the fear of pregnancy outside of

marriage, looks upon sexual ac-

tivity as undesirable, but not

necessarily unenjoyable. Men, on

the other hand, are free of the

threat of pregnancy/social con-

demnation, and therefore function

Iwith more sexual appetite and

experience more sexual

satisfaction. Thus, there is the

logical development of the myth
that men are more sexual than

women.
The woman who is imprisoned by

the possibility of the unacceptable

and unwanted pregnancy is labeled

as being frigid or less sexual. Many
years of this kind of social

restriction on the female, as op-

posed to the freedom given the

male, eventually create and still

creates the belief that all male and

female characteristics are innate.

This belief not only perpetuates the

imprisonment of women as human
beings, but also perpetuates male
supremacy. In order to be ac-

cepted, a woman must have a

husband to justify hher sexual

activities. The man is able to en-

counter as many sexual ex-

periences as he desires; in fact the

more experiences he has the more
"masculine" it supposedly makes
him The marriage or relationship

becomes totally one-sided.

The women is traditionally

dedicated, loving and responsible,

but only to preserve her position as

a sexual being without social

condemnation. She becomes a

housewife, a mother, and a

legalized whore I one who receives

payment) in order to appease the

male-dominated social structure.

In the same sense, men are as

unaware of this myth of male
sexuality as are most women
Even most men who I consider

fairly radical still feel women are

less sexual than men. It does ap-

pear that way. Do you see lines of

construction women lined up

Appeal

Unfortunately, the article

which appeared in the

Collegian last week con-

cerning theft from the

University Store went
unheeded. This evening I am
witnessing the prosecution of

eight students accused of

"ripping-off" the store. In

addition, I have six more
complaints to be filed with the

Student Judiciary. These
students all face penalties

ranging from a letter of

censure to expulsion from the

University.

Please, before you decided

to "rip-off" the store, think of

the consequences. If you

really need something and you

haven't the money to pay for

it, please see me in my office

in 921 of the Campus Center,

and we will try to help you.

Henry P. Rouffard

Student Attorney General
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Correction
The editorial which appeared

in yesterday's Collegian entitled

"Caged In Again?" was written

by Bill Gorcyzca, a member of

the editorial staff. It was not

meant to represent the views of

this paper but simply those of

the author.

whistling and cat-calling at the

men passing by? The most you

usually see is a restrained glance

and even that is usually at the

man's face. Women seem to be

such pathetically non-sexual

beings. Unable to express them-

selves sexually they turn to in-

tellectual or to total non-

expression. The weaker, more
insecure and competitive women
are kept, the easier it is for men to

maintain their roles as kings of the

land.

Ten years ago unmarried
couples living together would have

been unthinkable. Yet now it is

becoming more common and
acceptable due to birth control.

The woman now has no con-

sequences to pay for her

acknowledged sexual being. The

pregnancy being not only socially

unacceptable, but also a burden,

another imprisonment that keeps

women from becoming potentially

what they could be.

All of this continues into other

life functions, not only sexual

freedom. One important point I

would like to make is that these so

called "female characteristics"

are a myth and that it not only

hinders women sexually but im-

prisons them politically,

economically, creatively...on and

on. All relate to the position women
are forced into because of their

dependency on the male for

security and love. Think about that

dependency next time a decision

has to be made. Who usually

makes it if a male is involved.

Why? If we as women can come to

the realization that we are not

inferior, then and only then can we
change our position as second rate

beings. As far as men are con-

cerned all I ask is they accept the

real reason behind their own
sexual freedom and begin to think

about women as people - people

who can define their existance by

what they do, not by what they

were conditioned to be.

Editorial Points
Would it be unfair to say that

the Athletic Council issue has

become a political football?
* * *

In the continuing game to

name the new library the latest

entry is "Lederle's Last

Erection".
* * *

Rumor has it that the Senate

will give the Collegian a new car

if the MDC promises to have its

drivers take a crash course in

driving.
* * *

"Myra Breckinridge" is the

kind of movie that you go to see

only to tear it apart and then find

out that the movie has done a

good enough job of this on its

own.
» * *

After the U.S.O. runs out of

military bases it should turn to

college campuses. After all,

haven't you ever looked at your

mailbox and wondered, "Does

anybody know I'm here?".

SO YOU'RE GOING TO INVESTIGATE CONGRESS, MR. NADER? DO I MIND? NOT AT
ALL—MY RECORD IS AN OPEN BOOK! COME RIGHT IN

Letters To The Editor

Peace Corps Shows Gains
By Crocker Snow, Jr

It's been just over 10 years since Congress, at

President Kennedy's behest, formally established the

Peace Corps "to help foreign countries meet their

urgent needs for skilled manpower."

Today, in spite of a general US retreat from various

military and economic commitments around the

world, in spite of the current Senate shenanigans with

the foreign aid bill, and in spite of an orgy of doubting

our morals and motives abroad, the Peace Corps is

alive and remarkably well.

Applications have risen by almost 40 percent this

year and requests by foreign countries for volunteers

are on the increase, too. Both are reversing four-year

downward curves.

This turnaround, this resilence currently shown by

the Peace Corps, suggests the fundamental merits of

the concept. It indicates that it is not merely a

glamorous gimmick of the '60s and the New Frontier

to be discarded on the dustheap of broken American

ideals. Yes, Virginia, there is a place in the world for

volunteer service by the people of developed countries

for the benefit of those that are developing.

That's in the abstract. In the concrete, the modest

resurgence of the Peace Corps is a credit to the

redirection which has been brought about in the last

few years by director Joseph Blatchford.

An energetic, former collegiate All-America tennis

player, Blatchford first captured the public

imagination as the man who was beaned by partner

Spiro Agnew's wayward serve in a celebrated

Washington tennis match several years ago.

The:?6-year-old Blatchford weathered that indignity

and has gone on the breathe new life into the volunteer

organization which many people were beginning to

view as an idea whose time had come-and gone.

Blatchford's contribution has been to set the Peace

Corps in some notable "new directions." Contrary to

Sargent Shriver's Corps of the early '60s, featuring

phalanxes of Ivy-educated generalists floating the

backwaters of the Nile or the Amazon on a

postgraduate period abroad, the emphasis today is on

experienced professionals fulfilling specific and often

technical functions.

The Peace Corps-henceforth to be known as Action

lor its recent fusion with the domestic version Vista-is

experimenting with all manner of volunteer service

and servants now. This includes married couples

serving as a team, and persons specially prepared

through subsidized education at selected colleges

I including the University of Massachusetts) for a year

in-service domestically after college and then two

years abroad.

This is one instance in which the hard figures have

responded to the soft theorizing about improving and

updating. Where the Peace Corps had been steadily

declining in both applications and selected volunteers

from a peak of more than 10,000 five years ago, this

trend has now been reversed.

Applications jumped from 19,000 during the period

September, 1969, to August, 1970, to 26,500 in the same

12-month period just ended. As of last month, there

were 8213 volunteers in 56 countries around the world.

No one is doing any real tub-thumping about this

state of affairs. For Peace Corps officials are anxious

to maintain a low posture around the world, free from

all thebravadoand braggadocio associated with the

venture 10 years ago.

One place where this is especially so is Chile where

the Peace Corps maintains a modest and apparently

satisfactory operation, and is very adverse to calling

attention to it.

Chile is a land where several years ago two Com-

munist senators launched a full-scale congressional

investigation of alleged Peace Corps involvement with

the CIA in an attempt to get rid of the program

altogether. These elements had reason to believe they

had an ally in Allende, the first freely-elected Marxist

president in the Western Hemisphere.

Just a year ago, in fact at the time of Allende's

inauguration, some Washington officials in the State

Department were proposing that the Peace Corps be

withdrawn from Chile before it was thrown out.

Neither thing happened. Today there are some 62

men and women volunteers in the country, engaged

primarily in forestry and fishery works and in the

noteworthy fish meal concentrate program. Requests

from Chilean government for 22 additional volunteers

are now outstanding, and a number of these are now in

training, including a winning college basketball coach

(from Delaware U.», requested to prep the Chilean

national team for the next Pan American games.

The future of the Peace Corp in Chile as elsewhere

isn't fully secure Officials hasten to point out that the

welcome mat could be withdrawn at any time.

But the organization is demonstrating more

durability there than many an American corporation,

such as "Anaconda Copper. Its proven itself suf-

ficiently so that it won't sink or swim simply on the

future won-lost record of Chile's national basketball

team.
(Reprinted from the Boslon Olobe 11/11)

CampusAidAnd Reform
Optimistic expectations of effective Federal aid to the nation's deficit-

ridden colleges and universities may have been premature. Congress is

moving toward final action on differing House and Senate versions of a

measure designed to authorize $700 million to $1 billion in annual sub-

sidies for higher education. But, even before enactment, planners inside

the Administration and the appropriations committees are talking about

releasing only a modest fraction of such amounts-a totally inadequate

response to a crisis that threatens hundreds of institutions.

No less disturbing, a totally unrelated issue may get in the way of

agreement on any education aid plan. This danger arises out of the

irrational House decision to tack on to the measure the $1.5-billion bill for

Federal aid in public school desegregation, along with its controversial

antibusing amendments. The right way to prevent a scuttling of both the

higher education bill and the desegregation subsidy is for the conferees to

drop the anti busing provisions, which are at best meaningless and at

worst possibly unconstitutional.

At this historic juncture, when for the first time general aid to higher

education is evolving, patterns of higher education support can be

established which may affect the American campus for years to come.

Federal dollars will henceforth continuously flow into both public and

private institutions. It is therefore important to make sure that the money

will not merely shore up but also improve the academic enterprise.

The Senate bill rests on the premise that institutional self-improvement

and educational aid to the individual student can best be achieved by

rewarding colleges for the number of Federal scholarship students they

admit. The House has adopted the Senate formula for one-third of the

total subsidy.

But under the House bill, the remaining two-thirds would be given to all

colleges, computed on the basis of the total number of students

irrespective of Federal scholarship-holders. This across-the board for-

mula is designed to help the many small colleges, as well as some

relatively weak larger ones, that would find it difficult to attract federally

aided students. However, a disproportionately large amount of across-

the-board aid would tend to underwrite the status quo. A formula that

encourages competition among colleges in attracting the able poor could

have the opposite effect. Furthermore, the National Foundation for

Higher Education, established under the Senate bill, could be a valuable

device for support of institutional experimentation and reform, giving

added assurance that Federal funds would not simply be used to freeze

the educational structure in its present mold.

Since the two bills contain the basic ingredients needed to avert

disaster, the Senate-House conference has the opportunity to make sure

that the final measure-in addition to providing immediate succor to some

institutions-will direct its major effort toward the lasting improvement of

higher education.

(Reprinted from the NY Times 11/11)

The World
Around Us

How Ya Gonna Keep Him Down On The Farm?
Bv RUSSELL BAKER

WASHINGTON, Nov. 10-More

conversations with John Mitchell:

"It's good of you to come by,

John, but
"

"Mr. President, I never want it

to be said that John Mitchell was

too busy to see the President."

"Yes. Well, that's very decent of

you, John, but you've caught me on

a very busy day. Can you make it

brief, John? I'm already ten

minutes late for my chopsticks

lesson."

"It's about your travel plans

during the election campaign, Mr.

President. Several of our state

Republican leaders are in touch

with my office, and they want

commitments for you to come into

their states next year
"

"Listen to this. John: Una

tavola per due vicino alia finestra,

per piacere.' That's Italian I just

learned that this morning from my
Italian records."

"What does it mean. Mr.

President?"
"It means, John. Give me a

table for two, please, near the

window."

"It would do us a lot of good if

you could work it into a campaign

speech in New Jersey sometime

next year, Mr President."

"New Jersey, John! I'm not

learning Italian so I can campaign

in New Jersey. No! I'm learning

Italian for my trip to Rome when I

hold conversations with the Pope."

"I see, Mr. President. You're

going to ask the Pope to give you a

table for two near the window, so

the two ofyoucan have a tete-a-tete.

That will be a great moment for

world peace. Now, I think a series

of trips into Pennsylvania, Ohio

and Illinois
"

"John! John! How can you talk

about Pennsylvania, Ohio and

Illinois when Moscow is beckoning

The onion domes of St. Basil's The

Kremlin walls. John Smerdyakov

and old Fyodor Pavlovich

Karamazov. Do you remember
who Smerdyakov was, John?"

"Was he one of those judges we
nominated for the Supreme Court,

Mr. President?"

"No, John. Smerdyakov was not

one of our Supreme Court ap-

pointees He was a famous

character created by the great

Russian novelist, Dostoievski.

author of
"

"You're really going to be well-

briefed for Moscow, Mr. President.

Now, we'd like you to go into

Georgia and
"

" author of 'Crime and

Punishment,' John. And speaking

of crime and punishment, I'm

getting sick and tired of being

mugged right here in the White

House, John. We're supposed to

have reduced crime in the nation's

capital. Why can't I even take an

evening stroll to the White House

billiard room without being robbed

of all my pocket money?"
"We're going to do something

about that, Mr. President. In fact,

I'm going to start interpreting the

White House crime statistics

myself, so that it won't seem that

you're being mugged here as much

as you are. Now, about these trips

to Georgia and
"

"I don't see how I can possibly

work Georgia in John, without

giving up my trip to Albania
"

"You're going to Albania. Mr
President?"

"They've never seen a President

in Albania, John. I could become

the first President ever to visit

Tirana. Do vou know what Tirana

is, John''"
"

"Mr. President, I wish you

wouldn't test me on subjects I

haven't done homework on.

Tirana. Let's see. Just guessing,

I'd say it's a small, flesh-eating

fish by Dostoievski. Now, Mr
President, we really should think

about a full campaign tour of

California."

"Tirana, John, is the capital of

Albania. Situated in the mountain

fastnesses
"

"About the California campaign,

Mr President
"

"I'll be in California at San

Clemente resting between my trip

to Nepal and my trip to Lichten

stein, John. Do you have any idea

how they make bird's nest soup9

I've just come from a cuisine

briefing by Henry Kissinger, who
tells me . Well, never mind

that now Is that all you had in

mind, John?"
"We would really like to see you

campaign in New York next year.

Mr. President
."

"Do you think a trip to New York

is more important than my visits to

Guatemala, Brazil, Togo, the

Maldives and Scotland. John
"

"Well, Mr President, I know this

campaign can be won on the far

sides of the earth, but it never

hurts any candidate to keep his

fences mended back home."
"I'll be traveling in America,

John. No need to worry about that.

I'll be in Florida at Key Biscayne

as soon as winter sets in And of

course I'll be flying in and out of

the Washington White House to

have my clothes pressed as the

campaign goes on. Listen, John,

stop worrying You ought to travel

more. Get the burdens of govern

ment off your mind Tell you what

Bring Martha over to the White

House tonight for a little mah
jongg And when you come in,

watch out for those potted palms in

the East Room There've been

three muggings there already this

week."
(Reprinted from the NY Times

11/11)
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13

The Five-College Student Coordinating Board

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13

Announces

Five-College Orientation

GUIDED TOURS of each Campus will be provided

See the other College Campuses

on Saturday, November 13, morning and afternoon

Special buses will run according to the schedule below.

Two buses will circle the five colleges, in opposite directions.

These buses are FREE to all students at the five colleges.

Bus Loading and Stopping Points

UAAASS -- Waiting Station
|

AMHERST -- Converse

HAMPSHIRE -- Library

MOUNT HOLYOKE - Main Gate

SMITH -- John M. Greene

BUS SCHEDULE

Smith- UMass - Amherst - Hampshire - Mt. Holyoke - Smith

LEAVE SMITH 8

Morning

EAVE UMASS 9

LV AMHERST
LV HAMPSHIRE
LEAVE MHC
ARRIVE SMITH

35 9:55 11:15

Afternoon
1:35 2:55 4:15 SMITH

00 10:20 11:40
2:00 3:20

10

20

30

55

10:30

10:40

10:50

11:15

11:50

12:00

12:10
12:35

2:10
2:20
2:30
2:55

3:30
3:40
3:50
4:15

40 UMASS
50 AMH
00 HAMP
10 MHC
35 SMITH

Mt. Holyoke - Hampshire - Amherst - UMass - Smith - Mt. Holyoke

Morning Afternoon

LEAVE MHC
LV HAMPSHIRE
LEAVE AMH

8:50
9:00

9:10

10:10
10:20

10:30

11:30
11:40

11:50

1:50

2:00

2:10

3:10
3:20
3:30

LV UMASS 9:20 10:40 12:00 2:20 3:40

LV SMITH
ARR MHC

9:45
10:10

11:05

11:30

12:25

12:50

2:45
3:10

4:05

4:30

30 MHC
40 HAMP
50 AMH
00 UMASS
25 SMITH
50 MHC

Additional copies

of schedule

are available at:

Campus Center

Information Desk.

This schedule is in effect ONLY Saturday, November 13

It is in addition to regular five college bus service.

* * More Information? Call:

Leslie Handler

Hampshire 542-5138

John Theismann
Amherst 256-8250

George Seltzer

502 Field House
UMass 546-6810

Whipping Those Enzymes Up To A Froth
A UMass food science-chemical

engineering research team has begun a

study aimed at putting enzymes to work in

new ways as catalysts in the food industry,

in medicine and in the chemical process

industry.

The University has been awarded a grant

of $44,000 by the National Science Foun-

dation to initiate a research program en-

titled "Studies of a Catalytic Reactor Using

an Immobilized Multi-enzyme System." The
program is under the direction of Dr. HO.
Hultin, professor of food science and
technology, and Dr. James R. Kittrell and

Dr. Robert L. Laurence, both associate

professors in the department of chemical
engineering.

"Catalysts are widely used in industry to

transform materials of low value into

consumer goods of higher value. For
example, virtually all gasoline, synthetic

fibers, and plastics are produced with the

aid of catalysts," Dr. Kittrell explained.

Fnzymes are protein catalysts used in the

life processes of plants and animals, and are

highly active and highly selective when
compared to catalysts normally en-

countered in industrial applications. The

primary limitation to more general use of

enzymes is the high cost of production and

usage of enzymic catalysts. Many of the

problems associated with process ap-

plications have been circumvented through

immobilization of the enzyme by attaching

it to an inert solid, he said.

The UMass research, sponsored by a new
program in the National Science Foun-

dation, Research Applied to National Needs
(RANN), is directed towards the un-

derstanding of such immobilized enzyme
systems and the associated development of

catalytic reactor systems in which enzymes

serve as catalysts The research program
emcompasses the development of new
immobilized enzyme catalysts, fun-

damental studies of the behavior of these

new catalysts, and development of certain

enzyme catalysts for producing products of

industrial importance. "These develop-

ments should allow broader use of enzymic
catalysts in the food industry, in medicine,

and in the chemical process industry where
their activity and specificity can aid in

producing consumer goods more
economically," Dr. Kittrell said.

5 College Symposium On Paul Valery
The French departments of Amherst, Hampshire,

Mount Holyoke, and Smith Colleges, and the

University of Massachusetts will cooperate to co-host

a symposium on the poet and philosopher, Paul

Valery, today and tomorrow.

Two and one-half days of lectures and discussions

by lour leading specialists, given to commemorate the

centennial on Valery's birth, will be held on the Five-

College campuses. Jean Hytier, Visiting Professor of

French at the University of Massachusetts, will speak

at the University, Thursday at 5:30 p.m., on "Le
Paradoxe de la Poesie de Velery". Jackson Mathews,

Professor of French Literature at Wayne State

University, will speak Friday at 10:00 a.m. in the

Alumni House at Amherst on "Paul Valery as him-

self". Albert Sonnenfeld. Professor of French

Literature at Princeton University, will speak on

"Eros and Paul Valery". Friday at 4:00 p.m. in the

New York Room. Mary E. Woolley Hall, Mount

Holvoke College

Saturday, at 10:00 a.m.. Daniel Moutote, Professeur

a 1 University Paul Valery. will speak in the Wright

Hall Auditorium. Smith College on "Le Moi

Valeryien". The Symposium will close on Saturday

afternoon at Hampshire College with a panel

discussion headed by Jean Hytier. All activities of the

symposium are open to the public.

Albert Sonnenfield, who will speak at Mount
Holyoke College on Friday, November 12, at 4 :00 p.m.

in the New York Room, is Professor of French
Literature at Princeton University. His special in-

terest is in French and European Literature since

1850. He is a frequent lecturer at colleges in this

country and abroad. His publications include:

l.'Oeuvre poetique de Tristan Corbiere ( 1960) ; Thirty-

Six French Poems: An Anthology <1960>: Temoins de
Thorn me: Iteeits et Nouvelles (1889-1959), with Ed-
ward Sullivan (1965); and numerous articles He is

tirst Master of Princeton Inn College, a coeducational

living facility lor some 320 undergraduates
Professor Sonnenfeld graduated a member of Phi

Betta Kappa from < )berlin College in 1955. received his

MA in 1957 and his Ph.D. in 1958, both from Prin

ceton. He has been the recipient of a Princeton

University Council for Research in the Humanities

Grant, an American Philosophical Society Grant and
a I'ulbright Senior Lectureship and Travel Grant to

England.

Likens On The Ecosystem,

Nutrient Cycles, Forests

Police Log For Oct. 28-Nov. 3

Cornell University Professor
Gene E. Likens will discuss the

"Effect of Forest Manipulations on
Nutrient Cycles" at Amherst
College on Monday, Nov. 15.

A Joint Biology-Geology Lecture

Series event, the discussion will be

at 8 p.m. in the Lecture Room,
Pratt Museum, on the Amherst
campus. It is open to the public

without charge.

Professor Likens, an ecosystem
biologist by training, will discuss

some of the results of an on-going

stream-forest ecosystem study at

the Hubbard Brook Ex-
perimental Forest in New Hamp-
shire.

OCT. 2H

11:26 P.M. Report of nude male at

campus pond.

12:18 P.M. Two under arrest for

larceny under $100.

1:32 A.M. Pumpkin thrown through

window in Gorman.
3:45 P.M. Report of a vehicle

driven in an erratic manner-hit

two parked cars.

4:56 P.M. Pedestrian hit by

motorcycle.

OCT. 29

2:09 A.M. One under arrest at this

time-driving under the influence

of narcotic drug-poss. of

marijuana.
4:25 AM. Vehicle at Kennedy

loaded with pumpkins and
males-all non students

requested to leave area.

15 A.M. Accident in front of11

hills.

OCT. 31

1 : 05 A.M. One under arrest at this

time-charged with ten motor

vehicle violations and
drunkenness.

oct. :m

Seven arrested for drunkenness

between 12:30-2:00 A.M.

CALVIN
Til S84 7310

Now . . .Ends Tues.

Eves., 7: 45 p.m.

Low Price $1.50

DAVID S[LZNICKS-..r*m .M«m,AMiMitrnius

GONE WITH
THE WIND

I
Winner

of Tpn

Academy

Award:

I
OARKGABLE
VIVIEN LHGH
LESLIE HOWARD
OIMVdfllAYILLANl)

I IN Mt TROCOLOR
I AN MGM Re"

BARGAIN NITES

Mon. & Tues. SV00

celebrating Halloween.
10:00 A.M. Hit/run accident at

Haigis Mall.

10:10 P.M. Two subjects arrested

on warrant for receiving stolen

property.

NOV. 1

4:29 P.M. $1,000 worth of equip-

ment stolen from library con-

struction site over weekend.

NOV. 2

3:35 A.M. Report of large number
of thefts in Coolidge during past

week.
NOV. 3

4:06 A.M. One under arrest-

narcotics.

12:40 P.M. Accident on Com-
monwealth Avenue. Two in-

jured.

UMass students continue to

make life interesting for the

campus police. This week many

thefts and incidents of drunkenness

were reported and investigated.

You'll Drop Your Pants!!
When you see the fantastic selection of CORDUROYS,
DENIMS, and KNIT PANTS,
Low Slung HIP HUGGERS for Girls, Regular Cut for Guys.

Also: FLANNEL SHIRTS
OVERALLS
PARKAS & COATS

and a huge selection of KNIT TOPS, SWEATERS & JERSEYS

The Biggest Little Store Around ....

WEARHOUSE «"•"*••«

Happiness

«t

i
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- Notices

\ I I E \ T ION KORKI (; N

STUDENTS:
Party sponsored by the New

Kriends International Hosts, tor

Saturday. Nov i:5th. cancelled due

to unavoidable delay in

Newsletter

ALPHA l.AMBA DELTA:
All members invited to come to

the initiation for new members on

Sunday at 2:30 in the Colonial

Lounge, SU. A reception with Phi

Eta Sigma will follow ceremony.

BELt 1IEKTOWN VOLUN-
TEERS:
There will be a bus leaving

Whit more on Saturday at 12:45

p.m. for the State chool. All in-

terested people are welcome

Kl S RIDES:
Five college orientation will take

place on Saturday. Busses will run

to and from the 5 campuses and

campus tours will be given. See bus

schedule in today's Collegian

CHINA NIGHT 1!>7I:

A festival of dance and

traditional music Nov 21 (Sun-

dav I at K p.m. in CC Aud Tickets

available at RSO office, or Dunne

Fong, 316 Gorman. 546-6489.

CHRISTIANS:
Bus leaving Sunday for Florence

Congregational Church from the

Newman Ctr at 8:35; the bus stop

opp. Morrill at 8:37. Hamlin at 8:45

and from Emerson on Univ. Dr. at

8:45.

Family time will be held at 6:30

p.m. in 917 CC. All are cordially

invited.

CONCERT:
On Saturday at 8 p.m. in Cance

Main Lounge, there will be a party

featuring the ONE WAV OUT from

Boston Everyone welcome. Come
get your doors blown off

'

'

EDUCATION MAJORS:
E-40 Methods Potpourri:

Meeting to choose courses for the

third period of the Potpourri will be

held on Monday. Nov. 15 at 4 p.m

in the School of Fd Aud and on

Tuesday at 8:30 a.m. in Km. 128 of

the School of Fd.

FENCING CLUB:
The Fencing Club will meet in

Rm. 8 of WoPE between 7-9 p.m.

tonight Everyone is welcome.

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP:
Sundays at 2 p.m. in CC 174. Get

the load out and play with us.

OVER 21 CLUB "BEER IU ST":

Tonight at 9 p.m. Come mingle

and meet new people.

III! I I I

Computer dance for Saturday

night has been cancelled. Refunds

m Hillel office I Rm. 420 SU). Dec.

2. 11-1 Services tonight will be at

7:30 in the Hillel office.

Israeli dancing every Tuesday

night at 7 p.m. in Hillel office. Free

instructions given.

Ml LIT MEDIA DOCUMENTARY
FILM -"We Went to Armenia."

Journey thru historic Armenia as it

is today as Soviet Armenia. Nov.

21-8 p.m. in Rm 174-176 CC.

NEWMAN CLUB:
Tonight at 8. the Newman

Club is sponsoring a Treasure Hunt

with clues, prizes, fun and refresh-

ments. Prizes are good. First clue

is at Newman Social Lounge. Bring

a friend and flashlight.

RECREATION SOCIET1 :

Let's get this one straight; There

will be a meeting of the infamous

Recreation Society on Thursday,

18th Watch for a notice Wed. Also

watch for Kelley's Blackboard

Communication Systems.

TEP:
TEP Open

p.m. to ?

House, Friday at 8

LOST.
5 mo. old black and tan dober-

man-shepard; has red collar.

Answers to Gus. 549-0490.

Brown wool sweater Left in

driver's car while hitchhiking

Saturday nite. Went to C & C
liquors with driver.

POUND:
1 black case with 3 pens in Herter

Hall Go to CC lost & found to

claim.

1 pair wire rimmed glasses near

LincOOIl Apts. Call Bill at 545-0195

or 545-0156.

PINNINGS:
Rita Lucier, '71 to Dick

Gargagliano. '73. EAE.
Chris LcCam. '73, Lowell Tech.

to Warren Cormier, '73, EAE.
Becky Woodward, '73, School of

Nursing to Charlie Peters, '73,

EAE.
Pat Bash, '73, Crampton to Tom

Nally, '72, TEP.
Helaine Winzelberg. '72. IGU to

Keith Rosenfield, '72, LCA.

ENGAGEMENTS:
Sherrie Katzen, '72, Patterson to

William Alford. '71, Northeastern.

Carolyn Gowdy. '74, Shelburne to

John Wheeler, Colrain.

Susan Benoit, New Bedford to

Larrv Edmundson, '72. EAE.

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1FM:

7:00 p.m. NEWS - 30 minutes with

a five minute recap at 7:25.

7:30 p.m. Progressive music (30

minutes i.

8(H) p.m. UJAMAA DRUM - the

popular black program offering

jazz. soul, black poetry, in-

formation for the black com-
munity, and News compiled by

the staff of Black Mass Com-
munications.

11:00 p.m. NEWS - another 30

minute report from WMUA
News

11:30 p.m. - 1(H) a.m. JOHN
LORING with music.

1:00 a.m. THE BFST OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES - the

famous oldtime radio series

from England
130 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. JOHN
LORING keeps on truckin' with

music.

Need something special as a

gift?

Try this! '.

Silver Plated
Bud Vase -

A real special at w / .*>U

from

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

"everyone 'a favorite jeweler"

31 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

Winter
Coats

$7.50 to $25.95

Parkas
$24.95

to

$49.95
Open to 10: 00 p.m.

-The best fresh steak in the area

-Many kinds of cold cuts

-A fine cheese table set with 8 dif-

ferent varieties and more to come -_

-Pickled eggs, potato salad, pickled

sausage, 10X, polish sausage...

Take Out

9 different Grinders (7 cold and 2

hot)

-Cold- Chicken, Ham, Salami, Cold

Cut, Roast Beef, Turkey,
Pepperone.

-Hot - Hot Sausage and Meatball.

-Beef Stew everyday plus a
-Special stew for every week day
-Special supper menue each day.

Junction of Routes 116 and 47, Sunderland

Black Kettle Deli and Stew House
— GRAND OPENING —

Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

Friday-ll a.m.-l a.m.
Saturday-9 a.m.-l a.m.
Sunday-ll a.m. -11 p.m.

Telephone: - 665-4084

Sat, Nov. 13, 1971

To be given away:

10 lb. Lindy's Southern Country Style Ham

Please fill this

coupon out now and

deposit it in

our entry box.

I"

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

-L

Name

Address

City or Town

Phone

Winner will be

announced in the

COLLEGIAN and

the GREENFIELD
RECORDER.
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8 00 a m. 10-00 p.m

Room 12* Self evolving learning environment

(See Monday ) Klein and Rabel

? 00a m 10.00a m.

Montague House Education for Global Sur

vival: Aggressor and Conflict. W. Johnson.

Room 128 Moral competence and the ANISA
Model (American National institute for Social

Advancement) Sue Theroux.

Room 122 Seminar offering information and

ideas concerning the need for and potentials of

a viable non commercial public access

channel on ' a community cable system

Michael Humphries.

9:00a.m. -12:10 p.m.

Auditorium Film: To Save Tomorrow. Award

winning film series dealing with experimental

psychiatric programs. Three films and

discussion by film producer Rudyard Prapst.

»:J0 a.m. 12:00 p.m.

Room 224-221 Presentations, panel and small

group discussions. Included in the panel will be

Dr. Anne Bussis and/or Or Edward Chit

lenden, Education Testing Servict, Princeton,

New Jersey. Co authors or "Analysis of an

Approach lo Open Education." Pat Carini,

Director of Research and Evaluation,

Prospect School. Bennington, Vermont Mary
Lilla Sherburne, Open Education Advisory.

Washington, DC. Susan Thomas, Training,

Development and Research Associates, co-

author of "Characteristics of Open Education

Toward an Operational Definition "

M00 a.m. 11:00a.m.

Room 122 The tax supported free school A
meeting ol people w*to desire knowledge or

experience in setting up a lax supported free

school. David Cleary.

Room 120 "Introduction to Uses of the Com
puler in Education" A SMERO Presentation

Bill Bower
Montague House Global Survival Values and

Altitudes S Guild

10:00 a.m. 12:00p.m.
Mary Lyon Main Lounge Gestalt Awareness
Training in the Classroom "Who am I? What
Do I Want? J. Canfield, Co Director of N E
Center
Dwight Main Lounge "Education as a Basis

for Revolution in America A. Model." A
presenlation/seminar Dave Maqnami.

11:00a.m. -12:00 p.m.
Room 122 Human Systems Design, Ad
ministration, and Implementation Panel will

include representatives from NY. School of

Psychiatry and NY. Slate Department of

Mental Hygiene Joyce Hinkley.
Room 128 "Eye Movements and Reading" A
SMERD presentation Anthony Comunale.

12:00 a.m.-l :00 p.m.
Room 224-221 The Black Experience in

Children's Books A discussion with Rose H
Agree reviewer of children's books for the

Instructor, winner of the Dutton Award, and
consultant lo three Black Studies Institutes.

She will talk about the books themselves, the

philosophy behind them, and tell of her work
with Ihe basic black booklist she worked on for

Ihe ALA commiltee on minorities in children's

books. Rose Agree
Room 122 A close look at adult basic education

m Massachusetts Mark Rossman.

12:00a.m. 2:00p.m.

Room 128 Lecturer, educator, and authoress

Toni Cade will speak on her book The Black

Woman Toni Cade

1 :00p.m. -2:00 p.m.

Room 122 Lecture with slides and photographs

on recent studies of the planets Venus and
Mars William Irvine

1 00 3 00 p m
Dwight Main Lounge Games as a Strategy for

Cross Cultural Education An examination of a

School
variety of games and their use as a tool in non

formal education in a cross cultural education

Steve Guild.

Room 226-228 The Predicament of Mankind
Environmental impacts on the future of

education Ken Hoagland and Draper Kauff

man.

2:00pm. -3:00p.m.
Room 128 The Arts and Cognitive Learning.

Nat French.

/ oo p.m. -4:00p.m.

Montague House-Sex roles, Education and
War Cross cultural analysisot the connections

between agencies such as schools which
socialize men and women into roles and the

characteristics of Ihose roles which lend or do
not lend themselves to extra group aggression

and totalitarian infrastructures. David
Scondras.

Room 122 Classroom Discipline. Delight or

Disaster? Each session will feature an initial

presentation of 30 40 minutes followed by

discussion. Sy Schwartz.

2:10 p.m. -4:30p.m.
Gym Movement Workshop: Combining
elements of dance, acting and mime. The
object of Ihis workshop is to expose individuals

lo exercises and experiences which can be

helpful In many fields, especially education.

Another objective is lo help people become
aware of different ways their bodies move A
participatory experience-no previous ex
perience necessary. Gail Herman, Victoria

Hutchinson. Frank Murry.

3:00 p m 500 p.m.

Room 21 "An Introduction to Computers and

Computer Programming " Four video tapes

(about 20 minutes each) on what a computer

is, how a computer works, what a program
ming language is, how to program (in APL)
with sample programs (Prepared at Hamp
shire College) Profs Jack LeTourneau, H.A.

Peelle, Larry Wolfe
Children's Library "Computer Games" (part

of a series on Computer Uses in Education)

Hands on game playing with an interactive

computer. Educational Games include NIM,
HANGMAN, 5 in a Row, and THE GAME OF
LIFE. H.A. Peelle.

Cafeteria Increasing Task Group Ef
fectiveness Dave Britlon.

4 00 p.m 5 00 p m
Dwight Main Lounge Seminar on Crime and

Delinquency Larry Dye
Room 128 "Comprehensive Achievement
Monilormg A Methodology for Classroom

Evaluation " A SMERD presentation. John

Newby
Room 122 Geriatrics, gereytology Special

emphasis on nursing home life Mrs Thenesa

Hinkell, Nursing Supervisor

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

TEP
Open House Tonight

8 to ?

418 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

3:80p.m. -4:00 p.m.
Room 128 Bio Documentary Video Tapes: An
exploration of the use of video tape in cross
cultural studies Participants will view and
discuss a number of video tapes Al Hannans.
Audit Film. Harvest of Shame Sponsored by
Ihe Commiltee to Combat Racism School of

Education

Swap Fee Due
The SWAP Committee reminds

all of its participants that fees

must be paid by today. Friday.

November 12. Also, there will be a

SWAP Committee Meeting on

Sunday. November 14 in the

Campus Center at 5:30 PM, (just

before the Pre-SWAP introductory

meeting at 7:30 PM).

Love In Steel
Because the Black artist works and creates for the benefit of the

community, this does not rule out opportunities for individual expression.

With this idea in mind Ed Love, presently on the faculty at Howard

University (Washington, DC.) creates his unique expression out of steel.

His reactions to external stimuli in accordance with his community ex-

perience is well viewed.

The Department of Afro-American Studies invites and encourages

attendance at a reception opening of Love's contributions in the sculpture

and drawing medium. The opening will be held in the "New Africa House

Art Gallery" I Mills House Black Cultural Center) at 5:00 P.M. today.

Saturday, Love will present a Sound and Light Show and Poetry

Session. This will take place in the Gallery also. This show will take the

direction of a now structural experience. It shows us that any instrument

may be used in art expression. In essence, the true value of an art form

depends on the people and their reactions to their own values.
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AUTOS FOR SALE

Ml Pontine . excellent condition. 1485.

Also 19611 Dodge runs very well. $270. Call

1-536-8577 eves, or 549-6360

ftMl

68 Firebird, exc. con., extras bo over

MM sacrifice, moving to Kurope. Jaynl

weekdays 9-1. MMM after 6. 967-5157

or 967-4074.

tn 1-12

63 I'lv. Fury. gd. eng & trs.. needs new

minor reps. Only 58000 mi. t all Stan 549-

i;:ill. cheap.
tf 11-17

1971 lord F.conoline. saddle & tan

finished interior. I passenger posilrac-

lion hd 1/1 ton. 12950. MMSM day. 369

MU nights Sunday .^ tfll-1 2

70 VW green, sunroof, radio, good cond

(all 549-6142.
tfll-12

Chrome slotted wheels (4) 14 x 6". 5-

lugfit all GM and others 150. 6-4538

tfll-12

PERSONAL

Dunelt :l speed mens English bike, flood

cond 516-6257 nltes.

tfll-12

Happy birthday lo two great Beta Phis -

l.ori and Buddy II. l.ove Marsha.
11-12

Telescope edmonlon 6" reflector orig.

» _"n> asking 1200 and realistic tape deck

sound on sound asking 1 100. 545-2418 Bill

rm. 128
tfll-16

Ken darling, this has heen the greatest

year of my life. Thanx for all that you've

nixrn me: Happy Nov. 13. Je t'aime

forever Susie.
11-12

To share large 2 bedroom apt. in Nor-

thampton, avail. Immediately, approx. 170

inc. util. Male grad. pref.. but not

necessary. 586-3650 aft. 5.

tf 1 1 - 15

MOVIE

EMPLOYMENT

Head masters M8JMH marker bindings:

originally IIM now 1140. Call Peter

/andan in 117 (.reenough 545-2639.

tf 1 1-17

Sugarlips and Marcypoo - in 50 years

you'll be dead. Ileh-heh-heh. l.ove. us

guys.
11-12

DENNIS HOPPER A PKTKK FONDA
IN "THE TRIP" IN COLOR. (THF
FILM BFFORF "EASY RIDER") FRL.
Nov. 12. MAHAH AlID. SCREENING! ;.

9. II P.M.
tf11-11

International jnbs-Furope. S. America.
Asia. Australia. ISA. Openings in all

fields-soc, sci., bus., si i engineering.

id etc. Alaska const. & pipeline work.
Earnings to 1500 weekly. Summer or

permanent. Paid expenses, bonuses.
travel, Info, only 1.3. mono back
guarantee. International Employment.
Box 72I-M5I4. Pea body. Mass. MM*.

11-12

TYPING

Head GS skis. 205 cm with tyrolla bin-

dings 150 or best offer -also bass amplifier

watts 1 hi or best offer. Call Bob 519

1180
tfll-12

Portable stereo record player, good

condition 115 Call Judy 546-5128.

tf 1 1-15

Temptation Eyes. You look and then

you look away, it makes me sadder day be

dav . Sh\ guy
11-12

•Barefoot In The Park "-starring Robert

Bedford and Jane Fonda Sat.. Nov. 13.

S.I Ballroom. 7 & 9 p.m.. 50*.

11-12

LOST

Very real woman would like lo meet

single man (30-40 > who desires mature

human contact. Write PO Box 190.

\mhersl. tfll-17

I osl black wallet foreign driv. License,

foreign IDs. I Mass ID & 10 I if found call

Raoul 546-1015. Return of money would be

welcome
tfll-12

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast.

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

( hem symbol*, (all 253:1601

If 1 2-2

1

Term papers typed at reasonable rate,

fast
-

: Please call Nancy at 6-5266 before 5

p.m.
tfll-12

\\ OKI- WORKSHOP

61 Chevy. 8cyl. auto., exc. mech. cond .

new front end. body needs work. 2 new

tires, 150 or best offer. 549-41926. After 6

p.m.
tfll-12

1971 blue Chevy Vega hatchback coupe

auto, trans.. 7 good tires incl. snow tires,

excellent cond (all 549-6730 after 5 p.m.
tfll-16

Teischo Del Kay bass guitar w/case 150

inn .ii ..lit turn table-changer w/shure
cartridge 150. Call Bob at 546-5290.

tfll-1 2

Guitars Amps, drums, ace. at

reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop.

98 Main St. North 586-1706.

tfll-30

Marjory I
used lo watch you play tennis

where have you been? See you at the

computer: I hope.
11-12

Diamond engagement ring, gold setting.

Sat. at the stadium. If found call Sheila 256-

6811 Reward.
tf 1 1-15

Dance Frl.. Nov 12. Berkshire

( lubroom.Rock group Patch. 8:30-12:30.

50C. beer served
11-12

Rl RIDE WANTED

Mustang '65. worth more than 1800 must

sell, will take best and fastest offer. Call I-

533-3479 after 5 p.m.
tfll-16

1966 red Porsche 912. new tires, new

battery, good mechanical condition. Best

offer
'

tfll-17

WANTED
Photographer wants open-minded

female models. Good pay. No exp.

required. Write: Rob. PO Box 272.

Chicopee. Mass. 91014.
tfll-18

llappv Anni 143 O.
11-1 2

You're warm, warmer, now you're hot in

an authentic air force parka I Mens 137.50,

boys & girls 134.50 Call Al at 549-0814-275

Puffton \ ill

tf 1 1-19

Ride to No. Carolina prefer Chapel Hill

and or return during Thanksgiving period

Can pav expenses, (all Joan 253-3003.

tfll-17

Help: Strrnded commuter needs ride

Spfld.. I'Mass. for I a.m. .class Tuth. Also

CM -Spfld Tu. 5:30 p.m.. can help ex-

penses! 734-2215 after 6 p.m.
tfll-16

Silkscreen Workshop. Nov. 13 & 14.

I earn how lo silkscreen. All materials

supplied 115 (all 549-3631.

tfll-12

TOSUBLET

\pt. to sub let. available Dec. I. I hdrm
Cliffside $145. All utilities, (all 665:114(1

after 1:00 p.m.
tfll-12

TRAVEL

MOTOR C YC L ES FOR SAL E

Triumph 850 Chopper Crome «S Bonn

Lew 2S4MM0*.
tf-ll-12

Honda 350 cl. I»T0. ex. cond. Call 253-5988

after I p.m. ^^

Photographer wants open-minded

female models Good pay. No experience

needed. Write: Rob. P.O. Box 1272.

Chicopee. Mass. 01014.

tfll-12

Male 24 seeks rlns. with mature female,

21-35 without hang-up on marriage 549-

6416. After 6.

tfll-12

FOR SALE

Canon ft/ql !» mm 1.4 lense. 200mm 4.5

lense, lectronic lite tripod filters extenders

many more accessories Call Paul 546-

7,,H
tfl,-.2

Amplifier preferably small fender I pre-

cbst can't go over 1250. Call Larry, 546-

7226. 720 W'eoater.
tfll-18

I girls need place to live next semester In

•mhersl area. Please call 548-7500 or $4«-

7494.
tfll-12

Hillel sponsors: All Campus, Computer

Dance. Sat., Nov. 13. pickup forms In office

SI 2nd floor.

tfll-12

SERVICES

FOR RENT

Michelin X tires < 2) almost like new 140

R-4S:W
tfll-12

Hockev equipment gloves, knee -pads,

complete outfit. 130.00. 6-4538

18mm filmmaking outfit bolex rex 5

uher svnchHtound. lights-, editing equip

ment. 12300. All or separate lots MM.

For renl 3 room apt . close to school .
good

for couple, lii'.'mo . Inclu. heat, hot

water. Call Nancy Thomas evenings 665-

3236 avail, now
lfll-15

Furnished room. 5 1/2 mi. I'Mass.

Kitchen prlv available Immediately. Call

586-0030
tfll-18

4-bedronm house now available for rent,

(all 6:30-7:30 p.m Sklblski Real Estate

584-3128.

tfll-12

1*11 fix your smokey car, brakes etc.

Remember winter It coming. Call Wen-

dell. 256-8638
11-2-8-15

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted to share one

bedroom modern Riverglade Apart.. Incl.

utll..|87.50/mo..5min. from campus, (all

253-9423 avail, immed
tfll-12

Female grad student wanted tn share a 3

bedroom apt. in 205 Puffton. (all 549-6358.

tfll-12

Sprfield. lo I'M a.m. I'M. to Sprfield.

p.m. Call 788*171 before 9 p.m. ask for

Scott after 10 p.m. 733-6174 one way beats

none.
tfll-12

ENTERTAINMENT
Rock group Phoenix for your party or

dance, old standard music at reasonable

rates, make res. for Xmas parties now
Call Pete 549-6028.

tfll-17

Wine and cheese parly McGovern for

president. Marshmallow toast this

Sunday. Nov. 14, 4 - 7 p.m. 41 Phillips

\mh 12. campaign donation
1112

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book in S.I'. Rm. 318.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save f

mnnev. sell direct.
tf-sem.

SALE

Furniture, baby need appliances, give

ways, and gifts No\ . 12, 6-9 Nov. 13.9:30-

I MI2 \an Meter l>rive. rain or shine
1112

Crimson Travel offers low cost Spring

\acation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

For more info, call Rich Margll. 412

Dwight. 515-0790

tfll-12

~GlVE AWAY
Free German shorlhair Pointer Good

with kids Right age for training, (all 549-

6416.
tfll-12

EDITING

Want your papers and report* to say

what you mean? I'll edit any paper or

rough draft so that Its meaning Is clear.

Low rates. 865-4035.

tfll-12

PSYCH EXPERIMENT"
Dating or attached couples Interested in

13.00 for an hour's work" (all Richard

between Sand 10 p.m. on Noi llth or 12th

at 6-1543.
tf.ll.-l 2

REWARD
Wedding ring lost somewhere In the

\mherxt area Wide gold band with Initials

KME lo JSE 6/7/70 Please call 549-39I6 or

5(9 1311
tfll-15

*r\
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Programs'

lis MARTY KKI.LEY
II a cynical prognosticator were to walk

up to coach Dick MacPherson way back

when and suggest a Yankee Conference title

game tor Durham's November frost, "Mac"

would probably have blinked, smiled a bit

and asked the forecaster to kindly check his

New England map.
Hut it's all 00 the line tomorrow as the

Kedmen visit the Wildcats in without a

doubt the most important contest of the

season. For UMass, 3-3-1 and in the midst of
^

a "turned around" season, a conference*

championship is at stake.

"That's the first objective of our

program", noted MacPherson. "Regardless

of who we play outside the conference,

we've got to win the title first." Although a

shot at the crown looked awful bleak at the

season's advent, a win or tie at Durham will

give coach MacPherson a share of the

beanpot in his baptismal year. A Rhode

Island victory over UConn (tied with UMass

at 2-1-1 I will give UMass the championship.

You might say that the Redmen will have

the momentum going into the fray. The

sensational running of Paul Metallo. the

timely upset of the Cross, back to back

weekend offensive explosions and the

simply devastating rise to form by the of-

fensive line should help to provide the

needed impetus at Durham.

It doesn't really matter with who or where

i he conference championship is being

staged. "We didn't think it would boil down

to this," explained three year starting

cornerback Billy Bush. "We may have

gotten off to a slow start, but this one is for

Ihe championship and we'll be ready."

Although the Greenfield native would like

to perform at Alumni Stadiums stage, the

foreign turf won't make a difference.

•Home or away the crowd really wont

make that much difference. But I'm sure

there will be plenty of UMass supporters

there." adds Bush.

The weather will definitely be a factor in

the championship tilt. The regular rawness

of New Hampshire in November should

stiffen one particular shoulder. "I know my
shoulder will be abnormally stiff, but what

can you do." sighed wounded quarterback

Piel Pennington. About the ballgame the

rookie from New Canaan, Conn, was honest

about a few pre-game jitters but promised

they'll be gone by game time.

\n interesting matchup in the game will

find quarterback Bob Hopkins firing bullets

to flanker Bob O'Neil amid a little In-

terference from safety Jack O'Neil. The

brothers will be on different sides of the line

tomorrow as Jack, the senior free safety,

will be Irving to limit the effectiveness of

Hob. a junior flanker from Jim Root's

Wildcats.

"I'd love to get him alone out there,

quipped O'Neil. "On the field he's just

another football player." But the con-

frontation between the two has embellished

interesting supper conversation with the

O'Neil clan, especially at Thanksgiving

when the brothers get reunited for the first

time in the semester outside of the gridiron.

At UHN it's Father's Day and the elder

O'Neil doesn't really know to which team

the parental ties will lie. "Dad's going to be

on the bench because it's Dad's Day. But my
mother will sit wherever she can get a good.

seat But regardless I think they'll be

leaning towards us because we have a shot

at the title."

In last Saturday's 28 28 surprise tie

against Springfield, quarterback Hopkins

didn't play. Without his generalship. New
Hampshire is strictly a running team.

Hopkins status is rather doubtful but O'Neil

ushers the sentiment of the team as he

explains why he hopes Hopkins will be in the

starting lineup.

"I don't want an qualms about the

championship," commented O'Neil. "We
want to play the best so you can say the

better team won." You can bet the rest of

the squad feels the same way including the

18 seniors who play their final conference

game.
But for this year's edition of Redman

football, an estended amount of intestinal

fortitude and the leadership of coach "Mac"
and the staff have combined to keep the

UMass eleven in rejuvinated stride, so much
so, that the Bean Pot will be back on its well-

torn path back to the Amherst campus late

-Saturday afternoon.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNET OMAR*

COMMUTER

ASSEMBLY

NOMINATION

PAPERS

DUE BY

5 P.M.

TODAY

\
On positive level, Anes can lead. On

negative side, members of Ihis zodiacal

sign tend to dominate Leo can entertain,

but on negative level these natives can

substitute showmanship lor actual

knowledge Gemini can be articulate, but

on negative side these persons can talk

much about nothing Capricorn can be

patient but also can wait too long, per

milling opportunity to tly away

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Stick to

basic issues You can accomplish chores,

get house m order Keep diet, health

resolutions Attend to details Correct false

• mpression affecting family member
Profit indicated if thorough

TAURUS (April 20 May 20 > Give full

play to creative urges Don't hold back.

Now is time to imprmt your own style Be
ready lor change, travel, variety Open
imes of communication Pisces plays

prominent role

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Find out Ihe

why ol events Refuse to be satisfied with

superficial > xplanafions Get down to

basics There is paucity of information

abou 1 values costs, inventory Do added

,rch

CANCER Uune 21 JOly 22) Where ef

forts were blocked co operation now is

received Journey that had been canceled

can be put back on schedule Relations with

neighbors, close relatives improve Har

mony replaces discontent

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Money situation

mproves What has been held back is

refected Additional funds could become
available Take initiative Stress

originality, independence Put forth views

n confident, sure manmr
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Study Leo

messaqe Those who argued now act in

accord You become beneficiary Lunar
cycle favors efforis Move ahead Welcome
new starts n new directions Tak.

Create own style.

LIBRA (Sepl 23 Oct 22): You find

yourself actively concerned with hospital,

institution, special group or organization.

Fine for theatrical work aimed at raising

funds for charity Reach beyond imagined

limitations

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Accent on

fulfillment of desires What appears a

restriction may be a protective measure.

Realize ihis don't jump lo conclusions. A

fnend is shielding you You have more

qoing for you than can be guessed

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Spotlight on advancement, career, relating

abilities to ambitions Some changes are

due Gemini, Virgo individuals may be

involved You could receive message which

sends pride, prestige soaring

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Concern

with philosophical, religious concepts lends

io dominate. Gain cooperation of family

You need a more solid base Time for mere

procrastination is finished Get program

qomg
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) What was

obscured can now be revealed to your

benefit Profit possible, pounce on in

vestment opportunity Mate, partner lakes

,mtiative Maintain dignity, but be flexible

Pisces is >n picture

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Cooperate

with Aquarius individual Emphasis is In

public reaction to your efforts You make

gains by utilizing past exp< nence Caution

now is belter part of valor Know this act

.Kcordmqly
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have fine sense of humor you can be life of

any party But those who really know you

understand that your feelings run deep In

actuality, you can feel alone in a crowd But

recent events have given you greater self

understanding If single, marriage is on

horizon
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

PEANUTS
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Across

1 Church bench

4-Eurepe.in

herrinq

9 1' n< el ol kind

1 J? M.H.IW

U A|i|iu \u ties

14 Cuts

15 Season ol

year

17 Uekiod
19 Abounds

21 Unil ol

Portuguese

rurrency

?2 ' ean to

24 Exclamation

?6 Strokes

29 Conducted

30 Viporous

32 Cooled lava

33 Reverence

34 Female (colloq.)

35 A continent

(abbr )

36 Claim, int to

a throne

39 Through

40 let it stand

41 Metal

42 Flower

43 Uncooked

45 Metal

4 7 Enthusiasm

50 Nalivft American

53 Native metal

54 Demon
56 Prcli». three

57 Con|unclion

58 Small stoves

59 Slipiw'y fish

DOWN

1 Animals foot

2 Silkworm

3 Needed

4 Dirk

5 lasting

G-Sun god

7 Limb

8 Former Russian

Illler

9 I JSSCJ

io Poem
1 1 Bushy clump

16-Spread lor

drying

IS Repulse

20 Pronoun

22 Strikes

23 Vital orpan

25 Country ot

South America

27 Fork prongs

28 Frighten

30 Temale sheep

311 ong. slender

fish

33Essenct>

37 Weirder

38 Underworld
god

39 Courteous

42 Communist

44 Sixiuse

46-Finishes

47 Offspring

48 In favor of

49 Small bird

51 Exist

52 Nothing
55 Printer's

measure
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8
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31
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Booters Slump In Stretch Run Spells Season

By STEVE FERBER
Ah, the psych of sport. That's a course taught here at

UMass and the next time the professor needs an example of

how a team can go from riches to ruins as a result of just one

game, the UMass soccer team will amply fit the bill.

What started out to be the strongest soccer season in the

history of Redmen booters, ended up as an above average

season, but a sore disappointment for all those who have

followed Kedmen soccer this year, and last. At the midway

point the Kedmen held a 5-0-1 mark, were just two points

away from the fourth ranked team in New England, while

only nine away from second place Wesleyan.

To their credit had been an unreal total of five shutout

games, recorded by junior John Kiah. In that span the

Kedmen had outscored their opposition by an 18-2 goal

margin and in that sixth game, the very last one spelling

win UMass thrashed Coast Guard 0-2, in what Coach

Kerryman called, "the best game of all, a game in which we

put everything together, with out halfbacks swinging up and

back, and doing the job of linking better than they had all

season." ,.
What happened was Tufts. Tufts was ranked 9th in New

England, yet they were undefeated and untied and UMass

knew that they were trouble. Most spectators on the af-

ternoon of the 23rd of last month, saw a Kedmen team

outplay the visitors, but come away on the short end of a 2-1

score. And from there it was forgetitsville.

Halfbacks were no longer linking successfully, and in the

big Yankee Conference battle against Vermont, UMass lost

the services of both co-captains Lindo Alves and Augie

Calheno, both having been thrown out of the game. The

problems also were linked to the loss of center fullback Paul

Slack. Slack was injured in the first minutes of the Tufts

game, and saw only sparring action in one more game.

Thus Slack was the UMass center fullback for the un-

defeated first half of the season, and did not play in any of

the Kedmen losses. How much the loss of Slack meant can

only be empirically judged, but on the basis of these rather

glaring statistics, his loss meant quite a bit.

There were problems of psychology, as most ot the

Kedmen players were shooting towards that tournament,

which includes four teams from New England. The loss to

Tufts hurt tremendously those chances, but by no means did

it ruin them. The tie to Worcester Poly Institute did and the

loss to Vermont; and the tie with Springfield; and the season

ending loss to New Hampshire.

The last four games were dreadful, as a poor field at

Worcester, some ejected co-captains at Vermont, and plain

lack of hustle and aggressiveness at both Springfield and

New Hampshire put the once fourth ranked UMass booters

out of the top 10 in New England.

Individually there was Alves on the line, Bobby Grom at

the defensive helm, and Kiah in the goal who shined

brilliantly and consistently for UMass. Most often these

three were cited by the opposing coaches for excellent

contributions, game after game, as each did their job well in

their respective positions.

Alves up front led all scorers with 16 points, on 10 goals

and 6 assists, and considering that UMass scored only 24

goals all season long (while yielding 12) Alves' contribution

to 16 of those scores shows how important he really was.

And while Alves was handling the ball on the front lines,

Grom was feeding it to him from the defense. Game after

game Grom put in an excellent effort, as he alone could be

cited as having played a good game against the Wildcats of

New Hampshire in the season finale last Saturday. At left

fullback, the plav of Grom forced many opponenets to work

the other side, and this was never more obvious than against

UNH.
Kiah in goal had two outstanding games, one a shutout, the

other a two goal effort, but few would say that on his two-

goal effort was less than impressive. On the B.U. astroturf

Kiah turned away numerous shots, and of all his saves

through the season, his driving grab of a B.U.'s forwards

blast is most often remembered.
Through the season Coach Berryman worked with a

nucleus of 16 men, often shuffling in and out halfbacks and

lineman. And among these 16, all had exceptionally bright

moments throughout the season. Probably one of the most

heartening things was the play of freshmen Tom Coburn,

who played well after sustaining an early season injury to

become the second leading scorer on the team.

The five game season ending skein which produced a

whopping total of 6 goals offensively, cost the Redmen not

only a tourney berth but a YanCon crown, one they had

owned for the first time last year. Their winning season

seems ready forgotten, for expectations were high, and were

somehow never reached. Perhaps that loss to Tufts didn't

really "psych-out" the booters as much as it might have

seemed, but chances are that the professor in psych of sport

will continue to use that example until UMass athletics

provide him with a better one.

Marty Evans: "Football Has Been My Life"

By MARK VOGLER
For back-up Redman quar-

terback Marty Evans and his

football oriented family, life has

been a constant migration from

one city to the next. And while his

present place of residence

(Medfield, Mass/i can only be

termed temporary, his stay at

UMass has been more than

welcome.
His father Dick has made

coaching a livelihood. In 20 years

of the profession he has been

places. Currently an assistant

mentor for the New England

Patriots, he also served in the

• *•••• •
* McDonald's *
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Packer, Redskin, Brown, and

Eagle organizations. His travels in

the collegiate ranks have taken

him to such notable schools as

Notre Dame, Santa Barbara, and

Nevada.
Consequently, anywhere Mr.

Evans finds employment, his

family must follow. All this moving

around certainly can become in-

convenient, but it has yet to get to

quarterback Evans, a senior

veteran.

He savs it's great. "I like it a lot.

I see a lot of country. If I had to do

it all over again I would. I know it's

hectic moving all over and not

being able to call anyplace home.

But I prefer it and wouldn't have it

anv other way."
Besides being a coach, Evans'

pop was also a professional player,

putting in a few years with the

Packers and later the old Chicago

Cardinals. He spent his college

years playing end for Iowa

University It was there that he

formed a friendship with Nile

Kinick, an Ail-American who was

killed in World War II.

Football evidently runs in the

Evans household. Marty's brother

Nile, who was named after Kinick.

was a tight end for Syracuse. Being

so geared toward the gridiron, it

seems likely that Mr. Evans had a

big influence on his boys-that the

game of football was something he

was gung-ho on their playing.

"Not so, declares Evans, "my

dad worked under the theory that if

you were not 100% behind a sport,

you weren't going to do well at it.

He didn't force us to compete in

sports and he left the coaching up

to our own individual coaches.

"From my home life. I guess

football has been my life. Speaking

about the game in general, it's

been the greatest thing in the

world. Because of the pople you

MARTY KVANS-Kvans
it'uived his first starting nod

in a varsity namo this year

against Rhode Island.

meet and how close you can get

your coaches and teammates off

and on the field. It's been simply

great for me."
Evans spent his schoolboy days

in Philadelphia at Lower Merion

High. He played baseball and

quarterbacked the school's football

team.
His brother Nile, who was a year

ahead of Marty, was eligible for

pass receptions much of the time-

since both were starters But only

once was there an attempt of a

brother-brother aerial com-

bination. And despite the wrong

pass pattern being run, the com

pletion was made.

Before coming to UMass, Evans

attended Bordentown Military

Institute in Trenton, New Jersey,

for a year. He called the signals for

the football club there, too.

As a freshman at the university

he split the quarterbacking chores

with Bill Bush under Coach Dave

Kelly's direction. Since that time

he has seen little front line action.

But with Piel Pennington out of the

line-up for the Rhody game, Evarfs

got the starting nod for the first

time in his varsity collegiate

career.

Asked how he felt about putting

in much of his time on the bench

while sophomore Pennington was

directing the offensive attack.

Evans replied: "Naturally

anybodv who plays a sport wants to

be' on the first string. I'd much
rather be out there on the field than

watch from the sidelines. I think I

make my feelings obvious about

this.

"Piel. though, does a great job

And when vou win like we won last

weekend, it's certainly degrading

when vou don't get a piece of the

action" Winning's the name of the

game. And if Piel does the job. I

certainly don't have any qualms."

Coach Dick MacPherson lables

Evans "a real fine quarterback

from ball handling to footwork. He

is exceptionally knowledgeable

about the game. But he is now a

senior who hasn't played too much,

so he doesn't have the confidence

he should have with his ability

Excellent team man. just a very

fine gentleman."

'COME TO WHERE
THE ACTION IS"

DIALTONE
Route 5 West Hatfield

Featuring the famous
Recording Group

The Vandell's
Every nite

9 p.m.-l a.m.

DRUMMER BOYS
Special Offer

Genuine Chinese Food

Business Hours; Wed, Thurs, Fri, lunch: 12 noon to 1:30 p.m.

Evenings: 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. Sat. & Sun. 11 a.m. to 9 a.m.

For take out orders, phone 253-2116

THE ski touring specialists

• X-CSKIS

• SKI PARKAS

• DOWN CLOTHING

from the people who give a damn

CLIMBERS & CAMPERS 110MAiNST.sPwiNOFiELp736.793a
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Beanpot Up For Grabs At UNH
By DAN KAMAL

"It will accomplish a pre-season

objective. A win will bring the

Beanpot (symbol of Yankee

Conference supremacy) back to

UMass where it belongs."

That was the way Dick Mac-

Pherson summed up his feelings on

the UMass-University of New
Hampshire championshipgame at

Durham tomorrow at 1 p.m.

It is obvious to coaches, players,

and fans alike that this Redman
team is not the same one that just a

INTERCEPTION !-Jac* O'Neil. (45) turned ball carrier auer

intercepting a llolv Cross pass in the 3H-27 Redmen victory. Bill

DeKla^o. <7«> and Dennis Collins. 143) turned blockers and lead the

way for a big runback. ( MDC photo by Barbara Brecher)

rosh Gridders Home
{Today In Season Finale

By BILL BALLOU
The UMass frosh, winners of their last two games, finish their

season this afternoon at 1:30 when they host the Freshmen from

New Hampshire. A win here would cap off a great season for Coach

Billy Maxwell's Redmen, putting their record at four wins against

one defeat. New Hampshire, on the other hand, needs this one to

even their record at 3-3.

The Redmen started the season strongly, beating Boston

University 32-19, but faltered against Boston College at home,

losing 13-7. The next two games saw them come back strong

against Rhode Island and Connecticut, and Dartmouth in suc-

cession. This leaves them at 2-3 and all they can salvage out of this

game is a .500 season and "the thrill of victory."

The Wildcat attack generally has been the old infantry game of

slogging through the mud and grit for yards, in short a ground

game. They have the horses to do it in the persons of John Sexton

and Ed Whalen. Sexton has averaged five yards a carry thus far

this season, and Whalen has been averaging over 100 yards per

game on the ground. If they have to go to the air, quarterback

Kevin Bacher has shown he can do the job, but very few quar-

terbacks have had much success against the UMass pass defense.

The Redmen come into this one in good shape, physically

speaking, with the only casualty from UConn being guard Bob

Venezia, who stretched some ligaments in his knee and will be out

for just a short time. Ed Wagner is back and both he and Paul

Lovejoy will see action in the defensive line.

Other than that the Redmen will be the same team that shutout

Connecticut the week before. The frosh have allowed fewer points

each week as the season progressed, but it is simply impossible to

improve on a shutout. It will be interestng to see just how the

defense performs. Game time is 1 : 30 at Alumni Field.

few weeks ago absorbed a crushing

defeat at the hands of the

University of Rhode Island. To
those who follow the team, it is

apparent that it has finally started

to jell. The "jelling" comes none

too soon.

MacPherson did a bit of

reflecting on the early season

problems : "We did not play well. It

was a great concern to the players

and the coaches." He added,

"However, we hung in there

together. We didn't give up on the

players, and they didn't give up on

us. We conquered adversity; now

the question is--can we cope with

success?"
The head coach cited the

"Dartmouth psyche" as the

primary factor in the early season

stall. "I oversold the Dartmouth

game, and we got bombed. I had to

pull the players out of it-it took

quite a while."

"Things started to change after

the Connecticut game; since then

we've been putting it together. It's

a much better team now than the

one that played Cornell to a tie

back in early September. The
players like what's going on now.

They believe in themselves-it

makes the team 100% better."

MacPherson had a lot of praise

for New Hampshire. "It's a great

credit to Jim Root (UNH coach)

and his team. We did not expect

that New Hampshire would be the

team to beat for the cham-
pionship."

New Hampshire is having an

injury problem at the vital quar-

terback position. It is questionable

Sathj <|oIJfgtan

SPORTS
whether Bob Hopkins will be able

to play. If not, his back-up man will

be Bill McAndrew.
According to MacPherson, "If

McAndrew is at quarterback then

we must stop the running attack ;
if

Hopkins starts, who knows?"
When asked about the surprising

UNH tie with an inferior

Springfield team, Mac said, "It is

very obvious that they were not

ready for Springfield. They finally

woke up in the third quarter when

they were way behind and came
back to tie the game."
MacPherson labeled the UNH

defense as "sound". However, he

spoke more highly of the offense

equating it with the Dartmouth

offense. He cited specifically

running backs Dennis Coady a

sophomore from Scituate who is

"real fast and is coming on like a

gangbuster"; John Richard from

Saugus; and Ken Roberson. He
also mentioned end Bill Degan

from Quincy "who really goes

after the ball"; and quarterback

Hopkins.

As far as the physical condition

of UMass going into this crucial

contest, Timmy Edwards (broken

finger). Ron Marino (pulled

hamstring), Tom Mullen (knee

injury ), and Paul Metallo (bruised

ribs) are all hurting but are ex-

play.

It's been a long road back for the

Redmen and the new coaching

staff. A win tomorrow will make
the return trip very nearly com-
plete.

Erving Makes N.Y. Debut

Monroe Traded To Knicks
NEW YORK (AP) Earl "The

Pearl" Monroe was acquired by

the New York Knicks in a multi-

faceted trade with Baltimore
Thursday and agreed to join the

club despite a problem created by

the Bullets' refusal to pay him
most of his salary for the last two

seasons

| WMUA I

Tune in tomorrow to WMUA, 91.1

FM. for the Yankee Conference

showdown between the Redmen
and UNH. Marty Kelley will host

the pre-game show at 12:30 to be

followed at 12:45 by Redman
football with Ken Best calling all

the action, with Kelley on color.

On Sunday night at 10 Kelley and

Best will host basketball coach

Jack Leaman and captain Mike

Pagliara on "Sports Talk
"

The revelation of the Bullets'

refusal to pay Monroe the deferred

portions of his salary came several

hours after the announcement of

the trade in which the Knicks sent

forward Dave Stallworth, guard

Mike Riordan and an undisclosed

amount of cash to the Bullets.

It came in the form of a

statement from Monroe's attorney,

Larry Fleisher, who said

negotiations with the Knicks had

been smooth, but "A problem

arose in that the Baltimore
management has sent a letter to

Monroe sayingthat they are

refusing to pay him the over-

whelming portion of his salary

over the past two years."

Fleisher said the money involved

was defered payments "due in a

few more years and there was no

question about his having earned

it.

By EARLE BARROLL
It seems like old times again to

sit in back of a typewriter and hit

the keys with that nostalgic twinge

of getting ready to see an old facr

that's been missing for what seems
eternity.

But that's just the case at this

moment...and the old friend is no

stranger to the UMass sports

scene. His name, Julius Erving,

and he'll be making his New York
debut tonight at the Island Gardens
in Hempstead, Long Island, when
the Virginia Squires battle the New
York Nets.

The rise of Julius to a status of

top-dog rookie in either league has

been the story of the basketball

season. His performances for the

Squires have overshadowed such

celebrated rookies as Artis

Gilmore, Johnny Neumann, Jim
McDaniels and George McGinnis

to name a few.

He has lead the Squires to a tie

for the lead in the Eastern Division

of the ABA with Kentucky, both

with 10-4 slates. Going into

tonight's game Julius is averaging

23.1 points and 13.6 rebounds a

game while playing just over 40

minutes per contest.

In a telephone conversation

yesterday with Steve Harriman,
publicity director for the Squires,

he said the fans were crazy over

Julie and the crowds have been

larger than ever.

He also said that his office has

been glooded with phone calls

everyday about Julius from all

over the country and that the New
York press is going all out to make
tonight's game a big event for New
York basketball.

What has been the biggest single

effort this season for the big guy?
Harriman cited the first exhibition

game of the season when Virginia

played Kentucky.
"Everyone came to see 7'2 Artis

Gilmore play, but Julius stole the

show with 30 points and 13

rebounds. Our game plan was to go

right at Gilmore and it seemed that

Erving was the guy that was doing

it...he jumped right over Gilmore

on a number of occasions."

And just to show this was no

fluke Julius came back the next

week and smoke Gilmore again

with 36 points and 16 rebounds...not

bad for a former UMass basketball

player.

Another added feature tonight

will be the Nets all-pro forward

Rick Barry, the "easy rider" of

basketball, who has made the

rounds in both leagues since his

graduation from Miami about six

years back...the trouble is for

every revolution he turns he still

keeps pouring in 30 points a game.

It's possible that Julius and

Barry could be matched up for this

game.
The Squires have won seven in a

row on the road and eight of nine

all together, while the Nets are

chasing both Virginia and Ken-

tucky in third place.

And so the sage of number 32

continues to grow and grow and
with the expected large throng of

UMies scheduled to take the trip to

the 5000 seat Island Gardens it just

might be called a home game for

the big guy.

Now, how about 36 and 36 for the

hometown fans!!!

DORS HE LOOK FAMILIAR?-You bet he does. .the number 32, the

graceful drive to the basketball and it's all in a Squires uniform to be

seen tonight at the Island Gardens in Julius Erving's New York

debut.

UNH
The UMass cross-country team warmed up for Monday's IC4A's

yesterday by soundly whipping New Hampshire in their last dual meet of

the season Freshman Randy Thomas, who came in 11th in the New
England's this past Monday, was the individual winner setting a new

courM record in doing so. Another freshman Bill Gillin came in third.

Doug O'Connell came in fourth. These two plus the second place man
from UNH also broke the record.

For all the details on this race and a complete look at the IC4A's, see

Monday's sports page

Metawampe
The page is tight, the info is

good, so I shall make a quick

one inside this five point hood.

To UNH the Redmen go to

challenge for the Bean Pot

bowl, and in the skies 1 see the

light that says the Redmen
shall win this fight. UMASS 24,

UNH 13

Poor Richard's
A Weekly Magazine

"These Machines, Man. What Good Are They?"
h\ David Williams

Ron Evers fnot his roal name) ives on

the twenty-second flow of a tower in

Southwest He likes it up there because

he has a good view of the sunset every

afternoon Hon spends a lot of time in his

room; lie has a single. Me goes out

during the da\ occasionally to Mo over to

Miinchy's and buy a carton of milk and a

loat of bread and pick up a Collegian He

doesn't hit many classes

But Ron spends a lot of time walking

around at night, usually quickly and

stealthily, because he trashes dorm

vending machines, and that's a risky

business

Hon makes a lot of money breaking

into machines, hut he's not what you'd

call a big spender It's not the money

that lures lion to dorm basements where

he mutilates cigarette and coke

machines; it's the challenge of breaking

into a machine
"1 see that type of machine as evil.

Ron says "There s something e\ ll ahout

the way you have to buy this pre

packaged food m a dispenser Even the

rats in Bartlett basement have a better

life than some of the people who eat out

of those machines And what's behind

that is even worse Were being con

ditioned by the captalists to accept an

ever growing machine culture

Someday we're all going to wake up and

it's gonna he all over
"

Hon comes from Wakefield His father

works tor Sylvania on HI 128 His

mother is a key punch operator tor an

insurance company They both ride in a

car-pool to work every day with an

electronics engineer who also works at

S\ Kama, and a technician who unrks at

Tektronix
•When I was a little kid I used to get

Erector sets and shit like that at

Christinas time The only hooks I was

ever given were all about airplanes and

ships ,md dams When I got older I took

all kinds ol science courses in high

school I was gonna he an engineer

man
"

Hon has gotten very adept .it breaking

into vending machines His first score

was a coke machine m his high school

"It used to sit |iist outside the mens

locker room downstairs One da> me
and a friend were late getting in Irom

track practice, no one was around so ue

Continued on pagt IA
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Aardvarks

Was The Trip Worth It?

It was a clear cold day as the president walked

across campus to his office. He was musing as he

I wonder what changing my sex would be like, he

wondered idly.

Is it advisable or inadvisable? Thoughts flashed

across his mind like the meal tickets flash in front of

the ticket-takers' eyes.

I must explore the ramifications of such a move.

Whe the president got to his office he called his

semi-private secretary and instructed her to call the

world's most famous surgeons and find out prices and

things.

By noon he had his estimate.

I must remember to slip a little extra something to

my secretary for her bonus this week. He sat at his

desk and let silly thoughts fill his afternoon.

By supper-time he had his plane reservations to a

far-away country and his room reserved in one of the

world's most famous hospitals. He was looking for-

ward to his reversal.

In three days time he had been transformed, en-

joying himself tentatively.

How odd this is. I must remember to remember in

case I forget.

In a months' time he was ready to go home.

It's nice to be back but... His knees rattled with

anticipation.

.

But he was fooled. Life was no different. Everyone

regarded him with the same cool eye.

How very disturbing. What can be the matter with

me9 He sat with a puzzled wrinkle in his forehead.

He resolved to settle this disturbing predicament

before it got out of hand. To this end, he bought

himself an elaborate disguise, consisting of various

faces and wigs.

But this was of no help. He was always recognized

wherever he went. He felt his posture in his com-

munity slipping slowly away and yet he was

powerless to stop it.

Whatever can be done? Whatever can I do? Must I

always live like this? His questioning grew ever more

He was relaxing with his elephant gun out on the

moors when he ran into a hippogator. The hippogator

was sunning itself on the bank of the only river in the

area. The president came whisking through the sunlit

woods, chuckling as he came.
Then he ran into the hippogator. The hippogator

rose up on its front legs and devoured him with a

terrible roar. All that was left of him was his garter

The hippogator yawned and stretched. It walked

around in a circle and plopped itself down on the

ground.
Ahh yes. The hippogator reflected on a prosperous

and enjoyable day. A fruitcake a day keeps the doctor

away.

Poor Richard's

Vol. I number six

( ompilod wrekly by Bob Nrsti
.inn" Drivd W-lhams

This w e> latl

This week's staff: Prank Johnson, Frank

Baqlione, Kenneth Sulin, Steve Feld, Pete

F orqet, Don Glickstein

i

J hoto credits, Alan Chapman, p la. Steve

Schmidt, p 3a.

Poor R.chards is the weekly maga/.ne of he MDC Con

tnbut.ons and comments may be delivered to the MDC office^

Prospective staff members may contact e.ther Dav,d

Wilbams or Bob Nest>

What's Happened To The Big Three

It's no longer obscene to say 'fuck

you'. It isn't even cool anymore. So

sorority girls and basketball coaches

can say fuck' and vent their anger, but

for the rest of us, well, we have to move
on to something a little bit stronger,

dirtier, more obscene. And why? Let

Frank Baglione enlighten you. Read his

analysis of the new generation of dirty

words. See why it's cool to be a c—
tapper.

Page 5a

All Mimsy Were The Borogoves

Alice in Wonderland. ..'Brillig " -

Glickstein, MDC... "Frabjous! I

chortled all the way to the stablest-

Caterpillar, The Mushroom. ..'A truly

slithy tove of a performance"-Queen,

Heart Magazine. .."The dormouse gyred

and gimbled himself right into my
wabe!" -Carroll, Daily Times... "I saw

it and I don't even like little girls'' --

Fields, Daily Hookhah... "Oh beamish

day, culoo. culay!" -Bremary,
Massachusetts Gazette... "See what a

little culture can do for you. Give it a

try." --Schwartz, Fine Arts News... "To

be perfectly frank, I saw it all three

times, and I was offended each time" --

Curtis, (iood Homekeeping...

Page 9a

It Could Happen To You

Straight from Love of Fife on Channel

22 or whatever station you care to

choose which runs soap operas, this

gritty little tale, told in the first person

singular by the unwitting accomplice, is

a story that will rend your heart strings.

Hush out your tear ducts, and give you a

new perspective on a few things, heads

of residences and University security

included.

Page 4a

And A Host Of Other Delights

Frank Johnson continues his

discussion of tape recorders this week,

spending a little bit more time detailing

the workings of certain components.

Floyd Adalist favorably reviews the

ItSO Collage, which appeared on

campus last week. Steve Feld, Ken

Sulin, and Pete Forget tackel a bunch of

new releases on OUT album page. Death
In Venice and the new Bergman film,

The Touch, are subjected to close

scrutiny by our crack film reviewers on
the films page. And rounding out the

issue is the old standby, Weekend. The
editors of Poor Richard's welcome any
and all comments.

What Good Are These Machines? (continued)

kicked in the front and scooped out

thirty dollars worth of dimes."

He got caught and had to pay for

repairs to the machine.

"That was the last time I hit a

machine before I came up here. I always

had an itch to hit another one, but I

didn't want to risk getting caught. I used

to go up to coke machines and sort of

thump them lightly with my fist but I

never broke open another one. Until I

came up here, that is. Then I went wild."

Ron started one night up on OYcfiaro!

Hill by breaking into three out the four

machines in Dickinson. The next night

he hit Field, then Grayson, finally

Webster.
"We had security going batty," Ron

laughs. "When we hit Dickinson we
made it look like an inside job. We hit it

on a weeknight, I think it was a Thur-

sday. They always figure that anything

that happens on a weekend is done by an
outsider. So they didn't watch the other

Hill dorms too closely. Then we hit

Field. They wised up a little and put

someone on the front desk. But we snuck

in through an open window. Grayson and
Webster were really tough. We had to

sneak into the dorm during the day and
hide in a bathroom. We'd get into a stall,

crouch on the toilet and lock the door.

When it got late enough we'd go
downstairs and tear open the

machines."
Ron's usual method of entry is a large

crowbar with which he rips the door

locks to bits. But the Ara vending

machine company started putting heavy
padlocks attached to thick steel plates

on all its machines. Ron began to use a

heavy-duty conduit cutter along with his

crowbar and cut through the padlocks

with ease.

"When I first started out it was sort of

a thrill to break a machine open. Some
of them have pretty elaborate lock

systems, but a little bit of brute force

would break'em. Last year I met a kid

who was working the machines down in

of little pronged thing into the key hole,

wiggle it around, and the door would pop

open. I ran into him once in Crampton, I

think it was. I was working laundries

because they have more quarters and

it's easier to roll quarters into those

"It's those laundries.

Southwest who used to open the

machines without wrecking them. I

don't know how he did it. He had a

collection of little stainless steel tools

that he used to use. He'd jam some kind

man, those laundries.."

paper tubes. Anyway, he and I both

worked the laundry over. He took half

and I took half. I hear he's trying to

figure out a way to get into the pinball

machines in the Campus Center. Good

luck to him. Those are worse than
vending machines, if you ask me."
Ron's worst night came when he was

working the lounges in one of the towers.

He and a friend who used to accompany
him on his midnight trips to the snack
room were working on a cigarette

machine on the twelfth floor after

trashing a cigarette machine, a coke
machine and an ice cream machine on
the nineteenth floor, when they heard
people coming.

"At first we didn't know what to do
and got a little scared," Ron said. "But
then we realized that we hadn't done
anything to these particular machines
so we had nothing to worry about. By the

time the people got to the room we were
on our way out with cokes in our hands,
completely innocent-looking. As soon as
they left after checking the machines we
went back and hit them."

I

Ron doesn't hit as many machines as

he used to. For one thing, he says,

security has gotten much better in the

dorms in the last year or so. It's harder

to pass yourself as a resident, especially

late at night. Lately Ron has been
working in the academic buildings,

riskier than dorms because the

machines are right out in the corridors

and not in little rooms in the basements,
or in lounges.

What makes him do if
••[ don't exactly know. It's kind of a

thrill to be able to just smash the

machines. The money part isn't all that

important. I save most of it. It's the

machine and what it stands for. It's like

these towers. Pre-packaged units,

everything very anonymous. No wonder
I'm going insane."

lazz Sebastian Bach With The Swingle Singers

The Swingle Singers, recor-

ding group that sprang onto the

musical scene a few years back
with their singing, swinging

interpretation of the music of

Bach, will perform Monday,
November 22 at 8:00 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium as part of

the UMass Fine Arts Countil

series of special events.

Despite the name, taken from
their leader. Ward Swingle, the

Swingle Singers come from
Paris. The group was created in

1962 when these eight singers

decided to record their first

album: Bach's (ireatcst Hits

(French title: Jazz Sebastien

Bach). They had been working
together in the Parisian
recording studios doing vocal

backgrounds for various singing

stars and jazz groups. During

breaks they amused themselves

inventing exercises to increase
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tneir vocal agility. As their in-

terest in the experiment grew
they decided to look for their

exercises in the preludes and
fugues of the composer they

admired most: J.S. Bach.
The sonority obtained in

"playing" "Bach's instrumental

works with their voices proved
to be quite fascinating. Also, the

singers rapidly discovered the

swinging character of Bach's

baroque rhythms. They then

decided to add string bass and
drums to the group to underline

the rhythmic element, and to

record the result.

It should be stressed, however,

that the singers are absolutely

respectful of the original writing

in the works they interpret -the

works of Bach as well as those of

the other composers they have
recorded since: Haendel,
Vivaldi. Mozart, Beethoven,
Albeniz, etc...

Ward Swingle, himself a

classically trained musician,
insists that the Swingle Singers

interpretations are in no way
aimed at replacing the

traditional ones. He presents

interpretations which he
believes pleasant and joyful,

while at the same time
respectful and musical.

Following the success of

Bach's Greatest llils, the group
hesitated to make the jump from
the recording studio to the

concert stage. It was President

Johnson who forced them to

make that jump when he invited

them, in May 1964. to give a

concert at the White House. This

caused great excitement among
the Swingles. What started as

vocal exercises had indeed come
a long way. There was no

question of turning the

President's gracious invitation

down, so they began furiously to

work on problem number one:

learning their entire repertoire

by heart This was no mean feat,

considering the intricacies of

each individual part, plus the

necessity of remembering all the

onomatopoeia. or "scat"
syllables.

The result surprised everyone.

Added to the aural beauty of the

sound was the visual interest of

watching the development of

Bach's intricate counterpoint on

the lips of these eight singers. It

was quite impressive for the

audience, whether musical or

not. to watch the mastery and
ease with which the singers

handled these difficult works,

accompanied by the gently
swinging rhythm section.

Since Washington, they have
sung in New York (Carnegie

Hall ) . Chicago I Orchestra Hall )

.

Hollywood, Berlin. Amsterdam.
London. Paris, Buenos-Aires.

Mexico, Tokyo, etc... Many
projects are under way which
will take them throughout the

world.

The group consists of four

women, two sopranos and two
altos, and four men. two tenors

and two bass-baritones. Ward
Swingle also sings as the

director of this unique com-
bination of voices.

The program on the 22nd will

include works by J.S. Bach.

Mozart. Telemann. Haendel.
Albeniz. Ravel. Sarasate,
Rodrigo. De Falla and Ger

shwin.

Reserved tickets for the

performance are available in the

Fine Arts Council. 125 Herter

Hall. Telephone 545-0202

Remaining tickets will be
available at Bowker Auditorium
one hour prior to the concert.

Ticket prices: $1.50 UM In
dergrads, 12.50 Other Full-time

Students. $3.00 CM
Faculty/Staff, $3.50 General
Staff.

Rosemary's
Baby'

Tonight

7-9:30- 12-

CC Auditorium
75<t
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It Could Happen To You

b> .Joan Summers
I got the first phone call on a

weeknight. I was sitting alone in

my room, as usual, reading a

book and drinking diet cola when

the stupid thing began to ring.

"Hello''"

"Hello. Miss Summers?"
"Yes, this is she."

"This is Sgt Cavendish from

University security calling."

"Yes. .

."

"I have a letter here signed by

you. ."

"I don't remember writing a

letter to anybody at security.

What's the first name9 "

"Joan."
"It could be my mother.

What's it about
"

"Here. I'd better read you

some of it: I am a freshman

from the Southwest. Ever since

coming to UMass I have been

disturbed by some of the things I

have seen up here, particularly

the illicit drug use.' That's how it

starts. It goes on. 'I would like to

offer my services as an in-

former.' That's down towards

the end. Miss Summers, we'd

like to have a talk with you about

this letter. Can we meet
somewhere tonight? Perhaps in

your dorm parking lot? I'll be in

a. .

."

"But I didn't write that letter.

I didn't write that at all. nd I

don't think my mother would

have either."

"We'd really like to get this

straightened out, Miss Sum-
mers. If you didn't sign it,

perhaps you can give us some
clue as to who actually did sign

it. Why don't you meet me in the

parking lot in fifteen minutes?

I'll be in a. .

."

"How do I know you're really

from security?"

"All right. I'll meet you in the

lobby if you like."

"Then if you show me some
kind of identification I'll talk to

you."
• OK, see you in fifteen

minutes."

I hung up slightly puzzled.

Why would security be calling

me up about a letter I had never

even written? I did want to get it

straightened out because it

would upset my father if he

thought the police were accusing

me of something
I changed out of my dressing

robe into some clothes and went

down to the lobby. There was a

man leaning on the desk who
straightened when I got near

him.
"Miss Summers?"
"Yes."
"I'm Sgt Cavendish frorr

security."

He held up an open wallet with

a silver badge on it.

"Oh yes. I see."

"Can we talk outside in the

car''"

"All right."

We went out to his car in the

parking lot It wasn't a police

car.

"Miss Summers, I think if you

read that letter, you'll see why
we would like to get this cleared

up rather quickly."

I read the letter. It was all

about a shy girl from the South-

west part of the country who had

been brought up in a sheltered

home who was very shocked by

the things she had seen going on

in her dorm She ended up of-

fering her services as an in-

former and gave a list of names,

all people from my dorm, who
used drugs I knew most of the

people on the list but I was only-

sure of two whom I knew smoked

pot. And the letter was signed by

me. and I'm from Arizona!

"Sgt. Cavendish, I don't care if

you don't believe me. but I didn't

write this letter
"

•Now. we didn't say that you

wrote it. We just said it was
signed by you. This could have

been written by anyone. Do you

know of anyone w ho has any sort

of a grudge against you who
might do this sort of thing?"

I told him about the two people

on the list who I was sure used

drugs. They were these two silly

bovs on the other corridor in my
dorm who both tried to get me to

go to bed with them my first

week up here.

"Hmmm. It could have been

them. What about your room-

mate? Do you two get along?"

My roommate was hardly ever

in the room. She worked for the

newspaper on campus and just

came to the room to eat and

sleep. Sometimes her boyfriend

and another friend of theirs

would come up for supper. But

she and I never fought. We
hardly ever saw each other.

"What's your roommate's
name?"

I told him.

"My suggestion is that we go

in and talk about this with your

head of residence. He can maybe
give us another perspective on

it."

My head of residence is

married with two kids. He used

to be a high-school English

teacher but came up here to get

his Master's degree. He was
drinking a bottle of beer when
we knocked on his door.

"Joannie. Is something the

matter?"
"No, Mr. McKinley. We just

have something to talk about

with you. This is Sgt. Cavendish

from security."

"Yes, I know. How are you,

Roger?"
"Fine."
"Sgt. Cavendish has a letter

that someone sent to security

that's signed by me, only I didn't

write it. and it says I want to be

an informer."

"Can I take a look at that,

Roger 9 "

Mr. McKinley read the letter

slowly.

"You say you didn't write this,

Joannie."
"That's right."

"Do you know any of these

people?"
"They're all on my corridor.

Well, my floor anyway."
"Do you know if any of them

use drugs?"
I told him which two.

"Jim, we were trying to figure

out if Joannie had any enemies,

besides these two here, who
might have written the letter.

She doesn't think they would

have done it. And she hasn't had

any trouble with her room-

mate."
"Well, this is very well

written. Joannie. Your room-

mate works for the paper doesn't

she?"
I had to agree with that.

"I think we can figure out who
did this. Look, the letter is

typewritten, but the signature is

done in ink. All we have to do is

to go up to your room and find a

sample of your roommate's
handwriting and match them up.

If she wrote it, it will show up."

Mr. McKinley was already

digging for his master key but I

didn't like the idea. After all. my
roommate had some rights. I

couldn't let Mr. McKinley go

digging through her personal

stuff to find something for the

police.

"I really don't think she would

have written this. We get along

fine and everything."

"Are you sure. Joannie? She

would stab a roommate in her

sleep if she thought she'd get a

single out of it. We had a lot of

trouble with her last year."

"No. I really don't think she

would have done anything like

this. We get along just fine."

"Joannie, I have to get back

down to the office. My shift is

starting soon. Will you call

either Jim or myself if you can

think of anyone who might have

written this?"

"Ok."
"Thank you very much. Good

night, Jim."
"Good night, Roger, And

thanks."

Mr. McKinley closed the door

and stood with his back to it, still

holding the handle.

"Joannie, now you be sure and

let us know if you can think of

anyone who may have written

this. This is for your own
protection. All right?"

"All right, Mr. McKinley."

Mr. McKinley made the

second phone call.

"Hello?"
"Joannie, is your roommate

in?"

"No. .

."

"Good. I'm coming up to get a

sample of her handwriting."

"No, Mr. McKinley. I don't

think you'd better. I'm not going

to let you in the room if you come
up."
"Oh, c'mon Joannie. I'll be up

in a few minutes." .

I didn't know what to do. Whin
I told my parents about the letter

they got upset. My father told

me to call his lawyer and talk to

him if anything else happened.

So I called him. He said not to let

anyone in the room unless he had

a search warrant.

"Joannie. Unlock the door and

let me in."

"No, Mr. McKinley. I can't let

you in unless you have a search

warrant."
"OK. Joannie."

He left But he was back again

in a few minutes with Sgt.

Cavendish.
"Joannie, open the door

please. Sgt. Cavendish has a

warrant."
I had to let him in, but the

warrant didn't look very im-

pressive. It was written on a

piece of plain paper and signed

by Sgt. Cavendish
"I can't let you touch anything

on my roommate's side of the

room. You can't touch anything

there at all."

"Would you have anything on

your side that she had written

on?"
"I don't think so. She carries

all her notebooks with her and

she doesn't leave notes or

anything."

"Is this her handwriting?"

"No."
"I don't think we're going to

find anything, Jim. Why don't I

just take type samples from

Joannie's typewriters and we'll

let it go at that."

The reason I had two
typewriters was because my
academic advisor told me that

the one I brought with me had

the wrong kind of type. It was
elite instead of pica, and he said

instructors wouldn't grade

anything typed in elite. I had to

send home for another

typewriter, only this time a pica.

The company shipped the

cheaper model so I had my
parents complain. There was

another typewriter in the mail

someplace. Electric, of course.

I don't know who made the

third phone call or the fourth

phone call. I was sitting alone

playing my guitar.

"Hello?"
"I just wanted to tell you that

we're on to you and that if any of

our buddies get busted, you're in

trouble."

"Hello? Hello?"

The fourth one was almost the

same.
"We know you're an informer.

We know where you are. If you

squeal on us, we'll get you."

I called Mr. McKinley right

away. He said he'd call Sgt.

Cavendish. They decided that

they wanted to tap my phone and

put a tape recorder on it. I didn't

like the idea, so I called my
father's lawyer again. He said

that I should definitely forbid the

tap but that I could ok a tracer,

but for no more than two days.

"Don't you think we should tell

my roommate if we're going to

put a tracer on the phone? It's

hers too, you know."
"Joannie, what sense would

that make? If she were behind

all this and we told her there was
a tracer that recorded the origin

of every call the phone got, she

certainly wouldn't make any

calls while it was on. Besides,

this will be just the thing I need

to get her out of the dorm. After

all the trouble we had with her

last year, and the complaints

about her this year, it'll be a

pleasure to see her move off to

another dorm. She'll be someone
else's problem then, not mine."

After two days I guess the

tracer went off because I got a

notice from the phone company
saying so. Not much happened

after that. I didn't get anymore
phone calls and I didn't talk to

either Mr. McKinley or Sgt.

Cavendish.

Then a few weeks later

something happened with my
roommate. She told me one day

that she and her boyfriend were
going to have a small party for

some friends on a Saturday night

about a week away. She was just

telling me so I could find

something to do. But the day
before her party I found out at

the infirmary that I had
mononucleosis. I felt terrible. I

went up to my dorm and went

straight to bed. I had to tell her

that she just wouldn't be able to

have her party after all.

She got very mad. She and her

boyfriend both started in on me.

I began to cry, she began to cry.

It was awful. Her boyfriend

began to insult me and call me a

crybaby and a hypochondriac,

which made me furious. I am
sick a lot, but I had just found out

the day before it was because I

had been carrying mono since

July. My resistance was way
down, that's all. I couldn't even

shake a cold.

They stormed out, leaving me
crying and feeling very mad. I

decided to go down and tell Mr
McKinley I was sure he'd be

very interested in knowing that

they were going to try and kick

me out of my own room when I

was sick.

"I'm not surprised, Joannie,

and I'll tell you why. I knew

she'd start that kind of stuff

again this year. She couldn't get

along with her roommate last

year so she moved out of the

room. I guess her new roommate

spent a lot of time in her

boyfriend's apartment, so she

had a single a lot of the time.

This year she moved down the

hall to this room. I guess she

figured she'd get a single out of

that somehow. We get all kinds

of complaints about her.

Someone's parents came down

raging one day because they saw

her boyfriend coming out of the

shower with a towel wrapped

around him. wringing wet. She

was with him. You know what I

think I'm gonna do? I'll bring

this up at the heads of residence

meeting Sunday night. We can

probably get her out of the dorm

on some kind of illicit behavior

charge."
That suited me fine. The

sooner they got rid of her, the

better, as far as I was con-

cerned. I went back to my room

feeling pleased.

But the next day I didn't feel so

pleased. It was really very

immature of me to go down to

the head of residence without

talking with her about it. And all

this other stuff about the letter

and everything. . I decided I'd

tell her all about everything

when she and her boyfriend

came back from shopping. His

name got mentioned quite a bit

too by Sgt. Cavendish and Mr.

McKinley. They wanted to know
if he smoked pot, or if he could

have written the letter.

I must say they took it very

well. We made up over the fight

and I told them I had something

else to tell them that all began

with a phone call and a letter.

They really did take it well.

When I got through with my
story, we were all friends again.

They didn't seem mad that I had

gone down to the head of

residence. In fact, she and I even

went down and told him that we
had made up and that I really

didn't want to get rid of her as a

roommate. He was flab-

bergasted. He said he was glad

we had settled our differences.

She and her boyfriend left to

go to the newspaper office. I felt

that everything had been settled

and started to pack my suitcase

because the doctor said I would

have to start living in the in-

firmary because of my mono. I

had to be there the next day.

It wasn't too bad; I'm used to

hospitals anyway, but I was glad

to get a visitor.

The girl from across the hall

brought me some books I had

forgotten.

"Did you hear about your

roommate?"
"No, I haven't talked to

anybody since the other day
What happened to her?"
"Nothing happened to her. She

moved out of the room to another

dorm. She and her boyfriend and
two other guys came and she

was gone in fifteen minutes.

Nobody has any idea why."
"I wonder why she did that.

We settled everything. Did you
bring my books?"
"Mr. McKinley came up just

after she left because he couldn't

believe it He opened your room
up and looked around All her

stuff was gone I guess he just

walked off down the hall shaking

his head and chuckling to

himself"
"He always was a ding-dong.

Hand me a kleenex, please?"

What'sHappened To The Big Three
4

•Bastard', 'Bitch; and 'fueW Have Lost Their Sting

by Frank Kaglione

This past summer a letter

appeared in. a weekly Boston

paper, the Phoenix, thanking the

editors for printing the reader's

sentiments on a contemporary
subject. It seems the same letter

had been refused publication in

the Boston Globe because it

contained the word "chick"

when referring to the female of

the species Homo sapien. The
editors of the Globe stated that

there were women in their

reading audience who had made
known their feelings of offense

when this word was printed.

This incident points up an

amazing characteristic of

present society -new obscenities

have been evolving to replace

those defused by the widening

social rebellion. Instead of

creating a censorship-free

society in America, the political

movements now moving
towards power have created new
taboos on expression which are

enforced by a tremendous moral

aggression. In the face of this

agressiveness old line papers

like the Globe have been forced

to add the new obscenities to the

old ones, politically radical

papers (or what is left of them),

print the old obscenities but

refuse to publish, that is to say

censor, any material containing

the new obscenities. Only "new
culture" papers, similar to the

Phoenix, have refused to engage

in censorship of either the old or

the new "naughty words" in

spite of the fact that they

otherwise fall more to the

radical side when they take up

political issues.

Interesting enough, the new

obscenities, like the old, are

mainly related to sex. What is

different is that where the old

obscenities were objectionable

because they dealt with sexual

practices or were related to sex

organs, the new obscenities are

objected to because of the

symbolism and imagery the

sexual references call to mind,

or because of the way some are

used in metaphors. Because of

this relation between obscenity

and sex it is not surprising to

find the leading proponents of

the new censorship of the new

obscenity to be groups in

political struggle largely defined

by sexual make-up. That is,

women's liberation and gay

liberation. It is true that both the

anti-war movement and the

black liberation movement have

engaged in verbal banality and

are as willing to label things

"sin" and devise their own

forms of social punishment as

are the women's and gay

movements However these are

usually of a more complex

nature and represent a change of

emphasis or a qualification that

denies simple analysis. For

example, the word "black" is

now nearly mandatory for

reference to an individual of the

Negro race, but the use of the

same word "black" to mean
"sinister" or "evil" is frowned

upon because of the images it

might call up concerning

"black" people. Whether one

feels this is silly, or stupid, or

unreasonable is not at issue. The

point is that no new obscenities

objectionable in any form have

sprung up around the black and

anti-war movements the way

they have concerning the more

sexual women's and gay

movements. Whereas "black"

has a neutral denotation and

both good and bad connotations,

those in the sexual political

movements see words like

"chick" and "queer " as either of

neutral denotation (the first a

thickens young, the second

something odd), or only

derrogatory connotations.

Before further investigating

the rationalizations of those

attempting to create new ob-

scenities some definitions are in

order. For example, the obscene

need not be solely related to

indecent or offensive sexual

terms or acts. One often hears

wars characterized as obscene;

a commercial ad that is par-

ticularly crass or inane or in-

sensitive may be described as

obscene. But for the most part

when people are talking about

obscenity thev refer to the of-

seem overly concerned as to the

maternal source of their

existence. However, when the

word is used to describe a

woman of violent temperment
and mean disposition it is placed

back on the obscenity list,

although on the new list it does

not maintain its previously

potent position. Still, because it

can be used to insult women, the

women's libbers oppose its

usage and are wont to "bitch"

about its appearance in a

publication. Their efforts in this

area, however, will most likely

terms which carry no grevious

insult or offense. For example,

the new generation uses

"shithead" in much the same
way the old generation's Scarlet

O'Hara chastized her friends

with "You silly goose." There is

some form of "penis envy" on

the part of women's liberation

that a man can "piss on you"

from a distance while a woman
must be squatting over you, but

it is hardly likely a substantial

issue can be made of this natural

difference. In the other form of

excretment all are equal, and

"Outside of the Big Three there are any number of obscenities.

One group, which can be easily dismissed, are the scatological

obscenities, the most common of which are "shit" and "piss."

The new generation almost unanimously does not consider

these to be obscenltles..Unfortunately,the present generations'

unabashedly open display of bodily function seems to have

gone a bit too far. While burping and farting should not be the

cause of severe social condemnation or personal emotional

trauma, one's restraint In the degree of enthusiasm one puts

behind them Is usually appreciated."

fense given them by some literal

or symbolic use of sexual

vocabulary.

Until very recently, ob-

scenities were well defined

falling into a number of

categories. Most will be familiar

with these. There was the Big

Three of obscenity: "fuck,"

"bitch," and "bastard." (Once

again recall we are dealing with

obscenity of a sexual nature and

will not be refering to religiously

profane statements like "go to

hell." or "goddamn you," no

matter how offensive some
people may find these. I suspect

few do still find these "ob-

scene") The Big Three were

probably the most potent of the

sociallv acceptable obscenities I

can recall. That is to say the

terms were the strongest and

therefore gentlemen and ladies

could be forgiven their use only

if the situation evoked the

unutterable. Thus you might be

allowed to say "Fuck you" to the

Nazi asking you to round up

some Jews ; or one could pit out a

"bastard" towards someone
who had been caught in the act of

brutally beating a small child.

These "words were very strong

and fit the situation. Yet no

matter what the provocation

they were never seen in print

unless the publication itself was

obscene. The giant of the Big

Three, "Fuck," has yet to be

seen in an established dic-

tionary.

What has the "revolutionary"

movements of our generation

done to the Big Three? All but

annihilated them. "Bastard"

has been knocked right off the

list of obscenities. Since

illegitimacy is no longer a state

of condemnation, "bastard" has

lost its social sting. It is still used

against villains but usually the

villain and his deed are more

naughty than nasty when it is

invoked. "Bastard" is such a

rich. full-throated word,

especially when used by Burton,

that its aesthetic qualities would

have liberated it for usage with

or without the extra push it

received by the deliberate

rebelliousness of the "new
revolutionaries."

"Bitch." on the other hand,

has not come off the obscenity

list. "Son of a bitch" is not taken

too seriously anymore for few

fail for "bitch" is a very handy

and succinct expression and is

almost as pleasant to the ear as

"bastard." Both words seem
headed for increased usage and

will probably remain retired

from anybody's obscenities' list.

The most powerful of the Big

Three does not seem to be faring

as well. "Fuck" was so com-

pletely obscene that it was

almost to be expected that the

new generation's
revolutionaries would use it to

offend their opponents in the Old

World and. in social settings, use

it to demonstrate their personal

liberation. The revolutionaries

were almost desperate in their

use of "fuck," so eager to "fuck

the war." and "fuck the system"

which was "fucking over the

people." (This last one was
particularly used by the Ultra-

Hip revolutionary leaders; it

signaled one's political status

and awareness.) "Fuck"
became the least obscene of the

former Big Three Indeed, its

over-use became so obnoxious,

so contrived, so obviously a

childish means of "showing off."

that "fuck" has gone from a

withering obscenity to a dull and

slightly annoying expression of

poor taste.

Of the old Big Three, then, we
find that the new
revolutionaries, the politicos.

find only "bitch" obscene, while

the new culturists, the freaks

who are not involved with

radical politics, see none of these

words as obscene. As a last

effort to resurrect "fuck" as an

obscenity, though, it might be

mentioned that the politicos, due

to women's lib pressure, take a

rather ambiguous position on the

quality of synonyms for "fuck",

like "ball", which are used

almost exclusively to describe

male sexual aggression towards

females as in "I'd like to ball

that chick."

Outside of the Big Three there

are any number of obscenities.

One group, which can be easily

dismissed, are the scatological

obscenities the most common of

which are "shit" and "piss."

The new generation almost

unanimously does not consider

these to be obscenities

•Shithead." "shitty." "piss on

vou" and "pisser" are all

commonly used descriptive

equally sure that it is not an

obscenity. Unfortunately, the

present generations
unabashedly open display of

bodily function seems to have

gone a bit too far. While burping

and farting should not be the

cause of severe social con-

demnation or personal

emorional trauma, one's

restraint in the degree of en-

thusiasm one puts behind them

is usually appreciated. And last

year I witnessed the somewhat
disturbing affair of a "nouveau

hip" liberated mother changing

her offspring's diaper on top of a

dining table in. of all places, the

Blue Wall cafeteria. This young

woman was among a group of

people dining in the company of

Gil Salk. our local coun-

terculture advocate and draft

counselor. I trust they all

cleaned their plates.

Having now dealt with the Big

Three and scatological ob-

scenities we come to an area

where the new generation has

nearly as many obscenities as

the old. Obscenities dealing with

the genitalia usually carry an

implied gender and thus, to

some minds, are more obviously

"sexist." They are also lower

case, a rather vulgar way of

saying another word -even

another obscenity. For example,

"cunt" is a less genteel way of

expressing the idea of "bitch,"

while "prick" might be what
Frank Sinatra thinks when he

hears Richard Burton say
"bastard". The complete list of

genital obscenities would in-

clude, besides "prick" and
"cunt," "asshole." and "balls,"

along with the related terms
"cocksucker" and "cun-

tlapper."

While Women's lib might
certainly wish to add "prick" to

the politicos' list of obscenities

because it carries the idea of

strength, potency and
aggressiveness of the male
(even though it is used

pejoritively), it is the word
"cunt" to which they most ob-

ject. Their adding it to the list of

new generation obscenities

stems from its similarity in

meaning to two other words

condemned by the politicos -

"bitch" and "chick" The Image
that "cunt" carries is not. like

"prick." one of strength.

potency and aggressiveness. It

is, rather, a word that implies

passivity, emptiness,
vulnerability. At very best

"cunt" can, by association with

"womb," have a connotation of

fertility. These are the very

qualities the extreme women's

libbers seek to destroy in

women. In their opinion women
should not be passive,

vulnerable or fecund, but rather

aggressive and strong. That is to

say they should be "pricks," not

"cunts."

Happily, the word "asshole"

has no such dual set of attributes

since it is common to both

genders. The new generation,

therefore, found no difficulty in

removing it from the list of "bad

words." Yet one suspects it has

managed to retain its sting.

Somehow it is still humiliating to

be linked in a persons mind with

that particular hole, and so.

much like ethnic slurs (wop,

frog, harp) the tone of the person

uttering the word determines

whether it be grieviously of-

fensive or merely playful.

The area begins to heat up

again when we treat the terms

"cocksucker" and "cun-

tlapper". In addition to the

obvious objections to the

descriptions that can be evoked

from women's groups, the new

force on the political scene. Gay
liberation, would take particular

offense at these obscenities.

Since both these activities make
up a large part of the

homosexuals' expertise, the

words are personally insulting

and oppressive to him. Cun-

nilingus and fellatio are forms of

oral intercourse also familiar to

the heterosexual. But in the

forms "cuntlapper" and
"cocksucker" they have a

plainly derogatory tone. It is a

way of charging someone with

being a fool, or pitifully ex-

ploited, or a mean and un

desireable character, gross and

base.

Militant homosexual
movements have added to this

list of obscenities some words

that were previously in general

use. being considered in poor

taste but not obscene. These

words are "queer," "fag" and

"faggot." Just as we all must

now be very careful to say

"black" when we mean
"Negro", or "colored," we must

also be sure to say "gay" when
we are thinking "homo" or

"fag" These words are so

charged that I am sure if I wrote

a letter to a newspaper saying I

had eaten two big faggots in

England, the editors would
return the letter suggesting I

make it more clear that the

faggots I had eaten were
"meatballs." If the paper to

which the letter had been sent

was a radical sheet, I am sure it

would have been printed with a

searing denunciation of the

oppressive language I had used.

It is still the women's
movement, however, and not the

gays, who are the most absurd in

the nature of the words they

deem obscene and their cer-

tainty that these words should be

censored from the press. Early

in 1970 I received in the mail a

copy of the Old Mole, a now
defunct Boston underground
paper The owmen on the paper

had moved into a position of

power and were now setting

policy for the paper On the

editorial page there appeared a

not h •<• saying that from that date

onward letters containing the

word "chick" to mean woman,
or the word "balls" to mean
courage would not be printed, In

effect, I radical newspaper Ml
Continued on po«e iia
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Bootlegs One More Time Around
By Steve Keld

The nature of bootlegs demands that

their release be. at best, sporadic. Ones

that were thought to be rare and
unobtainable suddenly show up in mass.

And with increased publicity, people

become aware of the ease with which

they can create their own. It has

blossomed to the point where every

music enthusiast has his own collection

of rare tapes. Therefore, the bootleg

business is thriving. With this in mind,

here is the latest of the bootlegs.

BANGLA OESII - George Harrison.

Ringo Starr. Bob Dylan, Eric Clapton,

Leon Russell, and others (Bangla
Records). This is the one everybody has

been waiting for. For those who don't

know. Bangla Desh is a city in East

Pakistan that was suddenly struck with

a mass famine. Increased population,

combined with decreased food

production, was the cause. Thousands

have died and people still are dying.

Ravi Shankar originated the idea of a

benefit concert He called George
Harrison, who organized it. It took place

at Madison Square Garden in August,

and it was one of the most incredible

moments in rock.

Harrison, backed by Starr, Clapton,

Russell and others put on a fantastic

show. How could he miss? On this record

is "My Sweet Lord.*' "While My Guitar

Gently Weeps." "Something." and other

Harrison hits. Ringo does "It Don't

Come Easy."
On a record like this, the quality does

not matter. I would get it no matter

what. In this case, the quality ranges

from good to poor. But it is all

distinguishable, and it is all great.

Side Two has Harrison introducing, "a

friend of us all - Bob Dylan." He does

"Mr. Tambourine Man" and "Just Like

A Woman."
Enough said. The official version will

be out soon. It is a rumored 3-record set.

I am awaiting it with baited breath.

something special lor your girl on her

birthday? Why not name a record label

after her This record, a 2-set. was
extremely rare at one time, but has

again resurfaced to the underground. It

was all recorded at the Gaslight in

Greenwich Village. 1963. It is more
historic Dylan. Since there are no

songwriting credits on the labels, one

does not know which of these Dylan

wrote Someone get ahold of A. J.

LET IT BE-LIVE - The Beatles
(Silver Greatest Records) - Some more
bad quality "Kum Back." On this

record, however, is the only place where
I have found the complete version of

Lennon's "Dig It." There is also a dif-

ferent version of "One After 909," which
is also a first.

BOB DYLAN - THE VILLAGER
( Kathv and Steve Records) -- Want to do

Those were the days

Weberman.
The quality is good - most historic

Dylan is. It's pretty hard to fuck up

when you are recording a man and his

guitar.

THE KINDEST CUT Bob Dylan
( Kindest Cut Records ) . Some old Dylan,
again. This contains Dylan's "VD"
songs ("Blues," "Waltz," "City," and
"Gunner's Blues"). Contains seventeen
songs, which must be some sort of a

record for a record. My favorite is

"Follow You Down." If someone will

release a bootleg 45, make it this one.

ELTON JOHN. SUPERSTAR, LIVE
(EJL records) - The last time he was in

New York, Elton John played a live

concert in a radio studio, and it vas
broadcasted. Instant bootleg. The only

thing was that Uni Records released

songs from that concert and called it

"11-17-70", Elton's last album. This,

however, has "Country Comfort" and
others not on the official. So, that's cool.

It is unfortunate, however, that Elton

John sounds almost exactly alike live as

he does on record.

MICK JAGGER INTERVIEW In

April, disc-jockey Tom Donahue con-

ducted an interview with Jagger. It was

supposed to be very risque and, as

Marshall Chess put it, "It's not one of

those what's your favorite color' in-

terviews."

Rolling Stones Records released it as

a promotional copy, to newspapers and

radio stations. Some enterprising in-

dividual bootlegged it. I have never

heard it, but if you hurry, you might be

able to get ahold of it. The seller had just

one more copy left on November 21,

1970. He lives somewhere in Harvard

Square.

L'OO MOTELS - The Mothers of In-

vention and Zubin Mehta and the Los

Angeles Philharmonic. This one is a first

in a lot of ways. At last, a Mothers'

bootleg. Also, this is the first bootleg of a

Philharmonic Orchestra. Classical

music has finally had the honor of being

bootlegged!

But wait, this all isn't classical music.

The first side is all old mothers' songs.

And they sound good. They do stuff from
way back, their first couple albums. The
second side is just a snip from the

complete performance of "200 Motels."

This is the show that was written up in

"Playboy" about half a year ago. It was
in a basketball court that they played,

and as Zappa put it. "When you play

music in a place made for basketball.

echelons of the bootlegged!

The quality on this one is pretty good,

and the songs impressive. He does

"Love In Vain," "Country Comfort" and
"Maybe I'm Amazed," among others.

Side Two contains two medlies where he

sings a bunch of his stuff. Check out the

cover, it's witty.

THE ROLLING STONES LIVE IN

EUROPE, 1970 (Rope and Roll Records)
- This is from the tour they did after the

Altamont mess. New songs, live, include

"Dead Flowers" and "Brown Sugar."

They toured Europe with a brass sec-

tion, but the quality is so bad that one

can hardly hear it. And Jagger is still

using that same line. "Well, all right."

He should have at least learned how to

say it in French or German!

YOUNG MAN'S FANCY - Neil Young
(Zerocks Records) Watch out for this

one. This is a 2 record set, and ten of the

songs on this one are the exact ones from
"Live on Sugar Mountain." The first

song is called "It's So Hard To Wait,"
but it is just "On The Way Home." "Tell

Me Why" is on this one, though. So is "I

Am A Child." The only other songs that

aren't on "Live on Sugar Mountain" are
"Don't Let It Bring You Down" and
"Cowgirl in the Sand", but they are on
"4-Way Street".

Mr.

you take your chances." He took a

chance and won. It's a good record.

ROD STEWART WITH THE SMALL
FACES (Rootie Newton Productions) -

And so Rod Stewart hits the high

No Way To Treat

A Fiddle

Zappa

The quality on this one is inferior,

also, to "Sugar Mountain." It was a good
move to release "Sugar Mountain."
because as long as that one is around, it

will obviate this one.

Cactus: A Desert Of Talent
by Pete Forget

This new release on Atco (division of Atlantic)

features a lot of noise and little talent or

creativity. The title cut "Restrictions" is an aptly

named attempt at hard rock which drags on en-

dlessly. The group ineffectively uses some
dynamics and falls short of anything one can
appreciate. On to something called "Token
Cnokin' ". This starts off in a Zappa like fashion

but is so simple one can only hope it was intended

that way A fair slide guitar saves this one.

"Guiltless Glider" is a song which is typical of this

album Beginning with a slow pounding rhythm, it

steps up into a quick tempo but gets boring after

several minutes The drumming seems to be

holding the rest of the group together and should

lx> praised. A screaming lead guitar becomes
repetitive and one has to look forward to the end of

this song and a poor first side

Starting out with "Evil" and more of the same
pounding rhythm we move on to "Alaska" This

one s not much but the relatively soft blues pattern

makes this the only bright spot on the album.
There is a harp which is a pleasant change but the

vocals just don't make it.

Something entitled "Sweet Sixteen" brings the

listener back to a harsh reality. Once again the

drummer is doing some nice work but the guitar

comes across like some God-forsaken fuzz-toned

nightmare "Bay Drag" proves the narrow limits

in which Cactus is working. This ear splitting cut

leads into a tune called "Mean Night in

Cleveland" which is written about some group

experiences on the road. This one follows a blues

progression and is acoustical. Slide guitar and

harp backing are adequate This musical vein is

what (actus should be concentrating more on and

the song brings down the curtain on a truly

mundane album. Unless there's a thirteen year old

on your Christmas list who has everything, this

one's better left in the stacks.

by Kenneth Sulin

John Hartford is one of those

people who never really made it

with kids today so therefore he
changed his image and his music
to suit everyone-at least he
thought he did The South was a
fine place to choose country
musicians so why not go there
and see what possibilities were
available, see what to rummage
up so he could hit the record
buyers with something strange
or bizarre Hartford took care of

all the necessities, grew longish

hair, dressed in worn-torn
clothing and selected some
middle-aged personnel to

produce "Aereo Plain" which,
sorry to say, is a bomb.

Hartford himself is primarily
a banjo player but occasionally
fingerpicks a guitar both in

concert and in the studio. His
voice is gallantly deep and he
can easily be mistaken for Pete
Sceger on vocals but the tunes
themselves will tell you dif-

ferently The lyrics are horrible-
very, very silly and disgustingly
trite. One track called "Boogie"
presents John, unaccompanied,
reciting a pathetic little verse in

a growly low voice which is

perhaps enough to make your
stomach turn.

The album has its share of

fiddle and violin playing but

there's seldom anything to get

excited about here. Hartford
sees himself as a protegee of Bill

Monroe and the Bluegrass Boys
straight from the deep South
however he fails considerably
because even though he uses the

typical southern instruments his

overall quality just falls flat.

Probably the only sideman
worth noting would be found in

Randy Scruggs who plays bass
on the album.

You're lucky though if you
purchase this record since you'll

be getting two identical cuts on
the same album. That's right,

Hartford has put "Turn On Your
Radio" on each side-pretty good
way to fill up space or maybe it

was supposed to be done for

special effects. .

There's nothing here worth
spending three-and-a-half
dollars on so don't waste your
money unless you happen to be
an enthusiast of Cajun music. .

Big John is
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Versatile Kirk Does His Remarkable Best

~v* V< *—-- by Pete Forget

This album features ten cuts recorded

over the past few years in several dif-

ferent studios and live concerts. Starting

with "Volunteered Slavery" Kirk is on

tenor sax. This one is a contemporary

spiritual featuring a conglomeration of

musical and vocal sounds and is easy

listening. One is prepared for anything

that might follow as the unpredictable

Kirk leads the listener through many
feelings and settles him back on his feet.

"The Inflated Ear" is Kirk on

flexaphone (can you believe that? > This

is gentle and reedy with soft piano

chords in the background. Gradually

building, it falls back to a peaceful

conclusion. "Lady's Blues" is Kirk

doing some beautiful work on flute. The

strings are very nicely arranged and

Kirk dedicates this sensitive song to

Billie Holiday and "for a lot of beautiful

ladies".

Next is "A Medley" recorded live at

the Village Vanguard in New York

which includes "Going Home", "Sen-

timental Journey", "In Monument",
and "Lover". Jt is Kirk at his best.

"Search for the Reason Why" features

the Rahsaan Roland Kirk Spirit Choir

and Kirk playing in an Afro-Latin beat.

The second side starts with a song

called "Making Love After Hours". Kirk

is again on flute in this blues tune. This

song contains some nice piano work and

makes for some nice listening "Black

Root" is Kirk blowing black mystery

pipes ( made of bamboo and a long metal

tube) while accompanying himself on

bass drum and cymbals. An amazing

ability to perform on several in-

struments simulatenously is Kirk's

forte.

"One Ton" is a quick blues number
with Kirk doing an unbelievable flute

solo while singing at the same time. He
makes his flute sound like a guitar and

then makes a siren whistle fly out of the

flute at the end of this unique song. "A
Laugh for Rory" is Kirk on a happy

flute. A tight percussion ac-

companiment and some nice running

bass lines plus some fine jazz piano work

by Ron Burton lend some excellent fill to

this fast tune. Lastly is "Rahsaanica" in

which Kirk plays piccolo and later flute

in this mysterious Eastern cut. Aided by

congas and tambourine Kirk weaves a

splendid musical tale for the listener.

Ten distinctly different

periences comprise this

musical ex-

remarkable

album. Words can't describe Rahsaan

Roland Kirk's versatile talents and one

doesn't have to be into jazz to appreciate

this album either. A unique addition to

any record collection.

Highly Satisfying
by Kenneth Sulin

The Fleetwood Mac train has

been moving along now for

several years and with "Future

Games", their sixth American

album, we have a look at the

fourth band they have presented

to us.

It all started back in 1967 when
John Mayall was, as always, in

his recruiting stages;

auditioning respectable
musicians and cutting an album

or two with them only to see his

newly found talents escaping to

start out on their own. Peter

Green was one such person who
quickly flew through the Mayall

phase taking along a drummer
and bass player, Mick Fleet-

wood and John McVie respec-

tively. Adding another guitarist

bv the name of Jeremy Spencer,

Peter Green's Fleetwood Mac
was formed; the name later

being shortened to simply

Fleetwood Mac.
Oddly enough they never

really caught on in the United

States during the beginning

Bartlett Aud.
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years, however; their record

sales actually exceeded those of

the Stones' in Britain; obviously

Fleetwood Mac became one of

England's finest groups and still

FLEETWOOD MAC
FUTURE GAMES

Includes Mwnmg Ram Sands of! une

Show Me a Smtte / What a Shame

are to this day. Their style, their

type of music was the most

perfect exhibition of amplified

blues one could find being in-

credibly versatile and almost

completely unblemished.

A startling event then took

place -the addition of yet

another guitarist, Danny Kirwan

to make the total three. How of

all things could a blues group

survive with three guitars? As it

turned out the sound was just

magnificent and Fleetwood Mac
was producing such songs as

"Albatross" and "Black Magic

Woman". This concludes the

first of four bands they have

comprised to this date.

The second contained the

same personnel but now they

had become a rock and roll band

with the issuing of their third

album entitled "Then Play On."

Unfortunately Peter Green tired

of the music business, donated

all his money to charity and had

at this time left the group.

Things did not change since the

remaining four members con-

tributed in making probably one

of the finest records released in

the last five years, "Kiln

House." This, the third band,

was still rock but rock of the

fifties with tributes to Buddy

Holley and Elvis Presley done to

perfection

When Jeremy Spencer decided

to leave due to religious beliefs I

thought without a doubt that

Fleetwood Mac had now met

their match and could never

again be a group equalling the

qualities they had always

preserved. After Green left the

Fleetwood engine changed

tracks and became as good as

ever but now that Mr Spencer

was gone they appeared cer-

tainly to be doomed.
Once again however we have

not been let down, a few changes

have come about but the

exactness, the originality and

most of all the perfection has

been retained. With "Future

Games" Fleetwood has again

crossed previous styles and find

themselves now involved with a

more soothing, more mellow

sound; a soft, easy-listening

tone. New additions include

Christine Perfect, ex-vocalist

with Chicken Shack and the first

female to join the group. She at

first wanted to record on her own

but found a place here as singer,

organist and pianist -something

Fleetwood had never en-

countered in their music. The

second new member was Robert

Welch, the first American to

join, who added the necessary

second guitar to combine
delicately with the coasting and

flowing rhythms of Kirwan.

The album itself was nearly a

year in the making; the read-

justing, familiarizing and

mixing were definitely worth the

pains since we have now been

given another example of the

confidence of Fleetwood Mac.

The introductory cut entitled

"Woman of a Thousand Years"

if by far the strongest on the

record. Kirwan on vocal after a

long introduction of organ and

guitar blendings, fade-ins. fade-

outs-the entire song emits an air

of ease and calmness. There are

three Kirwan songs and they

seem to be the most represen-

tative of Fleetwood Mac

Christine Perfect contributes

two excellent selections soun-

ding exactly as she did with

Chicken Shack.

Not blues, not rock, but

solemn, highly serious and

satisfying music is to be found

here. At times the songs are

brisk, some even are sharp and

tangy but all are genuine

displaying absolutely no traces

of boredom or uninterest. This

seems to be a record you should

listen to while alone sometime

just for the enjoyment of all its

aspects and qualities.

If you're in the market, I

suggest picking up a copy of

"Future Games" and you too

will probably find yourself biting

on the lure of Fleetwood Mac.

The Original American Touring Company

J.C. SUPERSTAR
Live In Person

American International Colleg
( A.I.C.)

Roosevelt Avenue, Spfld., Mass.

Tues ., Nov. 16th
at 7:00 p.m.

Tickets Available at;

R SO. Office

Lower Level, Student Union, U. Mass.
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Films

A Beautiful Yet Flawed Interpretation
-*^ M^*****- *"" mmm
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bvBOBNESTI
Death In Veniceisa breathtakingly bad

film. Luchino Visconti's lush in-

terpretation of Thomas Mann's 1911

novella concerns an aging conposer

there patterned after the German
Master Gustav Mahler) who, while

vacationing in cholera-ridden Venice,

captures a glimpse of perfect beauty in

the form of a fourteen year old boy. This

film is oddly fascinating in its visually

loveliness, yet is too often vague and

static, turning the older Achenbach's

interest for the young Tadzio into a

parody <>t u homosexual tryst. The older

man follows the boy everywhere. There

is hardly a moments respite from the

two gawking at each other from across

restaurants or parks or beaches.

Achenbach's death at the film's con-

clusion serves a dual purpose: first it set

him free from his personal anguish

caused by his failure to comprehend his

interest in the young boy. and secondly,

it releases the audience from viewing

this static and ultimately unsatisfying

film.

Whether or not Visconti paralleled his

film accurately enough after Mann is a

point for academic purists to quibble

over. Yet writers and composers have

often reinterpreted each others works to

dazzling effects. Witness, the Richard

Strauss tone poems and Joyce's llysses

for striking examples. What we have

with Death In Venice is a legitimate

interpretation, unfortunately it is a

faulty one. Visconti's vision fails on its

own "merits as being repetitive and

vacuous in both plot and theme.

The sheer weight of the film inhibits

the dramatic action The director's

emphasis on production seems to have

led him to lose sight of a workable plot to

act as a framework for his grandiose

intentions Death just sort of hangs

together, it is filled with many fine

moments that collectively lack any

form.
His production is the film's major

virtue. It is an exquisite recreation of

1911 Venice that captures a stunning

sense of historical accuracy. From the

gorgeous costumes to the neo-Victorian

hotel decor, combined with the then-

contemporary Mahler music, makes for

a near perfect evocation of time and

place. The film is even sustained for

some time with the photography that

captures these elements and blends

them into an atmosphere suggesting a

rich and near decadent beauty. Visconti

obviously decided that here, in creating

a mood to complement and accent

Mann's storv, was where his emphasis

would be. Yet painstaking detail was

never meant to compensate for struc-

ture and cannot make up for the lack of

substantive plot.

What simple plot the film does have

runs as such: An aging composer.

this rather lengthy film.

Thedialogue is kept at a minimum The

only moments of conversation were

those of the philosophical argument

between Achenbach and his protegee

and the petty daily exchanges between

the composer and various Venetians. He

named Achenbach becomes infatuated

with a beautiful young boy while resting

in death-ridden Venice. They see each

other everywhere, as the boy teases and

taunts the composer almost out of

sadistic pleasure. The older man
overstays his visit, contracts cholera,

and dies on the beach while glimpsing a

final vision of the young man standing

graceful and erect in the water. Add to

this somewhat mawkish notion some

choppy sequences in which the com-

poser and one of his apprentices par-

ticipate in a lengthy argument as to the

nature of beauty. Reinforce his

hetrosexuality with dreamlike memory
sequences showing him with his wife

and the deceased daughter, plus add to

this a rather obligatory visit to a

prostitute and that's about all there is to

never addresses Tadzio, rather their

relationship is comprised of black stares

and nothing more. Perhaps the

philosophical arguments are not to fully

drawn, but Achenbach's interest in the

boy seems less of the mind and more of

the body. Yet Achenbach is incapable of

going beyond any parochial interest in

the boy Tadzio and his confusion, this

ambiavance, is really the film's vaguest

and faultiest point.

Visconti seems to have clumsily

blocked his film together (the editing,

for the most part, is pretty terrible) The

striking visuals mesh with the empty

and repetitive action and the

philosophical argument between

AchenbacH and his friend, which was

meant as a thematic framework, seems

out-of-place with the rest of the film. It's

point is to present Achenbach's interest

in the boy to be one of a strictly Platonic

nature, yet the visuals betray this. No

matter how vainly Visconti infuses his

films with high-minded sentiments,

Achenbach cruises Tadzio with an overt

physical attraction.

Achenbach's reaction to this at-

traction is one of revulsion, then

fascination, and finally submission. He

at first attempts to escape, then laughs

with a spinsterish delight when he fails.

Towards the end he even goes as far as

attempting a physical overhaul which

made him appear like a sosmecticized

doll, devoid of any real humanity and a

stingingly accurate portrait of quite a

man who can't face growing old. His

entire trip to Venice and his interest in

the boy seem to lack any sort of meaning

beyond his, the director, and the

screenwriter's comprehension.

Dirk Bogarde as Achenbach is

strangely moving. His performance,

often resembles the kind of spinster

roles Geraldine Page has made famous.

Yet as the composer becomes more and

more overwhelmed by the boy,

Bogarde'sperformance becomes lessand

less interesting. Tadzio, the Polish youth

played by Bjorn Andersenn, isn't asked

to do anything more but tease, and even

that is done with such seriousness that it

seems ludicruous.

Yet despite his ultimate failure,

Visconti managed two brilliantly drawn

sequences. The first is the film's opening

whose evocation of Venice at dawn (to

the music of Mahler's Fifth) is glorious

to behold, and the second was the

lengthy final sequence on the beach

which quite nearly redeems the waste

which precedes it. Here, though,

Visconti's use of near Pavlovian

techniques to wrench empathy from his

audience seem to serve the opposite

effect and only inhibits any genuine

emotion. This is the Love Story for the

intellectual chic; not quite as banal as

the other film, after all it reeks of class,

but still designed to demand a similar

response. It's the old Hollywood un-

fulfilled ramance this time in lavender.

Death In Venice is not a film for the

impatient as its length isn't sustained by

material. The film's major ac-

complishment is cinematically pin-

pointing a time and place in which to

present its story. Unfortunately the

physical design cannot make up for the

vacuousness of both script and direction

and Death at first leaves you fidgety,

then downright bored.

lent ana accent i piusmuicanU um>o Uw
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Bergman's Latest: A Touch Of The Poet
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Bv DAN MURPHY AND
BOBBISHOFF

One approaches the work of an

artist like Bergman with a kind

of delicacy, and there is a fine

line between delicacy and in-

timidation. Symbolism ex-

traneous to the texture of the

work, cliched situations, and

over-worked popular technical

devices might be reason enough

to dismiss the work of a lesser

film maker. though in

Bergman's The Touch they

prompt a meek "why?". And
somewhat more demanding than

meek, critics have asked, "why
English, why Elliot Gould?''

"Why...?" certainly isn't the

best of critical questions, but it

does lead us to the problem of

ostensibly simple minded cliche

in a film made by a mind famous

certainly not for cliche making.

However, Bergman's film does

function at least on the fringes of

romantic and religious cliche,

and this, at first glance, is

rathertroublesome The Touch is

the story of a love triangle

between Bibi Andersson, Max
Von Sydow, and Elliot Gould

(which places the latter in fairly

fast company). Bibi Andersson

plays the familiar bored/af-

fluent housewife married to a

basically kind and tender, yet

too-busy-with-his-work Max Von

Sydow." Right out of the Ross

Hunter film we have the

domestic household complete

with the harried but lighthearted

breakfast scene and a housewife

loft with nothing to Ho hut have

an affair- in this case, with

Gould, the American »r«

cheologitl who talis In love with

Bibi Andersaon at first sight

Harkening back to the dreadful

"sexual" encounters between

Rock Hudson and Doris Day,

Bergman shows us the clumsy

sexual preliminaries at the

lovers' first illicit rendezvous,

and as the affair grows there is

the usual ordeal of separation,

the suspicious husband, and. of

course, the confrontation bet-

ween cuckold and lover.

Interwoven into this romantic

cliche is a system of more

serious, though no less banal

religious symbolism. We learn

that Bibi Andersson and Max
Von Sydow are fond of gar-

dening; Gould becomes, quite

obviously, the snake in their

domestic garden, and the image

is compounded by lingering

shots of the archtypal snake

carved on the wall of a nearby

medieval church. It is this

church that Gould, the ar-

cheologist, has come to Sweden

to excavate. In one of its walls he

discovers a wooden statue of the

madonna and child hidden there

for several centuries When it is

removed, they find that a kind of

extinct bug -dormant those

years-has been awakened and is

eating the statue from within, an

all too handy parallel to the

condition of the lovers. While

this is the central religious

symbol, there are no less blatant

images of the crucifixion and

general sin

This sounds rather deadly, and

at first glance it certainly is.

Then why the cliches" A cliche is

,i dead metaphor, a way of filling

space and time without

meaning. And it is on this

framework that Bergman hang!

his intensely personal vision of a

woman's search for revitalized

life in the face of death which is

presented in the first scene.

Here, brilliantly acted and

photographed, Bibi Andersson

stands over the body of her

mother dead in a hospital bed.

And it is here that Gould first

sees her as she crys for her dead

mother, and it is here that

Gould - a man professionally

interested in dead things -falls in

love with her In a kind of search

for freshness, she leaves her

staid household with a man
incapable of freshness. This

presents, too. a plausible ex-

planation for the use of English.

The characters are people

speaking a language in which

the words have only surface

meaning, a language devoid of

freshness, originality, and

precision. To the Swedish

couple, English is literally a

foreign language. For the

Jewish- German- American
portrayed by Gould, com-
munication of any kind is

foreign. The people themselves

are cliches; therefore, they are

creatively rendered in cliches.

So if the impetus to explain

away flaws is prompted by a

kind of intimidation, it is well

worth the trouble, for the en-

deavor leads the viewer into a

profoundly rich and ambivalent

experience Bergman's artistic

impulse is explorative rather

than didactic, and The Touch is

no exception The wealth of

visual imagery -merely hinted

at by the superficial structure

presents a creative vision of

human relationships, leaving

conclusions to the audience as

creative participant. We
shouldn't ask much more of film

Elliot Gould joins Max Von Sydow and Bibi Andersaon in "The Touch' J

Theater

"All Mimsy Were The Borogoves
11

by Don Glickstein

By now, we've read all the rave

reviews and symbolic interpretations of

the Manhatten Project's Alice in

Wonderland. We've read about its

psychological and existential imagery,

its dramatic metaphors, its adult

orientation. We've read about its in-

novative theater techniques, we've read

about its "Open Theater" similarities.

Well, critics have always filled up their

space by trying to tell their readers the

REAL "meaning of "jabberwocky".
There isn't much more I can add.

Alice in Wonderland proved once

again that the Fine Arts Council doesn't

squander $THE $3 student fees it gets. It

played to three sold-out houses in

Grinnell Arena early this week, and it

was brilliant. I wish the troupe had

taken a curtain call. Or a couple of them.

The genius of the performance lay in

the excellence of the actor's visual

masks and layouts. Larry Pine, who
played the duck, the dormouse, and the

caterpillar, summed up the cast's

philosophy best:

"Wow! When are you going to take off

your clothes? WOW!"

Director Andre Gregory achieved a

brilligous distinction at the UMass
performances by ordering "off with her

head! Off with his head! " as each person

walked into the cozy horse rink and sat

down on the bulb-lighted benches or soft

sawdust. As Alice began and Jerry

Mayer, the Mad Hatter, took a handful

of high-grade butter (it wasn't

margarine) and smashed it into the

slithy toves of the dormouse, Gerry

Bammon was metaphysically going

mad, dreaming of intense Quixotic

allusions and illusions, in his role as the

White Knight.

The ultimate psychological evidence

of Carroll's madness was symbolically

the Cheshire Cat, played by Tom
Costello. This ambitious attempt at the

portrayal of a degenerate baby pig was

all the more impressive as Alice herself

started the audience off on a sneezing

spell because of the talcum powdered

grin -the grin that has now become as

famous as DaVinci's immortal Mona

Lisa.

Saskia Noordhoek Hegt was depicted

by the Red Queen (no kidding!). This

Nixonic character gyred and gimbled

her way through the human stakes of

coquettish croquet, smashing babies

and bopping knights under the guise of a

tattered, moaning umbrella, until Alice.

with Ellsberg-like wabe spoke with

stacked courage, "I won't! You're

nothing but a pack of cards anyway!"

Angela Pietropinto is not Barbara

Streisand or Mario Thomas, but then

again, Mario and Barbara ain't Alice.

Angela is Alice. Such an innocent, yet

curious waif, never the world did see;

she falls down and down, grows up and

up, balloons into a princess, runs like a

nice and sultry Brooklyn girl who just

met Prince Charming who wants to lay

before he marries her, and she isn't

entirely opposed to the idea, even if

Charming does look like the egg Humpty
Dumpty squashed on his head. John

Holmes, the stage manager, contributed

to Alice's performance by making sure

she knew her lines, and that was nice.

One can lose perspective of it all,

hidden away in this University. The

student theatres and actors of the area

seem to be forgetting more and more
that the primary purpose of theater is to

entertain, not to impart to its audience

some great existential Beckettian or

Ionescan truth. They don't seem to

understand that clarity does not depend

upon a theatrical accent and dialect.

The difference between professional

companies and amateur companies is

that most professional ones respect the

needs of their audience, while main-

taining their artistic innovation and

integrity. They have to; their bread

depends upon this relationship.

The Manhattan Company is

professional.

College Gives Impressive Performance
by Lloyd Adalist

The Boston Symphony's new
contemporary group Collage

made its first public appearance

at Bowker Auditorium last

Friday evening, performing a

variety of 20th century com-
positions. Collage has as its goal

the performance of 20th century

music of both well known and

unknown composers, a function

that the BSO itself cannot as a

whole carry out. Bowker was
nearly full for the first half of the

concert, though the audience

thinned somewhat after in-

termission, for reasons which

will become evident. The con-

cert opened with Mario
Davidovsky's Synchronisms No.

1 for Flute and Electronic

Sounds, composed in 1963.

Davidovsky provided an in-

teresting blend of electronic

effects to go with the flute, and in

general it came off well. Unlike

much of the electronic noise we

I
hear so often these days, there

was not a great amount of

strident and cacophonous
screeching in this, composition.

Synchronisms ended rather

suddenly, and flutist Paul Fried

felt forced to take a bow to make
the audience aware that the

piece was over.

Following Synchronisms were

Three Madrigals for Soprano,

Vibraphone and Contrabass.

written in 1965 by George Crumb
of the University of Penn-

sylvania. The madrigal is, of

course, a very old musical form

dating from Medieval times, but

here, Mr. Crumb set extracts of

three poems by the late Spanish

poet Frederico Garcia Lorca

(1899-1936) to music. The first,

"Verte desnuda es recordar la

tierra," was not impressive, but

the other two, "No piensan en

lluvia, y se han dormido" and

"Los muertos leevan alas de

musgo" were excellent. In the

second, all three performers:

Joan Heller, soprano, Frank

Epstein, vibraphone; and Larry

Wolfe, contrabass, were asked

by the composer to transmit the

sounds of rain (lluvia). and did

so admirably. And in the final

madrigal, some very ghostlike

noises were made both by the

soprano and on the contrabass to

convey the feeling of the dead

(muertos) flying along with

mossy wings (alas de musgo).

Jacob Druckman's Valentine

for Contrabass, written in 1969

came across as a rather

humorous work, though whether

so intended or not is unclear.

However, Larry Wolfe's per-

formance and stage presence

kept the audience chuckling to

itself throughout the piece.

Druckman calls not only for use

of the bow and pizzicato, but also

for tympany sticks and the

hands to be used on the bass, as

the performer hums tones. If

nothing else, this composition

proves that the contrabass, and

bassist Wolfe, can be much more

versatile than many had

previously thought

What followed was an un-

mitigated disaster. The
audience was subjected to the

first performance of Nocturnes

by Tibor Pusztai. Hardly

reminiscent of the nocturnes to

which most of us are ac-

customed, this "composition"

asked an amplified violin to

screech at us. an amplified

clarinet to howl at us, put a

dancer whose body was gaudily

painted on the stage for the

audience to look at, and in

general made many people

uncomfortable. At least one

elderly couple walked out in the

middle of the performance, and

the end of the work was greeted

by at least a few hisses, and

deservedly so. Falling as it did

right before intermission.

Nocturnes unfairly alienated

some members of the audience,

and for this reason there were

not a few empty seats after the

break. It is sad that this oc-

curred, because the second half

of the concert certainly merited

their staying.

Ernst Krenek's Trio for Violin.

Clarinet and Piano. Opus 108.

opened the second half of the

concert. A short work composed

in 1946, it was not unpleasant,

though the three musicians

didn't seem to put a great deal

into their performance. The
concert closed with the chamber
version of Lukas Foss' Time
Cycle. This was perhaps the

most beautiful work performed

last Friday evening. It set to

music writings of W. H. Auden,

A. E. Hausman, Franz Kafka,

and Friedrich Nietzche, on the

subjects of time, clocks, and

bells The most lovely part of

this work was the use of cello

and clarinet together There are

very few instruments which go

together as well as these two

mellow ones, and with the fine

performances of Ronald
Feldman on cello and Peter

Hadcock on clarinet, this har-

monious relationship was that

much better.

With the exception of Noc-

turnes. Collage gave an im-

pressive concert a week ago. It

was sad that the program was

designed in a way that alienated

a portion of the audience half

way through, but I suppose these

sort of accidents do occur I hope

that the group will return,

because there are exciting

things going on in composition

these days. The contrast of this

concert with the remainder of

the Fine Arts Council's Chamber
Music Series is perhaps sharp,

but certainly not to be con-

demned, regardless of what one

thought of the Collage concert.

CLEAR SKY
SAT 8:30

WOODSIDE LOUNGE
on Rt. 9 Williamsburg at Rt. 143

-just past Northampden

$1 cover - food - regular bar prices

Program Council Presents

"Goodbye, M/sfer Chips

— with Peter O Toole

Sunday, Nov. 14

6:45 and 9:45 p.m.

r i

S.U. Ballroom 50*1
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Basic Audio

by Frank Johnson

Last time we saw how a tape

head works as a transducer. As

we want to know something

about how tape is handled by

tape recorders, we'll take up this

topic today.

Like any other component, the

cost of a tape machine will rise

according to how elaborate it is.

Sophistication usually takes

form in convenience and
mechanical features, for making
low-noise electronics on a tape

recorder is less of a problem

today than it used to be. More
expensive machines use more
than one drive motor, usually

three. One is used to drive the

capstan, which operates in

conjunction with a pulley and

travels the tape across the

heads. The other two motors

turn the reels. Their power is

most needed, however, when the

tape is either advanced forward

quickly <in the fast-forward

mode) or else rewound. Quick

operation is desired for one basic

reason: to put more tape on a

tape recorder, we need a bigger

reel. When we have a lot of tape

on a reel, slow rewinding wastes

a lot of time. This is not so much
of a problem with standard 7"

reel sizes holding 1200' of tape.

but when we either go up to 2400'

lengths or 10-1/2" sized reels, we
need a tape machine with 3

motors.
Increasing the size of the reel

can be done only up to a certain

degree, because many machines

can't accept extra-large reels.

Only a few open-reel tape

recorders take 10-1/2" reels

(known as "Broadcast-size") -

most of them will only accept 7"

reels- and cartridge machines

i
such as the cassette have even

more of a problem, because the

size of the cartridge cannot be

allowed to increase. In this case

the tape itself must be thinner, if

it is to fit on the same hub; this

can be done by simply reducing

the thickness of the backing. But

as we do this, the strength of the

backing is concurrently

reduced. Weak backing is a

particular fault of acetate, used

on low-cost tape, because when
acetate backing is thinner than

1.5 mils ( 1 mil-1/1000") it breaks

rather easily. Backing thickness

becomes easier to reduce when

acetate is replaced by polyester

(also known as Mylar), which is

considerably stronger and does

not break as easily. Polyester

nevertheless has a tendency to

stretch, so it should be pre-

stressed (tensilized) to avoid

this potential problem. In this

case, we can reduce backing

thickness to 1/3 that of acetate,

and increase the time for one

side of the tape reel.

Another way of getting more

time out of tape is to decrease

the speed at which it travels.

Tape speeds are fractions of 30.

measured in inches

travelled/sec. (ips). (When the

Recorders -Part
metric system is used, it is

centimeters/sec (cps).) The

first tape recorders, like the first

records, needed a very fast

speed to get high-fidelity results-

they had to run at 30 ips, a rather

wasteful speed. As tape and tape

heads improved, this was
reduced to 15 ips when tape

began to be in widespread use,

more economical, but hardly

acceptable with small reel sizes.

With the advent of precise oxide

formulations and thinner

backings, 7-1/2 ips became
possible, and it is now the

current industry standard. Later

on, the "slow speeds" were

critical, also. If all these

refinements are realized,

however, slow-speed tape

performance can be quite ac-

ceptable. It is due to these and

other factors that 3-3/4 ips

cartridges, plus the ubiquitous

cassette (which travels at 1-7/8

ips) have achieved their

popularity.

Changing over to tape for-

mulations for a moment, we
should point out that although

the transduction principle is the

same with all different kinds of

tape, the formulation of the

oxide with different brands may
not be identical, in fact, very

be run at a slower speed on

many machines as well, with

essentially the same results. If

we really want to take ad-

vantage of low-noise tape,

though, we need to adjust the

bias current for it, because it

tends to use more bias current

than standard or normal tape.

Cassettes can now benefit from

new oxides, such as chromium

dioxide (Cr02), but this oxide

needs much more bias than

regular tapes. If low-noise tape

seems to be a good investment, it

is a good idea to have the

machine specially adjusted for it

to realize its full potential.

Do your tapes hiss? Try one of these on for size. Sixteen track tape for studio recording, a must when

you're mixing sixteen tracks down to two- noise increases by about lOdb

developed, though originally

they were confined to dictation

and voice work because fidelity

was not as good as results with

the faster speeds. It is with the

"slow speeds"- 3-3/4, 1-7/8, and

15/16 ips- that both economy and

simplicity can be realized.

Because each descending speed

is one-half that of the preceding

faster speed, twice as much time

for the same amount of tape is

possible.

What is not possible virtually

dictates whether or not these

speeds are acceptable for

critical use. Each time speed is

decreased, wow and flutter (for

definition, see earlier turntable

column) increases, because

stabilizing inertia is not so great.

High-frequency response
decreases, because elec-

tromagnetic transfer is not as

efficient. The gap of the tape

head must be much narrower

than normal to achieve the same
results with a slower speed, and

the oxide particles on the tape

must be finer and more precise.

Adjustment of the heads is more

Weekend
Continued from page 12A

Malayan jungles. The film is best

remembered for the torrid shower scene

featuring Harlow. Gable later recreated

his original role, this time with Ava

Gardner, in the lavish 1954 spectacle

Mogambo
Rosemary's Baby (Friday, Campus

Center Auditorium, 7, 9:30, 12)

Roman Polanski's film version of the

Ira Levin eerie bestseller which seems

even more gruesome today in lieu of the

Manson murders. It is an appropriate

blend of suspense and psychological

nuance about a young bride who

believes her husband has made some

sort of deal with the Devil where he

exchanged fame and fortune for their

firstborn Mia Farrow gives her finest

performance to date as the confused

Rosemary and is well assisted by John

Cassavettes and Ruth Gordon who are

both snively evil as her husband and

neighbor respectfully. The film's best

point is Polanski's direction which has a

perverse pleasure ingrained in it that

builds to a suspenseful and frightening

few are. As our uses become

more critical, so does con-

sistency in tape oxide for-

mulations. We discussed the

need for proper bias in the last

column: bias is one of the most

important aspects in critical

tape operation, because dif-

ferent brands of tape react

differently to the same amount

of bias current. This really

begins to get important when we
try to deal with a recurring

problem with all tape machines:

tape hiss.

If you have done a lot of hi-fi

listening, you have no doubt

listened to minor yet detectable

background hissy noise on LP
records. This comes from the

master tape, which was
recorded before the record was

cut. It is an almost unsolved

problem with tape, but it can be

reduced to more acceptable

levels by several methods. The

simplest method is to use better

tape than the usual kind, which

generates less noise with the

same level This low-noise tape

not only reduces hiss, but it can
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Besides a change in bias

current, this adjustment should

also include a change in what we
call equalization. This is a

process by which low

frequencies are attenuated and

high frequencies boosted during

the recording process. During

playback, the lows are boosted

and" the highs attenuated to give

a flat response. This is

necessary to reduce hiss, and if

we plan to change over to low-

noise tape, we should include a

change in equalization as well,

for it differs slightly in this case.

During the adjustment, we
should also make sure that the

tape heads are aligned properly.

All the heads should have

correct azimuth (vertical

alignment I to make sure that the

head gap is placed so as to get

the best high-frequency

response. In addition, other tape

head factors such as tilt,

tangency (constant per-

pendicularity to the tape), and

height are necessary. Some of

these important parameters
need not be so critical with tape

recorders that use pressure pads

to hold the tape closely against

the heads. At the sacrifice of

some increased head wear,

alignment is not so critical.

Also, we must be able to adjust

the input level so as to get as

good a compromise between

high sensitivity for quiet

passages, and freedom from

distortion and overload on loud

peaks. For this we need some

kind of indicating device, either

in the form of an electron tube or

a VU (Volume Unit) meter.

Although meters are more

common than tubes, they are

difficult to design for very ac-

curate operation, and in many

cases will only give us very

relative indication of level. An

electron
: 'eye" type tube can be

much more accurate because its

response is instantaneous, but it

has grown into disfavor with

transistorized tape recorders

simply because it is a tube and it

needs special circuitry. In any

event, both a tube and a meter

should indicate optimum input

level, corresponding to O VU, or

0.775 volt. When the tape

recorder input is so adjusted, we

will have a much better signal-

to-noise ratio- the ratio of noise

and distortion to music (ex-

pressed in db) and this means

less tape hiss.

Finally, for the greatest hiss

reduction, we can use a new

device called the Dolby noise-

reduction system. This device

has permitted cassettes to be

really competitive with records

by virtue of reducing their

inherently high hiss. It works by

monitoring the input level of the

tape recorder and reducing the

level during quiet passages, and

then increasing it during peaks,

so as to realize the full potential

of the tape. There are two kinds

of Dolbys- type A and type B- the

one we should be most con-

cerned about is Type B, the

"home use" model. Type A
divides the input into five noise-

reducing bands, whereas Type B
affects onlv frequencies closest

to hiss (over 10.000 cycles).

Many new machines come with

a Dolby already installed, but it

is possible to add one to your

present deck if you so desire. A
Dolby unit must be used both in

the record and playback mode.

This means that it doesn't do

much good to Dolby-ize a tape if

you don't have Dolby circuitry

on your tape recorder. If this is

the case, some peaky high

frequencies will lesult. plus

some increased distortion. With

low-noise tape and a Dolby

device, however, a tape recorder

can really compete with the

qualitv on a record, producing

truly "state-of-the-art" results

Microphones come next on the

list of transducers, a logical

follow-up to tape recorders

We'll look at them next week

conclusion that's even better than the

book.

Ryan's Daughter (Showcase Cinema,

West Springfield)

An inflated romantic epic that is

redeemed through some of its beautiful

photography The story is quite con-

ventional, approaching banality, which

concerns the infidelities of a young, Irish

woman during the Irish Revolution. The

music swells, the scenery awes, the

waves roar, the revolution is fought, and

the actors do their best with the

hopelessly ordinary script of Robert

Bolt. David Lean captures the right

atmosphere and manages a number of

interesting performances, namely John

Mills in a supporting role which won him

an Oscar and Trevor Howard, yet even

his sense of style cannot save this

mawkish epic.

Skin Game (Amherst Cinema.

Amherst)
A funny and delightful film, one of the

more underrated of recent months. A

white and black man pose as confidence

men in pre-Civil War South until com-

plications arise. James Garner and Lou

Gossett are quite good as the two in this

extremely likeable comedy.

Together (Showcase Cinema, West

Springfield; Campus Cinemas. Hadley)

A mother and daughter commented
upon this film upon seeing it and said

these people had beautiful bodies and

did nothing but sex all day through. As

far as the mother was concerned the

film was boring, because they couldn't

talk intelligently about art.

The Touch (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley)
Igmar Bergman's first English

language film and Elliot Gould's first

attempt at acting. For more see review

on page 8a.

The Trip (Friday, Mahar, 7, 9, 11)

Roger Corman's most pretentious film

and one of the first attempts at ap-

proximating the drug experience on the

screen. It doesn't hold up well at all,

looking more like an exercise in flashy

technique than an equivalent of Acid

tripping. The screenplay by Jack

Nicholson is rather simple as is most of

the acting by Peter Fonda as a television

commercial director who expands his

mind with a little bit of sunshine. The

film, though, was one of the first which

viewed sex from above the covers and

the final montage of Fonda and some girl

is quite sensual.

2001: A Space Odyssey (Showcase

Cinema, West Springfield)

Unquestionably one of the finest films

in recent years. A beautiful synthesis by

the great American director Stanely

Kubrick of pop philosophy and beautiful

cinematic imagery that is quite awe-

inspiring. The special effects are

amongst the finest ever seen in film. The
loose-three part structure concerns the

transformation of man, from ape to a

future superman, through the help of

superior beings from another galaxy.

The music and photography all com-

plement the mighty theme which suc-

ceeds magnificently on a visual level

alone and proves Kubrick to be a genius

among American filmmakers.

Woman In Love (Academy of Music,

Northampton)
Ken Russell's lush interpretation of

D.H. Lawrence's social and sexual tract

about the changing mores of early

Twentieth Century England. The film

may seem a bit difficult to follow

without some beforehand knowledge of

the social context in which it all occurs,

yet the stunning technique Russell

employs in telling his story of the in-

terrelationships of four diverse people

make it well worth seeing.
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Murray Lewis Company Visits Next Week

rray Louis

\

The Murray Louis Dance Company
will appear at the UMass-Amherst for a

three-day residency. Tuesday through

Thursday. Nov. 16-18, as part of the

UMass Fine Arts Council series of dance

performances.
For its second appearance at UMass,

The Murray Louis Dance Company,
headed by the noted dancer and

choreographer, Murray Louis, will offer

two different evening performances in

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. Nov. 17

and 18, and a Master Class Nov. 16 at

3:30 p.m. in the Studio of the Women's
Physical Education Building.

This residency is part of the 1971

Massachusetts Coordinated Dance
Residency Project co-sponsored by the

Massachusetts Council on Arts and

Humanities and The National En-

dowment for the Arts.

For 22 years. Murray Louis was

closely associated with choreographer

Alwin Nikolais and his company, as

student, principal dancer and

collaborator. In 1969 Murray Louis

formed his own company and the two

companies have continued their

creative lives side by side. Clive Barnes,

New York Times reviewer has

characterized Mr. Louis this way:

"Louis himself is a brilliant dancer -one

of the best technicians in modern dance.

He excels in rhythmic responses and

muscular control, but also has an ex-

UT Presents Saroyan Play
. . . ._'.__- -•......,].•> till). Wi

UMass Theatre will present William Saroyan's

THE CAVE DWELLERS, Thursday through

Saturday evenings. Nov. 11-13 and 18-20. 8:30 p.m..

in Martlett Auditorium. THE CAVE DWELLERS,
demonstrates all of the strengths of Saroyan's

work as a dramatist.

The poetry of suffering that gives dignity and

charm to destitute people (in this case a once

great clown, a former famous actress, and down

and out prize lighter) is evident in the CAVE
DWELLERS. A number of surprising people

wander into this play, a frightened young girl, a

trainer with his performing bear, a pregnant

woman who gives birth to her child between acts.

a mute milkman, and a goodhearted boss of a

wrecking crew. Their conversation is about the

things Saroyan's people usually talk about, such

as love, hope and fear. It is a situation appropriate

for our day as it was when it was produced suc-

cessfully on Broadway in 1957.

It is essentially an independent work, original in

lanev and inimitable in sentiment. As always

Saroyan always believed in his people and we are

able to share in his belief.

At one point The King (the former clown) says,

I cannot be angry. This is the world...What is the

world tor" It's for putting up with. ..with humor, if

possible Without excuses, without astonishment,

without regret, without shame, without any

system and order more elaborate than courtesy

and love

Tickets lor this unique play may be reserved at

the Bartlett Box Office or by calling 545-2579.

Prices are $1.50 for I Mass Students and 12.00 for

all others

William Saroyan author of THE CAVE
DWELLERS has alwayi been an enigma to

American critics and intellectuals. In one breath

they seem to damn him and praise him. Born in

Ireson. California in 1908 of Armenian im-

migrants. Saroyan has taken the concepts of most

of his work from those early days of childhood. At

an early age he decided to become a writer and in

1926 moved to San Francisco. It wasn't until 1934

that he finally succeeded in having his work given

a wide audience, but after "breaking the ice" his

rise to lame was swift. This was so much so that by

1940 he had received The New York Drama Critics

Award and the Pulitzer Prize for THE TIME OF
VOIR LIFE. Since that tin lis plays and novels

and short stories have been published and

produced all over the world. The question is

always asked why should such a popular

dramatist (The Time of Your Life, My Hearts in

the Highlands) and novelist (The Human Comedy,

My Name is Aram) should receive such critical

disapproval.

Possibly the answer lies in the people he writes

about. Saroyan places his emphasis on the "good

guvs", or at least on the happy guys", he has

seemingly sinned against the seriousness and

pessimism of our literature. Instead of a literature

Of anger or denial, his is one of affirmation: "In

the time of our life, live." He has steadfastly

refused to accept the prevailing ideals of com-

position and predominant pessimism of

Naturalism Because his treatment of serious

themes has often appeared casual, deeper im-

plications have sometimes been overlooked. On

the whole, however, drama critics have been

I airly generous with him. And rightly so. his plays

have always been noted for a freshness ol ex-

pression and sense of humanity that cannot be

overlooked

ceptional beauty of line that is more like

that of a classical than a modern dancer

He has in abundance, a theatricality, a

coldly dada sense of the ridiculous, and

a crystal bright imagination."

The evening performances on Nov. 17

and 18 will feature two different three-

part programs. The Wednesday. Nov. 17.

program will include "GO 6" created in

1968 with a sound score by Arnold

Heinrich, and "Calligraph For Mar-

tyrs'' (1961), performed in costumes

that make the dancers seem like richly

colored shards of stained glass from a

medieval cathedral. The "Calligraph"

dance creates an analogy between our

nuclear day and that of the Middle Ages

when the Black Plague covered the

earth and people waited helplessly to

die. Music and lighting for "Calligraph"

are by Alwin Nikolais. "Personnae"

(1971), with music by Free Life Com
munications. will also be performed

Wednesday. "Personnae" was com-

pleted through a fellowship from the

John Simon Guggenheim Foundation.

The Thursday. Nov. 18. program will

include "Proximities" (19fi9>, with

music by Johannes Brahms, and
"Continuum" (1971), with music by

Corky Siegel Blues Band. Both were
commissioned by a grant from U.S.

National Endowment for the Arts.

"Personnae" (1971) will also be per

formed that night.

Critical Comments
On Murray Lewis

"Sunday night at the Tyrone
Gutherie Theatre the Louis

Company put on a staggering

display, getting a spontaneous

standing ovation which was as

richly deserved as it was rare.

The work was a joy —skillful,

witty, intricate, superbly logical

and exhilarating. The company
is great showing the vital,

muscular discipline its

reputation is based on. And
Louis as a choreographer gives

ground to no other in his sense of

kinetic wit and as a dancer gives

no ground in his virtuoso display

of muscle control."

—Mike Steele,

MINNEAPOLISTRIBUNE
(4/10/79)

"Murray Louis is one of the

great (some think the greatest)

modern dance performers of our

time. 'He does the impossible

with ease.' At home in the air

where he can make split-second

changes of direction like a

jaguar, he seems to touch down
on the earth rather than to

spring up from it. and he may
cling there on one toe while

assuming astonishing, moving

bodily metamorphoses
."

Kathleen Cannell.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
MONITOR (8/15.79)

"A dance concert by the

Murray Louis Dance Company
can generally be counted on for

artistic interest, variety, en-

tertainment and always leaves

the audience laughing and

satisfied"'

—Joan B. Cass,

HERALDTRAVELLER,
BOSTON (g/lS/70)

"Mr Louis is a marvelous

dancer, one of our very best. His

technical control is awesome,

and his movement range ex-

tends from a delightfully

humorous finger flick to

beautiful bursts of aerial action

He reminds me of mercury ..for

he is truly all quicksilver:

elusive, unexpected, mobile, but

superbly self-contained
"

—Walter Terry,

SATURDAY REVIEW
(10/10/70)

"Mr Louis has developed a

dance language of the COD

temporary age. something that

is new and relevant to modern

life. This is dance of the teeming

present, not the past -

HINDUSTAN STANDARD.
(Mill I A. INDIA
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What's Happened To The Big Three (continued)
. . . *.r l.1 m,1 tomato When the women why societies usually reject that in twenty

;

Continued from page r>A

announcing thai it would be

engaging in censorship and that

there were spoken and printed

words Which it considered

"obscene "
It is interesting that

the word "balls" was among the

first of the new obscenities

Since women do not have balls,

the use of that word to indicate

the possession of courage im

plied, in the opinion of the lib-

bers, that women cannot be

courageous Why this im-

plication must be drawn the

women libbers have never

stated, but believing it to be so

they have used whatever power

they have to make th.it use of the

word an obscene and censorabh

offense

While working at the New

England Free Tress in Boston

last \ear I came across a copy of

another radical newspaper from

the San Francisco area that had

had a similar problem In the

issue I read, the members ol the

newspaper. I collective of men
and women. printed the

discussion they had had with

members of a women's group

The women's liberationists had

wanted to meet only with the

women of the newspaper
collective but these had refused

to meet with them unless the

entire collective attended, male

PETER FONDA • DENNIS HOPPER

UTHE TRIP
< in color)

Music by the ELECTRIC FLAG
Screen play by Jack Nicholson

The Film before Easy Rider
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and female When the women
liberation group demanded the

paper stop using words like

•chick" and 'balls" the women
on the newspaper answered that

the) could no more see the

reason lor this than they could

see no longer retenng to men as

dudes" MP blackl as 'spades
"

Since they had neither been

conceived as slurs nor used as

slurs by them, there was no

reason to now endow them with

the power of obscenities And as

a radical newspaper they were

against the idea Of censoring

articles or letters from their

readers

It seems "obscenity" will

continue to be a problem fOT both

the old and the new generations,

and there is no reason not to

belieVe that the new generation

will someday work out a list of

words and expressions it will not

tolerate It would be nice if a

society could enforce its ban on

what it considers obscene by

means of social pressure rather

than by legal statute But that

does not seem to be the case No

matter what segment of society

we investigate, someone is

laying down the law and making

policy for us all That is probably

why societies usually reject

extreme leadership and look for

direction from the more
moderate tactions (if they get

the choice I

And still that elusive balance

in life will not be attained

Whatever they may be. there

will be new obscenities to

replace those that fall in each

generation's rebellion And yet,

this may be the balance of life-

to be secure In the knowledge

that in twenty sears time on

some type or another ol

television talk program the

familiar "bleeps" will be heard

For different words, no doubt,

and from another censor's hand

but those warm comfortable
"bleeps'' nonetheless, ryth-

mieally flowing to assure us that

someone somewhere has a firm

View of what is "sin" and is

protecting us from it

• ACADEMY;
AT THE GATES •

)F SMITH COLLEGE •

• QbMUSti
• | NORTHAMPTON M

r NOW Ends TUES.
2 Encore Hits

ASS S84 8435 PARK MASONIC ST 10T

1ARRYKRAMIK.,.,iMAKIINR11SIN

„«,« KFN RUSSELL'S i

D. H. LAWRENCE'S
#

"WOMEN IN LOVE"
COl OR by Deluxe United Artists ;: k

Show at 9:05 Shown at 7:00
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By BOB NESTI

Music
Arthur "Big Boy" Crudup
Arthur "Big Boy" Crudup has had a

long time coming. He lived in

Mississippi before coming to Chicago

during the Thirties. Despite some early

recording and songwriting contracts, he

was forced to work odd jobs to make a

living. Since then he's appeared at many
different locations, touring back-up and

headlining throughout the country He's

at the Amherst Folklore Center tonight

at 8:30. ($).

Seatrain
Capitol's popular group with their

phenominal fiddle comes to Smith

tonight at K in John M. Greene Hall. ($>.

Theater
Antigone and In Splendid Error

Two contemporary dramas by Black

playwrights as performed by the Black

Repertory Theatre and directed by

Esther Terry. Tonight and tomorrow

evenings at 7:30 and Sunday afternoon

at 3:30.1$)

The Cave Dwellers

William Saroyan's tender comedy.

For more details see page 11 A. ($).

The Iceman Cometh
A fine production of Eugene O'Neill's

difficult play as presented by the

Amherst Masquers this weekend.
Performances will take place evenings

through Sunday at 7:30 at Kirby

Theater, Amherst College. ($).

Films

The French Connection (Showcase

Cinemas. West Springfield)

A fact-based account of how police

trackdown a shipment of heroin in New
York City which is a fast, flashy, and

fascinating thriller. The grittiness and

chaos of New York City is captured at

breakneck speed and brutality by

director William Friedkin who has

fashioned perhaps the stylish and finest

thriller in some time. Gene Hackman
plays a boorish dectective who, as the

mtisocial. antihuman, boorish detective

Weekend
somewhere between Bullitt and Joe, is

becoming the latest film cliche.

Cone With The Wind (Calvin Theater.

Northampton)
An all-time Hollywood classic and a

splendid example of classy Hollywood

professionalism. Based upon the highly

successful romantic novel by Margaret

Mitchell about the Civil War, the film

culminated and captured an entire

generation's feelings as to what a

romantic epic should be. Vivien Leigh

played Scarlett O'Hara (and won her

first Oscar) and Clark Gable as Rhett

Butler The film won Oscars in nearly all

categories, including Best Picture and

Director (although it had three during

its lengthy filming), it also was the

lengthiest film eve made and the first

to have a four letter word as part of its

script.

The Hunting Party (Jerry Lewis

Cinemas. Northampton)
A kidnapping with a switch : a badman

abducts the wife of a rich cattleowner

and she finds herself liking the switch.

The jealous husband doesn't par-

ticularly care for this idea and pursues

the two with a high-powered rifle in a

brutal, bloody hunt that concludes the

film. It's hardly worth the bother; with

Candice Bergen, Oliver Reed, and Gene

Hackman.
Dinner At Eight (Friday, Merrill

Science Center, Amherst College, 7 and

9)

A cynical comedy-drama from the

early Thirties which was directed and

adapted in a sophisticated Grand Hotel

manner by George Cukor and written by

Edna Ferber and George Kaufman. It

featured a huge cast, led by the

Barrymore brothers and the wonderful

Jean Harlow.
Dr. Zhivago (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley; Showcase Cinemas. West
Springfield)

This lengthy and simplified adap-

tation of one of the more notorious

cocktail party-and-coffee table novels of

the past decade is quite ponderous and

pretentious. The film concerns a man's

wrestling with his political and social

identity set against the chaotic Russian

Revolution. Boris Pasternack's novel

Members of the Murray Lewis Dance Company.

•Wall Street. Wall Street. Wall Street for me!" sings Ann Miller as she plods her way

through ihis production number from Dames at Sea which will be seen Sunday n.ght on

MM

has been reduced to academic and

romantic gloss which isn't helped at all

by David Lean's heavy direction.

Michael Jarre's music is pseudo-

Russian, as is the production which

bears more a resemblance to the

Hollvwood expensive epic.

Freaks (Friday. Merrill Science

Center, Amherst College. 8 and 10)

Tod Browning's often brilliant and

chilling fable about a group of sideshow

freaks who react with a vergeance when
they feel infringed upon. The film has

had a notorious history being barred for

some thirty years from this country for

Browning, by using real freaks as his

cast, gave his film an unexpected reality

which jarred the audience. It is often

difficult to interpret, whether or not

Browning's naive liberalism was meant

as a parody. The film's conclusion,

though, has 'the effect of a nightmare.

Le Bonheur (Friday. SU Ballroom, 7

and 9)

The first feature-length film by the

impressive young director Agnes Varda.

It is a very pretty, often naively

romantic story about a man who is

happily married with wife and child and

carries on an idyllic affair with a

beautiful young women. It's almost too

perfect, filled with lovely colors,

beautiful images, and a near-Romantic

Mozart woodwind chamber piece used

as the film's theme music. It is a bit

disturbing, though, for as it presents a

vision of happiness it all too often ob-

scures the difficulties which sometime
exist within relationships and, when it

does, it knocks the viewer for quite a

loop It's nearest equivalent is Elvira

Madigan. yet with more movement and
substance.

MASH (Thursday, SU Ballroom. 7 and
«t ^(i; Campus Cinema. Hadley I

Robert Alt man's bitter and hilarious

look at three Army medics during the

Korean conflict It seems less like a war
and more like a fraternity house, yet the

situations, the characters, and the

vignette style plot is put together in a

tremendously successful whiz-bang
manner by the director and scriptwriter

Ring Lardner Jr. The cast is

superlative, led by Elliot Gould, Donald
Sutherland, and Sally Kellerman, and
the film has the best combination of

biting wit and truth of any American
comedy since Strangelovr

Midnight Cow bo> I Academy of Music,

Northampton t

John Schlesinger's cinematic version

of James Leo Herlihy's gritty and
compassionate novel about two of

society's misfits who form a touching

laison within the brutally cruel at-

mosphere of New York City. There are

two positively dazzling performances by
Dustin Hoffman and Jon Voight, the

latter's being the finest film debut in

recent memory. The story concerns a

stupid lunk of a man who travels to New
York to seek his fortune as a hustler for

rich women He quickly learns the

streets aren't paved with gold and finds

his only relationship is with a lonely,

humpback named Rico. Schlesigner can
be faulted only in the making of the film

a bit too glossy and oversentimental.

otherwise his handling of actors and

situations makes for a compelling and

moving film.

Mr. Roberts (Orchard Hill Film

Series)

The film version of the Forties

Broadway play about a man who wishes

to see some war action and only

languishes onboard a transport vessel.

The situations are often funny and the

relationships do have a warmth,
especially when performed by a top-

notch cast led by Henry Fonda in the

(ilenda Jackson, star of Women in love.

title role. James Cagney. and Jack
Lemmon in his Oscar winning role.

Plaza Suite < Jerry Lewis Cinemas.

Northamptoni
Neil Simon. Broadway's most prolific

wit, has adapted his own evening of

three short plays all taking place in a

suite at the luxurious Plaza Hotel to the

screen. The results are mixed; his lines

are often very funny, yet his characters

and situations too come across a bit too

sticky for comfort Walter Mathau plays

three roles ; and he is a bit too bombastic

for an entire film. The woman fare a bit

better with the usually superlative

Maureen Stapleton and the equally as

competent Lee Grant in supporting

roles

Red Dust (Sunday, Merrill Science

Center. Amherst College. 8 and 10)

An early thirties film which teamed

the unbeatably camp combination of

Clark Gable and Jean Harlow lost in the

Continued on page 10A
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Sixty Walk Ten Miles For Heart Fund

By ED SLOW
More than fiO UMass students

took part Saturday in a 10 mile

walk from the UMass infirmary to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton as a means to earn

mcnev for the Heart Fund.

The walk was sponsored by the

national service fraternity. APO.

with the help of its sister sorority.

GSS A number of walkers, not of

APO or GSS. also registered and

joined in the activity, voluntarily

collecting their own pledges for

each mile walked

The route walked included the

length of University Drive, the

sidewalks of Route 9 into Nor

thampton Center, and beyond to

the Cooley Dickinson Hospital

Walkers were instructed to stop at

On The Inside:

Fac-Sen Analysis
See page two

Athletic Fund
See page three

Coal And Dock Strikes
See page four

Women's Caucus Formed
See page ten

checkpoints along the way to

certify their adherence to the route

as well as to receive coffee and

sandwiches

At l P ML, two hours after the

walk started. APO's Vernie Hatch

(also a member of the UMass

crosscountry track team) came

running into the Cooley Dickinson

lobby in a gym sweat suit to

become the first to finish. "I don't

even feel tired." Vernie said as he

listed his name at the last check-

point, although he admitted being a

hit cold from his wet clothes after

having run the full distance

Young, pretty nurses quickly

busied themselves to prepare a

room for the unexpected quick

arrival of the other walkers so that

they could rest up. eating donuts.

drinking coffee, and watching TV
All walkers linished the walk and

with the exception of one girl who

twisted her knee, none seemed to

be too tired

( >ne API > brother said ol the walk

after he linished. 'That wasn't had

at all
"

Hut m the car ndc back to the

University, one coed from Van

Meter asked. Did we really walk

all this'
1

I didn't realize how long it

was.''

However, a group Of energetic

and lively girls from Johnson

House who walked together said

thev sang songs along the entire

route and didn't mind the walk at

all

Will you do it again''' this

reporter asked the girls

•When' Next week
-

' Next

month'' You bet It was lots of

fun. " the contingent from Johnson

House concurred.

Mike Roberts, chairman of the

project was most gratified h\ the

success of the Heart Fund walk

and all the money to he taken in

from pledges for each walker He

hopes that the Heart Fund walk

can become an annual AP< ) ser\ ice

project

\ table will be set up in the

Campus (enter Tuesday through

Frida) oi this week to i eceive all

Heart Fund pledges

A 1 3-4VQ D>l")l WW i
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Analysis

Understanding The Faculty Senate

By JERRY LAZAR
To understand the way the U.S.

government operates and why
people within the system do the

things they do. it is often helpful to

examine an important document
which helps explain all these

things -the Constitution of the

ISA.
By the same token, to un-

derstand the way the UMass
Faculty Senate operates, and why
people on the Senate do the things

they do it is helpful to resort to the

Constitution of the Faculty Senate

It seems that many students at

UMass-freshman and seniors

alike -have little or no concept as to

what the Faculty Senate is, why it

exists, how it operates, what

powers it has. or what role it plays

in the policy-making of UMass
campus PURPOSE: The purpose

of the Faculty Senate as stated in

its Constitution is "to discuss and
recommend policies affecting the

University." Another reason for

the Faculty Senate's existance is to

"promote faculty participation in

developing policies and

procedures within the various

colleges, schools, divisions, and
departments of the University."

A recent policy (effective for the

tirst time this semester) which has

been the result of Faculty Senate

promotion is the new grading

system, in which grades of AB. BC,

CD, can be recorded in addition to

the former and traditional A, B. C.

D, and F
The powers of the Faculty Senate

are only those delegated to it by the

Board of Trustees, plus the power

to determine how it will internally

function. Outside of that, the

Faculty Senate has no independent

powers of its own. In effect, the

Board of Trustees is the final

authority on all policies, and

nearly everything the Faculty

Senate does has to be approved by

the Board of Trustees. Before any

action goes to the Board for ap-

proval it must first go to the

President or Chancellor for his

comments. The Chancellor may-

ask the Senate to reconsider its

action.

The Board of Trustees in its By-

Laws directs the faculty to

"organize and suggests areas for

consideration by the Faculty... all

important matters to the

University its research, in-

struction, and welfare and
discipline of the students." The
Constitution further states that the

Senate shall be consulted on

matters pertaining to educational

policy
"

MEMBERSHIP: There are two

kinds of members in the Faculty

Senate elected members and ex-

officio members. Ex-officio

members include University of-

ficials ranging from the Chancellor

and the deans of all the various

schools within the University, to

the Director of Libraries. There

are over a dozen of these ex officio

members, and all of them (except

the Dean of men and the Dean of

women > . have the right to vote. But

to insure against Administration

dominance, the Faculty Senate

Constitution designates that "the

ratio of elected members to ex-

officio members shall equal or

exceed the ratio of 4 to 1.

Elected members of the Faculty

Senate serve for three years. After

this three year term of mem-
bership, a senator has to wait for a

year before he is again eligible to

run for election. Any fulltime

faculty member can vote in the

elections, provided he is not on

leave of absence or in his first

semester at the University.

Membership is determined by the

composition of districts. The

Viet Cong Study Supressed
HAMBURG. Germany (AP) - A Rand Corp. study

on the indoctrination and tactics of the Viet Cong

commissioned by the Pentagon has been surpressed

because the findings clashed with official U.S.

Government thinking, the news magazine Der Spiegel

reported Sunday.

The 281-page study, based on interviews with Viet

Cong deserters, concluded that the battlefield success

of the movement resulted from the high ideological

motivation of the guerrilla fighters, Spiegel claimed.

The study also implied that the policy of "Viet-

namizing" the war effort was futile, the magazine

said.

It said these findings contradicted the U.S. govern-

ment-favored thesis expressed in researcher Douglas

Pike's study, "The Viet Cong Strategy of Terror."

This study maintained that terror tactics were

responsible for Viet Cong successes and proposed a

strategy of counter-terror to defeat the guerrillas.

In Washington, the Defense Department declined to

comment on the Spiegel report.

Spiegel said the Rand study was carried out under

the supervision of a psychologist it identified as

Lawrence Albert Newberry, 35. The magazine said

Newberrv arrived in Vietnam in 1967 and left there in

August 1971. The exact dates for the compilation of the

study and its alleged suppression were not given.

"Most likely this report will be suppressed or,

supplied with a secret stamp.

Nevertheless it was necessary to clearly see and say

these things once," Spiegel quoted Newberry as

saying.

The magazine also claimed that Newberry's sup-

porters at Rand had praised the research as "the best

Viet Cong study so far."

The Rand Corp. is the California-based "think tank"

which figured prominently in the recent Pentagon
Papers affair. The firm possessed one of the

authorized copies of the secret report during the time
Dr. Daniel Ellsberg worked there. Ellsberg has said
he was the man who leaked the Pentagon Papers to

newspapers.

In Santa Monica, Calif., a spokesman for Rand said

he could not recollect the report referred to by Spiegel

or find it in the company's index.

He said Newberry had never been an employee of

Rand. But the spokesman said the company knew of

Newberry and that he had been employed in Saigon by

the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the

Defense Department.

number of representatives elected

from the districts (School of

Education, School of Agriculture,

etc t is determined by the size of

the faculty and the number of

students represented by the

faculty.

The Faculty Senate normally

meets everv other week during the

academic "year. Officially, the

Chancellor of the University is the

President of the Senate, but by

tradition a Chairman pro-tempore

does little more than run the

meetings. The real administrative

officer of the Faculty Senate is the

Secretary. His duty, as described

bv the Constitution, is to "coor-

dinate activities of the Senate and

its committees, to oversee the

implementation of Senate enact-

ments, and to serve as official

spokesman of the Senate."

Besides the regular meetings,

special meetings may be called by

the President. Chancellor. 20% of

the Senate, or 10% of the faculty.

These meetings have been called in

times of crisis, when there is a

heavy work load (usually in the

spring), and when a committee

report of special importance

comes up.

COMMITTEES: The real nitty

gritty work of the Faculty Senate is

accomplished in committees and to

fully understand the actions taken

by the Faculty Senate, one has to

look into the committee from

which the decision originated-

Membership on committee can

include nearly anybody associated

with the University -faculty, ad-

Gunmen Hold Children Hostage
MANIAL (AP) Two Maoist-

sympathi/.ing gunmen killed a

policeman and escaped after

holding a house full of children

hostage all day yesterday and

passing through a police ring with

the crying children at gunpoint

They released six of the eight

children with police looking on, but

ordered two of them, along with

their mother and father, into a

radio news car and sped away with

two reporters also held hostage.

One gunman ordered police to

stay clear or "we'll kill all these

people."

They drove to a Manila suburb,

took about 35 cents from each of

the radio newsmen, got out of the

car and disappeared alone in a

three wheeled taxi scooter. None of

the hostages was harmed
One of the children's lathers.

Marciano Baltazar, said the

gunmen had come to his house

previously and left leaflets sup-

porting communism and the New
People's Army, a Maoist guerrilla

organization. The men were in

their 20s and called themselves

Freddie and .Joel.

A colleague of the slain

policeman said the gunmen
claimed to be members of the

guerrilla group when they fired at

a police outpost at Taytay, a town

outside Manila, at about 3 a.m.

A policeman chased the

assailants into the Baltazar house.

Baltazar, 34, gave this account:

Two men with pistols appeared

and told him they had shot a

policeman and wanted to hide in

his house. Within minutes police

had surrounded the house. With the

gunmen inside were Baltazar. his

wife and their six children and

Balta/.ar's sister in-law and her

two children.

Until shortly after fi p.m., the

gunmen negotiated through the

walls of the house with police, the

town mayor and Baltazar, who had
been sent outside to warn police

away.
The gunmen emerged at 6:30

p.m with blankets covering all but

their faces and hands, which held

pistols, and got into and ABS—CBN
Broadcasting Network car with

two newsmen, Baltazar, his wife

and two of their children as

hostages.
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ministration. alumni, and

students, but there must be at least

one elected senator on each
committee.
There are two types of com-

mittees-standing committees and
ad hoc committees. Ad hoc com-
mittees may be formed when
particular situations or matters
arise. The Constitution specifically

provides for two committees and
three councils. There is little

difference between a council and a

committee
The most influential committee

is the Committee on Committees.
This committee is responsible for

studying and reporting on the

committee structure of the Senate
•with a view to its revision in the

light of changing needs." The
Committee on Committees also has
the power to appoint all appointed
members of all other Senate
Committees.
The Tenure and Grievance

Committee hears cases involving

faculty tenure and dismissal, and
grievances in general. It also

formulates and studies personnel

policies and procedures.

The three councils specified in

the Constitution are the Athletic

Council. Health Council, and
Research Council.

AMENDMENTS: Like any good
democratic Constitution, the

Faculty Senate Constitution
provides for amendments. An
amendment may be proposed by a

minimum of 50 faculty members,
and ratified by a majority of those

present at the following General
Faculty meeting.

TUESDAY NIGHT

CLEAN LIVING

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

FLIGHT

at

Qttp En^Uslj $htb

DANCING
9:30 til close only 25*

COMMUTER
ASSEMBLY
ELECTIONS

( In front of the University Store)

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,

Thurs., Nov. 18

ID'S Required
for Voting

Athletic Fund And Vending

By HUGHOWEN
UMass annually receives approximately $100,000

from the vending machines dispersed around the

campus. These funds amount to about 50% of the in-

come taken in by the machines.
The funds are distributed according to the Board of

Trustee's ruling. First priority is the money allotted to

salaries for the personnel assigned to the paperwork
involved in controlling the money. These funds are

now under the jurisdiction of Mike Egna, director of

the Campus Center Food Center. The sum of this

money has been arbitrarily established as 25% of the

account. Of that amount, Egan uses about $7,000 for

administration purposes in controlling the money. The
remaining money, about $18,000, returns to supporting

the Campus Center, thereby reducing the cost of the

Campus Center Fee.

Second priority is the annual transfer to the Athletic

Trust Fund for scholarships These scholarships are

to be granted to needy and worthy students. This sum
amounts to $50,000 and is given to the athletic

department yearly. The reason the athletic depart-

ment receives $50,000 is because they were the first

department to have vending machines on the campus.

When vending machines were installed in the rest of

the campus, it was agreed that the athletic depart-

ment would be guaranteed $50,000 a year.

Residence halls and cultural enrichment programs
receive the remainder of the income from vending

machines. This money comes to about $25,000.

What the Student Senate would now like to do is to

revise use of the money which allotted to the Athletic

Department, for different purposes. Some
possibilities are to provide for long or short term loans

to the general student body, to increase the money
going to the residence halls, or just in general, to

return that money to the university at large.

Elliot Sherman, who is investigating the vending

machine income, said, "We (the Student Senate) feel

that since monies for this fund are in a good part

derived from the UMass community and in particular

the residence halls, then such funds should naturally

be returned to the source of the income in some
manner." It is the Student Senate feeling, he said, that

the $50,000 allotment to the Athletic Scholarship does

not fulfill the desire to return it to the University

community.

This is the Mt. Holyoke outdoor theater. It was one of the sights during Five College bus tour offered

Saturday. It was enjoyed by all. I MDC photo by Bob Callahan)

Chinese Delegates Visit UThant
UNITED NATIONS (NY.)

(AP (-Communist China's top U.N.

delegates had their first con-

ference with Secretary-General U
Thant Sunday in a New York

hospital where he is being treated

for a duodenal ulcer.

Deputy Foreign Minister Chiao

Kuan hua and Ambassador Huang

Hua made the 50-minute visit in

Thant's room in the private Leroy

Hospital to present credentials and

discuss questions before the U.N.

General Assembly.

"It was just a courtesy visit."

Chiao commented to newsmen at

the hospital.

The meeting took place 20 days

after the People's Republic of

China was voted into the U.N.,

three days after the main Chinese

delegates arrived in New York and

a day before they were to take their

seats in the 131 -nation General

Assembly
One of their two sets of

credentials was for China's 10

member delegation to the

assembly's 26th session, with

Chiao as chairman and Huang as

vice chairman. The other was
Huang's credentials as head of

China's permanent U.N. mission in

New York
All the credentials were in

Chinese, a U.N. spokesman said

and the visitors explained them to

Thant. a Burmese who does not

Search Committee
Meets Wednesday

The Search Committee for a Chancellor, UMass/Amherst will hold an

open meeting on Wednesday November 17 at 4:00 p.m. in the Board Room
( 374 ) of Whitmore Hall. The subject of the meeting will be the procedures

to be followed in the search for a new Chancellor.

A second open meeting will be held on Tuesday, November 23 at 4:00

p.m., also in the Board Room. The subject of this meeting will be the role

and the responsibilities of the Chancellor. Interested observers are

respectfully invited to attend.

The Search Committee is also interested in soliciting the views of

members of the various university constituencies-students, faculty, staff,

alumni, trustees, and others. Interested parties are urged to com-

municate their views on both search procedure and the role of the

Chancellor by writing to the Chairman of the Committee, Dr. Glen

Gordon, Department of Political Science, Thompson Hall.

For those who would prefer to communicate directly, contact any

member of the committee, no later than Monday, November 22, so that

the full committee may have the benefits of the views prior to our formal

discussions on November 23.

The committee understands that the Student Senate, the Graduate

Senate. and theFaculty Senate may choose to consider these questions at

meetings scheduled and announced in the near future. The SWAP con-

ference, to be held November 19-21 , will also devote major attention to the

Chancellorship. The committee is convinced that the quality of their

decision will be enriched by opinions representing the diversity of

UMass/Amherst.
The members of the committee are as follows:

-Trustees: John W. Haigis. 22 High St., Greenfield, Ma., Mrs. Carolyn

Rowland, 282 Beacon St., Boston, Ma.

^Deans' Council: Wendell R. Smith, School of Bus. Adm., 545-2484.

—Faculty Senate: Terence Burke, Geography, Morrill Cntr., 545-2794,

Micheline Dufau, Romance Lang., Herter Hall, 545-2600, Glen Gordon,

Pol. Sci. Thompson Hall, 545-0404, Warren Litsky, Environ. Science,

Marshall Hall, 545-2288. .

-Grad Student Senate: Leland Roblee, Chem. Lng., Goessman Lab.,

545-0245, Donald St. Marv, Math., Arnold House, 545-0085, Mark Cheren,

Box 142, Greenfield Rd., Montague, Ma., David Hoffman, Project 10,

Master's Of., Coolidge Tower. 545-0472.

-Student Senate: Patty Asack. 30 Puffton Village, 549-6235, Jackie

Berryman, 50 Meadow St.. Apt. 67, 549-1377, David Duncan. Pierpont

House 546-4507, Robert J. Padgett, 405 Webster House, 546-1725, Phoebe

Pepper. 204 Dickinson House. 546-6556. Robert Sprague, 27 Colonial

Village. 253-9367.

—Associate Alumni-Carroll Robbins, 163 Bowdoin St., Springfield, Ma.

Political Science Meeting

know Chinese.

Thant will keep the permanent

representative's credentials. He
will send the others to the

assembly's Credentials Com-
mittee. Which will consider

credentials from all delegations

before the assembly adjourns

around Dec. 21.

The Chinese had brought their

own girl interpreter Though both

know English, they spoke Chinese

while Thant spoke English.

"The discussion,"' the

spokesman said, "was a general

exchange of views on the agenda of

the present session of the General

Assembly."

The second in a series of

meetings for Political Science

majors will be held tonight at 7:00

p.m. in Thompson 102.

The purpose of the meeting is to

review departmental
requirements, to explain

procedures for Counselling Week
(November 29-December 3), to

announce course offerings for the

spring semester, and to discuss

various training and exchange

programs available to majors.

Undergraduate advisors will be

available to answer specific

questions and to assist students in

preparing their spring semester

schedules There will also be an

opportunity to discuss some long-

range plans of the Political Science

Department, including the Senior

Honors Program, independent

study projects, and a program of

undergraduate tutorials.

All majors and prospective
majors are urged to attend.

MDC

Classifieds

Could B.C. Lose?

Buy around trip bus ticket to

B.C. Game & see!

NOV. 20

Departure 10:30a.m.

C.C. BUS CIRCLE

BUY NOW 16
RSO OFFICE

or call

Student Senate
Bus Service

"Let My People Go 99

The Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry of Western Massachusetts

showed the documentary film "Let My People Go", yesterday. The film

depicts the oppression that Soviet Jews face daily. Parts of the film were

produced secretly by Jewish freedom fighters in the USSR.
Plans are now'being formulated for a protest at the U.N. on Monday,

November 22. There will be a meeting on Thursday evening at Smith

College Davis Center, to organize December protest activities for the

five college area. All interested in going to New York or attending

Thursdays meeting can sign up at the SSSJ table in the Campus Center

or can call W988 after 6:30 p.m.

Buy YOURSELF a Christmas Present!

CHRISTMAS EQUIPMENT SPECIALS

AMOROSO
T he very name means love—
where else should you buy your

DIAMOND
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

certified appraisals

Call RICHARD AMOROSO 546-4300 anytime.

AM/FM Stereo Amplifier & BSR T-Table

w/base, cover, & cartridge plus pair speakers

ALSO: List

BSR 610X T-Table w/base & cover

SHURE M91E MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
PACKAGE

i 50.00

1212.00

$99.95

Free Headphones

,

OUR Saving^
$110.00 $52"

I 17.00 $33
$127.00 $85

SCOTT SPEAKERS - pair of S-15 or S-ll

HEADPHONES (as low as $9.95)

8 TRACK & CASSETTE STEREO TAPES

$200.00

$ 50.00

$ 6.98

$145.00

$ 29.95

$ 2.99

$55

$20

$ 4

In Boston Call 542 2226

PLUS: Sansui, Sony, Teac, Sherwood, Marantz, Koss, Fischer, Garrard,

Rectilinear, KLH. Wharfdale and more!

"Baker Stereo Discount
(The ON Campus Stereo Shop)

#223 Baker Dorm call 546-6063 Barry or Dave 4-5: 30 Mon.-Thurs.

?5
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Coal Strike Ends; Dock Strike Worsens
_ ...i nJ ... ..***;irj-k oil rw\v«tc fv*/\rrt 1

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS — A
strike-ending soft coal contract with pay

boosts far exceeding the Phase 2 guideline

highlighted a series of labor developments

Sunday.
The East and Gulf coast dock strike grew

worse, as longshoremen in West Gulf ports

from Lake Charles, La., to Brownsville,

Tex., threatened to join the walkout for the

first time.

A strike by 10,000 employees of the

Greyhound Bus Co., which had been set for

noon Sunday, was postponed until Friday. It

threatened to shut down all service east of

the Rockies and curtail operations in the far

West.
In Florida, some 7,000 employees of the

General Telephone co. of Florida won pay

boosts which, like the coal settlement, were

more than double the Phase 2 guideline of

5.5 percent a year.

The coal agreement between the United

Mine Workers and the Bituminous Coal

Operators Association ended a 44-day strike

which had idled 100,000 miners in 25 states,

and resulted in layoffs in other industries,

including more than 20,000 railroadmen.

Miners were being asked to return to their

jobs starting at midnight Sunday.

The new three-year contract would boost

the top daily pay to $50 from $37, and double

the 40-cent-per-ton royalty to the union's

welfare fund.

The industry estimated the average in-

crease as 39 percent over the three years.

The union said it was 30 percent, which is

what the steel workers won in August.

Republican Gov. Arch A. Moore, Jr., of

West Virginia, who took part in the

negotiations, promised to help get Pay

Board approval.

Both sides claimed it was justified

because negotiations started before the 90-

day wage freeze, and because of greatly

increased productivity.

The dock strike threatened to spread to all

45,000 members of the AFL-CIO In-

ternational Longshoremen's Association in

ports from Maine to Texas.

The ILA called such a strike Oct. 1, but

longshoremen in West Gulf ports refused to

join. They said the dispute then affected

only 18,000 men in New York, who were

demanding continuation of a guarantee of

2,080 hours pay annually.

The National Labor Relations Board,

using the secondary boycott argument, got

back-to-work court orders in Philadelphia,

Baltimore, New Orleans, Mobile, Ala., and

Tampa, Fla., and longshoremen reluctantly

returned to work in most ports from

Philadelphia south.

However, with the expiration of President

Nixon's 90-day wage freeze at Saturday

midnight, the ILA claimed the secondary-

boycott argument was ended and all ports

were free to strike over local issues.

ILA leaders in Galveston, Tex., rejected a

new management offer Saturday night and

voted to strike all ports from Lake Charles,

La., to Brownsville, Tex.

The issue was put to a membership vote

Sunday.
Negotiations in New York ended Friday

with no progress . They were to resume
Wednesday in Miami Beach, Fla., widened

to include Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Hampton Roads, Va., and ports in Rhode
Island.

In another labor development during the

weekend, an agreement was reached
covering 900 editorial and advertising

employees of the Philadelphia Enquirer and
Daily News, providing pay increases of 41.5

percent over three years. A spokesman for

the Newspaper Guild of Greater
Philadelphia said the newspapers had

agreed not to appeal Saturday's settlement

to the Pay Board, despite the board's 5.5

percent guideline.

Dust Storms Mar Space Probe
PASADENA, Calif (AP)

Mariner 9, steadily orbiting Mars

twice a day. sent back the first

Closeup television pictures of the

Red Planet Sunday, but a thick

global ha/.e robbed scientists of a

detailed view.

The first 10 pictures beamed 76

million miles back to earth ap-

peared uniformly gray on

television monitors at California

Institute of Technology's Jet

Propulsion Laboratory here.

Scientists focused on a

photograph taken early Saturday,

while Mariner was 70,000 miles

from Mars on its approach to orbit,

showing a crater "as big across as

the State of Indiana.*'

The photograph, "enhanced'' by

computer processing of the

television signal, showed an area

south of the Martian equator in the

Western Hemisphere. There was

no initial speculation on its

significance.

The haze that obscured initial

closeup photos is believed to be

dusk kicked up by winds that began

raging across Mars in late Sep-

tember.
Geologists who had hoped for an

immediate closeup look at Martian

features were disappointed, but

other scientists here said the dust

storm is a scientific blessing in

disguise.

Dr. Carl Fagan of Cornell

University called the storm an

extraordinary event that might not

News In Brief
SAIGON (AP) —U.S. airpower during the next six months will be

concentrated in Laos and Cambodia in a campaign to strangle

North Vietnamese supply routes, informed sources said Sunday.

With only three U.S. jet fighter-bomber squadrons left in South

Vietnam, primarily for air defense, the campaign will be carried

out from five American bases in Thailand and one of two 7th Fleet

carriers in the Tonkin Gulf.

QUITO, Ecuador (A)) — White House counselor Robert H. Finch

and a high-level U.S. fact-finding delegation arrived in this

Fduadorian capital Sunday-just in time for the latest round of the

Great Tuna War.
The American Tuna Boat Association reported Saturday in San

Diego, Calif., that Ecuador had seized four more U.S. tuna boats

and a Canadian ship, bringing to 13 the number of U.S. Vessels

seized in the past week.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Earl L. Butz, nominated by President

Nixon to be secretary of agriculture, said Sunday night he has

notified four corporations he is resigning from their board of

directors.

Butz' connection with large companies dealing with agriculture

has been attacked by senators as possible conflict of interest. Butz

said he is quitting the boards to avoid any conflict.

TOKYO (AP) — Radical students went on a fiery rampage in

Tokyo Sunday in a day of protest against plans for a continued U.S.

military presence on Okinawa after the island's return from U.S. to

Japanese rule next year.

Police reported 317 persons were arrested nationwide, 309 of

them in Tokyo. They said at least 50 persons were injured.

occur in another :«Tyears. and only

by chance did Mariner 9 arrive as

the storm began to subside.

Dr. William Pickering. JPL
director, said studying the dust

storm might offer clues about the

earth's weather.

•Perhaps by studying the

meteorology of Mars, we will learn

more about the meteorology of the

earth." he said.

Detailed mapping and studying

of the planets surface with the two

TV cameras may be delayed one or

two weeks, scientists said, but an

ultraviolet spectrometer and two

infrared sensing instruments are

studying the atmosphere as well as

that part of the surface that can be

observed through the haze.

Project officials announced they

would fire Mariner 9's engine

several seconds at 9:45 p.m. EST
Monday to make a slight change in

the orbit of the windmill-shaped

craft. The change, they said, is

designed to move Mariner five

miles closer to Mars at the low

point of the orbit to allow full use of

a 210-foot dish antenna at Gold-

stone, Calif

The mission of two Soviet space

probes en route to Mars also

continued to occupy scientists'

attention here. Speculation is that

the Russians will attempt an un

manned landing with their craft.

Mars 2 and 3.

Dr. James Fletcher, director of

the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, said a

Russian landing on Mars wouldn't

ACCOUNTING MAJORS

necessarily mean a defeat for U.S

space exploration.

"I think it's too much of an

assumption they will do the same

thing now that we intend to do five

years from now if they land,"

Fletcher said.

The U.S. V iking project calls for

an unmanned Martian landing in

197(1. Its spacecraft will be

equipped but is capable of pin-

pointing areas that might be

suitable to life

Dr. Bruce Murray, a Caltech

scientist, also said on ABC's Issues

and Answers television program

he thinks the Russians will land on

Mars but only take pictures and

study the atmosphere. He said

neither country has yet developed

equipment sophisticated enough to

detect life.

Between 9:">7 a.m. and 7:41 p.m.

EST. Mariner sent back 33 closeup

pictures taken during a half-hour

period Sunday morning. The
photos were stored in an onboard

tape recorder and nlaved back.

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

Winter
Coats

$7.50 to $25.95

Parkas
$24.95

to

$49.95
Open to 10: 00 p.m.

Our Successful Student* Represent

Becker CPA Review Course

Boston 617-536-1440

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency

n

160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

HOW TO GETALONG
WITH BLACK PEOPLE

AND SOME BLACK FOLKS TOO!

by Chri* Clark and Sheila Rush Foreword by Bill Cosby

From what to call whom—colored, Negro, Afro American, or black-

to how and why to avoid white liberalisms ("we only want to help,"

"it's not because you're black"), here is a guide that reveals not

only the right way to handle everyday professional and social situa-

tions, but why the way it's often done is wrong. Livelyand enlightening

THE THIRD PRESS 444c*nim p«*w«it, HgtgMtwl £

Used Refrigerators

Due to increased demand we have purchased 50 more

used refrigerators. They are clean, working and delivered

for $35.00

10 Cubic Feet Apartment Size.

This is our last shipment.

Discount Sales
549-3930

6:30 to Midnight.
J

AM) AS TIIE STARKNESS OF WINTER DESCENDS, MAN
RETREATS, THE FALLEN SPRING A FADING MEMORY ANT) A

DISTANT HOPE. (MDC photo by Alan Chapman)

Change In

Concerning
WASHINGTON (API Draft

Director Curtis W. Tarr has told

draft boards nationwide to allow

men who have been deferred from

selective service to drop their

deferments if they choose to do so

by Dec. 31.

Such an action by eligible young

men with numbers of 126 or higher

would give them brief exposure to

the risk of being drafted, and they

would slip into a lower category

Jan. 1, if they escape the draft until

then.

The rule applies only to men born

in 1951 or earlier-not to those

turning 19 this year who received

numbers last July.

Tarr said "our purpose is to

achieve fairness to all registrants

determining their priority status

on Jan. l.and to limit the un-

certainty that young men with high

random-sequence numbers face.

Registrants with student, oc-

cupational, paternity, agriculture

and hardship deferments will be

eligible to take advantage of this

policy

Draft Laws
Deferments

Men with numbers 125 or lower

who are not drafted by Jan 1 will

have their prime liability for in-

duction extended to March 31 Most

are expected to be drafted because

the new national uniform called

brings in men nationwide by the

same numbers.
Last year there were state

quotas and many draft boards did

not reach the cutoff number. But

men who regained their defer-

ments before the March 1 end of

the extension last year may not

again drop their deferments this

year.

Tarr also said men can't get new
lottery numbers if they gave their

draft boards the wrong birthdates.

then ended up with lower number
than they would have with the

correct dates.

But Daniel J. Cronin. assistant

deputy for operations, said "where
the error is ours we'll admit it" and

give the man a new number or if he

had been drafted get him out of the

Armv

UM Drug Case Continued
Two former University of

Massachusetts students accused of

THE TALKIE CINEMA
Inters**!** •« «tt. $ •£*'« •

NORTHAMIPTON CENTR
SM4909

LUCHINO VISCONTI'S

Lives

at the Talkie
Held Over

7:00and9:30

Helping At Belchertown
Mental retardation is not the only reason some

residents of Belchertown State School do not talk

better. Or talk at all.

A survey by a UMass assistant professor of speech

and four of his students recommends several ways to

improve the communication ability of the residents-

like renovating buildings with acoustics in mind,

hiring more communications personnel, and
providing residents with more complete physical

examinations.
Last summer, Asst. Prof. Henry B. Peirce, Jr., of

the communication disorders area of the UMass
speech department, supervised four UMass graduate

students who gathered material for a report on the

incidence of speech, hearing, and language disorders

among the Belchertown School's 1,098 residents.

Dr. Peirce. a speech pathology consultant at

Belchertown for three years, was concerned that no

figures existed on the incidence of speech, hearing,

and language problems among residents and that "no

staff personnel were available in the area of com-
munication habitation."

Dr. Peirce discussed the situation with Mr. Robert

Donovan, director of the School's Hospital Im-

provement Program, and the four UMass graduate

students were hired as paraprofessionals to conduct

the survey
Howard Shane. Amy Moran. Kathleen Viamari, and

Deborah Bartimo, who are earning graduate degrees

in communications disorders, conduced the survey.

Their survey discovered that 1,005, or 92%, of the

1,098 residents had speech, hearing, and language

problems which interfered with communication.

Without regard to level of retardation, the most

frequent problem was "delayed speech and
language," the next more frequent was "no speech,"

the next was "articulation." and the fourth was a

special communication problem of the cerebral

palsied.

"Some days it was really discouraging." says

Kathleen. Days, for example, when many of the

patients whose speech she tried to categorize couldn't,

or wouldn't, talk. Some of the more severely han-

dicapped patients had no speech. Some were perhaps

frightened by this new situation in which an un-

familiar person talked to them.

one resident chatted away with attendants in the

corridor but once in the room, where Kathleen waited

with the test, the resident uttered no sound. Kathleen

had to evaluate the corridor speech she had

overheard.
Howard found that some residents seemed to

associate the testing situation with pain, perhaps from

previous medical experiences, so were unresponsive

Attention

All Divers!

An advanced diver course for experienced divers will be given

starting at the end of Nov.

The course will include diving physics and physiology, diving

equipment, first aid and life saving, underwater search and

recovery, limited visibility diving, underwater navigation, light

salvage, deep diving, decompression, repetetive and altitude

diving and marine biology. The fee for the course will be $100.

Anyone interested in further information call 549-1155.

to his questions and conversation.

To get residents to make certain sounds, the

students showed pictures of objects familiar to most

Americans. But, says Howard, the tests are designed

for the "normal population," and often the residents

had never seen the object pictured -like a vacuum
cleaner -so didn't know what it was.

The student-conducted survey was done with the

help of attendants and other Belchertown personnel.

It's a factual record of speech, hearing, and language

problems of the entire resident population, a record

Dr. Peirce believes is the only such record available

for a state institution for the mentally retarded in

Massachusetts.

The record shows:
Only eight percent of the School's 1,098 residents

have what is considered "normal" speech.

Only 18 of those 1,098 residents had been

professionally diagnosed as having hearing losses,

though the survey turned up about 200 residents

suspected of having hearing losses.

While compiling the speech and hearing data, the

four students found 172 residents with known or

suspected vision problems. Forty-five of these

residents were known blind.

From these and other statistical data, Dr. Peirce's

report makes several recommendations. And some
things are being done to improve the communications

of residents at Belchertown State School.

The UMass-directed survey makes five recom-

mendations:
"A substantial increase in qualified personnel in

speech, hearing, and language pathology is obvious."

During the past three years UMass speech students

have done some speech therapy at Belchertown.

There has been'some progress, but "only a relatively

few residents have had the opportunity to par-

ticipate."

-'it is extremely important that any pathology of

the oral cavity or ears be treated before speech

therapy is conducted."
"The known blind population, who have not had

any rehabilitation services, need to have a coor-

dinator for a blind program appointed immediately."

-Renovation of the buildings with attention paid to

acoustical treatment would be highly desirable for

both the resident and the attendant staff. Dr. Peirce

emphasizes that "This constant noisy environment

would contribute, it seems, to difficulty in hearing,

perception, and development of spoken language, not

to mention fatigue and resulting irritability on the

part of the staff and residents." As one of the UMass
students put it, "The sounds just seem to bounce off

the walls."

a number of heroin, forgery and
larceny violations appeared in

Hampshire County District Court

Wednesday for hearing.

The cases of Charles Cross. 21.

and Donald R. Willis. 19. both of

Springfield were continued to Nov.

16. however, when their attorney

tailed to show.

Special Justice Raymond R.

Cross told the pair that yesterday's

continuance would be the last. He
set bail at $2,000 for Cross, who has

been in Hampshire County Jail

since his arrest Oct. 18.

Cross and Willis were students at

the University last year, but were
reportedly ineligible to register

this semester.

Fall is coming and winter nears. It's getting cold and dark outside. Find a fire and keep warm. I MIX

photo by Barbara Brecher>

Campus II

PAUL NEWMAN IS

BOTCH CASSIDY
THC SUNDANCE WD
CS ROBERT REDF0RD.

at 9: 00

^Cnmpus^
W AMHERSTMAOLEVLINt

» In the Zayre's Shopping
/ Center Route 9-

Monday
Nights!

Ladies
$1.00

at 7 00

Campus I

Daily 7 & 9

Fri. & Sat.

17:00, 8:30, 10:00'

\ MASH
Campus III

at7 :15&9:15(R )

Iniftnar Bergman's

first English language

ft motion picture starring

Elliott Qould

The Touch,

FIND OUT YOURSELF

WHY EVERYONE'S

TALKING

ABOUT-
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ring Student Teaching
\H students, secondary and elementary, wishing to student teach

j

intern i in the Spring. 1972, must apply to and be accepted b> one <>i

|

the School ol (education's teacher training programs Regardless of
;

;

ilrpui intciri all prospective student teachers must enroll directly
|:

in u teacher training program, n you have not already been ac
j

j

copied l>\ a teacher training program in the School ol Education. I

you must apply to one ol the following programs in order to student

leach in the Spring:

ri;o(,i: \\i

Power To The Undergrad

Ed School Opens Committees

Alternative Schools

( >pen to Juniors

ASF

International Kducation
open to Sophomores and
Juniors

Marks Meadow iTEPAM)
( (pen to Sophomores

Martha's Vineyard
Open to .Illinois. Seniors

Model Elementary Teacher
Kducation

Program 1METEP1
< >pen to Juniors

( >ll Campus
Open to Sophomores, Juniors

Sociological Historical-
IMiilosophical iS.H.P.)

< >pen to Juniors

I listributive Ed,

Open to Kresh Soph. .Junior.

Senior

Urban Ed.

i\ ii:i:\ 1 1 :v\ TIMES koh
WEEK \o\ . l.-lti (School

ul I <t iu.it ion unless iitlicrw ise

indicated. >

IHes I ; Km 1V1

Wednes In 1. 1 :; ::<> Km 212

\ion n :; Montague House
Wednes <i :> Montague House

<!o to Mark's Meadow Oil ice
j

to si^n up lor specific ap-

pointment lime.

Contact Mrs Harmon. Urn 121

lor appointment • 545-155'

lues It :'.<> 1. J::l()-:i Km. 210 \\\

Wednes. H :',(>-12 HO |{m 210 or

liy individual appointment call

»4S 157H

Mon K 12, 1-5 Km. I2H
'

lues B-12, 1-5 Dwight Dorm

Contact Mrs Harmon, Km 121 jlj

for appointment (545-1555)

Mon it 4 Km 2-A or by in-

dividual appointment call 545-

1527

Mon.-Fri. 9-12:00 Km. 225

Any questions about the teacher training programs or about

student teaching should be addressed to the Teacher Preparation

Program Council OH ice. Room 121 School of Education, 545-1555.

The Office is open Monday Friday. K AM-5PM.

Bj DON GMCKSTKIN
In an effort to eliminate some of

he anarchy, misinformation and

poor counseling that has con

fronted undergraduates, the School

of Kducation has opened up many
ot its working committees to

students desiring certification on

the secondary school level as well

as non-teaching elementary
education majors.

Many ol the com-
mittees will give un-

dergraduates full and

equal voting privileges

along with faculty and
graduate students-
Academic credit for

work on the committees
can be negotiated.

All programs in the

School of Kducation fall

under the jurisdiction of

the School Council. The
Council consists of

thirty faculty members,
graduate and un-

dergraduate students.

Members of the Council

vote on personnel,

budget, planning, and
academic policy for the

School. All committees report back

to the School Council, which, along

with the Dean, is ultimately

responsible for the School to its

students.

The following groups are looking

for undergraduate members:
Teacher Preparation Program

Council. One undergraduate
vacancy. Formulates policy and
administers all elementary and
secondary teacher training

programs Contact the Chairman

of the TPPC, Dr Richard Clark,

121 School of Kducation. 5 I

Com |» leteiy Mod a la r

Curriculum Undergraduate input

needed to plan the ending ot all

School of Ed courses next fall m
favor ol a completely modular

curriculum Contact the Director,

Phil Ch: istenson, 227 School of Ed.

Kducation llean Dwight
Modular Credit Marathon.

I iilhi-ton )

Allen at last

(MIK Photo

5-0944.

Spring
Marathon
plan and
Marathon

Modular Credit

Undergrads needed to

publicize the Spring

to be held next April.

222B School

Modular Credit Marathon Wrap-Up

Contact Tom Paquin,

of Kd. 5-1585.

CADRE. Students want to advise

and participate in CADRE, a

program of self-directed learning.

Contact Linda Riser. Anne Bryant,

or Mike Schwartz. 230 School of Ed.

5-0914.

Student Affairs Committee.
Recommends to School Council on

matters of student experience in

the School advising and orien-

tation, placement, scholarships,

etc Contact School Council

Secretary, Kathy Girard,

ill School ol Ed . 5 1547

\iadeinic Matters Committee
Concerned with undergraduate

curriculum and academic affairs,

Contact Kathy Girard, Km ill, 5-

1547

Library, Information

Retrieval and Com-
munications Com-
mittee Concerned with

the Kducation Library

and communications to

all parts of the

University. Contacl
Kathy Ciirard. 5-1547

Long Range Planning

Committee Reviews

the directions and goals

of the School, and
recommends for the

future. Contact Kathy

Girard, 5-1547.

P e r s o n n el Com-
mittee. Recommends
new appointments,
merit salary increases

and reappointments. Contact

Kathy Girad, 5-1547.

Budget and Resource Allocation

Committee. With the Dean,
reviews all requests for allocation

of resources.

General Consultation. Un-

dergrads are wanted for general

consultation and advice for the

planning and implementation of

School programs. Leave namewith

Kathy Girard. Ill School of

Education. 5-1547.

week's

bv Gib

By EDWARD BURK
The combatting of in-

stitutionalized racism was the

theme which characterized last

week's Modular Credit Marathon.

But as Tom Paquin and Bill

Reward have pointed out. the deep-

rooted problem of racism is one

that cannot be erased in five short

days

"Racism is a problem which

cannot be combatted in a week or a

month or a semester," stated

Paquin, the coordinator of this

years Marathon.

"The purpose of the program

was to make people aware of the

problems," he continued. "People

generally think of racism in terms

of Blacks. We have tried to deal

with the problem on a level of

caucasion versus all other

RING DAYS
Class of 72 and '73

University Store

Mon. and Tues.,

Nov. 15 and 16

Factory

Representatives

Pre-Christmas Delivery

$10 Deposit

minority groups which have been

oppressed as well."

Bill Heward, who worked with

Paquin throughout the Marathon,

noted that the main objective of the

program was to both define the

problem and to direct the steps

which must be taken to combat it.

"Racism is probably the biggest

pathology in society today," said

Heward. "It's not just hurting

those involved. It's hurting all of us

in a lot of repercussioning ways."

Both men emphasized the fact

that even those events which were

seemingly unrelated to the theme
of racism, actually focused upon

the problem in an indirect way.

"Racism must be combatted
through human relations," said

Paquin. "And the Marathon is a
Mecca for humanistic thought. It

provides a platform for expressing
these new ideas."

Paquin and Heward noted that

the public response to the program
was quite favorable and they

estimated that some 7000-10,000

persons participated

Paquin praised the efforts of

Dwight Allen. Dean of the School ot

Kducation. for his part in the

program.

He noted, however, that the

overall success of the program due
to the efforts of those who con-

ducted the various events.

"They are the ones that deserve

all fhe credit.'' said Paquin
"Without them, there would have

been no Marathon
."

UMass Fine Arts Council Presents

B0WKER AUDITORIUM-UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

WED., NOV. 17 & THURS., N0V.18, 1971-8 P.M.

RESERVED TICKETS: UMass undergraduates $1.50; other—full-time

students $2.50; UMass faculty staff $3; general public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL BOX OFFICE. 125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202

UMass Fine Arts Council presents

SWINGEL SINGERS OF PARIS
Monday, Nov. 22 - 8 p.m

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: 125 Herter Hall - 545-0202
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Tensions Increase In India
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<VA

Committee &
Chairman

Services

Brenda Rau

Academic Affairs

Nick Aposlola
Rcnls and Fi'es

Robert Chiller

Hudqels
John Slovens

Women's Commillee
Lisa AAandell

il Ac lion

Mdqqn' Houghlon

f mancial Affairs

Skip Olmslead

Sudenl Mailers

Bruce Bernslein

Meeting Time
and Place

Mon, Nov 15, 7 30

Room 178, CC

Tues , Nov 16, 6 15

Room 811 BIS, CC
Tues. Nov 16, 6 15

Room 165, CC

Tues , Nov 16, 7 30

Room 801, CC

Tues , Nov 16,

Room 802, CC
5 00

Public Affairs

D» nise Miiqnell

Governmental Affairs

Bill Spinn

Wed.. Nov. 17. 6 15

Room 178, CC

Thurs Nov 18, 8 p.m
Room 177, CC

Thurs Nov. 18, 8 p.m
Room 175, CC

No meeting due lo

PR syslem revision

Sun Nov 21. 6 00

Room 801, CC

Main Topic

of Discussion

Financial aid as a service

Senate income proposals

F reshman year

Campus Center Garage Fee
Parking costs

Discussion concerning in

what order RSO Groups
should appear before the

commillee and Ihe full

Senate

Members are asked to bring

their dinner with Ihem
discussion on discrimination

m athletics, financial aid

Women's Medical
Emergency Loan Fund

Discussion of Sassi Prop

Emergency Defense Fund
and other social groups.

Financial appropriations

Athletic Council revision

and fee discussion

Concerts, vending
machines, and Student Code

ol Conduct

General Laws and Con

slitution

NKYV DELHI (AP)-Three Pakistani jet fighters

violated Indian air space Sunday over the northern

state of Kashmir, United News of India reported.

The alleged air intrusion is the second to be reported

in the past four days in the Indian and Pakistani

governments' continued exchange of charges of

military provocation.

One of the Krench-built Mirage jets in Sunday s

incident was chased back to Pakistan by Indian air

force planes, the news agency reported. The others

were fired on and missed by antiaircraft batteries,

according to the agency.

A government spokesman charged Thursday that

Pakistani warplanes violated Indian airspace in the

eastern border area and strafed civilian population

centers.

In a related development, Prime Minister Indira

Gandhi met with the Political Affairs Committee of

her cabinet, presumably to discuss the persistent

tension between India and Pakistan and the results of

her state tour.

The prime minister returned Saturday from a three-

week visit to six Western nations.

It was reported that Mrs. Gandhi told the committee

members the major world powers, including the

United States, have agreed to persuade Pakistani

President Agha Mohammed Yahya Khan to change

his "suicidal policy'' in East Pakistan.

Sources said Mrs. Gandhi implied that if in-

ternational pressure did not help resolve the turmoil

in East Pakistan, India would be justified in taking

any steps necessary to solve the problem.

She also is believed to have said that declaration of a

national emergency and the recognition of the East

Pakistan rebel government-both matters of

speculation here-are not imminent.

Her meeting with the committee came on the eve of

Parliament's winter session, which is expected to be

stormy. Leaders of the right-wing Freedom party and

the Socialist party already have submitted no con-

fidence resolutions against Mrs. Gandhi's govern-

ment.
The resolutions are based on what party leaders

termed Mrs. Gandhi's inability to resolve the crisis

with Pakistan or stem the flow of Bengali refugees

from East Pakistan, and on the economic strain

growing from the confrontation.

fSmmmmmmmHmmmmmmmiimm
Mechanical Heart

Lasts 3 Months
DETROIT (AP)-Plant security guard Haskell Shanks, who received a

partial mechanical heart in an Aug. 11 operation, died Sunday at Sinai

Hospital of what doctors called "kidney failure and problems related to

The 63-year-old Shanks had been released from the hospital Sept. 18 and

had been able to resume some of his normal routine such as short walks

and visits with friends. He returned to the hospital Oct. 4.

Sinai Hospital spokesmen said death came to the suburban Warren

man three months and three days after the operation. They said the

mechanical heart "continued to perform normally right up until the very

end."

PRINT SALE
Original prints ONLY (woodcuts, lithographs, silk screens, etchings)

may be sold by grad students and undergraduates

Please have prints in the Art Office by noon, December 13.

Sale to be held Dec. 15 - 17

Cape Cod Lounge

9:30- 5:30 (Wed. & Fri.)

9:30 - 8:00 (Thurs.)

For further information, contact the Program Council Office.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER *6

CAHPUS CENTER PROGRAM COUNCIL IN CONJUNCTION

BLUfcWAU- COUNTRY NlGHT PRESENTS:
vyirH
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JAZZSebastienBachHaendelVivaldlTelemannMozartBeethovenGershwinRavelAlbenlzRodrlgoGranadosDeFalla
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It Happened
If you noticed the page 4a article in Poor Richard's last

Friday entitled "It Can Happen To You" and bothered to

read it, you might have been a little frightened.

Because, you see, all the incidents in it are true. The

names and places have been changed, but the facts were

not.

You don't have to be left-wing or right-wing to be

straight or not to be scared. The point is the Campus

Police, a head of residence and who knows who else, all

conspired to, and did, obstruct the civil rights of a student.

A tracer on a phone, an obviously forged and illegal search

warrant, all add up to something quite like what is termed

a police state.

So, you see, it can happen here and did. The people in-

volved have tried to have the incident investigated, but

have been promised answers they have yet to receive.

They have been waiting over three weeks.

There is not much more you can say about something

like this. It's unlikely this would happen to you, but don't

eliminate the possibility. It's not a matter of liking or

disliking a particular person, everyone is involved in a

case such as this. We should make an effort to eliminate

the possibility of events like this occurring. If you know of

something similar happening, see the student lawyer,

Richard Howland, Dean of Student Affairs Field, the

Chancellor. Let us know, and we will let others know.

It's yourself you are protecting.

u
It Just Needs A Few Extra Ingredients"

Revolution With A Twinkle

I've been promising this to a lot of fine people, and

I in writing this in a second floor office, using the

typewriter of one of them who says,

"Beware of the revolutionary without a twinkle in

his eve."
*****

it was the Mav during the Strike-May, 1970 -when

Charles Adams, from the English Department,

walked into the lounge of Pierpont House and was

introduced to a dwindled number of residents as the

new Director of Project 10.

The advantages of the freshman-sophomore living-

learning experiments first year, 1908-69. its small

classes in the dorm, its togetherness as a community,

seemed to have dissipated by the time Adams entered

the lounge, other dorms on campus had classes and

community, Greenough had already gone coed, and

with no special leadership < there had been no director

lor the entire second year, the Project being run

ambiguously from the Southwest Master's Office), the

people in Project 10 were frustrated, pessimistic and

often confusing with their collective philosophy of

Summerhillian-tvpe ideals.

But the dream was still alive, and by the time

Adams had concluded the meeting, students were

saying I hat he was just what was needed.

Over the summer, nothing happened. The dorm

went coed-semi officially because freshmen were not

allowed at that time to live in coed dorms. Manny

White, a founder of the Project, was forced to resign

his new position as head of residence one week before

school began because of personal reasons. The fresh

men came a couple of days early for orientation, and

nothing happened Let the freshmen be free, let them

make their own orientation, let nothing be imposed on

anyone.

And nothing was imposed on anyone. Not books. Not

quiet. Not structure. Not security. Not life.

Adams' original

dreams lor a com-
munity of scholars

became a real

nightmare of every

day crises Let the

dealers deal They're

only doing their

thing. Let the outside

community crash in

the dorm Don't let

the University power
structure come down
on the people. Don't

stop the junkies and
speed freaks Irom
shooting up and
taking tabs. What
right do we have to

protect a person
from himself What
right does Adams
have to impose a

structure, be it

academic or social,

on the "'com-

munity'"' If you're

part of the com-
munity, you're not

part of the solution.

Pierpont e x -

porienced almost a

seventy live percent

turn over in

population by the end

of May, 1971. With

the start of the

summer, the Project

had to change or.

administration officials warned at almost every level,

there would be no Project in the fall.

A core of die-hard dreamers, given a legitimacy by

Adams that the "community" didn't care enough to

think about, took it upon themselves to plan for the

fall

Every resident of Pierpont would have to submit an

application to live in the dorm The housing lists would

bo rigidly controlled. The big dealers were not

welcome Semi paid summer workers would orient

freshmen and work with two regular summer coun

selors who were members of the Project Damn the

freedom, emphasize the responsibility. Get a public

relations machine going that will not only attract ;i

varied faculty <not only the radicals), but will change

Project 10 through a sort of wishful, self-fulfilling,

self-prophesizing philosophy Plan for a fall orien

I at ion Gather together an elaborate staff that will out-

vote and out-shout, yet still tolerate any leftover

Summerhillian non-structuralists. Amass some
money for a budget

By September. Project 10 was no longer Project 10.

The staff consisted not only of the undergraduate

counselors t which the old Project had never had to

any extent >, but a bevy of resource people and heads

of residences: two for administration, one for

psychological counseling, one for community
development, one to develop organizational struc-

tures, another to organize an empiric evaluation of

Project freshmen, and more to come along as the

opportunity arose. And they were serious.

Five days before Registration, about 200 sleepy

residents of Pierpont forced themselves out of bed at

the unheard of hour of 8 o'clock in the morning (the

hour when Pierpont used to go to bed) in order to

participate in a simulation game at the Campus
(enter. The day before, casual observors had been

shocked to find what were formerly Project 10 hippi-

freak-dope-fiends with their hair shorn and wearing

neckties to greet the freshmen and their parents.

What Adams had called 'The New Seriousness' had

arrived.

There's a lot going on now in that corner of campus
which deans and professors and masters and students

had once preferred not to think about. The freshmen

are enrolled in special seminars that combine a

getting-to- know each other unit with an academic

oriented study topic. "The Coming of Age in

America", The faculty, teaching courses and sections

of courses in the dorm, come from home economics,

agriculture and physics, as well as the more
humanistically geared departments that have
traditionally contributed Project faculty. There's a

semblance of a kitchenette, now, something that

hasn't been since (he stove blew up two years ago. Not

only has the new television not been ripped off yet, but

the student security in Pierpont has kept dorm
damages lower than

most in Southwest

\o one talks about

community much
any more in Pier

pont. people are too

bus) studying and
talking anil planning

for the talent show,

going to the Sunday
brunch or playing

Kisk" in the lobby

Charles Adams is

in the process ol

submitting a

proposal to the

Administration that

would give Project 10

autonomy, and thus,

let it become the first

real residential
college at I'Mnss
lhat the dreamers
had been talking

about since the early

Sixties

*****

Students will still

leave the dorm in

January, disgusted

over the blaring

stereos that still echo

oil of the Pierpont

courtyard, nauseous
Irom walking down

the sometimes smoke filled corridors to the crudded

Sunday evening bathrooms. A few of the upper

classmen (the Project has expanded to a four year

program) are doing things differently now, and can't

live with where the freshmen are sometimes at. The

pathological dislike for all structures not labelled with

a Project 10 name, although abating with the influx of

diverse faculty, staff, and students, still exists; it

manifests itseif now. not by open spurning, but by a

subconscious neglect of and non responsibility to the

I niversily community.
Hut dope, decibels, and centrism is more a product

of out age. than of a Project 10 tradition. And until the

ethos of our times change, the Project might have a

couple ol traditions to carry us over.

The kids who are the Project have found it

somewhere in their violent experiences of growing up

in the Sixties and Seventies, They are jocks and

veterans, liberals and radicals, presidents of student

senates and one liners in the yearbook; they are all

these different people, constantly questioning,

perhaps naively, but being constantly tolerant of

diversity, ix'rhaps too much

Editorial Points

"r«e ThRce sroocts?

If you're allergic, getting an

adrenalin shot after being stung

by a bee is like scratching your

foot after its been itching under

your shoe all day long
*****

If the Faculty Senate wants

accurate press coverage, maybe
they should let the press sit

closer to the podium, instead of

delegating them to the last two

rows.

*****

The nice way people treat you

when you give blood makes it all

worthwhile.
*****

DINING COMMONS MEAL
OF THE WEEK : Last Thursday

lunch at Hampden Commons.
Cold, leftover chili, and it wasn't

even hot.

"The modern contributions of

political science are well-known

in Viet Nam." -DF
*****

Sociology is codified common
sense according to a well-known

detractor.
*****

We're not sure we completely

understand, but someone said

that the reason why they shut

down the pinball machines every

night is because of the Blue

Laws. Gee, do Blue Laws apply

to UMass?
*****

Remember the pond! Tippo's

canoe and library, too.
*****

No use having good mental

health if you don't have physical

health. Stop smoking

mutt

(Editors Note: The following is part 1 of

an essay from "On the Poverty of Student

Life" by the Situationist Internationale,

adapted by the Organization for

Revolutionary Action.)

1. To make shame more shameful still by

making it public

We might very well say, and no one would

disagree with us. that the student is the most

universally despised creature in the U.S.,

apart from the policeman. Naturally, he is

usuallv attacked from the wrong point of

view, with specious reasons derived from

the ruling ideology. Up to now studies of

student life have ignored the essential issue.

The surveys and analyses have all been

psychological or sociological or economic:

in other words, academic exercises, content

with the false categories of one

specialization or another. None of them can

achieve what is most needed -a view of

modern society as a whole. Everything is

said about our society except what it is. and

the nature of its two basic principles -the

commodity and the spectacle. The fetichism

of facts masks the essential category, and

the details consign the totality to oblivion.

Modern society and its spectacle allot

everyone a specific role in a general

passivity. The student is no exception to the

rule. He has a provisional part to play, a

rehearsal for his final role as an element in

market society as conservative as the rest.

Being a student is a form of initiation. An

initiation which echoes the rites of

more primitive societies with bizarre

precision. It goes on outside of history, cut

off from social reality. The student leads a

double life, poised between his present

status and his future role. The two are ab-

solutely separate, and the journey from one

to the other is a mechanical event in the

future. Meanwhile, he basks in a

schizophrenic consciousness, withdrawing

into his initiation group to hide from that

future. Protected from history, the present

is a mystic trance.

At least in consciousness, the student can

exist apart from the official truths of

"economic life". But for very simple

reasons: looked at economically student life

is a hard one In our "society of abundance'

he is still a pauper. 80% of students come

from income groups well above the working

class, yet 90% have less money than the

meanest laborer Student poverty is an

anachronism, a throw-back from an earlier

age of capitalism; it does not share in the

new poverties of the spectacular societies
;

it

has vet to attain the new poverty of the new

proletariat. Nowadays the teenager shuffles

off the moral prejudices and authority of the

family to become part of the market before

he is an adolescent: at fifteen he has all the

delights of being directly exploited. In

contrast the student covets his protracted

infancy as an irresponsible and docile

paradise. Adolescence and its crises may
bring occasional brushes with his family,

but in essence he is not troublesome: he

agrees to be treated as a baby by the in-

stitutions which provide his education.

There is no "student problem". Student

passivity is only the most obvious symptom

of a general state of affairs, for each sector

of social life has been subdued by a similar

imperialism.

What is unforgivable is not so much his

actual misery but his complaisance in the

face of the misery of others. For him there is

only one real alienation -his own. He is a

full-time and happy consumer of that

commodity, hoping at least to arouse our

pity since he cannot claim our interest. By

the logic of modern capitalism, most

students can only become mere

"technicians" (with the same function in

neo capitalism that the skilled worker had

in the 19th century economy) The student

really knows how miserable will be that

golden future which is supposed to make up

On The Poverty Of Student Life
.... „ , . . ._ „. r r .l.i ho nnnfinnps-thirtv voars after Reich s
for the shameful present. In the face of that

knowledge, he prefers to dote on the present

and invent an imaginary prestige for

himself.

Once upon a time the universities were

respected; the student persists in the belief

that he is lucky to be there. He celebrates all

the values and mystifications of the system,

devouring them with all the anxiety of the

infant at the breast. Once the old illusions

had to be imposed on an aristocracy of

labor; the technicians-to-be ingest them

willingly under the guise of culture. But he

arrived too late; the bygone excellence of

bourgeois culture has vanished. A
mechanically produced specialist is now the

goal of the "educational" system. A modern

economic system demands mass production

of students who are not educated and have

been rendered incapable of thinking. The

university has become a society for the

propagation of ignorance; "high culture"

has taken on the rhythm of the production

line.

The university is blind to the obvious-that

even its closed world is changing. The

"crisis of the universities"- that detail of a

more general crisis of modern capitalism-is

the latest fodder for the deaf-mute dialogue

of the specialists. This "crisis" is simple to

understand: the difficulties of a specialized

sector which is adjusting (too late) to a

general change in the relations of produc-

tion. There was once a vision, even if an

ideological one. of a liberal bourgeois

university. But as its social base disap-

peared, the vision became banality. But the

bitterness of the academic purists crying for

a return to academic isolation and in-

sulation is understandable: better, after all,

to be the bloodhound of the haute

bourgeoisie than sheepdog to the world's

white collar workers. Better to stand guard

on privilege than to harry the flock into their

alloted factories and offices. The university

is becoming, fairly smoothly, the honest

broker of technocracy and its spectacle. In

the process, the academic purists become a

pitiful sideshow. purveying their

"universal" cultural goods to a bewildered

audience of specialists.

More serious and thus more dangerous,

are the modernists of the left and of the

multiversity, with their talk of a

"restructuring of the university" and a

"reinsertion of the university into social and

economic life", i.e., its adaptation on to the

needs of modern capitalism. The one-time

guarding their old prestige, must be con-

verted into the forcing-house of a new labor

aristocracy. Far from contesting the

historical process which subordinates one of

the last relatively autonomous social groups

to the demands of the market, the

progressives complain of delays and inef-

ficiency in its completion. They are the

standard bearers of the rapidly approaching

cybernetic university (which has already

reared its ugly head at UMASS). And they

are the enemy : the fight against the market,

which is starting again in earnest, means

the fight against its latest lackeys.

As for the student, the struggle is fought

out entirely over his head, somewhere in the

heavenly realm of his masters. The whole of

his life is beyond his control, and for all he

sees of the world he might as well be on

another planet His acute economic poverty

condemns him to a paltry form of survival

But. being a complacent creature, he

parades his very ordinary indigence as if it

were an original life-style: self-indulgently

he affects to be a Bohemian The Bohemian

solution is hardly viable at the best of times,

and the notion that it could be achieved

without a complete and final break with the

university milieu is quite ludicrous But the

student Bohemian (and every student likes

to pretend that he is a Bohemian at heart)

clings to his false and degraded version of

individual revolt He is so "eccentric" that

he continues-thirty years after Reich's

excellent lessons -to entertain the most

traditional forms of erotic behavior,

reproducing at this level the general

relations of class society. Where sex is

concerned, we have learned better tricks

from elderlv provincial ladies. His rent-a-

crowd militancy for the latest good cause is

an aspect of his real impotence.

The students special situation, however,

does put him at a potential advantage -if

only he could see it. He does have marginal

freedoms, a small area of liberty which as

yet escapes the totalitarian control of the

"Spectacle. His flexible working hours

permit him adventure and experiment. But

he is sucker for punishment, and freedom

scares him to death: he feels safer in

straightjacketed space-time of lecture hall

and weekly "paper". He is quite happy with

this open prison organized for his "benefit",

and, though not constrained, as are most

people, to separate work and leisure, he

does so of his own accord -hypocritically

proclaiming all the while his contempt for

assiduity and corporate men. He embraces

every available contradiction and then

mutters darkly about the "difficulties of

communication" from the uterine warmth

of his religious, artistic, or political clique.

Driven by his freely chosen depression.

He submits himself to the subsidiary police

force of psychiatrists set up by the avant-

garde of repression. Those who run the

university mental health clinics see this

institution as a grand victory for student

reform and social progress. Like the Aztecs

who ran to greet ( ortez's sharp- shooters,

and then wondered what made the thunder

and what made men fall down, the students

flock to the psycho- police stations with their

"problems".
The real poverty of his everyday life finds

its immediate, fantastic compensation in

the opium of cultural commodities. In the

Cultural Spectacle he is allotted his habitual

role of the dutiful disciple. Although he is

close to the production point, access to the

Sanctuary of Thought is forbidden, and he is

obliged to discover "modern culture" as an

admiring spectator Art is dead, but the

student is a necrophiliac. He peeks at the

corpse in film clubs and theaters, buys its

fish-fingers from the cultural supermarkets.

Consuming unreservedly, he is in his

element: he is the living proof of all the

platitudes of market research: a con-

spicuous consumer, complete with induced

irrational preference for Brand X (George

Harrison, for example), and irrational

prejudice against Brand Y (John Lennon.

perhaps )

.

He thinks he is avant-garde if he has seen

the latest Goddard or "participated" in the

latest happening. He discovers "modernity

as fast as the market can produce its ersatz

version of long outmoded (though

once important) ideas; for him. every

rehash is a cultural revolution. His principal

concern is status, and he eagerly snaps up

all the paperback editions of important and

"difficult" texts with which mass culture

has filled the bookstores. Unfortunately, he

cannot read, so he devours them with his

gaze, and enjoys them vicariously through

the gaze of his friends. He is an other-

directed voyeur.

His favorite reading matter is the kitchen

press, whose task is to orchestrate the

consumption of cultural nothing-boxes.

Docile as ever, the student accepts its

commercialized hipness and makes them

the only measuring- rod of his tastes.

Typically, he is a compulsive reader of

weeklies like Newsweek and Rolling Stone

He generally feels that the New York Times

whose style he finds somewhat difficult--is

a truly objective newspaper. And it is with

such guides that he hopes to gain an un

derstanding of the modern world and

become a political initiate!

The student prides himself on his op-

position to the Nixon regime. Yet, the

student is content to be passively politicized.

In this sphere too, he readily accepts the

same alienated, spectacular participation.

Seizing upon all the tattered remnants of a

Left which was annihilated more than forty

years ago by "socialist" reformism and

Stalinist counter-revolution, he is once more

guiltv of an amazing ignorance. The Right is

well aware of the defeat of the workers'

movement, and so are the workers them-

selves, although more confusedly. But the

students continue blithely to organize

demonstrations which mobilize students and

students only. This is political false con-

sciousness in its virgin state. Occasionally

there are deviational tendencies and cries of

"Strike!" but after a period of token

resistance the dissidents are reincorporated

into a status quo which they have never

really radically opposed.

But the student, sad to say, is not deterred

by this. He feels obliged to have general

ideas on everything, to unearth a current

world-view capable of lending meaning for

his need for activism and asexual

promiscuity. As a result, he falls prey to the

last doddering missionary efforts of the

churches. He rushes with atavistic ardour to

adore the putrescent carcass of God, and

cherishes all the stinking detritus of

prehistoric religions in the tender belief that

they enrich him and his time. Along with

their sexual rivals, those elderly provincial

ladies, the students form the social category

with the highest percentage of admitted

adherents to these archaic cults.

Everywhere else, the priests have been

either beaten off or devoured, but the

university cleric shamelessly continue to

bugger thousands of students in their

spiritual shithouses.

We must add in all fairness that there do

exist students of a tolerable intellectual

level, who without difficulty dominate the

controls designated to check the mediocre

capacity demanded from others. They do so

for the simple reason that they have un-

derstood the system, and so despise it and

know themselves to be its enemies. They are

in the system for what they can get out of it-

particularly grants. Exploiting the con-

tradiction which, for the moment at least,

ensures the maintainence of a small sector

-

"iesearch"-still governed by a liberal-

academic rather than a technocratic

rationality, they calmly carry the germs of

sedition to the highest level: their open

contempt for the organization is the coun-

terpart of a lucidity which enables them to

outdo the system's lackeys, intellectually

and otherwise Such students cannot fail to

become theorists of the coming
revolutionary movement. For the moment,

they make no secret of the fact that what

they take so easily from the system shall be

used for its overthrow

The student, if he rebels at all. must first

rebel against his studies, though the

necessity of this initial move is felt less

spontaneously by him than by the worker,

who intuitively identifies his work with his

total condition At the same time, since the

student is a product of modern society just

like Goddard or Coca-Cola, his extreme

alienation can only be fought through the

struggle against this whole society. It is

clear that the university can in no cir-

cumstances become a battlefield; the

student, insofar as he defines himself as

such, manufactures a pseudo-value which

must become an obstacle to any clear

consciousness of the reality of the

dispossession The best criticism of student

life is the behavior of the rest of youth, who

have already l>egun to revolt (the Young

Lords, the Black Panthers, young Auto

Workers lor example I Their rebellion has

become one of the signs of a fresh struggle

against modern society.
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National Women
9

s Political Caucus

By ZOE BEST
In the past year, women's groups

have moved toward the realization

that to achieve their particular

ends, they have to use political

means.
Southern and big city minorities

have become strong through voter

registration campaigns, block

voting, amassing support for a

slate of candidates for all levels of

government and initiating re-

education through discussion of

issues. For women, those issues

are abortion reform, employment

and hiring practices, admittance

into previously all or mostly male

institutions, welfare rights,

children's rights, educational

reform and consumer protection

and recognition of change

regarding society's deprivation

imposed on minority women and

their communities.

Inititation of political moves by

women is exemplified by the

National Women's Political

Caucus, that met July 9-11 in

Washington, D.C. The ultimate

goal of the Caucus would be to win

at least half of all elective and

appointive positions in govern-

ment.
Fannie Lou Hamer, leader of the

Mississippi Democratic Freedom

Party who plans to run for the U.S.

Senate seat now held by Senator

James O. Eastland told the

women, "I'm not fighting to

liberate myself from the Black

man in the South." She. called for

unity among Blacks, youth and

women. "Hook up these minorities

and we'd become one hell of a

majority."

Rep. Bella Abzug (D-J.Y.)

criticized the dominance of "a

white, male elite." She said a

profound change must be

achieved, but not by substituting a

woman's elite. "The hope of an

effective women's political

movement is in reaching out to

include those who have been

doubly and triply disenfranchised

-

working women, women on

welfare, Black women, young

women." "Does anyone think

(these women)would have allowed

the War in Vietnam to go on for so

many years:" She told the women
in the "conference that had women
been in power, they would not have

tolerated the disgraceful fact that

the U.S. ranks 14th in the world in

infant mortality and has no

universal health care system.

The National Women's Political

Caucus announced its political

goals:

—Work for the election of

women-and men -in 1972,

regardless of party, "who declare

themselves ready to fight for the

needs and rights of women and all

under-represented groups." One

rigid restriction of an individual

candidate would be to withhold

support from any man or woman
"who held or advocated racist

views!"
—The 21 member policy council

including women under 30, Native

American, Black and Hispanic

women, would assist Caucus

participation in the coming
presidential conventions and

federal, state and local elections.

—National Women's Political

Convention will be held in early

1972.

-The Caucus's program calls

Women Must Unite
,k„ Tmm«1iJrJiThdrawll ST nrosidenl of Ihe United Automobile Rights Organization conv.
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for .

U.S. troops from Vietnam. They

would press for the establishment

of national guidelines calling for

the elimination of sexism, racism,

violence, and poverty. They would

demand the provision of adequate

housing and medical care for all

citizens and the ending of

repressive measures against all

individuals who advocate social

change. The Caucus would work

for a more equitable taxation

system, for the expansion of

federal anti-discrimination laws

and of the federal Equal Em-
ployment Opportunities Com-
mission.

Among the women attending the

first National Women's Political

Caucus were Rep. Shirley

Chisholm (D-Brooklyn), Mrs.

Medgar Evers, Virginia Allen,

Chairman of the President's Task

Force on Women's Rights. Beulah

Sanders of the National Welfare

Rights Organization, Elinor

Guggenheimer of the NYC
Democratic Advisory Council,

LaDonna Harris, Native American

Rights leader, Olga Mader. vice

president of the United Automobile

Workers and Dorothy Height,

president of the National Council of

Negro Women and Gloria

Steinem.

On July 21, Bella Abzug in ad-

dressing the formerly all-male

National Press Club, said that

compelling Congress to become a

representative body was the most

urgent reform needed in the U.S.

government. She warned Nixon

that women would become the

"balance of power" and will

reorder priorities to pay for life

instead of death.

Noting that an overwhelming

majority of people are opposed to

the War and support any

Congressional action to end it-she

said, "What is needed. ..is women
instead of numbering only 12 in the

Congress, would occupy at least half

the seats and would be included in

the Cabinet and Executive

Department, in the courts, and at

all levels of government."

According to Thomas Johnson

writing for the New York Times

(8/1/71) Rep. Shirley Chisholm

revealed to the National Welfare

Rights Organization convention

that she was being encouraged to

run for the Presidency "by quite a

number of persons, both Black and

white." She said her campaign

would be "dependent upon what

happens with the coalition we are

making in an effort to change the

Democratic Party. We may well

have a good choice for President

within the Democratic Party." If a

widely based proposed coaltion of

poor, young people, minorities,

antiwar groups, women and trade

unions fails to persuade the

Democratic Convention in 1972 of

the need for an acceptable can-

didate, she will consider running as

a third-partv candidate.

Rep. Chisholm noted that the 14-

member Black congressional

Caucus were meeting with Black

leaders across the country in an

attempt to have them "make no

commitments to political parties at

this time" so that "no political

party will take Blacks for gran-

ted."

The National Political Women's

Caucus believes that women must

unite, tolerantly with all those who

may coalesce around common

issues, to amass the electoral

constituency that could as soon as

1972 bring about a positive drastic

turn about in the national domestic

and international policies of the

U.S. government. Emancipation

from racist and sexist policies,

from poverty, compulsory military

service, and war may result only

after an upsurgence of politically

motivated coalitions, they say.

In Rep. Chisholm's words: "Do

you know that a coaltion of national

Welfare Rights Organizations, the

National Women's Political

Caucus, students organizations,

Indians, Chicanos. Blacks, Puerto

Ricans and the poor-do you know

that if we can get this kind of

coaltion together in 1972 we can get

the kind of President we should

have?"
The Mass. Women's Political

Caucus will be meeting Nov. 19 and

20 at Lyons Hall. Boston College,

Commonwealth Ave., Boston. Call

the Valley Womens Center at 586-

2011 for tides or further in-

formation.

MERCURY
BOOKSTORE

Jtdtroloau and

LJccu.lt S>cience5

549 0910

9 EAST PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST,

J

**$"*juice ol c** cjN

That's the difference between . *B 1 Lemon Up and products with

just a little lemon fragrance 52 or extract. That's why Lemon

Up Shampoo makes hair shiny clean. That's why Lemon Up

Facial Cleanser is far better than soap. And that's why Lemon Up

Anti-Blemish Lotion with hexachlorophene is your best defense

against oil-troubled skin.

A l Mass senior from Worcester. Robert F. Johnson, left, has received the first New England Outdoor

WHters Association Scholarship Award. Congratulating him is his adv.sor, Prof. Freder.ck Greeley of

the I Mass forestry and wildlife management faculty.

Senior Receives

Writing Award
A UMass senior from Worcester has been awarded the first $250

New England Outdoor Writer's Association Scholarship Award.

He is Robert F. Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Johnson

of 7 Rosemont Rd., Worcester, who ranks third in his class among

wildlife students and 16th out of 122 wildlife students in the

department. He is taking the wildlife techniques course and at the

present time is studying the supply of deer browse on some ex-

perimental plots in the Quabbin reservation.

The UMass senior is a National Rifle Association < NRA I
member

and an active sportsman interested in legislation affecting hunting

in the New England states. He plans a career in forest game and

hunter education. .

The scholarship is to be an annual one. to be awarded at in-

stitutions throughout the New England States. To be eligible,

students must be pursuing a career in the outdoor field at the

graduate level, of acceptable scholarship standing, and in need of

financial assistance.

The outdoor writers group contributed $200 of this year s award;

Ihe other $50 comes from the Mark Maine Committee, a state of

Maine development group.

Debate Team Records Impressive

By JUDY BENNETT
The UMass debate team had

impressive records at Brandeis,

Dartmouth, Geneseo, and West-

point recently, debating the topic:

resolved that greater controls

should be imposed on the gathering

and utilization of information

about U.S. citizens by government

agencies.

At the Brandeis tournament, the

team of juniors Bruce Murphy,

from Abbington and Dave Mc-

Caffrey, from Leominister

qualified for the octo-final

elimination round against Har-

vard, with a superb 5-3 record. The

team of junior John Day, from

South Hamilton and sophomore

Jim Lane, of Greenfield were

impressive with a 4-4 record as

were the team of sophomore Terry

Hofmann of Rochester, N.Y. and

freshman Celia Hooper of Ann
Arbor, Michigan.

The novice debate squad began

their season at the Dartmouth

tournament. Encouraging results

were received here from freshmen

Rosemary Connors, of Leominster

and Gary Jakacky, of Pittsfield,

debating on the affirmative and

freshman Mark Dunn, of East

Longmeadow and Karin Kramer, a

Smith College sophomore from

Levittown, Pa. debating on the

negative. These four combined for

a third place finish at the tour-

nament. Kramer and Dunn also

were top two negative speakers at

the tournament, while going un-

defeated

At the Geneseo tournament in

New York, Sophomore Terry
Jofmann of Rochester, N.Y. and

Junior Roger Legendre of

Leominster compiled a fine 6-2

record which qualified them for the

octa-final elimination round

against Tufts and the team of

junior John Day and sophomore

Jim Lane finished with a strong 5-3

record. A solid 4-4 record was

gained by the team 'of Bruce

Murphy and Celia Hooper, while

the freshman team of John Her-

N0W..Y0UI CHOICE OF

manson, of Quincy, and Richard

LeBlanc, of Pittsfield, finished

with an encouraging 2-6 record in

their first intercollegiate con-

petition. In addition, Hofmann and

Lane received 10th and 11th place

speaker awards at the tournament.

Finally, at the U.S. Military

Academy at West Point, the team

of senior Paul Lamarche and

junior Dave McCaffrey won the

first-place award. Lamarche and

McCaffrey compiled a sparkling 5-

1 record in preliminary com-

petition, defeating teams from

B.C. Harvard, Scranton, St. An-

selm's and Navy. This qualified

them for the semi-final round

against Columbia, which they

skillfully won and placed them in

the final championship round

against a strong team from St.

Anselm's. Again Lamarche and

McCaffrey were victorious. In

addition to their excellent team

showing, McCaffrey received an

award as the fifth place speaker at

the tournament.

A. J. Hastings

Newsdealer & Stationer

54 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

A LITTLE BIT OF PURPLE PROSE ABOUT LEARNING

TO SKI.

A lot of people will give you this thing

about the courage of the first man who
ate an oyster.

We would respectfully suggest that

he had nothing on the first guy who
strapped himself to a pair ofoak staves

and headed for the nearest mountain.

Whoever he was, wherever he

roamed, anyone who's learned that

same old way will tell you that if the

first skier had nothing else, he had guts.

In fact, until quite recently, guts was

the most important single ingredient

in learning to ski.

A dramatic development.

Recently, within the last 9 years, a new

method of ski instruction has been de-

veloped and perfected at Killington.

It is called the Accelerated Ski

Method" (formerly known asd.M I.

If you have even a shred of desire, plus

enough coordination to have picked up

this new spapci , you can learn toski t he

Accelerated way.
Guts is no longer the pivotal re-

quirement.

A great idea.

Instead of strapping you onto a pair of

6 or 7 foot skis and sending you onto

the hill, the Accelerated Ski Method

works you up to full-size gradually.

_cYour first lesson is on 39 inch

instruction skis. If you can walk you

can get around on these.

Once you've mastered the rhythm

and gained confidence you move up

to 60 inch, mid-length, training skis.

When you have them conquered, you

move on to skis which are standard

for your weight and height.

Instead of struggling for days with

"herringbones" and "sidestepping"

you will be skiing, unassisted, in

your very first hour. You will amaze
V^ yourself.

% Some fabulous plans.

Learning to ski is not impossible.

It's also not as expensive as every-

one's told you.

At Killington we've put together

amazingly inexpensive learn-to-ski

vacations, which include everything

but your "long-johns."The finest metal

skis, mounted with the most advanced

release bindings. Top quality buckle-

boots and poles. Hundreds of dollars

worth of equipment better than most

beginners buy for themselves.

All this, plus lifts, plus lessons costs

$40 for a 2-day introductory weekend.

For 5 days mid-week, we throw in a

few extras and charge $70.

Don't expect any miracles with the

weekend plan unless you can put to-

gether three or four weekends hack-

to-back. But if, at the end of a 5-day

mid-week vacation, you're not a pro-

ficient skier, then you arc very prob-

ably unteachable.

Some terrific skiing.

Once you learn, you'll find that Kill-

ington won't bore you. There are four

mountains to ski. Among the more
than four dozen trails, you'll find the

longest one cast of the Rocky Mts.

Of our eleven lifts, one, the new/

Killington gondola, is the longest ski

lift in the world! And, as you might

expect, there arc a great many places

to rest your bones and pick up your

spit its when the lifts have closed.

Foster (he's our marketing di rector)
j

I
Chandler will send you the facts.

;
Foster Chandler

i 540 Killington Road
.Killington, Vermont 05751

If we know old Foster he'll abso-

lutely bombard you with brochures,

;

pamphlets and all that.

KILLINGTON,Vt.
World's capital oi learning to ski.

3
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U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1FM:

7 00pm NKWS a half hour of news and information.

7::iopm CAMPUS WEEK IN REVIEW - a magazine of the past

week's campus news and happening put together by WMUA
News.

H :00pm LIJAMMA DRUM black programming with jazz, soul,

black commentary and information and news compiled by the

news staff of Ujamaa Drum, (three hours)

1 1 :00pm LATE NIGHTNEWSREPORT - a 30 minute newscast with

feeds from two wire services, a world audio network and original

reports by WMUA News.

11:30pm - 3:00am R.J. HANSON SHOW rock, progressive rock

and other good sounds.

UMass Faculty To Attend

White House Conference
Two faculty members from UMass have been

selected to participate in the second White House

Conference on the Aging beginning Nov. 28 in

Washington where 3,500 delegates will meet to develop

a national action program on problems of the aging.

Professor Harvey Friedman, director of the Labor

Relations and Research Center, has been chosen to be

a delegate from Massachusetts. He will concentrate

his participation in the section on training with

emphasis on preretirement training. Prof. Friedman
was principal investigator of a major preretirement

research and demonstration project and co-authored

with Prof. John O'Rourke the final report. He has also

served on the task force on training in preparation for

the aging conference and conducted sessions at state

conferences having to do with aging.

-Notices-

Professor Solomon Barkin of the economics

department, who is also a research associate of the

Labor Relations and Research Center, was designated

to be consultant to the section on income at the con-

ference; he is also to be chairman of a subsection of

the section on income. Prof. Barkin served in a

similar capacity at the 1961 White House Conference

on Aging. He is the author of a number of books, in-

cluding "Old Age Security," "Old Worker in In-

dustry" and co-author of "Flexibility of Retirement

Age." plus many articles in the field. He pioneered in

the field of legislation for old age security and

retirement systems and the development of

techniques for advancing the employment op-

portunities for the skills of older workers. He is a

Fellow of the Gerontological Society.

&r~n dr?
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BRING THE FAMILY TO THE GRAND OPENING OF HADLEY'S McDONALD'S. SEE THE BEAUTIFUL

NEW LOOK INSIDE SEATING. LOW PRICES. FAST, COURTEOUS SERVICE AND ALL THE OTHER

THINGS MCDONALDS IS FAMOUS FOR. 100% PURE BEEF HAMBURGERS. CRISP, GOLDEN FRENCH

FRIES. TRIPLE-THICK SHAKES. AND BIG MAC, THE MEAL DISGUISED AS A SANDWICH.

* FREE GIFTS * FUN FOR EVERYONE!

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7:30 CC rm.

804. Dr. Anthony Borton is guest

speaker. Topic: "What we don't

know about horses.

'

r

APPLE CORPS
Bazzar-Orchard Hill-Dec. 12.

Anyone interested in setting up a

booth to sell anything (crafts,

silver, leather) call Howy, 66909

after 11pm
BEWARE THE STARE
Earth held in terror by children

from Beyond. CHILDREN OF
THE DAMNED, Monday, Mahar
at 7 : 30 & 9 :30. Beware the eyes that

paralvze!

KIIAKTI YOGA (LASS
Gita Reading. In Cance Lounge

on Monday at 6pm.

CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM
COUNCIL
Emergency meeting for all

mambers, Monday. For room tt

check at the PC office in CC
Student Activities, rm 101 or call

50194 or 50198.

CLASSICAL GUITARISTS
Intermediate or advanced in-

terested in swapping, sharing

music, technique, ideas, etc. call

Gary Morris 5469818.

CEQ
Steering committee meets

377 RUSSELL STREET

HADLEY McDonald'su U.

Macrobiotic

Food

in the

HATCH
1 1 : 30-2 weekdays

AUTOS FOR SALE

IM6 Red Porache 012 n»w «*'»• batierv

(.ood mechanical condition Beat offer.

2S3-0OM. OT 545-2330.
Ull-17

IMS GYO atd.. 4 ap.. b.l„ 2 dr.. Woe.

like new. asking 17*0. Call after « p.m.

Tel. 2M-HM.1. My tea* It yoair gain.

tfll-IO

'•7 Chevelle Mallbu. 2-door hardtop,

vinyl roof, radio. V-0, AT.. PA* ex-

cellent condition. IMS. Call 2S3-3007.
tf 11-11

*< RamMer. good engine, no trnna..

extra wkeela and Urea. Will fell m part or

whole. Heat offer. Call Zlg at 2SO-0O50

After «.
t̂f-ll-17

U Ply. Fnry, •*• «••• * •"•• •***• "**

minor repa. Only M0OO mi. Call Stan 540

*"' *"*
tf.,-,7

tomorrow at 6:30 pm in Student

Activities Area. Out-of-Basin

Water Division Policy to be

discussed again, Campus Alert

project will be looking for mem-
bers, & anyone interested in the

environment is welcome to attend.

READING 'STUDY SKILLS
Workshops Monday: Controlled

Reading, Tuesday: Skimming.
both at 7:30pm. Basement,
Johnson House. Call 5849453 for

info.

RECREATION SOCIETY
SPREE committee meeting 6:30

in CC Coffee Shop. Wednesday
Nov. 17th. An important meeting!

Be prompt.

STUDENT ART ASSOCIATION
Will be holding elections, tonight.

6:30 in Rm 805-809 CC. All mem-
bers and anyone interested in

becoming a member are invited.

LOST
At Mary Lyons Modular ex-

perience-an Armish ring with a

design of a bird upon it. Sen-

timental value. Call Robyn at

66524.

Gold wedding band with initials

KMW to JSE 6/7/71 . If found please

call Jake 5493916. Thanks.

3 years old male orange cat.

Answers to "Tramp." Looks like

Morris. Missing from 337 Puffton.

Please call anytime. 549-6786.

1 year old male sealpoint

Siamese. Answers to "Snowy." Old

brown collar. Missing from 337

Puffton. Call 5496786 anytime.

Would whoever picked up my
notebook by mistake at the -CC

pinball machines around 1:30

Thurs. morning please return it to

718 J. Adams.
In or outside Hatch or CC. spiral

notebook w/clipboard. Keep
clipboard but please return notes-

call Bonnie 52412 or 52413

On Wednesday at Chequers a

rare and expensive leather

Mexican Pardre hat, with leather

1171 Ma* Chevy Vega hatchback coupe

ante trana.. 7 good tlrrs inrl anow Urea,

excellent rond Call 540*730 after S p.m.
tfnn

Mustang 'OS. worth more than 1000 moat

sell. wlU Uke beat and faateat offer. Call I-

Mi lira after S p.m.
tfll-lf

ifM red Porache III, new tlrea. new

battery, good mechanical condition. Beat

21 ma
MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Honda 350 cl. I»70,ex.cond (all 2S3-S00*

after 5 p.m.
Ull-17

FOR SALE

strips hanging from side. Please

return to Joe Sam. School of Ed or

Mills House, Bill Hasson.

FOUND
Camera & accessory. I will

Rickenbacber 1 2 string seml-accoustlcal

electric guitar with caae, excellent con-

dition, beat offer. Call Ed 2S3-90S7.
IMS

Fischer wood Skia. Cubco bindlnga, site

a. Rieker lace boota. pole*, boot tree. $40.

Complete. Call Bob S4S-0539.

tfll-la

Air Korce type parkaa. brand new. $30.

(all S4MS1.
unit

liisi ount Stereo Componenta. compacta

.

T.V.'a. 20-40%off llal price. Moat malor

brands available. Jim Jensen S80-I305

Ull-U

ARC Pemgroke Welah Corgi male. 8

wks. red It white, great disposition, f 100.00

(all «H-Sftr».
Ull-U

Records! New albums in stock, tape *

stereo equipment by order, discount

price*, come ta 242. Gorman or call John at

:,tfifii7o

Ull-U

Available Dec. I - bedroom, town house,

rut ton Village, near U-Maaa. all con-

veniences. Can 549-0177

Ull-17

Telescope edmontaat •" reflector orlg.

t2M asking 1200 and realtaUc tape deck

sound on sound asking SIM. S4S-24U Bill

rm. 120.
Ull It

Head masters 205cm marker bindings

originally 1210 now 1 140. Call Peter

/andan in 417 Greenough 545-2030

tin 17

Portable stereo record player, good

condition 115. Call Judy 540-5120.

tfll-lS

Guitars Ampa, drums, ace. at

reasonable pricea. The Guitar Workshop.

98 Main St. North. 500-1700.

UU-30

WANTED
Female desires traveling companion to

return them to owner when he
supplies a detailed description of

the items. Tom Gustavson, Morrill

Sci. Ctr. rm 249 B.

In field behind F-lot -key ring

with 3 keys/contact CC lost &
found.

The Original American Touring Company

J.C. SUPERSTAR
Live In Person

American International Colleg
(A.I.C.)

Roosevelt Avenue, Spfld., Mass.

Tues., Nov. 1 6th
at 7:00 p.m.

Tickets Available at:

R.S.O. Oftice I

Lower Level, Student Union, U. Mass.

ADVANCED SALES ONLY LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE

MDC CLASSIFIED
West Coast, leaving around Dec. I. Call

Joan Gipson. 538-2203.

Ull-H

Photographer wants open-minded

female modela. Good pay. No exp.

required. Write: Rob. PO Bo* 272.

( hicopee. Maaa. OH7I4.
U I l "lo

Amplifier preferably small fender (pre-

cba) can't go over 1250. Call Larry. $46-

7220, 720 Webster.
tfll-10

TRAVEL

Red Headband-sorry I'm late-yet feel

doubtful as to whether you're still in-

terested. Need positive encouragement-

locate yousrlf on 11/17 CC Coffee Shop,

sometime between 2:30-3:10. I'll be

watching. Field.

IMS

To my GDI-you make me feel just like a

natural woman. I'll love you forever and

ever! Much love from your single

room male -wife.

MIS

RIDE WANTED

(rim son Travel offers low coat spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

Par more info call Rich Margll 412 Dwlght

MMM.
tfn-tt

~~FORRENT

PreaMential apartinent-aublet available

Nov. IS. SltS. including utilities Call 2S3-

2SIS. Kamlns Real I- state

till IP

l-urntshrd room. S l/t ml I Mass
Kitchen priv. available immediately. Call

Very real woman would like to meet
single man < 30-40) who desires mature

human contact. Write PO Box IN.

Amherat. Ull-17

You're warm, warmer, now you're hot In

an authentic air force parka : Mens 1 37. SO.

boys * girls 134.50 Call Al at S40-MI427S

Puffton VIII.

Ull-lt

SERVICES

Ride to No. Carolina prefer Chapel HIU
and or return during Thanksgiving period.

Can pay expenaea. Call Joan 2S3-3003.

Ull-17

Help! Stranded commuter needa ride

Spfld . I Mass for Ham .class Tuth Also

1 M Spfld . Tu 5 30 p.m.. can help ex-

penaea! 734-2215 after « p m
tfll-10

ENTERTAINMENT
Rock group Phoenix for your party or

dance, old standard mualc at reaaonabte

ratea. make rea. for Xmaa parties now.

Call Pete S4O-002S.

Ull-17

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Ull-U

for rent 3 room apt. cloae to school, good

for couple, ins /mo., inclu. heat, hot

water. Call Nancy Thomas evenings 00S

32.10 avail, now.
tfll-IS

PERSONAL

Hear S.K.- It has been a great year.

Looking forward to many more. I love yon.

honey and so doea the GT3S0
II-1S

Leo-Flutter. Flutter"
11-15

Snow Queen, a beautiful color animated

fable. Tuesday night, Nov. IS. 7:00. 8: 30.

1000. S0«. Student I'nion Ballroom. Free

popcorn!
tfll-IS

Advanced mualc student will give piano

lessons In your home dorm or wherever,

(all 323-7273. 1340/ 3/4 how.
Ull-17

I'll fix your smoke y car. brakea etc.

Remember winter Is coming. Call Wen-

dell. 250-003*
II -Z-O-l

S

ROOMMATES WANTED
To akare large 2 bedroom apt. In Nor-

thampton, avail. Immediately, approx. 170

inc. util. Male grad. pref but not

neceaaary. SOfi-.TOSO aft. S.

tfll-IS

LOST

Diamond engagement ring, gold setting.

Sat. at the stadium. If found call Sheila 2S0-

«*44. Reward.
kfli.il

Register your book In S U. Ran. 311.

P.very student with your course neat

semester will need yasir hooka aove I

money, sell direct.
tf-—

a

TYPING

Typing theses dissertations etc. Fast.

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols Call 253-3901

If 12-21

FREE

Unclaimed stray dog. I yr.

terrier, housebroken 2S3-S707.

old male

tfll 10

LOST- REWARD
Wedding ring lost somewhere In the

Amherst area Wide gold hand with Initials

KMF to J8K 0/7/70. Please call 549 3010 or

540-1311.
tfll-IS

n. ^ * ;
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1700 Veterans At UMass
By SHELLEY LAUZON

One of every 13 students at

UMass has filled out all the

mountains of paperwork that

everyone gets-and then more. A

total" of 1,700 students are enrolled

here as military veterans, and this

means an involved admissions

procedure.

A study conducted by the Ad-

missions Office of 160 veterans of

the Class of 1971 seemed to sub-

stantiate the belief that veterans

can compete successfully with

students directly from high school.

Mobe Plans

For Spring
The Student Mobilization

Committee held a brief meeting

Thursday, Nov. 11, in which the

effects of the November 6

demonstration were reviewed

along with plans for continuing

antiwar actions. The Mobe in-

curred a debt on bus tran-

sportation, and to resolve financial

problems the members voted to

run the film "1984", based on the

novel bv George Orwell, as well as

W.C. Fields in "The Pharmacist".

The time and place for the films

will be announced.

Also discussed at the meeting

were plans to attend the National

Peace Action Coalition conference

the weekend of December 3-5 in

Cleveland. Ohio. All those who

wish to take part in the planning of

the spring antiwar offensive are

asked to attend the conference.

The next scheduled meeting of the

UMass SMC will be on the Monday

after Thanksgiving.

The average cum was 2.86 and 34%

graduated with honors, according

to Assistant Director of Admission

David Lawrence.

A Massachusetts veteran who

receives an honorable discharge,

completes a University application

for admission, and receives scores

of approximately 450 or higher on

each section of the Scholastic

Aptitude Tests (SAT) has a good

chance of admission to the

University, according to the

Veteran's Office in Whitmore.

The term "veteran" is applied to

those who have completed at least

181 days continuous active military

duty, any part of which occurred

after January 31, 1955. Also in-

cluded are those released from

active duty after that date for a

service-connected disability.

The General Educational

Diploma (GED) or High School

Equivalency Diploma is

recognized by UMass only if

granted by the Massachusetts

Department of Education in

Boston. Mass. Veterans receiving

the GED while in the Armed

Service must transfer it to the

State Department Equivalency

diploma.

To be accepted to the University,

applications must be submitted by

veterans prior to April 1 for the fall

semester and November 1 for the

spring semester. If an institution of

higher learning has been attended

full-time, a transfer application

must be submitted. In cases where

the veteran has never enrolled as a

full-time student beyond high

school, a freshman application

must then be submitted.

The Scholastic Aptitude Tests

(SAT) of the College Entrance

Examination Board must be taken

within 2 years before the proposed

enrollment date. Because of a

veterans experience and maturity,

the Admissions Office has decided

that SAT scores for vets do not

have to equal those of students

applying directly from high school.

The average scores on the exams is

550 for high school graduates, but

UMass believes that a veteran who

receives a score no lower than 100

points below the high school

graduate can successfully compete

with him.
Transfer from a Massachusetts

Junior or Community College with

a completed 2-year Liberal Arts

Program and a recommendation

by college personnel will give a vet

full transfer credit and Junior

Class status. However, he will be

considered a transfer student if he

has enrolled in a 2 or 4 year college

directly after discharge.

The University will accept credit

for USAFI courses, which are

comparable to those here,

provided a grade of "C" or better

had been obtained. Credit is also

accepted on test scores above the

50 percentile on the College Level

Examination Program (CLEP>.

Contrary to rumor, a veteran does

not receive credit simply for being

a veteran. All credit granted is

considered only after documen-

tation of service schooling. A copy

of separation papers and a cer-

tificate of course completion must

be evaluated by the University.

Financial aid is granted through

the Veteran's Administration

Office after acceptance to UMass.

Tuition waivers for four academic

years are granted at any

"Massachusetts supported in-

stitution of higher learning for a

vet whose home was in the state

upon entrance to the Service and

who served at least 180 days

subsequent to January 31, 1955.

Admissions for all non-residents

to UMass cannot exceed 5% of the

total enrollment. Non-resident

veterans are therefore

discouraged from applying due to

the high competition unless they

are superior in academic

background and test scores and

can meet regular admission

requirements.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAR*

Chess Team
Wins, 6-4

Last week, the UMass chess

team traveled to Fitchburg for a

match with the Wachusett Che-

Club UMass won the 10-boaid

match. 6-4. Winning for the visitors

were George Kosinski. Alan

Searleman, James Shepard.

.lames Lane, and Martin Laine^

Draws, adding half a point to each

teams score, were contributed by

Robert Corwin and Alan Palmer.

Barry Cohen. Mike Stankiewicz.

and Ron Charbonneay lost their

games. ~. v. ,,.

The UMass Chess Club meets

every Wednesdav evening from 7

to U in the back of the Hatch

Scorpio persons can be lucky in money for

those born under Libra Sagittarians are

good financially for Scorpio Aquarians are

qood. >n a financial sense, for Capricorn, if

born under Gemmi, look to Cancer for

financial qood fortune Pisces should

choose Anes for moneymakinq

propositions.

ARIES (March 21 April 191 What was

lost is located. Be ware where accusations

an- concerned Maintain emotional

balance Member of opposite sex plays

prominent role Check assets take in

vcntory Dig for information

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Lie low.

permit olhers lo set pace Get your

nqs Be especially aware of public

relations Protect reputation, image.

Consult expert in legal area Be wary about

• nq siqnature to documents

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Hunch could

pay dividends Trus' intuition Inner

•ngs contain legitimate message Keep

nluiions concerned with health, work,

associations with neighbors, relatives.

Siudy Taurus message.

CANCER (June 22 July 22) Good lunar

aspect now coincides with love, expressions

of fee' 1'ive endeavors. Children

could figure prominently Key is ver

sahlity Try things; experiment and be

stimuli

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Stress the

practical Leave pipe dreams toothers Get

nusy with home repairs Check roofing,

electrical outlets Be thorough Protect

security One who advocates otherwise is

misinformed
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Accent on

calls, messages, short iourneys You are

active and key is 10 establish better Ime of

commumcalion Gem.ni individual figures

prominently Find out where you want lo

qo and why
I IBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Money is

Crossword Puzzle

stressed. Scorpio can aid in this area Pay,

collect debts. You gel what you want

through cooperation of family Don't al

tempt to go it alone Seek harmony. Make

conciliatory gesture

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Lunar cycle

encourages taking a chance on ideas,

personal abilities. Perceive subtle nuances.

Someone is trying lo tell vou something

Don't fear new contacts instead, en

courage them
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Heavy

handed methods may be applied aimed ai

bringing you mlo Ime Maintain position

One ,n authority will back your position

Know this be confident, not trighlened

Look behind scenes

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Accent

on desires, income from professional ac

livity Yougamby putting fmishmq touches

on project A special relationship causes

concern Refuse to let emotions run oul of

control »

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Obtain

valid hinl from Capr.com message Stress

ambihon, ability to surpass opposmon Key

,s confidence Know ihat your methods an

correct One who criticizes may merely be

envious _-,

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20>

Philosophical concepts may be put to test

Share knowledqe Break hermetic seal

Means be open, express yourself

Correspond broaden lines of com

municalion Unorthodox approach sue

ceeds
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have natural sense of harmony Voice is

unusual, conlammq dramatic, vibrant

quality You have m recent months laken on

added responsibility You are due lo qam

more recognition Some who previously

were lukewarm will intensify their feelings

loward you
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS

1 Simian
4 Bone
6 Constellation

11 Utterance of

grief

13 Roams
15 Symbol for

tellurium

16 Trading

18 Saint (abbr.)

19 Prefix: down
21 Pintail duck
22 Poker stake

24 Site of Taj

Mahal
26 Metal fasteners

28 Guido's high

note

29 Repairs

31 Heavenly body

33 Printer's

measure

34 French for

"without"

36 Petitions

38 Versus (abbr.)

40 Inclined

roadway

42 Anon

45 Exclamation

47 Fuel

49 Peel

50 Strokes

52 Region

54 A state (abbr.)

55 Conjunction

56 Existing

59 Conjunction

61 Renown

63 Sounded a

horn

65 Took one's part

66 Exclamation

67 Exist

DOWN

1 Likely

2 Assurance of

good will

3 Babylonian

deity

4 Units

5 Brand
6 Puts oneself

into correct

position

7 Hurried

8 Girl's name

9 King of Bashan

10 Cuddle up

12 Cyprinoid fish

14 Vapor

17 Hawaiian
wreaths

20 Sea eagles

23 Compass point

24 Part of "to be"

25 Hebrew month

27 Man's name

30 Break suddenly

32 Harvest

35 Besmirched

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
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37
38
39
41
43

44
46
48

Antlered animal

Steam
Portions

Young salmon
Rubber on
pencil

Note of scale

Near
Molars

51 Run swiftly

53 Ox of Celebes

57 Southwestern
Indian

58 Preposition

60 Poem
62 Greek letter

64 Symbol for

tantalum

Distr. by United Future Syndicate, Inc. IS

HIGH HOTEL
RATES IN

NEW YORK CITY
Stay at the world famous

Hotel Roosevelt for just

a*» ^afaVA DAY SINGLEllaU| $15.00 Double^ III $ 3 00 for 3rd

|^^^^ person in room

Thanksgiving Day Resarve now for

an exciting holiday in New York.

Get into it on the East Side,

the best location in the city.

You're within walking distance

of famous shops, boutiques,

popular East Side pubs, the

UN., the Main Library, Mus-

eums and those great little res-

taurants from every country

m the world.

loatem
HOTEL

For reservations call FREE

800 522 6449 New York State

800 221 2690 All other States

Madison Avenue * 45th Sirwi

New York N Y 1001 7

A REALTY HOTEL

DiNardo Career A
Series of Injuries

Bv MARK VOGU5R
Senior Angelo DiNardo's sparing usage over the course of his

varsity career could have qualified him for the dubious distinction

of bench jockey. Except in DiNardo's case, his confinement to the

sidelines was dictated for health and not ability purposes.

Having come off a fine year with an undefeated freshman team

at flankerback. speculation had it that DiNardo was tabbed as

future starting potential by Coach Vic Fusia. But fate stepped in

during his sophomore year with an injury establishing residence

for the hard luck ahead.

His troubles began on a cold afternoon against Vermont, the

seventh game of the 1969 season. It was in that game that DiNardo

sustained a severe groin tear-claimed by trainer Vic Keedy at the

time as one of the worst he's seen. Incapacitated by the injury, he

spent the remainder of the campaign on crutches.

Coach Fusia realized the extent of the injury and recommended

DiNardo to by-pass spring ball. His junior year came and troubles

started right" away. Both legsseemedto bother him and a pulled

hamstring muscle'didn't help matters any. Speed was his big asset

and he was obviously hindered without it.

DiNardo didn't need a tour of active duty in the armed forces to

earn his purple heart. Plagued by a wide assortment of ailments

and injuries, he put in overtime on the trainer's table. He clearly

saw less action as a junior.

With just a vear of playing eligibility left, nothing accomplished

and little to prove, most men wouldn't be too eager to continue.

DiNardo said he felt like throwing in the towel many times, but as

he put it : I just didn't have it in me. I had started something and I

intended to stick it out despite the adversity."

"Every time I got hurt. I didn't anticipate that I would get hurt

again. I felt that my luck would change and things would be running

smoothly for me again. You can't predict injuries in this game, let

me tell vou, you can't.

"I think it's the gretest game, but sometimes the ability and the

knowledge is not the only means of playing football. I think

everybody leaves a big important factor out of the game, and that's

luck. And I guess I didn't luck out."

DiNardo kept plugging, and as a result of his desire and deter-

mination, the senior veteran was the most impressive running back

in spring drills. He was destined to start. But wouldn't you know it,

his fortunes were a video replay of the past -with a fractured elbow

spring was soon over.

Then came preseason, and with it an aggravated leg muscle.

What else is new? Possibly a shoulder separation early in the year,

not to mention the minor bumps and bruises that all add up. With

(he injury bug having become second nature by now, DiNardo took

the matter in a different light.

Pschologically at the beginning it used to be a big blow, he

said "But as the injuries continued and continued I thought this

was another phase of life -and this was the way that faith wanted

me to take my tolls.

But I'm sure football's gonna leave a lot of memories for me,

plus the people and friends I met playing ball will be remembered.

And I'm sure that faith will revert itself someday and offer me an

opportunitv in another phase of life."

Head Coach Dick MacPherson admits that DiNardo has not done

much in terms of playing but he insists that the player has con-

tributed to the team in his own right.

Its reallv been a perplexing career for Angle, sympathized

the coach 'Its unfortunate that a young man with such a

tremendous amount of talent has been riddled by so much injury

throughout his college days."

-We're sure that he's disappointed with his performance, and we

tust hope that for the rest of the season we can get him in as much

is possible so that he can wind up with pleasant memories instead

of the disappointment he's been exposed to during the bulk of his

three years on the varsity."

•He's been 100% behind the program. Despite the rash of injuries

he's been subjected to. he's worked all the more harder. I m quite

pleased about what he has done for us in this respect, by the

example he has set in coping with the whole thing. Despite the

unbearable circumstances, he didn't quit. He could've gone the

other way but Angie has too much character for that.

A four-sports standout from Somerville High. DiNardo expressed

his sentiments on the upcoming B.C. contest which will be a

collegiate finale for him and 17 other seniors:

•B C is not too far from my hometown, and that s the place

where my football career began -in the Boston area. And I can't

think of anv better place to end it."

A victory over B.C is the most important thing in my life at this

moment Termed as the mismatch of the 21st century. Boston

College is heavily favored. We have one big advantage, and that s

their cockiness against us A victory oyer B.C. is just as good as a 9-

(i season That's how I feel about it."

Frosh Finish With Win

Reflections of a

Night in Long

Island --Tomorrow

Termpapers

Unlimited

'WE GIVE RESULTS"
297 Huntington Ave.

Boston, Mass. 02115

(617) 267-3000

ByBILLBALLOU
The Christians stood a better chance against the

lions. At least that's what most of the fans that at-

tended Friday's freshman game at Alumni Stadium

must have thought while they were heading home
after watching the UMass frosh demolish the Wildcats

from New Hampshire in easy fashion by a score of 38-

14.

Those brave few that could stand the cold weather

and gray skies were fortunate to see some spectacular

football, featuring an 83 yard run by Rich Hermann,

some great passing by Fred Kelliher who at one point

hit on six consecutive passes, and a couple of

astounding grabs by flanker John Healy.

New Hampshire, on the other hand, had little to

cheer about all day long as they permitted the Red-

men to jump out to a ten point bulge before they could

cut the gap to 10-7 and then allowed UMass three

unanswered TD's before getting on the board again

late in the game.
The first part of the game belonged to Redmen

linebacker Tom Bradshaw. The Taunton native was

all over the field making tackles and breaking up

plays, becoming about as popular as the plague to

New Hampshire backs. After John Ames had banged

home a field goal from the 22, Bradshaw picked off a

Kevin Bacher pass at the NH 45 and scooted down the

sideline into the end zone for a touchdown. When Ames
converted. UNH found themselves in a 10 point hole

that they were unable to get out of.

The Wildcats went to work after that and picked

up their first touchdown as John Schurman recovered

a UMass fumble at the Redmen 18. Fullback John

Sexton went in from there and local boy Rich Garber

converted to make it 10-7.

That was as close as New Hampshire was to come.

From this point to the end of the half, Fred Kelliher

took over and picked apart the Wildcat secondary, at

one point firing six straight completions, working

mainly to his ends Gary Mika and Bill Wolfe.

His first TD pass was to John Healy. a 40 yarder on

which Healy made a great catch. The conversion

made it 17-7. Just before the end of the half Healy

made another super catch and took the ball down to

the one yard line. Rich Hermann scored from about 2

millimeters and with Ames' conversion the half ended

24-7.

Action in the second half slowed down considerably,

and most of the fans headed up into the press box.

Those that remained cleverly disguised themselves as

empty seats, giving the impression of a near empty

stadium. The Redmen managed two scores, one from

Tom S/.ematowicz and the other from Rich Hermann.

Hermann's TD ranks as the play of the season for

UMass, as he took it in from his own 17 yard line

behind great blocking and his own fine cutback to

midfield. It was one of those rare 'picture plays".

'The Wildcats only score in the half came on a

penalty-aided drive of 91 yards that resulted in Doug

Creighton going in off-tackle for six points.

The win gave the Redmen a season's log of four wins

and one loss, a record that not only indicates just how

talented and well-coached they were, but augers well

lor future varsity squads. New Hampshire dropped to

2-4, but several of their players exhibited good

potential.

UMass played its typical ball game in winning this

one, relying on strong defense and a balanced attack

to dominate the action from start to finish. All of their

tour victories have been this type of ball game, and all

of their four victories had them in the lead from start

to finish. Their one defeat came on a Sunday against

Boston College in weather so wet that Noah couldn't

have hacked it. What would have happened on a good

day no one knows, but chances are it would have been

one heck of a game. In any case, the Redmen frosh,

their coach Bill Maxwell, and his assistants Don

Johnson, Ernie Smith, Tom Cataldo, Mike McArdle

and Joe Lang all should be proud of a fine season.

Plunkett Hurls Four TD's;

Pats Hold Off Bills For Win

NFL Scores
New England 38

Buffalo

Minnesota 3

Green Bay

Baltimore 14

NY Jets 13

NY Giants 21

Atlanta 17

LA Rams 21

Detroit 13

Miami 24

Pittsburgh 21

Dallas 20

Philadelphia 7

KC Chiefs 13

Cleveland 7

Chicago Bears 16

Washington 15

New Orleans 26

San Francisco 20

Oakland 41

Houston 21

Cincinnati 24

Denver 10

FOXBORO. (AP) — Rookie Jim
Plunkett threw four touchdown
passes as the New England
Patriots built a commanding lead

and then hung in an error-plagued

second half Sunday for a 38-33

National Football League victory

over Buffalo's winless Bills.

Plunkett, the Heisman Trophy
winner from Stanford, connected

on scoring shots to Randy Vataha

for 16 yards, Tom Beer for 13, Carl

Garrett for 80 and Eric Crabtree

for 31.

The touchdown pass to Crabtree

after a fumble recovery by Beer

early in the third period gave New
England a 35-20 lead. Then the

Patriots went into a deep slump,

committing a flock of errors which

enabled Buffalo to close within two

points.

Unable to fashion a first down

after the touchdown pass to

Crabtree until midway through the

fourth period, the Patriots finally

got rolling again and set up Charlie

Gogolak for an insurance field goal

from 37 yards out with 4:39

remaining.
John Levpoldt booted four field

goals for the Bills. The Bills, who
have lost nine in a row with the

most porous defense in the NF,

scored 13 points within a span of

314 late in the third period and

early in the finale.

Leypoldt ignited the outburst

with a 17-yard field goal at 11 :54 of

the third quarter. Then 46 seconds

later Garrett fumbled as he was hit

and Bob James recovered in the

aid zone for a Buffalo touchdown.

After the ensuing kickoff.

Plunkett fumbled as he was hit

while trying to pass and Al

Cowlings recovered at the Boston

10. On the fourth play Leypoldt

booted a 12-yard field goal.

Buffalo jolted the Patriots by

jumping to a first period lead as

!ke Hill took a punt and raced 68

yards for a touchdown

New England bounced right back

and went 87 yards in six plays to tie

the score, Plunkett hitting Vataha

in the end zone in the final play of

the quarter.

The two teams exchanged touch-

downs in the second period.

Plunkett passing to Beer in the end

zone and Buffalo's Jim Harris

tossing 18 yards to Marlin Briscoe.

The Bills went in front on a 17-

yard field goal by Leypoldt before

Garrett made an over-the-shouldor

catch of a Plunkett pass and took

off on his long touchdown run

The Patriots added another

quick* score as Roland Moss, a

reserve tight end, blocked a punt,

picked up the loose ball and ran in

from 10 yards out.

Buffalo narrowed the count to 28-

20 on a 48-yard field goal by

Leypoldt with five seconds left in

the half.

Plunkett failed in his first three

passes, but then connected for

eight in a row before going into the

second half slump.

The victory was the fourth in

nine games for the Patriots who
had a 2-12 record, the poorest in the

League last season.

.11 ST l\ TIMK-l'NH quarterback Boh Hopkins (IS) just nets the

hull awa\ before netting smeared by UMass tackle Steve (iieane\

(7K> and defensive end Curt Bristol (82). Hopkins completed M of N
passes on the afternoon. (Photo by Bob Medeiros)

Is your group or

club going some-
where? Rent a com-
fortable Peter Pan bus to

take you there! Rent a lux-

ury bus without a luxury cost.

RgJhr Ran.
Amherst Center
Tel.253-528 c
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Redmen Earn ' 'Half ' YanCon Title
*/ . :* "naanrm was there wait MIL! I

Bv KARLKBARROLL
DURHAM Four games ago the

cry was "pack it in", three games

ago it was "well, maybe not", two

games ago it changed to "there's

still a chance on the 13th", and as

of one game ago it was "maybe

thev are for real".

Well, the 13th has passed and

they are for real...And as a result

of Saturday's pasting of New

Satlg (ttnlbgtan

<4L_

SPORTS
Hampshire. 38-20, the I'Mass

football team shares the Yankee

Conference championship and

this is for real ..Just asked UNH.
UConn grabbed its share of the

title by defeating Rhode Island, 10-

(i.

New Hampshire was the league

leader going into this game and

needed a victory to take it all. but

any chances of a title were fumbled

away literally in a first half

exhibition that was a picture of

ineptitude when it came down to

the nitty gritty.

The Wildcats fumbled three

times in the halt, two that changed

the course of the entire game.

After the Redmen powered down

the field on their First drive for a

concluding Paul Metallo 11 yard

burst to paydirt. UNH took the

ensuing kickoff and moved to the

I Mass one where they fumbled the

ball away .that's one.

Four downs later. Jack O'Neil

punted from his end/one and got

off a wobblv one that went but 17

yards. Two' plays later the Wild

cats fumbled again on the I'Mass

i:\. the Redmen took the ball and

moved down the field for their

second score just minutes into the

second quarter on a one yard

plunge by Tim Berra and for all

intents and purposes the Bean Pot

was on its way home to Amher-

st... that's two.

Meanwhile Metallo and quar-

terback Piel Pennington put on

another of their multi-offensive

displavs that led the Redmen to a

28-7 halftime lead that wrapped

things up.

Metallo ran for 118 yards in the

first half and his game total of 168

bypassed the former UMass record

of 728 set by Greg Landry back in

1%7. Metalio's total stands at 765,

not bad for having only one net

yard after three games.

His slashing gallops up the

middle and around the end opened

up the airways for Pennington and

like all good quarterbacks, he took

advantage of this opportunity.

Piel was practically flawless in

the first half hitting on 10 of 11

including eight in a row to open the

game. On the afternoon he con-

nected on It; of 23 for 198 yards and

was extremely sharp on third down

situations where he completed nine

aerials to keep Redmen drives

alive, including three TD's.

After the game, a happy coach.

Dick MacPherson. said. "Paul's

running makes Pennington go. He

was the one major factor in turning

us around. Without the big back we

needed speed, and Metallo

represented this

Wildcat quarterback Bob

Hopkins also put on quite an air

display for himself, riddling the

injured I'Mass secondary for 16

completions. 11 coming in the

second half when he routed the

defensive secondary tor two touch-

downs through the air

•Mac " has a lot of praise for

Hopkins "Give Hopkins credit, he

got time to throw and used it well.

We didn't have a good pass rush

and this hurt our defensive

secondary."
To complete the O'Neil brother

duo. vounger brother Bob from

UNH had a big day with seven

receptions for 111 yards After the

game. Jack was quick to say, "he

staved to the outside and didn't

come down the middle where 1

minutes worth
On the next kickoff, Pennington

drove his team right down the field

on eight plavs and a concluding two

vard shot to tight end Jon Hulecki

who had his finest reception day of

the season with six.

UNH was stopped on the next

series and Pennington, Metallo,

Rich Cronin and Steve Schubert

did their thing for 69 yards right to

the goal line and a 28-7 halftime

lead.

In the second half the Redmen
were guilty of uncrisp blocking

that resulted in overpowering play

by UNH's two big defensive

tackles. ..But in the end when it

counted "we pressured them when

we needed to", said MacPherson.

The Wildcats came within a

touchdown midway in the third

quarter on a Hopkins to O'Neil

hookup, the crowd sensed a

comeback, but they didn't sense a

record 52 vard field goal by Dennis

Gagnon that put the Redmen three

scores ahead.

With the wind behind, Gagnon let

go a powerful kick that travelled

some ten vards beyond the goal

posts... his*52 yard effort breaking

his old record of 45 yards he set last

year at Vermont.

"Gagnon was there waiting, but

we deliberated whether to punt or

try the field goal.'' Mac-

Pherson recollected. "It sure was a

big three points.'

And for that matter it was a big

win. After the game the "coke

bottles'' were opened in the

lockerroom celebration... It was
just enough time to rest and ap
preciate the victory before getting

down to serious business.

Next Saturday is Boston
College...and that's big business.

was
Behind 14-0. UNH came back on

a power slant up the middle by

Dennis Coady good for 23 yards

and their first score. They were

back in the game... all of four

FROM FIRST GEAR TO SECOND-UMass halfback Paul Metallo breaks into the clear in one of his

record settingjaunts in Saturdays title win over New Hampshire. < MIX' Photo by Bob Mede.ros

)

It's Time To Act: Keep Bresciani At UMass
B> RARLE BARROLL

On August 1st of this summer,
assistant sports information

director Dick Bresciani received a

letter from the Athletic Depart

ment that stated in brief that his

position would be eliminated as of

January 31. 1972 for budgetary

reasons.

Since this decision was made the

feedback to it has been adverse to

the point of hostility and the man
who made it, Warren McGuirk,

Athletic Director and Head of the

School of Physical Education has

been unwilling to change his

position in this matter.

In single sessions he has given

out three different versions of the

reason behind his decision ranging

from economics to incompetence

and leaves for inconsistency on his

part.

I feel that a committee should be

formed to meet with McGuirk in

order to place the cards on the

table and put an end to this

mishandling of the matter ..And I

call for this within the next couple

of days
When he talks of economics, he's

putting Bresciani at the bottom of

the pole and this is absurd. For

those who know Bresciani and

have seen his work and dedication,

they can agree that to put him at

the bottom of the pole is without a

doubt incredibly nearsighted

He is an intricate part of the

Boyden Sports scene If you're

talking of economics get rid of a

secretary or two or cut down in

referees and officials at m
tramural games. These people

wont dent the Boyden armor.

Bresciani will crush it if he leaves.

When he talks of incompetence

he's talking about the wrong

person McGuirk told me that

originally Bresciani's position was

defined to give information to

hometown newspapers across the

Commonwealth to foster interest in

UMass. McGurik says he didn't.

But check this out In the 1950s,

before Bresciani. UMass did

nothing in athletics. But in the

1960s and early 1970s, UMass has

risen to a New England power with

such honors as a Tangerine Bowl

for the football team, a trip to

Omaha for the baseball team, two

NIT. bids for the basketball team

and a Division Two Hockey bid.

Bresciani must have done

something right and he himself has

scrapbooks to show the work he

has done in this field. The coaches

who were the major reasons for the

rise have taken over all respon

sibilities of selling the school and I

find Bresciani to be clear of this

charge.

And when he also talks about

incompetence, check out these

names of concerned people. They

are just a few of the many, many
who have sent letters to President

Wood and Chancellor Bromery:

Jim Reagan from the Springfield

Daily News, Bob Monahan from

the Boston Globe. Dave McGowan
from the New York Times, Fred

Cuslck from Channel 38. Jim

Gallagher who is the assistant to

baseball commissioner Bowie

Kuhn m charge of Amateur
baseball. John Stokoe. New
England scout from the Baltimore

orioles. Len Merullo. New

England scout for the Chicago

Cubs and Johnny Orr. head

basketball coach from Michigan

and former mentor here at

UMass ...is this enough?

Jim Mulcahy. the President of

the Varsity M Club is one of those

concerned. Mulcahy told McGuirk

that he felt the Varsity M Club

could supply the funds to pay

Bresciani all the funds to retain his

position and McGuirk said no, he

was not going to change because it

would be too difficult to transfer

the funds.

Another version has it that

Bresciani's position was getting

too much money and that

Bresciani was not hired for

lifetime. He said they can get some

young guy for 6,000 dollars a year

and change him every three years,

thus keep from spending big

money. Bresciani makes $9,200 for

nine months'!

This would be impossible There

is no one. absolutely no one who
could step in and do the job that

Bresciani has done He has made
an art of his job and has added a

dimension to the Boyden Building

that could not be matched by

anybody and that includes the

United States, this is how good he

is.

His 14 years of experience at

UMass are just too much to con

tend with when this is the reason

To the Varsity M Club, he is

indispensable. Mulcahy pointed

out that six years ago Vic Fusia

started the Varsity M Club One

year later Bresciani got into it and

has been the driving force ever

since that and has seen the Club

grow to a membership of 600

members.
Without Bresciani Mulcahy says

there can be no Club.

I personally have been in need of

Bresciani in terms of knowledge

and stats and brochures and

releases and other sports editors

and writers before me can say the

same.
I have seen this man work many

a time and have talked with him on

UMass sports and I can't see

anybody nearing him in what he

knows.
When Sports Illustrated needs

information about not only UMass
but other schools in New England

and the East, the first one they call

is Bresciani.

He also compiles the complete

stats in the major sports at UMass
and there has been nothing short of

praise and admiration from the

coaches for the job he has done.

This could go on and on and

never stop in praising the work

that this man. has done for this

University.

I think everyone concerned with

the well being of the sports

department should join in seeing

that Bresciani be kept at this

University.

It is time to act and act fast.

Presently there is a committee
searching for a new Athletic

Director and the search has been

long...a search for a replacement

for Bresciani is endless.

Harriers Run At IC4A's
By JAY NESTOR

The UMass harriers collected a strong psychological victory against a

worked up and ready UNH team, Thursday and Ihey should have a

confident race in New York at the IC4A meet today.

Thursday, on a snow covered field inDurham,New Hampshire, the

Redmen trounced on the Wildcat team, 21-40. Randy Thomas proved that

his New England performance was no fluke as he broke the UNH course

record by fifteen seconds. Wildcat Dan Forbush was right on his heels,

finishing seven seconds behind.

This meet proved significant to UMass because mostly everyone ran a

line race despite the fact that they were not mentally up for running

Alter the New Englands, UNH seemed highly anti-climatic.

The UNH meet served the purpose of getting the team up for the IC4A s.

which will be held in Van Cortland Park today. This meet is open to all

teams north of Virginia and east of the Mississippi River. Last year

UMass finished a respectable tenth and they are estimated to finish in the

top twelve this year

The I'Mass team is young with a bright future. There is a good chance

that the Redmen will make their mark in the IC4A's within the next year

or so The experience obtained today could very well pay off for the

future.

New England 's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
"...outside it's sunny,

but it's rainin' in my
heart."
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Little bovs are made of something, but probably not puppy dog's

tails, as evidenced by this little tyke at play on an autumn afternoon.

Ah, conjugal bliss. How touching it is. Young love here at Boston

Public Gardens for all the world to gawk at and for our gangly, young

photographer to capture for posterity . ( Look at his left hand.

)

A stones throw from the red tavern is this church in Ashfield which has probably the loveliest chimes

in this valley. (Photos by Alan Chapman)

Court To Decide Collection Of Fines
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

Students who had no intention of

paying for parking tickets received

at the University may be in for a

big Surprise.

A suit has been brought before

the General Court that would force

the Student Attorney General to

initiate action in the recovery of all

parking fines.

The problem stems from the fact

that all money received from

parking fines goes back into a

student scholarship fund. There is

presently $135,000 owed in parking

fines to the University. Of this sum

$31 ,000 is owed directly by UMass
students while $4,000 is owed by

On The Inside:

Sylvan Close-Up
See page two

New Grades
See page three

Hamlin Hotel
See page three

faculty members.
The other $99,000 belongs to

individuals whose automobiles

were not registered at the

University. It is common
knowledge that many of the autos

that are not registered in the

University also belong to UMass
students.

About three weeks ago a petition

was presented to the General Court

which said, "As a student I feel

that I am being deprived of a

source of financial assistance.

There are parking fines owed to

outside courts, for violations of

University parking regulations, in

excess of $100,000. All of this money

is returned to the University by the

courts for use as a scholarship

fund. In this light. I ask that the

General Court of Justice issue a

Writ of Mandamus to the Attorney

General to initiate action which

will result in the collection of these

fines from students, faculty and

staff."

John McEleney was the student

who sent the petition to the Court.

He said the reason he presented the

petition was because he felt that he

was denied money that should have

belonged to him. McEleney said

that he applied for a scholarship

from the University and did not

receive it even though he had the

grades and the need for financial

assistance.

"I did not receive any money

because there is just not enough

scholarship money to go around,"

said McEleney.
The Court acted on McEleney's

petition and ruled in his favor, but

Lee Sandwen. President of the

Student Senate, was able to have

the case reopened.

The Student Senate has two main

arguments that it will use in

overturning the previous Court

decision. The first argument is that

it is outside the jurisdiction of the

Court to force the Attorney

General to assist in the collection

of parking fines.

The second argument is that the

unequal protection of parking

regulations on campus has negated

the issuance of parking violations

if a person's rights under the

fourteenth amendment are to be

recognized.

This means that the parking

system discriminates against

students. The students, because of

the way the parking system

operates on this University, is the

individual who will usually receive

a parking ticket

Sandwen said that this is an

irrational method of redistribution

of money among students. He said

that the student is forced to pay

traffic tickets and give the money
into a student fund that is suppose

to benefit the student

Another aspect of this General

Court situation has been the role of

the Student Attorney General.

Henry Bouffard is the Attorney

General and has on occasion

represented both sides of the issue.

Bouffard assisted McEleney in the

writing of his petition. It was also

Bouffard who wrote up the

arguments that the Student Senate

will use in attempting to overturn

the Court's previous decision.

The only thing that will be settled

in Court is if the Attorney General

has the right to assist in the

collection of student traffic fines

which amount to $31,000. Therefore

Bouffard has taken it upon himself

as a private citizen to bring to

court the faculty traffic fines and

the fines that belong to autos not

registered in the University.

Bouffard will coordinate a staff

of three that will assist the Nor-

thampton Clerk of Courts in the

collection of the faculty traffic

fines and also the $99,000 of fines

Bouffard said that his actions in

this area have no bearing on his

functions as Attorney General.

"As a private citizen I feel my
rights are being violated and so I

feel the right and obligation to

correct the wrong,'' said Bouffard.

The General Court will have an

open hearing tonight at 7 30 to hear

the Senate's arguments against the

McEleney motion The hearing will

be in the Council Chambers in the

Student Union
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A Look At Sylvan Area -Part One Hamlin House Is Now A Student Hotel

By MICHAEL McWILLIAMS
Finding the difference between

life in a "Sylvan Suite" and a

traditional dormitory is the basic

problem faced by the staff of the

Human Relations Center recently

established and working out of the

basement floor of McNamara
House. The center is prepared to

offer a number of personal ser-

vices ranging from counseling to

human relations workshops for the

residents of the Sylvan area. Being

a new operation, the Human
Relations Center is faced with the

problem of determining just what
exactly are the special needs of the

people living in the suites. The
Center goes about this from a

variety of angles.

The staff is a diversified group of

people who have different

backgrounds, skills and ex-

periences. Peter Sherrard, the

director worked with students in

Berkeley, California for three

years and then attended Princeton

Seminary for three years. For the

past four years, Peter has worked
as a Presbyterian minister in

Marchmont, N.Y. and Madison,

New Jersey. At present he is a

doctoral candidate in the School of

Education Human Relations

Center and is also working as a

laboratory trainer and as a family

counselor. Peter is available for

individual counseling and for

group work.
Ron Piatt is a former resident

and counselor at the Spectrum
House (formerly Challenge House)

in Shirley, Mass. and taught for

two years in the Lowell Public

Schools. He was a counselor and
business manager with the SHARE
Regional Drug Program in Lowell

and he taught with Model Cities

teaching component also in Lowell.

Mary LaSota for the past five

years has been affiliated with the

University as a staff member in

the Student Affairs Office at

Whitmore Administration
Building. She is at present working

toward her Bachelors degree in

psychology at American In-

ternational College in Springfield.

Mary is working as an ad-

ministrative assistant in the

Center.

A senior at the University

majoring in Public Health, Karen
Beavais is a member of the Health

Peer Sex Groups

Education section of the Human
Relations Center. She is teaching a

course in "Human Sexuality" on

Tuesday evenings at Brown and is

available for individual counseling

by appointment.

Rob Sprague is a former captain

in the U.S. Army and has served as

a counselor in Military Prisons. A
Junior, majoring in English, he is

also a Student Senator, a member
of the Student Senate Academic

The setup of the suites is such that

new and different problems come
up which require special methods

and solutions. A good example of

such a problem is that of an in-

dividual who doesn't get along with

the others in the suite.

Traditionally such problems have
been solved "administratively".

This would entail people not in-

volved in the problem coming into

it and acting directly upon it, in the

the Human Relations Center has

been small. Part of the problem

has been to establish a reputation

of some kind. For the most part,

the only individuals who have

come to the Center have been those

who have been referred by their

respective heads of residence. As

of now, the staff members are

going out and contacting student

groups within the complex with the

hopes of making the Human

Sylvan area, the newest dormitory housing project, here seen on a more tranquil moment this fall.

(Photo credit by Jim Lavrakas.)

Affairs Committee and a member
of the Five College Co-Ordinating

Counsel. Rob is available for

academic and draft counseling by

appointment.
Sue Tracy graduated from the

University in 1969 and has her B.A.

in English. For the past two years

she has worked as a counselor-

teacher at the Drug Addiction

Rehabilitation Center at Boston

State Hospital where she began
and directed the school program.

She is now an MA. candidate in

History. Sue is available for both

individual counseling and group

work.
In describing the Human

Relations Center, Sue stated that

"our generalized goal is to help

people affect individual growth."

case of the uncooperative in-

dividual moving him out of the

suite. The staff of the Center tries

to avoid such action if at all

possible. Instead they take what

they consider a "Humanistic"
approach. "We see ourselves

mainly as mediators" in dealing

with such a problem. It is because

of this approach that many
students are reluctant to come to

the Center for aid in a situation

such as this." Students find it much
easier to go to administrative

agencies and look for action than to

confront the individual involved

with the problem. People will

always look for the easy way out,

according to Miss Tracy and the

rest of the staff's experiences.

So far, the student response to

Relations Center's presence known
to the extent that people will feel

free to come in and go over any
problem they may have. The staff

is conducting academic counseling

in each of the dorms during

counseling week and through this

hope to acquaint themselves with

many students.

The Sylvan dorms have no

counselors. The Center is in the

opinion of the staff, a better way to

deal with problems which might

arise. In the words of Phil LeComb,
undergraduate intern for the

Sylvan area, "We didn't see how a

[traditional counselor could work in

this dormitory setup. Besides,

traditional counselors seem at

times unprofessional in dealing

with problems which could be

rather grave."

A major problem which has

developed in the Sylvan area is

that of a low ratio of females to

males residing in the dorms. This

semester the three Sylvan dorms,

McNamara, Brown and Cashin,

combined are inhabited by only

19.8% girls. To deal with this a Co-

Ed Committee has been set up
which will attempt to come up with

a co-educational system -that could

attract more girls.

When the dorms opened there

was a general fear that most of the

residents would find that there was
not enough space for the number of

occupants put in a suite and that

the atmosphere would be generally

uncomfortable. According to Sue
Tracy, "When we first came in we
got the impressions that nobody
liked it. But now that we've been

around and talked to different

students, it seems a lot of people

like it like this. They are of the

most part happy with the suite

arrangement."
As far as the future is concerned,

the Human Relations Center is

planning the introduction of

academic courses to be taught in

the dorms and the development of

a "learning center which will

encompass many fields. Also
contracts with certain agencies are

being developed to offer

specialized services to the area

residents.

The Human Relations Center is

in the basement floor of Mc-
Namara and is open 1-5 Monday
through Friday and Monday,
Wednesday and Friday evenings.

Students Helping Students
By TERRY DOYLE

"The Peer Sex Education
Program in Southwest, grew out of

the premise that students can be

most effective in working with

other students."

This is the opinion of Mrs. Jane
Zapka, director of the program;
Maureen Dion, counselor for John
Quincy Adams lower; and Patricia

Szretter, counselor for Coolidge

upper. Counselors work not only as

well-informed advisers on any sex

issue, but also as organizers of

colloquiums, movies, and bring in

speakers that are experts on

various subjects.

There are twenty-one counselors

divided among the southwest area.

Eleven female and ten males.

Each of these counselors filed

applications, were interviewed and
passed a three-credit course taught

by the Health Education Depart-

ment.
At the beginning of each

semester, each of the counselors

signs up between 20 and 25 students

for the eight week colloquium

course. Students meet once a week
to discuss issues that they decide

upon at the beginning of the

COLLEGIAN STAFFERS

There will be a

Constitutional Convention

On Thursday Evening

ATTENDANCE REQUIRED

semester. A few of the topics

covered are contraception,
venereal disease, and abortion.

One credit is given for the

colloquium course.

The Peer Sex Education
Program even in its earliest stages

is viewed as a success by the

director Mrs. Zapka, and also Miss
Maureen Dion and Pat Szretter,

two of its counselors. None of the

counselors claim to be experts, but

the important point is that when
they can't be of help they know
where to send the student.

Funds for the program were
allotted by two sources. Southwest

Assembly appropriated $995. to

buy pamphlets, rent films and pay
speakers. The Program Coor-

dinators of Southwest allot $25. per

month per counselor.

On each Wednesday a master
colloquium usually consists of a

movie or speakers that are experts

in their field.

WEDNESDAY
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By BARBARA SPENCER
The hotel which opened this fall at Hamlin House in the Quad will cease

operation at the end of this semester.

The idea for the hotel was formulated this year by those who thought

there was a need for low cost housing on campus. Hamlin House was
made available for this project. The hotel is run through the Campus
Center.

At the beginning of the school year, it was used to handle the overflow of

students from the dorms. Now it is used by visitors of students, families of

students, and conventions. Off-campus students who wish to stay on

campus overnight often stay at Hamlin.
The charge is $3.00 per person per day for a double or $3.50 per person

per day for a single. Linen service is extra.

Hamlin House has accommodations for up to 175 guests. It is estimated
that it now houses about 20 people on a weekday night. On weekends the

nightly total is usually 30-40. Probably the reason the hotel has not been
financially successful is the large amount of vacancies in the dorms.
Hamlin House was used last week during the bomb scare by guests who

were staying at the Campus Center. It is also used during school

vacations by students who wish to remain on campus. During
Thanksgiving vacation it will be filled by these students and a conference.

According to Dick McCamey of the Hamlin House staff there is still a

need for low cost housing on campus for those not able to afford Howard
Johnson or Campus Center prices. In the future maybe one floor of a

dorm will be made available for this service.

Next semester Hamlin House will be used to house students displaced

by the renovation of one of the dorms in Central.

"It ain't the Ritz, it isn't even the Sheraton, but what do ya want for $3.50 a throw-room service?" so

speaks the luscious buxom blonde desk clerk at Hamlin House, a place where you can check your wings

and halos at the desk.

New Grading Policy Goes Into Effect
By SHARON McGOURTY

A new grading system is now in

effect at UMass. On November 3,

the Undergraduate Academic
Affairs Committee, the Faculty

Senate Committee on Academic
Matters, and the Provost Office

finalized this new grading
program.
Under this new program the

former A, B, C, D, F grade system
has been changed to A, AB, B, BC,

C, CD, D and F. The grades W
(withdrawal) andlnc (incomplete)

will still be used. A will be equal to

4.0; AB, 3.5; B, 3.0; BC, 2.5; C, 2.0;

CD, 1.5; and D, 1.0.

Dean Bischoff of the Provost

Office feels that one of the major
assets of the new program is the

fact that though an F will be

recorded, it will no longer be

averaged into the total cumulative

average.

School Of Ed Offers

Alternative Programs
All education majors must belong to one of the 16 alternative

Teacher Education Programs. The Individualized Programs

(former traditional program) is being dropped effective Sep-

tember, 1972. The following have openings and will be available to

answer questions and to interview candidates as indicated:

PROGRAM

Alternative Schools (TASP)
Open to Juniors

International Education
Open to Sophomores and Juniors

Mark's Meadow (TEPAM)
Open to Sophomores

Martha's Vineyard
Open to Juniors, Seniors

Model Elementary Teacher Education

Program (METEP)
Open to Sophomores and Juniors.

Off Campus
Open to Sophomores, Juniors

Sociological Historical Philosophical

(S HP.)
Open to Juniors

INTERVIEW TIMES FOR
WEEK NOV. 15-1* (School

of Education unless otherwise

indicated)

Tues 13 Room 212

Wednes. 10 1, 1 3:30 Room 212

Mon 9 3 Montague House
Wednes. 9 3 Montague House

Go to Mark's Meadow Office to sign up for

specific appointment time.

Contact Mrs. Harmon,
pointment (545 1555)

Rm 121 for ap

Tues 8:30 1, 2:30 5 Rm 210

Wednes. 8:30 12:00 Rm 210or by individual

appointment call 545 1578

Mon 8 12, 1 5 Rm 128

Tues. 8 12, 15 Dwight Dorm.

Contact Mrs. Harmon, Rm 121 for ap
pointment (545 1555)

New regulations have also been
set up regarding the pass/fail

program. A student can now take

up to and including five University

core requirement courses
pass/fail. Previously it was not

possible to take core courses

pass/fail.

Each school or division with the

University is allowed to regulate

and implement its own pass/fail

requirements. Under this

regulation a student can take up to

fifteen credits pass/fail during the

course of his undergraduate
studies.

According to Dean Bischoff, this

new program is much in the in-

terest of the student and will

definitely allow for greater
diversification in course choices.

He also feels that because an F will

no longer be averaged in, the

probability of students getting

better averages will be heightened.

This program also clarifies the

five categories of academic
standing. These categories in-

clude:

1. Academic Good Standing-the

student is making satisfactory

progress towards graduation.

2. Academic Warning -a student

in this category is not making

Collegian People

Take Note
All Collegian Staffers must at-

tend the Constitutional Convention

this Thursday at 7:30 in the

Colonial Lounge to ratify said

document. Attendance will be
taken. You are off the staff if you
do not come. Refreshments will be
served after this exhausting
session.

Distributive Ed
Open to Fresh. Soph

Urban Ed

Junior. Senior
Mon 94 Rm 2 A or by
pointment call 545 1527

Mon Fri 9 12, Rm 225

individual ap

Teacher Education questions will also be answered between 8:00

a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday-Friday, Room 121, School of Education

of call 545-1555.

There are at least 500 openings.

Nothing to do
this weekend? See
WOODY ALLEN

in

"Take The
Money And Run*

( 1969 - in color)

SAT . - Nov. 20 - MAHAR

7-9-11 p.m.

HART SKI DEMONSTRATION
WITH

Suzy Chaffee and Ruedi Wyrsch
Movie, Fashion Show, T-Shirt Contest

7 : 30 TONIGHT at C.C. Auditorium

satisfactory progress towards
graduation. A student in this

standing must have his schedule

for the following semester
reviewed by his Academic Dean
before he can register for the next

semester. The Dean can change
this status upon recommendation
of the proper agency.

3. Academic Probation--if a

student in this category continues

at the indicated rate, he will not

graduate within ten semesters. A
student in this category should

confer with his Academic Dean
regarding his status.

4. Academic Suspension-a
student in this category may not

enroll for the semester im-
mediately following suspension. If

a student who has been suspended
wishes to return, he must have his

courses reviewed by an academic
dean.

5. Academic Dismissal-means
that a student has been per-

manently expelled from the

University.

Dean Bischoff feels that these

clarifications will enable students

to see more clearly where they

stand, and thus be able to take

corrective action if necessary.

Urban Education

Internships

Available For January
There are

Student Teaching Positions

still open in:

Pasadena, Calf.

Washington, D.C.

Paterson, N.J.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Louisville, Ky.

Worcester, Mass.

For info, call:

545-1560

or
545-1582

Between 9-5

AS SOON
POSSIBLE

Ask for:

Barbara Love
Dick Schaye
Dennis Tyler
Pat Proctor

AS
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In The Nation And The World

Communist China Enters U.N.
UNITED NATIONS. NY. (AP) - Red

China was welcomed into the United Nations

Monday in an all-day ceremony in which the

United States joined. Ambassador George

Bush was one of about 40 diplomats who

spoke in the blue and gold chamber of the

U.N. General Assembly after the Peking

delegation took its seat for the first time.

The United States, which suffered a

severe jolt in the expulsion of Nationalist

China on Oct. 25, still had not made up its

mind Sunday night whether it would take

part in the speech-making ceremony.

In addressing the 131 -nation assembly as

the representative of the host country, Bush

referred to the issues of principle that

divided the assembly during last month's

debate, but said: "These differences should

not obscure the proposition on which nearly

all of us. including the United States,

agreed: that the moment in history has

arrived for the Peoples Republic of China to

be in the United Nations."

Bush declared that their presence "makes

the United Nations more reflective of the

world as it now exists and we hope that it

will contribute to the organization's

potential for harmonizing the actions of

nations."

Assembly President Adam Malik, foreign

minister of Indonesia, opened the session

with a formal welcome in which he declared

this was an historic occasion and expressed

the belief that the world organization would

be strengthened by the participation of the

Peking delegation.

The five-man delegation was headed by

Deputy Foreign Minister Chiao Kuan-hua. It

included Ambassador Huang Hua, Fu Hao,

Hsuing Hsiang-hui and Chen Yu. They were

accompanied by a woman interpreter.

The Chinese delegates, all wearing dark

Mao jackets, listened attentively to the

procession of speakers.

As the ceremonial session began, many

seats were vacant, but the chamber

filled.

Most of the delegates who addressed the

assembly stressed the view that Peking's

presence would strengthen the world

organization, but a few recalled the con-

troversy over the expulsion of Nationalist

China and the resultant victory of the pro-

Peking group.

Cuban Ambassador Ricardo Alarcon

Quesada, for example, said Red China's

seating was not only a great triumph for the

Chinese people "but also a very important

victory for the revolutionary movement."

He said it showed that the U.S. "im-

perialists" were no longer in a position to

extend their influence throughout the world.

Vernon Johnson Mwaanga, represen-

tative of Zambia, referred indirectly to the

recent White House statement that

President Nixon was shocked by what he

interpreted as the anti-American feeling

displayed by some delegates after the

Peking victory.

Mwaanga said his delegation never

regarded the vote in terms of victor and

vanquished, but rejoiced because an in-

justice had been corrected.

"No one has the right to tell us when to

rejoice and when not to rejoice," he said.

"No one has the right to tell us how to rejoice

and how not to rejoice."

Ambassador Salim A. Salim of Tanzania

denied there was any dancing in the aisles

and said these reports "should be treated

with the contempt that they deserve."

"My delegation does not accept the right

of anyone to give us lessons in etiquette or

behavior," Salim said. "Nor should we

allow anyone to minimize victory on that

occasion, for the victory was long overdue."

Just before the session, Bush was in-

troduced to Chiao by protocol chief Sinan

Korle. He said this was his first meeting

with the Chinese leader and "I was pleased

to make his acquaintance. It was not a

weighty occasion. He said hello and I said

hello."

Soviet Ambassador Jacob A. Malik was

among the others greeting Chiao personally.

Later he told a reporter: "I just

congratulated my old friend, whom I met 20

years ago."
Asked if he had enjoyed his first U.N.

session, Chiao replied in English: "Yes,

very much."

In Brief...
FT MEADE Md. (AP) - Former Capt. Ernest L. Medina

testified Monday that he lied to Col. Oran K. Henderson about the

nature and extent of civilians killed when his Charlie Company

soldiers swept through the Vietnamese hamlet of My Lai.

"] was not perfectly candid with Col. Henderson, I withheld in-

formation from him." Medina told the seven-officer jury at the My
Lai coverup trial of his former commander in the 11th Brigade of

the American Division.

CHARLESTON. W. Va. ( AP) — Some of the nation's 100,000 coal

miners began returning to work Monday but the majority remained

off the job. awaiting the traditional first-hand report on a new

contract that raises their daily pay from $37 to $50.

Officials of the United Mine Workers said, however, that they

expected most of the nations miners would go back to work by

Tuesday after getting details of the three-year contract from local

WASHINGTON (AP) — Anti-war congressmen are telling their

colleagues that a vote for the military appropriations bill Tuesday

without some reservations attached will amount to a declaration of

war
Rep Michael Harrington, D-Mass., sent a letter to House

members Monday saying that in view of recent court decisions it no

longer is possible to separate appropriations from the question of

authorisation for the Vietnam war.

OTTAWA (AP) — Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau said

Sunday the U.S. 10 percent surcharge on imports was part of a

"complex set of measures" to set the American economy right, not

a political retaliation against Canada.

He also called untrue a suggestion by some Canadians that recent

approaches to Communist countries by Canada would harm this

country's "special relations" with the United States.

WASHINGTON (AP) —The nation's balance-of-payments deficit

surged to its highest level in history in the July-September quarter.

SAIGON ( AP) — U.S. troops in Vietnam now number little more

than a third of peak American strength in the war, as the pace of

withdrawal nearly matches that of the buildup six years ago.

World Economics Still Shaky

PILGRIM
AIRPORT

is open again

GLIDING is back!
flight instruction:

sailplane

or VA and FAA approved

airplane

BRUSSELS (AP) — Three
months after President Nixon
staggered America's trading

partners with his new economic

policy, they are still groping for a

common stand on meeting it.

The world's major currencies,

except for the French franc, were

all floating upward against the

U.S. dollar.

A West German mark now costs

30 cents instead of 28 cents, the old

par value. A dollar will only bring

327 Japanese yen, not 360.

The differences vary from
currency to currency. Most of the

change in the mark's value came
before Aug. 15. The British pound,

worth $2.40 then, is up to $2.50 now.

In Italy the change has amounted

to only 2 percent, but it has been 7.6

percent in Belgium and 9.6 percent

in Japan and West Germany.
The changes mean that U.S.

goods are cheaper and more at-

tractive to foreign customers.

Foreign goods have become dearer

and less salable in the United

States. If other countries buy

enough, and Americans sell

enough, the result would be a

turnaround in the international

trade deficit that the United States

will be running this year for the

first time since 1893.

John B. Connolly, the U.S.

Secretary of the Treasury, likes

the present situation in the

currency market. He thinks it

could last almost indefinitely.

British financial circles think it

will be at least a couple more
months.
European governments and

businessmen are unhappy. They

would like to see more stable rates

but they can't agree how to get

them. The one thing they would

virtually all like -a devaluation of

the dollar in terms of gold - is

something that President Nixon's

administration has strongly

resisted.

Sir Frederic Seebohm, deputy

chairman of Barclay's Bank,

recently told the American
Chamber of Commerce in London

:

"One of the things which terrifies

international bankers is a collapse

of international confidence or a

heavy reduction of international

trade. This is happening now."

London commodity dealers are

hesitating about future contracts.

Whether they make a profit may
depend on what a pound will be

worth three months from now, and

they have no way of knowing that.

France and West Germany still

are at odds over the extent to which

currencies should be allowed to

float against the dollar, and the

United States seems unready to

devalue it by raising the price of

gold. The French feel the United

States has a responsibility to

devalue, especially since it started

most of the world's currencies

floating by refusing to pay out any

more gold for dollars.

Other countries' sales to the

United States have also been hit by

two other measures: the 10 percent

surcharge on imports and the

proposal to give U.S. firms a tax

break on capital goods they buy at

home instead of abroad.

The six Common Market
countries have predicted that $5.7

billion worth of their annual ex-

ports to the United States would be

hit by the surcharge. About a

billion dollars worth of machinery

and equipment sales, they think,

would be virtually eliminated.

TONIGHT
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE FILM S

Presents

PIER PASOLINFS

THE HAWKS AND THE SPARROWS

SAINT FRANCIS

TAKES ON MARXISM

Could B.C. Lose?

Buy around trip bus ticket to

B.C. Game & see!

NOV. 20

Departure 10: 30 a.m.

C.C.BUSCIRCLE

BUY NOW 16
RSO OFFICE

or call

Student Senate
Bus Service

Shows at 8 and 10

in Thompson 104

Street Entrance

Season tickets, $3.00 for

six films, and single

tickets, $.75, on sale
at door.

Everything you need to know about

Venereal Disease.

How to avoid getting it.

What to do if you think you have it.

Sound advice for a worried friend.

interstate aviationma

River Rd., Hatfield Call 665-4072

Register

to

Vote
November 18

Campus Center

by John Grover, M.D. with Dick Grace
At your bookseller or, to order by

mail send $4.95 (cloth) or $2.95

(paper) plus sales tax and postage

with your name and address to: M ! PRENTICE-HALL
^TlEnglewood Clilli, N. J. 07632

Shake-Up In Peking Likely

One if by land and two if by sea-Is that the signal from this steeple

in Ashfield? CY1DC photo by Alan Chapman)

TOKYO (AP) - Unexplained
developments in China in-

creasingly suggest that Peking's
Communist leadership is caught up
in a power struggle revolving

around Mao Tse-tung's designated
heir-Lin Piao.

Lin, the 64-year-old defense
minister, has been absent from
public functions since June. His

disappearance has been ac-
companied by hints in the
government and party press that

he may have fallen from grace or

been elbowed aside by Premier
Chou-En-lai.

Western experts have speculated
that Lin failed in a power play
against Mao and Chou and died in a

plane crash in Mongolia on Sept.

13. Both the Russians and the

Chinese reported the crash but

gave no information on its causes
or victims.

Time magazine reported that

Western experts "from Hong Kong
to Washington" believe Lin was
aboard the craft along with others

implicated in a frustrated
assassination plot against Mao.
They were trying to flee the

country but were denounced by
Lin's own daughter, the magazine
said.

According to Time's ex-

planation. Lin tried three times to

kill Mao but was exposed in Sep-

tember and tried the escape with

his wife and Chen Po-ta, Mao's
fallen chief ideologue and
secretary, and air force chief Wu
Fa-hsien.

"Wherever they were headed,
they never made it," Time said.

"Lin's own daughter, Lin Tou-tou,
betrayed the escape attempt and
the Trident was somehow shot
down."

Buttressing their theory that Lin
has dropped from power, China
watchers note that the press has
stopped its ritual salute of Lin as
Mao's "closest comrade in arms"
and deputy leader of the Chinese
Communist party. Instead, it is

building up a campaign against an
unidentified "bourgeois am-
bitionist" whose crimes could be
traced to Lin.

Like Lin, the target of the at-

tacks was considered a "prophet
theorist" who publicized and in-

terpreted Mao's teachings. Since
1966, when he succeeded the
disgraced President Liu Shao-chi
as Mao's heir, Lin was considered
the official interpreter of Mao's

dogma.
Earlier speculation said the

attacks may have been directed at

Chen, for years Mao's right hand
man who now is assailed as "a
political swindler of Liu Shao-chi's

ilk."

While the attacks on Chen
continue, the tone of the new
denunciations indicate the prin-

cipal target is a man of higher rank
who used Mao's name as a tool to

gain power.

"Have not those overloards who
have donned the crown of 'prophet'

fallen one by one from their throne

of jade?" asked the People's Daily,

a party newspaper.
"This will make people see more

clearly that the 'genius' and great

man' of the ilk of Liu Shao-chi

posturing behind the prophet's

radiance' are nothing more than

bourgeois ambitionists going
against the current.

Attention

All Divers!
An advanced diver course for experienced divers will be given

starting at the end of Nov.
The course will include diving physics and physiology, diving

equipment, first aid and life saving, underwater search and
recovery, limited visibility diving, underwater navigation, light

salvage, deep diving, decompression, repetetive and altitude
diving and marine biology. The fee for the course will be $ 100.

Anyone interested in further information call 549-1155.

Red Chinese Enter U.S.A.
WASHINGTON (AP) - As many

as 4,200 aliens from Communist
China sneak into the United States

every year, according to secret

Justice Department intelligence

reports which say some of the

aliens are on espionage missions,

and others are involved in nar-

cotics traffic.

Only one in 10 of these illegal

aliens is caught and deported, the

reports say. Among those iden-

tified by the government, many
have been traced to the Hong Kong
Seamans Union, an organization

said by the FBI to be engaged in

espionage. Other Chinese aliens

taken into custody have been

carrying narcotics shipments
destined for U.S. contacts.

According to a source in the

Immigration and Naturalization

Service, the Justice Department
section responsible for capturing

illegal aliens, the mainland
Chinese have been coming for

about five years, entering this

country by jumping ship in U.S.

ports or by way of smuggling
operations in the United States and
Canada.
Just last week, according to the

confidential reports, INS smashed
a ring engaged in smuggling
Chinese sailors from Vancouver,

British Columbia, into the United

States at Bellingham and Blaine,

Wash., at $1,000 a head.

The operation was broken up
after the U.S. Border Patrol caught

one group of the aliens as they

crossed the border on foot a mile

east of Blaine. A second group

made it to the New York
metropolitan area. Three of them

were arrested last Wednesday in

Newark, N.J., and told authorities

they made their first contact with

the smugglers in Hong Kong.

According to INS sources, as

many as 2,500 mainland Chinese

are smuggled into the United

States each year. Another 1,700

jump foreign-flag vessels in U.S.

ports. The intelligence reports said

5,640 entered that way between

1965 and 1970.

Chinese seamen among the flood

of illegal aliens have been traced

by the FBI to the Hong Kong
Seamans Union.

An FBI intelligence report

described the union this way:

"HKSU has voiced vehement
opposition to United States

military action in Vietnam and

dissuades seamen from serving

aboard ships carrying strategic

materials to Vietnam. Conversely,

the HKSU encourages seamen to

sail on ships bound for North

Vietnam. HKSU has approved a

policy of placing Communist
seamen on Western ships for the

purpose of sabotage or capture in

the event of future hostilities.

"Chinese seamen recruited in

Hong Kong serve on ships calling

at major world ports, thus

providing an opportunity for

courier service and intelligence

collection."

The FBI report said that Chinese
shipjumpers in the United States

had arrived in vessels flying

Liberian, Norwegian, British,

Panamanian, Dutch, Israeli,

Swedish and Danish flags.

Smugglers bringing aliens into

the country charge from $100 to

$1,000 per person, authorities say.

THE TALKIE CINEMA
Intersettiwi at Rtc. S mmi Rte. •

NORTHAMPTON CENTER

SM-4W

LUCHINO VISCONTI'S
, ... — . ,

Lives

at the Talkie
Held Over

7:00and9:30

RING DAYS
Class of '72 and '73

University Store

Mon. and Tues.,

Nov. 15 and 16

Factory

Representatives

Pre-Christmas Delivery

$10 Deposit

IF ALL THREE COMPONENT DEALERS

SELL SONY TAPE RECORDERS

WHY BUY ONE FROM US?

we smile

Amherst Audid
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Part II, Student Poverty

WASHINGTON -If the American

people are suspicious of Sen.

Edward Kennedy's political in-

tentions, they certainly cannot be

blamed. Every time you pick up

the newspaper there is another

storv about Teddy Kennedy con-

firming he is not a presidential

candidate in 1972. It isn't the denial

that has people confused as much

as where Sen. Kennedy denies it.

As the campaign heats up we can

expect more and more news stories

on the subject. They might look

like this:

WINDY FALLS. Iowa -Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy told a

cheering throng of 10,000 persons

at the Windy Falls County Fair

that he would not accept the

presidential nomination under any

circumstances in 1972.

The senator from Massachusetts

said that the people must defeat

Nixon or the country would be

faced with inflation, unem-
ployment, drought and financial

ruin. He called on the citizens of

Iowa to turn out the Republicans in

1972 and elect a Democratic
President from the fine list of

candidates who were now running,

of which he was not one.

After his speech Sen. Kennedy

visited an Indian reservation, a

Mexican-American migrant labor

camp, a United Auto Workers

communion breakfast, a chamber

of commerce awards banquet and

made a short speech during half

time ceremonies at the Iowa State-

Nebraska Tech homecoming

game, reiterating his deter-

mination not to run for the highest

office in the land.

NEW YORK-Sen. Edward

Kennedy spent 14 hours in New

York City yesterday in a whirlwind

tour. A Kennedy aide said that the

senator from Massachusetts

wanted to take his message that he

was not a presidential candidate

personally to all the five boroughs.

The senator unequivocally

denied any higher political am-

bitions at a rally in Harlem, a

.Jewish temple in Queens, the Sons

of St. Patrick in Staten Island, the

Brothers of Italy in Brooklyn and

the Save Yankee Stadium Citizens

league in the Bronx.

Sen. Kennedy also met with

Democratic Party leaders of New

York State in his brother-in-law

Steve Smith's Fifth Avenue

apartment, to discuss ways of

keeping his name off the ballot.

He then talked for an hour with

Mayor John Lindsay in an effort to

persuade Lindsay not to start a

grass-roots Kennedy presidential

campaign.

Before leaving New York,

Kennedy rode up Fifth Avenue in

an open convertible with his wife,

Joan, hoping to discourage New
Yorkers from considering him as a

Democratic hopeful.

After the ride Kennedy appeared

on the Johnny Carson Show, the

Dick Cavett Show, the David Frost

Show and the Late-Night Movie,

stating he would not even accept a

draft at the convention in Miami
Before leaving the city Kennedy

visited a children's hospital, the

women's house of detention and

made a surprise visit backstage to

shake hands with the cast of

"Jesus Christ Superstar."

WASHINGTON -A spokesman

for Sen. Edward Kennedy said

today that while the senator was

flattered that he was leading

Muskie in both the Harris and

Gallup polls and was half a point

behind President Nixon, he still

would not consider under any

circumstances the race for

President of the United States.

Sen. Kennedy was unavailable

for comment as he was en route to

Ireland, Italy and Israel where he

hoped to explain to those countries'

leaders why he would not run in

1972.

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles

Times.

Practice Must Seek Its Theory

IT IS NOT ENOUGH FOR THOUGHT TO
SEEK ITS REALIZATION IN PRACTICE,

PRACTICE MUST SEEK ITS THEORY
After years of slumber and permanent

counter-revolution, there are signs of a new

period of struggle, with youth as the new

carriers of revolutionary infection. But the

society of the spectacle paints its own pic-

ture of itself and its enemies, imposes its

own ideological categories on the world and

its history. Fear is the very last response.

For everything that happens is reassuringly

part of the natural order of things. Real

historical changes, which show that this

society can be superceded, are reduced to

the status of novelties, processed for mere

consumption The revolt of youth against an

imposed and 'given'' way of life is the first

sign of a total subversion. It is the prelude to

a period of revolt-the revolt of those who can

no longer live in our society. Faced with a

danger, ideology and its daily machine

perform the usual inversion of reality. An

historical process becomes a pseudo-

category of some socio-natural science, the

Idea of Youth. Youth is in revolt, but this is

only the eternal revolt of youth, every

generation espouses "good causes ", only to

forget them when "the young man begins

the serious business of production and is

given concrete and social aims". After the

social scientists come the journalists with

their verbal inflation. The revolt is con-

tained bv over-exposure: we are given it to

contemplate so that we shall forget to

particpate. In the spectacle, a revolution

becomes a social aberration-in other words

a social safety valve-which has its part to

play in the smooth working of the system. It

reassures because it remains a marginal

phenomenon, in the apartheid of the tem-

porary problems of a healthy pluralism

(compare and contrast "women's

liberation" and "black liberation"). In

reality, if there is a problem of youth in

modern capitalism it is p?-t of the total

crisis of that society.

Youth and its mock freedoms are the

purest products of modern society. Their

modernity consists in the choice they are

offered and ;ue readily making: total in-

tegration to neo capitalism, or the most

radical refusal What is surprising is not

that youth is in revolt but that its elders are

so soporific. But the reason is history, not

hiology-the previous generation lived

through the defeats and were sold the lies of

the long, shameful disintegration of the

revolutionary movement.

In itself Youth is a publicity myth, and as

part of the new "social dynamism" it is the

potential ally of the capitalist mode of

production. The illusory primacy of youth

began with the economic recovery after the

second world war. Capital was able to strike

a new bargain with labor: in return for the

mass production of a new class of

manipulate consumers, the worker was

offered a role which gave him full mem-
bership of the spectacular society. This at

least was the ideal social model, though as

usual it bore little relation to socio-economic

reality I which lagged behind the consumer

ideology). The revolt of youth was the.first

burst of anger at the persistent realities of

the new world-the boredom of everyday

existence, the dead life which is still the

essential product of modern capitalism, in

spite of all its modernizations. A small

section of youth is able to refuse that society

and its products, but without any idea that

this society can be superceded. They opt for

a nihilist present. Yet the destruction of

capitalism is once again a real issue, an

event in history, a process which has
already begun. Dissident youth must
achieve the coherence of a critical theory,

and the practical organization of that

coherence.

The "counter-culture" youth despises

work but accepts the goods. He wants what

the spectacle offers him-but now, with no

down payment This is the essential con-

tradiction of his existence. He may try for a

real freedom in the use of his time, in an

individual assert iveness, even in the con-

struction of a kind of community. But the

contradiction remains and kills. Either the

lure of the product world proves too strong,

and the hippie decides to do his honest day's

work: to this end a whole sector of

production is devoted specifically to his

recuperation. Clothes, albums, guitars,

motor cycles, stereo systems beckon him to

the land of the consumer. Or else he is

forced to attack the laws of the market it-

self either in the primary sense, by stealing,

or by a move towards a conscious

revolutionary critique of commodity
society. For him only two futures are

possible: revolutionary consciousness, or

blind obedience on the shop floor.

Idle reader, your cry of "What about

the Strike?" escapes us not. True,

American society needs its students; and by

revolting against their studies they have

automatically called that society into

question. From the start, some students

have seen their revolt against the university

hierarchy as a revolt against the whole

hierarchical system, the dictatorship of the

economy and the state. Their refusal to

become an integrated part of the commodity

economy, to put their specialized studies to

their obvious and inevitable use, is a

revolutionary gesture. It puts in doubt that

whole system of production which alienates

activity and its products from their

creators. For all its confusion and

hesitancy, the student movement has

discovered one truth in this refusal: that a

coherent revolutionary alternative can and

must be found from within the "affluent

society."

At the same time, these organizations,

with their blend of libertarian, political, and

religious tendencies, are always liable to the

obsession with "group dynamics" and

"inter-personal relations" which leads to

the closed world of the sect. The mass

consumption of drugs is the expression of a

real poverty and a protest against it; but it

remains a false search for freedom within a

world dedicated to repression, a religious

critique of a world that has no need for

religion, least of all a new one. The hippies-

the right wing of the youth revolt-are the

main purveyors of an ideolgocial "refusal"

combination with an acceptance of the most

fantastic superstitions (Zen, spiritualism,

B'hai, Transcendental Meditation,

mysticism, and the stale porridge of

Ghandi-ism.) And here, what began as

revolt, ends as a simple attempt to escape.

But the real revolution begins at home: in

the desperation of consumer production, in

the continuing struggle of the unofficial

working classes. The only real change is in a

new consciousness and a new alliance-the

location of the struggle in the banalities of

everyday life, in the supermarket and in the

factories.

TO CREATE AT LONG LAST A

SITUATION WHICH GOE8 BEYOND THE
POINT OF NO RETURN
A radical critique of the modern world

must have the totality as its object and

objective. Opposition to this world offered

from within it-and in its own terms-can only

be spurious. (For example, the pseudo-

opposition of Kennedy, McGovern, Muskie)

Such opposition, depending on the worst

mystifications, helps consolidate the

existing social order. Trade unions and

political parties created by the working

class as tools for its emancipation are now

no more than "checks and balances" of the

system. Their leaders have made these

organizations their private property; their

stepping stone to a role within the ruling

class. The party program or union platform

may contain vestiges of revolutionary

phraseology, but their practice is

everywhere reactionary-doubly so now that

official capitalist ideology mouths the same
reformist slogans. These organizations have

become the best guarantee of repression

without this "opposition" the humanist

democratic facade of the system would

collapse and its essential violence would be

laid bare. (After being assured that they

would also share in the spoils, Meany and

his henchmen quickly ended their phony

opposition to Nixon's plan to save big

business. ) As for the student movement, it is

a travesty of a travesty, the useless-

burlesque of a trade unionism itself long

degenerate.

The predominant social system, which

flatters itself on its modernization and its

permanence, must now be confronted with a

worthy enemy : the equally modern negative

forces which it produces. Let the dead bury

their dead. The revolution of everyday life

must come face to face with the enormity of

the task which it faces, and the

revolutionary project must be reinvented,

as much as the life it announces. If the

project is still essentially the abolition of

class society, it is because the material

conditions upon which revolution is based

are still with us. But revolution must be

conceived with a new coherence and a new

radicalism, starting with a clear grasp of

the failure of those who first began it.

Otherwise, its fragmentary realization will

bring about only a new division of society.

What is the revolutionary project? The

conscious domination of history (of

everyday life) by those who make it and live

it. Modern history, like all past history, is

the product of social praxis, the unconscious

result of human action. In the epoch of

totalitarian control, capitalism has

produced its own religion: the Spectacle,

where the false "participation" of McLuhan
and other technocratic lackeys replaces all

real participation in the process of our own

lives.

And so the problem of revolution is once

Bgaln I concrete issue On the one side the

grandiose structures of technology and

material production: on the other a

dissatisfaction which can only grow more
prfound. The bourgeoisie and its Eastern

heirs, the beaurocracy, cannot devise the

means to use their own overdevelopment,

which will be the basis of the poetry of the

future, simply because they both depend on

the preservation of the old order. At most

they harness overdevelopment to invent

new repressions. For they know only one

trick, the accumulation of capital and hence

of the proletariat a proletarian being a man
with no power over the use of his life, and
who knows it. The new proletariat inherits

the riches of the bourgeois world and this

gives it its historical chance. The new
proletariat's task is to transform and
destroy these riches: to constitute them as

part of a new human project-the total

liberation of man.

Editorial Points
Who was the sage that said it

was amusing to write editorial

points? (Not to mention having

to read them.)
»*

Is there any truth to the rumor

that the sixty students who
walked ten miles for the Heart

Fund collapsed of coronaries

half an hour later? Just goes to

show you that they didn't live on

the Hill.
***

Rumors are flying hot and fast

that students who have

neglected to pay parking fines

will be brought to court in

Northampton before being

prosecuted by the University.

Whatever way you look at it,

someone's going to pay.
***

Mr. Popper's penguins are

alive and well, or so poor

Richard would have one believe.
***

If it doesn't stop raining the

campus will be inundated by

worms the way it was last

spring. That's even a fate worse

than snow.

THAT'S WHAT WE NEED — A GOOD WAR TO KEEP OUR MINDS OFF OUR TROUBLES!'

Letters To The Editor

To The Almighty Professors

To the Editor:

I would like to convey to whoever maj read this

article done of my dissatisfactions with our

educational system today.

First of all, I strongly feel that since we are college

students we don't have to be lead on a leash like a

bunch of dogs by professors who fail to realize that

exams don't make a person or his or her life, but they

tend to ruin and disassociate one's true sense of

realitv. Therefore, I definitely feel that we don't need

a professor to lead us to self destruction by giving an

exam, but to hopefully realize that students can't and

won't perform successfully in the working world on

the basis ofan exam. It is a perogative that exams be

dropped and the educational system realigned

because as it stands right now college graduates come

from this exam laden school and don't perform nearly

as well as many high school students or other people

who lack this so called four years of extensive

knowledge.

My suggestion is that we have more students par-

ticipate actively in their chosen careers and do what

they deem necessary to their advantage and go into

the world not exam prone or defeated because of the

almighty professors inability to recognize the true

qualities of many students.

Therefore in a large institution such as this the

students are the majority and should have their say in

whatever they feel necessary not only to improve

theirselves but to stimulate others with the assertion

that knowledge is not only learned in the classroom or

lecture hall but in actual experience. Hence I urge

students to think about the significance of taking an

exam and the results in relation to one's future in-

tentions. „
If you wish to play follow the leader continually, our

nation and its people won't benefit from one's true

qualities but rather from a professor's exam in a

patterned educational system.

Finally, if the University continues to expand at its

present rate our thought processes will be un-

developed by an educational system which has

already created many malfunctions in our society,

simply because we fail to understand that the exam

and Mr. Professor are restricting our natural abilities

in performing in the working world.

Venerdi Grumoli

WednesdaysTo Come

Self-Acceptance Paramount

To the Editor: ww „ t
. _ . „

In Friday's Collegian, the article by Miss Lettis, "Hell to be Female ,

considered some very valid arguments concerning the present state of

affairs of the female sex. Certain points were not stated in the article,

however which can be considered vital to understanding the present

problem'-on being female". First, the female must begin to assert her

individuality and to feel confident in the realization that she is a female.

Only after her initial acceptance of her own body image and con-

commitant evaluation of her self-respect and self-esteem can she ever

hope to be accepted for the unique person she truly is. If a female does not

respect herself then who will?

Two wrongs never make a right. It is true that some men will take for

granted the female but there are other men who respect and accept

people for what they are (even females) and not for what they can get

from them. Therefore, this does not mean that all females should take on

the crude behavior that some men exhibit toward the opposite sex in

order to "justify" their feelings of mistreatment.

It seems as if the attitudes toward the whole female sex is changing -

albeit slowly - but changing nonetheless. Women must first accept their

role as female and first respect themselves and their own uniqueness

before we can expect the opposite sex to treat us with equal respect.

Lillian C.Montalbano

Good
To the Editor:

, . „ . ,

The following is a quote from the instructions posted

in Kennedy Tower, regarding the vacating of rooms

for the Thanksgiving recess : "In past yean
i

hot plates

have been found PLUGGED IN AND TURNED ON

over vacations." While I wholeheartedly support

University policy regarding hot plates which have

been demonstrated time and again to be a fire and

safety hazard if improperly used, it would seem that

there is a much larger and more serious issue to-

volved. namely, that of possible actions by he

University which, in my opinion, impinge upon the

rights of students residing in dormitories. How could

hot plates have been found plugged in during holiday

periods without someone (I.E., University em-

ployees) entering students' rooms? Last semester

during spring vacation, my room was entered, and the

closets opened. (I know this from purposely leaving

simple but effective detection devices.) In view of he

fact that the dorms are supposedly closed during the

holidays, and the main entrances locked, I assume

that the. room was entered with a master key. I can

only speculate as to what anyone expected to find in

my closet. . ,..„.,

In this same notice regarding the upcoming holiday,

the last line reads "Rooms will not be cleaned by the

janitorial staff over this holiday." If the purpose of

entering student rooms over some holidays is for

cleaning. I respectfully submit that I do not wish this

favor bestowed upon me, no matter how well-

intentioned UMass might be in attempting to do so. As

far as I can see. such actions as I have described

constitute illegal entry and a violation ofjn/rijltto

be secure in my property. I might be of valuesif Mr.

Rowland, the legal counsel for the St«^t Senate,

were to offer his views on this matter. Also, I will seek

my own attorneys opinion on the
^h.,,.,^

To the Editor:

I want to thank all the students, staff, and faculty

who contributed to the WEDNESDAY'S PEOPLE
(East Pakistani and Indian refugees) last Wednesday,

November 10th. It was good to talk with one another

and to think deeply about the meaning of poverty.

People were very generous, not only with their time

and spirits, but they gave up their lunch money, or

cigarettes, or something they wanted. More than a few

fasted for the day. Many students came up with good

ideas to support the WEDNESDAY'S PEOPLE and

with offers to help. Religious organizations along with

the SOCIAL SERVICES COMMITTEE of the

STUDENT SENATE expressed an eagerness to be of

service. The Daily Collegian and its staff have treated

us well.

Where do we go from here? Many students came up

with excellent suggestions which deserve broad

support a rock concert, poetry readings, programs

and advertisements on radio and TV, fund drives in

the dormitories and the Town of Amherst, help

through the local Jewish and Christian communities.

Each of these ideas is a good one. Please do what you

can to help implement these suggestions.

We can be certain about one thing :
however good

our efforts were on a single Wednesday, WED-

NESDAY'S PEOPLE are still with us. The consensus

of student opinion last Wednesday was that for the

foreseeable future we ought to set up a table for the

WEDNESDAY'S PEOPLE each Wednesday in the

Campus Center to seek donations and to encourage

prayer and fasting. So please make it a habit to drop

by the Campus Center on Wednesdays and give us

your support. Please do keep in mind that this is an

international effort -we ask you to help wherever you

are from (If you want to help man the table for an

hour or so, please call Mrs. Nancy Gardner,

Secretary, Comparative Literature, 5-0920.

One last point: I was mis-quoted in the Daily

Collegian as saying that there are 250,000 East

Pakistani refugees in India. In fact. 250,000 have died

in the civil strife in East Pakistan. 10 million refugees

have streamed into India.
I in ifii Miller

Comparative Literature

Who's Being Hostile?

In an article entitled "Athletic Council Hostile to Student Par

ticipation" (Collegian, Nov. 11, 1971), Mr. Lee Sandwen, President of the

Student Senate (undergraduate) is quoted perhaps and hopefully in-

correctly as having said that the Council members, at the Nov. 10

meeting were adamant in their criticism of any changes m the Council s

composition which would allow for student representation. As a member

o?the Council who was in attendance at this meeting, I wish todisagrec

strongly with this interpretation of the views expressed by the Council

members The Council took no official stand on this issue at the meeting.

It was clear however, that the Council was not receptive to the

dissolution of the Council as a committee of the Faculty Senate and its

institution as a committee of the Student Senate. However, to say hat

the Council members felt students had no business on the Council is

grosslyinaccurate. Indeed, there is presently a student on the Councri

SS^ Sandwen. and it is my personal opinion that the Council would be

receptive to a proposal to increase student membersh
;
P
rthur c Genti|e

Associate Graduate Dean

Who Deserves What?

To the Editor:
, n iL

We were quite pleased to hear that the Southwest

Assembly has decided to keep in step with 'he Orchard

Hill Government concerning minority group

representation. This esteemed body has moved to give

the Blacks eight extra voting representatives elected

at large exclusively by Black students. The Assembly,

rather than stopping here, should have extended this

policy to all minority group* Even the Student Senate

has recognized the Student Homophile League as a

worthy cause by granting them funds for their social

activities. Other worthy minorities to be considered

under the new representation policy might be

Catholics, Jews, and Dwarfs. Then any :V2

homosexual Black Catholic, with a Jewish mother

could get the forty-one votes he deserves
BobGarber

Bob Webman

<a„ 7 ,
4€«au>cK

"See What You Can Get On Thb TV Guy— Yeah,

We're Considering Him For A High Position
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Smith-Amherst Orchestra To Play Beethoven

William Wittig leads a rehearsal of the Smith-AmherstttMn^^^^Snm ""

feature performances of Beethoven's Seventh and Moussorgskvs PIC Tl RES AT AN KXHIB1 HON-

On Wednesday, November 17

and Thursday, November 18, at 8

p.m., William Wittig, Associate

Professor of Music at Smith
College, will conduct the Smith-

Amherst Orchestra in two per-

formances of Beethoven's Sym-
phony number 7 in A Major, and

"Pictures at an Exhibition," by

Modeste Moussorgsky and
Maurice Ravel. The Concert on

Wednesday will be held in John M.

Greene Hall at Smith, and that on

Thursday will be presented in

Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst.

Beethoven completed his

Seventh Symphony in 1812. It was
first performed in 1813 at an

elaborate affair given for the

Austrian and Bavarian soldiers

wounded in the war against

Napoleon, and was considered

successful at the time, although

there were some negative com-

ments on Beethoven's conducting.

Pictures at an Exhibition" was
composed by Moussorgsky in 1873

as a tribute to his friend, the

Russian painter Victor Hartmann,
who died in that year. The piece.

originally scored for solo piano,

was written to be played at a

commemorative exhibit of Hart-

mann's work. In 1923, at the

request of Serge Koussevitsky,

Maurice Ravel transcribed the

work for orchestra. The tran-

scription, which soon became a

favorite, shows both Ravel's skill

at orchestration and his respect for

the composer's design.

The concerts will be open to the

public free of charge.

Key Punch Operators

Stenos-Typists

Calculators &
Adding Machines Operators

Join American girls and see

what fun a temporary job can

be. We offer highest pay and

never a fee. Call:

American Girl
associated with

Sandy's Secretarial Service

312 King St. Northampton
584- MM

Exchange Applications Now

Applications will be available

from December 1, 1971 to February

10, 1972 in the Admissions Office,

Whitmore Hall, for Undergraduate

Students interested in going on

exchange either semester of next

year. The participating institutions

"for 1972-73 are:

Illinois State University, Mon-

tana State University, William

Paterson College of New Jersey,

Portland State University,

University of Alabama, University

of Hawaii, University of Idaho,

University of Massachusetts,

University of Montana, University

of Nevada-Reno. University of

Oregon, University of Wisconsin-

Green Bay.

The student applying for an

exchange should be a sophomore.

The exchange would be for his

junior year. The student must have

at least a 2.5 cumulative grade

point average. Students who are

interested in participating in the

program for next year must
complete an application and return

it to Mr. Loder, Office of the

Registrar, no later than the

deadline of February 15, 1972.

Final selections, including a list of

alternates, are expected to be

completed by March 31, 1972.
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Draft Counselor's Corner

The New Draft -Part III
By GILBERT J. SALK

Well, brothers, would you believe

that today's Thursday? Neither

would I, but this is the column I

promised for last Thursday. Please

excuse the delay.

The final important aspect of the

new draft regulations concerns
medical deferments. Don't panic,

but the I-Y classification has been
abolished. This does not mean that

there will be no more medical

deferments, nor does it mean that

there is a whole new set of medical

regulations. The only thing to be

changed is classification

designations.

Instead of I-Ys, boards will

categorize those not medically fit

as either IV-F. IA-RRl, or IA-AO.

There is still a lack of clarity

concerning exactly how each of

these categories is to be used, but

let's talk about what seems to be

true

All those with "permanent"
physical disabilities (i.e., a

medical problem which will not

heal in the foreseeable future) will

be given a IV-F classification. This

will be a fairly permanent
designation. Those medical
problems which previously earned

you a "permanent" I-Y will now
get you a IV-F, and if you've

already had a physical, you can

expect to get reclassified

sometime within the next six

months or so. You will not have to

take a new physical unless you had

a temporary I-Y to begin with.

The conditions for the other two
classifications are less clear. It

appears, though, that temporary
problems such as a broken leg or

high blood pressure will get you the

IA-AO. This classification will

replace the old temporary I-Y. If

you receive a IA-AO, you can
probably expect to be recalled for a

new physical in six moths or a

year.

If the examining station feels

that it needs more information,

and schedules you for an ap-

pointment with a specialist, or if

you appeal the findings of your
physical and are waiting for

ajudication, it seems that you will

be classified IA-RRl. Apparently,

this is a holding classification, and
is only meant to be temporary.

The actual practice on these new
categories may reveal that they

mean something entirely different

from what is described here. As
more accurate information
becomes available, I will pass it

on. For the time being, take the

above as guidelines, not as gospel.

If you receive a classification

which you don't understand, see a

draft counselor immediately. This

is particularly important as the

new regulations only allow you 15

days in which to file an appeal.

Well, folks, that's the new draft.

It's less complicated than the old

regulations, believe it or not, but

it's going to make life more dif-

ficult for students. Even if you're

safe, the war machine wil! still be

gobbling up your brothers, no

matter how many men Nixon pulls

out of Vietnam. Fight the draft.

Learn draft counseling. Encourage
your brothers to get help. Vote NO!
for President in '72. (It's a

democracy, isn't it? Can't we say

that none of the candidates are

satisfactory, that we don't want
any of them, that we want the

bosses to go back and pick some
real choices for us? No? Oh, well, it

was a thought.)

PEACE.
Free draft counseling is available at Draft

Counseling Services in 923 Campus Center.

Linsky To Speak

, On Sex And Law
The Peer Sex Education program will sponsor a program "A Legislator

Looks at Sex and the Law". Attorney Martin Linsky, representative of

the thirteenth Norfolk District to the Massachusetts State Legislature

will speak Monday, November 17 at 7:30 p.m. in the Berkshire Clubroom

in the Southwest area.

A graduate of Williams College, Representative Linsky received his

law degree from Harvard in 1964 and served in 1965 and 1966 as

Legislative and Research Assistant to the Lt. Governor, and in 1967 as the

Assistant Attorney General. Presently, he is Assistant Minority Leader in

the House and a member of the Special Committee to Study Health Care

and Hospital Costs as well as the Congressional Redistricting Committee.

He serves as Consultant to the Secretary of HEW.
This semester, he is Fellow-in-Residence for the Five College Area, and

has previously taught courses in Federal-State Relations at Nor-

theastern. In 1968 and 1969, it was Rep. Linsky who filed the bill to have

the unmarried restriction removed from the Massachusetts Birth Control

statute.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Flying Club To Meet
On Wednesday, November 17,

1971, there will be a meeting for

all club members at 7:00 p.m. in

Room 162, Campus Center. This

meeting will pertain to the forth-

coming NIFA flying meet which

our club will be hosting at

Turners Falls Airport on

December 4, 1971.

Time is short-we need people

to help-the situation is critical

-

WE NEED YOU.
Please attend, as this is our

chance to put the Collegiate

Flying Club "on the map."
The Wednesday night ground

school will meet, as usual,

following this special Club
meeting.

It is not clear whether the IA-AO
or the IA-RRl are considered to be

"eligible" classifications, and
whether you will be included in the

year's priority pool if you hold one

of these classifications.

THE BROTHERHOOD OF

SAM
cordially invites all

University Men and Women
to attend

RUSH
on Tues., Nov. 16 and Thur., Nov. 18

at 8 p.m. 387 N. Pleasant St.

call for rides 545-0845 or 253-9957

SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE * * SAVE • • SAVE
Redeem Coupons at the

STUDENT UNION HATCH

W

between 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Tues., Nov. 16-Sat, Nov. 20

* One Coupon
Per Order # «

i

Ik

it

A
I
A

8 0Z

2 Hamburgers
French Fries
Soft Drink

for

Only 75*
($1.00 value)

from 5 p.m. -9 p.m. Tues.-Sat.
NOV. 16 Nov. 20

at STUDENT UNION HATCH

«3 Ice Cream Sundae ^
of your choice

10' Oft
With This Coupon

Tues.-Sat.,Nov.i6-Nov.20
5p.m. -9 p.m. A.

_ atSTUDENT UNION ICE CREAM BAR M

STEAK SSSM&
DAILY3P.M.-10P.M.

MDC CLASSIFIED

AUTOS FOR SALE
l.ange comps. with spoiler. Used one

season. ('II after 5:30. 323-4084.

tfll-17

WANTED

I966ltcd Porsche 912 new tires batters

(.ood mechanical condition. Best offer.

25:1-9689. or 54S-2330.
tf 1 1-17

1965 G.O std.. 4 sp.. h.t.. 2 dr . Wue.

like new. asking $750. (all after 6 p.m.

Tel. 256-8663. My lose Is your gain.

tfll-18

Sony portable tape recorder 145. Knight

short wave radio receiver 130. ..or best

offers, (all Dave at 6-5657 anytime and

•""""•
tfll-17

•67 Chevelle Mallbu. 2-door hardtop,

vlnvl roof, radio. V-t. A.T., P.S.. ex-

cellent condition. 1995. (all 2S3-3**7.

tf 11-11

I'sed Rock records for sale In exc. cond.

incl. English and Bootlegs II 25/rec. Call

253-5*45.
Ull-19

Daily Hampshire Gazette is In-

terviewing students & others for working

as stringers. If Interested call Kdltor at

(iazet. 5H4-5O00.

tfll-22

Kemale desires traveling companion to

West Coast, leaving around Dec. 1. Call

Joan (ilpson. 538-2203.

tfll-lt

«i Rambler, good engine, no trans..

extra wheels and tires. Will sell in part or

whole Best offer. Call Zlg at 2SH-O850

After «.
tf-ll-17

Ply. Fury. gd. eng. * trs.. needs new

minor reps. Only S8MM ml. Call Stan S4t-

K344. cheap.
till-17

Fischer wood Skis. Cubco bindings .
site

9. Rleker lace boots, poles, boot tree. 140.

( omplete. Call Bob 54II-653S.

trii-io

Photographer wants
female models. (>ood

required. Write: Rob.
Chicopee. Mass. 01014.

open-minded
pay. No exp.
PO Box 272.

tfll-IR

Snow ()uren. a beautiful color animated
fable. Tuesday night. Nov. 16. 7:00. 8:30.

1(1:00. 50<. Student In ion Ballroom. Free
popcorn

!

tfll-10

Very real woman would like to meet
single man 1 30-401 who desires mature
human contact. Write PO Box 190.

* mnfrlt> tfll-17

You're warm, warmer, now you're hot in

an authentic air forcejiarka I Mens 137. 50.

boys * girls I34.S0 Call Al at 540-08I4-27S

Puffton VIII.

Ull-19

TYPING

SERVICES

Air Force type parkas, brand new, 130.

Call -.tfi-*5:»

tfll-lt

Amplifier preferably small fender (pre-

cbsi can't go over 1250 Call Larry. 546-

7226. 720 Webster.
tfll-lt

Advanced musk student will give piano

lessons in your home dorm or wherever,

(all 323-7273. 13.00/ 3/4 hour.

tfll-17

Discount Stereo Components , compacts

.

T.V.'s. 2a-40%off list price. Most major

brands available. Jim Jensen 586-1365

tfll-18

TRAVI TRAVEL
RIDE WANTED

1971 blue Chevy Vega hatchback coupe

auto trans.. 7 good tare* Incl. snow tires,

excellent cond. Call 54»-«73* after S p.m.
Ull-lt

AKC Pemgroke V.elsh Corgi male. 8

wks. red a white, great disposition. 1 100.00

(all 1985819.
tfll-18

Mustang '65. worth more than 18*0 must

sell, will take best and fastest offer. Call I-

533-3479 after 5 p.m.
ull-lt

I9M red Porsche »I2. new Ures. new

battery, good mechanical condition. Best

offer. , .
tfll-17

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Honda 350 cl, 1970. ex. cond. Call 253 5988

after 5 p.m.
tfll- 17

FOR SALE

lOckenbacker 12 string seml-arcnustlcal

rlectric guitar with case, excellent con-

dition, best offer. Call F.d 253-9957.
11-18

Records! New albums In stock, tape a

stereo equipment by order, discount

prices, come to 242. Gorman or call John at

546-6470.
tfll-18

Telescope edmonton 6" reflector orlg.

I2M asking I KM and realistic tape deck

sound on sound asking 1 1*0. S45-2418 Bill

rm. 128.
' _ tfll-lt

Head masters *05rm marker bindings:

originally 121" now 1 140. Call Peter

Z.andan in 117 Greenough 545-2639

(fil-i:

Crimson Travel offers low cost spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

I or more info call Rich MargU 412 Dwlght

S45-0790.
tfll-lt

FOR RENT

Presidential apartment-sublet available

Nov. 15. 11*5. including utilities Call 253

2515. Kamins Real Estate.
tf 11 It)

Furntohed room, S 1/2 ml. UMass.
Kitchen priv. available Immediately. Call

586-003*.
tfll-lt

PERSONAL

long challenges shmoogle doogle to a

drinking contest, 8at.. Nov. 20 byob and

forget the fire extinguishers!
11-16

Ride to No. Carolina prefer Chapel Hill

and or return during Thanksgiving period

Can pay expenses. Call Joan 253-1*03

tfll-17

Help! Stranded commuter need* ride

SpfW 1 'Mass for 8 m .class Tilth Al*0
1 M-spfkl . Tu S:3t p.m.. can kelp ex-

penses! 734-221$ after I p m
tfll-lt

ENTERTAINMENT
Rock group Phoenix for your party or

dance, old standard music at reasonable

rates, make re*, for Xm*s parties now.
Call Pete 549-4M28

tfll-17

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING
Register your book In 8.1'. Rm. 318.

K\rr> student with >our course next

semester will need your honks save I

money, sell direct. tf-sem

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem symbols. Call 253-3601

tf 12-21

MOVIE
WOODY ALLFN IS HII.AHIOt s IN

•TAKF THF. MONEY AND Rt'N" IN
( Ol.OR. SAT..NOV. 20. MAHAR AUD.. 7.

». II P.M.
aftMl

HELP WANTED
Ski instructors wanted at Berkshire

Fast. M or F. experienced part or full

lime Send resume to Director. 21 North

St.. Windsor locks. Conn.
tfll-lt

JOBS

Overseas lob* for students. Australia,

Europe, 8. America, Africa, etc. All

professions a occupations. 1 7*0 to 130*0

monthly, expenses paid, overtime,
sightseeing. Free information-write Job*
Overseas. Dept 8B, Box 15071. San Diego.

Calif. tlllS.

tfll-22

WANTED TO RENT

2-4 bedroom apartment or house for

January or February I. Call 546-6515 or

Ull-lt

Wanted for Jan. I. one bedroom apt., pet

must be allowed. Rent between 1130 and
lion Call 6*5-4t*5 after 6. Mo. a Med
night

1/ 1 l-l»

REWARD

Guitars Amps, drums, ace. *t

reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop.

98 Main St. North 586-1706.

Ifl 1-30

I WANT TO SHARE IN AN OCCULT
EXPERIENCE. SEANCE PREFERED
OR OTHER. PLEASE (ALL DERRIF
IIMMIOX tfll-18

FREE

Cnclaimed stray dng l yr old male
terrier, hnusehroken. 253-5767

Ifll'll

Eorinfo leadlnit In recovers of male dog
part K»id Metrics • i a RMti MM ' ft. tan

hair. r. months old. Last 11-1-71 58. -0079

alter I.

tfll 19

>

t/ Q n>
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ASTROLOGY CLU»
Astrology club now forming. Call

253-7479.

BHAKTI YOGA (LASS
Wednesday. 7 p.m. in Grayson

331, Orchard Hill.

CAMPUS SCOUTS
All scouts or anyone interested in

a campus scouting group. Meeting

tonight in CC 804-808 at 7 p.m. If

you can't attend call 6-7504.

CANCE COFFEE HOUSE
Interested performers call Eli

eves. 546-5015-Persist.

C II K I S T I A N SCI E N C E
ORGANIZATION
Testimony-reading meeting.

Students testify to Truth working

in their lives. Inspiring citations

from the Bible and Science &
Health. All welcome. 6:45 p.m.

CC803.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Elections will be held on Thurs.

Nov. 18 in front of the University

store from 9 a.m. -5 p.m. IDs
required for voting.

ECONOMICS MAJORS
There will be a meeting of the

undergraduate Economics liason

committee Tuesday at 6 p.m. -all

welcome.
ENTOMOLOGY SEMINAR
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in

Fernald Hall. Speaker: Mr. Frank

Pears, graduate student. Topic:

Sampling methods for aquatic

insects.

FENCING CLUB
The Fencing Club will meet

Tuesday and Thursday from 7-9

p.m. in rm 8 WoPE. Everyone is

welcome to attend.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting 6:30 p.m. CC rm 805-809.

GEOLOGY MAJORS
Faculty presents an orientation

meeting about jobs, Grad. schools

& summer field camps-Tues. at 8

p.m. in Rm. 161 Mor.

GOD, JESUS & YOU
Christian Science organization

Handel
Program Set

On Wednesday. November 17, at

12:10 at Grace Episcopal Church

on the Common in Amherst,

Lucille Jonason, soprano, will

perform an all Handel program,

which will include arias from

Messiah and other oratorios. Miss

Jonason has studied and sung in

England and in Colorado. She is

currently studying with Oren

Brown of Amherst and New York

City. She will be assisted by

Gorden Dean, organist, and Walter

Chesnut. trumpeter.

This is another in the weekly

series of short programs of music,

called "Wednesdays at Noon".

There is no charge. The public is

cordially invited

On the following Wednesday, the

artist will be Gordon J. Dean,

organist

"COME TO WHERE
THE ACTION IS"

DIALTONE

Notices
meeting tells about the relation

ship of God, Jesus and you.

Questions welcome. Tonight at 6:45

p.m. in CC rm. 803.

HEYMAKER8 SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
The regular square dance will be

held tonight at the SU-Bristol-

Essex Dining rooms. Lessons from

7:30-9:30 and club level dancing

from 9:30-10:30.

1111,1 Kl
Israeli dancing tonight at 7 p.m.

in the Hillel office. Free in-

structions given.

LECTURE
Pat Matlick will speak on:

Marxist theory of Economics and

Labor theory of values at 8 p.m.

tonight in the Red room of Amherst

College.

MIKKWOOD
Last chance. If you want to play

Saturday night contact Jim at 6-

6577 or Joey 6-6681. We have the

determination, do you?

MUSIC THEATRE
The UMass Music Theatre is now

accepting proposals from in-

dividuals interested in directing

the organization's spring semester

production There are no pre-

requisites. Those interested should

contact Bill Menezes, Janis Cheney

or Steve Driscoll c/o 4th floor

Machmer for further info.

Deadline Dec. 2.

SPANISH CLUB
The Spanish Club will hold a

meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.,

Herter Hall, 4th floor lounge. All

present members and those in-

terested in joining are asked to

attend.

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP
Free-open to everyone-tonight

at 6 p.m. at the Amherst College

wrestling room.

UMASS SKI PATROL
There will be a course on Cardio-

pulmonary Resuscitation in rm 170

CC at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday night, for

all Ski Patrol members and first

aid students.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
Meeting tonight at 7: 30 in rm911-

915 CC. All women welcome to an

informal discussion of alternatives

to marriage.

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:

„,HmwvW(:
700pm NEWS-a full half hour report from WMUA NEWS.

7 30 p m THE BEST OF SHERLOCK HOLMES-another episode of

the outstanding oldtime radio series from England. (30 minutes)

8 00 p m LIVE MUSIC FESTIVAL-live locally recorded music for

an hour Local groups perform from the WMUA Studios. If you

have a group and are interested in this series, call or write

WMUA.
9:00 p.m. FIRESIGN THEATRE (one hour)

10 00 p.m. FOCUS-Tonight commentator Ken Mosakowski will look

at the changing nature of U.S. involvement in Indochina, where

sophisticated gadgetry and means of electronic warfare are

replacing the conventional combat troop role. Also on tonights

Focus program, a look at the "Death Toll Project", a form of

anti-war protest, (one hour)

11:00 p.m. NEWS-another half hour report centering attention on

original reporting of area news.

1 1 :3() p.m. THE WES CANNELL SHOW-Rock and other good music

til 3:00 a.m.

UESPAY. NOVEMBER M . M. UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS ^ ^^
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY

Aslroloqy columns have nothing to do

with computers, crystal balls or psychics.

This column is based on Ihe relationships of

individual zodiacal signs to the current

positions of Ihe sun. moon and planets. The

advice offered is based on a knowledge of

cycles and. if my mail is to be held as a

gauge, is often entertaining and accurate

ARIES (March 21 April 1»): Concern

with the occult or hidden is emphasized. Get

new viewpoint See beyond the obvious.

Refuse to be brainwashed Your own
concepts, ideas should be aired Exercise

innate sense of independence.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Ability to

learn, absorb knowledge is accented. Avoid

brooding See potential Welcome one who
offers to leach Concern with language

should be encouraged Articulate needs,

desires Be specific.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20). You find new,

more exciting ways of completing chores

What was work can become fun There is no

need to feel guilty. Expand horizons. Get rid

of outmoded concept You need not hang on

to past mistake
CANCER (June 21 July 22): Accent on

how you express feelings If you hold back,

defeat and frustration enter If you give,

satisfaction and accomplishment present

ihemselves It is up to you Accept hap

piness. reject despair

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Practical forms

of achieving are emphasized You have to

ask, write, call, send messages. Nothing

will be handed you on proberbial silver

platter Take initiative in removing ob

slacle You can do it.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Cycle high,

take initiative New forms, contacts,

challenges and chances are featured

Circumstances turn in your favor Your

ludgment is vindicated You receive

meaningful accolade Congratulations due.

LIBRA (Sepl 23 Oct 22): Money position

is more secure Longstanding debt could be

repaid Oil proposition may be in picture.

Do some double checking. Separate fact

from fancy A secret is conficed. Be
discreel.

SCORPIO (Ocl 23 Nov 21): Study Virgo

message Welcome change, new op

porlunilies Be aggressive without being

arroganl Don't wait or follow crowd In

stead, take lead Others now look to you as

example. Live up to potential.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov M Dec. 21): Some
benefits which accrue may be along a

sublle vein. Key is to discern potential.

Avoid rushing, accusing or jumping to

conclusions Aries associate could be im

patient Heed your own counsel.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Accent

on fulfillment of specific desires Plans

made in recent past come close to fruition

A new person could enter your life and play

important role Keep open mind Be warm
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Co operate

in civic projects What you do now will pay

dividends in nol loo distant future. Act

accordingly There is room for you higher

on ladder Follow through on hunch II is

valid

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20) Ideas which

have been held back now come forward,

your theories are put to work. Success is

indicated Know this act like you know it.

Hesitancy now could cause others to lose

confidence.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

tend to be introspective You are sensitive,

artistic and creative. However, you often

lake easy way and this does not utilize fine

potential. A new direction in your life is

upcoming all to the good
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Flying mammal
Freshet
Reverence
The self

Jargon
Period of time
Upset
Repeat
performance
Bacteriologist's

wire

Cooled lava

Landed
Guido's high

note
Animation
Permit
Fretted in

complaining
way
Hindu
ejaculation

Decay
Period of time

A state (abbr.)

British

regiment
Female
(colloq )

Journey

Underworld
god

44 Burrowing
animal

45 Printer's

measure

47 Prevalent

49 Victorious one

53 Exit

57 Before

58 Inclines

60 Be mistaken

61 Condensed
moisture

62 Thick

63 One, no matter
which

DOWN

1 Wager .

2 Time gone by

1

4
9

12
13
14
15
17

19

21
22
25

27
31
32

34

35
36
37
38

41

3 Uppermost part

4 Transaction

5 Gave
6 Symbol for

silver

7 Pedal digit

8 Sicilian volcano

9 Fuss

10 Armed conflict

11 Organ of sight

16 Vessel

18 Kind of lily

20 Man's name

22 On high

23 Nocturnal
mammal

24 Pronoun

26 Dislike (pi.)

28 Prefix: not

29 Wild

30 Roman official

32 The sun

33 Bitter vetch

AMl A'l to Yesterday' > Puzzle
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35
39

Mature
Spanish for

40

41
44
46

yes
Goddess of

healing

Proceed
Encountered
Pinochle term

48 Join

49 Marry
50 Anger
51 Recent

52 Female ruff

54 Meadow
55 Sea eagle

56 Attempt
59 Indefinite

article

42
43

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 10

THAT'5 THE SCReAMIN6 AND
SHOUTING AND KWNPIN6 ON
THE 6R0UNP AND MAKING A ftXX

OUT OF fOUR6£Lf \jJM ...

By MARK VOGLER
They're in their 80's and are still going strong. And

what's more, they'll be suiting up for their final time

this Saturday afternoon against the Boston College

Eagles.

They are seniors Bob Cabrelli(86) and Walter

O'Malley (88) , the pair that has so adequately handled

the flankerback position for the Redmen throughout the

season. Ageless wonders you ask? Well, no. Actually

they're in their early 20's; 86 and 88 refer to the num-

bers inscribed on their jerseys.

Head Coach Dick MacPherson needs no reminder of

how valuable both Cabrelli and O'Malley have been to

the squad. One quick glance at the statistical chart

clears that up. Prior to the UNH tiff, Cabrelli had

caught 18 passes for 268 yards and two touchdowns.

O'Malley had hauled in four receptions for 56 yards and

one score. Total it up and you have a pretty solid effort

for this one position.

"Coupled with our strong running attack, I think this

(flanker spot) has been a sound position for us all

year," declares MacPherson. "I think they've done the

job for us, no question about it. Both have been great

receivers, and I mean at catching the ball.

"These receivers are probably two of the best

physically conditioned players on the squad because bf

the amount of running they do. The other night the rest

of the squad was huffing and puffing after an extensive

workout, but Bob and Walt just coasted through the

running drills.

"Flanker has been a highly competitive position all

year. Cabrelli seems to have gotten the upper hand at

the spot. An injury has limited O'Malley somewhat. But

nevertheless, he's come on and done a fine job alter-

nating with Bob."
Cabrelli, an ex-athlete from Philadelphia's Haverford

High, captained his school's basketball and football

teams. He played against Marty Evans' team in his

sophomore year. Evans, the Redman back-up quar-

terback behind Piel Pennington, quarterbacked for

Bordentown Military Institute with Cabrelli on the

same team a year before their enrollment at UMass.

Cabrelli, by the way, was the prime target on aerial

strikes -Evans hit him for four touchdowns.

Intent upon going to Syracuse for his college

education, Cabrelli credits Coach Bob Graham with the

recruitment aspect of his coming to UMass.

Linnm iimin i nim ii
" mm0immmtmm^^

"I just sort of fell in love with the place," recalls

Cabrelli. "At first I turned it down. But when I got my
first look at the University, I really took a liking to the

place and its surroundings. The facilities at first site

impressed me."
When Cabrelli commenced his collegiate football

career with UMass, he was under the impression that

he would be broken in as a pass receiver. Such was not

the case. After promotion to the varsity level, he was

honored All Yankee Conference Defensive Halfback as

a sophomore. But he received a shoulder injury toward

the end of that year and underwent an operation over

the winter.

The coaching staff was in the opinion that by swit-

ching Bob to flanker the pressure of the injury would

be lessened. It helped. A year ago he was the team's

third leading receiver.

"I feel that I'm a much better defensive player," says

Cabrelli. "But I enjoy playing offense much more."

Cabrelli 's dad was a great lover of football. And it

doesn't seem likely that he will surpass Mr. Cabrelli's

accomplishments. Starting all of his eight years in the

pros, All-Pro receiver Larry Cabrelli was a member of

the Philadelphia Eagle championship teams of 47-48-49.

Now 21, Cabrelli is married to the former Peggy

Bolton and has one month-old daughter, Kimberly

Anne. Upon graduation in the spring, he eyes a possible

coaching position at Tilton Academy in New Hamp-

shire. He has an inside connection in Jay Louise, the

man who coached him at Bordentown.

O'Malley established quite a name for himself while

playing for St. Johns High in Shrewsbury. He scored

over 100 points as a running back. He claims he set a

scoring record at Bridgeton Academy (N. Bridgeton,

Maine) , the undefeated New England champion against

all college freshman teams in 1967.

He, too, was under the impression that he would play

for UMass at a position he was familiar with. Like

Cabrelli, he guessed wrong. He made a transition the

first day of practice, switching from a running back to a

wide receiver.

O'Malley remarked that he didn't see much action

during his first two years of varsity ball. "Maine

thought I was dynamite though, everytime I played

against them," he joked. In my first two years I only

caught two passes and both were against the Black

Bears.'

He got fairly decent yardage on the receptions, too, 22

and 25 yards respectively. He continued his mastery

this year with one more reception.

O'Malley, discouraged by the small amount of action

he saw in two previous seasons, told how things changed

for him this year:

"I think in my opinion, years from now when I look

over my experiences of football, I've had happy ones

and unhappy ones. Without a doubt, probably one of my
fondest experiences has been playing for Coach Mac-

Pherson. He treats us all like men and not boys.

"I never thought as though I was given a fair chance

at all. So after two years, I started thinking that maybe

I was wasting my time playing. When spring ball came

this year, I went and had a talk with Coach MacPherson

and explained the way I saw things. He told me that he

would give everybody on the squad an equal op-

portunity to prove themselves.

"And that's exactly what I had waited for. When I

came back from preseason, I was in the best physical

shape I've ever been in. I feel good because I'm now

able to contribute. All along I wanted to do so, but I

couldn't because I wasn't playing."

O'Malley is not alone in his family as far as playing

football is concerned. Cousin Peter Manning played

four years for the Chicago Bears before being dealt to a

Canadian club. A former product of Wake Forest,

coached by Norm Snead, he led the Atlantic Coast

Conference in pass receiving. Manning is now a back-

field coach at the University of Texas.

Saturday afternoon when they take the field against

B.C. the flankerback combo will fasten the chinstraps to

their UMass helmets for the final time and will say

farewell to collegiate football. How much does this

game mean to them? Only they can say for sure.

Cabrelli: "We're going into this game a definite

underdog. It's gonna take an extreme effort to win,

that's about the size of it.

"There's a good possibility that B.C. having such a

fine year and winning practically everything, will take

us lightly as they damn near did last year. This will fall

in our favor.

"I'm not happy that it's ending, everyone wishes that

he had a shot to go on to play pro ball. So I want to make

my last game something I can remember with pride in

the future."

tmnKm—wmmwi
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Butkus Turns Receiver
CHICAGO ( AP) — It was what Dick Butkus called one of pro football s

"screwier" plays but suddenly the Chicago Bears are talking about going

all the way. m m . t .. m
The "bad snap" play Sunday gave the Bears a 16-15 victory over the

Washington Redskins and on Monday Coach Jim Dooley said "with five

games to play we have as good a chance as anyone"

"We could do it, we could go all the way," said fullback Jim Grabowsl

who sports a championship ring from former Green Bay Packer days

"I'm optimistic despite the toughest schedule in the league,

vicious George Seals.

"I wasn't impressed with the Bears when I first got here, said Steve

Wright acquired earlier this season from Washington, "But things have

changed one hundred percent. There's a winning attitude now."

The Bears have had their share of pulsating victories in posting a 6-3

record to trail Minnesota by one game in the Central Division of the

National Football Conference.
.

But none could compare with the conversion which gave them a victory

over Washington. .

"Imagine losing a game on a bad snap from center, said Washington

Coach George Allen. - ----
The Redskins had taken a 15-3 lead in the second half on Curt Knight s

fifth field goal. Mac Percival, who had booted a Bear field goal in the first

half, added field goals in the third quarter and early in the final period to

put the Bears within striking distance.

With a little more than 11 minutes to play Cyril Pinder popped out of the

backfield and raced 40 yards for a touchdown to tie the game and Bear

fans sat back waiting for Percival to boot the "automatic" extra point

and give the Bears the lead.

But Gene Hamlin's snap from center saUed over Bobby Dougteff

waiting hands and the crowd gasped. Douglass went sailing after the ball,

scooped it up, dodged several Washington pursuers and threw it into the

hands of Butkus in the endzone for the winning extra point.

"I was just looking for anybody and I saw Dick so I just floated the pass

to him," Douglass said.

Douglass also did a lot of work aside from the bad snap play. He

completed 15 of 33 passes for 214 yards and carried 10 times for 88 yards.

The Bears next face the Detroit Lions who they lead by one-half game

in their division. A victory over the Lions would go a long way towards

qualifying for the playoffs as a "wild card" team even if they fail to catch

the Vikings.

Villanova Retains Title

Revamped Vamp:

NEW YORK (AP) —Villanova

retained the team title for tne sixth

straight year in the IC4A cross-

county championship Monday, but

Bob Wheeler, a Duke sophomore,

surprised the field with a winning

individual time of 24 minutes, 27

seconds.

The 6-foot, 157-pounder from

Baltimore finished 20 yards in

front of Dave Wright of Villanova

who was clocked in 24:29. Marty

Liquori, also of Villanova, was

third in 24:30 and the defending

individual titlist, Donald Walsh of

Villanova, wound up eighth in 24
:
58

in the 63rd annual meet run in a

cold rain.

Lehigh, with 91 points, won the

college division championship for

the third straight vear while Tufts

runners were first and second in

the individual competition.

Dan Moynihan was clocked in a

winning time of 25:03.7

The Crabtree Crabapple Corps

upped its winning record to 2-0 with

a fine balanced attack against Van

Meter. Led by twin guards Betsy

and Wendy Gammons, and high

rebounder Toni Robblee the Apple

Corps never trailed in this contest

as they outlasted the tough Van

Meter attach 10-7.

Defensive specialists Sandy
Thomaier and Kathy Meixner shut

out their taller opponents un-

derneath the boards. Adding to the

attack for the "trees" were Brew

Beers, Sandy Nolan and co-high

scorer, Sue Beede.

The Vamps led by Lisa

Ellstrom's superb effort of four

points and seven big rebounds

crushed the Hookers, 12-4, at Wope.

Roberta Brewer got the Vamps
rolling with an underhand free

throw that ignited a five point burst

late in the first half that opened the

game up.

From there Miss Ellstrom,

Maureen Hanifan and Roz Moreau

took over to ice the victory. Other

outstanding performances were

turned in by Colleen McGrath,

Jean Alekna, and Chris Fiorenzo.

Nancy Young scored all four points

for the Hookers.

The Field Goals outlasted the

Gorman Alkies by the score 9-5.

Gorman started off with a quick 3-0

lead, and with their constant

harassment of the Goal guards,

who were bringing the ball up-

court, it seemed as though Gorman

might win.

But halfway through the first

half the Goals defense started to

click and their offense soon

followed. The offense consisted of a

basket apiece from Paula Cun-

ningham, Donna Bell and Ronda

Factor.

The rest of the points were the

results of free throws. The defense

which stalled Gorman consisted of

Tina Jones and Betse Curtis at

guard; Debbie Kirchmer who
hauled down 10 rebounds.at cen-

ter; Donna Bell who had 6

rebounds and Paula Cunningham

who had 4 rebounds, at forwards.

The girls, who are coached by

Arnold Greenhut, are looking

forward to a promising season.

THURSDAY NIGHT
The Mushrooms, overcoming a

slow start and some erratic first

half play, edged out the Space

Cadets 19-6. Putting the points on

the board for the big green were

Lindberg with 8, Knappe with 4 and

McCarthy, Morin and Nealong

each contributing two.

Gamma Sigma Sigma opened its

basketball season with an exciting

12-10 victory over Kappa Alpha

Theta. The game was highlighted

by its tight defense and some

sloppy shooting by both sides.

Both teams had many chances

on fast breaks but failed to take

advantage. At the end of regulation

play the score was tied at 10-10.

Scorers for Gamma Sigma Sigma

at this point were Diane Janvier

with 4, Marcia Parks - 2, Mary
Malaspina - 2, and Judy Beecy - 2.

This sent the game into a three

minute overtime. Tight defense

prevailed again as both teams

were unable to score. The game
thus ended with the first team

gaining a two point margin the

victor.

Then came some Gamma Sig

heroics. Diane Janvier stole the

ball from a Theta and dribbled

down to the basket. She en-

countered three Thetas and

quickly turned around and passed

the ball to Marcia Parks who put in

a ten yard shot. Thus, Gamma Sig

came out on top 12-10.

TONIGHT

CLEAN LIVING
AT

<£l} v English Pub

>:30 til close Dancing Only 25

ISRAEL/ DANCING -

Tonight and tvtry Tuesday night, 7: 00 p.m.

Hillel Office, Rm 420 SU

Free Instructions
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TOP OF THE CAMPUS +
ALL YOU CAN BAT

From our salad bar and brtad board.

Along with SMOOTH SAILING ^
Grilled Pasiroim with melted Swiss Cheese,

Bermuda Onion A sliced tomato on a fresh onion

roll. Only 1.75

11:45
to

1:45

I

K
O
A
Y
S

Every Wednesday is

STAMPEDE NIGHT
A little bit of the Far Wast in New England.
Our cowgirls, in Western garb will serve you Western Steer Beef

by the ounce — 45c per ounce for Prime Sirloin, 70c per ounce for

Filet Mignon, and ISC per ounce for a Rib of Broiled Beef. Just tell

the chef how thick of a slice you want, and how you like it dona.

Keep our Friday Night Buffet in mind li 30 to •: 00 p.m. 15.50 per

person.

©(7&Lordf
v _ y Teffery

aAOUL MtTftKM. MNXHM*
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It Felt Like The Cage . .

.

Erving Sparkles In N.Y. Debut
By DAN KAMAL

Long Island, N.Y.-It looked

like Curry Hicks Cage. Not only

did it look like the Cage, but a

ballplayer named Julius Erving
scored 29 points and pulled down
a game-leading (sound
familiar?) 17 rebounds. It felt

like the Cage.

It was, however, the Island

Arena, home of the New York
Nets, who were playing host to

Mr. Erving and the Virginia

Squires. UMass -er -the Squires

won the game in overtime, 127-

123. Coach Ja -Al Bianchi of the

visiting Virginia club credited

Erving with the key play of the

game.

"Julie's rebound with about 40

seconds left in overtime enabled

us to run out enough of the clock

to insure the win."

Remember the recording of

the National Anthem that used to

be played before home games at

the Cage? Well, I think someone
sold it to the Island Arena.

That's right, not even a John

Kiley at the organ.

A "record" crowd of 6,602

gave the local hero from
Roosevelt, NY the kind of

reception he used to get back on
the UMass campus. However, it

was not entirely a "similar-to-

the Cage-type-game." Erving
only played 37 out of a possible 53

minutes.

Although this fact makes
Erving's statistics all the more
impressive, there were reasons

he didn't see more action.

First of all, he was called on a

couple of quick fouls. Also,

according to Bianchi, "He still

has a lot to learn on defense and
he wasn't getting open as well as

he should."

Julius kept his team in the

game in the first quarter as he

pumped in 11 points to counter

Bathj ©nU|9ian

SPORTS
the 14 points scored by the in-

comparable Rick Barry as the

Nets held a first quarter lead of

29-27.

The former UMass great

(just had to say it) played only

about 7 minutes in the second

frame, but the "other" star of

the Squires, Charlie Scott got a

bit hotter offensively and the two

teams were deadlocked at the

half, 54-54.

Erving was back in the line-up

as the second half got underway.

Then -at 5 : 38 of the third quarter

(remember that) -the 6'6 for-

ward scored his 15th and 16th

points on a STUFF SHOT.

The game remained real close

the rest of the way, with neither

team opening up more than a

six-point lead.

Then with less than a minute

left in regulation time, Erving

took over. He came down with a

key rebound that led to a Charlie

Scott jumper tying the game. A
missed shot by Barry and a

scramble on the throw-in by
Virginia after a time out put the

game into overtime.

Scott scored the first two
Squire points in the extra stanza
on a good feed from Erving.
Then, after Virginia had pulled

into a four-point lead with time
running out, Julius grabbed the

rebound of a Scott jumper and
the Squires were home free.

JULIUS JARGON -The
prinicpal of Roosevelt High and
Erving's grammar school coach
were there to give awards to

Julius and former Roosevelt

coach Ray Wilson ( now a UMass
assistant coach). ..also there

were cheerleaders from
Roosevelt High. ..Erving was
third high scorer in the game
behind Barry (38) and Scot-

ia)... Bianchi had a lot of

praise for his prize rookie after

the game, "He jumps like he's

6'9, he runs like he's 6'4, and he

handles the ball like he's 5'9.

He's done a helluva job for

us"*....

Do vou have to rub it in, Al?

Pennington Heads

YanCon Weekly Picks

UMass quarterback Piel Pennington, UConn end Al Akowitz and Holy

Cross defensive tackle Jim Griffin have been chosen as the top offensive,

defensive and sophomore players in the Yankee Conference for their

performances last Saturday.

Pennington, a 6'5 190-lb. sophomore hit 16 of 23 passes for 198 yards and

three touchdowns to spark UMass to a 38-20 win at New Hampshire that

brought a share of the YanCon championship. Pennington completed his

first 8 passes and 10 of 11 in the first half to put UMass ahead 28-7.

Akowitz, a 6'1 193-lb. senior, was a defensive star in the 10-6 UConn win

at Rhode Island that brought a share of the title. He tackled the quar-

terback 3 times and his pressure tactics were the key reason that URI
completed just 10 of 27 passes for 89 yards.

Griffin, a 6' 1 240-lb. sophomore, made 13 tackles, including 5 open-field

efforts to stop quarterback rollout plays in the 14-13 Holy Cross loss at

Kutgers. It was the best game all year for a Crusader lineman.

Other nominations were: Offense-FB Don Zweig (UConn), QB Bob
Hopkins (New Hampshire) & FB Joe Wilson (Holy Cross); Defense-T

Nelson Cassavaugh (New Hampshire), LB Fran Prondecki (Vermont),

LB Dan Harper (Holy Cross) & T Bill DeFlavio (UMass); Sophomores

DE Bill Cooke ( UConn ) & DE Tim Coltin ( New Hampshire)

.

Tomorrow:

Sports

Special

A Trip

To N.Y.

An
Interview

With Julius

THE PERFECT STRIKE-Steve Schubert readies to catch perfectly thrown td pass from Piel Pen-
nington in Saturday's win over New Hampshire. Schubert had a big day including one more td grab.

Ruggers Winded By Jumbos
By BILL GORCZYCA

The UMass Rugby Club lost to Tufts RC in a hard
fought contest on the Boyden Athletic Fields last

Saturday.
The deciding factors in the 7-4 defeat were two early

injuries to Redmen Jack Hamilton and Mike Renee
which forced them to leave the game. Due to these

injuries the UMass Ruggers played most of the game
at a distinct disadvantage since the rules of Rugby do
not allow substitution for injured players.

Tufts scored all their points in the first half with a

strong wind blowing at their backs. This same wind

hampered the UMass kicking game and the Redmen
were unable to mount any sort of offense. Strong

Defensive performances by Asa Glaser and Toby
Lyons, however, kept the Jumbos on their backs for a

good deal of time and prevented them from scoring

more than seven points in the first half.

The UMass offense came alive in the second half,

however, for the wind was now blowing in their favor.

Consistently long punts by Mike Reynolds and Pete

Herrman spiced with the daring running of Glaser put

Tufts on the defensive for the remainder of the game.
Two long runs by Herrman led to the only UMass
score-a fifteen yard jaunt by scrum-half Reynolds.

Reynolds' conversion attempt after the try, however,

sailed wide of the goalposts.

The UMass Ruggers continued to apply pressure

after their score, but were unable to push the ball

across the goal line for the winning points. Con-

sidering the two injuries early in the game, however,

the Redmen turned in a strong performance against a

well conditioned Tufts squad.
In other action Saturday the UMass B squad was

tied by the Tufts seconds 9-9.

UMass opened the scoring in this contest with a 25

yard penalty kick by "Doc'' Laurence which was good
for three points. Credit for this score must also be
given to UMass defensive standouts Ken Unkeles and
"Mad Dog" Mike Mancuso whose vicious tackling

forced Tufts to commit numerous mistakes
throughout the game.
UMass' final score in the first half was set up by a

spectacular 50 yard gallop by Art Shelley. As he was
being tackled, Shelley passed the ball to teammate
Greg Toudrin who carried it 25 yards more for the

score. The educated toe of Laurence put the ball

through the uprights on the conversion attempt and
the UMass Ruggers left the field with a 9-0 halftime
lead.

This lead was short-lived, however, as the second
half opened with the Tufts squad scoring on a 30 yard
penalty kick that was good for 3 points. Numerous
penalties hampered the Redmen Ruggers and they

had trouble in crossing midfield for most of the half.

Poor passing then contributed to a breakdown in the

UMass backfield which led to a Tufts try. The con-

version attempt was good and the score was knotted 9-

9.

Not content with a tie, the Redmen Ruggers stor-

med back to gain control of the game. In the last

minutes of the contest they were inside the Tufts 10

yard line but unable to penetrate a solid opposing line.
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Fees To Go Through Student Committee
Vice Chancellor for Ad-

ninistrative Services Thomas
Campion was in attendance at last

night's meeting of the Student

Senate committee on Rents and

Foes where he answered questions

on a number of issues placed

before him by members of the

committee. The major topics of

concern were many, but allwere

covered in a rather hectic two

hours.

Committee chairman Bob

Chiller was most concerned with

On The Inside:!

D.A. On Drugs
See page three

Tickets
See page three

Sports Special
See page eight

—

the question of departments which

levy fees on students and whether

or not their power to do so was

regulated by the committee Vice

Chancellor Campion was quick to

assure him that if he had anything

to say about it all fees will have to

go through the committee before a

department can levy them.

Ham Pepper of the Rents and

Fees committee then asked

Campion if, since the Campus
Center fee goes through the

Student Union Governing Board.

was the Board trying to raise it. At

this point, committeeman Elliot

Sherman said that the S.U.G.

Hoard is trying to raise more

revenue from other areas. Miss

Pepper then asked why it was

necessary to raise the fee if new

revenues were coming in from

other areas. Vice Chancellor

Campion responded that as it was

all new sources of revenue were

needed just to keep the fee at its

present level of $ir>.

This line of conversation then led

to the proposed issue of raising the

garage rates to help defray the

Campus Center fee. Chairman

Chiller informed the committee of

the plan which entails raising the

rates tor the first two hours to

111 teen cents an hour, and leaving it

at the usual ten cents an hour

thereafter, based on the fact that

the average car is parked in the

garage 2.7 hours. Vice Chancellor

Campion replied that the S.U.G.

Board is considering different

rates and that even though the

garage was running at a deficit, no

student fees whatsoever are being

used to meet this cost.

The next order of business

concerned the alleged raise in

price at the Hamlin hotel. Com-
mitteewoman Pepper raised this

question early in the meeting

(before the arrival of Vice

Chancellor Campion) and pointed

out that no one had the right to

increase a Board of Trustees rate

without first going to the Trustees

Alter the arrival of the Vice

Chancellor the question was again

raised, and Mr Campion an

i.oun.vd that he wasn't sure of the

verity of the story concerning the

rates, which first appeared in

yesterday's Collegian.

At this point one of the members
of the committee pointed out to

Campion that she had a few

friends, undergraduates at the

University, who lived it) Hamlin

and were paying the rate quoted in

the Collegian The issue was then

concluded with a promise to check

it out with the people involved

The last major order of business

discussed was the possibility of

changing the rules and regulations

of the University concerning living

in dormitories. Vice Chancellor

Campion stated that it may be

possible to change the rules so that

more people would qualify for off

campus living, but this led to

discussion on the topic of lack of

people in the resident halls.

The chief concern in this area

was the lack of people in the Sylvan

area, which is only 80% full and

suffers from a poor ratio of males

to females in its CO ed

arrangement, with girls com
prising only 19% of the population

Vice Chancellor Campion revealed

that the University was con

sideling B plan that would enable

students living in Sylvan to bypass

the meal ticket requirement as a

means of attracting people to the

area.

In other developments com-

mitteeman Elliot Sherman
revealed that his section had

procured Alumni Stadium for a

possible spring concert It was
announced that there would be a

|omt meeting of the Bents and Fees

Committee and the Services

Committee on November 50th

After all discussion had dosed, the

meeting adjourned
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Alumni May Lose

Council Vote
By ROBERT MEDE1ROS

Should alumni have voting privileges on the Athletic Council''

No. according to a Student Senate official.

Yes, according to an executive of the alumni organization.

The Student Senate will soon have before it a proposal to

restructure the Athletic Council. This plan would drop the voting

membership to exclude Alumni. At stake, the Senate believes, is

coin rol ot more t nan 1500 000 in student fees. The Athletic Council is

and has been for years acultv committee

Larry Ladd. administrative vice-president for the Student

Senate, in an earlier Mix ' interview explained why he believes that

alumni should not be granted the right to vote on the Athletic

Council.

'The alumni have a right to be consulted. They do not nave a

right to say how student money should be spent. Athletics do not

financially affeel the alumni as they do the student in that the

student must tarry the major financial burden of the athletic

program.'' said Ladd
Evan Johnston, executive vice-president for the Associated

alumni, said. "We feel stronglv that we have individuals who have

demonstrated through loyalty and ability that they can make a real

contribution in helping to guide such a (athletic) program by a

voting membership on the Athletic Council."

Johnston said that the alumni would be upset "and rightfully so

if the alumni were denied voting privileges.

Johnston said. "The biggest turnout that we have for alumni is in

athletic-oriented events.'' He said that an alumnus will go to an

athletic event at the University and walk around afterwards. It is

usually at this time that an alumnus will become involved in some

other University event or organization.

Tt is a fact of life in this business that athletics provide a rallying

point for a lot of alumni," said Johnston.

Alumni who are selected to serve on the various boards are ex-

pected to serve as individuals, he said. "Never has the Alumni

Board or this official told, or even asked, any members of the

Athletic Council how to vote on any particular issue," said John-

S

The alumni have not been noted for their financial support of the

University he said that this is because it is a fairly young alumni

group. About 67% of the alumni have graduated since 1960. ac-

cording to his figures.

T am sure that we will see significant improvement in our an-

nual contributions with the advent of a Development Office and a

good development program which should become reality in the

near future," said Johnston.

UMass Fine Arts Council Presents

Budget Discussion Deferred

Selectmen Hear Torrey Report
By CHARLES BERKUH

In their weekly meeting

yesterday morning, the Board of

Selectmen deferred discussion of

the Capital Budget, heard a report

from Town Manager Allen Torrey

that he had signed the "Police

Reporter

Lecturing
A newspaperman whose beat is

die Massachusetts legislature will

give a public lecture .it I Mass this

evening

Neil GiroUX, State House
reporter lor the Springfield Daily

News, will speak at 7 p.m. at

Campus ('enter S04-808. sponsored

by Alpha Phi Gamma
His topic is. "An Appraisal of

Politics and the Press in

Massachusetts".
Giroux. a 1968 UMass graduate,

has served a Berkshire County

radio station, two community
newspapers and The Associated

Press as a reporter. He writes a

daily column for the Springfield

paper. In addition, he is a law

student at Suffolk University in

Boston.

The lecture is open to the entire

campus. APG, the honorary
journalism society, especially

encourages journalism and
government students to attend the

lecture and question period, ac-

cording to APG Pres. Linda

Balicki.

Prints

Exhibited
An exhibit of silkscreen prints by

major contemporary American
artists is beinfc held at Amherst

College until Sunday Nov. 21.

The prints are being shown in the

Ninevah Room. Mead Art

Building, on the Amherst campus
and may be viewed from 9 a.m. - 5

p.m.. Monday -Saturday, and 11:30

a.m. - 5 p.m.. Sunday
Commissioned by Multiples. Inc.

of New York City, the artists in-

clude Anskiewicz, Dine. Indiana.

Lindner. Warhol and Wesselman.

Among other things these works

reveal the artists exploring optical

effects of color juxtaposition.

La'
B0WKER AUDITORIUM-UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

WED., MOV. 17 &.THURS., N0V.18, 1971-8 P.M.

RESERVED TICKETS: UMass undergraduates $150; other—tull-time

students $2.50; UMoss faculty staff $3; generol public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL BOX OFFICE. 125 Herter Hall, Tel 545-0202
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Compact' and authorized two

letters to be written. Board

Chairman Merle Howes was out ol

town, and unable to attend the

relatively short meeting.

The Selectmen were to discuss

the Capital budget at yesterday's

meeting, but due to the absence ot

Howes and an apparent un-

willingness on the part of the other

Selectmen to discuss it at that

time, it was postponed and

scheduled for the meeting next

Monday night

Torres said that he had signed

the Western Mass. Interagency

Mutual Aid Assistance Agreement

for Amherst Monday, and Deputy

Chief Mai.i signed for the Police

The agreement provides for

regional cooperation among police

in about 40 communities in

Western Mass. Amherst declined

to join the "Tactical Squad" at this

time but reserved the right to join

it and any other groups in the

"Police Compact.''

The Board will send an affadavit

to the Interstate Commerce
Commission in support of Western

Mass. Bus Lines' request for a

permit to charter busses for in-

terstate trips. UMass, Amherst

and the surrounding communities

will benefit from the service

Selectman Michael P. Sullivan, Jr

was authorized to draft a letter

thanking Congressman Silvio

Conte for his help in getting the

ICC FCC. to approve a new

CATV channel for the Amherst

area. Channel 38 is expected to

begin serving the area in

February.

Selectman H Hills Skillings will

meet with a representative ot the

Sunderland Selectmen for the

pot ambulation of town lines. Town
Manager Torrey was asked to be

sure that a brush and a can of paint

are there for the perambulation

The Board decided to hold the

TOPICS Areawide Report, which

concerns traffic and road

problems, for two weeks This will

allow the Board and the Traffic

and Circulation Committee to

study it. The Board also approved

and "accepted a calendar setting

the dates and deadlines pertaining

to the Town elections to be held in

February, approved a change in

management in Mike's Westview

Club, and approved the relocation

of a telephone pole.

Board Holds Hearings
The Search Committee to nominate candidates for the permanent

Chancellor at CMass-Amherst will hold an open hearing at 4-00 pm today

in the Board Room (374) of Whitmore Administration Building. The

subject of the meeting will be the procedures to be followed in the search

for a new Chancellor.

Ml interested members of the various university constituencies

students faculty, staff, alumni, trustees and others) are urged to

communicate their views on search procedure and the role of the

Chancellor at this time. They can also do so by writing to the Chairman ot

the committee Dr. Glen Gordon. Department of Political Science.

Thompson Hall

A second meeting will be held on Tuesday. November 23, at 4:00 pm

also in the Board Room on the role and the responsibilities of the Chan-

cellor.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

BOSTON
in less
than . .

.

Special weekend buses
direct to and from the

campus and Boston

take only 1 hr. &
55 mins. That's
convenience.

| Pefar Ran
%'U Student Union Tel. 545-2006

.

PRINT SALE
Original prints ONLY (woodcuts, lithographs, silk screens, etchings)

may be sold by grad students and undergraduates

Please have prints in the Art Office by noon, December 13.

Sale to be held Dec. 15 - 17

Cape Cod Lounge

9:30 -5:30 (Wed. & Fri.)

9:30- 8:00 (Thurs.)

For further information, contact the Program Council Office.

D.A. Callahan On Drug Abuse

District Attorney Callahan speaking at the Congregational Church

in Amherst last night. His topic was drugs. (MDC photo by Alan

Chapman)

No Ticket Decision

Til Mid -December
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

The UMass General Court, after

hearing arguments concerning the

collection of traffic tickets, an-

nounced that a decision will not be

made on the matter until at least

mid-December.
Jerry Moriarty. Chief Justice of

the General Court, said that the

reason for the delay was because of

the intricate and complex points

that were raised by both sides in

the hearing. He said that it will

take time before all of these points

can be fully discussed.

Henry Bouffard, Student At-

torney General said that he still

intends to assist in the collection of

$99,000 worth of traffic fines which

is owed by individuals whose autos

were not registered at the

University.

Bouffard said that he will act as

a private citizen in the collection of

this $99,000 sum. He said that he

will begin action in this area as

soon as he receives the necessary

permission which could be within a

week. He said that the receiving of

this permission is only a question

of filling out the necessary forms.

Bouffard will coordinate a staff

of three which will assist the

Northampton Clerk of Courts in

bringing all parking violators who
did not register their autos in the

University to justice. He will not

initiate any action in the collection

of faculty parking fines until the

Court makes its ruling concerning

student traffic violators.

Whether the Court should issue a

Writ of Mandamus was the major

issue that was discussed last night.

A Writ of Mandamus would require

the Student Attorney General to

assist in the collection of student

parking fines.

The Senate's basic argument

was that the parking regulations on

this campus are inequitable in that

the present regulations

discriminate against the student.

The main argument of John
McEleney who petitioned for the

Writ of Mandamus was that there

is over $135,000 worth of parking

fines which under the present law

should be collected for a student

scholarship fund.

Moriarty said that if the Court

does find the parking regulations

inequitable, the Court will

recommend that the regulations be

changed. He said that if the Court

rules in favor of McEleney a Writ

of Mandamus will be issued.

By JEANNETTE MARTINEAU
District Attorney John Callahan stressed "citizen

participation in local programs designed to combat

drug abuse to a meeting of the American Association

of University Women last night at the First

Congregational Church in Amherst.

Callahan stated that the number of criminal cases of

drug abuse in the Hampshire and Franklin counties

has more than doubled in the past few years. "But the

fact of the arrest does not indicate the problem," he

explained, "the real problem, the drug abuse, is done

secretively."

"Kids in junior high have access to drugs, and drug

traffic is diffuse. There is no one big guy, the pushers

in junior high schools are 'little guys'."

"Pills are cheap," Callahan continued, "a seventh

grader can get speed within an hour in Northampton.

It's as freely available as sex-education among

seventh-graders. And the peer group is more in-

fluential in the teen years than the family."

"Long-range planning", Callahan stressed was a

possible remedy. "Drug education is necessary,

education about the physiology of drugs, and from

about the fifth grade."

Callahan explained that he had sent a questionnaire

to area school superintendents about their drug

education programs, but had received little response.

"Drug education should be part of the health

program," he insisted, charging that School Boards

were "ducking it. ..because it gets into sex education,"

and terming it "political. ..The Boards are afraid of

losing community support." Because of the nature of

what kids are exposed to, we have an obligation to

educate them."

"Kids don't have a cause," Callahan cited as a

cause of the drug problem. "A few years ago there

was the Civil Rights movement, and then the anti-war

movement, but now they have no obvious cause."

Callahan elaborated on this "anti-establishment"

syndrome, and "disillusionment ) with the system"

by citing a recent Collegian editorial "supporting the

legalization of LSD". According to Callahan, the

"empassioned" editor asked the readers to write to

him (Callahan) to express their views. Callahan said

that he was disappointed in the complete lack of

response.

"Marijuana is a different story," he explained, "I

would put marijuana in the same category as

cigarettes and alcohol. But I have a few doubts about

legalizing it. I don't know yet," because "the

literature is light on the effects of marijuana. No one

has yet documented any harm from marijuana." He

then indicated its "residual effects,", "the more you

smoke, the quicker you get high."

"There is beginning to be," Callahan continued,

"reputable studies on its effects. Marijuana wasn't

illegal until 1937...due to misrepresentation of the

facts."

When asked why the government does not control

the manufacture of amphetamines by pharmaceutical

companies, Callahan answered that the "Feds were

trying to limit the production", but the "phar-

maceutical companies have big lobbies," and urged

that voters "force the State to license and police

pharmaceutical companies."

"There is no penalty to company for losing its in-

ventory," and cited "employees stealing and ship-

ments get (ting) highjacked" as sources for "black-

market" drugs.

As for symptoms of drug addiction, he warned the

mothers present mostly of a personality change, i.e.

"lathargic ", and recommended the drug education

course at Greenfield Community College.

Registrars On Campus Thursday
On Thursday, the Amherst

registrars will return to UMass to

register more young voters in the

town of Amherst. From 1:00 until

6:00 P.M., they will be located at a

table in the Campus Center Con-

course.

Hopefully, the turnout tomorrow

will excede that of October 15, said

John Stevens, chairman of the

Amherst Voter Registration

Coalition. On their last visit to

campus, the registrars added 616

names to the lists, he said. It is

hoped that all those who were

unable to register then will do so on

Thursday.
The number of voters from

Umass now stands at about 1000. In

all of Amherst, only 6000 adults are

registered. Since voter turnout is

usually only 50%. 3000 students

voting could carry an election.

The criteria for eligibility are

few. The student must be at least

eighteen years old and must have

lived in the town at least six

months. A driver's license or

student ID. is considered legal

proof of age. The Housing Office

will be present to offer proof of

residency.

The residency requirement

precludes freshmen from
registering at this time. This class

is expected to have the most ap-

plicants, since they will be living in

the town four years. The registrars

will return again in February if the

response tomorrow is high.

According to estimates by

student leaders, there are 3000

students who wish to register in

town, but have not yet done so. The

town election is scheduled for

February 22, and the deadline for

registration is February 2. Several

students are expected to run for

town office.

Amherst has been named a

testing site of youth power in the

local and national press. If the total

student population were to vote,

the townspeople would be easily

outnumbered. A high percentage of

registration on campus would

create a forum of student opinion.

For this reason it is hoped by some

that students would register here

rather than in their home towns.

For students who have already

registered somewhere else and

now wish to be listed here, there

will be a solution. They can also go

to 'he registration table Thursday.

There they merely fill out a form.

The registrar will notify the former

place if registration, and the

student will be formally registered

in Amherst.
For those who cannot make it to

the Campus Center tomorrow, the

registrars are available at the

Town Hall Monday through

Friday, from 8:30 A.M. until 4:00

P.M.

Earthquake Film MDC
^ FRANCONIACOLLEGE
2 FRANCONIA,N.H. 03580

o
o

Become the
architect of

your own
education.

Z Conceive it,

^ describe it,

Q£ construct it,

Mm and then

achieve it.

Franconia is seeking qualified

transfer students for Spring

(Feb. IS) and Fall 1972 ad-

mission. Students who are

ready to play an active role in

planning their education are

invited to apply.

For application, catalog or

interview appointment con-

tact Admissions, Box R.S.

I Mass Fine Aits (

The BBC film "San Francisco-

The City That Wants to Die", will

be presented tonight at 8:15 in

Mahar Auditorium. The film

vividly describes the fate of San

Francisco as a result of an im-

pending earthquake.

Designed for the layman, the

film describes earthquakes, by

using some footage taken during

the 1906 San Francisco earthquake,

the Alaskan-1964-Good Friday

earthquake, and numerous con-

tinuing earthquakes in the

Japanese Islands.

TONIGHT
FLIGHT

at

®b? English $ub
n , ,0SP Dancing

FOR YOUR
TRAVEL
reservations;
Call Peter Pan
Travel —
Complete Travel
Arrangements —
Transportation —
Accommodations —
Tours

9 30 til close

Mrnxmc Ran
Amherst Center Tel. 256-6704

Monday, Nov. 22 - 8 p.m

SWINGLE SINGERS OF PARIS Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: 125 Herter Hall - 545-0202
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In The Nation The World

Signalmen May Strain Phase II

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
railroad signalmen's union

Tuesday announced a tentative

new 42-month labor agreement

that may strain the Pay Board's

three-day-old wage guidelines.

Meanwhile the board met for the

first time since the wage-price

freeze ended Sunday. Reported

under consideration was the

question of whether contract wage
increases for teachers and others

should be paid retroactively to

cover the period of the 90-day

wage-price freeze which ended

Sunday.
Terms of the rail agreement

were kept secret pending a

ratification meeting next Saturday

in Chicago. However, the pattern

for previous settlements by other

rail unions has been 42-month

contracts with 42 percent wage

increases.

This is 12 percent a year, more

than double the 5.5 percent stan-

dard set by President Nixon's Pay

Board. But the board has left itself

leeway to approve higher in-

creases after considering "ongoing

collective bargaining and pay

pr^jces. and the equitable

poflffon ot the employes in-

volved..."

Charles J.

president of

Brotherhood
Signalmen, said

consult with the Pay Board about

the contract. Pav Board Chairman

Chamberlain,
the AFL-CIO
of Railroad
he intends to

In Brief...
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate voted 53 to 29 Tuesday to

grant President Nixon authority to impose a 15 percent surcharge

on imports into the United States, in place of the present 10 percent

levy.

It voted in the same action to grant Nixon authority to impose

quotas on any products coming into this country.

It did this by defeating an amendment of Sens. Alan Cranston, D-

Calif., and Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y.. to strike from the $23.9-bilhon

tax-reduction bill a Finance Committee provision granting the new

powers.

Sea Wallace F Bennett, R-Utah, said the administration had not

sought the provision and had no present intention of using it but

wanted it retained in the bill.

PHNOM PENH. Cambodia (AP) - U.S. helicopter gunships

from South Vietnam strafed and rocketed North Vietnamese

positions less than 10 miles southwest of the Cambodian capital

Tuesday in a vain bid to break the enemy grip on an outpost town,

informants reported.

Persons returning from close to the battlefront said troops of the

North Vietnamese and Viet Cong 1st Division seized the village of

Tuol Leap.

(AP) — The White House is considering a proposed revision in

the Social Security accounting system which could bring an elec-

tion-year bonanza to taxpayers as well as pensioners.

This was disclosed Tuesday by Elliot Richardson, secretary of

Health. Education and Welfare, who told newsmen at the White

House: We think the recommendation is sound and does make

sense." . . . ,

WASHINGTON (AP) — Industrial production showed only a

slight gain in October, reflecting continuing softness in the nation's

.economy, the Federal Reserve Board reported Tuesday.

The board said output of the nation's factories, mines and utilities

climbed by two-tenths of one percent in October, down from the

September gain of eight-tenths of one percent.

President Nixon has said that the last three months of 1971 will

show a strong gain in the economy.

George Boldt refused to comment
on the agreement:

In other developments:

—The Federal Reserve Board

reported that the output of the

nation's factories increased only

0.2 percent last month, showing

continuing softness in the economy

despite President Nixon's

prediction of a strong final quarter

this year.

—The Senate Banking Com-
mittee, considering the ad-

ministration's request to extend

Nixon's authority to control the

economy past next April 30, ap-

proved a provision exempting all

persons at or below the poverty

level from wage controls. That

would apply to all families of four

with incomes in the $3,900 range.

The Cost of Living Council already

has exempted those persons

earning less than the federal

minimum wage of $1.60 an hour.

The Banking Committee

rejected a proposed amendment to

exempt all news media from wage

and price controls, and put off any

decisions on extending Nixon's

authority or requiring retroactive

payment of pay raises lost during

the freeze.

Boldt answered a few questions

from newsmen during the Pay

Board's lunch break.

He said the board had not con-

sidered an agreement reached late

Saturday in the soft-coal industry.

Some miners have refused to

return to work until the board

approves the agreement.

The three-year agreement calls

for pay raises of up to 35 percent

and a 100 percent increase in

management's contribution to the

union pension fund.

These are in excess of the

board's general guidelines for

contracts going into effect at 12:01

a.m. last Sunday and after.

However, the union says the

contract was ratified half an hour

before the deadline, thereby falling

under a Pay Board rule that will

allow it to go into effect

automatically, subject to being

challenged and rolled back.

A challenge could be filed either

by management or by five Pay
Board members. The raises could

be rolled back if the full board

decides they are "unreasonably

inconsistent" with the 5.5 percent

rule for new contracts.

The signalmen's agreement falls

directly under the rules for new
agreements.

British Reviewing N. Ireland

Police And Troops Practices
LONDON (AP) — The British

government has ordered a review

of the way suspected Irish

terrorists are detained and
questioned after an inquiry

commission found some evidence

of physical ill treatment in Nor-

thern Ireland.

The commission, in a 72-page

report to Parliament Tuesday,

cleared British troops and security

police in Northern Ireland of

charges that they had tortured and

brainwashed captured gunmen
from the outlawed Irish

Republican Army.
But it upheld charges from

released prisoners that during

interrogations they were forced to

stand spread-eagled against walls

for four to six hours at a time, that

their heads had been covered with

black hoods, that they had been

subjected to loud hissing noises,

denied sleep and put on bread-and-

water diets.

The commission described these

measures as "ill treatment or

hardship," but said they fell short

of "physical brutality."

Spokesmen for the JRA in Dublin

and civil rights groups in the

Northern Ireland capital of Belfast

denounced the commission's

findings as a whitewash.

Home Secretary Reginald

Maudling, the British Cabinet

minister responsible for Northern

Ireland, announced that the

government would review in-

terrogation methods, implying that

the ground rules could be changed.

An emergency debate on the

subject was scheduled for Wed-

nesday.
The commission, headed by Sir

Edmund Compton, the om-
budsman named to investigate

charges of maladministration in

Northern Ireland, looked into the

treatment of 40 of the 342 suspected

Irish terrorists arrested by the

British army Aug. 9 and held

without trial.

Since then the total of suspected

IRA terrorists arrested has risen to

about 900, and charges in the press

of brutal detention methods have

swelled demands for a fuller

government review.

It is a ticklish problem for the

British government. The IRA is

committed to driving the British

out of Northern Ireland. Its two-

year campaign of shootings,

bombings and arson have taken 158

lives.

British security forces defend

tough interrogation methods on

grounds that they are seeking

information that will save the lives

of civilians and troops.

"Very difficult issues are in-

volved in judging what methods of

interrogation are permissible in

the protection of the lives of the

civilian population and the security

forces against a ruthless and

deliberate campaign of terror and

murder," Maudling told the House

of Commons.
"When combatting a terrorist

campaign, time is of the essence

Information must be sought while

it is still fresh so that it may be

used as quickly as possible to effect

the capture of persons, arms and

explosives, and thereby save the

lives of members of the security

forces and of the civil population."

Henderson Said To Have Held Investigation
... ,»r»> .t__ «... i _: -• - Ur. „nnrliir«irl hncinocc with aviation nprsnnnel thp fnrmpr r-antain

FT. MEADE, Md. (AP)

Shortly after the My Lai massacre

the top aide to Col. Oran K. Hen-

derson changed his work habits,

became secretive and appeared to

be conducting an investigation, a

former Army helicopter pilot

testified Tuesday.

Jeffrey C. Howard, now a real

estate salesman in Athens, Ga.,

told Henderson's My Lai coverup

trial that he flew the aide, the late

Lt. Col. Frank Barker, on about 15

trips to various field locations in

Vietnam. Barker had been com-

mander of the assault force at My
Lai.

Howard said that while Barker

previously had left arrangements
for such visits to his pilots, after

iPizza Party|

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

$1.25
EVERY

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

BRUNI'S
PIZZA

Main & Triangle 256-6676

the My Lai operation he conduced

all necessary radio traffic, kept

destinations secret until the last

moment and rarely discussed

business with aviation personnel.

"It was definite he was sear-

ching out individuals in the field,"

the former captain said. "I had an
opinion he was conducting an in-

vestigation."

earn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

How To Move Off-Campus
If YOU'. 1. are a Senior

2. will be 21 years of age during the academic year

3. are married

4. will be commuting from home

Then, notify - the Housing Office before room-choosing ( December 6-

10) that you intend to exercise any of the above options.

You're Not Covered By The Above Categories?

If you are not covered by any of the above categories then you are
required by Board ot Trustee regulation to live on-campus. However,
you may apply for an exemption to the regulation through your Area
Director.

Security Deposit:
If you plan to move off-campus you must notify the Housing Office
before December 10, 1971, in order that you may get your deposit
back. Students who fail to make such notification by December 10 and
who fail to occupy a room in the Spring Semester will, unfortunately,
forfeit their deposit. Make your plans early.

Swindler Denies Charges

BOSTON (AP)-Convicted swindler Michael J. Raymond Tuesday

denied that he was trying to extricate himself from trouble with the law

when he implicated two Massachusetts Superior Court judges as

recipients of bribes in a 1962 stock fraud case.

The denial, made on the second day of a Supreme Court inquiry into the

bribery allegations, came as the judges' attorneys tried to show that

Raymond had lied on earlier occasions to get out of difficult situations.

Raymond, 42, a portly bespectacled New Yorker with admitted ties to

the underworld and a long record of convictions, including perjury,

claimed this wasn't the case when he first brought the alleged pay-off to

the attention of federal authorities in 1964.

He wasn't "consciously" trying to get out of anything, he said.

The allegations against the judges were of "no special significance" to

him, Raymond said, but were made before federal agents-and later

expanded upon before a U.S. Senate subcommittee-in response to a wider

federal probe of stock theft operations.

Raymond told the subcomiittee last summer, and repeated before the

full five-member Supreme Court bench Monday, that he paid $35,000 to

avoid going to jail in the fraud case against him in Middlesex Superior

Court.

FBI Arrests Suspects

Report Claims Nixon

Lacks Minority Interest

NEW YORK (AP)-Two
Massachusetts men and three New
Yorkers were charged by the FBI
on Tuesday with involvement in a

conspiracy to sell some $6 million

worth of stolen securities.

Three of the suspects were

arrested Monday, the FBI said, as

one of them displayed some of the

allegedly stoen stock certificates in

a bank in the Wall Street area.

Another man, the FBI said,

flourished $50,000 in cash just as

the agents observing the ren-

dezvous moved in.

Two other men were arrested

Tuesday, one in Manhattan and the

other in Brooklyn.

Those arrested in the bank were

Anthony Palgiarulo, 59, of Saugus,

Mass.; Edward V. diPietro. 29, of

Maiden. Mass., and Louis Vitta, 35,

of Brooklyn.

They were arraigned before a

U.S. magistrate Tuesday on

charges of conspiring to transport

stolen securities and held for a

hearing Nov. 26. Bail was set at

$15,000 for Pagliarulo; $7,500 for

diPietro, and $3,500 for Vitta.

Arrested Tuesday with

possession of and conspiracy to

possess stolen securities were
Frank Cangiano, 43, of Brooklyn,

and David Gibb, 49, of Staten

Island.

However. William Aronwald, a

lawyer with the Joint Strike Force

Against Organized Crime, said

some of the alleged schemers had

told an unidentified man that they

had $6 million worth of the stock

certificates and asked him to help

peddle $1.5 million worth.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Nixon

administration has failed to take a

firm and continuing interest in the

enforcement of civil rights laws,

the Civil Rights Commission said

in a report released Tuesday.

In addition, the commission said,

only a few federal agencies have

made any real effort to upgrade

the hiring or promotion of blacks,

Indians, orientals of Spanish-

speaking Americans.

A bulky 217-page report entitled,

"The Federal Civil Rights En-

forcement Effort: One Year
Later" concluded:

"Unless the bureaucracy is

given to understand that civil

rights is a matter of personal

concern to the President, it is

unlikely to alter the status quo."

The commission cited remarks

on various civil rights issues by

President Nixon over the past

several months as doing little to

provide optimism for minorities.

The President has opposed en-

forced busing to achieve in-

tegration and has said he is against

an active federal role in the courts

to integrate the suburbs.

"The net effect of the President's

statements has not been to provide

a clear policy direction necessary

to encourage the federal

bureaucracy to step up its efforts

to enforce civil rights laws," the

report said.

"Chief among the inadequacies

is the failure to develop and to

communicate to the public a sense

of urgency over the need to end
discrimination.

"The President's posture, as

gleaned from his statements and

other actions over the last six

months has not been such as to

provide the clear affirmative

policy direction necessary to

assure that the full weight of the

federal government will be behind

the fight to secure equal rights for

all minorities."

While acknowledging that a

presidential statement on housing

emphasized the need to correct

past patterns of discrimination, the

commission criticized a distinction

Nixon made between segregation

resulting from income and

segregation resulting from

deliberate discrimination.

The net effect may "serve to

reinforce the racially exclusionary

policies and practices of many
suburban communities," the

report added.

Much of the report is devoted to

an evaluation of how well the

government is carrying out Title

VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act

which outlaws discrimination in

any federally funded project

whether the money is spent by

private or public agancies.

Register To VOTE November 18

COMMUTER
ASSEMBLY
ELECTIONS

( in Cape Cod Lounge, S.U.)

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,

• Thurs., Nov. 1 8

ID'S Required
for Voting

All Collegian Staffers

Constitutional Convention

Thurs. 7:30 p.m.

In The Colonial Lounge To Ratify Constitution

ATTENDANCE MANDATORY

you must come)
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Analysis

Phase II, National And Worldwide

Bv MICHAELBEST
Last Saturday the wage price

freeze was replaced by an •income

policv"' biased against labor in

general-but especially against

people unrepresented by either

corporations or organized labor.

Much of the confusion

surrounding both phase I and

phase II is the result of a deliberate

attempt by the government to

whitewash some controversial

issues

The United States is nearly the

last industrialized nation to ex-

plicitly introduce an income's

policv. the purpose of which is to

permit gradual, but controlled

increases in wages and prices.

Under such policies, a periodical

decision' is made by the govern-

ment, regarding acceptable rates

of price and wage increases-which

in turn affects employment op-

portunities and the distribution of

national income. Nixon's income

policy is designed to increase

corporate profits at the expense of

worker's wages
Labor leaders have estimated

that Nixon's tax breaks to cor-

porations < adding together the

accelerated depreciation
allowance and the proposed In-

vestment tax credit) will

redistribute $72.5 billion from the

government to the corporations by

19K0. But. this total may be con-

siderably less than the benefits

corporations could receive under

the proposed wage price guidelines

for phase II.

Any productivity increases

greater than 2 1/2 to :i 1/2 per cent

will result in windfall profits. For

example if next year productivity

increases by fi per cent while wage

increases are limited to 5 1/2 per

cent and prices to :? per cent, then

profits would gain by 20 to :*0 per

cent i since profits usually are

about 10 to 1") per cent of sales).

Phase II does not include con-

trols on profits. Underlying

Nixon's program is an assumption

that since capitalism is based on

production for profit, corporate

profits must therefore be expanded

if the economy is to grow. It is not

clear, however, that attempts to

increase corporate profits will lead

to increased production op-

portunities.

Divirieiit ( ontiols

A four per cent limit was in-

tended to appease the blatant anti-

labor bias of Nixon's program

However, this move was definitely

pro business also Given the

corporate tax breaks this year and

the lack of controls on profits,

corporations and most

stockholders would prefer to keep

the profits in the corporation in-

stead of paying them out in

dividend payments where they

would be subject 10 personal in-

come taxation

Regarding prices, the Price

Board hasa mini-scale stafl totally

incapable oi enforcing any

Stringent requirement it might

propose on the 4 million business

units and 22 rental units under its

jurisdiction.

increased employment.

This assumption is highly

suspect and given the degree of

f
Mike Best

Who is on the Pay Board'* Why
are large corporations entitled to

five members when they repsesent

onlv a small albeit rich, minority of

the population'' Although they are

very wealthy no more than a very

small percentage of the population

directly receives a majority of

their income from corporate

profits Except for organized labor

which represents less than 25 per

cent of the labor force, no other

minority groups are represented

on the pay board

Unemployed. non-unionized

emploves. aged, women, and non-

white' minorities all represent

larger proportions of the

population than capitalists but are

unrepresented on Nixon's pay

board.
Employment Outlook

No one is predicting any im-

provement in the unemployment

situation for at least the rest of this

year. Since Nixon entered office

unemployment has increased by

well over two million workers from

15 per cent of the labor force to

approximately f> per cent

Nixon named his corporation tax

cut a "job Development Act." The

tax break may improve the

monetary crisis faced by many

US corporations but it will not

lead to increased employment The

nation is now faced with 27 per cent

. of its production capacity lying

idle Before the investment tax

credit will induce any substantial

increased capacity, a tremendous

upsurge in consumer demand will

but such an upsurge is impossible

without a sizable personal income

tax cut or a jobs creation program

by the government Nixon assumes

that increased profits will trickle

down to the workers (it the nation in

excess capacity in the country, it

has no firm economic logic. The

program may only increase

unemployment if businesses use

the tax credit to invest in

automation and forms of

machinery that reduce the needs

for labor* Given that employment

of graduating seniors from college

was off 2(i per cent last year, the

job market for less educated job

seekers was probably worse, and

conditions are not improving.

The Labor Minister of Italy has

estimated that Nixon's surcharge

on imports will reduce Italian

exports bv $4(K) million which he

predicts will add 150.000 to 170.000

to Italy's unemployment, which is

I he highest since World War II

Thai Canadian government has

estimated that the surcharge will

cost Canada $:i billion in a year and

will boost an unemployment total

that is the highest in over 10 years.

Most underdeveloped countries

face perpetual recession unless

thev are permitted to sell in-

dustrial products in the world

markets which to date have been

monopolized bv the rich countries.

Foreign Betaliation

Many people argue that foreign

governments will not retaliate with

increased tariffs of their own and

thus reduce US. exports and in-

crease unemployment in U.S.

exporting businesses, but it is a

possibility. The winds of protec-

tionism can be too powerful for

government leaders to ignore if

thev want to stay in office. A
growth in protectionism reduces

the efficiency of world production,

increases unemployment, also

trade wars in the past have led to

fighting wars.

So a world recession is not

beyond the realm of the

possibilities. In fact, it may get out

of the hands of government leaders

laced with increasing unem-

ployment. Traditional monetary

and fiscal tools may be longer be

adequate I if they ever were) to

achieve a fully employed-stable

price economy. A number of

structural changes in modern
capitalist economies have made
old remedies incapable of dealing

with modern problems But this is

bevond the scope of this article.

production and private goods with

built in obsolescence. We need a

basic reordering of priorities

which extends beyond merely
government priorities and which

would result in more jobs with less

hours worked, in a more humane
setting.

Nixon's new economic program

is based on three assumtions: First

that an increase in profits will

increase jobs; second, that foreign

countries will accept a reduction in

sales and an increase in purchases

from the U.S., both of which in-

crease their unemployment; and

third, that guideposts can be

worked out by his Pay Board. If

these assumptions are incorrect

the program is doomed to

inevitable failure.

(Michael Best is an assistant

professor of economies)

(From Hampshire Gazette.

11/12/71)

Public Sector

Must we always have unem-

ployment Emphatically NO! But

new jobs will have to be for

thcoming in the public sector for

such projects as hospitals,

education, mas.* transit, con-

ser- ation and public housing This

ca M easily be financed by reducing

expenditures in wasteful

production, especially military
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Handicapped Vehicle
Designed Here

Amherst, Mass. -A Horida

front suspension. Volkswagen
brakes and a great deal of time

and effort by many people at the

University of Massachusetts are

some of the components of a new
handicapped persons' cart

designed and built at the

Amherst campus.
The prime mover in the

project is Marie Desmond,
graduate student and Knglish

department librarian. A
cerebral palsy victim whose
mobility is severely han-

dicapped. Miss Desmond
collaborated on the cart project

with Jay Stryker of the UMass
public health department.

Robert Glorioso of the elec-

trical engineering faculty and

his technical assistant Dan
Blanchard did the electrical

components. A great many
others -faculty. staff and
students from a number of

departments -had a hand in the

project. Support came from a

faculty research grant to

Stryker from the Graduate
School.

The cart is designed as a

prototype The UMass group

hopes it will serve as a model for

the manufacture of a safe, ef

ficient vehicle lor the han-

dicapped. A prime feature is its

power plant The batteries for its

electric engine can be recharged

anytime and anywhere by a

built-in gas-powered generator.

"It's also narrow enough to go

through almost any door on

campus, has ground clearance

enough to get over low steps, has

good visibility, handles well in

snow and has improved signals,

lights and other safety

features,"' Marie said.

it has standard and easily

available parts so that repair or

replacement is simple." Stryker

said. These include the Honda
front end and other parts.

Volkswagen rear brakes, and

batteries from a mail-order

firm.

It also has a space back of the

driver's seat where Marie's dog

Lady' rides. Lady does more than

go along for the ride. When
parked outside a building.

Marie's cart has a fascination

for the idly curious. She leaves

Lady tied to the vehicle so that

her barking will discourage

meddlers
At the present time the

prototype cart is still in the

testing stage but Marie is

already looking ahead. "The

main objective is to raise about

The people who directed the design and building of the new protot)

persons at the I niversitv of Massachusetts, from left: Dan Hlanihard

ol the department of public health ; and Marie Desmond, graduate stud

Lnulish department

$10,000 so we can build two more

prototypes of slightly different

design.'' she said. She is seeking

funds from veterans

organizations and other sources

The c;.rt project is part of a

continuing drove by Marie to

help those with mobility han-

dicaps overcome physical

barriers to education. Earlier

this year her :5<>-page "Han

dicapped Person's Campus
Accessibility'

-

was published It

is a guide to ramps, elevators.

pe electric cart for handicapped

. technical assistant, .lay Stryker

enl and part-time librarian in the

entrances and other aids and

barriers to the mobility nan

dicapped on the UMass Amherst

campus. She is now speaking on

the same subject with a 4n-

ni mute slide show to groups in

Western Massachusetts

Amherst Initiating Drug Program

Amherst college students are

going to see if one way into the

underground'' drug culture is to

be trained to work with addicts and

other drug abuse victims

With a recent 110.008 Arthur

VinitUj Davis Foundation grant.

Amherst College students and

professional educators will work

together to develop a com
prehensive program for medical

and psychological assistance to

drug users

Amherst College's Field Study

Urogram, under which students

can take time off from academic

work to engage in off-campus

activity for a semester, will

supervise the distribution of the

Davis funds to the 10 students

Fach student will receive $WM) and

will spend at least six weeks

participating full time in a drug

related projected.

Typical of a student's work

might be residence in a Synanon or

Davtop Village rehabilitation

community, work with drug

rehabilitaiion units in local

hospitals, psychiatric wards, or

high school drug education

programs, or attendance at

workshops oriented toward drug

education

The scholarships are primarily

for work during an academic

semester or summer However.

Amherst's new January Interterm

. a period of five weeks in which

students are free to pursue their

academic interests on or off

campus will include a research

and orientation seminar in drug

culture, abuse, and alternatives to

drug induced states

Students selected for the

program will participate in an

Interterm seminar which will

make use of films, special lectures,

and discussions with outside drug

educators and representatives of

rehabilitation and development

centers The seminar will also be

open to other students interested in

drug education.

The Davis grant specifies that

students with a realistic and

disciplined approach to drug use.

based upon practical experience in

related fields, should be selected

for the project

Professor of Psychology Haskell

R. Coplin of Amherst College is

heading the program He hopes to

develop within the Amherst

student population "a cadre of

informed students who have

lHH«n involved lor some time in a

variety of community projects

designed to rehabilitate drug

addicts and provide ongoing drug

education and alternatives to drug

use
"

Professor Coplin adds that the

project aims at offering experience

to students interested in the lm

plications of drugs in the lives of

individuals He hopes it will en

courage students to become key

resource persons within their own

peer culture. "An additional spin

off from the program." notes

Professor Coplin. "will be the

vocational enrichment of some

students who might choose to enter

the helping professions."

The program will neither at

tempt to enforce current narcotics

laws through legalistic or

repressive intervention not will it

attempt to agitate to change

existing laws.
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"Mavhe We Really Ought To Get A New Model*

(Oifll HeffHL^C:'*-

IU JIMRKIF
You're at home with friend* one night, and there is a

knock at the door Its two FBI agents. Would you

mind, Ihey Bay, ii we asked you a lew questions'?

h,» you know .John Doe. they ask Did you meet with

him (in the 19th of last month"' Who else was there"

What was discussed and who said what'.' The agents

arc only a lew questions into their thing, hut you've

already gotten the scene

You lire sorry, you say. hut you don't think you want

to answer any questions, ok. they counter, hut it you

don't tell us what we want to know, you'll get a suh-

poena to appear before a grand jury, flood night, you

reply.

About a week later, there is another knock at your

door It's the KM again This time they have a sub-

poena
Under compulsion you appear before the grand

jury Alter swearing in the United States attorney

begins the inquisition : do you know John Doe'.' did you

meet with him on the 19th of last month? who else

was I here'' what was discussed and who said what:

Alter the first lew questions, you anticipate the rest-

you'vo heard them before

With slight variations this scenario has been

repeated over and over in the last year throughout the

country, wherever political dissidents are thought to

be: inTuscon, llarrishurg. Seattle. Boston, Brooklyn,

Detroit, and Washington -federal grand juries have

been convened in order to interrogate dissenters

In a number of cases. United States prosecutors

have asked long series of questions without the

faintest idea of what the answers may be. These

•fishing expeditions'' are an improper use of the

grand jury Rather than present the grand jury with

evidence already collected, prosecutors seek to

discover evidence for the first time. Discovery,

however, is not the legitimate role of the grand jury;

under our system that role belongs to the law en-

lorcement agencies of the executive branch-in

particular, the KBI.

Hut the KBI has been singularly unsuccessful in

investigating alleged criminal activity. The "Ten

Most Wanted" has grown to the 'Sixteen Most

Wanted." and the Capitol bombing as well as the

Media. Pennsylvania ripoff remain unsolved.

Therefore. I he executive branch -which has never

been allowed subpoena power to fulfill its law en-

forcement responsibilities -seeks to circumvent

Congressional denial of the subpoena power by

adopting as its own the compulsory process of the

grand jury : refuse to talk to an KBI man. and you are

shortly subpoenaed before a grand jury and asked the

same questions; it is apparent thai the list of questions

asked by the United states attorney has been written

by the KBI.

It comes as a surprise, then, to recognize that under

our legal system the grand jury is actually supposed

to protect the citizen and lo be skeptical, if not

downright distrustful, of allegations by the govern-

ment of criminal activity. Historically, the grand jury

was intended lo act as an independent buffer, standing

between the citizen and the government Instead ol

letting the executive branch commence a criminal

prosecution on its own. it was the intention of the

founding Kathers to interpose a body of citizens to

determine, in the words of the Supreme Court,

•whether a charge is founded upon reason or was

dictated by an intimidating power or by malice and

personal ill will." If the executive has insufficient

evidence, the grand jury is supposed to refuse the

indictment sought

Disregarding this protective role, the Justice

Department is using the grand jury as a prosecutorial

tool. The current rash of inquisitions is not unrelated.

Almost with exception they are conducted by per-

sonnel from the Justice Department, rather than local

United States attorneys. Uniformly the investigations

bear directly upon the Kirst Amendment freedoms of

expression and association.

Sometimes the Justice Department uses the grand

jury as a surveillance device Instead of widescale

physical surveillance or the use of informers to learn

about lawful activity with which it disagrees, the

Justice Department simply subpoenas political ac

livists before the grand jury and "asks" them to

divulge details under threat of contempt and possible

imprisonment

This technique often intimidates witnesses and their

supporters from exercising their constitutional right

to associate with each other and further political

ideas.

The unnecessarily broad cloak of secrecy

surrounding grand jury inquiries enables Ihe Justice

Department lo abuse its power without accounting to

an uninformed public The case of Anthony Kusso is

instructive. Busso. a close friend of Daniel Kllsberg.

refused to testily before a Los Angeles grand jury

investigating Ihe Pentagon Papers and was held in

civil contempt Later he told the court he would an

swer questions as long as the government made
available to him a transcript of his testimony

The judge agreed, but the Justice Department has

refused lo let Busso testify on that condition The

simple explanation lor Ihe government's position is

that it does not want its shennanigans exposed II

seeks lo hide its misuse of the grand jury as an in-

timidating tool, which now performs the investigative

I unci ion that Ihe KBI is unable to fulfill

Jim Beil. author of (he coiitenqil brief in the

"Chicago 7*'
i onspii ;»e\ (rial, is an a((o<ne\ wiih (he

Crater im CnnititMtianal Bights.

China : The American Problem Of Image And Policy

of many
Chinese are

strange am-
recall "old

B> FREDW.DRAKE
It is very likely that a word

association test given to Comrade
Chang Tou i John Doc >. man on the

street in Peking, with "'America"

as the impulse word, would
produce either •imperialist" or

"aggressor". Americans tend to be

baffled by this, but at the same
time most Americans carry in

their own minds equally simple.

less accurate, and often unpleasant

sterotypes of China and the

Chinese

The attitudes

Americans toward
characterized by a

hi valence They
China" an idealized land

inhabited by hard working
peasants honest, submissive,
happy simply to be alive: a land of

scholars, men who governed and at

the same time were caretakers of

an admired culture-with pain

tings of subtle beauty, a cuisine

better than that of the Kreneh. fine

leas, silks, and tinkling bells. They
secretly yearn to find in modern
Chinese the charming virtues of a

Confucian gentleman But at the

same time when some Americans
think of Chinese the) see little else

but masses of black haired.

mindless people trailing behind a

dough faced Mao Lurid versions

of "Oriental cruelt) " still lurk in

the minds of Americans, even after

Mylni Television late shows have

recently catered to such con-

tradictory images Out of moth
balls have come both the honorable

( onfUCian detective Charlie Chan

,is well as that most insidious and

subversive ol Oriental villains, Dr

Kit Manchii As suggested by

Harold Isaacs Scratches mi Oar

Mind*, the American public has

been programmed to accept

whatever China policy the United

States government chooses to

adopt

Such simple if convenient
images, which can be found even in

the minds of some of the men
responsible for America's China

policy, can no longer be tolerated

in an era when mutual un-

derstanding and respect between
Americans and Chinese is fun

damental to international order

and peace Indeed, the Chou
Kissinger Nixon diplomacy and

more recently the admission of

Peking to the United Nations, with

the concomitant expulsion of

Taiwan, have caused Americans to

begin to look anew at China China

once again has awakened public

interest We are fascinated to learn

that the advance party sent by

Peking to New York eats omelettes

for breakfast, pays with $100 bills,

and leaves generous tips. But even

as Ch'iao Kuan-hua. Huang Hua.

and other members of the new
Chinese delegation to the United

Nations settle themselves in New
York's Boosevelt Hotel.

Americans appear bewildered by

Ihe events which suddenly made
this possible

Just a century ago it was an

American. Anson Burlingame. who
served ;is China's lirst diplomat to

Western nations with the mission

to bring China from her 'isolation"

into the "family Ol nations "
It is

ironic that lor more than two

decades it has been an American
goal to keep China out ol Ihe main
bod> ol the international com
muniK This polic\ ultimately

tailed In 11171 The People's

Republic ol China has not been

admitted to the United Nations

because ol Peking's realistic

diplomacy

The roots ol this failure ot United

States policy were clearly visible

when the Peking government
consolidated its rule over China's

mainland Nevertheless the United

States government until recently

consistently avoided taking the

obvious steps toward nor-

malization of diplomatic relations

Refusal to recognize a nation of

nearly WK) million people, roughly

one fourth of the earth's

population, can hardly be based on

;i realistic appraisal of China's

position in the world Clearly,

ideological concerns have out-

weighed practical considerations

in the formation of United States

policy toward China. It is tragic

that a general lack of knowledge of

China and the history of the

Chinese people among the

American public, along with the

retention of absurd myths and
stereotypes, has given the utmost

license to shortsighted makers of

policy Kor the United States to

attempt to keep the People's

Republic of China out of the United

Nations 'until it became clear it

was no longer possible) was as

I utile a program in foreign

relations in its own way as that of

China's nineteenth century
Manchu rulers, who attempted to

isolate China and its tributary

states from Western contacts

Such apparent failure in foreign

policy must ultimately cause

Vmericans to ask basic questions

about themselves and their

system. It is necessary to explain

to ourselves why America has

sought lo encircle and "contain"

China wh) America along China's

borders has supported corrupt

regimes which lacked indigenous

support, even it this required

American soldiers to light wars

which could not be won Have we
not needlessly tread on the tiger's

tail"

The historic occasion ol the

Peoples Republic ol China's en

trance into the United Nations has

ended China's "isolation It now

remains to be seen to what extent

the major review of our foreign

policy currently underway will end

America's unfortunate and unwise

isolation from the realities of the

modern world of East Asia

Professor Drake is a member of

the IMass his(or\ department
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Letters To The Editor

Institutional Racism

T. DavM Haired

To the Editor:

As it stands now, there has not been adequate

coverage on the issue of Black representation on the

Orchard Hill Area Government and as a result of this I

feel that the entire University should be informed.

Some weeks ago I presented an amendment to the

Orchard Hill Area Government stating that there

should be eight Black representatives selected to the

Area Government. Before this amendment, there had

been another amendment calling for one Black

representative to be elected from all of the Blacks on

the Hill. )I was later to learn that there are 96 Black

students on the Hill). Black students thought this was

very unfair and brought this to the attention of the

Area Government. As a group. Black students for-

mulated their own amendment to the effect that they

wanted eight Black representatives, two to be selected

from each dorm, by the Black dorm counselors and by

some of the Black upperclassmen. Of course it was

understood that these eight Black representatives

would have voting privileges and would be interested

in serving the best interest of all the students on the

Hill. Because of the time element, it was thought that

this would be the fastest procedure for election The

number eight was used not for permanency, but for

the present wherein two Blacks would be represented

from each dorm as opposed to each floor as the Area

Government selects its members. Of course. Area

Government can select its members thusly but one

must realize that there is not a Black person on every

floor of the dorms.
These eight representatives would serve not only to

make the Hill more responsive to minorities but also

to bring some understanding between the white and

Black community.
In order to get the amendment passed, it was

brought up on the floor during an Area Government

meeting wherein the amendment was approved by a

majority vote that in spite of its passing the amend-

ment would have to go up before the entire Hill

community in the form of a referendum. It was noted

in the constitution that 2/3 of 40% of the enrollment of

the Hill is required to pass the amendment. The

referendum was held and the needed number of votes

were gotten. This was the beginning of a number of

hassles. Although a number of the residents on the Hill

thought that the amendment should be passed, there

were some reactionary students who felt that the Hill

should not act independently of the Student Senate. As

a result of this, the Student Senate was brought into

the picture During one of our Area Government

meetings the Black students stated that they were

under the impression that the Student Senate wanted

Area Governments to become more autonomous so

why would the issue have to be brought up before the

Student Senate. We (the Black students and most of

the white students ) agreed that if indeed we need to be

sanctioned by the Student Senate that we would allow

the issue to go before the Senate. Of course we

discussed what if the Student Senate defeated the

amendment and decided to just wait and see. What

was being attacked is not so much the amendment but

the fact that should the Blacks have voting powers.

On Sunday, November 14, 1971. the amendment

W*n< up before the "Student Governance Committee".

According to those present at that meeting the im

pression was that there was a "Go Ahead" but what

these people later realized was that Henry Bouffard,

the Attorney General of the Student Senate came to

anther one of our Area Hill meetings and stated quite

stoically that the amendment was unconstitutional

and even went so far as to violate the 14th amendment

to the United States Constitution. Some discussion

ensued after his statements and one student brought

to his attention that Black people could use the con-

stitution as far as the unfair housing laws, as well as

some other unfair practices affecting Black people.

The attorney seemed to be quite pompous and as a

result of this one of our faculty advisors rebutted him.

It is amazing what happens to some people when

power is placed in their hands.

As a result of this whole affair, it was decided in

Monday night's meeting that the issue would be taken

to the entire Student Senate on Wednesday, November

17, 1971.

What we thought was an innocuous amendment has

become a political trip for some people. We stated that

by having eight Black representatives we would not

polarize or sectionalize the Hill but have a more

representative form of government. A number of both

Black and white students are becoming distraught

over this whole affair.

If indeed this is another example of "IN-

STITUTIONAL RACISM," it will be very interesting

to see what the Student Senate will do.

It must be reiterated that the majority of the

students on the Hill approved the amendment as

written.
Robert J. Padgett

Another Demension

To the Kditor:

I cannot let the editorial by Charlotte Lettis in

Friday'! Collegian (Nov. 12) go unchallenged. It is

NOT hell to be female. I for one have never felt im-

prisoned "politically, economically, creatively, on

and on" by being female. On the contrary, I am free to

choose whatever role I prefer. Freedom of choice is

probablv the greatest benefit there is to being female.

A woman does not have to worry about being

drafted, but if she so chooses she can enlist. A woman
is free to pursue a career or to marry and become a

homemaker, or she can do BOTH. Consider how many

men have the freedom to make that choice. Then there

is something no man can do...a woman can choose to

be a mother. She can produce from her own body

another human life. She can nurture that being from

her own body. She can mold that being into the kind of

person she wants in society. And in return she

receives the greatest gift of all-the uncritical love of a

child for its mother.

Rather than look at pregnancy as a "burden,

another imprisonment that keeps women from

becoming potentially what they could be," a real

woman views it as the true fulfillment of her

sexuality. Being a mother does not have to preclude

being a successful person, rather it adds another

dimension to those willing to meet the challenge.

Carole A. I -aw

No Connection
To the Kditor:

Re: The Moore House Incident Revisited. MDC,
November 11, 1971

Mssrs Wentworth, Boudreau. and Heller are no

longer a part of the Moore House Tenants Association.

We hope that no connection will be made with their

actions and the sentiments of our group as a whole.

Moore House Tenants Association

To The President
Dear President Sandwen,

The issue of student participation in any and all matters that affect

their lives is one close to the heart and spirit of the Northern Educational

Service, University of Massachusetts. It is a fact that N.E.S. is student

participation at its highest level. Over three hundred students are

working for N.E.S. in Springfield as tutors and coordinators of a variety

of activities. The N.E.S. Coordinating Committee considers this our most

active year in both the quantity and quality of student involvement. Since

N.E.S. in Springfield at this point in time is volunteer tutoring done

mostly by college students and receives federal tax dollars for this

volunteer type of program students therefore can not be considered

anything but responsible for their actions and productive members of

socictv

There will of course be a counter argument from those individuals in

power saying-"but that is only 300 students from UMass., what about the

rest? The curious point here is that those considered now irresponsible

( by default I are those who do not participate now as students and will not

participate as adults. This allows for the different types of minority

governments or control groups that exist now and which the Faculty

Senate Athletic Council may be considered a member.

Therefore the N.E.S. Coordinating Committee whole heartedly en-

dorses not a substantial but a majority controlling vote on a newly

created Student and Faculty Senate Athletic Council which would control

the funds collected by the present Faculty Senate Athletic Council. The

reasons are the following:

1. Students are qualified to make judgement concerning their own

affairs including taxing themselves and reallocating this money.

2. With the above in mind anything else is "taxation without

representation."

3. This would allow for the setting of priorities according to the desires

and needs of students and changing programs to match these priorities.

On this last point we of N.E.S.-as probably other community service

groups will testify-will take our chances in getting sorely needed funds to

keep our organization functioning and growing. This matches our

philosophy, that students who tutor for N.E.S. gel support for their ac-

tivity only when they participate-when they do things. They are never

denied any form of participation in the program and program decision

making.
. . lM .

We feel the N.E.S. door is always open. Therefore, it is our militant

position (as it will be considered by some) that if the Faculty Senate

Athletic Council does not open the door for the students who pay the

athletic fee that door should be broken down or attacked in some

legitimate fashion to either get control of the funds or to prove the

university administration for what it is-control oriented when and where

it matters to preserve the institution and not to enrich the lives of

students.
, .

Ernie Reis (for the)

N.E.S. Coordinating Committee

4 <T7? 5F" For Effort

To the Editor:

In the article in yesterday's

Collegian titled "New Grading

Policy Goes into Effect", it was
stated that the Academic Affairs

Committee went on record as

favoring the new eight point

grading system. In a report from

the Academic Affairs Committee

in 1969, the Committee recom
mended a two track grading

system be adopted. One track

would be the present eight point

grading system without the "F"
and the other would be an

unlimited Pass/no record system.

The Academic Matters Committee

of the Faculty Senate and the

Faculty Senate itself chose to

ignore that proposal and instituted

only one half of the proposed

system, the one we have now.

except the "F", although not

counted in the cume, still appears
on the transcript, it would not have
under the Student Senate proposal.

Therefore, I would suggest that

you research more carefully
before writing such articles;

because we participated in the

discussion does not mean that we
support what came out of them.

Nick Apostola

Chairman,
Academic " ffairs Committee

Correction
In yesterday

Editor from Li

Wednesday's P>

should have be<

Letter to the

en Miller about

pie, the number
5-0929.

"All Clear You Can Come Out Nov I Said,

All Clear Say, Can You Fellows I ar Me?"

&,rp +4cRJ5/^>ck
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an
Dames Club Auction

BvNANCYJ.CIJNE
An Alternate Life Style - Part II

The newest and most innovative

residential area at UMass is now

operating at full swing. It is the

Sylvan Area, consisting of three

coed dorms, capable of housing

1508 UMies at capacity, 470 per

dorm.
Unlike the other residential

areas on campus, the Sylvan Area

dorms consist of suites of six.

seven or eight occupants, with two

singles in each suite.

The suites themselves are U-

shaped, with two recessed corridor

entrances. They have self-

contained lavatories with two

toilets, two sinks, and a shower.

There is also a carpeted lounge

within each suite, furnished in

either traditional or modern style.

An area government has been

developed by the students them-

selves with the aid of Tom Trot-

man, Area Director, Dick

Polumba. the area's Graduate

Assistant, and Phil Lacombe, the

undergraduate Administrative

Assistant.

"We want programs and major

ideas to come from the students

themselves. We will support and

guide them, but they must do the

actual work themselves," said

Dick Polumba.
The possibility of paying student

representatives is also under in-

vestigation.

'The idea here is to foster a

sense of responsibility on the part

of the representatives and to

promote more careful selection of

officers,'' said Polumba.

The government developed out of

informal student-staff raps, with

any interested residents par-

ticipating, and branched out into

various area committees such as

Constitutional. Social. Cultural,

and Area Improvement Com-
mittees.

The suites were theoretically to

be coed room by room. However

occupancy during the area's first

semester is low -none of the three

dorms is carrying a full house.

Consequently, one of the most

important committees to be

organized was the Coed Com-

mittee. Although Sylvan is

designated as a coed area, only

19.8% of its 1120 residents are

female.

Some floors have no females at

all. So an all-out campus campaign

is underway to attract girls to the

area.

Skip Casper, freshman senator

from Brown House, has introduced

a bill to the Student Senate

requesting the prohibition on any

males entering the area, effective

immediately.
"Instead of the imbalance we

have now, we want to create a

natural living situation in the

area,'' he said.

The Area Improvement Com-

mittee is looking into the

possibility of construction of an

area mini-gym or perhaps area use

of WoPE during the evening.

Sylvan Area courses in such

subjects as watch-repair and auto

mechanics for girls are also in the

planning stage.

The area's Human Relations

Center, headed by graduate

The UMass Dames Club will hold

W its annual auction tonight at 8 p.m.

at Farley 4-H House, behind the

governments for these and other ^^tS^SL^t !ne
projects as the individual houses auct.on will be sponsored by the

see fit We are eager to start Dames, the merchandise to

spending on area improvements,"

said Phil Lacombe.
"I am very pleased with what

has been accomplished in the area

so far, and if the work continues.

Sylvan could conceivably become

one of the most desirable

residential areas on campus,"

Dick Polumba added.

auctioned will be articles from the

local shops, dinner reservations

from the restaurants, tickets from

the local movie theaters, a wig,

haircuts, and lots more.

Before the auction begins, there

will be a short meeting to discuss

the upcoming Christmas sleighride

or hayride, depending on the

weather, and the events for the

following months.

Dames is an organization open to

all wives of students, both

graduate and undergraduate and

to students themselves who are

married. It is a great meeting

place for girls with similar in-

terests and situations to meet,

relax and enjoy some new friends.

Any student wife in town who is

feeling a bit lonely should treat

herself to a fun night out, enjoy

some bidding on some fantastic

merchandise, and make a new

friend. Remember. Wednesday

evening, November 17th, at 8 p.m.

For further information call Joan

Armstrong at 549-1145.

Back by Popular Demand

The
Fabulous

Brady's
Bunch

Famous
Irish Folk Singing Trio

at

The

TONITE
9:30 til close

Sylvan life is improving all the time. Sylvan Area courses in such

subjects as watch-repair and auto mechanics for girls are in the

planning stages. The areas Human Relations Center has been highly

successful. Some people think it's the most innovative residential

area at UMass.

student counselors, has been

highly successful.

Plans are now underway for a

Women's Center, an area

newspaper with paid editors, and

possibly a computer terminal, and

a low-wattage radio station.

Mark Hallenback, graduate

student and Dorm Council

Moderator, is trying to organize a

coordinating tutorial program

between the many grad students

and freshmen in the area. He is

also concerned over the lack of

basic services readily available to

residents on weekends.

However, a group of en

terpreneurs from Brown House

have already set up a concession in

their dorm's basement selling subs

"made the way you like them."

"When the Area Constitution is

passed, the area will begin

dispensing funds directly to house

Did You Say Boots?

Short Boots, Tall Boots,

Warm Boots, and Cool Boots

Used Refrigerators

Due to increased demand we have purchased 50 more

used refrigerators. They are clean, working and delivered

for $35.00

10 Cubic Feet Apartment Size.

This is our last shipment.

Discount Sales
549-3930

6:30 to Midnight.

The Sight & Scene for Boots

the "Boot Cellar"

Fri. til 9

The Brotherhood of Pi Lambda Phi extends

AN INVITATION TO ALL
UNIVERSITY MEN

Like most present institutions, the Greek system at this campus is

undergoing a drastic, yet called for change. Do you care enough about

your remaining years at UMass to come meet with Greek-area co-

ordinator, Paul Stevens, and see just how little you know about fra-

ternities? Especially the good ones? Come tonight.

Wednesday, Nov. 17 8:00 p.m.

14 Elm St.

Call for Rides 253-7625

Culturnatives

Some Thoughts About Life In The U.S.A.
,Pf .,.„..„ *.«. - . ..vina raP - revolution involves a destruction of power. to break out of the comfortable no:

ByGIIJIKRTJ.SAUC
I don't have a long rap for today, so I

thought I'd just share some random

thoughts. Do with them what you will, but if

you think about them, they might open some

new doors of perception. On the other hand,

they might not go anywhere.

How many people would be in school if

colleges stopped giving degrees? What

would lie different about the kind and

direction of the education offered"? What if

the seating arrangements in all classes was

circular, and the "professor" occupied one

of t he seats instead of standing in front of the

class
-

' What would that do to your per-

ception of your role in the classroom 9 What

would happen if there were no exams and no

grades"'

Why do we continue to allow cars and

trucks in our cities, where they contribute a

dangerous level of pollution*' What would

happen if we banned them from city limits,

set up huge storage garages outside the

cities, and used conveyor belts for in-city

I ravel".' Who would continue to own a car?

What resources-gasoline, oil, metals,

rubber, etc. -would be saved? What would

the replacing of streets with grass and trees

do to the psycho: <gical stresses of the

inhabitants''

What if Uncle .Sam stopped paying far-

mers to not grow food, instead bought up the

surplus and distributed it free to the star-

ving people in Appalachia, on Indian

reservations, in the deep South, in the core

city, and. if there's any left over, to the

Pakistan. Vietnam. Cambodia, Biafra

refugees and other hungry brothers

throughout the world 9 What if we refused to

pay taxes until our money was no longer

l>eing spent on death? What if we demanded

that I he Defense Dept. be replaced by a

!*cace Dept which had a multibillion-dollar-

per year budget to find and implement

alternatives to wars and armies and bombs

and guns.' What if the Peace Corps stopped

doing our thing and started doing what the

people of the host countries asked them to

do"'

What would happen if everyone refused to

give up any power over their own lives?

What if we refused to go to war unless we

individually chose to do so"' Or if we refused

to accept that policemen have the right to

kill our brothers? Iby carrying guns, they

are proclaiming that they have that right )

What if we individually and. later, collec-

livelv. simply refused to acknowledge or

obey" illegitimate authority"' What if we told

today's "revolutionaries" that our

revolution involves a destruction of power,

not a change of those sitting in the throne of

power?
Why not declare that our lives are our own

to use as we wish? That we have the right to

grow as we wish, to die as we wish, and to

live as we wish; that our only restraint

would be our love for our brothers, and that

we respect that mutual love enough to trust

them to respect us? That if we want to

smoke dope, it's our lives? That if we want

to ball before we get married, or with

someone of the same sex, it's our lives?

Why can't we vote NO in elections, if we

have no other alternative than to choose the

lesser of two evils? < remember nixon-

humphrey?) Why can't we force the bosses

to let us pick some real candidates who will

confront us with real choices and make us

think about real issues'? Who says we have

free elections when it takes millions of

dollars to win the nomination of one of the

major parties?

That should do it for the time being. Let

me make one more point, though. I don't

have anv answers to any of the above

questions. But I do think that there are

possible answers which could be discussed

and tried out. More important, the

questioning itself can be a growth, as we try

to break out of the comfortable box called

the status quo.

A thought: there's a cartoon of a chicken

breaking out of an egg, looking around, and

retreating back into the egg.

XOTKS:
We're going to try something new in the

(T'LTURNATIVKS Bap Session tomorrow

Kach person is being asked to think about

something about him- or herself that might

need changing, and the group will try to

devise some ways in which to create an

environment which will be supportive of the

change This will not be a t-group. but a t-

group type thing might come out of it. As

usual, the time will be open to discuss

today's column or other things of interest.

Come and join us It will be held in a new

place. (»09 Campus Center, on Thursday

afternoon from 2::H) to about 4:50

What are you going to read over

Thanksgiving vacation
1

' Don't say text-

books-wc both know better: If you haven't

discovered Mother Karth News Yet
.
check it

out. I have new and back copies in the Draft

Counseling office in i»23 CC. or you can

browse at the table in front of the bookstore

on Fridav morning.

PKACE.

Ex-Soviet Spy Dies In Brooklyn

after a

disease.

Abel,

portant

im-

the

1948

MOSCOW <AP) Col. Rudolf

Abel, once the Kremlin's top U.S.

spy who for nine years directed a

network of Soviet agents from his

artist's studio in Brooklyn, has

died of lung cancer here, reliable

sources reported Tuesday.

They said Abel died Monday
six-month bout with the

He was 68.

probably the most

spy ever caught in

United States, operated from

until 1957. when he was betrayed

by an assistant, arrested and

sentenced to 30 years in prison.

He had a mild manner, sharp

nose and penetrating eyes. He

arrived in the United States from

Canada with false identity papers

and quietlv went about setting

himself upas a photographer and

artist in Brooklyn.

At the same time he was

assembling a network of reliable

agents to supply him with U.S.

military secrets.

His studio was a cluttered $35-a-

month room where neighbors knew

him as an aspiring artist who
earned his living taking pictures

and dabbling in radio repair. Abel

went by the name of Emil R.

Goldfus*

Although he did turn out some oil

paintings. his photographic

equipment was used mainly to

microfilm defense data. He used

such objects as hollowed-out coins,

pencils, nails and cufflinks in

which to hide the film.

Located just across the street

from the federal courthouse where

he was tried in 1957. Abel received

radioed messages from Moscow on

his shortwave equipment and
communicated with his subor-

dinate agents through a complex

system of codes, couriers and

secret drops.

In 19f>2. when his 30-year prison

term was still young. Abel was

New
... nguins
V* at your
campus bookstore

ALCHEMY- Science of the Cosmos, Science of the Soul.

Titus Burckhardt. A revealing book that aims to destroy

modern misconceptions about alchemy and to open

vast and unexpected spiritual horizons. $1.45

ECOLOGY OF DEVASTATION: INDOCHINA John

Lewallen. A detailed account of how the w_ar has affected

the ecology of Indochina, particularly Vietnam. Plus a

startling forecast of what will happen to the areas

ecology if the war continues. $1 .95

FOR THE LIBERATION OF BRAZIL. Carlos Marighela.

Translated by John Butt and Rosemary Sheen. With an

introduction by Richard Gott. A collection of writings —
by a leading opponent of the repressive Brazilian re-

gime _ showing how the guerilla struggle has devel-

oped since the death of Che Guevara. $1 .45

THE PENGUIN BOOK OF LATIN AMERICAN VERSE.

Edited by Enrique Caraccioli-Trejo. With an introduc-

tion by Henry Gilford. A bilingual anthology of the best

poetry from fourteen Central and South American na-

tions. $2.95

MAGIC AND MYSTERY IN TIBET. Alexandra David-

Neel. An objective account of supernatural experiences

in a remote and mysterious land. $1.45

DICKENS: THE CHRISTMAS BOOKS. Edited by

Michael Slater. All of Dickens' Christmas stones m two

volumes, with the original illustrations Volume 1 A

Christmas Carol and The Chimes. Volume 2. The Cricket

on Ihe Hearth. The Battle of Life, and The Haunted Man.

$2.95 each

THE PENGUIN BOOK OF COMICS (Revised Edition).

Georae Perry and Alan Aldridge. Published in a big.

8i?' x 11" format, with a colorful vinyl-coated cover,

this r.chly illustrated book provides a delightful history

oMhe comics since comics began .
the artists who

created the characters ... and the characters who took

charge of their creators. $4.95

PENGUIN BOOKS INC
7j|Q Ami >s< >dor Rd

exchanged for Francis Gary
Powers, the American pilot whose

U2 spy plane was shot down by the

Russians May 1, 1960 over Sver-

dlovsk in western Siberia.

The incident wrecked a 1960

Paris summit conference involving

President Dwight D. Eisenhower.

Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev of

the Soviet Union. Prime Minister

Harold Macmillan of Britain and

President Charles de Gaulle of

France.
Powers was convicted of

espionage in Moscow and sen-

tenced to 10 years in prison. The

swap was negotiated and the men
were exchanged Feb. 10. 1962 on a

bridge between B^ast and West

Berlin

Abel lived in obscurity after his

return to Moscow and reportedly

worked as a propagandist and

recruiter for the Soviet secret

police, with spare time for playing

Bach on the lute and classical

guitar.

In 1966. the retired master spy

told his story to a Soviet magazine,

•intelligence work is not a series

of rip-roaring adventures, a string

of tricks or an entertaining trip

abroad." Abel wrote. "It is. above

all. arduous, painstaking work

which calls for an intense effort,

perseverance, stamina, fortitude,

will power, serious knowledge and

great mastery."

Every Wednesday is

STAMPEDE NIGHT
A little bit of the Far West in New England.

Our cowgirls, in Western garb will serve you Western Steer Beef

by the ounce — 45c per ounce for Prime Sirloin, 70c per ounce for

Filet Mignon, and 35c per ounce for a Rib of Broiled Beef. Just tell

the chef how thick of a slice you want, and how you like it done.

Keep our Friday Night Buffet in mind 6: 30 to 9:00 p.m. $5.50 per

person.

(/kLord
30 Boltwood Av«.

ery
253-2576 J

RAOUL DIETRICH. INNKEEPER

WIN A BUDDY!!
ARE YOU A TURKEY ?

// so you probably need a friend.

Here's your chance to win one.

Register all this week at either

store. The drawing will be held

Saturday, November, 20th.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Amherst

Audio -O
ail V IMratant SI

\ \Mi:

IM N I'lcasanl St . \mh.

I VWIK.

UUIHKSS. UMMIKSS.

This ( oiiiHin l.ood Ihru Sal.. No\ . 'A\
This < ouimn (.mxl thru Sal „ Nov. '4>
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It All Comes Back Home
Remember Spring of

, 7()"'

Remember the Strike.' Remember

the Festival of Life by the pond

with the boggie. the cheap wine

and the dope'' And most of all do

you remember the 'boat" races

across the pond with Eric and the

Flag of The Universal Life

Church'' If you remember all of

this, do you know jusl what those

little square boats were actually

used tor" Well, a year and a half

later two of D H'ComieM'H Sons

finest working on the underside ot

(he suspended 27th floor ot the

Libran lower provide the answer

photo lower left i It seems thai

those boats'' are in reality.

tilx'rglass forms used in making

l he w al lie shaped concrete ceilings

used m so much construction

lodiiN i MIX" photos past and

present by Steve Schmidt >.

Register

To Vote
Thursday

November 18

Campus
Center

Concourse
Level

GIVE THE NATION

BACK TO ITS PEOPLE
John W. Gardner, Chairman

Common Cause
Former Secretary

ot Health, Education and Welfare

Who said citizen action is futile? Populism in the

nineteenth century left an indelible mark on the

nation. Citizen action won the vote for women in

1920 and brought the abolition of child labor, the

labor movement, the civil rights movement, the

peace movement, the conservation movement - all

began with concerned citizens. If we had waited for

the government or Congress or the parties to initiate

any of them, we'd still be waiting. Try to think of a

significant movement in our national life that was

initiated by the bureaucracy. Or by Congress. Or by

the parties. ., .

For a while, we lost confidence in our capacity to

act as citizens, but the citizen is getting back to his

feet And citizen action is taking on a tough minded

professional edge it never had before. Never has our

society needed more desperately the life-giving

spark of citizen action. We must make our instru-

ments of self-government work. We must halt the

abuse of the public interest by self-seeking special

interests.

The special interests buy favor through campaign

gifts What flows back is literally scores of billions of

dollars in tax breaks, in lucrative defense contracts,

in favored treatment of certain regulated industries,

in tolerance of monopolistic practices. And the tax-

payer foots the bill.

To combat such pervasive corruption, we must

strike at the two instruments of corruption in public

life- money and secrecy.

To combat the corrupting power of money, we

must control campaign spending and lobbying, and

require full disclosure of conflict of interest on the

part of public officials.

To tear away the veil of secrecy, we must enact

"freedom of information" or "right to know" statutes

which require that the public business be done pub-

licly. And that's only a beginning. We can regain

command of our instruments of self-government.

To accomplish this, each citizen must become an

activist, especially the college student with his

newly acquired right to vote. He must make his voice

heard. Common Cause, a national citizens' lobby,

was created to accomplish just that. It hoped to en-

roll 100,000 members in its first year, and got that

number in 23 weeks! On its first anniversary, it had

200,000 members.

• // was the chief citizens' group lobbying lor the Constitu-

tional Amendment on the 18-year old vote.

• It joined with environmental groups to defeat the SST.

• It brought the first real challenge in a generation to the

tyrannical seniority system in Congress.

• It helped bring the House ot Representatives to its first

recorded vote on the Vietnam War.

• It has sued the major parties to enjoin them from violat-

ing the campaign spending laws.

There is much more to do. And the time to do it is

now. The American people are tired of being bilked

and manipulated. It's time to give this country back

to its people. For additional information, write Com-
mon Cause. Box 220, Washington. DC. 20044.

I
This space is contributed as a

People Service by The Van Heusen Company J
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Student Public Interest Encouraged
There are eight million students

in over 2.000 colleges and
universities in the United States.

However, the extreme mobility of

•he campus population prevents

the growth of lasting, potent

student organizations. Too often

vacations, exams, and the sheer

burden of course work frustrate

student campaigns. In an effort to

surmount their difficulties and

build bases of real student power.

Ralph Nader's Public Interest

Research Group <P1RG> has

embarked on what may be the

most ambitious project of student

organization ever attempted in the

United States. Its aim is to en-

courage students to form, finance,

work with, and direct groups of

full-time professionals to engage in

research, citizen action and

litigation on behalf of the public

interest. Students, with the help of

these student-funded
professionals, would work on

Al Minsk
To Speak On
College Life

Alan Minsk will be speaking at

College Life tonight at »:<K) in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union. As the director of Israel's

Remnant in Boston, he will be

speaking on the relationship

between today's .lew and Jesus

Christ. Also, he will relate his

seareh for meaning in life.

Being .Jewish. Alan Minsk wishes

to speak to the Jewish community

here at I' Mass. He invites all to

come and listen, and to talk per-

sonallv with him afterwards.

College Life is an informal

meeting held every two weeks in

the Colonial Lounge for the eurious

student interested in life

issues involving environmental

preservation and consumer
protection, racial and sexual

discrimination, product safety and

corporate responsibility. Neither

Mr. Nader nor the Public Interest

Research Group of Washington

D.C. will have any control over a

local group.

The students in two states.

Oregon and Minnesota, have
already mobilized the effort. In

each state over 50% of the students

signed a petition asking for a

special, refundable tax of four

dollars a year which would go

towards the funding of the state

PIRG.

Oregon has already completed

its first major project. They
received a report on a local

complaint 'hotline" of a terrific

smell eminating from a river

between the hours of two and five

AM The PIRG students

discovered that a pulp mill just

upstream was dumping the waste

it collected during the day in the

earlv morning hours. After 1(H)

davs of carefull documentation.

Oregon PIRG sued the company
under the 1899 Refuse Act. The* fine

was $50,000, half of which was

given to PIRG by the court. Those

funds are now being used to sue the

governmental agency responsible

for checking this company's
polluting.

Minnesota has already won an

important sexual discrimination

ease and set up bicycle paths on the

U. of Minn, campus and
surrounding area for its up to 40%

commuter population.

Students interested in finding out

more about PIRG's and the

possible creation of one at UMass
should come to one of the

organizational meetings Wed-
nesday nights. Room 811-R15

Campus Center at 7 p.m.

AUTOS FOR SALE

Cheapest Mercedes. Ml. 220sb.. runs ok

hill needs work With book, spares After .1

..... .BB44S4.

I'iKtiOpcl. good condition, ask MM. Call

a„x.imc »«tt
(||M|

IMM ( hexcrnlet Biscaxne. runninit

condition fall sticker, x.'immi miles $45.

t all Suinesh after I p m r»4!l- 1«4 4

.

«7 ( nrxair excellent condit.. automatic,

air cond . snow tires, radio. BJJM miles.

Hit:., phone BEMMS

1907 (iTX l*l> mouth ennv.. 4 speed. tw»

co inch, rebuilt trans and each new

batter) and radiator, excel shape $M<Hl. or

«" •<'• a"-"""-
„„.,„

I'n.s Y\\ conx.. high mileage but many

parts replaced, slight hodx damage
primed IWHl INI No bartering (all Joseph

.'vi-.'iimi.
11-17

«:t IMy. Kurv. gd eng. A tr».. need* new

minor rep*. Onlx 5H000 mi. (all Stan 549-

6341. cheap

I96«l<ed Porsche 912 new lire* batters

..,-,,1 mechanical condition. Best offer

233-MM. or 545-2330.
tiii-il

•«7 Chexelle Malibu. 2-door hardtop,

xinxl roof, radio. \ -H. AT., PS., ex-

cellent condition. IMS. (all 253-3067

Ml Humbler, good engine, no Iran*.,

extra wheel* and tire*. Will sell in part or

whole Best offer (all Wg at 256-6650.

*» "
U-I.-I7

Mi red Porsche 912. new tire*, new

haltc;y. good mechanical condition. Bert

From The People Who Bring You The

Most Expensive Stereo Systems

in New England.

$50.
II

including speakers

For The Lowest Priced 4 Channel

Adapter in Town.

Amherst Audicf
1<I7 No. Pleasant St.

MDC CLASSIFIED
Custom hard top for TBI 4 a. I bolts,

hist offer oxer IS MM I set of speakers

lor home use. must hear. 665-47HI.

Ifll-IH

WANTED

lit Unimex ille. rebuilt engine, rebuilt

transmission, automatic, all power. $500.

Must sell Call 967-5163 after 6 leave phone

4 address.
tfll-19

Daily Hampshire (ia/elte i* in-

leniewing students & others for working

as stringers. If interested call Kditor at

I. a/el. M4-MM.

You're warm, warmer, now you're hot in

an authentic air force,parka i Mens 137.50.

boxs A girls $34.50 (all Al at 5I9-0HI4-275

1 'nl I Inn Mil.
tfll-19

WANTED TO BUY

Itesea. ch paper on subject pertaining to

environment. Price negotiable, (all 516-

792H.
11-17

lfll-2 SERVICES TYPING
IV male desires traxeling companion to

West (oast, leaxing around Dec. I. (all

Joan l.ipsnn, 53H-2203,

tfll-19

Benjamin compacts KM I speakers.

I.enco and Miracord turntables at low

prices. ( uncord Kquipmenl at Discount

Prices (all 316-6917
If 1

1 -2:1

(Hialified guitar teacher looking for

students reasonable rates, (all Kd at 516-

RIM.
tfll-19

Typing theses, dissertations, etc. I'asl.

accurate, experienced Have Math and

( hem sxmbols. (all 253-3001.

if 12-21

Photographer wants open minded
female models (.ood pax \o exp.

1 colored Write: Bob. PO Box 272.

( hicopee. Mass. mill I.

Ifll-IH

\d\anced music student will give piano

lessons in xour home dorm or wherever,

i all 323-72771. $3.00/ :t/t hour.

IfIMl

ENTERTAINMENT

Two Mohawk 771. magnum tires,

mounted on 1
1" mags Will fit any GM car.

Preltx new I need I. Daxe 546-HH04.

tfll-19

FOR RENT REWARD

Natural hide bugs, pillows, purses

steer sheep, goal, (ireal Xmas gifts

Indian kid skin to t It. (amp (enter. Thur

ii.7S.lK 225 James.
tfll-IH

Presidential apartment-sublet axailable

Vox. IV $165. including utilities, (all 253-

2313. Kamins Ileal Kstate.
tfll-19

(.iant size apt . (Tiffside. one bedroom,

all electric (all NMM, available Jan

1st

tor info, leading to recoxerx of male dog

part gold Belriexer A Setter. Short It. tan

hair, li months old. lost II-I-7I. 5K4-0079

"" ' tfl.-.»

Bock group Phoenix for your party or

dance, old standard mu*lc at reasonable

rales, make res lor Xmas parties now

(all Pete 5I9-602H.
tf 1 1-17

tfll-19

Bickfnhacker 12 siring semi-accoustical

electric guitar with case, excellent con

dilion. best offer, (all Kd 253-9957
11-11

\\ailahle Dec. I. l-bdrm. apt. at (liff-

side I IV all utilities (all 665-2025.

tfll-19

Beward for return of lost wide gold

wedding ring. Initial* KMW to JSK 6/7/70

If found please call Jake HMM or Kathy

5 19- 1:11 1.

tfll-19

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Begister your book in S.l .
Bm. :1IK.

I- xerx student with your course next

semester will need xour book* save I

money . sell direct. lt-sem.

$15 REWARD FREE

l.ange comps. with spoiler. Csed one

season, (all after %-.», 323-40K4.

tfll-17

Available immediately 1 bedroom,

lownhouse. Puffton Village, near l/Mass.

all conxiences. (all 549-0177. $156 9 mon

**
tfll-19

I xr. old male Sealpninl Siamese, old

brown collar, answers to "Snowy ".

missing from :U7 Puffton since Oct. »•

Please call 549-67H6.
tfll-19

Kree kitten*. 7 weeks old. 256-6155.

tfll-19

Sonx portable tape recorder 145. Knight

short waxe radio receiver 1 30...or best

offers, (all Dave at 6-5657 anytime and

*"*»
tfll-17

PERSONAL RIDE WANTED MOVIE

lelhro please contact John Immediately

MMMMt.

Csed Bock record* for sale In exc. cond.

incl Kngllth and Bootleg* II 25/rec. Call

*•*
tf.i-it

l>ear Weird sister*. It would be beautiful

if I could park my car In your garage

Jimmy P. ,. ,,11-w

Bide te No. Carolina prefer Chapel Hill

and or return during Thanksgiving period

(an pax expense*, (all Joan 253-3003.

tfll-17

WANTED TO RENT

WOODY AI.I.KN IS HII AHIOIS IN

T\KK THK MOSEY AM) BIN" IN

COI.OH.SAT..NO\ 20. MAHAR All). 7.

». II P M
tfll-19

Discount Stereo Components, compacts

T V '* 2»-4it%off list price Most major

brands axailable. Jim Jensen 5M6-I365

tl I 1 -

1

n

Happv Hour this Krlday. Nov 19 at Phi

siama Delta from 7:30 -everyone Inxlted
' tfll-19

2-1 bedroom apartment or house for

lanuarx or Kebruarx I. (all NMM <*

• Hlfi™
tni-i.

HELP WANTED

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

\K( Pemgroke Welsh (org! male. H

w ks red & w hile .
great disposition $ 100 00

(all .9H-5H.9.

Happy 19lh birthday Jeannlne. love

Boomie . (iail and Sue.
I l-l 1

W anted for Jan I . one brdroom apt .. pet

must be allowed Bent between ll» and

tlflo. (all 665-4695 after 6. Mo. A Wed

M ",h
' tJll-li

Ski instructors wanted at Berkshire

Kast. M or K, experience* part or full

lime. Send resume to Director. l\ North

St . Windsorlocks. ( onn
tfll-H

Honda .150 cl. 1970. ex. cond. (all 253-59H*.

after I p.m.
tfll-17

FOR SALE

Becnrds' New album* in stock, tape &

stereo equipment by order, discount

price*, come to 212. (iorman or call John at

"Mi,7°
un-i*

Inanne: I'd rather be *orry for thing*

I x e done than thing* I didn't do (all me if

xou have a change of heart BUI

TRAVEL

k

I ike new 1140 Columbia IO-*peed hike

170 Also $150 Mono Klco tuner, xerx good

cond , $15 (all Daxe 527-6367

Head masters 205cm marker bindings,

originallx $210 now $140 (all Peter

/.andan In 417 (.reenough 515-2639

tf 1
1 -1 1

I WANT TO SHARK IN AN OCCCI T

KXPKBIKNCK SEANCE PRKKKBKD
OB OTHKB PI.KASK (AH. DKBBIK
:,ifi.«Hr,N tf 1 1-18

( 1 1 m vi. n T rax el offer* low cost spring

xacatlon trips to Bermuda and Nassau

I or more info call Bich Margil 112 Irwighl

:• ,
'• 4,7,,"

tfll.lt

LOST

Mrack tapes all on nr.ginalM^*1*
selection, onlx Ml each (all M$Bi_M
Vmm „r see Bruce in 7061) Brown

(.ultar* Amp*, drum*, ace. at

reasonable prices The (iuilar Workshop.

9N Main SI North. 5HB-1706.

, tf 1 1-30

\erx real woman would like to meel

single man I**! *ho ***•"»*"
human contact Write N Box 190.

\mherst. tfll-17

To the girl who found $21 in front of the

siudinl I nion I obbx counter on Kri fxe

please return It to me-Dan Itkln.- (Kivt.

Dipt (Kl
tfll-lH

JOBS

s jobs lor students Australia

luropc s \merlca Vfrlca etc Ml

professions & occupation*. ItM to $MM
monthlx expenses paid. »\"" nY

i
sightseeing Kree information write lob*

l,:erseas Dept sB Box 13971. San Diego.

Calif WH
tf 1 1-22

;.i
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Educational Experiences

Available For Teachers
Unique, educational field ex

perienees are still available for

Elementary and Secondary majors

in such places as California.

Colorado. New Mexico. Florida.

Montreal. England. Germany.

France, and Italy These are open

to sophomores and juniors. It will

cost no more to travel to and live at

those sites than the room and

board at UMass.
Prerequisites for this are a six

credit course which the student

will take this spring to prepare him

for his internship in the fall. For

more information, come to Room
1(H), School of Education, prior to

November 24 and talk to either Bill

Fanslow, Bill Byxbee, or Jeanne

Kamansky.

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1FM:

7 00 p m EVENING NEWS with Dick Brooks and OlafW^^J^^^^^^^ WOrld
7 '«> p m VIEWPOINT - a 30 minute public affairs program dealing with diverse suojtci

HCm wSSADR^a three hour black program with jazz, soul poetry commentary and black

news^ompfled ani edited by members of the Black Mass Communications Project.

SS&:i&BEB^ -——-

"

lil

3:00 a.m.

Notices

ALPHA PHI GAMMA:
Lecture. "An Analysis of Politics

and the Press in Massachusetts".

by Neil Giroux. tonight at 7 p.m. in

CC 804-808. Open to public, free;

journalism and Poli Sci majors

encouraged to attend and ask

questions.

A M A T K V K R A I> 1 O
ASSOCIATION:
Meeting tonight in Rm. 169 CC at

7 p.m
CHESS CLUB:
Meeting tonight in the New-

Hatch. The third round of the

I Mass tournament begins at 7:30.

CHRISTIANS:
Bring vour friends and enemies

to College Life tonight at 8 p.m. to

hear Alan Minsk. Colonial Lounge.

SU.
ASCE:
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Rm.

132 Marston -Dr Ruth Ter/aghi

will speak on-"Man: Fossil from

the past and promise for the

future
"

DAMES (MB:
Auction -Tonight at 8 p.m

Farlev 4-H House. Articles

from
*

local shops, restaurants,

movies, etc. All are welcome.

DISCUSSION:
"Strengthening your faith"

Wednesday at Newman Ctr. at 7

p.m in the Social Lounge.

ITALIAN CLUB:
Italian table. Blue Wall Cafe. CC

at 5 p.m. today. All welcome.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUN-
TEERS:
Bus leaves tonight for the State

Hospital Hasbrouck Lab. 6:30,

Patterson House. (1:35. Last trip

before Thanksgiving, everyone

welcome.
NURSING MAJORS.

2 nursing majors needed to serve

on a Search committee for Dean of

Nursing Contact .John Hogan (via

mailbox or 5-0341) c/o Student

Senate

1M RITA Pill:

The sisters of Pi Beta Phi invite

all University women to a •For-

tune Telling Party" on Wed. from

7-8:30 at Beta Kappa Phi. 401 N.

Pleasant St.

RECREATION SOCIETY
MEETING:
Tomorrow. 6:30 in Rm 811 CC.

Come see what we're all about.

Good chance to help vour depart

ment.

SEX AND THE LAW
Attorney Martin Linsky, rep. of

the Mass! State Legislature, will

speak tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the

Berkshire Clubroom in the South-

west area. In 1968-69. it was Rep.

Linsky who filed the bill to have the

unmarried restriction removed

from the Mass. Birth Control

statute.

SPANISH CLUB:
Tertulia -Are you interested in

talking in Spanish with some in-

teresting people? Well, come to the

tertulia. Weds afternoon from

2:30-4, 4th floor lounge. Herter

Hall. Coffee will be served.

SPECIAL EDUCATION:
We would like to know how many

students are interested in majoring

in Special education. If you are

interested or would like more in-

lormation. call Sue at 6-6675 or

.lean at 6-6560

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAR*

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

r
pT7Tf1

ACROSS

1

at

are

Taurus can be slubborn bul also deter

mined and loyal Many born under this

zodiacal sign have unusual speaking voices

and a sense of the dramatic Taurus, like

mosl of us. appreciates money and. where

finances are concerned. Taurus makes a

qood team with Gemmi

ARIES (March ?1 April 19) New outlook

concerns mate, partner, investment

procedure. Emotions are intensified,

nothing occurs halfway Be receptive Vou

could receive offer which puts you on more

solid emotional financial qround

TAURUS (April 20 May ?0>: Pace

yourself Don t insist, cajole or chide

Pi-rmil others lo show their hands, have

their say Your role now should be that of

careful observer Emphasis is on marriage

and public relations

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Be wary

where apparent minor details are con

urned Take nothing for granted Key is lo

be thorough What appears simple is

complicated if vou are careless Keep

medical, denial appointments

CANCER (June 21 July 22). Be ready for

change of scenery, variety of experiences

emotions Opposite sex .s involved

Creative juices flow You overcome ob

Itacle* Loved one pays meaningful

comphmenl Children bring ioy

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Practical issues

dominate Accent on security in relation to

home property, domestic affairs Strive lo

harmonize family situation Make gesture

of reconciliation You'll be happier as a

r,-sull

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 221 New moon

position stresses short trips, dealings wth

,,nd neighbors P.sces person

S prominently Throw off secret

doubts Express ideas, take notes

Pinn for fuluri-

LIBRA (Sepl 23 Oct. 22) New financial

arrangement worksoul m your favor insist

on facts, inventory Get what's due you

Some around you now are fasl talkers

Realize you have authority on your side

Stand pal

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 211 Welcome

contacts, challenges you are stimulated by

one who expresses confidence Accent

original methods L. .id rather man follow

Lunar posilion coincides with success

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) New
l.ghl shed on mystery Puzzle pieces can

fall logelher Work behind scenes Co

operale in charitable project Remember

one who is temporarily confined to home,

hospital Be considerate

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Income

from professional efforts could increase

New moon position coincides with qreater

pnde, achievement Cancer individual

could play important role Be aware, of

securily requirements
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Ulihze

alternative methods Analyze ambitions

You can go far (versatile Sagittanan can

help you solve dilemma Don't be afraid lo

ask questions Some surprising, helpful

answers come forth

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20> Favorable

now for publishing, submission of plans,

formats Plan ahead Look to future instead

of brooding about past Barrier to pro
is removed if you don't procrastinate Ac

'

on beliefs

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you arc

I powerlul adversary and a loyal ally You

are not one for splitlmq hairs You <i

facts, not speculation or qossip Some Claim

you lack sense of humor Bul those who

really know you disaqree If tingle

marnaqe >s on horizon

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

Lav. fu!

Brittle

Chastise

Swifter

Symbol lor

silver

Clan

17 Weight o(

India

Rodent

Sows
Moccasin

Pertaining to

the ear

More unusual

28 Earth goddess

29 Native ot

Africa

Went by
automobile

Lampreys

Head of

Catholic

Church

Commemorative
marches

Birds' homes

Hebrew month

Earn

Food program

Decay

Renovate

Born

Sod

Break
suddenly

55 Symbol for

tantalum

Scoffs

Crown

Enter a

charge against

Craftier

11

12

14

15

18

20
23
24

26

31

33

35

36

39
42

43

45

46
48

50

51

53

56

59

61

Aeriform

fluil

The sweetsop

Sufferer from

Hansen's
disease

Baseball

position (abbr.)

Sun god

Suffix:

adherent of

Cease

Hair of

animal

Nobleman
Sped

16 Athletic group

19 Striped wild

cat

21 Let fall

22 Surgical thread

25 Choice part

27 Lassoed
30 More ancient

7

8

9

10

11

13 32 Turoentine
ingredient

34 Withered

36 Separates

37 Teem
38 Transgresses

40 Seesaw
41 Vapor
44 Cares for

47 Woody plant

49 Loud lament

52 A month
(abbr.)

54 Remuneration
57 A state (abbr.)

58 Saint (abbr

)

60 Prefix:

down

i_-:
I 1

14

18

27

79

62

DOWN

Envoy

Teutonic deity

36

*7

:v5S5="33

19

15

5&

20

37

46

51

56

DlALTONE
Route 5 West Hatfield

Featuring the famous
Recording Group

The Vandell's

Every nite

9 p.m. 1 a.m.

_£_

25

61

:;43

30

26

16

12

m

34

47

52

48

31

S___.>L_
57 !58 I-

38

71

8

?2

17

10 ^1

23

27

53

459

39

*J-l,
49

^v62

t?T

32

13

T-TTTTT

45

54

50

••: 55

40 41

60

DiMr. by litited Feature Syndicate, Inc. ii

1 HAP IT LICKER AND

NOW I'M nGMD AGAIN!

I TH0U6HT I UA6 D0IN6

THE RIGHT TMIN6.

n Vyilr^hnb

by Johnny hart

vVMAT AfcE
Vc?U POiNfe?

l/V\ £>OlN<£> TO
BORM TWE&6
LEAVES.

1117

. AMD POLLUTE
THE AlR ?

.. .

vt?U SHOULD 3&

ASHAMED OP
VcxipaeLP .'

ft BY <50LLY, TH& RED X
' OMES AREN'T HALP
BAD!

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parker and Johnny hart

l£N'T THE £U|LL0TiNE

A PrfT CXA$T\C, Z\*B, rW
...W& IMPURE
You- &ive THIS

MAH HIS LIFE ?

Intra-Murals Spell

End To Fall Season
By JOHN BOCK

The UMass Intramural office is busy putting the wraps on what

assistant director Peter Graham terms "...a most successful

season in terms of student participation." Results are still not

available for some of the fall activities as playoffs are still in

progress bul the ma jority of the sports are history.

In what seems to be the perennial favorite of participation and

spectators alike. Touch Football saw its conclusion with the

crowning ol the champions. The honor of Campus Champions and

Independent champions went to Stu's Marauders. The Marauders

are still practicing, though, as they will participate in the National

Touch Football Championships at Long Branch. New Jersey on

Thanksgiving Day Residence Hall Champions are the Thatcher

Redwoods while Fraternity honors go to Phi Sigma Delta and Grad

Faculti Champs are Civil Engineering. Though no records were

Colts Linebacker Pick as NFL
Defensive Player of the Week

brol

played .

in many respect!

Kpsilon P
here w

soar it must be remembered that the number of games

down from 7 to 5. Be that as it may there were standouts

eading

i

asser honors went to Cino from Tail

rompleted 86 out of iki for a 47.5% average.

it- tot Leading Scorer as Adams ot the Bucks and

Carmody ol Phi Sigma Kappa scored 70 points apiece. In the

categories ol Leading Receiver and Leading Pass Rusher it was

Connery from the Rowdy Bunch going on record with 30 receptions

and Connors of the Raccoons having 21 rushes. Leading Offense

went to the Thatcher Redwoods with 188 points, while Leading

Defense went to the Marauders, having only 8 points scored on

them en route to the Campus Championship.

In girls' Powder Puff football action the Mushrooms Independent

team took the Campus and Independent Championships. Campus

Runners Cp and Residence Hall Champs are the Melville Whalers.

with Sorority Champions and Campus Third Alpha Chi Omega

Tug-of War results saw the Hamlin Pied Pipers defend their

Campus and Residence Hall Championships while Pi Lamda Phi

took honors as the Fraternity Champs. The Flying Duchmen were

the Independent winners, as Civil Engineering remained consistent

in 1M performance and took the Grad-Faculty trophy

Honors in the Metawampe "500" bicycle race are led off by the

Thatcher Redwoods as Campus and Residence Hall Champions.

Fraternity and Campus Second were the guys from Sigma Phi

Kpsilon. The Playboys took Independent and Campus Third as a

"in Mens Cross-Country Prince House became campus and In-

dependent Champs The Nation took Runner-lp and the Chad-

XSSSt Maroons were Campus Third
I
and Residence Ha (harm

pions. Individual performances saw Mike < owles of Beta Chi up

om last year's thud place finish, win the race with a timeof 8:34

s ,. • n Place went toLarry Lacroix .who ran unattached, with

unole Tauler ol Prince House taking third In Grad-Faculty the

English Department edged out Civil Engineering for the Cham-

pionship as Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering copped third

co Rub Fahey of Civil Engineering won Urst place with an

KS I h Runner-up was Robert French ol English and third

Jn , ^ ( 'hades Moran also of English, Fraternity < hampions were

last but not least Phi Mu Delta

Congratulations to the Champions and to all those who

reSented heir house, dorm, department or themselvejin

Si! the Fall IM Season a pleasant and often^xoting event for

the University Thanks also go to Coaches Schmitt. Graham.

, ,ddlc. and their staff for carrying on the best Intramural program

m New England.

NEW YORK »AP> - "He's got to the point now,"

Baltimore assistant coach Hank Bullough was saying

about Ted Hendricks, 'where he's a completely new

dimension in linebackers."

Hendricks also got the point or. more technically,

prevented the one -that provided the Colts with their

tense 14-13 victory Sunday over the New York Jets.

Thai, plus his 'timely tackles he was in on 11 of

them and a kev interception, earned Hendricks the

selection Tuesday as The Associated Press Defensive

Player of the Week in the National Football League.

The i. loot 7, 215-pounder got the nod over Minnesota

Vikings safeties Charlie West and Paul Krause

The point that made the difference never came

because of Hendricks' big fist. The Jets had just

.cored and soccer-stvle kicker Bobby Howliold came

on for the conversion that would have tied the game.

1 tried to go inside on the first conversion when

New York had taken a 7-0 lead "but that didn't work.

he recalled "On this one. Dave Herman went over to

try and help block Bubba Smith, figuring I'd go with

him again. .

T didn't I went outside instead of inside, and it

worked "He charged through the gaping hole in the

Jets' line, stuck out a fist "and the ball just hit it. I

wasn't even stretched out or up in the air or

an
The defending champion Colts still had the lead and

ver relinquished it. remaining in the battle with the

Miami Dolphins tor supremacy in the American

Conference Fast

Hendricks, whose tumble recovered and 31-yard

gallop for a touchdown a week ago broke a 10-10 tie

and put the Colts ahead to stay in their 24-17 Monday

night Victory over Los Angeles, also puked off a pass

that put them back in the game against the Jets

It was his fifth interception of the year, coming as

New York drove into Baltimore territory He nabbed

the pass and returned it 10 yards to nudfield. then

turned the ball over to Johnny t'nitas. who marched

the Colts 50 yards toa touchdown and a 7-7 tie

•The Stork, " as the lean, long legged linebacker is

known, "poses an altogether different problem tor

quarterbacks because ol his height and jumping

abihtv.'' Bulloough said. "I think he's playing as good

as any outside linebacker in pro football

West, starting tor the first time in place of injured

Karl Kassulke, intercepted a pair ol Green Bay

passes, one oi them in his own end zone which he raced

back to the 50-yard line, setting up a field goal.

And Krause crushed a pair of scoring threats,

coming up with his 50th career interception on the

Minnesota three-vard line, then later pouncing on a

tumble on the Minnesota one The defensive plays and

the field goal were, as it turned out. the game as the

Vikings beat the Packers 3-0.

ending cnampionL.ous sun nau me .v.«« «.~
^

Easy Pickings For All

Birds, Bucs Divvy

Up Series Loot
NEW YORK AP) The Pitt-

sburgh Pirates and Baltimore

Orioles each voted 31 full in-

dividual shares from a combined

World Series pot of more than $i

million, but Pirates hear Bruce

Kison received only a partial share

and the mound crew wasn't m
eluded at all.

iseball Commissioner Bowu
Kuhn said Tuesday that the

Pirates, who earned $627,237.11 for

their World Series victory, voted

full shares ot 118.164.59 to 2?

players, Manager Danny Mur

taugh, five coaches, trainer Ton\

Bartirome and clubhouse manager

John Hallahan

Kison. who was credited with the

victory that knotted the Series at 2

2, was voted three-quarters of a

share, or $13,623 44, by his team

mates who totally neglected the

ground crew reportedly for sup-

porting the umpires strike during

the 1970 plav ofts The men had split

a share lasi year when the Pirates

won the National League's Fast

Division title.

An Orioles lull share from the

$470,427 to total was worth

$13,906.45, One-tenth ot a share, or

$1,390, went to Jay Maz/one. their

crippled 18-year-old bat-boy who

retired at the end of the Series

after four years' service.

HOUSTON (AP) Buster

Mathis. fighting for the first time

in 2-1/2 years, takes his turn

Wednesday night with Mohammad
Ali, who has made up for his own

exile from the ring with a flurry of

activity during the past year.

They will meet in a scheduled 12-

rounder in the Astrodome,

scheduled to start at 10:50 EST.

For Mathis, who has won 29 pro

fights against two losses, it will be

the first fight since he lost a 12-

round decision to Jerry Quarry in

New York March 24. 1909.

Ah has fought four times and

engaged in numerous exhibitions

since he ended a 3-1/2-year boxing

exile due to military draft troubles

by stopping Quarry in three rounds

in Atlanta Oct. 20. 1970

Ali said after he lost to

heavyweight champion Joe

Fra/ier. in his only defeat in 33 pro

fights, that he would keep busy

until he won the title again and he

is expected to sign soon for a

planned Dec. 20 fight against

German Jurgen Blin in Zurich.

Switzerland.

The former heavyweight

champion generally is expected to

handle Mathis as easily as he did

Jimmv Ellis, whom he stopped in

12 rounds in his first fight after

losing to Fra/ier.

In fact. Ali is such a prohibitive

favorite that no betting line has

been established.

The fight will follow a scheduled

pi round heavyweight bout bet-

ween George Chuvalo of Canada

and Cleveland Williams of

Houston, which also will be shown

on closed circuit television over 106

locations in the United States and

Canada.
Top Rank. Inc.. and Astrodome

Championship Enterprises Inc. are

promoting the fight in the Dome,

with Top Rank handling all an-

cillary rights.

The fight also will be beamed to

27 foreign countries.

A Top Rank spokesman
estimates a crowd of more than

25.000 at the Dome and a live gate

of more than $200,000.

In an effort to bolster ticket

sales, some closed circuit

television exhibitors are offering

door prizes that range from record

albums to a pound of pork sausage

each month for a year.

Jcrrv Lewis Twin Cinema

Cinema 1 CinetnaS

586-3209

Hamp Shojipiao PiflM KinQ 5»» Northampton

m METROCO-.OW mom^

Everyone Wants

CATLOW
)GP| METROC0L0R • P»N»«SI«r «»•©

7&9
Adults $1.50

Shown At

7:15 & 9:15

Children 50'

PARIS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELGRADEGENEVA BUCHARI.

i FLY SUPERCHEAP
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Nassau $149
DEC 16-20 $149 includes round trip jet from

Boston, all taxes & trips & 4 nights ac-

commodations at the Montagu Beach Hotel*

Ski Europe $325

Nassau $179
Dec. 20-27 or Dec. 27-Jan 3. $179 includes

round trip jet from Boston, all taxes & tips »

accommodations at the Montagu Beach Hotel,

Flagler Inn or Pilot House Hotel*

LIVE MUSIC
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday Nites

OLDIES NITE
Monday

STONES NITE
Wednesday

15 days/14 nights at Innsbruck, Kitzbuhel &

St. Anton. Departures from JFK & Logan

begin 12/18/71 and continue through 3/31/72.

Includes air fare, meals, double occupancy

hotel & all taxes.

London $187

RESTAURAINT
Open 24 Hours

Q
<
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O
CC

Youth Fare

Guaranteed Round Trip reservations at no

additional charge.

Dec. 17-Jan. 2 $187 includes round trip jet air

fare from Boston* Dec.

3
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Pay with

MASTERCHARGE

American Student Travel

27 Massachusetts Ave., Boston 02115

For further information call Steve German

253 3359
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Grapplers Set To Defend Title
JL .L ,

—
1 information on these topics as well high school and

THE
By JOHN BOCK

If there is any phrase that marks
the University of Massachusetts

wrestling team that phrase is

"consistency in improvement"
And that is just what the grapplers

are out to do this year-improve on

a lfi -:M season that saw them ous«

Springfield College from its 20 yeai

reign as New Kngland In-

tercollegiate Wrestling Association

Champion and establish them-

selves as the new wrestling power
in New Kngland.

To sa> that the improvement
would begin with this year would

be to tell a falsehood for the im

provement began with the arrival

of Homer Barr as Head Coach. He
would be joined by Maurice Brosky

who would be the Freshman
mentor. Together these gentlemen

have brought I'Mass wrestling

from a point where losing seasons

were a tradition to a third, second,

and finally first place finish in the

NEIWA
How do coaches Barr. Brosky &

company intend to accomplish

such a feat*? Again hard work, but

the Redmen do have a few ad-

vantages in the process. Most

notable on the plus side are

returning NEIWA Champions
Shelly Goldberg and Carl Damb-
man. Shelly reaches his senior

year after two verj successful

seasons as NEIWA Champ at 134

pounds He will push the team this

year as captain and has his sights

set on the NCAA Championship
Carl returns as a junior from a

year that saw him become surprise

Heavyweight NEIWA Champ. It is

his intention to drop to 190 pounds

this season in hopes of better

defending his title. The squad finds

on the mat leadership from these

two men and they are ably assisted

by veterans Clay .Jester. Dave
Reynolds. Barry Codowsky, Dave
Aniato. and Jim Godkin, Jester,

Reynolds and Godkin are all

seniors and all third place finishers

in the New Englands at 142. 120.

and 158 pounds respectively.

Aniato is a junior and returns as

the NEIWA runner up at 118

pounds Another senior coming
back from a year's absence is

Bruce Buckbee. who as a

sophomore took a third in the

NEIWA's and looks like a sure bet

to place high this year

A team cannot rely on all

veterans, though, and must have in

reserve individuals that are

capable of donning the Varsity

uniform when called. Excellent

freshman prospects that could fill

the bill are Russ Chateaunef. John

Connolly. Mike McLaughlin, and

Chris Cadwallader. Chateauneuf

comes to I'Mass with the

Massachusetts State Schoolboy
Championship under his belt as

well as that of New England

Schoolboy Champion. He is from

iaihj (jInUrgian

SPORTS

information on these topics as well high school and college. The only

Lowell. Mass Connolly is also

Massachusetts State Champ from

Nabnasset and has many tour-

nament championships to his

credit McLaughlin and Cad-

wallader arrive with traditionally

tough Pennsylvania wrestling

backgrounds.

A well-balanced team with

sufficient depth is necessary for

improvement, but other important

factors to include are the team

attitude, the success of preseason

training, and the strength of your

opponents Coach Barr provides

as giving his opinion on the up

coming season. He indicated this is

possibly the best team to step onto

the mat at I Mass as far as attitude

and general condition are con-

cerned 'They are the best

working group I've had at the

University and they've come a long

way to becoming the team that

holds the most promise if we can

use the excellent preseason work

as a gauge." On discussing this

year's opponents, it seems that the

Redmen had better be in shape as

they face the toughest schedule

ever wrestled by I'Mass. Gone are

the weak spots like Tufts and

Williams, to be replaced by teams

like Lock Haven and Oswego State.

Back again are tough arch rival

Springfield plus Central Con-

necticut and Coast Guard "We've

been trying to break the 'Halo'

effect that all New England

colleges, except the Ivy Leagues

and Springfield, face. This effect is

to stay in New England and wrestle

only New England teams and

maintain an aloofness from the

rest of the country. New England

wrestling has never set the world

on fire and this Halo has hindered

the development of wrestling in

way to get better is to wrestle

schools better than you are and this

means going to Pennsylvania and
New York. This has been one of the

keys to Springfield's success, but

now that we are venturing out into

the rest of the wrestling world
chances are that we'll improve
immensely. But it's going to take

another good year and another
NEIWA title to convince the other

schools in the East that we are

worth their time

The conversation drifted back,

as it usually does when one talks to

Coach Barr. to the New England
Title the Redmen hold and the

question, Can we do it again'.' "This

will be a good year I can assure

you." said Barr. "But whether we
will repeat as Champions will

depend a lot on the ability of this

\ ear's freshmen to wrestle Varsity

competition and that's a lot to

ask " Coach Barr reflected. "We
have reached a point where we are

thinking beyond the New Englands

and for the first time we have the

wrestlers with the desire and goal

to compete on a national level."

When the Redmen grapplers think

of improvement the sky is the

limit!

Harriers Dismal
In IC4A Meet

By JAY NESTOR
It was the last meet of the season and a cold, damp, muddy day. The

Redmen harriers finally ran out of steam with a dismal 23rd finish at the

IC4A meet on a tough Van Cortland Park course in New York.

The first finisher from UMass was Bill Gillin in 89th place, so you can

take it from there how the rest of the team finished. It is to the team's

credit that they kept their momentum until this race, which was useful

primarily for experience to them.

In the overall race. Yillanova put three men in the top five to earn the

team title Sensational sophomore Bob Wheeler of Duke won the race by a

convincing 15 yard margin over Steve Wright of Villanova. The

celebrated miter, Marty Liquori grabbed third for Villanova.

In the cojjege division. Dan Moynihan and Hamilton Amer. both of

Tufts ran one two in a fine performance for these New England runners.

For the Redmen. a highly successful season has ended with a ten and

three dual meet record. It is always difficult to speculate on future team

status, but it certainlv does look bright for this talented young team.

I Mass ran poorly in New York, but this was a meet that the pressure was

off. They ran well when it counted in the New Englands.

HeismanTime
NEW YORK <AP> - The winner

of the Heisman Trophy, awarded
annually to 'the outstanding

college football player" in the

country, will be disclosed over

ABC-TV during halftime of the

Georgia-Georgia Tech g;,mt
'

Thanksgiving night, the Downtown
Athletic Club announced Tuesday

In the past, the winner was
announced at the Downtown AC.
which presents the trophy.

SoccerSunday
The New I ngland In

tercollegiate Soccer League Annual
\ll Star game will be played at

Springfield College on Sunday.

November 21 at i2::?o p.m.

Representing UMass on the

University Division squad will be

Lindo Alves Dave Oultette, Augie

Calheno, and Bob Grom Irv Sch-

mid of Springfield will coach the

University tram, and Alan King of

WPI the College team.

Varsity M
The UMass Redmen Quar-

terback Luncheon will be at the

Newman Center on Wednesday
November 17 at 12: 15 p.m. and will

be getting out promptlv at 1:15

p m. The football stall led by Head
Coach Di«k M.icPherson, will

present films on the New Hamp-
shire game, a scouting report on

Boston College; also, there will be

a door prize and a raffle on two

choice "Eagle" tickets. guest

players and excellent i Nol

necessarily in that order I Price Is

$1.50. Everyone welcome

Der X-Country Can Be
Mucky-Do Fun Time

._. !_*_j j . „ u:ii ...... n t . j . .. . i i„—„ t*..,

By TOM DERDERIAN
Peter Crisci slipped in the slime.

Mike McCusker fell in the muck'

Bill Gillin slid down a hill on his

heels, and Randy Thomas finished

covered with oo/e. Doc O'Connell

finished, and Rick Barry got

rained on and slithered around the

hills of Van Cortland battleground.

But. Derderian wore
spikes. ..didn't slide in the muck of

the horse trails so doesn't have an

excuse so he has to write this. In

short the I'Mass cross-country

team got mudded up and rained on

during the IC4A race in New York,

and went back to the motel and
showered and drove home. But

defeat is funny. We had a lot of

fun... I mean.
Like Peter Crisci about three

miles out started pretending he

was on a trail bile and McCusker
thought about yodeling. At one

point I let out a war whoop.

sprinted down a hill past a token

slow runner from Villanova and

careened off the slippery path into

bushes and trees almost taking Bill

Gillin with me.
There were millions of runners in

the race, so many that we couldn't

see the ground. Here's what would

happen: A pack of runners in front

of me would suddenly and with

vicious premeditation open up.

revealing a log or a rock which I

couldn't avoid I was thankful for

Sniokey the Bear, there it was
raining and the sparks from my
spikes on the rocks wouldn't start

any forest fires.

About 40 runners cheated on the

first turn. They had an excuse it

was slippery and they missed it

and it was crowded After that they

still cheated. May they choke on
sweet grapes.

Right at the start. I saw Doug
_ O'Connell sprint out with the

leaders. Pure insanity. When 1

[Kissed him. I could see him

twisting and turning the HariKari

sword in his stomach according to

the perscribed ritual. He failed at

that and tried to slash his wrists

Old Doug, may he rest in peace,

had the right idea Kill But. them

not yourself Usually before a race.

we all get in a big circle and jump

up and down and yell. "Kill. Kill

blood guts and veins in your teeth

and eat burnt dead bodies." But we
didn't do that. You see the

Villanova guys had already eaten

all the burnt dead bodies.

All the big kids were there.

Marty Liquori. (I remember two

years ago, we were running in

fortieth place and Liquori was

right next to me. he had cancer or a

broken leg so he was doing bad.

and he was driving his elbow into

my head. I I wanted to go over and

kick him in the knee, but I couldn't

get through the mob of

photographers That brings me to

another excuse.

There was nobody taking any

pictures of us. Charlotte usually

does, but she's stuck up now that

she's a star and that's why we
didn't win the IC4A's-not because

we are a bush league Yankee

Conference team... it's because

Charlotte didn't take pictures. It

was she.

Besides, we don't run well when

the sun isn't out and it's because of

the licorice ice cream some guys

had at the Baskin Bobbins place in

Tarrvtown before the race The

guys from PENN weren't in

Tarrytown and they did okay. So

dry your tears. Charlotte, it wasn't

you. It was Baskin Bobbins!

But we had fun Peter was

hallucinating and Mike tried to tell

some guy from Navy about John

Shaft in the movie we saw the night

before

KKMK.MBKK-Yesterday wo told you that Steve Schubert «-might another tOttCbdoWH pass. Well here it

is! Schubert looks in ready anticipation for Piel Pennington's Id pass. The Hedmen will be hoping for

another big day from the Pennington-Schubert combo Saturday.

Check Out
"The

Red Jock"

MDC Sport

Special - In

Today's

Issue

RED JOCK
A Friday Night On Long Island

On The Inside

:
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Steak And Brew And Julius Too
By EARLE BARROLL

Dan Kamal and I entered the

dining room at the Roosevelt

Motor Inn looking for Julius

Ervinglast Friday afternoon. As

we perused the scenery we
spotted a monstrous hand jutting

out from behind a corner at the

back of the room mixing a

drink. could this be the big guy?

We walked out into the middle

of the floor and found him to be

another big guy. As a matter of

fact a little bit bigger than the

guy we wanted.. He was like B'8

and 22") pounds.

Just to stay on the safe side we
ventured over to some executive

looking men and asked for

Julius. They said he wasn't

around, but we could talk to his

roommate. Willie Sojour-

ner. ..the giant sitting in the

corner.

Like two-well-to-do writers we
surrounded Willie if you could

call two guys both a foot shorter

doing that We introduced

ourselves... he put out a big hand

and said in a deep voice. "I'm

Sojourner. "...our knees shook.

This broke the ice though and

we settled down to business. He
was quite a character all right, a

rookie just out of Weber State,

way up in the mountains of Utah.

He was so far out in the

wilderness he gold us. he never

heard of Julius Erving. . .
We told

him not to feel alone, he wasn't

the only one.

Willie was a big name in

college ball and led his team to

the Western Regionals of the

NCAA tourney the past two

seasons. But why did he go out to

Weber State?

i was a big name in

Philadelphia," he said, "and I

wanted to spread the Sojourner

name out west and they were

very good to me. If I had to do it

all over again I'd still go to

Weber State.

About this time he became a

little suspicious of us and called

out bluff "You guys think you're

the big time, but you're only in

College."

Kamal pulled a great one here

and replied, "you weren't big

time either two years ago." We
both ducked...we wanted to

make it to the game.

But when it came to his

roommate he was all com-

pliments. "I'd pay money to see

Julius if I wasn't a basketball

player. The way he drives to the

basket with finesse and the way
he moves, he makes the game a

classic."

He also said that Julie was the

type of guy anyone could live

with But he also prefaced this

with a big smile, "I'm also the

toughest guy to get along with,

that's why they must have put

him with me."
One of the few negatives

Erving ha« had this season has

been his tendency to go un-

noticed on the court. Willie was

quick to comment, "He has a

tendency to go unnoticed for a

while, but then he flares up. .

there's nothing wrong with this

He's just waiting for everyone to

do their thing and then he does

his."

As for Willie himself, he's been

an off and on player this season,

having his best effort against

Artis Gilmore and the Kentucky

Colonels with 25 points.

What's the best part of his

game? "Finesse, man, finesse,

it's the greatest part of

basketball."

He also called the Squires the

fastest team in the league "We

have to keep up with Charlie

Scott He's got more moves than

Carter has liver pills
"

While all this was going on

Sojourner was eating this big

thick steak and mashed
potatoes. And believe it or not

that big hulk wasn't even

touching his potatoes outside of

mashing them up a little here or

there

That ride to New York was so

long and tiring that all I wanted

was a hit of potatoes. I think

Kamal wanted a hit of his

drink. ..but we didn't want a hit

of hand so we departed on a quiet

note and a handshake from

Willie Sojourner... he was quite a

guy.

*****

How we ended up at the

Roosevelt Inn is another story in

itself. Kamal and I started out

Friday morning at 11 with a

couple of his buddies. Al Garber

and Ken Hamilton and the voice

of UMass sports Ken Best, the

old cowboy from Wyoming.
It took practically no time to

make it to Long Island but fin-

ding the Island Gardens where

the Squires and
Nets were playing

was something
else.

On the way
down the topics

changed as fast as

the mileage went
by but it seemed
that every third

topic or so cen-

tered around the

good old college

past time, a

sociable drink or

two (or more)
before the game.
To put it mildly,

we were psyched.

Best was
particularly

looking forward to

Long Island
Those western
guys don't get to

see the other side

of life very of-

ten!!!

From 91 to 95

we headed
towards New
York with the

radio blaring,

Garber and
Hamilton doing

their impression

of the Temp-
tations dancing in

the back seat.

Best telling us

about his trips

the message.

But where there's a will

there's a way and somehow after

losing all our will we still found

the Gardens.
Best. Garber and Hamilton

went in to buv their tickets while

Kamal and I just walked

around. A week earlier I called

for two press passes. (If we only

knew then what would happen

when we got to the game at night

we might have joined those three

in the ticket line.)

Now it was find Julius time

and we went to the Hempstead

Inn where the Squires were

scheduled to be.

The man at the desk had a bird

when I asked for Julius. "That

makes 200 people who have

asked for the Squires and they

aren't staying here. They
screwed everything up."

We were ready to head for the

hills ( probably Wyoming if Best

had his way) when he cooled

down and told us the Squires

were at the Roosevelt Inn

But on the way out we saw the

sign that did us in before the

game. In big letters...STEAK
AND BREW.
That called for a quick trip to

He was a great one and the four

dollar tip we left him didn't go

over too bad either.

Best was really something

else. He had never seen a place

like this before. We played it cool

like we had (Ken we really

hadn't).

He really thought it was

great.andaftera few more dips

into his glass he thought it was

the greatest thing in creation.

Garber and Hamilton were in

no mood to leave. Kamal and I

almost had to call for a wrecker

to tow them away from their

chairs

As for Dan and myself we

knew the proper etiquette for

sports writers. Have enough just

to be able to see the action

At 7 p.m. we left for the game,

seven pitchers to the rear, a

steak apiece and a big time

ahead at the Gardens.

*****
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around the

country and Kamal and I just

hoping to get there.

When we hit the Throgs Neck

bridge. Best almost jumped
overboard He was astounded

and if you ever heard him on

WMUA you can just imagine

what he said. "Good night now."

Over the bridge and we were

on our way. At least that's what

we thought I blew it and forgot

which exit to take and somehow
we made it to somewhere near

Hempstead where the Gardens

is located.

Mile after mile and road after

road Kamal drove on We hit

every gas station in the area and

still no Gardens
Finally we picked up a hit-

chhiker and he just happened to

be on his way to the Gardens or

thereabouts saved! !

!

If there's anyone reading this

from Hempstead we probably

went past your house on the way.

You wouldn't believe how many
side streets this kid took us on.

He called it a short cut We had

other words for it like •/?$#.. Get

see Julius and then some dinner.

We didn't find Julius, we found

Willie at the Inn so Dan and I

settled for seeing him after the

game... it was now time for

dinner. ..we had two hours before

the game.

*****

It was getting dark as we got

back to the Hempstead Inn and
STEAK AND BREW. ..Being

Jewish Garber just happened to

read everything right to left... he

was ready for a big evening.

This place was the real thing

Buy a steak from the $4.50 to

$8.00 range and drink all the beer

you want. If there was no game
there would be no story

today ..we'd still be there!!!

After a few minutes we had the

waiter pretty well trained. A
snap of the fingers and he

produced a pitcher of the

"golden liquid" as he called it.

Dan and I almost didn't make

the game. No, we didn't have too

much. The secretary I talked to

about the tickets forgot to tell

her boss... it was quite a jam.

But good old

Dan came
through with the

sob storv of his

life. "We
travelled 400

miles to see Julius

play and we
called for tickets

and even set up an

interview with

him and planned

to talk with his

coach."
At half t

; me
when they were
giving out awards
to Julius and Ray
Wilson they
should have given

one to Dan... like

an Emmy.
They fell at our

feet and couldn't

do enough for us.

We got com-
plimentary
tickets and all the

quarter by
quarter stats and
a snack at half

time.
*****

After the game
ended Charlie

Scott was walking

to the dressing
room after
scoring 42 points

and was being
chased by someone to be asked

to be on the postgame radio

show.

Julius was being chased down
by his teammates. He had only

29 points, but had done the

job the Squires needed from him
to win and the players knew it

His debut in New York was
great, his fans were well

rewarded by their hero and it

was now time to get the in-

terview with Julius
*****

Dan was talking to Al Bianchi

outside the lockerroom when I

finally made my way over to see

if I could get ahold of number 32.

The lockerroom said "ABA
Personnel Only" so I was
hesitant to enter. Along came
Jim Mulcahy, the President of

the Varsity M Club and if you
know Jim the way I know Jim
you'll know that no sign like that

was going to keep him out...so

we entered.

It just so happened that when
we pushed the door open Julius

was being interviewed in the

comer next to the door and we

pushed him and two sports

writers behind the door... nice

move.
When it was all straightened

out we got to see the big guy... it

was just like old times. Big Julie,

the big hand ready for the

handshake, the coolness and

class that has made him the

great person he is.

He was wearing an outfit that

must have put a small dent in his

salary, which means it probably

was in the vicinity of three

figures.

What was it like for him to be

home for the first time this

season? it's really good to get

home and see everybody, I don't

get home too often." he said.

"I checked everybody out

before the game, during the

game and after the game...

I

knew who was here."

To this Mulcahy told Julius

proudly that 50 people came
down on the Varsity M bus.

Julius hopped on this quickly.

"Nice guy Jim. There are 20.000

people at UMass and that's all

you could get is 50 people to

come down to watch me play.

Thanks a lot."

Mulcahy was in stitches

! '.(From laughing)

Julius said that the biggest

adjustment he had to make was
physically and that he still had a

lot to learn...From seeing his

performance he's not too far

from learning it all.

Travelling has been no

problem for him. it's quite

nice, I enjoy travelling. I just get

on the plane and lean back and

rest up for the next day."

I asked him if he still plays

cards like he did when he was a

Redman. He snickered.

"Definitely and I take them all."

What was the ABA like9 it's

real good ball." he said. So I told

him that earlier in the day

Sojourner said it wasn't that

tough.

Willie was across the room

and he couldn't evade this dart

"I saw him on the floor tonight

so what is he talking about.'

Earlier in the game Julius was

taken out and he pointed out that

this was to keep him from

picking up his third foul early

As for Rick Barry whom he

guarded most of the game,

"He's a hard person to stop. You
know he's going to the basket

and you still can't stop him
And for all you basketball

fans the word from Julius on

this year's team at UMass is

good. "The frosh coming up

from last year should help

There are good returnees and

they should be right up there."

Before he was ready to leave I

picked up his uniform and told

him I could get a mint for it back

at UMass
"And I'll get fined if I don't

have it tomorrow for the Dallas

game." he said.

We left the lockerroom and

headed out for Julius to see his

family and friends and coach

Leaman and some of his former

teammates.
It's great to be making

$500.000... All you had to do is

take one look at his black

sealskin coat.
*****

The trip back was a quicky,

everything was Julius, Julius,

Julius.

But as we sped up 91, Kamal
just sat back and blurted out, "It

would have been great if we
could have brought the STEAK
AND BREW back with us."

We couldn't disagree. UMass
plays Hofstra on December 21. It

just so happens STEAK AND
BREW is but five minutes from

the Arena...

Special Report. .

.

One Solution To
The Reserve Clause

By STEVE GERSHMAN
COLLEGIAN SPORTS STAFF

According to Curt Flood, baseball's reserve clause and present

draft is illegal and makes a player a slave to his team. On the other

side baseball claims that without the reserve clause the game

couldn't exist as it does today. Both sides have their valid points

and both are partly right. So, here are both sides and my com-

promise solution.

First an explanation of the draft and the famed reserve clause

md how they work. When a talented baseball player either

'graduates from high school or college he is usually drafted by a pro

baseball team to play for them. Teams draft in reverse order of

their standings the year before, thus giving the weak teams first

choices If a player is drafted he can only sign to play for that team

unless the team trades him. The team will then offer the player a

contract with their terms, including the reserve clause. He either

signs the contract or just doesn't play baseball

The reserve clause in the contract binds the player to that team

for life unless he is either traded, cut, released, or waived^ Even

when the plaver retires he is still responsible to the team if he ever

plays again/There is no way a player really has any choice in his

destiny in baseball under present rules. A player can be traded or

moved anywhere with no consent under this clause. This is where

much of the controversy comes from.

Curt Flood is the main opponent of the present rules, as he has

taken baseball to court over the clause. Here are some of the

common arguments against the rules. By being drafted, a player

has no sav as to where he will play or how much he can get to play,

for there can be no bidding for his services, and thus he loses out on

a lot of money. He can be forced to play far away from home or in a

place he doesn't want to be in.

While playing, the player is a slave to his team for as long as he

plays He is a pawn for the team and has to do whatever they wish.

If he doesn't like the team, there is little to do except complain and

maybe get traded to a worse town. A player can be sent anywhere

anytime, regardless of his home and family. If a player has played

in one place for a long time he is hurt by moving away

Baseball on the other hand, has its own defense and a valid one.

Without a player draft, a bidding war would develope among teams

for the players. A situation like the old football war or the current

basketball battle would develope and players would be getting

exorbitant salaries and bonuses. This would hurt the poorer teams

and the weak teams. The purpose of the draft is to stop a bidding

war and to help balance the league by helping the weak teams.

Without the draft, most talented players would be attracted to the

stronger teams.

Without the actual reserve clause, a player could leave his team

after any vear. A bidding war would then develope to retain his

services or to contract the player to a new team. Once again, the

weak teams would be hurt and cause an imbalance. Teams would

have no control over players and it would ruin the game.

Both sides have very valid arguments and are partially right

The only fair, realistic way to settle this is to compromise. With the

present rules, the federal anti-trust laws are being violated, even

though the Supreme Court has continually voted in favor of

baseball. So, here are my modifications in the draft and reserve

clause.

First of all, the complicated draft must be changed to allow the

player more choice as to where he will play. A player would be

drafted by these teams in the draft, with at least one of them in his

home part of the country. This will give a player some choice as to

where he will play and a chance to play at least near his home

Also there would be some bidding to give the player a chance for

decent pay A player would no longer have to go all across the

country to play, which never really seemed fair. Any player not

drafted bv at least three teams would draw the remaining number

by chance. The structure of lowest teams first would still go to help

balance the teams. u
There are several revisions in the trading rules I would like to

see A player could only be traded to a team in the same division in

either league without his consent. This would keep players from

being shuffled all over the country, as the divisions are

geographical. Next, no player should be traded if he has played for

at least six years with one team unless he consents to do so. This

would keep players who have settled in one area from having to be

relocated later in their careers.

Mv final revision is to add the football option clause to the

baseball contract. If a player wishes to leave a team he can play out

his option. After his conl act runs out, he can refuse to sign a new

contract and play that yoar at a 10% cut in pay from the last year

Following that year, he is free to play somewhere else of his

choosing One addition to this, that football doesn't have is that a

placer c
g
anVplay out his option until he has played two years with

with the same team under the contract. This allows a player a

chance to choose where he will go, but keeps him at his original

team for three years at least.

It will be interesting to see how the Supreme Court rules on the

case If they don't change anything, or baseball does not, they are

reaUy doing* the players an injustice. On the other side, the players

should agree to retain some control, as I have specified, or the

game will fall.

From The Editor
ThP RED JOCK is a new dimension in added sports coverage at

the University of Massachusetts. It will come out every other week

and those of you who have any interesting material and ideas

Case fell free to come to the sports office in the Student Union

BuSng and Ulk it over with us. We would also appreciate any

letters to the editor or any questions we can answer m subsequent

Dan Kamal

Muhammad Ali is fighting Buster Mathis tonight. The sport MUST be dying.
*****

The Bruins have two players in the top ten NHL scorers, and they're seven

points off the pace. What happened to the new style of play?
r *****

Rumors have it that the Minnesota Vikings offense has been suspended without

pay for accumulating less points than the defense.

Jim Plunkett is questionable for next week's game. That brings up a question?

Where's Taliaferro?
*****

UMass hockey starts in two weeks. For those of you who are wondering what

happened to the proposed Bubble-- it burst.
rr w *****

One has to admire that guy Randy Vataha. Someone forgot to tell him he's too

small for the pros.
3JC ^t J^ ^ ^

Speaking of the Patriots, they've won twice as many games as last year

already-it HAS to be Ricky Harris.
* *****

What does half a Beanpot look like?
*****

If UMass wins Saturday, it will not only be back, it will be going the opposite

way.j *****

When 6,602 is a record crowd for a team like the New York Nets, you know why

the ABA wants to merge.
*****

Dicky Nixon called Georgie Allen Sunday after the Washington heroes had lost a

"heartbreaker". Dicky said to Georgie, "All of Washington is behind you.

Georgie replied, "Thank you, Dicky."
^ ^h ^h ^ *

The Celtics are back—in Boston after a road trip.
*****

Johnny Unitas, named the greatest quarterback in the 50-year history of pro

football has been relegated to the bench. Ain't nothin' sacred anymore
' *****

The "new" Buffalo Bills are strangely reminiscent of the "old" Boston Patriots.

*****

Carl Garrett was mighty mad that the fans at Schaeffer Sunday had the nerve to

boo big Jtol Nance. I cfn see Carl's point. After all, Nance DID roll up 26 yards on

only eight carries.
>tTTt

UMass-Boston College -quite an athletic rivalry. If only the athletic programs

were a bit more on par.
*****

Metallo, Pennington, and Schubert are the greatest "unhealthy" offensive trio

this school has ever seen.
^F ^r ^F ^n ^

Why does everyone keep asking: "What's wrong with the Bruins?" Maybe

they're only the third best team in the NHL East.
* J *****

Dave Cowens is the best forward paying center in the NBA.
*****

The Pittsburgh Pirates voted rookie reliever Bruce Kison, who won the crucial

fourth game, only a partial share of their World Series money That s bush.

Remember Perry Pruitt? Well, he pulled a hamstring and is doubtful for this

week's game.° *****

Erving looked pretty good at the Island Arena last Friday. There are some

people, however, who think he would look even better at the Cage.

Charlie Scott hit on 17 of 38 shots Friday. That's Superstardom?
*****

Earle Barroll just yelled out: "Hey, if Tom Beer played for the Los Angeles

Kings he'd be Beer of the Kings." Now you know why he s the Sports Editor.
° ' *****

Dick Bresciani wasn't bad as a fill-in for Jim Mulcahy last week at the Varsity

M. (Welcome back, Jim.)
*****

The UMass hockey team lost to the number one team in the country, Boston

University, 6-2 last week. That's not bad when you stop to think about it.

issues.

I wish the Red Sox were still playing. They're funny.
*****

The Braves are back in Boston. So where's Aaron?
*****

If the Patriots have a .500 season, they oughta make Plunkett mayor of Boston.

Nah, what kind of reward is that?

Predictions for Saturday? You bet! UMass 4, BC 2. As for the football game,

that's Metawampe's business.
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Mnu, She Runs With The Best
By TOM DERERIAN

Four months ago Charlotte

Lettis only ran when she had to.

She used to run to class when she

was late, sit down catch her

breath and light up a cigarette.

She didn't have bulging muscles

then; she still doesn't but this

Saturday she placed 3rd in the

Region 1 women's cross country

championships. (Equal in

competition and prestige to the

men's IC4A championships also

held this weekend). She ran with

the best in the east in famous

Van Cortland Park in the Bronx.

New York.

The race was to be 2.5 miles

over flat playing fields and over

some medium hills; the race

went like this as I watched it and

Charlotte later explained to me:

They started in the middle of a

great flat plain of soccer and

baseball fields. It was sunny and

there were about 70 women in

Charlotte's division. (There are

several age group divisions).

After a quarter mile they turned

90 degrees around a stripped

pole and ran flat for a half mile.

Liberty A.C.'s Francie Johnson,

who was on the 1968 Olympic

team was leading with a very

fast pace and a bouncy half

miler's stride and Charlotte ran

easily in about fifth place. At the

mile mark Charlotte took the

lead and rushed up the only

difficult hill of the race. She said.

"When I charged up that hill I

felt for the first time in a big

race that I might win."

Charlotte and a pack of run-

ners led the race at the crest of

the hill. In this pack was Nina

Kusick the eventual winner.

Francie Johnson passed them all

back on the hill down hill but was
immediately over taken on the

flat when she didn't maintain

her down hill burst.

On the flat at the 1-1/2-3/4

mark Nina Kusick. a 32 year old

mother of two. took the lead

Later Charlotte said. "Nina

looked strong, she tore by

everybody. She was smiling; she

smiles alot." Nina Kusick built

up a safe lead and finished a

good margin ahead.

Charlotte and Kathy Androtti

fought for second place over the

last half mile and Charlotte lost.

Francie Johnson finished 10

seconds behind Charlotte and

Sara Mae Berman, also a

mother of two. and former

national women's marathon
champion placed fifth

Charlotte's time was about 15

minutes. About the finish she

said, "I was surprised, but I was
in control."

Charlotte's next race will be

the New England Championship

this Saturday held in So. Natick

Mass. About this race Charlotte

explained. "Its over the same
course as the Liberty In-

vitational a few weeks ago when
Francie won. Its her kind of

course, flat, and she will be

AS EASY AS JUMPING over a log. Charlotte Lettis shows perfect

race. No woman has ever run a full steeple chase and Charlotte wants
steeple chasing form during the Liberty Invitational cross country

to be first. ( Photo by Tom Derderian)

last

can

the

confident and Janet Bristol from
Vermont who wasn't at the

Regions which she won
year, will be there I hope I

improve my time."

"I'm really scared of

Nationals." Charlotte admitted

about the national cham-
pionships to be held in Cleveland

Ohio over the Thanksgiving

vacation. The top 25 women
there will race again in the

spring and the top five will go to

Europe on Tour Charlotte says

this will help her because she

will be in better shape in the

Spring She's only been running

since late June

Charlotte majors in Theater

and plans to write and has

written plays. She has written

some already and has done some

acting She's a sophomore who

came by way of UMASS
BOSTON last January. Her
family lives in Hingham Mass.

About her running she says, "I

took up running to replace

smoking. its just as addictive

but it feels a hell of a lot better."

She continues, "I used to smoke
two packs of cigarettes and

other things, a day. but that was
crazy. It wasn't getting me

anywhere as a woman or as a

person. Running is an excellent

way for me to be more than just

a woman... a sex object. I see

women and they don't do
anything only men do things.

This is the nature of the op-

pression of women in our
society: men do and women just

are. I'd rather be one who
does . so I run."

Auburn OB Back Of The Week; Nebraska Still Tops
i.XP) Vince Dooley has his

comic strip character mixed up-

about as mixed up as Auburn's

Pal Sullivan had Dooley's
Georgia pass defenders
Saturday

Sullivan completed 14 of 24

passes lor 248 yards and four

touchdowns in leading the un-

beaten Tigers to a 35-20 victory

over the previously undefeated

Bulldogs.

For that performance, the 6-

foot. 190-pound senior quar
tfrback from Birmingham, Ala.,

was named national college

Back of the Week by The
Associated Press

"Well." mused Dooley. "if

you're going to get beat by big

plays, at least we got beat by the

best big playmaker around. We
tried to mix up the coverage. We
double-covered some. but

Sullivan is a hockuva scrambler

He just kept holding on back

there and it's the longest our

defensive backs have ever had to

stay with receivers.

"It was Southern football in all

of its glory in an Indian summer
in all of its glory." he recited,

adding, "I feel a little poetic.

"Sullivan is the greatest

player I've ever been around. He
has withstood the test of time. If

he ever played a better game I

don't remember it, and he's

played lots of great ones. He
seems to play his best in the

biggest games
"

Sullivan threw a 34-yard

scoring pass to Beasley in the

first period and a 15-yard to Dick

Schmal/ that put the Tigers

ahead to stay 21-14 in the second

quarter. After Georgia pulled to

within 21-20 in the final period.

Sullivan teamed up w ith Beasley

on a 70-yard strike only 22

seconds later and iced it with a

five yard flip to Schmaltz

Sullivan had to be great to beat

out Colorado running back

Charlie Davis for Back of the

Week honors All Davis did was

gain 342 yards, just eight short of

the all time record set two weeks

ago by Michigan State's Eric

Allen
"

Nebraska Leads
TopTwent\

AP Nebraska Coach Bob
Devaney said Tuesday that his

top ranked Cornhuskers will

play No. 2 Oklahoma
Thanksgiving Day "with respect

for a fine Oklahoma team but

with the idea that we're going to

stay No 1

"

The Cornhuskers remained

atop the weekly Associated

Press college football poll with

40 first-place votes and a season

high 1,066 points from a panel of

55 sports writers and broad-

casters. The Sooners held onto

the second spot with eight first-

place votes and 9R6 points.

Both teams remained I un-

defeated last week Nebraska

crushing Kansas State 44-17 and

Oklahoma humiliating Kansas

56*10

Michigan remained third with

lour No 1 ballots and 788 points

while Alabama, Auburn and

Penn State polled one first place

vote each as a fourth, fifth and
sixth-ranked teams.

The only other undefeated

team in the top 20 is No 13

Toledo, which like Nebraska.
Michigan and Alabama is 10-0

Oklahoma. Auburn and Penn
State are 9-0.

Hounding out the top 10 are
Notre Dame, No. 7. followed by
Georgia. Arizona State and
Colorado Idle Tennessee held

onto the 11th spot followed by
Texas, Toledo, Louisiana State,

Southern California, Houston.
Arkansas, Stanford. Michigan
State and Mississippi

Auburn and Alabama, along
with Nebraska and Oklahoma,
are idle this Saturday awaiting

T h .i n k s g i v i n g weekend
showdowns
Auhurnand Alabama put their

undefeated records on the line

Nov 27. two days after the

Sooners and the Cornhuskers
clash in Norman. Okla.

The Top Twenty teams with

the first -place votes in paren-

theses and total points. Points

tabulated on basis of 20-18-16-14

12 10-9 « etc.

1 Nebraska 40 1,006

2Oklahoma 8 986

:? Michigan

4

788

4 Alabama 1 775

5 Auburn 1 8M
6 Penn State 1 635

7 Notre Dame 446

8 Georgia 373

9 \n/,ona State 353

10 Colorado 313

1 1 Tennessee 250

12. Texas 234-1/2

13 Toledo 143

14 Louisiana State 85*1/2

L5 Southern Cal. 79

Hi Houston 78

17 Arkansas 51

tH Stanford 29

19 Michigan State 22

20. Mississippi i

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

German Shepard lost.

"Padre." White un
derside. 5-0082.
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Some of the :>o demonstrators who interrupted the Senate meeting last nighi protesting theseai city o! girls in the Sylvan Area. ( MIX photo b\ Brine Met oniicll)

Sylvan Demonstrators Swamp Senate
< Bulb-tin: In a late development
at last night's Student Senate

meeting, funds for the Free

University were withdrawn. The
entire $15,100 budget was
strieken. More tomorrow.)

By DON BISHOP
In a fast moving and eventful

meeting last night, the Student

Senate created I Senate standing

Committee for Women, gave ap-

proval in principle to the Ad Hoc
Committee on Teacher Evaluation,

and adopted a resolution, which if

passed by the Faculty Senate and
the Trustees, would create a

new Athletic Council. These three
motions represented the major
business of last night's meeting.

At 7:30 P.M., a contingent of

around SO Sylvan Area residents

entered the Senate meeting room
to give support to a measure on the

agenda. This measure called for

Senate admonishment of the
Housing Office for having led these

residents to believe that the

On The Inside:

Search Committee
See page two

Basic Foods
See page six

Draft Counselor
See page ten

composition of Sylvan would be of

approximately equal proportions

of males and females, and for

having made the student

population overwhelmingly fresh-

men
The Senate quickly passed this

motion, but Senate President Lee
Sandwen pointed out that the

Sylvan Area residents should take

a contingent of students over to the

Housing Office and demand action

to remedy this situation over there.

At the beginning of the session,

the Senate considered a motion of

concern to the residents of Orchard
Hill

This measure dealt with an
amendment to the Orchard Hill

Constitution, allowing for the

appointment of 8 black residents of

Orchard Hill, to the area govern

ment There has been some
question as to whether the vote of

the Orchard Hill residents,

creating this amendment, was
constitutional

The Senate was asked by
Governmental Affairs Chairman
Bill Spinn. to refer this matter to

the Student Judiciary But after

considerable debate, it was
decided that any question of

constitutionality could be referred

to the .Judiciary after initial ap

proval was given to this amend-
ment by the Senate.

The issue of creating a standing

Committee for Women had been

one of controversy among the

Senate members for the last few

weeks The bill, as introduced by

its ehief proponent Senator Lisa

Mandell. stated: The Women's
Committee shall investigate and
seek to alleviate the special

problems of women on this cam-
pus, open to both men and
women."
Senator Mandell urged the

creation of this Women's Com
mittee because, in her estimation,

of the overriding need for one.

Various Senators including
Bernstein. Poisson. Waters, and
Kulakowski, pointed out the

present inadequacy of the Student

Matters Committee and the Social

Action Committee for the

discussion and resolution of

problems pertaining to women on

this campus Although a Women's
Committee had existed up until

1W8. when it was abolished for

reasons of ineffectiveness, these

Senators felt it should be given

another try

The limited male opposition to

the proposal, centered around
whether the Committee should be

made a standing one But the vast

majority of Senators concurred

that it should be. and the motion
was passed
The question of accepting the

Report of the Ad Hoc Committee
on Teacher Evaluation was one

which brought considerable debate

on the Senate lloor The Academic
Affairs Committee, led by Senator

Nick Apostala. wanted acceptance
of the report in "principle'with

further consideration being given

to some of the specific points.

Another group wanted the Senate

to reject the Ad Hoc report and
consider a Teacher evaluation

report developed by the

Mathematics Department
It was pointed out that the Math

Department could submit their

proposal to the Provost for

separate consideration The
eventual compromise motion
readied by the Senate did grant

approval in principle for the

report, with further study to be

made of each specific point

especially point 8

In the Athletic Council measure,
the Senate called lor the creation of

a new Council giving much greater

representation to students For
details see tomorrow's Collegian.

The Senate also passed a

resolution urging the Faculty
Senate to strike the present

Athletic Council through an
amendment to their Constitution.

In future weeks the Senate will try

to communicate with individual

Faculty Senators trying to gather

faculty support for the Student

Senate's proposed Athletic

Council Petitions for student

support will be circulated among
the student body.

At the time of the Collegian

deadline the Senate was in the

process ol viewing a dim on ear-

thquakes in California brought to

campus by Acting Chancellor

Bromery.
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"The Cave Dwellers" will be presented Thursday. Fridaj . and Saturday in Bartietl Hall. Tickets may
be obtained at the Box Offlee in Bartlett. (Photo by Barbara Brecber.)

Labor Stays On Board

Despite Harassment
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP)

Top AIM. CIO loaders decided
privately Wednesday to stay on

President Nixon's Pay Board
despite what they called efforts by

industry and public members to

harass them into quitting and
blame them for any failure of new
wage controls, it was learned.

There is no such thing as us
walking off the board." said a

source who took part in the closed

meeting of the big labor

federation's powerful executive

council. That panel made the

"consensus" decision to remain on
the board and fight its rulings from
within

"It's better to participate on the

Pay Board rather than be on the

outside looking in." the source said

about the decision that will be

presented formally to the AFL-CU >

convention Thursday
The i.vman Pay Board has five

members each from labor, in-

dustr) and the public.

The source said that George
Meany. president ol the labor

federation of nearly 14 million

members in 117 unions, and others

on the 35-man executive council,

decided to remain on the board
while launching a fight in the

federal courts and Congress aimed
at striking down Nixon's economic
controls.

"We are going to go legal and
legislative -that's the route we are
going to take, but we won't get off

the board." the source said

The sources said Meany s chief

economist. Nathaniel (ioldtinger.

reported "harassment" by public

and industry members of the Io-

nian board at Tuesday's session in

which labor's plea lor full

retroactive pay was left out of the

minutes of the meeting
"It is harassment and an al

tempi to discourage us and force us

to walk out. but we won't." the

source said.

(Ioldtinger sat in as Meanv's

Japan Hosts Students
From July I through August 25,

l
l)72. approximately twenty
students from the five college area

will be able to participate in a

summer seminar on Japanese
studies using the facilities of

Doshisha I University in Kyoto
Independent studies in various

tields under the guidance of

specialized persons will be the

main purpose ol this seminar,
A fee ol $1,250. includes plane

tare, round trip i

( 'hicago-Tokyo-

ChicagO); room and board with
breakfasts and dinners, a trip to

Kyushu and other extensive ex

cursions The group's activities

also will include Theater I Kabuki.
Noh and Bunraku), Demon-
strations of Tea. Flower
Arrangement and Japanese Music
For more details, please contact

Yoshio O/.awa, Asian Studies
Program Thompson Tower.
I Mass. telephone 5454731,

alternate at Tuesday's Pay Hoard
session in Washington and then

flew here Tuesday night at

Meanv's orders because the labor

meeting was "more important".

The five labor members were
voted down 9 to 5 on their proposal

that "existing contracts and
policies previously set forth will be

allowed to operate according to

their terms," except for review in

certain cases, sources said.

Goldfinger had confirmed this

Tuesday night

The rejected labor proposal, a

copy of which was obtained by The
Associated Press, also would have

required that "this right of review

shall not apply to any increase of 8

percent or less
"

The board's industry and public

members, with Chairman George
Bold! abstaining, ruled to stick

with the board's original decision

against permitting most back pay
lor wage hikes blocked during

Nixon's 90-day wage price freeze.

The freeze expired last Sunday
night

The Pay Hoard, in setting new
federal wage controls, also out-

voted labor members last week in

generally limiting future wage
hikes to 5.5 percent a year

Giroux Discusses

Press Politics
By STEVE TRIPOLI

Neil Giroux, State House

reporter for the Springfield

Daily News, said last night that

corruption in government
"inevitably exists in a state

which has M.0OO state em-

ployees."

Speaking before the Alpha Phi

Gamma journalism fraternity,

he went on to assert that there

are few corrupt legislators, but

that there are instances of

corruption stemming from the

fact that a legislator's pay is

"low" ($11,400) and that the

"average legislator is barraged

by lobbyists" in the course of his

work.

He tied this all in with his main

topic, the role of the journalist in

covering politics, by stating that

it is the reporter's job to write

about these things. He main-

tained that this is done, but the

public just doesn't read right.

Further on in his speech,

entitled "An Appraisal of

Politics and the Press in

Massachusetts." Mr. Giroux
said concerning lobbyists and
their influence that it is common
for a lobbyist to "Buy fifteen and
twenty $50 tickets to a

politician's banquet" obviously

expecting a vote on an issue ot

interest from the legislator.

He stated that the journalist

sees and writes about all of this

collectively, but the public only
sees,bits and pieces of it in their

haphazard reading of the
newspapers. He closed with an
appraisal of his job, expressing
the opinion that as the burden of

government increases the
journalist will have more effect.

The question and answer-
period which followed found
many students opening up and
asking a wide range of
questions. Answering a question
concerning what he knew about
the recent case concerning
corrupt judges in Boston, Mr.
Giroux stated that he felt that

the judges ought to "go through
the same rigorous examination
to which they've subjected
people in their years on the
bench."

When asked what the most
important role of the State
House journalist was. Mr.
Giroux replied that it was partly

one of information, partly one of

publicity for worthy causes

-

mostly the first. He also stated
that a muckraker is not a bad
thing, as someone has to "let the

guy in the < voting > booth know
what's going on."

Neil (Hroux, State House
reporter for the Springfield Daily
\ews, stales thai as the burden at

government Increases, Ike jour-

nalist win be more effective, lie

spoke at \lpha Phi Gamma last

night (Photo l>\ (iih Fullerton.)
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Dr. (ilenn (•orden. chairman of the Search Committee. (Photo by

(ail Nash)

UMass Rackets Thrive

ByCHARLES BERKOW
About 10,000 football betting

cards are sold here on campus
each week, according to Dennis
Crowley. Deputy Director of In-

telligence in the New England
Crime Intelligence Section.

Crowley made this estimate at the

"Basic Drug Abuse Education

School", which has been held in

Amherst during the past two
weeks.

The "school" is for policemen,

probation officers, correction

officers and others in Hampshire
and Franklin counties

professionally interested in the

problem of drug abuse. Several

members of the UMass Security

force have been attending.

Crowley was speaking about the

relation of organized crime in New
England to drug abuse. He said

that the betting cards, which sell

for a dollar apiece, are controlled

bv organized crime.

The "school" is teaching police

about drug abuse problems and

enforcement problems and is

helping them to understand drugs

and why people use them. It is

supposed to be straight forward

about drug abuse a member of

LODAC (Longmeadow Drug
Action Commission. which
counsels distraught parents of

drug users said that "none of the

scare tactics of five years ago" are

being used

Robert P. Hanlon. Training
Coordinator in the Drug Abuse

Section, said that the "school" is

presenting a "quite balanced
approach to the problem."
Speakers have ranged from Ron
LaFrance of Room to Move, who
talked about what the drop-in

center is doing, to Francis Mar-
shall, another Training Coor-
dinator in the Drug Abuse Section,

who spoke on "Informant
Development and Undercover
Activities."

LaFrance and other people from
Room to Move began with a brief

presentation on what they were
trying to do at the drop-in center,

and spent the rest of the three and
a half hours they were there

discussing the relationship bet-

ween their role and the role of the

police with the police.

Among other speakers. Assistant

Attorney General David Vigoda
gave a review of the law put into

el feet ten months ago that allows

for the option of treatment, rather

than jail, for drug offenders, and
Alvin F Oickle, the Managing
Editor of the (ireenfield Recorder
Gazette and advisor to UMass
publications, talked about the

relationship of the press with the

police and how it might be im

proved.

The "school" which consists ol

talks and films, will end this af-

ternoon. It is the fifteenth such

school conducted by Attorney
General Robert H Quinn's office in

communities across the state.

Jerry Lewis Twin Cinema

Cinema 1 CinemaS

586-3209

Hamp ShflJUUQfl Plain King St.. Northampton
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Procedure Proposed To
Find New Chancellor

Committee Initiates Search Procedures
The Search Committee to nominate a permanent

Chancellor for the UMass-Amherst campus has

initiated the proposed procedure to be used in that

search.

Noting that the first stage in the procedure is to

generate suggestions for possible candidates, a

subcommittee was formed at yesterday afternoon's

meeting.

The purpose of this sub-committee is to draft a letter

which will be sent to various university presidents in

hopes of securing the names of qualified, possible

candidates.

The committee noted that the purpose of this broad,

nation-wide search is to bring into focus the best

possible candidate for the position without limiting the

selection.

It was also suggested that arrangements be made
through Dan Melley of the Public Affairs Office to

prepare a resume of the University itself, in order to

make potential candidates more fully aware of the

opportunities and academic conditions as they exist

here at CMass.
The committee was hopeful that possible

suggestions for the Chancellor's position could be

generated through campus publications, through

alumni and individuals on all three UMass campuses,
and through the public at large.

The committee also noted the time element involved

as a major factor.

As the list of the five final candidates must be

presented to the Board of Trustees in February, it was
noted that all letters of inquiry will be sent out by early

December with preliminary evaluations of all can-

didates soon to follow.

According to this time schedule, interviews with the

narrowed-down list of candidates are therefore

scheduled to be held in January with the final list of

five candidates to be then submitted to the Chairman
of the Board of Trustees.

Commons Recruit Students
Sue Jankoski. a student member

of the Food Service Committee, is

working to recruit representatives

from each of the dorms. The Food
Service Committee is now in the

process of being divided into

smaller committees for specific

purposes, such as surveys, food

testing, and inspection.

"It takes from 8-11 minutes now
for each student to go through the

entire line and be seated at a table.

The only way which the lines will

be less time-consuming, and have
less complaints, is for the students

to get involved in making better

changes now."

Budget Plans

The Budget Procedure for 1971-

1972 will begin on Tuesday.
November 23. 1971. The Budgets

Committee asks that all groups

present them with a written

rationale, as indicated in the

sample This schedule was drawn

up by the Budgets Committee and

the Student Senate. Any group not

presently funded and wishing to be,

should see John Stevens in the

Student Senate office by November

Menus for next semester are

being made up now to plan for the

quantities of food that will be
needed. For those students in-

terested in making their stomachs

happier, the Food Service Com-
mittee meets every other Tuesday
afternoon at 4:30-6:30 in the back
of Hampden Dining Commons
Dinner is included!
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Nixon Signs Arms Bill, Disavows Withdrawal Clause

W \sm\(.TO\ lAP) - Ac-

cusing Congress of hindering his

search for a negotiated settlement.

President Nixon signed Wed-
nesday a S21 /(-billion military-

procurement bill but brushed aside

a provision calling for a deadline

for I' S withdrawal from In-

dochina.

His action was challenged

quickly by anitwar senators who
plan to seek a fund cutoff to force

presidential acceptance of the

amendment.
Even as Nixon declared he would

not be bound by the procurement

bill's withdrawal clause, the House

headed for a vote on a move by

Rep Edward P Boland. D-Mass .

to cut off all U.S. war money next

June 1

Nixon strongly opposes the

Boland amendment, just as he

fought the amendment sponsored

by Senate Democratic Leader

Mike Mansfield of Montana which

was tacked on the procurement

bill

The Mansfield amendment "is

without binding force or effect.''

Nixon said, 'and it does not reflect

my judgment about the way in

which the war should be brought to

a conclusion ."

•My signing of the bill that

contains this section will not

change the policies I have pursued

and that I shall continue to pursue

toward this end
."

The amendment Nixon said he

would ignore was a weakened
version of one passed earlier by the

Senate calling for total withdawal

within six months. After the House

rejected that language, a com-
promise was passed which 'urges

and requests" Nixon to withdraw

all troops "at a date certain"

subject to release of US. war
prisoners and an accounting for the

missing in action

Mansfield noted that the Senate

has passed such an amendment, in

one form or another, four times

and said:

"It may be ignored but it will be

in the back of his mind. They talk

about a cat having nine lives. This

bill will have more than nine lives

if necessarv
."

In Brief...
W XSHIM.TON iAPi-Secretary of Defense Melvin R Laird

denied Wednesday a report of restrictions based on race in

assignment of military personnel at foreign bases.

At the same time the congressional Black Caucus continued its

unofficial hearings on what it calls "Racism in the Military
.'

Rep Parren J Mitchell. D-Md.. said blacks at Ft. Meade in

Maryland live in a "climate of intimidation and fear that was

almost impossible to gauge
."

The extent of racism in the military is so deep we cannot

possibly cope with it." Mitchell said

\K\\ YORK I \P>-Commerce Secretary Maurice H Stans said

Thursday the 10 per cent surcharge on foreign imports might be

lifted in less then six months, but he did not see an end to govern-

ment controls on the domestic economy before 1973 He added.

I'm not predicting that" in reference to the end of controls.

Hopefully, the surcharge can be removed in a small number of

months less than six months and it could be considerably less."

Stans told a news conference

\l \\ DELHI \P> Prime Minister Indira Gandhi declared

Tuesda> that the East Pakistan crisis, which has brought India and

Pakistan to the brink of war. would be solved within two months, a

government spokesman reported

She did I ot say whether the solution would come peacefully or

militanh
llo\oi III Hawaii \P> Hawanans are getting ready for a

monumental trash hunt

100 of them, from Cub Scouts to corporation heads,

have signed up for a nine-day litter cleanup campaign It starts

Fnda>
The wa> this thing has mushroomed is kind of frightening."

•iderson. who began organizing the Hawaii is too

11 for litter" campaign two months ago

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
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Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

NottHompton
5862742

10 Brood St.

Weitfield
562-3604

Sen Frank Church. D-Idaho.

challenged Nixon's authority to

ignore the amendment He told a

news conference:

"The Mansfield amendment is

part of the law and as such is not

subject to dismissal by the

President

"If he chooses to ignore it. then

the Congress should enact en-

forcement provisions with the

power of pursestrings which
belongs to Congress alone."

Church said he and Sen. John
Sherman Cooper. R-Ky . will offer

an enforcement measure to limit

spending in Southeast Asia to funds

necessary to complete withdrawal

of all US. forces from Indochina

He said it would be conditioned on

release of all American prisoners

The President restated his policy

on withdrawal of US. forces and.

although he used language
somewhat different from that used

before. presidential press

secretary Ronald L Ziegler said

that policy is unchanged
"Our goal-and my hopes-is a

negotiated settlement providing

for the total withdrawal of all

foreign forces, including our own.

for the release of all prisoners, and

for a cease fire throughout In-

dochina." Nixon said.

He added:

In the absence of such a set-

tlement, or until such a settlement

is reached, the rate of withdrawal

of U.S. forces will be determined

bv three factors: by the level of

enemy activity: by the progress of

our program of Vietnamization;

and by progress toward obtaining

the release of all of our prisoners

wherever they are in Southeast

Asia, and toward obtaining a

cease-fire for all of Southeast

Asia
"

The procurement bill authorizes

$871 .4 million less than sought by

the Pentagon Actual ap-

propriations must be voted later

Among its major provisions:

—A continuation of construction

on the Safeguard antiballistic

missile program at a level of $1.1

billion, about $160 million less than

the administration requested

There is a ban on deployment of

Safeguard at any new sites, but

advance preparations are per-

mitted at air bases in Wyoming
and Missouri.

An elimination of the

President's authority to ban
chrome-ore imports from
Rhodesia. Ziegler said this

provision does not go into effect

until January, and that Nixon will

take no action or have any com
ment while Britain is negotiating

with the white-dominated
breakaway African government.

A $72-million reduction in the

(")A aircraft procurement
program and a $321 5-million

ceiling on C5A spending this fiscal

year. Another provision require

the Defense secretary to report to

Congress annually on major new
weapon systems such as the C5A
program which has been plagued
with controversial cost overruns.

A $35u-million ceiling on fiscal

year 1972 military and economic
aid for Laos.

Premier Assumes Absolute Control,

Dissolves Parliament In Thailand
BANGKOK I AP (Thailand's brief experiment with limited democracy ended Wednesday as Premier Thanom

Kittikachorn dissolved Parliament, suspended the constitution and assumed absolute power

Paratroopers moved into Bangkok to buttress regular police patrols, and tanks encircled the Parliament

building But despite imposition of martial law and police checkpoints in the streets, the capital appeared calm

identified

also known as

and Robert
Thev were

Regular announcements on

Radio Thailand, interspersed with

patriotic songs, said Thanom

Men Deal

In Children
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. I \P -A

Boy Scoutmaster and a com-
panion, charged with trying to sell

an Oklahoma City woman's two
>rr,dll children for $7,000 and a used
iar. were held without bond
Wednesdav in the Duval Countv
Jail

The men were
William O Hara. 37.

Milford Bennett.
Westenhaver 22

arrested after allegedly trying to

make the deal with a police in-

ner The children Theresa Ann
and her brother Rr

Donald 1 were in custody of a

juvenile court after spending the

ht with the informer and his

wife

In Oklahoma City authorities

said Mrs Cox reported that

o'Hara and Westenhaver had
planned a business trip to Tampa
Fla and she told them I'm
tired Please take the children for a

little change of scenery

Police said Theresa first iden-

tified O Hara as her father from a

small dim picture in a Jackson-
ville newspaper but later in a

police lineup could identify neither

man as a relative

The FBI said O Hara and
Westenhaver and their wives had
been living with Mrs Cox and her

children and the full in-

terrelationship of the group had not

been established

would head a Revolutionary
Council with power to decide all

civil and military matters. The
Cabinet was disbanded
The council pledged to continue

Thailand'sforeign policy, which has

been strongly anti-Communist and
pro-American during the In-

dochina war There was no in-

dication Thanom's assumption of

absolute power would endanger the

status of U.S. air bases in

Thailand
And announcement from

Revolutionary Council
headquarters said internal

domestic strife and a threatening

international situation had made
the coup necessary
The announcement, broadcast

over national radio, said the in

ternal troubles included ob
struction by Parliament, in

surrection in the north, student

unrest, strikes and terrorism.

Constitutional procedures, it

added, would have been too late

Foreign Minister Thant
Khoman. who lost his job. blamed
Thanom's decision on "excessive

behavior" of members of

Parliament
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Cambodians Strike

Outside Phnom Penh
PIINOM PENH, Cambodia

(AP) -Cambodian troops struck the

enemy defense line near the

western outskirts of Phnom Penh
Wednesday and fighting raged only

10 miles from the heart of the

capital.

U.S. Cobra helicopter gunships

also went into action on the front

for the second day in a row, firing

salves of rockets into the North

Vietnamese and Viet Cong
positions on a treeline north of

Highway 4, the road to the sea.

"We need something heavier

than rockets," a Cambodian of-

ficer declared. "The enemy is very

well dug in underneath bamboo
thickets and rockets are not big

enough to get through to the

bunkers."

The officer said his men, part of

an operation involving well in

excess of 5,000 soldiers, had lost

four men killed and nine wounded
in fighting and had pulled back

about 500 yards for the night.

Some of the fighting in the

treeline was at ranges of less than

100 yards, the officer said. The

sound of firing and clouds of black

smoke from air strikes marked the

front line.

The new operation around
Phnom Penh has been reinforced

bv Mil:? armored personnel

carriers believed to have been
withdrawn from the northeastern

front, where Cambodian forces

have been under heavy pressure

from the enemy counteroffensive

launched last month.

Board Considers Requests

On Auto Price Increases

An offensive by Cambodian
troops in the northeast began
Wednesday with air strikes,

shelling and infantry probes, a

Cambodian high command
spokesman reported.

The spokesman said he was
forbidden to specify the exact

location of the Cambodian thrust

but that bombers had hit Chamvar
Andong rubber plantation, about 50

miles northeast of the capital and

around the town of Rumlong, 52

miles to northeast. The latter was
taken by the North Vietnamese last

week after an 18-day siege.

Most of the 20,000 troops in the

northeast are cut off from overland

supply routes and at least a four-

mile stretch of Highway 6 between

the troops and the rest of Cam-
bodia is in enemy hands.

The high command claimed

bombs blew up enemy ammunition

and that about 200 North Viet-

namese or Viet Cong were "put out

of action" on the northeastern

front. Two Cambodian soldiers

were reported killed and 10

wounded.

MDC Classifieds Pay

WASHINGTON (AP) The Price

Commission Wednesday approved

a 2.5 per cent price increase for

1972 American Motors cars but put

off a decision on a Chrysler Cor-

poration request for a 5.9 per cent

increase.

It said also it is studying a Ford
Motor Company request for an

average 2 per cent increase. There

was no immediate word from

Chile Police

Disperse

Students
SANTIAGO. Chile (AP)-Riot

police using tear gas dispersed 100

students Wednesday who had
assembled in front of the

presidential palace to protest the

takeover of the University of

Chile's headquarters building by

leftist students.

In recent weeks groups of

Marxist and anti-Marxist students

have clashed repeatedly over the

future of the university.

Previously, it was the anti-Marxist

factions who have occupied

various campus buildings.

They claim that the Marxist

majority on the university's

, governing board wants to bring the

institution under political control

of Chile's leftist government,
which includes Communists and

Socialists.

The anti-Marxists, who include

the university rector, Edgardo

Boeninger. want a campus
plebiscite held to determine the

true feelings of the KO.OOO-member

student body on the matter of

structural changes proposed by the

governing board.

General Motors, which has said it

also will ask permission to raise

prices.

Meanwhile the Pay Board made
its first challenge of a labor con-

tract, the four-day-old agreement

giving soft-coal miners pay raises

of up to 35 per cent over three years

and doubling management's
contribution to the union pension

fund.

These may be rolled back if the

full Pay Board finds them
"unreasonably inconsistent" with

its general standard that new
contracts may not contain in-

creases in pay and fringe benefits

of more than 5.5 per cent a year

unless special circumstances
warrant it. A hearing was
scheduled for Thursday morning.

In other developments:

—Union sources in Miami Beach

said the AFL-CIO Executive
Committee decided in a private

session to keep its labor

representatives on the Pay Board
—The Pay Board meanwhile met

for a second day in Washington

after reportedly refusing again to

grant labor's demand for

retroactive payment of wage in-

creases lost during the freeze.

—It was learned that an arm of

the Pay Board last Friday ordered,

with no public announcement, that

union workers in the construction

industry may not get any pay

raises until further notice.

"Substantial clarification" of this

situation is promised after a

meeting next Saturday.

Russia Leads West In

Space Age Weapons
LONDON <AP)-The Soviet Union now leads the West in the develop-

ment of highly sophisticated Space Age weapons, an authoritative British

reference yearbook said Thursday.

Moscow's advance was made possible to a great extent by costly

duplication of effort by members of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization, reported the editors of Jane's Weapons Systems 1971-72

The 586-page volume, published in its third annual edition, is a com-

panion reference work to Jane's Fighting Ships and Jane's All The

World's Aircraft.

"Russia now has the initiative in weapons technology," the publishers

said. "Whereas for a long time it was assumed-with considerable

justification -that the NATO countries had a clear lead in the develop-

ment of sophisticated weapons, it is now clear that the USSR, has ex-

tinguished that lead and is outstripping the West."

Kecent advances in the Soviet early warning radar system, editors

K.T. Pretty and D.H. R. Archer said, plus "the modern Soviet navy and

the nature of its armament and equipment, and the existence of an

operational antiballistic missile system around Moscow are evidence of

the Soviet ability to take the initiative in weapons system development

and deployment."

COLLEGIAN STAFFERS

TONIGHT

constitutional convention for ratification

Colonial Lounge 7:30 p.m.

attendance will be taken

(only those whose names are included in the staff listing

on page eight will be elegible to vote)

refreshments will be provided
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"India Nite" Held
The India Association of UMASS will present 'INDIA NITE" ON

November 20. at 8:1x1 p.m. at the Amherst Regional High School

Auditorium another of their efforts to bring the culture of India to the

people around I MASS

In a colorful array of bridal costumes, the 'BRIDGES OF INDIA", one

ol the events, depicts the diversity of clothing within India-andat no time

js this clothing more elaborate and colorful than at the wedding. Many of

the dresses presented are the actual dresses that were worn by the

models at their own wedding!

A vigorous and colorful HARVEST DANCE" is put to music depicting

sowing and harvesting; and then the "BHANGRA" - a celebration of the

bumper crop-when the men sway wildly to the beat of the Dholak <an

Indian Drum I

In contrast to the folk dances is a semi-classical duet where the accent

is on graceful precision as opposed to energetic dynamics. Underlying all

the dances is a panorama of color-an integral part of Indian landscape

music and dance.

And then there is the "MATING GAME", where a U.S. returned Indian,

armed with the skills of ABC's "Dating Game", is faced with the enigma

of choosing from the intellectual, the modern and the homely female for a

wife.

.Join the UMASS India Association for this and more on "INDIA NITE",
Saturday. November 20 at the Amherst Regional High School on Triangle

Street

I NuOM

Former UMass Students

Receive Drug Sentences

Two former University of Massachusetts students

from Springfield were sentenced yesterday in

Hampshire County District Court to a year each in the

House of Correction.

Charles Cross, 21, received one-year concurrent

terms after he was found guilty by Judge Luke K

Ryan of two counts of forgery and uttering and a

charge of receiving stolen property.

Cross was also charged with unlawful possession,

possession with intent to sell and being knowingly

present where heruin is kept, unlawful possession of a

hypodermic needle and syringe, and larceny of less

than and more than $100. These charges were filed by

Judge Ryan with Cross' consent.

Judge Ryan sentenced Ronald R. Willis. 18. to three

concurrent terms of a year for counts of forgery and

uttering. Charges against Willis of larceny of less than

$l(i(i and receiving stolen property were placed on file.

Willis was also charged with unlawful possession,

possession with intent to sell, and knowingly being

present violations of the heroin laws. Judge Ryan

continued Willis' cases on these counts to Nov. 13,

1973.

Cross and Willis were students at the unversity last

year hut were reportedly ineligible to register this

year.

According to a spokesman from the office of the

Dean of Students, Cross and Willis were ineligible to

register this semester due to academic reasons.

Chief Escapes Car Injury

Amherst police investigated an

accident involving a cruiser driven

by the police chief this morning,

just a block from the police station.

Police Chief Eranics Hart. 62. of

232 Strong St.. escaped injury, as

did the driver of a second car,

Jeanne Brownlow. 34, of South

Hadley.

The cruiser sustained $200

damage, and the other car $100.

Deputy chief Donald Maia, when

questioned about details, said

Chief Hart was on duty at the time

of the collision

He was operating a town cruiser

west on Main Street at 8:35 a.m.

today, when the Brownlow vehicle

entered the intersection in a north

direction from Churchill St

Both vehicles were driven away.

Maia indicated there would be no

charges as the result of the

collision.

When the Gazette contacted the

Courthouse this morning seeking a

comment from Hart, it was
learned he was sequestered in a

Probate Court hearing.

He is a deputy sheriff, serving

during Superior Court sessions.

f
The India Association will hold 'India Nite" in an effort to bring

the culture ol India to the people around the University. The evening

will he highlighted hv dances, music and games.

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1FM:
7(H) p.m. EVENING NEWS-a 30 minute report with world, national, and

local news plus sports and a five minute recap of major stories at 7:25.

7:30 p.m. WARPATH sports)

8:00 p 111 CYCLEBREAKER Tonight a special behind the scenes look at

the Vietnam Veterans Against the War. The program features portions

of a recent meeting and interviews made by < \Tiebreaker's Ed Roche.

one hour)

9 00 p m MARK'S BLUES a two hour program with Mark Dashevsky

featuring manv blues artists

11:00 p.m. LATE NIGHT NKWS-another 30 minute report from WMUA
News.

11:30 p.m. THE RICK MORTON SHOW-Rocket Rick comes your way
with music til 3:00 a.m.

Grad Talk
Dr Mortimer II. Appley, Dean of

the University of Massachusetts

Graduate School, will be the guest

speaker at the Chapters"
November luncheon meeting. It

will be held at Newman Center

Social Hall, tomorrow at 12:15

P.M.
Dean Appley will speak on the

topic. "The Graduate School-Guest

or Tenant on the Campus."

Lead Guitarist

Needed
WELL ESTABLISHEDROCKGROUP

amiable and draft free

586-3587 584-1049

You'll Drop Your Pants!!
When you see the fantastic selection of CORDUROYS,
DENIMS, and KNIT PANTS,
Low Slung HIP HUGGERS for Girls, Regular Cut for Guys.

featuringAlso: FLANNEL SHIRTS

OVERALLS

PARKAS & COATS and a selection of

KNIT TOPS, SWEATERS & JERSEYS
The Biggest Little Store Around . .

MALE
Slacks & Jeans

®

WEARHOUSE <w.«r-Ei..?)

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

COGITO
ERGO SUM

The Thinkers
Loft exists, too.

It is a bookshop
crammed with books
dealing with
Philosophy, Theology,
Biblical Studies, Ethics
and Social Issues. There
are also chairs and a
lounge in which to read
them all. Buyers are
welcome, too. Open
Daily at

25 N. Pleasant St.

Above Wellworth Drugs

In the Center of

Amherst

Finally, o Low Priced System
from Amherst Audio

Harmon - Kardon 30 watt RAAS AAA-FM Receiver List $169.95

Garrard SL55B Automatic Turntable complete with base and
dust cover.

a $25.00 Magnetic Cartridge (Grado FCR)

plus

AAaximus - A coustic Suspensi Speakers

TOTAL LIST PRICE $295.40

Just $236."°
_,

AMHERST AUDIO
197 No. Pleasant St.

Parti

Basic Food Is For Us All
(Editor's note: This is the first of

three columns on food services,

written on the basis of a survey
taken by the Marketing Depart-

ment.)

Basic Foods as they are offered

in the Dining Commons can best be
described as a style of eating which
is primarily vegetarian, but with

enough latitude to accommodate
those vegetarians who feel that

eggs, poultry and fish fit into their

consumption patterns.

On October 5, The Food Service

Department, Marketing Division,

distributed a detailed question-

naire to students eating all boar-

ding halls. The purposes of this

questionnaire were to determine

the acceptance of the Basic Foods
programt and the factors respon-

sible for its popularity.

1357 completed questionnaires

were received during the one hour

the survey was taken. This rate of

return was sufficient to provide

information about the program
and campus reaction to it.

Of those students who submitted

completed questionnaires, a total

of 47% indicated that they use

Basic Foods at some time or

another. When Hampden Com-
mons (Basic Foods only) figures

are deleted from the computations,

the percentage of users drops only

to 44%. This high usage rate in the

general population may be caused

by the sample itself, i.e. primarily

those who are concerned with

Basic Foods took the time to

respond. Or, it could indicate that

many students actually do use the

Basic Foods service at least oc-

casionally. The overall implication

is that many more than 11KM)

students are taking advantage of

the program.
In general, the survey revealed

that about 65% of the students

food items available to them. An
overwhelming 86% also felt that

the particular kinds of food offered

were satisfactory.

If such high percentages of

students express satisfaction with

the menu and variety, why do only

Fatigued from long lines at din din? Try some oatmeal rolls,

polenta, soybean casseroles, bulger, dal and chick pea broth to liven

up your liver. 68% of the Student Body can't be wrong.

participating in the program are

satisfied with it. At Basic Foods
locations, dinner, which has a

more extensive menu, is more
satisfactory than lunch which is

fairly non-selective as far as en-

trees are concerned. The majority

(75%) feel that there is a suf-

ficiently large number of choices of

Students Pursuing
Foreign Studies

Close to one hundred UMass students are pursuing study abroad during

the current academic year. Many are in the programs of UMass -in

Freiburg, Germany, in England, in France, and in Northern Ireland.

Others have gone on their own with the advice of the International

Programs Office, and are in such far flung places as Mexico, Spain,

Poland, and Australia.

An additional two hundred students are expected to enroll in the

University's summer programs at Oxford, Bologna, Freiburg, and Pau in

southwest France.

Thursday night November 18 Gamma Sigma Sigma is sponsoring a

program at which students interested in studying abroad can learn about

procedures to follow and the many opportunities available. The program

will be held at 7:00 p.m. in the third floor lounge at Herter Hall. Some

students who studied abroad last year will talk about their experiences.

The Director of International Programs, Mrs. Barbara Burn, will

describe general procedures and requirements and answer questions

students may have. She will also describe new arrangements under

which students can study next year at the University of Keele in England,

the University of Victoria in British Columbia, and possibly at Australian

National University in Canberra, Australia.

68% indicate satisfaction with the

program? This initially appearing

discrepancy may be accounted for

by the many respondants who feel

that Basic Foods is too crowded for

them to participate. A large

number of students who indicated

that they never use Basic Foods

gave that as their reason. About

one-third of the participants feel

that overcrowdedness is a problem

and a surprising two-thirds feel

that additional locations are

necessary.

Why is Basic Foods so popular on

campus'' The survey results in-

dicate that surprisingly few people

are concerned with the philosophy

of vegetarianism. Only 28% of the

Basic Foods participants indicated

that this was a very important

factor in their choice. This is born

out by the sales figures for chicken

and fish items on the menu.
The most significant reasons for

eating Basic Foods turned out to be

atmosphere. In Southwest, 50% felt

that this was important. At-

mosphere is even more important

in East Campus where there are

few physical luxuries in the dining

halls. The dining room used for

Basic Foods is the most inviting

dining room in the area.

Other factors found to be im-

portant in selecting Basic Foods
include curiosity, concern with

nutrition, and weight control.

Overall, this study of Basic

Foods revealed that a large

number of students use the service

and an even larger number would

like to use it.

A first step in increasing student

satisfaction with Basic Foods has

been taken. The menu has been

revised to include a wider range of

natural foods than previously

offered. Items such as oatmeal

rolls, polenta, soybean casseroles,

bulger, dal and chick pea loaf have

been added to the menus beginning

this month.

In the near future, it can be

anticipated that luncheon menus
will become more substantial and

pleasing to the participants. What
will happen in terms of expansion

of the service to larger dining halls

or additional areas will depend on

the students. If the numbers using

Basic Foods remain as high as it is

at the present time, serious con-

sideration will be given to ex-

pansion for second semester. If,

however, the program par-

ticipation begins to drop-just
might happen- the space allotment

will remain the same.

Vote

Carter
Overalls

Flannel
Shirts

Landlubber
Jeans

ttOtfse
.

ONE NIGHT ONLY
Northfield Mount Hermon School

Entertainment Series

presents

Leon Bibb "THE POETS SING
it

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20 8:30 P.M.

THE AUDITORIUM E. NORTHFIELD, MASS.

Tickets at the Box Office

$2.50 and $3.00

Our Largest

RECORD SALE
Of The Year

Every Record in Stock

Reduced for 3 Days

PILGRIM
AIRPORT

is open again

GLIDING is back!
flight instruction:

sailplane

or VA and FAA approved

airplane

B

D

$2.98
List

5.98
List

l.

3.

88
C4.98

*\
List C..

98

88 E
6.98

List 4.
68

interstate aviation inc.

River Rd., Hatfield Call 665-4072

EQUIPMENT SPECIALS

$39.Amplex Micro 9
Cassette Recorder Reg. 49.95

KLH 20 FM Stereo
System Reg. $399.95

88

$339.88

Many Floor Samples Reduced

THE

LISTENING POST AUDIO CENTRE

25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst 186 Main St., Northampton

Sale thru Sat. Nov. 20
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WASHINGTON Thanks to the government.

housewives are completely confused about the use of

phosphate detergents

First, they were warned that if they used these

detergents they would pollute the waters of the land

Then, after the women of America decided they

would give up phosphates and use other kinds of

soaps, Ihe) were told by the surgeon general to go

hack to using phosphate detergents.

Because of this confusion we have decided on a

question-and-answer format to clear up this matter

once and for all:

Q--Why does the government tell you one thing

about phosphate detergents, and then a few months

later tell you the opposite*'

A Because one department of the government

never knows what the other department of the

government is doing. The Environmental Protection

Agency, which worries about clean water, is against

phosphate detergents because they cause algae to

grow in the water. The surgeon general is for

phosphate detergents because they are safer for

children to eat than caustic detergents without

phosphates in them
ii -Where do the soap companies stand"7

A -They can go either way, at least in their ad-

vertising campaigns When the first publicity about

phosphate detergents made the headlines, all the soap

companies announed they had new nonphosphate

products that would save America. Now that

phosphates have the surgeon general's approval, the

soap companies are back to their old products and
have decided their new detergents won't save the

environment after all

Q -What is the soap companies' solution to

eutrophication. the process which clogs the water with

algae*?

A -The soap companies' solution is for each com-
inunity to build new sewage-disposal plants to screen

out the phosphates

(} Isn't that more complicated than screening out

the phosphates before they go into the detergent

boxes?
A Acs. it is, but soap companies don't have to pay

for the sewer plants

g What is the surgeon general's argument for

housewives going hack to phosphate detergents?

\ His argument is that 85% of people using

phosphate detergents are not contributing to water

pollution. Only 15% of the population, mostly around

the (ireal Lakes, are guilty of eutrophication. Ecology

people opposed to phosphates say the surgeon general

is all wet. Any time you discharge phosphates into

water, they affect Ihe quality of water hundreds of

miles away The lakes of .12 of the 50 shates show signs

of dying from phosphate fed algae.

ii Who is the housewife to believe?

A- That's a good question. The housewife has to

make a choice between clothes that are whiter than

white or water that is cleaner than clean

Q-Areyou trying to say we must all choose between

what we wear and what we drink?

A Something like that. We have been brought up in

this country to believe that clean laundry is next to

godliness But we now have scientific proof that

people can live longer drinking clean water than they

can wearing clean shirts.

ii -But won't a housewife be pilloried in her neigh-

borhood if her husband's shirts aren't sparkling

white"'

A -That is the biggest myth of all. Nobody wears

white shirts any more.

Q -If a housewife didn't want to use phosphate

detergents and she was afraid of using nonphosphate

detergents, could she use laundry soap"7

A -What's laundry soap?

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

Bill Gorczyca

Follow The Yellow Tile Floor

Now that some sections of the Graduate Research

("enter are open for business, the people occupying

that building should band together in order to make
some minor changes to correct its confusing aspects

and make it more functional to the University com-
munity

I me of t he main elements which leads to confusion is

the lack of comprehensive directories at the main
entrances of the building. The Graduate Research

Center is a large building and many people waste a

great deal of time wandering through a maze of

corridors and climbing up and down stairs while

trying to locate a specific office.

Then there is the matter of numerous unmarked
corridors and doors. A visitor to the building has no

knowledge of where he's going or where he's been

Finding the Graduate Registrar's Office is like falling

onto your girl friend in a darkened room: you don't

know where you are until you're there.

Finally the building itself is structurally confusing.

Staircases lead to locked doors and many offices are

clustered at the end of obscure, darkened corridors.

Elevators are difficult to find which is a matter of

great concern when one is confronted with the

massive spiraling staircases in the building

Although little can be done to correct this third

situation short of dynamiting the structure and
starting over again, a few minor corrections, such as

providing a master directory at each main entrance
and getting some intelligible markings on corridors

and doors, would facilitate use of the Center. Some
efforts have been made in these respects by individual

departments, but they have not solved the problem. A
unified administrative approach is needed.

It's Hell To Be Male

^fc^sKsasasscaa^ssa*^*****^^

B\ TOM DKRDF.RIAN
EDITORIAL STAFF

It's gonna be hell to be male. To
live in a constant quilt of helping

with the housework, taking care of

kids and doing shopping if these

Women's Lib Chicks have their

way The shopping isn't going to be

bad but cleaning toilets is

definitely going to be l bummer
We men got to do something so we
don't have to waste even part of

our lives doing this kind of stuff

There's not too much we can do to

totally stop the women's lib

movement, after all we'reonly men.
but we can use some tactics to keep
women doing the dirty work for

each of us Women may very well

deserve equal pay for equal work
out in the open labor market, they

should have outside interests and
they should stop all in-

stitutionalized discrimination
against all women, but here arc

some ploys men can use in their

own individual castles to keep
women scrubbing floors and
washing toilets (This is par-

ticularly for all you guys who came
to college to find a w ife to do all this

stuff for you so you can advance in

business or academia >

Flay dumb Tell her that you'd

like to help with the housework, but

there's certain things that you're

clumsy at like the routine stuff,

cleaning toilets, floors and that

you're really better at fixing pipes.

cabinets or moving furniture (you

know how women are always

fixing pipes and cabinets > so you
wait around for the pipes to break
meanwhile puffing on your own
i hash or tobacco > pipe. Tell her

about the experience she has and
that it would be a shame to waste
it i Everybody knows that women
and niggers are good at menial
jobs »

If this doesn't work you have to

gear up to Phase II You gotta get

feline, coy and deceptive. Say to

her. "I don't mind sharing the

housework, but you'll have to show
me how to do It." She'll agree right

off to that one Then you ask a

zillion questions until she gets

vomit sick and can't sit down to

read or anything cause you annoy
the hell out of her right ? We have
our ways. So after she gets sick

over the magazines and stuff,

she'll decide its easier to do it

herself

If that doesn't work and you

don't feel like sex starving her yet.

then you try the old nostalgia trick

All you say is. "WE used to be so

happy " You gotta emphasize the

Why because what you really

HMM is i " used to be so blissful

without housework You gotta

learn how to lie

So you just sit back if she refuses

to clean house The place begins to

look like a sty ..you can stand it ...

you're tough people come to visit

If you don't get sued because they

get typhoid as soon as they get

inside the door, they will put the

screws to your wife or girlfriend if

you're a liberal and never got a

license. "She keeps a messy
house." Then you let the years of,

guilt pile up on her and drive her

into submission
and drive her into submission.

You can do passive resistance.

Like I'll do my share and you do
yours, but I'll do mine on my own
schedule So you get around to it

about half past never to clean the

toilets Once a week is enough for

the dishes and once a month for the

laundry and once a century for

changing diapers If she doesn't

like it. get nasty, tell her to do it

herself Plead with her Tell her

you hate it tell her it is

demeaning to your intelligence,

but it is perfect for someone of her
intelligence

"I mean it is too trivial to talk

about." Get her with that one. it'll

make her feel like shit Tell her it's

not a manwoman problem but a

problem of dominance tell her
your roommate back at ItMass
used to clean the room, see'' Show
that the one with the stronger

personality had better be you!
It's not easy lor us to keep our

dominance as the American male
but with these clever tricks the job

should be easier for those who are
already married or for those men
who came to college to catch a

woman And one more thing, the

last and most potent weapon. you
can cut her off from sex

V-.CTWJft

PRISON REFORM

Letters To The Editor

A Rationale For Index

To the Editor:

Within the last few weeks there has been a growing

discontent among the "minority" groups, as

evidenced by various letters to the Editor column.

Among these "minorities" are various members of

the Athletic Department (allocation of scholarship

funds), the flying club, which has sought funding, the

Precisionettes. which have been completely cut off

from the Student Activities Tax Fund, and the Index,

which for the operating year 1971-1972, has been pared

$31 969.

A few semesters ago a poll of students was taken

and the results were published in The Collegian. One

of the questions asked was to ascertain if the Index

should be supported by the Student Activities Tax

Fund. A majoritv of those replying indicated that they

did want the Index so supported. Slowly, however, the

Student Senate, undaunted by this rebuff of

eliminating the Index as an R.S.O. group, has taken

upon itself the task of squeezing the Index budget and

in effect is forcing the Index to be "watered" into

obscurity.

I feel that these "minorities" being pushed slowly

out of focus in the University picture are more than

just "minorities" and represent, in my opinion, a

majority.

In a tew years I want to be able to look back upon my

four vears at the University by thumbing through an

Index which compares in quality with those Indexes of

Drevious years, or for that matter outdoes them in

Are You Typed?

To the Editor:

I'm writing to re-emphasize the points made by

Carole Law on Nov. 17. I can't see how anyone could

ever have questioned the fact that women have as

equal, if not better, opportunities as men. After all

aren't there women doctors; just because a woman

has to be twice as good to go half as far is no reason to

think that she's being discriminated against. An even

better example is the fact that women have the op-

portunity to apply for high executive positions in

business; we shouldn't be discouraged if they ask us

how fast we can type and take short hand And finally,

not only can a woman "choose to be a mother", but

society does its best to force the role upon her, for her

own good of course, so that no woman will miss that

beautiful experience. How does society do this? Well,

first of all. there's the old fashioned socialization

method, which drums into your head (little head)

from age one the virtues of motherhood ; by age fifteen

you just can't wait to get married and have children,

so that you'll be fulfilled as a woman. Secondly,

society labels any woman deviant who does not love

children and wish to have several trailing on her

skirts After all. it isn't normal to stop and logically

decide whether or not you want to be a mother -to

weigh the pros and cons -people will wonder what s

wrong with you! And on top of it all. motherhood

makes it easier for women to have careers, beeau.se

employers will think that they're more dependable;

they know that our husbands will stay home with the

kids if they get sick. Yes. Carol, today motherhood

and tomorrow the White House I hear Nixon needs a

new maid. . .

Karen Jacobs

outlay, color representation, and content. I don't feel

that this can be accomplished under the present

conditions. Furthermore, over a period of time, under

these circumstances, I feel that the Student Senate is

becoming divorced from the general will of the overall

student body.

I am in the next few weeks going to attempt, through

legislation, to have a review of the operations budget

for the present year. The Student Activities Tax Fund
contributes $562,300, which is an individual

assessment of $17.75 per semester (Student Senate

Document 71 -Si, p. 4). Under this review I also hope to

have re-allocated the $32,000 which was taken from

the Index. Hopefully, in the future, the allocation of

student funding of the R.S.O. groups will become more
representative of the will of all the students, and not a

minority, which in some cases takes an underload of

courses, or the minimum required so that they can

lobby for Student Senate salaries, take one course and

be President of the Student Senate, or in other ways

become lost in Robert's Rules of Order, while the

overall feelings of the majority of students are

forgotten, neglected or otherwise engineered subtley

into the evergrowing maze of ad-hoc committees, sub-

committees, or "temporary" Committees. As an

individual, I relish the challenge of being an underdog

in lighting the "system" and in this case it is the

Student Senate system. I hope, in the next few months,

to generate some of the "minorities" previously

stated, and others on campus into expressing exactly

how they feel. Furthermore, I hope to prove that these

"minorities" are, in reality, groups which represent a

majority of sentiment on campus, but in many cases

have been more active in a formal, degree-oriented

education, and have not been able to express them-

selves as a coherent, organized body, until now!
Walter E. Cronin

Juliusness

To the Editor:

Last weekend six of us, enticed by the prospect of

watching our own Julius Erving in his home debut,

journeyed to Long Island. As expected Julius was

impressive. However, we came away from that gram

more impressed by yet another man
Although our phone request for reserve tickets had

been denied, nevertheless we decided to chance not

getting in and set out on our three and a half hour

drive. Five frustrating hours later, after suffering

though the nightmare of New York traffic, we

managed to finally reach our destination. We were

greeted not only by closed doors and a sellout crowd,

but also by an excited mob outside anxiously seeking

admission. Despairingly, we explained our plight to

the sales manager of the "Long Island Garden," a Mr
Chuck Stewart. He answered us with his comment of,

"Wait outside I'll see what I can do." Virtually giving

up we decided to find a place to eat before drowning

our sorrows in a few beers. Ten minutes later, halfway

through our hamburgers, Mr Stewart showed up. He

had tracked us down from the "Garden" and very

carefully, so as not to attract unwarranted attention,

placed six tickets on our table "compliments of the

New York Nets
"

Unlike Julie. Mr Stewart had not fame, skill, or

height but that night, in our eyes, he was a big man
Rkk Bower eta I

Editorial Points
Tippoand histomatoesused tobe

a standing campus joke Mark
Silverman never wasted an
opportunity to get a laugh out ol

Tippo's passion for the rose) red

ones But with Dr. Bromerv
bringing an earthquake movie to

the Student Senate last night it

seems that a new has come to

the lore: Rocks Randolph and
his Swinging Seismometer.

***

It will probably turn out that

no one is really responsible for

the $5)9.000 in parking fees owed
by unregistered vehicles: no one

but the parking space thief who
operates at night, rolling up
parking spaces. He takes them
home and stores them for a

rainy day.
*****

Or the whole problem could

have been started as a result of

the Infinitely Expanding
Volkswagen Thoery. The
premise of this is that VW's are

ver\ insecure and therefore

always tend to congregate
Think about it and you will

realize that whenever you see a

VW whiz by on the road, another

is close behind it VW's are

always trying to catch up with

each other Well, as far as the

campus is concerned this means
that there will always be a

certain number of transient

VW's which are inexplicably

attracted to the already large

number of VW's owned by

students. These VW's always

pass on in search of other VW's
because a by-law of the premise

states that once in motion, a VW
may not stop until the fourth

degree of Life is reached. For a

VW. this is approximately every

27 days or every third oil change,

whichever comes first, the death

of the driver or the opening of a

can of rancid apricots in the

back seat,

apricots ^

Technique Not Substance

By NATHAN GORENSTEIN
MDC Staff

I have an english class here. There are about 25 students in it,

roughly one third english majors, the others taking the course out

of interest, for a requirement, or simply to pick up three credits.

There are smart people in the class and not so smart people. They
are, to use a popular word, a microcosm of the university. It's too

bad.

Because some of them, like so many others at this place seem to

have picked up the notion that they are better than everyone else.

That somehow they have more intelligence, that they are worth

more as judged by some vague ethereal standard.

I realize how easy it is to acquire that sort of frame of reference.

You go back home on a weekend or vacation and all the people you

see on the streets seem so feelingless. Their faces are blank, they

walk quickly by, not looking at who or what is around them,

hurrying off to jobs or lunch. Maybe the kids you went to high

school with talk about getting drunk Friday night and getting laid

Saturday night and the car they just bought.

Fine, you don't like it. I'm not asking you to But consider that

maybe they don't like English classes, or long hair, or discussions

on the theory behind a Joyce novel.

The instructor of my English class once accused us of being false

liberals. We espouse the tenants of liberalism, but when it comes

down to acting upon them, so many of us, consciously or un-

consciously, back off.

How many of you reading this have ever done any thumbing in

your lives? Guessing, I would suppose over 60% Now, how many of

you sixty percent when you are driving in your cars and see a hitch-

hiker, stop to pick him (or her) up. I would guess a smaller per-

centage. And I would guess an even smaller number (five, ten

percent"' I pick hitch-hikers up with any degree of regularity. Any
one who has thumbed home from here can tell you the number of

cars that go by with one or two students in them The "straight"

portion of people around here pick up more people than our freaks

and liberals combined.

People, listen. None of us, whoever we are, are indispensable to

anyone or anything on this planet. We are no better or no worse

than anyone we meet in a day's events. The difference between us

is one of technique, not substance.

If anything is ever going to change all of us are going to have to do

alot more than express good intentions.

"Folks This la Your Captain Speaking— l^-t Me
Say Again That Everything Looks Fine

•n
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New Education
Voerams Startec
All students in tho Classes of

74. 75 and 7(i majoring in

education and/or working

toward certification (elemen-

tary or secondary I must join one

of the alternative teacher

preparation programs by the

Fall of 1972

The Individualized Program,

which has been the traditional

preparation program, is being

phased out next Fall for all

students except those in the

Class of 7:{. They may complete

their work in this program if

thev desire to do so.

Currently there are still nine

of the fifteen alternative

programs with openings:

Alternative Schools. In-

ternational Education. Mark's

Meadow. Martha's Vineyard.

Model Elementary Teacher

Education Program. Off-

Campus. Sociological Historical

Philosophical. Distributive

Education. I'rban Education. It

is anticipated that an additional

number of new programs, about

six. will be announced this

Spring They will be both

elementary and secondary

oriented

•Individuals in secondary

preparation should particularly

take note that they too must join

one of the available programs.''

Phil Gates. Executive Secretary

lor Teacher Preparation

Program Council, emphasized

"We expect anyone desiring to

prepare for teaching to join one

of the IS to 20 units available.''

in fact." he added, 'this will

be the only way students will be

able to arrange for their course

work and field experiences with

us after this year.'"

Students who have questions

are urged to call the School of

Educations TPPC office. 545-

154:?. 545-1544. or 545-1555.

•The sooner each student

majoring in education or con-

templating obtaining cer-

tification gets into one of the

programs we are making
available, the better it will be for

him.'' Gates reiterated. "These

programs are designed to

provide each student with the

advising he needs to complete

requirements for teaching." he

said.

Campus Carousel

Superflush Is Contemplated
'I* __!-. 1 -— ___. .nil .. ** >,! ,!•!>!' ll-l I'll 111

ECO Lecture Given

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

Winter
Coats

$7.50 to $25.95

Parkas
$24.95

to

$39.95

Open to 10: 00 p.m.

Forestier in ^ M Distinguished Ecologist

Lecture Series (DELS.)
speakers sponsored by the

Coalition for Environmental

Quality at UMass-Amherst.
Forestier will speak at 8 p.m.

tomorrow in Room 20 of Hasbrouck

Laboratory on the University

campus The public is invited free

of charge.

Adrian Forestier is an

engineering systems consultant to

the University of Hartford Tran-

sportation Group A current

project under study is a proposed

pilot transportation system for the

greater Hartford area

Forestier was born in China of

English parents, and has travelled

throughout the world in his

engineering career. He is an ad-

vocate of deep-tube subway
systems 'as opposed to near

sin lace types i; the type generally

being built around the world when
new subway systems are con-

tructed

He will speak on the coordination

ot this system along with other

urban transport system in his talk.

I NT EG It A I ED MKTKO
I'oUT.W TRANSPORTATION."

K> TONYC1RAN1TE
A siPEKFLASli SYSTEM for the modern-day

toilets, which haven't seen many changes since they

were invented in the 17(H)s. is being contemplated by

an I i ban Studies professor at Mankato (Minn) State

College, according to the Daily Reporter there.

A recent story, headlined. "Crapper Invented It,

Smith Plans Change.' says that one Dr. H. Roger

Smith is working on an idea that may revolutionize

uhat happens when a toilet is flushed. What he is

going to introduce is a system which would use water

under extremely high pressure to reduce the amount

used lo a quart or less

• Present I v when you flush a iohn you use about five

gallons of water to dispose of about a quart of waste,

which is a tremendous waste of a resource. By using a

system of high power jets and a small pump we can

clean the same John by using less water, and clean it

more efficiently." Smith is quoted as saying.

Resides saving water. Smith proposes recycling

waste matter which, with water and methane gas

removed, is rich in organic materials.

•After making it biologically inert, the sludge could

l>e used as fertilizer."

The methane gas that can be refined from human

material can be used in place of such .atural organic

fuels as coal.

Smith is awaiting the formation of a proposed

Fnvironmental Studies Institute to put his idea into

practice He says he can have a working system ready

in two years.

•What better place than a campus, where you have

all the human resource available, to develop such a

system." he says.
****

MEANTIME. ON THE SI R.IECT OF ECOLOGY, the

Indiana D;iil> Student reports that 'Recycling rates a

blue ribbon for environmental effort, but often means

ted ink in a business ledger."

The Director of the local Environmental Systems

Applications Center at IU. they said, lists the major

problems as the economics of recycling and the lack

of an environmental ethic."

Winter at OWH
We have just lowered our prices on all kinds of winter clothes.

NEW «. OLD
CLOTHING

Handicrafts Too'

Route 9

Road Northampton

(Neil to Walter's ot Hadleyi

Tel: 586-3727

Mori, thru Fri. 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Saturday 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

L

leans

$2.50

13 Button

Navy Pants

$5.00

Flannel &
Corduroy

Shirts

$1.50

Sweaters
$3.00

& $6.00

Overalls

Jumpsuits

$4.50

Workshirts

$2.00

Fatigue
Pants
$2.00J

Furs SI - 30

Shawls $2.00

Leathers. Cordurovs. Velvets, & Antique Dresses ( »»••»'•)

Parkas. Denim Jackets, authentic P Coats, new Parkas. Felt Hats.

Moutons. Tunics. Berets. Hot-Shirts & Pants. long Wool Coats.

M-4:i's. Kisenhowers, Boots, etc,

Twenty four recycling plants have gone out of

business nationwide since the first of the year, they

said. Increased handling and transportation costs plus

technical problems are responsible

And the FSACadds. "People say they are interested

in the environment, but in fact they go out and buy the

prettiest packages they can find. We need an en-

vironment ethic that is pervasive."
****

SPFAKINCi OF KTIIICS, Termpapers Unlimited, Inc.

of Boston has been denied advertising space by the

I 'Mass-Boston Mass Media. The editors took the view

that commerical term papers are contrary to the

principles of academic excellence and honesty,"

according to a story in the student newspaper.

Termpapers Unlimited reacted by charging the

newspaper with a decision that is "arbitrary and

unfair."

I- INK IMi TO TIIK FIZZ Twice as many informants

on drug pushers are going to the Kent State campus
police than last year, according to a report appearing

in The University Daily of Texas Tech

The KSU Director of Campus Security is quoted as

saying that the possession and use of drugs does not

disturb campus residents as much as pushing and

dealing

"People are apparently upset about someone who
deals in drugs and does not personally use them.

Profit and money have apparently made people

unhappy They resent profiteering."
****

WHAT'S IN A N'AMF: department: Portland (Ore.)

State U. calls him "Dean for Students", according to

an item in a recent issue of Vanguard.
And the Dean, appropriately enough, reveals plans

lo create a student board to deal with policy decisions

of departments under his jurisdiction.

III. AIM.INF in the USoFla Oracle, announcing a

Theater USF production of Kugene O'Neil's famous
play: " Long Day's Journey' Continues."

GM To Notify Corvair Owners
WASHINGTON ( AIM General

Motors Corp. agreed Tuesday to

notify some 700.000 owners of

Corvair automobiles, from the 1961

through the 1969 year models of

possible heater system defects.

The manufacturer will advise

Corvair owners to have their cars

inspected by a Chevrolet dealer

and repaired, if necessary, to

eliminate dangerous fumes.

The inspections and repairs will

be made at the expense of the

owners unless warranty provisions

arc still in effect.

Secretary of Transportation

John A. Volpe announced the

agreement one day before a

meeting at which General Motors

was to have appeared with regard

to an Oct 29 finding of the National

Highway Traffic Safety Ad-

ministration NHTSA that a safety

defect existed in the engine and

heater system of Corvairs of the

I9G5 year model.

In view ol the new development.

the meeting was cancelled.

General Motors disputed the fin

ding, but agreed to issue the notice

to all Corvair owners over the nine-

year span.

NHTSA noted that it does not

have the authority to compel a

manufacturer to recall and repair

motor vehicles free of charge

"General Motors is doing more
than the law requires it to do by

agreeing to conduct a search for

the names and addresses of all

present Corvair owners rather

than limiting its notice to first

purchasers or warranty owners, as

the law requires." said Douglas

Toms, NHTSA administrator.

New
Shipment

of

Air Force
Parkas

WEAR;
BOUSEgj I

UAAass Fine Arts Council Presents

NOW. Y00« CHOICE OF

5 W . Spfld.

IGone With
The Wind

( ,

French
Connection

[Sunday
Bloody

ISunda

loe Hi

it

t.p

Together

ACRES FREE PARKING

ROCKER LOUNGERS
CHARGE. YOUR IICKEI

, i"ii"iiri'.n

B0WKER AUDITORIUM -UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

WED., NOV. 17 & THURS., N0V.18, 1971-8 P.M.

RESERVED TICKETS: UMass undergroduates SI. 50, other—full time

students S2.50, UMass faculty staff S3, general public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL BOX OFFICE 125 Herter Hall, Tel 545-0202

, -_* M

(PASADENA, Cal.) ANOTHKK MARINER FREES MARS
SECRETS, New and better photographs and other data which may

answer the question of whether there's life on Mars are the goal of a

IS. spacecraft, Mariner 9. now approaching the red planet. This

photo was made In Mariner 7 in !!»««» and shows streaks near the

south pole. Researchers at Cornell I'niversity say recent study

suggests the streaks might he similar to grooves on earth caused by

movement of glaciers.

Sontag Film Shown
"Duet for Cannibals." the fourth

film in the scries "Films for In

tellectuals." will be shown at

Amherst College, tonight.

Sponsored by the Amherst

College Lecture Committee, the

film will be screened at 7 :30 p.m. in

the Converse Assembly Room.
Converse Hall, on the Amherst

College campus. The event is open

to the public without charge

Directed by Susan Sontag. "Duet

for Cannibals'' deals with the in-

fluence of an exiled German
radical and his wife over a young

Swedish couple. The plot revolves

around four characters: Arthur

Bauer, the Cerman radical; his

wife. Franceses; Tomas; and

Tomas' wife Ingrid. A strange

relationship develops between the

two couples when Ingrid becomes

involved in the erotic games

played by Arthur and Francesca

The film has been described as

hiving a mixture of Albee's

savagery and Bunuel's derision.

The "San Francisco Examiner"
called it "an interesting, stun

ningly acted movie.''

EVERY FRIDAY ....

Our superb buffet will be from 6: 30 a.m. to 9: 00

p.m. Please come up to the buffet as many times as

you wish. $5.50 per person.

® (7&Lord F Mm Teffery§
RAOUL DtfTMCH. IMMKIIM*

Room To Move Boogie

Fat

Flight

East Jesus

Movies

Video

November 19

S.U. Ballroom

8:00 p.m.

$1.50

Mariner 9 Peers At Mars
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - Mariner 9's television

cameras peered through the thick dust storm

swirling on Mars Tuesday and gave scientists a

dramatic second look at the strange ridge-like

features on Mars' south polar cap.

The cap is covered with frozen carbon dioxide and

appeared on television monitors at the California

Institute of Technology Jet Propulsion Laboratory

as starkly white against the gray surroundings.

At least one scientist thought the photos answered

a question that has puzzled Mars experts since the

area was first seen briefly by Mariner 7 in 1969. The

same area was first seen dimly through the dust

Sunday after Mariner 9 went into Martian orbit.

Earlier Tuesday, space agency officials an-

nounced they had sent some early data obtained by

the spacecraft to the Soviet Union via a special "hot

line" teletype circuit set up between Pasadena and

Moscow. Two Russian space probes. Mars 2 and 3,

are expected to arrive at Mars later this month.

The ridge-like features of the area, called

quasilinear features, were discovered by Mariner 7

in 1%9. Scientists want to know if the ridge of

Martian mountains covered by the frozen carbon

dioxide or whether the ridges are made of carbon

dioxide by some unknown process.

Caltech scientist Dr. Bruce Murray said detailed

study of the photographs might determine exactly

what thev are. Television cameras were able to see

the polar cap Tuesday after scientists made some

adjustments in the 'seeing angles, " the angle at

which the cameras photograph the surface. They

did this in hopes they could see through the dust,

and purposely pointed the cameras at the area

where they had obtained the earlier picture Sunday.

The Teletype circuit was set up earlier this month

after agreement was reached between the two

countries to exchange significant data. The data

which National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration officials sent contained routine in-

formation regarding Mariner 9's mission to date.

Jupiter Craft Readied
Bv THE NKW YORK TIMES
REDONDO BEACH, Calif.. Nov.

16 As Mariner 9 continued to

orbit the fourth planet. Mars, the

finishing touches were being

placed here on a spacecraft that

should embark early next year on

the first journey to the vicinity of

the fifth and largest planet,

.Jupiter.

And by the end of the decade, if

the nation's ambitious planetary

exploration plans are realized,

unmanned spacecraft will have

reconnoitered or will be on their

way to every other planet in the

solar system.

These far-ranging vehicles.

equipped with television cameras

and remote-sensing instruments,

promise to make the seventies the

decade of the planets in somewhat

the same sense that the sixties was

the decade of the moon. After the

remaining scheduled moonlanding

missions. Apollos 16 and 17. there

are no planned lunar exploration

flights, manned or unmanned.
Most Ambitious Mission

The planned missions include a

Mariner to fly by Venus, the second

planet, in 197:t and take the first

close-up pictures of the innermost

planet. Mercury. Two Viking

spacecraft a.e being designed to

orbit Mars in 1976 and release

landing vehicles with life-detection

instruments.

In addition, engineers at the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory in

Pasadena, are drawing up plans

for the most ambitious planetary

missions of them all -the so called

"grand tour.
-

'

It is the purpose of

these missions to have spacecraft

flv by and return pictures and

scientific data on all the outer

planets Jupiter. Saturn. Cranus.

Neptune and Pluto

A "vitalprecursor'tosuch flights

will be the Jupiter missions of

Pioneers 10 and 11, Robert S

Kraemer. director of planetary

programs of the National

Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration, said here today

Mr. Kraemer and Pioneer

project scientists held a news

conference to announce that the

550 pound Pioneer 10 spacecraft

was expected to be ready tor

launching from Cape Kennedy,

Fla.. in late February or early

March of next year and would fly

by Jupiter in December 1973.

Pioneer 11 is to be launched a year

later and fly by the planet in 1974.

The Pioneers will be the first

spacecraft to penetrate the vast

asteroid belt between Mars and

Jupiter, the first to study the giant

planet's intense radiation belts and

possibly the first to return data

from interstellar space. One goal is

Program Council Presents

M
"M. A. S. H.
Thursday, Nov. 18 S.U. Ballroom

7,9:30, 11:45 p.m.

50e

to assess the hazards of deep space

as a prelude to the exploration of

the other planets.

"Much of what we know about

Jupiter and Saturn is ambiguous,"
says Dr Donald G. Rea. assistant

director for science at the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory. "And the

farther out we go, the less we
understand the natural en-

vironment, planetary structure

and composition About Pluto we
know next to nothing

."

Fri., Nov. 19

7:00 & 9:00

Campus Center

Auditorium.

Cagney & Bogart

The Roaring 20s

A U. Mass. Theatre Production

Wm. Saroyan's

THE

Bartlett Auditorium

Reserved Seating

Nov. 18-20 8: 30 p.m.

Call 545-2579

$1.50 U. Mass. Students

$2.00 all others
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The final performance of the Murray Louis Dance Company will be given tonight ( Thur Nov 1 1
1
at

8

n m in Bowker Auditorium, concluding their threenlay residency at UMass sponsored by the Une Arts

found! Tkkets are available in the Fine Arts Council Ticket Office. 125 Herter Hall until 4 p m

Hemaining tickets will be available at Bovvker Aud. one hour before the performance. A phone reaching

hoth ticket offices is 545-0202.

Draft Counselor 's Corner

A Case Of Liability

Attica Prison
Remains Tense

NKW YORK (AP) — Attica state prison remains tense, and numerous

inmate dissatisfactions have not been redressed, a special investigative

panel appointed by the governor reported Tuesday.

The panel said improvements had been made since the bloody quelling

Sept. 13 of the four-day inmate insurrection at the up-state prison. In

some instances, privileges have been restored, even when unearned, to

allay the still-seething discontent, its official report said.

The board was named by Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller to examine

conditions at the prison following the insurrection, in which 43 persons -32

inmates and 11 prison personnel -perished, most in gunfire behind which

state forces moved in.

The five-member board said, "The danger of harassment continues

and the likelihood of unjust retaliatory and inflammatory acts in parole

and other areas still remains."

However, its report said, "The Department of Correctional Services

has agreed to take further steps suggested."

The panel visited and talked with Attica inmates transferred to other

facilities after the riots and also interviewed prisoners transferred to

Mayor Memorial Hospital, Buffalo, N.Y., and found their treatment to be

satisfactory.

During early tours, the panel said it found the most pressing needs were

easement of severe overcrowding, filling prisoners' medical inventories

and increased monitoring in view of inmates' allegations of post-riot

beatings.

Other needs it said it found were for bath facilities, provision for

writing paper, toothpaste and personal articles, replacement of dentures

and eyeglasses and improvements in food.

Japan Talk Given

B> (ilLBKRTJ.SALK
A word to the wise, who will soon be going home to

prove their wisdom by overeating, should be of in-

terest. If you were born on or before Dec. 31, 1951. and

you have a lottery number of 126 or above, you should

drop vour deferment and serve out your liability.

All you need to do is send the following letter to your

board, along with your name and number. "Dear Sirs.

1 wish to drop my student < or other I deferment and be

reclassified l-A effective immediately. Peace, (your

name)"
Make and keep a copy of the letter for your records.

Take the letter to the post office and tell the clerk that

you want it sent by Certified Mail. Return Receipt

Requested. It will cost you 50 cents

When your board gets the letter they will have to

sign for it. and the post office will send the receipt to

you. Staple it to your copy of the letter and store it It

will prove that the board received the letter and when.

<Tlns procedure, by the way. should be followed

with every transaction you have with your board.)

On the date that the letter arrives at your local

board, you will automatically be reclassified I-A, no

matter when your boards gets around to formally

reclassifying you. As long as you are in the pool on

Dee 31, you will have served your eligibility year as of

Jan. 1. 1972. You only need to be in the pool for one

day. in other words.

that's really all there is to it. On New Year's Day.

you will be free of the draft. The only requirements

are that you had been born on or before Dec. 31. 1951.

and that your lottery number be 126 or above.

And don't worry about the number being right. As
things stand now. there's no way they can go over 125.

This late in the year, even if they wanted to they

couldn't change the draft call for Dec. so the 125

cutoff is firm.

Please, when you go home for Turkey Day. tell your

friends about the lottery game They may not know^

how to use their high numbers. To be safe, cut out this

column and bring it home for them to read. It might

literally save somebody's life!

PEACE.

Professor James W. Morley.

director of the East Asian Institute

at Columbia University, will speak

on "Japanese-American Relations

in the Seventies" at Amherst
College tonight.

Sponsored by the Amherst
College Lecture Committee, the

event will be at 4:30 p.m. in the

Converse Assembly Room. Con-

verse Hall, on the Amherst cam-
pus, and it is open to the public

without charge.

Dr. Morley has taught at

Columbia since 1954. He was
director of the East Asian Institute

from 1964 until 1967, when he left to

serve for two years as special

assistant to the American Am-
bassador in Tokyo. In 1971 he was
again appointed director of the

Institute.

The Columbia professor is an
advisory editor of the Journal of

International Affairs and con-

sulting editor of Asian Survey. He
is a member of the Council of

Foreign Relations, a director of the

Japan Society of New York,
chairman of the advisory com-
mittee of Columbia University

Seminars, and a former director of

the Association for Asian Studies.

He received his A.B. from
Harvard University in 1943 and his

MA. from Johns Hopkins
University in 1945. He was
awarded a Ph.D. in 1954 by
Columbia, where he specialised in

East Asian and East European
history. During World War II. he

was graduated from the Navy
Japanese Language School.

Russian Rabbi Dies

Could B.C. Lose?
Buy around trip bus ticket to

B.C. Came & see!

NOV. 20

Departure 10:30 a.m.

(C. BUS CIRCLE

BUY NOW $6
naooffice

or call

Student Senate
Bus Service

INDIA ASSOCIATION'S

INDIA NITE
Sat., Nov. 20, 8:00 p.m.

Exotic Dances

Scintillating Music

Delicious Indian Snacks

at Amherst Regional

H.S. Auditorium
Triangle Street

Admission $1 .00

Tickets at the Door

Reservations: 549-6869 586-0921

MOSCOW (AP) - Yehuda Leib

Levin, chief rabbi of the Moscow
synagogue and unofficial leader of

Russia's three million Jews, died

today at the age of 76. Tass
repored

The Soviet news agency said the

rabbi had been suffering from

heart trouble for the past few

years.

Kabbi Levin took over the Soviet

Unions most important synagogue

in 1957 and since then has had tacit

government approval to act as the

chief spokesman for Soviet Jewry.

Three years ago. Rabbi Levin

spent two weeks in the United

States defending the Soviet Union's

Jewish policies

Urban Education

Internships

Available For January
There are

Student Teaching Positions

still open in:

Pasadena, Calf.

Washington, D.C.

Paterson, N J.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Louisville, Ky.

Worcester, Mass.

For info, call:

545-1560

or

545-1582

Between 9-5

AS SOON
POSSIBLE

Ask for:

Barbara Love
Dick Schaye
Dennis Tyler
Pat Proctor

AS

ANGEL FLIGHT
Meeting tonight. 7 p.m., Marilyn

Dyer, you had better show up with

the composites.

BLACK YVOMKN-FFMINAK
Saturday, Nov. 20. Meet for rides

as follows: 8:45-9:15 a.m.:

-S. West: on bridge opposite

Melville

-Orchard Hill: in front of Field

-Elsewhere: on N. Pleasant St.

near North DC. any questions call

546-6908.

miiix.i CLUB
There will be a bridge play

tonight at 7 p.m. in rm 174 CC.

COFFEE HOUR
All university women welcome to

a coffee hour at Chi Omega
Frat/Sor park on Thursday from 7-

8 p.m. Entertainment and refresh-

ments. Rides leaving Newman Ctr.

6:45.

COLLEGIATE PARACHUTE
CHAMPIONSHIP
UMass parachute team will

represent UMass in Deland,
Florida next week. Bet you didn't

even know we existed'.' Interested'.'

It happens every weekend at

Turner's Falls Airport.

CUSP
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

rm 15 Bartlett. All psych majors

welcome to attend.

(ULTURNATIVES RAP SESSION
Thursday at 2:30 in 90 CC. Open

to all. Advice: bring something
about yourself you'd like to

change. We may try to create a

change-supportive environment.
Peace.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
PLEDGES
Pledge meeting at 7:30 p.m. in

Memorial Hall tonight.

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD
We're meeting tonight at 3:30 in

rm 802 CC. We're discussing new
projects and new problems. Please
come and be a contributor.

POVERTY COMMITTEE
Meeting at 6 p.m. tonight. Very

Special:

fill i Jr.,
or

at

Pewter Tankard
only $8.50

This Handsome
Whistle Mug
for $13.50!!

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

"everyone 's favorite jeweler"

31 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

Notices
important. All members should

attend, rm 801 CC.

LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS
CLUB
Thursday the LOC will meet in

French 9 at 7 p.m. Speaker will be

Prof. Paul Procopio. of the Dept. of

Landscape Architecture and
Regional Planning, UMass.

ROISTER DOISTERS
Anyone interested in direction

Spring production, submit
proposal by Dec. 2 to Bill Menezes
in 415 Machmer or call 52043 Op-
portunities available in design,

stage crew and all facets of

production.

SAILING CLUB
There is a meeting tonight in rm

169 for all sailors. Hopefully there

will be a movie. Past and new
members are urged to attend.

SCROLLS
Meeting tonight in rm 805-809 CC

at 6 p.m. Bring candy money. Call

68240 if you can't attend.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE
LEAGUE
Coffee hour-tapes of local radio

shows that SHL members have
appeared on -7 p.m. in CC 917-for

further info call 5450154 or come to

office, 413 SU-- on balcony above
lobby.

STUDENT SENATE PARKING
COMMITTEE
Meets tonight at 8 p.m. in 803 at

the Campus Center.

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP
Free-open to everyone-tonight

at 8 p.m. at the Marks Meadow
gym. next to School of Ed.

I MASS SKI PATROL
There will be a meeting at 6:30 in

rm 165 CC. Tonight for all Ski

Patrol members, plans will be
discussed for the Hill Course.

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB
Meeting this evening in rm 17 of

Boyden gym at 8:30 p.m. All new
members-people with or without

experience in Korean karate-are
invited to attend.

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST
THE WAR
Come and meet the other side.

VFW, AL & VA will be at our
meeting tonight at 7:30 in the

Commonwealth Rm (SU).

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
No meeting this week due to

exams.

WMUA STATION MEETING
There will be NO station meeting

(his week. The November meeting
has been cancelled.

LOST
One greeen metal tool box,

Monday in CC Store. Contains

etching tools and supplies. If found

contact Denise, 416 Leach House.

Green snorkel parka w/wallet at

Student Ctr. at 11 Wed. Call Jeff at

2532979 late. I have your parka and
gloves Brown leather trim girl's

wallet, Belgium linen, $11 & many
valuable cards. Call 66794.

Brown leather pocketbook
Monday in "Bites 'n' Pieces".

Please return to Marcia 309

Coolidge, 67961. Need ID's.

FOUND
Orange and white female kitten.

4 white paws, possfble part
Angora. Found near Puffton.
Owner call 549-3862.

To the person who brought my
blue-flowered umbrella to the CC
lost & found, thank you.

MOVIE

The Prime of Miss lean Brodie

Mahar Aud.

Fri., Nov. 19

7 : 00 and 9 : 30 50e

Sponsored by Newman Club

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

•62 Renault Dauphlne. excellent body,

motor. 38,000 mi., new clutch. 5 gd. tires,

needs fuel pump, f 100. 948 No. Pleasant St.

tf 11-19

Heal creampuff ! '65 Pontiac Lemans. 6

cyl.. only 40.000 mi. New brakes, tires,

shocks, tune-up. sticker A much more.

Asking $550. (all .Vtfi-4076.

tfll-18

1966 Hed Porsche 912, new tires, new
battery, good mechanical condition. Best

offer. Call HHM or 253-9689.

tf 11-22

1962 TR-4, new snow tires, battery,

shocks, exhaust, body, mechanics in v.g.

cond. Must see to appreciate Asking 1550.

(all Mark at 253-9611.

tf 11-19

VW bus. not running good for part* 4

new tires. Call Bill 253-7148.

tf 11-22

1963 Oldsmobile 88, new tires & batt..

bodv gd.. no dents, asking I2O0. 549-6316.

11-18

1963 Falcon, new tires, front end good. 6

cyl.. auto., great mileage, engine needs

minor repair work. Cheap! 665-4602 after

5 p.m.
lfll-22

Cheapest Mercedes, 1962. 2Z0sb.. runs ok

but need* work. With book, spares. After 5

p.m. 8*3-4424.
tf 1 1-23

I960 Opel, good condition, ask 1650. Call

anytime. 253-9542.
If 11-19

I960 Cheverolet Blscayne. running

condition, fall sticker. 82000 miles $45.

(all Sumesh after 5 p.m. 549-1644.

Ull-18

67 Corvair. excellent rondll automatic,

air <nnd snow tires, radio. 30.000 miles.

1645. phone 2S34f2S.
unit

1967 GTX Plymouth conv., 4 speed. 440

cu. Inch, rebuilt trans, and carb.. new

battery and radiator, excel., shape SMM.or

HO. Call 5*4-4066
tfll-18

'«7 (hevelle Maliba. 2-door hardtop,

vinyl roof, radio. V-8. A.T.. P.8.. ex-

cellent condition. 1995. (all 253-3067.

tfll-19

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

69 Yamaha 350. here Is that great buy

you've been looking for. Bike is perf .. new

tire 6 tune-tip. Drive It away for only f 400.

516-1076.
tfll-18

FOR SALE

llieker Plastic Buckle Boots. Orbls 01,

size H l/2m. used one ski season, (all

l.arrv n 7-544-6367, asking 145.

tfll-19

1. 1 W.W.. can run well but needs some
work, sunroof, r & h. 2 fairly new tires.

1125 or best offer. Also Nikon Cam. Equip,

(all 665-4767.

tfll-22

Original Turkish Sheep Skin Coat for a

lad>. white outside, white fur inside. 190.

(all Ahmet 546-4210 after 8 p.m.
tfll-22

lliipii.mii Comp Ski Boots. 8 1/2 M. used

1/2 season. * 1 10 new, 145. good shape.

May be seen at 160 Lincoln or call Stan at

256-6002.

11-18

Must sell I month old pair of KPI Wl's.

traded for KPI mini towers. Cost 500 the

pair new. Sacrifice for $250. Mike 256-8133.

tfll-19

AR receiver. 3 weeks old, 120 watts,

r.m.s.. cost 1445. sell $295; AKAI X3WD. I

vear old, 20-20000 flat s.o.s.. sws.. cost

$830-$ 295. 253-9587.

tf 1 1 -24

Like new $140 Columbia 10-speed bike

$70. Also $ 150 Mono Kico tuner, very good
cond.. $45. Call Dave 527-6367.

tfll-19

N-track tapes all on original label. Wide
selection, only 2.50 each. Call 6-5839 on

i .mi pus or see Bruce in 706D Brown.
tfll-18

Custom hard top for TR4 4 a. 4 bolts,

best offer, over $35. Also I set of speakers

for home use. must hear. 665-1781.

tfll-18

64 Bonneville, rebuilt engine, rebuilt

transmission, automatic, all power. $500.

Must sell. Call 967-5463 after 6 leave phone

It address.
UII-19

Benjamin compact* EMI speakers.

I.enco and Miracord turntables at low

prices. Concord Equipment at Discount

Prices Call S46-69I7.

tf 11-23

Two Mohawk 77t magnum tires,

mounted on 14" mags. Will fit any GM car.

Pretty new. I need $. Dave 546-8804

tfll-19

Natural hide bugs, pillows, purses,

steer, sheep, goat. Great Xmas gifts.

Indian kid skin to $ 10. Camp Center. Thur.
6-7538 225 James.

tfll-18

Itirkenbacker 12 string seml-accoustical

electric guitar with case, excellent con-

dition, best offer. Call Ed 253-9957.

1118

I'sed Rock records for sale In exc. cond
incl. English and Bootlegs f 1.25/rec. Call
253 VMS.

tfll-19

Discount Stereo Components, compact*.
T.V.'s. .11 in",,o(l list price Most major
brands available Jim Jensen 586-1365.

tfll-18

AKC Pemgroke Welsh Corgi male. 8

wks. red & white, great disposition. $100.00

(all 498-5819.

tfll-18

Records! New albums in stock, tape &
stereo equipment by order, discount

prices, come to 242. Gorman or call John at

546-6470.

tfll- 18

(.Hilars Amps, drums, ace. at

reasonable price*. The Guitar Workshop.
98 Main St. North. 586-1706.

tfll-30

WANTED
Daily Hampshire Gazette i* In-

terviewing students & others for working

as stringers. If interested call Editor at

Gazet. 584-5000.

tfll-22

Kemale desires traveling companion to

West Coast, leaving around Dec. I. Call

Joan Gipson. 538-2203.

tfll-19

India Nile I have a date with you on 20th

Nov. at Amherst Regional U.S.. 8 p.m. Call

549-6869.

tfll-19

Happy Birthday Frank from Slg. Steve.

Chuck. Dee. Bob. Elaine. Lynn. Chico,

Weebie. and l.otsa luck.

tfll-22

$15 REWARD

Houffie : Put it in the box

!

11-18

Photographer want* open-minded
female models. Good pay. No exp.

required. Write: Rob. PO Box 272.

( hicopee. Mass. 01014.

tfll-18

Students needed (males) for Psych
rxiit $2 dollars paid. Contact Jeanne in

Bartlett 229 B.

tfll-19

Guitar teacher, in Amherst for two older

kids, neither a beginner. Call 549-6630 after

5 30 p.m.
tfll-22

FOR RENT

Presidential apartment-sublet available

Nov. 15. $165. including utilities. Call 253-

2515. Kamins Real Estate.
tfll-19

Giant siie apt.. Cllffslde. one bedroom,

all electric. Call 665-4931. available Jan.

1st.

tfll-19

Available Dec. I. l-bdrm. apt. at Cliff-

side 135. all utilities Call 665-2025

tfll-19

Available immediately. I bedroom,
lownhouse. Puffton Village, near 1 Mass

all convince*. Call 5494177. $156 9 mon
lease

tfll-19

PERSONAL
I tank first things first. Who are you?

11-18

To Anni: from all us In rooms 314 4> 318.

including Harry Domo Have a glorious

iKth Rurfday!
11-18

Dean. Happy Hirthdav and Happy

Anniversary May your nineteenth year

and our second year be the best ever

Karen
11-18

Happy Hour this Friday. Nov. 19 at Phi

Sigma Delta from 7:30 - everyone invited.

tfll-19

I WANT TO SHARE IN AN OCCULT
EXPERIENCE. SEANCE PREFERED -

OR OTHER. PLEASE CALL DEBBIE
516-6868. tfll-18

You're warm, warmer, now you're hot In

an authentic air forcejiarka : Mens $37.50.

boys & girls $34.50 (III Al at 549-0814-275

Puffton \ ill

tfll-19

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to either Syracuse. Albany,

Rochester or Buffalo. Nov 23 or Nov. 24.

(all Bruce 6-1065.

11-18

Help! -secretary desperately needs ride

from (Mass to Granby weekday eve.

Leave Campus after 5. (all Diane at 5-

nmm. est. 68 or 4674107.

tfll-22

ROOMMATES WANT ED
Two girl* wanted to share bedroom In

Puffton Apt. for second semester $55 a

month. Call 5494871.
tf 11-23

Female roommate to share 2 bdrm.
twnhse. apt w. 3 others. Immed. occ. 256-

8491. keep trying.

tfll-22

Female-preferably grad student. Own
room. I no /month Include* utilities Call

Linda 665-4125.

tf 11-23

I yr. old male Sealpolnt Siamese, old

brown collar, answer* to "Snowy",
missing from 337 Puffton since Oct. 9.

Please call 549-6786.

uii ia

WANTED TO RENT

2-4 bedroom apartment or house for

January or February I. Call 5464515 or

5 16-6500

tfll-19

Wanted for Jan. I. one bedroom apt., pet

must be allowed. Rent between $130 and
$160 (all 665-4695 after 6. Mo. A Wed.
night.

tfll-19

TYPING

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast.

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols. Call 253-3601

If 1 2-21

TRAVEL
Crimson Travel offers low cost spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.
For more info call Rich Margil 412 l>w ig it

515-0790

tfll-19

LOST

money, sell direct. tf-*em.

FREE
Fre* kitten*. 7 week* old. 2S44IS5.

tfll-lt

APT. WANTED
MOVIE

Apt. or large efficiency wanted In

Amherst. ($IM/mo. or under range) Call

ll.illk -.KHIVM.

tfll-19

SERVICES

Oualtfied guitar teacher looking for

students, reasonable rates, (all Ed at 546-

tf 1 1-19

REWARD

WOODY ALLEN IS nil Mtloi s IN
TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN" IN
COLOR. SAT. .NOV. 20. MAHAR Al I) 7

9. II P.M.

.
tfll 19

HELP WANTED
Ski instructors wanted at Berkshire

East. M or F. experienced part or full

time. Send resume to Director. 21 North
St.. Windsorlocks . Conn.

tfll-19

For info, leading to recovery of male dog
part gold Retriever & Setter Short It tan

hair. 6 months old Lost II I 71 5844079

after I.

tfll-19

Krwurri for return of lost wide gold

wedding ring. Initial* KMW to JSF 6/7/70

If found please call Jake 519.1916 or Kathx
519 -1311.

tfll-19

JOBS

Overseas Jobs for students Australia.

I iiiopi s \merira. Africa, etc. All

professions & occupations. $700 lo $3000

monthly, expenses paid, oyerllme.

sightseeing Free Information write Job*

Overseas. Depl sit Rnx 15071. Kan Klein

( alif Itlll
lfll-22

To the girl who found $21. In front of the

Student t'nion Lobby counter on Fri. Eve.,

please return it to me-Dan Itkln.- Govt.
Dept Off

tfll-18

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book in SL Rm. 318.

Every student with your course next

semester will need yotir books save •
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Professor Finishes

Finland Sabbatical
Hamlin

Dr. Paul F. Saagpakk. Associate

Professor of English at the

University of Massachusetts, has

recently returned to campus after

spending a year long sabbatical

leave in Finland. A 1970 recipient

of a Fulbright scholarship for

literature. Dr. Saagpakk was in-

volved in the monumental task of

researching and finishing his

major work, An Estonian-English

Dictionary, the end product of

more than twenty years of

scholarly research. This work is

believed to be the only one of its

kind in existence with respect to its

size and scope.

While in Finland, Prof.

Saagpakk had been a guest lec-

turer on the topic of poet Wallace

Stevens. He delivered his lecture at

the Estonian Learned Society in

Stockholm, Sweden, Uppsala

University, Sweden; the

University of Helsinki. Finland;

the University of Freiburg in

Germany, and in other major

academic centers of Europe.

In addition to this purely

academic lecture. Dr. Saagpakk

was also involved in the subject of

various American minorities He

delivered lecture titled "Cultural

Activities of Some American
Minorities" at the Finnish-

American Society, Helsinki, the

Helsinki Ladies Club, the Finnish-

American Society, Joensuu,

Finland, as well as other Finnish

American Society chapters,

located in such diverse Finnish

cities as Valkekoski. Oulu. and

Tornio. In addition. Dr.

Saagpakk's speaking engagements

took him north to the Artie Circle,

where he spoke at the Rovaniemi

Finnish-American Society and the

Rovaniemi Coeducational Senior

High School.

According to Dr. Saagpakk.
"This lecture deals with cultural

activities of .Jews. Italians. Irish.

Finns, and Estonians, mainly in

New York City. In my lecture I

emphasi/.e the importance of these

cultural activities in their adding

color and original features to

American culture on the whole,

and enriching the American
cultural canvas...".

Dr. Saagpakk has also been

instrumental in arranging ex-

change programs between
universities in Sweden and Finland

and the University of

Massachusetts.

Dr. Saagpakk is a graduate of

Uppsala University, Sweden,

where he obtained the Swedish

equivalent of the American Ph.D.

At Uppsala, he later became head

of the Department of English

Literature. Emphasizing
psychopathology in the modern

novel, he received his Ph.D. from

Columbia University in 1965. On

campus, he teaches a popular

course in the modern novel, and he

is closely associated with the

Finnish Language Course.

All residential students who plan

to remain on campus over the

Thanksgiving vacation will be

required to reside in Hamlin House

located in the Northeast area.

Further, they will be expected to

abide by the procedures listed

below.

1. Telephone the Accommodation
Office's main desk at 9-549-6000 and

secure a reservation in Hamlin
House Reservations will be made
by phone or in person up to and

including Friday. November 19.

2. Confirmation of phone

reservations must be done in

person on Monday. November 22.

The hotel lobby desk is located on

the third floor of the Campus
Center. Failure to appear in person

on the 22nd will negate the

remaining telephone reservations.

3. All residential students who
remain on campus in Hamlin
House will be required to pay $2.50

per night for their ac-

commodations. These charges will

be collected in Hamlin House by

the clerk on duty before a room key

is issued.

4. Sheets, pillows and blankets

will be available for a cost of $1.75

if so desired or you may bring your

own.

5. Residence halls on campus
will reopen at 1 : 00 p.m. on Sunday,

November 28, 1971.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

Crossword Puzzle

Gemini is quick with quips For humor

and activity, it isdifticult to top members o«

this zodiacal sign Gemini is on the move,

mentally and physically Some famous

persons born under this sign include Bob

Hope. Ralph Edwards and Mickey Katz

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Hold oft on

travel, if practical Reservations, direc

l ions need checking Some ideas are subject

to revision. Relatives, neighbors now tend

lo act in eccentric manner Key is to

maintain humor
TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Delve into

details, especially where finances are

concerned Stick to quality One who offers

something for nothing is not to be taken

seriously Aquarius person can aid cause.

Respond accordingly

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) You may be

impatient lo get started But wise course

now is conservative. Find out where, when

and why Older individual has your best

interests at heart Respond m manner

which shows appreciation

CANCER (June 21 July 22' Key now is

proper pacing Gam cooperation of those

who share views Some family members
could express envy Show that you have no

wish lo exclude them Message becomes
increasingly clear

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Perceive needs of

0n< who performs special services Means

qoout of your way to express appreciation

Gift purchase could work wonders Young

person could act in rebellious manner

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22> Practical

issues dominate Leave speculation to

Gather tacts analyze figures

Someone >s frying lo tell you something Be

yi> Perceive iruth when you en

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Finish what

you start Round out reports, projects.

Obtain valid hint from Virgo message See

through guise of one who would sell you pig

in poke Some notes need review and

revision

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) You may be

expending too much effort, money in wrong

direction Pull in reins. Let caution now be

better part of valor New outlook is needed

Leo individual can get what you need

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Avoid

self deception See situations, persons as

they actually exist. This will make progress

easier Otherwise, you will be taking back

ward steps One who opposes you is bluf

fing

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Forces

tend to be scattered You may be trying to

do too much at once Expand, but maintain

sense of direction Also, remember diet

health resolutions and keep them Key is

moderation
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18): Friendship

could be tested Allow others right to their

own points of view Be willing to change

imnd when and if presented with

vidence Some restrictions now are for

your own benefit

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Emphasis

on variety, change of scenery, ability to

communicate leehngs Some m positions of

authority are intent on changing policies.

This iould directly affect you Be ready

and co operative

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

able to aid those m trouble People

qravilate lo you with their problems You
drawn 'o law, medicine You soon will

have cjrealer Ireedom of action and gam
more personal recognition, happiness

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS

Harbor
Period of

time
Mark left

by wound
S shaped
molding
Hawaiian
wreath
Tramp
Killer whale

16 Replied

18 Condescending
look

19 Negative

20 Muddle
Change color of

Emerge
victorious

Mohammedan
name
Benign
tumors

29 Spoken

33 Yearned

City in

Philippines

Theater
box
Metal
plate

Secret agent

Moving part

of motor

Couple

Greek
marketplace

Parent
(colloq.)

Sea in Asia

Water buffalo

(pl)

Eat

Smooth

57 Employ

58 Direction

Remainder
New Zealand
parrot

Narrow,
flat board

1

5

8

12

13

14
15

21

23

25

27

35

37

38

40
41

42
44

48

50

53

55

56

59
60

61

DOWN

1 Body of water

2 Monster
3 Ebbing
4 Wet with

tears

5 Verve
6 Fame
7 Three toed

sloths

8 Lean-to

9 String

10 Son of Adam
1 1 Was borne

17 Pale

22 Female sheep

24 Doctrines

25 Everyone
26 Game at cards

28 Icelandic

writing

29 Preposition

30 Causing
laughter

31 High mountain

Answe r to Yesterday' s Puzzle
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5 hi E E RJS D I A P E M> E B ' n S L Y E R
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32 Ballad

34 Earth goddess

36 Perform
39 Inflict upon
41 Engineer's

compartment
43 Walks in water

44 Genus of

maples

45
46

47
49
51

52

54

Donated
Native metal

(pl)

Rage

On the ocean

Handle

Native of Latvia

Diving bird
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Seniors Reflect On BC Game Women's IM's
(Conl. from Pg. IK)

a rollout situation. Just as I cut em
down he pitched out to Willis who
was mauled for a two yard loss by

an intent Joe Sabulis."

Hulecki noted that he put

together what was perhaps his

finest blocking game of the season

against Holy Cross He labels his

receiving performance against

New Hampshire as his best this

year. "I hope to put both of them
together this weekend to help gain

a victory over the Eagles;" the

fired-up end stated.

It's like bowing out at a senior

banquet for offensive guard Dick

Etna, who has yet to get a crack at

Dick Etna
playing against the Eagles.

"I think this has been one of the

closest senior classes I've ever

been associated with,'' suggests

Etna. "We didn't grow up together.

Dennis Keating
but formed a close, tightly-knit unit

through our relations on the

football field. And I can't see any

better way of ending it than by a

victory over Boston College in

Bean Town It would be quite the

send off."

Modford High will experience a

unique situation Saturday. It turns

out that Etna and Ed Hideout, the

Flankerback and punt return

specialist of the Eagles, were co

captains together for their former

school's grid squad
Mow docs Etna react to this rare

situation'' "Benin good friends, we
parted this summer as though we
would meet each other on the

toot ball field As tar as I'm con-

cerned in the game it's kind of

interesting about my relationship

with Eddie, the fact that we were

CO captains together in high school

He's one of the top punt

returners in the nation. When we
do punt, my specific responsibility

is to contain And Eddie does

frequently shoot to the sidelines

There is a very good possibility I

could meet him there."

"It's like beating the Packers
after they won the Super Bowl two
years in a row," declares center

Dave Levine. "And there is also

the added incentive of knowing
that this is the last game that I'm

going to play. If I can't put on a

pair of pads again, I want this to be
my most memorable game ever.

This is the most emotional game in

my life.

"I can sense the tension

mounting in practice every day, I

can feel it in the locker room right

now. I'm just going to go wild. We
want this one real bad."

Eor Levine, an All YanCon
choice as a sophomore, he has

started his two other outings

against the Eagles. The native of

Bethesda. Maryland, says that his

family has grown familiar with the

status of Boston College.

"I'm not from the New England
area." he remarked. "But it didn't

take me long to learn the B.C.

reputation and tradition. I tell ya
this 'we ought to beat B.C.'

tradition is just as strong in me as

anybody else, if not stronger.

"My whole family is coming up
for this one. This is the big one and
they know it. It's the one they

wanna see."

He looks forward to a pending

grudge against Al Dehmbe, a

headstrong linebacker who loves to

rub it in. Levine snapped: "I

played against him last year. He's

a tough cookie. He'll intimidate

you with words as well as by his

actions. I know what I'm in for, a

tough afternoon."

Curt Bristol, a defensive end who
started his sophomore year against

the Eagles but missed last year's

battle because of an injury, eyes

this one as a reunion of a real good

roommate. Ray Wrippman. the

quarterback and co-captain of

B.C., roomed with Bristol at

Manlius Prep School (Elnora,

NY i

"I hope I bump into him and

throw him for a big fat loss",

kidded Bristol, it's always nice to

get to play against a good friend of

vours. There's no hard feelings

involved. We'll walk off the field

the best of friends. I threw him for

a 15 yard loss in my freshman

year i hope to do the same again."

Bristol's biggest thrill in two

former B.C. tilts was dumping
Frank Harris for a big loss as a

sophomore.
"It would certainly put a capon a

football career at I'Mass

reasoned Bristol. "It would be the

greatest way to end it. I would

certainly be a big help to the

athletic program here at the

University.

A lot of people in the state don't

recogni/.e I'Mass as a football

power I think that we have the

potential to be able to beat B.C. II

we did. 1
tnink ,nat

Massachusetts' high school foot

ball players would take a long look

at I'Mass li would definitely be a

boost to our football program in the

years to come
It's going to take a supreme

effort to win Saturday It's going to

require that everybody work hard

and not get tired. I'm going to be up
for this game, and I'm sure that all

the other seniors are too."

All Yankee Conference safety

Dennis Keating says: "It's about

time it happened. Beating B.C. has

been the biggest thought on my
mind for four years. Don't let

anybody kid you, because B.C. is

the premiere game on our
schedule, and that includes Dart-

mouth and the rest of em.
"And the beauty of it is that each

year the B.C. game becomes even
bigger, cause you get another

chance at victory. After losing 35-

AAost people know individual fraternities by their

individual social style. This is like knowing a beach

by one grain of sand. Delta Chi has more than just a

social program to offer. Last month we put on a

Halloween party for retarded children from

Belchertown State School. We emphasize academic

achievement and aid motivation through goals built

into our fraternal structure. We have a wide spectrum

of lifestyle for the individual and his goal. Come and

meet us.

OPEN SMOKER
Delta Chi Fraternity

314LINCOLNAVE.

Thursday Night 8:30 - 10:30 p.m.

Call 5-0195 or 5-0156 for rides.

Dave Levine

30 in my sophomore year, we said

we'll get 'em next year. Then as

juniors we lost 21-10. The cry went

up again 'wait 'til next year'.

Curt Bristol
"The seniors on this team just

can't say wait 'til next year cause

we go to get 'em now. This is the

biggest game of our careers. I just

don't think any of us could ask for a

better ending to a football career

than to beat Boston College.

B.C. has great tradition and is

synonymous with respect to ability

and power in the east. The op-

portunity will be there Saturday

and we will be going at it 110n(Y It

would be one of the greatest

happenings of modern UMass
sports accomplishments

Not that it's something im-

possible or beyond our reach, but it

lias yet to be accomplished in a

while.

As a sophomore against B.C.

Keating pulled off a diving in

terception. He points with pride to

the fact that last year Harris failed

to complete a pass against him
Boston College.

- '

WIM's (Women's Intramural)

Basketball got off to its second

week of play Monday night as the

Van Meter Houps defeated the

Gorman Alkies 18-13 in an action-

packed game. Ace Alpaugh was
high scorer with seven points;

Buckaroo Barr and Patsy Bar-

tholomew tied for second place

with 5 pts. each. Rebounder Rufus
Goodwin led the team in rebounds,

grabbing five in all. Miss Donohue
remained the same steady anchor

man as in the previous two games.
This win gives the team a 2-1

record and second place in the

Emerald League.
In another Emerald League

contest, the Crabtree Crabapple
Corps soundly defeated the

Dickinson Swish team by an im-

pressive score of 28-12. Led by high

scorer Betsy Gammons with 12

points and high rebounder Kathy
Meixner, the corps never trailed in

the game. Defensive specialists

Sandy Nolan and Sandy Thomies
allowed the hot Corps offense to

warm upasToni Roblee was able to

get the fast break moving. A well-

balanced attack by the "Trees"
saw everyone on the team score as

Marian Erack came off the bench

to keep things rolling while Sue
Beede, a mark of consistency all

season, played both ends of the

court exceptionally well. The win

enabled the "Trees" to up their

record to 3-0 as they look forward

to an undefeated season.

TUESDAY NIGHT 1 1-17-71

The Van Meter Vikings stole the

cheese from the Field Mice at

WoPE in their intramural
basketball game. Van Meter's full

court press an effective /.one

defense as well as their rapidly

improving offense helped clinch

the game for the Vikings. The final

score was 13 to 5. making Van
Meter's record 2 wins and 1 loss.

The Vikings play the Lewis Lovers

on November 30 at WoPE.
Overcoming a slow start, the

Mushrooms outplayed the Gw imps
25-5. The big green established a

strong defense forcing many
Gwimp turnovers. Scoring for the

Mushrooms were Nancy Lindberg

with 10. Joyce Knappe with 8.

Nancy Nealon with 4 and Carole

Pierce with 1.

The Dickinson P.O.'s edged out

the Wheeler Trojans 12-11 before a

rowdy crowd at WoPE. Joan Field,

who went (> for at the foul line w ith

points overall, led the victors. The
stingy defense, led by the strong

rebounding of center Maura
Hennigan and defensive specialists

Sue Curran, Kathy Koehler, and
Norma Faris. consistently bottled

up the Trojans. The game was nip

and tuck all the way as Miss Field

and the Trojan's big center ex-

changed baskets But Norma
Faris' clutch free throw with 25

seconds remaining climaxed the

scoring and the game. A last

second Trojan shot rimmed the

basket and secured the victory for

the jubilant P.O.'s who broke into

the win column with a well-

deserved victory.

In a closely matched game
throughout the first half, 10th floor

Coolidge topped the Melville

Whalers by a score of 26-11.

Throughout the game the Coolidge

team built up a steady lead, putting

pressure on the Melville offense.

High scorer was Carla Walsh who
popped in 14 points from all over

the court. Jane Crook was con-

sistent for Coolidge on defense with

her close guarding and in-

terception of passes Coolidge is

now 11 in team play.

The Patterson "Pick-ups"
topped the Tico's Twirps with a

terrific score of 20-1 High scorers

were Connie Crowley and Joan
Waterman. The Pick-ups now have

a record of 2-0.

Gamma Sig came up against

another tough defensive unit in (hi

o but managed to eke out its second

victory of the season, 9-7. It was a

team effort all the way, with the

"Three Big D's" standing out:

Diane Beausolail. Dianne Smith

and Diane Janvier, who ac-

cumulated all points. Pat
Moynihan. Barb Jackson, and
Miry Malarpina played a strong

defensive game for CSS. who used

an effective /.one to tame the Chi

O's GSS forced Chi O to toul in the

last two minutes, regained
possession of the ball and calmly,

through the expert ball handling of

Marcia Parks and Diane Janvier,

killed off the clock to leave GSS
with a 7 victory

Johnetta Bagby shot the clutch

basket when fouled to lead the Soul

Queens to their second victory. 10-

9. The Soul Queens are now 2-0.

The Red Jock

Will Return

REMEMBER

JOHN MORGAN
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Seniors "Up" For Final Game
By MARK VOGLER

Beating B.C. is like the suc-

cessful epilogue to a senior class

football story. It's like frosting

added to Dick MacPherson's birth-

day cake which is already two
weeks old (it's probably his wish).

It's like a going away present for

Dean Warren P. McGuirk (more
valuable than the gold watch?).

It's like a dream come true. It

would certainly make the

Thanksgiving bird taste even
better. It's something worth
writing a letter home about -

years. Despite the prominence of

the Eagles (7-2) as a power in the

East, and despite UMass (4-3-1)

being mocked as a psuedo small

timer -the Yankee Conference
doesn't make it according to ECAC
standards anyway, this winds
down to a game of emotions. It's

like the Grand Finale, at least for

those seniors on both sides of the

ledger who will be playing for the

last time.

In order to get a better insight on

how the players themselves feel

about what a victory over B.C.

would be like, the Collegian in-

terviewed eight senior veterans,

all of whom are starters. They
related past experiences and ex-

pectations along with their own
personal sentiments. It is hoped

that this should add great impetus

on Saturday's showdown.
Ron Marino, veteran offensive

guard who has previously played in

two B.C. games and started last

year, likens a victory to the

satisfaction you get by taking a

star tackle right out of the play

He recalls his sophomore year

of the play and Jerry Grasso found

daylight and scooted 80 yards. It

was still a disappointment though,

losing 35-30."

Marino is 6'2" and weighs in at

225. Fitzgerald was about 6'5" and

tilted the scales at 270. Marino

must have felt good.

How does he size up Saturday's
encounter*' "It's my last game.

I'm never gonna play again. I'll

remember it for the rest of my
born days. And a victory would be

the greatest thing ever.

"After losing to the Eagles twice.

John Hulecki
especially if it were to happen in

the Hub.
It's like something .Jimmy the

Greek would bet against It's like

something that hasn't happened
since 1912 (42-0). But it's like the

man says: "Anything is possible."

It's like an upset It's like

something that Mr Mac has got

under his sleeve -like a 5-3-1

season.

Well, enough with the it's like'

business and on with the show
Another class of football players

will terminate their collegiate days
Saturday on the turf of the B.C.

Kagles.

Throw out the stats for this one

baby, because the B.C. -UMass
ne has developed into

somewhat of a rivalry in recent

latlg (Cnllfutan

SPORTS

Dennis Collins
when he sent John Fit/.gerald. who
now plays with The Dallas
Cowboys. " to the cleaners ". "It

was on a trap play." explained

Marino. "Right up the middle, and
I blocked him. I blew him right out

it's been disappointing because we
played as well as we did and went
away empty handed. But this year
we do have the potential to beat

em 1 look for an upset this

Saturday.

"I just hope we beat em. that's

all. I'll remember it in years to

come, I'll tell it to my grand-

children."

All Yankee Conference safety

John O'Neil. who will be playing in

his third B.C. contest, examines
the matter as a test to see whether
I 'Mass can hold its own with the

big time.

As he puts it: "Each B.C. game
is a hard fought battle. We always
give 'em a good game, is not as if

Varsity M Ticket Expires;

Still There Was Laughter
By DAN KAMAL

There was only one sad note yesterday at the

Varsity M weekly luncheon. The 10-luncheon ticket

expired.

Other than that it was all sweetness and laughter,

etc. It goes with winning, you know.

Jim Mulcahy. President of the Varsity M Club was

back after his first absence in some four years last

week. He was the victim of a quip by Dick Mac-

Pherson : "This may be a shock to you, Jim. but we got

along OK without you."

After everyone stopped laughing, MacPherson in-

troduced defensive end Curt Bristol, the first of two

guest players.

Bristol, speaking in a voice often inaudible I it didn't

fit the big frame) praised the "great showing from
Piel Pennington, Paul Metallo, and John Hulecki" in

last week's game against New Hampshire. He added,

"The offense was really ticking."

The senior also mentioned that one of the Boston

College co-captains was a roommate of his in prep

school and he "would like to be able to say to him -

remember the last game senior year?"
MacPherson lauded Bristol for making a key play in

the UNH game when he jarred Wildcat running back
Dennis Coady hard enough to make him fumble. Mac
added. Being the person that he is, I thought Curt

would tell you about it." (More laughter.)

The chuckling reached uproar proportions (uproar

for the Varsity M crowd that is) when MacPherson
introduced senior co-captain John Hulecki. The head

coach's last line of the introduction was. "One of the

girls at Chi Omega told me-'he's just a dream.'"
Hulecki got into the comedian act by remarking,

"This is a bigger crowd than the last time I was here.

The food must be getting better."

The big tight end felt that, "The offense and defense

have been nutting everything together. We have a

tough task versus BC; they have some great
ballplayers-the big difference between the two teams
is in depth BChasa lot of it." He added. "There are 18

seniors on the team. We've been looking forward to

this and we'll give it everything we have."
Assistant coach Bob Pickett admited that the

Eagles have a lot of depth, "but man for man we can
compete with this team." Pickett went on to say that

BC. which is unbeaten at home and is hopeful of a bowl
bid. has great team speed.

MacPherson feels that a key factor in Saturday's

game is whether Ed Hideout, BC's fine runner and
pass receiver and punt, kick-off return man plays.

Hideout is nursing a knee injury.

"I hope Hideout doesn't play. We can afford the

luxury of having one of their great players not play."

About the season to date, Mac said. "I'm awful
happy the way this thing has turned around." He
added, "I know of no higher emotional state than we'll

have Saturday -now we have to mix it with poise.

When Bill DeFlavio starts coaching the punt return

unit, you know you're in business."

With this, the crowd, despite having their tickets

expire, went home laughing.

WMUA Offense Award To Griese

The last in a 10-part series of

"Warpath" programs will be aired

tonight at 7:30 on WMUA. Co-hosts

Marty Kelley and Ken Best will

have as their guests defensive

backfield coach Larry Pasquale.

ind linebackers Joe Sabulis and
Dennis Collins Sunday night at 10

p.m Kelley and Best will play

losts to Redman coach Dick
MacPherson and co captains John
Hulecki and Dennis Keating in the

linal football-oriented "Sports

Talk" program

MIAMI (AIM Pro football critics once rapped Miami's Bob Griese as

a quarterback who couldn't throw the bomb.
"The reason was simple," explains Griese. "A passer can't depend on

the long ball unless he's got somebody to catch it."

Enter Paul Warfieldina 1970 trade with Cleveland.

'Now, anytime I throw in Paul's direction," Griese said, "I know he

might break it lor a touchdown."
onese linked up with Warfield for touchdown heaves of 86, 60 and 18

yards in last Sunday's 24-21 comeback victory over Pittsburgh and the

former Purdue quarterback was named National Football League of-

fensive player of the week by The Associated Press

The way I felt Saturday night, I never felt I'd put on a uniform against

the Steelers. much less play," said Griese. "I'd picked up a virus of some
kind and spent the night in the hospital."

Griese leads the NFL in touchdown passes with 16.

we're being pushed around the

field. We're all seniors, it's our last

game, and we'll do our very best.

And the team that makes the

fewest mistakes will come out on

top. that's all that's to it.

•it's a big game for us. There's a

lot of prestige involved. It's

something for us to prove whether

we can play a team that's con-

sidered big time and one of the best

in the east."

O'Neil thought it was quite the

thrill to have played against Harris

and Willis, who have both made the

pros.

Linebacker Dennis Collins feels

that a victory over the Eagles

would bring back former
memories. In other words, "it's

like being freshmen again." This is

his third start against Boston

College.

Collinss comments: "It's the

last time I'll be playing with this

group of seniors, probably the last

time we'll be together as a group.

And I'd like to finish it with a win

the way we started with an un-

defeated squad in my freshman

usually the prestige team on our
schedule. It's usually the most
physical game of the year for me.
"The most important thing for

me is just having a hand in stop-

ping BC's ground game, which is

usually a potent attack. We
stumped their running game last

year which featured Willis who has
since been drafted by Cincinnati
He only got 43 yards in 17 carries.

That meant the most to me per-
sonally, because that's what a
linebacker's job is, to stop the
run."

John O'Neil
year. Our freshman club beat B C
three years ago ( 10-7 1. It would be
nice to beat them again -this time
on the varsity level.

"I always like to play my best

against B.C. because they're

Ron Marino
A win over B.C. is like a meal

ticket to the pros as far as All

Yankee Conference tight end John
Hulecki is concerned. Also getting

his third starting assignment
against the Eagles. Hulecki ex-

pressed his objectives like so: "I

think the B.C. game to me is a big

challenge because I plan on
playing pro ball next year. And
B.C. is known as one of the top

teams in the East. I feel if I can
play good ball against them. 1

might have a chance in the pros

because of Boston's size."

"I can still remember my first

play of the B.C game as a

sophomore. I was playing defen-

sive end then It was my rcspon

sibility to contain Frank Harris on

(Coat, on Pg. 15)

Vida Blue Wins
MVP Award

MANSFIELD. A. (AP)-Vida Blue's selection as the American League's
Most Valuable Player Wednesday came at an opportune time for the

Oakland Star-just as the wage-price freeze expired.
The 22-year-old lefthander from this tiny northwest Louisiana town is

acknowledged as one of baseball's most underpaid stars and he's

capitalized on the fact by mentioning it in a television commercial.
In addition, at the White House last summer, President Nixon called

Blue "the most underpaid plaver in baseball." Blue earned an estimated
$14,00 this year.

In an interview at his home Wednesday, Blue said he had more
television commercials lined up and expected to huddle with the Oakland
Athletics soon to sign a contract for the next baseball season.
He observed that the Most Valuable Player award coming close on the

heels of the Cy Young Award for being the league's outstanding pitcher
would not hurt his bargaining position.

"Now that the wage-price freeze is over, I think it's just a matter of

time." said Blue "I'm not saying that we're going to sign within the next
day or two. but now that the freeze is over it makes it legal for everyone to

negotiate to get a raise or a new contract or whatever they're negotiating
lor."

It was suggested the Federal Pay Board probably would be willing to

exempt Blue from the 5.5 per cent pay raise ceiling.
"They're going to have to," Blue said with a grin. "Because I'm going

to be begging, man."
Blue earned 14 of a possible 24 first-place votes and 268 points from the

Baseball Writers Association of America committee.
Sal Bando. Blue's Oakland teammate, drew four first place votes and

182 points to finish second.
"I thought either Reggie Jackson or Bando would get it from our

team." said Blue. "They really helped our team. It wasn't a super year
lor either one of them compared to other years they've had in the majors,
but they are really valuable to use."
Frank and Brooks Robinson of the Baltimore Orioles finished third and

tourth in the balloting. Outfielder Frank received 170 points and two first

place votes while third baseman Brooks collected 163 points and three
lirst place votes to come in fourth.

Pitcher Mickey Lolich of Detroit, runner up to Blue in the Cv Young
balloting, got the other first place vote and finished fifth with 155 points.
A total of 29 players were mentioned in the MVP voting but Blue was

the only one named on every ballot.
Blue is the youngest player to win the MVP award and the first Oakland

player to win it

Sports Staff Constitutional

Convention Tonight

Come

New England 's

Largest
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Remembe. how it was when vou first learned how to read? These kids at the Day CM* (enter are just having that experience. And they love it-just look at the

determination with which they learn. But there's always t.me to be a kid and have fun. The little girl on the r.ght may even be pract.c.ng for a career ... modHmg.

(MDC phutnN by Barbara Brecher)

Free University Funds Rescinded
By DON BISHOP

In the final business motion of

Wednesday's Student Senate
meeting, funds for the operation of

Free University were rescinded

These funds were budgeted as

operating costs last year.

To have funds withdrawn in the

middle of a semester, has been

exceptionally uncommon in recent

years A 2/3's vote of the Senate

was required to withdraw the

On The Inside:

It's A Boogie
See page 3

Poor Richard's
See page 6

The Great One
See page 12

money. The mentor of the bill.

Senator Robert Chiller, did not

originally feel that the motion

would pass In the final roll call

vote though, a 2/3's majority was
achieved, as :V7 Senators voted for

the recall of Free University funds,

16 against, with 2 Senators ab-

staining.

In the Senate offices Thursday, a

variety of opinions were expressed

as to the wisdom of this move
against Free U.

Senator John Stevens, a major
spokesman against recall of funds

in the Senate debate, called the

Senate's action "a very irrational

and unwarranted move." He made
note of the fact that this type of

procedure might establish a

dangerous precedent He also

stated that he will be at the

forefront of the move to reconsider

this measure.
Apparently, reconsideration will

come at the Student Senate's next

meeting on December 1 At that

time, a motion could be made that

would give Free U, back their

funds budgeted for this year For

this to happen it would appear that

Free U. will have to come out with

a better explanation as to how they

intend to serve the UMass student

community.
In trying to explain the rationale

for the recall of Free U. funds.

Senator Robert Chiller, the prin-

cipal spokesman for the recall side

of the issue, listed a number of

reasons.

First and foremost. Chiller holds

that Free U. cannot claim that it

has done anything tangibly of

service to the student community
so far this year. Those things that

Free U. state it was going to do for

students this year, have not

become reality according to

Chiller.

Secondly, Senator Chiller and

others criticized the fact that a

considerable number of in-

dividuals involved in Free U. are

not students at UMass. To Chiller it

appears as if some of the funds

allocated to the organization are

being used "to take care of these

people", whereas they are sup

posed to be directed towards

service to the University com-

munity
Also criticized by Chiller, was

the general lack of publicity given

by Free University to any of their

planned programs lor this year. He
feels that Free 1 has made Vir-

tually no attempt to inform

students of what they are doing

But Senate Vice-President John

Hogan probably best summed up
the Senate's rationale for recalling

the Free U funds in the statement:

"The Senate believed that they

were not fulfilling the objectives

they started out with at the

beginning of the year."

Of the $15,700 allocated to Free
University approximately $5,000 to

$6,000 has been legitimately spent

on equipment, books, etc. At this

time, it is not known what will be

done with this purchased equip

ment. or with the unused money.
In this year of international

monetary tightness, the Student

Senate has likewise felt the

economic pinch They have been

requested funds this year by some
groups that many Senators con

iHier worthwhile Yet because of

the unavailability of funds, these

groups have had to be turned down
Perhaps this money originally

given to Free 1 will be granted to

one of these projects Or there

remains the possibility that the

Senate will lavorabh reconsider

this issue at their next meeting.

nnd return the funds to Free I'
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Landlord-Tenant Committee 'Gets The Faith'

The Committee on Landlord-tenant

Relations met Monday night with

representatives of the controlling part-

ners of the low-rent apartment complex

at Village Park, in an attempt to "open

the channels of communication between

the two groups before actual problems

arise."

Committee chairman Steven Fletcher

stated that he had invited represen-

tatives from Interfaith, Inc., an Amherst

group interested in seeing that adequate

housing arrangements are provided for

low and moderate income families, and

Development Corporation of America,

developers of the apartment complex to a

"get-acquainted" session with the

grievance board.

"No complaint has been brought to this

committee's attention concerning the

Village Park development," stressed

Fletcher. "I do feel however that it is

valuable for both parties to become
acquainted with each other's proposed

and existing operating procedures, so

that complaints involving a landlord-

tenant relationship will be routed in the

correct direction."

The Village Park apartment complex

is located adjacent to the university's

Fraternity-Sorority park off East

Pleasant Street. The relatively low-cost

housing, which is subsidized by the Dept.

of Housing and Urban Development, is

being built by DCA, a firm which has

completed in excess of 2,000 apartments

in the eastern section of the United

States. The first of 200 apartments to be

completed by March, 1972, will be oc-

cupied next month, according to the

managing director of DCA.
A brief account of his group's interest

in the housing project was related by

Interfaith president Theodore Greene.

He stated, "It has always been In-

terfax's intention to provide adequate

low-cost housing for special-interest

residents of Amherst. This includes the

elderly, students, unemployed persons on

welfare, and especially those persons

who earn a moderate income while

working in Amherst. The way that we
have initially provided several hundred

apartment units is by utilizing govern-

ment subsidized housing, which has been

built to meet our specifications by

DCA."
Greene stressed that the 11 directors of

the Interfaith Corporation (including

himself and other officers, Arthur

Elkins. Willard Weeks, and Ethel Colt)

will take primary responsibility for the

policies of the Village Park development.

The local group outnumbers the

representatives of DCA by a two-to-one

margin in the partnership agreement.

"I hope that any complaints con-

cerning the Village Park development

that are brought to the attention of the

grievance board, will be directly

referred to the directors of Interfaith,"

Greene concluded.

A DCA project supervisor followed

with an explanation of the FHA
guidelines which legally determine who
may rent a unit in a HUD-supported
complex.
"The Federal Housing Authority is. in

effect, a silent partner in this type of

development," he related. "Without

stating explicitly the limitations im-

posed upon our selection of tenants, it

should be clear that the regulations are

intended primarily to insure that

prospective tenants who have an income

exceeding a maximum allowable figure

determined by the FHA will not be

allowed to lease the units.

"In addition we are also legally

required to meet both minimum and

maximum standards concerning the

number of persons renting a unit. For

example, we must have a family con-

sisting of four, five, or six members in

one of our three-bedroom apartments."

The DCA representatives stressed that

the Village Park apartments will be

rented only to conventional family

groups, thus eliminating the possibility

that the low-cost housing will become off-

campus dormitories for university

students. The 200 one. two and three-

bedroom apartments (being rented at a

per-month cost of $122. $150. and $167

respectively) which will be completed in

the first phase of the Village Park

development are presently in the process

of being leased.

DCA officials revealed that although

they have received more applicants than

they have apartments, there are still

units available for families who qualify

under FHA guidelines, because par-

ticular quotas have not yet been met. A
complete listing of the FHA guidelines,

quotas, and limitations is available at the

DCA rental trailer at the apartment site.

In other business, the grievance

committee referred a complaint brought

to their attention by William Stevens to

the Amherst building inspector. Stevens

claimed that uncomfortable and un-

sanitary conditions within the apartment

building in which he leased a room in

September caused him to leave the

apartment before the end of that month.

Stevens stated that he was unable to

contact his landlord concerning the

unhealthy condition of the building and

has also been unable to reacquire his

security deposit.

A suggestion by Atty. Richard
Howland, alternate tenant represen-

tative, to request an information in-

spection on the building in question was
passed by the committee.

Also, the committee decided to answer

a complaint by a tenant concerning the

lack of co-operation from his landlord in

btaining an extension phone, by writing

a strong letter of inquiry to the landlord

in question, suggesting that he install the

telephone.

Finally, landlord representative

Raymond Campbell was instructed by

the grievance board to attempt to clarify

and alleged breach of lease by a landlord

who has failed to provide his tenants with

coin-operated washing machines.

The meeting adjourned following

discussion of several revisions in the

Landlords-Tenants brochure.

(Reprinted from 11/17/71 Amherst
Record)

Second Registration Drive

Relatively Unsuccessful
.-. ~L.A~r.tr- iiar tlAOL in a rodent their clav u i ill

By ERNIE ROTMAN
According to Amherst's Town

Clerk, Mrs. Matusko, the second

Voter Registration drive held on

the UMass campus was not as

successful as was the first. As of 5

p.m. yesterday, the registration

located in the Campus Center had

attracted only 120 students, as

compared to the 600 students who
registered during the first drive

Mr. George Como, an aide in the

registration session, stated that

students as a whole had several

misconceptions about their voting

rights. He said that while many

students, over 64% in a recent

survey, stated that they would

rather sign up to vote in their home
towns where their votes would

have a greater impact, others who
signed up in Amherst did so not

fully realizing what this obligation

would be.

"In four years" said Mr. Como,
"students will leave here and

probably go back home. So why
don't they register in their home
towns instead of here?" Como
added that he did not think

students would have much impact

their stay would last only tour

years and it would take much
longer to 'change' governmental

procedures.

Mrs. Matusko said that more
than once she had been asked by

misinformed students if they could

vote both in Amherst and in their

home towns, where they had

originally signed up.

Taken as a whole. Voter
Registration proved to be a new
experience to UMass. Manysigned
up to vote here but many others

will vote in their home towns where

on the Amherst government since their voice, will be much stronger
Mix Photo b> Penny Starker

Soledad Brothers To Speak In Area BLACK MAGIC
This Sunday. Penny Jackson,

sister of slain "Soledad brother"

George Jackson, will be speaking

in Amherst.
Hope Congregational Church is

sponsoring the visit of Miss
Jackson along with that of two

men, David Solomon and Willy

-Undergrads-

Only
Course Guides

And Schedules

For Spring

Semester

will be delivered

Monday at the

Collegian drop

off points.

Johnson, who have served time in

Soledad. a maximum security

prison in California. They will

speak at 7 p.m. in First

Congregational Church's sanc-

tuary

George Jackson was shot down
late last summer under mysterious

circumstances. He was accused of

trying to escape, but conflicting

official reports and the im-

possibility of certain reported

events have raised serious

questions about what actually

happened.
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'Integrated Metropolitan Transportation'
ByMIKEMcWILLIAMS

On Thursday night Adrian
Forestier, Engineering systems

consultant to the University of

Hartford Transportation group

spoke on the topic of integrated

Metropolitan Transportation".

In the lecture sponsored by the

Coalition for Environmental
Quality, Mr. Forestier discussed

a project he and assistants from

V. of Hartford are planning for a

Pilot Transportation system for

the greater Hartford Area. In his

lecture Forestier stressed the

need for what he calls a "deep

tunnel transit system" because of

the problem of land usage in the

urban area. He feels that land-

space in the cities should not be

taken out of use for tran-

sportation purposes because of

its importance in other respects.

Most metropolitan transit

systems today are outdated in his

opinion. Mr. Forestier also cited

that the reason why our cities are

dying as so many experts claim is

because the people within the

metropolitan areas have no
mobility. With this in mind he

noted that commuters are the

life-blood of the cities. The main

problem would be to design a
system which would have a main
connection or "spine" to act as
the nerve center. For such a

system a "deep tunnel track"

should be used. In Hartford the

train line he is working on would
be thirty miles in length and
would go through and under the

city.

Mr. Forestier's lecture was the

first in the series of Distinguished

Ecologists Lecture series

sponsored by CEQ.

MIX IMiolo h\ (ail Nash

Action Program Draws

University Interns

Room To Move

Rv KAREN PEARS< \
Two UMass students are interning as reporters on a

new weekly newspaper aimed at the blacks, Puerto

Ricans and underprivileged whites of Springfield.

Mrs. Robin Chandler Smith and Peter McDonald
are among 49 students from UMass participating in

the first year's University Year for Action program.

Each student receives 30 credit hours and a $3,000

stipend for spending the year working and learning

off-campus and carrying on some academic work on

campus.
For Robin Smith, who formerly served the staff of

Drum, the black magazine on the campus, working on

the newspaper called SALT is an exhilirating ex-

perience.

SALT (the Springfield Area Life and Times), is a

community newspaper designed specifically to

provide the inhabitants of Springfield a greater un-

derstanding of local affairs.

SALT was begun by SASSI, the alternative

educational system for high school dropouts, as a

means for additonal financial support for the school.

According to reporter Smith, "It is one of the main

goals of SALT to eventually become the sole support of

SASSI. Aid for the school now requires constant

soliciting, and continually looking for further sources

of money. It's a difficult and unnecessary crisis."

The newspaper itself is laid out very much like

metropolitan papers, including syndicated columns
from Washington, articles on politics, consumer news,

calendar events, sports, movie reviews and free

classified ads. "SALT'S main emphasis, however,"
says Robin, "is on local news." The paper has a

Spanish page and many articles devoted to the poor

black and white communities.
"The other goal of our newspaper," she said, "is to

bring to the forefront the opinions and feelings of the

poor people of the community, who are out of the

mainstream of society and who are unable to voice

their opinions."

She believed SALT is excellent journalistically. She
emphasized it has a policy of presenting all viewpoints

in the interest of the citizens of that particular area.

"I feel that newspapers have become dynasties that

control opinion through ownership by a few families or

corporations." she said.

She called two major problems for the paper a lack

of funds and an inability to reach as many readers as

they would like. She urges UMass students to help

finance the paper by selling SALT on and off campus.
"We'd like as many people as possible to get to know
the paper, and any aid will be much appreciated." she
said.

SALT sells for 15 cents, any student selling it makes
a profit of 12 cents each copy. "That's not a bad
percentage." she said.

It's A Boogie
Boogie. FAT, FLIGHT AND EAST JESUS
On November 19, at the Student Union Ballroom, there will be a boogie

featuring Fat, Flight and East Jesus. Flight has been getting into jazz

lately, as well as East Jesus, a group from Boston, who do a fine version

of "Jack Johnson" by Miles Davis. Most of us are familiar now with the

fine Rock Blues of Fat.

The thing about this gig which will add a new flavor to the boogie is an
introduction of "artistic media." Barry Schonhaut is showing Earth-Art
movies projecting 8 mm. film on a suspended screen in the middle of the

ballroom, and 16 mm. on the wall behind the groups. This approach,
because of the quality of the films, and the type of presentation should be
quite different from the usual light show of colors dropped on an overhead
projector. Also, the media of video tape will be introduced for the first

time at a UMass Boogie.

With monitors set up around the room a whole new dimension will be
added. For these reasons the cost is more than usual. Room To Move, who
is sponsoring the boogie, will be putting the money toward a need of the

people of our communiversity.
Many musicians today are far more concerned with the quality of their

music than the quantity of their fame. These musicians, because of the

complexity and capitalism of the records companies avoid the record
industry completely. December 11, will provide the entertainment of such
musicians. It will begin with Oegenowelf, two musicians from New York,
who play eleven different instruments with a variety of music from In-

credible String Band music to Country Music. This acoustic set will lead

into "Clean Living", a local valley group doing original pieces as well as
songs of groups like Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young. The James Mon-
tgomery Blues Band from Boston complete an evening of solid en-

tertainment. Dig it!

Wood's Growth Plan
WASHINGTON <AP> -President Robert Wood of the University of

Massachusetts, a former cabinet member under President Johnson, has

endorsed President Nixon's proposal to set up a new Department of

Community Development.
Wood told a Senate Government Operations subcommittee Wednesday

he feels the new department, which would include most activities of the

present Housing and Urban Development department, is "timely, sen-

sible and promising. Wood is a former Secretary of HUD.
Wood told the panel "the critical urban growth factors of tran-

sportation, housing and utilities must be brought together or they will not

meet the human needs they were designed to serve."

TONIGHT!!!
Last Performance

at the
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In The Nation And The World
i n

Meany
MIAMI BEACH <AP) AFL CIO

President George Meany won labor ap-

proval Thursday to stay on President

Nixon's Pay Board but refused to cooperate

with wage rulings he considers unfair, and

if the President doesn't like the terms we've

laid down he can kick us off.''

The API. CIO convention of 1,000

delegates representing nearly 14 million

workers unanimously approved the action,

alter Meany said he would quit the board if

he decides there is no hope of winning fair

wage controls.

The convention approved a resolution that

"our representatives remain on the Pay
Board only so long as a reasonable hope

exists of securing recognition of the validity

of contracts and achieving justice for

working people generally,'" and especially

lor low income Americans.

•We'll decide when that hope is gone,"

Meany said.

'•Until those objectives are assured, labor

cannot associate itself with the actions of the

l>oard or encourage cooperation with their

administration or enforcement," the

resolution said.

The action came after Meany bitingly

accused Nixon and his Pay Board of

threatening to ruin the nation's economy,
and announced Nixon would address the

1,000 AFL CIO delegates here Friday.

"The wage control mechanism
established by the President of the United

States is being used as a device to destroy

the basic American concept of free

collective bargaining,'' the convention
resolution said.

"The American labor movement will not

permit itself to become the scapegoat for the

adminstration policies which have brought

this nation to the brink of economic

disaster." it said.

Farlier. Meany recounted the experience

of the live labor members of the 15-man Pay

Board, in which he said industry and public

members offered "under-the-table" deals to

win cooperation. Alter failing in that, he

said, i no panel tried to goad the labor

members into quitting the board and blame

them if wage controls fail.

Meany said if he and other labor members

finally decide there is no hope of winning

payment of all retroactive and future raises,

existing contracts, and other labor

demands, "We'll get the hell off the board."

The resolution urged all the AFL-CIO's 1 17

unions to 'lake every lawful action at their

command to insure that their contracts are

honored." reportedly including lawsuits and

boycotts against companies that refuse

payment of wages due.

'As one of its first acts the Pay Board -by

a 10-5 vote, with the industry and the so-

called public members acting in concert-

nullified thousands of legal contracts

covering millions of workers." the

resolution said

"We flatly reject the concept that anyone-
be it Pay Board or president-has the power
to abrogate any legal collective bargaining

agreement or any other contract voluntarily

and legally entered into by American
citizens or their representatives," it said.

•The public Members, so-called, are not

independent but rather are handmaidens of

the administration. They are not neutral but

jave long ties either to industry or govern-

ment." it added.

Senate Cuts Defense Budget,

Votes To Bring Troops Home
Public To Finance Pols

WASHINGTON <AP) Voting to carve $3.3 billion

from President Nixon's defense budget, the Senate

Appropriations Committee approved Thursday
bringing 50,000 American troops home from Europe.

Chairman Alan J. Fllender, iD-La.), dismissed as

hogwash" Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird's

protest that enforcing a 250,000 limit on the number of

I S. personnel in Furope would irresponsibly damage
Ihe American defense position.

The committe approved 1972 defense spending of

$70.2 billion, a figure that is $HO0 million less than the

House passed total and $3.3 billion less than the ad-

ministration wanted.

The committee rejected, 14 to 10, another in a long

series of moves to use the power of the purse to force

withdrawal of US. troops from Indochina and, among
a number of other specific cuts, it voted to trim

spending lor military intelligency by $08.4 million.

The House voted earlier to trim intelligence funds by

an additional $181 million.

Fllender said the cuts will not affect national

security in any manner and added: "We are confident

the military can operate effectively with this huge

sum."
Fllender noted the Nixon administration says the

war is practically over in Vietnam and that the nation

\\ ill not get involved in anv more Vietnam-type con

Diets.

•Therefore this is an opportune time to cut back

unnecessary military spending," Fllender said,

suggesting the savings be used to step up domestic

programs in education, poverty and pollution.

Fllender said the recommended troop cut in

Furope, which was approved on a narrow 14-13

committee vote, also will not affect U.S. security.

'We simply do not need 300,000 American troops

there any more." Fllender said. "Our allies must take

on a larger share of the defense burden in Furope."

The European withdrawal amendment has been

sponsored unsuccessfully for years by Senate

Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield of Montana.

In its present form it cuts off spending after June 15,

1972. lor any troops in Furope in excess of 250.000.

A Senate floor fight is expected but Fllender

predicted there are now enough votes to sustain it.

In a two-page letter to members of the committee

Laird called the proposed plan dangerous and said it

would undermine chances for the success of mutual

and balanced force reduction negotiations."

He said unilateral disarmament would be reckless,

weaken efforts to negotiate with the Soviet Union,

cause the loss of confidence by America's allies, and

create Ihe impression that the United States is un-

willing to keep its pledges.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Defense Department
acknowledged Thursday its

security agents continued to

conduct nighttime forays on the

Pentagon press room with a

rummage through newsroom
desks, but it said this was a

mistake and will not be repeated.

A spokesman said Daniel Z.

Henkin, assistant secretary of

defense for public affairs, "was
very distressed to know this

happened." The spokesman said

Henkin was told by the security

people this "was an inadvertent

check" and "will not happen

again."

Snooping
Reporters were given a similar

assurance by Henkin several

months ago but on arriving for

work Wednesday cards were found

on the desks of correspondents for

Time magazine and the New York
Daily New which said:

"An inspection of this office area

by the Pentagon Counter-

intelligence Force revealed no

violations of security regulations."

The Pentagon spokesman. Brig,

Gen. Daniel James, said the

Counter-intelligence Force
regularly checks all Pentagon

offices to make sure safes are

locked and no classified materials

are left out overnight.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Amid
Republican shouts of "slush fund"

and "raid on the Treasury."

Senate Democrats closed ranks

almost solidly Thursday to keep

alive a presidential campaign
financing plan that would use

government funds.

The Senate voted 49 to 46 to

reject a GOP move to kill the

proposal, giving Democrats
confidence they would be able to

write it into the $26 billion tax-cut

bill later.

The proposal could give the two

major party nominees $20 4 million

each in public funds next year.

Lining up against the move to kill

it were 49 Democrats. All 43

Republicans present voted for the

motion and were joined by

Democratic Sens. Sam J. Ervin

Jr., N.C.. and John L. McClellan,

Ark., and Independent Sen. Harry

F. Byrd Jr , Va.

The vote was preceded and

followed by a lively, shouting

debate
Sen. Robert Dole (R-Kan .,) the

Republican national chairman,
denounced the proposal as "the

biggest Democratic fund-raising

affair in history."

The Democrats have a $9.3-

million debt left over from 1968.

Republicans said during the

debate they would not use the

public funds provided in the plan.

Democrats replied this was the

case because President Nixon is

expected to have available up to

$40 million for his re-election drive.

The fund would be created by

decisions of taxpayers to check a

box on their income tax returns

and designate $1 of their payment-

$2 for a couple-to go into the fund

Democrats supporting the

proposal contended that campaign
financing costs have become so

huge, particularly because of

television, that it is essential to end

the dependence on private con

tribution with the obligations these

entail.

Republicans replied that the

proposal was not carefully worked

out and was merely an attempt to

rescue the Democrats from
financial embarrassment.
Democratic Leader Mike

Mansfield said "some form of

public financing is absolutely

necessary to put an end to the day

of labor's man, industry's man and
whoever's man.
"Unless something is done, there

is no way to prevent our national

politics from becoming the ex-

clusive preserve of the rich or of

those who serve one of the

economic interests of the nation."
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U.S. DIVIRS f DECOR
Send for Price List.

Th«RE€F DIVE SHOP "
70 W»ihm«te« St., L—Willi

• p.m. - ».J0 M««. - fti.

Sal. 10 a.m. - t p.m.
Sun. 7 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Call S14-1S44 ar S17-2I2*

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

Flannel Shirts

$2.95

Sweat Shirts

$3.95

#6.25 to $6.95

Open to 10p.m.

How To Move Off-Campus
If YOU: 1. are a Senior

2. will be 21 years of age during the academic year

3. are married

4. will be commuting from home

Then, notify - the Housing Office before room-choosing ( December 6-

10) that you intend to exercise any of the above options.

You're Not Covered By The Above Categories?

If you are not covered by any of the above categories then you are
required by Board of Trustee regulation to live on-campus. However,
you may apply for an exemption to the regulation through your Area
Director.

Security Deposit:
If you plan to move off-campus you must notify the Housing Office
before December 10, 1971, in order that you may get your deposit
back. Students who fail to make such notification by December 10 and
who fail to occupy a room in the Spring Semester will, unfortunately,
forfeit their deposit. Make your plans early.

Unpaid Fines Cause
Scholarship Denial
u , *>, a »«- « «*— ,.i uriiiK th«> hind illntsAMHERST. Mass. (AIM A University of

Massachusetts student claims he and about 350

other students are being denied scholarship aid

l>ecause the university has failed to collect some

$35,000 in outstanding parking fines.

Sophomore .John McEleney has filed suit with the

student general court to force the student attorney

general. Henry Bouffard. to take action to collect

the back lines," about $100,000 of which are owed by

owners of cars not registered with the university.

Ol the remainder, according to reports in the

I Mass Daily Collegian, some $31,000 is owed by

I Mass students and $4,000 by faculty.

McEleney told the student court three weeks ago

that he felt he was !>eing 'deprived" of financial aid

because ol the uncollected fines, which go into a

special I Mass scholarship fund. He said he did not

receive a scholarship even though he had the

qualifying grades and established need.

i didn't receive any money because there is just

not enough to go around." he said, noting that some

350 others could have benefitted from the $700

grants the fund allots

Hampshire County District Court Clerk Charles

Kulikowski confirmed the outstanding parking fines

and said, 'It's the students- they try to duck

everything." The fines have to be paid in his court,

whore, he said, a deluge of payments arrives every

April and May when students are threatened by

being prevented from graduating He said some pay

as much as $100, and some personal checks have

l>een known to bounce.

Students, in turn, have complaints about parking

facilities on the sprawling campus, claiming the

faculty gets preferential treatment, and many
times "they have to park illegally to make classes.

The cars are ticketed by campus police, with

some fines costing $5 to $10. There are designated

free parking areas for students and faculty, who

have to pay small annual fees to register their cars

Atty. Richard Howland. who represents UMass
students, suggested that the university use its

computers to facilitiate the job of collecting fines

The traffic polite around here don't fool around when it tomes to

giving out parking tickets. It seems, however, that whoever is

supposed tot ollet I the lines has been a little remiss in his duties.The

monev NOT collected could be used Tor scholarships, and students

are actively complaining.i • ii»' i > ..... | .......... -,

U.S. Air Power Stepped Up In Cambodia
,.„». . . .» . iii:>l «u~ ti J„., Ponh HanH-fn-hanrt fiohtinP VVSAICON < AP) With the Thursday

military situation becoming Reports circulated in Saigon that

critical" in Cambodia, U.S. war- the South Vietnamese government

planes have stepped up their was considering a Cambodian

support of Cambodian troops, request for infantry and heavy

official American sources reported weapons for the defense of Phnom

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS -a

half hour report with world,

national, and local news plus

sports, weather and a five

minute recap of major stories.

7:30 p.m. NEW RADIO
THEATRE -the first in a new

COGITO
ERGO SUM

The Thinkers

Loft exists, too.

It is a bookshop
crammed with books
dealing with
Philosophy, Theology,
Biblical Studies, Ethics

and Social Issues. There
are also chairs and a

lounge in which to read

them all. Buyers are

welcome, too. Open
Daily at

25 N. Pleasant St.

Above Wei Iworth Drugs

In the Center of

Amherst

experimental series in radio

theatre Tonight's presentation

will be "Three's Company.
Fours a Crowd". Listening to

this first program will be a

unique experience.

8:00 p.m. UJAMAA DRUM-a
three hour black program
featuring soul, jazz, poetry,

black commentary and news.

The program is put together by

the staff of the Black Mass
Communications Project.

11:00 p.m.THE JOHN LORING
SHOW -rock, folk, and many
other good things.

1:00 a.m. THE BEST OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES -the

outstanding radio dramas from

old time radio, (half hour)

1:30 a.m. John Loring returns

with music til 3.

Penh. Hand-to-hand fighting was
reported near the western out-

skirts of the Cambodian capital.

Dispatches from Phnom Penh
reported U.S. Cobra helicopter

gunships have been thrown into the

battle raging from 10 to 12 miles

west of the capital.

The U.S. sources said the

Cambodians have been getting

substantially more American air

support in the last 10 days.

The increased support has been

mainly U.S. fighter-bombers,

flying from bases in South Vietnam
and Thailand, the informants

reported. The planes have been

active on Cambodia's northeastern

front.

A Cambodian officer on the front

west of Phnom Penh said the

rockets of the Cobras were unable

to penetrate the jungle cover of

enemy bunkers and added that

heavy weapons are needed. This

would account for the request for

South Vietnamese heavy guns.

In Brief...
WASHINGTON (AP) The United States announced Thursday

that Communist China had set off a nuclear explosion in the at-

mosphere at 1 a.m. EST -the first nuclear test by that country since

Oct. 14, 1970.

The Atomic Energy Commission said the test -conducted in the

vicinity of Lop Nur, in western China -had an explosive yield

equivalent to about 20.0(H) tons of TNT. the same size as the

primitive atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima by the United States.

The latest test brought to 12 the number of Chinese tests an-

nounced by the United States, including 11 in the atmosphere, one

underground.
WASHINGTON (AP) The Senate Banking Committee voted

today to allow pay increases negotiated before Aug. 15 retroac

lively unless they are determined to be "unreasonably in-

consistent" with guidelines established by the Pay Board.

The committee voted to extend the President's authority to

control wages and prices for an additonal year beyond next April

30.

(AP) - Forecasters said today weather changes will diminish

severe air pollution that prompted a federal judge to order 23 major

Birmingham, Ala, industries to shut down. The pollution conditions

affected several Southeastern states.

WASHINGTON (AP) The Senate turned back 49 to 46 a

Republican move today to kill a Democratic-backed presidential

campaign financing plan which could give major party nominees

$20.4 million each in public funds next year.

The key test apparently indicated that the Democrats have the

votes to write the plan into the $26-billion tax cut bill

But Republicans indicated they might continue to fight the

proposal by offering a series of amendments to it.

LONDON (AP) - Expensive duplication of effort has cost the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization members their lead over the

Soviet Union in development of new weapons, says an authoritative

British reference annual.

Carter
Overalls

Flannel
Shirts

Landlubber
Jeans
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One Small Way
In the course of our everyday lives on this campus, we

rarely see an administrator unless we have a gripe or need

an exemption from some university regulation. We rarely

meet faculty except in a submissive student to omnipotent

teacher relationship. In all of these cases, we relate to

each other only as titles or roles, helping to reinforce

already existing stereotypes and prejudices. All of us -

students, faculty, and administrators - easily accept these

preconceived notions.

This weekend, representatives from all three groups will

be gathering together at a site outside of Amherst for the

annual SWAP Conference. People will be meeting and

talking with each other in an informal atmosphere,

discovering that indeed we are not primarily "roles."

Hopefully, those who attend will come back to the campus

with a much better understanding of the difficult dilem-

mas we all must face in trying to survive in this vast in-

stitution.

We hope that everyone who attends the conference will

take the responsibility seriously. The opportunity for

understanding and improvement is great. Too often

students have complaints that are unjustified or ill-

considered. Too often administrators make decisions that

are detrimental to the best interests of students and/or

faculty Too often faculty members exist in isolation from

the social currents that are all around them, hoping that by

ignoring problems they will go away. The SWAP Con-

ference is one way. one small way, to begin to get through

to one another.

Don't Be Taken In By Them Scientists — Leave

Everything To Ol<l Doe Politic*"

WASHINGTON -The story concerning Aristotle

Onassis' 170-clause marriage contract with the former

Jacqueline Kennedy, as described by Onassis' chief

steward, and denied by Mrs. Onassis' secretary,

points up the hazard that only the rich must deal with.

And that is:

"How does one find a faithful butler who has no

desire to write his memoirs?"
By accident. I happened to be in the office of a

literary agent the other day, and his phone didn't stop

ringing

This is some of what I heard.

"Hello, yes. Jim, I was going to call you this mor-

ning No. 1 couldn't find anyone else on the Onassis

yacht who had anything to add to the chief steward's

memoirs, but would you be interested in a book

written by Elizabeth Taylor's former hairdresser. It's

got some juicy chapters in it. He was present when Liz

cut Richard Burton's ear lobe with her diamond ring.

Right. I'll send you over the manuscript
."

The agent hung up and the phone rang again.

"Doubleday" George, thanks for returning my call.

Remember the gardener I told you about who worked

for Frank Sinatra" Yeh. the guy who was fired when

thev found him in a tree at midnight looking into

Sinatra's bedreem. Well he's just written a book titled

A Tree Grows at Midnight.' It's told from the

viewpoint of an outsider looking in on a world people

rarely get to see. We're asking $100,000 advance.

Okay, but give me your answer in 24 hours."

After the agent hung up he turned to me. "I've got

one of Rockefeller's ex upstairs maids writing a book

on what went on in Rockefeller's basement when

Happy was in Albany And I have a ghostwriter

working with Henrv Ford's ex-chauffeur on a book

titled What Christina Ford Did to Henry Ford When

He Got a Better Idea
"

"That should sell You seem to have a market for

the ex-employees of very rich people," I said.

"We have a saying in the publishing business: in

every ex-butler there's a memoir screaming to get

out.'"

The phone rang again.

"Hello, ah yes, Mr. McMurtry at the Souffle Chef

Employment Agency told me you would call. You

worked for Ethel Kennedy as a cook? How long''

Three weeks'? That's marvelous What have you got?
She served red wine with fish at a dinner she gave for

Andy Williams? How soon can you get over here?
Good, and don't talk to anybody about this."

"I guess there's a lot of money is being a servant

these days," I said

"If you work for the right person at the right time,

there is a fortune to be made. I just sold Putnam the

biography of the man who used to clean Bebe Rebozo's

swimming pool. It's titled Backwash at Key
Biscavne.'"

"I'd" buy that."

"I also have a deal cooking with one of ex-President

Johnson's ranch hands who kept a diary of what

happened during the opening of the Johnson Library

in Austin
"

"Juicy
"

"It'sgoingtoshakeupa lot of librarians."

The phone rang again. "Hello... yeah...yeah. You
were'1 Can you prove it?...And you're willing to talk

about it?. ..You bet I'm interested I'll see you at five."

"Who was that'" I asked.

it's the gal who used to work for Martha Mitchell's

answering service."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

Getting Back At Nathan
(For Getting Off On George)

was
God

was
God
"B"

KvGWKNGU LMORK
"A." who was over the hill,

walking downhill < thank

Downhill

"A." who was over the hill,

walking downhill 'thank

downhill at his age) when
ran up to him exuberantly.

B: Hey! ya hear the news9

A: (sighing i Somebody broke

another window They've
discovered a quicker way to

grow pot Scientists predict that

the Amchitka blast will actually

clean the air

NO, man! Nathan Gorenstein

went to see George McGovern!
Who"

B:

A:

B:

A:

1'.

©'97i +feesi£xrit'

A:
B: Nathan Gorenstein

A Hell, I know Nathan Who's

George*7

B: .McGovern. Candidate for U.S.

president

A: Oh
B He appeared IN PERSON at

I 'Mass and Nathan put on a tie -

or was that some other guy° -

and went to see him.

A: A tie*
1

I can't see Nathan
choking his neck or chucking his

principles what was McDougal
wearing''

B: Mcfiavem. Tie too. obviously,

and hair that Nathan said was
exactly the proper length

A startled' Hair has a proper

length now''

B: Well, you know, for a pre 1 /

i andidate Sideburns, hair over

his collar Nathan said it was
just right to give the impression

that he was a man of his own
A A phony Nathan can spot one

B Yeah, and that's not all.

McGovern s aides that night

were young. Remarkably
young. \ (J said

A And no doubt Nathan was sharp

enough to conclude that he ma)
have two sets of aides, one for

the campuses and one for

Middle America''

B: How'd you know that !

\ To know Nathan is to Look,

can we sit down for a minute''

My legs touch of arthritis

They sit under a tree

B: 'striking a match) ("an I offer

you-
A striking a match' No thanks.

I've taken the lung cancer route

Getting back to Nathan, I can't

see Why he'd waste live minutes

of his time listening to---

B: You'ie a nund reader' Five

minutes is exactly how long he

B

stayed for the speech!

Naturally. What could a bigshot

like a presidential candidate say

that someone like Nathan
wouldn't have already heard or

couldn't guess"' I'm a little

boggled, though, about the hair.

Hair?
Yes In all fairness to the old

man—
40's He's in his 40's.

In all fairness to the old man
what length of hair could he

have had to placate the cam-
pus9 Down to his shoulders, the

Nixon barbershop bit. luckily

I'm bald but this can be a

critical cerebral decision for the

Not Now Generation.

: HAIR! It's irrelevant! The
length of a guv's hair SIMPLY
DOESN'T MATTER!

A: That's what I thought

They sit silently for a moment,
smoking /polluting. A'
massaging his left knee

A: You've got to admire Nathan.
When you think of the cool,

important things he could have
been doing that night

Yeah, and Dan Quinlan too

Now there, according to Nathan,
is an interesting person He
swept floors in the Hatch last

year—
A So did Nathan.

B: and Dan thought the whole
McGovern conference was
vaguely ridiculous

B

A: He went too"' ? ?

Tell me, what else was the Big

Bore wearing, besides sideburns

and a tie*'

B Uh. A striped suit and black

shiny shoes with side buckles. I

think Nathan called ihem
"executive-freak" type.

A: Oh dear. That's undoubtedly as

absurd as The Little Old Lady in

Tennis Shoes. Still if he had
shown up in combat boots or a
pair of scruffy old sandals—

B: Look! Do you have a hangup
about clothes or something 9

A: Who, me 9

They get off the ground and
stretch

A: See you around.
B: See you around Take care of

your arthritis.

B: (calling, from the top of the hill I

Oh. one more thing. Nathan said

there were an old man and his

wife at the conference and they

burst out into applause over a
statement about Nixon.

A :
i shouting uphill, his voice lost in

the wind) There's always an old

man or woman like that at these

youth or dove things I think

they're plants.

'to himself i Why don't they quote
all the people like me who don't

clap for Nixon 9 (looking at his
feet i Executive-freak, huh 9

Damned if I know whether to use
shoepolish tonight or not

This Is The Decade

Of Invisible Laughs
This is the decade ol invisible laughs: I

the lop eared intellectual dutch the night

with cabbage hands confining my soft guilt

lo die sanity ol my station Who will gobble the

snow bet ore the rain comes" The girls in

raincoats who chain their bicycles to trees, or

the men With strontium ninety " Lip -poison

makes the longUC bleed twice. I must go home and

wait lor inspiration I the child bride ol King
I arouk will swing through the winter tunnel with
I'.arricini and cartons ol milk . I the Arabian
myth Play your flute. Kathy, play your I lute on

East iiit> tilth, dive me your dish ol candy
\ll the musk' all the snow lor mistletoe and brandy

liMiinc Nathaiison

'OH, NOTHING IN PARTICULAR WHAT ARE YOU DOING FOR LUNCH?'

Letters To The Editor

Index And Other Minorities

Jo the Kditor:

Yesterday, in an article concerning the funding of

the Index and certain other 'minority" groups, I

stated that I was of the opinion that the Student Senate

is becoming divorced from the general will of the

overall student body I feel this is especially so in the

case of allocation of the Student Activities Tax Fund.

It is my contention that certain aspects of the present

operating budget are way out of line with the overall

will of the student body. A few days ago, after going

through the bureaucracy of the Senate office, and

some hassle in trying to obtain a copy of the Budget, I

was allowed to sign out a copy for a few days the

operating statement, commonly known around

political circles as Document 71-Sl. As student tax-

payers, don't we have the right to be issued this

Budget Act. rather than sign them out 9 After looking

through some of the facts and figures for this

operating year, and last. I came to the conclusion that

this budget act did not represent my interests, over

and above the cuts in the Index. For example, the

Coalition for Knvironmental Equality had its budget

cut frum 99.950 to $<;.(>20. As the pollution problem

becomes more acute each day. the Senate sees fit to

cut. rather than augment, this group's budget. Does

this represent the overall will of the students of the

I niversity? For example, the Northern Fducational

Services, which tutors and performs a variety of

services in Springfield lor underprivileged students,

had its budget increased only $55.00, from $8,150 to $8.

:!(i:> They are presently sorely aching for more funds,

vet the Student Senate funded Harambe (what is it'.' I

ior $7,808 dollars. Does this represent the overall will

ol the students of the I'niversity 9

Seeing that we can't register for any semester until

all lees have been paid, which includes the Activity

Tax, why not make a voting poll part of the

registration process 9 An IBM card, listing the

K.S.O. groups that are presently being funded, could

l>e given toeach student On the card would be a space

lor students to mark their priorities one through

thirty-five, which is approximately the number of

K SO funded groups now on campus. Moreover, a

space could be provided for write in groups, so that

any interest on campus would have a more equitable

chance of obtaining funds.

This criteria could be used to show how all the

students on campus feel, so that when funding time

came the budgets could reflect the priorities of the

Scholarship Fund

To the Kditor:

Three o'clock in the morning is very cold. Very

dark And very unsafe Alter leaving WMUA I don t

leel like looking all over the campus to find a space^

With a little luck I might find one in F lot Not much

good since I live in Oreenough (Centrals H lot is

located directly behind the dorm and is allocated to

student parking I am a student I can park there.

Not according to Officer Munro. He felt ,t necessary

to charge me live dollars for the spot

The offense listed on the ticket was "blocking an in

tcrsection
"

1 was parked ten feet from a "Student

Parking" sign My car is registered and has proper

decals lor the area _. . .

Upon noticing the ticket this morning I took .
down

to the Parking I >lf ne. where I was told to take it to the

( ampus Police who told me to talk to t Hf.cer Munro at

; no m the morning tor during his lunch break, or

l.etore he checks out If I ean catch him >

II this is the W ..v the cops give out tickets, no wonder

nobody wants to support the scholarship fund I prel. i

lo apply the capital tomy own scholarship fund
Kl

•
r

Eric Benjamin

whole campus, and help to end the question of who are

the minority and majority.

I urge all students to voice their sentiments about

this proposal to their Student Senator. Everyone has a

vested interest in the outcome. As the student body

grows, the Senate has to consider the realities of

present needs, and future, of the students. Included in

these realities is the will of the student body. I feel that

by initiating a program of this sort one of the many
handicaps we are now under,that of not knowing the

true wants and desires of all students, will be

alleviated to some extent.

Hot Plates

Editorial Points
Wudst believe there's an A.

Lincoln on the UMass faculty 9

Wudst believe, further, that his

course is Soc 256, 'Race

Relations?" Shades of The
Emancipation!

* * *

No, friends, SWAP does not

stand for Student Worker's
Annual Party. It's just a

question of bad press.

If the Founding Fathers drew

up a Constitution in the same
way that the Collegian did, then

we
:

d all probably be speaking

Polish right now. (And I don't

even like Kielbasa)
* , *

Maybe the Amherst Voter

Registration Coalition could get

another Presidential candidate

to come to CMass. It is rumored

that Sam Yorty is available.

A Few Changes
To the Kditor:

I am very disturbed by the story

in Wednesday's' Collegian con-

cerning the meeting of the Rents &
Fees group last night, specifically,

concerning the levying of fees. I

assured Bob Chiller that I would

see that any rents and fees with

which I was concerned would be

discussed thoroughly with the

Rents and Fees Committee. This

has been our posture all along.

The implication in the second

paragraph of the article may be a

bit different than this. There is a

complete garble in the third

paragraph which indicates that the

Campus Center fee is $15. which, of

course, it is not. What I was trying

to explain was that the $15.00 in-

crease in the Campus Center fee

for next year which has been under

discussion for a couple of years and

pretty generally known, would only

be put into effect after thorough

consideration by the SUG Board of

the total expenses for the Campus
Center excluding garage and
programs that require funding

The $15.00 increase was only an

estimate made almost a year ago

The published story in the

Collegian Tuesday concerning "the

use of Hamlin House as a hotel", I

have asked Chuck Hampton to

check with Don Witkoski to find out

what the basis is for the quoted

rates and whether in fact students

are being charged more than the

rate authorized by the Trustees. I

am sure that this is not the case

and that the rates quoted in the

Collegian are those for conferees,

not students.

In the paragraph at the top of the

next column, I did not say the

things attributed to me. What I

said was that the Committee which

is called Housing Exemption
Committee (members: Campion,

Gage. Hunt, Cochrane, Chiller,

Ladd, Campbell. Pepper) was
considering the issues involved

with students living in dormitories

including those involving

requirements that certain students

live there, the question of what

makes the student want to live or

not to live in a dormitory, and the

like.

The last sentence in the next to

the last paragraph which states

that "the University was con-

sidering a plan that would enable

student living in Sylvan to bypass

the meal ticket requirement as a

means of attracting people to the

area" was not said by me at all. In

fact, the subject didn't even come
up w hile I was there I gave no such

information even in an implied

sense on this subject I think this

subject must have been discussed

before I arrived but 1 certainly did

not participate in that discussion.

Thomas B. Campion

My Ocean Waves
To (he Kditor:

Respecting Mr. John P Harrington's letter in the

( ollegian 11/10/71, he has solicited a reply from me
which I assume he wishes in public print.

With a certain trepidation. I should first emphasize

that the statement that something has been "found" to

be a fact in the past, does not mean necessarily that it

was sought after. < )ne can conger up various plausible

reasons why and how hot plates had been "found"

plugged in and turned on in the past. For instance,

plumes of smoke rising from an open window; flames

lapping luxuriously beneath corridor doors; roaring

infernos heard in corner rooms; and so forth.

With equal consternation. 1 note that ex-

traordinarily simple "detection devices" often supply

misinformation. Hence. I am not willing to accept the

alarming conclusion that Mr Harrington's rather

uninteresting closet was the object of janitorial or

conspirational investigation The second paragraph of

his letter in which he accepts the I'niversity gift of no

cleaning does not seem to require lengthy response.

( »n the general issue of searching dormitory rooms

at any time, whether occupied or not, the same

general legal principles apply For the purpose of

conducting a police investigation or eliciting evidence

the consent of a tenant or a warrant stating with

particularity the place and/or person to be searched

and the evidence sought to be discovered is required

In some cases an officer may search a person and his

immediate vicinity "incident to a lawful arrest"., but

this is essentially a weapons search for the purpose ol

protecting the officer

on the other hand, in a noncriminal matter, on

landlord-tenant priniciples. the landlord or his agent

may inspect the premises and make repairs thereto"

at reasonable tunes with notice to the tenant Also in

an emergencv (such as a hot plate being plugged in

and turned on I no such notice is required Also if the

nature of the emergency is such and whether it is real

or imagined, the landlord is given considerable

leeway in the interest of protecting other tenants and

his property. If, IB the -oursc of an inspection that is

permitted and is not a criminal investigation, should

evidence that is incriminating be unearthed, it is not

likely 10 be admissible in evidence nor may a sub

sequent search be based upon the illegal search"

Obviously, 1 view any attempt to search anybody or

anything its odious, abhorrent, despicable, and

usually ol dubious legal validity I am Opposed to any

search by anybody, particularly a person who is not

legally empowered to perform it by a warrant or

Whatever The fad remains that some searches are

lawful and searches tor plugged m and turned on hot

plates during vacations is not so unreasonable as to be

anathema.
Richard M. Rowland

Sen. lie General Council

\ttornc\ for Students

No less than three

the condors fly:

the buzzards swoop.

and die

From beyond the past

the armies leap;

the immortal throes of time,

in heap, the enemy high.

their shields now lie.

No more than this,

the shores reveal:

their ceaseless voices spiel...

my ocean waves.
T.David Barrett

For The Championship Of The United States
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Preview

All

The 1971 Annual Facultv Staff /-

Student Piggyback Sliding Contest

is about to get underway, weather

permitting. (SNOW) at this year's

SWAP Conference The Conference

revolves around the highly exciting

and hotlv contested title of "Tray

Sliding Riders of the year." The

administrators have been prac-

ticing for weeks in order to make a

good showing, some have even

converted their offices into sliding

areas, others have been spending

lunch hours with the kiddies down

at Bowditch Lodge Daycare

Center. Last year Dean Field

walked off with the snow-balling

title, will he do it again?

Other treats in store for the

delegates are the computerized

roommate selection and workshop

selection cards, done by your

friendly University computing

Center Any corrections may be

made after" the 21st. but for now

you must wait until the computer is

fixed. Joel Stoneham's crew from

the Dining Commons, we regret to

announce, cannot be flown in to

cater the event, but our budget was

tight.

The round robin list of speakers,

done in marathon fashion, will be:

Rick Verrochi on "How to Budget

the Senate into Giving SWAP."

Representative David Mofenson on

an undisclosed "Politicized" topic

of interest. Chancellor Edward

Moore on "How to Name a

Building." and finally Prez Bob

Wood will give the conference

some closing remarks along with

SWAP Treasurer Bob Nims (who

will announce the bankruptcy file).

The round robin list of discussion

topics, 18 in all. appearing 12 times

NES. Budgeting led by Mr. Tom
Campion, Governance, Security-

led by members of the campus

police. Prerequisites of a Chan-

cellor. Why do we need a Chan-

cellor and What is he?, and

Relationship of the Chancellor to

Other Offices, led by members of

the Search Committee, Dr.

Bromery. Dr. Shapiro, and others.

University and Town and

Universitv" and State Relations,

The Student Vote. Living/Lear-

ning. Academics, and others.

The outlines of the leaders in-

dicate that some hard-put and

man do we want. The political

topics will focus on UMass' service

to town and state and its impact on

each; obviously UMass has not

been the resource it should be.

Structures and Functions, tired but

true, will be more exciting as new

programs already underway, some

the results of last year's con-

ference, are subjects of con-

troversy. SWAP does not hope to

produce a Future of the University

Report, but it does hope to make

the things we are doing right

become extended and broadened.

The concern of the campus com-

munity about the decisions which

affect all of us have proven through

the Selection Committee and other

tripartite committees that we can

come together and meet common
goals, but we need the impetus to

do so SWAP can be the catalyst

and the impetus.

PRIDAY- NOVEMBER 19, 1971

The Student Union Craft Center

will be opening on Monday. The

Crafts Center was created by the

Student Union Governing Board so

that students would have a place on

campus to work and learn about

crafts. The Crafts Center will

initially be offering some in-

structions and the space and

equipment for work in leather

working, silver smithing, can-

dlemaking and photography.

Additional programs including

Batik Enammeling and weaving

will probably be added within the

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

first few weeks of operation. The
center will be supervised by Mrs.

Penny Worman who worked with a

similar program at Hampshire
College last year.

Mrs. Worman will be assisted by
5-6 student helpers who should be

able to help and instruct fellow

students in crafts and who will also

help run the Crafts Center. Persons
interested in this instructor helper

position and who have sufficient

experience jn crafts should apply

to Mrs. Worman.
The Crafts Center is located in

University Bulletins

S me pSs 'tnough ,o Sin.in.ttag que.tton. will force

ompuler a headache) the university 10 look at ttsell with
give anv
will give each delegate a "heavy

schedule with no study halls.

Central themes of Chancellorizing.

Politicization of the University,

and Structures and Functions of

the University, have given each

workshop leader a broad topic

from which to choose a direction

for discussion to follow.

Included in the workshops will

be Community Service led by

members of ACTION. PIRG, and

an evaluation necessitating

change -changes in goals and

changes in the ways we perceive

and pursue these goals. The

Selection Committee will be there,

and since Choosing a Chancellor is

a major topic, the Committee's

exchange with the SWAP
Delegates will mean an increased

participation by the community in

sharing concern and ideas about

how we choose and what kind of

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS __ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

A Brief History Of SWAP
i ^ iL _ It.iuanHu rnmmunit

The first SWAP was held in 1958

at which time representatives of

major student organizations.

faculty, and administrators were

invited to attend the off-campus

conference to discuss such issues

as student taxes, communications,

student publications. and

residence hall and central student

government. This format of SWAP
was retained for several years.

With the significant growth of the

Universitv in size and complexity

during the 60's, the students in-

volved in activities as well as

faculty members and ad-

ministrators who were interested

in all aspects of student life,

naturally tended to be more con-

cerned with broader issues facing

the University. The format of the

SWAP Conference, in accordance

with the concerns of the student

representatives of major student

organizations, was consequently

planned with these broader ob-

jectives in mind. Students (and

sometimes faculty and ad-

ministrators) were then chosen on

the basis of application instead of

being "automatic'' represen-

tatives of student organizations

and University agencies Trustees,

state legislators, and members of

Amherst town government were

invited as delegates to the recent

SWAP Conferences making a full

complement of parties with an

interest in the University. Student

autonomv . reform of residence hall

academic reform, the student

judicial svstem and security, long

range University planning and

University and community
relations were among the more

relevant issues Emphasis on

SWAP as a catalyst for action and

reform, in addition to serving as a

forum for discussion has increased

over the past few years.

The majority of the expenses of

the swap Conference has

traditionally been borne by

students in various manners. The

undergraduate Student Senate this

year, and for the past few years, is

subsidizing the operations costs of

the conference as well as most of

the costs of students attending the

conference.

The concept and history of SWAP
has been lauded by many and

criticized bv some. It is hoped that

the delegates of the 1971 SWAP
Conference will wisely use the

valuable opportunity for social

interaction as well as more serious

debate and discussion to further

the goals of SWAP and the

Universitv community and to

make this' year a significant ad-

dition to the history of SWAP.

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

AD DEADLINE
CAtVIN

fit S84 7310

Now . ..Ends Tues.

Eves., 7 :45 p.m.

Sat Sun 5:00-8:25

ADULTS $1.50

i WINNER OF 6
ACADEMY AWARDS!

DOCTOR
ZlliVYCO

BARGAIN NITES
Mon. & Tues. $1.00

for

Monday, Nov. 29th issue

is at

4 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 23

IFor Those Wh
Wanted The Best
You'll find the best in Cheeses, Cold Cuts, Stews and Grinders

at our Deli.

As a special this week we have

:

MARINATED TO c
STEAK SANDWICHES 4 V reg

REMEMBER:
We now cater . . . cold and hot (if you have cooking facilities) Plate dinners.

SPECIAL RATES to Fraternities and Sororities.

THE BLACK KETTLE DELI AND STEW HOUSE
TELEPHONE!
<;«;:.- losi

RAS-4085

Junction of Routes 47 and 116 Sunderland hoiks.
Mon.-Tliurs. 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Friday - It a.m. - 1 a.m.

Saturday «» am. - 1 a.m.

Sunda\ II a.m. - II p.m.

Bausch & Lomb
-Ban's

Are 'In Stock
Why not try some of the latest fashions in wire-rim

sunglasses?? All come with heat treated safety lenses.

Great for skiing, touring, or what ever tickles your fancy?

NOW
at

don
56 Main St. Amherst's First Optician Amherst

the Old Bookstore across from the

Hatch.
*****

Last chance to meet informally

with the Chief Undergraduate
Advisors in CASIAC (E-22 Mach-
mer) to discuss prospective

programs for the coming Spring

semester.

The following schedule applies

for the period prior to

Thanksgiving:

Nov. 19, 9-12, John Chandler,

Chemistry; Mr. Lenson, Comp.

Lit.; 1:30-4:30, Jay Savereid.

Speech.
Nov. 22, 9-12, Sidney Wexler,

Spanish, Thomas Andrews,

Zoology; Thomas Amy.
Astronomy; 1:30-4:30, Robert

Wilce, Botany.

WFCR
The music of the jugbands, from

the Memphis Jug Band (1925) to

Gravy (1969), will be featured on

this Saturday afternoon's

Folkroots show. Folkroots features

old-time music every Saturday at

1:00 on WFCR (88.5 FM) and

welcomes your contribution if you

have any interesting old-time folk

records of if you play yourself in a

semi-traditional style of folk

music. Drop a line to ED LIGHT
c/o WFCR.

Nov. 23, 9-12, Henry Lea, Ger-

man; William Naff. Asian Studies;

1:30-4:30, Robert Fuller,

Biochemistry.
*****

On Monday, Dr. Edward Katkin

of the State University of New
York at Buffalo will present a

colloquium on Attica State Prison

located in Attica, New York.

Dr Katkin received his PhD in

1963 from Duke University and

since then has been associated with

SUNY at Buffalo.

For the past two years he has

done extensive research at Attica

State Prison. The topic of his talk

is: "Psychological Consultations

at Attica State Prison: Some Post-

Hoc Reflections on the Making of

an Insurrection."

His schedule is as follows: 3 p.m.

Coffee in rm. 35 Bartlett (Grad

Student Lounge), 4 p.m.

Colloquium in rm. 231 Herter.
*****

Marian Taylor will present a

modular offering on the topic of

"Education and Legislation"

Monday in rm. 128 of the School of

Education at 1:30.

Mrs. Taylor is Chairman of the

Vermont State Board of Education

and Administrator of the Prospect

School in Vermont (which runs a

Federally funded open-learning

program). Interested students

should sign up on the sheet outside

rm. 219 in the School of Education.

Two mods will be given for at-

tending Mrs. Taylor's presen-

tation.
*****

Approximately 194 Springfield

.03 rifles, formerly used by the

Flying Redman Drill Team and

units of ROTC will be disposed of

by the University. If anyone
believes he has a legal claim on

any of said rifles as personal

property, he should communicate
his claim, in writing to Sidney

Myers, Staff Attorney, 324 Whit-

more without delay.

Lox And Bagel Brunch
Rabbi Al Axelrod at Brandeis University Hillel

speaking on:

Violence-Non Violence and the Jew

Hillel Center, 420 Student Union, 11:00 a.m., Sunday

LIVE MUSIC
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday Nites

OLDIES NITE
Monday

STONES NITE
Wednesday

RESTAURANT
()])<>n 21 Hours

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

'•2 Renault Dauphinr. excellent body,

motor, 36,000 ml., new clutch. 5 gd. tire*,

needs fuel pump. $ lot). 946 No. Pleasant St.

tflllt

Hike for sale. 3 spd. English girls, beat

offer Please call Joyce 253-781 1

.

If 11-23

Minolta SRTIOI. body like new. asking

tKS.OO. (all W9-«7Hfi.

Ull-lt

IMA lied Porsche III. new tires

battery, good mechanical condition

offer, (all 54S-2330 or 2S3*6K9

new
Best

Ull-22

1962 TR-4. new snow Ures, battery,

shocks, exhaust, body, mechanics In v.g.

cund. Must see to appreciate. Asking ISS0.

(all Mark at 253*611.
Ull-lt

Natural hide rugs, pillows, purses, steer.

sheep, goat. Great Xmas gifts. Indian kid

skin I IB. (amp-Center Thur. 6-7538 - 225

James. . _
Ull-22

Students needed (males) for Psych

rxpt. 12 dollars paid. Contact Jeanne in

Hartlett 229B.
Ull-lt

Guitar teacher, in Amherst for two older

kids, neither a beginner. Call 549*839 after

V.:m p.m.
Ull-22

India Nite-I have a date with you on 20th

Nov. at Amherst Regional U.S.. 8p.m. Call

.-,l!l-Wtttt.

unit

$15 REWARD

ilappv Birthday Frank from Sig. Steve.

Chuck. Dee. Bob. Maine Lynn. Chlco.

Wienie, and l.otsa luck.
Ull-22

Riders wanted to

Thanksgiving. 2SS-HI74.

Montreal.

11-1!

Ilappv Hour this Friday. Nov. It at Phi

Sigma Delta- from 7 : 30 - everyone Invited.

Ull-lt

Kicker Plastic Buckle Boots. Orbla Gl.

site H l/2»)i. awed one ski season Call

l.arrv 617-544*367. asking 145.

Ull-lt

Wanted to buv -photo developing equip.,

especially enlarger. Call 1-388-4032.

Ull-23

VW bus. not running good for parts, 4

new tires. Call Bill 253-7141.
Ull-22

1863 Falcon, new tares, front end good. •

cyl.. auto., great mileage, engine needs

minor repair wart. Cheap! 8*5*662 after

5 p.m.
Ull-22

hi W.W.. can run well but needs some
work, sunroof, r • h. 2 fairly new Ures.

1 1 25 or best offer. Also Nikon Cam. Eqalp.

(all 6*5-4767.
Ull-22

Lessons in Portuguese needed. Brazilian

student preferred. Write Linda. P.O. Box

2X3. Northampton.
Ull-22

FOR RENT

You're warm, warmer, now you're hot In

an authentic air force,parka : Mens $37. St.

bovs & girb 134.50 Call Al at 541-0114-275

Puffton VIII.
Ull-lt

RIDE WANTED

I >r. old male Sealpoint Siamese, old

brnwn collar, answers to Snowy",

missing from XI7 Puffton since Oct. t.

Please call 549*7M«.
Ull-lt

WANTED TO RENT

l-l bedroom apartment or house for

January or February I Call 546*515 or

MMMB,
Ull-lt

Wanted for Jan I. one bedroom apt., net

must be allowed. Rent between 11.10 and

J I tii (all 665-4695 after 6. Mo. A Wed.

night
Ull-lt

Cheapest Mercedes. 1*62. 22*ab.. runs ok

hut needs war*. With book, spares. After 5

P m. -3-4424.

original Turkish Sheep Skin Caat for a

lady, white outside, white fur Inside. IM.

(all Ahmet 546-421* after h p.m.
Ull-22

Presidential apartment -sublet available

Nov. IS. 1165. Including utilities call 253-

2515. Kamins Real Estate.
Ull-lt

Help! -secretary desperately needs ride

from UMass to Granby weekday eve

Leave Campus after 5 ( all Diane at 5-

IHiltO. exl 6K or 4674M67

TYPING

ROOMMAT ES WANT E D

raKOprl. good candltlon. ask 1*50. CaU

anytime 253*542.

Must sell I month old pair of EPI to Is.

traded for EPI mini towers. Coat 500 the

pair new. Sacrifice for 1250 Mike 256-6133.

(nam site apt.. ( llffside. one bedroom,

all electric. Call 665-4931, available Jan

un-i.

Two girls wanted to share bedroom m
Puffton Apt. for second semester 155 a

month (all 541*671.
Ull-23

67 Corvalr. excellent condlt.. automatic.

air cond.. snow tires, radio. lO.tOO miles.

IMS. phone 253*625
Ull-lt

AR receiver. 3 weeks old, 120 watu.

r ms. cost 1445, sell 1 2t5; AKAI X360D. I

year old. atamoo flat s.o.s.. sws., cost

1630-1295. 253*5*7
II 1

1 -Z4

Available Dec. I, l-bdrm. apt. at Cliff-

side 135. all utilities (all 665-2025

Ull-lt

Female roommate to share 2 bdrm.

twnhse. apt w. 3 others. Immed occ. 256-

kihi. keep trying
Ull-22

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc Fast.

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

( hem svmhols. Call 253-3861.

UI2-2I

TRAVEL
( rimson Travel offers low cost spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

For more info call Rich Margil 412 Dwight

MMNa),
- Kll is

•67 ( hevrtle Mallbu. 2-door hardtop,

vinyl roof, radio. V*. AT.. P-S-. ex-

cellent condition. IttS. Call 253-3667.

Ull-lt

Like new 1140 Columbia 10-speed bike

170. Also I I5fl Mono Elco tuner, very good

cond.. 145. Call Dave 527-6367.

Ull-lt

Available Immediately. I bedroom,

lownhouse. Puffton Village, near UMass.

all convlences. Call 549-8177. IIS6 t mon

lease.
Ull-lt

Female-preferably grad student. Own
room. IM/month includes utilities. Call

Linda 665-4125.
Ull-23

1*64 VW for sale. Call 665-3006

Ull-30

It64 Chevy, s.w. tools, must find good

home, good running condition. Needs

muffler 1225. Call 6-56.17 between 6-H p.m.*«"
U..-30

Used Rock records for sale In exc. cond.

incl. English and Bootlegs ll.25/rec. Call

253-5645.
Ull-lt

I hd. rm. apartment. Puffton Village,

avail. Dec. I. Call 546-7231.
11-19

EMPLOYMENT

Roommate needed for January. 2 bdrm

twnns . Rolling Green. Pis call Joyce 253-

7«n . .
Ull-23

APT. WANTED

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING
Register your book in 8.U. Rm. 318.

Fiery student with your course next

semester will need your books save I

money, sell direct. tf-sem

•65 Corvalr Monta. 4 speed. Am-Fm
radio, good condition. No Rot. good tires.

J.ihi (all 253-5344.
Ull-30

M Bonneville, rebuilt engine, rebuilt

transmission, automatic, all power. 1500.

Must sell. Call 067-5463 after 6 leave phone

* •*trM
- U..-.I

•63 VW bug. exclnt. mech. cond .
new

brakes, starter, end., front end., 6 good

tires, snow tire mounted Call 546-0767

evenings 1400

Kenjamln compacts EMI speakers,

l.enco and Mlracord turntables at low

prices Concord Equipment at Discount

..rices (all 546*0.7.

International Jobs - Europe. S. America.

\sla. Australia. U.S.A. Openings an all

fields-Soc.. ScL. Bus.. ScL. Engineering.

Ed., etc. Alaska Canst. * Pipeline Work.

Earnings to ISM weekly, summer or

permanent. Paid expenses, bonuses,

travel Info, only 13. Money back
guarantee. International Employment.
Box 721 • M5I5 Peabody. Mass. 01110.

lilt

PERSONAL

Apt. or large efficiency wanted in

Amherst. (|i50/mo. or under range) Call

ItPJaa Ml MM.
Ull-lt

ROOMS WANT ED

FREE

Free kittens. 7 weeks old. 256*155.

Ull-lt

MOVIE

Two girls would like rooms in a house

near campus for January semester. Call

Marv al S46-S278.
Ull-23

1065 Porsche 356c rebuilt eng.. elec-

sunrf . new battery, clutch. Ures. Will

negotiate 545-0320. Dick Jublnvllle.
Ull-23

Two Mohawk 770 magnum tires,

mounted on 1
1" mags Will fit any GM car.

Prettv new. I need I. Dave 546-8604.

Ull-lt

3rd. floor Knowlton: Hello Leslie this

is. ..who spiked that punch? Stagerlee

made It back frultlly. Igor. Ned and Ratso
11-19

SERVICES

«S Bug. runs pert ,
good Ures. r i h. etc.

reh front end. new shocks, needs bat.. *

one nil seal, (all 253-7H91. ask for rrank.

keep tr>lng

t.ultarx Amps, drums, ace. at

reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop.
« Main St. North. 5*8-1706.

Ull-30

WANTED

\ \ \W: Tell Tony the Tiger I think he's

(.HEAT! Laughing Lady.
Ull-23

Oualifled guitar teacher looking for

students, reasonable rates Call Ed al ">4«-

64M
UII-19

WOODY ALLEN IS HILARIOUS IN

TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN" IN

( III.OR. SAT., NOV. ». MAIIAR AID.. 7.

9, II P.M.
Ull-lt

HELP WANTED
Ski instructors wanted at Berkshire

East. M or F. experienced part or full

lime Send resume to Director. 21 North

St.. Wlndsorlocks. Conn
Ull-lt

REWARD JOBS

FOR SALE

Daily Hampshire Gaietle is In-

ter* iewing students A others for working

as stringers. If interested call Editor at

t.a/et. SH4-5000
Ull-22

To all aspiring folk musicians Rumor

has it lhat a Capital recordings talent

scout will be at Pattersons Folk night

,on,«M
Ull-lt

For Info leading to recovery of male dog

pari gold Kelriever & Setter Short II tan

hair, li months old I ost II I 71 564-0079

after I.

Ull-lt

Wedding gown with attached train

empire walsl. lulllet tltyW "«
Veneclan lace pear I

seed crown veil.

Best offer, call 540-1013

Ull-23

J.P. Happy Birthday Honey. Love J.C
1 1-19

Female desires traveling companion to

West (oasl. leaving around Dec. 1. Call

Joan (.Ipson 536-2203

UII-19

Happy Birthday Da\ld Love Paula

i vnu too Gary
iiri

Keward for return of lost wide gold

wedding ring Initials KMW to JSE 6/7/70

If found please call Jake 549-3016 or Kath>

-.19 llll.
Ull-lt

Overseas )obs for students Xustralla.

Europe. S. America. Africa, etc. All

prolessions A occupations. 1700 to I3OO0

monthly, expenses paid. otertlme.

sightseeing Free Information-write .lobs

Overseas. Depl. KB Box 15071. San Diego.

Calif 92115.
Ull-22

1N4VC 1511
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AMERICA
Dear America,

do you want to live in a

world of garbage? no. so don't

litter in the woods, help clean-up!

we are!
sincerely,

Mark's Meadow students

grades 2,3,4

APPLE CORPS
Bazaar -Dec. 12 -Sunday af-

ternoon-Anyone interested in

setting up a booth to sell anything

you make (crafts, silver, leather)-

Call Howy 66909 after 11pm.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
There will be a bus leaving

Whitmore on Saturday, at 12:45 pm
for the State school. All interested

people are welcome to attend. The

bus on the following week, on Sat.

the 27th will be cancelled due to

Thanksgiving vacation.

BELCHERTOWN
Course on mental retardation

(focused on State School) offered

at Mount Holyoke during January.

Anyone interested (or with some

ideas) call Mary Hancox 5863100,

2092.

BOLTWOOD BUS
Bus will be running Sunday for

the school play. Bus leaves

Whitmore at 6:05pm. Donations to

cover cost of bus. No programs

next week.
CHRISTIANS
Bus leaving for Florence Cong.

Church Sunday at 8:35 from in

front of the Newman Ctr ; at 8 : 37 at

the bus station opp, Morrill, 8:40 at

Hamlin and 8:45 at Emerson on

Univ. Dr.

Family time: Supper at the

Baptist Church at 5:30. Donations

for meal 50t. All invited.

CONCERT
Room to Move Concert: Tonight

at 8 PM in i Student Union

Ballroom; featuring: Flight, East

Jesus, Fat. Movies and lights by

Barry Schonhaut.

FILM
Sylvan Area-tonight at 7:30

flicks. Dracula, Pit & the Pen-

dulum, W.C.Fields shorts At

Worchester Dining Commons (blue

room).
"Beach Party'' with Frankie and

Annette. Tonight at 7:30 & 10.

Pierpont Lounge plus 3 cartoons.

GORMAN HOUSE BABYSITTER
SERVICE
Do you need a babysitter?

Available names & telephone*

registered in Gorman. Call 5464546

or 5469547.

HILLEL
Services at 7:30 in office. Oneg

Shabbat with students who have

studied in Israel will follow.

Lox & Bagel Brunch Sunday at

Ham/ Rabbi Axehor will speak on

Violence Nas Violence and the Jew
in the Hillel office.

HOME ECONOMICS UN-
DERGRADUATES
Come and discuss the newly

proposed course changes and

programs. If you don't come, don't

complain about requirement-

s/courses you have to take.

Skinner Aud at 7:30 pm Monday.

INTERNATION FOLK DANCING
Folk dancing tonight, 8pm-

midnight at Davis Ctr., Smith

College. Teaching till about 10.

Everyone is welcome.

IVCF
All Nighter Gang-Farley lodge,

9pm-7am. Come and stay as long

as you can. Bring your own things,

supper at 12 midnight.

JUDO STUDENTS
A special clinic this Sunday at

1:30 in Boyden wrestling room.

Black belts from Tohoku Judo club

will be visiting. Please come.

LECTURE
Mrs. Jackson, David Soloman,

and Willie Johnson (Ex-Soledad

Notices

prisoners) will speak at the 1st

Cong. Church in Amherst on

Sunday, Nov. 21 at 7pm. Everyone

is welcome. Shirley Chisholm,

Presidential candidate will speak

on "Face the Nation" at 11:30 on

Sunday.
MARY LYON KEG PARTY
Featuring Rush on Saturday,

from 8:30-12:30.

O.H. RESIDENTS
Saturday night's the night. All

are welcome to attend Free in

Field lounge at 7:30. Bring your

friends.

SOVIET JEWRY
Meeting Sunday night at 7:30 in

the Nantucket room. Plans will be

formulated for December's vigil

and fast day.

STUDENT SENATE GOVERN-
MENTAL AFFAIRS
Meeting will be held Sunday at

6pm in rm 801 CC. General laws

and constitutions will be discussed.

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP
Free-open to everyone -Sunday

at 2pm at CCrm 174.

WTOY
Bob Dylan in "Don't Look Back"

with Joan Baez and Donovan. A
film of Dylan's 1965 tour of

England, Tuesday at 7:30 and 9:30

in SU Ballroom.

LOST
Wedding ring, engraving JR &

WL. please return to CClost and

found or call 5367020 collect.

Wire rimmed glasses in black

case after 12:20 class on Monday.

If found call 68240.

Brown paper bag containing two

bottles of awful-testing solution

vital for experiment. Last seen in

Bartlett 310. If found call 67613

eves.

FOUND
Girl's blue crocheted hat in

Public Health Aud WkI. at 11am.

Call Elaime 61171.

PINNINGS
Rick Vogeley, '72, Kappa Sigma

to Kathy Pendergast, '74, KKG.
Ken Ford, '74, LCA to Maureen

Morley, '72, LDP.
Susan Magiera, '74, JQA to

William Feig, '74, US Naval

Academy.
ENGAGEMENTS

Phyllis Tagliente, '74, JQA to

Albert Rennie, '74, North Adams
State College.

Nancy Lee Berwick, '72, Rhode

Is. Jr. College to Russell Gordon

James, '72, Rolling Green Apts.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW«

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Librans. although gentle appearing, can

fight when they feel cause is right. These

persons have the creative fires necessary

for artists: They also are dedicated, con-

cerned with principles. You can push a

Libran only so far if you attempt to take

advantage of one born under this zodiacal

sign, be prepared to pay consequences.

Some famous persons born under Libra

include Max Schmeling, George C. Scott

and Artene Francis.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Plans which

have been blocked, thwarted now can be set

m motion. Be confident about future. Make
reservations, keep in touch with those at a

distance Iron out details. You're going

places.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Creative

efforts result now in favorable changes.

You are able to extricate yourself from

sticky situations. What appeared a finan

< ial restriction turns around in your favor.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Better

relations indicated in connection with mate,

business associate. Misunderstandings are

cleared; you gain public good will. Now is

lime to correct past mistakes Get facts on

record
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Vitality

makes reappearance You receive en

couragement from co worker, associate

One who had appeared to desert comes

back You are beneficiary. Take advantage

of opportunity.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Young persons

stimulate You are given credit overdue.

Money and emotional positions are more

secure Utilize innate sense of showman
ship Refuse to be depressed by perennial

skeptic

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Long rang

projects favored Improve home
surroundings Make necessary repairs

Correct any potential safety hazards. You

Family memberget things accomplished

will co operate

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Short journeys

indicated and favored. You can get special

messages across. Improve relations with

neighbors, close relatives. Be independent,

but also be willing to accept new concepts.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): Finances

gain momentum; means money picture is

brighter You collect what you seek. Be

selective. Stick to quality. Aquarius in

dividual aids in search which will be

successfully concluded

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Cir

cumstances fall into place You get going on

personal projects. Stress independence,

originality. Put brakes on diet. You exhibit

tendency now to go to extreme Avoid too

much of a good thing

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19): One. who

is quiet is working in your behalf. Know

this, respond accordingly Attend to

details Concentrate on slow steady

progress Don't overlook detail that ap

pears to be minor.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18) Accent on

obtaining desires You are rewarded for

efforts. Friendship could blossom. Be

receptive. Accept social invitation.

Member of opposite sex pays meaningful

compliment No need for excess modesty.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): One who

cares demonstrates affection You are

given moral support. Accept challenge You

are repaid for past, present efforts Accent

on career, standing in community. Prestige

rises

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY your

ideas are original, often unorthodox You

are capable of giving and taking criticism.

You abhor hypocrisy. You call shots as you

see them. Recent enterprise, opportunity is

due to pay dividends.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp.

GET 'EM

WHILE WE
HAVE EM

ACROSS

1 Mountains of

Europe
5 Ocean
8 Hurried

12 Girl's name
13 Chinese

pagoda

14 Roof edge

15 Plucky

17 Housekeeper

19 City in Italy

20 Specks

21 Wife of

Geraint

23 Melody

24 Aeriform
fluid

26 Sufferer from
Hansen's
disease

28 Obscure

31 Three-toed
sloth

32 French plural

article

33 Sun god

34 Lift with lever

36 Temporary
shelters

38 Place

39 Shield

41 Story

43 Bog down

45 Climbing
plant

48 Sings

50 More beloved

51 Wild buffalo

of India

52 The self

54 Abound

55 Remainder

56 Soak

57 Sums up

3 Things worth

striving for

4 Glossy fabric

5 Pigpen

6 Babylonian
deity

7 Dutch
measure

8 Surgical thread

9 Separated

10 Cry of

Bacchanals

11 Lairs

16 Labor

18 River in

Asia

22 Erases
(printing)

23 Snappish

24 Opening

25 Ventilate

27 Writing

implement

w
75

o
A L

o I N E
£ A 5 T
s L A T

29 Anger
30 Small rug

35 Longs for

36 Cash drawer

37 Transaction

38 Trapped

40 Gaze

42 Lasso

43 Mark left

by wound
44 Biblical weed
46 Want
47 Limbs
49 Weight of

India

50 Speck
53 Earth goddess

DOWN

Seaweed

Forsaken Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 19

W THE TIME U)E 6R0U) UP,

THE METRIC SYSTEM UJILL

PROBABLY BE OFFICIAL..

ONE INCH IS 2.5H CENTIMETER*..

ONE FOOT 16 0.3048 METERS ANP
ONE MILE I* 1.609 KILOMETERS...

'LL NEVER MEASURE ANYTHIN6

A6AIN AS L0N6 AS I LIVE !

by Johnny hart

.'&etter eer a &coo &z.\ponT\
VOUf^&LP, I'M AFPAtD I'VE COT \

BOtAB _BAD MEWS

.

J

Y0U <£AN RELAa A LITTLE,
NO MEWS IS THAT BAD. 1
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Dame Shuns
Post -Season Bid

( AP) — Notre Dame declared itself out of the post-season game

of musical chairs Thursday as pieces began falling into place-

unofficially -in the major college football bowls.

Under National Collegiate Athletic Association rules, promoters

aren't permitted to contact teams until 6 p.m. Saturday, local time,

in the area the team is playing.

Nevertheless, phones have been jangling all over the country for

a week, and some of the big bowls are reportedly set.

According to best inside information, they stack up this way:

ROSE BOWL Jan. 1-Michigan 10-0 vs. Stanford 7-3.

OKANGE BOWL Jan. 1-Nebraska 10-0 vs. Alabama 10-0.

SUGAR BOWL Jan. 1-Oklahoma 9-0 vs. Auburn 9-0.

COTTON BOWL Jan. i-Texas7-2 vs. Penn State 9-0.

GATOK BOWL Dec. 31-Georgia 9-1 vs. Arkansas 7-2-1.

BLUEBONNET BOWL Dec. 31-Colorado 8-2 vs. Houston 7-2.

FIESTA BOWL Dec. 27-Arisona State 8-1 vs. Florida State 6-3.

LIBERTY BOWL Dec. 20-Tennessee 6-2 vs. Air Force 6-3.

TANGERINE BOWL Dec. 28-Toledo 10-0 vs. Richmond 4-5 or

William & Mary 5-5.

PEACH BOWL —North Carolina 8-2 vs. Mississippi 8-2.

Announcement that the Fighting Irish, who for years maintained

a firm no-bowl attitude, would sit this one out came from Coach Ara

Parseghian in South Bend, Ind.

The coach said he took a sounding of the players and they voted

against bowl participation. The Irish this year failed to measure up

to expectations, losing to Southern California 28-14 and squeaking

past several other teams which they are supposed to overpower.

The Irish also have a tough game coming up Saturday night in

Baton houge, La., against Louisiana State. Notre Dame lost to

Texas in the Cotton Bowl Jan. 1, 1970, but came back to beat the

previously unbeaten Longhorns Jan. 1, 1971.

As usual the four big bowls -Orange, Sugar, Cotton and Rose -will

command the most attention, bringing into action six teams un-

beaten at the present time.

Thus the national championship may hinge on the Jan. 1 con-

tests as was the case last year when Nebraska, 17-12 winner over

1 Louisiana State in the Orange Bowl, won the title when Notre Dame

beat defending champion Texas in the Cotton Bowl and Ohio State

tell before Stanford in the Orange Bowl.

Bob Devaney of Nebraska, the country's winningest football

coach has been biding his time for another shot at Alabama since

the Crimson Tide beat his Cornhuskers in the Orange Bowl 39-28 in

1966 and repeated in the Sugar Bowl in 1967 by 34-7.

Coach Bear Bryant of Alabama, with one of his best squads, has a

londness for the Orange Bowl.

The national title could be decided in the Orange and Sugar

Bowls, with Michigan, now No. 3 in the AP poll, in position to stake

a claim with a triumph in the Rose Bowl.

Nebraska and Oklahoma, now ranked Nos. 1 and 2. respectively

clash in Norman, Okla., on Thanksgiving Day. Auburn and

Alabama rivals of long standing, match their perfect marks in a

Dream
NEW YORK (AP) — Three divisional leads at stake

and three others hanging in the balance.

It's a dream weekend for National Football League

fans -and a nightmare for prognosticators.

Dallas and Washington collide again for supremacy

in the National Conference East, San Francisco and

Los Angeles do the same in the West and

Baltimore invades Miami with the American Con-

ference East lead up for grabs.

And let's not forget that Minnesota, Chicago and

Detroit all have a shot at the NFC Central crown and

that, in the AFC, Oakland and Kansas City are still

slugging it out in the West while Pittsburgh and

Cleveland try to back into the Central title.

But enough stalling. The view from this vantage

point is that the Cowboys will haul out a chunk of

revenge and beat the Redskins, the Rams will gallop

by the shaken 49ers and the Dolphins' air show will be

too much for the Colts.

And keep an eye on the action in Cincinnati, where

the Bengals will return to AFC Central contention, and

in Buffalo, where the Bills will finally upset

somebody.
So, following a 9-4 weekend that put the nine-week

record at (18-42-7 for a .618 percentage, here's what to

expect .

Dallas 24, Washington 20: The Redskins' "Over-the-

1 1 ill Gang'' is anything but washed up -but the same

goes lor the Cowboys' reawakening Doomsday

Defense. Dallas, though, is regaining its confidence as

well behind Roger Staubach while Washington is

looking over its shoulder. And memories of the loss at

home to the Skins will give the Cowboys the final

Pusn ™i_ n
Los Angeles 31, San Francisco 21: The Rams

- stunned San Francisco six weeks ago and they did it

without Roman Gabriel, who has returned to pinpoint

form. That, plus a jazzy running attack, will be

enough to outshine John Brodie and the erratic 49ers.

Miami 34, Baltimore 27: History is on the side of the

proud Colts -but they haven't got anything to match

the Dolphins' Bob Griese-to-Paul Warfield com-

bination -not even Johnny Unitas. Nor can they shut

down Miami's ground game forever

Cincinnati 28. Houston 14: Believe it or not, the

Bengals are only two games out of first in their

division despite a dismal 2-7 record. And with Virgil

Carter back, they'll cut up the Oilers' pass defense.

Buffalo 21, New York Jets 17: Just a hunch. Kicking

away their chance for victory last week did nothing

for the spirit of the Jets, who had to struggle in the

teams' first meeting. Two of the Bills' last three losses

have been by less than a touchdown.

Minnesota 20, New Orleans 9: If Ed Hargett and the

Saints pull this one out they deserve an honorary berth

in the Super Bowl. But don't worry. They won't even

dent the Vikings' granite defense.

Chicago 20, Detroit 17: The Bears have made

believers of a lot of people as well as themselves while

the Lions are beginning to wonder what's going

wrong. Chicago will make its own breaks and defense

Detroit out of the NFC Central race.

Pittsburgh 28, New York Giants 21: Terry Brad-

shaw just keeps bombing along. The Giants are once

again without a consistent running game to com-

plement Fran Tarkenton's passing.

New England 31, Cleveland 24: Jim Plunkett may

be virtually the entire Patriots' offense but that's all

they'll need to upset the sagging, disheartened

Browns.
Kansas City 24, Denver 13: Len dawson is crafty

enough to pick apart the Broncos' defense. And the

threat of the bomb to Otis Taylor will give the Chiefs a

chance to run as well.

Oakland 38, San iego 21: John Hadl will sting the

Raiders a few times -but not nearly as many times as

the Chargers will feel the bite of Daryle Lamonica,

Pete Banaszak, George Blanda & Co.

Philadelphia 20, St. Louis 13: Another upset hunch.

The smooth-cheeked Eagles are putting together a

commendable defense and the hot-and-cold Cardinals

wont break through it with the big play enough times.

Green Bay 20, Atlanta 17: Being shut out last week

will have the Packers sky-high. However, the Falcons

won't be up after last week's last-minute loss to the

Giants.

Namath Returns To Practice

Li&2!CJiU^^ 3£££$23222S«3e3:

Could B.C. Lose?

Buy around trip bus ticket to

B.C. Game & see!

NOV. 20

Departure 10:30 a.m.

CC. BUS CIRCLE

BUY NOW |6
RSO OFFICE

or call

Student Senate
Bus Service

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

Winter
Coats

$7.50 to $25.95

Parkas
$24.95

to

$39.95

Open to 10: 00 p.m.

Ack Ack
kARCADIA. Calif. (AP) — Ack

Ack, a leading candidate for 1971

Horse of the Year honors in

thoroughbred racing, has been

retired and will head for stud at

Kentucky's famed Claiborne Farm
shortly.

Trainer Charlie Whittingham,

who handles the 5-year-old bay for

the Forked Lightning Ranch of

Buddy Fogelson and his actress

wife, Greer Garson, confirmed the

retirement Thursday.

"We've been thinking along

these lines for some time," said

Whittingham. himself a candidate

for trainer of ten year laurels.

"Ack Ack, after all, is five and will

soon turn six, and there's not much

else left for him to do.

"There is a matter of weights, of

course, which can put a horse out

of business. Ack Ack has been

spotting other horses 7, 8. 10 pound

and kept winning."

Purchased for a

reported $500,000 by Fogelson

after the death of the breeder.

(apt. Harry F Guggenheim, a

year ago. Ack Ack won such

classics the past year as the Santa

Anita Handicap and the Hollywood

Gold Cup. the latter under an

unprecedented 134 pounds. Jockey

Bill Shoemaker was Ack Ack's

regular rider for Whittingham.

His career record included 19

wins and six seconds in his 27 starts

and more than $600. (MX) in purses

A colic ailment put Ack Ack

temporarily on the sidelines after

the Hollywood Park meeting,

depriving him of a chance to

campaign in the East

NEW YORK (AP) — Joe
Namath of the New York Jets

worked at quarterback with the

club's offensive unit Thursday for

the first time since an exhibition

game injury, but said afterward he

was not yet ready to return to

action.

T certainly haven't worked hard

enough to decide if I'm healthy,"

Namath said after the hour and 50-

minute drill. "But right now I know

I'm not. If I'm healthy 111 play. It's

my job to play if I can."

Namath hasn't played since he

tore up his left knee in an

exhibition game against Detroit

Aug. 7. He has been working with

the club recently but Thursday's

drill marked the first time he had

run the offensive unit.

"His throwing is not as good as it

could be." said Coach Weeb
Ewbank.
Namath also criticized his own

efforts.

"I did not feel completely con-

fident setting up out there," he

said. "I'm not satisfied with my
timing, but how can you be after

one day? But I do feel better than

I've felt in a long time."

Demo and Used Equipment
Available

returns

©h? Pub

Used

:

SANSUI 350, 32 watt rms receiver. A good receiver in

great shape. List $199.95

PIONEER T3306 Stereo Cassette Deck. 6 months old -

owner traded up. List $149.95

TEAC 4010-S Auto Reverse, 3 Motor Deck. List $499.95

AZTEC PICASSO loudspeakers, 1 year old. List $220.00

pair

AMPEX 1100, Open Reel Tape Recorder, as is

EPI Model 601 speakers, $500 list. the pair

Demonstration Units
TEAC Model A1200U, list $299.50

AZT EC Rembrandt Speakers, 10" Woofer, 4 x 10 horn, 2

x 6 horn, extremely effecient. Will run with most any

arnp. List $339 the pair. the pair

EPI model 601, demonstrators, scratched but you can't

hear it (new guar.). $500 list — the pair

STANDARD 40 watt RMS Receiver, a powerhouse at the

price.

STANDARD SR180DK deluxe Cassette Deck. ..probably

the best in terms of performance available

MIKADO 30 watt RMS Receiver, FM, needs work but

great amplifier for the money. List $199.95

TOYO 4 Channel Cartridge Player w/speakers. List

$229.95

All used equipment has 7 day money back guarantee.

Demonstrators carry full factory warranty.

$110.00

$90.00

$175.00

$130.00

$25.00

$250.00

$250.00

$220.00

$375.00

$170.00

$120.00

$95.00

$140.00

Next Week

Amherst Audio"
197 No. Pleasant St. Open Fridays till 9: 00

r r.
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Redmen Finale At BC
B\ DAN KAMAL

The end is near Like tomorrow

at Boston College starting at 1 :30.

For 18 seniors it really is the end:

tor the rest of the squad it's the end

of a fair, but potentially good

season Potentially good because a

win against BC would make any

kind of season a good season for

LIMass
Wednesday at the Varsity M

V A«uafft**rTW

Satly (EflUpgian

SPORTS
club Luncheon. Dick MaePherson
noted that his team was at an in-

credible emotional high. Does he

think his squad might be "too

high
-

' for the game''

"No. this is a senior group

They've been through it before.

they've played BC twice and

recognize the fact that they've

been in both games. They're not

awed; they have a great desire to

beat them and recogni/.e that it will

take a minimum of mistakes to do

it
"

MaePherson feels that the

Redmen are 'really stepping up"

when they play a team the caliber

of Boston College. He called the

Ragle program "the finest in New
England."
MaePherson was just noting a

couple of facts about a real good

football team But he also added

something: "The reason that

we've done so well in the Yankee
Conference is that when we play-

outside the Conference we play

better football teams than the

other Yankee Conference clubs.

BC is one of those clubs. Now the

task is to convince the players that

they're capable of beating them."

Although Kagle coach Joe

Yukicka has called this year's

team his best all-around club since

taking over the head coaching

position at The Heights. BC is not

invulnerable.

The team got behind early and

made a lot of mistakes against

West Virginia. The result -a 42-14

defeat Last week against Nor-

thern Illinois the Ragles had to

come from a loo deficit at the half

to beat a supposedly far inferior

club.

When the Ragles are "on"

though, they have it all. As Mae-
Pherson noted. "BC has speed at

the outside receivers, size and

strength at the offensive line, a

good running and throwing

quarterback, a powerback and a

speedhaek." The UMass eoaeh was
equally impressed with their

defense
The players he was talking about

specifically are ends Mel Briggs

and Rd Rideout (who is

questionable with a bad knee),

quarterback Ray Wayland,
powerback Bill Thomas, and
speedback Tom Bogus. On defense

he cited senior linebackers Kevin

Clemente ("he always makes the

play that kills you") and Lou Silva

and defensive ends Greg Broskie

and Mike Mucci I "who will make it

tought on the sweeps.")

UMass has had an outstanding

practice week so far according to

MaePherson He seems to think his

guys are ready. The team is

relatively healthy although split

end Bob Cabrelli and lineman Tom
Mullen have not practiced all week
and are questionable

Tomorrow is also the last game
in the first year for MaePherson at

I'Mass He reflected briefly on the

season: "From a coaching stand-

point we're dissatisfied, but we're

extremely happy the way this thing

has turned around." He was
talking about a 1-3 record that now

__ stands at 4-3-1 . What will it take for

the record to read 5-3-1 after

Saturday?
"We're going to have to take

away what they like to do best.

Thev like to control the ball on the

Metawampe's Picks
As one assistant said so

recently. "I came so long for

this"'" I charge into my last

week at picking mere mortals

who make Jimmy the Greek
look like a defected oujia

board, who make the experts

look like beginners and who
make me look like. well, name
your poison to this one. But
what ;i way to end it all. with

the Kagle... brings back
memories of my people and
w hen I pick these games I just

may need them behind
me ..sort of like moral sup-

port alter picking these I

may need support from the

Red Jock Well, here I go off

into oblivion... What was the

name of that place in Hemp-
stead'1

No matter how much I wiggle

and dance.

I can tell my boys don't have a

chance
BC42 UMass 14

Michigan is facing Ohio State.

The Buckeyes will rally, but

much too late.

Michigan 38 Ohio State 22

Tl IK OK FAT (INK?

The Bruins are playing the

Trojans this week.
The Trojans will make the

Bear mightv meek.
USC 30 UCLA 19

It san Ivy biggv with Harvard ~, ,, . . , ~ „ „.
, ,. ,

^H - The Huskies and Cross are set
and i ale

f

Harvard stinks. Bulldogs
fhis" timTthe dog is barking

Pl

'vale 28 Harvard 10
UP

JJ* ££ l

J£ r ,nUConn 17 Holv Cross 10

The Irish are playing LSI'.

Ara will win < whoopee do).

Notre Dame 81

Notre Dame 31 LSI' 20

Oklahoma will be husking

corn for Turkey Day meal

The sooner it's over, the better

they'll feel

Nebraska 28 Oklahoma 17

ANYONE FOB A PIC PILE?-Go to Boston College tomorrow and you just may see this same style of

gang tackling bv both teams. It always happens in a big game. < MI)( photo by Bob Medeiros)

option They also use the passing cellent position type patterns."

game well to complement the "We can't give them any special-

running game and they run ex- team points and we can't give them

good field position."

Certainly a large order.

Hoopsters Play Charity Game

Tuesday Night At The Cage
B\ FAKLFBAKKOI.L

Mike Pagliara and RickVogeley have one thing in

common with the track team. ..and it's not tying on

spikes

What these two do have in common thought per-

sonifies the attitude of all athletes on this campus and

that's the goodwill of the athletes towards each other

and the willingness of them to help each other out in

time of need.

And for this reason Mike and Rick sat down during

this past summer and decided to make plans for a pre

season varsity freshman basketball game to make
money lor a Memorial Track Fund in the names of

Tom Jasmin and Mark Robinson, two former UMass
trackmen who died m traffic accidents this past

summer
The plans thev set out arc now a reality and on

Tuesday night. NOVEMBER 23 at 730 in Curry Hicks

Cage the varsity and freshmen will put on a game that

will serve the purpose of previewing the season ahead

and most importantly to raise money for the track

scholarship The donation is one dollar.

Tickets can be purchased from any members of the

varsity and freshman track and basketball teams.

Irom the track and basketball offices and from the

( ullegian on Sunday and Monday nights. They can

also be purchased at the door before the game.

Yesterday at practice Vogeley and Pagliara

recalled their feelings in making this decision over the

summer.
Pag and I worked this summer up here ( UMass I

and talked the idea over We never knew Tom or Mark

personally but we knew the hard work and dedication

they put in and we thought it would be nice to have a

game to raise money for a scholarship for the track

team which doesn't have any money for this."

Vogeley said

Pag added. "We heard a lot of nice things about

these two and lelt we could set up a game to make
money lor the scholarship."

Each year major colleges around the country have

this l\ pe of game in which the new freshmen play the

\arsit> Boston College lor instance had their game a

couple of days ago
As Vogeley pul it. "This game will serve as a

showcase for the season ahead and also to raise

money for the scholarship." And he added. "You can't

spend enough money for three things -education, food

and a good chance like this."

After these two formulated their idea they went to

coach Jack Leaman who mentioned it to track coach

Ken O'Brien when the two were driving to a com-
mittee meeting this summer.
"Jack and I were driving along." O'Brien recalled.

and he mentioned to me that Pag and Rick had

thought up this game
"I had had some thought about it myself but

couldn't find a way to bring it about and this was a

Ureal opportunity to set the game up."

Leaman himself is proud of Vogeley and Pag "As a

coach I'm proud to think that our people can think of a

good cause like this

1 hope to make this an annual affair to make a lot

ol good come out of this
"

Grapplers Compete In Pa. Tourney
By JOHN BOCK

A small contingent of the UMass
wrestling team are on the road to

Fast Stroudsburg. Pennsylvania

this weekend to participate in the

Fast Stroudsburg Open Wrestling

Tournament This tournament is

one of the largest preseason
tournaments m the country Last

year it attracted more than BO
wrestlers from all over the

country.

The spectators numbered more
than ten thousand for the two days

that the tournament was in

progress and they saw some NCAA
champions. AAU champs and high

school wrestlers going at it for top

honors
Last year UMass didn't have any

placers but was well represented

by its NFIWA champs. This year

Coach Barr is taking Dave Amato.
Joe Phillips. Bruce Buckbee. Carl

Dambman. John Connolly. Steve

Bennson. Peter Rock. Barry
Godowsky. Dick Muri and Shelly

Goldberg
These grapplers are going

largely on their own as the

University season is still three

weeks away. The Varsity M Club
has endorsed the team in this

venture by helping defray some of

the lodging expenses
In years past, this participation

in the tournament has given the

Redmen an opportunity to preview
some ol their competition and has

shown them what kind of overall

shape they were in Whatever
happens, the experience gained by

the team will be invaluable and
they might bring back a feather in

their cap

Poor Richard's
A Weekly Magazine

Yowza! Yowzah! Great Ball/a Fire!

By LLOYD ADAI 1ST

One night recently I was privileged to

be in Orchard Hill when a stag film

was shown in the second floor lounge ol

Dickinson House Unfortunately. I

arrived late and missed the titles as I

entered, the disrobing scene was in its

final moments
stag films are an Interesting

phenomenon, and the reason lor this

little review is that it sort of com
plcments Frank Baglione's article In

last weeks Poor Richards. There Seems
ii be something in the i tilt ut at ion ol the

average. American male, and a number
hi females as well, that draws them to

this sort of film I have a feeling, and it

was reinforced bj m\ most recent

•experience" with a stag film, thai a

great number Ol males might go to see

these Cinenategraphic extravaganzas

for comparative reasons, i e how long is

his compared to mine or how long was
he inside her what position s did the)

use cu I'm the heterosexual]) inex

perienced or insecure, therefore -.m^

lilms can either be a boon or a bane to

the ego depending on how that person
stand- up" In Mie actors in the him
The iilm opened, as prp\ musk stated

with a disrobing *cene followed i>\ one
ni [he two women havine fellatio with

the man while the other women fondled

the first's breasts Then the two women
took turns sitting on Ihe man's lace and

penis. finally the male had intercourse

in the "normal'' position with one of the

females
In general Ihe actors seemed to have

\er\ little tun in the movie, but who
Knows perhaps the) are good Calvinists

and think thai sex -houldn t be tun Nor

were the positions the) used ver)

original It i
s to be hoped that the

average I Mass student has more fun

Mi, in ihew Ihi ee did as it is rumoi i d

i|i,i! tin- Iilm was made m ol all placi

Kelehcrlown l>% three ol our lellow

students

Perhaps the most tun part about

seeing a slag Iilm is the comments made
by the audience In general the male
members had been drinking heavily so

their comments were all the more
iss Kui the most interesting thing

about the audience was ihe facl that

while males had no tears oi going right

in ,md watching the iilm ver\ lew

females went into the lounge rather

Ibex staved out m Ihe corridoi

I ched tin ough (|
i W )>•» dr

|| about our -hi

1 1 due

laven I Ih

inea
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The Family That Stays Together

Hasbeen stroke into the office, sur

prised at finding our hero not in the

middle office; no. not in his comfortable

position of power and grace, but in the

newsroom, squatting behind a thrown-

up wall of steel and glass.

•Harrumph What's this'.' Have you

lost your position What's come over

you?"
Our hero raised his head sadly.

My world has come apart. The

ceiling has come in on me. Woe is me."

•Nonsense. Harrumpph. harrumph.

Look, here's what we can do. I have in

my hand here a one-hundred dollar bill.

You have a load of worries on your

shoulders. Why don't we repair to a

place of ill repute and I'll treat you to an
evening of pleasure and amusement."
He conducted our hero forthwith to the

nearest place of ill repute, and the two
entered, giving their coats to the little

lady in the closet by the door.

"Ahhh, 'tis a sumptious place."

Hasbeen hooked his thumbs into his

vest pockets and chewed vigorously on
his cigar.

Our hero stood beside Hasbeen
choking on cigar smoke.
"Hmmmmm, that's a ripe young

tomatoe." Hasbeen watched a young
miss prance by.

Eats Potter's Pot-Pies Together.

•I'll just follow this up right now, if

you don't mind."
Hasbeen started off after the young

lady, leaving our hero in the lobby in

confusion He looked about in distress

and his eyes locked onto the steely glare

coming from an Arab across the lobby.

The two stood motionless, glaring deep

into the other's head. Finally the Arab
walked over to our hero.

••Meester Hasbeen has caught up
weeth yoou. I see

The Arab twirled his long and curly

mustache

Our hero gave this Arab a penetrating

stare, trying to divine the goodness or

the badness of this man.
The Arab looked back dully

"Meester Hasbeen is a friend of

mine," he hissed. "He o*cs me 97

piasters for a telephone beeel. I weeel
keeel heem."
He pulled a small green eggplant out

of his back pocket and slapped into the

palm of his hand repeatedly. Our hero

began to feel the first tinges of panic

running through him. His mind raced,

trying to figure out a good comeback for

With A Light Flaky Outer Crust,

this surly stringer. The Arab continued
to stare at him.

"Let me go or I'll tell everyone about
Ruth Lovelace

"

Our hero's voice began to take on a
strange quiver.

"Ruuuth Lovelace. Sooo. you know
about her. hmmmm° Weill, we'll see
about thees. Move!"
He proded our hero not too gently with

the eggplant The two went back out of

the lobby and out to a waiting car.

Where are we going " asked our
hero.

And A Scrumptious Filling Besides.

wandered back downstairs to find our

hero But. as you all know, our hero had
been kidnapped by the Arab and
whisked away to the Big 33. where the

torture was about to begin

Here, have anotheer toke!

How odd. Our hero has apparently
decided to disappear. I wonder where he
could have gone

"

Hasbeen paced the thickly carpeted
floor, thinking to himself and smoking a

ilver Dipe

Toke!
•Disturbing First, our hero decides

to come with me. then he decides to

desert me But I won't let it bother me,
I'll just wander over and sec the Arab

"

He walked outride to find his car. his

precious Vega stolen. And he knew.
\rah had come for the

here was nothing he

the way to tin

ver he had ,\w idea
*

s >ck now
ail> eggplant

wh>
.

that must be
red nt i to!'

"Never you mind. Just get inn and
keeep your mouth shut."

The Arab thumped our hero with the

eggplant, twice for practice, then he
hauled back and clubbed our hero on the

base of the neck. Our hero crumpled into

the back seat of the Vega, that stolen

Vega, that exquisite piece of sculpted

steel and glass and rubber. The Arab
jumped behind the wheel and the Vega
sped away from the curb, leaving

exhaust vapors in the fog.

About this time Hasbeen finished his

ministrations with the young lady and

I!'

ie

He
Take another toke!

He hustled over the the Big 33. pounded
up the stairs through the former home of

Excitable Richard, pulled the door off

its hinges, charged up another flight of

stairs and into the kitchen, and he was
right

There, in the middle of the kitchen
floor, with his arms tied behind his

hack, knelt our hero. Before him stood a

stove and on top of the stove was the pot

of eggplant Our hero was close to

passing out The Aral) was sitting at the

table with Mr O'Neil. drinking a bottle

Or two of lleinekin's
"Well, here you arc my friend. 1 must

talk to \ou about these phone bills."

"llarrumphh I've been meaning to

talk to you about that." said Hasbeen.
He dug into his pocket and pulled out his

roll w huh ho handed to the Arab
W hat rlii got? id the Arab

' Medium big i eplied Hasbeen
"But gel this garbage out ol the kit

ehon

An Expression of Black Spirit

Take Two
The Development Of Crestdale, New York

Part I, Initial Preparations
The following is a summation

of a planning meeting held by
the Black American New
Communities Organization
(B.A.N.CO.) in the Central
Harlem Black Cultural Center in

New York City on September
20th, 1982. Representatives
came from urban and suburban
black communities in Boston.

New York, Philadelphia.
Camden, New Jersey, Hartford,

New Haven, and several nor-

thern New Jersey cities such as

Newark, East Orange, Teaneck,
and Patterson. There was a

concensus that even though
many suburbs are accepting

blacks, they are doing so

grudgingly. Many of the

suburban representatives
argued that it is about time for

blacks to ask themselves
whether or not it is worth it to

integrate. This is because to

integrate, means to become
assimilated; and to become
assimilated usually means to

give up ones' own cultural

heritage. Everyone agreed that

what white suburbs have to offer

is not and will never be sufficient

enough to warrant the loss of our

cultural identity.

The chairman of the

organization, Lawrence
Abramson, of Great Neck, Long
Island, pointed out that the

organizations' initial task was to

get the funds that will be needed

to start building new black

communities. One represen-
tative. Mr. Eugene Hawkins
from Newton. Massachusetts, a

suburb of Boston, said that

before he can go to people to

elicit funds, he would have to

have some idea about where the

communities would be located.

At this point, there was con-

siderable debate. The New
Jersey contingent demanded
that the site of the new com-
munities be in their state; the

Massachusetts residents said

that they wanted it to be in their

state, etcetera. The feuding

subsided when Mr. Hawkins
read the following article that

appeared in the June 9th edition

of the Albany Daily News:
A huge area of land

located approximately

forty miles southwest of

Albany has been
designated as the site of a

satellite city, the con-

struction of which will be

subsidized by the federal

government. It is hoped
that the city, which will

be called Rosemont, will

provide close to a quarter

of a million jobs.

Following a brief discussion, it

was decided that Metropolitan

Rosemont would be an ideal site

for the communities, especially

since the price of land in that

section of New York State is

very low. Another question arose

because of the disen-

franchisement of New Yorkers,

Bostonians, etc. since blacks

became a majority in these

cities For those of you who are

not aware of it. representation in

the NewYork. New Jersey,

Massachusetts and Connecticut

state legislature is now deter-

mined by county instead of the

one-man, one-vote principle. The

natural solution that the

organizations' representatives

came up with was to form an

entirelv new county. Since the

New York State legislature

would have to approve of it, this

would encompass a great deal of

political maneuvering, but it

certainly will be done

At this point the discussion

returned to the issue at hand;

how to raise funds. A report on

the alternatives was delivered

by Oscar Adams, a represen

tative from New York City They

were:

First, a corporation, which

auild have the name of the first

town, which at this point is

unnamed, could be set up, from
which people could buy stocks,

by way of the New York Stock

Exchange.
Second, people could be asked

to make free donations.

Third, the organization could

go to Washington to demand that

reparations should be given as a
payment for the exploitation of

black labor during slavery.

Fourth, a corporation, which
would have the name of the first

town, would sell bonds in black

neighborhoods through black
publications only.

Fifth, a fund raising meeting
could be held with black
millionaires and other in-

fluential blacks to elicit support.

The first proposal was im-

mediately rejected because the

corporation would be backed or

supported with capital from
white liberals who would un-

doubtedly want to have
something to say about what the

communities should be like. The
second proposal was also

rejected for this reason and
because the inevitable question

that would be raised in this case

is, "Are all of the donations

being used for the development
of the towns, or is some of it

being skimmed off the top?".

The representative from
Montclair, New Jersey, George
Davis, a member of the middle

class, objected to the rejection of

this proposal on the basis that he

believed that blacks are no

longer suspicious of each other.

One New York City represen-

tative replied, "Baby, you been

out in the sticks so long you don't

know what's happnin' no more".
This cut open some old wounds
that need not be discussed. Let it

suffice to say that this nearly

brought and end to the meeting

Before the third proposal was
discussed, the chairman. Mr.

Abramson said:

I want to make it clear

right now that I am
violently opposed to the

idea of going to

Washington or any other

place to beg for handouts.

This project is one that, I

feel, should involve only

black people. I know what
you're going to say. I

know that there aren't

very many wealthy
blacks, but I have faith in

the black workingmen. At

this point I believe that

our proposal will be

accepted by them.
Gentlemen, I advise you

to take what I have just

said into consideration

before you make a

decision on this proposal.

Thank you.

Abdal Bakimu, one of the

representatives from
Philadelphia said:

Right on, Abramson. I

can dig where you're

coming from You can't

have any kind of

revolution if you're going

to go to your oppressors

begging their help. Now.
the best idea on this list of

proposals, as far as I'm

concerned is the next

one; the one that would
necessitate the unity of

black people And let's

face it. if black folks don't

go for it, we may as well

forget it.

Mr. Abramson then said,

I want everyone to

remember that if we
adopt Proposal »4. it will

mean that we are almost

completely shutting out

whites.

Mr Bakimu retorted.

Not nearly enough baby,

not enough To make sure

no honkies try to get in on

our thing we should make
it so that only people who

own the community
bonds are allowed to

move into it.

Mr. Davis, the representative

from Montclair intercedes:

Are you out of your mind,

Mr. Bakimu? That's
racism, besides, it's

illegal.

How do you know that,

are you some kind of

lawyer?, Mr. Bakimu
asked.

Mr David said tersely,

No, I'm not, but...

Mr. Richard Curruthers, the

representative from suburban
Philadelphia said,

I'm an attorney. Now let

me make sure I un-

derstand you Mr.
Bakimu. Would you like

to propose that we make
the town's bonds the only

negotiable currency for

the purpose of buying a

home or renting an
apartment in the town?
That's what I said, bdby,

replied Mr. Bakimu.

Mr. Abramson then asked.

Does anyone second Mr.
Bakimu's proposal?

Curtis Jones, the represen-

tative from Newark, New Jersey

said,

I second it.

Mr. Davis said angrily.

Wait a minute. Wait one
goddamn minute. Are we
going to sit here and
allow this to happen? Are
we going to accede to this

blatant racism? Is our

aim to humiliate the

whites as much as they

have humiliated us? Are
we destined to repeat the

infantile acts that they

have done? I know that

we're better than that.

Mr. Bakimu rose and nearly

shouted,

I don't mind telling you
Mr. Davis that you ain't

nothing but a jive ass,

hankerchief head nigger.

If you don't dig what's

happnin' you scurry back
into your hole over in

Montclair.

How dare you, you young
punk. I ought to...

Mr. Abramson, upon seeing

Mr Davis rise with his fist

clenched:

Gentlemen, please
restrain yourselves. The
only way this proposal

will be decided upon is by
voting. I fully understand

your viewpoints, but let's

let the other represen-

tatives decide. Besides,

how will people feel about

our ideas if they read in

the newspapers that

there was a brawl at our

first planning meeting?

jokingly he continued,

You know we got to

change our image.

Mr. Bakimu said, mockingly,

Yeah Davis, baby, be

cool. You don't know
nobody to say that the

only thing that happened
at this meeting was that

some rowdy niggers was
acting up. do you?

The proposal passed by a slim

margin
Mr. Abramson said af-

terwards:

I'm disheartened about

the acceptance of this

proposal but I'll have to

live with it. However, I

believe that we should

include in that policy a

provision for its'

elimination if the

residents of the town or

towns so decide.

The representatives voted

unanimously in favor of the

nullification clause. The next

topic of discussion was what

general philosophy should be

presented to people to foster

by Nathaniel W. Hayden
interest in the communities. The
representative from Camden.
New Jersey. John Mercado,
suggested that a list of five

major reasons for the

development of independent
black communities be drawn up.

The list that was finally com-
piled after 'considerable debate

is as follows:

1) For the first time in the

North, we want to provide for

our people an alternative to a

depressing ghetto or an op-

pressive lily-white suburb.

2) For the first time, we want
to make it possible for Black
Northerners to control their own
schools, police and other
municipal services.

3) For the first time, we want
lo see if Black capitalism will

work in the North. All of the

stores and shops in the town or

towns will be owned and
operated by blacks.

4) For the first time in the

North, we want to create black

towns which project a positive

image to our youngsters, one
which they will want to emulate
.vhen they become adults.

5) To foster the development
of towns such as the ones we are

building so that no black person

will be reluctant to move to one
if he feels as if he would like to

live and bring up his children in

a black environment.
Mr. Abramson then said that it

had not been decided what class

of black people should be en-

couraged to move into the towns.

Mr. Hawkins said that the most
sensible thing to do would be to

encourage middle and upper
class blacks to come first. They
would be able to set up the

organizations which the

working-class and lower-middle

class blacks could later become
part of. Also, if the upper class

are the first residents, they will

be able to establish jobs for the

lower classes until businesses

move in. This includes all of the

service jobs: mailmen, house

cleaners, lawn tenders, etcetera.

Several representatives stressed

the importance of preventing the

town or towns from becoming
just rich black neighborhoods.

Mr Bakimu said on the matter:

This project won't mean
shit if the towns are

composed of a lot of rich

black people. We've
always had sections for

the bourgeoisie Now's
the time to do something
for the average black

man.
Although there were a few

minor protests by several of the

suburban representatives, peace

was maintained.

Mr. Abramson said.

The next task before us

now is to decide upon a

name for the first town. I

propose Crestdale. It's a

combination of the names
of two already existing

towns in New York,
Crestwood and Scar-
sdale.

Mr. Bakimu immediately
responded negatively. He said,

I have heard of both of

those towns. Aren't they

rich-type white suburbs?

Mr. Mercado. the represen-

tative from Camden said at this

point,

I think it would be stupid

to waste time debating

about what the name of

the town is going to be.

Why don't we just vote on

it? Or better yet, if you
have any suggestions,
Mr. Bakimu, will you let

them be known right on''

Yes, I have several

suggestions. They are:

1

)

New Harlem
2) New Nairobi

3) Mount Salaam
4) Salaam Village

5) Afriqueville

Would anyone else like to

propose a few names?
No one did therefore a vote

took place. Surprisingly, an
equal number approved of

Crestdale and New Nairobi.

Therefore it was decided that the

(irst would be named Crestdale

and the second one New Nairobi.

Mr. Abramson adjourned the

meeting with the following

statement:
Gentlemen, we have
covered all of the issues

on the agenda, and I must
say that I am pleased

Our next meeting will

take place next week at

the same time. At that

time we will discuss the

following: What type of

housing units should be

built in Crestdale: Who
will be the contractors

and architects: What will

the general layout of the

city be: For example,

should it be a cluster of

small villages or should it

be just one huge town
with, perhaps, all of the

shopping facilities,

schools, and municipal
services in the center or

should they be spread

out 9 Once again I'd like

to thank you all for

coming
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Books

Review: The Mafia Is Not An
Equal Opportunity Employer

by Nicholas Gage. 179 pp
McGraw-Hill. $5.95.

By FRANK M. BAGMONE

In the year 1282 in the city of

Palermo. Sicily the natives of

that island rose against their

French rulers in the rebellion

known as the Sicilian Vespers.

The motto of the uprising, which

lo the credit of the Italians

The Family That Stays Together
.!_« »_ . •••_ • „„ ¥__ /-«_i u_ »u„ I..., ,!,,.• nf o ricihtu It ic nnt :k C.'iiic hiivh an Till

The
Mafia

not
an

Equal
Opportunity
Employer

Nicholas
cage

displays their ineptness at

slogan making, was "Morte alia

Francia Italia anela!" (Death to

the French is Italy's cry' I After

the successful rebellion a secret

organization was formed tc

protect poor Sicilians. This

organization took as its name
Mafia, derived from the first

letters of the motto of the in-

surrection.

Sometime during the end of

the nineteenth century, its

character and goals already

changed, the Mafia came to

America within the first wave of

Italian immigration. And today.

after a violent and capable

struggle, the Mafia is an in-

stitution as complex and
sprawling as any American
corporation. It is this later-day

organization, sometimes called

the Mafia, sometimes the Cosa

Nostra, that investigative

reporter Nicholas Gage explores

in his book.

In the first part of his story

Gage aims at clearing up some
confusion as to the nature and

character of the organization.

Surprisingly, his first task is to

convince his readers that there

is in fact such an organization.

Many (people) honestly believe

that the Mafia is a fiction

created by the media and law

enforcement agencies." Why
has there been no infiltration of

the Mafia by the FBI; why are

there no instances of a member
using the word "Mafia" in

conversations taped by the

police, and why is Joseph
Valachi the only man to have

come forward and say he is a

member?
Gage answers these doubts by

raying, first, that the word
Mafia lias long been dropeed

within the organization where
the terms the "outfit," the

"arm." or the "office" are now
used Secondly, the FBI.

although it has received In-

formation about the Mafia from
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members with various reasons

for talking, will not allow its

officers to join any group where

the agent may be called upon to

commit a serious crime. And
besides the recent disclosures

given by Valachi, other Mafioso.

like Tony Nataro and Nicola

Gentile, have come forward to

testify about their "families."

There are twenty-six Mafia

"families." operating in twenty-

one metropolitan areas in tbe

United States. For the most part

their leadership is Italian but,

and here is the second myth
Gage attacks, you certainly need

not be Italian to be in the Mafia.

Irving Wexler. Arnold
Hothstein. John T. Noland I Legs

Diamond). Owney Madden.
William Dwyer and Meyer
Lansky were just a few of the

non-Italians who ruled parts of

the underworld since 1920

despite the opposition to working

with non-Italians, on the part of

the older "?>ustache Petes."

Indeed. Meyer Lansky. though

recenly forced to flee to Israel

because IS police were closing

in on him. is still a major figure

in the empire run by organized

crime

Lemsky lias ,ia(1 a terrific

impact on underworld
operations. Convincing the

syndicate that it should de-em-

phasize such high risk en-

terprises like narcotics,

prostitution, and murder-by-
contact. Lansky led them into

the areas of banking, in-

vestments and manufacturing.

Lansky fit well into the new
businessman image of the mob.
Grey-haired, thin, a con-

servative dresser, while in the

United States Lansky owned a

modest three-bedroom home
and drove rented Chevrolets. He
was the type of guy who walked

his dog. loved his country
passionately and returned home
to his wife everv night. He brags

about his grandchildren and

takes his wife on annual

vacations. The only thing that

distinguishes him from the rest

of middle America is that he is

one of the leaders in a huge

operation still largely based on

crime.

This operation that Lansky
helped set up is beautifully

simple in operation. Couriers

take the Mafia's "black money"
profits from illegal activities-to

secret bank accounts in Swit-

zerland where it is "washed
clean in the snows of the Alps."

Middlemen in Europe then send

the money back to America as

mortgages and loans. The
"clean money" is now ready for

use in legitimate investments

To run this new style Mafia

Lansky has recruited bright

young men. without previous

records, training them to be

invisible businessmen for the

mob. He has sought foreign

investment in business and
gambling, his greatest coup

being his 5()'s deal with Batista

to set up gambling casinos and

hotels in Cuba. Only once was
the admiration his innovations

brought him tarnished, and this

was when he lost Cuba to Fidel

Castro.

In contrast to Lanskv there is

Joe Colombo, the leader of a

New York family who jumped
into movement politics by for-

ming an Italian-American Civil

Rights League. The Leagues

major purpose? -to put an end to

the association of Italians with

the Mafia perpertrated by

government and press.

Colombo's activities were

rights It is not, as Gage says, an

equal opportunity employer.
Blacks find it impossible to rise

to powerful positions in the mob.

The "families" who operate in

the ghettos make tremendous
profits from the numbers
games, heroin and prostitution,

yet except in the positions where
there is hieh risk, like running

make a case against her
husband Philip Rastelli. the

irrepressible Constance was
shot to death Women who
marry within the Mafia must
have two qualities above all

others-loyalty and silence. If

they do not possess the first

quality, then they surely will be

endowed with the second.

Some leading associates in organized crime in America, 1!»:I2— < 1 )I*aul Kicca CD Salvatore Agoglia

(31 'Lucky" Luciano < ») Meyer Lansky (5) John Senna (fi) Harry Brown

frowned upon by other Mafiosi

who did not like the attention the

League's activities brought to

bear on them. Colombo's
ignoring of these fears brought

him a few bullets in the back of

the head at an Italian-American

rally in New York last July. His

attacker was shot dead on the

spot.

Association with the Mafia, as

Gage points out. does not have to

be fatal to public personalities.

Frank Sinatra has derived

benefits, as well as liabilities by

his association with underworld

members. When Sinatra's star

began to rise in 1939 he was tied

to a $125 a week contract with

Tommy Dorsey "The contract

he has signed with Dorsey was
shackling him. He could not take

advantage of his new-found
fame. Suddenly and inexplicably

the contract was cancelled and

Sinatra became a free agent.

Dorsey never explained why he

let such a valuable property go.

but the story, much repeated

among the underworld, was that

Willie Moretti I a leader of the

Mafia in New Jersey) showed up

at Dorsey's dressing room one

night, put a gun into the band

leader's mouth, and suggested

that he sell Sinatra's contract.

The price was one dollar."

Sinatra, whose Mafia friends

included Lucky Luciano, has

also suffered because of his

underworld ties. Besides tar-

nishing his image and running

his business and Las Vegas
gambling interests, it cost him
what almost was a very close

relationship with President John

F Kennedy
Although doing financially

well, the Mafia is a dismal

failure in the area of human

numbers and narcotics peddling,

there is no room for blacks at

the top. "There is little an af-

fronted black gangster can do

about the situation. He can

hardly go to his local human
rights commission charging job

bias, and it is dangerous to

complain too loudly to one's

boss, tho might find it a symp-
tom on excessive ambition.

Therapy can be fatal, oc-

casionally involving the gun, the

knife, or the cement overshoe."

Women, too, must be content

with their position. "The Mafia

is the surest stronghold of male
chauvinism in America." A
woman may be a means to a

profitable alliance with another

'family,'' she may be a

beautiful showcase for her
husbands wealth, a good cook, a

loyal helpmate, and ego-

boosting mistress, a loving wife,

but she must never be a

liberated woman The Mafia
does not tolerate liberation.

Indeed, there are but two of-

fenses that bring the death

penalty in the Cosa Nostra:

talking about the mob (in-

forming) or violating another

member's wife. Mafia women
responsible for major in-

fractions of the rules have been
killed or have had relatives or

friends killed as punishment.
Constance Rastelli was a Mafia
wife who broke the rules. In-

censed at her husband for his

amorous escapades she talked to

the police But before they could

Because Mafia activities nave

been so glorified in the past, and

because the qualities the Mafia

displays -loyalty, comradship,

swift and unmistakable justice,

fast money, the image of

organized crime is not totally

tarnished. Indeed most people

will read Gage's book much like

the story of an epic people with

heros having long Italian names.

Because few people actually

experience the brutallity of the

mob and practically none can

see what crime costs them,

Mafiosi have more of a folk hero

image than a black garbed

villain.

And in this age where the mass
of men are daily intimidated by

college students, minority

groups and hard nippled

women's liberationists, there is

no small comfort in knowing that

there is one body of men who can

be pushed around by none of

these. No, no one wants trouble

with the Mafia. The organization

is a law unto itself. There is no

appeal to the Supreme Court

when the Mafia hands down a

sentence. But the Mafia itself

does not want any trouble. It

exists only where people want it.

or don't care, or are dishonest

themselves. Books like those of

Nicholas Gage, while they are

informative, do not serve the

purpose of exposing the Mafia.

They are, instead, another
contribution to its myth, its

history, its excitement and its

glorification.

Jerry Lewis Twin Cinema

Music Theater Recruits
The Music Theatre is a student

run organization with the function

I of providing musical theatre en-

tertainment for our community
and to provide opportunities for

student participation in all phases

of production Following re-

organization last fall, the old

Operetta Guild was rechristened

The Music Theatre and since has

presented two immensely suc-

cessful productions; The
Threepenny Opera, directed by

I Dan Murphy this past spring and

recently. Stop the World...I want to

get off!, directed by Judy An
derson The group is sponsored by

I the Fine Arts Council.

Roister Doisters, also a student

organization, is the oldest theatre

group on campus. In the past few

years the group has presented A
Man For All Seasons. Waiting For

Godot, and most recently Michel

de Ghelderode's Chronicles of Hell

directed by Robert Rotenburg

Both groups are now recruiting

proposals from interested direc-

tors as well as a production staff

for their spring productions The

organizations are open to anyone in

the five college community
regardless of status The deadline

to submit proposals is December 2.

to Bill Memezes. Stephen Driscoll.

Janis Cheney. Sandy Donatini or

Dan Murphy all of whom are

available for further information

in 415 or 417 Machmer or call 545-

0243.
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A Casualty Report On Rock And Roll
—

1

Review: No One Waved Good-Bye
edited by Hobert Somma.

124 pp. Fusion Books. $1.95

By FRANK M. BAGMONE
A good editor can often compile a

series of articles, by different authors

treating a common theme or subject,

and produce a book that is informative

and interesting reading. From these

materials, diverse in tone, style and
emphasis, the skillful editor constructs

the larger story, endowing it, through

his own selection and arrangement of

the articles, with a unifying theme, style

and tone peculiar to himself. He may
even construct a plot. The final product

is a story made up from a series of

shorter stories.

If. however, the editor lacks skill, he

will put the articles together in an im

proper manner. The styles and tones of

his various authors will not blend

smoothly, but rather will jar and bump
into one another Because of a lack of

balance and improper paralleling of the

material no distinct themes will be

evidenced. He will have produced a

story without unity that will bore his

reader, forcing him to jump over stories

that do not have a smooth transition

irom the last Unfortunately, this is the

type of editing Hobert Somma has done

in No One Waved Good-Bye,
The book, called 'a casualty report on

Rock and Roll." is a grouping together

of articles written about the tragic

deaths ol lour of rock atid roll's larger

personalities Jimi Hendrix, Janis

Joplin. Brian Jones and Brian Kpstein.

Most of the articles deal with Hendrix

and Joplin. and probably for this reason

most of them are no good.

Five of the ten articles chosen for this

book should have never been included.

They dwell on metaphysical conceptions

of a rock world and culture or engage in

"groupie" type canonization of these

"tragic" stars. Four of the remaining

five pieces display a richer writing style

and depth. One "of these, "A Magical

Connection that Failed" written by

Craig McGregor, deserves mention if

levelling the remark, "One of the most

revealing things about Woodstock is that

most of the music was no bloody good."

By extension we can say that the music

of Hendrix and Joplin was not very good,

fo they are the images of Woodstock, the

children of the American rock culture.

Brian Epstein, manager of the Beatles

who died of an overdose of barbituates in

1967, and Brian Jones, rhythm guitar

player for the Rolling Stones who
drowned in his swinning pool in 1969,

were part of the much superior British

rock scene that still, happily, dominates

the music in general. They receive little

treatment in this book, no doubt because

the authors of the articles had less

identification with, and interest in,

them. But of all four subjects,

McGregory says, "They all died before

they should have. Heroin, barbituates,

insanity, sickness, suicide. ..They

cracked up. Splintered like glass, died

tragic, ignoble deaths... Hendrix choked

on his own vomit; Janis went out with a

broken nose and too many puncture

holes in the fragile skin, the souls

membrane."
The deaths of Hendrix and Joplin

reflect the result of professional failure

as well as the end of pathetic personal

existences. "What they had in com-

mon." writes Neil Louison in one of the

articles, "was the overriding ob-

viousness of doom and despair. There

was clarly and blankly no real music left

in Janis. When she went off she was like

what they call a dirty bomb -deadly and

virulent as hell, a function of an ex-

tremelv short half- life." And of Hendrix

he adds, "The act of Jimi was indeed

dead well before he did in fact die."

The best article in this edition is by

George Frazier called Brief Candle."

Frazier alone adequately treats the

A
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To try to pass off as art what was merely drunk and disorderly is to mislead the

young..."

purported theme of this book-the

tragedy of "pop-starism." He looks

coldly and critically at the personalities

and performances of Hendrix and

Joplin, the mediocrities glorified by

death. "What made Jimi Hendrix a

young man worth remembering," he

writes, "is not that he was the hero of

heroes to the groupies, those Charles

Manson rejects who are sustained and

sanctified by their being bedded by rock

musicians. If Jimi Hendrix is

memorable it is because of the in-

dividuality of his guitar playing. One

senses this same reasoning in the

fanaticism with which Joe Namath is

viewed. On a football field, few men
have ever matched Joe Namath's

exquisite skills, but. away from it, he is

a pleasant young man who not only

dresses atrociously, but is a crashing

bore. Yet to the young. Namath's (like

Hendrix's) gift* is his antagonism

towards authority."

In treating Joplin. Frazier rises to the

height of his art. "She was out of Port

Arthur. Texas, an unkempt, vulgar,

obscene girl (though never malicious

and with a certain sweetness) who,

given a microphone and an audience of

her peers, became a wild child. She was
marvelous because she was so dreadful,

her screeches a sweaty attempt to sound

black, so much energy and so little art.

In fact, to describe her as an artist is to

demean the accomplishments of her

contemporaries.

"To the young everything conspired to

canonize Janis Joplin. The four-letter

words spewed so indiscriminately as to

lose all impact, the wild mane of hair,

the garish clothes, looking like they had

been grabbed blindly at some rummage
sale, the bottle of Southern Comfort she

swilled down, the slovenliness that today

so often passes for style. Even the name
Janis Joplin had a kind of frontier

lawlessness to it."

"The trouble with eulogizing Janis

Joplin is that, in doing so. we are

eulogizing not achievement or artistry

but a life style that did no one any real

good, neither herself nor those who

idolized her To try to pass off as art

what was merely drunk and disorderly

is to mislead tiie young to endow a

wastrel existence with a certain

significance. ..In other words, what
comfort is Southern Comfort when it

contributes to the end of I foolish little

girl.' Sometimes the young are very

stupid.

"To equate Janis Joplin with Judy

Garland, as I heard someone do
yesterday. could not possibly

be sillier or more misin-

lormed. All that these two had in

common was their destruction of their

own bodies. The Garland of the MGM
years was an immensely moving per-

former. Afterwards, when the pills

began taking their toll, she was an
embarrassment, but bv then she had

Jimi Hendrix
accomplished enough. Judy Garland

did not leave us impecunious Ar
tistically. Janis Joplin died a pauper

."

For the coup de grace to Janis Joplin's

career the reader can turn to John

Landau's article. "It Hurts Me Too."

Landau, while lacking the animosity

towards youth culture that Frazier

demonstrates, is no less blind to the

banality behind the Joplin image He
writes. "Janis's creed- one that excited

her audience with its simplicity-was to

get high and get laid, and to take it all

today because there may be no

tomorrow That creed wasn't enough

any more than the idiot creeds ol twent)

years ago weren't enough And anyone

who believes in it is living in precisely

the kind of fantasy world that .lams died

in."

And so a few bright sparks in what is

otherwise a dull and disappointing book

The subject, the bitter deaths by suicide

of four people who had lost control ol

their lives. should have been

Fascinating It must have taken much
effort on the editor s part to make it

instead a tragic bore
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Albums

And
PRANK ZAPPA'S "200

MOTELS" -featuring The
Mothers of Invention and The
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.

I United Artists Records).

Being a constant innovator in

the music field, it is difficult to

place a label on Frank Zappa.

We do know that he has

courageously delved into many
music forms-rock, jazz,

classical, and has even managed
to create several genres himself,

the most notable being Freak

Rock
Speaking about Zappa as the

king of Freak Rock is like

referring to the Beatles in their

post "Rubber Soul" days.

Lennon once said that after a

certain point, to think of his

group as the Beatles was
regressing "Beatles" as in

"Beatlemania" was long gone

before the Beatles as a group

were There was a whole new
group, but their label was the

same And Zappa, the king of

Freak Rock, no longer exists.

The Frank Zappa that I liked

best was the one on the cover of

"We're Only In It For The
Money." That was the record

that drew me to him. and it was
the record that gave me the

patience to sit down and
seriously get into "Uncle Meat"
and the other more serious

music.

To listen to "Money" was to

undergo a completely new ex-

perience. That album, when
listened to under the right

conditions, was akin to a King

Cobra. There were times when I

thought that that record was so

fuckin' freaky that I was afraid

to approach it. never mind
subject myself to its fangs. And
this was before I was into dope.

Even my dog's ears perked up
whenever it was on. No shit.

From that first opening buzz

to the last vibrant cacophony. I

was held spellbound to

"Money". It was a masterpiece

of production that could have not

ever been duplicated.

So. needless to say, when I

bought "Uncle Meat", I was
dissapointed. It caught me
totally off-guard and un-

prepared. I always considered

"Rubin and the Jets" a piece of

shit and dismissed it as the

fulfillment of a long-time am-
bition of Zappa's But I still had
hope for another "Money" after

it 1 didn't after "Uncle Meat".

In subsequent Mothers of

Invention albums there have

been occasional hints of. and
references to. "Money" Zappa
never completely leaves an old

music form behind Each
Mothers' album explores a new

field, but it dilligently refers

back to its predecessors. That's

why. ten years from now there

will undoubtably be material

written by Zappa that would

have perfectly fit right into

•Rubin and the Jets" or "Uncle

Meat."

content enough to let me do my
thing." They padded the impact

when Zappa made his transition

from King Freak to Master

< om poser.

"Burnt Weenie Sandwich"
was largely ignored by the

critics ROLLING STONE didn't

It was the light moments in

"Uncle Meat" that gave me the

perserverance to digest the

more complex ones. I got off

immediately to the songs, but

the Stray Creameheese raps

offended my parents. The or-

chestrations grew with time, but

the whole fourth side of that

album still leaves me in-

different However, that's what I

think Zappa was after, basically.

His Fifties takeoffs is his way of

saying "This will keep you

even bother to review it. while

others dismissed it with a few

complementary statements. It

has proved itself to be a brilliant

piece of music, not as fast-paced

as "Uncle Meat" and more
cohesive as a separate piece of

music. It was an excellent

production job with remarkably
good musicianship and cleverly

used sound effects During one

passage there is a saw and a

bicycle horn that result in an
incredible musical effect. It was

Zappa's first multileveled

musical compositon.

Rarely has anyone released

two live albums in a row, but

with "Weasels Ripped My
Flesh" and "Live at the

Fillmore". Zappa displayed that

it could be done with two totally

different effects. Almost a year

apart, they showed that the

changes the Mothers have gone

through traced a complete circle

and returned to a more basic

mode. "Fillmore" was more like

"We're Only In It For The

Money" than any other before it

It had the same musical feelings

but "Fillmore" was funny and

loose while "Money" was dark

and ominous.
"Weasels", while being sharp,

lacked the color and vitality of

previous albums. It was the end

product of twelve separate

albums that had to be cut down
and lacks the continuity and

cohesiveness.

Zappa's image has changed

from an aberration to a con-

summate composer. He is less of

a prototype and more of an

expert. He still imagines himself

a stranger in a strange land,

though, and gives the ap-

pearance of a tormented in-

dividual.

"Touring Can Make You
Crazy" we are told early in "200

Motels" and this perhaps partly

explains the Zappa Syndrome.

"It is a collection of sketches

recently orchestrated, written

over a period of years when I

though that it would be fun to be

a composer", Zappa explained.

"Most of it was written while

touring."
"200 Motels" is a rewarding

piece of music to get into, and
provides for a challenging
musical experience. It is the

soundtrack of Zappa's movie,

about life on the road as a rock

band called the Mothers of In-

vention. Within the grooves of

these four sides is a diverse

assemblage of music forms and

narrative situations that, upon

first listenings, overwhelm its

audience.

"Does this kind of life look

interesting to you?", asks a song

on Side Three, and handily offers

the theme of the record and the

movie.
For the Mothers, life hasn't

been easy Zappa, like any ex

pert, demands much from his

musicians. Many have quit the

group simply because the

rewards didn't justify the ef-

forts They have always had a

very limited audience among the

major record buyers. They are

paying the price that many
innovators have to pay for being

different Zappa once explained

his philosophy scornfully, "If a

song has three chord changes

and a beat basically like "Louie.

Louie", it can't miss with the

mass audience."

In every touring musician's

life, there is a place like Con
terville- a real nice place to raise

your kids up. It is one of those

gigs where boredom and
dehumanization reigns. "This

town is just a sealed tuna sand-

wich from another catering

service." Much of the singing on

this album is caustic and sar-

donic, like trying to smile when
saying "Fuck You." "We get a

few of these in very tour/They're

always such a fuckin' bore.".

Throughout the album Zappa,

in conjunction with the Royal

Philharmonic Orchestra, paints

an ugly picture of loneliness and
aggravation. Many of the pieces

are heavily orchestrated with

obvious classical overtones,

while others are in a hard rock

vein. Plus there is almost
everything else in between.

Life in Centerville is

depressing and monotonous. "I

can't wait til we blow this town

and work a place with some local

hot action".

Groupies have always been a

favorite subject for Frank
Zappa. The "Fillmore" album
showed this, and "200 Motels"
reiterates it On "Half a Dozen
Provocative Squats" Zappa
employs rich harmonies and

lush orchestrations to ac-

company the sung word "twat".

And the subject matter of

"Shove It Right In" hardly

needs explanation. Groupies,
while providing for a contrast

with Centerville, display an aura

of madness and affliction that

also works against the group

The media exploitation of

groupies has enabled people to

think that touring is a sexual, as

well as musical, marathon.
Jimmy Carl Black, recently

departed from the Mothers,

triumphantly returns as

"Lonesome Cowboy Burt '--

"speakin' atcha. reekin' atcha."

Black, once "the Indian of the

group" is now a cowboy. We got

a hint of his singing in "Brown
Shoes Don't Make It", and it

didn't seem too good. But he

sounds great here, you can
almost smell him reekin'

There is, however, too much in

this album to put down in black

and white Perhaps the ultimate

irony of the whole score is that

Zappa will undoubtably employ
it when the group goes back on

tour. It is a masochistic ritual

and Zappa gets his points across

very clearly.

A New Stones Album In The Offing

by Kenneth Sulin

Rumor has it that the Stones have a new album

in the process but actually it doesn't include new

limes As you probably already know the Stones

comprised a total of fifteen albums with London

Records before switching labels to Atlantic, but

I heir Inst company is not yet a thing of the past

London, although they ve iost the Rolling Stones,

still have a large assortment of tapes dealing with

unreleased material The American public will be

in lor a surprise since enough songs exist to make
up a double album that's going to be perfectly

legal so no bootleg will take its place.

What is expected w ill be an anthology type of set

dating Irom the earliest of recordings to the latest,

probably coming in the first few months of 72 or

|K»rhaps sooner Individual songs to look for in-

clude 'Come On" the very first single release ever

by the group which is a fast moving song done in

less than two minutes with Jagger sounding as if

he were sixteen years old: "I Wanna Be Your

Man" a tune the Beatles wrote especially for the

Stones in the first years of their existence;

"Poison Ivy." yes, the Stones did it too in a

moderate Chuch Berry style: "Money," "Bye Bye

Johnny'' and a host of others just to name a lew

Those were the old days but more progressive

songs will l>e included, usually these can be found

on English or German releases but the lack of

room prevented them Irom any American issues

Remember their top forty single "As Tears Go
It)

'".' Well.Jagger took it upon himself to learn the

lyrics in Italian and it may well be another on the

list ol possibilities

Instrumentals as well as vocals will probably

rind their places here -another early song entitled

Stoned" i how appropriate) is liable to make the

two record set as well as a longer version of "2120

South Michigan Ave" from the album 12X5.

Why these were never pressed on American
releases involves the expense-in England,
records can have an infinite number of cuts

whereas in the United States the number of songs

is directly proportional to the price of producing

the entire album -there, fewer songs for us. In

England small U \/:\ discs called "E. P.'"s are

produced, include four songs, and sell for about

$1.90. These E P s contributed in the reason for

us not ever hearing rare Stones' cuts but London

finally will put them out on an album.

As lor more recent recordings we'll find fewer

but there are some. Songs such as "Give Me a

Drink" and maylw live versions of unreleased

songs will account for the Stones' sounds of today.

When all the rights have been cleared up and all

the necessary legalities have been taken care of.

London will bestOW a new Rolling Stones' album
on us a miniature history ol them but a history

lew of us have heard
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Geils Blasts Off

ByJIMLAVRAKAS
J, Geils does it again folks His second

album is the epitome of J. Geil's funky

jive. His music is an incredible mixture

of music from different decades. I guess

you could call it a combination of the

beat and sound of 50's rock and roll with

the complexity of sounds which has

evolved in the later half of the 60's and

the beginning of this decade. It's moving
music and J. Geils' "Morning After"

makes vou move.

Per usualhis album concentrates on one

subject -women and love, all kinds. The

first and last songs on the first side talk

about love -one pro and one con.

"Whammer Jammer" is pure in-

strumental. Throughout the album harp

player extraordinaire. Magic Dick,

complements every song. It seems that

in this album he is more conspicuous.

That's good because he is an incredible

harp player. In "Whammer Jammer"
he starts off with the show and keeps it.

"So Sharp" is dominated by keyboard

man Seth Justman, J. Geils works his

guitar in this one. "The Usual Place"

sounds like something from the old

Rolling Stones repertoire. It is one of the

few slow songs on the album and makes

for a nice break in all the movement.

Side one is a fine side; side two is just

incredible. J. Geils does not let up

"Looking For a Love" and "Gonna Find

Me a New Love" rock from the start and

pull vou into the side. Once again the

Stones sound returns with "Cry One

More Time" Having a slow break here

was a good idea. It leaves two fast cuts

lor the end .1. Geils takes advantage of

this land us) and uses these two cuts to

blast us off the album with "Floyds'

Hotel" and "It Ain't What You Do (Its

How You Do It )". This last song has to

be the best cut on the album. The tempo

at the start is a kind of suspended per-

cussion and keyboard arrangement

which changes suddenly into a quick

bass and harp. From there J. Geils

builds the tempo and fades off the album
with Peter Wolf's incredible scream.

Periodically throughout this album J.

Geils inserts his own special trademark

A section of song is repeated several

times, there is a pause and a shout : "J.

Geils!" Right after the shout he takes off

on that guitar of his and dominates in a

solo.

The album has no filler cuts. It is an

album that has been conceived and

produced with a lot of hard work The
artists in the J. Geils Band (Boston's

own' i are professionals. This has to be

one of the best albums of the year, it's

well worth the price of a carton ol

cigarettes

One interesting point: the photo on the

back of the album looks as though it

could have been taken in the Student

Union. That's very possible seeing that

the J Geils Band was playing on the

steps of the Campus Center this summer
and the album was just released.

Recipes: Chicken Orange Supreme

By MONAKKVr
This is to be a column for half

hearted epicures. It is not a

health food column and will not

contain any new and exciting

recipes explaining how to

combine your soy bean meal

with powdered bran into a

really muscle- popping break

last treat Presumably (Mass
students learned some small

something about nutrition back

in junior high, and their driving

compulsion for knowledge has

already sent them clamoring to

libraries and bookstores lor

further information.

It is not that 1 am total!) ad

verse to dissemination of in-

formation about health main

tenanee foods I just think there

is plenty ol it elsewhere and that

most students' more immediate.

it less incendiary, concern

usualK boils down to "What

else to do with chicken' (Of

hamburger or frankfurters)

And the answer t<» thai not BO

smoldering query must also

meet some fairly stringent

conditions it must taste out

standing, it must feed a lot ol

people and it must be cheap. If.

in addition to this criteria, it is

also easy to prepare, we will

probably clutch it to our bosoms

much as our mothers did the I

Hate t» Cook Hook.

Any recipe given m this

column probably originally

came from a source other than

me. but everyone has been

prepared successfully in

crummy kitchens with crummy
utensils by highly distracted

people And the "eaters"' have

always liked the end result

The recipe given below

originally appeared in one ol

those •women's' magazines

usually found m grocers stores

when standing in the checkout

line it was called

something like ladies Day

and its recipes called lor toasted

almonds plus heart of

-

artichokes salad on the side Ha!

The only exotic item m the

recipe vou are about to get is the

bourbon which can be purchased

in miniature :i5C bottles good for

two preparations of the recipe

This recipe serves two. but can

be Infinitely extended It is not

necessary to increase the

quantity of orange juice con-

centrate or bourbon until the

number of chicken breasts

reaches about ."> or 6. Vou will

notice that the breasts are

supposed to be boned, i o. the

bones are removed Irom the

meat This can be achieved

either by ringing the bell at the

meat counter of your grocery

store and letting the butcher do

it, or doing 't yourself by any

means possible 11 you do the

latter, you can save the bones for

stock, should you feel inclined to

make il Lastly, if you think

chicken breasts are too ex-

pensive, I suggest you compare

them inch per penny to ground

hamburger

( 'hit-ken Orange
Delight Supreme!

Ingredients:

2 chicken breasts 'boned'

<; 02. can frozen orange juice

i undiluted

salt pepper

:i Tbls butter 2 Tbls bourbon

Generously salt and pepper

inside of breasts and roll or wrap
the skm around to form halls

Brown in 3 Tbls ol butter over

medium heat in your heaviest

Irving pan Reduce heat to low

Add orange juice concentrate,

1 1 teaspoon ol salt and 1/4

teaspoon of pepper Stir it

enough to mix with the lat

(Over and cook lor twenty

minutes Now start cooking

some white rice, about hall a

cup for two people I Baste the

chicken w ith the sauce while it is

cooking When done remove

chicken to a plate Now over a

high beat reduce the sauce to a

thick brown creamy glop-

between 1 to ''< minutes, no more

even if it doesn't thicken

I unlikely i it will still taste good

Remove Irom heat and stir in

bourbon Serve with white rice,

and maybe a salad with lots ol

green peppers which are

rumored b> the ,lm ol < ookinu to

be high in vitamin < not like

oranges, mind \oti. but mute

adequate And since we have

returned to the subjei i ol health

again, please do not allow any

health loud fanatic talk you into

completely substituting -a I

flower Oil for the butler Most

oils outside ol olive oil have no

flavor Butter has a distincl

flavor winch is important to this

recipe so do try to leave in at

least one tablespoon

%y

»k'

Nothing to do this weekend? See

WOODY ALLEN la

kTake The Money and Run'

1 1969 -in color)

MNutraving •Virgil" in a variety of hilarious misfortunes

Plus short subject

Sat. - Nov. 20 - Mahar Aud.
7-ti-n p.m.
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Connection Is A Jolting Film
Films

by Dan Murphy
Dir: William Friedkin,

with Gene Hackman and Fer-

nando Key
Mayor Lindsay, I'm told,

welcomes with open wallet film

companies working on location

in New York. Yet one wonders if

the revenue income balances the

inevitable bad press Fun City

receives in films like Midnight

Cowboy. Klute and now The

French Connection. Perhaps
earlier even than Dickens, 'The

City' became a useful metaphor

for the modern loss of innocence,

and like no other form, film is

able to visually demonstrate in

detail violence, crime, and

decay as characteristic

corruptive forces simply by

dragging us through the usually

unseen bowels of the city. And

certainly everyone knows that

New Yorkers are absolutely

dehumanized--to the last man,

they will step coldly over the

prostrate form in front of Tif-

fany's. As a genre, the hard-

boiled detective film is depen-

dent upon the sense of the city as

at least a backdrop where

profuse violent crime is not only

credible but necessary. The

French Connection is this genre

come of age. Its maturity is

evidenced in part by its treat-

ment of the decor.

In earlv films of this type-The

Maltese Falcon. The Big Sleep,

or even Bullit-there is a fine

sense of action or movement, but

lacking is a sense that the events

of the plot are determined by the

nature of the environment. I

don't suggest that detective

films should look like

sociological tracts. I'm

suggesting, rather, that they

depend upon our keen sense of

place, because it is this sense

that supplies immediacy and,

thus, excitement. In this sort of

genre film we need to feel the

decor not understand it through

a series of intellectual images,

and we do indeed feel the kind of

detailed reality that director

William Friedkin created out of

New York. He offers no attempt

to make junkie bars in Brooklyn,

garbage strewn alleys, or dirty

store front windows say

anything but that they exist as

of The French Connection is a

chase par excellence. From
Marseilles, the kingpin of a

heroin smuggling organization

has come to New York to make
an eight million dollar exchange,

and almost immediately two

fairly mundane but decidedly

tough cops-Popeye Doyle and

Cloudy (Gene Hackman and

Fernando Rey) --begin to suspect

the chase is on, if only akind of

cloak and dagger chase. Popeye

and Cloudy, I'm glad to say, are

not the least bit interested in

such troublesome, gratuitous

abstractions as justice or honor.

Instead, they seem to simply

enjoy their work-they follow the

suspects on their off duty hours

("That car's dirty, Cloudy. We'll

stay here all night if we have

<.ene Hackman in a lighter moment from "The French Connection,

detective grttn

part of the physical reality in

which violence is credible and

tough cops are simply a given.

Kracauer suggests that the

chase is cinematic material par

excellence. And the greater part

something big when several

known narcotics racketeers are

seen together. The pair is

thrilled, having grown tired of

shaking down "bellboys with

three joints in their socks," and

the latest popular thriller in the

to." ) We do not bother to quarrel

with police methods that are

harsh, probably extreme, for if a

film of this genre is a good one

the characters become, like the

dirty store fronts, acceptable on
imediacv ana, maic i» iiiiciimm. maivnui y— -..~.

—
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In this sort of
I

excellence. And the greater part three joints in their socks.' and dirty store fronts, acceptable on "» ending

Black Rep Group Makes Interesting Theater
» _ * u:.:_..„ a..„>.„„ „f ina„ P1HI.IK VICTORIOUS a few episodic nati

their own terms in their own

world. And our impulse as ob-

servers is simply to give our

selves to that world, asking only

to be excited in return. Certainly

we must acknowledge this as a

legitimate function of film.

Friedkin's art, then, is a

technical one, a kind of control

over audience response through

rhythm and movement to create

in, for instance, the climactic

chase sequence an actual

physical nervousness. This must

rank with the finest of chases.

To approach The French
Connection as a genre film is to

assume a treatment of violence

as much as a treatment of the

city. Violence is a priori to the

form, and The French Con-

nection is a violent film.

Hoodlums kill hoodlums, cops

kill hoodlums, cops kill cops, and

in the activity bystanders, guilty

only of living in the city, are shot

down. Critics have faulted the

film not on the existence of

violence but on what they con-

sider to be its too graphic ren-

dering. Again we must fall back

on this careful concern for

naturalism. When people are

shot at point blank range, they

do bleed, a fact that film is

perfectly capable of reinforcing

to those" of us fortunate enough

not to have witnessed violent

death in the real world.

However, in a lesser film this

sort of violence would have been

annoying, if not numbing, but in

Friedman's cinematic world

violence is simply a fact to be

accepted as such. And I didn't

walk out of the theater with any

socially disagreeable impulses

to own a .45 or even to join the

police force. I did leave with a

film experience, albeit a sensual

one that was only slightly

marred by the rather didactic Z-

like ending

Bv DORIS ABRAMSON
•THE BLACK REPERTORY

THEATRE was created as a

part of the University of

Massachusetts Black Studies

program, and is now a part of

the W.E.B. DuBois Department

of Afro-American Studies. Its

goal is to bring to life the

dramatic art of Black

playwrights, and to provide

ample opportunity for Black

Students to participate in all

phases of a theatre that relates

directly to their lives and

reflects an accurate picture of

WTOT

their history and culture. The

plays of the past will be brought

to life again in the hope that their

second coming will find

audiences that are better

prepared to hear, understand,

and appreciate them than those

who first heard. The new plays

will speak for our times."

The Black Repertory Theatre

company on our campus has

lived up to this statement of

purpose in earlier productions of

plays by LeRoi Jones. Lonne

Elder, Danny Scarborough and

Theodore Ward. With their

presents

BOB
OYLAN

DMT LOOK BtCK
A Film By D. A. Pennebaker

Tuesday, November 30

S.U. Ballroom

7: 30 & 9: 30
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ambitious production of Jean

Anouilh's ANTIGONE plus

William Branch's IN SPLEN-
DID ERROR, they acknowledge

a universality of intention on the

part of these two authors, a

white European and a black

American. Both plays are about

choice, the decision to do or not

to do something. The company
gives both plays the intellectual

fire they deserve.

Anouilh's 1944 play is a

modern interpretation of the

Sophocles ANTIGONE^ The
Frenchman showed Antigone's

resistance rather than ac-

commodation to tyranny as a

](>sson for his countrymen during

the German occupation. Today,

this moment in our own history.

it is highly appropriate that

Antigone is Black and Creon a

brainwashed bourgeois, in this

instance a Negro with an attache

case.

Esther Terry as Antigone-her

performance dedicated to

Angela Davis -is just beautiful.

Her strength of purpose has a

rare combination of sweetness

and power It is the former that

is usually missing from por-

trayals of this role. Danny
Scarborough's Creon is in-

tellectural, cold, and yet human
That he is recognizably a man
one might know makes him all

the more frightening The lines

in the mouths of these two leads

are intelligently articulated.

Some of the other actors lose

lines -the Chorus and the First

Guard particularly-but they

play their roles honestly enough

to compensate for occasional

regionalisms. The Nurse, played

by Brenda Collie, is ex-

ceptionally good in her role,

translating the ancient to the

modern with ease and warm
humor.

Natalie Cole is a memorable
Ismene, towering above her

sister but the smaller of the two

in her conception of the world

about her. Miss Cole is a fine

voung actress who is getting

better known for her singing, but

this reviewer remembers her as

Lutibelle in production of

PURLIE VICTORIOUS a few

years ago. A production in which

Esther Terry played Missy!

Both actresses continue to bring

to the stage an excitement that

underlines what is intelligent in

their roles while hinting at

hidden fires.

The set and lights worked well

for ANTIGONE. The ideas

needed a platform and got one.

The colorful dashikis in contrast

to business suits and army
uniforms were dramatic and

just right for this contemporary

treatment of a "story of a girl

who had gone against the ex-

plicit laws of the state to do what

she felt was right.'' The play was
sensitively directed by Ray
Nichols
William Branch's IN

SPLENDID ERROR, which was
first performed off Broadway in

19f>4, is a historical play about

John Brown and Frederick

Douglass. Here the choice is

Frederick Douglass's. The great

Black leader must decide

whether to follow the wild white

man, John Brown. who
passionately defends the

necessity of bloodshed in the

fight to destroy slavery, or to

continue his peaceful abolitionist

way In a key speech Douglass

answers Brown's insistent

pleas:

"I cannot cast away
that which I know I can

do for that which I know I

cannot do. I have no right

to do that. I should rather

fail you, John, than feel

within myself that I have

failed my people. For
them.. I believe it is my
duty to live, and to fight

in ways that I know I can

succeed."

Thus, like ANTIGONE, he

chooses He does live to wonder

if "there are times when the

soul's need to unite with men in

splendid error tangles

agonizingly with cold wisdom
and judgement." But he has

made his choice

IN SIM,UNDID ERROR is a

fascinating if uneven play

Perhaps it should be a film Its

episodic nature would lend itself

well to that medium. (Since

William Branch is making films

these days such a suggestion

may not be out of order.) The
Black Repertory Theatre
production, under the direction

of Esther Terry, is a low-keyed,

illuminating one.

Ron Murphy as Frederick

Douglass and Ray Nichols as

John Brown are not only made
up to look hauntingly like the

originals, but they also play the

roles with a conviction that

makes their argument truly

dramatic If Ron Murphy isn't

careful he's going to be typecast

as I hero. His Frederick
Douglass is even better than his

Joshua Tain of last spring. His

rich voice seemed right for the

orator, and his gentle mien right

for the family man.
Again, the leads were well

supported by a cast that in

eluded several new faces

Outstanding in heir roles were
Jesse Latten as Joshua, the

passenger on the Underground
Railway, and Herman Daven-
port as Lewis Douglass. Their

characters seemed completely

believable, both looked like men
of the period, like portraits comt
to life Of the white supporting
actors, Steve Coutermarsh as

George Chatham and Joseph
Jacobs as Theodore Tilton were
the most effective.

For

Handballs
&

Handball
Gloves

See

A.J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

54 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

'Sunday, Bloody, Sunday' Is Remarkable
by Bob Nesti

Sunday, Bloody, Sunday is a

film which explores the com-
plexities of human relationships

with such intelligence, subtlety,

and taste that it is the most
satisfying sophisticated film in

what seems decades and has all

the qualities of becoming an

instant classic. What British

director John Schlesinger has

done to complement the near

perfect screen play of Penelope

Gilliat is quite remarkable as

together they have made
painfully real in cinematic
terms the difficult resolution of a

three way affair.

This is nothing new for

Schlesinger whose films have
nearly always been
distinguished with concise and
accurate portraits of people

attempting to bear with a hostile

or boorish existence. In Darling

his thrust was bitterly sardonic

as Julie Christie brilliantly et-

ched a picture of a social

climbing bitch who discovered

belatedly that the top of the Jet

Set wasn't as fabled as she

imagined. Midnight Cowboy, a

better film, had two in-

candescent performances from
Dustin Hoffman and Jon Voight

and a grittiness of New York
City which somewhat com-
pensated for the overt sen-

timentality and slickness of the

script. With Sunday Schlesinger

has synthesized his talents and

has managed to create his most
unsentimental yet sympathetic

film to date, one which subtlety

blends nuances of character

with elements of comedy and

pathos to such success that it is

without doubt one of three or

four major films of this year.

Schlesinger's tale is told in

contemporary London and he

has constructed a visual

kaleidoscope of the chic, upper

class society that acts as a

mildly disturbing background to

the story. He constructs a

diverse slice of British life as we
witness parties of the spoiled,

young rich, a lonely man who
has lost his job due to

automation, an expensive and

tacky bah mitzvah party,

Schlesinger even has detailed

his film down to showing the

mechanics of the inevitable

phone conversations between

the three lovers making the

point that the telephone has

become a pivotal part of any

relationship in an urban society.

The film's catalyst is a young

kinetic artist named Bob Elkin.

who is attempting to break for a

matter of time his emotional and

sexual relationship with an

aging doctor and a younger,

thirtyish businesswoman. He
has decided to leave for America

where the chances of his success

as a creative artist were far

greater than his native London

Young Bob's trip to New York

strikes an interesting parallel to

Joe Buck (of Midnight Cowboy)

and his rather futile trip to New
York, yet here the chances for

success seem secure. His trip,

like Joe's is one of breaking old

ties and becoming independent

of relationships which somehow

bind him and his ambitions.
The plot tells the story of the

resolution of his affairs with both
Daniel, the doctor, and Alex, the

young woman. The fact that

young Bob is able to have
emotional and sexual

sexuality has probably never

been explored with such in-

cisiveness as it is here.

Schlesinger has constructed

visuals that complement his

themes to near perfect detail.

His view of London is one of a

context of the film, it is, in fact,

rather jarring as its place really

isn't very specific at first. As the

scene progresses Schlesinger

reverently presents the

ceremony and it still doesn't

make sense; then, quite unex-

"Sunday /,

JOHN SCHLESINGER'S NEW FILM

Bloody Sunday"

relationships with members of

both sexes mildly annoys them.

His bisexuality is never
something anyone gets

hysterical over, in fact Bob's two

lovers are more jealous of each

other than upset with the duality

of his sexual preference. It is

simply accepted as such and the

film is able to move beyond

looking at behavior to view the

subtleties and complexities of

their unique relationship. The

scenes between Bob and Daniel

are done with such un-

derstatement that one wonders

why a scene with two men
embracing wasn't seen in films

years ago.

What upsets Alex and Daniel

more is Bob's leaving them and

they bitterly argue about this

throughout until the Sundav Bob

flies off to New York. The
dialogue of Penelope Gilliatt has

the richness and nuance of fine

literature. Her situations and

words are chosen with a

classicist's eye toward form, one

that resembles the lovely Mozart

opera trio used throughout the

film as an unintended motif.

Bob, Alex, and Daniel talk and

talk, but one hasn't heard such a

finely constructed screen-play

since the heyday of the

sophisticated Hollywood comedy
and the work of Cukor and

Mankiewitz. What makes the

film even better is that

Schlesinger has used the recent

liberalization of film more to

his story's advantage Human

H r^
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wild and hectic urban en-

vironment that the three

characters bear with and do not

truly enjoy. He has filled his film

with so many small moments
that amplify and heighten his

characters that they emerge as

rich, diverse, wonderful human
beings who would be a joy to

know. Doctor Daniel Hirsh is

probably the most complete film

character in any film within

memory. Schlesinger has

lovingly sketched his personality

showing him to be an unselfish,

warm, accepting man set in his

way and admitting to himself

that his life "ill probably never

change
There is one scene in par-

ticular that stands out in the

mind and the qualities

Schlesinger infused it with are

probably reasons why I liked the

film so much.
It is the bah mitzvah

ceremony of a young man which

Daniel attends. The scene comes
quite unexpectedly within the

• -

pectedly. the film flashes back to

Daniel's bah mitzvah some
thirty-five years before and we
realize the importance of the

ceremony in his life. The flash-

back makes the scene intensely

personal, we can empathise with

the man at that moment for we
have all had similar ex-

periences, and Schlesinger

handles it with such care that the

moment flows quite naturally.

These flashbacks occur
throughout the film and they are

essential for enhancing our

understanding of these three

wonderful people.

Nearly every technical aspect

of this film is perfect to both

mood and theme. The
cinematography accents the

dizzy, dreamlike background of

contemporary London. There is

one scene where a number of

young people happily roller

skate late at night down a main
thoroughfare and just that

moment, just the way the

camera seems to capture their

movement, was simply so real

that it in a moment captured the

whole conception of youth that

was so important to the un
derstanding of Bob Elkins.

Schlesinger has managed
three exquisite performances

from his leads. Peter Finch

seems to play the Doctor,

Daniel, with such a keen un-

derstanding and perfect low key

that he quite literally steals the

film by default His final

monologue, directed right at the

camera evokes a sense of pathos

I haven't felt at a film in quite

some times. He throughout
never asserts himself, is always
complacent in his unhappiness,

and, in the end, demands our

respect as a fellow human.
Glenda Jackson plays the gangly

Alex with the right amount of

frustration, yet keeps her
warmth in tune and in the end
emerges almost as Daniel's

female counterpart, a woman of

incredible maturity. She has too

often had unsympathetic or

difficult roles to play and this is

a refreshing change. The film's

pivotal character Bob Elkin

played by Murray Head has

perhaps the most difficult role in

the film. Here is a character

whose role is simply transitory,

he is a go-between-of-sorts
between two far more stable

characters and. since his

character is almost always in

perpetual motion, it is harder to

capture. Head doesn't even try.

instead we get a character with

a feeling of movement, an
adolescent hoping almost to live

a virtuous existence of a child

for the rest of his life. His per

formance is so subtle that it may
be outshone by Finch and
Jackson yet is a debut per-

formance of the highest order.

The supporting cast all give

performances that are
memorable. Bessie Love, who is

best remembered as the dancer
in Broadway Melody back in

1930 gives a wonderful per

formance as the dishy telephone

operator. Peggy Ashcroft and
Maurice Denham play the

wealthy almost mad young
couple with right sense of daft-

ness and other characters,
whose names slip the mind do
not slip from the memory
because of the vividness of their

portrayals.

Sunday. Bloody. Sunday is a

film of such unusually high

quality that one is quite awed by
it all It is Schlesinger's best film

work to date and probably the

most enjoyable and memorable
film.of the year.
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Got Change For A Dollar?
by Frank Johnson

Note: The following is a

simulated dramatization only.

Any resemblance to actual

persons, living or dead, is purely

coincidental.

SCENE: A small, well-equipped

local audio salon.

DRAMATIS PERSONAE: A
knowledgeable, aggressive hi-fi

salesman, and a potential buyer.

The glass door to the hi-fi store

opened swiftly, letting in the

sweet smells of the street into

the shop. A curly-haired,

bearded young man came into

the store, wiping his nose. He
looked at the salesman and said,

"Like, hi, man."
The salesman thumped the

cash register and grinned,

"aha!" he exclaimed, "you
don't have to tell me. I know
exactly what you're in here for:

a microphone. You've been
reading that column on tran-

sducers every week in MDC, and

you want to do some live

recording with your new tape

machine. Well, you've come to

the right place."

"Well, sort of. Hey. man I got

a question. .
."

"Never mind," exclaimed the

salesman, smiling broadly.

"Come over here for a moment-
I want to show you a typical,

cheap microphone. Note its high-

quality impact fire-resistant

plastic. This tells you that it is

an inexpensive crystal or

ceramic type, similar in design

to less-expensive phono car-

tridges, which generate electric

current by piezoelectric stress

effects. The sound is collected by

a diaphragm, which is coupled to

a peizoelectrical element. When
this element is stressed by the

force of the incoming sound
striking the diaphragm, it

generates a current. The only

fault with this type is that it

doesn't have a very great

frequency range, and it's quite

fragile. Too much heat or

physical shock will damage the

crystal or ceramic element."

"Yeah, but. .
." said the

prospective buyer.

"You're hesitating- that

means you aren't sure about this

model. You want something

better. Well, how about this one

over here?" The salesman led

the buyer by his shirt collar to a

different display case. "See that

one there? It's an improvement
over the first model, but it costs

slightly more. It's called the

dynamic type, and it functions

like a miniature loudspeaker in

reverse. Sound hits the

diaphragm, which tapers off and

holds a small coil, whose win-

dings are surrounded by a

magnetic field. It generates

current by inductional, as op-

posed to piezoelectric, forces. In

fact, there's a nifty little lapel

special capacitor microphones,

which were formerly known as

condenser microphones. They're

much more costly than the

others we looked at, in fact,

some of them need a separate

power source, either in the form

enough detail for you? Why
didn't you tell me sooner! I only

covered the basic operational

types of microphones, not how

they were actually used. Don't

you also want to know about

pickup characteristics?"

and it functions

e loudspeaker in

jnd hits the

1

Saroyan's

c
I

model right next to it, which we
call the John Mitchell model.

The ad slogan for it is 'You rap,

we tap.' In your lapel, you know
it's right."

"Well, actually, that isn't what

I had in mind. You see. .

."

"Still interested in more
quality, are you9 " asked the

salesman. "Try this one- it's

called a ribbon mike. This type

is similar, except that it doesn't

use a diaphragm- instead, a

metal ribbon is suspended within

a magnetic field, vibrating in

accordance with the sound. It's

quite accurate1

, but on the other

hand, it's also very delicate.

Sometimes even an occasional

wind puff will damage the metal

ribbon. Oh. and by the way,

please don't breathe next to it."

"I'll hold my breath as long as

I can, man. But. .

."

"You don't like it- well, I guess

cost is no object for a man like

you, right? You're a connoisseur

of quality: you want only the

best Well, step right this way,

heh heh. Here is our selection of

of a low-voltage tap from the AC
line or else by a battery. The
mechanism of this type is two

charged plates with dissimilar

electrostatic polarities, like an

electrostatic element. These
plates change in capacitance as

they receive sound, generating a

small voltage. The result is a

very clean, high-quality output,

but it is of such a low level that it

must be amplified. Therefore, in

addition to the power source for

the polarizing charge, a

capacitor microphone will need

a preamplifier before its output

can be utilized by a recorder or a

sound system. The cost of these

two separate units (which may
be combined in some cases)

keeps the total price of this mike
rather high. But you're a man of

wealth and taste: I see you're

wearing an Anderson-Little

sport coat. This mike therefore

is for you."

"Like, wow, man- it's great.

However. .

."

The salesman frowned. "Is it

because 1 haven't gone into

"Outtasite, man- I'm always

looking around for pickups."

Obviously pleased. the

salesman went on: "Well, this

means that some microphones

have a certain response pattern

which depends on the direction

of the sound reaching them.

Those microphones which are

not directional as to any one

location are called om-
nidirectional. They are different

from cardioid types, which pick

up only those sounds which

originate directly in front of

them. These mikes will not pick

up sounds from the rear. This is

why your favorite rock group

uses them to mask the hysterical

screams of the audience."

"Like, man, I didn't know that

about the Archies."

The salesman chewed his

pencil thoughtfully. "Be honest

with me, please; haven't I ex-

plained all there is to explain?

Oh, I almost forgot- there's still

output level, the ratio of output

strength to input sound strength.

Satisfied now? C'mon, let's

Arthur Crudup: A Review

Hv MIKE Met 'OltMIC K
Last Friday night, Arthur "Big Boy" Crudup

look the stage at the Amherst Folklore Center

!)elore a rather small gathering Many members of

(he audience were completely unfamiliar with

Arthur's music Several drunken youths were

present at the side of the stage. These youths proved

distracting and annoying to many members of the

audience throughout "Big Boy's" first set.

Under these adverse conditions, "Big Boy" did

his best He managed to impress the gathering with

his clear, smooth, voice. His stories proved

humorous enough to draw laughs. Arthur displayed

a surprisingly strong personality As far as playing

goes. 'Big Boy's technique" isn't versatile or

dazzling, hut. it proves to be a more than adequate

mobile lor his lyrics and superb voice.

Arthur'* first set was a bit of disappointment. The

interaction between artist and audience needed to

produce a thoroughly enjoyable musical event

Item became firmly established. When Arthur

broke into his most famous song. "Thats Alright

Mama", there was no audience response. During

(his number Arthur tried to muster some en-

thusiasm, but (he audience responded with only a

spattering of unspirited. unrhythmic. clapping

By the time 'Big Boy"' took the stage for his

second set. half t li
«

' audience had gone home. Ar-

thur, who was now lairly drunk, didn't waste much
time getting into his first number Right oil it

became apparent that this would be a better set.

Arthur attacked each song like a man possessed

Discouraged by the lack of response to his first set.

Big Boy" was now playing mainly for himself.

Totally involved with his music, Arthur spelled out

his troubles in song. Some of the numbers were

repeats from the first set, others were partially

improvised. After playing a spirited version of "Dust

My Broom". Arthur left the stage. The applause

was sufficient to merit an encore. "Big Boy" obliged

with a totally improvised song which left the

audience satisfied.

Arthur Crudup is available on two Delmark

albums. Of the two the second, Criitlup's Mood, is

the better. Record stores which carry blues imports

may have one or both of his fine European albums.

Koebuck Man (on UK United Artists) is Arthur's

most recent release. It was recorded when Arthur

visited and toured England in 1970. His Blue Hori/.on

album Mean (He Frisio. consists of 12 of his early

Odds and Ends.

lor those of you who find it difficult to obtain

blues records there is an excellent blues mail order

house which carries all current available blues

recordings, both American and foreign. Prices

ttren'l expensive, service usually prompt. Write and

enclosed IOf lor their great 52 page catalog: J & F
Southern Record Sales. 4501 Hisinghill Rd.,

Altadena. Calif. 91001 U S.A.
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make a sale! The output, by the

way, is measured in db."

"DB?" queried the buyer.

"Isn't that a disease you get

from dirty toilet seats?"

"Don't be smart. I'm trying to

tell you something, and you're

being cynical."

"I'm sorry. I was only trying

to . .

."

"You're right. I completely

forgot about mentioning the

importance of a flat frequency

response."

The buyer grinned. "Oh, yeah,

man. My psych prof used that

term when he referred to the

copulatory intervals of caged

rats."

"Hmm, I hadn't thought of it

that way. Well, anyway: this

criterion is the same for phono
cartridges, also. Didn't you read

the earlier column on phono
cartridges in MDC?"
The buyer shuffled about, and

didn't answer.
"Well, then. The microphone's

frequency response is its main
weakness, for very few mikes
will have a smooth one. On even

the finest mikes a frequency

response graph looks like a

Richter scale sheet that came
from Amchitka. Therefore, it's

sometimes better to buy a

microphone with an apparently

narrower frequency response

than another one. if the response

of the first mike is specified in

plus or minus db. This will be

easier to achieve w a

capacitor mike, and harder with

the cheaper models. In any case,

you want an overall smooth
frequency response."

"Yeah, well . .
."

"I'm practically pleading with

you," cried the salesman. "If

after all this you don't want an
expensive mike, at least buy a

cheap one. Remember - you can

always give it to your frustrated

girl friend if you don't ap-

preciate it."

The buyer turned to go. "Well,

all right then - go!" snapped the

salesman. "See if I care. Lord
knows I've tried. Not only could I

not convince you to buy a

microphone, but I also failed as

a salesman. But before you go -"

The buyer hesitated, and
turned around.

".
. tell me: where did I fail?"

"Like, wow, man. I didn't

come in here for a microphone at

all," grinned the departing
customer. "My VW bus is

parked outside, and I wanted
some change for the parking

meter.
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The Swingle Singers, recor-

ding group that sprang onto the

musical scene a few years back

with their singing, swinging

interpretation of the music of

Bach, will perform Monday,
November 22 at 8:00 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium as part of

the UMass Fine Arts Countil

series of special events.

Despite the name, taken from

their leader, Ward Swingle, the

Swingle Singers come from
Paris. The group was created in

1962 when these eight singers

decided to record their first

album: Bach's Greatest Hits

(French title: Jazz Sebastien

Bach). They had been working

together in the Parisian

recording studios doing vocal

backgrounds for various singing

stars and jazz groups. During

breaks they amused themselves

inventing exercises to increase

their vocal agility. As their in-

terest in the experiment grew

they decided to look for their

exercises in the preludes and

fugues of the composer they

admired most: J.S. Bach.

The sonority obtained in

"playing" Bach's instrumental

works with their voices proved

to be quite fascinating. Also, the

singers rapidly discovered the

swinging character of Bach's

baroque rhythms. They then

decided to add string bass and

drums to the group to underline

the rhythmic element, and to

record the result.

It should be stressed, however,

that the singers are absolutely

respectful of the original writing

in the works they interpret -the

works of Bach as well as those of

Swinging Swingles Here On Monday
... ... 1 r, I...... ,..«., Thnm lltic •"!/-. \,l,l,./) /. «li*>

the other composers they have

recorded since: Haendel.

Vivaldi, Mozart, Beethoven.

Albeniz, etc.

Ward Swingle, himself a

classically trained musician,

insists that the Swingle Singers

respectful and musical.

Following the success of

Bath's (neatest Hits, the group

hesitated to make the jump from

the recording studio to the

concert stage. It was President

Johnson who forced them to

a long way. There was no

question of turning the

President's gracious invitation

down, so they began furiously to

work on problem number one:

learning their entire repertoire

by heart. This was no mean feat,

The Swingle Singers, who sprang to fame with their revolutionary vocal and rhythmic treatment of

the works of J.S. Bach and other classical composers, will appear in Bowker Auditorium on Monday,

November 22 at 8 P.M. under the auspices of the UMass Fine Arts Council. Reserved tickets available.

125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202.

make that jump when he invited

in May 1964, to give a
interpretations are in no way
aimed at replacing the

traditional ones. He presents

interpretations which he

believes pleasant and joyful,

while at the same time

them,
concert at the White House This

caused great excitement among
the Swingles. What started as

vocal exercises had indeed come

considering the intricacies of

each individual part, plus the

necessity of remembering all the

onomatopoeia. or "scat"
syllables.

The result surprised everyone

Added to the aural beauty of the

sound was the visual interest of

watching the development of

Bach's intricate counterpoint on

the lips of these eight singers. It

was quite impressive for the

audience, whether musical or

not. to watch the mastery and
ease with which the singers

handled these difficult works,

accompanied by the gently

swinging rhythm section.

Since Washington, they have

sung in New York (Carnegie

Hall ) , Chicago ( Orchestra Hall >

,

Hollywood, Berlin, Amsterdam,
London, Paris, Buenos-Aires,

Mexico, Tokyo, etc. ..Many
projects are under way which
will take them throughout the

world.

The group consists of four

women, two sopranos and two
altos, and fcur men. two tenors

and two bass-baritones. Ward
Swingle also sings as the

director of this unique com-
bination of voices.

The program on the 22nd will

include works by J.S. Bach.

Mozart, Telemann, Haendel,
Albeniz, Ravel, Sarasate,

Rodrigo. De Falla and Ger-

shwin.

Reserved tickets for the

performance are available in the

Fine Arts Council. 125 Herter

Hall. Telephone 545-0202.

Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Auditorium

one hour prior to the concert.

Ticket prices: $1.50 UM Un-

dergrads, $2.50 Other Full-time

Students, $3.00 UM
Faculty/Staff, $3.50 General
Staff.

Lebow Concert To Feature Bartok And Stravinsky

Two contemporary musical

works are schedued for the third

annual Howard M. Lebow
Scholarship Fund concert at the

U Mass, Amherst, Tuesday,

Nov. 30.

Igor Stravinsky's "L'Histoire

du Soldat" (1918) and Bela

Bartok's "Sonata for Two
Pianos and Percussion" (1937)

will be presented at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

Charles Fussell of the UMass
music department will conduct

"L'Histoire." which will be

staged in accordance with

Stravinsky's original conception

of the work Harry Mahnken of

the UMass speech department

will stage the work, and Candice

Morse of the UMass School of

Physical Fducation will do the

choreography.
Bartok's 'Sonata'' will be

performed by three UMass
music faculty artists: Kstela

Kersenbaum Olevsky on piano.

Fernande Kaeser on piano, and

Peter Tanner on percussion

Ann Kidd. Westfield Junior

High music teacher, a graduate

of the Boston University School

of Fine and Applied Arts, will

also be a percussionist.

The Howard M Lebow

Scholarship Fund, which

proceeds from the concert will

benefit, was established by the

UMass music department in

memory of the late member of

their department.

Lebow was killed in an

automobile accident near the

Amherst campus in January,

1968 He had studied at Juilliard,

had won several awards as an

outstanding pianist, and had

taught at UMass three years

Interest on the accumulated

capital in the scholarship fund is

given annually lo the musu

major who demonstrates inc

art istic

should be sent to the Music

Department, Machmer Hall.

Amherst. Mass. 01002.

A Biography

Howard Lebow was born in

Weehawken, New Jersey on

June 20. 1935. At the age of 11 he

began playing the piano: this

was the beginning of a brilliant

though tragically brief career as

a distinguished artist.

When Howard was 17, he won a

scholarship which he continued

to hold throughout his student

years to the Juilliard School of

Music in New York City. In 1959.

Howard received his Master's

Degree from Juilliard. While

there he studied with the highly

respected pianist and teacher.

Edward Steuermann. Both Mr
Steuermann, who had studied

with Busoni in 1911. and his pupil

were strongly influenced by the

composers Ferruccio Busoni

and Arnold Schoenberg. At

graduation from Juilliard.

Howard received the Loeb
Memorial Prize awarded to the

student "most outstanding in

talent and achievement
."

Summers he spent in Europe

pursuing his studies in Darin

stadt and Salzburg. He even-
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tually won a Fulbright

scholarship enabling him to

devote a year to study in

Hamburg.
In the years immediately

following his tenure as a

Fulbright Scholar. Howard
performed extensively in the

U.S. and Europe. From 1960-62,

he went on short tours for the

US Information Service, lec-

turing in French and German on

American piano music. From
1961-04, he was pianist for the

International Society of Con-

temporary Music and the

Columbia Group for Con
temporary Music The summer
of 1964. he spent at the Cum
mington School of the Arts in

Cummington. Mass
In 1963, Howard made his

debut at Town Hall playing some
of Busoni *S works as well as

pieces by Mo/art and Schubert

Howard Klein, reviewing the

concert in the New York Times
Dee 2, 1963i. wrote: 'Mr
Lebow proved to be a

remarkable pianist. His

technique is both prodigious and

refined He treats the piano to

more coloristic investigation

than most young pianists do,

getting sweeping crescendos.

muffled pianissimos and icy

clarify by turns And there were

many emotional crests to the

detailed contours of his playing

Mr Lebow s personality

seemed made for Busoni 's

music For his interpretations

uere intellectual with virtuosity

\er\ much in evidence, but

always subsidiary."

In 1965, alter a Washington

I) (' recital. Man Doerr <>l the

Washington I'^i called Howard
very gifted young piani it

The program
nit enormous

I In

able
and

a

and continued

was a I

Liszt Academy in Budapest and

was invited to join other Liszt

specialists at the first American
Liszt Festival in Radford, Va.

His performances of Liszt works

received the following review:

"Anyone who heard Howard
Lebow play six of the operatic

transcriptions for Piano would

have learned what works of art

these can be."

Howard was very active in the

National Arts Club. New York

City, serving as Co chairman of

the Music Committee He
recorded the complete music for

woodwinds and piano by Carl

Nielsen with the Lark Woodwind

Quintet on Lyrichord Records.

From 1965 to January 1968,

Howard Lebow was an Assistant

Professor in the Music Depart

ment of the U Mass where h'

taught piano He was respected

and appreciated as a teachei

artist and friend While at th -

University, he received tWO

faculty research grants tor work

and study abroad During this

period he also toured widely,

performing and recording for

radio networks in the United

States Europe and Latin

America
In January. 1966, Howard

Lebow was tragically killed in

an automobile accident near the

university campus in Amherst

He was 32 years old To honor his

achievement and perpetuate his

memory the Department of

Music each year presents a

benefit recital to augment the

Howard M Lebow Scholarship

Fund
Last yeai the Lebow family

donated to the University

Howard's extensive personal

library < onsisting primarily ol

keyboard music It includes

many unusual eai ly editions, >

reflection ol h i

»
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Theater
A Night Of Drama
Six short plays will be presented to

benefit the "red barn" project at

Hampshire College. Thursday through

Sunday. Performances will be at 8 p.m.

in the East Lecture Hall. Academic
Building.

A Night of Drama will feature three

sketches by Harold Pinter, the world

premiere of an original play by Leonard

Berkman of the Smith College theatre

department; a play by Maine playwrite

Gladden Schrock; and the world

premiere of a play by Hampshire-

College student Paul Callahan. ($)

The Cave Dwellers

UT's production of William Saroyan's

allegorical comedy will be given for two

more nights, tonight and tomorrow at

8:30 in Bartlett Theater. It hasn't been

reviewed but from all reports, this

omission is a blessing in disguise. ($)

The Connection

This famous off-Broadway play by

Jack Gelber about the horrors of the

drug world will be presented at the

Folklore Center, at the Annex of Grace
Church, on Spring St., in Amherst. This

production is directed by Nick Orzell.

who has edited the book "Eight Plays

from Off-Off Broadway." ($>

The Front Page
The rowdy, sentimental comedy from

the Twenties by Ben Hecht and Charles

MacArthur is given a production at

Williston Theater. Williston Academy,
Easthampton. <$>

Three Play*
Three avant-garde one actors. "The

Zoo Story" by Edward Albee "A Slight

Ache" by Harold Pinter, and "Dut-

chman" ii\ LeRoe Jones, will be per-

formed at the Studio Theater. Smith

College tomorrow night at 8:30. Tonight

will see three by Pinter, "The Lover."

"Landscape." and "Silence." i$>

Music
China \i^ht

The annual China Night, presented by

the Chinese Association of UMasS, will

be presented at 8 p.m. Sunday in the

Campus ('enter Auditorium Highlights

of the evening include Chiang Ching. a

Chinese choreographer, and the Chinese

Music Ensemble of New York.

Miss Chaing studied at the Peking

School of Dance and. after leaving the

mainland for Taiwan, entered the movie

business Her career in films

culminated in the Golden Horse Award
for the Best Actress in 1966. She is

currently chairman of dance at the

Chinese Culture Center. She is also an
instructor at the University of

California Berkeley. She will perform

several provincial folk dances and a

classical dance
The Chinese Music Ensemble of New

York was founded in 1964 by its present

director, Tsuan-nien Chang The en-

semble has a complete collection of rare

Chinese musical instruments. Its

repertoire ranges from folk music to

classical pieces transcribed from an-

cient tablalures. The group appears on

stage and television and has given

formal concerts in many colleges as well

as in Town Hall and Lincoln Center, New
York.
Tickets are on sale at the Fine Arts

Council, 545-0202. and the Campus
Center RSO Office. ($)

Relationships

RELATIONSHIPS, an experiment in

dance and theatre will be presented by

the UMass Studio Theatre this week,

Wednesday through Saturday evenings,

Nov. 17-20 at 8:00 PM in the Studio

Theatre, South College. Relationships,

as the title implies, offers the ac-

tor/dancer the opportunity to go through

a series of transformations, sometimes
as a member of a non-human unreal

space in which behavior is program-
med, sometimes as a murderer, over

gogo dancer, child, audience and per-

former. ($)

Seating is limited, only 30 seats

available per evening.

The Swingle Singers

This popular group will appear on

campus this coming Monday. For

further details see page 11A. <$)

Films
Adrift (the Talkie. Northampton I

A fisherman rescues a strange,

beautiful girl from drowning and he is

torn between lust for the girl and
ridelit) for his ill wife Skillfully

photographed and pieced together in

Weekend
such a way by Czech director Jan Kadar

as to be an effective and poignant mood
piece. Featuring Rade Markovic, Paula

Prichett.

Alfie (Saturday, Gamble Auditorium,

Mt. Holyoke, 8)

A horrible movie. Michael Caine stars

as a bloke who has a chick between his

sheets more often than not, but even-

tually realizes it doesn't mean anything

at all. Itls like the popular title song

suggests, which is even terrible here

sung in the usualthroaty style by Cher.

The characters are all boring, the

situations often unrelated, the per-

formances are either stale or

exaggerated; this film was a major

dissappointment of the highest order.

Besides Caine mumbling and bungling

throughout there is Shelley Winters who
does a pretty garish parody of herself.

Bed And Board (Sunday through

Tuesday, the Academy of Music, Nor-

thampton)
The latest film of French director

Francois Trauffaut and a true joy. It is

the third episode of his trilogy about the

autobiographical character Antoine

Doinel. Trauffaut first introduced in 400

Blows, followed up some ten years later

with Stolen Kisses and now has him
married and trying to make it as a

writer. The plot is almost incidental as

Trauffaut delights us with a random
sample of some most wonderful
characters Antoine has come in contact

w ith. With Jean Pierre Leaud as always

playing Antoine.

Billy Jack (Amherst Cinema,
Amherst)
A genuinely honest yet hopelessly

cliched contemporary drama about a

young man who protects a progressive

school from some local rednecks in a

Southwestern town. Things here are

reduced to the East Rider mentality.

which is to say so clear cut as to be

unrealistic The film is the old Grade B
Western made hip and despite the

sincerity involved, comes off maudlin It

is the first serious directorial effort by

newcomer T C. Frank who has

distinguished himself in the past with a

number of very good "bikie" pictures,

the best of which being Born Losers.

Butch (assidv and the Sundance Kid

! Saturday Campus Center Auditorium.

6:15. 8:15, and 10; Campus Cinemas,

Hadley)
A fresh, successful, and very likeable

comedy-western which follows the

exploits of two of the last renegade

outlaws in the early part of the century

The sardonic screenplay of William

Goldman is based upon the real life

exploits of Butch Cassidy and his cohort,

the Sundance Kid and in the process

touches upon the more serious theme of

the closing of the American frontier. The
direction is taut and ingenuous, the

photography is quite beautiful, and the

performances of Paul Newman. Robert

Redford. and Katherine Ross are as

likeable as they are memorable.
Claire's Knee (through Saturday;

Academy of Music. Northampton)
A wholly successful look into the

complexities of human behavior. A
woman writer goads her male friend

into having an intellectual romance with

a lovely sixteen year old girl, while he

desires another companion. The latest

episode of French directors Six Moral

Tales that is blessed with the fine

qualities of his My Night At Maud's and

La Collectuneuse. The film is a

sophisticated, subtle blend of witty

conversation, lovely visuals, and in-

cisive character interaction. The film,

now being seen in a dubbed version

along with the original subtitled one, is

delightful and intelligent films of the

year.

Friends (Showcase Cinema, West

Springfield

)

This mawkish little film makes Love

Story seem acrid in comparison. A
French orphan girl meets an equally

unhappy poor little rich British boy and

they run off to the French countryside to

live together. Every cliche imaginable

(and then some) is thrown in this

hackneyed affair and the whole sugary

mess is passed off as lyrical. Banal,

prattling, and boring are closer to the

truth; with songs by Elton John and

directed by Lewis Gilbert who proves

that he should have stuck with over-

blown adaptations of Harold Bobbins

novels, as his Adventurers, where at

least there was some action.

The French Connection (Showcase

Cinemas, West Springfield >

Probably the neatest police-detective

film since Bullitt and an action

Gone With The Wind
melodrama that will knock you for a

loop. Unfortunately you are knocked at

the expense of your gut as the film uses

violent shock technique to literally leave

you limp. For a more detailed review,

see page 9A.

Gone With The Wind (Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield)

This romantic historical pageant of

the Civil War is remembered by many
as the best film of all time. It

crystallized an entire generation's idea

of what a romance should be, full of

color, character, and action. David O.

Selznick mounted this gigantic

production in association with MGM and
utilized three directors (Victor Fleming
takes the credit and the Oscar for Best

Director in 1939 >. many of Hollywood's

finest technicians, perhaps the most

splendid color photography up until the

time, and a cast that was chosen with

impeccable care. Clark Gable plays

Rhett Butler, Vivien Leigh played the

memorable Scarlett O'Hara (and

copped an Oscar >. and featured in the

huge cast are Olivia Dellavilland. Leslie

Howard, and Butterfly McQueen, whose
part as the maid only showed that

Hollywood wasn't quite as intelligent as

we may wish to remember.
loan Of The Angels (Tuesday

Thompson 104. 8 and 10

The story of a Renaissance convent of

Irsaline nuns in which the mother
superior is found to be possessed. The
plot may sound familiar as it was used in

the recent Ken Russell film Th< Devils;

both films used the factual occurrences

at Loudon in the Seventeenth century as

their departure point. This film written

and directed by Jerry Kawalernwicz, is

much more effective and quite a

frightening film From Poland.

Joe Hill (Showcase Cinemas. West
Springfield)

The director of Elvira .Madigan, Bo
Wilderberg has attempted to tell the

story of the legendary Wobbly hero. He
has succeeded only in making a pretty

re-creation of the early Twentieth
century labor movement. The man of

the ballad fame comes across as wobbly
as his politics as the film seems as

empty as its lovely visuals. Thorny
Berggren plays the Swedish immigrant
Joe Hill

Kotch (Campus Cinemas. Hadley)
Walter Matthau gives a wonderful

performance as the crotchety Kotch, a

seventy year old man who attempts to

live his life to its fullest. The film is a

warm and sentimental comedy that

parents drag their little sibblings to

under the pretense of it being a

family film. Beyond Matthau though,

there is little else to admire about this

film. Jack Lemmon makes a directorial

debut which is dubious at best, wren-
ching his audience for all pathos using
all the Hollywood cliches. Kotch is

aimed at the heart, unfortunately the

mark it hits is somewhere lower as the
bathos is a bit hard to take.

M*A*S*H* 9 (Campus Cinemas,
Hadley

)

The most memorable film comedy of

last year and the best military satire

since Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove in 1964.

Robert Altman has structured a loose,

profane, comedy about the way three
surgeons manage to keep their sanity
during the Korean War Their behavior
may lead you to think the war was one
big frat party, nonetheless their exploits

are both hilarious and irreverent as they
nearly quite literally shoot the bird at

the Army. The scenes of gore oc-
casionally shock the audience, but place
the film in its right context Featured
are Elliot Gould, Donald Sutherland,
TomSkeritt. and Sally Kellerman :is Hot

Lips Houghligan.

The Miracle (the Talkie, Nor-
thampton)
A retelling of a legend involving a

medieval Spanish nun who left her

cloister to follow a knight only to return

from her secular travels to find that a

statue of the Madonna has taken her

place in the order. The film was directed

by Roberto Rossellini and features a

huge international cast led by Walter
Slezak. Dennis King, Federico Fellini,

and Anna Magnani.
The Prime Of Miss Jean Brodie

(Friday, Mahar. 7 and 9:30)

Jean Brodie. the headstrong Scottish

schoolmistress Muriel Spark first wrote
of in her fine novel, is seen here in the

film adaptation of the Broadway suc-

cess She is a woman of strength and
character and is given a beautiful

rendering here by Maggie Smith. Her
performance is an acting feat of the

highest order (it won her an Oscar). The
plot concerns her teaching at a Scottish

private school in the early Thirties and
how her unorthodoxed ideas effected her

students The character ol .Jean Brodie
is one of the more complex in any recent

film and Maggie Smith complements it

brilliantly.

The Roaring Twenties (Friday,

Campus Center And., 4.7. and 9)

Humphrey Bogart and James Cagney
romp through the Twenties.

Shaft (Jerry Lewis Cinemas, Nor-

thampton)
A razzle-dazzle, super cool Black

detective takes on the Mafia in a film

that's a bit weak on plot but makes up
for this with strong atmosphere of New
York and Harlem, some neat charac-

ters, sharp dialogue, and a highly ef-

fective music score (by Issac Hayes).
Directed by the photographer Gordon
Park and featuring Richard Roundtree
as Shaft.

Sunday. Bloody. Sunday 'Showcase
Cinema, West Springfield)

Unquestionably one of the finest films

of the year and one with all the qualities

of an instant classic John Schlesinger

has neutralized his annoying faults and
synthesized his talents in making this

unusually perceptive and richly

rewarding film. It is the story of a young
bisexual breaking up his heterosexual

and homosexual relationships as he
leaves contemporary London for

America, with Murray Head, Glenda
Jackson, and Peter Finch. For more,
see review on page 8A.

Take The Money And Run (Saturday,
Mahar, 7,9, and 11)

Woody Allen's wild imagination went
rampant in this funny, funny film about
a schmuck who becomes involved in a
bank robbery. True to any of Allen's

films, the plot is a touchstone as his

mind takes off to all sorts of absurd
ends. A must for any fan of Woody Allen.

Together (Campus Cinemas, Hadley;
Showcase Cinema, West Springfield)

A putrid, putrid semi-documentary
that purports to take a healthy attitude

towards sexual relationships yet ex-

ploits it to prurient ends. It is simply a

continued barrage of sex which really

doesn't make much sense unless you
happen to find pleasure out of thrity five

milimeter stag films

Two Mules For Sister Sara (Sunday,
SIT Ballroom, 7 and 9:30)

One of last year's most underrated
films and a comedy-western that is both

diverting and highly enjoyable. Shirley

MacLaine plays a prostitute

masquerading as i nun in order to cajole

Clint Eastwood into taking her across a

tract of wildcrneia Directed in a nice.

easj manner by Don Siegal
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Wood Stresses Student Reality At SWAP
MDC STAFF

President Robert C. Wood told

180 SWAP conferees this weekend

that "The old idea that students

are suspended from reality for four

years is absolutely untrue" His

remarks followed two days of

intense discussion among students,

faculty and administrators about

the "realities" in and around the

University and the town of

Amherst

Wood pointed out several basic

needs he felt students and others

should be aware of if they are to

deal with realities and if the

University is to "move forward"
He said that there must be
academic management; in other

words, everyone must keep to the

schedules in order to maintain

efficiency. He also noted that the

University needs "far more ef-

fective levels and processes ol

On The Inside:

Soledad Brothers
See page three

Licenses
See page two

Phony

communication". He termed
"accountibility". "some way of

evaluating what we are doing", as

another requirement for the

system
"In an era when peer group

evaluation is proving increasingly

unsatisfactory, we have got to find

a general procedural evaluation

that defines what it is that we are".

Wood declared.

The entire SWAP Conference at

the Northfield Inn attempted the

evaluation that Wood spoke of.

The SWAP Conference over the

years has served as a forum for

discussion and evaluation of many
processes within the University. It

has also served as a catalyst for

action and reform.

This year's SWAP considered the

very real problems of three areas

vital to the University: the role of

the Chancellor (in light of Oswald

Tippo's resignation), Town
University relations and the

structure of the University Co-

chairmen Judy Gill and Ross

Benjamin said that the interaction

among the various campus con-

stituencies and the realization that

the other parties are not really

opponents were steps toward
solving the problems under
discussion

In addition to the 18 discussion

groups on the three main topics,

there were speakers on various

subjects. Rick Verrochi. Student

Senate Treasurer and SWAP
committee member, criticized

President Wood's academic
polices Representative David
Mofenson related the University to

the Legislature Chancellor Fd
ward C Moore, Board of Higher

Fducation. became very specific

about the structural topic at lunch

Saturday, and said that education

should be structured for the

student He expressed a desire to

shape educational goals and
curriculums to "what the student

wants to learn, not what the in-

stitution wants to leach him ".

The committee plans discussion

and proposals made to compile a

booklet which will impart these

results to the University com
munity at large.

Several of the 18 discussion

groups did arrive upon concrete

solutions to problems or situations

within the University In each of

the sections, a SWAP committee

volunteer took note of trends in the

discussion and proposals made
The committee plans to compile |

oooklet which will impart these

results to the University com
munity atlarge

In closing remarks. Bob Nims.

President oi sro Board and SWAP
treasure! expounded on future

effects <>i this yeai SWAP Con

ference He said that there are

often complaints that nothing

"concrete ever evolves from

sv\ \v that those Involved only

make recommendations which are

not followed up Nims made
recommendations of his own. in

fact, hut he said h<- expected action

on them
Throughout the conference

Nims. Ross Benjamin and Judv

(Cont. on Pg. 2)
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Two Students Arrested—

Police Hit Fake Auto License Ring
Two UMass students were

arrested Thursday when
authorities cracked down on a

counterfeit automobile license

operation

The arrests followed a raid on

a girl's room in the John Q.

Adams dormitory where
authorities confiscated a

camera and other equipment
used to produce fake licenses.

Arraigned in Northampton
District Court in connection with

the case were Janet W.
Freiman. 19. of 125 Arthur St.,

Brockton, a member of the class

of 1974. and Philip Riley. 20. of 90
(' st.. Lowell, a member of the

class of 1973.

Miss Freiman pleaded in-

nocent to three charges of

making counterfeit licenses. Her
case was continued until Dec. 3

and she was released in personal

recogni/.ance.

Riley pleaded innocent to

possession of a counterfeit

license, possession of marijuana

and possession of marijuana

I
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PIIONKY KOltM -( ail Catalano, head of Registry's special in-

\ estigalinK unit, holds form used to counterfeit driver's licenses.

with intent to sell. His case was
continued until Nov. 26 and bail

was set at $750.

The arrests climaxed a six-

week investigation by un-

dercover agents from the

Registry of Motor Vehicles.

Amherst Police, UMass campus
police and the Alcoholic

Beverages Commission

Carl Catalano. supervisor of

the special investigation section

at the registry, said it was the

first time since the new plastic-

covered drivers licenses were
issued three years ago that

anvone had counterfeited them.

Catalano said the counterfeit

operation has been gofng on for

six or seven months and
authorities were not sure how
many fake licenses had been
produced.

He said he believed the fake
licenses were used by persons
under 21 years of age to obtain

alcoholic beverages. Some of the

licenses were given away and
others paid as much as $30 for

one

The counterfeit licenses were
produced, Catalano related, with

a Polaroid camera and a three-

foot poster of a license ap-

plication. A person would stand

behind the poster where the

photograph belonged and a

reduced picture was taken with

the camera, he said.

The result was a good coun-

terfeit license which would take

a trained eye to detect, Catalano

said.

Authorities said several

counterfeit licenses had been

detected in other parts of the

state and further arrests will be

forthcoming as a result of this

investigation.

Registrar David J.Lucey said

possession of a counterfeit
license is a felony punishable by

up to five years in jail and a fine

of $500
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Dorms Close Wednesday I
Bill For More DA's Awaits Approval

The campus dorms will be closed

over the up-coming four day
holiday. Many dorm residents are

upset about this and would like to

know why
In a recent MDC interview with

Bruce Cochrane, director of

housing, the reasons were ex-

plained.

"Security is our major problem.

We have enough rip-offs during the

usual school year, can you imagine
what the dorms would look like

alter a four day vacation'' We are

trying to protect our dorm
residents."

The room contracts do not cover

periods of time during the

semester when classes are not in

session. This is stated clearly in the

student handbook, page eleven. As
Cochrane explained, allowing the

dorms to remain open would mean
an increase in fees. This would

obviously be unfair to the majority

of the students, he said Instead,

those students remaining -over this

vacation, as well as any other, are

asked to pay $2.50 a night at

Hamlin dorm, which will remain
open.

The dorm rooms will no longer

be used for conventions during the

fall and spring semesters, in this

way assuring maximum protec-

tion for the dorm residents.

A concerned District Attorney

John M. Callahan urged Gov,
Sargent to sign legislation awaiting

his approval that would provide

three additional assistant district

attorney's in Franklin and
Hampshire Counties.

DA Callahan will join district

attorneys from across the state at

a meeting with Gov Sargent in the

State House today at 11 am The
controversial bill must be signed

by midnight to become law

"This is the first essential step in

reforming the antiquated judicial

system and enable law en-

forcement to do its job.'" Callahan

said Friday. "In one year, the

yearly savings would far exceed
the costs of the new assistants."

Under the bill. 27 assistant

district attorneys would be
authorized across the state.

Reports from Boston indicate Gov
Sargent has "a negative attitude

toward the bill

Citing a rapid increase in court

cases. Callahan said he now has
two .assistants, who must cover
Superior Courts in Greenfield and
Northampton, and six district

courts in Greenfield. Nor
thampton. South Hadley. Ware.
Orange and Huntington

Right now we have a

misdemeanor session in Greenfield

and a felony session in Nor-

thampton.'
-

Callahan noted. "We
desperately need additional per

sonnel to guarantee defendants a

speedy I rial This bill-H-6057-would

be the first step in updating and

reforming the administration oi

justice, not only in Hampshire and
Franklin Counties, hut across the

state "

If the hill is passed. DA Callahan

said two assistant district at

tomeys could he assigned to the

Franklin Coufity Area, two others

assigned to Hampshire County,

and another to Grand Jury work.

Honor Students Initiated
The UMass chapters of PHI ETA SIGMA, the men's honor society, and

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA, the women's honor society, recently held

their initiations for new members. Afterwards there was an informal

reception in the Colonial Lounge where both groups were greeted by the

acting chancellor, Dr Bromery.
Doctor Brian O'Connor, one of the heads of the Honors department,

outlined the various programs that the University offers the student to

enable him to have a hand in shaping his own education.

SWAP

AMOROSO
T he very name mea ns love—
where else should you buy your

DIAMOND
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

certified appraisals

Call RICHARD AMOROSO 546-4300 anytime.

In Boston Call 542 2226

(Cont. from Pg. 1)

Gill stressed the fact that the

weekend would improve the

chances of follow-up action after

the discussions. One of the benefits

of such a conference is to improve
relations and facilitate un-

derstanding of the different

viewpoints on the issues, they said.

If students, faculty and ad-

ministrators can realize that they

are all concerned with the broader

issues facing the University, then

they tend to act for the good of the

University as a whole, according to

the SWAP committee.
This week the SWAP conferees

will be asked to do some of the

paper work themselves via an

evaluation questionnaire to be sent

in the mail Fach participant will

be asked to comment on the

usefulness ot his experience, and
what could be done with it

Nims said at the close of the

conference that the SWAP com-
mittee hoped that every par

ticipant would somehow express to

the community how he felt about

SWAP, because the issue of fun

ding for next year will soon be

coming up in the Student Senate

and it is expected to be con-

troversial. His plea was made on

the basis of previous reaction

among participants, which are

almost always positive. (See
tomorrow's Collegian for a survey
of those involved. I

AD DEADLINE
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Soledad Brothers Speak In Amherst
BvROBKKT C.BROOKS

"Soledad brothers" William
Johnson and David Solomon spoke
last night at the First

Congregational Church in

Amherst.
Both served time with George

Jackson in Soledad, a maximum
security prison in California.

The opening address was given

by another Brother, Dr. Acton
Lynch.
Lynch said that blacks were

brought here not only as slaves but

as political prisoners. He said that

blacks were taken out of their own
culture and forced into a new
culture, and are denied the rights

to justice attributed to most every

white man.
Lynch drew an analogy between

Brother George Jackson, who was
killed by a guard under mysterious

circumstances, and Jesus Christ.

He said that they were both

political prisoners of racist

governments and were both killed

because "both were able to say

no."

Lynch then explained thai Penny
Jackson, sister of George Jackson,

did not speak tonight as slated

because she was tending her sick

mother.

He asked the audience to give the

Brothers of Soledad, San Quentin

and Folsom prisons "the support

for the revolutionary struggle

needed to set the country in order."

Lynch then introduced Mike
Thelwell. director of Black Studies

here at UMass.
Thelwell pointed out that blacks

and Puerto Ricans constitute the

inmate population in 80% of the

prisons in the south, 75% in the

north and 60% in California.

He said that prisons exist to

"control rather than educate and

rehabilitate" the inmates and that

this control is based on physical

and psychological violence or

intimidation.

Thelwell revealed that Jackson

had said that he and other black

Stereo -TV
Stereo-television programming

will make its western
Massachusetts debut today, with

the broadcast of a Stravinsky

opera over Channel 57 and FM
station WRCR.
The late Igor Stravinsky's opera

"Le Rossignol" ("The Emperor
and the Nightingale") will be

broadcast over Channel 57,

western Massachusetts' new
public television station, at 8 p.m.

At the same time, viewers can hear

the opera in full FM—Stereo on

WFCR, 88.5, the Five-College

public radio station at UMass. A
simulcast of this performance has

been arranged between Channel 57

and WFCR-FM, national public

radio station in Amherst.

prisoners had only minor ad-

justments to make to prison life

because the violent control in

prisons is the "total expression of

the relation of blacks to Society."

He said that as only a few whites

control blacks' lives in prison, so

do a few whites in the outside world

in the guise of "teachers, lan-

dlords, armed white-controlled

police machinery and marshalls to

collect rent."

He termed the prisoners as "an
extension of the world in which he

(George Jackson) lived."

Willy Johnson spoke of the

treatment that blacks receive from
white police and white courts.

He said that 80% of the blacks

serving time hadn't received a fair

trial.

He said that they are given a

court-appointed counselor, whose
main job is to speed up the judicial

process, advises his clients to

plead guilty on the grounds that it

will invoke a lighter sentence from

GET 'EM

WHILE WE
HAVE EM

the judge. But. he said, the judges

never did give a light sentence to

blacks.

Johnson related a case of one

black suspect being put in the

identification line-up with two
chicanos and two whites.

He said that the police claimed to

know that the guilty party was
definitely black and said that for

a victim to pick the criminal "was

only logical deduction."

He went on to say the prisoners

deal with death every day as they

know they could die at any time at

the hands of white guards.

Johnson said the black prisoners

are "prepared to stand up as men
or die in the attempt."

He said they didn't want to kill

but "if we can't live, then baby,

nobody will."

Finally, David Solomon spoke

for Angela Davis, who he said was
being prosecuted because she
brought blacks into the white

community and because she chose

to apply philosophy from the text to

a working reality.

He then spoke of George Johnson
being framed by the prison

authorities as pushing a guard

from a tower.

Solomon revealed that 180 fellow

prisoners were beaten with axe
handles and suffered cigarette

burns throughout their bodies in

order to evoke the name of the

murderer of the guard, but no one

would talk.

He said that they chose Jackson

as the killer because he was a

visible symbol of black manhood in

1969.

Solomon said he organized
blacks into groups to protect each

other from the brutal assaults of

the prison guards.

He told of one prisoner named
Fleeter Bringall who, on August 24

David Solomon, soledad brother, was one of the speakers at the

First Congregational Church in Amherst last night.

Student Senate

I Committee Calendar 1
Committee &
Chairman

Rents & Fees
Robert Chiller

Academic Alfairs

Nick Apostola

Budgets
John Stevens

Meeting Time
and Place

Mon , Nov. 72 7 p.m.

Room to be announced

Tues , Nov 23. 615

Room 811 815. CC

Tues., Nov 23, 7 30

Room 801. CC

Main Topic

of Discussion

Campus Center Fee
Parking Garage Fee

Freshmen Seminars

First hearings torSATF
funding motions

w

The following meetings will be cancelled this week due to the Thanksgiving recess:

Services. Women's Committee, Social Action, Student Matters. Financial Affairs

The brothers of Delta Chi invite all university

men to join them for the Monday night football game
and conversation.

OPEN SMOKER

Delta Chi Fraternity

314 Lincoln Ave.

Tonight 8:30 p.m

Call 5-0195 or 5-0156 for Rides

of this year, complained to a judge

ahout beatings.

Johnson said that he ripped off

his shirt in the courtroom and

revealed his bruises and scarred

body but the judge ruled him out of

order.

He claimed that white inmates

are being paid to kill black

troublemakers and that Jackson's

life had been unsuccessfully at-

tacked nine times before his death.

Solomon said that the

assassinations are due to the high

cost of prosecution, which comes to

two million dollars in the Angela

Davis case alone.

Before breaking up, there was a

brief queston and answer period

and a collection for Johnson's and
Solomon's sponsors: the Hope
Congregational Church and the

United Christian Foundation.

Queen Klizaheth II. wearing Jeweled crown, sits in the Irish

(oath, a tfold-trimmed carriage, as she rides from Buckingham

Palace in London to open a new session of Parliament. <AP
Wirephoto via table from London >
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Winter at OWH
We have just lowered our prices on all kinds of winter clothes.

New shipment as of

Nov, 18th. Hundreds of

heavy winter coats.

Mon. thru Fri

Saturday

NEW & OLD
CLOTHING

Handicrafts Too!
Route 9

Road Northampton

(Neit to Waltcr'i of Hadley)

Tel: 586-3727

10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

@
L

leans

$2.50

Fan $10 • 30

Shawls $2.00

FUmcI 4
Cordsroy

Shirts

$1.50

Sweaters
$3.00

& $6.00

Corduroy
Jackets
$5.00

Worltshlrts

$2.00

Overalls

Jumpsuits

S4.S0

Fatigue
Pants
$2.00

uni<
Leathers
Parkas

I eathert, Corduroys. Velvets, & Antique Dresses < 20s-:tn\)

Parkas, Denim Jackets, authentic P-Coats, new Parkas. Felt Hats,
MiMilon- I MntCS, BeretS, llht-Shirts \ Pants, long Wool Coats.

M-trs Eisenhowers, Knots, II button navj pants, etc.
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In The Nation And The World

Tensions Increaase In Middle East
JERUSALEM (AP) — With war

talk rumbling through the Middle

East, Israel named a popular 46-

year-old officer yesterday to

assume control of the armed
forces.

Maj. Gen. David Elazar becomes
chief of staff Jan. 1, replacing Lt.

Gen. Haim Bar-Lev, a Cabinet

communique said.

At the same time, Israel

declared Egyptian President

Anwar Sadat's latest speech
combined "a military threat with

political extortion."

In an official statement, Foreign

Minister Abba Eban warned that

Sadat "can bring nothing but

disaster to his nation and region"

with military threats.

He was referring to the Egyptian
leader's statement Saturday that

"the time for battle has come,
there is no more hope."

In Brief...
SAIGON ( AP) — The U.SCommandannounced that another unit

of the lOlst-the 1st Battalion, 39th Artillery - is being deactivated

as part of President Nixon's cutbacks slated to reduce American

strength in Vietnam to 139,000 by the end of January. More than

1,500 troops of the 101st were phased out Saturday in the initial

stand down of the division.
*****

TK(il ( IGALPA. Honduras (AP) — U.S. territory will shrink by

three square miles Monday when a special emissary of President

Nixon signs the Swan Islands over to Honduras.

Robert H. Finch, on a Latin American tour for Nixon, will put his

name on the document to relinquish the three tiny islands 100 miles

off the Honduras coast.
*****

BOSTON (AIM A 31-year-old Massachusetts Institute of

Technology graduate student and his pretty East German fiancee

arrived in Boston, less than two months after she was released

i loin an Fast German labor camp.
*****

SANTIAGO, chile (AP) The Christina Democrats, Chile's

biggest opposition party, rejected yesterday government plans to

dissolve Congress and establish a "People's Assembly." The

decision makes a nationwide plebiscite on the controversial issue

almost inevitable.
*****

WASHINGTON (AIM Three steel companies are among firms

I hat have asked the Price Commission for price boosts under the

Nixon administration's new economic controls.

The Price Commission supplied the names of the companies

Thursday, but gave few details on the requests.
*****

KAIGON (AIM U.S. bombers struck yesterday in North and

South Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, while an upsurge in ground

lighting was reported in South Vietnam.

Battlefield communiques listed three Americans killed

aSS* *

...BY HIGH AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY
Avoid downtown Spfld ptrking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD «t 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

0pp. Century Shopping Plaza! Free parking for over 100 can!

WESTFIELD NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIEW
10 BROAD ST. 160 PLEASANT ST. 1847 MEMORIAL DR.
Next to P.O. Opp. N'hamp. Jr. College On North South Hwy.

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

L
HOtYOKE 205 HIGH ST. Next to Holyoke Nst'l. Bank

I'Mass Fine Arts Council presents

The Middle East News Agency
quoted Sadat as urging his troops,

during a tour of Suez Canal

positions, "to be ferocious in

battle, to prove to the world that we
are a fighting people who know
how to defend our dignity and

honor."
Eban said: "We shall, of course,

not yield to military intimidation

or to political pressure."

He called on Egypt to negotiate

peace with Israel and "stop the

public bombast."
Sadat's speech tied in with the

Dec. 31 deadline he has set for

progress on the Mideast stalemate,

whether by force or diplomacy, as

he put it.

The Israeli belief, voiced by

Defense Minister Moshe Dayan
and by Bar-Lev, is that Egypt will

not wait indefinitely for Israel to

withdraw from the occupied Sinai

Desert, but will open hostilities,

possibly next year.

At the same time, Israel is

refusing to budge unless Egypt

agrees to negotiations without

preconditions, and says Sadat's

threats must be taken seriously.

Elazar, the new chief of staff,

won esteem and popularity for his

five-year term as chief of the

northern command. In this

capacity, he ran a day-to-day

battle against Arab guerrillas on

three fronts -the Lebanese, Syrian

Pentagon Waste

Blamed For

Soviet Lead

and Jordanian borders. In 1969 he

was boosted to chief of operations-

the No. 2 position in the Israeli

military hierarchy. Bar-Lev is

expected to be given a ministerial

position.

He has served as chief of staff

since Jan. 1, 1968, when he took

over from Yitzhak Rabin, who

became ambassador to the United

States.

Bar-Lev was known as "the

general of the war of attrition"-a

reference to the bitter Suez Canal

fighting from late 1967 until the

U.S. -initiated cease-fire of August

1970.

The string of defenses Israel

built along the canal to protect its

troops from Egyptian artillery

barrages was unofficially dubbed

the Bar-Lev Line.

Before the Cabinet met, Israeli

officials had accused Sadat of

"heightening war hysteria" and

said he had left Egypt "little way
out of a confrontation."

The officials noted that

President Hafez el-Assid of Syria

also visited Syrian army in-

stallations. They said this was
another step aimed at increasing

tension.

"Sadat's declaration further

strengthens the fact that more and

more people believe this time he

means business -whether we like it

or not, and whether he likes it or

not," one source said.

A source close to the Israeli

foreign ministry said: "We want
peace to continue, but the decision

is not entirely in our hands. We
have no doubt about the outcome of

the fighting. It is a pity so many
lives -including Egyptian lives-

will be sacrificed.

"The Egyptians will suffer very
grievously."

In an illusion to U.S. reluctance

to renew war plane deliveries to

Israel, the source said it is a shame
that at the time "when we face

such a threat, we have to argue

about receiving more aircraft."

The officials voiced agreement
that Sadat is putting himself in a

position where it will be very

difficult to extricate himself

'Still," one said, "he does not

close the door completely to a

political settlement. He leaves a

narrow space open, but let's hope it

is not too narrow."
In Cairo, the secretariat of the

ruling Arab Socialist Union met to

discuss plans for defending Egypt
and organizing civil defense units.

an ASU statement said.

The statement urged Egyptians

to "assume your responsibility,

determine your own destiny and

restore your lost lands."

The semiofficial newspaper Al

Ahram quoted Egyptian pilots at

the front as telling Sadat they were

"ready for any suicide mission
*'

The pilots, said Al Ahram,
asserted that "we never wanted a

peaceful settlement. We want to

avenge the 1967 defeat. The coming
battle is ours and we need no

foreign support."

The paper said one military

commander told Sadat that his

forces were "fully prepared to

fight, awaiting your orders and our

motto is win or die."

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate

critics of military spending, blame
reported Soviet weapons
technology lead on Pentagon
waste, not efforts in Congress to

trim defense money,

all the money we're spending,

nearly $80 billion a year*'" said

Sen. William Proxmire. D-Wis.

"What do we have to show for it in

new weapons'' Practically none
"

Proxmire and Sen Frank
Church, D-Idaho, were questioned

after editors of the authoritative

Janes Weapons Systems 1971-72

reported last week: "Russia now
luis the initiative in weapons
technology.

"Whereas for a long time it was
assumed-with considerable
justification -that the NATO
countries had a clear lead in the

development of sophisticated

weapons," the editors said in the

586-page volume published in

London, "it is now clear that the

USSR, has extinguished that lead

and is outstripping the West."

They cited Soviet advances in

naval armaments, an operational

antimissile system around
Moscow, an early- warning radar

system and "fragmentary
evidence" of a number of other

emerging weapons including a

supersonic swinging "Backfire"

bomber that they said is ahead of

the equivalent U.S. Bl bomber
Responded Sen. Church: "With

all the money were spending on

the military, if the Russians are

still outstripping us on technology

we're sure wasting a hell of a lot of

money."

C) VOLKSWAdF* Of AMEBICA. I*C

,•//////.

It gets the once over
1,013 times.

Only after a Volkswagen goes
through 1,013 inspections and all of

the inspectors give it their thumbs-

up, is it a Volkswagen.

If any one of them gives it his

thumbs-down, then it isn't.

That's our rule of thumb.

JONES Volkswagen ®h
721 Worthing ton Street MtJ'721 Worthing ton Street

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. onoi
AUTHORISED

DEALER

Monday, Nov. 22 - 8 p.m

SWINGLE SINGERS OF PARIS Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: 125 Herter Hall - 545-0202
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Reaction

A Brief

Look
At SWAP

By NATHAN GORENSTEIN
The reason for SWAP'S existence mat one most often hears is that it

gives a chance for students, faculty, staff, administrators and all the

others who make the University function the opportunity to get together

in an atmosphere less formal than the University and discuss the present

and future I'Mass

The workshops took up the bulk of the working time at this year s

SWAP. They are where it is hoped that suggestions useful to improving of

the University will be generated.

The workshops are a mixture of good and bad. They succeed in bringing

students and administration together in an atmosphere where students,

and to a lesser degree administrators, are able to debate topics with a

freer air of give and take than is usually found at the University.

Hopefully, each is able to discover that the other is rational to one degree

or another and that some sort of link between the two, in the interests of

the University, will be formed.

The workshops varied according to those who made them up. Planned

topics were arranged, but rarely adhered to. University town relations

went from a discussion of whether or not the townspeople resent students

to what could be done to improve dormitory rooms to plans for off-

campus housing. A section with Bromery which was supposed to have

been a discussion on the duties of the Chancellor ended with Bromery

being quizzed on how he saw the Chancellorship and what he hoped to do

with it. ( Which probably was more productive than if the group had stuck

to the formal topic.)

The main drawback to the workships, and therefor damaging to the

conference as a whole, was the inability of most of the students there to

discuss the topics on the same level as the administrators. (Who are

involved in most issues to a much greater degree than students.

)

The result of this and the fact that many workshops were overwhelmed

by administration people was that discussions were often more

theoretical than they needed to be, or else the information needed to

participate intelligently was not possessed by the students, inhibiting

their ability to respond.

Of those students who were vocally active, it could be questioned to

what extent they represented the campus as a whole and not just their

own specialized interests. Or whether or not the campus was represented

at all. It should be considered what kind of student comes to SWAP, and if

any way could be found to attract more typical students. (Someone who is

a senate officer or a Collegian editor isn't necessarily typical.

)

All this doesn't mean SWAP is merely an exercise in administration

rhetoric It serves to fill a vital need for students as a whole, and student

officials especially. It gives them the opportunity to meet the people who

run the University, either on a day to day or long-range basis.

The theory behind SWAP is sound. The practice needs only to be per-

fected.

Robert Gage, above. Acting Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs,

makes a point during one of the SWAP workshops.

Kep. David Mofenson, left,

spoke on the relation of the

University to the legislature.

Right, Chancellor Edward
C. Moore. Board of Higher
Kducation, spoke on (Mass'
relation to modern education.

Below, Ross Benjamin. Co-

chairman of the SWAP
committee.

There was food. loo.

Bob Nims
SWAP Treasurer

Photos bv (lib Fullerton

The annual meeting al SWAP of the Trustees Sub-Committee of Student Affairs
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The Real SWAP
The 1971 SWAP Conference ended yesterday with the

hopes of a follow up next year enshrouded by the threats of

a loss of SATF funding. With the increasing group
demands for funding being placed up the Senate, this

student body has found it necessary to cast a more
discriminating glance at the budgets of some of the

organizations it presently funds. With the budget debates

of last year as an indicator, SWAP appears likely to be one
of the early victims of this financial noose.

In the past, the arguments waged against SWAP have
centered on three main areas; as a waste of SATF money,
as a organization which serves no purpose for the

University and as an elitist activity. It is useful to point out

that these charges are generally put forth by people who
have not attended the Conferences.
Perhaps the first two points may be discussed together.

What emerges from SWAP must be directly related to

what its expected outcomes will be. If it is thought, as has
been the general custom in the past, that the purpose of

SWAP is to produce some hard, strict proposals for

change, then every SWAP which has ever taken place

must indeed be viewed as a waste of money. One would be
hard put to locate specific recommendations emerging
from the Conferences which have been enacted in form by
the University.

However, ifSWAP is viewed as a type of half way house
for University reform, then the conferences can be seen in

a different, and more flattering, light. With all members of

the University community stripped of their academic
roles, the inherent biases of these roles can be more easily

overcome. It is easier for opposing points of view to meet
in an atmosphere of subdued discussion rather than one of

institutionalized conflict-student vs. faculty vs. ad-
ministrator, and all the separate little battles that are
waged between these groups. The key to the success of any
SWAP Conference lies not in the number of formal
proposals it can piece together, but instead in the quality of

the activity which the participants engage in once they

return to campus.
The true value is produced by the faculty member who

discusses with his colleagues some ideas he heard at the

Conference which eventually lead to a new policy in his

department; by the administrator who opens his door a bit

wider to a student who approaches him with a new
proposal, by the student who, instead of bitching con-

stantly about the weaknesses of the University, tries to get

his fellow students interested and involved in making the

University into a total learning experience.

It would be difficult for all of this to take place on a

campus-wide scale. The Conference offers an opportunity

for a large number of people to start the ball rolling. It

would be nice to think that these people represent a cross

section of the community but the fact remains that the

people who apply are generally those already most in-

terested and active in the community. If this group
represents some sort of elite then it seems it is the fault of

those that don't apply, rather than those who do.

This leads to the argument that SWAP should not be
funded because it involves only a small number of people.

If this is true, then the Senate, WMUA, this newspaper and
almost every other group or organization on campus does
not deserve and should not use SATF money. However, as

is the case with these organizations, the benefits of SWAP
should not be enjoyed by the small number of people who
are actively involved in the production but in the vast

number of people involved in the outcome.
It is impossible at this point in time, and difficult at any

moment, to judge the success of a particular SWAP. The
implementation of a proposal, tangible as it may be, in no

way represents the culmination of the Conference. The
paths ol useful change are not always so well defined and

sources cannot always be accurately pinpointed We do

eel, though, that the SWAP Conference oners a setting,

substance and structure for discussion which cannot be

matched in any other activity on this campus

NnUTHFIFl.l) Even though the discussions

stalled at the swap conference will be floating

around campus lor some time to come, some of the

hard decisions about University directions and

operations have already been made.
Stopping back from the uncertainty and distrust

that has soured I 'Mass since Oswald Tippo moved to

318 Morrill, the following observations can be made:

(Acting i Chancellor Bromery's biggest problem

is whether he will be chosen lor the permanent

position. He knows the problems Amherst will face as

part of the whole University and feels that most will be

solved through trade of'fs"; he plans to work more

closely with his peers in Worcester and Boston.

Hopefully, future conflicts between UMass President

Wood and the Chancellors of the separate campuses

will be met by unity on the part of the three campus
heads. Bromery also wants to have the Amherst

campus prepared to lead itself into the future, rather

than waiting for a central office to send directions

down the pike. That means a Chancellor who spends

less time involved in running the campus, and more
time in Boston.

President Wood's concern about tenured faculty

(presently, a high 47% of the Amherst faculty are

tenured) is sending shivers through the academic

community. With a sharp decrease in UMass growth,

the somewhat Utopian decade of assurance for faculty

positions also comes to a screeching halt. There will

be much tighter controls on the awarding of tenured

positions.

The faculty are waking up to the fact that a

changing world leaves them behind very quickly The
tone of many speakers at SWAP and individuals here

on campus is that reform of University academic

policies and practices is necessary President Wood

painted a sad but true picture of faculty ten j ears ago.

M..st approached the world with -indifference and

gentil poverty", said Wood, the implication being that

Ihere are still quite a lew of those types around and

I hat they had better change with the times

One glaring need that is being sat upon by some
seemingly la/.y or indifferent people is the adoption of

;i I Diversity-wide Senate The Collegian warned the

campus in late September that the committee charged

with revamping the proposed unicameral body's

constitution might not see fit to report out until it was
loo late to do anything about it this year. The com
mittee. made up of faculty and students, still hasn't

been heard from.

The University really isn't in bad shape for an in-

stitution that will have tripled in its 1%0 enrollment by

1975. What it presently lacks in quality and direction is

more than offset by a future potential to shape the

affairs and lives of this state's citizenry. President

Wood seems to realize this inner quality of promise
and, as one in his employ said, "He wants to make this

University the best on the East coast.''

The "best" for UMass will probably mean continued

emphasis on diverse academic programs, avoiding

duplication of functions on all campuses. Figuring

highly will be the real polite social change and
strengthening that Wood has shown interest and
concern for. New directions will come quickly. As fast

as the Labor Relations and Research Center found a

new home in Boston.

The Amherst campus must, in the next several

months, face up to its own lack of organization and
self-leadership, or the campus will face the future

without any certainty. There are so many changes and
reforms that must be undertaken by this University

that a lack of local initiative will not lea'/e a vacuum.

Art Buchwald

Consumers' World

WASHINGTON -The new bit-

terness toward the United States

being voiced around the world has

to do with economics. This country,

by putting on a 10% surcharge, has

alienated every nation except
Albania, which as far as we know is

the only country that refuses to

trade with us for ideological

reasons
While the United States has

much to answer for. the rest of the

world is not blameless for the sad
state of economic affairs

Prol Eberhardl Goldstandard,
who wrote the definitive book on
the world's economy entitled

"Evil, the Root of All Money" told

me

:

The problem is that the United
States lias been the major con-

sume! ol the rest of the world's

products. Every country's
economy is geared to what they

ran sell to America But Ihere is

just so much stuff \moricans can
consume Our citizens can absorb
only so many carving knives.

cuckoo clocks, tablecloths, stuffed

animals. tape 1 1 ^ orders.

weathervanes, music boxes, salt

and pepper shakers and hack
scratchers.

"We have reached what could be

described as a consumer water-

shed, and unless other countries

lind new markets for their

products, we're all going to go

down the drain."

Prof. Goldstandard blames
World War II for the world's

economy problems
"With the exception of the United

States, most countries who par-

ticipated in World War II had to

suffer great deprivation. There
were shortages of everything, and
the people in Europe and Japan
haven! forgotten it. They still save

string and paper, they hoard boxes

and they never throw away
<lot lies, shoes or cigarette tinfoil

"Americans, on the other hand,

dispose of everything. They buy

something and two weeks later

dump it in the trash can It isn't our

Inlying, bill OUT dumping that has

made us the greatest consumers of

all time
But nou ' Prot Goldstandard

said 'w( have no place left to

dump what we buy Since the

countries around the world have

lipped 1 1 it* i r production, they are

making things faster than the

United States can throw them
away. This is what has caused the

crunch in the world economy."
What is the solution'.'" I asked.

"We have to make other in-

dustrialized countries realize that

their salvation depends on making
things that do not work and selling

them to their own people who do
not need them
"We must have a new Marshall

Plan and sent out quality-control

experts to teach everyone the

secrets ol built in obsolescence We
must instruct other countries to

make furniture that won't hold up.

cars that break down,
refrigerators that won't Freeze,

television sets that blow their tubes
and washing machines that miss
their cycles."

"If they did this, it would cer-

tainly take the burden off us," I

said.

"That's correct For 25 years

now most countries have assumed
that the only suckers in the world

lire Americans They have to

change their thinking and realize

that their own people, with the

right advertising campaigns, can

be made to be just as gullible

The world's economic survival

depends on everyone
acknowledging that we have
curled the consumer burden on

our shoulders since 1945, and it is

now time lor other countries to

start absorbing most of the junk

they make
Copyright III7I l.os Angeles

Times
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Letters To The Editor

And It Doesn't Even Taste Good

To the Editor:

No doubt this isn't the first letter ever received on

the subject of the food served at the Dining Commons
and no doubt it won't be the last.

I fully realize that you can't expect university food

to be like home cooking. ( >ur mothers don't have 17.000

children to feed But I don't feel this is any excuse to

cook most of the food in grease.

Someone on the staff must be a qualified dietician

and I would think that this person would realize the

effect of fat on our hearts. Once cholesterol has for-

med, it is irreversible and very damaging. If we are to

consume so much fat before the age of 20. what is to

become of us when we are 40??

The amount of starch consumed here is also

phenomenal. I realize that the price of food is quite

high, but it isn't healthy to fill up on bread and cake. It

isn't that hard to serve nutritional and low cost meals

tor which our parents are paying good money.

This leads me to another point concerning dietary

laws There are a number of Jewish students on this

campus who do not eat pork or ham We an- con

tinually served variations of these two dishes with a

substitute of something such as veal or sausage, which

Jewish people also can't eat

Both pork and ham are very expensive Chicken on

the other hand is not We are very fortunate if we get

chicken once every 1-1/2 weeks Also. I've been told

that the Dming Commons buys very high quality pork

How come I can think of several people who have

gotten food poisoning from this high quality meat
"''

Water Fight

To the Kditor:

One month ago a water fight took place on the sixth

lloor of Cashin. A little amount of water being thrown

led to a large amount of water being thrown, which led

to buckets of water being thrown into the suites

The result was $11.60 worth of damage to the

corridor rug. which meant each student, and there are

about fifty on that corridor, would contribute 25* to

clean the rug
However, each student was billed $2 25, for the

University charges $2 when it makes out a bill! After

much, much talk between the people involved in the

fight the corridor representative, the Head of

Residence, and the Student Affairs Office it was

resolved at the Student Senate meeting Wednesday

night that just the individuals involved would pay the

bill.
. i i r

The water light incident demonstrates the lack of

communication which often exists between students

and administrators Most of the students were not

even aware of (he $2 charge, and certainly on- bill to

the corridor as a whole would have been less com-

plicated and expensive for all involve.!

One good outcome though is the unity the sixth floor

Cashin found when the people there decided to resolve

the matter Another is the realization that com

munication is desperately needed here
Flame sioncl

Or, how come the Dining Commons can't buy a decent

piece of pastrami??
I think it is a disgrace as well as economically un-

feasable that we have to have meal tickets that we
aren't able to reasonably fill ourselves up on, and
after dinner we have to buy other food so that we don't

go to bed hungry.
Karen B. Finkel

Sour Sweet Corn

To the Kditor:

In defense of Free University

The first and foremost reason Senator Robert

chiller gave, to recall funds from Free U. (as he was

quoted as having said in last Friday's Collegian), is

not totally correct Free I has done a tangible service

to the student community this year.

Free I has made it possible for the Sweet Corn

Theab r workshops to run free workshops - two on this

campus and one at Amherst College every week

since August Sweet Corn is a professional company
that normally charges for its services

It was also stated that there was a lack of publicity

nne reason I believe that Free U . Sweet Corn and. I

know others, have trouble with publicity is that we
don t get any help from the Collegian. I've asked the

news editor four limes, and three other reporters al

various times, to please come to a workshop. It's a

shame that in four months ol operation we've never

had an article written on us My experience with

submitting articles is that they are. and I can

document this, often lost Does the student funded

newspaper expect student funded organizations to use

student funds to pay lor ads lor free events?

I hope this helps to clear things up. Most problems

and conflicts usually boil down to poor communication

-I invite Robert's, or anyone else's inquiry.

Demian

Increased Rumors

To the Kditor:

Rumors have been circulating, apparently, con-

cerning a possible increase in residence hall rent for

the second semester These may have been based on a

first semester occupancy rate which was thought to be

substantially lower than had been anticipated.

As far as the rumor is concerned, it has no basis in

fact Indeed, we are determined to find other ways of

reducing expenses if income doesn't meet projected

expenses Furthermore. I offer my assurance that as

long as I am in this position there will at no time be

an} serious consideration of raising room rents for on-

(iiiiipiis residence halls without thorough advance

discussion with appropriate student groups of all

reasonable alternatives

Robert \\ Gage
Vcting ( hancellor loi

Student \ffairs

Editorial Points

The Southwest tunnel has
taken a turn for the worse ever

since those do-gooders painted it

a splotchy, cold white.
*****

It's always a pleasure to use

the Thompson Hall elevators,

which are the fastest and most
reliable in the University. Let's

hope that the elevators in the

Tippo Library weren't

manufactured by the same
company that made the Campus
Center ones.

*****

DINING COMMONS MEAL
OF THE WEEK: Thursday
night's "Steak" Night at all the

Commons. They sure have nerve

calling hydrated, desalinated

beef jerky "steak". And this

year, there were no onion rings.
*****

Maybe the reason he didn't

give you a good night kiss was
because you smelled of cigarette

smoke. Maybe the reason why
no girl will go on a date with you

is because you wretch of

tobacco.
*****

When is "Rocky and His

Friends" going to become the

latest camp revival? Watching
reruns of it yesterday morning,
we realized that it is one of the

most sophisticated cartoon
shows that ever hit the tube.

*****

Recent pornography ap-
pearing in Poor Richard's leads

us to ask what the one thing is

that's worse than getting poison

ivy in the crotch-it's trying to

explain how it got there. Write
on freedom of the press.

*****

Let's not get too down on
Coach MacPherson. Losing to

B.C. is like Barry Goldwater
losing to Johnson.

Comhusk Doings

By DAVIDHOFFMAN
ASST. DIRECTOR, PROJECT to

If you were looking for the movement of new ideas and practices that

could revitalize American undergraduate education you would have been

in Lincoln. Nebraska, last weekend, hunkering down in conference with

about 400 students, administrators, and faculty from over 90 universities

and colleges from Berkeley to Boston.

For three days we were in nearly breathless encounter ranging from

role-plaving to task workshops trying to give a definition to this new

movement that has been building for several years—the reform of college

curriculum bv the creation of diversity within each college, the begin

nings of real pluralism within the campus. A national but loose grouping

of programs has emerged in the year between a similar conference in

Ann Arbor in 197(1 and this year in Lincoln at the University of Nebraska

We're called variously the 'New Academic Community" or the "Ex

perimental College" movement, and quite a head of steam is now un

derwav at schools as varied as Nebraska. Grand Valley State

Michigan). Mankato State and St Dial's College (Minnesota'. Western

Washington State. Tufts, and in the Yankee Conference the Universities

of Vermont, New Hampshire. Connecticut. Rhode Island, and

Massachusetts. Yes. Massachusetts.

thanks to the support of Robert Woodbury. Associate Provost for

Special Programs, people from Orchard Mill and Project Ten were in

Lincoln getting it on. <>ur hosts were the faculty and students from

Centennial College, Nebraska s experimental program and the people

from Project Ten felt right at home in Centennial, a very lively plac.

indeed We busied ourselves in workshops on curriculum, finance

community, evaluation, and so on. and learned a lot about what otbei

schools are doing But the real action came during breaks when knots ol

live and ter. would gather in a lobby, several hundred strong, to follow up

<m the ideas Ix-ing generated

In main places the validity of the "residential college" model seemed

well established Michigan. Michigan State. Santa Cru/.. Redlands, bu n

other schools the problem of developing "living-learning" ((titers as

alternatives to the regular curriculum was a common experience Hen

in Amherst, places like Project Ten and Orchard Hill are once again a:

work presenting proposals for expermimental programs Rut faculty

bureaucracies can be resistant to change and when money is tight th<

result is often the throttling of reform.

But we came away from the conference with renewed intention to build

in Amherst the conditions for true diversity, to seek a real mandate for

experiment, to influence the reward system on behalf of teaching ex

cellence. and to continue to humanize at least one corner of Southwest

the "new" Project Ten in Pierpont It can bo done President Wood's

Future of the University Report" gives clear evidence of his Com
mission's goals for Amherst, including an alternative approach to the

freshman vear and the fostering of work-study and other experimental

learning options. Project faculty like Joe Burroughs (Faculty Senate

delegate to the Board of Trustees). Gerald Piatt <on Wood's Commission I

and others, are strong advocates for change Senate President Lee

Sandwen. Southwest Assembly President Lester Meyers. Southwest

Master John Hunt, and the two' voices for Project Ten on the Chancellor

Search Committee -all are coming together, at S.W A. P.. in committee

meetings, in proposal and grant writing, to convince the University that

next year is the year to move for reforming undergraduate education in

Southwest In Project Ten, we've already l>ogun freshman seminars, and

offer a wide variety of special courses Working with Or Harry Sehumer,

we have a major evaluation now underway comparing the impact of

college upon freshman in a number of dorms in Southwest and freshmen

not in Southwest, looking also at differences between coed and single sex

housing Things are moving in Pierpont. and from talking with Leon

Barron Orchard Hill is on the move too Who knows, next year th«

national conference may be here in Amhersl Meantime il you're a

laCUlt) member or a student at I Mass and would like lo hoar tnon

about the ideas thai erne down in Lincoln, stop by Orchard Hill ill tht

Master's OffIce, or come and see us in Project Ten We II share what we

know
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Two Generations Of Veterans Clash

The Amherst VVAW and the Springfield VFW met last week in an

attempt to search out common ground. But the 2 1/2 hour attempt at

cooperation only resulted in heated exchanges.

fryan)

(MIK Photo bv Jim

Job Pool Co-op Formed
Money and jobs are tight so a

number of students have gotten

together on their own to form a job-

pool co-operative. The idea is to

find temporary jobs for the

students in the job-pool, to keep

them working and form a

somewhat constant supply of

money

.

The system works like this: A
few students in the pool will do the

work of a secretary by taking calls

from potential employers and
making note of the particular job to

be done and the hours. The student

and/or student who will do the job

are them chosen to work on the

basis of their ability and
availability. The job-pool is student

run, and it needs help. Call these

numbers to have a job done: 546-

7194 from ."> to 10 PM, and 546-4529

from 9 AM to 5 PM.

Some of the jobs include, typing,

babysitting, carpentry, research,

yard chores, painting, snow
removal, car washing and almost

any other type of job you can
name.

The job-pool asks that it be given

a chance to operate. All of these

students need money badly, and

are willing to work for it. For more
information, call the job-pool

phones as listed above.

By JIMCRYAN
The Amherst Chapter of Viet-

nam Vets Against the War and the

Springfield post of Veterans of

Foreign Wars clashed over dif-

ferences concerning the war and
the programs for the returning

veterans at their last meeting. The
VFW had been invited by the

VVAW in response to a similar

meeting held at the VFW Post in

Springfield previously. The two
groups had intended to search out a

common ground at the meeting in

order that they might work
together to help the returning

veterans.

The VVAW was addressed by
Mr. Joseph Scerra, a former
National Commander of the VFW
during the Johnson Administration

and a six-time visitor to the

Republic of South Vietnam.
Reflecting on the anti-war
movement, Scerra stated that he

had "never met anyone for the

war " Dick Ryan, a member of the

V of M VVAW. asked what the

VFW was going to do to end the

war in Indochina. The former
national commander answered
that the VFW, "urges that the

conflict be brought to an honorable
conclusion." and that the group
backs President Nixon completely.

Some of Mr. Scerra s statements
brought angry rebuttals from the

audience. Brian Mulclare of the

VVAW requested that the speaker
be allowed to continue undisturbed

since he was the guest of the

VVAW, and Mr. Scerra proceded to

define the position of the VFW. He
maintained that though the VFW
was a "Democratic institution" it

did not allow female members.
This brought angry questions and

comments from several of the

younger veterans.

One of the main causes for the

meeting of the two groups last

Thursday evening, according tc

VVAW members, was to attempt to

work out a means by which the two

organizations might aid each other

in helping the returning veteran.

When Joe Doucette, a member of

VVAW. asked if the VFW would
assist the VVAW in getting a drug
rehabilitation program established

at the Leeds Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital, Mr. Scerra

answered, "We will not stand

behind you and I say that blun

tly. ...We will not branch out or

associate with any other
organization." He stated that the

only way the VVAW could work
with the VFW is to "join our

organization and you will have a

say." Many of the Viet Vets felt

that the VFW placed too much
importance on the preservation of

the VFW and none or very little on

the issue of the returning veterans.

The formal meeting was brought

to a close when Ray Kildisas,

Treasurer of the VVAW. said he

thought that there was no way in

which the two organization could

work together evidenced by the

words of the former National

Commander of VFW.

Although there were many
heated exchanges between the two

organizations, the veterans con-

tinued to discuss problems in-

formally after the meeting.

Several veterans in each
organization expressed hope that

even though little had been ac-

complished at the two and one-half

hour session, it would be possible to

work together on an individual

basis in the future.
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Free
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Information 256-6411
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How To Move Off-Campus
1. are a Senior

2. will be 21 years of age during the academic year

3. are married

4. will be commuting from home

Then, notify - the Housing Office before room-choosing ( December 6-

10) that you intend to exercise any of the above options.

You're Not Covered By The Above Categories?

If you are not covered by any of the above categories then you are

required by Board of Trustee regulation to live on-campus. However,

you may apply for an exemption to the regulation through your Area

Director.

Security Deposit:

If you plan to move off-campus you must notify the Housing Office

before December 10, 1971, in order that you may get your deposit
back. Students who fail to make such notification by December 10 and
who fail to occupy a room in the Spring Semester will, unfortunately,

forfeit their deposit. Make your plans early.

<\
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Notices Student Art Group Formed

AMERICA:
Dear America,
do you want to live in a world of

garabage? no. So don't litter in the

woods, help clean-up! We are!

Mark's Meadow students

grade 2, 3,

4

BLUES CLUB:
Meeting 6:30 in rm 168 CC

BOLTWOOD PROJECT:
Due to the holiday exodus, no

programs this week, no busses

either. Programs resume 11/29/71.

Senate vote postponed another 2

weeks. See your senator. Sell those

raffle tickets.

CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM
COUNCIL:
Meeting for all members will be

held Monday in CC 904.

CHRISTIANS:
A special Thanksgiving Liturgy

will be held Monday, at 7 p.m. in

Newman Ctr. Chapel.

CLASSICAL GUITARISTS:
Intermediate and advanced

interested in sharing and swapping
ideas, techniques or music call

Gary Morris 546-9818.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Ground school will meet at 7:30

p.m. Will cover navigation.

FENCING CLUB:
The fencing club will meet

Tuesday in rm 8 WoPE. All

members must attend.

HD 270:

Child Development will not be

held on Tuesday Nov. 30.

HD 387:

Infancy, will not be held on

Tuesday Nov. 30.

HOME ECONOMICS UN-
DERGRADUATES:
Come and discuss the newly

proposed course changes and
programs. If you don't come, don't

complain about requirement-
s/courses you have to take. It's in

Skinner Aud. at 7:30 p.m.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY
PROGRAM:
Due to the Thanksgiving

holidays the program will not

function from 6 p.m. Nov. 23 until

12 noon Monday, Nov. 29.

RECREATION SOCIETY:
The Rec. Society will sponsor a

bake sale on Dec. 2 to get money
for a Christmas party for an or-

phanage. Anyone interested in

donating their baking skills or

baked goods, call Jay at 6-1084 or

sign up in recreation office. Also
Spre meeting tonight in CC coffee

shop.

VARSITY AND JV SOCCER
PLAYERS:
Meeting 8 p.m. in rm 17 Boyden

gym.

LOST:
A pair of black leather gloves

outside of Herter Aud. room 227. If

you found them, contact Tony at

546-9790, 316 Mack.
Wire-rimmed glasses in black

case on Monday. If found, call 6-

8240.

German Shepard, 4-1/2 months
old. Padre. No collar. Call 5-0082,

ask for Linda Alves.

Friday morning, a pale blue-

grey high turtleneck jersey, on the

stairs of Boyden pool. If found, call

Debbie 5-6945, 204 Cashin.

Diamond earring. Reward. Call

6-7420.

FOUND:
Dog. Call 546-7234.

The Student Art Association is a

newly formed organization whose
goals are set to provide art

students with information, in-

teraction and involvement.

It was sparked by a suggestion

from John Townsend at the Art

Department's faculty-
undergraduate meeting of some
three weeks ago. He proposed a

resurrection of the former Art Club
which died of apathy five years

ago. Since then, there have been
three Monday night meetings of

this reborn and renamed group
In the hope of obtaining Student

Senate funds, a constitution has

been drawn, officers elected, and

goals and projects discussed.

Shelley Nanes, President, is

hopeful of a late appropriation

from the Senate in order to at least

lengthen our shoestring budget. As
yet, there are no fees or dues for

membership, and because of its

open member policy extended to

faculty, graduate students, un-

dergraduates, and non-art majors,

the Association would like to keep

its members on a no-charge basis.

Jim Langford, Vice-President,

and Roland Bisi, Activities

Chairman, both had several ideas

for goals and projects. More
student exhibitions...with a little

help from our friends, the Program

Council and the Fine Arts Council,

are potentials being investigated.

Fran Kieltyka, corresponding
secretary, will be in touch with

various museums, artists (local

and far out talent) and film

clearing houses in order to plan

guest lectures and activities.

Another possibility suggested was
to find and make available in-

formation on the marketing,
pricing, insuring, and ethics of

selling art work.
Tonight at 6:30 in room 175 of the

Campus Center, the Student Art

Association will hold its fourth

meeting.

Tomorrow Night

®h* Jlub

The Fresh Idea Company . , .

UNIVERSITY STORE

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

ST chevelle Mallbu. 2-door hardtop,

vinyl roof, radio. V8. A.T.. P.8., excellent

condition. $9*5. (all 253-3067 evening*.
tfll-24

'IM Ford Falcon. Ccyl.. auto. tram., runt

really well * hat a lot more mllet left In It.

Needt no work. Drive It away for 1300 .546-

tfll-23

•6.1 VW bug. exelnl. mech. cond., new
brakes, starter, end., front end.. 6 good

tires, snow tire mounted. Call 5464767

evenings. I too.

tfll-30

1965 Porsche 356c rebuilt eng.. elec.

sunrf.. new battery, clutch, tires. Will

negotiate 545-0329. Dick Jubinville.

tfll-23

FOR SALE

62 Renault Dauphlae. excellent body,

motor. 3».000 ml., new clutch. 5 gd. tires,

needs fuel pump, 1100. »48 N. Pleasant 9«.

11-22

Real creampuff I ! M Pontlac Lemans. •

cyl„ only 40*00 ml., new brakes, tires,

shocks, tune-up sticker « much more.

Asking ISM. Coll 540-4076

tfll-23

I9«« Red Porsche 012. new tires, new
hatter v good mechanical condition. Best

offer, (all 545-23.10 or 253-96KB

tf II 22

VW bus. not running good for parts. 4

new tires, (all Bill 2S3-7I48.
if 11-22

i'ih i Kalcon. new tires, front end good. 6

cyl.. auto., great mileage, engine needt

minor repair work (heap! 663-4602 after

5 p.m.
If II 22

Cheapest Mercedes. 1962. 220sb.. runs ok

but needs work. With book, spares. After I

p m. 86.1-4424.

U 1 1 -23

1964 VW for tale, (all 665.1006.

tfll-30

1961 (hew. s.w. loots, mutt find good

home, good running condition Needs

muffler 1225. (all fi-58.17 between 6-8 p.m.

or rail late
litl-30

•65 Corvalr Monia 1 tpeed. Am-Fm
radio, good condition. No Rot, good tlret,

1 2WI. (Oil 253-5344.

tfii-30

Wedding gown with attached train.

empire waist. Julllet sleeves and
Venecian lace, pearl seed crown veil.

Best offer, call S4O-I0I3.

tfll-23

Bike for sale. 3 spd. English girls, best

offer. Please call Joyce 25.1-761 1.

tfll-23

Natural hide rugs, pillows, purses, steer,

sheep, goat. Great Xmas gifts. Indian kid

skin 1 10. Camp-Center Thur. 6-7538 - 22S

James.
tfll-22

6.1 WW., can run well but needs some
work, sunroof, r & h. 2 fairly new tires.

1125 or best offer. Also Nikon Cam. Kquip.

(all 84U-4767.

tfll-22

Original Turkish Sheep Skin Coat for a

ladv. white outside, white fur Inside. IM.
(ail Ahmet 546-4210 after 8 p.m.

tfll-22

\H receiver, I weeks old. 120 watts,

r.m.s.. cost 1445. sell 1295: AKAI X300D. I

year old. 2fl-20omi flat s.o.s.. sws.. cost

IBIIW, 25.1-9587.

tfll-24

r. Hilars Amps, drums, ace. ot

reasonable prices. The Guitar Workshop.
OR Main St North 586-1706.

tfll-30

lit Bonneville, rebuilt engine, rebuilt

transmission. automatic all power. |M
Musi sell (all 9*7-.">4t. I after 6 leave phoni>

& address
tfll-tl

Benjamin compacU FMI speakers.

I.encn and Mirarord turntables at low

prices. Concord Equipment at Discount

Prices (all 546-6917.

tfll-23

Dual 1215-Kenv.ood 3140 FM Receiver

95W IHF 4*w RMS-sUnton S00E cartridge

Best offer, 3 mos. old. hardly used. Dave 6-

7609.

tfll-24

I'sed Rock Records for sale In exc. cond.

incl. English and Bootlegs ll.25/rec. Also

Gibson Bass. 1 1 35.00. Call 253-5*45, kp.

trying.

tfll-23

Bemlngten Portable 'Quiet Rlter"
Typewriter with case. In good condition.

Elite type. Call 549-1585.

tfll-23

l.ange Ski Boots, site 9m. They are In

perfect cond. and are priced for a quick

sale at 140. Call 253-3644 after p.m.
tfll-22

FOR SALE MOTORCYCLE

60 Yamaha 150. Here is that great buy
you've been looking for. Bike is perf ., new
tire A tune up. Drive it away for only 1400.

546-4076.

tfll-2.1

WANTED
Daily Hampshire Gaiette is in

ter\ letting students & others for working
as stringers. If Interested call Editor at
tia?et 58I-5000.

tfll-22

« .uiiai teacher, in Amherst for two older
kids neither a beginner (all 540-6630 after
:> M p.m

tfll-22

Wanted lo bin -photo developing equip .

especially enlarger. Call 1-369-40.12

If 1 1 2.1

PERSONAL ROOMS WANT ED

Congratulations to Sully and Barb.

Name it after us, the Baker Brrronskls.
11-22

Happy 20th to Doug Cooney. Good luck

on vour comeback—from a fan.

11-22

Loyal subjects unite! Scroatus. the Fat,

is leaving his kingdom I.e Rol de France
and the Trivmvlrate will rule Scroati

forever!
11-22

VVAW; Tell Tony the Tiger I think he's

(i-H-E-A-T! Laughing Lady.
tfll-23

Happy Birthday Frank from Sig. Steve.

( hack. Dee Bob. Elaine. Lynn. Chtco.

Heebie, and l.otta luck.

tfll-22

RIDE WANTED
Help! -secretary detperately needt ride

from I Mass to (iranby weekday eve.

Leave Campus after 5. (all Diane at 5-

llWtO. ext. 68 or 1674)167.

tfll-22

ROOMMAT ES WANT ED
Two girls wanted to share bedroom In

I'ufflon Apt. for second temetter 155 a
month (all 5494)871.

tfll-23

female roommate lo tharr 2 bdrm.
twnhse apt v> . 1 others Immed. ore. 256-

H I'M . keep Irving.

tfll-22

Need place to live beg. Dec. I with quiet

people close to I 'Mast Must have own
room. Can pay 65-170 a mo. Call 367-0515

ask for Diane.
tfll-24

Two girls would like rooms in a houte

near campus for January semester. Call

Mary at 546-5278.

tfll-23

SERVICES

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 2S6-8I33.

tfS-12

TYPING

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem symbols. Call 253-3601.

tfl2-21

LOST

A pair of black leather gloves, outside of

ilert And.. Room 227. If found kindly

contact Toni. lei. no. 546-9790. 316 Mack
tfll-23

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING
Register your book in ST Rm. 31*.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save I

money, sell direct. tf-sem.

JOBS

Kemale-prrfrrably grad student

room. S»i inonili Includes ut 1 1 It let

I inria Wi.Vlir.

Own
(all

tfll-2.1

I essons in Portuguese needed Brazilian

student preferred Write Linda. I'.O lv.u

ML. Northampton
tfll-22

Roommate needed lot Januar \ 2 bdrm
l v. link Hulling t.reen Pis call Jovce :»vi

7HII

tfll-23

Overseas jobs for studenlt Australia.

I urope S America. Africa, etc All

professions & occupations. 1700 lo 1 1000

monthly, expenses paid, overtime,

sightseeing Tree Information write Jobs

Overseas Dept KB. I- < I.W7I, San Diego.

( allf Wlla.
tfll-22
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UMass Gives Opinioi

Of New Ford Pinto
S.W. Bans Sex Bias At Parties

Last Friday morning, a bright

yellow, fully equipped Pinto

''Runabout" by Ford was con-

spicuously parked out in front of

the Student Union. The purpose of

its presence was to get a UMass
student's opinion on the new sub-

compact.

Over 500 opinion sheets were

distributed to passing students in

the space of a couple of hours. The

survey was conducted by graduate

students from Professor Giltman's

Marketing Management 722 course

who were given the Pinto to use for

a period of time for advertising.

The questionnaire asked

basically "What do you think of

Ford's Pinto?" The age and sex of

the students filling out the sheet

were asked along with opinions

regarding Pinto's style, interior,

price, etc.

Ford travels to campuses across

the country every year displaying

their new products mainly because

they believe that the young adult

consumer is the one attracted to

their low-priced, sporty model

such as the Mustang and

Maverick, a spokesman said.

It is unknown how soon the

statistical results of this Pinto

survey will be ready. But from the

general feedback of several of the

manv students who stopped to

couriouslv inspect the vehicle,

Pinto seems to have some
drawbacks.

Bills discussing a recreational

gym, security provisions for

Fantasia snack bar, a tenants

organization, water beds,

discriminary admission prices on

the basis of sex and appropriations

to Cance House were all brought up

at the meeting of the South West

assembly lastweek.

The first bill, discussing a gym
for the nineteenth floor of George

Washington Tower was tabled

pending an investigation of various

ways to finance it.

Dining commons then came
under discussion when Service

Committee chairman Rick Dinkin

asked the assemblymen to go to

their heads of residence so that

floor meetings could be called to

discuss the using of space in the

three dining commons in South

West.

With a move into special

business, the new black members
of the assembly asked for a budget

of $2500 to promote the black cause

in South West. After much
discussion it was decided to table

the bill with the motion of having

the finance committee assist the

black representatives in drawing

up a budget.

Back to the agenda, on the

subject of security of the Fantasia

snack bar of George Washington
lower, it was moved that the bill be

tabled pending a committee
report.

The tenant association bill was
next. This bill calls for all people

in South West to be members of an

association for the betterment of

the residential college. Called

vague by the representatives, this

bill was explained more fully by

sponsor Rich Dinkin as a kind of

laison between the administration

and the residents of South West. A

committee will be appointed by the

president, Lester Meyers, to get

the association going within two

On the subject of discriminatory

admission prices on the basis of

sex, the assembly passed the bill

which called for censure of guilty

houses and suspension of all

assembly funding for that house

for the duration of the academic

year in which the offense took

"place. An amendment to the bill

was added which then read, that

there would be no discrimination at

functions in South West regardless

of race, creed, color, sex, or

national origin.

The assembly then passed a bill

approving the formation of a joint

SWA-SWC committee to prepare a

recommendation for setting forth a

detailed plan for attaining a

unicameral legislature in South

West.

Women's Lib

UMass Women's Liberation will

meet tomorrow at 7:30 in the

Campus Center to discuss the

possibility of initiating a Women's
Studies program on campus.
Discussion will include reasons

for having Women's Studies

started. Suggestions and new ideas

are needed. All university women
are welcome to attend. Check the

Collegian notices for room num-

ber.

French Courses

Is the idea of choosing a French

course for the next semester

confusing 9 To benefit by the ex-

perience of others, come to the

third floor Herter Hall lounge

during the week of November 29 to

December 3. There will be student

counselors available to advise in

the choice of French courses and

help majors plan their course

schedules. Those having questions

concerning requirements for

teaching may pick up information

concerning this which Prof.

Berwald has compiled Drop in

between the hours of 9 A.M. and 5

P.M.

Rifle Notice

Approximately 194 Springfield

03 rifles, formerly used by the

Klving Redmen Drill Team and

units of ROTC will be disposed of

by the University. If anyone

believes he has a legal claim on

anv of said rifles as personal

property, he should communicate

his claim, in writing, to Sidney

Myers. Staff Attorney. 324 Whit-

more without delay.

MDC

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

SYDTCrOMAMt

•There's some Ml planet reigns. I

must be patient till the heavens look

with an aspect more favorable."

Shakespeare.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Part

nerships put to test. Nothing seems to come

-asy This is due to surprise moves,

Lhanqes, need for readjustment You do

best by seeing m light of reality. Avoid

' tendency toward self deception

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Long range

plans subject to revision You could receive

aid from unorthodox source One you

considered out of it is very much in.

Capricorn figures prominently Use past

experience

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Finish what

vou start Temptation is to toss aside

details, to skip essentials, to be ex

•ravagant Curb these tendencies Key is to

round out project Gam additional appeal,

power
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Stress m

dependence, originality Methods that

worked m past now must be revised Obtain

vahd hint from Aries message Shakeup

due affects domestic area Ride with I'de

You can wm
LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Some relatives

are restless, on ihe move Key is to adhere

to your own game plan Trust hunch You
,rn now through observation One who

.iiiqht you m past could make reap

vice

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Money
situation fluctuates. One who makes

•winds is merely testing Know this and

ere to basic course Key >s to be ver

sat ile without scattering forces Sagittarius

will aid

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Breakthrough!

mdicaied Flash of inspiration could

provide solid answer Recognize truth when

you encounter it Means don't dissuade

yourself Face up to facts as they exist

Then you progress.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Some
journeys lead to confusion Get correct

addresses Applies to correspondence as

well as travel And be sure you have names

straight. Mixup could be humorous on

surface but create resentment.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Luxury item to buy, rent or otherwise

could be a dominant question Key is to

keep within budget without denying quality

of comfort. This can be done and you are

one to do it

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 1?) See

beyond surface indications. You have right

lo ask questions and to obtain answers Be

wary of one who sweet talks, skirts basic

issues Insist on frank appraisal Truth

frees you
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18) The more

you prepare, the better will be the results

Message will become clear Capricorn can

serve as quide. Definite gains made if you

heed voice of experience Be discreet.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Finish what

you start You lend now to attract one who

sings blues Don't compound error by

lommq chorus Dance to your own tune. It

can be gay, light and constructive if you so

desire

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

were on your own early Psychologically,

you separated from authority You are

nvenlive, a natural architect You recently

had change of residence or went through

period of domestic adjustment all to the

qood Now, settle down and get some of

'hose emotional bruises healed

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp

1 Native metal

4 Bone

6 Iron

11 Sharp reply

13 Stew

15 Man's
nickname

16 Term of

endearment

18 Parent
(colloq.)

19 Printer's

measure

21 Diving bird

22 Totals

24 Ox of Celebes

26 Agreement

2-8 Seine

29 Make amends
31 Want
33 Note of scale

34 Walk
36 Levantine

vessel

38 Note of scale

40 Sluggish

42 Harvests

45 Man's name
47 Antlered

animal

49 Barracuda

50 Offspring (pi.)

52 Woody plant

54 Babylonian
deity

55 Printer's

measure
56 Gift

59 Note of scale

61 Mend
63 Moves sidewise

65 Kind of hat

66 Man's
nickname

67 Poem

DOWN

1 Anglo-Saxon
money

2 Soften in

temper

24
25
27
30
32
35
37

Latin

conjunction

Spoken
Sharpen
Noblemen
Hurried

Urges on
Conjunction

Season
Hypothetical

force
Experience

Grant use of

Cries like cow
World
organization

(abbr.)

Cooled lava

Emmets
Rip
Lampreys
Expires
Earthenware
Sleeveless

cloak
Hoarder

39
41

43
44
46

48

Pressed
Armed
conflicts

Tolled

Saint (abbr )

Indefinite

article

Webfooted
birds

51 Mast
53 Wife of Geraint

57 Bone of body

58 Touchdown
(abbr.)

60 Peer Gynt's

mother
62 Hebrew letter

64 Behold!

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. «•

NFL Roundup ...

Browns Sock Pats; Rams Take Over Lead
CLEVELAND <AP) - Leroy

Kelly scored two touchdowns and
ran for over 100 yards Sunday,
helping the Cleveland Browns to a

27-7 victory over New England in a

National Football League game.
Kelly, who gained 113 yards in 23

carries, caught a seven-yard
touchdown pass from quarterback

Bill Nelsen and ran one yard for a

score as the Browns broke a four-

game losing streak, longest in the

club's history.

Nelsen, who also threw a 35-yard

touchdown pass to Frank Pitts,

completed 12 of 23 aerials for 158

yards as he regained the starting

job which he relinquished last

week to Mike Phipps.

Rookie quarterback Jim
Plunkett, who had led the Patriots

4-6 to two straight victories, was
intercepted four times. Two of the

thefts were by linebacker Billy

Andrews, whith his first stopping a

New England drive that reached

the Browns' 22.

The Browns dominated play

early in the game as they built up a

10-0 lead on the pass to Kelly and a

34-yard field goal by Don Cockroft.
*****

CINCINNATI (AP) — Fred
Willis scored twice in his first pro

start and Virgil Carter rifled two

touchdown passes Sunday,
powering the Cincinnati Bengals to

a 28-13 National Football League
triumph over the Houston Oilers.

With Carter back from a

shoulder injury, the Bengals
atoned for a 10-6 setback three

weeks ago at Houston and kept

alive their chances of repeating as

American Football Conference
Central Division champions.

Willis, a 212-pound rookie from

Boston College, punched across

from one and five yards and piled

up 81 in 23 rushes to complement
Carter's passing.

*****

CHICAGO (AP) The Detroit

Lions, sacking the Chicago Bears'

Bobby Douglass eight times for

losses of 62 yards and panicking

him into throwing four in-

terceptions, pulled off a 28-3 vic-

tory Sunday in a wild, penalty and

mistake- filled National Football

League game.
Quarterback Greg Landry ran

for 52 and 14 yards in a game-

opening drive, by the Lions to set

up Steve Owers touchdown blast

from the 2.

Then Landry became ill. not to

return, and Bill Munson replaced

him. Landry reportedly was
nauseated -and the Soldier Field

crowd of 55,049, including 100 old

Bear homecomers. probably had

their stomachs turned also with the

floundering as the game
progressed.

*****

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Los

Angeles' powerful defense held San

Francisco to a pair of field goals

and the Rams swept past the 49ers

17-6 Sunday and took the lead in the

National Football Conference
West.

A sellout crowd of 80,050 and a

national television audience saw
the Rams knock the 49ers into

second place in the division, one-

half game back. Los Angeles is

now 6-3-1, San Francisco 6-4.

Forty-niner quarterback John
Brodie was given a bad time from
start to finish and was intercepted

four times. Three were by cor-

nerback G. Howard and the other

by Jimmy Nettles, who made a

leaping catch and returned 29

yards for a touchdown
It was the interception and

touchdown that broke the back of

the 49ers with 32 seconds left in the

first half. It gave Los Angeles a 14-

6 lead and San Francisco never

came close again.
*****

OAKLAND ( AP) — The Oakland
Raiders, trailing San Diego by 14

points at halftime, came from
behind Sunday for a 34-33 National

Football League victory that was
saved by linebacker Dan Connors'

end zone interception of a John
Hadl pass with 1:11 remaining.

Oakland quarterback Daryle
Lamonica threw three touchdown

passes including two in the last

half, as the Raiders made their

record 7-1-2, and maintained a half-

game lead over Kansas City in the

American Football Conference
West.

The Chargers, whose offense was
hurt, when running back Mike
Garrett left the game with an

ankle injury, dropped to 4-6 in the

division.

The Raiders, who beat San Diego

34 early in the season, trailed 24-

10 at the half but moved to a 34-24

lead late in the final quarter on the

passing of Lamonica and running

of Pete Banaszak and Clarence

Davis.
*****

WASHINGTON (AP) — Quar
terback Roger Staubach ran 29

yards for a touchdown and Mike
Clark kicked two field goals as

Dallas blanked Washington 13-0

Sunday to take over the Eastern

Division lead in the National

Football Conference.

The Cowboys marched 86 yards

in 11 plays the first time they had
possession.

The only other scores came on

Clark's three-pointers from the 26

and 48.

Following the Cowboys' TD, the

Washington defense dominated
until the opening series in the

second half.

The Cowboys had to settle for a

field goal after Staubach's 20-yard

pass was apparently caught at the

three by wide receiver Bob Hayes,

who dropped the ball when he

stepped into the end

ficial ruled the pass
*****

zone. An of-

incomplete.

KANSAS CITY (AP) — Len
Dawson spoiled new Denver head
Coach Jerry Smith's debut Sunday
by throwing three touchdown
passes that helped the Kansas City

Chiefs to an easy 28-10 National

Football League victory over the

crippled and outmanned Broncos.

Dawson hit Morris Stroud with a

39-yarder on Kansas City's second

possession. The 36-year-old

quarterback came back four

minutes later with a 69-yard strike

that rookie Elmo Wright speared

out of the chilly air at the Denver 40

and hauled into the end zone.

Dawson spiraled a 12-yard end

NightTomorrow
At Curry Hicks Cage

Charity Hoop Game
Varsity Vs. Frosh

7:30
Join us for

Thanksgiving Dinner
at the Lord Jeff.

$5.50 per person . . .

children under 12 $3.50

(7fcLord fAw Jeffery

RAOUL DtfTRICM. ItMMttir t«

setting up New York's go-ahead

field goal and another its second

touchdown.
The Bills started out strongly,

moving the ball from their own 26

to New York's 41 in seven plays the

first time they had the ball.

Shaw then hurled a 41-yard

scoring pass to Marlin Briscoe.

Instead of carrying the ball into the

end zone, Briscoe was spilled at the

goal line by the Jets' John
Dockery. The ball sailed from
Briscoe's hands and tumbled out of

the end zone, with the officials

ruling that the play was legitimate.
*****

PITTSBURGH (AP)
Defensive back John Rowser
returned an interception 70 yards

Hawkins scored on a five-yard

fumble recovery in the fourth

period, helping the Philadelphia

Eagles past the St Louis in a 37-20

National Football League game
Sunday.
Liske, stymied by Cardinal

defenders through three quarters,

made connections with Bouggess

for the deciding touchdown after

cornerback Al Nelson returned a

short Cardinal field goal try 49

yards to midfield late in the third

quarter.

The former Denver signal caller,

after building a 30-20 lead with the

aerial, then hit wide receiver

Harold Jackson for the icing on the

cake with less than seven minutes

left.

SYMBOLIC DOMINANCE: BC's live mascot is superimposed over IMass split-end Steve Schubert.

We think the picture symbolizes Eagle dominance over the Redmen. Look hard, the Eagle is there

now. if it weren't for the lemon drop, right Barb? (Photo by Barbara Breeher)

zone pass in the third quarter to

Jim Otis, who made a one-handed

catch. Dawson completed 11 of 19

throws for 294 yards before

departing with 12 minutes
remaining.

*****

NEW ORLEANS. La. <AP) —
Defensive back Charles West set

up Minnesota's first touchdown by

returning a short field goal attempt

61 yards and the Vikings went on to

defeat the New Orleans Saints 23-10

before 83,130 fans in a National

Football League game Sunday.

The Saints and Vikings matched
rugged defenses through most of

the first three quarters, but

quarterback Bob Lee, starting his

first regular season game for the

Vikings, skirted right end with a

four-yard touchdown run with 4:26

left in the third period The score

came on the third play after West

snared a 531yard field goal attempt

by Charlie Durkee and returned it

61 yards to the Saint 30.

The Vikings added another
touchdown after driving 70 yards in

ten plays early in the fourth period,

with running back Clint Jones

getting the touchdown from four

\ards out.
*****

BUFFALO. N.Y. (AP) — Bob
Davis tossed two touchdown passes

and Bobby Howfield booted a pair

of field goals Sunday as the New
York Jets defeated Buffalo, 20-7.

and handed the winless Bills their

tenth loss of the National Football

League season.

For Buffalo, it was a game of

mistakes and. at times, comedy for

the 41.577 chilled fans Starting

quarterback Dennis Shaw was
intercepted four times, one theft

for a touchdown after a pass on a

fake field goal and Prestorf

Pearson set up another score with

a 77-yard kickoff return as the

Pittsburgh Steelers defeated the

New York Giants 17-13 Sunday in a

National League Football game.

Giant quarterback Fran
Tarkenton lobbed a 26-yard touch

down pass to Ken Houston in the

first quarter and Pete Gogolak

booted field goals of 25 and 27 yards

to give the Giants the edge.

Then Pearson returned the

second half kickoff 77 yards up the

middle. Five plays later, quar

terback Terry Bradshaw hit Ron
Shanklin with a four-yard scoring

pass to put the Steelers ahead to

stay.' *****

ST. LOl'IS <AP) — Pete Liske

whipped a five-yard touchdown

pass to Les Bouggess and Ben

For

SQUASH
BALLS

SQUASH
RACKETS

See

AJ. Hastings

Newsdealer & Stationer

54 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

LIVE MUSIC
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday Nites

OLDIES NITE
Monday

STONES NITE
Wednesday

RESTAURANT
()p<>t\ 21 Hours : o
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Same Old Story

B.C. Blasts Redmen
ByDANKAMAL

It was the same old story.

Boston College was bigger,

stronger, and faster, and although

UMass made a game of it for the

first half, it was only a matter of

time before the Eagle superiority

wore down completely the dull

edge of Redmen resistance. The

result was a 35-0 Eagle rout at

Alumni Field in Chestnut Hill

Piel Pennington who threw tne

football nearly 50 times in the ball

game and had continuous pressure

put on him all dav. said it best:

w auwtMwn.

iatlg 01nU?9|an

0^.

SPORTS
"BC is bigger, stronger, faster. I

don't know who was hitting me out

there, but I've never had such

pressure from a defensive line."

Add to the job turned in by the

defensive line a brilliant per-

formance by the Eagle linebackers

and a solid day's work from the

defensive secondary, and the

shutout is explained.

When John Hulecki spoke of the

depth of the BC squad last week, he

was telling a painful truth. The
depth was very much in evidence,

offensively and defensively.

Consider that Ed Rideout, the

Eagles' chief offensive threat

didn't see any action because of an

injury. He wasn't needed.

Boston College took the opening

kickoff and drove deep into UMass
territory. But split-end Mel Briggs

was really popped by Bill

DeFlavio, after taking a look-in

pass from quarterback Ray
Rippmann, and fumbled the ball.

Doug Winslow recovered for the

Redmen, and the visitors started to

move.

From his own 14, Pennington hit

Steve Schubert for a first down at

the 29. After another first-down

pass to Schubert. UMass stalled

and Jack O'Neil went back into

punt formation. However, he faked

the punt and calmly fired a pass

over tne middle to Hulecki for

another first down.

This kept the drive alive, and it

carried to the BC 38 before stalling.

A 50-yard field goal attempt by

Dennis Gagnon was short. It was
apparent from this drive that the

Redmen were going nowhere on

the ground.

BC came right back for the first

score of the game, a 45-yard field

goal by John Kline The key play

in the drive was a 37-yard blast off

tackle by running back Bill

Thomas. This score came at 11:11

of the first quarter and it was 3-0.

About seven minutes later, Kline

duplicated his feat with another 45-

varder to give the hosts a 6-0 lead.

Shortly thereafter, quarterback

Gary Marangi came in to replace

Rippmann After the Redmen had

sustained a minor drive that again

resulted in a missed field goal try

by Gagnon I this one from 55 yards

out>, Marangi drove his team 80

yards in 10 plays. The sophomore

displayed a fine passing arm as he

threw for more than 50 yards to

Briggs in the series. Tom Bougus

capped the drive with a one-yard

scoring plunge, and a conversion

pass to Briggs made it 14-0, the

score at the half.

With second half barely un-

derway, the Eagles scored again.

I Mass couldn't move after taking

the second half kickoff and O'Neil

was back to punt. BC linebacker

Larry Malloy blocked the kick and
it was picked off in mid-air by

another linebacker Dave Ellison

who brought it in from five yards

out for the touchdown

A 41-yard TD run by Thomas
about midway through the third

stanza gave the Eagles a four

touchdown lead, and they closed

out the scoring moments later

when a pass intended for Hulecki

glanced off his outstretched hands

into the welcome hands of

linebacker John McElgunn who
scampered 30 yards for the score.

VOWIIlKK-l Mass fullback Dick < ronin 13S) is stopped for no gain h> Hi
%J*

Wapp -> ;|
><

Dennis Wolfe (sin. The Ragle defensive line played a Mperb game. putUng^^g™^ F .Lies
Pennington and halting the Redmen running game to a paltry 33 yards. I he bowl-hopeful Eagles

trounced UMass 35-0. (Photo by Barbara Brechei >

today, but BC is by far the best

team we've played this year."

It's the same old story.

Meanwhile, UMass had its best

scoring chance of the game early

in the fourth when they moved to

the BC seven on first down.
However, a run and three passes

later, the Redmen were still at the

seven.

A subdued Dick MacPherson
said after the game, "We played

much better against Holy Cross

(BC's rival next week) than we did

nc
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Had intercepted
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Yards penalized 28

Ft'MBLES—Number J
Fumble* lo»t *

9 264-

SCORING SUMMARY .

17
5

12

3*
87
5.4

33
255
50
19
|

84
84

ft

31 1

3

7
141

S
•9

1

1

Boston CoMegs
Mossochustrts

15
0-

Charlotte Lettis:

New England Champ
MIX Staff

Charlotte Lettis won the women's New England cross country cham-

pionships with a record breaking time on Saturday She out distanced two

I erv experience cross country runners to chop a whopping 19 seconds off

the course record held by Olympian Francie Johnson Charlotte lasted a

tune ol 12 42 lor the 2.5 mile course over the grounds of the Stigmatine

Father Seminary in So. Natick, Mass

Three competitors took the lead early in the race, r raneie Johnson lead

by a lew leet at the half mile mark with Janet Bristol and (harlotte a tick

behind Francie Johnson represented the U S. In Mexico ( ity in the (too

meters and Janet Bristol finished 5th m the World cross country Cham-

pionships held in Spam last year. Alter some exchanges o places

I harlotte took the lead at the I 3 4 mile point and lead Janet Br istol away

rrom the fading Francie Johnson. With a half mile and the course s only

hill left in the race Charlottte accelerated away from Bristol and won by a

decisive 100 yards

Charlottes team. Libert) A.C . won the team championships so the 20

sear old -ophomore theater major came home with 2 gold meadio/

"torn Derderian onh managed bronze and silver medals in the Mens

,„,,.„ \ A U cross country championships He finished 6th place running

10000 meters fi miles in 30:49and paced his team, the North Medford

club to a second place finish. Chris Chambers ran nth and also got i

bronze medal Rich Tashjian ran 19th in 33:20.

Chambers and Derderian said alter the race that they ran their best

races all season. ( harlotte also got into this race finishing about 60th out

of 140 in spile of a disturbing encounter with the irate men s A.AC. or

lic.als She plans to run in the women's nationals in Cleveland next week

Dolphins Stun Colts
MIAMI ( \P) (laro Yepremian kicked a 20-yard field goal with 6:50 left

Sunday and title hungry Miami edged Baltimore's Super Bowl cham-

pions l"7 14 in a National Football League game before a frenzied crowd ol

75.312 in the Orange Bowl.

The Dolphins leaped to a 1 1/2 game lead over Baltimore in the

American Conference Fast

Farl Morrall. taking over after veteran John Unitas was hurt trying to

throw a block, marched the Colts to a tying touchdown before Miami

boomed within range for Yepremian's field goal.

t'nitas marshalled a magnificent 78-yard drive, hitting five of five

passes for 55 yards, as Baltimore took a 7-0 lead in the first period. That

stood up through the half

Jim Kiick cracked for 19 yards to ignite Miami's game-tying drive and

the former Wvoming star scored on a one-yard run to make it 7-7.

Linebacker Doug Swift intercepted a Unitas pass on the next series,

returning the ball 11 yards to the Baltimore 10 as the largest regular

season crowd in Dolphin history went crazy.

Bob Griese zipped a 10-yard scoring pass to former Green Bay tight end

Marv Fleming on the next play and the Dolphins had taken a 14-7 lead

with two touchdowns in 107 seconds.

Unitas was knocked out of action on the same play that sent wide

receiver Bay Perkins to the dressing room with a severe concussion.

Intramurals
BASKETBALL

COURT TIME TEAMS
i 6 IS Monuments vs "C" Crushers

? Bulldofers vs Senators

3 Patriots vs Colls

4 Leopards vs Jaguars

s Flush vs Destroyers

6 ZSD's vs Deacons

\ j 15 Wilburs vs Gypsies

1 Dirty Dozen vs a Balls

1 Hoqs vs Vikings

i R.iroons vs Risers

Crsbsvs Studs

Bunch vs Boqarls
Volsvs Raiders

Bon/ers vs TEP "B"
Starters vs Burq

Eftqli" ys Redwoods
J.lklT', vs Pi|

Rams vs Hemlm ks

9 15 Burks vs Sldins

Bunkrr vs Mouv 1

iMs v'. Mar'
Guimss vs Marauders

... ' vs Bones

pi vs Holes

if) (5 MiCktVt Grants

Maroon* \ "

Charlotte Lettis

Champion

The Physical Education
department announces that ice

hockey <; (
.t<> PE 100 will he of-

fered January 27th thru March
24, 1072 for 1 eredit Former
experience in the sport is

required For further in-

l urination see Russell Kidd,

assistant hockey coach, in

Boyden. Lab tee is $20

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

Sip tfafljaiipwrtte

latlu ©nlbntmt
4^/ A Fill AND IfSFONSItli ^^ MISS

Weather:
"From his un
dergraduate days as

editor of the Harvard
Crimson, Richard
Caramel had desired to

write."
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Exclusive: Sarge Wants Bromery
See page three

l runchy or creamy, there's no wav its gonna move this week. An infoi mal survey was taken last semester concerning peanut butter preference in which it was

ascertained that slim people preferred the creamy style and those of a more corpulent naluieprelerretllheclumky variety. Yetthevallagreedthat PelerPan was

tops in any category. ( Photo credit by J. Van Lew icke >

Peter Pan Out; Negotiations Continuing
Bulletin: As of midnight Peter

Pan Bus Lines was out on strike.

Last reports at 2:15 a.m. indicated

that though service was still

suspended negotiations were
continuing.

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
At the time of the Collegian's

deadline, a vote was being taken by

union members to consider the last

management offer before a strike

would be called by union members
against Peter Pan Bus Lines

Students should contact the bus

ticket office at the Student Union

for the latest developments.

If a strike is called sixty-eight

drivers and mechanics from Peter

Pan Bus Lines will have walked off

the job at midnight eliminating

direct bus service from Springfield

to Boston.

It is expected that as many as

1200 UMass students who have

planned to leave the University

today and tomorrow for

Thanksgiving vacation will be

affected by the strike

The strike will also immediately

curtail bus service from
Springfield to Amherst and
Springfield to Bradley In

On The Inside:

Sylvan
See page two

New Teacher
Evaluation

See page three

Peter Panning It

See page six

ternational Airport Bus Service

will continue from Amherst to

Springfield.

Alternate routes which include

Peter Pan Bus Lines and Western
Mass. Bus Lines will remain open.

These routes will enable students

to make the trip to Boston with a

minimum of hardship.

A Peter Pan representative said

that the alternate route will take an

extra 45 minutes to an hour

compared to the direct Springfield

to Boston route. He said that the

passenger instead of taking a bus

at the Springfield terminal directly

to Boston will instead take a bus to

Hartford The passenger will

change buses at the Hartford

terminal then head directly

towards Boston.

It is also possible that there will

be increased bus service on the

Western Mass. Bus Lines today

and tomorrow. Students will be

able to take a Western Mass. bus

from the Campus Center Garage to

Worcester. From the Worcester

terminal the passenger will be able

to change buses and take a B&W
bus directly to Boston.

Another possibility for students

is the idea of car pools. Dean Field

suggested that many of the hard-

ship problems caused by the bus
strike could be alleviated if

students provide the services of

their cars to others. Car pools

should be organized at the Head of

Residence level if the idea of car

pools is to be successful on a

University-wide basis.

Negotiations between Division

1512 of the Amalgamated Tran
sportation Workers Union and

Peter Pan have been taking place

for two months. The contract

between management and union

expired on October 13th. State

mediators have been taking part in

talks between management and

union but no side has been willing

to predict success in the talks.

According to the Hampshire
Gazette, union president Donald

Whitney said, "We're as far apart

now as we were Oct. 14 when
contract talks began. The union is

demanding a 5.5 per cent increase,

four paid holidays a year, and five

paid sick days a year; Peter Pan is

offering a 3 per cent pay increase

and refusing to consider paid

holidays and paid sick leave, which
the company calls "fringe
benefits.

"

The Hampshire Gazette reported

that the Peter Pan contract dispute

revolves around the hourly wage
and the total yearly wage of the

company's 55 drivers. Peter Pan
officials said that their drivers

earn as much as $12,000 a year

which is substantially more than

bus drivers earn in many other

parts of the country.

Union officials replied that the

drivers earn $12,000 a year because

they are required to work as much
as 70 hours. "There's a huge
amount of overtime," Whitney
explained. "It's nothing for a

driver to be expected to do two
round trips a day from Amherst to

Boston.

"We're working seven days a

week sometimes," Whitney said.

"We're only guaranteed two days
off a month Sure we can make
$12,000 a year, but I'd like the

company to say how many hours a

year a man has to work to make
that kind of money."

scaasscnaaaaaM^mM-fti-tsfecw WS5«5K

NonStudentArrested!
On Robbery Charge
A non student was arrested outside of Patterson House yesterday

afternoon and charged with robbery on five different counts

The suspect gave his residence as Brockton, Mass His name has

not been released.

At 3:45 p.m yesterday the police received a report from Pat

terson that a man armed with a chain was holding up students in

the dormitory According to the Campus Police the suspect was

arrested at 3:57 emerging from the dormitory.

In addition to the five counts of armed robbery, the accused was

charged with ten counts of assault with a dangerous weapon, five

counts of attempted larceny, and possession of a hypodermic

needle At this time the hypodermic is being checked for narcotics.

No students were injured during the incident.

The suspect will be arraigned in Northampton District Court this

morning.
t******K*4n+m*i v*i *fuWMmm
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The Continuing Story Of Sylvan

The Sylvan Area.

Draft Counselor's Corner

Check Your

By DENNIS FOLKY
Sylvan is wrestling with several major problems.

Student frustration and feelings of futility appear to

contribute to the complexity of the situation, as does

what appears to be poor planning on the part of the

University.

Residents of Cashin, Brown, and McNamara have a

number of very real gripes. The dorms are officially

termed co-ed, although only 19.8% of the students are

female and some floors have no girls whatsoever. The

males are disproportionately freshmen, while most of

the girls are upperclassmen.

Student resentment came to a head last Wednesday

when about 50 residents demonstrated at the Student

Senate in support of a resolution to admonish the

Housing Office for misrepresenting the Sylvan area to

students. It was drafted by Skip Casper, a freshman

Senator and a resident of Brown House, and he hopes

its passage will mark the beginning of action by the

Senate to help solve the situation.

Concerned individuals and groups are trying

desperately to cope with the conditions. A twelve

member Co-ed Committee has been formed and a

coordinated effort is being put forth with the three

house governments, the Area Improvement Com-

mittee and the Area Director's staff (this includes the

Human Relations Center in McNamara House). They

hope to attract women to the area with publicity

emphasizing the wealth of opportunity available at

Svlvan
These are more than just growing pains. It appears

Sylvan has become the victim of mismanagement at

high levels. According to Casper, recreational, social

and Food Service facilities are inadequate.

Who's responsible for this mess?

The concept of guilt is complex, and both Casper

and Phil Lacomb, an administrative assistant at area

Student Affairs, recognize the Housing Office's ap-

parent willingness to help. Bruce Cochran, the

Housing Office director has demonstrated concern,

they explained, although the extent to which he would

"stick his neck out", was questioned by Casper.

Both Lacomb and Casper agreed the Housing Office

was the victim of the University system. They ex-

plained the student is considered last in some cases.

Consequently, Sylvan has become a dumping ground

for excess students, and whether this could have been

avoided is a moot and somewhat academic question.

University students are not entirely blameless. With

the recent trend toward co-ed dorms, there have

become fewer places for men to live since most co-ed

dorms were former male dorms and most female

dorms have remained so.

Casper plans to propose a study by the Student

Matters Committee of the Student Senate to deter-

mine the feasibility of converting one or more female

dorms to male. This would increase the availability of

women and absorb much of the excess female

population.

Casper explained he was trying to keep the issue

before the Student Senate, but admitted, "there isn't a

hell of a lot they can do. Hopefully they will feel a little

more generous and give us some money to work

with," he commented, "then we'd have something to

start with ".

Despite these hindrances Sylvan residents have

begun many projects that should interest students

considering residence there.

It appears students are determined to solve their

problems, and at Sylvan, they may succeed.

And Plav The Lottery Game
By GILBERT J. SALK

Do yourself a favor. Check the

list of birthdates and lottery

numbers included here: If your

date of birth is listed, and your

number is 126 or above, you should

play the lottery game. All you need

to do is write to your board, tell

them that you want to give up your

deferment and be reclassified I-A

effective immediately. Sign the

letter. Keep a copy of it for your

own records. Take the letter to the

post office and tell the clerk that

you want to send it certified mail,

return receipt requested.

The draft board will have to sign

for the letter, and the post office

will send the receipt back to you.

Staple it to your copy of the letter,

and save it. It is your proof that you

sent the letter and that the draft

board received it.

As long as the board gets the

BIRTHDAYS AND LOTTERY NUMBERS

To learn your draft lottery number from this table,

find the column for your month and year of birth

and go down that column to the number opposite the

day you were bom.

letter on or before December 31,

you will be in this year's pool, and

on January first of next year you

will be safe! Yes, Safe!

Do not follow this procedure if

your date of birth (i.e., the year

you were born) is not on the list.

Do not follow the procedure if your

number is 125 or lower. Do not

follow the procedure if you want to

conduct an exercise in paranoia

and not trust the draft. The
chances are that the number will

be higher next year and your

chances of getting drafted will

increase, but it's your choice.

The number 125 is a firm

national maximum. No draft board

can legally draft anyone with a

number above 125. If you get into

this year's pool with a higher

number, you only need to be I-A for

the last day of the year, and that

will be your year of eligibility.

Do it now! Don't wait until the

Christmas mail rush, because your

letter might get lost. You are en-

titled to drop any deferment other

than a I-Y or a IV-F. Do it!

And take a copy of this column

home for your friends. They might

not have a draft counselor handy,

and they will be grateful for the

chance to be thankful for

something other than too much
turkey.

Remember Vietnam. Remember
Cambodia. Remember Kent and

Jackson State. Remember Nixon

and Agnew. Mitchell and
Rhenquist. Remember Attica and

Soledad. Remember Julie and

David. Fuck the draft.

PEACE.

Tonite

!

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

...And In The Beginning...
you are hereby ordered to the

office also. New members are

welcome. Sunday, November 28 at

7:30 in the MDC office.
Oyez! Oyez! Know ye by all

these presents that Poor Richard

will call unto himself all his worthy

and appointed staff members for

the purpose of deciding what to do

for the Christmas extravaganza.

So if Frank Johnson can take his

nead out of his earphones. Ken
Sulin can drag himself away from

Chris, Frank Baglione can climb

the stairs to the office, Steve Feld

can leave the bootlegs alone, we'd

like to see them. And if the rest of

you; Alan Chapman, Jim
Lavrakas, Lloyd Adalyst, Nat

Hayden, Mike McCormick, Pete

Forget, David Green, Dan Mur-

phy ,
DavidRichkopfarefree^thon

U-MASS SKI CLUB
presents

CHARLES PURINTON of the Maple Valley Ski Area

also info on Dec. 4th Day Trip to Killington Ski Area

Meeting Tonight, 8 p.m., Mahar Aud.
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...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld. parkine heidachti in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Century Shopping Plaza! Free parking for over 100 cart!

WESTFIEL0
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp. N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR.
On North-South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

HOI YOKE 205 HIGH ST. Next to Holyoke Natl. Bank
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State House Post?

Bromery Still Number One
By RICHARDCHANSON

Acting Chancellor Randolph Bromery is still

"number one" on Governor Sargent's list of can-

didates for the vacant position of State Secretary of

Education, a post Bromery has already declined once.

The Governor, according to several excellent

sources, is "holding the job open" for Bromery, who is

also the only announced candidate for the permanent

Chancellorship of UMass in Amherst.

"Governor Sargent wants Bromery", one source

said.

Bromery has been under consideration for the chief

Educational office in the Commonwealth for the past

several months. In October Bromery sent a letter to

the Governor stating that he had "decided to with-

draw from consideration by the Governor because this

is a critical time for the University." Even though the

position Bromery now holds at UMass is a temporary

one, he "thought it best" to stay at UMass.

Bromery was named to the position of Acting

Chancellor of the Amherst campus by the ©oard of

Trustees after Oswald Tippo resigned on October 3

this year. Just one year ago today, Dr. Bromery was

named Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs.

Responding to Bromery's rejection of the position

that the Governor had offered so vehemently, Lt.

Governor Donald Dwight stated on October 15 that

"We have acceded to Dr. Bromery's request.

However, we are not ruling out the possibility that he

could be convinced to accept appointment to a higher

government service in the future."

At that time, Dwight said that another candidate for

the position would be named "very soon". Nobody

suspected that the meaning of Dwight's "not ruling

out" a Bromery acceptance in the future would be

translated into a continued effort on the part of

Governor Sargent to get Bromery now.

Reportedly, Bromery is very aware of the wishes of

the Governor, but is not ready to make another

decision to accept or reject. Bromery is said to be

concerned about the possibility that he won't be given

the permanent Chancellorship, though.

One administrator commented that it is Bromery's

"style" to keep as many "options" as possible open.

Bromery conceivably could have received word that

the Governor still wanted him and responded that

since his proposal wasn't permanent and he might be

available for the Secretary's job.

It is expected that the Governor's persistence in

recruiting Bromery will put added pressure on the

now functioning Chancellor's Search Committee to act

quickly if they want to have Bromery as Chancellor.

The Secretary of Education post is the only one of

thirteen cabinet positions named under a re-

organization of the state's executive branch. The

Governor yesterday named a Secretary of Elderly

Affairs.

It is widely known that the Governor has fought

hard and made deals with several legislators, notably

Speaker of the House David Bartley, in an effort to

give the cabinet posts adequate staffing.

Sargent Swears In

New Secretary
BOSTON (AP)-Gov. Francis W.

Sargent today swore in Jack Leff

as his cabinet secretary of elder

affairs and Frank J. Manning as

assistant secretary.

During the swearing-in
ceremonies in the House of

Representatives chamber, Sargent

also announced the transfer of

several agencies to the elderly

secretariat.

Sargent said that by executive

order he was transferring the

Office of Services to Older
Americans from the state

Department of Community Affairs

to the elder affairs office.

When the 10-member cabinet

was created under the state

government reorganization act,

the secretary of elder affairs was
the only secretariat without any

state agencies under it.

Sargent announced the transfer

of the Governor's Commission on

Elderly Affairs and the state

program of assistance to local

counsels on aging to the elder

affairs office.

He also announced that he has

notified the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare that he has

designated the office of elder af-

fairs as the official agency to

receive all federal funds under

Title III of the Older Americans
Act.

"With these actions that I have
taken, we leave no doubt that we
mean to make the secretary for

elder affairs an important and
equal member of our new
cabinet," Sargent said

By executive order, Sargent said

he was directing the secretary to

establish a home care program for

the state's elderly and han-
dicapped citizens.

New T.E. Program

To Be Adopted
Summary Of The Ad Hoc Report

By DON BISHOP
The story of Teacher Evaluation

on this campus has been one of

controversy and debate, almost

since the program's inception one

year ago. Criticism of the concept

itself, and of the procedure used in

evaluation, has come from student

and faculty quarters.

While the majority of students

and a considerable number of

faculty now agree that the practice

of Teacher Evaluation should be

retained, the debate goes on

surrounding the question of what

system should be used.

The Office of the Provost is this

year undertaking the task of

gathering and studying recom-

mendations and proposals for a

new program. This Program would

replace the one which was used

last year, and is still currently

being used.

These recommendations and
proposals will largely be coming

from the various academic
departments who, along with the

Student Senate, have been

requested to submit their

proposals by January. 1972.

Informed sources say that after

the Provost has received the

proposals from those groups that

have expressed interest in this

question, he will appoint a Com-

mittee to sift through all the

various recommendations. This

Committee will then come up with

a final proposal for the new

Teacher Evaluation Program.

This final, compromise proposal

will hopefully be acceptable to

students, faculty and ad-

ministration The Provost holds

the final power of accepting,

amending, or rejecting this

The recommendations that the

Student Senate has decided to

"endorse in principle", are those of

the Ad Hoc Committee on Teacher
Evaluation. This committee, which
came out of the Senate, submitted

its report to the Senate last Wed-
nesday evening. After con-

siderable debate, the Senate voted

favorably on this report, (the

summary of which is contained

elsewhere on this page) and it has

been sent along to the Provost's

Office.

Nick Apostola. Chairman of the

Student Senate's Academic Affairs

Committee, revealed that this

summary of the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee's report has been partially

modified by the Academic Affairs

Committee. One modification

came on point 2, where Academic
Affairs added the phrase: "or a

similar professionally designed,

machine scorable, multi-factor

instrument."

Senator Apostola made special

note of the provisions making it

mandatory that each course of

each professor be evaluated, and

the results be made public after

one year for an instructor with

tenure, and within two years for

those without tenure He also

stressed the recommended
establishment of an Office of

Teacher Evaluation, along with a

Review and Appeal Board.

1) The University of

Massachusetts at Amherst should

institute a comprehensive
professionally designed and
professionally-run system of

teacher evaluation. (Recom-
mendation #1 directly from report

of TE Committee)
2) The Illinois Course Evaluation

Questionnaire, or a similar

professionally designed, machine-

scorable, multi-factor instrument,

should be adopted as the basic

evaluation instrument.

3) The use of the Illinois evaluation

questionnaire or that of any other

questionnaire ultimately adopted,

administered in a standardized

manner, should be mandatory for

all sections of all courses.

4) The processed results of the

evaluation instrument utilized

should be reported to each in-

structor for his private use. For

instructors without tenure, the

data should be released in all cases

after the Faculty member has been

previously evaluated for four

semesters. For faculty members
with tenure, the data should be

released in all cases after the in-

structor has been previously

evaluated for two semesters.

5) Individual instructors and
departments should be encouraged

to develop additional sup-

plementary items for use. with any

"additional items" option that the

evaluation instrument may in-

corporate. Such additional items

might take the form of either

additional multi-factor questions

or open-ended essay items

Responses to these additional or

essay questions should not be

reported to an instructor until after

semester grades have been filed

with the Registrar

In addition, each department

and each instructor should be

strongly encouraged to introduce a

short, completely essay

questionnaire, independent of the

principal instrument to be used

within the first month of a

semester, the results of which

would be immediately reported to,

and used only by, the individual

section instructor. It would be the

purpose of this early-semester

instrument to report to the in-

dividual instructor certain gross

observations about his teaching

effectiveness sufficiently early in

the term so as to permit attempts

at change or refomulation of

pedagogical techniques.

6) There should be established an

Office for the Evaluation and

Improvement of Teaching which

would be responsible for the ad-

ministration and interpretation of

that evaluation instrument ac-

tually adopted, for conducting

continuing improvement of that

instrument and/or developing a

new instrument if this is deter-

mined to be necessary, for

publishing that report of

evaluation results which will in-

corporate ( in annual edition ) those

evaluations released for

publication, and for the develop-

ment of a broad range of services

to help faculty members improve

and further develop their teaching

skills. Since a major portion of

teacher evaluation is evaluation of

the effectiveness.

7) There should be introduced

Teacher Growth Grants, similar to

the present research-oriented
Faculty Growth Grants, which will

permit instructors to devote
substantial blocks of time to the

development of their skill and the

improvement of their courses

8) There should be established with

the Office of Teacher Evaluation a

Review and Appeal Board, com
posed of students, faculty mem
bers and administrators, in equal

number, which shall meet on a

regular basis. This Board will

review and be responsible for

policy decisions of the Office for

Evaluation and Improvement of

Teaching, will report to the faculty

and student Senates, and will hear

specific grievances from those

affected by policy implementation

Jonathan Edwards

in Concert

December 7

proposal

Ivory Billiard

Room
23 Pleasant St.

Northampton

11 - 4V2x9 TABLES

Est 50 years

2nd floor

over

Fabric World

SENIORS
Will You Remember the Day You Graduate?

IvX
fc¥:

I You Might — If You Help Plan It.

v.v

I Senior Committee meetings will take place on:

w Tuesday, November 30

Monday, December 6

Thursday, December 9

All meetings start at TpjnnklnRmj^^^^^^^
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In The Nation And The World

Kent Trial Opens;
Protesters Present

By Legislators

Court Bans
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RAVENNA. Ohio (AP)-As
protestors defied a court order and

demonstrated outside, a trial

began Monday for a man charged

with riot and assaulting a fireman

in the May 1970 disorders at Kent

State University.

Jerry Rupe, 23, was the first of 25

persons indicted by a special state

grand jury to go on trial in con-

nection with the disorders. He was
indicted in October, 1970, on

charges of first-degree riot,

assaulting and striking a fireman

and interfering with a fireman

May 2, 1970, when fire destroyed an

ROTC building.

Outside the Portage County
Courthouse, about 15 college-age

protestors briefly demonstrated

and then heeded police orders to

disperse. Some entered the

courthouse to witness the trial.

Five men and three women were

tentatively seated on the jury.

Selections will continue this

morning.
Judge Edwin W. Jones issued an

order at the outset of the trial

banning rallies or protest at the

courthouse.

Police made no attempt to

remove or arrest the demon-

strators, some of whom held signs

that read "Stop The Trial," "Burn

the Indictments" and "Portage

County Justice is Sick."

Demonstrators threw a few
snowballs as they walked in 10-inch

snow, but there were no other

incidents.

Jones^ order stated that all

"picketing, parading, leafletting,

demonstrating, passing out hand-

bills, use of a sound truck or

bullhorn ...with the intent of

terfering with, obstructing,

impeding the administration

justice, or with the intent of

fluencing any judge, juror, witness

or court officer, is hereby
prohibited."

Dave Scribner, a New York

attorney representing five of those

indicted, filed an affidavit with the

court charging "there is bias and

prejudice on the part of Judge
Edwin Jones and that the judge is

otherwise disqualified to sit in such

cases."
y

WASHINGTON (AP)-In a land-

mark ruling the Supreme Court

Monday unanimously barred

arbitrary discrimination against

women by legislature everywhere

in the nation.

The startling decision, an-

nounced by Chief Justice Warren

E. Burger, was the first by the high

court cloaking women with the

equal-protection clause of the

Constitution, the basis for earlier

rulings advancing the rights of

Negroes.
Burger said legislatures may

treat women differently from men

only when the purpose is

reasonable.

The decision came in a relatively

obscure case from Idaho in which

the father and mother of a

deceased son had vied for the right

to administer his estate of less than

$1,000. Under state law the father

had been named the administrator.

"We have concluded," Burger

said, "that the arbitrary

preference established in favor of

males by...the Idaho code cannot

stand in the face of the 14th

Amendment's command that no

state deny the equal protection of

in-

or

of

in-

In Brief
MIAMI, Kla. (AP)-George Meany. denying that President Nixon

was treated rudely at an AFL-CIO convention session last week,

has accused the President of trying to contrive a clash for

propaganda purposes.

The administration has charged the labor delegates were

discourteous when Nixon spoke at the AFL-CIO convention here

Friday. ,

But Meany, the AFL-CIO president, accused the White House of

"a little lack of courtesy" of its own. "I still think we have the

constitutional right to laugh," Meany said Monday of the 2,000

delegates behavior during the Nixon speech.

And th«Mi...

WASHINGTON ( AP) -Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally

declared Monday that the AFL-CIO could damage the anti-inflation

effort by refusal to cooperate and accused its president ,
George

Meany, of boorish and arrogant behavior toward President Nixon.

BOSTON (AP)-A U.S. Appeals judge ruled Monday that a City

Hall art show which includes a front view of a nude male and a bas

relief of a human buttocks is not obscene and may continue as

scheduled.

Commenting that he had "rarely seen so much fuss made over so

little." Chief Justice Bailey Aldrich said "the exhibitions, as

depictions of the human form, are manifestly not obscene."

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate Agriculture Committee ap-

proved by a slender two-vote margin Monday the nomination of Dr.

Karl L. Butz to be scretary of Agriculture, setting the stage for a

bitter Senate fight.

In voting 8 to 6 to send the nomination to the Senate floor, the

committee ordered the 62-year-old Purdue University dean to sell

his agri-business stock.

WASHINGTON (AP) The White House announced today

President Nixon has signed a continuing resolution which keeps the

li. S. foreign aid program alive until Dec. 8.

TONIGHT
DON'T MISS

THE RETURN OF

»

She Engltat? $ub
(Ladies' Night)

the law to any person within its

jurisdiction."

Melvin Wulf , legal director of the

American Civil Liberties Union

which filed the brief for Mrs. Reed,

said "I am moderately pleased

that we won the case, but the

pleasure is very qualified because

we did not win on the broader

grounds."
"Our purpose was to try to get

the Supreme Court to declare that

sexual discrimination is un-

constitutional and they have ap-

parently declined to take that

major step," Wulf said. "Please

note that the court is made up of

seven males. Those male judges

have a vested interest. If women
had been on the court, we would

have seen all sex discrimination

declared unconstitutional."

Last month the House passed a

proposed amendment to the

Constitution designed to prohibit

discrimination on account of sex.

Key senators disagreed about the

impact of the ruling on this

legislation.

Ah, fond memories of

yesteryear. Dick hard at work,

getting Hiss and those reds. Saving

the country from Communism.
What pleasure it brought. (MDC
photo by J. McGinniss) Tonite

!

9: 30til close
only 25<

You too can

afford to be a

good sport!

Come and see

the wide selection

of Sport Games
the

UNIVERSITY STORE
has to offer.

WIN. PLACEGSHOW
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New South Viet Offensive Meets Little Resistance
SAIGON (AP)-A new South

Vietnamese offensive designed to

smash the headquarters of three

North Vietnamese divisions in

eastern Cambodia encountered
only light resistance Monday.
By nightfall, field commanders,

reported 36 North Vietnamese"

troops killed in small, scattered

clashes north of Highway 7, about

90 miles northeast of Saigon.

No South Vietnamese casualties

were reported.

At least 5,000 South Vietnamese
Mfantrymen and part of a 150-

vehicle armored brigade were

committed to the initial phase of

the operation. They were
strengthened by 2,500 Cambodian
troops.

As many as 10,000 more South

Vietnamese troops were taken to

the border in overland conveys to

back up those already moving into

action.

The drive could open a new 55-

mile front deep in the rubber

plantation and jungle region
between Chup and Snuol. It is

expected to last about a month.
Associated Press photographer

Huynh Cong Ut.saw 2,000 South
Vietnamese troops maneuver
along the Saigon-to-Phnom Penh
highway in the Parrot's Beak
section, south of the main target

area, to replace troops that had
moved north for the new operation.

Key objectives of the new thrust

are rear area headquarters and
supply depot of North Vietnam s

5th, 7th and 9th divisions. These
enemy 'units operate on several

fronts, ranging from the northern

and western approaches of Saigon

to the outskirts of Phnom Penli.

The 5th and 7th divisions are

believed to be regrouping close to

the border after suffering heavy
casualties in a Hanoi-initiated

offensive last month. The 9th

Division is pressuring Cambodian
troops closer to Phnom Penh.
South Vietnamese field com-

manders hope a blow against the

5th and 7th divisions while they are
still recovering will draw the 9th

Division away from Cambodia's
northeastern front to help.

Field commanders said this is

the first of a series of dry season
offensives aimed at preventing

North Vietnamese attacks across

the border on South Vietnamese
territory. The dry season runs

from now until next May.

Commander Knew Nothing

About Mv Lai Massacre
FT. MEADE. Md. (AP)-A for-

mer assistant commander of the

Americal Division testified

Monday he did not recall men-
tioning excessive killing of

civilians when he gave Col. Oran

K. Henderson an order to in-

vestigate the My Lai operation.

George H. Young, a retired

brigadier general who quit the

Army in the wake of the My Lai

controversy, said he knew nothing

of civilian deaths until after

Henderson reported 30 or so non-

combatants had been accidentally

killed at the Vietnamese hamlet.

His statements as a defense

witness conflicted sharply with

previous testimony at Henderson's

My Lai coverup trial.

One charge against Henderson is

that he willfully failed to make a

proper investigation of reports of

"excessive killing" by troops in his

11th Brigade and of a confrontation

between a helicopter pilot and

ground soldiers at My Lai on

March 16, 1968.

The 51-year-old. much-decorated

officer also is accused of failing to

report actual or suspected war

crimes and of lying to a Pentagon

inquiry into the reporting of the My
Lai massacre.
Young, of Alexandria, Va., said

he first received complaints about

My Lai on March 17. 1968. from two

officers of an aviation unit in the

operation. Lt. Col. John Holladay

and Lt. Col. Frederic Watke.

The former general, who was

formally censured for his role in

the My Lai, said that the two of-

ficers told him of a small group of

civilians caught in a crossfire and

of the confrontation concerning the

group's safety. But Young said the

two officers made no mention of

civilians being killed.

Young said this is the essence of

what was told to Henderson a day

later when Young relayed to the

defendant an order from the

division commander, Brig. Gen.

Samuel W. Koster, to investigate.

"I don't recall instructing Col.

Henderson to investigate whether

civilians were killed," Young told

the jury of seven officers.

"I believe the first instance I

became appraised of civilian

casualties was when Col. Hen-

derson informed me of the results

of his investigation," Young said.

The results, he said, were that

"there had been no noncombattant

civilians purposely killed by
ground troops but that there had
been 25 or 30 killed accidentally by
artillery and helicopter fire."

Young's testimony about civilian

casualty reports differed from that

given by Watke on Sept. 15 and
Holladay on Oct. 4 as prosecution

witnesses. They related how they

received and reported the bloody

picture aviators brought back from
My Lai.

Holladay said Watke told Young
on March 17 of more than 100

civilians being reported murdered
and that the next day Young was
present when Watke told Hen-
derson of "a great many civilians

indiscriminately killed."

Asked by defense attorney Henrv
F. Rothblatt about the differences

in testimony, Young said: "If Col.

Holladay has made that statement
then he is grossly mistaken."

The South Vietnamese officers

said the first offensive is two

months ahead of last year's dry

season timetable.

"During the last dry season it

wasn't until February that we
began our first operation," said

one commander. "At this time last

year, the North Vietnamese were
attacking us in South Vietnam."
Senior U.S. advisers warned only

two weeks ago that if South Viet-

nam is to survive as American
forces dwindle, its troops will have

to conduct frequent offensive

operations into eastern Cambodia
to keep the North Vietnamese

back.

U.S. tactical fighter-bombers,

B52 heavy bombers and helicop-

ters are backing up the South

Vietnamese. Officers said,

however, about two-thirds of the

air support would be provided by

the South Vietnamese air force.

The Cambodian military com-
mand reported it lost radio contact

with two companies of its troops

that came under enemy attack on

Highway 5, about 70 miles north of

Phnom Penh. A spokesman, Capt.

Chang Song, said the fate of the two

units was unknown.
A delayed report said Cam-

bodian troops were forced to

retreat Sunday night from a key

hill seven miles from Phnom Penh.

The position was believed used as

an observation post for enemy
rocket attacks on the Cambodian
capital before government forces

seized it. .

Fighting tapered off on the

northwestern outskirts of Phnom
Penh, and only one small skirmish

was reported.

Elsewhere in Indochina, North

Vietnamese infantrymen
spearheaded by Soviet-built tanks

overran four government positions

in the southern panhandle of Laos,

the Vientiane government
disclosed.

Military observers said in-

creased North Vietnamese activity

in southern Laos appears to in-

dicate a dry season supply push

along the Ho Chi Minh trail.

In Saigon, South Vietnamese
headquarters reported 29 enemy-
initiated incidents for the 24-hour

period ending at 6 a.m. Monday,
the highest total in seven weeks.

Most of the incidents were small

shellings and ground probes
against militia outposts in the

northern half of South Vietnam.
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Bromery's

Dilemma
The latest developments in the Governor Sargent-Dr.

Bromery tussle may lead one to wonder where it will all

end. With Bromery wooed and won and installed in an

office in Boston?

We sincerely hope not. But pressure from a governor tor

an important state position may be hard to withstand for

very long. Dr. Bromery has already said no to Sargent

once and has assured the campus that he is interested in

the chancellorship. If the governor is holding the Secretary

of Education post open for Bromery, then Bromery is in a

very ticklish situation. He's damned if he does and damned

if he doesn't. It's out of his hands.

The matter rests with the Chancellor Search Committee,

that peevish body of scholars and administrators charged

with finding a new chancellor. The Committee already

knows that Bromery is interested in becoming chancellor.

Indeed, Bromery has stated that "he thought it best" to

remain at UMass in these "critical times" for the

University. What will the Committee do when it learns that

Sargent still wants Bromery and is willing to wait for him?

We hope that the Committee does the obvious and solves

Bromery's dilemma for him by nominating him chan-

cellor.

WASHINGTON -The news that the FBI has been

investigating CBS correspondent Daniel Schorr

caused some trepidation among Washington jour-

nalists early last week.

But then the White House explained it all. Mr.

Schorr was being investigated, a spokesman said,

because he was being considered for a high govern-

ment job, and the White House wanted to run a check

on him before they offered him the position.

Well, all of us relaxed when we heard the ex-

planation, not only because it made sense, but also

because it showed that the Administration harbored

no ill feelings. Mr. Schorr has been a consistent critic

of Administration policies and if he was being con-

sidered for a high government job, that meant any of

us could be tapped for public service.

A group of correspondents were sitting in the White

House press room the other day, chuckling over the

latest White House press release, when Clyde Moth-

ballerof the Kinzu Telegram Ledger was called to the

phone.

He came back whitefaced and said: "That was my
mother. The FBI was just at her house and wanted to

know what library books I borrowed when I was a

kid."

"Congratulations, Mothballer," the AP man said,

"that means you're up for an important government

job."

"I don't know," Clyde said. "The Administration

got awfully mad at me about my articles on the

Supreme Court appointments. As a matter of fact

someone from the White House called my editor and

suggested I be sent to Moscow where I understood the

government better."

"Don't be silly, Mothballer," the Boston Globe man
said, "the Administration doesn't hold grudges. I

wouldn't be surprised if they made you secretary of

the treasury."

"You would think they would ask me if I wanted a

job first," Mothballer said.

PointBlank

They wanted to surprise you," the Washington

Post correspondent assured him. "To think one of our

boys will be in the Cabinet!"

"The FBI man didn't say anything to my mother

about a Cabinet appointment. But he did want to know

if I ever played with Daniel Ellsberg as a kid,"

Motherballer said.

its just a smokescreen, Clyde," the Los Angeles

Times man said. "They always ask that when they're

considering somebody for secretary of defense."

"My mother said they also went around to the

neighbors and asked them if I had ever had any strong

feelings about Cuba."

"That means you're being put up for head of the

CIA," a UPI photographer said. "With Dick Helms

being moved upstairs, they're probably looking for a

new chief of operations."

"It's possible," Mothballer said, "but my mother

said she caught two of the FBI men going through her

trash basket last night."

"That means you're up for an environment job," the

NBC man shouted.

"I wish I could be as optimistic as you guys," Moth-

baller said. "Suppose the FBI was asking questions to

intimidate me?"
The Chicago Sun-Times man was shocked. "Bite

your tongue, Mothballer," he cried, "the Nixon Ad-

ministration would never stoop to a trick like that,

even if they disagreed with every word you wrote."

"He's correct, Clyde," the Newsweek correspon-

dent said. "Atty. Gen. Mitchell would resign before

he'd allow the White House to intimidate a

newspaperman."
"J. Edgar Hoover wouldn't stand for it," the New

York Post man put in.

'i guess you're right," Mothballer nodded. "I'd

better call my mother back and reassure her. She just

doesn't understand how Nixon's people operate."

Copyright 15171, Los Angeles Times

Draft Boards Dodge Courts

"Could You Make This Perfectly Cleai-r

Last night, I accompanied a young client to his draft

board hearing. As a lawyer I was, of course, barred

from the hearing itself, Selective Service has long

since stowed the Sixth Amendment in its dead file.

While my client parried with the board members

alone, I remained in the outer office talking with the

clerk. She is regarded by the board as the foun-

tainhead of legal learning, so it seemed advisable to

present my client's case to her.

The case couldn't have been more straighforward.

Indeed. I showed the clerk copies of decisions by the

federal courts consistently upholding my client's

position against that espoused by Selective Service.

After my ardent appeal, the clerk looked up from

her careful, gum-chewing deliberation: "Well, I don't

know, Mr. Shapiro," she apologized, "my Supervisor

says we're not authorized to follow the courts."

So it goes.

After three years of practising draft law, I have

come to admire the Selective Service System as one of

the purest forms of arbitrary rule extant. Within this

amorphous setting the draft lawyer's victories are

pyrrhic. He has his day in court -but no more. Because

the precedents set by judges are never translated into

policy by draft boards; or if they are, the legal clout is

lost in translation.

Take the monumental safeguards for conscientious

objectors recently erected by the Supreme Court

Kight now they are being dismantled through a new

questionnaire for C.O.s just proposed by Draft

Counselor Curtis Tarr. The new SSS Form ISO would

increase the present four questions to, at least,

twenty two, and many of these are as intimidating as

they are unauthorized.

For instance, the CO. seeking exemption under the

liberalized standards of Welsh v. United States is

asked: Demonstrate to the board that your beliefs

are more than a personal moral code. Are they held by

others?"

The implication seems to be that there is something

disqualifying about a "personal moral code" not

shared by others. This implication is false and

misleading. The Supreme Court clearly ruled that a

personal moral code, if deeply held, is a sound basis

for exemption.

The SSS 150 Form would also be revised to inquire.

'A man who has a valid claim for conscientious ob-

jection may have serious reservations about his

nation's political or sociological policies If you have

such reservations, how can you be certain that they

have not been the primary reason guiding you to make

the claim of conscientious objection?"

Tough question? On its face, yes ; but not if you knew

that Welsh v. United States ruled that the CO.
exemption does not "exclude those who hold strong

beliefs about our domestic and foreign affairs or even

those whose conscientious objection to participation in

all wars is founded to a substantial extent upon con-

siderations of public policy."

Indeed, the vindicated Elliott Welsh, himself, wrote

his draft board: "I can only act according to what I

am and what I see. And I see that the military com-

plex wastes both human and material resources, that

it fosters disregard for (what I consider to be a

paramount concern) human needs and ends; I see

that the means we employ to 'defend' our 'way of life'

profoundly change that way of life. I see that in our

failure to recognize the political, social, and economic

realities of the world, we, as a nation, fail our

responsibility as a nation."

The proposed CO. form is also seriously misleading

on the relevance of a willingness to use force: "A
person's willingness to defend himself, members of

his family, or his immediate associates may be

consistent with a valid claim for conscientious ob-

jection. Are there any other instances in which you

believe that forceful acts on your part are justified''

Have you ever been convicted of a crime involving

physical force or violence?"

These inquiries imply that use of force may ad-

versely affeet a CO, decision. But the courts have

consistently held: "The statute...does not speak of

objection to forte, but rather of conscientious ob-

jection to participation in war in any form.'

..Agreement that force can be used to restrain

wrongdoing, especially as the last alternative, has

little bearing on an attitude toward war. We would not

expect a lull fledged conscientious objector to stand

by while a madman sprayed Times Square with

machine gun bullets, or while an assassin took aim at

the President."

Such judicial precedent is rendered nonexistent

when a bureaucratic form arrogates to itself the role

of grand inquisitor. The very questions asked imply

that the answers sought will be both relevant and

determinative. In fact, they are neither. I know that,

you know it, and I daresay Curtis Tarr knows it too.

Copyright 1*»7 1 by Andrew Shapiro

Andrew O. Shapiro is co-author of MASTERING
THE DRAFT: A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE FOR
SOLVING DRAFT PROBLEMS (626 pp. Avon

paperback).

Editorial Points
A Peter Pan strike would be a

welcome relief from the

drudgery of UMass right about

now. Just think, in 40 years we
can all sit around and talk about

The Great Peter Pan Strike like

we were all there.
***

It must have been an awfully

good concert in Bowker by the

Swingle Swingers last night. We
know of a couple who went and

never came back. Perhaps
they've gone off to Paris to sing,

or sit on the Champs Elysees and

drink cognac all day.

»*»

Old UMass grads never die

they just fade away, or so the

legend goes. (Maybe it was MDC
staffers who fade away) In any

case, it looks as though BC grads

never fade away either. Judging

from their behavior at one of

their much touted tailgate

parties before the football game
Saturday, most of them haven't

gotten past their anal stage. As a

matter of fact, most of them are

indistinguishable from that

much abused orifice.

'. . . AND YOU'RE GOING TO CHINA.'

Letters To The Editor

They Need Room To Move
To the Editor:

Last Friday evening, Room-To-Move sponsored an

extravaganza Boogie in the Ballroom, complete with

light show and 3 bands. Our purpose was to provide

good music -bands that people like-and a good time

for people. We hoped that people would appreciate the

great amount of planning involved and would enjoy

coming together with us for an evening of joy and

highness.

But many of us now feel, in retrospect, that perhaps

the admission fee of $1 .50 was not understood by those

who attended the concert. In putting on a shindig of

these proportions, one must take into consideration

not only the cost of paying the bands for their energy

but also the overhead, which in this case included the

rent of the Ballroom, the video-tape equipment, and

the light show & movies by Barry Schonhaut.

Thank You

We lost money and we feel that the bands were

inadequately paid for their time, good energy and

feelings. We had also hoped to have extra money to

put into a medical emergency fund, which would serve

our people, and/or towards a free medical clinic

which is now in the works and needs support, or

towards an in the works halfway house. Friday night's

boogie, which we had hoped to be a people's venture,

to serve not only a few hours but in a lasting way as

well, didn't make it.

Perhaps the price was too high to begin with»maybe

$1.00 would have been more attractive to people.

Many people laid out their last quarters and fifty cents

and dollars to get in; we felt cool about that. Many

people had no money and we felt cool about letting

them in too. Some people had money but tried to crash

anyway -we didn't feel good about that.

We messed up, too -perhaps we just tried to put on

too big of a thing. Some of our friends and friends of

the bands got in free with no questions asked. Our

public relations perhaps was not extensive enough to

let people know what the Boogie was about and how

the money would be used.

What we want to say is, bands gotta eat too. And we

had hoped to draw money to support 3 extremely

valuable ventures that would benefit everyone. Well

-

we've learned!

Please support (and enjoy) our next evening of

happiness -we will try to overcome the mistakes of

Friday's dance.
Room-To-Move Staff Members

To the Editor.
.

Here is another example of the way the University

rips off students. About two and one-half weeks ago.

the new Student Directory supplements were

displayed on a table in the Student Union bookstore.

They were selling the green directory (which almost

everyone has) and the new white one together tor

seventy-five cents. I only needed and wanted the white

one, but they charged me seventy-five cents anyhow.

Then to top it off, a few days ago I found a copy of the TTT1
new directory outside my door-and found out they Ym 1 TP NOt W PlCOfllC
were giving them away free. I didn't mind paying the IUU 11 *^«- V.±\~WJ.aa^

seventy-five cents at first, even though it was a bit

expensive for the directory-especially for my present

budget-but to find that it was sold with the sole pur-

pose of ripping off the students really irritates me. If

there was any way that I could get my money back l

would, but the way this University is set up it would be

more bother than it is worth. Thank you, UMass for

making my wallet a little emptier and my mind a little

fuller of distrust. . ,

,

Elise Strickland

Deflating The Domes
By WALTER E. CRONIN

Editorial Staff

Congratulations to those members of the Student Senate for voting for

recall of Free University funds. This action sets a valuable precedent for

a couple of reasons, and also reflects a serious defect in the procedure of

Senate financial control. ,. -^ .

Under present rules, a group which seeks funds petitions the Student

Senate, through the Budget Committee, must present reasons why it

needs such funds. If approved, such a group must contain itself to the

rationale which it has presented to the Committee. If there is a feeling

that any group is not conforming to its "binds", it takes a vote of two-

thirds of the Senators to recall the funds and strike them from the budget

As in the case of Free University funds, certain senators, notably Bob

Chiller felt that this group was not able to justify its expenditures to the

student community. In this case it took the two-thirds vote to rescind

these funds. , .

Bill Spinn a member of the Finance Committee, feels that the Senate

needs some form of Financial Review Board, which would act in some

capacity as a method of control to make the R.S.O. groups justify their

expenditures in light of the student community needs.

Arguments have been raised to the effect that if the Senate does grant

this power to a Financial Review Board, the Senate would in effect

control the actions of the various groups. However, does this argument

justify that if a group is wasting money it should be allowed to do so until

the new request for funding is presented? In other words, if a group knew

that if they were going to have to justify the money as it is being spent,

wouldn't they act in a more judicious manner, knowing that their whole

budget could be stricken?

The question of funding the Free University is assured to be brought up

in future Senate business. The individual asks himself: "so what?" Well,

if the precedent of letting certain vested interest groups waste student

money is accepted, the question comes to mind: Why should I as a student

have to contribute to this waste in the form of a mandatory tax?

Harambe Is . .

.

Cold Turkey
To the Editor:

We hear much these days of heroin addiction and its

evils. We are told that progress is being made in the

area of rehabilitation. Today I brought a friend of

mine who is a heroin addict to Providence Hospital for

medical attention. He was turned away, being told

that nothing could be done for him.

During the past few weeks, my friend has tried

everything available in order to quit. He tried quitting

cold but became violently ill. He tried other drugs as

substitutes to no avail. He has gone to doctors and

clinics for methadone and has either been turned

away or put on eight to ten week waiting lists. What

should he do for those eight to ten weeks, continue to

shoot junk? What other alternatives does he have.

Where will he get the money to support a habit he

wants to break? . . _
Why a man turns to heroin is caused by a com

bination of things, but that is not important here. What

is important is the fact that this man wants to quit ana

become an asset to this society rather than a liability

to it. The question is, who can this man turn to for

help' Doctors, clinics, and hospitals have already

turned him away. I say this man deserves a chance,

and its up to those who are trained in this area to give

him that chance. ., - -«

—

Lawrence E. Smolarz

To the Editor:

I would like to comment on the Senate s latest move

to bring campaign spending under control.

In short, the measure allows for people to indicate

on their income tax forms whether or not they want to

have a dollar designated to a fund which would give

money to the two majority party, presidential can-

didates.

It is my feeling that I though there be noble intents

behind this measure ) , this is nothing but an attempt to

raise campaign funds. Furthermore, there is no real

attempt to rid campaigns of any of their real

problems.

The bill is markedly lacking in any provision to help

fund any or all third parties which may arise. This I

feel is a blatant attempt to limit the public's choice of

both candidates and parties.

Furthermore, the bill doesn't even attempt to

remedy campaigns of their two primary problems.

First, the bill in no way puts any ceiling on campaign

expenditures. So it merely acts as another way

presidential nominees get money. In short, it becomes

another fund raising gimmick for political parties.

Secondly, it in no way hinders big campaign con-

tributors. It is well known that few politicians accept

direct bribes anymore. But there are few politicians

who can afford not to accept big campaign con-

tributions.

All this bill has done is provide equal amounts ot

federal money to the presidential candidates. So we

can still expect future candidates to be the same as the

past; rich or with rich friends. The bill just allows for

more money to be spent on more extravagant cam-

paigns.

In summary this measure hasn't gotten to the root

of campaign problems. It has further made our

election process more rigid and is a poorly concealed

program for political parties to get more money.

I might add that I am in favor of some sort of control

over campaigns. But I feel this measure will do little

or nothing to control campaign expenses.

Donald .LP. Madden

To the Editor:

I quote from Mr. Walter E.

Cronin's "Index and other

Minorities." "The Student Senate

funded Harambe (What is it?) for

$7,808.00 dollars." I would like to

assure Mr. Cronin that Harambe is

a minority by all means. To find

out what it is just drop in 321 Mills

House or come to one of the

meetings (Thursday 7:30 p.m.) or

call the very able chairman, Mr.

Rudolph Jones at 546-5323. We son't

give you any hassles. You could

even call our secretary Miss Doris

Williams at 546-6605 for a copy of

our constitution. It is free of

charge!

I hope you didn't miss last

Sunday night's China Night in the

Campus Center Auditorium. It was
a beautiful Chinese Cultural

program, co-sponsored by the

Unknown Harambe as the 500 plus

people who attended could tell you.

Keh Tung

'It'a A Frcr C^nXry. Anyone Can Enter The Race'
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Rodgers Here Dec. 7-9
The noted black dancer-

choreographer Rod Rodgers will

lead his company in a single

performance in one of the

season's Dance Series events, as

well as in two performances for

the Celebrity Series, December
7-9 at 8:00 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium, sponsored by the

UMass Fine Arts Council in

cooperation with the

Massachusetts Council on Arts

and Humanities. Each evening's

performance will feature a

different program.

Mr. Rodgers studied in the

midwest prior to coming to New
York in 1963 to work in several

dance companies. With his own
company, he has firmly

established himself as one of

today's most provocative young
choreographers. He has also

published several outspoken
articles on dance.

In 1970 the Rod Rodgers Dance
Company received a grant from

the New York State Council on

the Arts, and in recognition of

his gifts as an innovative

choreographer, Mr. Rodgers
received a John Hay Whitney

Fellowship in 1965 and a grant

from the National Endowment
for the Arts in 1970.

Reserved tickets for the

performances are available at

the Fine Arts Council Ticket

Office, 125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-

0202. Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Auditorium

one hour
formance.

before the per-

Children's

Film Set
As a salute to the five-year

American Revolution Bicentennial

Era which opened officially on July

4th, the Women's Symphony
League of the Springfield Sym-

phony Orchestra will present a

Colonial Williamsburg film -

"Williamsburg - The Story of a

Patriot" - for area school children

and their families on the Friday,

Saturday and Sunday after

Thanksgiving. November 26, 27

and 28, in the Tolman Auditorium

of the Springfield Museum of

Science.

Friday and Saturday. Nov. 26 &
27: 1:30 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.

Sunday. Nov. 28: 2:30 p.m.

A donation of $.50 will be asked.

A beautiful film - in color - set in

Colonial Williamsburg just before

the Revolution, with historic

people, events, buildings, gardens,

costumes and furnishings as

authentic as careful research could

make them.

I

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Ask any CPA about

Becker CPA Review Course

Boston
617-536-1440

TONIGHT
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE FILMSERIES

Presents

Joan of the Angels?

BASED ON HUXLEY'S DEVILS OF LOUDUN,
JERRY KAWALEROWICZ'S: BERGMANESQUE
CHRONICLE OF A POSSESSED NUN

Thompson 104. Shows
at 8 and 10.

Tickets $.75, on sale

at door.

Lebow Memorial
Concert Next Week

^Stravinsky's "L'Histoire du Soldaf (1918) and Bela
,

Bartok's

•Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion" (1937) will be presented at 8

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. ___,. .

Charles Fussell of the UMass music departmen will conduct

"LHistoire," which will be staged in accordance with Stravinsky s

original conception of the work. Harry Mahnken of the UMass speech

department will stage the work, and Candice Morse of the UMass School

of Physical Education will do the choreography.

Bartok's 'Sonata" will be performed by three UMass music faculty

artists: Kstela Kersenbaum Olevsky on piano, Fernande Kaeser on

piano and Peter Tanner on percussion. Amy Kidd, Westfield Junior High

music teacher, a graduate of the Boston University School of Fine and

Applied Arts, will also be a percussionist.

The Howard M Lebow Scholarship Fund, which proceeds from the

concert will benefit, was established by the UMass music department in

memory of the late member of their department.

Contributions to the fund will be accepted at the door the night of the

concert. Checks should be made out to the 1971 Howard M. Lebow

Scholarship Fund Benefit Concert. Contributions by mail should be sent

to the Music Department, Machmer Hall, Amherst, Mass. 01002.

FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
BOOK SALE

Now in Progress
At The

University Store
— Campus Center —

Foreign Language Titles

Slashed to

1/2 Price

ers Dance Company
a unique theatre experience

"ROD RODGERS, the choreographer,

is torn between the abstract and the

actual. He can create a beautiful

design like "PERCUSSION SUITE"

or use a contemporary theme success-

fully as in "NOW NIGGA ..."

DON McDONAGH.

NEW YORK TIMES

"ROD RODGERS demonstrates that he

is a more gifted choreographer than

many who are better known."

MARION SAWYER

NEW YORK CHELSEA

CLINTON NEWS

"ROD RODGERS' dancers perform, with

an obvious pride, works which are worth

going out of your way to see."

PHYLLIS G. RICHMOND

DANCE MAGAZINE

RODGERS' choreography displays a

versitality which enables him to go

from abstract patterns to compelling

dance drama. The multi-media move-

ment - emphasis of "DANCES IN PRO-

JECTED SPACE" yields smoothly to

the msistant political message of

"HARAMBEE 1 ".

ZITA ALLEN

NEW YORK AMSTERDAM NEWS

"... a company with something to say

and a way of saying it that ingratiated

and also hit between the eyes".

GEORGE BEISWANGER,

ATLANTA JOURNAL

Tuesday- Thursday

December 7-9

8:00 P.M.

Bowker Auditorium

A Different Program Each Evening.

Reserved .Tickets:

UMass Undergrads
Other Full-Time Students....

UMass Faculty/Statt

General Public

.SI. 00

$2.00

$300
.$3.50

Fine Arts Council Ticket Oftlce,

125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545 0502

Presented by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council
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"The Connection" Makes For Vivid Theater
Byll. M.SOKOLOW

"The Connection", an off

Broadway play, written by Jack

Gelber, was presented by the In-

dependent Group Theater, at the

Amherst Folklore Center on
November 20 and 21.

'The Connection" is more than

just a play. It is the world of four

addicts, and a producer and a

writer who wish to present them to

the audience. These people lead the

audience through their world, the

world of the whole addiction ex-

perience.

The play doesn't begin at any one

point. Instead, the four addicts,

Leach (Mike Cataldo), Solly (Bill

Tremblay), Sam (Peter Ryan),

and Ernie (Chuck Milkey), wander
through the audience to the front

platform inconspicuously. Then,

the supposed organizer of the

experience, Jim Dunn (Wood-
bridge Brown), tells the audience

that he has brought these addicts

here to produce an experience. Jay

Bird (Ed Howes), the supposed

writer of the play, comes forward

from the audience, and argues with

Dunn over the purpose of the

production. Dunn and Bird leave

the stage, and the audience is left

watching the addicts.

It is this constant involvement of

Dunn and Bird, moving from stage

to audience that involves us in the

world of the addicts. The main
concern of the characters in the

first act is the connection. That is,

they are waiting for Cowboy (Nick

Orzell) to bring the dope.
Photographers enter the stage

area from the audience, and say

they have been sent by Bird to film

the presentation. This con-
frontation helps to bring out many
of the agonies and truths of the

lives of addicts. When one
photographer asks who "the man"
(on top) is, Solly replies, "You are

your own man. You. are your own
connection."

As Solly, Ernie, and Sam wait for

Cowboy, they each reveal their

own story to the audience, as if

they really have been paid to do it.

The audience is now confronted by

each of the addicts, as they step

into it to tell their stories.

Throughout this act, the tension of

the wait for Cowboy to arrive, is

stressed by all of the addicts. One
feels relief, as Sam finally sees

Cowboy coming down the road,

through the window.

The intermission of the play is

extremely unique, as the players

mirigle within the crowd as ad-

dicts, and ask people for money,
etc. The reactions of people in the

audience varied from a smile to

bewilderment.

As Act II begins, Cowboy arrives

with the dope, and a female

Salvation Army worker, whom he

had to pick up in order to avoid

police suspicion. Cowboy takes

each addict into the bathroom and

injects the heroin into their arms,

as Sister Salvation (Barb Newell)

sits in the other room, as naive as

ever. The injection of the heroin is

shown by the projection of a

shadow on the front wall, and is

very effective in involving the

audience. Sister Salvation asks if

anyone knows Harry McNulty
(Richard Newman), who sym-

bolizes the whole of the addiction

experience, and all reply "no".

Sister finds wine bottles in the

bathroom and accuses them of

drinking. After reciting lines from
the Bible, she decides to leave.

Solly replies with the perfect

comment. "You'd better leave

Sister, before you find out who
Harry McNulty really is."

Leach, after complaining to

Cowboy about not getting high,

injects himself with heroin on
stage. As he goes into convulsions

from the overdose, a few of the

players leave out of fear. As Sam
and Cowboy try to save Leach's
life, Dunn enters the stage area
and complains that he has lost all

of his money on this venture. The
absurdity of Dunn comes out when
he says that he would die if it would
bring in high revenues in the film

version.

The play ends with the entrance

of Harry McNulty. He strides cross

stage, plugs in his stereo, and plays

a jazz record. But instead of then

leaving the stage with his record

player, as he did in his first ap-

pearance of the first act, the lights

just black out.

This is the only possible ending to

"The Connection", as it is an ex-

perience that has no ending. As Jay
Bird tells Dunn, just before the

play ends, "We have lost the en-

ding." With the end of the play

comes a feeling of relief, as we
have been trapped, emotionally, in

the world of the addict for the past

two hours, where the only meaning
in life is the fix, the connection. As
Solly puts it, "A fix for hope, a fix

to remember, a fix to forget, a fix

to be happy, a fix to be sad, a fix to

be."

Genuine

Chinese Food
at

Miller's"Caesar"

Next Weekend
The Oxford/Cambridge Shakespeare Company directed by Jonathan

Miller will present William Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar" December 6

and 7 at 8:00 p.m. in Chapin Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College in the

first of the season's Arts in Performance programs.

In a return engagement, the company which performed "Hamlet" at

Mount Holyoke in 1970 on its American tour turns this year to "Julius

Caesar" producing an exciting and timely interpretation using modern

theatre techniques to press home the meaning, the tension, and the poetry

of Shakespear's dramatic treatment of power and leadership, wisely and

ill used.

Jonathan Miller, the controversial young director of "Beyond the

Fringe" fame, has recently directed Sir Laurence Olivier in "The

Merchant of Venice" and Sir John Gielgud in "Alice in Wonderland". He

was the director of the Oxford/Cambridge University students in their

touring production of "Hamlet" last year.

Tickets at $1, $3, and $4 will go on sale November 29 from 10:00 a.m. to

9:00 p.m. in Chapin box office at Mount Holyoke College. Reservations

may be made by telephoning 538-2419.

WMUA
91.1 FM

QdicksilvSr

Tonite!

Drummer
Boy

University Drive

Business Hrs: Wed. thru

Friday, 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.; Sat.

|
and Sun. 12 noon to 9 p.m.
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FLY SUPERCHEAP

Join us for

Thanksgiving Dinner
at the Lord Jeff.

$5.50 per person . . .

children under 12 $3.50
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L.A. and San Fran.
^

Dec. 18 - Jan. 3 — Round trip for $225. If

demand is sufficient, price will be $90. Flights

leave Boston.

Ski Europe $325

15 days/14 nights at Innsbruck, Kitzbuhel &

St. Anton. Departures from JFK ft Logan

begin 12/18/71 and continue through 3/31/72.

Includes air fare, meals, double occupancy

hotel ft all taxes.

Nassau $179
Dec. 20-27 or Dec. 27-Jan 3. $179 includes

round trip jet from Boston, all taxes ft tips ft

accommodations at the Montagu Beach Hotel,

Flagler Inn or Pilot House Hotel*

f£

Q
< Youth Fare

W Guaranteed Round Trip reservations at no
*> additional charge.

O
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o
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o
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Pay with

MASTERCHARGE

London $187

Dec. 17-Jan. 2 $187 includes round trip jet air

fare from Boston* Dec.

American Student Travel
i
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•open only to I College students, faculty . staff & Immediate family

27 Massachusetts Ave., Boston 02115

For further information call Steve German 2
253-3359 g

a
o

SAN MARINO WARSAW PRAGUE LUXEMBOURG COPENHAGEN QUGADOUGOU

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

sunrf.. new battery, clutch, tire*

negotiate 54.5-0320, Dick Jublnvllle.

. Hill

lfll-23

Typewriter with ca*e, In good condition.

Elite type. Call 540 1585
^

•«7 Chevelle Mallbu. 2-door hardtop,

vinyl roof, radio. V8. AT., P.8.. eKcellent

condition. IMS. Call 253-3067 evening*
tfll-24

FOR SALE MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

•M Ford Falcon. «cyl.. auto, tran*., runt

really well A haa a lot more mile* left In It

Needi no work. Drive It away for $300. M«-

tin-*

Real creampuff ! ! t5Pontlac Lemani. 6

cyl.. only 40.600 ml., new brake*, tire*,

shock*, tune-up atlcker & much more.

Aaklng ISM. Call M»-407«,
tf

Cheapest Mercedev IW2. 22»*b.. rum ok

but need* work With book, aparea. After 5

p.m. HKM424.

Wedding gown with attached train,

empire waltt. Julllet »leeve* and

Veneclan lace, pearl seed crown veil.

Best offer, call S40-1013.

tfll-23

Hike for sale. 3 tpd. English girls, best

offer. Please call Joyce ZS3-7SI I

.

lfll-23

AR receiver, 3 weeks old. 120 watt*.

r.m.s..co*tS44S.*elll2»S. AKAI X308D. I

year old, 20-20000 flat s.o.s., sws.. co*t

vmnm; 253-0587.

60 Yamaha 350. Here I* that great buy

you've been looking for. Bike I* perf .. new

lire a tune up. Drive It away for only 1400.

540-4070.
tfll-23

WANTED
Wanted to buy -photo developing equip.,

especially enlarger. Call I-3W-4032.

tfll-23

Itonmmate needed for January. 2 bdrm
(wnns.. Rolling Green. PI* call Joyce 253-

7011.
tfll-23

House to share with I bedroom,

available Dec. I and another Jan. 1

$65/month plus share utilities. Prefer

woman over 21. 253-7538 after 5:00.

tf 11-30

REWARD

ROOMS WANT ED

PERSONAL

Russ - Happy 2lst. Amy.

IM4 VW for sale. Call 66S-3*0«.

Guitars Amps, drums, ace. at

reasonable price*. The Guitar Workshop.

08 Main 84. North. 586-1708.

tfll-3*

11-23

Need place to live beg. Dec. I with quiet

people clo*e to I 'Mass Musi have own
room. Can pay 65-170 a mo. Call 367*515

ask for Diane.
tfll-24

Two girls would like rooms In a house

near campus for January scmeater. Call

Mary at 546-527*.

tfll-23

Reward of f 20 for returning knapsack

containing books and note*. Taken from

Hampshire DC. no quests asked. Very

Imp. Call Don 6-0202.

tfll-24

~
FORRENT

2 bedroom Townhouse, air cond.. ww
carpet. (2*0 month. Including utilities

Call 665-4128 after s to

tfll-30

APT. WANTED
Wanted 2 bedroom apartment In Puffton

Village starting In Jan. or Feb. Call Mark

at 2S6-H723 after 6 p.m.
tflM

William Happy Birthday

early. Love, me.

tfll-30

I'm even

II 2.1

SERVICES

1064 Chevy, s.w. loots, must find good

home, good running condition. Needs

muffler $225. Call 6-5637 between 6-8 p.m.

or call late.

Benjamin compact* EMI speaker*.

I.enco and Mlracord turntable* at low

prices. Concord Equipment at Discount

Prices Call 548-6*17
tfll-23

and It '* going to rain an my way home
11-23

•65 Corvalr Monta. 4 »peed. Am-Fm
radio, good condition. No Rot. good tire*,

.200 Call 253-5344.

Dual 1215-Kenwood 3140 FM Receiver

*5W IHF 48w RMS-stanton 500E cartridge

Rest offer, 3 mo*, old, hardly used. Dave 6-

7669.
tfll-24

VVAW: Tell Tony the Tiger I think he's

G-K-E-A-T! Laughing l.ady.

tfll-23

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car 117

No. Pleasant St. 256-6133.

tfS-12

TYPING
ROOMMATES WANT ED

2 girls need place to live next *em..

appro*. 150 or under each. Call 546-6518

tflM

APTS. FOR RENT

MT.8UGARLOAFAPT8. AVAIL. JAN.

I, LG. 2 BDRM.. ITIL. INCLUDED.
AIR-COND. POOL $185. CALL SKIBISKI

REALTORS 253-7222 EVE. 253-2626

tfll-30

•63 VW bug. cxclnt. mech cond new

brakes, starter, end., front end ..
good

tires, snow tire mounted, tall 546-0767

evening* $«*
UJ|„,

I'sed Rock Records for sale In exc. cond.

Incl English and Bootlegs $l.2S/rec. Also

Gibson Bass. $135.00. Call 253-54)45, kp

trying.
tfll-23

Two girls wanted to share bedroom in

Puffton Apt. tor second semester $55 a

month (all 546-OH7I.
lfll-23

Female-preferably grad student. Own
room. $80/month includes utllltleH. Call

I inda 665-4125.
lfll-23

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fa at.

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

< hem. symbol*. Call 253-1601

If 1 2-21

LOST

1665 Porsche 356c rebuilt eng .
elec.

Remington Portable "Qulet-Rlter"

A pair of black leather gloves, outside of

llert Aud.. Room 227. If found klndl>

contact Tonl. Ml. no. S46*7»0. 316 M.cVr

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In SI Rm. 316

Every student » th your cour*e next

»emesler will nerd your booh* save $

money, sell dire. t. tf-*em.

-» -* *y
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CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING
7:15 a.m. Wednesday rm 804 CC.

Faculty and students welcome.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
Thanksgiving service tonight.

Readings from the Bible and

Science & Health. All welcome,

6:45 p.m., CC 803.

CEQ
Meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in

Student Activities area, CC.

Steering committee members
reminded that this is an important

meeting.
CONCERT
Jonathan Edwards in concert,

Tuesday Dec. 7 in SU Ballroom.

Sponsored by Program Council.

DANCE
Spend Thanksgiving Eve at the

Mill Valley Lounge. Mill Valley

UlMUfl
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS-30
minutes with a five minute

update at 7:25 plus sports and

weather.

7:30 p.m. THE BEST OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES-another
edition of the famous oldtime

radio series.

8:00 p.m. LIVE MUSIC
FESTIVAL-an hour of live,

locally recorded music

featuring many area groups and

musicians. The recording is

done live at WMUA's studios

and anyone who plays alone or

with a band and is interested

should write the station.

9:00 p.m. THE FIRESIGN
THEATRE-one hour.

10:00 p.m. FOCUS-Tonight
Commentator Ken Mosakowski

takes a close look at the new
draft law, how it differs from the

old one, what effects it might

have on foreign policy and

mainly what it means to draft

age men-especially those with

low draft lottery numbers, (one

hour)

11:00 p.m. NEWS-another 30

minute report featuring area

news.

11:30 p.m. THE WES CANNELL
SHOW-Wes plays progressive

music and other good things til

3.

Notices
Rd.. Belchertown. Dance, fun and

relaxation. Nov. 24 from 8 to

midnight. Sponsored by the

Belchertown High School Student

Council.

FENCING CLUB
Meeting tonight in rm 8 WoPE

from 7-9 p.m. Everyone is

welcome.
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
No meeting tonight. Remember

bake sale Monday - also bring back

toys and books.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
The regular square dance will be

held tonight at 7:30 in-well, try the

CCA. Lessons from 7:30-9:30 and

club level from 9:30-10:30.

HILLEL
Israeli folk dancing in Hillel

rooms (420 SU) at 7 p.m. All

welcome. Free instructions.

MAROON KEYS
A must meeting Sunday Rm. 804

CC at 8:30 p.m. Eleventh hour is

coming two days later. Please

attend.

PSYCH 101

Craig Manning's class, Sect. 112

(W 12:20) has been cancelled.

SKI CLUB
Meeting tonight -8 p.m -Mahar

Aud. Info on Maple Valley and a

Killington Day trip Dec. 4.

SUMMER POSITIONS WITH THE
WASHINGTON POST
Those Juniors, Seniors and

Graduate Students with interest in

Journalism and with writing

ability should write to the following

address for applications: Em-
ployee Relations Dept., The
Washington Post, 1515 L St., N.W.,

Washington DC. 20005. Ap-

plications must be in by Dec. 1. See

career planning & placement office

bulletin board.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
MEETING FOR ALL WOMEN

interested in discussing the for-

mation of a Women's Studies

program. Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in

CC 903.

WTOY
Bob Dylan in "Don't Look Back"

with Joan Baez and Donovan. A
film of Dylan's 1965 tour of

England. Tuesday Nov. 30 at 7:30 &
9:30 in SU Ballroom.

LOST
Beautiful black umbrella w/red

and purple border print. Probably

in 151 or 251 Goessman, Nov. 15.

Call Donna 5469595.

Diamond earring. Call 67420.

Bach To Speak At

Congress Workshop
The Amherst League of Women Voters will hold a workshop on

Congress at the home of Mrs. Winthrop Dakin, 650 East Pleasant St

tonight at 7:45 p.m. Stanley Bach, instructor in the department of

political science at UMass will speak on "Prospects for Congressional

Reform." ., . „.. iru,_

Bach was graduated with honors from the University of Chicago in 1966

and holds a Master's degree from Yale University where he is also a

candidate for thePhD degree. From June through December 1969 he served

as a Congressional intern in the office of Congressman Abner J. Mikva of

Illinois He has published articles on Congress and the title of his doctoral

dissertation is "Perceptions of Political Protest: Congressional Reac-

tions to Dissent and Disorder."

All members of the League and their guests are urged to attend this

workshop in order to be better informed when Congressional consensus

questions are discussed in January, 1972. Committee members for this

national study item areGretchen Fanslow, Charlotte Guyer, Rita Harris,

Kathy Masalski, Barbara DeTurk, and Susan Brynteson, chairman.

MDC Classifieds Pay

Thanksgiving

Services
The Christian Science

Organization will hold a

Thanksgiving service tonight at

fi:45 in room 803 of the Campus
Center Citations from the Bible

and Science and Health will be

read. Testimonies and
discussion on Christian Science

will follow the service. All in-

terested students and faculty are

invited to attend.
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Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

i have noted thai when strangers ap

proach me asking, "Can you guess my
sign'" they usually are born under either

Sagittarius or Gemini
• ••••

ARIES (March 21 April I?) Friendship

is emphasized You bind a relationship.

What you say, do in connection with others

becomes more meaningful Avoid making

promises you can't keep Stick to the

practical in affairs of heart

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Ambitions

are highlighted You find out just what can

be accomplished Aid from one in position

of authority >son agenda Spread influence.

Advertise. Be aware of public relations Get

going
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Good lunar

aspect now coincides with how you com
mumcate with those at a distance Key is to

spread your message Do so in an in

dependent, original manner Create don't

follow set pattern

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Follow

ihrough on hunch. Applies especially in

connection with investments, marriage,

partnerships Be receptive to suggestions

But be sure you are dancing to what is

basically your own tune

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Study Cancer

message Be willing to change ways, but

adhere to principles Check diet

requirements You have tendency now to

try doing too much at once. Don't scatter

efforts Concentrate on ultimate goal

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22) Guard health,

protect yourself from character

assassination by co workers, associates Be

sure you're not misquoted Be aware of

details, apparent minor matters There is a

loophole.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22) Accent on

relations with children Creative luices

flow Give full play to self expression Be

ready for change of scenery Gemini. Virgo

individuals could figure prominently. Be

flexible

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Basic

spotlight is on home, security, how to get

greatest value from assels. Taurus, Libra

persons now can aid. Know this and toss

aside false pride Improve living con

ditions.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Perception is keynote. Look beyond what

appears obvious There is an answer

available It will cast light on previously

darkened areas. Pisces can play prominent

role. Accept
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan IV): You may

be concerned wilh getting money's worth

Key is to aim high Don't dilute ambitions.

Lunar cycle remains high, circumstances

favor your efforts Now is time to collect,

assemble facts.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18): New Steps

m new directions thai is trend Move
ahead, lake initiative. Welcome challenge

you are now a winner Know it act like you

know it Brighten surroundings Move

around see and be seen

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): What you do

now is apt to be theatrical. That is, you

attract attention Even if role is behind

scenes, your presence is felt. Individual you

once helped now is able to return favor

Show qratitude.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

havegreat amount of curiosity, could write,

report and communicate in unique manner

Your posit ion in world is due to be elevated

if single, marriage is not far away You are

a square shooter and soon you will attract

persons whose aim is to help not hinder

Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp

Gratuity

Itching disease

ot skin

Secondary

Fruit drink

Mollified

Things, in law

15 Gasped for

breath

I 7 Wtttf wheels

Click beetle

Peeled
Merganser
Teutonic deity

Ardent
Spread for

drying

Jog
City in Nevada
Paid notice

Causes
Part of "to be"
Domesticate
Hurried
Music: as
written

Omit from
pronunciation

Man's
nickname

42 Solar disk

43 Lowest point

45 Caoutchouc
tree

46 Outing

48 Toward
of ship

51 Exist

52 Rent

54 Beatrn

55 Parent
(colloq.)

Chemical
compound
Pronoun

9

12
13
14

19
20
21
23
24
27

28
30
31
32
34
35
37
38

39

41

4
5

6
7

a

9

10

11
16
18
20
21
22

23

25

26

28

29

Equal
Mournful
Bone
Rockfish
Worship
Span across

water
Affirmative

vote

Worm
Haul
Raises
Succeed
Declare
Commemora
tive disk

Periods of

time
Growing
out of

Citizen of

Rome
Symbol for

tellurium

Drove nail

slantingly
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32 Part of 45
fortification 46

33 A state (abbr.) 47

36 Chopped finely 48
38 Guides
40 Roman 49

official 50
42 In music, high

44 Frostings 53

Employer
Cushion
Man's name
Peer Gynt's

mother
Cheer
Brood of

pheasants
Near

rear

56

57

DOWN

Hit lightly

Mountain on
Crete

A.'/ailed
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Matmen Impressive At Weekend Tourney
i>.. uuiuBiuw A ^ _.-t_- . -...-_ ,,._,..,.. nnlHKorrj inert missed making Npwnnrl Olvmnic Club 16-H. and then came to InsBy JOHN HOCK

How does placing a man in the finals of the most
prestigious preseason wrestling tournament in the east

grab you? It grabbed UMass wrestling coach Homer Barr

line as he said, "This was our best showing ever at this

tournament."
East Stroudsburg State College held a crowd of six

thousand plus that watched 460 wrestlers go at it in a battle

for top honors Friday and Saturday. The tournament, down
from last year's record 650 entries, attracted wrestlers from

as far away as Michigan.

The fact that this was an open tourney immediately in-

dicated that many of the participants would be wrestling

unattached or in clubs. A case in point was the Cincinnati

Bearcat Wrestling Club, who unofficially took second place

team title honors.

Ht'dmen wrestlers represented UMass well, though only

one made it to the finals. New England Champions Shelly

Goldberg and Carl Dambman wrestled hard bouts before

bowing to superior forces. Goldberg just missed making

weight for the 142 pound class so he wrestled at 150 pounds.

His only loss came after three decisions. He beat the boy

from Rider College 7-3, the Franklin & Marshall grappler 8-

5, and the Rockport entry 5-1.

The loss came in the form of a 1-1 overtime tie and

referee's decision from Minkel of Eastern Michigan. This

man has been around, taking a fifth in the NCAA's two years

ago and second in the East Stroudsburg Tournament last

year. After besting Shellv he went on to take second in the

tournament and to receive the Outstanding Wrestler trophy.

Carl Dambman, wrestling at 190 pounds, recorded two

falls, one over Rockport and one over Cobleskill Community
College, before bowing to a boy from NYU.
Steve Benson, a student at UMass but wrestling unat-

tached, came to the tournament in hopes of bettering last

year's fifth place finish. Steve, wrestling at 167 pounds, drew

a bye for the first round, mopped up the kid from Montclair

13-1, pinned a Leheigh boy, beat Bruckholder from the

Newport Olympic Club, 16-8, and then came to his toughest

opponent in the semi-finals. He faced Brennan from the

powerful Fenn Grapplers, and the man to beat at 167. Steve

brought the crowd to their feet by putting Brennan on his

back while in the position of disadvantage and thereby

forging ahead to win 8-4. "Maybe I just peaked out during

my match with Brennan ", said Steve as he explained his 4-1

loss to Eric Knuulita of Buffalo in the finals. Knuulita came
to East Stroudsburg with the National Junior College

Championship and Outstanding Wrestler titles under his

belt.

The rest of the team saw some victories before finally

being eliminated. The results were: Dave Amato 118 lbs.,

decisioned Colgate 8-1, Buffalo 3-0 in overtime, and lost 2-0 to

Slippery Rock (went on to place second). Barry Godowsky
126 lbs., lost to Temple 6-1. Mike McLaughlin lost 7-1 to

Cincinnati. Joe Phillips, 126 lbs., was pinned by Potsdam in

the second period. Dick Muri 134 lbs., lost to Morris Com-
munity College 7-5.

Gilman Resigns In

Charger Controversy
SAN DIEGO ( AP) — Sid Gillman, whose long career as one of football's

winningest coaches was marred by controversy, resigned Monday as

head coach of the San Diego Chargers at the age of 60.

Harland Svare, who was head coach of the Los Angeles Rams at the age

of 31, was named to take over the Chargers in the National Football

League for the rest of the season.

The Chargers named Svare, 40, general manager earlier this year to let

Gillman return to coaching after a bout with ulcers.

No successor as general manager was named immediately.

Gillman's record of 104 victories as a head coach was surpassed by only

five others in professional football- Weeb Ewbank, Paul Brown, George

Halas, Curly Lambeau and Steve Owen.

The Chargers slipped to a 4-6 won-loss record this season with Sunday's

34-33 loss at Oakland after leading twice by 14 points. It was worse than

the 56-3 mark which dismayed the San Diego management enough last

season to bring Gillman back after being sidelined 13 months.

During the previous decade, Gillman coached the Chargers to an 83-51-6

record. Charlie Waller, offensive coach, then led the team in the final

three games of 1969 and the 1970 season with Gillman looking over his

shoulder.

Eugene V. Klein, majority owner of the team, put Gillman back in and

praised him as "one of the greatest talents in pro football and a genius."

The ulcer was cured, said Gillman adding, "if I'm going to die, I'm

going to die with my cleats on."

He traded to build a talented corps of receivers to replace the Dallas-

bound Lance Alworth, bolstered the backfield and added such linemen as

Kevin Hardy, Doug Wilkerson and Ron East.

Svare, like Gillman a former head coach of the Los Angeles Rams, was

hired to relieve Gillman of the chores of general manager. Phil Bengston,

former Green Bay head coach, arrived as defensive coordinator.

From an 8-3-1 record in 1955. Gillman's teams went to 4-8, then 6-6 and

then 8-4 and suddenly to 2-10.

Klein said Gillman resigned "by mutual consent."

The owner added. "We felt it was in the best interest of the club that the

change be made."

Prefontaine Wins Nationals

Big 10 Upset At Hayes Tirade
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Big Ten Commissioner

Wayne Duke, who watched Ohio State Coach Woody
Hayes' tirade against football officials at Michigan
Saturday, plans to talk to Buckeye athletic leaders.

The commissioner, however, would not say whether

he planned to take any action against the veteran Ohio

State mentor.
Duke said Monday he had already talked with Ohio

State athletic director Ed Weaver, but declined to say

much about their conversation Sunday.

"I talked with Ed just generally about the

situation," said Duke. He said he had not talked with

Hayes.
When Hayes was asked Monday if he were still

angry, Woody answered with a question:

"If you make a justifiable complaint and it is not

dealt with acceptably, wouldn't you be angry?"
The volatile Hayes, in his 21st Ohio State season,

stormed onto the field in the final minutes. He
protested to officials that an interference call should

have been made on Michigan safety Tom Darden's

interception.

After two 15-yard misconduct penalties against

Hayes, Ohio State players and assistant coaches
pulled the dean of the Big coaches off the field.

Hayes then broke a downs marker across his knee
and ripped the orange trappings from the chains.

Duke viewed the incident from the Michigan press

box. He just rolled his eyes skyward and said nothing

after the game won 10-7 by Michigan.

"I'm going to talk to the game officials and to

athletic representatives at Ohio State," said Duke. He
refused to name the OSU staff members he will

contact.

Weaver admitted he had talked with both Duke and
Hayes.

All he would say about his conversation with Hayes
was that "we talked about the team banquet.

Anything else is strictly an internal matter."
Hayes did not say one word to writers after the

game, even those traveling with the Buckeyes.
However, he did cut loose on his weekly television

show Saturday night.

"It was a horrible, horrible call. I'm bitter about it.

The officials took the game away from us. They made
a joke of the game," Hayes told his viewers.

Frazier To Defend Title

Against College Unknown

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)

Oregon's Steve Prefontaine out-

distanced a field of 302 runners in

near-freezing weather Monday and

led his team to the NCAA Cross-

County Championship.

The Oregon speedster, defending

the individual crown he won a year

ago in record time of 28:00.2,

cruised around the 6-mile course at

Fox Den Country Club in 29:14.0.

Prefontaine crossed the finish

line 40 yards ahead of Minnesota's

Garry Bjorklund, the only runner

to give him a serious challenge in

the race. Bjorklund was timed at

29:21.

Oregon's team score was a low

83, 39 points ahead of runnerup

Washington State. The low score

wins in cross country.

Four of Prefontaine's team-

mates finished in the top 50 in

giving Oregon its smashing vic-

tory. They were Randall James 19,

Patrick Tyson 31, Michael Long 35

and Richard Ritchie 48.

Prefontaine and Bjorklund raced

virtually shoulder-to-shoulder for

the first four miles, but the Oregon

youth began pulling ahead as they

entered the fifth mile.

Bjorklund said after the race he

felt fine until the 4th mile, but

began to tire after reaching that

point.

"I didn't realize Bjorklund was

hurting at four miles but I had

planned to try to take him on that

last hill," Prefontaine said.

NEW ORLEANS, La. (AP) —
Joe Frazier signed a contract

Monday to defend his heavyweight

boxing championship here against

Terry Daniels, a wealthy collegian

trying to make a name for himself

in boxing.

The 15-round bout is scheduled

for Jan. 15, the night before pro

football's Super Bowl here, and
will be carried on home television

by Century Telesports Network.

It will be Frazier's first fight

since successfully defending his

title against former champion
Muhammad Ali last March 8.

Frazier, undefeated in 27 fights,

is guaranteed $250,000. Daniels,

with a record of 29 victories, four

losses and a draw, will receive

$30,000 plus $5,000 expenses.

Daniels, a 25-year-old from
Beaumont, Tex., is within six hours

of a government degree at

Southern Methodist University in

Dallas and plans to attend law

school "after I become
heavyweight champion."
A relative newcomer, Daniels

has knocked out 25 of his 29 vic-

tims. A third-round knockout of

Ted Gulick of Cleveland earned

him the shot at Frazier.

Frazier, 28, will be an over-

whelming favorite, but the

champion warned Monday:
"He's young, he's got two arms

that knocked out a lot of people and
he's ambitious.

"I don't believe in making a lot of

noise before a fight.'' added
Frazier. "He's going to be in there

trying to take away my title and
I'm going to be trying to keep it. I

like being the champion. It brings

me a lot of things."

Daniels' parents own a multi-

million dollar construction

business in Cleveland and he said

they often try to get him to take it

over.

The good-looking father of an 18-

month-old boy, Daniels noted that

he was not "hungry" in the sense of

the term frequently applied to

young fighters.

"My parents have money, but

they don't just pour it on me," he

said. "I have to make my own
money. But I don't want for the

material things of life."

Frazier said he will train at

Pleasantville, N.J., coming to New
Orleans Jan. 2. Daniels said he,

too, would arrive here Jan. 2 for

one week's hard training after

preliminary work at Dallas.

Frazier, one-half inch shorter

than Daniels' six feet, said he

expects to weigh 206 for the fight.

Daniels said he hopes to weigh in at

192.

Top 20
NEW YORK (AP) The Top 20, based on

a ?0 18 16 14 12 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I formula of

voting, wilh first place votes in parentheses

and total points.

1 Nebraska 40 10 1024

2. Oklahoma 8 9 976

3. Alabama 1 10 740

4. Michigan 3 110 695

5 Auburn 1 9 55J

6 PennSI 2 10 625

7 Georgia 9 1 44S

8 Colorado 9 2 356

9 Arizona St. 9 1 338

10 Louisiana St 7 3 273

U Tennessee 7 2 236

12. Texas 7 2 229

13 Notre Dame 8 2 11*

14. Toledo 11 106

15 Houston 8 ' 82

16. Stanford 83 73

17 Arkansas 8 2 1 71

18 Missippi 8 2 56

19 North Carolina 9 2 53

20 Washington 83 50

REDMEN TIE B.C. -After
Saturday's football game the

I' Mass hockey team scrimmaged
Boston College over two and a half

periods to a 4-4 tie.

P.J. Flaherty (left) makes one of

his many fine saves versus the

Eagles, this one a pad save off a

hard slapper from far out. P.J. has

been impressive in pre-season

according to coach Jack Canniff.

Jack Edwards (right) goes after

(he loose puck in the B.C. corner.

The hard skating forward will he a

big factor in the offensive power of

the Redmen this season.

(Both MIX
Brecher)

photos by Barbara
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"Mac" Reflects On Football 7

1

By KABLE BARROLL
Don't go looking for any football

tickets for the next game. ..there

just ain't no more football to be
played
And so comes to an end the first

year as head football coach at

I' Mass for Dick MacPherson, one
that has seen despair and hap-

piness and ups and downs and just

about anything else that can
describe the emotions one goes
through during the course of a

iatlg (ttnlbgtan

SPORTS
trying season at the helm of a

collegiate football team.
While the players and fans alike

are taking withdrawal at a

seemingly fast rate, MacPherson
and his coaching staff are non-stop

on the recruiting trail covering

Massachusetts from top to bottom
trying to attract the best athletes in

the state
The recruiting program got off to

a big start in the summer with an
intensive scouring of the Bay
State and in the words of the head
coach, "we feel we've made
inroads."

Yesterday was one of those days
when the coaching staff was get-

ting itself together for the big

push. ..and in between pep sessions

and summit meetings, Dick
MacPherson had time to lend his

impressions to the season that had
just passed.

"Mac" was very thankful for the

support and stick to itness of the

UMass fans. It's a great in-

stitution and the cooperation of

everybody has been tremendous.
They were more than gracious
and fair.

"This being my first squad. I'll

never forget how they hung with us

when were 1-3."

MacPherson will certainly not

forget the seniors, 18 in all, who
brought the team back from
horrendous beginning to a winning
4-4-1 slate.

"This was a great senior class,"

he stated with that little bit of

nastalgia that comes on when you
lose someone so near and meaning
to you. "Coming from 1-3 to 4-4-1

shows the true character of the

team."
And as for leadership, "John

Hulecki and Dennis Keating lead

us right out of the early slump.

They're two great men."
What pleased MacPherson so

much was the fact that his team
had a chance to win the Yankee
Conference outright, which was the

first goal of the season, but when
they had a chance after the bad
start to have just a piece of it his

men responded to it.

Just what was it like during this

stretch drive to the conference
title? "We felt this thing being put

together as the season
progressed." Mac said, "but not to

do better for the seniors in the last

game (B.C.) was a sad point in the

season."

What comes from a loss like

this? "This should only stimulate

us to try harder in the future."

When going back over the entire

season one can look and look and

DID SOMKONK SAY TRIALS A
what its like to he out on the lootha

look for the big point that turned
things around and never come
away with the answer...This was
not 'Mac's' case.

He was quick to respond, "at the

one yard line at UConn when we
turned the corner."

MacPherson came to the
collegiate ranks after a stay as an
assistant coach for the Denver
Broncos of the NFL and to him the

big difference between collegiate

and pro football is that in the pros
most of the mistakes are physical

while in the college ranks the

players don't have time to put in

the mental phase.

"The main phase here is

Hoopsters Square - Off Tonight

For Track Charity Game
By KARLK B XltBni I

What is basketball '72 going to

look like at UMass this season 9

Come to Curry Hicks Cage tonight

at 7 30 and you'll get the premier
showing of the varsity and fresh-

man teams and while you're at it

you'll be contributing to a worthy
cause. ..the Tom Jasmin-Mark
Kobinson Memorial Track
Scholarship.

From the ground plans that were
laid down back in the summer by
Mike Pagliara and Kick Vogeley
has come this charity game to

raise enough money for a track

scholarship tund at the University
which this program has lacked
since its beginnings.

Those who knew Jasmin and
Kobinson were moved by their

dedication to their sport and from
this came the idea that Pag and
Vogeley suggested to coach Jack
l.eaman who in turn told track

coach Ken O'Brien, who had been
contemplating such a move but

round this to be the answer he was
looking lor.

The admission is one dollar and
tickets can still be purchased from
any members of the freshman and
varsity basketball and track
learns, from the coaching staff of

both squads and at the door.

This will be the first time that a

varsity-freshman scrimmage will

Ik' held at t'Mass. Other major
colleges around the country have
made a yearly event of this and
I Mass coach Leaman would like to

see i Ins become an annual event
also

Tonight's game should be a

pretty interesting battle between
an experienced group of up
perclassmen and an outstanding
crop of freshmen

The varsit) is deep in talent but

lacking the big man their forte is

spe >d and aggressiveness and with
the abundance ol good ballplayers.

I he most ever at one time at
1 Mass. you can look lor non-stop
.at ion up and down the court from
Iranian's group

In the head coaches words
earlier in the season, "we have to

run to win."
On the otherhand the freshmen

are a big group featuring a (>'8 inch

center. John Murphy and a 8'8

torward in Tom Gillams. Both are
exceptional passers for big men
and can shoot and rebound with the

best big men they'll come up
against this season.

In the backcourt coach Fran
( laudette, in his first year as fresh-

man coach, will have 6*3 Mike
Kurke. »i'2 Bill Kndicott and 6' Mike
Flanagan.
Burke is a sound ballplayer who

does all phases of the game well.

His coach calls him a headsie and

extremely talented defensive
player.

Kndicott can put the ball in the

basket. ..and probably put it in as
well as any freshmen the Redmen
will see this year. He's a hustler

from basket to basket and per
sonifies the attitude that UMass
basketball is looking for.

Flanagan is the playmaker who
knows what to do with the ball

when he has it He makes the team
go.

Over this past weekend this

squad crushed Nasau Community
College on Friday and Saturday
nights and should be ready to give

the varsity a tough go at it. ..it gets
underway at 7:30 at the Cage.

I

Nl

I )

Tom Jasmin

M) TRIBULATIONS?—Just ask Die

II field every Saturday in the fall. CM

education." MacPherson em-
phasized. "We as coaches can't

concur from that."

In taking a general overview of

his team MacPherson turned
philosopher. "People today
dedicate themselves if you prove to

them that it's worthwhile and our

team was dedicated to football.

"What we were trying to ac-

complish they bought. We tried to

keep football in its proper per-

spective on campus and this is

what they wanted."
And then you can still look back

and say "what if this and what if

that and if this happened and that

happened ", but for Mac-

k MacPherson and this referee

DC photo by Barbara Brecher)

Pherson the lesson to all this and
the season itself is this: "Strike

when the opportunity is

there... then you have no regrets."

And so ends football 71 at

UMass. It bagan way up in Orono.
Maine and winded its way through
New England finally ending on the

B.C. gridiron amongst the wealthy
Alumnus, the affluent Chestnut
Hill clan and the tall Gothic spires

in the background.
What does MacPherson see as

the best thing out of the season
ending. Til be eating breakfast at

home with my wife and
children. ..that's a bonus."

82-YardReturn Paces
Falcons Over Packers
ATLANTA (AP) - Jim Butler

raced 82 yards with the second-half
kickoff, setting up the go-ahead
touchdown as the Atlanta Falcons
outmuscled Green Bay 28-21 in a
nationally televised National
Football League game Monday
night.

Ken Reaves' 31 -yard return of an
interception late in the third
quarter set up a 38-yard scoring
drive by Atlanta, with the touch-
down coming on Malone's one-yard
run with 11:43 left in the game.

Green Bay got back into con
tention when Malone fumbled and
Ray Nitschke recovered at the
Atlanta 24. On the first play, rookie
John Brockington scored on a
sweep around the right side and the
Packers trailed by only five with
5:58 remaining

Atlanta then ran four minutes off

the clock before Billy Lothridge's

punt was knocked out of bounds by
Tony Plummer at the Packer one.

On Green Bays first play. John
Zuck forced Hunter to fumble out
of the end zone for a safety

The victory, Atlanta's first over
the Packers, further tightened the
torrid National Conference West
race, moving the Falcons within
one game of Los Angeles and one-
half game of San Francisco.

Monzon Must

Defend Title

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The
World Boxing Association says it

will order middleweight champion
Carlos Monzon of Argentina to

defend his title against
Philadelphia's Bernie Briscoe by
March 26 or forfeit the crown.

Bull Brennan, president of the

WBA. made the statememt after

Briscoe, No 1 contender, knocked
out Mexican Rafael Guiterrez at

2:20 of the second round of a

scheduled 10-round bout.

"Our rules require a champion to

meet the leading contender every
six months." said Brennan, who
came from Virginia to attend the

Briscoe-Cuiterrez fight.

Winter Schedules
BASKKTBALL
St. Anselm't
Vermont
Holy Oom
r^ oi the stern
Connecticut
Manhattan

M.ul'.ioii Square
Harvard
MuMrti

. 311 KCAC Quiker
I Ly Ti uriiament
V. -riMint
Ions
I'rovitlmcc
Sir i|i^f'< Id

N
.
" llnmtiahire

'"•.
II IMC

Iktoton CoiU-Ke
<« rineel lent
Ro*ton l niv.
Ilhotle I«lnnd
New Mampsht o
y \\\ ne
lunula Hand
r 'i milium
Maine

Horn* 8 :00
Home 7 :S0
Home 8:00
Awij 8:15
Horn* 8:00

arden / :imi

Away 8:00
Away 8:00

Phil.,
Away
Away
Home
Hirme
Home
Away
Away
Awa*y
Home
llomt
Away
Home
Away
Awny
Away

Pa.
8:00
8:00
7:30
8:00
8:00
1:00
8:16
8:00
8:00
2:00
8:00
7:80
7:80
8:00
7:35

IIOCKKY

lite. 1 Salem State
Hec. 4 Vermont
l>ec. 8 Williams
l)ec. 10 Norwich
Dm. II Miildlebury
Hit. 15 Huston State
Doc. 17 Yale
Dm M-M Williams Colleu

iion.il l'. Main.,
Colby, Williama

Jan. 26 ArnhiT-'t
Jan. 2,-> \ ei tnont
lei). 3 Merrimack
l-'eb. y Oi. t lirut
l-Vb. IS No tin .-mlern
Feb. 16 New Hampshire
Keb. 18 Colby
Feb. 19 Howdoln
I', i.. II St. Anaata'a
1 li. 23 Hos'on Stale
Fob. 2fi Hamilton
Mar. 1 I'roviilince
Mar. 4 M'rrimark

Home 8
Away 7

Home 8
Away 7

Away 7

Home 8

Away 8

I Invita-
OaweKO.
William
Away S

Home 7

Lome 8

Aw ay 7

Home I

Home H

Home 7

Home .'<

Awiiy 8

Awny t

Home I

Hon..- I

Away 8

New England's •** MwmttfMinB
Weather:

Largest
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llere lhe> are. Two cold, lonely hitch-hikers on their wa> home for the Thanks K i* in K vacation. To regain some shreds of their shattered sanity, eat atfain of

"SSS'ltTSSStSm a public service for the entire state we cannot stress loo strongly the ultimate need of picking up each and everv hitch-hiker von who

have cars will see when you drive home today. It is your sacred duty. I MIX photos by I'ete Manera. I

Committee Discusses Chancellor's Role
By LABBY LADD

The Board of Trustees has "no

preconceived notion" about who
the Chancellor should be, ac-

cording to Trustee Alan Shaler at

yesterday's meeting of the

Chancellor Search Committee. He
assured the committee members
that the committee had been

established because the trustees

were not in a position to judge the

type of individual who would be

best suited for the Amherst
campus. ^^^

The committee discussed at

some length the nature of the

position of Chancellor and the type

of person who could best fill the

role. Much of that discussion

focused on opinions and viewpoints

expressed at the recent SWAP
Conference. However, at no time

did they discuss Bromery's can-

didacy.

Dealing with procedural mat-

ters, the committee was in general

agreement on the text of a letter to

be sent to schools around the nation

soliciting nominations for chan-

cellor. Agreement was reached on

categories for a committee budget,

although specific dollar amounts

have not yet been determined The
committee decided to invite' a

maximum of twelve candidates to

the campus itself for visits and

interviews. but was in

disagreement about the degree of

confidentiality that should cloak

the visits.

Most of the session was devoted

to the role of the chancellor. Math

On The Inside:

Southwest Blackout
See page two

Pakistan, India at War
See page four

feeaa*aac».»gtsc»»3asa<««g%saa»s*33fc**»«sgi»c»a

Mental Health
See page three

Charity Game Success
See page twelve

Prof. Donald St. Mary argued that

the campus needs "a new kind of

cat", someone who could "ar-

ticulate the goals of this campus"
and work politically within the

university system to protect the

interests of the campus. He added

that campus goals are presently

too vague and ill-defined.

Govt. Prof Glen Gordon agreed,

saying that he sensed that the

chancellor should be "an advocate

of the Amherst campus." "If I had
to use one phrase." he said, "it

would be skilled politician'

Student David Duncan contended

that "we need a gu^ who will fight

as hard as Tippo and not resign".

But he also added that the campus
needed a person who was willing to

encourage a wide range of

"academic alternatives" on

campus.

Geography Prof. Terrence
Burke stated that the direction of

campus life was shifting from

"quantity to quality," so that the

campus now needs an
academically-oriented individual

who can concentrate on improving

the academic quality of the in-

stitution. Prof Gordon responded

by commenting that "the in-

novative type will not survive"

because campus growth is being

stopped.

Objecting to the pessimism that

prevailed at the session, student

Marc Smith pointed out that the

campus still had the opportunity to

re-orient its priorities toward in-

novation if the right man can be

found Several other students

agreed, and cited the need for

commitment to women and
minorities and for support of such

academic innovations as

residential colleges, the School of

Education, the Afro-American
Studies Dept.. and Project 10

Most search committee mem-
bers agreed thai they were
dedicated to protecting the unique

individuality of the campus while

looking for a person who can lead

faculty and students into new

dimensions of educational ex-

cellence.

The committee meeting was
open to the campus community
About twenty students and faculty

attended the session Some par

ticipated in the committee's
deliberations

Yesterday, the Collegian took the

editorial position that the Search

Committee should quickly

nominate Acting Chancellor
Randolph Bromery to be per

manent chancellor At the

beginning of the meeting, some
members of the committee
jokingly referred to the Collegian's

description of them as a "peevish

body of scholars and ad
ministrators." but they did not

deal with the paper's substantive

recommendation Instead, they

tried to ascertain whether the

student members were "scholars"

or not
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Southwest Temporarily Loses Power
Southwest Residential College

was without power yesterday for

two hours due to problems at the

physical plant Though the cause of

the power loss was not Im-

mediately known, power was
restored to all hut two dorms in

Southwest by 3 p.m. The outage

was first reported at one o'clock.

BoydenGym and Whitmore were

also affected by the failure

The only dorms without power

after three p m were Crampton

and Prince Houses whose power

was restored at approximately

nine o'clock. During the period of

power loss the dorms were lighted

by candles and emergency lamps

in the corridors.

According to residents of the two

dorms the only hardship occurred

with the loss ot heat, which ad-

versely effected environmental

conditions within the dormitories.

However, there were no reported

casualties

Parts of Hamden Dining Com
mons were opened to the residents

ot the dorms as studj areas until

power could he restored

Strike Still On
Peter Pan Bus Lines drivers and mechanics who claim they work

up to 70 hours a week with no sick leave or paid holidays went on

strike at 12:01 a.m. today.

The strike could cause havoc to customers including students

returning home on the eve of a Thanksgiving holiday.

William Pappalainen, customer relations director for the bus

lines, said this morning that 68 workers were involved in the strike

and that no Peter Pan buses will operate out of Springfield. This

affects scheduled trips to major areas such as Boston and New

York as well as runs out of Amherst and Northampton.

Many of the striking employes formed a picket line today in front

of the Springfield terminal, Lappalainen said. He stated that he has

no idea if talks between the striking Amalgamated Transportation

Workers Union and Peter Pan are scheduled for today.

At issue are wages and fringe benefits.

The union is requesting a 5.5 per cent increase in wages, four paid

holidays a year and five paid sick days a year. The company is

offering a three per cent pay increase but will not consider paid

holidays and paid sick leave which the company calls "fringe

benefits", Donald Whitney, union president said.

The company claims its drivers are now making as much as

$12,000 a year.

Peter Pan is not the only bus company which offers runs out of

Springfield Students can take either Greyhound or Continental

Trailways. They will have to find their own transportation from

Amherst to Springfield unless they can get reservations on a 1 p.m.

Continental bus from Amherst.

Greyhound buses travel to New York from Springfield via

Hartford. They leave Springfield at 8:55 a.m., 9:55 a.m., 11:55 a.m.,

1:55 p.m., 3:55 p.m., 5:55 p.m., 8:40p.m., and 11:25 p.m.

Buses to Boston run from Springfield to Hartford and Hartford to

Boston. They leave out of Hartford at 12:10, 2:50, 5:35, 8:10 and

10: 10 p.m. Full fare to Boston via this route is $7.90.

The last Peter Pan bus to leave Northampton prior to the strike

was a run to Amherst at midnight.

Peter Pan drivers and mechanics had been working without a

contract since October.

Western Massachusetts Bus Co. reported that they may run

buses from Northampton to Worcester tomorrow that would

connect for Boston. The run is usually scheduled only on weekends.

Spring Classics

Faculty Appointed
The Classics program announces

the appointment of three new
faculty members. Associate

Professor Vincent Cleary.

Professor Robert Dyer, and Mrs.

Elizabeth Will. In the spring

semester Professor Cleary will

offer a course in Latin Literature

in Translation, designed especially

as a useful background course for

students of English and European
literatures Professor Dyer will

offer a new course titled Themes in

Classical Literature: The Rational

Man and His Duty, in which he will

lead student in an investigation of

ancient ideas about the irrational

emotions (such as desire, love,

anger, jealousy, hysteria and
obsession" and the role of reason

and repression in human conduct

(readings from ancient and
modern sources). Professor Dyer
will also teach (with the help of

visiting lecturers) The Greek
Mind, an intellectual history of the

ancient Greeks and an in-

vestigation of the impact of Greek
thought on our culture. Mrs Will

will offer The Ancient City, tracing

the evolution of urban centers in

the ancient Mediterranean world

from the earliest Near Eastern

settlements to the full growth of

Rome as an imperial city; em-
phasis on sociological and
economic considerations as well as

on the topography, monuments,
and daily life of the great urban
centers of antiquity.

These courses are being offered

as part of an expanding program in

Classics designed to encourage

students to examine their own lives

and contemporary society and

values in relation to the ideals of

Greek and Roman civilizations.

Students are encouraged to group
several Classics courses together

as a humanistic core in their

programs of study, or to consider

the very flexible major program in

Classics which can be tailored to

the needs and interests of the in-

dividual student. For further in-

formation see Professor Edward
Phinney (Herter Hall 402) or any

member of the Classics Staff

(Herter 403, telephone 545-0512).
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The lights glow softly on a wintry night at Southwest. Unfortunately things weren't so aglow last night

when electricity was shut off temporarily.

UMass Develops Maser

For Molecular Study
A supercool, super-senstive maser receiver for

detecting the faint signals of interstellar molecules is

being developed at UMass.
Electrical engineering Professor K. Sigfrid

Yngvesson's (pronounced Ingvesson) new maser is so

sensitive that it has to be chilled to within a few

degrees of absolute zero (minus 452 degrees

fahrenheit) so it won't pick up interference from the

movement of its own atoms.

It is being developed to operate at very short

wavelengths not previously used in radio astronomy

maser receivers. Dr. Yngvesson, before joining the

UMass electrical engineering faculty, worked at the

University of California in Berkeley with Dr. Charles

Townes, the inventor of the maser. The group at

Berkeley discovered ammonia molecules and water

vapor molecules at the 12 millimeter wavelength.

In the present project, Yngvesson is concentrating

on the three millimeter wavelength. The faint signals

of interstellar molecules are easiest to find at this

wavelength, he explained.

Traces of at least 20 different molecules have been

found in the spaces between stars in the earth's galaxy

in recent years. When these molecules are bombarded

by radiation from the stars they radiate elec-

tromagnetic waves at characteristic frequencies that

can be detected with radio telescopes.

A maser generates and amplifies radio waves and is

a cousin to the laser, which operates with light waves.

The name comes from Microwave Amplification by

Stimulated Emission of Radiation. The essential part

of maser is a substance -usually a crystal -put in an

excited or high energy state. Atoms of this substance

are able to radiate energy of a particular frequency

when stimulated by a radio wave of the same
frequency. Energy released by the atoms is added to

the stimulating wave, amplifying it.

Some masers use ruby crystals; Yngvesson's maser

uses a crystal of rutile with stimulation energy

coming from a reflex klystron. The most crucial

maser receiver components operate in a dewar flask

cooled with liquid helium close to absolute zero.

"The limitation of most receivers is in the noise or

static they produce," the UMass engineer explained.

"At higher temperatures atoms in any material move
faster and faster, producing electrical noise. When
you cool most receivers down to lessen this noise, you

stop the receiver but the colder the maser is the better

it works."
The five-member UMass group headed by

Yngvesson is cooperating with scientists in Berkeley,

who are working on other design aspects. One of these

is radio antenna for use with a maser receiver. "The
shorter the wavelength the more accurate the antenna

surface must be," Yngvesson said. Berkeley has an

antenna for use with short millimeter wavelength

receivers but there are no such antenna in this area.

The project is supported by a $52,200 grant from the

astronomy section of the National Science Foun-

dation. "What we're looking for in the maser is a more
sensitive receiver that may not only detect new
molecules in space but may detect molecules where
they are less abundant and may dig out more in-

formation about those that have already been found,"

Yngvesson explained.

Coffee Hour

There will be a Coffee Hour on

Monday November 29 from 3:00-

4:30 PM in the 6th floor lounge in

Thompson Hall, where you can
meet with the Philosophy Faculty

and find out about spring semester
courses.

On Sunday, December 5,

beginning at 8 PM, there will be a

Department Wine and Cheese
Party for philosophy students and
faculty at the home of Gareth
Matthews, 216 Lincoln Avenue.
Plea, e come to both events if you

can. We are anxious to develop

more community among UMass
philosophers, and to establish

stronger student-faculty ties. We
want to hear your ideas on this, and
we already have some (tentative)

plans of our own (with resources to

support them) which we're eager
to get your reactions to.

If you can't come either on

Monday or on Sunday, please come
to see one of us. or any member of

the Department, during pre-

registration week (November 2!)

December :?). Most of us will he in

our offices much of the time that

ueek Or call our secretaries Sue
or Toby < r>-2^:ui » for appointments.

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS
get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

7+&F. TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY
Avoid downtown Splld parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE
Opp Century Shopping Plata 1 Free parking for over 100 cars!

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST
Next to PO

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST,

Opp. N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR.
On North South Hwy.

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST. Next to Holyoke Natl Bank

Explaining Mental Health

Dr. Michael Cann of University Mental Health discussed the

service with students at Knowlton lounge yesterday. He stressed

"flexibility" and answered the students questions concerning Mental

Health. (MDC photo by Jim Lavrakas)

By STEVE TRIPOLI
Dr. Michael Cann of University Mental Health

Services last night stressed the "flexibility" of the

service and answered many questions posed by his

audience in a session which lasted nearly an hour

and a half.

Speaking in the Knowlton lounge in a question and

answer period sponsored by the Northeast Area

Government, Dr. Cann gave a brief outline of the

procedures and purposes of Mental Health, stating

that they are "trying to get involved beyond in-

dividual students", and then answered a number of

questions.

Asked what a student who just "wanted to talk"

would have to do in order to see someone, Dr. Cann
replied that you must go to the offices, where "you

get hit with a little questionnaire, then you're

assigned." He said that it usually is a "two to three

day wait, but in an emergency you can see someone

the same day."

On the subject of who gets the information when

you've visited Mental Health, Dr. Cann stated that

all information is strictly confidential, and that

without the student's written permission nothing

can be released, "even to parents." He also stated

that while nothing goes on the student's academic

record, it does go on his Infirmary record that he

has visited, but no details are given.

Speaking on the general procedure he employs

when speaking to a student. Dr. Cann stated that

what he tries to do is to "get them to start talking."

He also said that "tHe basic notion behind

psychotherapy is that the patient can do most

himself to help himself; he has to get out and act."

Asked about group therapy,prsCann replied that

Mental Health is "pretty conservative" in their

handling of it and stressed that though the student

"should bring his problems to group, the emphasis

is not on how much you can confess."

When asked if any form of hypnosis was employed

by anyone here, Dr. Cann responded that it was not,

because no one here had any interest in it. Their

basic tools, he said, were "individual therapy,

group therapy, and medication." Further

discussion on the medication given out at Mental

Health revealed that it is not given out very often,

and that tranquilizers are the medication most

commonly prescribed, with an anti-depressant

"occasionally."

He also stated that some of his patients oc-

casionally get worried that their doctor is a little too

nonchalant about what they've told him. He ad-

mitted that some of the doctors occasionally slip

and let out some information accidentally, among
themselves but he also stressed that what seems
like shocking information to most people is com-

monplace with them. "We get so used to the fact

that we deal with people who are patients that we
don't feel too shocked by this kind of information."

SW Robbery Suspect

Held Under $3,500 Bail

A Brockton man is being held under $3,500 cash bail after he was

charged in Hampshire County District Court with threatening a number

of UMass coeds in Patterson.

Joseph A. Venuti, 23, is alleged to have walked into two dorm rooms,

brandishing a dog chain wrapped around his fist, and to have threatened

the residents with harm unless they gave him money.

Venuti is charged with five counts of assault with a dangerous weapon

with intent to rob, nine counts of assault with a dangerous weapon, five

counts of attempted larceny and one count of unlawful possession of a

hypodermic syringe.
*

Venuti pleaded innocent to all counts except for the syringe charge, and

Special Justice Raymond R. Cross ordered that the court enter a plea of

innocent for that.

UMass Police Chief Alexander Blasco told Judge Cross that he would

like bail set "as high as possible."

Venuti was given a copy of the drug laws advising him of his right to

undergo a drug-dependency for addiction examination and told that he

had five days in which to formally make the request. His case was con-

tinued to Tuesday, Nov. 30.

Book On Japan Role

In WW II Aggression

Callahan Hires 3 New DA's
Three new assistant district

attorneys for Hampshire County

will be hired "probably the second

week in December," Northwestern

District Atty. John M. Callahan

said today.

Yesterday Callahan was among
a delegation of district attorneys

who met with Gov. Francis W.
Sargent to urge him to sign a bill

passed by the legislature which

creates 27 new assistant DAs for

the state, three of which will be for

Hampshire County.

Sargent finally signed the bill,

making it law. If he had not signed

it before midnight last night, the

bill would have been killed.

"I think this is the most im-

portant bill passed by the

legislature and signed by the

Governor this year in the area of

court reform," Callahan said.

The three new men will be hired

at the authorized salary of $7,000 a

year, Callahan said. Each is now a

practicing attorney in Hampshire
County.
Callahan said he would announce

their names at the end of next

week.
The funds to cover the first

year's salary of the new men, he

said, would come from federal

money appropriated for the use of

the Governor's Committee on
Public Safety. Callahan, who is a

member of the committee, said

that the group would meet Dec. 10

to consider the $265,000 ap-

propriation "I'll be voting for it,"

he said.

'The caseload in this district has

increased from 147 to 1,700 a year

in five years," Callahan said.

Much of the work which needs to be

done is in the area of pre-trial

motions; he said, and there the

added assistants will be especially

valuable.

"I think this new legislation will

enable the public and the defen-

dants to have their cases disposed

of more quickly," Callahan said

"In the past it has happened that

defendants have been in jail from

six to nine months waiting trial."

Was the Emperor a war criminal

and was Japan guilty of criminal

aggression in World War II

?

•Definitely not," says UMass
historian Richard H. Minear.

whose Victors' Justice," is

published today 1 11/19) by Prin-

ceton University Press.

In his book, the first full-length

treatment of the International War
Crimes Tribunal. Tokyo 19461948.

author Minear questions the

historical assumptions concerning

Japan's military stance Minear

eontends that Japan was
motivated to attack in World War

II as much for reasons of self-

defense and fear of encirclement

as for motivations of imperial

aggression. In doing so, he

questions whether Japan's pre-war

and wartime policy constituted

aggression and whether

aggression constituted a crime.

These theories lead Professor

Minear to question whether justice

was served at the Tokyo trial and if

in fact the trial ever should have

taken place.

Sharply departing from previous

writing on this subject, Minear

claims (from a thorough in

vestigation of primary materials)

that the Japanese leaders tried at

Tokyo were legally innocent by

standards of international law

universally accepted prior to 1945.

In examining the trial, he attacks

its laws, procedure, and verdict.

Its law he feels was tainted by

retroactivity: for example,
aggression was not recognized as a

crime before 1945, yet it was the

chief count of the indictment. Its

procedure was dubious from many
aspects: prejudiced judges (one

was a survivor of the Bataan death

march), rules of evidence slanted

against the defense, and arbitrary

selection of defendants. Its verdict

as history was nonsense, he adds,

contradicted not only by more

recent historical scholarship, but

testimony during the trial as well.

In summation. Professor Minear

feels "the trial's majority

judgment was indeed merely a

repetition of Allied propaganda

issued during the war." But to this

conclusion he adds, "My book is

not a brief for Tojo or Japan, but

rather a brief for justice, even to

our enemies."
Dr. Minear is an associate

professor and teaches Japanese

and Vietnamese history at UMass
Amherst. A previous book.

"Japanese Tradition and Western

Law," was published by Harvard

University Press. He is a Yale

University graduate with MA. and

Ph. D. degrees from Harvard.

NewCASIAC Servicesl
Two new services will be available to College of Arts and Sciences

students during Counseling Week, November 29 through December 3:

first, the CASIAC Office in Machmer E-22 will be open continuously from

8:30 am until 8:30 pm each day, and secondly, experienced students who
have done academic counseling during summer orientation will be

available in E-24 Machmer to provide counseling which supplements that

normally given by faculty counselors. Students who need advice

regarding their elections for the Spring Term or who would simply like to

discuss their academic program in general are invited to stop by to take

advantage of these services, as well as the normal faculty counseling

services.

Because preregistration forms must be completed and returned to the

Registrar's Office by 5:00 pm, Wednesday, December 8, we anticipate a

rather rushed and crowded counseling week. If you find the office

crowded when you first stop by, therefore, we urge you to check back

around dinner time or early the next morning.

Students who have already declared a major will normally be coun-

seled in their departments, but they too may stop by CASIAC if they wish,

either to consult with a student counselor, a faculty counselor serving as a

generalise or one of the new CASIAC counselors in prelaw or pre-social

work. Students who wish to change their major should pick up a change-

of-major form at the Registrar's Office or at CASIAC and meet with the

Chief Advisor in his departmental office.

Students who are declaring a major for the first time - and students are

encouraged to delay declaring a major until their fourth term in the

College - should stop by CASIAC for at least a brief chat with a faculty

counselor who is a generalist.

Finally, because most of us in CASIAC are new, and because we are

experimenting with new approaches to academic counseling we will

welcome your suggestions. If, therefore, you have some advice and

counseling for us, will you please either mention your ideas to your

counselor or drop us a note in the suggestion box outside E-22.

Open Meetings

for the

Senior

Committee

will be held

Tues., Nov. 30
j

Mon., Dec. 6

Thurs., Dec. 9

at 1 p.m. in Rm.

905-9, C.C.

ALL SENIORS

WELCOME

j j

Program Council Presents

"HOTEL
adapted from Arthur Hailey's novel

Sunday, Nov. 28 7:00, 9:30 p.m.

S.U. Ballroom 50
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India-Pakistan War Raging

The center of the fighting. < Map by New York Times)

NEW DELHI <AP>-A§ heavy

fighting raged in East Pakistan,

India claimed Tuesday that its

Gnat jets had shot down three

Pakistani warplanes in a dogfight

over Indian territory.

V.C. Shukla. minister of defense

production, told cheering Indian

legislators that all four of India's

home-built fighters had returned

safely after the confrontation

Monday with Pakistani Sabre Jets

near Calcutta.

One Pakistani craft escaped but

pilots of the three downed planes

bailed out, he said, claiming two of

the three were captured.

Pakistan reported three of its

Sabre Jets were attacked by 8 to 10

Indian Gnats inside East Pakistan

and "i wo of the Sabre Jets failed to

return.'' It alleged that two of the

Indian planes were shot down.

A Pakistan army source in

Dacca, the East Pakistani capital,

claimed his countrymen
demolished 18 Indian tanks and

inflicted heavy casualties on In-

In Brief...

I

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Price Commission approved in-

creases for two big steel firms and the Western Electric Co.

Tuesday as the Pay Board ruled that employers may continue

established practices of granting merit raises.

However, the price panel put off decisions on higher auto prices

for Ford and Chrysler products and higher coal prices to com-

pensate for a 15 cent raise in miner's pay approved by the Pay

Board last week.
*****

KAVENNA, Ohio (AP) - A jury of eight men and four women

was seated Tuesday to hear the trail of Jerry Rupe, 23, one of 25

persons indicted last fall on charges stemming from the 1970

disorders at Kent State University.

Rupe is charged with arson, first-degree not, assaulting a

fireman and interfering with firemen during a May 2, 1970, blaze

which destroyed a campus ROTC building.
*****

FT MEAD, Md. (AP) — Col. Oran K. Henderson testified

Tuesday he investigated the My Lai operation and concluded

"there had been no wrongdoing."

The 51-year-old officer, accused of covering up the My Lai

massacre, took the stand as the final defense witness three months

to the dav the first prosecution witness appeared.
*****

WASHINGTON < AP) — Republican talk of a presidential veto of

the pending tax-cut bill was discounted Tuesday by the man who

will have a large say in whether the legislation includes the

provision for federal financing of presidential election campaigns.
K *****

BOSTON <AP) — A Boston pediatric surgeon has successfully

removed a giant, cancerous mole from a newborn infant in the first

reported surgery of its kind, he reported Monday.

The malignant birthmark covered about 12 percent of the three-

weekold boy's body when removed.
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Discuss

Pep Pills
WASHINGTON (AP)-Ranking

officials of three federal agencies

met in a hurriedly called session

Tuesday to revive a recom-
mendation, lost in the bureaucratic

paper mills two months ago, to

curb 1972 production of pep pills.

Their decisions were to be kept

under wraps pending Justice
Department action Friday
distributing the nation's first

amphetamine and metham-
phetamine quotas to the phar-

maceutical industry.

Joe Hill
GP

Together
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lighting along the East Pakistani

borders with India.

Senior army officers in

Rawalpindi, the central Pakistani

capital, said Pakistan has lost

eight planes in the fighting over

East Pakistan and suffered heavy

ground casualties, military at-

taches reported. But a Pakistani

army spokesman denied their

report.

Pakistan charged Indialaunched

a large-scale offensive Monday,

attacking in the Jesore, Sylhet and

Chittagong regions on either side of

the embattled province.

India denied the charges and

said the attacks came from East

Pakistani independence fighters

trying to wrest the province from

government control.

A guerrilla leader at a rear base

inside East Pakistan told Santosh

Basak of The Associated Press

Monday that the fighting was a do-

or-die guerrilla thrust to grasp

control over the Bay of Bengal

coastal area and strangle

sea.

Guerrillas have been receiving

supplies and training in India since

Pakistan dispatched its army last

March to crack down on an in-

dependence movement in East

Pakistan. India reports the turmoil

has driven more than nine million

East Pakistani refugees into India.

Pakistan President Agha
Mohammed Yahya Khan declared

a state of emergency in his

country-which has been under

martial law since March 1969- "in

view of the threat of foreign

aggression."

Yahya has stated he would not

hesitate to declare war against

India if it helped the Mukti Bahini

capture any territory in East

Pakistan.

But despite the Pakistani claim

that Indian troops were occupying

some East Pakistani border areas,

only scattered incidents were
reported on the border between

India and West Pakistan in

disputed Kashmir State.

dian soldiers in fierce ground Pakistani supply routes from the
)iaiers in nerce giuunu i a^.oW ... „~rV.j 1"^ •

Pentagon Demotes Hve

Ranking Officers
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

Pentagon confirmed Tuesday
demotions or reprimands are

planned for five high-ranking

Army officers as a result of the

bloody North Vietnamese attack on

U.S. Fire Base Mary Ann last

March. Thirty-three Americans

were killed and 76 wounded in the

surprise assault.

Spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim

acknowledged only that "letters of

intent to take administrative ac-

tion" were sent to five individuals

Nov. 8.

Although Friedheim refused to

identify them or discuss details,

sources said the five include Maj.

Gen James L. Baldwin, former

commander of the Americal

Division.

It was learned that Secretary of

the Army Robert F. Freehlke has

decided to reprimand Baldwin-a

procedure which usually forecloses

any further promotions.

The others, including two

colonels, a lieutenant-colonel and a

major, face either reprimand,

demotion or both. All five were

given 60 days to present evidence

that could change the secretary's

mind regarding the punishment,

which does not require trial by

courtmartial.

The sources said a lengthy in-

vestigation of the March 28 enemy
sapper attack holds Baldwin, as

division commander, responsible

for "failure to insure that adequate

defense measures were taken"

around the hilltop outpost. Similar

complaints are lodged against the

other four, one of whom also is

accused of dereliction, the sources

said.

In the night attack on Fire Base

Mary Ann, a battalion

headquarters of the Americal's

196th Infantry Brigade 25 miles

west of Chu Lai, enemy sappers

crawled through the barbed wire

and grenaded bunkers manned by

400 GIs.

The North Vietnamese suffered

few losses, but left 109 Americans

killed or wounded-the heaviest toll

at a U.S. firebase during the

Vietnam war.

After the attack some officers

and enlisted men claimed the

base's defenses were lax and the

troops were not prepared for an

enemy assault.

Freehlke's action is based on the

recommendation of Gen. William

C. Westmoreland, Army chief of

staff, following investigations.

The sources said Westmoreland
recommended that Baldwin be

reprimanded and demoted to

brigadier general. But Freehlke,

the sources said, overruled

Westmoreland and decided that a

reprimand would be sufficient.

Baldwin, 50, a native of Omaha,

Neb., was destined for further

promotion until he was relieved of

command of the Americal Division

last July and reassigned to a

Pentagon desk job to await the

outcome of the investigation.

The other officers facing punish-

ment are Col. Alphus R. Clark of

Ft Jackson, S.C., former Americal

chief of staff; Col. William

Hathaway of Portsmouth, Va.,

former "l96th Infantry Brigade

commander; Lt. Col. William P.

Doyle of Pittsburgh, former bat-

talion commander with the 196th

Infantry Brigade commander. Lt.

Col. William P. Doyle of Pitt-

sburgh, former battalion com-

mander with the 196th; and Doyle's

operations officer at the time of the

attack, Maj. Stanley J.

Wisneiewski of Sugar Notch. Pa.

Earlier this year similar ad-

ministrative punishment was
carried out against another former

Americal commander, Maj. Gen.

Samuel W. Koster, and his former

assistant, Brig. Gen. George H
Young Jr. Both were accused of

failing to properly investigate the

1968 Mv Lai massacre.

University Drive

Business Hrs: Wed. thru
Friday, 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.; Sat.

and Sun. 12 noon to 9 p.m

ARVN Convoys Pour Into N.E. Cambodia
SAIGON (AP)-Reports from

Phnom Penh indicated Tuesday
the new South Vietnamese drive

into Cambodia already had
relieved pressure on the Cam-
bodian northeastern front.

South Vietnamese troop convoys

continued to pour across the

Cambodian border in the second

day of the offensive aimed at North

Vietnamese sanctuaries and
supply depots.

Dispatches from the Cambodian
capital said the North Vietnamese

9th Division, which had pinned

down nearly 20,000 Cambodian
troops on the northeastern front,

appeared to be pulling back to

meet the South Vietnamese threat

to its rear areas.

Cambodian military sources

reported several units of the 9th

Division are believed to be moving

southward toward the rubber

plantations not far from the South

Vietnamese border, the prime

target of the offensive.

The buildup of both sides of the

border 55 to 85 miles northwest of

Saigon involves more than 15,000

troops, although it was not im-

mediately clear how many are

actively maneuvering and how
many were being held in reserve.

Reports from the front indicated

little or no enemy resistance so far.

A 1 ,000-man task force of South

Vietnamese rangers and 40 ar-

mored vehicles pushed through

dense jungle and rubber groves

nine miles north of Krek and 15

miles inside Cambodia in their

deepest penetration since the last

dry season.

Associated Press correspondent

George Esper reported from
forward headquarters at Tay Ninh

that the rangers were supported by

three U.S. B 52 bombers, which

struck about 10 miles north of their

position.

South Vietnamese field com-

manders claimed 36 North Viet-

namese troops killed in small,

scattered clashes north of Highway

7. No government casualties were

reported.

U.S. advisers said the rangers

turned back toward Krek late

Tuesday after finding a deserted

enemy base camp containing 60

empty bunkers and abandoned

rocket launching sites. Many of the

bunkers were destroyed.

South Vietnamese troops are

expected to continue this tactic of

making lightning raids deep into

enemy territory, then returning to

the relative security of Highway 7

if they encounter no opposition.

If they dofind North Vietnamese

troops, they have orders to

maintain contact until rein-

forcements arrive.

Key targets of the drive are

staging areas and rear

headquarters of the North Viet-

namese 5th, 7th and 9th Divisions.

One objective is to divert the 9th

Division from the northeast ap-

proaches to Phnom Penh.

A Cambodian liaison team is

stationed at Tay Ninh, the South

Vietnamese forward headquar
ters, to assist in operational

planning. U.S. advisers are with

government units on the South

Vietnamese side of the border.

Although U.S. military advisers

are not permitted to cross over into

Cambodia, the United States did

have some observers at Krek.

Newsmen reported seeing three

uniformed Americans who iden-

tified themselves as members of

the U.S. Military equipment
delivery team that is authorized to

be in Cambodia and works out of

Phnom Penh.

U.S. helicopter gunships, fighter-

bombers and B52 Stratofortresses

are supporting the South Viet-

namese drive.

Asked if American helicopters

conducted any troop lifts, a U.S.

Command spokesman replied: "I

don't have that information. We no

longer have the operational

channels set up to report this."

U.S. helicopter gunships

destroyed an antiaircraft and a 2

1/2 ton truck in the extreme nor-

thwest corner of South Vietnam

while B52s continued pounding

enemy positions and supply lines in

both Laos and Cambodia.

The* command said tactical

fighter-bombers also flew missions

in direct support of Laotian troops.

South Vietnamese headquarters

reported light ground actions

across the country, most of them in

the central highlands near the

convergence of the Laos, Cam-
bodia and South Vietnam borders.

In Phnom Penh, the Cambodian
high command reported an ar-

mored column slugged it out with

North Vietnamese or Viet Cong
forces only three miles from the

end of the capital's Pochentong

Airport runway.
The U.S. Command announced

Tuesday that soldiers scheduled to

complete their Vietnam tours by

next Jan. 15 will be home for

Christmas.

The "Christmas curtailment"

program will apply to Army
personnel scheduled to leave

Vietnam between Dec. 6 and Jan.

15.

Christmas curtailments also are

likely to move up the rotation dates

of soldiers to leave later in

January.
Similar efforts have been made

in past years to get as many
soldiers as possible home for the

holidays.

Senate Passes Israeli Weapons Bill

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate moved
Tuesday to force President Nixon's hand by

voting $
r)00 million in credits for sales of F4

jets and other military weapons to Israel.

The amendment by Sen. Henry M.

Jackson. D Wash., was approved by a vote

of 82 to 14 after the Senate rejected 81 to 14 a

move to block the funds on grounds aid had

not previously been authorized.

Adoption of Jackson's amendment to a

$7().2-billion defense appropriations bill

brought the amount voted by the Senate for

Israel in about a year to $1.3 billion.

Jackson said that $300 million is in a

toreign-aid bill facing possible stalemate in

a Senate-House conference committee.

The topheavy vote in favor of the extra

funds for Israel came only hours after a

group of eight senators met with Secretary

of State William P. Rogers on the ad

ministration's decision to hold off additional

arms aid for Israel at this time.

Sen. Abraham A. Ribicoff, D-Conn., called

the session unsatisfactory and said it would

only serve to increase Senate criticism.

President Nixon, meanwhile, moved to

head off a Senate challenge to his policies in

Europe by urging Senate rejection of the

amendment to force a 60,000-man cut in U.S.

European troop strength by June 15, 1972,

bringing it down to 250,000.

In a letter to Sen. John C. Stennis, D-Miss.,

chairman of the Armed Services Com-

mittee. Nixon said the amendment included

in the bill by the Appropriations Committee

would be a great mistake" at a time when

East-West talks are proceeding on possible

mutual troop withdrawals, the question of

Berlin and the strategic arms limits.

"Passage of the proposed troop cut would,

with one stroke, diminish Western military

capability in Europe and signal to friend and

adversary alike a disarray and weakness of

purpose in the American government,"

Nixon said.

The administration dispatched Deputy

Secretary of Defense David R. Packard to

the weekly Republican Policy Committee

luncheon in a move to drum up opposition to

the amendment.
Republican Leader Hugh Scott of Penn

sylvania told reporters after breakfast with

the President that approval of either the

NATO amendment or a move expected

Wednesday to cut off U.S. funds for the war

in Inodchina except lor U.S. withdrawal

would lead to grave difficulties.

Senate leaders hope Senate passage of the

bill would come before it quits Wednesday

night lor the Thanksgiving weekend.

Envoy Assails

Common Market
LONDON (AP)-Assailing ar-

tificial trade barriers, a special

envoy of President Nixon said

Tuesday night they were erected

by the European Common Market

and other economic groups for

selfish ends. He called for

cooperation in building a new

world commerce system.

"The U.S. administration is

determined to find a better deal for

American farm trade," the envoy.

William Eberle. said. "It is

determined to find ways to

rationalize the chaotic conditions

of the world market which result

from nationalistic decisions which

are often economically senseless

decisions."

Eberle is the President's special

representative for trade

negotiations He spoke to the

British Trade Policy Research

(enter on the eve of tariff talks in

the General Agreement of Tariffs

and Tradc-GATT -in Geneva.

•Unless something is done in

agriculture, we simply cannot

make further progress in im-

proving our eeonimic relations,"

Eberle declared. "In fact, unless

something is done soon, our

relations are likely to get worse."

He appealed to his audience of

British bankers and businessmen

to work for greater cooperation on

a worldwide scale when Britain

becomes a member of the

European Common Market, now

set for Jan 1. 1973.

The special envoy also had harsh

words for the four members of the

European Free Trade Association

EFTA -who are not joining the

Common Market with Britain The

lour are Austria. Portugal. Sweden

and Switzerland

"In the eyes of American

business people, these countries

want to have their cake and eat it

loo
" Eberle said "They want the

pleasures of free trade in industry

but only with Europe. They do not

want to pay the political costs of

lull membership.

They do not want to liberalize

nontariff barriers or .agricultural

policies against the rest of the

world as payment for solution of

their industrial tariff problem."

Eberle called for immediate

negotiations on a world scale to

draft a pact for "across-the-board

elimination of substantially all

industrial tariffs."

These talks should also serve to

draft rules on nontariff barriers to

trade, services and investment,

agree on specific commitments to

open world markets for

agricultural goods and rationalize

national larm policies.

Jerry Lewis

Twin Cinema
5S4-3709

Cinema 1

Hellstrom
Cronicle 7

Gimme Shelter 9

OncflM*
Patton 7:15
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You Deserve It
This is the time of year that supposed to stir in our hearts

a brief yet sincere moment of thanksgiving.

A moment that should be divided equally between

gratitude for all that our bountiful, yet deteriorating,

world has granted us, and absolute kowtowing to the forces

which saved us from some of the things that could have
happened.
For example, the UMass Varsity football team could

have been forced to disband after threats from the Student

Senate, forcing all of the people who are getting back into

the social aspects of Saturday afternoon football (Lam-
brusco and apricot brandy to mention a couple. ) to seek a

new social movement. This is the year UMass seems to

want to re-capture the "Good-Party-School Award."
That faculty should be thankful that bad things, like

President Wood slapping a 50% limit on tenured faculty

(like in Boston, which doesn't have 14% already tenured)

haven't occurred yet. The faculty might also bow their

head reverently when thinking how their own lack oi

initiative in the organizing themselves and working for

academic reform has not yet damaged irreparably their

status here at UMass.
The participants in the SWAP conference can be thank-

ful that the residents of Northfield had passed a special

referendum several years ago allowing the Northfield Inn

to be the only establishment allowed to serve alcohol in the

whole dry town.

President Wood can be very thankful he doesn't have his

offices located on the Amherst campus, especially when
not everybody here agrees with his way of doing things.

We can all be thankful that President Wood is no longer

referring to his operation as the "System". (It is now the

"University")
Have a nice thanksgiving. You deserve it.

David Williams

Gobble, Gobble
If the chancellor Search Committee wishes to waste

its time arguing about words, then that is its

perrogative. However, it is to be hoped that this

longiloquent collection of argumentative pedants,

students and administrators will soon cut out the

bullshit and get down to work.

I refer, of course, to Prof. Samuel Pemberton

Johnson's uncalled-for outburst concerning (he MDC's

use of the word 'peevish*' to describe the Search

Committee.
Prof. Johnson said. The Daily Collegian has

lowered its dubious standards to an even more

debasing level in its use of this word... I call for a

thorough investigation of the perpetrators of this

beastly act. ..It's time to take the free and responsible

to task for its malapropism..."

Prof. Johnson is remembered as the man who tried

to hold up the First National Bank downtown one night

while sleepwalking. We don't need his comments
added to this issue.

Hut unfortunately the Committee saw fit to cite Dr.

Johnson for his remarks, and voted that a bronze

medal bearing his likeness be struck and given out at

appropriate times to people who contribute more than

their share to the all-enveloping piles of academic

compost that clog the campus.

I regret this decision and hope that the Search

Committee will take steps to eliminate Dr. Johnson

from the Committee as soon as possible. A harsh fate,

you mav be sure, but nonetheless, it must be done in

the name of justice. If UMass is ever going to get a

new chancellor, if we are ever going to regain some

kind of balance, we must be prepared to sacrifice a

little.

Surely Dr. Samuel Johnson cam grasp my point,

and understand.

Art Buchwald

Explaining Thanksgiving
(Every Thanksgiving Day the

French ambassador to the United

States delivers a strong note to the

State Department demanding to

know why all the government
offices in Washington are closed. A
fourth secretary on the duty desk

at State hands him the following

reply in a language the French
ambassador will understand.

)

WASHINGTON—One of our most
important holidays is

Thanksgiving Day (known in

France as le jour de merci don-

nant).

Le jour de merci dormant was
first started by a group of Pilgrims

(pelerins) who fled from
I' Angeleterre before the McCarran
Act to found a colony in the new
world ( le nouveau, mode), where
they could shoot Indians (les

peaux-rouges) and eat turkey
dinde> to their heart's content

They landed at a place called

Plymouth mow a famous voiture

Americaine) in a wooden sailing

ship called the Mayflower (or

Fleur de mai) in 1620. But while the

pelerins were killing the dines, the

peaux-rouges were killing the

pelerins. and there were several

hard winters ahead for both of

them. The only way the peaux-

rouges helped the pelerins was
when they taught them to grow
corn ma is * The reason they did

this was because they liked corn

with their pelerins.

In 1623, after another harsh year,

the pelerins' crops were so good

that they decided to have a

celebration and give thanks

because more mais was raised by

the pelerins than pelerins were
killed by les peaux-rouges.

Every year on the jour de merci

donnant. parents tell their children

an amusing story about the first

celebration.

It concerns a brave capitaine

named Miles Standish (known in

France as Kilometres Deboutish)

and a young, shy lieutenant named
Jean Alden. Both of them were in

love with a flower of Plymouth
called Priscilla Mullens (no

translation). The vieux capitaine

said to the jeune lieutenant:

"Go to the damsel Priscilla

(allez tres vite chez Priscilla). the

loveliest maiden of Plymouth (la

plus jolie demoiselle de
Plymouth). Say that a blunt old

captain, a man not of words but of

action ( un vieux Fanfan la Tulipe),

offers his hand and his heart, the

hand and heart of a soldier. Not in

these words, you know, but this, in

short, is my meaning.
"I am a maker of war ( je suis un

fabricant de la guerre) and not a

maker of phrases. You, bred as a

scholar i vous, qui ets pain comme
un etudiant), can say it in elegant

language, such as you read in your
books of the pleadings and wooings
of lovers, such as you think best

adapted to win the heart of the

maiden."
Although Jean was fit to be tied

(convenable a etre emballe).

friendship prevailed over love and
he went to do his duty. But instead

of using elegant language he

blurted out his mission. Priscilla

was muted with amazement and
sorrow < rendue muette par
I'etonnement et la tristesse).

At length she exclaimed, in-

terrupting the ominous silence: "If

the great captain of Plymouth is so

very eager to wed me, why does he

not come himself and take the

trouble to woo me?" (Ou est-il, le

vieux kilometres? Pourquoi ne

vient-il pas aupres de moi pour

tenter sa chance?

I

Jean said that Kilometres
Deboutish was very busy and
didn't have time for those things

He staggered on, telling what a

wonderful husband Kilometres
would make. But finally Priscilla

arched her eyebrows and said in a

tremulous voice: "Why don't you
speak for yourself, John?" (a cacun
son gout)."

And so, every fourth Thursday in

November, American families sit

down at a large table brimming
with tasty dishes, and for the only

time during the year eat better

than the French do.

No one can deny that le jour de

merci donnant is a grand fete and
no matter how well-fed American
families are, they never forget to

give thanks to Kilometres
Deboutish, who made this great

day possible.

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

'You Certainly Seem To Be Helping SOME People
To Help Themselves"

Editorial Points
Question-if there were legal

abortion in the year 1 B.C.,

would there be a Campus
Crusade today? Reflect upon

that while staring intently at

your navel.
* * *

Will the UMies come through?

Will hitch-hikers go unnoticed

and unwanted today? Will those

people with nice warm cars go

driving right by all the rest who
are stuck thumbing? Only time

will tell.
* * »

The turkey you will eat

tomorrow contains enough

strontium 90 in its flesh to kill

one of Hanibal's elephants.

. OR MAYBE WE COULD MAKE THE DECISION WE DON'T WANT. SEND IT TO THE

SENATE TO BE OVER-RULED AND END UP WITH THE DECISION WE DO WANT!'

Letters To The Editor

I Never Thought I'd Get Involved

To the Fditor:

This weekend I attended the SWAP Conference at

the Northfield Inn. My decision to get involved in

SWAP (the Student Workshop on Activities Problems)

was completely spontanous; I read the article in the

Collegian and applied. I will never regret that

decision. If I had learned nothing at the conference

.which is far from the truth) the opportunity to meet

the administrators, the faculty and involved students

of this University in a relaxed atmosphere was in-

valuable to me.

I had never realized what a qualified and concerned

staff we have. Because of the size and diversity of

programs on the campus, I had always considered the

leaders of the University to be unapproachable, in-

tangible, and very bureaucratic. Therefore, it was an

extremely gratifying surprise to discover the friendly

and sincere personalities who are molding and

shaping the future of UMass. The experience of

meeting the staff is available to every student, but few

realize that the faculty and administration actually do

want to meet the students with whom they work and

live. .

The Student Senate will soon be evaluating the value

of SWAP, since funds are appropriated to subsidize

the conference. I would like to strongly urge the

M.Y.O.B.

To the Kditor:

To the members of the Southwest AssemDly who

recently decided to censure and penalize houses which

hold discriminatory parties in the area, I would like

to. in return, condemn you for your irrational and

repressive behavior.

Your decision will significantly benefit no one. Not

tne temales. who go to these parties through their own

volition, and not the males, who. in order to keep the

parties attractive, decide to "foot the bill".

At a party where the males greatly outnumber the

temales the behavior may descend to something that

is less than complimentary to both sexes.

Your decision to legislate your own morality to

people who neither care for your views nor find their

own to be degrading is regrettable. The repression is

similar to that practiced by people whose ideology

considers marijuana unnecessary and harmful and

who feel that abortion ignores the rights of the fetus.

In a trulv free society, that which proves popularly

successful"and which does not adversely effect those

who choose not to particpate should not be legislated

i^ainst

.

. . ., , .

The harm that "free admission lor girls does has

been exaggerated. The importance ot autonomy has

been ignored. The people of Southwest should not M
forced to live according to ideals which have not yet

been realistically applied to the society as a whole.

When this society changes so that party price

discrimination is not necessary or desired, then the

battle will be meaningfully won.
.,

Frank Tripoli

senators to retain the program; the money is serving

a worthwhile purpose. I learned this weekend not only

numerous facts concerning the chancellor, security,

counseling, residential colleges, and academic
programming, but also I was made aware of the

potential of this University.

The problems we face are formidable, but if I could

somehow capture the spirit of interaction and

responsiveness that was generated at the SWAP
Conference and bring it back to the community, I feel

the University of Massachusetts could be developed

into a more satisfying and sensitive educational in-

stitution.

Betty Londergan

Doctor, Doctor
To the Kditor:

Perhaps one of our country's most subtly critical

problems has become painfully apparent in the past

few years: the lack of doctors. This situation demands

innovative and dynamic leadership in the educational

structure of our doctors including the absolute

necessity for the advent of the paraprofessional in

medicine. As is already present in the legal and

teaching professions, medicine must promptly enact

paraprofessional schooling on a national basis which

would: 1 ) create more jobs and 2) more importantly,

offer better and more comprehensive patient care.

Clearly the 200 odd U.S. medical schools whose

average class of 100 cannot even begin to ac

commodate the 225 million people of our country.

Applications for these 100 positions sometimes

number in the thousands of qualified undergraduates,

but with current facilities and educational dogmas

only a very few are selected. Hence, these thousands,

many of whom are potentially good medical prospects,

since no other medical option is available, turn to

other professions for employment.

Something very vital and electric must happen to

our complacent acceptance of medical training. We
can no longer accept the mere handful of doctors

generated yearly by our current system. We therefore

need a new system", one in which our higher potential

undergraduate resources could be much more ef-

ficientlv utilized
Stephen I), (iladis

Half A Loaf

The Jews In Syria

NKW YORK...A story of harassment, imprisonment, the forcec

commission of unnatural acts, beatings and other barbarous tortures wa>

revealed last week by a 17-year-old Jewish boy who recently escapee

from the terror under which the Jews of Syria now live.

Speaking at a news conference called by the Committee of Concern

headed by Gen. (Retired) Lucius D. Clay, the youth, who used the fie

titious name of Eli Levy to protect friends and relatives still in Syria

described the condition of Syrian Jews as one of "continual fear and i

feeling of perpetual danger."

Syrian Jews, he stated, must carry identity cards on which the wore

Jew" is prominently written across both the face and back of the card ir

red ink. They are barred from leaving the country and may not trave:

outside a radius of five kilmeters (3 miles) from their homes without i

special permit. They are subjected to a a variety of economic restrictions

and kept under constant surveillance by the secret police.

The young man, who speaks Arabic and some French, had the services

of an interpreter as he answered questions put to him by General Clay. H(

stated that the Jewish community in Syria today numbers about 5,000

with about 3.500 living in the capital city of Damascus, 1.000 in Aleppo

and 500 in Kamishlie.

The young man described his own experiences in Damascus, whicl

included a total of 12 days in prison on three different occasions. During

these times, he stated, he personally witnessed brutal floggings and othe

degradations of prisoners.

The first imprisonment occurred, he stated, when his young brothei

and a friend managed to flee the country. After their departure, he anc

his elder brother, together with the father and a brother of the other boy

went -in accordance with Syrian regulations -to report their absence t(

the Deuxieme Bureau (secret police), which maintains a special office ir

the Jewish quarter. All four were held in prison for four days. At the enc

of those four days, the father of the other boy emerged emaciated anc

half crazed. He had been forced to undress and to violate his son.

Also at the end of those four days, Mr. "Levy" continued, his brothe?

had contracted typhoid fever, and he himself, as a result of beatings

developed an ear injury and displacement of discs in his spinal column

both of which ailments still affect him today.

Jewish girls, he continued, live in constant fear of physical assault. Ht

personally knew a Jewish girl who emerged from an interrogation witi

cigarette burns on her breast. He described the pursuit and taunting o

Jewish girls by Arabs as "a continuous sport," and stated that th<

government does nothing to discourage these acts or to punish the per

petrators.

On occasions when foreign dignitaries have visited Syria the govern

ment has taken special precautions to disguise the true situation, he said

He described an instance when a French mission was to pay a visit to <

well-known Jewish school. The Syrian authorities sent word ahead o

time to the government-appointed Moslem principal that the Jewisl

teachers and students were to be particularly well dressed that day, an<

that they were to say nothing that might be "contrary to the interest o

the State." he said.

From time to time, he added, Jewish groups are taken to the beach

dressed in fashionable clothes, and photographed to indicate that they an

living well.

Jews who try to escape and are captured, he said, face a minimun

sentence of one year in prison The relatives and sometimes evei

acquaintances of escapees or those suspected of trying to leave th«

country are interrogated and often held in prison for indefinite periods o

time The young man stated that he knew personally 12 young Jews wh

have been kept in Syrian prisons for the last three months on the charg

of attempting to leave the country.

At the conclusion of the young man's testimony. General Cla;

reiterated his earlier appeal to the Syrian authorities to release the Jew

now in prison, to end their persecution of the Jewish minority, and b

permit all those who wish to leave to do so. He called on the Unite<

Nations and all persons of good will in the United States and othe

countries around the world to join in this humanitarian appeal.

The ( omm ittee of ( oncern

New York. NY.

Sez Who?
To the Fditor:

,

The < olleuian issue of Nov 17 contained an article

concerning the use of fiberglass concrete forms by the

participants of the boat races during the festival of

life Last summer the I) O'Connell Construction Co

;.sked the University to drain the campus pond in

order to retrieve the concrete forms from the bottom

of the pond The end result of the festival of life was

the death of most of the aquatic wildlife in our pond

The irresponsibility of those who participated in the

boat races and polluted the campus pond should not be

ulorified in the campus newspaper.
* l,m Sennit?

TO the Fditor:

Dear Joel Stoneham:

I am writing to you in reference to the purchasing

policies of the snack bar in Hampden Commons-Bites

and Pieces. I realize that inflation has done a job on

lood prices these days I also realize that it is im-

possible to quote all available prices to find the best

possible deal on any one item However. I feel that you

are greatly in error in regard to your source of rye

bread When I recently invested in a tuna fish sand-

wich. I was stricken by*a ten cent <$.H>> surcharge, for

the luxurv of having it on rye bread Now I don't know

where you purchase your rye bread: but at five cents

($.06) a slice, there being thrity slices (ap-

proximately) in a loaf. I would estimate that you paid

one dollar and fifty cents ($1,501 for each loaf Fully

realizing I as do all of us in the University community I

that you wouldn't charge more than was absolutely

necessary to maintain expenses, I felt it my duty to tip

you off to the possibility that you just might be getting

ripped of I do hope you make another evaluation of

your purchasing policies in this area I know that, in

all cases, vou have our best interest in mind; I can

rest assured that you will take immediate action on

this most important matter
Richard < . Geffin
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Poor Richard's
A Weekly Magazine

I Increased My Bust

47% By Reading

Poor Richard's

Join Poor Richard's

Sunday Nov. 28

7:30 p.m.

MDC Office

"Take Out The Middle-And Throw The Rest Away"

TIIK MKMOKY LINGERS ON: A memory bank from a pioneering PDP 1 tVcomputer helps teach

computer systems engineering at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, the HDP »B system was

the first ever manufactured and sold by the Digital Equipment Corp. of Maynard. back in M*. Th

system was then used for a number of years in the Information Sciences and Technology Division
i

of Bolt

Beranek and Newman, Inc., where much of the pioneering work on real time computa .onal technique,

was accompl shed. It was the first computer system on which a time sharing facility was bu.lt and

c^mmerSy demonstrated. The system was leased to UMass Amherst for some years and earlier this

vearTa donated outright bv Bolt Beranek and Newman. Now its parts and systems are used in a

Chemical War Fare Drugs Called

Possible Aid To Heroin Addicts
WASHINGTON Nov. 22 - A representative of the was waiting for the rest to be declassified
WANiinynm, rwr. « - -^ ~ * Tho nharmarpnt ca industry erouD er

pharmaceutical industry said today that the Defense

Department might have developed "potent chemical

warfare drugs" that might be used to fight heroin

addiction.

Dr John Adams, who made this disclosure at a

news conference called by Representative Paul G.

Rogers Democrat of Florida, is the co-chairman of a

scientific study group of the Pharmaceutical

Manufacturers' Association.

He declared that when the Pentagon developed

chemical warfare agents it isually also developed an

"antagonist" drug as an antidote for the protection of

its own forces. It is such an antagonist that the in-

dustry is now seeking and believes may be hidden in

the secret results of Defense Department research.

The Pentagon referred all calls about its drug

research to the White House. There, a spokesman for

Dr Jerome Jaffe, director of President Nixon s

Special Office for Action of Drug Abuse, replied that

Dr. Jaffe was aware of the Pentagon s work, had

asked lor its results, had received some of them and

The pharmaceutical industry group emphasized

today the urgent need for expansion of the Federal

clinical research facilities at Lexington, Ky., and

other drug addiction treatment centers.

They reported on seven developments in the in-

dustry's own research into heroin antagonists:

-Winthrop Laboratories has offered L-cyclazocine

to Lexington for trial on addicts. In limited human

study, this drug did not produce any hallucinogenic

effect such as has accompanied use of other forms of

cyclazocine, one of the known heroin antagonists.

Kndo Laboratories has offered En 1639, a more

powerful, longer-acting relative of naloxone, another

known heroin antagonist, for use at Lexington, and it

is being tested there.

Endo is also studying the paoate salt of naloxone,

which protected dogs from the euphoric effect of

narcotics for two to three weeks. Clinical studies are

to take place in cooperation with Dr. Jaffe's office.

By the New York Times.

Federal Mediator Predicts

Agreement In Dock Strike
Bv THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A federal mediator predicts that

shippers and striking

longshoremen will either reach a

settlement Wednesday or recess

their talks briefly before con-

tinuing the effort to end the f>4-day

North Atlantic dock strike

J. Curtis Counts, head of a three-

man government team involved in

the talks at Miami Beach. Fla .

between the International

Longshoremen's Association and

the Council of North Atlantic

Shipping Association, said, '•We'll

be through here Wednesday one

way or the other."

ILA sources in New York said

that agreement on a master

contract was "very close'' and that

I settlement probably "will be

wound up" shortly. Local contract

items would still have to be agreed

to in the separate ports alter a

master contract was reached

The strike began Oct. I when a

contract covering stevedores from

Maine to Virginia expired. Union

Official! estimated the strike

direct 1\ affected some 4.").(MKl ILA

members and an additional 30,080

members of related unions.

Although only the contracts in

the North Atlantic ports were under

negotiation. Counts predicted a

settlement could set a pattern for

ending disputes in South Atlantic

and Gulf ports.

I nion men in ports from

Wilmington. N.C., to Galveston.

Tex., struck in sympathy with the

Eastern Seaboard stevedores, and

have gone back to the docks only

sporadically -and (hat has been

under federal court order

Peking Dancer
Thrills Crowd

For China Night 1971 on Sunday. November 21, l
lJ71, the UMass

Chinese Student Association brought Miss Chiang Ching, a Peking-

trained professor of Chinese classical and folk dances, and the six-

man Chinese Music Ensemble of New York to the Campus Center

Auditorium to thrill a capacity crowd with authentic Chinese dance

and music. M, . .

Miss Chiang Ching started the China Night program b>

demonstrating the basic techniques of Chinese classical dance-leg

raisers leaps, kicks, and pirouettes. Then, interspersed with

selections by the music ensemble. MissChiangdonned the colorful

native costumes of Tungbei, Hsinkiang. Tibet, and Mongolia and

performed the dances unique to these culturally diverse areas of

Inner Asia. Miss Chiang's eyes and lips bespoke of sadness

solemnity, and elation; her arms, with kerchiefs, fans, or elongated

sleeves, and whole body acted out the coiling around a dragon's

body, the riding of a pony across the steps, the flittering about of

fish and the shearing of sheep's wool. Her final dance was a

strictly Chinese dance, traditionally performed before the em

porer's court in Peking.

The Music Ensemble of New York lead off with the classical

numbers entitled. Plum Blossoms and the Hundred Flowers Song,

and proceeded with solos on the 'pipa'-a lute-like instrument -and

on the butterfly harp' -a /.ither- like instrument whose strings are

tapped by two flexible wire hammers. Rejoined by the three

players of two- stringed lap violins and a single flute player, the

ensemble continued on with other exotically-named Chinese

classical favorites, like Felicitious longevity and Spring Dawn at

the Jade Pavillion.

Miss Chiang Ching and the members of the Chinese Music En-

semble of New York are top-flight performers. Miss Chiang

completed six years of dance training at the Peking School of

Dance, where after she went on to distinguish herself in Taiwanese

and Hong Kong cinema. She won the best actress award at a 1966

Taiwan film festival. Now, at age 25, she is a dance instructor at the

University of California/Berkeley campus, and continues to per-

form the traditional Chinese folk and classical dances and to

compose new Chinese dances of her own. The six members of the

Chinese Music Ensemble are part of a larger, 30-man Chinese

orchestra that the Chinese community here rates as the best of four

such orchestras in New York. This full, 30-man orchestra is

scheduled to perform soon at New York City's Lincoln Center.

Few among the Chinese attending Sunday night's performance

had ever seen Mongolian or Tibetan folk dances performed so

experly and authentically. Good training in Inner Asian folk dance

is only available at the Peking School of Dance.

School OfEd. Reminder
_j i..„» ~~.*^u~o„ _ All nroerams with openings

All undergraduates except those

in the Classes of '72 and '73 in-

terested in qualifying for

elementary or secondary teaching

are reminded that to complete

their preparation, they must have

applied for and been admitted to

one of the alternative teacher

education programs by Sep
tember. 1972.

Currently, there are nine of

sixteen programs with openings

for elementary majors and/or

secondary certification can

didates

Tj

GOT A
PLANE TO
CATCH ?

All programs with openings wil

have information tables stallot

from a (K) A.M. to r>:00 P.M. loda>

in the old library at the School ot

Education.

Questions about program ad

missions, course work, cer

tification, etc.. can be answered a<

that time. Program directors eat

also be reached lor individua

consultation at other times b>

appointment Call the School ol

Education. 545-1543, 545-1544 or r>45

1555 lor further general in

lormation about programs.

Why fight the traffic and
the parking . . .be delivered

to the terminal door by
taking Peter Pan to Bradley
International Airport.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE FOR SALE

196* VW. new lire*, excellent cond..

Rood radio/heater. Must be seen: Call

snsm.
till -30

Sno-(ircs-< 1) studded Sears tires fi.50-13,

t ply ravon. tubeless, good cond.. used only

one'season. Best offer, (all fi-5270. ask for

Linda.
, m

If I IS

trusting relationship w /sensitive woman
a«e ai Ml Please call 549-0947 before

M " m
|fn.»

TYPING APTS. FOR RENT

Dodge Van-'BS. best offer, 549-0570.

tfll-29

Kathleen .1 Mullen of 6 Kennslnglon

He.. Northampton, call George I'rch 5-

1(1129

Typing --theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

MYWVI*. experienced. Have Math and

( hem symbols (all 253-3DOI.

MTSl'GARIOAKAPTS. AVAIL.IAN.
I. LG. 2 BDRM . ITU. INCLUDED,
AIR-COND. POOL IM». CALL SKIBISKI

REALTORS 253-7222 EVE. 253-262K

KIIH

•*7 Chevelle Mallbu. 2-door hardtop,

vinyl roof, radio. VS. A.T.. P.8.. excellent

condition. 1995. (all 253-3067 evenings.

tf 11-24

Tan Kale. Hi a.m. to 5 p.m. Thuri.. Nov.

25 thru Sun.. Nov. 2«. Low prices, many
Interesting Items. I in Columbia Dr.,

Amherst.
11-24

ROOMMATES WANT ED
REWARD RIDE WANTED

Kemale roommate to share one bedroom

in Puffton Village (all 549-0753.

If 12- 1

HM4 VW for sale, (all 665-3000.

(f 11-30

1964 Chevy. •.». tooti, must find good

home, good running condition. Needs

muffler 1225. Call 6-5*37 between 6-8 p.m.

« C'" ""
.III.*

AH receiver. 3 weeks old. 120 watts,

r.m.s.. cost 1445. sell 1 295: AKAI X360D. I

year old. 20-2ooon flat s.o.s., *w»., cost

|h:«I-I295 2S3-9587.

Jf 1 1-24

•85 ("orvalr Monia. 4 speed. Am -Km

radio, good condition. No Rot. good tire*.

1200 (all 253-5344.
tf 11-30

'g.1 VW bug. exclnt. mech. cond.. new

brakes, starter, end., front end. « good

tires snow tire mounted. Call 546-6767

evenings 1400.

Guitar* Ampt. drums, ace. at

reasonable price*. The Guitar Workshop,

99 Main St. North. 586-I706.
tfll-30

Dual 1215-Kenwood 3140 KM Receiver

95W IHK 48w KMS-stanton 500K cartridge

Beat offer. 3 moa. old. hardly used. Dave 6-

7WW
tfn 24

PERSONAL
I am 29, grad-wrlter looking for

House to share with I bedroom,

available Dec. I and another Jan. I

|«5/mnnth plus share utilities Prefer

woman over 21. 253-7538 after 5:00

Ull-30

ROOMS WANT ED

Iteward of 120 for returning knapsack

containing books and notes. Taken from

Hampshire DC, no guests asked. Very

Imp. (all Don fi-9202.

If 11 -24

Help! .Secretary desperately needs ride

from I'Mass to Granby weekday eve.

Leave campus after 5. (all Diane at 5-

(MKMI. exl. fiH or 4(17-9107

till-29

MISCELLANEOUS
FOR RENT

Need place to live beg- Dec. I with quiet

people close to I'Mass. Must have own

room. Can pay 65470 a mo (all 367-9515

ask for Diane
If II -24

SERVICES

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-

ponent*, tape deck* for home or car. 197

No Pleasant St. 256-8133
tfS-1 2

sasxamsxsssssil ^—-—— ' " '

2 bedroom Townhouse, air cond., ww
carpet. 1200 month. Including utilities

(all 665-4128 after 5:30.

tfll-30

APT. WANT ED
Wanted 2 bedroom apartment In Puffton

Village starting In Jan or Eeb (all Mark
at 256-8723 after 6 p.m.

UI2-3

2 girl* need place to live next tern.,

approx ISO or under each, (all 516-8518.

tf 12-1

Organic Gardening and Farming wlli be

offered next semester as PI.SOIL 386.

lecture 1 100. tu th lab < It 125-339 tM., < 2)

ir.:t2mh No prequi*lte* Permission of

instructor desirable Contact Prof Allen

Barker. Bowdllch Hall. 545-2247 tor In

formation
11-24

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In M Rm lie

Kvft] sluden' *ith your course nexl

semester will ieed your books sa»«- I

money . sell direct. if-*em
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Children Of God
ToBeUrgedHome
HOUSTON Tex (AP) — Members of the youthful Children of God

movement will be urged to visit their families over the holiday period to

counter charges they are being held in the group's colonies against their

wills a member of the fundamentalist group said here Monday.

Parents of teenagers and young adults who live in the colonies of the so-

called 'Jesus Freaks'* have charged that leaders of the organization hold

some mysterious power over their children and don't allow them to leave.

The leader of the Houston colony said about 70 persons live here.

Lewis Ingersoll, a leader of the Dallas colony, said in that city that the

effort to send the members home is to "disprove some of the malicious

lies spread by the parents."

He said there are 39 colonies in the United States, Canada, Great

Britain, Germany and the Netherlands and Belgium with about 2,000

members.

Part-Time Degree Created

Notices

Beginning next year UMass will

open its undergraduate degree

program to part-time students and

will offer a pioneering Bachelor of

General Studies degree program

especially designed for such

students, it was announced today

by Associate Amherst Provost

Kobert Woodbury.
"This is a major step designed to

open the resources of the state

university to the people of

Massachusetts throughout their

lifetime and not just immediately

after high school," said William

Venman, UMass Continuing

Education director.

The new degree programs are

tailored for people with full-time

jobs, housewives, retired persons

and others whose primary oc-

cupation is other than that of

student. The new programs are

particularly well-suited for those

who now want to complete college

careers interrupted by job or

family demands. They are directed

by the Division of Continuing

Education at the Amherst campus

but classes will be given anywhere

in the state where enough students

warrant them.

The Bachelor of General Studies

part of the program is the first of

its kind in the northeast. "The

general studies degree student will

have the opportunity to put

together his own degree program

in nearly any field within the

combined capacities of the

university and the Massachusetts

regional community colleges,"

Venman said. "The Bachelor of

General Studies program is

tailored to the needs of adult

students with considerable life

experience and with educational

needs not covered by any of the

existing university degree

programs," he added.

The new programs are scheduled

to be in full operation by the fall

semester of 1972, with some day

and evening classes open for part

time students during the coming

semester. Those interested in the

program are requested to make
inquiries at once through the

Division of Continuing Education

at UMass Amherst.

"The general requirements for

admission are a high school

diploma or equivalent and

satisfactory performance - a grade

of C or better -in 30 credit hours of

university work," Venman stated.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus for the State School on Sat.,

Nov. 27 will be cancelled due to the

Thanksgiving holiday. There will

be one, however, on Sat., Dec. 4 at

12:45 p.m. in front of Whitmore.

MAROON KEYS
All please attend an important

meeting on Sun. Nov. 28 Rm. 804-

808 CC. Eleventh Hour is coming

Nov. 30 and we need help.

LOST
Wide gold wedding ring. Initials

KMW to JSE 6/7/70. If founrjkplease

call Kathy 549-1311 or Jake 549-

3916.

Gold sweater lost Tues.. Nov. 9 in

Machmer. Call Dave 546-6235.

A pair of brown leather gloves,

with lamb's wool lining. Probably

lost in Thompson 104 or 106 on

Monday, Nov. 22 in Gov. 100 or

Eton. 125. Mavbe lost in Goess

Please call Ellen at 549-6394.

5 yr. old male beagle/hound

Common markings of a beagle

Wearing a black flea-killer pen

dant. Call 367-2065.

A ladies' watch was lost at the

sock hop, Nov. 21. It is a Sheraton

watch with a black band. If found

please call 6-8839.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

HAVE YOU GIVEN
MUCH THOUGHT TO
WHAT YOU'LL
BE DOING
TOMORROW?

Finding a job

that gives you
satisfaction isn't

easy today. Not in

a world as con

fusing and com-
plex as ours.

ButthePaul-

ist finds a fre-

quent joy in his

own way of life

and values that are

lasting.

As a Paulist he

may counsel a run-

away youth, listen to

the problems of a

senior citizen, or-

ganize a Home
Mass or conduct

a forum on nar

cotics. Because Paulists have al-

ways been pioneers in communi-

cations, he may communicate

through the printed word or

through mass media such as

radio, films or television.

Whatever tool he chooses, the

Paulist gets his "message"
through.

Can you think of any other

life that will provide more inner

satisfaction for you?

For more information about

the Paulist priesthood write to:

Rev. Donald C. Campbell,
C.S.P.,Vocation Director, Room
No. 200. B .

pauflstfathers.

Capricorn is great for gathering in stray

animals and persons Capricorn can be

tough, but also tender Natives of this sigr

are ambitious, awareof material needs but

also poetic Indeed, they can be a con

iradiction. They are not easy to understand,

but they are fascinating Some famous

persons born under Capricorn include

Sarah Miles, Federico Fellini and Sandy

Koufax

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Friendship

is tested Express views Some around you

are now supersensitve But you have a

right to express yourself and to live a life of

your own Help one who shows willingness

to be aided.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Accent on

ambition, career, general standing in

community Leo person figures

prominently. Original concepts can be

successfully utilized Career area gets

boost Exude confidence

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Develop

philosophical concepts Strive for inner

peace You have the answers, know this

and begin acting on what you know Check

correspondence Be in touch with one you

have neglected

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Be cognizant

of investments, money, savings, threats to

security Don't feel wed to one method,

thought or concept Give yourself room

Investigate and analyze Sagittanan is in

picture.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Lie low Play

waiting game. Give attention to male.

partner Take back seat temporarily

Your time will come Patience now is your

ally Wail and observe Your judgment,

intuition will get sharper

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) You gam
knowledge about job. well being, general

service More persons express ap

preciadon Where there was friction now

there can be harmony Be open to chance

for improvement.
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Creative force

flows You are able to achieve. Personal

magnetism soars. People are favorably

attracted. Family member makes fine

gesture to reconciliation. Be receptive.

Don't turn away happiness.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Values

should be subject for review, especially as

they apply to land, home, real estate. Some
persons may want something for nothing

from you. Be wary Take time to do some
double checking
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21). You

can gam through journey short one Idea

which had been held m abeyance, comes to

life You are repaid for past efforts.

Relatives, neighbors figure prominently

Conditions improve
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 San 19): Personal

possessions highlighted, lake inventory.

Discard nonessentials Finish project

Don'! hang on to past Your future can be

bright -if you so desire Streamline basic

procedures
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Lunar

cycle coincides with lirrte when opportunity

knocks, beckons and you successfully

answer Stress original approach Imprint

of your individual style fills bill more than

adequately
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Element of

mystery prevails Aquarius person figures

prominently Co operate with special

group, hospital, or charitable project You

qet facts which in recent past were ob

scored Move ahead
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have ability to appreciate music and the

arts You are fond of teachinq. helpinq

others to know You are the opposite of

selfish You are due, in upcoming months,

lo qain qreater recognition and additional

personal happiness

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp
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13

15

16

18

19

21

22

23

10
12
14

17
20
24
25
27
28
29

30
32

Sink in middle

College degree

(abbr.)

Place tor

combat

Suitable

Manly

Faroe Islands

whirlwind

Flaming

Stalk

Hit lightly

Eskers

Preposition

Temporary
rulers

26 Catch (colloq.)

29 Lads

31 Ashes of

seaweed

33 Symbol for

cerium

Part of "to be"

Mournful

Change color of

Babylonian
deity

Note of scale

Lamb's pen
name
Bird's home
Music: as

written

Father and
mother

Behold!

Female horse

Soak up

Trade for

money

Bay window

Note of scale

Made of wool

Roman officials|ol

Remain erect

66 Steamship
(abbr.)

67 Exist

DOWN

Blemish
Region
Proceed
Confuse
Get up
Avoided
A state (abbr.)

Formerly

Gaseous
element
Beverage
Parent (colloq.)

Printer's

measure
Grade
Lift with lever

Actual being

Crafty

High cards

Whip
Flying

mammals
Leave out

Shut up

Answer to Yesterday' >P uzzle
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36
37
42
44

High mountain
Precious stone

Sandarac tree

Worm
46 Apportion

48 Iroquoian

Indians

49 Wants
51 Spanish pot

IMAI

54 River in

Germany
55 Attitude

56 Compass point

57 Dawn goddess

59 Chinese mile

62 Printer's

measure
Note of scale

34
35
38

39

40
41

43

45

47

50

52

53

56

58

60
61

63

65

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

Butler NFL Offensive Player Player of Week
NEW YORK (AH)-"Roll, Can-

nonball, roll on!" the television

announcer shouted-and that's just

what happened Jim "Cannonball"

Butler of Atlanta rocked and rolled

his way through the Green Bay
Packers to the tune of 197 yards

Monday night before 58,850 fans

and a national television audience

The seven year running back's

romps, so instrumental in the 28-21

\ ictory that thrust the Falcons

back into the National Conference

West race, also earned Butler the

selection Tuesday as The
Associated Press Offensive Player

Of the Week in the National

Football League
Butler, 28, a 5 foot- 10. 200

pounder from tiny Edward Waters

College in Jacksonville. Fla.. cast

off by Pittsburgh in 1968 and

ignored by the rest of the league

before signing on with the Falcons

as a free agent, beat out quar-

terbacks Daryle Lamonica of

Oakland and Len Dawson of

Kansas City and Cleveland running

back Leroy Kelly.

The victory pushed the Falcons'

record to 5-4-1. putting them within

a game of front running Los

Angeles and half a game back of

San Francisco-and it was the

game's most electrifying play that

gave the Falcons the push they

needed to beat the Pack.

With the Packers leading 14-12

opening the second half. Butler

took the kickoff one yard deep in

his own end zone, cut to his left,

rocketed up the sideline to the

Green Bay 40, then swung back

toward the middle ot the field.

But as he virtually outran his

own blockers, he brushed up

against a teammate and was

finally caught from behind at the

Packer 19-yard lines

Four plays later the Falcons

went ahead to say. "It was a

perfectly executed play.'' Butler

said of the 82-yard dash. "Maybe if

I was a little younger I would have

broken it all the way. I didn't break

any tackles," he grinned, "but I

sure jumped around a couple of

guys"
And he wasn't finished yet. On

the next series. Green Bay stalled

near midfield and seemed to have

the Falcons in a hole when the

ensuing punt left them on their own

10 yard line But there was Butler,

sweeping around the Packers on

the first play for a clutch 19 yards

that got Atlanta out of trouble

again

Murtaugh Steps Down

PITTSBURGH AP-Cigar-
chomping Danny Murtaugh, ar-

chitect of two World Series

championships and a divisional

title for the Pittsburgh Pirates,

stepped down as manager
Tuesday.

Slim, bespectacled batting coach

Bill Virdon was immediately

named Murtaugh's successor.

Standing calmly in front of a

crowd of reporters in a new blue

suit, a fragment of a unlit cigar in

his hand. Murtaugh quietly an-

nounced :

"I have decided not to return

next year."

The 54-year-old Irishman said he

made up his mind about 10 days

ago while returning from a

vacation in Puerto Rico. But his

decision was not completely

surprising

"He hinted pretty strongly near

the end of the season that he

wouldn't return if he didn't feel

better," said third base coach

Frank Oceak
"I've never seen anything like

him," Oceak continued. "He'll be a

tough act to follow."

The Pirates became world

champions this year after

defeating Baltimore in a dramatic

seven game set, with Pittsburgh in

the roll of underdog.

Last year, the Pirates, riddled by

key injuries, won the divisional

title, then lost three straight games

to Cincinnati for the pennant.

Despite that loss, Murtaugh was

named Manager of the Year for the

third time

In 1960, Murtaugh led the Pirates

to the World Series-their first since

1927-when Bill Mazeroski hit the

game-winning home run over the

clock at now nearly demolished

Forbes Field in the seventh game

of the Series against the New York

Yankees

In between series wins, Mur-

taugh has been in and out of

managing-due to a heart problem.

He quit in 1964 after a slight

heart attack. He came back as

interim manager in 1967 after

Harry Walker was fired, then took

over the club again in 1970 when
Larry Shepard was bounced and

his doctor gave him a clean bill of

health

Health was the major factor for

stepping aside again, he admitted,

although it wasn't his only reason

for returning to a Pirate scouting

job.

"I had some events last year

which led me to believe that I

might be in some difficulties next

year," Murtaugh said.

"But I also knew a decision had

to be made sometime to step down
and I felt it best be now."

ill miss him." said Pirate

General Manager Joe L. Brown,

w ho calls Murtaugh his best friend

as well as "the best manager in the

business."

"But this isn't a sad day." Brown
insisted.

"I've always said that what I

want for my friends is what I want

for myself."

Virdon received a phone call two

days ago in Puerto Rico, where he

is managing a winter baseball

team, telling him of his succession

to Murtaugh. "I wasn't even

home." said Virdon, said to be one

of the best conterfielders in Pirate

history "But I had an idea of what

was coming."
"Sure it's a tough act to follow."

said the 40-year-old Virdon "But if

I had my choice. I'd rather start

with a top club than a losing club
."

Virdon received a one year

contract and he said he was

pleased

In all. Butler led Falcons rushers

with 64 yards on 16 carries, caught

a pass for five yards and, on three

<ickoffs. piled up 128 yards-and

scored their second touchdown on a

two-yard plunge.

Lamonica, rallying Oakland
from a 14-point deficit, threw three

touchdown passes and completed

16 of 26 passes for 190 yards to lead

the Raiders to a 84-33 victory over

San Diego Sunday to keep them
atop the American Conference

West

Dawson likewise threw for three

touchdowns, amassing 294 yards as

he completed 11 of 19 passes in

carrying the Chiefs to a 28-10

victory over Denver that kept

Kansas City within half a game of

Oakland.
And Kelly, rushing for 113 yards

on 23 carries and adding 21 yards

with a pair ot receptions, scored

two touchdowns on a one-yard run

ami a seven-yard pass as the

Browns, retaining a share of the

AFC Central i<

Women's I-M Basketball
MONDAYS ACTION

In a hard fought Emerald
League battle Monday night,

SWISH of Dickinson House was
narrowly defeated by the Houps of

Van Meter. Foul shots proved to be

the key to the 14-11 Houp win. The

low score, however, doesn't do

justice to the game, for there was
plenty of floor action and some
good ball handling Joan "The

Devil" Felde scored 3 pts. Bev

Haine 2 points, and Shelley

"Doozer" Lorenzon was high

scorer with 6 pts. for SWISH.
Sandy "Hot Lips" Becher. Linda

Cebula. Marge Nappe, Suzanne

Fay and Nancy "Pat" Knowles

also contributed for the losing side.

The other Emerald League
contest resulted in a 12-6 win by

Crabapple Corps over The Field

Goals.

In the Pearl League, the Brigade

bombed The Lang 17-8. Brigade's

high scorer was Mary Barry who
scored 14 pts. Brigade promises to

be a very competent and in-

teresting team. Other Pearl

League action saw Johnson
defeating Melville Big Times 12-3

and the Fruitloops forfeiting to

Chefs Chicks.

TUESDAY'S ACTION
In Ruby League action Tuesday

night the Patterson "Pick-ups"

picked up where they left off last

year as champions They foamed

down the court to cream the

Coolidge Crawlers 35-13. In the

other Ruby League contest. Tico's

Twirps from Emerson outscored

the chestnuts from Brett 13-4. In

the first half. Tico's Twirps shut-

out their opponents 7-0 The
Chestnuts came on strong at the

close of the game but a 6 pt. rally

by the Twirps kept the win secure.

Leading scorer for the Twirps was
Linda "Fingers" Ciufetti with 4

pts.. followed by Fran "Hands'

Kinkead with 3 pts. Sharon Pun-

cher Procyk. Bouncing Brenda

McConologue and Movin' Peggy
McManus scored 2 pts. each.

In the Saphire League, the

Waldon Frogs from Thoreau won
their first game against Crampton
by a score of 26-15. The Froggies

were behind the first ten minutes

but made a leaping comeback with

Kathy Crowley and Karen Bouldry

leading in rebounds. High scorer

was Kathy Crowley with 12 pts.

followed by Karen Bouldry and

Ellen Knoff with 6 pts. each. Susan

Pitts scored the remaining 2 pts

When asked how it felt to win their

first game, replies were "Great.

Fantastic and Rib-bit. Rib-bit".

Other Saphire League action

resulted in a 58-0 win for the

Whalers over Herman's Heavies

We're not quite sure if this is im

pressive or depressive. Lew's
Misfits misfitted by forfeiting to

10th Floor Coolidge.

In Opal League action, the

Wheeler Trojans stymied the Van
Meter Vikings comeback bid to

emerge with an 11-10 victory

before an overflow crowd of 6 at

WOPE Gymnasium The score,

however, doesn't reflect the

breathtaking finish, in which 3 fans

with weak hearts had to be carried

out on stretchei

With just under 10 seconds to go

and the score standing at 11 -10 a

defense woman picked off a cross

court Wheeler pass and raced for a

Dreakaway lay-up The fans who
had begun to file out stopped dead

in their tracks Coach Greenhaulgh

nearly swallowed his victory cigar

Moe "The Pearl'' Crowley quickly

followed in pursuit The shot went

up and Moe came out of nowhere to

bat the ball away. Unfortunately,

in the process, she nearly put tht

shooter through the wall I you can't

expect perfection) The astute

referees were quick to spot the

minor infraction The foul shots,

before the hushed audience were
missed and Wheeler emerged
victorious.

The heroines lor Wheeler wen

many. Gail The stilt " Sanbon

and (aria "The Wall" Johnsoi

dominated the boards whih

scoring 4 and 3 pts respective!)

Joan "Pistol "Connor swished i 10

lumper Debbie Norton am
Roberta Garr finished out th<

scoring In evaluation Coacl

Greenhalgh eloquently articulated.

"Da goils came ta play
- '

other scores for Tuesday's
games were as follows: Lovers 11.

Dickinson P O.'s 9; Kappa Alpha

Theta 6. Tri Sigma 2; Mushrooms
26. Treacherous Tenth 6; Space

Cadets 10, Gwimps 6; and Kappa
Knicks accepted a win by forfeit

over Pi Beta Phi

Senators Renamed Rangers
ARLINGTON. Tex. (AP)—The

Dallas—Fort Worth major league

baseball club adopted the name
Texas Rangers Tuesday and an

nounced that Ted Williams would

return as manager of the

American League team
Arlington Mayor Tommy

Vandergriff and club owner Bob

Short, who moved his team here

from Washington. DC. made the

dual announcement at a luncheon

viewed as a "birthday party" of

sorts for the former Senators.

Williams, who managed the

Senators last year, was not present

at the luncheon

It was also disclosed at the

session that the Dallas Chamber of

Commerce has approved a

resolution to rename Turnpike

Stadium Vandergriff Stadium. It

was Vandergriff who was in-

strumental in persuading club

owners to bring the franchise to

Texas.
Short told a news conference

after the luncheon that "at or about

one million people" attending

would be necessary for the club to

break even.

He also said ticket prices will be

"something less than the average

in Washington.'' adding that the

price will be similar to that of such

clubs at Atlanta. St Louis. Kansas

City and Houston
Concerning club personnel. Short

said. "We've got a better pitching

staff than people give us credit

for " And he said his club has

"tremendous, young talent
"

Readmitted, however, that. "We
do need help and Williams is going

to be out shopping for it
"

Short predicted that con
troversial pitcher Denny McLain
and power hitting Frank Howard
will be in the lineup next spring but

he pointed out that a club seeking

help might trade any member ot

the team Howard showed sigt

one time, at least, that he did not

want to move from Washington

TICKETED FOR THE PROS?
Tight end John llulecki <left>. and

tenter Dave Levine (right), both

attracted several pro scouts to

several Redman games.

llulecki is being scouted for

possible linebacker pla> in the pros

with his size and speed. Levine is

being considered as a center with

his size and aggressiveness
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Charity Game A Success
__ j— i it... ....lift

Bv KARLK BARROIX
If you came away from last night's varsity-freshman

Tom Jasmin-Mark Robinson Charity game impressed

by the freshmen and not so impressed by the varsity,

then you had the same exact thoughts as their

respective coaches did after the game.

And if vou also came away from the game with the

feeling that the cause this game was set up around was

rewarded with a handsome turnout, then you likewise

had the same thoughts of not only the two head coaches

but also the man who coached the two athletes this

game was set up for, track coach Ken O'Brien.

i thought it would be an excellent turnout if we had a

thousand." O'Brien said after the game, "and we got a

little extra, the attendance was HOD and what pleased

me the most was the amount of people who bought

tickets at the door."

"This money will be set up as a trust fund scholarship

in the name of Jasmin and Robinson I both killed within

two months of each other this past summer) to be given

in their name."
"And I just hope that this type of game can be a

permanent event to the basketball program."

As lor the game itself, the BM7 score in favor of the

varsity belies the tough struggle the upperclassmen had

in trying to contain a strong, quick and well-rounded

first unit of freshmen who matched the varsity hoop for

hoop and rebound for rebound while they were in the

game. .

Varsity coach Jack Leaman was not pleased with his

tarn's performance and put it this way: "We have to

work h-
~
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The success of the freshmen was capsuli/ed by coach

Fran Gaudette: "We rebounded extremely well and for

freshmen they had tremendous patience. We ran well,

especially in the second half and the guys com-

plimented each other so well throughout the game and

this is the biggest thing we've been doing since the

beginning of practice...anyone will give the ball up."

Gaudette's big center, 6'8 John Murphy, said it all

after the game on the cohesiveness of the frosh when he

stated: "We all came from different schools, but

everyone played together before the season began and

we have played as a close unit ever since."

As for himself, "I was a bit nervous at the start, this

being my first game before the fans at the Cage, but

after a while I started to play and it got to a point where

I didn't hear the crowd... I just concentrated on my
game."
He concentrated alright to the tune of a dozen points

and nine rebounds to match teammate Tom Gillams,

li'fi. for game honors off the boards. Tom also has 11

points as did Jim Burke.

Gaudette complimented Burke and his backcourt

mate Bill Endicott by saying, "not only can these two

shoot well and play good defense, but lor being guards

they sure can rebound that ball reallv well."

1 Sooners' Offense Vs.

Cornhuskers' Defense
vnit\i\\ Okla (\P> - The game has been billed as Oklahoma's

offense against Nebraska's defense. Each ranks at the top of the national

Quarterback Jack Mildren. the slick option magician who makes the

explosive Oklahoma Wishbone attack so devastating gives the m-

presLn he's almost looking forward to challenging the defensive unit

Nebraska calls the Black Shirts. ,

We have a lot of respect for Nebraska's defense, Mildren said

Tucsdav "But were not awed. Wed probably be awed and intimidated

bv the Minnesota Vikings, not by Nebraska. There's an old theory that if a

team doesn't score on you they cant beat you, but in this day and age not

manv people are shut out." „nma h„
Certainly not Oklahoma, which is averaging 45 points a game by

running more than a cheap pair of nylons. "We don't think anybody can

stop us"" Mildren said, "w'e have good players all across the «™d^ ve

Ku.7d£?t think there are any better runners than the guys we

^Nebraska has been a zone pass defense team all year. Mildren looks for

more of the same Thursday -Nebraska used a zone in last year s 28-21

victory -but he won't be surprised at anything he sees across the line of

SC

"^br
a

a
g
skas linebackers aren't exceptionally big but they run real well

and their front five is very strong. They're better than any defejwwew

played against so far. Nebraska has enough confidence in its defense that

if we scored some quick touchdowns on them, they won t give up.

Mildren is a 6-foot-199-pound senior from Abilene Tex., who came to

Oklahoma as a highly recruited passer but has turned into one of the

Sooners' most dangerous runners.

LSU Pair Co-Linemen Of Week
ASSOCIATED PRESS SPORTS WRITER

(AIM Ronnie Estay is the emotional sort. Andy

Hamilton isn't.
.

But together they helped turn the Eighting Irish of

Notre Dame into Cajun cousins Saturday as Louisiana

State rolled to a 28-8 victory and earned a bid to the

Sun Bowl.

Estay, a (i-foot-1, 230 pound tackle from LaRose,

La., in the Bayou country, was in on 17 tackles, 13 of

them unassisted, and spearheaded a defense that

stopped Notre Dame three times on fourth-and-one

inside the LSU 10-yard line.

Hamilton, a 6-3, 190-pound wide receiver, caught

seven passes for 153 yards and three touchdowns, two

on tosses from his real-life cousin, Bert Jones.

For their efforts, they were named National College

co-linemen of the Week by The Associated Press.

Actually. Hamilton is listed as a splitback, or

flanker, but Saturday night he lined up most of the

time at split end in another LSU attempt to confuse the

heralded Notre Dame defense. The Tigers also threw

an unbalanced line at the Irish on occasion

After LSU's victory over Mississippi State a week

earlier, Estay let out a yell in French in the locker

room to the effect that now it was time to get ready for

Notre Dame.
Coach Charlie McLendon isn't sure what the exact

words were -"I just mumble a little bit in French"-

but another player got the message. "I don't un-

derstand what he said," the player retorted, "but I'll

back him up all the way."
McClendon says Estay s "quickness is the greatest

thing going for him. The pros are looking at him as a

linebacker because they know he's got pretty good

quickness and maneuverability. And he's a much

slronger boy than he appears for his size. He's just

been the leader of our defensive squad. He gave us our

pass rush Saturday night. Even an amateur would

have noticed him around the football all the time."

Hamilton sewed up the victory in the first half on

scoring passes of 36 and 32 yards from Jones. His last

touchdown was a 13-yarder from Paul Lyons with 20

seconds left in the game.

All-America Team Named
CHICAGO <AP) — Four un-

defeated college powers-

Nebraska. Oklahoma, Michigan

and Auburn -each placed two

players on the 1971 All Amerca
team announced Tuesday by the

Football Writers Association of

America. Twice-beaten Tennessee

aiso landed two berths.

No. 1 Nebraska, headed for a

Thanksgiving Day showdown with

No. 2 Oklahoma, also produced the

winner of the Outland Trophy,

awarded the nation's outstanding

interior lineman, Larry Jacobson.

6-foot-6. 250-pound defensive

tackle.

The other Cornhusker named

was wide receiver Johnny

Rodgers.
Oklahoma's two honored players

were center Tom Brahaney and

Greg Pruitt. included in a back-

field also composed of quarterback

Pat Sullivan of Auburn and two

running backs. Ed Marinaro of

Cornell and Johnny Musso of

Alabama.
Auburn's other selection was

Terry Beasley as wide receiver.*-

Michigan, Rose Bowl bound
champion of the Big Ten, placed

offensive guard Reggie McKenzie

and linebacker Mike Taylor.

Tennessee had two defensive

choices, linebacker Jackie Walker

and halfback Bobby Majors.

The team, including 11 offensive

and 11 defensive players, plus

kicking specialist Bill McClard of

Arkansas, was announced by

Voleny Meece; Oklahoma City-

Daily Oklahoman and FWAA
president.

Hill Drops Golf Suit
NKVV YORK < \P> - Dave Hill, controversial member of golf's pro

tour has dropped his $3 million suit against the PGA Tournament

Players Division and gained a reduction in the length of his probation.

Settlement of the case was announced here Tuesday in a joint

statement by Hill, the Professional Golfers Association and the TPD.

No detailsof the settlement were given other than the fact that Hill had

withdrawn his suit and had had his period of probation cut back from May

21, 1972. to Dec. 31. 1971.
.

Thus he will be able to start the winter tour in January with a clean

Hill fined numerous times for infractions, filed his $3 million suit in

Memphis this year after he had been assessed $500 for conduct un-

becoming a professional.

The fine grew out of an incident in the Colonial Invitation at rort

Worth Tex., in May. At that time. Hill, disgusted with his play, threw a

ball out of a sand trap and signed for a two on the hole instead of the nine

strokes he took.
rr.r.r*

After being fined for the action, he accused the PGA and TPD of

violation of the anti trust laws.

Chamberlain Paces Lakers

FOB THE HOI IDAYS lust lo keep the good old football season

Thanksgiving dinnei . here's a shot of the true violence that happen

gridiron dm inn the fall. I MIX photo bv Ann (iurnett)

in mind while chatting over the

s weekend after weekend on the

NEW YORK (AP) The Los

Angeles Lakers are the most
improved team in the National

Basketball Association

Seventh in offense and sixth in

defense last season, the Lakers
have bounced back to become the

No 1 team in the league in scoring

and fifth best on defense.

Part of the reason for this is Wilt

Chamberlain, who leads the NBA
in rebounding with a total of 399 in

20 games for a 20.0 average.

The weeklv NBA statistics an-

nounced today show Kareem
Jabbar of Milwaukee pacing the

individual scoring race with a 32.8

average and leading in field goal

percentage with 601. He is Just

back of Chamberlain in rebounds

with a 17.4 average.

Jack Marin of Baltimore tops the

free throw list with 98 in 108 at-

tempts for a .907 average

In tef.m statistics, Los Angeles is

averaging 116.6 points a game, a

slight lead over Boston. 116 4, and

Milwaukee, 114.1.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Satin dfliUgum
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Weather:

When it comes you'll

know. Till then, just

wait.
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Though it snowed all over Massachusetts Boston and the immediately surrounding Kmns escaped. The water wasn't e\en ho/en. which is what >«U get

for moving. (MIK photo bv Steve Schmidt) ^^___

Jordan
CAIRO (AP)-Prime Minister

Wasfi Tell of Jordan, an
unrelenting foe of the Palestinian

guerrillas, was assassinated here

yesterday.

Police seized three men they said

claim to belong to the Black Ilul

Black September movement,
formed to avenge the deaths of

guerrillas during the fierce

fighting between Palestinians and

the Jordanian army in September

1970.

Tell was gunned down at the

entrance of Cairo's Sheraton Hotel

The 51-year-old prime minister

was representing his country at a

17-nation Arab League Defense

Council meeting called to plan joint

strategy against Israel.

A white chalk outline and still

wet blood where he fell marked the

spot as steel helmeted riot police

ringed the Nile-side hotel shortly

after the shooting.

A statement by the Egyptian

attorney general, broadcast by

Cairo Radio, said one assailant

fired on Tell as he entered the hotel

after returning from a lunch given

by the Arab League secretariat

Other gunmen, presumably inside

the hotel lobby, then opened fire,

the statement continued

On The Inside:

Blasko Reacts
See page four

Pakistan War
See page three

The three arrested assailants

admitted shooting Tell, the

statement said.

One of the gunmen was wounded

in shooting that broke out after the

attack, the statement continued

An Egyptian security officer also

was hit.

The statement made no

reference to the wounding of

Foreign Minister Abdullah Salah of

Jordan King Hussein said in a

broadcast Ironi Amman on Tells

death that Salah was Injured

The Egyptian statement said a

medical report showed Tells death

Aas caused by bone fracture,

shattered intestines and internal

bleeding

President Anwar Sadat of Egypt,

sent a telegram to King Hussein of

Jordan expressing "severe con

demnation on behalf of myself and

the Egyptian people for this crime

which took place on Fgyptian

land
"

Sadat's promise that "all those

guilty will receive due punish

ment ..We are extremely grieved

that anybody should take ad

vantage Ol the tolerance and at

mosphere of security provided by

this country

The hotel is onlj ;i block from

Sadat's house
Police snurcc-- said

identified the three

ms and
\h'iu! Fatah,

Khalifa

All three were said to be

carrying Syrian passports

King Hussein called the .Jordan

cabinet into session immediately

at his palace in Amman Afterward

he praised Tell as "a true soldier"

and declared in a nationwide
broadcast that "this horrible crime

was aimed at destroying the

national unity of the Jordanian

people and kingdom
"

He declared to days ol national

mourning
Jordan Arabs under Israeli

occupation fear that the

assassination might Stir additional

Civil war in .Ionian

Before Hussein's broadcast, the

Jordan radio played martial music

and broadcast readings from the

Koran, interspersed with funeral

music
An announcer Interrupted the

music occasionally and shouted.

Hatred, hatred, hatred, those- who

love their country love to die for its

sake Wast i Tell was an Arab

martyr who lias been murdered by

the black Palestinian movement
Alter the ShOOting, the hotel was

ringed shoulder to shoulder by

helmeted and armed not police

Egyptian Vic< Pr< ident Hussein

\l Shafei took charge ol the In

tigation and of fen d

lo Ihe Jordanian

eluding the evacuation ol all

Jordanians residing in the

Sheraton, to protect Tell, fiercely

hated by Palestinians lor bis at

titude toward the guerrilla

movement in .Ionian

Tell, a strong supporter of the

monarch) . reportedly advised
King Hussein to launch his crack

down on Ihe guerrillas in Sep

lember 19711

King Hussein named Tell to head

the government <>ci _>n. 1970, after

the Jordanian army had battered

Palestinian guerrillas in an II day

civil war in September
His death billowed Ihe break

down on Friday ol negotiations

between the Jordan government

and the Palestinian guerrillas in

the Saudi Arabian city ol Jidda

A guerrilla spokesman was
quoted at the time as say ing efforts

to reach a settlement had reached

,, dead end and the next round will

i.e different From all previous

rounds
\ller news ol Tells death

i ( .it lied the Jordanian capital

Shooting m the air a traditional

form of Arab celebration, broke

out in Palestinian refugee camps
near Pa-nut

\ ient released by Al

.it the guerrilla

think that this

,iii came asa natural ending for

m. -n whose han tamed with

blood of ihe people ol Palestine
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Student Leaders On Youth Vote

Student Senate President Lee Sandwen speaks of God-fearing

politicians and the youth vote.

By EDSLOAN
Two weeks ago three UMass professors of the

Political Science Department in a Collegian in-

terview, analyzed the impact of youth voting in

American politics and concluded that it will be an

important and potent factor only if large numbers of

youth voters exercise their right to vote.

But should youth feel any obligation to vote if the

American system of electoral politics lacks meaning

to them 9 This time, the Collegian interviewed

separately, two UMass students who have taken firm

and public stands on political issues and who sum up

best, perhaps, the available alternatives in answering

the question. "Does youth's vote mean anything in

American politics?'" Lee Sandwen says "yes;" Tom
Moriarty says "no."

Lee Sandwen. president of the Student Senate,

thinks that the youth vote can make an impact on

society. "Politics." he said, "is a definite game which

we can manipulate. We can put the fear of God in all

politicians. Voting and direct participation gives us

our influence."

Although he doesn't conceive of youth voting in a

solid bloc. Sandwen feels that a definite majority of

youth will favor certain issues and unite. Politicians

will be responsive and aware of the student vote, he

believes.

In his introductory remarks in presenting Senator

McGovern to an overflow audience in the Student

I'nion ballroom last month, the Senate president in-

dicated his position on the meaning of American
politics when he emphasized in strong terms, "We
must get involved if we are serious in becoming ef-

[ective agents of change. It is up to you who claim to

want a better world to at least vote."

In his introductory remarks in presenting Senator

McGovern to an overflow audience in the Student

Union ballroom last month, the Senate president in-

dicated his position on the meaning of American

politics when he emphasized in strong terms, "We
must get involved if we are serious in becoming ef-

fective agents of change. It is up to you who claim to

want a better world to at least vote."

Moriarty, leader of the Young Socialist Alliance,

takes a completely different viewpoint. Looking

workerlike in wearing what resembled a Trotskyite

hat and peering through metal-rimmed glasses,

Moriarty said, "As long as the political system con-

sists of capitalist politicians, the vote doesn't mean a

damn thing. If the young voter votes for the

Democratic or Republican parties, then the young

voter has no influence."

Moriarty said that the capitalist system creates its

own problems and he specifically pointed his finger at

the injustices of Attica and the "wage-freeze."

However, the YSA leader said he believes that by

organizing for a socialist revolution, people can in-

fluence society. Though confirming his opposition for

working within the capitalist system, Moriarty allows

for the fact that it is within the bounds of revolutionary

socialists' civil liberties to organize.

But if he is opposed to the capitalist system, he will

not be voting in the 1972 election, correct?

"No," Moriarty said, "I will be voting. I will be
voting for the Socialist candidate." He conceded,
however, that the Socialist cannot win.

SWAP Reactions Mostly Positive

By SHELLEY LAI ZON
Participants at last weekend's

SWAP conference have given
positive reactions in regard to its

value and the experience gained

through the interaction of mem-
bers of the University community.
A survey conducted among

participants from the University-

administration, faculty and
student body yielded concurring

sentiments on the conference.

Dean of Students William Field,

who has attended every SWAP
conference to date, feels that this

year's program was the best

organized "in the sense of more
people spending more time." The
group was also the "hardest-

working", with many productive
discussions and a great deal of

interaction among those attending.

He felt that the conference gave
many who wouldn't ordinarily

have the chance the opportunity to

raise questions or issues among
other members of the University.

Dean Field added that he per-

sonally learned a great deal and
has already begun work in areas
where improvements were deemed
necessarv

LIVE MUSIC
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday Nites

OLDIES NITE
Monday

STONES NITE
Wednesday

RESTAURANT
Open 24 Hours

DAN DINANCHESCU
Director of Cities Project: A study
of London, New York, and Moscow.

"An Urban Approach to National Policy"

Tuesday, Nov. 30, 9:00 p.m.

S.U. Art Gallery

COFFEE HOUR FOLLOWING

Sponsored by Campus Center Program Council

0lp 4U«stripi0rtti flails <follffim

Office Of (>« DAILY COLLEGIAN art on the jeconO floor Of the Student Union on

the University campus, up code 01002 Phones are S4S 2SS0 (news). S4S0344

(sports). »n4 S4? 131) (editor!

Second class pottage paid at Amherst, the daily COLLEGIAN publishes five

timet weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March t, 1179 as amended by the act of June 11. If43 Sub

fcnption rat ef areUN persemesw, S10 00 par year

Jim Riley, a program advisor in

Student Activities, was extremely
pleased with the conference. It was
an "accomplishment just getting

people together." and it presented

an opportunity to talk with others

and learn what is happening
elsewhere in the University. He
feels more "aware" now of other's

problems and may be in a better

position in the future to help.

One important, point he noted

was the fact that this year's con-

ference "seemed to get away from
good Utopian things." Many
realized that changes are often

difficult to implement over short

periods of time and require long

range planning. He said he also

felt that participants learned that

must do things daily here on
campus in hopes of accomplishing
these changes
Speaking on the Chancellor

Selection Committee, Riley said

that he felt "some valuable input

"

was given from students and
faculty Many of the participants

said that the definite goals of the

University had to be defined before

an attempt could be made to find a

person to fit these goals, but others

added that these goals are con-

stantly changing. The end result

produced a cross-section of

opinions and ideas which may
prove extremely helpful to the

committee, he added.
Existing problems on campus

have been brought to light, and if

these problems should arise in the

future a solution may be found
much more easily, according to

Riley This awareness, along with
a variety of opinions, and the need

for re-evaluation of many
University policies, were among
the key points of the weekend. It

was a "valuable experience at that

time/' but it wasn't an immediate
solution to any problems.
However, it will have a bearing on

future activity, he feels.

Joe DeSouza, a senior and
president of Dickinson House,
expressed similar sentiments. As a

first year participant, he felt he

gained a great deal of personal

experience. Hoping to bring this

knowledge back here and make
others aware of what is going on,

Joe added that the weekend was
something "personal in an im-

personal university
."

Randy Dahl, a SWAP committee
member, was likewise pleased
with the conference. Like others

who have attended more than one
conference. Dahl said this year's

was well orgainized, but that

"there is always room for im-
provement." He also said that

there was quite a bit of interaction

among all participants, and that

many good recommendations were

made which should be of value to

the university as a whole.

(Editor's note: SWAP conferees

were asked at the final session to

make public just how valuable or

worthless they found the weekend
of meetings. The Student Senate,

which appropriates funds for the

SWAP conference, is questioning

its value, and a repeat in 1972 is

unsure. This MDC survey is

presented as a public service to

inform the public of some reactions

to the conference.)

coming

ROBIN MORGAN
Women's Liberationist

will speak Dec. 14

8:00 p.m. S.U. Ballroom

ers Dance Company
a unique theatre experience

Tuesday - Thursday
December 7-9

8:00 P.M.
Bowker Auditorium

A Different Program Each Evening.

Reserved Tickets
UMass Undergrads $1 oo
UMass Undergrads $i'oo

Reserved Tickets:
UMass Undergrads $1 oo
Other Full-Time Students .'.'.'

$2.00UMass Faculty/Staff ... $3 00
General Public $3!50

f«
e
n
Arts Cou"cil Ticket Office,

125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202

,, ,
»*rMf>n««l by the

'
nlvrrnlty of Ma»».rhu»rIt* Fine Art. Council

UMass Police Chief Calls No-Gun Policy A Joke

Chief of Police Alexander "Red" Blasko

Student Senate

Committee Calendar
Committee &

Chairman

Services

Brenda Rau

:$<* Rents & Fees
:i

:
:
:K Robert Chiller

Budgets
John Stevens

Academic Affairs

Nick Apostola

Social Action

Maggie Houghton:•:*:•
:•:•.•!•

Student Matters

Bruce Bernstein

m
•:•:&: Financial Affairs

•8ft Skip Olmstead

Meeting Time
and Place

Tues., Nov. 30, 7:15

RSO area

Tues., Nov. 30, 7 p.rc

Room 16S, CC

Tues., Nov. 30, 7 30

Room 801, CC

Tues Nov. 30, 6:15

Room 811 815, CC

Wed , Dec. 1, 6:15

Room 178, CC

Thurs., Dec 2, 8 p.m
Room 175, CC

Thurs. Dec ?, 8 p.i

Room 177, CC

Main Topic of

Discussion

Joint meeting with the

Rents & Fees committee
after Services finishes its

own business, at 8 p m.

Joint meeting with the

Services Committee.

2nd hearing for SATF
funding motions

Freshman year

Financial appropriations

Discussion of sub
committees

Syl>-an area discussion

Concert Committee
progress
Pending legislation

Financial appropriations

m

m

By STEPHEN SMITH
"I think this elimination of guns

business is a joke," said Alexander

"Red" Blasko, the chief of police at

the UMass.
He was referring to the recent

Student Senate resolution calling

for the implementation of a '"no

gun' policy for Campus Police,

except in those times where injury

to life would exist."

However, "injury to life" is not a

predictable thing, according to

Blasko. "If they told me there was
going to be a big shootout on

Friday at noon," quipped the 57-

year-old officer, "I'd stay at

home."
He pointed to the gruesome

figures contained in a Uniform
Crime Report circulated Dy tne

FBI to illustrate the necessity of

law enforcement officers being

armed.
The report stated that ,102 local,

county, and state officers were
"murdered" during the first 10

months of this year, 16 dying as a

result of "ambush-type attacks."

"The University is a city within

the town of Amherst," said Blasko.

"Can you imagine an officer

patrolling a street in a

city...without being able to protect

himself?"
To dispel any doubts that the

University's crime problem might
not be nearly as severe as a city's,

the campus police chief had one of

his officers, Robert Joyce, bring in

an attache case containing small

weapons confiscated on the

campus.
The contents of the case closely

resembled what Philadelphia

police find after breaking up a

gang war: a .22 caliber rifle sawed
off to handgun size; hunting

knives, swtich blatles, a billy club,

and assorted other weaponry. This

did not include the rifles and

shotguns which have been seized

by the campus police.

"Nobody here has been shot,"

stated Blasko. "but we've had
several narrow escapes."

The dramatic increase in crime

on the campus this year is further

proof of the need for armed
campus police, according to Joyce

and Blasko. There have been 402

arrests in the first two months of

the school year compared to 87

arrests for a similar time period

last year.

He said 103 auto thefts have

occurred compared to 49 during

this time in 1970. Narcotic arrests

have risen from 13 to 112, larceny

from a building arrests from 2 to

10, and larceny from $100 arrests

from 11 to 36.

Even more striking, the total of

larcenies reported rose from 500 to

768, and the grand total of all

unlawful activity handled by the

campus police increased from

2,054 to 3,094, he said.

The two officers attribute most
of the campus crime to the "out-

side element." They claimed that

these outsiders came from all over

the state "to rob us blind," in the

words of Joyce.

Blasko argued that only a small

minority of university students

were actually involved in the rash

of crime on the campus. "As for

the majority of students, you

couldn't ask for any better," the

chief said. "I'd take them over any
other group of students in the

country."
Another argument for arming

campus police, said Blasko, is that

his force assists the Amherst and
Hadley Police Departments, as

well as the State police. "We're not

going into that unarmed," he

emphasized.
Officer Joyce put the gun con-

troversy into more general terms.

"A gun is inert," he said. "The
man behind it is the important

thing."

Blasko, who has been chief of the

campus police since 1950, ex-

pressed confidence in the men
behind the guns. Every member of

the 27 man force has graduated

from the State Police Academy,
and 10 officers are currently

working toward Police Science

degrees. According to their chief,

these men are highly trained and
have been taught to use a gun only

with the utmost disgression.

Both officers felt that a poll of the

students would reveal that the

majority favored the Campus
Police arming themselves. Blasko
discounted any possibility of his

force conforming to the Student

Senate's "no gun" policy request.

The chief has been carrying a

gun in police work since the late

1930s. "I've never used it," he said.

"I hope and pray to God I never

have to."

All The Nights To Come
Israeli film set to the poetry of Yehuda Amichai

CC. 168 7:30 p.m. tonight

Guest Speaker - Mark Edell

Free Admission

Does Being Jewish Mean You Have
To Give Money?

£KJ; Women's Committee No meeting this week due lo committee organization

Lisa Mandell with other women's groups on campus.

Governmental Affairs Sun., Dec. 5, 6:00

Bill Spinn Room 802, CC

Committee organization

:=::*

CASIAC
(MachmerE22)

will be open
8:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

every day this week
for all students who need

academic advising.

11th HOUR LECTURE SERIES

presents

DEAN ALBERTSON
'Ecology and the Machine"

Tues. Nov. 30

Mahar Aud. 8:30 p.m.

Free Admission

Sponsored by the Maroon Keys.

Issue Editors

Meeting
Tonight

7 : 00 p.m.

Collegian Office

»*.-

DONT LOOK BACK
AFtlmBvD A Pennebaker

Tuesday, November 30 75c

yU. Ballroom 7: 30 and 9.30

How To Move Off-Campus
If YOU! 1. are a Senior

2. will be 21 years of age during the academic year

3. are married

4. will be commuting from home

Then, notify - the Housing Ottice betore room-choosing ( December 6-

10) that you intend to exercise any of the above options.

You're Not Covered By The Above Categories?

If you are not covered by any of the above categories then you are

required by Board of Trustee regulation to live on-campus. However,

you may apply for an exemption to the regulation through your Area

Director.

Security Deposit:
If you plan to move off-campus you must notify the Housing Off ; ce

before December 10, 1971, in order that you may get your deposit

back. Students who fail to make such notification by December 10 and
who fail to occupy a room in the Spring Semester will, unfortunately,

forfeit their deposit. Make your plans early.

'9

***»•*
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Pakistan Claims New Indian Attack
(AP) - Radio Pakistan claimed

Sunday that Indian armed forces

launched a major new offensive

during the day in East Pakistan,

employing armored units, artillery

barrages and air strikes.

The official government radio

said the offensive was a three

pronged attack on Dinajpur in the

northwest, Sylhet in the northeast

and Jessore in the southwest.

The broadcast claimed units

from the 80th Indian Infantry

Division were heading the attack in

the Sylhet area, while air strikes

were being used to support the

ground attack in the Jessore

region.

India, however, reported the

troops had crossed into East

Pakistan for the third time in a

week only "in self defense."

An Indian dispatch from
Balurghat said Pakistani guns had
shelled a crowded market place,

killing six civilians and wounding
more than a dozen others.

Pakistan military officials

earlier reported repelling five

separate Indian assaults, and
listed 43 Indian soldiers, three

Pakistani troops and 20 civilians

killed.

Although Pakistan persisted in

its claims that India was waging an
all-out battle with Pakistani troops

officials in Rawalpindi
acknowledged for the first time
Sunday that Bengali guerrillas

were fighting the Pakistan army as

well.

An Indian communique said

Ghandi Wants World Action
PAKISTAN (AP) -While visiting

troops on the front line in the

Punjab state, Mrs. Gandhi called

for international action on the

crisis, but she stressed that in-

ternational pressures should be

directed at Pakistan's president,

Agha Mohammed Yahya Khan, to

reach a settlement.

In her address at Jaipur, Mrs.

Gandhi also accused the major
powers of raising a hue and cry

"when India deployed its forces

along its borders last month
following an earlier Pakistan
buildup."

"So long as we watched the

situation and were silent," she

said, "those powers felt that

everything on the subcontinent was
all right.

Meanwhile, in Dacca, the

Pakistan Army claimed Sunday
that each of the alleged five Indian

attacks were "battalion strength,

supported by Mortars ar ' ar-

tillery."

A Pakistan army spc. an

claimed that some 43 lodiau

soldiers were killed, raising the

death toll of Indian troops to nearly

1,000 in one week.

Three Pakistan soldiers were
killed and 11 others wounded
Saturday, he said, raising the loss

to the Pakistan side to nearly 20

during the past week.

"People in east Pakistan by and
large are helping the guerrillas,"

said a Pakistan military

The Department of

Plant and Soil Sciences

will offer Organic Gar-
dening and Farming as Pi

Soil 386, 3 credits. Next
semester (Spring, 1972).

Time Lecture 11:00 Tu
Th
(1) l :25-3: 20 Lab-Disc
Tu
(2) 1 :25 3 20 Lab-Disc
Th

No Prerequisites. Per-
mission of instructor is

desirable.

For information contact:

Prof. Allen V. Barker
Bowditch Hall

545-2247

MERCURY
BOOKSTORE

anc

L/ccult J^cUncei

549-0910

9 EAST PLEASANT STREET
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spokesman. "But it is quite wrong
to compare the situation to a

people's war or to Vietnam."
"There is some guerrilla activity

but it could not be called anything

but stray," the spokesman said.

Deserters from the army's regular

East Bengal regiment and East

Pakistan rifles formed the core of

the guerrillas which, he said, now
numbered more than 50,000.

He said, "They are fighting a

desperate battle because they are

homesick. There is no ideological

basis to their struggle. Without the

active support of the Indians, they

may not hold out three months.

They will disintegrate."

troops destroyed three Pakistani

tanks in the engagement in the

Balurghat area 200 miles north of

Calcutta, where Indian troops also

had crossed the border Thursday

following what was described as a

Pakistani artillery attack.

The Indians said they moved into

East Pakistan again in a "fresh

defensive action" after renewed

shelling Saturday of Indian border

regions around Balurghat, the

district headquarters of West
Dinajpur district.

According to the Indians, the

three border crossings have been

made under orders approved by

the Indian prime minister, Mrs.

Indira Gandhi, permitting troops

to move into East Pakistan in "self

defense."

The Pakistan government has

alleged, however, that India is

attacking in the eastern province

to help the Mukhti Bahini, the East

Pakistan liberation army.
Mrs. Gandhi opposed any move

Nations Security council.

"Referring the issue to the

Security Council would neither

help ease the situation, nor

materially affect it," she told a

rally Sunday in Jaipur, after

visiting troops on the East
Pakistan border for the second

straight day.

"Pakistan has committed
aggression against us three times

in the past," she was quoted as

saying in Indian news reports in a

reference to the first Indian
Pakistan conflict in 1948 and again

in 1965.

"It is clear we did not attack

Pakistan. But what did the

Security Council do to help us

against aggression," she asked.

"It did not even say who the

aggressor was."
In Calcutta, Defense Minister

Jagjivan Ram said India would not

withdraw its troops from the

border unless the East Pakistan

exiles could go home "with safety

to bring the crisis before the United and honor."
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OEPT COURSE 1 ITLE COR CK

SECT MEETING TIME BLOG ROOM

RHET 110 CONTINUtD
OH 19. TUTH 2.30-3 .45 EUGF 434
A 20.MWF 9.05 COOL 19L

B 21.MWF 10.10 0-AO 19L

C 22.MWF LI. 15 THOR OR

23.MMF 12.20 COOL 19L

E M.MWF L.25 PAT DL

F 25.MWF 2.30 MOOR MR

G 26.TUTH 8.00-9 .15 WASH 5L

H 27.TUTH 9. 30-10. *5 PIER PL

A 28.TUTH 11.15- 12.30 COOL 12L

B 29. TUTH 1.00-2 .15 0-AO 12L

32.NMF 9.05 S C 106
33.MWF 10.10 S C 106
34.NHF 11.15 S C 106

RHET IA0 VOICES OF IMAG WRIT B 3

OH l.MWF 9.05 NOAH 104

OH 2.NWF 10.10 EMLY 529

OH 3.MWF 11.15 EUGF 434

OH <i.MWF 1.25 NOAH 529

OH 5.MWF 2.30 EMLY 104

OH 6. TUTH 11.15- 12.30 GRAY 104

OH 7.TUTH 9.30-10.45 GRAY 434

OH 8.TUTH 1.00-2 . 15 GRAY 534

9.TUTH 2.30-3 .45 W0P6 153

10.TUTH <..C0-5 .15 GRES 206
ll.MWF 3.35 GRES 308

12.MKF 12.20 MOPE 153
L3.MWF 9.05 BART 302
14.MWF 9.05 MACH W17
15.MWF 10.10 BART 312

16.MWF 12.20 BART 312

IT.MWF 1.25 BART 312
18.HWF 2.30 HART 302
19.MWF 3.35 BART 312
20.MWF 3.35 BART 310
21.KWF 4. 40 RART 310
22.TUTH 11.15- 12.10 BART 312
23.TUTH 9. 30-10. 45 SBA 103
24.MNF 3.35 BART 203
25.MWF 2.30 BART 203
26.MWF 4.40 BAPT 201
27.HWF 4.40 BART 203
28.MWF 4.40 BART 206
29.MWF 4.40 MACH Ml7
30.MHF 4.40 BART 302
31.MWF 4.40 HERT 205
32.MHF 4.40 SBA 106
33.MWF 4.40 SBA 105
3A.MWF 4.4C SBA 103
35.MWF 3.35 BART 302

36.MMF 3.35 BART 201
37.MWF 3.35 SBA 105
38.MWF 3.35 MACH M17

C 39.MMF 9.05 THOR OR

1 39.MMF 9.05 THOR DR

40.HWF 9.05 FREN 106
41.MNF 9.05 OKSN 216

A A2.PWF 10.10 COOL 19L

B 42.KWF 10.10 COOL 19L

A3.HWF 10.10 M0R4 401

4A.MHF 10.10 HOPE 153

F *5.MWF 11.15 MOOR MR

46.MMF 11.15 HOLD 202
<»7.MWF 11.15 M0R4 401
49.MMF 12.20 FREN 106
50.MWF 12.20 OKSN 216

C 1.25 JAMS OR
52.MWF 1.25 HOLD 202
53.MWF 1.25 MOPE 153

5A.MWF 2.30 Q-AO 12L

55.MWF 2.30 MOPE 153

56.NWF 2.30 HERT 225
57.MWF 1.35 MOPE 153

58.HMF 3.35 SBA 101

6 60.TUTH «».10- 10.45 Q-AO 5L

61.TUTH 9.30- 10.45 OKSN 214
62.TUTH 9.30- 10.45 MOPE 15J

A 63.TUTH 11.15-12.30 COOL 51

6A.TUTH 11.15-12.30 MOPE 153

OEPT COURSE TITLE CUR CM

SECT MEETING TIME BLOG ROOM

RHET

RHET

RHET

RHET

RHET

MCOR
HERT
MOPE
MELV
MELV

MR
112
153
OL
DL

PIER OFF

140 CONTINUED
G 66.TUTH 1.00-2. 15

67.TUTH 1.00-2.15
68.TUTH 1.00-2.15

C 69.TUTH 2.30-3.45
69.TUTH 2.30-3.45
144 140-PRCJECT TEN
70. M 19.45-22.15
71.TUTH 11.15-12.30 PIER OFF

72. TU 19.45-22.15 PIER OFF

73.TH 19.45-22.15 PIER OFF

(T45)CRIT C THEATRE ARTS B 3
V;—I.TUTH 9.30-10.45 MACH Mil

2.TUTH 11.15-12.30 MACH N 1

1

3.TUTH 11.15-12.30 BART 125

4.MMF 9.05 MACH Mil
5.MMF 3.35 MACH Mil

160 ART OF RHET CISCDURS

OEPT COURSE TITLE CUR CR

SECT MEETING TIME BLOG ROOM

l.MwF 9.05
2.MnF 11.15
3.MMF 11.15

165 MOO PUBLIC
l.MF 10.10

M 12.20
2.MF 10.10

M 1.25
3.MF 10.10

M 3.35
4.MF 10.10

M 4.40
5.HF 10.10

M 12.20
6.MF 10.10

M 2.30
T.wF 10.10

M 3.35
8.MF 10.10

M 3.35
9.MF 10.10

TU 8.00
10. wF 10.10

TU 8.0C
11. MF 10.10

TU 8.00
12. MF 10. 1C

F 12.20
13. MF 10.10

F 11.15
14. MF 10.10

TU 2.30
15. MF 10.10

TU 3.35

BART 107
BART 107
BART 125

DISCOURSE B 3

BART AUD
BART 109
BART AUD
BART 1C9
BART AUD
BART 107
BART AUD
BART 107
BART AUD
BART 107
BART AUD
BART 125
BART AUD
BART 125
BART AUD
BART 127
BART AUD
BART 127
BART AUO
3ART 125
BAM AUD
BART 109
BART AUD
BART 107
BART AUD
BART 109
BART AUD
MACH Mil
BART AUO
MACH 411

RHET 180 CONTINUED
5.M 2.30-5.3C

TU 11.15-12.30
OH 6.M 2.30-5.30

TU 9.30-10.45
D 7.M 2.30-5.30

TU 11.15-12.30
8.M 2.30-5.30

H 9.05-11.00
9.M 2.30-5.3C

H 3.35-5.30
10. TU 2.30-5.30

TH 9.30-10.45
11. TU 2.30-5.30

TH 11. 15-12. 30

12. TU 2.30-5.30
Th 1.00-2.15

13. TU 2.30-5.3C
TH 2.30-3.45

OH 14. TU 2.30-5.30
TH 9.30-10.45

C 15. TU 2.30-5.30
TH 11.15-12.30

E 15. TU 2.30-5.30
TH 11.15-12.30

F 16. TU 2. 30-5.30
TH 1.00-2.15

H 16. TU 2.30-5.30
TH 1.00-2.15

17. TU 2.30-5.30
M 19.45-21.00

18. TU 2.30-5.30
F 9.05-11.00

19. « 2.30-5.3C
TH 19.45-21.00

A 20. M 2.30-5.30
TH 1.00-2.15

B 21. M 2.30-5.3C
TH 9. 30-10.45

22. W 2.30-5.30
F 11.15-1.10

23. M 2.30-5.30
F 9.05-11.00

24. M 2. 30-5. 30
F 12.20-2.15

25. M 2.30-5.30
U 19.45-21.00

26. M 2.30-5.30
TH 19.45-21.00

27. M 2.30-5.30
F 12.20-2.15

RHET 170 PROCESS OF CCMMUNCTN B 3

I.

15

15

15

RHET U 75)RHE1
^-T.TUT*

RHET

65.TUTH 11. 15-12. 30 HOLD 202

66.TUTH 1.00-2.15 MOOR MR

.TUTH 11.15
M 8.00

2.TUTH 11.15
M 8.00

3. TUTH 11.15
M 12.20

4. TUTH 11

M 3.35
5. TUTH 11

M 2.30
6. TUTH 11

M 3.35
;t of
IH 11

2.MMF 10.10
3.MMF 8.00
4. TUTH 9.30-10.45
5. TUTH 9.30-10.45
6. TUTH 2.30-3.45
T.MMF 1.25

180 RHETORIC OF F ILM

l.M 2.30-5.30
TU 19.45-21.00

2.M 2.30-5.3C
TU 21.15-22.30

3.M 2.30-5.3C
TU 1.00-2.15

4.M 2. 30-5. 30
TU 9.30-10.45

HERT 231
BART 107
HERT 231
BART 125
HERT 231
BART 107
HERT 231
BART 127
HERT 231
BART 125
HERT 231
BART 125

MOOEPN MEDIA B 3

15-12.30 BART 127
BART 125
BART 109

THOM 104
BART 274
THOM 104
GRAY 329
THOM 104
MCK 1

THOM 104
BART 274
THOM 104
BART 456
THOM 102
BART 274
THOM 102
BART 274
THOM 102
BART 274
THOM 102
BAPT 274
THOM 102
GRAY 329
THOM 102
PAT DL
THOM 102
PAT DL
THOM 102
MOOR PL
THOM 102
MOOR PL
THOM 102
SBA 105
THOM 102
BART 274
THOM 104
BFLD
THOM 104
COOL 5L
THOM 104
0-AO 12L
THOM 104
BART 456
THOM 104
BART 256
THOM 104
BART 256
THOM 104
SBA 106
THOM 104
SBA 105
THOM 104
BART 274

BJJiillb

RART 125
BAPT 127
BART 109
BART 127

B 3

THOM 104
SBA 105
THOM 104
SBA 105
THOM 104
BART 256
THOM 104
BART 274

RUSS 120 ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN 3
l.MTUMTHF 8.00 HERT 107
2.MTUMTHF 9.05 HERT 107
3.MTUMTHF 10.10 HERT 107

RUSS 129 RUSSIAN READING 3

l.MMF 3.35 HERT 107

RUSS 140 INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN C 3

l.MMF 12.20 HERT 107
2.MMF 2.30 HERT 107

RUSS 149 EXPOSITORY PROSE IPI 3

l.MMF 1.25 HERT 444
RUSS 253 DOSTOEVSKY C 3

l.TUTH 1.00-2.15 HERT 107

RUSS 257 SOVIET LITERATURE C 3

l.TUTH 4.00-5.15 HERT 107
RUSS 258 RUSSIAN POETRY 3

l.TUTH 11.15-12.30 HERT 444
RUSS 259 SLAVIC PEOPLES IM 3

l.MWF 1.25 HERT 107
RUSS 262 ADV RUSS GRAMMAR 3

l.MMF 9.05 HERT 444
RUSS 266 RUSSIAN PHONETICS 3

l.TUTH 9.30-10.45 HERT 444
RUSS 272 RUSSIAN CONVERSATION 3

l.TUTH 1.00-2.15 HERT 444

In Brief...
SAN CLEMKNTE, Calif. (Ai») -President Nixon, due to disclose

the date of his mainland China visit by midweek, announced
Sunday the fourth in a series of pre-departure conferences with

allied leaders, a late December meeting with West German
Chancellor Willy Brandt.

Brandt and Nixon will meet Dec. 28-29 at the Florida White House
in Key Biscayne.

BELFAST, (AP)-Bloody Saturday turned into quiet Sunday in

embattled Ulster amid claims that the newest explosive bomb-
bullet campaign by the Irish Republican Army may turn out to be

one of its biggest mistakes.

British army forces, striving to whip the illegal IRA until a

political solution for the province can be found, contended Satur-

day's massive attack had been repelled and the instigators

defeated.

ROME (AP)-The United States and its major overseas trading

partners meet here Monday amid signs that the deadlock of nearly

four months in their worst monetary crisis since World War II may
be easing.

U.S. Treasury Secretary John B. Connally and finance ministers

of the non-Communist world's richest nations, the Group oLTen,

will be making their final attempt this year to agree on what the

once almighty dollar, and the other currencies financing their

trade, are really worth.

(AP)-A Trans World Airlines jet, hijacked to Cuba by three

suspected police killers, returned to Miami Sunday and a

stewardess said she lied at knifepoint to "talk them out of taking us

to Africa."

S. Viets Launch New Drive

Peter Pan Grounded

SAIGON (AP)-Twenty-five
thousand South Vietnamese troops

have launched a new dry season

offensive stretching over more
than 2,000 square miles of the lower

Mekong Delta, field reports said

Sunday. Only light fighting was
"reported.

Another 25,000-man South Viet-

namese drive, into eastern

Cambodia, ended its first week
with only minor patrol clashes

reported. There has been no major
fighting since the cross-border

thrust began last Monday.
Lt. Gen. Ngo Quang Truong,

commander of Saigon forces in the

Mekong Delta, said the new two-

division drive there is aimed at

wiping out the last major enemy
stronghold in the fertile rice bowl.

Truong estimated there are about

5,000 enemy troops in the area

which stretches from the U Minh
Forest to the Ca Mau Peninsula.

An earlier operation established

South Vietnamese control in the U
Minh for the first time in the In-

dochina war but failed to destroy

the enemy's regional headquar-

ters. They new sweep began last

Friday but was not announced until

Sunday for security reasons, the

South Vietnamese command said.

It added that reconnaissance and

infantiy units from the 9th Division

clashed with enemy troops

Saturday 138 miles southwest of

Saigon and killed 12. Three South

Vietnamese troops were killed and

five were wounded, field reports

said.

"We have the initiative and we
want to keep it," Truong said. "We
must go where the enemy is and

maintain our momentum. We've

changed our strategy. Instead of

going after their combat units,

we're going after their supply and

transportation units. Without

supplies, they cannot last."

In addition to the 9th Division,

Truong also has committed the 21st

Infantry Division to the new drive.

The 9th Division recently pulled

out of Cambodia so it could take

part in the delta offensive. It was
replaced across the border by

South Vietnamese rangers and
armored cavalry.

License Case In Court
Registry officials summoned another University of Massachusetts

student to District Court Friday morning to answer charges stemming

from an alleged counterfeit license making scheme.

Michele D. Cunningham, 19, of Revere was arraigned on charges of

possession of a counterfeit license to operate a motor vehicle.

Appearing with Miss Cunningham was Philip Riley, 20, of Lowell who

had earlier been arraigned on charges of possession of a counterfeit

license, possession of a narcotic drug and possession of a narcotic drug

with intent to sell.

The cases of both defendants were continued one week to Dec. 3. Miss

Cunningham was allowed to leave on her personal recognizance while

Riley left on bail he had previously furnished.

Peter Pan Bus Lines is still out

on strike. All negotiations have

ceased as of Thanksgiving, with

none scheduled for at least the next

three days.

As of now there is no State in-

tervention planned.

Peter Pan went out on strike at

Midnight last Monday over a wage
dispute. The strike effects 68

employees and has curtailed

service to.the UMass community.

While buses still operate between

UMass and Boston the strike has

made it necessary for the trip to be

lengthened. Instead of going to

Springfield to Boston it is now
necessary to swing down to

Connecticut to pick up a Western

Mass. bus to Boston.

The ticket office in the Student

Union is able to give those who
wish to leave campus by bus the

needed information.

School of Ed.
Pre-registration for the School of

Education will take place today

and tomorrow in the former

library downstairs in the School of

Education building for 9:00 a.m. to

5:00 p.m.
Course description will be

available at that time. There will

be representatives of all cen-

ters/programs and TPPC
Programs. Graduate, Un-

dergraduate advisors and a

general information table will aid

the process.
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Remember T -Day
UMass is back from a much needed break. Although it

could have done without the snow and ensuing shoveling,

Thanksgiving served nicely as an interim of solitude, a

chance to forget school, to deviate from the clocklike

regularity of classes, trivia, and even paranoia for some.

Better yet, it served as an opportunity to realize how

important it is to maintain a meaningful relationship with

your family-that definitively tightknit group that has

molded you for the larger part of your pre-pubescent and

adolescent years. They have been growing with you,

misunderstanding you, compromising, offering advice,

consoling, trying to finance you without your taking ad-

vantage of their generosity, and most importantly, they

have tried to be proud of you.

It's funny to hear adults condemn UMass for it's "moral

decay, illicit drug use, and conspiracy groups such as Gay
Lib, socialists, etc." Commercial newspapers as well as

other forms of mass media have a genuine talent for

digging up that which appears negative about an in-

stitution and disregarding that which has any semblance

of being positive.

A few days away from Amherst can really make one

remember that there's a hell of a lot to be learned other

than what's in books. People are an education in them-

selves. It's hip being at school with your peers much of the

time, but it's great to interact with older relatives and

people whose mere "being experienced" can't be taken too

lightly.

Of course kids are great too, they represent salvation,

hope for a better way of life. Their idealism seems

boundless at times and God knows that someone has to

keep alive that feeling of optimism.

We're thankful there was a Turkey Day. We hope you

were too.

^Next Time Send Ahead MY Reception Committee,

MY Band, MY Television Cameras, And MY White

House Guards In Full Uniform, Saluting Me"

Don Glickstein

FacSen Gets An F

The Faculty Senate tried to do something innovative

for once and ended up doing something stupid, as

usual.

The history of it isn't worth the effort to relate, but

suffice it to say, students are going to be shocked this

February when they look at their report cards and

find a more "precise" grading system of A, AB, B,

BC, CD, and F. You guessed it, kids. The Faculty

Senate has introduced another educational innovation

that doesn't have one empirical or humanistic leg to

stand on. For intelligent men, they are kind of stupid.

Fortunately for the University, the Faculty Senate's

idiocy has been counterbalanced by a University

professor, Dr. Sidney Simon, who, along with an in-

structor and associate professor at Temple Univer-

sity, wrote a superb book called Wad-ja-get? To Dr.

Simon's credit, Wad-ja-get? will unjustifiably extend

the reputation of UMass throughout the country as a

pedagogically pregressive place of higher education.

No thanks to the Faculty Senate.

The reader at first resents Wad-

ja-get? because it attacks the

present grading system in

American education through the

eyes of a classroom observor who
speaks not a little con-

descendingly. But seen, the reader

forgets what he eventually realizes

is a unique style for a research

paper, and he concentrates on the

meticuously foot-noted contents.

The contents is damning.

Simon asserts that grading as we
know it today never had a

pedagogical purpose to it. He says

that grading is an inaccurate

measure of a person's ac-

complishment. He discusses

limited pass-fail systems, like

those here at UMass, and he

concluded that they are doomed to

fail in whatever they were sup-

posed to accomplish. Simon
discourses the entire history of

grading in this country, and we
learn that grading wasn't always,

and doesn't always have to be. The
myths of grading-that grades are

a motivator, that they measure
something, that students need

grades to get into college or

graduate school -are one by one

debunked. Finally, Simon proposes

alternatives to the grading game.

Most importantly, Wad-ja-get? is

not another humanistic, un-

documented tirade against anti-

intellectual groups like the Faculty

Senate. It provides numerous
references and unsurpassed
footnotes of actual empirical

studies that have blown the

grading system's rationales.

tests. In his lectures and discussions, he tries to be

open to questions. The mark he gives a student is

supposedly fair.

Yet would another teacher grade an essay paper the

same way? What criteria would he use? When the

teacher made the objective test, what measurements

did he use to determine the test's reliability? Was the

test valid? What is the optiman learning situation for

each student? Did the teacher have a set of behavorial

objectives in his mind when he began the course? Did

a student have any performance criteria to do during

the course, or was he just required to sit in a seat all

semester? Was the teacher given a diagnostic

evaluation or was it merely a good-bad- evaluation?

Did the student not achieve because the course was

poorly taught?

Most UMass teachers would not consider the above

points when marking time came. What with self-

fulfilling prophecies and the like, it turns out to be

luck -a coup de des-what grade a student gets.

A more precise grading system? Empirically,

We can learn many things from Dr. Simon's book. philosophically, historically, practically, it's im-

The typical teacher at UMass tries to be objective in possible. But then again, the Faculty Senate has

his grading He gives both multiple-choice and essay always laughed in the face of reality.

How To Read The Pentagon

(Editor's note: The following is an

excerpt from an interview between
Frank Greer, of the National

Student's Association and Daniel

Ellsberg released by the College

Press Service.)

GREER: Many people have not

been able to struggle through even

the abbreviated form of the

Pentagon Papers, and that's a

shame because the American
public should read that material,

but what do you think, in just a

brief form, were the major lessons,

the kind of message it carries to

the public?

ELLSBERG: I think the most

important messages do depend on

a fairly extensive reading. The
messages are not about specific,

particularly startling, acts of

deception in themselves or

aggressions of various kinds, but

rather what the documents reveal

of the overall values and intentions

and practices of the ad-

ministration. Now, when one does

make the effort, I think its an effort

that citizens and above all officials

should make, to read a great deal

of this material.

In my opinion it's very hard to

avoid a feeling that this has been

an American war from the

beginning. And Americans bear
the responsibility, or a large part

of the responsibility, for all the

deaths in Indochina, which are

certainly more than a million since

we began financing this war, and
could well be as many as four to

five million-if all are taken into

account.

That's a very heavy load to bear,

it's a very heavy responsibility to

think of continuing it. Given the

attitude of this administration up
till now, and as I've said I'm
hopeful that it could change, it's

clear that Congress could get us

out of this war, or the public could

get us out, only by opposing the

President, and that's a very
unconventional i challenge to make
to Congress, and one they are very

unlikely to meet unless they get a

lot of encouragement from the

public.

It is unlikely for the public to

press Congress to do that unless

they and the Congress together

come to regard the war as in-

tolerable and wrong and not

merely a mistake, because they

will give the President a great deal

of the benefit of the doubt when it

comes to pursuing or taking care of

the stakes.

When you decide that the

executive is involved in a criminal,

aggressive, entirely wrongful and
inhumane war. then one's

responsibilities as a citizen are

much stronger.

I think that two things are

necessary for the public and the

Congress to reach that state of

mind in which they will be willing

to risk their careers in un-

conventional efforts to end it.

First, information contained in

these documents and second, the

example of respected figures such

as Congressmen, who show by

their actions and behavior that

they agree and that they mean
what they may be saying already-
that the war is wrongful and must
end.

<c)l971.CPS

Letters To The Editor

Vote YES On SWAP
To the Editor:

The SWAP budget for next year will be presented to

the Student Senate Budget Committee this Tuesday,

and it appears that there will be some controversy

over its approval. As participants in this year's SWAP
conference, we would like to express our support for

continued funding of this activity. Before going to

SWAP we also had our reservations about its wor-

thiness. What tangible results come from SWAP? Are

whatever intangible results that do come with the

expenditure of student funds'' These questions were

answered during the weekend.

Tangible results can very possibly result from the

conference. As members of the University and State

Communications Council (USCC), we were primarily

interested in the "University-State Relations

workshops. At these discussions we were afforded the

opportunity of speaking with students, faculty

members, administrators, Trustees, and State

Legislators. Projects which had been formulating in

our minds were reinforced, and new ideas added. The

channels through which we would have to work were

made clearer. Contact was made with many people

who could help us in the future. During the week since

SWAP several concrete proposals have been made^

The intangible results have already been touched

upon. They center around the lowering of barriers and

the opening of communcations between all sectors of

the campus. Personally, we know that it will now be

much easier to seek help from the Faculty and Ad-

ministration. We hope that they, in turn, will seek our

We are only four of the 180 people who attended

SWAP. Certainly we are not the only ones who feel

that we have brought something back to campus.

Sincerely, we believe that the students of UMass will

ultimately be the true beneficiaries. Tangible results

will not always quickly surface, but if SWAP funds are

slashed a tangible loss will surely be evident next

vear.
, ^ ,

Michael Cooney, Mark Doyle

Peter Lynch, Cindy Price

Cold Turkey Help

"Cold Turkey"

Open Alternatives

editorial

To the Editor:

(Re: MDC, Tuesday, November 21,

letter)

Lawrence E. Smolarz, there are people who would

like to help your friend and others like him. Those who

will try are not trained, they just have the need and

desire'to help! They don't promise easy results nor

complete success, but they do promise to devote

themselves to aiding the person in his fight against

addiction.
,

There are trained counselors who are willing to help

also however informally outside of the realm of in-

stitutions. Rather than describe the program here, we

would prefer to be contacted personally in order to put

across and modify the program to individual needs.

Please allow us the chance to help.

Paul Belanger. Pam Young
310 & 410 Grayson
546-69:11 & 546^6959

To the Editor:

Regarding Mr. David Williams

Bromery's Dilemma", I feel that Mr. Williams has

made a rather rash assessment of the unction and

purpose of the Chancellor Search Committee when he

states that he "hopes the Committee does he"obvious

(emphasis my own) and solves Bromery s d.lemma

for him by nominating him chancellor.

Meaning no disrespect towards Dr. Bromery (I

quite like the man), I would just like to ask what is so

damn obvious that it should terminate theJTonv

mittee's current search. For the selection of a post as

.mportant as that of Chancellor one must concede

that before the best possible candidate car
i
be founcL

the most complete and ^^f^^%7s whatever to* do with the Department of Landscape

undertaken, and this search should be examineauy
Architecture , despite the fact that our graduate

Bad Pun, Don

To the Editor:

The Schedule Office to the contrary not-

withstanding, the Program in Linguistics has nothing

many as possible.

As any of you who might have read myPev
letter concerning this ("An Open ^J£

t0 the

Chancellor Search Committee") c0U,d
tt^SC

^
rn

lir
l

i
f^

no rapturous defender of the^^^^ll
degree of open Chancellor Search c*m™ tt«^
occurred. Whether it was a result of my previous

letter I care not; I am concerned only that this

commi teeToes a thorough job. with maximmri

input

from the University community, before bringing forth

its candidate.
,

. rQ fho man a

If this were a minor job, I'd say sure give the man a

break, decide for him <but >sn that a den a I of

freedom of choice^ well, it doesn matterX But tins

,s not a matter concerning only Dr. **%*k™l
entire course of the university is quite conce vably a^

stake bv the choice of a new chancellor, ine

editoHa^ssuIgestionslay wasUMo «^nj «n«g
of a Search Committee. It has about ^eMmedegrec

of logic to the University as the Draft does to a

graduating student...
(;ary (;omes

Student Senator

I listed under their department in the

spring pre-regist ration booklet. I attribute this error

apart from alphabetic proximity, to the fact that both

departments, when analyzed at a sufficiently abstract

level offer courses dealing with trees.

Sincerely,

Donald C. Freeman
Chairman

Program in Linguisitics

Editorial Points

That University Security and

Dean Fitzpatrick should close

the dorms during vacation is

understandable; that students

who can't go home should be

forced to pay $10.00 for a room in

Hamlin House (known
heretofore as the "pit") is

discriminatory, unfair, and

immoral. The idea of closing

down an entire University

during vacation is pedagogically

unsound, as well as financially

absurd.

**»

They finally got around to

lighting the path in front of

Machmer Hall. Too bad it was in

the middle of the vacation when

no one was there.
***

A friend of ours who works in

WMUA has found a summer job-

-he'lll be working with WOMB,
the voice of labor.

Isn't it nice when you go to the

laundry room and find your

clothes all folded?
***

We saw more police cruising

around on campus this vacation

than any other time in our

memory. Nice job, gentlemen.

Now if you can only do it when
people are here.

I'm dreaming of a white

Thanksgiving does sound a little

out of place. Unless you know of

an albino turkey, that is.

DINING COMMONS MEAL
OF THE WEEK: Sorry, Joel, no

award this week. Even Wed-
nesday's supper wasn't that bad.

I'm sure we'll be presenting you

an award next Monday, though.

It's funny how we seem to

have a pathological fear of being

alone. We equate loneliness with

aloneness, and turn up the

stereo, keep the television on.

and make sure we don't miss the

radio. In a deserted Southwest or

a ghosttown Hill, strange

camaraderies develop between

strangers together. Being alone

can get your head together, it

can help you cope with

loneliness. Grass is social.

Boone's Apple wine is social, the

D.J. on the radio is social, and

maybe the fears of our age come
from not forcing ourselves to

face ourselves. Alone.

Did you ever smell your

clothes after you've left a room

where people were smoking

cigarettes? Isn't it time to stop

smoking?

Joe *s Open Letter

Dear President Sandwen,

JOE. is a new service

organization on this campus
dealing with the problem of

juvenile delinquency specifically

at the Westfield Detention Center

and generally in Western

Massachusetts. As a new student

group we had to justify ourselves

amongst other new service groups

to get funded. Luckily JOE. did

get funds but only less than one

third of what was needed and

requested.

Although JOE. has ap-

proximately 100 students among
the ranks working in some
capacity at the Westfield Detention

Center, JOE. was a new group

and had to find support from any

direction of fellow students to get

approval for the funds we did

receive. What is more distressing

is that we received funds at the

expense of other groups. It should

be stated that we did not fight to

win any type of foolish competitive

funding contest, we were just lucky

to survive a human situation where

fellow students tried to do the best

they could in a very tight financial

situation.

It is with the above in mind that

we find the current situation with

the Faculty Senate Athletic

Council very distressing if

basically untenable. That one half

million dollars of student monies

are allocated without any say by

the students who are taxed to

collect this sum. Depending on

your perspective this could be

considered either a mild or ex-

treme form of extortion when you

consider a student can not even

register at this university without

paying the Athletic Fee.

Therefore, the issue of student

representation on the Athletic

Council is merely academic.

Students should be in control of

their money and their lives. This is

what is being done at the Westfield

Detention Center-allowing fir

alternatives and making decisions

toward these alternatives and
growth.

Therefore JOE. supports a

policy that would allow for

a majority representation on the

Faculty Senate Athletic Council

with a stipulation that all non-

students on the council have a

voice but no vote. It would seem
that any other policy would be very

ironic in a country that allows 18

year old adults (or should we still

call them teenagers) a voice in

choosing its president (a man that

directly effects a $1,000,000,000

economy ) while at the University

of Massachusetts a few people with

vested interests deny the same
voice in ding their own money.

All letters to the editor must be typed at sixty spaces, doublespaced and no longer than

two twites in length. All letters to the editor must be signed and the author s
;

address and

K,2r must be included. No letters will be published w.thout th.s m-

formation . No letters will be printed with the author's name withheld by request.

xT. letters to the editor are subject to editing either for content or space according to

the judgement of the editors. Due to space limitations, we do not guarantee that all let-

ters will be printed.

Sincerely,

Cyndi Dunbar
President

Joe Mr Million

Vice-President
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Thousands of title

reduced in price

to make great

ho//day gifts ...

Gift certificates

are always

available.
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Monday & Thursday 8:45 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday 8:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Saturday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Workshops Aid Job Hunters

•

Workshop sessions to help students deal with the

tight job market have been instituted at the UMass
School of Engineering.

Two sessions this fall for seniors and graduate

students took up the engineering job market in

general and the specifics of resume-writing, job-

hunting and interview procedures. Workshop director

Duane Cromack of the engineering faculty called the

sessions "extremely valuable" and said they would be

repeated, possible during the coming spring semester

and almost certainly next fall.

The first session included a talk on the current job

market by Paul Doigan of General Electric, remarks

on career planning by UMass Placement Director

Robert Morrissey, the graduate school picture

presented by Associate Graduate School Dean Arthur

Gentile and a briefing on resume preparation by

English Professor John Mitchell.

In sessions two, held a week later, the workshop

participants presented resumes and went through

role-playing interview sessions with volunteer

representatives from industry. Cooperating firms

included Heald Machine Co. of Worcester, the Mon-

santo Co. of Springfield, New England Telephone,

Electric Boat Co., Combustion Engineering, the

Polaroid Corp., the Foxboro Co. and the Naval Un-

derwater Systems Center.

The second workshop also had talks on the post-

college world by three UMass graduates -Donald

Tucker of the Western Mass. Electric Co., Paul

Sturgis of Monsanto in New Jersey and H. Stafford

McCoart of Monsanto in Springfield.

The sessions were presented by the School of

Engineering in cooperation with the UMass
Placement Office and the UMass student branches of

two engineering societies.

Notices

*\

•

Stf ~£*
.-

OUK FINANCIAL WIZARD Thomas Campion, Vice-

('hancrllor for Administrative Services ( MDC photo by whoever took

it)

BLUES CLUB
Meeting at 6:30 in Rm 803 of the

C.C. Bring Hound Dog bread.

ORCHARD HILL
Applications are now being

accepted for those wishing to live

on Orchard Hill Spring semester.

Pick up an application in the

Master's Office, 101 Field House.

Interviews will be held from 7:30 to

10 p.m. Dec. 1st. 2 or 3.

STUDENT ART ASSOCIATION
There will be an informal

meeting in the Webster Dormitory
Lounge tonight at 6:30. Coffee will

be served. Interested persons may
bring their work along for group

discussion after the meeting.

SUMMER POSITIONS WITH THE
WASHINGTON POST
Those Juniors, Seniors and Grad.

Students with interest in Jour-

nalism and with writing ability

should write to the following ad-

dress for applications: Employee
Relations Dept. The Washington

Post, 1515 1st St., N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20005. Ap-

plications must be in by Dec. 1. For

further info see the Career Plan-

ning & Placement Office bulletin

board.

LOST
WIDE GOLD WEDDING RING

lost. If found please call Jake 549-

3916 or Kathy 549-1311. Thank you.

3 month old female puppy lost.

Black with white spots on chest.

Lost near Ferring St. Call 549-0589.

*.«**£ ifcfr.. *
Perfection Has Its Price

178 the pair

We are convinced the EPI Model 100

is the best bookshelf speaker available.

Amherst Audio

...BY HIGH AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

I lKUA insurance agency
Avoid downtown Spfld parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE
0pp. Century Shopping Plaia! Free parking for over 100 cars!

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST
Next to PO.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp N'hamp Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR
On North-South Hwy.

L
MDC CLASSIFIED

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE • • 205 HIGH ST. . . . Next to HolyoKe Nafl Bank

AUTOS FOR SALE

1968 VW. new Urea, excellent cond..

kcnmI radio/heater. Must be seen! Call

r>:i-!ti»s.

trii-M

Dodge Van-'tK, beat offer. 549-6570.

U 1 1-29

I .ik Sale. 10 a.m. to "> p.m. Thurs.. Nov.

r. thru Sun.. Nov. 28. Low price*, many
interesting items, lie Columbia Dr..

Amherst.
11-24

IIKSKFLIVMKS
11-28

1964 VW for sale. Call 665-3006.

tfn-:ui

1964 Chevy, s.w. toots, muat find good

home, good running condition. Needs

muffler $225. Call 6-5837 between 6-8 p.m.

or call late.
tf 11-30

'65 Corvair Monia. 4 speed. Am-Fm
radio, good condition. No Rot. good tires,

1200. Call 251-5344.
tltl-30

'63 VW bug. exclnl. mech. cond.. new

brakes, starter, end., front end . 8 good

tires, snow tire mounted. Call 540-9787

evenings, 1400.
tfll-30

'67 BMW. MOOT 1 . 4 speed. 4 new radlals.

am-fm.sw, radio, excellent condition. Call

773-3139 anytime.
tnz-i

1970 Dodge Senaca station Wagon,

mechanically perfect, new brake*. 1 100.

(all 549-1 MS.
tfll-30

(.uitars Ampa. druma. ace. at

reaaonable prices. The Guitar Workshop.

OH Main St. North. 586-1706.^ tfll-30

:» speed Columbia guy's bike, very good

condition. AI*o tennis racket and hot plate.

Call evenings 549-1224 ask for Arlen.

tf 12-2

(old?? For sale a Black Persian Lamb
Coat excellent condition, great buy. for

|:w. (all 6-7295.

11-29

20% 50% Discount Stereo Component*,

all major brands. Also: 8-track tapes.

Baker Stereo. Call Barry or Dave 546-6063

1-5:30.
tf 12-3

Yg. St. Bernard dogs for sale. AKC reg..

temp, shots, parentage good disposition,

reasonable. 617-544-3806 or Judy 545-2351.

tflM

Speakera I pr. Criterion 2Sa'a. new cond.

tin new. asking 125. Call Doug 54641379.

tfll-30

Diacount Stereo Component*, compacta.

TV. 'a 20-40% off Hat price. Factory aealed

and warranty. Jim Jensen 586 1365

1112-3

3/4 ton "53 Ford V-8 flathead Pickup.

Starts, runs, selling reluctantly. Fall In-

spection slicker 1150. 665-3901.

tfll-30

PERSONAL

I C. 1 Mint rondede that after last nltes

thoro drubbing that you. Kric (.auger are

the craftiest cribbage player at C. Mass.
11-29

A belated happy 19th Val, the Goddes* of

(.or man. love L. and B.

11-29

Kalpli W. — Wiahing you a very Happy
Birthday! With love, from Weasel.

11-29

Thanks to our Cheerleaders from the
1 3th and especially to our Coach. Reggie.
We love you. The Hookers.

tfll-30

Remember Stover? He'* at RQ bar (no

ID) and we've got a dance teacher for a

real hodown! No cost. No experience. Call
Mike 253-5750.

tf 12-1

ROOMMATES WANT ED

Own room in large 2 bedroom apt. In

Northampton. 175 mo. utilities Included.

Avail. Dec. I. Call 586-3650 after five.

tfll-30

We don't diacriminate-2F or 2M for I

room. Rent cheap. Colonial VII. ph. 256-

849J after (upper.

ROOMS WANT ED

'. male students want 2 single rooms for

2nd. semester. Can pay 160, 165. Please

rail 546-5036. ask for Mike, evenings.

tf 12-3

APT. WANTED

MOVIE

"CANDY" STARS F.WA AILIN.
RINGO. BRANDO. Hl'NDRKDS MORK
Ml 'SIC BY STF.PPF.NWOLF & THE
BYRDS. (IN COLOR I960). "CANDY"
SAT., DEC. 4. MAHAR. 6:30-8.45-11:00

til 2-3

WANTED
POFTRY for Poetry Anthology. Please

incl. stamped return envel. for prompt
reply. Idlewild Pres*. IH07 I a si Olympic
Blvd., Los Angeles.

If 12-2

SERVICES

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133

aft-ll

Wanted 2 bedroom apartment in Puffton

Village starting in Jan. or Feb. Call Mark
at 256-8723 after 6 p.m.

If 1 2-3

2 girl* need place to live next sem ,

approx. 150 or under each. Call 546-8518.

TIM

APTS. FOR RENT

MT . Sl'GARLOAF APTS. AVAIL . JAN.
I. LG. 2 BDRM , LTIL. INCLUDED,
UR-COND. POOL 1185. CALL SKIBISKI
RKAI.TORS 253-7222 EVE. 253-2626.

tfll-30

2 hedi Mini apt.. Squire Village,
couples/married? Available Jan. I, rent

I I'M! includes utilities. Call 665-3218 or 885-

2203.

tfl2-3

LECTURENOTES
S.F..S Rm. 316. Student I nton. haa notea

for Anthro 104. Rot 101. Fcon 125. 126. Geo!
101. Micro 140. Phil 105, Pach and Soc 101

tf 12-3

FREE

TYPING

in: i

FOR SALE

I am 29. grad-wrlter looking for

truating relationship w /sensitive woman
age 20-30. Plea*e call 549-4)947 before

II a.m.

Female roommate to share one bedroom
in Puffton Village. Call 549-0753.

UI2-I

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. .Have Math and

(hem. symbols Call 253-3601.

If 12-21

FOR RENT

tfll-2*

sn.iiii.-s 2) studded Sear* tire* 6.50-13.

I plv ravon, lubeless. good cond . u»ed only

one season. Be»t offer Call 6-5270, ask for

Linda.
tfll-29

Kathleen J. Mullen of 6 Kennslngton

Ave .
Northampton, call George Crch 5-

,W45
till*

Mouse to ahare with I bedroom,

available Dec. I and another Jan. I

Iks month plua share utilities Prefer

woman over 21. 253-7538 after 5:00
til 1-30

2 bedroom Townhouse, air cond., ww
carpel. 1200 month, Including utilities

Call 665-4128 after 5:30.

If 1 1-30

Kitten*. 6 weeks, weaned A trained, 4

black. 2 tiger*, 549-6079.

til 2-3

RIDE WANTED
Help! Secretary desperately needs ride

from I'Mass to Granby weekday eve.

Leave campus after 5. Call Diane at 5-

INWO. est 68 or 4674107.

tfll-29

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Regiater your book la 8.1' Rm 318.

F.very student with your course next

semester will need your books save I

money, sell direct nH

i N-iWC r\ *
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Bazaar
Coming

BvJKRKYLAZAR
Local craftsmen will soon have a

chance to display and sell their

wares at the Orchard Hill Bazaar.

December 12.

The Bazaar will be sponsored by

Apple Corps, the social and

cultural group of Orchard Hill.

Apple Corps is looking for

craftsmen of all sorts to make and

sell their products for this Bazaar.

Tables will be set up in the lounges

of Field and Grayson, and ever-

thing from leatherwork and paper-

mache items to portraits and et-

chings will be on sale.

The Bazaar is being held as a

service to all UMass students.

According to Howard Levin, who

is charge of the Bazaar. "It will be

a cross between Haymarket
Square. Harvard Square, and an

Italian festival. We are trying to

set up a friendly comfortable at-

mosphere where people can

browse and shop around,

especially since it's so close to the

holiday season.'' he said.

"So far," he continued, "the

response from campus craftsmen

has been great. We are looking

forward to a really big, successful

event."

If the event is successful, it may
be repeated in the spring.

Reservations have already been

made by numerous artisans

requesting space to exhibit

vegetarian belts, peace pipes,

assorted jewelry, photography,

patchwork, beadwork, cellophane

flowers, mobiles and much more.

But there is still room for more,

and anyone interested in par-

ticipating in the Bazaar can

register by contacting Howard

Levin at 546-6909.

DONT LOOK BACK
AFilmBvD A Pennebaker

Tuesday, November 30 75c

SU Ballroom 7: 30 and 9:30

Bowditch Lodge: 'A People Building'

On a campus dominated by high-

rise dormitories, a towering

research center, and the nation's

tallest library, 53 preschoolers

have found that a small, single-

story wood frame building at

UMass. is "the best of all possible

buildings."

That's how Mrs. Betsy Pelz,

director of the University Day
School, describes Bowditch Lodge,

home of the day school which the 53

children of University students and

employees attend.

"It's a people building," Mrs.

Pelz says to describe the lodge,

with its pine panelled walls that

are now covered with finger

paintings; its basement that

houses a water bed, a three-room

playhouse, and a large play area;

its fenced-in yard with swings and

sandpile; its nearby woods that are

natural sources for bugs and frogs

and other creatures to study.

Mrs. Pelz isn't the first person to

develop an affection for the 34-

year-old lodge, which was almost

demolished in 1967 to make room

for construction on its original site

in the center of campus. A number
of people felt strongly enough

about Bowditch, however, so that it

was moved to a wooded site on the

edge of the University campus,

near Alumni Stadium.

Built by 4-H as a gift to the

University, the lodge is named for

Nathaniel I. Bowditch, a trustee of

the University for 49 years. He was

a strong supporter of the 4-H

program and its many activities

and of the Extension Service form

of education.

Bowditch Lodge has seen many
uses since built in 1937 with funds

raised mostly by a 4-H lunch

counter at the Brockton Fair. It

has been a center for activities of 4-

H groups and University and

community organizations; has

been a training site for Peace

Corps volunteers; and has even

been used as a classroom.

In 1944, a nursery school

operated there, with children of

women involved in the war effort

enrolled. Students in child

development classes used that

nursery as a laboratory. Home
economics students prepared the

meals, and psychology students

observed the children's behavior.

The current day school, in its

first year of operation, is primarily

a service to the parents and less a

laboratory for students, Mrs. Pelz

says. But students from human
development and psychology
classes, the School of Education,

and the Work Study program do
work there, about eight at a time.

Besides the students, three full-

time teachers and several
volunteer workers assist Mrs.
Pelz.

Tuition at the UMass Day School

is $100 a semester for half-day

sessions. The school is also sup-

ported by about $10,000 from the

Undergraduate and Graduate

Student Senates and the Commuter
Assembly, and approximately

$10,000 from the University. Even
with this financial support, ac-

cording to Mrs. Pelz, the school

could not have opened if a building

had not be provided.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYMCrOMAR*

Leo persons allract attention. These

natives exude an aura of pergonal

magnetism They are natural entertainers,

have innate sense of showmanship Leo

would rather be without food than be

deprived of love.

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Accent on

Doing, ability 'o find what you need in

out of way places Give full play to m
i.-iloctiiat curiosity Refuse to be em
barrassed That is. when you don't know

admit 'i

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Lunar cycle

high circumstances seem suddenly to

t.ivor your efforts Sense of timing is honed

10 razor sharpness You could receive gift

which depicts affection, appreciation for

past favors

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Work quietly

bohmd scenes This is never easy for you

Bui you will achieve aim if you do Pisces is

involved One who has been ill makes

comeback You will have reason to be

happur
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Accent on

friendships, hopes and wishes Member of

opposite sex sends morale soaring You
accolades Make working

arrangement wilh one who holds opposing

Slop wasting emotional energy

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Stress is on

fulfillment of ambitions You will not be too

easily Mtttjfiad This is all lo ihe good

Maintain standards One who advocates

otherwise is not worthy of your confidence

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Good lunar

aspect now coincides with plans, lourneys,

.lbilily lo articulate beliefs One who has

tasonating philosophical religious concept

confides .n you Be attentive, respectful

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Accent on

f.nanoai arrangements affecting mate.

partner. Seek equitable arrangement

Avoid extremes. Taurus individual is likely

lo be involved Balance is a requisite.

Concentrate on liming

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21) Lie low Do

more listening than talking Check legal

documents Don't feel there is only one way.

There are others and you should strive tor

greater versatility Sagittanan will aid.

Make request

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Co

operate with Scorpio Guard health Work

out schedule which allows for sensible diet.

One who attempts to rush you is misin

formed Heed your own counsel Improve

relalions with coworkers
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Creative

th.nkmg allows lor change of opinion Know

ihis and act like vou know it Avoid ten

dency to be obstinate ^Exchange ideas. Be

analytical You find answers if vou seek.

Welcome truth

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) You can

find way of accommodating needs of family

member Money is involved Realize some

around you now are ultrasensitive Some

freedoms may be temporarily restricted

Be patient

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Accent on

reactions of neighbors, close relatives You

are affected by actions of those around you

This applies now more so than .n recent

past Be versatile without scattering ••(

forts

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

a natural visionary Many claim you lack

practicality If truth be known, you usually

know what's what and where and when

Some restrictions to happiness are due to be

lifted Member of opposite sex will prove

inspiration

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Male sheep
4 Part of

fireplace

8 Hit lightly

1 1 A state (abbr.)

12 Detest

13 Mixture

15 Fright

17 Pinch

19 Symbol for

nickel

20 Knock
21 Emerged

victorious

22 A state (abbr.)

23 Cook slowly

25 Sailor (colloq

)

26 Propositions

27 Succor
28 Lamprey
29 Electrified

particle

30 Pronoun
31 Timeless

33 Symbol for

calcium

35 Unit of energy

36 Shade tree

37 Man's
nickname

38 Pretense

40 Indonesian
tribesman

41 Malay canoe
42 Permit

43 Paid notices

44 Edible seed
'5 Cooled lava

46 Free of

47 Dangers
50 Woody plant

52 Ireland

54 Sunburn
55 Parent (colloq.

56 Chess piece

57 Pigpen

DOWN

1 Rodent
2 Beverage
3 Defaced
4 Boutique
5 Equality

6 Pronoun
7 Singing voice

8 Cover
9 Man's

nickname
10 Longed for

14 Lubricates

16 Uncooked
18 Preposition

21 Billfolds

22 Noise

23 Man's
nickname

24 Cravat

25 Golf mound
26 Genus of

cattle

28 Urge on
29 Doctrine

31 Limb
32 Guido's high

note

33 Cry like dove
34 Wine cup
35 Dine

37 Characteristics

Answer lo Wednesday's Pu zzle

sTaTi

38 Narrow, flat

board
39 Listened to

40 Snake
41 Through
43 Three-toed

sloth

44 Sly look

46 Communist

47
48

49

51

53

In favor of

Unit of Latvian

currency
Vessel's curved

planking
Babylonian

deity

Maiden loved

by Zeus

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc -y
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Hill Paces Bills

To First Win
BUFFALO (AP)-The Buffalo Bills won their first National Football

League game of the season Sunday, beating the New England Patriots 27-

20 on two touchdown passes from quarterback Dennis Shaw to rookie J.D.

Hill and a clincher TD by O.J. Simpson.

Hill, who is recovered from a knee injury and was making his first start

of the regular season, made both scoring catches in the second quarter.

He-took an eleven yard pass just over the goal line for the first touch-

down. Later, he brought the sports crowd of 27,166 roaring to its feet when

he circled behind some defenders, leaped high for a Shaw pass and raced

into the end zone on a 47-yard scoring play.

Simpson's eight yard touchdown run early in the fourth quarter put the

Bills' in front 24-13, a margin the Patriots were unable to overcome

despite a New England touchdown late in the game on a twelve yard pass

from Jim Plunkett to Ron Sellers.

Soccer style kicker Charlie Goglak booted two field goals for the

Patriots, and Jim Nance tallied on a one-yard touchdown run for New

England in the third period.

John Leypoldt accounted for the other Bill's scoring, with field goals of

43 and 41 yards.

Vikings Pound Falcons

Alabama:DreamGame

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
(AP)-Clint Jones, charging 73

yards for a touchdown, two scores,

combined for more than 240 yards

rushing as the Minnesota Vikings

smothered the Atlanta Falcons 24-7

in a National Football League

game Sunday.
The victory, coming against

former coach Norm Van Brocklin

in his first return to Minnesota as

Atlanta's head man, lifted the

Vikings to a 9-2 record in the

Central Division of the NFC-one

and one half games in front of

Detroit with three games to play.

Do The

Dead Return?

Knows

Atlanta, its chances dimming for

a run at the Western title, fell to 5-

5-1 as a light snow fell throughout

the game.
Jones carried 22 times for 155

yards, tying a team record, and

dashed 73 yards for a second period

touchdown.
Brown, who had gained only 38

yards in his previous 10 games,

contributed 85 yards on 18 carries,

including a 23-yard touchdown

dash set up by Paul Krause's in-

terception in the third period and a

one-yard plunge in the fourth.

The Falcons had earned a 7-7

halftime tie on a spectacular 69

yard play. Bob Berry completed a

nine-yard pass to Harmon Wages,

who funbled the ball at his own 40.

Jim Mitchell, 225-pound Atlanta

tight end, scooped up the ball at the

45 and galloped 55 yards un-

contested for the tying touchdown

with 4:43 left to play in the second

quarter.

Fred Cox, who has scored in 123

straight NFL games, sent the

Vikings ahead to stay with 3:06 left

in the third period on a 19-yard

field goal after the Vikings had

driven from their 15.

There's going to be another college football Game of

the Decade this season.

It's set for the night of Jan. 1 in Miami's Orange

Bowl with mighty Nebraska returning to the site

where it won its 1970 national championship to defend

it against Alabama.
Nebraska and Alabama, two of the five unbeaten

teams in the country, were rated first and third in last

week's Associated Press poll and undoubtedly will

rate 1-2 this week in view of Nebraska's 35-31 victory

over runner-up Oklahoma on Thanksgiving Day and

Alabama's 31-7 mauling Saturday of previously un-

beaten Auburn.

"We felt all along we picked the right two teams,

said Bill Ward, chairman of the Orange Bowl selection

committee which invited Nebraska and Alabama a

week ago, "but I do feel kinda lucky about the way

things turned out."

"It was the biggest gamble we've taken in many

years," echoed Earnie Seiler, executive vice

president of the Orange Bo vl. "I was relieved when

Nebraska won, and Alabama just was the frosting on

the cake for a dream pairing."

That leaves the Sugar Bowl with a slightly rancid

taste, although Oklahoma still has the nation's leading

offense and Auburn boasts quarterback Pat Sullivan,

the Heisman Trophy winner.

In other top games Saturday, ninth-ranked Arizona

It's Not Too Early For

SUMMER
JOBS

vSummer Jobs Are Hard To Find

Especially Good Paying Ones.

NEW ENGLAND'S
LARGEST SWIMMING
POOL DEALER
Wants Retail Salespeople

For Summer Employment.

Opportunity for above average summer earnings. Prior

selling experience helpful, or we will train.

WRITE OR CALL COLLECT:
Stephen Schiff

nl 7-848-051 7

For Christmas Vacation Interviews

OPENINGS AVAILABLE AT THESE STORES:

Hralntree
Danvrr*
Itaynham
FraminRham
WapplnRrr FalU, N Y

• Auburn
• Indian Orchard
• Salem. Nil.
• PorUmouth. N.ll

• Portland. Me.

f HIM CoSlS")

Manchester. N.ll.

Nanhua. Nil.

N. Kingstown, R.I.

Wix.nsiM Vr\ R.|.

K. Providence. R.I.

EVERYTHING TO BUILD WITH 1

AN KQl'AI. OPPORTUNITY F.MPI.OYKR

State battered Arizona 31-0, No. 10, Louisiana State

ripped Tulane 36-7, llth-rated Tennessee rallied to

beat Vanderbilt 19-7, No. 16 Houston walloped Utah 42-

16, Army edged Navy 24-23, Florida State whipped Pitt

31-13, and Iowa State shot down San Diego State 48-31.

The pacific Coast Athletic Association was to meet
Sunday to name its representative to face Memphis
State in the Pasadena Bowl. The choice was between

San Jose State, a 55-10 winner over UC-Santa Barbara,

and Long Beach State, which was upset by Texas-El

Paso 38-32.

In a wild game between two also-rans, Florida

trounced Miami of Florida 45-16, with John Reaves
completing 33 of 50 passes for 348 yards and breaking

Jim Plunkett's career pass yardage record. Reaves

finished with 7,549, five more than Plunkett.

But Florida had to back off and let Miami score late

in the game to get Reaves back on the field for the 13

yards he needed. And that drew furious criticism from

Miami's Fran Curci, who said he "lost all respect for

Florida Coach Doug Dickey as a roach and as a man."
Dickey, however, denied ordering his team to

literally lie down on the field with 70 seconds

remaining so Miami's John Hornibrook could run

eight yards for a touchdown and get Reaves a shot at

the record. "I was sorta disappointed it happened that

way," Dickey said.

Irwin Placing Shots Well
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, (AP)-

Hale Irwin held on in the face of

growing pressure and the un-

nerving effect of hitting a tee shot

down the front of a woman's dress

and fired a 70 to win the Heritage

Golf Classic Sunday.

The 26-year-old Irwin, who
hadn't won before in four years on

the pro tour, led all the way on the

cool, sunny final day and finished

with a tournament record of 279,

five under par on the very tough

Harbour Town Golf Links.

The former Colorado football

star became the 10th first-time

winner this season when he held off

Bob Lunn by a single stroke and

edged threatening Frank Beard

and Jack Nicklaus by two.

Beard had a 67, the best of the

day, and Nicklaus took a 70 and

was in contention for his fourth

victory in as many starts until he

bogeyed the par three 17th hole

Lunn finished with a 280 with

Nicklaus and Beard tied at 281.

Arnold Palmer, just three

strokes off Irwin's leading pace

going into the final round, took a

double bogey six on the first hole-

he missed the green and three-

putted-and never really recovered.

He was never again in contention.

Palmer turned in a fat 40 and

finished with a 74 for 286.

But he was alone in fifth place

and won $4,500 and joined

Nicklaus, Lee Trevino and Billy

Casper as the only $200,000 winners

in a single season. He pushed his

earnings for the year to $201,707.

the best of his fabled career.

Trevino, who already has set a

record for single season money
winnings, wasn't a factor in the

final round but had a 69 for 290 and

put his earnings at $229,553.

Nicklaus closed up some, win-

ning $6,515 for $213,678, some
$16,000 back of Trevino with only

two tournaments left.

Irwin, a soft-spoken, 6-foot 170

pounder, won a hard-earned
$22,000 from the total purse of

$110,000.

He had a one stroke lead starting

out, birdied the second and third

and the par five fifth, turned in 33

and had a three stroke advantage

at that point.

Then things started happening.

He pushed his tee shot on the 10th

to the right. It hit a woman spec-

tator in the chest and dropped

down the front of her dress.

When he got to the area where

he'd last seen the ball, the former

collegiate champion started

looking around the palms and

cypress for the ball and the woman
held it out to him.

"I guess I can't play it from

where it landed." Irwin said, took

his drop and played away. He
bogeyed the hole.

Irwin played it very solidly

down the tough last three, making
par on all of them, good enough as

Lunn failed to make a birdie and
couldn't close up.

9 E Pleasant St

Amherst Mass
NIJT TO *KHt*tT TOWlat
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UMass Places Eight

OnAll YanCon Team
iue university of Massachusetts

dominated the 1971 All Yankee
Conference offensive and defen-

sive football teams announced
following a vote of league coaches
by placing eight men on the

mythical 22-man team.
Repeaters from 1970 include

William Tuzil, Domenic Carlucci

and Brian Herosian from Con-
necticut and Jack O'Neil and Bill

DeFlavio, Joe Sabulis and John
Hulecki from Massachusetts The
tast three were named for the third

consecutive year.

A brother combination from
North Abington is also included on

this year's team, Jack O'Neil from
UMass at a defensive backfield

spot, and Bob O'Neil of Nevs

Hampshire at the flanker position

on the offensive unit

Reprinted from Boston Sunda\
Herald 11/2S/71

FIRST TEAM
OFFENSE

SE. Oaviv, Paul lAAaine); T, Donald
Miller (UNH); G. Gerrv AAoran

(UNHi; C, David Levine (UMass); G,

Rone'd Marino (UMass); T, William

Tuzil (UConn); TE, John Hy etki

(UMass); QB, Robert Hopkins IUNH)
HB, Paul Metallo (UMass); FLK,
Robert O'Neil (UNH); FB, Sylvester

McGee (URI).

DEFENSE
E. Brett Bernier (UNH); T, William

DeFlavio (UMass); T, James Pjseiol-

tano (UConn); E,Steve Furness (URI>>

LB, Dennis Collins (UMass); LB,
Fran Prondeckl (Vt.); LB, Joseph Sa-

bulis (UMass); DHB, Dennis Breen
(URI); DHB, Domenic Carlucci

(UConnl; DS, Brian Herosian (UConn);
D*. John O'Neil (UMass).

SECOND TEAM OFFENSE: Ends

-

Chris Hes (URI) and Tim Sullivan

(Vt); Tackles — Randolph Hooks
(UConn) and Peter Trono (Vt.); Guards
—Henry M.ti aiRI) and Robert Os-
borne (UNH); Center—Thomas Uhhq
(URD; Quanerback—Robert Ehrha^dt
iURP; HaKfcack—Dannv Weed (U*0;
FLK—Vincent Rusell (UConn); Full-

back—Steve Coon (Vt.).

SECOND TEAM DEFENSE: Ends—
Wayne Bulma 'Vt ) and Stanley Mad
dock IVe!; Tackles—Nelson Cassa-
vauqrt (UNH) and Charles Russo (Vt.);

Linebackers—James Soroud (UConn),
Chris Lynch (UConn) and Thomas
Keatinp (Me'; Defensive Halfbacks

—

John Salek i UConn) and James Walsh
(Me.); Safeties — Dennis Keating
(UMass) •no) Robert Warren (UConn),

NFL Rondup....
Redskins-Eagles

Two field goals by Curt Knight

and Billy Kilmer's 27-yard touch

down pass to Hoy Jefferson helped

Washington to a 20-13 victory over

the Philadelphia Eagles Sunday
and kept the Redskins in con-

tention for the National Football

League's National Conference
Eastern title.

Washington boosted its record to

7-3-1, half a game behind the Dallas

Cowboys, 8-3, in the two team
Eastern battle, each with three

games remaining.

The Redskins, who had won only

1 of their last five games, snapped

out of an offensive slump, with 13

points in the second quarter in-

cluding their first touchdown in

nine quarters.

Ironically, the Redskins had to

turn to quarterback Kilmer to fire

their offense after Sonny
Jurgensen, starting his first gamt
of the season, reinjured the lefl

shoulder that had sidelined him
most of the season.

Jurgensen was injured in the

second period when tackled after a

10 yard advance. That set up a 40

yard field goal by Knight which
gave the Redskins a 3-0 lead.

Knight also kicked a 14-yard field

goal, his 23rd and a Washington
club record. The old Redskins'

record was 22 by Charlie Gogolak.

Before the half ended, Kilmer
directed the 'Skins 50 yards on

three plays for a touchdown.

In the third period, the Eagles

moved 82 yards for a touchdown
that cut the margin to 13-6. Rookie
Tom Bailey scored from the one.

Washington completed its

scoring in the fourth quarter when
corner back Mike Bass intercepted

a Philadelphia pass and returned

38 yards for the touchdown.

The Eagles scored again with 40

seconds remaining on a one-yard

pass from quarterback Pete Liske

to Steve Zabel.

Browns-Oilers

HOUSTON (AP)-Cleveland
rallied for two third-quarter touch-

downs on a one-yard run by

Clarence Scott and an 18-yard pass

from Bill Nelsen to Frank Pitts to

register a come-from-behind 37-24

victory over the Houston Oilers

Sunday and take the American
Football Conference Central
Division le

The Brov -is. now 6-5 for the

season, moved ahead of Pittsburgh

which lost 22 10 to Denver
The Oilers sprang to life with 17

points in the second quarter for a

17-13 halftime lead on a 27-yard

field goal by Mark Moseley, a 19-

yard run by Garland Boyette with

a Cleveland tumble and a 20-yard

halfback pass from Woody
Campbell to Charley Joiner.

The Brow ns scored on field goals

of 40and 35 yards by Don Cockcroft

and a one-yard run b) Leroy Kelly,

who rushed for 107 yards to move
into sixth place on the all lime NF1

rushing lis!

But the Hp d quick

the third qua larching 2fi

yards to pay dirt after conterback

Ben Davis recovt "barley

Johnson fumble. Kelly ran the final

20 yards of the drive on three

carries.

On Cleveland's next series,

Nelsen, who hit 11 of 22 passes for

162 yards, found Pitts in the end
zone for the 18-yard clincher.

Colts-Raiders

OAKLAND <AP)-The Baltimore
defense stifled the Oakland of-

fense-highest scoring unit in the

National Football League-with the

help of six interceptions Sunday
and quarterback Johnny Unitas

directed the Colts' offense to three

touchdowns in a surprisingly easy
37-14 romp over the Raiders.

Safety Rich Volk grabbed two of

the Colts' interceptions, including

one that set up a Jim O'Brien field

goal which gave Baltimore a 30-0

lead late in the third period. Three
other interceptions led to

Baltimore scores.

The victory made the World
Champion Colts 8-3 and moved
them to within one game of the

first-place Miami in the Eastern
Division of the American Football

Conference.

The Raiders, who hadn't lost

since opening day of the season,

are now 7-2-2, half a game ahead of

the Kansas City Chiefs in the AFC
West
The 38-year-old Unitas, in his

second start of the season, hit on 10

of 16 passes for 119 yards But all

four of Baltimore's touchdowns
came on the ground.

Norm Bulaich. who led the Colts

rushers, scored on runs of three

and one yards. Tom Matte went 10

yards for another score and Don
Nottingham plunged one yard for

the final touchdown.
The Raiders didn't score until

the final period, when 44-year-old

George Blanda tossed touchdown
passes of 18 and 4 yards to Fred
Biletnikoff

Saints-Packers

MILWAUKEE ( AP) The New
Orleans Saints, behind five field

goals by Charlie Durkee and the

strong running of Bob Gresham.
ruined Bart Starr's season debut

and beat the Green Bay Packers
29-21 in a National Football League
game Sunday.
Durkee. who flunked a tryout

w ith Green Bay last summer, set a

New Orleans record by connecting

on field goals of 35. 26. 11, and two

of 12 yards.

Starr, activated a week ago after

recovering from two shoulder
operations, completed eight of 17

passes for 116 yards, but the

Packers stopped themselves with

four fumbles and two interceptions

as their record fell to 3-7-1. New
Orleans is 4-5-2.

Starr was relieved in favor of

rookie quarterback Scott Hunter in

the fourth period with Green Bay
trailing 19-14. But Durkee kicked

his fifth field goal after the Saints

had recovered a Hunter funble.

and New Orleans clinched the

me when Doug Wyatt in

ed a ' Hunter pass and

returned it :>."> yards for a touch

down.
Jim Strong scored New Ol

HELPING OCT: Ed Isabel, assistant Coach at Penn. State, is shown here at the New England
Gymnastics Clinic held this weekend at UMass. The clinic, held for the benefit of young gymnasts
throughout New England, was sponsored by Continuing Film at ion and under the direction of Mrs. Kitty

Kjeldsen. MDC Photo by Gib Fullerton.

first touchdown on a one-yard run

in the fourth quarter. Dave
Hampton returned the next kickoff

90 yards for a touchdown to pull

Green Bay within 19-14, but the

Packers could sustain only two
scoring drives.

Starr marched Green Bay 71

yards in nine plays to a momentary
7-3 lead in the first quarter with

Donny Anderson scoring from
three yards out: The other Packer
touchdown came on a 40-yard pass
from Zeke Bratkowski to Rich
McGeorge with 40 seconds to play.

Broncos-Steelers

PITTSBURGH (AP)-After
handing Pittsburgh a touchdown
with a fumble, Floyd Little ram-
bled for a pair of scores, leading

the Denver Broncos to a 22-10

National Football League victory

over the Steelers.

The Steelers, down 10-0 at

halftime, tied the score as Terry
Hanratty. coming off the bench in

place of Terry Bradshaw, fired a

touchdown to Preston Pearson and
Roy Gerela booted a 19-yard field

goal in the third period.

The Steelers touchdown came
after Little fumbled on the first

play of the second half and
linebacker Brian Stenger
recovered on the Denver 25.

Five plays later, Hanratty hit

Pearson with a four-yard touch-

down pass. But the Broncos drove
74 yards in nine plays with about

ten minutes left in the game and
Little went the last 16 yards up the

middle for the game-winning
touchdown.
The Broncos added a safety with

4:21 left when the center snap on a

punt attempt sailed over Bobby
Walden's head into the end zone
where he was tackled.

Chargers-Bengals
CINCINNATI (AP) Cincinnati

scored its first shutout in its four-

year history Sunday, intercepting

four of John Hadl's passes and
routing the San Diego Chargers 31-

for the Bengals' third straight

National Football League victory.

Linebacker Al Beauchamp
picked off two of Hadl's aerials,

returning one 18-yards for a touch-

down in a 14-point Cincinnati

second quarter for a 21-0 halftime

lead for the Bengals.

Meanwhile, Quarterback Virgil

Carter hit 19 of 24 passes for 173

yards and one touchdown and
rookie Fred Willis rambled for a

pair ot scores for Cincinnati

Willis rammed two and tt

yards and Carter teamed with wide

reciever Bob Trumpy for a ten

hdown strike, h

^o.nl

rounded out the Bengals' scoring.

Hadl, a ten-year veteran from
Kansas, managed only five

completions in 18 attempts for 49

yards before interim Chargers
coach Harlan Svare called on

Marty Domres in the final period.

Domres was also plagued by the

alert Bengals defense, throwing

two interceptions. The six in-

terceptions gave Cincinnati a club

record for one game.
49ers-Jets

NEW YORK (AP)-San Fran-

cisco rode the running of Vic

Washington and Ken Willard to a

24-21 victory over the New York
Jets Sunday despite the three-

touchdown passing performance
by Joe Namath that threatened the

49ers' hold on the Western Division

lead in the National Football

Conference.
The 49ers, however, able to hold

on despite Namath's return to the

Jets' lineup, lifted their record to 7-

4 and took a half-game lead over

the Los Angeles Rams in the battle

for the NFC West title The Rams
are 6-4-1.

Namath, who had been sidelined

since the fifth game of the 1970

season with a broken wrist and an
exhibition injury that required

surgery on his left knee, returned

to action with 10 minutes left in the

first half after starter Bob Davis
was injured.

A standing-room-only crowd of

63,936, interested only in seeing

Namath back in action, cheered

lustily as Davis writhed in pain on

the Shea Stadium turf, fully aware
that the man trotting out from the

sidelines would be wearing the

familiar No. 12 jersey and white

shoes.

lath} (Enllenian

SPORTS
Miami-Chi

Meet
MIAMI (AP)-Miami's ambitious

Jolphins shoot for their eighth

straight victory Monday night

against a Chicago Bears team that

specializes in winning the close

ones.

An Orange Bowl sellout crowd of

75,000-plus is assured for the

nationally-televised ABC game
"The Bears have beaten a lot of

fine teams." said Miami Coach
Don Shula. "Chicago plays tough
hard-hitting football. It's certain to

be a physical night."

Miami, 8-1-1. leads the world
champion Baltimore Colts in the

American Conference East of the

National Football League while the

Bears. 6-4, are trying to hang on in

the National Conference Central.

Among the Chicago victories

were a five-pointer against Detroit,

one by four versus Dallas, by three

against Pittsburgh and by one

against Washington

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
Insanity is in-

teresting, but who
wanted rain anyways?
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New Building Authority Member Under Fire

§y ROBERT MEDEIR08
The newest member of the

I Mass Building Authority is under

attack from the president of the

Graduate student Senate

William Aubin denied in an MDC
interview Monday the claim of

Senate President Veda Ross that

he is in a position of conflict of

interval becauae he owns and

operates an Amherst building

construction I inn

Mrs Ross has written letters to

I Mass President Robert Wood and

On The Inside:

Clarence Brooks

Named Grid Captain.

UMass Dominates

All Yankee Conference

Team -- Details In

Tomorrow's Collegian

Class Day

Meeting Tonight
See page two

Nixon Sets Date
See page four

Youth Voting

Improves
See page three

Governor Sargent stating her

claim She told MDC about her

views in an interview last week.

She charges the appointment of

Aubin on July 14 to the CM ass

Building Authority "appears to be

a blatant conflict of interest"

In answering the charges. Aubin.

who is the owner of Aubin. Inc.,

said, i know of no conflict of in-

terest on mv part."

Mrs Ross said. "Mr Aubin. the

landlord, the general contractor

and the developer, can in no way

fairlv represent the interests of the

tenants paying for self-liquidating

building Authority projects."

It is the responsibility of the

Building Authority to build non

academic buildings, such as

dormitories and dining commons

A major function of the Building

Authority is to accept contractors

bids. A self liquidating building is

expected to pay for itself If it does

not. student funds will be taken to

make up the difference

Ross said that Aubin represents

the private sector of housing in

Amherst. In his position as a

member of the Building Authority.

he will now be expected to

represent the University com

munitv or the public sector of

housing in Amherst She said that

it is difficult to see how he will be

able to combine to the best of the

students' advantage these dif

terent points of view

Mrs Ross said that a letter will

be ent t state Attorney General

Robed Quinn asking him to make a

ruling on the conflict of interest

Charge. She said that a committee

has been formed in the Graduate

Student Senate which would handle

all proceedings concerning the

Aubin case

She explained that the com

mittee would work with Dick

Howland, the student attorney and

would draft a letter of inquiry to

the Attorney. The committee

would also follow up on any further

transactions in the case.

•One of the sidelights of the

Aubin case will be a cross

examination of the Building

Authority.'' said Mrs Ross. "The

major question which should be

answered in this inquiry is how is

the student affected by the

workings of the Building

Authority

Defending his position. Aubin

said that in the past he has been

active in promoting housing for the

I niversity He said that he is an

alumnus and the only one of the

nine-member board who has

formal engineering and con

st ruction experience

Concerning his firm's contracts

Aubin said. "I will never build in

Amherst again " Me said this was

becauae Ol personal reasons and

not because of his appointment to

the Authority In fact, he said, it

has been almost live years since he

has built in Amherst
"I have never placed a bid on a

University housing project.'' said

Aubin. "It is not our typo of work."

Aubin said he has never been

active in real estate, even though

he does have a license to sell His

main concentration of work likes in

land development and design, he

explained
• As far as land development in

Amherst is concerned, 1 am now

finishing up work which was part

of | ten year project," said Aubin

'i now do most of my work in

Hotyoke."

"The role of the Authority is

limited." in Aubin's opinion "The

Building Authority is a conduit for

the administration The Authority

investigates the housing needs put

forward by the administration. The

administration runs the buildings

and sets the rents."
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First Meeting of Senior Committee Tonight

4

I air\ I.add and a Senate cohort.

Itv JEANNETTE MARTINEAU
Seniors interested in helping to plan Senior Day, Commencement, and

the Class Gift arc invited to attend the first meeting of the Senior

Committee Tuesday night, at 7 p.m. Roomi 005409 in the Campus Center.

The committee is whoever shows up at the meetings," explained

Larry Ladd, External Vice President of the Student Senate. "There will

be three initial meetings,' he continued, "and whoever attends two out of

three of these meetings will be a member. The meetings are open to all

seniors " Ladd will convene the first meeting

Norman Patch, Alumnus and president of last year's class, proposed

the idea ot a Senior < oininittee last year after class government had been

abolished, and the Senate approved it

According to its Constitution: "Members of the Committee shall be

responsible lor the planning and execution of Senior events. They shall be

responsible for the allocations, budgeting, and appropriation of Senior

funds..."

The budget consists mostly of the $4.00 Senior Committee Tax paid by-

each of I Mass's 3,888 Seniors. The Treasurer, along with the Chairman,

NiceChairman, and Secretary, provided for in its Constitution, will be

elected at the third consecutive meeting "from those prospective Seniors

who qualify for membership in the Senior Committee."

Members ol the Senior Committee will also be eligible for the Com-

mencement Task Force, made up of 4 Seniors, one Junior, faculty-

alumni, and trustees.

About Senior Day activities, Larry Ladd suggested that Seniors

"organize...Senior Day is open. Seniors are pretty free to determine the

kind ol Senior Day they want."

other Senior Committee meetings are scheduled for Monday
December fi, and Thursday. December 9.

School of Ed's New Teaching Approach Defined
In the Fall of 1971 the School of

Kducation began a totally new
approach to teacher education for

both elementary and secondary

candidates A total of lo distinctive

alternative programs, each with a

separate approach to the

preparation of teachers and
related classroom personnel, are

currently functioning

Approximately 900 elementary

and secondary candidates are

enrolled in 15 of the alternative

programs whi'e another 1500 are

members ot the Individualized

traditional) Program This last

program is gradually being phased

out as current programs and new
ones to be added this Spring

become filled The Individualized

Program will be completely
phased out by Fall. 1973, which

means that by that time all

education majors and/or secon-

dary certification candidates must

be in one of the alternative

programs
Any student desiring information

as to how to get into a program can

inquire at the Teacher Preparation

Program Council Office. Room 121.

at the School ot Fducation. Or they

may call 545- 1555. 545-1543. 545-

1 544

Some of the questions typically

asked about the new programs and
some responses are listed below.

1. Who majors in education?

Flementary teacher candidates

and various non-teacher can-

didates < such as media for the deaf

specialistsi

2. What about secondary teacher

candidates? Individuals desiring to

teach at the secondary level

typically major in the department
representing their subject matter
field They must meet that

department's requirements for

graduation These people take

those courses in education which
will satisfy personal career ob-

jectives, their major department's
requirements, as well as state

certification standards. The ex-

ception to this is in the area of

distributive education Secondary-

candidates preparing for this field

of secondary teaching major in

education (see description of

VIBRAM SOLE AND HEEL

HIKING

HERMAN

TS

ALL KINDS OF BOOTS

Teacher Fducation Program for

Distributive Fducation elsewhere

in this booklet I,

3 llou do I get admitted to the

School of Fducation? Flementary
teacher and non-teaching majors
contact the Teacher Preparation

Program Council Office. Room 121.

School of Fducation < telephone 545

1543. 545-1544 > to apply. However,
admissions are closed at this time

to members of the classes of '72,

'73, and '74 at the elementary level

because the School has reached
maximum enrollment capacities in

this area. Admission is still open to

members of the class of '75 and to

junior transfer students at this

time (November, 1971).

Secondary certification can-
didates may enroll as a member of

one of the 14 alternative teacher

education programs by meeting
the program's admissions criteria

<see question «4 below).

4. Where can I get general in-

formation about the School of

Fducation. courses, certification

requirements, student teacher
information, etc? Come to Room
121 at the School of Education or

telephone 545-1543 or 545-1544. If

you phone in advance, an ap-

pointment will be made for you to

see the best qualified person to

help you.

Or. if you have already been
admitted to one of the 14 un-

dergraduate alternative
preparation programs, it would be
best for you to contact that

program's director
."> What are the Hi alternative

programs? There currently are 11

undergraduate and 2 graduate
programs in the School of

Fducation existing to prepare
teachers and other school related

personnel Fach academic year
some new programs will be added
and a few old ones will be refined

or dropped. Fvery student who
majors in education and/or is

seeking certification must belong

to one of these programs.
Fach program has its own

unique thrust, its own set of course

offerings, and related experiences,

and its own advising staff. All

programs an- described in more
detail in subsequent pages of this

booklet

6. When and how do I get into one

of these programs? You may apply

directly to the program's director

at any time during the course of the

school year. Some programs are

presently closed due to capacity

enrollment or because they admit

students at only specific times of

the year. However, in instances

such as these, you may still in-

dicate your interest and, if you
wish, make arrangements for

joining as soon as the program is

again able to add new students.

Flementary candidates must
have been accepted into the School

of Education prior to applying to a

program (see question «3.

Secondary candidates do not have
to have been admitted to the

School. See question 13).

7. Who is eligible to join each of

these programs? All students
majoring in education and/or
seeking certification. Each
program determines its own ad-

missions criteria. All students are
assigned to the Individualized
Program until they join one of the

others.

8. What if I decide the program I

join doesn't meet my needs? Can I

drop out? Yes. You may then apply
to join another program. One
drawback to transferring back and
forth is that some courses taken for

one program may not meet the

requirements for another; this

should be checked out carefully

before withdrawing from one
program and joining another.

9. Where and when will I do my
student teaching? The various

programs assume responsibility

tor placing students Frequency
and duration of the experience
varies from program to program
though ail meet certification

requirements. Typically.
programs require twelve to fifteen

hours (equivalent of one full

semester of student teaching).

10 What about graduation
requirements? Fach program is

responsible for advising its

students. This responsibility in-

cludes assisting each of its

students in planning for course

work both within and outside the

School of Fducation which meet
University requirements for

graduation Secondary cer-

tification candidates typically-

work primarily with an advisor in

their major department.
11. When I complete my

program, will I be eligible for

certification? Typically, yes. Each
of the 14 programs is designed with

Massachusetts certification
requirements in mind. Thus, once

you complete one of these 14 ap-

proved programs, you are eligible

for Massachusetts certification or

for certification in most other

states. However, because states do

vary in requirements, it is best to

ascertain what the specific

requirements of other states which

you are interested in are. This can
be done either by corresponding
with a particular state's Depart

ment of Public Instruction and/or

by consulting with the Teacher
Fducation Placement Office

located at Whitmore Ad
ministration Building. Should you

find you need other course work to

meet another state's certification

requirements, the School will

assist you in this respect.

14. What if I have not majored in

education and had not been
planning to prepare for teaching

until late in my University career?

Can I take the courses necessary

just to meet certification

requirements without joining any

program? No, Most state cer-

tification agencies require In-

stitutional Recommendation
before they will certify applicants

The School of Education gives

Institutional Recommendation
only to those individuals who
successfully fulfill the

requirements of one of the 14

alternative programs.
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(Note: The University and State Com-
munications Council (USCC), a student

organization, will be presenting periodical

articles dealing with State Legislative

matters relating to the University, in an
attempt to keep UMass students informed
on this front.)

ByCINDY PRICE
The past year has seen great changes in

the rights and responsibilities of 18 to 20

year olds. The Massachusetts electorate and
the State Legislature had just lowered the

voting age to nineteen, when shortly af-

terwards the twenty-sixth Amendment to

the Federal Constitution made eighteen the

national voting age. This amendment
needed the consent of Congress and thirty

eight of the states, it took less time to be

ratified than any previous one.

A committee was established in England

to study the reasons why twenty-one had

been the voting age for centuries and to

recommend a new age if necessary. The

committee found that in early British

history the traditional age of maturity had
been fifteen, until the advent of heavy ar-

mor. This armor weighed too much for the

fifteen year old sons of the artistocracy to

bear. The rich sons could no longer protect

themselves at fifteen but rather waited until

they were twenty-one. They could then leave

their homes and fend for themselves. Thus
the gradual development of the twenty-one

year old voting age. The English committee
rejected twenty-one as irrelevant to a

modern industrial society and instead

proposed that eighteen be the new voting

age. Eighteen was chosen because it was
felt that most people were on their own at

that age by right of working or by being in

college. England then proceeded to en-

franchise the eighteen to twenty year olds.

The eighteen year old vote issue began a

movement in Massachusetts to lower the

age of other rights and responsibilities from
twenty-one to eighteen. The State

Legislature passed bills allowing men to

marry at eighteen without parental consent

(women already had that right), and made
persons eighteen and over eligible to draw
up wills.

A highly controversial bill, setting the

drinking age at nineteen, passed the House
of Representatives last year, but lost on a 21

to 15 vote in the Senate. Another fight is

expected this year. It is also the opinion of

Attorney General Quinn that eighteen year
olds can run for state offices. At the federal

level. Congressman Robert Drinan of

Massachusetts and Senator Birch Bayh of

Indiana have proposed a change in the

National Constitution which would reduce
by three years, the age of serving in the

House of Representatives and the Senate,

now 25 and 30 respectively.

A Legislative Commission to study the

lowering of the age of majority to eighteen is

headed by Representative John Olver of

Improved
Amherst. The age of majority is the age at

which most laws recognize a person as

having the rights and duties of a citizen. The
commission is looking into the effects and
details of a reduced age of majority, jury

service, and drinking. The Consumer's
Council is analyzing the problems
associated with contracts made by eighteen

year olds and may suggest a tightening of

the State's fraud laws.

The Commission's recommendations are

due in either January or February. Soon
afterwards will come hearings and voting on

the bills. The University and State's Com-
munications Council (U.S.CO will write

regular articles to keep students aware of

the status of these and other bills and is

available to students and organizations

needing help in working with the State

Legislature, the writing of bills, and the

research of laws.

Students Find Satisfaction In Action Program

Wayne Baker, a University of Massachusetts/Aniherst student

who is a member of the University Year for Action Program, in-

structs students in Physical Fducation and Recreation at the West

School in llnlvnke. Massachusetts.

MDC Classifieds

Do Work Well

11th HOUR LECTURE SERIES

presents

DEAN ALBERTSON
"Ecology and the Machine"

Tues. Nov. 30

Mahar Aud. 8:30 p.m.

Free Admission

Sponsored by the Maroon Keys.

By JOANNE RESTEGHINI
Since September, some fifty

UMass students have been working
in urban ghettos, in surrounding

communities, as participants in

the University Year For Action

Program. The hours are long, the

jobs are challenging and the ex-

perience is greatly rewarding.

For undergraduate students
interested in giving some time and
effort for the betterment of

mankind, the Action Program will

be accepting thirty new par-

ticipants, who will start in January
1972 and continue until January
1973.

The students, this semester,

have been working in the com-
munities of Springfield, Holyoke,

Belchertown, Northampton and
other neighboring towns. Each
student is assigned to a community
agency where they participate in a

training program offered by the

agency. The student usually

chooses a job which corresponds

with his academic background.

Thirty academic credits are

given to each participant in the

Action Program. However, the

credits are not just for the forty

hours of work put in each week
Fach student has some academic
work required by his department,

such as attending seminars and

completing a reading list.

Fach student is paid $53 a week
with which he must pay his tuition

and living expenses. The money is

provided by the Federal Govern
ment.
President Robert C. Wood was

desirous to have the UMass par

Lindsay

Speaker

Today
The 1972 Presidential campaign

will be the theme of a speech at

9:00 p.m. today in the Colonial

Lounge.
The speech will focus on an

urban approach to national

problems and to the proposed entry

into the presidential race of .John

V. Lindsay. Mayor of New York
City, The speaker will be Dan
Dimancescu. a Cambridge based
urban consultant who is currently-

directing a five year comparative
study of Tokyo. New York, London
and Moscow
"The possibilities of a Lindsay-

candidacy," said Dimancescu in

an interview, "raise important

issues for all Americans" He
added that he expects to raise

questions about the need for a

candidate who can take an urban

view of the United States.

The speech is jointly sponsored

by Smith Collegt Young
Democrats and the UMass
Program Council All are invited to

participate in this session

ticipate in Action because of the

role the University should play in

public service and in working
towards a resolution of urban
problems. The program also

provides students with alternate

means of pursuing undergraduate

education and off-campus
educational experiences.

One of the participants in the

Program. Juan Nieves, is a

physical education major. He has

been working at a public school in

Springfield where he teaches
physical education to four hundred
and fifty students. Juan wanted to

participate in the program so that

he could help his own people. He
feels he is accomplishing a great

deal.

Another participant in the

Program is Nancy Schroeder, a

senior at the University. She is the

only female working full-time with

the residents of Northampton
County Jail. Nancy stated that she
wanted to get into the University

Year For Action Program she felt

it would be more of a personal

challenge and her powers of

perception and judgment would be
used more than in academic life.

According to Bill Burke,
Assistant Director of the Action

Program at the University, all

students wishing to apply for the

Action Program must appear in

person for an interview, next week
Interviews will be held Monday.
December fi. through Friday,
December 10. at the Action House
which is the white house located on
the corner of East Pleasant St. and
Fraternitv-Sororitv Park.

ALL COLLEGIAN new staff

writers and others interest*

ed in writing MUST attend

a short writer's workshop
with Alvin Oickle, technical

advisor to the COLLEGIAN,
at 7 p.m. tonight in his of-

fice around the corner from
the COLLEGIAN on the se-

cond floor of the Student
Union.
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In The Nation And The World
an

Nixon To Visit Peking In February
. . «._i_„«_i i:_ u.a«^»oci »hof ho tnhpr with n V

The President who announced yesterday that he will make his

historical visit to Peking this coming February.

WASHINGTON ( AP) -President

Nixon will fly to Peking Feb. 21 to

begin a historic mission aimed at

"normalization of relations" with

mainland China, the White House
announced Monday.
As this news was released

simultaneously here and in the

Chinese capital, press secretary

Ronald L. Ziegler said American
officials will provide additional

information on the trip within the

next 24 hours.

He said he would be able to

disclose Tuesday the length of the

President's stay in mainland China

and other details such as the route

he will take on his unprecedented

flight to become the first American
president ever to go to China.

There had been published and
broadcast reports in the United

States that hitches had developed

in planning for the Nixon trip but

Ziegler said, "preparations con-

tinue to go well and the general

framework has been established."

The joint Washington-Peking
announcement of the February
date was unusually brief:

"The government of the People's

Republic of China and the

government of the United States of

America have agreed that

President Nixon's visit to China

shall begin on Feb. 21. 1972."

That will be some three months
before Nixon is scheduled to visit

Moscow for another first-ever

summit conference with Soviet

leaders in their capital city.

In advance of the Peking and
Moscow trips, as the White House
has announced within the past

week, Nixon plans a series of face-

to-face consultations with the

leaders of such major allies as

Japan. Britain, France. West
Germany, and Canada.
On July 15, Nixon stunned the

world by disclosing in a live

television-radio broadcast that he

planned to go to Peking before May
of next year to seek more normal

relations between two powerful

countries that have diplomatic and

ideological enemies for a quarter

century.

In addition, Nixon said at the

time, he intended to exchange

views with Premier Chou En-lai

and other Chinese leaders on

questions of mutual interest.

Aides have made it clear that

Nixon, while in Peking, expects to

confer also with Chairman Mao
Tse-tung of China's Communist
party, the de facto ruler of 800

million Chinese.

Dr. Henry A. Kissinger. Nixon's

assistant for national security

affairs, secretly visited Peking in

July to lay the groundwork for the

President's initial announcement.
Kissinger returned in late Oc-

tober with a White House advance
party that ranged from com-
munications experts to Secret
Service personnel to make further

plans.

Ziegler said Kissinger and
Chinese leaders agreed upon the

Feb. 21 date when they conferred

in October. He said they decided to

keep it secret for just over a month
while "tying down the surrounding

details."

The Nixon spokesman declined

even to hint at any of those details

Monday but. in response to a

question, said Nixon would be
accompanied by a small traveling

party

This might suggest that Mrs.

Nixon will not go.

The precise timing of Nixon's

trip to Moscow has not been an-

nounced but he has said he will go
there in late May.
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Teachers Liberate Holbrook
HOLBROOK. Mass. < API-Five

male teachers dressed in short

pleated skirts and cheerleader

sweaters walked into Holbrook

High School Monday to teach their

classes.

Three of them were barelegged,

and two wore pantyhose. But, there

was no problem.

"It all started with a pre-game

rally we had last Wednesday

night" before the annual big

football game with Hull High, said

Principal William T. Buckley.

"The students had prepared a

skit in which five men teachers did

the cheerleader bit in clothes they

borrowed from the girls.

"It went over big. and as a

parting shot, one of them said: if

you win the game, we'll come to

school like this on Monday.'"

Holbrook won 8-6.

"If they made a big hit Wed-

nesday night, they made a bigger

one today." said Buckley.

•We have a very good

relationship with our kids here.

They like the teachers, and the

teachers like them." he said.

"Of course, I would have
suspended all five immediately."

he said jokingly, "only I knew the

Supreme Court would knock me
down."

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY
Avoid downtown Spfld. parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.
Opp. Century Shopping Plaza! Free parking for over 100 cart!

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp. N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR.
On North-South Hwy.

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE ... 205 HIGH ST. . . . Next to Holyoke Natl. Bank

Brotherhood To Teach Course

There is a course called "Love: the Key to Education". It is offered by

the Human Relations Center of the Ed. Dept. and is taught in cooperation

with members of the Brotherhood of the Spirit commune.

In this course the group is searching for a communication that is real

and meaningful to all people. They want people to go into this com-

munication and see what they can find together Entrance into this course

is by permission of one of the instructors.

Interested students should call Melvin Weiner or Ronnie Tropper 863-

K042 or call Debbie Stone 498-9358. < After 5 P.M. is the best time.

)

DAN DINANCHESCU
Director of C ities Project: A study
of London. New York, and Moscow

An Urban Approach to Notional Policy

Tuesday, Nov. 30, 9:00 p.m.

Colonial Lounge S.U.

COFFEE HOUR FOLLOWING -

Sponsored by Campus Center Program Council
.

REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS TO GIVE

SENIORS AND GRADUATES COMPLETE DETAILS ON

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
WITH THE PIONEER AND LEADING MANUFACTURER OF VTOL AIRCRAFT

Female, minority group and veteran applicants especially welcome.

See your College Placement Office now for an appointment on:

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT, Stratford, Conn. 06602 • Division of United Aircraft Corp. • An Equal Opportunity Employer

Thanksgiving Day wasn't all that bad, at least not in New Hamp-
shire where this picture was taken. (Photo by Alan Chapman)

News In Brief
JORDAN (AP) King Hussein picked a new prime minister

Monday to take the place of assassinated Wasfi Tell and gave a sign

tie will* continue his hard line against Palestinian guerrillas who
oppose his monarchy
Named to succeed Tell, a sharp foe of the guerrillas, was Ahmed

I-o/.i. 4(5, regarded as a technical expert. Lad immediately flew off

to Cairo to take Tells seat at an Arab conference to plan joint

strategy against Israel. Tell was slain Sunday in Cairo.

The king appeared to be serving notice that he remains

unrelenting against the guerrillas by appointing Maj. Gen.

Mohammed Rassoul Kilani as his chief adviser for national

security affairs.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon declared Monday he

will veto the pending tax-cut bill unless it is stripped of both a

check-off plan to finance presidential campaigns and a set of

"budget-busting Senate amendments."
Nixon's warning was relayed by his chief Capitol Hill lobbyist.

Clark MacGregor, as a conference committee met to settle dif-

ferences between House and Senate versions of the bill.

WASHINGTON (AP) - General Services Administrator Robert

L. Kun/ig testified Monday at a hearing on his nomination for a

federal judgeship that he had no personal knowledge of any im-

proper political fund-raising among employees of his agency.

He was questioned by Sen. Roman L. Hruska, R-Neb., presiding

at a Senate Judiciary subcommittee hearing, about news stories

last week that Hruska said implied some GSA employees had been

intimidated into buying $l,000-a-plate tickets for a GOP fund-

raising dinner. ^^^^^^^^^^^
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — A Senate subcommittee investigating

nursing home care was told Monday about alleged abuses of the

elderly and heard one former orderly tell about a bomb threat if he

testified.

Daniel W Henry, Minneapolis, who had worked in a nursing

home in that city earlier this year, told the committee that he was

awakened bv a phone call at 2:50 a.m. Monday.

The young witness said the caller told him, "I put a bomb in your

house. So therefore you will not be able to testify." Then the caller

hung up. Henry said

TONIGHT
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE FILMSERIES

presents

KWAIDAN
The Human and The Supernatural

AN INCREDIBLE FILMIC ANTHOLOGY

One Showing Only

At 8 p.m. in

Thompson 104

Tickets on Sale

at door/ Street

Entrance

India-Pakistan War
Intensifies On Four Fronts

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Indian army reported some

of its troops were battling inside

East Pakistan Monday in a

measure of self-defense. But
Pakistan charged Indian forces

fought on four fronts in the

province and had taken control of a
key town in the western sector.

According to the version given
out in New Delhi, the Indian force

was operating "two to three miles"
inside East Pakistan in the nor-

thern sector around Balurghat. An
Indian spokesman said the

Pakistanis had fired into India's

side of the border and the troops

were attempting to knock out a

threat.

Pakistan's army claimed the

Indians were on the attack in the

west around Jessore, in the east

near Comilla, in the northeast of

Sylhet and in the north at Dinajpur
and Balurghat.

The Indians say that an East
Pakistani rebel movement, the

Mukti Bahini, is doing most of the

fighting in an attempt to wrest
control from Pakistan's central

government.
East Pakistan is separated from

the seat of government in West
Pakistan by 1,000 miles of Indian

territory. The hostilities now un-

derway grow out of elections last

December in which the Awami
League, proponents of more
autonomy for the East, gained a

majority of the legislative seats at

stake.

In March, the Pakistani army
moved against the Awami League
on the grounds that it represented

a seccessionist movement. The
Indian government says nine
million East Pakistanis fled into

Indian border areas to escape the

army, putting heavy strain on

India's resources

The Indians have announced
their support for the Mukti Bahini

and allowed them to operate from
Indian territory.

After months of scattered

skirmishing, broader hostilities

have broken out in the past two
weeks.
The heaviest new battles

reported by Indian spokesmen and
by Radio Pakistan were around the

strategic areas of Balurghat
Jessore and Comilla.

Pakistani army's main supply

centers.

In New Delhi, an Indian
spokesman said Indian troops

crossed into the northern sector

around Balurghat last Friday and

Saturday.
"If thev have to stav inside in

MIR
'*') CHINA

Area one shows where the Indian forces are operating near

Balurghat. Area two shows where the newest battles have arisen.

The Mukti Bahini guerrillas

were very active in Jessore and

Comilla. an Indian spokesman
said.

Radio Pakistan claimed Indian

forces have lost 200 to 400 soldiers

in the last three days of clashes

The government radio quoted an

official in Rawalpindi as saying

"Pakistani forces are holding on

firmly in the face of the Indian

attacks."

Jessore is about 30 miles east ol

the Indian border and one of the

defense of our lives and property,
they will stay." the spokesman
said.

He reported :5f> casualties on the

Indian side and 160 on the

Pakistani side.

The spokesman said the Indians
had first crossed into East
Pakistan because the Pakistanis
had made "a direct threat on our
positions"

Pentagon Papers Again

Stir Court Action
BOSTON (AP) — A U.S. Curcuit

Court of Appeals Monday ruled

that a federal grand jury here may
resume a limited re-investigation

of the release of the Pentagon
Papers, an aide to Sen. Mike
Gravel. D-Alaska, said

The court had ordered the grand

jury inquiry halted pending a

ruling on Sen. Gravel's contention

that attempts to subpoena two of

his associates were an in-

fringement of his legislative im-

munity.
Ted Johnson, an aide to Sen.

Gravel in his Washington office,

said he was notified by an Appeals

Court clerk that it had issued a

brief "interim order" allowing the

grand jury to continue its in

vestigations under certain

restrictions, pending a final

judgment on the senator's claims

Johnson said the court ruled that

neither the senator, nor his aides

nor members of the staff of a

Senate subcommittee of which he

is chairman could be called to

testify before the grand jury

WTOY
Presents

OONT LOOK BACK
AFilmBvO A Pennebaker

Tuesday, November 30 75c

S.U. Ballroom 7: 30 and' 30
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"And NOW From The Same People Who
Gave You G. Harrold Carswell "

&<97>

Walden Three
By ANN GURNETT
EDITORIALSTAFF

The American way of life is

being threatened in a new and
insidious way. The mentality of

cleanliness and health so im-

portant to the country's well-being

is about to be torn out from under
the well-washed public. The reason
for this ominous threat, you ask 9

Nader's Raiders have decided to

attack that established American
chemical-of-all-uses: hexachloro-

phene.
Think of the implications this

attack could have. Almost every
deodorant soap on the market has

some percentage of hexachloro-
phene as its active' ingredient.

Deodorants, dandruff shampoos,
surgical washes, acne prepara-
tions, makeups - all share,
to some extent, the now-dubious
asset of the ingredient above-
mentioned Nader says that all

products containing this wolf in

lamb's clothing should be pulled off

the market as soon as possible and
be made available to the public on

a prescription basis only.

The reason for this catastrophe

is the fact that the chemical has

been known to produce brain

damage in experimental animals.

No details are available about how
the hexachlorophene got into the

animals' brains in the first place,

but that could be considered of

secondary importance to the

layman
One thing not of secondary

importance is the result this ban

will have on the already fluc-

tuating economic situation. What
will become of all the people now
engaged in the manufacture of

products containing
hexachlorophene'' Thousands will

be laid off while the company
scientists try to concoct new
chemicals approximating the
effectiveness of hexachlorophene
without its harmful side effects.

Prices for a bar of Ivory (99-

44/100% pure-it even floats) will

soar. Reservoirs that have been dry
for years will start to refill because
people won't take showers without
their favorite brand of soap. Dress
shield sales will accelerate with
stupefying rapidity. Deodorants
will become a thing of the past. The
new vogue will be to smell exactly
as nature planned we should smell.
Perhaps the bastions of

American high society will fight

this regression back to the basic
way of life. People may stockpile

their favorite soaps and
deodorants, anticipating the wet
years to come. Clothing styles will

lean towards the minimum
coverage necessary. All this,

because American technology
created a chemical that will be
almost impossible to live without.

There is but one solution. We
must go back to the days of the

covered wagon, where dirt and toil

and sweat were a way of life. Back
to the days when the only soap
available was made of lye and
animal grease. We must go back to

nature.

Campaign Sabotage

WASHINGTON -Once again Congress is attempting

to pass legislation which would infringe on the rights

of people. The Senate passed a bill last week which

would permit^ach taxpayer to donate $1 of his taxes

to finance the 1972 presidential campaign. The House

has several bills limiting the amount of money

politicians can spend on their campaigns.

If any of these bills become law, it means that the

right of large corporations and labor unions to buy

politicians would be abrogated, and the vested in-

terests in this country would be hard put to finance the

campaigns of congressmen, senators and the

President.

Terence L. Bloodstone, president of the Washington

Order of Loyal Lobbyists, angrily denounced the new

plans to finance politicians as a threat to the

American political way of life.

'The salvation of this democracy,'' he told me at a

$5(H)-a -plate political testimonial dinner, "is big

business' and big labor's financing of political cam-

paigns. For years we have made it possible for every

politician in this country to be elected. There isn't one

congressman, senator or governor who doesn't owe a

debt to us. Now Congress wants to take that away."

It does seem unfair," I admitted.

Bloodstone stabbed his fork into his lobster ther-

midor.

"We've been buying and selling politicians for

years. They trust us. they believe in us, they'll go to

bat for us."

"Many of them are even in bed with you," I said,

trying to be helpful.

He ignored this remark. "Look around at this

dinner. Every table of 10 people represents $5,000.

Who bought these tables? Corporations, bankers,

manufacturers and public-minded millionaires. We
don't ask anything for ourselves. We just want the best

man elected to the best job. Do you think people who
contribute one lousv dollar from their taxes will have

any idea who the best man is?"

"I should say not," I replied. "You have to con-

tribute a lot of money to know what is good for the

country."
Bloodstone started tearing his duck a l'orange

apart.

"Do you know what is going to happen if these

political fund-raising schemes become law? The

politicians aren't going to be responsible to anybody.

They're going to figure it's the taxpayer's money so

they don't have to answer for their actions."

"It's true," I said. "At least now a politician knows
who gave him the money and can react accordingly."

"The Democrats are sore," Bloodstone said,

"because they can't get anyone to come to their

dinners. But I say if a political party can't sell out a

$500-a -plate dinner, it shouldn't be in politics. Just

because they don't have an Agnew or a Martha Mit-

chell is no reason to sabotage all of the campaign fund-

raising methods of this country."

Bloodstone was now gulping down his foie gras.

I said, "It seems a pity that after all the seed work

the lobbyists have done to get politicians in their

pocket . that a group of senators or congressmen would

destroy it with some self-serving legislation."

'Don't think the fight is over," Bloodstone said.

"The Senate bill has to go to the House and then it has

to go to the President. Do you think any Republican

President would sign a law that would help the

Democrats finance their campaign?"

'"I should hope not," I said.

The waiter brought our cherries jubilee.

Bloodstone belched. "Besides, we have to think of

the economy. What's going to happen to all the hotel

banquet rooms if they do away with political fund-

raising dinners?"

"What a blow to Conrad Hilton," I said.

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

PointBlank

Sexual Politics A La Florida

"I know you've heard it hundreds of times," Shirley

Wheeler wrote me a year ago. "but if men had to go
through pregnancy, abortion would have been legal

years ago... I don't have the money to raise a child the

way I'd like to and besides the world situation keeps
getting worse for anyone's kids to grow up in such a

mess."
Six months earlier Shirley had discovered she was

pregnant. She knew that childbirth would be
physically dangerous for her and that she did not want
a child and, therefore, that she must have an abortion.

Abortion is legal in Florida only when necessary to

save the life of a woman. As in most states the decision

as to whether a woman will obtain a legal abortion is

left to the doctor, who normally refuses to perform the

procedure rather than expose himself to a potential

prosecution.
Shirley, therefore, arranged her abortion as millions

of other women have over the years. She called a

number given her by a friend, was picked up by a

stranger, blindfolded, and taken to an abortionist in

Jacksonville. She never saw the person who per-

formed the abortion because she was covered by a

sheet during the entire procedure.

Afterward Shirley returned to Daytona Beach, but

the abortion was unsuccessful. She had to visit

Jacksonville again and finally, approximately one
month after the original trip, she began
hemorrhaging She was placed in a local hospital by
her own doctor where the abortion was legally com-
pleted.

Police learned there had been an "abortion" in the

Daytona hospital and traced the fetus to a local

funeral parlor. Shirley was arrested and jailed shortly

after being discharged from the hospital. While in jail

Shirley was questioned about her abortion. When she

refused to answer, she was shown photos of the dead
fetus taken by police at the funeral parlor.

Shirley was also questioned about the identity of the

abortionist. When she was unable and unwilling to

disclose the identity, she was threatened with

prosecution. Such threats are not unusual in efforts to

prosecute abortionists, but they are rarely carried

out. In Shirley's case the threat came true.

On July 13, 1971, Shirley Wheeler, twenty-three
years of age, was convicted of manslaughter, which
carries a penalty of up to 20 years in prison Ironically

enough, on the very day Shirley's trial had begun, the

Florida Supreme Court reversed a conviction of three

men for conspiring to commit abortion (Walsingham
v. Florida). One of the judges explained in a con-

curring opinion that he did not believe the Florida

statutes prohibiting abortion were constitutional, for

nowhere in the statutes is it shown that the State has

an interest in protecting the fetus: "(N)owhere is

there a provision express or implied, for punishing

women who abort themselves, either directly or in-

directly."

Shirley Wheeler was sentenced on October 15, 1971,

in a courtroom filled with concerned women and

members of the press. She was given two years

probation. Then, alone with her probation officer, the

conditions of her probation were revealed; she must

cither marry the man with whom she had been living

for three years or return to North Carolina to live with

her family.

We have grown accustomed in recent years to the

concept of the political trial and the political prisoner,

but rarely, if ever, have those concepts been applied to

women prosecuted for exercising their constitutional

rights as women. Since the legalization of abortion in

New York, more than 200,000 women have had

abortions. Because she had the identical procedure in

Florida, Shirley Wheeler has been forced to become a

political prisoner.

Shirley has decided to appeal. I will be handling her

case as a staff attorney for the Center of Con-

stitutional Rights. Shirley's decision was based on her

desire not only to vindicate her own rights, but also to

insure that no other woman will become a political

prisoner for exercising her right to have an abortion.

The appeal comes at a time when thousands of

women are organizing throughout the country to

express their opposition to laws which restrict

abortion, and the United States Supreme Court is

faced with determining the constitutionality of the

abortion laws in Georgia and Texas. Courts do not

operate in a vacuum The success of Shirley's struggle

for her rights and those of her sisters may well depend
upon the degree to which women throughout the

country see her fight as their own and join forces.

Nancy Stearns is a staff attorney with the Center for

Constitutional Rights in New York City.
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Letters To The Editor

The Litterbug Will Get You
To the Kditor:

Isn't it nice after spring has sprung, summer has

come and is gone, and autumn has fallen at our feet,

that we have the cold sterilizing wind of winter

blowing around us. Thankful that the thick blanket of

whitewashing snow covers what large numbers of

damnable UMass students leave behind them as they

selfishly and inconsiderately make their way along

knowledge and pleasure-pursuing paths.

The evil is not the passing of time, the cold winter,

the pursuit of knowledge, or the similar pursuit of

pleasure. They may need to be dealt with, but not as

urgently

Litter.UMassis a pretty campus underneath all the

litter. Many trees and pines grow tall and filling out.

There are large areas of green grass close at hand to

all points on campus. Parts of campus are a muddy,

disrupted mess, true, but presumably most of that

well disappear when the construction workers leave.

Kven in Southwest, signs of returning greenery are

about, despite abuse and destruction of many of the

greening areas.

Thousands of students. And there lies the blame. We
students and our contemptable practice of seeing the

waste containers a minute too late. Too much effort

and too little time to go back. While students pleasure

seek, beer cans, wine bottles, food containers and

paper wrappers find their way into shrubbery and

under trees. Too out of our head? Ha! And those

wallowing in their intellect -How about the

newspapers and notebook paper caught in the corners

of buildings. Minds tangling with too many "heavv

thoughts?

Such together people. Heads high in the clouds,

unconcerned w ith the things at their feet. Just exactly

what is our culture countering? The contradiction

between words and actions is obvious. It keeps men
carrying around sharp-pointed sticks and keeps their

buckets busy, though.

Maybe the litterers are giving that cold winter wind

something to blow around us? Try. Take time.

John Barr

Project (Your) Self
To the Kditor:

Project: SELF, a women's studies program initiated

by the Valley Women's Center and co-sponsored by the

Division of Continuing Education at UMass, is

presenting at 8 p.m., Wed., Dec. 1, the first in a planned

series of colloquia between women of the community

and noted women speakers in the arts and professions.

Dr. Rose Olver, chairwoman of the Psychology

department at Amherst College, and Priscilla Warner,

member of the VWC and workshop leader of "Problems

of Senior Women" at W.P.C., will speak about the

November Massachusetts Women's Political Caucus

and other relevant women's liberation topics. The free

meeting will be at Farley Lodge, located off University

Drive behind the stadium. These colloquia hope to

promote a more personal contact between local women
and those involved in issues affecting their lives as

women. „ _,
Joan B. Engel

Tax Resistance Party
To the Kditor: .

At a time when few tactics for opposing the war in South Kast Asia

seem effective, when there is little vitality in the "movement." some of

us are gathering tonight to discuss tax resistance as a means of war

protest Instead of a formal meeting, the occasion is a house-warming

party for our new ( to us) home at 623-625 Main Street in Amherst. At some

point in the evening, we will talk seriously about the potential of tax

refusal as a form of conscientious disobedience to the war-making

national administration. Special attention will be given to the 10%

Federal Excise Tax on all telephone usage -a conspicuous war revenue

measure specifically retained by Congress in 1967 to help pay for the

enlarged American role in Vietnam. Many people are refusing to pay this

tax Others could join such resistance with a minimum of fuss and with

increasing effectiveness as the numbers grow. One topic to be discussed

is whether to attempt a public campaign to enlarge the number of phone

tax refusers in the Amherst area. If you are at all interested m tax

resistance, whatever your present involvement, please feel free to join us

tonight (Tuesdav), 8 p.m. or later, at the address given above.

Jean Matlack

(Special Student. School of Education

)

Jim Matlack

( Assistant Professor of English

)

Summing It Up
In light of all the criticism recently published by tne Collegian

regarding U of M Police I have decided that it is time for the "silent

majority" to make some comments.
Therefore, I'm sending you a copy of an article which sums it all up.

Thank you.

Supporter of our U of M Police

(Reprinted from The San Francisco Examiner)

This concerns a minority group with high visibility.

It is a group too often condemned and too seldom commended.

There are fewer than 800,000 of this minority in all the United States. In

all of California, there are fewer than 50,000.

They tend to congregate in core cities. There are 1,872 in San Francisco.

Members of this minority group have longer work days than our

average citizen. Their earnings are limited. Few belong to unions.

They get jobs others shun. Their work is frequently dangerous. As a

result, their insurance rates are higher than average.

In the past 10 years more than 640 of their number have been brutally

gunned down.

Many have l)een targets for rocks, clubs, bottles, and bags of human

excrement. Many have been spat upon. Most have been insulted and

called vile names.
The lives of many have been threatened. The homes of some have been

bombed and burned. Children and wives of this minority group are often

terrorized and criticized.

The men are expected to accept insults without responding in kind.

While earning less than some laborers, they are required to expertly

and instantaneously make legal decisions that may require months of

deliberation by the Supreme Court.

They are criticized and condemned for being too soft. Just as they are

criticized and condemned for being too tough.

They are not without fault, but if all of our citizens were as law-abiding

as they, all people could walk our streets in safety at all hours

They give strength to laws. Without them our cities would become

jungles. They are as precious to society as doctors, lawyers, teachers,

and preachers.

They belong to all the races of man. They are black and white and

brown and yellow. They are Catholics, Protestants, Jews, and agnostics.

They are our police officers, members of a proud profession.

They merit more respect than they receive.
muiua iai.e....B " «- j — --

On The Breeding Habits Of The Volkswagen
.. .._ „... „„, H.„.i„ rtfRLrarfnrv nprind in American Corvair (Corvus horridus) is on duration of j

(Editor's note: ho you thought the

Volkswagen controversy was over, eh? It's

just beginning. Last week we ran an

editorial point about the Theory of the In-

linitelv Kxpanding Volkswagen. Our reply

was quick in coming. This came in from

someone in the Zoology Dept. who signed his

accompanying note "E. Seheisskopf." He

said it, we didn't) mmmmmi

ON THE BREEDING HABITS OF THE
VOLKSWAGEN <VULGIVEHICULUM:
(PORSCHIDIDAE).

Bv Erich Seheisskopf

The prevalence of Volkswagens in the

Nearctic and Palaerctic regions (with oc-

casional small populations occurring in

other areas) has led to some speculation

upon this species. The Common Volkswagen

(Vulgivehiculum vulgaris )has been sur

prisingly ignored by modern behavionsts,

who seem preoccupied with the bizzare and

spectacular (but rare) antics of copulating

Ferraris. Maseratis, Bugattis, and other

pizazz. Accordingly, a sizeable i $50,000)

grant was sought and obtained from the

NSF (Nazi Science Foundation, an exile

group in Buenos Aires) for the study of this

common species.

Through diligent effort, 56 copulating

pairs were observed, mainly with a

snooperscope, at a distance of 500 to 1000

meters Sound recordings of 12 unseen

copulations were also obtained. Contacts

between the Common VW I V. vulgaris) and

the Karmann Ghia species I

V

snniviilgaiis) were also observed and

photographed in areas where the forms are

sympathetic.

I am indebted to my intrepid assistant,

Hugo Schultz. who was mauled by an

angered Vulgivehiculum after crawling too

close to the festivities and is now recovering

from his injuries

Viilgivehiculum is typically a secretive

breeder. Males and females pair during

early evening and retreat to some se< luded

spot to complete the ritual Males are

particularly dangerous when disturbed

The female is poiyestrous and appears to

come into heat approximately every I

weeks, except during a refractory period in

January. Commonly only 2 ova are

liberated, but cases of 3 and 4 have been

reported (Seheisskopf, I960). The female is

receptive to the male only during heat. At

other times she usually resists overtures by

bending fenders, smashing headlights, and

creasing bumpers. Males in Vulgivehiculum

populations commonly show traces of such

past encounters (Seheisskopf, 1962).

Pregnancy normally lasts 45 days, though

duration can he affected by several factors,

.lohanneslaufer (1955) demonstrated that

sludgy oil in the engine and transaxle in-

creased pregnancy duration by an average

of 5 days. The young are carried in the front

compartment and usually implant on the

gas tank, though some other sites can be

used. The placenta is of the gasolino-chorial

type, with some fetal invasion of maternal

tissue (Seheisskopf, 1952. 1953). Transfer of

tfases and metabolites across the placenta

seems to be fairly efficient.

The male remains in the rut all year long.

After pairing, the male commonly circles

the female at a speed of 15 mph, honking his

horn and squealing the brakes occasionally.

If a supercharger is developed, it is swit-

ched on (since presence of the supercharger

in the male renders it far more attractive to

the female). The female responds with a

series of 15 rapid jerks, in each of which the

nose is depressed until the bellypan touches

the ground. The female responds, ap-

parently, to the form and color of the male's

headlight rims. Gemuesekopf <1963>

demonstrated that males whose headlight

rims were taped over experimentally were

always rejected by females, and he

suggested that this is the isolation

mechanism which prevents interbreeding

between V. vulgaris and V. semivulgaris.

This cue and response pattern is similar to

that found in the Ferraridae? by Rivoli

(1952. 1955, 19u6a, 1956b, 19560

and in the Fordidae by MacNamara (I960).

It may be uniform throughout the Order

Obviously, however, this isolating

mechanism is by no means perfect, since

there is reason to suspect that the Common

American Corvair (Corvus horridus) is

derived by introgressive hybridization

between Vulgivehiculum and some yet

unidentified species of Chevroletidae ;
this

view was championed by Seheisskopf 1 1965)

and has been vigorously opposed by Mire

(1965a. 1965b, 1965c, 1966a. 1966b, 1966c.

I966d. 1966e ad nauseam).
Significantly, in the contacts between V.

vulgaris and V. semivulgaris which we

observed during the present study, contact

between individuals was broken off at this

Stage.

The male responds to the female's jerks

by circling around and mounting from

behind. The concave bellypan (plastron) of

the male assists in mounting. Intromission

commonly takes 30 seconds, after which the

male jumps off and screeches 5 or 6 times.

Each female usually produces 4 young per

year, and since mortality is negligible,

recruitment is a significant factor in

population growth. It appears now that the

species responds to increasing density by

migration. This means of reducing density

is of course only temporary, since the

species must eventually run short of

habitable territory. Possible, we might find

some parasite capable of controlling the

population, but parasites so far seem to be

very rare in Vulgivehiculum. Another

possible alternative is interesting the beasts

in birth control.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the

biology of Vulgivehiculum is the lack of

variation in external morphology, both

geographically in the modern species, and

through time." Vulgivehiculum seems to be

in a prolonged bradytelic evolutionary

phase, even by comparison with other

similar species of Palaearctic origin <cf.

Rowland. 1968).
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Draft Counselor 's Corner

Getting Out Legally

DON'T LOOK BACK, D.A. Pennebakers documentary about Bob

Dylan and his British tour in IMS will be shown tonight in the SI

Ballroom at 7:38 and !>::t<>.

ByGILBERT J. SALK
Welcome back from Turkey Day.

1 hope you've all recovered from

your cases of indigestion. Un-

fortunately, some of us still haven't

gotten over a bad case of the draft,

so here we go.

I want to spend some time today

talking about medical deferments.

The main thing you want to know

about them is what will get you one

and how to go about getting it.

The main thing to remember is

that they are not all that hard to

come by Kven if you don't have

any medical problems which you

feel are serious. Uncle Sam may
disagree with you, so don't give up

hope. You should note that the

military can cause you to undergo

rather extreme physical,

emotional, and climatic conditions,

and medical problems which don't

interfere with your normal day-to-

day living could be severe

problems in the service.

With that bit of hope, let's go on.

I want to list some of the more

common problems. This list will

not be definitive; if you don't

Campus Carousel

Cruising The Campuses

disqualify yourself because of

something on this list, talk to a

qualified draft counselor to

determine whether you might have

something a little more esoteric.

If you have any history of asth-

ma since your 12th birthday, you

will be rejected. Allergies, if they

are severe and not helped by either

antihistamines or shots, can lead to

a rejection. Generalized allergic

reactions to insect bites or com
mon foods are rejections.

(Generalized means that the

reaction affects more than the

immediate part of your body stung

or bitten.)

Recurrent problems with your

joints -wrist, elbow, shoulder, hip.

knee, or ankle -can disqualify you.

as can severely flat feet and many
back problems. If you are "double-

jointed" at all. this is a rejection.

Skin problems such as eczema,

psoriasis, severe acne, and other

problems can lead to

disqualification. A history of

migraine headaches will disqualify

you.

If you are a homosexual, or have

had any homosexual experiences,

vou cannot be drafted. If you are in

the custody of a court (awaiting

trial, on probation or suspended

sentence, involved in an appeal)

you cannot be drafted until your

case is settled. If you have a

history of psychological or

emotional problems, or if you have

been troubled by psychosomatic or

'nervous'' ailments, you could be

deferable

If you're into dope at all heavily,

you could be deferred as drug

dependent I Be careful on this one,

though. Draft records are not all

that confidential.)

Keep in mind that for most

deferable medical and/or

psychological problems,
documentation is important. I'll

deal more with medical

documentation in Thursday's

column. If you have questions

about what is or isn't deferable, see

a draft counselor. They are

trained, and will be glad to help

you.
Free drall counseling is available from

Dratl Counseling Services. The office is in 923

Campus Center

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

BvTONYf.KAMTK
I UK (iBKKKS HAVE WORDS FOB IT. and they

are expressed in a new monthly newspaper making its

debut on the Indiana University campus. Dec. 10.

That's the word from the Indiana Daily Student.

announcing its competition from the Interfraternity

Council, which is subsidizing the tabloid-size

publication.

Only the news that fits the Greek interests (and

presumably that which isn't covered in the campus

newspaper i will appear.

An ominous note is that the new paper will be selling

ad space to help finances.
**»

MOKE NEW WORDS for old concepts appear in the

Daily Revettle of Louisiana State U. You've heard of

•contemplating one's navel" and other euphemisms

for the gentle art of introspection?

Comes now Author Jim Wells with a think piece in

which he contemplates childhood dreams.

He calls it the 'View from the toenail."

WHICH LEADS TO NOTIFICATION that the

University of Wisconsin Daily Cardinal recently (just

before Thanksgiving) devoted its weekly magazine

section to 'gay liberation in our lifetime."

Some of the titled pieces: "Gay Liberation: Out of

I he Closets": "Coming Out ": 'Homosexuality and the

Law"; II You Cant Dance. Get Off the Floor" and

To Be Black and Gay."
****

VI \TKBBKDS FOUND UNSAFE in the dormitories

of Central Michigan U., according to a piece in Life.

the thrice-weeklv newspaper on campus.

And in banning the beds. Housing Director George

Jennings announces that studies show that "water-

beds exceed safety regulations" in that the live load

capacity I the weight in addition to the weight of the

building on the ground I will not safely hold waterbeds

Heads of residence have been instructed to remove

all waterbeds and not to permit new ones in the dorms

HEADLINE SAYS IT ALL.in the UWisconsin-

Milwaukee Post: "Too Many Cars, Too Many Tickets,

Too Little Space
"

The statistics: one zoologist on campus considers

(he automobile to be "a sophisticated and fantastic

phallic symbol" which 'consumer advocates seem to

feel that manufacturers give the shaft to drivers while

the environmentalists think drivers shaft the

ecology." .

Total of (i.Too students were given permits to park in

711 parking spaces. Result: 4,064 parking tickets

issued since Sept. 7.
****

TREE 1MACKKBS have been busy on the campus

at Southern Illinois U-Edwardsville, this Fall. The

Daily Aleslle reports their busy work being the

replacement of maples that couldn't survive "com-

pacted soil conditions, lack of water and daily ex-

posure to the bus and auto exhaust emissions."

They have been supplanted by the hardier black oak

which 'hopefully can weather ..(it) until next Arbor

Day."
Oak v doaky!

LOOK MA ..all cavities at Mankato (Mich) State

College are being diagnosed in adental hygiene clinic

manned bv students and their instructors who

supervise cleaning of teeth for a small fee and render

free diagnoses for referral to family dentists.

The two-year-old diagnostic clinic has 11 chairs

manned by 15 students enrolled in the two-year dental

hygiene program
.

According to the M8C Daily Reporter. "The girls

have pleased patients with their proficiency and

pleasantry."

Which should always be free-even in one's own

neighborhood cavity cubicle.
****

Willi II i.k \DS THE CAROUSEL to the headline of

the week, discovered in the Letters columns of the

I Wis Milwaukee Post Be an athletic supporter"

BEWARE!

Qatcksihfcr

Tonite!

MDC Classifieds Pay

will make you think!

and that could be

painful!

Case - 8:00 D.m. - Dec. 9

Tickets - $2 at door
$1 in advance

at table in C.C. Concourse

or Call 549-6149

DONT LOOK BACK
AFiimBvD A Pennebakef

Tuesday, November 30 75c

S.U. Ballroom 7: 30 and Q 30

SENIORS
Will You Remember the Day You Graduate?

You Might — If You Help Plan It.

The first meeting of the Senior Committee will be held

Tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 905 - 909, C.C.

Future meetings are planned for Dec. 6 and Dec. 9

1

Rodgers Here Next Week
The noted black dancer-

choreographer Rod Rogers will

lead his company in a single

performance in one of the season's

Dance Series events, as well as in

two performances for the Celebrity

Series. December 7-9 at 8:00 p.m.

in Bowker Auditorium, sponsored

by the UMass Fine Arts Council in

cooperation with the

Massachusetts Council on Arts and

Humanities. Each evening's

performance will feature a dif-

ferent program.
Mr. Rodgers studied in the

midwest prior to coming to New
York in 1963 to work in several

dance companies. With his own
company, he has firmly

established himself as one of

today's most provocative young

choreographers. He has also

published several outspoken ar-

ticles on dance.

In 1970 the Rod Rodgers Dance
Company received a grant from

the New York State Council on the

Arts, and in recognition of his gifts

as an innovative choreographer.

Mr. Rodgers received a John Hay
Whitney Fellowship in IMS and a

grant from the National En-

dowment for the Arts in 1970.

The acclaim for Rodgers has

been as widespread as its been

unanimous. Phyllis G. Richmond

in Dance Magazine said "Rod
Rodgers' dancers perform, with an

obvious pride, works which are

worth going out of your way to

see.'' George Beiswanger in the

Atlanta Journal said the company
is one "with something to say and a

way of saying it that ingratiated

and also hit between the eyes. And
Marion Sawyer in the New York

Chelsea Clinton News said "Rod
Rodgers demonstrates that he is a

more gifted choreographer than

many who are better known."
Reserved tickets for the per-

formances are available at the

Fine Arts Council Ticket Office. 125

Herter Hall, Tel 545-0202.

Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Auditorium

one hour before the performance.

Lebow Memorial
Concert Tonight

Rod Rodgers

Two contemporary musical

works are scheduled for the third

annual Howard M. Lebow
Scholarship Fund concert at the

UMass. Amherst. Tuesday, Nov.

30.

Igor Stravinsky's "L'Histoire du

Soldat" (1918) and Bela Bartok's

"Sonata for Two Pianos and

Percussion'' (1937) will be

presented at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium.

Charles Fussell of the UMass
music department will conduct

"L'Histoire,'' which will be staged

in accordance with Stravinsky's

original conception of the work.

Harry Mahnken of the UMass
speech department will stage the

work, and Candice Morse of the

I Mass School of Physical

Education will do the

choreography.
Bartok's "Sonata" will be per-

formed by three UMass music

lacultv artists: Estela Ker-

senbaum Olevsky on piano, Fer-

nando Kaeser on piano, and Peter

Tanner on percussion. Amy Kidd.

Westfield Junior High music

teacher, a graduate of the Boston

University School of Fine and

Applied Arts, will also be a per

cussionist.

The Howard M. Lebow
Scholarship Fund, which proceeds

from the concert will benefit, was

established by the UMass music

department in memory of the late

member of their department.

Contributions to the fund will be

accepted at the door the night of

the concert. Checks should be

made out to the 1971 Howard M.

Lebow Scholarship Fund Benefit

Concert. Contributions by mail

should be sent to the Music

Department, Machmer Hall,

Amherst, Mass. 01002.

^^-^W>^]
Mizaur's

Mercantile
announces

A Large Selection
of

Incense, Candles
Pottery, Etc.
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Children's Theater's

Christmas Production
"Christmas Medley," an in-

formal and improvisational

children's theatre production on

less familiar Christmas legends,

will be presented by the UMass

Theatre Dec. 2,3, and 4 in Studio

Theatre. South College.

Under the direction of Dorothy

Aldrich of the UMass faculty, the

play will feature a style of theatre

up until now rather unique for

children's theatre Nine actors and

actresses will improvise the

legends and Christmas stories.

Rocha Film Slated

"Antonio Das Mortes." the fifth

film in the series "Films for In-

tellectuals." will be shown at

Amherst College Thursday.

Sponsored by the Amherst
College Lecture Committee, the

film will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in

the Converse Assembly Room.

Converse Hall, on the Amherst

College campus The event is open

to the public without charge.

Directed by Glauber Rocha.

"Antonio Das Mortes" explores the

themes of violence and repression,

while trying to define a new

revolutionary esthetic.

which include A. A. Milne's "King

John's Christmas," "Christmas

Chimes", "Voyage of the Wee Red
Cap," and "The Wishing Well."

There will be no admission

charged, but it is necessary that

tickets be picked up in advance

since the Studio Theatre has

limited seating. Tickets may be

obtained at Bartlett box office, 545-

2579. from 10 am to 4 p.m. Nov. 29

through Dec. 3. There will be no

tickets at the door.

Performances will be at 10 a.m.

and 2 p.m. Dec. 4 and at 7 p.m. Dec.

2 and 3.

AUTOS FOR SALE

IMN VW. new Urea, excellent cowl.,

good radio/heater. Mutl be teen! Call

253*4*5. tm .x

10*4 VW (or tale. Call **S-300«.
Ull-30

IM4 Chevy, aw. loot*, mutt find good

home. Hood rtmntai condition *«*«•

muffler I2». Call MM between M p.m.

or call late.
tf „_,,

•*5 Corvahr Mow*. * •*** *m
,^

n
}

radio, good condition. No Rot, good Urea.

»» < •" ******
„„-»

•«3 VW bug. e«clnt mech

brake*. starter, end., front end

Urea. »now tire mounted. Call

rvenlnga. I two.

new
• goad
54«-*7«7

tru.m

R7 BMW. IHIWT1. tipeed. tnewradlala

am-fm. *w. radio. e«cellent condition. Call

771 -313* anytime.
tflZ-l

i*7fl Dodge Senaca Station Wagon,

mechanically perfect, new brake*. IIP*

(all S4.-..4*.

3/4 ton '53 Kord V-0 nathead Pickup

Start*, run*. »elllng reluctantly. Fall In-

spection »tkker IIM .
««S-3*0I.

tfll-30

FOR SALE

SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE

Redeem Coupons at the

STUDENT UNION HATCH
between 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Tues., Nov. 30 Sat., Dec. 4

# # One Coupon
Per Order

With This Coupon

2 Hamburgers
French Fries

box Soft Drink
for

Only 75*
($1.00 value)

from 5 p.m. -• p.m. Tues. Sat.

Nov. 30 Dec. 4

at STUDENT UNION HATCH

% Ice Cream Sundae ^
of your choice

10' Off
With T hit Coupon

Tues.-Sat., Nov. 30 -Dec. 4

5p.m.-9p.m.

at STUDENT UNION ICE CREAM BAR

SIZZLiNG STEAK hsrmd
DAILY3P.M.-10P.M.

MDC CLASSIFIED
Uultars Amp*, drum*, ace. at

reasonable price*. The Guitar Workihop.

00 Main 8t. North SSS-I7M
tfnao

Vapeed Columbia guy'* bike, very good

condition. Also tennis racket and hot plate.

Call evening* 54*-l224 ask for Arlen.

UI2-2

- 2n%-5*% Discount Stereo Components,

all major 'brand*. \l«o 0-tracb tape*

Kaker Stereo. Call Barry or Dave M«-*t*3

4-5:3*.
If 12-3

ROOMMATES WANTED SERVICES APT. WANT ED

F. rmmt. to share 2 bdrm. apt.. frn»ho.

frplc. grg. 2 firs, of old h»e. Dec. or Jan.

Judy II Middle St.. Hdly . 5**-37K4. II3B

dp/mo ht Incl. MM
Female roommate to *hare room In Ig.

farmhouse 150/monlh plu* utilities. Call

StiMtMS.
tr 1 2-3

Amherst Audio service*. Stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. 1»7

No. Pleasant St. 2SS-0I33.

U5-I2

Hahvsltting in m> home anytime:

weekend*, nights, (all Pam at S3MW7*.
If 1 2-3

Wanted 2 bedroom apartment in Puffion

Village starting. In Jan. or Feb. Call Mark

at 2SS-H723 after • p.m.
UI2-3

2 girl* need place to live next sem .

approx ISO or under each. Call S4*-*S1*.

TYPING

Yg. St. Bernard dogs for sale. AKC reg.,

temp, shots, parentage good disposition,

reasonable 0I7-S44-30** or ludv MS- 2 351

tf 12-1

Discount Stereo Components, compacts.

T.V.'s a> 40% off Hat price. Factory sealed

and warranty. Jim Jenaen 5*0-13*5

til 2-3

X Country Ski*. Alpine Ski*. 1/2 price

Ski Poles for only IH. You cant gel them
any cheaper! Call Marybeth at 54*5214

anytime.
tflM

Female roommate to share one bedroom

In Purfton Village, (all S4»-o7S3

still

Mouse lo share with I bedroom,

available Dec. I and another Jan. I

I «S/month plus share utilities Prefer

woman over 21. 253-753* after 5: 00.

tfll-30

Typing -these*, dissertation*, etc. Faat.

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem symbol* (all 253-3*01
'

tUMi

HELPWANTED

APTS. FOR RENT

Own room in large 2 bedroom apt. In

Northampton. 175 mo utilities Included

Avail. Dec. I. Call S0*-3*5fl after five.

tfll-30

We don't discriminate 2K or 2M for I

room. Bent cheap. Colonial Vll. ph. 25*-

hi'ii after supper.
tfl2-l

l.lvr-m woman for Infant care. Will

pro». in return pvt. rm. cooking facll.,

semi-pvl. bath, living area furn., 2 1/2 ml.

from camp. 540-1112.
1112-0

WANTED

ROOM WANTED

Bide to Wise X'rna** Vac. Call Singh «-

tr i2-i

PERSONAL

Thanks to our Cheerleaders from the

i ah and especially to our Coach. Brggle

We love you. The Hookers.
tfll-30

2 male students want 2 single rooms for

2nd. semester Can pay 100. 105. Please

call 54A-5030. ask for Mike, eveninga.

If 1 2-3

POFTBY for Poetry Anthology Please

incl. stamped return envel. for prompt

reply Idlewlld Press. 1007 Faat Olympic

BlvdI . I. os Angeles.
tf 12-2

MOVIE FOR RENT

Speakers I pr. Criterion 25a 's. new cond.

1411 new. asking 125. (all Doug 540-H370

tfll-30

Bemember Stover? He's at BQ bar (no

ID) and we've got a dance teacher for a

real hodown I No coal. No experience. Call

Mike 253-5750

"CANDY" STABS FWA Al'LIN.
BIMJO. BBANDO. HI NDBFDS MOBK
MI/SK BY STFPPFNWOI.F It THF
BYBDS (IN COI.OB I00p». "CANDY"
SAT.. DEC. 4, MAHAB. 030-H: 45-11 :00

tr 1 2-.t

2 bedroom Townhouae. air cond.. ww
carpet. I200 month, Including utilities

C all 0*5-412* after S.W.
tfll-30

MT . Sit;ABLOAF APTR AVAIL JAN
i. m;. i bdrm . irriL. INCLUDED.
AIB-COND. POOL IIM. CALL BKIBISKI

BEAI.TOBS 253-7222 EVE 253-2*2*

afttafj

2 bedroom apt.. Squire Milage
couples /married* Available Jan I. rent

1 1*0 includes utilities Call 0*S-32I« or 0*5

2203 MM
LECTURE NOTES

S.E.S Bm. 31*, Student I Mon ha* note*

for Anthro 1*4. Bot 101. Econ I2S. 12*. Oeol

101. Micro 14*. Phil 105. P*ch and Hoc 1*1.

UI2-3

Kittens. • weeks, weaned * trained. 4

black. 2 tigers S40-OO7*

tf!2-3

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Beglater your book in S.I Bm 310.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save I

money , sell direct tf-*em.

1 I ^ 4 W C
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Notices
WiiEL FLIGHT
Meeting 7 p.m. tonight.

CAMPUS SCOUTS
Don't forget our trailblazing

expedition Sat. Dec. 4. Rides

leaving at 1 p.m. For info call

67504.

COALITION FOR PEACE AND
JUSTICE
Where do we stand: What we

have and will do. Dorm leafletting

and canvassing. Tonight at 8 p.m.

in Rm 174 CC.
COLLEGIATE PLYING CLUB
Monthly meeting of the club will

meet in Rm 165 CC at 7:30 Wed-
nesday. Discussion of the air meet

on Saturday and a film will be

shown.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting in Rm 805-809 CC at 6:30

p.m.

GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOC
Meeting at 7:30 CC rm 903.For

discussion of courses &
requirements for next semester.

All majors & persons interested in

georgraphical courses are urged to

attend.

mi i ft
Israeli dancing tonight at 7 p.m.

in the Hillel rooms. All interested

may attend, free instructions.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION
AMI HUMAN NEEDS
Meeting 7 p.m. tonight in 105 CC.

Business matters to vote on
t'hristmas fund drive plans to be

discussed. New members
welcome.
DEPT OF PLANT & SOIL
SCIENCE
Course in Organic gardening and

farming, PI Soil 386. 3-credits, next

semester (spring 1972). Prof.

Barker. Time: Lecture 11:00 Tu
Th. (1) 1:25-3:20 Lab-Disc Tu, (2)

1:25-3:20 Lab-Disc Th. No
prerequisites. Permission of in-

structor is desireable

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
GLIB
The regular square dance will be

held tonight in the CCA. Lessons

will be from 7:30-9:30 and club

level dancing from 9:30-10:30.

NAIADS
Naiads will follow Thursday

schedule today Mixed group and
deviations meet at 3 4")

Natatorgraphers Run thru

scheduled for Mon . Dec. 13 at 4:45

PBE LAW
There will be a meeting of the

Pre Law Assoc, on Thursday at

7 30 p.m in CC 163 Law students

in the area will discuss standards

for admission and the legal

programs at their institutions; also

LSAT scores and latest

requirements.

REC SOCIETY
Anyone interested in baking or

donating baked goods for the Rec
Society fund-raising bake sale

Thurs. Contact Jay (61084) or

signup in Rec. Office. Money will

go to a party at Christmas for kids

at an orphanage. Please try and

help.

RELIGIOUS DISCUSSION
The Holy Spirit -Tonight in the

Newman Center Classroom at 7 : 30.

SPECIAL EDUCATION
We need to know how many

students are interested in majoring

in special education. If you are

interested or would like more in-

formation call Sue (66675) or Jean
ic»<;r)60).

STUDENT INTERNATIONAL
MEDITATION SOCIETY
Introductory Lectures-Tuesday

Nov. 30 at 8 p.m. or Wed at 12 noon

in 917 CC

Parking Office Asks Your

Cooperation With Snow Rules

iGone With
The Wind

( ,

French
Connection

R

Sunday
Moody
Lunday.

loe Hill
e.p

Together

ACRFS FREF PARKING

ROCKER LOUNGER*.

hapgl rouw TifKiii

The Parking Office wishes to

remind all University students,

staff and faculty to cooperate with

the snow parking rules and
regulations so as to facilitate snow

removal operations.

During heavy snowstorms,
parking rules and regulations will

be temporarily suspended to

permit vehicles to park in lots

other than those to which they are

assigned while snow removal
operations are taking place or in

cases when parking in a particular

lot would cause excessive hazard

to the vehicle operator. Vehicle

owners will be expected to use good

judgement in returning vehicles to

their assigned lots within a

reasonable and prudent period of

time.

The Physical Plant Department
has prepared the following

priorities for snow removal
operations:

Priority I. Clark Hill Road. In-

firmary Rd., Stockbridge Rd.,

access road to Sylvan Dorms,
Massachusetts Ave., University

Drive, Commonwealth Ave.

Priority II. Road to Fraternity-

Sorority Park, road to Chancellor's

House, Eastman Lane, Thatcher
Way, Fearing St. Ext., Campus
Center Way, oil unloading area.

North Village Road.
Priority III. Worcester and

Franklin Dining Commons parking

lots, Mark's Neadow School, Lot

»14, Lot #1, front of "F" lot. Lots

»10, #11. #12, #13, areas #5, #6. #4, #2,

#7.

Priority IV. Lots "N", "M".
..F .. ,.H .. uy„

Vehicles will be permitted to

park roadside on cleared roadways

while snow removal operations are

taking place in the lots, without

being ticketed. Move back into the

parking lots within a reasonable

and prudent period of time. The
Parking Office is requesting the

cooperation of all resident vehicle

owners in helping with snow
removal. The Physical Plant is

going to try and alert various

dorms v/hen snow removal will

take place. Movement of cars will

enable snow removal to be handled

quickly and effectively.

It is recommended that all

members of the campus com
munity insure as safe and con-

venient a winter as possible by
winterizing their vehicles. Mount
snow tires as soon as possible. Any
abandoned vehicles presently

standing on University parking lots

should be removed by the owner
well in advance of December 1.

1971, or prior to the first major
snowstorm.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM-

Gemmi individuals qesliculate, use their

hands more so than the average person

These natives are active, display in

lellectual curiosity and often become in

volved with those born under Leo.

Teachers, reporters and photographers

ippear to be predominant occupations ot

ihe Gemini born

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Spotlight on

what you earn, pay and collect. You draw

persons to you now who can aid in near

futur*. But don't press, push, force or

cajole A receptive attitude will gain you

what is required.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) This could

be the start of something big Means you

make contacts, receive offers, test ideas.

And vou attract favorable attention. Those

who may have opposed you now put out

welcome mat
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Some may

attempt to apply heavy handed methods. In

most rases, this is a coverup for actual

knowledge, ability Realize those in

positions of authority ultimately intend to

uack you Be confident

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Be receptive

io qesture of goodwill You can spread

influence for good One who attempts to

restrict you will relent Aries individual can

help vou obtain what might be missing

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Spotlight on

carwr. added prestige and standing in

community Stress independence,
jinality and innate creative force

t.mrtis person may appear as formidable

opposition it will be mostly bluff

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Good chance

now to impress with writing, special

causes idealism floats high Get solid base

One at a distance can be valuable ally You

teach and learn You gain now by sharing

assets.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Study in

vestment potential Your collateral may be

worth more than you imagine. Check with

one who seems happy go lucky. There is

more to situation lhan surface appearances

would indicate.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Accent on

how you relate to public opinion. Plug

loopholes. Be positive about legal

maneuvers. Mate or partner takes

initiative Don't fight progress. Status quo

is due to become a memory.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Work

methods subject to change. Obtain hint

irom Scorpio message. Streamline

procedures Do what comes naturally but

cut expenses Diet, health, medical ap
pointments also figure prominently

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Like

many, you, loo, will be«caught in whirl of

change, travel, variety Lunar aspect en

courages creative endeavors Imprint your

own style Highlight individuality. Young

person aids

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18): Build

toward security. Household products

demand attention. Staples should not be

neglected. Don't take details for granted.

Close observation now is a necessity. Avoid

wishful thinking.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20) You gain by

doing what gives you pleasure. Be ver

satile, but don't spread efforts too thin

Relative who does much talking may not

really be serious Know this and respond

accordingly.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

fiave sense of humor, you have made
significant changes and now you are

gnawed at by self doubt Realize that what

•on have planted wll blossom A Piscean

will be m picture You are due tor added

recognition Know this and stick to course

Goal is closer lhan you think.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS DOWN

1 Rip

5 'repare for

print

9 Tear

12 In addition

13 Girl's name
14 Fruit drink

15 Prefix: down

16 Cook in hot

water

18 Idle chatter

20 Parent
(colloq.)

22 Stupefy

24 Diplomacy

27 Danish island

29 Shield

31 Rocky hill

32 Breaks

suddenly

34 Epic poetry

36 Greek letter

37 Thoroughfare

39 Declines

41 Cooled lava

42 Metal
fastener

44 Apportioned

45 Anger

47 Jump
49 Expires

50 Old musical

instrument

52 Let it stand

54 A state

(abbr.)

55 Rodent
c;7 Caudal

appendage

59 Teutonic deity

61 Time gone by

63 Declare

6f » Skin ailment

6/ Pronoun

fi£ 1 Planet

6S Fondles

1 Youngster
2 Fundamental
3 Conjunction
4 Take

unlawfully

5 Choice part

6 Downpour
7 Preposition

8 Label

9 Clerical collar

10 Cyprinoid fish

1 1 Hebrew letter

17 Bone
19 Near
21 Sandarac tree

23 Pinches
25 Complete set

26 Relies on
27 Attack

28 Unlock
30 Traded for

money
33 Fur-bearing

mammal

35
38
40
43
46
48
51

53

Petitioned

Cravats
Principal

Second of two

Mistake
Fruit (pi.)

Babylonian

deity

Note of scale

56 Scottish cap
58 Once around

track

60 Things, in law

61 Exclamation

62 Earth goddess
64 A state (abbr

)

66 Symbol for

cerium

I 2 3
' i 5 6 7 8 7^ 9 10 11

12
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13 14

15
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Baseball Brass Goes Wild

McDowell Headed For Giants
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (API-Baseball's winter

meetings opened with a bang Monday, highlighted by

two major trades and the annual player draft as the

major league general managers did their Christmas

shopping early.

Cincinnati and Houston swung the day's biggest

deal, an eight-man swap that sent home run slugger

Lee May to the Astros and brought second baseman

Joe Morgan to the Reds.

Before that, the pitching-hungry Oakland As picked

up left-hander Ken Holtzman from the Chicago Cubs

in exchange for outfielder Rick Monday.

Earlier the major league teams drafted 13 players

at a cost of $25,000 each, but the trading action easily

overshadowed the draft.

The Reds, looking for speed, surrendered May,

second baseman Tommy Helms and utilityman

.Jimmy Steward, to Houston in exchange for Morgan,

outfielder Cesar Geronimo, pitcher JackBillingham,

infielder Denis Menkeand minor league outfielder Ed
Armbrister.

The key man for the Astros had to be May, whose 39

home runs was the third best total in baseball last

season. The big slugger batted .278 in 1971 and has hit

147 homers in five full seasons for the Reds. He was a

heralded cog in the Big Red Machine that drove

Cincinnati to the National League pennant in 1970 but

the Reds seemed unconcerned about surrendering

him.

"Sure, we're giving up power," said Sparky An

derson. Manager of the Reds, "but I think that this

trade gives us a chance to play more actual baseball

There's a lot more to baseball than hitting homeruns.

Morgan is the key man. I look for him to steal 50

bases."
Morgan stole 40 bases for the Astros last season and

has swiped 195 in his career. He will take over at

second base for the departed Helms and Menke will

likely play at third base, with Tony Perez switching to

first for the Reds next year.

It was an interest in speed that sent the Cubs after

Mondav.
"He can fly," said Leo Durocher. Manager of the

Cubs. "The game has changed. With that AstroTurf, if

you can't run, you're in trouble."

Dick William's, manager of the A's, said the deal

was under discussion for some time and that it was

beneficial for both clubs.

"We hated to give up Mondav. but we had to have

pitching help." said Williams. Chuck Dobson, one A's

starter, underwent elbow surgery earlier this month.

Williams said the condition of Dobson and John "Blue

Moon" Odom. who also had arm problems last year,

precipited the trade.

Starr Returns To Action
GREEN BAY. Wis. (AP) Bart

Starr, the man Vince Lombardi

made a great quarterback,

returned to action Sunday after a

nearly year-long layoff, but much
of his magic was missing.

His right arm, laid open twice

this year by surgical scalpels,

showed some of the brilliance that

helped make the Green Bay
Packers of the 1960s one of the

most devastating teams ever on a

gridiron.

But neither Starr or the rest of

the Packers showed the smooth

precision that made them
champions as they lost to New
Orleans 29-21.

"You can't blame Starr," Coach

Dan Devine said of the 16-year

veteran who underwent surgery in

July to correct a painful tendon

problem in his right arm and then

again when an artery severed in

the original repair job was found to

be leaking.

"I thought he played quite well."

said Devine. "But we didn't have a

good field position, we had to punt

into the wind and we always

seemed to be second and 25."

"That came from penalties that

hurt more than the yards

measured off and six turnovers-

mistakes that weren't there when

the Packers won three consecutive

world championships under the

late Lombardi.
Starr, a bench-rider until

Lombardi made him a starter in

1959. completed eight of 17 passes

Sunday, including his first two.

which netted 41 yards in an early

touchdown drive. In that drive they

looked like winning Packer teams,

not the current 3-7-1 version.

But Starr fumbled later and a

pass was intercepted The Saints

turned those miscues into 10 points.

"I don't think Starr was in-

tercepted as a result of not having

enough on the ball." Devine said.

"I felt much too much had been

made out of me playing again,"

Starr said. "I didn't do the job I

would have liked to have done

That's about all I've got to say."

Goal

Qcucksilvfcr

Tonite!

WASHINGTON ( AP)-Bobby Mitchell has a simple goal-he wants to be a

head coach in the National Football League.

Lack of experience and his color stand in his way. he says. He is a black

man.
To prepare for the jobs, the former player owns an insurance agency,

consults for a soft drink company and is an assistant coach with the

Washington Redskins. ,,

"I'm in professional football now for one reason and one reason only

Mitchell said in an interview published in the December issue of Man

power magazine. "I would like to run a football team one day."

Manpower is the official publication of the Manpower Administration,

U.S. Department of Labor.

"This is my third vear in management in professional sports and I m in

no hurry " he said. "Management has to learn that I'm capable, and that

1 can help them, and thev have to make up their minds whether they want

a black man as head coach, which of course is the seat of the problem.

Following an 11 vear NFL career, Mitchell retired in 1969. He played

lour years with the Cleveland Browns before being traded to the

Washington Redskins. „________»_
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Brooks Earns Football Mandate
By EARLE HAKKOLL

Clarence Brooks is the new
captain elect for next year's

UMass football team succeeding

this year's co-captains John
Hulecki and Dennis Keating. ..the

vote was an overwhelming man-
date for the junior from New
Bedford
What does it mean to Brooks to

be such a clear cut choice? "It's

quite an honor to be held in such

high respect by such a great bunch
of guys," he said last night in his

initial response.

"This is probably the high spot in

my football career and I hope to

live up to it. I just want to go out a

winner."
''Head coach Dick MacPherson
was very happy for Clarence. "We
preach so often the respect for your

teammates," he philosophized,

"and I think the greatest com-

pliment a player can have is not

only to have this respect from the

others, but for them to also

recognize him as their leader."

Will it be any different being

captain next year? "There won't

be that much change in what I'll be

BatUj (floUpgtan

SPORTS
doing next season." he said, "all I

want to do is provide enough
leadership to be a winner."

His coach sees him as a captain

in two respects. "They talk about

some captains who lead by doing

and they talk about captains who
lead by talking it up...and the

nicest thing about Clarence is that

he does both."

MacPherson continued, "He
proves that football is not a game
that requires effort above and

beyond college education. ..he is

active in the CCEBS program and

is also a counselor in his dorm.

"This is what we mean when we
say we try to put football in its

proper perspective on campus.

Clarence epitomizes what we're

after in a student and from his

example we'll be accepted by the

student' bodv.'.'he's one of them."

Brooks "cited the CCEBS
program as the reason he is here

getting a college education.

"CCEBS gave me the opportunity

to come here and the most I can do

for the program is get my degree."

On the field Clarence exemplifies

the hard work that leadership is

molded around. This season he was

forced into the tackle spot when

Bob Donlin was sidelined after the

second game of the season by a

knee injury.

Normally a guard and "a real

CLARENCE BROOKS

good one" according to his coach

Brooks said of the switch, "It

wasn't too difficult as I had played

the position before, but what really

was tough on me was that it came
all of a sudden after Bob Donlin got

injured.

"I had worked hard all summer
at the guard position and it cer-

tainly will be a pleasure to get back

to my old position next year."

What type of ballplayer does his

coach see him as? "He's what
we're after in a ballplayer,"

MacPherson quickly responded,

"Somehow, somewhere he'll get

the job done... he's where he's

supposed to be when he should be."

And to highlight all that has been

said about Clarence throughout the

season and in the past week.

MacPherson hit it right on the head

when he summed his captain up:

"He's the kind of guy that will be

a success in the future for he has

learned to take care of himself and
budget his time wisely in his busy

schedule."

UMass Places Eight On All-Conference Team
By DAN K A.MAI.

For seven seniors, it was a good

way to top off a collegiate career.

For one junior it was a good note on

which to start next season.

The "it" was being picked to the

All Yankee Conference first team.

It might better be called the All

UMass team.
Head coach Dick MacPherson

was not surprised that his players

make up such a large portion of the

mvthical team. "We've said all

along that we had some pretty good

football players; our problem was

quantity, not quality."

The eight players picked were

Bill DeFlavio. Dennis Collins. Joe

Sabulis. John Hulecki, Dave
Levine. Jack O'Neil. and Paul

Metallo. Metallo is the only junior

in the group.

MacPherson. a bit remorse at

the thought of losing seven of these

players, commented on each of

them.
"I'm positive that DeFlavio

(defensive lineman) was a

unanimous choice. If the coaches

in the Yankee Conference were to

pick a best defensive player, he'd

be it."

On Collins (linebacker): "Being

picked to the All Yankee Con-

ference team was one of Dennis'

objectives. With his size and

weight he had to do things exactly

right He applied intelligence to his

play and was a pleasure to watch."

"Any coach wouW be pleased to

have Joe -Sabulis (linebacker). He
did what we told him to do. He was
always in the right place."

MacPherson was "displeased

that we didn't get the ball to

Hulecki (tight end) more. For a

while Piel (Pennington) was a

little reluctant to throw over the

middle because of problems with

interceptions John was our best

offensive blocker."

Dave Levine. a third year starter

at offensive center, was tabbed by

his coach as "an experienced

ballplayer-and it showed. He
made the line calls and ad-

justments."

Jack O'Neil should be attractive

to the pros because of his dual

talents as a punter and defensive

back, according to MacPherson.
He punted us out of a loss at

Connecticut and helped beat Holy

Cross with his interceptions. In

fact, our best defensive against the

run was O Neils interceptions.

"He really came into his own this

AND AWAY WE GO-All-Conference picks Dennis Collins (43),

Jack O'Neil ( 15. with the ball) and Bill DeFlavio (7(5) show why they

were defensive selections with this hit of open field mayhem against

Holy Cross. (MDC photo by Barbara Brecher)

season. He went from back-up

center to All Conference guard."

MacPherson was talking about

Ron Marino. He led Metallo on the

sweeps and got us the outside

game."
On Paul Metallo: "After four

games he had 10 carries for one

yard Then he got well and showed

what a well Paul Metallo can do."

BONK JARRING ISN'T IT'.'-.Just ask this Hhode Island e id who is

in the process of heinu decapitated b\ Alt-Conference selections Joe

Sabulis (M't and Jack O'Neil I
».">) (MIX ' Photo b> GH> Fullciton*

It Was Like A Gang Fight

Dolphins Swamp Bears, 34-3

NEW YORK (AP) "1 feel like

I've been in a gang Fight," Joe

Namath said, rubbing a swollen

right jaw
"My right arm is so sore. I think

it may fall off any minute. Two toes

on my left foot are black and blue. I

got some pretty good bumps."

But those fabled fragile legs-held

together by surgeon's stitches

and adhesive tape-they're standing

.up like stanchions of steel

The New York Jets' crippled

quarterback surfaced Monday to

find himself a resurrected national

hero- roundly acclaimed for his

feat in coming off the bench
Sunday after 19 games of idleness

and missing-by the margin of a

fingertip-an upset victory over the

San Francisco 49ers.

The titers won 24-21 but not

before they had been chilled to the

WMUA
Tomorrow night at 7:55 Ken Best

and Marty Kelley open the

basketball season coverage for

WMUA at Curry Hicks Cage when

the Redmen host St. Anselms in

the season opener.

marrow by one ol Broadway .Joe's

gutties! and most dramatic per-

formances
N'aw. I don't consider it a moral

victory." Namath reacted to an

observation "The only kind of

victory I know is winning We could

have won. but we didn't."

Namath. tossed into Sunday's

game at Shea Stadium when
starting quarterback Bob Davis

went out with injuries, completed

11 of 27 passes for 258 yards and

three touchdowns An interception

by Johnny Fuller on the last play of

the game thwarted what could

have been the winning touchdown.

Namath appeared in the NBC
studios in mid-Manhattan shortly

after noon Monday to tape the first

of a series of talk shows he will host

this winter

He changed from leather jacket

and jeans into a snappy ensemble

of gray flared slacks, blue jacket.

white and gray striped shirt, got a

face makeup and greeted his

guests-bearded Richard Harris,

the actor, and Paula Sperber,

blonde and pretty U.S. ladies'

bowling champion from Miami, in

purple hot pants

MIAMI I Xl't-Bob (inese. the

leading touchdown tester in the

National Football League, passed

tor two scores and directed an

awesome Miami offense that

brought the Dolphins an easy 34 -3

victory over the Chicago Bears

Monday night tor their eighth

consecutive triumph.

The humiliating defeat of the

Bears lifted the Dolphins' record to

9 1-1 -best in the NFL and increased

G90PE100U
THE PHYSICAL

EDUCATION DEPART-
MENT announces that ice

hockey 096 PE 100 will be

offered January 27 thru March
24. 1972 for 1 credit. The
course will be on Tuesday and
Thursday, 8 to 9: 55 at Orr Rick

for men oi.'v. Students must
supply their own equipment
and must h we university

health insurance. Former
experience in the sport is

required For further in

formation see Russell Kidd,

assistant hockey coach, in

Bovden. Lab Fee is $20.

their lead to 1 1/2 games over the

defending Super Bowl champion
Baltimore Colts in the battle for the

American Conference East title.

It also all but destroyed
whatever chance the Bears had of

qualifying for spot in the post

season playoffs, leaving the

Chicagoans with a 8*8 record in the

"National Conference Central.

Billed as a struggle between

division powers in which the

Chicago defense would test the

Miami offense, the game quickly

became a rout as Griese directed

the Dolphins to score the first four

times they had the ball.

At the same time, the Miami
defense allowed the Bears to

penetrate only as deep as the

Dolphin 45 and once the

Chicagoans had managed to move
that far. they were immediately

thrown back to their own territory

on the next play.

Griese wound up with 12 com-
pletions in 17 attempts for 214

yards and touchdown passes of six

yards to Marv Fleming and 10

yards to Larry Csonka before he

was relieved early in the fourth

quarter That brought Griese's

touchdown total to 19.

But there were other Dolphin

heroes

Csonka. the burly running

back who gained 104 yards in 16

carries and brought his AFC
leading total to 878 yards while

scoring on the pass from Griese

and on a two-yard run.

—Garo Yepremian. the little

field goal kicker who booted three-

pointers from 43 and S3 yards out

while raising his NFL-leading
point 'otal to 98.

Intramurals
BASKETBALL

COURT TIME TEAMS
1 6 IS TCvs. KS
7 SAMvs ZN
3 SPE vs DC
4 PLP vs APO
5 SAE vs LCA
6 BKPw PSK
1 7.15 English vs Civ Eng.

7 Gunners vs Zeroes

3 Education vs REg Plan

4 Math vs Burners

s Government vs Analysts

6 Ind Enq vs Zeroes Too

1 R 15 Ironmenvs Lions

2 Seagrams vs Academics
4 Boars vs Barracudas

s Troutsvs Buffaloes

6 Lemons vs Broncos

1 9 15 "F" Troop vs Roaches

7 Atoms vs Apples

3 Shaft vs Bucceyes

4 Bulldogs vs Second

S Crams vs Joeys

6 Bunards vs Grunters

\ 10 15 Heads vs Comanchees
7 Madcaps vs Mags
3 Crumsvs Oaks

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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4^*F A FRIf AND RISPONSIB1E ^^ MESS

Weather:

It might be a good
idea if we all go home
and go to bed.
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A downcast Dean Albertson expressed his feeling last night in a Maroon Key Lecture that America is on a "Death Trip". Albertson primarily dh.cussed

"Fclgy and ^SS^SSSS^m^ on the American way of life and how its inherent consumerism is leading on a course of obhv.on. (Photo by

Gary A I p a u gh

)

Albertson -We're On A Death Trip
BySTEVE TRIPOLI

Professor Dean Albertson last

night said that America "is on a

death trip". He described the

circumstances of our doom in part

of the Uth Hour Lecture Series

sponsored by the Maroon Keys

honor society.

The lecture, entitled "Ecology

and the Machine" focused on the

American way of life and how its

inherent consumerism and lack of

concern for the environment were
taking the world on a collision

course with death.

Speaking on the beginnings of the

American debacle, Albertson

explained how from the very start

Americans destroyed everything

in their path. "First came the fur

traders exploiting the animals,

then came the farmers exploiting

On The Inside

Page 4
Indian Ultimatum

Page 6
Rehnquist

Page 14
Culternatives

the land,...and then came the

businessmen exploiting the people

and the preachers exploiting the

people's guilt."

He went on to state that the

conservation of natural resources

is based on two ideas in America
First is the idea of recreation to

fulfill the people's "adoration of

the rugged life" of cowboys and fur

traders. Second was the "curious

kind of hoarding operation" with

the object of reserving resources

for new exploiters. Albertson

stressed that both of these were

"without any rational notion of

ecology at all."

Albertson then described the five

kinds of conservationists bred in

the American environment First

was the "Hunting and Fishing"

conservationist who was interested

in ecology so that he would have a

steady supply of animals to "kill

kill. kill". These are "the guys with

the snowmobiles" who have
wrecked the ground and awaken
hibernating animals. Albertson
characterized them as "totally

ignorant of ecology."

The second kind is the "Bird

Watchers". These are "nice, well

motivated people" who in reality

are self concerned and "out for

their own aesthetic joys".

The third kind Albertson

cynically described as the "Save
Mt. Shnook" group He called these

people "elitists" who knew nothing

of eco-systems and were "oblivious

to their own harm".

The fourth group is the "Mr.
Clean" group, made up of middle

class Americans who look at their

suburban homes and say "isn't this

clean". Then they look at the

ghetto and say "let's clean up the

mess". Albertson accused this

group of evading the ecology issue.

The last of Albertson's groups is

the "let's get in there and do

something" group. He called them
"faddists" who felt that everything

could be solved with effort,

organization, collection of dues,

media campaigns, and the like.

Albertson summarized the

American conservationist by

saying "You will fail your children

are dead." He said that if America

persisted in her attitudes she would

die The reasons he gave for this

were many. First was religion,

which places man among the top

orders of life, and gives him the

feeling that he is in charge of the

environment. He said that man's

vanity prevents him from un

derstanding that he's only one

species, and a species that is not

depended on by any other, while he

depends on many others

He also cited our use of

pesticides, putting it this way:
"DDT kills bugs. It also kills some
harmless bugs. Birds eat bugs.

Fish eat bugs. Men eat fish."

The next reason that Albertson

gave for the approaching end was
our consumerist policies Stating

that "You will die because of the

capitalism in your heads," he went

on to say that our ideas are death

oriented, citing the fact that

America, with (>% of the world's

population, consumes 60% of her

goods "But the slogan is still Buy
American ..the flag flies over the

coffin." He also quoted Attorney

General Robert Quinn who
recently stated that "Ecology and
capitalism are on a collision

course."

He closed saying that the oceans

were also dying, quoting Swiss

oceanologist Jacques Picard who
recently stated that at current

pollution rates the Baltic and

Meditterranean seas will die

within 5 years, and that the

Atlantic Ocean will not be far

behind. He also stated th.it a

scientist friend of his told him that

he and his colleagues felt that they

could clean up the environment,

but that the major prerequisite to

this was making the average

person recognise the situation

"We have to change people's heads

first."
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Al*o andtntd In principal by the selectmen was a

[/rHirnifi;iry proposal regarding HLRDLE Hamp-
ihirc United ReeaarcJl into Dnaji in the Learning

Environment l

The preliminary TOPICS report dealing with

traffk probtaRM tad solutions, met with some
ipproval Kelncbjnna Nancy Kddy reported that the

'Jr;ifh< ( imitation Committne met on Monday night

and dfata'l think that the TOPICS report considered

I nangl*? Street area in a wide enough scope Allen

1 array thought that the report wasn't detailed enough
He alv) mid th.it hi thought since the report was a

preliminary MM, it was intended only as a sketchy

report and didn't need the tx&rd s approval Tliere

n't any mention of further communication in the

"•port however, and the selectmen voted to get in

touch with TOPICS concerning th

T7ic irtoctmrn also:

Hetrd a report that the new recycling center on

Belchertown Koad is nearly completed

Granted "approval of character of incorporation

"

of three people forming a Nc* England Center for

Poroonal and Organizational Development:"
Received the annual budget, the first in 2-1 2

ears.

Decided to grant all requests by local clubs.

taverns, etc. to stay open extra hours I until two in the

rung) on New Year's Day. but will still require

them to submit requests.

Selected to send a letter to the Belchertown
rnment re-affirming their concern over an

apartment development there and its effect on
Amherst.

-Put on the agenda for next Tuesday's meeting the

• Continued on Page 3>

Activist To Discuss Plans
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in Cleveland this week
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-teen a ties in the U S
-*hich held major antiwar

castrations on No'.'ember

6th of this year The support

which has arisen from these
cities covered a wide range of

participant
women, organized labor, and
antiwar coalitions Speafce-

AtJanta NovemberV included Sid
-mrsh representing the

Y rfenda R - ; and
-'----.-'•

,

; •-> \i' : r.i.

ghts Organization.
-

Coalition, and the Atlanta Labor
Council.

Women's Center Sponsors

Political Caucus Lecture

Amherst BansAll-Night Cars
The annual winter season ban on all-night parking will become

effective on December 1 . 1971 Under this regulation cars parked on

Amherst street after 2:00 A.M. are liable to towing at the

• pense.

This ban on overnight parking will be in effect for the entire

period December I, through March 31. 1972 regardless of snow and
ice conditions

In addition to the ban on all-night parking, vehicles may be towed
• at any time, day or night, if they impede or interfere with the

plowing and removal of ice or snow, or if illegally parked.

In order to provide off-street overnight parking areas during the

no-parking ban. the town will allow cars to park overnight on three

public parking areas: the Amity Street parking area, the Lincoln

Lot off Main Street, and the Pray Street parking lot. Vehicles may
park overnight only on these three lots without charge.

Because vehicles are to be allowed to park on these lots over-

night, it will not be possible to plow and remove snow from these

areas as quickly as from other public parking areas

I • Marihnn Martin
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The project initiated b> an

action group of the Valley

Won tef is an effort to

ore tbe theory of continuing

"duration for women part-time

VW dees are particularly for

returning »ol after

b+-ing away for quite h while

As i result project SELF was
tuted as an aid in fostering

women s self -confidence and to

help them with any problems they

may have according to Mrs
Phillips

In another attempt to help, a

Bachelor of General Kducation

degree is being created on this

to benefit these part-time

dents

The project now consists of

BSioaal non-credit workshops

and open lectures but it hopes to

§1 program with

ed courses for the benefit

of a |a to school

and continue their careers

The aim of project SELF now.

. - red peapli to U

'.ourses and become involved with

va nous workshops

Bomb
Checked at UM
Three bomb threats were

reported at the John Quincy
BU dorm at the L'Mass campus

early .esterday with the first

< oming at 1 12 am and the other

two at I | m.
The Amherst Fire Department

notified that the alarm system
had been reset after the final two
calls and did not respond but were
alerted

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Robin

Morgan

will speak

December 14

8 p.m. S.U.B.
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Program Council Presents

Jonathan Edwards
with

Bill Workman

in concert

Tues. f Dec. 7

Advance Sale tickets

at RSO Office $1.25

Campus Security Budget Reorganized

.Mr. (ierald O'Neil, an Assistant Director of Security, makes a

point concerning proposed Security reorganization at last night's

Knits and Feci Committee meeting. (MDC photo by Gary Alpaugh)

Lindsay Supporter

Stresses Change
Dan Dimancescu, urban con-

sultant and supporter of the John
V. Lindsay Presidential campaign,
spoke last night on the urban world

and its importance to political

thought.

According to Dimancescu, the

country is seeking new ideals in

domestic goals. The last twenty-

five years have produced two
negative results. These are a

profound disillusionment with

Americas values and goals, and a

sense of frustration in influencing

change.
Internationally, the speaker

feels that the United States has

entertained a false sense of

superiority. During World War II,

America rose to the position of a

great world power. Such sub-

sequent failures as in Vietnam
have created deflated egos and
doubts in America's ideals. New
leadership is felt to be needed to

redefine the country's objectives.

Domestically, the priorities rest

with the cities. In 1971, 175 million

people reside in urban areas.

Dimancescu believes that the focus

of American life now rests in the

cities where it once centered on the

small towns. Therefore, the logical

candidate is one familiar with the

problems of this part of the

country.

John V. Lindsay is felt by
Dimancescu to be the only logical

candidate for President.

By DON BISHOP
Category changes in this year's budgeting for

University Security allowing for a reorganization of

security were discussed by Administration and
Security representatives before last night's weekly
meeting of the Student Senate Rent's and Fees
Committee.

Present at the meeting were Acting Vice-

Chancellor Robert Gage, Acting Director of Security

Douglas Forsyth, Assistant Director of Security

Gerald O'Neil and Whitrrrore Staff Assistant Charles

Hampton. To explain the rationale for the category

changes and how a surplus in Security monies has

allowed for the category changes in the first place,

these individuals brought a written statement which
follows below.

"For fiscal year 1972 (the current school year),

$134,029 was budgeted in the Residence Hall accounts

for internal security. Of this total, $37,119 was to come
from the Residence Halls Trust Fund and the

remaining $97,910 from the UMass Building Authority

Dormitory Projects.

"$40,321 of $134,029 was budgeted for six Residence

Hall assistants. These positions are carried over from

the previous fiscal year. Campus security, therefore,

requested only $93,708 in new funding for fiscal '72.

"At the time of the initial request for $93,708, it was
contemplated that this money would be used to fund

fourteen new Residence Hall assistants.

"Since the initial request there have been
significant changes in campus security thinking on

internal dormitory security. First, sixteen security

guards were transferred from walking beats into the

dormitories to provide internal security. Second, a

student security program was instituted to provide

additional dormitnrv secuntv.

"In both cases, the source of funding for these

changes is State money. In the first case, the cost is

$103,670, and in the second $100,000. This means in

fiscal '72, $243,991 is being spent by campus security to

provide internal dormitory security.

Residence Hall Assistants ( six

)

$ 40,321

Security Guards ( sixteen

)

103,670

Student Security Program 100,000

TOTAL $243,991

"The dormitories were originally asked to fund

$134,029 for internal security in fiscal '72. Now that

$243,991 will be spent for internal security in fiscal '72,

the dormitories are $109,962 better off.

"Under the present internal security program, the

(Continued from Page 2)

drafting of a charge to the Sewer Treatment Facilities

Technical Advisory Committee;
—Postponed until April action was a proposed ban

on overnight parking, because overnight parking will

be banned anyway until then (see related story on this

page);

-Voted to acknowledge receipt of a letter

requesting a "No Parking" sign in the area of East
Street School and look into it;

—Postponed hearing the report from the Town

dormitories are funding only $40,321 of the total

$243,991, since the security guards ($103,670) and the

student security program ($100,000) are State funded.

"Campus security now plans to use the $93,708 of the

budgeted $134,029 in the dormitory accounts to fund

positions in their planned reorganization of the

Security Department. Without this money
reorganization is impossible.

"The logic behind the use of this money is as follows:

In essence, there exists a trade off between State 03

monies of $100,000 and $93,708 of the dormitory

monies. Instead of using the $93,708 in dormitory

monies to provide internal security, $100,000 in State

03 monies is being used. The $100,000 does the same
job as the $93,708. This $100,000 could have been used
elsewhere on campus rather than in the dormitories.

Since it is being used in the dormitories, it is fair for

the $93,708 to be used elsewhere."

After representatives went over the above material,

questions were raised by members of the Rents and
Fees Committee.

In response to a question asking why the $100,000 in

state funds couldn't be used for the Security

reorganization (as opposed to the dormitory funds)

Mr. Hampton stated that they could be. But he went on

to say that if this were done, in all probability the State

Legislature would allocate fewer funds next year in

the category granted the $100,000 for this year, namely
the Student Security Program. If that were the case

then far fewer students than are currently working in

the program could be hired for next year.

Another point of concern for various Committee
members was with what will happen regarding

Security funds in future years. Will the state continue

to grant the $100,000 in the Student Security Program
and what will happen to student jobs if they don't?

Gage, Forsyth, and Hampton all felt that the monies
for student security jobs would continue to be granted,

although naturally they couldn't guarantee it. Acting

Security Director Forsyth stated that under the

reorganized Security Department he hopes to have
more jobs for students and that those hopefully per-

manent jobs created in the department will in the

future be funded by the state.

The Committee delayed giving final approval to the

category changes for one week although it appeared to

this reporter that the majority of opinions were in

favor of the changes, with some reservation on future

use of dorm security funds.

Assessor on the cost of proposed change in farm land
valuation as scheduled, because the necessary in-

formation could not be obtained;

—Scheduled a conference with representatives from
the Landlord-Tenant relations Committee for the
Board of Selectmen meeting Monday, December 13,

because they could not understand a letter received
from the Committee;
—and granted several permits to various

organizations.

IVS Has Openings
International Voluntary Ser-

vices, Inc. currently has openings

for immediate placement in four

countries plus future possibilities

for which applications are being

accepted. The nature of IVS and

these opportunities are further

explained in the enclosures.

Present programs include

Education in Algeria, Education

and Rural Development in Laos,

Range Management and Soil

Conservation in Morocco, and
Agricultural Credit in the

Congo( Kinshasa). In addition, IVS

is about to begin agricultural

programs in Libya and Algeria.

They are also presently exploring

the oossibilitv of agricultural

programs in Chad, Cameroons,
Upper Volta, and Kenya. The
majority of IVS team members are

single, recent college graduates

who have training and skills useful

on projects in developing coun-

tries.

Further information is available

at the Career Planning and
Placement Service-Room 239,

Whitmore Admin. Bldg.

Winter at OWH
Old Wierd Harold's

on Rt. 9 betwn. Amherst and Northampton

New and Used Clothes

I Jerry Lewis

[Twin Cinem
58e-3209

Onemal
Bob & Carol & Ted

& Alice 7

Cactus Flower 9

Cinema*
Blue Water

White Death 7:15

Who is Harry
Kellerman 9:05
Admission $1 with

College ID M TH

Homp Slumping Plaifl

King St.. Northomntan

A meeting to establish a

Clearing House for Community Service

will be held in

Room 165 at 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 2, 1971.

Short and lone range plans and goals will be discussed. The object is

to centralize information, share resources and to develop an unified

effort to establish community service as a legitimate part of university

academic life.
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Jenness To Give Lecture
Linda Jenness, Socialist Workers Party candidate for president, will

speak in Mahar auditorium at UMass next Tuesday at 8:00 P.M. She will

hold a press conference beforehand in the Colonial Lounge of the UMass
Student Union at 6:30 P.M.
Linda Jenness is one of the most well-known and respected women

leaders in the radical movement. As the Socialist Workers Party can-
didate for mayor of Atlanta, and the party's candidate for governor of

Georgia the following year, she pioneered in bringing socialist politics to

the South. "History is on the side of Mrs. Jenness", commented the

Atlanta Journal, referring to her campaign.
The SWP 72 campaign, the biggest socialist election campaign since

Eugene V. Debs ran in 1920, has been reported in over 50 newspapers
including the New York Times, Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun-Times,
L.A. Times, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Washington Post, National Ob-
server, and the Boston Globe. Her candidacy was reported by Walter
Cronkite on nationally televised CBS Evening News, and Mrs. Jenness
has personally appeared on numerous TV. and radio programs. Steve
Beren, in charge of campaign press relations, estimated that from
newspaper coverage alone, more than 10 million people have already
learned about the campaign.
"Our campaign is the campaign that will change American politics,"

declared Mrs. Jenness.
Linda Jenness was born on Jan. 11, 1941, in El Reno, Okla., but she has

been a legal resident of Georgia for most of her life. After graduating
from high school, she attended Antioch College, where she majored in

history : while in school, she studied in Mexico and France.
In Sept. 1968, she represented the YSA in Lares, Puerto Rico at the

hundreth anniversary celebration of the Puerto Rican independence
movement. In January 1969, she spent five weeks in Cuba as part of a
YSA delegation invited by the Cuban government to participate in ac-

tivities marking the tenth anniversary of the Cuban revolution.

Linda Jenness was the Socialist Workers Party candidate for Mayor of

Atlanta in 1969 and for governor in 1970.

While a candidate in Georgia, she was a leader of the Atlanta

Mobilization Committee and was active in Emory University Women's
Liberation. She is coauthor of several pamphlets on Women's liberation:

Women am! the Cuban Revolution, Abortion: A Woman's Right, and Kate
MilleU's Sexual Politics: A Marxist Appreciation. This spring she toured

Ihe country, speaking on women's liberation. Mrs. Jenness has also spoke
as a representative of the SWP at the April 24, 1971 antiwar demon-
stration in San Francisco.

The Town

New Sewage Plant In Works
Amherst wants to build its new sewage treatment

facility on a piece of land in Hadley which is owned by

UMass, and they will probably have to go through the

State Legislature to get it. And so, as Town Manager

Allen Torrey told the Amherst Board of Selectmen

today, state representative John Olver will probably

introduce a bill in the state legislature which will

allow the UMass Board of Trustees to approve the

transfer of a parcel of land on the west side of campus.

The Board also endorsed the opinion of the Zoning

Board that a proposed subdivision on Long Meadow

Mountain should not be permitted and gave general

approval to the "principle and scope" of the proposed

long-range capital budget. (For more details on the

capital budget, see story on page 12.)

The UMass Trustees do not have the power to

authorize the transfer of a piece of land as big as

Amherst will need for its new sewage plant without

the permission of the state legislature. However, the

Trustees do have to approve the transfer. Torrey said

that there are several steps yet to be taken before

Amherst can begin construction of the facility: per-

mission must be obtained from sanitation authorities,

from the town of Hadley, and from UMass.

Long Meadow Mountain is part of a proposed

National Park in the area. The selectmen endorsed

the Zoning Board's decision against the proposed

subdivision on the mountain, because they wanted to

prevent "encroachment on future National Park

areas." They wanted to extend the decision to include

a general ban of construction on the mountain. The
matter of the proposed subdivision will also be on the

agenda of the Planning Board meeting, which is

scheduled for tonight.

Allen Torrey is to discuss the proposed capital

budget with the Finance Committee this week. He said

that there are some parts of the proposed long range

budget which he doesn't think are too good. Some of

the selectmen said that they had points of difference

with the budget too, but they voted unanimously to go
on record as supporting the general principles and
scope of it.

Also endorsed in principle by the selectmen was a
preliminary proposal regarding HURDLE (Hamp-
shire United Research into Drugs in the Learning
Environment).

The preliminary TOPICS report, dealing with
traffic problems and solutions, met with some
disapproval. Selectman Nancy Eddy reported that the
Traffic Circulation Committee met on Monday night

and didn't think that the TOPICS report considered
the Triangle Street area in a wide enough scope. Allen
Torrey thought that the report wasn't detailed enough
He also said that he thought since the report was a
preliminary one, it was intended only as a sketchy
report and didn't need the board's approval. There
wasn't any mention of further communication in the
report, however, and the selectmen voted to get in

touch with TOPICS concerning this.

The selectmen also:

—Heard a report that the new recycling center on
Belchertown Road is nearly completed;
—Granted "approval of character of incorporation"

of three people forming a "New England Center for

Personal and Organizational Development;"
—Received the annual budget, the first in 2-1/2

years;

—Decided to grant all requests by local clubs,

taverns, etc. to stay open extra hours (until two in the

morning) on New Year's Day, but will still require
them to submit requests;

-Selected to send a letter to the Belchertown
government re-affirming their concern over an
apartment development there and its effect on
Amherst;

Put on the agenda for next Tuesday's meeting the

(Continued on Page 3)

Activist To Discuss Plans
Sid Finehirsh, Southern

Coordinator of the Student
Mobilization Committee will

speak tonight in the Campus
Center at 8 p.m. in rooms 168-70.

Finehirsh's topic of speech,

"The Antiwar Movement
November 7, 1971: An
Evaluation," will concern the

present state of the national

antiwar movement and its

future plans. He will also discuss

the National Peace Action
Coalition Convention to be held

in Cleveland this weekend,

December 3-5. At this con-

ference decisions will be formed
about the plans for spring peace
action in 1972.

Finehirsh has been working in

the Atlanta area where the

antiwar movement has ex-

panded throughout southern
cities in areas previously
uninvolved in the movement.
Tampa and Atlanta were two of

seventeen cities in the U.S.

which held major antiwar
demonstrations on November
6th of this year. The support

which has arisen from these
cities covered a wide range of

participants: veterans, GI's,
women, organized labor, and
antiwar coalitions. Speakers in

Atlanta November^ included Sid
Finehirsh, representing the
SMC; Yolanda King; and
members of the National
Welfare Rights Organization.
Georgia Women's Abortion
Coalition, and the Atlanta Labor
Council.

Amherst BansAll-Night Cars
The annual winter season ban on all-night parking will become

effective on December 1, 1971. Under this regulation cars parked on

any Amherst street after 2:00 A.M. are liable to towing at the

owner's expense.

This ban on overnight parking will be in effect for the entire

period December 1, through March 31, 1972 regardless of snow and
ice conditions.

In addition to the ban on all-night parking, vehicles may be towed
away at any time, day or night, if they impede or interfere with the

plowing and removal of ice or snow, or if illegally parked.
In order to provide off-street overnight parking areas during the

no-parking ban, the town will allow cars to park overnight on three

public parking areas: the Amity Street parking area, the Lincoln
Lot off Main Street, and the Pray Street parking lot. Vehicles may
park overnight only on these three lots without charge.
Because vehicles are to be allowed to park on these lots over-

night, it will not be possible to plow and remove snow from these

areas as quickly as from other public parking areas.

Women's Center Sponsors

Political Caucus Lecture
By Marilynn Martin

"The Future and Significance of

the Massachusetts' Women's
Political Caucus" will be the topic

of a speech by Dr. Rose Olver,

chairman of the Psychology Dept,
at 8 p.m. Wednesday at Farley

Lodge
The lecture, open to all women in

the community, is one in a series

sponsored by the Valley Women's
Center (VWC) and project: SELF.

Project: SELF is a fairly new
idea on campus coordinated by

Lois Phillips and Joan Engle and
co-sponsored by the Department of

Continuing Education.

The project, initiated by an
action group of the Valley

Women's Center, is an effort to

explore the theory of continuing

education for women, part-time.

VWC's ideas are particularly for

women returning to school after

being away for quite a while.

As a result, project: SELF was
instituted as an aid in fostering

women's self-confidence and to

help them with any problems they

may have, according to Mrs.

Phillips.

In another attempt to help, a

Bachelor of General Education

degree is being created on this

campus to benefit these part-time

students.

The project now consists of

occasional non-credit workshops
and open lectures, but it hopes to

evolve into a special program with

accredited courses for the benefit

of women who wish to go to school

and continue their careers.

The aim of project: SELF, now,

is to get involved people to teach

courses and become involved with

various workshops.

Bomb
Checked at UM
Three bomb threats were

reported at the John Quincy
Adams dorm at the UMass campus
early yesterday with the first

coming at 1:12 am and the other

two at 3:38 a.m.
The Amherst Fire Department

was notified that the alarm system
had been reset after the final two
calls and did not respond, but were
alerted.
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Campus Security Budget Reorganized

Mr. ( .ti .ild O'Neil, an Assistant Director of Security, makes a

point concerning proposed Security reorganization at last night's

Unit* and Fees Committee meeting. ( MIX' photo by Gary Alpaugh)

Lindsay Supporter

Stresses Change
Dan Dimancescu, urban con-

sultant and supporter of the John
V. Lindsay Presidential campaign,
spoke last night on the urban world

and its importance to political

thought.

According to Dimancescu, the

country is seeking new ideals in

domestic goals. The last twenty-

five years have produced two
negative results. These are a

profound disillusionment with

America's values and goals, and a

sense of frustration in influencing

change.
Internationally, the speaker

feels that the United States has

entertained a false sense of

superiority. During World War II,

America rose to the position of a

great world power. Such sub-

sequent failures as in Vietnam
have created deflated egos and
doubts in America's ideals. New
leadership is felt to be needed to

redefine the country's objectives.

Domestically, the priorities rest

with the cities. In 1971, 175 million

people reside in urban areas.

Dimancescu believes that the focus

of American life now rests in the

cities where it once centered on the

small towns. Therefore, the logical

candidate is one familiar with the

problems of this part of the

country.

John V. Lindsay is felt by
Dimancescu to be the only logical

candidate for President.

By DON BISHOP
Category changes in this year's budgeting for

University Security allowing for a reorganization of

security were discussed by Administration and
Security representatives before last night's weekly
meeting of the Student Senate Rent's and Fees
Committee.

Present at the meeting were Acting Vice-

Chancellor Robert Gage, Acting Director of Security

Douglas Forsyth, Assistant Director of Security

Gerald O'Neil and Whitrrfbre Staff Assistant Charles

Hampton. To explain the rationale for the category

changes and how a surplus in Security monies has
allowed for the category changes in the first place,

these individuals brought a written statement which
follows below.

"For fiscal year 1972 (the current school year),

$134,029 was budgeted in the Residence Hall accounts

for internal security. Of this total, $37,119 was to come
from the Residence Halls Trust Fund and the

remaining $97,910 from the UMass Building Authority

Dormitory Projects.

"$40,321 of $134,029 was budgeted for six Residence

Hall assistants. These positions are carried over from

the previous fiscal year. Campus security, therefore,

requested only $93,708 in new funding for fiscal '72.

"At the time of the initial request for $93,708, it was
contemplated that this money would be used to fund

fourteen new Residence Hall assistants.

"Since the initial request there have been
significant changes in campus security thinking on

internal dormitory security. First, sixteen security

guards were transferred from walking beats into the

dormitories to provide internal security. Second, a

student security program was instituted to provide

additional dorm'tnrv security.

"In both cases, the source of funding for these

changes is State money. In the first case, the cost is

$103,670, and in the second $100,000. This means in

fiscal '72, $243,991 is being spent by campus security to

provide internal dormitory security.

Residence Hall Assistants (six) $ 40,321

Security Guards < sixteen

)

103,670

Student Security Program 100,000

TOTAL $243,991

"The dormitories were originally asked to fund

$134,029 for internal security in fiscal '72. Now that

$243,991 will be spent for internal security in fiscal '72,

the dormitories are $109,962 better off.

"Under the present internal security program, the

(Continued from Page 2)

drafting of a charge to the Sewer Treatment Facilities

Technical Advisory Committee;
—Postponed until April action was a proposed ban

on overnight parking, because overnight parking will

be banned anyway until then (see related story on this

page);
-Voted to acknowledge receipt of a letter

requesting a "No Parking" sign in the area of East
Street School and look into it;

—Postponed hearing the report from the Town

dormitories are funding only $40,321 of the total

$243,991, since the security guards ($103,670) and the

student security program ($100,000) are State funded.

"Campus security now plans to use the $93,708 of the

budgeted $134,029 in the dormitory accounts to fund

positions in their planned reorganization of the

Security Department. Without this money
reorganization is impossible.

"The logic behind the use of this money is as follows:

In essence, there exists a trade off between State 03

monies of $100,000 and $93,708 of the dormitory

monies. Instead of using the $93,708 in dormitory

monies to provide internal security, $100,000 in State

03 monies is being used. The $100,000 does the same
job as the $93,708. This $100,000 could have been used

elsewhere on campus rather than in the dormitories.

Since it is being used in the dormitories, it is fair for

the $93,708 to be used elsewhere."

After representatives went over the above material,

questions were raised by members of the Rents and
Fees Committee.

In response to a question asking why the $100,000 in

state funds couldn't be used for the Security

reorganization (as opposed to the dormitory funds)

Mr. Hampton stated that they could be. But he went on

to say that if this were done, in all probability the State

Legislature would allocate fewer funds next year in

the category granted the $100,000 for this year, namely
the Student Security Program. If that were the case

then far fewer students than are currently working in

the program could be hired for next year.

Another point of concern for various Committee
members was with what will happen regarding

Security funds in future years. Will the state continue

to grant the $100,000 in the Student Security Program
and what will happen to student jobs if they don't?

Gage, Forsyth, and Hampton all felt that the monies
for student security jobs would continue to be granted,

although naturally they couldn't guarantee it. Acting

Security Director Forsyth stated that under the

reorganized Security Department he hopes to have
more jobs for students and that those hopefully per-

manent jobs created in the department will in the

future be funded by the state.

The Committee delayed giving final approval to the

category changes for one week although it appeared to

this reporter that the majority of opinions were in

favor of the changes, with some reservation on future

use of dorm security funds.

Assessor on the cost of proposed change in farm land
valuation as scheduled, because the necessary in-

formation could not be obtained;

—Scheduled a conference with representatives from
the Landlord-Tenant relations Committee for the
Board of Selectmen meeting Monday, December 13,

because they could not understand a letter received
from the Committee;
—and granted several permits to various

organizations.

IVS Has Openings
International Voluntary Ser-

vices, Inc. currently has openings

for immediate placement in four

countries plus future possibilities

for which applications are being

accepted. The nature of IVS and

these opportunities are further

explained in the enclosures.

Present programs include

Education in Algeria, Education

and Rural Development in Laos,

Range Management and Soil

Conservation in Morocco, and
Agricultural Credit in the

Congo( Kinshasa). In addition, IVS

is about to begin agricultural

programs in Libya and Algeria.

They are also presently exploring

the possibility of agricultural

programs in Chad. Cameroons,
Upper Volta, and Kenya. The
majority of IVS team members are

single, recent college graduates

who have training and skills useful

on projects in developing coun-

tries.

Further information is available

at the Career Planning and
Placement Service-Room 239,

Whitmore Admin. Bldg.

Winter at OWH
Old Wierd Harold's

on Rt. 9 betwn. Amherst and Northampton

New and Used Clothes

I
Jerry Lewis

[Twin Cinem
5M-3709

Oncmal
Bob & Carol & Ted

& Alice 7

Cactus Flower 9

Cinema?
Blue Water

White Death 7:15

Who is Harry
Kellerman 9:05
Admission $1 with
College ID MTH

Homp Shoppim Plflifl

King St.. Northampton

A meeting to establish a

Clearing House for Community Service

will be held in

Room 165 at 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 2, 1971.

Short and long range plans and goals will be discussed. The object is

to centralize information, share resources and to develop an unified

effort to establish community service as a legitimate part of university

academic life.
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India Gives Pakistan Ultimatum
(AP) — Prime Minister Indira Gandhi

and Defense Minister Jagjivan Ram of India

called Tuesday for Pakistan to give East

Pakistan independence and avoid possible

war on the subcontinent.

Mrs. Gandhi told the upper house of

Parliament that President Agha Moham-
med Yahya Khan of Pakistan could make "a

gesture toward peace" by pulling out his

troops and allowing East Pakistan to

establish an independent Bangla Desh-

Bengali nation.

Ram, in a television interview in New
Delhi, was more forceful, declaring: "War
can still be avoided if the rulers of Pakistan

see the writing on the wall and give in-

dependence to the people of Bangla Desh.

The people of Bangla bosh expect nothing

less than that."

The apparent hardening jf India's official

stance toward Pakistan came as Radio

Pakistan reported that Indian troops were

making some advances in a drive inside

East Pakistan. The Indian government has

said the fighting mainly is between the

Mukti Bahini, the East Pakistan in-

dependence fighters, and West Pakistani

troops.

A Pakistani military spokesman asserted

in Rawalpindi, West Pakistan, that Pakistan

forces were still operating under restraint

against hot pursuit across the Indian border.

The spokesman said heavy fighting was in

progress around Pachagarh in the northern

tip of the East Pakistan-Indian West Bengal

frontier where Pakistani troops withdrew
two miles "under heavy pressure."

Pakistan claimed that the Indians threw

in fresh forces and were using tanks in the

attack from south of the sugar mill town of

Pachagarh after failing to take the town

from the north.

An Indian military spokesman in Calcutta

said Indian troops were still inside East

Pakistan in the Balurghat-Hilli region, 200

miles north of Calcutta where they crossed

Saturday following what was described as a

Pakistani artillery attack.

A Defense Ministry communique issued in

New Delhi said that only sporadic fighting

had been reported from the area during the

day and that a Pakistani counterattack had

been repulsed.

Ram reiterated that Indian troops could

move into East Pakistan in self-defense as

deep as the range of the Pakistani guns.

India has so far acknowledged three

crossings. Pakistani howitzers have a range

of up to 20 miles.

"The intention is to eliminate the danger

which these guns pose to our civilian

population," Ram added. "It is more ef-

fective to silence these guns from their own
territory."

Ram also acknowledged for the first time

that members of the Mukti Bahini -whom
he said totalled 70,000- had been recruited

inside the refugee camps on Indian

territory.

Mrs. Gandi described the influx of the

refugees into India as an invasion that

"threatens the security of our country."

Similarly, she said, "the presence of

Pakistani troops in Bangla Desh is a threat

to our security.

"It is not in our national interest to let an
entire population be annihilated. It is a

threat to our freedom and security."

Radio Pakistan reported Yahya had
received a personal message from
President Nixon about the crisis.

A similar message sent by Nixon to Mrs.

Ghandi was delivered Monday. It was
discussed by the Cabinet Tuesday.

Authoritative sources said Nixon had
appealed for India to take steps to de-

escalate the crisis. There was no comment
from the government.
United News said Nixon counseled

restaint by India and renewed his

suggestion for a mutual pullback of Indian

and Pakistani troops from their borders.

The agency added that Mrs. Gandhi is

likely to send a reply to Nixon Wednesday,
although her opposition to a mutual troops

withdrawal already had been stated in

Parliament.

In Brief...
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Police Chief Donald M. Scott has

proposed comprehensive regulations limiting use of firearms by

policemen and calling for automatic suspension of officers involved

in fatal shootings.

Scott, named to his post last September, said Tuesday the

proposals are patterned after recommendations of the President's

Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice
*****

NEW YORK (AP) — Two of the best-known publishers of sex

books are worried these days about a four-letter word: cash.

Bernard Geis Associates, which brought you such best-selling

sizzlers as "Valley of the Dolls" and "Sex and the Single Girl",

recently announced that its debts of $800,000 outweighed assets of

$500,000, and filed for reorganization under the Federal Bankruptcy

Act.
*****

WASHINGTON (AP) — Legislation providing for grants up to

$5.3 billion a year for five years to states and local governments

was introduced Tuesday by Rep. Wilbur D. Mills as a substitute for

President Nixon's revenue sharing proposal.

The Arkansas Democrat, chairman of the House Ways and

Means Committee, said his bill avoids the features he objected to in

the administration plan to earmark part of the federal income tax

yield for the local governments.
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Nixon To Spend Week In China
WASHINGTON (AP)

President Nixon plans to spend a

full week in Communist China,

visiting three cities, during his

historic journey there in February.

After the White House made the

announcement Tuesday, Dr. Henry
A. Kissinger said summit talks to

be held in Peking, Shanghai and
Hangchou Feb. 21-28 will not result

in bringing peace' to Vietnam or

settling the future of Taiwan.

Kissinger, the President's

national security affairs adviser,

said Nixon's conferences with

Chairman Mao Tse-tung, Premier
Chou En-lai and others would focus

on problems of direct concern to

the two countries rather than those

involving third parties.

The White House foreign policy

specialist said arrangements
which have been made indicate "a
reasonably successful outcome"
for the first visit ever made to

mainland China by an American
president.

Mrs. Nixon will make the trip,

too, and will have a schedule of her

own.
Kissinger said Nixon will spend

at least four days in Peking and
that the early-morning hours may
be devoted to face-to-face talks

with Chinese leaders.

The President's full itinerary has

not been fixed but Kissinger said

Nixon would stop only on American
territory during the flights to and
from China. At least one stop, he

reported, would afford the

President an opportunity to rest

and adjust himself to time-zone

changes.
Secretary of State William P.

Rogers and Kissinger will ac-

company the President.

In summarizing the American
approach to talks. Kissinger said of

Vietnam: "We do not expect to

settle it in Peking."

While he predicted the Chinese

will raise the subject of Taiwan, he

said, "the United States' position is

that the ultimate relationship

between Taiwan and the People's

Republic of China should be settled

through direct negotiations."

Nixon will seek a better un-

derstanding of the views of Chinese

leaders, said Kissinger, and a

means of continuing com-
munication between two countries

isolated from each other for nearly

a quarter century.

Kissinger said Nixon would like

also to make "at least a beginning"

in opening areas of communication
outside the political or diplomatic

realm.

Peking, the Communist Chinese

capital of four million, is a nor-

thern city lying between the upper
reaches of the Yellow Sea and
Mongolia. Shanghai is the coun-

try's largest city with a population

of 6.9 million and is a seaport lying

west of the southernmost main
islands of Japan. Hangchou is

inland southwest of Shanghai.

While he reported that a general

outline for Nixon's meetings has
been fixed, he said "there's going

to be a free-wheeling nature to the

discussion
."

Any participant, he reported,

can raise any question he deems
urgent.

But he added that "no
agreements will be made about

third-party problems..There will

be no deals made concerning other

countries or at the expense of other

countries."

Another American advance
team will go to China prior to the

Nixon visit but Kissinger, who
returned from the first advance in

October, said the next one will be
exclusively technical.
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JORDAN -AT FUNERAL FOR ASSASSINATED PREMIER--
Ahmed Lozi shakes hands with Egyptian minister Hassan Sabri el

Kholi in Amman Monday. I,ozi, chosen to succeed the assassinated

Wasfi Tell as prime minister of Jordan, met the Egyptian, acting as

President Sadat of Egypt's emissary, at Tell's funeral.

Arab Politics:

Risky Business
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — A

political career in the Arab
countries is a risky business.

Victims of assassinations in the

last 30 years include kings in Jordan

and Iraq, prime ministers in

Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and
Iraq, and a score of other figures.

Even leaving the area does not

insure safety. Opposition leaders

from Tunisia, Morocco and Algeria

have been killed in Europe, and a

former Syrian president was shot

in Brazil.

The assassination Sunday of

Jordan's prime minister, Wasfi

Tell, was the third one in the area

this year.

"I'm not sure political

assassinations are more common
in the Middle East than in other

areas of the developing world,''

says Dr. Elie Salem, a political

science professor at the American
University of Beirut. "But it is true

that politics has not been as stable

in this part of the world and tends

to revolve more around per-

sonalities than issues. Thus people

frustrated by the system take short

cuts, sometimes violent ones, to

express their dissent."

The assassination of Tell un-

derlined the frustrations of the

Palestinians, who regarded this

regime as oppressive to their in-

terests. It demonstrated "once

again that there can be no final

settlement in the Middle East

without resolving the Palestinian

dilemma,'' a Beirut editor said.

Tell was shot by Palestinians, as

was King Hussein's grandfather

King Abdullah, assassinated in

Jerusalem in 1951 for advocating a

settlement with the Israelis.

Since he assumed the throne

Hussein has survived a dozen

assassination attempts.

One of Tells close friends,

outspoken Prime Minister Hazza

Majali, a former Jordan army
chief of staff, was assassinated in

his office Aug. 29, 1960, by leftists

from Syria and Egypt who opposed

the monarchy and favored the

creation of a Palestinian Arab

state in west bank land Jordan

occupied in the 1948 war with

Israel.

In 1959 a Lebanese prime
minister, Riad Solh, was shot and

killed while visiting Jordan by a

member of the Syrian Popular

party.

The first assassination of the

modern era took place in 1944 when
Prime Minister Ahmed Maher was
shot outside his Cairo office after

trying to take Egypt into World

War II on the side of Britain.

King Hussein's cousin, King

Feisal of Iraq, members of his

royal family and Prime Minister

Nouri Said were murdered in 1958

when the army led by Gen. Abdul

Karem Kassem overthrew the

monarchy.
Kassem was shot and killed in

1963 vhen a coup led by the army
and the Baath party brought a new

regime to power.

Many Arabs are critical of the

wave of violence. The right-wing

Beirut newspaper Al Jarida says:

"Despite four wars, hundreds of

battles, thousands of casualties

and millions of refugees, the Arabs

have not yet agreed that their

enemy is Israel. They still relish

the spilling of Arab blood."

MDC Classifieds

Registry Of Vehicles

Selling Information
BOSTON (AP) — Despite

statements from officials to the

contrary, the state Registry of

Motor Vehicles is continuing to sell

information about motorists to

businesses.

In a Nov. 9 letter to state Rep.

David J. Mofenson, D-Newton,

Administration Commissioner
Robert L. Yasi said he had been

informed by Registrar David
Lucey that "until a decision to the

contrary is made, no bulk sales of

lists to the public are being made."
Lucey was unavailable for

comment on allegations that in-

formation about the motoring
public was still being sold to

commercial operations.

He has begun an investigation of

the sales and had said that, pen-

ding completion of the in-

vestigation, the practice was
discontinued.

It hasn't been. Lucey Tuesday
night confirmed that the sales have

continued after an Associated

Press story disclosed the fact.

"At the moment, anything here

is something I've inherited," said

Lucey, who was named registrar in

July by Gov. Francis W. Sargent.

He said he expected the in-

vestigation to be completed within

two weeks, and he would then

formulate a policy about the sale of

information.

The AP learned that the R.L.

Polk Co., of Detroit paid more than

$35,000 this year for the registry's

entire auto registration file.

Polk, described by Boston Atty.

Robert T. Capeless, who
represented the company at a

legislative hearing earlier this

year, as a supplier of "general

information to businesses," buys

the entire file each year, according

to Louis R. Pleau, chief of the

registry's Record's Division.

Deputy Registrar George H.

Dooley said the sales to Polk have

not been suspended. Nor have

other registry practices which

were the subject of an assault by a

group of legislators headed by

Mofenson.
The registry, Dooley confirmed,

provides office space for "credit

girls," who search out records for

commercial operations. He said

there are least 10 such girls

working at the registry and there

may be as many as 25.

The registry also permits
companies to hire groups of

registry employees on "off hours,"

Dooley said, to comb through the

records.

Mofenson, who said he has failed

in his attempts to discuss the sale

of records with Lucey, said he

recently received a letter from the

registrar which follows:

"Please be advised that at the

present time, members of my
department are in the process of

investigating and evaluating the

entire area concerning the

dissemination of the information

contained in our records.

"When this task is accomplished,

I will establish a policy consistent

with the laws, rules and
regulations of the commonwealth
concerning the release of any in-

formation in our files."

Mofenson said he had "reason to

believe that the registry is

seriously considering selling ac-

cident notices, court notices and

insurance cancellations."

Dooley said these records are, in

fact, being sold.

"Some groups come in and hire

our people at night or on off hours

to look through the records," he

said.

The search by companies for

specific registry records may soon

become much easier.

The AP learned that the agency

is now testing a more sophisticated

computer which will have the

ability to search out any file.

Pleau said the computer will

have terminals at all registry

offices and it will be directly

connected with the state police

computer.
It also has been learned that the

insurance industry is interested in

taking advantage of a 1970 ruling

by state Atty. Gen. Robert H.

Quinn and plugging into the

registry's computer.
In an opinion dated Aug. 28, 1970,

Quinn ruled thaf'the registrar

may allow members of the in-

surance industry to use a computer
terminal by which they can inquire

directly into the registry's com-
puter."

A source who asked not to be

named said the computer available

at that time could not facilitate the

tie-in, but there "are plans to gear

up the computer to the point where
one could go and get all sorts of

information."

The information, he said, would
include a driver's record as well as

the traditional information.

Dooley, meanwhile, said he

takes a "dim view" of letting

private industry tie into the

computer.
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Election Reform Bill Passes
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1. 1971 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

WASHINGTON ( AP)-The House passed Tuesday an

election reform bill calling for spending ceilings,

retaining the equal time broadcast law and plugging

loopholes governing financial reporting. The vote was

:?72 to 23.

The bill goes back to the Senate, which has passed a

similar but not identical measure.

Before the final vote, the House turned down a

Senate provision to create an independent commission

to monitor campaign spending. Also rejected was the

Senate's' proposal to repeal the equal time

requirement applicable to all candidates for federal

office.

The House refused, as did the Senate, imposition of

limits on individual campaign contributions to can-

didate for president, vice-president, the Senate and

the House of Representatives.

Both the House and Senate bills would only affect

candidates for those federal offices.

The equal time provision of the communications act

requires radio and television stations to make
available comparable air time to all candidates

requesting it if time is provided free to an opponent.

The Senate provision to create a presidentially

appointed six-member monitoring commission was
replaced by House language giving the Clerk of the

House, Secretary of the Senate and the Comptroller

General administrative supervision over the proposed

law.

The House approved spending limitations on

broadcasting and printed media by candidates for

federal office and retention of the equal time provision

of the Communications Act designed to guarantee

equal air time for all rival candidates.

It approved by vote of 233 to 147 an amendment by

Rep. Orval Hanse, R—Idaho, to spell out the right of

labor unions and corporations to use their funds for

registration and get-out-the-vote drives among
members and stockholders and their families.

Hansen and his supporters contended that existing

law allows such activities but is not clear on the

matter. They emphasized that the amendment would

not allow use of the funds for general political ac-

tivities, but would not bar use of voluntary funds for

general election purposes.

By a vote of 79 to 52 the House knocked from the

Senate bill a proposal to create a six-member Federal

Elections Commission to administer financial

reporting and fund-raising activities of federal office

seekers.

Rep. Wayne L. Hays, D—Ohio, whose amendment

eliminated the commission plan, said Congress should

not turn over to an executive commission the job of

monitoring financial aspects of congressional elec-

tions.

Hays' amendment would give the task to the clerk of

the House for House candidates, the secretary of the

Senate for Senate aspirants, and the comptroller

general for candidates for President and vice-

president.

The House approved by an 80-48 vote an amendment
by Rep. Jonathan B. Bingham, D—NY., to include in

over-all election spending ceilings the costs of cam-

paigning by banks of five or more telephones and

computerized mailing lists.

These costs would be charged against the proposed

spending ceilings for advertising media of 10 cents for

each person of voting age.

I his is a cow. You ate a relative of his last night. Bet he tasted

Rood. Don't worry about it. We all have to contribute something to

the end of the world. ( MIX photo bv Gary Alpaugh

)

Boston "Safest City"

Rehnquist A Step Closer

BOSTON (AP)-The city of

Boston, says its police com-
missioner, is "still one of the safest

of major cities."

Edmund L. McNamara told a

news conference Tuesday that a

survey of 10 cities of comparable
size showed at least half scored

What does the

future hold?

knows

above Boston in all crime
categories except auto theft.

Even in that category, in which
Boston ranked second, offenses

were falling, he said.

McNamara said increased
patrolling had helped cut auto

thefts by 25 per cent in the past

month alone. So far this year, 1,163

vehicles have been stolen, com-
pared to 1,549 at the same time last

year.

The past month, the com-
missioner said, also found assaults

down by 11 per cent, burglaries

decreased by 7 per cent and lar-

cenies by 8 per cent.

He said the survey included

Baltimore, Cleveland, Dallas,

Denver, New Orleans, Pittsburgh,

St. Louis, San Francisco,
Washington DC. and Kansas City

Mo.

WASHINGTON < AP ) -The Senate

Judiciary committee, in a majority

report urging Senate confirmation

of William H. Rehnquist to the

Supreme Court, said Tuesday he

has shown "a deep and unwavering
commitment to the Constitution."

It said also that Rehnquist, a

former Phoenix, Ariz., lawyer and
now an assistant attorney general,

has what it called the prime
prerequisites for service on the

Supreme Court- "professional

competence, opeh-mindedness and
a sense of fairness."

The report dismissed as totally

unfounded attacks made on

Rehnquist's civil-rights and civil

liberties record, including an
allegation by opponents that he had
harassed black voters in Phoenix

in the 1960s.

The committee recommended
also Senate confirmation of

President Nixon's nominee for a

second vacancy on the Supreme
Court, Richmond, Va., attorney

Lewis F. Powell Jr., a former
president of the American Bar
Association.

Powell's nomination was ap-

proved unanimously by the

committee, composed of nine

Democrats and seven
Republicans.

Rehnquist's nomination was
approved by a 12-4 vote.

The four dissenting votes were
cast by Sens. Birch Bayh, D—Ind.,

Edward M. Kennedy, D—Mass.,

Philip A. Hart, D—Mich., and John
V. Tunney, D—Calif

Late in the day, they completed a

minority report urging rejection

Rehnquist's nomination, saying his

record reveals "a dangerous
hostility to the great principles of

individual freedom under the Bill

of Rights and equal justice for all

people."

"He has persistently opposed the

use of law to promote racial justice

in America, and he has just as

persistently analyzed legal

problems in a way which
minimizes the importance of civil

liberties values and maximizes the

importance of executive power,"
the four said.

Their report, challenging major
conclusions of the majority, said

Rehnquist's record presented no
problem of integrity or excellence
but that his philosophy was an
appropriate concern of the Senate.

Sen. Hubert H Humphrey of

Minnesota, the 1968 Democratic
presidential candidate, announced
that he will vote against con-

firmation of Rehnquist's
nomination. He previously had
disclosed he would vote to confirm
Powell.
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"Health Coverage In This Country Is A Farce"
DENVER (LNS)-For five years

Dr. Samuel Scherker worked
quietly -but profitably-about a

mile south of downtown Denver.
Called Dr. Sam by many, the

physician practiced among poor

whites, blacks, and Mexicans in a
neighborhood of old movie houses,

cheap hotels and used-car lots. In

1970 he grossed about $130,000 with

$73,000 of that coming from
Medicare and ledicaid.

Then last February, he initiated

a "total-heulth-care" package and
things haven't been the same
since. For $20 to $40 a month, the

program provides unrestricted
visits to or from the doctor and free

hospital and dental care.

The patients, of course, love it.

"I don't know what I'd do without

it," says Corene Wood, a

hospitalized cancer patient. But

last April, Dr. Sam was hauled into

court by the Colorado Insurance

Commission. He was charged with

selling insurance without a license

and operating a health plan that

was fiscally unsound and
dangerous to the public.

Some 140 angry patients turned

up at his trial, jamming a cour-

troom designed for 60 persons and
overflowing into the hall. The
doctor was fined $2000 for not

obeying a court injunction to drop
the health plan. Other contempt
charges were dropped and he was
sternly lectured on the risks of

continuing the program.
But Dr. Scherker is not only

continuing the program, he is

expanding it. "Health coverage in

this country is a farce," he said.

"I'm going to show that through
faith and hard work and
cooperation people can take better

care of themselves at the neigh-

borhood level better than these top-

heavy bureaucracies can do it for

them. We can cut health costs in

half."

So far, the plan is breaking even,

he said. Approximately $4000 is

taken in and the same amount is

paid out monthly. About 200 of the

1,500 patients in the plan are

covered by family policies at $40

monthly per family.

Couples pay $30 and singles pay
$20. Families with Blue Cross and
Blue Shield pay $10 a month, for

which they are covered on all

hospital, doctor and dental bills not

paid by the national plans.

Other rates range from $2

monthly for one person with

Medicare and Medicaid coverage

to $10 a month for patients on

Medicare.
"If you don't have a dime and

you walk into his office, you'll get

help just the same," says Corene
Wood.
But Dr. Sam's critics don't un-

derstand how he does it. "I really

question his ability to provide so

much care at the rates he

charges," said John Vance,
executive vice president of

Denver Blue Cross-Blue Shield.

Dr. Scherker asserts that his

critics overlook several cost-

saving innovations of his plan,

including elimination of paper

work to the point that patients

Winning Minds
Across Asia

OKINAWA (LNS)-In a modest complex of buildings in the Machinato

area of Okinawa, the Seventh Psychological Operations (7th Psyops)

group of the United States Army maintains its Pacific Headquarters.

Although 7th Psyops is only one of the more than 140 American military

installations in the Ryukyu Islands, it subtly but directly influences the

lives of people in every Southeast Asian country through its intelligence

gathering and propaganda dissemination projects.

The formal mission of 7th Psyops is "to influence the action, behavior

and attitude" of both friend!
1 nd enemy Asian people in support of U.S.

strategic policies. Efforts lange from smuggling "line crossers" into

North Korea to publishing the official Boy Scout handbooks for all of

Okinawa and part of Japan.

The briefing room of 7th Psyops is sectioned off on a country by country

basis with the various propaganda items produced and distributed by

Psyops on display for visitors and for use in "briefing" sessions. Special

attention is devoted by Psyops to the following countries: Cambodia,

Laos, Taiwan, the People's Republic of China, Malaysia, Burma, In-

donesia. Singapore, the Republic of the Philippines, North and South

Korea, Thailand, Japan and Okinawa. Propaganda items on display

include:

for Okinawa-Leaflets for air and ground distribution and

Boy Scout Manuals;

for North Korea-Magazines and leaflets, float bags (for

offshore distribution of propaganda items), toys, balloons

with explosive devices for air distribution, and radios with

frequency control soldered to receive .only Psyops

broadcasts;

for Vietnam -Printed materials, soldered radios and toys;

for the People's Republic of China -similar propaganda

materials which are distributed through the cooperation of

the Taiwanese military.

Since American agents would be to conspicuous, the propaganda

materials produced and distributed by Psyops are based on data

provided by an intelligence network made up of defectors, business

leaders, students and an occasional clergyman.

Japanese "friends" who cooperate with Psyops play a substantial role

in the overall work of disseminating American propaganda. Executives

with shipping companies and other Japanese businessmen in countries

like Korea and Indonesia provide data on a regular basis. Almost all

Psyops materials (radios, balloons, etc.) are produced in Japan. The

large color press which prints all of Psyops propaganda materials is saying he was "the most dedicated

located in the American Grand Heights suburb of Tokyo. man I've ever met, perhaps too

Information is usually passed to military intelligence agencies in Japan dedicated."

for initial evaluation and then transmitted to 7th Psyops in Okinawa. Egan is now in line for another

Business, university and opposition party members in other S.E. Asian movie part because of his work in

countries are also regular sources of information. "Connection", and has said that "I

don't have any contracts and pay

monthly "on faith".

Dr. Sam has enormous con-

fidence in the \ ilue of preventive

medicine, which he maintains is

almost nonexistent in the U.S.

nowadays.
"When a patient has unlimited

visiting, you catch illnesses before

they get to the expensive hospital

stage," he contends.

"Even if I'm just upset," ex-

plains Mary Ann Hart, one of his

patients, "I can walk in and talk to

him about it."

Dr. Scherker, who is the only

physician in the program, draws

no salary at the present, though he

says he would draw one once the

program got onto solid ground. Nor

has he collected money from Blue

Shield or Medicaid-Medicare since

the program started because of

legal complications. Now he and

his wife and six children live off

returns from investments and live

in a one-bedroom apartment.

He admits that under current

circumstances, a rash of costly

illnesses could overload the

program but he is already working

on a solution for that possibility.

Since much of today's medical

costs comes from hospital care,

Dr. Scherker has under con-

struction a six-bed "home-pital" to

house patients.

"Never again will a hospital

charge one of my patients a dollar

for a roll of toilet paper," he said.

The facility will also become the

home of Dr. Scherker and his

family. The term "home-pital"

was coined to avoid state and
federal regulations covering
hospitals.

Colorado still hasn't signaled its

next move, but state insurance

regulators have suggested that he

might have more confrontations

with the law.

But his patients are unwavering
in their support. One of these is

Norman Halse, a 32-year old

former steel worker who credits

Dr. Scherker with saving his hfe.

"If they lock him up," he said.

"I'll demand to see him. Nobody
else can treat me."

"Connection" Cop
Withholding Dope

NEW YORK (LNS)--A New York
City policeman who played a

narcotics sleuth in the movie "The
French Connection" was accused
on November 17 of failing to turn

over seized drugs to the police

department.
Detective Edward Egan, 41,

faces demotion to patrolman and a

reduction of his pension for

withholding drugs seized in 22

separate cases as well as failing to

show up for a scheduled court

appearance as a prosecution wit-

ness. As a result of his absence,

charges against the defendant had
to be dropped, police said.

Egan, along with his real-life

partner Detective Salvatore
Grosso, starred in the movie about

one of the biggest narcotics busts

in history -the discovery in 1962 of

a cache of 120 pounds of pure

heroin said to be worth $32 million.

In addition to his part in the film,

Egan acted as a technical advisor.

In response to the charges

against Egan, Bill Friedkin,

director of "The French Con-

nection", defended the detective

love acting...but I don't love it

more than police work."
The charges against Egan are

not extraordinarily rare. It is

common practice for police to

withhold drugs and sell them for a

profit.

On November 18, another New
York City detective and a civilian

were seized by Customs officials

near Kennedy Airport with an
estimated $60,000 worth
marijuana.
Detective Sydney Francis,

was immediately suspended
Police Commissioner Murphy.
Officials said that over 200 pounds

of marijuana were confiscated

from two barrels which Francis

had come to pick up.
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Getting Engaged?

VERY LOW PRICES ON

DIAMONDS
Christmas Specials

Call Richard Amoroso 6-4300 anytime

In Boston call (617) 542-2226

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Buy One
\Get One Free

every

Wednesday
Night

BRUM'S
PIZZA

Corner of

Main & Triangle

256-6676

How To Move Off-Campus
If YOU'. 1. are a Senior

2. will be 21 years of age during the academic year

3. are married

4. will be commuting from home

Then, notify - the Housing Ottice before room-choosing ( December 6-

10) that you intend to exercise any of the above options.

You're Not Covered By The Above Categories?

If you are not covered by any of the above categories then you are

required by Board of Trustee regulation to liveon-campus. However,

you may apply for an exemption to the regulation through your Area

Director.

Security Deposit:
If you plan to move off-campus you must notify the Housing Office

before December 10, 1971, in order that you may get your deposit

back. Students who fail to make such notification by December 10 and

who fail to occupy a room in the Spring Semester will, unfortunately,

forfeit their deposit. Make your plans early.
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Debate Team
Stays Alive

By JUDY BENNETT
In recent weeks the UMass

debate team has hosted a high

school tournament here and also

gone to a number of inter-

collegiate tournaments. This

year's intercollegiate topic is

''resolved that greater controls

should be imposed on the gathering

and utilization of information

about U.S. citizens by government

agencies."

Two teams represented UMass
at Pace College each achieving a 4-

2 win-loss record. Betsy Kohler, a

sophmore from Lakehurst, New
Jersey, and Karin Kramer, a

Smith College sophmore from
Levittown. Pa., had wins over

Columbia. Alfred. Army, and St.

John-Jamaica's. The other team of

sophmores Jean Bayer, from
Dorchester, and Harry Feinzig.

from Brookline defeated Emerson,

lona. Merchant Marines, and

Hofstra.

At Emory University junior

David McCaffrey from Leominster

and senior Paul Lamarche, from

Worcester, went 3-5 defeating

teams from Missouri, Pensacola.

and West Virginia.

In Detroit at Debate Days, a 9-9

total record was achieved as the

teams debated in front of

audiences with judges. Par-

ticipating here were freshman C.C.

Hooper, from Ann Arbor, Mich.,

and junior Bruce Murphy, of

Abington, and the other team of

sophmore Terry Hofmann. from

Rochester, NY*, and junior Roger

Legendre. from Leominster.

At Southern Connecticut State

College, novices John Hermanson,

from Quincy and Richard Le

Blanc, from Pittsfield. beat

Syracuse. Rhode Island, and
Fitchburg State. Junior Bette

Napoli. from Winthrop and fresh-

man Jill Pelt in, from Wellsley

were victorious over Vermont and

Southern Connecticut.

Junior John Day, of South

Hamilton and sophmore Jim Lane,

of Greenfield debated at Brown
University although results have

not yet been received.

Thirteen states, represented by a

total of 600 people, recently at-

tended a high school debate
tournament here, the largest yet.

Junior Paul Drager, from
Peekskill, N.Y., was tournament

director and because of his many
long hours of work and
organization, the tournament was
successful. Debating that "the jury

system in the U.S. should be

significantly changed". Professor

Matlon, Director of Debate, ex-

plained that the purpose of the

tournament was "to provide ex-

cellent competition for high school

students in debate."

To conclude, recent in-

tercollegiate debates as well as the

high school tournament held here

have produced extremely
favorable results.

A PAULIST DOESN'T
WAIT TO BE
ORDAINED
TO GET
INVOLVED.

Ff \ou think

(hat ordination

i-, something
like graduation
— and the time
in between is

similar to marking time—then

you couldn't be more mistaken.

The Paulists were founded
with the belief that each man is

a member of the community and
he contributes his own thing.

Each is an individual with his

own talents and he is given the

freedom to use them in his own
way. Hut not later. Now.

I .ii instance, during the no-

vitiate, novices work in such
diverse areas as hospitals, voca-

tional rehabilitation centers and

Universities. They serve as assist-

ant chaplains, co-retreat masters,

student teachers and psychiatric

aides.

Paulist Seminarians create

recreational programs, direct

"Days of Recollection" for CCD
students, direct film series, ex-

periment with the use of media
in the liturgy as a preaching tool,

originate and edit the Paulist

Free Press, coordinate Lenten
lectures and organize Home
Masses, to mention just a few.

When you commit yourself to

the Paulists. it isn't a someday
thing. It's now. Today.

For more information about

the Paulists write to: Rev. Don-
ald C Campbell, C.S.P., Voca-

tion Director, Room 300.

paulistfathers.

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

WASHINGTON, NOV. 29--NIXON TO GO TO CHINA-Press Secretary Ron Ziegler makes the an-

nouncement of President Nixon's journey to Peking next February 21.

Every recordyoubuy is onemore reason

toown a Dual.

The people you buy records from . .

.
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Community Mental

Health Discussed
By NANCY PRAJZNER

"Undergraduate College Students in Human Service Roles" will be the

topic of an all-day conference at the Campus Center, Friday, December 3,

sponsored by the Department of Psychology at the University and the

Massachusetts Department of Mental Health.

Programs in Western Massachusetts where college undergraduates

work with troubled people will be the main focus of this conference.

Workshops in the facilities of the Massachusetts Department of Mental

Health, and those in which students work in educational and correctional

facilities will be included.

Among the various workshops will be those by the Belchertown State

School ACTION, Incentive Community, and Counselor Companions.

This conference is part of a continuing effort to show what mental

health professionals and college undergraduates are doing to satisfy the

mental health needs at the community level. This is the second con-

ference of this type held at the University. Last May the two groups

sponsored a similar program.

The concept of community mental health, has increased in recent years

in the view that mental health needs are universal among all people. In

the past however, the benefits of psychological treatment m its con-

ventional clinical forms have been largely restricted to those persons at a

relatively high educational and socio-economic level. It is hoped that this

conference and other new projects will expand the treatment and

counseling of mental health patients to the entire community.

One way to expand mental health assistance to the community is by the

collaboration of mental health professionals from various facilities, and

undergraduate students frpm the University who work in human service

r

°Smce last year, the University has initiated many new experimental

courses that are offered to students interested in human Mrvke rotor

These courses serve as a two-fold purpose. They offer undergraduate

students a chance to enrich their education by doing practical fieldwork.

At the same time these students are an effective personnel source for a

number of mental health facilities.

The first course of this type was initiated last February Un-

dergraduate students worked with patients at the Northampton State

Hospital. Each student serves as a counseling companion to a patient who

is sJon to be discharged, and the student helps prepare the patient.for his

re-entry into society. This course has expanded this year to an enrollment

0f

Und%graduat
S

es also work with students in Amherst Regional High

School and the Wildwood School. They provide a counseling and tutoring

service for several students. m+im
A similar project is provided for patients at the Belchertown State

SC
Am!ough a student receives credit for these courses they are not

designed as technical and career opportunities.M^""S**
as compliments to the overall academic»^£'tta2S2
decree These various courses just serve to strengthen the regular

sub e^ts that must be taken. They are a continuing effort by the Depart-

ment of Psychology to develop a curriculum which includes field work.

The conference Friday will provide an opportunity for the

MlssachTetrDepartment of Mental Health and students enrolled in

human service roles to study and examine the present projects, and

discuss future projects in the field of mental health.-

The conference is open to all students. Anyone who wishes to attend

CASIAC Pre-registration

Biology Professor Appointed

To State Conservation Post

Dr. Joseph S. Larson, associate professor of

wildlife biology at UMass has been named to state

and national posts in the conservation field.

He has been elected to the board of directors of

the Massachusetts Association of Conservation

Commissions, the organization representing over

200 community conservation commissions in the

state. A resident of Pelham, Dr. Larson was in-

strumental in organizing the conservation com-

mission in that town and also serves on the local

planning board.

On the national scene he has been appointed

chairman of the Professional Education Committee

of The Wildlife Society, international professional

organization of wildlife biologists and managers. In

this capacity he is leading a study to determine

whether educational institutions and employers

wish to establish a formal accrediting system for

wildlife schools.

Larson is a native of Maiden who received B.S.

and M.S. degrees in wildlife management at the

UMass and his Ph.D. from Virginia Polytechnic

Institute. Prior to his present position he held

private, state, federal and university positions in

Massachusetts and Maryland.

Miss Barbara Anne Peterson, candidate for a B.S.

degree in nursing at UMass, has been elected first

vice-president of the Massachusetts Nurses

Association.

Miss Peterson, a staff nurse at Morton Hospital, is

a graduate of Union Hospital School of Nursing, Fall

River. She lives at 25 Linden St., Taunton.

The Massachusetts Nurses Association, a

professional organization of registered nurses, is

the state constituent of the American Nurses

A SSOC* IritlOll

Robert R. Faulkner of the UMass sociology

department will deliver a paper at a national

Conference on Sport and Social Deviancy at the

State University of New York College at Brockport

Dec 9-11.

The UMass sociologist's paper will be on

"Violence Among Professional Hockey Players," to

be delivered in a section on problems associated

with the professionalization of sport.

J

Norfolk Transfers Prisoners

BOSTON (AP) -Sixteen inmates

were transferred from Norfolk

Prison Colony to Walpole State

Prison several weeks ago because

guards feared the Norfolk in-

stitution would be blown up, the

state corrections commissioner

told a U.S. Magistrate Tuesday.

Corrections Commissioner John

Fitzpatrick testified during a

hearing on an inmates' petition

asking they be returned to the

Norfolk prison.

An attorney for the inmates,

Matt Feinberg, has argued the

transfer violated the prisoners'

civil rights because they were

arbitrarily chosen for transfer.

Fitzpatrick told U.S. Magistrate

Willie Davis he approved a

decision of prison Superintendent

Theodore Ristaino to transfer the

inmates on Nov. 7 following a

meeting with about 50 guards.

The commissioner said Ristaino

and Senior Corrections Officer

James Magnan, who is also

president of the guards' union,

decided to remove up to 32

prisoners to Walpole as a

corrective measure.

Fitzpatrick testified he approved

the move after the number was cut

to 16, described by Magnan as "the

most disruptive."

Prisoners at Norfolk staged a

temporary work stoppage Sept. 27

to dramatize grievances.

Prior to the transfer, Fitzpatrick

said, he received a letter from

some 200 "Concerned Employes of

Norfolk" which warned that the

"insurrection" at the institution

threatened to end in harm to the

guards and other inmates.

Meanwhile Judge Harry J.

Elam, chairman of a governor's

committee studying prison

problems, denied published

reports the committee would
recommend the removal of

Superintendent Ristaino at Norfolk

and Superintendent Robert J.

Moore at Walpole.

>i \ *'» T; *.

' V>'

eluding 17 hours without an

overload card during

PREREGISTRATION. Although

the Registrar will not refuse cards

showing more than 17 hours, the

final scheduling procedure will list

no more than 17 hours per student.

CASIAC announces that in an

effort to give all students a fair

chance at obtaining their course

preferences no overloads will be

authorized during the pre-

registration period.

College of Arts and Sciences

student may elect up to and in-

U1MUA
7:30 p.m. v^wDP(^INTr w^l will be featured Topics discussed with

M,,ws '

u
C5!a^R«KTTBl3

irC

JS
m
Sand Marty Kelley bring

'*KiK^J^SSSfJS.. £*.•• a.Z Cage for Che

llSS-C^JM^OW^^eUU:^

[i:**f;7' Holiday Sale Jjc>

I FASHION FABRICS?
Last 3 Days!

±t POLYESTER CREPE

\£

!£••.

Machine Washable

Polyester

Double Knits

to" O €\€\

* 58/60" wide
* Fashion Colors

Crompton's

Crushed Velvet

$2.59
Machine Washable

/Solid Colors
•45 inches wide

• •

«

»

LIVE MUSIC
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday Nltes

OLDIES NITE
Monday

STONES NITE
Wednesday

RESTAURANT
Open 21 Hours

$3.99

*ioo% Rayon
'Dry Clean
* 39/40" wide

AMHERST 1 Pray St.

Daily 9:30 5:30 Fit til 9

NORTHAMPTON
21 Pleasant St.

Open Daily 9:30 5:30

Thurs. til 9:00

l • • J^ • • •

Satins

Jacquards
Metailics

Brocades
Values Q9*
$8.50 and
yard

$1.99

Hand Washable

Bonded
Crepe

$1.99
Reg.
2.99

•45" wide
•Acetate/Nylon Blend
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Time To Act
Last spring the Faculty Senate passed a motion

charging its Committee on Committees with making a

proposal to increase representation of students and women
on the Athletic Council. This was certainly not a radical

move, but it was a step toward making the Council more
representative of the campus.
The Committee on Committees was instructed to submit

its recommendations no later than October 1. The com-

mittee did not begin to consider the question until

November 23, and its formal recommendations still have

not been presented.

On November 19, President Robert Wood met with the

Athletic Council, urging them to add as many students as

possible, under NCAA policy, to the Council.

Meanwhile, the Student Senate has passed a proposal to

reorganize the Council to give students substantial control

of the athletic funds derived from the student athletic fee.

In the midst of all of this activity, the Faculty Senate has

remained aloof. The Student Senate's proposal was sub-

mitted to the Faculty Senate in October and was originally

on the agenda for action this Thursday. Unfortunately, last

week the Faculty Senate Rules Committee pigeon-holed

the proposal in the same committee "for further study." In

this case, students have played by the rules but the

Faculty Senate seems to be using those rules to delay and

delay.

We urge the Faculty Senate to act quickly on this issue.

The cause of student participation is too important to be

stalled any longer.

Permanent Hostages

>£&

Art Buchwald

In Defense Of Booing
WASHINGTON -Washington is still in shock from a

booing incident that took place at the last Redskin

home football game at RFK Stadium. It seems that

the Redskin fans who had been euphoric about the

team's early winning streak started to boo Coach

George Allen because he refused to replace quar-

terback Billy Kilmer with Sonny Jurgensen, who had

been out with injuries.

The fact that the Redskin fans would boo a team

they had been cheering a few games back even shook

up President Nixon, who made a surprise visit to the

Redskin camp to reassure the players that he was

rooting for them.

While most responsible people in Washington

deplored the booing, my friend Lem Katcawler

defended it.

•Booing is as American as apple pie," he said to me.

"If we can't boo at a football game, we're no better

than the Russians."

"But Lem." I protested, "you're not supposed to boo

your own team."
"That's how much you know about booing.

Everyone knows that booing is a form of emotional

release. There was a time, I'll admit, when booing the

other side was sufficient to get the juices flowing. But

in the world we live in today the only real satisfaction

fans get is booing their own team."

"It seems awfully cruel," I said.

"Perhaps," said Lem. "but everyone is doing it and

not just at football games. Children are booing

grownups, grownups are booing long hairs, voters are

booing politicians, students are booing speakers and

rank-and-file workers are booing their own labor

leaders. There is 75% more booing going on in this

country than there was 20 years ago."

"Why is that?"

"Everybody is mad," said Lem, "and they have to

take it out on somebody. All of us have been brought

up on the axiom that the only thing that counts in life is

to win. So when somebody is losing, the natural thing

to do is to boo him."

"But maybe if you cheered, it would help him win,"

I protested.

"That's old hat," Lem said. "There's so little to

cheer about any more that people actually feel silly

when they do it. Besides nobody pays any attention to

people who cheer. It's the man who boos that everyone

worries about."

"I guess I'm old-fashioned," I said, "but I feel much
better when I cheer than when I boo."

"Anyone who cheers anything today is living in a

fantasy world," Lem said. "What's there to shout

about?"
"I don't know, Lem, but there has to be something."

"Look, when I was young I used to do a lot of

cheering myself. I cheered the Flag, I cheered the

President, I cheered for my school, I cheered for the

sake of cheering. But now that Americans don't know
which side they're on any more, the safest thing to do

is to boo."

"It's awfully tough on people who are trying their

hardest," I said.

"That's too bad," Lem said. "But if I don't boo,

people will think I don't care what happens. I'm just

one guy, but when they add my boos to everyone else's

boos, they're going to have to reckon with us and

change their ways."
"Who's they?" I asked.

"Whomever we're booing, stupid."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

Nixon Brings It All Home
Bv FRANK JOHNSON

Editorial Staff

My colleague Frank Baglione's

recent and scintillating article on

contemporary obscenity was in-

teresting, and timely as well.

According to a recent article

written by John Osborne in the

New Republic, President Nixon is

reported to have said: "fuck the

ABA!" when asked about the

possible opposition of the

American Bar Association to his

recent court nominations. This

rather strong and visceral ut-

terance brings to mind three ap-

praisals of Mr. Nixon. The first one

intimates that apparently he's

been doing some listening to some
of the more vociferous student

demonstrators and assimilating

their language; evidently it's an

irresistable force he's up against.

Second, the office of the President

of the United States is apparently

not such a lofty haven reserved

only for those intellectuals loath to

utter the language of the
street. Thirdly, it tells us

something about Mr. Nixon
himself; evidently he's turned out

to be one of us after all. Can't we all

admit to having at least thought in

those terms before, if not having

actually yelled them outright?

Such news is welcome relief that

tends to dispel the myth of the

President as an ubermensch,
borrowing an idea from Friedrich

Nietzche, and it tends also to in-

voke a line from Bob Dylan:

"Sometimes even the President of

the United States has to stand

naked."
But assuming intellectual

equality with everyone else should

not be the goal of the President. In

the context of the situation cited in

the Osborne article, there might
have been some excuse for the

utterance itself, but there is no
excuse for the reason Mr. Nixon
uttered it. If indeed the President

feels so strongly about a judicial

body eminently more qualified

than he to evaluate Supreme Court
nominees, he should at least have
the courage to assess the prudence
not only of his expletives but of his

knowledge of this countries
judicial system. Mr. Nixon's
history of nominees to the Court is

a disma li one. In no instance has he
seen fit to overthrow the
anachronistic cloak of "strict
interpretation of the constitution"

or the "Southern strategy." In the

latter respect, the President may

indeed be fulfilling his 1968 cam-

paign promises made to the

Southern contingent, and he may
also be fulfilling additional

promises of lawn-order, which he

made in that same year. But in so

doing he is definitely not fulfilling

any task of bringing wisdom and

much-needed liberalism to the

Supreme Court. Instead, he insists

on questioning the integrity of that

judicial body by suggesting less

than totally desireable nominees,

all the while bestowing accolades

on them and citing their notable

achievements selectively. In the

event that Powell's substantial

financial holdings come into

question, is Mr. Powell to sit down
in front of the TV camera and do a

repeat performance of the 1952

"checkers" speech, in gratitude

for his nomination by "the old

chief?" Is Mr. Rehnquist planning

to distinguish himself by making
efforts to conceal his sorry record

of civil rights and related

legislation? Or is Mr. Nixon
planning to be good to his word and

"fuck" the ABA, as he says? He
has certainly done it symbolically

in the form of his record of

nominations to the Supreme Court.

"Adequate Planning?'

-H-er^cj* k=*= *.

WALTER E. CRONIN
Editorial staff

Tonight, members of the undergraduate body set

out to represent the University in both hockey and
basketball. But where will they perform? Well,

basketball fans, once again you are privileged to

frequent the "Cage," constructed back in those days

of Mass Aggie, when the school served the needs of a

few thousand. And hockey fans, you will find the rink

about two miles down the road at Amherst College,

but beware of arriving late, as the capacity is no more
than 1400.

The year 1971 is drawing to a close. In a few short

months the class of 1976 will have been accepted. And
what is being done to fill the needs of the University

community?
Last year the Administration deemed it necessary

to stop the concerts from being held at the "Cage."

The public safety was at stake, and a wise step was

taken. But what is being done to plan for the com-

munity an auditorium of adequate size? And who
defines what is an "adequate" size? What was an

adequate gymnasium? For example, there are nearly

10,000 men, including the graduate students, but ex-

cluding the faculty, staff, and administration, at the

present time. Down at Boyden there are 5 handball-

paddleball-squash courts, and they are continually in

plan-use and oversubscribed. Was this "adequate'

ning?

As the University delays in constructing an

"adequate" auditorium, which could somehow in-

corporate a hockey rink and basketball complex, the

building construction costs soar. The need is now, and

for the future, and what is being done?
Imagine having an auditorium where com-

mencement could be held, distinguished guests could

speak, movies could be run, conventions could

congregate, concerts could be held safely...the list

could go on. And think, for a moment, of having a

hockey rink so that we could have intramural hockey,

public skating, ice rental, and skating classes in which

there is no need of a $33.00 lab fee...the list could go on.

And think of the pleasure of being able to see a

basketball game, or a hockey hame, without the in-

convenience of standing in line for hours, or being told

that there is no more room available.

In the interim, would it be possible for the proper

authority to put that fire hydrant, which is next to the

pond, to use? Some of us would appreciate having the

ice flooded once in a while during the skating season.

And, if this is possible, could it be done at night, when
those of the student population, who like to throw

rocks and sticks on the surface, aren't around? Many
thanks.

0Ni^tuim\\i£<.

THERE COMES A TIME WHEN ENOUGH IS ENOUGH

Letters To The Editor

Non-Debasing Films

To the Editor:

Women and non-white students contribute in fees

and in other ways to UMass, however, the activities

especially in entertainment are oriented toward white

and sexist students. We are opposed to an expensive,

commercially pushed all male, all white rock

(symbolic of rape?) festival this Spring in the

stadium. We are also aware of the films shown nightly

on this campus. Dorm committees that rent films as

well as the Student Senate Program Council might

consider criteria other than what is popular, i.e.

pushed by mass media, Hollywood pervert PR.

people and what is profitable, i.e. white male habit of

greed. These popular films are very expensive also.

"Beyond the Valley of the Dolls" rents for $200.

Another response for not considering other films

besides the popular ones is that they are "political,"

but might it not be true that by not showing films such

as those we list below that these origanizations

exemplify institutional racism and sexism. These

organizations patronize status quo attitudes, white

male directed movies, movies where the leading roles

are played by "good?" white dominant males and

submissive non-real, sex-for-sale females with the

"bad" roles played traditionally by non-whites and

where nonwhites either as directors or characters in

films are labeled "foreign." Blacks, Hispanis and a

growing battering in the media and entertainment of

these racist and sexist themes.

We are petitioning for our right to see non-debasing

films subsidized by these university committees.

Deborah Peterson, et al

Greatest Performance Ever

To the Editor:

On Sunday evening, November 21, I watched the

greatest performance I have ever seen. It was great

not because the plot was intricate or mind bending,

not because the scenery was beautiful, or not because

the costumes wer~ well designed. It was none of these.

The performance was the talent show put on at the

Belchertown State School and it was great because it

will be a long time before I ever again see a show

where the actors and those who directed the show put

so much of themselves into the performance. It was

great because the patients who acted showed as much

enjoyment in giving the performance as the audience

did in watching. It was great because it was a bargain.

No one who went made themselves have a good time

because they had to empty their wallet for a front row

seat. Admission was free. Watching the patients act

made me wonder whether they had been committed

because they were mentally deficient or whether they

were there to save themselves from those of us on the

"outside" who don't know what it's like to be our-

selves and to act freely and natural. It's a shame there

weren't enough people at the show to give everyone

involved the credit they deserved.
George Gilman

Student Statement Of Ownership, Management And Circulation

(Act of August, 1970: Section 3685, title 39, United States Code)

Joy To Be Female
By SUSAN J. RAY

What with all this Women's Lib,' biz, I'm really beginning to discover

my true role in today's society. Though a difficult project, raising the

consciousness of the men in my life is almost as rewarding as it used to be

working for the day when, I, too, would be happily wedded to home and

family. , .

.

.

Needing an audience for my daily insights, I was brought to approach a

male with the proposition:

"Honey, I've seen the clear light of good thoughts, and I need you to

share with me the joys of my new existance."

He was demure at first, but acquiesced after I hinted to the extent of my

sexual prowess. We would, of course, share in the daily progression of

events, drinking in the essence of each unique occurence. I took the

responsibility seriously, and was anxious to show him all I knew.

First of all, it was important to demonstrate where contemporary

society was missing most of the good points about women and their lot. As

Ghandi used to say, "An hour's worth of menial work daily reaffirms

one's ties with the earth." Sometime I ought to write whoever it was who

started the whole bit about getting back to the good earth and thank her.

True Ghandi took to spinning, but we were bound to make this a totally

creative venture so I suggested that housework was entirely suitable to

reaffirmation in general. He was agreeable, in his winsome manner.

Such a good man; never difficult or argumentative, and I grew to love

him for this.
,

, . .,

With my years of experience, it was a simple process to explain tne

workings of cleaning, laundering and so on. I suggested after this brief

introduction to his consciousness practice that if I left him to work out the

details of his own personal method, he would gain enormously by doing it

himself I mentioned the many instances of new blood revamping and

improving on old, possibly outdated methods, suggesting that it was

within his power to come up with an earth shattering way to turn the

corners on bedsheets, or dust into the very depths of the floor space

beneath the desk. It was gratifying to sense the vitality that grew within

him as he groped through the possibilities available to him for his

enlightenment. For my part, I was quick to stand by his side through

difficult scrubbings, praise him, even bring him little gifts and good

green plants for his window sill. As his assurance grew, so did mine, and I

retired to the phone in pursuit of my own search for truth

.

"Hello Margaret? Listen: there's a good show on at eight. Let s head

on down' to the Drake and catch it over a few beers." Margaret, as a

fellowwoman, was more in tune with my place on the road to serenity,

and I often sought her company during those times when my industrious

male was preoccupied with the tasks before him. She usually beat the shit

outa me at pool, but we were on a par with pinball, and she had an eye for

a good ass whenever some likely cat passed in our revue.

Margaret mentioned how this dude had proposed to her a week ago, and

I asked her how she got around him. She explained that it had become

mostly a point wherein he wasn't willing to follow her from coast to coast

while she worked up her career singing country bluegrass.

"Men are strange like that," she concluded. "They get excited over the

status of being married to an entertainer and then expect her to give up

rehearsal time and important engagements for family and home.

Liberating men is going to be damn difficult, that's all I gotta say."

We screwed around at the Drake till it closed and I gave some guy a

ride home got into the yard around two. He was sleeping gently when

I crawled under the sheets, but it took more than one caress to wake him.

He lifted his head, looking a little fuzzy.

"Not tonight, honey, huh? I'm tired."

"What's this? Don't you want to relate together? Remember, if you

want to raise your consciousness ya gotta raise more than your head.

Wake up." . „ . .

It was useless, though, he had curled back up into a ball and slept on,

his head on my forearm. I lay back on the pillow thinking of the day's

events It was obvious there was more to be done before we really got into

the groove together. He was cool, though, was really anxious to see to

both my own and his fulfillment, and I had confidence. After all, not all

men were being given the opportunity to contribute to the growth of a

female psyche In a way it was fantastic to be a part of aU I was showing

him Yes, I had to admit, It's a real joy being female, and all the

responsibilities of seeing that this new ideal was spread through the land

came to me as I dozed off.
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METProfessor

Files Boston

Wiretap Suit
BOSTON ( AP) Noam Chomsky,

professor of linguistics at MIT and

a critic of the Vietnam war,

Monday asked a U.S. District

Court to bar the government from

conducting illegal wiretaps on his

telephone.

The suit names as defendants

U.S. Atty. Gen. John Mitchell, FBI
director J. Edgar Hoover and the

New England Telephone Co., a

statement from Chomsky's at-

torneys said. The suit seeks a

temporary and permanent in-

junction to halt any illegal

wiretapping, one attorney said, as

well as restitution and punitive

damages.
Allan R. Rosenberg, one of the

attorneys, said no da»e for a

hearing was set. He said he ex-

pected to ask for a hearing on the

request for a temporary injunction

"within a week or so."

Rosenberg said Chomsky also

filed "requests for discovery and

interrogatories" asking the court

to require the government and the

telephone company to disclose

whether certain numbers used by

the MIT professor had been tap-

ped.

The grand jury inquiry had been

suspended since Oct. 29 after Sen.

Mike Gravel, D—Alaska, argued

before the U.S. Court of Appeals.

Amherst
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Additional Course Descriptions

National Park

Backing Urged
AMHERST - At last night's

meeting of the board of selectmen

word was received from Mrs.

Naomi Langford and James
Walker of the Amherst En-

vironmental Concerns Committee

urging the town to take over

stewardship of the proposed Mount

Holyoke Range national park if

park enacting legislation should

fail in Congress.

Ten days ago a request for ap-

proval of preliminary plans for a

development south of Bay Rd. and

extending on to the Mount Holyoke

Range was brought before the

Planning Board by Gordon Neylon

of Amherst.
Much of the area in the proposed

development is included in the

boundaries of the planned national

park.

In reference to the Neylon

project, Selectmen Nancy Eddy
said it was "a real desecration and

this board should do anything it

can to halt it."

Town Manager Allen Torrey

commented that if "the selectmen

are against it, if you feel that

strongly about it, then say so." He
added that town board "always get

stuck" in situations where they

don't like something, but feel they

can't do anything about it.

Torrey urged the board to

communicate their feelings to

other town agencies on the mat-

ters, in effect to say "if you go to

court, we'll back you up."

The Planning Board had not

concealed their antipathy to the

project when it comes before them,

and in fact, flirted with the idea of

rejection it solely on the grounds of

its being on proposed national park

land, and unprecedented move.

However, they postponed their

decision pending a report from

their subcommittee.
According to Mrs. Eddy, the

proposed national park is in danger

of dying in Congress ostensibly,

because of a lack of citizen sup-

port. She related that Sen. Edward
Kennedy had only received 50

letters on the park's behalf.

The board determined to study

the plans for the national park, as

well as the plans for the proposed

development, and discuss the

situation at its meeting next

Tuesday.
In the meantime. Chairman

Merle Howes will call Sen. Ken-

nedy to convey the Selectmen's

endorsement of the park and to get

the latest information on the park's

chances of approval in

Washington.
The Selectmen also discussed the

Sewer Treatment Plant Technical

Advisory Committee's request for

a specific charge. "If we have a

committee, it should have a

charge," said board member H
Hills Skillings.

The board agreed, but no one

was anxious to volunteer. "Who
feels nearly on the verge of

volunteering''" asked Howes.
There were still no takers. Finally

Torrey offered to prepare a draft

by Monday, at which time, he said,

"you can react to it."

In reference to Saturday's

perambulation of the town lines,

Skillings reported that he and

Torrey had "viewed and properly

decorated the appropriate

monuments" along the Shutesbury

and Sunderland lines.
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Italian 126-Intensive Elementary

Italian - Anthony Terrizzi - Herter

304

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Lecture, and discussion

Aim of course

To gain in one semester the

degree of competence in the

language which the linguistically

gifted student demonstrates after

one year of the traditional

semester sequence.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Texts:
Speroni-Golino: Basic Italian

Ragusa-Letture facili

Requirements ( papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

Two hour exams and final

Pre-Requisites for admission

None
Added notes

For highly motivated students

with no previous knowledge of

Italian, regardless of their success

or failure in other language
courses. Meeting as it does 5 days a

week, the process of learning is

effected by immediate correc-

tional and continual rein-

forcement.

Italian 140, Intermediate Italian - 3

credits

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)

Lecture and discussion.

Aim of course

To review four language skills

while introducing the student to

Italian literature.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Readings in various literary

forms selected from among con-

temporary writers, short stories,

plays and novels.

Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

A few short papers or quizzes, 2-

hour exams, and a final

Pre-Requisites for admission

Italian 130

Added notes

Discussion and papers on the

readings are conducted ex-

clusively in Italian.

oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

one paper, midterm and final

exams
Pre-Requisites for admission
Equivalent of Italian 140 or

permission of instructor.

Italian 146, Intensive Intermediate

Italian - 6 credits

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Reading and discussion of

literary and cultural texts.

Aim of course

Second semester of our intensive

track. For motivated students who
have had the equivalent of one year

of College Italian. Reinforcement

of basic language skills, further

training in all skills. Reading and

discussion of literary and cultural

texts.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Grammar review materials,

short stories and poetry, one novel,

two plays.

Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports 9 projects? field

trips?)

Frequent short papers, oral

reports. 2 hour exams, final.

Pre-Requisites for admission

Italian 126 or equivalent

Added notes

Discussion and papers on

readings and on various other

topics. The class is conducted

exclusively in Italian.

Italian 162 Introduction to Italian

Literature - Anthony Terrizzi -

Herter 304

Organization of course (lecture"
7

Discussion? Seminar?)

Lecture and discussion

Aim of course

Selected works in several genres

from the 17th century to the

present studies analytically and

critically to develop intensive

reading skills and extend the

student's ability to interpret and

explicate in Italian both orally and

in writing. (Marino, Baretti,

Foscolo, Manzoni, Leopardi,

Verga, Pirandello, Pavese. Saba,

Ungaretti, Montale)

Readings (suggested and

required)

Requirements (papers? exams?

Italian 182

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Conversation

Aim of course
This course will focus on the oral

aspects of the Italian language as it

is spoken today. Emphasis will be

on pronunciation, vocabulary
building and fluency through in-

formal discussions.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Current Italian periodicals, short

novel.

Requirements ( papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

Pre-Requisites for admission

Italian 140 or equivalent or

permission of instructor.

Italian 290 - Italian Literature in

translation. First half. From the

origins to 1700. Instructor; Robert

Bongiorno. Office Hours: Mon.,

Wed., Fri., 10 to Noon.

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Depending on enrollment.

Preferably seminar, but, should

enrollment make this im-

practicable, we will try to alter-

nate discussion with lecture.

Aim of course

This will be to introduce the

student to early Italian literature,

particulary in its application to and

influence on other European
literatures and its residual effects

on the contemporary world.

Readings (suggested and
required I

Xeroxed poetry of the Scuola

Siciliana and the Dolce stil ni>"-'o,

supplied by instructor. Dante, .ne

New Life, paper, Penguin. Boc-

caccio, paper, Dell, The
Decameron. Petrarch, Selected

Sonnets. Odes and Letters . paper,

Appleton, Century Crofts. Bentley,

The Classic Theater (Vol. I),

paper, Anchor. Pico della

Mirandola, On the Dignity of Man,

paper, Regnery. Lorenzo Valla, De

voluptate (On voluptuousness)

xeroxed translation by instructor.

Machiavelli, The Prince,

(suggested), paper, Washington

Square Press. Machiavelli La

Mandragola. paper, S.F. Vanni.,

Castiglione, The Book of the

Courtier, paper, Ungar. Poliziano,

The Stanzas for the Joust, xeroxed

translation supplied by instructor.

Kristeller, Eight Philosophers of

the Italian Renaissance, paper.

Stanford U. Press (suggested).

Ariosto. Orlando Furioso. paper. S.

F. Vanni. Tasso. Aminta. edition to

be decided Recommended:
Garzanti. Dizionario Italiano-

Inglese. Inglese-Italiano. S. V.

Vanni.
Requirements ( papers

9 exams'.'

oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

Not open to Italian majors or to

students who have completed

Italian 161 One brief paper, one

hour exam, final exam.
Pre-Requisites for admission

No prerequisites. Not open to

Italian majors or to students who

have completed Italian 161.

Added notes

The nature of this course may
vary somewhat as the nature and

interests of the students is

discovered. The reading list is not

to be construed as immutable

There will be an attempt made to

link the literature of the pre

Renaissance, early Renaissance

and late Renaissance to Italian

civilization and its effects on

European culture.

required)

The Divine Comedy
Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?

)

Pre-Requisites for admission

Italian 301

Added notes

Italian 310-Pre-humanism and
early Renaissance - Sara Sturm -

Herter 307

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Lecture for background

material; close reading and
discussion of texts.

Aim of course

To study in depth selected

masterpieces of Italian

Renaissance literature, and to

relate these to the more general

questions of humanism and the

Renaissance in Italy.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Russo, I Classici Italiani: Dal

Duecento al Quattrocento, part II;

Petrarch, II Canzoniere; Boc-

caccio, II Decameron; Wilkins,

Life of Petrarch; Ady, Lorenzo dei

Medici and Renaissance Italy;

Lorenzo de'Medici, Poesie; and a

number of reference books on

humanism and the Renaissance

will be suggested.

Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?

)

Mid-semester and final

examinations ( probably outside

class); one critical paper.

Pre-Requisites for admission

Italian 161-162 or equivalent.

Italian 340. Modern Theater

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Primarily discussion, some

lecture.

Aim of course

Close reading and analysis of

representative works of Italian

theater of last 100 years and 3 fold

aim will be to arrive at some in-

sights into theater as an art form.

This period in Italian literature

and the individual art works and

authors.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Readings will be selected from

among the works of Verga,

Pirandello, Buzzatti, Giacosa,

Betti, etc., plus supplemental

literature of appropriate critical

works.
Requirements (papers9 exams?

oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

Several short critical papers and

one term paper.

Pre-Requisites for admission

llalian 162 or equivalent.

French 120

Organization of course (lecture'

Discussion 9 Seminar?)

3 classes and 2 labs

Aim of course

This course is the second

semester sequel of the Beginning

French course (110). Its aim is to

continue the development of the 4

basic abilities: speaking, com-

prehending, reading and writing

the foreign language.

Readings (suggested and

required)

Parole et Pensee - Yvone Lenard

Requirements ( papers? exams?

oral reports 9 projects? field

trips?)

Daily homework assignments,

weekly quizzes; frequent oral and

written compositions. 2 hour tests:

1 final exam
Pic Requisites for admission

French 110 or the equivalent

Pre-Requisites for admission

Some high school French

French 126

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Oral drills, discussion. Intensive

eight classes and two labs/week

for 6 credits.

Aim of course

To cover in one semester what is

usually done in one year. For

motivated students only.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Thomas H. Brown, French,

Listening, Speaking, Reading,

Writing (Required)

Paul Pimsler, C'est la Vie

(Required)
Requirements (papers? exams?

oral reports? projects? field

trips?

)

2 hourly exams and 1 final - both

written and oral; 1 oral report;

short compositions, quizzes

Pre-Requisites for admission

This course is for students who
have never had French.

French 130

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Aim of course

To give students ability to read

French texts both literary and non-

literary and to review grammar
with a reading (translating)

orientation. The course is not

meant for French conversation nor

for developing the 4 skills

necessary for a French major.

Readings (suggested and
required)

La Nouveau Passe Muraille,

Sandberg and Schubert; Nouvelles

du Matin, Maurino; La France et

les Francais, Brodin and Ernst; Le

Meutre d'un etudiant, Georges

Simenon
Requirements ( papers? exams?

oral reports? projects? field

trips?

)

2 hourly exams; several quizzes

(usually weekly), sheets for

practice drills; final exam
Pre-Requisites for admission

French 120 or its equivalent

French 131-Intermediate Con-

versation

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Discussion and Exercises

Aim of course

To develop skill in speaking

French
Readings (suggested and

required)

Text: Spoken French in

Review! revised edition), Quentin

M. Hope. Macmillan
Requirements ( papers? exams 9

oral reports 9 projects 9 field

trips?)

Considerable memorization,

participation in discussion,

reading aloud, short oral reports

Individual oral exam at semester's

end. consisting of conversation and

prepared and unprepared reading

Pre-Requisites for admission

French 120 or its equivalent

Added notes

Enrollment limited to 15. No
English will be spoken.

Italian 302 Dante and the Duecento

3 credits

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)

Aim of course

Selections from the works of

Dante and his contemporaries;

intensive study of the Divine

Comedy.
Readings (suggested and

French 141

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Conversation

Aim of course

This is a continuation of French
131 and the emphasis is on con-

versational French.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Pour Parler, Anne-Marie Bryan
and Jean Duche, Prentice-Hall

Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

Proficiency exams
Prerequisites for admission
French 131 or equivalent

Added notes

Class attendance is compulsory.

The class meets 4 times a week.

French 142-Intermediate French

(Honors and Majors) - Mrs. P.

Johnson and staff. 319 Herter -

11:00-11:45M,F; 1:00-2:00, T; 8:00-

9:00 W.
Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Ordinarily a discussion course,

although there may be occasional

lectures.

Aim of course

To acquaint majors and
prospective advanced students in

the department with the basic

literary vocabulary and
procedures of analysis, as well as

to help them acquire an ability to

express themselves in French in

literary essays.

Readings (suggested and

required)

Contempoary French short

stories, novels, plays, and poetry.

Student editions containing

vocabularies will be available at

the bookstore; precise readings

vary with sections. A good dic-

tinary ( Harrap's Mansion's)

should be in the student's

possession at the beginning of the

course.

Requirements (papers? exams?

oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

6-8 short papers in French on a

choice of assigned subjects. 1 hour

exam, one final exam; quizzes at

the discretion of the instructor.

Pre-Requisites for admission

Any course at the 130 level ( 130.

133, 132) or advanced placement
(preferably by placement exam).
Added notes

For honors students, majors,

prospective majors, and any
student planning to elect advanced
courses in French. (Honors
students planning no further

French may wish to consider other

alternatives at the 140 level which

require no composition. I

French 123

Organization of course (lecture
9

Discussion? Seminar?)

Aim of course

This is an intensive review of

basic French for students who
have had two to three years in high

school but failed to place into 130.

Readings (suggested and

required I

Parole et Pensee
Requirements (papers? exams?

oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

Written exercises, quizzes, hour

exams and final

French 132-Intermediate honors

Organization of course (lecture9

Discussion? Seminar?)

Aim of course

To give a thorough review of

grammar and training in the four

skills necessary for students

wishing to continue French beyond

the 140 level

Readings 'suggested and
required*

L'Etranger. ramus; Le Square

Marguerite, Duras; L'Rsseaoel ae

la gram ma ire francaise, L.F
Hoffmann; Nouvelles du Matin.

Maurino
Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports? projects 9 field

trips9 )

Drill sheets; compositions;

small oral reports; conversation,

more informally organized

Pre-Requisites for admission

A willingness to work hard on

basic fundamental grammatical

concepts is absolutely required in

this course.

French 1 14 Contemporary French

Fiction Staff. Questions concerning

this course should be directed to

Mrs P. Johnson. 319 Herter. 11

11:45 M. F. 1-2 T, 8-9 W.
Organization of course (lecture 9

Discussion 9 Seminar9
>

Essentially a discussion course,

although there may be occasional

lectures

Aim of course

To enable students to read

contempoary French fiction in

French without recourse to

translations in English, as well as

to acquaint them with the works of

major contempoary French
writers.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Student editions containing

vocabularies will be available at

the bookstore Precise selections

vary with sections. A small dic-

tionary (French English 1 of the

Larousee paperback type will be

helpful

Requirement! 'papers'' exams?
oral reports'' projects 9 field

trips'' I

No term paper, occasional short

quizzes as required by the in-

structor Two hour exams, final

exam.
Pre Requisites for admission

Any course at the 130 level (130-

133-132) or advanced placement

(preferably by placement exam).

Added notes

Students planning further

courses in French should elect

French 142, since French 144 is not
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designed to prepare students for

more advanced work.

French 145-Readings in the

Humanities - Sara Sturm, Herter

307

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Practice in rapid reading of

French as necessary ; discussion of

works considered.

Aim of course

To develop skill and ease in

reading French through the study

of selected topics in the

humanities.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Readings will include N.

Sarraute, L'ere du soupcon;

Simone de Beauvoir, Pour une

morale de l'ambiguite; and two

works illustrating modern use of

classical myths, Anouilh, An-

tigone, and Giraudoux, La guerre

de Troie n'aura pas lieu. Further

readings will depend in part on the

students' major areas of interest

within the humanities.

Requirements ( papers?

oral reports? projects?

trips?)

No term paper; occasional short

exercises; mid-semester and final

exams.
Pre-Requisites for admission

Any course at the 130 level, or

equivalent advanced placement.

Class discussion and writing will

be in English. This course should

not be taken by students who plan

further study of French; these

should elect 142.

exams .'

field

French 171-French Literature:

Novel and Poetry - Chairman:

Mrs. Lawall
Description

The generes of novel and poetry

studied in a series of unabridged

French texts. The course em-

phasizes literary analysis with

special attention given to the

genres as such, to recurrent

themes, to close reading of given

passages (explication de texte), to

development of a critical

vocabulary in French, and to the

relationship of texts to main
movements in French literary

history.

Required texts:

Marie de France, Lais (selec-

tions provided by department);

Guilleragues, Lettres portugaises

(text provided by the depart-

ment); Prevost, Manon Lescaut;

Constant, Adolphe; Balzac, Le

Colonel Chabert; Gide, L'lm-

moraliste; Camus, La Chute;

Dufau and D'Alelio, Explication du

poeme
Optional texts:

The bookstore will have a limited

number of Cruickshank's French

Literature and Us Background

( paper) and of Scholes Elements of

French 146-Intensive Intermediate

French - 6 credits

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
To give students ability to read

French texts both literary and non-

literary and to review grammar
with a reading translating)

orientation.

Aim of course

Covers 3rd and 4th semesters in

one.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Beckett: En attendant C-odot;

Carlut and Marks, eds.. Recits de

nos jours; R. Laubreaux. ed.

Anouilh: Antigone; Smith and

Savacool. eds. Voix du siecle;

Valette, Rebecca, Ed. Lectures

Libres; Barson. John-Cahier
d'exercices: A I'oeuvre; Barson,

John - La Grammaire a I'oeuvre

Requirements ( papers? exams
oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

Pre-Requisites for admission

French 121 or its equivalent.

French ifii-Phonetics and
Phonemes
Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion Seminar?*
Intensive practice of French

pronunciation with emphasis on a

comparison of the French and
English sound systems and con-

cern for intonation.

Aim of course

see above
Readings (suggested and
required)

Valdman, Albert, Robert J.

Salazar, Marie-Antoinette Char-

bonneau: A Drillbook of French
Pronunciation; Delattre, Pierre,

Let difficultes phonetiques du
francais

Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?

)

No papers. Transcription
practice; also several quizzes, one

hourly and a final

Pre-Requisites for admission
Beginning courses in French

French 162-Conversation 3 credits

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)

Aim of course

Practice in conversational

French
Readings (suggested and
required)

K Novion, Les Mots Anglais;

f'arduner. lAmrrique d'aujour-

d'hui vue par h«s Francais;

Francois, et al. Voix H langage

Requirement* (papers'' exams'

ertl reports? projects''

trips?)

Fiction (paper)

Supplementary materials:

Taking up a suggestion of

students in the course, the

department will offer optional bi-

weekly evening lectures to orient

students in the main movements of

French literary and political

history. Also, as noted in the list of

texts, several works will be

duplicated and supplied at no

charge by the department.
Vocabulary lists provided.

Pre-Requisites and limitations:

All reading and discussion is in

French. However, non-French
majors may write papers and

exams in English. French 171

considers only novel and poetry;

its companion course, French 172 ,

may be taken at any time.

Papers:
Two short papers (3-4 pp.),

probably following the form of

explication de texte.

Exams:
Two hour-exams plus one final.

Short quizzes.

majors may write papers and

exams in English. French 172

considers only theater and essay;

its companion course, French 171,

may be taken at any time.

Papers:
Two short papers (3-4 pp.),

probably following the form of

explication de texte.

Exams:
Two hour-exams plus one final.

Short quizzes.

261 Advanced Grammar
Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Lecture—exercises

Aim of course
Intensive and systematic review

of French Grammar
Readings (suggested and
required)

Req: Daudon, R., French in

Review; Sug: A.V. Thomas:
"Dictionnaire des difficultes de la

langue francaise"

Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?

)

Quizzes; exams (2 - one hourly)

;

exam (final)

Pre-Requisites for admission
Knowledge of French

French 263-Composition

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Discussion of individual

problems of structure - translation

of sentences.

Aim of course

To gain a better understanding of

the problems of the structure of

French by comparing this struc-

ture with English structure

Readings (suggested and
required)

Darbelnet. Pensee et Structure;

Darbelnet, Cahiers d'Exercices

Requirements ( papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?)
One mid-semester. A final.

Seven papers of ca. 300-400 words.

Pre-Requisites for admission

None

Chivalry ; a translation of the prose

Perceval; and for comparison, Sir

Gawain and the Green Knight.

Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

Mid-semester and final exams;
one critical paper.

Pre-Requisites for admission

Ability to read modern French
and to contribute to class

discussion.

322-Tragic Vision in Seventeenth

century literature - B. Rountree,

Herter, 3rd Floor

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Lecture-discussion

Aim of course

To study the works of Corneille,

Pascal, Racine, La Rochefoucauld

and Mme de Lafayette in view of

defining the "tragic sense" in their

respective writings.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Corneille: Le Cid, Horace,
Polyeucte, Nicomede. Racine:
Andromaque, Britannicus,

Phedre, Athalie.

Rochefoucauld: Les Maximes.
Pascal: Les Lettres Provinciales,

Les Pensees. Mme de Lafayette:

La Princesse de Cleves

Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

1 term paper; 2 hourly exams; 1

final exam
Pre-Requisites for admission
Knowledge of French

Monday 10 a.m.;

p.m.; and by ap-

field

French 172-French Literature:

Theater and Essay - Chairman:

Mrs. Lawall
Description:

The genres of theater and essay

studied in a series of unabridged

French texts. The course

emphasizes literary analysis with

special emphasis given to the

genres as such, to recurrent

themes, to close reading of given

passes (explication de texte), to

development of a critical

vocabulary in French, and to the

relationship of texts to main
movements in French literary

history.

Required texts:

LeMystered'Adam; Moliere, Le
Misanthrope; Racine, Phedre;
Musset, Lorenzaccio; Vian,

Batisseurs d'empire; Montagne,

I)es Cannibales (text provided by

the department), Descartes,

Discours de la methode; Voltaire,

{St Lettre philosophique (text

provided by the department),

Tocqueville. Les Trois Races aux

Etats-Cnis and Les Tribus in-

diennes (text provided by the

department); Breton, Premier
Manifeste du surrealisme; Sartre,

L'Existentialisne est un

humanisme
Optional texts:

The bookstore will have a limited

number of Cruickshank, French

Literature and Its Background

, (paper) Scholes and Klaus,

Elements of the Essay (paper)

Supplementary materials:

Taking up a suggestion of

students in the course, the

department will offer optional bi-

weekly evening lectures to orient

students in the main movements of

French literary and political

history. Also, as noted in the list of

texts, several works will be

duplicated and supplied at no

charge by the department
Vocabulary lists provided.

Pre-Requisites and limitations:

All reading and discussion is in

French. However. non-French

French 264-Composition and
Translation

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Seminar - much discussion!

Aim of iourse

To develop skills in French
composition and stylistics and in

written translation of English into

French and visa-versa.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Text: Stylistique et Traduction,

Ecole francaise de Middlebury,

Middlebury, Vt., 1956

Requirements I papers? exams
oral reports? projects? field

trips )

Generally 2 papers weekly - (one

composition, one translation)

dealing with specific problems of

style

Pre-Requisites for admission

A good grounding in French
grammar, and some experience in

composition

French 111 Le Moyen Age Sara

Sturm, Herter 307.

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Occasional lectures for

background material; close

reading and discussion of a variety

of texts.

Aim of course

To provide a context for the

reading of medieval literature, and

to acquaint students with a variety

of French masterpieces of this

period Some consideration will be

given to the origins and develop-

ment of the various genres and
related literary developments in

other countries.

Readings (suggested and
required)

(All French texts are in

modernized versions) Readings

will include selections in Lagarde

et Michard. Le Moyen Age; La

Chanson de Holand; Yvain;

Tristan; Painter. French

French 334-French Literature of

the 18th Century
Aim of Course
A study of representative

authors of the Enlightenment,

their ideas, their principal con-

tributions, their literary styles.

French 345-The Romantic Novel

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Lecture/Discussion

Aim of course

To introduce students to the

main traditions in the French novel

of the first half of the 19th century

through a close reading of selected

works.
Readings (suggested and
required)

Chateau briand, Atala and Rene;

Constant, Adolphe; Hugo, Notre

Dame de Paris; Nerval, Sylvie;

Stendhal, Le Rouge et le Noir;

Balzac, Le Peau de Chagrin La

Cousine Bette; selected short

stories

Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

2 short papers, exercises in

textual analysis, oral reports

Pre-Requisites for admission

French 170. 171

French 354-Literature in French
from Africa and the Caribbean - 3

credits

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Aim of course

Survey of contempoary
literature written in French by

African writers, and its literary

and ideological background.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Lilyan Kesteloor, Les Ecrivains

noirs de langue, francaise:

naissance d'une litterature;

Robert Pageard, Litterature

negro-africaine; Cheikh Hamidou
Kane, L'Aventure ambique;
Norman Shapiro, Negritude; Rene
Moran. Batouala; Lilyan
Kesteloot, Aime Cesaire in series.

Poetes d'aujourd'hui; Amadou
Kourouma, Les soleils des in-

dependences; Sembene Ousmane,
Le ni.nul.it Mongo Beti, Mission

Terminee; Olive Wake, An An-

thology of African and Malagasy
Poetry in French; Camara Laye.

I (ii hint noir; Birago Diop. Contes

choisis; Aime Cesaire, Cahier d'un

retour au pays natal. La Tragedie

du rni Christophe

Pre-Requisites for admission

French 171 or 172. or equivalent

French 3MH Major Figures of the

Contemporary Novel) -S.S. Weiner

- Herter 318

Wednesday 1

pointment.

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)

Primarily discussion, with the

instructor providing background

lectures and data of historical and

biographical relevance.

Aim of course

Familiarity with the various

aspects of the French novel from

the eve of the First World War to

the advent of the "anti-roman".

Authors have been chosen to

represent tendencies and for styles

not treated in French 355.

Readings (suggested and
required)

Duhamel, Celine, Sartre,

Fournier, R. Martin du Gard, Ch.-

L. Philippe, Ramus, Cocteau,

Robbe-Grillet

Requirements ( papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?

)

A mid-term and a final; one

paper on an author or aspect

represented in the readings; serve

as discussion leader for one of the

books.

Pre-Requisites for admission

Ability to read and understand

French; majors will write their

paper in French ( non-majors may
use English)

Added notes

Complements without
duplication French 355. But that

other course not a prerequisite.

French 357-Modern Poetry:

Apollinaire to Surrealism - In-

structor: Mrs. Lawall

Description:

Major French poets from the

turn of the century to Surrealism.

Emphasis on Apollinaire, Valery,

Eluard, and Breton as represen-

ting the major "formal'' and "anti-

formal" trends in modern poetry.

Some consideration of Tzara,

Desnos, Char. Cendrars. Claudel,

Reverdy and minor surrealists.

Although we will study the poems
basically as poems, we will also try

to relate poetic themes and
structures to contemporary
developments in arts, music, and

politics (see Requirements)

Texts:
Apollinaire, Alcools,

Calligrammes' Valery, Charmes;
Eluard, Capitate de la douleur;

Bedouin, La Poesie surrealiste. A
number of individual poems will be

duplicated and supplied by the

department.
Pre-Requisites and limitations:

All reading and discussion is in

French. However, non-French
majors may write papers and
present reports in English.

Requirements:
I would like to see this course as

project-oriented rather than exam-
oriented, and therefore will ask

students to write a series (3-4) of

short papers on individual Doems.

to do one research project ( to be

reported in class) on a related

development in arts, music, or

politics, and to write one longer

paper ( 10-15 pp. ) on some aspect of

the poetry covered in class.

French 361/661-French Applied
Linguistics: Prof. Jean-Pierre
Berwald - Herter 328: Present

office hours - MWF 2:30 - 3:30 p.m.

Organization of course (lecture?

Discussion? Seminar?)
Lecture and discussion- students

will also make a number of

presentations during the course of

the semester
Aim of course
To provide the teacher of French

with a theoretical and practical

background of audio-lingual
methodology. The course will focus

on the problems of native language
interference most often found by
the American student of French.
Readings (suggested and
required

)

Politzer: Teaching French (An
Introduction to Applied
Linguistics)

Requirements (papers? exams?
oral reports? projects? field

trips?)

One paper: one or more oral

reports: midterm and final exam
Students will also present various

points of grammar.
Pre-Requisites for admission
Students should either have

completed coursework in foreign

language methodology or have
experience in teaching French.
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New DA's Are Sworn In

Big Ed Vardos, master of ceremonies of the Wednesday night

Coffee House, holds up a fateful paper of destiny in his hand. Ed's

festive sing along is held at 8:30. Come on down to get your ya ya's

out.

District Attorney John Callahan, busy with a
Superior Court caseload twice the size of last year's,

will be aided by three new Assistant District At-

torneys sworn in yesterday.

Attorneys Edward J. Ryan Jr., of South Hadley,
Saul Gliserman of Williamsburg, and John J. Foley of

Northampton were sworn in during brief ceremonies
in the office of Hampshire Superior Court Clerk

Salvatore Polito.

This gives Callahan a total of five assistant district

attorneys for Callahan's northwestern district,

Hampshire and Franklin Counties. Each assistant DA
is paid $7,000 a year for a job that was originally set up
to be part-time, but which-with the increased Superior

Court caseloads-will take about three-quarters of each
attorney's time, Callahan explained this morning.
Callahan immediately announced that the three new

appointees will go to work at Superior Court sessions

in both Northampton and Greenfield to help handle the

record 1,700 Superior Court cases tried in 1971. This

compares with 1970 total of 750, the previous record.

Most of the increase is in drug and drug related

cases, but there is also a large increase in

misdemeanor cases appealed from the District

Courts, Callahan said.

Superior Court session in Hampshire and FranM ..

Counties will run almost continuously until May w

June, Callahan said. "They're getting to be almost

lull-time sessions," he said.

Polito, who has been Hampshire Superior Court

Clerk for the past seven years, added that in that time

his job has changed from a part-time to a full-time

position.

Despite the increase in case work, the authorization

for the three new positions came only after a

delegation of district attorneys, Callahan among
them, met with Gov. Francis Sargent last week and
urged him to sign a bill creating 27 new assistant DA

New Radical Left Meeting

Aims Energy At Workers

positions throughout Massachusetts. Sargent signed
the bill only shortly before the midnight deadline
which would have automatically vetoed it.

Yesterday Callahan thanked House Speaker David
Hartley and Representatives Edward McColgan and
John Olver as well as all the representatives of

Hampshire and Franklin Counties. All supported the

legislation.

Atty Gliserman, 31, is a partner in the firm of Finn,

Brownell and Gliserman in Northampton. He is a cum
laude graduate of the University of Massachusetts
and a graduate of Harvard Law School.

He is vice president of the .Hampshire Regional
YMCA, on the Board of Trustees of Northampton
Junior College, a member of the Board of Directors of

the Northampton Visiting Nursing Assn., Inc., and the

Children's Aid and Family Service of Hampshire
County, Inc. He is married to the former Jane E.
Morrison.

Atty. Foley, 43, is former city clerk of Northampton
and former vice-chairman of the School Committee in

Northampton. He has also been director of the

Chamber of Commerce and Chairman of the Heart
Fund.

Atty. Foley has been practicing attorney in Nor-
thampton for the past 14 years in the firm of Foley and
Murphy and has had extensive experience in trying

criminal and civil cases. He has taught courses at

Greenfield Community College in Criminal Law and
Criminal Evidence for policemen.
He resides with his wife Kathleen and three children

at 65 Blackberry Lane in Northampton.
Atty. Ryan, 31, is town counsel for South Hadley. He

is a graduate of St. Anselms College and Western
New England Law School, where he received several

awards for academic excellence.

( By Daily Hampshire (iazette

)
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DAVENPORT, Iowa, -The
radical left, divided and isolated

during the last few years, took

some initial steps this weekend to

build a new national movement
aimed mainly at winning support

from working people.

About 400 radicals from about 25

cities around the nation met for

three days here and decided to

form a new group called NAM, for

New American Movement, whose
main effort will be to build local

opposition groups to President

Nixon's economic policies and
controls.

The meeting, which adopted a

set of priority programs and set up
a tentative national organization,

thus became one of the first

significant attempts to revive the

radical movement since it splin-

tered apart in the last convention
of Students for a Democratic
Society in July, 1969.

Many of those attending the

conference, held in the basement of

the Black Hawk Hotel here, were
former S.D.S. members who
became weary of the factionalism

within that organization during its

last years and then completely
turned away when it was taken
over by the militant Weather
People.

During the five-month effort,

which began shortly after the

Mayday demonstration in

Washington last spring, to form the

New American movement, at-

tempts were made to exclude

remnants of the old Students for a

Democratic Society such as the

Progressive Labor party and the

Yippies.

Three members of the
Progressive Labor party who
came to pass out leaflets at the

convention were told to leave for

fear that they would try to divide

and take over the new
organization.

The NAM program emphasizes
action on a local level on issues

such as wage and price guidelines,

job discrimination against women,
deterioration of social services and
what it calls unequal taxation. It is

expected that support will come
from a variety of people such as

workers, housewives and students.

There was a general feeling at

the meeting that the radical

movement had isolated itself

during the late nineteen-sixties

from any mass support and that

this must be avoided in all future

actions.

The economic program, for

example, said that the new
organization's local chapters,

which now exist in about 25 cities

and are usually made up of less

than 10 persons, should give

priority to supporting wildcat and
illegal strikes against President

Nixon's economic policies.

"Wherever possible," the

program said, "we attempt to

bring to these strikes classwide

demands which can bring together

all sections of the working class

around a common interest

program."
To oppose the present controls on

the economy imposed by the

Government under Phase Two. the

program urged local chapters to

set up community organizations

that would watch if local utilities.

landlords and stores violated the

price guidelines.

"It should," the program said,

"raise the goal of social control

over these dicisions (to raise

prices) in place of private con-

trol."

The central principle of the new
group, the statement said, should

be the people's control of the

economy.
At the meeting, which had none

of the sloganeering and chanting of

similar gatherings in the past, it

was decided to set up a 13-member
national interim committee,
limited mostly to an advisory role,

until next June, when the

organization expects to have its

formal founding convention.

There was a mood among many
of those here that it was still too

early to organize nationwide. But
there was also a strong feeling that

just working isolated in their own
communities was very
discouraging and some kind of

national direction was needed.

Bv The New York Times

...BY HIGH AUTO INSURANCE COSTS
get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY
Avoid downtown Spfld parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.
Opp. Century Shopping Plata! Free parking tor over 100 can!

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp. N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR
On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST Next to Holyoke Natl. Bank

MDC Classifieds

nmpus ^
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AMMtHST-HAOlEY LINt

New Sun. Policy!
1 p.m Matinees All Shows

DOLLAR
NIGHTS

Mon. & Tues.
Everyone Jl.

Totorc!
STOMP YOUR FEET

to
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Culturnatives

An Alternative To Armed America
By GILBERT J. SALK

An article in Monday's paper

about the campus police and their

guns disturbed me, and I'd like to

share some thoughts about
violence and nonviolence with you.

Consider some facts. The
campus police carry guns. The
uniformed men who come to pick

up the money from the cashier's

windows in the Student Union

carry a shotgun. (How many
dollars are in those bags, I wonder,

and how many men are those

guards willing to kill to get that

money to the bank? What, in other

words, is the dollar value of a

human life to those men?) The
town police carry guns, and in

Northampton they have shotguns

in the cruisers. The Sheriff's Dept.

is armed. The State Police have
guns. The Registry of Motor
Vehicles now carry weapons. (To

shoot runaway cars, I suppose.)

The FBI has guns. So does the

Secret Service, and the Border

Patrol, and the Customs, and the

Treasury agents. The National

Guard, the Reserves, the Armed
Forces, all carry guns.

Sleep well, you are protected.

But who will guard us against the

guardians?
Think what all these guns mean.

We, as a society, have authorized,

equipped, and instructed some of

our brothers to kill other of our

brothers. Every one of these men,

by the simple act of carrying a

weapon, is stating to all who come
in contact with him that he is

willing to take another human life.

That is the only message that a gun
can carry.
There are arguments, such as

the specious one attributed to Mr.

Blasko in Monday's paper, that the

weapons are carried as deterrents,

that they will act to prevent

violence. The flaw in the argument
is that guns are violence. It is not

the gun which stops an attack or a

robbery, it is the willingness of the

gun carrier to use the weapon-his

statement that he will willingly kill

another human being if he

determines that what he has to

gain is more valuable than that

other person's life.

Unfortunately, there is rarely i

chance to evaluate the other

person's life, and compare it with

10, 50. 100, or one million dollars.

How many of you would kill a man
to stop him from stealing a dollar

from you? Would you kill him to

save ten dollars? Or one hundred?

At what point is the money worth

more than the man''

I hope that most of you feel, as I

do. that life is more valuable than

any amount of property. If you do.

then how can we tolerate the

existence of an army of men paid

by our taxes and supported by our

unwillingness to take respon-

sibility for their actions, who will

kill for us to defend our property?

Let's go a step further and
examine a self-fulfilling prophecy

which is forced out of our paranoia

and our willingness to take

responsibility for their actions,

who will kill for us to defend our

property?
Let's go a step further and

examine a self-fulfilling prophecy

which is forced out of our paranoia

and our willingness to let guns talk

for us.

Police have guns. Criminals (a

term we use to dehumanize
those who act in ways un-

comfortably outside of our societal

norms) know that the police have

guns. They therefore carry guns

themselves as a defense against

the police, because they are afraid

of being shot or sent to prison.

(Their actions may not be

justifiable, but their fears cer-

tainly are.) Thus, criminals have

guns. Police, being charged with

defending our property, and being

products of a culture which teaches

that might makes right, and that

you must fight fire with fire,

knowing that the criminals are

carrying guns, insist that they

have to carry guns in self defense.

What happens? When policeman

and criminal meet face-to-face,

each reacts out of his own paranoia

and begins to shoot, or fight. An
atmosphere of panic has been

created, and each expects the

other to try to shoot him. His only

response is to try to strike the first

blow.

We have a circular pattern here,

in which no one is to blame, and
everyone is to blame. Each side

kills. We call the actions of one side

law and order, and praise it. (Kent

State, Attica, Watts, Jackson
State.) We call the other side

violence, and we condemn it.

(Jackson State, Watts, Attica,

Kent State. I

Is there an alternative?

I believe that there is. I believe

that people tend to act in ways
which satisfy the expectations of

those around them, and in ways
consistent with what they are

taught. We could try teaching

nonviolence in school, starting at

the elementary level, teaching

children ways of coping with

hostile situations in nonviolent

ways. We could start teaching

history around the periods and
dynamics of peace, rather than

basing the story of our past arpund

wars. This might glorify peace as

Make it a Special

Christmas . . . Make those

Special Gifts yourself I

Knit or crochet a shawl, vest, hat,

scarf, sweater . . .

Sew up a quick long skirt, tie,

robe, dress, shirt . . .

We have the nicest materials --

you supply the love.

FASHION FABRICS
OF AMHERST

103 North Pleasant St.

Special Sale Until Christmas

an alternative, rather than instill

war as an inevitibility.

We could devise a national

nonviolence training program,
(voluntary, of course, because
coercion is a form of violence)

which would eventually replace the

army. It would train the citizens of

this country in nonviolent
resistence, so that a national

nonviolent defense program could

be implemented. The armies of our

"enemies" are made up of human
beings, believe it or not. They may
kill us if their government is able to

convince them that we may kill

them. After all, that's why we kill

them, isn't it? But what if they

know that we pose no threat to

them at all? Do you really believe

that hordes of fanged invaders
would sweep across the country
murdering unarmed, non-resisting

people if we gave up our guns? Do
you really claim that you would
have the courage to face an army
of invaders with a gun in your
hand, but that you would be afraid

to say "no! " to a man ordering you
to do something you didn't want to

do?
Think about it. There's no way to

guarantee that peace and non-

violence would work, but our

history shows that wars, armies,

and strong armed police forces

sure as hell don't work. As a

nation, we seem willing to kill and
run the risk of dying for peace. I

wonder if we have the courage to

keep the risk and take away the

willingness to kill.

PEACE

NOTE
The CULTURNATIVES Rap

Session is back from
Thanksgiving. It will meet
tomorrow at 2:30 in 909 Campus
Center. Come if you can. We may
discuss today's column, or bring

your own trip. If you are into

alternatives, share your trip with
others. If you're just curious, come
and look.

BOOK REVIEWS
Dave Dellinger is one of the most

outspoken proponents of non-
violence on the scene today. A
member of the Chicago 7 and
editor of Liberation Magazine, he
has been a pacifist for most of his

life. Revolutionary Nonviolence

($2.50. Doubleday & Co., Inc.

Garden City, NY.) is a collection

of Dave's essays dealing with

WWII, the war against Vietnam,

violence and nonviolence, and

other subjects. If you're curious

about pacifism or nonviolence, this

book is a superior resource.

Martin Luther King, Jr., is a

man who cannot be overlooked in

any study of nonviolence. Where do
we Go From Here: Chaos or

Community? ($1.25, Bantam,
NYC) contains an excellent
analysis of a world view for peace.

Pay special attention to the final

chapter, "The World House."

The Ultimate Defense by
Frederic F. Clair ($3.00, Charles E.

Tuttle Co., Rutland, Vermonb
proposes a specific plan for peace
based on universal concepts found
in the major world religions. It is a

bit heavy-handed, but the ap-

proach is interesting. It's major
value is that it demonstrates a

certain universality of humanistic
beliefs which could supercede
cultural differences.

By the time Phil got through paying for

tuition, late registration, student fees, books,
and an outrageous deposit on his apartment,

he didn't have a whole lot left for a stereo.

BSR McDonald makes the RTS-40A for

people like Phil. It's a complete AM/ FM/ MPX
Phono component stereo system. The receiver

delivers an honest 50 watts and boasts
excellent sensitivity and separation specs.

The turntable is our best-seller, and comes
complete with a matched base, tinted dust

cover, and Shure magnetic cartridge. The
speakers are true two-way sealed acoustic
suspension, with amazing bass response.

We invite you to see the RTS-40A at your
nearest BSR McDonald dealer. If you think it

sounds good on paper, wait'll you hear it.

BSR
Mcdonald

BSR (USA) Ltd.

Route 303. Blauvelt. N.Y. 10913

Picas* tend lull-color catalog of
your tlerao component systems
and automatic turntable*.

I ancloaa no money whatsoever.

Nam*I

I

|

Semi-permanenl address

I

I

City

State
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Thanksgiving Feature

J.O.E. Lifts Thanksgiving Spirits
By JOE

Thanksgiving presented many
problems to many people. That splendid

time of the year brought a bus strike and

a snowstorm for many homeward bound

students. For those kids held at the

Westfield Detention Center it almost

proved to be a real downer. However,

some dedicated people including about

10 J.O.E. volunteers lifted a few

Thanksgiving spirits.

The original plan was to have

Thanksgiving up in the Berkshire Hills

at the Department of Youth Services'

Middlefield Project House. Staff,

volunteers, kids and parents were to

attend this turkey feast. There was

going to be fun for all away from the

stark walls of the Westfield Detention

Center.

The Middlefield Project House is a

large country estate that is located on a

large sloping hill looking into Con-

necticut. Food and people were to be

transported in for a home-cooked meal

including turkeys cooked by Lea, Bea,

Cyndi, Pat, Pat, Marian, Harriet and

her roommate from Rolling Green. All

this was shut down by three-foot drifts.

The disastrous part about the snow
was that nothing was planned for at the

Westfield Detention Center. Ap-

proximately fifty kids were to be locked

up for the day which the hard fact of

delinquency in America makes an

everyday occurrence. The real down is

that Thanksgiving despite all the

commercial trappings is still a holiday

and a special day for something special.

Basically for the kids it would be food

cooked in a home style instead of the

regular hospital menu.
Therefore at the crack of dawn last

Thanksgiving day the Turke> Parade

cast snowflakes to the wind and

reversed its field. It was off the West-

field we go-besides who wanted to go to

grandma's anyway. Christ! If ya got

wasted there you'd only catch all kinds

of s**t from your parents or girl.

So with turkeys loaded in about four

foreign cars a bunch of crazy people

took off for Westfield with a foot of snow

on the ground. The trip was cool, with

one weird person zipping along route 91

at 50 mph with one hand out the window
cleaning off the front windshield. It

seems his windshield wipers were a

little anemic, although his rear

defrosters worked fine.

As all good stories go this one worked

out fine. The kids took the opportunity to

get at staff with snowballs and about

three football games. The turkey was
good and nobody as usual ate the boiled

onions. Generally it was a good day as

the evening staff at the center will

testify-all the kids went to sleep long

before the nine o'clock curfew.

However, there is a serious note to be

reckoned with here. A lot of people

worked hard for this simple happening

that maybe some kids or people not at

itr r* t ? '«»»»»»»»-•>*»

Westfield could care less about. Still it

was a simple thing of providing a special

event for some kids where special things

are hard to come by.

As most volunteer groups, J.O.E. as

an organization is only designed to give

support to any project you as a

potential volunteer might want to do. It

can only help in a limited way because it

is the commitment you make that is 90%
of what will happen, and there is always

a need for volunteers.

So, if you are interested in working

with kids in an environment that does

not help in any way-see you at the

Westfield Detention Center. If you are

interested in seeing the kids from
Westfield perform their own play, "A
Trip for Tina," there will be a presen-

tation- at 7:30 PM today in the Webster

Dorm Lounge on Orchard Hill. If you

have questions about transportation call

Cyndi Dunbar at 253-9353. In any case

stay interested (in anything). JOE.
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UMass Hosts Rec Conference

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -BIRTH CONTROL BOUTIQUE--An
unidentified youth looks over a variety of nonprescription con-

traceptives in a shop called "Adam and Eve", which bills itself as

"America's first love boutique." The owners say they are trying to

provide a tasteful and sane response to the sexual revolution and

hope to open similar shops across the nation. (APWIREPH I
'

The UMass Recreation Society is

hosting the Northeast Regional

Park and Recreation Students'

Conference in the Campus Center

on December tenth and eleventh.

Representatives from forty-four

colleges and universities

throughout the entire Northeast

Region of the National Student

Recreation and Park Society,

stretching from Maryland to the

Eastern provinces of Canada, are

expected to attend.

Joseph Curtis, the Commissioner

of Parks and Recreation, Boston,

Mass., will be speaking on: "The

University - Supermarket or An-

tique Shop for Leisure Services."

Dr. Donald Henkel from the

National Recreation and Park

Association, Washington, DC. will

address the conference on two

topics: "A Job or More Education:

Projects and Procedures" and "Do
Students Need A Voice? -

N.S.R.P.S. and 'Communique'."

Students will also have the op-

portunity to meet with students

and faculty from other colleges

and universities to discuss

curriculums, internships, and
other topics relating to academic

affairs and student organization

and communication.
Any Recreation or Park student

who would definitely be interested

in attending this conference must
register in the Recreation
Department office in Curry Hicks

by today. The registration fee of

$5.00 must be paid in full (at the

same place) by Friday, December
3. For more information, call Jim
Laquerre at 546-5730 or the

Recreation Department office at 5-

2522.

Abe Burrow's and Frank Loesser's

All Time Great American Musical

GUYS AND DOLLS
MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
LABORATORY THEATER
SOUTH HADLEY, MASS.

Performances: Dec. 3-5 and Dec. 9-12 at 8: 15 p.m.

Matinees both Saturdays at 2: 15 p.m.

Box office now open: 10-9 Mon.-Sat. and 1-9 Sun

Call 538-2046 Adults $2 and Students $ 1

^MDC
AUTOS FOR SALE

1971 Toyota Mark II. Mr.. IW0 cc eng..

Ill) h.p.. 4 speed, std.. AM/FM radio, 5

good tires * 2 new snows. 13006 ml. Call

evenings 549-8924.
UI2-7

i,i VW Rug. new bat., tires, rebuilt eng..

new red paint $550, sun roof. ex. cond. Call

Jerry 545-2501. 786-1751 after 5 p.m.
If1*1

PERSONAL

The Shadow Knows.
tf!2-3

1965 Corvalr Monza, 4 speed, AM-FM
radio, good condition, no rot, good tires,

new exhaust and clutch. $150. 253-5344.

U12-7

i.ihson Thunderblrd Bass; w., case.

1135.00. or best offer. Also used Rock

records, exc. cond.. $l.25/rgc. Call 253-

5915. keep trying.
If 1 2-3

Jinxy. Happy 20th. Love. Lizard.
12-1

mi Rambler good engine, no trans., extra

wheels and tires. Will sell all or parts 150

or best offer, (all 7,lg 256-6650 after 6.

tf!2-3

Sansul 800, Rectilinear xi's. dual-1215.

w/Shure M9IE. Call Dan at 253-7510 or

come to 797 Main St.

12-1

1941 Cadillac Antique Classic. F.ngine

and interior perfect. Must sell, only $800.

(all Ron at 549-0472 eves.
tfl2-3

MM Pontiac. perfect cond.. completely

winterized, new tires. $485. 1963 l*>dgc

runs well $270. Call eves 1-538-8577 or

549-6360.
UI2-3

•67 BMW. I800T I. 4 speed. 4 new radials,

am-fm.sw, radio, excellent condition. Call

773-3139 anytime.
tflM

(...Id Band Diamond Ring. Can be seen

12 noon to 2.00 p.m. Call Nancy 5-2568.

UI2-3

2 tickets to NY Ranger vs. Boston

Kruins. Dec. 16. 7:30 p.m. (all 549-6591

UI2-2

Biggest one. the true mother humper of

them all. Happy B.D. from Dr. Z the

abortionist.
tf 12-1

Daphne & Karl wish Charlie's girl a very

happv 19th hirthda> -finally

12-1

Remember Stover? He's at BQ bar ( no

ID) and we've got a dance teacher for a

real hodown ' No cost. No experience. Call

Mike 253-5750.

If 12-

1

ROOMMATES WANTED

I stereo tape recorder. I auto, radio. I

VW Bus. Best offers 6-7084.
12-1

Yashica J-5 :« mrn.w/ built-in light

meter. 55mm fl: 8 lens, excellent cond.

$ iimi ( includes leather case > 586-3206 after

6 p.m. .

F. rmmt. to share 2 bdrm. apt., frnsho.

frplc. grg. 2 firs, of old hse. Dec. or Jan.

Judy l.l Middle St.. Ildly.. 586-3784. $130

dp/mo. ht incl.

tf 12-6

(.rand opening. Mike's speed equip-

ment, starts Wednesday. One case of

Valvoline Oil. one Grant Steering Wheel

Kit to be given away, Rt. 9. Hadley. 58ft-

:»50.

UI2-7

Taking orders for handmade leather

hags and things. Order now, get before

( hristmas. Reasonable prices. 549-6331.

tfl2-8

FOR RENT
6 bedrms.. 2 baths, kitchen & rec. room

inllolyoke. 14 miles from l of M Ml mil .

ex. phone. Much Kurn. $300 per month,

(all 323-7893. MM
I bdrm . effie . apt .. a vail. Dec. I , inclu all

util. exc. gas $ I III mo., partly furn. 85 No.

Whitnev St.. \pt B-l.

If 1 2-3

Babysitting in my home anytime:
weekends, nights, (all Pam at 536-6076.

tf!2-3

2 bedroom apt.. Squire Village,

couples/married? Available Jan. I, rent

$190 includes utilities. Call 665-3218 or 665

2203.

tf 12-3

LECTURENOTES
S.E.S Km. 31$, Student Union, has notes

for Anthro 104, Bot 101. Econ 125. 126. (ieol

101, Micro 140, Phil 105. Psch and Soc 101.

tf 1 2-3

Lecture notes are available for Psych

262. 263. 270, 280. 301. 302. Soc. 256. Zoo 101.

133 and others SKS Room lis Student In.
tf 12-3

RIDERSWANTED
Riders wanted to Buffalo. N.V.. leaving

Dec. 2 or 3. (all Susan 253 771)1 after 6.

tf 12-2

LOST
inu

TYPING

FOR SALE

Female roommate to share room in Ig.

farmhouse $50/month plus utilities. Call

549-0336.
tf 12-3

Lear Jet 8 Track Auto Tape Deck with

two rear deck mount speakers $45. Call

evenings 549-0924.
IM2-3

16 mm Bell A Howell Camera 70. $125.

projector $55-$20 slide rules $I0-Aerlal

Reconnaissance Camera! Best offers

considered 337-4853.

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. svmbols. (all 253-3601.

tf 12-21

I'uffton Apt. needs 2 roommates In Jan.

(all 519-0822 eves.
tflM

HELPWANTED

for sale, head 300. Exc. cond.

Marker heel, Nevada toes $«5. Call 54S-

0472 before Wka.m. or late p.m. Ask for

Jim.
tflZ-3

Skis. Hawk 180 cm wood skis with

Dovre bindings and size 9 lace boots. Good

shape. $30. Takes it all (all Pete 448

(...iman 546-8548.
tf 12-2

Guitars: Martin, Yamaha. Aria, Har-

mony also Dulcimers and Autoharps. Hnd

nut what you want, then see me for better

price. John 6-5401.

5-speed Columbia guy's bike, very good

condition. Also tennis racket and hot plate.

Call evenings 549-1224 ask for Arlen.

X-Mas Time-Suede makes ideal gifts. I

have suede, pants Jackets, skirts, midls

and skins. Wholesale prices. Jon. 115

Chadhourne. 5-2640.

20%-50% Discount Stereo Components,

all major brands. Also: B-track tapes

Baker Stereo. Call Barry or Dave 546-8063

tf.2-3

female roommate to share Townhouse

apt.. $7B/mo. - own room. Call 2S8-8487

avail. Dec. I.

UI2-7

Female roommate to share one bedroom
in Puffton Village. Call 549-0753.

HIM

We don t discriminate -2F or 2M for I

room. Rent .hear Colonial VII. ph. 258-

8491 afte. supi-p t

» tf 12-1

ROOM WANTED

Live-in woman for infant care. Will

prov. in return pvt. rm. cooking facil..

semi-pvt. bath, living area furn.. 2 1/2 mi.

from camp. 549-1112.

IM2-9

Yang is lost again, large short, blond

hair dog. lovable, affectionate ind

missed by all of us Pleas, call Slu at 546-

67 Ul.

tf 1 2-3

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Play music in a band" Interested In

»kiing? Combine the two in the greatest

business opportunity yet! Needs solid

musicians for winter. Dave 549-8879.

tf 1210

FOUND

WANTED
Ride to Wise. X'mass Vac. Call Singh 6-

9930.

tf 12-1

POETRY for Poetry Anthology. Please
incl. stamped return envel. for prompt
reply. Idlewlld Press. IB07 East Olympic
Blvd.. Los Angeles.

tf 12-2

2 male students want 2 single rooms for

2nd. semester. Can pay $80. $85. Please

call 548-5036. ask for Mike, evenings.
tf!2-3

APT. WANTED

1965 WW. Bug for sale, very good con-

dition. New brake job 197(1 rebuilt engine I

good tires I 2 snow) excellent body, radio

heater 253-9619 after I p.m.

Yg. St. Bernard dogs for sale, AKC reg..

temp shots, parentage good disposition,

reasonable. 617-544-3806 or Judy 545-2351.

tf 12-1

MOVIE

Take the plastic out of (hristmas.

Everything handmade with care. People s

(raft Co-op. 49 S Pleasant, above

Hastings

RCA 8/tk. Tape PL I yr old. gd. cond ,

Ig sel. tapes. Incl., $150. New, best offer

(all Sue 253-9849 anytime. __^

Discount Stereo Components, compacts.

T AVs 20-40% off list price. Factory sealed

and warranty. Jim Jensen 588-1365.

tf 12-3

X Country Skis. Alpine Skis, 1/2 price.

Ski Poles for only $8. You cant get them

any cheaper! (all Marybeth at 548-5214

"BVUm'
tflM

"(ANDY" STARS EWA Al LIN.

RINGO, BRANDO, HUNDREDS MORE
MUSIC BY STEPPENWOLF & THE
IIYRDS. (IN COLOR 1989) "CANDY"
SAT.. PEC. 4. MAHAR. 8:30-8:45-11:00.

UI2-3

SERVICES

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 258-8133.

tfS-12

Wanted 2 1, 'droom apartment in Puffton

Village starting In Jan. or Feb. Call Mark
at 258-8723 after 6 p.m.

tf 12-3

2 girls need place to live next sem .

approx. $50 or under each. Call 548-8518.

tf 17-1

APTS. FOR RENT
MT SIGARI.OAF APTS. Avail. Jan 1,

Ig. 2 bdrm utll. included, air-cond.. pool
llK.V (all Kklblskl Realtors 253-7222. eve.
253-2626.

U 1 2-22

Found ; I grilled cheese sandwich —
may be claimed for .to* at The Catalyst.

Worcester Commons.
tf 12-1

SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

( omplet list of businesses requiring

summer employees-walters-waltresses-

kitchen help-clerks-camp councillors-

chambermaids, etc. Includes application

form Send $2 00 to: ST I DENT JOB
OPPORTUNITY BOOKLET R.R I. Box

ll-c. Orleans. Mass. 0265.1.

UI2-3

FREE

Kittens, 6 weeks, weaned A trained. 4

black. 2 tigers. 549-8079
tf 12-3

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In St. Rm. 318.

F.very student with your rourse next

semester will need your boons save $

money, sell direct. if<rm
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ACTION PROGRAM
Interviews for the University

vear for Action Program will be

"held Monday, Dec. 6-Dec. 10 at 513

E. Pleasant St. Appointment not

necessary but must come during

these days.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC.
Meeting tonight in rms 805-808

CC at fi:30. This is the Senate
budget proposed. All please attend.

CHESS CLUB
The tournament continues

tonight in the New Hatch at 7 p.m.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Meeting Thursday night at 5:30

rm 802 CC. All should attend.

CUSP
CUSP is sponsoring a Counseling

Night for undergrad Psychology

majors on Thursday at 8:00 P.M. in

the Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union. Many faculty members will

attend to discuss Psychology
department courses and
requirements with students. All

are welcome. Refreshments.

DORM PRESIDENTS
Anyone interested in serving on

an administrative committee on

dorm improvements with Dr.

Gage, please contact Bruce Bern-

stein, c/o Student Senate Office.

GERMAN MAJORS
Mr. Malsch will meet with

students interested in next
semester's Senior seminar at 3:45

this afternoon in the Dept. library.

HEALTH SERVICES ADVISORY
BOARD
We're meeting tomorrow at 3:30

inCC 815. This is the place for your
complaints, suggestions and
comments. Please come.

LATINOS AMERICANOS
Hoy a last 7:30 en Mills House

We can aid and assist

a limited number of

qualified senior or

graduate students to

gain
admission

for the session starting

fall 1972 in recognized

medical
schools
overseas
We offer the following pro-

gram an intensive 8 week
orientation and highly concen-

trated technical language in-

struction. (90% of the diffi-

culty in attending & remaining

in a foreign school is the lan-

guage barrier.) The intensive

programs are given in the

country where you will attend

medical school.

For the qualified students who
wish to partake of this pro-

gram, admission can be sec-

ured to a recognized European
Medical School.

Write today for
further information and an

application form

EUROPEAN MEDICAL
students placement service, inc.

3 McKmley Avenue,
Albertson, N.Y. 11507

Your Name.

School

Mailing Address.

City .St.. -Zip-

Graduation Date

There is no charge for ap-

plication form and subse-

quent interview.

segundo pizo una reunion de
AHORA (para alludan nuestro

hermanos entrar las universidad).

Se necesita ideas y alluda.

NAIADS-CORRECTION
Run-Thru is rescheduled

Wed., Dec. 15 at 7:30 p.m.

members must attend.

for

All

NES
The School of Ed did it again!

They didn't get around to ap-

proving course and assigning
course numbers for next semester.

Do not pre-register for course, but

leave time open, 12:30-3:15 Mon.,

Wed.; 11:30-2:15 Tues., Thurs. The
course will be held.

Center will be closed for the rest

of this week. Center Coordinator

has a kidnev ailment.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
A bus will leave tonight at 6:30

Notices
from Hasbrouck Lab and 6:35 from
Patterson House for the State

Hospital. Everyone welcome to

come.

RECREATION DEPT.
Anyone interested in registering

for the conference for the Society

of Park and Recreation Educators
and Students, sign up in recreation

office in Curry Hicks bldg. this

week. The conference is on Dec. lu-

ll at UMass.

STUDENT JUDICIARIES
Applications now being accepted

for East, West, and Greek area
Judiciaries. Obtain rooms 111 or

1 13 CC Due Friday Dec. 10 at noon.

WHOLEARTH
IMAC.ELANGUAGE
Free U presents "Wholearth

Imagelanguage", multi-projection
film-slide environments by Barry
Schonhaut. Wed.. Dec. 8 at 8 and

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAR*.

A Pisces woman can be gentle, loving,

perceptive. She also has an excellent

memory and it a man attempts to deceive

her, the odds are against him. Living with a

Pisces woman is not so different from being

with a human lie detector.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Avoid
beginning project which involves travel and

relatives. Time is on your side. You can

afford to be analytical. Some ideas, though

quick and attractive, obviously need more
development
TAURUS (April 20 May 20). Hold off on

long range financial commitment. Security

considerations should be paramount. Leave
speculation to others Be aware of fine

print, hidden clauses. Read between the

lines Be logical.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Study Taurus
message. Give logic equal play with im-

pulse. Strive for balance Patience is your

great ally. If you can wail, you can win.

Some make offers which look great but lack

substance
CANCER (June 21 July 22): Nervous

energy tends now to dominate. Realize

there are commitments, responsibilities to

be fulfilled Fun and games can come later.

Capricorn person is involved Work at

steady pace behind scenes.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Friends agree to

disagree. You may have tough choice. Take
path which has most promise for future.

Leave glitter to others. Seek integrity. Side

with one who adheres to principles. Avoid

Johnny come lately.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Full moon
position accents career, standing, am
bitions, how you relate to those m authority

New process, policy favors you Know this

and discard needless fears, tensions Leo
will stick by you
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) Lunar position

accents restlessness, desire to be on move.

But aspects indicate caution, delay would

better serve ultimate purpose Act ac-

cordingly. Neighbor could relay misleading

message.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Forces tend

to be scattered. Take aim at goal. Follow

straight line instead of circle. Accent is on

preserving assets. Steer clear of schemes

which lack real foundation. Sagittarian will

aid.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Co
operate with Scorpio individual. Op
portunities multiply. Key is to be selective.

You don't have to jump at first offer Know
this proceed accordingly. Avoid seeing

through rose colored glasses.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Dependents make demands. Be con
siderate. But make clear that you have a

life of your own to live. Some will be happy

to take advantage if you so permit. Strive

for greater freedom of action

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Obtain

hinl from Leo message. Strive for harmony
without discarding principles Affairs of

heart are accented Lunar position em
phasizes unorthodox approach to creative

project.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Home
situation needs adjustment. See in light of

reality. Don't give up something for

nothing One who played important role in

past could make reappearance. See
situations, persons as they actually exist.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

direct, honest and you stick to truth even

when it hurts. You have recently been

through period of restriction, frustration.

Now. however, you get chance to show off

talents and you will be appreciated. You
harmonize with Aries, Leo, Aquarius and
Libra.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp
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9:30 p.m. in Thompson 106.

ANIMAL SCIENCE
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

901 CC. Movies to be shown. All

welcome.

LOST
Man's 1973 UMass ring; white

gold with Delta Chi on ruby stone;

initials MC; lost in CC-Hasbrouch

-

H lot vicinity Sunday eve. Return
to CC lost and found or call Mike at

5-0156.

Small dog, black, no ID, looks

like poodle, near Friskee, followed

to campus near Skinner Hall, call

549-1146.

FOUND
Small black cat in Orchard Hill

area. To claim contact Helen, 623

Webster, call 546-7201

home.

He needs a

DEAR PEOPLE
It has come to our attention that

someone in the Community has

been calling students claiming to

be doing a survey on student drug

use for "Room to Move". If you

receive a call of this type, please be

aware that "Room to Move" is not

conducting any surveys. Peace to

you, the staff of Room to Move.
Student Counselors as well as

faculty counselors are available

during counseling week in the

CASIAC Office E-24, Machmer,
8:30 a.m. until 8:30 p.m. The
Students' Counseling Office phone
number is 545-1583.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Moccasin
4 Diminishes
9 Outfit

12 The self

13 Wideawake
14 Period of

time
15 Precious stone
16 Look fixedly

17 Household
pet

18 Stroke
20 Numbers

game
22 Stop
24 Pronoun
25 Pilaster

28 Simian
29 Organ of

hearing
30 Mountains of

South America
31 Repeal
33 Start

34 Fear

35 Ethiopian

title

36 Afternoon
party

38 Rage
39 Wager
40 Girl's name
41 Former Russian

rulers

43 Cry of

derision

44 Music: as
written

46 Reason

48 Seine

51 Goddess of

healing

52 Acclaim

53 Guido's high

note

54 One. no matter
which

55 Nerve networks

56 Obscure

DOWN

1 Wooden pin

2 Mature
3 Forming a

completing
part

4 Swift

5 In music, high

6 Trader
7 Mistake
8 Let it stand

9 Renovated
10 Man's name
11 Ship

channel
19 Near

21 Zest

22 Exclamation

23 Three-banded
armadillo

24 Possessed

26 Doctrine

27 Conjunction

29 Goal

30 Roman bronze

32 Dines
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33

34

35
37
39
40

Flying mammal
Physician

(abbr.)

Outcome
Cooled lava

Pair

Artificial

language

42

43
44
45
47

49
50

1819

23

31

45

41

32

16

29

42

20

8

33

47

30

43

Genus of

maples
Greek letter

Ocean
Metal
Capuchin
monkey
Man's name
Scottish cap

fTo"

21

14

36

53

56

26 27

48 49 50

11

37
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Nebraska Readies:

Alabama Set
( ap> — Only the University of Hawaii stands between another match-

up of college football's 1-2 teams, provided, as Coach Bob Devaney of

Nebraska puts it, "We can somehow manage to win that one."

The defending national champion Cornhuskers travel to Hawaii for

their regular season windup Saturday night and a victory -they're

prohibitive favorites-would send them into the Orange Bowl on New

Year's Night with a 12-0 record to face runner-up Alabama 11-0.

Nebraska's defending champions received 48 first-place votes and 1,086

points in the next-to-last regular- season poll from a nationwide panel of

55 sports writers and sportscasters. The Cornhuskers won last week's 1-2

shdWdown with Oklahoma 35-31.

Because Nebraska and three other members of this week's top 20 play

their final games this Saturday another regular season poll will be con-

ducted next week. It will be the final balloting for the regular season.

The final poll will be taken after the post-season bowl games.

The Sooners dropped to third

while Alabama moved up to second

following an impressive 31-7

clouting of previously unbeaten

Auburn.

Alabama received four first-

place votes and 938 points while

Oklahoma had 851 points. Many
voters still rated the Sooners No. 2.

Michigan, 11-0 and heading for

the Rose Bowl, remained fourth

with two first-place votes and 764

points while Penn State had the

remaining top vote and climbed

from sixth to fifth with 740 points.

The Nittany Lions, idle last

weekend, wind up their regular

campaign Saturday against

Tennessee and then face Texas in

the Cotton Bowl.

Auburn skidded from fifth to

sixth, followed by Georgia,
Colorado, Arizona State and
Louisiana State, the same as last

week. Over the holiday weekend,
Georgia defeated Georgia Tech 28-

24, Arizona State whipped Arizona

31-0 and LSU tounced Tulane 36-7.

In the Second Ten, Texas and

Tennessee were 11-12, reversing

last week's positions, and Toledo

and Notre Dame did the same for

the 13-14 spots. Houston remained

No. 15.

Baseball Trades Continue
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) —

Minnesota and California kept

baseball's trade market moving
Tuesday with the fourth major

swap of the winter meetings as the

Twins sent shortstop Leo Cardenas
to the Angels for relief pitcher

Dave LaRoche.
That came on the heels of three

big trades Monday including the

Sam McDowell-for-Gaylord Perry
swap, and exchange of pitching

stars between" Cleveland and San
Francisco.

Oakland's acquisition of

disenchanged southpaw Ken
Holtzman from the Chicago Cubs
for speedy Rick Monday, and an
eight-man trade between Cin-

cinnati and Houston which in-

cluded slugger Lee May, also

highlighted the first-day action.

The Twins, anxious for bull-pen

help, reluctantly parted with

Cardenas, a 12-year veteran who
slugged 18 homers and batted .264

for Minnesota last year.

"We gave up a good player,"

said Minnesota Manager Bill

Rigney, "but we felt we had to do

something about the end of the

game. We needed someone for the

ninth inning and I believe LaRoche
is the best left-handed reliever in

the American League." LaRoche
was 5-1 in 56 games with the Angels

last year and had nine saves.

The trade was the first for

California's new general manager,

Harry Dalton. He said Cardenas

would play shortstop for the Angels

and that Jim Fregosi would either

be moved to third base or first.

"We might also be able to make a

deal for him," Dalton added.

Earlier, Dalton had been

rumored to be interested in

Baltimore's aging Frank Robin-

son. But the Orioles are looking for

relief help and the LaRoche trade

would seem to have eliminated the

chance of the Angels producing the

pitcher it would take to get

Robinson.
There were indications that

there was more trading action to

come as the general managers
huddled here.

Manager Leo Durocher, em-

battled boss of the Cubs, indicated

that the Holtzman-Monday trade

wasn't his last piece of business

here.

Holtzman was one of the Cubs'

dissidents last summer and his

departure leaves Chicago with a

vacancy for a southpaw on the

pitching staff. The New York
Yankees have indicated that left-

hander Fritz Peterson might be

available and have been shopping

for a third baseman like perhaps

Ron Santo, another unhappy Cub.

Maravich Back

A FAMILIAR SIGHT IS BACK»Although admittedly stale and off,

Joe Namath, pictured here calling a play during his incredible

comeback Sunday against the 49ers, threw three touchdown passes

as the 49ers pulled the game out by the margin of a field goal.

Glover Lineman Of Week

(AP) — At one point in Nebraska's 35-31 victory over Oklahoma last

Thursday, Coach Bob Devaney "told the defensive line that they ought to

give Glover a little help."

Fortunately for the Cornhuskers, Rich Glover, a 6-foot-l, 234-pound

middle guard, didn't need much assistance as he got in on 22 tackles,

recovered a fumble and batted down a pass on Oklahoma's final play.

For that performance, the junior from Jersey City, N.J., was named

national college Lineman of the Week by The Associated Press.

Glover went to work early in the game. On Oklahoma's first play he

teamed with Larry Jacobson to stop fullback Leon Crosswhite after a

measly two-yard gain, far below average for the nation's top rushing

team.
The fumble recovery came in the second period at the Nebraska 27 and

stalled an Oklahoma drive that had started on its own 20.

Nebraska led the nation in total defense last week and Glover was one

of the main reasons.

"That middle guard has amazing agility and quickness for a man his

size," said Les Snider, a member of the Oklahoma State staff, who was

scouting Nebraska against Kansas a few weeks ago. "He should be

playing pro ball. As a matter of fact, the whole defensive unit should be a

pro team. They have the quickness and size to make it."

Glover and his defensive mates are known as the Black Shirts. Eight

time in 11 games they have achieved their goal of "no more than one

touchdown for sure." And of the seven touchdowns scored against

Nebraska in the first nine games, only three were against the Black

Shirts. The rest came against the reserves or on kick returns.

As a middle guard, Glover is following in the cleatmarks of such

Nebraska greats as Walt Barnes, Wayne Meylan, Ken Geddes and Eddie

Periard. He admits it's a tough act to follow, but adds, "I want to be just

as good as they were...maybe a little better."

Others considered for Lineman of the Week honors were guard John

Hannah of Alabama, linebacker Bob Terrio of Nebraska, linebackers

Mark Driscoll and Steve Aycock of Oklahoma, defensive end George

Abernathy of Vanderbilt and wide receivers Rhett Dawson of Florida

State and Andy Hamilton of Louisiana State

CHICAGO (AP) — Coach Richie

Guerin of the Atlanta Hawks said

Tuesday that Pistol Pete Maravich
"will be out there tonight against

the Chicago Bulls and he will be
playing."

Maravich, the Louisiana State

All-American who averaged 23.2

points for the Hawks as a rookie

last season, told the Atlanta
Journal that he may be out of

action the rest of the season

because of illness.

"I'll never be back -at least not

this year," the newspaper quoted

him as saying in a dispatch from
Chicago where the team arrived

Tuesday morning for their Chicago
Stadium date with the Bulls.

The newspaper said that

Maravich asked to be taken out of a

game in Buffalo last week, saying,

"My heart, man, I just couldn't

take it any more... I love basketball

but it's not worth my life."

Maravich contracted
mononeucleosis and missed the

first two weeks of the National

Basketball Association season.

Guerin told The Associated
Press that "the doctor says Pete is

recovered from mono now and it is

a question of him working back
into shape"
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At The Cage

Hoopsters Host St, Anselm's
Kv KAM.KBARROLL

Head basketball coach Jack
Leaman has been abnormally
nervous this past week waiting for

the season to begin, he just has too

many questions about his squad to

be answered to be calm and
collective as the season nears.

Two days ago at practice he was
(Caching his peak in emotions and
had this to say about his squad: "I

know that Al Skinner has been
playing better than any forward we
had last year outside of Julius

Krving, I know that John Betan-

court has been playing better than

ever, I know that Tom McLaughlin
has been super and Chris Coffin,

Hick Vogeley and Mike Pagliara

have been better than ever. But we
still haven't been in actual com-
petition.

"We scrimmaged the freshmen
three times before last Tuesday's
game and handled them easily and
then came that game and we
weren't up for it. ..we just can't

judge where we are until we get

into the season.

"We go at each other practice

alter practice. With a 6 game
schedule you're not allowed to

scrimmage another school and I

just can't keep telling guys like

McLaughlin who's great one day
and off the next to keep getting

psyched for Vogeley...you just

can't do it."

And so this period of stagnation

comes to an end tonight and Jack

Leaman will get some indication of

his team's progress when the

Hedmen host St. Anselm's College

at the Cage with the tip-off set for 8

p.m.

"You never really understand

what the game is all about until you

play it," Leaman emphasized. "St.

latlg GIflUrgtan

'•v

SPORTS
Anselm's has already had two
scrimmages."
But the three time New England

coach of the year was quick to note,

"We will be ready to play this first

game. We're playing as well as we
have been playing throughout pre-

season."

If history is any indication as to

what kind of game to expect, look

for the Hawks to play a slowdown,

semi-freeze type of offense trying

to keep the ball away from the

Redmen
"They won't be a big team,"

Leaman said, "and they won't run

with us, so we' can expect a slow

paced game."
Just what can the Redmen do to

prevent this from happening?

Assistant coach "Fan" Gaudette

has this solution: "We'll have to go

right after them and trap that ball

and cause them to make mistakes

right off the bat to open the game
up."

Leaman added to this: "Speed

and conditioning and numbers will

be our biggest asset and we'll run

as much as we can as long as we
keep from turning the ball over.

We'll play a number of people so

we can play a faster pace for a

longer time."

The series between these two

teams stands at 3-1 in favor of the

Redmen. They have won the last

three games in a row including last

year's 98-63 season opener at the

Cage.
Starting for the Redmen tonight

will be captain Mike Pagliara and

John Betancourt in the backcourt

with Chris Coffin. Tom
McLaughlin or Al Skinner and Tom
Austin up front. Austin will jump
center and will be replaced shortly

thereafter by Rick Vogeley.
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Pucksters Open At Home
Against Salem State

By ALAN WKHillT
They're Ready. Sure enough, Coach Jack

Canniff's contingent of pucksters are rallied to

take on Salem State in the first hockey clash of the
'71 -'72 season tonight in Amherst's Orr Rink at 8

p.m.

Coming back from a record-setting season that

saw 129 goals and 188 assists, the team has been on
ice since October 18th. Three preseason scrim-
mages with tough teams have been played

already, so the skaters have tasted competition in

preparation for tonight's opener.

Salem State is new to the UMass hockey
schedule, but this year's seniors have had ex-

perience with them. Way back when captain Brian

Sullivan was a freshman, Salem State beat the

frosh who were having a good season by one goal

in overtime.

Thus, a slight feeling of revenge has to be in the

minds of the ten seniors tonight. Also, Salem won
their season opener against Bridgewater a couple

of nights ago. so it goes without saying that they'll

be sparked to hand UMass a hockey upset.

Although there's a hoop tilt tonight at the Cage,

you can be sure there will be a full house on hand
to see the flashy Redmen take the ice. So, a word
to the wise is to get down to Orr Rink early. All you
need to do is show your UMass ID., but the limit

on seating is 2000 and they'll be going fast.
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Pistol Pete Denies Mono
Will Curtail His Season

CHICAGO (AP)-A grinning Pete

Maravich denied Tuesday night

that he was out for the season and
shrugged off rumors that his

mononeucliosis ailment would
further sideline him

Karlier. The Atlanta Journal

quoted Maravich as saying "I'll

never be back-at least not this

year."
But Maravich, prior to Tuesday

night's game against the Chicago

Bulls, said "Sure, I'm not up to par

but I can't tell you where this story-

came from.

"I imagine that somebody
overheard me telling a player or a

friend that I wasn't feeling so good

Top 20
1 Nebraska 11-0 1 ,080

2. Alabama 11-0 938

;!. Oklahoma 9-1 851

1 Michigan 11-0 764
."). I'enn Slate 10-0 740
(i. Auburn 9-1 478

7. Georgia 10-1 458
II Colorado 9-2 397
!t Arizona Stab • 10-1 380

10 Louisiana SI;ite 8-3 319

II. Texas 8-2 24.')

12. Tennessee 8-2 220

1.1, Toledo lid 128

1 1 Noire Dame 82 122

1"). Houston 9-2 104

hi lie Arkansas 8-2-1 40

Stanford 8 :i 24

;.; lie Mississippi '.12 24

N Carolina 9 2 24

.'o Washington
J

8-:t 19

Atlanta has not been winning so

much lately. I want to help get us

back on the track."

Atlanta Coach Rich Guerin,
reached earlier, said: "The doc-

tors say Pete is recovered from
Mono now and it is a question of

him working back into shape. All I

know is that Pete is with the team
and that he will be out there

against the Bulls and will be

playing. And as far as I know, he

will be playing every game."
The Atlanta Journal story quoted

Maravich as having said: "My
heart, man, I just couldn't take any
more. My pulse was up to about

122. I love basketball but it's not

worth my life."

and there might be times I could

not play," Maravich told The
Associated Press.

Maravich said he lost 26 pounds

during a two-week stretch when
the disease, usually restricted to

teen-agers and young adults, put

him out of action.

"I still have 15 pounds to go,"

said Maravich. "Just look how thin

I am. I can't play full steam yet

because I'm still under a doctor's

care. The doctor told me to go

ahead and play but if I get tired I

should tell the coach to take me out

of the game.
"There is no reason on earth to

believe I would be out for the

season," added Maravich. "I came
here to play and I know that

Would You Believe ... ?
NKAV YORK (AIM "Those defensive guys were feeling no pain,"

Cincinnati Bengals Coach Paul Brown said.

Hut they gave San Diego plenty of it Sunday, relentlessly hounding the

Chargers, the National Football League's No. 1 offensive team.

When Cincinnati's 31-0 rout was over, the Bengal defenders had limited

San Diego to a meager 130 yards, 83 of them through the air, and in

tereepted six of the nine passes thrown by John Hadl and Marty Domres.

Linebacker Al Beauchamp and cornerback Ken Riley were the most

obvious, each picking off a pair of passes with Beauchamp running one of

Ins 18 vards lor a touchdown.

But the rest ot the voung defenders ends Hoy Berry and Hon Carpenter,

tackles Mike Heid and Steve Chomyszak, linebackers Billy Bergey and

Ken Avery, cornerback Letnar I'arrish and safeties Neil Craig and Sandy

Durko were, if not quite as spectaeular. equally effective in landing the

Bengals the first shutout in their four year history.

That s why. in a rare move, The Associated Press NFL Defensive

Player of the Week selection Tuesday went to all 11 of them.

THE CAPTAIN-.Mike Pagliara (II) leads the Redmen into their

season opener tonight at Curry Hicks Cage. (HOC Photo by Gary
Milkman)

Gymnasts Open On
Road At UNH

By MICHAELCUSACK
The UMass varsity gymnasts will open their 1971-72 season tonight at

7:30 as they travel to Durham. N.H. to take on the UNH Wildcats. This

marks the first time that the varsity squads will meet each other.

As Coach Erik Kjeldsen moves into his 10th year at the helm of the

UMass squad, the Redmen gymnasts will be facing a challenging season.

The loss of 6 seniors from last year's team which placed third in the

Kastern Intercollegiate Gymnastic League has taken away much needed

experience and depth and could make this season a rebuilding one.

This year's squad is led by senior co-captains Tony Vacca and Dave

Genest. Vacca finished fourth in the E.I.G.L. Championships as an all-

around, while Genest was crowned parallel bars champion. Other

E.I.G.L. medalists on this year's team are John Calabria, Jay Aronstein,

and Tom Myslicki.

With talent like this available, the prospects for a winning season are

good, but lack of experience will hamper the team in early meets.

The Redmen should start the season with a win over Lou Datilio's

Wildcats. I^ast year, UNH won the College Division at the New England

Championships, but, in the Redmen, they are facing a University

Division team. The greater depth of the Redmen should be a major factor

in the outcome of the meet.
New Hampshire has been hurt by the loss of their top gymnast. Jim

Gornell, who won the College Division all-around title last year. Rich

Rettstadt. who finished right behind teammate Gornell in the New
Fnglands. will be leading the Wildcats. He will have several fine

specialists with him, but this nucleus of gymnasts should prove too small

to match the Hedmen.
Although the Wildcats premiere University calibre meet may not be a

winning one. it will be a memorable one. Coach Datilio wants to, "show
the UNH community some good gymnastics," and is going all out to make
a good presentation. This will include the UNH band, coverage by local

television, and conducting the meet along international competition
guidelines.

The Redmen will open at home on Sat., Dec. 11 at 7:30 p.m. when they

host Southern Connecticut State College.

Leaman And MacPherson
Highlight M Club Opener
If a preview of the basketball

season and a forecast for next
year's football team are what you
want for a noontime highlight to go
along with a good meal come to the
Newman Center today at 12:15
p.m. to hear basketball coach Jack
Leaman and football coach Dick
MacPherson open the winter slate
of weekly Varsity M Club Lun-
cheons.

Leaman will preview tonight's
game with St. Anselms and will
also go over a schedule that
features 11 teams that may be in

the top 20 in the nation al some
time this year He will also have a

couple of his players with him.
MacPherson will go over next

year'l schedule that will feature
new opponents Harvard and
Bucknell

As per usual the Newman Center

will supply an excellent noontime
meal and there will also be a raffle

at the door of choice seats for the

basketball game.
All for $1 .50. ..the public is

welcome.

UMBasketball

On The Air
Tonight at 7:55 p.m Ken Best

and Marty Kelley will open

WMUA's coverage of Redman
basketball from Curry Hicks

Cage when the UMass hoopsters

play host to St Anselm's

College

THE

RED JOCK
Basketball

Dec. 1

Dec. 4

Dec. 8

Dec. 11

Dec. 14

Dec. 16

Dec. 18

Dec. 21

Dec. 27, 28, 30

Jan. 18

Jan. 22

Jan. 29

Jan. 31

Feb. 3

Feb. 5

Feb. 9

Feb. 12

Feb. 15

Feb. 19

Feb. 24

Feb. 26

Feb. 29

Mar . 4

Mar . 8

St. Anselm's
Vermont
Holy Cross
Northeastern
Connecticut
Manhattan
Madison Square Garden

Harvard
Hofstra
ECAC Quaker
City Tournament
Vermont
Iona
Providence
Springfield

New Hampshire
Syracuse
Boston College

Connecticut
Boston Univ.

Rhode Island

New Hampshire
Maine
Rhode Island

Fordham
Maine

Home
Home
Home
Away
Home

Away
Away

Phil.

Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away

8:00

7:30

8:00

8:15

8:00

7:00

8:00

8:00

Pa.

8:00

8:00

7:30

8:00

8:00

1:00

8:15

8:00

8:00

2:00

8:00

7:30

7:30

8:00

7:35

REDMEN vs. ST. ANSELM'S

University off Massachusetts

REDMEN
BASKETBALL

OFFICIAL

ARSITY 'M' CLUB

PROGRAM

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

REDMEN
HOCKEY

Official Varsity "M" Club Program
curry hicks DeCember 1. 1971 AMHERST<

FIELD HOUSE MASS.

Hockey

ORR RINK 1971-1972 AMHERST MASS.

Dec. 1
Salem State

Dec. 4 Vermont

Dec. 8 Williams

Dec. 10 Norwich

Dec. 11 Middlebury

Dec. 15 Boston State

Dec. 17 Yale

Dec. 28-30 Williams College Invitat

Oswego, Cc>lby, Williams

Jan. 26 Amherst
Jan. 28 Vermont
Feb. 3 Merrimack
Feb. 9 Connecticut
Feb. 12 Northeastern
Feb. 16 New Hampshire
Feb. 18 Colby
Feb. 19 Bowdoin
Feb. 21 St. Anselm's
Feb. 23 Boston State

Feb. 26 Hamilton
Mar. 1 Providence
Mar. 4 Merrimack

Home 8:00

Away
Home

7:30

8:30

Away
Away
Home

7:00

7:30

8:00

Away 8:00

ional-UMass.,
Williams
Away 8:00

Home 7:30

Home 8:30
Away 7:30

Home 2:00

Home 8:30

Home 7:30

Home 3:00

Away 6:00

Away 8:00

Home 2:00

Home 8:15

Away 8:00
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"I'd Love It Better In March"
By EARLE BARROLL

If you were to have taken a poll

in early September and for that

matter back in the first week in

April as to the number one question

facing any one athletic team at

UMass, there would be no contest

as to which was number one:

"What can the basketball team do
without the services of Julius

Erving."
And it seems that this season did

get underway during that week in

April when Erving was plucked
from the UMass campus by the

Virginia Squires of the American
Basketball Association for the cool

sum of a half million dollars.

Since then the credibility gap of

the basketball team has widened
and widened in the eyes of the fans

and there's no one else on campus
who this has affected more than

the basketball team and their

coaches.

They have heard it, they have
read it and they have been
questioned time and time again by
fans and publications alike. But

like true athletes these men have
left the outside world just where it

should be, off the court, and have
carried on to make this their

season...

What lies ahead for the Redmen
and their coaching staff is the

toughest schedule that any UMass
quintet has had to face. No less

than eleven of their opponents have
a chance to be ranked in the top 20

in the nation at some time this

season according to head coach

Jack Leaman and with the added
strength of the New England area

the Redmen have bit off quite a

chunk of basketball to prove their

worth this year without the big

guy-

Leaman pulls no punches when it

comes to talking about this

schedule, it's tough no doubt and
the major difference in it is the trip

to the Pennsylvania (Quaker City

Tournament).

"

It's quite a difference

alright... like Villanova, runnersup

in the NCAA tournament last year

to UCLA.
Leaman continued: "This is a

challenge for us and our program.
But, we desire this. We have
proved that we can play anywhere
in the country and now we have to

prove we can consistantly beat

them."
Leaman didn't hide the fact

either that Erving still casts a

shroud over this season. "We know
people are worried with Erving not

being with us.

"But just in the back of our heads

we have a dream that we can put it

together and go back to New
York
And to add a little beat to the

season Leaman added, "There is a

song called "I Love New York in

June". But I'd love it better in

March!!!"
Maybe this will go down with

some of the great inspirational

songs of our time.

There is also another aspect to

this added strength in the schedule

and Leaman explains, "I really

feel we need something to be major
college in some area. This will be

good for the students, the athletes

and the administration.

"If we make up our mind and
dedicate ourselves we can be the

number one school in New
England.. .in the administration,

the coaches, the athletes and the

students."

But for now the number one
concern for the basketball team
lies in plowing its way through the

seemingly impervious wall that

faces them.
Here is a capsule of the major

obstacles the Redmen will be up
against in the coming months:
PROVIDENCE: Sports

Illustrated rated the Friars
number ten in the nation, other

publications have rated them no
worse than twelfth, they are the

number one team in New England
and they feature Ernie DiGregorio
and Marvelous Marvin Barnes, 6-9

who was featured by Sports
Illustrated. Just add to this a well

rounded compliment of players

and a schedule that feautere

Southern Cal and Jacksonville and
enough is said.

HARVARD: There are only four

teams in the country with four high

school All-Americans on them.

Southern Cal, New Mexico,
Maryland and Harvard. The
Crimson are also rated in SI as the

best of the non-rated teams in the

country (like 21st) and, to top this

off three Harvardians, James
Brown, Tony Jenkins and Floyd
Lewis were pre-season All-New

England picks.

QUAKER CITY TOUR-
NAMENT: First round opponent

Villanova returns four starter from
last year' squad including Hank
Simientowski, a preseason All-

America selection. The Wildcats

also feature a pair of 6'5 guards.

Other tourney, entries include

powers South Carolina, Tennessee,

LaSalle, Boston College,

Manhattan and Fairfield.

HOLY CROSS: The Cross is

faced with the same story again

this year. Good ballplayers, an
explosive team, but can they win
the big ones? The Crusaders have
one of the fine all-around forwards

in New England in Stan Grayson.
They come to the Cage on the 11th

of December.
RHODE ISLAND—Just mention

transfers and Ram coach Tom
Carmody gets his fish net out and
sets out on the chase. The Rams
are loaded with transfers and the

question remains if they'll be as

good as their press clipping in-

dicate. They're big and brauny up
front and big in the backcourt but

lack the ballhandler and this could

be their one drawback... in every

publication the Rams are the team
to beat in the Yankee Conference.

THE REST OF THE CON-
FERENCE: Look for Connecticut

and New Hampshire to be strong

this year, especially the Wildcats

who have their entire team back
from last year and who can forget

the scare the Redmen had at

Durham last year. Vermont could

Loyal Blurp Blurts
(Continued from Page 4A)

"Of course I am. It will be interesting to see just how far the

basketball team can go without you know who, and it will be just as

interesting to find out if the hockey team is really the Division II

contender that so many people are saying they are."

"Do you feel any resentment, Harry, at having to walk 35

minutes lo a hockey rink on a different campus in which barely 2000

packed sardines can fit. and then having to walk all the way back to

the Cage -that is, of course, assuming that you go to the hockey

game first?"

"No not really," replied Blurp. "Just because there are around

19,000 undergrads in this university and just because the UMass
hockey team is picked in the top three in every Division II poll

taken and just because a hockey rink could be used for intramurals,

public skating, skating shows, concerts, major speakers and even

for rental to local hockey teams, doesn't mean that we should have

one. I realize the financial complexities involved."

"Harry, what if you go to one of the games first that turns out to

he B real tight contest 9 Will you still leave''"

"Yes, even though I doubt that my stats will lie. Even if I'm at the

basketball game, and it's real close, I'm still going to Orr Rink. It's

my duty as a loyal UMass sports fan -besides, I have a car."

IT'S A WHOLE NEW BALL GAME

COACH JACK
LtA/MN/ AMD HIS
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be tough and Maine nas its entire

team back and could also pose

problems in Orono....for the first

time in many years the Redmen
will be smaller than the rest of the

conference physically.

FORDHAM : The Rams have lost

Charlie Yelverton and their ex-

ceptional coach Digger Phelps but

have enough coming back to again

be a rough unit characterized by

their lightening quick pressing

defense and their jumping jack

offensive front court to go along

with a good shooting backcourt.

John Charles is the man to watch
for Fordham.he's an all-east

BOSTON UNIVERSITY: James
Garvin, 6'6 and Ken Boyd 6'5 (who
jumps like 6'9) make the Terriors a

team to contend with. On any given

night if • they want to play

basketball they'll make it pretty

rough for the opposition.

SYRACUSE: The Orange will be

looking to get back at the Redmen
on their home court after last

year's humiliatio:. at the Cage.

Four starters are back from last

year's NIT team. They could be
hurt though by the loss of 6' 11

center Bill Smith who now plays

for the Portland Trailblazers of the

NBA.
Well, that's what a progressive

basketball program can gain as far

as respectability to its basketball

schedule is concerned.
Who are the players who have to

face this task? Leaman feels this is

the deepest unit that has ever been
at the university. Unlike past years
there are at least ten players who
could have started the opening
game.
And with the "run to win"

dimension this season the Redmen
will need all the fire power coming
off the bench they can muster to

keep the flames burning in their

attack.

First in the backcourt, Leaman
has a four deep unit of captain
Mike Pagliara, John Betancourt,
Rick Pitino and Peter Trow. They

can be interchanged, turned upside
down and inside out and what you
have is perhaps the finest all-

around backcourt in New England.
Pagliara and Betancourt are

seniors and started last year while

Pitino and Trow are sophomores
and spearheaded the 18-1 freshmen
last year.

In the frontcourt there are a

group of players around the 6'4, 6'5

range in veterans Tom
McLaughlin, Chris Coffin, Rick
Vogeley and Charlie Peters and
sophomores Al Skinner and Art
Levine.

As McLaughlin said earlier in

the practices, "We have to take up
the slack that Julie left. We can no
longer stand around like we used to

with Julius doing the board work."
And at center is lean 6'9 Tom

Austin and Charlie Peters, 6'7 both
juniors and both green.

The success of this team... it's

anyones guess as of now.
But come March 8th we may

have the answers.

Varsity M Moving Along;

Now Printing Two Programs
Tonight the basketball and hockey teams begin the

1971-72 season. Both have home games that are ex-

pected to attract capacity crowds to Curry Hicks Cage
and Orr Rink respectively. The Varsity 'M' Club is

pleased to publish quality programs for both of these

teams.

This is Varsity Ms fourth year of growth with

basketball. The program now has 32 pages chuck full

of facts and comments. To the Smoke Signals of Dick

Bresciani '60. statistics. Hall of Fame biographies,

guest sports writers, Meet the Redmen, background of

our opponent, and a changing cover photo is added

another page by Bresciani on our alumni in the Pros

and a scries on UMass athletic teams by Earle Barroll

'73.

This is Varsity 'Ms first year with hockey. The

development of Redmen hockey has excited the

Varsity M' Club, the official booster organization for

UMass athletics, so much that hockey has been added
to basketball and baseball as sports for which Varsity
M' shall publish a program Jim Mulcahy '66 has
secured the financing from McDonalds hamburgers
while Bresciani prepared the layout and Tom Peters
"71 will write the Face Off articles for each issue.

The Varsity M' Club is devoted to improving the

atmosphere for athletics at UMass. Because all six-

teen varsity sports are supported. Varsity M' is

happy once again to expand its services to the

University community. Advertisers have shown their

appreciation for your patronage by paying for the

printing and administrative expenses The basketball
and hockey teams appreciate the added interest in

their athletic efforts. The baseball and lacrosse teams
will once again be selling the programs with proceeds
supporting their teams. And you the fan continually

comes out on top with some of the finest programs
available in collegiate athletic circles.

Meet The Basketball Coaches
Jack Leaman...

The mark of a great coach is one who meets even his

stiffest task head-on. And in just half a decade of head

coaching at UMass, basketball mentor Jack Leaman
has done just that.

Unable to assess the abomidable loss of one Julius

Erving -the Redman superstar who was drafted by

the Virginia Squires of the ABA with a year of

collegiate ball to go, Coach Leaman took it hard at

first. How else would he react. You'd expect the same

from any coach when his star does the disappearing

act just like that.

But after a closer appraisal of the situation, the

competent coach shrugged off the matter as a reality

and buried the issue. His sights were focused on what

could be done to compensate for the loss and how to

make the most of his manpower.

So what does Leaman point to as his greatest

coaching challenge at UMass? As he puts it: "Well my
greatest challenge of all has been in developing a

basketball team that was content to be run as a so run

club on a so run program in the Yankee Conference to

a position where it constantly challenges for the New
England championship and the right to play in the

National Tournaments."

And what about the hole left by Erving's abscence,

does he think it's going to be a tall order to fill? "Oh

yes, definitely," agrees Leaman. "How often does a

boy like that come along? I don't think that we're

going to replace Julius Erving. I simply don't feel that

we have any one individual with as much talent as

Jules had - on the ball club at this moment.

"But the surrounding players we have are as fine as

any. And the sophomore crop, fresh from an 18-1

freshman season, have given us depth and that added

factor of competition for those first team berths. They

are battling the mainstays all the way down the line

tor the starting spots. This has given us the dimension

of a mo'-e physical practice. Competition is the thing

that makes us improve and when we get it into our

own practice sessions it has to make us a better

basketball team."

A graduate of Cambridge Latin High School,

Leaman later went on to star for Boston University in

basketball, captaining the Terrier team (1958-59)

which got as far as the Eastern NCAA Regional finals,

only to bow to Jerry West and West Virginia, 86-82.

Upon graduation he coached the Terrier Freshman
unit and piloted Mills High to one of its finer finishes

the following winter. In 19C1 Leaman entered the

UMass basketball picture tending to the freshman

five. And during that four year tenure he relished

resonable success, racking up 43 victories against 14

setbacks. His link from freshman coaching to the big

time was sandwiched around a year of scouting and

recruiting for the varsity.

In five short years at the helm he's brought

basketball to its best on the UMass hardwood. Last

season the Redmen registered a club record-breaking

high of 23-4, smashing the previous peak set a cam-
paign earlier. On top of that the Yankee Conference

titlists secured their second straight entry to to the

NIT.

His overall career credentials of 83-43 (42-8 in

YanCon tilts) are indicative of Leaman's well-tutored

teams which have landed four consecutive conference

crowns.

UMass has put together some solid ball clubs over

the past two decades, but basketball is definitely in its

prime right now. How does Leaman substantiate this?

"We no longer strive to be good at Massachusetts.

We want to be great. And we can't do that until we're

dedicated, poised, and proud of what we have ac-

complished and what we can accomplish."

Ray Wilson . .

.

Having had the distinction of

coaching Julius Erving in both

high school and college, basketball

assistant Ray Wilson was popped

the question whether he would like

to work with the former Redman
star in the pros.

He seemed baffled at the outset,

probably because it was the first

time he had encountered such an

inquiry. Coach Wilson finally drew

an analogy before rattling off his

response: "Somewhere along the

line the baby's got to break the

cord and come out and say: 'I'm a

man'.
"I actually never gave it any

thought. I really don't think that

you coach for that purpose, you

coach to mold men. You want to

see your seniors leave so you can

get a new group of players and

start your job all over again. And if

you've done your job, then they

don't need you anymore.
"1 would hope that there would

be five or six more Ervings coming
through so that I could play a part

of their maturing and going on to

being independent."'

Wilson hypothesized the loss of

Erving: "It's almost a positive

type of thing in affect to recruiting

because of the publicity he's

receiving. You talk to a recruit

now, it's not just UMass, but rather

the UMass and Julius Erving

basketball program. It's been a

positive influence in that respect."

As far as Erving being

irreplaceable, Wilson replied: "I

hope not. There's quite a few

outstanding basketball high school

seniors around, it's just a case of

interesting them in UMass.
"I tell you, I think Coach

Leaman, Coach Gaudette, and I

are in agreement that there are

going to be outstanding basketball

players like Erving -and there are

going to be better ones. In other

words, it's a little early to say that

he is the greatest basketball player

that we will have had."

Wilson, like Jack Leaman, is a

graduate of Boston University. He
lettered there in basketball just as

his coaching mate did.

In seven years at Roosevelt

(Long Island, NY.) High, Wilson's

teams sported an enviable 86-37

mark. He joined the UMass varsity-

coaching corps in 1969 as an
assistant. His extensive efforts in

the upgraded areas of scouting and
recruiting have been a thrust to the

Redmen on their rise as a New
England powerhouse.

Bill Greeley . .

.

"Fan" Gaudette . .

.

Coach Jack Leaman wasn't

joshing last year when he spoke of

the value of reserve guard Bill

Greeley. He said it was no accident

that UMass started winning when
Greeley came in to the program.

The three year record of 58-18

and the two National Invitation

berths were enough in Leaman's
mind to qualify this. "You can't

ask much more than that from any

player," the head coach declared.

"His enthusiasm and desire have

definitely helped us to the best

three year record in UMass
basketball."

And just to show that Coach
Leaman is in the same frame of

mind today, Bill Greeley has

become the newest member to the

Redman brain trust. He will assist

Roland "Fan" Gaudette with the

freshman program. At least he will

maintain that position tem-
porarily, until a year from now
when he hopes to secure a high

school coaching job.

When asked about the ap-

pointment, Leaman explained why

in his estimation Greeley was the

right man for the job:

"Billy Greeley is an outstanding

student of the game of basketball.

He was a phys ed major at

Massachusetts and plans to make
coaching his career. And we
always felt that whatever he has

contributed to the UMass
basketball program, anything we
could do to help his professional

preparation would be an obligation

to us."

"I believe Bill will be an out-

standing young coach, and he

exemplifies the qualifications of

one. He's been through our

program, he knows what to teach

and how to teach it. and he knows

what has been successful. Those

are three things we want our fresh-

men to understand when they come

into our program."
Greeley was a three sports

standout at Melrose High, com-

peting in football, basketball, and

baseball. As an All-State guard for

his hoop squad, he led them to a

state championship.

All Coach Profiles

By Mark Vogler
fcaacMaaaawaagg .iimn -
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Traces of Peter Broaca are still evident in the

UMass basketball program. The big guns who forged

an 18-1 freshman record a year ago under his

guidance, are now among the crop vying for starting

berths on the varsity. Yet the man has since departed,

taking on a head coaching job at Coast Guard.

Replacing a coach of this caliber is no easy chore,

since Broaca was instrumental in helping bring

UMass basketball to what it now is. But of the field of

applicants for the opening, Jack Leaman thinks he s

picked a good one in newcomer Roland "ban

Gaudette." . . . ,

"Coach Gaudette is a fine young coach who had

reasonable success in a difficult situation on a small

college level," remarked Leaman. "As a young man

and because of his teaching prowness, he can cer-

tainly do an outstanding job with our freshmen.

"Fan knows this, has accepted this, and is doing a

great job readying the people in the program to the

path that lies ahead. We are fortunate to get a man of

such qualifications to assume this position."

Using an outstanding schoolboy career at David

Prouty High (Spencer) as a springboard, Gaudette

made the big leap to Clark University (Worcester)

where his success was similar. He was co-captain of

the basketball and baseball teams and also played

soccer

Upon graduation in 1961 he had high hopes of

making coaching his profession. His first assignment

was at Nichols College where he took charge of soccer.

It was there that he negated the generation gap-some

of his players were older than him.

It was out with the old and bring in the new at

Nichols during Gaudette's baptismal year. He went

with an all freshman team that wound up 5-6. The

dividends paid off the next two years as his squad

went unbeaten, working up to a 27-game winning

streak which was busted in an overtime loss. His five

year credentials were 47-10-1.

In the course of his third campaign at Nichols,

Gaudette became a man of multiple jobs. He began a

three year stint at St. Louis H.S. in Webster, Mass.,

coaching basketball and baseball. In basketball he

developed a .500 (31-31) ball club out of the 4-17

mediocrites he inherited.

In 1967 Gaudette returned to his alma mater and

coached basketball, soccer, and baseball He piloted

Clark's hoop squad to a respectable 35-25 record over

a three year stretch. Next stop was UMass.

Here's how Gaudette evaluates his new position: "I

think that freshman coach's job is actually two-fold in

a sense. You're trying to prepare the kids so that they

will be ready to play varsity ball, while at the same

time you're trying to instill a winning type attitude for

the whole team.

"You don't want to end up 5-15 if you can possibly be

20-0. You can look at it and say if you did that type of

thing vou could've won a game But what good has it

done for the future is all that counts -we're trying to

get those players ready to play, to help our overall

program.
"It's a challenge, alright. What you do for those kids

that one year molds them forever. If you don't do your

job, that kid may never play again. If you do your job,

he may wind upon the varsity for three years
"

ainst

By FRED ROSENTHAL
MDC Staff

"Unbeaten untied and unscored upon. "Freshman basketball coach

Fan Gaudette was joking as he gave his prediction for the coming season^

But this years freshman team just could fulfil one or two of these

seemingly remote goals. At any rate, UMass hoop fans will have a chance

to see some very exciting basketball when the frosh open tonight against

theSt.Anselm'sJV"sattheCageat6:00p.m.
To get this team running the Little Redmen have two big men up front

to get the ball off the backboard. Center John Murphy (6 8 from Clinton

and forward Tom Gillams (6'6from Uniondale, NY.) are both.very
>

aden

at grabbing the rebound and getting the outlet pass off quickly The other

mrward is

g
J,m Burke from Needham. At 6'3 Burke ,s a good rebounde

and is most effective at running the ball up the court on the break. He is

also a good passer and should see some action as a guard.

In the backcourt the frosh will open with Mike Hanagan (5 11 trom

shorten and ballhandlors. All five startersare """*" ^«£

lUdmoii have four r^erves ,Wl*one
winlhropi and

g£££ SS "nitingmn.^,. The reserve eenfer h V7

XST^u^iSSS.XS* »f— ™rr- ESS
very fW.games against weak opponents, and many sehools are boasting

strong freshman teams.

JOHN Ml'ltl'IIY TOM (.11.1 VMS in i KNDICOTT
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Pucksters Resume Drive

For Division II Pinnacle

Fat Keenan

Jack Kdwards

By ALAN WRIGHT
As expected, this year's puck team looks like an

improved version of last year's exciting record setting

varsity that posted a 14-6-1 overall record and made it

all the way to the Division II playoffs.

The team has been looking sharp in preseason

scrimmages and workouts and it will just take a

matter of a few games to hone their organization of

play to the precision-like performances executed last

yea'r. UMass was beat by B.U. 6-2 on November 13 the

first period. On October 18, the pucksters sustained a

draw with Boston College 4-4 (like B.U. they are a

Division I team and are supposed to be of a higher

hockey calibre.) In this B.C. game, marked im-

provement could be seen in the teams passing, and as

Coach Canniff remarked, "We were able to keep up

with them on the ice and this is a pretty good in-

dication that we will be strong enough when the season

opens". Finally, last Friday, it all came together in

Natick as the Redmen took on the Carling Black

Labels -a semi pro team composed of ex-college stars.

The play was sloppy at times, but UMass was potent

on offense, scoring a 7-3 win.

The 25-man preseason roster has 18 lettermen

returning which should provide the strength needed to

face their 23-game schedule. Captain and defenseman

senior Brian Sullivan leads the returning veterans

which lists no fewer than ten class of 72 members.

Senior goalie P.J. Flaherty, who was really stingy

at letting the red light go on behind his cage last year,

is returning along with Bob Bartholomew and Al

Nickerson on defense. Wings Eric Scrafield, Jack

Edwards, Dan Reidy, Charles Donovon, and Mike

Waldron will be joined by center Dennis Grabowski at

the offensive positions.

Playing a feature role in tonight's opener will be the

high scoring Canadian center Pat Keenan who scored

new Redman records last year as a soph with 28 goals

and 28 assists. His supporting junior cast consists of

Don Reily, Bob Shea, Don Lowe, Lonnie Avery, and

Bob Shilalie. Backing up P.J. in the goal will be Peter

Erickson, Charlie Rheault and John (Goose egg)

Kiah. ( Incidentally, if John can do as well on skates

this winter as he did on the turf for the soccer team

during the fall, it would be a tremendous help)

.

An excellent crop of sophomores, including Jeff Gill,

Jim Lynch, Jim Coleman, Tom Casey and Bob Ed-

wards will be seeing action this year as everybody has

been hustling in practice and scrimmages.

Coach Jack Canniff, who is beginning his fifth year

is head hockey coach at UMass, believes in building

strong lines that can be shuffled in and out at will. "We
have more talent, experience, and depth to work with

ihis year Man we've ever had," claims the Redman
hockey mentor. "It really has to be, because we're

playing our most challenging hockey schedule ever."

Besides Salem State tonight, there are a few new

tough adversaries that the pucksters will face. They

are St. Anselm's, Oswego, and Division I Yale. The

winter season's challenging 23-game schedule also

includes power houses Providence, Northeastern and

New Hampshire as well as Division IPs perenially

tough Vermont, Bowdoin, Middlebury and

Merrimack.
It looks tough, but everything should fall together

and UMass' amazing hockey prowess should be

picking up where they left off last year-a team that

can come through in the clutch and win consistently.

Dan Reidy

ft

Dennis Grabowski
Don Riley

Kidd Returns As Frosh Coach
By MARK VOGLER

What does Head hockey coach Jack Canniff have to do in order to

get the athletic department on the stick about a hockey facility?

Would a Division II Title merit any sort of consideration what-

soever?
According to what Coach Canniff has to say, first things come

first. As he commented: "A Division II Title, oh boy. We've got to

make the playoffs first, that's our goal above all. There are eight

teams in the playoffs this year, and our main objective is to be one

of those eight teams. When we cross that bridge, then we'll op-

timize how far we'll go.

"We're playing all season to make the playoffs to have an op-

portunity at the title. If we don't make it, then we certainly don't

have anything to shoot for, do we."

But in regard to the rink, Jack, what about the rink?

"This is something I had in sight that would take a space of about

three years time when 1 came here. But look now, this is my fifth

year and there still hasn't been a move made in a positive direction,

yet.

"What can you say. Money is money. I don't exactly know what is

going on, whether we have any chance of getting it from the

legislature or what. But I do think that it's quite a chance that a

university such as ours doesn't have an ice facility.

"If we had a rink, I'm sure it would be going 24 hours a day-and

that still wouldn't be enough ice time for everybody. Actually if

they even built a double rink it would still be going around the

clock.

"Just think how the students on campus would benefit from this.

They could have intramural hockey teams, figure skating,

recreational skating, and what not. Those from the hockey

program aren't the only ones who would reap the benefits. It sure

would be a step in the right direction."

Well, from the way things are going, not even an ECAC Division

II Crown could motivate the construction of a long sought after rink

here at the university. For the time being, the Redmen will have to

make themselves at'home at Orr Rink. Take a look at the headway

Canniff has made, and you'll see why.

From a feeble 5-15 mark In his rookie season, to a 9-12 record the

following winter, he gradually warmed up to a 10-8 log -the best

record on tap since the 1960-61 campaign.

Last year came the breakthrough. UMass skated to a school

record of 14-6-1 and established another feat with their premiere

entry to the ECAC Division II playoffs Canniff has employed a

very progressive program which has shown traces of improvement

annually and there's no telling what heights the Redmen might hit

in the not-to-distant future.

Canniff enjoyed a long and successful stint at Gloucester High

where the North Shore school boasted a classy 104-30-20 slate and

secured nine state tourney berths in 11 campaigns.

From there he stepped into the UMass command post in April ot

1967 Asked why he decided to take a stab at collegiate hockey, the

Boston College alumnus replied : "When you're in any field there s

dways some other goal that you would like to attain. After being in

hieh school coaching for so long I sought a change of pace Wanting

to continue. I thought I might try out the collegiate level.

By MARK VOGLER
It may only be the second year of

collegiate coaching for Russ Kidd.

but for all intensive purposes, he's

an experienced hand at the helm of

his freshman hockey post.

The former UMass hockey great

returned to the rink for the Red-

men last year after about a 15-year

absence, this time as coach. A 1956

graduate of the university, Kidd

set all sorts of school records on the

ice. Head coach Jack Canniff is

confident that his assistant will be

invaluable on the other side of the

glass with his present position.

Canniff stated last winter that

the addition of Kidd was a binomial

plus and would help streamline

hockey's Headway.
As he put it: "Being an alumnus

of UMass. Coach Kidd has an

excellent jockey background. I feel

he can aid in upgrading this

program and should help our

recruiting situation tremendously.

"Previously I had to do all the

recruiting myself. With nobody to

fill in for me during practices,

doing an adequate job in covering

the area was tough. But since

Russ' contacts and associations

are now the same as mine,

naturally it should help broaden

our recruiting program."

Kidd didn't exactly move
mountains in his rookie year as a

skipper-his squad could only

muster 3-9 record. But give him a

little time and things will start to

click. This year the junior tribe is

in for a grueling 15-game slate -the

most that any freshman hockey

club has ever undertaken here at

the university.

Coach Kidd talked about the

recruitment of this year's fresh-

men and the new JV rule, and how

important a factor both would play

in the overall hockey program

"We think we have done very

good recruiting for ourselves this

year. It seems to be a very fine

freshman group. Some of the fellas

we lost, we wanted to get But for

the most part, we did quite well.

About 59 tried out for the team, and

when it comes to cutting those last

10 guys, it gets tough to making the

decisions. Considering we don't

have a rink, I think we have some
highly talented potential.

"I think that new JV rule is

something in itself, for mobility's

sake. Being able to bring a fresh-

man up to the varsity, and sending

an upperclass man down to the

freshman unit is to our own ad-

vantage. The benefits we derive

from it are endless."

Prior to his appointment to the

Redman coaching staff, Kidd had

been employed at Canton High

School under a triple assignment:

hockey coach, assistant football

mentor and a phys. ed. instructor.

His coaching experience also in-

cludes brief service at Deerfield

Academy, Portland (Maine) High

School, and Scituate High.

A standout schoolboy athlete at

Melrose, Kidd went on to earn his

B.S. and M.S. degrees from
UMass. As a three-letter man for

the Redmen he competed in

football, lacrosse, and hockey-

captaining the latter. For his ex-

clusive ability and dedication as a

senior athlete he was feted with the

Samuel Crossman trophy.

Blurp Will Go To Both
By DAN KAMAL

Tonight the basketball team and the hockey team are playing -at the

same time. This is bound to create a good deal of ambivalence in those

fans who have an interest in both teams. Which game does the typical

hockey-basketball go to?

To find out, I got on the phone and made a few quick random calls, or at

least what was supposed to be a few quick phone calls. As it turned out, it

was the 22nd call before I reached someone who had a relatively equal

interest in both teams -his name was Harry Blurp

Before going into the conversation with Blurp, I'd like to relate a few of

the other 21 calls I made. On the fifth call, a diehard basketball fan said,

"Hockey?! Are you kidding? The Cage is closer and warmer." On the

tenth call < it's fun to keep track of important things like this), a diehard

hockey fan shouted, "Hockey? ! Are you kidding? I love it, but the Cage is

closer and warmer."
On the sixteenth call, I got hold of a math major who told me

(presumably tongue-in-cheek), "Well, I live in a house on Fearing Street

which is 15 minutes away from the Cage and 30 minutes away from Orr

Rink So, in view of the fact that I like hockey twice as much as basket-

ball, but am slightly adverse to walking twice as far, I think I'll stay

home. Besides, who's playing?"

Getting back to Blurp, he was quite a knowledgeable fan. "I've been

going over the records ot tne past three St. Anselm's hoop teams and the

past three Salem State hockey teams. Next, I'll compare those statistics

with the stats of the Redmen hoop and hockey teams over the last three

years. That should enable me to determine which UMass team will get

the quickest and largest lead over their respective opponents. Then I'll

know which game to go to first and which to save for last."

"You mean you're going to both games," I asked?

(Continued on 2A)
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President Wood oresented the report of the Future University Community in Boston yesterday to the Commonwealth. Its recommendations are expected

to stir a great deal of controversy. ( MDC photo by Gary Alpaugh

)

Free U. Issue Closed; No Funding
By ROBERT MFDKIROS

A blueprint model defining the

future growth of the University of

Massachusetts was presented to

President Wood and the Board of

Trustees yesterday at a press

conference in the Sheraton-Boston

Hotel.

The 60.000-word report of the

President's Committee on the

Future University of

Massachusetts stressed the im-

portance of developing new means
of involvement between the

University and the society around

it.

The Future University report stressed a number of important

changes and goals. The most important for Amherst and the

system as a whole are summarized below. The report will be

examined at greater length in next week's Collegians.

Amherst
Growth at Amherst should be slowed over a period of years and

then stopped at a ceiling of 25,000 students, or notably less if

possible.

Amherst should be the primary place for advanced training;

Boston should be the more professionally and urban oriented

center, and Worcester should be a health professions and health

sciences campus.
A 403 bed teaching hospital at Worcester should be constructed as

soon as possible.

Columbia Point

Plans for Columbia Point should be reformulated to create a

University centered at Columbia Point but also the nucleus for a

system dispersed throughout the Boston area.

Students and Faculty

The University should seek to intensify its undergraduate focus,

offering a diversity of programs, places and times to learn suitable

to a diverse student body and a complex society.

The faculty and departmental reward systems should encourage

teaching and public service activities as much as they do research

and publication, and an appropriate teaching evaluation system

should be considered to facilitate this

The University should have 50,000 full-time students and 15,000 to

20.000 part-time students by 1980.

Money
The budget for fiscal 1973 should be increased by the order of $6 to

$7 million to reflect the recommendations made in this report.

The Committee's report defined

the future roles of the Amherst and
Boston campuses. The report said

Amherst should be the primary
place for advanced training and
research while Boston should be a

more urban and more professional-

oriented center of learning.

A recommendation which im-

mediately affects the UMass
student and the Amherst resident

is concerned with the question of

student growth The Committee in

its report said. "The stopping point

should be 25,000 students, indeed

we would prefer that the ultimate

ceiling be noticeably less " The

1971-72 total is 20,000.

The Committee also recom-
mended that one-third of the

student population from the

Amherst and Boston campuses
should come from the lower third

of the income body The report said

the lowest family income third of

the population in Massachusetts in

1970 included all families with

incomes below $8,850.

I)r Alden said, "There has been

a drifting away from the admission

of lower income students

especially in Amherst. "He said

the Freshman Class of '74 con-

tained only 23% of students from

the lower third income group

compared to the 31% total of the

Freshman Class of '70.

Touching on the possibility of a

future tuition increase, the

Committee report said, "We
believe that if immediate efforts to

attract more low-income students

are to succeed, financial barriers

to access should be fully removed

before any increase in tuition is

considered. "Dr. Alden said the

Committee did not recommend
that the tuition should not be in-

creased under any circumstances

because the recommendations of

the Committee extend into 1980. He
said that it would be foolish for the

committee to make a binding

recommendation in this area in

light of rising costs, inflation and
other unpredictable factors.

There were also other far-

reaching recommendations made
by the Committee:

-Financial aid: "We strongly

support the President and Trustees

who have already decided to ask

the Commonwealth for an ad
ditional $4 5 million for financial

aid for fiscal 1973."

-Freshman year: "The freshman
year should be re-examined to

bring to it better advising and
counseling, more resources and

new curricula approaches."

-Women: "The University,

particulary at Amherst, should

move actively to admit more

women in all its programs in

eluding faculty positions
."

-Growth at UMass Boston: "We
think Boston will have to exceed

the 15,000-student capacity now
envisioned for it in 1980 if it is to

accomodate a substantial numbers
of older, part time students as we
think it should

"

-UMass Amherst relations

"The University should be doing

much more than it is doing to

alleviate the negative effects of its

impact on the area around it."

-Trustees: "The Board should
concentrate on major policy

issues. leaving details of

elaboration and management to

administrators and other decision-

making bodies within the in-

stitution
"

President Wood in his press

conference remarks said, "I ap-

pointed this Committee because I

am convinced that new patterns

must be found for university

education in the Commonwealth if

we are to serve the needs of the

next two decades."

The 21 -member committee was
headed by Dr. Vernon Alden,

former president of Ohio
University Wood announced the

appointment of the Committee
early last December when he was
installed as president. The Com
mittee was made up of educators,

businessmen, students, alumni and
community leaders.

In describing the make up of the

committee, Wood said, "We have

benefited in that this was an out-

side group (two-thirds of the

members were not from the

University) I feel the recom
mendations are so exciting and the

prospects for change stronger."

Dr Alden in his letter of tran

smittal to Wood said. "The ideas

and recommendations put forward

are intended not as a blueprint but

;is | catalyst for a process of

reevaluation and renewal It is this

process and not any particular set

of ,'inswrrs that will move the

University forward during the

decade to come."
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The Town

Former L Mass activist. Sid Finehursh, as he appeared last night

at the Campus Center. (MDC Photo by Richard Hinckley)

Sid Finehursh
Returns To UMass

By BOB McWILIJAMS
"We have one weapon-the

truth. Nixon can only take

refuge in his lies. His objective

in Vietnam is victory by military

means and he is trying to do this

behind the backs of the

American people", said Sid

Finehursh, Southern coordinator

of the Student Mobilization
Committee last night at the

Campus Center.

"Due to the mass anti-war

movement. American opinion
has radically changed in the last

five years. We are now including

the powerful sectors of the trade

unions and the Black com-
munity", Finehursh said, em-
phasizing these sectors par-

ticipation in the Nov. 6-7

demonstrations.

The main aim of the SMC, as

Finehursh explained it. is the

immediate, complete and un-

conditioned withdrawal from
Vietnam.
Through peaceful legal

demonstrations "a mass
movement is possible in the

U.S. Nixon is sitting on social

dynamite", Finehurshconcluded.

The purpose of the National

Peace Action Coalitation this

weekend in Cleveland is to map
anti-war strategy for the coming
year. Finehirsh explained, and
its importance is heightened by

the approaching presidential

elections. He urged all in-

terested persons to attend.

Justice Douglas Stops

Draft In L.A.
WASHINGTON < \P> Supreme

Court Justice William (). Douglas
halted Wednesday the drafting of

men in the Los Angeles area until a

federal district court rules on an
alleged loophole in the recently

revised draft law.

Shortly after Douglas issued his

order, the Selective Service said it

had already barred military in-

ductions at the Los Angeles in-

duction center and advised the

Army not to induct men from
Central and Southern California

anywhere in the nation, until

further notice.

The U.S. District Court in Los

Angeles is schedule to hear, next

Jan. H. the claim by lawyers of the

American Civil Liberties Union

ACLU, representing seven Men.
Their suits alleged that a draft law

clause bars all inductions for 90

days after last Sept 28, when the

most recent revisions to the draft

law took effect.

Selective Service says the 90-

day-delay clause applied only to

the original 1948 law.

"When Comedy Was King"

with

Laurel and Hardy. Buster Keaton,

Charlie Chaplin and many others

plus

Little Rascal and Three Stooges Films

Thomson 104

Thursday & Friday Dec. 2 & 3

7 & 9 p.m.

dip flaastrlptftrtti flailg Qtollffiaa

Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN art on the *»cond floor of the Student Union on

the University campus. Up code 0100? Phones ere S4$ 2550 (news). S45 0J44

(sports), and S49 13U (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or lour times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March I, U7» as amended by the act of June II, 1*43. Sub

acnptionratef are*6 Otper semeswr tiOOOpw year

Kropf Announces For School Committee

Rita Kropf announced her
candidacy for the school com
mittee yesterday. She is the second

candidate in the running for Sidney

Myers' seat.

Myers also made an an-

nouncement yesterday, a regretful

decision that he will not be able to

run again. He plans to take an

active interest in school affairs in

the future.

The statement prepared by Mrs.

Kropf reads. "I am deeply aware
of the great responsibility this

position carries with it. I hope that

I have gained perspectives on this

responsibility in several ways."
She states that she is a parent with

three children in the Amherst
public schools and is a member of

the parent councils of the schools:

elementary, junior and senior

highs She also teaches part-time

at Hoiyoke Community College.

Her statement continues, "I hope

that I have gained experience

which would help me carry out this

responsibility with my broad

background as an active worker in

community affairs, with my many

years of work with the League of

Women Voters of Amherst, in-

cluding four years as a director,

and two as president, and with my
long standing interest in town
government and particularly my
concern with the participation of

citizens in local governmental
decisions."

Mrs Kropf goes on to say that

she looks forward to the op-

portunity to discuss her view on
educational issues prior to elec-

tion. She concludes, "I only wish to

say now that I believe strongly that

our school system is an integral

part of the community, and that

the ideas and feelings of that

community must be given serious

and sincere consideration in all

school policy decisions."

Her husband. Allen Kropf, is

professor of chemistry at Amherst
College and she holds a master's
degree in biochemistry. She has
hoth taught and worked in

research laboratories.

Hit a Kropf

3 Federal Appeals Judges Charge

Attica Inmates Tortured After Riots

\KW YOKK (AP)-Attica state prison inmates were

tortured, beaten and threatened in the wake of last

September's riot, a federal appeals court held Wed-

nesday. The three judges barred correction officers

from any further "barbarous abuse and mistreat-

ment."
The Sept. 9-13 riot involved about half of Attica's

2.280 prisoners, 85 per cent of whom were black or

Puerto Rican. It was quelled by state police. The
uprising resulted in the deaths of 32 inmates and 11

prison guards or employes.

In the aftermath of the rioting. U.S. Court of Ap-
peals Judge Walter Mansfield wrote in his opinion that

the prisoners were subjected to treatment "beyond

any forced needed to maintain order."

Mansfield's opinion was endorsed by the other two

appellate justices. J. Edward Lumbard and James L.

Oakes.

In Albany. State Correction Commissioner Russell

G. Oswald had no immediate comment.
The appellate decision constituted a reversal of

District Court Judge John Curtin of Buffalo. He had
denied inmate petitioners an injunction, after hearing
their claims of abuse at the hands of guards and other

correction personnel.

The appellate court directed Curtin to issue such an
injunction.

The appeals court detailed testimony that prisoners,

some injured and on stretchers, were struck prodded
or beaten, others spat upon or burned with matches,
or poked in the genitals with sticks.

The court of appeals noted Curtin's finding that

Attica's warden, Victor Mancusi, had not endorsed
abuse or threats against the inmates.

MDC
Classifieds

Sell, Buy

And Trade

Discrimination Charged

WASHINGTON (AP) Women,
blacks and Spanish-surnamed
Americans are victims of blatantly

unlawful discrimination by
American Telephone and
Telegraph and its ;issoeiated

companies, the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission
said Wednesday

The charge, which was first

leveled in 1970 and which has been

denied by the company, was made
in a bulky report submitted to the

Federal Communications Com-
mission by the ESEOC

Robert D. Lilley. AT&T
executive vice president.
disagreed with the report

AT&T will have two months to

examine the materials before
public hearings are scheduled to

begin Jan 31, 1972.

Keep Campus Discipline

On Campus

(And out of Northampton)

All it takes is a fair and

competent Student Judiciary

Apply Now

openings on:

Area East Judiciary

Area West Judiciary

Greek Area Judiciary

Applications Available:
Now
Rooms 111 and 113 C.C
Due Back by
NOON Friday
Dec. 10
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Future U. Report Asks For Involvement

Following the proceedings closely, at last night's Student Senate

meeting are Vice-President John Hogan , President Lee Sandwen,

and the Secretary Laura Emmons. (MDC Photo by Richard Hin-

ckley)

Gluckstern Announces
Steven Gluckstern, a 20-year-old Amherst College student and resident

of Amherst since 1964, has announced his candidacy for the Amherst

School Committee in the upcoming February elections.

Gluckstern believes he "will introduce into the School Committee a new

and different perspective." This belief is based, he feels, in his varied

working experiences and education in and out of the Amherst area.

Currently Gluckstern is a senior at Amherst College pursuing a degree

in psychology and education. He began his university education at the

University of Chicago in 1968 but transferred to Amherst College in the

spring of 1970.

During that year he was a member of the Amherst Community Drug

Study Committee. Last fall he was involved in work at the Wildwood

School as a volunteer. This past summer, while consulting for the New
England Program for Teacher Education in Durham, N.H., he helped

design an alternative school.

He is now teaching in that school , the Bent Twig school in Marion. This

November he was named a student Fellow to the New England

Psychological Association.

Gluckstern's family also resides in Amherst. His two sisters are

currently students in the Amherst schools.

His father, Robert Gluckstern, is vice chancellor for academic affairs

at the University of Massachusetts. His mother. Norma Gluckstern. is

finishing her doctoral degree at the UMass. School of Education. Prior to

coming to Amherst the family lived in New Haven, Conn.

A 1968 graduate of the Amherst Regional High School. Gluckstern was a

member of the National Honor Society in his senior year, as well as being

an active participant in the band, orchestra, and chorus, and president of

the 1968 debating team.

His vouth, Gluckstern believes, will offer a distinct perspective to the

Amherst School Committee, and will be an advantage to the committee's

work.
Having recentlv been a member of the Amherst School System student

body, he feels he'will take to the post not only his personal insights but

also a closer relationship with the students.

(Daily Hampshire (iazette, 12/1/71)-See related story, page 2.

By DON BISHOP
An attempt to restore funds to Free University

proved unsuccessful at last night's meeting of the

Student Senate. A motion to rescind a bill of two weeks
ago which had withdrawn the Free U. funds was
defeated by a 39 to 17 vote. This issue and the con-

sideration of the rationales for funding, of various

campus groups, represented the major business

measures of the Senate meeting.

In other business, the Senate granted $945 in tran-

sportation funds to the Boltwood Project, and passed a

measure allowing for the codification of the Senate's

general laws. They also allowed a category change in

the budget of the Afro-Am Organization, making it

possible for them to hold a free concert this weekend.
The Senate postponed for a week a measure calling

for the release of all known information on the iden-

tification of police drug informers working on this

campus. Considerable debate on the possible legal

ramifications of dispersing this information to the

student community forced the postponement of this

bill. The legal aspects will be discussed in the coming
week with the Attorney General of the University

General Court. Henry Bouffard, and with the Attorney

for Students, Richard Howland.
The motion for rescinding the bill striking the Free

U. budget was introduced by one of its sponsors:

Senator John Stevens. He called the Senate's action of

two weeks ago. as one which established a dangerous
precedent, that being the decision to recall a group's

funds in the middle of a year. To Stevens the only

possible justification for the recall of funds would be if

the group violated the "financial policy act". He went
on to say that although Free U. had not done
everything that it had planned to do this year, that it

was still worthy of funds in that it is an alternative

form of education.

A number of Senators agreed with this position,

including Senators Bernstein, Mandell, and Ladd, but

there was also a good deal of opposition to the

regranting of funds to Free U.

Leading the opposition was'Senator Robert Chiller.

He maintained that Free U. has not done what it said it

would do when it was budgeted last spring, and,

therefore, the Senate was justified in striking its

budget. Chiller stressed the point that he feels that it is

time that the Senate showed all the groups that they

fund, that they must make a reasonable attempt to

live up to their stated objectives. He also stated that

he felt that the Senate has too often in the past

favorably reconsidered motions which they had
defeated previously. He felt that the Senate should

stick to its previous decision to strike the budget of

Free University.

Agreeing with Chiller's position in the debate were
Senators Doran and Olmstead. Vice-President John
Hogan stated that in his opinion, this action against

Free U. would not be establishing a dangerous
precedent, and that he believes this year Free U. has
lost both its purpose and its popularity.

In the final roll call vote, it was apparent that the

majority of Senators agreed with the original decision

of two weeks ago; to strike the Free U budget for this

year. The question of what is to be done with the

remainder of the Free U. funds and with the already

purchased equipment was due to be brought up later

in the meeting.

At about the time of the Collegian deadline, the

Senate was considering the submitted rationales of

various groups, who wish to be funded by the Senate

tor next year. Basically because of their service in the

past, the Senate did agree to fund the following groups

for next year: the Collegian, R.S.O., the Senate
Academic Affairs Committee, the Office of Student

Judiciaries, the Orchard Hill Area Government, the

Office of the General Council, USCC, WMUA, the

Greek Council, the Student Senate Transit Service, the

Northeast Council, the Central Area Council and the

Commuter Assembly.

Corporate Irresponsibility

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Justice Department accused the

Ford Motor Co. Wednesday of

shipping some 200,000 1972 model
cars and trucks to dealers in

violation of the Clean Air Act.

At the same time it filed suit in

U.S. District Court in Washington,

the department and Ford entered a

proposed consent judgment
requiring Ford to pay $10,000 in

civil penalties and agree not to do it

again.

The suit said Ford shipped the

vehicles to dealers before

receiving certification that the

vehicles conformed with emission

standards set by the En-
vironmental Protection Agency.

In a statement. Ford said it

believes its consignment program
did not violate either the spirit or

letter of the law. Ford added that

the vehicles were certified within

the standards prior to their date of

introduction.
*****

WASHINGTON (AP) The
Chicago Board of Trade, the

nation's largest commodity ex-

change, was accused Wednesday
of violating antitrust laws by

allegedly fixing commission rates

and brokerage fees charged by

brokers trading commodity
futures contracts.

The Justice Department said the

Board of Trade violated the

Sherman Act, in a suit filed in U.S.

District Court in Chicago to

prohibit jointly fixing and main-

taining minimum rates of com-
mission, floor brokerage and other

fees for the purchase and sale of

commodity futures contracts.

In Chicago, the board said it had
not seen a copy of the complaint

and could not comment directly.
*****

WASHINGTON (AP) The
president of the world's largest

manufacturer of pinball machines
and 12 Louisiana men were in-

dicted Wednesday by a Federal

grand jury in a case involving

alleged shipment of machines to

aid illegal gambling operations.

Quicksilver

Tonite

!
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AN UNCONVENTIONAL MOVIE
- Tim* Magumt

The Baby Maker

They get

a baby of

their own.
She gets
the joy of

making it.

Senior Photos

For January Grads and

Second Semester "Ed-Blockers
II

The beauty

ofcreating life.

The freedom
to give it away..

The Baby Maker
SUrnng

BARBARA HEKSHEY
COLLIN WILCOX-HORNE
SAM GROOM

When: Week of Dec. 13-17

Where: Norfolk - Plymouth Rms., S.U.

How Much: $3.50 Sitting Fee

Sign Up

in the Index Office,

S.U. 401

as soon as possible
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In The Nation And The World

India Occupies Areas In E. Pakistan

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
India's troops have carved out a three-to

five-mile stretch of East Pakistan in five

days of occupation and have cut the only rail

line into the northwest sector of the troubled

province, an Indian spokesman said Wed-

nesday. Pakistan warned that the two

nations were drifting toward a major

conflict.

The spokesman told reporters in New
Delhi the main Indian objective is to make it

possible for 10 million East Pakistani

refugees in India "to go back to their homes

in honor and dignity."

•The immediate objective is to silence the

Pakistani shelling of our citizens in the

border towns.
1

' he continued. "But if you ask

what is our overall objective, it is to see that

these refugees go back."

The spokesman's statement followed by a

day Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's

demand that West Pakistan pull its troops

out of East Pakistan, where it is trying to

crush a rebellion, and let the people there

have their independence.

The spokesman disclosed that Indian

troops who had moved across the frontier

Saturday near Hilli, about 190 miles nor-

thwest of Dacca, East Pakistan's capital,

were still there.

The spokesman said Indian troops occupy

the territory north of Hilli, an important

East Pakistani railcenter linking the

surrounding Dinajpur district with the rest

of the province.

The spokesman asserted that although

Pakistani shelling had stopped, the Indians

did not feel it safe to pull back across the

border because a brigade of Pakistani

soldiers was still in the area.

Radio Pakistan claimed, however, that

Indian troops had been driven back across

the border at Hilli.

Radio Pakistan quoted an official

spokesman in Rawalpindi as saying that so

far war has been avoided because of the

extreme restraint shown by Pakistan.

"As India is escalating the situation, we

are drifting toward a major conflict," the

spokesman added.

Although India never has admitted it, a

report from East Pakistan said Indian

troops also were still inside the province in

the region of Jessore, about 175 miles south

of Hilli.

Associated Press correspondent Peter

O'Loughlin reported from Jessore, 15 miles

from the border, that Indian troops were

four miles west of that important garrison

town. Reporters who went out to see for

themselves came under fire from an Indian

tank.

Witnesses told O'Loughlin that while the

fighting appeared to be less serious than

claimed by either side, Indian troops are

increasing their pressure on the smaller

Pakistani forces.

Irritated because they were forbidden to

counterattack, Pakistani army officers

predicted an Indian attack in force on

Jessore in the near future.

They said India wanted Jessore so they

can proclaim it the capital of Bangla Desh,

the name meaning Bengali nation given

East Pakistan by the rebels who are doing

most of the fighting against the Pakistani

army.

The Indian spokesman said India is

supporting the Mukti Bahini, the East

Pakistan rebel army, because "we have a

responsibility to see that people in an ad-

jacent country are not annihilated."

In New York, U.N. Secretary-General U
Thant passed on to the Security Council the

responsibility for acting on a Pakistani

request for U.N. observers to be stationed

along the East Pakistani border, a

spokesman said.

There is no precedent for a secretary-

general acting on his own in such a situation.

U.N. sources said it was unlikely the

council would meet on the request or reach

agreement in private consultations to ac-

cede to it.

India has rejected the idea of U.N. ob-

servers on its border with Pakistan, and the

Soviet Union-which has a friendship treaty

with India-is also opposed.

U.S. spokesman said the United States

had adopted "a waiting position on the

subject."

Coal Increase Blocked

WASHINGTON (AP)The Price Commission barred the coal

industry Wednesday from passing on to consumers all of its recent

big wage boost. It also warned U.S. business not to expect that it

can use price increases to cover the full cost of excessive pay

The commission's precedent-setting decision in the case of Old

Ben Coal Co. put the coal industry in a gulf between the commission

and the Pay Board, which recently approved a new coal contract

carrying a 15 per cent, wage-and-benefits increase.

The commission said the amount of the wage increase guideline

is 5.5 per cent per year. C. Jackson Grayson, the Price Commission

chairman, 'old a news conference his panel decided to allow Old

Ben to pass on a 5.5 per cent wage increase and added another 4.1

per cent in allowable pass-on costs to protect the pensions of retired

"^Grayson said the Price Commission "will take a very careful

look" at any price increase requests which reflect wage boosts

above the Pay Board's 5.5 per cent guideline.

He answered a firm "yes" when asked if he were saying that

businesses are not yet "out of the woods" when they win Pay Board

approval of new labor contracts.

Old Ben a subsidiary of Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, had sought a

6 71 per cent price rise to cover the increased labor costs. The Price

Commission said it could raise prices only 3.78 per cent

Grayson said the same general principles of the Old Ben decision

will be applied to every company in the coal industry.

"This coal settlement was made after the wage guidelines were

known," Grayson said. ..

Neither Old Ben nor coal industry spokesmen offered immediate

C0

BuT
C
Edward L. Carey, general counsel for the United Mine

Workers, said he anticipated no renegotiation of the coal industry

"We have a signed agreement and people are bound by it," he

S3

Carey said how the coal companies pay for the labor increase "is

strictly a managerial function."

Grayson said the Pay Board, by approving contracts with wage

raises in excess of 5.5 per cent, was making decisions favorable to

labor. . . ,,

But he said he thinks both panels "are on the same track.

He said the Price Commission did not use Pay Board data in the

coal decision but that there is some liaison between the two groups

Butz Confirmation Expected
WASHINGTON (AP)-A divided Senate appeared

Wednesday to be ready to confirm Dr. Earl L. Butz as

secretary of Agriculture, but probably by a narrow

margin. ,_ . .

An unusual conservative-liberal coalition which

sees widespread dissatisfaction with President

Nixon's nomination of the Purdue University dean

appears now to expect no more than a strong protest

vote in the roll call set for early Thursday afternoon

That group of opponents, which cuts across usual

political and ideological alignments, has not grown

significantly beyond the 35 to 40 senators it attracted

shortly after Butz was named to succeed Clifford

Hardin. tU
As Nixon flew to Chicago Wednesday to address the

national convention of 4-H Clubs, the White House

reaffirmed his complete confidence in Butz.

Tradition is strongly on the side of the President

because only twice in the 20th Century has the Senate

refused to confirm a Cabinet appointee. Many
senators hold strongly to the view that any president is

pretty much entitled to have almost anyone he

chooses in his Cabinet.

Supporters and opponents alike began to say the

real focus of rural unhappiness over farm policies is

not an administrator like Butz, but the chief setter of

farm policies: President Nixon.

Low Midwestern farm prices and unhappiness over

Butz's recent affiliations with the large corporations

which many blame for consolidating smaller farmers

off the family acres, produced an anti-Butz coalition in

the Senate.

The list of Butz critics includes three senior and

loyal Republican conservatives, the majority of Farm
Belt senators, a number of Southern Democratic

presidential nomination.

Mills Predicts Trouble for Nixon

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep. Wilbur D. Mills said

Wednesday Congress will not remove the disputed

campaign- contribution provision from the pending

tax-cut bill even though President Nixon has promised

it will mean a veto of the bill.

Mills, chairman of the House Ways and Means

Committee, said the dollar checkoff amendment to the

tax bill will emerge intact from Congress, where a

conference was nearing final action on the bill, and be

sent to the White House for Nixon's consideration.

"He'll have the opportunity of passing judgment on

that provision," Mills told a luncheon audience of the

Capital City Democratic Club.

the"We will hold fast for the dollar checkoff,"

Arkansas Democrat said.

The amendment to the bill, otherwise generally

liked by Nixon, would let taxpayers direct $1 of their

federal income-tax payment be used to help finance

presidential campaigns. The remainder of the bill

provides for reductions in taxes.

In the Senate, where the amendment was approved

52 to 47 last week, support was divided almost totally

down party lines, with the financially plaguef

Democrats in favor.

MDC Classifieds

In Brief...
SANTIAGO, (AP)-Riot police fired dozens of tear gas grenades

at more than 5,000 women who marched on the presidential palace
Wednesday night to protest food shortages and Cuban Prime
Minister Fidel Castro's visit.

Police also fired gas at leftwing youths who were flinging rocks at

the women's demonstration in the heart of Santiago's business

district.

WASHINGTON (AP) -Leaders of the White House Conference on

Aging were accused Wednesday of undermining delegates'

recommendations for federal help by seeking support for a

voluntary-action agreement among 119 organizations such as the

American Red Cross.

Charles Chaskes of Michigan, president of the National

Association of State Units on Aging, said some members are

'concerned about being asked to approve a "very, very sketchy"

plan near the end of the conference which closes Thursday.
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate passed the bill Wednesday

extending until April 30, 1973, President Nixon's power to control

wages and prices, and also granting retroactively most of the

raises halted by the pay freeze.

ALBANY (AP)-Aerial search teams, including two helicopters,

scoured sections of western Massachusetts and eastern New York
Wednesday for a light plane believed to have crashed with a

Michigan couple and their three children aboard.

N. Ireland Rejects

Christmas Truce
BELFAST—(AP)-Irish guerrilla leaders and the Belfast government

have rejected an appeal for a Christmas truce in Northern Ireland.

Prime Minister Jack Lynch of the Irish Republic called for the holiday

truce in a television interview Tuesday night. He suggested the removal

of British troops from the streets of Londonderry and Belfast.

John Taylor, a minister in the provincial Home Affairs Department on

Wednesday called Lynch's appeal a "crazy proposal" which was

designed to permit the underground Irish Republican Army-IRA-to

regroup its forces under cover of a truce.

A spokesman for the militant branch of the IRA said a truce would only

be accepted if the provincial government is disbanded, all Ireland united

and all British influence removed.

Violence continued. An elderly man was shot in the shoulder by a

guerrilla gunman for trying to toss a smouldering gelignite bomb out the

window of a glass warehouse. Four other persons were injured by a blast

in the warehouse.

It was the second attack in a week on a glazier store, apparently in an

effort to halt window repairs in the shattered city center.

Police said three gunmen whom they identified as members of the IRA

burst into the warehouse, ordered everybody out and planted three

bombs. The elderly man grabbed one of the bombs that was smoking and

tried to throw it through a window.

He was shot in the shoulder as the gunmen fled. Workers at the

warehouse escaped before the bombs went off but four were slightly hurt

by flying glass.

Police headquarters identified the body of a man found slain in a lonely

country road near the border with the Irish Republic Monday as British

soldier, Pvt. Robert Benner of the Queen's Regiment.

Officials said he had been shot four times in the head and there were

signs he had first been tortured.

Benner, 25, was on leave at the time of his death and was believed on his

way back to his army barracks after seeing his Irish sweetheart.

One police theory was that the British soldier may have been shot for

associating with an Irish girl.

Benner was the 41st British trooper killed in Northern Ireland's fighting

this year. The province's death toll in 28 months of fighting now stands at

165.

Hiring
BOSTON (AP)—The Council on

Public Employment of the

Disadvantaged Wednesday
proposed sweeping changes in

hiring practices for state jobs to

increase minority group em-
ployment.

In its final report to Gov. Francis

W. Sargent, the Council recom-

mended that the first-come-first-

served hiring rule for state labor

jobs be suspended until minority

employment is increased to reflect

the minority percentage in the

population.

The Council, noting that three-

fifths of all civil service ap-

pointments are provisional,

recommended that appointing

authorities be required to fill these

positions from lists of minority

group persons drawn up by the

civil service division and the

Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination.

It also recommended that

Spanish-speaking persons be hired

for police, welfare, housing and

corrections positions in com-

munities with large Spanish-

speaking populations.

The report called for a revision

of the civil service examinations

system, an active job recruitment

program by the state and ad-

ditional opportunities for training.

The council, which began its

study last year, said that out of

58,259 state employes in 1970 only

2,988 or 5.1 per cent were from
minority groups.

"Minority group representation

is extremely low in the highly

sensitive areas of law enforcement
and corrections," the report said.

Cambodian Troops In Retreat

SAIGON (AP)-North Vietnamese forces renewed
heavy attacks along Cambodia's northeastern front

Wednesday, and Cambodian troops were reported

retreating from two key towns.

Cambodia urged the United States and South

Vietnam to provide greater air support to prevent its

troops from being overrun.

Official reports reaching Saigon said the Cam-
bodians had pulled out of the town of Baray, about 60

miles northeast of Phnom Penh, the Cambodian
capital, and were retreating from Kompong Thmar,
six miles farther north.

Some 20,000 Cambodian troops on the northeastern

front are isolated in pockets along more than 30 miles

of Highway 6 and can be resupplied only by air drops.

The Cambodian high command described the fighting

as fierce.

The Phnom Penh government, with its tiny air force

incapable of meeting the North Vietnamese threat,

asked for additional air support from its U.S. and
South Vietnamese allies.

In Saigon, sources described the situation as serious

and said there was no reason why the United States

could not provide additional air support within certain

limitations.

The South Vietnamese air force was reported

planning to send a transport helicopter squadron and

six to eight helicopter gunships to support the Cam-
bodians.

Earlier in the day, Col. So Satto, commander of the
Cambodian air force, told Associated Press
correspondent Robin Mannock the now enemy attacks
were "a general offensive," and called the situation
"very serious, but not yet alarming."
The 25,000-man South Vietnamese offensive in

eastern Cambodia continued with only light
resistance. One objective of the operation was to
relieve pressure on Cambodian troops along Highway
6 by drawing the North Vietnamese 9th Division back
toward the South Vietnamese border.
Recent reports from Phnom Penh indicated that

North Vietnamese pressure along Highway 6 was
easing, and that it was believed elements of the 9th
were moving southward.

In South Vietnam, small patrol clashes were
reported in two dry-season offensives by Saigon
forces-one in the central highlands and one in the
Mekong Delta. The three operations involve 57,000
government soldiers and heavy U.S. air support.
The U.S. Command announced another round of

pre-Christmas troop cutbacks, reducing troop
strength in Vietnam by 1,190 toward a goal of 139,000

by the end of January. Present strength is 182,400.
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ROTC Rifles Given Away
Bv HUFFY SPENCER

163 Springfield Rifles, vintage 1903, are to be given by the University to

the State Police Supply Depot in Framingham. These rifles were

removed from UMass during the student strike in accordance with an

edict banning guns from campus.
The rifles in question were formerly used by the Flying Redmen Drill

Team and by some units of ROTC. When it became necessary for the guns

to be taken off campus the Air National Guard, the Army National Guard,

the State Police, and Westover Air Force Base were all contacted as

possible storage places. None could provide the long-term storage

required. Finally the weapons were taken to Fort Devens. A general

there, a UMass graduate himself, has informed the University that the

guns can no longer be stored at Devens. The reason for this is that state

property cannot be stored on a federal base.

Former Chancellor Oswald Tippo asked University Staff Attorney Sid

Myers to look into the matter. Later, the Acting Dean of the School of

Physical Education, David Bischoff was given dual responsibility and

became the prime researcher. The main problem lies with the inability to

discover who actually owns the guns. The purchase was made before any

of the present administration was in office and there are no purchase

documents. It is thought, however, that the rifles were purchased by the

University from the government.

Two ads were placed in the Collegian, the first on November 8th, asking

anyone who had legal claim to the rifles to come forward. Many requests

to purchase the guns for collections or target practice were made. No one

was found to have a legal claim to the rifles. The guns cannot be sold to

individuals because they are state property. Every other state unit must

first have a chance to purchase the guns.

The edict banning guns from campus is still in effect. Although some of

the guns are plugged and cannot be fired the shock value of their ap-

pearance is still a danger.

One more ad will be placed in the Collegian before the guns are moved

from Devens. If no legal claims to ownership appear the guns will be

transferred to the State Police Academy for training purposes. In this

way it will be assured that these valuable weapons will be well cared for.

'Action' Expansion Urged

William Burke, assistant director of the University Year for Action

Program, discussed the possibilities of expanding the concept of the

Action program to encompass the entire student body, as the Advisory

Board of the UYA met Sunday in Farley Lodge to discuss future plans and

informally meet with the student volunteers.

The twenty member advisory board consists of five representatives

from four different groups involved with the program, community

agencies, faculty, student volunteers, and students at the University. The

board offers suggestions to the Action staff and helps in orienting non-

members of the board, as to the purpose, present programs and future

plans of the action program.

Warner Heuson, director of the Urban League, and Douglas Ruhe, co-

director of Sassi Prep, both expressed extreme satisfaction in the work

that the Action students are accomplishing in their agencies.

Ruhe stated that the "Action students have directly taught and assisted

all 85 students al Sassi Prep and helped the II students who will be en-

tering the 1 chusetts in January " Ho added. "Students

have helped Sassi and Salt [newspaper) to survive during an into

funding crisis, and it can be safely said that without their steady

assistance and wil take on ever-larger responsibilities, the

gram might well have collapsed."

student volunteer at the Neighborhood Legal Society

lussed whal took place in Washington, DC, at the

a week earlier. He stated that one Action \olun-

the u participating colleges and universities

throughout the country discussed mutual problems and programs

Free Film Showing Tonight
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This was awhile ago. Before the Kent. Jackson. Cambodia and the Strike. Since then ROTC has lost

their rifles, which are to be given to the State Police. (MDC Photo)

Off-Campus

Teacher Education Program

Elementary & Secondary

Do your Student Teaching somewhere exciting -

Unique Education field positions available in:

San Francisco, Calif.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Idaho Springs, Colo.

Indian Pueblos, New Mexico
Miami, Florida

Montreal, Canada
Zurich, Switzerland

Bristol, England
Bournmouth, England
Dusseldorf, Germany
Milan, Italy

Turino, Italy

Paris, France
Amsterdam, Holland

Why? —
This program is designed to aquaint students with education innovations at

a practical, workable level. Integrated day, differentiated staffing, flexible

scheduling, modularized curriculum, etc. Each site offers something quite

unique and valuable for the pre-service teacher.

Michael Gaffnev

in Springfiel

Action conferenc

leer from

Antonio Das Mortes," the fifth

film in the scries 'Films for In-

tellecturals," will be shown at

Amherst College today

Sponsored In the Amherst
College Lecture Committee, the

film will be shown at 7:30 p.m in

the Converse Assembly Room,
Converse Hall, on the Amherst
campus. The event is open to the

public without charge.

Directed by Glauber Rocha.

"Antonio Das Mortes" explores the

themes of violence and repression,

while trying to define a new
revolutionary esthetic.

The plot centers around Antonio,

who has been hired by a landlord to

kill a band of peasant rebels but

joins them instead. In the process.

Rocha develops his ideas on social

injustice and superstition, to a

background of African and Por-

tugese folk music.

$ Expense! —
In almost every case, it wil! cost no more to travel to-and live at the off-

campus site than it would to stay right here in Amherst living on campus.

How To Enter —
Come to room 100 for more information and to talk to Bill Fanslow, Bill

Byxbee or Jeanne Kamansky.

A meeting to establish a

Clearing House for Community Service

will be held in

Room 165 at 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 2, 1971.

Short and long range plans and goals will be discussed. The object is

to centralize information, share resources and to develop an unified

effort to establish community service as a legitimate part of university

academic life.

Spanish Study
Is Held Abroad

The 8th Summer School in Spain will be held at CIUDAD UNIVER-
SITARIA. Madrid, from June 30 to August 8. 1972.

This program provides an excellent opportunity to learn Spanish, to see

the country, and to enjoy the warm hospitality of this friendly nation.

Students will spend six weeks of intensive study in the Spanish language

as well as in the culture and civilization of Spain. Our program is aimed
mainly to study, and great emphasis is placed on the academic and
cultural aspects of the program.
The courses to be offered are: Elementary Spanish; Intermediate

Spanish; Composition and Conversation; Spanish Culture and
Civilization (one section conducted in English) ; Cervantes; 19th Century

Novel; 20th Century Novel, Survey of Spanish Literature; and In-

dependent Study.

While studying in Madrid, the students will have opportunities of

broadening and enriching their formal studies by visiting the Prado
Museum and the Old City.

A full day will be spent in Toledo, visiting the famed Cathedral, San

Juan de los Reyes, the house and museums of El Greco, the church of San

Tome, and the Alcazar.

Students will travel through Castillian wheat fields, visiting La Mancha
of Don Quixote, and his windmills.

The cost of the 1972 program will be only $790.00.

For brochures and full information, interested persons should write to:

Dr A. Doreste. Augustana College. Rock Island. Illinois 61201.

CIVIL WAR RERUN--The Rebs lost again and had to withdraw from this Washington County com-

munitv as the Sons of the Veterans Reserve staged their annual fall maneuvers Sunday. A Confederate

infantryman goes down before a Yankees charge (top) in one battle settled hand-to-hand, while Lt.

Ronald Aronis of St. Louis covers the primer hole of a cannon while Pvt. John Gibbons. St. Louis, rams a

charge home. <AP WIREPIIOTO)

G.I. Enrollment Increases
*n> "^t. •

G.I Bill enrollment of 1.043.000

veterans and servicemen in

college, high school and on-the-job

training programs last month was

the highest of any October since

1951. the Veterans Administration

reported today.

VA officials said October

enrollment showed a 25 percent

increase over the 832,000 in

training in October of last year.

April and November are normally

the peak months of the school year

for veterans and servicemen
studying under the G.I. Bill, they

noted.

Total enrollments during fiscal

year 1971 reached 1,585,000

following an upward trend which

officials said may go as high as

2.000.000 in the current fiscal year

(1972).

Racism Workshop Opens
On Tuesday, December 7, from 9

a.m. to the evening, the School of

Education will hold a workshop on

racism in the Campus Center. The
focus will be on WORK and AC-

TION directed towards combatting

institutional racism in the School of

Ed.
Education undergraduate and

graduate students are urged to

sign up for a task group this week
in the School of Ed., or Tuesday

morning in the Campus Center,

first level, at the bottom of the

escalators. The task groups that

will be focusing on racism in the

School of Ed. include:

CURRICULUM. GOVERNANCE.
UNDERGRADUATE
EDUCATION. OFF-CAMPUS
PROJECTS, ADMISSIONS.
FINANCIAL AID. EXTERNAL
SCHOOL OF ED. RELATIONS and

PERSONNEL. Also:
FACILITATING MINORITY USE

OF FORMAL/INFORMAL
STRUCTURE, BUDGET, RACISM
AND TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PATTERNS, THE
OPERATIONALIZATION OF
RACISM VIEWED THROUGH
BEHAVIORS: INDIVIDUAL AND
INSTITUTIONAL and PLANNING
FOR FUTURE FACULTY-STAFF
WORKSHOPS ON RACISM.
Faculty have been encouraged to

cancel their classes on Tuesday, in

order to allow students to par-

ticipate in the workshop. However,

students should check with their

professors to find out whether or

not their classes will be held.

Students are urged to participate

in these groups and to contribute

their energy and skills. Work

begun Tuesday in the task groups

will hopefully continue after that

day. thus involving more people in

the School's efforts to combat

institutional racism.

For the preceding five fiscal

vears, enrollments have been:

468.000 (in 1967). 687.000 (1968).

925,000 (1969), and 1,211,000 in 1970.

The number of veterans in on-

the-job training programs in Oc-

tober - some 90,000 - was up 5,000

over the previous year.

Comparing the October 1971

peak with other months of the year,

fluctuations in enrollment levels

have been fairly typical. In 1970,

enrollments went from 381,000 in

August to 467.000 in September and
832.000 in October. For 1971 the

figures were 653,700 for Sep-

tember, 459,000 for August with a

peak of 1,043,000 in October.

Not included in the October

1,043,000 total were 18,400 disabled

veterans in rehabilitation

programs and 33,000 trainees.

^3

...BY HIGH AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld. parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

0pp. Century Shopping Plaza! Free parking for over 100 car*!

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp. N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR.
On North-South Hwy.

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

The University Store

Campus Center
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Your Future U.
As if it wasn't bad enough already this semester to lose a

Chancellor, the Future of the University committee

yesterday released its bomb on the Amherst campus that

will alter more than personalities over the next two

The "blue-ribbon" report more or less put into writing

and solid recommendations the concept that President

Wood first articulated little more than a year ago; The

Public University, and with crispness says that UMass/
Amherst should be the "primary place for advanced

training" while the great University spreads public ser-

vice tentacles across the State.

Emphasizing that the University must become more a

servant of the people (recruiting more lower-income

students, providing vast programs for continuing

education and greater utilization of University expertise in

public concerns), the report should cause some stir

amongst faculty members who value the traditional views

of scholarship for scholarship's sake, particularly here on

the Amherst campus.
The more notable trends are creating graduate

programs that "enhance" undergraduate education and

the proposition that the Boston campus dramatically alter

its plans for growth, substituting facilities for expanded

public service and continuing education around the Boston

area. Most notable of the recommendations is that their

implementation will require enormous expenditures in the

near future.
., , , ,. ..

The report might justifiably be called the crystahzation

of President Wood's plans for making UMass "the best

University on the east coast." Clearly, there aren't too

many revelations in the massive document, that the

President could disagree with. There is a good chance that

he will act as quickly as possible, primarily through the

budget, to move the University on several fronts.

This may be the time for the divergent parts of this

Amherst to finally realize that, they will be left behind if

they aren't leading their own way. The blueprint is out and

the implications for this campus' immediate future are

beyond this campus' present ability to do anything about

"If You Throw In A Bunch At Once,
He Can't Stop 'Em AIT

By TOM MORIARTY
Editorial Staff

As the '72 elections approach, political activity in

this country inevitably gravitates in some degree

toward those elections. This past autumn, we in the

YSA have been asked a number of times, "Why are

you bothering to run a socialist candidate'' You can!

"hope to defeat the Democrats and Republicans. Don't

vou know that you are splitting the liberal ticket " We
are pleased that so many people know that we are

bothering to oppose the two capitalist parties with the

biggest socialist election campaign in over 50 years.

Defeat the capitalist parties at the polls in 72? No. we

have no illusions on that score. But what should be

born in mind is that the major economic, political, and

social problems pressing capitalist America and the

world, will not dissolve after Nov. 72. The political

gains to be made by the growing socialist movement

in this country during the year to come will not be

eroded after those elections. We are faced with the

perspective of a large number of people becoming

disgusted with capitalist politicians, election cam-

paigns, party machines, and capitalist politics in

general. When not a single capitalist presidential

contender. Democrat or Republican, can be pinned

down to the specifics of their platform as regards the

still raging war in Southeast Asian, are the American

people to put their trust into yet another vaguelv

defined "peace candidate?" Not one of the major

capitalist presidential candidates even addresses

himself I they are all men) to the question of abortion

law repeal President Nixon, who perpetuates a war

that kills nearly 300 Indochinese each day, is against

abortion law repeal, because he believes in "the

sanctity of life." Is there one capitalist presidential

hopeful who does not support the wage freeze? No. Is

there a peep out of any one of them on the fact of in-

stitutionalized racism' in the U.S., which continues

today to keep the overwhelming majority of Black

Americans "in their place." i.e. at the very bottom of

the economic, political, and social ladder9 No.

Aren't campaigns supposed to be a forum for the

discussion of issues, during which time the concrete

political differences between candidates are brought

to light"' That is exactly what the Socialist Workers

Party 72 campaign is all about. It is a campaign of

political explanation and discussion around a clearly

delineated program. Linda Jenness has met each of

the above stated issues head on. explaining her

position, and supporting a program of action. When
McGovern was asked to debate her in Wisconsin, he

refused on the "grounds" that she was the chosen

candidate of her party, and that he was not of his. At

UMass, McGovern was asked about a leaflet

distributed outside the S.U. Ballroom by the YSA on

the night of his appearance. The leaflet stated several

instances in recent years in which McGovern had

voted for war appropriations, and also, that he voted

against repeal of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution. All

information of the leaflet came directly from the

Congressional Quarterly. McGovern replied by

slandering the SWP by questioning the "accuracy" of

the leaflet, but didn't have time to answer a single

charge. He then went on to other questions. And he's

the best they've got!

Will we see or hear capitalist politicians arguing the

finer points of their respective programs? Will they

define specifically their program? Are there major

political differences between the Democrats and the

Republicans'' Ever notice how one party can slip out

of office and the other party slip into office with barely

a political ripple? No muss. No fuss. Who chooses the

two capitalist presidential candidates 9 Why is the

political level, on which even presidential campaigns

are waged, so low? Who owns and controls the

television and radio news media, and nearly every

major daily newspaper in the country? One guess. Do
you think that socialist ideas are given a fair hearing

in that media? Who but the capitalist parties have the

millions upon millions of dollars needed to win a

national election in America today?

What does all of this mean? It first of all raises the

question of whether we have a "two party system," or

a one party system with two factions. It means that

with no control over which two men the capitalists put

before them as a "democratic choice," the American

people will continue to be blackmailed by the "lesser

of two evils" threat. It means that as long as

Americans worry only about splitting the liberal

ticket, they will continue to get evil. It means that the

American capitalists have so little confidence in the

rationality, equitability, and democracy of the system

which keeps them in power, that they try to make it

virtually impossible for opposing political currents to

compete with them.

There are a lot of people in America today who are

angry about an economy based on enormous, per-

petual military expenditure and periodic war. Many
wonder about living their lives in a society rife with

racism and sexism. More and more wonder why the

richest, most highly industrialized nation the world

hasever known, functions, with a perpetual, "normal"
unemployment rate of 4% and is now at 6%. Why,

many are asking, is the American economy utilizing

only 75% of its productive capacity, while over five

million workers are unemployed and over 25 million

American citizens are kept in poverty? Add to this the

discontent over a political system that is responsible

for murder at Kent State, Jackson State, San Quentin,

Attica, and in Southeast Asia, to mention only the

most recent, and you have a basis for the growing

radicalization in this country. The SWP wages a

concerted anticapitalist election campaign in order to

confront capitalist politicians on the issues of the day.

You've heard Nixon, Muskie. Humphrey, and

McGovern. You owe it to yourself to hear and evaluate

socialist politics. Linda jenness will speak in Mahar
auditorium on Dec. 7th at 8:00 p.m. Question and
discussion are encouraged.

Cleaning Up The Community

By CLARK KENT
A clearing house for community service-A new

idea? No! An idea whose time has come? Possibly

yes. A meeting is scheduled for tonight in room 165 at

7:30 PM in the Campus Center to discuss the im-

plications a viable clearing house could have for the

University of Massachusetts campus. All service

groups are invited-in fact anyone interested in service

to the community should attend this meeting to get in

on the ground floor of an idea whose time may have

come.
This new initiative to set up a centralized

mechanism to feed students to community service

organizations and to help hustle financial and other

resources came out of the SWAP conference.

However, the conference is over and it is time to get it

together.

The agenda for the meeting hasn't been formally

set. It is hoped that enough inputs from the various

groups and individuals attending this meeting that an

agenda will be established by the needs of all the

groups. However, there are some ideas that should be

mentioned that the campus should know about.

The concept of service to the community especially

when it means developing alternative ways to achieve

the American Dream is spreading. Just this semester

three new groups were established Much time and

effort could have been saved if there was a centralized

place where students could go to get information on

establishing a group or to find out if a group is already

working on that particular problem However, there is

more to it.

With the establishment of these three new service

groups came the need for financial support Only one

group received any support and that was only a

fraction of what was requested A clearing house

could effectively, if it is on top of these events,

negotiate discretionary funds from the Student Senate

to cover such new projects.

Still there are other implications surrounding the

concept of community service beyond the short range

needs of individual groups and a clearing house that

might solve problems of administering information

and resources. What is being considered is the

university's role both academically and financially in

the area of community service?

People from the University Year for Action at-

tended SWAPs and with them came a certain per

spective that many service groups lack and that is the

University Year for Action program is a totally

legitimate program within the university community.
It is community service in an ideal form-student living

in the community where you work while receiving

credit. The only imperfection is that it is just one

model and there must be variations.

Therefore, beyond SWAPs and beyond RSO groups

doing community service there appears a long range

goal where community service should become a part

of university academic life with a self sustaining

financial support base However, this long range goal

is not meant to blind community service activists to

short range goals and needs.

Thus we return to the purpose of the meeting

tonight There is a need to find out what each service

group does and what each service group needs.

Through all this there has to be a tying force that will

constantly bring each group and individual together.

It does not matter where you do your thing as long as

you are helping people and you want to become better

at it. And doing it better may eventually mean
changing the university.

Editorial Points

Letters To The Editor

A Very Sick Buckeroo
To the Editor:

Down on the men's room wall at Quicksilver is the

wisdom of one swift mind reduced to graffiti. Com-

menting on a pointless, wandering description of the

epitheal jovs of using narcotics, the sage notes the

user is "one sick buckeroo". Lately, the "sick

buckeroos" seem to be more and more from the

"other" latrine. About two weeks ago this University

was treated to a heated vendetta from a long-legged

female who also runs long distance races, offtime. she

runs down the sexists in our ranks. Next, from a

cohort of hers came the expected dittoing of every

nauseous feature of this racist, sexist, oppressive

society including an indictment of the desire of many

otherwise wholesome, intelligent girls to have a child

of their own ( to be a mother as their principle desire in

life-even more than being heavy equipment

operators, traffic cops, or long distance runners.

That series of letters was bad enough - but most of

us just shifted in our seats, looked up from our papers

momentarily, long enough for a caustic remark and

some laughter - then went immediately to the cross-

word puzzle.

Yesterday's letter I Non-Debasing Films) has got to

take the first prize for the innovative theme, neurotic

thrust and silliness. Because there is a ready public

America, My Friend

To the Editor:

On America, as vou stand with majestic arms

outstretched, what have you to show? Beautiful

landscapes 9 Wondrous Skyscrapers" Amazing

Machines 9

Yes
And what of vour people9 They are proud of their

accomplishments, are they not" Heaven knows they

worked long and diligent hours for them, did they not

Thev say, "See what we have done?" Yes. they may

be pleased in their efforts to better mankind. They

have defended other nations, given them food when

they were hungry, even shown them how to help

themselves.

Oh America, as you stand with majestic arms

outstretched, be careful who you receive. There are

those who would tear you down. For in their misery

and ignorance, thev blindly strikeout, caring not what

falls before them. Already you have those within who

are dedicated to a life of destruction. See that you do

not allow them to have their way.

Oh America, with arms outstretched, your people

are frightened. They sense something amiss, but do

not know to whom to turn for reassurance. But to

whom can they turn
9 What can be done9 Surely the

leaders can heal the wounds, make the system worlr

Have they? How many promises must you hear.

Where are the results?

Oh America, be quick. Time is no longer on your

side. No longer can your people sit by and watch each

rock crumble, feeling safe beneath your outstretched

arms They must somehow find their own way. No

longer can promises go unfulfilled. The time is now_

They must unite, else the scavengers shall pluck each

Oh America, as you stand with majestic arms

outstretched, - vou have my prayers.
Lane Bowen

A Growing Problem
To the Editor: iL . . „ ...

This year, as every vear, women on this campus will

suddenly find themselves faced with the problem of an

unexpected, unwanted pregnam^ Many will be

desperate because of their financ.a situation
,

I the

past there were few places they could go for financial

aid. This year a Medical Emergency Loan Fund has

been established so that women wi h problem

pregnancies can receive long-term, no interest loans^

Money is desperately needed so that the fund can be

put into operation. A table has been set up in the

Campus Center on Wednesdays and Thursdays for

those who want to contribute. Everyone s help is

needed
Karen Minyard

market for such films as "Beyond the Valley ot tne

Dolls ", "Carnal Knowledge ", "Together", ad

nauseum. these seedy films continue to command
huge gates. They represent what the public wants to

see - nothing more, nothing less. There is one thing you

can say for sure about this economic system - the

investor backed producers of films (or virtually

anything else) will always try to put out the most

attractive item because through lucrative sales, they

stay in the high rent districts. Whether or not you

disagree with the film content is virtually irrelevant

since that is only your individual choice. If however,

your desire is ^legislate the morality or tastes of the

majority who seem to like these things, then perhaps

go to mainland China (or Albania) where everyone

seems to be in blissful concurrence on virtually every

subject.

I submit that the most oppressed group in the

world is definitely the white male ( symbolic of rape? )

.

Imagine yourself as a perfectly average white man
with 700 "million Chinese. 400 million ark-skinned

people. 21 million American black people, plus

teeming uncounted masses elsewhere, in addition to

manv white American women, all pointing to you

simultaneously screaming murder! raper of con-

tinents! oppressor of all non-Western peoples!

chauvinist! elitest bastard!

Oppressor/oppressed white man take faith. These

hoary wenches who attack you are female alright - but

with an excess of the same kind of hormones that

define vour masculine traits.

Robert Corry

Reach Out and Help

Just when you're really feeling

down about the turn the

semester's taken, they shove a

course description booklet at you

and tell you to start all over

again. It's a vicious circle.
*****

Have you taken a look at the

UMass skyline recently? Notice

anything different9 For those of

vou who haven't the strength to

lift vour heads. WMUA finally

installed their antenna on the

roof of Dickinson House. It's a

great step forward-now MUA
will be one kilowatt stereo.

Hooray.
*****

We all know that Nixon has

resolved to go to China with his

wife Pat. The intriguing question

is whether he'll brush up on

Ping-Pong or Checkers before he

goes.
*****

Have you noticed that many of

the paintings in the Campus
Center have been covered with

posters as of late? Perhaps

that's an indication of the ar-

tistic awareness of the masses.
*****

It's been reported that

someone has been calling

students claiming to be doing a

study on drug usage for "Room
to Move", the drug drop-in

center.

The Room to Move people say

they're doing nothing of the kind.

Keep that in mind if you get one

of these calls.
*****

Basketball games just don't

seem the same without Julius. I

wonder if he feels the same way
about us?

*****

Since the advent of the cold

weather so many people have
begun wearing Air Force jackets

and Army coats that one begins

to wonder if the government
owns this campus and uses it as

a sort of landmark for student

passivity and complacency.
Isn't it a lovely thought-twenty

thousand students quietly at-

tending a state school? it's a

nice place to visit, but does

anyone really want to live here?

Spread The Yule Spirit

To the Editor:

The soldiers in Vietnam are about to face another Christmas away

from home. Some may never be able to celebrate anything again. Please

help us make this Christmas a little more cheerful for them. Join us in our

drive to send cards, letters and/or packages to the men still over in

Southeast Asia.

The University's Sorority Houses and the Vietnam Veterans Against

the War can use help from individuals interested in writing letters,

sending cards, or who are willing to bake articles for packages. We can

also use financial support to help defray the cost of postage.

If you care to help us in this Christmas program, you can receive more

information bv contacting either a sorority house or the Vietnam

Veterans Against the War (Office in 125 Cance House - Phone 546-5020).

We will also have a table set up in the Campus Center for the next two
mpAVg

We will appreciate any help offered, but, more important, the guys in

Vietnam will appreciate it even more.
Brad Armstrong

VVAW

That's Our Senator

To the Editor: .

In recent months the people of East Pakistan have

suffered through a tragic chain of events; some of

these were natural disasters, and some were man-

Last winter a cvclone swept across the countryside

and its winds and flood waters claimed thousands of

lives and destroyed many thousands of acres of far-

The people had no sooner finished counting their

dead and had gotten back to work when they were

caught in the middle of a bloody civil war. At times it

seemed as though this civil war was more than a

question of loyalties - a question of a people s right to

existence

Thousands of people left their homes and they were

pursued bv soldiers, cholera and hunger.

As manv as six million refugees are established in

camps on'lndias border, while several million more

may be wandering the countryside and the streets of

C
Tne

t

terror continues for the people of East Pakistan

and 30.000 new refugees arrive every day from the

!n

Trv°to imagine a group of people as large as the

population of Chicago or New York living in camps

with no shelter, a minimum of food, and little

m
Each"day the numbers increase by the size of one of

our largest universities.

India which strives to feed all of her own hungry

people and to battle her own floods, is now burdened

with the devastating problems these newcomers have

brought with them.

The cost of this vast undertaking is estimated to be

over $4 million a day India does not have these funds

and money is not coming in fast enough to avoid an

even greater disaster

The United States government is pledged to help,

but even this aid will not be enough Nine mil ion

people need vour help, and if India is faced with this

burden alone, there is a serious danger of war

Your school can undertake a campaign on behalf ot

the refugees You can begin by organizing a fast

presenting speakers, collecting funds at a benefit

program, and informing as many others as you can

about this tragic situation

A massive fundraising drive is underway now.

Wont you help us9 ^ ^^
Michigan State University

East Pakistan Emergency Refugee Fund

Senators Edward Brooke and Edward Kennedy have been for-

mally invited to the UMass campus as part of a program, being put

together by the Program Council, to bring elected Massachusetts

leaders here. Governor Francis Sargent and Attorney General

Robert Quinn will be among others invited to speak here next

semester.

At this time. Senator Brooke has expressed a willingness to come

here. A date has been chosen, and he will try to work it into his

schedule.

Dear Mr. Manburg:
I just want you to know how much I appreciated your invitation

on behalf of Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center.

Although this is something I would like very much to do. my

Senate responsibilities and other commitments just make it im-

possible for me to accept I deeply regret that I am unable to give

you a more favorable reply.

Again, my thanks for your thoughtfulness in contacting me.

Warm regards. _
,

Sincerely,

Edward M.Kennedy

Dear Senator Kennedy:

I just received your letter dated November 15. and I was very

disappointed to hear you will be unable to speak at the University of

Vlsssschusotts

I must confess in all honesty, that I did expect you would be able

to speak for I feel you as Senator from Massachusetts have an

obligation to speak at your state University. I realize your

responsibilities as Senator are great, but I can't rationalize in my

mind how you can find time to speak all over the country, but can

not find time to speak here In my letter to you I listed numerous

dates in February and March available for you to speak Am I

correct in assuming that even though you appreciated the in-

vitation, but didn't suggest an alternative future date, that you will

be unable and do not plan to visit here this academic year 9
If this is

so I believe you owe the UMass community and all Massachusetts

residents an explanation for your actions

With the Presidential election of 1972 quickly approaching the

need for student participation is critical to help reshape the

priorities for the future This considered. I'm sorry to say I find

vour unavailability because of "Senate responsibilities arid other

commitments" as unacceptable and a "put down .
and I wish

further clarification.
.

I am submitting this letter for publication in the University

newspaper "the Daily Collegian" If you care to reply and wish the

letter published, I will arrange for that
r Sincerely,

William Manburg
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ROOM-CHOOSING

For The Spring Semester

DATES: Monday, December 6 - Friday, December 10

Monday, December 6

- students who wish to remain in their present rooms should notify

their head of residence on this date

Tuesday, December 7

- students who wish to move to available space within their present

residence hall may sign up with their head of residence on this date

Wednesday and Thursday, December 8 and 9

- students who presently reside in a residence hall who wish to move

to another residence hall may sign up with the head of residence of

the new residence hall on these dates

Friday, December 10

- students presently residing off-campus who wish to move on-campus

may sign up with the head of residence on this date

Note: Students who have not paid the Room Security Deposit will not be reserved a

residence hall space.

Draft Counselors Corner

Document Your Medical History
By GILBERT J. SALK

Some words on documenting
medical problems...

In most cases, it is important to

assume that the AFEES (Armed
Forces Examining and Entrance

Station) personnel know very little,

care less, and will deal with you as

a steer on its way to the

slaughterhouse. Cases have oc-

curred where people with very

obvious physical defects have been

passed and drafted. The only way
to combat this is to be sure that you

have doctor's letters with you when
you go for your physical.

No matter what your problem, it

will help immensely if you can

establish a medical case history

for it, and get your doctor to write

you a letter. The letter does not

need to be long, but it should

contain at least the following in-

formation. There should be a
diagnosis. The doctor should
describe your problem in both

medical and lay terminology, as
fully as possible. If treatment has
been prescribed, the letter should

include a description of the
treatment and medication, and the

effect it has had, particularly if the

problem has not been helped by the

treatment. The doctor should make
some kind of prognosis, especially

if your problem is one which will

continue to trouble you for some
time to come.

If the doctor feels that, in his

medical opinion, your condition

would be worsened by exposure to

military training and/or duty, or if

he feels that it would prevent you

from satisfactorily performing
your duties, he should say so, and

explain why. If you have had x-

rays or other tests which will

confirm the problem, get copies of

the technician's report as well. If

you have been sent to a specialist,

submita supportive letterfrom him.

It is not necessary to have a

large pile of letters from a dozen

different doctors, but it is usually a

Seniors Lack Quorum
By DON SAINT-PIERRE

In its first meeting, the Senior Committee elected Margie Davis as

Acting President.

The meeting was convened by Larry Ladd, who reminded the 18

seniors present that the committee's constitution requires a 1% quorum

of the class and that this had not been met. The senior class has now 3,869

students. This would require 39 students to be present at the meetings.

Ladd said that "if this quorum is not met, the entire budget of $19,500

would be absorbed by the University."

He asked those present to "spread the word" to insure that more

seniors will be present at the committee's next two meetings. These are

scheduled for Monday, December 6, and Thursday December 9. These

will both be held at 7 PM in 905 in the Campus Center.

Motions presented Tuesday night for discussion at the next meetings if

and when a quorum is met were: to have the Senior Committee control

the awarding of Honorary Degrees and the selection of Commencement

Speakers (This is currently controlled by the Commencement Task

Force); to present the class gift in the form of a scholarship; and to

eliminate Class Day and provide those funds to charity.

Class Committees were discontinued by the Student Senate last year

because of poor representation at meetings. However, the Senior Class

felt that some organization was necessary to control class day and the

class gift.

The meeting was adjourned until December 9 when a quorum will

hopefully be met.

92, 000 Names Collected
BOSTON (AIM-Nearlv K)O.(MH) signatures on initiative petitions seeking

use of gas tax money for mass transportation were filed with the

Secretary of State's office Wednesday.
'

The bipartisan drive was sponsored by Gov. Francis W. Sargent and

State Rep. Charles F Flaherty. D Cambridge.

\ spokesman for Sargent said the number of signatures totalled around

900
i )nlv 56 038 signatures were needed to bring the proposed constitutional

amendment perm ise of highway fund money for mass transit

before the legislature next year

Brought on an initiative petition, the proposal will need onlj 70 votes in

the hire rather than the majority required last year when a similar

measure was defeated . .

After approval by two sessions of the legislature, the propo

intendment will goon tin ballot for voter ratification.

CHOOSE FROM FIVE LUXURY CINEMAS

*yfo*to*4e.
MATS. DAILY-POP. PRICES

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS
CALL 733-5131

RT. S

RIVERDALE KD
WEST SPFLO. £&a~* V23-4-5 CHARGE

YOUR TICKETS

FRANK ZAPPA'S

200 MOTELS
STARRING

R1NGO STARR
Thurs. Fri. Mbn. Tues

7:30&9:45
Sat. & Sun.

2:00,3:45,5:30
7:25*9:50

FRANK ZAPPA'S

Mon. - Frl.

2,7:30,9:30
Sat. Sun.

2-4-5:50
7:40-9:55

cMaid_ _
In Sweden

Positively no one under 18 admitttd

"GREAT!
ABSOLUTELY
GREAT!*,

•W.J.P.R.

RICHARD HARRIS

LiUlLUlllU;

2 - 7:30 - 9:35
1:30-3:20-5:20-7:25-9:40

Daily
8p.m.

Sat.-Sun.

2 *8p.m.

GONEWITH
THE WIND"THE FRENCH

CONNECTION nuammm
Today 7:30 9:45

ACRES FREE PARKING-ROCKER LOUNGER COMFORT

good idea to get a letter from each
doctor which you have seen about

the problem (or problems, if you
have more than one. ) Letters from
the Infirmary are good, and most
of the male doctors there are fairly

sympathetic. They won't help you
fake anything, but if you have a

legitimate problem they will

write you a good letter.

If you have a conservative

family doctor who is unwilling to

write you a letter, remind him that

the SSS asks you to bring letters

about your physical condition with

you to the psysical. You are asking

him to perform his patriotic duty to

supply the AFEES with sufficient

information so that they can

determine whether or not it will be

worth their while to spend the

money it would take to train you.

Who knows, he may save himself a

tax dollar or two.

The main point: Get the letters!

Once you have them, show them

to a draft counselor. In most cases,

he will be able to tell you whether

they are strong enough to make it

likely that you will get out, and if

not, what other possibilities might

be open to you.

PEACE.
Free draft counseling is available from

Draft Counseling Services. The office is in 923

Campus Center

Program Council Presents

"DR. DOOLITTLE 99

December 2

S.U. Ballroom

6:45, 9:45 p.m.

50*

TODAY'S BIG HITS

FROM CAPITOL RECORDS
Cahoots

THE BAND

k-' vaY. il
®

/

at Yesterday's Bargain Prices

D $5.98

List $3.
39

THE LISTENING POST
25 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

186 Main St.

Northampton \
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ROBIN MORGAN
will be here

Learn About Mental Health (UMUFL
Undergraduate College Students

in Human Service Holes will be the

topic of an all-day conference at

the Campus Center Friday.

The program will bring together

college students, mental health

agency representatives, and
organizers of mental health

programs in which students work

in educational, correctional, and
other settings with troubled people.

Participants look forward to

learning about current programs,
discussing problems encountered
there, and sharing perspectives on
this subject of growing
significance.

TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00p.m. EVENING NEWS-a half

hour summary of the days
events with local, national, and
world news plus sports and
weather.

7:30 p.m. Rock, jazz and other

good music.

8:00 p.m. CYCLEBREAKER -

Tonight's program will be a

special in depth look at the

plight of the American Indian.

9:00 p.m. MARC'S BLUES - Marc
Dashevsky is your host for two
hours of blues from many dif-

ferent artists.

11:00 p.m. LATE NIGHT NEWS -

another 30 minute report from
WMUA News

11:30 p.m. ROCKET RICK
MORTON - heavy music and
other good sounds til 3:00 a.m.

The final rites of spring. That wash in a fresh, clean stream. It all

ends so soon, doesn't it? (MDC Photo by Alan Chapman)

Tuesday, December 14

8 p.m. - Student Union Ballroom

SISTERHOOD IS POWERFUL!

Pre-Law
Meeting

There will be a meeting of the

pre law association tomorrow at

7:30 P.M. in room 163 of the

Campus Center. Attending this

meeting will be students from the

various law schools in the area,

including Harcard, Boston

University, Boston College,

Northeastern University, Suffolk

University, and the University of

Connecticut. They will be

discussing standards for admission

to their schools as well as

discussing the legal programs at

their respective institutions.

Naturally they will be open for

questioning.

Also, the pre law advisors will be

discussing the results of the last

scores as well as up to date

requirements for admission to

most of the nation's law schools.

This will be an extremely im-

portant meeting and the

Association urges those with the

least interest in applying to law

school to attend this meeting.

Smith
College News
Leo C. Curran, professor of

classics at State University of New
York at Buffalo, will lecture at

Smith College at 5 p.m. today in

McConnell Hall 103.

Sponsored by the classics

department at Smith, his lecture

topic will be "Ovid's 'Metamor-

phoses': A Revaluation." The
event is open to all interested

persons.

Curran received his bachelor of

arts and Ph.D. degrees at Yale,

and his master of arts at Oxford,

England, on a Julian Biddle Prize

Fellowship.

Currently chairman of the

classics department at State

University of New York, Buffalo,

he is the author of numerous
published works.

The human relations program
series at Smith College continues

today with "Journey Into Self," tQ,

be shown at 7:30 p.m. in Wright

Hall Auditorium.

The film, an Academy Award
winner as the best documentary of

1968, shows excerpts from an

actual Encounter Group workshop

led by Doctors Carl Rogers and

Richard Farson. The group par-

ticipants, initially strangers to

each other, represent a cross-

section of well-adjusted people

from different parts of the country.

It illustrates how these individuals

learn to trust one another so

completely that they feel free to

share the deeper personal aspects

of their lives.

Following the film, there will be

a discussion led by Rabbi Yechiael

Lander, associate chaplain of the

college, and Diedrick Snoek,

professor of psychology at Smith.

The 1219: For the puristswho insist

upon a full-size professional turntable.

Ever since its introduction, the 1219 has been

widely acclaimed as the"no-compromise"

turntable. Although measuring less than 15" x 12",

the 121 9 offers a full-size, dynamically balanced

platter that weighs 7 lbs.

Thegimbal-mounted tonearm is 8%" long

from pivot to stylus tip. This unusual length,

combined with correct engineering geometry,

reduces horizontal tracking error to the vanishing

point while maintaining one-piece stability.

Further, the highly sophisticated Mode Selector

achieves perfect 15° tracking in single play by

shifting the entire tonearm base—down for single

play, up for multiple play. Maximum vertical

tracking error in multiple play is only 1 .

5°

Other major features of the 1219 include:

powerful continuous-pole/synchronous motor,

cue-control damped in both directions, and

pitch-control. Will track at as low as

0.25 gram. $175.00.

Amherst Audio

Program Council Presents

Jonathan Edwards

with

Bill Workman

in concert

Tues., Dec. 7

Choose Today
for

Merry Christmas
Giving!

Happy Holidays

7:30
&

10:00

Advance Sale tickets

at RSO Office $1.25

Shoes - Boots -

Scarfs - Handbags

Ties - Wallets -

Hosiery

ftDLtti
• MM** Strtrt

Amherst

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

tw Firebird, perfect condition. 37.000

miles, vinvl roof, automatic. 350. VH. good

tires, $1800 or offer. Call Don, 253-2779.

If 1 2-8

Siamese cat. beautiful seal point. 120.00.

(all 549-6974.

tf 12-6

and Matty, happy one month anniversary.

I.ove vour little sisters.

12-2
SERVICES

The Shadow knows.

UN Karacuda — V8. 4sp. hurst, new

paint job. 1400. Call 967-4098 after fi p.m.
UI2-2

H Volkswagen Rug. good condition,

new engine, generator, brakes. 1500. Call

Tom between 4 and fi at 253-5345.

If 1 2-8

1971 ToyoU Mark II. 2dr.. IWW cc eng..

no h.p.. 4 speed, sld.. AM/FM radio. 5

good tires & 2 new snows. i:«hmi mi. Call

evenings 549-4024.
tf 12-7

Skis for sale, head 360. exc. cond..

Marker heel. Nevada toes 165. Call 545-

0472 before 10 a.m. or late p.m. Ask for

Jim.
tf 12-3

MM) Yamaha DTI R 250c c Enduro

knohbv lire. gd. cond. Call Nina 546-8013.

12-3

I. ear Jet 8 Track Auto Tape Deck with

two rear deck mount speakers 145. Call

evenings 549-6924.

tf 12-3

tf!2-3

1965 Corvalr Mon/a. 4 speed, AM-FM
radio, good condition, no rot. good tires,

new exhaust and clutch. $150. 253-5344.

HI 2-7

Ml Hambler good engine, no trans., extra

wheels and tires. Will sell all or parts 150

or best offer (all Zlg 256-6650 after 6.

tfl2-3

Skis. Hawk 160 cm wood skis with

Dovre bindings and size 9 lace boots. Good

shape. l:». Takes it all. Call Pete 446

(.orman 5464548.
UI2-2

X-Mas Time-Suede makes ideal gifts. I

have suede, pants jackets, skirts, midi's

and skins Wholesale prices. Jon. IIS

( hadhourne. 5-2640.

tf 12-7

1941 Cadillac Antique Classic. Fngine

and interior perfect. Must sell, only 1800.

(all Ron at 549-0472 eves.
tf 12-3

1965 Pontiar. perfect cond., completely

winteriied. new tires. $485. 1963 Dodge
runs well 1270. Call eves 1-536-8577 or

549-6360.

tfl2-3

FOR SALE

MM VW. Rug for sale, very good con-

dition. New brake job. 1970 rebuilt engine 4

good tires ( 2 snow) excellent body, radio

heater 253-9619 after 5 p.m.
If 12-3

Cool it! (?>!--with ice-cream - The
Catalyst' Worcester Commons.

12-2

There's an opportunity to create your

own life style-sylvan.
12-2

Approximately I out of 4 residents have
singles in Sylvan.

12-2

Kon llebert G. student please call Nina

546-8013.

tf 12-3

Roberta and *3 - we're glad you've

decided not to see each other as often

congrats! Reef, Phyl. More or Less.

F.dwina, Natasha.
12-2

Hey Weasel from My Hairless Legs to

miii; Love and Kisses, the Glpp.
12-2

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

If 5-1

2

1. 1. mil opening. Mike's speed equip-

ment, starts Wednesday. One case of

Valvoline Oil, one (.rani Steering Wheel
Kit to be given away, Rt. 9, Hadley, 586-

:I950.

H12-7

Taking orders for handmade leather

bags and things. Order now. get before

Christmas. Reasonable prices. 549-6331.

tf 12-8

Rabysitting in my home anytime:
weekends, nights. Call Pam at 536-6076.

if 1 2-3

FOR RENT

The Shadow Knows.
tf 12-3

2 Optlmus I Speakers. 4 mos. old. were

f im. only 1 100. Call 546-9804

tf 12-3

Take the plastic out of Christmas.

Fvervthing handmade with care. People's

(raft Co-op. 49 S. Pleasant, above

Hastings.
12-1

RCA 8/tk. Tape PI. I yr. old. gd. cond..

Ig sel. tapes. Incl.. 1150. New. best offer,

(all Sue mtflft anytime.
1112-3

Pro F.lectronic Combo Organ, portable,

list 13X5. for sale ll»». 323-4429.
12-2

ill VW Rug. new bat., tires, rebuilt eng.,

new red paint 1550. sun roof. ex. cond. Call

Jerrv MS-SMI, 786-1751 after I p.m.
If 1 2-3

Csed furs -coats. Jackets, capes & stoles.

New shipment, all sites. 1 10 to 125. Call

253-5995.
tf!2-2

Gibson 335. early flo's. perfect cond..

Sum Mso Fender super-reverb amp 1200.

(all Steve 546-6718
tf 12-H

(.ibson Thunderbird Rass: w.. case.

1135 00. or best offer. Also used Rock

records, exc. cond., $l.25/rgc Call 253-

'.•ur.. keep trying.
tf 12-3

Gold Hand Diamond Ring. Can be seen

12 noon to 2:18) p.m. Call Nancy 5-2568.

tf 12-3

I prighl piano, excel, condln. Rest off.

IMMMT . . ,„
If 12-6

2 tickets to NY Ranger vs. Roston

Kruins. Dec. 16. 7:30 p.m. Call 549-6591.

If 1 2-2

Mens suede fringe vest siie large;

mens ski boots site II. I IS: double burner

iiot plate, (all Mike 256-6408 leave mess
UI2-6

Hi mm Hell & Howell Camera 70. $125.

projector 155-120 slide rules Sin-Aerial

Keconnalssance Camera! Best offers

considered 337-4853.

tf 12-2

2 VW Continental snow tires with rims,

used 500 miles, like new. $30. Walt 369-4413.

Fit. 6047 VW'..
tfi2 3

Dunham Hiking Roots. Women's site 8.

New and never used, tan suede, ( all S4t-

fiSM HIM

Guitars: Acoustic. Klectrk. Classical.

All wav below retail. Sale on some. Prices

start at $30. (all: 546-7072 or visit 209

Webster

Fender Bandmaster speakers & cabinet.

Gibson amp with reverb. Oftw ac-

cessorles also for stereo. Call Jack W 545-

,m7n
tm-6

(.uitars: Martin. Yamaha. Aria. Har-

mony also Dulcimers and Autoharps. Find

out what you want, then see me for better

price. John 6-5401.

tf 12-7

5-speed Columbia guy's bike, very good

condition. Also tennis racket and hot plate.

Call evenings S49- 1 224 ask for Arlen

IftM

Discount Stereo Components, compacts.

T.V.'s 20-40% off list price. Factory sealed

and warranty. Jim Jensen 586-1365

!QL2

20% 50% Discount Stereo Components,
all major brands. Also: 8-track tapes.

Raker Stereo. Call Barry or Dave 546-4063

4-5:30.

tfl2-3

Tyrallan boots by Dunham, discount

prices (all 549-6974

PERSONAL

ROOMMATES WANTED
I rmmt to share 2 bdrm. apt., frnsho.

frplc. grg. 2 firs, of old hse. Dec. or Jan.

Judy 13 Middle St.. Hdly . 586-3784. $130

dp/mo. ht incl.

U12-6

Female roommate to share room in Ig.

farmhouse $S0/month plus utilities. Call

549-0X16.

If 1 2-3

Pufflon Apt. needs 2 roommates In Jan.

(all 549-0822 eves.

If 1 2-6

Female roommate to share Townhouse
apt.. $76/mo. - own room. Call 256-6467

avail. Dec. I.

tf!2-7

1 need a place for second semester. Own
room preferred, male, over 21, 549-6570.

tf 12-7

Roommate wanted: available for

second semester. Apt. two miles from

campus. Call 256-8020 after 6 p.m. David.
IM2-8

Married student couple will share apt.

with girl student. Located behind Orchard

Hill. Rent $50-169 per month. 549-6416.

tf 12-3

Lonely lass wants lively male room-
mate. Call 253-2846.

MM
Woman and cat i spayed ) need a room in

house or apt. in Amherst area. Can afford

up to $75. no/month Call 549-6514.

HIM

ROOM WANTED
2 male students want 2 tingle rooms for

2nd. semester. Can pay Sfio. $65. Please

call 546-5036. ask far Mike, evenings.

tf 12-3

MOVIE

"CANDY" STARS EWA AII.IN.

RINGO. BRANDO. HUNDREDS MORF
MCSIC BY STKPPF.NWOLF & THE
HYRDS. (IN COLOR INTO. "CANDY"
SAT.. DF.C. 4. MAHAR. 6:30-8.45-11:00.

tf f»-i

One bedroom apt. in Pufflon Village

dishwasher, disposal, avail. Jan. I. Take
over lease. Please come to 270 Puffton and

ask for Rill or Rob.
IflM

I bdrm. effic. apt., avail. Dec. I Inclu all

mil. exc. gas. $ 1 10 mo., partly furn 85 No.

Whitney St.. Apt. HI. Call 253-2702.

tf 12-3

6 bedrms., 2 baths, kitchen & rec. room

in llolyoke. 14 miles from II. of M. All util .

ex. phone. Much Furn. $300 per month

Call 323-7893.

IflM

I bdrm. effic. apt., avail. Dec. I. Inclu all

util.. exc. gas. $ 1 10 mo., partly furn. 85 No.

Whitney St., Apt. B-l.

KIM

HELPWANTED
Live-in woman for infant care. Will

prov. in return pvt. rm. cooking facll.,

semi-pvt. bath, living area furn.. 2 1/2 mi.

from camp. 549-1112.

tf 1 2-9

WANTED

New double burner hot plate 1 15 00 Call

549-6974 UlM

The Ppppa and 2 Klllefant friends wish

Sums Quagmire a Happy 19th. Birthday
12-2

To two really neat big brothers. Thumbs

TYPING

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols. Call 253-3601

UI221

Flute - Clarinet - Sax - Jaiz - Classical.

Andv Flacks 655-8079.

IflM

Rand wanted to play the night of Dec. 18

for Heta (hi Christmas Party. Call Joe

319-0130 after 6 I m. and give price.

HI 2-8

Wanted A or R Psych Research Paper.

10-15 pages, almost any topic. Will pay.

(all Kathy 549-6596.

IftM

English term paper on pertinent moral

issue, will pay. Call Joan 253-7148.

If 1 2-3

POETRY for Poetry Anthology. Please

incl. stamped return envel. for prompt
reply. Idlewild Press. IM7 East Olympic
Rlvd.. Los Angeles.

IflM

APT. WANTED
Pufflon sublet wanted. I -bedroom for

second semester. 549-6570.

IftM

Wanted apt. in center of Amherst for

spring semester, reasonable rent It a
must. Call Craig evet. 586-2562.

jflM

Wanted 2 bedroom apartment In Puffton

Village starting in Jan or Feb. Call Mark
at 256-8723 after • p.m.

APTS. FOR RENT
Cory new apt.. 2 ml. from campus. Ideal

for 1-2. pets welcome, all conveniences,

avail Jan. I. $IW month (all 253-3*55.

12-2

Open Fri. till 9

2 bedroom apt.. Squire Village,

couples/married? Available Jan. I, rent

$ 190 includes utilities. Call 665-3218 or 665-

2203.
tf 12-3

MT. SCGARLOAF APTS. Avail. Jan I,

Ig. 2 bdrm util. included, air-cond.. pool

$185. Call Skibiski Realtors 253-7222. eve.

25:t-2«2fi.

tf 12-22

GARAGE FOR RENT
Garage for rent, store your classic,

sports, or race car for the winter. Call Jeff

at 253-7700 leave name & number.
If 12-7

FREE
Free kittens. 9 weeks old. trained. 256-

6155 or 545-0889 Jim.
tf 1 2-3

Kittens, • weeks, weaned 4 trained, 4

black. 2 tigers, 549-6079

1112-3

LECTURENOTES
S.E.S Rm. 318. Student Union, hat notes

for Anthro 1*4. Bot 101. Econ I2S. 126. (ieol

191, Micro 140. Phil 105. Ptch and Soc 101.

til 2-3

Lecture notes are available for Psych
262. 263. 270. 280. 301. 302. Soc 256, Zoo 101.

135. and others. SFS Room 318 Student In
IftM

RIDERSWANTED
Riders wanted to Ruffalo, N.Y.. leaving

Dec. Jm 3. Call Sutan 253-7704 after •.

If 12-2

TRAVEL

Nassau-f 149. from Roston A NY., hotel

night, transfers. 12/20-27. 12/23-29. 12/27-

1/3 Ski Australia $325. is days, flight,

hotel, meals, transfers. Insbruk. deluxe
package. London-! 187. flights in January,
(all -Student Flights 584-1050

tf 12-15

LOST

Anyone finding red wallet belonging to

Marilyn Kennedy mail to 26 Main St..

Amherst. ID's vrrv important

If 1 2-8

Yang is lost again, large, short, blond
hair dog, lovable, affectionate and
missed by all of us. Please call Stu at 546-

i;7ki

If 1 2-3

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

OST

Play music in a band? Interested In

»kilnn ' Combine the two In the greatest

business opportunity yet! Needs solid

musicians for winter. Dave 549-6679.

IftM

SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

( omplet list of businesses requiring
summer employees-walters-wallresses-
kltrhen help-clerks-ramp councillors-
chambermaids, etc. Includes application

form Send 12 00 to: ST I DENT JOB
OPPORTUNITY BOOKLET R.R. I, Box
IK. Orleans. Mass. 02651

_Ul2-3

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book in S.I'. Rm. 316.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct. tt<«em.
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-Notices
AHEA
Professor Hans Harms, ar-

chitect from MIT, will present a

lecture and slides on "Housing and

its effects on people". Dec. 7 at 7:30

p.m. in CC 163-171.

BOOKSTORE ANNEX
Store hours changed beginning

Monday, Dec. 6 to: 8:30-4:30.

BRIDGE CLUB
There will be a bridge play

tonight at 7 p.m. in CC174.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting of the

committee in CC 175 at 9 p.m. All

interested may attend. For more
info, contact Joe Tropiano, Dwight

House.
FENCING CLUB
The fencing club will meet

tonight in rm. 8 WoPE from 7-9

p.m. It is the last practice before

the Pittsfield tournament Sunday.

Everyone is welcome.
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Pledge meeting 7:30 p.m. in

Memorial Hall. Christmas notions

at 6 p.m.
HILLEL
Refunds for cancelled Computer

Dance today in Hillel office Rm.
420 SU. 11-1 p.m. ONLY. Hillel

business meeting tonight at 6:30 in

Hillel office.

Coffee House tonight at 8 p.m. in

Melville Date Room. Free refresh-

ments. All are welcome.
INNKEEPER'S CLUB
Meeting Thursday at 7:30

Chenoweth 227. All HRTA majors

Welcome. Discussing courses and
pre-registration. If you're con-

fused, maybe we can help (Stock-

bridge and University students).

IVCF
Is Christ God? Dr. George En-

sworth, from Gordon Conwell

Seminary will be speaking Friday

night at 7:30 in 301 Herter. Books

on the subject will also be

available.

LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS
CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in CC

911-915. Albert N. Cyr talks about

his experience in Nurseries

Gardens Ctr. and Landscaping.

LINGUISTICS
Lecture by Prof. M.A.K.

Halliday of Brown University will

speak on "Learning How to Mean"
today, at 8 p.m. in CC 904. The talk

is open to the public.

NEWMAN CLUB
Fr. Owen Bennett will discuss St.

Bonoventure tonight in the Social

Lounge of the Newman Club, 7:30.

OUTING CLUB
There will be a meeting Monday

at 6:30 in Rm. 165 CC. Upcoming
trips. Christmas party, and Dec. 15

sale to be discussed.

POVERTY COMMITTEE
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in 801 CC.

All members must attend.

REVELLERS
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in CC
811-815. We have business to

discuss -and more than a quorum

Astronomer
Speaks Today
The Five College Astronomy

Colloquium speaker this week is

Dr. Donald Goldsmith of the

University of California at

Berkeley. His talk on "In-

tergalactic Clouds in the Coma
Cluster?" will be today at 4:45 p.m.

in Lecture Room 3 at Amherst
College. Tea will be served at 4:15

p.m.

is necessary. Call Jean or Ron if

you are unable to attend.

SCHOOL OF ED
Pre-registration for the School of

Education is taking place today

and tomorrow. Graduate materials

will be available outside Room 107

and all pre-registration will be

conducted in the various Centers

and Program Focus points. Maps
and instruction will also be

available.

SENATE STUDENT MATTERS
Meeting in CC 175 at 8 p.m. Dick

Palomba will address committee
on Sylvan. Concerts will be

discussed. All invited.

SKI CLUB
Anyone wishing to ski at STOWE

Jan. 16-21, call Chris in 422 at 5-2302

or Carol Klett at 6-8129; or come to

the ski club table outside the

bookstore today.

Deposits for Killington trip Dec.

4 taken 9-4 p.m. in RSO office.

SPRE
Those people interested in

helping during the Recreation

Conf. Dec. 10-11, come to the CC
Coffee Shop Tonight at 7. Those

people on the committee, please

try and attend.

Progress Made In Monetary Crisis?

ROME (AP) — Finance

ministers from the Group of Ten

have ended a three-day meeting,

reporting progress toward solving

the international monetary crisis.

They agreed to meet again in

Washington Dec. 17-18.

Treasury Secretary John B.

Connally, speaking as chairman of

the meeting, told newsmen
Wednesday night: "I think some
progress was made today. We did

not reach a decision. We did not

solve the problem."

He said, however, the progress

made "was hopeful enough to

warrant another meeting soon."

"I think the meeting can be

characterized as one which

other countries if the United States

agreed to devalue the dollar

against gold.

Connally said only: "The price of

gold was discussed in the

meeting."
Connally reported the meeting

discussed the overall magnitude of

the currency realignment needed

to solve the crisis and the

distribution between various

countries taking part. He declined

to disclose the specific figures

discussed or the positions taken by

any one nation.

Connally said no one country

made any specific offer on what it

would contribute to a settlement

and the discussions were confined
tiiui avvvi ibvu ««j «.-~ -.--.

produced considerable frankness to hypothetical packages.

and candor," Connally added.

Connally reported the day's

meeting discussed a number of

hypothetical solutions and a

number of assumptions. He did not

elaborate, but other delegation

sources said that among the

hypothetical settlements discussed

was what sort of upward
revaluation would be decreed by

By implication Connally's

remarks ruled out any direct offer

here by the Americans to devalue

the dollar under the settlement.

Earlier one delegation had

reported an American willingness

to do so, but other sources had said

the talks remained on a theoretical

level.

Connally said the Washington

meeting of the Group of Ten would

not interfere with the monetary

talks President Nixon will be

holding with allied leaders starting

later this month.
Nixon meets with President

Georges Pompidou of France four

days before the finance ministers

reassemble in Washington. France

may prove a key to a settlement. It

has been demanding in Rome that

the dollar be devalued by raising

the price of gold, now pegged at $35

an ounce.

H ct. Fine White Diamond

$100.00

at

Baker-Winn
JEWEL ERS

"everyone's favorite jeweler"

31 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

ASTR0L0GICA1 FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJ*<

Capricorn is capable of gaining ultimate

vindication. These persons are patient,

persistent and ambitious. They are able to

analyze, to form valid conclusions on spur

of moment The Capricorn person does not

always act immediately but remembers

and utilizes experience in constructive

manner Capricorn would rather play the

clown than the scoundrel

ARIES (March 21 April 19): One who
entices really has little to offer Know this,

respond accordingly Stick close to familiar

ground. Going too far afield now would be

costly Stay away from one who carries

chip on shoulder.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Examine

with care what is offered Someone is

desirous of obtaining what you possess. You

get nothing for nothing Know this and act

accordingly. Avoid self deception Guard

valuables
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Opposition

due to fade. Legal obstacle could

boomerang in your favor. Heed voice of

experience. Avoid panic. Follow through on

familiar course Circumstances due to

favor your efforts

CANCER (June 21 July 22) : You draw to

you persons with problems and those who

can aid you in solving your own possible

dilemma. Finish project. Stress universal

rather than narrow appeal Be direct.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Friends could be

m expansive mood and this could be ex

pensive for you Means get promises in

writing Goodwill is fine but cash is best

You will understand and learn valuable

lesson

VIRGO (Ai 9 23 Sept. 22): You may feel

drawn in two directions simultaneously

Key is to please professional superior

without sacrificing principles. This may not

be easy but it it necessary to your hap

piness.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): Don't write

letters or make calls while upset Avoid

scattering energies. Be versatile, not

confused. Relatives, neighbors may act in

manner which can best be described as

"exasperating." Be calm.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Be specific.

Attend to basic chores. Check details.

Refine techniques. Improve relations with

one who performs special services. Leo and

Aquarius persons now could play prominent

roles.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21): Good

fortune comes from unexpected source.

One who appeared to oppose you performs a

service. Permit others to show their hands.

You will be surprised in pleasant way. Self

restraint is essential

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Vitality

makes comeback. Your morale gets boost

from family member There is more har

mony than in previous days. You find out

where you stand. Sense of direction is

sharpened. Time moves.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Per

ceptiveness can cause failure or success.

Heed inner voice. Follow through on hunch.

Look behind scenes. Don't judge by surface

indications. Penetrate facade Results will

be constructive.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): You get

solid results. What has been held m
abeyance is now concluded. Past efforts

pay dividends You get added responsibility

but rewards also are greater. Accept

assignment
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

due to settle down. This includes domestic

adjustment, possible change of residence

You are studious, appreciative of music and

the creative arts. Recent and sudden

changes will work out in your favor.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1 Leather thong
6 Army officer

11 Characteristic

of old age
12 Dwelt

14 King of Bashan
15 Sailors (colloq.)

17 Distance
measure

18 Be ill

20 Sum
23 Nothing
24 Part in play

26 Memoranda
28 A continent

(abbr.)

29 Breaks
suddenly

31 Opulent
33 Speck
35 Mast
36 Conductors
39 Haste
42 Printer's

measure
43 Choice part

45 Withered
46 Arabian

garment
48 Growing out of

50 Offspring

51 Trade for

money
Long, slender

fish (pi.)

Delirium

tremens
(abbr.)

Spoors
Female
relatives

Prolonged
attempt to gain

possession
Performed

Long legged

bird

Parent (colloq.)

Hebrew month
Man's
nickname
Norse god
Fondness
Floats in air

Procrastination

Pack away
South
American
animal
The sweetsop

22 Jumps
25 Epic poem
27 Strikes

30 Gravestone

32 Woody plants

34 Ireland

36 Smallest
number

37 Burning
coals

6

7
8

9
10
11

13
16

19

21

38 Antlered

animal

40 Worn away

41 Depressions

44 Babylonian
hero

47 Turkish
regiment

49
52
54

57

58

60

Man's name
Falsehood

Place

Football

position (abbr.)

Compass point

Symbol for

cerium

53

55

56
59

61

62

DOWN

Multitude

Printer's

measure

River island

Narrow, flat

board

'Hospital Case' Unitas Named Marinaro, Sullivan

NFT OffpnQivp Plavpr of WppIc L&&d All-Americas
JL ^ JL M^i v/llV*llvjl VV JL XCIV \^X VSX f f LLlv NEW YORK (AP)-CorneH's Ed seasons. Marinaro finished

*"
. m . ft* I—«—^ ....11,..*,^ *',.,.* U.* 11 V nil \ t\ dilliiran in tfn. I \ t >i cm » n

BALTIMORE (AP)-Johnny Unitas is as surprising

in his mental approach to the game of football as his

play selection is to the opposition.

While coaches, players, reporters and broadcasters

extoll the value of emotion in the contact sport, the

Baltimore quarterback takes a divergent view.

"Football is a thinking man's game, not an

emotional game despite what some people think,"

Unitas says. "As far as I'm concerned, when you're

emotional, you don't think well."

Unitas, clearheaded and cool, directed an

astonishing 37-14 victory over Oakland last Sunday as

he made the moves of a chess master in dissecting the

Raiders' defense.

For his generalship, particularly in the first half as

Baltimore moved ahead 20-0, Unitas was selected as

The Associated Press Offensive Player of the Week in

the National Football League.

The Colts drove 80 and 51 yards for touchdowns as

Unitas completed all six of his pass attempts, and only

once reached a third-down situation.

"It's exciting to play with John as quarterback,"

said center Bill Curry, "because you never know what

he's going to call. The guy in front of me doesn't know.

We don't know ourselves."

Baltimore's new running game has given Unitas

more options than ever to confuse the opposition.

"John was effective in the past, even when everyone

knew he had to throw," said tight end John Mackey.

"Now he moves us on the ground, too. He's the

master."
The start against Oakland was only the second of the

season for Unitas, who underwent surgery in April to

repair a torn Achilles tendon suffered while playing

paddle ball.

It was the latest in a long line of injuries for the 38-

year-old veteran who is in his 16th NFL season. Once

again, he recuperated more quickly than expected.

"John is a unique physical specimen in that

respect," said trainer Eddie Block, who then ticked

off the various injuries Unitas has sustained:

"A punctured lung, broken ribs, a severe 'tennis

elbow,' broken nose, a knee operation, severe con-

tusion of the right shoulder, and a great deal of et-

cetera."
,

"According to medical averages,' Block said, 'it

takes six months to recover from the Achilles

operation. John was ready a month ahead of time."

Block estimates that Unitas spent about four hours

a day in therapy at first. "And even more than that in

training camp because of all the exercises he did on

the field."

While there was concern the Achilles injury would

end Unitas' career, he remained typically calm.

"I'll just try to come back," he said. "If I can, I'll

play. If not, to heck with it."

Unitas who had been written off once before-when
'

he sat out the 1968 season with arm problems-did not

look particularly impressive while being used

sparingly early this year.

But he contended all he needed was more playing

time to "get the general feel of the game, to recognize

things more readily."

NEW YORK (AP)-Cornell's Ed
Marinaro, college football's all-

time rushing champion; Auburn
quarterback Pat Sullivan, the

Heisman Trophy winner, and
scoring champ Lydell Mitchell of

Penn State were named Wed-
nesday to The Associated Press

All-America football team.

The members of the All-America

team will appear on The Bob Hope
Special on Thursday Dec. 9 NBC-
TV, 9-10 p.m., EST.
Rounding out the backfield is

speedy Greg Pruitt of Oklahoma,
who averaged 9.2 yards every time

he carried the ball. Terry Beasley,

Sullivan's dazzling split end at

Auburn, made the squad as wide
receiver.

Marinaro sloughed his way for

1,881 yards in nine games, erasing

the national one-season mark of

1,720 set only last year by North

Carolina's Don McCauley, who did

it in 11 games.
That boosted the career total for

Cronell's hard-running workhorse
to 4,715 yards, most ever for a

major college player, making him
the first runner ever to crack the

magic 1,000-yard barrier in three

seasons. Marinaro finished second

to Sullivan in the Heisman voting.

Sullivan sparked Auburn to nine

victories before Saturday's loss to

Alabama. The clutch-throwing
quarterback completed 162 of 281

passes for 2,012 yards and 20 touch-

downs.
Penn State is still unbeaten

thanks in large measure to the

strong running of Mitchell, who is

averaging 148.4 yards a game and
has smashed the national one-

season scoring record with 28

touchdowns. The Nittany Lions

have one game remaining.

Pruitt provided the blazing

outside speed that made
Oklahoma's Wishbone attack the

most awesome ground game in the

history of college football. He has

carried 160 times for 1,476 yards
and 15 touchdowns.

Quicksilver

Tonite!

Disney Open Debuts
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla.

(AP)-Arnold Palmer and Jack

Nicklaus, the giant figures who
have dominated pro golf for a

decade, ranked as the men to beat

Wednesday on the eve of the new,

$150,000 Walt Disney World Open.

Lee Trevino, the game's new folk

hero who is having a little elbow

trouble, and dangerous Billy

Casper were next in line in the

outstanding field of 144 that in-

cludes nine of the top 12 money
winners and such other standouts

as Masters champion Charles

Coody, Julius Boros and Sam
Snead.
South African Gary Player,

Australian Bruce Crampton and

veteran Miller Barber are the only

major names missing in this event.

It is being held for the first time as

an obvious promotion gimmick in

connection with the recent opening

of the multi-million dollar Walt

Disney World, a spectacular at-

traction built along the lines of

Southern California's Disneyland.

The tournament offers some
additional interest in the three-

man race between Trevino,

Nicklaus and Palmer for the year's

leading money winning spot.

Trevino, winner of six events

including an unprecedented sweep

of the American, British and

Canadian Opens, already has

established a single-season record

with $229,552-but he's far from

secure.

Nicklaus, winner of four U.S.

titles including the PGA national

title, plus two Australian cham-
pionships and the individual title in

the World Cup, is within striking

distance at $233,678.

And the 42-year-old Palmer,

playing less-and better-than he has

in years, also has an outside shot at

it with $200,706. It's the first time in

his career he's gone over $200,000

in a season and came after he

decided on a trimmed-down
schedule that brought him four

U.S. victories plus another in

France.

It would appear, however, that

Palmer would need to take the

$30,000 first prize in this one to

have a chance. Only one tour-

nament-next week's Bahama
Islands Open-remains on the

schedule and none of the three

contenders are certain they'll

compete.
"Only if it's very, very close,"

said Palmer.
"I'm not sure yet," said

Nicklaus.

"We'll have to wait and see what

happens here," said Trevino.

Intramurals
BASKETBALL

COURT TIME TEAMS
1 6 IS Spunks vs. Dodos

2 Squires vs. Jacks

3 Yups vs Brother

4 Dutchmen vs. Phantoms

5 Puffers vs RipOffs

6 Acme vs. Hobits

Position Thallen

1 7 15 1 vs. 3

2 2 vs. 4

3
Theta vs LDP

4 GSS vs TS

5 Frogs vs Heavies

2 8:15 Crampton vs Coolidge

TONITE
The Great

Charlie Bradshaw
9:30-12:00

®bf Ingliat? $ub

(SOdOIs)

v
lueuaii cafeteria 130-5:30
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Hoopsters Open With Romp
Stop Vikings 101-53

By EARLE BARROI L

Tom McLaughlin was in high

gear when he entered the UMass
locker room last night after the

Redmen had soundly trounced St.

Anselm's. 101-53, in their season

opener
'I could have gone home, had a

meal to eat and come back and

played some more,*' he

chuckled, and this was the story of

the game
The Kedmen unleashed a multi-

player, nonstop, full court press at

the Hawks and exploded midway

through the first half with a 19-0

outburst to run away with the long

awaited opener for Jack Leaman
and his players.

Leaman went to his bench early

and often and it was the insertion of

sophomores Al Skinner and Rick

Pitino that turned the game
around.

t'p to that point, some seven

minutes in. the Redmen had

jumped off quickly. 10-1. but found

themselves holding on at 12-12

before the explosion came.

'We were too satisfied at 10-1."

Leaman said after the game. "We
just can't play that way. we're not

strong enough...we have to run.''

Now enter Skinner and Pitino

and according to Leaman. "They

changed the tempo of the

game This also points out the

beauty of having a bench when you

can have your first five go all out

and then be able to bring in players

and keep the same strength.
- '

To this juncture in the contest,

the press was nil. but Skinner gave

it the impetus it needed by stealing

an inbounds pass at 12-12. laying it

in and from there on lead the

Redmen off the boards while

Pitino controlled the floor show.

What was it like for these two in

their first varisty game'1 Skinner

had this to say "I felt pretty good

and it was just a matter of getting

running out there before I could do

something." The 6'3 leaper lead all

scorers and rebounders with 16 and

BaUjj ©?U?01an

SPORTS
13 respectively

Pitino added to this: "I was

nervous in the first half, but I

calmed down in the second half. I

went under the legs with a couple

of passes to get the team moving.

We needed this game to get us

ready for Vermont."

What Leaman had preached

during preseason in the areas of

speed, defense and the abundant

talent came to a reality. He used

four guards, his team shot 58

percent from the floor and he gave

his big men plenty of needed work

up front.

Ten Redmen saw between 10 and

27 minutes of action and six scored

in double figures. They played it

non stop and pressed the daylights

out of the Hawks.

What was Leaman's thinking

behind this press" "We pressed

them for two reasons. One, we
were afraid they were going to

slow the ball down on us. Two. we
knew they wouldn't take the ball to

the basket so we could afford to

gamble and go out after them."

Was he satisfied with the

results'' i feel good." he said,

"but I'm not completely satisfied.

We have to play better to play the

bigger teams on our schedule."

But he was quick to add. it's

over and we got it in the satchel

and now we have to work hard

and put it together... I could see out

there tonight that we have the

potential to be a good club."

UMass

Voqeley
AAcL'lm
Coffin

Belncl
Paghara
Skinner
Pilmo
Austin

Trow
Pelers
Olsen

Levme

G F

BOX SCORE
SI Anselm's

T G P T

Kennedy 3 3 91 1 3

3 7 13 Coslello

l 5 13 Sarlon
5 13 Hunl
2 10 Ryle

1 11

4 10

1 7

8 16 Calapietro 1

2 6 Lew'ski 1

i 6 Casey
2 10 Walsh 1

3 9 Mulhn
2 Landers

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Whether?:

99% chance of sulphur

dioxide poisoning from
spewing smoke stacks.
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Spewing Smoke Sparks Spat

31 39 101 19 15 53

ABOVE AND BEYOND-AI Skinner goes up over an unidentified St.

Anselm's player during last night's season opening UMass win at the

(age. (MDC Photo by Barbara Brecher)

Skaters Waltz Over Salem State

B\ U-ANK. WRIGHT
The I'Mass hockey fans turned

out in force last night to see the

Redmen pucksters smother Salem

State 10-1 From the faceoff it was
total dominations as the Vikings

from Salem never posed a threat.

Practically everybody got into the

fun of the fracas as 8 different

players scored and Charlie

Donovan accounted for two
markers himself.

The action was fast and furious

in the early going with UMass

outshooting Salem by a wide

margin in the first period. Eric

Scrafield. Mike Waldron. and
Charlie Donovan were all denied

goals on super shots before

Donovan scored his first goal at

7 52 He was assisted by Jim Lynch

and Bob Bartholomew

Play started getting very

physical and a slight skirmish

halfway through the first period

preceded a breakaway slapshot

tally by Pat Keenan at 10:42.

Captain Brian Sullivan assisted on

Frosh Play Same

Tune As Varsity
ByFRED ROSENTHAL

Led by Jim Burke and John Murphy the UMass freshman

basketball team opened up a close game midway through the first

half and rambled on to a 91-69 victory over the St. Anselm's JV's at

the Cage last night. The game was the season opener for both

teams.
St Anselm's played a very patient, slow down type of offense

from the start of the contest. But with the UMass frosh playing a

tight pressure defense the Little Redmen held a 14-11 lead as

neither team's offense could seem to get moving.

Then with Burke and Murphy leading the way UMass opened up

to a twenty point lead towards the end of the half Guard Bill En

dicott started the surge with a three point play on a nice feed from

Mike Flanagan.

Burke and Murphv then went on to score six of the next seven

UMass baskets. And after 61 guard Rick Boron hit two free throws

with a minute and a half left in the first stanza the Little Redmen

led 43-23. The score at the half was 45-29.

The second half was more of the same with Endicott heating up

and Murphv continuing his fine play on both boards. Endicott who

did not shoot well from the outside in the first half heated up in the

second and both he and Murphy accounted for most of UMass

scoring while the Little Redmen were building up a 38 point lead

Not to be discounted in the win though is reserve forward Dave

Dibble Dibble came into the game and played well when starter

Tom Gillams got into early foul trouble. Gillams received his third

personal after only seven minutes were gone in the first half

It was an impressive win for the frosh against one of the smaller

and weaker teams they play all season. But on Saturday the Little

Redmen will take a step up in competition when they host the

Dartmouth frosh.

this one. Shortly afterwards, some

heavy checking went on and Bob

Shilalie was called for interference

after mixing it up with a Salem

player and breaking his stick.

It took a while for the skaters to

get the next score on the board, but

Brian Sullivan came through with

what had to be the prettiest goal of

the night. He put on an amazing

display of stickwork, taking it up

ice all by himself, pirouetting

through several Viking defenders

and putting the puck neatly into the

net at 15:10.

Jack Edwards followed up the

act with another unassisted goal at

17:04. He caught four Salem
players sprawled on their knees

and tucked it in the right corner. It

was an amusing situation to say

the least Dave "Whale" Ouellette

and his army of hard-core hockey

fans were really digging the action

Dennis Grabowski took a couple

of consecutive shots before Jim
Lynch was given a two minute

penalty for charging. With the man
advantage. Salem capitalized and

Bill Foley sneaked a clean shot by

P.J. Flaherty at 19:19. That was
the end of scoring for the first

period and the end of any more
scoring for Salem State UMass
took 19 shots on goal and Salem
State had five during that initial

period

Three minutes into the second

period. Salem was left shorthanded

when two of their skaters were put

in the penalty box concurrently.

However. Mike Waldron evened it

up by also drawing a penalty.

Action started really getting in-

tense as both teams were fighting

hard for the disc. At 9:33, a Salem
Viking went down and almost out

as he caught a UMass skater's

blade heel right in the kisser.

Donny Lowe was tenacious on

defense in the second stan/.a and

Don Riley was all over the ice,

taking a hard shot from the point to

be followed by a Keenan
breakaway that went the length of

the ice. only to be denied a score.

As the buzzer sounded a full

fledged fight nearly developed at

the mouth of the Salem goal and

Shilalie was given a roughing

penalty.

It didn't take long into the third

period when Don Reily took an

assist from Sullivan to score goal

number five for UMass. Then, at

2:26, Dan Reidy slipped one in on a

pass from Pat Keenan. The fans

were really eating it up--6-l.

b or an opening hockey tilt, this

game was very physical and with

14:08 left in the game, an onrush of

UMass players boiled over Salem

goalie Vin Caporiccio. who had to

be sent to the showers. The break

in the action afforded a chance for

both benches to get in some ice

time, and in what seemed like a

very sportsmanlike gesture. Coach

Canniff replaced P.J Flaherty in

our goal. Soph "Chicky" Rheault

came in to do a fine job.

officially 8-1. Scrappy Al Nickerson

then contributed a tally with a shot

that was fired from 50 feet and
looked picture perfect.

The token 10th goal came with

only nine seconds left as Dennis

Grabowski wanted to make it

double figures.

The only remark Coach Canniff

had to make following the game
was "This one's over, we're
looking to take the big game on

Saturday against Vermont."

It sure is over, and like last

year's Lowell Tech tilt, it turned

into quite an extravaganza of of-

fensive punch. It's great to start a

season with a big win like this, but

let's hope they can do the same
against stiffer Division II com-
petition.

The rest of the game was a joke

as the Redmen destroyed Salem.

At 9:59 Eric Scrafield received an

assist from Nickerson and got a

chance to show some of his moves
he learned in Canada by firing an

angle shot in. Lonnie Avery got

blown with 10 minutes left as he

was there for a rebound off Bar-

tholomew's hard slap shot. The ref

arbitrarily disputed what everyone

at Orr Rink thought was goal

number 1.

At this point, the fourth line got

hungry and sophs Lynch and
Coleman fed Donovan to make it

Skaters

Face

Big

Weekend

See

Tomorrow's

MDC

By DON GLICKSTEIN
The Massachusetts Department of Public Health has notified the

University that smoke being emitted from the central power plant has

violated maximum amounts of pollution allowed by law.

Mr Edward R. Gilbert, Chief Engineer at the Physical Plant Depart-

ment at UMass has denied any DPH violations. He told the Collegian

yester Jay, "As far as I'm concerned, we're not polluting, and we have

Pr
in a°letter dated November 19, 1971, an official of the DPH warned

(Albert that further violations of the alleged anti-pollution regulations

would lead to legal action against the University.

Stephen F Joyce, Director of the DPH's Pioneer Valley Air Pollution

Control District in Springfield, charged in the letter that the amount of

smoke being spewn from the westerly stack of the power plant was

greater than those amounts allowed by District rules.

An official observation of the plant had occurred during the afternoon

of November 7, 1971. This was 12 days after Chief Engineer Gilbert had

declared in a Collegian interview:

"We don't like to see a lot of smoke coming out of our chimneys any

more than the students or any ecologically concerned person does, but

vou see we have a job to do here, and that is to keep everything running,

and in order to do that, of course, we must continually be providing

power. I firmly believe that the Amherst air is more threatened by

surrounding farmers spreading chemicals and dust on windy days than

by the pollution that is emitted from the UMass physical plant.

According to the notice of violation, smoke seen coming from the power

plant was greater than or equal to Number 2 on the Ringelmann Chart.

The RingelmannChart is the basic scale used by the U.S. Bureau of Mines

to determine smoke darkness. On a scale of 5, the Number 2

measurement is smoke that is approximately 40% dense. The maximum

standard the law allows for the Pioneer Valley area is smoke that

measures Number 1 on the Chart.

John Desmond, a staff member of the area Air Pollution Control

District acknowledged that the University was building a new power

plant near Tillson Farm off of East Pleasant Street, but said yesterday

that even while the new plant was being constructed, the University

would have to comply with the law.

Should the power plant commit another violation, the DPH would hold a

show-cause hearing, in which the University would have to present plans

that would ameliorate the situation. If, after the hearing, the University

continued to violate the law, the evidence would be turned over to the

Attorney General for further prosecution. Violations are punishable by

Smoke produced by the power plant consists of chiefly sulphur dioxide

and ash, caused by burning coal and oil. The sulphur oxides, according to

John C Esposito, author of the Nader's Raider's book on air pollution, are

"noxious contaminants" that have been "implicated as a leading killer in

every air pollution episode of the last half-century." Even low-level

concentrations, according to Esposito, are thought to be km to many

ailments. .. ,

The new Tillson Farm power plant will use sulphur oxide-producing

fossil fuels, rather than more monetarily expensive, yet less en-

vironmentally expensive natural gasses or nitric oxide.

Student reaction to the DPH warning has been consistently positive.

Student Senate Internal Vice-President John Hogan told the Collegian:

"Ifs very nice to say that one doesn't 'like to see a lot of smoke coming

out of our chimneys', etc. This, however, is not what is needed either here

at the University or anywhere else.

"Of course, power must be continually produced for normal main-

tenance of operations. But we can no longer place the blame on Amherst

farmers or Springfield factories. If we are at fault, then we must begin to

provide the solution ourselves."

Robert Chiller, Chairman of the Senate Rents and Fees Committee,

echoed Hogan's sentiments.

"We pay for the rent, the rent pays for the utilities, and students should

not be forced tu pay for pollution", he said. Chiller added that it was

"about time" that the State University stop being exempt from en-

vironmental accountability. "It is the responsibility of the University to

set the standards, not to live up to them."

HtfcMM toward the skv--ls the black smoke that has been seen spewing from this stack pollution? You

bet it is! You should be able to get a good taste of it from the lop of the new library. (MDC photo by (Jib

I'ulleiton)
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Earle Butz
Nominated

See page 2

Poor Richard's
See page 8
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WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate voted today to

confirm the nomination of Dr. Earl Butz as secretary

of Agriculture.

The vote was 51 to 44.

Confirmation came after a debate marked by many

expressions of misgivings about the future of

American agriculture.

Confirmation came after a debate marked by many

expressions of misgivings about the future of

American agriculture.

Republicans denounced Democratic critics, who

included presidential aspirants, for using the

nomination as a kick-off of a campaign to win voted in

the Farm Belt.

Opponents said they viewed President Nixon's

choice of the 62-year-old Purdue University dean as a

bow to corporate farming and a setback to small

farmers, environmentalists and supporters of hunger

and poverty programs.

Shortly after But/' nomination was confirmed, the

White House arranged for him to be sworn in in

Nixon's Oval Office today. A spokesman indicated

Nixon would make brief comments at that time.

Prof. M.A.K. Ilalliday of Brown University, speaking last night at

the I am pus (enter on ''Learning How to Mean". Using his own child

as a subject, he has observed the progression of sounds into

language. Ilalliday feels the development of a working language is

possible in the short span of six weeks. He was introduced by Donald

( . Freeman, Chairman of the Linguistics Department.

The Price Of Being Jewish
By ED SLOAN ° •*

Money is desperately needed to save Jews in Russia and those left in

Arab lands who wish to go to a place where they can live in dignity and

lead 'Jewish'' lives.

In effect, thay want to go to Israel, according to Mark Edell, spokesman

for the Student Coordinating Committee for the Israel Emergency Fund.

He spoke Monday night to a small gathering in a Campus Center room.

He said : "It costs $1 ,000 for a Jew to leave Russia ( including $500 just to

obtain a passport ) ; it costs $3,500 for a Jew to leave Syria and more than

$f> 000 to exit from Iraq. It is expected that 8,000 Jews will emigrate next

year from these lands, but that more than 250,000 want to leave."

"Despite the distaste American students have for discussing matters of

materialism.'' the speaker continued, "Money still talks and in this

situation, can save lives."

Edell proposed the beginnings of a student-sponsored, national fund-

raising drive among Jewish campus students. Edell believes that the

definitions of what being "Jewish" means, vary and as a result, com-

munication between Jewish students is lacking. "Some Jews define being

Jewish in a religious way, others define it culturally; I even spoke with

one who said that he was Jewish, gastronomically," Edell remarked.

"Although American Jews have been able to assimilate into an

American culture, he believes the vast majority of Jewish students are

still looking for the key to an involvement which will show a Jewish ex-

pressiveness-an expressiveness that they really do not want to lose. This

is especially true at this time when rights for every imaginable minority

group are sought," he indicated.

"In a similar manner," as Edell pointed out, "Jews must seek and find

a "new emerging Jewish identity" or accept the fact that they will

become assimilated beyond recognition."

LIVE MUSIC
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday Nites

OLDIES NITE
Monday

STONES NITE
Wednesday

RESTAURANT
<)p<>ti 2i Hours
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Ion Confirmed
Four Republicans voted against the nomination

They were Sens. Marlow W. Cook, (R-Ky.), John

Sherman Cooper, (R-Ky), Jack Miller, (R-Iowa) and

Milton R. Young, (R-N.D.).

Sen. George McGovern, (D-S.D.), said the But/,

nomination has met with "unprecedented grass roots

opposition."

"It is bad news for every farmer in America,"

McGovern said.

But Sen. Robert Dole, (R-Kan), who has expressed

some reservations on the nomination, said it was
really good news-news that Nixon has decided to take

steps to improve the income of all farmers.

"I want to assure this great body that Dr. Butz will

be a great secretary of Agriculture and will carry

forward the President's program with great wisdom
and energy," Dole said.

Many senators said tlje President should in almost

all cases be given the men of his own choice as his

Cabinet advisers.

The outcome of the confirmation fight was indicated

in advance.

Amherst Recycling Center Open
By CHARLIE BERKOW

The Amherst Recycling Center is

ready for business. Glass and
paper now deposited at the

A. P.LA. will be recycled, the

glass being sold to a firm in Con-

necticut and the paper being sold to

a junkman in Northampton.

Men have been working on the

center, on and off, for the past

couple of weeks. They have been

building four bins, three for glass

and one for paper. The three bins

for glass will be color-coded-the

white bin is for clear glass, the

brown bin is for brown glass and
the green bin is for green glass.

A source in the Amherst Public

Works Department said that the

project has been initiated by

students in Amherst Regional High
School. He said that the town ac-

tually has very little to do with the

recycling, but town trucks will be

used to transport the trash to the

recycling companies and the town

built the bins.

The source at the Public Works
Department said that bottles have
been collecting near the bins for

some time. He said that men have
been working this week sorting the

bottles and removing the metal

bands.

Town Manager Allen Torrey told

this reporter the people who bring

their trash to be recycled will have
to sort and prepare it themselves.

The glass company will accept

only glass which has been sorted

out by color. The metal rings

around the necks of bottles with

A course open to UMass
students, entitled "American
Diplomacy At The Crossroads,"

is to be offered at AIC in

Springfield. Registration will be

January 5th, with the first of

nine class sessions to be held

Jan. 6. The course will run until

Feb. S.

Two professors from UMass,
Dr. Edward Driver (Sociology)

and Falih Al-Shaikly, a can-

didate for a PhD in Agriculture

and Food Economics, will

participate in the course. Falih

Al-Shaikly will speak on "Money
And the Monetary System."
Charge for the course will be

fifty dollars. Additional in-

formation can be obtained by a

call to the office of the registrar

located in Lee Hall, AIC,
Springfield.

twist-off caps must be removed,

but the paper labels can be left on.

The paper should be bundled, for

ease of handling, and to assure that

it won't be blown away.

The center is located at the

Amherst Pelham Landfill Area, on

Belchertown Road near the

Amherst Auto Shop. Signs will be

erected at the site, with in-

structions on how to dispose of the

paper and glass.

Torrey said that the paper and
glass will be sold, but he admitted
that he doesn't expect the program
to pay for itself. In fact, he said

that if the recycling program is

successful (if enough glass and
paper is collected) the town may
even have to buy a glass crusher
He estimated that this would cost

at least $300, and possibly up to

$3,000, depending on the size of the

crusher needed.

AMHERST EXCHANGE PLA.A

PLACE USEABLE ITEMSand

TOYS HERE

PAPER MUST BE BUNDLED

PLACE IN BIN THANKS i

Program Council presents

a Lecture by

Robin Morgan
Female Liberationist

Tuesday, December 14

8 p.m. S.U.B.

OPEN HOUSE

Phi Mu Delta
Frat/Sor Park

After Redman Basketball vs. Vermont

Dec. 4, Saturday

Fac-Sen

Discrimination Against Women Alleviated
By DON POUTRY

The Faculty Senate passed two
motions yesterday afternoon that

are designed to alleviate the

problem of discrimination against
women at UMass.
The first motion was presented

by the Committee on the Status of

Women and stated that the Senate
should recommend that the
University appoint a permanent
administrator, not lower than an
Associate Provost, whose main
task would be to coordinate and
administer programs relevant to

improving the condition of women
on this campus.
There was some debate on

whether minority groups should be
included in this motion, but it was
decided that since their problems
are different, they should be
considered separately.

The second motion had as its

main concern that there be no job

discrimination against women.
The motion stated that there

should be no discrimination
against women because of age.

Due to discrimination in the past,

many women may now be older

than men applying for the same
position.

It also stated that women should

be considered for a job despite

their place of residence, marital

status, or number of dependents.

Any vacancies in the Univer-

sity's professional staff are to be

advertised in the appropriate
professional journals, giving

everyone an equal chance to apply.

Correspondence concerning
hiring should contain no
preference of one sex.

Also included in the motion was
that a written policy should be
formulated to prevent anyone from
being penalized for taking
parental leave. Parental leave is

taken in the case of maternity for

women or for child care by either

parent.

Finally, that the Committee on
the Status of Women would become
advisors to the administrator
mentioned in the first motion.

Professor Joseph Burroughs,
Faculty Senate Representative to

the Board of Trustees, reported

that the Trustees have taken no
action on the American
Association of University
Professors (AAUP) recom-
mendations for a joint type of

university governance, where
faculty members and ad-

ministration would share the

responsibilities of control. This

plan was submitted to the Trustees

two and a half years ago.

A motion was made that the

Faculty Senate request that the

Trustees endorse in principle the

AAUP guidelines.

Earl Seidman, Assistant Dean of

the School of Education, asked
whether or not it might be well to

consider student participation as

well.

The President of the Amherst
Chapter of the AAUP, Professor

Snyder, said that the association

has since come out with a new

policy including students, but that

the two issues were treated
separately.

The Faculty Senate passed the

motion without the inclusion of

student participation, leaving that

to be treated separately.

The following motion was also

passed.

MOVED:
That the Search Committee
for a Chancellor for

UMass/Amherst ask all

candidates for the position

of permanent Chancellor to

express his or her position

of the following matters:

(1) The 1966 AAUP
Statement on the

Government of

Colleges and
Universities.

(2) The priniciples

enunciated in the

final report of the

Committee of

Concern of the

Faculty Senate.

(3) The general issue

of collective

bargaining in

Universities and the

specific issue of its

place, if any, on the

Amherst Campus.

(4) The bill recently

filed with
Representative

Olver on the behalf

of the Faculty
Senate which would
place three Faculty
members on the

Board of Trustees

with full privileges.

(5) The institution of

tenure and its

future at the
University of
Massachusetts.

That the Search Committee
keep records of the

positions expressed and
periodically report them to

the Senate.

Doctor Bromery, Acting-
Chancellor, announced that he had
received 150 copies of the report

from the Future of UMass Com-

mittee and that he was now con-

sulting with the Rules Committee
of the Faculty Senate on the

matter.

Dr. Bromery also said that about

6000 bills concerning the Univer-

sity have been filed in the

Massachusetts General Court for

next session. The wide variety of

bills includes such matters as the

University Police, a medical
school and a bill which would allow

the University to finance in-

ventors.

According to Dr. Bromery, HEW
says that discrimination has been
occurring on this campus with

regards to race and sex. He said

that HEW is still studying the

matter, particularly with regards

to graduate teaching assistants.

In other business, the Faculty

Senate passed motions which
would recommend departmental
status for the Linguistics Program
and the Comparative Literature

Program.
Another motion was passed

which would recommend the ap-

proval of a degree of Doctor of

Philosophy in Computer and In-

formation Science and that the

existing Masters degree be ap-

propriately renamed.
The Budget Committee reported

that at present they have very little

input concerning the budget. They
asked that their committee be

increased, feeling that they could

be more effective with a broader

base.

Senate Cuts Tax Bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate

House conferees approved today a

$15.8-billion tax cut bill after

agreeing to defer the start of a

controversial presidential cam-
paign financing plan until after the

1972 elections.

The principal tax cuts for in-

dividuals in the bill would be an

increase in the personal exemption

from $650 to $675 for the current

year and to $750 in 1972.

There also would be a new

minimum standard deduction of

$1,300 for low-income families

effective next year; under present

law this deduction would be $1,000.

For business, the measure would

reinstate the 7 per cent investment

credit permitting companies to

subtract from their taxes due up to

7 per cent of their spending on new
machinery and equipment.

The bill also grants substantial

tax benefits to business through

accelerated depreciation and

through a new plan under which

they could get tax deferral on

export sales.

The conferees agreed to put the

start of the presidential campaign
financing plan off until 1973

In that year taxpayers could

begin $1 tax checkoffs to make
available funds for the plan; the

first payments to presidential

candidates thus would come in

1976.

Democrats who were in the

majority on the conference

committee thus bowed to the

strong objections of President

Nixon against the campaign
financing plan and specified it

would not apply to the 1972 race

when he presumably will be

seeking re-election.

The conferees also took out of

the measure practically all of the

large Senate revenue-losing

provisions to which Nixon had

objected.

The White House said earlier

Thursday that the conferees "have

moved into the ball park" in

stripping the pending tax-cut bill of

expensive provisions opposed by

President Nixon.

But press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler repeated that Nixon will

veto any bill that contains any

form of tax checkoff plan to

finance presidential campaigns.

Small Plane Down
Near Pittsfield

ALBANY. N.Y. (AP) - Civil Air Patrol search craft looking for a light

plane believed down with five members of a Michigan family aboard

returned to an area of Western Massachusetts today where air observers

spotted a wide swatch of felled trees on a mountainside.

Maj. William Donovan of the Albany-area CAP said no wreckage had

been seen on the mountain, but he said detection could be difficult

because the mostly white Piper Cherokee might blend in with newly

fallen snow.

The mountain is near Cheshire, about seven miles north of Pittsfield in

Western Massachusetts.

Donovan said the single-engine plane had been out of radio contact

since departing Sunday from Worcester. Mass.. bound for Pontiac, Mich.

Relatives in Michigan identified the missing family as Paul Gallaty,

bout 48. his wife. Norma and three of their five children. The family

lived in Avon township, north of Rochester. Mich.

|Pizza Party]

Iall YOU
CAN EAT

$1.25
EVERY

SUNDAY NIGHT

BRUNI'S
PIZZA

corner of

Main & Triangle 256-6676

House Considers Economics
WASHINGTON <AP) The

House Banking Committee
discarded today its version of a bill

to continue President Nixon's

economic control powers and

began shaping one close to the

version passed Wednesday by the

Senate.

First indications were that this

version would prevail, speeding

the way of the legislation to the

White House. An effort to resurrect

the original House bill failed, 8 to

15.

However, the House committee

plunged into debate on the wording

of a section to give retroactive

wage increases to most employes

who lost them because of the 90-

dav freeze.

Efforts also will be made,

sources said, to restore the stiffer

House language on interest con-

trols and suits by consumers who

contend they were charged prices

higher than those officially ap-

proved.

The Jewish Community of Amherst and Hillel at U.M.

invites you to the showing of the Israeli comedy

SALLAH
Sunday, Dec. 5, at 8:00 p.m. - 102 Thompson - Free

Hillel will have a deli-supper, 420 S.U. on the same day at 6: 30 p.m. cost: $ 1.50,

50% discount to paid up Hillel members. FacuJty and families are welcomed.

RACISM!!!
"It's a terrible problem, but what can I do?"

GET INVOLVEDIU!
School of Education

Workshop on Racism

Tuesday, December 7

9:00 a.m. Campus Center

ALL SCHOOL OF EDUCATION STUDENTS
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In The Nation And The World

Economic Troubles

Devaluation Of Dollar Threatening
LONDON <AP>-The possibility of

devaluation sent the dollar plunging to

record lows on major European exchanges

yesterday.

Market conditions were generally

described as hectic and state banks in Paris

and London were reported buying sub-

stantial amounts of dollars to slow the

decline in value

In Switzerland, banks were limiting dollar

transactions to a maximum of a million per

customer.
The dollar-selling wave was sparked by

reports from a Rome meeting of the richest

Western nations that the United States is

ready to negotiate a dollar devaluation of

perhaps 5 per cent against gold within a

general realignment of world currency

values. The official price of gold is now $35

an ounce and the unofficial price around $43.

Exchange operators expected a cut in the

dollar's value to be announced after a

further meeting of the Group of Ten non-

Communist nations in Washington Dec. 17-

18.

European stock markets also brightened

at the prospect of an early end to in-

ternational monetary and trade un-

certainties after 3 1/2 months of the crisis

set off on Aug 15 by President Nixon's

announcement of his new economic
program.
On the Frankfurt foreign exchange, the

dollar plunged to a. record low of 3.29 West

German marks, compared to Wednesday's

close of 3.3035 marks. Today's rate

represented an increase in the mark's dollar

value of 11 1/4 per cent since May when the

West German money was set free to find its

own level in the market.

The dollar was also at a record low in

Zurich at 3.9305 Swiss francs against

Wednesday's closing of 3.9547. This was a

dollar devaluation of 3 1/4 per cent from the

previous parity of 4.08 francs.

In Paris the situation was more com-

plicated because of the French two-tier

svstem set up to keep a so-called "com-

mercial franc" used for 90 per cent of

transactions, pegged closely to the dollar.

There is also a "financial franc" used

mainly by tourists which is permitted to

fluctuate.

The commercial franc opened at its

topmost level against the dollar of 5.5125,

only to drop a short tire later to 5.51125

despite heavy buying of dollars by the

Banque de France.

The financial franc opened at 5.365, down
from Wednesday's closing 5.405. Today's

rate represented a 3 1/2 per cent upvaluing

of the franc from parity

In London, the pound opened in a range of

$2.4940 to $2 4942 compared to Wednesday's

closing $2.4939. This was almost a 4 per cent

increase in the pound's dollar value from

parity.

The dollar declined also against the

Japanese yen in Tokyo, closing at 326.75, a

new low. The previous low was 327.07 at

closing on Wednesday. The new low

represented an upward valuation of the yen
of 10.17 per cent since the yen was floated on

Aug. 28.

Penn Central Thwarted By Courts
PHILADELPHIA (AP)-A

federal judge has barred the Penn
Central Co. from holding its trice-

delayed annual meeting and vote

on a refinancing plan which

management says is the only way
to avoid bankruptcy.

The order was issued Thursday

by U.S. District Court Judge

Joseph S. Lord III. It bars the Penn

In Brief...
BOSTON (AP)-Robert R. Marley, 41, of Brockton has been

arrested on a charge of embezzling funds from the Boston Naval

Shipyard, the FBI said today.

Special Agent James L. Handley said Marley, a former civilian

employe at the yard, was scheduled to be arraigned before a U.S.

magistrate. He was arrested at Brockton Wednesday after being

indicted by a federal grand jury.

Handley's announcement did not give the amount of the alleged

theft.

LOS ANGELES <AP>-The U.S. Attorney's office says that "in

the interest of justice" it will not prosecute conspiracy and hand

grenade possession charges against Shirley Jean Sutherland,

former wife of actor Donald Sutherland, and her co-defendant,

Donald Freed.

Prosecutor Dennis Kinnard had the charges dropped Wednesday

in U.S. District Court.

Mrs Sutherland, 37, and Freed, a teacher, were indicted in

October 1969 on charges they purchased the grenades from an

undercover police officer and intended to give them to the Black

Panther party.

NARRAGAN88TT, R.I. (AP)-Last September police officer

William T Boyd saved the life of a fisherman who had fallen into

the ocean and he was promoted to sergeant.

Wednesday the town made public a letter from the International

Brotherhood of Police Officers that threatened legal action against

the town unless it nullifies the promotion.

The brotherhood said Boyd had not taken the normal written

examination, so his promotion violated town ordinances and a

collective bargaining contract between the town and policemen.

NEW VOBK (AIM -The Hilton chain has agreed in principle to sell

the 2,000-room New Yorker Hotel, once the city's largest, for

conversion into a 749-bed hospital.

The 41 year old midtown structure, built at a cost of $225

million, would be sold for about $13.5 million to the French and

Polyclinic Medical School and Health Center if state health and

housing officials approve. ^^^^_-_^—_t_>-_

Central Co.. from holding its

stockholders meeting, which was
adjourned until Friday, until

further notice from the court.

The order made permanent a

temporary restraining order ob-

tained last Friday by two
stockholders to block the annual

meeting.
The suit claimed the refinancing

plan is a fraud, and will diminish

the already sharply reduced value

of the 54 million shares of Penn
Central common stock plus

millions of shares of preferred

stock.

The parent company said it has

no cash or assets to pay its bills,

including $55 million in Swiss notes

borrowed 22 months ago and due

Dec. 31.

The company originally said the

notes fell due Nov. 30, the day after

the scheduled annual meeting. But

during the hearing Monday, Ar-

chibald Johnson, president and

board chairman of the Penn
Central Co., testified the company
actually had until Dec. 31 to repay

the notes.

Ha Ha Herman

TURN THE TABLES

Give yourself a Christmas present — A fine

pair of sunglasses for this pre-winter snow.

And if you are feeling benevolent, give

someone else a pair too.

We also have all kinds of optical goodies for

your special needs.

doh
56 Main St.

AMHERST'S FIRST OPTICIAN

253-7002 Amherst

Ciejm sky
Rejvrns

s
*4>

s
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b.vc o.b. FtfrDAy DEC 3 7-iaP.M.

How To Move Off-Campus
If YOU! 1. are a Senior

2. will be 21 years of age during the academic year

3. are married

4. will be commuting from home

Then, notify - the Housing Office before room-choosing ( December 6-

10) that you intend to exercise any of the above options.

You're Not Covered By The Above Categories?

If you are not covered by any of the above categories then you are

required by Board of Trustee regulation to live on-campus. However,

you may apply for an exemption to the regulation through your Area

Director.

Security Deposit:
If you plan to move off-campus you must notify the Housing Office

before December 10, 1971, in order that you may get your deposit
back. Students who fail to make such notification by December 10 and
who fail to occupy a room in the Spring Semester will, unfortunately,

forfeit their deposit. Make your plans early.

Getttag the shaft -An ironworker takes a lunch break high atop a

girder at the site of bridge construction in New London. (Photo by

(.onion Alexander, The Day)

Davis Trial Near
PALO ALTO, Calif. (AP) — Angela Davis, former UCLA instructor

charged with murder, conspiracy and kidnaping in the August 1970

Marin County Civic Center shootout, was transported in darkness and

heavy rain today to Santa Clara County for trial.

Deputies armed with carbines stood by as she was moved into a

branch of the county jail at Palo Alto.

The 27-year-old avowed Communist was taken from the Marin County

Jail at 6 a.m. and driven to the San Francisco Peninsula. There were

three unmarked cars in the hour-long operation.

About 15 members of the Angela Davis Defense Fund staged an all-

night vigil at the jail for the defendant. Observers said it was silent and

peaceful.

Miss Davis was to have been moved during daylight, but a rainstorm

lashing the area made the earlier hour better to escape wet pavement and

morning commuter traffic, authorities said.

Four were killed in the gun battle in which Miss Davis is charged. She is

accused of furnishing the guns and helping plot an abortive escape at-

tempt. California law makes an accomplice as guilty as one who directly

commits a crime.

Miss Davis had been held in jail at the Marin County Civic Center for

nearly a year. Her attorneys had asked that her trial be moved from San

Rafael and last month it was transferred to Santa Clara County 70 miles

to the south.
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Inductions All But Halted
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Selective Service System has all

but halted inductions nationwide

this month because, a spokesman
said today, local boards brought in

draftees faster than anticipated

The spokesman said orders to

stop inductions began going out to

states last week as they reached

their December quota. He said the

halt was not due to an order by

Supreme Court Justice William O.

Douglas staying inductions in

Southern California.

Get Your
Ya-Ya's Out
NEW YORK (AP) — The all

American look for day and
elegance at night are big in spring

fashions.

Designer John Anthony does

crisp, bold tailoring for pants suits,

but goes to very soft print dresses

and translucent gowns for evening.

The translucent skirt is sheer,

but not completely see-through this

year. Some designers use two

layers of twin-printed fabric to

give a three-dimensional look when
the skirt is in motion.

The puffed regency sleeve will

become more important, said Alan

Phillips for Jeremy at the

American Designer Showings
Thursday. He used this idea in

printed matt jersey gowns.

Leo Narducci likes the dolman
sleeve in a group of cotton jersey

dresses, as well as a cabbage rose

print, accented with fake flowers.

For day, every designer has his

group of flag-colored red, white

and blue combinations. Pants suits

are on the way back in, and Nar-

ducci shows a four-piece set with

red pants, and polka dotted vest,

and navy blazers.

Douglas issued the stay until

Jan. 6 pending a legal test of the

1971 draft law.

It was only in Southern

California, because of Douglas'

order, that inductions were halted

short of the quota, the system

spokesman said.

The spokesman said a call was

issued for 10,000 dratees for the

November-December period. The

numbers were gathered ahead of

schedule.

"We had to slow down in

December or deliver more men
than the Army requested," the

spokesman said.

The service had planned to halt

inductions early in December in

any event because of the holiday

season.

The legal attack which prompted
Douglas' order was based on a

section of the 1971 draft law which

says that no one may be inducted

prior to 90 days after enactment of

the draft legislation unless the

president or the Senate declares

war or a state of national

emergency.
Attorneys for the American Civil

Liberties Union have attacked the

legality of drafts conducted after

last Sept. 28. The 90-day period in

the law will end Dec. 28.

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

BERLIOZ

"DAMNATION OF FAUST
TUES. 'DEC. 7 • 8:30 PM

MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM

/ /

MULTI-MEDIA APPROACH TO OPERA MASTERPIECE

SPECIAL SLIDES
• SPECIAL MOVIES

• SPECIAL LIGHTING
• SPECIAL STAGING

CREATED ESPECIALLY FOR THIS PERFORMANCE BY
HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE FINE ARTS DEPT

FAMOUS GUEST SOLOISTS
METROPOLITAN and DUSSELDORF OPERAS

250 VOICES
SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY CHORUS
AMHERST COLLEGE GLEE CLUB

MT. CALVARY BAPTIST YOUTH CHOIR

TICKETS - SYMPHONY OFFICE - 739-4728

The Bob Dylan Weekend
on WHCN FM 106

Noon on Dec. 4th to Midnight on Dec. 5th,
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What do all these people have in

common? Well, for one thing they

are among L'Mass's finest

folksingers. More importantly,

however, they will all be appearing

at the Melville Coffee House this

Saturday night at 7:00 P.M.
Featured at 10:30 will be the

premier performance of the Ed
Vadas Electric Off-White Blues

Band. (Photos by Steve Schmidt.)

There's A USSR Jewish Problem?
A contingency of students

representing the five college

Western Mass. Student Struggle

for Soviet Jewry left for New York

City last Monday. Complying with

NYC Police rules, no more than

twelve students protested in front

of the Russian Mission.

Upon arrival, a group of

policemen outnumbering the

protestors almost two to one,

welcomed them. After being

isolated by police barriers across

from the mission, members of

Western Mass. SSSJ held up signs

such as "Russian Rabbis mourn
death of Rabbi Levin (Moscow's

chief Rabbi), BOTH said mourners
prayers." "'let them Live as Jews
or let them leave." One sign

elicited many Russian smirks upon
a quick glance: "IMPRISON
RUSSIAN JEWS-you go back to

Siberian heaven, let the Jews come
to the Hell or NY Mission."

For the most part, Russian

diplomats completely ignored the

protest refusing to look at the

signs, reflecting their attitude that

there is no Jewish problem in the

USSR.
In the afternoon the group

protested at the Isaiah Wall

directly facing the UN building. At

the US Mission at the UN the

protestors presented a petition

with hundreds of signatures which

call for the elimination of

discrimination against the Jews in

the Soviet Union.

The receptionist told the group
that they literally have received

thousands of petitions and that

they did not need any more!
Everyone was thrown out except

one representative who presented

the petitions to a higher official.

Mr. Bush, US Ambassador to the

UN, will present the petitions to U
Thant and the UN Human Rights

Committee.

SANDER VANOCUR
former NBC Anchorman

1972: Does It Make a Difference?"

Saturday - December 1

1

7:00 Student Union Ballroom

Christmas Cards

CsUWii£ML& The very special way to remember.

.

Senior Photos

For January Grads and

Second Semester "Ed-Blockers
f

»

Senior Women's Course
Are you a senior woman with questions about insurance, buying a car,

loans, leases, etc.? A course dealing primarily with financial matters is

being offered spring semester to help answer questions and inform you of

the economics you will face in the years following graduation.

Dean Bruce Morse of the Department of Home Economics is the course

sponsor, but will only be giving one lecture himself. Other lectures will be

given by business and professional people in the surrounding community.

The course is MFE 386, "Financial Management for Women", a one

credit course. There will be one lecture a week Monday evening for

eleven weeks. It is a pass fail course with an attendance requirement

only

If you would like further information about the course, feel free to call

Wanda at 549-0095, or Janis at 549-6563.

When: Week of Dec. 13-17

Where: Norfolk - Plymouth Rms., S.U

How Much: $3.50 Sitting Fee

Sign Up

in the Index Office,

S.U. 401

as soon as possible

(50$& Presents

ATTENTION

All RSO Groups & Activities

All groups currently operating under constitutions granted by the Student Government
Association ( Student Senate) are required to fill out the form below. Those groups

which should fill out the form include all RSO's, Activities, recent Executive Orders,

and those groups who wish to apply for such status. These forms are to be returned no

later than TUESDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1971, to the address below.

lueuaii caietma xm

oru %

RETURNTO

Wm. Spinn

Govt. Affairs
Comm.

Student
Senate

RSO Ml

Campus
Center

RSO Registration Form

Name of Group RSOJH

REPRESENTATIVE

Rep's Add. Ph.#

(check appropriate item)

Constituted.

New Group

. Exec. Order

Area Govt Dorm

FAILURETOFILETHISFOKMWILL RESULT IN LOSS OF RSO STATUS —

UNIVERSITY STORE

CAMPUS CENTER\
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Taxing Faculty
With the Student Senate budgeting process underway,

we started thinking about who gets the benefits of the

students' money. We decided that besides students

themselves, faculty and staff members receive much of

the benefits without paying for them.

Students are required to pay over seventy dollars each

year through the Student Activities Tax and the Campus
Center Fee. These provide services to everyone, faculty,

staff, and students, such as use of the Campus Center and

Student Union, checkcashing, listening to WMUA, and

reading publications like the Collegian, Spectrum, and

Yahoo. Only students have paid for these services or

products. The entire University receives the benefits from

them. Faculty and staff members do not contribute any

money towards them.
We feel that those student groups presently funded by

the students which also give benefits to the faculty and
staff should also be paid for by the faculty and staff.

Thus, we propose taxing faculty and staff members in a

way smiliar to the process of taxing students. Such a move
would probably also lower the student tax. In this way the

faculty and staff would be sharing their portion of the cost

of the increasing activities on this campus.
We support the move by the rents and fees committee to

try and get faculty and staff members to pay a Campus
Center fee. We also support the move for action which has

been initiated at the UMass-Boston campus to tax faculty

and staff.

The time for change is now. We see no reason why the

faculty and staff should continue to escape such fees when
students could not. As recipients of student activities, they

should be receptive of student needs
Some have argued that the feedback and com-

munications between faculty and students is so much
should feel their taxes and fees are small payment. We feel

that it is part of the job of the faculty to communicate and
understand students. Faculty and staff are usually in an

income category higher than most students and could

easily afford to pay for some of the benefits they are

receiving, anyway.
Kven though the tax would be funding extra-curricular

activities, they are educational experiences as well.

Organizations such as WMUA, and the MDC provide ex-

perience for further careers unavailable in any classroom.
A tax on faculty and staff would allow them to pay their

way, something we think it is time they did.

PenaltiesUnderChapter 94C
Substance
Heroin

Criminal Relationship! s)

(Prohibited Uses/s)
Manufacture,
distribute
dispense, possess
wilh inlenl to do same

Possession

Presence

Opium, Morphine Manufacture,
Cocaine and distribute
olhrr derivatives dispense, possess

wilh intenl to do same

Maximum Sentences
First Offense Subsequent Offenses

10 yrs Prison, or 7 ai least 10 yrs not

Amphelamines,
B.irbilurales
(most)

LSD Mescaline,
ivyole, Psilo
cybin, etc.

Darbifal.
Moprobumale,
Paraldehyde,
Phertobarbital,

•Class E"
substances
such as
potent cough
syrup, etc

Possession

Manufacture,
distribute
dispense, possess
with intent lo do same
Possession

Manufacture,
distribute
dispense, possess
wilh inlenl lo do same
Possession

Manufacture,
distribute
dispense, possess
with intenl to do same
Possession

Manufacture,
distribute
dispense, possess
wilh intenl lo do same
Possession

1/2 yrs jail, or
J20.000, or both

7 yr«- or J?, 000 or
both
1 yr. or St, 000 or
both
10 yrs prison, or 7

\/7 yrs. jail or
S20.000 or both

I yr or $1,000 or
bolh
10 yrs prison, or 2
1/2 yrs. iail, or
S20.000 or both

1 yr or $1,000 or
both
S yrs prison or 2

1/2 yrs jail, or
$10,000 or both

1 yr or $1,000 or
bolh
2 yrs or $5,000 or
both

1 vr
both
' vr
both.

or $1,000 or

or $2,500 or

A mo.
bolh

or $500 or

more than 25 yrs
and up to $30,000
fine.

2 yrs or $2,000 or
both
2 yrs. or $2,000 or
both
At least 5 yrs not
more than 15 yrs
and up lo $30,000
fine

2 yrs or $2,000 or
both.

AI least 5 yrs not
more than 15 yrs
aryj up to $30,000
fine.

2 yrs. or $2,000 or
both
AI least 3 yrs not

more lhan 10 yrs
and up lo $20,000
tine

2 yrs or $2,000 or
both
Al leasl 2 yrs not

more than 5 yrs
and up lo $10,000
line

2 yrs or $2,000 or

both
AI leasl 1 yr not

more lhan 2 yrs
and up lo $5,000
line

Sami" as hrsl
offense

WASMNGTON-Awhile back I wrote an article in

favor of no-fault insurance laws, which provide for

people to l>e compensated for automobile accidents

without the expensive process of litigation. To no ones

surprise I received about 100 indignant letters from

lawyers telling me I was trying to take the bread out of

their mouths.

Well, I have good news for the legal profession.

Whatever fees they lose on no-fault insurance, they

will make upon President Nixon's Phase II economic

plan. As a matter of fact, no matter what happens to

the economy, lawyers stand to gain the most from

whatever Mr. Nixon and his advisers have in store for

the country.

This realization dawned on me when I tried for three

days to get through to a lawyer friend of mine named

Branch Brewmaker. Every time I called the line was

busy, so I decided to go over to his office to find out if

he was all right.

Was he all right? He was absolutely dancing around

his office. "Its beautiful," he cried. "It's a lawyer's

dream."
"What do you mean it's a lawyer's dream?"
"Phase II. No one understands it."

"No one?"
"No one," Brewmaker chortled. "My clients don't

understand it, I don't understand it, no one in the

government understands it. Do you have any idea of

what this means in legal fees?"

"I guess it must mean something or you wouldn't be

bouncing up and down on your couch in your

stockinged feet."

"Remember six months ago? How lousy I told you

things were for lawyers? Well, everything has

changed. Thanks to Mr. Nixon we will soon own the

world."
"Brewmaker, I can understand a certain amount of

elation, but why are you throwing $5 bills out your

window?"
"I'll show you why," he said, jumping off the couch.

He went over to his intercom. Miss Ramsay, whom do

we have on 'hold'
9 Minow of Minow Earplugs, Inc.?

Good, put him on. ..Hello Minow, Brewmaker here...

What's that"' You want to know if you can raise the

price of plastic earplugs? I can't tell you offhand, but

III find out for you. ..What's my fee? The usual $100 an

hour. ..Right, I'll get back to you as soon as I have the

answer."
Bremaker hung up. "Now watch this," he said to

me, placing a clock in front of him. He dialed a

number. "U.S. government? I wish to speak to

someone in charge of raising the price on plastic

earplugs... No, don't hurry. ..I'll hold on.

An hour and a half later Brewmaker had yet to find

anyone in charge of earplugs. He said to me, "It

usually takes about three days to get anyone to talk to

me." He laughed. "Then it takes another three days to

explain the problem. Then they always demand more

information. Then I have to go over and see the guy. It

takes a half-day to find him and a day to get in to see

him. Then when I finally do, it turns out he's the wrong

guy. and I have to start all over again."

"And all the time the clock is ticking," I said.

"I've had cases since Phase II started, and I've yet

to get an answer out of anyone in the government on

what my client can do. My phone is ringing day and

night with desperate businessmen asking for

guidelines. The only thing I can do is put them on the

meter."
"Nixon's been good to you." I said to Brewmaker.
Brewmaker's secretary came in. "Mr. Saladash of

Saladash Corkscrews, Inc. has just hit a Cost of Living

Counselor on the jaw and wants to know if you'll

defend him."
Brewmaker shook his head sadly. "I told Saladash

not to appear at the Cost of Living Council without a

lawyer. But I guess I can't blame him. If I made
corkscrews and tried to find out from the government
what I could charge for them, I'd eventually hit

somebody, too."

Copyright 1171, l*os Angeles Times
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The Controlled Substances Act
Chapter 1071 of the Acts of 1971

became law November 11, 1971,

and will be effective July 1, 1972. It

is called the "Controlled Sub-

stances Act" and will be known as

Chapter 94C of the General Laws of

Massachusetts. Most students and
law enforcement people will

probably refer to it as the "Drug
Act". Because of the impact that

this law will probably have on the

campus and on the lives of younger
citizens of Massachusetts, I have
prepared the table at lower left as

a reference guide. It is not any
valid substitute for the law as

written. It is intended exclusively

for the purpose of helping people

who are familiar with the present

law to understand the new one
when it become effective July 1,

1972.

The governing sections are 32 for

manufacture. distribution,
dispensing and possession with

intent. 34 for simple possession

and 35 for presence only in the case
of heroin. Several points should be
emphasized. First, sale is treated

in the same way as gift, so profit is

not an essential element. Second,

possession of presumably small
quanities of any "controlled
substance" is treated uniformly.

Third, the crime of "being
knowingly present" applies only to

heroin, but includes being in the

company of a person known to be in

possession of heroin. Fourth, any
person who is once convicted of a

heroin offense shall be liable, on a

second narcotics (not necessarily

heroin) offense, to the same
penalty as if the second offense

were also heroin.

Finally, the law concerning
marijuana is as follows:

To manufacture, distribute,

dispense, or possess with intent to

manufacture, distribute, or

dispense (including a counterfeit

substance) is worth not more than

two years or five thousand dollars

fine or both and the second offense

is good for not less than two years

nor more than five and by a fine of

not more than ten thousand
dollars.

Possession of marijuana is worth

six months or five hundred dollars,

or both each time the offense

results in a conviction. There is no
"presence" charge after July 1,

1972.

There is a special exception for

first offenses exclusively involving

marijuana. If a person is convicted

of possession of marijuana and has

never been convicted of a drug

violation before (under new or old

laws) the person shall be on

probation with his consent. Upon
successful completion of the

probation, the records shall be
expunged for all purposes except

subsequent offenses.

Furthermore, any other first

offense may be treated in the same
way as a first marijuana con-

viction must ordinarily be treated,

in the discretion of the Court.

Finally, these are some
definitions with which people
should be familiar.

"Manufacture "..."does not

include the preparation or com-
pounding of a controlled substance

by an individual for his own use..."

"Marijuana", "all parts of the

plant Cannibis sativa L., whether
growing or not, the seeds thereof;

and resin extracted from any part

of the plant; and every compound,
manufacture, salt, derivative,
mixture, or preparation of the

plant, its seeds or resin."
There are risks connected with

publishing information such as is

HdUU <OII>M

contained here when it is less than
the complete statute. Readers
must be aware that this is an ab-

stract intended to help make a

complicated law intelligible to

laymen, to put it in a usable for

mat.

I don't think any reader can
dispute the fact that while the new
law, which will be effective July 1,

1972, comprises a more agreeable
view toward chemical abuse in

general, the law is still a stern

vehicle for dramatically affecting

one's goals and aims in our present

social structure. Disagreement
with the social structure may be
thoughtful and correct, to many,
but the impact of a criminal

conviction is real and immediate.
Even with the new legislation, no
person should take a unrealistic or

haphazard view toward chemical
abuse. The consequences remain
serious ones.

Richard M. Rowland
si intent Senate

General Counsel

TOP OF THE MORNIN' TO YOU, LADIES — AND ISN'T |T A CRYIN' SHAME WHAT THE

WICKED BRITISH ARE DOIN' TO US ALL ... ?

Letters To The Editor

If He Were My My Pupil, I'd...

SLEEP SOUNDLY YOVK. LoCAL

MV/ OFFICER.^ Aft ON TH€ J?B
»cm&«3»«2£«?«;

To the Editor:

Faculty members, like students, may get tired of

being called "stupid"-"as usual," Don Glickstem

adds in his comment on the new grading system.

Grading is a serious matter, and name-calling is not

conducive to fair-minded and reasonable discussion of

the answer to the basic question, "What system is

more favorable to student learning?"

1 have not read the book referred to by Mr.

Glickstein but judge from his comments that it

contains the usual cliches. "The myths of grading

-

that grades are a motivator, that they measure

something, that students need grades to get into

college or graduate school -are one by one debunked.

I should like to ask my readers to reconsider these

" uyths " And in doing so, to keep the issues clear, let

us assume the intelligence and good will of a majority

of both faculty and students. There are doubtless

exceptions in both groups, but that is another

problem. „ ,

First as to motivation. In my own college career, l

liked to get high grades, and I therefore studied much

harder and learned much more than I otherwise would

have. Significant learning or skill is not acquired

after ones childhood years, without hard work, and

most of us crave some more tangible reward than

knowledge for its own sake. We naturally want some

recognition. Teachers, too, want to recognize ex-

ceptional achievement by their students. A teacher

perhaps enjoys giving an A as much as a student

enjoys receiving one.

Second I have never heard anyone say before that

grades do not measure something. The Question is.

What?" I would contend that, on the whole they

measure abilitv in a particular area, as well as ettort.

A student in an English literature course is one who

has mastered the subject matter, who can organize

Friday's Plea
To the Editor: ,. .

Many of vou who sympathize With the concern that

is being expressed on our campus each Wednesdaytor

the East Pakistan, refugees <WEDNESDAY S

PEOPLE) have asked: wnat good will it do? Tnere

are 10 m.llion refugees whose daily cycle ot suffering

and death cannot be comprehended by an academic

community. And now India and Pakistan Meat war

and the mcredible agony is yet further prolonged and

intensified. Each Wednesday a few students. Stall,

and faculty pass by the East Pakistan. Reft4geUWe

i set up every Wednesday in the Campus ( enter) and

generously donate money, or participate jBfJJJW
pray privately. But even in the act of contnbuting the

question looms: what good will it da? Sensitive per-

sons have suggested that we have been made weary

by "uood causes" and the endless march
i

Of

•tragedies". They point out that people are turning

inward to themselves and their own immediate

communities. , .. „»_,„cnhprp
We too have become aware of the a^phere;

Candles, jewelry, leather belts and exotic: foods sell

better at the Campus Center tables than do frozen

.mages of starving children or numb statics

compiled from body counts. A <^m'W *J££
building a gymnasium on the 19th floor; ano he •needs

a new color TV ; the pin-ball machines jangle en

dlessly down the hall
,,mHlij tfnnll w ;ii

Perhaps the answer to the question, "What good will

it do?", is: it will help us as well -JX^thS
break through the acclaimed cycle of mdiffe^cettot

many say is the present fad at V*g*££fgl
what will we do to communicate the needs win^

materially poor so that we might^i™^^
of our own spiritual poverty-^^^a

n

r

aSeare
this is a campus where bas- human concern appears

sleepy-eyed each mornmg^u belief « m

diet of prayer, fasting. °' donating neip.
6th at 4

There will be a meeting Monday December mn^ai

pm in the Campus Center'^°fS
help We ask for your

' j*«"^%?Z™\
campus concern and stimulate supP

o

Fast
be considering holding a pre votauu

What do you think" Please do come. ^^^^

Editorial Points

What with 'It's Hell To Be

Female' and its male coun-

terpart and all the ensuing

letters, we're hoping someone

will come in with "It's Great To

Be Neuter." Any takers? One

hitch, you have to prove it unless

it's obvious.
*

Ha, ha, SWAP Committee.

Looks as though Poor Richard's

and Kay Raymond caught you

with your pants down.
A * A* • *

Peter Pan Bus Lines must be

optimistic, or wasteful. They put

an ad in one of this week's

papers about peter panning it

home for the holidays. We
wonder what makes them so

confident.
* * •

And so we've started another

season of basketball and hockey.

The big questions - can Al

Skinner fill Erving's sneakers?

Will the Redmen do as well as

they have in the last two years?

And will the basketball lovers

make it through the winter alive,

or will they be dispatched by

those of us who get tired of Let's

Go Redmen?

facts and opinions, and who can communicate these in

clear and forceful language. Furthermore, such

judgments are by no means wholly subjective.

Students who get good grades in my classes get good

grades, as a rule, in the classes of my colleagues. I

have also, on a number of occasions, exchanged sets

of freshman themes with colleagues; invariably, we

discovered a general correspondence. (The difference

was that we tended to be more lenient with our own

students!)

Third no adequate substitute has been proposed. In

any society, the members are judged and evaluated,

and have to be. (Recognition of this fact does not

implv approval of the competitive scramble for

wealth and status that now dominates American

society ) It seems to me that critics of the grading

system always become vague about possible alter-

natives. . .. .

Bv all means, however, let us continue the search

for "such alternatives. From talking to students I

gather that the current generation of students feels

differently about grades than my generation did; that

many students sincerely believe that a system of

letter grades is an obstacle and not an incentive to

learning. If this is the belief of the majority, then we

ought to find another system. But let us proceed with

some degree of mutual respect and tolerance. ( I
agree

that the Faculty Senate is not always a model ot

judicious procedure; but I seem to recall reading

criticisms of the Student Senate, also-and even the

^. Senate.)
Ellsworth Barnard

Mr. (ilkkstein replies:

B.ss in the Journal of Educational Psychology

, ,.,,1 12) discovered that grading was more strict in

•arK college years and standards of grading varied

in the Journal Of Educational Research (IMS, .

hows that fatigue, boredom, and other pressures

nHuence the way . teacher grades a paper. Edwards,

he British Journal of Educational Psychology

,.,,.; >.;> reports that even with training in the giving

U r*sav tests, there is a significant degree of .»-

„ s.stc.u n between teachers grading the same tests.

K In in the Journal of Experimental Education

nmi :i » mU ises that IN lower division instructors a

San IMego State College used a wide and inconsistent

variety* **»« standards. Pygmalion m the

1 i by Rosenthal and .lacobson is a .-lassie

JEEZ he self-fulfilling prophecy and its effect on

. hi i! and fading. Starch and Elliott in School

S5£h l»U I*I*** > P— that even in the exact

'

iences of math and science, teachers' standards and

, ,,|,.s varied significantly. Thompson. Journal of

K,i atimal Measurement (l«Mf) shows that even

lechers grading students in the same course grade

students differently. .

he scientific controlled studies go on and on each

studv proving what Dr. Barnard calls "cliches^

XI lough statistics can lie. when the evidence is so

a eat gainst an antiquated practice, am sure ha

most intelligent men and women will choose that

"vidence over the pleasant reminiscences of I)..

Barnard.

Letters

To The Editor

jtfesssrat
,K8Sal

S
hey be typed at sixty spaces, double-spaced and

absolutely OS longer than two pages in length. All

fetters must be signed and the author s address and

e ephone number! must be included. No letter w.
1
be

published without this information. Also no letters

will be printed without the name of the author Please

^iS^aStubJeS^euiting either for content or

cp^ce according to the judgment of the editors Also

due to space limitations, we do not guarantee that all

letters will be printed.

Senior Committee

By Walter E.Cronin
Editorial Staff

On Monday night, December 6, the second of three organizational

meetings of the Senior Committee will be held at the Campus Center,

room 905-909, at 7 o'clock.

"Members of the Committee shall be responsible for the planning and

execution of Senior events. They shall be responsible for the allocations

budgeting and appropriation of Senior funds. .. " The primary activities of

the Committee concern Senior day, the class gift, and Commencement

pvprris6S

Attendance at the first meeting was poor. Only 18 of the estimated 3,869

seniors attended. This figure is approximately one-half ofi% To me,

this indicates one of a number of things, or possibly a number of factors

combined. Either the Seniors don't care, which to me is not the whole

reason for the poor attendance. Or it could be that the publicity for he

Committee was ineffective. Or maybe we as students are "missing the

boat" ' as far as democratic process on campus is concerned.

As it stands now, in order to generate a Senior Committee at least 39

Seniors, or a 1% quorum of 3,869 is required, according to the Constitution

established last year. _.iu- n„,
I feel that the establishment of the Committee is only the smaller part

of a larger problem. Once formed, it must act for the whole Senior class.

This brings an important question to mind, namely "How can a small

Committee of say fifty or seventy-five students fairly say what the Senior

Class wants to do for the last days of its College activities?

At the first meeting questions were raised as to whether or not to how

the traditional Senior day. what should the class gift consist of, what is

the process for choosing individuals for honorary degrees... to name a

IC

l)o vou. the Seniors, want to "go out in traditional style?" Or, for

example, do something out of the ordinary for Senior day such as donate

the funds to charity, or have the Senior day eliminated, and have the

fl

T&fSSfuS. a^swTrKj to !he" graduates of 1972. In order to find out

the prevailing sentiment on campus, it is first necessary to establish the

Committee Once this is effected, a polling at Registration would be

taken with the most important questions concerning the Senior class

activities resolved. Then, given a representable mandate, the C omm.ttee

would be able to do a more thorough and equitable job.

II proved successful, an example may be made reflecting on the

governmental process at the University: Maybe we can use an alter

native to the present system of "representative government.

-HdSBU-O*'^
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Grad Study Information

Students considering graduate

study will find the latest in-

formation on American and

Canadian programs in 178

academic areas at the campus

office named below. General

statistical data about graduate

institutions, graphs showing which

universities offer work in the

various major disciplines, and two-

page write-ups prepared by faculty

officers are contained in each of

the seven volumes of the Annual

Guides to Graduate Study, 1972

edition, just published.

The new Guides have been sent

without charge to deans,

professors, and central offices at

Dickinson mav have lost an ironing room but look what they've

Jtten in return. Above and to the right are two views of he new

antenna that will enable WMUA to broadcast at one kilowatt stereo.

(Photos by Steve Schmidt)

Classics Lecture Series

Classical poetry and the teaching

of Latin will be topics of three

lectures sponsored this month by

the UMass Classics Club.

Prof Leo Curran of the State

University of New York, at Buf-

falo, will speak Friday, Dec. 3., on

"Obscenity as Poetry: Some Latin

and English Examples." The

lecture will begin at 2 p.m. in

Herter Hall, room 601.

Chairman of the Classics

department at SUNY, Prof. Curran

has had published many articles on

Latin poetry and has just com-

pleted a book on Propertius.

Tuesday, Dec. 14, at 4 p.m. in

Herter Hall, room 301, Prof.

Michael C. J. Putnam will talk

about "The Vergilian

Achievement."

Prof. Putnam, chairman of the

Brown University Classics

department, is an authority on

Latin poetry. His publications

include two books on Vergil, "The

Poetry of the Aeneid" and

"Virgil's Pastoral Art".

Miss Clara Ashley will present

"The Structural Approach to

Teaching Latin", Thursday, Dec.

16, at 3:45 p.m. in Herter Hall,

room 301.

A teacher of Latin, Miss Ashley

has adapted the structural ap-

proach to teaching the language on

the high school level. She will

speak especially to those in-

terested in careers as teachers of

Latin or foreign languages.

All lectures are free to the

public.

universities all across the country,

with the support and cooperation of

the universities represented by full

descriptions in the books. These

universities include all major

campuses and state systems, and

their participation demonstrates

their awareness of the importance

of communicating to prospective

students.

The underlying goal of the

Guides' disciplinary arrangement

and special page design is to make
it possible for students to consider

a maximum number of graduate

school options. This is done by

properly presenting the great

wealth of information available

today. "We believe that students

should make their own conscious

educational choices. The idea that

only a computer can deal ef-

fectively with one's future is un-

satisfactory. It should be em-

phasized for students that their

futures are in their own hands, that

the situation is completely

manageable, that it's entirely

possible to investigate graduate

schools in a systematic and

comprehensive manner and come

up with a sensible choice. That's

what the Guides are for." These

are recent comments of Peter W.

Hegener, founder and publisher of

the Guides, and former director of

graduate school advising at

Princeton University.

All students are urged to consult

their faculty adviser's copy of the

Guide covering their areas of in-

terest, or to use the set sent to:

Mrs. Dorothy B. Hardesty

Placement Officer

Career Planning and Placement

Service

Whitmore Administration Building

.earn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld parking hetdiches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Century Shopping Plazt! Fre« parking tor over 100 ears!

WESTFIELD -- NORTHAMPTON j?"SEJ DR
10 BROAD ST 160 PLEASANT ST. 1847 MEMORIAL DR.,

Next to P.O.
'

Opp. Nhamp. Jr. College On North-South Hwy.

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE . 205 HIGH ST. . . . Next to Holyoke Nat'l. Bank

Make it a Special

Christmas . . . Make those

Special Gifts yourself I

Knit or crochet a shawl, vest, hat,

scarf, sweater . . .

Sew up a quick long skirt, tie,

robe, dress, shirt . . .

We have the nicest materials --

you supply the love.

FASHION FABRICS
OF AMHERST

103 North Pleasant St.

Special Sale Until Christmas

f*NTS*HAlS
POSTERS

§KTtflfiCnoNX^ -fops • TERCTft

BEHIND

SUPERFICIAL SMILE<£»

Now You See It, Now You Don't
Andre Kole, one of the world's

foremost inventors of magical

effects and billed as "America's

leading illusionist." will appear in

the Cage, Thursday. December 9 at

8:00 P.M. Tickets are $2.00 at the

door, or $1.00 in advance at a table

in the Campus Center Concourse or

by calling 549-6149.

Kole, whose performances have

taken him to all 50 states and

Canada and to almost 50 other

countries, has appeared on

national television in 38 countries.

He has given special performances

before presidents, ambassadors,

and other civic and government

officials. In one year alone, he

spoke to more than 50 million

persons through personal and
television appearances.

Since the beginning of his career,

Kole has developed his own
illusions. In one year, he invented

more than 1,000 magical effects

and ideas. For a number of years,

he had his own company which
built and sold some of his in-

ventions to magicians throughout

the world.

For the past ten years, Kole has

devoted the major portion of his

time to performing and speaking

on the leading college and
university campuses of the world.

Two years ago, Andre Kole per-

formed here in Bowker Auditorium

before a packed audience of over

900 people. His performances in-

clude demonstrations of clair-

voyance, extrasensory perception

and dematerialization, a

demonstration and expose of

spiritualism, and a discussion of

predictions for the future.

Kole's tours are made in con-

junction with Campus Crusade for

Christ International, an in-

terdenominational student
Christian movement active on

hundreds of United States cam-
puses and in more than half of the

major countries of the world.

The Newman Club Announces Its

Annual

Book Fair and Christmas Store

Books - Posters - Medalions

Christmas Cards -Centerpieces - Candles

Contemporary and Religious Items

Open after all the Sat. & Sun. masses
Now till Christmas in the

Newman Center Library

UIMUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM
7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS - 30 minutes with emphasis on local

reporting.

7:30 p.m. RADIO THEATRE - this new program is part of an ex-

perimental series in live radio theatre.

8:00 p.m. UJAMAA DRUM - the popular black program with jazz, soul,

poetry and black commentary plus news prepared by the news staff of

Ujamaa Drum, (three hours)

11 :()0 p.m. LATE NIGHT NEWS - another full half hour report with a five

minute recap at 11:25.

1 13, p m THE JOHN LORING SHOW - music til 3:00a.m.

1:00 a.m. THE BEST OF SHERLOCK HOLMES - a half hour radio

drama from oldtime radio.

1:30 a.m. John Loring returns with music.

HATCH Spaghetti SPECIAL

Action

Interviews for the University

Year for Action Program Mon.

Dec. 6th-Dec. 10th, 513 E.

Pleasant Street. Appointments

not necessary.

SUNDAY NITE

Brady's

Bunch

at the

CHEQUERS

Heaping Platter

of

Hot
Spaghetti
covered with

Meat Sauce
plus

Hot
Garlic Bread

ONLY

S9

7

Served in the

Student
Union Hatch

everyfaturdfiy^vm |flfl».;j°f
m.

MANUFACTURERS CLOSE-OUT

Standard Pro 2000 Stereo Cassette Deck

Rated as last year's finest.

Designed to run with

TDKSD Tape.

Amherst Audio has

limited supply of

these fine machines.

Factory sealed and

guaranteed.

$90 .00

m SPECIFICATIONS
Power Source ,

AC 120V 60 Hz

Power Consumption *" "

Recording System AC Biasing Dual Track

4 Track 2 Channel Stereo/Monaural

Erasing System AC Erasin«

Recording Time TDK SD C9°

Semiconductors
Transistors 20

Diodes 18

Input Terminals • Mic
-
Jack X2

Max. Sensitivity 0.3mV

Agreeable Impedance 600~2KQ
eAux. Jack X2

Max. Sensitivity 70 mV
Input Impedance 100K12

Output Terminals eOutput Jack X2

eOutput Level

Hight 0.6 V

Medium 0.2 V

Low 0.07 V

Agreeable load impedance 100K12

• Stereo Headphone Jack XI

Load Impedance 8H

Tape Speed 4.8 cm/sec lij. ips)

Wow Flutter ° 296

S/N Ratio
45dB

Frequency Response 30-15 KHz

Total Distortion R.tio 2% L«»* than

r,« lniI cff-rtiuitv 60 dB More than

DZL'r
y
.:::::::::::::....... ™«™^»rj" ,37/8",H

x 227 mm <815/16*) D

Weight 45!* IM '»«>

LIST PRICE $169"

AMHERST AUDIO
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ROOM-CHOOSING

For The Spring Semester

DATES: Monday, December 6 - Friday, December 10

Monday, December 6

- students who wish to remain in their present rooms should notify

their head of residence on this date

Tuesday, December 7

- students who wish to move to available space within their present

residence hall may sign up with their head of residence on this date

Wednesday and Thursday, December 8 and 9

- students who presently reside in a residence hall who wish to move

to another residence hall may sign up with the head of residence of

the new residence hall on these dates

Friday, December 10

- students presently residing off-campus who wish to move on-campus

may sign up with the head of residence on this date

Note: Students who have not paid the Room Security Deposit will not be reserved a

residence hall space.

5 College Area Bulletins

Have you ever gone to an air

meet: If not, here's your op-

portunity. The Collegiate Flying

Club is hosting a regional air meet

all day Saturday starting at 9 A.M.

at Turners Fall Municipal Airport

in Turners Fall. This is the first

time in this area that flying clubs

at various colleges and universities

have had a chance to compete with

one another.

The air meet will consist of three

events: power-on and power-off

spot landings and a bombing

competition. Marks are placed on

the runway and it is up to the pilot

to land at the center line. For each

line away from the center mark,

points are added to his score and

that of the team The fewer points

you have, the better chance of

winning. The bombing event

requires the pilot to fly over a

mark at 200' to 400' and his bom-

bardier to drop tagged water

ballons on the area.

The colleges use Cessna 150's

and Cherokee '40's and one college

is to bring a DC 3. This is the first

big event the Club has had and it

needs backing. It's free and
refreshments will be sold. Take
North Pleasant Street to Route 63.

Follow R63 for about ten miles and
turn left at the Lake Pleasant sign.

Follow this road to the end. Take a
left, and a mile or so on the right is

the airport.
* * *

Congressman Parren J. Mitchell

(D-Md). a member of the U.S.

Congressional Black Caucus, will

speak on "Black Politics in the

1970's" at Amherst College Sun-

day.

The first-term Democrat from
Baltimore will speak at 1 p.m. in

Johnson Chapel. The event is open
to the public without charge.

Active in the first session of the

92nd Congress, Congressman
Mitchell was particularly in-

terested in the areas of human
rights and the reordering of

domestic and military priorities.

Prior to his election to the

Congress, Congressman Mitchell

served as the director of the

Community Action Agency in

Baltimore and as a head of the

Maryland Human Relations
Commission. A former professor of

sociology at Morgan State College,

the Congressman was the first

black to be admitted to the

graduate school of the University

of Maryland.
In the Congress, Mitchell serves

on the Banking and Currency
Committee and the Committee on

Small Businesses. He successfully

introduced an amendment in the

former body exempting low in-

come workers from the President's

wage-price freeze. He is also

chairman of the Congressional

Black Caucus' subcommittee on

black enterprise.

to return to the air Monday, news bureau spokeswoman, was a

December 6, according to the burned out transmission line. A
UMass News Bureau. special replacement part is being

The cause of their silence, said a flown in from Illinois.

* * *

WFCR, Five College Radio,
which has been off the air since

11 :30 Wednesday morning, expects

WE INVITE YOU TO

VIGIL
Sunday December 5 marks

the beginning of the sixth year

AMHERST WEEKLY
VIGIL FOR PEACE IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA

Amherst Town Common . 12 p.m. Sundays

Sponsored by the Peace and Social Concerns
Committee of the Mt. Toby Monthly Meeting of Friends

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

69 Firebird, perfect condition. 37.000

miles, vinyl roof, automatic. 350. Vtt. good
tires. IINO0 or offer. Call Don. 253-2779.

U12-8

R5 Volkswagen Bug. good condition,

new engine, generator, brakes, 1500. Call

Tom between 4 and 6 at 253-5345.

tflZ-8

1971 Toyota Mark II. Mr., two cc eng..

no h.p.. 4 speed, std., AM /KM radio, 5

good Urea It 2 new snows, I30M ml. Call

evenings 5494M24.
tflZ-7

1985 Corvair Monza. 4 speed, AM-FM
radio, good condition, no rot, good Urea,

new exhaust and clutch, 1150. 253-5344.

HIM

60 Rambler good engine, no trans., extra

wheels and tires. Will sell all or parts ISO

or best offer. Call Zlg 25*41*50 after fi.

til 2-3

1941 Cadillac Antique Classic. Engine

and interior perfect. Must sell, only 1800.

Call Ron at 5494472 eves.

TIM
19*5 I'lmtiac. perfect cond . completely

winterised, new Urea. 1485. 19*3 Dodge
runs well 1270. Call eves 1-534-8577 or

MHM,
tf!2-3

70 cyclone G.T.. auto, trans., p. steering.

P brakes. 351. 4bbl.. snow tires. Incl., exc.

condition, low ml. Call 8-7132.

MM
R4 Kord Econollne. good engine. 74.000

mi. Best offer. Lenny S4«-5388.

tfl2-7

fiipont., runs wejl. need money, leaving,

make offer over 1300 and you take it away.

Kull Power. 536-8809.
12-3

19*5 I'ontlac Tempest convertible, new

halterv. I tires, book value 1500, sell for

1250. Call Matt 538-2.154 (MHO.
12-3

FOR SALE

I Optimus I Speakers. 4 mos. old. were

1 160. tmlv 1 100. Call 54*-9N04. MM
(ilbson :i:i5. early 69 's, perfect cond..

|:NM. Also Fender super-reverb amp 1200.

(all Steve 54*41748.

HIM

Upright piano, excel, coodtn. Best off.

S 1941937.

TIM

Men's suede fringe veal site large;

mens ski boots site 1 1. 1 15; double burner

hot plate. Call Mike 25«-*4e8 leave mess
HIM

2 VW Continental snow tire* with rims.

used 5*0 miles, like new. 139. Walt 3*9 4413.

Fits 99417 VW's.
tfl2-3

Dunham Hiking Boots Women's site 8.

New and never uaed, tan suede Call 549-

«5I4.
tfI24l

Guitars: Acoustic. K.lectrlc. Classical.

All way below retail Sale on some. Prices

start at 130. Call: 546-7972 or vltH 299

Webster. MM
Fender Bandmaster speakers * cabinet,

(ilbsnn amp with reverb. Other ac-

cessories also for stereo. Call Jack W. 545-

»Mi7n

TIM

Tyrallan boot* by Dunham, discount

prices. Call 54949)74.
HIM

New double burner hot plate. 1 15.1

'.19*971.

I. Call

tfl2-8

Guitars! Estrada Classical, nylon
strings, excellent - condition. 185; Ties Co
electric, new 150. will bargain. Call Tom 6-

9085.

HIM

Camera for sale Yashlca a twin lens

reflex with tripod. BC flash and bag.

Asking 145. Cliff 328 Puffton Village 549-

8537. Call after 6 p.m.
TIM

National Ski Patrol belt, bandages,

splints etc. Still intact. Uaed 4 times

Blue Navgahyde 1 10. Call Craig 588-25*2.

MM
New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo

253-3148.
tfaem

Fiaher stereo compact and skis. -boots.

poles, all like new. Call Bob eves 549-6865.

12-3

Kowa Setn SLR Camera 135. 85, 35 mm
lens, original cases, books, and boxes. New

1370. asking 1200 or best offer. Call John

548-7487.
TIM

Sleeping bag 1 10. Baritone Ukelele I IS.

Call mornings 253-5920.

Lear Jet 8 Track Auto Tape Deck with

two rear deck mount speakers 145. Call

evenings 5494B24.
tfl2-3

Siamese cat. beautiful seal point. 120.00.

(all S494R74.
HIM

Skis for sale, head 360. exc. cond..

Marker heel. Nevada toes 165. Call 545-

(1172 before 10 a.m. or late p.m. Ask for

Jim.
TIM

1909 Yamaha DTI B 250cc Enduro

knohhv lire. gd. cond. Call Nina 548-8013.

12-3

\ Mas Time-Suede makes ideal gifts. I

have suede, pants jackets, skirts, midi's

and skins. Wholesale prices. Jon, 115

Chadhourne. MM.
tf 12-7

1965 V W. Bur for sale, very good con-

dition New brake job 1970 rebuilt engine 4

Rood tires ( 2 snow > excellent body, radio

heater 253-9619 afler 5 p.m.

RCA H/lk. Tape PI. I yr. old. gd. cond..

Ig sel. tapes. Incl . 1150. New. best offer,

(all Sue 253-9849 anytime.
tf 12-3

84 VW Bug. new bat., tires, rebuilt eng..

new red paint 1550. sun roof. ex. cond. Call

Jerry 545-2501. 788-1751 after 5 p.m.
tl 1 *"J

(ilbson Thunderblrd Batt; w.. case

Ii35.no. or best offer. Also *»ed Rock

records, exc. cond.. |l.»/rgc. Call S3-

5945. keep trying.

Discount Stereo Componenta. comparts.

T V s 29-40% off list price. Factory sealed

and warranty. Jim JenaenMM ^

(.old Band Diamond Ring. Con be teen

12 noon to 2*9 p.m. Call Nancy MJ»

(.ultars Martin. Yamaha Aria. Har-

mon* also Dulcimers and Auloharps_ Find

out what you want, then see me for better

price. John 6-5401.

m*J,.S»*J. Discount Stereo Componenta,

JmB brand. Alto: MjJIgJ
Baker sTereo. Call Barry or Dave S46-6963

4-5:39.
tfl2-.1

PERSONAL

To Gruff Bear-it '. been a good 1st Lets

keep It that way HtPPV Dec 4. Honey

Bear l2.j

Zoomer-llow can 1 be D.O.T.W. when
you already are Dinkus RexMut?-SDS-
Crack.

12-3

Bill-Don't forget your pill. If It doesn't

make you better your body shirt will. Your
32.

12-3

The Shadow knows.
tf!2-3

Ron lleibert G. student please call Nina
548-80 1 3.

U12-3

The Shadow Knows.
tf!2-3

ROOMMATES WANTED
F. rmmt. to share 2 bdrm. apt., frntho.

frplc. grg. 2 firs, of old hte. Dec. or Jan.

Judy 13 Middle St.. Hdly 586-3784. 1130

dp /mo. ht incl.

TIM

Female roommate to share room in Ig.

farmhouse ISO/month plus utilities Call

5494)338.

tf!2-3

Puffton Apt. needs 2 roommates in Jan.

Call 54941822 eves

MM
Female roommate to share Townhouse

apt.. |7*/mo. - own room. Call 25841467

avail. Dec. I.

HI2-7

I need a place for second semester. Own
room preferred, male, over 21. 54941570.

tf!2-7

Roommate wanted: available for

second semester. Apt. two miles from

campus. Call 256-8020 after 6 p.m. David
tflM

Married student couple will share apt.

with girl student. Located behind Orchard

Hill Rent 150460 per month. 54941416.

1(12.1

Woman and cat ( spayed ) need a room In

house or apt. In Amherst area. Can afford

up to 175. oo/month. Call 54941514.

MM
We don't discrimate 2For 2M wanted for

Ig. bedroom w/bath In 3 bedroom Puffton

Apt. rent 55/mo. 54941057.

MM
SERVICES

Typing done with Olympia Elec.

Typewriter. Paper supplied without

charge. 50< per page. Call 549-1009

Presidential Apartment. MM
Passports & grad school pictures 24. hr.

service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

tfsem

Amherst Audio service*. Stereo com-
ponenta. tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 25*4)133.

tf5-12

Grand opening. Mlke't tpeed equip-

ment, starts Wednesday. One case of

Valvollne Oil. one Grant steering Wheel
Kit to be given away. Rt. 9. Hadley. SR6-

3959.

tf!2-7

Taking orders for handmade leather

bags and things. Order now, get before

Christmas. Reasonable prices. 5494U3I.

TIM

Babysitting in my home anytime:

weekends, nights. Call Pam at S364M76.

MM
FOR RENT

One bedroom apt. In Puffton Village

dishwasher, disposal, avail. Jan. I. Take
over lease. Please come to 270 Puffton and

ask for Bill or Bob.

MM
i bdrm. efflc. apt. avail. Dec. I inclu all

utll.. exc. gas. 1 1 10 mo., partly furn. 85 No.

Whitney St., Apt. B-l. Call 253-2702.

TIM

6 hed mis 2 baths, kitchen & rec. room
in I lolyoke , 1 4 m lies from U . of M . All utll .

,

ex. phone. Much Furn. 1300 per month.

Call 323-7893. MM
I bdrm. efflc. apt., avail. Dec. I, inclu all

utll.. exc. gas. 1 1 10 mo., partly furn. 85 No.

Whitney St.. Apt. B-L MM
TYPING

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem symbols. Call 253-3601.

U12-21

ROOM WANTED
2 male students want 2 tingle rooms for

2nd. semester Can pay 1*0. I6S. Please

call 546-5036. aak for Mike, evenings.

MM

MOVIE
"CANDY" STARS EWA All. IN

RINGO. BRANDO. HUNDREDS MORE.
MUSIC BY STEPPENWOLF * THE
BYRDS. (IN COLOR 1969). "CANDY"
SAT.. DEC. 4. MAHAR. 6:30-8:45-11:00.

UI2-3

"Wholeearth Image Language" multi-

projection film slide environments by

Harry Schonhaut. Wed.. Dec. 8 at 8 A 9:30

p.m. Thompson 108 50*. MM
When comedy was king-Laurel & Hardy

Kealon4 haplln & others. Thomp 104,

Thurs. A Frl. Dec. 2*3, 7% 9 p.m. SO*

.

12-3

HELP WANTED
Live-in woman for infant care. Will

prov. in return pvt. rm. cooking facll..

srmi-pvt. bath, living area furn.. 2 1/2 mi.

from camp. 549-1112.

tf!2-9

WANTED
Flute -Clarinet - Sax

Andy Hacks 655-8079.

. i.i// - Classical.

HI2-8

Band wanted to play the night of Dec. 18

for Beta (hi Christmas Party. Call Joe

HMM afler 6 p.m. and give price.

til 2-8

Wanted A or B Psych Research Paper.

10-15 pages, almost any topic. Will pay.

(all Kathy 54941596.

If 1 241

English term paper on pertinent moral

issue, will pay. Call Joan 253-7148.

MM
Ride to Northampton Sat. morning for

8:30. foreign service exam. Call Beth at

253-5258 evening.
12-3

Ride to Wisconsin X'mas vacation. Call

Singh 64)93*. MM
APT. WANT ED

Puffton sublet wanted. I -bedroom for

second semester. 54941570.

MM
Wanted apt. In center of Amherst for

spring semester, reasonable rent I* a

must. Call Craig evet. 5*6-2562.

MM
Wanted 2 bedroom apartment In Puffton

Village tUrtmg In Jan. or Feb. Call Mark
at 256-8723 after 6 p.m.

MM
APTS. FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt.. Squire Village,

couples /married? Available Jan. I. rent

1 19* Includes utllttlet. Call 666-32 I 8 or «65-

2203. MM
MT. SUGARLOAF APTS. Avail. Jan I.

Ig. 2 bdrm utll. included alr-rond.. pool

1185. (all Skibiskl Realtors 253-7222, eve.

253-2*2*.

tf 12-22

LECTURE NOTES

S.E.S Rm. 318. Student Union, has notes

for Anthro 104, Bot 101, Econ 125, 126, Geol

101, Micro 140. Phil 105. Psch and Soc 101.

MM
Lecture notes are available for Psych

262. 263. 270, 280, 301. 302, Soc . 256, Zoo 101.

135. and others. SES Room 318 Student Un.
Mm

GARAGE FOR RENT

Garage for rent, store your classic,

sports, or race car for the winter. Call Jeff

at 253-7700 leave name & number.
MM

FREE
Free kittens. 9 weeks old. trained. 256-

6155 or 5454»889 Jim.
tf 12-3

Kittens. 6 weeks, weaned & trained. 4

black. 2 tigers. 5494)979.

MM
Free male barkless Batenji to a good

home. Has had all shots and la registered

Housebroken. Call after 5:30 665-2931.

12-3

TRAVEL

Nassau -I i w, from Boston & N.Y.. hotel

flight, transfers. 12/20-27. 12/23-29. 12/27-

1/3 Ski Australia -1325, IS days, flight,

hotel, meals, transfers, Insbruk, deluxe
package. London-t 187. flights in January.
Call-Student Flights 584-1050.

tf!2-l5

Crimson Travel offers low coat spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

For more info, call Rich Margil, 412

Dwight 54541791.

tfl2-l0

BUSINESS
~

OPPORTUNITIES

Play music in a band" Interested in

tkiing? Combine the two in the greatest

husiness np|Mirlunit> yet: Needs solid

musicians for winter. Dave Tvl94>679.

11*12111

SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

Complel list of businesses requiring

summer employees-waiters-waitresses-

kitchen help-clerks-camp councillors-

chambermaids, etc. Includes application

form Send 12.00 to: STUDENT JOB
ol'I'OHTUNITV BOOKI.KT R.R. I. Box

ll-c. Orleans. Mass. MM. MM
LOST

Anyone finding red wallet belonging to

Marilyn Kennedy mall to 26 Main St..

Amherst. ID'S very Important.
tf 1 2-8

Yang Is lost again, large, short, blond

hair dog. lovable, affectionate and

missed by all of us. Please call Stu at S46-

6740. MM
JOBS

International Jobs -Euros*. 8. America.

Asia. Aust . USA. Openings In all fields

Sac. Sri. But. Sri, Engineers, Ed. etc.

Alaska Construction * Pipe Work Ear

nlngt to 1590 weekly. Summer or per-

manent.
Paid expenses. Bo nutei. travel.

Complete current Info- only 13. Money
back guar. Write now! International Emp.
Box 72I-M5I6. Peabady Mat*. 91969.

MM
ENTERTAINMENT

Rock Rand Phoenix, now available for

your xmat party. Good hard driving dance

music Can Carl at 2634)371 for In

formation. MM
STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING
Register your book In ST. Rm. 118.

F.very student with your course next

semester will need your books save I

money, sell direct. tfsem.
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ATTENTION TWINS.
Important survey being done--

please call Jean ( 69678 > if you

qualify.

BKLC'HERTOWN. VOLUN-
TEERS:
There will be a bus leaving

Whitmore for the State school at

12:45 on Saturday. All new
volunteers welcome.
BIBLE STUDY:
Where did I come from? Where

am I going9 Why am I here? We'll

answer these and more Monday
nights 7:30-9 in CC 904-908. Bibles

provided or bring your own. Free.

CHRISTIANS:
Bus leaving for Florence Cong,

on Sunday from in front of the

Newman Ctr. at 8:35; the bus

station opp. Morrill at 8:37;

Hamlin at 8:40 and Emerson on

Univ. Dr. at 8:45.

COFFEE HOUSE:
The Really Big Shoe -Coffee

house at Cance house, SW, 8 p.m.

on Friday. Refreshments served.

CONCERT:
Jonathan Edwards and Bill

Workmen in concert on Tuesday,

Dec. 7 in SU Ballroom. Tickets in

RSO office.

GORMAN HOUSE BABYSITTING
SERVICE:
Do you need a babysitter?

Available names and telephone

number registered in Gorman. Call

5464546 or 5469537.

SPECIAL MELVILLE COFFEE
HOUSE:
Saturday at 7 p.m. Featuring the

new Ed Vardas Electric Off-White

Blues Band. In the Melville

Dateroom. All are welcome.
NEWMAN CLUB:
A Book Fair will be held in the

Newman Ctr. this Sat. from 9:30-8

p.m. and Sunday from 8-to 1 pm
and 7-8 pm.
OPEN HOUSE:
Open house at TEP, 418 N.

Pleasant St. on Friday at 8:30 to ?

SWINGING SINGLES—OVER 21

CLUB:
Meeting in Alumni Hall 9 pm

Friday. "Oldie But Goodie Night"

Refreshments will be served.

PROJECT TEN:
People interested in joining

Project Ten, the University's
"experimental college", stressing

creativity, self-directed learning

and freedom of choice, should visit

Pierpont in Southwest, the Project

office, and pick up an application

For any questions, call 5450871 10

am to 5 pm.
SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS:
Come help build the Yurt.

Thursday thru Sunday 8 to 15

people are needed per hour. 9-4 pm.
Si^n up sheets are available in

John Adams lobby. The Yurt will

be located in the Southwest corner

in back of Pierpont Thanx.
SIT DENT ART ASSOCIATION:

All students who want their work
in the first show of the Art Assoc.

should bring their work to the

Student Union Gallery Saturday
morning at 9 pm. Prints and
drawings should be framed if

possible.

40 SENIORS

are needed

for an effective

SENIOR

COMMITTEE

Next meeting

will be held

Mon. Dec. 6

at 7 p.m.

Notices
FroshHoopmenHost Dartmouth

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP:
Sunday at 2 pm in CC 174. New

comers welcome-Free-Come see.

Only 7 more.
LOST:

In area of Puffton, grey tiger

striped long-haired 5 mo. old male
kitten. Pink flea collar. Please call

5491759.

FOUND:
Two or 3 mo. old puppy in

vicinity of Goodell Labrary. Call

George eves. 3237304.

Hitchiker thumbing to Lynnfield

Dec. 1 left glasses in my car. Call

617-6963738.

Contact lenses, in the Goodell

Library office Lost and Found,
50284.

Tape cartridge, in a parking lot,

about 4 wks. ago. Call Sue at 61431.

Pair of gloves Wednesday in

Bartlett Aud. Call 5466405.

Female kitten, 9 wks. old, house

broken, grey tiger with orange
spots. Call 5862492, after 5 pm.
Chi Omega pinky ring in

Goessman 256. Contact CC lost and

found.

to
PINNING8:
Thomas Parnell, '73, PLP

Marlene Nahabedian. '74, SSS.

Donna Petzold, '74, Van Meter

No. to Edward Jordan, Theta Chi,

Duke University.

ENGAGEMENTS:
Ann Chandonait, '73, Van Meter

No. to David Rodriguez,

Lexington.

Ruth Goodwin, '74, Van Meter

No. to Steven Callahan, U.S. Navy.

Marilyn Boyd, '72, Van Meter

No. to James Thompson,
Washington State.

Mary Ellen Borteck, '72,

Crampton to David Levine, '72,

Kappa Sigma.
Paula J. Gemborys, '72, Pi Beta

Pi to Stephen D. Chase, '72 Phi Mu
Delta.

Patricia Holland, '73, Melville to

Edward Hmieleski, Northampton.

Marilyn Clinch, '73, Dickenson to

William Rapp, '73, Dickenson.

Beverly R. Swartz, '72, Sigma
Delta Tau to Allen J. Goldberg, '71,

UMass.
Jean Liddy '72, IGU to Bill

Goolishian, '72, UMass Boston.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAI*<

Leo is naturally optimistic; there always

is a "party in the wings " Leo is lite and

son, Leo is the show and the magnetism
that makes the world continue to whirf.

ARIES (March 21 April 19) : Basic issues

are spotlighted These include home,

property, relations with older person Real

estate opportunity could be in picture.

Stress the practical Leave speculation tor

another time.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Accent on

visits, special contacts, ability to get ideas

into action You get reimbursed tor efforts

Some who seemed mdifterent now express

enthusiasm Support comes trom unusual

source
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Money comes

your way Project is completed You gain

added recognition Finish rather than

initiate activity. Aries plays prominent

role Be vital, active and alert Pounce on

opportunity
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Lunar cycle

high, circumstances favor your efforts

Take initiative Lead rather than follow

Emphasize independence, originality Take

a chance on ideas, abilities Purchase

apparel

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Charitable

projects, theater, romantic illusions are

featured You may have to work behind

scenes Not easy for you but it is now
necessary Prepare Planl seeds Make
contacts

VIRGO 'Aug 23 Sept 22) Accent on

friends, hopes, special desires You learn

something more about income which comes
from professional endeavors. Social contact

is valuable Be available See and be seen

Gc! around
ii BRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Ambitions can

be fulfilled Key is to be thorough One in

position of authority now is close observer.

Be confident without being arrogant Do
what must be done and be efficient

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Good lunar

aspect now coincides with journeys, extra

curricular studies. Exchange ideas. Get

thoughts on paper Prepare format. Fine

for submitting manuscripts for publication.

Spread influence.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): You
may be concerned with what is obscured or

hidden Occult intrigues. Money earned by

mate or partner comes up for discussion.

Family affairs dominate. Budget is talked

about and revised

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 1?) Lie low

Do more listening than asserting Learn

through observation Heed inner voice.

Check legal angles of any enterprise Mate

or business partner asks penetrating

questions. Be prepared

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18): You may
want to lie low and live high. But key is

moderation, proper pacing and timing.

Traveling relative may be exaggerating

special reports. Avoid extravagance. Keep

medical appointments.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Accent on

children, creative endeavors You gain by

backing your own hunches Others now

come to you for advice. Be helpful, but

refuse to get involved in lover's quarrel.

You will comprehend
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

laugh a great deal, bul you also cry on the

nside Very few persons know the real you.

This is partly because you don't always

understand yourself Recent changes at

home work to your benefit You enter cycle

now which does lead to self discovery. Not

all a bed of roses but ultimate gain and

growth are indicated

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

PEANUTS

° kIA

B. C.

Kodak
• SALES & REPAIRS

CAMERAS
ACCESSORIES

• FILM PROCESSING

LANG'S PHOTO
AGFA
NIKON
MINOLTA
PRAKT1CA
SAWYER
FAMICONI
BRAUN

. and others

STUDIO
• RENTALS OF STILL & MOVIE EQUIPMENT

• SPECIALISTS IN CUSTOM PHOTO
FINISHING (COLOR & BLACK & WHITE)
COMPLETE STOCK OF DARKROOM

EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS
"Want To Learn Photography?

JOIN OUR CLUB!"
We Have the Service You've Been Looking for

253-3148
460 West St., South Amherst - Route 16

and 183 No. Pleasant St.

( next to Whole Wheat T rading Co.)

Crossword Puzzle

J

ACROSS

1 Animal's foot

4 Lane
8 Ward off

12 The self

13 Three toed

sloth

14 Great Lake

15 Ventilate

16 End
18 Fees
20 Narrated

21 Note of scale

22 Equality

23 Greenland
settlement

27 Possesses
29 Deface
30 Delineate

31 Conjunction
32 Place

33 Dance step

34 Babylonian
deity

35 Boundary
37 Uppermost

part

38 Snake
39 Prepare for

print

40 Free of

41 Indefinite

article

42 Mountains
of Europe

44 Sojourn
47 Sieves

51 Males

52 Tense

53 God of love

54 Emmet
55 Toward

shelter

56 Slave

57 Caustic
substance

DOWN

1 Fuel

2 Exchange
premium

3 Spheres

4 Places

5 Chemical
suffix

6 Intractable

person
7 Wit
8 Wheel

protectors

9 Period of time

10 Insect egg
11 River in

Scotland
17 Prefix: not

19 Behold!

22 Stroke
24 Symbol

for tantalum
25 High cards

26 Pile

27 Pit

28 Dry
29 Encountered
30 Hit lightly

32 Locate

33 Seed
container

36 Note of scale

Answer to Yesterday' i Puzzle
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37

38
40
41

43
44
45

Masonic 46 Heraldry:

doorkeepers grafted

Beast 47 Music:

Hindu queen as written

Hebrew 48 Hindu

month cymbals

A state (abbr.) 49 Regret

The caama 50 King Arthur's

Negate lance

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc
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NEVER FALL IN LOVE
WITH A 6N0U)FLAKE

by Johnny hart
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by Brant parkar and Johnny hart
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By FRED ROSENTHAL
After an impressive opening

game victory over the St. Anselm's

jV's on Wednesday, the UMass

freshmen basketball team will

take on the Dartmouth frosh

tomorrow night at the Cage at 5:30

Like the UMass frosh, Dart-

mouth has played only one game.

That was against the St. Michael's

JV's; and Dartmouth came out on

top by a score of 117-92.

Although the UMass frosh will

have a definite height advantage
(Dartmouth's tallest player is 6'4),

Dartmouth is a fast team. And, as

is indicated by the score of their

first contest, they are capable of

scoring a lot of points.

HIGH-FLYING FRESHMAN Jim Burke blows by a St. Anselm's

defender for two points in Wednesday night's opener. The 6*3 guard

from Needham had a big debut scoring 18 points. ( MDC Photo by Gib

Fullerton)

The Little Indians are a pressing

team and like the UMass varsity

have a pretty deep squad. Against

St. Michael's Dartmouth's high

scorer was a reserve forward, Ken
Bohlin, who scored 30 points in his

debut. Bohlin is from West
Boylston, Mass.
UMass will most likely start tht

same lineup they started against

St. Anselm's: Jim Burke and Tom
Gillams at the forwards, John

Murphy at center, and Mike
Flanagan and Bill Endicott at the

guards.

In the opener against St. An-

selm's John Murphy led all scorers

and rebounders with 25 and 13

respectively. Endicott had 22 and

Burke had 18. . The frosh shot about

50 percent from the floor in the first

game with Murphy leading the way
11 for 16; Endicott shot 10 for 17

and Burke shot 8 for 17.

Reserve forward Dave Dibble

was the second leading rebounder

with seven; Burke had six; and

Gillams and Endicott had five

apiece.

Volleyball

The Volleyball Club will meet

NCAA, regional champions

Saturday at Springfield College's

Field House at 2 p.m. The club is

informal like the Rugby Club and is

trying to become a full-funded

varsity team. They plan to com-

pete in the Eastern NCAA,
regionals in mid-March.

The club is looking for ex-

perienced players, but anyone may
contact Yorgos Courmouzis at 546-

5445.

Charlotte 50th

In Nationals
Charlotte Lettis placed 50th in

the Woman's National Cross

Country championships held in

Cleveland, Ohio. She ran with a

field of over 150 through rain and

mud. Mrs. Doris Brown of Seattle,

Washington, won for the fourth

time. Charlotte said about the

race, "I wasn't prepared for this

competition; there were a lot ol

experienced runners."

1

Two Big Trades

;

F. Robby, Allen Go
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - The Los Angeles Dodgers acquired

superstar Frank Robinson and traded slugger Richie Allen in

separate deals Thursday.

The Dodgers swapped the controversial Allen to the Chicago

White Sox in exchange for pitcher Tommy John and infielder Steve

Hunt* Then Los Angeles acquired Robinson from the Baltimore

Orioles along with relief pitcher Pete Richert in exchange for four

young players. .

Robinson, 36. batted .281 with 28 homers and 99 runs batted in for

the Orioles last season.

He led the Orioles to the world championship in 1966, winning the

American League's Triple Crown.

He has also been instrumental in leading the Orioles to three

straight American League pennants.

He is the only player in history to be named the most valuable

player in both leagues, winning that honor in the National League

in 1961 and in the AL in 1966.

Allen 29, batted .295 with 23 home runs and 90 runs batted in for

the Dodgers last season.

The White Sox will be his third club in as many years.

The slugging outfielder-third baseman spent the first years of his

career with the Philadelphia Phillies before being traded to St.

Louis for one season and then on to the Dodgers. He has a career

oy JANIS AHMADJIAN
The UMass Varsity Swim Team

opens their 1970-71 season here

today against neighboring

Amherst College. The meet is

scheduled for 4:00 p.m. at Boyden
Pool.

Under the direction of Coach Joe

Rogers and Assistant Coach Bill

McCafferty the team has had

formal practice since the begin-

ning of November, however, the

swimmers have practiced in-

formally on their own since Sep-

tember in preparation for the

upcoming season.

Coach McCafferty named some
of the swimmers who will be

participating in the meet today.

UMass captain Herb Schuster will

be swimming Breast Stroke. Joe

Hebert will swim 200 Freestyle,

last week winning first place in the

Hampshire Regional AAU meet
and also third in 100 Freestyle.

The Sprinters this week are Dick

Blaisdell, Pete Ouellete, and
Spencer Sullivan. Grinding it out at

500 and 1,000 yards are Distance

Men Bruce Taylor and Jack Tyler.

Coach McCafferty also pointed out

that "two top swimmers, Bill

Op
Bridgman and Bob Okalit, are

ineligible to swim now but will be

able to starting in January."

The team has a busy schedule

ahead facing competition with

Wesleyan, Holy Cross, and Central

Connecticut this month.

Broadway Joe

To Upset Dallas

NEW YORK (AP) ) Broadway
Joe is back-arid he'll drop enough

bombs in Dallas to drop the

Cowboys back into second place in

the National Conference East.

That's the upset special of the

week, but it's not the only dropping

that'll be going on in this 12th

weekend of National Football

League action.

San Francisco will end up on the

short end of a Bay Area bombfest
against Kansas City and drop

behind Los Angeles once again in

the seesaw NFC West and Cin-

cinnati will drop in on Cleveland

and turn the American Conference

Central Division into a three-way

race.

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

Hext To The Poet Office

CAMPING

EQUIPMENT

FOR

CHRISTMAS

Open to 10 p.m. Mon. -Sat.

UNH
The UMass indoor track team travels to Durham tomorrow for a taste

of competition with UNH. The meet. is scheduled as a non-scoring prac-

tice event and its primary purpose will be to sharpen up the track team

with some unpressured competition.

New Hampshire boasts a fine indoor facility with fast asphalt track that

could produce some good early season times for the Redmen. The UMass

runners particularly the sprinters, will get an indication of what kind of

shape they are in, seeing that the Curry Hicks Track is not particularly

suited to sprinting. Likewise, the hurdlers, who are forced to train m the

Boyden Gym due to lack of facilities, will get a somewhat accurate image

of their progress when they run this practice meet.

The indoor season has a couple of weeks to go before it is really under

wav and many members of the team are passing this practice meet up in

order to proceed gradually with their training. As for the outlook of the

team it is hard to tell at this point, but it looks as though the sprints and

the hurdles will be two strong events. Among the returning sprinters will

be Ron Harris Tony Pendleton, and Dennis Busa who are proven per-

formers in championship competition. Jim Graves and Bob Landry will

pace a fine hurdling contingent.

Most of last years jumping squad will be returning and his includes

EdShaughnessy, John Osborne, Baron Littlefield, and Mark Whelan.

The distance squad contains harriers coming back from their recently

won Yankee Conference X-C Championship. They should contribute their

share of points to the Indoor Team.

Bill Gillin and Randy Thomas, the outstanding freshmen runners are

ioined by Doug O'Connell, Roger Nastka both sophomores, Rick Barry,

Mike McCusker, and Paul Segersten who is just returning from a leg

'Teterans Al Mangan, and Arnie Morse will take care of the middle

distance chores along with John Maloney, the freshman record holder.

The graduation of Ed Arcaro leaves the weight events in a weak

position; the Achilles Heal of the team.

The Freshmen should provide the depth needed for a strong contender.

TE(^
Open House Tonight

8: 30 to?

418 No. Pleasant St.

Priced Right

6" and 8" Lined and Insulated

Women's $11.95 - $13.95

Men's $14.00 - $22.00

Where Adam, John, Silvio,

and Paul will go to your
hood. If it hat anything to

do with hair. Thoy can do
it. porfoctly. . .For both
mon and womon.

2* Main St., Amhorst
Mon Fri , ? to 7 30

Satt toS

253-t2?3 42524271

e

c

1B3N^ sejnHio*

Vibram Soles and Heels

All Leather

Insulated For Warmth
Padded Insole

$23.00

Other Hiking Boots in leather &

suede from $14.00
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At Home And Away

It's A Catamount Weekend
Cagers Host New Style Cats

By EARLE BARROLL
It's a strange feeling for a team

to be in a position where not many
basketball people in the media

could care less about them. This is

the position that Vermont is in this

iathj OInUpgian

SPORTS
year. One publication says the

Catamounts are as cold as winter,

another rates them on the level of a

freshmen team.

But in actuality this is the type of

team that you have to worry

about... they come ready to play

and if verification is a mode of

satisfying the inquisitiveness of the

fan just take a trip back to

Burlington last December when a

fired up Vermont squad almost

caved the roof in on the Redmen
before falling in overtime, 79-68.

Since that time, a complete

metamorphasis in style has taken

place in Vermont basketball and

tomorrow night one of the best

coaches in the business. Art Loche,

brings his Cats to Curry Hicks

Cage to do battle with the Redmen
beginning at 7:30.

If you saw the Catamounts last

year you saw a methodical ball

control team with an emphasis on

stinginess on defense.

When you see them this year

you'll see a new wide open attack,

something new for Loche and his

Vermont basketball program.

And whatever the papers may
say and UMass coach Jack
Leaman will verify it, the Cats

always come ready to play and

they'll be ready tomorrow night, no

doubt.
*****

VARSITY M NOTES-On Wed-

nesday Jack Leaman and football

coach Dick MacPherson got the

winter luncheon schedule off to a

roaring start in more ways than

one.

MacPherson, in his last ap-

pearance of this year outlined next

year's football program which

includes two new opponents,

Harvard and Bucknell, both on the

SUCK SOPHOMORE RICK PITINO calmy moves the ball up

court in Wednesday's opening rout against St. Anselm's. Tomorrow

night he'll join fortes with John Betancourt. Mike Pagliara and

Peter Trow in raising havoc in the Vermont Backcourt. (MDC Photo

bv (lib Kullerton)

Skaters Have A Big

Date At Burlington
ByBILLBALLOU

Throughout last year's record-breaking season, Coach Jack Canniff's

skaters were literally unbeatable at home but had their problems in

enemy rinks. In the friendly confines of Orr Rink the Redmen took all 11

games played and started out this year in similar fashion with a

smashing 10-1 win over Salem State Wednesday night before the home

However, when it came time to face off away from home, UMass had

its problems, coming away with three wins and a tie for the ten games.

With this fact in mind, it will be interesting to see how the Redmen fare

when they open their road schedule Saturday night against Vermont in

Burlington. Last year the Catamounts and Redmen met three times and

each game was whisker close with UMass winning the one played in

Amherst and Vermont the two played in Burlington. The face-off will be

at 7:30.
. . „

Both teams are rated as powerhouses in Division II and chances are

pretty good that these two clubs will meet sometime along about March

when playoff time rolls around, so Coach Canniff and his Redmen would

like nothing better than to pick up a win on the Cats right off the opening

gun.

Wanting a win and getting it are two entirely different things however

and Li Mass will have to be at the top of their game to win this one. Canniff

figures that "When you step into the other guy's rink, right off the hat

you're spotting them a goal and a half" and things are complicated by the

"fact that Vermont has its usual strong club.

The Cats have twelve lettermen returning from last year, headed by

Ail-American defenseman Ted Yeates. Fred Hunt and Pat Wright will

head the Vermont attack, and although their statistics don't approach

those of Pat Keenan, both know where the net is.

Speaking of nets, that's one area in which the Redmen have reason to be

thankful for graduations. For graduation took two-time All-America

goalie David Reece, who played Scrooge last year not only to the Redmen

but to the rest of New England as well. This year the Catamount nets will

be tended by Junior Steve Eckerson, who as backup to Reece last season

had a pretty tough time of it.

The Redmen make the trip after their easy win over Salem State in

anything but an overconfident mood. They have a score or two to settle

with the Cats and as Jack Canniff put it, "If this team loses a game this

year, it won't be because they're not trying."

road. Dartmouth is off the schedule

for a couple of years, the Crimson

are their replacement.

Piel Pennington was operated on

yesterday, Paul Metajlo is slated

for the knife next Wednesday and

Bill Hale and Steve Schubert have

their day with the doctor on

Friday Mac said "Now the Doctor

is looking for Clarence Brooks."

Coach Leaman was his usual

rolicking self. His jokes were crisp,

his punch lines were sharp and his

uncanny knack of capturing the

crowd was at its best.

Jim Mulcahy, the President of

the Varsity M Club cracked a

comment at Msgr. Power-
s...Leaman got on Jim for this:

"You have to realize Jim that he

(Msgr. Powers) is a very vin-

dicative person. Last spring I

defeated him in golf and didn't

think much about it until I got

home and it snowed in my living

room for three days."

This entire crew will be on hand

tomorrow night at the Cage. They

can't promise a repeat per-

formance... one of them will be

busy trying to win a basketball

game.

Grapplers Open Title Defense

At New Haven vs. UConn, Yale
By JOHN BOCK

The itinerary that coach Homer Barr has prepared

for the wrestling team this weekend contains three

items - Find a place to lie down, beat UConn, beat

Yale.

The weeks of preparation are at a close and the

eliminations are over. What does it mean? It means

that after winning the New Englands and posting the

best record in UMass history, coach Barr and the

team are ready to go out and do it again. And the

beginning of doing it again is at New Haven tomorrow

when the Redmen wrestlers battle the Elis of Yale and

the Huskies of UConn in a triangular meet.

Last year Yale managed a 17-17 tie against UMass

while UConn fared much worse, taking a 42-0 shutout

on the chin The Yalies come back this year with at

least as good a team as evidenced by their 34-7 win

over Central Connecticut, third in the NEIWA last

year and a team that the Redmen were hard pressed

II anything is in the matmen's favor, it is the lact

thai they are going into the meet with Shelly Goldberg

•t the helm and most of the other NEIWA placers.

Another asset is the fact that UMass takes on UConn

I i M and then has a rest before tilting with Yale at

A fairly full team is traveling to New Haven and the

lineup looks like this:

U8-Dave Amato second in the New Englands in

1971

126 Barry Godowsky senior veteran from Delaware.

134-Senior and New England third Dave Reynolds

coming back with a 21-7 record.

142-Senior captain Shelly Goldberg has dropped the

weight and will see the action at this class. Shelly

takes an impressive 29-2-4 record and three NEIWA

firsts to New Haven.
150-Senior Clay Jester encountered no problems in

eliminations and will join the Redmen in the evening

to wrestle Yale Junior Peter Rock will hold the fort

against UConn.
158-Freshman Steve Rome makes his debut at this

weight class after besting Jim Godkin ineliminations

this week. Godkin. just back from a bout with the flu.

is a little out of shape but should be ready to wrestle

varsity in no time.

167-Freshman Chris Cadwallader has cracked the

Varsity lineup and shows good promise.

177-Senior Bruce Buckbee, back after a year's ab-

sence, returns with a 12-1 record and a New England

second place finish.

190-New England Champ Carl Dambman has

dropped to this weight class this year and looks

tougher than ever. Carl takes an 1 1-4 record
I

with
i

him.

Hwt -Chris Hodson takes the class that Dambman

vacated and looks to defend it well.

NO, IT'S NOT BOBBY ORR but it's close enough to UMass hockey

I a ns who have appreciated the smooth style of Pat Keenan in a

Hcdnian hockey uniform. Tomorrow night he and his teammates

take on powerhouse UVM in the unfriendly confines of UVM. (MDC
I'hoto b\ Bruce MacConnell)

WMUACoversRedmanHoop
Tomorrow night beginning at 7:20 Ken Best and Marty Kelley will call

all the action from Curry Hicks Cage as the Redmen open defense of their

Yankee Conference title against Vermont.
On Sunday night these two will host John Betancourt and Rick Pitino on

Sport Talk at 10 p.m. WMUA 91.1 fm

Poor Richard's I

'Take out the middle

and throw the rest away'
A Weekly Magazine

And whafs more, I think we ought to take Buckingham away from the pigs...

'

Part I-Everybody Needs A Mother
BY KAY M.RAYMOND

"In any emergency," they said. He
pulled on boots, and checked his fly and

left. Jogged through the 2 AM rain in his

Batman cape to the Campus Center to

consult her.

As he dashed drippingly into the

concourse he saw her by the Music

Room. At last! He hesitated. Were they

alone? Yes! He opened the door... A

dimly lit room the size of a bathtub,

carpeted, left half filled by a contoured

L
leather chair. As the door closed softly

behind him the Hare Krishna incense

reached him. "Please sit down,"

Soft, feminine voice. He jumped into

the seat, palms sweating on the padded

arm. His ear itched, "Computer
counselling, "she said, "is absolutely

confidential. No record of the content of

this information session is made unless

specifically requested by you. Voice-

print identification is used to prevent

disclosure of confidential information to

unauthorized persons. When you care to,

please tell me your identification

number."
Grabbing his rain-stained pouch, he

found the plastic card, really freaked

out picture he thought, as he read the

string of digits.

"Your identification is verified,

Paul," she replied. "Since this is the

first time you've come to see me let me
explain the process a little.

"The JGM Computer can respond to

verbal instruction in the form of keyed

words. When ready to start the coun-

seling process, please indicate by saying

ready" The Van Gogh reproduction on

the wall facing him became translucent,

finally a clear lavender glow covering

the wall from ceiling to floor.

She continued, "For ease in serving

your needs it would be helpful if you

turned through the directory by your left

arm."
A panel in the wall silently skimmed

open at eye level revealing a glowing

drum, also lavender. It slowly rolled

under his fingers.

"Look through the list of words until

you find one that generally relates to the

information you desire. When you have

selected the most appropriate word,

please tell me what it is
."

He looked at the directory, 'bilingual

bisexual bills biochemistry. " he

turned it a little faster, "hallucination

handicapped hangover Ph.D.

phenobarbitol philosophy phobia phone.

. sore sorority sorry soul Spanish

spasm speakers. ." he slowed down,

continued on P. 5A
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Aardvarks
I was down in the laundry room sorting underwear

when Rocco showed up with my package. He took one
look around the room and snarled, "Where is he?" and
sent my roommate down to get me. Rocco doesn't like to

be kept waiting.
He hung around for a while after I paid him. These

f[uys usually never bother to wait around to see if you
ike your package-they take the money and run, so to

speak.
The good thing about dealing with Rocco and the gang

is that they usually come up with decent shit. Once in a
while they slip some real trash in along with the good,
but that aoesn't happen often. Most of us think it's ex-
cusable, but we're in no position to bargain in any case.
This package was no exception. WelL it was in a way

because it was unusually good, even for Rocco. His gang
is somewhat small-time. They run an ice cream truck
business during the summer and resort to other things
when the weather gets bad. I've been working with
Rocco for a couple ofyears now. Twice a month, I never
know when, he brings a suitcase up to my room. And
twice a month I begin to have these tits of paranoia. I do
a lot of downs at the beginning and the middle of the

month.
Rocco gets nervous himself. He thinks it looks funny

for him to walk into a dorm with a suitcase. He used to

be a wrestler but he broke his pelvis one night when
some guy named Crazy Luke Graham bodyslammed
him. After that he got a job throwing pizzas up in the air

in some kind of pizza joint. The gang found him there
and put him to work in a more lucrative business. Rocco
likes his job, but Rocco still worries a lot.

He sat down on the edge of the bed while I squatted on
the floor over the open suitcase rolling a joint.

"You know," he began, "sometimes I envy you guys. I

mean, you guys can get fucked up whenever you feel like

it. Get up in the morning, smoke a joint. Wander around
for a couple of hours, get fucked up again. Man, I envy
you guys."
"Spoken like real trooper, Rocco," I said. "Here, why

don't you light this one up?"
"I don't know, man. The boss is kind of down on us

using the stuff. He'd get pretty pissed if he thought that
any of us were smoking."
"C'mon, Rocco. What harm is it going to do you? It's

great. All you do is smoke it like a cigarette and pretty
soon the walls start to drip blood or something. Maybe
tomato sauce. You'd like it, Rocco. Smoke it."

I held the joint out to Rocco. He hesitated for a
moment, then took it and lit it. He smoked the whole
thing himself and them left after sort of grunting,
"Goodbye ". He looked like he was pretty hign.
The next time I had any dealings with the gang they

sent someone new.
"Where's Rocco? How come he didn't come this

week?"
"I don't know," replied the new guy. "The last time

anybody saw him he was muttenng something about
weasels running along behind him scaring the pigeons.
The boss figured it was time Rocco had a rest so he
asked to be reassigned to our farms in Mexico. But you
know how Rocco was. Always trying to find something
better to do when he got bored with what he was doing.
The funny thing is that he asked to be transferred, and
that's the first time anyone in the outfit ever asked to be
sent to Mexico. We sent him. Figured if he was crazy
enough to want to go, let him go. By the way, this one's
on Rocco. He sent it up special for you. See you later."

I opened the suitcase. It was nine keys of bright green
Michoucan and a little note from Rocco. I rolled one and
sat smoking.
Rocco, I thought, just don't blow it.
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Jagger, Joplin And The Pop Star Image

Of all the figures produced by rock,

Mick Jagger is undoubtedly the most

startling. His sustained flamboyance,

demonic image and uncompromising

refusal to ingratiate have given him pre-

eminence as the greatest live en-

tertainer in rock history. On page 7A

Frank Baglione takes a look at the

Jagger image as seen in the Maysle's

Brothers picture GIMMIE SHELTER,
at the tragic Altamont free concert, and

in comparison to the image of Janis

Joplin, his closest female counterpart.

Featured also is Tina Turner having an

affair with her microphone. Read why
Jagger is the aristocrat of rock and roll,

"sneering, cynical and ultimately the

most humane." Page 7a
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Who Will Beat The Beatles?

Yeah for the Beatles! Go John! go
Paul! go George! go Ringo! What will

we ever do if one of the Beatles gets

killed in a plane crash, or, (sob) gets

married? What will we all do? Well,

relax, folks, because the Beatles beat us

all there and proved they can take care
of themselves. Nick Minotti reminisces
a little about those long-haired lads

from across the ocean and what they
mean to him.

J

Page 12a

Scott, Zelda And The Roaring Twenties

F. Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald were
prototypes of the Jazz Age. Their
raucous behavior was saved only by
their brilliant creativity, which led Scott
to write some of the finest novels in

American letters, yet left Zelda sear-
ching for an outlet. Nancy Milford has
written an absorbing, first-rate portrait
of this sensitive and lonely woman,
Karen Walsh reviews ZELDA which
tells some of the fabled, yet near
pathetic story of the Fitzgeralds. "She
was born to brighten the world," a
reviewer has written, "for a few short
years she dazzled it."

Nancy Milford has captured the near-
perfect romance of Scott and Zelda,
their fabulous youth in Europe during
the Twenties, and the emotional crises
which followed in one of the most
moving love stories of this century. Page 4a

Get'cha Prurient Interest Ready

Just kidding, friends. There's nothing
in this week's Poor Richard's to piss
anybody off, unless you happen to be a
pink, purple-spotted hippotamus with a
dubious background. If you are, then
our first suggestion is to pick up Poor
Richard, the dear, darling boy, and read
him.
Read Frank Johnson as he chops his

way through a thicket of jargon to ex-
plain some new electrical trinket. Read

the story on the next page that shocked
New York. Read our albums pages, this

week filled to the brim with Led Zep-
pelin, Elton John, Seatrain and several
more.
Miss our exciting films page, on

vacation this week, but do be sure and
catch the biggest surprise of them all-

Weekend!
And it's all coming up in the next II

pages.

The Middle Class Strikes
BY CLARK WHELTON

When Mayor Lindsay gets around to

writing Poor John's Almanac, one of the

little sayings certain to be included is:

any block worth busting is worth busting

right. The annotated edition will explain

that this means think big. Don't just

settle for chasing out the middle-class

families. Break up the enUre neigh-

borhood. Turn Brownsville into World
War III and the South Bronx into an open
sore. Stick a string of welfare hotels into

Greenwich Village and knock down a

community of self-built homes in

Corona. And if someone points out that

these changes have made life worse, not

better, in the area, then stencil him with

words like "racist" or "bigot" and open

fire on another neighborhood.

If Poor John's latest attempt at

progress-through-disorder goes ahead

as scheduled, his Almanac will probably

award it a special footnote of its own.

Right now on the edge of Forest Hills,

Queens, bulldozers are clearing an 8.6-

acre site for construction of three 24-

story buildings which will provide 840

apartments for elderly and low-income

tenants. Thousands of middle-class

residents of the area who have been

fighting this kind of public housing

project since 1967, are now picketing the

construction site at 108th Street and

Horace Harding Boulevard. They are

trying to tell John Lindsay and anyone

else who'll listen that they're terribly

afraid of the project as it's now
designed. The Mayor has responded by

calling their demonstrations
"deplorable" and by getting a court

order to prevent them from picketing.

No one in the city administration has

been willing or able to calm the fears of

these Forest Hills residents that the

three public housing towers-divided

into 60 per cent low-income and 40 per

cent elderly occupancy-will bring crime

and urban decay to their quiet neigh-

borhood of low-rise apartments and

private homes.
There is more at stake in this struggle

than the fate of one of the vanishing New
York City middle-class neighborhoods:

According to liberal Queens
Congressman Benjamin Rosenthal, who
opposes the present design of the

project, "this is a national test case to

determine whether the movers and

shakers of the housing industry in this

country can do whatever they want or

whether neighborhoods will be able to

influence their own future."

The opponents of the Forest Hills

housing project have compiled an im-

pressive list of technical reasons why
the present plan is ill-conceived. The

city paid the incredible sum of $300,000

an acre for this site after it had already

been rejected by private builders as

geologically unable to support apart-

ment buildings. Cost estimates for the

project have risen from $17 million to

nearly $30 million ($32,000 per apart-

ment), provided contractors can sink

support pilings down to a firm foun-

dation (previous pilings have disap-

peared in the soft subsoil). The 24-story

towers would not blend in with the

surrounding six-story buildings but

would stand separate and apart from

Feiffer

them. The project is located in a two-

fare transit zone and would strain

services, schools, and facilities already

inadequate for the present population.

Technical reasons, however, are not

the ones which lead most area residents

to oppose the project. The real reasons

are human and social. The residents are

afraid the project will bring to a

relatively safe neighborhood (mostly

white, but with middle-class black

residents as well) low-income blacks

from the city's ghettos who will carry

with them the crime and drug problems

of those areas. This fear, instead of

being dismissed as "racist," or

"reactionary," deserves to be

examined. For this fear is based upon

the personal experiences of many people

who have sought shelter in Forest Hills

after leaving other dying neigh-

borhoods. And this fear is enough to

drive them out again, leaving behind

them the seeds of another slum.

First, experience has shown that

where low-income housing is located,

crime increases. The precise facts and

figures are subject to debate since the

people who supply them invariably have

a political interest in one direction or

another. But the basic situation is well

understood. The poor and disad-

vantaged classes have always provided

the greatest number of criminals,

especially in a country where poverty is

considered to be either a moral or

statutory crime. So large numbers of

poor people grouped together in public

housing projects produce higher crime

rates

Wnen you add to this already unhealthy

picture the fact that increasing per-

centages of housing project tenants are

not working poor but welfare poor-

people who are among the most hopeless

and desperate in the city-the situation

grows worse. The city claims that about

16 per cent of public housing tenants are

on welfare. Congressman Edward I.

Kock of Manhattan thinks 30 per cent is

closer to the truth.

"The residents of Forest Hills are

expressing two very real and rational

fears," says Kock, who has joined

Congressman Rosenthal in opposing the

present design of the 108th Street

project. "The fear of crime is a very real

one, and second, it's absolutely rational

to believe property values will decline in

the area of a high-rise housing project.

Fear moves in and people move out."

A woman who picketed the Forest

Hills project site this week illustrated

this statement with personal ex-

periences. "The city put up a housing

project near where I used to live in

Brooklyn," she said. "It was the kind of

neighborhood where you could leave

your door open when you went to the

store. Then the kids from the project

found out about this gold mine and you

could see them going through the back

yards in the middle of the day, trying

doors to see which ones were open.

People began to lock up, buy gates for

the windows, but who wants to live that

way? Then came the burglaries and

muggings and people began to move out.

I came to Forest Hills. Where am I going

to go next?"

H0r
y
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Early in his first term John Lindsay

recognized that building low-income

housing projects in slum and ghetto

areas maintained poor people in an

environment harmful to their chances

for social progress. Distributing the

housing projects into middle-class

neighborhoods was the way to stop this

piling of poverty on top of poverty. But

no one seemed to grasp a simple fact of

social engineering. Unless the middle-

class neighborhoods remain middle-

class after the housing projects are

completed, no progress is made. Instant

slums are created in formerly attractive

areas. The poor are shifted from one

ghetto to another, and their lives don't

get any better.

There is no curative magic in middle-

class neighborhoods like Forest Hills.

The people who live there aren't better

off because the area is is nicer. They're

better off because they made the area

nicer. Unless new residents contribute

the same kinds of middle-class

disciplines and values to the neigh-

borhood, it will become something else.

This is where John Lindsay and the

social theorists who work for him went

wrong. Their new housing projects with

few exceptions, put too many poor

families together in one place. The poor

had more of an effect on the middle-

class neighborhoods than the neigh-

borhoods had on them. The neigh-

borhoods became poor.

What Rosenthal, Koch, and most of

the Forest Hills residents who oppose

the present project would like to see is a

different approach to low-income

housing, an approach that takes into

consideration the fact that while in-

tegrating races isn't much of a trick in

New York City anymore,
integrating people of different economic

levels and value systems is practically

impossible. But, in reasonable numbers,

it can be done. Instead of cooking up a

housing project that will concentrate 536

low-income families in high-rise towers

that Rosenthal has called "concrete

ghettos," why didn't the planners limit

the low-income allotment to 100 families

or so? Instead of those towers, why
weren't the new buildings kept in close

profile with the surrounding ones? And
why was a middle-class community like

Forest Hills expected to take such a

huge dose of concentrated poverty

without a single sweetener from the city

to compensate?
"We've never had a thing from the

city," says Joseph Walderman, vice-

president of the Forest Hills Residents

Association. "Not one damn thing."

If the Lindsay administration had

settled for a smaller number of low-

income families in the Forest Hills

project, if it had come up with a more
compatible design, if it had mixed in

some middle-income housing and added

a much-needed community recreation

center, there would have been no large-

scale protest by residents of the area.

The poor families would have been

absorbed into the middle-class neigh-

borhood because their numbers were not

large enough to threaten it. Everyone

would have benefited. But with the

present plan, everyone is in danger. The

Fsze fWectA-
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residents may lose their neighborhood,

and the poor may find themselves in

another slum.

"Lindsay didn't worry about us," says

Walderman, a quiet, articulate man,

"because he thought he could get away
with ramming this thing down our

throats. We're middle-class liberals.

We're not supposed to fight back. Our

picket line must have come as quite a

shock to him."

Press coverage and editorial opinion

on the Forest Hills affair have hit hard

on the theme that the protesters are

either bigots or misinformed, or both.

This is inevitable, perhaps, because the

middle class doesn't make good news

copy. They aren't like the lower-class

Italian home-owners of Corona, full of

colorful little ethnic details, who needed

a voice to protest their homes being

razed to make room for a new school.

The middle class speaks for itself. It

believes in the bourgeois values of

home, religion, hard work, and tries to

do the right thing. It's middle America,

and all that term implies. It's dull, or-

dinary, predictable, and supposedly

reactionary in racial matters. This, say

the Forest Hills residents who want the

housing project, is the real reason why
the vast majority of their neighbors

oppose it.

This type of slander is effective in an

emotional issue like racial integration,

but it doesn't check out. Ed Koch at-

tended a dinner recenUy where Carl

Stokes, a black man and former mayor
of Cleveland, addressed a number of

fellow black politicians. "If you think

it's only whites who don't want low-

income housing projects in their neigh-

borhoods," Koch remembers Stokes

saying, "baby you're wrong!" Stokes

then told how his administration had

built projects in middle-class black

neighborhoods in Cleveland. A black

woman and friend of the mayor whose

home was near one of these projects said

to Stokes: "Carl, I never thought you

would do that to me." And she never

spoke to him again.

In a middle-class Puerto Rican neigh-

borhood of the Bronx, home owners are

now expressing opposition to two new
residence houses for wards of the court

planned for their area. The middleclass

Puerto Ricans are worried that

muggings and drug use will increase

and their property values will drop. And
how many court wards would move into

the neighborhood? Just 24. Count'em.

Twenty-four.

The real issue in Forest Hills and in

every middle-class neighborhood in

America lies in the answer to this

question asked last summer by Eleanor

Holmes Norton: "Will whites flee as

blacks and Puerto Ricans of the same
economic status and lifestyle move in?"

In Forest Hills the answer has been no.

Middle-class blacks move into a building

and although there is nervousness and

uncertainty, whites do not leave. People

who share similar values and abilities

can overcome racial differences. With

an influx of low-income families,

however, that value sharing is minimal
and strained.

(Reprinted from the Village Voice)
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ZELDA
By NANCY MILFORD

By KAREN WALSH

" 'Suddenly, as though in a

dream, this apparition, this

double apparition, approached

me. The two most beautiful

people in the world were floating

towards me, smiling. It was as if

they were angelic visitors. I

thought to myself, 'If there is

"The Two Most Beautiful People"
u woantv is eone when Zelda and of sor

wild, abandoned, slightly retreat into liquor and his
S??"

l

L?» Proved it in each of ma

THE REAL LOVE STORY OF THE CENTURY

toy
NANCY* MILFORD

* most enthr.t

our t/me—the story of the

passionate Zelda Fitzgerald

BESTSELLER

anything I can do to keep them
as beautiful as they are, I will do

it.' The heavenly pair turned out

to be the Fitzgeralds.'

It was the winter of 1923, and

the statement above was an apt

reflection of the existing public

opinion. The young writer F.

Scott Fitzgerald and his lovely

wife Zelda were approaching

their peak, being hailed as

"leaders in the youth cult", the

gay madcap models of the

Roaring Twenties; but of

course, there was nothing

anyone could do to keep them as

beautiful as they then were. And
somehow Scott himself knew it,

for he called his second novel

The Beautiful and the Damned,
and the heroine Gloria was
really just Zelda in another

name.
Miss Milford's biography of

Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald seems to

convey two distinct impressions

of the woman, and the first is

undoubtedly of beauty. It is a

wild, abandoned, slightly

unusual and egotistical kind of

beauty, which captures the

reader almost as entirely as it

engrossed Scott Fitzgerald.

Zelda is from the first seen as

unconventional and uninhibited,

by any standards, and doubly so

for a girl who was born and

reared in the turn-of- the-

century Deep South. But she was
a true Southern Belle, even if she

did disdain most of the Alabama
rules, it took Scott two years of

quarrels and on-and-off

engagements to win her from

her numerous other suitors.

Scott was to her an escape from

the restricted world of Mon-
tgomery, Alabama, and to Scott,

she was a world in herself. For

even when he had felt he had lost

her, he could not be free of her.

Her beauty, her egotism, her

zest haunted him; he wrote of

losing her in his first successful

novel. This Side of Paradise and

she became his heroine there

under the name of Rosalind.

However, he never did lose her.

They were too well matched to

each other, in their beauty, their

youth and their endless, driving

egotism. They were married in

April of 1920, and she became his

"golden girl", the prototype of

all his heroines in all his books,

excepting only his last one which

lay unfinished at the time of his

death, after all of the glitter had

worn off.

Somehow Miss Milford

manages to portray the dizzy

whirl of the Fitzgeralds' first

married years. The image is still

consistently of beauty, but it is of

a shaky and distorted variety.

Scott was suddenly a successful

writer, an important writer, the

writer of the era! - and as his

wife, Zelda was his companion in

trend-setting the Jazz Age. She

was the original American
Flapper, her antics were wild,

and wilder, and an evening with

the Fitzgeralds was never or-

dinary and never forgotten.

Skillfully and subtly, the author

allows the distortions to build

until the beauty becomes slowly

obscured. The beautiful couple

begin to seem driven by their

own reputations, or perhaps by

something within them, between

them. Their wild parties become
grotesque; they become more
drunk, more rude, more un-

disciplined. Scott appears to

retreat into liquor and his

writing, while Zelda carries on

alone for awhile and then

becomes bored. She finds no real

closeness of fulfillment in their

daughter, Scottie, and the at-

mosphere gradually shifts as the

beauty fades away.

By spring of 1924, the couple

beauty is gone, when Zelda and

Scott have destroyed it in each

other through their love and

jealousy, there is nothing that

can remain but the madness. It

is an impression of destruction,

almost disease, which remains,

very much the impression Scott

himself created in The Beautiful

of sorrow; after eighteen years

of madness, death is a release.

Nancy Milford has written an

intense, moving book. Her six

years of careful research into

the Fitzgeralds' lives enables

them to speak in their own words

from her pages, through letters,

interviews with friends and
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had tired of America and moved

to France. Scott was engaged in

what is probably his best work,

The Great Gatsby . and Zelda

became involved with a French

aviator, Edouard Jozan. The

brief affair was the first serious

break in their marriage, and it is

important to note that it also

became the basic material for

Scott's next novel. Zelda was

more than simply his wife; she

was of prime literary value to

him. He had complete access to

her ideas, her diaries, and her

dialogue, all of which he used as

he pleased. Whole letters and

conversations of Zelda s appear

verbatim in Fitzgerald's works,

and his heroines often have her

words put quite exactly in their

mouths. On the surface, Zelda

did not seem to mind, but she too

cherished the hope of being a

writer, and the situation began

to build between them. They

were jealous of each other, in

writing as well as sexually

( Scott had his own short affair in

1927) and Zelda became in-

creasingly aware of her

dependence upon Scott. He had

his writing, but she had nothing

of her own. She wanted
desperately to be more free of

him. so in the summer of 1927

she took up the ballet. She

determined to become "nothing

less than Pavlova", and she

went at it with an intensity that

was pitiful as well as ludicrous,

for even she realized that 27 was
much too old to begin serious

dancing. But she danced, six or

seven hours a day, and Scott

drank and worked on his fourth

book, Tender Is the Night, while

the surreal parties continued

and their debts mounted. And
while she danced, she also wrote

and painted, and she and Scott

fought; Scott drank, and they

moved from America to Europe

and from Europe to America;

the pace built, the jealousies and

strain built until there was no

beauty left at all, and in April of

1930 the break came. Zelda was
hospitalized and diagnosed as

schizophrenic.

The second impression that

one receives of Zelda is much
harder to pinpoint. One realizes

that even beneath her beauty,

there always lurked a certain

strangeness, a flamboyancy that

was not normal, yet Miss

Milford has sketched it in so

quietly that the appearance of

Zelda s madness first comes as

almost a jolt. But when the

Zelda and Scott Fitzgerald.

and The Damnedor in Tender Is

the Night. Zelda was
hospitalized, Scott was a

hopeless alcoholic, and there

was no going back.

Even then. Scott used Zelda's

letters written in the asylum and

the events of her breakdown in

his book, and he became com-

pletely enraged when she used

that material herself in her own
novel. Save Me the Waltz . She

was still his property, and he

went so far, at one point, as to

memoirs. She patiently com-

pares Zelda's letters with Scott's

written works, laying bare as

well as any observer possibly

could the complex mesh of af

fection, dependence, and
jealousy that bound them. Miss

Milford admirably manages to

avoid giving her own
psychological interpretations of

Zelda's madness and its cause;

instead, she spreads before us

the many interwoven levels of

the woman's life, the very spirit

Self portrait, probably done in the early forties

forbid her to write fiction any
longer. It is evidence of her
dependency upon him that she
obeyed. His drinking and
demanding drove her to in-

sanity, and her madness in-

creased his drinking and his
debts. He did find some release
in the last years of his life, in an
affair with Sheila Graham, but
even then Zelda retained her
firm influence on him. She lived
on the edge of sanity the rest of
her days, in and out of in-

stitutions, until she burned to

death in one of them in March of
1948, eight years after Scott's
death. By that time the reader
feels more a sense of relief than

of Zelda herself, and allows the

reader to feel and interpret for

himself. She treats Zelda with

respect and a little awe, and one

cannot avoid becoming per-

sonally involved; Zelda is very

much alive in these pages. To

anyone who has read F. Scott

Fitzgerald, to anyone who
wishes to recapture the essence

of that era called "The Jazz

Age", to anyone fascinated by

the complexities of mental

illness, or to anyone concerned

with the depth and beauty of the

human spirit, this book will be of

great interest.

Everybody Needs A Mother (continued)

continued from P. JA

"V.A. vacancy vacation vaccination

vegetarian VD."
"VD" he exclaimed. An almost im-

perceptible hum, he glanced toward the

glowing lavender wall-flourescent green

patterns, strings of letters appeared,

focused. "Here are a list of subtopics,"

she explained, "that might provide you

with the information you desire. When
you have read them, please tell me
which ones you would like information

about."

He looked at the flourescent display,

easy on the eyes, rather Drettv.

Venereal Disease (VD)

GONORRHEA:
SYPHILIS:

quick summary
description

how contracted

sumptoms in men
symptoms in men
symptoms in women
diagnosis

treatment
infection with both at

the same time

with pregnancy
prevention
APPOINTMENTS for medical

examination:
infirmary

free public clinic

private physician

Other related topics: see body

parasites, genital pathology, birth

control, marriage.

"Guess I'd like to see a quick sum-

mary for both," he mumbled as he

examined the sole of his left foot. While

he methodically studied its erosional

pattern and theorized about changing

his mass distribution to reduce the

weathering process, the general VD
display shrank to half size and sank to

the bottom of the screen as the top half

was filled with:

Quick Check List of Symptoms
Syphilis

POSSIBLE SYMPTOMS
Primary state. (9-90 days after in-

fection): chancre
Secondary state (few weeks-6 months

later): rash (all over, or on hands and

feet) - sores in mouth - sore throat - mild

fever - swollen joints - headache - patchy

balding

Latent stage: (10-20 years) : no outward

symptoms at all

Late stage:- heart disease - crippling -

deafness - blindness - paralysis - in-

sanity - death

DIAGNOSIS - Physical examination by

doctor. In early primary state:

examination of puss from chancre. After

that: blood test

TREATMENT - One or more shots of

penicillin or some closely related drug

He glanced palely down at the check list

for Gonorrhea. Green letters seemed to

be an appropriate color. How about

"Symptoms of Syphilis", he said. The

summary faded out- new patterns

formed. He scanned, ".
. Early in the

primary stages a doctor can look for

subtle secondary symptoms (like

swollen lymph glands around the groin).

..." "How about an appointment at the

Infirmarv in nine days," he sighed.

"The ninth day is a Sunday," she

gently replied, "but there is an opening

at 10:15 the following Monday, if you

have not made previous plans for the

time between your English and History

cIhssos

"Okay, Mother, set it up." As he shook

the wrinkles out of his cape, an ap-

pointment card fell out of a slot in the

ceiling and hit him in the neck.

"Thanks."
By the time he got to the door. Van

Gogh's "Sunflowers" had reappeared.

The woman voice murmured after him.

"You're welcome. Come and visit me
again."
Brushing past someone, he spread his

cape and flew off to the Hatch to join

friends that the Jolly Green Mother had

also helped; she had figured what

grades Joe needed to stay off probation,

a job for Bill, an abortion for Agatha,

bail to get Laurie out of jail, helped

Franklin switch majors again and still

graduate. . .

The middle-aged black man who had

rushed into a counseling room as Paul

had come out, was now, with sun glasses

removed, hearing from Mother, ". the

only methods by which a Trustee may be

removed from the Board are death,

retirement. . .

"

The Jolly Green Mother Computer
was a fantasy that grew in my head the

first night of the SWAP Conference. She

greatly expanded her fantacized

facilities and services as the weekend at

Northfield Inn progressed at a hectic,

mind blowing pace.

Three days were spent there

discussing University problems. All

eighteen topics scheduled for discussion

seemed to break down into three

overlapping levels. In each area there

seemed to be a need within the UMass
community for:

1. Greater utilization of the present

system to include channels designed for

implementing change.

2. Evaluation of the present system at

each level to see if it realistically serves

its intended purpose, and
3. Exploration of alternatives to the

present system.
Greater Utilization of

Present System

The major stumbling block to ap-

proaching even the first of these con-

cerns seems to be a general lack of

knowledge as to what the system is, let

alone how to beat it. SWAP was a

weekend of concentrated exchange of

information that should already have

been common knowledge within the

University community.
Much of the responsibility for

dissemination of campus intelligence

lies with the grapevine, publications,

and the Counseling Center. The
grapevine's reputation is so poor that a

campus police officer at SWAP
suggested a Rumor Phone line be set up

to halt the kind of panicky speculation

that was evident during the last big drug

busts.

Among campus publications, the

Daily Collegian is probably the most

informative and widely read. Although

it appears to be doing a satisfactory

(though often criticized) job, it's major

unrectifiable handicap is that it is a

daily journal. Often the information

needed today was in yesterday's issue,

and inevitably they've all been

"recycled".

"Other" publications are those we are

flooded with at orientation and
registration. They get taken away for

the most part unread ( they don't explain

why the lines are 3 hrs. long) ; and get

buried in the official-looking- but-useless

file until it's final exam time, when

everyone must figure out the chances of

keeping a satisfactory cum. By then, of

course, the needed booklet has been

ripped off or discarded.

The problem with information

booklets seems to be quality and

availability. They are often difficult to

use (Teacher Evaluation and CASAIC
are preparing new guides with this in

mind) and hard to obtain when needed.

A little more thoughtful distribution of

quantities (including phone books,

campus and student directories) over

the school year rather than all at one

time might increase their effectiveness.

The UMass Counseling Center has

convincingly committed itself to the

agrressive disemination of information

necessary for campus survival. It is

doing so largely through resident

counselors in the dorm complexes and

orientation programs.

Dorm counselors act as information

outlets. The residences are trying to

"institutionalize the grapevine" by

making trained counselors available to

help solve the common everyday crisis.

Counselors can fail, however, most often

because of lack of information.

The UMass Counseling Center is in the

process of examining and probably

upgrading the qualifications and

training programs for peer counselors,

but they need critical input from dorm

residents. Maybe one of you has in-

vented a method for measuring "sen-

sitivity."

Counseling's efforts in initiating

realistic programs are especially

laudable. Thanks to an ever improving

Summer Oreintation Program, this

year's Freshman Class is probably the

best informed ever matriculated. Next

semester, a new program will be

initiated to provide more extensive

counseling for transfer students.

Counseling and expanded orientation

programs, however, do not always

reach the large block of students (1/3)

who live off campus, or upperclassmen

who need to know what changes have

occured since their own Frosh Orien-

tation. The entire community, not just

the Counseling Center, should be con-

cerning itself with raising the survival

rate.

There is a monstrous need on this

campus for an information

dissemination system that is simple, all-

inclusive and readily available to all.

The use of a computer is not a new idea.

Interested people can contact Marc

Cheren of Clearing House for basic

groundwork on setting up such a system

of computer facilitation.

It could be an efficient method of (if

student files could be kept up to date)

removing some of the impediments to

effective counseling, such as, lack of

information, scheduling conflicts,

personality clashes or emotionalism

(underclass timidity, embarassment,

anger). It could even give its own

orientation program (one credit in

Computer Science). If the Jolly Green

Mother isn't the most feasible solution,

what is?

J. Greater utilization of

present resources:

a) more information to campus radio

and newspaper, articles written by

various departments, staff,

organizations, rather than relying on the

understaffed media to ferret out the

news.
b) greater use of the tables in SU

lobby/concourse for information other

than the raising of funds or presentation

of a specific actions.

c) explicit and up-to-date direc-

tories/floor plans in SU and CC.

d) sponsoring by student groups of

open discussions on campus problems

with concerned faculty/administration/

staff members (Racism Workshop for

WASP'S, Why Campus Police Get

Ulcers. . .?)

e) greater student participation in the

Senate's Student Matters Committee,

now recruiting members, could include

a survey of informative publications

now available or planned, and where

thev can be obtained.

2. A Central /reformation Center -

located for easy accessibility (ex-

pansion of present information desk in

CC? ), with information from all areas of

the campus, help in finding and making

appointments with the right people, a 24

hr. Hot Line, staffed by well trained

paracounselors in addition to

professionals.

3. The Definitive Student Bible - not

just another booklet, but one

distinguished volume to replace the

whole pile, up-to-date, easily un-

derstood, indexed and cross referenced.

A looseleaf notebook with standardized

format with various groups contributing

pages they are now responsible for

producing, added to, corrected and

updated, using a regular column and

tearout sheet in the Collegian.

Until a larger portion of the University

community is aware of what the present

system is and attempts to utilize it, it is

almost impossible to accurately pin-

point its obsolete or inadequate parts.

Raise the campus consciousness, and we
might have the basis for an enlightened

revolution.
A reas For Change A nd

Ways To Implement Them
Many of the areas that could use a

revolution, and some methods to hasten

it's coming, were discussed at SWAP.
Since the forthcoming SWAP report will

cover them all in some detail, I will

merely examine the implications I

discovered in several broad areas.

The Student Vote

Let it be said again, the Student-

Citizen vote can be the most influential

tool at our disposal. It can achieve,

among other things.

1. election of state legislators who will

be more sensitive to the needs of the

University, including financial needs.

2. election of a Governor who will

select trustees who are more open to

educational reform.

3. election of local officials who will do

something about off-campus living

conditions.

4. introduction and influencing the

passage of legislation that will im-

plement solutions to the social problems

which affect us all.

Some of the channels to state and local

government are already open. The

Student-Citizen may introduce state

legislation on his own through his

representative 8,000 citizens a year do

this. It can also be done through the

student attorney, Dick Howland, of

University State Communications
Council. Twenty students are currently

doing research for proposed legislation

with the help of USCC.
A legislator at SWAP reiterated how

influential citizen input can be on the

passage of specific bills. This should be

kept in mind when the time comes for

Boston to again attempt a tuition raise.

Though the Trustees have asked for a

500% increase in scholarship funds, an

across-board tuition raise would still be

economically discriminating to many.

Phone calls and personal letters to the

Statehouse, and a sliding-scale tuition

plan might affect the outcome.

One thing still needed for student

balloting to be more effective is a non-

partisan group to inform voters.

Operating like a League of Women
Voters, they could take a survey of

candidates' stands on issues concerning

students, and circulate the results.

University/Town Relations

The student vote could also have an

affect on local issues. One third of the

students, and the majority of faculty and

staff live in surrounding communities.

University/town relations is one of the

most neglected areas, in spite of the fact

that it affects all of us daily (from

drinking water to monthly rent).

Some of the concerns that could be

acted upon immediately are;

1. Inclusion of nonvoting town officials

and staff on University committees with

related concerns, i.e. Amherst Planning

Board/UMass Master Planning Board.

2. Official action to relieve the housing

situation. Perhaps an expansion of the

Housing Office, coordinated with the

town to investigate student complaints,

initiate inspection of rental units by

Board of Health, counsel on tenant

rights, research and sponsor local or-

dinances affecting such things as rent

control and discrimination, and
establish a University/town Grievance

Board to settle landlord-tenant disputes.

3. More extensive Collegian coverage

of town matters, including schedules of

meetings and committees that would

welcome student participation.

4. A program to coordinate (perhaps

through Continuing Ed) and encourage

student participation in town matters,

including the exploration of educational

opportunities available through in-

ternships in local government and its

agencies.

5. Welfare and financial counseling for

students and their dependents, to in-

clude how to plan a budget, live on

minimal funds, the inner mystery of

bank loans, checking accounts and

credit ratings. How about a Home Ec
course on "Cooking with Surplus Food

and Nothing Else."

6. Off-campus parking area for

commuters (a shopping center?) with

bus shuttle service to and from campus.

7. A town information phone number,

perhaps sponsored by the Chamber of

Commerce, or like organization

The University System

Many of the representatives to SWAP
were handicapped when they tried to

critically examine the system. The

veteran who enters UMass will find no

precisely illustrated chain of command.
It more closely resembles a junk pile of

rusted, often unconnected, overlapping,

tangled links, with a couple of clinkers

sitting on top labeled "trustees". Small

wonder freshmen soon learn that

"system" is merely another word for

the Whitmore Twins, Chaos and Con-

fusion.

UMass was originally structured as a

Land Grant College during a time when
what constituted a proper higher

education was generally agreed upon.

The citizen merely trusted the

legislators to fund it. and the Governor's

Trustees to administer it.

A century of technological advance

highlighted by the splitting of the atom

has brought with it a re-examination of

values, skills necessary for survival,

and the educational system that teaches

them. A generation of students exposed

to such radical value redefinition are

naturally questioning the relevancy of

the educational experience and
demanding more voice in structuring it

The old Land Grant structure was
designed for efficient administration

from the top level down Lower echelon

channels operating from the bottom up

have from time to time been tacked on to

give faculty and students more
responsibility The result is a frustrating

continued on next page
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series of nonspecific bottlenecks in the

middle that indicate the need for an
expeditious streamlining of the system.

Before the system can be efficiently

restructured, however, a mutually
agreeable settlement must be reached

between the advocates of internal and
external policy making. The problem is

explicitly evidenced in the current battle

between the Board of Trustees and
Faculty-Students that is making the

Chancellorship the bone of contention.

The larger issue at stake is the

University's role in society and who is

best qualified to define it. Is the

University merely an institution evolved

from society for academic pursuit and
career preparation, or is it also a

learning environment that acts as an
agent for social change?
The University is financed by and an

institutionalized service of the state.

Responsibility for it has been
traditionally delegated by the Com-
monwealth to the Board of Trustees.

Under its leadership the University's

educational function has reflected the

conservative nature of the state.

Because of increased awareness and
involvement in solving the problems of

man and society (politicization),

students and faculty are challenging the

idea that an education is the ac-

cumulation of knowledge over a four

year period, to be acted on upon
graduation. Education is becoming an

ongoing process of knowledge
assimilation and application that can

implement social change.

The Board of Trustees is reluctant to

accept this view or recognize that

faculty and students can be well in-

formed, concerned and responsible.

This was well demonstrated by the

Board's recent rejection of the

Faculty/Student proposals concerning

the election of the Chancellor.

A redefinition of the Chancellorship

would also inevitably call for a

redefinition of the Board's role. One
radical answer might be for them to act

solely as coordinators of the overall

University system, balancing programs
between campuses to serve a larger

portion of the state, with responsibility

limited to matters only concerning more
than one campus. A Chancellor could

advise the Trustees on how the Amherst
Campus affects the total University

system, and act as our spokesman to the

Board.
While students and faculty do not

presently have the power to make
sweeping changes in the structure, there

are things that can be done. Last year's

proposal for a combined University

Senate should be promptly taken out of

the committee it has gone to sleep in and
acted upon.

A University Senate could force an
eventual balance of influence and larger

structural reorganization. In spite of the

Board's recent no-confidence vote, it is

doubtful if the Trustees could ignore a

consistently unified stand by those most
directly involved in the educational

process.

Critics of the proposal justly point to

the dissension, inefficiency and apathy

within the existing Senates and the

bodies they represent, and question

whether a unified body wouldn't merely
be a multiplication of the present state

of affairs, with an increased polarization

of faculty and students. They do not

consider that a major causative factor

for the poor showing of University

governance may be the frustrating lack

of results repeatedly experienced by

those trying to implement change
through our present system.

Obvious advantages of a University

Senate would be less duplication of ef-

fort and repetitious debate, freer ex-

change of information and opinion, and
greater access to resources. Decisions

based on a more complete body of

knowledge might more equitably
represent the community.

Financing the Solutions

The practicality of a lot of the

solutions to University problems seems

to be based on whether one has a suc-

cessful sub (rosa) system for financial

procurement. Information is needed on

the alternatives available here also.

Resources often lie untapped for lack

of a reliable survey map (Geo 106). A
central information system could

provide such a survey and prevent

duplication of efforts. Specific con-

solidation of resources could yield more
satisfying results at a lower cost.

Other untapped resources exist. Many
individuals and organizations would

donate time and money if needs were

made known. Federal funding also

exists for those who have the time to

draft the proposals.

Part II-The Other 42%
Everyone attending SWAP probably

went with a number of special interests,

problems and issues they wanted to

explore. My own personal agenda in-

cluded the large number of issues

directly concerning UMass women.
Even though women constitute 42% of

the undergraduates, discussion of

women's concerns was limited to a very

few specific issues, for the most part the

others were not even raised. This SWAP
Conference was devoted to the

discussion of more general University

issues. By the end of the first day I was
feeling a bit frustrated. Unable to gain

any sense of what level other women
were at, I put a notice up on the bulletin

board;

•WOMEN GET TOGETHER
interested in discussing the implications

for women of each SWAP topic?

exchanging information about various

feminist-oriented activities going on at

U Mass?"
As I was writing the notice, with a

time and meeting place, an audience of

young men gathered. One introduced

himself to me as "Christine Jorgensen",
another made a comment changing
"SWAP topics" to "wife-swapping".

Obviously someone's consciousness
needed to be raised.

The next evening, during the

'recreation' period after dinner, twenty-

one women (and four men) got together.

Following a long day of workshops, most
of us were too tired to do more than that.

Some issues were presented, briefly

discussed, and everyone adjourned to

the bar, the piano, or their rooms.
I would like to take the opportunity to

discuss what didn't get examined at

SWAP, a few of the things which affect

the silent 42%.

The Chancellorship

We need:

1. A search for qualified female

candidates for the position of Chan-

cellor.

2. An examination of the qualifications

of all candidates to see if they can

represent the interests of women, what
are their views on the status of women,
and what have they done to actively

upgrade women's positions in the

academic community?
3. A concerted effort to contact

members of the Search Committee and
Board of Trustees concerning the new
Chancellor's qualifications.

University/Town Relations
We need:

1. An investigation and action on
housing discrimination against married
couples and single women, with or
without children, rent control, and
tenant rights.

2. An extension of academic programs
for the working woman, wife and
mother.

3. A more readily available welfare,

employment and health counseling
service for the University Community.

University/State Relations

We need the sponsoring of legislative

change in areas concerning women;
abortion, day care, employment,
welfare, birth control. University
channels such as USCC and the Senate
Attorney could be used.

The Student Vote
We need:

1. A campaign to register women
voters and inform them of the issues and
candidates.

The Future ofSWAP?
The main criticism of SWAP has often

been the lack of concrete results. It is as
though the representatives are expected
to carry out the revolution by them-
selves. Results depend primarily on
getting the right information to more of

the right people.

I learned more about University

problems in one SWAP weekend than I

have absorbed in two student years. If

we had a more effective way to share

this knowledge with the entire com-
munity (I've tried my best to offer a few

ideas) then the next SWAP Conference
might really produce a revolution.

2. Greater information on and par-

ticipation in the Mass. Women's
Political Caucus.

3. Recruitment of women to run for

political office (local, state, federal) and

participate in local committees and

boards.

Structure of the University

We need:

1. The appointment of a new Associate

Provost as director of an office to

equalize the status of women, with chief

responsibility for coordinating and
administering programs relevant to

improving the condition of women on

this campus, as recommended to the

Faculty Senate by the University

Committee on the Status of Women.
2. Active recruitment of women for

employment in staff, faculty and ad-

ministration positions.

3. An investigation of and action on the

discrimination against women in em-
ployment, salaries, promotion and
tenuring. There are staff women
presently employed by the University

who against their wishes are not per-

forming in all areas of the job in which

they are trained and competent,
because those areas are traditionally

male. At the same time, more men are

being recruited for these jobs because

male tradition makes women im-

practical.

Security

We need:

1. Examination of situations that

invite assault and rape and im-
plementation of programs to alleviate

the situation; perhaps a combination of

improvement in lighting, increased
patrolling, etc. and education of women
students. This is also true for off-campus
situations, since the campus police

average one report a day concerning the

assault of hitch-hikers.

2. Information on the self-defense

courses available to women, including
the designing of one to deal with rape
and assault situations.

Counseling

We need:

1. "Vocational, educational and
psychological counseling free of sexist
bias." (Lois Phillips)

2. Counseling on the newly opened
career field of women's studies

3. Specialized counseling for women
who have interrupted their education, a
reentry program including information
on taking notes, how to study, tutoring
available, etc.

Academics
We need:

1. Admission of women and granting
of financial stipends on a more equitable
basis.

2. A program offering a major in

Women's Studies.

3. An examination of current course
offerings to see if they misrepresent
women.

4. A standardization of transfer
credits, so that women who have to

interupt their education to follow
husbands will not be penalized.

5. Legitimization of part time or leave
of absence education so that women will

not have to sacrifice the opportunity for
higher education while raising a family.

Day Care
The present Child Care Center,

located in Farley Lodge, was set up as a
pilot project from the Chancellor's of-
fice. While it is providing a laudable
service in providing day care for 57 pre-
schoolers, it can be improved. Some
suggestions might include;

1. An extensive in depth survey of
parents to indicate how services might
be improved or expanded (a 20% ran-
dom survey is now being done).

2. Care for children under 2 yr. 9 mos
of age. While additional facilities and
staff might be needed, this would
greatly extend the number of parents
who could take advantage of Day Care.
Perhaps the School of Nursing would be
interested in sponsoring such an ex-
pansion.

3. Scaled fees based on the ability to
pay. While $100 a semester is very
reasonable (25f an hour), it is still not
low enough to encourage those many
people with low incomes to return to
school.

4. Increased participation by the
University in funding the Child Care
Center. Many departments could use the
facility as a teaching-learning en-
vironment, and contribute funds for

specific programs. A student service
organization could sponsor the
publication of an information booklet to

further publicize the Center.

Women at U Mass
Part of the lack of results on women's

issues at SWAP is due to the

unorganized state of women on campus.
There are many women involved and
active, but for the most part they are
isolated from one another.

There is a definite need for a coor-

dination of resources and programs
among women here. If the position of

Associate Provost, suggested to the

Faculty Senate, was created, she could

serve as a clearing house for in-

formation and contacts.

Other alternatives until such action is

taken might be the using of one of the

existing women's groups on campus as a

center, and the publication of a women's
resource directory. A directory might
simply be the compilation of names of

University women and their feminist

interests and areas of concentration.

This has been done on a smaller scale by
the Valley Women's Center for faculty

members in the 5-Colleges.

Below are listings of the women and
groups I know about, and future events

that might serve to open com-
munications;

University Committee on the Status of

Women
Composed of faculty and students, has

completed a report on the status of

faculty women and are now in-

vestigating the status of the woman
student. Contact Lee Edwards - 545-0376

School of Education Women's Caucus
Are involving themselves with the

status of women faculty/students/staff

at the school. Ran several programs
during Marathon week. Task forces are
investigating curriculum and sexism at

various levels, establishment of a center
for the study of women, and sexism and
racism. Contact Kathyrn Girard - 545-

1547

Student Senate Committee on Women
Has initiated an Medical Emergency

Fund for problem pregnancies, and
distribution of birth control handbooks
on campus. Open to input from all

women on concerns that can be in-

vestigated. Contact Lisa Mandel,
Student Senate office, 1st floor, CC.

Project Self

Division of Continuing Education and
Valley Women's Center. "A program of

workshops by, for and about women."
Open to all women, always looking for

new ideas and ways to expand women's
knowledge about themselves. Contact
Lois Phillips - 549-6539

Southwest Women's Center
Newly opened information center

located in John Quincy Adams Lounge
Trying to provide a meeting place for

women. Literature and counseling. 545-

0702

U Mass Women's Liberation

Contact Karen Minyard - 586-5065

Amherst Women's Liberation. Valley

Women's Center
200 Main Street, Northampton - 586-

2011. Support and action groups, ex-

tensive library and archives, counseling
on problem pregnancies and welfare
rights, free store, teach Women and
Their Bodies courses - Most active and
best informed women's group in the

area.

U Mass Child Care Center
Contact Betsy Peltz - 545-2466

Student Homophile League
Contact Kay Raymond - 545-0154

Future Events of Interest to Women
Monday, December 6, Meeting of

Student Senate Women's Committee to

consider the coordination of UMass
Women's groups.

Wednesday, December 8, First
meeting of Gay Women's Caucus - 5 PM
- JQA Lounge (SW Women's Center)

Tuesday, December 14, Robin
Morgan, Women's Liberationist will

speak - SU Ballroom - 8 PM
December 17-19, Women's Conference

at U Mass

By KAY M RAYMOND
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Jagger, loplin And The Pop - Star Image
By FRANK BAGLIONE

In the motion pictureGtmmie Shelter,

a chronicle of the Rolling Stones 1969

American tour, there is a rather
prurient segment featuring Tina Tur-
ner. In it Tina rises above the usually
hollow performances of the Ike and Tina
Turner Review, characterized by its

mechanical choreography, and suc-
ceeds in giving an exciting and unique
rendition of the song "I've Been Loving
You Too Long." In this arrangement
Tina curls her thick lips over the penis-

like top of the microphone seemingly
taking more out of that instrument than
she is groaning and grunting into it. She
rests the stock of the microphone bet-

ween her spangled mini-skirted thighs

and, caressing the length of the

microphone with her quivering hands,
moans, "You've got what I need." Then,
in case she has been too subtle, Tina
finishes her performance with a soulful

quickstep about the stage as if she had
been pleasantly wounded by the in-

strument. She was tastefully lewd.

Mick Jagger, lead singer of the

Stones, who watched Tina's act from
back stage, sneered, "It's nice to have a
chick carrying on." One might suspect a
bit of professional jealousy in Jagger's
remark, though there be little cause for

it. No rock and roll performer can rival

Jagger in his on-stage lewd and
lascivious behavior. He is the con-

summate model for debauchery,
Mephistopeles, Beelzebub and Lucifer

all rolled into one sneering, grunting,

hip-grinding male/female character. To
say, as some have said (see letters to

Poor Richard's, page 3) that a per-

sonality like Janis .loplin could rival

Jagger is to engage in foolishness and
display a childish faith in mediocrity.

The most glaring disparity between
Joplin and Jagger is the seriousness

with which they viewed their image.

Mick Jagger sings about unbridled

sexual expression, as in "Stray Cat
Blues" ("It's no hanging matter/It's no

capital crime"), and then gets married
in a Catholic ceremony. Mick Jagger
sings about rebellion from middle class

convention ("I've got nasty habits/I

take tea at three'; from "Monkey
Man") and then buys a plush, two
centuries old home in an exclusive

Chelsea section, only to later buy an
equally plush home in the South of

France. In short, Jagger does not take

his image seriously, he does not try to

live the frenetic, drug soaked,
revolutionary, over-sexed existence that

he advocates in his music. Indeed, he

seems disdainful of it.

Joplin, on the other hand, had no
created image -she was what she sang.

She was a wanton, hopelessly shallow,

dirty little bitch who by the time she took

her own life sounded like a weary, old

woman. Jagger sings about being

"bitten and tossed around by every she

rat in this town," Janis was. At twenty
seven years-of-age Janis Joplin, finding

Southern Comfort too slow a remedy for

her life, plunged the needle into her arm
and ended it all with an overdose of

heroin. Jagger, now nearly thirty,

grunts and moans and sneers his way
from one joy of life to another stopping

only at his banks. There can be no
comparison between Mick Jagger and
Janis Joplin. The one is the artistocrat of

rock and roll, the other its poor white

trash.

The one time that Jagger's image did

interfere with his true self the result was
tragic, butonceagain it did not touch the

aloof Jagger. The incident occurred at

Altamont, the site of the Rolling Stones

free concert that capped their 1969 tour.

It was to be the "Woodstock West," the

rebellious generation in all its beauty

was to flower again on the west coast. It

turned into a catastrophic event that

saw four people killed, one of them

murdered by members of the Hell's

Angels motorcycle gang while pursuing

their traditional role as equipment

protectors at west coast concerts.

At one point in the chaos Jagger, sup-

posedly the high priest of anarchy, tried

to stop the periodical beatings with the

pathetic plea, "Brothers and Sister-

s....Brothers and Sisters, why are we
fighting, why are we fighting?" He must
have been frightened, perplexed and at

the same time embarrassed, for he
knew why they were fighting. They had
taken him and his music and his whole

you want from me? How was I to know I

was dealing with maniacs. See ya."

But Jagger is not dealing with

maniacs. He is dealing with fools. Young
fools whose blinding idealism and

"..next to the (Hell's) Angels.. .he looked cherub-like and
virginal."

image seriously. The crowd had failed to

realize what Jagger had always known
that it was all a pose, a sham ("I'm a

flea-bit peanut monkey/all my friends

are junkies. /That's not really true.")

But true or not they believed it and the

energy that Jagger invariably and
relentlessly generates at his per-

formances had gotten out of hand.

"Sympathy for the Devil" was stopped
twice because of brawls. Everyone
wanted to get in on the evil, no one
listened to his singing "Please allow me
to introduce myself I'm a man of wealth

and taste ..So if you meet me have some
courtesy, have some sympathy and
some taste. Use all your well learned

politesse or I'll lay your soul to waste."
No one listened, they were all getting

their rocks off.

Should we be surprised, then, that

Jagger did some "soul wasting" that

night. It could only have happened at a
Rolling Stones concert -a black man in a
green suit holding a gun was stabbed
and beaten to death by a gang calling

themselves the Hell's Angels while
Jagger sneered and grunted out a song
called "Under My Thumb." Jagger is a

con man and a terrific performer, next
to the Angels, who are more what his

image exhorts one to be, he looked
cherub-like and virginal. The flower

people were left with a bad taste in their

acid tabs, Jagger left the star of brilliant

and dramatic film.

At the end of Gimmie Shelter Jagger
is shown watching the murder scene on

video tape. His expression is one of

discomfort and boredom. He watches,

then he rises, walks by the film makers,
and leaving the studio says, "See ya."

That's it-"See ya." No teary-eyed
admission of responsibility, no remorse,
no expression regret. "See ya." Crosby,
Stills and Nash would have written a
song about it (remember Four Dead in

O-hi-o). Joplin would have said,

"Fucked up, man," and then giggled

But Jagger as much as said, "So what do

vicious non conformity have rendered
then deaf mutes. In an interview with
Rolling Stone magazine, Keith Richards
of the Stones said he found it incredible

that American youth associated their

song "Brown Sugar" with drugs. And
indeed it is incredible that some people

would eagerly drop their coins into juke

boxes to hear a song which many of their

"concerned" brethren would consider

racist and sexist. "Gold Coast slave ship

bound for cotton fields, /sold in a market
down in New Orleans./Scarred old

slaver know he's doin' all right.' Hear
him whip the women just around mid-
night." The chorus, "Brown Sugar how
come you taste so good," has two en-

dings, after the first verse it is "Just like

a young girl should," in the second "Just
like a black girl should."

So everyone is dancing and jiving to a
song about an Englishman at a slave
auction where "fancy ladies" are being
whipped and sold to lecherous Jagger-
types-'Tm no schoolboy but I know
what I like./ You should have heard me
just around midnight." Beautiful,
maestro. Every Stones' fan glories in

the cynical and masterful way Jagger
reduces our most precious and earnest
ideals to the prattle of children. The
Stones music is to be savored, it is to be
observed, the moment one tries to make
a creed of it he is handed a discon-

certing, complex mass of nothing. Mick
Jagger so obviously played the devil

that no one believed it. He was too un-

subtle, so safely rebellious that all were
drawn in and found, to their horror, that

they do not really understand evil, do not

know how to cope with it. They found
that the corrupter is never really

corrupt, only corrupting, for there is

really no joy in the deep and dark ex-

pression of our true selves. The joy is in

surviving.

So how shall we compare Mike
Jagger, who sneers and prances, entices

and corrupts, and Joplin who was
sneered at and pranced on, enticed and
corrupted. In this age of torrid sen-

sations, of lust, gluttony, fellatio-lipped

young buds bouncing down the street

with their hard little nipples doing the

new boogaloo through faded tee-shirts

-

in the midst of such "cheap thrills" and
vibrating nerve ends , who is there that

deserves our respect. Is it the alcohol

soaked, pathetic little whore who,
emersed in this carnage, gives herself

an overdose of heroin? Or is it the poet-

troubadour who reigns over and ob-

serves there desperate and misguided
attempts for some anything better than
what is real. Mick Jagger -sneering
cynical, and ultimately the most
humane.

"She was a wanton, hopelessly shallow, dirty little bitch who by the

time she took her own life sounded like a weary, old woman.

"
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A Musical Anachronism - Seatrain Surfaces

BY JIM LAVRAKAS

The more I hear of Seatrain the more
they excite me. They have an incredible

quality about them-called charisma,

sometimes, for lack of a better word-
that can be compared to the same kind

of quality that is obvious in The Band.

Unlike the Band's mysterious at-

mosphere which has arisen from their

desire to stay out of the public light,

Seatrain achieves a certain mysterious,

old time atmosphere purely from a

command of instruments and lyrics

along with, importantly, excellently

produced album jackets. They have

achieved an image that is all their own.

Some critics think that an image does

not make a group or a single artist, for

that matter. However, it is valid for an

image to exist for a group when that

image is produced directly from the

sound, texture, feeling, and wording of

the music made by that group. And a

good band, a band that produces con-

sistantly fine music which is versatile

and diverse in the subjects and methods

it uses for looking at those subjects is

consistant, also, with its conceived

image. The Band does this. As Seatrain

has grown it has proven that it can do

this also.

Seatrain's Marblehead Messanger
hits you hard with an image that is so

clear and blatant that while you listen to

this album you are transported back to

the olden days of wooden ships and
canvas sails. Seatrain is a kind of

musical anachronism. They are able to

produce images and memories of old

Mississippi and the old whaling days as

you listen to their music. How can they

produce impossible memories such as

these? They do it as a result of the way
in which the combination of sounds that

they use work as an atmosphere on your

mind. These sounds are excellently

interwoven and smoothly com-
plementing. The flute, mandolin, and,

especially, the violin, along with a great

ability to write lyrics that fit well into

the atmosphere that is desired, are all

main factors for such effective songs.

Also, it helps that the personnel that

make up the band are all accomplished
musicians. From the first Seatrain

album to this latest there has been three

replacements in the six which make up
the group now. They all fit and work
together perfectly (unlike a very weak
Seatrain which produced the first

album) and the result is fascinating

music which works on your mind.

One noticeable song on this Mar-
blehead Messanger is "Losing All the

Years" which is a revised version of the

earlier "As I Lay Losing." This song
was on both earlier albums and it seems
that they will continue to return to it,

sentimentally perhaps, or, as a kind of

trademark. It starts out as a quick

tempo song which slows down to a very
relaxing, thoughtful speed Jim Roberts,

who devotes himself entirely to lyrics

and vocals wrote the strong lyrics to

this. You can understand why they

continue to return to it.

The album has no filler cuts

(something I can always appreciate).

Side one starts off with a quick, tapping

tempo. There is good use of electrified

mandolin here. As usual, violinist

Richard Greene, is fantastically quick

and desterious. Like Magic Dick of J.

Geils, Greene is a master as he com-
plements each song; he seems to take

off with each song on that violin of his.

Seatrain slows down a little with "The
State of Georgia's Mind". There is some
beautiful vocal harmonization
throughout this song with a good violin

Listen to this one on headphones.

For me to comment on each song on

the album just would not suffice. There

is too much to say and I could never get

it all in. Let it be enough to say that the

Seatrain personnel uses their in-

struments every way possible, elec-

trifying the piano sometimes, using a

harpsicord at times, making use of a

classical guitar at other times. The most
interesting use of an electrified in-

strument is in the case of Richard

Greene's violin. He is able to produce

some fantastic sounds with his in-

struments; he is truly a master.

The music on the album bounces along

sometimes sounding like an old

revolutionary tune and at other times it

slows to resemble a kind of biblical

extract. This is the image that Seatrain

can produce; they do it primarily

through the music, remember. The
vocalization and harmonizing, as I said

before, is always beautiful and im-

pressive.

Seatrain tries something new for last.

"Despair Tire", the last song on the

album, is a play on words. It also con-

tains lengthy dialogue, unaccompanied
by any music, which is fairly bizarre

and entertaining.

Produced by George Martin in

Marblehead, Mass. this latest attempt

by Seatrain certainly succeeds. It is the

best produced so far by this group.

Hopefully, they will continue in true

form. To quote the lyrics in one song,

"...the secret is, but only time will tell".

Liv Taylor Makes A Montonous Return
BY KENNETH SULIN

Last summer Livingston toured the

nation with Jethro Tull, quite a

mismatch displaying nearly opposite

ends of a continuum but fortunately his

music was being heard outside of New
England and the East Coast. After Mr.

Taylor's set Ian Anderson came on stage

almost immediately and sat himself

down on Liv's stool saying in his crackly

English accent "I really enjoy this tour

because Livingston keeps my chair nice

and warm for me!" Maybe Liv should

keep to warming stools and forget about

performing himself since his new music
leaves a great deal to be desired as is

brought out here with his second album
contribution.

It's now been well over a year since

we've received any type of new material

from the youngest of the Taylor brothers

and Livingston himself was quoted last

year in August as saying he wouldn't

like another album for at least a year
because of the lack in different

arrangements. However, that year has
passed and his lack is still at hand,

which is really too bad since he is only

twenty-one and loaded with talent.

If you happen to be at all familiar with
his first album you're aware of the

striking resemblance of his voice to that

of brothers James'. Actually they
present a distinctive sound but it seems
once you've heard the Taylors' voices
they always come across in the same
fashion -easily identified but seldom
altered So it happens that this album
entitled simply "Liv" gives us much of

the same quality, same voice patterns
and collectively the same overall sound.
"Liv" is just another of those records
that you will hear playing but don't
listen to closely, probably due to the
monotonous tone and the dragging of the
album.

Each selection was composed by
Livingston with the exception of "On
Broadway." Often he has been known to
pick up old songs and put them into a
semi-contemporary style, one example
of this is a song he usually does in

concert, that is "Somewhere Over the
Rainbow." Getting back to the album
nevertheless, the remaining tracks show
a terrible deficiency in any new
technique, in fact, some become so alike
those of the first record you may very
well find yourself singing old lyrics to a
new song, fitting them in with no trouble
at all.

Another parallelism with the first

album can be found in up-and-coming
songs-if you've ever listened to a record

a number of times, often with the closing

chords of one song you begin processing

the beginning of the next song and start

singing it to yourself before it actually

starts - this is exactly the case with

"Liv" only the trouble here is his en-

dings resemble the first album's so

much that I found myself humming a

song from the first without realizing it.

Other times we're left hanging, just

when it seems he may come out of his

shell and turn out something more
original, the song ends, and abruptly at

that.

As for the musicians involved,

Livingston has collected a string of them
and oddly enough Walter Robinson, who
as his only backup man in concerts is

offered on just two cuts of the entire

album. Livingston though, has at last

begun to record his piano playing on

several songs which becomes a relief

from his sameness, but to me he can do

without the backing electrics and drums
and record as he performs before

audiences, simply with bass and his own
acoustic. With "Liv" as with most
second albums by various musicians

there is a definite increase in the studio

work, usually resulting in a more
cluttered sound hiding much of their

own talent.

Along with the record we are given a

neatly done insert, naturally all it has is

a complete set of lyrics so you'll be able

to discover the poetic genius of

Livingston Taylor, although he's

probably only as much of a poetic genius

as Rod McKuen, which isn't enough to

shake a stick at, very standard lines,

nothing curious, nothing inspiring.

All in all the album is slow and wilting,

no song patterns and really very little to

get excited about It seems that if you

have one of the Taylor albums that's

enough, don't venture too much further

or you'll probably be disappointed.

Maybe Livingston should stick to doing

Coke commercials for real!

Madman Across The River
By STEVE FELD

Elton John's musical style possesses a

definite sense of permanence. It may
seem, as with Tumbleweed Connection

lunkier, or with 11-17-70 less rigid, but

his formula remains the same. The
creation of a musical mood, ac-

companied by lyrics displaying an
obviously unique quality that fits

congruently with that mood, will never

wear thin. It comes across as
meaningful, artistic and often poignant,

without bordering on pretentiousness or,

god forbid, Muzak.
Madman Across the Water marks no

giant step forward in the continuing

saga of Elton John, or does it make any

claims of being something that it isn't.

What it does do is to bring together once

again a superb collection of brilliant

sophisticated songs. They simply reflect

the musical talents of Elton John and the

lyrical luxuries of Bernie Taupin.

"Tiny Dancer" is an instant Elton

John classic. John and Taupin knew it,

that's why they put it first. It is an

elegant song that starts out as simplicity

itself. It is in three parts, the second

serving as a bridge leading into the Paul

MeCartneyesque chorus I thought for

sure that this would be the cut that all

the AM stations would pick up on, but

they chose the next song, "Levon". It is

a song with biblical overtones, and it

tells the story of this good man who
worked his way up "in tradition with the

family plan". "He makes a lot of money
they say", l^evon slowly dies, however

So much for the American Dream.
"Razor Face" shrinks in comparison

to the others. He is an old man, "needs a

man who's young to walk him round."

We can't help but feel sorry for him.

"You're the song on the lips of an aging

star.. .And I'll never learn the reason

why I love your Razor Face."

The next two songs are "Madman

Across the Water" and "Indian Sunset".

They come across as being the meat of

the album, both grandiose in production

and impact. They show John Taupin at

their best. "Madman" tells a tale of

horror. "Take my word I'm a madman
don't you know." It is laden with sym-

bolism and is in a minor key for effect.

The song is a question of reality. "Is the

nightmare black or are the windows

painted?" We are never told.

"Indian Sunset" is a sad tale from a

humble, though proud man. Elton

assumes the role of an Iroquois, watching

his people being slowly slaughtered.

"And now you ask that I should watch

the red man's race be slowly crushed!"

He realizes that because of the bastard

white man he can't find a home, he is

along. "There seems no reason why I

should carry on and peace to this

young warrior comes with a bullet

hole."

In "Indian Sunset" Elton plays his

piano harmonies in fourths, giving it the

proper atmosphere and adding to the

impact of the lyrics. He then switches

tempos, showing his humbleness with a

soft, beautiful melody. This builds once

again to harmonic fourths, this time

with Paul Buckmaster's string It ends

in a minor key, the way it started, which

complements John's despair and

helplessness. John and Taupin paint a

picture with sound and it is nothing short

of a masterpiece.

'Holiday Inn" is merely filler that

deserves no more than to be the "B"

side of a single. "Rotten Peaches" is a

groupie song, the title being euphemistic

symbolism, comparable to the phallic

symbolism of "Ballad of a Well- Known
Gun". "Rotten Peaches" reminds me of

a Graham Nash ditty, with its sing-along

atmosphere.
"All the Nasties" is a story of a young

man growing into adulthood, and the

cruelty of people along the way. It is one

of those "Why don't they understand?"

themes, that, when handled as properly

as this, comes across effectively. When
that "full blooded city boy is now a full-

blooded city man" he can't feel any

contempt towards them, just despair.

"Oh, my oul" he cries at the end.

"Goodbye" is a short, poignant

production that ends the album. "I'm

sorry I took your time, I am the poem
that doesn't rhyme Just turn back the

page I'll waste away." In less than two

minutes, this John Taupin song should

leave one totally sympathetic of this

man's crisis, and closes the album on

the theme of hopelessness, which
dominates so much of it.

New Led Zep: Better But Not The Best

by Stephen Colwell

Picture yourself trying to

swim back, through an ocean of

electronic sound, to the year

1969, and not quite making it,

and you've pictured the new Led

Zeppelin album. After producing

a great first album. Led Zepplin

cerning lead singer Robert

Plant's relationship with a

Negro whore, never really gets

going. Some good guitar work at

the end pulls the song through,

though, and leads the way for

"Rock and Roll." the best song

on the album. When you hear

went downhill fast with albums

II and III. Their music had

changed from great hard rock

blues into a mess of electronic

confusion. On the latest album,

however, Jimmy Page tries to

"get it back." and almost suc-

ceeds, but not quite. Although

there's some great material on

this album, there's a lot of

material that's drawn out, sour,

and even boring

"Black Dog." the albums

opening cut, is, musically, a

take-off on "Good Times. Bad

Times." the opening cut on the

first album. The song con
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this song, you just have to move.

The vocals, drums, and guitar

work are fantastic. The song

leaves you with the feeling that

Zeppelin has "got it back," but

unfortunately, they lose it again.

"The Battle of Evermore"
comes in mystically, evoking in

you that "Ramble On" feeling.

For the first time in four albums,

Robert Plant gets some help on

vocals from a girl, identified as

"Sandy." (Sandy Denny from

Fairport Convention I The lyrics

are hauntingly emotional. The
song concerns a war between

spirits and angels for control of

the earth's "balance." "Mor-

tals" can only watch the battle

helplessly, as the "balance" is

taken away. They cry out "bring

it back!" which seems to be the

theme of the album, but it all

comes across a little too sour to be

worthwhile. The final cut of the

first side, "Stairway to Heaven"
is the prettiest song Led Zep-

pelin has done since "Thank
You." This song belongs totally

to Robert Plant, who builds it

from a slow balled into a driving,

forceful, beautiful piece of

music. Jimmy Page works his

best guitar solo since "Since I've

Been Loving You," nicely into

the last verse. The percussion by

John Bonham fits the song

perfectly. But it's Robert Plant,

whose voice has the greatest

range that I've ever heard, that

makes this cut as good as it is.

The second side of the album is

good, but not anything to be

ecstatic over. "Misty Mountain

Top" is a little too electronic to

be great. The lyrics are good;

the song scoffs people using

drugs, "Why don't you take a

good look at yourself, and Baby,

Baby, Baby, do you like it?"

Plant's vocals are a little sloppy,

as are John Bonham's drums,

but Page's guitar makes the

song enjoyable. This is the song

off the album that you'll find

yourself humming a lot. "Four

Sticks" has some fantastic

drums and guitar work. The

effect of a crazed man, running

from his girlfriend, is done

expertly with Bonham's drum
and Page's guitar. Plant's

vocals express the feelings of the

person perfectly, from his

confession to his crying, wailing

despair at the end of the song.

"Going to California" is a pretty

song with not much to it Robert

Plant's vocals sound a lot like

Donavan on this cut. and only his

"change" of voice in the middlej

verse save the .song from

disaster, as it is botched up

pretty bad with a sour chorus at

the end. You'll love this song,

though, if you're ever depressed

and need something to listen to.

The last cut on the album.

"When the Levee Breaks," is a

song that had the potential to be

as good or better than "How
Many More Times." Plant's

harmonica at the beginning of

this seven-minute "heavy" is so

fantastic, you'll get shivers up

and down your spine. Page and

Bonham team up again with

guitars and drums to create a

great effect of water breaking

and crashing over a levee. But

the second half of the cut breaks

just like the levee and Robert

Plant and the song drown

themselves, just when swim-

ming a little farther could have

brought the song, and the album,

back to 1969 and that great blues

sound of Led Zeppelin's first

album.
If you're a Led Zeppelin freak,

you'll love this album. Although

Jimmy Page tries very hard to

make it one of the best albums of

1971, he just doesn't quite make
it, although he takes a big step in

the right direction.
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Basic Audio

taring

BY FRANK JOHNSON
Since the beginning of this

series we have been looking at

transducers, which generate

electrical current when exposed

to acoustical or mechanical

energy. Though transducers will

perform well when correctly

designed, their output tends to

be rather small, as they are

inherently inefficient devices.

The current or signal that they

generate has to be amplified or

enlarged in a series of stages

before it can be useful to us, just

the way we need a microscope to

enlarge or amplify an image too

small for us to see with the

naked eye.

It would be difficult, however,

to move ahead with electrical

components without a brief

summary of how some of their

internal devices operate. These

devices which specifically do the

job of amplification are either

vacuum tubes or transistors. I

have included some verj

rough illustrations which

hopefully might make the

discussion of these devices

somewhat clearer.

No doubt a tube or a transistor

has been seen at least once by

most of us, in some form or

another Their net result is the

same - amplification - but they

accomplish this by different

methods. First in our discussion

is the vacuum tube. It consists of

some coil windings called

filaments, which give off elec-

trons when charged with a

current These filaments are

enclosed in a glass envelope,

much like a light bulb, to prevent

oxidation or burning out in the

presence of air. If a negative

charge is placed on a filament, I

and a positive charge is applied

to a metal plate, we can amplify

the current and cause the

electrons to move from the

negatively charged filament

(the cathode) to the positively

charged plate (the anode). This

is called the diode effect, and it

was noticed by Edison shortly

after he developed his in-

candescent lamp.

The diode is very dependent on

the nature of the current from

the power supply. It cannot

amplify a varying signal very

efficiently. For this we need to

place a control grid, which we
can view simply as a screen,

between the anode and the

cathode. This now makes the

tube an efficient amplifier.

There is a nomenclature used to

signify the number of grids used

in a tube. A 1-grid tube is called a

triode; 2 grids signify a tetrode,

and 3 grids classify a pentode.

Each of these types determines

to what purpose the tube will be

used. Triodes generally work

with low powered signals,

whereas tetrodes and pentodes

are usually placed in high

powered output circuitry

(though there are occasional

exceptions to this rule).

The vacuum tube is relatively

efficient, but it also wastes a

good deal of power. The

operates under a much different

principle than the vacuum tube.

It consists of metallic slabs

sandwiched together, and

separated by a layer of im-

purities. The impurities are

filaments (and also no glass

envelope), there is no need for

filament voltage, and also less

danger of breakage from

mechanical shock. In addition,

there is little chance for gradual

1 output transformers used in tube amplifiers. Transistor amplifiers

not have to have their output impedence matched to that of the speaker

don't need them because they do

filaments have to be heated in

order to charge the cathode,

using up quite a bit of voltage.

The filaments suffer from the

same problems that plague a

light bulb: they will sometimes

burn out unexpectedly, and this

means that the tube must be

replaced, interfering with the

operation of the unit. To prevent

the filament from oxidizing due

to the presence of air, it must be

contained in a vacuum and

sealed in a glass envelope, which

can break. Furthermore, certain

tubes have a tendency to in-

troduce hum (spurious AC
noise) because they pick up

some alternating current from

the power supply. They are also

apt to be rather delicate, as

mechanical shock will not only

damage the glass envelope, but

it may also knock out the

filaments as well.

The diode principle is about a

century old. but the transistor

was not successfully developed

until 1947. This newer device

semiconductors, being neither

insulators (repelling electrical

charges) or conductors

(carrying electrical charges).

Depending on how the structure

of a transistor is arranged, the

layer of impurities is either

positive to an electric charge (p-

type) or negative (n-type). For

reasons of simplicity, we can

view a basic transistor in terms

of 3 layers. The p-type layer is

sandwiched between 2 n-type

layers, and it will control the

current in an analogous fashion

to the control grid in a triode

vacuum tube. This is called a n-

p-n transistor If we want to

adapt it for a circuit with dif-

ferent polarity, we merely put

the negative layer between 2

positive layers, and have a p-n-p

transistor.

Several factors are realized by

this arrangement that are quite

useful to us. Because current

flow is almost instantaneous in a

transistor, there is no warmup
time. Because there are no

degradation of the filaments due

to prolonged use. Transistors

can be made very small,

allowing them to be used where

no vacuum tube circuitry is

possible (due to size and

weight).

There are some drawbacks to

transistors, however. Initially,

the major problem was one of

cost, though cheaper and better

methods of producing tran-

sistors have since been

developed. But transistors in

some ways are more delicate

than tubes. If excessive voltage

is applied to a tube, for instance,

it will either distort or else

change in efficiency to meet the

demand. The same voltage

surge might however easily

damage a transistor by melting

one of the layers, rendering it

useless. All tubes are placed in

sockets in a circuit, allowing

them to be removed periodically

to be tested, or replaced if

necessary. Not so the transistor.

Locating a defective one may
require a lot of time and probing

with measuring devices. Tubes

usually operate in the presence

of a lot of heat. Transistors, on

the other hand, may be per-

manently damaged by too much
heat. Because heat is usually a

function of excessive voltage in a

conductor, many high power

transistors need thermal

protection devices, circuit

breakers, or large heat sinks

(conducting fins which cool the

device) as insurance against

heat failure. All this adds to the

cost and complexity which is not

required in a tube unit.

Nevertheless, transistors have

developed to an extent where

they have almost completely

replaced vacuum tubes in many
applications The ubiquitous

pocket radio, for instance, would

not have been possible without

transistors. Transistors have

vastly reduced the complexity

and cost in high fidelity by

eliminating certain components

such as filament power and

output transformers. They have

allowed much more sensitive

tuners (radios) to be built, and

have also been very useful in

preamplifiers, for in the process

of amplifying weak signals that

originate from transducers, they

tend to be quieter than tubes. As

we shall see later on, transistors

have greatly reduced the

distortion of power amplifiers

and have also increased the

ultimate wattage potential

without concurrently increasing

cost and bulk.

In short, for purposes of

amplification we need either a

tube or a transistor. Next time

we'll see how they can be put to

work for the purposes of ex-

tracting radio signals from the

air.
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Smithies Do The Wizard
For those adults who love

nostalgic experiences, and for

those young people who enjoy

old fairy tales, the Smith College

Department of Theatre, and

Speech is offering a delightful

experience: a lavish presen-

tation of The Wizard of Oz„ as

adapted for the stage by Frank
Gabrielson, with music and

Spend a night with

The Baby Maker

Tonite

C.C. Aud. 7&9:15

( An Adult Movie)

DON'T MISS IT

lyrics by Harold Arlen and E.Y.

Harburg.
The production will feature all

of the famous characters:

Dorothy, Aunt Em and Uncle

Henry, the Tin Woodsman, the

Cowardly Lion, and the

Scarecrow, witches -wicked and

good, and, of course, the Wizard

of Oz, himself.

The cast will be made up of

graduate and undergraduate

students at Smith College, and

will include a large number of

youngsters who live in Nor-

thampton and Hatfield.

The show will open on Friday

evening at 8 p.m. Subsequent

performances will be given on

Saturday, at 2 p m. and 8 p.m.;

on Sunday at 2 p.m.; on Friday,

Dec. 10 at 8 p.m., and on

Saturday, the 11th at 10 a.m. and

8 p.m. Tickets may be obtained

at the box office in the Center for

the Performing Arts weekdays

between noon and 5 p.m., 584-

2700, ext. 840.
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that shocked the Nation.

The Trial that still shakes the World.
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Murder Case

TRIUMPHANT! IT WILL FASCINATE YOU!"
—Judith Crut. NEW YOUK MACAZINE
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Come join in the fun, the balcony it open again I

Edwards Up From Sugar Creek
Jonathan Edwards, the Capricorn

Recording Artist, will be appearing in

concert Tuesday, December 7, in the

ll Mass Student Union Ballroom. He
appeared at UMass last year with Phil

Ochs in a very successful and well

received concert.

Jonathan Edwards is a 24-year-old

folksinger on his way up. Listening to

him, you get the feeling he's taking you
up with him. His thoughts are our

thoughts. He just writes them down and
sings them back to us. His music isn't

comfortable, it's comforting.

Edwards spent five years as lead

singer of Sugar Creek, breaking away
recently to be on his own. He recently

released his first solo album "Jonathan
Edwards," which he describes as "some
funky tunes" he wrote. It includes folk-

type love songs, using rhythm and

melody that is "pretty easy to follow."

On stage, it's "just me and my guitar

and harp" and a bass player. "Where
it's at is having people have a good time.

It's really sad having someone in an ego
trip on stage."

Edwards current hit single "Sun-

shine" is his "revolutionary song:"
Sunshine go away today. I don't feel

much like dancing. Some man gone and
tried to run my life. But he don't know
what he's asking.

In recent appearances, he has played
on bills with Poco, John Sebastian, Paul
Butterfield Blues Band, Allman
Brothers and Summerthing. Colleges,

he agrees, are more responsive to his

music.

Tickets are now on sale in the RSO
office. The concert is sponsored by
Program Council.

Portrait Of An Artist
BY JONATHAN EDWARDS

Someone said they heard of me in

Montana. That's great but I haven't

been there yet; I was born in Minnesota
and that's two Dakotas away.

I started out like everybody else - wet
and naked - probably in the morning of

July 28th in '46. 1 say probably because I

was put up for adoption shortly

thereafter and I really don't know any
details. I do know that I was raised in

Minnesota for the first six years of my
life. We lived with my grandmother who
taught me my first music. She even
wrote some songs that I still remember,
one of which was a hymn.
Then we moved to Virginia where my

father worked for the government.

During this time I started thinking I was
from another planet, or something like

that. It all fit. I thought I was perfect.

My father was high up in the govern-

ment. I thought I was transmitting in-

formation and being fed special energy

cells at my favorite hamburg joint. I

never told anybody until I turned 14 and
found out that maybe I wasn't perfect.

Anyhow, Virginia was nice. I spent a

lot of time in the woods and swamps
until they tore it all down. I guess you

could say that this is where I did most of

my growing up. The lady next door

taught me how to play piano for about

five years and she used to tell me I was
really going to make it. I used to take the

pieces, add my own parts and blow her

mind.
During the next few years I did

everything from burning down new
houses to auditioning for the Ice

Capades. My father wouldn't let me join

the Ice Capades, and the police wouldn't

let me burn down new houses, so I went

to military school. I never had any

brothers or sisters and, what with being

from another planet and all, I was a

pretty lonely kid; so military school

settled nicely on my head. It was, by far,

more of a lesson in life than book lear-

ning and that's also where I picked up

most of my music.

We never had to study to get good

grades so we used to play music all the

time. A lot of demerits for that. I had a

Kay guitar and my friend had a Stella,

and the hours of joy we got out of those

axes I'm still trying to find. We used to

sneak out and catch the bluegrass and

countrv bands that came to the town for

square dances. Such incredible spirit

and energy. I remember a group called

Harry Buttermilk Snyder and the

Buttermilk Drinkers...we'd get them to

sit down and show us everything they

could - songs, riffs, anything.

Soon I started my own group called

The Rivermen. I still have the name
carved in my Kay. We used to play in

Minstrel Shows and before the school's

rock band would take the stand at our

dances. I wanted to join the rock band
but since they said I wasn't good enough,

I stuck with my Kay and even started

writing my own tunes.

My roommate told me I couldn't sing

so I got into painting when I went to

college.That was in Athens, Ohio, where
I also found lots of people to play with

and learn from. I met a guy named
Malcolm McKinney and we got together

at first to sing gospel tunes and ragtime

and all kinds of different stuff. We used

to go to the one-room churches on

Sunday morning and sing "Just a Closer

Walk with Thee" and "When the Roll is

Called up Yonder" (I still do those

tunes). They were the kind of churches

that had everything happening in one

room - preacher, choir, Sunday school,

wood stove - everything. It was great.

They thought it was a visitation of some
kind. Maybe it was! The Salvation Army
is still talking about when we went to a

meeting and sang.

Gradually, electric music took us over

and we were doing Byrds and Dylan and

Beatles like everyone else and writing

all the time. Remember how heavy it

was to go and see a group close-up like in

the cafeteria - really incredible. To
actually be up there sounding so loud

and strong was the heaviest thing I'd

ever done, except maybe trying out for

the Ice Capades. We were called the St.

James Doorknob and I was the lead

singer and was I bad! At least, I thought

I was bad, with the sunglasses, collar

up, hair, everything. I wrote songs like:

Time was I could see

Just what it was that was happening to

me
I could see my reflection on the wall

The door was always open

For things to come in floating

Far above the hairlines of us all'.

In five part harmony! Naturally my
creative energy went toward singing

and away from painting, and I used to

Next Mon. and Tues. ONLY
Jonathan Miller's Production of Shakespeare's

JULIUS CAESAR
with the Oxford and Cambridge Shakespeare Company

Mount Holyoke College Arts in Performance
CHAPIN AUDITORIUM, SOUTH HADLEY, MASS.

Performances: Mon. and Tues. only Dec. *-7 at 8:00 p.m.

Box Office open i 10: 00 a.m. -•: 00 p.m. Mon.-Sun.

CallStt-2419 Ticket Prices $i, $3, $4.

Jonathan
write songs in figure drawing class-

naked girls and everything. The day I

quit school, not long after, was the

happiest day of my life. Soon I per-

suaded the rest of the group to quit

school too. We changed our name (and a

few faces) to the Headstone Circus. I

was detained by my draft board for

various reasons. When this had its own
happy ending, I split for Boston the next

day.

We were really famous in Ohio but

Boston didn't seem to care. In those

days everything we touched turned into

blues. It was a way of life; we were
writing fast and hard. The happy blues

were as scarce as hen's teeth and so was
the food. The drummer had us over for

dinner - we had potatoes from a box and
instant oatmeal with water and I sang
some blues that night. It was really hard
times for everybody.

Up until this time, we had been
"discovered" sixteen times. Then Peter

Casperson came down and
"discovered" us again and said he'd get

us some gigs. . . no Cadillacs, just gigs.

"Far out", we said, "That's a new pitch,

we'll take it."

We started eating more regularly (as

often as three times a week) and the

blues got brighter. We changed our

name to Sugar Creek (a town in Ohio)

and did an album of some of the stuff

we'd been writing. One song on the

record was just me and my acoustic

called, "Lady Linda." Everyone in the

group had their own song they wanted to

do. A strange album; I drew the front

cover and we couldn't get gigs because
the club owners thought we were black.

It was called "Please Tell a Friend",
and no one did but it is a collector's item

Edwards
- well done, I think, but rare.

Having been with Sugar Creek
through good times and bad for five

years, I was really reluctant to step

outside and see what I could do. We
played as loud as we could all that time

and I was getting to where I couldn't

stand it. I'd finish playing five sets in the

Boom Boom Room, come back and pick

up my good old acoustic and say, "Wow,
that's real pretty. I want to hear bronze

strings on rosewood, not steel strings on

magnets. I want to see candles instead

of neon lights, I want to ride a horse

instead of drive a car, I want to . .

."

I freaked out in that world of tubes and

transistors and I still can't really hear

what that music is saying. I spent that

summer of 1970 in the forest with my
rosewood and a bottle of Georgia's Best

trying to get it together. The year that

followed was beautiful, and fast and

furious. I recorded my first album and

did a lot of traveling and singing and

writing all along the way. I learned what

a beautiful feeling it is to have the people

you're playing for actually listen to what
you're singing and really like you when
you're done instead of throwing things.

There is a joy that I get from playing

music for people that I can't really

describe, but it's a little like the feeling

you get when someone is trying to say

something and although he may not

have said it right, you know exactly

what he means. I'll be trying to share

this joy with all the people I play for, I

can't keep it to myself any longer. .

.

So Montana, look out. I'll be there and

if you are into neon lights, plug it in, and

if you are into candles, light one.

Program Council Presents

Jonathan Edwards

with

Bill Workman

in concert

Tues., Dec. 7

Advance Sale tickets

at RSO Office $1.25

'4
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Who Will Beat The
A review of the Beatle years

by NICK MINOTTI
The Beatles are still doing it.

Regarded with as much respect

and praise as ever, they are

unquestionably the best musical

production group in rock history.

They are what could be called

universals or common
denominators in the popular

music of today. The Stones and

Bob Dylan are excellent

examples of this. Clapton and

associates, John Mayal, and

Frank Zappa are also reaching

this plane of considered genius.

That is what they have proven

themselves as over a period of

time, and they will always have

appeal. After them come groups

like Chicago, The Grateful Dead,

CSNY, and others which are all

definite "supergroups" but they

are not quite as highly regarded

as the aforementioned bands.

But even today with their last

joint effort, Abbey Road (oc-

curing sometime in 1968-) Let It

Be was recorded before it) The
Beatles are still on a plateau

higher than anyone else.

Of course, in their early days

they had the appeal of rock and

roll gods complete with

screaming girls. But as time

went on you began to realize that

there was more here than just

long hair and boots. Rubber Soul

was the first good hint that this

band was really progressing. At

the time it came out it was very

sophisticated in parts and had a

serious tone to it as if the group

was asking you to look at their

music with directness instead of

fan appeal. As 1 said, it was just

Tel. 584-2310

CALVIN
Northampton

NOW Ends Tues.

Kves. 7:00-9:00

Sat.-Sun. 7: 10-7:00-9:00

(Adults $1.50)

VANESSA
REDGRAVE

OLIVER
REED

KEN RUSSELL'S FILM

THE DEVILS
BARGAIN NITES

Mon. and Tues. $1.00

Dec. 8 "2001 Space Odyssey"

a hint, all leading up to one of the

biggest milestones in popular

music history.

Sgt. Pepper is probably the

greatest single album ever

created. The change that oc-

cured in music between this and

the Beatles' previous album, and

all consequent music, was
overwhelming. The phenominal

production of George Martin

coupled with the individual

genius of the group's personnel

makes this album in-

comparable. Sgt Pepper is Sgt

Pepper. You can only compare it

to itself. Even today (it came out

in 1967), it is so different, so

individual, a piece of work that

no other popular music work has

been able to draw from suc-

cessfully, either directly or

indirectly.

Then, after a few "fill up"

albums (yesterday and Today,

for example) where possibly two

or three songs on each were

extremely sophisticated, they

came out with the White Album,

or Double Album. This was
before double albums were
popular, the same way they

printed the words to Sgt. Pepper

before it was a fad. The White

Album was superb. It was
perhaps their last great joint

effort before going off in dif-

ferent musical directions. The
breakup was a result of their

individual genius getting on each

others nerves. It was
magnificent -two albums, thirty

songs -with each song different

from the other, musically

masterful, and all com-
plementing each other in a

similar way that Sgt. Pepper's

music gives the impression of

going to a carnival and having a

band take you on a trip through a

makebelieve land, and,

ultimately, cordially saying

good-bye (the good-bye is "Sgt.

Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club

Band" -reprise).

Then came Abbey Road,

though tense feelings were
present in the group during this

album. It is probably my
favorite and second only to Sgt.

Pepper's in overall brillance.

The first side shows in-

dividuality of the group and the

directions in which they were

going. Lennon in "Come
Together", Harrison in

"Something" (probably one of

the best things he has ever

done). Ringo in "Octopuses

Garden", and McCartney in "Oh
Darling" (in which he sings in

one of the most emotional,

feeling-filled voices I've ever

heard), and ending with "I Want

You (She's so heavy)", a better

example of a group effort.

Then comes the second side. It

combines the talents of all The

Beatles, mixing them
beautifully. It gives the im-

pression of one continuous song,

originating with "Because"
(second song on this side) and

ending with "The End" (this is

the tenth song on a side of

eleven). Everything about them
is at its best. From Lennon's

song writing to McCartney's

voice changing and bass

playing. His playing earned for

him first place on "Playboy's"

Jazz and Pop poll, a poll backed

by every great personality and

magazine in the popular music

industry from Dave Brubeck,

Ginger Baker, and Frank
Sinatra to Erik Clapton and B B

King.
One song leads into the next

very well with mood changes

coming at just the right time.

Harrison is particularly brillant

on guitar here. (Clapton was
quoted as calling him the best in

the world). He comes through

forcefully and with many
diverse styles. The part he plays

towards the end of the side

between "Carry That Weight"

and "The End" is one of the best

and most tastefully done lead

guitar rifts I've ever heard.

We usually take them as a

group but they are individually

brillant. This is something you

didn't think about too much and

something that was taken for

granted for the most part

because they were. . .well, the

"Beatles". This growth in

musical competence, with each

pursuing his own, had as much to

do with their breakup as

anything. Could Mozart and

Beethoven or Louis Armstrong
and John Phillips Sousa team up

and both be satisfied with the

end result?

Since the actual group rift

each one has done some works of

his own. Lennon's simplicity and

rawness in his first album, John

Lennon-Plastic Ono Band, is

excellent. His second album.

Imagine, although still raw and

sometimes crudely beautiful, is

as good as the first if not better.

Harrison also plays with him on

this one. Lennon is still bitter

about how his childhood was,

with a father who left him as a

child and a mother who was
killed in a traffic accident just

afterwards. The bitterness

comes through very much on his

first album and is the tone in

some of the stuff on his second.

An example of this is the attack

on Paul McCartney in "How Do
You Sleep", although it is more
subdued.
Harrison broke away and

proved himself in All Things

Must Pass. It was a good in-

dication of where he was going

towards-Mysticism, Jesus, self-

awareness in Hare Korisna, etc.

Playing with him was every

blue-chip rock and roll-blues

artist around (Jim Gordon,

Bobby Whitlock, Billy Preston,

Ringo Star, Eric Clapton, Dave
Mason, and Ginger Baker to

name a few.) The songs them-

selves, although
musicallysimple, were done
with sophistication.

McCartney, the mainstay of

the breakup of the group, went

out and made an album all his

own, playing every instrument

heard by performing over tracks

of his own music. It is certainly

great listening although missing

some of the jam artistry of

musicians playing together

since it was an individual effort.

That's understandable. His

second album. Ram, is a con-

tinuation of the free-wheeling

happy music that was heard in

the earlier McCartney, showing

his happiness with his family

and sounding a little like popular

music to a Broadway show (he

has already written the score to

a show).
Ringo has done an album and

has produced a million-selling

single "It Don't Come Easy".

His solo stuff is not as striking as

the other boys but it is certainly

adequate. Ringo was thought of

the best musician in the bunch

way back when.

As I said before, as a group,

with all the diversity, they are

the best. I saw them in person

twice, once in 1965, and in 1966 in

Shea Stadium. The latter ap-

pearance was their last per-

formance together in the U.S.

During the '65 concert you

couldn't hear yourself think,

which was typical of all Beatles

concerts since their inception

But in '66 (Yellow Submarine

had just come out) people had
started listening. There was
between 55 and 65,000 people

there and you could hear a pin

drop during the quieter numbers

with screaming coming only

during their last song of the

night, "Long Tall Sally".

During their reign they took us

through the screaming and
idolizing age and matured us

along with their music to the age

where young people go to con-

certs to listen closely. They were
pioneers and still are. We owe
much of what is our music scene

today to them. Remember, in

most every field in our popular

music today, whether it be hard

rock, Far Eastern influenced,

country-western, psychadelic

rock, whatever the form, the

Beatles have reached them first,

did them with a great amount of

proficiency, and left them to go

on to others. This occured before

many of us knew the form itself

existed.

Simply amazing.

Films

Harry Kellerman, Who Are You?
By FRANK BAGLIONE

Who is Harry Kellerman And
Why Is He Saying Those Terrible

Things About Me? Directed by

Ulu Grosbard, screenplay by

Herb Gardner, featuring Dustin

Hoffman, Jack Warden, Bar-

bara Harris and David Burns.

George Soloway stands by the

ledge of his penthouse apart-

ment atop the GM building in

New York writing a suicide note-

-"As a young man I had planned

to live forever, but recent events

have conspired to make me alter

that decision." We are watching

the opening scene of Who Is

Harry Kellerman? with Dustin

Hoffman playing George
Soloway, America's top rock and
roll songwriter suffering from a

recurrent fantasy of late that he

is leaping to his death.

Invariably, however,
Soloway's leap lands him on the

couch of his German-accented
psychoanalyst where our hero

recounts his other recurring

fantasies-a taxi driver whose
meter is continually running, a

calypso voodoo man, a Slavic

Santa Claus, and even one where
his shrink bursts into the song,

"Don't Tell Me Your Troubles".

Along with these fantasies

Soloway has been plagued by a

nemesis named Harry Keller-

man who is systematically
turning off George's potential

romantic attachments with

phone calls describing our hero's

less admirable traits. To cap his

torment George has also had
insomnia for weeks.

Just who is Harry Kellerman is

fairly obvious since no suspects

emerge and only one person

could have had all the numbers,

but his identity is only definitely

revealed at the end. The film

includes a jumble of scenes

which sometimes confuse the

viewer who may not be sure if

the scene is a flashback, the

present ( is his hair grey) , or if it

is another of his fantasies. Still,

it holds up fairly well.

This film is more than just

another story about the star

whose celebrity we envy but

whose private life we pity. It is

more than the portrayal of a
psychotic desiring an end to his

existence. For at the base of

Soloway's psychosis there lies

that first shocking realization of

mortality which he could not

intergrate with his life. This is

evidenced in many scenes. In a
flashback to Soloway's first

experience with love he
remarks, "But I was eighteen

then and I knew how to live

forever." Then in another,
Soloway now in his thirties,

successful, and married with

two sons (the oldest twelve) the

pained Soloway expresses his

disbelief at his own age when he
feels and thinks like he were
actually eighteen. Turning to his

children he says, almost bit-

terly, "Look at those kids...

They're like clocks. .1 can't

believe I have kids that age."

In contrast to Soloway's
refusal to accept his mortality

there are the scenes with his

parents who are more in accord
with the rhythm of life. The bare
white and chrome decor of

Soloway's apartment is

glaringly unfertile and contrasts

nicely with his parents amiably
cluttered nest. The late David
Burns who plays Soloway's
father is subdued and luminous

as the old restauranteur, sen-

timentally attached to his old

place, and stoically awaiting his

death by an already diagnosed

disease. He is serene and
graceful approaching death

while his son reacts to age with

panic and despair.

Herb (1000 Clowns) Gardner's
screenplay is nearly excellent

but is sometimes diminished

because director Ulu Grosbard
succeeds with some scenes and
fails with others. And although

there is one very notable rock

song, "Last Morning", used to

open and close the film, it is

evident that Soloway's eminence
as a composer is not derived

from Shel Silverstein's musical
score.

Despite its faults, this picture

is extremely entertaining and

The French Connection
By WAYNE A. TIFFANY

Marseille, France. FADE IN:

a man walks into a bakery and

emerges carrying a long loaf of

French bread. DISSOLVE TO:

same man entering doorway of

his home. CUT TO: killer in

doorway wearing leather coat.

(Of course he's wearing a

leather coat. All killers wear

leather coats. Didn't you see

Shaft? CLOSE UP: man holding

bread. QUICK CUT TO: killer

holding .45. QUICK CUT TO:

12-3-
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Man in the
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Maid in

Sweden
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Connection
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bread man BANG! man shot in

face. BANG! man shot in chest,

much blood, man falls. TWO
SHOT: killer takes bread from

dead man, bites off a piece,

throws remains on corpse.

FADE OUT. ESTABLISHING
SHOT -New York City -TITLE
SEQUENCE.
Thus begins the French

Connection. For the next two

hours we are treated to more
senseless killings, assorted

muggings, rapes, beatings,

knifings, automobile crashes,

many more murders, and a

finale chase that makes the one

in Bullitt look like something

from Matt Sennett.

All of this comes courtesy of

director William Friedkan ( The

Boys in the Band), writer Ernest

Tidyman (who also wrote

Shaft), and producer Phillip

D'Antoni (Bullitt). Hell hath no

fury like this threesome. Add to

the above an earsplitting, piano-

banging score and the original

"I'm a mean, take-no-shit,

sonofabitch cop" (Gene Hack-

man) and how can you lose?

It's no wonder that the French

Connection is a box office suc-

cess and there is no doubt that

Friedkan has done a brilliant job

of directing, but this brilliance is

achieved through the crudest

and cheapest means possible.

Friedkan turns his audience on

by the constant and unrelentless

use of brute force, shattering

noises, and deliberate shock.

This is not art; it's cinema de-

zap.

There are many flaws in this

film, which deals with the

largest narcotics haul in the

history of the New York Police

Department, but you won't

notice them, because you'll be

too busy waiting for the next

murder. The acting is all one-

dimensional. These aren't real

people we're watching. They're

animated puppets. And there are

far too many unrelated scenes,

such as an automobile crash,

which has nothing whatsoever to

do with the story, except to give

you an excellent view of two

bloody corpses. And why in hell

would any reasonably intelligent

dope smuggler abandon a car

filled with heroin on some side

street? Apparently so the

"narcs" can find it, and we can

proceed with the story. And then

there's that opening sequence.

We are never told why the man
was killed. Maybe the killer has

an insatiable desire for French
bread.

The French Connection leaves

you with nothing to think about,

not even the saving grace of an

interesting performance. Even
the "Z" style ending, packed full

of "social comment", seems out

of place and forced. Label this

one entertainment; jolts for

jocks.

Dustin Hoffman

genuinely funny. At the same
time the theme of a man coming
to the full realization of his

mortality is compelling to a

degree directly proportional to

the viewer's own realization of

his impermanence and the

inevitability of his aging. The
acting in the film is consistently

good. Hoffman is brilliant as

usual as he plays the dazed and
bedeviled hero (how we ache for

him to get some rest). Barbara
Harris has the best written role

as a beautiful loser with an art

for loving. Gabriel Dell is

supremely adroit as a modern
day satyr who bids farewell to

all through an electronic

megaphone. Warden's changes
of costume and accent win him
his scenes, while the late David
Burns' graceful acting endears
him to all.

Released this past summer,
Who Is Harry Kellerman? is a

film which deserves a second
viewing. If as yet unseen, the

viewer will be grateful for this

additional opportunity for a

night of very pleasant en-

tertainment. Dustin (Graduate.

Midnight Cowboy, Little Big

Man) Hoffman continues to be
an extremely reliable indicator

of good films.
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"Sacco" A Bit Too Forced For Comfort
By BOB NESTI

SACCO AND VANZETTI
a film, directed by Giuliano

Montaldo, featuring Riccardo

Cucciolia, Gian Maria Volonte,

Cyril Cusack, and Milo O'Shea.

At the Academy of Music,

Northampton.
Sacco And Vanzetti opens with

a highly stylized black-and-

white sequence depicting the

infamous Palmer Raids of 1920.

These raids were conscious

maneuver of the administration

of Attorney General Mitchell

Palmer to harass immigrants

and political "undesirables" in

spite of their civil liberties. This

scene attempts the look and feel

of a political nightmare right out

of a Fascist dictatorship which,

considering the social climate of

America following the First

World War, may have been a

living horror for some. Un-

fortunately Sacco And Vanzetti

has made this case too strong; it

is too evocative of a simplistic

Kafkaesque dictatorship and the

real Sacco and Vanzetti murder

case becomes a muddled
polemnic lost in this context.

This is often a problem with

political films. They often

reduce characters and situations

to their lowest common
denominator, one which used the

film media like a political

cartoon and little else. Z, one of

the better films of this genre,

still had the encroaching feel of

stomping home a message
which, strangely enough, made
a cogent argument seem like

propaganda. Costas-Gravas
luckily saved his film from

mindless oblivion with

camerawork that captured his

story with breathneck speed and

made it the most effective

political thriller in some time.

Unfortunately Sacco And
Vanzetti is political murder

mystery lacking any suspense,

which if you know anything

about suspense films, be it

Hitchcock or Perry Mason, is the

kiss of death. Sacco and Vanzetti

were victims of perhaps the

most publicized examples of

federal judicial irresponsibility

ever to occur in this nation.

Their trial has quite rightly been

labeled as the American Dreyfus

Case. Yet to simply state as this

film does from the onset that

Sacco and Vanzetti were in-

nocent is, first, in lieu of some

recent evidence, untrue, and

second, ignores the most im-

portant dramatic element in any

trial story. Courtroom stories

demand suspense, it is the only

way they move and when
lacking this they become static

and boring. Instead of a sharp,

clean murder mystery told

within the context of a hostile

social and political atmosphere.

Sacco And Vanzetti is a heavy-

handed, lengthy barrage of the

wrongs of America told with that

all too conscious eye towards

today.

Sacco and Vanzetti were two

immigrant Italian anarchists

living in towns on the south side

of Boston. They were impounded

and tried for the murder of two

across evidence which could

have perhaps reversed the

decision, it strangely disap-

peared. During the interim,

Sacco and Vanzetti waited out

their stay in prison and, despite

a huge public outcry, were

electrocuted in 1927.

The major problem with the

film was that director Giulano

make them larger, not clearer.

The director has placed this

scene in the film to load his
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nd Vanzetti has other

intentions in mind other than

presenting the complexities ot

the case. It has to prove them

innocent, it has to show them as

victims, the film even has to

COMMIES

factory payroll officers in South

Braintree with evidence that

seemed dubious at best. In this

film, though, the possibility that

Sacco and Vanzetti may have

been guilty is viewed as heresy.

Their guilt or innocence is never

explored, rather the lengthy

trial concerns itself with

presenting Sacco and Vanzetti

as poor shat-upon-victims of the

insensitive buffoons who
presided over their case. Even

the noble attempts of Sacco and

Vanzetti's down-and-out, yet

virtuous defense attorney (a

part which seemed reminiscent

of the kind of role Spencer Tracy

once played so well) cannot save

the day from the callousness of

the prosecution. They are, of

course, found guilty and sen-'

tenced to death.

The remainder of the film

chronicles the defense's moves

in the seven years of vain ap-

peals that followed. Despite the

fact that Sacco and Vanzetti's

trial was a blatant example of

ethnic and political prejudice,

the government was adamant
with its decision. In fact when

the defense began to come

"Sacco and Venzetti"

Montaldo has made his

argument overbearing. For

instance there is one sequence in

the prison. Here one prisoner,

possessing needed evidence

which was pivotal to Sacco and

Vanzetti's innocence, observ-

ed the depressed Sacco in an

adjoining cell and had sympathy

for him. He is touched to the

point where he vainly attempts

communicating his information

about the murder to Sacco

through a note. The information

later becomes known to the

defense through other ways

which leads you to wonder just

why this scene is in the film in

the first place. Something this

obscure could undoubtedly not

be substantiated with fact, so as

persuasive evidence it is dubious

at best. The scene seems to be

here as a dramatic device,

something to touch upon the

characters of both Sacco and the

other prisoner. By this time

though Sacco and Vanzetti have

become political cartoon figures

distinguishable by physical

appearance and little else. Any

attempt at amplifying their

characters only managed to

extol their martyrdom, and most

of all, has to make it as relevant

as seemingly possible. The
presiding judge may as well

have been Judge Julius Hoffman

of the infamous Chicago trial;

Sacco may as well have been

Bobby Seale and Vanzetti,

Daniel Berrigan. The jury and

the rest of the characters of the

film (who weren't either Italian,

communists, or artistrocrats)

were the meanest group of

rednecks right out of Nixon's

Middle America. This con-

temporary theme is even found

in the generally impressive

soundtrack score (the film's

singular virtue) which does get

off badly with Joan Baez has

long been the "kultchahed hip"

youth's ideal of the radical folk

singer and her place in this film

is not only expected but

demanded.
Within the context of the film,

the performances suffered

immeasurably. Ricardo Cuc-

ciola as Sacco probably comes
away the least scathed and gives

the gentle shoemaker a pathos

quite independent from the

script. Gian Maria Volonte

compliments Sacco's gentle

character with a Vanzetti of

strength and character.

Milo O'Shea and William

Prince round out the "good

guys" of the plot. In O'Shea's

case this is "good" in name only

as he overacts all over the place

and comes across as a pudgy

imitation of Jimmy Cagney
bellowing his clients' defense.

Prince is better as the

aristocratic Boston lawyer who
followed the case through to the

end, but didn't quite manage to

erase the bad taste O'Shea left.

Two of the film's best per-

formances were those of Cyril

Cusack as the prosecutor and

Geoffrey Keen as the judge.

e
They both managed to portray

'these two deceitful types with

the proper touch of visciousness.

Sacco and Vanzetti's case has

never really been presented in

film or drama with any sort of

validity. Too often the political

and social aspects have over-

whelmed the interpreters and

instead of compelling cinema or

drama, we get a mishmash of

well-intended, feut painfully

heavy rhetoric.
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what is probably the most ex-

citing American plan to appear

in the last decade, Arthur

Kopit's, internationally ac-

calimed, Indians.

Indians, as the New York

Times described, when it opened

off Broadway in 1969, "Is a play

to savor in the recesses of your

being Extraordinarily ex-

citing, yet a gentle triumph,

good in itself, anticipatory in its

portents." But still Indians is a

gaudy, noisy, wild west show

preaching hellfire in raucous

parables, joyously thumbing its

nose at the niceties of historic

fact.

The action of Indiana takes

place in the center ring of

Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show

Some of the performers are Billy

the Kid, Jesse James, Wild Bill

Hickok, Sitting Bull and an

American President. They all

re-enact their parts in the

conquest of the west-their

legends and myth building ex-

ploits.

Yet Indians isn't a play about

how we mistreated the indians,

we are all pretty well aware of

that fact: rather, Indians, is

about the creation of myth- a

national mind-set with Buffalo

Bill and the indians of the old

west as its central figures.

Indians has been termed a

play with a "message", but

above that common cliche, it is a

piece of pure entertainment,

with all the sights and sounds of

those rowdy and boistrous wild

west shows. It is a spectacle of

the rodeo arena, the western

songs and the drama of triumph

that is juxtaposed with the earth

bound rituals, dances and chants

of the Indians.

Indians is directed by Gary

Stewart, who directed last years

American College Theatre

Festival Winner for U. Mass.

Theatre, The Clouds. Sets are by

Jeff Fiala, costumes by

Elizabeth Weiss Hopper, lights

by James F. Dooley Jr.,

choreographer is Janet Craft

with music and sound by Jason

McAuliffe.

Production dates are

December 9-11 & 16-18, Thursday

through Friday nights.

THIRTY DAY

Saturday, Dec. 4 at 8:00 p.m.
Donation 50*

Rodgers Dance Company Here Next Week

Rod Rodgers

Three evening performances will be

featured when the Rod Rodgers Dance

Company appears at UMass on

Tuesday-Thursday, December 7, 8, 9 at

8:00 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. The

performances are sponsored by the

UMass Fine Arts Council in cooperation

with the Massachusetts Council on Arts

and Humanities. A different program

will be featured in each evening's

performance.

Rod Rodgers, noted Black

choreographer-dancer, was introduced

to his art as a child in a family of

professional dancers. He studied and

worked in the mid-west prior to coming

to New York in 1963 to perform with

several concert companies. With his

own company, Mr. Rodgers has firmly

established himself as one of today's

most provocative young

choreographers. He has had several

articles on dance published, including

"Don't Tell Me Who I Am," Negro

Digest, July 1968 and "Men and the

Dance: Why do we question the

image?," Dance Magazine, June 1966,

and is an articulate spokesman for

dance.

Along with his direction of the widely

acclaimed Rod Rodgers Dance Com-

pany and his work in Off-Broadway

theatre, Mr. Rodgers is also known for

his work with youths in community-

oriented cultural arts programs. In 1970

the Rod Rodgers Dance Company
received a grant from the New York

State Council on the Arts, and in

recognition of his gifts as an innovative

choreographer, Mr. Rodgers received a

John Hay Whitney Fellowship in 1965

and a grant from the National En-

dowment for the Arts in 1970.

Each evening's performance on

December 7, 8, 9 will feature a six-part

program. Dances to be performed will

include: "Dances in Projected Space,"

individual and group plays of movement
with light images, "Box," a

psychological study in confinement,

"Percussion Suite," a rhythmic play

with bells, cymbals, tone block, claves

and marracha sticks; "In Hi-Rise

Shadows," a series of over-lapping and

recurring encounters between men and

women which, as life does, streams on.

Also included in the programs are:

"Tangents," briefly touching;

"Harambee," a ritual of the inspiration,

martydom and a spiritual ressurrection

of Black Leaders; "Inventions," a

poetic flow of motion in silence;

"Eidolyns" (Excerpt from "The Con-

juring"), showing the suppression of

man's sensuous spirit; "Trajectories,"

using lines winding beside and across

the dancers in unhurried, capricious

arcs; and "Duet" (from "Dance
Poems. Black, Brown, Negro").

Reserved tickets for the performances

are available at the Fine Arts Council

Ticket Office, 125 Herter Hall.

Remaining tickets will be available at

Bowker Auditorium one hour before the

performance. A phone reaching both

offices is 545-0202.

Men And Dance: Why Do We Question The Image?

I

by Rod A. Rodgers

I suspect that most male dancers, like

myself, are frequently asked to give

their reasons for going into the

profession. My reason is that I feel that 1

am able to express myself in dance, just

as certain other men are able to sing,

paint, sculpt, or write poetry. Now that

we have accepted the other fine arts as

being suitable occupations for men, why
is the art of dance still considered out of

bounds? Why, more than any of our arts,

is dance still looked upon as being ef-

feminate? Why is our concept of the

masculine ideal so limited that we reject

the possibility of a man's body as being

an instrument of esthetic expression?

The answer to these questions reveals

much about America's ideas of

manliness and morality.

Dance, of course, is different from all

of the other arts because it demands

total involvement of the human body.

Consequently, it has been burdened with

a great many of our society's sexual

taboos. Though we Americans enjoy

thinking of ourselves as being com-

paratively uninhibited people, hardy

survivals of the stern morality of our

Puritan past continue to confuse.

In most other cultures, dance has been

a part of ritual and religion and is

considered a legitimate way to explore

and increase physical power. Many
primitive people have assumed that the

best dancers made the best warriors.

Students of the Oriental arts of Zen

combat have long used dance exercises

as a means of integrating and refining

body action before working with any

weapons.
While an untrained observer cannot

analyze its subtleties very well, all

people normally respond to movement

qualities just as they do to music or color

qualities. We all take delight in the

motion of an animal's body or the

studied actions of an athlete. But while

the beauty of an athlete's form is clearly

a means to a competitive end, form in

the dance is an end in itself. As a result,

we tend to suspect the dancer of being

involved in a narcissistic or seductive

self-display. Such an involvement is

generally considered inappropriate for a

man.
These difficulties are enhanced by the

nature of the dance itself as an art form

Since the human body is the instrument

involved, there is some popular con

fusion as to whether the art is the dance

OT the dancer Thus, male audiences are

often fearful of being openly ap-

preciative of a male dancer because

they are not sure if they are responding

to the beauty of the art -or of the artist.

While a male observer does not hesitate

to admire a beautiful woman dancer, he

is not quite certain of whether he is

correct in admiring a male, unless, of

course, the man is engaged in an ex
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Americans have given tremendous

receptions to spectacular male dancers

from other countries (for example, the

breath-taking virtuosos of the Bolshoi or

Moiseyev companies). We are obviously

willing to accept male dancing in certain

context -particularly, that of athletic

virtuosity. And, somehow, it doesn't

worry us so much if the dancers are

foreign. That's remote.

Usually our men are better able to

enjoy dancing when they don't think

their efforts at it will be taken seriously.

But even ballroom dance is not entirely

free from suspicion. When I was a social

dance teacher many of my male

students told me that they enjoyed

dancing at parties, but they didn't feel

comfortable doing it unless they had had

a few drinks. Why should a man not be

able to join other people in social dance

unless he is slightly intoxicated? In my
opinion, it is because he suspects that

this is a childish, an effeminate, or a

slightly perverse activity and he is

terrified of appearing foolish. Never-

theless, he may be envious of another

man who is not similarly inhibited,

because he can see that dancing is ob-

viously great fun.

Laymen are inclined to be unduly

concerned with the most superficial

aspects of any specialized work. Many a

fuss has been raised about the supposed

lack of suitability of leotards as basic

dance attire for males. I would like to

point out that in leotards and tights the

body is much more covered than in the

customary modern swim suit. I think

that male suspicion of tights is mostly a

matter of association with much
publicized pictures of girls in tights. I

suspect that if a boy's masculinity is so

precarious that it would be jeopardized

by putting on a pair of tights, then he

would probably have problems whether

he enrolled in a dance class or joined the

Marines.
Similiarly, some laymen cannot un-

derstand how a painter, sculptor, or

dancer could be masculine and still

attend to his art while contemplating the

presence of a beautiful nude model or

touching a clothed, but shapely, partner.

Such laymen have little idea of the

aesthetic qualities of the human body

outside of its erotic connotations.

The spectacular growth of dance in

the past few decades seems to have

made some professionals believe that

the example of great male dancers has

been so beneficial that the scarcity of

men in the dance field is now due to

economic considerations. I think this is a

mistaken attitude. 1 think that low pay is

not the reason why men reject dance as

a vocation and go into another fine art

(how many rich poets do you know?).

Economics is not the reason why

parents permit their sons to study music

and painting, but not dance Much of the

resistance to the inclusion of dance into

boys' curricula in schools probably

stems from the desire of teachers and

administrators to protect their students

from what they consider an "un-

desirable influence." Until we can tell

these laymen fathers and educators why
the image of our male dancers is so

unfavorable, we cannot hope to gain the

support which is much needed from

them.
Many parents discourage their sons

from dancing because they are afraid it

might "sissify" them. But dancing in

itself does not induce foppish man-

nerisms. In fact, when properly taught,

dance training reduces the individual's

tendency to employ peculiar man-

nerisms, and heightens his ability to

achieve whatever physical image of

himself he aspires to.

When questioned about the high in-

cidence of homosexuality in our field,

many professionals simply dismiss the

matter as unimportant or "nobody's

business." Their unwillingness to

discuss this question may, in a way, be

tactful, but it is also unintelligent, since

the future of dance as a performing art

will be greatly affected by the attitude of

the general public. However, if we really

want to break down the prejudices

against male dancing, we shall have to

do more than point out that such-and-

such is married and so-and-so is a

father. Such citations alone will not

allay the provincial fears of the public.

For all practical purposes, the dance

field has been closed to most American

men, because few of us have an idea of

our own manliness which will allow us to

express ourselves through this art. The

high incidence of homosexuals among
our male dancers is a direct result of our

social climate and our traditional

negative treatment of the medium of

dance. It has nothing to do with the true

nature of dance, or with man's inherent

ability to take pleasure in his own for-

malized body action.

The dance field has been extremely

attractive to homosexual men for

several reasons. Initially they are less

likely to be intimidated by the stigma to

which dance is subjected. This might

even lead them to expect that in this

profession their sexual abberations

could be largely acceptable But it is

clear that they, too. may be subscribing

to the superficial American idea of the

art; if you study dance you may become

more beautiful <or "pretty"), and

therefore physically more desirable

Dance otters men and women an

opportunity to sublimate exhibitionist

tendencies which so often accompany
homosexuality But those dancers who
have achieved greatness and were

homosexual, did so not because of their

homosexuality, but in spite of it.

Emotional disturbances are more likely

to be a handicap than a help to anyone

who is having to lead I disciplined life.

such as that of a dancer. It is also a fact

that a performer's range and likelihood

of employment are reduced if he looks

like the stereotype of a homosexual on

stage.

I believe that we cannot remove
popular opposition to male dancing

unless we change popular viewpoints as

to why people dance at all. A prevalent

notion is that the purpose of dance

training is to make a person more
beautiful — in this way, dance might be

said to be "cosmetic." It is the

"cosmetic" concept of dance which

makes it so appealing to our women, so

unpalatable to our men. It is because, as

yet, we have no widely accepted image

of a virile man's physical beauty which

includes more than aggressive or

competitive traits. Dancing is thought to

be a means of prettifying people, and

men are not supposed to be pretty.

In contrast, the fact is that, on a

professional level, the purpose of dance

training is, not to make something

pretty, but to create dance artistry and

dance artists. The dancer, unlike the

painter, cannot create a dance, polish it,

hang it on a wall, and then step back

among the spectators. Each time this

art work is seen it must be re-created by

a performance. And in the act of per-

formance the artist strives to become

the most beautifully efficient in-

terpretive instrument possible. But his

beauty or virtuosity is finally deter

mined by his technical efficiency and

aesthetic sensitivity, rather than an>

superficial prettiness.

Despite the cultural confusion we have

inherited, it is simple to say why men
should dance : movement is a basic tool

which healthy human beings utilize

during their entire lives. If the study of

dance is cosmetic (i.e., to beautify a

person), then it beautifies in a most

wholesome and functional way — in the

sense of the Greek word "cosmos" from

which it is derived ("cosmos," meaning

order or harmony). This harmony or

physical grace is no more a female

prerogative than awkwardness is a male

virtue.

The ideal that each society hoi s of

man has always been reflected in its

dance art. Since we do not hav an

immediate heritage which provi< lea a

desirable image of men dancit it

remains for us to create a new ind

healthier tradition Since in our ideal of

male virility we have too often tend d to

be preoccupied with destructive

potential, we should recognize »hat

dance offers a means for finding a more
complete physical ideal Man is as

creative as he is destructive; at least as

much a poet as he is a warrior.

Reprinted from Dance Magazine)
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Theater
Christmas Medley
An informal and improvisational

children's theater production of less

familiar Christmas legends will be

presented by UMass Theater tonight

and Sunday at the Studio Theatre in

South College. The four works to be

performed by a cast of nine include four

stories of A.A. Milne.

Guys and Dolls

One of the classic American musicals

about Nathan Detroit, his fourteen year

fiancee Adelaide, and the entire milieu

of Damon Runyan characters who
inhabit Times Square (when it was once

inhabitable). A big, delightful show with

sparkling songs by Frank Loesser and a

sharp book. This weekend evenings at

8:15 in the Lab Theatre, Mt. Holyoke.

Also next weekend. ($)

Indians

Arthur Kopit's freewheeling, brilliant

play about the white man's genocide of

the Indians told in the manner of Buffalo

Bill's Wild West Show is the next

production of UMass Theater. It opens

next Thursday night in Bartlett

Auditorium. For more information, look

elsewhere in issue. ($).

Julius Caesar
The Oxford Cambridge Shakespeare

Company under the direction of

Jonathan Miller makes a return trip to

the United States with this production of

Shakespeare's tragedy. Their last trip

was distinguished with their con-

troversial interpretation of Hamlet and

the Caesar looks equally as interesting.

At Mt. Holyoke's Chapin Auditorium,

Monday and Tuesday at 8. ($)

The Wizard Of Oz
The film fantasy has been adapted to

the stage in this production. For details

look elsewhere in issue, tonight through

Sunday at 8 (also Dec. 10 and 11). ($).

Musk
J. Geils Band
This concert by one of the best of blues

groups is, alas, sold out. If you can find a

scalper the concert is tonight at 8 in

Chapin Auditorium, Mr. Holyoke. ($)

Jonathan Edwards
One of the best of the young singer-

songwriters will give two concerts next

Tuesday at 7 and 10 in the SU Ballroom.

For further details look elsewhere in this

issue. ($).

UMass Chorale

Two works featuring the UMass
Chorale and members of the UMass
Symphony Orchestra will be performed.

The works will beHandel's"Psalm 112",

and Haydn's "The Nelson Mass"
Sunday evening at 8 in Bowker

Auditorium.

Films

Adrift (the Talkie, Northampton)

A fisherman rescues a strange,

beautiful girl from drowning and he is

torn between lust for the girl and fidelity

for his ill wife. Skillfully photographed

and pieced together in such a way by

Czech director Jan Kadar as to be an

effective and poignant mood piece.

Featuring Rade Markovic, Paula

Prichett.

Anna Christie (Merrill Science

Center, Amherst College)

"Garbo Talks" is what the MGM
advertising department put on the top of

this films' ads back in 1930. This

adaptation of Eugene O'Neil's drama
features Garbo and the inimitable Marie

Dressier and was the first talkie for the

former.

The Baby Maker (Friday, Campus
Center Auditorium, 7, 9:15)

A film that is distinguished with a

brilliant performance by Barbara
Hershey, who originally starred in the

now defunct television series "The

Monroes" and was the evil Sandie of

Frank Perry's Last Summer, as a young

girl was makes a deal with a childless

couple to bear a baby Beyond her

performance, though, the film is a

contrived, pretentious mess thanks

mainly to director James Bridges.

Blue Water. White Death (Jerry Lewis

Cinemas, Northampton)

A boring self-indulgent documentary

about sea explorers filming sharks. The

film's only effective sequence is its

concluding one in which some men swim

amongst the largest predatory of them

all The Great White Shark. It is

beautifully photographed though

Bob And Carol And Ted And Alice

(Jerry Lewis Cinemas, Northampton)

Natalie Wood, Robert Culp, Elliot

Weekend
Gould, and Dyan Cannon attempt to

discover group sex through an Esalin-

like encounter group. The results are

middling, despite a good script (which

won both an Oscar and the New York

Film Critics Award) and two superior

performances by Dyan Cannon and

Elliot Gould. The material doesn't seem
to be handled well at all.

Brewster McCloud (Saturday, Sage

Hall, Smith College, 7:30 and 9:30)

The old Icarus story given a con-

temporary, black twist by Robert Alt-

man (of M*A*S*H fame) in this hectic

and sharp dark comedy about a boy who
wants to fly and lives, of all places, in

the Astrodome. The comedy is frentic

and often very, very funny as Altman
rips apart our culture with passion. The
cast is comprised of the usual Altman
regulars including Sally Kellerman and

features Margaret Hamilton.

Candy (Saturday, Mahar Auditorium,

6, 8:15, and 10:30)

"Good grief, it's Daddy." was one of

the best-remembered quotes from the

Sixties (Esquire included it as part of

their "Test of the Sixties"). It was ut-

tered by Terry Southern proverbial

heroine at the least expected moments
in a novel which seems today a rather

dull and tame satire. The film follows in

the novel's footsteps; it is often loud,

garish, and exceedingly mild. The cast

is large, featuring Marlon Brando,

Richard Burton, Ringo Starr, Walter

Matthau, and James Coburn.

Cactus Flower (Jerry Lewis Cinemas,

Northampton)
Marked the film debut of Goldie Hawn

and provided her with an undeserved

Oscar. The film based on the play by

Abe Burrows also stars Walter Matthau

and Ingrid Bergman. Miss Bergman is

pathetically mis-cast in this sophomoric

comedy of how a middle age spinster

snags a husband.
Casablanca (Friday, SU Ballroom, 7

and 9)

A romantic spy melodrama which has

endured through the years thanks

mainly to the polished direction, a tense

and witty script, and an impeccable

cast. The story concerns the Nazi's

attempt to nab a leading Resistance

leader in Casablanca before he escapes

to America. Humphrey Bogart plays an

embittered American expatriate who
escaped to Casablanca following an

unhappy pre-war romance with Ingrid

Bergman, who turns up as the

Resistance leader's now faithful wife. It

may seem like nonsense, but its hyp-

notically involving with many soft focus

close-ups of Bergman and many, many
witty lines.

Crv Uncle! (Campus Cinemas.
Hadfey)
A racy, wild satire of sex movies and

detective yarns. Uneven and not for

those repelled by "bad taste". A pot-

bellied private eye works his way
through explicit sex, perversions,

profanity and general freaky ex-

periences.

The Devils (Calvin Theatre. North.)

Writer-director Ken Russell has

perverted his work about bewitched

nuns in seventeenth-century France into

a pile of cinematic excrement. For the

price of an admission you can see

gruesome tortures, fornicating priests,

man-hungry nuns and Vanessa
Redgrave having boiling liquid injected

up her vagina. Oliver Reed, however,

fares better. He dies. A worse film I

cannot recall.

Doctor Zhivago (Amherst Cinema)

This lengthy and simplified adap-

tation of one of the more notorious

cocktail party-and-coffee table novels of

the past decade is quite ponderous and

pretentious. The film concerns a man's

wrestling with his political and social

identity set against the chaotic Russian

Revolution. Boris Pasternack's novel

has been reduced to academic and

romantic gloss which isn't helped at all

by David Lean's heavy direction

Michael Jarre's music is pseudo-

Russian, as is the production which

bears more a resemblance to the

Hollywood expensive epic.

Fantasia (Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

While watching ruses of the "Pastoral

Symphony" sequence, Walt Disney was
said to have exclaimed, "That'll make
Beethoven!" whether or not he suc-

ceeded seems a mute point, for he

managed to create perhaps the most
impressive cartoon feature up until the

recent Yellow Submarine. The film

utilizes Leopold Stokowski and the

Members ol the cast rehearse a scene from
Smith.
Philadelphia Orchestra playing ex-

cerpts from Tchaikovsky, Dukas,
Stravinsky, Moussorgsky, in addition to

Beethoven as Disney gave a visual

accompaniment to works by these

composers. Some seem marred by the

cloying sentimentality which so often

flavored Disney films, still there are

three or four delightful sequences.

The French Connection (Show case

Cinema, W. Spfld)

A perfect example of cinema de-zap

courtesy of director William Friedkin,

for those who enjoy getting high on blood

and gore. This picture says that Popeye
Doyle, the detective, is a brutal son of a

bitch who gets the job done. So is the

picture.

Gone With The Wind (Showcase
Cinema, West Springfield)

This romantic historical pageant of

the Civil War is remembered by many
as the best film of all time. It

crystallized an entire generation's idea

of what a romance should be, full of

color, character, and action. David O.

Selznick mounted this gigantic

production in association with MGM and
utilized three directors ( Victor Fleming
takes the credit and the Oscar for Best

Director in 1939), many of Hollywood's

finest technicians, perhaps the most

splendid color photography up until the

time, and a cast that was chosen with

impeccable care. Clark Gable plays

Rhett Butler, Vivien Leigh played the

memorable Scarlett O'Hara (and
copped an Oscar), and featured in the

huge cast are Olivia Delia villand, Leslie

Howard, and Butterfly McQueen, whose
part as the maid only showed that

Hollywood wasn't quite as intelligent as

we may wish to remember.
Grand Hotel (Sat. Merrill Science

Center, Amherst College)

The Hollywood all star film, par ex-

cellence, it was adapted from the novel

by Vicki Baum and allowed effective

parts for Garbo, the Barrymore
brothers, Joan Crawford and Wallace
Beery. Not very cinematic as directed

by Edmund Goulding, but immensely
popular.

Kotch (Palace, Spfld.)

Walter Matthau is excellent as a

seventy-year-old widower who shares

his cottage with an unwed pregnant

teen-ager. Neat and often touching

entertainment. This film marks Jack

Lemmon's thin directorial debut.

Hopefully, in the future. Mr. Lemmon
will devote all his time to acting.

Ninotchka (Sunday. Merrrill Science

Center, Amherst College, 7:30 and 10)

"Garbo Laughs" is what the

ingeneous MGM advertising depart

The Wizardof Oz, this weekend and next at

ment came up with when this film, one of

Garbo's last, was released in 1939.

Laugh she does in one beautiful moment
as she is dining in a Parisean sidewalk

cafe with Melvyn Douglas in this

memorably blithe satire about the

meeting of communism and capitalism

in Paris handled well by the master

director of the sophisticated comedy
Ernst Lubitsh.

Planet Of The Apes (Sunday, SU
Ballroom, 7 and 9:30)

The first and still the best of this series

about a planet where roles are reversed

and men are captive animals to a race of

highly intelligent apes. Still, though,

overly banal and pretentious affair that

succeeds as a novelty and little else.

Sacco And Vanzetti (Academy of

Music, Northampton)
A I talio-American opus about one of

the more notorious examples of political

injustices ever to occur in this nation. A
rather poor film in spite of it all.

Reviewed elsewhere in the issue.

Sunset Boulevard (Sunday. Thompson
104, 7 and 9:30)

"They don't make faces like that one

anymore," mourns Gloria Swanson as

the aging movie star Norma Desmond,
and they certainly didn't. At least not in

the Hollywood of the late Forties where
this harsh look at the illusions of the film

past and present, industry takes place.

Gloria Swanson plays a former silent

film star attempting a comeback and
William Holden plays her youngkept
lover who falls into her ancient mansion
while running from the police. The film

is cold, eerie and one of the finest films

about Hollywood ever made.
200 Motels (Sh.-Cin.) Showcase

Cinemas, Northampton)
Freewheeling cinematic meal cooked

up by
Freewheeling cinematic meal cooked

up by Frank Zappa of the Mothers of

Invention. Occasionally amusing, but

mostly as chaotic mess with neither plot

nor meaning although presumably a
surrealistic documentary. Zappa tries to

act along with Theodore Bikel and Ringo
Starr.

Who is Harry Kellerman? (Jerry
Lewis Cinemas, Northampton)
A beautiful, often profound and ex-

citing motion picture recreation of the

life of a successful love song writer who
cannot love and lives on the brink of

psychosis and suicides. Herb Gardner's
original screenplay is both comic and
tragic. Dustin Hoffman, Barbara
Harris, Jack Warden perform superbly,

and the whole thing is well blended by
director Ulu Grosbard. (Reviewed
elsewhere in hum*MMBMBMI.
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India Invades E. Pakistan

U.S. Merchant Ship Bombed

Mr. and Mrs. McGuirk receiving one of the many awards presented to Dean McGuirk on his retiring

from his position as Athletic Director.

House Speaker David Bartley commenting on the McGuirk years at last night's banquet honoring the

Dean. .See storv on page three. ( MDC photos by Steve Schmidt)
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On The Inside:

Final Exam Schedule
See page eleven

Yurts Story
See page six

In Case Of Arrest
See page ten

U.N. Deadlocked
(See page four)

BULLETIN: * r o j /

WASHINGTON <AP)-One U.S. merchant ship has been bombed and
strafed by Indian warplanes and another intercepted on the high seas by

Indian naval vessels in offshoots of the India-Pakistan fighting, the State

Department reported yesterday.

The United States lodged protests on the incidents, a department
spokesman, Charles W. Bray, said.

Bray said the Buckeye State was attacked Saturday in the Bay of

Bengal off C'hittagong, East Pakistan. He said the captain and two crew
members were injured in what he called "indiscriminatory strafing and
bombing" of the vessel.

He added that it was speeding toward Rangoon yesterday for medical

assistance.

Bray said the ship Kxpeditor was intercepted by Indian warships on the

high seas off Macras, India, yesterday and was escorted into that port in

southeastern India.

DARSANA, East Pakistan (AP)-India poured regiments of troops,

tanks and guns across the border into East Pakistan on Sunday, meeting
desultory resistance from steadily retreating Pakistani forces.

Pakistan's rear guard troops, overwhelmingly outnumbered, ap-

parently gave up wide expanses of border territory virtually without a

fight.

The Indians met really determined resistance only at a few defensive

strongpoints.

The few East Pakistanis who have not already fled across the border as
refugees greeted the advancing troops as "liberators."

Indian jet fighters screamed low overhead and apparently had com-

plete mastery of the air. The rumble of guns could be heard in the

distance as the Indians pushed toward the key garrison town of Jessore

and toward Chuadana, further north.

A short, sharp fight erupted at the nearby village of Suwadih earlier in

the day and a handful of Pakistani troops lay dead in their shallow

trenches.

The bodies of Bengali civilians sprawled on the roadside. Local people

claimed they had been shot by the retreating troops as a final act of

vindictiveness.
Before Darsana. a mile-long line of earthworks was abandoned almost

undamaged. The defenses had been quickly outflanked in the initial In-

dian stab across the border in the early hours of Friday.

A flamboyant Indian infantry colonel told newsmen how he had taken

Darsana after a brisk five-hour battle that cost him four dead and 23

wounded.
He claimed he had counted 28 Pakistani bodies and had been told by

resistance fighters that three truckloads had been carted off toward

Chaudanga.
His troops, he said, were backed up by two squadrons of tanks and by a

softening-up barrage of 25-pounder field guns.

"We got out casualties as we came out of a mango grove and ran into

some heavy fire," he added.

Bangla Desh irregulars-the Mukhti Bahni-patrolled the shuttered and

almost empty town, modern automatic rifles slung over their shoulders.

One young fighter carried an umbrella and all wore an odd assortment of

uniforms.

They were fighting independently of the Indians, one said, and had

killed several Pakistanis as they fled their bunkers on the fringes of the

town.

But just across the border in India, Mohammed Manzur, who described

himself as Mukhti Bahini commander in the southwest sector, told

newsmen his forces were cooperating with the Indians.

A railroad running through Darsana was overgrown with weeds. The

local station was empty and ransacked. The last date entered in a book of

consignment forms was March 26, 1971, one day after the Pakistan army
launched its drackdown on the Awami League, the political party of

Sheikh Mujibar Rahman that demanded autonomy for East Pakistan.

A spokesman for India's western naval command said in Bombay the

two Pakistani destroyers-the 2,500-ton Khibir and the 1,700-ton Shajahan-

and the merchant ship were sunk during an hour long battle near the

heavily fortified Karachi port late Saturday and early Sunday

He said another destroyer was damaged and a fifth managed to evade

the Indian fleet, which then steamed on and bombarded the harbor.

The spokesman said there was no damage to any Indian ships

In Visakhapatnam. the western naval headquarters, Vic Adm N.

Krishnan said a Pakistani submarine had been hit and "bottomed" by

Indian ships and airdraft that chased it in the Bay of Bengal Saturday

night.

In the first two wars between India and Pakistan, in 1948 and 1965, both

nations kept their navies out of the fighting.

India's claim to an important tactical victory in East Pakistan came at

Akhaura, a border town which military observers said holds the key to

Indian advances toward Dacca, the East Pakistani capital and a major

objective

New Delhi said Akhaura, near India's Tripura State, fell to assaulting

Indian troops early Sunday morning

A Pakistani army spokesman in Rawalpindi, West Pakistan, said

Pakistani soldiers have taken "alternative positions" in the tea growing

Sylhet area along East Pakistan's eastern border with India This region

lies just to the north of India's claimed victory at Akhaura

But Pakistan insisted its lines along East Pakistan's western borders

with India remained firm despite Indian claims of new attacks in the

area.
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State Rep. Olver: -

Tuition Increase Ltkelyf
BvROBKRTC*. BROOKS

John Olver. State Represen-

tative from Northampton, said that

President Robert C. Woods
Committee on the Future of the

University implied that tuition will

be raised if the legislature ap-

proves the $4 5 million increases in

financial aid.

In a telephone interview, the

representative cited this excerpt

from the Committee's report which

he said carried the implications:

in addition, if the effort to at-

tract low income students is to

succeed, present tuition should not

be increased until an expanded

financial aid program removes

financial constraints as a barrier

to attending the University''

Olver commented on a number

of other of the Committee's

proposals:

$6 to $7 million increase in

budget

:

"Whether the legislature ap-

proves it or not depends on the type

of case made for it. The Committee

report was made in general terms.

A $6 to $7 million increase is not

remarkable."
Increase of $4.3 million of the

financial aid budget so that 1/3 of

the population from Amherst and

Boston campuses can come from

the lower third income body of

Massachusetts
•Boston is already above a third

and Amherst is around a fourth. If

the University sells to the public

that this would reflect the

population, there's no reason why

it wouldn't come up with the

monev."

Pretty neat, eh wot? Credit for this one must rightfully go to Alan

Chapman. Esquire, if I say so myself.

AFT
Bv MARY KURTZ

Miss Rose Claffey, international

vice-president of the American

Federation of Teachers, will speak

to the members of the UMass
faculty today at 4 p.m. in Rm. 163

of the Campus Center.

According to Professor Henry

Jacobs, head of AFL-CIO Local

1539. the purpose of the meeting is

CAS1AC

OFFICE HOURS
DEC. 6-8

8:30 A.M.—6:00 P.M.

Pre-registration coun-

seling will NOT be

available these days,

because of counseling

sessions for incoming

freshmen. To avoid a long

wait, come for your

counseling early in the

morning.

to give the faculty members in-

formation about the possible role of

the AFT in this University com-

munity.

Problems such as tenure, in-

creased teaching loads, and

salaries has fostered a growing

interest in collective bargaining.

Miss Claffey will try to show the

faculty how membership in such

an organization as the AFT could

help them solve these problems.

She will answer all questions.

At present, the local members of

the AFT number about 10-12, and

are not a very active group, but if

significant interest is shown at this

meeting, causing increased

membership, it could become an

agent for bargaining, stated

Professor Jacobs.

Bus Strike Over
Peter Pan busses began running

at noon Saturday as the 10-day

strike ended in a 4-1 vote to accept

the new contract.

Peter Pan Buslines announced a

slight schedule change.

Passengers are asked to check

with their ticket agencies for the

new schedule.

DON'T MISS
Jonathan Edwards

with

Bill Workman
in concert

7:30- - -$1.25
Tues.,Dec. 7

10:00 Program Council $1.25
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Bromery, Gage

At MacKimmie
By ALANWRIOMT

Acting Chancellor Dr. Randolph

W. Bromery and Acting Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dr.

Robert Gage spoke informally to a

group of students in Mackimmie
Lounge for 2-1/2 hours during a 10-

hour marathon "House Govern-

ment Colloquium" meeting

Saturday.

The day-long sessions of intense

rapping, interchange of ideas, and

parliamentary procedural lear-

ning was a culmination of a

semesters work in how to improve

the governing of a UMass dor-

mitory. The program and sub-

sequent colloquium meetings were

devised and set up by Mackimmie
Head of Residence Peter Adams
and two active dorm residents,

Bruce Rose and Jim Stevens.

The primary purpose of

Saturday's marathon was to afford

the members of Mackimmie an

opportunity really for self-

criticism, and to consider whether

the dorm is trying to achieve the

ideals it has set up for itself. The
purpose of having various ad-

ministrative people sit in on the

meetings and discuss methods of

improving Mackimmie was really

a microcosm of looking at South-

west and the future of the

University as a whole and seeing

how they can inevitably be im-

proved.

One of the high points of

Saturday's marathon was when
students from Lewis, Webster, and

Pierpont talked about their dorms,

showing a positive light in regards

to the co-ed innovation. A com-

mittee has been set up in

Mackimmie to consider the

feasibility of its working there. The
visiting constituents exchanged
ideas and brought up alternative

forms of house government such as

the totally student run type that

exists in some Southwest dorms.

Some seemed to feel negative

about punitive actions taken by

formal House Judiciaries and
thought they were unnecessary.

Dr Bromery and Dr. Gage spoke

about:

•The future of the University;

•Role of the dormitory;

•Funding or paying of the debt on

the Southwest bonds so that

students could be more flexible in

their use of the buildings.

Until this debt is paid up, the

building authority determines
exactly what each building should

be used for and how it should be

occupied. Dr. Bromery envisions

that Southwest will some day be

truly a residential college, almost

a city within itself.

There were mixed reactions to

the day's activities, but

Mackimmie House President

Stanley Steinberg said that it was
quite successful, very enlightening

and most importantly, it was a

chance for a dorm's residents to

get to speak to the authorative

powers that 'always seem to run

everything you do at UMass."

Increase of funds for public

service enterprises:

'II justified to the legislature by

the University, funds for this

purpose should be one of the

easiest to come by. I think that the

University should be mainly

concerned with public service."

Growth stopping at 25,000:

"This makes perfectly good

sense. With the other two cam-

puses growing, it doesn't make
much sense to double the si/.e of

Amherst at the same time. This is

a decade where Amherst will grow

slowly and the others will grow

taster."

Growth in the future:

it is not inconsistent to think

that Amherst could grown in the

1980V
Olver is pleased that UMass is

not trying to emulate the great

universities of the 40's, 50's and

(50's.

He said that the Committee is

"correct in trying to look beyond to

the future," so that in the 1980s

UMass will be thought of as a great

university of that time and "not as

a great university of the 1%0's."

Program Council Presents

An exhibit of work by

members of the

STUDENT ART ASSOC.

Student Union Gallery

DEC. 6-22

Opening-Dec. 6,-8:30 p.m.

refreshments
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Student Job Applications

Campus Center Complex

Applications for the following positions will be accepted today/ Monday,
December 6, 1971, in Room 917 from 1 : 00 - 4: 00 p.m.

HOTEL
Night Auditor

FOOD SERVICE
Cafeteria Worker
Asst. Cook
Storeroom Asst.

A La Carte Waitress
Beverage Server

MANAGERS/BUSINESS OFF.
Clerical Asst.

STORE
Storeroom Asst.

Security Asst.

PRINT SHOP
Clerical Asst.

Management anticipates a very small turnover of job openings for the second
semester because most students presently employed plan to stay on until May
'72. Therefore, the number of applications accepted will be limited.

NOTE: Fall applications now on file are no longer valid.

Dean Warren McGuirk, retiring head of the Athletic Department.

(MDC photo by Steve Schmidt.)

450 Attend Testmonial

Honoring Dean McGuirk
By EARLE BARROLL

More than 450 friends and
associates paid tribute to retiring

athletic director Warren P.

McGuirk last night at the Campus
Center Auditorium.

This testimonial for the

University's AD. for the past 23

years was co-chaired by assistant

athletic director BobO'Connell and

former UMass baseball coach and

assistant athletic director Earl

Lorden.
Among the head table guests

were McGuirk's wife, Virginia, the

McGuirk family, UMass president

Robert Wood, acting Chancellor

Randolph Bromery.
Massachusetts speaker of the

house David Bartley, former
UMass President John Lederle.

Msgr. David Power, track coach

Kenneth O'Brien, chairman of the

athletic council, George Richard-

! on and Dave Bishoff, Head of the

School of Physical Education.

Each had their own memories of

Dean McGuirk and in brief

speeches related stories and
memoirs of theirs with the Dean of

Bartley's 150 pound football days to

Bromery's first encounter with the

man "he was most cautioned about

meeting."
McGuirk was cited for his

contribution to UMass athletics as

well as to the National Collegiate

Athletic Association of which he

was a vice-president.

His balance in educational ad-

vancement and athletic excellence

as well as his far-sighted facilities

MERCURY
BOOKSTORE

/iitroloaif and

\Jccult ~_>csciences

549-0910

9 EAST PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST,

MDC
Classifieds

Sell, Buy

And Trade

Athletic Council In Limbo
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

The Studen. Senate has presented a proposal to the

Faculty Senate which would, if passed, completely

remodel and renovate the functions and the structure

of the present Athletic Council.

Commenting on the proposal in an MDC interview,

Dean Warren McGuirk, the retiring Athletic Director

said, "We feel that no program of this kind can be

operated by a committee in the sense of having

budgeting control. More specifically the athletic

director must have more responsibility and ac-

countability of the budget."

The Athletic Council proposal which was passed by

the Student Senate on November 17, 1971 has been in

limbo since its acceptance in the Faculty Senate. It is

possible that the Faculty Senate will not act on the

proposal until sometime next semester.

One of the major innovations in the proposal would

be the formation of a Finance Committee. The
Committee would work with the Athletic Council but

would not be accountable to the Council.

The Finance Committee would have two main
functions. The first would be to review the athletic

budget and to amend or adjust it. The Finance

Committee would also recommend to the Student

Senate the collection and rate of the athletic fee to be

levied on all students. The fee is currently $30 a year.

According to the proposal, the Finance Committee

would be controlled by students. The Committee

would have the following make up: nine un-

dergraduates, three members of the professional

staff, two members of the alumni association, on

such as the Bovden Building,

Alumni Football Field, WoPE, the

Earl Lorden baseball field and the

Llewelyn Derby track were noted

as his highest achievements during

his 23 years.

A noted lover of art, the retiring

A.D. was presented with a

seascape of Rockport from the

athletic department, something he

had wanted for the longest time to

add to his collection.

O'Connell, in representing the

Boyden administration, also

presented McGuirk and his wife a

check for a 21 day vacation in

Munich, Germany next year to see

the 1972 summer Olympics.

Jim Trelese, a former student at

UMass and now an accomplished

cartoonist for the Springfield Daily

News presented McGuirk with a

portrait painting.

And then came McGuirk. and the

23 years that were behind him
came to a peak as he received a

long standing ovation from the

throng.

Ih an emotional speech he kept

his words "abnormally short", but

professionally astute, a trademark

of McGuirk.
He admitted that he was in

wonderment as to what was going

on in Boyden during the past

couple of weeks. "I'd go to see

people who were talking away
before I got there, but as I ap-

proached, they clammed up," he

said.

He paid a special tribute to his

wife for "managing himself and

the household" and also thanked

his many friends throughout his

long career from his days at

Dorchester High to UMass.
"I was trying to make out a list of

people to thank, but it became
endless so I'll give a compact

thanks to all of you."

graduate student and the Athletic Director who would

not have voting privileges.

There is now some question if the make up of the

Finance Committee would satisfy NCAA standards.

The NCAA dictates that the Athletic Council should be

under control by a majority of faculty or professional

staff members. If the Finance Committee is to be

considered in the same vein as the Council, then it will

be necessary to revise the Committee in order to

satisfy NCAA rules.

The Board of Trustees under the Senate proposal

would have the authority of review and veto over any

action of the Athletic Council and/or the Finance

Committee. The role and the composition of the

Athletic Council would remain essentially the same
except the present number of undergraduates would

be increased from one to five and the number of

alumni would be dropped from four to one.

The Senate realizing the role of the alumni in the

athletic program has formed a separate committee in

their proposal. The alumni Committee would be

composed of five members of the Alumni Association

chosen by the association. It would be the respon-

sibility of the Committee to recommend and promote

ways of obtaining greater alumni support for the

University's athletic interest.

McGuirk summing up his ideas on the Senate's

proposal, said, "To have an Athletic Council and

Finance Committee which is in no way completely

related, controlling the athletic budget and therefore

the direction of the program, relegates the Council to

that of the role of paper shuffler."

Westfield State Reaching Boil

J

By GEORGE WEISSLITZ
The past week has seen in-

creasing tensions and an at-

mostphere of hostility and mistrust

at Westfield State College, in

Westfield, Mass. Amid accusations

and counter-accusations from
students, faculty and ad-

ministration, the following

developments have occurred since

the beginning of last week:

•A bomb explosion took place

during a basketball game in the

gymnasium. The bomb, having an

estimated force of one stick of

dynamite, caused minor damage.
No one was injured.

•The Student Senate at Westfield

passed a resolution that a "state of

emergency" existed and called for

an evacuation of the campus. The
evacuation proposal was endorsed

by the college chapter of the

American Federation of Teachers.

•The Westfield State Board of

trustees made public a letter from

the chiefs of police of six nearby

communities calling for expulsion

of "dissidents."

• Lt. Governor Donald Dwight
announced on Saturday that he will

visit Westfield State today, but that

Governor Sargent would not in-

tervene in matters which are under

the jurisdiction of the school's

board of trustees.

•Three senior faculty of West-

field State, delegated by a faculty

meeting, called for the resignation

of Dr. Leonard J. Savignano.

President of the college.

At issue, according to many
students and faculty, is President

Savignano's complete inflexibility,

in their opinion, on all issues in-

volving the college community.
Also at issue is the decision by the

administration not to renew the

contracts of Phillip Shepardson, an

English professor, Mark D.

Mclntyre. a philosophy instructor,

and Robert Lehan, an English

professor.

Although Robert Lehan was
reinstated in a special Board of

trustees meeting last week, this

action has done little to quiet the

situation on campus. All three

faculty members have been highly

critical of Savignano's Ad-
ministration of the college.

Another issue in the present

controversy has been the college's

refusal to permit dormitory
visiting privileges for both sexes.

In general, many students see the

administration as unwilling to

negotiate on almost any matter.

According to Ron Moscato, vice-

president of the student senate at

Westfield, "You can't get any
response from the ad-

ministration." Moscata said that in

a student referemdum last fall,

which was participated in by 75%
of the student body, 90% of those

voting favored a change of ad-

ministration.

Savignano has replied to charges

against him by pointing to the

growth of the college during his 10

year administration and by
blaming campus problems on a

"group of irresponsible faculty and
students" who "continue to in-

stigate trouble."

Although classes were held as

usual on Friday after the bomb
explosion, there was only 25%
attendence according to Ron
Mascato, and the campus was all

but deserted throughout the

weekend.
All classes at Westfield are

scheduled to meet today, and
further developmets await Lt.

Governor Dwight's visit today, an
any future board of trustees action.

Jonathan

Edwards
in concert

Tues.

S.U. Ballroom

Program Council

C'oi.twAarN o# .maim, mm

,'*"•'YMWfflfl%®?:i'/Am"W/^

K-2SKI PARTY!
and

Ski-in Fashion Show
Come to the Ski Club Meeting

Tonight at 8 p.m. Mahar Aud.

It gets the once over
1,013 times.

Only after a Volkswagen goes

through 1,013 inspections and all of

the inspectors give it their thumbs-

up, is it a Volkswagen.

If any one of them gives it his

thumbs-down, then it isn't.

That's our rule of thumb.

JONES Volkswagen
721 Worthington Street

SPRINGFIELD, MASS 01101

®
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In The Nation And The World

Soviets Block Cease-Fire Proposal
UNITED NATIONS, NY. <AP> — The

Soviet Union used the veto Sunday night for

the second time in 24 hours to block a U.N.

cease-fire appeal aimed at ending the India-

Pakistan conflict.

The Security Council voted 11 to 2 in favor

of an eight-nation resolution, calling for a

cessation of hostilities, but a negative vote

by the Soviet Union killed the proposal.

Poland cast the other negative vote.

Britain and France abstained.

A similar U.S.-sponsored resolution was
vetoed by the Soviet Union early Sunday.

} The vote on the eight-nation resolution

came after the council had rejected a Soviet

proposal calling "for a political settlement

in East Pakistan which would inevitably

result in a cessation of hostilities." Only

Poland voted with the Soviet Union.

Communist China voted against the Soviet

proposal and the other 12 members ab-

stained. The Chinese vote was not a veto

since the draft failed to get the required nine

votes.

A third resolution, sponsored by Red
China, condemned India for its role in the

fighting on the subcontinent. At the request

of the Peking representative, however, the

resolution was not put to the vote.

Chinese Ambassador Huang Hua told the

council he voted against the Soviet

resolution because it constituted "a direct

interference in the internal affairs of a

member state."

"The present armed aggression by the

Indian government against Pakistan," he

said, "is carried out under the connivance,

support and shielding of the Soviet Union."

Earlier. Communist China and the Soviet

Union clashed over Moscow's insistence

that East Pakistani insurgents join the

council's debate. The Russians finally

dropped the proposal.

China's representative, Huang Hua, led

the fight almost single-handedly in the 15-

nation council, but it was apparent there

was little support for the Soviet proposal.

Soviet Ambassador Jacob A. Malik an-

nounced his decision after a sharp exchange
with Huang, who charged that the Russians

were trying to have the council become an
"accomplice" in an attempt to dismember
East Pakistan.

Malik accused Huang of putting on "an

excellent show for those who are happy with

the disintegration of relations between

China and the Soviet Union."

With the matter of inviting a Bangla Desh

representative disposed of, Huang opened

the main debate by urging support of a new

Peking resolution condemning India for its

role in the conflict on the subcontinent.

The proposal was lodged as the Security

Council members consulted privately on a

possible cease-fire. The Chinese' resolution

urged all people to support the Pakistanis.

U Thant asked for a temporary cessation

of hostilities "in, around and over" Dacca,

East Pakistan, to permit aircraft to

evacuate U.N. and other international

personnel. He proposed that the cease-fire

extend from 10:30 p.m. Dec. 6 to 12:30 p.m.

Dec. 7.

In Washington, State Department
spokesman Charles W. Bray said Secretary

of State William P. Rogers "strongly

believes any resolution in the Security

Council should provide for both a cease-fire

and a mutual withdrawal of forces." He said

"this consensus emerged" after a long

telephone conversation between Rogers and
President Nixon, who was in Key Biscayne.

In view of Soviet action blocking a similar

appeal early Sunday morning, chances for a

cease fire resolution appeared
slim even though no alternative was in sight.

The 15-nation council had before it a new
draft sponsored by eight of the council's 10

non-permanent members. Poland and Syria

did not join in backing the proposal.

The new resolution was similar to the

U.S.-sponsored proposal vetoed by the

Soviet Union. The vote was 11 to 2 with the

Soviet representative, Jacob A. Malik,

casting the veto and Poland the other

negative vote. Britain and France ab
stained.

The backers of the new draft apparently

hoped to get around Soviet objections by

placing more stress on the need for

restoring normalcy in East Pakistan and for

repatriating the millions of refugees in

India.

The Soviet Union, however, has thrown its

full support behind India which, in turn, has

expressed opposition to a cease-fire appeal
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In Brief
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress is heading towards another

end-of-session showdown over the embattled foreigh-aid program
with the outlook very much in doubt.

At the heart of the matter is the insistence by senior members of

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, led by Democratic

Leader Mike Mansfield, that the House take a direct vote on his

amendment calling for total U.S. withdrawal from Indochina in six

months The demand has been resisted by House leaders.

DETROIT (AP) — General Motors prepared Sunday to im-

plement the largest auto recall in industry history - the callback of

nearly 6.7 million Chevrolets for installation of an inexpensive

restraint to counter the effects of a possibly defective engine

mount.
In a letter to the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-

ministration, which had warned car owners of the possible defect in

October, GM said it would pay for installation of the restraints.

CHICAGO (AP) — A conference of 3,000 college students voted

yesterday to form a National Youth Caucus with the aim of electing

young delegates to the 1972 political conventions.

Duane Draper, president of the Association of Student Govern-

ments, which called the conference, said the decision was "a

reaffirmation that young people will work at electoral politics when
they see a chance for success."
PRINCETON. N.J. (AP) —A number of Democratic presidential

hopefuls, while not gaining in popular support, have succeeded in

gaining recognition from the public, a Gallup Poll released Sunday
reported.

The survey indicated that two declared candidates, Sen. George
McGovern, DSD., and Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., are

gaining in what is called "awareness scores."

I .OS ANGELES ( AP) — Medical scientists have discovered what
they say "appears to be the most likely candidate yet" for a human
cancer virus.

If their conclusions are proven correct by a battery of ex-

periments now underway their discovery would become a powerful
new tool in the search for the disease's cause and a possible cure.

Korea Declares State OfEmergency

Councilwoman Sworn In
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) -Maureen O'Connor, a 25-year-old high school

physical education teacher who says she didn't really expect to win. will

be sworn in today as the youngest City Council member in San Diego

history

Aided by her 11 brothers and sisters-who have won some 1,500 swim-

ming prizes among them-Miss O'Connor scored a surprise 8,500-vote

victory over a 53-year-old businessman in the Nov. 2 nonpartisan election.

She says she owes it to the young persons who campaigned and voted for

her.

"I gave them a chance to get involved. To really have a say in what

goes on," said Miss O'Connor the second woman ever elected to the

council of California's second-largest city.

A self-described "political positivist. she says an incident at City Hall

two years ago turned her attention to government.

Miss O'Connor tried to lodge a protest about the treatment and pay

some Mexican friends were getting, but "I couldn't get anyone interested

at City Hall, and I was frustrated that a citizen couldn't get any

satisfaction. That was when I decided I would do something.

"

SEOUL (AP) The South

Korean government proclaimed a

state of emergency Monday and
told its people their constitutional

freedoms may be restricted.

The measure was announced by

Information Minister Yoon Choo-

Young after an emergency
meeting of all Cabinet ministers

and members of the National

Security Council at the presidential

mansion.
Yoon said the action was taken in

view of "recent developments,"

including the admission of Peking

to the United Nations and alleged

war preparations by North Korea.

In a declaration explaining the

background for the measure.
President Chung Hee Park said his

government "declares forthwith

the state of national emergency
with a view to informing the people

of this stark reality, keenly
realizing the urgent necessity of

jointly renewing the firm deter-

mination for the government and
people to overcome the current

situation."

The six-point declaration, signed

by all Cabinet ministers, said:

—"The government will hen-

ceforth place top priority on the

national security measures and
establish a strong security posture

at an earliest date.

—"All social unrest that risks the

national security will not be
tolerated and all elements of

unrest will be removed.
—"If possible, debate on national

security measures by the press

must be refrained from.

—"Every citizen must willingly

shoulder his share and faithfully

fulfill his duty in ensuring national

security.

—"Every citizen must establish

in himself a new sense of value in

conscience with the national

security requirements.

—"Every citizen must be

prepared with a determination.

when the worst contingency arises,

to concede some of the freedoms

that he enjoys for the sake of

national security."

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS
get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY
Avoid downtown Spfld parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.
Opp. Century Shopping Plata! Free parking for over 100 cars!

WESTFIELD *~- NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIEW
10 BROAD ST. 160 PLEASANT ST. 1847 MEMORIAL DR.,
Next to P.O. Opp Nhamp Jr. College On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency
H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST. . . . Next to Holyoke Nafl. Bank

Attention All Divers!

Last chance for the advanced diving course. The

course will include diving physics and physiology, diving

equipment, first aid and life-saving, underwater

navigation, limited visibility diving, underwater search and

recovery, light salvage, deep diving, decompression,

repetetive and altitude diving and marine biology. The cost

is $ 100 - $50 of which is payable in advance.

Call 549-1 155
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X presents

SANDER VANOCUR
of "First Tuesday" and "Today"

former NBC anchorman

speaking on

'1972: Does It Make A Difference?"

Saturday Evening, Dec. 11

at 7:00 in the SUB

r

NBC

U.S. Turns Over Base
PHU CAT, Vietnam (AP)-U.S.

Air Force Secretary Robert C.

Seamans said yesterday that over
the last year less than 15 per cent of

enemy supplies entering the Ho Chi
Minh Trail appear to have reached
South Vietnam and Cambodia.
The previous year twice as many

tons of supplies made their way
through the Laotian trail network,

Seamans told newsmen during a

stop here on his two-week tour of

Air Force installations in Asia and
the Pacific.

Not all of the reduction can be

attributed to U.S. air strikes since

many tons of supplies were
diverted to last winter's fighting in

Laos and the enemy customarily

stores large amounts in caches.

Seamans conceded that bombing
the trails alone will not force the

North Vietnamese tc give up but he

said the campaign's effectiveness

is illustrated by the absence of

"any major sustained enemy
military operations since we have
really built up our capability to do

a pretty darn sophisticated job on

the trails in the last couple of

years."

Judging from the number of

trucks counted entering and
leaving the trail network, which he

admitted is "not an exact science,"

Seamans said it is estimated that

67,000 tons of supplies entered the

trail during the year ending Nov. 1

and only 9,500 tons reached South

Vietnam or Cambodia.

The secretary attended
ceremonies turning over the Phu
Cat Air Base-the U.S. Air Force's
newest and one of the best

equipped in Vietnam-to the South
Vietnamese air force. The U.S. Air

Force once had 10 major bases in

the country; now it has four.

Over the past five years the Air

Force spent $36 million developing
Phu Cat into a modern, 1,000-acre

base, with a 25-bed hospital,

warehouses, a swimming pool and
picnic tables.

All that will go to the South
Vietnamese air force plus an
estimated $4 million worth of

equipment.
Two squadrons of U.S. F4

Phantom jets based at Phu Cat
have returned to the United States,

and the 1,350-man American
turnover contingent is expected to

be cut to 100 advisers by Jan. 1.

Seamans said the South Viet-

namese now are flying up to 80 per

cent of the attack missions in their

own country and half the missions

in South Vietnam and Cambodia.
The U.S. Air Force last month

had 31,200 men in Vietnam,
compared to the Vietnamese air

force of 47,000. About 26,000 U.S.

airmen remain in Thailand. The
bulk of the U.S. strikes against the

Ho Chi Minh Trail are being

carried out from bases in Thailand

and from 7th Fleet carriers in the

Tonkin Gulf.

If you think the first step is bad, the second step is worse. Maybe that's why he wears a hat.

Marchers Trade Blows

NKW YORK (AP) -Marchers from the Forest Hills Resident's

Association traded blows with counter demonstrators from Youth

Against War and Fascism yesterday morning at the site of a con-

troversial low-income housing project in the predominantly middle-

income area of Queens.

Nobody won as police broke up the fisticuffs and sent the demonstrators

on opposite sides of the project site to do their demonstrating.

A little later, they escorted members of Youth Against War and

Fascism to a nearby subway station.

There were no arrests.

The New York Urban League charged that opposition of the mostly

Jewish community to construction of three 24-story towers was "racism"

l>eeause most of the tenants are expected to be black. Other civil rights

groups have made similar allegations.

The opponents of the project have contended that it would bring crime

;md deterioration to the neighborhood and over-tax schools and other

local facilities.

Simeon Golar. chairman of the New York City Housing Authority, said

on W( )R-TV that the project was designed to promote integration.

He accused George Romney, secretary of Housing and Urban

Development, of encouraging the opposition by reviewing the plan at the

request of Sen. James. L. Buckley. R-Con.-N.Y., even though Romney's

view came out in favor of it.

Golar said that his review had "a mischievous effect."

"Me sits down and gives aid and comfort to opponents and enemies of

public housing in the city and the nation," he said.

Rep. Herman Badillo. D-N.Y.. first Puerto Rican elected to Congress,

challenged opponents of the project to prove their contention the con-

struction of the $30 million complex would overburden such neighborhood

facilities as schools.

Merv Quits
NKW YORK (AP) After 2 1/2

years of competing for the late

night talk-show audience. CBS
announced yesterday that it will

replace the Merv Griffin show with

movies beginning in mid-

February.

CBS thus will abandon its efforts

to woo watchers away from NBC's

Johnny Carson with a similar

program hosted by a different star.

Griffin has said he would accept

an offer for a syndicated show,

which was what he had when CBS

tapped him to compete against

Carson's "Tonight" show and Joey

Bishop, since succeeded by Dick

Cavett on ABC

What does the

future hold?

knows!

How To Move Off-Campus
If YOU! 1. are a Senior

2. will be 21 years of age during the academic year

3. are married

4. will be commuting from home

Then, notify - the Housing Office before room-choosing ( December 6-

10) that you intend to exercise any of the above options.

You're Not Covered By The Above Categories?

If you are not covered by any of the above categories then you are

required by Board of Trustee regulation to live on-campus. However,

you may apply for an exemption to the regulation through your Area

Director.

Security Deposit:
If you plan to move off-campus you must notify the Housing Office

before December 10, 1971, in order that you may get your deposit

back. Students who fail to make such notification by December 10 and
who fail to occupy a room in the Spring Semester will, unfortunately,

forfeit their deposit. Make your plans early.
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By SHELLEY LAUZON
Construction seems to be a

permanent entity on the UMass
campus. Mounds of earth, wooden
frames, concrete in infintesimal

mounts, and that first glimpse of

something that resembles a
building are none too familiar sites

to all of us. Concerned students in

Southwest, however, have come up
with a rather interesting alter-

native-the yurt.

What is a yurt? Traditionally, it

was a portable hut made of light

poles covered with felt which the

nomads of Mongolia carried with

them in search for suitable grazing

land for their herds.

Today the yurt has changed
somewhat in style. The circular

design has remained, but the walls

are now wooden and have changed
from a perpendicular to an out-

ward angle, allowing for a more
comfortable atmosphere. A bench
encircles the entire inner area,

under which ample storage space
is provided. Rooms may be built

around this area, following the

concentric design. The roof is

covered with sod and glass plates

are placed at the top and edges of

the roof to allow for light filtration.

Two of these structures are now
in the process of being built in

Southwest; one next to Pierpont

and the other across from Farley

Lodge. According to Charles
Adams, Director of Project 10, the

yurt adjacent to Pierpont will

serve as a warming hut for the

proposed skating rink, with

possible future use for meeting?
and seminars.
Students from an environmental

concerns class began construction

last Wednesday, and have spent an
average of 8-10 hours a day
working, moving inside at night to

continue. Approximately 50 to 100

people have already helped with

the project, Adams noted, with 10

more working each hour.

The idea of building the yurts

The Story Of The Yurt
/.... ^ .„ o_..»u Hnnnt-shaned vurt next to Farley I

PICTURE YOURSELF AS
A PAULIST.

First,

picture a

ligious Com-
munit y. A
Community
founded by
an Ameri-
can convert
in, and for, the

benefit of
North Amer-
ica.

Picture a

founder who
was a century
ahead of his
time. A man
with a vision
thatcame true

A man with
a belief that

a Community could be modern
and flexible enough to meet the

needs of the Church in every age

as they arise. A Community that

wouldn't lag behind the times on
leaden feet. A Community that

would communicate through the

spoken and printed word and one
that wouldn't be hampered by
specific activities when new needs

arise.

Next, picture the men in this

new Community. They would be
flexible. Each one would use his

own individual talents in his own
way and would be given the free-

dom to do so.

These are the Paulists. The
modern religious Community.
Keeping pace with the times.

Concerned. Involved.

If you can picture yourself as

a Paulist, why not write for more
information to: Rev. Donald C.

Campbell, C.S.P., Vocation Di-

rector, Room No. 400

poulisTfathers.

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

originated rather suddenly this

semester. Plans were formulated

under the direction of Bill

Coperthwaite, who has built yurts

in the past and has designed a

contemporary model. The
structures each cost ap-

proximately $400-$600 for

materials, with all labor done by

the
-

students themselves. South-

west Assembly has helped finance

the project, with additional funding

granted from the environmental

concerns committee of the

assembly.
The yurt adjacent to Pierpont

will be 13 feet in diameter: much
smaller than the concentric or

donut-shaped yurt next to Farley

Lodge. The sod roof won't be put on

until the spring, but the dwellings

should be completed in the near

future.

The first yurt appeared in

College, Alaska in 1967 and

received a favorable response. The

idea spread rapidly and a Yurt

What is a yurt? This is a yurt. Two of these are being constructed in Southwest.

Foundation was established, a
private, non-profit corporation, the

foundation uses the money from
the sale of yurts and yurt plans to

discover appealing ways to learn

and grow. An attempt was made to

design a dwelling that wouldn't

challenge or dominate nature but

harmonize with it. The yurt is a
base for a simple life style which
permits more intimate contact

with the natural environment.

Only a minumum of skill is

necessary to build a yurt. It is an
inexpensive, portable structure
which blends in with the en-

vironment and allows people to

create something with their own
hands in a short span of time,

providing a sense of ac-

complishment.
The spatial quality lends itself to

an ideal atmosphere for group

interaction. The circular room
allows for face-to-face contact,

since no one place is more
prominent than another. It is

conducive to discussion and is well-

suited for seminars and meetings.

Student reactions to the project

have been quite favorable. Those

walking by often find themselves

banging a few nails or laying

floorboards. Anyone interested in

helping to build the yurts is en-

couraged to join in. Adams added

that it is a student project and
hopes more yurts will appear in the

future around campus.

WE HAVE

upliftingSOLUTIONS TO ^^
EVERYDAY PROBLEMS.

In this instance, we are lifting a complete house to

demonstrate a new concept of aerial delivery of as-

sembly line-produced dwellings from factory to home-
site.

But . . . this same Sikorsky* helicopter could have been
effecting a rescue mission off a wallowing tanker in a

North Sea gale. It could have been airlifting food and
supplies to starving villagers in flood-ravaged Tunisia

... or transporting equipment for on-the-spot control

of off-shore oil pollution.

Obviously, what we're pointing out is the impressive

record and adaptability of our helicopters in solving

really important human problems.

There's much more to come in our world of exciting,

advanced VTOL aircraft systems. For example, Heavy-

Lift Skycranes* and Tilt-Rotor Transports. And just

around the corner are our High-Speed Commercial
Transports-designed to ease short-haul mass trans-
portation headaches.

Does this kind of engineering attitude stir your sense
c< responsibility and imagination? Then you should
talk careers with us. There's ample opportunity for
innovation in: autonavigation systems • avionics •
computer technology • electronic test • materials
engineering • mechanical analytical design •
structures engineering • systems analysis . . . and
more.

Female, minority group and veteran applicants espe-
cially welcome.

Consult your College Placement Office for campus
interview dates-or-write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Pro-
fessional and Technical Employment.

Sikorsky Pircraft
STRATFORD. CONNECTICUT 06602 .

.

i

. .

,

Graduate Student Senate

Proposes President's Pay
By MARILYN MARTIN $3,200 a year be paid to the

In a general resolution proposed President of the Graduate Student

three weeks ago by treasurer, Jim Senate in an attempt to give its

Vanderwick, it was suggested that officer more time to spend on of-

\><la Hoss. president of the Graduate Student Senate, may soon

receive a $:t.2»Ml a year salary.

ficial duties.

The proposal, under a suggestion

from the Ad Hoc Committee, will

take the form of a by-law.

The amount mentioned, $3,200 a

year, would be equivalent to the

salary of a teaching assistant and

is thought to be a supplement that

should eliminate the need for any

outside work or part-time job.

Speaking on this idea in an MDC
interview, Vanderwick said,

"Providing this salary would make
possible competition to other

things on campus. For example,

one who wants to and is capable of

being President, but is offered a

teaching assistantship, wouldn't

take a loss in becoming president."

Several safeguards are in the

proposed by-law, according to

Vanderwick. He cited these:

The President would not be

allowed to take outside work ex-

ceeding ten hours.

If the President resigns,

payment would stop immediately.

The by-law. if passed, could be

repealed by a petition of 100

graduate students brought before

the Senate or any single Senator

could call a general meeting. A
two-thirds majority would be

needed to repeal the hill

Veda Ross, the current President

of the Graduate Student Senate

told MDC. "The rationale behind

the proposal is that most of the

responsibility in the Grad Senate

lies with the" president and if paid

the President would be working for

the graduate student body and

responsible to them.

According to Mrs. Ross, in her

job as president she spends from 20

to 30 hours a week at her duties.

Her duties now include action in six

committees, making sure grad

students complaints are heading in

the right direction and that

something is done about them.

"The Senate as a whole," said

Mrs. Ross, "doesn't deal as much
with administrative problems as

with living conditions such as

housing for married students,

parking and day care.

The salary proposed, according

to Mrs. Ross, would be taken from

a miscellaneous fund in the

Senate's budget.

The Senate controls $16,000,

which grad students pay in taxes,

and divides it among several

categories such as, day care,

travel. discretionary,
miscellaneous and emergency loan

fund.

Said Mrs. Ross, "This wouldn't

affect the $4.00 tax imposed on

graduate students. There is no

reason for it to go up."

"Students seem to feel," she

mentioned, "that it is alright to

give money to social organizations

or to charities, to ease their con-

sciences but not to pay the people

who do the work
"

Hopefully. Mrs. Ross said, the

Grad Student proposal will prompt

the Undergrad Senate into

proposing a similar bill.

If the by-law is passed, it will go

into effect on July I, 1972.

Police Accused Of Hampering Newsmen
SAN DIEGO, Calif. <AP>

Policemen who don civilian clothes

to photograph demonstrations

impair the work of legitimate

newsmen, says Guy Ryan, national

president of Sigma Delta Chi.

Ryan's remarks Saturday

followed denials by San Diego

police officials that a plainclothes

officer was trying to represent

himself as a newsman during

demonstrations earlier in the week

at the State Building.

EUROPEAN CINEMA
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The officer, patrolman Wayne A.

Gritton. used a video tape camera

which had KSDP markings on its

side in similar fashion to those

used by commercial television

stations.

More than 200 demonstrators

had turned out for hearings of a

San Diego State assistant professor

accused of unprofessional conduct.

Dep. Police Chief William Gore

said the letters on the camera may
have misled some observers but

denied Gritton was trying to pass

as a television newsman.

I have to agree that it did look

like the call letters nf some

television stations." he said. "But I

can assure you that was not the

intention."

Gore said he did not know why

the letters were put on the camera

and said the\ would he removed to

prevent future misunderstanding

Me said the presence of officers

taking pictures helps to keep

demonstrators in line

We want the demonstrators to

know we are taking pictures." he

said, it kind of calms them

down
"

Ryatl said. "If the police insist on

photographing such events they

should have police armhands or

other identification visible tor the

public."

He said officers of the local

Sigma Delta Chi chapter will meet appearance of newsmen to

today to file a formal protest with photograph events such as this

the police department. one."

Sigma Delta Chi. Ryan said, Ryan is an editorial assistant of

"condemns the practice of law the San Diego Evening Tribune,

enforcement officers assuming the ^^^^

It's Not Too Early For

SUMMER
JOBS

Program Council Presents 1

Jonathan Edwards
with

Bill Workman

In Concert

Tuesday, Dec. 7

7:30 and 10:00

Tickets available at

RSO Office

$1.25

Summer Jobs Are Hard To Find

Especially Good Paving Ones.

NEW ENGLAND'S
LARGEST SWIMMING
POOL DEALER
Wants Retail Salespeople

For Summer Employment.

Opportunity for above average summer earnings. Prior

selling experience helpful, or we will train.

WRITE OR CALL COLLECT.
Stephen Schiff

(117-848-0517

For Christmas Vacation Interviews

OPENINGS AVAILABLE AT THESE STORES:
• MamhrMrr. V N
• Vivlni.i N .11.

• \ Kin«slo»n. HI
• WiMinvKkrt. Ill

• K. I'mtidrnrr. Ill

(•injfj^lais:

Hralntrre
* \nhurn

Darners * Indian Orchard

It.iMihiiiii
• Salrm N II

1 I .niiiiiuli.ii"
• I'nrtMimulh. VII

Wapplnxrr Kails. NY. • Portland. We.

EVERYTHING TO BUILD WITH'

\\ r IU \l. OPPORTLMTY KMIM.OYKH

SENIORS

If you think

that you

should have

a say in your

own

graduation,

If you want

to determine

how your

money

should

be spent,

If you want

to go to

Senior Day

this year

Come to the

Senior

Committee

Meeting

TONIGHT

7 p.m.,

Rm. 905-909

Campus

Center

Bring your gripes,

your suggestions,

yourselves, etc.
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Slow Progress
The new University requirements concerning the option

of students in the area of pass/fail grading represent a step

forward in the direction of increased academic freedom
and intellectual individuality. For those who don't follow

the regulations of the University, students are now allowed

to "take up to and including five University core

requirement courses pass/fail."

It has been a slow process, but gradually the barriers to

individual choice in academic areas have fallen one by
one. Every year students are given more options and have
to adhere to less rules and a looser framework of course
requirements to work within. We applaud this trend with

the hope that the process will not stop here.

It will not be long, we hope, that the University will open
itself even further and students will be allowed to take all

requirements, if they must remain at all, pass/fail. We
realize the problems involved in this suggestion but we feel

by making this option available, the University would be
doing a major service to the students it serves. Those who
need grades because of future educational goals would be
able to fulfill this requirement while others who do not

would not be forced into a graded system.
Reform, by definition, is a slow process. It is worth

remembering, however, that students only spend four

years on this campus and though it might mean little to a
faculty member to put off change for a time, it can mean
everything to the students involved. If the University is

willing to take the steps it already has, then we see no
logical reason that the further suggestions we have made
cannot be implemented as soon as possible.

A Backward Evaluation

The revolution will never come if the best the

revolutionaries come up with is the tried and untrue

ways of the past.

Accountability and the improvement of teaching

through teacher evaluation is a goal which only a few

die-hard professorial fascists would disagree with.

But the ranks of the professorial fascists should be

swelled with libertarians if some of the more in-

flexible and dogmatic recommendations of the Ad Hoc

Committee on Teacher Evaluation are implemented.

The Committee, consisting of students and faculty,

was formed last last year, in hopes that some order

could be prescribed for a University that was flooded

with varied, often inconsistent, and sometimes un-

tenable teacher evaluation procedures, where such

procedures existed at all.

The Committee's recom-
mendations include mandatory
teacher evaluation for all

courses in the University, the

establishment of an Office that

would coordinate teacher

evaluation, the institution of

"Teacher Growth Grants" to

encourage in-service training,

and the use of a standardized

test i in this case, one developed

by the University of Illinois) for

the evaluation by students.

Surely, all but the last of these

recommendations have sound

educational, administrative and

philosophical foundations. Teachers should be held

accountable to the men and women who pay their

salaries. The improvement should be aided by an

administration willing to provide on-the-job training

for "teachers" who, for the most part, know little

about educational psychology, the validity of tests and

grades, public speaking, and personal com-
munications, but who know much about the way they

were taught by teachers who were taught the way they

taught at the turn of the century.

The recommendation that is pernicious, that is

reactionary, blatantly anti-intellectural and anti-

common sense is that which would require the use of

the Illinois Course Evaluation Questionnaire (CEQ).

In advocating the CEQ's use, the Committee made
several dangerous assumptions.

It assumes that such a thing as a good teacher can

be defined and standardized, compartmentalized and,

if you will, graded. The Committee urges flexibility,

yet in the same breath, makes the CEQ questions the

real instrument for comparison and diagnosis. It

assumes that teachers, even those teaching disparate

subjects, can and should be compared with each

other. The Committee assumes that there can only be

two kinds of evaluation -students filling out

questionnaires and supervisory faculty visiting

classes. Totally ignored is the importance of impartial

outsiders who may not be affiliated in any way to a

school or to education.

The CEQ itself-the Committee's protestations

regardless, is a limited survey. The Committee claims

that it will help improve teaching, yet there are very

few behavioral objectives on the form. There isn't

even a question asking if the professor spoke loud

enough.

Great ado is made by the Committee about the

CEQ's reliability. No doubt the survey is reliable-

statistically speaking, that is-but it doesn't tell much
about a teacher's ability, other than a binary good or

bad.

The CEQ tries to be "objective", yet the assump-
tions behind its questions do not take into account the

assumptions of both the teacher and the student.

The Committee argues that the CEQ is used "in a

variety of distinguished schools", yet does not explain

what criteria were used to evaluate their

distinguishedness.

The Committee asserts that it doens't know what
the ideal teacher should be like, yet the CEQ assumes
that the ideal teacher is one who is interested in his

students, who is open to all points of view, who is fair,

and who communicates well. That's all very pie in the

sky, but it's still an open question as to whether a

friendly teacher is a good teacher. Also, if a teacher

has certain goals for his class that are not the same as

his students, should he be penalized for not achieving

the students' goals. There is a thing as academic
freedom for the professor.

What the CEQ and the

Committee's recommendations
do not do, in the words of Peter
Wagschal, head of the School of

Education'sevaluation,is"meet
the specific needs and criteria

of the different groups who are

to use the evaluative in-

formation. ..To decide in ad-

vance on one general form like

the CEQ. before assessing the

different information needs and
criteria of teachers, students,

and administrators, does not

seem to-be a very professional

approach to the teacher

evaluation and improvement problem."
The criteria for teacher evaluation should take into

account all the groups that will make use of the

evaluation.

-The evaluation should be diagnostic. It should tell

a teacher what behaviors he must alter to improve
teaching.

-The evaluation should be mandatory, yet freedom
to fail for the teacher should be preserved (just as

students should be insured freedom to fail). No
teacher should be penalized for poor performance,
provided he shows consistent improvement or desire

to change.
-The evaluation must be standardized to a certain

extent, yet not to the extent that it can be made into a

computerized multiple-choice document of non-

specific, behavioral questions. Finding out whether a
course was boring or not just doesn't tell anyone about
anything concrete.

-The evaluators should be not only integrally in-

volved students, and supposedly dispassionate peer
faculty, but also observers who are unrelated to the

subject. The more people who evaluate, the more
potentially helpful input will result.

-The evaluation should take into consideration both

the goals of the teacher and the student's goals.

-The evaluators, especially the student and
supervisory faculty, should be knowledgable in the

area of observation, so that their comments are more
valid than the usual undocumented value judgment.

-The evaluation should be open and available to the

public (which is, after all, footing everyone's bill) as
soon after the administration of the evaluation as
possible.

-Teachers should be free to supplement the stan-

dardized evaluation with their own.
Whatever evaluation the University does develop,

respect for the teacher as a human being must be
maintained. It is hypocritical for students to advocate
the kind of standardized test that the Illinois CEQ is,

that the Committee on Teacher Evaluation cham
pions.

Don't Light My Fire, Baby

Latest Moves On Checkerboard Square, Washington

To the Editor:

Christmas trees, lighted candles,

arrangements of evergreen sprigs,

and traditional decorative touches
which spread the holiday at-

mosphere can also spread the

horror of fire unless great care is

taken. Everyone should keep fire

safety high on the list of important

things to remember this time of

year.

Eollow these suggestions when
planning Christmas trees, lighting,

decorations, wrappings, etc.

Trees - Select a firm, fresh one,

and put it at once in a cool place

with its base in water. Before

setting it up, cut about an inch off

the base to help the tree absorb

water, then place the tree in a

sturdy stand containing water. Be
sure the water level stays above
the cut -check it daily Locate the

tree away from heat and where it

won't block exits. Take it down as

soon as possible before Chirstmas
vacation -the more it dries out, the

more of a hazard it becomes. Don't

rely on do-it-yourself

flameproofing treatments.

Christmas trees should not be
used above the street floor in any
residence hall except in the 5th,

12th and 19th floor lobbies of the

Southwest High Rise Buildings.

(Artificial trees with the Un-
derwriters Laboratories (UL)
label may be used anywhere.)

Lighting - Never use lighted

candles on a tree or near evergreen
decorations. Check sets of electric

lights closely for worn insulation,

broken plugs, loose bulb sockets;

use only sets with Underwriters

Laboratories label Use extension

cords sparingly Never hang sets of

lights on a metallic, artificial tree-

to avoid shock hazard, use only

indirect spot lighting on such trees.

Turn off all indoor tree and
decorative lights when leaving the

building or retiring for the night

Outdoor lights should have special

wiring.

Decorations - Use materials
which are non-combustible, such
as glass and asbestos, or which are
flame- retardant. Keep natural

evergreens and polystyrene foam
decorations away from candles,

fireplaces and other open flames.

Candles - Candles, when used,

should be used with extreme care.

When used for table decorations, a

sturdy holder shall be provided.

Lighted candles should never be
left unattended

Environmental Health &
Safety Office

Editorial Points

'
. . . AND THIS LITTLE, OLD GREY-HAIRED LADY ASKS ME, "ARE THEY PHANTOM JETS,

YOUNG MAN?", AND I SAYS, "YES, MA'AM, THEY ARE." AND THEN SHE SLUGGED Ml!'

Letters To The Editor

The Price of Being Human

To the Editor:

Robert ...again? (MDC, 11/2/71) One of these days-

while you're laughing, making caustic remarks and

shifting in your chair -someone is going to pull the

chair out from under you, leaving you prostrate on the

floor with a sore ass. Who will be laughing, then?

You're great propaganda for the Women's

movement. You save us hours in the library resear-

ching the facts of the oppression of women. All we

have to do is save your articles, point to them, and we

have our case. The women you criticize are most

usually nameless except for some caricatured aspect

of their body or life style that may seem "non-

leminine" to you. You don't write of them directly.

Even D. H. Lawrence knows the routine and speaks

against it..."Man is willing to accept woman as an

equal, as a man in skirts, as an angel, a devil, a baby-

lace, a machine, an instrument, a bosom, a womb, a

pair of legs, a servant, an encyclopedia, an ideal or an

obscenity; the only thing he won't accept her as is a

human being, a real human being of the female sex/

And, you condemn yourself -you spent a lot of words

telling us how sick "the hoary wenches" are and how

maligned you are. And, yet in your last paragraph

vou. in essence, say that the thing that's worst about

us is our "excess of the same kind of hormones that

define masculine traits ". That doesn't seem to say

much about the good of masculine traits in any

degree
You seem to miss a lot about the meaning of ideas,

movements and lives. The meaning of the Women s

movement is not that we're frustrated construction

workers or long distance runners, nor are we baby

haters or opponents of motherhood. The meaning is

that we want a choice, we want equality and we want

control over our lives and their direction. What we

want is the long-denied right to be ourselves^ "Our

history has been stolen from us/Our heroes died/ In

childbirth, from peritonitis/of overwork/of op-

pression/of bottled up rage/Our geniuses were never

taught to read or write/We must discover a past

adequate to our ambitions/We must create a future

Fighting For Blood

To the Editor:

Today the idea of fighting is looked down upon with

contempt, but there are some causes that merit our

fighting. When one stops to consider that 50,000 peop e

in the United States alone are suffering from Sick e

Cell Anemia, that the only existing control of Sickle

Cell Anemia is for two people with this disease not to

reproduce, and that there is very little research being

done to find a cure then one shou'd become fighting

mad. ... ...
Sickle Cell Anemia is an inherited condition in which

there is a defect in the hemoglobin, and the presence

of this defective or abnormal hemoglobin is capable of

causing distortion of the red blood cells This

distortion causes excruciating pain due to swelling ot

the joints, and still more pain from the swelling of the

liver and spleen. The person afflicted with this disease

misses from two six weeks a year from work or

school, which in turn lessens his chances of obtaining

and keeping up with his work or studying load.

What can you do to combat this disease? Buy a

candy bar. The proceeds will be donated to the

Howard University Research Center for Sickle Cell

Anemia These candy bars will be sold in the Campus

Center, near the book store, and by students in the

dorms. Stand in line behind Dr. Bromery as he buys

the first candy bar for Sickle Cell Anemia in the

Campus Center tomorrow at twelve^ Its in our blood

to fight! A Friend Reaches Out. Try Caring

adequate to our needs." That's where the "hoary

wenches" have come from, where we're at and where
we're going, and not all your ego, laughing or con-

descension will deter us. And, if we knock over some
male chairs in the process, it's because we're angry

and bitter for having little choice about being

housewives (no housewife makes $6 an hour for the

99.6 hour week she puts in as doctor, psychiatrist,

custodian, lover, artist, chef, housekeeper),

secretaries, or waitresses -work which has pay that

ranges from bad to worse, is hazardous to our health,

not to ignore the fact that they demean anyone with

greater expectations. If we criticize films, words,

phrases, behavior that we believe are offensive, it's

because we're angry and bitter about the lying reality

and oppressive meaning of those things. What we
want, Robert, is to be real human beings.

And, my friend, now that you're being defined by

names, you feel uneasy and oppressed, that sensation

has been with women for a long time; it's time for the

white male to be responsible for the consequences of

his actions. Women have stood it for centuries... it's

your turn my tall, muscular bikie.

Jacqueline Letalien

It's funny how the anniversary

of John Kennedy's death two

weeks ago went unnoticed by

most of us.
*****

You know it's a new era in

UMass basketball when the

referees are taller than the

players. Only in height,

however.
*****

When is the Provost's Office

going to assume responsibility

for the publishing of course

description guides? When is the

Faculty Senate going to make
course descriptions compulsory

for all teachers?
*****

The Student Senate Transit

Service bus stop signs are bright

and helpful. Why can't they be

installed at all stops?
*****

MOVIE QUOTATION OF THE
DECADE: From "Death in

Venice", Dirk Bogarde
speaking, "Why are they

disinfecting the streets of

Venice?" Maybe because
everthing else is so clean.

*****

The "Electric Company ", the

television sequel to "Sesame
Street" has come up with one of

the best put downs we've heard:

"Take my skates off and call me
Shorty!"

*****

DINING COMMONS MEAL
OF THE WEEK: Monday's
supper, tepid sauce with turgid

pieces of chalk, euphemistically

called Chicken a la King.
*****

The buildings of Marcel
Breuer and Edward Durrell

Stone are to UMass, as a pair of

red, white, and blue, vinyl shoes.

In New York, a pair of red,

white, and blue, vinyl shoes fit

into the landscape. So does the

New York Cultural Center
(Edward Durrell Stone, ar-

chitect) and the Whitney
Museum -(Marcel Breuer, ar

chitect). But red, white, and
blue, vinyl shoes are anomalies

in Amherst, just like the Campus
Center and the new library. Too
bad Grandma Moses wasn't an

architect; UMass should have
hired her.

Sally and Johnny

Parking Problems

To the Editor:

Let's face it. The parking situation has gotten rather

out of hand. It seems to me that there must be some

kind of solution for this ridiculous problem. We pay

$1.00 a year, not an outrageous price for a parking

space, but nevertheless, what are we paying for? The

chance to ride around a parking lot for half an hour or

so trying to find a space to squeeze into? It has become

a real challenge to find a parking space on this

campus nowadways. You often run into people who

scream at you because your car is in their way and

they can't get through ( most of these loud-mouths are

the ones who don't have parking stickers for that

particular area), or else you come across the

inevitable "cross-parker", who decides that he's

going to take up three spaces instead of one by parking

sideways because he can't fit lengthwise into the

particular parking space that he wants (even though,

at the time, there are plenty of other spaces available,

but it might mean that he has to walk an extra three

steps or so).

I would imagine that there are plenty of other people

on this campus (staff and students) who share my
viewpoint. If the University does decide to raise its

parking rates, then it should be able to afford to put in

fairly decent parking lots, with assigned spaces so

that we can avoid this hassle in the future.

Susan M. Lygmont

Editor's Note: See related article on page 2.)

Improving Lives

To the Editor:

UMASS has NES to serve the educational needs of

underprivileged children ;
perhaps students could get

together and advise parents of low-income families on

bread-and-butter issues of daily living, such as

balanced diets, credit traps as detailed in your article

etc. Such an organization working conjunctively with

NES could go a long way toward improving the lives of

a great many people.
Edward Cheng

By BILL GORCZYCA
EDITORIAL STAFF

Many articles and letters have

appeared in the Collegian over the

past few weeks concerning the role

of women in modern society.

Although some of these articles

and letters were well documented,

many failed to reach above the

level of puerile name-calling

characteristic of grade-school

mentality. The subject deserves

better treatment. By examining

the development of norms in our

society we may open the door to

better understanding and more
autonomy in determining our in-

dividual lives.

In any society there is a correct

social order, or an accepted way of

life in the culture. The elements of

this social order are a number of

social rules which guide, but do not

determine, the behavior of the

members of the society. These

symbolic standards are very

important because people assess

other members of the society as

good or bad and right or wrong in

relation to these rules and every

person is expected to act in ac-

cordance with them.

A less general type of rule is

called a norm. A norm is the same
as a rule, except it is known by all

members of a society but only

guides the behavior of certain

individuals in specific roles. For

example, there is a widely ac-

cepted norm that a woman should

cook meals for her husband. This

norm, coupled with others such as

a woman should wash the dishes,

clean house, etc., constitute the

role of housewife.

A member of a society first

begins to learn the roles that he

should play in primary
socialization, or socialization

which occurs in the family. Little

Sally is wrapped up in pink

blankets and given a doll to knock

around the crib while Johnny

cavorts with an overstuffed Teddy

Bear.

After primary socialization the

process of learning roles continues

in "extended socialization ". Here

the task of educating the young is

passed on to certain social in-

stitutions such as the school, the

church, etc. Sally has progressed

to sitting in a corner with a plastic

tea-service and Johnny is now
building bridges with his Tinker

Toys.

By the time Sally and Johnny are

adolescents they have learned

their roles so well that they play

their parts with the minimum of

prodding from social institutions.

Sally is reading Seventeen and

learning how to become a junior

femme fatale and Johnny is hiding

skin mags under his paisley

pajamas. They consider their

actions "natural", as if they had

been destined to play these roles

from birth.

There is nothing wrong with this

development of Sally and Johnny.

Their values are symmetrical with

the correct social order. Sally

would be satisfied with the role of

housewife and mother, and Johnny

would probably become a fine

provider for his family. There is

something wrong, however, if Sally

and Johnny view other members of

the society who have refused to

follow the well beaten path as

being misfits or suffering from

some sort of genetic miscarriage

People who are not in symmetry
with the social order are often

submitted to numerous indignitites

by those who would like to see them
forced into a convenient mold. A
woman executive will be con

sidered frigid if she keeps her mind

on business and rejects the

amorous advances of her male

counterparts during office hours

And we all know that hairdressers

are really queers. This brand of

cat-calling is the mark of someone
who is blind or ignorant Either he

cannot see the reasons why
someone is different or he is too

stupid to understand that they have

a right to be treated as equals in

any social situation.

There is today, however, a large

number of these social "misfits"

who have not buckled under the

insulting cat-calls and who have

devoted themselves to the

gargantuan task of re-socializing

their peers in order that they, and

others like them, can receive equal

treatment in their particular

pursuit of happiness. In my
opinion, this is a noble endeavor for

their success would lead to the

emergence of a freer, more equal

society. I cannot tell you to support

them in their struggle, but I can

ask you to understand the reasons

for their actions and to examine
your conscience and motivations

when you feel it necessary to speak

out against them. Here you are

clearly wrong for you are working

to delay the emergence of

something we all desire: more
freedom in determining our in-

dividual lives.

All letters to the editor must be

double-spaced at sixty spaces

and signed with name and ad-

dress. The editors reserve the

right to edit or not to publish

letter*, depending on space

available and content.
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Room To Move .

What To Do In Case Of Arrest
Too many people are unaware of

the legal procedures during and

following an arrest. The following

points, hopefully will help get a

brother or sister out of jail and help

to eliminate the confusion which

usually follows a bust.

The most important thing to

remember is do not say anything to

the officers or anyone else, do not

answer questionswhether or not you

are advised of your rights. A police

officer must have a warrant or

your consent to search your room.

If he receives your consent he does

not need a warrant. Don't resist

and Don't give consent. Second,

call a lawyer the first opportunity

they give" you. If a graduate or

undergraduate student is arrested,

on any charge, he or she may call

the student lawyer, Mr. Howland.

Since you are allowed only one

phone call, use it for him at 545-0739

or 545-0341 ; at nights, holidays and

in emergencies, at 549-6817. You
should give your name, where you

are being held, and the charges

only.

Do not discuss the case on the

phone with Mr. Howland and/or

anyone else. The thing about

"anything you say may be held

against you" happens too often. It

will probably be more helpful to

both Mr. Howland and the person

arrested, if Mr Howland is the

first person called. He will call any

friends or relatives for you. Most

important is the fact that he can

begin the necessary legal

protection for you. until you get a

Student Senate

CommitteeCalendar 1

Committee
& Chairman

Services
Brenda Rau

Meeting Time
and Place

Mon, Dec. 6, 7:30
Room 178, CC

Main Topic
of Discussion

SES as a service

Senate owned services

Pending legislation

lawyer to cover the case.

After arrest, the usual mug
shots, finger printing, and general

questions such as age. residence,

follow; this information is

sometimes used to help determine

bail. This information will also be

forwarded to Washington and kept

on file there.

The morning after you are

arrested, you will be arraigned at

the district court. They state the

charges against you, the bail, and

the date of the hearing. It is

sometimes advisable to stick out

the night in jail; there is a chance

that the bail could be lowered the

next day which is important since

often your fine will end up mat-

ching the amount of the bail. The

lawver would be able to advise you

best in a situation like this,

Personal recognizance has been

happening lately, this means you

are let out on your own word. Three

major determining factors for this

usually are < 1 ) if you are a resident

of the state (2) if your parents are

present and (3) if you have some

signs of stability in the area ( if you

are a student or have a steady job I

Once the arraignment is over,

you can either present money, call

a bondsman, or petition for the

bail to be lowered. The nearest

bondsman. Mr. William A. Hurley,

is in Springfield and is listed in the

yellow pages under "Bonds-Bail",

33 Elm Street, 737-1188. He charges

10% of the amount of bail for

himself and puts up the bail so you

are free. A "responsible" person

over 21 must sign for you and show

the bondsman that he has the

collateral to pay the bondsman, in

case you split before the case is

over. ..

If you decision is to remain in jail

to appeal for a reduced bail, this

means that vou go to The Superior

Court the next day. The judge,

DA., etc. ask you general

questions to determine if you are

likely to stay around or not. Ap-

pearance here is very important. If

you have a friend in jail who will be

doing this thing, it is up to you to

take him the straightest clothes

you can find as soon as possible. He

obviously can't get them if he's in

jail, and clothes are part of the way

they pass a character judgment on

you.

Once you are out of jail, do not

talk to people, except your lawyer,

about the case Anyone can be

subpoenaed to testify against you

-

they do not have much choice other

than to show up in court and an-

swer questions. This will be done

particularly if the police don't have

a good case against you and they

want to strengthen it.

( More information, call Room To

Move 545-0400)

CLIP AND SAVE

Research (Term) Papers

We cover virtually every topic. AH writers are college grads

specializing in your topic

ORIGINAL PAPERS *3.50/page

FILE COPIES $2.00/page

Send topic description and money order to our new address:

PAPERS AND INC.
P.O. BOX 12159

HARTFORD. CONN. 06112

or call 203-527-0631

_ CLIPANDSAVE «.

"1

Women's Committee Mon, Dec 6, 6 pm Representatives from

Lisa Mandell Room 168 70. CC all women's groups on

campus to form a

centralized agency for

all campus women

Academic Affairs

Nick Apostola

Rents & Fees
Robert Chiller

Tues, Dec. 7, 6:15

Room 811 15, CC
Freshman year

Tues, Dec 7, 7 pm Housing fees

Room 165, CC i
Budgets
John Stevens

Budgets
Budgets

hearing
hearing

Tues, Dec. 7, 7 30 4th

Thur, Dec 9, 7:30 5th

Both in Room 801, CC

Social Action Wed, Dec 8, 6: 15 Appropriations to the

Maggie Houghton Room 178, CC Day Care Survey.
Sassi Prep

TRIM - A - LIMB 71

Come help decorate the S. U. and the C. C.

Monday, Dec. 6

Decorations provided and

EGG NOG!

Come to the Colonial Lounge or the 2nd level concourse

anytime after 2 p.m.

AACTG

See you there!
Campus Center Program Council

ers Dance Company
a unique theatre experience

Advanced Master —

"ROD R00GERS, the choreographer,

is torn between the abstract and the

actual He can create a beautiful

design lite "PERCUSSION SUITE"

or use a contemporary theme success-

fully as in "NO* 1 NIGGA ..."

DON cDONAGH.
NEW YORK TNKS

"ROD R0DGERS demonstrates that he

is a more gifted choreographer than

marry who are better known."

MARION SAWYER

NEW YORK CHELSEA

CLINTON NEWS

"R00 R00GERS* dancers perform, with

in obvious pride, works which are worth

going out of your way to see."

PHYLLIS G. RICHWN0

DANCE MAGAZINE

R0DGERS* choreography display* a

versitality which enables him to go

from abstract patterns to compelling

dance drama. The multi-media move-

ment - emphasis of "DANCES IN PRO-

JECTED SPACE" yields smoothly io

the insistant political message of

"HARAMBEE 1 ".

ZTTA ALLEN

NEW YORK AMSTERDAM NEWS

"
. . . a company with something to say

and a way of saying it Hut ingratiated

and also hit between the eyes"

GEORGE BEBWAMGER,

ATLANTA JOURNAL

Class: Tues.. Dec. 7 — 11:15 a.m

— Spectators Welcome

A&F EC no
177 2

177 3

235

261

265

341

352

no
115

120

130 1,2.

3,4

5,6

7

210

2U
220 I

2,3

221

230

235

320

340

370

371

111

121

231

341

AN SCI 121

219

321

330

353

35V

361

102

103

104

AIRSCI

ANTH

Tues., Wed., Thurs.

Dec 7, 8, 9, 1971

8:00 p.m.

B0WKER AUDITORIUM

(Stockbridge Hall, UMass.)

Reserved tickers:

UMass Undergrads $1.00

Other Full Time Students $2.00

UMass Faculty/Staff $3.00

General Public $3.50

Tickets available): Floe Art* Council

Ticket Office. 125 Herter Hall.

Telephone 545-0202. Remaining

Tickets available at Bowker Auditorium

one hour before performance.

by the UMaaa Hoe Arts CowocN

-W.O.P.E. (Call 545-0202)
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26
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14

4

8

27

13

14

10

1
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12

4
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21

1

4

16
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2

4

4

22

24

13

18

15

2

26

27

1 20 14

21 32 22

105 5

237 9

255 15

260 28

767 17

320 3

333 23

340 19

362 12

367 17

368 6

371 70

373 75

3S1 •>

ARMENI10 71

ART US 3 71

225 3

733 18

305 17
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AST RON 100 1 17 IS

13 74 7
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SIOCHM770 H

773 It
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17.14

16,11
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171
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720

771

791

303

331
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770
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14

17

10
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7

6

17

71

70

12

6

19

18

15

22

7

8
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78

8

12S

255

358

370

374

380
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101

111

112

113

160
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210
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261
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785 1

790

295

126

385
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101

201
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204
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743
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347
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380
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131
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Final Exam Schedule
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

JANUARY 1972

I. The two-hour examination periods are identified by code numbers according to the following chart:

WED THU FHI SAT MON TUE WED THU FRI

JAN 5 JAN 6 JAN 7 JAN 8 JAN 10 JAN 11 JAN 12 JAN 13 JAN 14

232 14

25? 1

260 1

270 7

771 10

780 18

791 e

305 9

121 26

333 16

360 19

172 13

376 2

385 17

111 28

112 28

113 28

114 28

ECON

790

294

106

368

125 I 15

13 24

25 3«

37

126

127

701 1

7

3

4

2

17

20

6

23

4

28

28

7

5

18

16

27

11

7

1

17

8

3

71

74

13

75

78

17

16

7

6

9

8

1

14

11

17

21

73

77

10

76

4

13

6

6

17

16

7?

78

14

17

8

S

12

7S

•

11

3

13

23

14

19

21

23

Jfln 12

All day
IS

8:00 a.m. 1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33

10:30 a.m. 2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34

1:30 p.m. 3 7 11 15 19 23 27 31 35

4:00 p.m. 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36

'A&F EC 110 8"' implies that all students taking A&F EC 110 will be examined on Thursday.

January 6, at 4:00 p.m.

'ART 115 03 21" implies that all students in section 03 of ART 115 will be examined on Tuesday.

January 11. at 8:00 a.m.

NOTE WHEN EXAMINATION TIME IS DETAILED BY SECTIONS, IT IS TO BE
ASSUMED THAT ANY UNLISTED SECTIONS ARE NOT SCHEDULED FOR A FINAL

EXAMINATION.

•ASTRON 100 implies that students in sections 01 through 12 of ASTRON 100 will be examined tn

sec 01-12 18 period 18 (10:30 a.m.. Mon .Jan. 10). sections 1:5 through 24 in period 7, etc.

13-24 7

25-30 27

II. See your instructor for information on place of examination but NOT before Wednesday. December 8.

Ill CONFLICTS or MORE THAN TWO EXAMINATIONS IN ONE DAY

Students who have conflicts in their examination schedule or who have more than two

examinations scheduled in any one day may report to the Schedule Office (168 Whitmore) for

resolution of these problems.

THE SCHEDULE OFFICE WILL NOT ASSIST IN RESOLVING PROBLEMS UNLESS THEY
ARE REPORTED BEFORE THURSDAY. DECEMBER 9
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Philosophy

Of Eating
By PETER ROYAL

The words bussing and

macrobiotic have taken on a new

meaning at the Hatch.

Bussing is the act of cleaning off

the table after customers have

finished eating. Edward Rudner, a

member of the Student Union

Governing Board suggested the

idea of self-bussing in the Hatch, to

cut down on operating costs.

Self-bussing will not only save

money, it will make the Hatch a

more appetizing place to eat, he

said. There are four bussing

stations throughout the Hatch.

Each has been decorated by two

students from the Campus Center

Advertising Department, Chnstin

Couture and Sno White.

Macrobiotic is a philosophy of

eating, involving a balanced food

intake. James Bron and Alan

Peakes, graduate students, and

Neil Milden an undergraduate,

cook, serve, and prepare all the

food served in the line, newly

begun in the Hatch.

"Eating should be nearly a

spiritual act," says Bron the

nead chef. This can be explained in

a flyer on macrobiotic food soon to

be distributed in the Hatch.

The menu will be expanded to

provide more variety for the

customer. The highest price on the

menu so far has been 75« with 20

the lowest. A selection of excellent

vegetable sandwiches is offered,

with each sandwich costing 35*.

The macrobiotic line is open

Monday to Friday, 11:30 a.m. to

2:00 p.m.

The cra/v dancing lady trying a new medium of expression in the

Hatch? Students trving to liven up the Hatch with a mod look as was

erroneously reported in the MDC on Nov. 18th? Nj,Jjt ttrtotf-

(outure. artist in residence at Campus (enter hood Services

painting a Hatch pole to make one of the two self bussing statings at

[hat fine eating establishment more visible. (MDC photo by Steve

Schmidt) -
-

AUTOGRAPH PARTY
for

Wang Hui-Ming
of the University of Massachusetts Art. Dept.
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USSR Blames War On Pakistan

MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union declared

vesterday war between India and Pakistan poses a

threat to its security and laid "the grave respon-

sibility" for the fighting on Pakistan.

The Russian declaration came in an authoritative

statement carried nationwide by Tass the govern-

ment news agency. Such statements fall just short of

an official Soviet government announcement

"The Soviet Union cannot remain indifferent to trie

developments, considering also the circumstance that

they are taking place in direct proximity to the

USSR's borders, and, therefore, involve the interests

of its security," Tass said.

The statement also warned "the governments of all

countries" to stay out of the conflict since any outside

involvement would cause a "further aggravation" of

th

Ta
W
ss

r

did not name any particular nation, but

evidently it was referring to Communist China and

those countries that might consider involvement

throueh the United Nations.

China is a strong ally of Pakistan, while Moscow has

,ined up wUh India and the East Pakistan, rebel

movement underlying the crisis.

The Soviet statement did not call for a halt to the

hostilities, -nor did it clearly advance any proposals

ha would lead to an end to the fighting. It placed all

blarne for the war on the government of Pakistan's

President Agha Mohammed Yahya Khan.

Mr. Wang

will autograph copies of his latest book

'The Boat United
And Other Poems"

at the University Store
on

Tuesday, Dec. 7, 1971

1 1:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Chanukah and Christmas
are around the corner.

Discount Sales
is offering extra low prices

on all our merchandise.

We are offering the greatest savings in the area on

watches and diamond rings. Engagement rings in all

shapes sizes and quality, in the setting of your choice.

For example, a diamond
e-i-«. d.-;^ ti-an

Normally $200.50 Discount Sales Price $130.

$500.00 ggg;
$800.00 *%ZX

$1000.00 »/UU.

Similar savings on Diamonds up to $10,000.00

Most brand name watches 15% - 40% off.

New Health Service

Transportation Schedule

Starting today (Monday) the Health Service vehicle will stop at three

areas throughout the day for those students needing transportation to and

from the infirmary.

Because of the time requirements imposed upon the Health hervice

vehicle bv the new schedule, it will no longer wait five minutes at each

stop. In other words, you have to be there when the transportation

arrives. However, if the driver sees you coming he will wait.

Orchard Hill-Depart-8:40, 10:40, 1:40, 2:40, 3:40.

Noitheast-from Johnson ltpuse-Depart-8: 10, 9:10, 10:10, 1:10, 2:10,

3:10.

Southwest-from Kcnnedy-Depart-7:55, 8:25, 8:55, 9:25, 9:55, 10:25.

10:55, 12:55, 1:25, 1:55, 2:25, 2:55, 3:25.

The Health Service vehicle will arrive at the Infirmary five minutes

after it leaves each stop.

From the infirmary it will leave for

Orchard Hill at 8:45, 9:45 etc.

Northeast at 8:15, 9:15 etc.

Southwest at 8:00, 8:30, 9:00, 9:30 etc.

Schedules will be posted.

To Avoid Getting A Ticket

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 pm EVENING NEWS-a half

hour summary of the day's

events plus sports and weather.

7:30 pm CAMPUS WEEK IN

REVIEW-a magazine of the

earn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

past week's events.

8:00 pm UJAMAA DRUM-the
staff of Black Mass Com-
munications Project prepare

this three hour black program
with jazz, soul, poetry readings,

commentary and news for the

black community.
11:00 pm LATE NIGHT NEWS-

anolher half hour report with a

five minute update at 11:25.

11:30 pm THE ROD HANSON
SHOW-good music til 3:00 am.

Rock, Jazz, and other good

sounds are featured.

An exhibition of student work
will open tonight in the Student

Inion Art Gallery. The show will

begin with two films at 7 p.m. in

rooms H04 and HON of the Campus
Center, one on Robert
Kauschenburg and one on Jim
IMrne.
The group will then move to the

Student Union Art Gallery to view
the student work.
The show is sponsored by the

Student Art Association as the first

of a series of student work. All four

studios: ceramics, painting, print

making and sculpture will be
represented.
The show is the culmination of

two running processes, the ex-

perience of setting up an
exhibition, as well as the visual

investigations on display. The
show will run until December 21st.

(MDC photo bv Gib Fullerton)

The Amherst Police Department

has issued a warning prohibiting

students and visitors of UMass to

park their cars on city streets from

6 PM to 7 AM.
To avoid a ticket or towing.

visitors on campus should park in

the Campus Center Garage or one

of the parking lots. Students who
cannot park in their assigned lot

because it is full should park in one

of the larger lots.

Getting Engaged?

VERY LOW PRICES ON

DIAMONDS
Christmas Specials

Call Richard Amoroso 6-4300 anytime

In Boston call (617) 542-2226

Plus save-save-save on products by

Panasonic
RCA
Zenith
Westinghouse
Sunbeam
Norelco
Smith-Corona
Royal Typewriters
Luggage
Lady Clairol

Shick
Remington
Presto
Waltham Watches
Timex
Jules Furgensen
Yamaha Instruments
Emerson Radio-T .V.

EurekaVaccum
Cleaners

Proctor - Si lex

G.E. Appliances

New & Used Furniture
& Appliances for your

entire home.

p
A
N
A
S
O
N
I

C

s
p
E
C
I

A
L

Reg.

$389.95

NOW
$331.74

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

hot plate, (all Mike 256-6408 leave mess.
tf 12-6

1963 Chevy lmpala V8. 283. automatic. 4

good tires. 2 new mows, good condition.

la*. Call 5494948 anytime.
U12-I0

'M V W Bug dk. blue, radio, sunroof, ex.

condition, ask f 1100. Call 548-7082 or 584-

OOS.1.

IT12-8

Dunham Hiking Boots. Women's sire 8.

New and never used, tan suede. Call 549-

6514.
til 2-6

Fender Bandmaster speakers * cabinet.

(ihsmi amp with reverb. Other ac-

cessories also for stereo. Call Jack W. 545-

0070. MM

I'ufltoii Apt. needs 2 roommates in Jan.

(all 549-0822 eves. MM
Female roommate to share Townhouse

apt.. $76/mo. - own room. Call 258-6467

avail. Dec. I.

tfl2-7

Woman and cat < spayed ) need a room in

house or apt. In Amherst area. Can afford

up to $75. 00/month. Call 549-6514.

UI2-6

Need help with 4-yr-old. light hsewk,

from Dec. 13 & 2 nd semester. Own tran-

sport, or live-in. nr. Amh. Cntr . ph. 253-

5874.
tf!2-»

live-in woman for infant care. Will

prov. in return pvt. rm. cooking facll..

semi-pvt. bath, living area furn.. 2 1/2 mi.

from camp. 549-1112. MM

TRAVEL
Ski the Alps-Jan 14-24 ChamonU,

France-air fare, hotels, discount llfta and

lessons, last night in Paris. Contact Peggy

253-9667.
, ...
tfl2-23

'70 VW sunroof, radio A heater, exc.

running cond.. asking 11295. Call 549-8142.

tm-io

69 Firebird, perfect condition. 37.000

miles, vinyl roof, automatic. 350. V8. good

tires. $1800 or offer. Call Don, 253-2779.

tflM

Tyrallan boots by Dunham, discount

prices. Call 549-8974.
tf!24

I need a place for second semester. Own

room preferred, male, over 21. S

«J*^°7

MOVIE

65 Volkswagen Bug. good condition,

new engine, generator, brakes. $500. Call

Tom between 4 and 6 at 253-5345.

HIM

New double burner hot plate. $ 15.00. Call

549-8974.
U 12-8

Guitars! Estrada Classical, nylon

strings, excellent - condition. $85; Ties Co

electric, new $50. will bargain. Call Tom 6-

9065. U1M

Hoommate wanted: available for

second semester. Apt. two miles from

campus. Call 258-8020 after 8 p.m. DavkL

Reg.

$89.88

Reg.

$249.95

NOW
$217.98

1971 Toyota Marti 11. Mr.. 1980 cc eng..

119 h.p.. 4 speed, std.. AM/FM radio. 5

good tires & 2 new snows. 13000 ml. Call

evenings 549-8924.

Camera for sale Yashlca a twin lens

reflex with tripod. BC flash and bag

Asking $45. Cliff 328 Puffton Village 549-

6537. Call after 6 p.m.

We don't discrimate 2For 2M wanted for

Ig. bedroom w/bath In 3 bedroom Puffton

Apt. rent 55/mo. 549-8057.

kttM

•Z'-ONEOF 1989s HEAVIEST FILMS-
IN COLOR. SAT. DEC. II. MAHAR
AID.. 6: 39-8: 45-11:89.

tfl2-IQ

"Wholeearth Image Language" multi-

projection film slide environments by

Barry Schonhaut. Wed.. Dec. 8 at 8*9:30
p.m. Thompson 108 50*.

tf!2-8

Nassau-f 149. from Boston & N.Y.. hotel

flight, transfers. 12/20-27. 12/23-29. 12/27-

i/:i Ski Australia $125. 15 days, riight.

hotel, meals, transfers. Insbruk. deluxe

package. London-$l87. flights in January.

Call-Student Flights 584-1050.

tf!2-IS

Crimson Travel offers low cost spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

For more Info, call Rich Margil. 412

Dwight 54541791.
Ifl2-I0

BUSINESS r
~

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED
SERVICES

Reg.

$109.88

now s&i^JWB N0W
$79.95 ^iassssssssssssssssssssssH $99.00

AN 122 "The Perry"

AN 76 "The Northbrook"

Similar savings on all Panasonic equipment
Discount Sales

wishes all our friends the best of seasons greetings

DISCOUNT SALES 549-3930
call Monday thru Thursday 7:00 p.m. to midnight.

1985 Corvair Monxa. 4 speed. AM-FM
radio, good condition, no rot, good tires,

new exhaust and clutch. $150. 253-5344.

tf]2-7

70 cyclone G.T.. auto, trans., p. steering.

P. brakes. 351. 4bbl., snow tires. Incl.. exc.

condition, low ml. (all 8-7132.

National Ski Patrol belt, bandages,

splints etc. Still Intact. L'sed 4 times

Hlue Navgahvde $10. Call Cralg 588-2562

MM

Typing done with Olympia Elec.

Typewriter. Paper supplied withoul

charge. SO* per page. Call 549-1009

Presidential Apartment.
tf!2-7

Flute - Clarinet - Sax

Andy Flacks 655-8979.

Jati - Classical.

tf!2-8

Plav music in a band? Interested In

»kiing? Combine the two In tbe greatest

business opportunity yet! Needs solid

musicians for winter. Dave 549-8879.

IfUN

New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo

253-3148.
tfsem

Passports & grad school pictures-24, hr.

service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

Ifsem

Hand wanted to play the night of Dec. 18

for Beta Chi Christmas Party. Call Joe

S4MI21 after 8 p.m. and give price.

MM

FOUND

Found
Catalyst'

A quiet place to snack-

Worcester Commons.
The

12-6

84 Ford Fconollne. good engine. 74,000

ml. Best offer. Lenny 546-5388.

FOR SALE

Kowa Setrr SLR Camera 135. 85. 35 mm
lens, original cases, books, and boxes. New

$ 170 asking $200 or best offer. Call John

546-7487. „,
Sony 230 portable open-reel stereo tape

rec. w/mlcrophone phono /tape /tuner sel..

headphone plug-In. Tel 288-8453.

Kowa Setrt SLR Camera 135. 85. 3$ mm
lens, original cases, books * boxes. New
$370, asking $200. or best offer. Call John

548-7487.
tfl2-10

'85 Chevy Van, automatic trans, heater.

good condition asking $488. Call 584-5839

after 6 p.m.
tfl2IO

Sleeping bag $10, Baritone Ikelele $15.

(all mornings 253-5920.
tf 1 2-7

Siamese cat, beautiful seal point, $20.00.

(-.11 549*974.

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 258-8133.

U5-12

(.rand opening. Mikes speed equip-

ment, starts Wednesday. One case of

Valvoline (Ml. one (irant Steering Wheel

Kit to be given away. Rl. 9. Hadley. 586-

3959.
tf 12-7

Taking orders for handmade leather

bags and things. Order now, get before

Christmas. Reasonable prices. 549-8331.

MM

Wanted A or B Psych Research Paper.

Ml-15 pages, almost any topic. Will pay.

(all Kathv 549-6596 MM
Hide to Wisconsin X'mas vacation. Call

Singh 6-9930.
tf!2-7

Folk (iultar: Inexpensive for learning

purposes. Call 6-9200

lf!2-7

LOST

Missing a pink wallet. Cards are

desperately needed. If found please leave

at Campus Center Lost-Found or notify

Claudia Reid. 5-2642. MM

Traveling companion thru F.urope for

about 6 weeks in June. Female preferred,

(all 253-9485 if Interested.
tf 12-10

X-Mas Time-Suede makes ideal gifts. I

have suede, pants jackets, skirts, midi's

and skins. Wholesale prices. Jon. 119

( hadboume. 5-2640.

tf 12-7

FOR RENT
APT. WANTED

Kaslle CPMTI Slalom Skis »5 cm. just

back from factory with bindings $180. Call

Dave 8-9077. $185 new.
UI24

«.mtars Martin. Yamaha, Aria, Har-

mony also Dulcimers and Autoharps Find

out what you want, then see me for better

price. John 8-5401.

One bedroom apt. in Puffton Village

dishwasher, disposal, avail. Jan. I. Take
over lease. Please come to 270 Puffton and

ask for Rill or Bob. MM

Puffton sublet wanted. 1-bedroom for

second semester. 549-6570 MM
APT. FOR RENT

I bedroom in Colonial Village, available

I Jan.. M.s/month includes utilities-call

after 4. Tel 253-7439 or 258-8453.

12-8

2 bdrm apt In Belcbertown. air cond..

ww carpets, avail. Jan., $289 a month Inc.

utilities. Call 323-4459 after 8.

t/12-19

PERSONAL

Graduating a*. seJltag KM typewriter

4 yro. *«. *«M »$• new. askmg $25 Call

Jim after .*» 28*44.1

To the Summer Polar Bear ( also known

as Tbe Phantom) congratulations! It's

finally here. Happy Hot Luv. The Little

lmP
124

Avail, now. 2 bedrm townhse apt., ww
rpt . air cond. utilities Included, take over

lease. ML Toby Apts.. Call 253-3281 after

$- . MM

MT. SUOARLOAF APTB. Avail. Jan I.

Ig 2 bdrm utll. Included, alr-cond.. pool

$185 (all SklWskl Realtors 253-7222, eve.

™»»
U12-H

Anyone finding red wallet belonging to

Marilyn Kennedy mail to 26 Main St..

Amherst. Ill's very Important. MM
" JOBS

International Jobs -F.urope. S. America.

Asia. Aust., ISA. Openings in all flelds-

Soc. Sci, Bus. Scl. Knglneers, Kd. etc.

Alaska Construction A Pipe Work. Ear-

nings to $500 weekly. Summer or per-

manent.
Paid expenses. Bo nuses. travel.

Complete current info- only $3. Money
back guar. Write now! International F.mp

Box 72I-M5I6, Peabody Mass. 01989

tfi2ia

ENTERTAINMENT
Make your Christmas party a success

and call Stan at 548-9215. All area bands
represented. MM

GARAGE FOR RENT TYPING

Roberts x380 tape deck. I yr old. 18-

flai SNO on /W. 8ND auto. rev.. 3 motors. 4

heads, remote cont. Cost $839. sell $295

m*M7 MM.

Gibson *IS. early 89s. perfect cawd..

$399. Also Fender super -reverb amp $299.

(all Steve 8484748

Happy Binhdav Seed. Love always.

Stash.
tfl24

ROOMMATES WAN TfcD

Responsible female roommate, own

bedroom. $35/mo. « utilities Soon until

May or longer. Call 5844788.
tflMO

Available Immediately, own room In 3

bedroom apt In Puffton. f 75/mo. Call 549-

keep trying please.

Sbedrms.. 2 baths, kitchen A rec room

inllolyoke. 14 miles from V. of M. All util

ex phone. Much Furn. $389 per month.

( .„ 323-7893

(iarage for rent, store your classic,

sports, or race car for the winter. Call Jeff

t 253-7709 leave name * number.
If 12-7

LAW SCHOOL

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols Call 253-3891

i 1 2-21

Upright piano, excel, condtn. Best off.

5494937.
tf|M

HELPWANTED

Mens suede fringe vest site large;

men's ski boots slie II. $15; double burner

F. rmml. to share 2 bdrm. apt., frnsho,

frplc. grg. 2 firs, of old hse. Dec. or Jan.

Judy 13 Middle St.. Hdly.. 588-3784. $139

dp/mo. ht mcl.

People needed to attend and transcribe

lectures for SE8. Typing skills essential,

shorthand helpful. Applications at Rm. 318

8.U. MM

Law School-Will I Make It? Can I

Make It*" A new book by a recent law

graduate for prospective law students

Examines bow to prepare for law school

.

books to read; formulas based on ad-

mission studies to predict 1st year

average. Far co»y send $2.95 to Kroos

Press. Box 3789A. Milwaukee, Wis. 53217

MM

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In S.I'. Rm. 318.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct. tf-aem.
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ALPHA ZKTA
Lecture: The development of an

Environment Ehic. Speaker: Dr.

Tarl Swanson Wed. at 8 p.m. in

CCA.

BIBLE STUDY
Where did I come from? Why

am I here? Where am I going?

We'll answer these questions and

more Monday nights 7:30-9 p.m.,

904-908 CC. Bibles provided or

bring your own. Free.

BOLTWOOD BIS
Thank your Senators -the UMass

buses are back. Buses leave 6:05.

from Whitmore. Mon.-Thurs. Let

us know when you can't make it.

C'EQ
Steering committee on Tuesday,

tomorrow evening at 6:30 p.m. in

the Student Acitivities area -usual

place. Action program planning in

order. Bring your commitment.

EAST PAKISTANI REFUGEES
Monday in CC 162 at 4 p.m.

ENGLISH MAJORS
There will be an EDUC meeting

tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the

student/faculty lounge in Bartlett

Lobby, all English majors en-

couraged to attend.

1IILLEL
Hanukah candles and menorahs

are on sale in the Hillel office.

Candles are 25c, menorahs, 75«.

NAIADS
Regular schedule of practices

this week. Finale today at 4:45.

Composition work cannot proceed

without you.

MIRKWOOD
We are looking for new talent at

the next Mirkwood Coffee house.

All interested persons please

contact Jim 6-6577.

OUTING CLUB
There will be a meeting tonight

at 6:30 in CC 165. Upcoming trips.

Christmas party, and Dec. 15 sale

to be discussed.

PHE-SOCIAL WORK ADVISING
Advising for students interested

in social work as a profession is

available through the CAS1AC
office. Social workers from the

University will be available to see

students on an appointment basis.

Interested students call 5-0974.

ROISTER DOISTERS
Important meeting Tuesday at 5

p.m. in CC 802 for anyone in-

terested in working on Roister

Doisters. Discussion of proposals

will be held. All proposals must be

submitted by Tuesday noon at 417

Machmer c/o David Cohen.

SENIOR
Come to the Senior committee

meeting tonight at 7 p.m., CC 905-

909.

Notices

SKI CLUB
Meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in

Mahar Aud. Deposits for in-

tersession trips taken. Everyone

welcome.

STUDENTS FOR McGOVERN
There will be a meeting tonight

at 8 p.m. in CC 175. All interested

parties are invited.

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP
Only two more workshops til

Xmas. Tonight, free, Marks
Meadow gym at 8 p.m. Bring wood

and red things.

WOMEN'S COMMITTEE
Representatives of all Women's

groups will be at a meeting to form
a centralized agency. All in-

terested women and men are

welcome. Tonight at 6 p.m. in CC
168-170.

WMPIRG
A course will be given for

modular credit next semester in

the School of Ed. Students will be

doing Public Interest research

work. Anyone interested please

0. Regular Wed. meetings at 7 in

811-815. All welcome.

LOST
Black wallet in/around Campus

Center. Keep money, but please

return IDs, etc. No questions.

Contact Brian at 527-6636 or return

to lost and found.

1 Boston Bruins hat in SU

Ballroom, Tuesday night at Dylan

movie. Call Bill or Larry at 6-6170

eves.

One cameo mother-of-pearl ring.

Somewhere around Franklin DC.
and Gorman. Please call 546-6515.

Would the person who removed a

raincoat (white) from a chartered

UMass bus several weeks ago,

please contact Tom at 253-9542.

Did you pick up two people for

the hockey game? Maybe you

found my ski glove then -if so,

please call Mike at 6-5771. Thanks.

FOUND
To the nice person who found my

brown leather gloves last Mon.

night in SU -thanks. Now, would

money do in exchange? 6-7622.

"Selva" tights on stairs to

Boyden. See matrons at WoPE.
Medium size, blonde cocker

spaniel. Southampton license. Call

546-6991.

Crossword Puzzle

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM-

Do the dead
return?

The Aries woman often appears to be

squinting or frowning She is perceptive, an

original thinker and independent She often

marries beneath her station in life But the

Aries woman ultimately overcomes ob

stacles and usually winds up in the winner's

circle These women arephysically attracted

to Leo men, often marry Librans and find

that the Taurus male is good for them

financially Some famous Aries women
include Bette Davis, Joan Crawford and

Gloria Swanson

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Be ready for

creative changes, including new starts.

Status quo laks a beating Your own style

Becomes more apparent and definite.

Some may accuse you of being selfish bul

they are envious.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Trust hunch

about conditon existing in home One who is

moody does want to talk and confide

Provide opening and face saving device.

You earn respect by giving, being recep

live.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Accent on

movement, changes, correspondence,

dealing with neighbors and close relatives.

Nothing is apt to remain the same Obtain

hint from Taurus message Be flexible. You

make ultimate gains

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Emphasis on

money, practical affairs, how to build on a

more solid foundation Key is to be aware of

fine print Take nothing for granted One

who makes offer should be investigated

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): You are ap

preciated, complimented and flattered Be

discriminating Know what is real, what is

mere fluff Obtain valid hint from Gemini

or Virgo individual Some now are aiming

at your weakness.

Virgo (Aug. 23 Sept 22) Practical

measures help overcome apparent setback

You may not believe it, but efforts are

appreciated Jealous associate would like

Strive for har

occupational
Protect ear

21): More

due to

plays

Appeal

you to believe otherwise

mony.
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): Some may pose

as friends, but their motives may be less

than pure. Know this and respond ac

cordingly Income through

efforts remains spotlighted,

nings. Develop potential.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov
responsibility comes your way this could

be in form of promotion Accept assign

ments, challenges. Rewards are

multiply. Capricorn person

prominent role. Don't shirk duly

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

broadens. More persons become aware of

efforts, talents Aries person helps tear

down barriers to progress Be alert,

positive Keep lines of communication open

and flowing Write, advertise

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) :
One you

may have taken for granted shows true

worth. You are aided in financial tran

saction. Partnership, legal document is

involved Look beneath surface indications

A legacy is questioned

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Reject the

superficial Be a shrewd observer intuitive

intellect plays prominent role Your inner

voice now is reliable guide. Take your time

Let others make mistakes Back seat is but

a temporary arrangement.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20); Avoid

having too many irons in fire Study

Aquarius message You don't have to prove

yourself Those who sincerely care will

accept and respond Reunion with one who

shares interests is on agenda

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have unusual voice, you are direct, at

tractive and many seek your counsel. You

are on brink of a new. major cycle There

will be added rewards You come into your

own and you will be blessed with greater

happiness.

Copyright 1971 Gen Fea. Corp

ACROSS

Remunerated
Army meal
Weaken
Assistant

Leave out

Cravat

_ Inclined

17 Preposition

18 Mountain on
Crete

19 Artificial alloy

of gold

21 Pertaining to

punishment
23 Frightens

27 Footba

1

5
9
12
13
14
15

Artificial

language
Leaves
Pattern
Printer's

measure
Pose for

portrait

Cease
Pricks

painfully

10 Opera by Verdi

11 Toll

16 High regard

20 Cry like cat

22 Spanish
article

23 Blemish

J

5

6

8

9
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. , kk v 24 Woody plant
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28 Talk idly

29 Network

31 Resort

34 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

35 Place

37 High mountain

39 Symbol for

silver

40 Number
42 Insane

44 Got up

46 Teutonic deity

48 Heavy

downpours

Insects

Christmas carol

Conducted

French article

Makes suitable

Number
62 Word of sorrow

64 Gull-like bird

65 Small lump

66 Gasp for

breath

Silkworm

26 Ocean
30 Trumpeted

loudly

32 Time gone by

33 Matures
36 Make lace

38 Bishop
41 Wanted
43 Man's

nickname
45 Preposition

47 Sun god
49 Cook in

oven

50 Outpouring

51 Girl's name
52 Strike

56 Guido's high

note

58 Through
59 Prefix: three

60 Nahoor sheep

63 Indefinite

article

50

53

54

55

57

61

67

DOWN

1 2 3 5 6 7 b :;:•—^
9 1 1

12 5oo<
:<'

13 14

15 16
>OT

17 » i
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1
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j

44 45
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54
»
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•
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Frosh Romp Over Dartmouth
By STEVE I IK HI U

To gain support from a Curry Hicks Cage crowd is

one thing, but for a freshmen squad to get a standing

ovation upon breaking the 100-point barrier is quite

another. And quite an ovation did the starting five

freshmen receive as they fastbroke their way to a

convincing 105-94 victory over the Dartmouth frosh,

last Saturday night.

Most of the game seemed like one fast break after

another, as the talented underclassmen from UMass
chalked up an amazing total of 27 assists, led by

guards Bill Endicott and Mike Flanagan with 10 and 8

respectively.

What had been a tight game for 12 of the first half

minutes, blossomed into a 10 point lead, which was

narrowed but never eliminated. And in their victory

several questions were answered as to how good this

brand's frosh squad was
Against a somewhat weak St. Anselm's team UMass

had no trouble, yet turnovers plauged them con-

siderbly, and coming up against a much tougher and

deeper Little Green squad looked to pose some

problems. But between the passing of the guards, and

the high class scoring of the big men up front (John

Murphy with 20 points and Tom Gillams with 22) the

Little Redmen spread the margin to 103-80 with

minutes left, until Dartmouth whittled away to make

the game a seemingly close one.

The freshmen's game control gave off much the

same air as did the 18-1 frosh squad of one year ago.

Often their would be lags, and sloppy play, but

somehow one knew they'd catch fire and run away

with the game, and sure enough on Saturday night, the

Little Redmen did just that.

The Cage crowd really hadn't seen too much of

Gillams that first game due to early foul trouble, and

at the start the 6'7 forward really hadn't gotten

started. But when he did he changed the tempo,

moved his ballclub, and did an exceptional job off the

boards, collection 22 rebounds in somewhat under 40

minutes of playing time. Add to Gillams stats three

assists, and an over 50% shooting percentage and you

begin to realize how well this freshman was per-

forming.

It was he who began the breakaway drive, when at

24 all, Gillams grabbed the rebound, and shifting the

ball to his left hand (as he did more than once through

the course of the game) layed in a beautiful bank shot.

And the speed with which the teams were racing back

and forth increased to an unheard of tempo as the

story became "Grab the rebound, clear to the side,

and send a long full court pass to the man racing

towards the hoop."
Amidst presses by both freshmen teams, UMass

took a 46-36 lead at halftime, as Murphy's and En-

dicott's 13 points each lead the way. Then as play

resumed Dartmouth stayed within striking range,

until that time when UMass started bombing those

passes down court, and converting most everyone.

With a 68-56 Redmen lead, two consecutive Endicott to

Rick Boron passes saw four UMass points recorded.

Then it was Flannigan to Endicott, a Murphy steal, an

Endicott to Burke pass, and the lead increased, as the

Redmen were truly running wild.

One final surge by the visitors saw the gap closed to

1 1 . when at 78-67 Gillams gathered in an Endicott feed,

hit the lay-up and way fouled. The three point play saw

the start of a 13-2 surge that put things on ice.

Left for the fans was that 100-point mark and as 6'3

forward Burke hit the jumper the crowd was off of its

feet, cheering madly. And the cheering continued

right up until the time when assistant coach Bill

Greeley took out his starters.

2-0 go the Little Redmen as they rest up next for the

Holy Cross frosh, to be here this Wednesday. And in

the meantime they'll be practicing that harrowing

defense and their fantastic passing abilities. Yes

indeed the freshmen are something to watch, as

they've really put together one helluva five some, an

unselfish ballclub, who loves to run and loves to pass.

Only time can make them a more cohesive unit, and

once their nack for sloppy turnovers disappears they

should be more than exciting to watch.

Plunkett, Vataha Celebrate

Pats Upset

Dolphins, 34-13
KOXBORO (AP) - Rookie Jim Plunkett celebrated his 24th birthday

with a brilliant passing performance and the New England Patriots

capitalized on Miami mistakes Sunday in snapping the Dolphins' eight-

game winning streak with a stunning 34-13 upset.

The Dolphins, who meet the Baltimore Colts next week in a probable

showdown for the American Conference East Division title, shocked a

crowd of 61,457 as Mercury Morris returned the opening kickoff 94 yards

for a touchdown.
However, the alert, hard-hitting Patriots then took command with

Plunkett going to the air immediately and ignoring establishment of a

running game.
Plunkett fired eight straight passes, including a key third down toss on

which the Doiphins were tagged for interference, in setting up Jim Nance

for a six-yard scoring burst off right guard.

Return specialist Hubert Ginn funbled away the next two kickoffs,

providing the Patriots another 10 points with the game just seven and a

half minutes old.

Plunkett lobbed a high 26-yard pass to former Stanford teammate

Randy Vataha for the go-ahead touchdown and a couple of minutes later

Charlie Gogolak booted a 37-yard field goal for a 17-7 New England lead.

Garo Yepremian kicked a 26-yard field goal for the Dolphins early in

the second period, but Gogolak added his second from 35 yards out after

the Patriots stopped a Miami drive by recovering a fumble at their 21

Yepremian booted a 30-yard field goal midway through the third

period, but Plunkett and the Patriots bounced right back, going 78 yards

in four plays.

Two munutes later Larry Carwell picked off a Bob Gnese pass and

raced 53 yards for the final touchdown as New England completed its

home season with a 5-2 record in new Schaefer Stadium.

The Patriots are 0-5 on the road. Miami suffered only its second loss in

12 games. The Dolphins have tied one.

Plunkett completed 16 of 23 passes for 223 yards while firing his 16th

and 17th touchdown tosses of the season.

Vataha caught seven passes for 129 yards.

The Patriots threw up a fabulous defense in holding Griese, the league s

leading passer, and Paul Warfield, the NFL's top scoring receiver in

check. Griese finally gave way to George Mira in the third period.

New England also stopped the running of Larry Csonka and Jim Kiick

Csonks leads the NFL in ground gaining while Kiick is the No. 1 rusher-

pass receiver in the AFC.
The Dolphins moved to a first down at the New England nine early in

the fourth period. They then had three shots to score from the two, but

Kiick and Csonka were stopped cold and the Patriots took over. That was

Miami's final threat. .

FOXBORO (AP) - The partisan

fans stood and serenaded quar-

terback Jim Plunkett and wide

receiver Randy Vataha with

"Happy Birthday" Sunday after

the rookies from Stanford led the

New England Patriots to a stun-

BiLL
IS COMING

5^5-2579

ning 34-13 National Football

League upset over the Miami
Dolphins.

Plunkett celebrated his 24th

birthday with a spectacular

passing performance, completed

16 of 23 tosses for 233 yards, in-

cluding scoring strikes of 26 and 25

yards to Vataha.

"I hope he has a birthday every

day," New England coach John

Mazur said in praising Plunkett,

who was treated roughly in the

Patriots' 41 -3 loss at Miami early in

the season.

Vataha, who at 5-feet-10 had been

considered too small by many pro

observers, was awarded the game
ball by offensive captain Jon

Morris. It came in the form of a

present as Vataha observed his

23rd birthday Saturday.

"It goes to the little guy with all

the guts," Morris said as Vataha
accepted congratulations for

grabbing seven passes for 129

yards.

"This was as good a game as

we've ever played," Mazur said.

"It was no fluke win. We didn't

hurt ourselves by mistakes, taking

only a couple of penalties and
having no fumbles and no in-

terceptions."

Los Angeles
New Orleans

San Diego
Minnesota

Washington
New York Giants

Philadelphia

Detroit

New England
Miami

SCORES
45 Cleveland
28 Cincinnati

30 Baltimore
14 Buffalo

23 Pittsburgh

7 Houston

23 Chicago

20 Denver

34 Atlanta

13 Oakland

ij
4

31

27

24

3

29

3

6

24

13

Senior Photos

For January Grads and

Second Semester "Ed-Blockers
M

When: Week of Dec. 13-17

Where: Norfolk - Plymouth Rms., S.U.

How Much: $3.50 Sitting Fee

Sign Up

in the Index Office,

S.U. 401

as soon as possible

The first

malt liquor

good enough

to be called

BUDVVEISER

ANHEUSER BUSCH INC • ST. 10UIS
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Skaters Edge UVM
In OT Thriller

By BILL BALLOU
On Feb. 26, 1969 the Catamounts

of Vermont lost at home to Nor-

wich by a score of 2-1. It wasn't

until Saturday night Dec. 4, 1971

that the Cats were to lose another

home game to a Division II team.

That team was the Redmen from
UMass and they beat Vermont 4-3

on Jack Edwards' goal at 1:55 of

overtime.

Going into this game, the Red-

Satlg (Enllrgian

SPORTS
men had a record of one win and no

defeats, while Vermont had won
one game and lost three. However,
those three defeats had come at the

hands of Division I teams while the

win was accomplished over
Division II 's Colgate.

It was what has come to be a

typical UMass-UVM game, a one

goal game in which no team ever

really feels safe and a barn-burner

in the best Ned Martin tradition.

Both clubs literally flew up and
down the ice from the opening

whistle to the final goal, and the

only surprising thing about it, was
that they were able to stand up and
skate for the overtime.

The main story of the game was
the defensive effort put forth by the

Redmen. For the first 50 minutes of

the fray, they were able to hold the

Cats to just one goal, and it was
only when a penalty forced them to

play first one man shy and then two
penalties and a pulled goaltender

made them play a ludicrous three

men shy that Vermont could break
through for goals. The shots on

goal for the game tell the story as

the Redmen outshot the Catmounts
by 38 to 33, no mean feat in an
opposition arena.

The first period started out to be
all Catamounts, but by the five-

minute mark, UMass had taken

control of the game and was
threatening to skate the Cats into

Lake Champlain. At the 8:41 mark
defenseman Brad Cooke was sent

to the penalty box and the Redmen
applied the pressure. In spite of

the fact that they controlled the

play, UMass was unable to take

advantage of the penalty to score.

The closest anybody came was
Dan Reidy who put a backhander
from about 10 feet out right into the

pads of Vermont goalie Steve

Eckerson. Finally at 11:29 Lonnie

Avery broke through Eckerson to

give the Redmen a 1-0 lead they

were to hold into the second period.

The Junior left-winger picked up
his first goal of the season when he

took a pass from Mike Waldron
right at the corner of the crease

and slid a five-footer into the open
side of the cage.

Vermont came storming back in

the second period, helped on by the

screams of 4,019 fanatical

Catamount fans. P.J. Flaherty was
able to hold them off until 11:25

when Ted Castle finished off a

three-on-two rush by zipping a 15-

foot backhander in for his fifth goal

of the season. Flaherty continued

to work goaltending magic on the

Cats and the score remained 1-1,

setting the stage for the dramatic
third period.

UMass came out of the locker

room with afterburners on their

skates and bang! before the Cats

could figure out what had hap-

pened the Redmen had a 3-1 lead.

The first UMass goal came at 00:37

on the power play with Dan Reidy
picking up his second of the year on

assists to Jack Edwards and Don
Lowe. Just two and a half minutes
later Pat Keenan broke in two-on-0

with Jack Edwards and beat

Eckerson with a backhander.
The Cats were down at this point

but by no means out. They came
battling back with two goals in the

final ten minutes of regulation time

to tie it up. At 12:21 Willie

MacKinnon scored a power play

goal with Brian Sullivan off for

hooking and at 18:46 Fred Hunt
sent the crowd into a frenzy by

tying the game at three. Hunt's

goal came at a time when the

Redmen were down by two men
and Vermont had pulled its goalie

to give themselves a three man
advantage.
By now those with weak hearts

had either passed on to the great

face-off in the sky or were looking

for medication. Sudden-death
loomed and neither team appeared
to be ready to concede anything to

the other.

However it took just 115 seconds
for the suspense to end as Jack
Edwards scored his second goal of

the year with assists to Pat Keenan
and Don Lowe to give the Redmen
an important victory as well as

breaking the the long Vermont
home ice streak.

Both goalies played spectacular

hockey, Eckerson making 35 saves
in a losing effort while Flaherty

made some phenomenal stops in

the final period to keep the Red-
men in the hockey game. Ver-

mont's All-America Ted Yeates
lived up to his billing by playing a

strong game, but his efforts were
matched by Brian Sullivan of the

Redmen who made the play of the

night by blocking a shot on a two-

on-one break by Fred Hunt and
Pat Wright.

The Redmen now stand 2-0 both

overall and in Division II while

Vermont slips to 1-4 overall and 1-1

in Division II. The next game for

the Redmen is this Wednesday
night against Williams at Orr Rink.

Game time is 8:30.

Peters: "I Play With All I Got"
By EARLE BARROLL

You seniors and junior will be

able to relate to the following more
so than you sophomores and you
freshmen are just out of luck...you
weren't around when UMass
center Charlie Peters was a fresh-

man.
Charlie was the only bright spot

on a medicore freshman team that

had to follow the Julius Erving
freshman team and he was a pretty

dim spot at that.

He couldn't hook, he couldn't set

up well, he couldn't start the fast

break and if he dribbled the fans

gave out a rather sardonic cheer.

But, Peters had potential and he

was the big guy Jack Leaman and

former freshman coach Peter
Broaca were looking to the future

with.

Two summers of basketball

camp later, hard work with Broaca

and Leaman and added confidence

have brought Charlies to the level

of performance he reached
Saturday night against Vermont
when he had his biggest night in a

Redman uniform.

The 6'7 junior played 19 minutes

and had 12 points and 12 rebounds.

He also set up well in the pivot,

hooked worked with strength in-

side and got the fast break going

with sharp, crisp outlet passes.

He was a bonafide crowed
pleaser and received genuine

applause for his efforts... a far cry

from his sophomore year when he

was used in the main to finish up a

rout by the first stringers and
applause was few and far between.

What is his secret? Well, Charlie

has just one simple sentence as the

cure all to his problems. "I just

don't want to look stupid

anymore."
His coach says this is the biggest

single thing that has changed his

game.
"He has the potential," says

Leaman, "and now he's playing

with confidence, aggressiveness
and is rebounding the ball well."

After Saturday's game Leaman
was extremely happy with the big

guy. "He practiced real well the

past couple of days, he continues to

improve and will continue to the

rest of the season.

"We need him to knock over
people and he did this tonight. He's

really quick and agile out there and
could be a good defensive end with

his ability."

Before the season actually got

underway, Leaman made it clear

he was going to employ a multi-

player attack... Charlie Peters was
one of these players he was
referring to.

His position now is still in relief,

but a more important and active

one than he has ever had.

What goes through his head when
he's called on? "I don't get to play

that much, so when I do get my
chance I play with all I got."

Notice

LOWE FROM THE POINT: Don Lowe (2), shown here driving a

shot from (he point, and Lonnie Avery waiting for the rebound

against Salem State, played an integral part in the big Redman
victory over Vermont. (Photo by Alan Chapman)

All upperclass Crew members
are required to attend a meeting at

6:30 p.m. tonight in the WoPE
weight room. Bring receipts and
raffle tickets.

Hoopsters Roll

Over Catamounts
By DAN KAMAL

It took UMass about five minutes to realize whom they were

playing.

The University of Vermont made a game of it for approximately

that amount of time, but from then on the fast-breaking, hot-

shooting Redmen waltzed to a 112-65 win over the Catamounts

Saturday night at the Cage before a packed house.

The reason UVM was able to stay in the game for that long was

that it was getting open underneath early in the game. On the other

hand, UMass was not penetrating early and was shooting mostly

from outside.

But then the Redmen started running and pressing and the lead

began increasing. As Coach Jack Leaman said after the game,

"When we move we play the kind of basketball we are capable of.

Other teams will be challenged to slow us down."

The Catamounts not only were unable to slow down the Redmen,

but they themselves slowed down on offense. Because of the UMass
press, Vermont started taking outside shots of the low-percentage

variety, and for the most part, all UVM was getting was that one,

low-percentage shot. (Statistics bear out both points. Vermont shot

35% from the floor and had a paltry 24 rebounds in the game as

opposed to 56 rebounds by the Redmen.)

UMass pulled to a 20-point lead with about four minutes left in the

half and went into the locker room at intermission with a com-

fortable 55-29 bulge.

The second half was no different. Mike Pagliara opened it up with

a breakaway layup, and the beat continued. UMass continued to

control both boards, and even when the home team missed a shot, it

usually had at least two more attempts.

A few minutes into the second half, Leaman inserted a lineup of

Tom Austin, Peter Trow, Charlie Peters, Rick Pitino, and Rick

Vogeley. With Pitino running the offense, Trow shooting incredibly

well from the outside, and Austin, Peters, and Vogeley working

well inside, a 20-odd point lead quickly opened up to a 40-odd point

lead.

Even with the score as lopsided as it was, the crowd excitement

remained at a high pitch as the Redmen literally ran over their

opponents. The only thing left for the 4000-plus in attendance was
the magic 100-point mark.
Trow gave the crowd what it wanted with five minutes still left in

the game as he popped in the 99th and 100th points from the left of

the key.

Meanwhile, Vermont kept missing its "one" shot from the out-

side, and it fell further and further behind.

It was actually rather cruel.

JACK'S CORNER-An obviously pleased Jack Leaman had high

praise for his club, specifically Austin and Peters, who will be
"major factors for us this season", and Pitino and Trow. "Pitino is

an exciting ballplayer who gets the crowd going, and when the

crowd is behind us, they're 45% of the team." As for Trow, Leaman
said, "When a player can come off the bench like that and lead the

team in scoring, you know he's done a job". ..the feeling amongst
most of the players after the game was that the season actually

begins Wednesday against Holy Cross...Trow had 19 points in 15

minutes, including nine for eleven from the floor...the Redmen as a
team shot a torrid 60%...

NOTE THE SCOREBOARD: UMass was behind early in the game,
but Tom McLaughlin (40) and his mates quickly changed that,

routing UVM 112-65. (Photo by Gib Fullerton)
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Weather
Of course it wasn't
worth your while, but

then again, it looks like

more of the same.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1971

A covered bridge, which, for a moment manages to evoke memories of some winters long gone by.

Hampshire on a recent bright and nippy day. (Photo credit by Alan Chapman.)
This holiday scene was captured somewhere in New

Research Council Offers A Viable Alternative
Counseling period is here again.

There you sit, thumbing the pages

of the pre-registration booklet in a

last ditch attempt to find that long-

dreamed-of course that will be both

interesting and relevant. And
perhaps you think you have found

it. Ecstacy! You rush down to

CASIAC, only to be told that the

course is flagged and you have to

be a senior honor student or have

six upper level prerequisites to get

in. Well, the course probably

wasn't that good anyway.

But for those undergraduates

that are looking for an alternative

to straight lecture next semester, it

is to be found. Last year a

legislative Research Council was

On The Inside:

India Overwhelms

East Pakistan
See page four

Future University
See page seven

The Politics of Rape
See page sixteen

formed under the auspices of the

University and State Com-
munications Council (USCC). The
Research Council was founded for

the dual purpose of providing the

student with an exposure to

practical politics and of returning

a service to the State, which helps

to defray the cost of a University

education.

So, you ask, what does this

Research Council actually do? It is

a coordinating body. The Council is

looking for students who would like

to do independant study on a

contemporary issue or problem of

his choice. Topics could range

from the building of low income

housing, to consumer protection

laws, to lowering the drinking age

in Massachusetts. The choice is left

up to the student. The Council also

contacts State Legislators who are

interested in filing new legislation,

and are in need of research aid.

Students and Legislators with the

same field of interest are paired

together.

So students, whose area of in-

terest coincides with that of a

legislator, is able to do research in

this field for academic credit from

the University. A meeting is

arranged between the Legislator

and the student and a working

relationship is established.

Although the exact nature of this

relationship is left up to both

parties, a couple patterns may
evolve. First, the student could

research a specific bill and present

his findings in an objective report.

This type of research would
enhance the working capacity of

the Legislator and has many
benefits for the student The
student would be doing research in a

field of his choice and getting

credit for it. He would, at the same
time be able to gain much deeper

insight and understanding into the

workings of practical politics in

Massachusetts. Another important

plus is that students would be

having input into legislation. In

this day of increased emphasis on

change from within the system,

this student contribution becomes

a meaningful factor.

To carry the input idea further,

another optional relationship

would be to have the student carry

out his own study on a particular

topic Then based on his findings,

the student could, with the aid of

his Legislator's technical ex-

pertise, write up his own bill to be

submitted to the Legislature. This

would be representation of student

ideas at one of the highest levels.

The Legislative Research
Council has been functioning on a

limited scale this fall semester

with half a dozen students working

under Ethan Katsh in the School of

Business Administration. One of

the participants in the Program is

Steve Cleary, a senior history

major. For the past two months he

has been visiting various prisons in

Massachusetts in an effort to view

the effects of our existing penal

system first hand in relation to this

work Steve stated, "It's an ex-

perience in itself, a different type

of education; not spoonfeeding.

You can't really talk about penal

reform until you've been inside a

prison.'' In the next few months

Steve intends to write a bill on

penal reform using his own ex-

periences, findings and recom-

mendations

For those students who are in-

terested in independent study, the

working of Massachusetts politics

and hard work, consider the

Legislative Research Council.

USCC is holding an open meeting
Thursday at 8:30 in the Dukes
Room of the Student Union. Coffee

will be provided so come and find

out more details
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Youth Vote Impact Depends On Involvement
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)-The

impact of young voters on national

elections next year will depend
largely on how many of them get

involved in local politics, says a

young organizer of student
registration drives in New
England

"The power of the youth vote is

not going to be seen on the level of

thousands or millions of young
people rallying behind a national

candidate." said William
Keyserling in an interview. "It's

going to have to start from the

bottom up."

Keyserling is one of 12 regional

coordinators for The National
Movement for the Student Vote, a

non-partisan, tax-exempt foun-

dation based in Washington.
From a basement office Cam-

bridge. Keyserling, a 23-year-old

Brandeis University graduate, is

working to organize and support

local youth registration drives

throughout New England. His
efforts concentrate on major
college campuses, but he hopes to

reach beyond the academic
community and to non-college

towns.

The first test of the efforts of The
Student Vote and simplar groups
came in November in local elec-

tions around the country. The
results were anything but clear,

and The Student Vote is aiming
now at the national elections next

year and beyond.

Here is what Keyserling had to

say to The Associated Press about

his organization, the job of building

an effective registration

movement, his evaluation of young
voters' impact this year and the

prospects for 1972:

Q. What do you do as a regional

coordinator?

A. My job in New England is to

get as many voter registration

activities going as possible. I move
around New England, moving to

college camDuses, trying to get

college students to organize voter

registration drives on their

campuses as well as in their

communities.

Q. Why do you concentrate on

college campuses?
A. We use college campuses and

student expertise to move out into

the community. We feel that

because student governments tend

to have a sizable amount of money
they can use for either campus or

community -related projects,

because student governments are

often in the position where they can

donate free office space,

telephones and a lot of times

secretarial services, that this is a

great way to minimize the

necessary resources to get

something going.

Q. How does it work?
A. Students decide they want to

have a drive, they want to register

themselves as well as other people

in the community, but they don't

really know how to go about it. So I

go in, and I either send them some
sort of an organizing manual which

we've prepared or I talk to them on

the telephone. In many cases I'll

just go and spend a couple of days
on the campus trying to help them
build an organization. At UMass,
for instance, where we organized a

voter registration coalition, we
built a very loosely structured

organization, but with group
participation from the Young
Socialists Alliance, Young

is how do I reach the rest ofthemWe
can't really effectively work
through the smaller colleges
because very often they have many
out-of-state students.

Q. Getting back to the high

schools.

A. I think that I would like to see

a group of high school students

be simply a cadre of high school

students who would go knocking

ondoors saying, "Have you

registrated to vote?" and

suggesting that the coalition which

is sponsoring the canvass thinks

it's very important for people to

vote.

Q. Is it possible for one man to

reach both the colleges and most of

the high schools around New
England 9

A. It is. I think there is a lot that

one man can do Probably more

than a lot of people think. I don't

have to run a drive at the

University of New Hampshire, or

Dartmouth College or Yale or

Harvard or UMass. If I can go in

and spend a couple of days

teaching some kids something, if I

can leave them with my phone

number and say, "Any problems,

call me," then I've done

something. We're going to hold a

conference for all student leaders

in New Hampshire and just in a

18-year old who ran for school

committee and won, and I think

that's a great motivational factor

for other young people to register

to vote to support a young person.

There'll be young people running

throughout the country to be

delegates to the national con-

ventions; I think that will help.

And, I think a lot of the legal

problems and the lack of com-

munication and the lack of

agreement on the question of

student residency are frustrating

the efforts of a lot of students to

register. In Cambridge
registration has been very low. I

think it's because a lot of people

were blocked on legal grounds and,

secondly, because a lot of people

heard about others being blocked,

being harassed.

For example, many people had

to go to the election commission at

least twice or three times before

they were able to register. Some
had to go to court. If a student goes
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one-day affair I'll be able to reach to register and he's denied, then he

A I'mie becomes part of the corporate trust as he places his John

Hancock, so to speak, to the ledger and becomes a registered voter.

working with the League of Women
Voters as well as some teachers

Republicans, Young Americans for

Freedom, Democrats and other. I

work as a catalyst.

Q. What's your approach to

communities that don't have a

campus nearby?
A. There's no such animal. There

might not be a college campus, but

there are a lot of high school

students who are going to be
voting, who are becoming part of

the political system. I think it's

extremely important to get them
involved.

Q. Have you had much success

working with high schools?

A I haven't really gotten that far

yet, I'm planning something very

shortly. Let me talk, for a case
study, of New Hampshire. In New
Hampshire there are a good many
schools, but there aren't many
large ones, and the Student Vote is

targeted at big campuses. And. in

New Hampshire there's an odd
situation because the attorney

general has issued an opinion

which said that students couldn't

register to vote from their college

towns. In terms of colleges, the

way to hit the largest number of

people is to hit three big state

schools, the University of New
Hampshire, Plymouth State
College and Keene State. But there

are 85,000 18-to-25- year olds in New
Hampshire, and the question I ask

from the high school to organize a

community campaign. It can be

done relatively easily. The first

obvious place to start for the high

school kids is to have a voter

registration day at the high school

to register those who are 18. In

fact, in New Hampshire you can
register now as long as you will be
18 by the March 7 primary, which
is the next election.

The next step might be to

organize a phone canvass whereby
you call everyone who has
graduated from that high school

within the last five years. This is

very good because there are so

many high school students who do
not go on to college, and how are

they to be reached'' If every
student in the senior class of a

certain high school were to make
50 phone calls over the Christmas
break, encouraging the alumni
from that particular high school to

vote, I think that would be a very
effective way of using high school

students to help us register as

many of this newly enfranchised

group as possible. Then you might
work even more closely with the

league of Women Voters to do
some sort of a canvass across the

town, which would open it up even
beyond the 18-to-25 group. It would

several leaders from every

educational institution in New
Hampshire. And after I leave they

will at least be able to call on me
for any other assistance.

Q. Would you use a college or

university registration drive to

reach further out. into the high

schools in non-college towns?

A. Well, it's idealistic to think it

can work that way. On paper it

sounds very good, but college

students only have a certain

amount of time. One of the

problems I run into is that

registration is not an extremely

exciting issue. You're so far

removed from actually voting

when you're registering. It's not

really issue-oriented. The time

between when registration closes

and the election is quite

significant.

In Rhode Island registration

closes 60 days before the election

or the primary. It means that

you've got to get people motivated

about something far ahead of the

time when they're actually going to

vote. They can't tie registration to

an issue, because registering to

vote is not really registering any
concern over an issue or a man.

Q. Would you call this an apathy
problem?

A. I think there are a lot of

motivational factors which go into

registering to vote, which people

don't recognize. The 26th amend-
ment was only ratified in June. It's

six months later now and I think

that 20 or 25 per cent registration is

not really so low considering we
were very far away from the

presidential primaries, not to

mention the general election. I

think an important motivational

factor for students would be for

them to look closer home, look to

local politics. I think the way in

which we-are going to be successful

in registering young people will be
very proportional to the degree to

which young people become in-

volved in the political process

locally.

In Pawtucket, R.I., vou have an

must go for an appeal hearing. A
lot of students don't think they

should have to undergo this kind of

thing, so that their efforts to

register or their interest in

becoming part of the system is

very often frustrated.

Q. Is the Student Vote trying to

encourage students to run for of-

fice as well as vote?

A. No, that will come very

naturally. We encourage people to

become part of a political system,

and I think voting is part of that.

We wouldn't support a candidate or

an idealogy because we are non-

partisan, but I think for the newly

enfranchised to become truly in-

volved they're going to have to do

more than just register to vote.

This is being barred in some places

where you can vote at 18 but you

can't run for any public office.

Q. What are some of the

problems you run into with

registrars or state officials here in

New England?

A. In New England we have had

very different experiences; within

states you have very different

experiences. In Massachusetts
Atty. Gen. Quinn very early came
out with an advisory opinion which

said young people could register to

vote from their college com-
munities, if this is where they

established their home and there

was more likelihood they would
remain in this community than

return to their parents' home.

Continued on Page 9
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Dance Company
a unique theatre experience

Tuesday - Thursday

December 7-8-9

8:00 P.M.

Bowker Auditorium

A Different Program Each Evening.

Reserved Tickets:
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Building Authority'Needed'
The allegations that William Aubin is in conflict of

interest as a member of the UMass Building Authority

and the owner of Aubin Inc., has raised the question of

"how the student is affected by the workings of the

Building Authority. H.J. Littlefield, Director of

Planning, said "students are affected by the Building

Authority in the sense that half of them wouldn't be

here, if the Building Authority hadn't existed over the

past thirty years."

He said the Building Authority does what the Ad-

ministration directs it to do. The Administration's

request goes to the Trustees, who request the Building

Authority to look into the Administration's proposed

construction, Littlefield explained.

The Administration determines what it wants built,

estimates how much it can spend; and with these

figures, the Building Authority hires an independent

architect-designer to run a feasibility study. Later it

will draw up the blueprints if everything is within

administrative limits, according to Littlefield. If all

goes well, the Trustees agree to operate the project,

and transfer the responsibilities to the Building

Authority, Littlefield said.

Accepting bids is a major responsibility of the

Authority, but the bidding process appears rather

rigid, as Littlefield explained it. He said that once the

Administration has reached a figure of projected cost,

subcontractors make the bids for electrical work,

then, from a list of subcontract bids, held by the

Building Authority, the general contractor chooses

who he wants to work with and submits an overall bid.

According to Littlefield, the Building Authority ac-

cepts "the lowest responsible bid" from the general

contract bids.

He explained that University bidding is a public

process, and that in order for the "lowest responsible

bidder" not to be accepted by the Building Authority,

a particular member of the Authority would have to

prove irresponsibility.

Once a project is underway the Building Authority

authorizes payments, but, be yond that, they try to let

the bonds on the project float until the market is ripe

for the best amortization schedule and interest rates

possible, Littlefield said.

The Building Authority has three alumni
representatives, three Trustee representatives, and

three members at large.

laffey Urges Faculty

Unionize Under AFT
By MARY M. KURTZ

Advocating faculty organization

under the American Federation of

Teachers, Miss Rose Claffey, in-

ternational vice-president, ad-

dressed about 60 members of the

UMass faculty yesterday af-

ternoon in the Campus Center.

"College people are convinced

that they need some kind of

protection" stated the speaker and

cited her organization as "the

fastest growing union in the

nation,' quoting a 365% growth

rate in the last ten years.

Stressing the democratic ap-

proach of the AFT, Miss Claffey

said that all decisions are made by

the local unions and that in all

cases "we work for the things the

local groups wants."

Commenting on the national

policy of the AFT on student

participation in choosing ad-

ministrators she stated "we
believe in student participation,

but the biggest problem is writing

a contract which provides for

student governance."

On the issue of faculty members
being on the Board of Trustees,

Miss Claffey feels that it is hard for

a faculty member to be both an

employer and employee at the

same time, and stated that this

problem could be overcome if

there was a strong organization to

speak for the faculty.

The AFT stands against merit

increases and favors "an objective

salary schedule where everyone

knows where they're going."

Miss Claffey opposes the present

tenure system here at UMass and
feels that the university should

make a decision on tenure in the

beginning of the fourth year as is

done in elementary schools.

Contracts have recently been

negotiated at Southeastern
Massachusetts University, and
Bristol Community College, and
contracts are now pending at five

state colleges in the Com-
monwealth.

Hound Dog Coming
"Top quality blues music has

been sorely lacking from the five

college area this year. In an at-

tempt to remedy this situation, the

UMass Blues Club will present on

Monday, December 13, at 8:00

P.M. at the Student Union
Ballroom, the Hound Dog Taylor

and his House Rockers on their

first eastern tour" said a release

from the group.

Student Busted For Plants
A UMass student was arrested

yesterday afternoon at ap-

proximately 4:05 p.m. by the

Campus Police and charged with

growing and cultivating a narcotic

weed, (marijuana)

According to the Campus Police

the plants had been observed

earlier in the suspects' window on

the second floor of Webster House

in Orchard Hill. Only one person

was arrested.

Tomorrow is

the LAST DAY
to Preregister

According to first reports from
students on the floor three officers

entered the suspects room and
spent approximately 15 minutes

before emerging with the suspect

in handcuffs. In a situation where
an illegal substance is in plain

sight a search warrant is not

required by law.

The students name and other

information will be withheld until

arraignment today in Nor-

thampton District Court.

At this time a warrant is out for

the suspects roommate, wanted for

the same offense.

The accused was bailed out

yesterday evening by Attorney

I lowland with money raised by the

students friends.

Hound Dog, who has been
playing guitar for 36 years, is a

musician and a showman of the

highest caliber, they said.

"Together with his two excellent

sidemen. Brewer Phillips and Ted
Harvey, Hound Dog consistently

tears up audiences everywhere he

plays, producing the most
exhilirating good-time blues and

boogie music heard anywhere,"

they raved.

"Although Hound Dog has toured

Europe and achieved an enormous
following in Chicago, real fortune

and success has eluded him," they

moaned.
"Additional information about

Hound Dog is available Monday
through Friday at the Blues Club's

table in the Campus Center con-

course. Tickets are available at the

Superficial Smile, C.C. Concourse,

and at the door," according to the

statement.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

presents

SANDER VANOCUR
of "First Tuesday" and "Today"

former NBC anchorman

speaking on

"1972: Does It Make A Difference?"

Saturday Evening, Dec. 11

at 7:00 in the SUB

/-

UMass Prof Becomes
National Leader

Prof. William Walker Gibson of

UMass has been named president-

elect of the National Council of

Teachers of English.

His fellow-members of the

Council, about 40,000 of them,

teach English in grades from
elementary through graduate
school.

A member of the UMass faculty

since 1967, Prof. Gibson is the

author of several publications,

including "Tough, Sweet, and
Stuffy: An Essay on Modern
American Prose Style," "Persona:
A Style Study for Readers and
Writers," and "The Limits of

Language." He has directed the

UMass rhetoric program since

1970.

The new president-elect has a

B.A. from Yale, and an MA. from
the University of Iowa. For the

National Council of Teachers of

English, he has been a member of

its Commission on the Curriculum,

the executive committee of the

Conference on College Composition
and Communication, and advisory
editor of "College English" and
"College Composition."

Stadium Concert Plans

Nearing Completion

By PETER ROYAL
Plans for a concert of two major groups at the stadium in May are

nearing completion.

Joe Tropiano, concert subcommittee chairman, said David Bischoff,

Dean of the School of Physical Education has given his approval for the

use of the stadium for a concert. Final approval for the concert rests upon

written proposals concerning security, maintenance and damages to be

submitted to the administration. These proposals are being completed

now by the committee.
After the proposals have been submitted and approved the committee

will be allowed to sign a contract with a group. Some of the groups

mentioned as possible performers have been Crosby, Stills, Nash and

Young, Black Sabbath, and Rod Stewart and Faces.

The concert would be held at the stadium in early May. Admission for

approximately 25,000 people will be on a ticket basis. The cost of the

tickets would finance the entire concert including cost of groups, main-

tenance, and security.

The weekly meeting of the Concert Subcommittee will be Thursday

night at 9 o'clock in room 175 of the Campus Center. The meeting is open

to anyone who wants to attend.

UMass Symbol Designed
This new UMass symbol,

designed by Roger Roche of the

Publications Office, incorporates

_^__. three ideas: Learning, by the book

^^ W? ^^ books^H| ^^ representing each campus, and
^^ W^ Man by the conventional "Y"-
^B ^B shaped form, according to the
^^ ^^ Weekly Bulletin.

M
Senior Photos

For January Grads and

Second Semester "Ed-Blockers
M

NBC

When: Week of Dec. 13-17

Where: Norfolk - Plymouth Rms., S.U

How Much: $3.50 Sitting Fee

Sign Up

in the Index Office,

S.U. 401

as soon as possible
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[ India Claims Isolation Of Pakistan

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Indian army claimed

Monday it had virtually isolated

East Pakistan, sending Pakistani

troops into disorderly retreat.

India formally recognized the

Bangla Desh rebels as East
Pakistan's legal government.
West Pakistan disputed New

Delhi's claims and broke
diplomatic relations for its

recognition of Bangla Desh. It was
the first break in relations since

the two countries became in-

dependent after World War II.

They maintained diplomatic ties in

their two previous wars-in 1948

and 1965.

The Pakistani air force carried

out new attacks deep inside India

and along its borders Anti-aircraft

guns opened up in Bombay. India's

most populous city, after radar-

men reported sighting a flight of

Pakistani jets sweeping in Monday
night from the Arabian Sea.

In West Pakistan, a military

spokesman in Rawalpindi said

Pakistani forces captured the

Indian town of Mandiala. a

strategic center in the Chamb-
Jurian sector of Indian-held
Jammu in the northern zone of the

West Pakistan-India border.

He said Pakistani troops also

were advancing around Poonch on
the border between India-held

Kashmir and West Pakistan and
had 'completed their intitial ob-

jective " He did not elaborate

In the air war. the Pakistanis

claimed to have downed 95 Indian

aircraft since the hostilities began.

The Indians claimed Pakistani

losses of 52 planes and admitted
destruction of 19 of their own. India

had 625 combat planes and
Pakistan about 250 when fighting

broke out.

On-the-spot verification of rival

Indian and Pakistani claims so far

has been forbidden to reporters in

most areas

In other developments:

—A third United Nations move
for a cease-fire collapsed Monday
night after the Soviet Union said it

would veto the proposal in the

In Brief

W ISHINGTON < AP)-The Food and Drug Administration, citing

new studies questioning both the safety and effectiveness of

hexachlorophene as a germ fighter. Monday warned against its use

for bathing babies and adults.

The agency ordered warning labels on soaps and skin cleansers

containing iper cent or more of the chemical, and sent a separate

warning to 600.000 physicians and other health professionals.

In controlled studies, the FDA said, 50 newborn infants bathed

daily with hexachlorophene preparations absorbed measurable

quantities of the chemical into their blood by the time of their

hospital discharge, although none displayed toxic symptoms.

BELFAST, <AP> - A Salvation Army girl died Monday in the

rubble of a building that collapsed after two bombs ripped apart a

nearbv shirt factory and touched off a fire.

The bombing and gun battles between Irish republicans and

British troops ruled out any anniversary celebrations for the treaty

that was supposed to have settled the Irish question 50 years ago.

The bombs were set by three armed men as prime ministers of

Britain, the Irish republic and Northern Ireland held emergency

meetings in London
The terrorists warned employes of the shirt factory to run for

their lives Six hundred women scrambled to safety in the street

before the explosions went off.

WASHINGTON <AP>-A defense analyst asserted Monday that

the Pentagon tends "to confuse technical performance with ef

lectiveness" in developing military weapons

Jacob Stockfisch of the Rand Corp. said the Pentagon tests

weapons as to whether they fly and fire, but often little thought is

given to whether extra speed or sophistication really is necessary-

Appearing before the Senate Armed Services Committee, Stock

fisch said computer evaluation seldom takes into account

operational situations.
- '

Security Council The Russians

vetoed two cease-fire proposals

over the weekend
—In Washington, the House

Appropriations Committee voted

to suspend $648 million in aid for

the two warring nations. It acted

shortly after the State Department
temporarily cut off $87.6 million

already in the pipeline for India.

—Sweden and Saudi Arabia
criticized India in the conflict.

Belgium said it would not take

sides.

Anti-aircraft shells burst by the

hundreds over Bombay, a city of

5.6 million 500 miles south of West
Pakistan. Officials would not say
whether planes had attacked the

city or a nearby naval base, a

Bombay dispatch said

Other warnings were sounded in

towns and villages within a 100-

square-mile area around Bombay.
United News of India quoted

hospital sources in Bombay as

saying 15 persons, all from the

center of town, were wounded by

shrapnel from the anti-aircraft

guns.

Throughout the day, the agency
reported, Pakistani planes
penetrated the Indian air-defense

system to bomb military airfields.

Indian news dispatches said

Pakistani planes were sighted

Monday night over four western

Indian states. Maharashtra, of

which Bombay is the capital:

Gujarat. Punjab and Kashmir.
India's air force was active in

East Pakistan, flying socres of

sorties in support of ground troops

As UN Ceasefire

Move Fails Again
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — A third U.N. move for an Indian-Pakistan

cease-fire collapsed Monday night after the Soviet Union threatened to

veto it.

Soviet Ambassador Jacob A. Malik, who had vetoed two previous

cease-fire proposals over the weekend, told the Security Council the new

proposal was "one-sided" and "inadequate."

He offered a series of amendments which would have linked the cease-

fire to a demand that Pakistan give "immediate recognition to the will of

the East Pakistan population as expressed in the elections of December

1970."

Speaking for the five sponsors of the new cease-fire proposal, Italian

Ambassador Piero Vinci announced that the draft was being withdrawn.

This appeared to have exhausted efforts for the moment to get a cease-

fire appeal approved by the 15-nation council.

Many diplomats already were talking about invoking the almost-

forgotten "Uniting for Peace" resolution adopted during the height of the

cold war to transfer urgent issues to the veto-free General Assembly

when the council was paralyzed by the veto.

It was generally agreed, however, that an effort would be made first to

get approval of the cease-fire resolution, which was submitted Sunday

night after the second Soviet veto.

Ambassador Abdulrahim Abby Farah of Somalia said African, Asian

and Latin-American members of the council were considering the

Uniting for Peace procedure as a last resort. They believed an over-

whelming majority of the 131 countries in the assembly would support a

cease-fire appeal, Farah said.

The 1950 resolution, pushed through then by the United States, provides

for convening an emergency session of the assembly by the vote of any

nine members of the council whenever a veto prevents action on a matter

concerning peace.

U.S. Ambassador George Bush said before the Monday council meeting

he considered the Uniting for Peace procedure "a live option," adding:

"We're keeping our options open."

r

Smith Released
HACKENSACK. N.J. (AP) -

Edgar Smith, who spent more time
on Death Row than any other

American prisoner, was ordered

released from prison Monday.
Superior Court Judge Morris

Pashman ordered his release 14-

1/2 years after Smith pleaded no
defense to murdering 15-year-old

Victoria Zielinski in 1957.

Assistant Gergen County
Proscecutor Edward Fitzpatrick

had recommended that the sen-

tence imposed on Smith by Pash-

man not exceed the amount of time
he had spent on Death Row
Smith's original conviction in

1957 was overturned this U.S.

District Court by Judge John J

Gibbons. But rather than face a

new trial. Smith's attorneys and
Bergen County prosecutors
reached the agreement under
which Smith pleaded no defense.

Major Crisis Hits Korea
SEOUL (AP) — The South

Korean government proclaimed
a state of emergency Monday
and told its people their con-

stitutional freedoms may be
restricted.

The measure was announced
by Information Minister Yoon
Choo-Young after an emergency
meeting of all Cabinet ministers

and members of the National

Security Council at the
presidential mansion.
Yoon said the action was taken

in view of "recent develop-

ments." including the admission

of Peking to the United Nations

and alleged war preparations by
North Korea.

In a declaration explaining the

background for the measure.
President Chung Hee Park said

his government "declares forth-

with the state of national
emergency with a view to in-

forming the people of this stark

reality, keenly realizing the

urgent necessity of jointly

renewing the firm determination
for the government and people to

overcome the current
situation."
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— TONIGHT —
with Bill Workman

7:30 & 10:00

S.U. Ballroom

— Jonathan Edwards

Capricorn Recording

Artist

- Hit Single — Sunshine

- TONIGHT -

Tickets at RSO or Door $1.25

BEWARE!

will make you think!

and that could be

painful!

Cage - 8:00 p.m. - Dec. 9

Tickets - $2 at door
$1 in advance

at table in C.C. Concourse

or Call 549-6149

Mitchell Announces Steps Towards Prison Reform
WILLIAMSBURG, Va. (AP)

Atty Gen. John N. Mitchell
revealed Monday the creation of a
National Corrections Academy to

reform American prisons, which
President Nixon called "colleges of

crime."
Mitchell's announcement came

in an address to 350 corrections

specialists from across the nation,

gathered in this restored colonial

capital for a White House-
sponsored National Corrections
Conference.

Mitchell said the academy will

offer training for local, state and
federal corrections personnel as an
"effective means for upgrading the

profession and assuring that

correction is more than a

euphemism for detention."

Nixon, in a taped message to the

conference's opening session,

called on the delegates to "blaze

the trail of prison reform. Im-

portant strides recently have been
made toward reform "but let us

not deceive ourselves," the
President said. "Our prisons still

are colleges of crime and not what
they should be...

"Locking up a convict is not

enough. We must also offer him the

key of education, of rehabilitation,

of useful training, of hope-the keys

he must have to open the gates of

life of freedom and dignity."

Establishment of two other
federal projects to help in the work
of state and local corrections of-

ficials also was announced by

Mitchell at the opening of the four-

day conference.

One project will be creation of a

"clearing house" for correctional

education, providing help in the

formulation of education programs
for prison inmates.

The other project is establish-

ment of a national clearing house

for criminal justice architecture at

the University of Illinois, which
will give technical aid in the im-

provement of existing prison
facilities and the design of new,
more modern buildings.

Mitchell urged state and local

agencies to hire more minority

personnel in prison work. The
federal prison system's 28 in-

stitutions already have been

directed to hire applicants from
minority groups for one-third of the
new positions that become
available, he said.

"Extraordinary effort" is

needed to find and recruit minority
personnel "not only because it is

the law, but because it can
genuinely benefit the corrections
process, the attorney general said.

No site has yet been chosen for

the National Corrections
Academy, Mitchell said. He said
recommending a site will be one of
the tasks of the conference here.

Bombs Mar
Anniversary Fest

Mr. Mitchell

Powell Confirmed By Senate
WASHINGTON (AP)-Lewis F.

Powell Jr., a wealthy and con-

servative Richmond, Va., lawyer,

was confirmed by the Senate

Monday to succeed the late Hugo
L. Black as a Supreme Court

justice.

The vote was 89 to 1, with Sen.

Fred R. Harris, D-Okla., voicing

the sole dissent.

Harris said he opposed Powell

because he believes the nominee is

"an elitist" who lacks compassion

for "little people."

Powell is the third justice

nominated by President Nixon to

win the Senate's approval and the

first Southerner.

Still to be voted on by the Senate,

at a time not yet set, is Nixon's

nomination of Assistant Atty. Gen.

William H. Rehnquist to fill

another court vacancy created by

the retirement of Justice John M.

Harlan.

Rehnquist, 47, has come under

attack from some liberal

Democrats in the Senate for his

record on civil rights and civil

liberties, but supporters of his

nomination are confident he will be

confirmed by a wide margin. The
Senate Judiciary Committee en-

dorsed the nomination by a 12-4

vote.

Powell, 64, is a fomer president

of the American Bar Association

and of the American College of

Trial Lawyers. His nomination

came before the Senate with the

unanimous backing of the

Judiciary Committee.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-

Wash., a candidate for his party's

presidential nomination, told the

Senate in the brief discussion that

preceded the vote that "Mr. Powell

is a man of exceptional ability and
character."

"Indeed," Jackson said, "the

reception accorded his nomination

is a rebuff to those who suggested

that the Senate would not con/irm a

Southerner to serve on the

Supreme Court."

"One wonders why it has taken

so long to propose a man of Mr.
Powell's stature," Jackson added
in an obvious dig at Nixon.

The President's nominations of

Judges Clement F. Haynsworth
Jr., of South Carolina and G.

Harrold Carswell of Florida for

earlier vacancies on the Supreme
Court were rejected by the Senate.

Nixon at that time accused the

Senate of prejudice against
Supreme Court nominees from the

South.

Nixon's selection of nominees he
has described as strict con-
structionists or judicial con-
servatives was designed, he said,

to carry out his 1968 campaign
pledge to try to restore balance to

the Supreme Court.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

BELFAST <AP)-Bombs and gun
battles burst in Northern Ireland

again Monday, ruling out any
anniversary celebrations for the

treaty that was supposed to settle

the Irish question 50 years ago.

As three prime ministers

assembled in emergency meetings

in London on how to stop the

violence, two bombs ripped apart a

five-story carpet factory in central

Belfast and ignited a raging fire.

Three armed men planted the

bombs, warned the staff to run for

their lives, and 600 women
scrambled to safety in the street

before the explosions erupted.

Shops and offices for 100 yards

around were evacuated as troops

sealed the streets, beneath waves
of smoke, flying sparks and falling

masonry. No injuries were
repurted, however.
The blasts followed an explosion

in a Belfast Roman Catholic bar

Saturday night that killed 16

persons and raised the spectre of

worse to come. It was the highest

death toll from a single incident in

Ulster's 28 months of bloodshed.

The treaty of Dec 6, 1921, sup-

posed to put an end to the Irish

troubles, was signed by some of the

best-known British and Irish

political figures of the 20th cen-

tury-David Lloyd George, Austen

Chamberlain and Winston Chur-

chill for Britain, Arthur Griffith,

Michael Collins and Robert Barton

for the Irish.

It created an Irish free state,

now the independent Irish

republic, containing 26 countries,

and a British-ruled province.

Ulster, in the six counties of

Northern Ireland. That division,

however, remains a major political

issue to this day.

Roman Catholics north and south

of the border have long cam-
paigned for the British to leave the

north and permit Irish unification.

The outlawed Irish Republican
Army has mounted a 28-month
terrorist campaign to that end.

But the Protestant majority in

the north wants to remain British

and has called in British troops to

restore order. The British are
pledged to remain in the north as
long as the majority there wants
them.
There is no shortage of proposed

settlements, but no threeway
agreement so far on any of them.
Jack Lynch, prime minister of

the Irish republic, came to London
for talks with British Prime
Minister Edward Heath. Speaking
at a lunch before seeing Heath,
Lynch supported a plan put for-

ward by former Prime Minister

Harold Wilson, leader of Britain's

opposition Labor party.

Wilson has urged an all-party

conference to draft a new con-

stitution for a united Ireland to

take effect in 15 years. Lynch
described Wilson's plan as "a
turning point in Anglo-Irish
relations."

But Brian Faulkner, prime
minister of Northern Ireland,
rejected Wilson's plan. Faulkner
also came to London Monday for

emergency talks with Home
Secretary Reginald Maudling on
the security situation in the north

TONIGHT
DON'T MISS
THE GREAT

GJhr Engltal? fub
{Ladies' Night)

9: 30 til close only 25c

REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS TO GIVE

SENIORS AND GRADUATES COMPLETE DETAILS ON

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
WITH THE PIONEER AND LEADING MANUFACTURER OF VTOL AIRCRAFT

Female, minority group and veteran applicants especially welcome.

See your College Placement Office now for an appointment on:

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT, Stratford, Conn. 06602 • Division of United Aircraft Corp. • An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Bell Gives Women The Shaft
i*

(BOSTON (LNS) )— "Why are

you so fat?" my interviewer

demanded. "You know we don't

usually hire fat girls without giving

them a special medical check-up.

And let me see your hands...You
bite your fingernails too! You'll

have to stop. We can't have a

service representative who bites

her nails. You do wear a bra don't

you?"
Service representatives answer

the questions and complaints of

people who call the business office.

They are there to soothe furious

customers, always responding
courteously, even to the most
vicious abuse. "Women are good at

that," the manager of our office

once said-and in fact the telephone
company hires only female service

representatives. There is a second

function the women must perform-

-demanding payment from
customers whose bills are overdue,

and denying service to those who
can't pay.

A man who applies for em-
ployment with a service

representative's qualifications is

immediately ushered into a

management training program.

His starting pay is at least fifty

dollars a week more than a rep's;

there are no exceptions. "You have

the best job the telephone company
offers women," they told us.

Since my interviewer decided

that I did not quite fulfill the

company image of a service

representative, I was hired under

two conditions. First, that I buy

"several good business outfits"

before reporting to work, and

second, that I accept twenty
dollars a week less than everyone

else because I didn't go to college.

As I left, she leaned out the door

and called after me, "lose some
weight! "~a portentous beginning

to my year and a half at the

telephone company.
' 'The company pays you to do the

job their way," our instructor

informed us. "If you don't like it,

no one's forcing you to work here."

For seven weeks we sat in a stuffy

little windowless cell and

memorized the prescribed

response to every situation a

service representative might

encounter. Our instructor watched

us constantly-every action, every

nuance of dissention she carefully

recorded to her supervisor.

Every now and then she'd in-

terrupt the lesson and open con-

bill-collecting is one of the most
rewarding parts of your job."

One afternoon, this woman was
called to a special conference with

the training supervisor. We never

saw her again. "She just wasn't cut

out for this job," our instructor

explained. And when at the end of

training I was assigned to an of-

fice, I began to understand why.

versations on the welfare system
or the presidential campaign.
"People on welfare are my pet

peeve," she once began, watching

our faces for reactions. I'm con-

vinced that these impromptu work
stoppages were programmed into

the lesson to allow the instructor to

gauge our attitudes.

One woman in our class was
extremely outspoken. She
denounced eight dollar charges as

"exorbitant" and snickered loudly

at our instructor's assurance,
"Girls, I'm sure you'll find that

The commercial department is

organized into a vast bureaucratic

hierarchy. Authority filters from

the vice president, down through

the state, region and local

management -and lastly, to the

individual business office itself. In

order to determine promotions,

they devise artificial

measurements of performance:

each business office is rated in

several different functions and
compared to the other offices in

weekly charts.

Theoretically, in competing for

Freakin' Fags Fight Foran
(CHICAGO <LNS) ) — Four gay liberationists were

beaten and arrested Nov. 23 by Chicago police during

a spontaneous zap of a Foran-for-Governor rally at the

Quadrangle Club on the University of Chicago cam-
pus.

Thomas P'oran, who is Mayor Daley's hand-picked

choice for the governorship of Illinois, was U.S.

prosecuting attorney in the Chicago Eight Conspiracy

Trial. It was Foran who attacked the defendants in the

case by saying, "We're losing our kids to a freaking

fag revolution."

The /.ap took place following an open forum spon-

sored by the University of Chicago Gay Liberation.

When the people attending the forum learned that a

Foran-for-Governor rally was being held at the ritzy

Quadrangle Club across the street, they decided to

make a gay presence.

About 30 people marched, danced and chanted:

Ho, ho, hey, hey, freaking fags are here to say."

Foran is a fag beater," and other slogans.

A few people infiltrated the building, and while

some Foran supporters were shouting pro-Foran

slogans, one of the gay people shouted out, "Hey,

Tom, why don't you talk about the faggots?"

Authorities told the gay people, "If you shout again.

you'll be asked to leave."

"We thought that was fair enough," Kevin Burke,

21, a University of Chicago student, told LNS, "so we
shouted out. Gay power to the gay people.'

'

Several burly plainclothesmen immediately began

beating Burke and three other gay brothers with their

fists and elbows, and hustled them outside of the

building. Other cops took over, using their billy clubs

and slapping handcuffs on the four. A dozen people

then linked arms and surrounded the police car, but it

drove off.

The other arrested men were Lucas Kami, 25,

Murray Kdelman, 28, and Brad Edwards, 19, all

University of Chicago students. All four were charged

with disorderly conduct and resisting arrest, and were

released a few hours later on $25 bond each. An ap-

peal on the University of Chicago radio station was
made, and nearly double the amount of bond money
was raised within an hour. Most of the bond money
was provided by a bartender employed in a local gay

bar, the King's Ransom.
A straight (as opposed to gay) Yippie-style group,

the Students for Violent Non-Action, joined in the

demonstration against Foran when they heard about

the arrests

promotions, the management of

each business office also provides

efficient equitable service. But in

reality, the opposite occurs; they

are so preoccupied with improving

their ratings that they neglect the

many important aspects of service

that aren't measured on the charts.

An example: Weekly, sometimes

daily, charts are compiled on

"access"--that is, how long a

customer's call waits at the

switchboard for a service

representative's line to be free.

One day, I noticed that there

were fifteen people waiting in the

office with only one woman
assigned to them. I volunteered to

help. "No, my supervisor replied,

"I want all our telephone lines

open. We can't afford to jeopardize

our access rating." People stan-

ding in the office for forty-five

minutes obviously didn't matter-

waiting time on personal visits is

not measured on the charts.

We were pressured to take as

many calls as possible: this meant
getting the customers off the line

as fast as we could and refusing to

do anything more than company
policy requires. For example, we
were not allowed to xerox bills for

voters who needed proof of

residence to register.

Adhering strictly to company
procedures many times didn't even

solve the most common of the

customer's problems. When
someone complained of excessive

message units, for example, we
were supposed to report it to the

repair department and quickly

return to our desk for the next

incoming call. But the results of

these reports often took up to three

months to be returned to us.

And the matter was further

complicated: the repair depart-

ment is judged by their executives

on the number of message unit

errors. So, when they finally were

returned to us, every test was
stamped "no trouble."

The only way we could ever hope

to solve such a claim was to hunt it

down ourselves, which entailed

calls to several different depart-

ments. But when caught at this, we
were severely reprimanded.
"What are you doing?" my
supervisor demanded. "All you

have to do is call the repair

department. Open your incoming

call line."

Daily records were kept of the

number of calls each service

representative handled -and we all

knew that low totals meant no
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promotion.
Management insured fast

production (and thus raised its

access rating) by demanding that

we be businesslike-pleasant but

firm, crisp and distant. This means
that we could never be friendly,

chat a minute, crack a joke, in

short-treat them like people in-

stead of "customers." If a caller

tried to start a conversation, we
were instructed to dodge it politely

and continue with the company

rap. "Never lose control of the

call," our supervisors admonished.

Every month we received

computer printouts of telephone

numbers whose bills were overdue.

We had to dial each one and repeat

the company line: "And if it's not

paid by Thursday at noon, your

service will be disconnected. We
will restore it upon fullpayment of

the bill and a fifty dollar deposit."

Several of us used a different

method: we tried to find out when
the person could pay and arranged

payment extensions if at all

possible. We also suggested ways
of reducing bills-switching to a

cheaper service, replacing costly

Princess and Trimline models with

regular phones. But for persisting

in this method of bill- collecting,

one woman was nearly fired.

"The customer expects and
appreciates businesslike treat-

ment," our supervisors assured us.

Yet those of us who continued to

treat customers like people found

the opposite to be true. We were
inundated with gratefull letters-

"Thank you for your patience and

understanding," one letter opened.

"You are the nicest person I've

ever spoken to at the telephone

company," began another.

Every unit of six women was
patrolled by a supervisor who
guarded against deviations from

company orthodoxy. Plugging in

secretly to our calls, searching

through our desks, timing our

coffeebreaks, inspecting our

written work -they watched us

constantly.

Every week or so the manager
and supervisors met to discuss new
developments ; their conclusions

were then announced to us as

policy. Not only were we never

consulted, but there was no way to

appeal. We had no opinion.

"Do you really think you know
something that a management
person doesn't?" a supervisor

asked me. "You know we're not

interested in your opinion of the

telephone company."
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The Future University Report
An Analysis

Of The
Future Report

By KOBKKTMKDKIKOS
Today UMass-Amherst is con-

sidered the center of public
education in Massachusetts. The
University now has a national

reputation and it is probable that

its stature will continue to grow.
The President's Committee on

the Future University implied in

their report that UMass-Amherst
as a public institution has moved
away from their "historic
mission" of educating those who
can not afford private education.

The Committee said in the report,

"The learning process in the

seventies must reflect the com-
plexity of society, its technology
and its problems. In the public

university this means creating a

somewhat more professional and
more problem-solving orientation

to learning."

Heading the report it becomes
apparent that as far as public

education in Massachusetts is

concerned, UMass-Boston is the

University of the future. It wasn't

too long ago that UMass
automatically brought to mind
UMass-Amherst. Mention UMass
today and its necessary to identify

the specific school: UMass-
Amherst, Boston or Worcester.
Ten years from now it may be
necessary to include Lowell Tech
and Southeastern Mass University.

This does not mean that UMass-
Amherst will fall into oblivion.

What it does mean is that the

University will continue to

decentralize throughout the state

in order to meet its commitments
to the society around it. Amherst
will continue to represent one of

the finest institutions for learning

in America but will come to be an
integral part of a much wider

system of higher education in the

state.

The Committee speaking of this

decentralized system said that if

the University is to be accessible to

the people of Massachusetts, no
matter where they live, then it will

be necessary to find new ways to

reach those who live in the Nor-

theastern and Southeastern part of

the state. The Committee noting

that Lowell Tech and SMU are

already in this area stated that

additional university campus

centers should not compete or
overlap with these areas. The
report said, "The issue for the

future is whether merger with one
or both of these institutions is

wise."

It is clear that funds which might
have been headed to Amherst ten

years ago will now be further

divided throughout the state.

Though last year funds were cut

from the Amherst budget, there is

nothing in the report that would
indicate that this policy will con-

tinue but it is a fact that more and
more money will continue to be
channeled into Boston and Wor-
cester. It is very possible that

Lowell and Dartmouth (SMU) will

some day be added to the list.

For instance, the Committee
recommended that the number of

students at Worcester Medical
School be increased to 5,000 by
1980. The Worcester School
provides an interesting insight into

the future of UMass-Amherst.
When plans were being evaluated

for a medical school in

Massachusetts, many people felt

that the Worcester location was
inappropriate. These same people

felt that an Amherst location with

its' fully developed university
surroundings was essential to

ensure academic quality. Of
course the Amherst location was
passed in favor of Worcester and
the decentralization of the

university system was well on its

way to reality. In fact, the Com-
mittee stated that for the Medical
School to be deprived of its

projected 403-bed hospital would
revive objections against the

Worcester location. It is for this

reason the Committee strongly

recommended the construction of

the teaching hospital as soon as

possible.

The Committee for the Future
University emphasized throughout

the report that the university will

have to pay greater attention to its

public service responsibilities. In

so doing the Committee outlined

the fact that Boston will have the

best opportunity to meet these

needs.

"Boston's primary place will be

as a urban and more professional

oriented center, with the com

There will be two more graduate research towers built on the campus. A sign of the future direction

the Amherst campus may take.

muters dominating the student

body, and greater opportunities for

part-time study, for older students

and for students from low-income
families," said the Committee in

the report. Amherst on the other

hand would be the primary place

for advanced training and a more
residential campus.
The Committee stated five

themes in the report which
suggests a new model for the

public university Reading the

report it becomes obvious that the

new $355 million UMass-Boston
will have the greatest opportunity

in satisfying these themes for

public education. In fact it appears

that the urban university will have
a clear advantage in adjusting to

the changing times. The Com-
mittee said, "In order to promote
the possibility of community
service, we recommend that the

plans for the Columbia Point

campus be modified. Columbia
Point should be developed not as

the sole UMass-Boston, but as the

nucleus of an urban university

which is dispersed throughout the

Boston area."

Boston and Worcester will

continue to grow in size and
stature. Amherst has just about

reached its peak in population size

and should now concentrate in

refining its existing program and
retaining and improving its

national reputation. The next move
will be up to the state legisture.

Massachusetts was for years last

in providing state aid to higher
education and is currently 49th. In

order to assure that Amherst
retains its stature and that Boston
and Worcester continue to grow it

will be necessary for the state to

drastically improve on its past

record. Quality education costs

money and if we are to have a
system of education that the

(.ili/ens of Massachusetts can
continue to be proud of, then it will

cost, and cost plenty.

Summary Of Committee Findings
(Ed. note)—This is the first of a series of

articles outlining the proposals in the Future

University report. Later segments will deal

in more depth with the summary findings

presented below.)

The University of Massachusetts, having

already quadrupled in size these past ten

years, will more than double again in the

next ten. While the era of burgeoning ex-

pansion is over for most public universities,

the University of Massachusetts, having

developed late, is still growing.

In that growth there is opportunity for

needed change, especially when the ex-

perience of others is at hand to show pitfalls

that can be avoided. The key question is, will

the University of Massachusetts model itself

on the past, producing in 1980 a university

which emulates the most admired in-

stitutions of the 1960s, or will it help lead the

nation to a new model for public higher

education in the seventies?

This Committee believes the University of

Massachusetts has the capacity to lead

toward new standards of quality and ex-

cellence. It has grown impressively in

stature in recent years and it has tremen-

dous potential. With this report, we hope to

increase public awareness of that potential

as well as influence the internal sense of

purpose and mission of the University. For

public trust and support are what ultimately

make change and growth possible.

The questions we seek to answer, briefly,

are who will attend, what they will be

taught, where they will study, when in their

lives they will participate, and how the

institution will serve the Commonwealth
beyond its students.

We begin with the recognition that the

institution is both public and a university.

The public pays for it, and the public

therefore has a right to benefit from it. The
public trust depends not just on an informed

sense of the University's potential, but also

on satisfaction received, and this in turn

creates a broad obligation of service both to

students and the society beyond,

•creates a broad obligation of service both to

students and the society beyond.

If the public nature of the University

broadens its obligations, its status as a

university - an institution for learning - is

simultaneously a limiting force. The
university is a specific kind of institution

entrusted by society with a special

responsibility to educate citizens and ad-

vance knowledge.

But that formulation, while correct, is no

longer sufficient. The role of universities is

under debate all over the country. Some say

universities can survive only if they assume
a new involvement in the society around

them Others maintain that such in-

volvement would destroy the effectiveness

of universities in freely pursuing and
creating new knowledge. Accepting fully

that universities are institutions of limited

mission and competence, we nonetheless

choose to stand with the first group We

believe universities should be responsive

rather than disengaged, appliers as well as

creators of knowledge, questioners as well

as conservers of values.

Five key concepts summarize our
recommendations for the University of

Massachusetts:
—Accessibility to able students of all

income levels, races, national backgrounds,

and ages.

—Diversity of academic program, and of

place and time of learning, to make the

University truly responsive to the needs of

students and society.

—Undergraduate teaching as a special

priority, coupled with re-examination of

how best to achieve this priority while

sustaining the vital research and graduate

teaching functions of the University.

—Service to the public beyond the enrolled

student body, including continuing
education and application of the Univer-

sity's faculty and student resources to assist

in the solution of perplexing problems of

public and social policy.

—Productivity in the use of resources, to

see that scarce funds produce the greatest

educational results, with special emphasis

on new approaches to cooperation and
coordination between public and private

colleges and universities, and among public

institutions of higher education.

These five themes suggest a new model
for the public university in America - one
defined by its stronger emphasis upon the

quality of the undergraduate learning ex-

perience and service to society. This will

require changes in admissions policies,

educational programs, academic
organization, and administrative priorities,

and - not least - will require additional

resources from the Commonwealth.
If the last decade was a period of

emergence of the University of

Massachusetts from the shadow of the

private colleges and universities in the

State, the next will be a time for assuming a

full statewide role and enhancing an already

substantial national reputation.

By 1980 the University should have 50,000

full-time and 15,000 to 20,000 part-time

students. Its campuses should be sharply

different from one another: Amherst the

primary place for advanced training and the

more residential campus; Boston an urban

and more professionally oriented center,

with a predominantly commuting student

body and greater opportunities for part-time

study, for older students, and for students

from low-income families; Worcester as the

campus for health professions and health

sciences, accommodating a substantial

number of undergraduates

Accessibility
Who should come to the University in

1980° This is a key question The opportunity

Continued on Pag* I
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for higher education has not yet been ex-

tended to all who should have it. Ability

knows no lines of income or race. A public

university, especially, has an obligation to

all the citizens who support it, to say nothing

of its obligation to facilitate mobility as part

of the American commitment to equal op-

portunity.

The need for university training knows no

boundaries of age. More than ever, for

reasons both professional and personal,

lifelong learning should be a major aim of a

university's program.

The University's student body has con-

sistently been more representative of lower

income people than public universities

around the country, and in recent years it

has also done a creditable job in recruiting,

admitting, and financially assisting black

students.

Nonetheless, the family income level of its

student body is rising more rapidly than

family income in the State. From all in-

dications, these regressive trends will

continue unless affirmative steps are taken.

As to accommodating older students, as yet

the University has not undertaken any

substantial effort or program.

We therefore recommend that the

University take whatever affirmative steps

are necessary in its admissions, recruiting

and financial aid policies to ensure a fully

representative student body, and to that end

we make the following major recom-

mendations:

We recommend that the University adopt

guidelines to judge the success of its ad-

missions policies in serving low-income and

increasingly hard-pressed middle-income

families. At a minimum it must strive to

maintain its present income distribution - at

Amherst, 23.4 percent of last fall's entering

class were from the lowest income third of

the State's population, and 35.4 percent were

from the middle third; at Boston, 38.8

oercent of the student body last year were

from the lowest third, and 36.1 percent were

from the middle third.

Beyond this, through intensified

recruiting and new techniques of selection,

we believe Amherst could without

sacrificing quality seek to ensure that a

third of its students are from the lowest

income third of the population.

In addition, we recommend that the

University pay special attention to serving

groups historically discriminated against or

severely underrepresented in the Univer-

sity. While this includes such groups as

blacks, Puerto Ricans, and American In-

dians, it is not limited to them. Ninety

percent of the poor in Massachusetts are

white, and many belong to ethnic groups

which have been especially victimized

through the years.

We also recommend the formulation of

guidelines to test the University's success in

recruiting older students, and in serving

women and transfer students.

We recommend that the University adopt,

and the Legislature fund, financial aid

sufficient to support the hind of student body

we suggest. This is crucial. The President

and Trustees have already decided to ask

the Commonwealth for an additional $4.5

jeopardizing its commitment to excellence.

The majority of students should be admitted

according to a formula based solely on rank

in high school class or grades. A substantial

minority should be admitted according to

individualized determination based on such

factors as interview, judgment as to ex-

ceptional talents and potential, and
recommendations. A process of in-

dividualized determination will be as im-

portant for large numbers of older students

as it is for many low-income students.

We recommend, further, new recruiting

measures to reach into high schools around

the State, particularly schools previously

under-represented, and into public agen-

cies, corporations and other places where

potential older students may be found. We
also recommend skill development courses

for all students who need special assistance

with basic skills like reading, writing,

speaking, and mathematics. Additional

funds should be included in the fiscal 1973

budget to ensure the necessary support for

administering these recruiting and skill

development activities.

We recommend that public higher

education as a whole move as soon as

possible toward a system of open ad-

missions which guarantees an opportunity

for higher education to every Massachusetts

high school graduate or equivalent who
desires it. We believe there is no other way
to ensure that the barriers to equal

educational opportunity are removed. It is

not physically possible or educationally

desirable for the University to have an open

admissions policy, but public higher

education as a system should adopt the

concept of open admissions as its standard.

In terms of the physical accessibility ana

characteristics of the University and its

individual campuses, we make the following

major recommendations:

In order to promote the physical ac-

cessibility of learning and the possibility of

community service, we recommend that the

plans for the Columbia Point campus be

modified. Columbia Point should be

developed not as the sole UMass/Boston, but

as the nucleus of an urban university system

which is dispersed throughout the Boston

area.

Most of the University's Boston programs

should be based at Columbia Point, but

many should be available in other parts of

the community, too. The present facility at

100 Arlington Street downtown should be

retained. In addition, UMB should offer

classes using the facilities of high schools,

public agencies, businesses, and other

colleges; contract with corporations, public

agencies, museums, hospitals, and other

outside agencies to offer programs partially

at these locations; develop course offerings

which utilize new technological

possibilities; and establish experimental

two-year satellite campuses especially

convenient to low-income students.

We recommend that the restudy and

redesign of the physical plans for the Boston

campus begin immediately so that an ap-

propriate mix of building at Columbia Point

and program development elsewhere can

occur with little disruption. The restudy

educational innovation and change.

We recommend that the teaching hospital

at Worcester be constructed as soon as

possible. The teaching hospital is important

to the program and prestige of the Medical

School; further delay in building it will

seriously hamper the school's development.

Academic Issues
What students should learn in the coming

years, and how, are at the heart of con-

sidering the course of the future University.

It is inappropriate to attempt to prescribe a

detailed curriculum for the future, but to

deal with changes in process without con-

sidering questions of purpose would be

equally inappropriate. So it is that we feel a

clear obligation to suggest some new

academic directions.

The complexity and weight of knowledge

in a technological society are such that

education must concentrate more than ever

on such ends as analytical skills, the

capacity for self-knowledge, the critical

examination of values and social in-

stitutions, the fostering of aesthetic sen-

sitivity, and the ability to deal with

knowledge as a matter of process rather

than specific content. These observations

apply both to the arts and sciences and to

professional programs.

At the same time, teaching and research

need to respond more to contemporary

social problems, bringing to bear the per-

spectives of the past, of theory, and of

creativity that are especially the resources

of universities, and applying those

resources not only to the here and now, but

also to help anticipate and bring to public

attention the problems that will trouble

society in the future.

The need to produce graduates who are

prepared to contribute to the solution of

immediate problems and the need to teach

process more than specific content may be

seen as contradictory. They are not. Rather,

they imply a new agenda for the seventies: a

priority on the creation of carefully

designed professional programs (and

adaptation of existing ones) which offer both

practical competence and the perspective

and values traditionally associated with the

liberal arts. It is in the creation of this

mixture of liberal arts and professional

studies that we see a major challenge for the

seventies.

The academic thrust of the University

should give greater relative weight and

prominence to undergraduate studies, with

a diversity of programs, places, and times

to learn that is consonant with the needs and

requirements of an increasingly diverse

student body and a complex society. In this

major reorientation, the University's most

effective research and graduate teaching

functions, so vital to its identity and to

society, must not suffer.

Toward a new diversity and an un-

dergraduate focus, we make the following

major recommendations:
We recommend the development of a new

freshman year curriculum, together with

greatly intensified advising and counseling

services for freshmen and a greater share of

University resources applied to the fresh-

cluding expansion of the individually

designed major at Amherst and institution

of such a major at Boston;

—Introduction of new problem-oriented

learning units on the Amherst campus, in

such areas as environmental and urban

studies, where disciplinary lines have

repeatedly been crossed in the past by

scholars and teachers;

—A College of Public and Community

Service on the Boston campus, and

—A change in the master plan for Boston

which now contemplates the development of

six colleges of equal size. Additional

colleges at UMB should be different from

one another in their focus, and primarily

professionally or problem-oriented. There

might therefore ultimately be more than six

colleges and they need not be the same size.

We recommend diversity in the place of

learning, including.

—Expanded opportunities for field work in

courses

;

—Opportunities to spend a year or semester

in the field for credit, like the federally

sponsored University Year in Action

program which the University is currently

entering into and which we strongly sup-

port;

—Encouragement to the further develop-

ment of the University Without Walls, a 17

college experiment in flexible learning,

especially suitable to invalids, prisoners,

the geographically remote, and students

who work best on an individual basis;

—Partial dispersal of the Boston campus;

and
—In cooperation with other public and with

private institutions, development of an

"open university" unit for Massachusetts,

whereby institutions can offer programs

and courses through a combination of

mailed materials, television or videotape,

and tutorial/seminar at satellite learning

centers. Even if an open university is not

developed, the University should proceed to

explore the potentiality of applying new
technology to its methods of teaching and

learning.

We recommend diversity in the time of

learning, including:

—Deferred admission as a standard option

for all freshmen accepted at the University,

and reservation of places for people who
apply after having been out of high school

for a time;

—Encouragement of dropping out and

coming back in as students feel the need for

a break in their formal education;

—Allowing students to go faster and slower

than the standard course load, taking more
courses some terms and fewer in others,

finishing more quickly or more slowly, and

particularly being able to acquire a B.A. in

three years if they so desire;

—Development of new combination
degrees, wherein for example, 3 years of

undergraduate work and 2 years of graduate

work would lead to a master's degree; and

—Re-examination of the length of all

programs, especially the time required to

obtain the Ph.D. and advanced professional

degrees, with a view to shortening the total

required time.

We recommend a number of underlying

structural changes that are essential to an

/**->
million for financial aid for fiscal 1973, a

step we strongly support. We estimate that

State support for financial aid to needy

students will have to increase each year to a

total of $20 million per annum by 1980 in

order to achieve our goals. In addition, if the

effort to attract low-income students is to

succeed, present tuition should not be in-

creased until an expanded financial aid

program removes financial constraints as a

barrier to attending the University.

We recommend that the University adopt

new admissions criteria in order to

maximize the accessibility of the institution

to the groups we have mentioned without

should include attention to the problem of

transit facilities to enable students to get to

Columbia Point, and reexamination of the

decision not to build any student and faculty

housing on campus.
We recommend that growth at Amherst

be slowed over a period of years and finally

stopped at a ceiling of 25.000 students, and

less if possible. The size of the Amherst

campus makes it deleterious in its impact on

surrounding communities. We wish to

emphasize further that the remaining

growth resources available to UMA will be

extremely precious, and we recommend

that they be concentrated on efforts for

man year. Freshmen, who are going

through a difficult period of adjustment, are

in the largest, most impersonal courses, and

receive insufficient personal attention

outside of class. A careful re-ordering of the

freshman curriculum is needed, to strike a

balance between those who need structure

and those whom it stifles, and to offer

courses which provide a more effective

introduction to various areas of knowledge
and ways of learning.

We recommend a greater diversity of

program for the rest of the undergraduate

years, including:

—More options for independent study, in-

increased emphasis on undergraauaie
teaching. These include :

—A revamped and vastly enlarged system
of advising and counseling, with a greater

incentive to faculty participation, and an

invitation to junior and senior students to

join in the advising process. A budget in-

crease of the magnitude of $l million or

more in fiscal 1973 will be required to sup-

port this added effort

;

—Changes in the faculty reward system to

make it explicit that a faculty member may
make his or her primary contribution in one

of the three areas of teaching, research, or

Continued on Page 9
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service, with competence to be shown in

each of the other areas as well

;

—Development of a system of teacher

evaluation to permit responsible and ef-

fective operation of the changed faculty

reward system

;

—Establishment of a "university

professoriate," a cadre of scholars whose
primary contribution will be in the area of

undergraduate teaching

;

—Leadership by the University in

stimulating cooperative study of current

issues regarding tenure, seeking perhaps

some modification that would protect

academic freedom but also allow an op-

portunity for periodic professional

evaluation of a faculty member's continuing

effectiveness

;

—Provision of additional resources for

support staff for faculty, including

secretarial support in particular;

—Changes in staffing patterns, including

hiring of more women and minority group

faculty, and greater use of adjunct faculty

from the worlds of the professions, business,

government, and the community, and

—Adequate support for library and com-

puter facilities throughout the University.

We recommend that the graduate and

research activities of the University, in both

the arts and sciences and the professional

areas, be examined to see how they can

contribute more effectively to an enhanced

undergraduate focus, including:

—A policy of excellence through selectivity

in the graduate area of arts and sciences,

e.g., strengthening programs of unusual

academic promise and those where there is

undeniable need;

—Measures to improve the teaching

capability of teaching assistants and, more

broadly, measures to make a University of

Massachusetts graduate degree in the arts

and sciences just as credible for the

teaching excellence of its recipients as for

their scholarly achievements;

—Involvement of undergraduates in

research activities to the maximum extent

possible; and
—For the present, limiting development of

arts and sciences graduate programs at

Boston to the Master's level.

We recommend that special attention be

given to new programs in professional

education at Boston and Worcester, and that

the existing pro/essional schools at Amherst

examine their programs to ensure that they

are exposing their students suffifciently to

broad humanistic values at the same time

as they are imparting career skills.

Achievement of an undergraduate focus

within the University also depends on

recognition that learning is facilitated by

the extent to which the University is a

humane community. We recommend,

therefore, that changes be made in dor-

mitory living and learning at Amherst, and

efforts at improving ambiance at Boston be

undertaken, including:

At Amherst:
—More classes taught at the residential

level

;

—Experiments in modifying physical

arrangements in dormitories, e.g.,

removing or moving walls, to make them

more livable;

—Further decentralization of ad-

ministration and decisionmaking regarding

dormitory life;

—Expansion of the age range of dormitory

residents; and

At Boston

:

—Development of an arcade of stores and

other facilities at the Columbia Point

campus to facilitate development of an

outside-of-class communal life;

—A re-study of whether to build limited

housing on campus; and

—Greater efforts at integration of the life of

the University with that of the surrounding

communities. .

Public Service

In addition to a sharpened undergraduate

focus, we believe heightened attention to the

public service responsibilities of the

University is indispensable to development

of a model for public higher education

capable of winning and sustaining broad-

gauged public support. These respon-

sibilities include technical assistance and

research which help government and in-

dustry and others solve specific problems,

and continuing education through short

courses and conferences to provide in-

service training and skill upgrading to

government, business, and professional

personnel.

The University's activities in this area

now are a welter of uncoordinated efforts by

individual faculty, by the various centers

and institutes (which are located mainly at

Amherst), and by the Cooperative Ex-

tension Service.

In the matter of public service the first

need of the University is adequate

knowledge of its own activities, those of

other institutions, and the needs of the

Commonwealth.

Second, the University needs permanent,

high level staffing in the President's office

and on the campuses to be responsible for

coordinating public service activities and

seeing that the right people are being served

in the most effective ways.

Third, the University needs guidelines to

govern its public service efforts. Public

service activities should in large part be

Fourth, the University should seek ad-

ditional funds to support public service

activities, for essential staff and for sen ice

to groups which cannot afford to pay. The

majority of service efforts should be self-

supporting, but many essential projects will

be impossible without investment of

University resources.

We recommend that the University devote

priority attention to service activities in six

major areas: special attention to the

University's neighbors, especially in

Boston; service to government agencies;

service to the poor; health service;

elementary and secondary education and

other areas of public higher education ; and

economic conversion and manpower.

The matter of the university's immediate

neighbors is extremely important. Adequate

high-level staff must be developed at

UMass/Boston to enable policy planning in

conjunction with the people of Columbia

Point and Dorchester on the full range of

issues of mutual concern. We would stress

particularly the University's arrival from

disrupting the local housing situation. We
also urge renewed efforts by the ad-

ministration at Amherst to consult the

surrounding communities on relevant issues

and to offer technical assistance in meeting

the public policy problems of the area.

informed way among the many competing

demands for resources.

COSTS 24-43 vX)StS
We estimate the additional costs entailed

by our recommendations, over and above

currently foreseeable expenditures, to be

from $6 to $7 million in fiscal 1973. These

needed budget additions will pay for in-

creased financial aid, improved advising

and counseling, planning new academic

programs, additional faculty, support staff

for faculty, library and computer
development, new staff and activities in the

public service area, and planning and im-

plementing an "open university" unit.

The University and

Higher Education

In Massachusetts
The University will find it hard to define

its own role in the State so long as the

missions and roles of the various levels of

public higher education remain as un-

differentiated and undefined as they are

now. The promise of the Willis-Harrington

Act of 1965 to bring order and definition to

public higher education has never been

fulfilled. The present master planning ef-

C\frran-iTiltirm a\ diaflP'eS forts of the Board of Higher Education will
*jrganizdiion<u v^iiangca help but it is also essentia i that leading

Our policy recommendations depend on public higher education officials in the State

some matters of structure as well. Needed develop means for agreed upon delineation

change within the University will be of boundaries and for cooperating in the

facilitated by

:

application of resources.

—Changes in governance on the campuses, Similarly, the University's future is

The new Columbia Point campus for UMass Boston. To the right is the Columbia Point development. (MDC photos by Alan

'"
including greater involvement of students in

carried out by the faculty and students of the

University, and should be related as closely

as possible to the academic process. Some

additional professional staff is essential for

coordination, but a large infusion of new

non-faculty personnel to actually perform

service activities is not only unnecessary

but also undesirable for the educational

process. Public service efforts must be of

value to the University at the same time as

they serve society. If a particular activity

does not create new knowledge, apply

existing knowledge innovatively, or enhance

faculty or student development, it is highly

questionable whether the University should

be involved in it.

the exercise of authority and responsibility

on issues where they have a legitimate in-

terest
°

—Re-examination of the role of the Board of

Trustees to orient its work as much as

possible to the most important issues of

long-term University planning and policy

;

—Establishment of ongoing self-study and

evaluation mechanisms in the President's

Office and on the campuses, to facilitate

academic change and help judge the ef-

fectiveness of the University's program;

and
—Institution of a program Dudgeu;« system

to enable the University to decide in a more

Continued from Page 2

\ Massachusetts this has been

interpreted several ways. In

Boston, for example, students were

allowed without question to

register from dormitory

residences. But, you go to a place

like Cambridge, where the election

commission has outright refused,

as I understand it, to register many

college students to vote. They have

discriminated against them

because they are students. They

have said that if you're non-self-

supporting, and you're a student,

then you should not be permitted to

register in the city of Cambridge. I

think that's discrimination.

What about a person who's on

welfare and not self-supporting?

Are they asked that question?

Another question is what they call

the continuity of residence. They

say if a student leaves for the

summer, then this particular

person is not a legal resident of

Cambridge. But they don't ask the

same kind of questions to a

business man who might take his

family to Cape Cod for the sum-

mer, and therefore leave Cam-

bridge. They don't ask this to a

Harvard professor who goes to

A. It would depend very mucn on

the town and the particular cir-

cumstance. For example, let's look

at Amherst, Mass., where students

met resistance to some degree.

There was a little bit of resistance

Europe for the summer with his in the beginning, but since then the

family. There's no question of the

continuity of his residence here.

Q Will the Student Vote attempt

to get involved in legal battle over

official resistance like this?

A. The whole question of where a

student registers is something we

try to keep out of. We think very

election people have been very,

very cooperative. In many college

emmunities, especially in a small

town like Amherst, students out-

number natives of the town, and

there's a fear of students taking

over. But in Amherst we found that

in fact many students did not wish

strongly that young people should to register in the town of Amherst

register to vote, but where they

choose to vote is more of a partisan

question. The way I feel is that

students should not be asked any

more questions or be asked to

provide more proof of residence

than any other citizen of the

community

They had very little interest in

Amherst politics or in remaining in

Amherst. Once the selectmen and

the election commissioners

realized this, they decided to make

it much easier for students to

register.

There are several other

Q Why is it that young people arguments, though. A lot of people

trying to vote meet official say that students are not a per-

resistance, at least in some places'' mancnt part of the community,

they have very little vested in-

terest in the community and what

happens there. They're transient,

they're mobile. But it's not so.

Statistics are that in the 18 to 25-

year-old group students are the

least mobile group of people. They

stay in a community four to seven

years, depending on whether or not

they go to graduate school.

And, a very important argument

in favor of students being able to

vote in college towns is that they're

counted in the federal census. Now
the federal census uses that figure

by which Congressional ap-

portionment is figured. In other

words, the fact that there are a

great number of students in

Cambridge is very much related to

the number of representatives

Cambridge would have in the U.S.

House of Representatives.

Q. How did you evaluate your

success in registering young
people up to the time of • last

month's local elections 9

complicated by the difficulties in whic

many private colleges and universities no

find themselves. In our judgment, tl

University has a responsibility to take t

initiative in developing new means of public-

private coordination and to assist in the

development and public acceptance of an

appropriate plan to make public resources

available to the private sector. The Com-
monwealth will be served best in years to

come by a diversity of educational op-

portunities and institutions. In its own best

interest as well as that of the public, the

University has a leading role to play in

fostering and maintaining that healthy

diversity.

vested A. It's very difficult to make an

evaluation that quickly, because

the time when students were
allowed to vote was really very

close to the closing of registration

for the elections. To evaluate what

is seen by many as a low turnout,

and 1 think it was a lot turnout, is

not really to project the success in

the future.

Q Were you satisfied with what

you did get in the time available?

A. Yes, I think so.

Q. How much will registration

for next year's presidential

election depend on who the can-

didates are?

A. I think that if you have a

candidate about whom students

aren't very excited, for whom
students aren't interested in

working, registration will be low.
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The Beat Goes On

WASHINGTON -In spite of all he has to do,

President Nixon still takes time out of his busy day to

telephone football coaches and offer them en-

couragement and advice.

While the President does this on the spur of the

moment, it has never occurred to any football coach to

telephone Mr. Nixon and offer him words of in-

spiration and solace.

I imagine if a coach did, the call would go something

like this.

"Hello, Mr. President, this is Coach Harold Elkins

of the John V. Lindsay High School football team. I

just wanted to call you and tell you to keep your chin

up and don't get discouraged because you've lost a few

lately."

"Thank you, Coach."
"The most important thing to remember is that

when you're on the five-yard line and you're fumbling,

the other guy still has to recover the ball."

"1 never thought of that, Coach."

"Mr. President, my team lost 39 out of its last 40

games, but I learned one thing. Never give up. You

have to say to yourself, i may be losing the battle for

inflation or the economy, or the fight with labor or

with Congress,' or whatever you're losing at the

moment, 'but I'm going to stick in there and give as

good as I get, because I'm a pro.'"

"Those are inspiring words, Coach."

"Now, I want to tell you something Mr. President,

that you probably don't know about me. I always

wanted to go into politics. But I wasn't light enough to

make the team. I played some sandlot politics, and in

my freshman year in college, I ran for a couple of

offices, and so what I tell you now comes not from the

heart, but from experience.

Since the tragedy at New York State's Attica prison in

which 42 lives were lost, there has been much talk but little

action in improving the conditions in our prisons. Yet

there is some evidence that valuable lessons have been

learned.

Last week's rebellion at New Jersey's Rahway Prison

Farm, a maximum security institution, offers some of it.

For a while it was a tense situation, in which the rebel

inmates had seized the warden and five guards, and wild

rumors were rife.

Yet in contrast to Attica, New Jersey Gov. William

Cahill held off on a plan to attack the prison by force and

went personally to the prison to meet with the rebels'

leaders. The hostages were released, and the warden later

praised one of the inmates for stitching up, and com-

petently, too, a wound he had suffered when someone's

boot stomped him in a scuffle. And there will be full

negotiations over the prisoners' grievances.

Here in Massachusetts, where work stoppages and the

forced removal of inmates to other institutions took place

several weeks ago, the situation is still tense and volatile

at the prisons in Walpole and Norwood. It must be viewed

against the backdrop of the Legislature's failure to reform

adequately the two-thirds law as Gov. Sargent had urged,

and of the governor's failure so far to find a successor to

John Fitzpatrick, who has resigned as commissioner of

correction to take effect when someone can be found to

replace him.
In this context, a telegram sent to Gov. Sargent by a

group of 101 religious, legal, academic and community
leaders, and originated by Packard Manse, Inc., of

Stoughton, an interfaith, interracial group, seems most

timely. It includes Boston Municipal Court Judge Harry J.

Elam, head of the special citizens committee created by

Gov. Sargent to study prison unrest.

The telegram urged the governor to visit the correc-

tional institutions to see conditions for himself, and to

close, by executive order, the solitary confinement units at

Bridgewater State Hospital, which are described as

"medieval chambers of horror."

The governor was urged to tell the public that its own
self-interest is not served by spending vast sums "to teach

criminals to be more criminal, hopeless and

dehumanized." To tell the prisoners of his "concern for

them and therefore urge them to resist temptation to self-

destructive actions," and to point out to the correctional

officers both his concern for their "fears and difficult role"

and his belief that their own "self-interest and safety is

best protected by constructive prison reform, based on the

premise that prisoners are human beings."

This was, we feel, a well-intended and helpful message,

and the governor ought to act on it. ._.._,,

(Reprinted from the Boston Globe 11/30/71)

"The game of politics is just like the game of foot-

ball. You win some and you lose some, and you usually

lose more than you win. But what counts is not when
you're winning and the crowd is cheering, but when

you're losing and you're still willing to play. You have

that spirit, Mr. President. You've lost a few, but

you've never given up, and I admire that in a

politician.

"Mr. President, I'm going to go out on a limb and

predict that you're going to be in the playoffs in 1972. If

Connally can pull off Phase II, and Agnew doesn't get

hurt, and the stock market goes up, and you can block

George Meany, and if you can score some points

against George Wallace, I believe you're going to be

very tough to beat."

"Coach, I have to ring off now...."

"I want to make one thing perfectly clear, Mr.

President. You're going to goof between now and 72-

everyone goofs in politics, as in football, but the man
who wins is the one who says, I've goofed, but I'm still

in the ball game."'
"Coach, I've got Chou En-lai on hold."'

"Mr. President, do you know what wins football

games?"
"No, I don't."

"It's team spirit. Gen. Pershing once said that a

team with a great morale is nothing if you don't have

the spirit to go with it."

"He said that?"

"Right. Team spirit is contagious. If you, as

President, say to your team 'Let's get them,' it can

infect everyone in your Administration from the Vice

President of the United States to Henry Kissinger's 10-

year-old son."

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times

ReasonAnd Compassion Unionized
By LARRY LADD

Joe Hill would roll over in his grave. All over the

nation, the faculties of colleges and universities are

considering the possibility of forming unions and

engaging in collective bargaining. Even here at

UMass/Amherst, the faculty is now debating the

merits of unionization.

Yesterday, a spokeswoman of the American

Federation of Teachers (an AFL-CIO affiliate) came
to campus to talk with interested faculty. A motion is

on the agenda of the Faculty Senate that invites union

organizers to address that body. It is reasonable to

assume that the faculty will make a decision in the

next few years.

This is serious business. Unionization would have

many long-term effects on the academic growth of

this campus, and especially on the education we
students will be exposed to.

The Commission on the 1968 Columbia Riots defined

a university as "essentially a free community of

scholars dedicated to the pursuit of truth and

knowledge solely through reason and civility." Of

course, reality contradicts this noble notion. Students

have learned over the past decade that the raw

exercise of body power (strikes, demonstrations,

boycotts, etc.) can create change that Emily Post

cannot. But exercising this power did not itself create

change, it only created the conditions where students

were regarded as significant members of "the

community." After we had forced acknowledgement

of our legitimate interests, we could then engage in

dialogue with faculty and administrators about what

the university should be. This concept of partnership

was a progressive step.

But I fear that the faculty might use unionization to

deny partnership, to once again isolate themselves

from the rest of theuniversity. The AFT spokeswoman
summed it up well, when she stated that the faculty is

working for, not with, the administration. I would

assume that the faculty should, by the same logic,

teach to, not learn with, the students. This is a major

step backward, for the spirit of a mutal enterprise is

lost.

I also fear that unionization will lead to stan-

dardization, a leveling process that will reward

docility and reject diversity. If no provision is made
for merit increases or for advancement of teachers

who have different standards than their colleagues.

the faculty will eventually degenerate to the lowest

common denominator. Excellence will be sacrificed

to shop standards.

A faculty union will wreak havoc with our ac-

customed definitions. Who is "management?" The

administration? Most administrators are teachers

themselves, hardly ready to assume an adversary

role with fellow teachers. Being an administrator

would mean leaving the faculty club, a step few would

like to make. And where would students fit in the

scenario?

Negotiations around the conditions of employment

are not particularly threatening to the concept of

partnership. If bargaining is devoted primarily to

salary levels, office space, secretarial help, and

sabbaticals, it can only help to improve faculty per-

formance.
Unfortunately, negotiations around governance are

where the faculty could dog in their heels and deny

thrusts for academic change.

Richard Hixon, an AFT official, is quoted in the New
York Times (Nov. 14) as saying that collective

bargaining is "the last conservative alternative on

campus." Indeed, unionizing can be seen today as

inherently conservative, as a means of protecting

faculty privilege and stifling academic innovation.

Certainly this has been the case in New York City,

where the teachers' union is the major roadblock to

any changes in that city's archaic public school

system. Any challenge to the status quo is translated

as a threat to teachers. At a time when students are

asking teachers to spend more time in the classroom,

the faculty could demand less. At a time when
students deserve participation in faculty personnel

decisions, the faculty could use unions to decide

curricular policies, the interests of the university and

the union will come to direct confrontation. At a time

when the university is finally beginning to recognize

that academics is a mutual responsibility of students

and faculty, unionizing would be a clear-cut

regression that would serve only to polarize. The only

reasonable student response to a teachers' union

would be a student union, where we would meet across

a bargaining table with structured conflict. It is an

understatement to say that this vision of the future is a

violation of the concept of an academic community
founded on reason and compassion.

True Confessions

I Wear Panty Hose
By TOM DERDERIAN

I wear panty hose! And I also

have a beard. I run through the

streets of Amherst in purple panty

hose. Charlotte turned me on to

panty hose for running. They are

better than the usual glory jock

regalia of baggy blowing sweat

pants They don't get wet as easily

and little balls of lint don't come off

on my hairy legs.

So. Since I wear panty hose like

lots of women do then I must be

endowed with an excess of the

same kind of hormones that define

their feminine traits. And as a

matter of fact I do Every nite I

secretly mix up instant female
hormone in an old gatorade bottle

and guzzle it down by the light of

the moon. And there every night by
the light of the moon three of my
beard hairs fall out. Maybe
someday I might have a cover girl

complexion.

My nipples are growing.

Although I'll never brandish a set

of 44's, I still might get it on enough
for the ushers at the basketball

games to wow when they give me a

pass to go to the ladies room to get

the shine off my nose.

And I'll go to the veins. I'll

mainline female hormones so I'll

get to be as good a sprinter as
Kathy Lawson and make the men's
varsity team for indoor track.

Editorial Points

if..

'IT'S NICE TO KNOW THAT EVERY FOUR YEARS WE REGAIN OUR IMPORTANCE TO SOCIETY.'

Letters To The Editor

The $8m Question-Will Tillson Stink?

You people may enjoy reading

editorial points, but then you

don't have to write them, do

you?
******

It's nearing Christmas time

again, and just to prove that they

can get into the holiday spirit,

the powers that be have put up

real Christmas trees in the

Union and Campus Center. What
we're wondering is whether or

not they're against the fire laws?
******

One of the worst things about

snow is that it turns into rain

which turns into slush which

turns into ice. Ask any person

who lives on the Hill.
******

All you people who keep
window boxes full of geraniums,

marigolds and such like had
better watch out. Don't let any
weeds get among the fair

blossoms.
******

Alright kiddies, it's the right

time to start getting psyched
about what the dining commons
Christmas dinner will be. The
Collegian received a hot tip that

the lucky few who last long

enough to get the meal will be
served Rock Cornish hens with

all the fixings. But don't let them
stop there. Insist, in the spirit of

Tiny Tim, on receiving
'rasselbery dressing' instead of

canned cranberry sauce. After

all, it is Christmas.
******

Who's this Bartholomew guy
we've been hearing so much
about lately, anyhow?

To the Editor:

Undoubtedly, for the next few days the Collegian

will print many letters decrying the "disgraceful"

way in which the UMass Physical Plant is polluting

the air as reported in Friday's Collegian. Many, I'm

sure, will echo Don Glickstein's irresponsible swipes

at the new Tillson Farm plant. However, to

paraphase, John Hogan, its very nice to insist that

something be done about the pollution. This, however,

is not what is needed either here at the University or

anywhere else. What is needed is an effective plan of

action to assure that UMass pollution will be curbed.

The issue of the Physical Plant's polluting is fast

becoming an irrelevant question. I'm sure even Mr.

Gilbert, the Chief Engineer of the Physical Plant,

doesn't even believe his comments in Friday's

Collegian-he is merely trying to buy time until the

conpletion of the new Tillson Farm Plant which will

comply with Air Pollution control standards and get

Mr. Gilbert off the hook. But will the new plant be as

pollution free as possible? I suspect that few, if any,

know the answer.

Before the Tillson Farm Plant proceeds further

some very important questions have to be answered.

What different kinds of pollution will be

The Bronco Buster

As usual. Bob Corry is good for a laugh. His letter in

the "Daily Collegian" on December 2nd entitled "A
Very Sick Buckeroo" was hilarious. Although I

despise stereotyping people, Corry's letter reminded

me of the character Joe in the movie "Joe". Joe is

perhaps less sophisticated in his word choice and style

of expression, but both he and Corry espouse the same

primitive human values.

It's evident that sex, a biological drive, is a major

factor in motivating human behavior, and the

abundance of literature and films on the topic un-

doubtedly attracts public attention. Sex, however, can

become an inhibiting and stagnating experience, or an

enhancing and fulfilling one. In the depressing film,

"Carnal Knowledge", Jack Nicholson and Art Gar-

funkel are characterized as two extreme poles.

Nicholson prostitutes anyone he can to stimulate his

egocentric erection, while Garfunkel prostitutes

himself to anyone who gives him reassurance. On the

other hand, in the film, "Together" (even though it

romanticizes using very attractive agile characters, a

summer retreat that only the Duponts could afford,

and the typical couple who by chance are awarded the

presidential suite in some hotel located somewhere in

the Bahamas) sex is shown as a medium to develop

human awareness and sensitivity.

For a society to censor sexual morality in films,

literature, and among consenting people, is imposing

a value upon a population. What sexual censorship

that exists in "mainland China (or Albania)", I am
unaware of; but, as I recall, the movie "I Am Curious

Yellow", among several other movies banned in

Boston and many other cities in the United States. I

wasn't until recent supreme court decisions that R
and X rated movies were shown with no reprisal.

I agree with you Corry, a society should not legislate

morality, nor should a society uphold laws which

restrict human potential, i.e. to restrict various

groups to certain activities. Certainly, many women

want to have children. But should a women merely be

a baby maker and sitter, a house servant and maid,

and an object of her husband's sex and love? Most

doctors in the Soivet Union are women and during

World War Two the industries of our country were run

primarily by our women. Hey Corry, maybe your

mother and aunt were one? Do you think they had an

excess of male hormones7

And Corry, remember in the Hatch when you told

me you were looking for a woman with "machine gun

hips"? Did you ever find that bronco to bust or are you

still looking for the ride of your life?

Kaspar Kasparian Jr.

produced? (noise, odors, smoke, steam, particulate

matter? ) More importantly, what will be the effects

on human health, crops, livestock, wildlife, trees and

plantlife, and University propety. ("Sulfur oxides are

estimated to cause ten to fifteen billion dollars' worth

of property damage a year." Esposito, Vanishing Air.

p. 91)

—What will be the total cost of the plant both

economically and environmentally? Costs include not

only property damage but also the more subjective

costs of esthetic beauty loss and cost to human health.

Also, what are the costs and resulting pollution levels

using alternate types of fuels? ( such as desulpherized

residual oil) What is required is a complete cost-

benefit analysis of the entire project.

—Will the Tillson Plant comply with existing

emission standards? More importantly, will it comply

with future, hopefully more stringent regulations?

What kind of self-monitoring system, if any, is

planned?
The Student Senate as a body should immediately

demand that it be involved in the investigation and

researching of these questions, should initiate

hearings on the new plant, and should insure that no

final decision is made until all questions are answered

to their satisfaction. Also, the Senate should demand

that it be involved in all the important decisions on the

plant in an effort to represent the students' interests

and values. ( Perhaps the Senate would even be willing

to pay for an additional cost that would help make the

plant pollution free.) In the event that all these

questions have already been investigated and con-

sidered, the results should be made public im-

mediately.

I'm not calling for a confrontation. What I desire is

more cooperation, communication, trust and justice

in such decisions as these which directly affect the

students' interests. It's bad that the old Physical Plant

is polluting-it will truly be a disgrace if the new Tillson

Farm Physical Plant were allowed to follow its

predecessor.
Stephen Rider

Let's Not Be Bitter, Now
To the Editor:

Jacqueline Letalien's letter ( 12/6/71 ) in reply to that of Robert Corry

was the predictable and rather childish soul-bearing to which we are

inevitably subjected to each time someone points out the obvious and

disturbing weaknesses of the "sisterhood." Does Miss Letalien really feel

that threatening to "pull the chair out from under" Mr. Corry is a

sophisticated and rational manner in which to handle male opponents?

The major thrust of Mr. Corry's letter was to say that women's lib

should not attempt to impose its conception of "proper" society upon

others. Miss Letalien, on the other hand, seems to feel that she and her

cohorts have the right to impose their conceptions on society ("If we

knock over some male chairs in the process it's because we are angry and

bitter..."). Miss Letalien should stop to consider that many people may
not wish to deal with those who are angry, bitter and thus irrational and

hysterical in their conduct.

As if deliberately compounding her errors Miss Letalien stumbled over

Mr. Corry's remarks about hormone imbalances. He did not say or imply

that masculine traits in men were "evil," but rather that a woman's

attempting to totally imitate male characteristics is inappropriate. No

one, neither Mr. Corry nor myself, would deny women equal opportunity.

What we do deny is that male and female roles can ever be identical. No

one seeks to treat women as less than human, only as one of two different

sexes of the same species.

What Mr. Corry and I am saying is that white males are no longer

willing to tolerate the unjust and vicious attacks upon their dignity as

human beings. We know that the horrors attributed to us are unfounded,

that they are the creation of a grotesque misunderstanding of the human

condition, society and culture on the part of Miss Letalien and the

"sisterhood." Their intentions notwithstanding, the women's movement

is in large part anti-male (they see men as oppressors), anti-motherhood

(which they see as ensolvement), and anti-social (they see society as a

conspiracy ) . And as such they have condemned themselves to a futile and

hollow existence in a cause whose distinctive characteristics are its in-

tolerance, lack of warmth and viciousness.

Frank M. Baglione

"Well, Maybe I Can Come Down A Little"

I've Been Paraphrased!

To the Editor:

I'm writing in response to an article written by

UMass's favorite "...raper of continents! oppressor of

all non-Western peoples! chauvinist! elitist bastar-

d'" He took it upon himself to conveniently

paraphrase (?) my earlier article. Since there seems

to be a definte lack in his reading conprehension, I'm

taking this opportunity to clarify the issues for him.

According to Mr. Corry I attacked, "...the desire of

many girls to have a child of their own. '. However,

in actuality, I questioned the statement that women

have the opportunity to "choose to be a mother ". I

again repeat that many women who espouse goals of

motherhood do not objectively choose to be a mother,

but are merely socialized into the role, and accept it

blindly. Not all women like children; not all women

are capable of being good mothers; not all women

want the "burden". Unfortunately, many of them

realize this, consciously or otherwise, too late. The

result? -not only unhappy mothers, but worse,

unhappy children.

On first reading Mr. Corry s article I had planned to

tear it apart sentence by sentence, but besides this

being tedious, he does the job quite well himself,

utilizing an unimpressive array of asinine ideas, such

as the one that states that women who aspire to goals

other then motherhood, wish to be "...heavy equip-

ment operators, traffic cops, or long distance run-

ners...". I'm sure these occupations are within

women's capabilities and interests; however, their

aspirations extend much farther in both directions of

the spectrum. My final example is the allegation that

all feminists suffer from an excess of male hormones;

I challenge you to prove it, Mr. Corry!
Karen Jacobs
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New York Chamber Group At Holyoke Tomorrow
The New York Trio da Camera thoughtful and responsive

The New York Trio de Camera.

Smithies Do Up
The Wizard

For those adults who love nostalgic experiences, and for those young

people who enjoy old fairy tales, the Smith College Department of

Theatre and Speech is offering a delightful experience: a lavish

presentation of The Wizard of <>z . as adapted for the stage by Frank

Gabrielson, with music and lyrics by Harold Arlen and E.Y. Harburg.

The production will feature all of the famous characters
:
Dorothy, Aunt

Em and Uncle Henry, the Tin Woodsman, the Cowardly Lion, and the

ScarecroJTwitches-wicked and good, and, of course, the Wizard of Oz,

'The cast will be made up of graduate and undergraduate students at

Smith College, and will include a large number of youngsters who live in

Northampton and Hatfield.

The show will open on Friday evening at 8 p.m.. Subsequent per-

formances will be on Friday, Dec. 10 at 8 p.m., and on Saturday, the 11th

at 10 a m, and 8 p.m. Tickets may be obtained at the box office in the

Center for the Performing Arts weekdays between noon and 5 p.m., 584-

2700, ext. 840.

Women To Discuss Media

will present a recital of

renaissance and baroque chamber

music, the third concert of the

Artist Recital Series at Mount

Holyoke College, Wednesday,
December 8, at 8:15 p.m. in Pratt

Auditorium.
The trio performed at Mount

Holyoke on the John Martyn

Warbeke Memorial Concert series

in the spring of 1971, and the en-

thusiam that was shown for them

was so great that they were invited

to return. They will perform works

of Leclair, Susato, Widmann, Carl

Philipp Emmanuel Bach, Johann

Sebastian Bach, Handel, Blow,

Frescobaldi, and Telemann for

viola da gamba played by Grace

Feldman, recorder played by Paul

Jordan, and harpsichord played by

Edward Brewer.

The members of the Trio have

been working together for five

years, and they have made three

successful tours of the United

States. After two such tours they

made an impressive New York

debut that caused a New York

Times critic to comment, "All

(members of the Trio) were

thoughtful and responsive

musicians with a refined chamber-

music sense." Their future plans

include a European tour.

Miss Feldman appears with the

New York Pro Musica and is a

member of the faculty of the New
England Conservatory of Music

and Wellesley College. She teaches

at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts

and the Neighborhood Music

School in New Haven, Conn. Mr.

Jordan, the director of music at the

United Church on the Green in New
Haven, Conn., has taught organ at

Yale University. Mr. Brewer is

professionally active in New York

and until recently taught harp-

sichord and organ at Columbia

University.

Tickets at $2. are available at the

door.

Fine Arts Council

) Meet On PooMu

Project SELF, a program

initiated by the Valley Women's

Center in cooperation with the

UMass Division of Continuing

Education, is sponsoring a

workshop Dec. 13 as part of its

expanding program for women.

Joan Engel will offer the

"Media's Investment in Con-

sumerism'' workshop Monday,

Dec. 13 at 7 :30 p.m. in Machmer W.

26 on the UMass Campus. The 75

cent charge for admission covers

film rental.

The format includes the Bess

Meyerson film, "You Don't Have
to Buy War, Mrs. Smith," a

showing of spot commercials, and

discussion of topics that include

consumerism, stereotypes of

women in the media, media's role

in socialization of adults and

children and suggestions for media

improvement.
Those interested in participating

may obtain a list of preparatory

questions and quotes from Joan

Engel or Lois Phillips, 920 Campus

Center, 545-2596, 9 to 1 daily.

The future of popular music,

(folk, jazz, rock, soul, etc.) on this

campus is again this year the

subject of much confusion and

misinformation. For those who are

concerned about this subject, the

UMass Fine Arts Council has

scheduled a meeting of an advisory

group on popular music today at

4:30 p.m. in Herter 129.

This group is open to all mem-
bers of the community -students,

faculty, staff, and area residents.

There is a considerable amount of

money available for next year's

activities in this area, and many
good things can be done with it. For

students especially, this is a

chance to have a say as to where

your money is going. People with

any ideas in this respect, or any

other input for the Council, be

there Tuesday.

Authorized — SALES — SERVICE— PARTS

TRADES WELCOMEDVOLKSWAGEN tift
^g|*^v • • . YOUR KEY TO VLJK

QUAUTY and

ECONOMYl

IMMEDIATE FINANCING
QUALITY USED CARS

OPEN
Till »:00 P.M.

Monday thru Friday

Till 5:00 P.M.
Saturday

COMPLETE AJJTQ BODY DEPARTMENT

NORTHAMPTON VOLKSWAGEN, Inc.

584-8620 gg 534-0660244 KING ST.

NORTHAMPTON

MDC Classifieds

arca nmrtok

Craft Workshop
Student Union Bldg.

Jewelry

Leather

Stained Glass

Basketry

Candles

Macrame

Clear Casting Copper Enameling

Silk Screen Metal Work (copper)

Block Printing Paper Mache

Instruction and supplies available for the above

crafts starting Thursday, Pec. Mh.

Burapsr Pool TcuVleS

Bouiltno, na.chine.9 \

motorcycle (ram* )
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Rod Rogers Here Tonight

Members of the Rod Rodgers dance company.

"Don't Tell Me Who I Am"

Three evening performances will

be featured when the Rod Rodgers

Dance Company appears at UMass
on Tuesday-Thursday, December

7, 8, 9 at 8:00 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium. The performances are

sponsored by the UMass Fine Arts

Council in cooperation with the

Massachusetts Council on Arts and

Humanities. A different program

will be featured in each evening's

performance.
Rod Rodgers, noted Black

choreographer-dancer, was in-

troduced to his art as a child in a

family of professional dancers. He
studied and worked in the mid-west

prior to coming to New York in 1963

to performwith several concert

companies. With his own company,

Mr. Rodgers has firmly

established himself as one of

today's most provocative young

choreographers. He has had

several articles on dance
published, including "Don't Tell

Me Who I AM," Negro Diges, July

1968 and "Men and the Dance: Why
do we question the image?," Dance

Magazine, June 1966, and is an

articulate spokesman for dance.

Each evening's performance on

December 7, 8, 9 will feature a six-

part program. Dances to be per-

formed will include: "Dances in

Projected Space," individual and

group plays of movement with

light images; "Box," a

psychological study in con-

finement; "Percussion Suite," a

rhythmic play with bells, cymbals,

tone block, claves and marracha
sticks; "In Hi-Rise Shadows," a

series of overlapping and
recurring encounters between men
and women which, as life does,

streams on.

Also included in the programs

are: "Tangenets," briefly

touching; "Harambee," a ritual of

the inspiration, martyrdom and a

spiritual ressurrection of Black

Leaders
Reserved tickets for the per-

formances are available at the

Fine Arts Council Ticket Office, 125

Herter Hall. Remaining tickets

will be available at Bowker
Auditorium one hour before the

performance.

WANTED
Maked &
Baked
Goods

for

Orchard Hill Bazaar

Dec. 12
.

Call Howie 546-6909

I am not looking for any over-

simplified answer to the question:

Who am I? It is obvious by now that

I am not going to be a great white

American dancer. But I have little

patience with people who suggest

that to be a black choreographer

one must limit one's scope and deal

exclusively with traditional Afro-

American material.

The question of an artist's

identity is one that he continually

asks. He asks it through his chosen

medium by experimentally

probing into different aspects of his

identity and environment. Whether

one functions as a choreographer

who also happens to be black, or as

a black man who happens to be a

choreographer is determined by

one's point of view at a given

moment. The ideal point of view at

any given moment, for the in-

dividual artist, is the one which

best allows him to create the most

profoundly exciting art. If he

cannot produce beautifully and

exciting art, there is no point in

discussing his political or

ideological commitments in

relation to art.

The militant black revolutionary

may think of art in terms of the

whole machinery of the revolution,

as a means of bringing forth the

rich heritage of the African in

America and of creating a sense of

identity for the sake of the

revolution. Most of the existing

dance companies which are the

instruments of black

choreographers have placed their

emphasis on traditional Afro-

American material. They are

exploring through their artistry the

proud Afro-American heritage,

and they can evoke poignant

images which will encourage in-

tolerance of racial suppression.

But these images are not the only

means of communicating a black

consciousness. While

traditionalblack art is playing a

vital role in the awakening of a

black cultural identity, now it is

equally important for black artists

to discourage the crystallization of

new limiting sterotypes by not

confining themselves to over-

simplified traditional images.

I am not suggesting that black

artists should or could cut them-

selves off from Afro-American

tradition. Artist or layman, our

past experience inevitably affects

our articulation of present ideas.

But if an artist's sense of im-

mediacy is to vitalize his work, he

should have freedom to decide

which ideas he feels a need to

communicate at a particular time.

Artists have felt compelled to

create images calling for social

changes long before their own

people were ready to initiate such

changes. Other artists might never

be moved to focus their. art on

socio-historic events. It is not a

question of art for art's sake; it is a

need to be true to one's own

feelings. Although masterpieces

have been created on commission,

in the process of fulfilling some

sponsor's vision, far more often the

product of artists working with

ideas which are devoid of deep

personal relevance has tended to

be poor art.

An artist's assumption that he

knows exactly what his audience

"needs" often results in art that is,

at best, patronizing. The highest

compliment an artist can pay his

audience is to invite them to wit-

ness his exploration of the

maximum possibilities of his art,

based on his total experience.

The dance that I do is Afro-

American, simply because I am
Afro-American. My blackness is

part of my identity as a human
being, and my dance exploration is

evolving in relation to my total

experience as a man. It is simply a

question of what takes precedence

in the creative act: my total living

experience, or those experiences

which I consider particularly

relevant to my blackness. Both

white and black Americans have

long been conditioned to accept the

myth that Afro-Americans func-

tion well only in certain predic-

table area. This myth must be

dispelled. The refusal of black

artists to confine their work to

convenient categories will con-

tribute to the destruction of this

limited notion. Each dance that I

create has grown out of my per-

sonal experience as a black

American. Each movement that I

explore is part of my own personal

heritage.

My emphasis is on exploring

through my medium, ex-

perimenting with dance, trying to

find fresh ways to evoking physical

and spiritual images to make new

poetic comments about man's

eternal beauty and pathos. My
function in the revolution will be to

share my personal experience -a

vital and growing experience-

through dance; it will not be to

show only old sterotypes or create

new ones.

*. ftO*» 5P. •m
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NOW'S

HIGH AUTO IHSURAHCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

EVERETT
HOLYOKE • •

Avoid downtown Spfld parking heidaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Century Shopping Phttl Free parking for over 100 c«r»!

NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIEW

160 PLEASANT ST. 1847 MEMORIAL DR..

Opp N'hamp Jr. College On North South Hwy

J. O'CONNOR INSURANCE AGENCY

205 HIGH ST. . Next to Holyoke Natl Bank

boot

Kodak
• SALES «V REPAIRS

CAMERAS
ACCESSORIES

• FILM PROCESSING

LANG'S PHOTO
, in . . .. t i n ..

' — "

AGFA
NIKON
MINOLTA
PRAKTICA
SAWYER
FAMICONI
BRAUN

. and others

STUDIO
• RENTALS OF STILL & MOVIE EQUIPMENT

• SPECIALISTS IN CUSTOM PHOTO
FINISHING (COLOR & BLACK & WHITE)
COMPLETE STOCK OF DARKROOM

EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS
"Want To Learn Photography?

JOIN OUR CLUB!"

We Have the .Service You've Been Looking for

253-3148
460 West St., South Amherst • Route H

and 183 No. Pleasant St.

( next to Whole Wheat T radlng Co.)

J

BUY ONE LANGE*

BOOT AT $120

GET THE OTHER

ONE FREE!

AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS!

Be the first kid on your street to oc

complish this omoiing feat No box-

tops or coupons necessary.

'ONE SWINGER $120 00 /MATES
ONE PRO SI 50 00 fRfc
ONECOMP SI »0 00

timberline
SKI A SUNSHINE SHOPS

AT MIIIR ST. NAMIT: kit. f M MSUT VIU*« WO" OHM WIHMTS: IM SAT IM
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Buffalo Bill Arrives This Thursday

I Mass Theatre Actors are seen in a rehearsal of Arthur Kopit's internationally acclaimed play.

INDIANS.. The production will be seen Dec. 9-11 and lfi-18. 8:30 p.m. at Bartlett Auditorium on the

I Mass Campus, reserved seats are available at the Bartlett Box Office or by calling 545-2579.

The Noah Webster Of Estonia

The UMass Theatre continues its

tenth season with what is probably

the most exciting American play to

appear in the last decade. Arthur

Kopit's internationally acclaimed,

Indians.

Indians, as the New York Times
described, when it opened off

Broadway in 1969, "Is a play to

savor in the recesses of your
being. ...Extraordinarily exciting,

yet anticipatory in its portents."

But still Indians is a gaudy, noisy,

wild west show preaching hellfire

in raucous parables, joyously
thumbing its nose at the niceties of

historic fact.

The action of Indians takes place

in the center ring of Buffalo Bill's

Wild West Show. Some of the

performers are Billy the Kid, Jesse
James, Wild Bill Hickok, Sitting

Bull and an American President.

They all re-enact their parts in the

conquest of the west-their legends
and myth building exploits.

Yet Indians isn't a play about
how we mistreated the indians, we
are all pretty well aware of that

fact: rather, Indians, is about the

creation of a myth-a national mind-
set with Buffalo Bill and the in-

dians of the old west as its central

figures.

Indians has been termed a play

with a "message", but above that

common cliche, it is a piece of pure

entertainment, with all the sights

and sounds of those rowdy and
hnictrnnc nrili-t \i'n«l cHmi/C It i« u

spectacle of the rodeo arena, the

western songs and the drama of

triumph that is juxtaposed with the

earth bound rituals, dances and

chants of the Indians.

Indians is directed by Gary
Stewart, who directed last year's

American College Theatre
Festival Winner for. UMass
Theatre, The Clouds. Sets are by
Jeff Fiala. costumes by Elizabeth
Weiss Hopper, lights by James F.

Dooley Jr., choreographer is Janet
Craft with music and sound by
Jason McAuliffe.

Production dates are December
9-11 & 16-18, Thursday through
Friday nights.
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"When you are an exile, you
want to do something for your
former country." That's how Paul
F. Saagpakk, associate-professor

of English at UMass, explains

having spent the past 20 of his 61

years compiling an Estonian-
English dictionary now awaiting

publication.

In exile from the Russian-
occupied state of Estonia, Prof.

Saagpakk hopes his dictionary will

keep alive Estonia's culture. He
says. "Language is the number one

index ot culture The dictionary

will give young Estonians in the

West an awareness of the riches of

the language and help them to

understand their parents' culture.

And other nations also will have
access to tin- rich lolklore and
literature ot Estonia."

Prof. Saagpakk says that

"scholarly desire" has been the

drive behind him in the years since

1950, when he started work on his

Estonian English dictionary.

Teaching at that time at Upsala

College in New Jersey, Saagpakk
planned the dictionary on a small

scale, but, in his words, "then I got

so interested that I left school for

four years and lived like a pauper

on $100 a month in Sweden,

working on the dictionary."

In preparing the dictionary.

Saagpakk compiled a list of words
from 18 Estonian dictionaries and
other sources and added numerous
idioms and slang terms. He
translated the words into English

-

"the most difficult part"-- and
classified them grammatically,

gave synonyms; developed a

special system of pronunciation;

and worked out etymologies.

According to Prof. Saagpakk,
There is no other modern,

standard Estonian dictionary
which contains all the Estonian
words with their various meanings
defined, and all the expressions

and idioms in use." He quotes H.J.
Aavik, the reformer of modern
Estonian, as having said that the

dictionary will remain the
definitive work in the field for the

next 100 years.

Supported in part by grants from
the American Council of Learned
Societies, UMass and the Fulbright

Foundation. Prof Saagpakk
estimates that he has spent $43,000

in compiling the dictionary.

Publication of the dictionary,

which is now under consideration,

will cost another $70,000, Prof.

Saagpakk expects. The UMass
(iraduate School has pledged
$10,000 toward this cost.

Prof. Saagpakk says that if a

publisher finds it is economically

feasible to print the dictionary, it

will be another two to three years

before it is issued, during which
time he will proofread the work. He
says the published form will be

probably 1500 to 1600 pages, each

page of the size and printing style

of "Webster's Seventh New
Collegiate Dictionary".

TONITE
featuring

CAT DANCE
RESTAURANT

Oppti 24 Hours

ATTENTION

The Scupper's Coming
with entertainment

All RSO Groups & Activities

All groups currently operating under constitutions granted by the Student Government

Association ( Student Senate) are required to fill out the form below. Those groups

which should fill out the form include all RSO's, Activities, recent Executive Orders,

and those groups who wish to apply for such status. These forms are to be returned no

later than TUESDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1971, to the address below.

RETURN TO

Wm. Spinn

Govt. Affairs

Comm.

Student
Senate

RSO 801

Campus
Center

RSO Registration Form

Name of Group RSO#

REPRESENTATIVE

Rep's Add. Ph.#

(check appropriate item)

C onstituted

New Group

. Exec. Order

Area Govt._ Dorm

FAILURETOFILETHISFORAAWILL RESULT IN LOSS OF RSOSTATUS

Northern Ireland

How To Become Partisan Without Really Trying

"Shooting is a popular sport in

the countryside. Unlike many
other countries, /the outstanding

characteristic of the sport is that it

is not confined to any one class."

--Northern Ireland

Tourist Board
BELFAST, Northern Ireland

(LNS)-It's very easy to get into

Belfast and I have been told by a

remarkably reliable source that, in

spite of the cratering ( holes blown

in roads by British troops) of

border roads it's equally easy to

get out.

On the ferry boat to Belfast, a

group of Scots Guardsmen were

drinking hard.

"This is the last serious drink

we'll have. After this it's two pints

a night 'til Christmas," one said.

"Which side are you on, mate?"
said another, looking at me.

"I'm neutral."

"No one's neutral in this war.

You're either the fellow who's

walking down the street on patrol,

or you're the fellow who's throwing

the nail bomb. Isn't that right?" he

said to a companion who was
beyond the stage of conversation.

"I'll be at one end of the Falls Road
and you'll be at the other. Never

the twain shall meet, 'cept in

heaven."
"Is it that bad?" I asked,

sounding like a greenhorn.

"Look, you're walking down a

street and you're second man on a

section. One moment you're there,

and the next...As for your friend,

well it's reached the point where

the only friend that I have is in the

baggage. It's a General Purpose

Machine Gun. We haven't used

them yet, we're waiting for the

political go-ahead, but when we do,

by God I'll feel safer. No, I don't

want to kill anyone," he said,

anticipating my question, "but nor

do I want to get killed for that

matter."
Outside the bar I bumped into

Roger Scott, ex-Ulster

correspondent of the London Sun.

No, this time he was on a private

visit. He drew me a beautiful clean

map on a dirty piece of paper,

showing me the different sections

of the city and who controlled

what. I asked him some questions,

he answered my question. I asked

him his impressions. "Those
you're going to have to find out

yourself," he said.

7:30 a.m.--Arriving at Belfast

Dock, the boat was welcomed by a

sharp explosion beyond the center

of town, followed by an umbrella of

smoke rising in the air. At the

luggage check office I was told:

"No, you can't leave your luggage

here."

"Why not?"
"People just don't leave their

luggage in this city any more, they

just don't."

I made my way up the Falls

Road, past a threatening Army
post, past the fly-posters: "Join

People's Democracy, and Fight for

a Worker's Republic", past the

stickers in every window:
"Release the Internees". Walking

up the Falls Road is not so much a

stroll on a pavement as a slop

through mud. This may sound

strange, but when you consider

that nine out of every ten paving

stones have been called up for riot

duty, and the tenth is probably

sitting in the middle of the road like

a squashed policeman directing

the traffic, it makes sense.

Turning left down Leeson Street,

stronghold of the Official IRA, I

was stopped to explain my
business.

"Credentials?" I showed him my
press card.

"Not that. What you've written."

I dived into my bag, producing

cuttings of liberal-radical copy.

He nodded, grudgingly. I may
not be a rebel yet, the expression

on his face seemed to say, but I

would be before my time was up.

In Belfast it's hard to remain

neutral.

I made arrangements for

somewhere to live. It was in the

Clonard area, Provisional

Territory. I was driven there
silently.

"Here you are. You'll get a lot of

action here. Two hundred yards on

Minister Brian Faulkner. "In-

deed", it states on a front page
editorial, "the only talks that could

be valid at this stage would be

Bombed-out military installation behind Bombay Street-with

constant Army surveillance from all the highest buildings in the

neighborhood, someone was still able to plant a 100 lb gelignite bomb
in the post in retribution for atrocities of British soldiers.

in Western Europe where staunch,

solid, respectable people actually

line up to buy revolutionary
literature.

Continuing down to Castle Street,

out of the ghetto, turning left into

Royal Avenue, you find yourself in

a completely different world, the

Orange World of downtown
Belfast. There the extreme
Loyalist "Prostestant Newsletter"

is on sale. "Prepare for the

Destruction" it screams out. Jack
Lynch, they say, is not only

recalling his armored cars from
Cyprus, but he's spending a million

pounds on new tanks.

Searching for relief in the daily

papers I made my way to an or-

dinary newsstand. "Belfast
Newsletter andlrish News,
please?" (The Newsletter is

hardline Unionist, the News is pro-

Civil Rights.) The paper seller

looked at me in astonishment.

"I don't know whether to say

'Fuck the Pope' or 'Up the Rebels'

"Neutrality," I said. He stared

at me unbelievingly, shaking his

head as I left, as if I was a mad-
man.

that side of you is the Peaceline," I

was told. "Four hundred yards on

the other side is the Springfield

Road Police Barracks."

"So if 'it' all goes up, I make my
way towards the protection of the

Lower Falls, past the Barracks?"

"Well, it's not as easy as that.

You see if 'it' does all go up, the

Barracks will be the first to go."

"So a person's politics are

decided by their address?"

"That's right." And with an

address like you've got, he seemed

to say, you'll be a rebel in a few

days.

That night I was awoken by a

strange sound. At first I thought

that it was machine-gun fire off

key and I went out into the street.

"That's bin-bashing," I was told

by a neighbor, "a warning troops

are coming in. Here come the

military," he said.

Belfast needs its own dictionary.

When the "Military" are referred

to, it is meant the British Army,

and when the "Army" are referred

to, it is meant the military wing of

the Republican movement, the

Irish Republican Army. This is,

after all. Ireland.

An endless convoy of Armored

Personnel Carriers turned into the

street. Before they had even

stopped, troops had jumped out.

and with weapons at the ready,

were crouched in doorways.

"Hey, you there," said a

sergeant, pointing to me, "over

against that wall. Come on, feet

back, legs apart, hands against the

wall. No, not your palms, your

fingers." Leaning against the wall,

the whole weight of my body rested

on my fingers. It was painful, yet

covered by one soldier and sear-

ched by a second I tolerated it.

"And what's your business

around here?" he asked me.

"I'm a journalist, and I'm

neutral," I said, this time with less

conviction.

"No one's neutral around here,"

he said, echoing the words of his

comrade on the ferry boat.

between the Paisleyites (right-

wing Protestants) and the

democratic forces who are united

behind the Civil Rights banner."

"The enemy," the vendor will

tell you, "is not the Protestant, but

the capitalist, who has divided the

working class community for his

own gain."

Continuing down the Falls Road,

you'll find the financially im-

poverished but politically rich,

"Unfree Citizen", newspaper of

the People's Democracy. At two

cents it's the cheapest of them all.

On the front page, superimposed

*****

Sunday was sad, the sky over-

cast and the silence only shattered

by the distant peal of thunder,

duller than the sharper thud of

gelignite. It was the day of a Peace

Rally in Belfast and their motto

was: "The Light Shines in

Darkness and the Darkness has not

overcome the Light."

Public Mousing given overwhelmingly to Protestants (with a few

token Catholics )--at a cost of about $7.50 a week.

****

Saturday is publication day in

Belfast. First to hit you, at the

junction of Falls Road and

Springfield Road is the

Provisional's "Republcan News",

which "extends to Her Majesty's

forces heartfelt thanks for the

magnificent recruiting drive that

they have held in our behalf."

Further down the street are the

vendors of the Official

Republican's "United Irishmen,"

by far the most professional of the

political papers, both in art work

and in writing style.

"Fight the sell-out", it urges its

readers, referring to the tripartite

talks between British Prime
Minister Edward Heath, Republic

of Ireland Prime Minister Jack

Lynch and Northern Ireland Prime

on the picture of someone throwing

a molotov cocktail are the words

:

"The Final Solution: A Worker's

Republic."

"The Provisional Republicans,

who are doing most of the

fighting," it says, "claim that this

is the last installment of the

struggle for a Thirty-Two County

Republic. The Unionists and the

Paisleyites scream that it is an

attempt to bomb them all into an

all-Ireland Catholic state, where

they will be treated the way they

have treated the Catholics in the

North. The Northern Ireland Civil

Rights Association and some of the

Official Republicans see a Bill of

Rights for Northern Ireland as an

immediate solution."

The leader finally concluded:

"The present campaign should be

directed at drastic reform inside

the six counties. It will be our task

to see that it is a real republic, a

Worker's Republic, not a paper one

we are fighting for. In that struggle

the working class Protestants of

the North can take part free from

the shackles of sectarianism,

knowing that they are fighting for

the interests of their own class at

last."

A strange city, Belfast on a

Saturday. Possibly the only place

Held in the shell of Ulster's Expo
'71 (Explo '71 it had been

nicknamed), many of the Peace

People wandered aimlessly around

unable to find their way to the site.

Seeming lost and part of

something that they did not un-

derstand they came "to refuse to

let our community drift into the

insanity of Civil War."

There was no platform, recon-

ciliation and platform have
become incompatible. Only the

hopeful slogan: "Think Peace,

Talk Peace and Act Peace".

Almost entirely middle-class, the

working-class of both communities

were absent. Only those with

something to lose had come.
Seven people read in the

ceremony. A woman from East

Belfast chose a poem from the

Indian mystic Tagore: "The
dreary sands of dead habit... let my
country awake". A reading from

Sanskrit by a Ballymurphy mid-

wife: "Yesterday is but a dream,
tomorrow is but a vision, let every

tomorrow be a vision of hope."

A fresh-faced folksinger sang:

"Last night I had a strangest

dream, I dreamt the world had put

an end to war."
Among the eight thousand there

was ex-Community Relations

Minister David Bleakley. "This is

the real Third Force," he told me,

"the people not listened to, the

people not heard. For every one

here, there are a thousand who
could not come. What we must do is

harness this force before it is too

late."

As the meeting drew to its close,

there was a two minutes silence.

"As Catholics and Protestants,"

said organizer Brian Walker of the

Alliance Party, "we will refuse to

hate each other, refuse to fight

each other, refuse to allow our

communities to be drawn into Civil

War." Silent unwilling passengers

searching for the brakes of a car as

it plunges towards the mutilated

crossroads of civil war.

After the meeting I met an old

friend, Roger. One of the earlier

members of People's Democracy,
he left them when, he says, the

movement became sectarian.

"You see, it's all very well

people working for socialism
among the Catholic working-
class," he told me, "but what about

the Protestants? People forget

about them. Why is it that the

Protestant working-class is like it

is? It's because they feel that they

have been forgotten.

"Of course I want a United

Ireland, but it's got to be done with

the ballot, not the bomb. It may
take five years, it may take fifty

years, but that's the only way
you'll do it."

"And what if the Apocalypse
comes in fifty days 9 "

1 asked.

"Then people like me will be on

the wrong side. But we have to take

that risk. Someone's got to try to

stop the Protestants turning into

little fascists. If we can't persuade
them to accept a United Ireland, at

least we can try to politically

neutralize them At the rate things

are going it's going to be hard
enough to militarily neutralize

them."

"It's getting harder to neutralize

anyone," I said, "least of all me."

A Point
Of Information

There has been some degree of confusion over who LNS is. LNS
stands for the Liberation News Service, an underground, if you

will, news service covering left wing politics and other events from

their own angle. It would be fair to say they have their own slant to

the news, one which the reader should take into consideration.

However, the reader should also realize that the Associated

Press, or any news article in the Collegian, or any newspaper or

magazine, has a bias of its own Whether one becomes upset

usually depends on whether or not one agrees with that bias When

you read any story in any newspaper or magazine, be it from LNS
or the Associated Press, you, the reader should be aware of that

bias and judge the article with that in mind.
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Rape: The All -American Crime
(The following story first ap-

peared in Ramparts Magazine, it

will be reprinted this week in serial

form i

By SUSAN GRIFFIN According to

estimates by independent
criminologists, rape is the most
frequently committed violent

crime in American today.

I have never been free of the fear

of rape. From a very early age I.

like most women, have thought of

rape as part of my natural en-

vironment-something to be feared

and prayed against like fire or

lightning. I never asked why men
raped; I simply thought it one of

the many mysteries of human
nature.

I was. however, curious enough
about the violent side of humanity
to read every crime magazine I

was able to ferret away from my
grandfather. Each issue featured

at least one "sex crime", with

pictures of a victim, usually in a

pearl necklace, and of the ditch or

the orchard where her body was
found. I was never certain why the

victims were always women, not

what the motives of the murderer
were, but I did guess that the world
was not a safe place for women. I

observed that my grandmother
was meticulous about locks, and
quick to draw the shades before

anyone removed so much as a

shoe. I sensed that danger lurked

outside.

At the age of eight, my
suspicions were confirmed. My
grandmother took me to the back
of the house where the men
wouldn't hear, and told me that

strange men wanted to dc harm to

little girls. I learned not to walk on

dark streets, not to talk to

strangers, or get into strange cars,

to lock doors, and to be modest. She
never explained why a man would
want to harm a little girl, and I

never asked.

If I thought for a while that my
grandmother's fears were
imaginary, the illusion was brief.

That year, on the way home from
school, a schoolmate a few years
older than I tried to rape me.
Later, in an obscure aisle of the

local library (while I was reading
Freddy the Pig) I turned to

discover a man exposing himself.

Then, the friendly man around the

corner was arrested for child

molesting.

My initiation to sexuality was
typical. Every woman has similar

stories to tell—the first man who
attacked her may have been a

neighbor, a family friend, an uncle,

her doctor, or perhaps her own
father. And women who grow up in

New York City always have tales

about the subway.
But though rape and the fear of

rape are a daily part of every
woman's consciousness, the
subject is so rarely discussed by
that unofficial staff of male in-

tellectuals (who write the books
which study seemingly every other
form of male activity) that one
begins to suspect a conspiracy of

silence. And indeed, the obscurity

of rape in print exists in marked
contrast to the frequency of rape in

reality, for forcible rape is the

most frequently committed violent

crime in America today. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation

classes three crimes as violent:

murder, aggravated assault and
forcible rape. In 1968, 31,060 rapes
were reported. According to the

FBI and independent
criminologists, however, to ap-

proach accuracy this figure must
be multiplied by at least a factor of

ten to compensate for the fact that

most rapes are not reported ; when
these compensatory mathematics
are used, there are more rapes
committed than aggravated
assaults and homicides.
When I asked Berkeley,

California's Police Inspector in

charge of rape investigation if he
knew why men rape women, he
replied that he had not spoken with

"these people and delved into what

really makes them tick, because

that really isn't my job..."

However, when I asked him how a

woman might prevent being raped,

he was not so reticent, "I wouldn't

advise any female to go walking
around alone at night ...and she

should lock her car at all times."

The Inspector illustrated his

warning with a grisly story about a

man who lay in wait for women in

the back seats of their cars, while

they were shopping in a local

supermarket. This man eventually

murdered one of his rape victims.

"Always lock your car," the In-

spector repeated, and then added,

without a hint of irony, "Of course,

you don't have to bf paranoid about

this type of thing."

The Inspector wondered why I

wanted to write about rape Like

most men he did not understand
the urgency of the topic, for, after

all, men are not raped. But like

most women I had spent con-

siderable time speculating of the

true nature of the rapist When I

was very young, my image of the

"sexual offender" was a night-

marish amalgamation of the bogey-

man and Captain Hook: he wore a

black cape, and he cackled. As I

matured, so did my image of the

rapist. Born into the

psychoanalytic age, I tried to

"understand" the rapist. Rape. I

came to believe, was only one of

many unfortunate evils produced
by sexual repression. Reasoning
by tautology. I concluded that any
man who would rape a woman
must be out of his mind.

Yet. though the theory that

rapists are insane is a popular one.

this belief has no basis in fact.

According to Professor Menachem
Amir's study of 646 rape cases in

Philadelphia, Patterns in Forcible

Rape, men who rape are not ab-

normal. Amir writes, "Studies

indicate that sex offenders do not

constitute a unique or
psychopathological type; nor are
they as a group invariably more
disturbed than the control groups
to which they are compared. " Alan
Taylor, a parole officer who has
worked with rapists in the prison

facilities at San Luis Obispo.

California, stated the question in

plainer language. "Those men
were the most normal men there.

They had a log of hangups, but

they were the same hang-ups as

men walking out on the street."

Another canon in the apologetics

of rape is that if it were not for

learned social controls, all men
would rape. Rape is held to be
natural behavior, and not to rape
must be learned. But in truth rape
is not universal to the human
species. Moreover, studies of rape
in our culture reveal that, far from
being impulsive behavior, most
rape is planned. Professor Amir's
study reveals that in cases of group
rape (the "gangbang" of
masculine slang) 90 percent of the

rapes were planned ; in pair rapes,

83 percent of the rapes were
planned, and in single rapes, 58

percent were planned. These
figures should significantly
discredit the image of the rapist as
a man who is suddenly overcome
by sexual needs society does not
allow him to fulfill.

Far from the social control of

rape being learned, comparisons
with other cultures lead one to

suspect that, in our society, it is

rape itself that is learned. (The
fact that rape is against the law
should not be considered proof that

rape is not in fact encouraged as
part of our culture.)

This culture's concept of rape as
an illegal, but still understandable,
fo.m of behavior is not a universal
one. In her study Sex and Tem-
perament, Margaret Mead
describes a society that does not
share our views. The Arapsh do not

"...have any conception of the

male nature that might make rape
understandable to them." Indeed
our interpretation of rape is a

product of our conception of the

nature of male sexuality. A
common retort to the question,

why don't women rape men, is the
myth that men have greater sexual
needs, that their sexuality is more
urgent than women's. And it is the

nature of human beings to want to

live up to what is expected of them.

And this same culture which
expects aggression from the male

expects passivity from the female.

Conveniently, the companion myth
about the nature of female
sexuality is that all women
secretly want to be raped. Lurking
beneath her modest female ex-

terior is a subconsious desire to be

ravished. The following descrip-

tion os a stag movie, written by
Brenda Starr in Los Angeses'

underground paper, Everywoman.
typifies this male fantasy. The
movie "showed a woman in her

underclothes reading on her bed.

She is interrupted by a rapist with

a knife. He immediately wins her

over with his charm and they get

busy sucking and fucking." An
advertisement in the Berkeley
Barb reads, "Now as all women
know from their daydreams, rape
has a lot of advantages. Best of all

it's so simple. No preparation

necessary, no planning ahead of

time, no wondering if you should or

shouldn't; just whang! bang!"
Thanks to Masters and Johnson
even the scientific canon
recognizes that for the female,
"whang! bang!" can scarcely be
described as pleasurable.

Still, the male psyche persists in

believing that, protestations and
struggles to the contrary, deep
inside her mysterious feminine
soul, the female victim has wished
for her own fate. A young woman
who was raped by the husband of a

friend said that days after the

incident the man returned to her
home, pounded on the door and
screamed to her, "Jane, Jane. You
loved it. You know you loved it."

The theory that women like

being raped extends itself by
deduction into the proposition that

most or much of rape of rape is

provoked by the victim. But this

too is only myth. Though
provocation, considered a

mitigating factor in a court of law,

may consist on only "a gesture",

according to the Federal Com-
mission on Crimes of Violence,

only 4 percent of reported rapes
involved any precipitative
behavior by the woman.
The notion that rape is enjoyed

by the victim is also convenient for

the man who, though he would not

commit forcible rape, enjoys the

idea of its existence, as if rape
confirms that enormous sexual
potency which he secretly knows to
be his own. It is for the pleasure of

the armchair rapist that detailed

accounts of violent rapes exist in

the media. Indeed, many men

appear to take sexual pleasure

from nearly all forms of violence.

Whatever the motivation, male

sexuality and violence in our

culture seem to be inseparable.

James Bond alternately whips out

his revolver and his cock, and

though there is no known con-

nection between the skills of gun-

fighting and love-making, pacifism

seems suspiciously effeminate.

In a recent fictional treatment of

the Manson case, Frank Conroy

writes of his vicarious titillation

when describing the murders to his

wife:

"Every single person there was
killed." She didn't move.

"It sounds like there was tor-

ture," I said. As the words left my
mouth I knew there was no need to

say them to frighten her into

believing that she needed me for

protection."

The pleasure he feels as his

wife's protector is inextricably

mixed with pleasure in the violence

itself. Conroy writes, "I was ex-

cited by the killings, as one is

excited by catastrophe on a grand

scale, as one is alert to pre-echoes

of unknown changes, hints of

unrevealed secrets, rumblings of

chaos..."

The attraction of the male in our

culture to violence and death is a

tradition Manson and his admirers

are carrying on with tireless

avidity (even presuming Manson's

innocence, he dreams of the

purification of fire and destruc-

tion). It was Malraux in his Anti-

Memoirs who said that, for the

male, facing death was the

illuminating experience analogous

to childbirth for the female. Cer-

tainly our culture does glorify war
and should the agonies of the gun-

fighter in veils of mystery.
Ana lft the spectrum of male

behavior rape, the perfect com-
bination of sex and violence, is the

penultimate act. Erotic pleasure

cannot be separated from culture,

and in our culture, male eroticism

is wedded to power. Not only
should a man be taller and
stronger than a female in the
perfect love-match, but he must
also demonstrate his superior
strength in gestures of dominance
which are perceived as amorous.
Though the law attempts to make a
clear division between rape and
sexual intercourse, in fact the
courts find it difficult to distinguish

between a case where the decision
to copulate was mutual and one

where a man forced himself upon
his partner.

The scenario is even further

complicated by the expectation

that, not only does a woman mean
"yes" when she says "no," but that

a really decent woman ought to

begin by saying "no," and then be
led down the primrose path to

acquiescence. Ovid, the author of

Western Civilization's most
celebrated sex-manual, makes this

expectation perfectly clear:

...and when I beg you to say
"yes," say "no." Then let

me lie outside your bolted

door... So Love grows
strong...

That the basic elements of rape
are involved in all heterosexual
relationships may explain why
men often identify with the of-

fender in this crime. But to regard

the rapist as the victim, a man
driven by his inherent sexual needs

to take what will not be given him,

reveals a basic ignorance of ex-

exual politics. For in our culture

heterosexual love finds an erotic

expression through male
dominance and female submission.

A man who derives pleasure from
raping a woman clearly must
enjoy force and dominance as

much or more than the simple

pleasures of the flesh. Coitus

cannot be experienced in isolation.

The weather, the state of the

nation, the level of sugar in the

blood -all will affect a man's
ability to achieve orgasm. If a man
can achieve sexual pleasure after

terrorizing and humiliating the

object of his passion, and in fact

while inflicting pain upon her, one
must assume he derives pleasure

directly from terrorizing,

humilitating and harming a

woman. According to Amir's study

of forcible rape, on a statistical

average the man who has been
convicted of rape was found to

have a normal sexual personality,

tending to be different from the

normal, well adjusted male only in

having a greater tendency to ex-

press violence and rage.

And if the professional rapist is

to be separated from the average
dominant heterosexual, it may be
mainly a quantitative difference.

For the existence of rape as an
index to masculinity is not entirely

metaphorical.

To be continued
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Draft Counselor's Corner

The SS Is Quite Dangerous
By RICHARD C. GEFFIN

An automobile is a dangerous weapon. If you don't
know how to use it correctly it could kill" you and
others. You have to be taught how to use a car in order
to be allowed to drive one.

A rifle is a dangerous weapon. That too if misused,
could result in serious injuries and/or death to people.
You learn how to shoot a rifle before you take it out to

use it.

The Selective Service System is also a dangerous
weapon. If you submit to it and allow yourself to be
drafted; then the Army could cause some serious
problems and mess up your head (I'm going to ignore
all the shit that our Army does to it's "enemy"). It

could also kill you. If you resist you could go to jail. If

you want a deferment you have to work for it, it won't
just fall into your lap. The draft has a profound affect

upon your life; but nobody wants to bother to find out
anything about it.

I'm confused as to why people aren't interested in

how to use the Selective Service System. You wouldn't

gamble with your money if you didn't know the rules

of the game. But you register for the draft and are
willing to gamble with your LIFE, not knowing
anything about how the game works.

Is it apathy? You can bet your ass nixon isn't

apathetic. They want an army. So, they give a damn.
If you're into non cooperation, I have to warn you that

Canada and jail are two very bad scenes these days
for draft resistors. If you change your mind and want
to seek a deferment. Act now. The longer you wait the

harder it gets.

We as draft counselors don't get any personal gains

from what we do. We have one poorly paid co-

ordinator; the rest of us are volunteers. We get

nothing. We know what to do for our own hassels. We
want to pass the information on to you; we want to

help. There are 10,000 of you; there are 10 of us. We
can't seek you out. You have to come to us. We're in

923 of the Campus Center. Peace.

UMass Boston Sets

Play Premiere
The Theatre Arts Department of the University of Mass. at Boston is

proud to announce the American premiere of the Spanish tragicomedy
DEVINE WORDS by Ramon del Valle-Inclan in a translation by Louis E.
Roberts and Maria-Luisa Vazquez de Roberts. Performances will be at

the University, 100 Arlington Street, Boston, on December 9, 10, 11, 15, 16,

17, and 18 at 8:00 p.m. There will be a matinee on Sunday, December 12,

at 3:00 p.m.

The production is directed by Louis E. Roberts, Co-Chairman of the

Theatre Arts Department, and is designed by Mordecai Gorelik*, Visiting

Professor of Theatre Arts and internationally renowned theatrical

designer. During the year he spent working on the translation, Dr.
Roberts visited Spain, where he met with Valle-Inclan's son, Don Carlos,
and researched the author, the play, and the locale extensively.

The play, written in this century, deals with the grotesque life of

peasants in a village in northwestern Spain, and is termed a "barbarous
comedy" in Spanish.

"Housing And Its Effect"

Subject Of Lecture Today

Program Council Presents

Jonathan Edwards

The College Chapter of the

American Home Economics
Association in the School of Home
Economics is sponsoring a lecture-

slide program entitled, Housing
and Its Effect on People today at

7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center,

rooms 163-171. Professor Hans
Harms from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology will discuss

the relationship of housing to

people and ways to personalize

living. He will also present
alternatives to housing in the

United States and Europe.
Professor Harms was born in

Germany and attended the

Technological University in

Darmstadt, Germany. Future
professional study in the field of

architecture and community
planning were pursued in France

,

Germany, Peru and the United

States. Presently Professor Harms
is Director of the Community
Projects Laboratory at M.I.T., a
project which enables the students

at MIT. to gain practical ex-

perience. In addition, he conducts

a sem'nar in community in-

volvement related to housing and
its effect on people.

The lecture-slide presentation is

open to all students in the

University Community.

with

Bill Workman

In Concert

Tuesday, Dec. 7

7:30 and 10:00

Tickets available at

RSO Office

$1.25

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

1963 Chevy Impala V8, 283, automatic, 4

good tire*. 2 new snows, good condition.

1250. (all 549-0948 anytime.
U12-10

•8 VW Bug ok. bloc, radio, (unroof . ex.
condition, aah 1 11*0. Call 548-7082 or 584-

0O«3.

•AM

'70 VW sunroof, radio A heater, esc.

running cond.. asking 1 1295. Call 548-6142

t/12-18

05 Volkswagen Bug, good condition,

new engine, generator, brakes, I5O0 Call

Tom between 4 and I at 253-5345

HIM

l»7l Toyota Mark II. Mr.. 1999 cc eng..

II* h.p.. 4 speed, std.. AM/FM radio. 5

good tires A 2 new snows. 13000 ml. Call

evenings 549-9924.

t/12-7

I9«5 Corvalr Monia. 4 speed. AM -KM
radio, good condition, no rot. good tires,

new exhaust and clutch. 1159. 2S3-5344

til 2-7

« Firebird, perfect condition. 37,090

miles, vinyl roof, automatic. 350. V8. good

tires. |M or offer. Call Don. 253-2779.

If 12-8

79 cyclone G.T .. auto, trans., p. steering.

P. brakes. 351, 4bbl.. snow Urn. incl exc.

condition, low ml. Call 8-7132.

H12-7

84 Ford Econollne. good engine. 74.900

ml. Best offer. Lenny 548-5388.

HI2-7

1979 VW, excellent condition, sunroof,

AM FM. new tires 11750. or 1700 and take

over payments of 180 a month 389-4417.

12-7

88 Javelin SST. 4 speed, exclnt mech
cond.. 4 new poly belted tires, needs paint

Job Asking 1950. Call Brian 114-545-2412.

545-2413. U12., 2

1985 Bulck LeSabre Mr. hi. al cond..

1450. Contact Warren 8-7880.

MM
FOR SALE

Goya Etec. Guitar w/case. 4 piCK-ups

exc. condition. Supro amplifier. Rev/-

Trem 3 Input. Beat offer. Call 548-8743.

MM
Discount stereo components and tvs. 20-

40% off list price. Factory sealed and

warranty. Jim Jensen 588-1385.

U12-10

I pair 775x14 snow, 125. Coll John 548-

8821.
12-7

Snow tire* 185-14 Semperil Badials, I pr.

mounted on MGB disc wheels. ISO. Call

549-0087.
tf 12-17

BSR Mini changer 149. Realistic amp.

185. Call 548-8477. Ken Will negoUate.
TIM

Kowa Setri SLR Camera 135. 85. 35 mm
lens, original caaes. books It boxes. New

1378, asking 1200. or best offer. Call John

548-7487.
til 2 10

Kastle CPMTI Slalom Skis 205 cm. Just

back from factory with bindings 1 100. Call

Dave 8-9077. 1185 new.
IftM

Graduating 8r. selling 8CM typewriter

,

4 yrs old. paid 199 new. asking 125 Cell

Jim after sup 258-8491.

If 1 2-7

Roberts x389 tape deck, I yr old. 20-20000

flat SND on/W, SND auto, rev., 3 motors, 4

heads, remote cont. Cost 1839. sell 1295.

253-9587.

tfiz-ie

Gibson 335, early 80's. perfect cond..

1300. Also Fender super-reverb amp 1200.

Call Steve 548-8748. MM
New double burner hot plate. 1 15J9. Call

549-8974.

tf!2-8

New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo
253-3148.

tfaem

X-Mas Tlme-Huede makes Ideal gifts. I

have suede, pant* jacketa, skirts, mldl's

and skins. Wholesale prices. Jon. US
( hadbourne. 5-2840.

MM
t.uitar* Martin. Yamaha. Aria. Har-

mony also Dulcimers and Autoharps. Find

out what you want, then see me for better

price. John 8-5401.

MM
Kowa Setrx SLR Camera 135, 85. 35 mm

lens, original cases, books, and boxea. New
1370. asking 1200 or best offer. Call John
548-7487.

MM
Sleeping bag 1 10. Baritone Ukelele US.

(all mornings 253-5920.

If 12-7

PERSONAL

To Peggy in 294 - Thank you - I ap-

preciated everything • more than you II

ever know.
12-7

Happy Birthday to Pattl from the Moon
Platoon. May you see many more
"Moons" in your remaining days.

12-7

Congratulations to the Plphl BB team.

Practice pays off. The Coach.
12-7

Roxanne-now that you're pinned. I ptne-

in Bernles. Happiness Ilea my misery ulth

your love lost to me-alone and loot will I

be-Francols.
12-7

Steve-"lt's the singer, not the song.
12-)

Happy 22nd to the Madshacker. Love.

•85 Chevy Van. automatic trans, heater.

good condition asking I49S. Call 5X4-5838

after 8 p.m.
tf 12-10

Jo.
12-7

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted F. to share rent with

2 other girls, own room, ranch bouae In

lladley. Call anytime S80-281S.

1112-17

Female desires room In apartment, very

close to Campus. Urgent. Call 253-4)431.

U12-I3

Responsible female roommate, own

bedroom. 135/mo. A utIIKIes. Soon until

May or longer (all 584-8708.

tm-m

Kemale roommate to share Townhouse
apt.. 176/mo. - own room. Call 258-8467

avail. Dec. I.

If 12-7

I need a place for second semester. Own
room preferred, male, over 21, 549-6570.

MM
Roommate wanted: available for

second semester. Apt. two miles from
campus. Call 258-8920 after 6 p.m. David.

MM
We don't dlscrimate 2F or 2M wanted for

Ig. bedroom w/bath In 3 bedroom Puffton

Apt. rent 55/mo. 549-6057

MM
SERVICES

~
Typing done with Olympla Elec.

Typewriter. Paper aupplled without
charge. SO* per page. Call 549-1909

Presidential Apartment.
tflZ-7

Paaaports A grad school plctures-24, hr

service Lang's Photo 2S3-3I48.

tfsem

Amherst Audio services. Stereo

ponenta. tape decks for borne or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 258-8133

t/5-12

(.rand opening, Mike's speed equip-

ment, starts Wednesday. One case of

Valvollne Oil, one Grant Steering Wheel
Kit to be given away. Rt. 9. lladley. 586-

3950.

Ifl 2-7

Taking orders for handmade leather

hags and things. Order now, get before

Christmas. Reasonable prices. 549-8331.

MM

MOVIE

FOR RENT

One bedroom apt. in Puffton Milage

dishwasher, disposal, avail. Jan. I. Take
over lease. Please come to 270 PuffIon and
ask for Rill or Bob. MM

I bedroom apt. Puffton VII. Available

now. Take over lease. Call 258-8852. I ISC

rent.

MM
Avail, now. 2 bedrm townhse apt., ww

rpt.. air cond. utilities, included, take over
lease. Ml. Toby Apis.. Call 253-3281 after

5:00.

MM
Available Immediately, own room In 3

bedroom apt. In Puffton, 175/mo Call 549-

0880. keep trying pleaae.

MM
6 bedrm*., 2 baths, kitchen A rec. room

in Holyoke, 14 miles from U. of M. All mil

ex. phone. Much Furn. 1309 per month,
(all 323-7893.

If 1 2-8

HELPWANTED
People needed to attend and transcribe

lectures for SES. Typing skills essential,

shorthand helpful. Applications at Rm. 318

8.1). MM

Need help with 4-yr-oM. light hsewk.

from Dec. 13 A 2 nd semester. Own tran-

sport, or live-in, nr. Amh. Cntr., ph. 253-

5874.

UI2-9

"Z"-ONE OF 1969-s HEAVIEST FILMS
IN COLOR. SAT. DEC. II, MAHAR
All) 8:39-8:45-11:00.

tf 12-10

"Wholeearth Image Language" multl-
projection film slide environments by
Barry Schonhaut. Wed.. Dec. 8 al 8 A 9: 39
p.m. Thompson 108 50*.

MM
WANTED

Flute - Clarinet - Sax
Andy Hacks 855-8079

Jan - Classical

IM2-8

Band wanted to play the night of Dec. 18

for Beta Chi Christmas Party. Call Joe

549-0130 after 6 p.m. and give price.

1/12-8

Rides wanted to Dartmouth and
Baltimore on Dec. 19 or 17. WW share

expenaea. Call 8-1474 or 8-9904

tfl2-8

Ride to Wisconsin X'mas vacation. Call

Singh 84939. MM
Folk Guitar: Inexpenalve for learning

purposes. Call 6-9200

MM
Traveling companion thru Europe for

about 6 weeks In June. Female preferred.

Call 253-0485 tf Interested.

UI2-I9

APT. WANTED
Puffton sublet wanted. I -bedroom for

second semester. 549-8570.

MM
APT. FOR RENT

2 bdrm apt In Belchertown. air cond..

ww carpeta. avail. Jan., 1200 a month Inc.

utilities. Call 323-4459 after 6.

U12-I9

MT. Sl'GARLOAF APTS. Avail. Jan I.

Ig. 2 bdrm mil Included, alr-cond.. pool

I IH5. Call Sklbiski Realtors 253-7222. eve.

253-2626.

UI2-22

GARAGE FOR RENT
Garage for rent, store your classic,

sports, or race car for the winter. Call Jeff

al 25:1-7700 leave name A number.
tf 12-7

LAW SCHOOL

"Law School-Will I Make It? Can I

Make It?" A new book by a recent law

graduate for prospective law students

Examines how to prepare for law school

:

books to read: formulas based on ad-

m lesion studies to predict 1st year

average. For copy send 12.95 to Kroos

Press. Box 3799A. Milwaukee. Wis 53217

atlM

"Law School-Will I Like It? Can I Make
It?" New book by law grad Kor
prospectlve law students Send 12.95.

Kroos Press, box 3799A Milwaukee. Wis.

53217. MM
XMASSPECIAL

For that special gift - No. S Chanel

Perfume I oi . Bottle-special stock Call

540-6743.

MM

TRAVEL
Ski the Alps-Jan 14-24 Chamonlx,

France-air fare, hotels, discount lifts and
lessons, last night In Paris. Contact Peggy
253-9687.

tfl2-23

Nassau-1149. from Boston A N.Y.. hotel

flight, transfers. 12/20-27. 12/23-29. 12/27-

1/3 Ski Australia 1325. 15 days, night,
hotel, meals, transfers, Insbruk, deluxe
package. I.ondon-I IN7. flight* In January.
Call-Student Flights 584-1059.

Ifl 2-15
i

Crimson Travel offers low coat spring
vacation (rips to Bermuda and Nassau.
For more Info, call Rich Margll, 412
Dwight 545-0791.

UI2-10

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Play music In a band? Interested In

»kllng? Combine the two in the greatest

business opportunity yet! Needs solld

musicians for winter. Dave 549-8079

UI2I9

LOST

Missing a pink wallet. Cards are
desperately needed. If found please leave
at Campus Center Lost-Found or notlfv

Claudia Held 5-2842.

MM
Anyone rinding red wallet belonging to

Marilyn Kennedy mail to 28 Main St..

Amherst. Ill's very important.

If 12-8

JOBS

International Jobs -Europe. S. America,
Asia. Aust.. ISA Openings in all Held.

.Hoc. Scl, Bus. Sci, Engineers. Ed. etc.

Alaska Construction A Pipe Work. Ear-
nings to 1500 weekly. Summer or per-

manent.
Paid expenses. Bo nuses, travel.

I'ompleie current Info- only 13. Money
hack guar. Write now! International Emp.
Box 72I-M5I6. Peabady Mass. 91999.

HI190

ENTERTAINMENT
Make your Christmas party a success

and call Man at 5484215. All area bands
represented

.

MM

TYPING

Typing theses, dissertations, etc. East,
accurate, experienced Have Math and
(hem symbols fall 253-3601

a If 12 2 1

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING
Register yntir book in S.I'. Rm. 318.

Every student with your course next
semester will need your books sa\r I

money, sell direct
tf-sem

I54WC ^m "1
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AHEA
Professor Hans Harms, an ar-

chitect at MIT, will present a

lecture-slide program entitled,

"Housing and its Effects on
People", Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in

rooms 163-171 CC.
ASTRONOMY CLUB
Planetarium show at the

Amherst Planetarium, 8 p.m.
tonight. Anyone in need of a ride,

please meet in the lobby of

Hasbrouck, 7 p.m. Show will be
proceeded by astronomy club

elections. Public welcome.
BLACK CORRIDOR
Any conscientious brothers who

wish to move on the Black Corridor

in Grayson House (Orchard Hill)

next semester, or want to know
more about it: please contact John
Davis, Rm. 508, 6-6985 or Sidney

Davis, Rm. 507 6-6984 as soon as

possible.

BLUES CLUB
Meeting tonight in CC 802 at 6:30.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in

CC 168.

COURSE EVALUATIONS
Forms will be handed out in

Psychology 260, at the regular

lecture time and place, SBA 116,

12:20, on Dec. 8, 1971.

FENCING CLUB
The Fencing Club will hold an

UJMUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM
7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS - a 30

minute newscast with in-

ternational, national, regional

and local news plus sports and
wcsthcr

7:30 p.m. THE BEST OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES - the

oldtime radio series (30

minutes)

8:00 p.m. LIVE MUSIC
FESTIVAL - live locally recorded

music featuring many groups from

the Amherst and western

Massachusetts area.

9:00 p.m. FIRESIGN THEATRE -

an hour of insanity.

10:00 p.m. FOCUS - Tonights
program features a discussion

on the plight of Jews in the

Soviet Union. Moderator Ken
Mosakowski's guest for the live,

60 minute forum will be Dov
Gordon. Reid Fishman, Jeffrey

Green, Helena Tempkin, and
Rabbi Martin Kowal, all

members of the Five-College

Student Struggle for Soviet

Jewry. The discussion will

provide details of the all night

vigil to be held by the

organization Thursday on the

Amherst common.
11:00 p.m. LATE NIGHT NEWS -

another 30 minute report.

11:30 p.m. THE WES CANNELL
SHOW rock and other good
music, (until 3)

HWS »» Urn* Mjg -

IMan in the
|Wilderness GP i

Maid in

Sweden

French
Connection

[Gone With
The Wind »

200 Motels

ACRIS FRFF PARKING

HO< KIR IOUNGFRS

MARGE rOUK UfKE I.

Notices
important meeting tonight in Rm. 8

WoPE, 7-9 p.m. All members must
attend.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meet EARLY at 6 p.m. in CC 805-

809.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
The regular square dance will be

held tonight from 7:30-10:30 in

CCA.
HILLEL
Computer dance refunds tonight,

7-9 p.m. in Hillel office.

Israeli dancing tonight 7-9 in

Hillel rooms.
Correction: Hanukah candles

and menorahs are on sale in the

Hillel office.

HOLY DAY OF OBLIGATION
Feast of Immaculate Conception:

Masses tonight at 5 p.m. Tomorrow
at 8, 9: 15, 12:15, 5 and 7 p.m. Living

Rosary after 7 p.m. mass.
LIBERATION-WOMEN
There will be a meeting tonight

at 7:30 p.m. in CC 177. A discussion

of the Women's studies program
will be continued.

RECREATION AND PARK

STUDENTS
What topics would you like to see

discussed at the May, 1972 NE
District Park and Recreation
Conference at JUG End, S.

Egremont, Mass? Conference
theme: "Awareness is the An-
swer". Call Ken at 546-5446 any
time.

RECYCLING
There will be a 'revitalization'

meeting of the i\icycling com-
mittee tonight at 7:30 in the RSO
office (1st floor CC). All interested

and concerned people invited.

The recycling committee needs
people in dorms to care for the

stuff. We're trying to get dumpers
so everyone will have one handy.

Those people who haven't been in

contact, call Elaine Massery 549-

6861, or come to the office tonight

at 6:30.

SOC 256

Rich Perkins' sections will have
an in-class exam on Dec. 17 and 21.

Those who find one date in-

convenient can attend the other

sections. They meet as follows:

Fri. 9:05, 11:15. and Tues. 10:10.

UMass Roundup
Theodore W. Leed, professor of

food marketing in the UMass
department of agricultural and
food economics, will take part in

two food distribution seminars in

Japan this month.
His trip, Dec. 5 through 18, is

sponsored by the U.S. Feed Grains
Council and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. He will discuss

handling and merchandising of

frozen foods with businessmen,
government officials and
university faculty in Osaka and
Tokyo. He will also interview

Japanese businessmen concerning

problems and opportunities in

frozen food distribution in Japan.

Early childhood learning
materials will be on display Dec. 11

at UMass.
The exhibit, in Skinner Hall,

from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. will also

feature continuous showings of

educational films for early

childhood education. Sponsor for

the no-sales exhibit is the human
development division of the School

of Home Economics. During the

exhibit, the Western
Massachusetts Association for the

Education of Young Children will

meet from 1 to 2 p.m. in Skinner

Auditorium.

Two newly published books-one
on China and one on Korea -were

written by recipients of doctorates

from the UMass political science

department.
"The Politics of Military

Revolution in Korea" is the work of

Se Jin Kim, who earned his Ph.D.
in government in 1966. Dr. Kim
analyzes political and social

ramifications of the present
Korean military establishment's

rise to power. Publisher is the

University of North Carolina
Press.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

I believe the Virgo woman gets things

done And she usually looks good even while

doing tasks that are menial and generally

tiring. The Leo man accomplishes, but does

so in a dramatic manner and with a flair

than can be expensive. But both the Virgo

woman and the Leo man are nice to have

around the house if you can keep them at

home.
• *•

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Some around

you may express unusual moods, opinions.

Key is to be receptive without being unduly

influenced. Give added attention to young

person. Don't repress your own creative

desires.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Find
alternatives. Usual methods may be

blocked, tied up with red tape. Familiar

ways now may not suffice. Know this and

proceed in manner which stresses the

unique Bypass one who is reactionary.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Study Taurus

message. Promises are sincere, but some
relatives, neighbors are incapable of

fulfilling them. Avoid tendency to believe

whisperings of sweet nothing Highlight

practicality

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Fine for

adding to special collections Make
inquiries, requests in writing. Definite gain

shown via written word. Read, study and

write Apply experiences gained in recent

past. Be analytical.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Cycle continues

high, judgment improves. You make ex

citing contacts There is additional hope, an

abundance of optimism Get going, take

initiative. Accentuate the positive. Ignore

gloomy Gus.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Romantic

interlude is on agenda. You receive

meaningful compliment Fine for attending

theater, participating in event designed to

aid charitable project Give now and you

also receive.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): Emotions run

deep. Not wise to play games. State case as

it exists. Forget gimmicks, flourishes.

Truth indeed will make you free and

strong. Capricorn person could play

prominent role.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Finish

project. Think big; forget the petty. Some
who constantly complain should be told to

go elsewhere. May seem mean, but is

definitely necessary. You have life of your

own to live.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21). You
are on brink of new adventure. Welcome
change and challenge. Member of opposite

sex is involved. Personal magnetism soars

You attract persons and opportunities. Be

ready for excitement. ,

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Money,
special collections, payments are featured.

Mate, business partner has unusual need.

Fulfill it, but don't go into debt. Interest in

occult or hidden matters is accented. Dig

deep
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb 18) Lie low

There is no need to rush, push or cajole.

Mate, partner should take initiative. Ex
periment. Devote time to doing what you

enjoy Creative hobby now could reap

profits.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Be practical

about work, health, potential. Leave
speculation, theatrics to others. By
checking details, you make valuable

discovery. Others now tend to overlook

essentials Don't compound error.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

tend to be introspective, spiritual. You are

studious, but have flair for adventure. You
gain through travel and study abroad

Project initiated this year is due to flourish.

Know this and start acting like you know it

Exude confidence

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Obscure
4 Strip of leather

9 Vessel
12 Macaw
13 Talk idly

14 Girl's name
15 Mixture
17 Intractable

person
19 Condensed

moisture

20 Proofreader's

mark
21 Man's name
23 Distant

24 Toll

27 Organ of

hearing

28 Strike

29 Brief

30 Hebrew month

31 Uncouth person

32 Pigeon pea

33 Preposition

34 Having
branches

36 Spread for

drying

37 Sum up

38 Walk

39 Solemn promise

40 Imitates

41 Dart

43 High mountain

44 Madman
46 Gratify

49 Number
50 Small boat

52 Meadow
53 Ventilate

54 Foreign

55 Permit

DOWN

1 Obstruct

2 Anger

More insane

Spurt forth

5 Attempt
6 Sun god
7 Essence
8 Fruit

9 Idle talk

10 Room in harem
11 Sailor (colloq.)

16 Conducted
18 Repulse
20 Household pet

21 Is afraid of

22 Clerical collar

23 Wooden pin

25 Stage whisper
26 Grants use of

28 Man's
nickname

29 Youngster
31 Island in

Mediterranean
32 Condensed

moisture

35 More
despicable

36 Haul

37 Dismay

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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39 Pertaining to 45 Southern
blackbird

46 American
essayist

47 Observe

the voice

40 Beverage
42 Ancient Jewish

term of

reproach
43 Danish measure *° D,ne

44 Extinct 51 Symbo1 for

flightless bird nickel

IT

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc

L00KIN6 FOR A PAWNER?CHECK
THIS DOUBLE AXEL, SWEETIE...

Nebraska -Alabama ... 1 -2
By Associated Press

Nebraska and Alabama finished

1-2 Monday in The Associated

Press' final regular season college

football poll, setting up their duel

for the national championship in

the Orange Bowl on New Year's

night.

Nebraska defending national

champs received 48 firstplace

votes and 1 ,086-14 short of a perfect

score-from a nationwide panel of 55

sports writers and broadcasters.

The Cornhuskers closed out a 12-0

regular season Saturday night by

trouncing Hawaii 45-3.

Runner-up Alabama got four No.

1 votes-the other three went to
fourth-ranked Michigan-and 954

points. The Crimson Tide finished

11-0.

Third-ranked Oklahoma bounced

back from its Thanksgiving Day
loss to Nebraska and crushed

Oklahoma State 58-14 for a 10-1

record and 880 points. Michigan,

11-0, held onto fourth with 797

points.

Penn State, fifth a week ago, saw
its drams of a perfect season and a
possible championship disappear
in Saturday's 31-11 loss to Ten-
nessee. That dropped the 10-1

Nittany Lions to 10th place while 9-

1 Auburn moved up from sixth to

fifth.

Georgia, 10-1, climbed from
seventh to sixth, 9-2 Colorado from
eighth to seventh and 10-1 Arizona
State from ninth to eighth.

Tennessee, 9-2 and bound for the
Liberty Bowl, jumped from 12th to

ninth, with Penn State rounding out
the Top Ten. The Vols' impressive
triumph over Penn State bounced
Louisiana State, 8-3, from 10th to

11th. heading the Second Ten.
Trailing the Tigers were Texas,

Notre Dame, Toledo, Houston,
Stanford, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Northwestern and Washington. A
week ago, the Second Ten con-
sisted of Texas, Tennessee, Toledo,
Notre Dane, Houston, Arkansas
and Stanford tied for 16th,

Mississippi and North Carolina
deadlocked for 18th and

Washington No. 20.

The final poll to decide the

national championship will be
takenfollowingthe bowl games.
The Top Twenty teams, with

first-place votes in parentheses
and total points. Points tabulated

on basis of 20- 18- 16- 14- 12- 10- 9- 8

etc.

1. Nebraska (48) 1,086

2. Alabama (4) 954

3. Oklahoma 880

4. Michigan (3) 797

5. Auburn 581

6. Georgia 480

7. Colorado 432

8. Arizona State 394

9. Tennessee 385

10. Penn State 334

11. Louisiana State 307

12. Texas 262

13. Notre Dame 142

14. Toledo 129

15. Houston 81

16. Stanford 40

17. Mississippi 34

18. Arkansas 28

19. Northwestern 16

20. Washington 15

Ellison, Rams Prep For Allen
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Willie

Eillison ran his way into the

National Football League record

book, aided by his own confidence

and that shown in him by his coach
and teammates.
Next, he goes against the team

coached by a man who didn't show
much confidence in him.

For the Rams face Washington
next Monday night, Dec. 13, with

the Redskins led by George Allen

who held the reins at Los Angeles

the past five years.

After rushing for 247 yards in the

45-28 victory over New Orleans on
Sunday, beating the previous pro

individual game mark set by
Cookie Gilchrist of Buffalo in 1963

by four yards, Ellison was asked if

he thought Allen would key defense

on him.

"It's kind of hard to predict what
he'll do," came the answer. "I

looks like the best back on the field

in films."

Quarterback Roman Gabriel
added, "There can't be many
running backs better than Willie.

He's strong, quick and fast.

"The reason he has improved
this year is because he's catching

the ball and blocking better and
concentrating. And, of course, he's

playing."

played for the man four years and I

was never able to figure out what
he'd do."

Although he started in 1968 when
Les Josephson was out for the

season, Ellison didn't start the past

two seasons.

"I've been told about the

mistakes Ellison made," new
coach Tommy Prothro said. "I

keep looking at the movies of this

season and I don't see them. He

NicklausTopMoneyWinner
ORLANDO Fla. (AP)-Jack Nicklaus won the $30,000 first prize in the

weather-delayed Walt Disney World Open Monday and captured pro

golf's money-winning title, sweeping past weary Lee Trevino for the

coveted crown. Nicklaus shot a final 68 for 273 and a three-stroke victory.

Nicklaus, who trailed Trevino in earnings most of the year, finished his

season with a record $244,490.50.

Trevino, who established himself as the game's new folk hero with his

sweep of the American, British and Canadian titles this summer, was
well back in the field here and finished with a total of $231,201.97.

Swimmers Bow To
Amherst In Openers

By I W IS AHMADJIAN
The UMass swim team opened its season last Friday on the losing end

of a 77-35 verdict to a much stronger and experienced Amherst swim
team.
Throughout the meet, though, there were individual high points for

UMass that stood out. Paul Joy took a first in the diving competition

giving on an excellent performance considering he had not been able to

practice due to work.
Freshman Tom Smith desplayed tremendous individual effort in the

200 yard butterfly placing second.

The 400 Medley Relay consisting of George Kwiecien, Herb Schuster,

Tom Smith, and Spencer Sullivan was just edged out by Amherst.
Distance swimmer Jack Tyler also did a good job taking second in both

the 500 yard and 1,000 yard freestyles.

Coach McCafferty was very pleased with the team's performance.
Captain Herb Schuster thought "The team performed very well and
much can be expected from their performance in upcoming meets."
When questioned about team enthusiasm distance swimmer Bruce

Taylor replied "It's good, everyone is interested in swimming. However,
we're in the wrong league-outclassed, competing with other teams that

are much better. It's not a whole team competition but rather one of in-

dividual effort; we're out to beat our own times." This seems to be the

case throughout the team.
The team is now getting ready for their big meet against Holy Cross on

December 14th. Last year they won a decisive victory and are confidently

anticipating the competition. Before this meet though, there is one with

Wesleyan University on Wednesday December 8th at 4 :00 PM.

VB Opens Strong
By FRANK MURPHY

The newly formed UMass
volleyball club made a very strong

showing last Saturday in their first

collegiate competition against
Springfield College, the number
one team in the East. Although
eventually dropping a 3-1 decision

before an estimated crowd of over
five hundred, the largest crowd
ever to have gathered at the

Springfield Field House to watch a

volleyball game, it was op-
timistically deemed a
psychological victory by Grecian
player-coach Yorgos Courmouzis,
in view of the fact that the team
has had few practices to date.

Indeed, two of the matches taken
by Springfield were very close and
could have gone either way. The

long volleys and the consistent

exchange of spikes often brought
the partisan crowd to its feet.

Coach Hay of Springfield College
had a lot of praise for the young
and inexperienced UMass club,

placing it in his estimation among
the top teams in the Eastern
volleyball circus. The team, which
is using four spikers and two
setters in the lineup, started the

game with Yorgos Courmouzis,
Mike Madden, Tom Fearing, John
Wilson, Bruce Sibson and Ritch
Lussararian. Paul Slack and Dana
White also saw a lot of action.

The club is still looking for

recruits with past experience in

volleyball, as the season is still

very young. For those interested,

please call Yorgos at 6-5445.

Endicott And Coffin Give UMass

The Southpaw Side Of Basketball

One dimension of UMass
basketball has gone unnoticed due
to the encouraging early season

potential the freshmen and varsity

teams have shown.
While the emphasis has been put

on speed, defense and accurate

shooting, the aspect of the lefty has

gone by without notice.

Bill Endicott (left) and Mike
Flanagan give the frosh an all-

southpaw backcourt, while Chris

Coffin (right) and Al Skinner make
up an all-southpaw pair of for-

ward*, for the varsity.

What all four have in common is

what the righties also have in

common and this is Wednesday
night's showdown with the Holy
Cross Crusaders.

For the freshmen this is not their

baptismal under fire in tough

competition as they went through

the ritual on Saturday night in

defeating a rugged Dartmouth
frosh.

But for the varsity, this is where
the season begins. Two also rans

gave the team the actual game
situations they needed, but now the

season takes a swing to one of the

hard parts of the schedule.

Holy Cross and UMass have had
emotional games the past couple of

seasons and this game should be no
different.

See tomorrow's MDC for the

details.

(MDC photos by Gib Fullerton)
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Grapplers Split Over Weekend
By JOHN BOCK

A few weeks ago wrestling coach
Homer Barr made a statement
that said in essence, that the

success of this years Varsity squad
in defending their New England
title would depend on the ability of

the freshman team to wrestle on
the Varsity.

Saturday's triangular at Yale
proved the worth of Coach Barr's
words as the Redman grapplers,
with the aid of four freshmen, beat
UConn 28-12, but lost to a tough
Yale team 32-12.

It was UMass vs. UConn on the
Yale mat at 1:30 and from the
outset it was a Redman victory as
veteran Dave Amato racked up a
big 14-2 decision to put the Redmen
ahead 4-0.

A tie in the form of Barry
Godowsky preceeded a loss by
Dave Reynolds who has not
reached his best wrestling weight
yet. The score stood 6-3 as the first

of the UMass freshman made his

appearance.

Russ Chateaunuf , Massachusetts
State and New England schoolboy
champ, faced the junior Co-captain
of UConn. After a scoreless first

period that saw Chateauneuf as the
aggressor, it was Chateauneuf's
turn to use the move that made him
famous, a Granby roll, and reverse
his position to go ahead 2-0. He
wasn't finished as he wrapped the

astonished UConn wrestler in a
cradle to end his match with a pin

at 3:17.

Then freshman Steve Rome
managed a draw against a UConn
veteran and thus prepared the
crowd for another freshman
performance by one of Penn-

sylvania's finey, Chris Cad-
wallader. Chris was up against the

Connecticut State Champ and after

getting taken down recovered to

dominate a match that ended 7-2 in

UMass' favor.

Chris' win put UMass ahead 20-7

and Bruce Buckbee bettered the

score by 6 points with a pin in the

third period. Freshman John
Nickerson finished the frosh

fieldday with a tie against the

senior 190 pounder from UConn.
The jubilant victory jog that

ensued down Tower St. to the Yale

dining hall was led by Coach Barr

as the UMass team took a break

while Yale went on against UConn.

In what could only be termed a

tribute to the Yale recruiting office

the Yale junior varsity made short

Host Central Conn Tonight
By JOHN BOCK

It will be Redman against Redmen as Coach
George Redman brings the Blue Devils of Central

Connecticut to open the UMass wrestling team's
home dual match season, tonight at 8:00 in the

auxiliary gym at Boyden.
As wrestling is a highly

individual sport the inevitable

question is who is coming to

wrestle and what do they look

like? Fans will remember
than Central Connecticut took

a third in the New Englands
last year and that in the dual
match the Redmen were hard
pressed to beat the Blue
Devils but managed to come
out on top 20-16.

Coach Redman has given
John Hamilton the nod at 126

pounds and he will be facing

Barry Godowsky and brings

impressive credentials of a 15-

1 dual match season with him.
Central should be strong at 118

and 134 as Dave Baker goes

against UMass NElWA second place Dave Amato
and Joe Miraguliuolo will grapple with Mike
McLaughlin.
Freshman Russ Chateauneuf will face another

Co-captain in Ron Tatar at 142 lbs. and Steve
Rome will see action against the other Blue Devil
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Co-captain Bob Wickwire at 158.

The Redmen will be wrestling another team that

highlights the freshmen but lettermen Clay Jester,

Carl Dambman, Chris Hodson and Bruce Buckbee

will provide the experience and impetus for a

UMass win.

A new tack will be in the

offing for the pre-match as

Coach Homer Barr and some
of the Varsity will put on a

wrestling clinic for the

spectators in order that they

may learn a little about the

world of wrestling that

features such expressions as

"Shoot on him,'' "single lig,"

"throw the legs on him'' and
others.

Those who come will also

see some of the team walking

around in uniform with signs

asking for a donation to help

the Redmen go to the NCAA
National Championships to be
held at the University of

Maryland at College Park this

coming March. Last year UMass was one of the few
teams in the country to qualify 7 out of 10 wrestlers
for the Nationals and those that went represented
not only UMass but New England as well.

work of the UConn varsity 40-6.

A less than happy group of
Redmen watched the match
knowing full well that Yale's best
was being saved for them.
Dave Amato led off with another

big win and this put UMass ahead
3-0. In the next bout it was
Pennsylvanian against Penn-
sylvanian as freshman Mike
McLaughlin lost to the state
runnerup in a match that saw Mike
dominate in the third period and
almost pin his opponent.
Things were not looking bright as

Chateauneuf came on for his

second match of the day. Another
scoreless first period and a 6-1

decision that added 3 more points.

It was Yale's finest hour as they

pinned the next three UMass men
in succession. Carl Dambman, who
sat out the UConn match due to an
injury, felt up to wrestling and
opened his season with a second
period pin to account for UMass'
final score of the evening.

Coach Barr, though not pleased
with the results, felt that the team
had wrestled very well on the

defense but was not aggressive
enough and was not moving off the

bottom fast enough. "Yale is tough
and we never go down there ex-

pecting an easy match. This is the

kind of competition we need and we
intend to come back." UMass was
consistent that day as the JV's beat
UConn and lost to Yale. It was
interesting to note that the per-

formers in the Yale JV match
against UMass were the same ones
that had beaten the UConn varsity

that afternoon. Outstanding
wrestlers were Dick Muri, John
Connolly, Chuck Myrglot, and
Steve Connell.

Gymnasts Rout UNH
By MICHAEL CUSACK

DURHAM, N.H.—As was ex-

pected, the UMass varsity gym-
nasts opened their 1971-72 season
with a 146.45-79.55 rout of the New
Hampshire gymnastics team last

Wednesday night. Although the

Wildcats were able to perform
some good routines, they were
simply overwhelmed by the
Redmen's superior ability and
depth.

High score of the meet went to

UMass' Dave Genest, the current
E.I.G.L. parallel bars champion,
who had an 8.9 on his routine.

Genest continues to amaze the

spectators by ending his routing

with a double back somersault
from the parallel bars,

other good scores of the meet

went to the Redmen also. John
Calabria on floor exercise, Jay
Aronstein on rings, Jay Thomsen
on longhorse, and Tony Vacca on
high bar all had scores of 8.6.

Horizontal bar proved to be
UMass' best event, as they scored
25.75 points. However, they could
manage only 21.80 points on
pommel horse, an event which they
will have to improve.
New Hampshire's first

University Division competition
was witnessed by several thousand
interested spectators. Although the
UNH fans saw their team lose, they
were glad to have the opportunity

to see the Redmen perform.
Although the UMass performance
was not of championship caliber, it

was much better than UNH was

accustomed to.

The Redmen gymnasts face their

first real test on Sat., Dec. 11 at

7:30 p.m. when the Southern
Connecticut State College team
travels to Amherst. In the past, the
( )wls have always proven to be stiff

competition; this year should be no
exception.

Thus far this year, the Redmen
have had two intra squad meets
and one intercollegiate meet, but

have been unable to score higher
than 150. The Redmen are a
potentially good team, but that

potential will have to be developed
this week if the Redmen are to be
prepared to meet So. Conn. This
year the Redmen should have a
number of close meets.

Remember The Tarheels?...They Lost
PRINCETON. V.I. <AP> An

aggressive Princeton team out-

played North Carolina all the way
to stun the second-ranked Tarheels
K9 73 in college basketball Monday
night.

The Tigers, using a tenacious
man-toman defense, forced the

taller visitors into numerous
turnovers They stretched a 36-34

halftone I. ad into a comfortable
margin midway in the last half.

The loss was North Carolina's
lirst after two easy victories.

Princeton, smarting from a 72-70

loss to Penn State Friday, raised
its record to 2-1.

The Tigris had four men in

double figures, with 6-foot-9

sophomore \ndy Rimol leading the
way with 23 points.

Rimol held North Carolina's
celebrated junior Robert McAdoo

to 20 points. McAdoo out-

rebounded Rimol, but the Prin
ceton center's presence under the

game.
The Tigers' Ted Manakas and

Brian Taylor, accounted for 21 and

resiling

Clinic
TONIGHT before the

Varsity match see Coach
Hon\er Barr demonstrate the
moves that made him famous!
He and the Varsity will teach
some of the fundamentals of

wrestling and show basic
moves and holds. Clinic begins

at 7: 15 with the Varsity match
to follow at 8:00.

board was the difference in the 16 points, respectively.

Ferguson Jenkins Leaves

The Rest Far Behind
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP> - Ferguson Jenkins, the National League's Cy

Young Award winner, led the league's pitchers in six departments in a

busy 1971 baseball season.

The official statistics released today show that the Chicago Cubs right-

hander had the most victories, 24 ; tied with Bill Stoneman of Montreal for

most starts with 39; had the most complete games, 30; and hurled the

most innings, 325.

He also gave up the most hits, 304, and home runs, 29.

New York's Tom Seaver repeated as the league's earned run average
leader and strikeout, king.

The Mets ace recorded a 1.76 ERA, finishing well ahead of runner-up

Dave Roberts of San Diego, 2.10 Seaver broke his own league record for

strikeouts in a season by a right-hander by fanning 289

Seaver, 20-10 this year, had a 2.81 ERA and 283 strikeouts the previous

season.

Wayne Granger of the Cincinnati Reds was the league's most
frequently used relief pitcher, with 70 appearances. Dave Giusti of Pitt-

sburgh had the most saved from the bullpen, 30.

Dock Ellis of the champion Pirates had the longest winning streak, with

13 straight victories between May 2 and July 17.

Woody Hayes . . .Move Over
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) - Sophomore Dan Gerhard hit three straight

long jump shots in the closing minutes Monday night, helping fifth-

ranked Ohio State to pull away to a 71-60 victory over Utah State.

Gerhard and 7-foot Luke Witte each scored 20 points for Ohio State, now
3-0. Jeff Tebbs, the smallest Utah State starter, wound up with 20 points

or the Aggies, now 1-2.

AM ONE FOR A LEFTY?-Ask Jack Iranian and if the lefty is Al
Skinner hell probably knock your eardrum out with his "yes."
Ihrnugh the first two games the 6'4 sophomore leads the Redmen in
jeering with IS.S points a game and rebounding with 13.5 a game.
And if lefties are really your bag turn to page 19 and you'll get to see
two more. < MIX' photo by Gib Fullerton)
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Linda Jenness. Socialist Workers Party presidential candidate spoke on her campaign last night at Mahar auditorium. She received a warm welcome. (MIX

Photo by Jim Heardon.)

Jenness Seeks Labor, Minority Coalition

Bv BOB McWILLIAMS
Linda Jenness, the Socialist

Workers Party's candidate for

president spoke to an audience of

300 last night at Mahar Auditorium

on the pertinent issues of her

campaign.
She explained that her strategy

was to organize and draw support

from the Black, feminist, labor and

anti-war movements already

present in American society.

She spoke of these movements:
—"36% of prison inmates are

non-white. There is no equal ap-

plication of the law."

—"Our demands are; right to

abortion, child care facilities.

equal pay, employment and

education."
—"Nixon's wage-price freeze is

a direct attack on the living

standards of the American
workers."
—"Nixon is trying to substitute

bombs for troops in order to make
the American people think the war

On The Inside

:

India -Pakistan
See page fourteen

Campus Carousel
See page four

Culturnatives
See page sixteen

is winding down. And Nixon's New
Economic Policy is designed to

make the American people pay for

the continuation of the war."

The Socialist Workers Party

platform calls for total withdrawal

from Vietnam, complete equality

for women, giving local control to

black communities, and a more

equal distribution of wealth which

would include the nationalizing of

America's 200 biggest industries.

Pointing to several sources

Jenness stated that 5% of the U.S.

population controls 95% of the

nation's wealth and around half of

all the world's wealth "Capitalism

and democracy are antagonistic"

she concluded.

Jenness contended that "the

restrictive election laws are

designed to support Democratic

Republican monopoly", and she

sees little difference between these

parties.

"You can't be a feminist Dem, a

pro-labor Dem, an anti-war

Dem...as soon as you enter the

Dem party you lose your

pressure", Jenness said. She in-

sists that both major parties are

controlled "by big businessmen,

bankers and millionaires".

When asked if she would place

her support behind either major

party candidate in the event of a

close race, Jenness replied, "We
would never, ever support a

capitalist candidate."

Whatever the statistical outcome

of the '72 elections, Jenness feels

her campaign will have the effect

of bringing these issues to the

American people and thereby

forcing the major party candidates

to consider them.

As the biggest Socialist cam-
paign since Eugene Debs, the

Jenness campaign has brought into

question the rigid state

requirements which third party

candidates must meet in order to

be included on the official ballots.

The Socialist Workers are

presently challenging in the courts

the "loyalty oath" and signature

requirements of several states,

including Massachusetts, which

require 60,000 signatures from

registered voters.

The 300 persons who filled Mahar
Auditorium gave Janness en-

thusiastic applause and questioned

her for 45 minutes after the speech
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The roughest weeks, being filled with due dates for papers and exams, are ahead of us. After a few all-

nighters, we can physically see the world as an illusion.

Suit Against Boeing Dismissed

20 Kent State

Cases Dismissed

RAVFNNA Ohio (AP)-The state Tuesday dismissed for lack of

evidence the remaining 20 cases against persons indicted in the May 1970

Kent State University disorders.

The state's decision was announced shortly after Mary Helen Nicholas-

the fifth person to be tried-was acquitted of a charge of interfering with a

fireman during the May 2, 1970. burning of a campus ROTC building.

In earlier Portage County Common Pleas Court trials, two defendants

pleaded guilty, one was found guilty on one count by a jury and charges

against another were dismissed for lack of evidence.

Atty Gen. William Brown held a brief news conference Tuesday in his

office to formally announce that the remaining 20 cases had been drop-

ped
Brown said in a statement that the dismissals "are not intended to

vindicate nor criticize the special grand jury, the students, the National

Guard, the administration of Kent State University, or any other party

involved in the Kent State incidents of May 1970."

John Hayward, the state's chief prosecutor in the cases, said the

transcript of the special state grand jury that indicted 25 persons in the

Kent disorders had been received by the special prosecutors 10 days ago.

Upon review of the transcript and considering the outcome of the trials

so far, he said, "It is the conclusion of the office of the attorney general of

Ohio that the following cases be dismissed for lack of evidence."

But, he contended, the first five cases would have been tried any way

because there was sufficient evidence to warrant trials.

Common Pleas Judge Edwin W. Jones said in ordering Miss Nicholas'

acquittal that it appeared "there is a great possibility that some of the

defendants' rights under the 14th Amendment were not necessarily ob-

served."

The acquittal came after her attorneys argued that testimony given by

an arson investigator should be stricken from the record since Miss

Nicholas didn't know a statement she gave the investigator could be used

against her. They also said that she refused to give a written statement.

The investigator, Francis Bnninger, had testified that Miss Nicholas

told him that she had pulled on a fire hose during the ROTC building fire.

Earlier testimony from another fireman, however, indicated the hose had

been chopped in two and was useless.

Miss Nicholas" attorney said she thought she was aiding in the arson

investigation and did not realize she was incriminating herself.

Earlier in the day. Judge Jones had permitted the reading of a portion

of the grand jury transcript in which Miss Nicholas told jurors she pulled

on a fire hose during the ROTC fire, but that the hose was not being used.

NEW YORK (AP)-A federal

judge dismissed Tuesday a $3.5-

million suit against the Boeing Co.

growing out of a crash of a B52 over

Maine in 1963 that took seven lives.

The plaintiffs, a surviving

crewman and relatives of six who
died in the crash, had contended

negligence on the part of Boeing,

charging that the plane lost its tail

fin through a welding defect just

before the crash.

But the manufacturers held that

the fin broke off not because of a

defect, but because the plan was
being flown in low-level turbulence

for which it never was intended.

Judge John Cannella noted in his

115-page decision that the training

flight was being flown at low

altitudes because of "improved

Sino and Soviet high-altitude

electronic detection capabilities."

He added that neither this fact

nor the undisputed good safety

record of the B52s since 1952

"provides...solace to the plain-

tiffs."

The Air Force bomber was
manned by men from bases at

Westover, Mass., and in New
Mexico when it made the training

flight on Jan. 24, 1963, using ad
vanced capability radar.

The crash occurred near Mt.

Elephant, northeast of Moosehead
Lake, Maine.

Boeing held that the flight was
made over "mountainous areas

and the very hills where the severe

turbulence lurked," and that

ranking members of the plane's

crew were "contributorily

negligent" for flying into tur-

bulence."

"Severe turbulence is to be

avoided, because it can cause

structural damage to an aircraft

and the crew knew this," the

company said.

Judge Cannella held that neither

Boeing nor the crew were
negligent.

The plaintiffs in court here were

one survivor, tjhe navigator,
Gerald J. Adler, formerly of

Houston, Tex., now said to be a

teacher at Davis in California ; and
the following kin of six crewmen
who were lost:

Anna O'Keefe, of the Bronx,

mother of tailgunner Michael
O'Keefe; Wanda Bailey, of Rapid
City, S.D., the widow of navigator

Herbert L. Hanson; Opel Irene

Snyder formerly of Orlando, Fla.,

widow of copilot Robert J.

Morrison; Georgia Leuchter, of

Sacramento, Calif, widow of radar
navigator Charles G. Leuchter;

Doris Annette Putt, of Sacramento,
Calif., widow of Joe R. Simpson,

instructor pilot; and Doris V.

Gabriel, of Spring Valley, Calif.,

widow of instructor-navigator
William W. Gabriel.

Congress Fights Cancer
WASHINGTON <AP) -Senate-House conferees agreed Tuesday on a

$1 .6-billion bill to mount a concentrated campaign against cancer.

The compromise retains most of the organizational provisions con-

tained in a bill that had passed the House, including retaining the cancer

program within the National Institute of Health.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., and Rep. Paul G. Rogers, D-Fla.,

leaders of the legislative drive, said the compromise retains the best

features of the House bill and one which had passed the Senate.

They said they expect the compromise will have the approval of

President Nixon and the American Cancer Society.

Earlier in the day. President Nixon had sent the conferees word he

would accept either version of contested sections of the bill in order "to

gain prompt passage of the legislation."
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' Tapers' ' Request Denied
WASHINGTON (AP)-A federal district court judge denied Tuesday a

request by two congressmen that he review the portion of the so-called

Pentagon Papers that has not yet been declassified by the Defense

Department.
Judge Gerhard A. Gesell ruled "There is no need" for a review by him

of the classified material that was requested in a suit by Reps. Ogden R.

Reid, R-N.Y. and John E. Moss, D-Calif.

The two authorities of the Federal Freedom of Information Act, sought

in their suit to compel publication of the entire Pentagon Papers.

Since the government lost its attempt in the Supreme Court to halt

publication by several newspapers of portions of the classified

documents, the Defense Department has declassified and published all

but a small part of the Pentagon Papers.

The material withheld, classified secret or top secret after a review by

the Defense Department, represents approximately two percent of the

first 42 volumes and the last four of the 47-volume study formally titled

U.S. Decision-Making Process in Vietnam.

Gesell said in his opinion that "The freedom of information act was not

designed to open all government files indiscriminately to public in-

spection.

"There is no basis here for upsetting the responsible decision made as

to these particular papers," he said. "Defendants of the government have

made an adequate showing that disclosure would be harmful to the

national defense or foreign policy."

ROBIN MORGAN
will be here

I

Tuesday, December 14

8 p.m. - Student Union Ballroom
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Dean Field-

Dean Field, a man among deans, has been at UMass since 1952.

"As Dean" he said, "1 know something about a great many things.

My office is an all-purpose place. People often come here because

they don't know where else to go."

Hunger Strike Held
By KAREN BRASIER

In an effort to draw attention to

the persecution and discrimination

of Soviet Jews, the Student

Struggle for Soviet Jewry of

Western Mass. along with other

church and synagogue groups is

sponsoring an all-night fast and

vigil to begin at 7:00 this Thursday

night on the Amherst Commons.
The objective of the hunger-

strike which is worldwide and the

vigil which is local is to provoke the

U.S. government into pressuring

the Soviet government to help

more Jews leave Russia, for, as

Dov Gordon of the SSSJ said, "The
Soviet government won't let Jews

leave the country and lead a

Jewish life and they won't let them
stay and lead a Jewish life." This

denial of Judaism makes it a crime

in the U.S.S.R. to receive a Jewish

education of any kind or to speak

the language of the Jews. This kind

of discrimination is not forced upon

any of the other minority groups of

Russia who all learn their own
language before they learn

Russian.

The opening ceremonies on the

Commons will last until ap-

proximately 8:00 P.M. Father

Quigley of the Newman Center,

Reverend Coenig of the Emanuel
Lutheran Church, Rabbi Ofseyr

from Springfield and Professor

Mel Steinberg of Amherst College

will be among the featured

speakers.

During these ceremonies, a ten-

foot Hanukkah menorah con-

structed by the students of the

SSSJ will be present. Its main
candle, used to light the other

eight, will be dedicated to op-

pressed people everywhere. The
remaining candles will be

dedicated to individual Soviet Jews
now suffering in prison camps and

will focus on Sylva Zalmanson, a

woman now dying in a political

prison in the Soviet Union, con-

victed in the infamous closed-door

Leningrad trial of anti-Soviet

slander-because she owned some
Hebrew books.

Approximately 350 people are

expected to attend the vigil.

Original poetry concerning Soviet

Jewry will be read and many
people will take turns on the stage

speaking during the night. The
vigil and hunger- strike will end at

3:30 in the afternoon on Friday-

Human Rights Day.

A Man Among Deans
By SHARON McGOURTY

"Impersonal" is a word often used in describing the

way this University is run and the people who run it.

But this claim is not necessarily true. There are

people in the administration who honestly care and
work for the students and University alike. What's

more, you can talk to them. Dean Field is one of these

people.

Dean Field came to the University in 1952 as a

psychology professor. UMass was quite different then.

"When I was first here," the dean said, "there was a

Dean of Women and a Dean of Men, as well as

separate rules for both men and women."
As the University became larger and larger, Dean

Field took on more counselling work than ever before,

especially during the summer counselling period. He
became the Director of Guidance for the University,

which involved even more counselling and interaction

with students and staff.

In 1960 he became the Dean of Students at UMass.

What is his job? It can't really be restricted to any

one area. Any problem a student or staff member may
have can be and often is brought to the Dean. He sees

those with financial and academic problems, as well

as those who want to know the proper channels for

finding things out and getting things done.

"As Dean," he said, "I know something about a

great many things. My office is an all-purpose place.

People often come here because they don't know
where else to go."

Since the Dean has been here since 1952 he knows a

great deal about the ins and outs of the University. He
has watched it grow from a student body numbering
;5,500 to its present size.

"When I first came here, I was concerned with

helping to make this University a major university.

Many people don't realize how terrible it can be to be
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small," said the Dean.
He feels size is also important because of certain

obligations a university has to the state.

"A state university should be a place where any

people from that state can go and receive a degree in

an area which fulfills the needs of both the individual

and state. In order to do this, a university must be

fairly large," Dean Field said.

The Dean said that there is no way he can classify or

compare the students here today with those of

previous years. He feels all classes, all students are so

diverse that they could never be categorized.

He believes strongly that there are many excellent

faculty members and a great number of intelligent,

aware students. He believes students and faculty alike

should take pride in the University and enjoy it.

"If this doesn't happen, if some people are getting

nothing out of UMass then there is something wrong
and we want to find out what it is."

He feels SWAP, the student-teacher conference, has

been especially helpful in this way. SWAP has helped

him to see what some of the problems are especially in

regards to student-university relations.

"SWAP is a clumsy arrangement, but there is no

substitute for it at the present." Dean Field continued,

"It has helped me tremendously to see what great

problems the students have."

Dean Field feels that the University is a really

exciting place and that it is one of the most dynamic
universities he knows of. He has been here through

much growth and change, and is in a position to use his

knowledge to work for the benefit of students and

UMass.
He feels, very significantly, that, "there is greater

room for growth and change here than in any other

universitity I know of."

U.N. Calls For India -

Pakistan Cease Fire

Togetherness

Is One Credit

Togetherness is a one credit course in the new English curriculum. At a

meeting of the 125 faculty members of the English department this week,

the proposal was made to experiment with a radical departure from the

time- worn 65 three credit courses presently being offered. This in-

novation offers the chance to any group of students to set up one credit

courses on topics of their choice. The only condition is that a professor

must be willing to teach it.

The idea has been received with much enthusiasm. One English major

said she thought it was a good chance to focus on a narrow point of in-

terest rather than the broad overview courses now being offered

Professor Jama Lcheny of the English department said. "The program

not only offers us more flexibility, it also allows the student to initiate a

course and to become involved in planning a course."

At long last the English department, through this new idea, has thrown

off the shackles of tradition. They have provided the opportunity for

students and professors to come together for an enjoyable experience in

an area of common interest.

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP)
— The U.N. General Assembly
called on India and Pakistan

Tuesday night to order an im-

mediate cease-fire and to with-

draw their troops to their own
territories.

The action came 24 hours after

the Security Council acknowledged

its inability to deal with the

problem, because of Soviet vetoes,

and handed it to the veto-free

assembly.
The assembly vote was 104 to 11,

with 10 abstentions.

The cease-fire resolutions

carried no binding force, but its

sponsors expressed hope the In-

dian and Pakistani leaders would

bow to it as a reflection of world

opinion.

India, however, served notice in

advance that no resolution would

be acceptable unless it recognized

the East Pakistan insurgents and

won their approval.

The adopted resolution was
basically the same as the one killed

by a Soviet veto in the Security

Council on Monday night.

The assembly debate began
Tuesday morning and continued

through the afternoon and evening.

It was marked, as the Security

Council debate had been, by a

sharp exchange between Com-
munist China and the Soviet Union.

Peking's deputy foreign

minister, Chiao Kuan-hua, noted a

statement carried by the Soviet

news agency Tass to the effect that

the fighting involved Soviety

security because of its proximity to

the borders of the U.S.S.R.

"This is blackmail and a menace

to China as well as all the neigh-

boring countries of India and

Pakistan," Chiao said.

"Distinguished Soviet represen-

tative, what exactly are you

planning to do'' You might as well

tell us here."

He repeated his charge that "the

Soviet government is the boss

behind the Indian aggression
"

Soviet Ambassador Jacob A.

Malik accused China of voting

against a Soviet resolution in the

Security Council "simply because

it was Soviet."

"This," Malik said, "was
reminiscent of the worst days of

the cold war."
He again labeled the Peking

representatives as "social

traitors."

The speeches in the assembly
generally stressed the need for

speed in view of the large-scale

fighting.
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In The Nation And The World

India Urges Pakistan
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India said her troops took Kenny in East Pakistan (1) and

bypassed .lessor C>). In the Kashmir area CD, Indian units repor-

tedly repulsed a tank-hacked Pakistani attack. Pakistani planes

were said to have attacked many Indian areas, including Bombay
( I).

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
India suffered a severe blow on its western front

Tuesday but claimed it crushed the "hard outer

crust*' of the foe's defenses in East Pakistan and

urged the Pakistani army there to surrender.

Under heavy attack, the Indians admitted they had

lost the town of Chhamb in the northern state of Kash-

mir. If the Pakistani drive there is unchecked, it will

cut a vital road to the northern part of that disputed

state. Chhamb is 30 miles northwest of the major

Indian town of Jammu.
The lighting on the eastern front was severe, and the

Indian government spokesman claimed the capture of

the garrison town of Jessore, 18 miles from the border

and 90 miles southwest of Dacca, East Pakistan's

capital.

Armv headquarters in Calcutta reported, however,

that house-to-house fighting was still going on at a

nightfall alter the Indians drove the5,0()0-mangarrison

from the nearby cantonment and airfield.

A Pakistani army source in Dacca maintained that

the Indian advance was being held, that an Indian

attack with men, tanks and planes at Hilli in the north-

west was repulsed, and that fierce fighting still raged

around Jessore.

With correspondents unable to go to the front, there

was no way of verifying the conflicting claims.

The Indian chief of staff. Gen. Sam Maneckshaw,

broadcast an appeal to all 80,000 Pakistani soldiers in

East Pakistan to surrender, adding: "Your fate is

sealed. Time is running out. Lay down your arms

before it is too late."

Maneckshaw claimed the Pakistanis were

surrounded by Indian forces and the local guerrillas,

known as Mukti Bahini, who were "ready to take

revenge for the crudities and atrocities you have

committed."

Indian intelligence sources said they had in-

tercepted a message from the East Pakistani com
mander to West Pakistan saying "there is no use

lighting unless reinforcements come in time." When
West Pakistan replied that "reinforcements are

coming," it. was decided that the Indian chief of staff

should make the surrender appeal in a broadcast, the

sources reported.

The Indian army asserted there were advances all

along the 1,350-mile front in East Pakistan. A Defense

Ministry spokesman in New Delhi claimed the capture

of the city of Sylhet, in the tea country of the nor-

theastern part of East Pakistan. He added it was

made by the first helicopter-borne assault of the

conflict.

A report from Calcutta said the Indian advance

along the center of the front had moved to within 40

miles east of Dacca and cut off the Pakistani army

base at Con ilia.

In Kashmir, an Indian spokesman said after the fall

oj Chhamb, "our covering troops withdrew after

having accomplished their mission of inflicting heavy

casualties on the enemy."
During the three-day battle, with Pakistani troops

hacked "by massive artillery, armor and heavy air

support," the Indians destroyed 33 Chinese-built T59

tanks, the spokesman claimed.

The Chhamb region was the scene of the bloodiest

fighting between the two nations in their 1948 and 1965

wars over Kashmir.

The spokesman said the apparent intent of the

Pakistani drive is to cut the only Indian supply line

from New Delhi to Srinagar, capital of Kashmir.

If the Pakistanis succeed in pushing the Indians

deep enough into their own territory in Kashmir to cut

the road, they could isolate the Indian forces in the

Punch region, 70 miles to the north.

In Brief ...
BRUSSELS, Belgium < AP)-Ten North Atlantic allies announced

Tuesday night they are stepping up military spending by more than

a billion dollars, or nearly six per cent, in 1972 to ease the U.S.

burden of defense.

T think the Americans ought to be very much impressed by what

the Europe-ins have done," the British defense minister, Lord

Carrington, told newsmen in the name of the 10-nation Eurogroup.

Members are Belgium. Britain, Demark, West Germany, Greece,

Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Turkey and Luxembourg.

SANKOHD Kla. (AP)-A sleek red and purple train whistled into

central Elorida Tuesday, 15 minutes ahead of schedule marking a

new concept in U.S. rail travel.

1'he nation's first Auto Train thundered past workmen still

hammering rails and setting switches as it completed it's 15-hour,

900-milemaiden run from the Washington, D.C.. area.

BOSTON (AP)-A state senator from Boston has filed bills to

require state colleges to teach "preretirement" courses and to give

free courses on "preparing to retire" for persons over 60.

The bills were processed Tuesday for the 1972 session of the

legislature.

Democratic Sen. Samuel Harmon, who filed the measures, also

submitted a bill requiring the state secretary for educational af-

fairs to provide "adequate training of persons over 60."

WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., denied yesterday

he is filibustering against the Supreme Court nomination of Asst.

Atty. Gen. William H. Rehnquist but urged his colleagues to give

the appointment more attention.

He said he found the great majority of his fellow senators "more

interested in other things than who should fill this seat on the

Supreme Court."

NEW YORK < AIM-McGraw Hill Book Co. announced Tuesday it

has acquired world rights to a 230,000-word autobiography of the

elusive multimillionaire Howard Hughes. The book company also

rejected a claim the book was not legitimate.

PHNOM PENH, (AP) Enemy
forces kept up pressure near

Cambodia's capital with rockets,

guns and mines Tuesday. South

Vietnamese forays met little

resistance in the eastern part of the

country.

There was no fresh word from

Kompong Thorn, 80 miles north of

Phnom Penh, where 10,000

Cambodian government troops and

thousands of refugees are reported

marooned after a Cambodia of-

fensive collapsed last week.

In Saigon, Ambassador
Ellsworth Bunker and Gen.
Creighton W. Abrams met with

President Nguyen Van Thieu. The
presence of Abrams, commander
of U.S. forces in Vietnam,
suggested the Cambodians' plight

might have been among subjects

discussed.

Both the United States and South

Vietnam have been providing air

support to the beleagured Cam-
bodians but have been unable to

reverse the rout of forces northeast

of Phnom Penh or break the siege

of towns on the capital's nor-

theastern outskirts.

U.S. ground forces are forbidden

to enter Cambodia, and thousands

of Saigon ground troops in eastern

Enemy Pressure

Kept On Cambodia
Cambodia are more than 70 miles

away from the chief trouble spots.

The South Vietnamese are probing

in a north-south corridor between
the Chup and Mimot rubber
plantations-both reputed sanc-

tuaries for North Vietnamese or

Viet Cong divisions.

Fourteen enemy rockets hit the

Phnom Penh area Tuesday and one

smashed two houses and wounded
three civilians in a slum at the

western edge. There were no
reports on the effect of three

rockets that hit near the Phnom
Penh airport and 10 fired at a

command post 12 miles west of the

city.

In addition, enemy infiltrators

have damaged a bridge 14 miles

southwest of Phnom Penh and

mined key roads to the north in an

apparent effort to disrupt com
munications.

Two reinforcement battalions

linked up briefly Monday with

troops at besieged Phnom Penh

Baset. 14 miles northwest of the

center of Phnom Penh, but were

driven back.
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Senate Passes Day-Care Bill \JSSR Lands On Mars
WASHINGTON (AIM The House brushed aside

threats of a presidential veto Tuesday and passed 210

to IWi a bill that would launch a major new day-care

program lor preschool children.

The bill, which also extends for two years a variety

of federal antipoverty programs, now goes to the

White House, which worked hard to defeat it.

The new child-development program it authorizes

has aroused intensive opposition among con-

servatives, and President Nixon will be under heavy
pressure from them to veto it.

Although no one mentioned the possibility of a veto

during the House debate, minority leader Gerald Ft.

Ford of Michigan told a Republican caucus just before

the vote that veto was certain if the House passed the

bill.

Despite the warning, 31 Republicans deserted Ford

and the administralion and voted with 179 Democrats
in favor of the bill. Voting against it were 134

Republicans and 52 Democrats.
Speaker Carl Albert, D-Okla., stepping down as

presiding officer to make a strong plea for passage,

said the bill presented the House with "the paramount
moral vote of the session."

Albert recalled that in a message to Congress two

years ago Nixon called for "national commitment to

providing all American children an opportunity for

helpful and stimulating development during the first

five years of life."

"Although President Nixon has changed his mind
more than any other President in my memory."
Albert added, "1 don't think he would change his mind
on the need for helping children."

The new child-care program would provide

medical, nutritional and educational services for pre-

school children in locally run centers.

The services would be free for children from
families with an annual income under $4,320 a year.

Fees based on a sliding scale according to income
would be charged for other children. Priority for

participation in the program would be given to

working mothers.

Although most Republicans attacked the program
on the basis of the administrative difficulties it poses

and its estimated cost of $2 billion in the first full year

of operation starting July 1, some voiced fear that it

would lead to federal control of children.

Rep. John Brademas, D-Ind., chief House sponsor of

the program, called such criticism thoroughly

irresponsible. He said participation in the program
would be entirely voluntary and parents would be

deeply involved in planning and operating it.

Helping the passage of the bill was the

parliamentary situation, which gave the House only

the choice of passing the entire package or killing it.

Nixon Calls Anti-

India Claim False
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Nixon administration declared
Tuesday that it was working
vigorously for a peaceful set-

tlement of the India-Pakistan
dispute with both sides, and India

decided to use military force

before those efforts were
exhausted.

White House officials said it is

totally inaccurate to charge that

the United States is anti-India.

Expressing a long-time com-
mitment, in fact even a love affair,

with the Indian nation, the officials

said that the United States is trying

to relieve human suffering, avert

famine and achieve political

autonomy for the people of East

Pakistan.

Earlier in the day, the State

Department had announced that

the United States had decided to

channel all peacemaking efforts in

the India-Pakistan conflict through

the United Nations General
Assembly. Its efforts to win a

cease-fire and troop withdrawal

resolution in the U.N. Security

Council were blocked by Soviet

Union vetoes.

The high-level administration

sources said Pakistan agreed to a

timetable to return East Pakistan

to civilian rule by the end of

December, had agreed to a

declaration of amnesty for

refugees who fled to India and had
agreed to unilateral withdrawal of

its military forces from the border

between India and Pakistan.

It also had agreed, the sources

said, to talk with representatives of

the Bangla Desh, the insurgent

government for East Pakistan.

All these moves were conveyed
to Indian Prime Minister Indira

Gandhi by President Nixon and top

U.S. officials the sources said.

But, India to their surprise,

launched military action, the
sources said.

The officials at the White House
said peaceful means had not been
exhausted, this use of military

force was not justified and that

there had not been sufficient time

to work on the political settlements

proposed.

In taking an urgent resolution to

the United Nations Security
Council for a cease-fire and with-

drawal of forces, George Bush,

U.S. delegate to the United Nations

had declared over the weekend
that India was the main aggressor

in the dispute.

The White House was responding
to allegations in Congress that it is

not, in fact, neutral but is backing
Pakistan.

The official said the United

States made the accusation of

aggression to point out to the world

that it is opposed to the use of

military force.

The White House officials said

they were not condoning the
Pakistani actions in seeking to

crush the Bangla Desh in-

dependence movement but they

said what had started as a tragedy
last March 25 has now become an
effort to dismember a sovereign
state and a member of the United
Nations.

The hope was expressed that the

Soviet Union, which twice used its

veto against end-the-war
resolutions in the Security Council,

would use its considerable in-

fluence to help promote a peaceful

solution and a political evolution in

the disputed area.

There has been no response from
the Soviet Union, officials said, to

diplomatic urgings by the United

States.

Last Chance to Apply
for

Student Judgeships

Openings available on:

Area East Judiciary

Area West Judiciary

Greek Area Judiciary

Pick up applications at Rooms 111 or 113, Campus Center

Applications Due

This Friday, Dec. 10 at Noon

MOSCOW (AP) — An unmanned
Soviet space capsule parachuted

onto Mars and sent television and
radio signals to earth, Tass
reported Tuesday. It is the first

time that a functioning manmade
object had soft-landed on the

planet's dusty surface.

The capsule was dispatched to

Mars last Thursday from the

Soviet probe Mars 3, which con-

tinued to circle the planet in an
orbit more than 930 miles high, the

Soviet news agency announced.

The agency gave no details on

the shape or weight of the capsule

which landed or the next step in its

mission.

The agency added that the

vehicle also sent some "video

signals" but they "were brief and
suddenly discontinued."

Mars 3 was launched May 28 and
took 188 days to reach the red

planet, 76 million miles from earth.

It followed closely behind Mars 2,

launched May 19.

Mars 2 dipped into a wide
elliptical orbit of Mars on Nov. 27

and began a photoreconnaissance.
The Soviets said it would not at-

tempt a soft landing.

An American Mars probe,
Mariner 9, has been circling the
planet since Nov. 13, trying to peer
through a dust storm which has
raged on the surface since Sep-
tember, thwarting scientists' at-

tempts to map it.

The Soviet space capsule ap-

parently found the Martian surface

solid enough to make a stable

landing. American scinetists had
expressed fears earlier that the

dust on the surface of Mars was
even thicker than that on the moon
and that a craft attempting to land

might sink out of sight.

Tass indicated that neither Mars
2 nor Mars 3 would be involved in

any more space spectaculars.

The agency said a computer on

board Mars 3 made the final

corrections in its trajectory

Thursday and put it into position

for the separation of the descent

craft.

"After separation," the agency
continued, "the descent craft
entered into the planet's at-

mosphere, parachuted down and
softly landed in the southern
hemisphere between the Electris

and Phaetonis regions."

The agency said some of the
instruments involved in the Mars 3

probe were made by French
specialists under the Soviet-
French program of scientific and
technical cooperation.

William Pickering, director of

the Mariner 9 project, said at the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

Pasadena, Calif., that he was not

surprised at the reported landing

of the Mars 3 capsule in view of the

two major Soviet probes sent to

Mars.

"It will be very interesting to see

what kind of data they collect on

the surface," he said, "and how
they measure the dust storm that is

still raging..."
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Bromery Hails Project 10
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By DON (iiMl'KSTEIN

Acting Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, talking

with thirty students, staff, and faculty of Project 10,

said last night that he felt "Project 10 has come a long

way" from the undefined experimental dormitory of

the last three years.

Bromery dined with and then discussed future

proposals of Project 10 for approximately 2-1/2 hours.

The major proposal the Project is working on,

Bromery learned, was to make the living-learning

experience a semi-autonomous, experimental and
exploring college.

According to Charles Adams, Director of P10 and a

faculty member in the English Department, the

autonomous college proposal could include direct

hiring or joint departmental hiring of faculty and
greater flexibility within the educational structure.

John Hunt, the Area Dean of the Southwest
Residential College, explained the need for a better

reward system for faculty involved in special

projects. He said that faculty should not jeopardize

their careers because of involvement in experimental
programs.
The Project 10 proposal, if approved, would have

faculty acting as advisors for students to plan in-

dividualized programs. The faculty would also be free

to supervise study away programs, or could become
part of an off-campus Project faculty.

Much of the evening's discussion saw Dr. Bromery
exchanging different views with students about the

future of Project 10. Bromery expressed concern that

when a person graduated from the Project or any
freer educational environment, he would have trouble

convincing prospective employers or schools of his

qualifications. "Who can afford Project 10?" the

Director Adams replied that the Project was "a
risk-taking proposition". Several students told the

gathering, however, that they took more risk being in

a traditional department, in view of the current job

market, than in a more flexible program like Project

10.

Other students told Bromery that they felt college

was a "rite of passage" Jim LaMacchia, a junior,

argued that he wasn't necessarily in college to

prepare for a job, but rather to find out about himself.

A freer learning and living experience, such as the

Project offers, Adams reiterated, provides an en-

vironment in which students can teach themselves to

face the world. Students can gain a "confidence in

their ability to learn", he assured Bromery.
The Head of Residence of Pierpont House, where the

Project is currently located, is David Duncan, an
undergraduate who is also on the Chancellor's Search

Committee. Duncan said that he believed that a

person could leave Project 10 with enough confidence

in himself to become the "president of General Motors
and be the best one" or to have enough confidence in

himself to live in a commune.
Dr Bromery , with twinkle in his eye, then told the

Pierpont residents that he had enough confidence m
himself to return to his early career as a bricklayer,

should he not be able to retain a Chancellorship or

work in geophysics.

A sophomore in the Project, Myrna Schwartz,

complained to the former head of the Geology
Department that she felt the physical and population

aspects of Pierpont House were holding back
development of dorm community.
Bromery replied that the administration should find

"all possible permutations and combinations" to

make living in buildings like the Southwest towers
humane, but if the population was halved, the rent

would be doubled, and half as many people would be
given the opportunity to attend school.

Charles Adams summarized Project 10 to Bromery
by saying that traditional schools had people

"preparing for life so much that they can't cope with

life". Project 10, Adams prophecized, would try to

alter that way of education. He added that a few
vacancies existed in the Project for spring semester
and interested persons should contact him in the

Project office in Pierpont House.

Dr. Bromery and members of project 10 had dinner together and

then discussed the past merits of the project and iU future.

. . .And Celebrates A Birthday
By DAVID HOFFMAN

A special feature of the special Project 10 dinner for Acting Chancellor Bromery was a surprise 21st birthday

party for Student Senate President Lee Sandwen, a Project member for four years. As the cake was brought into

the room, Lee looked at Bromery and Project faculty member Joe Burroughs, the Faculty delegate to the Board

of Trustees, and all the "presidential rhetoric" fell away for a moment. He was silent. For a moment.
Then Bromery presented a package, and added, "Lee, you may wish to spend some time with either of the fun

games' described in these two documents-and leave the varsity sports. ..the men's games. ..to older men." The

two documents, when the gift was unwrapped, were a current copy of Playboy and the book, 25 Kites That Fly.

Project 10 Director Charles Adams was first to the mark, saying he was surprised there were only 25 ways an

administrator knew to tell a student leader to go fly a kite. Merriment followed.

CORRECTION
Attorney Richard Rowlands

phone number is 545-0341
daytime and 256-8448 in the
evenings and in an emergency.

SANDER VANOCUR
former NBC Anchorman

1972: Does It Make A Difference?

SATURDAY EVENING — DEC. 11

7:00 — SUB
Coffee Hour Following in the Colonial Lounge

PARIS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELGRADEGENEVA BUCHAREST)

FLY SUPERCHEAP
> Los Angeles $199
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I -re Sandwen blows out his Birthday candles, making his turning 21

official l,f«> had a party last night commemorating this memorable
event at Southwest.

Take a +*"Peter Pan Bus to

BRADLEY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Peter Pan buses leave for Bradley International con-
venient with flight schedules from 7 AM thru 11 PM

Student Union
Tel. 545 2006

o I
»

Dec 11 - Jan. 3 — Boston - L A Boston

I
Round trip jet for $ fSf .
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San Francisco.

Ski Europe $325

§ IS deyt/14 nights at Innsbruck, Kitibuhel *
00 St. Anton. Departures from JFK A Legan
£ betin 12/U/71 and continue through 3/31/72.

_j Includes air fere, meels, double occupancy
,* hotel A all taxes.

Nassau $179
Dec. 27-Jan. 3. $179 includes round trip
jet from Boston, all taxes A tips A ac-
commodations at the Montagu Beech
Hotel, Flagler Inn or Pilot House Hotel*

London $187
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< Youth Fare

Uj Guerantoed Round Trip reservations at no
5 additional charge.

Pay with

MASTERCHARGE

Dec. 17 Jan. 2 $117 includes round trip |et air
fare from Boston* Dec.

American Student Travel

27 Massachusetts Ave., Boston 021 IS

For further information call Steve German
253-3359
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Future University Report

Freshman Year Is A Mess

For many entering students at
the University of Massachusetts,
college is an alien experience in a
variety of ways. Many of them -

nearly half of last year's entering

class at Amherst arc the first

generation of their family to go to

college. For many of those at

Amherst, the University is their

first extended period away from
home. Many went to high schools in

which the style and approach were
relatively traditional and in-

flexible, and in which grades and
not intellectual exploration and
risk-taking were paramount.

The freshman year introduces

these students to university life. It

is the single largest determinant of

the quality of their university

experience.

Yet the freshman year is also a

time when students receive too

little attention. Advising and
counseling are weak. Freshmen
often find courses they want to take

filled up before they can enroll.

They frequently end up in large

classes which become an exercise

in good note-taking and
memorizing, with little opportunity

for personal contact with the

teacher or for interchange of ideas.

Too often, freshman courses do not

respond to the developmental
needs of freshmen, which one

recent study summarized as
"enhancement of their self-image,

an opportunity to form judgments,
and relating these judgments to

themselves." ' The freshman year
reveals the imperfect allocation of

resources within the University.

The students who are going
through the most difficult process
of adjustment are the ones who are
in the largest classes and receive
the least attention.

The academic center of the
freshman year is the core
curriculum. The core curriculum
concept is the heritage of a time
when, as during the presidency of

Robert Maynard Hutchins at the

University of Chicago, there was
still a consensus about the in-

troduction which every educated
person should receive to
knowledge and culture.

Now, when people are less sure
what the educated person should
know, universities have sub-
stituted a variety of choices for the

old monolithic core curriculum.

The purpose is no longer to in-

troduce the student to a body of

knowledge, but rather to expose
him or her to ways of looking at

knowledge. The method, however,
needs re-examination.

Below are the main points from the section of the Committee's
report entitled The Learning Process-What. When and Where?

Undergraduate Programs
The University should seek to intensify its undergaduate focus,

offering a diversity of programs, places and times to learn suitable

to a diverse student body and a complex society.

The Campuses
Amherst should be the primary place for advanced training;

Boston should be the more professionally and urban oriented

center, and Worcester should be I health professions and health

sciences campus.

Freshman Year
The freshman year should l>e re-examined, to bring to it better

advising and counseling, more resources, and new curricula ap-

proaches

Program Options
A greater diversity of carefully designed options for the rest of the

undergraduate years should be created, including more options for

independent study, broadened majors, new problem-oriented ap-

proaches to learning. I College of Public and Community Service at

Boston, and a broadened conception of the possible missions of the

remaining colleges at Boston

Field Work
Diversity in the place of learning should be pursued, including

more held work in courses, partial dispersal of the Boston campus.

and an "Open university'* unit for Massachusetts.

Learning Time
Diversity in the time of learning should be pursued, including

deferred admission, permission for "stopping off.'" and allowing

students to finish degree work faster.

Graduate School
The University should examine it graduate teaching and research

activities to Me how they can contribute more effectively to an

undergraduate focus.

Education
The University should place increased emphasis on professional

education, both graduate and undergraduate, and should endeavor

in its professional programs to inculcate both practical competence

and the perspective and values traditionally associated with the

lilxM-al arts

Counceling
\<)v ismg and counseling should be greatly expanded and improved.

Faculty Reward System
The tacultv and departmental reward systems should encourage

teaching and public service activities as much as they do research

and publication, and an appropriate teaching evaluation system

should bt considered to facilitate this

Staffing

New stalling patterns should bt developed, including a teaching-

oriented university professoriate, more adjunct faculty, more

women and minority faculty, and more adequate support staff for

l.uulU

Library and Computers
l.ihrarv and computer facilities should receive more adequate

financial support, for thej are integral to the teaching and research

processes 01 the rtmorsity

Dormitories
Dormitory livtejj it fcmherst should be the focus of the new com

munit) building efforts, end efforts to facilitate outside of class

communal life al Boston should be intensified

Thus, while the entering fresh-

man at Amherst is required to take

two courses in rhetoric (English

composition), three courses in the

humanities and fine arts, three in

the social and behavioral sciences

and three in mathematics and
natural sciences, there are now a

wide variety of courses available

to fulfill the requirements. The
side-effect of this commendable
broadening of choice has un-

fortunately been a high incidence

of confusion. In one department,
for example, 84 courses are listed

as acceptable core requirement
offerings.

The situation at Boston is in the

process of change. Earlier this

year the University Senate there

abolished all core requirements.

Later, an interim set of core and
distributional requirements was
established pending the division of

the campus into individual

colleges. The interim
requirements include a freshman
writing course, a foreign language
for those who have not demon-
strated proficiency, three courses

in social science of which one must
be in history, and three courses in

the natural sciences or

mathematics. The major depar-

ture is that, as an alternative to

these requirements, a student may
design his own curriculum in

consultation with a faculty advisor

or with an advising committee.

The Amherst campus also offers

an individually designed core
curriculum on a limited basis.

We believe the University's
responsibility goes beyond
enlarging the number of choices,

as indeed the campuses have
begun to recognize. The current

predominant system of sending

first and second year students

through a series of largely

unrelated introductory courses is

not sufficient, particularly in the

absence of a much better advising

program than exists now.

We suggest one direction for

change below. The faculty will

surely have other ideas and
proposals.

We suggest that the faculty at

both Amherst and Boston consider

an experimental freshman year
program which seeks to involve

students in beginning to apply the

various disciplines to specific

problems; to help them make
reasonably well informed choices

about their academic and career

goals; and to expose them to moral
and social values implicit in the

acquisition and utilization of

knowledge.

This new freshman year would
seek to resolve the dilemma bet-

ween telling students there are
certain things they must know
when they may not be interested in

those things, and letting students

study whatever they want when by
doing so they might miss
something they would have found
important

Our idea is that a quarter to a

third of the freshman"s course time
would be prescribed for him in the

form of three basic units, one each
in the social sciences, the natural

sciences, and the humanities and
arts The rest of his time would be
spent in pursuing a number of

optional offshoots from the basic

courses, with the possibility of self

design of some of the offshoots

The three basic units would each
be designed to integrate several

disciplines and to employ them in

analysing specific events and
problems The tendency now is to

present the student with the end
result, the product of professional

research and experience But

problem-oriented work would give

students the opportunity to learn

how professionals operate, and
what the process of acquiring

knowledge is.

cess of the program will be the

strength of the advising system.

Freshmen need to be helped in

choosing courses, in measuring
their progress, in learning efficient

There are many ways to adapt to freshman year at UMass. Drugs

anyone? <MDC Photo by (iary Alpaugh)

Simply put, the student should be

exposed not only to what sociology

is but also to what sociologists do.

We think this kind of experience
will tend to knit student and
professor in a shared enterprise of

discovery that is generally
reserved for upper-level and
graduate students.

The three basic courses would be

supplemented by a wide range of

special optional courses designed

for this new program. Most should

be quite small in size. Included in

the offshoot courses would be skill

development courses for students

who need them. It should also be
possible for offshoot courses to

come into being in response to the

shared interest of several students.

For example, if several students

wished to spend more time on the

history of the civil rights

movement as an offshoot to their

study of race relations in the basic

social sciences unit, such a course

should be possible 7

We cannot stress strongly
enough our view that this program
be designed so that its content and
approach can be frequently
evaluated by faculty and students.

If a process of frequent evaluation

can be set up, and if students can
share in the process, the possibility

of success for the new program will

be greatly enhanced.

The success of any revised fresh-

man year program whether it be
the one outlined above or any
otheY. also depends largely, indeed
predominantly, upon the strength

of the teaching Later in this

chapter, with an eye to

strengthening the teaching ethos at

the freshman level, we suggest a

teaching-oriented University
professoriate--a cadre of

professors whose mission at

UMass will be to excel in teaching

A third kev element in the suc-

ways to use their time and in many
other matters. A vastly improved
advising system will be essential.

The modified approach to the

freshman year which the Boston

campus has adopted has already

exposed the need for greatly in-

creased attention to advising.

We are not certain whether this

or any other new freshman
program is appropriate for all

freshmen. It may, for example, not

be appropriate for older students,

particularly if they are part-time

students. Some students may be

sufficiently sure of their direction

so as not to need an introductory

year, and some may be able to

justify a greater measure of in-

dependent study. It may need to be

modified for the professional

schools, and for the new College III

of Public and Community Service

at Boston. We suggest, therefore,

that any new program be designed

initially for less than all of the

freshman, but enough so the ex-

periment has meaning -perhaps

500 to 700 freshmen at Amherst,
and 200 to 300 freshmen at Boston.

It should be possible for it to be

initiated by the fall of 1973 at that

scale. An effort should be made to

recruit a cross-section of freshmen
for it. and then a process of

evaluation might begin, aimed at

defining how widely it can be ex-

tended and how it might be

adapted for part-time and
professional students.

We are well aware of the dif-

ficulties involved in improving the

freshman year It will cost money-
in smaller class size, intensified

advising. and more skill

development work That money
will either have to be taken from
other areas or obtained from the

legislature, or some of both We
know there ia a long history of

failed efforts at freshman year
reform in various universities

Nonetheless, the present situation

presents a number of difficulties,

and an effort at significant change
should be attempted

1 The Student m Higher Education. Report ol the Committee on the Student m Hiqher

Education (The Ha ten Foundation, New Haven. Connecticut January !*•' p II

: The idea ot offshoot courses to enqaqe m small group eaploration draws on fist ei

perience of freshman seminars at Harvard which while costly »rt fhouqht to have b*en a

useful way to introduce freshmen to the world ol disciplines to the resolution of problems
and to the larqc issues which cut across ail the disciplines See Ben The Reforming of

Genera' Education i Anchor Books Doubiedav Co <«c Garden City New York. l*M)
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Sabbath Dialog

At U.M. Hillel
A group of ( )rthodox Jewish students from Yeshiva and Sterns Colleges

are coming to UMass to share a traditional Sabbath and an interchange of

feelings with Jewish students here. They are seeking to bridge a wall of

separation and alienation that has grown up between Orthodox Jewish
youth and the rest of Jewish youth. Starting at 4 p.m. on Friday. Dec. 10

prayer services will be held, followed by 6 p.m. dinner and rap sessions.

The fare for Saturday will be services from 9 a.m., lunch, workshops and
discussion, a break at 2 p.m., and a resumption at 3:30 with early supper,

services and discussion. All will join in the annual UMass Hillel Latke
Party at 6 p.m. Jewish students are invited to come to all or any of the

programs to experience a traditional sabbath, to meet students of,

perhaps, a different background and opinion and exchange ideas and
grievances. However, those wanting to join the meals must contact Hillel,

420 S.I) immediately so place can be made. All programs will be at the

Hillel Center, 420 Student Union.

The Hillel Director, Rabbi Kowal, indicated that no holds will be barred

at the rap sessions. All that is asked is an honest effort to share the

rituals, and enough goodwill for dialog, not mere indignant pronoun-

cements. The goals are sharing, not swearing; conversation, not con-

version; raised minds, not raised eyebrows; a meeting of persons,

whether or not there is a meeting of minds.

Commentary

Wood's Report Causes Apathy

MDC Classifieds

By LARRY LADD
The Future University Report has been received

with a roar of indifference It is advertised as

1 'resident Robert Wood's master plan for UMass.

Since Wood will be the single most influential figure

in determining the future direction of the univer-

sity, the report merits careful consideration and

thoughtful response. After such consideration,

however, 1 am convinced that the initial in-

difference is justified.

Whatever the reaction on the campuses, that

reaction will not have much impact at the systems

office. The President and the Board are strong

believers in centralized planning and centralized

control. As they view the university structure,

decisions should be made at the top. This is the

covert policy of the central office, contradicting the

experiences gained in the failures of the centrally

planned Model Cities program and the centrally-

planned MBTA.
Social planning has been one of the greatest

fiascos of the decade. In air-conditioned rooms,

suburban Utopians proceeded to hallucinate their

own unique visions of the ideal community. Un-

fortunately, these visions were totally divorced

from the real people who were being "program-

med.'' Planners with PhD.'s simply have no real

means of judging the needs and aspirations of

people living in radically different conditions. Their

goal is to impose their values, which are, by

definition, the best, upon the heathens. There is only

one way for planning to work: it must be done by the

people who will live under the plans, and those

people must have the ultimate power of decisions.

I he Future University Committee was a

collection of bankers and Utopians, with some token

students and faculty. There was no real effort to

engage the campuses in direct participation in the

turmulation of the report.

No one can quarrel with most of the recom
mendations, for they are too general, or too im-

possible in some cases, to have a chance of im-

plementation. Indeed, I fear that the report will be

used in much the same way that religionists use the

Bible it can be quoted to support two contradiction

viewpoints with equal vigor.

The committee fails to establish clear priorities

lor the commitment of energy and resources. The
committee lists its "five key concepts: accessiblity,

diversity, undergraduate teaching, service, and
productivity" with no rank order. In the course of

running the university, these concepts will con-

sistently conflict, so that decisions of priority will

have to be made. That is the most difficult problem
in administration, but the report failed to give the

necessary guidelines.

Coupled with its generalizations, the document
merely urges us to move faster in the direction we
are already going. We are already beginning, too

slowly, to stress public service, undergraduate
teaching, more open admission standards, and real

residential colleges. The committee has relegated

itself to the role of cheerleader.

Reports are quickly filed and as quickly forgot-

ten. This one will be no exception. It is sad that so

many people spent so many hours on such a shallow

document.

Business Offers New Course
The Department of General Business is offering a course for students.

These are matched with a specific bill pending in the General Court. The
student then does research on topics that he is interested in and submits a

paper to the legislator he is working with. This course is valuable for

those interested in some of the problems of contemporary society.

If you are interested in this course please contact Prof. Ethan Katsh

<tel. 5-0053) at the Department ot General Business.

J i

A drive to collect money for

sickle-cell anemia research was
kicked off today when Acting

Chancellor Randolph Bromery
bought a candy-bar for fifty cents.

Students will be selling the candy
bars on the concourse level of the

Campus (enter for the next two
weeks.
The students selling the

chocolate bars said that they began
the drive because they "wanted to

do something." The money
collected from selling the candy
will be presented in the form of a

check to Bromery. Bromery will

then give it to a personal friend of

his at Howard University who is

researching sickle-cell anemia.
The students hope to collect one-

thousand dollars.

Clinics have been set up in

some areas to test black residents

for the disease. A drive was held

recentlv at Brown University to

test every black student for the

disease.

The students running the UMass
fund-raising drive are all in

AF—ROTC. A sign at their display

reads: "A Friend Reaches Out To
(are."

Gay Women's
Caucus

Wed., Dec. 8, 5 p.m.

SW Women's Center/JQA Lounge

Who is a Gay Women?
What are her needs?

Can Gay Women be part of

the Sisterhood?

Organizational Meeting - Coffee Served

During your dinner —

Every Wednesday is

STAMPEDE NIGHT
A little bit of the Far West in New England.
Our cowgirls, in Western garb will serve you Western Steer Beef

by the ounce — 45c per ounce for Prime Sirloin, 70c per ounce for

Filet Mignon, and 35c per ounce for a Rib of Broiled Beef. Just tell

the chef how thick of a slice you want, and how you like it done.

Keep our Friday Night Buffet in mind 6: 30 to 9:00 p.m. $5.50 per

person.

(7&Lord
30 §#I'-*»J At*

MAOUL DIETRICH, INMK ttFtft

.) Teffery
•
JAj 253-2576 J

SAVE • • SAVE • * SAVE * • SAVE • * SAVE
Redeem Coupons at the

STUDENT UNION HATCH
between 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Wed., Dec. 8 - Sat., Dec. 1

1

w/k JK One Coupon Wtk fll
^P' '^^ Per Order -^m? ^Jr

i
A

i
X
X
X

With This Coupon

2 Hamburgers
French Fries

sol. Soft Drink
for

Only 75*
($1.00 value)

from 5 p.m. -9 p.m. Wed. -Sat.

Dec. 8 -11

at STUDENT UNION HATCH

%

Y*
VS
Y
v

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y-

ca Ice Cream Sundae -

of your choice

10* Off
With This Coupon

Wed Sat, Dec. 8 -ll

5p.m.-9p.m.

atSTUDENT UNION ICE CREAM BAR
X
x
X
1

STEAK £»89'
DAILY3P.M.-10P.M.

Do You Believe In
Andre Kole, billed as "America's

leading illusionist," will perform
at 8:00 P.M. tomorrow night in the

UMass Cage.
Kole, whose performances have

taken him to all 50 states and
Canada and to almost 50 other

countries, has appeared on
national television in 38 countries.

He has given special performances
before presidents, ambassadors,
and other civic and government
officials. In one year alone, he
spoke to more than 50 million

persons through personal and
television appearances.

By the time he was 12, Kole had
entertained in more than a dozen

states, in Canada and in Central

America, and was billed as "the

world's greatest junior magician."

Since the beginning of his

professional career, Kole has
developed his own illusions. In one
year alone, he invented more than

1,000 magical effects and ideas.

For a number of years, he had his

own company which built and sold

some of his inventions to

magicians throughout the world.

By the time he was 25, Kole was
doing between 20 to 30 shows each
month, and directed a number of

enterprises in show business.

Kole's wife, Aljeana, is featured

in many of his programs. One of

the few magicians in the world
today, she has been instrumental

in helping to create and produce
the programs, and has also oc-

casionally presented her own act.

For the past ten years, Kole has

Professor Says

Cancer Limited
Dr. Robert Tuthill, Professor of Epidemiology in the Department of

Public Health at the University of Massachusetts, spoke to the Hamp-
shire County Unit of the American Cancer Society at the regular

bimonthly meeting held at the University of Massachusetts on Tuesday,

November 16, on cervical cancer. He explained that his remarks were
limited to cancer of the cervix of the uterus and did not apply to all types

of uterine cancer. He discussed the facts of the distribution of this disease

among various groups and what these facts suggest about the cause and

detection of cervical cancer.

Cervical cancer is more common among the poor, the underprivileged,

the married, those with several children, those with broken or multiple

marriages. It is particularly high in those women whose sexual activity

began very early in life, although the disease apparently takes twenty

years or more to develop. It is higher in those women whose sexual

partners are not circumcised and in those who do not use as con-

traceptives a physical barrier, either a diaphragm or condom. Cervical

cancer is very high among prostitutes and is very rare among nuns. All

these facts suggest that there is some relationship to sexual intercourse.

Dr. Tuthill perdicted that there will be an increase in cervical cancer

twenty years from now because of the increase in sexual activity in the

young.
Dr. Tuthill then discussed the increasing evidence of an association

between a virus, Herpesvirus, type II, which may be transmitted

venereally, (even though the male partner is not affected by the virus)

and the presence of cervical cells which are abnormal, precancerous of

cancerous. A large precentage of women with cervical cancer show

antibodies in their blood to Herpesvirus type II. It is a statistical kind of

association similar to that which has been demonstrated between

smokingcigarettesin the development of lung cancer.

At present the evidence suggests that Herpesvirus type II is only one

significant factor leading to the development of cervical cancer; it is not

the sole or sufficient cause itself. The fact that this disease is more

common in those whose sexual activity began in the early postpubertal

age suggest that hormonal factors are probably also involved.

Jan. Grads. & "Ed Blockers
i*

Senior Photos

LAST WEEK

to sign up

to be taken

Dec. 13 17

SIGN UP NOW
in Index Office

S.U. 401 (2nd Floor)

devoted the major portion of his

time to performing and speaking

on the leading college and
university campuses of the world.

Two years ago, Andre Kole per-

formed here in Bowker Auditorium

before a packed audience of over

900 people. His performances in-

clude demonstrations of clair-

voyance, extrasensory perception

and dematerialization, a

demonstration and expose of

spiritualism and a discussion of

predictions for the future.

1C
Due to his interest in the

supernatural, Kole will include

some observations he made from
his investigation of the miracles of

Christ from the point of view of an
illusionist.

Kole's tours are made in con-

junction with Campus Crusade for

Christ International, an in-

terdenominational student
Christian movement active on

hundreds of United States cam-

puses and in more than half of the

major countries of the world.

Tickets for tomorrow night's

performance may be purchased
for $1.00 at a table in the Campus
Center Concourse or by calling 549-

6149; tickets are $2.00 at the door.

HOLIDAY GIFTS NEVER
SOUNDED SO GOOD

See our complete selection of SONY tape recorders priced as low as $49.95

Sony Model TC-60

AC/DC Personal Portable

Cassette-Corder

The TC-60, Sony's lowest-priced

Cassette-Corder, is perfect for

budget-minded students and
housewives, for personal cor-

respondence, or just for fun.

Sony Model TC-70 AC/DC
Portable Cassette-Corder

Sony Model TC-90 AC/DC
Portable Cassette-Corder with

Built-in Condenser Microphone

Here's a truly versatile performer!

Sony's new Model TC-90 otters

two microphones: a built-in

professional condenser
microphone for perfect

"hands-otf" recording, plus a

Remote Stop/ Start Microphone

for dictation. It's the best "under

$100.00" cassette recorder you

can buy!

A unique back-space review but-

tpn and stop/ start microphone
make the Sony 70 ideal for study

and stenographic work.

Sony Model CF-200

AC/DC Cassette-Corder

AM/FM Radio Combination

Sony Model 124-CS

AC/DC Portable Stereo

Cassette System

Featuring two external speakers,

the 124-CS is perfect for busi-

ness and pleasure. Take the

excitement of full-dimensional

stereo sound everywhere you go!
Sony Model 127 Stereo
Cassette Deck

Want extra style and performance
in a Cassette-Corder AM/FM
radio combination? The new CF-
200 is loaded with "extras," in-

cluding Sonymatic recording
control for perfect, distortion-

free recordings.

Sony Model 160 Advanced-

Design Stereo Cassette Deck

With professional-quality features

like closed-loop dual capstan

tape drive, the Model 160 offers

the most cassette performance

you can buy!

Sony Modal 366

Three-Head Stereo Tape Deck

An excellent choice for today s

advanced stereo enthusiast, the

127 adds high performance to

cassette convenience.

Sony Model 352-D Economy

Three-Head Stereo

Tape Deck

The exciting 352-D's three-

head design lets the user

check the quality of the

recording while the record-

ing is in progress!

The 366 combines single-mo^r

simplicity and pnce

motor performance.

SUPERSCOPE

You never heard it.so good

LISTENING POSTTHE

25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst 186 Main St., Northampton
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Guarding

Our Morality

Just a few years ago, the Head of Residence fit the

stereotype role of "housemother". These matronly

policewomen were guardians of our morality and defen-

ders of our faith. But the time has long since passed when

we needed overseers to take inventories and enforce social

regulations. While the university now hires younger

people, the method of appointment and the job description

have remained static for too long.

We believe that each dormitory should be free to select

its own Head of Residence, if it chooses to have one. We
object to the present university practice of "screening"

applicants beforehand, because the process both limits the

choices available to a dorm and discriminates against

individuals who do not suit the administration's bland

tastes

We further believe that the concept of the Head of

Residence must be completely overhauled. The primary

function of such a person, or persons, should be to serve as

a catalyst for programs, not an enforcer of archaic

policies. Now that the university is committed to the idea

of making dorms into living and learning centers, we
foresee that dormitories will need to select individuals

with special academic training. But whatever the direc-

tion a dorm takes, it will need persons with unique skills,

not mother figures.

WASHINGTON -The biggest problem this country

faces is not the economy, law n' order, the war or

revolution, but bad backs.

It turns out that everyone in this country has back

trouble, and until a cure is found for it, we will never

be able to solve our other difficulties.

I discovered this recently when my wife's back went

out on her while she was playing tennis. I immediately

sent her off to an orthopedic surgeon, who told her she

had a ruptured disc and would have to go in traction

and wear a sponge collar around her neck.

It was her collar that gave us the tipoff on how many
bad backs there are in this country. People rarely talk

about their backs until they see someone else wearing

a collar. Then they open up and confess about their

own bad back troubles.

The first time I took my wife to a party with her

collar around her neck a friend said, "What are you

doing about it?"

My wife said she was going to an orthopedic doctor.

"They don't know anything," the friend said. "What

you need for a bad back is a neurosurgeon."

The next day we located one of the best

neurosurgeons in the country. After careful

examination, he concluded my wife had a ruptured

disc and needed traction and advised her to wear a

sponge collar around her neck.

Since this was the same diagnosis she got from the

orthopedic man, my wife was naturally disappointed.

But a few days later her spirits picked up. She told

me when I got home, "The man who rakes our leaves

said that neurosurgeons don't know anything about

backs. He said the best way to get rid of my bad back

was to sleep on the floor."

"Well the guy who rakes leaves should know," I

said.

A week later she called me at the office. "Annabelle

PointBlank

knows a woman in Seven Corners who can cure

crooked spines with her fingernails. She has never

worked on someone who didn't get better."

Three days later my wife got wind of an acupunc-

turist who lived in Chinatown. Her friend Aggie said,

"Four gold needles and you'll be playing tennis in a

week."
Before she could look up the acupuncture doctor,

her sister called from Cincinnati and told her the only

way to get rid of her bad back was through yoga and
meditation.

Several weeks went by, and while my wife did

continue her traction, her heart wasn't in it.

"It seems so slow," she protested to me. "The

hairdresser knows a spa in Italy that specializes in

mud baths for bad backs."

"If it doesn't work you can always go to Lourdes," I

said.

But while she was getting her passport for Italy, a

brother-in-law from West Virginia called in to tell

about a new miracle cure for backs that some lady in

the Blue Ridge Mountains had developed from herbs.

"It sounds better than mud baths," I said.

The ointment arrived and, surprisingly, it had no

effect on my wife's back.

Having tried everything, we decided to go back to

the neurosurgeon on the off chance that he might know
something about her problem that the hairdresser

didn't.

The doctor siad she was doing fine but would have to

stay in traction for another month.

You can imagine her depressed state of mind when
she left the office. But fortunately, on the way home
the cab driver recognized her symptons and said, "I

<now a hypnotist in Alexandria who specializes in

nothing but ruptured discs."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times.

Academic Tenure Under Fire

Law And Orders

By MATTHEW FINKIN
Academic Tenure: The

President's Commission on
Campus Unrest urged a recon-

sideration of it. The ACE.
Committee on Campus Tensions

called for its reappraisal. And no

less a figure than the newly ap-

pointed president of Rutgers
University has wondered aloud

whether tenure still serves a useful

purpose.

The center of the debate over

tenure appears to have shifted

since the strife-torn years of '68

and '69 when criticism was based

on student dissatisfaction and lack

of "academic responsibility."

Now, assertions of inefficiency and
unproductivity abound in our
financially aware decade.

Long-term contracts of faculty

employment in lieu of tenure are

now bandied about as a suggested

panacea in pruning the dead wood
from the academic grove. To
understand what is at stake,

students should consider the value

of academic tenure.

Traditionally, tenure has meant
that after some reasonable
probationary period, a faculty

member should be understood to

be on continuous appointment.

Once acquired, this status can only

be terminated (1) for adequate
cause, as demonstrated in a

hearing before a tribunal of peers,

or (2) as a result of a bona fide

financial exigency or curtailment

of a program of instruction.

The purpose served (apart from
job security which is, itself, an
inducement to enter the

profession) is to insure the

freedom of the professor to teach,

research, publish and speak out on

civic and institutional issues

without fear of losing his job.

Possession of tenure does not per

se protect incompetents; it assures

that a school administration will

come forward with its case under
traditional Western notions of fair

play.

The suggestion of long-term

renewable contracts of em-
ployment in lieu of tenure-say, of 5

or 10 years' duration -seems to

have all the asserted defects of the

tenure system and none of the

advantages. Certainly one ad-

vantage of the current system is

that at some point in time a firm

decision must be made on the

promise the individual holds for

the institution. An amiable
colleague who comes close but

doesn't quite make it will, doub-

tless after much agonizing, be

given a timely terminal notice. The
long-term contract approach,
however , merely allows a con-

tinual postponement of firm
decisions. It is unlikely that a

passable colleague of 10, 15, or 20

years would find his contractual

option not picked up.

Who, then, would realistically be
affected under the long-term
contract plan? Admittedly the

blatantly unfit are reachable in

any event under the current
system.

Clearly those most likely to

suffer nonrenewal are the out-

spoken and controversial. To them
possessing tenure is a very real

protection for the exercise of

academic freedom.
It is more than likely that the

long term contract approach will

have a chilling effect. Faculty will

of necessity be concerned that

what they say in class, in print, or

in faculty meetings will play a

significant role in nonrenewal
decisions.

Some assert, however, that
academic freedom is so widely
accepted that the tenure system is

no longer needed. But one need
only look at the ever growing list of

schools censured by the American

Association of University
Professors for violations of

academic freedom. Last year

alone, almost 900 complaints of

violations were filed with the

A.A.U.P.
For students, an issue critical to

their education lurks within the

debate over tenure versus long-

term contracts: What seems to be

challenged is the autonomy of

professors to teach, research,

publish, and criticize as they see

fit. If one accepts the assumption

that students are no more than

consumers of an educational

service; and if a school's gover-

ning body has an unfettered right

to control the manner of delivering

that service; then, without

question, tenure is a serious im-

pediment to academic ad-

ministration. But, then, so too is

academic freedom.
Copyright 1971 by Matthew

Finkin

Matthew Finkin is the Director,

Northeastern Regional Office, and

Associate Counsel of the American
Association of University
Professors. The views expressed

are entirely the author's and do not

necessarily reflect the policies of

the AAUP.

The Blue Girl
The rain, drenching the street,

washed away the fragments of that last remembrance.
Your scarf, wet gently by the rain,

outlined the day in wrinkles.

I was drenched by the rain, sensed by your scarf,

and although I could always put my finger on your chin

I decided to be good, and parlayed my grin

into moist and sundry exhibition.

I saw your face, felt your raincoat,

decided where your eyes were blue

that fealty could not condone disdain.

The corpse of a blue butterfly

wet the earth. I could see

the green buds, warm with images,

open up and take flight.

I held out a bud to you ; you were my light.

Now rain is gone. The buds are stilled for Christmas.

Your lips are gone; the hand you held out to me
has faded away. You were my love, you were my Christmas.

The rain has turned to snow.

I see your reflection in my champagne glass.

With a toss I drain the contents,

and remember your most impervious reflection.

Love, you live in the shadows.
Jerome Nathanson

Mir

<r

Editorial Points
We are assured it's purely

coincidental that the English

Dept. celebrated the 30th an-

niversary of Pearl Harbor (Dec.

7) with a special meeting to

discuss the question of the

recurring fight for tenure.
*****

Signs of a Post-Culture: I

believe I am correct in thinking

that not until November 30, 1971,

in a 126 class, had John Milton

ever been referred to a "dude."--

Dave Porter (Massachusetts
Studies in English).

*****

If the roof of the Campus
Center leaks all the way down to

the Concourse level, then it must
get mighty wet up at the Top of

the Campus. But you'd have to

ask an administrator to find out.
*****

If the basketball team only

had Erving, they might be able

to score some points.
*****

Letting China into the United

Nations is one thing, but for the

United States to be on the same
side as the Chinese in a war is

quite another.
*****

If Yaya Khan married No No
Nanette, would they be fighting

all the time?

'WE'U SEND YOU THE WINGS IATER1

Letters To The Editor

Status Of Enlightenment

To the Editor:

One would think that an experience in any

university is illuminating to the extent of generating

in any individual the desire for further enlightenment.

Does that sound like a bunch of words? Seriously,

though, I wonder about university students who are so

endowed with knowledge themselves that they con-

sider their primary purpose to be that of depriving

other honestly seeking individuals the right to attain

this ultimate status of "knowing."

When persons become so profoundly imprisoned in

their sense of infinite wisdom that they commit ac-

tions automatically, trusting their sixth sense to

determine their final orientation, and yet expect

peace of mind at the outcome-then I wonder if

wisdom did indeed exist at the beginning. Fur-

thermore, they blame their inner conflict upon others-

not themselves!

Two years ago Andre Kole, a man of great

professional ability in the art of illusion, came to this

campus. The advertisements of his performance

carefully enumerated the contents. By reading the

posters, one envisioned oneself seated in Bowker

Auditorium (which incidently was jam-packed)

looking at a magician performing tricks that you

could not decipher, even in your wildest imagination.

From reading the posters, ere also was given to un-

derstand that Mr. Kole would talk about the super-

natural, ghosts, and witchcraft - and he did. He would

also discuss the miracle and prophecies of Christ from

a magician's viewpoint - all this he did. This was his

program! People sat on the edge of their seats

throughout almost the entire performance - their lips

hanging off their hinges. Girls gasped and screamed.

Guys gave nervous laughs. One young man reacted by

heckling during a certain part of the performance.

Everyone was thoroughly excited afterward; we had

all gotten our money's worth and more!

So why are some people now tearing down all the

posters that we put up? Because they, two years ago

did not read the posters and so probably thought

Andre Kole was a warlock because he was going to

talk about witchcraft. He is not, hence the conflict!

What's our point? Please whoever you are - don't

touch the posters let someone else read them - they

just might be interested in attaining your status of

enlightenment.
Marcella Charles

Debbv Eld

Positive Reaction
( Kd. note - Mr. Weaver is a member of the UMass Speech Dept.)

Dear Mr. Weaver,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for helping the

residents of MacKimmie House in our recent colloquium entitled Prin-

ciples of Dorm Government.
During our last two hour session of the colloquium, the participants

discussed their reactions to the various activities which transpired during

tne whole sixteen hours. As it turned out, your three hour discussion of

parliamentary procedure, and your two hour return visit received the

most positive reaction.

I am going to submit a copy of this note for publication in The Daily

Collegian because we at MacKimmie House feel that your command of

the subject matter is remarkable, and we would like to share our en-

counter with the rest of the University. Much thanks once again.

Stan Steinberg

MacKimmie House President

Conflict Resolved
In contemporary capitalistic

society the meaning of equality has

been transformed. By equality one

refers to the equality of

automatons; of men who have lost

their individuality. Equality today

means "sameness" rather than

"oneness." It is the sameness of

abstractions, of the men who work

in the same jobs, who have the

same amusements, who read the

same newspapers, who have the

same feelings and the same ideas.

In this respect one must also look

with some skepticism at some
achievements which are usually

praised as signs of our progress,

such as the equality of women.
Needless to say I am not speaking

against the equality of women; but

the positive aspects of this ten-

dency must not deceive one. It is

part of the trend toward the

elimination of differences.

Equality is bought at this very

price: women are equal because

they are not different any more.

The proposition of Enlightenment
philosophy, lame n'a pas de sexe,

the soul has no sex, has become the

general practice. The polarity of

the sexes is disappearing, and with

it erotic love, which is based on this

polarity. Men and women become
the same, not equals as opposite

poles.

The Art of Loving
Erich Fromm

pgs. 12-13

Of UMass
Ed. note: The following

description of UMass is taken from

an article by Dietrich Schwanitz,

German exchange professor in the

Knglish Department this year,

containing Mr. Schwanitz's im-

pressions of UMass after his first

few weeks on campus. The article

appeared in a German newspaper.

DIE ZEIT. on November Uth. It

was translated for the

COLLEGIAN by graduate students

in the German Department.

...Next morning I look around the

UMas campus where I will be

teaching for a year. The coun-

tryside has lovely woods and hills,

with white houses gleaming among
(he trees, wide lawns, farms and

fields. And right in the middle of

the farmland, as though conjured

out of the ground, rise the concrete

hulks of the university buildings,

some of them still under con-

struction, looking like gigantic eye-

teeth. Almost everything here is

new, air-conditioned, covered in

muffling carpets, cool and enor-

mous. Only rarely do you see a

building of more venerable age.

covered with moss and ivy.

I plunge into the so-called

Campus Center, gathering place

for students between classes,

complete with coffee shops,

recreation and reading rooms, post

office, card rooms, pinball

machines, barber shop. TV lounge,

hotel, restaurant, bookstores,

magazine stands and a movie

theater. Here the brave new world

gathers me into its arms. Hun-

dreds of adolescents, the males

and females indistinguishable

from each other, loll around on

soft leather cushions under sub-

terranean artificial lighting, all in

the same deshabille, bluejeans and

T-shirts. They surrender them

selves to the riot of the senses

around them, to the color TV. the

jukebox, the piped-in radio, and at

regular intervals they go over to

one of the ubiquitous softdrink

machines to suck up liquid refresh-

ment. Coke, Sprite. Ginger Ale,

Fanta. and Bitter Lemon. Then

they return to their couches,

transfigured, with dreamy and

vacant expressions, while in the

background a salesman extols the

pleasures of the waterbed. Out on

the asphalt walkways too the

students wander around among the

numerous ouildings lost in their

dreams.
In the English Department,

where I will be teaching as one of

more than 120 professors, work is

in progress on the final

organizational guidelines for the

complicated manufacturing
process which passes for education

here. The students are channeled

into a rigid program of courses

which is constantly being sub-

jected to "exciting" innovations.

The so-called progressive element

in the department talks about the

students and their needs, what's

good for them whether they can

relate to the subject, while the

conservatives are concerned with

standards, the subject, intellectual

niveau, the purpose of a university.

What both these groups have in

common is their fear of the

students. It isn't that they fear

disturbances and sharp criticism

as we (in Germany) do. No. they

accord the students the privileged

position and unquestionable

authority of the consumer. And the

consumer is always right The

professor becomes a sort of

salesman, who wonders: "Am I

popular? Do my students really

like me 9 Are my courses hits?"

The semester offerings come
packaged in Course Descriptions

which are described in advance,

and, as is usual with packaging, it

tends to be better than the mer-

chandise itself. The vocabulary

used in these course descriptions is

subjective and emotional: the

material has to be exciting,

creative, thrilling, adventuresome.

The fiction of direct appeal to the

student is maintained throughout,

even where the material is

sometimes after all complex.

Thus the course offerings are

constantly varied without however

escaping the confines of a certain

closed system. The discussion at

the first departmental meeting has

to do with whether academic credit

ought to be granted for a program
in which students of English

Literature work in social agencies

outside the university. Everyone is

for it. particularly since it is only a

matter of rubber-stamping a

decision already made by the

administration.

The Exchange Professor from

Germany is the object of shortlived

but emphatic interest "So, you

want \o do theory of literature?

Even criticism of the ideology

behind literary works? Sounds

awfully exciting, and necessary

too. Not quite sure just what you

have in mind there We'll have to

discuss it some more sometime
I'm sure we'll be seeing each other

again."

And you do see them again at

numerous parties where they hand

you around with flattering marks
of attention Mention of the

"Frankfurt School" and "Critical

Theory" draws a complete blank.

The names Adorno and Habermas
are unknown; among the Marxist

critics they have at most heard of

Lukacs That is due in part to the

fact that so little German and

French theory of literature gets

translated. On the other hand,

Lukacs' History and Class Con-

sciousness has just come out in

English.

One notes a slightly apologetic

attitude on the part of the

professors for the students' weak

educational preparation. The
European, perhaps a little con-

ceited about his education, is

reminded that the students do not

have German prep-school training

behind them, that numerically

they make up more than half the

graduates of the public high

schools. After all, a state

university can't be compared with

private institutions like Yale,

Harvard, and Princeton. You can't

expect too much; you have to

adapt your teaching to the

situation. And some of the students

are really immensely exciting in

spite of everything.

In the classroom this preoc-

cupation with students' needs leads

to a generalized literary Im
pressionism. Since creativity is

thought to be rooted in the

student's personal psychology, the

literary work is seen as being

recreated in the student's reaction

to it-no matter what that may be.

It is the goal of teaching to make
these reactions explicit. It would

amount to a sacrilege to claim that

emotions might be false. In such a

system ideological criticism has a

hard time of it. And here lies the

main difference from the situation

at a European university. Whereas

German students express them

selves primarily within the

framework of theoretical models,

in the United States the standard is

emotional participation. But the

latter has largely reverted from its

object to its source: the inner

being And since there exist in

America no traditions of a cult of

the inner life among the middle

class, it takes the radical form of

the student subculture of the trip

into "inner space."

The students' self-image reflects

this situation. They are constantly

swinging from ego trips to identity

crises. A European teacher is

always in danger of provoking an

identity crisis in his students if he

adopts a more objective method of

presentation.

There are many signs of crisis

here. The old cliche about

"America, land of contrasts" is

yielding to the impression that the

contrasts are really con

tradictions: there is the ar

tificiality of a campus way out in

the country, and the attempt to

teach the students about Life; the

passivity of their role as con

sumers and the fast pace of the

educational process; the constant

invocation of Individualism, and

the standardized nature of the

invocation

The question one must ask

oneself is whether this fragmen

tary impression is not the result of

an image of America as formed in

Europe, whether one hasn't

brought along the categories under

which everything is perceived.

Five years ago I was at another

American university. in

Philadelphia At that time I ex-

pected to find a model democracy

corresponding to the then

prevailing European image of

America, the great Atlantic

brother. Today our notion of a

great chaos in America perhaps

goes beyond the reality, but it

certainly comes closer to it. Thus

the transformation of this image is

itself a part of the history of

European ideology.
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New Group
Jobs

The plight of the unemployed

young college graduate has

become the concern of a new self-

help group known as "The Job

Seekers."
About 12 college degree holders

from greater Boston have
established the organization to

serve as a sounding board for other

unemployed recent graduates and

as a clearing house for information

about available jobs.

Several organizational meetings

have been held at the Beacon Hill

Free School during the past three

weeks, and more members are

being sought, according to Bennett

L. Morse of 262 Arnold Rd.,

Newton.
Morse, a 24-year-old Boston

University graduate who received

a master's of business ad-

ministration degree from George

Washington University in June,

originated the idea for The Job

Seekers. He has been looking for a

job in market research since

August.

Of himself and other unemployed

young college graduates. Morse

says: "Here we are with two pieces

of paper after having spent six

years in school and thousands of

dollars, and we can't find a job."

He views the unemployed as "the

most neglected...We hear the hard

luck stories about the Ph.D's who
are teaching in high school or the

work programs for minority

groups. But we hardly ever hear

about the young people with

college educations who can't find

work."
Morse acknowleged that there

were jobs available and cited the

case of one job seeker who earned

a bachelor's degree in education

and is working as a secretary. But,

he added: "If a person wants to

work in the field he's been

educated for, it's virtually im-

possible."

Three factors, he said, work
against the young college graduate

competing in the job market.

"First off, the young graduate is

inexperienced, and he can't get

any experience unless someone
hires him. It's like trying to get

your first credit card. You can't

get credit unless you already have

it someplace else."

Prayers

Held Tonight
The Newman Club is holding a

Living Rosary in honor of the Feast

of the Immaculate Conception. It

will be held tonight following the

evening Mass at 7 p.m. in the

chapel

Secondly, he said: "Many of the

trainee positions are a function of a

prosperous economy. Since we
don't have that now, what's left are

the positions requiring ex-

perience."

Lastly, he noted that the young

graduate cannot qualify for

unemployment compensation
because to be eligible one has to

have worked a certain length of

time.

According to Morse, some
graduates have accepted part-time

work and look for a job in their free

time. But Morse said that jituation

had drawbacks. "You can't make
calls easily from the part-time job

or receive followup calls."

The Job Seekers hope to attract

the attention of young out-of-work

graduates, as well as others, who
could help further the group's

aims.

"I think Boston, being a college

town, contains a lot of people like

ourselves," he said.
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Don't

Buy-

Any

R ecords

Until

Friday

AMHERST
AUDIO

Don't fall into the trap of not pre-registering properly. Do it now before it's too late. Look what hap-

pened to these poor souls.

Forget About Papers and Exams!
get into these great new LPs from

COLUMBIA RECORDS
, ^^.1 BOB

DYLAN'S
GREATEST

HITS
VOL.11

HL ' « including:

WatchingThe
RiverFlow

Don't Think Twice,
It's All Right

|*3| Lay Lady Lay
Stuck Inside Of

Mobile With
The Memphis
Blues Again

rj?^S

If Not For You

Gonna take
a miracle

Laura nyro
and Labelle

including:

Jimmy Mack
NowhereTo Run
Desiree

I Met Him
On A Sunday

Spanish Harlem

Monkey Time

Dancing InThe Street

j,
.

,
lj,W..

.
.

.
.

.

.
..

.
.

.

.
.

.

.

^

5/1564

«74e AytohjQciAMte*. AtotUf
including

America s Great National Pastime Bugler

Tiffany Queen Lazy Waters Antique Sandy

THERE'S A RIOT GOIN' ON
SLY &THI FAMILY STONE

including:

Family Affair Spaced Cowboy I You Caught Ma) Smilin

Thank You For Talkin' To Ma Africa luv N'Haight

fe # #

M

Specially Priced 4-Record Set

At CarnegieHall
Include! 3 Posters And A 20 Pag* Program

Questions 67And 68/1m A Man/Beginnings

Colour MyWorld/Make Me Smile/25 Of 6 To 4

Plus 26Qthers

NEW RIDERS OF THE
PURPLE SAGE

including:

Louisiana Lady
I Don t Know You /Portland Woman

Whatcha Gonna Do Last Lonely Eagle

$0883
$801

SANTANA
including:

No One To Depend On/Everybody's Everything

Taboo /Para Los Rumberos
Everything s Coming Our Way

TEN YEARS AFTER
ASPACE IN TIME

including:

On* Of Tb«*a Days ! Hard Mookeya / Uncle Jam
rd Love To Chang* The World

Once Thar* Was A Time

LEONARD BERNSTEIN'S

/MASS
Conducted by theCbmposer

PLUS f° r one week only

The entire Columbia/Epic
Catalog for only:

ALL $4.98 list LPs

ALL $5.98 list LPs
All $6.98 list LPs
ALL $9.98 list LPs

$3.11
$3.88
$4.56
$6.12

JEM RECORDS
"// we don't have it,

we'll order it"

8 Tracks and Cassettes, too!!

GORMAN HOUSE LOBBY
Monday, Wednesday 9-10: 30 p.m.

242 Gorman House, Mon.-Fri.

Selectmen Discuss Sewage

By CHARLES BERKOW
The Technical Advisory Committee,

Sewage Treatment Facilities (TAC) was
charged by the Board of Selectmen to in-

vestigate most facets of the proposed new
sewage treatment plant and to advise Town
Manager Allen Torrey, and through him the

selectmen, about it. TAC was charged as

they talked for over an hour with the

selectmen at yesterday's Board of Select-

men meeting.

The selectmen also discussed the

proposed 1972 budget of the Jones library

and heard a report from Assessor John

McDermott on the valuation and taxation of

cultivated land in Amherst.

The selectmen talked with John Foster

and Karol Wisnieski of TAC, who said they

had some questions about the preliminary

plans for the new sewage plant. Engineering

consultants Haley & Ward, who drew up the

plans, will be invited to*meet with TAC on

Thursday night.

Foster said that the engineers, in their

preliminary report, dismissed all the dif-

ferent types of sewage treatment methods

and techniques except one in a few brief

sentences. He noted that the new plans call

for incinerating sludge rather than sending

it through an anaerobic digester, as has

been done in the past. He said that TAC
wanted to look more closely into alternative

methods of sewage treatment.

On the subject of a different treatment

technique. Board of Selectmen Chairman
Merle Howes said, "We in public ad-

ministration must work with concepts that

are proven and worthwhile.!' Torrey said

that any new sewage plant had to be ap-

proved by the Massachusetts Water
Pollution Control Board He said, "There

are currently no...treatment facilities (in

Massachusetts) which use a method sub-

stantially different from the (proposed)

Amherst method."

The proposed budget for the Jones library

calls for an increase in funds from the town

of from $64,000 to $92,000. The selectmen

noted that much of the increase will go into

salary increases, which are long overdue.

The library is supposed to be a private

agency, privately funded. But as the budget

for 1972 calls for more than half of the

money to come from the town, Howes
suggested that the nature of the library

should be changed from a private agency

partially funded by public funds to a town

agency partially funded by endowment. The
selectmen decided to ask the trustees of the

library to come to their meeting Monday
night.

McDermott reported that assessed
valuation of farmland in Amherst has
nearly tripled since 19»>9, while taxes on
farmland have more than doubled.

The selectmen voted to renew the licenses

of all local liquor-selling establishments

except The Notch. The Notch's license was
not renewed at that time because it had
failed to submit a floor plan which had been
requested by the selectmen.

In other action, the selectmen reserved 8

tickets for the Hampshire County Select-

men's Association meeting next week. They

discussed a street light ceremony to be held

Thursday morning at 11 : 45 and they granted
various requests for licenses.

Faculty Pay

Their Way
The Daily Collegian is experimenting with a new distribution

system which would have the faculty and staff members paying for

their newspapers.
The experiment started Monday morning with the delivery to

every staff and faculty member working in Thompson Tower.

Workers there will continue to receive the paper free until today.

Afterwards, the charge will be five cents per issue.

If the system works, it will be expanded campus-wide. Thus the

Collegian will have formulated a subscription system for those who
do not pay Student Activities Taxes. It is hoped that faculty and

staff will elect to use the Collegian's subscription system rather

than keep taking papers from the several drop-off points.

Britisher Blames Both Sides

Reading Their Own

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) —
Roy H. Jenkins, deputy leader of

the British Labor Party, said today

he thinks the India-Pakistan war is

"a more complex issue with more
blame on both sides" than is given

in the official American view.

"I think it's a very sober step to

cut off aid to the country that most
needs aid," he said of a

congressional committee's vote

Monday to suspend $648 million in

aid for both countries until the

fighting stops.

Jenkins made the comments at a

news conference at Yale, where he

is delivering a series of lectures on

the relationship of the United

States to the rest of the in-

ternational community.
Jenkins said he takes "a slightly

more sympathetic attitude to the

Indian government" than does the

United States -although, he said,

he doesn't absolve either side of

blame.
"The attitude of the West

Pakistan government toward the

East Pakistanis since the elections

has been pretty rough," Jenkins

said.

He termed the conflict "even

more tragic than dangerous" at a

time when both countries have only

marginal "ability to deal with their

internal problems."

Jenkins also said he sees hope in

an indication from Prime Minister

John Lynch of the Irish Republic

that the constitution of a united

Ireland might be rewritten to

make it more acceptable to

Protestants.

"I hope that we can see im-

provement in that direction... the

solution certainly lies with a united

Ireland," Jenkins said.

*klicksi1vfcr

Food and Music

The Five Area Coordinating

Committee will present a poetry

and fiction reading, the first of

five, at the Lewis House Lounge at

eight o'clock tomorrow evening.

Juliana Mutti and Joey Newman
will read their poetry, and Alastair

Beattie will read his fiction.

The public is invited. Admission

and refreshments are free.

Bahais Sponsor Talk
The Bahai community of

Amherst will be observing a

celebration of U.N. Human Rights

Day on Monday, Dec. 13th. and will

be sponsoring a talk and social

hour at the Colonial Lounge at 7:30

p.m.

Mrs. Nancy Jordan of Nor-

thampton, who will be speaking at

the function, explained some of the

background to her talk. Baha' u

llah, a Persian, who started the

Bahai faith in 1863, taught that

man's basic human rights include

the right to the socially unen-

cumbered worship of God, and the

right to carry forward an ever

advancing civilization. Mrs.

Jordan stated that the civilization

towards which Bahai's strive is one

in which all institutions will be

based on spiritual values; that

human rights also include the

individual's right to be recognized

by humanity as a Spiritual human

being, participant in an eternal

life.

The Bahai faith also teaches the

equality of men and women, and

the abolition of all prejudice. It is

Mrs. Jordan's contention, in

keeping with the Bahai teachings,

that these values are for all people,

not just the members of the Bahai

faith.

Her talk will also include a brief

look at the conditions of current

established institutions in their

relationship to the spiritual values

taught by Baha' u Hah. The public

is cordially invited to attend.

"EQUALITY-A DIVINE
STANDARD"

TUDCC f # c 191 N - P'easant St '
Amherst

inlxCE V 5 Sale starts 9:00 A.M.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
Well Worth a Walk to Amherst to Save on

Christmas Gifts & Supplies

Christmos cards

Gift wrap

Ribbon & bows
Jewelery

Stocking staffers

-Toys & Games
-Candles

-Posters

-Prints

-Gifts

-Calendars

-School supplies

-Buxton Wallets

-Pen Sets

-Craft kits.

SHOP SUNDAY 10:00 TO 5:00, WEEKDAYS 9-9
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Campus Carousel

Rock Banned From U. Of Florida

By TONY (iRANITE
WHO SAID OIKT IS CHEAP? The

University of Missouri calculates that

".very day trash" costs $2,500 a month to

gather by a full-time force of five men. And

to clean up after a home football game can

cost as much as $1,680 for three days' effort

by a crew of 15-20 men.

According to a page one story in the

campus newspaper, Maneater, the litter bits

that cost are mostly paper napkins, beer

cans, cigarettes, candy wrappers and paper

tups.

oh. Ecology, where is thy sting?
*****

SI'EAKINi; OE STINGS poses the in-

lormation from the University of South

Florida Oracle that tells of the banning of

rock music concerts on that campus.

The ban was stimulated by these

•problems": almost $800 worth of damage

to the gym during two recent concerts;

lighting; pot smoking and drinking in the

audience; disregard for fire regulations;

and almost no security enforcement.

So said the vice-president for student

affairs about these affairs.

liut he left hope that when the "problems"

are ironed out, the ban would be lifted.

*****

I'OYVKK TO THE PUPILS at PSU...that's

what the Vanguard, student newspaper of

Portland (Ore.) State says in a page one

story, headlined, "Student declares self new

dean."
And the intelligence continues that one C.

Courtney Walker "has proclaimed himself

acting and interim Dean for Students." The

newspaper quotes the young Black as saying

that his action will demonstrate to the

university community that the only power

students will have is the power they take."

Walker says "I have nothing personal

against (Dean) Evans." But he believes

(the newspaper said) that by taking over

Evans* position he will be giving students an

opportunity to be represented.

A member of the campus search com-

mittee for a new Dean for Students, Walter

is protesting the appointment of the Dean by

the University President, who did not heed

the student-faculty committee's recom-

mendations. Walker says.

According to Vanguard, Walker intends to

hold the DSF "until either his appointment

is consecrated by the students or students

select a dean of their own choosing."

The displaced dean, meanwhile, declined

to comment.
*****

SPEAKINO OE LIBERATION ...the UWis

Daily Cardinal reports also in a page one

story the attempt of 15 women to take over a

males-only gym. Their object, a lively game
of basketball.

The three-column headline read, "Women
launch invasion into jockstrap's hallowed

ground."
*****

ANOTHER EYE-CATCHING
HEADLINE appeared recently in the In-

diana Daily Student: "Cited by Ripley's for

double joints."

The story by ids staff writer Kim Hasten

leads off with "Some people are backward

and some are forward, but according to

Ripley's Believe It or Not' very few are

forward and backward at the same time.

"But such is the case with Stephen White,

sophomore, who was recently cited by

Ripley's column for being able to stand with

his feet facing the opposite direction of his

body..."

It's hereditary, the article explains, since

Whites mother and grandmother were also

double-jointed. And White is capitalizing on

his talent by entertaining his schoolmates.

He expects to find a critical need for a job

utilizing his novel talent.

Writer Hasten concludes the story with,

"Whatever it is, he hopes to get a kick out of

it."

Which is the part of the story we jour-

nalists call "the kicker".

Hexachlorophene

Warning Issued

The Food and Drug Administration, citing findings of brain damage in

baby monkeys, warned vesterday against regular bathing of infants and

adults with cleansers containing 3 percent or more hexachlorophene.

In a letter to be sent today to 600,000 doctors and other health

professionals, the agency says recent studies showed that

hexachlorophene can be absorbed through the skin into the blood stream,

and that this absorption resulted in damage to the white matter of the

brains of newborn monkeys.

The white matter is made up of bundles of white-coated axon, the parts

i»| the nerve cells that act as intercommunicating fibers.

The agency also cites a study in rats involving ingestion ol

hexachlorophene. which also showed damage to the brain's white matter

The rats developed leg weakness and paralysis, but the monkeys showed

no outward ill-effects.
, u

Hexachlorophene cleansers, the most popular of which is pHisoHex,

made by Winthrop Laboratories, are widely used in hospitals and in

homes for daily bathing of infants to prevent skin infections.

The blood level ol hexachlorophene in the monkey and rat studies was

not much higher than levels that have been found in newborn human

infants upon their discharge from the hospital.

The drug agency also announced that it would publish in the Federal

Register today proposed new labeling for products containing 3 percent

or more of hexachlorophene. The new label would require "prominent

and conspicuous warnings" against the use of such products for daily

bathing of infants and adults.

I)r Louis (Jluck. pediatrician at the University of California in San

Diego whose studies helped to establish routine bathing with

hexachlorophene in hospital nurseries, said in a telephone interview

yesterday that the result of the FDA's action "could be disastrous-it

could setback infant care by many years."

I)r (Jluek noted that the Canadian Food and Drug Administration had

reviewed the same study findings and had seen no reason to take such

action I le added that the widespread use of hexachlorophene in nurseries

had resulted in staphylococcus infections being "wiped out all over the

"
The American drug agency's decision to halt this use was reached in

concordance with the American Academy recommended washing with

soap and water, or plain water.v
( By New York Times

)

GIFT GIVING
made easy

for DAD and BROTHER
SHOES & HOSE

WALLET & BELTS

SLIPPERS & TIES

for MOM and SIS
Shoes & Slippers
Hats & Handbags
Gloves & Scarfs

Indian Jewelry & Wallets

Last But Not Least

Boots From the Boot Cellar

ftPLtffr
H Main St., Amherst

There was a time when the weather was warm, the sky was clear

and the ground was firm. Ah, those days are long gone. But they will

eventually return. We hope.

Jerry Lewis

Twin Cinema
SS4-320f

Oncmal
House That

Dripped Blood -

Willard •

OrtcmaSt
Catch 22 7:15

Goodbye Columbus
9:30

Admission $ 1 with

College I DM-TH

Momp Showing Plain

X^F-^r ^^ ^» ^^ ^^ V ^^ ; .-.

bricworld

King St.. Northomotee

USEYOUR
"MASTER CHARGE"
'BANKAMERICARO"

"BELL-RINGING"
FABRIC

f f7

FOR APPRECIATED SEW IT SAYE

HOLIDAY GIFTS
PRINTED NYLON

FLEECE QQc^C
I.80SACETATE. RIO. 1.79YD.,f;;j^3^S^
20% NYU

AMERITEX

VEL PANNE
BRUSHED VELVETS i

REG
3 99 YD 2.99

10<)\pv. •

VIDE

ni!Y r
! t AN

WISS

PINKING

SHEARS

4.99

SCORES
UN-ADVERTISED
GIFT SPECIALSI

AMERITEX

PRINTED NYLON

QUILTS
VAL TO | tflQ
2 9C'YD

J g"TW
:mini v.

"•

HI-IMPACT PLASTIC

SEWING
CHESTS

•COMPLETEWITHTRAY
•PLENTYOPROOMFOR
EVERYTHINa

PERMANENTPRESS

BROADCLOTH

66°
•66% POLYESTER
15%COTTON

[m •48*•MACHINEWASH

AMHERST 1 Pray St.

Daily 9:30 5 30 Fri. til 9

NORTHAMPTON
21 Pleasant St.

Open Daily 9:30 - 5:30
Thurs. til 9:00

Beware Of Worms In Your Lids
Thanksgiving began normally

for Florence Falk. She roasted a

turkey for her husband, Richard,

the Albert G. Milbank Professor of

International Law and Practice at

Princeton University, and for her

son, Demitri, 2. But when she

opened a jar of baby food for her

infant of seven months, Noah, she

found a worm on top.

Mrs. Falk was upset and sent off

a series of telegrams that not only

set in motion a chain of

representative responses to con-

sumer complaints from the^ood

industry, but also un-

covered an unpublicized

and subtle source of con-

tamination in vacuum-
packed foods—the lids.

in the course of the next

few days, Mrs. Falk, her au

pair girl, Marie-Noel
Labatut and her

housekeeper, Lillian

Coppage, found more than

a dozen pale yellow worms
in baby food jars

manufactured by all of the

big three baby food com-

panies, H.J. Heinz, Beech-

Nut and Gerber. The jars

had been purchased at two

different supermarkets in

the Princeton area. Sub-

sequently, a reporter found

four more worms in three

other jars in the Falk

home, jars with the

vacuum seal intact.

These particular worms,
unsavory looking but ap-

parently no menace to

health, ranged in size from

one-quarter to one-half

in length. One of them was alive,

and slithered over the surface of

some Heinz creamed spinach. The
others and their chrysalises

remained attached to the inside of

the lid flanges or along the screw

threads at the top of the jars.

Mrs. Falk assumed that the

worms had been introduced into

the jars by faulty food processing.

She sent telegrams explaining the

situation to the presidents of the

three companies, to Ralph Nader
and to the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration.

So far, Ralph Nader has not

responded, but the next Monday
morning, Carroll J. Wysochanski,

an inspector from the Newark
section of the F.D.A., appeared at

the Falk home to begin a routine

inspection that confirmed the

You wouldn't be too happy either if you found

worms in vour food.

inch presence of insect larvae in the

jars, eliminated the Falk kitchen

as the possible source of the in

festation but uncovered no other

infested jars either at the local

markets or at local warehouses.

Laboratory tests at the F.D.A.

center in Brooklyn turned up no

sign of contamination in samples

coded identically with Florence

Falk's wormy jars, and taken from

the same markets and warehouses.

The mystery might have
remained unsolved if Barry
Johnson had not been sent from

Heinz's Philadelphia district sales

office to soothe: Mrs. Falk's anxiety

about his company's processing

methods. He came prepared with a

bag of sealed baby food jars and a

sort of parlor trick designed to

explain the presence of insect

larvae in the doubly sterilize^
powerfully sealed interior

of a Heinz jar.

"We're scrutinized more
excessively than smaller

companies," said Mr.
Johnson as he inverted a

jar on its knurled metal lid.

The top of the lid was
slightly depressed, which is

a built-in safety indication

that the vacuum has not

been interfered with.

Then Mr. Johnson
sprinkled cigarette ash
over the join between the

overhanging edge of the lid

and the glass of the jar.

Finally, he opened the jar,

which popped as the

vaccum was broken. Mr.

Johnson smiled trium-

phantly as he exhibited the

cigarette ash that had been

sucked onto the surface of

the food from the flange of

the lid by the gust of air

rushing in to fill the

vacuum.
In other words, foreign

matter such as dust, filth and in-

sect eggs present at any time after

the baby food has been processed

can collect outside the vacuum seal

under the shoulders of the lid and

stay there unseen until the con-

sumer opens the jar.

Reprinted from N.Y. Times

And now.

.

.

Rights For Midgets

Second

Noting the success of women's
liberation groups in getting at-

tention to their demands at New
College, four feet ten inch student

Wendell Wagner posted his own
demands on behalf of short people.

"We, the short students of New
College, hereby make the following

demands on the New College

community, in order to restore our

dignity and stature in others' eyes.

We are tired of being ignored

because people look right over us,"

Wagner's demands began.

Posting his proclamation at eye

level -about four feet eight inches

-

Wagner asked for special courses

for short people, shorter library

stacks, admissions preference to

short people, especially women,
and even protection from assault

by tall students.

Wagner's demands appeared in

the student center of New College

in the midst of a president's office

sit-in by a group of radical

feminists that also spawned a set of

demands from a gay liberation

group.

Wagner, 19, of Mount Cory, Ohio,

a transfer from Bowling Green
State University, said he wanted to

point up the absurdity and im-

possibility of recent demands
although he said he was not without

sumpathy with the oppressed
groups.

"There's a whole spectrum of

irrelevant things people judge each

other on, like size, color, sex,

religion and looks, and this hurts

not only the people being

misjudged but society itself, since

we need the very best people we
can get."

Wagner's full set of demands
included

:

»That a course be started im-

mediately on the history of short

people and tall oppression.

Suggested course titles are tne

"Life of Napoleon" and "Films of

Mickey Rooney;"
eThat the library bookshelves be

redesigned to suit short people,

•That preference in admissions

be given to short students,

"especially to female short

students;"

•/That they be protected by

personal bodyguards from assault

from tall students "since I like to

start fights with tall students;"

©That birth control be made
mandatory among tall students,

but that procreation be encouraged

for short ones;

•That the college establish a

short community center, "so that

the short people of New College

and Sarasota not be cut off from
each other. Maybe there are a few

retired circus midgets in the

area;"
• That there be an end to "other

attempts to ridicule us, such as

giving us mailboxes too high too

reach;"

• That a short counselor be hired

"to counteract the effect of those

now employed, whose advice is

"You don't have an inferiority

complex; you're just plain in-

ferior."

Christmas Special

Blue Jeans
% A99

Senior
By KAREN BRASIER

Those seniors who missed the

Senior Committee meeting held

Monday night at the Campus
Center still have a chance to make
their ideas concerning Senior Day
and Commencement heard and

acted upon.

Sunday night (not Thursday as

previously reported) at 8 PM the

Senior Committee will officially

become a body. Permanent of-

ficers will be elected and such

topics as the class gift. Senior Day
and the choice of a Com-
mencement speaker will be
discussed.

At Monday night's meeting,

presided over by Marjorie Davis,

the possibilities of contributing the

traditional class gift money to a

charitable organization and of

having a referendum at

registration to allow seniors to

decide on the issues which will

effect them were mentioned. An
effort to gain more say for seniors

concerning their activities was
also suggested.

At least 32 seniors are needed at

the meeting Sunday night. It is

hoped that all those who attended

the two previous meetings and

many more will be there. Those

who take the opportunity to do so

will be the ones who will decide

how memorable their last days at

UMass will be.

DO THE DEAD RETURN???
A Startling and Controversial Program Dealing with

Extra Sensory Perception • Predictions of the Future

The Supernatural

Learn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

TODAY
is the last day

to preregister

Lang's Photo Studio

183 No. Pleasant St

Amherst

Main Store:

440 West St.

So. Amherst

bv

t7T*»Jre JCole

AMERICAS LEADING ILLUSIONIST

ANDRE KOLE HAS SPOKEN IN 43 COUNTRIES ON

FIVE CONTINENTS Of THE WORLD. AND ON

NATIONAL TELEVISION IN 30 COUNTRIES. THIS

YEAR. HE WILL PROBABLY*BE PERFORMING ANO

SPEAKING ON MORE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY

CAMPUSES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD THAN

ANY OTHER PERSON.

' UNMASKING THE UNKNOWN"
IS THE ffflil MR. KOLE GIVES TO THIS IN

TRIGUING PRESENTATION IN WHICH. AMONG

OTHER THINGS. HE WILL GIVE A VISIBLE DEMON

STRATKJN OF THE FOURTH DIMENSION. ANO

REVEAL SOME AMAZING PREDICTIONS OF THE

FUTURE WHICH COULD AFFECT THE LIFE Of

EVERY PERSON IN ATTENDANCE.

THIS UNUSUAL PRESENTATION IS SPONSORED

•V CAMPUS CROSADC FOR CHRIST INTERNATIONAL.

OUt TO HIS INTEREST IN THE SUPERNATURAL. MR.

KOLE WILL INCLUDE SOME OBSERVATIONS MS

MADE FROM HIS INVESTKJATION OP THE MIRACLES

OF CHRIST FROM THS PBINT OP VWW OP AN KXU-

SIONIST. THIS WILL NO OOUBT BS THE MOST

UNUSUAL PROORAM YOU WILL EVER WITNESS

PASSPORTS FAST CUSTOM PROCESSING

Thursday, Dec. 9, 8 p.m.

The Cage, UMass

Tickets: $2 at door, $1 in advance, in table

at C.C. Concourse or call 549-6149
J
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Culturnatives

Xmas Suggestions
ByGILBERT J. BALK

For those of vou who aren't particularly alert. Xmas is rapidly

descending upon "our heads. You can tell because of the great increase in

advertising in the newspapers, by the lights strung over the streets in

shopping areas and paid for by the Chamber of Commerce, by the gaudy

lights and tinsel in all of the stores, and by the massive onslaught of mail

addressed to "Occupant'' and extolling the virtues of one store's Xmas
goodies over those of all the others.

It is one of the West's greatest holidays, where hordes of people wage a

running battle up and down the aisles of stores trying to outdo each other

in spending their money as a means of demonstrating their belief in their

god and in good will toall men. Even wars which cannot be settled after

years of death and negotiations are temporarily halted in the fine spirit of

peace and brotherhood.

The only thing that doesn't seem to be coming is Christmas. I'm not

really sure where it's gone, but it's almost redundant to point out that it

surel'v doesn't exist in the gift-mania we celebrate today. I don't want to

talk about specifically theological changes -you have to decide what that

might mean for yourself-but I do want to suggest some possible alter-

natives to turning Christmas into a celebration of the money-god.

Have you ever thought about doing something different for the holiday?

Like, instead of buying a lot of presents for family and friends, making

contributions to some worthwhile agencies in their name. For instance,

the AC1AJ always needs bread to support its defense of civil rights and

liberties. The "American Friends Services Committee, a Quaker

organization, carries on peace activities throughout the world, without

using guns! Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors provides

draft counseling advice and information to agencies and individuals

throughout the nation. The list, of course, is nearly endless. Decide what

( hristmas means to you. find some group doing the kind of work, total up

the amount of bread vou'd spend on gifts, send i it to the agency, and send

out cards telling your relatives and friends that you've made the con-

tribution in their name.
Or, if you really believe that you should give gifts, make them yourself.

( andles are easv to make, and are nice gifts. Or learn to knit, macrame.

sew. whittle, make jewelry, or some such. You end up giving something

Hf vourself. which will at least make you feel good, and those of the

recipients who aren't totally brainwashed by the advertising media will

lie more appreciative as well.

If vou have no crafts skills at all. think twice before running off

downtown. The Campus Center has been turned into a veritable crafts

bazaar Your local brothers and sisters have been producing some really

line items with their hands. They need money to be able to continue their

work, but most of them are not interested in ripping you off. You will get

something which is the work of a craftsman, and well worth what you pay

lor it. And do you really want to buy mass-produced crap as gifts? Or

would you rather get something which was made with a concern for the

product and for the purchaser? Think about it.

You can think of other alternatives. I'm sure. Let me just suggest one

noie . I really believe in the value of proselytizing. I'm concerned about

people being trapped in little boxes, and I feel a need to let people know

that there are other ways of living and relating, and that some people are

actually living these alternatives. There is one magazine which I've been

pushing in this column for as long as I've been writing it which does the

job much better than any other currently on the market which I've seen.

That magazine is The Mother Karth News. If you know someone who's in

a box and might benefit from learning that there are ways out which

have worked for other people. I think that a copy, copies, or a sub-

scription to Mother might be a fine gift.

If you want to send a subscription, one year (6 issues) costs $6.00. and

two years costs $11.00. Write to Mother Earth News, |\o Box W.

Madison. Ohio 44057. If you want to be neighborly, tell them you read

CCLTUKNATIVES. but it's not necessary. Or buy copies locally. I know

that White Light Bookstore carries it, as does Mizaur's Mercantile. You

can also buy copies of current back issues in the Draft Counseling Office

in 02:5 CC "

( For those of you who are wondering, I do get a cut on the issues I sell,

but not on subscriptions or those sold in other stores. So, if you want to

keep me from becoming more of a capitalist than I already am, buy

somewhere else.)

A final thought for Xmas: Would Christ, if he were alive today, accept

Xmas advertising circulars addressed to Occupant 9 Or did he have a

greater sense of his own humanity'' Or. for that matter, do you think he'd

have his name legally changed to "X"?
PEACE.
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...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY

-,.otd downtown Spfld parking hssdachst in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Ctntury Shopping Plsza! Frts parking lor ovtr 100 cars'

WESTFIELD • NORTHAMPTON FAIR̂ ' E
.

W
. ™

in BROAD ST 160 PLEASANT ST. 1847 MEMORIAL DR..

SexMo PO OppN'hamp. Jr. College On NorthSouth Hwy.

EVERETT J. CONNOR insurance agency

UH0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST. Next to Holyoke Natl. Bank

The Ambulance Service is available at any time, at a moments notice. The number is 545-2267.

The Newman Center Has
A New Christmas Idea

By DAN CALLAHAN
Looking for a way of releasing

Christmas spirit? For those that

like religious ceremonies or

traditional activities like

decorating a Christmas tree or

wrapping gifts, the Newman
Center has it. Friday evening,

marks the beginning of some ex-

citing events, organized by
members of the Newman Club for

the benefit of all the students of

UMass.
An Ecumenical Christmas

service will be held at 7:30, Friday

night, in the Newman Chapel. This

program, in brief, will consist of a

reading of the Christmas story

interspersed with appropriate

seasonal and religious songs sung
by the Newman Chapel Choir

under the direction of Mr. Hebert.

Following this special ceremony
will be the annual tree trimming

party. A Christmas tree will be put

up in the large study lounge at the

Newman Center. Popcorn, lights

and other ornaments will be

available then to decorate the tree.

We will sing Christmas Carols and

serve cider, eggnog, and cookies.

The Newman Club needs help for

wrapping gifts for a Christmas

party to be held the following

Saturday, December 17 for the

poor children of Springfield. These
happenings present an opportunity

to meet other people in a com-
fortable atmosphere. All students

are welcome.

THE UNIVERSITY STORE

CAMPUS CENTER

^^& GrWd/mOJV (jOJvcUv Month,

tfknrwicosnj Q^/mXunabl

Servicios Catolicos en Espanol

Catholic Services in Spanish
La Organizacion AHORA, compuesta en su mayoria

por jovenes puertorriquenos, que estudian bajo el

Programa de CCEBS, estan conscientes de su

responsabilidad con las comunidades hispanas, tanto

con los residentes de las ciudades vecinas, como con

la comunidad hispana universitaria.

For considerar que muchos de los hispanos, aqui en

la universidad, desean recibir los servicios religiosos

en su propio idioma, publicamos una lista de inglesias

donde se da la misa y otros servicios religiosos en

espanol.

Misas hispanas en Springfield Iglesia del Sagrado

Corazon - 395 Chestnut St.

misas - domingos 9.00 AM
confesiones - sabados 4-4.30 PM y 6.30-7.00 PM

-domingos 8.30-9.00 AM
Iglesia Las Almas
misas - sabados 7.00 PM

y-domingos 11.00 AM
Iglesia Nuestra Scnora del Carmen
misas-domingos 10.00 AM

El Apostolado Hispano Centro Catohco de

Springfield se encuentra en la Calle Chestnut, 442. Tel

(413) 736-2167

Misas hispanas en Holyoke

Inglesia Nuestra Senora del Rosario

misas - sabados 7.00 PM
Iglesia Sagrado Corazon

misas - domingos 12.00 PM
El Apostolado Hispano Centro Catolico de Holyoke

se encuentra en la Calle Maple, 435. Tel. (413) 533-

6016, 535-4252.

Misa hispana en Chicopee

Inglesia del Santo Nombre -

domingos 12.00 PM
Informacion sobre bautismos, matnmonios y otras

actividades de la Diocesis Catolica de Springfield,

seran publicadas en otro articulo.
0*0*0*0*0*0

Los estudiantes hispanos de la Universidad de

Massachusetts en Amherst podran escuchar la misa

en su propio idioma, el dia 21 de diciembre, a las 7.30

PM, en el Newman Center localizado en North

Pleasant St. Se ruega a los hispanos que deseen

confesarse que lleguen un poquito antes.

"Sweet Corn" Closes
The Sweet Corn Theatre Workshops, sponsored by Free

University this past semester, are about to come to a close.

They are offered free, to newcomers and to anyone interested in

exercise and playing theater games.

Sweet Corn will soon be working on a production based on the

workshop experience, a performer-centered work based on im-

provisations - auditions in late January.

For further info call Demian 253-5171.

The following is the workshop schedule for the remainder of the

semester

:

Dec 9 Thurs Marks Meadow Gym 8 PM
bring handkerchives

12 Sun Campus Center Rm 174 2 PM
bring lots of hats

14 Tues Amherst College Wrestling Rm 6 PM
bring bells and blue things

16 ThursMarks Meadow Gym 8 PM
bring wood and red things

19 Sun Campus Center Rm 174 2 PM
last one - this one is a party - bring something edible

Amherst Outdoors
Guide Published

Bill Boosts AFROTC
Information has been received,

that both houses of Congress have

Quicksilver

24 Hours

passed and the President has

signed two bills which effect

AFROTC students.

The first bill raises substance

allowance from $50.00 a month to

$100.00 per month. In addition the

second bill increased the

availability of college scholarships

by allowing 20% to be won by 2

AUTOS FOR SALE

1963 Chevy Impala V8, 283, automatic. 4

good tires, 2 new snows, good condition,

$250. (all 519-WHN anytime.
If 12-10

'68 VW Bug dk. blue, radio, sunroof, ex.

condition, ask 1 1 100. Call 546-7082 or 584-

0063.

If 12-8

'70 VW sunroof, radio & heater, exc.

running cond.. asking 11295. Call 549-6142.

tf 12-10

65 Volkswagen Bug. good condition,

new engine, generator, brakes. $500. Call

Tom between 4 and fi at 253-5345.

tf 12-8

i.'i Firebird, perfect condition. 37.000

miles, vinyl roof, automatic. IV). V8. good

tires. IIWW or offer. Call Don. 253-2779.

tf 12-8

68 Javelin SST. 4 speed, excbit mech
cond.. 4 new poly belted tires, needs paint

job. Asking 1950. Call Brian 114-545-2412.

545-2413. tfl2.l2

1965 Buick LeSabre 4dr. ht

1450. Contact Warren 6-7880.

al cond.,

If 12-9

•65 Fiat SU. Wagon, good cond., 300.00.

55 VW sedan, reblt. 150.00. also Halifax

double key board Port. Organ, ex.. cond.

Call 533-9260.

tm-14

1962 TR-4. new snow tires, battery, body

excellent, runs very well. Asking 1475.

Call Mark at 253-9611.

tf!2-9

65Chevy Van.. exc. running & body. Full

power, new brakes, seals, grease, gaskets,

carb adjust. .oil and filler. Best offer.

MMH4.
tf 12-10

1971 Toyota Corolla, 4 months old. ex-

cellent bodv. interior engine Must sell.

Call : Mike 6-5899. MM
I9sr> Mustang, excellent condition, must

sell, leaving country. 8450. Call Mike

Reynolds 546-1031.
tflt-II

•67 Pontiar GTO conv. 4 speed, new

tires, snows, tape player, reverb, radio.

spare rims, p.s.. p.b . top condition. 11275.

03-8647 after 5.

tf 12-13

64 Comet, 6cyl. sld shift, good running

condition. 1175. 546-4452.

tf 12-14

1962 Pontiar Temp, runs good. 6-llke-

new tires, inc. snowtlres. 1125. Call 546-

9634.
HIM

FOR SALE

Realistic 44 turn-table, two weeks old.

used once, complete with dust cover. Best

offer. Call Kent. Room 3. 253-9968.

Tenor Sax. Selmer MKIV. good

dltlon. Call 549-6087

con-

tf 12-17

Skiing outfit 190cm Hawk
Dnvrr Bindings and site II

complete. Call NU Johnson

year applicants.

In dollars and cents, a

scholarship is worth the full cost of

tuition, books and laboratory fees.

Students subsistance allowance at

the increased rate of $100.00 per

month will be paid retroactive to

the end of the freeze on 14

November 1971.

"Around and About Amherst, An
Outdoor Guide to the Region

Around Amherst, Massachusetts,"

published by the Kestrel Trust of

Amherst is now available for

purchase.

The 36 page booklet covers an

area within approximately a ten-

mile radius of Amherst. The
subjects range from the geological

and human history of this part of

the Connecticut River Valley to a

list of local publications and major

organizations involved. Included

are sections on the natural history

of the area: geology, plants,

amphibians and mammals. A
major part covers recreational

opportunities.

The booklet may be purchased

for 50 cents at book sellers in

Amherst and Northampton or can

be ordered directly from: Kestrel

Trust Booklet, P.O. Box 428,

Amherst, Mass. 01002

MDC CLASSIFIED
(all Kent, Room 3, 253-9968.

12-8

Yashica J-5 35 mm w /built-in light

meter. 55mm f/118 lens; ««»^
fi

c

a°"i
f KM) ( includes leather case )

586-3206 alter

6 p.m.

Mamtya 35mm Camera, E.8 lens, four

\ ears old. little used complete with case.

Best offer or 130. Call Kent, Room 3. 253-

9968.
12-8

llallicrafters S-II9 Shortwave receiver,

three years old, top condition, two short-

wave bands plus AM, best offer. Call Kent.

Room 3. 253-9968.

HIM

Volkswagen Micro-Bus. 1964. leaving

the country, best offer takes it. Call Chris

for the Rap. Room 3. 253-9968.

H12-9

Kowa Setrz SLR Camera 135. 85. 35 mm
lens, original cases, books A boxes. New
8370. asking 1200. or best offer. Call John

546-7487.

tfl2-10

•65 Chevy Van. automatic trans, heater,

good condition asking 1495. Call 584-5839

after 6 p.m.
tf 12-10

Goya Elec. Guitar w/cate. 4 picn-ups

exc. condition. Supro amplifier, Rev/-

Trem 3 input. Best offer. Call 54M743.
atlM

Discount stereo components and tvs. 28-

49% off list price. Factory sealed and

warranty. Jim Jensen 586-1365.

U12-10

Snow tires 185-14 Semperit Radial*. 1 pr.

mounted on MGR disc wheels. 150. Call

549-6087.
U12-17

BSR Mini changer 140. Realistic amp.

165. Call 546-6477, Ken . Will negotiate.

tflM

Yes. you too can be a Macrame expert.

Call Betsy.
12-8

I ynnski I'm waiting for breakfast you

F.C.P. Don't complain about my feet.

Snap.
12-8

ROOMMATES WANTED

Roommate to share fully frnshd I bdrm
apt. I mi. from campus. Can build 2nd

bdrm. Call Paul (eves! 253-2425.

tf 12-13

Couple of people for large room in 2-

hedroom apt. At beautiful Rolling Green.

Cook meals together. No slobs please. Call

Sookie 253-3798.

tf 12-10

Roommate needed for second semester

in Puffton Village to share 3 bedroom apt.

155.75 a month Call 549-6335.

tfl2-10

Roommate wanted F. to share rent with

2 other girls, own room, ranch house in

lladley. Call anytime 586-2815.

tf 12-17

Female desires room in apartment, very

close to Campus. Urgent. Call 253-9431.

U12-13

Roommate wanted: available for

second semester. Apt. two miles from

campus. Call 256-H020 after 6 p.m. David.
tf 12-8

Wedon'tdlscrimale2For 2M wanted for

Ig. bedroom w/bath in 3 bedroom Puffton

Apt. rent 55/mo. 549-6057.

tflM

SERVICES

Flute-clarinet-sax lessons. Jazz and

Classical. Call Anoy Flacks 655-8079.

tf 12-14

I want to share mv 12 room house. 15

min. from Amherst and Northampton. I

need 2U0-250 dollars and will consider

various things. Call 247-5192. (Fine pad)
tf 12-10

Studio apt.. Greenfield, quiet area, near

route 91. Avail. Jan. I, rent 1125 mo., in-

cluding util. Call 1-774-3698 aft. 6.

tfl2-10

HELPWANTED
People needed to attend and transcribe

lectures for SES. Typing skills essential,

shorthand helpful. Applications at Rm. 318

S.C.
tf 12-9

Need help with 4-yr-old. light hsewk.

from Dec. 13 & 2 nd semester. Own tran-

sport, or live-in. nr. Amh. Cntr.. ph. 253-

5874.

tf 12-9

MOVIE
"Wholeearth Image Language" multi-

projection film slide environments by

Harry Srhonhaut. Wed.. Dec. 8 at 8 & 9: 30

p.m. Thompson 106 50«.

tflM

"Law School-Will I Like It? Can I Make
It?" New book by law grad. For
prospective law students. Send 12.95.

Kroos Press, box 3709A Milwaukee, Wis.
53217.

tf 1213

XMASSPECIAL
For that special gift • No. 5 Chanel

Perfume I oz.. Bottle-special stock. Call
546-6743.

MM
TRAVEL

WANTED
Flute - Clarinet - Sax

Andy Flacks 655-8079.

Jazz - Classical.

tf 12-8

Band wanted to play the night of Dec. 18

for Beta Chi Christmas Party. Call Joe

519-0130 after 6 p.m. and give price.

tf 12-8

Rides wanted to Dartmouth and
Baltimore on Dec. 10 or 17. Will share

expenses. Call 6-1474 or 6-9904.

tf 12-8

Ski the Alps-Jan 14-24 Chamonlx.
France-air fare, hotels, discount lifts and
lessons, last night in Paris. Contact Peggy
253-9667.

if 1 2-23

Nassau 1119. from Boston & N.Y.. hotel

flight, transfers. 12/20-27. 12/23-29. 12/27-

1/3 Ski Australia $125. 15 days, flight,

hotel, meals, transfers. Insbruk. deluxe

package. I.ondon-t 187, flights in January.

Call -Student Flights 584-1050.

tfl2-15

Crimson Travel offers low cost spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.
For more info, call Rich Margil, 412

Dwight 54541791.

tf 12-10

Ski the Alps. Jan 14-24 Chamonlx
France, air fare, hotels, discount lifts &
lessons, last night in Paris 1257. Contact
PeggV 253-9667.

If 1 2-23

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

(iibson 335. early 60's, perfect cond..

ISM. Also Fender super -reverb amp $200.

(all Steve 346-6748.
tf 12-8

Kastle ( PMTI Slalom Skis 205 cm, just

hack from factory with bindings $ 100. Call

Dave 6-9077. $185 new.
tf 12-9

Roberts x360 tape deck. I yr old. 20-20000

flat SND on /W. SND auto, rev., 3 motors, 4

heads, remote cont. Cost $830. sell $295.

253-9587.

tfl2-IO

New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo

253-3148.

tfsem

New double burner hot plate. $ 15.00. Call

519-6971.
•

If 1 2-8

Kowa Setrz SLR Camera 135. 85, 35 mm
lens, original rases, books, and boxes. New
$370. asking $200 or best offer. Call John
546-7187.

tf 12-8

PERSONAL

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tf5-12

Passports & grad school plctures-24, hr.

service Langs Photo 253-3148.

tfsem

Taking orders for handmade leather

hags and things Order now. get before

(hristmas. Reasonable prices. 549-6331.

If 1 2-8

^FORRENT

Traveling companion thru Europe for

about 6 weeks in June. Female preferred.

Call 253-9485 If interested.
tf 12-10

Two good Bruin's tickets for a game
after Xmas. Call 5-2302 or 5-2303 and ask

for Sam.
12-8

Play music in a band? Interested in

skiing? Combine (he two in the greatest

business opportunity yet! Needs solid

musicians for winter Dave 549-6679.

tf!2IO

LOST

2 goalies with equip to play for dorm

hockey team on Friday nltes at 10. Will

provide trans, (all John 6-4622 between 6-8

p.m.
tfl2-IO

APT. WANTED

Missing a pink wallet. Cards are

desperately needed. If found please leave

at Campus Center Lost-Found or notify

Claudia Reid 5-2642.

tf 12-8

Anyone finding red wallet belonging to

Marilyn Kenned> mail to 26 Main St.,

\mhersl. ID'S very Important
tf 12-8

JOBS

Happy 17 & 2 Love - Oak & Fog.
12-8

Head six buckle plastic competition Ski

Boots, brand new, never used, size 10 1/2.

mens cost $130, now $45 (all Bob. 437

Gorman 546-6539

110 isn't the same without you. -Love-.

The Braulirul (ilrls in 410.

12-8

One bedroom ap(. in Puffton Village

dishwasher, disposal, avail. Jan. I. Take
over lease. Please come to 270 Puffton and

ask for Bill or Bob.

I bedroom apt. Puffton VII. Available

now. Take over lease. Call 256-8852. $156

rent.
tfl2-9

Avail, now. 2 bedrm townhse apt., ww
rpl.. air cond. utilities, included, takeover
lease. ML Toby Apts.. Call 253-3281 after

5:09.

VIM

Available Immediately, own room in 3

bedroom apt. In Puffton, $75/mo. Call 549-

088<i. keep trying please.

tf 12-8

i. hrdrms.. 2 baths, kitchen & rec room
in Holyoke. 1 1 miles from I of M. All util .

ex. phone. Much Furn. $300 per month,

(all 323-789:1.

KIM

Puffton sublet

second semester
wanted.
519-6570

1 -bedroom for

tf!2-9

APT FOR RENT
I bdrm apt in Belchrrtown, air cond..

ww carpets, avail. Jan.. $200 a month inc.

utilities. Call 323-4459 after 6.

If 1 2-10

MT. Sl'GAHLOAF APTS. Avail. Jan I.

Ig. 2 bdrm util. included, air-cond.. pool

$185. (all Skiblskl Realtors 253-7222. eve

253-2626.

If 1 2-22

ENTERTAINMENT
Rock Band Phoenix now available for

your Xmas party. Good, hard driving,

dance music. Call Carl at 253-9371 for

information.
tf 12-17

International Jobs -Europe. S. America.
\sia. Ausl . ISA. Openings in all fields-

Hoc. Sri. Bus. Kci. Engineers, Ed. etc.

Alaska Construction A Pipe Work. Ear-
nings to $500 weekly. Summer or per-

manent.
Paid expenses. Bo nuses, travel.

Complete current info- only $3. Money
hark guar. Writ* now! International Emp.
Box 72I-M5I6. Peabody Mass. 01960.

tf 1210

ENTERTAINMENT
Make your rhrlstmas party a success

and call Stan at 546-9215. All area hands
represented

.

tf 1 2-8

TYPING

LAW SCHOOL
Happy

Cook.

Skils with

boots. $30

516-6548.

tf!24»

Birthday Irhabod: Love, Icky

12-8

Do you still believe? Write your letters to

Santa now. 2117 John Adams
lf!2-10

Five-Band portable radio, excellent

condition with \F( . $30 or best offer

\pt. for rent. I bedroom apartment.

Puffton Village available Jan. I. 549-6288

tf 12-14

Nplmrnl-.lust off Campus. $55 mo. Call

5 7 p m 519^1216 Roger or Frank.
tf 12-13

Who is the Shadow"?
tf 12 10

"Law School -Will I Make It" Can I

Make II?" A new book bv a recent law

graduate for prospective law students

Fxamlnes how to prepare for law school;

hooks to read; formulas based on ad-

mission studies to predict 1st year

ayrragr For ropy send $2.95 to Kroos

Press. Box :i"fM»A. Milwaukee. Wis. 53217

If 1 2-9

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast.

accurate, experienced Ha»e Math and

( hem symbols (all 233-3601.

It 1 2-2

1

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In SI Rm 318.

K\er> student with your course next

semester will need your books sa\e $

money, sell direct tf-«em.
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AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC.
Will meet tonight in CC 805

ASTROLOGY GROUP
All together now! 253-7479.

CHESS CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the

New Hatch. The tourney con-

tinues....

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
GROUND SCHOOL
Ground school at 7 p.m. in CC

162. Test on weather. FAA film.

Will start on Federal Aviation

Regulations.

ENVIRONMENTAL ARTS
ASSOC.
Meeting for everyone Wed-

nesday at 7:30 p.m. in Skinner

Lounge.

HILLEL
Lecture sponsored by the Jewish

Liberation Project of Hampshire

College will be given on Wed a* 8

p.m. Lecture given by Yitzhak

Semo. a member of Kibbutz Kin

Dor. is entitled: THE KIBBUTZ.
RADICAL SOCIALISM IN AC-

TION. All invited to attend at

Hampshire College Coffee House.

There will be a Judiac Studies

table Wed.-Fri. Concourse level

CC. Petitioning.

INTERNATIONALS .

First 100 at Andre Kole per-

formance Thurs. hTCage at 8 p.m.

admitted FREE.

KAPPA DELTA PI
Wed. at 8 p.m. in CC 805. Speaker

will talk on MTA.
MAROON KEYS

All please attend meeting at 8:30

p.m. in CC 803. Probably last one

this semester.

PRE-MED PROGRAMS
Students interested in Pre-

Professional programs: If you are

interested in majoring 'or af-

filiating) with the pre-med
programs, please pick up an ap-

plication in the Pre-Med Office. 217

Hasbrouck Lab. Deadline is Dec.

17.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaves tonight for the State

Hospital at 6:30 from Hasbrouck
Lab and at 6:35 from Patterson

House Dec. 15 will be the last trip

this semester. Everyone welcome.

PROJECT TEN
People interested in joining

Project Ten. a developing "ex-

perimental college" co-ed low-rise

in Southwest. emphasizing
creativity, srlf-directed learning.

and Freedom of choice, should visit

the Rroject Office in Pierpont this

week or call MS-Q671 between 10

and ."> p.m.

Notices
RUGBY CLUB
Meeting in Goessman 259 at 8

p.m. Thursday.

SKI CLUB
Anyone interested in Skiiing in

Stowe Jan. 16-21 call Chris in Rm.
422 at 545-2302 or Carol at 546-8129;

or come to our meeting Dec. 14 at 8

p.m. in Mahar.

SEARCH COMMITTEE
The University community is

invited to submit to the Search

Committee names of individuals

thought to merit consideration as

Chancellor for the Amherst
campus. The committee would

appreciate receiving at least a

brief biographical sketch with each

nomination. All communications
will be kept confidential.

Suggestions should be directed to

the Chairman. Professor Glen

Gordon, at the Department of

Political Science, Thompson Hall.

LOST
Wedding ring engraving JWR-

WCL. Please return to CC lost and

found.

A gold necklace "Kris". Sunday
afternoon. Please call 546-7589.

Elementary Spanish book -Turk

& Espinosa. Friday in Bartlett or

Herter. Call 546-6477.

A black spiral notebook which

contains my philosophy journal -I

must find it. If located please call

Billy Hamilton in Conway 369-4091

around dinner time.

To whoever took my wallet from
the 4th floor Dwight-please return

it to CC lost and found -no

questions asked.

yCheBoltwood Stakes
Boltwood is an organization consisting of approximately 350 volunteers

from the five-college area. Four nights a week, they are bussed to the

Belchertown State School, where they work with the residents in various

recreational and rehabilitative programs that they have established.

Last week, the Student Senate appropriated $945 to the Boltwood

Project. This is a sizeable sum, but, unfortunately, is far below the $2500

originally requested. According to a project supervisor, the appropriated

sum should about cover the transportation costs for the rest of the year,

but will not purchase any desperately needed recreational and

rehabilitative equipment.

In an effort to raise additional funds for Boltwood, the UMass Arnold

Air Society and Angel Flight, national service organizations associated

with Air Force ROTC are sponsoring a raffle, with all proceeds to be

donated to the Belchertown State School, through the Boltwood Project.

The first prize is an Air Force-styled parka, the second prize, a 5-band

portable radio. Tickets will go on sale today and will be available at a

table in the Campus Center, outside the University Store. Ticket prices

are $.25 each, or five for $1.00. The winners will be drawn on Wed., Dec.

15. This is an opportunity to not only contribute to a worthwhile cause, but

to get something very worthwhile in return.

MDC Classifieds

SALE
on Shoes
20%OFF

I
Men's &
Women's

!

5
at

also Sftecial

Men's Boots

S ? 5 8. >77 Now $17.00

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAWt.

Scorpio is the occult, secrets, hidden

matters, the money of mate or partner:

Scorpio individuals are dynamic, creative

and possess an abundance of personal

magnetism Scorpio harmonizes with

Cancer, Pisces, Virgo and Capricorn.

Scorpio is attracted to Taurus, but often it is

a matter of opposites attracting each other.

Scorpio is especially good, in a financial

sense, for those born under Libra.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Confusion

may appear to reign Key is to ride with

emotional tide. Let others handle details.

Your mission should be to study potential.

Avoid the petty. Think ahead See various

possibilities

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Some
desired changes may be subject to delay.

Be willing to wait until all facts are in.

Leave speculation to others Be positive

that your information is factual Discard

gossip, rumors
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Home in

fluences are strong There is dissension, but

it is of temporary nature Know this and

don't panic You are asked to perform extra

duties. Some are only too willing to take

advantage
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Confusion

could exist m connection with short iour

neys, relatives and neighbors Seek har

mony. Avoid participating in malicious

gossip Taurus and Libra persons lend

helping hand.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Perceive motives

Find reasons why Don't take events or

persons for granted See in light of reality.

Hold off on money deals, agreements More

information is required Patience now is

your ally

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) You get ex

pression of appreciation from surprise

source Cycle is one in which you make
material gains You organize and build

You gel house <n order m many

Adhere lo principles Aim toward goal

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Finish rather

lhan initiate projects. Popularize concepts,

products. Work behind scenes lo get

program going in smooth manner Relative

may be well meaning but misinformed.

Respond accordingly.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Money and

friendship are now like water and oil They

don't mix Word to wise here should be

sufficient. You require new contacts, fresh

viewpoint. Stress greater independence,

originality.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Look

beneath surfact indications. Your feeling

about one who promotes scheme is apt to be

correct. Let caution be your key. Don't

rush, despite those who urge a quick

decision Heed your own counsel

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Hold off

on travel, if practical Messages tend to be

garbled Check reservations, directions and

instructions. Have alternative methods

available Sagittarius individual can set

fine example
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. IB): Money

surprise due May not be completely to your

liking but potential is favorable Be aware

of apparent minor points Check fine print

and read between lines. Be specific get

commitment in writing.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Lie low,

play waiting game Let others reveal their

plans Be a careful, shrewd observer You

learn lessons which can spell future gains

Someone is trying to convey message. Be

perceptive.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY what

has been blocking progress is due to be

removed You are a frank individual, a

natural executive, you do better when

working for yourself than for others. Recent

social whirl resulted in valuable contacts.

Utilize them
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp
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UCLA Keeps Number One Spot
9 9

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
UCLA's 100-point-a-game

sharpshooters are measuring up to

their advance notices in the

opening salvos of the college

basketball season.

Picked as the preseason favorite

to extend their string of national

titles to six, the Bruins opened

their campaign by crushing The
Citadel 105-49 and smothering Iowa

106-72.

This was enough to convince The
Associated Press' panel of sports

writers and broadcasters that they

hadn't been wrong in their pre-

season balloting and so they voted

UCLA solidly into the No. 1 spot in

the first weekly poll.

Other advance favorites also

showed up well, with Marquette

gaining the No. 2 spot, followed by

North Carolina. Ohio State and

Maryland in order.

Rounding out the Top Ten were

Long Beach State, Kentucky,
Jacksonville, Michigan and

Pennsylvania.
The rankings are determined by

a poll of experts, with points

awarded on the basis of 20 for a

first place vote, 18 for second and
down to one point for 15th on games
through Sunday.
On this formula, UCLA received

24 of the 44 No. 1 votes cast, a

majority, and tallied 803 points.

Marquette, winner of its first two
games in impressive fashion,

received seven first place votes

and took second place with 739

points. Marquette was rated fourth

in the pre-season poll.

North Carolina swamped Rice

127-69 in its opening game, a

performance that gained the Tar
Heels nine first-place selections.

Ohio State received three after

beating Georgia Tech 63-55 and
Oregon 68-57.

Maryland, a towering but

inexperienced combine, had one

first place vote but got good sup-

port on most of the ballots after

beating Brown and George
Washington.
The top 20 with first place votes

in parentheses, and total points on

the basis of 20 for first, 18 for

second. 16, 14, 12, 10, 9-etc.

1. UCLA 24

2. Marquette 7

3. North Carolina 9

4. Ohio State 3

5. Maryland 1

6. Long Beach State

7. Kentucky
8. Jacksonville

9. Michigan
10. Pennsylvania
11. South Carolina

12. Houston
13. Southern Cal.

14. St. John's, N.Y.

15. Brigham Young
16. Louisville

17. Arizona State

18. Florida State

tieVillanova

20. North Carolina State

803

739

724

505

476

392

350

197

195

189

188

177

159

93

90

85

68

59

59

50

Bobby And Derek To WHA?
WINNIPEG (AP) — National

Hockey League stars Bobby Hull

and Derek Sanderson have been

approached by representatives of

the World Hockey Association

about jumping to the WHA when

the new league begins play in 1972.

Ben Hatskin. owner of the

Winnipeg Jets of the WHA, said he

had spoken with Hull, the veteran

NEED

Christmas
Gifts

and

Gift Wrap
see

star of the Chicago Black Hawks,

and was prepared to offer him a

five-year, $1 million contract to

jump leagues.

Meanwhile, Sanderson, the

flamboyant center for the Boston

Bruins, said a representative of the

WHA's Miami franchise had of-

fered him "a lot more" than

$250,000 for a two-year contract.

Hatskin, who said he looked

forward to meeting with Hull again

in Toronto this weekend, revealed

that the WHA clubs had each

drafted four NHL players at a

meeting 10 days ago. He would not

reveal the three other players for

whom he has obtained WHA

negotiating rights.

Hull was unavailable for com-
ment, but Harvey Weinberg, his

agent in Chicago, said: "I don't

know a thing about it. And if Bobby
had received such an offer, I

assume he would have spoken to

me about it."

Sanderson said that despite the

WHA's lucrative offer, he was
reluctant about leaving Boston.

Sanderson thinks the NHL should

expand, but not just to Atlanta and
Long Island. "The NHL should go

to Europe, to Russia, Sweden,

Czechoslovakia. Then we'd have a

truly international league."

A.J. Hastings

Newsdealer & Stationer

54 So. Pleasant St.. Amherst

1 "E?**^*^^

Maid in

Sweden x

French
Connection

R

llesus The
reatest Story
!ver Told

Scrooge
FLYING (iUARD-John Betancourt (10), senior guard for the

Kedmen whizzes by a Vermont defender in last Saturday's romp

over the Catamounts at Curry Hicks Cage. Betancourt, like many of

his mates, seemed to feel that the season actually begins tonight

against the Crusaders of Holy Cross. Jack Leaman has called the

Crusaders one of five teams to beat in New England. Go to the Cage

tonight to see if the Kedmen wMl get one-fifth of the way there.

1 'Game Of The Decade

Here We Go Again
MIAMI (AIM — Nebraska and Alabama are stacked 1-2 for a national

championship showdown in the Orange Bowl. Cornhusker Coach Bob

Devaney says, "The pressure's the same as last year...only it jumped on

us earlier."

The Cornhuskers tooted horns, busted balloons and rang in New Year s

1971 as the nation's No. 3 college football team. The celebration was 24

hours early.

Bv that evening, Nebraska was fighting for No. 1

"Our kids knew when we took the Orange Bowl field against LSU that

the No. 1 team, Texas, had lost in the Cotton Bowl," said Devaney. "The

word soon spread that No. 2 Ohio State had been beaten in the Rose."

Nebraska then whipped Louisiana State and was to sit atop The

Associated Press poll for the next 364 days, surviving even a fierce Big

Fight Conference light with second-ranked Oklahoma.

Now comes Alabama, an 11-0 challenger that rose to No. 2 behind the

Huskers alter Oklahoma had been taken care of.

"Nebraska No. 1 and Alabama No. 2," said Devaney. "That's a nice

order of ranking... let's hope it's still the same on Jan. 2."

Devaney was in Miami Tuesday, making arrangements for the 12-0

Cornhuskers' Dec. 24 arrival for the New Year's night battle with an 11-0

Alabama team that won the Southeastern Conference title

There's a lot of pressure trying to lead wire-to-wire," admitted the

veteran coach, "but we sorta enjoy being No. 1 and it's never easy to

stay on top. Somebody's always gunning for you."

Devaney said pressure has lived with the Nebraska team all year while

"We didn't feel the brunt of the No. 1 thing last season until Texas and

Ohio State had been beaten."

The coach chuckled when reminded that the Alabama-Nebraska game

was being billed as the "Game of the Decade," a title bestowed two weeks

earlier on the Thanksgiving Day fight with Oklahoma.

"Well, I'm just happy to be involved in such games," he said. "Anytime

they have a Game of the Decade, we'll be glad to come."

Since Nebraska finished the regular season only last weekend with a

victory over Hawaii, Devaney has not seen game films of Coach Paul

"Bear" Bryant's Alabama team.
"1 watched Alabama's victory against Auburn on TV," he said. "They

seem to be more powerful than Oklahoma as an inside running team, but

don't have the speed of the Sooners outside."

Devaney made a wish that his "luck will change against Bryant. We've

met twice in bowl games and Alabama won them both 39-28 and 34-7."

It's Not Too Early For

SUMMER
JOBS

Summer Jobs Are Hard To Find

Especially Good Paying Ones.

NEW ENGLAND'S
LARGEST SWIMMING
POOL DEALER
Wants Retail Salespeople

For Summer Employment.

Opportunity for above average summer earnings. Prior

selling experience helpful, or we will train.

WRITE OR CALL COLLECT:
Stephen Schiff

617-848-0517

FOR CHRISTMAS VACATION INTERVIEWS

OPENINGS AVAILABLE AT THESE STORES:
HralnlriT

I) in ITS

Kaynham
Kramingham
Wapplngrr Kalis N.Y.

Auburn
Indian Orchard
Salem. VII
Portsmouth. N II

Portland. Mr.

* Manchester. Nil.
* Nashua, VII.
* N. Kingstown. R.I.

* Woonsocket. HI
* K. Providence. R.I.

EVERYTHING TO BUILD WITH"

AN l«IM OPPORTUNITY EMPMIYKK

First Appearance in This Area ' r " Hostrf

\('T f ttn nt 9->cuCa£«^ Co4sJ

9: 30 1:00
ffihr tnglial? Pub Only 50c
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Hoopsters Host Holy Cross
By EARLE BARROLL

Jack Leaman has stated time

and time again that to be a good

team in New England there are

five teams you have to beat:

Boston College, Rhode Island,

Providence, Holy Cross and now
the upswinging Harvard hoopsters.

They have the money, the

prestige and the basketball

tradition.

Tonight at Curry Hicks Cage at 8

mm "«^~

Satly (talkgiatt

SPORTS

p.m. Holy Cross comes to town to

serve up the first challenge of the

big five for the Redmen to go after

and the word out on the Crusaders
this season is big and strong, but

lacking in depth.

Leaman is the first to realize themm

importance of this game and also
to dispel any rumors of greatness
from the opening two games of the

season.
"We fully realize that St. An-

selm's and Vermont were not tall

and physical teams and this is

what helped us get off to a start,"
he said. "This will definitely be a
great challenge to us to see if we
caa contain a team with big men.
Thly use a double stack in the low
post and try to use their height."
(6'8, 6'7)

The Cross is 2-0 to date with
victories over Stonehill (100-73)

and Temple (69-68) at the Palestra,

a win that Leaman terms "out-

standing"

The series between these two
teams has reached an emotional
peak in the past couple of years due
to the emergence of one Julius

Erving. Two years ago they met at

the Cage in what had to be THE
game of the season at home. The
Cross featured their candidate for

number one player in New
England in 6'9 Bob Kissane and the

Redmen had their Julius.

A combination of Jack Gallagher
guarding Kissane and Erving
destroying the Crusader front

court on both boards resulted in a

whopping Redman victory, 83-66.

This was one of the big wins in the

Redman drive to the N.I.T.

Last year UMass played without

Ken Mathias and Mike Pagliara,

due to their illness, at the Wor-MWmMMtMMtS

cester Auditorium and came back
in the last four minutes to wipe out

ten point Crusader lead on the

strength of six straight jumpers
from the corner by Erving to nip

the Cross, 60-58.

And so you see these two don't

spare the excitement and emotions
when they get together and tonight

should be no exception.

Coach Jack Donahue, who
reached fame from his coaching of

Kareem Jabbar (then Lou
Alcindor) at Power Memorial, is

once again laden with a good first

team unit.

Starting up front will be 6'8 Gene
Doyle at center and 6'7 Jim
Schnurr and 6'5 Stan Grayson at

forwards, with 6'3 Buddy Venne
and 6' Bruce Grnetz at the guards.

A very talented group, but that's as

far as it's spread out, five men, and
this is where the UMass hope for

victory lies.

"The biggest problem I felt

before the season, that the team
would have, was in rebounding,"
said Leaman. "We have to rebound
the ball in the big game and Holy
Cross will be the first test. If we
pass there's no telling how good
we'll be."

"Our morale has been good this

season and this stems from being
able to play 12 people. We're very,

very ready for this game both
mentally and physically and we'll

get a full measure of just how good
we can be."

OFF TO A GREAT 5T
COACH J4CK CANMFFAl
HIS REDMEN HOCKEY TEAM
ARE L0Ok|N£ TO WIN
THEIR FIRST T>»ViS|0
Title E.VER. ANI> TH
WAY THlNSS ARE £0
NOW, THEY /MAY 3>0

r H REATEN iN£ TO
£P(51L UMASS'
:d£eam are
Perennially smcw^
6owj>oir\lv Norwich,

MEftRiMCfc ,ANb
VERAVONT.

&UT THAT 8\6,
WIN OVElQ VER/V?NT
LAST SATURDAY
GIVES THE. fcELVAENj
A &\6> QOOST jNj THE
RISHT >\$ECTIOM,

f-*

mmm mm* BMMMMIMM—MMM

THE BIG GUY-Charlie Peters (44), Redman center has shown
quite an improvement over last year. Here he is shown going up for a

short jumper against Vermont last Saturday. Peters is counted on
heavily this year for board strength. (Photo by Gib Fullerton)

Pucksters At Home
In Battle Of Unbeatens

By ALAN WRIGHT
When two unbeaten hockey teams play each other, you can make

a pretty safe assumption that you will see three periods of hotly

contested puck patterns.

Well, that's exactly what's in store this evening as UMass takes

on Williams in what should prove to be a real exciting clash at 8:30

in the friendly confines of Amherst's Orr Rink.

The Redmen are riding high with two victories against Salem
State and Vermont tucked under their belt. Unfortunately Little Ivy

Williams will be riding just as high and maybe even higher as they

have recorded early season wins over Norwich and Connecticut.

Also, without a doubt, Williams will be out to avenge their 6-3

beating handed to them last year by UMass when, according to

Coach Canniff "We were lucky to beat them, we made careless

mistakes in their rink, but still came out on top."

If you're anxious to take in a full evening of excellent hockey,

don't just come to Orr Rink in time to see the varsity take the ice at

8:30. Rather, come a couple of hours earlier and witness the UMass
J.V.'s show their stuff.

Coach Russ Kidd's kids (pardon the pun) have fared nearly as
well as their older counterparts. Last Friday they drew a 3-3 tie

with B.C. in their opener as Kevin Conners completed a hat trick

performance.
ICE CHIPS***Look for those new hockey cheerleaders— they've

really been a tremendous addition to promoting the growing en-

thusiasm for hockey at Orr Rink -Dan Reidy, that scrappy senior

winger, is a real puck paradox. He has to wear his glasses on the ice

because of poor vision and yet he tangles with even the largest

adversary on those boards.

HC Frosh At Cage
By FRED ROSENTHAL

When a team has two big men at 6'7 and 6'8 it constantly seems to be

looking down at the opposition. And that's just what the UMass freshmen
hoopsters will be doing tonight when they host the Holy Cross freshmen at

6:00 p.m. The Redmen frosh are currently 2-0, while Holy Cross is 1-0

having beaten Stonehill, 91-76.

For the third time in three games the Little Redmen will have the

height advantage at the start of the game. Center John Murphy (6'8) and

forward Tom Gillams (6'7) are both taller than Holy Cross' tallest

starter, Joe Petri, who is only 6'4.

The strength of the Holy Cross frosh though is in their backcourt.

Guards Doug Holland (5'10) and Mike Blarney (5'11) had 18 and 13 points

respectively in their first game. Doug Downey, however, a 6'0 forward

was the leading scorer in the Little Crusaders' opener with 28 points.

The Holy Cross freshmen like Dartmouth, like to run. And because they

are small they will probably try to use speed to overcome their lack of

size.

LAYUP LINES-After two games Murphy is the leading scorer (27

points per game) and rebounder for the Little Redmen (He is tied with

Gillams for the lead in rebounds. Both are averaging 13.5 rebounds per

game). ...Four of the UMass starters are scoring in double figures.

Besides Murphy, Endicott, Burke and Gillams are averaging 21, 15.5 and
13 respectively. Flanagan is not far behind though at 8. 5... Endicott has 15

rebounds in two games playing in the backcourt.

WMUA
Tonight beginning at 7:50 Ken

Best and Marty Kelley will call all

the action from Curry Hicks Cage
as the Redmen take on their stif-

fest challenge of the young season
against Holy Cross.

Swim
The UMass varsity swim

team will be competing
against a strong Wesleyan

University team today at 4:00

p.m. .in the Boyden Pool. All

spectators are welcome.

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

(Up fla*tfarlpttftti Weather

latin dolbgimt
+±S A Fill AND IBPOMSIILI ^^ MISS

Variable Cloudiness.
Chance of showers or

snow. Temperature
between 20°-60°
Variable winds.
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( onsiderinc the possible legal consequences of releasing information on known police narcotics informers presently at work on campus, are from left to right:

Johrilogan.IeeSandwen.HenryBouffard.DanCasper.Attorney Richard Rowland, and John Stevens. (MDC Photo by Rich Hinckley.)

Senate To Expose Campus Narcs
By DON BISHOP

Acting in the hope of dramatizing

and ending the work of police

narcotics informers on campus,

the Student Senate last night

adopted a resolution authorizing

the student Attorney General to

compile a portfolio of information

on known police informers working

on campus. This information is

intended to include both pictures

and descriptions, which will be

released to the University com-
munity, after careful and

On The Inside:

India-Pakistan
See page four

Faculty Trustees
See page three

Excerpts from

Future U.
See page seven

necessarily accurate compiling.

The adoption of this particular

resolution represented the major
business measure concluded at last

night's Senate meeting. In other

business, the Senate passed bills

allowing for the purchase of new
duplication equipment for the

Senate's use and the reim
bursement of the Greek Area

Government in the amount of $200

for losses incurred in their

financing of the Freshman
mugbook.

/

The motion concerning the

narcotics informers waj the first

on the Senates agenda, and it

produced well over an hour of

debate. Questions arose over the

legality, practicality and ef-

fectiveness of the bill but these

considerations were eventually

turned aside in the belief that this

measure could have a positive

political effect against the con-

tinuation of this practice of the

State Police.

The bill as written by its

sponsors. Senators John Stevens

and Larry Ladd, reads: "Whereas
in the opinion of the state, the

UMass Amherst campus is a

hotbed of degenerate activities

especially the sale and use of

"harmful" drugs and

"Whereas the state police use

disguised state police called in-

formers to elicit the sale of

"harmful" drugs, thereby in-

creasing the drug flow, ap
prehending the violators of an-

tiquated and foolish laws, and
creating an atmosphere of

suspicion and mistrust within the

student community, therefore be it

"Resolved that the Senate
condemns this practice, and be it

further resolved that the Attorney

General is charged with compiling

a portfolio of information including

pictures and descriptions, of all

secret police that serve as in-

formers and that the Com-
munications Coordinator be

charged with disseminating this

information as widely as possible

throughout the campus com
munity."

Before debate on the bill began.

General Council Richard Howland
gave his opinion on both the

legality and the practicality of the

bill. Regarding it's legality,

Howland stated the Senate could

pass the bill and proceed to

compile the information as long as

the work of the police was not

obstructed and as long as the in-

formation on the informers was
totally accurate. If erronious in

formation is released, the person

or persons responsible can be sued

for libel. Practically speaking, he

believed the bill to be a farce.

The student Attorney General

Henry Bouffard, who would be in

charge of compiling the in-

formation, stated his beliefs that

the bill is nice in principle, but that

the difficulties in photographing

the known informers (possibly as

they come out of Court) and the

relatively great risks in possibly

releasing false information, negate

the bill's effectiveness.

A considerable number of

Senators agreed with this position,

notably Senators Casper, Olm-
sttad. Court, Kulakowski, and
Tropiano In the initial vote on the

bill, it was narrowly defeated

Almost immediately a motion was
made to reconsider, and debate on

the bill's merits and hazards

continued
(Continued on Page 2)
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Rehnquist Debate To End?
WASHINGTON (AP)-Republican Leader Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania

filed a petition late Wednesday to close out the debate on the Supreme

Court nomination of Assistant Atty. Gen. William H. Rehnquist.

The petition to invoke the Senate's anti-filibuster rule, requiring a two-

thirds majority of senators voting, will automatically come to a vote

If the rule is put into effect, it could clear the way for a vote on

Rehnquist's confirmation later in the day Friday. Each senator's

speaking time would be limited to one hour.

Scott said 27 senators, 11 more than the required number, had signed

the petition to cut off the debate.

Earlier Rehnquist had denied to the Senate that a 1952 memorandum he

wrote upholding the separate-but-equal doctrine on school segregation

was an expression of his views.

Rather, Rehnquist said, it was a statement of former Justice Robert H.

Jackson's tentative views for use in a conference with other members of

the court.

Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., and others opposed to Rehnquist s con-

firmation had cited the memorandum, which came to light the first of the

week, as fresh evidence of what they termed his hostility to using the law

to promote racial justice.

HowlandOnNarc Exposure

Sue Chamberlain, the new Yahoo editor, gets Yahoo from Jack Koch, the old Yahoo editor. See story,

page 10.

It Didn't Happen After All

On Friday, November 12, 1971, an article appeared in the "Poor

Richards'' weekly of the Daily Collegian entitled "It Could Happen
to You.'' On Monday, November 15, 1971, an editorial appeared that

referred to the a rMcle and stated that the facts related therein were

true.

Subsequently a police investigation was conducted because the

news article contained inferences regarding the conduct of an

officer of the University Police, Sergeant Philip Cavanaugh, which

would have constituted misconduct, were the inferences to be

substantiated.

In fact they were not substantiated and Sergeant Cavanaugh was
guilty of no wrongdoing whatsoever.

The Daily Collegian reported the alleged incident because if its

concern for the protection of the rights of students. It maintains an

interest in any case in which students might be the victims of ad-

ministrative error or misconduct. In such a case factual in-

formation may become obscured, and witnesses are frequently in

error. This happened as regards Sergeant Cavanaugh in the news
article of November 12th.

The Daily Collegian sincerely regrets any embarrassment or

inconvenience that may have been caused to Sergeant Cavanaugh.

Wp fluasrIpurtti fiailg (toUtfUm
Office of the daily COLLEGIAN are on trie second floor of the Student union on

the University campus, tip code 01002 Phones art $45 2S50 (news). MS0344

(sports), and S4» 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March a, 1179 as amended by the act of June 11. 1*43 Sub

jcnotion rateaareSft Otper<«emes*er, $10 00 per year
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Angela Davis

To Go
On Trial

PALO ALTO (AP)-Black
militant Angela Y. Davis will go on
trial Jan. 31 in San Jose on murder,
kidnap and conspiracy charges,

court officials announced Wed-
nesday.

Attorneys for the 27-year-old

former UCLA philosophy in-

structor announced after a
meeting with prosecutor Albert E.

Harris Jr., and Superior Court
Judge Richard E. Arnason that

Miss Davis would be moved from a
jail here before the trial starts.

Earlier, Superior Court Judge
Joseph Racanelli issued a
statement that the trial would be
held in the Criminal-Legal
Superior Court Building in

downtown San Jose.

Miss Davis is accused of fur-

nishing four guns and helping plot

the abortive attempt at the Marin
County Civic Center Aug. 7, 1970 in

which a judge, two convicts and an
accomplice were killed.

Welfare Rights

Advocate Here

The Committee on Poverty will

feature a local Welfare Rights
advocate tonight at 8 PM in room
802 of the Campus Center. There
will be a discussion of the welfare
system, how it is manifested in the
local area, and the work of local

welfare counselors. All those in-

terested are urged to attend.

dvp
J^~ presents jP

SANDER VANOCUR
of "First Tuesday" and "Today"

former NBC anchorman

speaking on

1972: Does It Make A Difference?"

Saturday Evening, Dec. 11

at 7:00 in the SUB

r

(Continued from Page 1

)

Much discussion came on the

legal ramifications of this

measure. Attorney Howland firmly

stated that the release of false

information could bring a libel suit

against one person, probably
Sandwen or Bouffard, and because
of this risk he felt the matter
shouldn't be pursued.

Another factor brought against

the bill's practicality, was the

belief of some Senators that the

informers are constantly changing
their disguise and therefore a
picture taken of an informer one
day might be useless the next.

Nonetheless in the recon-

sideration motion the Senate voted

favorably for the bill by the roll-

call vote of 32-16 with two ab-

stentions. Possibly the Senate had

in mind the previous testimony of

Senators Poisson, Ladd, Stevens,

Lewiche, and Gomes, who all felt

that the Senate had a responsibility

to their constituents to try and
alleviate the problem of disguised

"narcs" on campus.

More probable as the deciding
factor in the favorable recon-

sideration of the bill, was the

concensus that the bill will

necessarily have some "political"

effect on those behind the policy of

having disguised police informers
work on this campus. Just how,
when, and in what form any in-

formation on known informers will

be released is not known at this

time. Many considerations have
yet to be taken into account before
there is any implementation of this

measure.

It was announced during the

course of last night's meeting, that

Senate Treasurer Richard
Verrochi will resign from that

office effective next Wednesday.
The only announced candidate to

replace Verrochi is the Senate
Finance Committee Chairman
Skip Olmstead.

At the time of the Collegian

deadline, the Senate was con-

sidering budget requests for next

year.

Watch Out For "M" Lot
The upper lot of "M" lot in the Sylvan area will be graveled early

Saturday morning. Any car left in the upper half of the lot after midnight
Friday will be ticketed and towed at the owner's expense.
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Or. Carl Swanson, as he appeared last night in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

'NewEnvironmental Ethic

Needed' -Carl Swanson
By WINIFRED BLISS

Declaring that the construction of a new environmental ethic is

necessary. Dr. Carl Swanson added that "it is a challenge all of us

must face up to."

" Dr. Swanson, Professor of Botany, spoke to a small group on
"The Development of an Environmental Ethic" at a lecture

sponsored by Alpha Zeta, the National Agricultural Honor
Fraternity last night in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Tracing the exploitive history of mankind, Dr. Swanson stated

that over developmentof extra-bodily sources of energy may be an
indication of our eventual downfall in the biological world.

"We have ignored the long-term cost," he said, "and now we
must begin to foot the bill

"

He continued that science and techology cannot solve the en-

vironmental problem alone, but must be guided by ethics.

Dr. Swanson commented that "the hope for the future does not lie

with a few distinguished men." Instead, he sees college students as

the most important factor.

According to Dr. Swanson, "he (the student) is concerned, and
this, I think, is his strength."

Dr. Swanson believes that today's student lives in a world of

change and should live by the motto "subject to change without

notice."

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst

Next to the Post Office

CAMPING
EQUIPMENT

FOR

CHRISTMAS

Open til 10 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.

Cases Continued

The cases of the three UMass
students charged in connection

with an alleged counterfeit drivers

license making ring were con-

tinued last Friday in Northampton
District Court

Janet Freiman, 19, of Brockton,
was alleged by registry police to be
the head of the operation. She is

charged with three counts of

making counterfeit licenses.

A Lowell man who was repor-

tedly sharing Miss Freiman's
dormitory room with her, Philip

Riley, 20 is charged with
possession of a counterfeit license

and possession and possession with

intent to sell marijuana.

Michele D. Cunningham, 19, of

Revere is charged with possession

of a counterfeit license.

Fac-Sen Moves

For Own Trustees
By BILL RENDLE

A recurrent urge in the Faculty Senate, since 1968,

to define the role in the University Governance system
has fallen on deaf ears in the past. Now legislation has

been filed by John Olver, representative from the

Hampshire District, designed to place one faculty

member from each University campus on the Board

of Trustees with full privileges.

Dr. John L. Roberts, Zoology professor and the 1970-

71 Faculty Senate Delegate to the Board of Trustees

spearheaded the legislation. He said in an MDC in-

terview Tuesday that "Faculty participation in the

activities of the Board of Trustees is critical at the

present time, because reorganization of the ad-

ministrative structure, by the addition of the Central

Systems Office, puts another rung in the ad-

ministrative ladder, and makes the governance

position of the faculty weaker."

Dr. Roberts said Faculty-Senate efforts have often

degenerated into a circus because senators are un-

certain "how much bite they really have." Several

efforts in the past have tried to promote faculty

representation on the Board, but Robert's Nov. 11th

report to the Faculty-Senate, calling for "streamlined

governance methods" and a "revision of the faculty

governance role in the University as a system," is the

first effort that seems to have a chance.

Dr. Roberts feels the time is ripe for faculty action

because Tippo's resignation over the loss of Amherst

fiscal autonomy, by creation of the Central Systems

Office, has created a greater rift in mutual confidence

than previously existed between the Trustees and the

University community. "This was the straw that

broke the camel's back," he said.

He further explained that student representation on

the Board from Amherst and Boston campuses has

legally opened the door for faculty membership, even

though student membership at the present time has

countered the relative status of the faculty in the

University Governance system.

Dr. Roberts posed four possible actions designed to

"enhance the faculty governance role" in his Nov. 11

report. They are:

1 ) Election of a faculty member from each of

the three campuses of the University for ap-

pointment to the Board of Trustees as voting

members

2) Formation of a Faculty-Senate Council to

meet on a regular basis with the President of

the University

3) Formation of a single University Senate,

Amherst, with legislative or binding powers
4) Development of a series of collective

bargaining agreements between the faculty

and the Administration under the permissive
legislation already in force in the Com-
monwealth

An informal advisory council has been established

by the President, Roberts explained, and it functions

as a "sounding board for the President and the dif-

ferent branches of the University."

He said that this doesn't clarify the ambiguous
posture the Administration's mandate of "shared
responsibility" assumes, however.

Dr. Roberts feels that students and faculty need to

use their first-hand expertise in related areas of

University Governance, and therefore sees faculty

Board membership as a balance. The American
Association of University Professors, AAUP, suggests

that "faculty should have a defined role in policy

formation at every administrative level."

The legislation introduced will clearly define the

faculties role and promote a new strands of com-
munication, Dr. Roberts explained, but another

possible definition reflects the minority faculty

sentiment supporting the alternative of collective

bargaining. He said collective bargaining and faculty

unionization is a current trend, and not fully un-

derstood. He said it poses the problem of creating

adversary roles between the faculty and the Ad-
ministration. Rather than further inhibit the poor

lines of communication existing already, Roberts

hopes the Legislature will see fit to admit one faculty

member from each campus on the Board of Trustees.

The only problem he anticipates is the question of

faculty self-interest on Trustee matters regarding

renumeration and promotion. This would amount to a

"Red Herring ", said Dr. Roberts, "because adequate
safeguards do exist now to protect the general public

interest. After all the President of the University is a

prinicpal and influential voting member of the Board,

yet he is also an employee appointed by the Board as

the chief administrator of the University."

MDC Classifieds Pay

ers Dance Company
a unique theatre experience

Tuesday - Thursday

December 7-8-9

8:00 P.M.

Bowker Auditorium

A Different Program Each Evening.

Reserved Tickets:
UMass Undergrads $1.00

Other Full Time Students $2.00

UMass Faculty/Staff $3.00

General Public $3.50

Fine Arts Council Ticket Office,
125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202

Irmrntrd by the

I'nlvrrilty of ManurhutrtU Flnr Arts Council

a u.mass. theatre production

BUFFALO BILL'S WILD WEST SHOW IS HERE

a play by

ARTHUR KOPIT

Dec. 9-11, 16-18 8:30 P.M. Bartlett Auditorium

Reserved Seats available 545-2575 $1.50 u.mass students w/ID $2.00 all others
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In The Nation And The World

India Admits Jeopardy In Kashmir
India claimed Wednesday the

enemy's lines in East Pakistan had
crumbled and the Pakistani army
was in confused retreat, but

conceded its own forces were in

peril on the western front in Kash-

mir. Pakistan denied Indian gains

in East Pakistan.
An Indian spokesman in New

Delhi asserted "Pakistani soldiers

are withdrawing from all the

border areas in Bangla Desh into

the heart of the country." Bangla
Desh is the rebel name for East

Pakistan.

The Indians claimed to be within

28 miles southeast of Dacca, the

East Pakistani capital, after

capturing Jessore in the southwest.

Comilla in the east, and Sylhet in

the northeast.

Radio Pakistan asserted those

towns "are firmly in our control

and Indian radio broadcasts of

their capture are fantastic,

ridiculous and baseless."

A report from Rawalpindi. West
Pakistan, said Indian forces had
been driven back in the Hilli region

in the northwest.

"We are defending every inch of

our sacred soil," the official

Pakistani broadcast asserted. The
chief of staff of the Indian army.
Gen. Sam Manekshaw. broadcast

his second appeal in two days to

Pakistani soldiers in the east to

surrender.

A group of Western
correspondents belied the

Pakistani claim of holding Jessore.

The correspondents were allowed

to visit the town and watched as

jubilant crowds cheered the

conquering Indian troops.

The residents brought out the

red. green and gold flags of Bangla
Desh that they had concealed in

their homes, tanks and armored
personnel carriers thundered
through Jessore in pursuit of the

Pakistanis.

The news for the Indians was
grim from Kashmir. The Indian

spokesman said the Pakistanis

launched a fierce new attack with

troops and tanks on the east bank
of the Tawi River Wednesday

In Brief...
Strong Winds Cause Fires

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Powerful winds swept through northeast

Los Angeles and the San Gabriel Valley on Wednesday, knocking

down electric lines that at times sparked new fires almost as fast as

lire fighters could put them out.

Fire officials said Los Angeles city firemen answered 61 alarms

during a single 12-hour period. About 40 of those were actual fires, a

spokesman said; the rest were calls about downed and sparking

tines and calls duplicating earlier reports.

('rain Sale to Russia Rejected

WASHINGTON (AP) - A Nixon administration spokesman

rejected Wednesday an accusation that the sale of $180 million of

feed grains to Russia amounted to a taxpayer-subsidized "in-

ternational food stamp'' bonus for Soviet farmers.

I contend we are not subsidizing the Russian livestock

business," Asst. Agriculture Secretary Clarence D Palmby told

two House subcommittees.
Administration Official Attacks Editorial

WASHINGTON < \P) - A top Nixon administration official has

attacked a widely printed editorial by newspaper publisher Eugene

C. Pulliam criticizing the federal bureaucracy.

Elliot C Richardson, secretary of health, education and welfare,

said Wednesday that the editorial "echoes faithfully, if rather more

sensationally, the increasingly irrational drumbeat of mindless

criticism directed against all things bureaucratic or govern-

mental."

HAPPY HOUR 3-5:30

CAT DANCE 8:00

RESTAURANT
()\n>ti 21 Hours

afternoon "and our troops are very

hard pressed."

The Indians had fallen back from

Chhamb, near the border, Tuesday

and tried to dig into the east bank

of the Tawi to check the Pakistan

drive threatening to cut off the

main road from Kashmir to the

rest of India. The Pakistanis have

committed more than a division of

House Bill Would Cut Aid

To India And Pakistan
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House passed Wednesday a $3-billion

foreign-aid money bill bearing $400 million for Israel and none for India,

Pakistan and Equador-with Senate leaders still saying they will refuse to

consider it

.

The vote was 214 to 179.

With present spending authority lor foreign-aid and defense expiring at

midnight. House and Senate leaders consulted on putting out a stopgap

interim extension-possible into next year-but came to no early

agreement
Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield of Montana, whose six-

month Indochina war deadline has the House and Senate deadlocked over

renewing foreign aid, refused to give up the deadline.

The $:5 billion foreign aid money bill was passed by the House after

worried leaders appealed to it not to kill the bill and a bloc of foreign-aid

supporters who had threatened to vote against it because of cuts an-

nounced they would reluctantly accept it.

"We cannot just plunge out of this business." Speaker Carl Albert

appealed to the House. "All of us hope to see a gradual decrease of foreign

aid but we must support this bill."

Republican Leader (ierald R. Ford told the House U.S. aid in the bill

was vital to the security of the Middle East and to the safe withdrawal of

U.S. forces from the Indochina war.

Aid for India and Pakistan was barred as long as they are at war. The

ban on $15.5 million slated for Ecuador was voted Wednesday because of

that country's seizure of U.S. fishing boats.

The proposed slash of $100 million in U.S. contributions to United

Nations programs was retained in the bill Wednesday despite efforts to

cut the reduction to $50 million.

Allied War Planes

Over Laos, Cambodia
SAIGON (AP) - Hundreds of U.S.

and South Vietmanese warplanes
were out in force Wednesday over

Laos and Cambodia in a massive

campaign to cut the Communist
command's supply lines.

The U.S. Command also

disclosed three air engagements
over North Vietnam on Tuesday
but said no American jets were hit

by the surface-to-air missiles and
antiaircraft artillery fired at them
Informants said the heightening

of the air war over North Vietnam
is evidence the U.S. air campaign
against the Ho Chi Minh trail

supply network in neighboring

Laos is "beginning to hurt them."

"The North Vietnamese "are

putting all their resources together

to stop bombing of the trail," said

one informant. "The amount of

antiaircraft fire is heavier than

last year."

Informants also disclosed that

the South Vietnamese air force has

joined in attacks against the Ho Chi

Minh trail for the first time in the

war. but in a limited way.
Informants reported sensors

along the Ho Chi Minh trail in-

dicated North Vietnamese trucks

carrying war supplies had
registered 300 movements daily in

recent days along the trail net

work, an increase of 100 over

traffic two weeks ago.

American bombers and gun-

ships, the informants claimed, are

knocking out an average of 40 to 50

trucks a day.

The big North Vietnamese push

of arms and ammunition south-

ward to sustain offensives in

Cambodia and operations in South

Vietnam now is under way, and is

expected to increase as the dry

season reaches its peak in January
and February.

infantry and three armored
brigades to the battle, the

spokesman said, and strategic

positions in the area have changed

hands several times.

He claimed the Pakistanis were

driven back from some ground

they had gained but fighting still

was raging, making it difficult to

give a clear assessment of the

battle.

The spokesman was reluctant to

give too many details of the

Chhamb fighting, however, and at

one point commented: "I am
trving to avoid giving fresh news of

Chhamb."
Claiming Pakistani losses were

massive, he said only that Indian

casualities in the lighting were

moderate.
The only highway link between

New Delhi and Srinagar, the

capital of Indian Kashmir, runs

near the battle area, which also

was the scene of bloody fighting in

the 1965 war between India and

Pakistan er Kashmir.
In the Punch area 70 miles north

of Chhamb, the spokesman
reported the Pakistanis were
engaging Indian forces at several

points but said there was no heavy

fighting.

Price Boosts

Approved
WASHINGTON < AP> The Price

Commission Wednesday officially

announced approval of two
requests for price increases,

bringing the total approved so far

to 104.

It also announced receipt of 64

new applications by 39 companies,

bringing the total so far to 683

applications by 529 companies.

The commission approved the

following requests: A. O. Smith
Corp., 1.6 per cent, auto-truck

chassis component parts; Hoover
Ball and Bearing. 3.31 per cent,

product not specified.

The commission also announced
approval of a 4.56 per cent increase

for Deere and Co for agricultural

and industrial tractors and other

equipmen t.
_
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Brandt Claims E. Germany

Reneged On Berlin Agreement

Laird Proposes

Naval Buildup
m ki.in (AF) - West Berlin accepted terms for

travel between the divided halves of Berlin Wed-

nesday but then accused the East Germans of

reneging on it.

Chancellor Willy Brandt said in Bonn that dif-

ferences within the East German Communist party

leadership apparently prompted the turnabout.

Brandt said he still expects the accord -and a second

one completed but still unsigned -to be initialed

"sooner or later."

The East German balk produced a second post-

poning of ceremonies to mark signing of the

agreements. One accord covers access between West

Germany and Berlin, the other between the Com-

munist and non-Communist sectors of Berlin itself.

The signing was postponed the first time last

weekend when the East Germans accused West Berlin

to generally in the four-power accord signed on Sept. 3

by the United States, Britain, France and the Soviet

Union.

It was assumed that the East German objections

would make another meeting of East-West Berlin

negotiators necessary. But even with the last-minute

dispute, it was apparent the unprecedented all-

German accords were within reach and negotiations

continued.

West Berlin Mayor Klaus Schuetz used a special

session of the West Berlin City Parliament to appeal to

the East Germans to accept what he called agreed

terms.

A night-long session that began on Tuesday
climaxed Wednesday morning with a West Berlin

announcement that it had accepted the terms.

Schuetz said the West Berlin negotiator had

returned thinking he had an agreement to be signed.
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negotiators of reneging on agreed terms, the same But when another West Berlin representative went

accusation made Wednesday by the West Berliners. back to East Berlin for further probings, the East

The two agreements will set down detailed Germans said the deal "was not acceptable" to them,

procedures for access into and within Berlin as agreed Schuetz said.

Allende To Distribute Food

;

Says Will Overcome Shortage
SANTIAGO. Chile (AP) —

President Salvador Allende an-

nounced Wednesday his leftist

government is taking over

distribution of food in Chile to help

overcome a shortage.

Allende told a workers congress

that the shortage came about

because his policies in his year in

the presidency had permitted

people to buy more food than they

ever had before.

"Before this," he said, "there

were many workers whose mouths

had never chewed a piece of

steak."

"We're going to distribute the

foodstuffs," Allende told 8,000

workers at the sixth national

Congress of the Communist-
controlled Central Workers Con-

federation.

The president urged the workers

and the rest of organized labor to

set up organized neighborhood

vigilance committees to ferret out

hoarders and price gougers.

"Comrades, let's organize

supply committees," he said.

"These neighborhood committees

themselves will have to check up

how much merchandise is

delivered to such and such butcher

shop and such and such a grocery

store. They will have to check

against any abuse in the

distribution of food."

Allende did not go into detail

about how his leftis government is

to assume control over food

distribution.

But various government
agencies have been quietly

assuming increasing control over

various sectors of the distribution

system in recent months

One agency, which used to

coordinate meat distribution with

Chilean slaughter houses, is now in.

charge of distributing imported

and domestically produced beef to

Chilean butcher shops.

Allende acknowledged a food

problem which he said was caused

by increased buying power among

the working class as the result of

big pay raises his administration

granted earlier this year

Already this year, the govern-

ment has had to spend nearly $210

million of its dwindling foreign

reserves to purchase imported

food to feed Chile's 10 million

inhabitants, say agriculture

sources.

Partly because of this financial

drain on its slim reserves, the

government on Monday ordered

the suspension of all foreign ex-

change operations pending an

1
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overhaul of Chile's exchange
policies.

The new policies have not yet

been announced.
The food problem has meant that

Chileans can buy beef only on the

average of one week a month.

When it is available, long lines

form outside butcher shops and
supermarkets.

BRUSSELS (AP) U.S.

Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

Laird called Wednesday for a

major redeployment of allied

navies to counter a Soviet buildup

in the Atlantic and Mediterranean.

Laird submitted a three-point

proposal to the defense planning

committee of the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization.

His plan envisioned formation of

a permanent international fleet in

the Mediterranean and an ex-

panded NATO naval presence in

the Atlantic.

It also incorporated an offer to

provide European countries with

American weapons systems,

electronic warfare help and other

highly sophisticated gear being

withdrawn from Indochina.

Details of Laird's proposal as

relayed by U.S. officials:

—NATO's standing naval force

in the Atlantic, set up in 1966,

should be augmented by countries,

like West Germany, with fleets

which currently are not par-

ticipants. The allied naval force in

the Atlantic now includes

American, British, Canadian,

Dutch, Norwegian and Portuguese

vessels.

—NATO's on-call naval force in

the Mediterranean should be

replaced by a standing naval force,

with countries like Greece and

Turkey taking full part far beyond

their normal area of operations.

Other participants now include the

United States, Britain and Italy.

But any allied navy with ships to

spare should seriously consider

joining.

—NATO nations have the chance

to take up an American offer of

help based on U.S. experience in

Vietnam. This would take the form

of electronic warfare gear,

presumably missile systems, other

complete weapons systems, and

techniques of tactical air control.

The defense planning committee

is composed of all NATO members
minus France which stays out of

the allied military system.

Britain's Lord Carrington kicked

off the session with an account of

the extra effort the European allies

are putting into their own defense,

primarily to lighten the load on the

United States.

He reported that 10 members of

the "Eurogroup" will be pitching

in another billion dollars worth of

military spending in 1972. Much of

this will be swallowed up by in-

flationary price rises.

Air Force Style Parkas

now@

FERNANDO'S HIDEAWAY
Next to the Human Post Office

Mens Sizes XS. S, M, L, XL $38.00

Some Boys 8 - 18 $35.00

Come see them now! Great gifts for Christmas.

Wear one -- you'll love it!
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NEW AFRICA HOUSE PRESENTS:

"From The Conqueror's
Point of View"

DR. FRED TURNER:
White Folks Promises - Indians Regrets"

Part I: Mon.. Dec. 13 at 7:30 p.m.

Part II: Wed., Dec. 15 at 7:30 p.m.

PAUL KAPLAN:

Images of Africans in European Art

Part I: Tues., Dec. 14 at 7:30 p.m.

Part lit Thurs., Dec. 15 at 7:30 p.m.

Public invited, Admission Free,

New Africa House Coffee Shop

DO THE DEAD RETURN???
A Startling and Controversial Program Dealing with

Extra Sensory Perception • Predictions of the Future

The Supernatural

by

America's
Leading

Illusionist

Andre Kole has spoken in 43 countries on five continents of the

world, and on national television in 30 countries. This year, he

will probably be performing and speaking on more college and

university campuses throughout the world than any other

person.

"UNMASKING THE UNKOWN"
is the title Mr. Kole gives to this intriguing presentation in

which, among other things, he will give a visible demonstration

of the fourth dimension, and reveal some amazing predictions

of the future which could affect the life of every person in at-

tendance.

This unusual presentation is sponsored by Campus Crusade

For Christ International. Due to his interest in the super

natural, AAr. Kole will include some observations he made from

his investigation of the miracles of Christ from the point of view

of an illusionist. This will no doubt be the most unusual

program you will ever witness.

THURS., DEC. 9, 8:00 P.M. THE CAGE, U.MASS.
TICKETS: $2 AT DOOR, IN ADVANCE

at a table in the CC Concourse or call 549-6149
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Street Lights Completed
Future University Report

SOME KINKY Tl'\KS--Jonathan Edwards was well received by jam-

packed Ballroom crowds in two concerts given last Tuesday. Edwards
has said, "On stage, it's just me and my guitar and harp." Eor those who
saw him. it was enough. ( MIX' Photo by Dan Kamal

)

REWARD
to

the Good Samaritan

who has been caring for "Pups" Craven, an 18-month-old, cute.

blaVk, male mutt who strayed to the campus about two weeks ago.
"Pups" is 12-inches high, always walks with white tip black tail

held upright, brownish ears, some white patches on chest. Last
seen wearing red collar with Montague Lie. No. 831. Collar and
Lie. may be missing.

Liberal Reward

includes reimbursement for feeding, and tender loving care.

PLEASE CALL COLLECT:

Barbara Craven at 665-2448

Completion of a three year
program to underground electric

facilities in the whole central

business district of Amherst will be

marked by ceremonies on North

Pleasant Street today at 11:45 a.m.

Representing the town will be

Allen Torrey. town manager;
Merle Howes, chairman of the

board of selectmen; and other

members of the board.

Representing Western Mass.
Electric will be its president.

Robert E. Barrett, Jr.. Hampshire
area manager Kenneth D Cud-

deback, streets and lighting

engineer Edwin N. Putnam, and
other company officials.

This is the culmination of a

project which began in 1969.

Amherst residents have been
watching day by day as the old

steel and wood poles have given

way to modern spun aluminum
WMECO officials say the new poles

are light and strong, and never
need painting, so they should

retain their original good looks

indefinitely The lights themselves
are 60.000 lumen mercury vapor
lamps which will more than double

the amount of illumination on the

roadway and considerably im-

prove the distribution of light in the

underground area.

Profs Awarded
Two UMass history professors

have received a grant of $8,200

from the U.S. Office of Education.

Asst. Prof. Jane M. Loy and Prof.

Lewis H Hanke will use the grant

to finance preparation of a

publication guide to films, slides,

and music available for use in

college survey courses on Latin-

American historv.

The last major street light

conversion in Amherst was
completed in 1968

One of the biggest advantages of

the new system, however, is the

removal of unsightly wires and
transformers to restore a large

measure of dignity and charm to

the old town commons.
South Pleasant Street along the

common was undergrounded in

1969. The last pole there came out

in July of 1970. Now the whole of

Pleasant Street from Northampton
Road to Hallock. and Main Street

as far as Churchill Street has been

completed.

The few remaining poles on

upper North Pleasant Street will be

removed as soon as other utilities

have completed relocating their

facilities. Any further un-

dergrounding of lines farther north

awaits major highway revisions.

WMECO has invested about

$220,000 in the present renovation
of the central business district.

This includes not only the manhole
and duct system, cable, tran-

sformers, new services and
removal of old equipment, but the
new lights and poles as well.

(Reprinted from the Hampshire
Daily Gazette 12/7/71)

We have the area's largest
selection of

Jerseys, Knit

Tops, Sweaters.

Just Perfect

for Christmas

ROOM TO MOVE
presents:

The James Montgomery Blues Band

Clean Living

Bernie Kaplan

Oegenouelf

Sat. Night, Dec. 1 1 9:30 — 2:00 a.m.

Student Union Ballroom, U.AAass.

$1.00

SANDER VANOCUR
former NBC Anchorman

1972: Does It Make A Difference?

SATURDAY EVENING — DEC. 11

7:00 — SUB
Coffee Hour Following in the Colonial Lounge

COURSE EVALUATION

Click's
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FORMS may be Picked up at

432. S.U. before Dec. 17.

Program Diversity Urgently Needed
(Kd note - This is the third of a

series ofexcerptsfrom the Future
University Report. This and the

following ones will deal with those
portions of the report considered
important to the future condition of

the University community.)

Beyond the freshman year, we
see the challenge of the seventies

as being to produce a diversity of

undergraduate options that
responds to the diversity of needs
and the diversity of students.

The goals and values which
underlie our stress on a diverse

curriculum are varied. Diversity

of program stems from such
considerations as that the un-

dergraduate curriculum should
avoid impersonality, meet real

career needs and pressing societal

needs, make the most effective use

of educational resources and
students' time, relate classroom
work more directly to the world

beyond the campus, educate better

citizens, and promote physical

accessibility.

There are three kinds of

diversity here:

1) diversity of structure-learning

both through standard programs
and by way of independent study,

and both within disciplines and
across disciplinary lines; 2)

diversity of place-learning both on

and off campus; and3) diversity of

time -learning both full-time and
part-time, and on a drop-out, drop-

in basis.

Diversity of Structure

Diversity of structure is two in-

terrelated issues-prescription vs.

flexibility in a student's program,
and options for learning which
cross traditional disciplinary lines.

Some students will learn best in

an atmosphere of maximum
flexibility and freedom. There are

others, as the Newman Report
says, "for whom a 'structured'

curriculum is essential for their

development,'' and there is "the

individual who wants a college

education but lacks the motivation

of self-confidence to direct him-

self."

A full panoply of options should
therefore be available, backed up
by a sophisticated system of ad-

vising, and ranging from well-

designed pre-planned programs on

the one side, to individually

designed degree programs in-

volving considerable independent

study on the other Independent

study is already developing,
particularly on the Amherst
campus with the 385 and 386

courses which many departments
have, with Project 10 in the South-

west dormitory area, with the

honors program, and in the School of

Education. We believe there should

be more of it for the appropriate

students, although we would
caution that it must be supported

by a strong advising system.

Overlapping the diversity of

student needs is the diversity of

knowledge. That knowledge no
longer comes as neatly wrapped in

packages called disciplines as

perhaps it once did is by now a

truism. The great problems of our

time and the foreseeable future

require skills and capacities which
do not fit neatly within disciplinary

lines as we know them. Yet the

disciplines have been with us for a

long period of time, and have
proved adaptable to changes in the

nature of knowledge before.

Rather than create what we think

would be an unnecessary and
rather pointless conflict between
the discipline-oriented and the

cross- or inter-disciplinary

oriented, we would formulate the

need for change in another way.

We would see it in termsof a

continuum. At one end would be the

traditional disciplines, adapted
and changed in response to new
problems which have come along.

At the other would be individually

designed student programs which

cut across disciplinary lines and
require learning in two or more
disciplines Problem-oriented and

applied research might be done on

a project-by-project, team basis

cutting across department lines,

too. In the middle would be new.

formally organized units based on
the conclusion that, in whatever
area is involved, the discipline

lines have been crossed so
regularly that it is time to create a

new cross-disciplinary discipline.

Some multidisciplinary fields-

biochemistry, polymer science and
marine science-have already
achieved formal organization and
recognition in the University
community.
Thus there should, in short, be

room for students to create their

own study programs and faculty to

create their own research efforts

when present disciplinary lines do
not fit their interest. And there

should be room for such ap-

proaches to be institutionalized

when the case can be made for

that.

Bachelor's Degree in

Individual

Concentration.
The individually designed study

program already exists at

Amherst (but not at Boston) in the

form of the Bachelor's Degree in

Individual Concentration, which
began in the 1970-71 academic year
with forty students, and now has

close to 100 participants. Ad-

ministered by an inter-disciplinary

faculty committee, the program
involves a specially designed
major chosen by the student and a

faculty sponsor and taken in either

the sophomore-junior or junior-

group of undergraduates for whom
an individualized option is inap-

propriate. We think some existing

majors tend to be organized as

though the student is going on to

graduate school in that field,

stressing the academic uses of the

discipline rather than, for

example, how it is used to deal with

the problems of industry-, govern-

ment, or other institutions and
situations. Since most UMass
graduates do not go to graduate
school, it seems appropriate to

question how well the standard

"academic major" serves them.

We urge the faculty to re-examine

the content of majors for the

seventies. We think that current

majors could be broadened and
new joint majors created. Self-

study for content, timeliness, and
relation to other bodies of learning

might result in new majors, new
flexibility within majors, and new,

cross-disciplinary courses.

Problem-oriented
Units

The middle point in out con-

tinuum is the new organized entity

that results when steps outside of

the disciplines in one direction or

another become a beaten track.

This we will call the "problem-
oriented unit." It is a "unit"

because it is bigger than a

"program," smaller than a

"college," and different from an
"institute" or a "center," or at

least from what institutes and

initial nucleus for an urban studies,

problem-oriented unit.

The Committee recognizes that

when we speak of urban studies,

we are in reality speaking of a

series of concerns-jobs, welfare,

housing, transportation, education,

and so on. The urban studies unit

should teach students of the in-

terrelationships among these

urban subsystems. It should also

raise in the minds of students

larger questions of value: What is

the role of the city in modern
society and how can public policies

to effectuate that role be
democratically devised?

Since, however, the city is a

massive subject, the urban unit

should build most of its curriculum

and its research and service ac-

tivities around a limited number of

problem foci, especially at its

outset.

Before our work began, the

University at Amherst began
planning an "Institute on Man and

His Environment." The present

plans for this Institute are con-

sistent with our vision of what a

"problem-oriented" unit should be.

Accordingly, this Institute should

be viewed as a base for creating a

problem-oriented unit on en-

vironmental problems.

At the Amherst campus,
presently, there are more than

forty different undergraduate
courses dealing with en-

vironmental concerns, scattered

through various schools and

The trend in education is aw
senior years. Generally speaking,

the individualized major is con-

structed out of existing courses in a

number of departments and
schools (although some students

have pursued parts of their interest

through independent study). Thus

one student interested in mental

retardation took courses in the

psychology department, in the

School of Education, and in the

School of Physical Education.

Another, interested in medical

illustration, took courses in art,

zoology, and other relevant

sciences. Other self-designed

majors included ecological

psychology, the law and social

problems, creativity, and design

and business. The Board of

Trustees gave the program a 2

year mandate when it began That

would end next June, so the ad

ministrators of the program will

begin seeking approval for a

permanent program this fall. We
believe the BDIC concept is an

excellent idea, and we urge that it

be expanded at Amherst and
established at Boston.

Re-examing the

Content of Majors.
At the other end of the

continuum, there is a need to re-

examine programs for the larger

ay from lectures and towards small se

centers have tended to be in the

past. Perhaps the closest current

name for it would be "depart-

ment." although it is not quite that

either, since it would draw on the

departments and schools for many
of its courses and associated

faculty. In any event, it would be

both a teaching (primarily un-

dergraduate but also graduate)

and a research and public service

unit.

We think there are two such units

which could be established at

Amherst almost immediately, one

of which is already coming into

being in a more modest form. The
two would be units in en-

vironmental problems and urban
studies. These two areas not only

represent major problems in the

Commonwealth and in society

today, but are also areas where the

path is sufficiently clear to justify

institutionalization

At present, there is no un-

dergraduate major in urban
studies at Amherst. Courses
related to urban problems may be

found in the departments of

economics, government, history,

sociology, and public health, in the

Schools of Engineering, Business

Administration, and Education,

and in the College of Agriculture

These courses and the peopl© who
teach them represent a strong

minars and discussions.

departments including the Schools

of Engineering, Business Ad-

ministration, and Education, the

College of Agriculture, and the

Departments of Botany, En
vironmental Sciences, Sociology,

and Public Health. Additionally,

there are undergraduate majors in

specific areas of environmental

concern in the Departments of

Public Health, Landscape Ar
chitecture, General Business and

Finance, Civil Engineering, and

Environmental Sciences. On the

graduate level, there are degree

programs offered in the Depart-

ment of Civil Engineering, the

Water Resources Research Center,

and the Business and Economic
Research Center. There are in-

terdisciplinary courses in marine

science offered in conjunction with

the Marine Station at Gloucester

A major function of the en-

vironmental problems unit would

be to coordinate and to bring into

focus these disconnected en-

vironmental study courses and
programs. A center for en-

vironmental studies would aim at

pooling the skills available in

agriculture, engineering, and the

natural and social sciences, and
offering them on a consultative

basis to formal and informal

planning groups throughout the

New England area It would

provide the region with the

capacity to undertake com-
t prehensive environmental plan-

ning, and to study the implications

and consequences of continued

industrialization and growth.

We believe that planning might
also begin fairly quickly for three

or more additional units. There are
many problem areas which might
be considered as subjects for

future problem-oriented units.

For example, a unit formed
around the issues of mass culture

and quality of American life might
consider such questions as: what
has been the fate of the classical

art forms-drama, dance, music,
literature-in our mass culture, and
why? What should be the
University's role in relation to the

arts in society? The unit could
bring practicing artists -painters,

dancers, actors, authors-together
with professors of literature,

drama, art history and journalism

to ponder these issues with
students and to develop University

outreach projects which might
further the fine and/or mass arts in

towns and cities throughout the

state.

The problem-oriented units

would be bases for some of the new
approaches to undergraduate
learning needed in the seventies:

helping students relate their

learning directly to significant

current issues in society at large;

creating educational experiences

which are well-grounded in the

liberal arts but also related to the

process of social change;
developing the intellectual and
scholarly powers of students in a

contemporary context; learning by
doing, putting training to use in

State.

Every unit would offer a

program for undergraduates;
most units would also sponsor

graduate programs. In addition,

each unit would act as a clearing

house for regular university
courses offered in fields related to

the problem unit's particular
focus. Serving as a coordinating

body, the unit would avoid
duplicate efforts among depart-

ments.

The problem-oriented units

should help integrate the present

disciplines so as to facilitate

production of problem-oriented
knowledge which is both
theoretical and applied. The over-

all result should be an exciting

model for combining teaching and
research with public service.

As conditions in society and on

the campuses change, the

University must be able to arrange
and re-arrange these coalitions of

scholars, many of whom will come
from the regular departments, to

form new centers of inquiry In the

interest of such flexibility, we think

each problem-oriented unit should

be given a limited initial life, and
that its mission and performance
should be re-examined
periodically If over time the

justification for a unit no longer

exists, it should be dissolved

We should distinguish these units

from the institutes and centers

which proliferated at universities

during the fifties and sixties They
were mainly research centers

funded by outside money, which
functioned as semi-autonomous
units detached from the main
business of the University. We
envision the problem-oriented
units as basically funded by state

appropriations just as depart
ments are, as having teaching

responsibilities just as depart-

ments do, and as playing a major
catalytic role in the day-to-day life

of the University, helping scholars

and teachers from the depart-

ments to join together in the new
teaching and knowledge seeking
combination
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With A Whimper
"In the English department...work is in progress on the final

organizational guidelines for the complicated manufacturing process

which passes for education < at UMass)."
That is how English department exchange professor, Dietrich Sch-

wanitz, from Germany described one segment of education here. The

article < MDC 12/8/71 ) in which Schwanitz takes a critical look at life here

on the Amherst campus, offers a vital look from the outside at this in-

stitution where, says Schwanitz, "The students are channeled into a rigid

program of courses which is being constantly subjected to 'exciting'

innovations."

The tone of Professor Schwanitz's article is severe and should cause

professors and students to take note What he is questioning is the same

system that so many are used to referring to as "one of the best in the

nation."

"...There is the artificiality of a campus way out in the country, and the

attempt to teach the students about life; the passivity of the students role

as consumer and the fast pace of the educational process ; the constant

invocation of Individualism, and the standardized nature of the in-

vocation," writes Schwanitz.

I Mass is described as the "brave new world." The description , though

difficult for those here leading "relevant" lives to conjure, is very dif-

ficult to refute. Surely the people at any institution of higher learning who

are more likely to become excited over money and administration

policies than the essential values of learning, would have a tendency to

"wander around among the numerous buildings lost in their dreams."

More likely, the "wandering" faculty are thinking about tenure and

how to get merit increments than the deficiencies in their teaching. And

the students, who Schwanitz claims are "feared" by professors, are more

apt to be wondering how their grade point average is going to shape up

with the A—AB—BC...system than whether they are being taught or are

learning.

Professor Schwanitz notes that professors are "slightly apologetic" for

how stupid most students are: students who have passed through the

mediocre public school systems that America maintains.

The critique that Professor Schwanitz offers is best viewed in a con-

structive rather than defensive light. Americans have a history of ac-

cepting the mediocre in education, the quality of their lives, and their own

achievements (note American government policies).

Professor Schwanitz questions the historical validity of his ob-

servations. But many people are living the life he described at UMass.

"It's Such A Good Deal You've Got To Sign Quick
And Don't Kick The Tires On This One"

Colonialism vs. Imperialism

East Pakistan is a relatively small, overwhelmingly

agrarian nation, situated in the northeast corner of the

Indian sub-continent. It is separated from West

Pakistan by 1000 miles of Indian territory. Until

recently, it was economically exploited and politically

controlled by West Pakistan.

Last spring, on March 25th Yahya Khan's West

Pakistan army invaded East Pakistan. There

followed for a number of months one of the most

massive, brutal slaughters in history. Reports of the

dealth toll vary between 100,000 and 200,000. The

casualties were largely civilians. There were in those

months no major military encounters between East

Pakistan forces and the West Pakistan army. In short,

it was an enormous, concerted, "search and destroy"

mission, characterized by massive, cold-blooded

murder. The extent of death and destruction drove

millions upon millions of East Pakistanis (Bengalis)

to flee across the Indian border. The number of those

refugees today approaches 10,000,000.

What were the reasons for the attack? On March
26th, the newly elected East Pakistan parliament was

to have convened. The Awami League had, by popular

vote, won a majority of seats. The Awami League ran

on a program of limited autonomy for East Pakistan.

A movement then, not for self determination, not for

independence, but merely for limited autonomy
brought on the attack. Yahya Khan felt so threatened

by the proposed reforms that he sought to crush the

Awami League and to terrorize the entire East

Pakistan population. Instead, the Bengali people of

East Pakistan showed, as the Vietnamese have

shown, that an idea cannot be crushed with military

terror. In fact, the movement for their self deter-

mination and complete independence from West

Pakistan was pushed rapidly forward, until today, we
hear of their increasingly successful armed struggle,

in conjunction with India, against the occupying army
of West Pakistan.

Would you care to venture a guess as to which side

the U.S. govt, is supporting? True to the role of per-

petual, world wide, reactionary bully, the U.S. govt.,

presently in the hands of the Nixon administration,

continues to send military and financial aid to West

Pakistan. Richard Nixon and Yahya Khan have stated

publicly that they admire one another. This can

hardly be surprizing. The United States government

aids and defends military and fascist dictatorships all

over the "free world". In Latin America, Africa, the

Middle East, South and Southeast Asia, the in-

struments of repression are stamped "made in USA".
Remember the noble struggle of WWII against

fascism and for the preservation of democracy?
Fascist Spain is a staunch member of the "free

world" today. The military dictatorships in Greece,

Brazil, and Guatemala would crumble without U.S.

support. What is it that ties together these nations and

so many others where democracy is a dangerous

dream? What makes them the "free world"? U.S.

foreign capital investments; that is the sole

characteristic shared by every nation in the "free

world".

With these facts in mind, one should not be surprized

at the U.S. role in South Asia. There is as well, the

grim experience of Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos.

But due to circumstances beyond the control of

American capitalist politics and military endeavor,

the people of South and Southeast Asia are winning.

Are people to be fooled by Nixon's trip to China? Are
warmer, "normalized" relations behind our
president's recent change of heart? Or is he scared?

The Vietnamese, Cambodians, and Laotians fight

longer, harder, and better than Nixon imagined. The
domestic antiwar movement has not folded. It refuses

to stay off the streets. It has turned sentiment about

the war completely around to where the over-

whelming (and growing) majority of Americans want
that war ended now. It has made dangerous con-

nections with virtually every sector of society,

especially labor. It is this set of factors that has put

Nixon in a bargaining mood with regard to Southeast

Asia and East Pakistan (now Bengla Desh).

The U.S. govt, now is the loudest voice for a cease

fire, a political settlement, and a U.N. "peace
keeping" force in East Pakistan. Where was that

courageous humanitarian spirit months ago? Where
were the calls for a negotiated settlement and an end

to the bloodshed last Spring and Summer? What has

changed? The Bengali people are winning, that's

what's changed. India, unable to support the 10,000,000

refugees flooding the border area, is equally unable to

make them return, as long as Yahya Khan's army
occupies Bengla Desh. Hence India's aid and support

to the Mukti Bahini (Bengla Desh liberation army). In

their true light, the cries of the U.S. govt, for a cease

fire and a negotiated settlement are a cynical fraud,

stemming from a position of weakness and hopeless

contradiction.

We must continue to observe closely the situation in

Bengla Desh. How far can the govt, of India be
trusted? As the conflict heightens, so do the criss-

crossed antagonisms and contradictions among the

major world powers. But the struggle of colonial

nations for self determination has once again shown
itself to be an implacable antagonist pitted against

world imperialism, and an increasingly formidable

political factor. The struggle of the Bengali people

deserves our support.

A Case Against Rehnquist

<-©«r*c

Following the thousands of

unlawful arrests and the flagrant

suspension of constitutional rights

during the anti-war protests in

Washington this past May, an
assistant attorney general sought

to justify this abuse of fundamental
individual liberties with the excuse

that "the circumstances were
extraordinary."

In Germany in the 1930's, in

Greece in the 1960's, in country

after country that has evolved into

a repressive police state, the first

suspension of constitutional

liberties and guarantees came
because of "extraordinary cir-

cumstances," usually in the guise

of preserving order and protecting

the public safety.

The assistant attorney general

who advised that the Bill of Rights

be suspended and who then sought

a rationale in the excuse of "ex-

traordinary circumstances" was
William Rehnquist -the man whose
nomination to the U.S. Supreme
Court is now being debated on the

Floor of the Senate.

Mr. Rehnquists's disregard for

individual liberties during the

Mayday demonstrations was only

the latest in a long series of public

statements which, taken together,

reveal a dangerous hostility on the

part of Mr Rehnquist to the great

principles of equal justice under
the law and individual freedom
under the Bill of Rights.

If Mr. Rehnquist is seated on the

High Court he has an excellent

chance of being there for more
than a quarter of a century. He is a

young man who could be voting on

basic constitutional questions until

the year 2000.

I am convinced that it would be a

serious mistake for the Senate to

confirm Mr. Rehnquist's
nomination.

I am further convinced that the

young people of this country, who
would be so directly affected by the

decisions Mr Rehnquist would

make on the High Court, have a

special reason to speak out against

Mr. Rehnquist.

As one who labored long and
hard to lower the voting age, I view
this issue as an excellent op-

portunity for the new group of

younger voters to make their

voices heard.

I urge all young people who
share my concern -and the concern
of my many Senate colleagues who
are joining in the battle against

Mr. Rehnquist -to wire, call and
write to their Senators urging
rejection of Mr. Rehnquist's
nomination.

Let me cite evidence of Mr.
Rehnquist's attitudes on human
rights which is disturbingly con-

sistent with his conduct during
Mayday:
—In 1964, when this nation was

beginning to respond to decades of

maltreatment of our black
citizentry, Mr Rehnquist opposed
a Phoenix ordinance providing
equal access to public ac-
commodations. He didn't believe

black people should be allowed in

the drug stores of Phoenix in 1964.

—Then, in 1966, he opposed anti-

blockbusting and voluntary em-
ployer anti-discrimination sections

of a model state civil rights law.

—In 1967 he wrote a public letter

which said, "we are no more
dedicated to an integrated' society

than to a segregated society." Mr.
Rehnquist has never dissociated

himself from that statement
despite numerous opportunities to

do so during Senate hearings.

These actions, coupled with the

Mayday experience, clearly show
a persistent unwillingness on Mr
Rehnquist's part to permit law to

be used to promote racial equality

in America.
It is my hope that the young

people of this nation share my
concern about the dangers of

placing such a man on the High
Court. If this is the case, the proper
response would be to express that

view as quickly and as directly as
possible to their United States
Senators. This nomination need not

be confirmed; but it will require a
true interest on the part of the

American people if it is to be
defeated.
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Inventions
The reality censor,

The father of explanation.

At his altar we heap
Our gifts of agreement.
His answers we decipher

From our questions so arranged,

For his theory of difference

We overcome our similarities,

From his invention of black

We have at last become white.

Thank you for the distance

That we may grow tired,

We are reminded of your
gravity

Whenever we grow light,

We divide all our thoughts

And put them back together.

We learn your many words
Until our mouths become

addicted,

We make your many sounds
That our ears may be useful,

We paint your many pictures

To cover all our canvas,
We point out your endless

windows
In spite of all our doors.

We recite your version of truth

Whenever we grow doubtful,

We sleep too well at night

In your homemade world.

Editorial Points
It looks like we're about to

have another controversy on the

letters to the editor page. This

one's worthwhile, though-it's

about the grading system. As the

song says, it's been a long time

coming.
***

CAMP FOLLOWERS

For the benefit of those

maligned, it is not the printer's

fault when notices are cut.

Neither is it the fault of the

Collegian secretary. It is,

however, the fault of the person

who lays out that page-generally

the issue editor. If you're going

to cast aspersions, at least cast

them where they're due.
***

Letters To The Editor

Something For Nothing

Big scoop-Poor Richard's is

having a special Christmas
edition coming out a week from

today. Give one to your secret

Santa and get into the Christmas

spirit.
***

The problem with people is

that when they are not supposed

to get offended they do, and
when they are supposed to be
offended they are not

***

Isn't it funny that people are

still getting busted for

possession of marijuana? No.
***

In North Village the new
University lease says that for

every pet you have to put down a

$50 pet deposit in case of

damages. What's the guy with

the fifty goldfish going to do''

Then again fifty goldfish can
pollute and all...

***

Which brings us to the

question of alligators in the

sewer system. Last word we
have had on that is that three

University maintenance men
disappeared last week. All that

remained was a gnawed thigh

bone. What are you people doing

with pet alligators anyway.

To the Editor:

The recent exchanges on grading policy which have

graced these pages (and particularly the Glickstein/

Barnard/Glickstein round) seem to require at least

some attempt at clarification.

First, as to motivation : my own hunch is that, in the

long run, the most effective student motivation is that

which is internal to the student. Such alleged or

supposed motivation as an evaluation/grading system

might supply is very probably less effective than

internal motivation; and may possibly be misdirected

or even pernicious. The argument that a grading

system <of whatever style) supplies motivation is

weak and rather laced with holes, it seems to me.

Second, as to what grades measure: to say, as Prof.

Barnard does, that grades measure "something", but

a something the precise nature of which is unknown is

surely to say. in anv operational sense, that grades

dont* measure anything at all. (C. S. Peirce would

support this contention.) But of course grades don't

measure anything at all for a more fundamental

reason: instruments measure, grades report. A single

alphabetic character standing on a piece of paper

doesn't measure or evaluate; but it stands, instead, as

a sort of condensed report of some other measuring or

evaluative operation which has been conducted. So

our quarrel is. then, with the evaluative scheme or

schemes which are employed to report on the progress

which a student is making, or to measure an amount

of learning.

This little exercise in exegesis may be of more

assistance than you first think, because once we

recognize that our quarrel is with the evaluation

system, we can attack the system's real or perceived

deficiencies with the moderately well developed body

of knowledge and theory relating to the conduct of

evaluations. With a bit more space than a letter to the

editor allows, we could elaborate upon the criteria for

a good evaluation. But in brief, an evaluation is to be

conducted by an evaluator to yield information to a

decision-maker, upon which that decision- maker can

then proceed with whatever the work that needs to be

done. Let me suggest that some consideration be given

to grading systems in this light, and then let's see

what different perspective is cast upon such systems.

Richard W. Story

A Different Story

Waste Of Time

o the Editor:

I am a sophomore in the College of Arts and

Sciences, because the major field of study I have

chosen. Human Development, is currently closed. As

a Ireshman here I was not definite about a future. Now

that I know what I want, 1 find out that there is only a

lair chance of mv being accepted as a Human

Development major. Why should I have to transfer or

settle on a second or third choice'' This is not the only

major that is closed; Elementary Education. Nursing,

and others are also restricted. This is totally unfair to

the student who has paid for two years of study with

the confidence that he can enter his major field of

study as a junior Suddenly he finds out. very coldly.

that he is absolutelv nowhere.

In my ease. I have one more semester as a

sophomore in which I do not know what courses to

take, because I onlv need one more core requirement,

and 1 have no major. I was told, rather in-

eonsideratelv. that I could take the required courses

lor Human Development, but that it might be a waste

of lime, because I may not get in My name is now or. a

waiting list of about fifty students. Is this wai hopeful

or useless" What do I do in the meantime What are

other students in the same situation supposed to do.

What about future college students" Is th.s going to

happen to them? f

In a state universitv of this size. I see no reason for

not financing the departments that are now so un-

derstaffed that the majors are closed. This is

deliberately hurting the student!

A waste of time, is this what college is? If so then

many students have been deceived, and robbed of

their monev. A university has an obligation to serve

its students which, in this case, has been overlooked.

Hegina Ligus

lo the Editor:

"Letters to the Editor" controversies are usually

dull to readers who are not involved; but, as I said

before, the question of grading is a serious one, and

cannot be settled by a glib listing of statistical studies.

Statistics do not lie. but the inferences to be drawn

from them are not always clear. Nobody would deny

that different instructors and sometimes different

departments have somewhat different standards. (An

argument might be made, however, that in a class of

several hundred students, where examinations are

objective" and grades are assigned "on a curve," a

considerable degree of objectivity and uniformity will

be attained. This savs nothing, of course, about the

importance of what is measured. I My contention is

that in general grades are valid in that they measure

some kind of performance. (What, incidentally, are

•significant " differences? Who defines "significant"?

Is not anv definition arbitrary?

)

As a matter of fact, if Mr. Glickstein were right m
his contention that grades measure nothing and are

(in effect) assigned at random, then all students

would end up with approximately the same "cum.

with some variation due to the major. The fact that

some students make Phi Beta Kappa and others flunk

out shows that the present system works, in that

students do perform consistently

Perhaps what is measured is not what is most im-

portant And perhaps, as I said before, some other

system would supply more incentive for learning than

does the present one But I note that, again. Mr.

Glickstein offers no alternative. I present him with

this question: "What, exactly, should yve be trying to

measure'' And how. exactly, should the measuring be

done?"
Ellsworth Barnard. Ombudsman

Who's The Boss?

To the Editor:

First I'd like to apologize to the Collegian's

secretary. Celia, I didn't mean to upset you. you just

happen to be out front catching the flak.

To the management of the Collegian:

Do you work for the printer or does the printer work

lor you?
I couldn't hold a meeting for my club members and

prospective club members on Tuesday night because

the printer arbitrarily cut our notice out of the copy

layout

Since HSO groups are allowed one notice a week, by

the Collegian's own policy, and most groups rely on

these notices as a medium of communication between

their members; I think the ( ollegian has a respon-

sibility to these groups to see that these notices are

printed.
Marc James, Pres.

Sport Parachute Club

Approaching Avoidance

The tacit suffering clings obediently

within the confines of my fulgurated soul;

its cries resonating but muffled; its amplitude

gathering strength spiraling past that potential threshold

where once it revolved dizzily without respite from

its precarious hinge, attaining that paroxysm of fear

bursting, violating the rippleless surface, carrying

the vibratory urgency in subterranean tributaries

feeding restlessly on the obscene saline ocean, the salt

stings the open wounds which lay torn about by friendly

marrowed teeth gnashing surreptitiously, hanging on

greedily to the fallen pieces which writh spasmodically

like spermatozoa attempting to reinstate themselves

into that last forgotten whole but instead jettisons

in a relentless whirlpool circumventing reason and

in a cogent spray excretes itself losing boundary and

stability but with that negative inertial which, heedful

of change, swallows itself suicidally, and upon devouring

every novel element plunges into that amorphous dispair

which casually assumes an illusion of shape at those

infrequent sublime levels of clarity and decision. But

the energy re-emerges from its imperceptible depths and

pulls me into its convincing shadows abandoning me naked,

spit out from its ruinous caverns, left to rethread the

previous instance hopefully-yet knowingly it leaves me
only those subtle traces possessing the chameleon-like

images which only mirror the background of reality leaving

me lugubriously enveloped by its circular nature

untrusting my eyes and begging leave of my mind.
Lee Bishoff

It's About Time
To the Editor:

On behalf of the Southwest Assembly, I would like to express our

support for the Student Senate's efforts in bringing the Athletic Council

under greater student control. It is a sad situation when the students have

relatively no say in where their money goes. There is student

representation on the running of the Campus Center and the Student

Union. There is no reason why the students cannot have a say in the

running of the Athletic Council. One must remember that we are not

trying to abolish athletics on this campus, but rather to get some say as o

where the money goes, and it is about time that we got some of that say.

The Assembly unanimously supports the Student Senate. I urge that the

rest of the student body also lend its support
Lester Meyers

Pres. Southwest Assembly

INDIA /_ east
PAKISTAN

IWOIK
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People Surveyed Want

"PracticaTChurches
\KW YORK (AIM -Most people give money to churches because of

'•gratitude to Hod" and a conviction that it's part of worship. They

strongly disapprove of withholding support because of disagreement with

some programs.
Less than a fourth would condone such tactics. But a majority would

prefer more sav-so in how the funds are used.

These are among a huge assortment of findings-some of them con-

trasting with denominational assumptions-turned up in a two-year study

of attitudes of laity and clergy throughout the United States and Canada.

"The culture of a rather substantial segment of church membership

has changed in a direction not understood by the national leadership," a

summary says. For example, it notes:

"Church people are not turned off by the church becoming involved in

life outside the walls of the building. They do insist, however, that activity

must have a rationale with practical implications..."

The study, carried out by 21 Protestant denominations through the

National Council of Churches, involved hour-long depth interviews with a

cross-section of 3,500 pastors and laymen.

They display "a high degree of commitment to the church as in-

stitution," the summary says, but it noted that the culture has changed

immensely, with members more sophisticated, educated and

economically well-off.

As a result, they want more voice in determining what the local church

and denomination is doing, the summary says, adding. "These persons

know how decisions are made and they want a piece of the action."

Among other findings:

A majority thinks the church will become more mportant to people in

the next 10 years, rather than less so.

Lay members are more concerned that their denominations engage in

ecumenical activities with other denominations than are clergymen.

Canadian pastors rate interdenominational activity higher than their

IS. counterparts.

About K8 per cent either favor the work of the National Council, a

cooperative federation of major denominations, or are neutral toward it.

More pastors-about 20 per cent-feel unfavorably toward it than laity-only

12 per cent.

The primary obligation of local churches, in the view of most people, is

to provide worship and "win others to Christ."

Next in line are providing religious instruction, serving as a "social

conscience to the community," helping the needy and supporting over-

seas missions.

Somewhat surprisingly, most of those queried feel that when people

drop out of church, it's not because of what the churches are doing, such

as involvement in social issues, but for other reasons.

Among the main reasons cited are a feeling that "church is not im-

portant in modern life." a lack of time or a shift of interest to nonchurch

organizations.

Both laymen and pastors tend to feel that when local churches transmit

money to denominational headquarters, the funds should be earmarked

lor specific things they want the denominational leaders to do.

Most feel that the main functions performed by the denomination are

training of ministers, support of missions at home and abroad and

development of curriculum programs and resources for local churches.

Social action by denominations was rated fifth in a list of nine

denominational purposes.

Asked if people should support a church only so long as they agree

personally with its activity, less than 10 per cent said yes. A heavy

majority disapproved withholding money because of individual ob-

jections to programs.

About 80 per cent said giving money to the church is "an expression of a

person's faith." Or, as Jesus put it long ago. "Where a man's treasure is,

there his heart is also.
"

L

Not only a dramatic personal study

but an important political document.

Fri. Evening, Dec. 10 - Mahar
incoior 6:30 8:45 - 11:00

*.«***» .!**>:"•

... BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY

d downtown Spfld. parking htidachei in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp C«ntury Shopping Pliiil Free perking for over 100 care!

WESTFIELD —

-

NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIEW

10 BROAD ST. 160 PLEASANT ST 1847 MEMORIAL DR..

Next to P.O. Opp N'hamp. Jr. College On North South Hwy.

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KF 205 HIGH ST. Next to Holyoke Natl. Bank

Interest In Yahoo Picking Up
By BUFFY SPENCER

Yahoo is the campus humor
magazine universally enjoyed by

the students, but not supported. It

is distributed free on registration

day of both semesters and is

usually about forty pages in length.

The best way to describe what

the magazine includes is

"basically nothing serious".

Anything the students think is

funny is material for Yahoo
Everything submitted will be in-

cluded unless it has been done

before or is not suitable for the

publication. The scope of Yahoo is

totally unlimited although
sometimes the staff will decide to

concentrate on a specific subject,

such as womens lib.

Next semester Suzanne
Chamberlin, a sophomore, will be

editor. Jack Koch, the present

editor will stay on. The move is to

insure continuity of the staff. This

prevents the possibility of someone
entirely new to Yahoo having to

take over when the present editor

leaves or the possibility of there

being no staff at all, hence no

magazine.
According to Miss Chamberlin.

there is an increasing interest in

Yahoo this year with more
students submitting articles. But

Yahoo still suffers the same
disease many other UMass
publications and organizations

suffer, a lack of participation and

support. There are only about five

permanent staff members who
often end up doing most of the

writing, drawing and layout. The

greatest need is for more sub-

mitted material whether it be

writing, cartoons, or photos.

The Yahoo office is located on

the second floor of the Student

Union for anyone interested in

spreading a little much needed

humor over the campus.

Heroworship

THE HUNGRY-

U

I03N. PLEASANT,AMHERST
Italian submarine sandwich**

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

UM-B Students Demonstrate;

Marine Recruiters Leave

Due to popular demand,

the 1972 Senior Committee Meeting

Scheduled for Thursday, Dec. 9,

Instead

WILL BE HELD SUNDAY

Election of Officers

Class Gift

Referendum? I

Senior Day?

Commencement

1973 Senior Committee

December 12

8:00 p.m.

Rm. 165

Campus Center

Members of the Vietnam Veterans Against the War are mailing

( lirisim.is parcels to their buddies in Vietnam, (lerald Morton and

Itohrrt Seward address some of the scores of gift parcels collected

with the aid of campus groups. The I'Mass VVAW chapter is mailing

Ihe vule presents directly to combat units in Indochina.

Three U.S. Marine Corps
recruiters left the University of

Massachusetts Boston campus
Tuesday after about 100 students

staged a protest against them.

During the demonstration the

students voted to ask the ad-

ministration to request the

Marines to leave.

The protest was organized by 10

members of the school's chapter of

Vietnam Veterans Against the

War. They said they objected to

what they termed the university's

implied condonation of the war and
the military by playing host to the

Marine recruiters.

A University spokesman said the

Marines had initiated the visit.

STARTING AT 10 a.m., when the

Marines arrived at the fourth floor

of Sawyer Hall, where the career

planning offices are located, about

25 students engaged them in debate

about the morality of the war and
their presence on campus. When
student ranks swelled during the

lunch hour, a rally was held.

The University policy on

recruiters permits "private and
governmental organizations of

interest enough to students" to

send recruiters to the campus at

the invitation of the director of

placement. The policy also states

that recruiters may be prohibited

by "a referendum vote of the

student body in accordance with

the provisions of the Student

Constitution."

During the rally the students

voted unanimously to ask the

recruiters to leave and to ask the

University Senate at its meeting

tomorrow to pass a resolution

barring military and industrial

recruiters from the campus.
Asked to leave by a student

representative. Marine Capt.

William Climo said he would leave

if asked to do so by the placement
office.

(. A R I) \ E R Y E \ A W INK,
director of Career Development
and Placement, then asked the

students if any of them were in-

terested in discussing their careers

with the Marines When none

responded, Yenawine agreed to

ask the recruiters to leave.

Climo said the UMass reception

would not affect the Marines'

future recruitment plans in this

area. In talking to students, he

said, unlike the Army and Air

Force, the Marines do not have
large budgets for mass media
advertising.

(Reprinted from the Boston
Herald Traveler. 12/8/71)

ATTENTION

All RSO Groups & Activities

All groups currently operating under constitutions granted by the Student Government

Association (Student Senate) are required to fill out the form below. Those groups

which should fill out the form include all RSO's, Activities, recent Executive Orders,

and those groups who wish to apply for such status. These forms are to be returned no

later than T UESDAY, DEC EMBER 21, 1971, to the address below.

Jan. Grads. & "Ed Blockers
it

Senior Photos

RETURNTO

Wm. Spinn

Govt. Affairs
Comm.

Student
Senate

RSO 801

Campus
Center

RSO Registration Form

Name of Group RSO»

REPRESENTATIVE

Rep's Add. Ph.tt

(check appropriate item)

C onstituted

New Group

.Exec. Order

Area Govt._ Dorm

FAILURE TO FILE THIS FORM WILL RESULT IN LOSS OF RSO STATUS

LAST WEEK

to sign up

to be taken

Dec. 13 - 17

SIGN UP NOW
in Index Office

S.U. 401 (2nd Floor)

FERNANDOS HIDEWAY
OPENING Thursday Dec. 9 f

1971 9:30 a.m

NEXT TO The
Student
Union

Human
Post

Office

Across from
Service Elevator
near the Hatch

DISCOUNT SALES
Gloves — Trips to Bermuda -

Suede Belts — Suede Coats

Sponsored by Building Committee

8 Track Tapes — Air Force Parkas — Records

Suede Mini & Midi Skirts.

Campus Center Student Union Governing Board
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Vanocour Marks The Difference
Veteran broadcast journalist

Sander Vanocur will speak on

"1972: Does It Make A Dif-

ference9 " Saturday at 7:00 in

the Student Union Ballroom. A
Coffee Hour will follow in the

Colonial Lounge.

Vanocur was born in

Cleveland, Ohio and graduated

from Northwestern University.

He was in the U.S. Army in

Berlin from 1952-1954. After

leaving the service, he served on

the staff of the Manchester

Guardian and simultaneously

did weekly commentary for the

North American Service of the

BBC. He became a stringer for

CBS News in London in 1955.

When he returned to the United

States, he joined the staff of the

New York Times as a reporter

from 1956 until he joined NBC in

September 1957 at which time he

was assigned to the Washington

staff.

He was appointed midwestern
correspondent in April 1958 and

covered the desegregation story

in Little Rock and elsewhere in

the South. He covered the U.S.

visits of Anastas Mikoyan and

Nikita Khrushchev. In 1968, he

covered the election campaigns
including both conventions.

In January, 1961. Vanocur was
appointed NBC White House
Correspondent and held that

post until January, 1964 when he

became National Political

Correspondent for the network.

He again covered both con-

ventions that year.

He was "Today" show
correspondent in 1965 and visited

Viet Nam twice in that year

predicting disaster on both

occasions. He was a contributing

editor for the Huntley-Brinkley

Report in 1967-68 and worked on

both conventions again and the

campaign. From 1969-71, he was
anchorman on "First Tuesday"

and became anchorman on

News Four, WNBC-TV, the

New York's flagship station

news program in 1971. He
remained in this post until his

resignation in August of this

year.

Presently Vanocur is Senior

Correspondent for the National

Public Affairs Center for

Television in Washington, DC.
He is acting as chief

correspondent for the for-

thcoming 1972 political series on

public television.
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Booties Seller

Calls It Quits
U. Of Michigan Students

Face Ouster Over Papers
ANN ARBOR. Mich., Nov. 20

Two University of Michigan
students apparently bought from
the same commercial paper-
writing service-to the same

By STEVE FELD
Rick Ayres, the notorious bootleg vendor here at UMass, has an-

nounced that his bootleg days are at an end. The recently signed Anti-

Pirating bill was sited as the reason for his cessation.

"Things are starting to get pretty bad,"' he explained. "I .
personally, it TT7G T A /T 4-

didn't think the law would be stringently enforced, but my source told me 1^ p^ £ Q JVjLCCL
that as of next week they want nothing to do with bootlegs." He told of a

store that was recently hassled by the IRS for selling bootlegs, and

warned that more of this will be happening.

Ayres stated that he will continue to sell the ones he now has, and then

go on to other things. "I'm really fascinated with English import albums,

they are of better quality than most American releases." He also ex-

pressed plans to delve into other various record-selling enterprises. "I

hope to also sell discount records, and regular records as well."

The law. signed into effect last month, is primarily aimed at

illegitimate tapecartridge sellers, but this embraces the bootlegs as well.

It was not known, however, how well the law would be carried out, until

"With a little luck, I might be able to get ahold of a couple now and then,

but no one should count on it." And so, like the five-cent cigar, and the ten-

cent movie, so goes the bootlegs.

Women's Center

Celebrates 1st Year

This Sunday night at 7:30 in the

Campus Center auditorium NES
will hold its last meeting of the

semester. This meeting will be

mandatory for all tutors who are

going to receive modular credit.

Credit forms must be filled out by

the tutors so that they may receive

their credit.

Several changes in the content of

the program being contemplated,

as well as a tentative schedule for

next semester will be discussed.

Students who are not currently

involved but are interested in

participating next semester can

get necessary information Sunday
night.

English class.

The students both told their

teacher. Prof. Joseph E. Mullin,

they had bought supposedly
original papers for $17.50 each

from Write-on Inc., a company
based in East Lansing, Mich., that

has branch offices at universities

in three states.

The names of the students were
withheld by school officials pen-

ding possible diciplinary action.

The papers dealt with "Walden,"

by Henry David Thoreau.
Following the revelation, of the

affair this week, Write-on's owner
and manager, Arthur Harger,

accused a former employee of

"deliberate sabotage" in the sale

of the two identical papers to the

two students last month. The
former employee denied the

charge
One of the two students involved

in the fraud called the Michigan
Daily, the univers ity student

paper, this week to explain what

had happened. She told a reporter

that Write-on representatives had

assured her that discovery was
"impossible."

"I'm enraged." she said. "If I

can sue them I will."

Also enraged are university

administrators and faculty

members, both here and across the

country. When Write-on opened its

doors for business here this fall,

stern warnings against patronizing

the service were issued by

academic officials.

The discovery of the fraud here

came only a day after the Faculty

Senate of nearby Eastern
Michigan University passed a

strongly worded resolution

deploring such services.

The paper writing companies
sell their product to students here

at two rates. The higher price, for

"original" papers, is $3.50 per

page. __

THE VALLEY WOMEN'S
Center, 200 Main Street, Nor-

thampton, celebrated its first full

year of operation yesterday The
Center opened its doors on

December 8, 1970 and provided

problem preganacy and birth

control counselling, a lending

library, personal counselling and a

speaker's bureau, as well as a

place for women in the area to

come together and talk with one

another about the problems they

face as women.
After a year of operation, the

Center has expanded its original

list of services to include welfare

rights counselling, a free store, a

continuing education program,
courses for high school and college

women. and a day care

cooperative.

The Center also acts as coor-

dinator for the Massachusetts
Women's Political Caucus in this

area, publishes a Woman's Journal

a monthly newsletter, and helps

new consciousness-raising/support

groups to organize themselves.

The Valley Women's Center is

funded by donations from women
of the area and provides all ser-

vices free to all women. Con-

tributions of time, energy, or

money are always needed and

welcomed

Friday Dec. 10, 1971

OPEN HOUSE
ATr

375 N. Pleasant St.

8:00 Music By: Phoenix

Visiting Professor

To Speak On Pearl Harbor

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst

Next to the Post Office

Wooden Bowls

Boards
and

Chopping
Blocks

for

Christmas
Open til 10p.m.

Mon. thru Sat.

Professor Chihiro Hosoya of

Hitotsubashi University, Tokyo,

and the Institute for Advanced
Study, Princeton, will give a lec-

ture titled, Pearl Harbor: Thirty

Years After at the University of

Massachusetts on Thursday,
December 9.

The talk, which is sponsored by

the History Department, will be

given at 8:00 p.m. in Room 227 of

Herter Hal! on the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst campus,
and it will be open to the public

without charge.

Through the years since World
War II Professor Hosoya has
published widely on the history of

Japanese foreign policy. His works
include Japan's Siberian Ex-
pedition: 1918-1924. and "The Axis
Pact and the Russo-Japanese

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 pm EVENING NEWS-a 30

minute summary of the day's

events plus sports and weather.

7:30 pm JOB MATCH-this new
program provides a special

BAZAAR
SUNDAY

Dec. 12

1 - 5 p.m.

Orchard Hill

service to any students in the

area that need jobs. Anyone who
needs a job--or knows of job

opportunities-is urged to call

during tonight's premier
program.

8:00 pm CYCLEBREAKER-this
unique program looks at many
different people and issues.

Tonight's guests are members
of the Valley Women's Center

and will discuss women's
problems and what's being done

in this area to alleviate them
9:00 pm MARC'S BLUES-Marc
Dashevsky is your host for two
hours of blues from many
diverse artists.

11:00 pm LATE NIGHT NEWS-
another 30 minute report from

WMUA News.
11:30 pm THE RICK MORTON
SHOW-music til 3:00 am

Alliance, 1939-1941'' in the Road to

the Pacific War. He has also helped

edit The Foreign Office: One
Hundred Years and Documents on
Japanese Foreign Relations, a

serial set of documents which the

Japanese government has
published for the years 1868-1922.

At present. Professor Hosoya
has just finished editing a four

volume set of articles on The
History of Japanese-American
Relations. 1931-1941 in which
Japanese and American scholars

compare the foreign policy process

in Japan to that in America, and he
is now writing a book on the same
subject at the Institute for Ad-
vanced Study.

Professor Hosoya did his un-

dergraduate and graduate work at

Tokyo University and received his

doctorate in 1945

PH 'Sex Education

Seeking Counselors
Peer Sex Education (PSE) is a project which employs trained students

in a health education program. There is one counselor in each Southwest

dorm. Each counselor will develop his/her own sex education program in

the dorm using speakers, films, rap sessions, colloquia, written in-

formation, etc. in relation to the needs of the dorm.

All counselors must sign up for and satisfactorily complete a three

credit course especially for PSE counselors. This course will be offered

though the Department of Public Health in the Spring '72 semester.

Public Health 391 will meet on Thursdays from 2:30-5:30 p.m. Once on the

job, required training sessions will be held once a week and counselors, as

well as the total program, will be systematically evaluated.

Any freshman, sophomore or junior who is willing to make the com-

mitment to the PSE program can apply. He must live in the dorm/ Kail '71

to Spring '72.

A student must indicate his or her interest in becoming a PSE counselor

by sending an application to the Health Education Office, University

Health Services. Application forms and information sheets can be ob-

tained from any PSE counselor or from your Head of Residence. Ap-

plications must be in by December 17, 1971.

CHANUKAH LATKE PAR TY
University of Mass. — Amherst College — Mt. Holyoke College

Tonight, 8:00 p.m. — Converse Hall, Gold Room

Amherst College 25* pd. members, 50* others

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

1963 Chevy Inipala V'8, 2X3, automatic. 4

Rood tires, 2 new snows, good condition.

1250. Call 549-6948 anytime.
U12-10

'70 VW sunroof, radio & heater, exc.

running cond.. asking 1 1295. Call 5494142.

tf 12-10

AM Javelin SST. 4 speed, exclnt mech
cond.. 4 new poly belted tires, needs paint

job. Asking 1950. Call Brian 114-545-2412.

545-2413. ,M2.I2

1965 Buick I.eSabre 4dr. ht

$450. Contact Warren 8-7880.

ai cond..

tflM'

65 Fiat Sta. Wagon, good cond., 300.00;

55 VW sedan, reblt. 150.00. also Halifax

double key board Port. Organ, ex.. cond.

Call 533-9260

tfl2-14

1962 TR-4, new snow tires, battery, body

excellent, runs very well. Asking $475.

Call Mark at 253-9611.

tf 12-9

«5 Chevy Van., exc. running 4 body. Full

power, new brakes, seals, grease, gaskets.

carb adjust. .oil and filter. Best offer.

549-6614.
tf 12-10

1971 Toyota Corolla. 4 months old, ex-

cellent body, interior engine. Must sell.

Call: Mike 6-5X99.

tflM

1965 Mustang, excellent condition, must

sell, leaving country. $450. Call Mike

Kcvnolds 546-lo:ll

tf 12-13

'67 I'ontiac (JTO conv. t speed, new

tires, snows, tape player, reverb, radio,

spare rims, p.s., p.b.. lop condition. $1275.

>\.\-5817 after 5.

tfl2-13

64 Comet. 6 cyl. std shift, good running

condition. $175. 546-4452.

U12-14

1962 I'ontiac Temp, runs good. 6-llke-

new tires, inc snowtlres. $125. Call 546-

MM
U12-9

FOR SALE

Minolta I. ens Auto-Rokkor 35mm f2.8

w/case I Mi .00. (all Jan 549-6168.

tf 12-10

Pioneer 440 amplifier and two Aztec

speakers, like new. all for $299. Call 545-

2IIM. Ask for III or Barry. 3rd floor.

12-9

Die-hard auto battery. I'sed 1 mo. $35:1

suede fringed Jacket good condition $40.

546-4547 eves
UI2-15

Women's buckle ski boots, very good

condition. $20.00. Call Julle-549-1221.
U12-10

Pair of Belker Buckle Boots, slie 7m.

.

worn once, (heap Call I -3*1-409 1.

tf 1 2-1

4

Diamond eng. ring and dia band -deal on

either or both Dia . is 85 points w /bag > ou

won't find a better deal Call Jim at 5-

0055/549-6394. ^^
Suede makes Ideal gifts. Jackets, pants,

skirts, mldi's These gift Hems will be

available In new SI Store Jon 111 ( had

5-2640 m

Tenor Sax. Selmer MKIV. good con-

dition. Call 549-6087.

tfl2-17

Head six buckle plastic competition Ski

Boots, brand new. never used, size 10 1/2.

men's cost $130. now $45. Call Bob. 437

Gorman 546-6539.

tfl2-9

Skiing outfit iwcm Hawk skiis with

Dovre Bindings and size II boots. $30

complete. Call Pete Johnson 546-6548.

sflM

Yashica J-5 35 mm « .'built in light

meter 55mm f/llH lens; excellent cond.

$ 100 ( includes leather case ) 5X6-3206 after

6 p.m.

Volkswagen \iicro Bus 1964. leaving

the country, best offer takes it. Call Chris

for the Rap. Room 3. 253-9968.

tflM

Kowa Setrz SLR Camera 135. 85, 35 mm
lens, original cases, books A boxes. New
$370. asking $200. or best offer. Call John

546-7487.
tf 12-10

'65 Chevy Van. automatic trans, heater.

good condition asking $495. Call 584-5839

after 6 p.m.
tf 12-10

Discount stereo components and tvs. 20-

W% off list price. Factory sealed and

warranty. Jim Jensen 586-1365.

tf 12-10

Snow tires 165-14 Semperit Radlals. 1 pr.

mounted on MOB disc wheels. $50. Call

549-6087.
IM2-17

Kaslle CPMTI Slalom Skis 205 cm. Just

hack from factory with bindings $100. Call

Dave 6-9077. $185 new.
tf 1 2-9

Roberts x360 tape deck. I yr old. 20-20000

flat SNDon/W. SNI) auto. rev.. I motors. 1

heads, remote cont. Cost $830. sell $295.

253-9587.
tf 12-10

New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo

253-3148.
tfsem

PERSONAL

Free admission for 1st 100 internationals

at Andre Hole. Thurs.. K p.m.. Cage.
12-9

Me • Happv Birthday. Skinney loves you.

12-9

Dear Wierd Sisters l Birds of a feather

flock together. Sinnaid.
12-0

Do you still believe'' Writ* your letters to

Santa now. 2117 John Adams
tf!2-IO

Who is the Shadow"?
tf 12-10

ROOMMATES WANTED

Koommate to share fully frnshd I bdrm

apt. I ml. from campus. Can build aid

bdrm (all Paul (eves I 253-2425.

tf 12 n

( ouple of people for large room In 2-

bedroom apt AI beautiful Rolling Green

Cook meals together No slobs please. Call

Sookle 253-3798.

1112-10

Roommate needed for second semester

in Pufflon Village to share I bedroom apt

$55.75 a month (all 549-63X5.

tf 12-10

Roommate wanted F. to share rent with

2 other girls, own room, ranch house in

Hadley. Call anytime 586-2815.

U12-17

Female desires room in apartment, very

close to Campus. Urgent. Call 253-9431.

tf 12-13

We don't discrimate 2F or 2M wanted for

!g. bedroom w /bath In 3 bedroom I'uffton

Apt. rent 55/mo. 549-6057.

tflM

One or two girls who would be interested

in sharing an apart, with another girl

around January. Prefer open minded. Call

'J"-*1"' tflM3

SERVICES

Flute-clarlnet-sax lessons. Jazz and

Classical. Call Anoy Flacks 655-8079.

tf12-14

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. 117

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

U5-12

Passports & grad school pictures-24. hr.

service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

tfsem

LOST

Black, white-tipped tail. dog. Com-
panion to 1 year old. See ad elsewhere In

paper. Barbara Craven. 665-2448.

Ifl2-I3

WANTED

FOR RENT

Boom and board available in new house

on N. Pleasant St.. two minute walk from

campus (all Dana 253-9031.

tf 12-17

l-hedroom house, excellent condition

Skibiski. realtors. Northampton Call

between 6:30 7.00 p.m. 584-3428.
- Hi: II

\pt to sublet, own rm . kitchen fac, t.v .,

furnished, center of Amherst. $87 /mo. Inc

util \vail immed. (all 253-2548 ask for c-9.

Female. ...
tf 12-13

fownehouse Apt. to share. Female or

couple. $76/mo-l. $H4/mo-2. available

immediately, (all 256-6467.

tfl2-l5

I bedroom apt. I'uffton VII. Available

now. Take over lease. Call 256-8852. $156

rent.

tfl2-9

Avail, now. 2 bedrm townhse apt., ww
in air cond. utilities, included, take over

lease. Mt. Toby Apts., Call 253-3281 after

5:00.
tnz-t

Apt. for rent. 1 bedroom apartment.

I'uffton Village available Jan. I. 519-6288

tf 12-14

Apt mcnl -Just off Campus. $55 mo. Call

5-7 p.m. 549-0218 Roger or Frank.
tf 12 13

I want to share my 12 room house. 15

mln. from Amherst and Northampton. I

need 200-250 dollars and will consider

various things. Call 247-5192. I Fine pad)
tf 12-10

Studio apt . Greenfield, quiet area, near

route 91. Avail. Jan. I. rent $125 mo.. In-

cluding util (all 1-774-3698 aft. •.

If 1 2 10

Limited no single rooms, comp. turn .

quiet, comfortable, full kitchen fac. Iv,

I min walk lo univ . occup. Dec. 19.

Mark, days, 256-4826

tf 12-13

Psy research paper. 8 to 10 typed pg..

any topic, will pay. (all Sue 253-5875 after

5 p.m. id.' it

Tall Dirtv ole man wants pertty shapely
female love slaves for home cooking,

booze and me. Nice benefits. Call eve., and
wk end. Keep trying 665-2264.

1(12-13

Traveling companion thru I- u rope for

about 6 weeks in June. Female preferred.

Call 253-9485 if Interested.

tf 12-10

2 goalies with equip, to play for dorm
hockey team on Friday nites at 10. Will

provide trans. Call John 6-4622 between 6-8

p.m.
tf 12-10

HELPWANTED
People needed to attend and transcribe

lectures for SFS. Typing skills essential,

shorthand helpful. Applications at Rm. 318

S.I'.

tf 12-4

Need help with 4-yr-old. light hsewk.

from Dec. 13 & 2 nd semester. Own tran-

sport, or live-in. nr. Amh. Cntr . ph. 253-

5874.
If 12-1

APT. WANTED
I'uffton sublet wanted. I -bedroom for

second semester. 549-6570.

$flM

HUDSON BAY OPERATION
Bingo Polish Harpo and Co., on the road

to oblivion life is full of many surprizes-

may you always be as kind. Love KAB.
Hudson B.

12-9

For Rent/Help Wanted

Student to live in second semester.

Boom and board in exchange for help with

children Near ( am pus (all 253-9431.

1(12-15

FREE

Free kittens, nine weeks old. grey tigers.

515-08X9 Jim.
1112-10

BRUINS HOCKEY
(Mass Bowing Assoc sponsoring raffle

for two sets of two Bruins home games.

Dec. 26 & Jan 15. See crew members or

Coach Faherty in 211 Boyden
tfl2-!5

RIDE WANTED
Help! Need ride back to Iowa City

La., soon. Share gas expenses, driving .

can leave anytime. Please call Merry 584-

1728. If you're going West or know
someone who is. Thanx.

12-4

SERVICES WANTED
Any Senior or person 21 and over -If you

want a meal ticket please contact AI

I Imiuii 6-6407 nr drop a note in B40. B434.

Gorman
IM2-4

APT FOR RENT
I bdrm apt hi netehertewn. air rand..

an* carvels, avail. Jan.. IM a month Inc.

utilities (all 323-44S4 after «.

tflMO

MT. Sl'OARLOAF APTS Avail. Jan I.

Ig. 2 bdrm util. included, alr-eond . pool

$1X5. Call Skibiski Realtors 253-7222. eve.

253-2424.

t/12-22

ENTERTAINMENT
Rock Rand Phoenix now available for

your Xmas party Good, bard driving,

nance music Call Carl at 2S34371 far

information.
tf 12-17

LAW SCHOOL

"Law School Will I Make It? Can I

Make It?" A new book by a recent law

graduate for prospective law students

Examines bow to prepare for law school:

books to read: formulas based an ad

mission studies to predict 1st year

average. For copy send $2 95 to Kroos

Press. Box 370tA. Milwaukee. Wia. $3X17.

$f$M

"Law School-Will I Like It* Can I Make
It?" New book by law grad. For
prospective law students. Send $2 95.

Kroos Press, box 3709A Milwaukee, Wis.

53217.

111213

XMAS SPECIAL

For that special gift - No. 5 Chanel

Perfume 1 oz . Bottle-special stock. Call

544-4743.

mi
TRAVEL

Ski the Alps-Jan 14-24 Chamonix.
France-air fare, hotels, discount lifts snd
lessons, last night In Paris. Contact Peggy
253-9667.

tfl2-23

Nassau-$I49. from Boston & NY., hotel

flight, transfers. 12/20-27. 12/23-29. 12/27-

1/3 Skl-Australia-$325. 15 days, flight,

hotel, meals, transfers. Insbruk. deluxe
package. l.ondon-$ IM7. flights in January.
i ..II stud. nl Flights 581-1050.

tri2-i5

Crimson Travel offers low rost spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

For more info, call Rich Margll, 412

Dwight 545-0791.

tf 12-10

Ski the Alps. Jan 14-24 Chamonix
France, air fare, hotels, discount lifts &
lessons, last night in Paris $257. Contact
l>KK> 2539667.

tf 12-23

BUSINESS
~

OPPORTUNITIES
l'la> music in a band? Interested In

akiing? Combine the two in the greatest

business opportunity yet! Needs solid

musicians for winter. Dave 549-4479.

tf 1210

JOBS

International Jobs •F.urope. S. America.

Asia. Aust.. ISA. Openings In sll flelds-

Soc. Scl, Bus. Scl. Fnglneers. Kd. etc.

Alaska Construction A Pipe Work. Ear-

nings to $500 weekly. Summer or per-

manent.
Paid expenses. Bo nuses, travel.

Complete current Info- only $3 Money

hack guar. Write now ' International Fmp.

Box 72I-MSI6, Peabody Mass. 01900

tf 1210

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Beglster your hook in 8.1'. Rm 318.

F.\ery student with your course next

semester will need \our books save t

money, sell direct. tf-sem.

TYPING

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc Fast,

accurate, experienced Have Malh and

( hem svmbols Call 253-3401

tf 12 2!

ii3 -i we ^fc^iww
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Notices-
AHORA
La Organizacion AHORA se reune

el miercoles 15 de dice. En Mills

House a last 730 p.m.

BRIDGE CLUB
There will be a bridge play tonight

at 7 p.m. in CC 165.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
There will be an Equestrian Club

meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in CC 168

170 Three movies will be shown.

FENCING CLUB
Meeting tonight in Rm. 8 WoPE,

from 79 p.m. Important business

meeting, all members must attend.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Pledge meeting 7:30 in Memorial

Hall. Chirstmas notions, 6 7.30 p.m.

HANUKKAH PARTY
With Amherst and Mt. Holyoke

College Tonight at 8 p.m. in Con
course Hall Gold Room, Amherst
campus.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting in CC 175

at 9 p.m. tonight. All invited. For

more details: Joe Tripiano, Dwight
House.

Space Science and Engineering
Center University of Wisconsin will

discuss Project Sanguine, the Navy's

controversial proposed world wide

communications system Tonight at 8

p.m in west lecture hall of Academic
Bldg at Hampshire College

RECITAL SERIES
"An Evening of Mozart", featuring

Karen Hubbard, pianist; Mary
DeFelice, french hornist; and James
Crowther, baritone Sunday evening,

Dec. 12 at 8 p.m. on the 19th floor of

George Washington Tower. All are

invited

SAILING CLUB
There is a meeting for all old and

new members tonight at 8 p.m in CC
803. The constitution will be sub

mitted

SCROLLS
Short meeting

811 815 at 6 p.m.
tonight in CC

SENIORS
Tonight's Senior committee has

been postponed to Sunday at 8 p.m. in

CC 165

LECTURE
Michael McClintock Senior Sci at

SKI PATROL
There will be a meeting

members tonight in CC 170.

attend.

SLEEPY CATALYST
Must close at 10:30 p m

please visit with it sometime from 8

am 1030 p.m. every day
Worcester Commons

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
is there a place for the homosexual

in the Church? Rap with some
clergymen tonight at 7 p.m. in CC
917 or call 545 0154 for further info

or SHL office in 413B student Union

on balcony above lobby.

STUDENT JUDICIARIES
Obtain applications for east, west

and Greek area judiciaries. Rms. Ill

or 113 CC. Due this Friday at noon

U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS DAY
MEETING
Monday in Colonial Lounge, SU at

; 30 p.m. A talk about the Baha'i

movement and its actions to support

human rights.

VVAW
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m in CC

163 to discuss Christmas action.

LOST
Tan corduroy mittens in Mahar

Aud Tuesday after Psy 270. If found,

contact Mindy 338 Cance, 546 5080.

l year old female cat, very small,

with only 1/2 a tail. Needs
medication. Please call 549 6786 or

bring her to 337 Putfton.

3 year old male orange cat. Looks
like Morris. Missing from 337 Puff

ton. Call 5496786.
A scarf between Bartlett and

Coolidge Purple and yellow stripes

on navy blue background. Sen

timentally valuable. Call Jim 6 8008.

3 notebooks in University store.

Mkt 216, 210, 223. Return to 313

Kennedy. Tel 546 7635.

Do you have 2 male white over
coats? Or perhaps one belonging to

me? Was removed from chartered
campus bus few weeks ago. Check
and contact Tom at 253 9542.

Brand new leather glove (black);

right hand. If you pick it up between
the Hatch and the Hill, please return

it. Call 546 6856
Book called Sundiata in Newman

Center Sunday. Please return; I just

bought it last week. Call 6 6764 or

return to 314 Field.

FOUND
A meal ticket belonging to Edward

Klempa of 217 Thatcher has been
kicking around the Collegian office

for nigh unto a week now. Pick it up.

for all

Please

Sorry, but

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
*fc .By SYDNEY OMAAR*

I have an astronomer friend who always

consults me as to the best time to begin

writing articles attacking astrology

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Relations

with those who perform special services are

apt to be strained Best now to be self

reliant. Depending on others could cause

delays, add to expenses Be aware of

details, apparent minor points

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Relations

with children are something less than

harmonious Creative efforts could hit a

snag Give logic equal time with impulse

Be analytical Avoid rushing Take time to

be positive of information.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20). Seek har

mony on domestic front You will need

cooperation from family Don't sell short

when it comes to home, real estate You

may not be seeing too clearly Bide your

time Rough emotional weather will pass

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Hold off on

lourneys Invitations could be withdrawn at

last moment Maintain balance, humor

Many around vou act in eccentric manner

Pisces person plays prominent role. Take

off rose colored glasses.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Be aware of

practical values Don't expect anything to

be handed you on proverbial silver platter

Extra personal effort now pays dividends

Not wise to delegate iiuiit-s Face

situations as they exist

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Com
munications from a distance could chanac

,,r,. M flexible Areas of leqal

action are activated Ride with tide Let

others force action Male, partner confides

financial dilemma
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) What appears

solid may actually lack substance Proceed

with this knowledge Means be ready for

surprises, changes, new concepts Adhere

to principles Develop original ideas Don't

follow crowd
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 211 Your ESP

works overtime. You perceive, foresee and

know what is to occur Means trust hunch

Follow through on inner feelings Applies

especially in dealings with friends, those

who make promises.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Forces

tend now to be scattered Key is to con

centrateon what you want to accomplish

Those in positions of authority lend to

change, act in manner to shake confidence.

This is temporary
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Steer

clear of one who ignores safety rules. Lei

caution be your keynote One bom under

Aquarius plays key role Accent is on long

range results Chance for success is

enhanced through careful preparation

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb IB) You may

be spending too much for too little Know

this and take corrective action Some

changes are necessary. Don't fight

progress Doing favor for a friend now will

pay eventual dividends

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Pace

quickens You find out how to merchandise,

to capitalize on products, talents You are

rewarded for efforts Some ideals may be

cast aside But you replace them. Values

undergo transformation

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

great when it comes to aiding others with

their problems Your average falls when it

comes to helping yourself Many areas that

were confused will settle into place You

have been going at a hectic pace Start

liming your moves Wnle and com
municate You are a natural humanitarian,

wonderful lo be with during lime of crisis

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Bachelor of

Science in

Pharmacy
(abbr.)

4 Girl's nickname

8 Barracuda

12 Female sheep

13 Country of

Asia

14 Unadulterated

15 Unit of speech

17 Lamb's pen
name

18 More unusual

19 Pays attention

21 Tableland .

22 Flock

23 Swiss river

26 Quarrel

28 Fiber plant

30 Puzzlci

33 Slumbers

34 Get up

35 Female
student

36 Male sheep

37 Classify

39 Part of church

43 Adhesive
substance

45 Breaks
suddenly

46 Spheroid
48 Aerial

maneuver
50 High cards
51 Italian princely

family

52 Devoured
53 Courrgeous

person
54 Musical

instrument

55 French plural

article

DOWN

1 Broom

2 European

3 Awaits

settlement

4 -Row

5 Sea eagle

6 Scent bag

7 Scoff

8 Hurried

9 Throb

10 Silkworm

1

1

Afternoon

party

16 Plagues

20 Roman official

22 Possesses

24 High mountain

25 Things, in law

27 Newspapers.

collectively

29 Style of

31 Anglo Saxon
money

32 Easier

33 Drunkard
35 Fold

38 Aquatic
mammal

automobile (pi ) 40 Pertaining to

30 Equality the Pope

41 Malice

42 Slaves

44 In addition

45 Winter vehicle

46 Cry of derision

47 High card

49 Suffix:

follower of

1 2 s m-„„ 4 5 6 7 88* » -
8 9 10 11

12
WW
:•::

13 14

15 16
>:"•:•!

17

18 19 20
1 ;>:>

21
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. . 22
- !*'"

23 24 V5

:
:.:

:
:
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26 27 •!•'.. 28 29

30 31 32
,">"-

< 33

34 B5g35
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36
rrr

37 38 :; :
:

: ;39 40 41 A2

::: 43 44 . »
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45

46 47 . •

.
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48 49

50
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51 52
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I) str. by I 'niteii Featun I Syndicate. I nc. \

Pats' Rookie Adams
Deh

KOXBOKO. Mass. <AP> - The Miami Dolphins

trailed 34-13, but they still had hopes as they moved to

a first down at the New England nine vard line at the

start of the fourth period.

On the next play, Mercury Morris skirted his right

end to the four. The Patriots' defense dug in, but a

Miami touchdown appeared imminent. After all, the

Dolphins boast possibly the best 12 punch in pro

football in Larry Csonka and Jim Kiick.

On the second down. Csonka got the call and hit the

left side. The flag went down. The Patriots were off-

side and penalized. Second down again, but now only

two vards to go.

Kiick hit the right side to the one. Then Kiick is

thrown back on a dive at his right guard. Now it's

Csonka's turn. The burly running back hits the left

side and is stopped inches from the goal.

The threat is ended. The Patriots take possession

and go on to record one of the National Football

League's biggest upsets of the season, jolting Miami's

hopes of winning the East Division title in the

American Football Conference.

Out of the pileup of the brilliant goal-line stand came

rookie tackle Julius Adams. He wasn't credited with a

tackle in those moments, but he jammed the Miami

attack.

The entire New England defense could take bows,

but Adams, a 258-pound second round draft choice

from Texas Southern, stood out. For his play, he was

named the NFL's Defensive Player of the Week
Wednesday by The Associated Press.

"Adams means to us on defense what Jim Plunkett

means to us on offense," New England Coach John

Mazur said.

Adams, who became a starter when veteran

Houston Antwine was injured early in the season, and

his teammates held Csonka and Kiick to a mere 76

yards on the ground.

Marinaro Triple Champ
NEW YORK (AP) — Cornell's

hard-running workhorse Ed
Marinaro. barely beaten out for

the Heisman Trophy, managed to

grab his share of honors before

closing out his collegiate football

career.

The final 1971 statistics of the

National Collegiate Sports Ser-

vices show he was a triple

champion on offense, leading in

three important categories-

rushing, scoring and all-purpose

running.

With the popularity of the Wish-

bone-T and other multiple-option

running attacks, the nation never

produced a more prolific collection

of rushers than in 1971. and

Marinaro was the king

The thick-necked Cornell half-

back averaged 209 yards a game on

the ground, better than 81 of the 119

major teams could manage. He
averaged 5.3 yards a carry, run-

ning the ball 39.6 times a game.

His 4,715 yards rushing set a

national record, beating the old

mark of Oklahoma's Steve Owens
by 848 yards.

The 6-foot-3, 210-pound Ivy
League All-American scored 24

touchdowns and kicked four extra

points for a total of 148 points and a

16.4 average. In all-purpose run-

ning including kick returns

Marinaro had 1,932 yards for the

season and a 214.7 average.
1 ne tmal ottensive figures

reflect the running power of the

nation's top-ranked teams, most of

whom will carry on in the post-

season bowls.

Nebraska's Johnny Rodgers
placed ninth in scoring and eighth

in all-purpose running.

Oklahoma's Greg Pruitt placed

second in rushing behind Marinaro
and Houston's Robert Newhouse,
and with teammate Jack Mildren,

was among the Top Ten in scoring.

Lydell Mitchell of Penn State

was second in scoring with a 15.8

average.

COSMETIC SALE
35% Off

Pre-Christmas Closeout Special

something for everyone - Mom, Dad. Aunts. Uncles, kids, the home.

two days only.

Saturday and Monday. December 11th. and 13th.

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Albion Shell Service Center
373 Northampton Rd. ( next to Zayre's Shopping Center)

Amherst. Mass.

Notices
RUGBY CLUB-The

University of Massachusetts

Rugby Club will hold an
'organizational meeting in

room 259 Goessman at 8 P.M.

tonight. The main item on the

agenda will be the election of

club officials for the coming
year. All members are urged

to attend. Non-members who
are interested in participating

in a contact sport which
combines aspects of soccer,

lacrosse, and American
football are also invited.

RECREATIONAL AC-
TIVITY CARDS-A11 graduate

students who possess fall

semester Recreational Ac-

tivity cards are asked to either

renew their cards for the

spring semester or return

their equipment, prior to

December 22, 1971. Spring

semester recreational cards

may be obtained by paying the

appropriate fee at the Athletic

Ticket Office-225 Boyden-and
bringing the payment receipt

to the Intramural Office-215

Boyden. Failure to renew

cards or turn in equipment by

December 22 will result in

removal of all materials from

storage baskets. No respon-

sibility for personal items will

be assumed.
NORTHEASTERN Tickets

for Saturday night's game
with the Huskies in Boston are

now on sale for students at $2

and can be purchased at the

Boyden Ticket Office.

MADISON SQUARE
GARDEN AND THE
PALESTRA Tickets for both

contests may be purchased at

the ticket office in Boyden
later this week. Prices will be

announced in the Collegian

later in the week.

Women Hoopsters

Open Season
The women's varsity and junior varsity basketball teams open their

season on Thursday at home against UConn. The varsity game is at 4:30

with the junior varsity to follow. The action takes place in the WoPE gym.

UMass varsity has three starters back from last year. However, Leslie

Barselaar has injured her knee and will only see limited action. Pat Bash

will again this year start at center. Pat is a junior who was a leading

rebounder last year. The other starter back from last year is Sue

Chapman who will open at one of the guard spots. Sue proved to be one of

our most consistent shooters from the floor last year and a dependable

guard. Vicki Pagel, a sophomore who saw limited action last year will

start in a forward position. Vicki leaped into the limelight last year

during the Eastern Regionals when she scored 21 points during the first

half against UNH. Carole Mottau, a sophomore who can play forward or

guard equally well, will open as forward. She has a nice shot from the

outside and quick hands on defense. Chris Eugin, a sophomore transfer,

Also returning from last year's squad are: Barbara Herm, a junior

guard and Leslie Barselaar, a junior forward who was our top rebounder

last vear.

Beth Fay, a junior who has played on the junior varsity for the last two

years, will be depended upon for relief in the forward position. The

newcomers to UMass basketball are : Marilyn Ritz, a transfer who will see

action as a forward, Pat Glispen, a freshman with a nice jump shot, Chris

Molonea, a freshman guard, and Jeannie Abrahamson, a freshman

forward.

The team has good overall strength with a great deal of depth. Its

weakness is going to be the lack of height in the forward spots, especially

when playing against teams such as Keene State which averages 6'1 " up

front. They will depend upon their quickness and ability to run to over-

come this.

The junior varsity team is also hit by a lack of height but shows overall

depth. Sheila Higgins, a freshman, will start at center, Lorraine Harvey,

a freshman at forward, Kathie Dowd, a freshman at forward, Joanne

McGowan and Sherrie Kowarsky, sophomores, at guard. Others on the

team are: sophomore Kathe Germann; freshmen, Shawn Stillman, Sue

McNamara, Bev Home. Bel Hammond, and Karen Fruzzetti.

WHA At It Again
BOSTON (API — Bob Woolf,

lawyer for many sports figures,

said he plans to talk to represen-

tatives of the World Hockey
Association here Dec. 18.

The WHA hopes to begin
operating next October with club

franchises in various locations,

including one planned for New
England.
One of Woolf s clients is Derek

Sanderson, center for the Boston

Bruins of the National Hockey
League, and Woolf said Tuesday
that Sanderson did not receive an
offer to jump to the WHA
"A man from the WHA, Herb

Martin of Miami, phoned me the

other day to talk about Derek and
mentioned that figure $250,000,"

Woolf said.
,

"I mentioned it to Derek, and I

guess he mentioned it to some
newspapermen, and now the whole

thing has been blown way out of

proportion.

Earn While

In School

$300-$500 per mo,

Campus representative for

resume forwarding service.

Flexible hours. For full in-

formation write National
Resume Services, P.O. Box
1445, Peoria, III. 61601.

TONITE
The Great

Charlie Bradshaw
9:30-12:00

ulhr Hatgltat? $ub

ROBIN MORGAN
will be here

Tuesday, December 14

8 p.m. - Student Union Ballroom

SISTERHOOD IS POWERFUL!

n
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Hoopsters Scare 4200 j Skaters Wallop

Before Dumping HC
By EAKLE BABKOLL

Evil Kneivel will not be the first

one to jump across a canyon...The
Redmen did it last night before a

packed house at Curry Hicks Cage
(if you can envision it) in leaping

over their first BIG challenge of

this young season, 93-82, in a spine-

tingling double overtime-session

against the Holy Cross Crusaders.
If you can capture the at-

mosphere that ranged from heart-

Batlg <Mk5ian

SPORTS
throbbing to nail-biting To
whatever adjectives can so
describe this typesetting and put

them into 50 minutes of hair-

raising drama then you have what
this game was all about.

And it took practically all of the

50 minutes to put the Jack Leaman
blueprint to work. "We thought if

we could get them running, they'd

foul themselves out.'' Leaman said

after the game. This was his

blueprint and Crusaders Gene
Doyle (6'8) and Stan Grayson <6'5>

fell victims to it and exited in the

first overtime period.

To this point the Redmen were
the smaller team, but went at the

Cross with speed, defense and their

bench and it resulted in a basket-

for-basket spectacular that rocked
the Cage... But exit the Cross' big

men and now the Redmen had the

height, the backboards and
Crusader coach Jack Donahue had
a dilemma; where to go.

He went to two smaller men. but

it showed the weakness of his

bench... the Crusaders were the

five man team they were scouted

to be. "If Holy Cross had two more
quality ballplayers on their team.
Jack Donahue would have one of

the finest teams I've ever seen in

New England," said a thankful

Leaman.
What does a win like this do for a

team that's had its back to the wall

since the departure of the big guy
who used to wear number 32?

"This is definitely a major step,

expounded Leaman. "It has to

nake the kids believe they're a

good basketball team. One thing

they lack is great confidence and a

win like this has got to make them
feel good."

With Holy Cross being the Big
game that sets lesser ones far to

the side, one ballplayer had to

-land out from all the rest. ..he's a

Redman who is always at his best

when the big ones present them-
selves...John Betancourt.

"He's the shining light in the big

games," complimented Leaman,
"he plays superb against the B.C.'s

and the Holv Cross' and the other

JOHN BETANCOURT gets one of his 31 points the hard way. The
senior guard complimented his teammates after the game in saying.
'•Everyone on the club can shoot, tonight they just gave me the shots.

This is the best shooting team I've ever been on." (MDC Photo by
Gib Fullerlon.i

big teams. He doesn't get as
hungry for the Vermont's and the

St. Anselm's."
Betancourt had 31 points in 44

minutes and put the damper on
Cross' Buddy Venne late in the

game and during the extra-
sessions that kept the streak-

shooting guard from mounting
another attack reminiscent of the
one he put on late in the first half

that brought the Crusaders back
into the game.
John has not lost tp the Cross in

three years and neither has
another senior Rick vogeley, and
he likewise played a major role in

the win. Called on to fill the gap left

by foul plagued Al Skinner, he
scored 11 points and led the Red
men in rebounding with 13. His
only comment after the game: "I
haven't lost to Holy Cross in three
years, plus I had a lot to prove to a
couple of people."

And what turned out to be
perhaps the pleasant moment of

the evening was the relief work of

Tom Austin and Charlie Peters at

center after Chris Coffin go'
himself into early foul trouble.

Explained Leaman: "Peters is

my physical center and Austin is

my finesse center and it's a
challenge to me to keep putting

them into and pulling them out of

the ballgame."
Each had seven rebounds, Austin

had the scoring edge with seven in

his best game ever as a Redmen
and in the words of his coach,
"That's the type of ballgame he's

capable of playing."

The game in itself looked for a
time like it was going to be a
runaway as the Redmen jumped to

33-18 lead before the Cross rushed
back into the contest as the half

closed with a 12-6 burst.

As the second half unwound the
Cross was again on the attack and
the Redmen were holding their

own with the much bigger
Crusaders. Holy Cross managed to

tie the score at 59 with just over
eight minutes left and it stayed
seat-squirming tight down to the
last shot, by Vogeley that rimmed,
sending the game into the first

overtime.
Box Score

UMass
Skinner

McL'lin
Coffin

Bel'ncl
Paqliara
c. itan

Voqcley
Pilino

Trow
Auslm
Olsen

G
5

3

14

5

1

3

3

1

?

37

T
in

9

11

n
?

n
8

4

7

Holy Cross
Grayson
Schnurr
Doyle
Grentz
Venne
Haley
Malliet

McCarthy

19 93 30 ?? 8?

No Bosox Included

In Season Milestones
BOSTON <\P) Graig Nettles of the Cleveland

Indians had the longest hitting streak in the American
League last season -19 games -and also was one of five

players to get five hits in one game.
Nettles hitting streak went from July 9 to Aug. 1,

according to figures released Wednesday by the

American League.
other players who had five hits in a game were

Willie Horton and Jim Northrup of the Detroit Tigers

and Rich Reichardt and Carlos May of the Chicago
White Sox.

Vida Blue of the Oakland As led (he league with

eight shulouts and also struck out the most players in

a game, 17 in 11 innings against the California Angels.

Sam McDowell of the Cleveland Indians and Mickey
Lolick and Joe Coleman, both of the Tigers, were tied

for most strikeouts in a nine-inning game, 14.

Dave McNally of the Baltimore Orioles had the most
consecutive victories, 13, while Denny McLain of the

Washington Senators, the last major leaguer to win 30

games, had (he consecutive losses-nine.

Baltimore had the longest winning streak, 11 games,
and Washington, Mflwaukee and Kansas City tied for

the longest losing streak at eight.

Chicago scored the most runs in one game, 18

against .Minnesota, but also made the most errors, six

against the Boston Red Sox.

Williams, 8-1
By ALAN WRIGHT

When it rains, it pours, and for Williams College last night, the

precipitation came in the form of hard rubber as the Redmen
garnered their third season win with an 8-1 shellacking session.

UMass capitalized on the Ephs mistakes and bombarded them to

the tune of 42 shots during the course of the evening. Williams

goalie, sophomore Bill Jacobs had to make several saves of the

sensational variety to keep the game from becoming a runaway.

Mike Waldron put the Redmen on the scoreboard at 2:54 of the

first period by deflecting a rocket shot off the stick of Bob Shilalie

tired from near the blue line. Then, a stretch of no less than 10

minutes ensued until center Don Riley fired back to back goals

from opportune positions at 12:23 and 15:39 respectively to make it

3-0. Bob Bartholomew assisted him on the first marker while Bob
Shea slid him the puck on the second. Goal number four came
almost as suddenly at 17:09 on a patented Bobby Huller type liner

from in front of the blue line on the left side. Slim, sleek Jim
Coleman accounted for this one with assists from Keenan and
Nickerson.

Williams came out skating hard in the second period, determined
to answer the UMass early onslaught. P.J. Elaherty made a couple
of picture saves and with 10:00 minutes gone, the Ephs started
knocking Bartholomew nearly broke up a 3 on 1 break at this point,

but Flaherty put a seal on the cage anyway. The only goal to be
scored in this middle period was a UMass one fired off the stick of

Bob Shea all alone at 1 1 :33 in front of the net after being aided by
passes from Riley and Scrafield. If you could say that Williams put
up a substantial fight at all, you'd have to say it came during period
two.

However, the Redmen reasserted their dominance in the final

period, beginning with a Dennis Grabowski score at 3:52 assisted
by Waldron. Before long, tempers began to fly as fast as ice
scrapings when Charlie Donovan played thief, ripping off a
Williams skater of his puck possession at mid-ice. He started
racing towards thenet like it was a magnet, decked the goalie, and
made him perform an about face to retrieve the black disc and put
the game out of reach. 7-1.

Shortly thereafter. Bob Bartholomew engaged in the season's
first serious individual fisticuffs at 6:36. It took a few minutes to
subdue before the ref decided that he should be accompanied to the
penalty box by Dan Reidy for high sticking and Al Nickerson along
with the one Williams culprit involved in the skirmish.
Even though UMass was undermanned, the Ivy Leaguers

couldn't muster an attack until 8:07 when Doug Morrell spoiled
what would have been P.J s first whitewash of the season. The lone
score did nothing but rally the Redmen to close out the night's
scoring on Dennis Grabowski 's second goal at 10: 30 assisted by Don
Lowe and Jim Coleman.
Preceding the UMass varsity victory was another Redmen win

well worth mentioning. The J.V.'s skated away with a 9-5 decision
after playing a period and a half evenly with the little Ephs squad
before unloading an amazing string of six straight goals. Kevin
Conners notched his second hat-trick effort, supported by Mahoney
and Douglas's duet offerings. Coach Russ Kidd exclaimed, "It took
plain old courage and conditioning for them to overcome the
Williams J.V.'s tonight."

NOTABLE QUOTABLES:
P.J. FLAHERTY when asked about missing his near shutout -

I'm dejected."

DON RILEY -"I'm glad we won."

Frosh Handle Cross
Cubs, 85-65

By FRED ROSENTHAI
"It's hard for us to play against

little kids." "Fan" Gaudette. the
UMass freshman basketball coach.
was commenting on why his team
had so much trouble against a
team so much smaller than
themselves. Well, the UMass frosh
may have found the going rough,
but they were still able to come up
with an impressive 85-65 victory
over a small Holy Cross freshman
squad at the Cage last night.

Playing sloppily in the first half
the Little Redmen somehow
managed to build a 44-31 lead at
halftime. Both UMass and Holy
Cross took turns throwing the bail
away early in the contest. UMass
turned the ball over three times in
a row at the beginning of the game
while the Holy Cross frosh
established a lead of 8-0.

Hearing no cheers from the
UMass crowd, the Little Crusaders
decided to try copying some of the
UMass plays. They went one better
and lost the ball four times in a row
as the UMass frosh came back to
within one. 8-7.

Playing various pressure
defenses the UMass frosh moved
ahead 13-11 as center John Murphy
hit some key shots. With everyone
on the team doing some alert
passing the Little Redmen got their
running game going and pe'.ed
ahead to a thirteen point lead over
the rest of the half.

With Burke and Endicott getting
the team moving in the second
half, the frosh opened up. A steal
and full court drive bv Endicott
and then hoops by Burke. Gillams

Murphy and Flanagan gave the

Little Redmen a 26 point lead, 70-

44, with ten minutes left in the

game.
Shortly thereafter, Burke made

what had to be the play of the

game Holy Cross guard Mike
Blaney stole the ball at mid court

Burke caught up with him from
behind and forced him to pass off to

another guard, Dave Holland,
cutting for the basket. Holland's
layup never got near the hoop;
Burke turned around quickly and
blocked the shot cleanly. For his

efforts. Burke received a standing
ovation from the crowd.
Leading scorers for UMass

were: Murphy (25), Gillams (18),

Endicott (15), Burke (12) and
flanagan (9).

Grapplers Tie

Central Conn.

Details in

Friday's MDC
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Weather
Weather: Take a look

out the window. You
guessed
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Top: Mark Mclntire. professor of philosophy, attacks President Savignano for his administrative

policies. (MIX' photo by Gary Alpaugh)

Bottom: Edward Welch, Director of Admissions, defends the position of President Savignano's ad-

ministration in the handling of recent events at Worcester state. ( MDC photo by Gary Alpaugh

)
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Westfield State Story
See page 2

Soviet Jewry Rally

See page 3

Pakistan Struggles Continue
See page 4
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Callahan Condemns

Senate Narc Action

By DON BISHOP
The problem of police narcotics informers working on this campus, was

brought into dramatic focus yesterday by the action of the Student Senate

Wednesday night. The resolution, condemning the present use of state

police as narcotic informers and calling for the careful compiling and

subsequent release of information on the identifties of known informers,

brought both positive and negative reaction from various quarters.

Northwestern District Attorney John M. Callahan was swift in his

condemnation of the Senate's action. When asked what his initial reaction

to the measure was, Callahan replied that it was unfortunate that so

many Senators had supported the resolution, and he termed the action as

being "silly".

When asked whether the resolution would have any immediate affect

on the present use of state police as narcotics informers on this campus
Callahan replied with a simple "No."

He did not directly reply to the question of what would be the con-

sequence of any release of information by the Senate. His reply in kind

was: "I really cannot say. I refuse to believe that any responsible person

or group would do this." (release the information)

D.A. Callahan went on to say that the use of state police as narcotics

informants has been approved by high authority, and that this practice is

recognised as being the best and most proper in stopping illegal drug

traffic. He added that it would be extremely unfortunte if any of the of-

ficers were impeded in the performance his duties, as they undoubtedly

would be if their pictures and description were released to UMass
students.

Callahan stated that he wants to discuss this whole issue with the

Senate in an attempt to get them to reconsider their decision. By
discussing this question of police narcotics informants with the Senate
and other groups, he believes that the "benefits and protections" of this

type of operation will be made clear.

Callahan in fact called Senate President Lee Sandwen yesterday and a

meeting to discuss the problem was arranged for this weekend.

Sandwen, speaking for himself and what he hopes are a majority of

Senators condemned the use of disguised informers. He disagrees with

Mr. Callahan's contention that this practice is effective. Sandwen feels

rather that it is not stopping the flow of drugs on campus but only limiting

it to some extent; with a resulting harmful increase in "paranoia" within

the student body. He feels the whole idea of having "narcs" present at an

academic institution is very detrimental to the general atmosphere.

Neither does he feel it contributes to improve relations between students

and administrators, when there is a feeling that the administration knows
about and is condoning the presence of disguised narcotics informers.

The coming days and weeks will be important if there is to be any

resolution of this problem. Clearly this issue is one which should be of

importance to all students.

See page 8 District Attorney Callahan. (Photo bv Alan Chapman.)
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Westfield State Continues To Simmer
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

Westfield-Tm the guy who said let's

get this son of a bitch," stated Professor

Mark Mclntire explaining his role in the

repeated attempts to bring about the

removal of President Leonard J.

Savignano from office at Westfield State

College.

The MDC was on the Westfield State

campus this past week and talked to

administrators, faculty members and
students. Last summer Mclntire along

with English Professors Philip

Shepardson and Robert Lehan had their

contracts terminated for the coming
1972-73 school year. Last week, the State

College Board of Trustees voted to renew
only Lehan's contract. Soon after, the

campus was harassed by a series of

bomb threats and false fire alarms. An
explosion went off in the gymnasium last

Thursday. The number of students who
left campus practically closed down the

school.

The latest developments in Westfield

have been closed meetings between the

trustees, the Faculty union and the

Student Senate. The trustees have or-

dered Savignano to make efforts to in-

clude faculty and students in the

governance of the college. The problem
is that faculty and students have refused

to meet with Savignano.

"I think that unless the president is

removed by the trustees, someone in-

nocent is going to be hurt," said Mcln-

tire. "Savignano is a man without honor;

any other man would remove himself if

he was the center of this dissension on

campus "

Mclntire gave up an 81-day old food

strike last Friday. His only food intake -

at that time was fruit jujces and
vitamins. "I gave up the strike because I

realized no one was going to listen to non-

violent tactics," he said.

"An investigating committee reporting

to the trustees found Savignano guilty of

engineering an atmosphere of fear and
intimidation. Yet the trustees approved

Savignano's recommendations to fire

three instructors," said Mclntire. "The
trustees are more concerned about their

own image than about lives and property.

"The administration is asking us to

make all the concessions while we're

getting the shaft," Mclntire said.

"Savignano is hated as a man. He has

hurt and ruined people's lives," said

Mclntire. "People are going to go after

him and are going to use terrorist tactics

against him."
An MDC reporter talked with

President Savignano for a few minutes

Wednesday. Savignano appeared happy

and quite confident in his position. He
arranged an interview with his Dean of

Admissions, Edward Welch, after saying

he was too busy himself.

Welch, at the outset of the interview,

said he was a strong supporter of

Savignano. Asked about a referendum in

which 1.600 of 1,700 students voted for a

change of administration, Welch said the

administration refuses to accept the

validity of the results.

Welch said that the issue at hand is

whether any college or university has the

right to force a faculty member to take

further graduate study. He said Mclntire

and Shepardson were fired because they

refused to continue formal study. "The
standing of the faculty would go downhill

in 10 years if the faculty had the right to

decide who was going to do more
graduate study," Welch said.

Mclntire said that after the explosion

in the gym the Student Senate declared a

state of emergency which the faculty

endorsed. He said Savignano has not

taken the bomb threats seriously, and
that he didn't inform the trustees of the

campus problems for "his own political

reasons".

Mclntire said Savignano has formed

vigilante groups to patrol the dor-

mitories. "A dummy bomb was found in

a girls dorm which in effect said next

time it will be a real one. Vigilante

groups cannot handle the situation," he

said.

Welch called the WSC conditions

"needless fear". The explosion in the

gymnasium, according to him, could

have been the work of an "immature
mind" acting on the belief that bomb
threats were being made, and the

newspapers were making a big thing out

of it. Welch refused to identify the cause

as anything but a firecracker.

Welch said, "The president should be

judged on what's he done and not his

popularity." He backed up this point by

bringing out two college catalogues

which he said vividly expresses the work

that Savignano has done for Westfield

State. One catalogue, which was issued

the year before Savignano became
president, contained 32 pages. The

catalogue issued last year contained 220

pages.

Savignano has often been accused of

being too much concerned with buildings.

To this Welch answered, "The
president's relation to buildings is

concerned with increased programming.

Programs have always come before

buildings."

Interviews this week with more than a

dozen students and others indicated a

majority of students feel that the biggest

complaint against the administration is

the need to do away with parientals.

Welch said, "Last year an ad hoc com-

mittee was formed which presented a

motion for an end to parientals. The
Student Senate Executive Committee
voted down the motion.

"The student should not have
maximum control over his academic life

use he does not have the experience to

make the decisions for his future as much
as an experienced person," said Welch.

One of the complaints heard on campus
was that Welch has not done a good

enough job in recruiting blacks. To this

Welch replied, "We have an impossible

situation concerning blacks. We don't

have the money. What we have done, is to

turn the recruiting of black students over

to the Black World, a black

organization." He said Westfield is

special in higher education in that blacks

are involved in bringing blacks to

campus/
The MDC was able to interview two

students Nancy and Mary, who consider

themselves political activists and who
consider themselves close to the people

who have been making the threats and

pulling alarms.

"The bomb threats and the false fire

alarms have come from an informal little

group which is not too well organized,"

said Mary. This group comes from within

the college, she said.

In a situation similar to that of West-

field State many people look for the

outside agitators. According to Mary,

some non-students activists have to a

degree involved in the past events at

Westfield.

"Outside agitators have given in-

formation about building bombs and

planning political strategy but have not

come on campus," said Mary.
Nancy - the girls asked to be identified

no further - said that years of non-violent

protest have not been successful. This

has resulted in violent protest. "The
governor and trustees will not step in

until they are forced to by violent protest.

The campus is now too quiet," she said.

Mary added, "The trustees have

decided to back Savignano and will not

reverse their decision. If things get bad

enough, maybe the governor will take

notice."

AAUP Discusses Faculty Participation
By LARRY LADD

The crisis at Westfield State

could have been avoided if the

college had allowed for campus
participation in decision-making,

according to Prof. James Ludke at

last night's meeting of the UMass
chapter of the American
Association of University
Professors (AAUP). The meeting

was called to discuss the role of

faculty in university governance.

The meeting also dealt with the

question of student participation.

According to chapter president

Dana Snyder, faculty participation

in governance is "one of the most
important issues facing the faculty

this year."

Last night's session began with a

panel discussion consisting of

Provost Robert Gluckstern, Prof

John Roberts, and Prof. Joseph

Burroughs. Faculty Delegate to

the Board of Trustees. Roberts

began by discussing an AAUP
Journal article which defined the

following areas of campus life as

"the primary responsibility of

faculty": curriculum and subject

matters, tenure and other per-

sonnel matters, and "aspects of

student life that relate to the

educational process." Prof.

Burroughs then reviewed the

recent history of a 1966 AAUP
policy statement that insured

direct faculty responsibility in

such areas. He reported that the

Board of Trustees has refused to
act on that policy statement.

Provost Gluckstern responded
by stating that the Board has

adopted the "Morris Report" on
faculty participation. That
document, he contended, does

address itself to the issues raised in

the 1966 statement. He pointed out

that many of the phrases in the

AAUP policy were "sufficiently

vague" to prevent the trustees

from responding in a concrete way.
The vagueness of the AAUP
statement prevented the university

from actually adopting it as policy,

he said.

Faculty unionization and
collective bargaining was also

discussed at some length. It was
reported that the National Council

of the AAUP now regards
collective bargaining as "another
way" of achieving academic ob-

jectives.

In response to a question by Nick

Apostala of the Student Senate,

AAUP chapter president Snyder

asserted that "statements on

student participation are just now

evolving." "We don't have the

machanism worked out," he said.

Happy

Birthday

Emory.

From

Bob and Jan

Robin Morgan
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SUB 8p.m.
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TRY IT YOU'LL LIKE IT

At Hillel, from Friday, Dec. 10, at 4:00 p.m. thru Saturday,

December 11th in the Hillel Room, 420 Student Union.

A group of students from Yeshiva University and Stern's College are

disturbed by the lack of communication between Orthodox youth and other

Jewish youth. This weekend they will share an Orthodox Sabbath, December

10th and 11th/ interspersed with rap sessions and workshops. IF YOU DON'T

LIKE IT, tell them so and why, hear them out, and take two aspirins at the

Latke party on Saturday night. Call Hillel NOW for reservations 5-. 5. 6]]

Town Common Site Of Soviet Jewry Vigil

By STEVE EINE
In the midst of a light rain last

night on the Amherst Common, the

Western Massachusetts Student

Struggle for Soviet Jewery (SSSJ)

held a protest against the op-

pression of Soviet Jews, which
included a program of speakers,

prayers and songs concerning

Jews in Russia.

The protest was highlighted by

the lighting of a n enlarged

Chankah Menorah to symbolize the

plight of imprisoned Soviet Jews.

An all night vigil will be held,

concluded tomorrow by an all dday

fast, to coincide an International

Hunger Strike, held in cities such

as. London, Berlin, New York.

Amsterdam and Jewueselem.

Dov Gordon, the Coordinator of

SSSJ said the main purpose of the

protest was to make people aware

in Amherst, of the plight of Soviet

Jewery in Russia. "We're here to

dramatize," he said, "The
discrimination of the Jewish
people in the Soviet Union. We're

speaking out in behalf of them, at

the Soviet government, to end the

prohibition of Jewish education, to

end the mass closures of

synagogues, to end the destruction

of the Yiddish culture and op-

presssion of Jews in every day

life."

Gordon said approximately 40

people will be participating in the

all night vigil and hunger strike,

which will include workshops on

Jewish life in the Soviet Union and

the oppression which is occuring.

The speakers at "the rally in-

cluded Rabbi Jordan Offsayer of

Springfield, Father Joseph Quigly

from the Newman Center,

Reverend Richard Koenig of the

Amherst Luthern Church, and

Melvin Steinberg. Professor of

Phvsics at Smith College.

Reverend Koenig spoke about

religious freedom and its op-

pression. "We say it shall not

happen here but who says it will

not. In a climate where we have

religious freedom and abandon its

traditions, it is a sure route to the

conditions which exist in Russia. I

speak because we must let our

voices ring for the conscience of all

religions in the Soviet Union."

Melvin Steinberg of Smith, then

solemnly spoke of his visit to

Russia in 1967, during the time of

the Middle East crisis. "In Moscow
I saw cartoons in the Russian

newspaper Pravda, expressing
anti-semitism.

I was shown around town by two

professors I had been told to look

up by some friends in Copenhagen.

When my tour was agout to end,

one of the gentlemen offered to

show me "parts of Moscow I hadn't

seen. "When the other man heard

this he dragged this professor

away from me."

Steinberg then related his ex-

perience of what happen in a

downtown Russian synogogue. "I

finally knew I was sitting on top of

an iceberg when I was inside. As
my wife and I walked in we were
immediately "escorted" by two

Russian agents. We saw them
harrass Jews by making hand
motions to the top of the head, and
pinching faces as they went into

the prayer room."
Jack Pikansky of Greenfield,

who is an engineering graduate

student at Umass said he attended

the rally because he was extremely

concerned about the miss treat-

ment of Jews in the Soviet Union. I

have relatives in Russia," he said,

"But even if I didn't. I would still

feel the same way. about the in-

justice which is occuring."

This is not the first SSSJ protest

by any means. Dov Gordon said

that 10 of its members journeyed

down to New York in November, to

demonstrate in front of the Soviet

Mission to the United Nations. "We
had contacted the police in ad-

vance so we were greeted with

more than 20 police when we
arrived. The Russians ignored us

at first, but when we started to

shout slogans in their native

language, they started to become
attentive."

Gordon felt that the weather last

night had kept many people away
from the vigil. He added though,

"At least it's not snowing and it's

nothing worse than Siberia."

SSSJProtestsPlightofSovietJewry
By DON POUTRY

The Faculty Senate passed a

motion last night to explore the

possibilities of collective

bargaining "as a means of

enhancing the faculty's role in

university governance."

The motion, which was in-

troduced by Professors Connally,

Brogan, Gerber, DePillis, and
Tager. asks the Senate to invite

speakers from the American
Federation of Teachers, the

National Education Association

and the American Association of

University Professors to attend a

special meeting of the Faculty

Senate devoted to the issue of

collective bargaining.

According to the preamble of the

motion "the faculty is now
governed by policies it has little

authority in shaping and the Board

of Trustees, which has the

authority, does not always follow

the spirit of its own policies."

It also said that the new ad-

ministrative units, such as the

Systems Office, "threatens to

move important decisions beyond

the reach of a campus-based

Faculty Senate."

A motion made by Professor

DePillis and passed by the Senate

advocated a study by the Rules

Committee of the Senate in con-

sultation with the Trustees,

Lined Gloves
from $1.98

Apthetker On NAACP
By BOB MCWI l.I.IAMS

Dr. Apthetker of the Institute of

Marxist Studies, gave his fourth in

a series of nine lectures on the life

and works of WEB. DuBois last

night at Thompson Hall.

He began his lecture with a plea

for letters to be sent to Governor

Regan asking that bail be granted

to Angela Davis. On the basis of
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first hand information from his

daughter. Dr. Apthetker claimed
that poor diet and cramped
quarters are having drastic effects

on Miss Davis' health.

In his main lecture. Dr. Ap-
thetker challenged the popular
view that Booker T. Washington
and the Tuskegee Institute

represented the progressive
leadership of the Black movement
in the transititon from the 19th to

the 20th century.

He gave ample documentation to

the fact that DuBois and the

Niagra Movement which later

merged into the NAACP, "founded
the central stream of the modern
Black movement".
The audience of about 40 ex-

pressed their agreement with Dr.

Apthetker frequently throughout
the lecture which revealed many
lesser known facts about the

beginning of the NAACP and the

Black movement in America.

presents

SANDER VANOCUR
of "First Tuesday" and "Today'

former NBC anchorman

speaking on

1972: Does It Make A Difference?

Saturday Evening, Dec. 11

at 7:00 in the SUB

/

II

President Wood and Acting
Chancellor Bromery to find a way
to ensure "the orderly transfer of

administrative responsibility upon

the death or resignation of a major
administwguvuve officer" and to

consider the possibility of having

an "automatic right of succession"

for the position of acting chan-

cellor.

Also included in this motion was
a sentence requiring that the term
"major administrative officer" be

defined.

The last clause of DePillis'

motion said that ways to protect

the custom of appointing search

committees should be looked into.

A memorandum from Provost

Gluckstern, which places an ap-

proximate ceiling of from ten to

fifteen percent on the number of

faculty members that can hold

tenure, was the target of a motion

introduced by Professors Novak,

Hill and Bemben.
The motion, which was passed,

said that the Faculty Senate should

ask the administration to make no

changes in the tenure policy until

after the Tenure and Grievance

Committee of the Senate has a

chance to consider the matter and
make a recommendation.
The final motion which was

passed was presented by the Rules

Committee. It was designed to set

up procedures which could be

implemented to call a meeting of

the General Faculty.

According to the motion, a

General Faculty meeting can be
called by the President of Chan-
cellor of the University, by a

motion passed in the Faculty

Senate or by ten percent of the

faculty in the form of a petition.

The motion also said that

Professor Wellman, Secretary of

the Faculty Senate and Secretary

of the General Faculty, should

present the motion to the next

meeting of the General Faculty for

their approval.

Hot Flash!
NEW YORK (AP) — Stock

prices sagged yesterday as the

market continued to encounter
profit-taking pressure. Trading
was moderate.
Analysts said profit-taking

had emerged as the dominant
force in the market in the ab-

sence of major news develop-

ments on the domestic economic
and international monetary
fronts.

At the close, the Dow Jones
average of 30 industrial stocks

was 852.15, off 2.70.

ROOM TO MOVE
presents:

The James Montgomery Blues Band

Clean Living

Bernie Kaplan

Oegenouelf

Sat. Night, Dec. 1 1 9:30 — 2:00 a.m.

Student Union Ballroom, U.Mass.

$1.00

NBC

Five College Buses -

Additional Service

Route 1 Mount Holyoke - Hampshire - Amherst - UMass. and return

Saturday &
Sunday Sunday only

l.v. Mount Holyoke
l.v. Hampshire
l.v. Amherst
l.v. UMass
l.v. Amherst
l.v. Hampshire
Arr. Mount Holyoke

11:00 AM
11:10

11:20
11:30

11:40

11:45

12:00

1. 2:00 IV?

2:10
2:20
2:30
2:40
2:45

3:00

4.5:00 r.H

5:10
5:20
5:30
5:50
5:45

6:00

Route 2 Smith - Amherst -UMass and return

Saturday &
Sunday Sunday only

l.v.Smith 11:00 AM 2:00P.M . 5:00 P.M
l.v. I'Mass
Southwest 11:20 2:20 5:20

l.v. I'Mass
Waiting Station

l.v. Amherst
11:25

1 1 : 35

2:25

2:35

5:25

5:35

Arr. Smith 1 1 : 55 2:55 5:55

Service starts December II, 1971 at II :00a.m.

Service ends December 18, 1971 at 6: 00 p.m.

Resumes February 5, 1972 at II: 00 a.m.
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In The Nation And The World

Indian Troops Close On Dacca

(AP) _ India reported Thursday

Pakistani troops were fleeing across the

rivers of East Pakistan before a swift Indian

advance that had speared to within 25 miles

of Dacca, East Pakistan's capital. It also

claimed the Pakistani air force had been

wiped out there.

Radio Pakistan asserted that Indian

invasion forces have been blunted on all

fronts in East Pakistan and they have been

dealt heavy punishment."

An Indian spokesman reported that on the

western front, in the northern state of Kash-

mir it had seized five Pakistani outposts

northeast of Srinagar, the state capital and

had successes in the Chhamb sector to the

south. Pakistan denied this.

An Indian army communique issued in

eastern headquarters at Calcutta said

troops pressing westward had reached the

Meghna River, 25 miles southeast of Dacca.

An Indian spokesman claimed the capture

of Ashunganja, a' river crossing point 35

miles northeast of Dacca.

Associated Press correspondent Peter

o'Loughlin reported from Dacca that the

feeling there was that Indian forces "at-

tacking from several directions, are

tightening the noose."

Lt. Gen. Jagjit Singh Aurora, Indian

commander of the eastern front, told

reporters thousands of Pakistani troops

were under air attack as they tried to reach

Dacca or the port of Chittagong in sampans,

barges and river boats.

He added that about 7,000 Pakistani troops

were trying to get across the Ganges to

Dacca. He reported a tank attack from the

bank of the Meghna River and air blows set

fire to a river steamer carrying about 500

Pakistani troops 25 miles southeast of

Aurora, at a briefing in Calcutta, claimed

the last Pakistani plan was shot down during

the day and Indian planes "had a field day"

Heaviest fighting in East Pakistan, India

reported was in the northwest™ar the town P^then,
reponeu was m n"- »•«* —

• j

of Dinajpur and an Indian spokesman said,

-the enemy suffered heavy casualties

Declining to give Indian casualties he

added that "our troops are regrouping and

bitter fighting is going on there.

On the other hand, Radio Pakistan

reported severe fighting on the eastern front

near the border of India's Tripura Stole and

added- "An estimated 540 Indian soldiers

were killed as they attacked in wave after

W3VC j

While correspondents are not permitted to

visit the fighting fronts to verify rival

claims, they noted in Calcutta that con-

firmed Pakistani casualties have been

relatively light and their withdrawal might

be more orderly than Indian briefings in-

Both sides claimed widespread aerial

attacks and O'Laughlin reported from

Dacca that high-flying Indian planes

dropped a stick of four bombs on an or-

He said rescue workers clawing into the

wreckage of the Moslem Mission Home had

recovered 17 bodies and many boys were

missing. There were 300 boys and 100 girls at

the home, ranging in age from 7 to 16. The

girls escaped because they were in a

building at the rear of the home.

In New Delhi, the government announced

it had ordered bombing pauses Friday and

Saturday at Dacca and Karachi to permit

the evacuation of foreign nationals caught

up in the conflict.

The government, also confident of victory

in East Pakistan, began making plans to fly

news correspondents to Dacca.

Red China kept up its verbal attacks on

India. Radio Peking reported Chi Peng-fei,

acting foreign minister, charged that India

was trying to annex East Pakistan.

Rehnquist
WASHINGTON (AP)

Republicans said Thursday they

have a good chance of mustering

the two-thirds majority necessary

to shut off debate and force a vote

on the Supreme Court nomination

of William H. Rehnquist.

The vote on a petition to put the

Senate's anti-filibuster rule into

effect is to take place at noon

Friday The outcome may depend

on how many senators are absent

and who they are.

If the required two-thirds

majority is obtained, it could lead

to a vote later in the day on

President Nixon's nomination of

Rehnquist, an assistant attorney-

general, to succeed retired Juctice

John M. Harlan.

Sens. J. W. Fulbright, (D-Ark);

Jacob K. Javits, (R.-N.Y); and

Alan Cranston, (D-Calif.). an-

nounced Thursday their opposition

In Brief • • •

WASHINGTON ( AP) -President Nixon vetoed Thursday a bill

which would have extended the federal war on poverty and created

a massive child care program. nmon *

In a message to Congress, Nixon said the child development

programs included in the legislation, though well intended, would

be plagued by "fiscal irresponsibility, administrative un-

workability, and family weakening implications .'

WASIIINTON (AP)-The government was told Thursday mat

death'and disability from heart attacks, brain-strokes, and other

blood vessel maladies have reached epidemic proportions in the

United States. . _u--
A major new national program of research and education-costing

$295 million for the first two years alone-is needed to try to alleviate

the scourge, an advisory scientific task force said^

CAIRO (AP>-Egypt announced Thursday that Aly Sabry, the

former vice president know as Moscow's best friend in Cairo has

been given life in prison at hard labor for plotting to overthrow

President Anwar Sadat. umtmtmAmm

A revolutionary court convicted Sabry, former Interior Minister

Sharawi Gomma and former Presidential Affairs Minister Sarni

Sharaf and sentenced all three to death by hanging. But Sadat

commuted their sentences.

IMINOM PENH, Cambodia < AP>-Cambodian troops dug near the

suburban villa of Premier Ixm Nol Thursday while U.S. and South

Vietnamese aircraft tried to drive back the enemy in an arc west of

Phnom Penh. . .

Refugees on foot, in oxcarts and motor vehicles fled toward the

capital from beleaguered villages on the outskirts.

Soviet-made rockets hit a strategic hill position 14 miles nor-

thwest of the heart of Phnom Penh and ground troops assaulted a

government position 12 miles southwest of the city.

to the nomination, increasing to

about a dozen the number of

senators who have spoken out

against Rehnquist's confirmation.

Javits and Cranston centered

their opposition on Rehnquist's

civil rights and civil liberties re-

cord, as have most other foes of the

nomination.

But Fulbright, chairman of the

Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, based his opposition on

what he termed Rehnquist's

support of "executive supremacy

in virtually all areas of public

policy."

He said little attention nad been

paid to "Mr. Rehnquist's advocacy

of sweeping presidential authority

in relation to the Congress, par-

ticularly in the field of foreign

relations."

Sen. John Sherman CoopertR-

Ky), however, spoke out in sup-

port of Rehnquist's confirmation.

He said that while he has been

troubled by some positions

Rehnquist has taken, he thinks the

conclusions reached by opponents

have been very strained

"I do not see a case for voting

against him," Cooper said. But he

said he would not vote Friday to

invoke the debate closing cloture

rule. He said he might vote to put

the rule into effect at a later date.

Some senators who oppose

Rehnquist's confirmation, like

Edward W. Brooke (R-Mass),

have said they will vote for cloture

On the other hand, some Southern

senators who support the

nomination have traditionally been

reluctant to vote for cloture,

especially on an initial move to cut

off debate.

House Approves Tax Bill,

Senate Passage Likely
WASHINGTON (AP)

Legislation cutting taxes $15.8

billionover three years cleared the

House Thursday, headed for swift

approval by the Senate and ex-

pected signing by President Nixon.

The bill contains the essentials of

Nixon's proposals to stimulate the

economy. The big obstacle to his

approval, a plan to finance

presidential campaigns by a dollar

checkoff from taxes, had been

lowered earlier. Democrats
reluctantly agreed to postpone it

beyond next year's election.

A bipartisan House vote, 320 to

74, approved the measure con-

taining the compromise.

The bill contains substantially

more tax relief for individuals than

Nixon's original proposal, which

relied heavily on stimulatns to

business investment and exports.

Much of the relief goes to some 25

million low-income individuals and

families for whom the minimum
standard deduction would be in-

creased. An estimated 2.8 million

persons at or near the poverty level

would be relieved entirely of tax.

But there would be some tax

relief for all. For example, a

family offour with $15,000 income

could save about $44 next year,

while such a family with $4,000

income could save $28 and a single

person with $3,000 income. $55.

The principal business stimulant

sought by Nixon and included in

the bill is revival of the investment

credit. It allows businesses, in

general, to charge off directly

against taxes 7 percent of in-

vestment in productive facilities.

Jan. Grads. & "Ed Blockers"

Senior Photos

Gene Returns
BOSTON (AP) — Eugene Mc-

Carthy has formally entered the

Massachusetts presidential

sweepstakes.
Massachusetts Secretary of

State John F.X. Davoren said

Wednesday his public records

division has recieved a signed

statement from the former U.S.

senator from Minnesota con-

senting to the filing of a

"Massachusetts Committee to

Elect Eugene McCarthy
"

A Diamond Makes a

Wonderful Christmas Present
and

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

has many, many wonderful diamonds

at wonderfully moderate prices!

II So. Pleasant St. "everyone's favorite Jeweler^^.

SANDER VANOCUR
former NBC Anchorman

1972: Does It Make A Difference?

SATURDAY EVENING — DEC. 11

7:00 — SUB
Coffee Hour Following in the Colonial Lounge

LAST WEEK

to sign up

to be taken

Dec. 13 - 17

SIGN UP NOW
in Index Office

S.U. 401 (2nd Floor)

Paint-It Fix-It

Clean-It Up, JOE
The owner of a classy car can

and often does cast disparaging

glances at a cold and isolated

hitchhiker It matters not whether

the need for a ride is obvious-it only

matters to the driver whether the

hitchhiker looks acceptable and

trustworthy. The choice is not the

hitchhiker's.

Likewise for the kids and staff at

the Westfield Dentention Center.

There is but a limited choice as to

how things can go for those in-

dividuals who experience the

detention center. Programs have

been developed that have ex-

panded the alternatives to in-

stitutionalization. However, the

building remains and it needs your

help.

A paint-it, fix-it, and clean-it up

PARKA
JACKETS

Nylon

Jackets

LEATHER

JACKETS

(BUB

party has been scheduled at the

Westfield Detention Center for all

JOE. and other interested

volunteers for this Saturday
(tomorrow). A bus or other means
of transportation is being

scheduled to leave UMass at 9:30

am in front of the Whitmore Ad-

ministration building for the trip to

the detention center. It will return

to the campus by 4:30 PM.
Generally the wear and tear on

the center has been caused by the

SLIGHTLY overcrowded condition

that has existed there over the past

weeks. Living at Westfield is not

like living in the Hilton; it is not

like living in the Cashin Dorms.

However, unlike the new dorms the

detention center is old.

Still the staff is concerned and

wants to make the place liveable.

The residents of Westfield have

been mobilized but they need the

help of interested volunteers.

Windows need washing, floors

polishing, and walls need painting,

all to remove the stark appearance

the detention center presently

conveys.

What is hoped more importantly

to come out of this clean-it up get

together is a community spirit that

will involve staff, volunteers and

kids. The building is the kids' and

people interested in kids should

participate in the well-being of the

physical plant. Therefore anyone

interested in working with kids

should consider the maintainence

of the building as part of their

commitment. All questions con-

cerning this project should be

directed to Cyndi Dunbar at 253-

9353 before Saturday.

CEQ Class

Recycled
By CEQ

The Orchard Hill Environmental
Problems Class taught in Webster
House this semester will be
recycled into Greenough House
ofor this coming semester.

The class is a fiarly com-
prehensive examination of the

environmental crisis; its causes

and possible solutions. Some detail

is gone into on more im-
portant/timely topics. Originally

organized by Josh Gordon through
the CEQ. it got together a bunch
of people knowledgeable on
specific aspects of the en-

vironmental crisis and set them up
teaching units of the class.

The class was well received and
so once again C.E.Q.'s band of

mini-experts will turn out another
class. It will meet in Greenough
Dorm one night a week for one
credit. The class is just starting

and has lotsa room for people.

Anyone who wants to take it

should contact the new course

organizers: either Paul Madden or

Linda Knapp at 62642 or 52642

(Greenough).

tt

NEW AFRICA HOUSE PRESENTS:

"From The Conqueror's
Point of View"

DR. FRED TURNER:
White Folks Promises - Indians Regrets"

Part I: Mon., Dec. 13 at 7:30 p.m.

Part II. Wed., Dec. 15 at 7:30 p.m.

PAUL KAPLAN;

"Images of Africans in European Art»

Part I: Tues., Dec. 14 at 7:30 p.m.

Part II: Thurs.. Dec. 15 at 7:30 p.m.

Public invited. Admission Free,

New Africa House Coffee Shop

BELFAST—This pub in Belfast was ripped apart by a bomb Tuesday night, killing two persons and

injuring l« Three men with guns blazing burst into the Red Lion Inn, planted an estimatd M pounds of

gelignite and told the customers thev haften seconds to clear out. The charge went off in less than five

seconds, demolishing the building, caving in the walls of an adjacent police station, and burying several

customers.

HATCH Spaghetti SPECIAL
Heaping Platter

of

Hot
Spaghetti
covered with

Meat Sauce
plus

Hot
Garlic Bread

ONLY

59 Served in the

Student
Union Hatch

every Saturday from 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Due to popular dehiand,

the 1972 Senior Committee Meeting

Scheduled for Thursday, Dec. 9,

Instead

WILL BE HELD SUNDAY

Election of Officers

Class Gift

Referendum? i

Senior Day?

Commencement

1973 Senior Committee

December 12

8:00 p.m.

Rm. 165

Campus Center
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(Ed. note-This is the fourth of a

series of exerpts from the

Future University Report. This

and those following will deal

with those portions of the report

considered important to the

future condition of

Massachusetts' universities.)

We have spoken in general

terms about the University's

obligation to public service.

While the University must
know more about State needs

before it can develop an over-all

coherence for its public service

activities, there are at least six

areas where the need is clear

enough that the University can

act now to place itself in a better

position to respond to requests

for service: the special

obligation of the University to its

neighbors; government service;

service to the poor, health;

education; and manpower and

economic conversion.

Obligation of the

University
We have spoken in general

terms about the University's

obligation to public service.

When it comes to the immediate
communities, the immediate
neighborhoods in which the

University operates, it has a

special obligation. At the very

least, that obligation is to see

that it has no deleterious effects

on the surrounding areas. More
properly, the obligation is an

affirmative one, to be a good

neighbor, to help as far as it can

within the limits of its talents

and resources in improving the

quality of life in its environs.

There is likely to be some
confusion in understanding as

between this immediate impact

responsibility and the respon-

sibility of the University to

extend the scope and reach of its

service to the borders of the

Commonwealth. For example,

those who live in Columbia

Point, and some who are in-

volved in planning the Columbia

Point campus, sometimes tend

understandably to forget that

the Boston campus has an

obligation to serve throughout

the Boston area. Yet, it is also

true that it has an obligation to

serve more intensively and more
sensitively in the Columbia
Point-Dorchester area. The
tension is always there; the

balance must always be

preserved.

Amherst
The Committee met with

members of the Committee for

Environmental Concerns from

the Amherst community, and

staff wrote to a number of

community leaders in the area,

an effort which produced a

number of thoughtful and ex-

tensive responses.

Our major conclusion from

that effort is that the projected

25,000 student ceiling which the

Trustees have discussed for the

size of the Amherst campus is,

as we said in a previous chapter,

if anything, too large.

The correspondence revealed

a variety of ways in which the

University could be a better

neighbor. To begin with, there is

a general feeling that the

University does not consult

adequately with town officials on

matters like highway planning.

Then there are a number of

areas where the University has

expertise which it could make
available to the Town of

Amherst and other surrounding

communities.
One is the matter of water

resources for the future, where

the Water Resources Center

could be enormously helpful.

respondents were University

faculty as well as local leaders-is

that the University should be

doing much more than it is doing

to alleviate the negative effects

of its impact on the area around

it.

Another is the issue of how to

dispose of the sludge which is

left after sewage disposal-

hauling is expensive and in-

cineration pollutes the air. The
University's engineering faculty

could perhaps assist here.

A third is the question of solid

waste disposal, which is perhaps

a more vexing pollution issue for

the future than air and water
pollution. The present sanitary

landfill approach for the

University's waste is at best an
intermediate solution and we
received allegations that the

University's management of its

present landfill is not

satisfactory.

A fourth, very important
issue, on which the University is

seeking to act, is the movement
of people-public transportation

vs. the automobile. If the

University can succeed in

getting improved bus service, it

can then start charging for its

parking lots and discouraging

people from driving.

A final issue which will be

important for the future is the

whole matter of planning and
everything that goes with it:

zoning, housing including low-

income housing, preservation of

open spaces, and so on.

Our impression from our
survey-and many of our

Government Service
As the public university, the

University of Massachusetts
should be a major knowledge
and training resource for state

and local government in the

Commonwealth. The Committe
recommends two foci for this

effort: in-service training

programs for government
personnel; and research,
technical aid and problem-
solving capabilities through the

University's Institute for

Governmental Services.

In-service training programs
for state and municipal
goverment employees are weak
and scarce at the moment.
There are various programs
scattered around, but neither

mid-career training nor pre-

entry training exists on a broad
enough basis.

To develop the particular
areas of priority for in-service

programs, the University will

first have to work with in-

terested units of state and local

government to develop an in-

ventory of their needs. Then
plans wili have to be made for

the particular mix of con-
ferences, workshops, short

courses, and institutes suitable

to each in-service program,
which programs should be

a*? rk4r. •
w/3

Next to Amher»t Toweri

Open Dally

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY

WESTFIELD .

10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

Avoid downtown Spfld. parking he.dichet in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Century Shopping Plui! Free perking tor over 100 cer»!

NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIEW

160 PLEASANT ST 1847 MEMORIAL DR..

Opp. N'hamp. Jr College On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE .205 HIGH ST. . . .
Next to Holyoke Natl. Bank

degree programs and which not,

and how much of the program to

offer on site in the agency in-

volved and how much on cam-

pus.

Because many government

agencies already have personnel

who do one kind of teaching or

another, it may turn out that the

University's role will be to help

design programs rather than to

run them. The Institute for

Governmental Services, which

should be the main focus of the

University's activities in

developing in-service training

programs, is already taking

steps to work on these matters

with the state Bureau of Per-

sonnel under the recently

enacted federal In-

tergovernmental Personnel Act.

The Institute should also be

the main focus of the Univer-

sity's other efforts to serve

government. The Institute's

services in research, technical

aid, and problem-solving might

for example, theinclude,

following:

-Research as a basis for

public policy, such as

alternative growth
models for the
Massachusetts economy,
indicating directions for

industrial development
and tax incentive policy.

-Technical aid to local

government in solving

specific problems, such

as the preparation of a

master plan for town
growth.
-Consultation in program
development and im-
plementation for state

agencies, working on
matters such as
development of stan-

dards and procedures for

wetlands management.
The University already has

substantial expertise in a great

variety of areas relating to

public policy, and indeed,

COSMETIC SALE
35% Off

Pre-Christmas Closeout Special

something for everyone - Mom, Dad, Aunts, Uncles, kids, the home.

two days only.

Saturday and Monday, December 11th. and 13th.

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Albion Shell Service Center
373 Northampton Rd. ( next to Zayre's Shopping Center)

Amherst, Mass.

We sellgood stuff.

THE HUNGRY-U
103 N.PLEASANT ,AMHERST

Italian submarine sandwiches

JuniorYear
inNewYork

Washington Square College of Arts and Science

of New York University sponsors a

Junior Year in New York.

The College, located in the heart of the city, is an
integral part of the exciting metropolitan community
of New York City—the business, cultural, artistic,

and financial center of the nation. The city's extraordi-

nary resources greatly enrich both the academic
program and the experience of living at New York
University with the most cosmopolitan student body
in the world.

This program is open to students recommended by the

deans of the colleges to which they will return for

their degrees.

There are strong and varied offerings in many areas,

such as fine arts, urban studies, languages including

non-European, mathematics in the College and at the

Courant Institute, psychology, and others.

A qualified student may register for courses in all other

schools of the University, including the specializations in

Commerce and Education.

The University sponsors programs in Spain and France.

Write for brochure to Director,

Junior Year in New York

New York University

New York, N.Y. 10003

UMass Must Help State Education
mL . ,0 a: i^„. „: r-nnctniptivp stpn whirh terchanees which would be

already works with state and

local government on many
problems. The Institute for

Governmental Services should

not change the present pattern.

It should not have specialists of

its own to provide the requested

services, but rather should serve

a general management function

in bringing together govern-

mental needs and University

capabilities. The Institute should

also take an aggressive role in

seeing that students become

involved in these activities to the

maximum extent possible, as

interns, in field work courses, or

in their research.

Service to the Poor

Service to governmental
agencies should ordinarily be

financed by the users, that is,

without support from the

University's budget, although

we would emphasize that there

are many potential govermental

clients who cannot afford to pay.

Beyond this, however, there is

the issue of how to respond to the

requests of not just poorly

financed agencies which are

supposed to serve the poor, but

also organizations of the poor,

and the poor themselves.

In an earlier age the

University took as its respon-

sibility, through the Cooperative

Extension Service, to provide

the economic and human ser-

vices necessary to the business

success and family stability of

rural Massachusetts. The
question is how the University

can now assume some similar

measure of responsibility for the

poor, both urban and rural.

The Cooperative Extension

Service is in fact not an ap-

propriate analogy. The Ex-

tension Service was and is,

generally speaking, a seaprate

aspect of the University. Its

activities are, on the whole,
unrelated to the academic
process. The challenge of the

seventies is to create public

service activities that are in-

tegral to the life of a broad cross-

section of the University, in-

volving faculty and students in

ways that enrich the educational

process and academic life of the

school generally.

Thus faculty and institutional

expertise, to the extent that it

exists, should be made available

to the poor as part of the

academic program of the

University. One reason for

establishing a College III of

public and community service at

the Boston campus is that it

would be staffed with people who

have skills and knowledge ap-

plicable to the needs of low-

income areas. If it has a

program to train housing of-

ficials, for example, its faculty

and students can help with code

enforcement or tenants' rights

questions in the community,

probably as part of the students'

learning process. If it has ex-

pertise on health and welfare

questions, this can be made
available.

More broadly, the public

service administrators of the

University can channel some of

the skills already there now into

providing some voluntary

service: the Education School

people, for example, would no

doubt be as willing to work with

low-income parents seeking to

improve their schools as with the

teachers and administration of

those schools. There are existing

skills in nutrition, home

economics, public health, and

small business planning and

management which can be

similarly applied if the effort is

made to identify the needs and

match the skills.

The Cooperation Extension
Service itself can be redirected

into urban areas to some extent,

too. This is of course not by any

means a new idea. It has been

tried in many places, often with

disappointing results. If it is

going to be done, the clientele to

be served, and the nature of the

service to be rendered, must be

identified very carefully. The
needs of farmers and their

families were limited and easily

discernible. The urban poor

have such a variety of needs that

any one group, particularly one

which is new to the issue, cannot

try to tackle all of them and hope

to be at all effective.

:The University can and should

make the competence it does

have available to the poor. It

now has, and will increasingly

have the future, faculty, staff,

and students with useful ex-

pertise. That should be offered,

and every possible effort should

be made to obtain funds to serve

the poor as well as those who can

afford to pay.

,earn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

Education
We have spoken at length

i
about the need to improve the

quality and effectiveness of

undergraduate instruction. But

the University is not alone in

facing the issue of how to serve

its students more effectively.

There is ample evidence that at

every level of learning, from

preschool to graduate school,

the quality of instruction is far

too often unsatisfactory.

We believe that the Univer-

sity, as the leading public in-

stitution of higher education in

Massachusetts, and par-

ticularly, because it possesses

an innovative School of

Education, should be a leading

force within the Commonwealth

for the improvement of the

quality of educational in-

sturction.

The School of Education is

already providing leadership in

this area. It is helping teachers

to experiment with alternative

classroom settings, assisting in

building career ladders for

teacher aides who were on

welfare before they became
paraprofessionals; helping

upgrade teachers who students

are mainly from low income

families ; working on the reform

of education testing; and the list

goes on.

If we have any cricism of the

school's service efforts, it is that

they could be identified more

strongly with the improvement

of education in Massachusetts.

Some of the school's centers

already focus exclusively on

Massachusetts, so the criticism

is one of degree only. Along

these lines, the recent establish-

ment of the Institute for Lear-

ning and Teaching on the Boston

campus for the purpose of

working with the schools of

metropolitan Boston was a

constructive step which
deserves the continued and
active support of the University.

Nor is the University's

responsibility of leadership in

improving, instruction confined

to the elementary and secondary

school. There is a small effort at

present in the School of

Education to provide assistance,

through workships and con-

ferences, to community college

teachers. This program has been

well received, but has been

funded only on a modest scale,

largely though the New England

Center for Continuing
Education.
We believe the University

should do more in this area, that

it could and should be a major
resource center for innovation

and improvement in the quality

of teaching and curriculum at

the community colleges. The
community colleges do not have

sufficient financial resources to

engage in either the underlying

research on teaching and
programs that is badly need or

the actual in-service training

that goes after. The Committee
therefore recommends that the

University take active leader-

ship in working with the com-

munity colleges of

Massachusetts, and the State

colleges as well, to create in-

terchanges which would be to

mutual advantage in terms of

the quality of instruction and the

flow of information.

WTOY presents:

Coming Next Week I,

Dec. 15 & 16

7: 30 & 9: 30 p.m.

S.U. Ballroom

From Gane»»s Films
Produced by JOKO Film Productions

They're not cheaper. .

or more expensive
They're not new, funky

or flippy. They're Real

Navy jeans.

Authentic U.S.N.

cut and quality.

Made of 10 oz. denim from

Erwin Mills. And they will fade

to the desired wash-out look.

SUNDAY, DEC. 19-6:30
MONDAY, DEC. 20-6:30

at the Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts

March of the

Comestibles

CHRISTMAS
THEATRE

a

BILLOFFARE

Cranberry cup-
Salad with oranges

Roast Beef -

Yorkshire pudding

Baked potato -

green beans with almonds
Apple pie

with hot cinnamon sauce

Home made breads and rolls

Madrigals and Traditional

Songs of Christmas
Musical Rendition of

The Night Before Christmas"

Charles Dickens'
ACHRISTMASCAROL

by the

Lions Share Company Performers

Songs of C hristmas Present *
Caroling \m

Tickets are $5.00 per person, $4.00 per U.M. student, $2.00 children under 12

For reservations call Mrs. Lois Oureshi 545-0418 Mon.-Fri. or write Campus Center i-ooo

Service, Christmas Feast Tickets. Include money. Tickets are obtainable at the Student

Ticket Office and at the University Book Store.

$1.00 per person discount for the student-adult groups of 25 or more.

WORLD
Shakespeare's the tempest

december9, 10, 11, 12
hampshire college library performances 7 : 00, 9 : 00 p.m.

admission 50'
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Immature Reaction
District Attorney Callahan's reaction to the Student

Senate's action authorizing "compilation" of information

regarding undercover narcotics agents on campus was in

many ways as "immature" as he says the Student

Senators w< e for passing the grandstand resolution.

The good "liberal" D.A. told a Collegian reporter last

night that the bill was "unfortunate and silly" and that its

passage would have "no" effect on the practices of State

Police agents. Callahan did fear, though, that any such

attempt by the Senate to release information about agents

would endanger the police. Undercover people are "the

most effective way of handling the problem of drug traf-

fic," said Callahan, who is currently known to have state

money authorized for the purchase of drugs by undercover

police. From the attitude he expressed in the local

newspapers one can get the impression that Callahan

doesn't really understand the nature of either the Student

Senate's resolution or the feelings of students on campus
towards their own personal actions.

The Senate passed the resolution to emphasize one of the

major concerns on American campuses today. Drugs,

particularly marijuana, have become part of our society.

They have gained acceptance on college campuses in

much the same way that alcohol, a far greater "problem"

to this society, is known in the bigger world.

A person faced with laws which are of the victimless

nature are going to break those laws. Society supports its

own vices such as gambling, prostitution, and intoxicants.

Modern police scholars are complaining that police are

forced to enforce un-enforceable laws; laws whose en-

forcement doesn't mean that society is gaining anything.

District Attorney Callahan is telling us that because he

thinks the drugs we students may use are "highly harm-

ful." he is going to use any legitimate means possible to

deal with the problem. He doesn't seem to realize that

everytime someone is arrested for sale or possession of

most drugs, excluding heroin, most students shiver and

realize that they too could be "busted."

The Senate action shows abhorrence of the repressive

laws and enforcement techniques that exist. Students

aren't naive enough to believe they will actually try to

expose narcotics agents. We just wish that the D.A. would

open his eyes to the concerns expressed by the passage of

this resolution. In our opinion, the drug laws and the

devious (though "legal") ways of enforcing them are far

more harmful to a society, than the drugs they are

oolishly trying to control.

WASHINGTON -There are many persons concerned

with how Phase II will affect their Christmas this

year Here are some letters the Cost of Living Council

has had to deal with.

The first is from a man named Ebenezer Scrooge, a

partner in the firm of Scrooge and Marley. Mr.

Scrooge writes:

"Dear Sir,

"1 have an employee named Bob Cratchit who

works as a clerk in my warehouse. For some years I

was under the impression that Cratchit was not doing

his share of the work. (For example, he always asked

to take Christmas Day off, which I have considered

humbug.

)

But last year I had a bad experience. I won't go

into the details, other than to say it changed my at-

titude on many things. One of them was my feeling

toward Cratchit. 1 decided I had been mistaken about

him, and to make amends I promised him a raise.

Unfortunately, I told him the raise would go into effect

on Aug 16, 1971.

M\ question is: Can I now go ahead and give him

this raise, as I would hate to go through the same bad

trip this Christmas as I did last year'''

Scrooge's letter was turned over to someone at the

pay board who replied:

"Dear Mr. Scrooi

"Your letter in regard to your employee Robert

Cratchit was referred to this office. Unfortunately, we
cannot give you a definite answer at this time as to

whether you can raise his salary. The raise, if per-

mitted, would have to be within the wage guidelines

set forth by the Cost ol Living Council.

•Would you be kind enough to tell us if this is a merit

raise, an across-the-board raise or an inflationary

riase which would cause you to raise the price of your

products''

•Speaking for the Administration, we urge you tc

forego Mr. Cratchit's raise at this time so that we all

can win the President's great battle against in-

flation."

Another sample of the kind of mail the Cost of Living

Council is getting comes from Mrs. Dalla Young, who

writes:

"We have no money for Christmas this year so I'm

going to sell my beautiful hair and with it buy a gold

chain for my husband's watch. I understand Jim is

secretly planning to sell his watch to buy a comb for

my beautiful hair. Are we permitted to do this under

Mr. Nixon's Phase II economic plan?"

"Dear Mrs. Young,

"In answer to your question, I am advised to tell you

that you can exchange a gold watch-chain for a comb,

providing you apply for an exemption on combs and

watch-chains as specified in Paragraph 4a, Chapter

Xi l of Volume ill of Phase II price and wage
guidelines (as amended in Index 345) . Please submit

in quadruplicate your request to the price commission

and we will try to get you an answer before March 1.

I '.IT !

The final letter came from a young girl named
Virginia.

"Dear .sir.

"Is there a Santa Claus? My friends say that under

Phase II there isn't Who am I to believe

"

"Dear Virginia.

VOL SHOULD STOP SPEAKING TO PKOPLF.

LIKE George Meany and get on the President's team.

"Hail to the Chief,

John Connally

"Secretary of the Treasury."

Copyright t!>7l. Los Angeles Times »

Death For Rebirth
This was published in The New York Times Dec. 9,

1971. p. 47.

(Kd. Note: This article is excerpted from the lead

editorial in this week's New Statesman.)

LONDON On the Indian subcontinent a state is

dying and a new nation has been born.

The theocratic state of Pakistan is struggling to

avoid dismemberment, though it has but one unifying

force within its boundaries: the Islamic faith of the

majority of its citizens. It was in deference to religious

bigotry that the geographic and cultural monstrosity

called Pakistan came into existence in the first place.

Now the nationalism of the Bengalis has shattered

Muslin unity, set an example for the disaffected

Pathans and reduced the loayal area of Pakistan to

the two provinces of Punjab and Sind. Since India

cannot cope with the ten million refugees from East

Bengal and wishes to send them back over the border,

Mrs Gandhi has seized upon President Yahya Khan's

difficulties and by a skillful military escalation hopes

to give the new nation of Bangla Desh the chance of

self-government. The supply lines of the Pakistan

Army are hopelessly stretched and they are being

harassed by the Mukti Bahini in East Bengal. Since

the Pakistanis also face trouble in the North-West

Frontier Province and Baluchistan, they cannot long

sustain Indian military pressure. As the chances of

Chinese helD recede their plight is desperate.

Pakistan has little claim upon our sympathy. She

became a state because the intransigence of Mr.

.linnah and the Moslem League destroyed the chance

of i secular all-Indian confederation. From its

loundation this artificial state has been militaristic

and bellicose and for two decades has spent 80 per cent

of its budget on defense. Its present rulers are as

stupid as they are brutal. Instead of working for a

compromise with Sheik Mujibur Rahman and his

Bengali Awami League, President Yahya Khan
unleashed Gen. Tikko Khan and the Pakistan Army
upon the hapless Bengalis in a campaign of in-

discriminate slaughter.

Last week, as if to confirm the fact that he has very

little political judgment, he banned the West Pakistan

National Awami party and arrested some of its

leaders. In so doing he has disfranchised the North-

West Frontier Province and Baluchistan, which are

now disaffected and may require watching by the

already very much over- committed Pakistan Army
Perhaps the Pakistanis calculated that all internal

risks were manageable because of the assured sup-

port of China If so, thev have been outmaneuvered by

India and badlv served by the UN. vote that admitted

China to membership. The Indians have exerted

military pressure at a time when the mountain passes,

through which Chinese help would have to come, are

blocked by snow. They will stay blocked for a least

another three months, which gives the Indian Army
plenty of time to intensify its military activity to the

point where Pakistan breaks.

Not that it is very likely that the Chinese have

considered sending help. It would be a bad start to

China's U.N. membership for her to become involved

in an Asian land war that might well involve not only

India but also the USSR. The Chinese have more

important aims than the maintenance in power of

Yahya Khan The Sino-Pakistan alliance has always

been an opportunisitc deal between utterly dissimilar

societies who believe they have common enemies

China will not wish to be" saddled with an ally who

cannot maintain internal peace and so threatens to

embroil the Chinese in conflicts which do not affect

their national interests.

The Pakistanis fear that if they wait upon events the

Indian Army will not confine its activities to the

frontier regions of East Bengal but will strike at

Lahore in an attempt to cut West Pakistan in two.

India has 29 divisions to Pakistan's 19, a million men
to 400,000, command of the sea. more and better tanks

and twice as many military aircraft Despite the

excellent quality of the Pakistani forces there is little

doubt about the result of fullscale warfare. The In-

dians hold the initiative and it is hoped that cir-

cumstances will allow them to use it for ending the

existence of the unitary despotism which is the

present Pakistan and bringing to birth new states with

more reasonable aims and boundaries.

A Sunday Occupation
You ask me how

it is possible to,

walk to your bedside, love and
touch you,

and then walk, off to war,

my feet making small, priestlike

padding noises,

on the carpet stairs,

quietly, quietly,

the silence shouts

my instructions,

a bombing raid over Germany,
or a search and destroy,

in the jungle,

the orders come many times,

and in many languages,

my mind tumbles
in search of lost answers,

to lost questions,

and i cannot answer your question,

or question your answers,

but sworn to a higher

allegiance, the,

orders in my pocket,

1 board the Arizona

Author-ity

The lead editorial column
which appeared in yesterday's

Collegian was written by Tom
Moriarty of the YSA. The second
column, on the subject of the

Rehnquist appointment, was an
editorial release written by
Senator Birch Bayh. The
columns represented the policies

of the authors and were not

intended to represent the views
of the Collegian.

Bear Acker

Editorial Points
It says something about some

people that they try to challenge

the power of the press with the

power of the fist.

***** If brevity is the soul of

wit then you should laugh at the

next short person who walks by

roommate.
*****

YOU.
*****

There is a rumor forming that

Ellsworth Barnard is the pen

name for Don Glickstein's alter

ego.
*****

I wonder if the Narc hunt

began by the Student Senate has

any precedent in the McCarthy
hunt for Communists. Who
knows? Maybe it's your

The story about the two Univ.

of Michigan students who bought

the same "original" term
papers raises some questions

After all. don't these companies
have any morals at all. It just

shows how the capitalist system
takes advantage of the poor

students forced to depend upon
it, huh''

*****

A headline in yesterday's
Collegian read, "Visiting

Professor To Speak On Pearl

Harbor". I just hope he has a

loud voice.

i DON'T GET NO RESPECT!'

Letters To The Editor

Ein Mistaken Impression, Perhaps?

hi the Editor:

As a fellow-European, I have read with great in-

terest Professor Dietrich Schwanitz's article on

l.Mass. reprinted in the Collegian but first published

in the German newspaper DIE ZEIT on November 11,

PI71 The Exchange Professor from Germany, as he

calls himself with sarcastic self-depreciation, came

here, looked around and found us wanting. I am the

tnst to admit that he is right on more than one count:

LlMass is far from being the Platonic idea of a

university this side of the Atlantic and Professor Sch-

wanitz is well aware of its many deficiencies. After

all. he has already spent at least a couple of months on

campus. Yet, it is slightly amusing to find how un-

selectiveiy and uncritically Professor Schwanitz, - a

teacher of "the theory of literature" and what's more.

Nein, Nein!

To the Editor:

To my great surprise I found myself to be an, alas,

involuntary contributor to New England's Largest

College Daily through the diligent effort of the select

bodv of graduate students of the German Department

w ho translated an article of mine which was published

in DIE ZEIT. Knowing the snares of translation, I

admire the skill with which it was done. In fact, it was

so skillful that the English version improves on my

German and brings out things I hadn't even thought

of Though I realize <to mv cost) that change can

impair style. I would suggest that any future versions

of this article, that might unexpectedly spring up,

should contain less bold renderings of the following

points:

1. der kompli/ierte Produktionsprozeb. den die

Lehre darstellt does not mean the complicated

manufacuring process which passes for education

here.' I was, somewhat ironically, referring to the

leftist student jargon in Europe which classifies

university teaching as a production process. This.

Marx help me, is not restricted to Amherst.

2. Dabei wird eigentlich weniger als bei uns Radau

oder scharfe Kritik gefurchtet stresses the form of

European student protest and not the unconscious

anxieties of the faculty.

:{ vorher herausgegebene Course-Descriptions

does not mean that the course descriptions are in their

turn described in advance.

4 A German Hohere Schule' does not refer to

anything like the American prep school. It is com-

parable to the English Grammar School and the

French lycee.
,

5 Literatur-Impressionismus is not literary im-

pressionism but impressionistic literary criticism.

ft. Eine Reaktion sichtbar machen - does not mean

that a reaction is made explicit but that it is brought

™7. In Tdeologierkritik' ideology is the object of

criticism and not the viewpoint from which this

criticism is made. ___, „„__
8. The phrase 'distanzierte Art der Lehre concerns

not the relation teacher subject matter but the

telation teacher-student which does not rely on

emotional involvement. .

Though it be in bad taste to criticize crea tive
>

work

I feel moved to do so. partly by the shock of reahz ng

that the elegance of English does not lend itself to the

rendering of the rather weight.er playfulness of

German, and partly by that compulsive pedantry so

characteristic of my countrymen. Since this
i

is onl>

the first of a series of articles to appear in WE ZETT

on impressions of an innocent abroad may 1 suggest

that possible future translators avail themselves of

mv willing cooperation.
Dietrich Schwanitz

Dept.of English

ol criticism of the ideology behind literary works"

has picked up all those fleurs du mal. the cliches and

stereotypes, that plague European or, for that matter.

American publications, dealing with the problems of

contemporary universities. Professor Schwanitz

complains, for instance that "the students are

channeled into a rigid program of courses which is

constantly being subjected to 'exciting' innovations."

I would like to know how "rigid" a program is that is

being constantly changed9 On the other hand,

Professor Schwannitz asserts that the students here

are accorded to "the privileged position and

unquestionable authority of the consumer." How one

can channel a privileged consumer who "is always

right" into a rigid program of courses. Professor Sch-

wanitz does not tell us. Further, he complains or,

rather, states for it is his method to accept im-

pressions as facts that the students "are constantly

swinging from egotrips to identity crises." Some do -

some don't, as Professor Schwanitz knows quite well

and he also must know, as a teacher of critical at-

titudes, that this kind of generalization could hardly

be conducive to our better understanding of a complex

situation. He compalins that "the names of Adorno

and Habermas are unknown". That may be true,

although certainlv not in the generalized sense

Professor Schwanitz tells us, but it may also be true

that there isn't much to know about them. Jurgen

Habermas' ritualistic affirmations of, and sudden

retreats from the German student revolt are not

really worth knowing, besides he has yet to prove the

importance of his ideological contribution to student

radicalism bevond the borders of Germany. Professor

Adorno, a diluted version of Georg Lukacs, had taught

for years the intricate mysteries of marxism to

generations of students only to see them to attack his

Institute, ransack his offices and let him die of a heart

attack. Finally, Professor Schwanitz forcefully

complains that at UMass, the "preoccupation with

students' need leads to a generalized literary Im

pressionism." Again, this may be quite true. But one

could argue, with equal force, that Professor Sch-

wanitz's preoccupation with the real and alleged ills of

an American university leads only to a generalized

and, unfortunately, rather condescending, jour-

nalistic impressionism
Tamas Aczel

Department of English

Collective Rudeness
to the Editor:

There are public displays of collective rudeness - even direct cruelty --

which convey to me, that there are segments of this campus commun

that have not been reached bv even the faintest traces ot humanistic

enlightenment, not to mention plain old good manners. Last year at the

(age we were treated to one such example as a player on a local com-

munity college (not noted for their sports finesse), who didn't quite lit our

mage of the ideal physical type, was jeered and ridiculed -- by a sell

appointed committee of •normal" males - to the point of embarrassment

to coaches, other spectators, and players to say nothing of the player

himself Not satisfied with this, these faceless cowards must continue

their all-in-good-fun" slander of players this year as well (Evidently

Charlie Peters remembers the committee well from his freshmen year -

as evidenced bv his remarks in the Collegian on Monday's sports page.

Fortunately Charlies abilities (read: coordination) have vastly im-

proved over the years to the point where the committee cheers rather

than jeers.) But evidently someone's got to be the target - and un-

fortunately they've found one again this year.

Mv message to the committee is as follows: the rest of us enjoy UMass

basketball as much as vou < indeed, some of us are fanatical enough to be

season ticket holders) ; what we don't enjoy is your repeated attacks on

the personal pride of vour selected targets'. One of the mainstays o

maturity is to place yourself in the role of another person; we wish that

vou would try to do this. ..

*

Aside from this, the indignity you are causing would not - in all

iutiflability - be tolerated by any minority group powerful enough to

react Would the committee think of insulting a Black player'' Evidently

not ( and for more reasons than one: not the least of which is the fact that

there are no available Black players abnormal' enough to attack - an

observation which perhaps is shared by others around here, namely,

that our recruitment is subtly racist in that we select only Black stars ;

the mediocre Black players don't get to come to school at all, like the

average white players who sit on our sports benches year after year.

)

Your targets are individuals unable to defend themselves - which

qualifies you for the depths of cowardice.

The message is - please cease and desist; the rest of us want to enjoy

not only the excitement of the game but also the good feeling of sport

smanship - on the part of both players and spectators alike. Your

behavior thus far belittles, not your targets, but yourselves.

Rich Perkins

<;rad Student

Hango^

Letters To The Editor

All letters to the editor must be typed at sixty spaces, double

spaced Length should not exceed one typewritten page. All letters

must be signed with the author's phone and address in case contact

is necessary Addresses and phone numbers will not be printed.

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters because of space

limitations. We also reserve the right to publish according to space

limitations.

"How Awful! It's A Good Thing I Took Off My
Dark Glasses In Time To See This"

To the Editor: .

There are two different types of fans. The lair

weather" fans are unfortunately a majority as

evidenced by their behavior in the Cage These people

are the ones who bitch about a player's errors, calling

him a bum (to put it mildly) than give him an ovation

when he leaves the game. The loyal fans praises the

good play while never blaming one player for losing a

game or breaking his team's play.

Another thing that seems to be missing at UMass is

sportsmanship I wonder how many fans have been in

a competive situation similar to St Anselm or Ver-

mont where they were getting their asses wiped. If

they ever had, they should remember the humiliation,

the anxious waiting for the opponent's subs to come so

thev won't be completely disgraced. Is reaching 100

points so important It's just a high school hangover

Ono other blatant example of unsportsmanshke

conduct is the noise during free throws, as in the Holy

Cross-UMass game Players should be conditioned to

tune out all irrelevant noise. Holy Cross fans seemed

to know this fact, why should UMies be any different

Will a majority of Redmen fans always come out

onlv when the sun shines?
Rrenda W ilcox

<*"97i-t4er«_«i
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This year Hillel has started

cooperative planning programs
with Mt. Holyoke College and

Amherst College. This has proven

to be quite productive so far and

the prospects for the future seem
even better.

Hillel is beginning to work

cooperatively with the Amherst

Jewish Community. The executive

committee has been in touch with

the Amherst Jewish Community
which has expressed a great deal

of interest in planning programs

with Hillel. Members of the

Amherst Jewish Community would

like to have a number of students

come and visit them informally in

their homes for discussion groups.

The theme of the discussions will

be "Where do I find myself in

American Jewish life". The
schedule for the remainder of this

semester is:

1. Professor and Mrs. Harvey

Friedman, Political Science

Sunday, December 12, 8:30 P.M.

2. Professor and Mrs. David

Schimmel, Education Tuesday,
December 14, at 8:30 P.M.

3. Professor and Mrs. Stanley

Hertzback, Physics Thursday,
December 16 at 8:30 P.M.

Students who would like to attend

any of these should call Hillel to

make reservations. This is im-

portant because the number of

people will be limited to five to

seven at each home.

The UMass Dames Club will hold

a Christmas Sleighride on Sunday
evening on a farm in Whately. The
cars will depart Farley 4-H Lodge

at 7 P.M., and the sleighride will

begin at 8 P.M., followed by coffee

and dessert.

Also among Christmas activities

is a Kiddies Christmas Partv

December 18th from 2 until 4. The
party will be held in Bowditch
lodge and will be complete with

presents and a Santa Claus. The
party is open to all the children of

all Dames members.

Dames Club is an organization

composed of wives of students,

both graduate and undergraduate

and to wives who are students

themselves. Dames holds a

monthly meeting and activity and

some of those scheduled for the

future include an Olde Time Movie

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1FM

7:00 pm EVENING NEWS - 30

minutes.

7:30 pm RADIO THEATRE - this

experimental half hour show is

part of a series in live radio

theatre featuring various-

usually funny-productions.

8:00 pm UJAMMA DRUM - the

popular black program with

jazz, soul, poetry, commentary

and news compiled by the Black

Mass Communications Project.

11.00 pm JOHN LORING SHOW
with rock and other good sounds

(preceeded by a brief network

newscast
00 am THE BEST OF
SHERLOCK HOMES - the

famous radio series continues to

hold vou in suspense

1:30 am JOHN LORING returns

with music til 3:00 am.

Bulletins
Nite in January and a Spring

Make-Over Fashion Show. Anyone

who is interested in joining may
contact Joan Armstrong at 549 1 145

for further information.

Books for the Hampshire County

Jail will be collected at a benefit

film showing at UMass today at

7:30 p.m. in the School of

Education Auditorium.

The film is a 1948 French classic,

"School for Life." There is no

admission charge but those at-

tending are asked to bring books

for donation to the Hampshire

County Jail library. Particularly

sought are volumes on black

history, English for the Spanish

speaking, high school-level books

and general light reading.

The event is sponsored by the

UMass chapter of Phi Delta

Kappa, national honor society for

m men in education. The general

public is cordially invited. The film

has English subtitles and an

educational theme. It presents a

contrast between a traditional

teaching style and one based on

individual needs and interests, all

within the context of a love story in

rural France.
Books for the jail library may

also be left at Room 112, School of

Education.

As part of their celebration of

Christmas, Newman Club mem-
bers are making Christmas ban-

ners and centerpieces. These and

other items, including Christmas

cards, will be available for pur-

chase at Christmas store at the

Newman Center.

The store will be open after the

Masses on the weekends before

Christmas. Proceeds will be used

to finance projects such as the

Christmas party held each year for

the children of an economically

underprivileged area of

Springfield
* * *

WFCR (88.5FM) Folkroots

features the stories and songs of

Woody Guthrie this week. His

songs of life in the dust bowl and

American life in general made him

our greatest folksinger. Folkroots

can be heard every Saturday af-

ternoon from l to 2. Persons with

any interesting old tapes or

records, or wishing to play in a

traditional folk style themselves

and would like to contribute to a

future show, write to Ed Light c/o

WFCR, Amherst, Mass.

GIFT SHIRTS
Stripes — Solids

Prints — Knits

FROM

$4.98

* * *

The upper lot of "M" lot in the

Sylvan area will be gravelled early

Saturday morning. Any car left in

the upper half of the lot after

midnight Friday will be ticketed

and towed at the owner's expense.
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Draft Counselor's Corner

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
II

Not Too Late To Drop Deferment

By GILBERT J. SALK
A few short notes today...

To all the Black brothers and

sisters on campus: There will be a

special Black Draft Counselor

Training Program held in Roxbury

next weekend, Ded. 18-19. It will

deal with a full overview of the

draft and how to deal with it, with

special attention being given to

specific problems encountered by

members of the Black community.

If you want to help keep your

brothers from being fucked over by

the draft, this will be a good

program for you.

Free transportation can be

provided. If you are interested, and
would like more information or

plans for a ride, call Mrs. Frances
Crowe in Northampton at 584-8975.

It's still not too late to drop your

deferment and get out of the draft.

To quality, you must have been

201 North Pleasant Street, Amherst
1

'

...

born on or BEFORE Dec. 31, 1971,

and have a lottery number over

125. If you qualify, simply write a

note your board telling them thai

you want to drop your deferment

and be reclassified I-A effective

immediately. Keep a copy of the

letter. Mail it Certified Mail,

Return Receipt Requested. When
the receipt comes back, staple it to

your copy of the letter and file

them in a safe place.

On the date vour board receives

the letter, you will automatically

be considered I-A, and on midnight

Dec. 31, you will be out of the prime
eligibility year. NOTE: If your

number is 125 or lower, do not drop

your deferment. Once your
number has been passed, you move

into an extended priority group

which will make you extremely

likely to be drafted during the first

three months of next year. Only

those with numbers over 125 should

relinquish their deferments.

It appears that the SSS has

postponed all inductions scheduled

for the month of December.
However, because this is only a

postponement, and not a can-

cellation, the action will not affect

the announced lottery cutoff

number. It will remain at 125.

Those who were scheduled for

induction in December will be

ordered to report early next year.

A brief appeal to all of you. We

have a large number of trained

draft counselors who are rapidly

becoming bridge experts waiting

for you to come in for couseling.

Don't put off dealing with the

draft; the best time to start

planning is before the pressure

gets heavy. Take some time soon to

visit the Draft Counseling Services

office in 923 CC sometime soon.

PEACE

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

"55^'

******V^S^,
-.. .

^

The Scupper's Coming
with entertainment

TONIGHT

OPEN HOUSE
ATT

375 N. Pleasant St.

8:00 - ?

Dec. 10, 71

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE
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1959 chev., v8 ltd., good tires, rum well,

must sell. 195. Call 665-4766.

tfl2-l3

1965 Porsche 356-c. new brakes, clutch,

rebuilt engine, ski-luggage rack, elec.

sunroof. 545-0329. Dick Jubinvitle.

tfl2-17

1963 Chevy Impala V8. 2S3. automatic. 4

good tires. 2 new snows, good condition.

1250. Call 549-6948 anytime.
tm-io

'70 VW sunroof, radio ft heater, exc.

running cond.. asking 11295. Call 549-6142.

tfl2-10

68 Javelin SST. 4 speed, exclnt mech
cond.. 4 new poly belted tires, needs paint

Job. Asking 1950. Call Brian 114-545-2412.

545-2413.
U12-12

Remember these ads?

Having trouble

finding something
NIC E and MEANINGFUL

for your better half

this Christmas?

OF AMHERST

We ;ant BOTH of you to

he hartpv

We ran them in a lot of college

newspapers last year. Their purpose

was to answer some of the critical

questions students were asking about

our company.
Maybe you saw them. A lot of

students did. And a lot wrote

to us about them. In many cases the

ads triggered additional questions,

questions so provocative

that we've decided to expand our

communications with college

students.
We're doing it in several ways.

We've already started to have

conferences of student opinion

leaders and GE people at our various

plant locations. These conferences

permit deep probing of sticky

questions. They help us to understand

the concerns of students. But they
involve relatively few students and
GE people.

So we're going to share some of

the questions and answers (like the

ones above) with you by continuing

our ads in college newspapers.
And we'll make sure our people

see your questions, too-through
company magazines and plant
newspapers.

We think your concerns are
important. And we think you should
know how seriously we take them.

'65 Fiat Sta. Wagon, good cond.. 300.00;

55 VW sedan, reblt. 150.00. also Halifax

double key board Port. Organ, ex., cond.

Call 533-9260.
UI2-I4

65 Chevy Van., exc. running ft body. Full

power, new brakes, seals, grease, gaskets.

carb adjust. .oil and filter. Best offer.

549-6614.
tf 12-10

1965 Mustang, excellent condition, must

sell, leaving country. 1450. Call Mike

Reynolds 546-1034.

tf 12-13

•67 Ponttac GTO conv. 4 speed, new

tires, snows, tape player, reverb, radio,

spare rims, p.s.. p.b., top condition. 11275.

253-5847 after 5.

U12-I3

64 Comet. 6 cyl, std shift, good running

condition. 1175. 546-1452.

tfl2-14

FOR SALE

GENERAL*® ELECTRIC

62 VW Sunroof, recent head Job.

kingpins, brake, carb, fuel pump. Starts,

runs. Call 586-3495, eves. $200.

tfl2-14

(.uttars: Martin. Yamaha. Aria. Har-

mony. Aslo: Dulcimers. Auto Harps. Find

out what you want then call me. John 6-

5401.
H12-6

'M VW Bug. red, exc body and mech.,nu

sno tires, battery, muffler. 53.200 miles.

$550 or offer. Must sell. 425 n. Pleas. St.,

I'niv. Apt. No. 104.

IM2-15

Diamond eng. ring and dia. band -deal on

either or both. Dia. is 85 points w/bag. You
won't find a better deal. Call Jim at 5-

0055/549-6394.

, : _ ,
tf 12-15

Tenor Sax, Selmer MKIV, good con-

dition. Call 549-6087.

tflZ-17

Yashica J -5 35 mm w /built-in light

meter. 55mm f/118 lens: ««n?"Lcof
nd

$100 ( includes leather case) 586-3206 after

6 p.m.

Kowa Setrz SLR Camera 135. 85, 35 mm
lens, original cases, books ft boxes. New
$370. asking $200. or best offer. Call John
546-7487.

tfl2-10

'65 Chevy Van, automatic trans, heater,

good condition asking $195. Call 584-5839

after 6 p.m.
tf 12-10

Discount stereo components and tvs, 20-

40% off list price. Factory sealed and
warranty. Jim Jensen 586-1365.

U12-10

Snow tires 165-14 Sempertt Radials. I pr

mounted on MOB disc wheels. $59. Call

549-6087.

U12-17

Roberts x360 tape deck, 1 yr old. 20-20000

flat SND on/W. SND auto, rev., 3 motors. 4

heads, remote cont. Cost $830. sell $295.

253-9587.

tfl2-10

New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo
253-3I4K.

tfsem

PERSONAL

Happy Hour at Phi Sigma Delta. 358 No.

Pleasant St. Kveryone welcomed. Starts at

7:30 until Friday. Dec. 10th.

12-10

Mudge. Happy Birthday. Are you
old enough to know better? Granny
(.oodwitch.

12-10

We know who the Shadow Is but what
does he know?

12-10

Happy Birthday Punchlnella. Love You.
12-10

Do you still believe? Writ* your letters to

Santa now. 2117 John Adams
tf 12-10

Couple of people for large room In 2-

bedroom apt. At beautiful Rolling Green.

Cook meals together. No slobs please. Call

Sookie 253-3798.

U12-10

Roommate needed for second semester

in Puffton Village to share 3 bedroom apt.

$55.75 a month Call 549-6335.

tfl2-10

Roommate wanted F, to share rent with

2 other girls, own room, ranch house in

Hadley. Call anytime 586-2815.

tfl2-17

Female desires room In apartment, very

close to Campus. Urgent. Call 253-9431.

tMZ-13

One or two girls who would be interested

in sharing an apart, with another girl

around January. Prefer open minded. Call

546-8824. t„ 2.l3

Male wanted to share apt. in Col.

Village. $55/mo. sec. semester. Call
256-6681. keep trying.

tfl2-16

SERVICES

Flute-clarinet-sax lessons. Jazz and
Classical. Call Anoy Flacks 655-8079.

tf12-U

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

U5-12

Apt. for rent, I bedroom apartment,

Puffton Village available Jan. 1. 549-6288.

tfl2-14

Aptment-Just tiff Campus, $55 mo. Call

5-7 p.m. 5494)216 Roger or Frank.
tf 12-13

I want to share my 12 room house. 15

min. from Amherst and Northampton. I

need 200-250 dollars and will consider

various things. Call 247-5192. (Fine pad)
tfl2-IO

Studio apt.. Greenfield, quiet area, near

route 91. Avail. Jan. 1. rent $125 mo., in-

cluding util. Call 1-774-3698 aft. 6.

tfl2-10

I bedroom apt. Puffton VII. available

now. take over lease. Call 256-8852, $156

rent.
12-10

WANTED

Passports ft grad school plctures-24, hr.

service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

Usem

Will type term papers, no final copies of

theses. 50« per page. Olympia Elec. Pica.

Call 256-8408, Crown Point Apt.

12-10

Psy research paper, 8 to 10 typed pg..

any topic, will pay. Call Sue 253-5875 after

5 p.m. tfl2-14

Tall Dirts ole man wants pertty shaoelv
female love slaves for home cooking,

booze and me. Nice benefits Call eve., and

wk end. Keep trying 665-2264.

tf 12-13

Traveling companion thru Europe for

about 6 weeks in June. Female preferred.

Call 253-9485 If Interested.

U12-I0

2 goalies with equip, to play for dorm
hockey team on Friday nites at 10. Will

provide trans. Call John 6-4622 between 6-8

p.m.
tf 12-10

For Rtint/Help Wanted

Student to live In second semester.

Room and board In exchange for help with

children. Near Campus. Call 2534)431.

tf 12-15

CHRISTMASGIFTS FREE

Who is the Shadow"?

Doll clothes-great Xmas gifts! All sizes

and styles, made to order. For further

info . call 549-3862.

tf 12-10

LOST

I Pickett sld. rule in 65 white Dodge van

on Dec 7 In ride from Rt. 9. Amherst

Kt 9 ? 91 Northampton. Please call

"* M"743

rata
Black, white-tipped (ail. dog. Com-

panion to 4 year old. See ad elsewhere in

paper. Barbara Craven. 665-2448.

tf 12-13

H12-I0 FOR RENT
4 llrea-2 snows-new 825x14: Spitfire

brakepads: 8 track stereo tape-deck; call -

.t'i h.iiK Aft. 5.

tf12-13

Minolta Lens Aulo-Rokkor 35mm f2.8

w/case $40.00. Call Jan 549-6168.

tf 12-10

Die-hard auto battery. I sed I mo. $35;-l

suede fringed jacket good condition $40

546-4547 eves.
tf 12-15

Women's buckle ski hoots, very good

condition $anm (all Julle-5491221
If 12- 10

Pair of Relker Buckle Boots, size 7m..

worn once (heap Call l-:W»-409l

IflMl

ROOMMATES WANTED
To share 2 bdrm apt In old hse, 2 firs,

dog. frplc. garag. ktchn. Ivrm. frnshd.

quiet. 3 ml from 1 Mass. Judy. 13 Mid-

dle. Hadley 586-3784. keep trying.

HI2-I6

Rmtetoshare2bdrm.apt.,Hobart Lane
Amherst. $60/m.. all utilities inc. Call 6-

7320 or 6-7321.

UI2-M

Roommate to share fully frnshd I bdrm
apt. I mi. from campus. Can build 2nd

bdrm Call Paul (eves) 253-242S.

IM2-I3

Room and board available In new house

on N. Pleasant St.. two minute walk from

campus. Call Dana 253-9031.

tf!2-17

1-bedroom house, excellent condition.

Sklblski, realtors, Northampton. Call

between 6:30-7.00 p.m. 584-3428.

- HIM4

Apt to sublet, own rm. kitchen fac. t.v..

lurnished. center of Amherst. $87 /mo. Inc

util. Avail immed. Call 253-2548 ask for c-9.

Female. ^^

Free kittens, nine weeks old. grey tigers.

545-0889 Jim.
tf 12-10

BRUINS HOCKEY
1 Mass Rowing Assoc, sponsoring raffle

for two sets of two Bruins home games.

Dec. 26 ft Jan 15. See crew members or

Coach Faherty In 211 Boyden.
tf 12-15

APT. FOR RENT
2 bdrm apt In Belchertown, air coad..

ww i arpett. avail. Jan.. law a month Inc.

utilities Call 323-4459 after S

UI2-I0

MT. Sl'GAKLOAF APTS Avail. Jan I.

Ig. 2 bdrm util Included alr-cond.. pool

$185. (all Sklblski Keillors 253-7222. eve.MM
If 1 2-22

ENTERTAINMENT
Rock Band Phoenix now available far

your Xmas party. Good, hard driving,

dance music Call Carl at XU4)371 far

information.
IM2-I7

LAWSCHOOL

Townehouse Apt. to share. Female or

couple. $76/mo-l. $llt/mo-2. available

immediately, (all 256-6167.

tf 12-15

"Law School -Will I Like It? Can I Make
II?" New book by law grad. For
prospective law students. Send $2.95.

Kroos Press, box 3709A Milwaukee. Wis.

53217.

Kins

Music By:

Phoenix

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Play music in a band? Interested in

fkilng? Combine the two in the greatest

business opportunity yet! Needs solid

musicians for winter. Dave 549-6979.

tf 1210

RAFFLE
1st prize: AF Parka 2nd: 5-band radio.

Tickets available In CC Concolse $.25

each- 5/$ 1.00. Proceeds to Boltwood

Project.
U12-14

TRAVEL
Ski the Alps Jan 14-24 Chamonix.

France-air fare, hotels, discount lifts and

lessons, last night in Paris. Contact Peggy
253-9667.

tf 12-23

Nassau-$I49, from Boston ft N.Y.. hotel

flight, transfers. 12/20-27. 12/23-29. 12/27-

1/3 Ski-Australla-$:i25. 15 days, flight,

hotel, meals, transfers. Irabruk, deluxe

package. London-$l87. flights In January.

(all-Student 1 lights 584-1050.

tf 1 2- 1

5

Crimson Travel offers low cost spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau.

For more info, call Rich Margll, 412

Dwight 545-0791.

tf 12-10

Ski the Alps. Jan 14-24 Chamonix
France, air fare, hotels, discount lifts ft

lessons, last night kt Park) $257. Contact
Peggy 253-9667.

tf 12-23

TYPING

Typing-4heses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols, (all 253-3601.

tf 12-2 ;

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING
Register your book in S.I. Rm. tin

Every student with your course next
semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct. ..

JOBS

International Jobs -Europe. S. America,

Asia, Auat., ISA Openings in all fit-Ids

.Hoc. Scl, Bus. Scl. Engineers, Ed. etc.

Alaska Construction ft Pipe Work. Ear-

nings to $500 weekly. Summer or per-

manent.
Paid expenses. Bo nusei. travel.

Complete current Info- only $3. Money
bsck guar. Write now! Internationa! Emp.
Box 72I-M5I6. Peabody Mass. 01960.

Ill 210

( .et ahead now. even while still In school.

With 2 hr. a day, with a little work ft

determination you can make as much and

more than $50 a day clear profit. Get

your "exclusive information" concern-

ing this fabulous opportunity now. Write

.lea Inc. Pat Division PO Box 165 Seattle

WN981II. "Ml

SKIING

ski Sugarhush-5 1/2 days. Includes lifts,

lessons, food and lodging, Jan. 16-21. $87.

(all 6-67W) or 6-6857.

tf 12-13

ROOM WANT ED
Attractive female needs a place to stay

for Ihe rest of the semester. Lrgenl. Will

sleep on couch or whatever. Call 584-2601

please.
tf 12 -II
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LOUDSPEAKER
CLINIC

This Saturday from noon to 6:00 p.m. the engineering staff of EPI will be on hand to electronically

evaluate speaker performance for anyone who brings in a speaker (you need bring only one).

Most high fidelity loudspeakers suffer from these common weaknesses:

1. Deterioration of response at both low and high frequency limits.

2. Large percentages of harmonic distortion in the available bass.

3. Differences in the energy produced between the woofer and the tweeter.

4. Differences in the radiation pattern (directivity or dispersion) at different frequencies,

especially near the high frequency end of both woofer and tweeter.

The ideal loudspeaker system eliminates these four weaknesses by using seperate speakers which

produce sounds within a limited frequency range. The lowest sounds each speaker can make correspond

to its mechanical resonance (the frequency at which the cone structure would vibrate if the speaker were

pulsed with a battery) and the highest sounds are determined by the diameter of the speaker. (Th.s

m ust be smaller than the wavelength of notes being reproduced, or the speaker will become directional).

If you are contemplating the purchase of a stereo systei

valuable source of information as you start shopping for

now or in the future, this clinic could be a

speakers.

Jl Briiel & Kjcer

Bruel & Kja?r Potentiometer Range: dB Rectifier:

Bruel & KjCEr

Lower Lim. Freq.

IT

Bruel A K|cer

Hz Wr. Speed: .mm/sec. Paper Speed: mm/sec.

1 1 i 1 -1 1 \

l

QP 1124

10 20 Hz 50

Multiply Frequency Scate '>y

100 200 500 1000

Zero Level:

10000 20000 40000 D A B C Lin.

(1612/2112) ABC Lin.

Average frequency response of modern high quality speaker.

AMHERST AUDIO

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10, 197]^
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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THE RECORD SALE
Noon to Midnite Friday

ALL $4.98 LP's $2.99

5.98 LP's 3.79

4.29

5.29

_ 5.49

5.99

Plus a special bin of great LP's

$1.98 each . .

.

6.98 LP's

7.98 LP's

values to $6.98

Bootleg 8-Track Tapes . . . 99 ©3

8.98 LP's

9.98 LP's
Sony Classical Reel to Reel

New Chicago 4 Record Set . . . 6.99 Immortal Series 75* ea

EQUIPMENT DEALS

Buy any Aztec Speaker System and get a pair af Sennheiser HD414 Headphones for a penny.

Grado F3E Magnetic Cartridge . . . Ce*^*9.?5

KLH Model 26 (used . .
.* 30 day guarantee) LI

$19.95

$130.00

$260.00

$150.00
Sansui 5000 (used)

Sony TC330 Open Reel and Cassette Recorder w/Amp. and Speakers

AR XA Turntable (used W/M91E) $40.00

Plus Loads of other Used Equipment

The Best $500.00 Stereo System Available

Pioneer SX 990 56 Watt RMS Receiver

PE 2038 Automatic Turntable

EPI 100 Loudspeakers

B&O SP14 Cartridge

— The Best $450.00 System

Pioneer SA800 64 Watt RMS Amplifier

Same turntable and speakers as the

$500.00 system.

Saturday there will be an EPI Speaker Clinic from Noon to 6:00 p.m.

AMHERST AUDIO
197 N. Pleasant St.
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AMERICAN ASSN. OF UNIVER-
SITY WOMEN
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in 1st

Cong. Church in Amherst. Topic: "A
Look at Fellowships AAOW Style"

followed by a family holiday Pot

Luck Supper Sherry Hour and
musical program.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
There will be a bus leaving Whit

more on Saturday at 12:45 p.m. for

the State School. All interested

people are welcome.

CAMPUS SCOUTS
Meeting Tuesday in CC 808 at 8

p.m. For all those interested in

scouting activities. Discussion of

future camping trip. Info call 6 7504.

HILLEL
Services tonight only at 4 p.m. join

us and Yeshivah students for a

traditional Sabbath.

PARKING
The upper lot of "M" lot in the

Sylvan area will be gravelled early

Saturday morning. Any car left in the

upper half of the lot after midnight

Friday will be ticketed and towed at

the owner's expense.

PHI SIGMA DELTA
Happy Hour! at Phi Sigma Delta,

358 N. Pleasant St. will start at 7:30.

Refreshments acquired at the door,

tonight!

STUDENT ART ASSOCIATION
Meeting will be held Monday

evening at 7 p.m. in the CC 804 808. \

film will be shown on Jasper Johns,

anyone is welcome to attend.

2nd SEMESTER STUDENT
TEACHERS
There will be an important meeting

on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Boyden
#251. This meeting is mandatory for

all men and women registered to do
their student teaching in physical ed
during the 2nd semester. Be sure to

be there.

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN

EARLY CHILDHOOD
There will be a display of Early

Childhood Learning materials and a

film festival Saturday. From 10 a.m.

to 3 p.m. at Skinner Hall. Everyone is

invited.

Notices
Set of keys with initial "W" on the

chain between Bartlett & Campus
Center. If found call Jessie, 545 2412.

Thre Mktg. notebooks from the

University store, Dec. 8. Return to

313 Kennedy, 546 7635.

'Peter Pan,
S. T. THEATRE
Open call audition for

or the Rape of Wendy" on Monday at

7 p.m. in CC Aud.

PINNINGS
Kathie Smith, '73,

Rick Enz, '73, Theta
Chi Omega
Chi.

to

aturday Night

BLACK MAGIC

SWEET CORN THEATRE
WORKSHOP
Only four more! Free this Sunday

at 2 p.m. in CC 174. Bring lots of hats.

LOST
A navy blue pocketbook and a red

leather wallet. Need ID, ETC. If

found, please call Rae 546 6578.

Lt. blue wallet (girl's) Wed. night

between Cage & SW. Call 6 9854 or

return to CC lost and found. Contains

ID and license very important

ENGAGEMENTS
Cynthia Coulson, '72, Chi Omega to

Jan Hospod, '72, Chi Omega to

Peter McErlain, '71, Theta Chi.

Janice Comeau, '72, Chi Omega to

John Anderson, Boston Univ.

Pennie Hamilton, '73, Coolidge

Middle to Johnny Coleman, Medford.
Valerie M. Dean, LPN, Western

Mass. Hospital to Raymond D.

Duval, '73, 442 Dickinson
Maureen Fortin, '72, Gorman to

Brian Martin, '72, Northampton

featuring

9:30 - 12:30 DANCING *> COVE«

at

Stye fotglteij fub

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM-

LOWEST
YOUTH
FARES

EUROPE
$165
round-trip jet from New York

For only $165* round trip,

Icelandic Airlines jets you from
New York to Luxembourg in the

heart of Europe for best connec-

tions to everywhere. Effective for

youths aged 12 thru 29. Book
within 30 days of departure.
Also, check our Youth Fares to

Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Eng-

land and Scotland. Major credit

cards accepted. See your travel

agent! Mail coupon!

Add $10 one way for departures

within ten days before and after

Christmas and Easter and dur-

ing summer season. Fares and
conditions subject to change.

I tend to think of pipe smokers as

Sagittarians, cigar smokers as Taureans

and those who smoke cigarettes as born

under Gemini. Those who gulp vitamins

are, I believe, more likely to be born under

the zodiacal sign of Virgo.
• ••

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Judgment,

intuition may be slightly off base Defer to

mate, partner Check legal aspects. Keep

lines of communication free. Exchange

ideas. Listen to opposition You can learn

and build potential.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Accent on

health, work and ways to accomplish basic

goals. Gain cooperation from family

members. Make gesture of reconciliation.

Smooth over past misunderstandings

Improve home comforts.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Good lunar

aspect now coincides with changes which

are dramatic. Young persons figure

prominently. You also learn where you

really stand with member of opposite sex.

Utilize creative resources.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): You are able

to display unique abilities. You earn respect

of one you admire Basic issues dominate.

You get on more solid footing Home fac

tors, which had puzzled, fall into place You

gain

LEO (July 23 Aug 22); Accent versatile

approach Natural sense of humor wins

friends, influences important people Your

appeal becomes more universal. Those you

aided in past sing your praises. You could

win popularity contest.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22) Money is

spotlighted. You could find ways of raising

additional funds Stress original approach.

Promote the unorthodox Lead rattier than

follow Be independent m Thought, action

Make new contacts

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): Lunar cycle

high, lake initiative. Judgment, intuitive

intellect are honed to razor sharpness. You

could be called upon to make special,

personal appearance. Be positive, direct

and confident

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21). Realize

being alone is not the same as being lonely.

Some seclusion now is beneficial. Keep

confidential matters confidential. Be
discreet Some are all ears and anxious to

carry tales. Act accordingly.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Friend

who makes promises is sincere. Act ac

cordingly. Accept social invitation. Be

gregarious.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Accent

on . accomplishment, professional en

deavors Cooperate in community, civic

project. Accept chairmanship. You gain

prestige Standing among associates is on

upswing. Ad like you know it.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Long
range projects are emphasized. See beyond

the immediate. Develop philosophical

concepts. Know you are the master of your

own destiny. Gain indicated through

writing, advertising, publishing.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Money
affecting mate, business associate is

featured. Get an accounting. Take in

ventory. Ignore pie in sky schemes. Stress

responsibility Subject of collateral or lack

of it is spotlighted

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

independent, often considered rebellious

Your ideas are original, you are creative

and usually "on the move" What now
appears a setback is due lo rebound in your

favor. You make special gains through

association with Leo individual.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Brewer's yeast

Skin ailment
Hold back
Blemishes
Pronoun
Baton
Symbol for

tellurium

Pigpen

Dined

Insect

Part of food

Knock

Gull-like bird

Shore birds

Scorches

Beam
Inlet

Append

Liquefies

Entreaty *

36 Guido's high

note

Places

Sum up

Pair

Posed for

portrait

Note of

scale

Wise
Parent

(colloq.)

Hosts
More vapid

Cook
slowly

Verve

1

5
9

11

13
14
16

17

19

20

21

23

24

25

27

29

30

31

33

35

38
40
41

43

44

45
47

9 Piece of

dinnerware

10 Approaches

11 Walks

Observed

Parent-teacher

organization

(init.)

18 Longed for

20 Chastises

Climbing

plant

Caudal
appendages
Caustic
substance
Before

Trees of

birch family

32 African ground
squirrel

33 Clubs

34 Part of

plant

12

15

22

24

26

28

31

Answer to Yesterday' » Puzzle
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35 Brazilian

estuary

37 Young boy

39 Heavenly
body

41 Concoct

42 Heraldry,

grafted

45 Baker's

product

46 Hindu
cymbals

49 Mountain

(abbr.)

51 Note of

scale

48
50
52

53

DOWN

1 Improve
2 Near
3 Ethiopian

title

4 Rodents
5 Solar disk

6 Vehicle

7 Symbol for

nickel

8 Goes in

JUST THINK, AT TH6 VERY MOMENT

ALL OVER THE LOORLD, BATING
MOTHER* ARE UAKIN6 UP THEIR

DAUGHTERS $0 THEY CAN pECOME

OLYMPIC $KATIN6 CHAMP10N5...
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Gymnasts Make Home Debut GirlGymnastsat Home
By MIC HAKLCUSACK

The UMass varisty gymnasts will make their first

home appearance of the 1971-72 season tomorrow
night in the Boyden Auxiliary Gymnasium when they

host a strong So. Conn, team in a meet slated to get

underway at 7:00 p.m. Although the Redmen defeated

the Owls by a 157-149 score last year, a much closer

meet between the two squads is anticipated Sat. night.

Scouting reports indicate that the Owls are at the

same level of performance as the, Redmen. So. Conn,

recently defeated Temple by a 150-140 score. If one

takes into account So. Conn's home advantage in that

meet, it is apparent that the Owls, under coach A.B
Grossfeld, are capable of scoring within a point or so

of the Redmen. So. Conn., one of the top teams in the

nation on the College Division level, will be out to

avenge last year's loss.

The Owls are led by junior John Crosby, the

defending national College Division all-around

champion. In addition, Crosby won eight medals at the

Pan American Games, including a second place finish

in the all-around. In his last meet, against Temple,

Crosby took five firsts and one second place.

So. Conn, is basically an all-around team, and has a

number of people to draw upon for this event.

Probable lineup for Saturday will include all-arounds

Victor Ziniewicz and Jay Whelan, both of whom are
very strong in floor exercise and longhorse vaulting.

Whelan, whose twin brother, Gene is on the UMass
team, is only a freshman, and shows a great deal of

promise for the future.

Redman coach Erik Kjeldsen has been satisfied

with his team's workout for the past week, and feels

that they should be right around the 150 level. He feels

that, "If we do what we can do, we can beat them." It

remains to be seen whether or not the Redmen will be
able to put it all together.

Representing UMass in the all-around will be Rich
Seijunas, Danny Spier, and co-capt. Tony Vacca. The
Redmen will also have the services of their two top

floor specialists, as Jack Berner and John Calabria

return to action after injury. Steve Scuderi, the Mass.
State High School Ail-Around titlist will go four events

for UMass: pommel horse, longhorse, parallel bars,

and horizontal bar. Other specialists for UMass will be

John Oliver and Jay Aronstein on rings, Jay Thomsen
on longhorse, co-capt. Dave Genest on parallel bars,

and Tom Myslicki on horizontal bar.

Also on Saturday the UMass varsity "B" team will

take on Boston State College, in their first meet of the

year. This meet, also to be held in the Boyden
Auxiliary Gym, will begin at 3:30.

First meet of the University of

Massachusetts girls gymnastics

team will be held this Saturday,

December 11th at 12:30 p.m. in the

Boyden Auxiliary Gymnasium.
According to Mrs. Kitty

Kjeldsen, head coach of the team,

the addition of three strong fresh-

men to an already strong up-

perclass squad makes this the best

team the University has ever had.

The girls have high hopes for the

season.

Southern Connecticut team,
coached by Miss Gail Davis, has

placed closely behind UMass in the

Eastern Regional standing for the

last three (3) years. The loss of last

year's outstanding Senior, Sally

Espe, will definitely be felt, but

Southern Connecticut Girls seem to

have plenty of depth.

Members of the UMass Varsity

Girls gymnastic team are:

Margie Combs and Betsy East
(co-captains), Marina Rodriquez,

Anne Burmeister-Vexler, Jeannine
Burger, Gail Hannan and Thanne
Poth.

For the first year, UMass girls

have a completely separate JV
team, coached by Virginia Evans
from the Women's Physical
Education Department. First
home meet for the JV's will be on
Saturday, December 18th, when
the girls will compete against

Montclair YMCA.
There is a small admission

charge for all the girls meets this

year.

Grapplers To Head South
By JOHN BOCK

The grapplers of UMass are back
on the road this weekend and this

time make their annual trip South

to Lock Haven State College.

For those who know little of

wrestling, which at a conservative

estimate is 90% of New England,

Lock Haven is a small state college

deep in the heart of Pennsylvania
wrestling country. It has at times

been referred to as Mat Town, USA
and sees crowds of at least six

thousand at every dual meet.

Their field house is known as the

House of Noise and achieved this

name by way of housing wrestling

matches.
What kind of wrestler has this

college turned out? Well for

starters it has produced Gray
Simons, 4 time NAIA champion, 3

time NCAA champion, 2 time

Olympic team member and 2 time

Coach of the Year. Simons just

recently left his alma mater to take

the head coaching job at Indiana

State of Terra Hate and left behind

a squad that during his term was
ranked at the top of Pennsylvania

collegiate wrestling, right along

side such national powers as

Lehigh and Penn State.

This is the caliber of team Coach
Homer Barr takes the Redmen to

meet and it is no wonder that he is

not to happy. "Of all years that we
would have a chance to beat Lock

Haven and we are missing four

starters. Lock Haven suffered a

big loss due to graduation and this

year has four freshmen, three

sophomores, one junior and two

seniors in the lineup. But they will

still be as tough as any team we'll

see this season."
Missing in the lineup are seniors

Bruce Buckbee, Jim Godkin, Dave
Reynolds and Clay Jester. Buck-

bee and Godkin will be taking their

grad school exams, Reynolds is

sick and Jester has suffered a

death in the family and is back in

Delaware for the funeral.

Captain Shel Goldberg has

rejoined the lineup and will see

action at 142 pounds as he goes

against Lock Haven's best bet. Rod
Tate.

Russ Chateauneuf goes down to

134 while Peter Rock takes the 150

pound spot. Steve Rome moves
down to 150 and freshman John
Connolly takes Buckbee's place at

177.

This same shifted lineup will also

take on California State College of

Pennsylvania, coached by one of

Lock Haven's all time greats

Frank Vulcano. Vulcano also

sports a weaker team than he is

used to. but has one Pennsylvania
college placer and an Illinois State

Wesleyan Drops Redmen
By JANIS AHMADJIAN

The UMass Varsity Swim Team bowed to a strong Wesleyan University

team in Wednesday's meet 67-46. However, it was much closer than ex-

pected, Wesleyan has a strong experienced team but a couple of events

could have turned the winning verdict to UMass.
There were high points for UMass including three first places. Paul Joy

won first again in the diving competition this week.

UMass took a first in the freestyle relay with a winning time of 3:46.3

minutes. The relay group consisted of Dick Blaisdell, Tom Smith, Joe

Hebert, and Spencer Sullivan.

The surprise win was in the 50 yard Freestyle. UMass grabbed a first

place by Dick Blaisdell and a second place by Spencer Sullivan. Distance

swimmer Jack Tyler again placed second in the 1,000 yard and 500 yard

freestyles.

Both Coach Rogers and Coach McCafferty thought the team did a good

job shwoing more experience and improvement. The team has been

practicing twice daily now, at 7 :00 am besides the afternoon practice.

This meet with Wesleyan has given them more experience in

preparation for the big meet with Holy Cross next Tuesday night. Last

year UMass pulled off a decisive victory. The team is confidently an-

ticipating the competition.

Theta Chi

Open House

Dec. 10th, Friday 8:30 -

496 N. Pleasant St.

7%WL> CU TfytAAV'
*•

SANTA'S HELPER

20% OFF SHOE SALE
(Men's and Women's) NOW!!

In the Alley
Men's Boots $25^*22 Now $17.00

Doubleknit Slacks

Heavy Corduroys
Imported Sweaters and
Turtlenecks
Knit Shirts & Tops
...and the area's largest

selection of jeans

— L

T

NICE THINGS FOR EVERY BODY

1 a 4
Htt***

SLACKS JEANS

201 North Pleasant Street. Amherst
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Hoopmen Battle NU
In Road Opener

By EARLE BARROLL
Jack Leaman has found his own solution to losing weight...Just

coach a barn-burner like Wednesday night's game against Holy

Cross and you lose ten pounds. At least that's what he said after the

game.
But come the day after and you're as good as new, the ten pounds

restored, the nerves a little less on edge and the smile a little more
broad.

What to do about the weight gain?....go on the road and coach

another barnburner. And that's just what Leaman and his Redmen
will do tomorrow night when they travel to Northeastern Univer-

sity for their initial road game beginning at 8: 15.

Leaman is concerned with this game (about eight pounds worth).

"Any team that can take Harvard (the so-called pride of Boston)

down to the buzzer has to be a good team and we have to be ready to

play."

He was also quick to point out that his teams haven't had over-

whelming luck with the Huskies, even though his record with them
since his first year as head coach is 3-1

.

"Northeastern plays a discipline type of game (this has been

their history) and it will be our job to get them running which

means using the press," he said. "They won't be as big as Holy

Cross and they'll force us to make the action and this could cause

problems especially on defense...The key to this game is how well

we play defense."

Coming off the big win over the Crusaders Leaman said one of his

main concerns will be to get the team off "cloud nine."

"We're not good enough to take anyone lightly," he emphasized,"

but this is the advantage of this team...we understand we always

have to be ready against anyone we play."

So far this season the Huskies stand at 0-2. but the total loss

margin for these games is only five points. The Crimson were lucky

to get by them in the Bean Pot opener, 57-54, when a Huskie missed

a one-and-one that would have given Northeastern the game.

(Harvard converted at the buzzer to make the margin three).

Against New Hampshire they lost 48-46 in a historically Nor-

theastern type game, no team hitting the half-century mark.

They'll present the Redmen with either of two type teams

depending on the physical status of their floor leader, 5'6 Kevin

Lecy who was injured in the UNH game. (So there is someone the

same size as Ed "The Flea" Malloy, former URI pest).

If he starts the Huskies will be a more mobile team, he makes
them go. If he doesn't his replacement will be 6'4 John Barros and

the Huskies will be slow, but bigger.

The four other starters are 6'2 Mark Jellison at guard, 6'4 Paul

McDonough and 6'4 Jim Moxley at the forwards and 6'6 John

Haviland at center.

As a unit they're very patient and they have a continuity in their

offense, running the same plays out of different formations. Ac-

cording to freshman coach "Fan" Gaudette who scouted them, the

biggest thing about this team is that they- don't want to get involved

in a running game, a definite challenge to the Redmen.
To sum the Huskies up, they're a fundamentally sound ball club

and present a stiff road opener for UMass.

CHICAGO (AP) — The Big Ten
rescinded its no-repeat Rose Bowl

rule Thursday, but buried another

controversial item-volatile Woody
Hayes-under a blanket of no

comment.
A Big Ten source said that action

UMass Hockey

On The Air
Tonight at 6:50 Dan KamalJ

[and Bill Ballou will oper

JWMUA's seasonal coverage o

UMass hockey from Norwich asi

the Redmen battle the alwaysj

tough Cadets in importan
Division II action.

Tomorrow night Ken Best an

fMarty Kelley will be at Nor-

theastern to call all the action a^

the UMass basketball team
makes its initial visit to Boston.

Air time is 8 p.m.

And Sunday night at 10 p.m.|

Kelley and Best will host

wrestling coach Homer Barr and

his captain Shelley Goldberg on

"Sports Talk."

A big weekend of sports for

WMUA, 91.1 f.m.. the Voice of

UMass Sports.

Pucksters Hit Road For Two
Bv BILL BALLOU

If the great Andre Kile were to

include hockey predictions in his

mentalism act, then the big

question around Amherst would

be- "Andre, what will the record of

the Redmen be when they return to

UMass on Sunday?" And if Andre

knew his hockey and did not want

to lose his reputation as an allstar

he would say, "I don't know."

UMass fans and of course coach

Jack Canniff and his skaters are

hoping that the answer will be 5-0.

However the two games the

Redmen play over the weekend are

both on the road and both against

teams that have always given

UMass squads fits.

The first of these two major

contests is tonight in Northfield,

Vermont at Taylor Rink on the

campus of Norwich University. On
paper and by comparison of scores

versus like opponents, this should

shape up as a UMass win. But the

Cadets are always tough in their

own rink and through the years

have generally found the Redmen
to be easy pickings as they have

won nine out of the ten games
playeu between the two teams.

However, UMass will be easy

pickings for no one, nowhere, and

at no time this year. Just ask the

Catamountts from Vermont.

On Saturday night the skaters

move over to Middlebury, Vermont

Uailu (EiiUrgian

NU To Test Frosb
By FRED ROSENTHAL

Tomorrow night will mark two firsts for the UMass freshman
basketball team. At 6:30 p.m. the UMass frosh will play their first game
away from home. Playing at Northeastern, the frosh will see the first

team which can match them inch for inch.

UMass center John Murphy <6'8> will be playing for the first time

against someone his own size as will forward Tom Gillams (6'6)
. Murphy

who has averaged 26 points per game in his first three contests will be

matched against Northeastern's 6'8 center. Bill Stanton. Gillams will be

matched up with a good shooting forward, Jim Connors (6'6)

.

Northeastern's other three starters also match up well in size. They are
Ed Smith <6'3>, JakeSwann <6'1> and Bill Rosary, a flashy 6'0 guard from
Uyannis.

Although UMass has been impressive in its first three games, Coach
"Fan" Gaudette feels that the freshmen are "much better than we have
shown." The Little Redmen will need to show more to beat Northeastern
who promise to give them their toughest game thus far.

I Mass fr. H5. Holy Cross fr. 65

Big Ten Buries Woody

SPORTS
for a game that promises to be no

more easier than the Norwich
encounter. In this one the high-

scoring Redmen go face to face

with Soph sensation Larry

Perlman, a Montreal native who
has been nearly unbeatable in the

Middlebury nets. This is another

club that has always given the

Redmen trouble, with the all-time

record standing at seven wins for

Middlebury and five for UMass.

This is indeed a key weekend for

the Redmen. Everyone knows they

can and will win at home, and last

Saturday night pretty much told

the same story about how things

will be on the road. But neither one
of these teams has ever been a

patsie, especially at home. Two
wins would be the ideal, making
them 5-0 on the season and giving

them a 3-0 mark on the road with

only five regular season games left

away from home. But even a split

leaves UMass with a super start of

4-1 with three of the five games
having been played in enemy
rinks. Of course losing both games
puts a sizable crimp in the

pucksters' playoff sails and even
thinking about that type of

situation is enough to make the

great Andre Kole turn in his

crystal ball.

on the outburst of Hayes, Ohio
State football coach, during the

season's final game, which
Michigan won 10-7 at Ann Arbor, is

"something we would keep within

the conference family."

Wayne Duke, the new Big Ten
t'ommissioner, said "absolutely no
comment," when asked if any
disciplinary action was taken
against the dean of conference

football coaches.

It was learned, however, that

Hayes' emotional episode was
discussed not only by athletic

directors but also by faculty

representatives before they ended
their annual business meeting
Thursday.

The stormy Hayes may have
been reprimanded for his scene at

the game He boiled over when
Michigan safety Tom Darden
intercepted a pass intended for

Ohio State split end Dick Wakefield
at the Wolverine 31-yard line in the

game's closing minutes.

Hayes, finishing his 21st season

as the Buckeye coach, thought

there was interference. He stalked

onto the field and was assessed two
15-yard misconduct penalties by

referee Jerry Markbreit.

POINT BLANK Eric Scrafield, Redman wing, takes a shot at point-blank range, only to be

frustrated by Williams goaltender Bill Jacobs. Don Riley is Redman in background. (Photo by Dan
Kamal)

Grapplers Draw 20-20 Tie
By JOHN BOCK

"We've got to go get 'em." With the8e words Coach
Homer Barr summarized his grapplers performance

in their Tuesday evening match that ended in a 20-20

draw against the Blue Devils of Central Connecticut.

A small but enthusiastic crowd saw the Blue Devils

enter the match with a big change in their lineup and
fully expecting a loss. By the time the 177 pound match
rolled around Central was ahead 17-11.

The big problem for the Redmen was their lack of

aggressiveness on their feet in the neutral position.

Three takedowns and eight out of ten scoreless first

periods were evidence that the grapplers need to start

taking their nasty pills.

Dave Amato was one of the few Redmen lacking the

lethargy that gripped the team. He went ahead with a

quick takedown and predicament and stayed ahead to

put UMass in the lead 3-0

Barry Godowsky at 126 pounds lost a 4-0 decision to

Central's best man, 15-3-1 John Hamilton. Barry was

clearly the aggressor but made a few mistakes that

tost him points.

Freshman Mike McLaughlin turned in a stellar

performance by recording his first pin on the Varsity

mat at 3:57 on the second period. The tough 134

pounder from Pennslyvania had the bottom position

and reversed his man in a lightning fast move and

then clamped him to go off and rest and take 6 team

points with him to put UMass back in the lead 9-3.

Russ Chateauneuf , who, is currently holding the fort

until captain Shelley Goldberg can rejoin the lineup,

chalked up his first career tie at 142 lbs., against the

Blue Devil co-captain.

Said the freshman from Lowell, "I've never tied in

my life, I either win or lose." He almost kept that

record as he brought the crowd to its feet in the last

minute of action by dragging the Central grappler
back onto the mat and desperately trying to turn him
over for the points he needed to break the tie.

Chateauneuf brings his Varsity record to 2-0-1.

Senior Bruce Buckbee showed what losing 23 pounds
can do for a guy's performance as he mauled his

opponent 7-0. Never has a person worked harder for a
tail, but the ref just wasn't satisfied. The Central boy
if asked, though, could probably tell how many lights

are in the auxiliary gym ceiling.

The Blue Devil at 190 wasn't out long enough to see
his opponent let alone count lights. Defending New
Kngland Champ Carl Dambman racked up his second
pin and new UMass record by decking his man in 26

seconds, bettering the old record held by Clay Jester,

by S seconds
With tough Lock Haven coming up on the schedule

this weekend the grapplers know that they will have to

sharpen their takedowns and come out from under the
bottom position much faster. And as far as takedowns
go. the Redmen are depending on single legs for a
miracle. Coach Barr has shown them some fine

takedowns so the question is why aren't they using
them?

Poor Richard's
Take out the middle

and throw the rest away'
A Weekly Magazine

You've Gotta Wash It Like You Want It,

By DON SAINT-PIERRE
That Jane is an average girl is, at first

glance, obvious. She is 20, a junior,

maintains a comfortable circle of

friends, and takes the Pill for "reasons

of comfort"
That she is a murderer may not be so

obvious Last night in the innocence of

the times she had a friend in her room

"to study", with all the events that

transpire at such an occasion.

Jane's problem is that her friend had

gonorrhea which has now been tran-

smitted to her. Jane will probably never

know she has been infected until, in a

few vears when she wishes so, she will

find "she cannot get pregnant Yon see,

Jane's reproductive organs will then be

covered with scar tissue and will not

function properly.

If there's consolation in numbers,

Jane is not alone. And her companions

with this problem are increasing every

day According to Dr. Nicholas Fiamara

of the Massachusetts Department of

Public Health, venereal disease is

growing at "epidemic proportions", and

may already be out of control.

Barry Averill, Acting Director of

Health Services, prefers not to classify

the problem as such; he feels the facts

are disturbing enough. In the school

year '67'68 there were 40 "visits" of

individuals under treatment for

venereal disease. (A person may make
more than one visit to complete the

cure). This figure rose to 174 visits in the

'70-'7l school year. Though not having

figures for the current year, he said the

trend is continuing, possibly at a faster

rate.

The current V.D. problem is two-

pronged syphilis, the more dangerous,

and gonorrhea.

The danger of syphilis lies in its range

of attack The spirochetes an- tran

smitted only through intimate sexual or

physical contact The rumor oi tran

smission by toilets or door handles is

convenient but untenable.

In its primary stage, usually about

three weeks after contact, it is

characterized by a chancre either on the

genital organs or with homosexuals, in

the anus or mouth. (I will cover this in

more detail later ) The sore develops as

white corpuscles pack the infected area

cutting off the blood supply and killing

the tissue The lesion is painless and

usually disappears in few weeks
without treatment Ii. a feMt months the

seem • appea k lot a

rash, sores, falling hair <>i a i(

Then, too, thi ai <• HiC p.

enters its latent 04 nt s

presenting no visible symptom.
Continues on Page 1A
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Aardvarks
The president awoke from his purple dreams with a

start. He sat up and found The Countersink standing

silently at the foot of his bed.

"What are you doing?" he mumbled.
"Forgive me, forgive me, your highness," said the

Countersink. "We have an emergency on our hands.

Are you quite well after all the feasting and following

merriment?"
"What feasting? What merriment? There's a

meeting tonight. I have to spend the day meditating

with the bishop, over a censer of pungent and
fragrant, hmmm, shall we say, incense?"

"Incense indeed. But I have not come to this cave

you call a bedroom to quibble. We have an emergency
on our hands." The Countersink was wroth with

anxiety.
The president lay in bed, relaxed. No emergency

could rouse him on this morning of mornings.

Yesterday a child, today a man. He sent Countersink

away. Countersink protested, but went home to feed

his dog and nurse his emergency till a more fortuitous

hour when the president had a clearer head.

The president languished until he was satisfied that

Countersink must be strangling on his emergency. He
rose, bathed, and dressed himself in full regalia,

including his dungarees with the brocade patch, the

faded work shirt which had seen him through several

successful seasons, and his straw hat, now tattered

and torn, but with its legend still readable-"Kiss me
I'm Radical." Countersink, as his trusty squire,

dressed the same way, only his straw hat read "Kiss

me I never got to play Hamlet."
The president strolled over to Countersink's

rambling, slovenly warren and kicked his way
through the layers of years-old garbage which car-

peted the place.

i say, Countersink, can't you keep a more
respectable home? I can't be seen coming in here too

much more if this keeps up. Now, what is your

emergency, and be quick about it, because the bar

opens at 11 and I must be first in line. It is the big day,

you know."
"Yes, your highness. I fully realize that you are

today a man, yesterday a child. But this emergency is

of the utmost..."
"Nonsense. No emergency is of the utmost

anything, my dear Countersink. You must remember
that if you want to succeed in summer stock. Now,
make me a cup of coffee."

Countersink moved off to the kitchen with a dull

light in his eyes.

"The young fool," he mumbled. "No one yells at

me, the Countersink, like that. No one! No one!

"

Countersink began to lose control. He braced

himself against the counter and began to sweat and

shout

.

"Oh, that this all too solid flesh would melt.. .no! I

can't! Get hold of yourself, Countersink."

"Hurry with the coffee!" The president's voice

floated in from the other room.
The Countersink looked about the kitchen

feverishly, trying to find something that looked like

coffee. His eyes rested on a familiar red, white and

blue can. Some kind of car treatment. Three letters.

S...T...P...Countersink was quick with the alphabet.

Coffee? he thought? Of course, it will do.

He took a coffee cup out of a cupboard and filled it to

the brim with the gooey gunk from the can.

There, he thought. That'll fix 'em for a while. We'll

see who's got the emergency.
To be continued.

D.W.
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Army-

Drug abuse by GIs has driven the

Army into fits. Brass first tried to

deny the fact that grunts in Vietnam

were using dope, later they admitted

that there was a problem and tried

to deal with it. Their plan worked, to

a degree, and grass disappeared,

only to be replaced by heroin and

other drugs. Now. dope, smoking in

the Army seems to be practically

ignored while authorities try to deal

with GI junkies. Lucian Truscott of

the Village Voice recounts his ex-

periences with dope in the Army in

the first of a two-part series on the

politics of smoke.
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Nuremberg And Vietnam-No Analogy

Some people feel that certain

Americans military and civilian

leader should be held legally

responsible for war crimes and
crimes of aggression because of U.S.

involvement in Vietnam. In his

review of Telford Taylor's
"Nuremburg and Vietnam: An
American Tragedy", Frank
Baglione considers this claim as

discussed by the author and has a

little to say about what the real

tragedy may be. Have most
Americans been good little Germans
while their leaders goosesteps them
into an unjust war? Or is the com-
parison Nuremburg and Vietnam an
unintelligent one based on
emotionalism.
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Will the Bootleg curiosity never
cease? What new surprises are in

store for us in the months to come?
This week's installment in the

continuing story of Slippery Steve
and his record machine features

Rod Stewart, John Sebastian. The
Band, and a whole slew of others.
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And Something Scrumptiously Crunchable

Poor Richard is off the hook,
friends, so we can all take a deep
breath. Don't hold it too long,

though. Makes your lungs turn
black. Well, what interesting sur-

prises do we have in store for you
this week? To begin with, there are
record reviews, and record reviews,
and more record reviews. Taj
Mahal, Traffic, Shawn Phillips, Soft

Machine, Siegal-Schwall, just to

name a few. Movies, we have
movies. King Kong, Trojan Women-
pages 12 and 13. Frank Johnson has
reached a clearing and marks time
explaining tuners before he pushes
on through the verbage. Walter Kerr
takes "Indians" apart. (Not for us,

for the N.Y. Times.) But what we do
to it is something to behold, assholes

from the Collegian indeed!
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may last anywhere from five to fifty

years. If one must find a light in the

darkness, in the latent stage the victim

loses his infectiousness to others; he will

be alone in his misery.

The late, or fourth stage, may
manifest itself in any body system, but

the cardio-vascular and nervous
systems seem to be preferred. Syphilis

attacks the heart in many ways: the

valves may be destroyed rendering the

pump useless; it may cause "stretched

sacs" to develop in the aorta; or it may
inflame the mouths of the coronary

ateries cutting off the heart's blood

supply. All these may prove fatal.

It may also attack the nervous system

causing varying degrees of paralysis or

it may lead to extreme mental and

physical deterioration and death.

The problem with syphilis is that you

may have it and not know it. There are a

half-million undiagnosed cases. This

silent character is the major problem in

controlling it. Fortunately, there is an

acute blood test and many cases are

detected this way. Also, because of its

long incubation period, public health

officials are able to track down the

carriers, finding all sexual partners of

an infected person and treating them
before they can spread the disease to

others.

The blood test for diagnosing syphilis

was developed by a German scientist,

August Von Wassermann in 1906. In

recent years improvements have been

made on this technique in order to

achieve greater accuracy in testing.

Penicillin is still the best and most

effective treatment. (It is said that if

comparable progress has been made for

the treatment of heart disease or can-

cer, these would no longer plague

mankind. ) A person with syphilis can be

completely cured if treated early.

Treatment in the later stages will stop

progress, but the parts of the body

already destroyed cannot be replaced.

Also, a person cured of syphilis can

become infected again by having sexual

relations with an infected person.

Gonorrhea, which is caused by the

gonococcus germ, is also transmitted by

sexual relations, but there the

similarities end. In the male the symp-

toms are very obvious: a burning pain

when urinating accompanied with a

discharge of pus. But, 10 percent of the

males and 80 percent of the females

never develop visible symptoms. This

results in what has been called "a

reservoir" of infected women.
Gonorrhea is essentially a disease of

the linings of the genito-urinary organs.

It is highly sensitive to drying, change in

temperatures and weak antiseptics. On
the other hand, the eyes of new born

babies and the immature sexual organs

of small girls are extremely susceptible.

The incubation period is about three

weeks. In women, the urethra and

cervical canal are first infected, but.
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most are unaware of this condition. If

not treated various complications may
arise, the most serious being in-

flamation of the fallopian tubes which

become twisted with scar tissue. If both

tubes are affected complete sterility

may result. In the male, scab tissue may
develop in the tubes which carry the

disease, or do anything about those who
do become infected.

Syphilis and gonorrhea present

somewhat different problems, but both

are apparently being spread by the

sexual revolution. Some researchers do

not think that any more is happening

now than 30 years ago, but most doctors

"I came back, and do I look like I'm having fun?'

sperm, rendering him sterile also.

Gonorrhea may also cause a form of

arthritis or inflamation of the joints.

In detecting gonorrhea there is no

blood test screening process as in

syphilis, and the vaginal smear test used

for woman is only 60-80 percent ac-

curate. Even if it could be detected

easily, its incubation period is so short,

the case finding method is all but

useless. It has been said that tracing

gonorrhea is like trying to trace the

common cold.

The cause and the cures of the VD
epidemic are varied and complex. They
involve behavior patterns, scientific

problems and, probably most im-

portant, public attitudes. For even now,

despite our self-proclaimed "liberation"

in sexual matters, VD. remains

clouded in myth and taboo. A public

health department spokesman said that

one of the biggest reasons for the con-

tinued existence of gonorrhea and

syphilis is that decent people don't

acquire the disease, or talk about the

who treat VD feel that increased sexual

activity, particularly "indiscriminate"

activity, contributes to the epidemic.

Most physicians agree that we could

solve the syphilis problem if we really

wanted to. Syphilis was a scourge until

penicillin was discovered. The rates

dropped swiftly after that, and in the

mid-fifties health authorities relaxed,

thinking the disease was headed for

extinction. But the rates jumped again

as soon as control efforts eased.

In 1962, after the Surgeon General

called attention to the renewed problem,

the Federal Government put about $7-

million a year into syphilis control, most

of it to pay case finders. In the last two

years. Federal funds have held steady

and dropped in some cases; in a time of

inflation, this has produced havoc.

A few years ago, health authorities

were tracking down 98 per cent of the

syphilis cases; today they can reach

only about 50 per cent. Thus, after a

steady decline, syphilis rates leaped 8

per cent in fiscal 1970 and 15.6 percent
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Homosexuals are responsible for an

increasing percentage of VD cases. In

data reported by 28 states in 1969,

homosexual relationships were
responsible for 16 percent of syphilitic

infections and about 9 percent of

gonorrheal infections.

In New York City, 35 percent of the

male syphilis patients during one recent

year reported at least one homosexual

experience. About 4 percent of female

patients with early syphilis revealed

homosexual activity.

Contact investigation of homosexuals

is relatively difficult. An experienced

VD investigator said, "We have to cope

with the stigma society has placed on

homosexuality, and with the special fear

of the patient to 'name names."

But, in the final analysis, most doctors

agree the major cause of the epidemic is

the birth control pill, for in addition to

ending the fear of pregnancy it replaces

that traditional, if inconvenient, means
of contraception, the condom, or safe.

These were originally designed to

prevent V.D. and remain the most ef-

fective prophylatic method (90 percent

sure against syphilis, and nearly 100

percent against gonorrhea). Also, many
doctors believe the pill actually changes

the chemical environment of the vagina

from acidic, which tends to kill germs,

to alkaline, which doesn't.

One estimate says 20-30 percent of the

women who are exposed to gonorrhea

and are not on the pill actually catch it.

Ninety percent of the women on the pill

and exposed to gonorrhea catch it.

The general rule for prevention, or at

least a degree of safeguard, seems to be

grandma's soap and water trip. Barry

Averill says. "If an individual suspects

he or she may have had relations with an

infected individual, or better yet,

whenever an individual has relations,

thoroughly wash with soap and water the

genital area." He teels that washing

both before and after balling will reduce

the possibility of transmission of veneral

disease considerably. (Perhaps we need

a bumper sticker campaign proclaiming

"Foreplay begins in the Shower").

If there is the slightest suspicion of

contact with any venereal disease,

students should remember that all in-

formation maintained by Health Ser-

vices is confidential and will not be

released, under any circumstances

without the student's signature.

Averill said that they are prepared to

handle any case and will treat all as

quickly and as quietly as possible.

Students need only apply through

normal channels and check the "per-

sonal problem-M.D.'* box; thereby

limiting knowledge of their problem to

the doctor only.

As Averill said, "If everyone who had

or was in contact with a venereal

disease reported it the problem would

disappear in a few weeks. We have the

cure; all we need is the patient."
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Aardvarks
The president awoke from his purple dreams with a

start. He sat up and found The Countersink standing

silently at the foot of his bed.

"What are you doing?" he mumbled.
"Forgive me, forgive me, your highness," said the

Countersink. "We have an emergency on our hands.

Are you quite well after all the feasting and following

merriment?"
"What feasting? What merriment? There's a

meeting tonight. I have to spend the day meditating

with the bishop, over a censer of pungent and
fragrant, hmmm, shall we say, incense 9 "

"Incense indeed. But I have not come to this cave

you call a bedroom to quibble. We have an emergency
on our hands." The Countersink was wroth with

anxiety.

The president lay in bed, relaxed. No emergency
could rouse him on this morning of mornings.

Yesterday a child, today a man. He sent Countersink

away. Countersink protested, but went home to feed

his dog and nurse his emergency till a more fortuitous

hour when the president had a clearer head.

The president languished until he was satisfied that

Countersink must be strangling on his emergency. He
rose, bathed, and dressed himself in full regalia,

including his dungarees with the brocade patch, the

faded work shirt which had seen him through several

successful seasons, and his straw hat, now tattered

and torn, but with its legend still readable-"Kiss me
I'm Radical." Countersink, as his trusty squire,

dressed the same way, only his straw hat read "Kiss

me I never got to play Hamlet."
The president strolled over to Countersink's

rambling, slovenly warren and kicked his way
through the layers of years-old garbage which car-

peted the place.

"I say, Countersink, can't you keep a more
respectable home? I can't be seen coming in here too

much more if this keeps up. Now, what is your

emergency, and be quick about it, because the bar

opens at 11 and I must be first in line. It is the big day,

you know."
"Yes, your highness. I fully realize that you are

today a man. yesterday a child. But this emergency is

of the utmost..."
"Nonsense. No emergency is of the utmost

anything, my dear Countersink. You must remember
that if you want to succeed in summer stock. Now,
make me a cup of coffee."

Countersink moved off to the kitchen with a dull

light in his eyes.

'The young fool," he mumbled. "No one yells at

me, the Countersink, like that. No one! No one!

"

Countersink began to lose control. He braced

himself against the counter and began to sweat and

shout.

"Oh, that this all too solid flesh would melt... no! I

can't! Get hold of yourself, Countersink."

"Hurry with the coffee!" The president's voice

floated in from the other room.
The Countersink looked about the kitchen

feverishly, trying to find something that looked like

coffee. His eyes rested on a familiar red, white and

blue can. Some kind of car treatment. Three letters.

S...T...P..Countersink was quick with the alphabet.

Coffee 9 he thought? Of course, it will do.

He took a coffee cup out of a cupboard and filled it to

the brim with the gooey gunk from the can.

There, he thought. That'll fix em for a while. We'll

see who's got the emergency.
To be continued.
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Army-

Drug abuse by GIs has driven the

Armv into fits. Brass first tried to

deny the fact that grunts in Vietnam

were using dope, later they admitted

that there was a problem and tried

to deal with it. Their plan worked, to

a degree, and grass disappeared,

only to be replaced by heroin and

other drugs. Now, dope, smoking in

the Army seems to be practically

ignored while authorities try to deal

with GI junkies. Lucian Truscott of

the Village Voice recounts his ex-

periences with dope in the Army in

the first of a two-part series on the

politics of smoke.
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Nuremberg And Vietnam-No Analogy

Some people feel that certain

Americans military and civilian

leader should be held legally

responsible for war crimes and
crimes of aggression because of U.S.

involvement in Vietnam. In his

review of Telford Taylor's
"Nuremburg and Vietnam: An
American Tragedy", Frank
Raglione considers this claim as

discussed by the author and has a

little to say about what the real

tragedy may be. Have most
Americans been good little Germans
while their leaders goosesteps them
into an unjust war? Or is the com-
parison Nuremburg and Vietnam an
unintelligent one based on
emotionalism.
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Bootlegs Again Cop A Page

Will the Bootleg curiosity never
cease? What new surprises are in

store for us in the months to come?
This week's installment in the

continuing story of Slippery Steve
and his record machine features

Rod Stewart, John Sebastian. The
Band, and a whole slew of others.
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And Something Scrumptiously Crunchable

Poor Richard is off the hook,

friends, so we can all take a deep
breath. Don't hold it too long,

though. Makes your lungs turn

black. Well, what interesting sur-

prises do we have in store for you
this week? To begin with, there are
record reviews, and record reviews,

and more record reviews. Taj
Mahal, Traffic, Shawn Phillips, Soft

Machine. Siegal-Schwall, just to

name a few. Movies, we have
movies. King Kong. Trojan Women-
pages 12 and 13. Frank Johnson has
reached a clearing and marks time
explaining tuners before he pushes
on through the verbage. Walter Kerr
takes "Indians" apart. (Not for us,

for the N.Y. Times.) But what we do
to it is something to behold, assholes
from the Collegian indeed!
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may last anywhere from five to fifty

years. If one must find a light in the

darkness, in the latent stage the victim

loses his infectiousness to others; he will

be alone in his misery.

The late, or fourth stage, may
manifest itself in any body system, but

the cardiovascular and nervous

systems seem to be preferred. Syphilis

attacks the heart in many ways: the

valves may be destroyed rendering the

pump useless; it may cause "stretched

sacs" to develop in the aorta; or it may
inflame the mouths of the coronary

ateries cutting off the heart's blood

supply. All these may prove fatal.

It may also attack the nervous system

causing varying degrees of paralysis or

it may lead to extreme mental and

physical deterioration and death.

The problem with syphilis is that you

may have it and not know it. There are a

half-million undiagnosed cases. This

silent character is the major problem in

controlling it. Fortunately, there is an

acute blood test and many cases are

detected this way. Also, because of its

long incubation period, public health

officials are able to track down the

carriers, finding all sexual partners of

an infected person and treating them

before they can spread the disease to

others.

The blood test for diagnosing syphilis

was developed by a German scientist,

August Von Wassermann in 1906. In

recent years improvements have been

made on this technique in order to

achieve greater accuracy in testing.

Penicillin is still the best and most

effective treatment. (It is said that if

comparable progress has been made for

the treatment of heart disease or can-

cer, these would no longer plague

mankind. ) A person with syphilis can be

completely cured if treated early.

Treatment in the later stages will stop

progress, but the parts of the body

already destroyed cannot be replaced.

Also, a person cured of syphilis can

become infected again by having sexual

relations with an infected person.

Gonorrhea, which is caused by the

gonococcus germ, is also transmitted by

sexual relations, but there the

similarities end. In the male the symp-

toms are very obvious: a burning pain

when urinating accompanied with a

discharge of pus. But, 10 percent of the

males and 80 percent of the females

never develop visible symptoms. This

results in what has been called "a

reservoir" of infected women.
Gonorrhea is essentially a disease of

the linings of the genito-urinary organs.

It is highly sensitive to drying, change in

temperatures and weak antiseptics. On
the other hand, the eyes of new born

babies and the immature sexual organs

of small girls are extremely susceptible.

The incubation period is about three

weeks. In women, the urethra and

cervical canal are first infected, but.
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most are unaware of this condition. If

not treated various complications may
arise, the most serious being in-

flamation of the fallopian tubes which

become twisted with scar tissue. If both

tubes are affected complete sterility

may result. In the male, scab tissue may
develop in the tubes which carry the

disease, or do anything about those who
do become infected.

Syphilis and gonorrhea present

somewhat different problems, but both

are apparently being spread by the

sexual revolution. Some researchers do

not think that any more is happening

now than 30 years ago, but most doctors

"I came back, and do I look like I'm having fun?"

sperm, rendering him sterile also.

Gonorrhea may also cause a form of

arthritis or inflamation of the joints.

In detecting gonorrhea there is no

blood test screening process as in

syphilis, and the vaginal smear test used

for woman is only 60-80 percent ac-

curate. Even if it could be detected

easily, its incubation period is so short,

the case finding method is all but

useless. It has been said that tracing

gonorrhea is like trying to trace the

common cold.

The cause and the cures of the VD
epidemic are varied and complex. They
involve behavior patterns, scientific

problems and, probably most im-

portant, public attitudes. For even now,

despite our self-proclaimed "liberation"

in sexual matters, VD. remains

clouded in myth and taboo. A public

health department spokesman said that

one of the biggest reasons for the con-

tinued existence of gonorrhea and

syphilis is that decent people don't

acquire the disease, or talk about the

who treat VD feel that increased sexual

activity, particularly "indiscriminate"

activity, contributes to the epidemic.

Most physicians agree that we could

solve the syphilis problem if we really

wanted to. Syphilis was a scourge until

penicillin was discovered. The rates

dropped swiftly after that, and in the

mid-fifties health authorities relaxed,

thinking the disease was headed for

extinction. But the rates jumped again

as soon as control efforts eased.

In 1962, after the Surgeon General

called attention to the renewed problem,

the Federal Government put about $7-

million a year into syphilis control, most

of it to pay case finders. In the last two

years, Federal funds have held steady

and dropped in some cases; in a time of

inflation, this has produced havoc.

A few years ago, health authorities

were tracking down 98 per cent of the

syphilis cases; today they can reach

only about 50 per cent. Thus, after a

steady decline, syphilis rates leaped 8

per cent in fiscal 1970 and 15.6 percent
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Homosexuals are responsible for an

increasing percentage of VD cases. In

data reported by 28 states in 1969,

homosexual relationships were

responsible for 16 percent of syphilitic

infections and about 9 percent of

gonorrheal infections.

In New York City, 35 percent of the

male syphilis patients during one recent

year reported at least one homosexual

experience. About 4 percent of female

patients with early syphilis revealed

homosexual activity.

Contact investigation of homosexuals

is relatively difficult. An experienced

VD investigator said, "We have to cope

with the stigma society has placed on

homosexuality, and with the special fear

of the patient to 'name names.'"

But, in the final analysis, most doctors

agree the major cause of the epidemic is

the birth control pill, for in addition to

ending the fear of pregnancy it replaces

that traditional, if inconvenient, means

of contraception, the condom, or safe.

These were originally designed to

prevent V.D. and remain the most ef-

fective prophylatic method (90 percent

sure against syphilis, and nearly 100

percent against gonorrhea). Also, many
doctors believe the pill actually changes

the chemical environment of the vagina

from acidic, which tends to kill germs,

to alkaline, which doesn't.

One estimate says 20-30 percent of the

women who are exposed to gonorrhea

and are not on the pill actually catch it.

Ninety percent of the women on the pill

and exposed to gonorrhea catch it.

The general rule for prevention, or at

least a degree of safeguard, seems to be

grandma's soap and water trip. Barry

Averill says, "If an individual suspects

he or she may have had relations with an

infected individual, or better yet,

whenever an individual has relations,

thoroughly wash with soap and water the

genital area.' He teels that washing

both before and after balling will reduce

the possibility of transmission of veneral

disease considerably. (Perhaps we need

a bumper sticker campaign proclaiming

"Foreplay begins in the Shower").

If there is the slightest suspicion of

contact with any venereal disease,

students should remember that all in-

formation maintained by Health Ser-

vices is confidential and will not be

released, under any circumstances

without the student's signature.

Averill said that they are prepared to

handle any case and will treat all as

quickly and as quietly as possible.

Students need only apply through

normal channels and check the "per-

sonal problem-M.D." box; thereby

limiting knowledge of their problem to

the doctor only.

As Averill said, "If everyone who had

or was in contact with a venereal

disease reported it the problem would

disappear in a few weeks. We have the

cure; all we need is the patient."
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The Lurid Truth About Religious Rock Opera
What A Friend We Have In Jesus

By JERSEY NAT MOSS
I. Why Religious Rock Operas

Sell So Good

Anyone who still dares to walk
the streets of our great cities

knows that it's become nigh ontc

impossible lately to take an
innocent stroll down Hollywood
Blvd.. minding his own God-
damn business, without a pair of

longhaired beatnicks forcing

upon his person a slip of paper or

pamphlet or what-not on which

is provided either the address

and phone number of some
zealot who promises to do him a

lot of good spiritually sight

unseen or perhaps the warning

that he had better get his ass in

gear Christianity-wise if he

doesn't want to blow it bad upon

Jesus Christ's imminent return.

Simultaneously, it's become
equally impossible to skim
through one's favorite rock
journal without bumping into

news of yet another important

popstar's having quit the biz in

order to devote himself to this,

that or the other religious

pursuit.

Each of us—let's face it—is

under a lot of pressure to get

religion quick. It's the hip thing

to do, no doubt about it.

There are plenty of ways one
can go about getting religion.

One method that enjoyed ap-

preciable popularity before
McLuhan started shooting off his

big mouth was to make a point of

reading all those articles in

Reader's Digest that had been
written by men of the cloth or

were about some average's
Joe's own personal religious

revelation.

Another popular method was
to spend every Sunday morning
in the church of one's choice.

A variety of other methods
was available to the aspiring

religious person. But all of them,

including the two discussed in

some detail above, required no

small amount of mental stamina

and faith and unpleasant ben

ding, like perhaps taking a

course in Biblical history at nite-

school.

Nowadays a fellow or broad

doesn't have to go to all that

trouble, though. Thanks to

stunning advances in recording

technology, he or she can simply

cough up seven or eight bucks

itwleve or so in the case of the

eight track cartridge or

cassette, either of which is ideal

lor listening to while in the

privacy of one's autoi and get

whiever religious rock opera

most closely corresponds with

what he believes to be his own
personal religious inclinations, if

any.

Where one might have had to

have read six months' worth of

Reader'* IMgrsi or attended an
equivalent duration's- worth of

sermons or what-have you
before the aforementioned
advances, he can now tell the

longhaired beatnik Christians on

Hake off, Mac, I'm already

heavily into Him," with com-
plete impunity within a matter
of a couple of hours of scarfing

up on the religious rock opera of

his choice.

As is only fair: Just how long

could this world have gotten

away with having instant break-

last but no instant spirituality?

And there you have part of the

answer to the question of why
religious rock operas sell so

good one would have to be one

rancid can of Spam to fail to

move a couple of million units

right off the bat. what with most
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his having placed third in his

state's Golden Glove amateur
prizefighting competition in

1 948. Mr. Moss enjoys reading,

swimming and billiards.

everybody being good and fed up
with holier-than-thou types

climbing all over him because he

doesn't know beans about
Biblical history.

And then you can count on the

clergy for another 500 thou at the

very least. Pastors, ministers,

deacons, schmeacons, few of

them know nor care to know
from good rock music or bad

rock music. What matters lots,

lots more is that Jesus is in the

charts, with a bullet, and if that

isn't going to make The Big Guy
wanna put a little something
extra in the old pay envelope

come The Last Payday, then

what is? "I know it's a lotta

noisy mumbo-jumbo. Lord, but

it's about your kid, ain't it?"

Heaven knows the last thing on

this earth the author wants to

appear is cynical. Far be it from
him to intimate that any of the

Jesus rock operas produced to

date, in production or about to be
conceived are anything less than

soul- warming testaments to the

devotion of the people involved.

Bather, the above is intended

solely to provide food for thought

in the event that some creep with

solely mercenary intentions

does try to pull a fast one Jesus-

rock-opera- wise.

II. It Ain't Easy
A Critical Guide to Religious

Hock Operas and the Story of

One Such

Great as the demand may be,

it's no nothing-to-it matter
making a Christian rock opera

whose notices will be as heavy as

its sales, as may be surmised

from a chat with the brains

behind what at presstime was
the latest such—Ray Ruff, who
before Truths of Truths, as the

former is entitled, had produced

only such acts as a 1969 Van
Morrison-less version of Them
and Val Stoecklein,

Mr. Ruff's quotes are ex-

tracted from the transcript of a

round-table discussion of Truth

of Truths in which Mr. Ruff, Mr.

Ruff's record label's national

promotion director, a couple of

clergymen, a typical college

student, and that icky rocK critic

John Mendelsohn—who never

likes anything participated,

which was aired over Los

Angeles radio station KRLA on

the weekend of the work's

release.

)

Right off the bat when you're

about to make a Christian rock

opera you're facing the thorny

.circumstance of Jesus Christ

religions?

The answer, of course, is

simple: If you get too

longwinded, your prospective

consumer is going to say "Well,

screw this baloney," and just go

MONK.'
IF YOU LOVE

JESUS!
Superstar having imbedded
itself firmly in the American
consciousness, meaning that

comparisons of your work to that

one are difficult to avoid.

Probably the best way to get

yourself out of such a fix is to

refer in your lyrics to Biblical

passages that JCS didn't so

much as mention. Which oughta

be a breeze in that the latter

covered only the last seven days

of His life, leaving at least an

entire Testament untapped, if

not more.
Ray Ruff: "When Superstar

came out I like to had a heart

attack: 'Holy cow! Now what do

I do?' It felt like the whole scene

had fell in on me. But then when
I really analyzed Superstar, and

1 lloked at it as seven days in

Christ's life, really, you know, in

essence, and I'd taken the entire

Bible. Twenty-six passages—not
the entire Bible, because nobody

could ever... If I'd wanted to

make seven LP's in one issue I

could take the Bible maybe. You
know. Superstar like to

destroyed me, though."

Which brings up the important

problem of how long to make
your whole shebang. Thus far,

it's been an unspoken law that

one has to confine his remarks to

two LP's, but, so far as the

author knows, there's no writ-

ten-down law anywhere stating

that this is a must. Woodstock
comprises three records, The
Motown Story five or so, and
'Chicago Live At Carnegie Hall

four. And if that many records

can be devoted to a crumby
hippie get-together or a bunch of

old singles, why. for heaven's

sake, can't one get-together or a

bunch of old singles, why. for

heaven's sake, get as many as

seven LP's out of the story of two

of the world's most popular

!
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out and subscribe to Reader's

Digest, which may be next to

impossible to dance to. but

which at least has "Humor In

Uniform'' and "My Most Un-

forgettable Character" and the

like, which advantages you don't

have in your religious rock opera

unless you want to get secular in

your inside liner copy, which

isn't wholly advisable in that the

clergy are sure to spot it.

Another important thing to

remember is that if you're going

to call it a rock opera you'd

damn well better get some rock

in there somewhere, lest rock

critics and other cynics accuse

you of trying to cash in.

Important as this point may
be, it doesn't constitute the need

lor all that much unpleasant

bending, it being possible

nowadays to convince the

average Joe that anything is

rock, so long as a wah-wah
guitar may be heard every 32

bars or so.

Ray Ruff: "It's just, you
know, how you class rock. They
have rock ballads and country

rock, country funk, or whatever

Natch it's also of crucial

importance to find the right

crooners to sing the important

parts. What would JCS have
been had the hero's part not been
belted out ballsily by Deep
Purple's Ian Gillian? Or Truths

Tiad someone other than Jim
Backus portrayed God or Donnie
Brooks (a proven hitmaker— his

"Mission Bell' was a smash in

the early part of the last decade)
Jesus?

Last, and probably most
important, you've got to have
that emotional element, that

certain something that will

reach off the turntable to grab

the listener by the collar, shake

him and yell in a moving ton,

"Wake up. Jack, it's later than

you think!"

Ray Ruff: "One of my
stringplayers came to the

mixdown dates and when he

heard the last cut tears were

streaming down his face. He
said he'd played on all of Cecil

DeMille's pictures and nothing

moved him like this LP did. I

had a cast that sat and cried

their eyes out while they were
doin' this stuff, and I mean
iterally. It was like God was
•here helpin' us..."

III. Conclusions

Don't Lose Hope

From which may be surmised

the fact that divine intervention

is not at all a bad thing to have

going for you. If The Lord is

loathe to handling your national

promotion, chances are He'll be

pleased as pie to be your

shepherd while you're at the

board.

The careful reader will by now
have concluded that making a

hotselling religious rock opera is

nobody's idea of a pushover,

however profuse may be the

reasons why such a project

should move a helluva lotta

units, if executed with even a

pauper's share of good taste—he

will have noted all the in-

tricacies involved, seen that he

stands to have no little dogged
competition and very likely

thrown up his hands in defeat.

Such a reader is hereby ad-

vised that perseverance is the

right path, and not only in a

commerical sense: The odds are

mightily in his favor, this wild,

wacky world being what it is,

that if he sees his project to

fruition the day will come when
some small child doomed by
leukemia or some other colorful

disease to a tragic death will

hear said work and think to

himself, "In a world without

hope now for most people, with

so much discord, and all our

institutions so screwed up, that a

record like this, with so much
warmth and so much hope and
so much love-well, I just hope
that it reaches a lot of people,

because I think it can bring

people together, people of all

races and religions."
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Nuremberg And Vietnam -No Analogy
Book Review: Nuremburg and
Vietnam. An American
Tragedy, by Telford Taylor. 224

pp. Bantam Books. $1.25.

By FRANK M. BAGLIONE
As the title of this book may

suggest, Mr. Taylor has grossly

overstated his case. One would
indeed have to be extremely
disillusioned by the American
conduct of the Vietnam war to

accept the analogy implied by
Nuremburg and Vietnam. The
author himself admits this

through his failure to present a

general historical parallel

between America's involvement

in Vietnam and German's World
War II conquests. He concerns

himself, instead, with trying to

make isolated connections
between Nuremburg and in-

dividual instances of American
misconduct. His work, most
naturally, centers on My Lai.

The most disturbing thing

about this book is not found

within its pages, but rather in

the cheap way it is marketed.

The front and back cover are

farily covered with "shocking"

questions as to the possibility of

America being a neo-Nazi state-

"Is America guilty of war
crimes in Vietnam?" "Are
American leadersguilty of

launching a war of aggression as

Hitler was with Poland?" But

once the book is sold and in your

hands, Telford Taylor, Professor

of Law at Columbia University,

America's chief counsel for the

prosecution at the Nuremburg
Trials, and a brigadier-general

in the American armed forces, is

quick to explain that no real

connection can be made between

the events prosecuted at

Nuremburg and the events that

have occurred in Vietnam.

"At Nuremburg," Telford

explains, "the court's task was
greatly aided by the cir-

cumstances that voluminous
German military and diplomatic

records had fallen into Allied

hands at the end of the war, that

Germans are meticulous record-

makers and that Hitler and some
of his subordinates had revealed

their aggressive intentions very

explicitly in the documents that

thus became available as

evidence at the trials." There

was, on the whole, neither

serious question as to the

criminality of the conduct
charged nor difficulty in proving

that it had in fact occurred. The
only question was whether those

accused had committed the acts

and, if so, were there any

mitigating circumstances.

The conduct disclosed at

Nuremburg did not disclose any

new types of war crime. It was
rather the enormous scope of the

atrocities, and the systematic

planning and meticulous

execution of these hideous en-

terprises that makes the Nazi

conquests unique. No similar

pattern of execution or plan of

aggression exists for American
involvement in Vietnam. The

Pentagon Papers revealed

nothing comparable to the

German archives, and even

should the American and South

Vietnam Governments make
public their secret files it is

unimagineable that any plan for

genocide would be in evidence.

Mr Telford readily admits to

the uniqueness of Nuremburg.

Such a total defeat as that suf-

fered by Germany is unusual in

modern times. For the most

part, trials for war crimes have

not in the past been so

systematically carried out,

being instead the trial and

execution of an enemy spy or a

captured foe who had committed

some depravation on the

population. It was not until the

American Civil War that the

United States reduced to a

systematic, written form the

laws of war that for all nations

had remained a matter of un-

written tradition After this a

long series of meetings and

conventions established a

codification of the laws of war
and their embodiment in a

number of international

agreements. They produced a

series of treaties known as the

Hague and Geneva Coventions,

principal of which are the

Fourth Hague Convention of

and a soldier's refusal to obey

does not place him in immediate
and critical danger, he could be

held accountable for obeying

that order. Nor can Taylor help

us decide which wars are just

and which unjust. Recently, any
resort to war to settle disputes is

under the Nuremburg principles

or international law in general.

It is beyond the court's bounds to

unravel treaties and make
foreign policy. Even if

aggression could be legally

defined, then proven, then the

guilty parties narrowed down to

A drug rehabilitiation center in Vietnam. Aardvarks photo is Albert Speer at Nuremburg.

1907, and the Geneva Prisoner of

War, Red Cross, and the

Protection of Civilians Con-
ventions of 1929 and 1949.

As Taylor admits, these laws

of war, necessary through they

are. can not be strictly enforced

at all times. For example, it is

pointed out that the Allied

powers showed a wise restraint

in not prosecuting the German's
for their bombing of civilian

targets, for the Allies had
carried out many similar raids

on German cities (Hamburg,
Dresden). In some cases

"military necessity" excused

otherwise punishable offenses.

For example, a commando
group behind enemy lines would

find it too dangerous to attempt

to take prisoners not to mention

the inability to carry out their

mission while wathching over

the captured foe. A commander
who decided not to take

prisoners (that is, not to take

anyone alive) under these cir-

cumstances could hope to be

excused for his action. There

were other "crimes", however,

which the Allies were not so fair-

minded about. The London
Treaty of 1930 requires a sub-

marine captain to provide for

the safety of passengers of the

merchant ships they were about

to sink. The improved weaponry

and detection equipment of the

Second World War made this

clause of the London Naval

Treaty virtual suicide for the

submarine commander. During

the war German, British and

Americk submarines ignored

this provision. After the war.

only Admirals Erich Raeder and

Karl Doenetz of the German
Navy were charged with war
crimes in that they were
responsible for U-boat

operations in violation of the

London Treaty. The Nuremburg
Tribunal, however, decided that

because of the general violations

of the treaty due to modern
military necessity, no criminal

penalties would be given for the

offense

On the question of "superior

orders" as a defense for war
crimes. Taylor can add nothing

new. If an order is clearly illegal

becoming as unacceptable as

when individuals resort to

violence to settle their dif-

ferences. "The reason... that the

Nuremburg trials took place,

was that legally trained men in

the seats of power in Washington

concluded that German
aggression could be judicially

proved, that the future peace of

the world would be promoted by

an international determination

that aggressive warfare is a

crime under international law.

and that those responsible may
be punished."

Having established this in

1945. could his same theory be

applied to the United States in

Vietnam? First of all, who is the

aggressor? The United States

condemns the North Vietnamese
as the aggressor, saying that the

South is justified in using force

in repelling them, and that the

United States is justified in

joining the South in "collective

defense " Others feel that the

U.S. bombing of North Vietnam
and the U.S. invasion of Cam-
bodia demonstrate that America
is the aggressor. The fact is that

there is no acceptable definition

of "aggressive war." The
question of initial responsibility,

which is the essence of

aggression, may be vexingly

complicated as the Israeli-Arab

and Pakistani-India wars
demonstrate. Like the Japanese,

and unlike the Germans, in the

Second World War, United
States' policy is made up from a

number of pressure and interest

groups. In addition, the

Congress has laid its hand in the

affair by its implied approval of

much of the conduct of this war
by its appropriations of funds

and its passage of resolutions

supporting the president's ac-

tions.

Certainly this is not the same
as Congress declaring war, and

of late the Congress has

evidenced an unwillingness to

carry on with Vietnam in-

volvement. For its part the

Supreme Court has stayed out of

the question for it is not

authorized to render judgement

on the validity of our in-

volvement in the Vietnam war

the real culprits, who would they

be? -Nixon and Johnson? Or how
about trying posthumously both

Kennedy and Eisenhower? It is

unnerving the way the United

States refuses to conform to a

fascist state. And who would try

the North Vietnamese and Viet

Cong for their crimes and
aggression?
Unlike most critics of

American policy in Vietnam,

Telford does not abandon all

modesty by charging that

atrocities like My Lai occur

frequently. Admitting it is the

exception means that we can not

tie it to a general plan of

genocide, as some have been

brash enough to insist is the real

aim of our policy But Taylor is

certain in his condemnation of

the massacre, the army's at-

tempts to cover it up, and the

court's reluctance to convict and
sentence those responsible. He
explains this recalcitrance by

citing the lack of enthusiasm on

the part of the American people

in demanding justice be done
Fully two-thirds of American's
questioned admitted that they

were not shocked by the

disclosures about My Lai. A
great majority of these simply

refused to believe that

American's were capable of

such deeds.

Telford Taylor can help solve

none of the dilemas he presents.

His book is actually two books,

the one about the laws of war
and the Nuremburg trials, the

other about Vietnam. Neither is

very intereting (we have really

heard it all before) and neither

relates very well to the other

(just as Nuremburg and what it

implies could never really relate

well to America's Vietnam
expreience). Perhaps Taylor
should have questioned' the

legitimacy of much that oc-

curred at Nuremburg, or of the

trials themselves. What he
should not have attempted was
to by means of his weak and
unartistic writing style link the

spirit of Nuremburg to the

events of Vietnam in an
"American Tragedy."
The Vietnam War is probably

best described by the acrid

French epigram in that it is

"worse than a crime, it is a

blunder " Should we look for the

real criminals or blunderers do
not expect to find them among
our parents or World War Two
veterans who are rightly in-

sulted by the demonstrations of

the young screaming "Ho, Ho.

Ho Chi Minh," and waving Viet

Cong flags. They fought in a war
against fascism and are proud of

their military involvement.
Their experiences, as just and as

real as our own, shape their

outlook and legitimize their

position as ours do our own.
The Vietnam War was not the

brain-child of construction
workers, or Texas oilmen, of

aircraft manufacturers, or

super-patriots, or paranoid
commie hunters. The war, in the

massive, lethal dimensions it

acquired after 1964, was the

work of highly educated
academics and administrators,

most of whom would fit quite

easily into the vice president's

notion of "effete snobs." It was
not Kennedy himself, but the

men he brought with him to

Washington as advisers who
stayed on with Johnson -the

Rusks. McNamaras, Bundys
and Rostows-who must bear the

major responsibility for the war
and the course it has taken.

Aside from this paraphrased

passage. Taylor rarely is

eloquent in presenting his

arguments Add to this the

difficult parallel he is trving to

draw between Nuremburg and
Vietnam, and the fact that much
of the information is the same
old, tired news we have been

exposed to for some time, and

the result is a not too interesting

book on an improbable theme
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Marijuana And The Army: Is Grass

Bv LUCIAN K. TRUSCOTT IV

It was two years ago last week that I

first became a platoon leader in the

Third Battalion, 61st Infantry, Fifth

Mechanized Infantry Division, located

at Fort Carson, Colorado. Not long after,

I wrote in these pages about my first few

experiences there in an article called "I

Deal With Lives for a Living." I met a

mixture of praise and skepticism on

publication of the article—the praise

coming from those unfamiliar with the

Army, who would have liked to see the

Army as I described it. and the skep-

ticism from some guys who had done

their time on the other end of the rank

stick—as GIs. They questioned, and

rightly so. how I, a West Point graduate

and brand new Second Lieutenant, could

describe a tight fraternity between me
and my men, an experience they

recalled, was not one to be trusted, and

in many cases, was to be held in a

careful contempt of sorts.

That was in the fall and winter of 1969,

in the first days of Nixon's "massive"

troop withdrawals; before the days of

VOLAR, the volunteer Army ex-

periment: before Calley had even gone

ontrial.muchless been convicted, before

the Life magazine articles on the

psychedelicized Army; before the Army
had admitted the extent of drug

usage—especially heroin adic-

tion—within its ranks. I must confess I

wrote the article a bit innocently. I

perceived that I had a special

relationship with my men, 40-odd in-

dividuals of every color and background

imaginable, but I wasn't really sure why
it existed. I only knew that I never really

had to iron-fist it with them; they did

what had to be done in that company,
and more often than not, they did it well.

An inexplicable air of trust existed

between us, and there was even, in that

chill winter of anti-war protests and

general disgust with the military, more
than a taste of esprit in my platoon.

Once a bunch of them, led by my
stocky, comical platoon sergeant, went

out and trekked back to the platoon bay

with two boulders so large they

threatened to go through the thin floor of

that old World War II temporary

building. These they proceeded to paint

with Third Platoon
-

' and some off-the-

wall motto we came up with that I can't

recall now. except for the fact it had a

double meaning Such esprit was so rare

iri our battalion, which was filled to

overflow with impatient guys waiting to

get out of the Army after Vietnam duty,

that it was looked down upon by many
outside the company Within the com-

pany, however, this was not the case. It

wasn't long until the other platoons had

scrounged up scraps of something-or-

another that boasted their crest, most of

which were looked upon, somewhat
schizophrenically. as badges of in-

difference.

When I look back on those days. I am
close to incredulous that this rough form

of pride and brotherhood among men
could exist as it then did. Amazingly, it

infested a company that was tired of

"the bullshit." as we called it. They

were tired of the make-work details we
pulled, they were tired of being made to

sit through meaningless training they

would never put to use; they were tired

of our company commander, a rock-

brained skinhead who had done six

years as a GI. and now, with captain

bars upon his collar, held his enlisted

men in contempt; and most of all, they

were tired of being led by men they saw

to be two-faced, hypocritical assholes

who could pat you on the back with one

hand, and stick you in the guts with

another They knew, better than anyone

did at that time, the moral corruption

which had begun to break the heart of

the Army They knew that the great

majority of men who led

them—especially their officers—would

stop at nothing, including stepping on as

many lives as necessary, to secure their

own advancement along the Army's
computer program for success.

Certain things which began to go on in

my company, around the time my first

article was published, made our esprit

possible, if not inevitable. Many of them

were akin to the spirit my skeptical

friends might remember if they were

ever in a unit that hung together, as it is

called. But chief among these factors

was something no Army has felt to the

extent that our Army is feeling it right

now: the contemporary ties of drug

usage, primarily grass.

Sometime during my junior year at

West Point, the officers running that

hallowed institution decided to make a

few careful mentions of drugs and the

military. This was accomplished in a

series of "drug seminars," held every

once in a while over the next two years.

These seminars were similar in thr^e

respects

:

First, they were scare sessions.

Doctors talked of the dangers of

were under the care of the man who told

us at the seminar there were no drug

users at West Point. By that time, I

knew of at least 40 cadets who were

smoking marijuana regularly, most of

whom were in my regiment, and 10 were

in mv company alone, myself among

them! A reliable source from the

Military Academy has told me that, at

this writing, close to two dozen cadets
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marijuana smoking, the unpredictable

terrors of being "high." that rough

come-down, those nebulous, even more
frightening "long term effects."

Second, at no seminar I attended

between 1967 and 1969 did anyone ever

admit the extent that grass smoking was
going on in the Army. I specifically

recall standing at one of the last

seminars to ask how widely grass was
being used in Vietnam and what was to

be done about it, knowing full and well

that usage was rampant, if not

downright countrywide. A major who
had done two tours in Vietnam told that

gathering of some 400 future lieutenants

he had never encountered any drug

usage in Vietnam, and to his satisfac-

tion, those first reports of grass smoking

by the troops were pure fabrications by

the irresponsible liberal press.

And third, heroin abuse was never

mentioned at a seminar. In fact, the

prevailing attitude among the officials

at West Point seems classic in

retrospect What they didn't know

couldn't hurt them; consequently, what

we didn't know wouldn't hurt us when
we graduated
At one seminar. I asked if anyone had

ever been eliminated from West Point

for drug abuse The major in charge of

the seminar, the post psychiatrist, told a

face-wrinkling lie in reply. He said no,

but I know for a fact that by that time, no

fewer than two individuals had been

spirited away in the dead of night

—

never to be seen or heard from

again-for alleged drug usage Both

were taken to the hospital and were

locked in a room on the third or fourth

floor, with a military police guard

outside the door. And both, naturally.

have been eliminated for drug abuse.

We were apparently being warned about

the dangers of marijuana for our own
good, lest those vile fumes someday find

their way down our cherry throats.

By the time I arrived at Fort Carson. I

knew if a guy had been to Vietnam, the

chances were that he had smoked grass

there at one time or another, and the

chances were almost as good he had
continued the practice in his stateside

unit, perhaps even importing some
righteous Oriental weed on his way
back. But I wasn't prepared in the least

for the scene I encountered in the third

of the 61st.

I had been in the company about two
or three weeks, most of which time I had
spent sniffing out the troops. Who were
the leaders, who were the good, strong

followers, and who had been wounded
along the way. leaving them in a limbo
that was someplace in between? One
day. after I had been in the platoon long

enough to know everyone's name and a
little about each as a man. I figured it

was time to have my squad leaders over
to my place for a few beers. If you've

been in the Army, you know the

scenario—everyone sits around a little

stiffly, the lieutenant feeling he's really

"getting to know the troops," the

sergeants realizing that, at the least,

they're getting a "good deal" soaking up
some of the lieutenant's booze. I think I

even scheduled that little get-together

toward the end of the month, when I

knew they'd be hurting for money and
could use the invite.

None of the sergeants, which included

my four squad leaders and mess
sergeant, had cars, so I waited around
after work while they changed into

civvies. I remember they all came down

from the barracks together, and when

they got in the car, I caught the un-

mistakable aroma of English Leather

aftershave, a substance at least one of

them must have bathed himself in, the

smell was so strong. They appeared to

be wearing their best informal clothes:

stiffly pressed bell bottoms and shirts

with wide, bright stripes—the one black

in the group resplendent in threads that

would have made a pimp strut. The

oldest man there couldn't have been a

year older than I, and none were

married. Three of them had served

together in the 173rd Airborne Brigade

in Vietnam, a unit widely renowned for

its hell-raising extra-curricular exploits

across the countryside of Vietnam, and

all had been to Vietnam in the Infantry.

They represented the strange dilemma

faced bv everyone in the company who

had fought m Vietnam; they were

horribly, painfully proud of having been

"grunts" in a war that, to a man, they

despised with a depth of hatred those of

us who have not been there will never

feel. They were handsome, magnificent

voung American men, in whose faces

you would see the ageless lines of one

who has killed another man. When I

looked them in the eye, standing around

the company area or in a formation, I

got the eerie feeling that though they

couldn't see through me, they were

surely looking right past me at

something I did not understand then,

and even now am not sure I ever will. A
times, these men bragged of atrocities

that would make even Calley blanch,

and yet each of them, if pressed while

apart from the others, would admit to

tears and the nightly suffering of one

who is disgusted with himself beyond

pale. But let me tell what happened

there in my tiny travel trailer, which I

had towed all the way from Georgia to

the shady eastern slope of the Rockies.

Somehow the six of us crammed
ourselves into every available nook and

cranny and proceeded to devour the two

cases of Budweiser I had on hand for the

occasion. There was, typically, a lot of

heavy bullshitting - talk of this "dude"

and that "dude," and once or twice, one

of the sergeants would ask me what I

thought of my fellow officers. The
question would be couched deep in the

guarded terms of one who knew he was
overstepping the boundaries that stood

between us, and my answers were

generally as guarded and careful. Those

men were probing me as expertly as I

was going after them, if not better, and

both of us were after the same thing We
wanted to get to know each other so well

that relations between us would become
reactive, so well that each could count

on the other to act in the same manner,

at the same speed, every time. They
knew the rules, those young sergeants

did. And they knew why the rules were
there, and how they could be used to

everyone's benefit—or detriment.

As time went on, talk loosened with

the beer. Once all the white guys started

giving the black squad leader gas about

the black power movement that had

begun to develop in the company. The
blacks felt they were being

discriminated against, and that was a

valid charge, these sergeants were

saying, but it didn't mean they should

pull discrimination in reverse by

commandeering the company Day
Room and beating up on white GIs, two

practices which were running pretty

wild across the whole division at that

time. He agreed with them and

promised to keep a careful eye on the

blacks in the platoon, especially on one

individual who had been a Black Pan-

ther and was known to carry a gun while

off duty.

The gathering was going great, and

everyone was getting a little drunk when
suddenly one of the sergeants, a young

blond-haired guy from Arizona, turned

to me, and with the rapt attention of all

the others asked slowly: "Lieutenant

Truscott, can I say something 9 " I said.

"Sure, go ahead " Then, just as slowly,

a beer in one hand, a cigarette in the

other, "Look, sir. we know that you

know. And you know that we know. And
we know that you know that we know.

and well I don't know exactly how to

explain it, but everyone in the platoon

knows that you know, and well..." With

that, he paused, long and hard and

deliberately. The air was thick with

cigarette smoke and the boozy moments
that had gone before, and his brief rap,
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Bad Medicine For Our Boys In Green
they all knew, as did I allowed me to go
either way.

I could have assumed that he was
talking about my haircut policy or the
jumbled company supply system in
erudite, if imprecise, terms and leave it

at that. But I did know. I knew exactly
what he was getting at, with those five
men sitting there, 10 eyes staring right
past me, just like I had noticed before.
That circumstance, that fact, was
stronger than any training I had ever
received at West Point, than anything
the manuals said, than the inane jab-
berings of the leadership instructors
down at the Infantry School at Fort
Benning, Georgia. I nodded. "Yeah, I

know," I said, a smile coming to rest on
my lips. "I've known all along." And it

was true. The air between us had been
like that, alive with the unmistakable
vibes of people who understand each
other perfectly, deeply, when they
simply talk in terms of knowing. With
that, the grass came out, and to the tune
of the Grateful Dead, amidst the free-

flowing idea exchange of smoke, we all

got helplessly, beautifully stoned. I had
smoked grass with lots of cadets, with
lots of girls, with more than one fellow

officer, and now I had smoked with my
men. I'll never forget looking at those
guys the next morning at the police-call

formation. We smiled, and somehow all

those worthless police-calls were dif-

ferent after that, for the whole platoon,

and soon, for the entire company.
That night was an experience which

was to have further-reaching effects on
my life than I knew just then, for

eventually, when all the cards were on
the table and the bets and bluffing were
out of the way, it led to my dismissal
from the army, and to my writing for

this newspaper right now. It's a long
story, one I'll tell another day. First let

me describe what this dope smoking did

to the Army as I knew it.

As unbelievable as it may seem,
marijuana smoking completely
destroyed the traditional system of

command and discipline within my unit

at Fort Carson, and I think, taken as a
whole, that's probably the effect grass
has had on the entire Army. At this

point, reams have been written about
drugs and the Army—the extent to

which they are being used, and the

programs which have been set up to deal

with the problem. But no one, to my
knowledge, has recognized this essence

of effect that is central to the use of the

mild euphoriant, marijuana.

It's an old story, and my company
makes it easy to tell. After that night

with my sergeants. I found that for all

intents and purposes the whole company
smoked grass on a fairly regular basis.

Oh, there were the heavy heads, the

regular users, and those they called the

"juicers." guys who would just as soon
drink booze. But on the whole, even if a

guy didn't smoke regularly, he tolerated

it among his fellows. That meant Charlie

Company, in its finest hour, boasted only-

one lieutenant, one captain, and a few
stray sergeants who never touched the

stuff. The rest of the company,
somewhere around 150 men, including

four out of five lieutenants, all the

clerks, mechanics, and nearly every GI
in each of the four platoons, were if not

heads, at least occasional tasters.

Importantly, if a guy one of the troops,

didn't smoke, he could be counted on not

to blow the whistle on anyone who did.

This situation—one which I would not

call common, but was certainly not rare

in the brigade—created a curious

fraternity among the men in the com-
pany that existed in such intensity, to

my knowledge, nowhere else in a

stateside unit, In effect, it turned the

company command and discipline

structure completely upside down To
wit: A normal Infantry company, by

necessity, must have a top to bottom

command structure and no other. At

each level of command, then, one's first

allegiance must be up. Orders are given

from top to bottom, and in terms of

loyalty and allegiance, they are carried

out from bottom to top In my company,
however, things worked the other way
around My first allegiance, and those of

the other lieutenants who smoked, was
to the men, not to the company com
mander The same was true of my
sergeants, except for one interesting

twist: while for me, up the chain of

command meant the company com
mander, a non-head, for them, up the

chain meant me And up the chain from

An U.S. Soldier in Cambodia: Yossarian is alive and well and fighting in the boondocks.

the squad members were the sergeants,

most of whom were heads. From the

other platoon leaders and me on down,
there existed that brotherhood and
closeness endemic only to the sharing of

smoke, the binding contract of a

pleasurable but illegal act. But the

blackmail aspects of the situation are
obvious, you might say. For some
reason I still cannot fully explain, they

simply did not exist in our company.
Perhaps our mutual predicament at the

bottom of the morass of the military had
something to do with it. I don't know.
Whatever the case, we looked out for our

men, and they looked out for us. It was,
in the finest sense—as commonly
symbolized by the passing of the joint—

a

sharing experience, and I doubt that any
Army in history has faced a situation as
threatening and volatile as the drug
scene in our Army right now.

In my company, this impromptu style

of drug-induced anarchy worked, which
is to say it was efficient. We were the

best company in the battalion, and stood

high, if not at the top. of the brigade. The
reason this was so is not difficult to

figure. From the outset, relations bet-

ween the ranks were improved. If guys
had a gripe, they knew they could come
to us and expect to get action on it. The
same was true conversely. Screw-ups,

however infrequent, were not tolerated,

and they were normally dealt with at the

lowest possible level. It was only when
someone got completely out of hand that

the company commander even found out

what was happening and was able to get

into the disciplinary act. In fact, at one
point, a "head" lieutenant was the

executive officer, second in command of

the company, and with some subtle

cooperation from the first sergeant, who
functions as a kind of executive

secretary, he was able to successfully

divert almost the entire running of the

company from the company com-
mander.

It was an amazing situation. On one

level, the company progressed from day
to day as usual, and on a second,

somewhat subversive level, decisions

were being made and actions taken by
the most unlikely people imaginable.

Non-judicial punishment, for example,
was regularly quashed by the executive

officer with the eager aid of the clerks.

After work, we used to get together with

key individuals in the company and plot

the days ahead. In time, the social scene
lost its boundaries too, and everyone
was invited to every party. Much of the

complete dismay of the high Fort

Carson commanders, some officers and
sergeants and enlisted men even
roomed together off-post.

It was this secret anarchistic aspect of

the scene, I guess, that bothered me in

the end. In many ways. I probably retain

some of the stiff-necked traits one
collects in a lifetime as an Army brat,

coupled with four years at West Point. I

have always valued a certain degree of

order, if only an edge across which one
does not cross, and when that begins to

slip, I get scared—not scared for myself,
or scared that someone else might get
hurt—but chilled way down inside where
the organs that make a man come alive

churn out their daily due. And there at

Fort Carson, I got a chill I won't soon
forget.

The trouble is as old as man himself.

Once you accept a certain level of

anarchistic behavior, a degree of

looseness and slippage in the machine of

life, each succeeding bit becomes more
and more easy to imagine, and just as
simple to accept. I drew the line at court
martials. Discipline was easy enough to

handle in my company. As I said, we had
a loose system that somehow ground
discipline exceedingly fine within our
own fraternity. But much to my chagrin,

my name appeared on division court

martial orders, which meant I could be
called upon to decide guilt or innocence
and mete out punishment anywhere on
the post. It wasn't long until I was or-

dered to the Special Processing Detach-
ment to sit on a court martial machine
that cranked through 22 individuals in a
single day, all of whom were charged
with AWOL. So I sat there, obediently
deciding their fate: the black from
Chicago whose mother just died of

cancer, who had gone AWOL to help
support his family; the young guy from
the hills of Kentucky whom I was con-
vinced never really understood that

going AWOL was illegal—they passed
through that tiny Infantry Blue cour-

troom like characters in a bad soap
opera, each with a story more pathetic

and plaintive than the last.

Later, in long quiet moments by
myself, I saw what I had done I had
convicted and punished men for an
offense, a misdemeanor, that did not

begin to measure up in illegality, to my
own marijuana smoking, an offense

which then was still a felony in the

Army What of this, careful, secret

anarchist? Do you go back to the

company, safe within its neat system of

sharing and hope you don't get called

upon to judge again, or do you take a

stand 9
It is not an easy decision, believe

me. for on the one hand, you have a

suitation acceptable to your entire

company —yourself included- and it

would be simple to draw within that

fraternal womb and ride out the storm.
While on the other, you have yourself as
part of a larger whole, out there where
understandings fall by the waydside of

larger laws To quit smoking grass was
no solution, except possibly a symbolic

one. But that step over the brink had been

taken, and there was no turning back. As
I saw it. there was only one decision for

metomake. I announced that I would si t on

no more court martials. and that move
entailed eventually admitting that my
reason was the act that I had smoked,
and was smoking, marijuana. This

admission caused understandable
consternation among the powers that be.

for they were to figure that if West
Pointer Truscott was doing it....christ,

the limits to which it could go were too

horrible to think of.

Toward the end of my nine-month tour

of duty at Fort Carson, I became aware
of the existence of a massive, complex
underground within that division,

centered around the drug market, which
was so powerful that any com-
parison—like with "Catch 22" or
"M*A*S*H"—would be ludicrous. In my
wildest dreams, I would never have
imagined it to be that powerful had I not

seen it in operation. This knowledge did

not come easily, for on a post which had
a monthly payroll that totalH in the

vicinity of $15 million, there was one hell

of a lot of money available to be spent on
drugs, and one hell of a lot of men eager
to spend it. As I found out, the system
which existed to supply such a demand
was not very receptive to the idea of an
officer finding out about it.

But the data trickled in. It began when
I first learned how many guys in my own
company were smoking grass. There
had to be a way that they got the drugs,

and it didn't take long for me to learn of

the mysterious individuals who wan-
dered through occasionally touting their

wares. Some of these dealers, I found,

were pretty well-heeled. It wasn't un-

common for them to be driving big cars

that were loaded down with expensive
speed options. The action provided by
my company, multiplied by the 100-odd

companies stationed at Fort Carson,
was my first indication that there was
something afoot under foot, and that

something was big.

Later, when I was assigned to an
equipment test project located about 30

miles out in the boonies south of Fort

Carson, I came face to face with the

drug underground in full swing. It was
April, and we lived in tents on a tiny

plateau at the edge of a huge grassy
plain they called Sullivan Park The test

headquarters was next to us, and the

plateau was surrounded on three sides

by ravines To the west, they broke up
larger and larger plateaus, which
eventually became mesas as they

neared the eastern slope of the moun
tains The land down there was splendid,

semi-arid Southern Colorado dssert, and
in the early days of that month, the

nights were freezing cold, the days hot

and sunny To Be Continued.

Reprinted from the Village Voice.
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A Joyous And Fully Professional Record

Taj Mahal

By KENNETH SULIN
Last year Taj Mahal disappeared,

telling absolutely no one where he was
destined, when he'd back or why he'd

decided to leave. As it turned out Taj

fled to Spain because he was overridden

with pressures and displeasures of the

music business, which in his eyes,

presented nothing but half-rate talent

making it big with little to offer. In Spain

he became the everyday character we
see in towns and cities across the United

States, that is a street singer, playing his

six-holed fife in many of the villages,

while simply enjoying his music and the

reactions of Spain's inhabitants. This

was Taj's vacation and now he has

returned to give up probably his finest

performance on record, "Happy Just to

be Like I Am."

The last attempt at an album release

was a live recording done at the Filmore
East-live records are always excellent

ways for an artist to fill any contractual

debts to a company with very little

energy, motivation or effort. It's been
some time since any new studio work
has come from Taj and his band;

happily enough we've been rewarded
with a joyous and fully professional

record.

When Taj started out he bagan purely
as a blues singer, but it just didn't seem
to gain any kind of public interest since
blues musicians were a dime a dozen
and the already well-established con-
tributors appeared to have a monopoly
on the record industry. Naturally Taj
decided a change in style was due so he
became what one may call an "electric

country blues artist" and has at last

peaked with his musical quality.

Although he is Black, Taj Mahal
appeals to white listeners only because
his compositions are done in a whitesy
manner displaying a minimum of
soulish content. In fact he was often
scorned for his continual use of the
harmonica, an instrument looked down
upon by a great many Chicago blues
musicians because they felt it was too
"down home." So what we have here is

Taj's so-called separate sound, separate
in a way that makes his music com-
pletely unrelated and unparalleled to

any productions today. Taj still con-
siders himself a semiblues enthusiast
but really the best and most com-

Music For A Tired Mind

prehensive tag one could attach to his

music would be "country blues" if that

could be at all imained. He plays happy
music, not rock, not folk, but im-

pressively a sound all his own being

somewhat diverse yet exceedingly
enjoyable.

Much credit must be directed toward
his backing musicians since Taj himself

is by no means a great talent. Perhaps
he's versatile in his instrument playing,

trying his hand at flute, harmonica, the

six-holed fife, Clarke Penny Whistle,

banjo, guitar, etc., however Taj is a
master at none. His singing ability is not

easily analyzed, being raspy and jagged
but always exact or to the point,

nevertheless the selections on this

album combine his artistry with that of

his studio men resulting again in a
distince and dignified tone.

Each song on "Happy Just to be Like I

Am" was written ty Taj with the ex-
ception of the traditional "Oh Susanna"
which becomes a comforting track
straying away from his album's theme.
In his songs Taj usually speaks of Black
Americans and racial problems but
also, he speaks about his present state of
liberalness and the freedom he now
enjoys after his recuperation, not being
lyrically poetic buy sensitively realistic.

One addition to the new sound of Taj
Mahal is the use of horns. Personally, I

think horns tend to detract from today's
music but Taj doesn't use the every day
instruments expected, trumpets and
saxophones, which usually signify soul
based tunes. Instead, oddly enough, he
has introduced tubas and trombones-
tubas seem to be terribly inappropriate
but believe it or not they actually sound
melodious coasting the music naturally
and rhythmically. Almost each song
encludes horns except one particular cut
entitled "Black Spirit Boogie" offering
Taj alone on his Mississippi National
Steel-Bodied Guitar. The entire in-

strumental lasts over seven minutes and
features him at his best on a fine

strolling guitar piece.

If you've never heard Taj before or
even if you have, I suggest taking a
chance on "Happy Just to be Like I

Am." Possibly you'll find something just

a little different here, maybe something
you'd classify as conversation music or
just enjoyable entertainment.

By GARY GOMES
Soft Machine, FOURTH
(Columbia C30754)

On the liner notes of its second
album (VOLUME II, ABC-
Probe) there is the proclamation
that the Soft Machine "...plays

music for the mind. In its

strictest sense, it may impost
some cerebral responsibility on

the part of the listener, because
you cant really hum along or
have the tune in your head as
you walk down the street. But
the ultimate good feeling the

Machine generates will always
remain with you, and the
emotional benefit is well worth
the thinking toll." Exactly.
The Soft Machine, through a

process of constant musical
experimentation coupled with
individual virtuosity, has
gathered together an impressive
array of musical works in the
four albums it has put out. Each
album has been different from
the preceding one, as is to be
expected of a group of this

caliber. Soft Machine's forth

offers the listener a healthy
serving of avant garde jazz, both
modal and free "Kings and
Queens" by Hugh Hopper (one of

the finer bass players in either

jazz or rock) is an example of

the former; it moves smoothly
and majestically on a fixed bass

line, modulating keys at randon.

It is the most relaxing piece on

the album
"Teeth" and "Fletcher's

Blemish" (by Mike Ratledge
and Elton Dean, respectively-

note the strange predilection

with parts of the body) are
abrupt and pleasantly strident.

"Teeth" opens with an acoustic

bass line (played by Ray Bab-
bington), which is later repeated
on Elton Dean's saxello (a cross
between a soprano and alto sax),

then by the electric and acoustic

basses at intervals, and still

later in varying forms by the

entire band. This motif is in-

terspersed with some free

playing and some modal
repeated lines led by Ratledge
(By the way, the tone of his

organ is quite different. It has a

very warm vibrato sound which
reminds me of a 1967

psychedelic band, and he is the

first organist that I know of to

make use of wah-wah effects and
fuzz box to the furthering of his

instruments capabilities for

emotional expression. He also

uses wah-wah on the electric

piano, often playing organ and
pianosimultaneously, composing
with his left hand on piano and
soloing on organ with his right a
la Keith Jarrett-not your typical

rock organist by any standards.

His style is so unique that one
can only think of one other

organist who matches him for

creativity-Larry Young (Khalid

Yasid) of Tony Williams
Lifetime.)

"Blemish" could serve as a

good introduction to free-

blowing jazz for those un-
familiar with this type of music,
created and shaped by such
incredible musicians as Ornette
Coleman, Cecil Taylor, Archie
Sheop and many others (not
Clotrane, however, despite
popular belief). The entire band
blows a fairly simple free time
motif, which then breaks into

collective improvisation backed
by Ray Babbington's incredible
bowing of the bass fiddle Not as
emotional as the black in-

novator's type of collective
improvisation (FREE JAZZ by
orhette Coleman for examph),
but very worthwhile anyway.
Side two consists of a four pait

piece called "Virtually" writter.

by Hugh Hopper. On this side
and on "Teeth," the Machine
shows its indebtedness to avant
garde electronic composers
through its use of tape machines
and backward recording
techniques.

The entire group is excellent

instrumentally, especially
drummer Wyatt who rises above
the level of mere time-keeper to

the status of first rate per-

cussionist. Veteran British
jazzman Alan Skidmore (who
was with John Mayall for a short

time) does an excellent backup
job for the group. Other guests
are Nick Evans (trombone),
Jimmy Hastings (alto flute and
Bass Clarinet), Mark Charig
(cornet) and Roy Babbington.

All in all. Soft Machine has

been advancing while the rest of

us have stayed in one place.

Feeling depressed? No
challenge in what you're
listening to7 For those who wish
to be challenged to rise to new
heights of expression and
emotion. Soft Machine is the
group to do it.
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Bootlegs Again Cop A Page

By STEVE FELD
Well, Tricky Dicky signed that all

important anti-Bootleg bill. Although
the emphasis is on tapes, it still will

technically include our beloved bootleg

records. Rick Ayres, our man here at

UMass isn't too worried, so tHat's a good
sign. Judging from the newest releases,

the boots are alive and kicking.

Let It Be--The Beatles. This one is the

best yet of all those "Kum Backs", et-

c.It has the most complete collection of

songs and the quality is excellent mono.
This, I'm sure is very close to what the

Beatles originally intended. No reason

to get any other when you can get this

one.

Renaissance Minstrels (Vol. 1)-The
Beatles (Renaissance Records). This is

identical to the previously reviewed
"Beatlegged Live!". The quality is a bit

inferior, but the original was so bad that

it doesn't really matter. It contains Old

Beatles' songs played live. If you dig the

Beatles enough, you'll get it. It's as

simple as that.

Bananaz-Canned Heat (Atlasta

Records-the one with balls). This is a

live Canned Heat album, supposedly

taped at Woodstock. It is excellent

quality mono, which is surprising for an
outdoor concert. Perhaps the wind was
blowing the right way. Includes the fine

"Reefer Blues", and we all know what
that's about. The rest is all bootlegged

boogies, all sounding very nice.

Crosby,Stills, Nash, and Young Live At

the L.A. Forum -This is the same as the

original Rubber Dubber record. It's a

two-record set, fair quality. Hardly

worth it since "4-Way Street" is around.

The Royal Albert Hall 1966-Bob

Dylan. This is one-half of "Looking

Back", the electric half. The missing

half is some live acoustic stuff from
Berkeley. One record or two-the choice

is now yours. Either way, this electric

set is mighty fine. For anyone that's

ever heard the name of Bob Dylan.

Elton John -Elton John (Radiocord

Records). This tape is from the same
broadcast that "11-17-70", Elton's of-

ficial live album, came from. The only

different cuts on this album are "My
Father's Gun", from "Tumbleweed
Connection" and "Indian Sunset" from

his new album "Madman Across the

Water". Only two different songs, but

they are two of Elton's finest. Needless

to say, the quality here is inferior to the

official.

Live At The Royal Albert Hall -Jimi

Hendrix. Good quality mono, this has

some nice blues, the Cream's "Sunshine

of Your Love", and "Room Full of

Mirrors", which was a side long on the

Rubber Dubber bootleg. Hendrix, once
again, "blasts out our eardrums", as he
puts it. Also included on one cut are
Dave Mason and Chris Wood. On the

whole, it's a good record.

The Kinks Rare-The Kinks (Kinky
Records). At last, a Kings bootleg! It

contains all studio cuts that were either

released only in Britain, or on the flip

side of 45's. Thirteen songs in all, all of

very fine mono. None of these songs are

available anywhere in any form, so the

liner notes say. Actually, one cut,

"Berkeley Mews" was released on a

promotional album, "The Kinks-Now,
Then, and Inbetween".

Stars That Play With Laughing Sam's
Dice -Jimi Hendrix, Experience, John

Mayall and Cream (Munia Records).

This is hard to get, but well worth the

effort. Side one has two unreleased Jimi

Hendrix Experience cuts that are both

amazing, and two Cream songs that

sound very, very old. Side Two is all

unreleased Mayall. The quality on all

are very good.

Santana-Live-Santana (Collector's

Item Records) . There are two records to

this one, both very good. It is of excellent

quality mono, and an impressive per-

formance as well. Judging from the

information on the liner notes, it was
very professionally recorded. It also has

an attractive cover and makes a fine

impression. Some of the material is

repetitious from the "Woodstock''

album, but it's minimal. On the whole, it

is not unlike a professional recording.

John Sebastian -John Sebastian (J.S.

Records). This one came out of

nowhere, disguised as "Bob Dylan-Isle

of Wight". I'm not one to question,

though, it's too good of a record. It's an

indoor concert, probably in a small hall.

He does some of his biggies, and takes

requests from the audience. It's all very

personal, which is Sebastian's nature. "I

confess. I'm wasted", he opens up with,

but he still sounds OK.
Plynth -Rod Stewart & The Faces. It's

only of fair quality, but it's long and has

a lot of good songs. Side One has

"Plynth" listed, but it's really "Flying".

Includes some Jeff Beck stuff, songs

from his solo albums, and some Faces

material. It's got a fold-over cover that

struck me as interesting, also a first.

Who Unreleased -The Who (Who
Records). This is a lot like the

previously reviewed "Instant Party",

only this has better quality, but fewer

songs. It's a choice of quantity or

quality. This one has "Disguises" and

Rod Stewart

"Bucket T", which is not on "Instant

Party". The album is ten short songs,

recorded at the time when the Who
sounded like the Beach Boys.

Yardbirds On Down-Various Artists.

This has sixteen songs. It features Jeff

Beck, Rod Stewart, Jimmy Page and
Eric Clapton, in their various in-

carnations with the Jeff Beck group, and
the Yardbirds. There is some blues,

some rock, and it's all historic.

Highlights include "I've Been Drinking

Again", with a great Rod Stewart vocal.

It is all from the studio, but of fair

quality mono. Either these cuts are only

released in England, or maybe not even
there. It's just a matter of time before

they are officially released, but in the

meantime, this will do just fine.

Woodstock Nation-Various Artists

( Bananaz Records) . This one is from the

same people that brought you Canned
Heat Live. It includes The Butterfield

Blues Band, B.B. King ("The Thrill is

Gone"), Canned Heat, Sha Na Na, and,

most notably. Country Joe and the Fish,

doing their great song "Not So Sweet

Martha Lorraine". There is also another

"FUCK" cheer led by Joe that is

completely different from the one on the

"Woodstock" album. And this album
claims that it is from Woodstock, so

there is some controversy. It is most

likely from another festival, as there is

no absolute proof that it does come from

where it claims. It is of surprisingly

good mono.

The New Doors Make An Adequate Debut

The Doors

By RICHARD P BARRY
Most likely you remember

showman Jim Morrison when
you think of the Doors; his was
the voice that carried them
through five years of success.

The co-writer of dynamic music
and lyrics, along with his on and
off stage antics. Morrison was
the personality of the Doors. He
set the mood, but the actual

music was performed by three

unrecognized talented
musicians.
Other Voices isn't what is left

of the old Doors, but rather the

result of a change in style. The
direction of their music took this

change with the releasing of L.A.

Woman to an emphasis on blues.

With the addition of a bass

player and the departure of

Morrison prior to his death, they

attempted a new tone in their

songs. Other Voices is indicative

of this attempt towards a dif-

ferent mode as the concentration

is on the blending of keyboards
and guitar

The album's best cut, "Ships

w/ Sails", best shows Ray
Manzarak's talent as he swit

ches from piano and organ
Combined with a mellow Rob

Kreiger guitar, the two ef-

fectively lead a bossa nova type

beat to produce a relaxing mood.

Many of the cuts can be better

enjoyed by ignoring the har

shness of Kreiger and Man
zarak's vocals. On "Tightrope

Ride" a heavy on AM radio, the

song takes an old rock and roll

tempo and terminates with some
quick finger work by Kreiger

"Wandering Musician" begins

like a Nicky Hopkins solo, dies

with mundane and meaningless

lyrics, but picks up and finishes

with a impressive mixture of

piano and guitar In this piece,

and throughout the album,
Manzarak shows he is capable of

being one of the host rock blues

pianist today.

The trouble with some of the

songs is that the listener only

gets a small taste of the group's

capabilities The beginning of

Down on The Farm" begins

like "Crystal Ship" with slow.

smooth vocals, but turns into an

imposing cluster of noise

The album exhibits good jazz

blues and rock and although it

COtlM have been put together

with a little more foresight, it is

still worth getting into
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Portrait of Dylan As A Figurehead

By SNEVE FELD
BOB DYLAN'S GREATEST
HITS. VOLUME TWO-Bob
Dylan (Columbia Records).

Whether he is aware of it, and

if he likes it or not. Bob Dylan is

not the performer he used to be.

He is no longer a major influence

to those who once emulated him,

nor is he a source of advice and
guidance to those who once

sought him, for whatever
reason. This decadence, which

had its origins within the stupor

treated by NASHVILLE
SKYLINE, has remained in an
abyss ever since. The eminent
figure that was once ingenious is

now mundane, and if there were
any doubts, this record con-

veniently removes them.

Superstars make no mistakes,

only transitions. When Dylan's

big change came, it was over-

due, and one album late. Let's go

back in time.

After BLONDE ON BLONDE
there was a long lull without

Dylan, something that we'dhave
to get used to, and we knew it,

although we were not conscious

of it at the time. And amid the
• eird, spaced-out drug rumors,

that John Lennon was Bob
Dylan, and Jimi Hendrix had
died from an overdose of speed,

there appeared "SGT. PEP-
PERS LONELY HEART'S
CLUB BAND". And it changed a

lot of our heads. It was a part of

the drug weirdness that was with

us for so long, and is still with us,

although it's beginning to

straighten itself out.

The beatles had been in-

fluenced previously by Dylan to

the extent of "Norwegian
Wood", and Lennon and Dylan
were both reasonably together,

at least in their ability to use

words to confuse people. In his

first "Rolling Stone" interview,

Lennon described what hap-

pened when they got together.

When asked if they were close,

Lennon said that they knew they

were close. It was just that

whenever they were together

they put each other so uptight

that they couldn't speak. So
we're not alone.

Columbia Records was also

feeling the strain of having no

new Dylan product, so they

compiled GREATEST HITS.
VOLUME ONE. The most recent

songs on this were from
BLONDE ON BLONDE, and
were "I Want You'' and "Just

Like A Woman". It sold well and
helped, if just a little, to relieve

us.

Those who got into Dylan early

in his career were the most

I

aware and appreciative bunch of

the time. I remember listening

to "Subterranean Homesick
Blues" for the first time and
laughing uncontrollably at the

one-note melody and the

runaway lyrics. But we all grew
up, some later than others. And
we've all paid our dues.

Al Kooper, a Dylan session-

man, lor a time, was once asked
what it was like to work with

Dylan. He said that he wasn't

really sure. He was just wan-
dering around Columbia's
studios when he first started

being one of Dylan's sidemen.

He was sitting in a corner one
day, playing his rinky-dink piano
when Dylan turned to him and
like the way he plays. I would

sorta like him on this album
(which was HIGHWAY 61

REVISITED). And Al Kooper
played
And never before was he given

so much freedom to play what he
thought would go along with the

particular tune. And if Dylan
didn't dig it, he would say, "Do
something else" And Kooper
would do something else. And if

Dylan didn't dig that, he would

say, "Well do something else."

And until Kooper did something

that Dylan dug, that Kooper also

du^. he didn't put it on the

album. When Dylan did decide to

put something on a record, it

was something that not only

Dylan dug, but what the

musicians playing at the time,

be it Al Kooper, Mike Bloom-

field, or Charlie McCoy also dug.

Dylan was always concerned

with the feelings of everybody,

but specifically his particular

side musicians.

Then came his motorcycle

accident and the dreadful news

that Dylan had broken three

vertebra in his neck. He nearly

died, we were told, and needed a

full year to recuperate. But what

followed was incredible. It was
JOHN WESLEY HARDING. But

that was still later.

By then we knew about Dylan

and the Band, with Robbie

Robertson and Rick Danko. We
knew the fact that Rick Danko
had also broken his neck in a

motorcycle accident, near

Woodstock, where Dylan took

his fall. And the rumors intruded

again, that Dylan was Danko and,

later, that mysterious person

draped over the piano on the

cover painting of MUSIC FROM
BIG PINK. It was Dylan's

painting, and it was Dylan on the

piano, but what did it mean? On
the inside photograph of the

Band's debut album, there was
also a picture of Bob Dylan's

son. He's the one on the far right,

looking to the side. But it was all

confusing, and we were all

worried about the accident, and

what it did to Dylan's head.

But the lull continued, and

rumors that Dylan had
scrambled his brains as well as

his bike, and that his music-

making days were over. But,

shit, we all knew that it wasn't

true, but we all have a tendency

to believe these stupid rumors.

And we've all been stuck inside

of Mobile with the Memphis
blues again.

Bob Johnston, the producer of

JOHN WESLEY HARDING and

other albums of Dylan before

that, confirmed that JWH was,

indeed, recorded after the ac-

cident, and Dylan is OK. So,

because there is something
greater than all of us, or at least

something that sums up the total

of all of us. Rick Danko is better.

Bob Dylan is healthy, and
everybody is making such in-

credibly good music, that it's

almost unbelievable.

When the news of the JOHN
WESLEY HARDING cover

came around, it really freaked

me. But it was true. When you

turn it upside-down, there, at the

top of the tree, are a bunch of

faces, including the Beatles.

This, undoubtedly, was an in-

fluence of the Beatles, with their

SGT. PEPPER cover, and
again, with the Rolling Stones,

with their eerie THEIR
SATANIC MAJESTY'S
REQUEST (an obvious referral

to the Beatles).

The English craze was still

rampant while Dylan had his

accident, though. And all the

English musicians were showing

off their supertalents. Mean-
while, Dylan had always said

that his favorite English group

was Manfred Mann and, up to

that time, we never could un-

derstand why. But the first

sound of Dylan, the first sign of

him after his accident, was the

Manfred Mann hit single "The
Mighty Quinn". It was then that

we had begun to understand.

With the time spent in

Woodstock, and the time spent

with the members of the Band,

all of whom were country freaks

from way back, keeping it all

together for Bob, he would up

sounding like Ribbing, Min-

nesota all over his entire body.

The Dylan Basement Tapes,

as dubbed by "Rolling Stone"

possessed an aura of simple

beauty that was never before

attained on a recording of any

kind. They were I prototype in

many ways, and were a major

factor in the Beatles' decision to

record GET BACK, at least on

paper. Dylan never intended

these songs to be released of-

ficially, much to Columbia's

woe. The purpose of these songs,

recorded with the Band, was to

send to various artists, in order

lor them to record, as with

Manfred Mann. There were
various versions of these songs,

literally a thousand generations

of dubbed copies -passed on

from performers, publishers,

managers and agents, to friends,

more friends, and friends of

friends. It was finally released

via the Underground, as a

bootleg, called GREAT WHITE
WONDER.
That brings us up to NASH-

VILLE SKYLINE and the new
Bob Dylan. It was with this that

Dylan made his total com-
mitment to country music. He
touched upon it with some cuts

on JOHN WESLEY HARDING,
but has gone to the extreme
since. He is no longer the voice of

the " Movement", or the writer

of profoundly significant songs.

Maybe it was old age, or maybe
it was the result of endless hours

of contemplation, but it is a

letdown, listening to NASH-
VILLE SKYLINE. Taken all by

itself, it is of course, acceptable.

Nice little, good-humored dit-

ties, with that free swinging

country style. Except you can't

divorce a piece of art from the

artist, especially when that

artist is Bob Dylan.

By then, we had heard that

Bob Dylan and Johnny Cash had
hit it off well together, and were
in the studio recording. When
Cash got his TV show on ABC. he

invited Dylan, and Bob ac-

cepted, though reluctantly.

Rehearsals, as always, were
repetitious and a drag, but it

ended up line. Dylan did "I

Threw It All Away", one of the

finest songs on NASHVILLE
SKYLINE, then he quickly went
into his next song. "Living The
Blues", which was new.
Columbia had said that it would

be Dylan's next single, but those

plans got scraped, probably

because of the little reaction to it

on the show. It ended up later on
SELF-PORTRAIT.
Two years later, Dylan played

live again, this time at the Isle of

Wight, in England, where there

was a mammoth rock festival.

They paid Dylan a lot of bread,

and he agreed. "And when it was
over it felt like a dream." First

the Band came on and did their

set, then Dylan, backed by them.

He did well, playing a large

assortment of songs, and it was
over all too soon. Dylan left

England a few days later, after

visiting some old friends like

John Lennon and Keith Richards

and Mick Jagger. He wanted to

stay longer, but his beautiful

wife, Sarah, was expecting her

third child.

The next time Dylan played

live was at Madison Square
Garden, at the Bangla Desh
benefit. He shared the stage with

George Harrison, Ringo, Eric

Clapton, and the rest. He did old

songs, like "Mr. Tambourine
Man" and "Just Like A
Woman", and, much to our

amazement, sounded just like he

did way back then.

If NASHVILLE SKYLINE was
a letdown, then SELF-
PORTRAIT was a disaster.

Faithful Dylanmaniacs tried

and tried to convince themselves

that it wasn't, but it never

worked. The title alone, the most
personal Dylan has ever used, is

out of place. On this album more
than any other has Dylan per-

formed songs by other com-
posers other than himself, which
surely negates its purpose. He
now comes across as a hybrid

between Johnny Cash and Bing

Crosby.

Maybe he's right though.

Maybe singing love songs is The
Answer, and his new directions

will save the world. I just don't

Siegal - Schwall Flunks Out

BOB
think so. He is now passive,

while once he was active.

Listen to Dylan singing "Like

a Rolling Stone" on SELF-
PORTRAIT. it was recorded live

from the Isle of Wight Festival.

Then listen to the live versions

on the bootleg LOOKING BACK.
It was recorded right during the

time of HIGHWAY 61

REVISITED. The former is a

country hick, yodeling nothing,

while the latter is a modern day
martyr, shouting to a

disbelieving world. That's all it

takes. It's the singer, not the

song, as goes a Rolling Stones'

song.

Like many people, I was
sucked into all the hype that

went into NEW MORNING.
There was that Ralph Gleason
testimonial-editorial in "Rolling

Stone" and, most of all, that

perplexing photograph of Dylan
on the album's cover. Unlike

SELF-PORTRAIT, NEW
MORNING wasn't bad. It was
even better than NASHVILLE
SKYLINE, though far from
JOHN WESLEY HARDING.
NEW MORNING had Dylan
delving into jazz forms, as with

"If Dogs Run Free", and had
Gospel overtones, as shown by

"Three Angels" and "Father of

Night". In fact, there were no
really bad songs on it. But,

likewise, there was nothing
great within it.

So, what GREATEST HITS,
VOLUME TWO does, more than

anything else, is show this. It is

possible, with alterations of the

songs, to put them in

chronological order and have a
completely new album, THE
RISE AND FALL OF BOB
DYLAN. And with this album it

has become clear that Dylan no
longer relies on his music, but

instead his name, for record
sales.

Bob Dylan, in 1971. has become a
figurehead.

"Watching the River Flow"
opens the album on a note of

mediocracy. It is a bouncy tune,

with good musicianship, but it

really doesn't say a hell of a lot.

It is Dylan's delayed answer to

John Lennon's "Revolution"
single, released at the flip side to

"Hey Jude". "River" sure
sounds better here than on AM
radio, where it was played ex-
tensively this past summer It is

followed, strangely enough, by
"Don't Think Twice, It's All

Right", which is early, acoustic

Dylan. We are then catipulted up
in time all the way to "Lay,
Lady. Lay", a lovely song that

DYLAN
creates a special mood. And then

it's the pearl of the side, if not

the whole album, "Stuck Inside

of Mobile With the Memphis
Blues Again". This is Dylan at

his peak. It's an impeccable

song that is still the breath of

fresh air that it was years ago. It

is embellished with a vibrant

organ and a bubbly bass. And
Robbie Robertson's guitar licks

are fancy, yet subtle and fluid,

playing a counter-melody with

the organ. Dylan's cryptic lyrics

are sung hauntingly and
passionately.

Indeed, Side One is very in-

teresting. "Don't Think Twice"
seems as though it has come
from another era, and perhaps it

has. It is the magic of "Memphis
Blues", however, that leaves one
wishing for more of the same,
just as it did on BLONDE ON
BLONDE , an album that, by the

way, is still receiving excellent

record sales, and is currently

going through a current
upheaval. This side shows four

separate, distinct, and very
different sides of Bob Dylan.

Sides Two and Three are just

randomly thrown together
oldies, that don't equal Side One
in aesthetic or comparative
forms. On these sides, the accent
is definitely on the older
material, which, in turn, says
something. These were the songs
that weren't "great" enough to

make it on VOLL7ME ONE, but

were put here for posterity.

The new version of "The
Mighty Quinn" is totally inferior

to the one on the Basement
Tapes. This time, it is an up-
beat, sung in the same sloppy

way that was "Like a Rolling

Stone" on SELF-PORTRA/T.
Dylan, by being loser, destroys

the melody, and the atmosphere
that was once inherent in the

song.

Conspicuously absent from
VOLUME TWO is "Ballad of a
Thin Man", much to my
distress. Someone along the way
screwed up because this is one of

Dylan's best songs.

So, let's face it. We can't go on
expecting BLONDE ON
BLONDE from Dylan any more.
He has changed, and so have we.

Anything that Bob Dylan in-

volves himself becomes in-

teresting and the very nature of

his character demands that

these changes take place, and
there is nothing we can do about
it except to accept it. If Bob
Dylan wants to sit back and
watch the river flow, that's just

line with me. I'll still love him.

The Siegal-Schwall Band: on Wooden

Nickel
ByJIMLAVRAKAS

Recorded live at the Quiet Knight in

Chicago, the Siegal-Schwall Band's

latest album most of the time sounds

rather dead. 1 don't know what kind of

recording studio the Quiet Knight makes

but by the sound of this album it is better

suited as a hockey rink.

The music itself has its ups and

downs; most of the time it runs at sea

level. Side one (or Heads as opposed to

side two, Tails) starts off pretty well

with "(Wish I Was On A) Country

Road". Although sounding something

like a cheap.J Geils it succeeds in its

attempt at getting us to foot stomp while

struggling with the acoustics.

"Devil" fizzles out completely. The

song is just plain monotonous. Un-

fortunately for the rest of the side.

"Devil" comes too early in the album

for the last two songs, "Leavin"' and

"Corrina", to redeem any of the side.

Heads is disappointing because it

could have been so good. The recording

of two of the four songs on this side are

irritating enough to ruin the side. Tails

starts out very well with good piano

playing, good guitar picking and decent

vocalization (and. thank god, a decent

recording).

We're not to have this for long,

however. It's saddening, and mad-

dening, that the rest of the album fails.

The recording is the primary reason for

it's failure. The stuff this band plays is

blues. Blues is the right word for it but it

is not in the sense of what we had hoped

for. It's the kind of blues you get while

sitting through a boring 9:05 lecture.

The performance just cannot get up

enough steam to get you off.

However, if you can struggle through

the second side until the last five

minutes of the last song (just move the

needle if you can't take it) there is a

pleasing vocal harmonization along with

a snappy beat which moves into an in-

teresting guitar solo. The live crowd is

aroused in one of the rare instances on

this album and in a teasing manner of

alternating between a soft and loud

rendition of a repeated sequence of the

song tne Siegal-Schwall Band makes a

valiant attempt to rock off the album.

Except that they're kidding nobody

but themselves. The album would not

have received such a mediocre rating

had it not been for the inexcusable

recording. This band is just not

established well enough to come out with

such a torture on the ears. They're not

known well enough for people to suffer

through the album just for the sheer joy

of listening to Seigal-Schwall. These

boys are going to need some more time

together before they will produce the

kind of music that is all theirs, smooth

flowing, and, above all, easy listening.

Winwood And Company Mellow Out

By STEPHEN COLWELL
Whenever you mention

Traffic, you cani really be sure

who it is. Since the last studio

recorded album John-

Barleycorn Must Die, the group

has doubled in size. Joining

Stevie Winwood, Jim Capaldi,

and Chris Wood, are Rick Grech,

who first appeared with Win-

wood on the Blind Faith album,

Reebop Kwaku Baah. featured

on congas, timbales, and bongos,

and Jim Gordon, who has taken

Capaldi's place at the drums,

and who was last featured on the

Derek and the Dominoes album
with Eric Clapton, another

former member of Blind Faith.

All six plus Dave Mason, an

original member of the group,

appeared on the last Traffic

album, recorded live and called

Welcome to the Canteen. The
latest album, titled The Ix>w

Spark of High Heeled Boys, is a

lot mellower and easier to listen

to than any of the previous

albums by Traffic. And although

it's not the best Traffic LP, it's

worthwhile to listen to.

Stevie Winwood's vocals on

four of the six songs are, for

once, understandable. He
doesn't carry any notes on any

song like he did on the John

Barleycorn album with the cuts

"Freedom Rider" and "Every

Mother's Son." There are traces

of studio work with his voice

throughout the album, which

may be due to his straining his

voice by doing so many concerts.

Jim Morrison of the Doors

ruined his voice in concerts, and

the Doors' L.A. Woman album

was a disaster as far as vocals

went since Morrison's voice had

to be "patched up" in the

recording studio on most of the

cuts. It sounds like Winwood
might be trying to keep that

from happening to him as he

doesn't really sign on the album

like he's capable of doing, but

rather controls his voice so he

doesn't strain it.

The music itself on the album

is fantastic. Chris Wood plays

the flute and saxophone better

than he ever has before. Rick

Grech's bass is near perfect

throughout the album. The
percussion by Kwaku Baah and

Jim Capaldi couldn't be better.

The guitars by Winwood are

good, and his organ work on the

title cut is his best effort since

"Every Mother's Son."

The album has three cuts on

each side. The first cut on side

one, "Hidden Treasure," sets

the musical pace for the album.

It's a dreamy kind of song that

makes vou feel like your mind is

up in the clouds somewhere just

drifting along aimlessly, when in

comes the sleazy sax of Chris

Wood introducing you to The

Low Spark of High Heeled Boys.

You can picture the boys just

strutting onto the scene, snap-

ping their fingers, like they know

something you don't. Stevie

Winwood's vocals get the song

going nicely. His piano carries

the mood of the song well, but

it's his electric organ that makes

the song great. I haven't heard

an organ that fits a song as good

as this one does since Winwood

did "Voodoo Child" with Jimi

Hendrix in 1968. The last chord is

a perfect ending to the song as

tne high heeled boys and Win-

wood exit for awhile.

The last cut of side one is a

song Jim Capaldi wrote and

sings himself, called "Light Up
or Leave Me Alone." The song is

.ight-hearted and Capaldi's

vocals aren't bad at all. But it

really doesn't fit in musically

with the mood of the album set

by the first two cuts. Winwood

gets a chance to play his guitar,

but the song doesn't come off as

anything spectacular. You ve

heard it all before.

Side two starts off with

another song not done by Win-

wood. but by Rick Grech and w

Jim Gordon. It's called "Rock

and Roll Stew," and wouldn't

have been bad if Stevie Winwood ,

had sung it, but Rick Grech does

and he isn't the most exciting

lead singer in the world, and his

vocals aren't the most

desireable to hear, either. All

things considered the boredom

created by this song at least

makes the last two cuts seem
worthwhile. After letting

Capaldi and Grech have their

say, Winwood pulls the album

back together with "Many a

Mile To Freedom." A smile of

relief comes over your face

when your hear his voice once

more. This song starts as a

beautiful melody, and it's the

prettiest song Traffic has done

since "No Face, No Name, and

No Number." The guitar solo by

Winwood is nearly as good as the

guitar solo on "Mr. Fantasy"

but Chris Wood's flute is what

makes the song as pretty as it is.

This song should gave been

ended after about five minutes

bacause it repeats itself, and is

pretty drawn out at the end. It is

nice, though, and you'll like iL.

best whenever the seasons are

changing because it draws that

kind of melancholy happiness

from your soul that you get

during those times of the year.

The last cut on the album,

"Rainmaker" is a pleadingly

mystical song with religious

overtones concerning a farmer's

prayer to the rainmaker for rain

on his crops. The music is great

and Chins Wood really shines on

his flute. Toward the end of this

seven-minute cut, your mind is

hanging somewhere in the

clouds again, waiting for the

rain, that sleazy saxophone
comes back for just a minute or

so and so do those high heeled

boys, just to let you know that

they never left

Although The Low Spark of

High Heelen Boys won't get your

feet moving, Winwood at least

moves your mind in the way that

only Traffic knows how to do.

The album will put a serene

smile on your face, just like you

get looking out your window on

rainy days or Sunday af-

ternoons.

Traffic

Shawn Phillips:
By PETE FORGET

SECOND CONTRIBUTION-SHAWN PHILLIPS
A & M Records

Recorded on A & M records last year, this is the second album of

a relatively unknown artist. Shawn Phillips has since made another

album and always names them with titles beginning with the letter

•C " He exhibits talents as a singer and song writer on this one.

With excellent musical backup (Phillips has a dozen musicians

helping him) this album makes for some very nice listening. The

lyrics are printed out on the inside cover, simple and unpretentious.

There are cuts like the one entitled "She was waiting for her

mother at the station in Torino and You know I love you baby but

it's getting too heavy to laugh." Phillips describes a woman he has

known in song which is a beautiful introduction for the music to

follow.

With flute piano, and strings in the not too distant background,

this rates as one of the finest songs on the album. It leads right into

the next song "Keep On" which features some nice brass

arrangements and of course Phillips vocals. Then a fluid transition

into a short song called'Sleepwalker'and some fine flute and organ

W
°Flip the record over and hear "A Song for Sagittarians." This one

quiets down and comes back nicely. In "Looking up Looking

down," Phillips tells us:

You see vourself in a coffee cup/But you cannot stimulate/the

future up/Go slow/Every time I'm doing a number/ I'm thinking

that I see your eyes/I keep crossing over borderlines/Seeking little

babies die/The alternative to truth/is hypocrisy/If you want to

choose the latter/You won't ever be free/Go slow, etc.

What Zat" follows concerning a woman, pregnant and poor,

struggling to give life. Two short instrumental are next, especially

line on headphones. Lastly is the song of a lady called "Steel

Eyes." In it Phillips shows us his skill on acoustical guitar, playing

some harmonics for added effect.

Shawn Phillips has a great deal to say on this album and he says

it quite nicely. His songs are sensitive, the music gentle yet

powerful. Look into it.
1
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A Brilliant Cast Saves "The Trojan Women"
By NORMA DESMOND

actress now in

retirement

The Trojan Women, written by

Euripides, in 416 B.C., was not

just the first, but the one great

anti-war play. What* Euripides

did was to look at wars other side

and the view form the losing side

was not pomp and glory, but

cruelty and pain. The Trojan

women are powerless, defen-

seless. The sahame of these

women is that they can do

nothing, but yield to the victors.

When the play opens their

children have been taken from

them and sent to unknown

destinations, and the women are

waiting to be shipped into

slavery; it closes when they

have all been consigned and the

city is burned. THE Trojan

Women is the greatest lament

for the loss of freedom ever

written, the greatest lament of

the sufferings of the victims of

war. The dramatist's vision of

the women whose husbands and

sons have been slaughtered is

austere and controlled and

complete so that, in a way, he

said it all, and for all time. We
knew about the miseries of war

before. The play does more than

confirm what we knew, it lays it

out so early that we feel a deeper

and higher understanding.

Despite the unevenness of the

Cacoyannis film one may come
out grateful for its clarity,

grateful for the experience.

Cacoyannis has filmed the entire

film outdoors yet the film is

claustrophobic, because the

locations have no more relation

to each other than if they were

stage sets. One never knows

where one is in this film You're

not sure where the people are in

relation to each other even when

they are in the same shot. And
why was the film shot in the kind

of muted dark color that

unimaginative people think is

right for tragedy? T drained

gloomy spectrum looks like

stage lighting. An even more
fundamental problem is one of

sound. Phrases get lost when the

characters are expecially upset

or are in motion. These

variations in audibility may
make the play superficially life-

like on the screen, but we regret

not hearing all the words

Many years ago Katherine

Hepburn, in A Long Days
Journey Into Night, gave the

crowning performance of her

career. In The Trojan Women
Hepburn has once again

achieved the subtlities of per-

formance. She is once again in

control. In recent years, in such

films as Guess Who's Coming To

Dinner and even more in Lion In

Winter, Hepburn has played on

our emotions for her not those

for the character she was por-

traying. As Queen Hecuba, in

The Trojan Women, she gives a

moving and most interesting

performance. Hepburn is fine

when she is angry, when she is

fighting for something-when she

has an antagonist. But at times

her Hecuba has toom many "Oh,

woe is me's" and we being to

doubt the weak resigned side of

her character.

Genevieve Bujold's portrayal

Katherine Hepburn

of Cassandra doesn't quite come
off. However, Miss Bujold gives

a stunning try and should be

given credit for attempting the

role. It is not her fault that

Cacoyannis has staged most of

her scnes with Ophelia-like-

flutters and with so much choruc

commotion that many of her

lines are lost.

As andromache, Vanessa
Redgrave fares better. An-

dromache is not as showy a role

as Cassandra. It is written in a

clear purpose stule that pushes

the narrative forward, and
Redgrave's Andromache is

magnificently uncomplicated.

Her Andromache is being

freshly thought out while we
watch-a dazed unflirtatious, pale

golden matron. Redgrave holds

us by the Ouiet power of her

concentration, by the marvelous

little things that she does. Un-

doubtedly Redgrave gives the

first performance in the film.

However, it is Irene Pappas as

Helen of Troy who cancels out

the cliches andlifts the film right

out of the womens college vir-

tuous cultural stage productions.

The Trojan Women is not just a

plainsong elegy disguised as a

play. Euripides gave it one great

melodramatic stroke, Helen the

adulterous wife of King

Meneleaus of Sparta, she whose

flight with Paris, Prince of Troy,

precipitated the war is among

the trojan women survivors,

Papas' Helen is a force of

nature, a greedy woman who

wants what she wants and who

means to live. She has the

vitality of the natural aggressor.

While the other women mourn

their dead, Helen uses her

animal cunning to survive.

Cacoyannis makes the point that

she is not defenseless, that the

ruthless have weapons that the

righteous don't. Irene Papps as

Helen brrethed sexuality. She is

not merely a beauty, but the

strongest woman one has ever

seen, and the more seductive

because of her strength. You can

believe men would kill for her.

She is not merely the cause of

war, she is the spirit of war.

This play demands a plain

consistent cinematic style

supremly matter of fact as

Euripides' language.
Cacoyannis tries to make the

film impressive. There's em-

balming fluid in the images and

the tragic line breaks down into

sequences. Some are

derivatives, such as the whirling

camera when Cassandra spins

about, the Cacophanous music

and the fast cuts when the

characters are distraught. Some

are prestigious in an overly

effective way, such as the freeze

frames in the opeing sequence

while the narrator speaks. These

are the attempts of a man
without film sense to make a

dramatic cinematic; it winds up

an anthology of second rate film

styles.

I think one would have to be

foolish to let aesthetic scruples

about the films mediocrity as

cinema deprive one of seeing

The Trojan Women with a cast

one could never hope to see on

the stage. The actresses do bring

intensity to the screen. If a film

releases that intensity, it hasn't

bungled what matters most

Hound Dog Taylor For Good Time Blues
For good-time blues, I've

never seen or heard a musician

who comes close to Hound Dog
Taylor. I can think of few ex-

periences as exhiliarating as a

Sunday afternoon at Florence's

on Chicago's South side, watching

Hound Dog as he laughs, stomps,

and flails away at his guitar,

infecting everyone in the vicinity

with a gleeful boogie disease.

"Dog" can't play a verse

without breaking into happy
laughter, and it's a rare listener

who isn't bopping with him all

the way.
And there's Taylor's great

second guitarist. Brewer
Phillips, flashing a toothy grin,

kicking his leg up in the air, and

unleashing rapid, racous riffs.

Taylor and Phillips split up

sometimes, but always come
back together—a lot of

musicians can't keep up with

Hound Dog at all, and no one

blends in like Phillips does.

Behind them is drummer Ted
Harvey, always chewing a wad

of gum and yelling for another

drink while he bashes both sticks

on a battered snare drum.

And clustered around the band

are people—people who've seen

Hound Dog a hundred times

before but who are still amazed
at the boogies and bottleneck

blues; people standing, dancing,

smiling, just looking and
shaking their heads. Out of all

the bluesmen in Chicago, only

Hound Dog consistently gets

such crowd responses.

Dog has achieved enormous
local popularity in the little

taverns of Chicago, and lately

he's won new fans at blues

festivals, too, but real fame and

fortune in the music world has

eluded him. He's had only two

45's, both on small Chicago

labels, and one LP, on Alligator

Records. Perhaps his first East

coast tour, in which he and his

band will play in New Haven,

Hartford, and Cambridge in

addition to the University, will

bring the attention that this man

obviously deserves. - Jim O'Neal
(Living Blues Magazine, 917 W.
Dakin St., Room 405, Chicago,

Illinois 60613

Hound Dog will perform at the.

Student Union Ballroom on this

coming Monday, December 13,

at 8:00 P.M. Tickets are
available at Superficial Smile
and will be available at the door.

Irene Pappas

mmm
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Not only a dramatic personal study

but an important political document.

Fri. Evening, Dec. 10 - Mahar
mcoior 6:30 - 8:45 - 11:00
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12" Pizza!

Plain $1.10

1 Item $1.35

2 Items $1.45

The Works $1.95

Mushrooms, Hamburg, Peppers,

Anchovies, Olives, and Pepperoni.

Don't forget our catering services with special discounts for
fraternities and sororities.

The Black Kettle Deli

jets. Rts. 116 and 47

665-4084 Sunderland 665-4085

Films

"The Eighth Wonder Of The World"

THE SCREEN
A Fantastic Film in Which a Monstrous Ape Uses

Automobiles for Missiles and Climbs a Skyscraper.

The following is the original

review which appeared in the

New York Times, March 7. 1933.

KING KONG, based on a story

by the late Edgar Wallace and

Merian C. Cooper; directed by Mr
Cooper; presented by RKO Radio

Pictures. At the Radio City Music

Hall and RKO Roxy.

Ann Redman
Denham
Driscoll
Englehorn
Weston
Native Chief
Second Mate
Witch King
Lumpy

Fay Wray
Robert Armstrong

Bruce Cabot
Frank Reicher

Sam Hardy
Noble Johnson
James Flavin

Steve Clemento
Victor Long

By MORDAUNT HALL
At both the Radio City Music

Hall and the RKO Roxy, which

have a combined seating

capacity of 10,000, the main

attraction now is a fantastic film

known as " King Kong"
The story of this feature was

begun by the late Edgar
Wallance and finished by Merian

C. Cooper, who with his old

associate, Ernext B. Schoed-

sack, is responsible for the

production. It essays to give the

spectator a vivid conception of

the terrifying experiences of a

producer of jungle pictures and

his colleagues, who capture a

gigantic ape, something like

fifty feet tall, and bring it to New
York. The narrative is worked

out in a decidedly compelling

fashion, which is mindful of what

was done in the old silent film

The Lost World.

Through multiple exposures,

processed "shots" and a variety

of angles of camera wizardry the

producers set forth an adequate

story and furnish enough thrills

for any devotee of such tales.

Although there are vivid

battles between prehistoric

monsters on the island which

Denham. the picture maker,

insists on visiting, it is when the

enormous ape, called Kong, is

brought to this city that the

exictement reaches it highest

pitch. Imagine a 50-foot beast

with a girl in one pay climbing

up the outside of the Empire
State Building, and after putting

the girl on a ledge, clutching at

airplanes, the pilots of which are
pouring bullets from machine
guns into the monster's body.

It often seems as though Ann
Redman, who goes through
more terror than any of the other

characters in the film, would
faint, but she always appears to

be able to scream. Her body is

like a doll in the claw of the

gigantic beast, who in the course

of his wanderings through
Manhattan tears down a section

of the elevated railroad and
tosses a car filled with
passengers to the street.

Denham is an intrepid person,

but it is presumed thai when the

ape is killed he has had quite

enough of searching for places

with strange monsters. In the

opening episode he is about to

leave on the freighter for the

island supposed to have been
discovered by some sailor, when
he goes ashore to find a girl

whom he wants to act in his

picture. In course of time he

espies Ann, played by the at-

tractive Fay Wray, 'and there

ensues a happy voyage. Finally

through the fog the island is

sighted and Denham, the ship's

officers and sailors, all armed,

go ashore. It soon develops that

the savages, who offer up
sacrifices in the form of human
beings to Kong, their super-king,

keep him in an area surrounded

by a great wall. Kong has miles

in which to roam and fight with

vrontosauri and dinosauri and

other huge creatures.

There is a door to the wall.

After Denham and the others

Merman was knocking them dead in Cole Porter's "Anything Goes",

Palace, Burns and Allen wowed them over the radio waves, and Fay

silver screen. Them were the days.

photographers irritate even him
with their flashlights, and after

several efforts he breaks the

steel bands and eventually gets

from the ship have had quite

enough of the island, Kong

succeeds in bursting open the

door, but he is captured by the

white men. How they ever get

him on the vessel is not ex-

plained, for the next thing you

know is that Kong is on

exhibition in Gorham,
presumably in Madison Square

Garden.
During certain episodes in this

film Kong, with Ann in his paw,

goes about his battles,

sometimes putting her on a fifty-

foot high tree branch while he

polishes off an adversary. When
he is perceived on exhibition in

New York he is a frightening

spectacle, but Denham thinks

that he has the beast safely

shackled. The newspaper

WPFKEND Continued from page 16A

away. He looks for Ann on the

highways and byways of New
York. He climbs up hotel

facades and his head fills a

whole window, his white teeth

and red mouth adding to the

terror of the spectacle.

Everywhere he moves he
crushes out lives. He finally

discovers Ann and being a

perspicacious ape, he decides

that the safest place for himself

and Ann is the tower of the

Empire State structure.

Needless to say that this

picture was received by many a

giggle to cover up fright. Con-

stant exclamations issued from

the Radio City Music Hall

yesterday. "What a man!"
observed one youth when the ape

forced down the great oaken

door on the island. Human
beings seem so small that one is

reminded of Defoe's "Fulliver's

W.C. Fields was a smash at the

Wray made them swoon on the

Travels." One step ana this

beast traverses half a block. If

buildings hinder his progress, he

pushes them down, and below

him the people look like

Lilliputians.

Miss Wray goes through ner

ordeal with great courage.

Robert Armstrong gives a

vigorous and compelling im-

personation of Denham. Bruce

Cabot, Frank Reicher, Sam
Hardy, Moble Johnson and
James Flavin add to the interest

of this weird tale.

The version of King Kong now
playing at the Talkie in Nor-

thampton is the original, uncut

version which was not seen by

the Times reviewer nor anyone.

The most interesting cut,

though, is the one featured in the

above picture which shows Miss
Wray's bare breast, not the kind

of material the audience at

Radio City or the RKO Roxy was
capable of handling. Kong had
morals, so to speak.

2001: \ Space Oddyssey

(Calvin Theater. Northampton)

Unquestionably one of the

finest films of recent years and

the best space epic ever. Stanley

Kubrick's twelve million dollar

Modern Odyessey is the

surrealistic journey of Man's

evolution, from Monkey to Man
to Superman. The film is

visually the most complex in

recent years. a cosmic

Marienhad. and the special

effects are stunning beyond

belief. It is loosely structure in

three parts with more along

thematic lines containing

perhaps the most interesting pop

philosophy ever filmed. The

music score, ranging from

Richard Strauss to Ligeti to

Johann Strauss, is one of

positive brilliant, the script is

downbeat black humor, and the

direction is impeccable Kubrick,

visually complete and

beautifully done by perhaps

America's finest director. In

wide-screen and four-track

stereo.

Viva Villa (Sunday. Merrill

Science (enter, Amherst

College, H and 10)

Wallace Beery as Pancho \ ma

in this rather gruesome (for

1933) film about his exploits. Leo

Can-ilk) (of Cisco Kid fame) is

even hlondthirstier tnd ray

Wrav proves her acting ability

genuinely needed the addition of

a big. hary ape to be of any in-

terest. A fine script by Ben Hect

is the film's major virtue.

Willard (Jerry Lewis.

Cinemas. Northampton)

An immensely popular film

which only proves the public

interest in rather tastless ex-

crement and is not in good films.

A young man named Willard

discovers he is able to speak to

rats and then using this ability to

his most expedient ends, much
to the dismay of Ernest

Borgnine who rather un-

ceremoniously gets attacked by

a viscious pack of rodents. The

film isn't even frightening, just

boring and tasteless.

Z (Friday. Mahar. 6. 8:15, 10)

Costas-Gravas brilliantly

executed yet shamefully hollow

polimic about Greece and the

recent right-winged takeover

The film is breathtaking and

fascinating thriller about a

political leader who is murdered

by a Fascist conspiracy in

contemporary Greece. Director

Costas-Gravas streches things a

bit when he begins to push his

message. Jean Louis Trin-

tignant manages some fine

acting as the government in-

vestigator who uncovers the

conspiracy, otherwise the

results are mediocre.

! ACADEMY
AT THE GATES

OT SMITH COLLEGE

V

Now Showing
Eves. 6: 45-9: 05

Sat.-Sun. -con't.

NORTHAMPTON. MASS. 5I4-M1S PARK MASONIC ST. 10T

.ROSS HUNUR ...oo.'w

AIRPORT
BURT LANCASTER • DEAN MARTIN

JEAN SEBERG- JACQUELINE BISSET

6E0R6E KENNEDY HELEN HAYES

VAN NEFUN • MAUREEN STAPLETON

WON. & TIE. Evenings - BALCONY SEATS $1.00!

Saturday, Dec. 11

FLIGHT
8:00 p.m. 50"
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Theater

Probably the most exciting and

provocative play to be written in American

in the last ten years will be presented by the

UMass Theatre. ..Arthur Kopit's in-

ternationally acclaimed, ^dia
^

s
.

Production dates are December 9th-llth &

16th-18th.
, tmmm .

Indians opened in New York in 1969 to

rave reviews. THE NATIONAL OB-

A U.MASS.THEATRE
PRODUCTION

Buffalo Bill Has Arrived
SERVER said of it " It may well be the great

American play that everyone has been

waiting for—the one that captures, in broad

perspective, some substantial part of our

common experience."

Indians, the action of which takes place in

the center ring of Buffalo Bill's Wild West

Show, is gaudy, noisy and raucuous. Mr.

Kopit in writing Indians has become an

o am mmm
DEC. 9 11 ,16-18 AUDITORIUM

CALL 545-2579

I

Evangelist preaching hellfire in boisterous

fables and parables.

The performers in this wild west show are

Billy the Kid, Jesse James, Ned Buntline,

Wild Bill Hickok, and assorted politicians

and their victims-Geronimo, Chief Joseph,

Sitting Bull, and other plains Indians. As

they re-enact their parts in the conquest of

the West, the legend of the western hero

bravely taming a savage land is shown to be

a fraudulent mythologizing of greed and

stupidity, just as the Wild West Show itself

was.
But beyond the so-called "message of

Indians there is pure entertainment. It is a

spectacle of the rodeo arena, the western

songs and the drama of triumph that is

juxtaposed with the earth bound rituals,

dances and chants of the Indians.

Indians is directed by Gary Stewart, who

directed last year's American College

Theatre Festival, winner for UMass

Theatre, The Clouds. Sets are designed by

Jeff A. Fiala, costumes by Elizabeth Weiss

Hopper, Lighting by Janes F. Dooley Jr.,

choreography by Janet Craft and music by

Jason McAuliffe.

Production dates are Thursday through

Saturday evenings, December 9th-llth,

16th-18th, 8:30 PM, in Bartlett Auditorium.

Reserved seating is available at the Bartlett

Box Office or by calling 545-2579. Tickets are

$1.50 for UMass students with ID and $2.00

for all others.

On February 26, 1846, in Le Claire Iowa

William Cody was born; by the age of 22 he

had killed over 4,000 buffaloes, not out of

malice but because it was his job to see that

the railroad workers building that "great

link'' across the United States were fed. For

his supposed humanitarian efforts he

received the nickname Buffalo Bill. At the

age of 23, Ned Buntline wrote a dime novel

called BUFFALO BILL, THE KIND OF
THE BORDER MEN. This catipulted

Buffalo Bill Cody into national prominence.

In the years following the Indian wars

raged across the western United States, and

Ned Butnline never one to turn down an

opportunity to promote a "good show,"

wrote SCOUTS OF THE PLAINS, with

Buffalo Bill Cody playing himself.

The future and fame of Buffalo Bill was

made secure. He was a national hero. The

fearless scout, buffalo killer. Indian slayer;

he became the embodyment of all that was

daring and noble in the conquest of the West

Whether this man, Buffalo Bill, was in truth

a real life hero, is matter that can at best be

considered suspect. But to minds of many an

American for generations thereafter there

has never been a doubt. He is the myth, the

magic man that Americans built their

dreams on. . .

But at what price? Is a myth made of Wild

West Shows? In 1883 "Buffalo Bill's Wild

West Show," was first performed. It was a

great success. Such men as Sitting Bull, and

Wild Bill Hickok, were fellow performers

with Buffalo Bill. And from this type of

showmanship, the great myth of the West

was created.

There appeared in Playboy magazine an

interview with John Wayne in which he

said:
. , . ...

"I don't feel we did wrong in taking this

great country from them (the Indians) if

that' s what you're asking. Our so-called

stealing of this country from them was just a

matter of survival. There were a great

number of people who needed new land, and

the Indians were selfishly trying to keep it

for themselves."

There seems to be a little loss of faith in

that "myth" out of our past.

The UMass Theatre Production of Arthur

Kopit's explores aU of the above. Yet In-

dians is not a play about how badly we

treated the Indians. We all know that. It is a

play about the creation of a myth-a national

mind-set. It dramatizes our national am-

nesia Kopit shrewdly chooses Buffalo Bill

as his focal figure. Buffalo Bill who was the

significant link between the West as it was

and the West as we have made it through

novels, radeos, movies and television.

Around his protagonist Kopit spins with

great skill the theatrical sights and sounds

of "Indian chants, ritual ceremony, three

ring pageantry, Western Bravado.

Above all Indians is pure entertainment.

It is "Thee Greatest Wild West Show" in all

of America.
It is the chance for an audience to hob-nob

with such heroes of our American folk lore

as Billy the Kid, Jesse James, Annie Oakley,

Wild Bill Hickok, Geronomo, and Sitting

Bull, not to mention a U.S. President and a

Russian Grand Duke.

By WALTER KERR
"But If The Play Is Sick At Heart"

Seeing Arthur Kopit's -Indians" is

like seeing a three-ring circus on the

night after the principal aerialist has

been killed in a fall. The spectacle is all

still there, but the band and the spangles

and the horses at high gallop can't keep

it from being sick at heart.

In one strict sense Mr. Kopit means his

tanbark entertainment, with its rippling

colored lights curving along a ramp into

the auditorium and its vast high plat-

forms from which godlike redmen can

hurl challenges, to be sick at heart.

Those of us in attendance are meant to

see beyond the gaudy carnival of Buffalo

Bill's Wild West Show, beyond the

friendship between Bill himself and

Sitting Bull, beyond the heroism of

killing "100 buffalo with 100 shots," to

the fraud that ended in genocide. Yes,

Buffalo Bill befriended Indians, took

their case to the White House, gave them

star billing in his profitable vaudevilles.

And yes, Buffalo Bill sold them steadily

and silently down a river of no return,

righteously proclaiming that all men
must "adapt" to whatever the new

circumstances are as he clasped hands

with another brave while genially

making another dollar. Buffalo Bill a

rat? Buffalo Bill was an American.

Thus the message intended to

discomfort us as we pick up its in-

flections through the blare and the

blinking strobe lights of a two-a-day

carnival. The carnival itself is im-

maculately put together by director

Gene Frankel. Before the evening has

begun we are persuaded by drums that

we are in the presence of theatrical

power: A stereophonic tatto yanks

audience heads in all directions, sear-

ching for the sound that is surrounding

and mesmerizing the assembled body

politic As the rattle reaches crescendo,

three glass sideshow cages in which wax

figures of Bil 1 and two Indian scouts are

housed rise solemnly into the heavens,

and Bill Cody in person which is to ay

in the white maned. leather-jacketed

person of I roaring, cursing, perspiring

Stacy Keach- charges toward the

footlights astride a superbly supple

white horse. Mr. Keach is horse and

rider both, of course, with sofe cotton

strands flying about his steed's head as

though beast and rider together were

made of sea foam; the canter, the

reining, the rearing constitute the

happiest stage image conceivable.

Stage images pyramid until they

threaten to topple. Bill's nightmares

hover on the upper platforms like fox-

faced snatches of protoplasm ; when Bill

kills his last 100 buffalo the^ buffalo

waddle wearily into iew, saucer-eyed

and grim, looking like death's-head

replicas of that friendly puppet known

as Ollie: when Sitting Bull's people are

massacred and left to freeze in the snow

a ground frost of twisted fingers is

spread out to suggest the snapped twigs

that these lives were.

There is ingenuity to burn, and

perhaps to bewilder Sitting Bull

descends to the ground on an improvised

staircase made of three naked poles, no

more. A chase that ends in a shoot-out

dissolves without pause into a chan-

delier-lit evening at home with the

President. With a blast of organ music

and the quick choreographic twitch of a

few bodies, we are into a deep blue

saloon where slow-motion outlaws

writhe as they drink, forgotten ghosts

beneath the bright nuder over the bar.

The production, designed by Oliver

Smith and costumed by Marjorie

Slaiman, is ready at every turn to take

over for an ailing play.

The play does all in a way that exceeds

Mr. Kopit's intentions for it. Mr. Kopit is

too eager to penalize us for our, and

Buffalo Bill's, bad habits. The evening is

one of those penitential exercises so

common now in which nothing can be

heard but the beating of breasts and the

self-inflicted scratching of flesh for past

guilts. No doubt we all deserve such

I reatment ; beyond doubt we can apply

the sorry lesson of "Indians" to quite

current problems, if we are not so taken

up with the stagecraft that we quite

lorget to applv it to anything real. But

we do not deserve a play in which the

» argument is unorganized, in which the

conflict is undramatized, in which the

irony is weighted to the point where it is

indistinguishable from bad burlesque, in

which all the speeches are tipped so far

one way or the other that we never can

have the sensation of touching truth at

home base.

There is no true red-white clash,

either. Though Mr. Kopit rigs a kind of

confrontation, and repeats it far too

often, in a meeting between Sitting

Bull's people and a commision from

Washington, the arguments are always

delivered by substitutes and most often

in the past tense. Bill must speak for

Sitting Bull, Wild Bill Hickock must

speak for Bill, the case is eternally being

made by third parties instead of in-

direct, do-or-die meeting. In a very

strange way, "Indians" is almost en-

tirely exposition. "You tell 'em, Bill, go

and tell em," propagandist Ned Bun-

tline urges his hero, and so Bill goes on

to tell 'em yet one more narrative saved

from the past. Out of all of this one very

fine remembrance emerges: Sitting

Bull's horse had performed with him in

Bill's Wild West show; the cue for the

horse's dance had been a pistol shot;

when Sitting Bull was at last and

treacherously shot dead, his horse—

a

few yards behind him—rose to his cue

and performed the whole of his dance to

his master's last breaths. But there is no

other image in the show quite so striking

as this one, and it is, once more, verbal

retrospect.

The comedy is baffingly low. A
Russian grand duke spits and sputters in

a Webber-and-Fields accent without

achieving any comment that is

genuinely biting or genuinely funny. A
special performance at the White House
finds a maiden tied to a stake, the

maiden being performed by an Italian

actress who seems to have misun-

derstood what Fannie Brice was getting

at. Wild Bill Hickock (who is very well

played by Barton Heyman) sub-

sequently strips the lass to her corsets

and stands spread-eagled above her,

boasting of his reputation as a sure shot,

before joining her under the White

House rug. The humor, instead of

stinging, seems schoolboyish or

borrowed from the last remnants of the

Absurd.

I am sorry to be harsh with the en-

terprise, of only because the production

is truly skilled and may even provide

enough divertissement to satisfy some
comers for an evening. But the point

should be made that it is all diver-

tissement, all distraction, distraction

from a play that has never been written

out. We are once more in the presence of

unfulfilled fragments—the notion of

Total Theater is going to have a lot to

answer for one of these days— and of an

attempt to conceal their incomplete

state by a massive and handsome use of

gyrating stage tools. All of those blue-

tinted, dream-drinking outlaws, for

instance, come into being for the sole

purpose of permitting Bill to enter the

bar and say to friend Hickock that he

has been having nightmares. But he has

said that before, he could say it

anywhere, and he ought to say it in

greater detail, at greater depth. Instead,

he is confiend to the single, simple

statement while the body of the scene

becomes the property of six rubbery

mimes themselves irrelevant.

Near the end of the spectacle, Buffalo

Bill says to Sitting Bull, "We had fun,

didn't we?" Sitting Bull replies, "Yes,

that was the terrible thing about it." An
interesting idea, most workable as a

theme. But in point of fact we have

never for a moment seen Bill and Sitting

Bull having fun together, the friendship

as such has not existed in the play.

Everywhere substance has been skim-

ped. Sometimes the skimpiness is

covered over by attitudinizing,

sometimes it is covered over by

moralizing ( because we are guilty, must
we accept weak dramaturgy?). Most

often it is covered over by speacial stage

effects, some of which are quite stun-

ning.

Reprinted from the Sunday Times.

Oct. 19, 1969.

Basic Audio

By FRANK JOHNSON
Having a record player, tape

recorder, or microphone allows

a wide variety of sources for a

hi-fi system. These devices

however require some sort of

storage medium I records, tapes,

or a PA system > so that they can

be used. The addition of a radio

would provide almost unlimited

flexibility, and its shortcomings

would be defined merely by the

number of stations it could bring

in clearly.

But when we envisage "a

radio" we hardly think of hi-fi.

What comes to mind is usually a

small amplitude modulation
(AM) receiving device that can

be taken with us as a portable or

else placed neatly on a bedstand

as a table model. Most radios

(including the consoles) have

circuitry that is valued below

$100. The sound that comes out of

a radio would not be of sufficient

quality to match the rest of our

system.
What we need for this system,

then, is not a self-contained

radio but a tuner. This is

literally a device that "tunes" in

the radio station but does not

amplify it. By concentrating on

this one job, which is selecting

and preamplifying a radio

signal, it can be designed for

close tolerances and high

quality.

There are, of course, tuners

that do come equipped with

amplifiers and control facilities.

These devices are called

receivers, to be distinguished

from the less expensive radios

they superficially resemble. Not

only is there a substantial

qualitative difference between a

receiver and a radio, but a large

cost difference as well.

Currently there are several

receivers which list for over

$1000.

We'll cover receivers in a

separate column later on. Today
we'll concentrate on tuners. We
should keep 2 things in mind if

we're interested in hi-fi. First,

any tuner which is part of a high-

quality system should be FM
(frequency modulation) only,

not AM. Not only is the

programming far more ad-

vanced, but the quality of the

signal is also better AM tran-

smission is effected primarily by

signal strength, which is sent by

bouncing AM waves off the

lower ionosphere in the earth's

atmosphere. The plus with AM is

that it can be carried over long

distances (The short wave
bands are a good example of

long-distance AM). The
drawbacks include a narrow

bandwidth (width of the channel

being received) and a rather

restricted frequency response.

In our first column we men
tioned that it was desireable to

get a wide frequency response.

AM stations rarely exceed 5 kHz
as their upper frequency limit.

In addition, AM is prone to

static, whistles, hiss, and ob-

noxious programming. It is not a

hi-fi medium.
FM, on the other hand, is

usually transmitted horizon-

tally, like VHF television waves
It cannot travel the distance of

AM ; but it does not suffer from a

restricted frequency response-

on the contrary. FM tuners can

easily pick up a 20 kHz tone. This

is because the frequency is

modulated, not the amplitude.

FM signals are by and large

static free Some of the signal to

noise ratios of FM tuners are

better than many amplifiers

So now that we know we want

FM. we should also realize that

If we want to receive stereo over

the air. we haw to have FM
There were some experiments

made in 1925 with stereo AM. but

now there is no such thing

Stereo means multiplex FM, a

process by which two signals are

combined and transmitted as

one. The tuner decodes this

combination and arranges the

two stero channels The dif

Ference in 9ign I luality bei

What You Need Is A Tuner
ween AM and FM is so great that

stereo AM is very impractical.

Let's briefly look inside a

tuner and see what it does when
receiving a signal. First, this

signal is collected and directed

to the set by means of an an-

tenna. When it reaches the set, it

has to be sorted from the myriad

of other signals. This is done in

the "front end", which consists

of a variable capacitor and a

remember-we mean "com-
petent". Naturally, a tuner

should be able to pick up weak
signals, or be sensitive. But it

should first and foremost pick up

these signals with a minimum of

unwanted noise. The ability to

suppress noise is called quieting.

It is specified in proportion to the

strength of the signal that is to

be received. By a standard

(known as the IHF standard), an

frequency, so that tuning isn't so

critical. Wide bandwidth is

especially important for stereo

FM. Finally, the tuner should

also have a good residual signal-

to-noise ratio, so that the only

offending culprit can be either a

poor amplifier (your fault) or a

poor signal (the station's fault),

and a good capture ratio, which

menas that in the event you have

»

tuned two stations of the same

The Scott 433, or the lazy man's dream tuner. This model uses a

stations are dialed according to a prepunched program data card. It e

filters, and integrated circuits. For explanation, see text.

programming system by which

mploys RET transistors, crystal

means of minor amplification.

After the signal is sorted, it is

mixed with another frequency
through a process called

heterodyning. Lost? Don't
worry-it's complicated.

Heterodyning is necessary if

we want to amplify the signal

but at the same time keep a good
signal-to-noise ratio. However, it

must be done in stages. The
signal that is injected during

heterodyning is called in in-

termediate frequency; that is to

say, it lies between the radio

bands (AM: 560-1600 kHz; FM:
88-108 mHz) and the audio bands
(20-20,000 Hz). We remove the

intermediate frequency
progressively, by a method
called detection. This is done by
oddly enough, a detector. The
amplified radio signal is

removed from the intermediate

frequency after the last in-

termediate frequency (IF)

stage. It is now ready to go to the

preamplifier.

This step-by-step process is

basically the same in both AM
and FM tuners. What
distinguishes the two is the

frequencies used and how the

components are tuned. Though
they are transmitted differently,

the method of reception is

basically the same.
We should now review a list of

factors that makes a tuner

"good ". By "good" we don't

necessarily mean "expensive".

FM tuner's sensitivity is

measured as the ability to pick

up a signal level, measured in

microvolts ( 1 microvolt - x

10 volts), with 30 db in excess

over the noise level. A typical

specification would read "2

microvolts sensitivity, IHF"
This means that this tuner will

pick up 2 microvolts of signal

and still keep the noise level 30

db below this figure. However,
an IHF sensitivity won't tell us

very much about stronger
signals. This can be related by

means of a plotted graph, known
as the "quieting curve." The
tuner, when it picks up "nor-

mal" signals, should give at

least a 50 db signal-to noise ratio

(substantially better than the

IHF figure) or else it won't do us

much good.

Next, a tuner should have good
selectivity, the means of

separating one signal from
another without the other signal

interfering. This is especially

important when we wish to hear

a weak signal whose frequency

is very close to a strong signal.

Selectivity is expressed in db. In

areas where the signal is very

strong (such as right next to the

transmitter) we also don't want

the tuner to "cross-modulate",
or have the same station come in

at several points on the dial.

Furthermore, we want the tuner

to also have a wide bandwidth,

or leewav within a certain tuned

channel, the tuner should select

the stronger of the two. The
capture ratio is also specified in

db, meaning the measure in db

of the stronger signal over the

weaker one.

We definitely need some sort

of device that can show us if

we've tuned in the station

correctly. A good way of doing

this is to have a tuner with a

meter. These meters usually

come in 2 forms: a signal-

strength type, which indicates

the strength of the incoming

signal, and a center-channel

type, used only on FM, that

indicates exact center of

channel. Although center-

channel meters are generally

easier to use, it is best to have a

tuner which features both.

For stereo, we want a tuner

with as much separation as

possible-the difference in signal,

expressed in db. between 2

stereo channels. Separation
varies as the frequency is

changed, and it will always be

best in the mid-frequencies. In

this case, separation should be in

excess of 30 db. Stereo FM
usually has somewhat more
distortion than mono FM, and its

signal-to-noise ratio likewise

suffers. We therefore want a

tuner which keeps distortion at

the lowest level possible, usually

lower than 0.5% in mono and

0.8% in stero (almost inaudible).

The circuitry of a tuner will

Com pus
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also determine what sort of a job

it will do. Last time we reviewed

tubes and transistors I will

generalize now and say that

properly -designed transistor

tuners will out perform tube

tuners, all lactors being equal

This superiority is due to

modern circuitry that improves

a tuner's performance Tran-

sistors by themselves usually

have a lower noise figure than

tubes Ordinary transistors in

"front ends", however, have a

tendency to cross-modulate. The
field-effect transistor, which is

affected by voltage and not

current, will not cross-modulate

so easily, and should always be
found in a transistor "front

end". Selectivity is limited by

the use of tuned transformers,

which are properly called

chokes. Replacing a choke by a

tuned crystal, which resonates

at the desired frequency, will

improve selectivity. A tuner that

has crystal or ceramic filters

(see earlier column that

discussed piezo-electric effect)

will do a better job of separating

stations close together than one

employing transformers or

chokes; again, all factors being

equal. Finally, transistors may
be combined with several others

and put into a single or in-

tegrated circuit. This allows

much size to be reduced. In-

tegrated circuits are especially

useful in the intermediate
frequency stage because they

can sometimes improve capture

ratio. Their widespread use is

being debated, however, and
many designers use them
merely to reduce cost, as they

may not necessarily improve
performance.
One important plus of tran-

sistors is their absence of hear,

which tends to de-tune the

transformer in a tuner. This

problem introduces the weakest

link in a tuner: alignment In

tube tuners, the gradual de-

tuning due to heat may require

alignment once or even twice a

year. In a transistor tuner, this

job may be performed only once

every 3 years. The tendency to

fall out of alignment is further

reduced by crystal filters, since

they theoretically should never

change frequency once they are

made. So crystal filters really

are an important development.

We're in tune. We want to get

to the process of control and
preamplification. Tune in next

week for the next exciting

thicket.
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Weekend
By BOB NESTl

Music
Roberta Flack

Roberta Falck is probably the most

underrated female vocalist today and

her concert at Smith is mandatory for

anyone interested in pop music. She can

evoke and sustain a mood with a song

that puts nearly every other singer in

their respectful place. Tonight at Smith,

Greene Hall, at 8.

Guvs and Dolls

"The Oldest Established Permanant

Floating Crap (lame In New York" is

what this delightful classic musical is all

about. Nathan Detrout, his girl of

fourteen years Adelaide, Sky Master-

son, and Sally Browne of the Salvation

Army are only some of the Damon
Runvun characters who comprise the

Times Square milieu featured in this

show. The score, by Frank Leosser, is

one of the most memorable in Broadway-

history, at the Lab Theatre. Mr. Holyoke

College, tonight, tomorrow, and Sunday-

evenings at 8:15.

Indians

Arthur Kopit's highly acclaimed

drama will be presented by UMass
Theater tonight and tomorrow at 8:30 in

Bartlett Auditoruim. It is reviewed on

page 14A <$>

Theater
The Wizard Of Oz
Smith College's production of the

classic children's film, this time

adapted to the stage. The three per-

formances this weekend are sold out so

the only way to see this production is

make arrangements with your friendly

scalper. ($)

Films

Airport (Academy of Music. Nor-

thampton)
A glossy and obvious melodrama done

in the Big Hollywood style which seems

today far out-of-date. A group of airline

passengers spend an evening stranded

on a snowy and blocked runway and are

put through nearly every cliche which

can be imagined to occur. The film has a

large cast, led by Burt Lancaster, Dean

Martin, Jean Seberg, Maureen
Stapleton. Van Heflin. and Jacqueline

Bissett, but acting honors go to Helen

Hayes as the little old lady stowaway.

Belle De Jour (Sunday. SU Ballroom,

7 and 9:30)

Luis Bunuel's beautifully executed

erotic fantasy about a well-bred, bored

girl's sadomasochistic fantasies is one

of the more sensual films of recent

years Catherine Deneuve portrays the

woman who has everything, save a bit of

the whip and makes frequent mental

visits to a brothel to satisfy her desires.

Bunuel has crafted a genial and lovely

fantasy. ' in French with subtitles).

Bonnie and Clyde (Wednesday.
Student Union Ballroom. 7 and 9)

The two of the most notorious and

legendary criminals of the Thirties were

transformed into two of the Sixties most

popular folk heroes through the

polularity of this fine film Director

Arthur Penn has made nearly mythic

these two scoundrels through his ex-

k lent use of decor and color of the

1>< i iod. Faye Dunaway and Warren

Beatty are fine in the leads, but the

film's most interesting caricatures

belong to Estelle Parsons and Gene

Hackman as the title duos cronies.

Simply one of the more memorable
film's of the late Sixties.

Casablanca (Friday, Bramble
Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke, 8)

A very professional and highly en-

joyable entertainment which mixes

sophisticated witticism and tense, ac-

tion melodrama with equal amounts of

finnese. It is truly one of the best

remembered romantic films of all times

with Humphrey Bogart meeting his pre-

World War II love Ingrid Bergman in

espionage-ridden Casablanca. She and

her husband, an outspoken critic of Nazi

policies, seek to escape to America and

the cvnical. well-written script follows

them' through to the end. The cast is

impeccable, Humphrey Bogart has

never seemed so pathetic and Ingred

Merggman was never as beautiful as in

this film Dooley Wilson plays the

memorable "as Time Goes By " Oscars

in script and direction BS well as being

the Best Picture on 1941,

Catch -- (Jerry Lewis Cinemas,

Northampton)
Mike Nichols interpretation of Joseph

Heller's hugely successful- surreal an-

tiwar memoir makes for a searing film

experience. Alan Arkin gives one of last

vear's best performances as Yossarian,

the air force bombadier who discover's

he's damned if he does and damned if he

doesn't (which is essentially what

Catch-22 is.) The film is wild, chaotic,

and episodic look into the absuridity of

war and takes place on a dry makeshift

B—52 base in the south of Italy during

the latter days of the war. Nichols

assembled one of the best casts of any

large, recent production and induced

superlative performance from them all.

The Champ (Friday, Merrill Science

Center, Amherst College, 7 and 9)

A sentimental tale about a boozy

boxer and his son that won an Oscar for

Wallace Beery and one for scriptwriter

Frances Marion. This 1931 film also

confirmed the stardom of child star

Jackie Cooper, whose most recent

performance in The Love Machine,

should have him longing for the good,

old days.

Cry Uncle! (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley)
A film of positively no taste at all, and

funny for anyone who finds a grossly-

overweight nude man humping all sorts

of thunder-thighed young ladies

humorous. Directed by Joe's John G.

Avildsen. the film is an attempted satire

of sexfilms and detective yarns that

comes off more a satire of itself.

A Day At The Races (Campus

Cinemas. Hadley)

"Either the man is dead or my watch

has stopped!" says Groucho Marx as

Hugo Z. Hackenbush, a horse doctor

posing as a fashionable neurologist, in

this completely captivating 1937

comedy. It all has something to do with a

sanatorium, a group of bankers, a blond

siren, and a steeplechase and a cast

which included Margaret Dumont,
Maureen O'Sullivan. and Allan Jones.

The film, though, is stolen by Groucho.

Fantasia (Campus Cinemas. Hadley)

While watching rushes of the

"Pastoral Symphony'' sequence. Walt

Disney was said to have exclaimed,

"That'll make Beethoven!'' Whether or

not he succeeded seems a mute point,

for he managed to create perhaps the

most impressive cartoon feature up

until the recent Yellow Submarine. The
film utilizes Leopold Stokowski and the

Philadelphia Orchestra playing ex-

cerpts from Tchiakovsky, Dukas,
Stravinsky, Moussorgsky, in addition to

Beethoven as Disney gave a visual

accompaniment to works by these

composers. Some seem marred by the

cloying sentimentality which so often

flavored Disney finlms. still there are

three or four delightful sequences.

The too Blows (Sunday. Thompson
104, 7 and 9)

A funny and moving account of a

small boy's adventure in the big city

while on the run from an unhappy home
and school life. Francoise Truffaut

wrote and directed this 1959 semi-

autobiographical film that greatly in-

fluenced the New Wave series of the

early Sixties The location photography

is exquisite.

The French Connection (Showcase

Cinemas, West Springfield)

A fact-based account of how police

trackdown a shipment of heroin in New
York City which is a fast, flashy, and

fascinating thriller. The grittiness and

chaos of New York City is captured at

breakneck speed and brutality by

director William Friedkin who has

fashioned perhaps the stylish and finest

thriller in some time. Gene Hackman
plays a boorish detective who, as the

antisocial, antihuman. detective,

somewhere between Bullitt and Joe, is

fast becoming the latest film cliche.

Gone With The Wind (Showcase

Cinema, West Springfield)

This romantic historical pageant of

the Civil War is remembered by many
as the best film of all time. It

crystallized an entire generation's idea

of what a romance should be, full of

color, character, and action. David O.

Selznick mounted this gigantic

production in association with MGM and

utilized three directors (Victor Fleming

takes the credit and the Oscar for Best

Director in 1939), many of Hollywood's

finesl technicians, perhaps the most

splendid color photography up until the

time, and a cast that was chosen with

impeccable care Clark Gable plays

Rhett Butler. Vivien Leigh played the

memorable Scarlett O'Hara (and

John Curtis as G
the VT production

in this issue,

copped an Oscar), and featured in the

huge cast are Olivia DeHavilland, Leslie

Howard, and Butterfly McQueen, whose

part as the maid only showed that

Hollywood wasn't quite as intelligent as

we may wish to remember.
Goodbye, Columbus (Jerry Lewis

Cinemas, Northampton)
Philip Roth's novella was tran-

sformed into a slick, stylish comedy-
drama It's about an unhappy affair

between a young man, who is poor,

Jewish, and works in a library: and a

young girl, who is rich, intelligent, and is

rich, intelligent, and is Ali McGraw. The
film contains one masterfully done

sequence: the essential Jewish wedding,

that is presented with such a cold eye as

to make a complete anathema. Other

than this, and the performance of

Richard Benjamin, the film makes for

plain drivel.

The Greatest Story Ever Told

(Showcase Cinemas. West Springfield)

Jesus is big this year, which is the only

reason for the re-release of this terrible

film about the life and times of The One

And Only The film makes Christ out to

appear as a latter day Alexander The

Great who not only claimed to be the Son

of God. but was treated as such by the

millions of extras George Stevens

employed in this mammoth (70mm. and

stereophonic sound) production. Stevens

has managed to make probably the

worst and most blatantly inaccurate

Bible spectacle to date which bears

about as much relation to the life of

Christ as Charleston Heston's Moses did

in DeMille's Ten Commandments.

King Kong (the Talkie, Northampton)
The greatest film monster of them all

makes his belated, triumphant, and
uncut return in this, the original print of

the 1933 film Kong eats a native and
makes an obvious play at poor, captive

Fay Wray in the footage that has
returned from the cutting room floor.

For more see the original, New York
Times review somewhere in this issue.

Kotch (Palace. Spfld. >

Walter Matthau is excellent as a

seventy-year Old widower who shares

his cottage with an unwed pregnant

teen-ager.A neat and often touching

entertainment, this film marks Jack
Lemmon's thin directorial debut.

Hopefully, in the future, Mr. Lemmon

eronimo in Indians,

reviewed elsewhere

will devote all his time to acting.

The Leopard (Friday, Campus Center

Auditorium, 7 and 10)

A dazzling historic recreation of the

dying aristocracy of Italy during the

latter part of the last century done by

master director LuchinoVisconti. A film

with a wonderfully sustained sense of

the period with what is probably Burt

Lancaster's finest performance.

Min and Bill and Tugboat Annie

(Saturday, Merrill, Science Center.

Amherst'College, 7:30 and 10)

Two films starring the irrepressible

Marie Dressier, the first of which won

her an Oscar.

A Night At The Opera

The Marx Brothers in probably their

finest film. The quartet take on culture,

specifically opera and do what needed to

be done to "II Trovatore" in the first

place. A wonderful film.

Scrooge (Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield)

Despite the facts that it is a rather

painfully tuneless musical, this recent

adaptation of Dicken's classic story is

worth seeing for its fine script and the

brilliant characterization of Albert

Finney as Scrooge. The production is

handsome, the action wonderfully done,

and the results are enormously en-

tertaining, the only major fault is

lacklustre Leslie Briscusse score. A fine

cast is featured led by Alec Guinness,

Edith Evans, and Kenneth Moore.

The Strawberry Statement (Saturday,

Sage Hall, Smith College, 7:30 and 9:30)

A wretched look at college radicalism

Take uncommitted boy (a jock on the

crew team) have him meet politically

active girl at a rally, and watch them

take over the university in the tradition

of Mickey Rooney -June Allyson. They

enjoy themselves until the "pigs" bust

their heads in the films rather unsubtle

and overly persuasive conclusion that

showed us, once and for all, Hollywood

wasn't quite ready for the New Left.

Kim Darby looks perfectly awful

throughout and gives a complementary
performance as the identity crisis

proned girl and Bruce Davidson seems

perfectly mindless as the apathetic lock

who becomes committed to the cause

Continued on Page 13a
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8.^ V, cur spoke before an audience of m Saturday < left) and answered questions afterward ,
right). Vanocur. former NBC newsman, now works for PubHc

B^Xastin, in hta speech, he stressed the importance of domest.c .ssucs.

Sander Vanocur:

'Domestic Issues Are Most Important'

B> BOB CALLAHAN
AND JAN AUMAN

Stressing that the media must

become concerned with reality in

the upcoming Presidential cam-

paign, veteran broadcaster Sander

Vanocur called for more coverage

of the issues that directly affect the

people and less coverage of the

campaigning of Presidential

hopefuls. Vanocur spoke before an

audience of 400 Saturday evening

at the Student Union Ballroom.

Vanocur. who resigned from

NBC earlier this year to work in

Public Broadcasting, said. "There

is a great deal on the minds of the

people it is evident that people

are more concerned about the

substructure of politics.' In

speaking about the substructure of

politics. Vanocur means the issues

which most directly affect the lives

of the American people.

The former White House
Correspondent said that crime in

the streets, pollution, and unem-

ployment were the real problems

faced by the people. He discounted

the Russians and Chinese as posing

any threat

Vanocur said that people can't

relate as well to issues such as

On The Inside

:

SW Sex Survey
See page two

Photo Essay
* See page eight

India-Pakistan
See page four

foreign affairs that seem distant

But that they can relate to the

domestic issues.

In emphasizing his point.

Vanocur said. "When I walk down

the street late at night. 1 don't

worry about a Russian missile

sneaking up and mugging me."

and "I don't lie awake at night

wondering whether Chairman
Mao. red book in hand, will break

into my house and steal my
television set."

According to Vanocur. the media

has to deal with "sociological

reporting ." "They have to talk to

people and get to know what the

people are thinking
."

He called for less focus on the

attitudes of the politicians and said

that it is the duty of the media to try

to avoid being a "transmission belt

for established authority
"

Vanocur urged those listening to

work within the system as a means

of effecting change. "We simply

have no other way to make the

system work." he said.

Vanocur pointed out that citizens

should start paying attention to

people in local political office "By

thinking small, none of us are

entirely powerless, he said

In a question period after

delivering his prepared speech.

Vanocur said that he thinks that

there is a definite move away from

the two party system "We may be

entering an era of multiple par

ties," he said

When asked what the chances of

Nixon's re election were Vanocur

replied. "President Nixon appears

to be in very good shape right now.

but I can't predict the outcome

with any accuracy

As for New York Mayor John

Lindsay, he feels that his chances

aren't too good "I've lived in New
York for a while," he said.

Vanocur discredited the belief

that a campaign could be won

through the media He thinks that

the American People are looking

for "Charisma of non charisma" in

the candidates for the upcoming

Presidential election in 1972

Karlier in the day. Vanocur held

a seminar in which questions were

asked about his relationship with

NBC and the control of government

over the media
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SW Sex Survey Planned

Diane Mettzer working on sttvercraft that she sold at Sunda> af-

ternoon's Orchard Hill Bazaar. The Bazaar was sponsored l>\ Apple

Corps, Orchard Hill's social and cultural group. < MDC photo by Gai >

Upaugh)

"What do college students really

think about then dorms'' What

double standards about sex exists

among men and women? Are

doii ns in Southwest viable places

to live? What is the learning en-

vironment in a I'Muss dor-

mitory''

These are the questions that are

currently perplexing Bill Laramee
and Dave Hoffman in their attempt

this week to learn more about the

way freshmen living in Southwest

see the place they call home.

They tall their research study,

being done for Dr. Robert Gage,

Acting Vice-Chancellor for Student

Affairs, "Project FLAVER." The
acronym stands for Freshmen
.Longitudinal Attitudes-Values-
Environments Research.

Beginning tonight in six dorms-
Patterson Pierpont (Project 10),

John Adams Lower and Middle (T-

5 Experiment). Coolidge Middle.

Kennedy Lower and Middle, and

Washington Lower-counselors will

distribute survey forms dealing

with attitudes towards dormitois

life as well as feelings and

knowledge about sex.

"Because some of the questions

;ibout sex attitudes are very

personal, and ideas about the

dorms might be controversial.*' T-

5 project director Laramee said,

"all responses will be completely

anonymous ." Only results in

general terms will be made public.

Hoffman, the assistant director

of Project 10, added, "The people

who make future decisions about

what sorts of experiments will be

encouraged to remake the en-

vironment of dorm living solid

information, that's clear."

Both Laramee and Hoffman,

doctoral students in higher

Hospital Raises Controversy

Unless the governor or secretary

of human resources intervenes, the

state Dept. of Public Health ap-

parentlv will not review the need

for the controversial $55-$70

million teaching hospital of the

UMass Medical School in Wor-

cester.

This will probably mean, ac-

cording to Dr Meyer Herman,
director of the health depart-

ment's Bureau of Resource
Development, that the four

existing Worcester hospitals will

have to cancel their plans for

modernisation, expansion and new-

construction for the indefinite

future-since the new 400-bed

hospital will more than satisfy all

projected needs for the Worcester

area for vears to come.

The proposed teaching hospital

has been widely criticized as an

unnecessary addition to the

medical facilities of the Worcester

area.

According to the department's

figures, Worcester already has 7.4

general hospital beds per 1000

population, compared with a

statewide average of 4.6 beds per

thousand

In addition, the I Mass hospital

would add another obstetrical

service to Worcester's 1 iur

-ting maternity unit- and

another radiation therapy center to

the three existing super-voltage

radiotherapy installations there.

Because of these figures and
Worcester's stable population,

construction of the L'Mass hospital

"may lead to closures of one or

more Worcester hospitals even-

tually—and presumably it would,"

said Peter Hiam. the department
official in charge of implementing
the state's new emergency
authority to curb all unnecessary
hospital and nursing home con-

struction

Nevertheless, Hiam has decided

not to apply the new authority to

the UMass hospital case, because
he feels it was not the Legislature's

intent to have the department
review the need for the facility

But Hiam said he intends to

make clear to the four existing

Worcester hospitals the profound

impact the UMass facility will

have on their future.

"Since we apparently have no
control over the UMass hospital."

Hiam explained yesterday in an
interview, "all new projects in the

Worcester area will have to be

measured against the impending
reality of the teaching hospital.

"We will not permit existing

institutions to modernize, expand

or change services if that need
would be met by the UMass
hospital." Hiam declared

The health department's
decision not to press the UMass
ease follows a non-binding opinion

from the state attorney general's

office that the department's new
authority does not apply to the

UMass facility.

The opinion of Asst. Atty. Gen.
Walter H. Mayo HI was in response

to a request from UMass President

Robert Wood to answer whether
the state's new "certification of

need" legislation extended to a

review of the need for the new
hospital.

"The opening of a teaching

hospital for the UMass medical
school as rapidly as possible is

essential if the school is to fulfill its

promise in recruiting a first-

quality clinical faculty, " Wood
argued.

On the other hand, some health

department staff, planners and
Worcester hospital administrators

have argued that the city does not

need another major hospital and
that one or more of the existing

hospitals could serve as a teaching

hospital for the new medical
school.

Reprinted from the Boston
Glob*

If Grades Affect You
ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Learn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

Tomorrow s l>atl\ Collegian will

include a questionnaire on grading

systems and their affects,

prepared by the School of

Kducation.

The questionnaire is part of the

School of Kd's efforts to prepare a

report for the Faculty Senate on its

own pass/fail grading and to deal

in some depth with the problems

raised by grades and grading

systems in general

According to School of Kducation

sponsors, "The questionnaire is

designed to shed light on such

questions as: What is the relation

between grades and learning9 ;

What arc the purposes of a grading

em? and What grading svstem

| mt\ cs the needs ol students?"

The questionnaire is being

carried by the Dail) Collegian as a

public service and in the interest of

everyone who has ever worried

about a grade.

aty* MuBmtipxBBttB Satlg <Ml*gum

i i ,i AN ', on Ihe second floor o( the Mudenl Union

>.< 0100,- Telephones S4'.

MERCURY
BOOKSTORE

A&holoqy and

Lsccuit -S>ciencei

549-0910

9 EAST PI.FASANT STREET

AMHEI

education, see their study, being

done with the collaboration of Dr
Harry Schumer (Psychology), as

necessary data in the reform ol

living conditions in the dor
mitories

The survey should take about one

hour, and can be done eithei

tonight or Tuesday, Wednesday, or

Thursday. "We hope people in the

dorms will be able to find the time,

in between term papers and tests

to fill out the questionnaires,"

Laramee said

About 1000 students are expected

to participate, including several

hundred freshmen in Psych. 101.

The survey is part of a national

study. It began in the attempts,

both" in Project 10 and T-5, to

evaluate the impact of college life

upon freshmen

No Tuition Rise Expected
Despite increasing pressures to

raise tuition in state operated

institutions of higher learning.

Rep. Edward A. McColgan. D-

Northampton. said Wednesday he

does not believe the legislature w ill

increase tuition rates in 1972.

McColgan, a member of the joint

legislative committee on

education, said his committee has

consistently opposed raising the

$200 a year tuition in community
colleges, state colleges and the

University of Massachusetts

"I don't foresee any change in

attitude on the committee, despite

the large number of bills filed to

increase tuitions." Rep. NJ^Colgan

said

The two term legislator, a for-

mer faculty member at Westfield

State College, was in Greenfield to

tour Greenfield Community
College facilities and to talk to

more than 150 Hampshire County
area students attending the local

institution. During the tour, he met
with members of the GCC faculty,

administration and student
governments.

"The education committee
has hired research assistants to

study the entire question of tuition

at our state institutions," Rep
McColgan said. "Philosophically. 1

am in favor of doing away with all

tuition charges but, realistically,

this is not going to happen, at least

in the foreseeable future."

< Reprinted from the Greenfield

Recorder

»

QoicksilY&r

Food and Music

Lined Gloves
from $1.98

HOUND DOG TAYLOR
&HIS

HOUSEROCKERS
TONIGHT 8:00 PM

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

REWARD

the Good Samaritan

who has been caring for "Pups" Craven, an 18-month-old, cute,

black, male mutt who strayed to the campus about two weeks ago.
"Pups" is 12-inches high, always walks with white tip black tail

held upright, brownish ears, some white patches on chest. Last
seen wearing red collar with Montague Lie. No. 831. Collar and
Lie. may be missing.

Liberal Reward

includes reimbursement for feeding, and tender loving care.

PLFASECAU COLLECT:

Barbara Craven at 665-2448

Cronin Named Secretary Of Education
By DON SAINT-PIERRE

Governor Sargent named Joseph M.
Cronin as the new Secretary of Education of

Massachusetts Friday. Cronin is presently

Associate Dean of the Harvard School of

Education. The appointment is the last

position to be filled by Sargent in the state's

government reorganization.

Sargent said of Cronin, "I have great

confidence in his ability to step in im-

mediately and give me essential policy and
budgeting counsel."

The governor has been looking for the last

six months for someone to fill the position,

during which time there were occasional

reports of an announcement "within a few

weeks."
Acting Chancellor of UMass Randolph

Bromery, had been considered for the

position until he withdrew his name on

October 14.

In making the announcement the

governor said Cronin would be facing such

questions as funding for secondary and

elementary schools, the conditions of

parochial schools, racial imbalance and the

financial plight of the states colleges and

universities.

At a news conference Friday, Cronin said

of the state's busing policy that "400,000

children in this state are bused everyday."

and that he was a "strong supporter of the

METCO program." a voluntary busing

orogram now in operation in several

Massachusetts communities. He said that

busing wasn't the only answer to the school

intergration problem, but "it was a means
to an end."

Others considered for the job. besides

Bromery. who were either eliminated or

turned it down were Richard Graham of

Washington, head of the career training

program, ACTION; Boston University Dean
Stephen Trachtenberg; and John Lawson a

superintendent of schools in Ohio. Also

considered were Theodore Sizer. who

recently announced his resignation as Dean
of the Harvard School of Education; and
Franklin Patterson, former president of

Hampshire College in South Amherst.

The office of secretary of education will

for the first time put an administrator over

the sprawling state education agencies: the

State Board of Education and State

Education Commissioner Neil V. Sullivan,

the UMass Board of Trustees and UMass
President Robert Wood, the trustees of state

colleges and community colleges.

At his news conference Cronin said that as

a result of a California court decision on use

of the local property tax to finance public-

school education, Massachusetts "may be

forced to look at 100 percent" state financing

of public education. At that point Sargent

interrupted saying that he "has a personal

feeling that there is no possible way" the

states in the country could assume the full

cost of education "and also assume the full

welfare load."

Concerning parochial schools, Cronin said

that as of now. no means has been found for

the state to furnish aid to them. He added
that the state should be prepared to aid the

towns and cities as they are forced to absorb

the students from the closing parochial

schools by purchasing the abandoned
buildings.

Cronin. who has been active in

Democratic political circles, a year ago
completed a study of the Boston Public

schools.

He had been strongly considered for the

presidency of Boston State College but lost

to Kermit Morrissey. He was a member of

the Massachusetts Task Force on Racial

Imbalance in 1966 and chairman of the State

Task Force on Education in 1969.

He joined the Harvard faculty in 1965 after

receiving a doctorate in education from
Stanford. He graduated magna cum laude

from Harvard in 1956 and received a master
of arts in education from Harvard.

Robin Morgan To Speak

ROBIN MOK6AN

NEW AFRICA HOUSE PRESENTS:

"From The Conqueror's
Point of View"

DR. FRED TURNERt
"White Folks Promises - Indians Regrets

Part I: Mon., Dec. 13 at 7:30 p.m.

Part II: Wed., Dec. 15 at 7:30 p.m.

PAUL KAPLAN:

"Images of Africans in European Art

u

ii

Part I: Tues.. Dec. 14 at 7:30 p.m.

Part II: Thurs.. Dec. IS at 7:30 p.m.

Public invited. Admission Free,

New Africa House Coffee Shop

Robin Morgan, a full-fledged

feminist and a leading voice in the

women's liberation movement,
will be speaking in the Student

Union Ballroom tomorrow at 8:00

p.m.

She is the editor of "Sisterhood is

Powerful ", an anthology of

women's liberation writings. She is

also a poet and a frequent con-

tributor to the underground press.

Robin Morgan has been actively

involved in the feminist movement
since 1967. She was the organizer of

the first Miss America Pageant

protest; co-founder of WITCH
(Women's International Terrorist

Conspiracy from Hell) ; member of

the collective of women w ho seized

and took over RAT (a well-known

underground radical newspaper)

and worked in the RAT Collective

for a year, putting out a women's
newspaper.

Ms. Morgan was fired from her

job in a book publishing house for

"union organizing and radical

feminism." and was arrested in

the Grove Press seizure and oc-

cupation of executive offices by
women demanding that the

millions of dollars earned from
pornographic books that degrade
women go to set up day-care

centers.

PROFESSOR W.W. GIBSON

Happiness Is
Prof. William Walker Gibson ol

UMass has been named president-

elect of the National Council of

Teachers of English.

A member of the UMass faculty

since 1967. Prof Gibson is the

author if several publications,

including "Tough. Sweet, and
Stuffy: An Essay on Modern
American Prose St vie." "Persona:

A Style Study for Readers and
Writers." and "The Limits of

Language." He has directed the

UMass rhetoric program since

1970

Gibson
Elected

A lecture will be given Tuesday
night at 8:00 in room 917 of the

Campus Center on the subject of

Ontology.

Ontology is the study of true

being, and Being is the key to

happiness. Some people think they

find it in drugs, others in religions

of all kinds and so on. There is a

right way, however, aecording to

ontologists More and more people

are finding this right way through
the Universal Institute of Applied

Ontology.

The lecture Tuesday night will be

an introduction into Ontology.

Stopping daily

interna] feminine
odor is easy:

Just think

of Norforms as
a tiny tampon
that dissolves.

100 At Vigil Despite Rain
By JAN;

U MW
Cold, drizzly weather reduced

the expected turnout at Thursday

night's vigil on the Amherst
Common conducted by the Western

Massachusetts Student Struggle

lor Soviet Jewry.

Although leaders of the rally had
anticipated a crowd of 390 to 400. it

was estimated that only 100 people

actually attended.

Most stood in the rain, while

others remained in nearby cars

with their windows rolled down to

hear the speakers.

Rabbi Jordan Offaayer of

Springfield. Father .Joseph Ouigly

from the Newman Center.

Reverend Richard Koenig of the

Amherst Lutheran Church, and
Melvin Steinberg, Professor of

Physics at Smith College were
among those who spoke at the

rally

Approximately 29 people, mainly
students, stayed in a tent pitched

on the common until 10 a.m.

Friday

During the night, workshops
were held which discussed Jewish
life in the Soviet Union and the

oppression Soviet Jews

<
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N«jrt To The Pott Offk*

10%
Off
ALL

CLOTHING
MON. thru THURS.
Dec. 13 - Dec. 16

Qoieksikfcr

24 Hours

If you've ever used tampons,

then you already know how to

use Norforms'. . the internal

deodorant* to stop the daily

problem of feminine odor. Each
tiny as a -fingertip Norforms
Suppository is as easy and safe

to insert as a tiny tampon would

be. It begins dissolving instantly

to kill bacteria, stop feminine

odorwhercit starts. . .internally,

in the vaginal tract.

You feel clean, fresh, odor free

for hours. No bath, no douche

stops odor I he way Norforms i lo.

JPREE NORFORMS MINI I'M K

plus booklet! Write to Norwich
Pharmacal Co . Dept CN H. Nor
wich. N.Y. 13«l r

i Enclose 25* lo

| cover mailing and li.indhnR

N ame
Street

City

j
State .—Zip

Don't forget vour zip code

S/%"| Norwich Products Division
™ §* The Norwich Pharmacal Co

Getting Engaged?

VERY LOW PRICES ON

DIAMONDS
Christmas Specials

Call Richard Amoroso 6-4300 anytime

In Br,**<: *r\
II (t 7) 542-2226
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In The Nation And The World

Indian P;

Pakistan Agrees

To Cease-Fire
UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. (AP)-

The United States proposed Sun-

day night that the U.N. Security

Council issue a new appeal for a

cease-fire and troop withdrawal in

the India-Pakistan conflict.

Ambassador George Bush in-

troduced his resolution at an

urgent session of the 15-nation

council after declaring that the

council must demand immediate

compliance with a similar cease-

fire call issued last Tuesday by the

General Assembly.
The U.S. resolution noted that

Pakistan already had accepted the

cease-fire appeal.

Indian Foregin Minister Sardar

S./aran Singh said his government

had taken note of the assembly

resoltuion-adopted by a vote of 104

to 11, with 10 abstentions.

India declared Sunday night that

"there can be a cease-fire and

withdrawal of Indian armed for-

ces" if the rulers of Pakistan with-

draw their own forces from East

Pakistan and reach a peaceful

settlement with the insurgent

leaders.

The conditions were laid down in

a letter from Indian Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi to

Secretary-General U. Thant as the

Security Council considered an

urgent proposal by the United

States for a new cease-fire appeal.

Sardar Swaran Singh, India's

foreigh minister, read Mrs.

Gandhi's letter after telling the

council it was unrealistic to make a

further cease-fire effort without

first hearing a representative of

the Bangla Desh insurgents. The

council brushed aside requests for

a Bangla Desh hearing at its

sessions last weekend.

Singh told the 15-nation council

that any "solution to the conflict

will have to take into account the

views of the government and

people of Bengla Desh''

In Brief...
Gandhi Accuses U.S.

NEW DELHI (AP)-Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, in obvious

criticism of the United States, accused "rich allies" Sunday of

encouraging Pakistan to stand fast while the East Pakistani con-

flict grew into all-out war.

Berlin Decision To Be Signed

BONN. Germany (AP)-The West German government said

Sunday final signing of the all-German accords on Berlin may take

place this week in a drive to start Western preparations for an

East-West security conference by next May.
Viet Cong Launch Major Attack

SAIGON (AP)-Viet Cong sappers made their first major attack

on U.S. ground troops in 3 1/2 months Sunday, inflicting casualties

on half the GIs manning a darkened hill outpost providing security

for the big Qui Nhon harbor.

Senate Criticizes Nixon

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate critics of President Nixon's

Indochina policies plan a last-ditch struggle Monday against

temporary foreign aid financing as Congress tries for a quick end to

its lengthy session.

Nixon Arrives In Azores

WOKA DO HEROISMO. Azores (AP) President Nixon arrived

here Sunday night for two days of talks with French President

Georges Pompidou.
Tunnel Explosion Kills 22

PORT III RON. Mich. ( AP)-More bodies may yet be found in an

underground water tunnel where a massive explosion killed 22

workers Saturday afternoon, authorities said Sunday.

Founder of NBC Dies

NEW YORK ( AP)-David Sarnoff. an immigrant messenger boy

who became founder of the National Broadcasting Co. and head of

the giant RCA Corp., died Sunday at his home here after a long

illness He was 80

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld. porkini htsdachot in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 36C MEMORIAL AV%.

Opp. Contury Shopping Plow! Fro* porting for owr 100 tort!

WESTFIELD ••> NORTHAMPTON
10 UROAD ST. 160 PLEASANT ST.

Next to P.O. Opp N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR.-,

On North-South Hwy.

EVERETT* J O'CONNOR insurance agency

jgU K HtttJ « tt Holyoke Nat'l. Bank

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Indian paratroopers beat off a

counterattack and neared Dacca

from the north Sunday night while

a second Indian column punched

toward the beleaguered East
Pakistani capital from the east,

India claimed.

The chief of the Indian Eastern

Command. Maj. Gen. J.F. R.

Jacob, said the Indian

paratroopers dropped near Dacca

Saturday afternoon advanced on

the city after repulsing a coun-

terattack during which they killed

23 Pakistani soldiers and took 12

prisoners.

Jacob declined to reveal his

troops' exact position but it was
believed at headquarters in

Calcutta they had battled their way
to within 15 miles of Dacca.

Jacob said Pakistani soldiers

were surrendering in increasing

numbers. But in Rawalpindi a

Pakistani spokesman denied this

and insisted "our troops continue

to hold their own."
Correspondents, unable to visit

the battlefront to see for them-

selves, were unable to reconcile

the conflicring claims.

Correspondents in Dacca
reported in a pool dispatch,

however, that the city was
preparing for attack. A total

curfew emptied the streets except

for trucks ferrying troops to

defensive positions around the city,

they cabled.

The city is believed defended by

about 30,000 troops and Indian

military planners believe some
Pakistani forces routed in earlier

engagements may now be folding

back for a last-ditch stand around

the capital.

No major fighting was reported

along the western front-more than

1,000 miles across India from the

battle for East Pakistan. However.

Indian spokesmen reported the

capture of some Pakistani outposts

in the Rajasthan Desert and in

Kashmir near Kargil.

A Pakistani spokesman in

Rawalpindi denied an Indian

success at Kargil and said the area
"is fully under our control." The

Pakistan radio also claimed the

Indian attacks in the East had been

blunted "in many areas."

The mountaintop outposts near

Kargil are tactically important

because they overlook India'a road

linking Srinagar and Leh in the

northern section of Indian-

controlled Kashmir. These areas

were claimed captured by

Pakistan during earlier fighting.

In New Delhi, Mrs. Gandhi and

Kuznetsov were reported to have

discussed the U.S. General

Assembly resolution calling for an

immediate cease-fire. India and

the Soviet Union opposed the

resolution, and a Soviet veto

blocked a similar resolution in the

U.N. Security Council.

Indian officials said another item

on the agenda in the Indian-Soviet

talks was possible Soviet

recognition of Bangla Desh, the

"Bengal Nation" proclaimed by

East Pakistani rebels.

The United News of India news

agency quoted informed sources as

saying Moscow was unlikely to

recognize the secessionist

government in the near future.

DP. Dhar, chairman of India's

Foreign Policy Planning Com-

mittee, was holding simultaneous

talks in Moscow with Soivet of-

ficials, Indian spokesmen said.

In Washington, President Nixon

called on the U.N. Security Council

to try again for a cease-fire

resoltuion. Previous attempts have

been beaten down by Soviet veto.

The White House accused India of

"defiance of world opinion."

"With East Pakistan virtually

occupied by Indian troops, a

continuation of the war would take

on increasingly the character of

armed attack on the very existence

of a member state of the United

Nations." the White House

statement said.

A nationalized newspaper in

Rangoon, Burma-the Guardian-

reported 25 low-ranking East

Pakistani officials have escaped to

Burma by plane and taken refuge

in the seaport town of Akyab, close

to Chittagong in southern East

In New Delhi, a Foreign Minister

spokesman said some of the

refugees who fled East Pakistan

into India-creating a burden cited

by India as a major cause of the

war-have begun to return home.

Swallow our pride
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Stans Financial Interests Questioned
WASHINGTON (AP)-Shortly

after Maurice H. Stans took office

as secretary of Commerce, the

private foundation he controls

acquired a financial interest in a

Thailand paper company which

benefits directly from U.S.

government money and

management assistance.

In answer to a question from The

Associate Press, Stans dismissed

the $24,302 investment in Siam

Kraft Paper Co. as a "very minor

interest."

Despite direct U.S. aid to the

company, said Stans, "there is

nothing whatsoever in this

situation that could conceivably

involve conflict of interest for me."

Stans said he got no income from

the foundation, which he heads as

president, and couldn't conceive of

any tax breaks commonly
available to those who control

foundations.

Disclosure of the foundation's

involvement in the Siam Kraft

Paper Co. is the second time this

year that questions have been

raised about Stan's financial

holdings.

In February it was disclosed that

he held a $318,000 interest in a Penn

Central subsidiary at the time the

Commerce Department was

involved in secret efforts to save

therailroadfrom backruptcy Stans

replied that he had disqualified

himself from those efforts after

attending one high-level meeting.

The Stans Foundation acquired

its interest in Sia.n Kraft from

another Nixon administration

appointee, Henry Kearns,

president of the U.S. Export-

Import Bank.
Kearns, who was a partner with

Stans in a separate Thai venture at

the time they both took office,

founded the paper company in 1965

with the help of a $14-million loan

from the Export-Import Bank.

In March 1969, Kearns told the

Senate Banking Committee that, if

confirmed as Export-Import Bank

president, he would put his Siam

Kraft holdings-worth about

$750,000 then-into a blind trust and

divorce himself from any efforts

by the bank to save the shaky firm.

The Export-Import Bank

recently extended Siam Kraft's

deadline for repayment of the $14-

million loan from 1976 to 1993, and

has provided other assistance, but

Don Bostwick, the bank's

executive vice president, said

Kearns "is and will continue to be

totally disassociated with Siam

Kraft Paper."
Kearns himself declined to be

interviewed

While Stans put most of his

personal holdings in a blind trust,

he has retained direct control of his

foundation whose net worth, ac-

cording to tax returns, increased

from $501,000 in 1962 to $139

million by the end of 1970. There

was a $319,514 increase in 1970

alone.

In replying to written questions,

Stans said "I have had no tran-

sactions with the foundation for

years." But the foundation's latest

tax returns, for 1969 and 1970, list

him as devoting part-time to its

operation.

In a 1969 letter notifying the

Senate Commerce Committee that

he was placing all personal

financial holdings into a blind

trust, "to avoid circumstances

which might imply any potential

conflict of interest" Stans said also

he was terminating all direc-

torships and other relationships

except that with the Stans Foun-

dation and certain real estate

holdings.

House Banking Committee

Experts who directed the com-

mittee's long investigation of

foundations say Stans could draw a

salary anytime he wishes. They

also cite other benefits available to

those who control foundations,

including personal income tax

deductions and avoidance of

capital gains taxes.

Stans said, however, that "I

can't conceive of any tax benefits

available to me because of the

activities of the Stans Foundation.

One of the Commerce Depart-

ment's functions is to encourage

and assist American businessmen

seeking to invest abroad. In

Thailand the department has a

fulltime trade official and several

State Department commercial

officers who look out for its in-

terests.

These officials work in the U.S.

Embassy office that has been most

closely involved with helping Siam

Kraft*Paper. But John Randolph,

head of the Commerce Department

at East desk, said that although

•our commercial people are

familiar with it. they have not been

intimately involved."

Randolph said he regularly sees

State Department and Export-

Import Bank cables concerning

Siam Kraft, but he said he has

never been given any special in-

structions about the company.

•I have never discussed its af-

fairs with anyone in the United

States government," Stans said.

THE LEOPARD
By Luchino Visconti's

ivolved in secret efforts to save interviewee. » ^

N. Ireland Senator Assassinated
* ^ • — r? . . .,__j ... u.,, „..i«o iha and now was in a hospital una
BELFAST, Northern Ireland

(APhGunmen shot a hardline

Protestant senator Sunday night,

then wrecked his country mansion

with a bomb. His body was buried

under tons of rubble.

Sen. John Barnhill. a right-wing

member of the Protestant-based

for

a wide variety

of

Christmas
Cards

VISIT

A.J. Hastings
Newsdealer & StationeriNewsaeaier«oM.nv«w Lonaonae

Police s

54 So. Pleasant St., Atnh.
|

for help fr

Unionist party that rules the

British province, was the first

member of the Northern Ireland

parliment to die in two vears of

violence that has now resulted in

196 deaths
His wife said he went to answer

the door at their home at Strabane.

elose to the border with the Irish

Republic. She said she heard two

shots and found her husband lying

near the door with a gunman

kneeling at his side. Then a second

man helped drag him into the main

room, where the attackers planted

a gelignite bomb, beside his body,

she said.

Barnhill. 63 and a senator for 10

years, often had been outspoken in

public denunciations of the

outlawed Irish Republican Army

for its terrorist campaign to

overthrow the provincial govern-

ment.
He was an office holder in the

Orange Order, the powerful

Freemasonry of Northern Ireland

Protestants, and a director of a

Londonderry seed firm.

Police said the senator's wife ran

for help from the ruins of her home

and now was in a hospital under

treatment. for shock.

William Cardinal Conway.
Roman Catholic primate of all

Ireland, denounced bombers and

gunmen who have participated in

the violence as monsters
Preaching in St. Patrick's

Cathedral at Armagh earlier

Sunday. Ireland's ecclesiastical

capital, the Belfast-born primate

delivered his toughest attack yet

on a series of incidents which in-

cluded the shooting down of a part-

time soldier in front of his five

children.

IV ''

Burt Lancaster
Claudia Cardinale
Monday, Dec. 13, 7:00 & 10:00

AAahcr Auditorium
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Exclusive Screenings

This Wednesday and Thursday nights only.
'

" «„ jo in Campus Center Aud.
Dec. 15 and 16-7: 30 and 9: 30

Students $1.75
„„..„,Im. Gen. Admission $2.00

».»„„~d b, JOKO F.lm Producl.oni -

COLOR IN THIS

PRESIDENTIAL
1 Buy a whole bunch of Flair pens. You

need black, red, blue, green, brown

orange, yellow, pink, purple, grey, aqua A

olive. (You need them anyway for school.)

2 Now-color in the picture according to

these color guide numbers. Black (1). Ked

2) Blue (3) Green (4). Brown (5). Orange

(6). Yellow (7). Pmk (8). Purple (9). Grey (10).

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

CANDIDATES!
,
Aqua (11). Olive (12). Please do not color

JW unnumbered areas.

I / 3. Congratulations! You have created a

I / oenuine full color portrait of someone you

1/ know and love. Maybe. If he is not your

1/ favorite presidents candidate, have pa-

»' tience. You'll see your man soon in the

Flair Election Collection!

Gilletto Company PaperMale Division © 1971
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Wake Up . . . Cops

Police seem to be trapped into the romantic image of themselves

carrying nut precision raids at unnatural hours of the day. The mass drug

arrests of last Spring occurred between I : :S0 and 5:00 a.m. and the recent

arrests at around 3:30 a.m. of people who work for Pulp, a local

publication, are just two examples of the way which policemen generally

conduct their affairs. It would seem that police officials are more in-

terested in the drama of "an early morning police raid" making the early

morning news broadcasts and afternoon headlines than in deflating

paranoia about law enforcement.

In spite of the fact that University officials have privately asked that

the police conduct themselves differently during raids on the University,

police will probably continue to relv on large numbers and early morning

dramatics The reasons are obvious. Police get more publicity when they

act covertly. Newspapermen and T.V. stations are sometimes tipped off.

for publicity reasons, when there is a big raid and the local law en-

forcement people get some political brownie points.

In future arrests involving the campus, perhaps it would be wiser for

the police to simplv subpoena those suspects who will stand trial without

coercion and be very selective about those who are arrested in the wee

hours of the morning.

Brogan's Crisis

By LARRY LADD
Howard 0. Brogan's address to the Faculty Senate, on page 7, is the

beginning of tin 1 rndicalization of Dr P.rogan.

His address was remarkably similar to speeches made by angry

students over the last ten years. The rhetorical style is full of phrases

such as "We must stick together.'' "a dog racing after the artificial

publication rabbit." and -rankest paternalism." A few years ago, he

would have denounced such words as irrational and childish.

His last sentence in the edited version sums up his sentiment: "If it

-...•ins unfortunate to assume an adversary relationship, we can in

instil nation only point to our failure to achieve our objectives in any

other way "
It sounds like Mark Rudd .justifying the Columbia takeover'

Alter years ol being told to work within the system because it is your

friend, repeated failures and frustrations require radical solutions'

Wh\ has this happened? Because Dr. Brogan wants to have a voice in

decisions that affect his life and future. He is experiencing the

powerlessness that we as students experience consistently within the

university.

This may he the reason that he no longer regards the university as the

exclusive jurisdiction of the faculty. Throughout his text, he talks about

"faculty and students'' as the university Although his notions of student

voice and the importance of tenure are still rigid, he has made the first

and most difficult move: he has peeked out of the ivory tower.

But the most surprising revelation lies in his description of the campus

svstem controversy as a "conflict of interest.'' If he meant what he said,

then he mav no longer even believe in the ivory tower.

One of the most stubborn academic myths is the belief that the

university's foundation rests on rationality and objectivity. Campus

politicians, in sustaining that myth, have referred to the campus-system

controversy with loftv "statements of principle'' and asked for dialogue

about those principles Inherent is the assumption that by reasoning

together we can come to a solution amicable to both sides.

Of course, rational dialogue cannot lake place between two parties who

hold unequal shares of power What is rational to the holder of power is

fundamentally irrational to those who are denied power. Black people

have experienced this phenomena most acutely, but students have also

found it true In the final analysis, all such conflicts are over power and

interest, not principle.

At the moment, all power rest in the trustees, who have the authority to

delegate it to others and to consult with others about its use. Dr. Brogan is

upset because the campus has no real voice in university policy It seems

rational to him that it should It seems rational to President Wood that it

should not At the moment, it seems rational to Dr. Brogan that students

should have no real voice in academic policies. To students, that is not

3

Jf Howard 6. Brogan can understand that connection, then he is a

radical in a three piece suit.

If half of the recommendations of the Future

University Committee are implemented, the

University" of Massachusetts-Boston, Worcester, and

Amherst -will become one of the greatest universities

in the Country
For the first time, UMass would step down from its

ivorv towers and acknowledge that it exists because of

all the people of the Commonwealth, not despite of

them It would acknowledge its responsibility for

direct action and interaction with the cities and the

farms, the dispossessed and the affluent.

Financial aid would supplement a more realisitic

and flexible admissions procedure to insure that no

one would be turned away from higher education

because of poverty or an inferior high school

education.

The City of Boston would become

a laboratory for urban change and

development. Students on the

Boston campus would be forced to

see the world beyond the neck at

Columbia Point.

Realizing that the University has

become the place where the

Commonwealth's youth seek not

only academic knowledge, but

knowledge of self, the freshman

vear of every student would be

restructured so as to bombard
them with new experiences,

alternatives, and responsibilities.

The upperclass years would have a strong emphasis

on responsibility in an urban, atomic age. In-

terdisciplinary, individualized, off-campus, and

public service programs would be encouraged.

Jobs would be fitted for each faculty member,

rather than having the faculty fitted for the jobs. A

University professoriate would be established to in-

sure that those faculty who wish to teach will not be

penalized for it.

Teaching would be nurtured on the graduate level,

as well as with the tenured faculty.

Few revolutions have remembered the old. The

future University would provide for an expansion of

continuing education, not only with its degree

programs, but with extension work.

President Robert Wood is not the most popular man

on the Amherst campus. But he wants to make the

University a new kind of university, one oriented

toward people first, rather than ideas. Wood wants to

make the University a great University in five years.

The Report of the Future University of Massachusetts

clearly will be the revolutionary tract to guide Wood in

his quest
*****

One of the educations that may emerge in the

Future University can be seen in Southwest, behind

Pierpont House.

Designed by Bill Coperthwaite, an environmental

consultant for the Residential College and a faculty

member of Project 10, a red-roofed yurt is rapidly

becoming part of the landscape.

Unlike the fragile domes of Free University years,

yurts are more than a symbol. Adapted from

Mongolian dwellings made of poles and felt, and in-

fused with modern technology, yurts are examples of

what can happen when two different cultures get

together. In the cast of Southwest, the yurt will be

used as a warming house for a skating rink.

The point of the thing is not yurts for the sake of

yurts. Coperthwaite feels that Americans can learn

something from other cultures. It's not enough, he

says, to travel to Ouagadougou or Alaska or Kabul for

the experience. Students are obligated to learn

directly from diverse people and apply what they

l earn to help their own communities.
"" " " The yurt is an example of a

cross-cultural learning. Here, in

the Northeast, it can be used for a

cheap, alternative living en

vironment. a swimming pool, or in

the UMass case, a warming hut. It

can also be used as a shelter for

students visiting other cultures, for

it is easy and inexpensive to build.

A yurt can make corner-conscious

Americans aware of the

possibilities of round space. And

the round space of the Southwest

yurt. observors have noted, would

even make a fine seminar room.

In the future. Coperthwaite hopes to accompany

groups of UMass students to disparate places to learn

from other people. It's a form of public service off-

campus learning that has never before happened in

this Universitv. It builds self-respect in the minds of

white man-burdened third world people who will, for

the first time since Marco Polo be thanked and

respected for their minds and heritages. An important

aspect of Coperthwaite's two-way learning is the

publication and dissemination of what his students

learn

The implications of the yurt-man's questionings are

important Old urban cultures in Mesopotamia and

China mav hold the key to solving our own urban

problems. Although the yurt is unsuited as an urban

dwelling, buildings developed from other life-styles

may be a solution to the housing shortages in the

cities By exchanging what we know with others, we

would be repaying part of the debt we owe to

civilizations we have borrowed from and plundered

Coperthwiate doesn't like to opt for protesting. It's

too easv. he explains. "You can stop the war in Viet

Nam. but if you don't get at what's causing the

violence, you'll have a war again and again."

The yurt. obviously, is not going to be the panacea

for what ails American education. But it is an attempt,

and as Bill Coperthwaite says. "Mainly, we need

people to search."

Art Buchwald

More Deviousness

WASHINGTON -The recent congressional fight

over public financing of the presidential campaign has

been resolved. Nothing will be changed for the up-

coming election This goes along with the Republican

game plan for 1972.

The strategy was revealed to me by a relative of an

official high in government circles.

"The Republicans." he told me, "will be the only

ones on the ballot in 1972."

"How can you say that 9 " I asked

"I have it from my cousin who has been working on

the OOP strategy for the last three years. This is what

will take place next summer:
"The Democrats are going to show up for their

convention in Miami in July of next year. The polls

will indicate Muskie slightly ahead, but McGovern,

Jackson and Teddy Kennedy all will be in the running.

If any of them throw their support to another can-

didate, the tide could be reversed."

All right," I said.

Now everyone, as I said, will be in Miami and

suddenly a flunky in each candidate's suite will pick

up a phone to order ice and soda water and glasses."

"(let on with it. for heaven's sakes!"

"The phones will be dead."

"What?"
"The phones will be dead No one at the Democratic

convention will be able to make a telephone call."

"Why not*'"

"Because." my informant replied, "the Democrats

haven't paid their telephone bill."

"How much do they owe?"

"One million, nine hundred thirty three thousand

dollars and twenty-five cents. The phone company will

refuse to allow anyone in Miami Beach to make even

so much as a room-service call until the entire bill is

paid."

"But you can't have a political convention without

room service," I cried.

"You bet your sweet Ay Tee and Tee you can't. And

you can't have a political convention if deals can't be

"made on the phone and delegates can't keep in touch

with their bosses, and the press has no way of

reporting their news to the world No telephones, no

Democratic nominee in 72."

"Wait a minute. Are you trying to.tell me that the

phone company is going to decide if we have a one- or

two-party system in this country?"

"Why "not the phone company?" my man asked

"This nation was founded on one principle -and that is

that everyone, regardless of race, creed, color or

religion, must pay his telephone bill

"President Nixon knows that there is no way the

Democrats can come up with the $1 .933.000.25 for their

phone debt
"

"Why. that's more devious than .the Republican

Southern strategy," I said

"It is not devious at all," my friend said. "The

President is very sincere about his objections to the

public financing presidential campaigns. He believes

vou can always start another political party in this

country, but where on earth is the United States going

to find another phone company?"
Copyright 1971. Lot Angeles Times

Letters To The Editor

Aggie Pollution

To the Editor:

In the December 3, 1971 issue of the Daily Collegian,

vour Don Glickstein wrote an article on "Spewing

Smoke Sparks Spat". In the article. Mr. Edward R.

Gilbert, chief engineer of the power plant, shows his

ignorance by saying, "I firmly believe that the

Amherst air is more threatened by surrounding

farmers spreading chemicals and dust on windy days

than by the pollution that is emitted from the

University of Masschusetts physical plant."

The farmer long ago recognized that when one uses

the environement, changes come about, some

beneficial some harmful. To correct some of the

harmful changes, they cover the field with a winter

cover crop to hold down dust in the spring They have

granularized fertilizers to stop the dust when

spreading it. They have decreased the pressure on

their spray equipment to cut down the drift. They have

stopped outdoor burning except where the burning is

part of the normal production practice. These are just

some of the things the farmer is doing to keep the air

clean not only around Amherst but the whole nation.

As for Amherst. I should know for. I was born, grew up

and still live in Whately. just across the river from

Amherst.

It is apparent that Mr. Gilbert knowns as much

about agriculture as I do about making power.

Myron A. Maiewski

Assistant Commissioner

State Department of

Agriculture

Montague's DPW
To the Editor:

The DPW of the Commonwealth plans to tear apart

the flood plain in the town of Montague and use it. not

as a regional landfill disposal area, but as a disposal

area for Boston, a hundred miles to the east. This vast

dome of about fourteen hundred acres is a sand and

gravel dome overlyaing the water supply for the vast

area which is the Town of Montague. I am sure that all

concerned people are familiar with that area known

as the Montague Plains. It is a unique phenomenon

deposited eons ago when the vast lake bed filled in.

Such a proposal will not only destroy the natural filter

for recharge of the subsurface water serving the

whole area, but destroy as well the springs serving the

Montague fish hatchery, prime source of stocking fish

for our statewide Brook trout streams.

May we hear the voices of a disturbed youth? Mr.

Water Kostanski of Turners Falls, general chairman

for the movement, would welcome support from the

powerful tide that is youth.

Contact the Ecology Club; contact Mr. Kostanski

and contact your hometown representatives during

the holidays and let your voice be heard to protect the

heritage of future generations who deserve better

than a dispoiled environment forever.

Harold Sears

Round 2

(Editor's Note: The following is

a speech by Prof. Howard Brogan

before last Thursday's meeting of

the Eaculty Senate. The Collegian

staff is soiely responsible for the

editing of his text.)

We now surely recognize that

unsatisfactory relations exist

between the Senate, on the one

hand, and the Systems Office,

backed by the Board, on the other

An early warning was the

decision of Pres. Wood to split

control of the labor center program

and move the extension part to

Boston, ninety miles from the

academic part. Members of the

advisory committee of that

program were opposed to this

move on the grounds that the

academic program should not be

divided from its practicum. For

this reason and because of the

arbitrariness of a decision made
without consulting them, several

members resigned.

A number of committees have

been formulating a plan for the

future of the University These

committees were established by

the Systems Office without con-

sultation with faculty or student

senates. A similar study of the

tut ure of the whole system of

higher education in the Com-

monwealth was made without

consulting faculty and students on

this campus Apparently the future

of the University is primarily a

matter for administrators and

laymen to discuss and settle, with

some assistance from a sprinkling

of faculty and students selected by

administrators to serve as in-

dividuals, in no sense represen-

tative of the faculty or student

body.

A much more serious example

occurred when a conflict of interest

between our campus ad-

ministration and the Systems

Office arose, so serious that it

resulted in the resignation of

Chancellor Tippo Our Faculty

Senate, in conjunction with the two

student senates, then set up a

Committee of Concern, and all

three senates approved a series

of requests which this Committee

prepared for presentation to the

Board. Included was a request that

the Board not proceed to change

the administration of this campus

without consulting faculty and

students. This request was

nullified by the Board's accepting

Dr Tippo's resignation arid ap-

pointing an Acting Chancellor

The response of the Board to the

Committee's series of requests was

unfavorable to the point of

FacSen

hostility. Since no reply to any of

these requests was forthcoming at

that time, the faculty and student

senates asked the Board to meet on

this campus to discuss them; and.

after once refusing, the Board

agreed However, no reply was

given to any of these requests at

this second "meeting, nor was any

promised in the near future.

Meanwhile, the issues in dispute

are apparently being determined

by the Systems Office without

paying attention to the principles

suggested by the Committee of

Concern for determining them.

These issues include the degree of

autonomy to be permitted to this

campus, and, in that connection,

the disposition of large sums of the

discretionary money which has

been of vital importance to the

development and maintenance of

programs.
The latest example of failure to

consult the faculty of this campus

is the memorandum from Pres.

Wood, as interpreted by Provost

Gluckstern. in which a policy of

drastically tightening up on the

granting of tenure is handed down

from on high In spite of all the

promises made to us in the past

that this was not to become one of

those campuses on which the

faculty members would be forced

to compete with each other in that

abominable "up or out" system,

this very step is now announced as

if it were a fait accompli.

Provost Gluckstern has since

assured us that neither his

memorandum nor the President's

mean what they seem to mean

There is to be no change for now.

Change is to occur, but only

several years from now. However,

the change is to come; and it has

been announced, without con-

sulting us. by the Systems Office.

Many of us may be tempted not

to worry. We have tenure. But can

we really rest easy if we permit our

untenured colleagues to be thrown

to the wolves for our sake9 Pres

Wood has established a group to

study tenure, again without con-

sulting us; and is there anybody

here so naive as to suppose that the

intention is to strengthen tenure 9

There is a nationwide attack on

tenure. Such an attack has un-

fortunately been invited by some of

our more activisft student and

faculty members, who, in their

zeal to eliminate so-called "dead

wood," have overlooked the fact

that administrators, board of

trustees, alumni, and outside

pressure groups have a very

unidealistic view of just what sort

Editorial Points

It's real nice to see the girls

and guys from the Campus
Center Print Shop again. The

shop had been closed for

renovations. Well, keep those

cards and letters printing on,

folks.
*****

Who was that tall, mustached

man, wearing a grey University

of Oregon sweatshirt, saying

"hi" to some gawking kids at the

School of Ed9
If you guessed Bill

Cosby, you would be right.
*****

Has your laundry bill been

going up? Must you shed your

clothes every day? Isn't it about

time to stop smoking cigarettes?
*****

Speaking of cigarettes, the

sign on the Five College Mt.

Holvoke bus reads "Cigarette

Smoking Only". So what else is

there 9

*****

One of the reasons UMass is

known as the Mud Capital of the

World is the path between the

Campus Center and North

Pleasant Street. Apparently, a

paved path isn't on Jack Lit-

tlefield's planning agenda.
*****

DINING COMMONS MEAL
OF THE WEAK: A special

tribute to Dining Commons
silverware. You know its dirty

when even the supervisors look

it over before they put it on their

tray.
*****

The proponents of grades have

yet to cite any evidence other

than their subjective opinion

about what they measure.
*****

The ladies at Southwest's

Bites and Pieces probably think

all rock music sounds the same.

It does, really, because there's

no treble in the B & P juke box,

only a rumbling bass.
*****

You know it's that time of year

when even the studies turn into

studies on even the second floor

of dorms that supposedly never

study.

of faculty members should be

eliminated. The profession found it

necessary to fight long and hard

for tenure because of gross abuses

by authoritarian academic em-

ployers. That these abuses

nevertheless still exist-as gross as

ever -is demonstrated in every

issue of the AAUP Bulletin, even if

we did not have a much more

immediate example to instruct us.

We must stick together, whether

we have tenure or not. We must

make sure that every member of

the staff, tenured or not. is treated

with dignity, and an individual

worthy of respect, not like a dog

racing after the artificial

publication rabbit, and it may well

turn out to be no less undignified

and ultimately irrelevant to race

competitively after favorable

scores on machine-graded student

evaluation sheets.

To sum up the situation, this

representative body <the Faculty

Senate), along with the student

senates, is no longer participating

in decision making at the

University level We are certainly

under no illusion that explaining to

us what has been done after the

tact is in any meaningful sense to be

considered consultation. Nor can

we suppose that trusting in the

fatherly benevolence of the Board

to treat us fairly is at all equivalent

to that cooperative working of

professional educators with the

administration and Board which is

the intention of the AAUP
Statement on Government of

Colleges and Universtities and of

the Morris Report.

Let us be frank, it is the rankest

paternalism. We really are being

treated as children rather than as

professional educators vital to the

operation of the University.

While we should continue to do

what we can to remedy this state of

affairs, many of us have begun to

suspect that there is little hope of

making sufficient progress in time

to preserve a reasonable measure

of autonomy for this campus and

that there is even less hope of

achieving an adequate faculty

voice in the near future

This seems to be a problem for

all large scale educational en

terprises. For this reason, our

Commonwealth has given

authorization to teachers to

organize and to negotiate contracts

with their governing boards. If it

seems to be unfortunate to assume

an adversary relationship, we can

in justification only point to our

failure to achieve this objective in

any other way.

No Answer, Ma Bell

ByWALTERG.CRONIN
EDITORIAL STAFF

About two weeks ago Elise Strickland wrote an article to the Ed.tor

pouSg out how she had been "ripped off" by the University concerning

ffiesateof Student Directory supplements. She questioned the practice of

the sale of the Directories at the Campus Center bookstore. Her point

'^offsim^Xtent who elects telephone service is issued besides

the monthly bill, an area directory, which is for this locality^ the Nor

th-jmoton-Amherst area. So far no problems. But, however the

Ssity is also in this area, and the Telephone Company does no issue

h, to ocal off-campus students The only outlet for the Student Direc-

tory is the Campus Bookstore. And. as Elise and others have found out.

'^•rieadsT^^Sion: "If the University Store is the only

diSUoTother than those copies delivered to the dormitories, what

Lencvis printing the Directory9 " Is it the Telephone Company or the

Univers tv
9

f it is the Bell system which is making the publication why

can tTsupplv the University with enough copies for those students living

offVamnSwho want them 9
If it is the University which does the pr.n-

ng isTor the Phone Company bearing the cost 9 If it is he University

printing the Directory, is it in the education business or the Telephone

^valuable asset to having telephone service is the ability to establish a

cridU rating with the Telphone Company. By this process, if you pay the

hllregularlv and on time you become, in essence, a preferred customer

Thi s\s
g
a nice status to attain, as it means thaty»&^»*g%

S50 00 every time you move to a new apartment. The $50.00 is returned

afie, six months, but how many can afford to put out that money all the

'The student living on campus is denied the opportunity to establish a

credit raHng For example, if you lived in the dormitories for two years

a. vour phone bills regularly, moved off into an a^rtmen^wanted
o establish phone service, (he Telephone Company would still demand

, H epos.t And you ask: Why' Well, the Phone Company w, I reply.

We send the bill to the room, and not to the individuals in *Oserowna.

What thev are sav lug is that the room is establishing credit! And then to

top .1 all off. both vou and your roommate rece.ve the final bill, sorn. tune

hTtta summer. Hon ia the Telephone Company billing a room, when it

has both names to collect that las. month of the semester And

moreover, w hat guaranty do the two roommates have tha if both pa;
.
the

Telephone Company will refund on the double payment?

Bwt rut Paesioetirs

£•**•
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Photo Essay

On Display

The prints of Josh Gordon, a UMass
student photographer, will be up in the

Student Union South Corridor (opposite the

bus ticket office) for the remainder of the

week. The display which is sponsored by

C.E.Q. consists of 40 black and white

photographs compiled into a "photographic

essay".
Viewing it looks and reads like a story

from a picture magazine. The display is

entitled "The Transition Generation" and is

meant to be a comment on the new

generation and its environment.

Josh hopes his show involves the viewer

more than the classical photo display which

is, "a bunch of photos hung on the wall".

This new format does have its problems as

better than half the people viewing it seem

to start at the wrong end of the display and

go through it backwards. However some

have said that it makes perfectly good sense

when read backwards. At any rate,

everyone is invited to see this annual visual

display.

I

This is mc of the 40 prints which comprise Josh Gordon's photographic essay

(icnei ation". II can he seen this week in the Student Union. ( Photo bv Josh Gordon.

)

Transistion

Support
Baha V Meets Tonight
hprsl Hnhn'i Community hmh^hhh^

The tut urc direction of the anti-

war movement in this country was

decided upon at the fourth National

Peace Action Coalition convention

in Cleveland Ohio, earlier this

month The 1400 people attending

agreed to organize mass demon-

orations Ml \pnl 22 in New York

t it v and a west .oast eity to be

determined later

The convent ion began Friday

night with keynote speakers

representing many various

organizations

We have the area's largest

selection of

Jerseys, Knit

Tops, Sweaters.

Just Perfect

for Christmas

At Saturday morning plenary

sessions, twenty-two proposals

were initially presented after

which workshops were held to

uss the ideas Major proposals

were determined by at least fifty

people's approval by a straw vote

The two most popular proposals

were discussed Sunday. A final

vole revealed the decision to

hold demonstrations in New York

I ity to be the overwhelming choice

ot the people

Sunday afternoon, after the

ion vent ion.

Mobilization Committee national

steering committee met and
ratified the perspective of the mass
demonstrations which will be put

forward at a national convention.

tentatively scheduled for the last

week in February in New York

< ity.

UMass SMC, which had four

members at the convention, will be

working in the upcoming months to

build support and participation for

April 22. despite any pressures

from political candidates.

onvention, the Student
^

Science Lectures This Week
The Departments of Physics and

Astronomy will present the 7th

Commonwealth Lecture Series

"Physics and Biology', starting

this evening at 8 p.m. in Hasbrouck

124.

The lecture series will be

presented by Dr. E. Pollard of the

Biophysics Dept. at Penn. State.

The lectures are as follows:

Dec. 13th "Radiation in cells

and people".

Dec 14th "Physics of bacteria l

cells-

Dec. 15th "Life sciences,

branch of physics?"

All will be presented

Hasbrouck Rm. 124 at 8 p.m.

in

The Amherst Baha'i Community

will hold a public meeting in the

Colonial Lounge tonight at 7:30

P.M. . in accord with the United

Nations' designation of 1971 as the

"Internationa] Year to Combat

Racism."
• Racism' . said Mrs. Florence

Conway. Chairman of the

Amerhest Baha'i Assembly "is

the concern of every individual.

Each person must find a way to

tree his or her mind of the

prejudices that cost us all so much
m terms of human dignity and

justice among men."
Mrs. Nancy Jordan, of Nor-

thampton, will speak at the

meeting on the Baha'i Faith as an

effective means for realizing the

goals sets forth by the UN in its

plea for an end "once and for all to

the shameful phenomenon of racial

segregation and discrimination
"

tlicscjniftJeans

t>

^> h

Denim Jeans

Corduroy Jeans

Double Knit

Dress Flares

Always the area's

largest selection.

«^ County

SLACKS JEANS

Open Every

Nite Til 9 j

Until X-mas;

'jLftJtj!
"^ TSSuUUULiJUUIJMBt »it ta t !!# »£

CUBA.
KOUsi

If you thought bluegrass music

was for addicts only, you're in

for a pleasant surprise with High

Country, winners in two cate-

gories of the Topanga Canyon

Old Time Fiddlers Convention,

Topanga, California. The Prize-

Winning Band High Country

makes championship music on

Raccoon Records.

THETOJNGBLOQDS

GOODANDDUSTY
This is Raccoon Records' finest— The

Youngbloods. The lineup of tunes looks

like a rock n' roll revival, led by some new

Youngbloods hits. "Stagger Lee," "That's

How Strong My Love Is," "Willie and the

Hand live," "Let the Good Times Roll"

make up the revival part of the album and

new songs by Jesse Colin Young, lefferey

Cain and loe Bauer fill out the LP to make

it one of Raccoon's living room studio best

THE YOUNGBLOODS
Mute Hip* torn tami 5/LHMSNn
Staigo Lh ThitJ Hon "an** Hv Low

h

'

GOOD AND DUSTY

I

CRABTDNES/N0GG1NS
This is another fine effort from the Raccoon Bunch

and their living room studio Featured on this al

bum are (oe Bauer and Banana of the Youngbloods

The title of the album is in fact a function of the

songs contained therein since CTabtimes Noggins

has "Crabtunes" numbers 16 and "Noggin At

tempts" numbers t-4.

Distributed for llacxoon bylfcrner Broslccords. Also Available on Ampei-Distrihntca' Warner KroxTapCi

CCEBS,COP
Tlif first Btidenta lrom the

CCEBS and COP special

educational projects at UMass
were initiated into the campus
chapter of the national honor

society Alpha Lambda Delta this

semester.

Left to right, Sharon Turner of

157 Schenectady Ave., Brooklyn,

N.Y., COP: Sharon Somerville

of 13 Orleans Court. Springfield,

CCEBS; and Linda Gamble of

4705 Hilltop Dr., San Diego, Cal.,

COP.
CCEBS, (Committee for the

Collegiate Education of Black
Students) is a program of

financial and academic aid for

black students from
Massachusetts; COP (Career

Opportunities Program) is a
federally-supported program
that brings students to UMass
from various parts of the

country.

The students are in a group of

(i2 initiated this year into Alpha
Lambda Delta. Initiation is

based on academic excellence

during the first semester of the

freshman year.

Sylvia Plath Topic
Of Smith Lectures

Tues., Dec. 14 7:30 p.m. CC169

JUMP
Sport Parachute Club

Slides from NCPL. Champs.

Super Flick — Infor.

Transportation

Made
By BOBT ALLAHAN

Questionnaires concerning
transportation on and off campus
will be distributed to dormitories

and off-campus housing starting

today.

The survey is being conducted by

the Department of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering and the

Student Senate Transit Service.

The results of this survey will help

to improve the transportation

situation on and off campus.

The art of Sv Ivia Plath will be the

subject of a series ol three Jacob

Ziskind lectures to be held this

week at Smith College in Wright

Hall Auditorium.

Helen Vendler, professor of

English at Boston University will

give the first lecture at 5 p.m.

tonight. She will speak on "The
Poetry of Sylvia Plath."

George Gibian, professor of

Russian at Cornell University, will

be the second lecturer. He will

speak at 8 p.m. Wednesday, on

"Dostoevsky's Theme of the

Double and the Works of Sylvia

Plath."

The final lecture, at 8 p.m.

Thursday, will be given by Smith

College Assistant Professor of

English, Margaret Shook, who will

discuss "The Poet and the

College."

Sylvia Plath, American poet and

novelist, killed herself in 1963 at the

age of 30. Her novel, "The Bell

Jar," published and ignored in

London just before she died, has

sold 80,000 copies since it was
issued here last April.

Her last poems, rejected by

editorial eminences on both sides

of the Atlantic in the last weeks of

her life, are now, according the

•Hers

.ince
Life Magazine, "the bigg

in the field of serious poetr.

Dvlan Thomas."
Currently the subject of courses

on many college campuses, Miss

Plath was a 1955 graduate of Smith

College.

'Fixer' at Smith
"The Fixer," the final film in the

series 'Portraits of a Vanishing
Era: Jewish Life in Eastern
Europe," will be shown at Smith
College at 8 p.m. tonight in Wright
Hall Auditorium
Sponsored by the B'nai B'rith

Hillel Foundations at Smith and
Amherst Colleges, the film is open
to the public.

Taken from the prize winning
novel "The Fixer," the film is

based on a real-life incident which
took place in Russia at the turn of

the century. The main character,

played by Alan Bates, lives a hard
existence in anti-Semitic Kiev
during the Czarist era. Em-
bittered, he tries to pass as a non-

Jew. When he is discovered he

becomes the victim of a frame-up
and sent to prison, where he

demands a trial to prove his in-

nocence.

AUTOS FOR SALE
after S.

MDC CLASSIFIED

Robin Morgan

December 14

SUB 8p.m.

tf 12-14
Female

.

tf 12-13

i'»*. t VW Rug. rebuilt engine and front

end. new brakes and master cylinder. Just

tuned up and oil change. $150 firm. 6-S197.

If 12-17

i.m Opel Rallye fallback , snow tires.

23mpg. radials. Asking $1250, Rog. 527-

1528.

U 1 2-2

1

71 Citroen. 2 cyl. 40mpg.

asking $1200. Must sell

country. Call 549-6397.

It's a fun-car.

leaving the

IflM.-.

i •»:>« chev.. v8 std.. good tires, runs well,

must sell. $95. Call 665-4766.

U12-13

1965 Porsche 356-c, new brakes, clutch,

rebuilt engine, ski-luggage rack. elec.

sunroof. 545-0329. Dick Jubinville.

tfl2-17

'65 Fiat Sta. Wagon, good cond.. 300.00;

55 VW sedan, reblt. 150.00. also Halifax

double key board Port. Organ, ex.. cond.

(all 533-9260.

UI2-14

1965 Mustang, excellent condition, must

sell, leaving country. 1450. Call Mike

Reynolds 546-1034.

tfl2-l3

•«7 Pontlac GTO conv. 4 speed, new

tires, snows, tape player, reverb, radio,

spare rims. p.s.. ph., top condition. 11275.

253-5K47 after 5.

tt 12-13

64 Comet. 6 cyl. std shift, good running

condition. 1175 546-4452.

tf 12-14

20-50% off stereo components, all major

brands, fully guaranteed. Alio! 8 track

tapes 12.49. Raker Stereo. Rm. 223. Call

Rarry or Dave 4-5: 30 p.m. Phone 546-6063.

If 12-20

62 VW Sunroof, recent head job,

kingpins, brake, carb. fuel pump. Starts.

runs. Call 5H6-3495. eves. $200.

UI2-14

'65 VW Rug. red. exc.body and mech..nu

sno tires, battery, muffler. 53,200 miles.

$550 or offer. Must sell. 425 n. Pleas. St..

I'niv. Apt. No. 104.

tf 12-15

4 tires-2 snows-new 825x14: Spltflre-

brakepads ; 8 track stereo tape-deck ; call -

549-6316. Aft. 5.

U12-13

FOR SALE

Original Turkish Sheepskin Coat for a

lady, white outside, white fur Inside $85.

(all Ahmet 6-4210 after 7 p.m.
UI2-1S

Two matched 12" coaxial speakers,

professional quality, like new. $45 each:

new 9" TV/AM KM Clock combo $100.

(all 256-8432.
tf 12-15

Die-hard auto battery. Used I mo. $35:-l

suede fringed jacket good condition $40.

346-4547 eves.
tf 12-15

Pair of Reiker Ruckle Roots, site 7m..

worn once. (heap, (all 1-369-4091.

tf 12-14

Diamond eng. ring and dia. hand-deal on

either or both. Dia. is 85 points w /bag. You
won't find a better deal, (all Jim at 5-

0055/549-6394.

tf 12-15

Tenor Sax. Selmer MKIV. good con-

dition, (all 549-6087.

tf 12-17

Snov tires 165-14 Semperit Radials, I pr.

mounted on MGR disc wheels. $50. Call

549-6087.
If 1 2-1

7

New and used cameras and photo

rquipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo

253-3148.
tfsem

PERSONAL

Male Doct. Cand. seeks relationship

with yg. lady who types well and would like

to help with his thesis. Please write Box

190. Amherst. Mass.
UI2-I4

Moreshl Accordian. 48 stops,

refector telescope, (all 253-3267

also 4'

tf 12-14

Ronnie. Merry Christmas and

under the pillow of a l.owellite bb.

look

tf 12-13

1968 tr6 650CC. excellent cond.. price

negotiable: electric range, excellent

cond.. 36". $40. Will deliver. Call George

32:1-7304 evet.
tfl2-17

l.ove you Spoolie Girl-good luck In the

future.
12-13

Flliott-Matel Tovon big achievement.

Remember you dared us! ! Sweeties.
12-13

Used desk and dresser plus queen site

waterbed with frame, cheap. Phone 256-

8472 keep trying.
U12-I5

FOR RENT

One pair of Air Force Insulated flight

pants, slie-34. good for -30 degrees and

colder $20. Call 253-2986-Rarry.

tflt-ll

Room and board available In new house

on N. Pleasant St.. two minute walk from

campus, (all Dana 253-9031.

IM2-17

Sale-Dunham's Tyros, Wlnt. Insul-

excel.. cond.. originals used I wk, site t.

(all Rrad 549-6058.

I -bedroom house, excellent condition.

Skiblskl, realtors. Northampton, (all

between 6:30-7:00 p.m. 584-3428.

tf 12-14

Apt to sublet, own rm.. kitchen fac . t \ .,

furnished, center of Amherst, $87 /mo. inc

util. Avail immed. (all 253-2548 ask for c-9,

Townehouse Apt. to share. Female or

couple. $76/mo-l. $U4/mo-2, available

immediately. Call 256-6467.

tflMS

Apt.. In Amherst available, immediate.
$90 a month, heat and water Included.

Phone 256-8472. keep trying.

tfl2-15

Furnished efficiency apt. Available Jan.

15. all electric air cond.. includes utilities.

$130. Quabbin Village. Relchertown call

323-6376.

U12-17

1-4 F roommates needed for So. Deer-

field house. In the woods, own rooms.
$55/mo. plus utll. Call 665-2265.

tf 12-15

Squire Village, modern 2 bdrm apt., all

utilities incl. Married couples only. Avail..

Jan I. Rent $190. Call evenings 665-3218.

tfl2-17

6 bedrms.. 2 baths, kitchen and rec.

room in llolyoke. 14 mile from L'. of M. All

util.. ex. phone, much furn . $300 per

month, (all 323-7893.

tf 12-15

Apt. for rent. I bedroom apartment,
Puffton Village available Jan. I. 549-6288.

tf 12-14

Aptment-Just off Campus. $55 mo. Call
5-7 p.m. 549-0216 Roger or Frank.

SKIING
tf ' 2 ' 3

Ski Sugarbush-5 1/2 days, includes lifts,

lessons, food and lodging. Jan. 16-21. $87.

(all 6-6760 or 6-6857.

tf 12-13

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted, F. to share apt., own

room. $80 mo., util inc., 1/2 mile from
campus. Call 546-5472.

tf 12-15

Roommate wanted to share 3-bedroom
apt. Squire Village. Call 665-2605.

tflMS

To share 2 bdrm apt in old hse, 2 firs,

dog. frplc. garag. klchn. Ivrm, frnshd,

quiet. 3 ml from I'Mass. Judy, 13 Mid-

dle. Iladley 586-3784. keep trying.

tf 12-141

Unite to share 2 bdrm apt . llobart Lane
Amherst, tfifl/m . all utilities inc. Call fi

7320 or 6-7321.

tflM4

Roommate to share fully frnshd I bdrm
apt, I mi. from campus. Can build 2nd

bdrm. (all Paul (eves) 253-2425.

tf 12-13

Roommate wanted F. to share rent with
2 other girls, own room, ranch house In

Iladley. Call anytime 584-2815.

1MM7

Female desires room In apartment, very

close to Campus. Urgent. Call
"•JJJ^

546-8824.

Male

Village
256-6681.

tf 12-13

wanted to share apt. in Col.

$55/mo. sec. semester. Call
keep trying.

U12-I6

WANTED

for two sets of two Rruins home games.
Dec. 26 & Jan 15. See crew members or

Coach Faherty in 211 Royden.
UI2-IS

APT. WANTED

Used tropical fish tanks

dition. Will talk about price

in good con

Call 546-9765.

tf 12-13

Psy research paper. 8 to 10 typed pg..

any topic, will pay. (all Sue 253-5875 after

5 p.m. KI2-I4

Tall Dirtv ole man wants pertly shapely
female love slaves for home cooking,

booze and me. Nice benefits. Call eve., and
wk end. Keep trying 665-2264.

UI2-I3

FREE ROOM AND BOARD
Free room and board in exchange for

babysitUng afternoons while mother goes

to class. Jan. 1st thru Spring Semester,
586-3819.

tf 12-17

A APT. WANTED
2 bdr. apt. wanted In Puffton Village,

(all 256-8723 after six or box 468, No.
Amherst.

UI2-I7

MT. HUGARLOAF APTS. Avail. Jan 1.

Ik 2 bdrm utll included, alr-cond.. pool

$185. (all Sklbiski Realtors 253-7222. eve.

253-2426.
U 1 2-22

ENTERTAINMENT
Rock Rand Phoenix now available for

your Xmas party. Good, hard driving,

dance music Call Carl at 034)371 for

information.
UI2-I7

LAW SCHOOL
"Law School-Will I Like It? Can I Make

It?" New book by law grad. For
prospective law students. Send $2.95.

Kroos Press, box 3709A Milwaukee. Wis.

53217.

tfl213

RAFFLE
1st prize: AF Parka 2nd: > band radio.

Tickets available in CC Concoise $.25

each- 5/$ 1.00. Proceeds to Roltwood
Project.

tf 12-14

LOST TRAVEL

One pair gold wire -rimmed glasses-near

graduate center. RFWARD. Larry 584-

7606.

tf 12-14

"Lost" from Herter Hall-tape cassette

and recorder. Keep recorder If you must,

hut please return cassette to Fine Art*

Council office or arrange clandestine

through 5-0203. Transfer.
tf 12-17

Rlack. white tipped tail. dog. Com-
panion to 4 year old. See ad elsewhere In

paper. Barbara Craven. 665-2448.

tf 12-13

I Pickett sld. rule in 65 white Dodge van
on Dec 7 in ride from Rt. 9, Amherst

Rt. • ? fl Northampton. Please call

Rob 584-0743.
UI2-14

Ski the Alps-Jan 14-24 ( hamonit.
France-air fare, hotels, discount lifts and

lessons, last night in Paris. Contact Peggy
253-9667.

tf 12-23

\assau-f 149. from Boston It NY., hotel

flight, transfers. 12/20-27, 12/23-29. 12/27-

1/3 Ski-Australla-$325. 15 days, flight,

hotel, meals, transfers, Insbruk, deluxe

package. London-$I87. nights in January.
(all-Student Flights 584-1050

if 1 2-1

5

Ski the Alps. Jan 14-24 Chamonlx
France, air fare, hotels, discount lifts It

lessons, last night In Paria $2S7. Contact
Peggy 253-9667.

tfl?-M

TYPING

SERVICES

One or two girls who would be Interested

In sharing an apart with another girl

around January. Prefer open minded. Call

Flute-clarinet-sax lessons, Jaiz and
Classical. Call Anoy Flacks 655-807$.

tf 12-14

Amherst Audio service*. Stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. It7

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

if5-12

Passports A grad school pictures 24. hr
service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

tfsem

For Rent/Help Wanttd

Student to live In second semester
Room and board in exchange for help with
children Near Campus, (all 25341431.

tf 12-15

BRUINS HOCKEY
UMass Rowing Assoc, sponsoring raffle

Typlng-4heses. dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and
(hem. symbols. Call 253-3601

U 12-21

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In SI Rm. 318.

Every student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct.
tf-oem

ROOM WANTED
Attractive female needs a place to sta'

lor the rest of the semester. Urgent. Will

sleep on couch or whatever Call 584 26b

<

please.
1M2-I4

Help: Two males Kieed one large or tw

bedrooms (all 54t4o80 anytime
III.'
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ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

CC. Guest speaker Dr. Sydney

Lyford will talk on "Dairying in

Denmark" All welcome.

ART STUDENTS
Prof. Roskill will hold a

presentation entitled "Pop Arts in

the 19th Century" tonight at 7:30

p.m. in Herter Hall, rm 231.

BLACK CORRIDOR
Any conscientious brothers who

wish to move on the Black Corridor

in Grayson House (Orchard Hill)

next semester, or want to know
more about it; please contact John

Davis, rm 508. 66985 or Sidney

Davis rm 507, 66984 as soon as

possible.

CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM
COUNCIL
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in CC

905-909. Members please attend.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLL'B
GROUND SCHOOL
Ground school at 7 :30 p.m. in CC

162. Test on navigation-bring
coputer, plotter, maps (NY.
sectionals) Will continue on FAR's.

No Ambulance

Contrary to information

previously printed in the Collegian,

UMass does not have an am-

bulance service. It does have a

Health Service vehicle which runs

between dorms and the infirmary,

however.
Dr. Barry Averill, Director of

Health Services said that there are

three options open to students

when they do need the services of

an ambulance. They call a ^

Security Police at 52121, off

campus (9) 911 for the town am-

bulance, for which they must pay.

or they can call 52671 (Health

Services) if in doubt as to what to

do.

Health Services recommends
that students call the Security

Police.

U1MUA
700 pm EVENING NEWS-a
complete half hour of news and

information.

7:30 pm CAMPUS WEEK IN

REVIEW-magazine of the past

week's campus news.

8:00 pm UJAMMA DRUM-black
programming with jazz, poetry,

soul, and information for the

black community. (three

hours).

11 00 pm LATE NIGHT NEWS-
another half hour report with

new«« from the major wire

sei ices, and audio network and

local reporting bv WML A News.

11:30 pm THE ROD HANSON
SHOW R J. plays lots of good

records til 3:00 a.m.

CONCERT
Hound Dog Taylor and His House

Rockes-SU Ballroom at 8 p.m.

GERMAN (LIB
Meeting tonight in CC 804. Miss

Bauschinger will speak on German
theatre. All invited.

OLYMPUS
Film on Olympics shown free of

charge. Mon & Tues in the

language lab in Herter at 10:15 &
2:30. Model of the 1972 Olympic

field in Munich is on display on the

5th floor of Herter.

PSYCH 101

Kathv O'Rourke's sections 060

and 078 (ed systems) will meet on

Tuesday at 2:30 in Coolidge 5th

floor lounge for a movie.

SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S CEN-
TER
An informal rap on Women's

Liberation tonight at 7:30 p.m.

Come and join us. Southwest

Women's Center, JQA lobby

N0W.Y0UI CHOICE OF _

</ Rt. 5 W. Spfld.

Notices
S.T. THEATRE
Open call audition for "Peter

Pan, or the Rape of Wendy"
tonight at 7 p.m. in CC Aud.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Sponsoring a fund raising drive

for cerebral palsy on Monday and

Tuesday there will be table in the

Campus Center.

STIDENT ART ASSOCIATION
General meeting & movie tonight

on Jasper Johns at 6:30 p.m. in CC
804 808, free, all welcome.

STOWE TRIP
Anyone who has signed up or who

wants to, to ski Stowe Jan 16-21,

please come to our special

meetings Tuesday at 7 p.m. in

Mahar or call Chris in 422 at

5452303 or Carol at 5468129.

WOMEN'S SWIM TEAM
Now recruiting new members for

2nd semester. Interested swim-

mers come to WoPE pool today at

3:30.

WPIRG
The Western Mass. Public In-

terest Research Group will hold

orientation classes every Monday
night at 7:30 in CC. Next semester

it will be offered as a modular
credit course.

LOST
Stat 315 notebook, in Goessman

Aud. or CC. Desperately needed for

finals. Call Diane 65068.

15 meal-meal ticket, somewhere
in Southwest. Desperately needed.

I'm getting very hungry. Call

Richie 67724.

A pair of navy blue dnving

gloves at the Jonathon Edwards
concert last week. Please return to

Joan 400 Dickinson, or call 66609.

Fundamentals of Spanish
book. ..on Friday. This is your 2nd

chance. Please bring to CC lost &
found or call 5466477.

Gold sweater in Machmer on

Nov. 9. Call Dave 66235.

POUND
In cage Thurs night a girl's pin.

initials LLM. Can be claimed at 117

Thatcher or call 64611.

A boy's 1972 UMass ring in

Medway, Mass. Contact Marcia
BasseU, Crocker Hall, 8739025.

¥ *1

Happy Hours

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR

Where versatility is concerned. Gemini

has no peer Natives ot this zodical sign

adjust, use alternatives, work with

material at hand These persons are quick

with a quip, fascinating, up to date and

exasperating. Some famous persons born

under Gemini include Rosalind Russell,

Dean Martin and Nancy Sinatra.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Blue chips

are down, the game is for high stakes.

Moans put forth best, concentrated effort

Halfway measures now would be costly,

wasteful Cash flow may be delayed by

third parly Do some personal in

vestigaling

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Finish

rather than initiate projects Accent now is

on public relations Those with opposing

views have right to express them Aries

individual can aid in creating more appeal,

sales Accept!

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) New ap

proach io basic chores now is necessity.

Dependents make demands Frank

discussion of needs, desires should be on

agenda Get priorities in order Don't

neglect your own health

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Creative

ihmking >s order of day Accent is on

maturity, ability to change game plan when

necessary Follow through on hunch One

who aided in past could make reap

pearance Be receptive

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Blocked efforts

should not discourage You tend to attract

that upon which you dwell Know this and

respond accordingly Home, basic values

are major points of consideration A change

is in offing

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22); Dealings with

neighbors, close relatives these are em
phasiied One who is argumentative is

merely crying lor attention Leave details

for another time Grasp overall picture

Use alternatives.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Gain what you

need through perception, exchange of

information. Availabilty depends on your

willingness to give as well as to receive

Debts, payments and collections are apt

now to be featured.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Lunar cycle

coincides with time for you to move ahead.

Stress independence, original approach.

Obtain hint from Libra message Brighten

surroundings. Get what you need for

greater happiness.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Look

behind scenes for "the action ." What oc

curs is apt to be low key. Avoid any ten

dency to be overbearing. You flourish now

through quiet, efficient procedures.

Eliminate guesswork
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Accent is

on how you make use of opportunities.

There are apt to be numerous chances to

improve position But some friends now

tend to be timid This lack of confidence

could prove contagious

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb 18): Study

Capricorn message Refuse to be

discouraged by one who lacks vision See

and perceive your goal, then aim for it.

More persons now are favorably im

pressed. Know this, take advantage of it

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Reading,

writing and advertising figure prominently

You make gains but they are "stored for

future " Means you find out what is needed,

where you are going and how to arrive.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

often are considered blunt But, if truth be

known, you are frank and revere veracity.

In short, you are no hypocrite. You usually

say what you mean and mean what you say.

In upcoming months you gain in business

and personal areas. And, if single,

marriage is on horizon

Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Music: as
written

4 Paid notice

6 Haste
11 Nobleman
13 Christian

festival

15 Old pronoun
16 Pointless

18 Symbol for iron

19 Parent (colloq.)

21 Entrance
22 Silkworm
24 Cronies

(colloq.)

26 Christmas carol

28 Everyone
29 Growing out of

31 Former
Russian ruler

33 Printer's

measure
34 Male sheep

(Pi)
36 Mast
38 Symbol for

calcium
40 Tears
42 Spirited horse

45 Collection of

facts

47 Weight of India

49 Withered

50 Small children

52 Electrified

particles

54 Note of scale

55 Man's
nickname

56 Liquefying

59 A continent

(abbr.)

61 Honor
63 Sounded a

horn

65 Stitched

66 Hebrew month
67 Unusual

3 Three-toed
sloth

4 Caustic
substance

5 Monster
6 Prophetess
7 Dance step

8 Actual being
9 Latin

conjunction

Befoul

A continent

(abbr.)

Domain
Booty

20 Winglike

23 Sun god
Hebrew letter

Heavenly body
Turns around
track

Send forth

Rodents
Decayed
Walk
unsteadily

24
25
27

30
32
35
37

^swer to Friday 's puzzle
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38

39
41
43
44
46
48

Provide,

prepare and
serve food

Positive poles

Narrow opening
Wiped out

Prefix: down
Near
Girl's name

51

53

57
58
60
62

64

Me<ganser
Supercilious

person
Before.

Proceed
Sum up
Brother of

Odin
Preposition

!

JV Pucksters

Beaten 10-6
By EMORY ROUNDS
IND BOBCALLAHAN

Tlic Harvard .) V. hockev squad untracked itself early in the second

Deriod and swamped the J.V Redmeil with seven unanswered goals on its

w iv to a io 6 rout over the UMass squad at Orr Kink last Saturday.

-Thev hist skated us right oil the ice," UMaM Coach Kuss Kidd

commented after a game which saw scoring spurts from both teams.

•I've never seen a team so dominated as we were in the second period.

1 larvard are* t he first blood of the contest at 12:47 of the first period as

Harvard's Thomas heat I Mass goalie Chick Hheault. Ten seconds later

however the Little Redman came back as Dave Keough lifted the puck

oast Harvard goalie Hose for the tying score.
'

5u Have Keough was far from finished. A little more than a minute

I
,,;., ;lt 13%5, Keough assisted Steve Dee for the go-ahead goal as Dee

Mimed in the puck between Hose's outstretched legs.

The f rs pe u>«i scoring ended as the Kedman went ahead 3-1. Keough

nnce again earned an assist as he aided Mike Ellis, who slapped the puck

om the point over Hoses right shoulder. UMass was to be denied

,;„!,,,'., goal in this hard-hitting period as the bell sounded just half a

second before the puck landed deep in the Harvard goal.

n"he second period UMass was to be denied the scoreboard as Har_

va d dommatedShe Kedmen. At 1:04. Cowen. assisted by Barry and

Watson beat the Kedman to bring Harvard one goal from the tie. I he tie

u\!Z*'a u *> of the period as Millie stunned Hheault. Then came two

quick £mls 25 seconds apart as Harris and Olchousk. sl.pped the black

HS

Harva'nl en^,n!,ther scoring spurt, with two goals separated by

less than a mmute. as Harry connected at 16:28 and Olchouski cha ked up

his second of the day at 17:16. The scoring was to end at 10.45
i

as Har-

'

LTs Millev concluded the second period shutout, but by then the score

HAWSES H H was to be a repeat of the second as

Harvard's Shea beat Kheault to advance the score 9-3 at 1:.U.

owever. the Kedman discovered some skating room in the next

minute and Ted Klynn drove a breakaway shot into the Harvard goal.

"Hu^Marvm^bounced back and caught UMass goalie Steve Moran

standing at 3*7, and Jahnke pushed in what would be Harvard s last

"^ioihleams^ntinued to battle as they did in the first period looking

equally as fast and strong, and at 11:15 Ted Flynn scorecIon the new

1 larvard goalie, assisted by Kevin Thompson and Kevin Connors

Thirtv-six seconds later. Tom Casey accounted for the final score ot the

^ame with the md of Ted Flynn and Kevin Connors, as the tally became

1 0-6.

The J.V. Kedman are now 2-1 on the season.

Jets Edge Patriots
NEW VORK (MM-John Riggins

smashed one yard for the tie-

breaking touchdown after a fumble

recovery by Phil Wise in the third

period, leading the New York Jets

to a 13-5 victory over New England

Sunday in a game marked by the

first meeting of Joe Namath and

Frosh Rout NU
By FRED ROSENTHAL
By FRED ROSENTHAL

BOSTON-Paced by the hot

shooting of center John Murphy ( 17

points), the UMass freshman

hoopsters opened up a close game

midwav through the first half and

went on to soundly beat the Nor-

theastern freshmen, 87-69, at

Northeastern on Saturday night.

The win was UMass' fourth of the

season against no losses.

With Northeastern's forwards

getting inside for some easy hoops

and guards Bill Rosary and Joe

Tavares controlling the tempo of

the game, the score remained close

for the first 12 minutes. Then with

Bill Endicott and Murphy leading

the way, the UMass frosh opened

up a fifteen point lead at the half.

Early in the second half the

UMass frosh put the contest out of

reach. Endicott and Tom Gillams

scored the first two hoops of the

second half. And then after two

short jumpers by Rosary sand

wiched around a basket by UMass

guard Mike Flanagan, Gillams

scored five straight points on a

three point play and a pretty fast

break basket on a feed from

Murphv. A basket on a steal by

Endicott gave UMass a 24 point

lead and the game was all but over.

UMass passed what was sup-

posed to be their toughest test with

ease. They played aggressive

defense and after some sloppy

plavs early in the game kept

Northeastern's big men outside.

With this game behind them, the

Little Redmen will be looking

forward to another tough game
against a strong University of

Connecticut freshman squad on

Tuesday at the Cage

Jim Plunkett

Wise recovered the fumble \

New England's Carl Garrett at tt

Patriots' five-yard line an

returned to the one. Riggins goii

the last yard just 25 seconds aft<

the start of the second half for tl

touchdown that snapped a 3-3 tit

That proved decisive in the gam
between American Footba

Conference losers, as neitru

Namath nor Plunkett was

provide any explosive fi

Namath, the Jets' qua*

playing his first full garm

returning to action, comp:

seven of 12 passes for 95 yards ai

had two intercepted. Plunket

described by New England Coac

John Ma/.ur as "the next Namath

completed 17 of 31 attempts for IT

yards. He had one intercepted.

The only score besides Riggin

came on field goals-16 and 42 yard

by the Jets' Bobby Howfield and 3

and 47 by Charlie Gogolak.

One of Namath's completion

went to Don Maynard. the 600th c

Maynard's career. Raymon
Berry of Baltimore holds the all

time record with 631.

Girl Gymnasts Win Opener
"I was pleased with the team's performance

beamed Coach Kitty Kjeldson after the varsity girls

overpowered Southern Connecticut State College

Saturday 93.55 to 71.35. Mrs. Kjeldson said her team

did as well as could be expected: and although some

routines were not quite ready, and confidence was

lacking the girls showed great promise. Mrs.

Kjeldson explained. -Confidence makes a difference

in presentation. If the presentation is not good you

don't score " Whether or not the girls felt confident,

however, they did an excellent performance in their

first official meet of the season.

Coach Kjeldson was particularly pleased with co-

captains Betsy East and Margie Combs, and Anne

Burmeister-Vexler, who were all overcoming injuries.

Betsy who was out all last year with an ankle injury,

earned >nd place on the unevens with a score of 7_9.

Margie overcoming a knee injury, placed 3rd on the

bars Anne, who dislocated her elbow last summer,

won both the floor exercise and balance beam events,

scoring 8.5 on each.

Another exceptional member of the team is iresn-

man Jeannine Burger, who amazed the audience with

a full twist in the air and a back handspring on the

balance beam. She placed on all four events: 2nd flooi

ex with a score of 8.35. 2nd in vaulting with a 7.65, 2nc

on the/balance beam with a 6.85, and 1st on the bar:

with a score of 8.25. Mrs. Kjeldson feels that Jeannuu

••shows promise of being an outstanding performer.

Other UMass girls took 1st, 2nd. and 3rd places or

nearly every event. They were: Gail Hannon-3rd lr

floor "ex. scoring 7.9 and Marina Rodriquez -1st lr

vaulting with 8.1, and 3rd on the balance beam witt

Co-captain and sophomore Marge Combs agree*

with her coach in that 'the girls will do much better as

the vear goes on." Of the eight varsity gymnasts, one

girl" is a junior and the rest are freshmen anc

sophomores Coach Kjeldson feels that the girls need

more experience in competing at the college leveh

Both she and Marge feel that the team should do well

against the defending national champion, Springfield

College and thev look forward to the national meet. It

the girls are this good as freshmen and sophomores,

just think what they'll be like 2 or 3 years from now.

Don't miss the J.V. meet next Saturday at 1 :00 p.m.,

when UMass hosts the Montclaire Y.M.C.A.

Beechwood Ageing

could be an
"advertising gimmick."

But it isn't.

THE VIEW FROM PEKING
A Colloguiam On China

IMOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
January II -12

Guest, Speakers, Panels,

Informal Discussion.

CO-CAPTAIN SHOWS 8TYLE-
Anne Burmeister-Vexler, shown

lure on the balance beam, turned

in a fine performance Saturday as

the girl gymnasts defeated So.

Conn. Anne is coming back from a

recent elbow injury.

(For instance,

last year, we bought

almost 2% million

pounds of Beechwood

strips . . . enough to

fill 67 freight cars.)

PRINT
^sale of umiSwUraphic art will beheld Dec-

ember 15 . 16 , ami 17 at the CapeCod lounge in ttie-

Univ. of Mass. Student uniou. This exhibition of

prints, theworKof unryeriitv undtrjraduateand

graduate printmaKer* and selected local tal«m

,

Will Mvk, ordinal lithograph*, woodcuts ,
seri-

oraphs and t\Mn3s. The exhibition will b* open

?o fre public -from ^WA to 5:30 P« each dau endsponsored! t

11 BY THE I
,!

I ur&] 8PM on Thurafrijthelbth. •

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser,
YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!

ANHEUSER BUSCH. INC • ST 10UIS

m-iVQ nx^iw irnj
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Hockey Team Sweeps

Crucial Road Series
BvBll.l.BAlJ.OC

In all proper New England

homes there hangs a cloth sign that

says. "Home. Sweet, Home". And,

although he is a proper New
Englander. it would not be too

surprising if varsity hockey coach

Jack Canniff decided to put in a

special order lor the same kind of

sign with the words. "Road. Sweet.

Koad" on it.

Of the first five games they've

plaved this season, the Redmen
have played three on the road

where last season they could

compile only a record of three wins

against six "losses and a tie. And of

those three.

I Mass has
equalled last

year's road
victory total by

winning all of

them
The most

recent of those

victories came
this past
weekend when
the Redmen
headed up into

the snows of

Vermont to

take on the

Cadets of

Norwich
University and
the Panthers of

Middlebury
College in an

abbreviated

road trip The
journey was. of

course, crucial

in that UMass
picked up two
vital road wins

against two
Division II

clubs, but it

also proved to

he just what

the doctor ordered to cure the

ailing hockey stick of Junior center

Pat Keenan It wasn'f that Keenan

had been doing that poorly, for in

the first three games he had scored

two goals and collected three

assists for five points; good hockey

but not the pace of last year when

as a sophomore Keenan broke all

sorts of records by scoring 28 goals

and assisting on 28 others for 56

points. But something about that

cold Vermont air really made him

fly as he upped his goal production

by a factor of three, scoring four

against Norwich and two against

Middlebury

Friday's game in Northfield

against the Norwich Cadets proved

to be little more than a skating

exercise for the Redmen as they

fired 53 shots at Cadet goaltenders

and scored on eight of them while

the two Norwich scores came after

UMass had already built a three

goal lead.

Coming into the game the line on

Norwich had been that the Cadets

were composed of one man.

sophomore goalie Bill Cantwell

and the rest just weren't good

enough to make much difference.

Cantwell had an off night, but his

teammates weren't much help and

in some cases hindered him.

Keenan said that, "They bunch

up too much in front of the

goaltender and it makes it pretty

hard for him to see sometimes."

SOLID nFFENSE-Redman defenseman Bob Shilalie. battling a

Williams College plaver in action last week, played an important

part in an overall solid performance by the I Mass defense in two

weekend wins. (Photo by Dan Kamal.)

They bunched up enough for

Keenan to score four times but

thev were totally ineffective down

in the UMass end as they were only

able to beat P.J. Flaherty once.

that on a beautiful two-on-one

break with Tom Cadigan making

the perfect feed to co-captain Phil

Beaney for the score.

The other Norwich goal came off

the skate of UMass captain Brian

Sullivan when he accidentally

deflected a centering pass by

Norwich's Bill Cahill past his own
goaltender in a fluke that Flaherty

said -usually happens about twice

a vear". Toward the end of the

game. Norwich coach Bob Priestey

sent in spare goaltender Bob

Peacock to relieve the shell

shocked Cantwell but it was a futile

gesture and the Redmen had an

easy 8-2 win.

Saturday night in Middlebury

was a much different story. The

outcome was the same but the

script was different, as the Red-

men were forced to scramble to a

tight 3-2 win thanks to a fired up

Middlebury club led by the 41 save

goaltending of Larry Perlman.

Prior to the game, Perlman had

been touted as one of the best in

Division II and he lived up to his

billing by holding a UMass offense

that had scored thirty goals in four

previous games to just three.

Again Pat Keenan was the big gun

with two goals, one of which was
the game win-

ner. The other

was put in by

defenseman
Bob Bar
tholomew and
was his first of

the season
Again the
Tiedmen
received tight

goaltending

from P.J.
Flaherty and
the senior from
South Boston

now is the

owner of an
incredible 1.92

goals against

average.
The feeling

up north is that

the Redmen
are the class of

Division II and
should take the

divisional title

pretty easily.

George Tur
ner. public

relations

director at

Norwich says

that T'M ass is

head and
shoulders above the rest of

Division II and I can't see anyone

touching them After watching

UMass demolish the Cadets, he's

even more convinced, but the

Redmen still have plenty of games
remaining including tough ones

with Bowdoin and Merrimack at

home and three big road en-

counters against the improved St.

Anselm s and Boston State as well

as perennial power Merrimack
Boston University has also been

added to the schedule and this

gives UMass fans a chance to rank

their club in relation to con

siderably stiffer competition than

say a Norwich or a Salem State,

the Redmen return to action this

Wednesday night at Orr Rink when

they take on Boston State in a

Division II battle.

Chiefs Beat Raiders For Title

KANSAS CITY <AP) - Jan

Stenerud's to yard field goal with

1 :34 remaining climaxed a 93-yard

drive that gave the Kansas City

Chiefs a 16-14 victory over the

Oakland Raiders Sunday and the

American Football Conference

West Division Championship.

A crowd of 51,215 saw the

nationally televised game, played

in freezing weather on a wet field

ringed by remnants of an early-

morning snowfall.

The victory left Kansas City with

a 9-3-1 record, while Oakland is 7-4-

2. Each team has only one game
remaining

Stenerud's kick, his third of the

brutal battle, ruined George

Blanda's brilliant comeback
performance. Blanda, who played

more than half the game, came off

the bench with the Raiders trailing

10-0 and passed and kicked them

into a 14-13 advantage with 14:19

left.

The first time Blanda came into

the game late in the first half, he

guided the Raiders on a 67-yard

march that ended with Marv

Hubbard scooting into the end /one

from the one.

Hoopsters Edge

NU In Squeaker
\\\ i:\BI.FBARB011.

BOSTON "We almost
bombed them. If Jellison

hadn't hit that jumper at the

end we would have beaten

them by three." Sounds like a

cynic'' No. Sounds like a

relieved coach'.' Yes...

a

relieved coach by the name of

Jack Leaman.
Only moments earlier he

was on the brink of his second

cardiac arrest in as many
games as his Redmen came
from behind in the last five

minutes to hold off a stubborn

Northeastern University, 62-

61, here Saturday night.

Leaman's post game
analysis was not all that

cynical as his Redmen got

caught up in the Northeastern

style of play, something he

had feared all week, and to

come out alive is in itself a big

win.

The head coach put it this

way: "It's awful difficult to

play Holy Cross and then

come back and play an
average team like Nor-

theastern. But we're very

thankful we got out of there

alive and it's the sign of a good

team when they can come
from behind (three points in

the last five minutes) after a

game like Holy Cross and pull

it out. ..it was a hell of a win.

"Northeastern is the type of

team that gives us trouble.

They size up well with us, they

play good defense and they

hold the ball on offense. If we
come and play their type of

game it poses problem-

s'. ..This was obviously the

ease.

The Huskies were content in

controlling the ball on offense

and trying to force the Red-

men into miscues on defense.

They lull you to sleep on

offense and go after you on

defense." is the way Leaman
ptlt it.

Couple this with the limited

amount of shooting both teams

did and the scrappy take-it-

anywayyou-can get-it Nor-

theastern game plan and you

have all the ingredients for a

historically sound Nor-

theastern basketball game.
I Mass gave signs as to what

was to come when they missed

their first five shots from the

field and the Huskies held on

with the scoring of one in-

dividual. Jim Moxley, who hit

for 24 in the evening.

The lead changed hands

four times in the first half

before the Redmen went on a

10 spree in the last three

minutes to take a six point, 38-

32. margin into the locker

room.
Sophomores Rick Pitino and

Peter Trow gave the team the

spark it needed during this

binge as UMass went into one

of its few successful presses in

the game. Leaman said of

their performance: "I'm very

thankful for my two
sophomores. They did a real

good job especially in the

closing minutes of the first

half."

As to why his team couldn't

get the press working ef-

fectively he said. "We didn't

chase after the ball and this

effected our full court trap and
half court trap presses

."

The second half was in-

credible.

Think back to the last time a

UMass team took only 13 shots

in a half. If you're stuck just

go back a couple of days.

That's right, the Redmen took

that many shots in this second

half and maybe it was that

number which ushered in the

follies vet to come.

How can a team like UMass
do that'.' The answer: More
ball control by the Huskies

and a propensity for them to

pick up the offensive fouls on

the Redmen. something in

the vicinitv of seven in the

half.

laiuj tEnUegian

SPORTS
With just under 15 minutes

to go in the game. RickVogeley

converted an offensive

rebound for an easy layup to

give UMass a five point

lead, this was a milestone of

some note as it wasn't until

some 11 minutes later that

another Redman. Tom
McLaughlin, was able to get

another, giving UMass a 55-53

lead.

It almost proved costly as

they fell behind by three, 53-

50, with five minutes to go and

the Northeastern fans coming
alive, a setting reminiscent of

the almost travesty at UNH
last year. During this eleven

minute two-pointer draught

UMass matched game-saving

accurate free throw-shooting

with the Huskies' once-in-a-

blue-moon field goals.

If there was one play that

turned the game in UMass'
favor, it came with just over

two minutes to play with the

Redmen leading by one.

Leaman called time out and

his assistant "Fan" Gaudette,

sent in "The Rhody Special"

which called for a long pass on

the inbounds play to a

sprinting John Betancourt for

an easy layup... it worked.

MikePagliara got the nod to

throw the pass seeing that he

"looked the most like Sonny

Jurgenson" according to

Leaman.
From there on a tough man-

to-man defense bailed the

Redmen out and prevented

any further hair-raising

aggressions on the part of the

Huskies outside of desperation

fouls and two 40-footers that

miraculously for alluskie

went in.

Vogeley's two free throws

on a one-and-one with six

seconds to play gave the

Redmen their final margin of

victory.

A complimentary Leaman
said. "Northeastern is the best

(13 team you'll find. They're

well disciplined, well coached,

they play a controlled offense

and it's tough getting anything

going with them."
So far the Huskies have lost

to Harvard by three, UNH by

two and UMass by one.

Box Srorp

UMass G F T No'Crist n G F 1

SK.nnrr 2 3 7 Moxley 9 A M
Coffin 4 1 9 McO'qh 3 A

Votjl'lry 2 7 U Hriviland
Bfl'ncl 4 1 9 JHhson 4 8

I'.Mih.ir ,) 1 3 5 Let v 2 3 7

Mf L'lm 1 4 6 Barros 4 7 10

Pifino 5 10 DWqardo 1 1 3

Austin 1 1 3 Mimshak 1 1 3

Trow 1 2

21 70 62 74 15 ||

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Nick Morotti Lives.
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llounddog Tavlor plaved a driving set of Chicago blues last night in the Ballroom. The crowd was. lo say the least, appreciative and gave the Student

I nion -Campus Center a genuinely strange aura last night. <MDC photo by Jim Lavrakas.)

Ombudsman Barnard Resigns

By MARY M. KURTZ
Dr. Ellsworth Barnard has

submitted a letter of resignation,

stating that he wishes to cease his

activities as university Om-
budsman at the end of this year.

"When I accepted the position, it

was with the understanding that I

would hold the office only until the

end of this year", stated Dr.

Barnard.
Stressing that it is a job that

needs to be done, the Ombudsman
explained that his work has been

going well and that he has no

complaints about the support he

has received. "I've had very good

cooperation from the ad-

ministration." said Dr Barnard.

This year most of the cases he has

handled have dealt with some
failure of administrative

machinery as experienced by the

students, but the Ombudsman has

handled faculty and professional

problems also.

Dr. Barnard suggested that the

next person to hold the position has

to be someone who likes people,

especially students and is fairly

objective. "You have to keep an

open mind until you have all the

On The Inside

:

Notice

TOP SCORFR-Rick Vogelev. shown here in rebounding action at

liJa^SM Holv Cross last week, led the Redmen In scoring

against a tough Northeastern University team. UMass won by a

point. (Photo by Cib Fullerton.)

Members of the Crew Club will

be selling chances for night on the

town in Boston plus pairs of Bruin's

tickets for games during vacation.

The chances will be sold in the

Campus Center lobby and in

selected dining commons today

through Wednesday Price is $ 50

each Proceeds will go to sup-

plementing the Crew budget.

Nader Raiders?
See page two

Indians Near Dacca
See page four

Down And Out
In Baltimore

See page twelve

evidence in" continued the Om-
budsman, and must deal with

matters promptly, without being

intimidated by people.

The next Ombudsman will

probably be chosen by a joint

student-faculty committee and
Dean Field, as was Dr. Barnard.

Wanting to resume his full-time

position as an English teacher next

year. Dr. Barnard confessed,

"teaching is what I like best." He
said he would like to get another

year of teaching in before he

retires.

The office of the Ombudsman
has been in existence since last

February. Commenting on his

experience, Dr. Barnard said he

enjoyed the position, and hopes

"that since the office has been

functioning for almost a year, it

will be easier for someone to carry

it on."

Some of the functions of the

office include the following as

taken from the formal proposal of

Barnard's appointment:

The Ombudsman shall be

provided with the necessary staff

and services to enable him to fulfill

his function...

The function of the Ombudsman
shall be to assist any petitioner in

the procurement of a just set-

tlement of a grievance. All

members of the University com
munity are expected to cooperate

with the Ombudsman in the

discharge of his duties...

Every complaint or grievance by

a petitioner to the Ombudsman
shall be submitted in writing.

If in the course of his duties it

appears to the Ombudsman that

under existing channels there is an

adequate remedy or right of ap-

peal, or if it appears that, having

regard to all the circumstances of

the case, any further action is

unnecessary, he may in his

discretion refuse to pursue the

matter further.

If in his opinion the subject

matter of the complaint is

frivolous, or vexatious, or is not

made in good faith, or the com-

plainant has no sufficient personal

interest in the subject matter of the

complaint, the Ombudsman shall

not be required to investigate the

complaint
In any case where the Om-

budsman decides not to investigate

or further investigate a complaint,

he shall inform the complainant of

that decision and shall state his

reasons therefore in writing

Every investigation by the

Ombudsman shall be conducted

with due respect for the privacy

and reputation of others.

No person shall be entitled as of

right to be heard by the Om-
budsman, except that before any

report is issued, persons or

organizations adversely affected

by such report must have been

afforded an opportunity to be

heard

The Ombudsman shall report his

opinion, and his reasons therefore,

to the appropriate organization or

person, and may make such
recommendations as he sees fit. In

any such case he may request the

organization, or person involved,

to notify him, within a specified

time, of the steps that it proposes to

take to implement his recom
mendations.

If within a reasonable time after

issuance of the report, no action is

taken which appears satisfactory

to the Ombudsman, he may send a

copy of his report and recom-
mendations to the President of the

University.

The Ombudsman shall in any
case inform the complainant of the

result of the investigation and
recommendations

The Ombudsman shall submit a

written report at the beginning of

May of each year to the Faculty,

Graduate Student, and Student

Senates, to the President of the

University, and to the Board of

Trustees of the University on the

general functioning of his office

Copies of this report shall be made
available for general distribution.

In addition, from time to time, he

shall issue such other reports as he

may determine necessary
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Naders Raiders Coming To Campus
By SHELLEY LAUZON

A group whose initials are

pronounced "Wim-perg" expects

to become well-known on the

UMass campus and in the region

next semexter. Naderism is what

its all about.

WMPIRG, the Western
Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group, is a non-profit

corporation which will engage in

research projects oriented to the

public interest, such as consumer
protection, corporate respon-

sibility, and environmental
protection. Through publicity and

other methods of exposure, the

group will seek to bring about

changes in areas where injustices

exist. One example of the Nader-

type work these groups do oc-

curred in Minnesota, where lead-

based paints were causing acute

case of lead poisoning. Officials

said there was no connection

between the two, but the Minnesota

lMRCi investigated and found a

direct relationship. Ordinances

pc 'aining to lead based paints

were adopted by the state based
upon the findings of the group.

The Connecticut Valley Com-
mittee (CVCi, which received a

$25,000 Rockefeller grant, is fun-

ding the group and will continue to

do so until April. 1972. Funding in

the future will depend upon student

support. A voluntary student tax of

$4 a year per student has been

proposed, according to the WM-
PIRG office in the Campus Center,

which will enable the group to

establish a regional office and staff

it with professionals who can

provide the necessary expertise to

engage in research projects as well

as in aiding students and others

desiring to do research.

The WMPIRG regional office

and funds raised through the tax

will be controlled and directed by a

regional Board of Directors,

composed entirely of student

representatives from the member
colleges. In addition, local boards

will be directing and aiding efforts

on each campus. The regional

board presently consists of 25

students, with one representative

per 3,000 students, thus giving

UMass six.

The UMass PIRG began in early

October and is constantly working

to gain support, learn the basic

techniques, and build a strong

foundation on which to operate.

According to three officials of the

office in an MDC interview, no

projects are underway, but a

progressive educational campaign
is being undertaken from now until

Christmas. Its aim is to make the

campus aware of the

organization's goals and poten-

tials, and to gain student support

through publicity and dorm
organization

The officials also stated that a

massive campaign will be un-

dertaken in February to provide

further publicity and education,

reaching a climax when Ralph

Nader will speak on campus.

Sufficient funds haven't yet been

received to bring Nader here, but

the office ft els certain the goal will

be reached and that the only

problem will be that of fitting

UMass into his schedule.

A petition drive will be initiated

in hopes of obtaining the signatures

of 70% of the student body, saying

they are in favor of the additional

tax. The Student Senate will then

be approached for endorsement,

and the final step will be the

presentation of the proposal before

the UMass Board of Trustees.

The PIRG is an attempt to in-

volve students in decision-making
processes which affect all aspects

of their lives. The WMPIRG slogan

is "a new set of tools", applying to

the methods Nader has used to get

action. Following Nader's con-

tributions in this field, the
organization hopes to apply what
students feel is the best way of

dealing with problems confronting

them. The activities of each PIRG
group, including UMass, are
coordinated through Nader's of-

fice, although he has no control

over them.

WMPIRG, its officers say, is

both education and action. Next
semester a program will be
initiated which offers up to :5

modular credits with an option for

another :?, plus a separate in-

dependent study program in-

volving research in issues and
problems of the Western Mass.
community and the opportunity for

community involvement. A list will

be published in February of the

community involvement programs
and research rojects. Students are
also free to choose their own
directions in research areas.

WMPIRG sums its purpose up
simply by saying they hope to

provide the public with a broader,

more honest base from which they

are able to decide values, goals,

and actions.

The Whys And Wherefores Of Student Judiciary

By GEORGE WELSSLITZ
Although most students are

reasonably familiar with the

Student Senate and its operation,

very few seems to be aware of the

Student Judiciary -the other

branch of student government.

Technically, the Student Judiciary

is the co-equal of the Senate in

power, and the Chief Justice of the

General Court of the Student

Judiciary is the equivalent of the

president of the Student Senate.

Any undergraduate is allowed to

apply for a position on the Student

Judiciary during the first six

weeks of the fall semester, or the

last six weeks of the spring

semester Criteria for selection

include "fairness", and "in-

telligence" and the acceptance

rate is presently only 5%. Under a

newly proposed system, half the

membership of each court will be

appointed by the Student Senate.

and the other half will be selected

by the justices of the particular

judiciary that one is applying to.

Presently, the various

judiciearies are Area East. Area
West, the Greek Judiciary. Non-

Residential Jucidiary. the General

Court, and residence hall

judiciaries. The General Court of

Justice is the "highest" judiciary

and has the power of judicial

review over the other judiciaries.

It is the General Court which

decides such cases as misuse of

funds by RSO organizations, and
cases referred to it involving

violation of Massachusetts laws.

Also, the General Court has the

power to override any act of the

Student Senate which it considers

inconsistent with the Student

Government constitution.

Last year the General Court

heard such cases as whether it was
constitutional for Glenn Elters to

be Student Senate president since

there was a controversy regarding

his status as an undergraduate.

Another case concerned the fun-

ding of MOBE. One of the better

known cases last year involved

students who were charged with

running a bar on Orchard Hill in

Grayson Dormitory. The case of

the students, who became known
as the "Grayson 7". was referred

to the General Court of the Student

Judiciary, rather than Nor-

thampton District Court.

This year the vast majority of

cases has involved disciplinary

action and violation of the Code of

Student Conduct, rather than

fundamental, constitutional issues.

A great number of the cases that

the Student Jucidiary hears in

volve theft from the Campus
Center Bookstore. At present, 8%
of the total volume flow from the

bookstore is unpaid for because it

is stolen. This theft, which involves

an enormous sum of money when
one considers the size of the

bookstore and student body, has

caused an increase of over six

dollars per student in the Campus
Center Tax. Although theft from

the bookstore is an offense for

which a student could be arraigned

in Northampton District Court, the

Student Judiciary has been

hearing these cases, so that con-

victed students will not have a

permanent police record.

Jerry Moriarty, Chief Justice of

the General Court, said in an MDC
interview that "an attempt to

keepUniversity problems on

campus" is being made by the

Judiciary, and this could

necessitate more severe penalties

for theft from the bookstore.

One of the most significant cases

heard by the General Court this

year involves the claim by

sophomore John McEleney that he

and about 350 other students are

being denied scholarship aid, since

UMass has not collected some
$35,000 in outstanding parking

fines. The case was heard a

number of weeks ago. and a

decision has been made in this

case, which will be announced on

Tuesday, December 21 The
decision is presently being written

Sanctions which the judiciary is

currently empowered to impose

include expulsion from the

University, probation, suspension,

letter of censure, and verbal ad-

monition.

At present only a letter of cen-

sure is kept in a student's record.

Record of this letter is kept until

graduation. Because of this, a

letter of censure has been used

quite often this year, as it is the

only way by which the judiciary

can know whether a student

charged with some offense has

been found guilty of any previous

offenses. In an MDC interview,

Steve Effman. chief justice of the

Non-Residential Court, proposed a

system whereby a record of all

offenses committed by a student

would be kept by the Student

Judiciary until a student
graduates. Under this system the

judiciary would be able to know
about past offenses by a student,

without having to arbitrarily

assign a letter of censure This

record would be destroyed when a

student graduates or leaves
UMass.
The record would, according to

Effman, be used solely for the

purpose of knowing who is a first

offender-no one else on or off

campus would have access to it.

Another proposal by Effman was
that the Administration should
establish a loan bank so that

students could take out small,
interest-free loans if they had to

have money, but could not get it for

a number of days. He said that in

many of the cases he has heard
involving shoplifting from the
University store, students have
said they stole some article
because they needed it, but did not
have the money available to buy it.

The establishment of this loan
service would eliminate the need of

money as a rationale to steal

something.

Although the Student Judiciary

has not always been as visible as

the Student Senate, it has never-

theless played an important role in

student self-government. Bruce
Davidson, Chief Justice of Area

West described the Student
Judiciary as "a peer judging

system which enables peers to

oversee their community."
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Every Wednesday is

STAMPEDE NIGHT
A little bit of the Far West in New England.
Our cowgirls, in Western garb will serve you Western Steer Beef

by the ounce — 45c per ounce for Prime Sirloin, 70c per ounce for
Filet Mignon, and 35c per ounce for a Rib of Broiled Beef. Just tell

the chef how thick of a slice you want, and how you like it done.
Keep our Friday Night Buffet in mind 6:30 to 9:00 p.m. $5.50 per

person.
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News Analysis-Athletic Fees

Students Don't Get Returns
By HUGHOWEN

Whether or not UMass student's Athletic Fees are

l>eing used to the best interest of the students is a

question which has come before the Student Senate.

UMass students paid $30 each for Athletic Fees in

the fiscal year 1970-71. Altogether this made up

W69.050.00 of the $575,050.00 Athletic Budget.

Only $%.000.00 of this budget went to General P.E.,

Intramurals, Free Play, and recreation. Students paid

their fee but only got a very small amount back for

their direct use.

Women comprise 44% of the student population,

paid $30 for Athletic Fees like anyone else, but

received only 2% of the total Athletic budget. This

amount is not even enough to pay for uniforms, which

the women must buy themselves.

The football stadium requires $80,000.00 for

maintenance. The students also pay for this with their

Athletic Fee. Before permission was given to hold

concerts in the stadium, students paid for a stadium

they only used for football games and com-

mencement.
The football stadium can hold every UMass student.

The Cage can only hold about one-fourth of the student

population for basketball games. There is not even a

place for the hockey team to play on campus. Players

and fans must go to Amherst for the games.

Publicity uses up $5,400.00 of the budget. Football,

basketball and hockey schedules are printed up and

issued. Mow many people know when gymnastic,

swimming, wrestling or skiing competition is held?

Some of the other disbursements of the Athletic

are:

Intercollegiate Athletics

Refunds
Capital Outlay

Contingency
Operating Expense
( heerleaders and Band
Travel

Athletic injury care

$205,000.00

7,500.00

12,300.00

5,500.00

120,000.00

5,700.00

20,000.00

17,000.00

There are some students who feel they are not

equally represented in the distribution of these funds.

The Student Senate wishes to change it so that

students will be equally represented. To do this they

have introduced a proposal that would give students

control on the Athletic Council.

Larry Ladd, Vice President of the Student Senate,

has said "Our goal will be to increase student in-

fluence over athletic policy and programs. It is

students who participate in the program and students

who pay for it, so it should be students who control it."

SW Center Organizes Women

Some of the Pakistani refugees in an Indian refugee camp. A year

of war and floods have helped to do it. I Photo by Vera Ktgion.
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SCREW Awards
Help Raise Funds

By ED SLOAN
S.C.R.E.W. is a word typically

associated with negative con-

notations, but UMass' service

fraternity, APO, is trying to break

with tradition, at least for this

week in the Campus Center.

S.C.R.E.W. is their acronym for

the Student Committee to Reap-

praise our Educator's Weltan-

schaung.

The program's essential feature

according to S.C.R.E.W. 's project

chairman. Steve Snyder, is

designed to promote spirit on the

UMass campus while

simultaneously raising money to

sponsor an American child through

Christian Children's Fund Inc. The

award and the award-giving is a

variation of the Harvard Lam-
poon's annual satiri/ations for

worst actor, worst actress, etc.

In a similar vein, a one-foot

mounted wooden screw award will

be given nominees who the UMass
campus body thinks that the

"screws should be put to." A vote

can be bought for one penny with

no limit on the number of votes per

person.

Snyder said, however, "It is by

no means intended to deliberately

hold up to ridicule or to attack any

individual or the faculty as a

whole. No professor's name will be

used unless we have his per-

mission." The chairman em-
phasized that the S.C.R.E.W.

award is intended as a gigantic

put-on: "good, clean college humor
and all that."

Nevertheless, some professors

refused the invitation to have their

names put on the ballot. Snyder

conceded that these profesoors

were not receptive to the idea that

their names would be associated

with "this" word. "Despite the

worthiness of the cause, they ex-

pressed the sentiment that

students casting their ballots did

not always vote in the true and

humorous spirit contemplated,"

Snyder said.

The Southwest Women's Center,

open a month last week, welcomes

all University women, employees

and students, to come to the center

to talk with their sisters.

Located in the lobby of John

Quincy Adams dormitory, the

center is open every Tuesday and

Thursday from 10 am to 10 pm.

According to Eilleen Stuart,

student director, the center's aims

are "to be focal point for

organzing women in Southwest,"

and a place for all women:
secretaries, janitors, employees of

the Food Services, as well as

students to just get together and

talk

The idea of a women's center

was first conceived last spring in

the Southwest 390 Colloquim
"Sexuals in Contemporary
Society" and was first set up in the

office of Jacqueline Lehany,
Program Coordinator in JQA. This

November, the center was moved
to its own room, and was allocated

funds by the Southwest Assembly,

providing for a salaried director's

position.

Apart from the student director,

the other women who staff the

center are interested volunteers.

Some are teachers and students of

the Southwest 390 course and some

are students from a course

"Female Awareness" taught by

Alice Sargeant of the School of

Education. Alice is available for

counseling on Wednesday af-

ternoons and Fridays by ap-

pointment. "Counseling for

women, by women, is very im-

portant," commented the student

director.

Besides this program, there are

numerous other projects offered. A
"consciousness-raising" meeting

will take place Thursday,
December 16, in the 12th floor

lounge of Coolidge dormitory.

A monthly newsletter is being

published for the first time this

week, and contributions of essays

or poems are welcome.

Future plans include a gay

women's caucus, which will

mainly be a support group for gay

women. Open meetings, which will

start second semester, will be a

place "where straight and gay

women can interact." stated Eillen

Stuart. Another program, although

still in the talk stage, is a black

women's caucus. The people at the

center also hope to sponsor some
speakers second semester who
would talk on such topics as women
in literature and women in sports.

Program Offered

For Med Schools Abroad
Senior or graduate students who qualified students to secure ad-

are considering attending a

recognized medical school over-

seas for the Fall 1972 session, may
be interested in the European

Medical Students Placement
Service, Inc. of Albertson, NY.
They offer a program to aid and

assist a limited number of

Kodak
• SALES * REPAIRS

CAMERAS
ACCESSORIES

• FILM PROCESSING

LANG'S PHOTO
• AGFA
• NIKON
• MINOLTA
• PRAKTICA
• SAWYER
• FAMICONI
• BRAUN
. . and others

BankAmemcard.

1 HxAnm //if \

STUDIO
• RENTALS OF STILL & MOVIE EQUIPMENT

• SPECIALISTS IN CUSTOM PHOTO
FINISHING (COLOR & BLACK & WHITE)
COMPLETE STOCK OF DARKROOM

EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS
"Want To Learn Photography?

JOIN OUR CLUB!".

We Have the Service You've Been Looking for

253-3148
460 West St., South Amherst • Route 16

and 183 No. Pleasant St.

( next to Whole Wheat T rading Co.)

mission and achieve successful

adaptation to a recognized

European medical school.

Their Comprehensive program
consists of the following:

1) Intensive 8 week
orientation course, attended

with other American
students, to help the student

adapt to the new country,

culture and school en-

vironment.
2) Intensive 8 week special

practical and language
course, programmed for the

American Student entering

a European medical school.

European Medical Students

Placement Service, Inc.. will

arrange lodging for the student

during this 8 week period.

Students who will have received

their degree on or before June 1972,

can write for an application form

and brochure to European Medical

Students Placement Service, Inc.,

3 McKinlev Avenue. Albertson.

NY. 1150?'

There is no charge for ap-

plication forms and subsequent

interview.

In addition, the women's center

has information on birth control,

pregnancy, and abortion. Five

College course listings of women's
studies offered next semester are

also available. The center boasts a

library of books about women,
ranging from classics like Jane

Austin's "Pride and Prejudice" to

contemporaries like "Sisterhood is

Powerful" by Robin Morgan.

Although very happy with the

response received in only one

month, Eilleen Stuart hopes that

more women will come to the

center for counseling, information,

or just informal chats.

We have the area's largest

selection of

Jerseys, Knit

Tops, Sweaters.

Just Perfect

for Christmas

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld. parking htidtcha* in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 memorial AVE
Opp Century Shoppini Plata* Fra. parking, for over 100 cert'

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N'hamp Jr College

f AIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DP
On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

HOI YOKE 205 HIGH ST Next to Hoiyoke Nat'l. Bank
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In The Nation And The World

Pakistani
( THE ASSOC!ATED PRESS)
Indian soldiers backed by two

separate helicopter assaults are

closing in on Dacca and an Indian

spokesman claimed the East
Pakistani capital will be under

tight siege within two day6.

Infantry columns advanced
Monday from the northwest, the

north and the east, the spokesman
said, battling to within 15 miles of

the beleaguered city at some
points.

The 30,000-man Pakistani

garrison at Dacca has been but-

tressed by straggling soldiers

falling back from Indian victories

on the way to the city, he said, but

added: "There is no doubt that

within 24 or 48 hours we will be in a

very strong position around

,a
Jf^

r
•fcfcpur INDIA \

A general map of the war torn area.

Dacca."
Radio Pakistan reported the

helicopter-born Indian troops

descended into battle at Tangail, 50

miles northwest of Dacca, and

Narsingdhi, about 30 miles nor-

theast. A Pakistani spokesman in

Rawalpindi claimed defenders

took on the Indians and fighting

raged at both points.

But Indians in New Delhi and

Calcutta contended the advancing

Indian troops had already crushed

the defenses at Narsingdhi and

were continuing toward Dacca.

Briefing maps in Calcutta in-

dicated some Indians were as close

as six miles from the city but

spokesmen refused to pinpoint

their positions.

With correspondents unable to

visit the front, there was no way to

verify the claims. Lt, Gen.
A.A.K.Niazi, commander of

Pakistan's forces in the east,

rejected any idea of surrender as

demanded in a fresh appeal by
Gen. Sam Manekshaw, the Indian

chief of staff.

A government spokesman said

Manekshaw sent his third

surrender appeal in a week to the

Pakistani leadership in the East.

U.S. policy came under attack in

Calcutta and New Delhi, where
demonstrators shouted their op-

position to President Nixon,

President Agha Mohammed
Yahya Khan of Pakistan and

Chinese Mao Tse-tung.

China is a firm Pakistani ally in

the war and Washington has

blamed India as the principal

aggressor. Police reported the

anti-American demonstrators in

Calcutta smashed windows and set

fire to furniture in the Pan
American World Airways office.

An Indian Foreign Ministry

spokesman said India had detected

Chinese troop movements designed

"to show political solidarity with

Pakistan." But a Defense Ministry

spokesman said the reports were

incomplete and it was too early to

tell whether the information on

Chinese troops was "a plant or a

fact."

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Soviets Declare Cease Fire Unacceptable

UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. (AP) -

The Soviet Union declared Monday
night that the new U.S. proposal for

an Indian-Pakistan cease-fire was
"totally unacceptable."

Denouncing the U.S. approach as

"wrong and unrealistic," Soviet

Ambassador Jacob A. Malik made
it clear he was ready to cast his

third veto in nine days to block

Security Council action on a cease-

fire.

Malik plunged into the council

debate after India and the Societ

Union had sought unsuccessfully to

win a hearing for Bangla Desh
representative.

Peace At Last
COLLEGE PARK. Md. (AP>-

The state police have appointed

John Spottswood, a University of

Maryland senior, Special Advisor

on Student-State Police Relations

for the state of Maryland.

The appointment was in

recognition of Mr. Spottsweed's

efforts in the past years to promote

mutual understanding between the

two groups
Mr Spottswood initiated a

program in which policemen are

invited to his fraternity house for

coffee and students are invited to

ride in state police cars.

(Reprinted from the New York
Times p. 67. 1/12/71

Malik plunged into the council

debate after India and the Societ

Union had sought unsuccessfully to

win a hearing for a Bangla Desh
representative. Malik contended a

political settlement in East
Pakistan must be linked by any

ceast-fire appeal.

The move to bring a represen-

tative of the Pakistani insurgents

into the discussion was overruled

by the council president. Foreign

Minister S.A.J. Pratt of Sierra

Leone. He held that the existence

of Bangla Desh as a state had not

been established.

Bangla Desh is the name used by

the East Pakistani insurgents.

India and Bhutan have recognized

the rebel organization as a

government.
As the council discussion took

place, Justice Abu Sayeed
Chowdhury, a Bangla Desh
representative, waited in a nearby

lounge for the proposed invitation

Soviet Ambassador Jacob A.

Malik proposed that he be heard as

an individual with special com
petence and not as a represen-

tative of a government.

The Argentine representative,

Charlos Ortiz de Rozas, noted,

however, that Chowdhury had

already formally requested to be

heard as leader of the Bandla Desh
delegation to the United Nations.

He said the council would be set-

ting a dangerous precedent if it

invited the representative of a

secessionist movement.
The procedural debate delayed

action on the U.S. proposal.

Consultationa among the five big

powers during the morning failed

to produce a compromise which

might have averted a showdown on

a U.S. resolution similar to one

already vetoed by Moscow.
U.S. Ambassador George Bush

was reported to be determined to

force a vote in the 15-nation council

despite Soviet threats to invoke the

veto for the third time in nine days.

Bush tried unsuccessfully to get

a vote during the early morning
hours, but he yielded finally to

pressure for additional con-

sultations and agreed to defer

action.

Societ Ambassador Jacob A
Malik accused Bush at the Sunday
night emergency session of being

more interested in getting another

Russian veto than in finding a

formula to end the war.

Before the Sunday meeting was
adjourned Malik made it clear that

he would not hesitate to use the

veto if Bush insisted on a vote. It

was generally conceded by council

members privately that the Soviet

Union would not permit a cease-

fire appeal until India was ready

militarily.

India had in effect rejected the

earlier cease-fire call by the

General Assembly by laying down
its own conditions. These wei e that

Pakistan must withdraw its forces

from East Pakistan and reach a

settlement with the Bangla Desh,
the name for the East Pakistani
insurgent.

Peace
for family use

9 E Pic »s»nt St

Amherst Mass
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WTOY Presents New England Premiere.

SKI CLUB MEETING
Speaker from Mt. Tom

Room Payments Due for Intersession Trips

Tues., Dec. 14 at 8 p.m. Maher Aud.
Dec

Exclusive Screenings

This Wednesday and Thursday nights only.

15 and 16 7: 30 and 9: 30 Campus Center Aud

Students $1.75 From Q.nttn filmt
P'Oducd by JOKO Film Production*

Gen. Admission $2.00

In Brief...
S.Vietnamese Paratroopers Make
Further Penetrations of Cambodia

SAIGON (API South Vietnamese paratroopers and armored
units reached the southern edge of the Chup rubber plantation

Monday in their deepest penetration of eastern Cambodia in nearly

a year.

Leading elements of the three-pronged attack were reported

three miles from the town of Chup, on strategic Highway 7. Field

officers said their initial objective would be to seize the town, 35

miles inside ( ambodia and 1 10 miles northwest of Saigon.

(i0°„ Pall Safety Evaluation

U ASIIINOTON < AP) In the first six months of operation of new

lederal job safety agency has cited 60 per cent of the firms it in-

spected for alleged health or safety violations, the Labor Depart-

ment said Monday.
Concentrating its fledgling efforts in high-hazard firms and in-

dustries, it inspected 9,300 establishments and issued 5,536 citations

calling for $361,692 in proposed fines, most of which have been paid

without an appeal by the violators.

In addition the department said in a report sent to Congress

Monday, another 2() per cent of the firms were found to have minor

hazards that did not result in citations. Only 20 per cent were found

to be violation-free,., _ lt ..,,„.„ inCongress C a uses Pentagon to

Over indulge by One Billion

WASHINGTON < AP> Deputy Defense Secretary David Packard

said Monday on his last dav in office that congressional opposition

to closing military bases prevents the Pentagon from saving $1

billion a year.

•There's no question we could make savings if we could take

actions without constraints."' said the multimillionaire California

electronics manufacturer who has been know for his candidness

and independence of thought during his three years at the Pen-

Asked what kind of constraints were imposed on the Pentagon,

Packard said, 'Political.'' It was a reference to the hostility of

congressmen to Pentagon plans to shut down military facilities

within their districts.
\ssassination Opens Wounds

BELFAST. Northern Ireland (AP) - The assassination of a

senator set off a blazing row among rival groups of gunmen today

and brought stiff British pressure on the Irish republic to crack

down on guerrillas.

Sen. John Barnhill, 03, was shot down in his Strabane home

Sunday night be assassins who then dynamited the house. The

guerrillas apparently fled to sanctuary across the nearby border

into the Irish republic.

In the British Parliament, Sir Alec Douglas-Home, the foreign

secretary, promised "urgent representations" to the Irish republic

for action against gunmen operating openly over the border.

Nixon-Pompidou Agree To

Correct Monetary Problems
. . II • « i 1 . ! I 1 Nf i ar »-» w* *-v *-» *-» *\r4 • "» 4 s\ i" I l »-i

ANGRA DO IIKKOISMO. Azores

(AP) - President Nixon spent five

hours talking with President

Georges Pompidou of France on

Monday They were reported to

have agreed on the urgency of

reforming the international

monetary system.

Treasury Secretary John B.

Connally told a news conference he

hoped Nixon's round of summit
talks with allied leaders will lead to

a monetary solution "in a

reasonable time thereafter."

Connally reported that Nixon

and Pompidou spent considerable

time in their private sessions

discussing the monetary upheaval

triggered when Nixon last August

halted, at least temporarily, sales

of gold to foreign governments at

$35 an ounce.

Nixon's press secretary, Ronald

L. Ziegler, said the two chief

executives agreed to begin their

final session Tuesday l 1/2 hours

ahead of their original schedule, in

the hope of promoting broader

mutual understanding about key

issues.

A French spokesman at a

separate news conference said

both presidents presented their

respective views and he added:

"Tomorrow they will try to find

ways and means to get out of the

current impasse."

Connally spent most of the day

closeted with French Finance

Minister Valery Giscard

D'Estaing, discussing monetary

and trade negotions.

Connally said, "We have made
considerable progress," not in

terms of reaching an alternate

solution, but "in getting issues out

on the table" for detailed

discussion.

He said the French have not

mentioned any particular amount
by which they would want to see

the dollar devalued as part of a

settlement

Nixon eased into summit talks by

discussion international affairs

before grappling with economic

policy.

Nixon was said to have explained

in detail his upcoming trip to

Peking in February and discussed

THE PRESIDENT
But noting that finance ministers (the Indian-Pakist

from the 10 richest non-Communist

countries will meet in Washington

within a week to continue their

search for a monetary agreement,

Connally said:

"I think we have made some
progress that will be helpful in the

next meetings of the Group of

Ten."

n conflict, the

situation in Southeast Asia and
possibilities for a European
security conference.

French sources said Nixon
discussed at length the U.S. ob-

jectives of his trip to China.

Supreme Court Upholds Poor Defendent's Rights
A _. .... ,..••_ o^^ «„ napoccariiv a vprhntim pffprtivp an aDDeal as would be The court ruled

By DON McLEOD
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP) - The
Supreme Court ruled Monday that

the right of indigents to the

materials necessary for their

defense and appeal is as binding in

minor cases as it is for those ac-

cused of major crimes.

The court struck down an Illinois

Supreme Court rule that trial

transcripts must be given free to

poor defendants appealing felony

convictions but not to those

fighting lesser charges.

But the high court reaffirmed its

position that in most cases only a

record of sufficient completeness

Chinese Free Two
Captive Americans

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Two Americans crossed into

Hong Kong Monday and headed for

the United States aboard a U.S.

military plane. President Nixon

welcomed "the act of clemency"

by China and expressed pleasure

the pair would be able to spend

Christmas with their families.

Richard Fecteau, 43, a civilian

Army employe from Lynn, Mass..

captured during the Korean War,

and Mary Ann Harbert. who was

captured while sailing on a yacht in

1968, crossed the border early in

the afternoon. Miss Harbert will be

26 on Dec. 27.

Peking also announced that the

life sentence of John T. Downey.

41, New Britain, Conn., had been

commuted to five years from the

time of commutation, believed

recently.

The Communists said Miss

Harbert's companion when she

was arrested while sailing in

Chinese territorial waters north of

Hong Kong on April 21, 1968,

Gerlad Ross McLaughlin, com-

mitted suicide on March 7. 1969.

Until the New China News

Agency announced that Miss

Harbert was being released, her

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Harbert of Menlo Park. Calif., had

given their daughter up for dead.

Harbert. a civil engineer, said his

daughter left San Francisco for

Hong Kong, to meet McLaughlin, a

family friend. McLaughlin had

bought a yacht in the british crown

colony, and Miss Harbert planned

to help him sail the craft home,

Harbert said.

White House press secretary

Ronald L Ziegler, with Nixon in

the Azores for the meeting with

French President Georges
Pompidou, foreign affairs adviser

Henry A. Kissinger brought ap-

peals on behalf of the imprisoned

Americans from Nixon to Peking

and not necessarily a verbatim

transcript must be provided.

In a North Carolina case, the

court rejected by a 5-2 vote the

appeal of an indigent convicted of

murder who claimed his defense at

the retrial was hindered for lack of

a transcript.

But in the Illinois case, the court

held it is the need for the transcript

and not the defendant's wealth or

the seriousness of his offense which

determines his right to one.

"The size of the defendant's

pocketbook bears no more
relationship to his guilt or in-

nocence in a nonfelony than in a

felony case," Justice William J.

Brennan Jr wrote for a unanimous

court

In the leading decision, the court

said the city of Chicago was wrong

in denying a trial transcript to a

youth arrested during an antiwar

demonstration and who said he did

not have the $300 to buy a tran-

script for his appeal

Jack L Mayer, who was a third-

vear medical student acting as a

"medic at the 1969 Chicago
demonstration, said the denial of

free transcripts in nonfelony cases

discriminates against poor people.

The Supreme Court agreed, but

it specified that a literal transcript

is not automatically necessary in

every case.

"We emphasize, however, that

the state must provide a full

verbatim record where that is

necessary to assure the indigent as

effective an appeal as would be

available to the defendent with

resources to pay his own way," the

court said.

Chicago had asked the court to

allow exception to minor-offense

cases.

The court ruled also 5-2 Monday
that a longshoreman injured by

dock equipment cannot bring suit

under maritime law unless he was
actually engaged in loading or

unloading a ship at the time of the

accident.

SANTA'S HELPER

JOYCE LADNER
"Black Women

and
Women's Liberation

r -
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Doubleknit Slacks
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Turtlenecks
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...and the area's largest

selection of jeans
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Future University Report

Trustees Should Stick To Main Issues
School Of Ed. To Examine

( Ed. note-this is the fifth of a series

of excerpts from the future

University Report. This and the

following ones will deal with those

portions of the report considered

important to the future condition of

the University community.)

In the body of this report we have
recommended many changes:
some gradual, some immediate,
some modest, some very am-
bitious, some for developing new
attitudes, some for new bricks and
mortar. We have urged the
University to grow with a new
image and a new role. None of this,

obviously, will happen by itself.

The University's evolution in the

last decade has required major
organizational changes. To build

the public university of the future

further mechanisms for change
must be created.

The problem of the seventies,

however, is in many ways far more
difficult than that of the sixties.

The size, complexity and diversity

of the University of Massachusetts
in 1971 make changing it a far more
demanding task than was the case
in 19(11 The University is now.
afkcr all. among the 50 largest

universities in the country With
three independent campuses and
more possible, as well as satellite

centers, and with the rapidly-

growing diversity of research,

public service and study
programs, the difficulties involved

in giving a sense of direction and
mission to the University are
humbling.

Decision-making In

The University

There are a number of places

within a university in which
decision-making power reposes.

Ultimate power within the in-

stitution is held by the Board of

Trustees. There are also campus-
wide units of governance which
make some decisions, and there

are clusters of power in depart-

ments and schools within the

campuses. Cutting across the

power of the various collegial

bodies at the various levels is the

day-to-day administrative
decision-making power of the

Board of Trustees
As the University becomes

larger and more complex, the

question inevitably arises whether
the Trustees can continue to

govern-in a sense, manage-the
University in the same fairly-

detailed way that they have
through the past decade of

development. The Trustees have
been a remarkably conscientious

body. The appointed members,
particularly, have worked hard,

coming not only to monthly-
meetings of the Board, but to

frequent Standing Committee
meetings as well.

When the University was
smaller, the Trustees were in ef-

fect both planners and managers.
They planned for the Boston
campus and the Medical School,

anticipated the need for a

University-wide President and
Systems office, and at the same
time concerned themselves with a

myriad of details concerning the

day-to-day operation of the in-

stitution.

Our main recommendation for

the operation of the Board, above
all others, is that the University
will be best served during the

seventies by a Board which con-

centrates on major policy issues,

leaving details of elaboration and
management to administrators
and other decision-making bodies
within the institution. The capacity
of the Board to make intelligent,

far-sighted judgments on questions
like admissions policy, tuition, the

future of the Columbia Point

project, further development at

Worcester, and basic academic
direction will be enhanced by the

extent to which it takes the time to

give full and mature consideration

to these issues. That time will be
available only if the Board is able

to keep itself from taking time to

consider questions like fees for the

use of meeting rooms at the

Amherst Campus Center or
transfers between petty cash
funds.

We realize there are statutory

questions about the extent of

formal delegation the board
can engage in. But the Board

Major Recommendations
the most important of the Reports recommendations concerning

organizational change are summarized below.

Board of Trustees
The role of the Boat o of Trustees should be re-examined to orient

it more to broad issues of policy.

Campus Governance
< Governance on campus should include students in the exercise of

authority and responsibility in accordance with their degree of

legitimate interest in each set of issues

Self Evaluation
Sell study and evaluation staffs should be created in the

President's Office and on the campuses

Program Budgeting
A program budgeting system should be instituted.

Budget Increase
The budget lor fiscal 1973 should be increased by the order of

magnitude of $<> to $7 million to reflect the recommendations
made in this report.

Cooperation
The University should take a greater initiative in helping to

create new cooperative efforts with the other parts of the public

higher education system and with private institutions, and

should join in seeking to clarify the difference in mission as

between Ihe various kinds of institutions.

President. Chancellors, deans and
department chairmen.
The appropriate distribution of

power within universities has ol

course been a central issue of the
last few J

ears, and the controversy
has brought substantial change At

the University ol Massachusetts
and throughout the country-

students are represented || ail

levels in ways they never were
before Faculty, too. are involved

in areas of decision making
previously not wjthin their ambit.

Nonetheless, we believe there

are a variety of further changes

that could enable the University to

respond more effectively to new-

educational issues as they arise.

already stays out of dozens, even
hundreds, of decisions that are

made within the University daily.

This de facto process of self-denial

needs to become more consciously-

select ive and disciplined.

Related to the objective of

freeing time for basic policy

deliberation is the standing
committee structure of the Board.

Under the 19fi6 by-laws of the

Board, it has six standing com
mittees. including the Executive

Committee At least six Trustees

must serve on each one, so each
Trustee is on two or three standing

committees The committees have
been quite effective, because some
of the Trustees have been

unusually dedicated. For the

future, however, we think the

Trustees' ability to function as a

policy-making body would be

improved by changing the standing

committee structure to reduce the

number of Trustees on each
committee and supplement them
with non-trustees, like the visiting

committees which many univer-

sities have.

This kind of approach could help

bring a highly useful outside

perspective and criticism to bear

on the University, and greatly

broaden the information base on

which the Board as a whole relies

for its deliberations. Such an ap-

proach could also serve as a

departure point for creating ad hoc

committees to deal with particular

issues. And it could be a vehicle for

involving faculty and students

to the people of the state. We are

mindful that such an approach

may engender controversy and

even demagoguery. but we think it

will more surely ensure an
ultimate mutuality of un-

derstanding between the

University and the people.

Finally, we believe the ex officio

membership of the Board should

be reexamined. With the recent

reorganization of the state

government, there is a serious

question whether the present ex

officio structure, including the

Commissioners of Education,
Agriculture. Public Health, and
Mental Health, is still appropriate.

Campus Governance

discussion of it will proceed.

Decision-making power on
campus also reposes at the
department level and, at Amherst,
in the dormitories. Considerable
effort has already been made to

involve students on departmental
committees of various kinds at

both Amherst and Boston, and
somwhat more responsibility has
been decentralized to student urge
that steps be taken to make them
campus-wide in their application.

If students should have greater
representation, there is also a
question whether the views of

faculty are adequately solicited, at

least at Amherst. The con-
scientiousness of faculty and the
responsiveness of administrative
at Boston have combined to ensure
that the faculty's views are very
well known there, but the size

The Keport suggests that the Trustees stick to making major decisions and leave the minor aspects of

running the University to each C

more directly in providing in-

formation and ideas to the Board.

For the Board to function ef-

fectively it must also have ef-

fective research and informational

support. The suggested standing

committee changes will help here,

but it is essentially the Systems
Office to which the Board must
look for the formulation of its

agenda and for the information it

needs. One reason why the Board
has set up to now been unable to

free itself from some of the ex-

traneous detail is because the

Systems Office has not had the

staff capacity to sift and select

adequately among the many items
which percolate up through the

administrative hierarchy of the

campuses. This has begun to

change on the financial-budgetry
side, and the President's Council
has helped the President in im-

proving the agenda determination
process. Nonetheless, far more
needs to be done to ensure the

Trustees that their time will be
conserved by careful research and
evaluation of the items that come
before them.

If the Board should endeavor to

be more oriented to dealing with
major policy issues, it should also

be a more publicly visible body
The law requires that all state

boards and commissions meet in

public, with some limited ex-

ceptions as when what is at stake is

"the public security, the financial

interests of the Commonwealth or

its political subdivisions of

such authority, or the reput-

ation of any person ."

The Board has certainly not

disobeyed the law, but our im-

pression is that it has done less

than it might have to hear directly

the views of those whose lives its

decisions affect-students, faculty,

residents of Amherst, Columbia
Point, Dorchester, Savin Hill,

South Boston, and Worcester, and
citizens of the Commonwealth
generally. Some of this kind of

exposure would be facilitated by
the standing committee changes
we have suggested, but we urge the

Trustees to consider other ways to

make themselves more accessible

a in puses administrators.

Not surprisingly, the subject of

governance on the campuses of the

University has been the subject of

considerable recent discussion and
some action. At Amherst a series

of faculty/student/administration

efforts have produced a draft

constitution for a unicameral
campus-wide senate, the ultimate

fate of which is still uncertain. At
Boston such a campus-wide senate
is now in temporary existence until

governance mechanisms for
Colleges I and II are developed and
put into effect Worcester is still

small enough to have the luxury of

'own meeting" style governance.

We find the draft Amherst
constitution to be a constructive
document It recognizes that
students have an interest in the
decision making process, and that
the extent of that interest varies
from issue to issue, being greater
With reference to issues like dor-
mitory living and less but still

extent with reference to
curriculum and academic policy
Universities are complicated

institutions to characterize for
purposes of deriving an ideal
system of governance. They are
not polities like a municipality.
Their constituent elements have no
inherent moral or constitutional
"rights," and their constituencies
are not similarly situated as the
citizens of a democracy
theoretically are. What is clear is

that faculty, students and ad-
ministrators all have interests, and
we believe sound educational and
administrative policy suggests
that the interests of all be
represented in the campus
decision making process. The
difficulty is to examine the balance
of interest on an issue by issue
basis, and to develop accordingly
an issue by issue balance of power
and responsibility. In some areas
students should have effective
control, attempts this balancing
process for the over-all mem-
bership of the Senate and for each
of its committees. One can
disagree with the particular ratios
chosen, but we believe the basic
effort was in the right direction
We trust that consideration and

and growth rate of Amherst have
complicated the situation on that

campus. The administration there

nas begun to move to engage in

greater informal consultation with

faculty on relevant issues, and we
hope that activity will be ex-

panded.

Role of the President
The President is also obviously,

a key force in the decision-making
structure of the University. Yet his

role and the determinants of his

effectiveness are far less rooted

than the "legislative" bodies in

particular attributes of structure.

Structure is meaningful, to be sure

enough staff, a program budgeting
system, and self-study and
evaluation mechanisms are
structure items that will help the

President carry out his respon
sibilities more effectively.

But the President's role is

enormously varied, especially in a

multi-campus system. He is part

leader, part diplomat, part broker,

part manager, part negotiator,

part cajoler, part commander,

part spokesman, and part ot many-

other things as well.

To the public he is spokesman for

the University and for much higher

education in the State as well. His

leadership will help determine the

direction and extent of public-

support not just of the University

but also of much of the rest of

higher education If the University

is to be re-created as a "university

of the public interest," in William

Arrow-smith's phrase, it is the

President more than anyone else

who will have to lead the way in

persuading the Commonwealth
that an investment in the direction

is wise

Within the University' the full

range of descriptive worlds listee

above is applicable. Much of the

University is not his to command
directly even with Trustee ap-

proval, at least not without great

potential cost to the future of the

institution and his own future ef-

fectiveness.

This series of AAHE research

reports is made possible by a grant

from the W. K. Kellogg Foun-

dation. The goal of the series is to

summarize the thrust of current

research on selected topics and to

speculate on what this research

implies for future practice.

Coordinator of the series is K.

Patricia Cross, director of college

programs. Educational Testing

Service, and research educator,

Center for Research and
Development in Higher Education,

University of California, Berkeley.

Questions concerning the article-

-sources, data, and the like-should

go to the author, Jonathan R.

Warren, research psychologist.

Educational Testing Service, 1947

Center Street, Berkeley, California

94704. The article is condensed

from a state-of-the-art paper by

Mr. Warren which will be

published soon by the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Higher
Education, George Washington
University, One Dupont Circle,

Washington. D. C. 20036.

Copies of Research Report
Number 3 may be ordered from the

Publications Department,
American Association for Higher

Education, One Dupont Circle,

Suite 780, Washington, D. C. 20035,

at the following rates: single

copies free; 2-50 copies 5C each;

over 50 copies 3c each.

Grades are considered
necessary to prod students to

study, to guide their learning, to

reward those who have done well,

to keep a check on academic
standards, and to sort students for

later selection to graduate schools

and jobs (15, 20). Grades are also

considered a deterrent to effective

learning, a cause of cynical game-
playing in place of productive

study, and an inducement to docile

plodding rather than imaginative,

independent thinking. They are

said to make adversaries of faculty

and students instead of

collaborators in learning and to

contribute to a stifling academic

rigidity (15, 16). The extent and

intensity of views for and against

grades probably account for the

large number of experimental

modifications of grading systems

now going on, for the limited

nature of most of them, and for the

great apprehension that has ac-

companied the introduction of new
approaches.

About half the colleges and

universities in the country have

introduced some modification into

their grading system in the past

five years (25). Students and

faculty members have pushed

hard for the change and spent

countless committee hours in

deliberation. The most common
consequence has been the in-

troduction of a pass-fail option that

permits students to take one course

per term on a pass-fail basis if the

course is not in the student's major

field. Students who choose to use

the option-typically about half the

student body -complete their

college careers with about 10

percent of their courses graded

pass-fail. Yet graduate schools,

individually and in associations,

have expressed alarm over the

threat to their selection processes

if the pass-fail method is permitted

to spread.

Present concerns over grading

tend to have two unexpected

characteristics. First, they arise

from a large body of firmly held

opinion and little objective

evidence. Second, relatively

unimportant issues are given great

attention while far more fun-

damental ones are almost ignored.

The first characteristic is clear

from the volume of literature on

grades that consists mainly of

summaries of opinion and broad

inferences from questionable

observations. That students taking

one pass-fail course give more

attention to their other courses, for

example, leads to the inference

that multilevel grading is

necessary to make students work.

Observations of how students

actually spend their time or of

what they accomplish under dif-

ferent forms of grading have been

rare.

The neglect of fundamental

issues while lesser ones are pur-

sued is evident in the band-wagon
spread of pass-fail grading. Its

effect is to remove the distinctions

lietween several levels of ac-

ceptable performance, while
adding nothing to a grading system
widely acknowledged to be
inadequate. Tinkering with the

machinery of grading leaves the

.more fundamantal assumptions
underlying its purposes
unexamined. Grades are intended,

for example, to be useful

descriptions of student ac-

complishment. But is the cer-

tification of accomplishment an
appropriate function for teaching

institutions? This question has
received less attention than
whether performance should be
rated on two or five levels.

Some other important issues that

have been lost in the concern with

the external form of grades are:

How well do grades, of whatever
form, serve the purposes for which
they are intended? Do those

purposes merit the enormous are the unintended consequences

expenditures of time and energy of grading practices for students,

involved in grading? Are alter- for individual colleges, and for

native ways of accomplishing the society at large? What do grades

same purposes available? What represent? __

To Return Questionaires .

.

Completed questionnaires may be left in collection boxes at the Information Desk on the

Concourse level of the Campus Center. Ihe cigarette and candy counter of the Student

Union, the ground floor of John Adams tower in Southwest; or in Room 121 in the School of

Education building.

For further information concerning the questionnaire, please contact Chuck McMillan

at the School of Ed. telephone 545 0236. The results of Ihe questionnaire will be made

public through Ihe Daily Collegian

Clip

School of Ed. Questionaire
Clip

The Faculty Senate of the University has requested that the School of Education prepare a report based on the School's experiences in

using the pass/fail grading system.

The School of Education, in circulating this questionnaire to all undergraduates and graduates, is attempting to go beyond the r acuity

Senate directive and deal in depth with the problems raised bv grades and grading systems in general. The questionnaire is designed to

shed light on such questions as: What is the relation between grades and learning'* What are the purposes of a grading system. What

grading system best serves your needs as students?

We will appreciate your assistance in responding to this questionnaire. It should require no more than about 10 minutes of your time.

Please fill it out and return to 1 ) School of Education, Rm 121, or 2) The Information Table in the Campus Center, or 3) the cigaret-

te/candy counter of the old Student Union, or 4 ) the ground floor of John Adams tower in Southwest.

Grad student

Undergrad —
Department

- 1st year -. 2nd year

year

3rd year

How manv pass/fail courses have you taken?

How many graded I A,B,C, etc. or A,AB.B.BC, etc. ) courses have you taken?

A. Four Learning Objectives are listed below.

On the left of the list, please rank (where 1 - highest) those learning objectives that are most important to you in your courses. Do not

rank those you consider unimportant.

At the right of the list indicate a grading system that you think best encourages each of the ranked learning objectives.

Use the following key: A- A,B,C,D,F,or A,AB,B,BC...; PF-Pass/Fail; CN- Credit/No Record; 0- Other (Please specify)

a. Attain subject matter competency (acquistion of information). ZZZZZZ^
b. Develop critical thinking processes ( Intellectual skills)

.

ZZZZZI
c. Develop interest in the subject matter, for self-motivation.

—-—~
d. Discover your own needs, seek to facilitate self-growth, self-fulfillment. ZZZZI
e. To gain admission to graduate school or employment

f. Other (Please specify)

B. Grading systems have mutiple purposes. Nine purposes are listed below. „AnciHOT „nim
On the left, rank (where 1 - highest) any purposes that you consider important. Do not rank those purposes that youconsider umm

Dort Bflt

On the right, indicate a grading system that best facilitates each of the ranked purposes, ( they may d i ffer )

.

Use the following key: A- A,B,C,D,For A,AB,B,BC...;

PF-Pass/Fail; CN- Credit/No Record; O- Other (Please specify).

a. To increase learning

b. To reward those who perform well.

c. To encourage exploration of new areas.

d. To motivate students to enjoy and self-direct their learning.

- e. To motivate students to achieve.

f. To facilitate student-faculty interaction.

- g. To maintain academic standards.

- h. To help in selection by graduate schools and employers.

- 1. To provide a record of achievements.
-
j. Other (Please specify).

C The School of Education is now using a total Pass/Fail grading system. The University is using a partial Pass/Fail system For any of

the purposes you consider important, rate how effectively you believe the pass/fail system is operating in your own courses. ( Note: do not

rate those purposes you consider unimportant). Degree of Effectiveness

Very Fairly Barely Ineffective

a. To increase learning ^^^ ~^^^_
'

b. To reward those who perform well.

c. To encourage exploration of new areas.

d To motivate students to enjoy and self-direct

their learning.

e. To motivate students to achieve. ZHHZ ZZ!ZZ
f

.

To facilitate student-faculty interaction.

g. To maintain academic standards.

h. To help in selection by graduate schools

and employers.
"

i. To provide a record of achievements.

j. Other (Specify)

D. Rate how effectively you believe the A.B.C.D.F, or A.AB.B.BC... system is operating in your own courses. (Note: do not rate those

purposes that you consider unimportant.) Degree of Effectiveness

Very Fairly Barely Ineffective

a. To increase learning

b. To reward those who perform well.

c. To encourage exploration of new areas.

d. To motivate students to enjoy and self-direct

their learning

e To motivate students to achieve.

f. To facilitate student-faculty interaction.

g. To maintain academic standards.

h. To help in selection by graduate schools

and employers.

i. To provide a record of achievements.

j. Other (Specify)

E. Check which grading system comes closest to your preference for the University of Massachusetts.

a. percentages (100, 99, 98, etc.)

b. A, AB, B, BC. C, CD, D, F
c. A.B.C.D.F
d. Pass/Fail

e. Credit/ No Record
f. Other (Specify)

F If when all is said and done, it boils down to a choice between total P/F or total A AB.B.BC which system would you prefer'

P/F
A.AB.B.BC.C.CD...

G. If there is a choice between total Pass/Fail and total Credit/No Record, which system would you prefer?

P/F
CR/NR
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"That Extra One Hasn't Exactly Cleared The Air"

<sov

Art Buchwald

Cracked Mirrors

Bv DIETRICH BCHWANIta
The violent "reaction to my article in DIE ZEIT

reprinted by the Daily Collegian under the headline

Education for Sale made it plain to me that my first

impressions of UMass must have been mistaken. I am
now convinced that I should have asked those with a

more intimate acquaintance with the scene what my
first impressions should have been.

Nevertheless I feel bound to comment on some

misunderstandings characteristic of a reaction that

was elegantly phrased in Professor Aczel's letter to

the Editor on Eriday, Dec. 10.

The article was aimed at a portion of the European

public whose intense interest in American affairs

reveals something of the way the Europeans view

themselves. Thus the fact, that the image of America

among German and European intellectuals has un-

dergone a drastic change in the last five years is part

of the history of European ideology. The shift of at-

titude of journals and newspapers like DIE ZEIT is a

case in point. So I should like to suggest that my critics

should not only be dismayed about my writing such a

perverse article on UMass but also about the fact that

DIE ZEIT printed it. The change of attitude towards

America denotes a disillusionment with the American

way of life which was, five years ago, still considered

to reflect a model democracy for a Europe that had, in

recent history, shown a predilection for self-

destruction. In the meantime, however, the latent

problems of American society that formerly only a

lew people had been conscious of came into the open:

political corruption, racism, the breakdown of urban

life, the influence of the military industry, which

landed the country in the Vietnam war and all the

other fleurs du mal (to use Professor Aczel's apt

phrase). This created a shock in Western Europe and

especially in Germany which, because of a loss of a

political and moral identity caused by the Third

Reich, displayed a greater tendency than others

European countries to imitate America. The amount
of Americanisms in modern German indicates this

trend. This disillusionment set the scene for a revival

of Marxism at German universities which, in order to

disown any connection with doctrinaire communism
and Stalinism, called itself critical theory.

More aware of this context than certain of my
countrymen with whom I have had contact here I

wrote an article that explicitly questioned its own
categories under which a European might now get a

first (I repeat, a first) impression of an American
university. The sentence in my article which makes
this plain seems to have been constantly overlooked in

spite of all philological acumen. There fore I feel

bound to repeat it here I using the translation helpfully

provided by the German Department): The question

one must ask oneself is whether this fragmentary

impression is not the result of an image of America as

formed in Europe, whether one hasn't brought along

the categories under which everything is perceived.'

This is clearly meant to direct the attention of a

European public back to its own image of America
and make it conscious of its historicity. In a part of the

article that was left out in the reprint I speak of

America as of a projection of European cultural

critics.

This, then, being the context in which the article has

to be viewed I feel bound to comment on some of

Professor Aczel's observations. First I cannot see how
I accept impressions as facts when I call them
fragmentary impressions myself. What has surprised

me most, however, is that Professor Aczel sees a

contradiction between channeling the students into a

fixed system and their unquestionable authority as

consumers. Any glance at the functioning of a con-

sumer society shows that the system is fixed by the

necessary relation between production, consumption

and waste, and that the choices offered are pseudo-

choices between products, which, in their turn, are

made artificially different by packaging and ad-

vertising At the same time the thus artificially

produced needs and the feeling of freedom of choice

provides the absolute standard for salesmanship. The

producers themselves, alas, usually believe in the

ideology they help to produce and stabilize. This is

why a consumer is always right and yet not free.

Whether the students show consumer habits is of

course a debatable point, and my deliberate

exaggeration is corredted by the manifold assertion

that they don't. I was only relying on my first im-

pression that the language used to describe literary

works sometimes resembled the language of ad-

vertising. If this is a false impression I hope to correct

it through getting used to TV-commercials. Fur-

thermore I did not say that the students are constantly

swinging between ego-trip and identity-crisis. This is

again an improved version of the German original

where I said that radical individualism manifests

itself in a preoccupation with one's identity which

finds expression in the fact that 'ego-trip' and iden

tity-crisis' are the terms used for describing the ex

tremes in changes of mood. But here Professor Aczel

has unwittingly and innocently fallen victim to the

somewhat bold translation.

But then he takes it for granted that I am com
plaining when I say that the names Adorno and

llabermas are largely unknown here. For a German
public this reads differently: they are informed that

people they might think have an international

reputation are only known in their all too parochial

homeland. Professor Aczel bears testimony to that by

describing Adorno as a somewhat diluted version of

Georg Lukacs.' This is a rather suprising description

in the light of the controversy on about all major

issues between both thinkers. As opposed to Lukacs'

indictment of modern western literature as decadent

Adorno has constantly advocated avant-garde

literature with the battle cry 'qu'il faut etre ab-

solument moderne". Furthermore he has never been

in agreement with Lukacs on the latter's theory of

mimesis. Since I take Professor Aczel to be not only a

fellow European but also a compatriot of Georg

Lukacs I hope that he will not be disappointed to learn

(hat Adorno actually opposed Lukacs' literary theory

What the students could have done about Adorno's

heart attack I cannot possibly see.

With regard to Habermas Professor Aczel speaks of

his ideological contribution to students radicalism
'

Whether he means Professor Habermas' theory of

hermeneutics and criticism of ideology I cannot tell

That they are not worth knowing implies that

Gadamer, Dilthey and Hegel are not worth knowing.

Finally. I want to apologize to all those who have felt

offended by my mild article. That this was not in-

tended goes without saying. Instead I wanted to

contribute to a process of self-reflection on the

relations between Europe and America as mirrored in

their attitudes towards each other. That this does not

aim at individual persons but rather at questions of

social organization and their ideological reflection is

taken for granted. And why it should be with sarcastic

self-decreciation that I call myself an exchange
professor from Germany, as Professor Aczel main-

tains, I cannot see. I had considered it as one of my
tasks as such an exchange professor to stimulate

discussion beyond the mutual admiration syndrome
We live, after all, in the same society, and Nr. Nixon's

decisions concern me in Germany just as much ks

Professor Aczel, though a fellow-European, in

America.

In Case The Phone Bill Gets Paid
WASHINGTON-In my last column I

revealed the Republican game plan for 1972.

Basically it was quite simple. Since the

Democrats owe the telephone company

$1 .900,000, the phone company will pull out

all their lines in Miami, and it will be im

possible to nominate anyone on the

Democratic ticket for President. Therefore

President Nixon, like his buddy President

Thieu, will have to run alone.

This was Plan A. It turns out the

Republicans also have Plan B. in case, by

some wild accident, the Democrats pay

their phone bill

Plan B was revealed to me by Mr Kent

Corey of the San Fernando Valley

Democratic Assn., who got it straight from

Henry Kissinger's 10-year-old son, when he

was visiting Disneyland

This is how Plan B will work.

The Democrats will meet in Miami in

July The phone bill will be paid by royalties

from Howard Hughes' autobiography, and

the convention will begin in good spirits and

fellowship.

On the second day of the convention, just

as the nominations are getting under way.

President Nixon will decide to address the

Democratic National Convention as he did

the AFL—CIO convention last month
The President will announce through his

press secretary Ron Zeigler that he would

like to explain his economic program to the

Democratic National Convention. He will

have Zeigler assure the country that he is

not going to the convention for any political

motives, but as President of the United

States.

All Mr. Nixon's advisers will warn him not

to go. pointing out that he will be addressing

a hostile audience, who will probably give

him a very bad reception

Nixon will reply, "I am used to hostile

conventions in Miami, and I will not be in-

timidated The President of the United

States should be able to go anywhere any

time."

Larry O'Brien, Chairman of the

Democratic Party, will receive word of

Nixon's plans in horror. Nixon's advance

man will tell O'Brien he wants the band to

play "Hail to the Chief when the President

enters the hall.. O'Brien will balk at this.

(What he can't admit is that because of the

lack of funds, the Democrats couldn't afford

to hire a band.)

The President will arrive sans "Hail to the

Chief and go directly to the podium. He will

throw away the prepared speech and start

talking extemporaneously, telling the

Democrats what he has done for the country

and for the economy. Mayor Daley and the

Chicago delegation will start booing, and

pretty soon everyone in the hall will hiss and

catcall.

Oblivious to the boos, the President will

clench his fists and continue a list of his

achievements.
Then at the conclusion of his talk the

President will step down from the podium
and start shaking hands with the delegates

Larry O'Brien will try to gavel the

meeting back to order, and he will say, "Can
we now get back to nominating our can-

didate?"

This will cause laughter in the hall

President Nixon will finally leave, his face

grim, and his lips pursed.

But all over the United States the

American public will be shocked that

anyone could treat the President of the

United States this way, and Nixon will pick

up 12 points in the Gallup Poll and assure his

re election.

I was skeptical that the Republicans

would do anything like this, so I called a

source at the White House, who confirmed
that there was a Plan B. "If it worked with

George Meany," he said, "why shouldn't it

work with Larry O'Brien."
Copyright If? I, Los Angeles Times
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JUST IGNORE ME—I'M NOT RUNNING!'

Letters To The Editor

Christmas Fast For Refugees

To the Editor:

How often this Christmas time we hear that war is

the world's salvation! Soon (people say) India will win

against Pakistan and the refugee "problem'' will be

over The Bengalis will return home to East Pakistan

I Bangla Desh! I and live happily ever after in a newly

created democratic paradise. Does anyone believe the

refugees will disappear? Not really, but the war has

provided the West a kind of saving grace at Christmas

time by which it might shift its attention from the

misery of refugees to questions of military strategy

and power politics. Bv a similar stroke of "luck" we

are able to forget the refugees of Israel, the Arab

states. Biafra. and now Vietnam. Anyway (say the

same cynics), what can you do?

Here is what we are going to do this week. We invite

you to join students, faculty, and staff Wednesday and

Thursday of this week (Dec. 15-16) in a two day

Christmas Fast that will take place in the Campus

Center bv the Pakistani-Indian Refugee Relief table.

Through fasting, donations, and prayer, express your

concern and stimulate action on behalf of the

refugees.

There are several reasons for fasting at this time of

the year. By fasting and donating whatever you can,

vou will help those who have nothing to share this

Christmas but their misery. This week we also ask for

clothing (please search your closets before you go

home). Gift certificates will be available which will

say to relatives and friends that you have donated

gifts in their names to the refugees. We want the fast

to be a memorial that reminds us of the innocent dead

on both sides-and the dying caught in the middle

• item: an orphanage in Dacca was bombed ac-

cidentally last week killing 300 children. Does this

remind vou of Vietnam?) While residents. Prime

Ministers, and Generals figure out who is to blame

and who is to fight, who gets "aid" and who doesn't,

we would like to trv to make the Christmas holidays

meaningful again" through a spiritual form of

preparation. Those of you who join the fast will ex-

perience a true peace and concern that can be shared

with familv and friends this Christmas. Why not pause

amidst another luxurious American Christmas of

things and affirm a Christmas of people*' Please come

and join us.

A meeting for those interested in the Christmas V ast

will be held today iTues., Dec. 14) at I at 4 p.m.,

Campus Center, Room 805-809.

Lucien Miller

Don't Pay War Taxes

To the Editor:

Last week some 40 members of the UMass? Amherst

community gathered informally to discuss tax refusal

as a form of conscientious opposition to the continuing

war in South-East Asia. Out of this meeting an ongoing

project has emerged. Affiliated with the Valley Peace

Center, WAR TAX RESISTANCE has opened a

savings account into which anyone who is refusing

Federal taxes can deposit an amount equal to the

unpaid tax. Most of these pooled funds will come from

refusal to pay the 10% Excise Tax on all telephone

bills, a tax which Congress specifically retained to

help pay for American expansion of the Vietnam War.

Each time you pay your phone bill, simply subtract

the item designated "Tax" and send another check in

that amount to: War Tax Resistance, c/o Valley

Peace Center, ICook Place, Amherst. (You should

send a note along with your phone bill explaining why

you are not paving the tax. The Internal Revenue

Service will probably take steps to recover the amount

you owe. After several warnings, the IRS usually

"levies your bank account for the taxes due plus a few

cents interest.)

Meanwhile the money deposited in the War Tax

Resistance account, along with any interest ac-

cumulated, will be publicly handed over each month

or two to a local recipient chosen by participating

refusers to dramatize our demand that Federal

revenues be spent to meet pressing social needs

rather than to perpetuate a bloody and immoral war.

The more people who take a stand in this way against

the slaughter from the air which "Vietnamization

has led to (he greater the sum we can hand over for

life enhancing purposes. The killing will not stop

until enough Americans join in non-violent resistance

to policies of death. ...
(We are particularly anxious to hear from students

living in UMass dorms who wish to refuse the phone

lax but who are prevented from doing so because of

t niversity billing procedures. This issue can be raised

with the administration if a number of such students

band together.)

on behalf of War Tax Resistance.
Jean Matlaek

Jim Katlack

Asst. Prof, of English

Who Knows Best?

To the Editor:

In his letter of December 10th < Ein Mistaken Im

pression. Perhaps?) Tamas Aczel makes the con-

tention that although the names Adorno. Horkheimer,

Habermas, Schmidt et.al. may be elusive to most

UMass students and faculty this reality is not the case

in the "cneralized sense' that Professor Schwanitz

describes to us. But before substantiating the above

remark Mr. Aczel sets out to protect himself by of-

fering the hypothesis that this institutional in-

difference to the work of the Frankfurt School may be

a consumer' indicator that there is not very much to

gain from what contributions the Frankfurt School

may have to offer. This is supported by an 'ad

hominem' critique of Adorno whom he characterizes

as a diluted version of Lukacs' and a remark directed

at Habermas that appears to indicate that his, i.e.

Habermas's. contributions to social theory are in-

consequential due to the later's recent political

behavior vis-a-vis the German student movement.

If in fact Adorno's contributions to Ideologierkritik'

are to be dismissed because one wishes to charac-

terize him as a diluted VERSION" OF Lukacs, should

we in turn dismiss Lukacs because he was a diluted

version' of Marx, and inturn Marx because he was a

diluted version' of Hegel? And fruthermore what is

(he significance of Habermas's politics vis-a-vis his

ineta theory of knowledge and its relation to social

theory?

With regards to the fact that Habermas's con

tribution to the critique of ideology has yet to tran

scend the borders of Germany, is it not fair to assume

that the intellectual boycott of the Frankfurt School, in

this country, particularly in the field of sociology, is in

some way a major contributory factor to this

phenomena'.' It seems superfluous to remark that

consumers cannot buy what is not on the market

In conclusion, it is my feeling that Mr Aczel offers

us a type of "consumer rationalizing' that leads him to

a type of generalized and, unfortunately, rather

condescending, journalistic impressionism. Ap

parentlyhis is a case where the accuser knows best.'

Walter Uihlein

Editorial Points
Next time you see one of the

faculty walk off with a Collegian,

remember that you're the one

who's paying for it. Maybe you

could go over and ask the

teacher for a dime-that's the

going rate at Augie's. Or you

could just stand and point an

accusing finger at him. How
dramatic.

*****

While we're on the subject of

faculty members ripping off

Collegians at the student's ex-

pense, who's the Economics
professor who walks out of the

Union with an armload of papers

every day? The first faculty

member to turn him in will get a

free week's subscription to the

Collegian.
*****

Ever since the article in

Friday's Poor Richards on V.D.

appeared, we've been hearing

rumors to the effect that the

Health Services were swamped
with patients. Someone said

they remained open all weekend,

giving out penicillin shots at the

door. Aren't modern technology

and medicine wonderful?
*****

The Student Senators who
went to Colorado this summer
for a convention sure missed the

bet on that trip. Too bad they

didn't hold off till intercession

rolled around -they could have

gotten a little skiing in at Aspen

with no one the wiser for it.

*****

It has come to our attention

that the alligators in the

University drainage system are

not responsible for the recent

rash of maintenance men
disappearances. It seems that

there is a small city constructed

in the tunnels which honeycomb
the ground beneath most of the

buildings. Living in this

troglodyte paradise is a fat old

man with a contingent of elves.

These creatures have been
abducting the maintenance men
at a slow but steady rate and

have forced them to slave at the

construction of different sorts of

toys. Where have I heard this

before?

Vacation Bonanza

Bv WALTER CRONIN
Remember last summer

1

! Recall those hours spent working, or hours

consumed trying to find a job. For many of us it became a struggle to

earn enough money to be able to return to school for the fall. Some did not

earn enough. Look around the University during the school year. How

manv of our fellow students depend on part time work around the

Amherst area, and the campus, to pull their way through?

While most of us were nearing the end of our summers, still working

and getting ready to return for another academic year, seven of the

Student Senators were preparing to spend some of our hard earned

money on a well planned "junket," or vacation to Colorado. At the time

when vou and your parents were figuring out how to make that pavment

to the University, which includes the Student Activities Tax, seven

Senators were well on their way toward spending $1095 for room and

board I six x $155 and one at $165) at a student "conference '--the National

Student Association-in that beautiful, picturesque state of Colorado I I've

only seen it in books). That's not all. Their meals were paid both ways at

thedining commons rate around $4 dollars per day. per person. While six

drove out. having an allocation for gas money -a Student Senate lunded

credit card.-one Senator, for some reason, could not make it by car, so he

flew -at the students' expense. Furthermore, the President and

Treasurer, Mr. Sandwen and Mr. Verrochi, respectively, knowing

beforehand that they had to go to a Board of Trustee's meeting the same

week felt the need to fly back-again at the students' expense. Why did

Mr. Verrochi have to fly back? He's not on the Board. Was there a con-

fidence gap there? Couldn't Mr. Sandwen, as the valid representative of

the student body, present the necessary view point at the meeting by

himself I enjoy flying myself. However, when I go by jet I pay my own

way.
The totals for room and board, and three plane fares, is $1463. That

doesn't include the gas bill for those who drove (the bill hadn't been

received from the Oil Company when I looked into the figures
)
That total

doesn't include the food bill expenditure. Where those charges went, out

of the many varying expense accounts which the Senate controls, is

anyone's guess. Without these costs added in to the total, the average cost

for each of our seven student Senators is $209. To me that figure

represents about two weeks pay in a hot summer, and that $209 for me is a

gross figure. I worked for $2 an hour. How many of the students picked up

an extra $200 this summer? .. ... .......

Well, Senators as a group, how do you explain this to the student body

For. a couple of weeks ago, the Student Senate upheld tne spending of this

"Student Senate Social Action Committee" budget when a move was

made, in Special Business, to evaluate these expenditures. And, student

Senators who went on the trip, can you, in good conscience, justify this

extravaganza 9 Was there a need for seven of you to attend9 Was there a

need for anvone to attend?

And. fellow students, keep this in mind when elections roll around. You

might want, considering the shape of the economy, to take a nice little

"'junket" next summer.
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Women's Lib

Lecture Tomorrow
Peer Sex, Anyone?

Dr. Joyce Ladner, a young,

leading Black intellectual, will be

speaking on "Black Women and

Women's Liberation" tomorrow

sponsored by DVP.
After graduating from Tougaloo

College in Mississippi, she became
intensely involved in the Civil

Rights Movement. Working with

SNCC (Student Non-Violent

Coordinating Committee), she

helped organize the state-wide

voter registration project in

Mississippi. She also helped for-

mulate and develop the Mississippi

Freedom Democratic Party and

COFO (Council of Federated

Organizations).

She received her MA. and Ph.D.

degrees from Washington
University in St. Louis after which

she has been a member of the

faculty at Southern Illinois

University and a research

associate for the Pruit-Igoe project

studies While a Senior Research

Fellow at the Institute of the Black

World in 1970, she researched the

development of Black Studies

Programs and wrote her most

recent book. Yesterday's

Tomorrow: The Black Woman,
published by Doubleday.

Last year Miss Ladner travelled

in East Africa examining the role

of Tanzanian Women in nation

building. An article based on this

study appears in the December.

1971 issue of the Black Scholar. She

is presently teaching in the

Scoiology Department at Howard
University. Washington, D. C. and

working on a new book of theories

and methods in Black Sociology.

Among her other publications

are "Rape and White Racism",

and "Black Repression in the

Cities", Black Scholar. April, 1970.

Her lecture will be held in SB. A.

120 at 8 p.m. with a coffee hour

following.

By PAUL JOHNSON
The Peer Sex Education Program is a pilot project

in Central Area. This year the outset of the program

has been strong with each of the residence halls

having a counselor in the program.

While this is not the first P.S.E. Pilot Program at

UMass it is new for Central and it is expected to

develop with the needs of the Area. The idea of the

program is to close the information and assistance

gaps between Health Services and students. Many

students lack the knowledge available concerning

sexuality and Peer Sex Education aims to provide the

information.

The counselors become part-time members of the

University health team. They are also responsible for

establishing programs in their residence halls and for

serving as resource people for their fellow students.

While the P.S.E program is a pilot project for this

year it is with anticipation by its program coor-

dinator Barbara Headrick, that it will be a continuing

aspect of Central Area. The counselors participate in

a weekly class for which they receive 3 credits. Funds

for the program come from the offices of the Central

Area Director's and Associate Provost for Special

Projects.

The curriculum contains not only facts on various

aspects of sexuality but training in education

techniques, information on referral agencies, group

dynamics and counseling skills. The importance in the

appraoch of this program is that, "students can be

most effective in working with other students in an

educational, counseling, and supportive role," as Miss

Headrick pointed out. «_«.««
In most of Central Area's residence halls, the P.S.E.

counselors will be offering programs of Human

Sexuality to their peers.

Students interested in the program next semester

should consult with their Head of Residence or

counselors.

Debaters Knockout In

Whirlwind Tour

DR. JOYCE LADN'KIt

Police Ordered To
>av For False Arrest

SALT LAKE CITY, Dec. 11 <AP>
— A former University of Utah

student who charged two

university policemen with false

arrest has been awarded $5,000

damages by a United States

District Court jury.

Stewart E. Greene. 20 years old.

was -arrested a year ago for

passing out handbills advertising a

5<J:cent-a-plate dinner at the same
time Vice President Agnew spoke

at a SlOO-a-plate dinner.

He was charged with littering

while distributing the handbills at

a university football game.

Judge Willis Ritter ruled that

Mr. Greene had been falsely

arrested in violation of the First

Amendment, and that two campus
policemen, Boyd Ward and

Richard Haas, were liable for

damage under the Civil Rights Act.

He instructed the jury to

determine the amount of damages.

Mr. Ward and Mr. Haas were each

ordered to pay $2,500. Mr. Greene

had sought $5,000 in general and

$20,000 in punitive damages.

NY. Times p. 8 12/12/71

By JUDY BENNETT
In the latest debate activities,

tournament results were again

excellent. At Columbia University,

novices Karin Kramer, a Smith

College sophomore from Levit-

town. Pa., and freshman Mark
Dunn, from East Longmeadow.
achieved a 5-3 record, beating

Rutgers, Pace, Bucknell, LaSalle.

and Anderson and thereby

qualified for the quarter final

elimination round in varsity

competition. They met the Univ. of

Pennsylvania in quarter finals,

losing to this team which later won
the tournament. Nonetheless a fine

show by the trophy winners Karin

and Mark. Sophomores Jeanne

Bayer, of Dorchester and Harry

Feinzig, of Brookline. also at-

tended the tournament, going 4-4,

victorious over Harvard, Bucknell,

Iona and Brandeis.

At the Vermont tournament,

UMass earned second place in

varsity competition. Debating
affirmatively, freshmen
Rosemary Connors, of Leominster,

and Gary Jakacky, of Pittsfield

went 3-2, defeating Muhlenberg,

Fitchburg State, and Utica. Fresh-

man Ellen Kirch of Randolph and

sophomore Jim Lane, of Green-

field, had a perfect 5-0 record

-

their wins being over Bridgeport,

St. Anselm's. Rhode Island

College. Temple, and East

Stroudsburg.

Over the Thanksgiving vacation,

junior Roger Legendre, of

Leominster, and senior Paul

Lamarche, of Worcester, attended

the highly-rated Georgetown
tournament. Competing with some

of the best teams in the nation, they

managed to go 4-4, beating

Emerson, Emory. N.Y.U., and

Pennsylvania.

At all three of these tour-

naments, the teams debated "that

greater controls should be imposed

on the gatherine and utilization of

information about U.S. citizens by

government agencies, and at all

three of these tournaments. UMass
did exceptionally well.

They're not cheaper. .

or more expensive
They're not new, funky

or flippy. They're Real

Navy jeans.

Authentic U.S.N.

cut and quality.

Made of 10 oz. denim from

Erwin Mills. And they will fade

to the desired wash-out look.
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Sisterhood Is Powerful!t

He Blinded Himself In A Baltimore Jail
By DANIEL ST. ALBIN GREENE

FROM BALTIMORE
Immediately following

publication of Daniel St. Albin

Greene's front-page article of

November 6, 1971, the editor of The

National Observer, Henry Gem-
mill, received requests for

thousands of reprints. Because of

this great interest we are

reprinting this article in its en-

tirety.

When Ed Stefankiewicz reported

for the night shift in the lockup on

the first floor of Baltimore police

headquarters, he was advised to

keep an eye on the stoned hippie

who was talking to the walls in Cell

2. So when he noticed after mid-

night that Cell 2 was suddenly

quiet, Officer Stefankiewicz

opened the gate to the front row -

where women, rum heads, and

"mental cases" are usually kept -

and walked the few steps to the

second cell. In the shadows he saw

a heavily bearded young man,

naked, sitting on the bare, two-

board bench that is the only fur-

niture in each of the tiny, dismal

cells.

"You all right?" the turnkey

asked. The naked man glanced at

him, he recalls, but said nothing.

The burly jailer returned to his

desk, and busied himself with

paper work for the next few

minutes. Then, still wondering

about the longhair's curious

change of behavior, he decided to

take another look. What he saw
when he got to Cell 2 this time, Ed
Stefankiewicz avows he will never

forget. This is how he tells it:

The first thing that Sefankiewicz

noticed was a pair of forearms

jutting through the bars of the cell,

the hands bloody. Behind the bars

the young man, now wearing a

hospital robe, stood in the shadows,

stoically, almost spiritually. For

an unreal moment, the hairy,

robed apparition reminded Ed
Stefankiewicz of a picture he had

seen of the Apostle Paul. Yet there

was a ghastly difference: Staring

from this apostolic face were two

mutilated, partially dislodged

eyeballs.

"I am God...Let me touch and

save you," the apparition

pronounced. Only after

Stefankiewicz extended his arm for

the touch of salvation would the

blinded youth let his jailers put a

strait jacket on him for the trip to

the hospital.

Whether or not Charles Innes, in

dark moments of lonely anguish or

unreality, tried to gouge his eyes is

hard to determine. The stark

impression that Sefeankiewicz

retains is of torn eyeballs that

apparently had been replaced in

their sockets, only in front of the

eyelids. A doctor who operated on

Innes, but who asked not to be

identified, says the eyes, though

mutilated beyond repair, were

never severed from the sockets.

Fantastic Series of Events

Five months later, after ex-
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tragedy?
The National Observer's inquiry

into Charles Innes' case produced

some chilling revelations:

The underground drug market
is so contaminated by ruthless

profiteering, deception, and
product falsification that it's

practically impossible nowadays

The Baltimore cellblock where it all happened.

tensive psychiatric observation in

a state hospital. Charles can finally

talk about his longest and — he

swears — his last "trip". An in-

telligent, articulate man of 25 from

a distinguished Boston family, he

recently described in a long in-

terview the fantastic series of

events that climaxed in Cell 2 last

May 20. He says that he even

remembers destroying his eyes —
without feeling a thing.

Still, when the inevitable

question comes -"Why did you do

it'" —Charlie's characteristic

volubility wavers, as though he

were confronted by a specter. He
becomes evasive, suspicious,

agitated. Behind the red.

shrunken, sightless eyes that the

doctors couldn't repair must be

awful memories that, for now at

least, can't gain voice.

Even if he could unlock all his

impressions of that night, however.

Charlie Innes probably couldn't

answer some questions that his

experience raises: What provoked

and prolonged such a bizarre trip?

How can a drug so warp a person's

mind and deaden his senses that,

days after taking it. he could

mutilate himself without feeling

pain? Why would anybody take, or

sell for human use, a drug with

such terrible potential? Did the

system of handling drug-abuse

cases contribute to Charlie's

Forthe studentbody.
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for even a veteran "head" to be

sure of what he's buying.

A potent drug known as PCP,
marketed legitimately as an
anesthetic and analgesic for

animals, is being produced by

"underground chemists"
nationwide and foisted upon un-

witting young buyers as everything

from an "aphrodisiac" to

"mescaline."
There are widespread

misconceptions among police and

hospital personnel about how to

handle and treat people under the

influence of psychedelic drugs.

Standard procedures for "drug

cases" can exacerbate reactions

from some drugs, especially

psychotic effects.

Homemade Tragedies Beckon

All of this adds up to a distrubing

conclusion: Not many people —
dealers, dopers. or straights —
know much about the homemade
chemicals that untold young
Americans are smoking, eating, or

shooting into their veins.

Seldom has this fact been so

shockingly illustrated as in the

case of Charles Hiller Innes. There

are no villains in his story, and no

heroes. Only people, himself in-

cluded, who had no way of knowing

what a weird drug that he ate was
doing to his body and mind. Con

sequently, those responsible for

Innes in his last few days of sight

did what they thought they should:

they didn't know what else to do.

"I've accepted my blindness but

I haven't accepted the blame." he

says. "I know my actions in some
ways led to it, but the actions of

others were responsible too."

Charles still lives alone in the

two-story rowhouse where it all

started He pays the $150 rent out of

his $186 montly welfare check. It's

not a bad place to live: a quiet

residential neighborhood in back of

Memorial Stadium, where the

Colts and Orioles play But it's

nothing like his boyhood homes.

A Brahmin Background

He was named after his grand-

father, a prominent lawyer and

Republican politician who in 1911

founded the country's first night

law school in Boston. Today
motorists on Huntington Avenue in

Boston see the name as they go

through the Charles H. Innes

Memorial Underpass.

Like his grandfather, Charlie's

father, Charles J. Innes, devoted

his professional life to law and

GOP politics. He served 23 years in

the Massachusetts legislature, and

since 1956 has been counsel to the

state Senate, which a couple weeks
ago passed a resolution praising

him as "a legal scholar, a

legislative craftsman, and a most

necessary and integral part of the

legislative process."

Charles Hiller Innes, his parents'

first son, was reared to follow in

the footsteps of his father and

grandfather. He recalls meeting

the Kennedys in Boston and once

accompanying his father to a

national convention, where they

had breakfast with Vice President

and Mrs. Nixon. Inevitably, he was
sent to the Noble and Greenough
School in Dedham. Mass., to

prepare for Harvard. A short,

muscular lad, he rowed crew and

made the soccer and wrestling

teams. But his final grade average

was a point or two low for Harvard,

his father's alma mater, so he

enrolled in Johns Hopkins
University here instead.

The Drift Into Drugs
At Hopkins Charlie was an

erratic student, nominally
majoring in philosophy but

auditing more and more courses

just because they interested him

He turned on to marijuana and

radical politics, and gravitated

into Baltimore's drug-oriented

counterculture. He split to San

Francisco for a spell, and returned

to Baltimore last year considering

himself a permanent member of

what he calls the Third World.

Last January Innes and Robert

W. Rettman were arrested in a

Baltimore suburb and charged

with possession of cocaine. On May
14 undercover narcotics detec-

tives, acting on a paid informant's

evidence, obtained warrants to

search Innes' and Rettman's
residences.

There is little resemblance
between Innes' and the police's

version of events during the raid on

his house. He says that the officers

beat him; the police deny it But

this much is undisputed: When two

plain-clothes men confronted Innes

in the back yard that evening, he

bolted into the house, grabbed a 35-

mm. film can. and swallowed its

contents.

•What Did Charlie Eat?'

Officer James Dugent recalls

that all the way to the station Innes

repeated slogans: "PC-
P...LSC...Peace. Right On...." He

was taken from the police station

to Union Memorial Hospital, where
his stomach was pumped. He was
kept overnight, and released the

next afternoon on $3,000 bail,

charged with possession of

marijuana. (Police say they found

some residue in a homemade pipe

in his kitchen.) The charge was
later dismissed.

What did Charlie eat?

To this day, Jim Dugent believes

that it was pot laced with LSD. He
says he found in the film can "a
residue of a green, grasslike

substance" resembling marijuana,

but that it wasn't enough to test. In

the police file is a lab analysis

indicating traces of LSD in the

gastric material pumped out of

Innes at the hospital. The man who
runs the laboratory says that this

analysis is no more than 85 percent

certain.

But Innes insists that he ingested

neither pot nor LSD, but parsley

cured with "PCPA"—enough "to

get at least 30 smokers high."

He describes PCPA as a

derivative of PCP, an animal

tranquilizer, but with "an extra

molecule"' that nobody knows
much about. Once he referred to

PCPA's mysterious aphrodisiac

quality; several times he

described its ability to stimulate

the senses. "It was like being born

again. ..like everything was
new. ..like your mind is completely

open. ...I was energized." Other

effects were "complete ego loss'

and "intensive audio and visual

hallucinations."

Whatever it was. Charles Innes

says the drug kept him stoned for

five days. This defies belief, unless

he reinforced it with something

else later. But Dr David Smith,

founder and medical director of the

Haight-Ashbury free clinic in San
Francisco, offers a possible ex-

planation: "It's highly unlikely

that the drug reaction would have
lasted that long. But a very intense

delirious drug experience can
precipitate a psychotic reaction.

In he Continued

(Reprinted From the National

Ohservor)

Wed., Dec. 15

Bonnie & Clyde

SUB 75"

Sponsored by the

UMass Fencing Club

dvp

"Black Women and
Women's Liberation"

DR. JOYCE LADNER
Sociologist from Howard University

Wednesday, Dec. 15 8p.m. SBA 120

TONIGHT
Comparative Literature Film Series

presents

Bryan Forbes'

"The Wrong Box
n

Wildean Decadence a la Keystone Cops

with Peter Sellers, Ralph Richardson, John Mills,

Peter Cook, Michael Crane

THOMPSON 104

8and 10p.m.

Tickets $.75

on Sale at Door
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Protests Hit Capitol For Bangla Desh Delay
• ..wi * I —— m/tml\arc r\f tHf* Hot'

NEW YORK (LNS) -Wearing

signs like "Capitol Records Values

Profit Over Human Life" and

"Pakistanis Starve Because of

Capitol's Greed", 25 people in-

cluding the infamous Dylanologist

A.J. Weverman demonstrated here

December 3 to protest Capitol

Records' hold-up of the George

Harrison-Bangla Desh Concert

record which was finally released

last Thursday.
The three-disc live album was

recorded in Madison Square

Garden early in the summer by

George Harrison. Bob Dyland,

Ravi Shankar and a host of other

well-know performers who donated

their lime to East Pakistani

refugees.

So far, the Beatles' Apple

Records, absorbing all costs of the

concert, has given UN1CEF
$250,000 - the gross receipts from

ticket sales.

But Capitol Records wasn't

prepared to go along with this. So

outside Capitol's swank
skyscraper offices in downtown

Manhattan, the demonstrators,

circled by cops, took turns with the

mike to tell curious passersby their

demand that Capitol, as distributor

of the record, follow Apple and the

performers' lead in earmarking all

profits from the record for the East

Pakistani refugees.

Harrison, on the Dick Cavett

Show November 24, estimated that

total sales of the $12.98 record will

earn $15 million for the refugees.

"This record should have been

out months ago," said Harrison.

"All they want to know is how

much do we make on it., every

other company and artist gave

their stuff for free."

In the midst of the impromptu

speechmaking, a man pushed his

way into the center of the group

liOlt DYLAN

waving a letter. "I've just been

kicked out of Capitol's office!

They're gonna do it—but don't you

see." he said, gathering more

breath, "that album's gonna sell

like crazy and they'll write it off as

a tax loss." He then read the of-

ficial Capitol press release which

said that the album would be

released in late December.
The crowd, not knowing exactly

whether to be happy or sad, buzzed

quietly while A.J. Weberman
grabbed the mike and said that it

could be predicted that Capitol

would not go profitless -by hook or

by crook.

Suddenly out of nowhere two

people clothed from head to foot in

black hooded sacks appeared. One

wore a sign saying "Capitalist stop

trying to split up John and Yoko.

He is no lo

a Beatle." Speculation was high

that it really was John and Yoko.

but no one knew for sure. A.J.

explained the facts behind the

puzzling sign.

Apparently, Capitol is trying to

include Yoko as a Beatle (because

she is married to John) under an

old contract which the Beatles made
before they became superstars.

That way Capitol can get away
with paying her less than if she was
considered on her own merit.

Capitol is holding up her album
because of the dispute.

Yoko plans to give all the money
she would get through a more
lucrative contract to various

political groups.

A.J. Weberman announced that

John and Yoko are the newest

members of the Rock Liberation

Front (RLF). a group dedicated to

exposing hip capitalist counter-

culture ripoffs and politicizing rock

music and rock artists.

In closing the demonstration,

A.J. mentioned the Rolling Stones

files which were ripped off from

that rock magazine's office several

months ago in an RLF action. The

files will soon be published in the

Realist and are full of information

such as a letter from Rolling Stone

to Ford Motor Co. telling them to

"put a stereo in each car and the

hippies will buy it up."

A. J., well-known TV ap-

pearances and articles in

A.J., well-known through TV
appearances and articles in

Esquire and Rolling Stone for his

Dylan fetish which included

analyzing all of Dylan's garbage,

remarked that Dyland was
"coming around" since he had

recently given money to a free

clinic and written The Ballad of

George Jackson. "I'm never going

to harass him or his family

against," A.J. said.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Student Paper Sues For

Right To Run Abortion Ads

Science Fiction

Myth -Legend

Richmond. Va. (LNS) -Fifteen

students have brought charges

against the state of Virginia for

attempting to restrict college

students' rights to free speech and

press after the state tried to stop a

college paper from publishing

because it printed abortion ads.

Broadside, the student paper of

George Mason College ( a four year

satellite college of the University

of Virginia) has been running ads

in the paper referring women to

out-patient abortion clinics in New
York. However, there is a Virginia

law that says "any persons by

publication. lecture. ad-

vertisement... or in any other

manner encouraging ...the

procuring of abortion...shall be

guilty of a misdeameanor." The

offenses are punishable by a year

in jail and a fine of up to $1000.

In a letter to Broadside's

editorial staff, dean of students

Robert Turner commented on an

abortion counseling ad placed in

the paper despite warnings: "this

type of advertising is not to be

printed in any future editions as

long as the law reamins part of the

code of Virginia."

In addition, the students

reported that Turner followed up

his November 17th letter with

verbal threats that college funds

would be cut off if an article about

avortion was published. They said

that Turner Continued pressuring

the paper by requiring special

authorization on checks for the

paper's printing expenses.

During the constitutional

hearings to decide the question late

last month, U.S. District Judge

Robert R. Merhige issued what

Poor Richard 's

Comes Out This

Thursday Afternoon.

was in effect a temporary in-

junction against the state of

Virginia to bar them from any

attempts to restrict free speech

and press.

ACLU lawyers entered as

evidence in the hearing, the letter

from Virginia Assistant Attorney

General William G. Broaddus to

college Chancellor Lorin A.

Thompson which said:

"I. ..(ask) that you encourage

your editors to keep this statute in

mind should a similar ad-

vertisement be placed with your

paper. The mere fact that abor

tions may be legal in New York

does not mean that publication of

such in violation of Section 18.1-6 of

the code of Virginia may be made
with impunity."

At the hearing, however,

Broaddus claimed that the con-

troversy was a mistake and at no

time was a fund cut-off a real

threat.

Continuation of the hearing and a

final decision by Merhige is being

delayed until the Virginia State

Supreme Court decides whether to

hear an appeal from a member of

the Virginia Weekly, an alternative

paper for the Charlottesville

community and the University of

Virginia, who was arrested and

convicted by Circuit Court for

violating the abortion statute

Linda Clayton, Assistant Editor

of the Mary Washington College

Bullet, the student paper at the

women's campus of the University

of Virginia, has announced that she

will join the fifteen George Mason
students in their suit against the

state. She says that the Bullet was
also threatened by college officials

with a funding cut off if further

abortion counseling ad-

vertisements were run.

U1MUA

PRINTME
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By THE I
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Asale of unusual OrapKic art Will beh«W Dec-

ember 15 , 16 , and 17 A "foe Cap* Cod lounoe m -ttie

Univ. of AUss. Student Union. This exhibition of

prints, -Hie woHC of university undenjraduactejind

graduate phrftmaKers ana Selected local -talent

,

Will include ordinal liThooraprm, woodcuts
,
seri-

or«phs and etchmos. TV exhibition will be open

to the public from SWA to *™ P«™J}h '"*

rfl 8PM on Tnursdaq the loth. *«*«
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TONIGHT ON tti.l KM:
7:00 pm EVENING NEWS-30
minutes of news and in-

formation.

7 30 pm THE BEST OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES-the saga

of the famous sleuth and his

friend Watson goes on.

8:00 pm LIVE MUSIC
FESTIVAL-one hour of live

locally recorded music

featuring many local groups.

Anyone who has a group or is a

musician and wants to appear

on this program should contact

WMUA. Our number is 545-2425.

9.00 pm FIRESIGN THEATRE-
one hour

10.00 pm FOCUS-Tonight the

discussion will center on Project

10, the experimental program at

UMass. Moderator Ken
Mosakowski's guests for the live

form will be: UMass English

professor Charles Adams, who

is director of the project. En-

tomology professor John

Hanson, a teacher in the

project, and a group of Project

iu ireshmen. n

1100 pm LATE NIGHT NEWS-a
half hour report.

11:30 pm THE SES CANNELL
SHOW-music til 3:00 am.

Books For The

New Age
Lost

WHOLE
EARTH
$4.50

Find Us At

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.
N«rt To The Pott Otflce

Morgan
at

Slh*? English ?Iub

9: 30 till 1.00 Only25C

Tonight - Ladies' Night

-
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Evening Of Dance

At Smith
The Smith College Department of Theatre and Speech will present two-

evenings of dance in Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre, today and

tomorrow at H p.m.

The first part of the program, entitled (lod's Trombones, is a presen-

tation by the Black Theatre Workshop at Smith. God's Trombones con-

sists of "three choreographed sermons dealing with the Creation, the

Crucifixion, and Judgment Day, and a choreographed prayer set against

a Baptist background. All are directed by Willie Calhoun, a graduate

student in the Theatre Department.

The second part of the program consists of dances presented by the

students in the dance program. 'Jellyfish with Lunch and Sandcastle is

a project done by students in an improvisational dance class, and in-

cludes sounds and images created by the students as they move.

In addition there will be two ballet pieces in the classical style. One,

choreographed bv Mrs. Rosalind deMille, Director of Dance, is ac-

companied by a Schubert Waltz which will be played by Miss Monica

) ikuc of the Music Department. The other ballet piece, which is about

daydream, is choreographed by Candice Morse, a graduate student who

teaches at UMass. _ .

A fourth dance, entitled "Nigger vs. Whitey" is a duet dealing with

racial tension, and the final piece is a project in non-dance movement

which uses all reas and levels of the Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre.

Admission to the program is 50«. Tickets will be available at the

Theatre box office today between noon and five o'clock, and one hour

prior to each performance.

Vergil And You Today

Room To Move

The Biggest Drug

Of Them All
Alcohol use is so prevalant today that few people

even consider it a drug and yet alcohol is very much a

drug (if you have ever had any I'm sure you'll un-

derstand why ). and it is the drug most used on this and

most other campuses and communities. If abused, it

can be a very dangerous drug physically,

psychologically and emotionally. By abuse, it is

meant the use of alcohol to the extent that it interferes

with vour life and or lifestyle, your family life, your

job. your self-actualization. This condition is usually

termed alcoholism.

Following are some questions designed to have you

look at the way you use alcohol and what your score

means in terms of alcohol abuse. Think about the

questions and answers honestly, only you know the

score.

1. Have you ever tried to stop drinking for a week

( or longer ) , only to fall short of your goal?

2. Do you resent the advice of others who try to get

vou to stop drinking?

;?. Have you tried to control your drinking by swit-

ching from one alcoholic beverage to another?

4. Have you taken a morning drink in the past year?

5. Do you envy people who can drink without getting

into trouble?

0. Has your drinking problem become progressively

more serious during the past year?

7. Has your drinking created problems at home?

K. At social affairs where drinking is limited, do you

try to obtain extra drinks?

9. Despite evidence to the contrary have you con-

tinued to assert that you can stop drinking on your own

whenever you wish?

10. During the past year have you missed time from

work or school as a result of drinking?

11. Have you ever blacked out during your drinking?

12. Have you ever felt you could do more with your

life if you did not drink?

Scoring: If you answered yes four or more times

chances are that you have a drinking problem, or will

have one in the future. These questions were designed

by recovered alcoholics to get at the symptoms of

their drinking.

If you have any questions concerning this article,

please call John Barbaro at Room To Move, 545-0400

or Dr. Chittum, Infirmary, 545-2671.

Professor Michael C. J. Putnam

will talk on 'THE VERGILIAN
ACHIEVEMENT today at 4 p.m. in

Herter 301. Professor Putnam,

presently Chairman of the Classics

Department at Brown University.

is one of the foremost authorities

on Latin poetry in America today.

His publications include two books

on Vergil (The Poetry of the

Aeneid and Virgil's Pastoral Art)

in addition to many articles and

reviews.

Miss Clara Ashley from Newton,

Massachusetts, will talk on THE
STRUCTURAL APPROACH TO

TEACHING LATIN" Thursday at

3:45 p.m. Miss Ashley has adapted

the structural approach to

teaching Latin for use on the high

school level, and she has published

a widely used Latin textbook,

Living Latin: A Contemporary

Approach. She is probably the best

known and most highly respected

Latin teacher in America today.

Her talk will be of special interest

to all students planning on careers

as Latin or foreign language

teachers.

Both lectures open to the public

without charge.

Poor

Richard's

Classifieds

Arrive
On

Thursday

Bach,Tchaikovsky Tomorrow

The UMass Symphony Or-

chestra, under the direction of

Ronald Steele, will present a

concert tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

Works on the program will be:

"Brandenburg Concerto No. 4" by

Bach. "Hymn and Fuguing Tune

No. 3" by Cowell, "Psalm and

Fugue for String Orchestra" by

Hovhaness, and "Romeo and Juliet

Fantasy Overture" by

Tchaikovsky. UMass students

Barbara Rohnert, Heidi Straube,

and Dean Radin will be soloists in

the "Brandenburg Concerto."

Members of the University

Symphony include students from

UMass, Hampshire and Mount
Holyoke Colleges; and other

reisdents of the Amherst area.

The program is open to the

public without charge.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

l»64 VW Bug. rebuilt engine and front

end new brakes and master cylinder, just

tuned up and oil change. 1350 firm. 6-5197_

One pair of Air Force insulated flight

pants, size-34. good for -30 degrees and

colder $20. (all 253-2986-Barry.
tf 12-15

tai Opel Ballye fastback. snowtlres.

2ln.pg. radials Asking $1250. Rog. 527-

•*'
u-12-21

sali- Dunham's Tyros. Wint. Insul-

pxcel.. cond.. originals used I wk. size 9.

( all Hrad 549-8058.

•"* 5
tf.2-U

Apt., in Amherst available, immediate,

$90 a month, heat and water included.

I'hone 250-8472, keep trying.

tf 12-15

Furnished efficiency apt. Available Jan.

15. all electric air cond., includes utilities.

$130. Quabbin Village. Belchertown call

323-6376.
U12-17

Male wanted to share apt. in Col.

Milage. $55/mo. sec. semester. Call

250-06X1. keep trying.
UI2-16

71 Citroen. 2 cyl. 40mpg. Its a fun-car,

asking $1200. Must sell, leaving the

country Call 549-6397.

-W% off stereo components, all major

brands, fully guaranteed. Also! 8 track

tapes $2.49. Baker Stereo, Rm. 223. Call

Harrv or Dave 4-5: 30 p.m. Phone 546-6063.

tf 12-20

1065 Porsche 356-c. new brakes, clutch,

rebuilt engine, ski-luggage rack. elec.

sunroof. 545-0329. Dick Jubinville.

62 VW Sunroof, recent head Job,

kingpins, brake, carb, fuel pump. Starts,

runs, (all 586-3495. eves. $200
tf 12-14

M Comet, 6 cyl. sld shift, good running

condition. $175 546-4452.

U12-14

•65 Fiat Sta. Wagon, good cond.. 300.00.

55 VW sedan, reblt. 150.00. also Halifax

double kev board Port. Organ, ex.. cond.

OilMM

•65 VW Rug. red. exc.body and mech.nu

sno tires, battery, muffler. 53.200 miles.

$550 or offer. Must sell. 125 n. Pleas. St..

. niv. Apt No. 104.

Die-hard auto battery, t'sed I mo. $35:-l

suede fringed jacket good condition $40

-.16-1517 eves.
tf 12-15

l-t F roommates needed for So. Deer-

field house. In the woods, own rooms.

1 V, 'mo plus util. Call 665-2265.

tf 12-15

Squire Village, modern 2 bdrm apt., all

utilities incl. Married couples only. Avail..

Jan I. Rent $190. Call evenings 665-3218.

1112-17

6 h.drms . 2 baths, kitchen and rec.

room in Holyoke. 14 mile from U. of M. All

util.. ex. phone, much furn.. $300 per

month, (all 323-7893.

tf 12-15

Apt. for rent. I bedroom apartment.

I'uff ion Village available Jan. I. 5494288.

tf 12-14

Male or female roommate wanted for

squire vlll apt. for second semester. Call

Sonnv 665-4495.
tfl2 16

Need 2 rm. twnhse. apt. 57.25/mo plus

$115 sec. dep., no lease. 1/15. Call

April 6-5971.
12-14

I Pickett sld. rule In 65 white Dodge van

on Dec 7 in ride from Rt. 9, Amherst

Rt. 9 ? 91 Northampton. Please call

Bob 584-0743.
tf 12-14

SERVICES

Flute-clarinet-sax lessons. Jazz and

Classical. Call Anoy Flacks 655-8079.

tf 12-14

com-
197

Koommate wtd.. house in town, own

bdrm.. $75/mo. and utilities. Prefer (Irad

Student, (all 549-6458.

If 12-16

Amherst Audio services. Stereo

ponents. tape decks for home or car

No. Pleasant St. 25641133.

ACTRESS NEEDED

Passports & grad school pictures-24, hr.

service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

tfsem

Bed Porsche 1966 Radial Snow Tires

\M-FM-SW. radio $1800. (all 545-2330 or

mmm.
|fl2., 7

Pair of Beiker Buckle Boots, size 7m..

worn once. (heap, (all 1 -369-409 1.

tf 12-14

2 bedroom apt. 118 Colonial Village, all

utilities inc., $l60/month. Avail, end of

Jan 72. (all 253-2986 or Kamins Realty

tf 12-16

F.xperlenced actress needed by local

film company for short feature film-part

tails for nudity-if uneasy, not your part.

Simply need sophist, actress for serious

film. Pay $50. 4-6 hours filming. Leave

message for Cue Films bet. 9-3 at Switch-

hoard, no. 542-4600 by Wed., Dec. 15.

Also Name. Number, reachable time.

(ood opp. Open to L'.

tf 12-14

For Rent/Help Wanted

ROOM FOR RENT

Student to live In second semester.

Boom and board in exchange for help with

children. Near Campus. Call 2534)431.

tf 12-15

BRUINS HOCKEY
l Mass Rowing Assoc, sponsoring raffle

for two sets of two Bruins home games.

Dec. 26 & Jan 15. See crew members or

Coach Faherty in 211 Boyden.
tf 12-15

1965 Olds. 142. good condition, new tires.

X.T.. PS., (all 253-9876.
tf 12-17

FOR SALE

Diamond eng ring and dia. band-deal on

either or both Dia . is 85 points w /bag. You

won't find a belter deal. Call Jim at 5-

H055/549-6391.

Lelca M3 w/150 f/2 Summlcron $215,

Weston V Meter $25.. 12" Dagor/llex

Shutter $200. All excellent condition. Peter

256-6737. 7 - 7 ./2.

Tenor Sax, Selmer MKIV. good con-

dition (all 5490087.
tf 12-17

2 room furnished apt.. 15 minutes from

Campus, avail. Dec. 23. lease until June 1.

$ l to includes utils. (all 247-5618 btwn. 5:00

- 7:00 p.m.
tf 12-17

POT SALE

Just off Campus/share house • own

bedroom /male or female/single or double

< $90 and $120) avail. 1/1/72. Call Ron 549-

3871 (evenings)
tf I2-1S

RAFFLE

APT. TO RENT

1st prize : AF I'a. Ha 2nd : '.hand radio

Tickets available in CC Concolae 1.24

each- 5/$ 1.00. Proceeds to Boltwood

Project.
tri2-i4

( Hart Javelin SSL ) l»5 cm w/( Marker)

bindings $ 125. Rosemount Fastback Boott.

perfect fit/8 - 10, N M $ 1 10 Peter 256-8737.

, - MK
tf.2-14

Snow tires 165-14 Semperlt Radial*. I pr.

mounted on MGB disc wheels. $S0. Call

"*'
tf,M7

Ceramics sale. BFA and (irad Student

work signed original pieces for holiday

gifts. Dec. 15 and 16 10 a.m. -4: 30 p.m.

Munson Hall, annex, basement.
tfl2-l6

ENTERTAINMENT

Sublet Cliffside 2 bedroom, furnished,

available Jan. I. 665-3674.

tf 12-16

TRAVEL

WANTED

Dual 1209 turntable w/cartrldge $100.

(.11 253-9876.

New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Langs Photo

253-3118.
tfsem

PERSONAL

Need a hand for your party? All local

hands are represented by Stan. Call 546-

9215.
tf 12-15

Gibson GB-3 Bass, good condition, with

case $200. Call (617)544-2921 collect

tf 1 2-21

Male Doct. (and. seeks relationship

with yg. lady who types well and would like

to help with his thesis. Please write Box

l«M>. Amherst. Mass.
UI2-14

Rock Rand Phoenix now available for

vour Xmas party. Good, hard driving.

dance mask, t all Carl at $1341371 for

Informallon.
UIH7

Original Turkish Sheepskin Coat for a

lady, white outside, white fur Inside $85.

(ail Ahmet 6-421" after 7 p.m.
tf 12 15

Hill, wishing you happiness on our 3rd!

I.ove KiUen.
12-14

ROOMMATES WANTED

Two matched 12" coaxial speakers,

professional quality, like new. $45 each,

new 9" TV/AM FM Clock combo $100.

(all 256-8432 ^
Happy Birthday Lunch and Barbs. Stick

In it From 436.

12-14

Boommate wanted. F. to share apt., own

room. $80 mo., util Inc., 1/2 mile from

campus. Call 546-5472.
UI2-I5

Psv research paper. 8 to 10 typed pg.,

any topic, will pay. Call Sue 253-5875 after

5 p.m. tf 12-14

FRE E ROOM AND BOARD

Free room and board In exchange for

babysitting afternoons while mother goes

to class. Jan. 1st thru Spring Semester.

586-3819.
tf 12 17

A APT. WANTED
2 bdr. apt. wanted in Puffton Village.

Call 256-8723 after six or box 468. No.

Amherst.
tfl2-!7

Ski the Alps-Jan 14-24 Chamonlx.
France-air fare, hotels, discount lift* and

lessons, last night in Parlt. Contact Peggy

253-9667.
til 2-23

Nassau-f 149. from Boston & N.V.. hotel

flight, transfers. 12/20-27. 12/23-29. 12/27-

1/3 Ski-Auslralla-$325. 15 days, flight,

hotel, meals, transfers. Insbruk. deluxe

package. London-$l87, flights in January.

( all-Student Mights 584-1050
tflMS

Ski the Alps. Jan 14-24 Chamonlx

France, air fare, hotels, discount lifts *

lessons, last night in Paris $257. Contact

Peggy 253-9667.

tf 12-23

TYPING

FOR RENT

Boommate wanted to share 3-bedroom

apt. Squire Village. Call 665-2605

tf 12-15

Moreshl Accordian. 48 stops, also 4"

referlor telescope (all 253-3287.

Boom and board available In new house

on N Pleasant St.. two minute walk from

campus Call Dana 253-9031

tf 12-17

To share 2 bdrm apt In old hse. I firs,

dog. frplc. garag. ktchn. Ivrm. frnshd

quiet. I mi from IMass. Judy. 13 Mid

die. Hadley 586-3784. keep trying.

1(12 18

MT. Sl'GARLOAF APT8. Avail. Jo* I.

Ig. 2 hdrm util Included alr-cond .
aval

$ is", (all KklMski Realtors 253-7222. eve.

233-2626.
tm-a

LOST

Typing -theses, dissertations etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem symbols. Call 253-3MI
UI2 2I

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In St Rm. 318.

F.very student with your course next

semester will need your books save I

money, sell direct. If-sem

;

1968 tr8 650CC. excellent cond., price

negotiable: electric range, excellent

cond 38". $40 Will deliver. Call (.eorge

323-7304 eve.

I bedroom house, excellent condition

Skiblski. realtors. Northampton. Call

brtu.cn 6:39-7:00 p.m. 584-342*..

Bmteto share 2 bdrm apt.. Hobart Lane

Amherst. $f»/m.. all utilities Inc. (all 6-

7320 or 6-7321.
tf 12-14

One pair gold wire-rimmed glasses-near

graduate renter. RFWARD. Larry 584-

7606.

If 12-14

ROOM WANT ED

I sed desk and dresser plus queen size

waterbed with frame, cheap. Phone 256-

8172 keep trying ^ |&

Townehouse Apt to share. Female or

couple. $76/mo-l. $M4/mo-2. available

Immediately (all 256-6467.

111. ITi

Roommate wanted F. to share rent with

2 other girls, own room, ranch house In

Hadlev. Call anytime 588-2815.

tf 12-17

•Lost" from Herter HalMape cassette

and recorder. Keep recorder if you must,

but please return cassette lo Fine Arts

Council office or arrange clandestine

through 5-0203. Transfer.
tf 12-17

Attractive female needs a place to stay

for the rest of Ihe semester Irgent Will

sleep on couch or whatever, (all 584288I

please.
tfl2-l4

Help Two males need one large or two

bedrooms ( all SH-6660 anytime
tfl2-!7

•
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C.E.Q.
There will be a short meeting of

the Recycling Committee Tuesday,

7 p.m. "in the Student Activities

Office ( c.c. ) If you can't come, call

Elaine 549-6861 for information.

CHRISTMAS FAST
Meeting for Pakistani. Those

interested in Christmas Fast for

Pakistani Indian Refugees come to

C.C. 805-809 at 4 p.m.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION
AND HUMAN NEEDS
Meeting at 7 p.m. in C.C. 105

tonight.

(ISP
The final meeting of the

semester will be held tonight, at

7:30 in the Graduate Lounge in the

basement of Bartlett. Programs

for next semester will be

discussed. Please try and attend.

FENCING CLUB
The Fencing Club will meet in

Rm. 8 WoPE tonight at 7.

Everyone is welcome.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Rm. 805-

809.

HEYMAKERS SOI ARE DANCE
CLUB
Regular square dance will be

held tonight in the CCA. Lessons

Moving

Right Along
Questionnaires concerning

transportation on and off campus

will be distributed to dormitories

and off-campus housing starting

today.

The survey is being conducted by

the Department of Mechanical and

AeroSpace Engineering and the

Student Senate Transit Service.

The results of this survey will help

to improve the transportation

situation on and off campus.

For further information, contact

the Student Senate Transit Service

Office at 545-0046.

Notices
from 7:30-9:30 and club level

dancing from 9:30-10:30.

HILLEL
Israeli Dancing in Cape Cod

Lounge tonight from 7-9 p.m.

Anyone interested in visiting with

Prof. & Mrs. Schimmel tonight

please call the office 5-2526.

Happy Chanukah - 3 candles

tonight.

LIBERATION - WOMEN
A very brief meeting tonight at

7:30 p.m. in Rm. 902 C.C Prior to

Robin Morgans speech.

SKI CLUB
Meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in

Mahar Aud. Speaker from Mt.

Tom. Room payments due for

intersession trips.

SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
Yes, we're still at it, all year

long! Come find out about us.

Tonight C.C. 169 at 7:30 p.m.

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN

PRE-PROFESSIONAL
PROGRAMS

If you are interested in majoring

i or affiliating) with the pre-med

programs please pick up an ap-

plication in the Pre-Med Office, 217

Hasbrouck Lab. Deadline is Dec.

SWEET CORN THEATER
WORKSHOP
Only three more! Free tonight at

Amherst College's wrestling room

at 6 p.m. Bring bells and blue

things.

ZOOLOGY MAJORS
There will be a meeting of the

Student Faculty Liaison Com-
mittee Wed. Dec. 15 at 8: 15 in Rm.
351 Morrill. All interested please

come. We will discuss next

semester Lunch Club.

LOST
On Nov. 16 or 23, lost between

Southwest and Goodell L a special

gold-link bracelet in floral design.

If found, please call Linda 6-8436.

Between Bartlett and Coolidge.

last Mon., 12/11, a scarf with

purple and yellow stripes. Call Jim
6-8008.

A white pullover sweater lost

between Union and Southwest

Saturday. Please return to C.C
Lost & Found.

POUND
Sat. in C.C Garage; Joseph

Connolly's name in them, ac-

counting 110 & economic 125. Pick

up in C C. Lost & Found.

English Dept. Assists

Women's Rights
While a lot of people are doing a lot of talking about equal status for

women, the Department of English at UMass is doing something aboutit

And what they're doing comes in words of one syllable, being the good

rhetoricians they are. « c -»on

In the recent distribution of a new teacher evaluation form to 5,390

students enrolled in English courses, the department's Undergraduate

Studies Office split its mimeographing run to 106 English faculty^

The evaluation form carried ten statements about the teacher being

evaluated. But instead of using the pronoun "he" to refer to all teeners,

regardless of sex, the 1,230 forms delivered to the 18 female faculty in-

cluded the appropriate pronoun "she", as in the statement, Sne put

material across in interesting ways."
mmitmmm

A total of 4,160 forms using the "he" designation was distributed among

K8 male faculty.
. _L . ., llA „

According to Director of Undergraduate Studies, Charles Moran, AH

credit belongs to Dr. Roberta W. French, who made the suggestion at a

meeting of our Committee."
.

As to the reaction of the women on the faculty to their newly-won

recognition, "They were pleased," Moran reported.

Their "pleasure" climaxes the English Department offering this

semester of a course titled, "Woman As Hero." Scheduled for Spring

semester is "Stereotypes of Women in Literature."

W&8SS&5&&UB*
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Kathy Lawson
American Dash

Ties
tittXVYTY^.

What Else Is New?

T

PARKA
JACKETS

Nylon

Jackets

LEATHER

JACKETSm

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM«

secrets PeoplePisces can uncover

onfess lo natives ot this zodiacal siqn

% is the doctor and nurse and guru

. omhmed with Pisces, life can be a

latjvrmlh and the byways and highways are

. ver lasc .nalmq, tilled with intrigue For a

tine i xample ot Pisces writing, read the

works o( Anais Nm
. * • • •

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Idealism

dominates You may not be too practical

now in .valuation ol situations, persons.

Take lime lo be positive Applies especially

whore money, partnership deals are con

torned Another Aries is in picture.

TAURUS (April ?0 May 20) What ap

pears a certainly may require additional

study Obtain hint trom Aries message Let

others declare iheir intentions Some, with

opposing views, seek your counsel Be

llexible, but tirm on principles.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Relative in

ransil may make special request Do what

you can wthout waslinq valuable lime.

Aquarius person could tigurc prominently

Unorlhodox approach is tealurcd Slick lo

basic issues

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Children

occupy ihouqhts You could become m
volved with individual who changes trom

mominl lo moment Ride with any

• motional storm Refuse lo be confused by

Mluabon which is more humorous than

Ihrealenmq
LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Be meticulous

about details What appears minor may
icUjally be of major importance Know

Into respond accordingly Don'l play

nam.s with security Check locks, safely

devices Avoid unnecessary risks

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Learning

process is emphasized Know that change of

opinion is no disgrace Gemini individual

tires barraqe of questions Answer to best of

ability, avoid mere gossip Slick to tacts

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Accent on

money, valuables, personal possessions

You could be recipient of gift Family

her il in piclurc. Conciliatory qeslure

is m order Seek harmony. Collect, syn

ihesije information

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): You may be

called upon lo make special, personal

appearance Be ready Toss aside false

modesty Don't play role of kicking loe in

sand Encourage new contacts, challenges

Cycle remains high

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Fine

tor attending theater, changing routine

Romance is featured, clandestine con

terence could be featured Be discreet. A
(onlidenlial mailer must now be con

sidered and decided

CAPRICORN (Dec 2? Jan 19): Desires

fulfilled M vou lake overall view. Avoid

pclty persons and silualions Emphasis is

on Inends. hopes and wishes. A promise is

fulfilled Express gratitude without being

maudlin
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Career

matters, ambitions now lake precendent.

Your concepts, ideas find wider audience

Slress originality Avoid cliches You are

given more responsibility. Chance for

added reward is greater

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Accent on

lourneys, future plans Communicate with

ihose 0)1 .< rtistance Gel thoughts, ideas on

paper Gam shown through written word

Obtain valid hint trom Aquarius messaqc

Teach and learn

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

perceptive, analytical You are able to size

up silualions, persons You are a natural

character analyst You are due for

<hallenqe You can meet it and succeed

Individual who 'wore you down'' with

problems will be out of picture.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

6
11
13

14

ACROSS

Clean by
brushings
Repairs
Makes neat
Colorful

bird

Printer's

measure
15 Forest

wardens
17 Negative
18 Paid notices

20 Clayey earth

21 Policeman
(colloq.)

22 Witty remarks
24 Rodent
25 Biblical

weed
26 Lose

freshness
28 Ventilates

29 Man's name
30 Heraldry:

grafted

31 At a

distance

32 Deer's horn

34 Again

35 Limited

(abbr.)

36 Wife of

Geraint

38 Hostelry

39 Satiates

41 Vessel's curved
planking

42 Compass point

43 Yearly
publications

45 Earth goddess

46 Opened with a

lancet

48 Plunderer

50 Choice part

51 Walks wearily

Man's
nickname
Goddess of

healing
Toll

Planet

Bitter vetch

Near (abbr.)

Givers of

gifts

Mine
excavation
Breathed
loudly in

sleep

Nuisance
Outfit

19 Become rigid

21 Lurches
Stalk of

grain

Name
Pronoun
Emmet
Make
beloved

5
6
7
8
9

10

12

13
16

23

25
27
28
30
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31 Fuse

32 Aleutian

island

33 Encircled

34 Passageway

35 Alight

37 Those who
tint cloth

39 Dirk

40 Strike

43 Perform
44 Yellow

ocher
47 Symbol for

nickel

49 Note ot

scale

By TOM DERDERIAN
UMass coed Kathy I>awson

won the 50 yard dash in 5.8

seconds tieing the indoor

American record in the

Christmas invitational track

meet Saturday in Burlington

Vermont. Charlotte Lettis ran

her first track race finishing

4th in the mile with a time of

5 : 14. The race was won in 5 : 02

by Mrs. Francie Johnson.

Robby Austin of Alfred

University and Janet Bristol

of Burlington were 2nd and

3rd.

Kathy also anchored the

Liberty A.C.'s sprint medley

team. A Sprint medely con-

sists of a 440 yard leg, two 100

yards sprints and a 220 dash.

Kathy ran a very impressive

and fast 220yards making up

almost a complete

straightaway on the second

place team but failed to catch

her by a scant few yards. The

Liberty A.C. however won

the woman's section of the

meet. Both runners compete

for the Liberty A.C.

Kathy said she felt good and

strong in the 220, but was

suprised by the competition in

the 50. She didn't expect the

sports international woman's

team from Washington, D.C.,

to show up Kathy said, "They

have several good sprinters

like Jane Burnette, Esther

Stroy and Lacy O'Neil who

were with me on that

European tour." Kathy went

on to say about her training,

"I'm almost in top shape, I've

been mostly working on 110

yard sprints and need, , now.

to work on endurance."

"My knees, which have been

giving me a lot of trouble

didn't bother me at all before,

during or after the meet. I'm

going to run the 50, the 300,

and the relay at the U.S.T.F.-

F. meet at Dartmouth early in

Januarv."

About her race Charlotte

said, "I was scared and didn't

push hard enough, I think I'll

be able to break five minutes

for the mile this year. At

Dartmouth I'm going to try

the 600, they don't have a mile

for women there."

UCLA Still No. 1

;

Marquette Second

HEADY TO RIP is UMass coed Kathy Lawson in her record tieing

indoor track debut of the season Saturday at Vermont. She ran 50

yards in 5.8 seconds to tie the American record. ( MDC photo by Tom

By ASSOCIATED PRESS
South Carolina went north and

North Carolina moved south, but

UCLA just stayed in its familiar

location atop the college basketball

poll Monday.
After winning the Cable Car

Classic in San Francisco with a 67-

59 beating of California Saturday

night, undefeated South Carolina

bolted from No. 11 to No. 3 this

week.
The Gamecocks unseated North

Carolina's Tar Heels, who dropped

a place to fourth after losing their

first game of the year. 89-73 to

Princeton.

A nationwide panel of sports

writers and broadcasters,

however, still stuck with UCLA as

the No. 1 team. The powerful

Bruins, 117-53 victors over Texas

A&M over the weekend for their

fourth straight, collared 37 first-

place votes for an overwhelming

898 points.

Marquette, also winner of four

games, remained second with six

first-place votes and 708 points.

The Warriors beat Memphis
State 74-73 and Michigan 81-52

last week.

South Carolina uniquely made it

to third without a first-place vote.

The Gamecocks had 508 points and

a big margin over North Carolina's

421. The Tar Heels, however, did

get a vote for the No. 1 spot.

Penn, with 409 points, leaped five

places to No. 5 after whipping

Duke 50-49 in overtime and

Manhattan 87-66. Brigham Young

took a giant step to No. 6 from No.

15 after stopping New Mexico State

90-80 and Creighton 96-68.

Kentucky, although losing to

Indiana 90-89 in double overtime,

remained No. 7. St. John's NY.,

bounced from No. 14 to the eighth

spot and Florida State moved to

No. 9 from No. 18 after three vic-

tories last week, including a 90-83

success over Jacksonville.

Ohio -State, fourth last week,

skidded to a tie with Southern

California for 10th after losing to

Ohio 79-68. The Trojans were No. 13

last week, but moved up three

spots after victories over Leyola-

Los Angeles and Utah.

The Second Ten includes: In-

diana, Long Beach State,

Jacksonville, Maryland, South
western Louisiana, Louisville,

Princeton, Virginia and Houston.

The Top 20 with first place votes

in parentheses and total points on

the basis of 20 for first, 18 for

second, 16, 14, 12, 10, 9-8-etc:

1. UCLA 37

2. Marquette 6

3. South Carolina

4. North Carolina 1

5. Penn
6. Brigham Young
7. Kentucky
8. St. John's, N.Y.

9. Florida State 1

10. Ohio State

Southern California

12. Indiana 1

13. Long Beach State

14. Jacksonville

15. Maryland
16. SW Louisiana

17. Louisville

18. Princeton

19. Virginia

20. Houston

898

708

508

421

409

294

256

265

223

211

199

179

146

138

131

101

99

85

81
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Volleyball Club Wins Tourney
The UMass Volleyball Club

scrimmaged Choate Athletic

Assoc, of Conn., Saturday af-

ternoon, in a best out of five series.

UMass lost the scrimmage 3

games to 2, but any coach will tell

you that scrimmages don't mean a

thing and it appears this is true, for

UMass had bigger and better

things on its mind, namely, a five

team tournament scheduled for

that night at the Greenfield YMCA.

The five teams were UMass,

Holyoke, Turners, Greenfield,

Frontier High School, and pre-

tourney favorite, Wallingford,

Connecticut YMCA. The set-up was

a double round robin with the top

teams meeting in the best out of

three series for the championship.

UMass opened by splitting with

Wallingford in two hotly contested

games. The Redmen won the first

game 16-14 and lost the second 15-

12. Key players in the UMass
victory were Mike Madden and

Tom Fearing, but the most im-

portant thing was UMass' double

block was starting to work as they

stopped many of the opposition's

spikes at the net.

UMass played Greenfield next

and after easily winning the first

game 15-5, let up in the second and

were upset 15-11. The Redmen

could ill afford to lose another

game if they had any hopes for the

playoffs and rose to the occasion by

romping in their final four games,

as both starters and subs played

flawlessly. UMass finished with a 6

and 2 record, good enough for

second place and a playoff berth.

am aiitikt \T WORK is Freshman Jennine Burger in Saturdays

JlfSS
AfIrT^ES gymnastics team Miss Burger

21. .il rm.r events and can be seen in action next week when the

S&7^^£ YW( A (MD( photo bv Al

Chapman >

All this time Wallingford had

been rolling up seven strait vic-

tories after its opening loss to

UMass, finished first with a 7 and 1

record, and gained the other

playoff berth.

UMass lost the first playoff game
15-11, and it looked as if they were

out of gas, for they had just

finished their 14th game of the day.

They needed the next two games if

they were going to come away

winners and it looked like it was

going to be all up hill.

In the second game UMass fell

behind early, but came out of its

slump with a bang behind the

power spiking of Paul Slack and

the alert play of Yurgos Cour

mouzis. UMass was also stopping

most of Wallingford's spikes at the

net, as Jon Wilson and Tom
Fearing contributed many key

blocks. This combined with near

perfect setting by Bruce Simpson

and Rich Lousararian led to a 15-11

UMass victory with the third and

deciding game remaining.

The third game was a see-saw

battle with both teams getting their

points in spurts. The UMass of-

fense was again supplied by Slack

and Courmouzis, whose spikes

complimented fine setting by

Simpson and Lousararian. Wilson

and Fearing provided key defen-

sive plays to keep the Redmen's

attack in gear. After many long

volleys and hard fought points.

UMass finally won 17-15. The

victory was a total team effort with

every player contributing many
key plays.

UMass takes on last year's

ECAC champ, Springfield, Wed
nesday night at WoPE. Springfield

is undefeated in its last 22 dual

meets and is supposed to be a

better team than last year's

champs. UMass has already

played the Chiefs once this year

and lost three games to one, but

UMass has improved much since

then and the contest promises to be

3n exciting one.

Women Hoopsters Drop

Close Battle in Opener
The women's varsity and J.V. hoopsters opened their season last

Thursday at the WoPE gym with a tight, frustrating 31-30 loss at the

hands of a determined UConn squad.

The game, which kept the fairly good-sized crowd on the edge of then-

seats until the end, was marred by mistakes, careless plays and missed

foul shots by both teams.

UMass Coach Jane Farr used her bench to full capacity as everyone

saw action. Junior forward Beth Fay, a newcomer to the varsity this

year brought her two years of junior varsity experience to the losing

causeas she accumulated the team high total of 12 points.

Sue Chapman and Vicki Pagel, both varsity veterans, collected four

points apiece to bolster the attack, followed by Pat Bash and freshman

Pat Glispen who added 3 each

The contest was no "night at the Cage." but it exhibited all the

properties of a first-class thriller with the lead bouncing |romoneteam

to another A one-point difference separated the teams at the end of each

duarter and eventually, at the outcome.
.

With a minute remaining in the game, it looked as though UMass might

pull out the victory as they had some foul shot chances and executed
I

some

potentially fine breakaways. But with only eight seconds left, UConn got

control of"the ball and the game was over.

The enthusiastic bunch of spectators who stuck it out til the end wc

treated to a few surprises in the impressive debuts of freshmen Glispen

and her amazingly accurate jump shot. Chris Mollonea and Jeanne

Abrahamson. They all exhibited a lot of poise and out s»de
R
^ooting

ability and complimented the more experienced starters Ms. Bash, Fay

andI Chapman to name a few Together, they provided good overall

strength needed to overcome their height deficiency.

Admittedly a disappointing start, but with a long season stretching well

into March .it shouldn't be long before the women get on the winning

track And who knows -maybe, one night...The Cage.

Next game... Wed. Dec. 15 away at Worcester State. 6:30 J.V. s host

Greenfield CC on Mon. Dec 13 in the WoPE gym-6:30.

Swimmers Host Crusaders
BvJANISAIIMADJIAN

The UMass Varsity Swim Team
hosts Holy Cross tonight in a meet

scheduled for 7:00 p.m. at Boyden

Pool. This is the big meet of the

season which the team has been

eagerly anticipating Last year

they put it to the Cross and this

year they are hoping for the same

Coach McCafferty listed some of

the swimmers participating in the

meet:

David Guiney and Ed Johnson

will be swimming Breast stroke.

Joe Hebert will be attempting to

break two minutes in the 200-yard

freestyle.

Dick Blaisdell. Peter Ouellette

and Spencer Sullivan will be

aiming for a repeat of last week's

strength in the sprints against Holy

Cross.

Jack Tyler 'will again be distance

swimming in the 500 and 1,000 yard

swims.

Paul Joy who has placed first for

UMass in the last two meets in

diving will be performing

This should prove to be the most

exciting meet of the season with a

lot of close competition.
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UConn At The Cage . . .Tonight
The Beginning Of A Big Week
Bv EARLE BARROLL

The following is a truism: "If

Rhode Island is as good as

everyone says it is then we can't

stumble along the way. We cannot

help them by us losing, because we

want to play them for the cham-

pionship."

The following is from where this

truism came Jack Leaman.
The following is a possible

stumbling block: I Conn.
Tonight at Curry Hicks Cage

these three forces will meet head

on as the Huskies from UConn

come to do battle with the Redmen
with the center tap set for 8 p.m.

In publications across the nation

Rhode Island has been rated as the

team to beat m the Yankee Con-

ference... the Redmen are the

challengers...UConn and the rest

are so-called "also rans."

But for those who have followed

the trend of the conference in

recent years, they know that the

impossible is possible and the sure

bet can sometimes meet with

disaster.

This is what faces the Redmen
tonight. "For us it's a big game,

this being a conference game on

it is not a win or else type of

game, but if you don'i win at home
you have to go out and win on their

home court
"

Tonight also ushers in the start of

a tough three game stretch for the

Redmen that will see them facing

Manhattan at Madison Square

Garden on Thursday and Harvard

at Cambridge on Saturday.

What effect can this have on the

team "The quality of the com-

petition will effect us more than the

quantity," Leaman pointed out.

"Most of them present similar

problems with each having big

•k, fc.«fW»»n«

latly (ttnltegtatt

+^.

SPORTS
front lines and adequate back-

courts. Our job will be to control

the tempo of the game with out

defense."

But first things come first and

tonight it's UConn and they have

the big front court 1
6'7. 6'7. 6'6

) and

the adequate backcourt (6'3, 6')

that Leaman speaks of.

So far this season the Huskies

are 2-2 with wins over Yale and

Vermont (by 30 points) and losses

to Fairfield and Dartmouth. They

are a young team with only one

senior in the starting five and they

use their height to their advantage

by employing a stack on offense

i two men low post on both sides of

the lane).

Last season the UConn offense

was built around the twin-gunners,

Bob Boyd and Bob Staak. but this

year five players are sharing the

scoring and in pure logic five is

going to be harder to stop than two.

especially when the five are good.

For the Redmen Leaman plans

to make some changes in the

starting lineup to get the offense

rolling again.

JUST A FFW NOTES-The first

New England coaches poll should

be coming out today or tomorrow
and the top three will most likely

be Rhode Island. Providence and

UMass...Leaman noted on the trip

back from Northeastern that he

needs 13 more wins to reach the 100

win mark in his six years

here...The Varsity M Club will be

sponsoring a bus to the Harvard

game for anyone on campus. For

tickets call Ron Barrett at 549-

6236. Tickets are still on sale for

the Manhattan and Harvard games
at the ticket office in Boyden... In a

Boston newspaper recently the

following was written: "If you're

one of those avid UMass fans (you

are the best around here)
"

Lock Haven Turns Lock Ness;

Matmen Need A Win Tonight

B\ JOHN BOCK
One might sav that the LI Mass wrestling team is like

.i bowling ball as it starts out slow, gathers momen-

tum and is only stopped by the pins at the end of the

alley.

The analogy is well documented as the Redman

grapplers dropped their two matches on the weekend

trip south It was California State College of Penn-

sylvania upsetting the Redmen 20-11 and preparing

the mat lor the ninth ranked NCAA College Division

team. Lock Haven State College and their romp over

the UMass 2t)-7.
.

It was a long drive down on a rainy and foggy night

and perhaps the weather had a foreboding feeling that

the Redmen couldn't shake off. Or it could have been

the fact that Thomas Field House was living up to its

reputation as the House Of Noise as the Lock Haven

lans brought the roof down for their home team.

Either way Coach Homer Barr's team wrestled like

they lust did not enjoy being out of New England.

Arriving on Friday night just in time to see Lock

Haven beat Cal. State 19-15, the Redmen saw what

both teams were like. Cal State wrestled a team that

highlighted upper classmen in seven out of ten weight

classes while the youngest team in Lock Haven

history 'four treshmen) came on with the right

amount of wrestling to win the match.

on Saturday alternoon it was UMass vs. California

and it was also I Mass getting off to a bad start as

I )ave Amato recorded his first loss of the season due to

an ankle injury sustained in the opening minutes of the

bout

Barry (iodowsky looked impressive as he cleaned

up Muiluis of Cal State 4-2.

Things got darker at 134 when freshman Russ

Chateauneul lost his first match of the season, 4-2, to

senior CO captain -Jim Jones. He also incurred a knee

injurv that kept him out of the evening match and

makes his performance for the remainder of the

semester doubtful

It was t ic loss loss and big win for UMass in the next

three matches Freshman .John Connolly, from

Westford Academy in Mass.. won his first varsity

match 11 2 over freshman Carl Felice Connolly

dominated the match from the second period as he

took Felice down and then put him on his hack several

times for the big decision

NK1WA Champ Carl Dambman, still feeling the

effects of an injury incurred during eliminations,

found himself wrapped up in legs for two periods and

lost his first. 3-0.

The lug event of the match *as Captain Sheldon

Goldberg's first appearance of the season and his

suosequent record breaking win over Zaccaro of

California. Shelley showed the effectiveness of his

single leg as he took his opponent down four times to

win 9-4 This was Shelley's 20th win. one better than

former UMass great .Jesse Brogan. who held the

record since 1965.

lor all the effort the match went to Cal. State and

I Mass went to prepare for Lock Haven.

No amount of preparation could have helped the

Hodmen as they came out to face a crowd of 3.500 Lock

Haven tans rooting for the Fagles to get their 250th

career win. Going into the match Lock Haven sported

an outstanding record of 249-38-7 and faced the

question of could the New Fngland champs give them

their 250th?

I Mass did and in fine style as both NEIWA champs

tied and only one win was recorded. Amato and

(iodowsky fell to the team of Jim Rupp and Donny

lav Rup'p trounced the injured Amato 10-3 and Fay,

lock Haven s two time NAIA champ and outstanding

wrestler, showed his takedown skill on the way to an

111 decision over (iodowsky.

Mike McGlaughlin took Chateauneuf's place and did

a commendable job plus being the first UMass

grappler to fall to the biased refereeing. Close to but

not off the edge of the mat Mike pancaked his man
right on to his back and not only did he not get the pin

but he didn't even get the takedown. Coach Barr,

normally agreeable with the refs vigorously protested

the call but to no avail.

The rest were all losses with the exception of

Shelley's and Carl's tie and Chris Hodson's impressive

win at heavyweight.

As I Mass faded away to the locker room the score

stood 21)7 and Lock Haven had their 250th win. To

( loadl Barr the weekend was a disappointment to say

the least 'We are at the point now where a loss to

teams like California and Lock Haven don't help us at

all. If we had all the starters and a few other things in

our favor then the score wouldn't be so bad. They

i Lock Haven) comes to UMass next year and they

letter come prepared for surprises because I think

we'll have a few."

(.rapplers At MIT
After coming off of a disasterous weekend road trip

the Redman wrestlers travel to MIT in Cambridge

this evening for an 8: 00 match with the Engineers.

Last vear MIT finished in the Top Ten in the NKIWA
and will not be pushovers Last year UMass beat them

22 11 and the Engineers thought that they could have

beatM the Redmen. A few weeks later at the New
Knglands they saw the fallacy of their notion as the

Redmen wrestled flawlessly against their boys.

With injury and weight problems the Redmen go to

grapple and hopefully bring back a win that would

help the ailing 1-3-1 record. At 118.it will be Amato or

Phillips and Barry Godowsky follows at 128 Mike

McGlaughlin comes at 134 while Dave Reynold goes

up to 142. Goldberg takes it easy (as far as cutting

weight goes) at 150. Clay Jester will hold down the 158

spot and Bruce Buckbee comes back to the lineup at

177.

CM) AHEAD.. TRY TO FIND YOURSELF IN THE CROWD--A

survey has shown that this has become one of the favorite pasttimes

of sports page readers on Campus. If you have some time though

cheek out what Charlie Peters (M) is doing. ..he's rebounding the

ball!!! Tonight Jack Leaman will be using the big guy to restore

dome firepower on the boards after the Northeastern game. Peter

how (34), after a fine game against the other Huskies, will also see

his share of action ...Did you see yourself? (MDC photo by Barbara

Brecher.)

Pups Test Little Redmen
ByLOUlSJ.GROCCIA

Tonight at six o'clock the freshmen basketball team will be going after

their fifth victorv without a loss; opposing them will be the freshmen

irom I Conn The pups are coming into this game with a one and one

record, losing to Yale by a point in their opener and rolling over Kmgsley

Starting in the backcourt for UConn will be Tom Ryser, a 5-11 defensive

whiz and 8-3 Larry Livramento. a steady player who has the capaicity to

turn a game around. Up front at the forwards will be 6-5 Earl Wilson and

B-4 Curt Johnson Wilson scored 24 points in their opener against Yale and

how well he is contained by the UMass forwards will be a key to the

outcome of the contest. Roger I^awton. at 6-7 will be playing opposite John

Murphy tonight in what should be a good match up of big men.

UMass will be going with the same starting five of Murphy, Tom

(iillams and Jim Burke up front with Bill Fndicott and Mike Flanagan in

the backcourt. Either Gillams or Burke will have the task of containing

Wilson in what will need to be quite an act of containment.

HOOP NOTES -Through four games Murphy is leading the team in

points scored, shooting percentage, and personal fouls. Gillams leads in

rebounds. Endicott in assists, Flanagan in free throws.

Notices
CO-REC SWIM The co-rec

swimming meet will be held

Thursday evening at 7:30 at the

Bovden pool

HANDBALL AND PAD-
DLEBALL-Campus handball and
paddleball championship com-
petition must be completed by

December 21.

PHYS ED STUDENT
TEACHERS-Due to so many
scheduling conflicts, the meeting

for the second semester student

teachers in physcial education will

be held in Boyden 251 immediately

following the UConn basketball

game, today. All prospective

student teachers for next semester

MUST attend this 9:45 p.m.

BASKETBALL TICKETS-
Tickets for Thursday's game vs.

Manhattan at Madison Square
Garden are now on sale at the

Boyden ticket office at $1.50

student prices More tickets for

Saturday's game at Harvard will

be on sale at $2 at the ticket office

in Bovden.
GRADUATE STUDENTS All

graduate students who possess fall

semester Recreational Activity

cards are asked to either renew

their cards for the spring semester

or return their equipment, prior to

December 22, 1971. Spring
semester Recreational cards may
be obtained by paying the ap-

propriate fee at the Athletic Ticket

Office -225 Boyden-and bringing

their payment receipt to the In-

tramural Office-251 Boyden.

A Big Upset
Now there are only three un-

defeated teams in New England

UMass, Dartmouth and Maine, yes

Maine. Last night at Orono the

Black Bears pulled the upset of the

season so far in defeating

previously unbeaten and nationally

touted Rhode Island. 58-53. There is

certainly trouble in Orono this

season The Redmen travel there

for their last game of the season,

March 8

Skins Top Rams
George Allen and his travelling

band of former Rams (now

Washington Redskins) got sweet

revenge last night at the Los

Angeles Coliseum in defeating the

Los Angeles Rams, 38-24 in Allen's

first appearance in LA since

going to the nation's capitol.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Ms. Morgan Says Women's Movement Alive

By BUFFY SPENCER
Robin Morgan, one of the

nation's leading feminists, spoke

last night to a capacity crowd in

the Student Union Ballroom. The

audience was predominantly, but

not exclusively female.

Ms. Morgan, standing behind a

too tall podium, said that she felt

that in coming to UMass she was

coming home. She said that she felt

no need to talk about why women
felt they were oppressed here

because the women's movement at

UMass is alive and kicking. She did

seek to correct what she termed

the male-media fostered illusion

about the movement.

She then went into a breakdown

On The Inside

:

McCloskey
page 2

S.C.R.E.W.
page 7

of the women's movement in three

areas. The first is the women's
rights movement This group she

said is characterized by moderate

leadership and is concerned mostly

with getting women into govern-

ment, which is understandable

since women have been made to be

satisfied.

The second area is that of

women's liberation. Ms. Morgan
criticized the media-expression
"lib" for diminishing the

seriousness of the issue.

The third area is the radical

feminist movement, which she got

involved in about a year ago.

believing it is the smallest,

newest, and fastest growing area.

Ms. Morgan added that sexism is

the root of all oppression,

developing from when men
discovered that they played a role

in reproduction, patriarchy and

capitalism.

Ms. Morgan declared, "Women
live under a system of extended

feudalism. A housewife works 99.6

hours per week with no pay and no

benefits. The sole means of a

women's survival is to get a man

and hold a man Women are judged

on their looks, men on what they

do."

She feels one of the biggest

problems is rape. She stated,

"Women are always made to feel

the guilt in a rape. Only 4% of all

rapes are reported. The feminist

definition of rape is any time

sexual intercourse occurs when
women don't initiate it out of true

love and desire."

Ms. Morgan went on to define the

male in contemporary society.

"They are white, straight, and

male, preferably fat, old, and

wealthy. If one is young, non-white,

homosexual and poor he has some
heavy problems

"

She pointed out the women's
movement was once confined to

white, middle-class, college

educated women It has now she

says spread to housewives,

working women, high school

students, welfare mothers, and

grandmothers With this has come
a planning and channeling of a

cooled rage.

Ms Morgan then urged women
to stay in school. "If you could

stomach it
" Outlining future

developments such as extra

uterine birth and sex deter

mination she said that 1984 would

seem like a picnic if these

developments were left in the

hands of men.

She also called for good women's

programs in colleges and

universities instead of the ex

perimental facade like that of

UMass with enough courses to

allow a major in women's studies

She summed up what's hap-

pening in the women's movement
as a new level of seriousness

replacing the rosy glow of

sisterhood. Emphatically she

stated, "I ain't playin' no more!"

She closed by saying that women
were going to change the face of

the earth and the way men had

been mucking it up they had better

do it soon

At the close of her speech, she

threw the floor open for questions

She explained that she would not

lake questions for men. it's not

that I can't handle them; it's just

that I'm fucking bored by them."

This was greeted by another roynd

of applause from her supporters.
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Itobin Morgan, one of the leading feminists, makes a point about why she feels women. She discussed

the womens movement in great depth, including the media fostered illusion of what women are and

supposed to be. (Photo by Gary Alpaugh)

Businesses Promise To
Steady Price Freeze

WASHINGTON (AP) - Almost 30

per cent of America's largest

businesses say they hope to hold

the line on prices, Price Com-
mission Chairman C. Jackson
Grayson said Monday.
About 26 per cent say they have

filed or intended to file requests to

raise prices on some or all of their

product lines, while the remainder
have not responded or have an-

swered in a way that leaves their

intentions unclear, he said.

Grayson, concerned that too

much public attention was being

paid to companies seeking price

increases for autos, steel, coal and
other goods, sent a personal
telegram last Nov. 27 to the 1,500

biggest firms asking them what
they intend to do about prices.

These are the firms, with sales of

$100million or more a year, that

must seek advance approval of the

Price Commission before in-

creasing their prices. Together

they represent almost half of all

sales in the economy.
As of Monday 973 replies had

been received, the commission
said. Of those, 428 said they hoped

to hold the line or even in some
cases reduce prices.

Another 395 said they intend to

seek price increases, or have done

so already.

Another 150 either said they

would answer later or replied in

such a way as to leave their in-

tentions a mystery.
Grayson said that even among

those firms that planned to seek

increases, "I find that most
requests will be limited to specific

products and services."

Meanwhile Monday the full Price

Commission took up the matter of

rent controls.

A spokesman said the recom-
mendations of the Rent Advisory

Board reached the commission
Monday, and that a decision on

rents was expected by Wednesday.
The commission also is expected to

form guidelines on health costs by
then.

The Pay Board, which meets
Tuesday through Thursday, was
scheduled to review a pattern-

setting aerospace contract of the

United Auto Workers that repor-

tedly calls for increases of about 30

per cent over three years.

Welfare Bill Approved
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

House and Senate gave final ap-

proval and sent to President Nixon

Tuesday a bill to require able-

bodied welfare recipients to sign

up for job training.

The measure passed both houses

by voice vote. It came before the

House as a Senate rider to a minor

Should the U.Mass.

Campus Police

continue wearing

guns on campus?

iioar nrrippr Scott of the

Campus Police and Richard
Verrochi of the Student
Senate present their views
on Thurs.. Dec. IB, at 8 p.m.
in Thompson 104.

Sponsored by the
U. Mass Debate Union

bill and won approval despite

suggestions that approval might

impair the chance of passage of the

overall welfare reform bill.

This measure, largely em-
bodying Nixon's recom-
mendations, was passed by the

House early this year, but has been

stuck in the Senate Finance
Committee.

"It would be better to insist that

the Senate action on HR One the

welfare bill instead of action on a

piece of it here and there,'' Rep.

John W. Byrnes, R— Wis. told the

House.

Later, speaking with reporters,

Byrnes said the welfare bill con-

tains both incentives and
requirements for welfare
recipients to take jobs.

"The incentives are not affected

by the bill we passed today."

Byrnes said. "Those still require

passage of i R One. But some of

the requirements in the welfare bill

now are in this legislation -and

conceivably this could make some
people less eager to pass the bigger

bill.

Existing law directs the states to

require welfare recipients in ap-

propriate cases to sign up with the

Work Incentive Program WIN to

be trained for jobs.

Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, D—Ark.,

said practice in different states has
varied widely, some directing
large numbers of beneficiaries to

the program, others exempting
nearly all.

The bill passed Tuesday would
specify which persons would be
exempt, principally those too old or

too young to work.
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Paul McClosky

Lectures Tonight
By STEVE TRIPOLI

Tonight at 8 p.m. Congressman Paul N. McCloskey will appear at

Johnson Chapel, Amherst College to talk on liberal republicanism and his

reasons for campaigning against Richard Nixon for the Republican

presidential nomination. The speech is sponsored by the Amherst College

Lecture Committee and is open to the public.

McCloskey was unknown in Washington until a special election in 1967,

noticed by people mostly because one of his opponents for the Republican

nomination was Shirley Temple, won him the congressional seat he now

holds. He still clearly faces an uphill battle to capture the New Hamp-

shire primary next March, but his campaign is moving along better than

would have been expected. Significant elements of the liberal Republican

leadership are backing him, including Robert Reno, the Concord lawyer

who is state chairman of the campaign. There is now a sixteen member
staff working out of his Concord headquarters, all but three of whom are

being paid $35 a week.

A rather interesting background follows the Congressman wherever he

goes, one which may make people wonder how he ever became a "dove."

As a young man he worked his way through Stanford University as a

garbage collector, hod carrier, laborer, and athletic coach. He also was a

college baseball player. He graduated from Stanford Law School and

played some semi-pro baseball for a while.

He was an enlisted man in the Navy from 1945^17, and a second

lieutenant and platoon leader during the Korean War, for which he was
'awarded the Navy Cross and the Silver Star for gallantry and heroism in

action, along with the Purple Heart. He is presently a colonel in the U.S.

Marine Corps Reserve.

He has also been active in conservation, as Co-Chairman of the first

nationwide 'Earth Day" in 1970 and as a recipient of the 1970

Congressional Award from the National Recreation, and Park

Association.

Congressman McCloskey and his wife Caroline have four children,

aged 20 to 13, who along with his wife McCloskey claims is enough to keep

any Presidential aspirant from going on an ego trip. "Much better to have

your family tell you you're a dummy once a day" he says, to which his

wife once answered, "No problem, dear."

Home Ec Dean Retires
Miss Helen G. Canoyer, who

retired as dean of the N.Y. State

College of Home Economics at

Cornell University in 1968, recently

retired from the position of dean of

the UMass School of Home
Economics.

In September 1968, the Cornell

University Dean Emeritus began a

three-year assignment at UMass.
While there, she served as
chairman of a committee to study

the future of the School of Home
Economics. The Study Committee
submitted its report to the Chan-
cellor in April, 1971.

At Cornell, Dean Canoyer
started the evaluation program for

the College of Home Economics,
and helped develop its in-

ternational program. One of her

long-range goals for the College

was realized in May 1968 when the

North Wing, a four-story,

multipurpose addition to Martha
Van Rensselaer Hall, was
dedicated.

Before becoming dean at Cornell
in 1953, Dr. Canoyer taught in

positions ranging from instructor

to full professor in marketing and
economics at the School of
Business Adminstration,
University of Minnesota. She
received the B.S., the M.A., and the
Ph.D. degrees from the University
of Minnesota.

She has written extensively
about marketing and economics
for both national and international

publications.

In 1962, Miss Canoyer was ap-

pointed by President John F.
Kennedy as chairman of his first

Consumer Advisory Council.

She was named the first woman
member of the Board of Directors

of the Grand Union Company
( 1966) and continues to serve on the

Board

^
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Dean Canoyer, who has traveled

throughout the world, was a

member of a team of six women
educators sent to Africa by the

government in 1961 to conduct
workshops on the problems of

educating African women and
children.

She received the National
"Citation of Appreciation" from
the American Home Economics
Association, in recognition of her
services to the federal government
and to other countries.

The University of Minnesota
presented her with an Outstanding
Achievement Award in 1956. On
her retirement from Cornell
University, the Alumni Association

of the New York State College of

Home Economics established the

Helen G. Canoyer undergraduate
scholarship in her honor.

Dr. Canoyer, who resides at 15

Hickory Lane, Amherst,
Massachusetts is now serving as a

consultant.

Learn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-60M)

J AMHERST

Wed. to Tues.
Eves: 8:00

An epic drama of
o*Jventure and exploration!

MGM , . s i »NLf V KUBRICK PRODUCTION

a space odyssey
BARGAIN NITES

Mon . Tues.
All Seats $1.00

Here we see the masterpiece of craftsmanship known as the

Screw. It will be presented to the most ambitious professor, in the

field of academia who is chosen by a series of Student Ballots. ( Photo

by Gar? Alpaugh.)

Peace Corps, Vista

Recruits This Week
By HIGH OWEN

Wednesday and Thursday of this

week Peace Corps and Vista

recruiters will be on the Concourse

Level of the Campus Center of-

fering information of these

programs. Anyone wishing to pick

up an application or to just talk

with the recruiters is welcome to

do so. Assistance will also be

available to people who already

have applications and are having

difficulty filling out the lengthy

forms.

The basic process in joining the

Peace Corps or Vista is to first fill

out an application. It is then sent to

Washington and applicants are

notified when their applications

have been received.

A training session of roughly two

weeks comes next. For Peace

Corps volunteers the training takes

place in the country the people will

be working. Vista volunteers are

trained in the poverty area they

will be working in. The main
outline of the training session

MDC Classifieds

Student Committee Proposes

Athletic Council Change
By MDC STAFF

A compromise plan for reorganizing the Athletic

Council has been proposed by the Student Affairs

Committee of the Faculty Senate. The compromise

seeks to reconcile the conflicts between the proposal

of the Faculty Senate Committee on Committees and

the proposal of the Student Senate.

The compromise maintains the Athletic Council as a

committee of the Faculty Senate. The Student Senate

plan would have made the council a committee of the

student government.
According to the Student Affairs Committee's plan,

the new Athletic Council would be composed of six

members of the professional staff (including the

Executive Vice President of the Alumni Association)

and five undergraduate students (including the

President of the Student Senate). The Director of

Athletics would serve as an ex officio member without

vote. A separate Alumni Committee would "recom-

mend and promote ways of obtaining greater alumni

support" for athletics. The proposal allows for

maximum student representation under an in-

terpretation of NCAA policy.

The committee's proposal further specifies that all

athletic accounts and budgets would be open to

scrutiny by representatives of the Student Senate, but

does not grant the Student Senate veto power over the

rate of the undergraduate athletic fee, a provision that

is in the Student Senate proposal.

The Student Affairs Committee is composed of eight

faculty, one administrator, and eight students. Its

recommendations will be presented to the Student

Senate tonight and to the Faculty Senate on Thursday.

consists of instruction in the

language of the area, the cultural

background of the people, and a

brushing up on basic skills.

Charles Everett, one of the

recruiters who will be here at

UMass, said "A good percentage of

UMass students in the past have
joined the Peace Corps and Vista

programs. We are lacking,

however, applicants in the fields of

agriculture, civil engineering,

architecture, and math and
science teachers. We hope people

in these areas will come down and

talk to us."

Peace Corps and Vista service is

now no longer an alternative to

military service. It is, however,

recognized by all draft boards as

an alternative service for Con-

scientious Objectors. Those
Conscientious Objectors who may
wish to join the Peace Corps or

Vista as an alternative service are

invited also to talk with the

recruiters.

We're Open!

The Campus Center Printing Shop

has been renovated (finally)

and is now operating.

Our hours.

Monday - Friday 8:45 - 5 p.m.

Saturday 9:00 - 4:30 (closed 12:00 - 12:30)

Council Bars Students
By MDC STAFF

Nine students tried and failed to

gain admittance to yesterday's

meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Athletic Council. The
session had been called to discuss

ways in which students who par-

ticipate in athletic programs could

also participate in formulating

athletic policy.

The students wanted to attend

the session to discuss their ideas

about student participation. Prof.

George Kichason, chairman of the

Athletic Council, told the students

that the council's policy on at-

tendance by outsiders had not been

formulated, but that meetings

were usually closed. He stated that

he did not think it "advisable" to

admit them. After some
discussion, Richason consented to

allow one representative of the

group to attend the meeting.

According to Senate President

Sandwen. who is the only student

member of the Council, the session

was devoted to discussion

establishment of a "Captain's
Council" to be composed of the

captains of the varsity in-

tercollegiate teams, and an "In-

tramural Council," to be composed
of representatives elected from the

intramural teams. Sandwen
reported that the Student Senate

would help the Athletic Council

organize the groups, but he added
that such councils were "an
inadequate gesture" toward
student participation. He asserted

that only reorganization of the

Athletic Council itself would
guarantee students the

representation they deserve.

Jerry Lewis

Twin Cinema
su-mt

Senior's Discuss

Grad Money
By SUSAN LOBAO

The 1972 Senior Committee met
last night at the Campus Center to

elect new officers and to discuss

proposed plans for graduation.

In an open ballot the following

members were elected to the 1973

Executive Board: Margie Davis,

Chairman, Walter Cronin, Vice-

Chairman, Bill Robinson,

Treasurer, and Marsha Reilly.

Secretary.

During a two hour forum the

Committee disputed the use of

$12,000 received from Senior dues.

Some members preferred the idea

of a traditional Senior Day beer

party while others proposed to help

support the erection of a school in

Ecuador.
The question of a class gift also

raised a problem--whether it

should be a scholarship fund for

higher education, or a donation to a

charitable organization.

The Committee voted for a

Senior class poll on Registration

Day to determine the overall view

concerning the Senior Day ac-

tivities, class gifts, and Com-
mencement procedures.

Bonnie and Clyde
6,10

Bullit 8

Music Lovers
5:45.9:50

Burn 7.50

Admission $1 with

College ID M-TH
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FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst

Next to the Post Office

Wooden Bowls

Boards
and

Chopping
Blocks

for

Christmas
Open til 10 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.

Denim Jeans

Corduroy Jeans

Double Knit

Dress Flares

Always the area's

largest selection,
j
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SLACKS JEANS

Open Every :
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Until X-mas :
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In The Nation And The World

Monetary Agreement

Reached In Azores
WASHINGTON (A!*) - President Nixon and French President

(ioorges Pompidou climaxed more than nine hours of talks Tuesday by

reaching broad agreement to devalue the dollar and, in general, revamp

the international monetary system. Nixon, returning to Washington after

two days of talks with Pompidou in the Azores, said he could not go into

details" of the agreement.

It was clear, however, that the two presidents had reached an accord

that would likely end a prolonged muddle in international money

markets-perhaps as early as this coming weekend when finance

ministers of the ten richest non-Communist nations meet in Washington.

Generally, the agreement was understood to envision a devaluation of

the dollar by up to eight percent, revaluation of the German mark and the

Japanese yen and an increase in the range through which exchange rates

of ma jor currencies could fluctuate in world money markets.

The announcement that the dollar may be devalued drew support from

congressional leaders, with Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott noting

that a modest devaluation "would hardly be noticeable internally."

In Brief...
Alaskan Natives (iet Land

WASHINGTON CAP) The House passed a bill today to give

Alaskan Natives $962.5 million and 40 million acres in settlement of

their century-old land claims.

The Senate was expected to complete congressional action

promptly on a compromise of bills passed earlier by both houses.

This would clear the bill for President Nixon's signature.

The compromise was worked out by a Senate-House conference

committee.
New Cambodian Fighting

SAIGON < AIM New fighting broke out on Cambodia's nor-

theastern front Tuesday. South Vietnamese troops reported cap-

luring the rubber plantation town of Chup in their cross-border

offensive into eastern Cambodia.

On the northeastern front. Cambodian soldiers clashed with

North Vietnamese troops near the town of Taing Kauk. 48 miles

from Phnom Penh.

The I 'ambodian command said government soldiers fought a 20-

miitute l uittle.

India (loses In On Dacca

Indian soldiers strengthened by two separate helicopter assaults

are closing in on Dacca and an Indian spokesman said the East

Pakistani capital will be under siege within two days. Inside the

city, the Pakistani military commander said his troops would

light it out to the last man."

In New York, the Soviet I'nion used its veto in the United Nations

Security Council for the third time in nine days Monday night to kill

a proposed IN appeal for a cease-fire.

I .N. Resumes Talks

I NliT.D NATIONS. N.Y. (AIM - The General Assembly called

Monday for resumption of Middle East peace talks through U.N.

mediator (Junnar Jarring and for an Israeli commitment to with-

draw from occupied Egyptian territory.

Ignoring a warning by Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban that it

was creating a war atmosphere, the assembly approved the

measure 7<1 to 7 with :*6 abstentions.

This is one of the Indian-made (inat fighters near Calcutta. Pilot's superior officer, at right, not

identified and neither are the airmen. Mrs. Ham is in white in background.

Nixon May Reconsider Trip
WASHINGTON (AP)

President Nixon may reassess his

plans for a historic journey to

Moscow next May, it is understood,

unless the Soviet Union begins to

exercise a restraining influence in

the India-Pakistan war.

The Nixon administration would

like to see the Soviets emerge as a

force for restraint within a very

few days.

There was reason to believe that,

in the absence of such a develop-

ment, reappraisals here might go

beyond Nixon's summit-visit plans

to embrace the entire American

Soviet relationship.

As of the moment, however,

there was no indication that

Moscow's role in South Asia had

reached the point where Nixon's

planned visit to Moscow in late

May had been affected.

However, the administration has

made clear its strong displeasure

at two Soviet vetoes of resolutions

passed by the United Nations

Security Council calling for an

India-Pakistan cease-fire and
withdrawal of troops from foreign

territories.

Early Tuesday morning, White

House press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler summoned reporters to a 1

a.m. briefing in the Azores, where
Nixon was conferring with French
President Georges Pompidou, to

veto.

The Soviet Union is a chief

military supplier of India, which

one State Department spokesman
has called the principal aggressor

in the outbreak of fighting. Com-
munist China, which Nixon plans to

visit next Feb. 21-28, gives much of

its military aid to Pakistan.

American officials, it is un-,

derstood, suspect the Soviet at-

titude toward the conflict may be

motivated by a desire to humiliate

mainland China-to demonstrate to

the world that China is unable to

prevent the military disaster that

has overtaken its Pakistani allies

Terror Gangs Strike In Belfast

Itl.l.l AST. Northern Ireland <AP> -Terror gangs

.truck at the homes of politicians and judges Tuesday

in a coordinated assault on public officials. Three

persons were hurt and three homes were wrecked by

bombs.
The British government made a stern new demand

to the Irish republic in the south to stop providing a

haven to gunmen of the outlawed Irish Republican

Army The British, in effect, rejected an Irish

proposal to bring the UN. Security Council into the

conflict.

The terrorist campaign against public officials was

launched Sunday with the slaying of Sen. John Bar-

nhill and the bombing of his home in Strabane, County

Tvrone near the border with the Irish republic.

He was the first legislator killed in more than two

years of violence and brought Northern Ireland's

death loll to 1%.

The home of Ulster's only woman senator, Edith

Taggart. was attacked Tuesday. She escaped injury

hut her husband, who tried to grapple with the raiders,

w as hit on the hip with the butt of a pistol.

The three guerrillas then fled without planting the

bomb they had with them.

The residences of three judges and a leading

Unionist party politician were also attacked in a half-

hour of violence in Belfast's exclusive Malone district.

One attack failed completely when the wife of one

judge answered a call at her door. She saw a terrorist

with a stocking mask and slammed the door in his

lace He fled.

JOYCE LADNER
"Black Women

and
Women's Liberation"

Wednesday, 8 p.m. SBA 120

in the Eastern, or Bengali, section

of Pakistan.

Buy One
\Get One Free

every

Wednesday
Night

BRUM'S
PIZZA

Corner of

Main & Triangle

256-6676

SPONSORED
By THE
PROGRAM D<rCOUNCIL

A Sale of untswl Graphic art wtll beheld Dec

ember 15 , 16, and 17 at -th« CapeCod lounge m The

Dniv. of AViss. Stu<Urtt Union. This exhibition of

prints, the worK of university undergraduate and

graduate prirlfmaKers and Selected local -talent

,

Will include original lithograph*, woodcuts , seri-

graphs and etchings. TV exhibition w'\[\ be open

to fre public frwn 9M\ to 5:30 Pf«l each dag and

kunia 8PM on Thursday the Ibth. fr< 'frfr ,

Indians Begin Dacca Bombardment
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Indian artillery began a bombardment of

Dacca Tuesday. A dispatch from the East

Pakistani capital said the battle for the city had

begun, fires had broken out from shelling and the

provincial governor and his Cabinet had sought

refuge with the Red Cross.

As fighting was reported seven miles from

Dacca, the Indian navy said it had struck a

devastating blow at Chittagong with an air and

sea pounding that touched off fires in that most

important port in East Pakistan.

Lt. (Jen. A.K. Niazi, Pakistan's commander in

East Pakistan, declared in Dacca he would fight

to the last man if necessary "for the sacred soil

of Pakistan." A doctor there said more wounded
were flowing into hospitals "than we can deal

with."

An Indian spokesman said 47 Americans

remained in Dacca.
Radio Pakistan was silent on the fighting

around Dacca, but reported Pakistani air raids

on the western front, 1,000 miles across India.

India said two Pakistani planes were shot down
on that front over Srinagar, capital of the Indian

State of Kashmir. A New Delhi spokesman
reported an Indian plane was shot down in a

dogfight over Srinagar.

Defense Minister Jagivan Ram told the Indian
Parliament "it is our hope" that East Pakistan
will be conquered soon, but gave for the first

time a breakdown of what the cost was in 10 days
of fighting.

The totals were 1,978 of the Indian forces

killed, 5,025 wounded, 1,662 missing and 41

warplanes lost. He did not have figures for

Pakistani losses escept for more than 4,000

troops captured and 83 planes shot down.
Indian troops were marching on Dacca from

the northwest, east, northeast, and backed by
tanks, against a thinned Pakistani army,
bleeding from casualties and with whole units

cut off. Indian intelligence sources said 15,000 to

20,000 Pakistani troops may be in Dacca, their

numbers swelled by stragglers. About 80,000

Pakistani troops are believed to be in the

province.

An India spokesman in New Delhi said Indian

advance units were six miles from Dacca.
Meanwhile, Pakistani political leader con-

ceded Tuesday that West Pakistan had lost

control of the tide of battle in East Pakistan as

the guns of India's advancing forces set fire to

Dacca. Radio Pakistan said Indian bombs struck

the house of the provincial governor, who
resigned and sought Red Cross asylum.

In Karachi, heads of the seven political parties

that constitute Prime Minister Nurul Amin's
United Coalition, said: "The situation at present
is that there is no liaison between West and East
Pakistan."

They appealed to President Nixon and Com-
munist China's premier, Chou En-lai, "to
urgently arrange for practical help to Pakistan"
in its war with India.

With fighting reported seven miles from
Dacca, the Indian navy said it had given Chit-

tagong a devastating air and sea pounding and
set ablaze parts of the city, East Pakistan's most
important port.

In New York, Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury-
head of an unofficial delegation of the Bangla
Desh rebels-called the resignation of govern
ment officials in Dacca "a great moment of the
birth of a new nation." He added: "Dacca has
been liberated."

The U.N. Security Council, stymied three

times by Soviet vetoes of cease-fire proposals,

continued its efforts to act. Britain and Prance
took the initiative in compromise negotiations.

</>

</>

Sargent Orders

Premium Reduction
*:«***» it*. •

BOSTON (AP-The Sargent
administration Tuesday an
nounced it has ordered the in-

surance industry to reduce 1971

premium rates for compulsory
bodily injury coverage 55.2 per

cent from the 1971 level.

Gov. Francis W. Sargent and
Insurance Commissioner John G.

Ryan said compulsory rates will be
cut 27.6 per cent next year.

Additionally, they said, the in-

surance industry has been ordered

to provide a 27.6 per cent credit

against next year's rates because

of excessive profits earned during

1971.

The total of the rate deduction

and the credit means motorists can

expect to pay 55.2 per cent less next

year than they did this year for

bodily injury insurance, the only

type of coverage included in the

limited no-fault auto insurance law

which went into effect last Jan. 1.

Sargent said, however, that "the

insurance companies question our

authority to provide... credits.

"Candidly, we can't be sure the

extra premium credits we're

Senate

Reforms
Campaigning
WASHINGTON (AP)-A com-

promise bill to reform campaign
spending practices was passed by

the Senate today amid indications

the House would delay final

congressional action until next

year.

Passage came on voice vote.

The Senate's decision came less

than a day after congressional

conferees settled on a final version

of legislation designed to control

the cost of seeking federal elective

office.

trying to deliver will survive a

court test."

The Insurance Division reduced
bodily injury rates for 1971 15 per

cent when the no-fault law was
implemented.
Despite the reduction, it was

charged that the industry has
realized windfall profits because of

the success of no-fault.

The law provides claims under
$2,00 be settled out of court and
paid by the motorist's own insurer

regardless of blame in the ac-

cident. Claims for pain and suf-

fering are barred under the law
unless actual medical expenses
exceed $500.

The legislature this year gave
Ryan the authority to investigate

credits to motorists because of

excessive profits earned by the

industry in 1971.

It was disclosed at recent
hearings held by Ryan that the

average cost per claim decreased
60 per cent during the first nine

months of 1971 compared to the

first nine months of 1970.

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS
get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY
id downtown Spfld. parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.
Opp. Century Shopping Plaza! Free parking for over 100 cars!

WESTFIELD —
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp. N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW ,

1847 MEMORIAL DR.,
On North-South Hwy.

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST. Next to Holyoke Nafl. Bank

ATTENTION

All RSO Groups & Activities

All groups currently operating under constitutions granted by the Student Government

Association (Student Senate) are required to fill out the form below. Those groups

which should fill out the form include all RSO's, Activities, recent Executive Orders,

and those groups who wish to apply for such status. These forms are to be returned no

later than TUESDAY, DEC EMBER 21, 1971, to the address below.

RETURNTO

Wm. Spinn

Govt. Affairs

Comm.

Student
Senate

RSO 801

Campus
Center

RSO Registration Form

Name of Group RSO

REPRESENTATIVE

Rep's Add. Ph.*

(check appropriate item)

C onstituted

New Group

. Exec. Order

Area Govt._ Dorm

FAILURETOFILETHIS FORM WILL RESULT IN LOSS OF RSO STATUS
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The lovely Peter Pan spreads his youthfulness and joy throughout

the Christmas Season, by adamantly proclaiming its "hip" to be

young. (Photo bv Ciarv Alpaugh)

ROTC Expands

Scholarships
More money and additional

scholarships are now available to

students who get their college

education under the Army ROTC
program.

Opportunities for more students

to win valuable Army ROTC
scholarships opened up on Nov. 24

when President Nixon signed into

law two bills -one to increase

scholarships; the other to double

the monthly subsistence allowance.

The scholarship law -Public Law
92-166-increased the ceiling on

Army ROTC scholarships from

5.500 to 6,500. There are now 5,500

students attending college on
Army ROTC scholarships.

The subsistence law -Public Law
92-171 -doubles ROTC subsistence

allowance from $50 to $100 per

month for 10 months of each

academic year.

All ROTC Advanced Course and
scholarship students currently

receiving a subsistence allowance

will have their allowance in-

creased to $100 retroactive to Nov.

14. the day the government lifted

its temporary freeze on wages and
prices.

The new law also permits for the

first time up to 20 percent of the

scholarships to be granted to

students in the two-year ROTC
program. These are junior college

graduates and students of four-

year colleges who have not taken

Army ROTC during their first two
years.

Each scholarship pays for

tuition, textbooks and lab fees for

each academic year during the

length of the scholarship. ROTC
cadets receive one-half the basic

pay of a second lieutenant when
they attend a six-week advanced
camp in the summer between their

junior and senior years.

Steps to award some 780 ad-

ditional scholarships this current

academic year have been taken by
the ROTC Directorate, U.S.

Continental Army Command.
These scholarships will take effect

with the beginning of the next

registration period.

This fall 1,067 high school

graduates began their college
studies on four-year Army ROTC
scholarships. About 180 qualified

alternates will be offered 3 1/2-

year scholarships as result of the

new law.

Another 600 new scholarships

will be distributed among one. two,

and three-year scholarship can-

didates, students already enrolled

in the ROTC.
The Army is now receiving

applications for four-year ROTC
scholarships to be awarded next

spring.

More than 2,000 ROTC
scholarships will be offered in

school year 1972-73. Nearly 1,100 of

these will be four-year scholar-

ships to high school seniors en-

tering college for the first time.

Financial aid applications for the Summer of 1972 and the 1972-73

academic year will be available in the Financial Aid Office, Room
232, Whitmore, beginning Friday, December 17. Whether or not aid

has been received previously, a new application must be filed each

year for all Scholarships, Loans, Grants and Work Study. The
deadline for filing is MARCH 1, 1972.
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Student Court Punishes

Those Who Do No, No's

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1971 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Last year the General Court
heard such cases as to whether it

was constitutional for Glenn Elters

to be Student Senate president

since there was a controversy

regarding his status as an un-

dergraduate. Another case con-

cerned the constitutionality of

funding MOBE. One of the better

known cases last year involved

student&vho were caught running a

bar on Orchard Hill, in Grayson
Dormitory. The case of the

students, who were known as the

"Grayson 7," was referred to the

General Court of the Student

Judiciary, rather than Nor-

thampton District Court.

This year the vast majority of

cases have involved disciplinary

action and violation of the Code of

Student Conduct, rather than
fundamental, constitutional issues.

A great number of the cases that

the Student Judiciary hears in-

volve thefts from the Campus

Center Bookstore. Presently, 8% of

the volume flow from the bookstore

is stolen. This theft, which involves

a huge amount of money when one

considers the size of the bookstore

and student body, has caused an
increase of over six dollars per

studert in the Campus Center tax.

Although theft from the bookstore

is an offence for which a student

could be arraigned in Northampton
District Court, the Student
Judiciary has been hearing these

cases so that convicted students

will not have a permanent police

record. Jerry Moriarty, Chief

Justice of the General Court, said

in an MDC interview that "an
attempt to keep University
problems on campus" is being

made, and this could necessitate

more severe penalties for theft

from the University Store.

Another proposal by Effman
was that the Administration should

establish a loan bank so that

students could take out small,

interest-free loans if they had to

have money, but could not get it for

a number of days. He said that in

many of the cases he has heard
involving shoplifting from the
University Store, students have
said they stole something because
they needed it, but did not have the

money available to buy it. The
establishment of this loan service

would eliminate the need of monev
as a rationale to steal something.

Although the Student Judiciary
has not always been as visible as
the Student Senate, it has played
an important role in student self-

government and the protection of

the university community and the

individuals who make up this

community.

Amherst Film Shown
AMHERST, Mass. - 'The Hour

of the Furnaces" by Octavio

Getino and Fernando Solanas, a

three-part film, will be shown as"

the conclusion of the "Films for

Intellectuals" series at Amherst
College on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday (Dec. 15, 16, and 17).

Sponsored by the Amherst
College Lecture Committee, the

films will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in

the Converse Assembly Room,
Converse Hall, on the Amherst
campus. All films are open to the

public without charge.

Wednesday's section,
"Neocolonialism and Violence,"

using Argentina as an example,
tries to bring home the point that

life and death "are ruled by the

violence of daily existence." "Act
of Liberation," to be shown on
Thursday, is concerned with the

act of liberation and uses Franz
Fanon's thesis that "every spec-

tator is a coward or a traitor."

"Violence and Liberation" is the

final part of "The Hour of the

Furnaces" and will be shown on
Friday, December 17. Using in-

terviews and letters, the film gives

a first-hand account of the

Argentine struggle for national

liberation.

At the conclusion of "Violence
and Liberation," a short, 26-minute
film, "Black Panthers: A Report,"
will be shown. Directed by Agnes
Varda, the film uses interviews

with Bobby Seale, Kathleen
Cleaver, and Bill Brandt to reach
its objective of letting the Black
Panthers speak for themselves.

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst

Next to the Post Office

Give a
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Open till 10p.m.
AAon. - Sat.

You May Be Eligible

After 2 years of under graduate training to enter

a Chiropractic College as a candidate for a

Doctor of Chiropractic or Chiropractic Assistant

If you desire more information write:

International Chiropractic Assoc.

Box 43C
VALATIE.NEW YORK 12184
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Ski Europe $325
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Faculty Takes

Tenure Stand
"Faculty status and related matters are primarily a faculty respon-

sibility. This area includes appointments, reappointments, decision not to

reappoint, the granting of tenure, and promotion."
This statement was adopted by the Faculty-Senate in May of 1969. It is

part of the 1969 American Association of University Professors, AAUP,
•Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities." The Secretary
from the Faculty-Senate presented the statement to the Board of

Trustees in September and it was taken under advisement.
Prof. Joseph D. Burroughs, the present Faculty-Senate Delegate to the

Board of Trustees, and chairman of the University Tenure and Grievance
Committee, presented some "unresolved issues confronting the com-
mittee," in his annual report to the Senate. Mr. Burroughs said, "The
committee's work has been greatly complicated by the Board of Trustees

Policy Statement which recommends the head of the department shall

retain full authority to recommend or not members of the department for

promotion, merit raises, or tenure."

Prof. Burroughs added, "This is in conflict with faculty sentiment and
the adopted AAUP statement which states "The governing board and
President should, on questions of faculty status, as in other matters

where the faculty has primary responsibility, concur with faculty

judgement except in rare instances and for compelling reasons that

should be stated in detail."

Prof. Burroughs added that the Tenure and Grievance Committee is in

the untenable position of being expected to follow conflicting mandates
from its two masters, a Board which has ruled one thing, and a Senate

that has willed the opposite.

Burroughs says in October 1970 Chancellor Tippo, said he and the

Board of Trustees objected to the language as "primary responsibility,"

"rare instances," and for "compelling reasons." Finally he maintained

the conflicting mandates were brought into the open in January of 1971,

when the case of a "Prof. X" arose. "Prof. X", Burroughs declared,

"was supported by her colleagues at every possible level, yet the Ad-

ministration (dean, provost, and president) continually vetoed their

recommendation. The Administration gave no reason for their action

to the Tenure and Grievance Committee or any Senate member."
Borroughs, claims President Wood offered this explanation in a letter by

saying, "As a state institution, the University of Massachusetts is

governed by the laws of the Commonwealth, under which the Board of

Trustees is and must remain the final authority on all matters relating to

reappointment of members of the faculty."

Burroughs says that the AAUP is following the case of Prof. X through

the courts and might publish its response after it is legally resolved. "The

case represents a further rift in communication and mutual confidence,"

Burroughs added. "Unfortunately," he continued, "We are feeling

growing pains in the light of President Wood's visualization of a central

systems office, and Amherst's fight for autonomy.

Army
Vacancies

Available
Colonel Howard W. Dye. Jr.,

Commander of the 905th Military

Airlift Group. Air Force Reserve,

Westover Air Force Base,
Chicopee. Massachusetts, an-

nounced today that there are
several openings for non-prior

service youth who are between the

ages 17 and 26.

Applicants must be willing to

remain on active duty for a period

of four months or more.

After release from active duty,

the reservists participate one week
end a month plus a 15 days annual

summer encampment.
Vacancies presently exist in the

following career fields. Medical;

aircraft maintenance; air freight;

air passenger; and civil engineer

related fields.

Applicants may apply by visiting

the 905th Military Airlift Group.

Recruiting Office, Building 5632,

Celia Street, Westover AFB.MA
01022.

.
[AMH5ST]
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The Art Of
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PERSUASION

Late Show
Fri., Dec. 15
at 11:30

No one under 21 ad-

mitted.

This is just a depressing example of the sickening conditions in Arkansas which many people live in.

RK8PECT is an organization which is trying to help improve this environment, by raising funds for the

cause.

RESPECT Aids Poor
"Hunger in Eastern Arkansas"

will be the subject of a discussion

and slide presentation tomorrow at

8 p.m. in Room 804 of the UMass
Campus Center.

Leaders of the discussion will be
Eugene Richards. Charles Imhof,

and Dorie Lynch of RESPECT,
INC., a private, social service

agency in West Memphis.
Arkansas.

RESPECT. INC.. was founded in

May, 1970, by Richards, Imhof. and
other former VISTA's who had
worked primarilv in the Arkansas
Delta. RESPECT was incorporated
in July. 1970, its two goals being the

organization of a bi-weekly
newspaper. .Many Voices, written

for and by the blacks and poor in

eastern Arkansas; and the

establishment of a Community
Information Center in West
Memphis.

RESPECT also serves as a

welfare referral service for many
of the thousands of poor people in

the Arkansas Delta. Nearly 60

percent of the families in the

region earn less than $3,000 per

year; 25 percent earn less than

$1,000 per year. Yet, according to

RESPECT, welfare reaches only

14 percent of the poor population.

The anti-poverty workers also

claim that in the Delta region, 80

percent of the housing is sub-

standard, educational facilities are

woefully inferior, and a crisis

exists in medical health care.

The presentation, sponsored by

the UMass Committee on Nutrition

and Human Needs, is open to the

public free of charge The program

will highlight the Committee's

annual Christmas Fund-Raising

Drive, all proceeds of which will be

donated this year to RESPECT.
INC. Last year the Committee

raised more than $500 for

malnourished blacks and Indians

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Qaicksilv&r

Food and Music

Grinders
Roast Beef

Italian Sausage

Tuna Salad

German Salami

& Cheese

Line No. 3: only

Open 11:30 — 1:30

Weekdays
59C

in Dorchester County, South
Carolina.

Further information may be
obtained from Ann Nichols,
Committee chairwoman, at 549-

1224.

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst
Next to the PoqJ Office

Indian
Beaded
Dresses
$11.95
Open til 10p.m.

AAon. - Sat.

COLLEGE
DRUG STORE

"On the Green"

For Her:
Shalimor
L'Air Du Temps
Fidji

Nuit de Noel
Maja
Love
Chanel
Arpege

For Him:
Monsier Lanvin
Brut
Pub
Canoe
Black Watch
Chanel
Wind Drift

Timberline
Braggi

Game Plan

Intimate

Windsong
Cachet
Femme
Madame Rochas
4711
Moondrop
Aquamarine

Success
Grand Marque
Royall

Bay Rum
Ly Me
English Leather
British Sterling

Balafre

Old Spice
Panetene

all at

COLLEGE DRUG

i N4wc r,*^i\Aj irnj
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4Now, Are There Any Democracies We Haven't

Offended Or Any Dictatorships We Haven't

Cozied Up To?"

«><971 -f-+e-l«rSA-o

PointBlank

Women Against Wall Street

By MARTHATREGOR
Women employee! are undependable. They're just

not serious about a career. Consequently they should

not be regarded as equals by their male colleagues.

The prevalence of this sexist rot is currently being

investigated by the Human Rights Commission in

New York City. The Investigations Division of the

Commission is pursuing a complaint of sex

discrimination in employment filed by thirteen

women against ten prestigious "Wall Street law

firms. „ ,

At the basis of the complaint is an alleged pattern ot

discrimination in recruitment, hiring, and promotion

that accounts for a dismaying statistic: the placement

office at Columbia has calculated that of the 3,926

lawyers in New York City's fifty largest firms, only

161 are women.
.

The problem first surfaces at a job interview. One ot

the thirteen women complaining to the Human Rights

Commission alleges that at an interview with the

illustrious Wall Street firm of Shearman & Sterling,

the male interviewer, after reviewing her resume,

leaned over the desk, looked downward, and an-

nounced. 'Miss Jordan, your problem is that you are

wearing a skirt."

Then the interviewer allegedly asked Miss Jordan

what she was going to do with her babies after she was

married. When her responses were lightly dismissed,

she asked whether the firm had a "pipeline" for male

law students facing military service-i.e., men may be

hired now for employment starting after military

service is completed.

According to Miss Jordan, the interviewer an-

swered affirmatively, but he had no response when

she pressed the point and inquired why there was no

similar leeway for women who have a child and,

shortly thereafter, return to the practice of law.

The course of an interview may also reveal the

prospect of discriminatory working conditions after a

woman is hired. According to one of the complaints

tiled with the Human Rights Commission, a female

applicant was told by an interviewer that some of his

law partners believed women are intellectually in-

lerior: "The way women reason is disasterous when

they step into a law library."

The interviewer allegedly offered a hypothetical:

•If a woman sees a river that is polluted and discovers

that a particular factory is doing the polluting, she will

recommend getting rid of the factory. A man in that

situation can see further, and would look to see if the

factory were necessary for the general economic good

and keep it there if it were."

Such irrational generalizations tend to relegate

women who are hired to a limited corner of the law

firm's practice: trusts and estates. When asked why

most women attorneys were assigned to trusts and

estates, one Wall Street partner allegedly replied:

"l'here is no doubt that women are specially suited for

Trusts & Estates work because they must deal with

widows and orphans."

And a Park Avenue lawyer allegedly explained: "I

don't know exactly why, but for some reason women

are really good at Trusts & Estates; they really love

the detail work and they're very competent at it. Most

men don't like this kind of work...."

Keeping women out of "tough" "thinking" areas -

e.g., courtroom litigation, corporate work-avoids

having women travel on assignment with male

colleagues who litigate and service corporate clients.

In a memorandum filed with the complaint to the

Human Rights Commission, attorneys Carol Bellamy

and Harriet Rabb charge: "Women interviewees are

often told that, if hired, they would not be assigned to

cases or areas of work requiring travel because the

firm believes it ill-befits a wife or mother to be away

from home and/or because the firm wants to avoid

even the possibility of jealousy among its partners'

wives whose husbands would be on out-of-town

business in the company of female colleagues. Such

reasoning is as humiliating to female attorneys and

their colleagues' wives as it is insulting to male at-

torneys. It assumes pettiness and philandering and a

view of women fundamentally as sex objects."

Frustrated by such inhibitions, women lawyers

often quit out of boredom and anger after having been

insulated from client contact, challenging intellectual

work, travel, and the opportunity to prove one's merit.

As a sad result, the myth of female unreliability ap-

pears to generate its own self-fulfilling prophesy. The

Human Rights Commission may act to break this

vicious cycle so that no male interviewer will say to a

woman lawyer again: "Our time is getting short. This

has been so much fun."

Copyright 1971 by Martha Tregor

Maltha Trrger is a freelance writer who specializes

in the women's liberation movement.

Even Ma And Pa Kettle Get High

Vacation Bonanza II

ByWALTER E.CRONIN
EDITORIALSTAFF

Some Persons owe their Prosperity to the Violation of their Trust; and

to the Concealment of such Violation from the Public Eye. The in-

terrupting those in their iniquitous Obscurity, by dragging them into open

Day- light, is much-what as agreeable as letting in the Light of the Sun

noon a Nest of Owls, to whom it is painful and offensive.
v The Independent Reflector p. 55

William Livingston

Excuse me. Senators, but why did you go?

Was it because you thought we wouldn't know?

( )r was it because you'd think us too busy.

Playing games, having fun throwing that frisby.

We realized last summer the extent of recession.

Many of us students possessed with obsession

To find the means to return to our abode

To realize that you'd begun spending our load.

For as we worked, slaved, and sweated away

Seven of you took more than $1400. to N.S. A.

( olorado. Colorado, onward you went

( )ur money you took was easily spent

Two of you returned by jet to Boston

You had to get there to save exhaustion

The Board of Trustees was sitting down

Appeared Lee and Rick to show their frowns.

The story is out as most of us know

The question now is: "Where does the rest go9 '

Students stand, question, and demand-

Show that Oligarchy we give a damn!
*****

Is the Senate living off the work of our hands?

We. the staff of Room To Move, would like to ex-

press our support of the Student Senate bill calling for

the compilation and dispersal of the identities of all

undercover agents operating at LIMass The bill, as we
see it. is a strong expression against the "legitimate"

use of "spies" in an educational institution in order to

politically appease local townspeople concerned about

the growing use of drugs in their communities. Room
To Move agrees with the substance and especially the

political intent of the Student Senate action.

District Attorney Callahan has a multi-pronged

solution to the drug traffic problem; one of these in-

volves the use of state policemen and students as

undercover agents which we feel is an inept,

misdirected and harmful approach. Furthermore, it is

politically and educationally dishonest to foist the idea

on the naive and gullible voters that several big busts

a year at CMass is making a drastic impact on the

flow of drugs into Hampshire County. The District

Attorney should spend his "undercover money" to

supplement the existing programs in drug education

that he is currently supporting that they may help the

local populace to have a better understanding and

knowledge of drugs, their use and abuse in our society,

and their relation to their own children. This would

seem to be a much more worthwhile and effective way
of dealing with the drug problem in small com-

munities

Contrary to what Mr Callahan says, this bill will not

actually endanger the police. Its main effect is to

positively state the abhorrence by almost all of the

students at the University of the use of undercover

agents. In addition, we do take issue with Mr.

( allahan's statement that the use of such agents is an

effective means of controlling drug sales. The side

effects are much more detrimental to the campus

population as a whole when compared with the

meager effect the past year's drug busts have had on

the availability of really dangerous "hard" drugs

i guch as alcohol, barbiturates, diet pills and heroin).

It is simplv unrealistic to conceive of the drug

problem in this community being solved by busting

people, unless the District Attorny is willing to in-

carcerate two thirds of the population, including many
prominent doctors, lawyers, mothers, professors,

young executives and secretaries.

Undercover agents are not a "legitimate means" to

controlling the drug problem. Police tactics of this

sort form the basis of a Fascist society. Such a method

of maintaining public order, whose by products are

pervasive fear and deprivation of privacy (of every

member of the community) is morally and logically

harmful to the community. The total state of paranoia

which runs dangerously high after any drug bust

(even near campus) is, by its very nature, totally

destructive to the sense and ideals of an educational

institution. This fear of detection and arrest for a

". rime" has now reached the point where it is con-

sidered normal and healthy to be suspicious and

distrustful of anyone you don't know very well. We
l>elieve this result, in itself, is enough to warrant the

cessation of undercover agent use on campus.

To a much larger extent, the entire issue of the

maijuana laws and their enforcement must be con-

sidered much more dangerous to society than their

non-enforcement The nature of the drug use crime is

(in most instances) a victimless one. By rigidly and

inflexibly enforcing the drug laws (something law

enforcement agencies seem to have difficulty ac-

complishing in other crimes), the youth of this country

are becoming outlaws at their own choice. When a

large minority (?) of society becomes outside of the

law in victimless crimes, the ultimate payoff is that

they become total criminals with no allegiance to any

of the laws, good or bad. The District Attorney should

consider this thought before zealously pursuing his

present direction in drug traffic control.

Room To Move strongly supports the Senate in this

action and urges students to do likewise. Fur-

thermore, we firmly suggest that District Attorney

Callahan consider the issues and points raised here,

and reconsider the withdrawal of all undercover

agents from campus. We believe their presence to be

much more harmful and dangerous to the health of

this community than any small impact they may have

on local drug traffic. We feel that all control should

come from within the community rather than being

imposed from uninvolved, misinformed external

form*. Kach one of us is responsible for taking care of

our brothers and sisters. IxH's do it well!

Boom To Move

Editorial Points

Letters To The Editor

Own

We laud the Zoology Depart-

ment for their efforts to pay the

Collegian So students, you can

stopboycottting all your Zoology

101 classes now.
****

CEQ offers the following

quotation from Henry Ford 2nd:

"Automobiles as long as I'm

going to be a working man are

certainly going to be the basic

means of transportation in this

country (Denmark) and other

parts of the world. ..Mass

transportation in certain areas

is certainly a necessity, but if

you think mass transportation is

going to replace the automobile I

think you're whistling Dixie or

taking pot."

Too bad dear old Henry didn't

make automobiles as badly as he

made cars. Or then again,

maybe he did.
****

Not that we don't like SES, but

it might be a good idea if some of

you out there tried going to class

once in a while, just to see who is

teaching the class. Like today,

for instance.
****

One of Deputy Secretary of

Defense Packwood's disap-

pointments upon his retirement

from government service the

other day was that so many

useless military bases remain

open because of political

pressures. Although much of the

blame for this must go to

Congressmen who feel they must

protect their districts, President

Nixon is also afraid that the

closing of these bases might

worsen the unemployment
problem. In this case, maybe
Nixon is using the military a la

Roosevelt in the 30's and maybe
the New Deal shoe fits Nixon.

But then again, that was the last

time you could buy American

shoes anyway.

Goes

To the Kditor:

This letter is in response to "Brogan's Dilemma".

iMIK' 12/14/71); a critique, by Larry Ladd, con-

cerning Dr. Brogan's address to the Faculty Senate.

Although the tone of the article was primarily

complimentary, it did create some misconceived

images. Mr. Ladd's comments were, no doubt, meant

to be witty -but the wit seemed to exist merely for its

own sake. We particularly note the several references

to an "ivory tower".

It is fashionable, these days, to go about saying that

professors exist in ivory towers-and in many cases

this may . unfortunately, be true -but we mustn't let

ourselves become blind to those who are here on the

ground with the rest of us mortals.

In answer to your "surprsing revelation", Mr.

Uidd, concerning the possibility that Dr. Brogan

'may no longer believe in the ivory tower", it is our

opinion that he never did. Having had him as a

professor, we saw in Dr. Brogan a man who not only

listened to his students, but encouraged them in their

self-expression.

It Would Be Nice

To the Kditor:

This last Saturday night there was an event that

took place in Boyden C.ym that attracted over 800

people I believe, and to my knowledge has had no

recognition in the Dailv Collegian yet this week. I am
referring to the Men's Gymnastics meet with

Southern Connecticut in which the Redmen won by a

score of 152 to 144, a sizeable win! It would seem to me

that our own school newspaper would recognize a

sport of this caliber, and a team of this caliber over

such things as Associated Press and United Press

International reports of events in OTHER schools and

the professional sports. Or even recognize it over

athleticCLUBS on campus, or other Freshman sports^

Last year our team had some men place in National

meets, and as a team, they are a threat to any team

they come up against. Has anyone thought about how

long they practice for a season? How about from

September to May ! Would you believe the next meet is

going to l>e held in the CAGE against Penn State.

.

Wouldn't it be nice if our newspaper, next April

reserved a little one inch square on the last page that

reads "Oh. by the way, the Men's Gymnastics team

won the NCAA meet last week"!!
Duncon N.Campbell

And, in regard to Howard O. Brogan's becoming "a

radical in a three piece suit" ; it's cute rhetoric, but we
doubt his desire to do so.

Ken Aubert

Chris Everett

Nothing Radical

To the Kditor:

You are premature in announcing my
radicalization. I need only point out, in correcting this

mistaken impression, that organization of the faculty

as a bargaining agent is specifically authorized by the

laws of this Commorvealth. It is also a policy ap-

proved by the sta ; J N 'ional Education Association

and even by the downright conservative American

Association of University Professors.

My conception of academic government is that

administration, faculty, and students all have

legitimate differences of opinion as well as interests in

common. Therefore, each of these groups needs its

own organ of government in which it can pursue its

own interests, and that there should be a method of co-

ordinating efforts on those interests we have in

common.
I strongly support the right of the students to govern

themselves. I am prepared to insist that the faculty

play its proper role. There is nothing radical about

either proposition.
Howard O. Brogan

Bloody Good
To the Kditor:

.

I take great pleasure in thanking the University of

Massachusetts for the recent gift of 1 ,080 units of blood

for anyone in need.

This" fine showing of positive action reflects the

combined voluntary efforts of your community to help

solve the nation's blood shortage. Your voluntary

blood donations will reduce the paid donor risk of

hepatitis and help eliminate the ill practice of bar-

tering the human body to the highest bidder.

Your success will convince people that only they can

help by giving of themselves.

'Thank vou for caring.
Harold C.Durgin

Chairman

(Kd. noteWe thought the following editorial went along nicely with the

greetings we received from Vietnam.)

Put two or three current news items together, and some vital questions

to which President Nixon alone has the answers ask themselves.

News Item American casualties in the Vietnam war last week were

reported as the second lowest since the U.S. Command started keeping

weekly totals nearly seven years ago. Four GIs were killed in action, 11

died from other causes, 14 were wounded.

The officially listed deaths do not include 34 who died in a helicopter

crash Nov 28. These were not included the previous week because, it was

explained at the Pentagon, their bodies have not been recovered^ The

reason for not listing them this week, though the bodies have been

recovered is not known. Certainly they are very dead indeed. Just as

certainly, had they been listed, the total casualties would not have been

•the second lowest since, etc."

Civilian casualties were not officially listed either, and never are. It

was reported that more than 1100 Vietnamese soldiers. North and South,

were killed. Unofficial reports, not including deaths in Cambodia on

which American bombs pour down without letup, list 5000 South Viet-

namese casualties per month. The air war in Laos and Cambodia has

added 250.000 refugees to the tragic roll of about $8 million. Vietnam

lorests and fields are being destroyed at the unofficially reported rate of

1000 acres a day in the U.S. bulldozing program.

Total American deaths now near 56,000, of whom nearly 46,000 were

killed in action. About half of the American deaths have occurred since

the presidential campaign of 1968 in which Mr. Nixon declared he had a

plan for ending the war. About 600 have died since the Hanoi-Viet Cong

offer of a cease-fire last July I. .. . tmm
News Item "Fifty U.S. Army doctors in Vietnam urgently appeal for

an immediate and total withdrawal from Vietnam. In a letter to the U.S.

Senate they state that they "see little good coming from our endeavors to

our servicemen, to our allies, or to the Vietnamese, who strongly feel the

lighting and the dving they know so well will end when the American

forces leave this country and that our presence tends only to prolong their

suffering."
, .. ,. .<

They report that most of the U.S. casualties they treat result from self-

inflicted wounds, lighting between GIs, accidents, jungle diseases and

drugs They further assert that some Americans (unnamed) are profiting

Irom the war and such profits are a factor in prolonging the U.S.

engagement.
The questions which ask themselves, in all of these circumstances, are

as to whv President Nixon persists in sticking to his own agonizingly slow

schedule of withdrawal.' Why does he still refuse to recognize the validity

of the law incorporated in the arms procurement bill which he has

signed requiring him to set a date (a date of his own choosing) for our

withdrawal'' Why did he fight the Mansfield proposal which, if his

congressional aides had not lobbied it to death, would have given him

until next June to wind up the whole misadventure?

The anticipated pre-election announcement of withdrawal will not or at

least should not erase the memory of the President's current adamancy

and the nation's current agony.

( Reprinted from Boston Globe 12/13/71

)

It Won't Be Christmas

Everywhere
Weapons

The greetings shown below were

received yesterday in the Collegian

office from one of the thousands of

servicemen still serving in Viet-

nam. So much has happened in the

last few weeks that there is a

strong tendency for many of us to

fall into Nixon's trap and forget

that a war is still going on. We owe

it to all the guys still over there to

continue efforts to end the war as

soon as possible because between

the rice patties and Bob Hope.

Vietnam is a bad place to be for

Christmas.

WE'RE STILL HERE WHAT ARE YOU
CPT JACK E. DANEL Af/X/DOING AB0U r it?

All of the mouths

With all of their ears.

Attack one another

In the battle of fears.

Each of them speaks.

Each claims to have heard,

But they will all be lost

In the great battle of words.

Daniel llaslegrove
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He Blinded Himself In A Baltimore Jail
u-.j „» »ho ™™mnn m«nv nponle it also induced in capsules passed off

By DANIEL ST. M.BIN GREENE
FROM BALTIMORE

Between 6 and 7 p.m. on May 19,

four days after Innes got out of the

hospital. Patrolmen Frizell Bailey

and John Denholm were ordered to

check on a nude man acting

strangely on the back porch of an

apartment building on Bolton

Street. When the scout car pulled

up in the alley, a crowd of young

people was staring and giggling at

a muscular man with wild sandy

whiskers, but not a stitch on his

stocky body. The two uniformed

officers climbed the rusty metal

ladder to the landing, then coaxed

the man into the apartment. The

man was speaking nonsense, so the

officers wrapped a blanket around

him and called for the wagon.

Back Into Custody

Bailey rode with Charles Innes.

"He wouldn't let my hand go,"

recalls the 27-year-old black of-

ficer. "And he was talking the

whole time: I'm Charlie In-

nes. you're Frizell Bailey. ..you

are my friend...Charlie Innes likes

his friend.' He would say things

like that and repeat them back-

wards and forwards."

At police headquarters Bailey

got a call from his partner, who

had stayed behind to question the

tenant, a young woman named

Mindy who was Charlie's girl

friend; she told Officer Denholm

that he had taken an overdose of a

drug a few days ago. Denholm told

Bailey what she said.

Bailey decided to take his

prisoner, still swaddled in a

blanket, to nearby Mercy Hospital

for an examination. The hospital-

admission report lists "alleged

ingestion of PCT" (sic) under

"Complaint or Description of

Accident." A senior resident

physician examined Innes, but

apparently found nothing

phvsically wrong. But on the

physician's report, a copy of which

was given to Bailey,

"psychoneurosis" is written in the

column labeled "Impression."' and

"advise psychiatric evaluation" is

in the "Treatment" column.

'He Was Physically Normal'

Was the decision not to

hospitalize Innes that night

justified? This is one hospital of-

ficial's rationale: "Our respon-

sible was to see if he was

physically well or if there was an

acute psychiatric emergency The

examination indicated that he was

physically normal. And there was

no evidence in the examination

that he was intending to harm

himself I'm reasonably certain

that if he had been kept here the

same thing would have happened

Frizell Bailev. for one, didn't like

the idea of taking Charlie Innes

back to jail in his condition. "It was

never my opinion that he should

have been put in that cell," Bailey

says. "1 think the doctors should

have requested that he stay in the

hospital under observation."

Yet there was nothing else for

Bailey to do. After they had locked

Charlie in Cell 2. Bailey went back

to say good-by. Bailey recalls: "I

said, "You take care of yourself;

I'm going to talk to the judge

tomorrow morning and see if he

can send you some place where you

can be helped.' And he was holding

my hand and saying, 'You're a

good man, Frizell, you're really a

good man.' He was standing there

holding on.

About three hours later Charles

Innes quietly blinded himself.

His impressions of that night are

blurred, dismal: "There was a

drunk on one side of me and a

drunk on the other...The floor was

slimy for a foot away from the

john"...The cell was the filthiest

place I had ever been in...There

was no pain... I went through a

rare spiritual experience."

He contends that his continuous

pleas for water were ignored, Ed
Stefankiewicz says Innes never

asked for water.

The National observer, after

hearing his story, asked several

authorities on psychedelic drugs to

comment on the way Charlie was

handled that week. None of their

responses was positive.

Dr. David Smith, whose Haight-

Ashbury clinic has treated coun-

tless drug-overdose cases in recent

years, suggests that Charlie was

the victim of a series of bad

decisions: "There's a complex

interreaction among the chemical,

the psychological state of the in-

dividual, physical factors, and

environment. The worst time to

take a drug like that is under

duress, as he was when they raided

his home. In general, when the

person is in a delirious state, the

act of pumping the stomach makes

the situation worse. That was an

extremely dangerous time for that

kid, and he should have been in a

hospital intensive-care unit,

watched at all times. Jailing can be

a major contributory factor in a

drug-induced psychotic reaction."

Compounding Treatment's
Problems
According to a new paper

prepared for the Student

Association for the Study of

Hallucinogens, a private research

company in Beloit. Wis., treatment

for adverse reactions to

psychedelic drugs should include

these essentials: "A warm and

nonthreatening environment, one-

to-one contact with an empathetic

individual who would be capable of

determining the deterioration of

the individual's physical state;

protection from self-harm; and the

availability of hospital facilities."

The problem of treating a

spaced-out kid is compounded

when nobody knows what he got

loaded on.

Officer Dugent still believes that

Charlie Innes gobbled an overdose

of LSD -laced pot Charlie insists

that it was parsley sprinkled with

PCPA. that's what the dealer told

him it was. But there is strong

circumstantial evidence that both

are mistaken What ripped Charles

Innes was almost certainly "angel

dust" -PCP
There is widespread confusion

about PCP and PCPA in the drug

culture Despite what he knows

about chemistry. Charlie seems to

hold some of the common
misconceptions, including the one

that PCPA is a derivative of PCP.

PCP: It Spells 'Danger'

They are. in fact, totally dif-

ferent kinds of drugs. PCPA is a

synthetic chemical compound that

can reduce the level of serotonin in

the human brain. It has been used

experimentally to treat patients

with tumors and some mental

patients. But the most publicized

PCPA research was done by a

team of visiting Italian scientists in

Washington, DC, who noticed that

it increased sexual activity in rats

and other animals. This inspired

some underground chemists to

manufacture the stuff and peddle it

as an "aphrodisiac." But it never

found a market in the coun-

terculture.

PCP, on the other hand, is an

anesthetic that in small doses can

produce a moderate "high" but in

drug darts can immobilize a rhino.

The only pharmaceutical company
licensed to market the

drug—phencyclidine—restricts its

sales to veterinarians for ex-

periments with animals. The label

on each container reads: "Ser-

nylan (the trade name) is a potent

drug which produces disorien-

tation in many species. It must not

be used in animals other than

primates."
PCP's Bad Side Effects

Studies in the 1950s

some hope that phencyclidine

could become an effective

anesthetic for humans. It

depresses the central nervous

system so that a wide-awake

person does not feel pain. But in

many people it also induced

anxiety, depression, fear, ex-

citability, and, in higher dosages,

delusions, confusion and weird

behavior.

An extreme overdose of PCP
conceivably could provoke the side

effects that Innes experienced.

Smoked, the drug produces a

marijuanalike high; ingested in

in capsules passed off as "THC,"

which is thought to be the active

ingredient in marijuana. In 1969 it

reappeared as "Hog."

Last year PCP was sprinkled on

oregano and parsley and smoked

as "angel dust"—confounding

police, who kept confiscating stuff

that looked like pot but didn't pass

the lab tests for marijuana. Most of

larger does, it can trigger extended the "mescaline be.ng peddled this

delusions and paranoia much like year, according ^ students of the

an LSD trip

The most compelling evidence

that PCP caused Innes' tragedy is

in a 1959 paper written by a

research team at Wayne State

University that administered the

drug to 102 patients. To some

people who were given large doses,

the scientists reported, "objects

seemed to 'float away' and the

subjects had the sensation that the

body went numb and was
displaced...Many of our patients

drug culture, is PCP or LSD in

disguise. Furthermore, many
chemists combine PCP with

another substance without telling

anybody.
"These people have learned

marketing techniques from their

parents," San Francisco's Dr.

Smith points out sarcastically.

PCP, or "PCPA," hasn't been

available in Baltimore, Charlie has

been told, since he freaked out.

Kids elsewhere are still eating and

with strong religious backgrounds smoking it, though, whether they

reported 'God was talking them

away,' or that they were being

'carried up into the clouds.'

(Charlie's prattle in jail con-

tinuously mentioned God.) One

woman in the Wayne State study

stayed in a "prolonged state of

confusional psychosis" for four

days.

Drug Has Many Guises

Understandably, PCP has never

become very popular in the un-

produced derground-drug market. But its

illicit producers won't stop trying:

They simply turn it out in a variety

of forms and hawk it under dif-

ferent names. It first emerged in

California in 1967 as the "Peace

Pill." The next year it was peddled

realize it or not. Many dealers and

customers heard the macabre

story of the hippie who gouged out

his eyes, but counterculture

sources say that not many believe

it. The prevailing view is that the

story was just another drug-scare

hoax promulgated by the "narcs."

That's one reason to hope that

Charles Innes realizes one of his

ambitions: to become a drug

counselor. For anybody who looks

into those dead eyes sees that

Charlies has been where nobody

wants to go.

Reprinted
Observer.

from The National

INPORIUM
Pre-Christmas Red Tag Sale

Flannel and Corduroy Shirts — $1.00

Jeans
$2 '00

Furs * 10 " $80

Overalls $3A)0

Denim Jackets $30°

Sweaters $7.00

Wool Coats * 10 " $15

Corduroy Coats m $3.00

Denim Shirts *3 -00

Main St. Amherst
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Heidi Straube and Barbara Kohnert. flutes, and Dean Radin,

violin, will appear as soloists in a performance of Bach's Bran-

denburg Concerto No. I, Fuguing Tune No. 3, and Alan Hovhaness'

Psalm and Fugue for String Orchestra.

This concert will be presented in Bowker Auditorium at H:15 p.m.

and is open to the public without charge.

Fast To Be Held
By HUGH OWEN

Wednesday, December 15, a

Christmas fast will be held by

Wednesday's People. The purpose

of this fast is to remind people of

the plight of the East Pakistani

refugees.

Wednesday's People is a group of

UMass students, staff, and faculty

who wish to encourage student

concern and action over the

present conditions in Pakistan and
India. They urgently request
students to pray, fast, or give up
something and donate the money
saved to Wednesday's People.

Volunteers are also needed to sit

at the Pakistani-Indian Refugee
Table (Wednesday's People). This

table is set up each Wednesday in

the Concourse level of the Campus
Center from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Anyone who may want to sit for an
hour or so can call Mrs. Nancy
Gardner at 545-0929. She is in

charge of scheduling hours.

All money collected will be sent

to Project Relief, INC, Providence,

R.I. Aid to the refugees will be sent

in the form of feed, clothing, and
medicine.

Also at the Wednesday's
People's table is a collection of

pictures taken by Vera Etzion.

Miss Etzion took these pictures

while visiting the refugee camps in

India this summer.

uimua
TONIGHT ON 91.1FM:

7:W)pm EVENING NEWS - a complete half hour report.

7:30pm VIEWPOINT - a half hour public affairs program focusing on

many different topics from the university and the world.

B:00 pm UJAMAA DRUM - the popular black program with jazz, soul,

black information and news compiled by the Black Mass Com-

munications Project, poetry and commentary, (three hours)

ll:pm LATE NIGHT NEWS - 30 minutes.

II :U)pm ERIC BENJAMIN SHOW - Rock and roll and other good sounds

til :{ :00am.

GIFT SHIRTS
Stripes — Solids

Prints — Knits

201 North Pleasant Street, Amherst

Campus Carousel

Pius Ross Pockets Thief
By TONY GRANITE

WHAT'S IN A NAME? Chief of the

campus cops at Louisiana State is

one Pius Ross. He earned his pay,
this Fall, by arresting a non-
student accused of being
responsible for up to 85 per cent of

the campus pocketbook thefts. The
thief is being held on $1,500 bail for

one caper at which he was caught
by Pius, according to an item in the

Daily Reveille.
* * * *

SKIING FOR TEXANS? Just
about the last place one would

expect to find reports about skiing

conditions is the Texas Tech
University Daily.

But there it is. A recent issue of

the student newspaper carried a

full section of features on skiing,

advertisements and news items
that included a directory of
distances to the slopes of New
Mexico and Colorado. The closest

ski run, apparently, is 250 miles
away at Sierra Blanca, N.M.
Loveland, Colo, is 525 miles away.
And Techsans apparently travel as
far as 660 miles to reach Mr.
Werner.
And to keep the Techsans up on

skiing and snow conditions, the

local radio station is broadcasting
weekly reports every Wednesday.
To prepare them for a long

weekend, no doubt.
* * * •

PENNINGS FROM THE PEN. It

isn't every campus newspaper that

is read with enough interest in an
out-of-state bastille to warrant a

letter to the editor from an inmate.

But that's the way it was, recently,

in the pages of Central Michigan
Us Life.

Inmate #111712 of the State

Prison of Southern Michigan wrote
the Lifers in response to a
statement in a column which
carried the complaint, T eat like a

prisoner."

'111712, in his letter, offered a

copy of the prison's weekly menu
to Life's columnist, pointing out

that the prison's bill of fare is

restricted to two menus which are
rotated weekly.

"...just the sound of your CMU
menu leads us to believe that if we
were to swap menus for a day we
here may well be on the losing end
of such a deal...Of course we all

love and know there is nothing

greater than good ole mom's
cooking and yet one must realize

momdoesn't have to cook for 3 or 4

hundred people making that 9 to 12

hundred meals a day..."

Expressing the hope that the

columnist would never have to

learn first-hand what prisoners

really eat, #11172 added: "...

peanut butter sandwiches with half

a glass of milk (we get water at

90% of our meals - if you don't

drink coffee all the time.) Cer-

tainly sounds good going with the

freedom' to order a pizza if you
wish..."

Dining Commons, we love you
freely.

SEX ED IS A HOME EC THING!
At least it is cut at Central

Washington State, where their

Campus Crier has started carrying
a series of columns that answer sex

queries from students.

The columnist and expert on
sex? One Dr. Luther Baker,
chairman of the Home Economics
Department.
Typical questions he answers

are: Is it possible to be come
pregnant without sexual in-

tercourse? His answer is "Yes."

For details, consult the UMass
Health Service. Another question:

"What is a 'technical virgin'?"

Qaicksihfcr

Happy Hours

V
weekend it

somewhere
Wherever you're going . . .

there's a bus going there too.

And the trip to somewhere
starts with Peter Pan. Sched-
ule or Charter Buses.

^
P.BJBi: RSLTL.

Student Union
Tel. 545-2006

WTOY PRESENTS:
Short films by two of the world's most celebrated, most controversial, multi-

faceted artists.

TONIGHT & TOMORROW NIGHT ONLY ( Dec. 15 and 16)

From Genesis Films

Produced by JOKO Film Productions

Dec. 15and16,7:30and?:30— C.C. AUDITORIUM
Students $1.75 General Admission $2.00

Advance tickets RSO Office
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Student Senate

Calendar

•:•:•:•:•:•:•:

Food Service Column

Expect The Same Thing

Committee ft

Chairman

Rents & Fees
Robert Chiller

Academic Affairs

Nick Apostola

Budgets
John Stevens

Social Action

Maggie Houghton

Financial Affairs

Skip Olmstead

Student Matters

Bruce Bernstein

Governmental Affairs

Bill Spinn

Meeting Time
and Place

See chairman for

formation.

Tues., Dec. 14, 7 pm
Room 811 815, CC

Tues., Dec 14, 7:30

Room 801, CC

Wed, Dec 15, 6:15

Room 178, CC

Thurs.. Dec. 16, 8 pm
Room 177, CC

Thurs , Dec 16, 8 pm
Room 175, CC

Sun., Dec. 19, 6 pm
Room 802, CC

Main Topic \£>:
of Discussion •:•>&

W
in Provost Gluckslern will v.v.

discuss the Teacher ^j;
Evaluation Report v|:£

Last budget hearing to fund l$$$

Important meeting to
|:j;j:j;

discuss the direction of the •:•:•:•:

committee for the rest of the ;X£:

year &£
sow

Financial appropriations

Student Affairs Office

Residence Hall regulations

Concert finalization (im
portant)

General Laws

MUQD

Although there is considerable discussion on board

plans (present and future), the system in operation

this semester will be in operation again for the spring

term. Briefly, the Food Service Department (Dining

Commons) offers the following:

A 15-meal per week meal ticket at a cost of $306.50.

A 10-meal per week meal ticket at a cost of $271.50.

This plan enables the holder to eat any two meals

per day. At this point, bills for second semester have

been sent out. As you read it, you will find the board

lee listed as $306.50. If you want a 15-meal per week

plan, pay that amount. If, however, you want a 10-

meal per week plan, please deduct $35 in the ap-

propriate area so that the ticket cost of $271.50 is

reflected in your final bill. The Food Service

Department wants to remind you of this detail, so that

you will end up purchasing the type of plan you want

and not have to go through the hassle of changing

plans after the bills have been paid.

Services offered by the dining commons will be the

same next semester as they are now. You will be able

to eat at any dining hall you want to, including the

Basic Foods lines at Hampden and Worcester. The

Modified Continuous hours of service will still be

available. Hampshire and Worcester are open for

breakfast from 7:00 AM-10:30 PM, Lunch from 10:30

AM 2:00 PM, and Dinner from 4:00 PM-6:30 PM.
Franklin and Berkshire are open for Lunch from 10;30

AM-2:00 PM, Late Lunch (soup, sandwich & trim-

mings) from 2:00 PM-4:00 PM, and Dinner from 4:00

PM-7O0 PM. The Basic Foods lines are open for

Lunch and Dinner on a continuous basis from 10:30

AM until 6:30 PM at Worcester and 7:00 PM at

Hampden. The "Seconds" policy will prevail and we

ask you to please take what you want, but eat what you

take. There are no plans for opening Franklin Com-

mons for breakfast on a board plan basis.

»:*:>

Merry OfMary Lyon

Do.. I Think . Weather (I)

JOHNSON HOUSE
presents

SABBATH TUESDAY
appearing

Friday, Dec. 17

8:00p.m.

20% Off

Shoes
In tha Alloy

&
In tha Allay

Boots
$13.00 —
$30.00
# '«' t

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
presents a

Christmas Special

THE JERUSALEM BIBLE — READER'S EDITION
Special Gift Edition

Alexander Jones, General Editor

Illustrations by Salvador Dali

The famed Jerusalem Bible is now available in a deluxe format illustrated

throughout with 32 full-page, 6-color illustrations by Salvador Dali. These

illustrations-rich in color, imagery and insights-were specially selected to

provide an overall view of the events, themes, and personages of the Bible.

T his handsome new edition contains the complete and unabridged text of the

Jerusalem Bible. Notes and introductions have been especially condensed to

make them more suitable for the general reader. Other outstanding features

include a large, readable typeface; single-column pages with verse

numbers in the margins; and two silk ribbon markers. Luxuriously bound m

nadded sturdite, it is gilded with gold foil on all sides with gold stamping on

the front, back and spine. Supplementary material includes 8 pages of

Family Record. 8 pages of maps (4 color, 5 black-and-white maps),

Chronological Tables, and a Table of Measures and Money.

THE GRAHAM KERR COOKBOOK

by The Galloping Gourmet

The expertise, wit, and personality of "The Galloping Gourmet,"

television's newest and wildly successful cooking program, captured in a

book which provides a complete cooking course, seasoned with anecdotes

and international humor. Over 200 recipes gathered from all over the world,

illustrated with "how-to" photographs and 16 pages in stunning full color,

make this an unusually exciting—and unusually helpful—book.

Graham Kerr is the handsome and talented Scotsman who has made "The
Galloping Gourmet" a household institution from the South Pacific to North

America. He and his wife live in Sydney, Australia, visiting Ottawa twice a

year to tape his programs.

TO£y- J7 #
95 Supply Limited
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Plans Stated For Park
Amherst Representative John

W. Olver will report on the Mount
Holyoke Unit of the proposed

Connecticut Historic Riverway as

part of a C.E.Q. workshop to be

held tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Campus
Center Room 804-808. Rep. Olver is

the Chairman of the Massachusetts

Citizens Advisory Committee.

Rep. Olver will explain the

revised plan for the Mt. Holyoke

Unit of the park. The plan stresses

limited low-impact development

using many of the historic features

and facilities already existing on

the Holyoke Range in Amherst and

Hadley and on the Connecticut

River in Hadley and South Hadley.

The proposed Federal park
would involve buying 12,400 acres

of land plus 750 acres of unzoned

river waters.

The public is invited to the

workshop to review the plans for

the ML. Holyoke Unit of the

National Historic Waterway in

terms of its ecological, social and

economic impact and to form a

consensus as to what future action

should be taken regarding the

proposal.

These proiessors have lent their body and soul to the S.L'.K.E.W.. S.C.K.E.W. is an acronym for the

Student Committee to Reappraise our Educator's Weltanshaung, which is sponsoring a poll on these profs

to see who should get the screw. The whole thing is designed to raise money to sponsor an American

child through Christian Children's Find Inc. A vote can be bought for one penny with no limit on the

number of votes per person. So come on. cast your ballot today and give 'em the screw.

Studies Exchange Underway
UMass has recently arranged an

academic year student exchange

program with the University of

Keele in North Staffordshire,

England. Each of the two
universities will send three un-

dergraduates to the other for 1972-

73.

Keele is one of England's most

innovative universities. Founded
in 1949, it aims at encouraging

interdisciplinary studies and at

breaking down some of the

traditional divisions between
different branches of study. Keele

operates on the basis of close

contact between students and
faculty.

There are three openings for

undergraduates who would like to

study at Keele next year. Among
the disciplines taught at Keele are

English, History, American

Government, Geography,
Sociology, and most of the scien-

ces. UMass undergrads studying at

Keele next year will receive full

academic credit for their work.

To apply for the program
students must have a cumulative
average of 3.0.

Getting Engaged?

VERY LOW PRICES ON

DIAMONDS
Christmas Specials

Call Richard Amoroso 6-4300 anytime

In Boston call (617) 542-2226
a,-. mlQSoPh, E_^c CLASSIFIED

AUTOS FOR SALE

1964 VW Bug. rebuilt engine and front

end. new brakes and master cylinder, just

tuned up and oil change. $350 firm. 6-5197.

U12-17

69 Opel Rallye fastback. snowtlres.

23mpg. radials. Asking $1250, Rog. 527-

1528.

tfl2-2'

71 Citroen. 2 cyl. 40mpg. It's a fun-car,

asking $1200. Must sell, leaving the

country. Call 549-6397.

tf 12-15

1965 Porsche 356-c, new brakes, clutch,

rebuilt engine, ski-luggage rack. elec.

sunroof. 545-0329. Dick Jubinville.

tf12-17

[Ud Porsche 1966 Radial Snow Tires

AM-FM-SW. radio $1800. Call 545-2330 or

253-9689.
tfl2-17

1965 Olds. 442. good condition, new tires.

A.T.. P.S.. Call 253-9876.

tf 12-1

1962 Ford Rconoline Van - Good running

condition, snow tires. $200. Call Tom 256-

8144.

Ml 2-1

6

65 Falcon, eng.. In excel., cond.. new
rad.. bat., starter, exhaust system, and

rear snow tires. Call 617-342-9138 on Frl. or

Sat. Best offer over $400.

tflZ-17

70 Datsun 1600 radio, heater, radial tires,

trunk rack with ski adapters, grey /Mack

top. Call 586-3249.

tf 12-17

66 Barracuda Fast back. 4 speed. 4 bbl

carb.orlg owner. Days 545-0074. eve ;
665-

3547.

U12-17

1971 VW Super Beetle convertible. 9.000

miles, still on warranty, must sell. Call

247-5677 after 5:30.
12-15

1961 VW Mlcrobus. rebuilt engine, new
clutch. Body and Interior excellent.

Leaving country. Best offer. Karuna 253-

9264.

tfl2-16

«7 Barracuda Fastback. exel., condition

alr/rond., p.s., gd. snows. 273 V8. 18- 20

m p g . must see and drive. Call Dave 586-

1321. leave message. $1200 or b.o.

tf!2-21

If64 Plymouth 4-door sedan, a honey of a

car, good deal at $300 ( Just got a new car

for Xmas gift) 256-8174.

tf!2-l7

IM4 VW Sunroof, Mack w/Mack naug ,

interior, fiber belted tires. (7 rebuilt

engine, S3 hp super clean. $525. l-734-*S«3.

tfl2-21

IM3 VW Mlcrobus Camper, radio, gat

heater, toilet. Ice boa, (4) new ww tires,

new paint, mech exc. $950 or best offer

If 12-2!

FOR SALE

Bicycle. 10 speed. Phillips Racer $80 or

best offer. Call 54*-*079.
tf12-20

Guitars: Martta, Yamaha, Via. Har-

mony. Also; Dulcimers, autoharps. Find

out what you want, then call John *-540l

'•" tflM.

A8TROLOGIC Al. BIRTH CHARTS: II

full page complete report $10. Specify-

place, month, day. yr.. and time of birth.

Send to David Zeno. 7 Joyce Rd.. Waltham.
tf!2-2l

BSR Mlnlchanger $40. Realistic Amp

$65 Call Ken 54H-6477. Will negotiate.

tf!2-l«

Scott 382c Stereo Receiver, 30 watt-

s/chan. rms. Garrard SI. 72b *£*£••
both in excellent condition. Best offer, I all

Hob 665-4983.
«fl2l7

Camera 35mm Pentax Spotmatic, 55mm
lens with light meter. 1 yr. old. best offer.

Karuna 253-0264.

U12-I6

Two matched 12" coaxial speakers,

professional quality, like new, $45 each;

new 9" TV/AM FM Clock combo $100.

Call 256-8432.

tf!2-15

1968 tr6 650CC excellent cond., price

negotiable: electric range, excellent

cond.. 36", $40. Will deliver. Call George

323-7304 eves.
IM2-17

Used desk and dresser plus queen size

waterbed with frame, cheap. Phone 256-

8472 keep trying.
U12-15

Dual 1209 turntable v> /cartridge $100.

(all 253-9876.

tf 12-17

Gibson GB-3 Bass, good condition, with

case $200. Call (617)544-2921 collect.

tf 12-21

Snow tires 165-14 Semperlt Radials, 1 pr.

mounted on MGB disc wheels. $50. Call

549-6087.
tfl2-17

New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo

253-3148.
tfsem

Original Turkish Sheepskin Coat for a

lady, white outside, white fur inside $85.

Call Ahmet 6-4210 after 7 p.m.
tf 12-15

'65 VW Bug. red', exc .body and mech.jiu

sno tires, battery, muffler. 53.200 miles,

$550 or offer. Must sell. 425 n. Pleas. St..

Univ. Apt. No. 104.

tfl2-15

One pair of Air Force insulated flight

pants, size-34. good for -30 degrees and

colder $20. Call 253-2986-Barry.

UI2-15

20-50% off stereo components, all major

brands, fully guaranteed. Also! 8 track

tapes $2.49. Baker Stereo. Rm. 223. Call

Barry or Dave 4-5: 30 p.m. Phone 546-6063.

tf 12-20

Die-hard auto battery. Used I mo. $35; -I

suede fringed jacket good condition $40.

546-4547 eves.
MI2-15

Diamond eng. ring and dla. hand -deal on

either or both. Dla. is 85 points w/bag. You
wont find a better deal. Call Jim at 5-

9055/549-6384.

tf 12-15

Tenor Sax, Selmer MKIV, gonti con-

dition. Call 549-6087.

U12-17

PERSONAL
Glnny - 21* Knowlton - I have brown

eyes. Ho, Ho. Ho, - your secret Santa
12-15

Happy Birthday yesterday. Doody!
12 15

It's obvious that you don't know who The

Shadow la and what he knows. -The

Shadow.
12-15

It's not what the Shadow knows ; K la who

he knows that counts
12-16

IIOI I's Thanks for Ike parties We
were waiting. Better luck with your Secret

Santas. "Surprised".
12-15

Now in Fernando's Hideaway, suede

jackets pants skirts midis - whole sale

prices. XMass gifts. Next to Post Office In

Student Union.
tfl2-l6

Looking for male traveling partner to

see I iirope next semester. Bored with

School? Call Rob at Rm. 110. 256-6825

soon!
12-15

One, two. three. . Oh my gosh! What a

sleeze! ! !

12-15

Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year. Kappas. Elaine Z. Ellen L.

12-16

Big Ole Tarzan. 6 ft., calling 4 at-

tractive, sensuous Jane type gals 4

swinging in der trees. Damn good food

and booze. Call eve. wek. ends. Keep
trying. 665-2264.

tf 12-22

Brunette and blonde gals in navy coats

D.O.M.. waited 4u c.c. newstand Frl eve.

8:00-8:45 p.m.?? Am very Interested.

Please call D.O.M. 665-2264.

tf 12-16

FOR RENT
a

Female - free room and board, modern

apt., adjacent unlv., In lieu of minimal

child care. 549-3653.

tf 12-21

One furnished room, 5 1/2 mi., from

campus, kitchen privileges, utilities in-

cluded. Call 586-0030. available Jan.. first.

U12-21

Room and board available in new house

on N. Pleasant St.. two minute walk from

campus. Call Dana 253-9031.

tf 12-17

Townehouse Apt. to share. Female or

couple. $76/mo-l. $H4/mo-2, available

immediately. Call 256-6467.

tf!2-l5

Apt.. In Amherst available, immediate.

$90 a month, heat and water included.

Phone 256-8472, keep trying.

tf!2-15

Furnished efficiency apt. Available Jan.

15, all electric air cond.. Includes utilities.

$130. Quabbin Village. Belchertown call

323-6376.
tfl2-17

1-4 F roommates needed for So. Deer-

field house. In the woods, own rooms.

$55/mo. plus util. Call 665-2265.

atlMI

Squire Village, modern 2 bdrm apt., all

utilities incl. Married couples only. Avail.,

Jan I. Rent $190. Call evenings 665-3218.

tf!2-l7

6 bedrms.. 2 baths, kitchen and rec.

room in Holyoke. 14 mile from U. of M. All

util. . ex. phone, much furn., $300 per

month. Call 323-7893.

tf 12-15

2 bedroom apt. 118 Colonial Village, all

utilities Inc., $l60/month. Avail, end of

Jan 72. Call 253-2986 or Kamlns Realty.

tf 12-16

2 room furnished apt.. 15 minutes from

Campus, avail. Dec. 23. lease until June l.

$ 140 includes utils. Call 247-5618 Mwn. 5:00

- 7:00 p.m.
tfl2-17

POT SALE

Ceramics sale, BFA and Grad Student

work - signed original pieces for holiday

KlfU. Dec. IS and If 10 a.m. -4: 30 p.m.

Munson Hall, annex, basement.
UI2-I6

ENTERTAINMENT
Need a hand far yaw party? All local

bands are represented by Stan. Call 544-

•215.
tf 12-15

Rack Band Phoenix now
your Xmas party. Good.

dance music. Can Cart a

iaformation

371 for

tflt>IT

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted. F. to share apt..

room. $80 mo., util Inc.. 1/2 mile from

campus. Call 546-5472.

tf 12-15

Roommate wanted to share 3-bedroom

apt. Squire Village. Call 665 2605.

tflMS

To share 2 bdrm apt In old hse. 2 firs,

dog. frplc. garag. ktchn. Ivrm. frnshd.

quiet. ? ml from UMass, Judy. 13 Mid-

dle. I'.adlev 586-3784. keep trying.

tfl2-l6

Roommate wanted F. to share rent with

2 other girls, own room, ranch house In

Hadley. Call anytime 586-2815.

tfl2-17

Roommate wtd.. house in town, own
bdrm.. $75/mo. and utilities. Prefer Grad
Student. Call 549-6458.

tf 12-16

Male or female roommate wanted for

squire vill apt. for second semester. Call

Sonnv 665-4495.

UI2-16

Male wanted to share apt. In Col.

Village, $55/mo. sec. semester. Call
256-6681. keep trying.

Roommate wanted for 3 brm in Puffton,

own room. 549-6258 after six p.m.
tf 12-21

Female roommate wanted for Rolling

Green Apartment. Call Leslie 253-5140.

tfl2-21

M or F. own room, Puffton Village apt.

258. Call 549-5696.

tf 12-21

Rmte to share new 3 bdrm town house

for 2nd semester. 2 miles from campus.

Prefer male grad students. Call 253-3888.

tf 12-17

ROOM FOR RENT

Just off Campus/share house - own

bedroom /male or remale/single or double

($90 and $120) avail. 1/1/72. Call Ron 549-

3871 (evenings)
tf 12-16

APT. TO RENT

Sublet Cllffside 2 bedroom, furnished,

available Jan. I. 665-3674.

tf!2-16

Tired of dorm life? A new apt., for you

and your roommate walta to be rented.

Pick up lease, $l40/month. Amherst. For

info 253-3955.
U12-I6

FR EE ROOM AND BOARD

Free room and board in exchange for

babysitting afternoons while mother goes

to class. Jan. 1st thru Spring Semester,

586-3819.
UI2-17

A APT. WANTED
2 bdr. apt. wanted In Puffton Village.

Call 256-8723 after six or box 468. No.

Amherst.
tf 12-17

MT. srt.ARI.oAF APTS. Avail. Jan I.

la 2 bdrm utH Included, alr-cond peal

$INS. < all Kktbiskl Realtors 253-7222. eve.MM
. tf!2-22

Married student couple need eff . or one

bedroom apt. Reasonable rent. Jan.. 1st,

2S3-4M8.
UI2-I7

~RAFFLE

1st prize. AF Parka. 2nd: % • Band
Radio. Ticket, available In CC. Con-

course. 25« each. - s/f i.ao Proceeds to

Holtwood Project.
MI2-I*

LOST
Lost in Clark Hall. Nov., 17. high school

German book. Important! Please rati Jeff

MarGray 549471*.
tf!2 17

"Loaf from Herter Hall-tape cassette

and recorder. Keep recorder If you must,

but please return cassette to Fine Arts

Council offke or arrange clandestine

through 5-0203. Transfer.
W12-I7

FREE
Black puppy - 4 months old and

househroken. Call 549- 1 283 evenings after *

p.m.
»f'2-IT

HELPWANTED
Ex. auto mechanics and attendants,

good pay and henlfits. Ambers and Area
<No heavy work). Call 5*4-3351.

tf 12-21

WANTED
1 or 2 roommates wanted for spring

semester in Puffton. Call Joan or Carolyn
549-6462.

tf 12-17

Emergency ! Loat Psych /280 Notes.

Will pay for yours. Call-546-1106.

tf 12-17

TOSUBLET

Married couple wanted to sublet 2 bdrm
furnished apt., at Cllffside. Occ. - 1/1/72,

lease 'till Sept.. 72. Call after 6. 665-3570.

tf 12-17

Squire Village, two bedroom townhouse

available Jan.. I. Call 665-3254.

U12-2I

SERVICES

Experienced typist will type Term
Papers. Olympia elec. pica type. 50C per

page. Thesis 55« . Call 256-8408 Crown
Point Apt.

tf 12-16

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

U5-I2

Passports & grad school plctures-24, hr,

service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

tfsem

For Rent/Help Wanted

Student to live in second semester.

Room and board in exchange for help with

children. Near Campus. Call 253-0431.

tf 12-15

RIDE WANTED
Desperate - RDELETE
Desperate • ride wanted to Florida near

Miami for 2 on or around Jan. 7. If you can

help call Bev. or Joan 549-6721.

tfl2-l*

ROOM WANT ED
Help: Two males need one large or two

bedrooms. Call 549-6*60 anytime.
sirrn .. imnu „. „.._.. tf 12-17

TRAVEL
Bermuda from $ 199 or Nassau from $239

during the week of Spring Vacation.

For more Info call Rich Margll. 412 Dwight
545-0791.

tf 12-21

Nassau $ I W. from Boston A N.Y.. hotel

flight, transfers. 12/20-27. 12/23-29. 12/27-

1/3 Ski Australia $32S, 15 days, night,

hotel, meals, transfers. Insbruk. deluxe

package. London f ik7. flights in January.

Call-Student Flights 5H4-I0S9.

UI2-15

Ski the Alps Jan 14-24 ( hamonix.
France-air fare, hotels, discount lifts and
lessons, last night In Paris. Contact Peggy
MM,

tfl2-23

Ski the Alps. Jan 14-24 Ckanteali
France, air fare, hotels, discount lifts A
lessons, last night In Paris $267. Contact
Peggy 253-9t67

tf!2-23

TYPING

Typing-4heses. dissertation* etc. Fast.

accurate, experienced. Have Math and
Cnem. symbols. Call 253-3*01.

tf 12-21

BRUINS HOC KEY
1 Mass Rowing Assoc, sponsoring raffle

for two sets of two Bruins home games.
Dec. 2* A Jan IS. See crew members or

Coach Faherty In 211 Boyden.
tf 12-15

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In 81 Rm. 31*.

Kverv student with your course next

semester will need your books save f

money, sell direct lf-«em
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Notices Dean Takes Banking Interest

AIIORA
(Church services for Spanish-

speaking students.) Luis Medina

meeting is Dec. 16 rather than Dec.

15.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC.
Meeting in CC 169 at 6 p.m.

tonight. This is the night before we
go to the Senate, please come.

ARBOR AND PARK CLUB
Christmas Party. Dec. 18 at 6:30

p.m. on X at the Hatfield Barn.

Reservations with Lesley. 401

Dwight, 5-2304. Before Dec. 16.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Meeting will be held Thursday at

5:30 p.m. in CC. Commuters
welcome.

CHESS CLUB
Come tonight to the New Hatch

at 7 p.m.

ENTOMOLOGY SEMINAR
There will be an Entomology

seminar in Rm. F, Fernald Hall

today at 3:3*0 p.m. Mr. Edward J.

Blyth. Graduate Student in En-

tomology of the University, will

speak. His topic will be: "The
European Red Mite In The Apple

Orchard".

EQl ESTR1AN CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in CC

805-809. Short business meeting

followed by talk on History of the

Morgan by Dr. Ruse Smith.

FENCING CLUB
Bonnie & Clyde cancelled -was to

be shown tonieht but it won't.

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD
Meeting tomorrow in CC 802 at 3

p.m. This is the time and place for

all your complaints, comments,
and suggestions. Come and talk

with us.

HILLEL
HAPPY CHANUKAH. 4 candles

tonight.

JOHNSON HOUSE XMAS PARTY
Live band -East Wind. At 8 p.m.

MOBE
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the

MOBE office. 2nd floor or old

Student Union (Franklin Room).
New England coordination of SMC
to speak. All invited.

OUTING CLUB
All those needing ride to sale

meet in back of Hatch at 8:30

tonight.

PSYCHOLOGY 210

Sensation and Perception:
Course evaluation will be today.

Please try to attend.

LOST
Poodle -8 mos., blonde and

apricot ears. Amherst tagged. Call

323-6631.

1 gold pierced earring between
SU via Campus Ctr. and Puffton

Village. Call 549-6984.

Fundamental Spanish book, on

Friday, 12/3, in Bartlett or Herter.

Bring to CC Lost & Found or call

546-6477.

Chain with 2 medals in Aux. gym
at Boyden. Great personal value.

Contact Mike at 6-4084.

SYLVAN AREA PRESENTS
Warner Bros, recording artists

30 Days Out. Also Rush and 4th

Street. At Worcester Dining
Common. Friday night at 7:30.

Admission: 50 cents; Sylvan
residents Free.

Dr. Lawrence A. Johnson,
assistant dean of the Business

School at UMass, has been named
the first president of the new
Franklin Park Community College

in Roxbury.

He was appointed last week by

the Board of Regional Community
Colleges.

Johnson holds a bachelor's and
master's degree from Boston
University and was awarded his

doctorate in October, 1970, by
Stanford University.

Johnson is the founder and
chairman of the board of the

Committee for Collegiate

Education at Amherst. He also

founded and heads a program
designed for minority students

seeking a master's degree in

business administration.

OR. LAWRENCE JOHNSON

Science Fiction

Myth— Legend

Books For The

New Age
Find m at

!
:ACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Ma**.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAR*.

The next lime you visit a hospital, check

zodiacal signs o« the Personnel. The

probability is that an abundance of persons

connected with the institution were born

under Virgo and Pisces. Let me know your

findings!
• « •

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You may be

drawn in two directions simultaneously.

Accent is on desire to "get away." But

needs of relative may dictate that you "stay

put." You do have life of your own to live.

Stress independence.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Be cautious

in money affairs. Important now to provide

extra protection lor assets and "cushion"

against inflation. If vou don't know what to

do. do nothing No need to rush decisions.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Some persons

who oppose your views may sink to threats,

intimidation Hold fast to principles. Law is

on your side. Stress versatility. You are not

stuck with one method. Proceed ac

cordingly

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Apparent

restrictions may be necessary and,

ultimately, to your advantage. Study

Gemini message. Avoid panic. You are not

being "closed in." Relative who talks much
may have little knowledge.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Those who at

tempt to toss cold water on creative en

deavors should be ignored. Communicate in

your own way Don't be influenced by

threats, promises, cajoling Gemini and

Virgo persons are involved.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22) :
What appears

blocked by circumstances may actually be

restricted by design. Know this and hold off

on final decisions Those in authority tend to

disagree Don't get caught in middle

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Some financial

pressure is relieved. But you may now have

to contend with relatives. Key is to main

tain sense of humor. See in realistic light.

Put off journey if practical Take special

care with written word
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): You are in

better position to get across ideas, policies

than might be imagined. Key is to deal from

position of strength. Means play your own
game Don't permit others to maneuver you

into unfamiliar style.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21): Tie

down financial commitment Means get

promises in writing. Don't be satisfied with

sweet nothings. Others will respect you if

your position is fair but firm. Modernize

approach to problems.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Throw

off burdens that are not rightly your owr.

Take a more independent stance Em
phasize originality, creative endeavors.

Pacing now is more important than usual.

Avoid extremes
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18): Trust

hunch. One who claims to be "on your side"

may merely be talking. Friends could

quarrel, call on you to be referee. This is a

role that will not be appreciated by either

side.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Spread

efforts Means fight tendency to be con

fined Break loose. You have more of a solid

anchor of security than might be realized

There is no need for fear Begin dancing to

your own tune

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

completing a cycle, on the brink of new
adventure and challenge. You draw to you

talented persons, those with something to

offer Your sense of drama is highly

developed You are attractive and key is to

perceive your own potential

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Greek letter

5 Poems
9 Vessel

12 Sea in Asia

13 Mountain of

Europe
14 The self

15 Greek letter

16 Poker stake

18 Distant (poet.)

20 College degree
(abbr.)

22 Gaelic

24 Algonquian
Indians

27 Liquefy

29 Slave

31 Once around
track

32 Chemical
compound

34 Long ago
36 Note of scale

37 Tallies

39 Lose vigor

41 Symbol for

tellurium

42 Small rugs

44 Platform

45 Abstract being

47 Tropical fruit

49 Man's name
50 Sicilian

volcano

52 Irritate

54 Teutonic deity

55 Time gone by

57 Keen

59 Maiden loved

by Zeus

61 Distant

63 Pleat

65 Row
67 Fruit drink

68 Liberate

69 The caama

DOWN

1 Prohibit

2 Blushing

3 Symbol for

tantalum
4 A state (abbr.)

5 Style of

painting

6 Stylish

7 Babylonian

deity

8 Crafty

9 Pertaining to

punishment
10 King of Bashan
11 Preposition

17 Compass point

19 Bone
21 Singing voice

23 Plenty (poet.)

25 Classes
26 Steeples

27 Octoroon
28 Fixed period

of time

30 Goddess of

discord

33 Peruse
35 Girl's name

Answe rtc Yesterday'sF uzzle
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38 Heavenly
body

40 Part of harness

43 Smother
46 Trap
48 Omit in

pronunciation

51 Symbol for

silver

53

IS"

Printer's

measure
56 Away!
58 Greek letter

60 Native metal

61 Note of scale

62 Paid notice

64 Conjunction

66 Exists

1 2 3 4
Kg
« A."..

5 6 7 8

1
9 10 11

12 13 14

15 res
yy.

IT" 17 i 18 19

r:«-yy.
20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 :>:< 29 30 533 31

32 33 PTJP 34 35 m 36

37 38 39 40

41 588
*-Y«

42 43 44

45 46

'.Vv"

47 48 49

50 51 •yy. 52 53 555 *
v.:-

yy.
'» m' 4 55 56 57 58

1 I 1

59 60

61 62
T V

:-":

63 64 65 66

67

ffi

68 69

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

Commentary

"Free Football"
ByBILLGORCZYCA

If you're a football fan and like to watch "free" football games on
television, you better watch as many as you can because within 10

days there is a good chance that these broadcasts will not be free

any more. Recent developments in the intricate economic
relationship between the major television networks and the

National Football League threaten to force the American male out

of the warmth of his home to some strange environment in order to

supplement his psyche with the normal dose of weekend violence.

All over the country athletes are forming unions, salaries are

going up and pension funds are zooming. R.L. Schecter recently

stated in l-ook that this development is creating "a cost squeeze on

owners of sporting organizations." Unlike their contemporaries in

baseball and hockey owners of NFL, teams cannot rely on the

steady attendance of loyal fans over a season that runs more than

ilM) games. The exigencies of football demand that the season run

not more than 20-25 games, including exhibitions and post-season

competition. This places owners in the unenviable position of

relying on contracts with television networks in order to bail out

and make a profit.

Over the years, owners have asked for more and more money as

evidenced in the comments of CBS sports executive Bill MacPhail:

"Twelve years ago when we paid $14-million to televise NFL games
I said we had reached the top. The last time we signed it was for

$24-million.

According to the Saturday Review network television has been

losing heavily in the money game by assuming the financial bur-

dens of the NFL and are slowly being pushed to oblivion, even

though they are at present the world's largest distributor of

sporting events. Increases in NFL contract demands have been

matched with increases in rates for ad spots on televised football

games. A one-minute commercial spot on the Monday Night

Football (lame now costs $72,000. These prices are so high that

advertisers will soon experience diminishing returns on their

advertising dollar and the ad spots will cease to be so attractive.

Of course, there have been attempts by both the major networks

and the NFL to combat this price spiral. The networks instituted

the 30-minute commercial, doubleheaders and even tripleheaders

in order to broaden the number o% advertisers and provide more
exposure for the advertising dollar. Commissioner Pete Rozelle of

the NFL sold Monday Night Football to ABC for a reported $8.5-

million a year in order to lessen the NFL's financial demands on

CBS and NBC.
According to P. Boyle of Sports Illustrated Rozelle received the

networks' agreement to reduce the number of doubleheaders and

eliminate tripleheaders. Rozelle feared that the networks would

over-expose the game and bore audiences to death. By instituting

Monday Night Football ( which draws an audience of 35% according

to a national TV rating service), Rozelle feels he has picked up

many new fans across the nation.

In spite of these attempts, however, both CBS and NBC are

reportedly losing money on professional football and ABC is

making only small profits. When it comes time for contract

renewals the NFL will undoubtedly be true to its reputation and

hike its prices. This time, however, the networks could tell the NFL
to pick up their footballs and play -someplace else. Faced with this

situation the NFL would be welcomed with open wallets by cable

television or closed-circuit television promoters.

A recent article in the Saturday Review said, "The development

of cable antenna systems over the past few years has made it

possible to provide television viewers with broadcasts of local

sporting events for a nominal monthly fee." When a cable antenna

system was introduced in New York, reviewers were tempted to

subscribe to the service by the promise of regular telecasts of New
York Rangers hockey games and New York Knicks basketball

contests. Since both of these teams rely mainly on the steady at-

tendance of local fans, their demand for remuneration from the

cable television promoters were not overwhelming. However, it is

not difficult to imagine the use of cable TV to broadcast

professional football games with both a lucrative contract to the

NFL and increased monthly rates for viewers.

Another avenue open to the NFL would be a contract with close-

circuit sports promoters This method of broadcasting has already

proved successful for the telecast of championship boxing matches.

:5oo-million fans in 42 countries poured $30-million into the out-

stretched arms of the promoters of the Ali-Frazier fight last March.

Promoters are hungry for another kill, as evidenced by the

promotion and telecast of a bullfight from Mexico last June.

Signing promoters and theater owners across the nation who are

experiencing an economic depression at the box office,

pencncing an economic depression at the box office.

There are some who believe that the NFL would not sign a con-

Iract with anyone except network TV. Newsweek stated after the

Ali Frazier fight. "It is inconceivable that pro football, which owes

its prosperity to network TV, would betray its fans for a close-

circuit profit " However, past prosperity and future prosperity are

two different things. The lure of the green will override any NHL
pretense of lovaltv and the strong hold that football has on the

heartstrings of the American male will be turned into crisp dollar

bills lor the NFL and promoters if network TV ever fails to meet the

financial demands of the NFL
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Brockington Reaches 1000

(iRKKN BAY Wis (AP) It wasn't one of the better games for Green

Bay Packers running back John Brockington, but his performance

against the Chicago Bears Sunday placed him in select company^

His (13 vards rushing in 26 carries gave him 1,032 yards for the season

and made him one of four rookies in National Football League history to

crack the 1,00-yard mark _ .

The big moment came on a six-yard burst up the middle the first play

of the second half Brockington went into the game 32 yards shy of 1,000,

and he ran for 20 in the first half

"I was trying not to think about it." said Brockington.
'
but the minute I

made that run the crowd reacted and I knew I had gone over it.

On the next play, the rookie scored on another stx-vard run giving the

Packers the lead which they never relinquished, winning 31-10.

Gymnasts Break 1 50 Barrier

In Defeating Southern Conn.
By MICHAEL CUSACK

Over the weekend an overflow crowd in the Boyden
Auxiliary Gym saw the UMass varsity gymnasts pick

up their second win in as many starts, as they downed
a highly touted So. Conn, team, 152.45-144.60. This

marks the first time this season the Redmen have

been able to crack the 150 barrier. The Redmen's best

effort to date, coupled with So. Conn's below par

performance, enables UMass to enter their first

league competition with an undefeated slate. Their

first E.I.G.L. opponent will be Army, on Sat., Dec. 18

at West Point.

High scorer for the Redmen was co-capt. Dave
Genest who had a 9.25 routine on parallel bars. Right

behind him was co-capt. Tony Vacca, whose
horizontal bar routine was good for a 9.20. One other

Redman routine bettered the 9.0 mark, as sophomore
Jay Thomsen won longhorse vaulting with a 9.05.

High score of the meet went to So. Conn, sensation

John Crosby on his best event, floor exercise. He
amazed spectators and judges alike as his routine

included a double back somersault and a double twist,

good for a 9.45 score. Crosby also had a 9.0 on still

rings, which was good for first place.

The final first place went to UMass' Steve Scuderi

on pommel horse. Scuderi, a tough, durable com-
petitor, had an 8.4 routine, which was a full .9 ahead of

his nearest opponent.

Other strong performances for UMass included

Vacca on floor, Aronstein and Oliver on rings, and

Scuderi on high bar. Jack Berner, who was back in

competition after an injury, had an 8.55 floor exercise

routine, which was good for fourth place. The Red-

men's other top floor specialist, John Calabria, suf-

fered another injury shortly before the meet, and was
unable to compete.

In the all-around event, the Redmen's Tony Vacca
was the surprise winner, as he upset Crosby, 49.90-

48.60. So. Conn's Jay Whelan was third with 48.55.

As was expected, UMass' strong events proved to be

the last three, vaulting, parallel bars, and horizontal

bar. Their weak event, one which could become a

major problem in the team's success, was pommel
horse, as the Redmen could manage only 23.30 points.

This is an area in which the Redmen must improve if

they are to have success in the close league meets.

Coach Kjeldsen's squad is now training hard for

their upcoming meet with Army. Scouting reports

indicate that the Redmen should be able to take Army,
and will hopefully keep their undefeated record intact.

In earlier action, the varsity "B" squad downed the

team from Boston State College, 118.60-118.45. A
recheck of the score indicated that the Redmen ac-

tually had won by .15 rather than .05 as originally

announced. The UMass squad entered the meet as

heavy underdogs, but were able to put it all together to

upset the highly confident Boston State squad. The
next meet for the varsity "B" will be this coming Sat.,

as they take on Army's "B" team.

Mental Preparation Key
To Lakers' Success

LOS ANGELES (AP)-Bill
Sharman gets the credit for

preparing the Los Angeles Lakers
physically, but his players say the

mental preparation was more
important.

The Lakers go after their 22nd
consecutive victory Tuesday night

in Portland, hoping against an
emotional letdown after their

record-breaking 104-95 victory

Sunday night over Atlanta. In the

wake of that triumph, praise and
champagne flowed for the first-

year coach who has made the

Laker players feel like winners.

"The main reason we're winning
is that we're moving the ball,

hitting the open man, playing

defense" said sophomore forward

Jim McMillian. "This is truly a

team, not a group of individuals.

"This team runs like Boston did

a few years ago. Each man knows
what his job is and he does it, but

more than that, we know we can

beat anybody."
The players admit Sharman's

preseason schedule was rigorous,

with two workouts a day not un-

common. But the extra con-

ditioning may have provided the

last-minute spark that gave Los
Angeles its 21st victory.

The Hawks had closed to within a

point with one minute to play. In

came Gail Goodrich, who had been

given a fourth-period breather, and
his pass to Wilt Chamberlain under
the bucket led to a dunk shot and a

Esposito Vaults

Into Scoring Lead
NEW YORK (AP)-Lanky Phil

Esposito, Boston's two-time
National Hockey League scoring

champion, reached a major
plateau with his 300th career goal

Sunday and it kept him in front in

the scoring race this week.
Statistics released by the NHL

Monday showed Esposito with a

slim one-point lead in the scoring

derby, 51-50, over New York's Jean
Ratelle. The margin was
Esposito's milestone goal scored
Sunday night while Ratelle was
chopping into his lead with a couple
of assists.

Quarry No. 3
SYLVANIA. Ohio ( API-Jerry

Quarry's recent first round
knockout victory over Jack Bodell

of England advanced the

Bellflower, Calif., heavyweight to

the No. 3 ranking in the division,

according to ratings released

Monday by the World Boxing
Association.

Above Quarry on the list are

champion Joe Frazier and the Nos.

1 and 2 challengers, Muhammad
Ali and George Foreman.

Fencing
In a Novice Foil Meet sponsored

by Berkshire Community College,

Arthur L. Stacy of the UMass
Fencing Club went undefeated

through twelve bouts to take first

place in the men's class Genny
Sawyer, from the P.E. fencing

course here on campus won second

place in the women's division. This

is the first time that UMass fencers

have fenced in an actual com-

petition in several years.

Ratelle, the stylish center of the

highest scoring line in the league,

now leads the NHL wan 33 assists.

This marks the first week since

Jan. 5, 1969, that a player other

than Esposito or his teammate,
Bobby Orr. has led in the category.

Orr is in fifth place in the scoring

race, separated from Esposito by

the explosive Ranger line of

Ratelle, Vic Hadfield, and Rod
Gilbert. Hadfield is third with 22

goals and 24 assists for 46 points

and Gilbert has 20-25-45.

Behind Orr's 13-30-43 is a three-

way tie for sixth place with

Chicago's Bobby Hull sharing the

spot with Buffalo's Rick Martin
and Gil Perreault at 35 points.

Frank Mahovlich of Montreal is

ninth with 32 points.

New York's Brad Park and Fred
Stanfield of Boston share 10th

place at 31 points.

three-point lead with 39 seconds

left.

"Yes, I definitely think we have
won many games during the streak

on our conditioning," said Shar-

man. "They've worked hard and
now it's paying off."

"The conditioning is one thing,"

said McMillian. "But the big thing

is mental. We go out there knowing
we're going to run for 48 minutes.

It's a positive thing. We're oriented

to running and doing what we have

to and the rest more or less comes
easy."

"It's like we put a large sum of

money in the bank when the season

started. Now all we're doing is

drawing out the interest," said

quick-handed guard Goodrich.

But now that one-third of the

season has been played, Sharman
says the extra workouts will taper

off.

"From now on it's a matter of

each player watching his diet,

getting plenty of sleep and keeping

ready mentally," said Sharman.
"They're in good shape and I don't

want to overdo it."

"Mostly, it's mental. When you

lose that many in a row, you come
into the arena knowing you're

going to lose a ballgame. The way
this team is, we come in knowing
we are going to win."

RugbyMeeting
The UMass Rugby Club will hold

an organizational meeting in room
259, Goessman at 8 P.M. tonight.

The main item on the agenda will

be the election of club officials for

the coming year. All members are
urged to attend. Non-members who
are interested in participating in a

contact sport which combines
aspects of soccer, lacrosse, and
American football are also invited.

WORRIED ABOUT A JOB?

Assure yourself of an interesting,

challenging, well-paying job through

Air Force ROTC 2 year Program.

Consider these points:
- $100 a month while in AFROTC
- $1000 worth of free flight instuction

- $9400 + starting salary
- Draft deferment

These are just a few of the benefits

available through the

AFRCTC 2-YEAR PROGRAM

;all DICKINSON HALL 545-2437
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Redman Dramatics Again, 69-67
By EARLE BARROLL

You can bet your last dollar that

Jack Leaman will not be in any
hurry to see another Huskie for a

long time.

Last night before a full house at

Curry Hicks Cage the UMass
basketball team went through its

second case of Huski-itis in as
many games (Northeastern on
Saturday night) before hanging on

to a 69-67 win over UConn.
While the impetus has been laid

forth in recent games for Leaman
to teach a course next semester in

dramatics for aspiring coaches, he
has one he himself sees as very

important to teach at the present

moment.. .mental preparation 100.

"Never in my life have I been 5-0

and worried about mental
preparation for the team." he said

dejectedly after the game. "We
played very poorly and very dumb
out there tonight."

Dee Rowe, head coach of UConn,
was not as dejected over his teams
performance but also divorced any

•V fcwifm«
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SPORTS
idea of a moral effort. "I thought

we played well," he said. "We
didn't crack near the end which
happens so often to teams on the

road. We were picked to lose by as

much as 20 points tonight, but two
or 20, it's still a loss."

It was UConn who actually

NOTE THE EXPRESSION ON AL SKINNERS FACE...There
weren't many UMass rebounds last night and maybe he's a bit
surprised at being able to snag one awav from the UConn front line.

(MIX Photo by Gib Eullerton.)

Skaters At Home Tonight
By ALAN WRIGHT

Boston State invades Orr Rink at 8 tonight to tangle with the

phenomenal Redman skaters who have now compiled statistics listing

live straight wins and 33 goals. By comparing records, the boys from
Bean Town shouldn't prove to be very formidable foes as they stand at 0-3

on their season schedule so far. However, those losses were sustained

from the iikes of Bowdoin, Colby, and Vermont, who are all noted hockey
powers.

Boston State should have some local hub talent to offer tonight, but

don't look for them to pose too much of a threat. The important thing for

the UMass pucksters is not to develop too much of a cocky attitude as a

result of their early season good fortunes.

/It's interesting to realize that enroute to this 71 Redmen hockey suc-

cess story, a lot of hard work and preparation was necessary. Five short

years ago. the UMass hockey team had to scramble to win a third of their

season's games. The whole program needed revamping and coach Jack

(anniff was the man selected to do it. He left Gloucester High where he

had established himself as a successful coach and ascended to UMass's

collegiate ranks with the task of building a winning team here.

The rest is history, and as anyone connected with sports here knows,

Canniff s teams have shown nothing but steady progress since those days

of Lean, Green hockey prowess. This year's squad looks more invincible

with each victory and this could be the climatic winter when puck playing

becomes king on Campus
Despite their methodical winning habits, though, the saving grace that

will deter the pucksters from becoming too confident is their schedule. It

never really allows them to cool their blades too much because they are

matched up against mediocre teams as well as Division I and II stalwarts

all season long. For instance, as soon as they beat Boston State tonight,

they will have to start psyching themselves up for Yale at New Haven on

Friday.

changed the game around, going

from a straight man-to-man in the

first half to a zone defense in the

second half, and according to Rowe
this saved his team. "We had to do

something. UMass destroyed us

man-to-man."
John Betancourt, who put on

another super performance with 26

points in a complete game effort

and who was lauded by Rowe "for

a great game", pinned the problem
to a flatness the team has been
under in the past couple of weeks.

"We didn't shoot well over the

zone, like we did against Holy

Cross and when we missed we were
just standing around and they were
getting all the rebounds."

I Mass opened right off the bat

with a full court press intended to

cause mistakes by UConn, but

what actually transpired was a

series of turnovers and easy lay-

ups for both teams. ..Leaman
scrapped the press. "We weren't

hustling out there and a press is no
good when you're standing
around." he explained.

Good defense vaulted the Red-
men into a four-point lead with just

over six minutes to go in the half

and then an outburst of nine UMass
points to one for the Huskies built

the lead to 11 where it stayed for

the remainder of the half.

This was the end of the man-to-
man.

It was in this first half that Chris

Coffin, who has made a habit of

doing his job secretly on the court

but with positive results, brought
the Huskies' outstanding forward
Cal Chapman under wraps. ..this

saved the Redmen.
Chapman was averaging over 20

points and a dozen rebounds a
game. Coffin gave him maybe
half... Leaman said of his per-

formance, "He's a super defensive
player, the best in New England
the past two years."

Rowe was just as awe-struck:
"He's fabulous. I told my team
he'd be one of the best defenders
they'd face this year. He's been
around awhile and his experience
showed up on Chapman who is a
sophomore."

In the second half the UConn
zone limited the Redmen to a
single shot at the basket while the

Huskies controlled the boards and
nibbled the lead away in the

process.

UConn came within two with 13

to go, UMass held them off. They
came within two again some seven
minutes later, this time the Red-

TIIE IDEA IS TO FIRST LOOK AT THE GRACEFULNESS OF
JOHN BKTANCOURTS SHOT and then go looking for yourself in the
stands. John had 21 points last night and kept the Kedmen on the
winning trail as they now stand at .'.-(». (MIX Photo by Barbara
Brccher. >

men couldn't hold and the score
was tied at 56.

Betancourt hit two jumpers to

give UMass a four-point bulged
and the order from the UMass
bench was not to foul. From the

UConn bench the order was dif-

ferent... the Redmen played it cool

and waited for the Huskies to foul

them to the one-an-one...they did.

Again UConn came back, the

Redmen held. Mike Pagliara was
the target of their aggression and
he canned four free-throws that

built a seven-point lead which
UConn was unable to make up. "I

figured I might as well do
something tonight," he said.

What irked Leaman at this time
was that his plavers were fouling

UConn when they shouldn't have
and this is what made the end so

tight.
" We got a f i ve-point lead and

we fouled them instead of them
fouling us."

Box Score

UMass G F T UConn G F T

Skinner 4 4 11 Chapman 8 4 20

Coffin 1 2 6 Parsons 2 4

Peters 1 2 Custick 5 3 13

Bet'n'cl 12 2 26 Vaughn 2 7 11

Pagl'a 2 7 11 Melody 1 7 9

Pilmo Pr'stas 1 2 4

Voqpley 3 6 Mullin 2 2

McL'lin 3 6 Deehan
Austin 1 2 Bell 2 4

Barbach

27 15 69 21 25 67

Freshmen Have It Easier

;

Hit Century Mark Vs. Pups

ByLOUISJ.GROCCIA
Coach Fan Gaudette's little

Redman are on a five game win
streak thanks to an impressive 100-

85 dumping of the Conn. Freshmen
last night at the Cage.
The Redmen were led by big

John Murphy, who poured in 32 pts.

and 17 caroms, and smooth Tom
Gillams, who contributed 22 pts.

and 16 rebounds. Murphy was
simply immense as he shot 11-18

from the floor and 10-12 from the
line as he threatened Rich
Vogeley's freshman scoring record
of 36 pts.

But Murphy fouled out of the

game with seven minutes left.

Meanwhile Gillams was picking off

the crucial rebounds and scored
four hoops late in the second half

when UConn had cut their deficit to

11 pts.

For all intents and purposes the

Redmen iced the game early as
they jumped out to a 15-4 lead
which they increased to 20 as the

game progressed and the subs
came in.

In addition to Murphy and
Gillams, the other three starters

for UMass, Endicott, Burke, and
Flanagan all hit double figures and
played good defense in beating a

tall and talented UConn five.

The fans at the Cage were

treated to an excellent per-
formance by a Earl Wilson of

UConn. Wilson scored 39 pts. and
collected 7 rebounds while b*ing
constantly harassed by the UMass
defense all night.

He shot 14-28 from the floor and
11-15 from the line as he gave
UMass fits all night. He jumped
and blocked shots and used
marvelous body control in a style

reminiscent of Charlie Yelverton
of Fordham.
UMass won the game up front as

they penetrated well and hit the
offensive and defensive boards all

night. This rebounding strength
was evident in the stats as UMass
out-rebounded UConn 59-41 . UMass
shot 47% from the floor while
UConn could only manage a 38%
showing, in spite of the display put
on by Wilson.

This was the freshmen's last

game of the year as they now have
a long lay-off until Jan. 29 when
they play Bryant-Stratton at home.
LAYUP LINES-Joe Leone got

the basket that reached the cen-
tury mark for UMass on a reverse
layup from the right. Bruce
Guzowski filled in admirably for

Gillams, getting four caroms and
handing out two assists. Wilson's
dunk shot off of a foul attempt
brought memories of the old days

when the art of dunking was legal

and a joy to behold.

Luncheon
Today

The UMass Redmen Sports
Luncheon will be held at the
Newman Center today at 12:15

p.m. with gymnastics coach Erik
Kjeldsen the featured speaker.
Kjeldsen will go over this year's
gymnastics program and will also
show a film of a gymnastics meet.
He will also have a scouting report
of upcoming meets. There will be
the usual door prize and raffle of

choice tickets to a basketball
game. All for $1.50... the public is

welcome

BBall Tickets
Basketball tickets for the

Manhattan game at Madison
Square Garden on Thursday night

and the Harvard game at Cam-
bridge on Saturday are still on sale

at the Boyden Ticket Office.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather
Variable cloudiness,

with a chance of rain or

snow. Temperatures
ranging from 25 -50<\

with variable winds.
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McCloskey Calls Administration Liars

By ERNIE ROTMAN
"The executive branch of our

government today has concepts of

power never thought to be given it

by the framers of our Con-

stitution.''

This statement summarizes

what Republican candidate for

President. Congressman Paul N.

McCloskey feels is wrong with this

country today. From this quote,

last evening. McCloskey discussed

the procedures that the Excecutive

branch has adopted during the

Nixon administration and ex-

plained why he disagreed with

them.
Brought up in his talk was the

point that the President, and

Executive Branch in general,

continually lies to the public and

Congress. Several examples of this

included the refusal of the

government to print the Pentagon

On The Inside

:

Joyce Ladner
See page 3

India-Pakistan
See page 4

Papers; their main purpose being

to prevent the unification of

Vietnam, and the continued denial

of our President that soldiers were

being killed in Laos. "He only

stated this because it finally

became known that soldiers were

fighting in Laos."

According to McCloskey from

California, before this point was

released to the public, he had been

told by various individuals that

they had themselves fought in

Laos. This, constituted McCloskey,

means that the President "forces

himself" to deceive the public and

Congress, both of which might

hamper the Executives actions if

facts were known about what he

really was doing.

McCloskey continued that even

though the constitution has stated

that the President should be

Commander in Chief, Chief

Diplomat, etc., today's "limit" on

the Executive Branch's power has

led us to distortion of its powers. To

clarify, he added as examples that

the allocation of money for ex

penditures made by Congress was

withdrawn by the President and

that Congress power to declare

war now has been overridden by

the President's power such as that

shown in Vietnam. The Gulf of

Tonkin Resolution, McCloskey

said, should have limited the

President's power in Southeast

Asia, but he decided to ignore this

resolution.

This, McCloskey added, has

made Congress the weakest it's

ever been in terms of separation of

power, checks and balances,

provided by the Constitution. He

stated other examples such as

when the President ignored the

Mansfield Amendment, Congress

just acquiesced and didn't take

retaliatory action like stopping the

funds in his pet projects.

"What Constitutional power

gives the President the right to do

these things?" asked McCloskey

He said that he himself had been

duped by the President into

passing bills like SST and ap-

propriations for $1 million to the

secret war in Laos in that he was

given false reasons to pass these

bills.

Also brought out in the talk was

that on a poll taken these last

twelve years on "Do you believe

the government?" the percentage

of affirmative responses has

dipped from seventy to fifty per

cent. In dealing with the policies of

the Executive Branch on the

whole, McCloskey summed it up

with this. "The wisdom of sending

the Pueblo into Korean waters

compares with the sending of ships

into the Bay of Bengal."

"We use the most affluent

society and technology to destroy

rural towns in Southeast Asia

because our President doesn't

want to be the first President to

lose a war. All his policies deal in

prestige and pride " McCloskey

feels that the Executive Branch

today is free to conceal and

disclose any information wanted

and he also said that "they" have

taken the media and printing of

information for public reading into

their own hands. McCloskey
meanwhile, stated that in running

for President, he would stand on a

firm truth of government platform.

He would try to be honest with all

people at all times on all issues

even if his views were different

than theirs "unlike our present

President"

Before going into a question and

answer period, Congressman
McCloskey stated that the only

way to "dethrone" Nixon is for the

public to vote for him or any other

Republican candidate rather than

Nixon in the primaries. "Maybe,

as happened in the '68 primaries,

the national party will change their

minds on who to put up for

nomination."
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Schwanitz Is Surprised

"Who. me?" a surprised Prof. Schwanitz asks concerning the furor

raised over his recent article in the Collegian. (MDC photo by (lib

rulletton)

By STEVE TRIPOLI
Professor Dietrich Schwanitz of the English

Department yesterday expressed his "extreme
surprise" at the reaction of many people to his

article in last Wednesday's Collegian.

Being an exchange teacher from Germany. Prof.

Schwanitz admits that he was not at all prepared for

a reaction that he feels he would not have received

in Europe. He explained the difference by saying

that his article was not an analysis of the situation,

but lirst impressions on the basis of an image of

America formed in Europe"' and that they were

written in current European terminology" that is

•somewhat to the left of center' and "exhibits the

views of the Frankfurt School of Philosophy."

He also stated that the main objections to his

article came from the German Department, where

it was characterized as "arrogant", "exhibiting an

attitude ol superiority". "grotesquely

exaggerated", and "irresponsible". He also said

that some <>i the students "have reservations"

about it but that he has received moral support

"from quite a lew people

Some of Professor Sehwanit/'s colleagues in the

Knglish Department were asked to comment on his

article, and they were in agreement with him on

most of the issues Professor Vernon Helming had

this to say about the reasons behind the uproar:

"Germans have a very strong historic and in-

tellectual tradition; they take education extremely

seriously. This means it's difficult for a German to

think of education as pleasant or easy."

He summarized the typical concept of education

in Kurope (where he claims the "drudgery of

lundamentals is inescapable") by quoting

Knglish school teacher whose views on curricula are

that "it makes no difference what a boy studies,

provided that he hates it."

When asked if he agreed with some of the

members of the Knglish Department who
characterized the PMass student as ill qualified,

Prof Helming said that again this was by the

standard of the Kuropean prep school, and that he

felt that Prof Schwanitz might consider the

American student a bit immature. He concluded by

saying that it would take Professor Schwanitz the

rest of the year to be able to appraise us properly,

hut that it was unlikely that either side would ever

really understand the other.

Virginia Grahame, also of the Knglish Depart-

ment and a teacher of mostly freshmen and

sophomores says that students in America are

becoming increasingly well prepared for college

and thai her freshmen, although they are "still very

ignorant of the world" due to the fact that they do

cry little serious thinking," are vastly improved

by sophomore year due to their exposure to

university life. She also stated that Prof. Schwanitz

should in her opinion "observe us over a longer

period of time before judging". She also said that

the student in Kurope has "had it" by the time he

gets to college due to his rigorous preparation

whereas in America this is not so

She closed by saying that "on the whole a very
valuable point was made" and that the analogy of

the student as consumer was "very well taken". She
said that it is "very valuable to have a foreign

teacher here" so that we can get a view from more
than one perspective.
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SES Threatened With Lawsuit Newton Charges Dropped

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
The Student Educational Ser-

vice's notetaking function may be

headed for a court fight which

would determine its immediate
future at the University.

George Cheah, owner of SES,

said in an MDC interview that he is

willing to go to court to defend his

right to print notes from the lec-

tures of any professor at UMass.
Cheah's outline of his future

strategy marks a breakdown in

negotiations between him and the

Student Affairs Committee of the

Student Senate.

Nick Apostola, chairman of the

Student Affairs Committee, said in

an earlier MDC interview that he

hoped Cheah would not push the

issue of taking notes in a lecture

against the wishes of the in-

structor. He said that Cheah's

efforts in this area would only hurt

'Aged Conference

Successful' -Barkin

By GEORGE WKISSUTZ
Among the Massachusetts delegates to the recently concluded White

House Conference on Aging was Professor Soloman Barkin, of the

Kconomics Department here at I Mass More than :?4(M) delegates, most
of them elderly, attended the conference from all parts of the country.

Speaking on WGBY TV in Springfield, Prof. Barkin termed the Con-

ference an extremely important meeting" and noted that there ap-

peared to him to be a unanamity" and "singlemindedness" of need and
purpose, in terms of improving health services, income, and housing for

the elderly Prof Barkin said that in his opinion, the apparent unanimity
'will result in action and will have a definite "political clout." Com-
paring the Conference with a similar conference held in 1961, Barkin
thought that this conference will bring about "a great many individual

improvements and advances, just as the 1%1 conference brought about

such programs as Medicare. Specifically. Prof Barkin saw progress

towards the implementation of a National Health Insurance for everyone,

regardless of age. as a direct result of the Conference.

one ol Prof Barkin's own proposals at the Conference was that there

be an ombudsman for elders within the government, to cut through

governmental red tape and aid elders in their business with the Kederal

government.
Barkin mentioned that, in his opinion, the general "feeling and

prevailing attitude was that the elderly were demanding a return on their

investment in American society " Also, Prof. Barkin said that two of the

factors ol the Conference that he was very impressed by were the "the

grass toots nature of the delegations" attending the Conference, and the

high degree ol organization which marked the running and overall

coordination of the affair.
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the chances of future expansion of

notetaking on the campus.
The problems surrounding the

SES program broke out in the open
this past week when Cheah
dropped nine courses from the 40

he is offering. He said he was
forced to drop them under the

threat of a restraining order which
would have closed down his

business. Cheah decided to drop
the courses instead of going to

court because, he said, he was
under the impression that his

losses would be reimbursed by the

Senate.

Cheah said he soon came to

realize that no money would be
forthcoming from the Senate. He
has now decided for next semester
to reinstate the nine courses he
recently dropped.
Commenting on Cheah's future

plans. David Bischoff, associate

provost, said, "If it comes down to

the point where faculty rights are

being encroached upon, then it will

be necessary to consider how we
proceed from that point. Legal
action is a possibility but it would
be a last recourse."

Cheah said he will write a letter

next semester to every professor

informing him of his option to have
all lecture notes copyrighted in the

professor's name.

Apostola said a joint sub-

committee of the Kinancial and
Services Committees has been
formed to study another proposal -

an attempt by the Senate to buy out

SES and turn the notetaking ser-

vice into a student-run
organization.

OAKLAND. Cal. Al» A judge

dropped a manslaughter charge

Wednesday against Huey P.

Newton, cofounder of the Black

Panther party, after the district

attorney said there was no new
evidence to warrant trying him a

fourth time for allegedly killing a

policeman.

"It would be fruitless to have
another hung jury," Dist. Atty.

l<owcll Jensen told Superior Court

Judge William Hayes. Jensen
added, "We think he is absolutely

guilty of the offense, make no
mistake about that."

Newton, 29, Black Panther
minister of defense, originally was
charged with murder and was
convicted in 1%8 of manslaughter
in the 1907 slaying of Oakland
policeman John Krey, 23.

Newton spent 22 months in prison

before the state Court of Appeal

ordered a new trial, ruling the
( r j a |

judge did not properly instruct

jurors. A second trial ended in a

hung jury last August and a third

trial resulted in a deadlocked jury

last Saturday.
Newton rushed from the cour-

troom after Hayes approved
Jensen's motion to dismiss the

charge. He embraced friends and
followers.

No comment,*' he told

newsmen.
It's about time they dismissed

this case." said his attorney.

Charles ('any He should not

have been charged in the first

place."

Newlon. who founded the Black
Panther party with Bobby Scale in

I'.Hiii. was accused of killing Krey in

a street battle after Krey stopped
Newton's automobile on a traffic

investigation The prosecution said

Heroworship
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Newton struggled with Frey,
grabbed the policeman's pistol and
shot him.

The defense said Newton was
shot in the stomach by Frey when
the officer became infuriated

because Newton began reading his

constitutional rights from a law

book.

(.arry said Frey was ac-

cidentally shot by another officer,

Herbert Heanes, summoned by
Krey to assist.

Newton, who lives in an Oakland
penthouse, has been free on bail

since the appellate court ordered a

new trial. He announced this year

that the Black Panther party is

switching from militant tactics in a

move to regain favor with the

black community. The Panthers
frequently have clashed with
police in many cities around the

country

He has been involved in a bitter

mterparty struggle over tactics

with Kldridge Cleaver which
surfaced last Kebruary when
Newton and Cleaver clashed in a

televised telephone interview

"Should the U.Mass

Campus Police

continue wearing

guns on Campus?"

TONIGHT
hear

Officer Scott

of the Campus Police

and

Richard Verrochi

of the Student Senate
debate the issue

in

Thompson 104
at 8 p.m.

Questions will be an-

swered after the debate.

Sponsored by the

U.Mass. Debate Union

Verrochi Resigns; Olmstead Elected
By DON BISHOP

In their final meeting of this

semester, the Student Senate

appeared headed for a lengthy

session last night. The first three

hours of the meeting were occupied

with special motions, budget
hearings, and the resignation

speech of departing Senate

Treasurer Richard Verrochi. Skip

Olmstead was elected to replace

Verrochi.

The three special business

motions heard last night dealt with

the narcotics informers issue, the

restructuring of the Athletic

Council, and the possible transfer

of the SES note service to the

Senate.

The motion dealing with the

narcotics informers, as introduced

by its sponsors: Senators Doran,

Spinn and Booker reads:

"In order to increase the ef-

fectiveness of 72-S61 (the bill

calling for the exposure of known
'narc') the undergraduate Student

Senate charges the Com-
munications Coordinator to solicit

the support of the Student

Governments of all colleges and
universities in the Commonwealth
in passing like legislation, and to

establish a central clearing house

for the processing and
dissemination of all information in

regard to State and local police use

of undercover agents."

Senator Skip Olmstead contemplates his new role as Senate

Treasurer, lie replaces Bick Verrochi, whose resignation takes

ilfecl January 15th. (MDC photo by Barbara Brecher)

This motion brought some
debate on the likelihood of the bill

ever being implemented. The
consensus of the Senate in sup-

porting the motion was that

although there are great dif-

ficulties in carrying out this bill

and last week's bill, the possible

political effects of the bills justified

their passage.

The special business motion

dealing with the Athletic Council

merely called for the Senate's

approval of the compromise plan
for reorganizing the Council;

jvhich was outlined in yesterday's

Collegian. This proposal was
granted unanimous approval by

the Student Senate. It will be

considered at today's Faculty

Senate meeting along with two

other proposals.

The possible transfer of theSES

note service to the control of the

Senate came up as a special

business motion also. Discussion

on the projected transfer will be

carried out with its present owner

George Cheah, who is encountering

difficulties in his running of the

service. (See story on p. 2.) If the

Senate fails in its negotiations and

Cheah is forced to close his

business, then the Senate will

proceed to use $1000 in funds

granted last night, to keep the

service going on a temporary basis

next semester.

The resignation of Senate

Treasurer Richard Verrochi was
accepted at last week's meeting. It

will become effective January 15.

Voted by acclamation to succeed

Verrochi was the present Chair-

man of the Senate's Financial

Affairs Committee: Skip Olm-

stead.

Senate President Lee Sandwen
thanked Verrochi for his four years

of service to the Senate and the

student body. He commended the

job Verrochi has done as Senate

Treasurer and said that while he

has been President he has had a

very good working relationship

with the Treasurer. Verrochi gave

a farewell speech to the Senate,

some excerpts follow:

"This being my fourth year in

the Senate, I guess I can claim the

honor of being one of the veterans

of the battles for open-house,

alcoholic-beverages in the dorms,

curfews for women, and co-ed

dorms. It seems very strange now
looking back at these issues,

realizing how passe they have

become. Student Government, in

particular our Student Senate,

seems to be heading down newer

and more different roads.

"...As the war movements
lowered their profiles, as the

killing became lesser, farther off,

and immediately intangible, the

dynamism and energies of the

antiwar movements were turned to

within the University. The demands
for change became less national,

and more parochial. And with this

change in demands, Student
Government turned down a new
road, that of institutional change

within the University. Grading

proposals were drawn up,

presented, and compromised on.

Co-ed living arrangements arrived

in full force. Demands for change

in the living environment on the

campus were presented and met.

And all of this was done quietly,

coherently, and with a sense of

aforethought and rationality which

had never been present before. But

the strangest thing about it was
that it worked.

"This, I guess, is my real

message to you tonite. Having

lived through four years of intense

involvement in Student Govern-

ment, I have, through hindsight,

seen a major change.

"The Student Senate had become

a vehicle, a "facilitator" if I may
use the colloquia, for change. It has

the resources, the talented people,

and the expertise to effect most

necessary changes. Student

Government, at this University, is

no longer just an extracurricular

activity. It is a serious endeavor, a

curriculum within itself.

"...Unfortunately, though, we
seem to be headed down the road of

other "great" institutions. The

stress appears to be placed on

research, public service, and
Graduate education, all at the

expense of the undergraduate. This

is the issue which I present to you

most strongly. Don't allow this

University to be hallowed solely by

public service and graduate

education. The basic intent of

public higher education is to offer

quality education to the poor and

middle-class at a modest price.

Don't be parochial to Amherst, yet

at the same time do not regard the

University system superficially.

Trust and be candid with thse

members of the administration

and faculty whom you can trust

and work well with. This is the

place to forge your alliances. But

above all your job is to survive, and

to keep on fighting. I would offer to

you some words by Thomas Jef-

ferson :

We confide in our strength

without boasting of it;

We respect that of others without

fearing it.

"Use your power judiciously.

Force upon the University only

those things which are necessary

and hold long-term advantage for

the students. Lee Sandwen's low-

key approach to the Athletic

Council is an example of this.

"Be rational and persistent, and

you will succeed. It will be up to

you for the next year or two: the

positions you take, the demands
you make, will determine the

future of student power on this

campus, and the future of the

University itself."

At the time of the Collegian

deadline, the Senate was debating

the request of various campus
groups for budgeting next year.

The following groups were ap-

proved for funding: Office of In-

ternational Programs, CEQ,
Northampton Volunteers, Action

Lab, and NES.

Black Women Must Face

Double Jeopardy -Ladner
By KAREN BRASIER

"The Black woman is subject to

the 'double jeopardy' of being

Black and female in a society that

places no special value on being

either," said Howard University

sociologist Dr. Joyce Ladner as she

spoke last night at the SBA before

approximately sixty people.

Dr. Ladner told of the im-

portance of the Black woman
concentrating on the Black

revolution rather than being side-

tracked into the "White, middle-

class" women's liberation

movement which she believes to

have narrow sexist goals rather
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than broad political ones.

"After women's lib has achieved

its goals, Black women will still be

discriminated against because

their skin is of a darker hue," Dr.

Ladner said. She emphasized the

point that Black men, women, and

children must all work together to

fight oppression. "No oppressed

people can afford to subjugate any

portion of its population," she said.

The attractive sociologist also

made the point that Black women
must not allow themselves to be

placed on a pedestal by their men
as White women allowed them-

selves to be.

The traditional White view of the

Black woman as a somehow
pathological matriarch was at-

tacked by Dr. Ladner "The Black

woman has been the carrier of

Black culture," she said. "She has

survived in a country where sur-

vival has not always seemed
possible. She has transcended pain

and discrimination and has always

remained courageous. For these

reasons, the Black woman should

serve as a most viable model of

womanhood to be emulated by all

females."
The Black man should not be

blamed for the problems of the

Black community either. Dr.

Ladner feels. "He has become the

victim of the hangups which the

White society have inflicted upon

him by denying him equal op-

portunities."

Although Dr. Ladner feels that

she has received far more
discrimination as a Black than as a

woman, she has had experiences

with both kinds of discrimination

and feels that the feminist

movement can help Black women
through the gaining of equalized

salaries, better job opportunities,

liberalized abortion laws and

government sponsored day-care

centers. She also stated that if the

women's lib movement can

remove the White woman from her

pedestal it will have served some

purpose.

Dr. Ladner, author of a book

entitled Tomorrow's Tomorrow:

The Black Woman, believes that

what is needed is not a re-definition

of the Black woman's role in

society but rather a re-structuring

of the whole society beginning with

the more equal distribution of

wealth.

Speaker Bartley Proposes

Health Insurance Plan

BOSTON (AP)-A health in-

surance plan to cover

"catastrophic" family medical

costs was proposed Wednesday by

Massachusetts House Speaker
David M Bartley. D-Holyoke.

The plan announced by Bartley

at a news conference is aimed at

the "average" family with an

annual income between $6,000 and

$17,000.

He said it would not cover

medical expenses, included in

normal health insurance policies

but would take over where they

leave off to protect a family from

bankruptcy.
"No single danger threatens the

financial solvency of the average

American family today as does the

cost of medical care for long term

and terminal illnesses," Bartley

said.

Bartley's proposal, co-sponsored

by Reps. Paul Murphy. D Boston,

and Dennis Duffin, D-Lenox, would

be run by the state and probably

would be financed by some sort of

taxes, he said

He denied that it was a form of

socialized insurance.

"It would not compete with

private health insurance plans. It

would be intended to meet, under

defined conditions, the 'above

insurance' costs of major illnesses

or accidents."

Bartley said details of the plan

have not yet been worked out, but

he was hopeful that the plan would

be formulated early next year and

passed during the 1972 session.

ATTENTION ALL TALENTED MUSICIANS
SUPERBAD PRODUCTIONS

will be on campus conducting auditions for possible contract opportunities. Come to

Pierpont- Private Lounge Saturday, December 18 from 1 to 5 p.m.

For further information contact Melvin Hall or Michael Philipp 445 and 461 Pierpont

Tele. 546-5299. Any evening after 7 p.m.

(brass, guitars, drums, key board)
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In The Nation And The World

Indian Forces Bombard Dacca
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Indian armed forces

resumed their air and artillery

bombardment of Dacca Thursday

morning after the commander of

Pakistani forces in East Pakistan

failed to reply to an Indian

ultimatum to surrender, the Indian

Defense Ministry announced.

A spokesman for the ministry

said an all-out offensive on the

East Pakistani capital began at 9

a.m. -10:30 p.m. EST Wednesday-

the surrender deadline set by Gen.

Sam Manekshaw, the Indian army
chief of staff.

Radio Pakistan said its troops in

the city "have reorganized their

defenses and are fighting with

renewed vigor the enemy forces

closing in on all sides."

The Pakistan radio made no

mention of an earlier cease-fire

request by Pakistan's commander
in Dacca or the call to surrender

that resulted

President Agha Mohammed
Yahya Khan will make a broadcast

address to the nation Thursday, the

radio said, but gave no indication

what he would say. Yahya is in

West Pakistan 1,000 miles away
from Dacca.

India indicated bombing raids

would be resumed against the East

Pakistani capital as Indian troops

and artillery prepared for a final

assault.

The Indians had given the

Pakistani commander, Lt. Gen.

A.A.K. Niazi, 16 hours to capitulate

in response to his cease-fire ap-

peal. The Indian government radio

said it had received no word from

him by 9 a.m. Thursday- 10:30 p.m.

EST Wednesday-when the allotted

time ran out. Bombing had been

period.

An Indian Defense Ministry

spokesman said ground action

continued while New Delhi's forces

awaited Niazi's decision, and
Indian mortars hurled shells into

Dacca from positions less than two

miles from the city.

Gen. Sam Manekshaw, Indian

chief of staff, had established a

radio link with Dacca to await a

reply from Niazi.

In other developments:

—In New York, Zulfikar Ali

Bhutto, Pakistan's deputy prime

minister, denounced the United

Nations Security Council as a

•fraud" and a "farce" for not

acting to stop the war. Communist

In Brief...
PRISON RIOT (JIKI-IKI)

imKDKNTOWV N..I. (API Rebellious inmates at the Yard-

ville Correction Center here seized two hostages Wednesday.

Approximately 100 of the 744 inmates were believed to be in-

volved in the disturbance.

Those seized were Richard A. Seidl, the assistant superintendent

of the institution, and Ira Friedman, a correction officer.

Neither was believed injured, according to G. Thomson Durand,

public information director of the Department of Institutions and

Agencies.

Durand said the disturbances had been confined to the south

housing unit, one of 10 wings of the institution for youthful of-

fenders.

Durand said 43 inmates transferred to Yardville following the

Kahway Prison riot on Thanksgiving Day were not involved in the

disturbance.
OIITA SI,AY Kit CiKTH DKATII SENTENCE

iM.imooix II Y, Calif. (API A jury Wednesday ordered that

John I.inley Frazier, 25. be put to death in the gas chamber for the

murder last vear of Dr. Victor Ohta and four others.

In his final* argument in the penalty phase of the trial, prosecutor

Peter (hang called lor the death sentence. The jury could have

sentenced him to life in prison.

I I.MM.TON (.1 DIES l\ MET
WASHINGTON < AP) Sen Robert Taft. R Ohio, was critical

Wednesday of the way he said Edward M Kennedy investigated

and condemned a cancer treatment program at the University of

i mcmnati
In a Senate speech. Taft called for full public hearings by the

health subcommittee of which Kennedy is chairman to resolve

questions raised about the Pentagon sponsored program.

THE pp ) [)/\Y
DEC.n

AFTERNOON CLUB
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China blamed council inaction on

the Soviet Union's three vetoes of

cease-fire proposals.

—Karachi area officials of

Bhutto's Pakistan People's party

urged the government to send the

deputy prime minister to Peking to

"immediately sign a defense pact

with China." Bhutto said he would

"not rule out an early visit to

Peking."
—In Washington, presidential

press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler

said any continuation or expansion

of the war could affect U.S.-Soviet

relations. He said cancellation of

President Nixon's scheduled May
trip to Moscow would be con-

sidered only if the South Asian

situation deteriorated.

—In New Delhi, a Soviet

delegation led by Vasily Kuz-

netsov, deputy foreign minister,

delayed its departure for the

second day to continue talks on the

war with Indian officials.

Niazi asked for the cease-fire

although he had vowed only

Tuesday to fight to the last man.
This time he apparently was

backed by President Agha
Mohammed Yahya Khan of

Pakistan, who vetoed an earlier

cease-fire appeal, a dispatch from

Dacca said.

United News of India claims

Niazi had reported he was ready to

stop fighting and wanted his forces

repatriated to West Pakistan on

U.S. 7th Fleet warships. There was
no confirmation of his report, but

It's all said on the faces of th

Flgion)

in any case India would not consent

to using U.S. warships for the

ese Pakistani refugees. <By Vera

purpose.

Nothing was said, however.

Cubans Seize Miami Freighter
MIAMI <AP) — A Cuban gunboat

attacked a Miami-based freighter

Wednesday in Bahamian waters

and took possession of the vessel

after wounding the captain and two

crewmen, the U.S. Coast Guard
reported.

Coast Guard spokesman Ron
Wright said the Johnny Express-

sister ship of the Lyla Express

which was seized by the Cubans
Dec. 5-was being taken to Cuba.

"According to the Cuban
government," said Wright, "the

injured have been removed from

the ship and taken ahead. Our
planes have turned back. The
vessel was of Panamanian registry

and not in U.S. waters. Our hands

are tied."

The high seas drams, which

became known when the Johnny
Express sent out a mayday about l

p.m. EST, apparently last about 90

minutes The ship's last broadcast,

at 2:40. reported it had been

rammed and was sinking.

The Coast Guard said the attack-

in which the Cuban boat allegedly

strafed the Johnny Express with a

machine gun and then rammed it-

took place about 100 miles off

Cuba's eastern coast, and some 350

miles southeast of Miami.
Both the Johnny Express and the

Lyla Express are operated by
Bahama Lines of Miami, a firm

owned by four Cuban exile

brothers the Fidel Castro regime
says have been prominant in

counter-revolutionary activity

against Cuba.
A spokesman for the firm,

Manuel Alen, said Cuban gunboats

have harassed Bahama Lines

vessels "day and night for the last

two or three months." He said in

each case, the Coast Guard was
notified but no action was taken

Alen said the company started

routing its ships further away from
Cuba after the Lyla Express was
seized Dec. 5, but to no avail.

Alen said it appeared Castro had

a personal grudge against the

Bahama Lines. "They've never

bothered any other ships but ours."

Pakistan

Walks Out
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP)

— In a moment of high drama,
Pakistan stalked out of the U.N.

Security Council on Wednesday,
denouncing the council for inaction

in the India-Pakistan war.

Hours later, at a night meeting.

Pakistan's chief backer, Com-
munist China, blamed the Soviet

Union and its three vetoes for the

council's failure to act.

Chinese delegate Huang Hua
expressed shock at the Soviet

behavior which he said had been
motivated by a desire to shield

India's military occupation of East
Pakistan by forcing the council to

mark time.
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Christmas Boogie

CLEAN LIVING
The Ed Vadas'

Off-White Blues Band

Jack Veronisi and Friends

Dec. 23, 8:00 p.m.

Park Theatre, Westfield Mass.

A Colonel Green's

Chocolate House Production $2.25

Congress May Up Cambodia

Adjournment Date
WASHINGTON (AP) -Congress abandoned hopes for final adjournment

Wednesday and set a new target date-late Thursday. There was no

assurance it would hit that mark.

The House completed its 1971 legislative program late Wednesday but

quit until noon Thursday to give the Senate more time to act on the last

appropriations bill, a temporary measure financing the foreign-aid

PI

Three money bills that had delayed adjournment were rushed through

the House Wednesday and two of them were sped through the Senate and

on to the White House. ..... . ..

The two bills cleared for the President appropriated $70.5 billion for the

Defense Department and $166 million for the District of Columbia to

supplement funds raised by local taxes.

A third measure passed by the House included financing for a group of

government activities whose regular money bills for the current fiscal

vear have not been provided. The temporary funding bill would expire

next March 15. when more than eight months of the fiscal year will have

passed. ,.

Largest of the operations funded in the temporary measure is the

foreign aid program, for which $2.64 billion was voted.

The emergency bill could delay completion of the Senate's work, since

some senators don't like its provisions and may explain their position at

Because neither branch of Congress may adjourn sine die without

approval of the other, a long Senate debate could hold up adjournment.

Before passing the final money bill, the House sent to the Senate a

eompromise measure providing additional unemployment compensation

lor states having an above-average rate of joblessness. Funds to pay the

bill were included in the appropriation measure.

The day's financial activities boosted to $153.7 billion new ap-

propriations voted this year by Congress in 17 bills already sent to the

President. This is $1.2 billion less than the President requested. The total

does not include funds in the temporary foreign-aid bill.

Good
PHILADELPHIA, (AP) An

Armv civilian employe who spent

nearly half of his 19 years in a

Communist Chinese prison in

solitary said Wednesday he was

generally well treated by his

captors but that the loneliness had

left its mark.
•| was alone so long," said

Ktchard G. Fecteau, 43, Lynn.

Mass.. his voice almost inaudible

at times as he met with newsmen

lor the first time since his release

Monday in Hong Kong. "I was in

solitary the first three years and

(he last live or six years" in a

prison in Peking, the Red Chinese

capital

\ newsman described him as

withdrawn and cautious

otherwise. Kecteau. a torrner

college rootball star, appeared in

good health

Clad m blue military pajamas,

hands clasped in front of him he

stood erect m front oi a Christmas

lice lie replied to questions in

short, sometimes incomplete

sentences

Mary Ann Harbert, 25, Palo Alto.

Calif., a Red Chinese prisoner lor

more than three years, was

released at the same time as

Kecteau.

Physical examinations of both

were completed at the nearby

Valley Forge Medical (enter and

Hospital where they were brought

Tuesday after a 21 hour flight from

I long Kong
Maj Allen Vanoff, a stall

phvsician. said both appeared

somewhat fatigued but "otherwise

were essentially normal, although

Miss Harbert" who weighs 97

pounds, "appears somewhat thin."

lie said both experienced eye

trouble during their confinement

that was diagnosed by Chinese

doctors as trachoma, an infectious

disease that could lead to chronic

problems without treatment.

1 am not bitter at the Chinese."

Fecteau said. Asked if he was

saying that because he feared

retaliation against other American

prisoners in China, Fecteau

repliedd "No comment."
He said his trial on spy charges

lasted about an hour."

I was tried two years after my
capture and I got a lawyer the day

of the trial." he said and then

grinned, explaining: "He the

lawyer said something about that I

was educated in American schools

and therefore didn't know

anything
."

He declined to comment on his

capture and on the spy charges

fecteau said that in the first six

months alter his capture he was

interrogated constantly but had

declined to give any information to

his interrogators

lie said that, for the most part,

he was able to keep abreast of news

happenings by reading the

English language Peking Review,

which was supplied him weekly.

He said he knew that Americans

had walked on the moon and that

President Nixon was planning to

visit China.

1 think that visit is important,"

he said. It will help ease relations

lietwe-en our countries."

SAIGON (AP) -South Vietnamese

paratroopers swept into In-

dochina's largest rubber plan-

tation Wednesday in their push

through eastern Cambodia, but the

Cambodian command reported a

serious setback on the nor-

thwestern front.

Associated Press correspondent

Huynh Minh Trinh reported from

the town of Chup that the

paratroopers, backed by 120 tanks

and armored personnel carriers,

drove north into the plantation

after securing the town without

opposition.

South Vietnamese air force F5

jets and Al Skyraiders and South

Vietnamese army artillery

pounded the southern and eastern

sections of the Chup plantation and

the area around Chup town.

On the northeastern front, the

Cambodian command said, the key

town of Taing Kauk was cut off by

North Vietnamese forces after new

fighting erupted in the area.

('apt. Chhang Song said a

multibattalion government force

at Taing Kauk, 48 miles northeast

of Phnom Penh, was under heavy

lire from enemy rockets, mortars

and automatic weapons.

Highway 6 from the capital was

reported cut by enemy troops south

of Taing Kauk, making resupply

and reinforcement of the garrison

there impossible.

North Vietnamese forces control

all of Highway 6 between Taing

Kauk and Kompong Thorn, 70

miles northeast of Phnom Penh.

The Cambodian garrison there also

is isolated.

If Taing Kauk and the key road

junction at Skoun-10 miles farther

south are lost. North Vietnamese

troops will control almost all of

northeast Cambodia.

Lt. Col. Am Kong, another

Cambodian spokesman, reported

earlier Wednesday that two

regiments of the North Vietnamese

!>th Division had pulled back to

engage South Vietnamese forces in

the Chup plantation, leaving a lone

regiment around Taing Kauk.

Field sources, however, said the

North \ ietnamese were making an

all-out drive on the town.

There has been no significant

fighting in the three day push

toward Chup by 6,000 South

Vietnamese troops.

Field officers reported that two

North Vietnamese regiments have

withdrawn to the north, possibly

across the Mekong River.

In Saigon, the U.S. Command
reported that American fighter-

bombers attacked radar and

millile sites in North Vietnam

Monday after a surface-to-air

missile was fired at them.

The raid, the 96th of the year

over the North, was the deepest so

far. The command said two Navy

AT jets attacked the sites 50 miles

northwest of the coastal city of

Vinh. The area is about 210 miles

north of the demilitarized zone and

IS miles south of Hanoi.

The command said the A7s were

supporting bombing missions

against the Ho Chi Minh trail in

Laos when the radar began

tracking them. They were diverted

into North Vietnam to attack the

radar and missile sites, about 15

miles from the I>aotian border.

They fired air-to-ground missiles

at the sites with unknown results.

The two planes were undamaged
and returned safely to the carrier

Constellation in the Tonkin Gulf.

Doctor Fee Hikes Limited

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Price Commission said Wednesday that

special government permission will be required for doctors to raise fees

more than 2.5 per cent a year, or for hospitals to raise prices more than 6

per cent.

Any increases must be justified by allowable increases m costs, minus

any gains in productivity, and cannot raise profit margins, the com-

mission said. j , , ,

Commission chairman C. Jackson Grayson Jr. said the goal to to halve

the 12 B per cent rate of inflation in the health services industry. The

commission has said that its goal for the economy as a whole is to keep

price increases to no more than an average of 2.5 per cent.

This would mean that, if both goals are met, the previously

skyrocketing cost of health care still would be allowed to go up more than

twice as fast as other prices.

"We were concerned with not reducing the quality of health care in the

country," Grayson said. "That was very important to us."

On another subject, the commission said that for the time being

businesses with less than $1 million in sales may raise prices enough to

increase their profit margin to 3 per cent.

Previously all firms had been barred from increasing profit margins at

all. even if they were losing money. The commission said it would have

lurther rulings in this area later.

It also deferred until sometime next week rulings on residential rents

and all insurance rates, including health insurance. Meanwhile house and

apartment rents remain generally frozen, with increases allowed only in

a few specific cases. The commission has retained ultimate authority

over insurance rates, but has not yet decided what increases will be

allowed.
, , .

In another economic development-The Pay Board met for the second

day to consider what circumstances might justify wage increases ex-

ceeding its general 5.5 per cent a year guideline. No decision was an-

nounced.
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MEMORANDUM

To: All Secret Santas

Student Homophile League

OPEN
HOUSE

Come and see where your student tax funds are

going - have a cup of coffee with us.

Friday, 9 a.m. - 12 Noon

S.U. 411-413 - Balcony above Lobby

Subject: Christmas Shopping

Only nine more days till Christmas and many of you still haven't taken

advantage of the great bargains available at the University Store.

We're the only store in the area able to offer you the thousands of books,

games, puzzles, shirts, jackets, music boxes, stuffed animals, posters,

pewter and other unique gifts - all under one roof for your shopping

convenience. Oh, did you know, we can personalize sweatshirts and

jackets to your specification.

Ho, Ho, Ho!

Happy holidays,

Santa Claus Cummings
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"Next Ho Ho Ho, Merry Christmas Next '"
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Art Buchwald

The Travel Agent

AT U.MA&
HAV£- NT

WASHINGTON "Can I help you. sir?"

Yes, I'd like to buy a round-trip ticket to the

Azores."

How long were vou planning to stay?

Two days I have to meet with a Frenchman

named (ieorges Pompidou."

We can arrange that. Your last name, please.

•Nixon."

"First initial?"

|{ like in Richard."

•Very good."

Now from the Azores I have to go to Bermuda to

see Kdward Heath of London."

"Why don't you fly directly to London, sir?"

No it has to be in Bermuda, and by Dec. 20."

All right, sir We can lly you to Lisbon and then you

change planes and well have you in Bermuda on the

2()th. Will that be all?"

No. Irom there I have to go to Key Biscayne to

meet with Willy Brandt I should be there on the 28th

of December."
•That shouldn't be any trouble. We have two Ihghts

a day Irom Bermuda to Miami Will you be staying in

Key Biscavne?"
:

()l course not. From Key Biscayne 1 ha-* to get to

San (lemente. Calif., to meet with Kisaku Sato of

Japan on Jan. ft.*'

•Let me look at mv schedules here. You're in luck.

There's a flight from Miami to San Clemente on the

night of the r>th. It should get you there in time for your

meeting."
That's fine. Now one more thing. Can you get me

Irom San Clemente to Peking by Feb. 21 9 "

What state is that in, sir?"

'It's not a state. I want to go to Peking, China."

oh. I see Hmmmnnn. There don't seem to be any

planes leaving from San Clemente to Peking. China.

Let me look in the new schedules. Pekin. 111., Pekin,

Ind . Pekin. NY., Pekin, N.D. -dear, me, no Peking.

I hina. I'll check if there is anything leaving from Los

Angeles. Ah. ves. here it is. You fly to Hong Kong and

take a bus to Canton, which connects with a plane for

Peking."
•How much is it family plan?

•How manv of you are going?"

My wife Pat and Henry Kissinger."

"Is Henry related to you, sir?"

'No but he's like a son to me."

•We're sorry, he'll have to pay full fare. It will be

$4,000 round trip, plus tax."

(an I fly now and pay later?"

•Not to Peking, sir. Kver since the Cultural

Revolution the airlines prefer their money in ad-

vance.

"

•Don't I get a discount for going in the winter?

No. but you're allowed a free stopover in North

Korea on the wav back."

I don't want a free stop in North Korea. I have to go

to Moscow after 1 go to Peking."

Well, why didn't you say so'' You can fly back to

the United States via Moscow and save %:\:\
."

•

I don't have to go to Moscow until May ."

My goodness, you have a bit of time in there bet

ween Peking and Moscow. Where would you like to

spend it?"

It really doesn't matter. Do you have any

suggestions?"

Let me look at my travel brochures a moment.

Would vou be interested in visiting Washington,

D.C.?"

"

What for?"

It's the nations capital. There are many things ol

interest there. There's the Lincoln Memorial, the

National Gallery and they have a new tourist at-

traction called the Kennedy Center."

I'd better check it out with my wife."

Why don't we put you down for Washington bet

ween Peking and Moscow'' If you change your mind.

we can always write you out a new ticket."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

A Prickly Affair

Hv ANNGl KNKTT
I Jespite the fact that what Robin Morgan suggested

Bob Corrv could do with his most 'obvious' of male

protuberances would not be considered a civil remark

by most people, perhaps it has taught him a timely

lesson Mr. Corry will now be able to remove his foot

horn his mouth and insert another bodily appendage

in its place. It is to be hoped that this will bring about

some change in Mr. Corry's rather narrow and ar-

chaic mentality on the question of sexual equality.

It is doubtful whether an act of this kind would be

harmful to Mr Corry's nutrition. It seems that he has

been spoon fed on crap all his life -the kind of crap that

is resulting today in racial and sexual inequalities that

are twisting our society. This mutilation of humanity

will. alas, perpetuate itself as long as Corry and men
ol his caliber continue to foist their injustices on

society.

Corry is most adept at portraying his own

narrowness. No coubt he felt himself to be a crusader

of sorts to even think of talking to a dedicated

woman's liberationist and self admitted dyke' (to use

Corry's phraseology) Yet even a simple con

Irontation with beliefs not his own reduced him to

thinking in alternatives Corry professed to be

shocked at Miss Morgan's vocabulary. Perhaps if he

paid a little more attention to the discussions of many
women on this campus he would be less shocked by

Miss Morgan's choice of words. It might also let him

see that when women use obscene' words they are not

aflectinga tough boy' attitude. Since when has the use

of certain words been restricted to men only'.' Just one

more example of Corry's ignorance.

It is also ironic that Corry considers spilling hot

chocolate all over someone to be an uncouth' action

when physically assaulting that same person would be

allowable. Allowable, of course, except for the fact

(hat Daddy once said that a boy should never raise his

hand against a girl. Truly a noble sentiment, except

one thing was omitted- nobody ever told Corry to raise

his hand in peace and understanding to one of his

sisters. It seems as though it's too late to try to teach

him that lesson.

So Corry will continue to turn his back on equality

and walk away, fantasizing about Humphrey Bogart

and vicious things, thinking he's one up on the little

Dutch boy when it comes to stopping up dykes. He

may be able to get it up, but he'd better watch out lest

that dyke collapse on top of him.

13-7/

in order to encourage you
all to fill in your
own tax forms this year .

. we at IRS are making
available a pamphlet in

Spanish, explaining . .

'. . . how to fill out the
return, which, as in

previous years

Editorial Points

'. . . will be written

in Serbo-Croatian!'

mm

We wonder if the real reason

that Ellsworth Barnard retired

as Ombudsman was that Don

Glickstein is not going to be here

next semester.

Not that we don't like SES, but

it might be a good idea if some of

you out there tried going to class

once in a while, just to see who is

teaching the class. Like today.

Hooray for Poor Richards-

they're finally coming out in-

dependently. 24 pages in color,

even. Give Poor Richard a pat

on the back when you see him.

For me.

Knigh

<rf

Letters To The Editor

Who Votes For What?

Te the Kditor:

Throughout the semester, there has been a paper

going around campus that contains the headline,

McGOVFRN VOTES FOB WAR AP-

PROPRIATIONS!'' It has been presented to me on

several occasions and one time, I even found it

plastered on my door. In effect, the paper states that

Senator McGovern has voted for bills which con-

tradict his antiwar policies. I would like to clear up

any doubts this paper has fostered.

The first part states that McGovern voted for the

following bills which appropriated money for Viet-

nam bills S -665; HR 7123; and S-666. In bill S-665,

however, the money allotted was for Defense

Department procurement, research, and develop-

ment, and military construction. Nowhere does this

bill state that this money would be used in Vietnam. In

addition, the bill also states that Congress supported

"(1) persons trying to bring about an honorable set-

tlement of the Vietnamese war, and (2) the convening

of an international meeting to plan an end to the Viet

Nam conflict." Concerning HR-7123, this bill also

stated that the money would be used to help end the

war rather than fight it. As far as S-666 is concerned,

there is no mention of Vietnam anywhere in the bill,

making it an average defense appropriations bill. The

paper also states that McGovern voted against, the

amendment to HR 10738. which would reduce total

defense appropriations by 10% or 7 billion dollars.

However, this bill also gave the Secretary of Defense

lull discretion to decide where the cuts should be

applied, thus taking the power away from Congress

and giving it back to the administration.

The second section, still concerning 1967, con-

centrated on Senator McGovern's record concerning

the draft. On this issue, most of the controversy is over

bill S 1432. the Selective Service Act. On this bill, he

voted to replace the draft with an all-volunteer army.

He also voted to limit the draft to 2 years instead of 4.

( )nlv after both these bills were rejected, did he decide

to vote to extend the draft, providing the fol owing

revisions be made: "to prohibit the president from

instituting a draft lottery, and to limit the president s

authority to order other draft revisions.

Section three, moving to 1968, was concerned with

the following bills: S-3293; HR-16703; and HR-1870T

All three bills concerned defense appropriations but

none mentioned Vietnam in any way. What confuses

me even more is that Senator McGovern was absent

the day that HR 18707 was passed, and therefore

didn't vote either way, although the paper states that

he did.

The fourth section was concerned with the "Om-

nibus Crime Bill", which Senator McGovern sup-

posedly voted for. The bill, S-917, disqualified from

ledera'l employment, for five years, anyone convicted

of a felony related to a riot. It also authorized large

sums of money for state and local police and per-

mitted wiretapping by police in a wide variety of

cases. However, once again this paper has goofed.

Senator McGovern was absent that day too.

( letting even more off the track of Vietnam, the fifth

section is concerned with the bill HR-18037 which

allows institutions of higher learning "to cut off

federal aid to students convicted of a crime against

the institution, by directing such institutions to cut off

aid only if the student's action contributed to "sub-

stantial disruption" of the institution." The paper then

adds, it is the capitalist institutions of this society

which are responsible for crime, violence, and

disruption, not students who engage in independent

struggle for social change." Of course, we all know

that students never do anything wrong. Senator

McGovern knows this too. That's probably why he

voted in favor of this bill.

And finally, this paper finishes by saying, "Bring all

the GIs home now! Vote for Jenness and Pulley."

It seems to me that this paper only ^oes to

strengthen George McGovern's stands. It shows that

he has consistently voted against those bills meant to

aid the war in Vietnam. It shows that he has always

voted against those bills which would strengthen the

administration and take power away from the

American people. It also shows that he is in favor of

retaining a military for purposes of defense, (a policy

which Linda Jenness also shares).

I am not in favor of the type of smear campaign that

the Socialist Workers are trying to conduct. If Linda

Jenness is such a good candidate, why don't they

concentrate on her policies, rather than attack those

of the other candidates. I believe that even if she had a

former political record. I would not level baseless

statements against it. I'm looking forward to a more

civilized and worthwhile campaign from the Socialist

Workers Partv in the future.
Reid Fishman

Students for McGovern

To the Kditor:
, , 4 .

I see that once again Walter Cronin, the holy crusader against th

Senate rides again. He has for the second day in a row charged blindly t

his tormentor, attacking blindly and even worse, poetically at tr

Student Senate's use of $1400 to send delegates to the National N.S.A

Conference However, Walter, I feel that several things must be s<

straight First of all, the money which sent those seven delegates I

Colorado had been appropriated for just that purpose in this year

budget If you remember, Walter, that budget was passed by both tt

Senate and the Board of Trustees. Secondly, there has never been ar

effort to hide this expenditure. It is now and has always been public U

formation The purpose of the Conference and the sum appropriated for

were carefully explained to each Senator (remember them, the peop

vou elected), at budget time last year. Thirdly, the cost, when consider*

on a per person basis, amounted to about 17*, or in Cronmian work tin

about 5-1/2 minutes of work at two dollars per hour. In return for th

investment the average student will stand to save several dollars in oi

of pocket expenses because of the information brought back from th

Conference Finally, after answering Mr. Cronin's questions about th

Conference I have one for him. Walter, how can you with a clear coi

scious produce your misleading drivel while receiving six Universil

credits for if I hate to see holy crusaders pimp themselves out.

William Spin

Student Senai

It's A Secret

Broken Barricades

To the Kditor: T M _up
It would be more appropriate if Room To Mwe

rushed to the editorial barricades as quickly

protesting the day to day devastation of drug use as

hev did to protest the "lot; « state of paranoia which

runs dangerously high afU any drug** .^^

fS&etelcp? \

All letters to the editor must be typed at sixty

spaces, double spaced. Length should not exceed

one tvpewritten page. All letters must be signed

with the authors phone and address in case contac

,s necessary. Addresses and phone numbers will not

Tfet'oltegisn reserves the right to edit letters

because of space limitations. We also reserve the

ngbt to publish according to space limitations

To the Kditor;

I think the students of this university have been sold

short by their own student court. The General Court

Justices in a recent decision found that the students

will have to pay their parking fines. Why. Mr.

Moriarty. do vou run scared and not let this decision

be made known to the student body 9 Why such

secrecy? Do you expect time to cloud the issue? Mr.

Sandw'en. will vou stand by and let this unrespon-

siveness and unethical conduct go unchecked 9 Mr.

Bouffard. you're representing the students; are you

representing the students 9

Not only are student monies being collected but also

needed to Tund this collection process. Why is the

entire issue being forced outside student judiciary

system into the Northampton Court 9 Should there not

be any recourse for contesting undeserved parking

lines within the General Court? There is a definite

priority system in assigning parking spaces. Why does

the I acuity get prime spots while the students get

shafted 9 Why does the student court uphold this

practice' Its time the student government started

representing the students!
George Vaeeuei

He Deserves It

'

°I surest what I deserved yessiree bob! !
Tuesday night I walked «

to the table where Robin Morgan. (Sisterhood is Powerful! ),
was sitt r

with some girlfriends. They were talking so not wishing to break into 1

conversation, I waited several long minutes before
> 1 could interject

polite. "Excuse me, Robin, I missed your talk. I'd like to ask you

question
" Miss Morgan, without even giving me the benefit of a co,

defending glare. coSed in a soft voice, "F-you!! Why don t you tal

your (most obvious male protuberance) ...stick it in your mouth, and se

11

""reflected on this course of action briefly, and figured it wou.

probably be bad for my nutrition and decided against it Three oth.

alternatives became available to me at that moment: first, spill the ci

of hot chocolate she had in front of her, onto her her lap (but that wou

have been uncouth!); second, punch her head through the plate gla:

w indow to her rear, because a girl who talks like a tough boy should I

able to fight like one too, I but, a boy shouldn't raise his hand against a gi

under any circumstances -or so my father told me once), thirdly, wa

away hide in a corner, and fantasize vicious things.

I walked away. Humphrey Bogart would have slugged her. That settl

one thing I'm no Humphrey Bogart. However, the encounter wasr

completely without merit!! Now, at least I know what that little boy

Holland didn't - it's hard to plug up a dyke with only one protuberanc

(even if you can find it!!).
|io|) (or|

Brevity Is The Soul Of . .

.

'

to tne^interest of all concerned, I'll be as brief as possible although
,

t

problems raised in Professor Schwann's "Cracked Mirrors wot

seem to deserve closer scrutiny.

1 The reaction to his first article was only partly vio ent I

editorial of the Collegian hailed it as some kind of a revelation tf

should cause professors and students to take note. It is, I think, qu

flufffNTJfMf

2 That the 'image of America among German and European

teflectuals has undergone a drastic change in the last fiye years is qu

true However, Professor Schwanitz lays the blame for this appun

disillusionment squarely but not so fairly on America al«K.^

dialectician. Professor Schwanitz must know that the sources

disillusionment can be found also in the disillusioned that lacking cert;

historical or psychological knowledge, accepted, at face value,

ideal" that had never really existed. It would be interesting o know

what extent the "illusions" of those German and European intellects

contributed to their eventual "disillusionment".

3 That this disillusionment set the scene for a revival of marxism

German universities" is, again, true. But it is questionable that th

•reaTing of a "critical theory" "in order to disown any connection w

locSire communism and Stalinism" really barred he way of

Uration and eventual takeover of the most radical elements in I

erman studeSJ"movement. West Berlin's Free University is

worth considering Here, the intellectual marxism of some of •

lessors edTo "he establishment of the Red Cells of students that ca

ut lately and now quite openly in favor of a Soviet-type communism

an alliance with what is ostentatiously called the German Democra

IU

Mn
l,C

Adorno being a diluted version of Lukacs" I simply meant t«

their approach to literature and sociology was basically s.mdar desr

their different conclusions. In that sense, Lukacs was the more profoi

thinker and philosopher. Of course, Lukacs was a classicist i

Adorno a modernist". That accounts for their different views. But

lundamental similarity of their approach still remains.

-, Needless to say that I did write neither of the "hermeneut.es no.

the criticism of .deology" of Professor Ha bermas After all, he w

until the revolt became manifestly violent, one of .ts ideologues and I

was what I mentioned At least, he is credited with coining the phr

linke Faschismus" but even this is not that original as it may appc

H Professor Schwanitz cannot see "what the students could have *

about Adornos heart attack." I don't know many simple answers in 1

but this is quite simple: they should have left him alone

7. Finally. I am very sorry for the mistranslations to which I have fa!

victim however "unwittingly and innocently".
I .1 Ml. IS At

Department of Kngl
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N.Y. Private Colleges Ask State Aid
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(Editor's Note-The Collegian

Reprints this article from the New

York Times. (12/15/71) because it

presents a proposal for a solution

that we might see to problems

which have plagued private

schools in Massachusetts.)

Warning of "the impending

financial collapse" of many
private colleges, the presidents of

six of the state's largest and most

presitigious universities proposed

yesterday a series of state

measures to eliminate the schools'

mounting deficits and assure

future growth.

The steps were announced at a

joint news conference by the

presidents of Cornell, Syracuse,

Fordham, Rochester, Columbia

and New York University. Each

president said he considered his

institution to be "in financial

difficulty."

Their proposals, which will be

submitted to the Governor's

special Task Force on the

Financing of Higher Education,

included the following:

—Creation of a temporary state

emergency fund of several million

dollars "to sustain those private

institutions facing immediate

financial disaster."

—An increase in charges to

students at public colleges "to

cover their full educational costs,"

including instructional expenses

and those for meals, rooms and

health services.

—Simultaneous expansion of the

state's scholar incentive program

from the present annual maximum
of $600 in scholarship aid to $1,500,

usable by the student at the college

of his choice, whether public or

private.

—Maintenance of current in-

stitutional state aid at present

levels at least.

The presidents called their

proposals among "the most

significant in the history of New

York State higher education."

They said they would increase the

dollar resources of the state's

public and private colleges without

increasing taxes. At the same, they

said, they would maintain the

diversity of the state's institutions

of higher learning and enable

students to choose any college,

regardless of its costs.

In effect, the proposals, which

were developed by the six schools

for the Commission on In-

dependent Colleges and Univer-

sities, would require those public

college students who can afford to

pay the real expense of their

education to subsidize those who

cannot.

The report maintained that the

new tuition income would balance

out the new scholarship costs.

The proposals come at a time of

increasing deficits at the state's

more than 100 private colleges,

which enroll 43 per cent of New

York's college students. The six

schools alone have a combined

projected deficit of $29.6-million

for the current year.

To cover their rising costs, the

private schools have been forced to

increase tuitions. This, in turn, has

caused more students to choose the

less expensive public schools and

has further reduced the private

schools' income.

For instance, the tuition at

N Y.U. is now about $2,700, com-

pared with about $500 at a state

college and nothing for full-time

undergraduates at units of the City

University.

Such an enrollment trend, the

presidents said, is wasteful

because it has left about 15,000

vacancies in the state's private

colleges at a time when the public

schools are overcrowded.

The trend also threatens the

future of a number of private

schools. "Unless there are new

sources of revenue such as our

proposals provide," said Dr.

James M. Hester. N.Y.U.'s

president, 'there are a number of

private colletges in the state, in-

cluding mine, which within the

next two or three years face some

very serious questions on their

future
"

Dr. Hester's university, which

with 42,000 students is the state's

largest private school, had a

record $(>.7-million deficit this

year It covers such deficits by

borrowing from unrestricted en-

dowment funds

Dr. Hester noted that should any

private college close, the already

hard-pressed state schools would

have to shoulder the additional

student burden. He said it was

PARKA
JACKETS
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A mysterious fire that swept a general classroom building under
'

con-

struction a the new Boston campus of the University of MassachuseUs in

Columbia Point early Tuesday may have set back work on that building

XwZrT^U. Edwin G. Steidinger of the Boston arson squad, said

a spokesman for the contractor, S. Volpe & Sons said work on the site,

Building >-20, had been "way ahead" of schedule.

Steidinger said damage was estimated a* SIW.OOO-

The arson inspector said cause for the three-alarm Ma* tta
t
was

punctuated with the explosions of propane gas tanks was of un-

d
tlTfs

d
lTK

g
RV.S()R on the job for the Volpe firm declared it was of

"T^MSii theorized the blaze was started by the heaters used to

keep new concrete Irom freezing. _„„j
II IK KI.AMKS fed on wooden forms set up for concrete on the second

floor of the 25,000 square foot building that measures 200 by 150 feet. I he

special forms, which may take up to six weeks to replace, and rein-

ILo attending and sponsoring loreements, were all ready for concrete pouring today. Now, instead, the

Also attending ana sponging
timbers will be removed by wreckers today.

cSaSSSST%SSi Z Hamilton

l^vZt^j&g. contrary" to other reports, said "there have

CoHege anTth^^commission's been problems " at the Columbia Point construction site,

chairman Dr. Edward Mortola, ,\ SHORT TIMK prior to that there was a lire on the site of the Poorvu

president of Pace College, and Dr. Construction Co. of Waltham. A spokesman for the company, which is

Thomas Bartlett, president of constructing a service building, said damage was relatively minor in the

Colgate University. lire that started about 2 a.m. .„,«,-,

.

K
( Reprinted from the Boston Globe, 12/15/71

)

more economical for the state to

support the private schools before

they closed.

In addition to Dr. Hester, the

college presidents at the news

conference were Dr. William J.

McGill of Columbia, Dr. Dale R.

Corson of Cornell, the Cornell

Medical Center, 1220 York Avenue,

Rev Michael P. Walsh of For-

dham, Dr. W. Allen Wallis,

Chancellor at Rochester, and Dr.

Melvin Eggers, Chancellor at

Syracuse.

Another

Amherst Audi

RECORD SALE

Coming

This Friday and Saturday

SYLVAN AREA PRESENTS

30 DAYS OUT
Warner Bros. Reprise Recording Artists

also Rush and 4th Street

Fri. Nite, Dec. 17

Worcester Dining Common 7:30 p.m.

Admission: 50' Sylvan Residents Free

INPORIUM
Pre-Christmas R ed Tag Sale

Flannel and Corduroy Shirts-

Jeans

Overalls—

Denim Jackets

Sweaters —

—

Wool Coats

Corduroy Coats

Denim Shirts

Main St.

r $1.00

$2.00

__ $10 - $80

[Z $3.00

$3.00
" $2.0C

„ $10 -$15

$3.00

$3.00

Amherst

The University (hoi ale pictured here under Richard du Bois. will perform the premiere of "Dies

Domini Magnus", hv Philip Bezanson, at a Winter Choral Concert. Sunday, at 3:00 P.M. in Bowker

Auditorium. Also appearing will he the University Chorus. Women's Choir, and Chamber Singers.

Chorale To Give Concert
Several University choral groups will present a varied program

of music, including the premiere performance of a new work by

Philip Be/.anons, Head of the Music Department, at the annual

Winter Choral Concert on Sunday at 3:00 P.M. in Bowker

Auditorium

The University Women's Choir, directed by Alan Harler, will

l>egin the program with the Troisieme Lecon de Tenebres

(Lamentations of Jeremiah) by Francois Couperin (1668 - 1733).

The program will continue with Richard du Bois directing the

University Chamber Singers and University Chorale. The Chamber

Singers will perform Claudio Monteverdi's (1567 - 1643) Lagrime

dell'Amate al SepolcrodeH'Amata, a somber and moving portrayal

of a lover's grief at the death of his beloved. The Chorale will

perform three motets from the Renaissance and Baroque periods:

O Magnum Mysterium by Tomas Luis de Victoria, Venite

Kxultemus Domino by Jan Sweelinck, and Tristis est Anima Mea

by Johann Kuhnau.
The Chorale will also perform the premiere of Dies Domini

Magnus (The Great Day of the Lord), written for the Chorale by

Philip Bezanson, Head of the Music Department. The piece, scored

lor chorus, brass septet, and timpani, is a powerfully dramatic

setting of the prophet Zephaniah's vision of the Lord's impending

destruction of the corrupt district of Maktesh in Judah. The text,

dating from approximately 600 B.C., is overwhelming in its tone of

wrathful vengeance and vivid in its description of imminent doom.

The music, reflecting the text, is highly dissonant, and jagged in its

melodic contours; it is one of the most difficult and challenging

pieces the Chorale has worked on.

Following intermission, Mr. Harler will direct the University

Chorus, with chamber orchestra, in a performance of Handel's

Dettingen Te Deum, a festive piece written in commemoration of

the victory of King George at the battle of Dettingen. Soloists will

be Donna Harler, soprano, Calliope Shenas, contralto, Jon Hum-

phrey, tenor, and John d'Armand, bass. ^^

AUTOS FOR SALE

1964 VW Bug. rebuilt engine and front

end. new brakes and master cylinder, just

tuned up and oil change. 1350 firm. 6-5197.

012-17

t» Opel Rallye fastback, snowtires,

23mpg. radlals. Asking 11250. Rog. 527-

1528.
012-21

1971 Fiat 850 Conv.. 13,000 mi.

Call eve. 253-7037.
tf 12-20

1963 VW Bus. not running - good for

parts. 4 new tires. Leave msg.. for Bill at

253-7148.
tf 12-20

1905 Corvair. in very good running

condition, lias snow tires 3 speed stick

shift, (all John 7 p.m. 256-4W74 1250.

12-16

62 VW sedan. 1200. rellgned brakes,

rebuilt engine, 253-5221 after S.

tf 12-21

1965 Ford, custom 500. V8. automatic,

p.s„ new std. tires, excellent cond.. 1350.

Paul Hughes 256-6880.
012-21

1967 Mercedes 230s. 4 door, mint con-

dition, low mileage, maroon, black In-

terior. Asking 12.250. Phone Shelboume

625-6856 after 5:30.
tf 12-20

1965 Porsche 35*-c, new brakes, clutch,

rebuilt engine, ski-luggage rack. elec.

sunroof. 54541329. Dick Jubinville.

012-17

Red Porsche 1966 Radial Snow Tires

AM-FM-SW. radio 11800. Call 545-2330 or

253-9689.
tf 12-17

1965 Olds. 442, good condition, new tires.

A.T.. P.S.. Call 253-9876.
012-17

- Good running

Call Tom 256-
1962 Ford Kconollne Van

condition, snow tires. 1200

8144.
UI2-16

65 Falcon, eng.. In excel., cond.. new

rad.. bat., starter, exhaust system, and

rear snow tires. Call 617-342-9138 on Frl. or

Sat. Best offer over 1400.

tf 12-17

70 Daisun ifioo radio. heater, radial tires,

trunk rack with ski adapters, grey /black

top. Call 586-3249
01217

66 Barracuda Fast back, 4 speed. 4 bbl

carb.orig. owner. Days 545-0074, eve |
665-

3547.
01217

1964 VW Mlcrobus. rebuilt engine, new

clutch. Body and Interior excellent.

Leaving country. Best offer. Karuna 253-

•264.
tf 12-16

67 Barraruda Fastback, exel., condition

air/cond.. p.s.. gd. snows, 273 V8, 18- 20

m p.g., must see and drive. Call Dave 586-

1321, leave message. 11200 or b.o.

UI2-2I

19*4 Plymouth 4-door sedan, a honey of a

car. good deal al 1300 (
Just got a new car

for Xmas gift) 2S*-8I74.

1964 VW Sunroof, black w /black naug..

interior, fiber belted tires. 67 rebuilt

engine. 53 hp super clean, $525. 1-734-6540.

1963 VW Mlcrobus Camper, radio, gas

heater, toilet. Ice box. (4) new ww tires,

new paint, mech exc. 1950 or best offer

2MMM,m
,f,2-2,

FOR SALE

Bicycle, 10 speed. Phillips Racer 180 or

next offer. Call 5-M07*.

Guitars: Martin. Yamaha. Aria. Har-

mony. Also; Dulcimers, auCharps. Hnd

MDC CLASSIFIED
out what you want, then call John 6-5401

late.
U12-16

FOR RENT

ASTROLOGICAL BIRTH CHARTS: 11

full page complete report $10. Specify,

place, month, day. yr.. and time of birth.

Send to David Zeno, 7 Joyce Rd.. Waltham.
U12-21

BSR Minichanger 140. Realistic Amp
165. Call Ken 546-6477. Will negotiate.

tfl2-16

Scott 382c Stereo Receiver. 30 waU-

s/chan. rms. Garrard SL 72b turntable,

both In excellent condition. Best offer .
Call

Bob 665-4983.
tfU-17

Camera 35mm Pentax Spotma tic. 55mm
lens with light meter. 1 yr. old. best offer.

Karuna 253-9264.

U 12-16

1962 Chevy Impala convert., with new
tape deck. Asking $225. King site H20 bed

with liner and finished frame $40. Call

Brian 584-7720 or 253-5877.

UI2-21

I pr. Rose mount Ski Boots. 6-8. sheel; 1

pr. Lange Ski Boots, site 6 1/2. Call 546-

5270 Conrad.
tf!2-17

1968 tr6 650CC, excellent cond., price

negotiable; electric range, excellent

cond.. 36". $40. Will deliver. Call George

323-7304 eves.
012-17

Dual 1209 turntable w /cartridge $100.

(all 253-9876.
tflZ-17

Available: bedroom In Puffton Village

apt., available immediately or for second

semester. Call 1-549-6864. keep trying.

U12-2!

I bedroom apartment for rent, available

Jan. I. Puffton Village. 156/month 549-

0719. ^ 012-20

Room and board available in new house

on N. Pleasant St.. two minute walk from

campus. Call Dana 253-9031.

Q12-I7

Female - free room and board, modern

apt., adjacent untv , In lieu of minimal

child care. 549 3653.

tf 12-21

One furnished room, S 1/2 mi., from

campus, kitchen privileges, utilities In-

cluded. CaU 586-0030. available Jan.. first.

tfl2-21

Furnished efficiency apt. Available Jan.

15. all electric air cond.. includes utilities.

$130. Quabbln Village. Belchertown call

32.1-6376.
012-17

Squire Village, modern 2 bdrm apt., all

utilities Incl. Married couples only. Avail..

Jan I. Rent $190. Call evenings 685-3218.

012-17

6 bedrms., 2 baths, kitchen and rec.

room in Holyoke, 14 mile from If. of M. All

util . ex. phone, much furn.. $300 per

month. Call 323-7893.
012-15

2 bedroom apt. 118 Colonial Village, all

utilities inc.. $l60/month. Avail, end of

Jan. 72. Call 253-2986 or Kamlns Realty.

tf 12-16

Gibson GB-3 Bass, good condition, with

case $200. Call (617)544-2921 collect.

U12-21

Snow tires 165-14 Semperlt Radlals. 1 pr.

mounted on MGB disc wheels. $50. Call

549-6087.
U12-I7

New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo

253-3148.
tfsem

20-50% off stereo components, all major

brands, fully guaranteed. Also! 8 track

tapes $2.49. Baker Stereo. Rm. 223. Call

Barrv or Dave 4-5: 30 p.m. Phone 546-6063.

tf 12-20

2 room furnished apt.. 15 minutes from

Campus, avail. Dec. 23, lease until June 1.

1 1 to includes utlls. Call 247-5618 btwn 5:00

- 7:00 p.m.
1(12-17

POT SALE

Ceramics sale. BFA and Grad Student

work - signed original pieces for holiday

gifts. Dec. 15 and 16 10 a.m. -4: 30 p.m.

Munson Hall, annex, basement.
U12-I6

ENTERTAINMENT

Tenor Sax, Selmer MKIV. good con-

dition. Call 549-0087.
012-17

Rock Band Phoenix now available tar

your Xmas party. Good, hard drlvta*.

dance music Call Carl at S3-0171 for

Informal!©*
U1M7

PERSONAL

Dear Weird Sisters: Compassion Is our

aim. apathy is our name, and Spewing Is

our game. Milton Bradley.
12-16

Dear SS: Is it really Just another pretty

face? Thanks Bonnie.
12-16

Wanted, super 8 movie camera for 1 day

use. any day. Call Steve 6-7775.

12-16

Nothing to do on a Sunday afternoon?

How about a matinee featuring Laurel A

Hardy, Cartoons and many other good

things? Dec. 19. 2 p.m.
^

~ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted to share 3 bedroom

apt., in Northampton, Walnut St., $50 per

month, utilities Inc. Leave note: 228

Kngin. Fast.
012-17

It's not what the Shadow knows : It Is who

he knows that counts.
12-16

Now In Fernando 's Hideaway, suede

Jackets pants skirts mldls - whole sale

prices, XMass gifts. Next to Post Office in

Student I'nlon.
OI2-I6

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm town

house apt. Mt. Range. Amherst, $75/mo..

all utilities includ.. avail., any time in Jan.

(all 256-8768.
012-21

To share 2 bdrm apt in old hse. 2 firs,

dog. frplc, garag, ktchn. Ivrm. fmshd.

quiet. 3 ml from UMass. Judy. 13 Mid-

dle. Hadley 586-3784, keep trying.

012-16

Merry Christmas and a Happy New

Year. Kappas. Klaine Z. Kllen L.
12-16

Rig Ole Tartan, 6 ft., calling 4 at-

tractive, sensuous Jane type gals *

swinging In der trees. Damn good food

and boore. Call eve. wek. ends. Keep

Irving . 665-2264.
012-22

Brunette and blonde gals in navy coats

D.O.M.. walled 4u c.c. newsUnd Frl eve.

8:00-8: 4S p.m.?? Am very Interested.

Please call DOM. 665-2264
012-16

Roommate wtd., house In town, own
bdrm.. $75/mo. and utilities. Prefer Grad
Student. Call 549-6458.

012 16

Male or female roommate wanted for

squire vlll apt. for second semester. Call

Sonnv 665-4495.
012-16

Roommate wanted F. to share rent with

2 other girls, own room, ranch house In

Hadley. Call anytime 586-2815.

012-17

Male wanted to share ant. In Col.

Village. $S5/mo. sec. semester. Call

256-6*81. keep trying. mj.m

Roommate wanted for 3 brm in Puffton.

own room. 549-6258 after six p.m.
012-21

Female roommate wanted for Rolling

Green Apartment. Call Leslie 253-5140.

012-21

M or F, own room
258. Call 549-5696.

Puffton Village apt.

012-21

Rmte to share new 3 bdrm town house

for 2nd semester. 2 miles from campus.
Prefer male grad students Call 253-3888.

012-17

ROOM FOR RENT
Just off Campus /share house - own

irdroom/male or female /single or double

($90 and $120) avaU. 1/1/72. Call Ron 549-

3871 (evenings)
012-16

APT". TO RENT

Sublet Cliffstde 2 bedroom, furnished,

available Jan. 1. 665-3674.

UI2-16

Tired of dorm life? A new apt., for you

and your roommate waits to be rented.

Pick up lease, $140/month, Amherst. For

Info 253-3955.
012-16

Squire Village. 2 bdrm apart, utilities

inc . available end of Jan. Call 6*5-2842.

012-21

BANDAVAILABLE
Good live music for any occasion. Call

Catdance". ask for Charlie 1-434-2273.^ 012-17

FREE ROOM AND BOARD

Free room and board In exchange for

labysitting afternoons while mother goes

.o class. Jan. 1st thru Spring Semester.

58K-3819.
012-17

APT. WANTED
2 bdr. apt. wanted in Puffton Village,

(all 256-8723 after six or box 468. No.

Amherst.
012-17

MT. Sl'GARLOAF APTS. Avail. Jan I,

lg 2 bdrm util Included alr-cond .
pool

$1X5 (all Sklbiskl Realtors 253-7222. eve

7S3-2SS6. _ JUJaB

Married student couple need eff .
or one

bedroom apt. Reasonable rent. Jan.. 1st.

253-9908.
01217

RAFFLE

1st prlie: AF Parka. 2nd: 5 - Band

Radio. Tickets available In C.C. Con-

course. 25« each. - 5/$ 1.00. Proceeds to

Boltwnod Project.
012-16

LOST
Lost In Clark Hall. Nov.. 17. high school

German book, important! Please call Jeff

Mart.ray 549-0716.

tf 12-17

"Lost" from Herter Hall-Upe cassette

and recorder. Keep recorder If you must,

but please return cassette to Fine Art*

Council office or arrange clandestine

through 5-0203. Transfer.
012 17

FREE
Black puppy - 4 months old and

housebroken. Call 549- 1 2*3 evenings after *

p.m.
012-17

HELP WANTED
F.x. auto mechanics and attendants,

tood pay and beniflts. Ambers and Area
No heavy work). Call 584-3351.

012-21

Leading newspaper needs people to

distribute dally newspaper m - f on (Mass
Campus, 2nd semester. Apply at Collegian

office

WANTED

I or 2 roommates wanted for spring

semester In Puffton. Call Joan or Carolyn

549-6462.
012-17

Emergency ! Lost Psych /280 Notes.

Will pay for yours. Call-546-1106.
012-17

TOSUBLET

Married couple wanted to sublet 2 bdrm
furnished apt., at CllffsMe. Occ. • 1/1/72.

lease till Sept.. 72. Call after 6. 665-3570.

012-17

Squire Village, two bedroom townhoust

available Jan.. I. Call 665-3254.

012-21 I

SERVICES

Experienced typist will type Term
Papers. Olympla elec. pica type. 50f per

page. Thesis 55« . Call 2S«-8408 Crown
Point Apt.

012-16

Amherst Audio service*. Stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

05-17

Passports & grad school pictures-24, hr.

service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

tfsem

PERFECT XMAS PRESENTS
Silver, gold bracelets, rings, pendants.

hand embroidered handbags, merchaum
pipes. 256-66*9 Call - after 6:00.

RIDEWANTED
Round trip ride wanted dally from

Amherst to Deerfleld or Greenfield

vicinity - during January. Will pay. Call

542-3198.
012-20

Ride to Chicago or Madison. Wise. Xmas
vacation. Share gas. Call Singh 546-9930.

tf 12-20

Desperate - ride wanteo to Florida near

Miami for 2 on or around Jan. 7. If you can

help call Bev. or Joan 549-6721.

012-16

ROOM WANT ED
Help: Two males need one large or two

bedrooms. Call 549-66*0 anytime.
PI2-I7

~ TRAVEL
Bermuda from $199 or Nassau from $239

during the week of Spring Vacation.

For more info call Rich Margll. 412 Dwlght

545-0791.
012-21

TYPING

Ski the Alps-Jan 14-24 Chamonlx.
France-air fare, hotels, discount lifts and

lessons, last night in Paris. Contact Peggy
253-9667.

01223

Ski the Alps. Jan 14-24 Chamonlx
France, air fare, hotels, discount lifts A
lessons, last night In Paris $257. Contact

Peggy 253-96*7.

012-23

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols. Call 253-3*01

.. r"" 1

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book la 8.V. Rm. 3UL

JTvery student with your course next

semester will need your books save $

money, sell direct. u«rm

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

FARFISA COMBO COMPACT
ORGAN. light use i usually for Jar

mlng). top shape, renonable 549 «*C>

1-733-1*20.
tfl.
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ANGEL FLIGHT AND ARNOLD
AIR
Important meeting tonight

(Thurs.) at 9 p.m. at Dickinson. All

attend.

BLUES CLUB
Meeting 6:30 p.m. CC 162.

BOLTWOOD COFFEE HOUSE
The Coffee House will be Friday

night this week. A bus will be

leaving from the back of John
Adams at 6 p.m.

BRIDGE CLUB
There will be a bridge

tonight at 7:30 in CC 165.

play

CENTRAL AREA RESIDENTS
Come join a caroling party

starting in front of Van Meter at 7

p.m. We have 100 doz. doughnuts

and 50 gallons of cocoa that must
go! All is free!

CEQ
The next regularly scheduled

steering committee meeting will

be Tuesday, Jan. 23 at 6:30 p.m. at

the office. Some officers will be at

the office at 6:30 p.m., Tuesday,

Dec. 21 if a quorum is present, we
may have a special meeting.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Tonight at 9 p.m. in CC 175. All

are welcome to attend and par-

ticipate. For more details,contact

Joe Tropiano, Dwight House.

CHEERLEADING
Will the people who were helping

to record for the cheerleaders at

the UConn game, please leave the

tape recorder at theCC desk, or call

Karen in 403 at 52418.

DEBATE\UNION
Tonight at 8 p.m. in Thompson

104, hear a debate on Resolved:

That the UMass Campus Police

Should Continue Wearing Guns On
Campus. A question & answer

period will follow the debate.

EDUCATION-E-40 METHODS
Important meeting on Thursday

at 4 p.m. in School of Ed. Aud. or

Friday at 8 a.m. in Rm 128 School

of Ed.

FEAST
Final Bagavad Gita meeting &

Transcendental Love Feast at 4

p.m. in Amherst Folklore Ctr.

Come one, come all. Have a ball!

Fill your stomach and your heart.

FENCING CLUB
The fencing club will meet

tonight in Rm 8 WoPE. Everyone is

welcome to come down and learn

to fence, or if you already fence, to

challenge Art Stacy, a gold

metalist in Pittsfield last Sunday.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Raising consciousness with Gay

Sisters. 5-7 p.m. on the 19th floor of

JQA.

GIRLS
This is it. Chadbourne will be a

newly renovated co-ed dorm in

September '72. If you want to be a

part of this all-new community,
call Head of Residence at 64534.

GHETTO
The case against "Christianity"

vs. Representatives of a new
humanity. Discussion and planning

for conference in late January with

Bill Pannell. Come to 27 Fearing St

( 3rd floor ) Tonight at 8 p.m. or call

5496726 or 5466908.

ENGLISH MAJORS
There will be an E.D.U.C.

meeting tonight at 7:30. Student-

faculty lounge Bartlett Hall lobby.

All English majors invited.

dungarees

Notices
HILLEL
HAPPY CHANUKAH. 5 candles

tonight.

Come see our display of pictures

of Israel.

IN EASTERN

They're not cheaper. .

or more expensive
They're not new, funky
or flippy. They're Real
Navy jeans.

Authentic U.S.N.
cut and quality.

Made of 10 oz. denim from
Erwin Mills. And they will fade

to the desired wash-out look.

HUNGER
ARKANSAS

Slides & discussion. CC 804 at 8

p.m. tonight. Committee on
nutrition and human needs.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Christmas service and party.

Friday at 7:30 in Herter 301.

Communion will be served. Cal

Fox will apeak. Everyone
welcome.

NEW COURSE OFFERINGS
The Plant Environment and

Crop Production: Plant & Soil

Sciences 115(E). A new course for

non-science majors. Call 5452254 or

5452249 for additional info.

OPEN HOUSE
At Zeta Nu. Tonight at 7:30 to

8:30.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAR.

If you want Ihe lowclown on a diet or lood

supplement, call on Virgo II your desire is

io know which book is currently on Ihe

'i,csl seller" list, check with Gemini and

Sagillaruis. If slock markel figures interest

you, make enquiries to Taurus
...

ARIES (March 21 April \9) Idealism

now lends to dominate. Be generous, nol

loolish Control impulse to trust wrong

persons One at a distance really is not

lware of closl up situation Know this and

respond accordingly

TAURUS (April ?0 May 20) Partnership

prospects need careful review Tendency is

:o be deceived concerning assets, in

veslmonts. Check procedures. Caution now
is your ally. Check with one born under

Cancer You'll get truth

GEMINI (May 21 June 20):Lie low, do

more listening than talking Obtain hint

from Taurus message. Be receptive

Permit male, close associate Io lake

initiative Tendency now lor others to

misquote could cause problem

CANCER (June 2) July 22) Steer clear of

ihose who seem to have talent for upsetting

you Slick io basic issues Refuse to be

sidetracked Do your own investigating

then conclusions are more apt to be valid

Gi mini is involved.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) : Improve relations

.it home base Make conciliatory gesture. If

wilt pay dividends, especially in emotional

.irea One who means much Io you needs

reassurance Permit affectionate side of

nature io rome forth

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Marriage,

home, domestic security ihesc areas

highlighted Count your change' Take in

"tory Get accounting One who depends

on you m.iy xhibil tendency to be too

dependent You will understand

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Accent on

separating tact Irom fichon Don't tall prey

to gossip Ferrel out information. Develop

ideas Conlrol tendency to respond on

impulse Give logic equal time. Neighbors,

relalives may not be loo well informed.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Strive Io get

irue financial piclure. Don'! hang on to

outmoded concepts, methods One who
wants lo borrow may only be testing Slay

away from 'hose who whine You have a

right lo gel money's worth

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21): Avoid

self deception See situations, persons as

they actually exist Wishful thinking now
can be costly. Obtain hint from Scorpio

message. You can now, successfully put

ideas into action

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Relative

may confide secret Don't cast first stone

Be understanding. But there is no need to

become inextricably involved. Visit one

who is confined lo home, hospital Gift now
would be doubly appreciated

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18). Don' I take

triends loo seriously. Be willing lo listen

.ind laugh m qood nalured manner
Unorthodox approach now serves your best

aims Know Ihis act accordingly Some
desire* .ire impractical

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Heed your

own counsel One who is brusque is

covering up lack of knowledge Double
i hock details You could make money
saving discovery Your intuitive intellect is

vour great ally

II TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
nd lo be introspective, studious You are a

naiural researcher, would make fine in

lerprelalive commentator, reporter.

Project started Ihis year is due to blossom,

real payolf comes in 1973.

Copynghl 1971, Gen Fea Corp

WE'RE 601N6 TO BE 5KATIN6 IN A
REAL SHGU IN A REAL ARENA
IN FRONT OF REAL PEOPLE

!

B. C.

OK, l/v\ GjOIN&

OHB- fAORB
CRANCt

!

» ; i i.rpf.M.,, »«. I»'t rt-i*

FtyT?DTH& tAO&T
eeAUT! RJL- cCREATUKE

IN ALL OF tTREATlOM,

ANDTfeLLI-lER op
/AY LZVE.'

SKI PATROL
There will be a meeting for all

members who plan on patrolling

during Christmas and In-

tercession. Meeting will be in 905

CC at 6:30.

SOUTHWEST WOMEN'S CEN-
TER

All women interested in finding

out about conscious-raising groups

or thinking about joining one,

please come to Coolidge 12th

tonight at 7:30 p.m.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE
LEAGUE
Evening meeting in CC 917 at 7

p.m.-Bring paper and pencil to

explore the realities of the Gay
Game-5450154 or 411B S.U.-
balcony over lobby.

usee
Meeting tonight at 8:30 p.m. in

CC 163.

VOTER INFORMATION. RUN-
NING FOR TOWN OFFICE
A Voter Information display has

been set up at the second floor

Information Desk of the Student

Union to inform interested

students about voter registration

and running for town office.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
Meeting tonight in 305 Holdworth

Hall at 7 :30 p.m. Slides from Mass.
Div. of Fish and Game on their

Wood Duck Nest Box program will

beshown.

LOST
A rabbit fur jacket with hood last

Friday nite at Phi Sigma Delta-

second one since Thanksgiving and
I'm cold, call 5467418.

In September or Oct. a class ring

from Rockland with blue stone;

was lost on WoPE tennis courts.

Call Denice 5467260.

One ladies gold watch, btwn.

Nuttings Ave. & Whitmore call

5496050.

Class ring '73, name: Bruce
Arthur Pronovost inside. If found

contact SAM fraternity house.

5450845.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Sightless

6 Uninterested

11 Mouth of

volcano

12 Idolized

14 Part of face

15 Man's name

17 Negative

18 Paid notices

19 Later

20 Wooden pin

21 Prefix: not

22 Change

23 Waste metal

24 Contagious

disease

26 Fissile rock

27 Perished

28 Pretense

29 Part of

fortification

31 Leanest

34 Paradise

35 Wager

36 Hebrew

letter

37 Evergreen

tree

38 Look fixedly

39 Prefix: air

40 Latin

conjunction

Fruit (pi.)

Macaws

Spinning

Realm

Parts in play

Rosters

4 Compass
point

5 Sketched

6 More

revealing

7 Aroma
8 King Arthur's

lance

9 Teutonic deity

10 Negation

11 Maintain

13 Evade

16 The

sweetsop

19 Ametican

patriot

20 Blaze

22 Native of

Asia

23 Portion

25 Snake

26 Agitate

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

8 E r A o V e s plo T

A R A L u R AIL EG ol

N uMaIn T E I/ °1 M B
6 A e R s E 5

E

AC S
M E l_ T 1 s M E L A P
e % T E R V O R T i

s c o R e s w l T H E R
T E wktA A T s 5 T A G E
e N!S| O A T E A M O S
E T nIaIIr 1 L E e RB

AGtol F 1 H e| t O
IF A R Fb L D T|l E R
[A D|E f|r £ E A|S S E

l«

28 More
scattered

29 Allude

30 Newspaper
executive

3

1

Heavenly
body

32 Lances
33 Brief

35 Remains
38 Withered
39 Solo

41 Crony
(colloq.)

42 Likely

44 Preposition

46 A state

(abbr.)

41

42

43

45

47
48

DOWN

Horse's
headgear

Turns around
track
Possessive
pronoun Distr. by United Fernlure Syndicate. Inc. 14

OJMAT'5 "\

THE MATTERV

ll

MV STOMACH
HURTS! I CAN'T
600N!MVLE6$
ARE SHAKIN6!
I FEEL WEAK!
MfHEAPHl/RT*
HH FEET HURT

don't get
5ta6e fri6mt

ON ME NOU)!!!

Mi S *
by Johnny hart

1 ...IOKT
MISS TMIC

\J1ME:... 4

thi& MA/sound Silly;

E3ut I KNOW THIS
HUMAN PeiN^THAT
vVANTS. YO0R &O0\

s

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

Ring Great Tiger Dies \KjeldsensStealShow
KM (it. Nigeria iW i Dick Tiger, the champion

boxerwho won 64 of 8] fights, is dead of a liver ailment

at age 42.

Tiger twice held the world middleweight title and
once the light heavyweight crown. In 1962 and 1966 he

was named Fighter of the Year by Ring Magazine.

He was honored by the Boxing Writers Association

in 196:5 and 19M with the Edward J. Neil Memorial
Award as the Fighter of the Year. He also, in 1963, was
made a member of the Order of the British Empire.
Tiger was born in Amaigbo, Orlu, in the heart of

Biafra. as Kichard Ihetu pronounced ihat-you on Aug.

14, 1929. one of four children of a chicken farmer.

He lived the life of a pauper when he was in the

United States, where he gained his fame and fortune,

prompting raised eyebrows when he spoke in a

cultured British accent learned from Angelican

missionaries who schooled him. But he lived in high

style in his native Nigeria, where he was extremely

popular and relatively wealthy until the Biafrian war.

Tiger, who turned professional at age 23 after

learning to fight from British military officers in Ata,

near Lagos, was a champion at age 33 when he took

the world middleweight crown from Gene Fullmer in

San Francisco in 15 rounds.

He lost the title to Joey Giardello in Atlantic City in

1963 but two years later, at Madison Square Garden,

won it back. Fmile Griffith finally dethroned him in

1966 by a unamimous 15-round decision at the Garden-

the first time Tiger was floored.

Fight months later, Tiger took the light

heavyweight crown from Jose Torres but the next

year Bob Foster won it with a knockout.

Tiger returned to his homeland last July and an-

nounced his retirement from the ring to devote his

time to physical training programs for soldiers in

secessionist Biafra's rebel army.

Tiger, whose death Monday was confirmed Wed-
nesday, is survived by his widow. Abigail, and five

children

Redskin Retread Kilmer
Gets Offensive Nod

WASHINGTON (AP) On a

date now lost to history. Bill

Kilmer took one of the

psychological tests pro clubs force

on their players now and then. One
look at Kilmers paper, told the

tester that he would make a

•|>erfect Kamikaze pilot."

Kilmer never did become a

Kamikaze pilot, although he did

the next best thing in 1962 by

driving his car off a California

freeway in an accident that almost

cost him his life. Ane he channeled

the traits that surfaced in that test

into becoming a winning quar-

terback in the National Football

League.
Cocky despite what the pros

consider limited skills and gutty

because of it, Kilmer has provided

the passing ability and the

leadership to guide the Washington

Redskins to spot in the NFL's post

season playoffs.

And, suddenly, people are asking

what's Billy Kilmer like, just as

they asked several years ago what

Joe Namath was really like.

Billy Kilmer, some say, is tough

enough to be a Marine lieutenant,

and entertaining enough to charm

the ladies. He dresses mod, but the

hairstyle is somewhat of a com-

promise between Namath long and

Johnny Unitas short.

His main weapon seems to be his

ability to get his troops to follow

him and the nickname Furnace-
Face has been tagged on him
because of how red his face gets

when he is angry.

It may be because he remembers
what it was for him when he wasn't

playing football.

"I'd probably play football for

nothing," he says. "I found that out

after my leg got busted in that car

accident. I went to work pressing

pants in my dad's dry-cleaning

place. Boy, that speeded my
rehabilitiation. I knew I wanted to

play football come hell or high

water."
Kilmer's personal high water

mark has come this season after

playing for the San Francisco 49ers

and New Orleans Saints and old

Furnace-Face now is the toast of

Washington, saluted as the guy
who brought the Redskins their

first post-season berth since 1945.

He led the Redskins to a 38-24

victory Monday night over Los

Angeles in what many referred to

as a revenge game for his coach,

George Allen, who was fired as the

Rams' coach last Christmas.

In his first trade after being

hired in January, Allen had given a

reserve linebacker Tom Roussel

plus his fourth and eight round

choices in last year's draft to the

Saints for Kilmer who had been

Same Old Story.r
From ( )ctober of 1965 to December of 1967, the Rhode Island Reds

of the American Hockey League compiled the all-time record for

I utility In that span, the Reds played a total of 64 games on the

road and did not win a single one. As of this moment, the 1971-72

Beds are on their way to equalling or surpassing this dubious

record. <M the thirteen games they have played away from home
this season, the Boosters have not won even one. Is there no

justice?

*.<vc*5» IL*r. •

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld parking heidicho* in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Century Shopping Pliit' Free parking for o«r 100 ear*!

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp. N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR..
On North South Hwy

L

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

205 HIGH ST. . . . Next to Holyoke Nat'l. Bank
HOLYOKT

selected in the first round by San
Francisco in the 1961 draft.

'This was probably my most

gratifying win in my pro career,"

said Kilmer who was named
Wednesday as the Offensive

Player of the Week by The
Associated Press. "I've never been

on a team that has been in the

playoffs before.

"I wanted to get away from New
Orleans because they were
rebuilding and I didn't want to

spend that many years with a

young club. I wanted to be with a

winner," he said.

'Of course, I had my doubts

about coming to Washington. I

never even thought that I could

beat out Sonny Jurgensen, and I

didn't want to spend a year on the

bench. You get rusty in a year and
then nobody wants you. I wanted to

go somewhere else where I could

play regularly."

There was no doubt that Kilmer

would be No. 2 quarterback to

Jurgensen, a 37-year-old, 15-year

all-pro, when he arrived in

Washington. Then, Jurgensen
injured his arm in a preseason

game and was scheduled to be out

for a minimum of seven weeks.

Notice
GYM BASKETS -All students

who plan on using their gym
equipment second semester, renew

basket at table in basket room.

Those who do not renew will be

picked up after December 22, 1971

At Varsity M
By EARLE BARROLL

'Two teams. ..helping each other out. ..when they are in the gym they

are treated as athletes... there are no distractions."

Sounds like a liberation movement in the athletic department?
Definitely not, but it does represent the theme presented by gymnastics
coaches Erik and Kitty Kjeldsen yesterday at the Varsity M Club lun-

cheon.

And to be sure the coaches did distinguish themselves in a right old

professional manner. "In the gym she's a coach...at home she's my
wife," Kjeldsen chuckled. And likewise, "In the gym he's a coach. ..at

home he's my husband." Yes, Mrs. Kjeldsen was there to stay.

It was perhaps gymnast Margie Combs who put it best when she said,

Women have just as much energy to expel as men have." She was
referring to the gymnastics program, but this comment seemed to set the

tone for what was to come during the noontime hour...Mr. and Mrs.

Kjeldsen did expel the ssame amount of energy.

If you haven't caught on yet, the UMass gymnastics team put on a coed

get-together at the weekly luncheon (there was a mixed audience), and

from the reaction, there just may be a huge throng at the next home
meet...male chauvinists to be sure.

But in a serious vain, Mrs. Kjeldsen did point out the pride and time-

consuming practices that the female athlete in the gymnastic program
must go through. "It does curtail their social life." she stressed.

Miss Combs went on to say, "Gymnastics is a beautiful sport to women
especially on the balance beam where women are more geared to the

balancing than men."
Why did she come to UMass? "There were only three colleges in the

country that offered gymnastics and an education at the same time. I

chose UMass."
Mrs. Anne Vexler, who has also made her mark as a gymnast, stressed

the need to do away with private clubs in favor of collegiate competition.

'Private clubs rather than high schools have been the biggest source of

competition for the girls," she said, "but they should be done away with."

Mrs. Kjeldsen closed on a rather stimulating note...a movie featuring

girl gymnasts in action. Rated GP, it was a refreshing ending to a pretty

refreshing debut by the woman gymnastics team.

Mr. Kjeldsen.as stated earlier did get to expel as much energy as the

women. He called this a rebuilding year for his team. "We graduated six

mature seniors last year and I'll emphasize that these six were 'men' in

the real sense of the word. What we need this season is scoring from the

returning seniors and juniors and I'm waiting to see them to do it under

fire."

He pointed to four seniors, Dave Genest, Tony Vacca, John Calabria

and Tom Myslicki, who he is counting on for the leadership needed to

bring some of the less experienced boys along.

Just recently the Redmen topped the 150 mark against Southern

Connecticut and according to Kjeldsen they're pointing to the Penn State

meet during intersession at the Cage.

Just how good are the Nittany Lions? Try this one on. "Penn State

means to Eastern gymnastics what Boston College means to New
England football," Kjeldsen said. Take it from there.

New Course Offering for Spring, 1972.

The Plant Environment and Crop Production. Plant and

Soil Sciences 115 (E)
A new course offering for non-sciences majors dealing

with the relationship between plants and their environment.

For additional information contact:

Paul Jennings 545-2254

William Rosenau 545-2249

SUNDAY, DEC. 19 - 6:30 £.M.

MONDAY, DEC. 20 - 6:30 P.M.

at the Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts

£rvri£ttoa* ftaSt

March of the

Comestibles

CHRISTMAS
THEATRE

Madrigals and Traditional

Songs of Christmas
Musical Rendition of

"The Night Before Christmas"

Charles Dickens'

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
by the

Lions Share Company Performers

Songs of C hristmas Present m
Caroling %Jf

BILLOFFARE

Cranberry cup-

Salad with oranges

Roast Beef -

Yorkshire pudding

Baked potato-

green beans with almonds
Apple pia

with hot cinnamon sauce

Home made breads and rolls

• *«.

Tickets are $5.00 per person, $4.00 per U.M. student, $2.00 children under 12.

For reservations call Mrs. Lois Oureshi 545-0418 Mon.-Frl. 1

Tickets are obtainable at University Book Store and on Concourse Level Lobby Campus
Center.

$1.00 per person discount for the student-adult groups of 25 or more.
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Skaters Continue To Roll,
By ALAN K. WRIGHT

If Jimmv the Greek had been in

Amherst last night, chances are he

would have placed a heavy bet on

UMass to skate Boston State right

off the ice. He would have

collected, too, because the Redmen

picked up their sixth straight win 8-

3 The problem he would have had

to face though, was sweating it out

for a period to wait for UMass to

wake up and start to play the brand

of hockey they've been known for

all season. That's how long it took

for Jack Canniff's skaters to ignite

their patented offense that

featured a hat trick for prolific Pat

Keenan.
Sure enough, Boston State came

out hungry and they surprised

everybody at Orr Rink by scoring

three quickies before anybody

knew what happened. Paul Fischer

lit the red light with only 45 seconds

of playing time elapsed. This was

followed by beautiful angle shots

by Tom Lordon and Duncan

Campbell at 1:46 and 5:57

respectively.

It was evident that Boston State

was really rallied for this tilt.

especially after having recently

been beaten by Vermont 16-0. They

displayed an uncanny ability to

control the puck early in the game

and used their man for man size

advantage well. UMass answered

the Boston outburst finally at 6:53

on a shot by Mike Waldron assisted

latlg QlqlUgian

SPORTS
by Lonnie Avery and Dennis

Grabowski. The Redmen started to

come alive in the latter part of the

period, but no more scores got on

the board and both teams headed

for the locker room amazed at

themselves.

In the second period, UMass
stormed back to really start

playing and from then on, they

truly dominated and you might as

well have said the game was over.

P.J. Flaherty was extra alert on

the rest of the Boston State shots

and starting at 12:29 Orr Rink

came alive with an unassisted goal

by Keenan. This was the spark that

the team needed, and it more or

less broke the back of Boston State.

Jack Edwards and the rest of the

attack continually unleashed

bombs for shots while Nickerson,

Sullivan and Lowe kept getting

more stingy on defense.

As usual, when the going gets

rough, the rough get going and

Boston started using cheap shot

tactics on a lot of their checking,

but Keenan just started hustling all

the more, handling the puck like it

was his life's fortune. As a result,

the inevitable occurred and Keenan

hit home again at 11:31 to tie it up.

That relieved a lot of people,

particularly Coach Canniff, who

later exclaimed "We didn't expect

much from Boston State tonight,

but in that first period, they

showed us all we wanted to see."

Blood really started flowing, in

the second period as Mike Wajdron

and Dennis Grabowski both

received facial cuts that needed

doctoring as well as rugged Al

Nickerson, who nearly snapped his

neck off in a collision with a Boston

State wing later in the final period.

The go-ahead goal came at 13:27

by way of a sleazy lifter from Eric

Scrafield at the point. But they all

count, and so did Lonnie Avery's

insurance shot at 6:17 of Period 3.

Waldron got the nod for assist

credit on that one, but nobody did

on goal number six attributed to

Pat Keenan. His was a real horror

show goal for Boston State goalie

Mike Sullivan because Sullivan put

it in himself when it was shot from

in back of the cage, caught on his

skate, and carried in by accident.

After Jack Edwards scored his

37th career goal at 8:49 on assists

from Reidy and Bartholomew,

Boston looked like Pee Wee hockey

players in the final period. They

really dragged, trying to keep

executing the powerplay, but it

wasn't even a reasonable fac-

simile, as UMass continually broke

it up.

The grand finale marker came
with less than three minutes

remaining off the stick of Donny

Lowe on a pass from Pat Keenan,

who never ceased to outdo himself

all night.
***** the J.V.'s lost in their game

against New Prep from Cam-

bridge, but Kevin Thompson, Paul

Allen, and Ted Flynn all looked

sharp, scoring single tallies in the

5-3 decision.

Hoopsters Face Manhattan

At Madison Square Garden

By DAN KAMAL
'They're a good-shooting, very

big. aggressive and not too quick

basketball team. They're a good

match for our quickness; if they

can slow us down, their size will

hurt us. All in all it's a good match-

up for a basketball game."

They" are Manhattan College

The game is tonight at Madison

Square Garden in New York City

beginning at 7 p.m.

Somehow, it's going to feel a lot

different going to Madison Square

Garden so early in the season. But

just maybe it won't be the last

appearance for the Redmen this

year. Probably, but maybe not.

After all, the team is 5-0.

Naturallv. Coach Jack Leaman is

pleased with the record so far.

"We've received good play from a

lot of people. But as we get into

better competition, we'll need

more consistency. Only John

Betancourt has been consistent."

"I'm happy that we've been

rebounding evenly with our op-

ponents so far, despite the loss of

Mathias and Erving. I've been

pleased with the improvement of

Charley Peters, Tom Austin, and

Peter Trow, and 1 feel the team as

a whole will show continual im-

provement."
As far as rebounding goes, the

Redmen will need a strong per-

formance off the boards against

Manhattan who boast a front line

measuring 6'7, 6'7, and 6'8. Senior

Bob Gregory plays one of the

forwards, stands 6'7 and is

averaging seven points a game.

Center Ron Manning, also 67, is

averaging almost 16 points a game.

The third partv in that huge front

court is Mike Moore, a 6'8 junior

transfer from New York

University. NYU dropped

basketball this year, so Moore was

not prohibited from playing for a

semester, which is usually the case

with transfers.

However, Manhattan's best

player operates out of the back-

court. His name is Richie Gamer
and he's shooting at a 55% clip

from the floor and an 88% mark

from the line while averaging 28

points. The 61 floor general will

pose a problem for the UMass

guard that covers him.

Rounding out the Manhattan

starting five is 6'3 guard Lorenzo

Tarvin who is averaging just under

10 points a game.
Leaman equated the Manhattan

offense to that of Holy Cross and

mentioned that "Manhattan plays

a man to man, a switching man to

man, and a full court man to man
defense." The latter defense is

similar to the zone.

A large share of the job of

defending against the big front line

of the Jaspers will fall on Chris

Coffin. It's nothing new to Coffin

who has had the assignment of

covering "star" forwards

throughout the young season.

Leaman had a lot of praise for his

senior forward.

"The defense of Coffin has been

outstanding It is a real asset to be

able to sit on the bench and know

someone is out there that can stop

the opposing star."

According to Leaman, the next

three games are very big ones for

his team. "We're playing tall,

talented teams with a tradition of

winning."
The biggest one of the three is

probably Harvard Saturday night.

Harvard is just starting to roll, and

they're tough, maybe too tough.

It will be part two of the five-part

drive to the New England cham-

pionship.

Stay tuned.

WHAT IS SO HARK AS A strange nccui mice this season has

,„.,., , puck flying past Bedmen goalie PJ. Flaherty. Here Bos on

Stale's Paul Fisher tips one by Flaherty as I Mass de enseman Bob

Bartholomew ( 1 1 1 looks on. (MDC photo by Dan Kama I)

Mattnen Engineer

Win

Swimmers Take First Win

By JOHN BOCK
There must be something to the

"fat and happy theory" and

proponents of this theory would

have been pleased to see the

UMass grapplers beat MIT 28-7 via

a team that consisted of four

wrestlers who wrestled at least one

weight class above their normal

bout weight.

"Fat and Happy" is the term

indeed look like the mythological

strongman as he lifted Chris off his

feet with a bear hug many times.

But it takes more than that to keep

a Redman down and Chris

salvaged a draw.

Just as impressive were the

Little Redmen as they showed MIT

what practicing with the Varsity

can do to the tune of a 47-3 rout

Three MIT forfeits did help but
"Fat and Happy is the term *

•

h d n

reserved for wrestlers that grapple jmr
?Sd t£Vw2 way ahead

iu JAN1BAHMADJIAN
Tuesday night the UMass Swim Team for the first

lime this" season emerged the victors - downing
,

the

sadors from Holy Cross 64 to 49. Close, keen

competition contributed to the present^ em^°[
the atmosphere. This was the big meet. The team was

!,ut ,oT,n and win they did displaying much team

effort and determination.

It was a tense situation throughout, touch and go in

^Hoiy'cr^s won the first event, the 400 yard Medley

'^Inlhe 1 <KK) yard Freestyle for UMass Jack Tyler

paced second and Bruce Taylor third.
1

The next event, the 200 yard Freestyle Joe Hebert

won With a time of 202.5. Spencer Sullivan gained a

th

ivte ouellete grabbed a first in the 50 yard

Kreestvle with Dick Blaisdell placing a second.

our lead continued through the 200 yard Individual

Medley with Captain Herb Schuster placing second

•md Kevin McGuinn third.

During the first D.ving Competition Holy Cross got

,h!!r leacl bv two points However. Mike Queen placed

second for I' Mass doing a very good job^

The tenseness built up during the 200 yard Butterfly

.

T( m Smith placed second andI
Herb

.

Schujtef"tordbut

,he Crusaders won a first making the score 32 to 29 in

WtaWril placed a first in the 100 yard

Kreestvle with a winning time of 54.0 seconds.

It was an extremely close race in the 200 yard

Backstroke. Kevin McGinn just barely missing a first

place and George Kwiecien placing third.

.lack Tyler again placed second in the 500 yard

Distance Freestyle.

Another close race. 200 yard Breastroke this time

in favor for UMass. Dave Guiney won a first in 2:.w

minutes and Herb Schuster placed second pulling

UMass into the lead 49 to 48

The next event up, the Individual Diy.ng com

petition would be the main deciding factor of the meet

It would make or break us. Senior Tom Mysl.cki did

an excellent job for UMass placing first. He was

nulled in at the last moment from gymnastics to fill in

lor absent Paul Joy and showed his stuff in a pinch.

Mike Queen also did a fine job placing second.

Die score was 57 to 49 UMass with one event left

The relay team consisting of Dick Blaisdell. Pete

II ellete. Joe Hebert. and Spencer Sullivan put the

1, 08 ng on the cake, winning, the 400 yard r reestyle

Belay with a time of SMI pushing the score up to 64 to

4«» lor I'Mass.

This was by far the most exciting meet of the season

displaying an all out team effort. Coach Rogers and

! ,S McCafferty both felt great about the team s

SU

The
S

next meet is scheduled for this coming Saturday

H 4 oo Boyden Pool when UMass hosts Central

Connecticut.

close to their normal body weight

and even though the Redmen were

not that far from their best

wrestling weights the difference

was considerable.

Consider, for example, Dave

Reynolds. Last year Dave wrestled

at 126 pounds in the New Englands

and at the Nationals; Tuesday

night he cleaned up the MIT boy 9-2

at 142. Then Captain Shelley

Goldberg, wrestling 16 pounds

above his usual weight, destroyed

pins to keep the score way ahead.

Pinners included Allan Elmont,

John Connolly and Greg Scanlon.

Scanlon had everyone on the edge

of their seats as he rolled on his

back and then off three times

before finally coming to rest atop

the MIT boy.

Connolly showed them what a

State Champ can do in fine style as

he clamped his man early in the

second period. Other big wins

came from Don Rice and Steve
above his usual we^t^royea — -

outscored^
his opponent by a greater than ten ™

b
y
over ten ints .

point spread.

Freshmen Mike McGlaughlin

wrestling away from 126 and up to

134 had about as much trouble

putting his man away as Clay

Jester did at 158 instead of 150.

The rest of the regulars romped

over their men. At 190, "Wrestline

Reverend" Carl Dambman scored

his third pin of the season and

prepared the mat for heavyweight

Chris Hodson's come-from-behind

victory in the last period by virtue

of a takedown.
Probably the most interesting

match and certainly the most

frustrating was Chris Cad-

wallader's bout at 167. "I wrestled

Hercules" gasped the freshman

from Pennsbury, Pa. as he came

off with a 1-1 tie. His opponent did

opponents by over ten points.

The most appropriate comment
about the UMass performance

came in the form of a Homer Ban-

smile and comment "I guess you

could say we're coming back" and

everyone knows that back is the

New England title!

WMUA
Be sure to tune in to WMUA, 91.1

FM, at 6:50 tonight for Redmen
basketball. Ken Best will call the

play-by-play and Marty Kelley the

color as the undefeated hoopsters

take on Manhattan at Madison*
Square Garden.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

(Up .laftarlrisflttta

iatto (ttultegtatt
*V^ A Mil AND RISPONSI01E ^r PRESS

Weather

Don't worry, it will all

be over soon.
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Upper right, Lee Sandwen; Far left, David Booth; Middle Prof. Burroughs.

Fac-Sen

Composition Of Athletic Council Revamped
By DON POUTRY

The Faculty Senate passed a

motion yesterday which would

change the Faculty Senate Con-

stitution in regards to the com-

position of the Athletic Council.

After considerable debate and

the rejection of two similar

proposals, the Senate accepted an

amendment which was drawn up

by the Student Senate.

This amendment is designed to

give students a more powerful

voice on the Athletic Council and to

On The Inside

:

East Pakistan Surrenders
See page 4

Gary Gets A Page
See page 12

Mrs. Nixon Paints a Feno
Seepage 15

L_

reduce the power of the alumni.

According to the amendment,
the Council will be composed of

eleven voting members. Six of

these will be from the professional

staff: four faculty, one ad-

ministration representative and
the Executive Vice-President of

the Alumni Association.

The seventh member of the

Council will be the President of the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

The last four members of the

Athletic Council will be un-

dergraduate students, appointed

for a period of two years.

The Director of Athletics will be

a non-voting members.

Also included in this amendment
is a provision that the Council must

report once a year to both the

Student and Faculty Senates. All

Council meetings will be open to

anyone who wishes to attend.

The passing of this motion was
the first step of the required four

steps to amend the Faculty Senate

Constitution. The Senate must vote

on it again and then it will be

presented to the general faculty

twice.

The two proposed amendments

which were defeated did little to

curtail the power of the Alumni on

the Council. The first one
eliminated one alumnus while the

second one advocated keeping all

alumni members. Both of these

proposals added student members

During the debate on which

proposal to accept, Lee Sandwen,
Student Senate President, stated

that the purpose of the Athletic

Council was not "to cater to three

alumni members."

According to Sandwen, the

Council has been using funds which
were partly derived from student

athletic fees to buy free food and
liquor for the alumni members.

Sandwen also pointed out that

the athletic program was mainly

intended to benefit students, not

alumni. Immediately after these

remarks the floor was closed to

debate and the proposed amend-
ment was approved.

In other matters Professor

Joseph Burroughs, Faculty Senate

Representative to the Board of

Trustees, reported that the

Trustees have not yet made any
statement concerning the report

made to them by the Committee of

Concern on Oct. seventh.

Burroughs «-oported that the

Trustees wan^jd to know if the

Faculty Senate was still as con
cerned as it had been earlier. In

response to this question he
comprised a list of the motions
pertaining to this that have been
passed by the Senate in the last few
months.

The list included motions which

would have three faculty members
appointed to the Board of Trustees,

a motion to look into the

possibilities of collective

bargaining and a motion which

would screen possible candidates

for chancellor on their views on

issues important to the faculty.

Burroughs added that he still has

not received any response from the

Trustees.

Responding to this, Lee Sand-

wen, who is on the Board of

Trustees, said that a formal reply

was currently being formulated

and that the Faculty Senate will

receive it when it is completed.

Other business taken care of was
a motion that was passed which
recommends the approval of an

independent department of

Classics.

Another motion which was also

passed ratified the appointments

made by the Committee on
Committees to fill vacant Faculty

Senate committee positions
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A Look At Rents And Rent Increases
i Base Price is Redefined

The base price for a lease of an

interest in real property is the

highest price charged by the

person with respect to the same
or substantially identical rental

units in a substantial number of

transactions during the Freeze

base period.

NOTE: The important effect of this

redefinition is that the rent

ceiling for a unit is no longer

controlled by the rent on that

very unit during the Freeze

base period, it is determined by

a substantial number of tran-

sactions (10% or more) during

the Freeze base period on the

same or substantially similar

units rented by the same person

mo comparability to sub-

stantially similar units owned
by other landlords).

II. Property Vacant For More
Than One Year
Use the provisions applicable to

new real property. Vacant also

means owner occupied ac-

cording to Arnold Gordon.

III. New Property
The base price on real property

never before offered for lease

shall be determined by a

computation based on the
average arms-length price
received by persons leasing

comparable property in the

same marketing area.

A property or part thereof

which undergoes a substantial

capital improvement shall be

treated as new1 property for

purposes of a lease. Substantial

capital improvement equals
three months rent and exceeds

$250.

NOTE: In considering comparables,

the landlord may use units other

than those he owns.

IV. Exemptions (Totally exempt
from any and all controls during

Phase II)

a. Industrial, farm and
nonresidential commercial
property.

b. Units on which construction

is completed and which are first

offered for rent after 8/15/71.

c. Rehabilitated dwellings (cost

of rehabilitation exceeds 1/3 of

total value of rehabilitated

property) first offered for rent

in the newly rehabilitated

condition after 8/15/71.

V. Reporting Requirements
The following records must be

made available on request of

any tenant, prospective tenant

or representative of the Price

Commission:
a. The base price charged with

respect to each unit of real

Q

A.

property. (This is the highest

price charged by the person

with respect to the same or

substantially identical rental

units in a substantial number of

transactions during the Freeze

base period.)

b. The reason for any dif-

ference between the price in

"a" and the price allowable on

or after 11/14/71. Such a dif-

ference would be due to

rehabilitation and newly an-

nounced changes.

c. The reason for any difference

between the price described in

"a" and the maximum price

allowable from 8/15/71 to

11/13/71. Such a difference

would result from the

redefinition of the base price.

Permitted Rent Increases

May landlords raise rents after

November 13, 1971?

Yes. The rent rules now provide

that the base price for a rental

unit is the rent charged for the

same unit or substantially

similar units during the freeze

base period. This means that if

at least 10% of similar apart-

ments were being rented for a

higher price during the period

from July 16 - August 14, the

landlord may raise the rent to

that level if the lease permits

Q

the increase.

Price increases in leases in

which the rental price is

determined by a formula may
take effect. However, any in-

creases in the consumer price

index shall not be allowed.

Increases in rent above the

permitted base price are

prohibited. Further rent

guidelines will be recom-
mended by the Rent Committee

for consideration by the Price

Commission.
How can a tenant determine

what a landlord may charge?

A landlord must keep records

and make them available at the

request of any tenant,

prospective tenant, or

representative of the Price

Commission (including the

Internal Revenue Service).

These records must reflect:

( 1

)

The base price for the unit

(generally - the rental he
charged for a least 10% of the

units like yours during the

freeze base period);

(2) The reason for any dif-

ference between the base price

and the maximum price he was
allowed to charge you during

the freeze.

Belching Power Plant

Will Smoke For Years
By STEVE TRIPOLI

It looks as if the smoke emissions

from the smoke stacks of the

Physical Plant are going to keep on

coming for at least another year
and a half.

Two of the men who run the plant

told the Collegian yesterday that

nothing has been done about the

problem and no plans are being

made to do anything. Mr. Edward
R. Gilbert, Chief Engineer of the

plant said yesterday in an MDC
inter !ew that since the Physical

Plant Department received a letter

of warning (dated November 19,

1971) from the Pioneer Valley Air

Pollution Control District of

Springfield "not a thing" has been
done. He went on to note that under
the present conditions he "has to

operate according to the Depart-

ment of Public Safety regulations"

and release smoke and soot three

times a day in order to clean out

the stacks and prevent the boilers

from blowing up due to ac-

cumulation of excessive soot.

George Norton, Director of the

Plant, was also interviewed. He
said that the University was
handling the problem by con-

structing a new plant to replace the

present one. This new plant.

however, is not scheduled to be

opened until the fall of 1973.

He also stated that nothing is

slated to be done to tone down the

problem in the old plant. "It would
take a major outlay (later quoted

at not less than $500,000) to clean

up the old (present) plant, and the

state is not willing to throw away
that kind of money on a place that

will soon be closed down."
When shown the article in the

Friday, December 3 Collegian in

which it was stated that the

Pioneer Valley Air Pollution

District threatened legal action if

the stacks were observed emitting

excessive smoke again, Norton
replied that it was possible. "I

expect they could" he said, but he

went on to explain that it was
unlikely because "there are very

few if any plants that meet the

criteria; we're all in the same
boat". He said that "maybe a

timetable" for cleaning the plant

up would be imposed, but he added
that the infraction would probably

be pardoned in view of the fact that

there is a new plant in the works
which would be less polluting, and
that they would also be allowed to

continue in all probability because
"one of the prime reasons for the

The original student ski discount program offers guaranteed

savings to grads & undergrads

Student Ski Association

--save on lifts EVERYDAY, save most on weekdays,

-lessons - rentals 50% off weekdays.

-no limit to number of uses at an area, no buddy-system or group
necessary to get the discount.

-prospective skiers • novices: join SSA BEFORE you try out
skiing. One day's use can save you $10.

NO MAILING necessary. SSA cards sold at BARTLETT 13. Dave
Ellis, Regional Mgr. $5 price also includes subscription to

STUDENT SKIER and a great SKI GUIDE.
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building of the new plant instead of

expansion of the old was the

pollution problem."
He added that "whereas it might

appear that the present plant could

be altered sooner this is not the

case under the state system of

capital outlay" and that they would
first have to go through "design,

feasibility, and capital outlay
plans; it would take three to five

years."
There is also the factor of when

the work would be done. Norton

stated that they would "have to

shut down the plant to convert it.

This could only be done during the

summer and to half the plant at a

time so it couldn't be done very

quickly."

A phone call to Pioneer Valley

Air Pollution Control cleared up
some of the legal questions con-

cerning the problem. Michael
Salvon of Pioneer Valley was
asked if anything had been done
since the initial letter of warning.

"There's been no action here" he
stated. "They're in the process of

putting a new plant in at UMass
and we're waiting for people to

implement a program so there's

been no legal action. They can ask
for a six month to one year ex-

tension on cleaning up in any
event."

That was all the information that

Mr. Salvon had on the situation,

although he added that there has
been some reaction from the

community here. "We do get some
complaints, but all that I can say
for now is what I've just told you. I

can't quote any plans for the

future."

It looks as though we're going to be covered with soot and grime
from the power plant for at least another year and a half. That's how
long the powers that be say it will take to get the new power plant
now under construction in working order. In the meantime, wear a

gas mask.
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LAiNG'S PHOTO
• AGFA
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STUDIO
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EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS
"Want To Learn Photography?
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SGC ' 'Pay Fines' ' Student Fined In Hamp. Court
By ROBKUT MKDK1ROS

The Collegian has learned from reliable sources that it is likely the

Student General Court will recommend that students be forced to pay

their traffic fines.

Jerry Moriarty, Chief Justice of the General Court, said the official

decision will not be released until Monday night at 7:45 in an open

meeting of the Court in the Council Chambers in the Student Union. The

results of the session will be reported in the Collegian Tuesday.

John McEleney was the student who brought the suit before the Court

which would force the Student Attorney General to initiate action in the

recovery of all parking fines. McEleney felt that he was being deprived of

a source of financial assistence since all traffic ticket money is returned

to the University by the courts for use as a scholarship fund.

Under the expected decision, Henry Bouffard, the student attorney

general, would coordinate a group to assist in the collection of $31,000 in

fines. Bouffard said the procedure involved would be the same as the one

used to collect $99,000 in non-student fines. Bouffard had said earlier that

if the decision did rule in favor of collecting student fines, he would then

initiate action in the collection of $4,000 in faculty fines.

Bouffard in outlining the plans for collecting the fines said letters would

l>e sent to all offenders asking them either to pay or to contest the fine

within 30 days. The offender may also make arrangements to pay the fine

within the 30-day period.

If the offender refuses to follow these recommendations within the

stated period, he will be issued a summons from the Northampton

District Court. Bouffard said the letters will not be sent out until after

Christmas in order that "no undue burden" be placed on the offenders.

The administration will await until the Court releases their official

decision before they decide upon their next move.

Section E-3 of the Student Handbook states, "Charges and fines owed to

the courts for violation of the University's motor vehicle regulations are

viewed as charges owed to the University since these funds are returned

to the University by the courts for the scholarship fund. These charges, if

unpaid may result in denial of permission to register as a student for a

succeeding semester, or for permission to register a motor vehicle, or

both.

Handy Dahl staff assistent to the Dean of Students said, "Holding up

registration is a possibility under limited circumstances." He said it will

not be taken under mass action.

Dahl said the holding up of registration might be used against people

who are reluctant or non-willing to pay traffic fines in the area of $50. He

called the $50 an arbitrary sum and said it might be lower but doubted if

it would be higher.

"The holding up of registration would take place as a last recourse,

said Dahl. "The people involved would be given a fair amount of fore-

warning."
An informed source also said that many of the references were in-

correct relating to the Court decision which were made in George

Vasquez's letter to the Editor in the Collegian on Dec. 16.

Tree Thiefs Caught

A 24-year-old University of Massachusetts student

was lined a total of $90 for drunkenness and driving

under the influence of alcohol in Hampshire District

Court yesterday.

Special Justice Raymond R. Cross fined William E.

Crowe $15 for drunkenness and $75 for driving under

the influence, despite his argument that his vehicle

was "under his control at all time."

Crowe was arrested Nov. 21, 1971, after two police

spotted him driving off the road at the University.

Police stated that Crowe smelt of alcohol, that his

speech was thick, and that he staggered slightly as he

got out of his vehicle.

Crowe's lawyer, Steven Monsein, challenged police

testimony. Monsein pointed out that Crowe had not

driven over a curb as specified in the citation against

Crowe. Monsein also disputed Amherst police

Sergeant Miner Tuttle's testimony that Crowe was

drunk when he was brought to the Amherst police

station.

UMass prosecutor Donald Dunphy rested his case

on the opinion of three policemen that Crowe was

indeed drunk.

In other district court activity yesterday, James D.

Moriarty of 32 Park St., Florence was found guilty of

stealing a $49.95 coat from Caldor's department store

Nov. 15. After hearing Moriarty's plea that he stole the

coat because he was on unemployment and couldn't

afford to buy one, Judge Cross fined Moriarty $300 and

then suspended the fine for one year. Moriarty was

released pending payment of $500 bail.

John A. Postizzi, 25, of Framingham was found

guilty of hunting with a bow and arrow on Quabbin

Reservation. Postizzi was fined $20 each on charges of

hunting on a state reservation, hunting without a

license in his possession, hunting without an archery

stamp, and $50 for using the driver's license of another

lor identification. The $50 fine was suspended until

March. 1972.

James Tomolillo, 22. of 81 Pleasant St.. Nor-

thampton and Nanci Normand. 18, of 17 Prospect St.,

Easthampton denied charges of breaking and en

tering at nighttine and possession of heroin. Their

cases were continued until Dec. 21.

Joseph Venuti. 23. of Brockton denied five counts of;

assault with ;i dangerous weapon with intent to rob.

nine counts assault with a dangerous weapon,

possesion of a hypodermic syringe, and possession of

opium His case was continued until Dec. 21.

Charges of possession of a harmful drug against

.lames 1). Lewis of 361 Northampton Rd., Amherst
were continued until Dec. 28.

Patricia A Palanza and Joan P. Degraffereia of 85

North Whitney St., Amherst denied charges of larceny

of less than $100. Their case was continued until Dec.

21.

Thomas Peterson, 22 of School Street, Northampton
denied charges of larceny less than $100. His case was
continued until Jan. 5.

Kim Houchin. 24, of Williamsburg, denied charges

of drunkenness, possession of hashish, possession of a

narcotic drug and possession of a narcotic drug with

intent to sell.

Robert A. St. Peters was found guilty of drunken-

ness, driving under the influence of alcohol, and
driving at nighttime without lights. St. Peters was
fined $15 on the first charge, $100 on the second, and
$10 on the third. When he appealed the conviction on

the second charge, he was released on his own
recognizance pending appeal.

Continued until Dec. 21 were charges of drunken-

ness and disturbing the peace against Frank Mikelis,

49. of 24 Lasell Ave., Northampton.
John C. Lynch, 19, of 5 Strong Ave., Northampton

denied charges of forgery, his case was continued

until Dec. 21, as was the case of Michael Adamski. 20,

of South St., Northampton. Adamski had been charged

with breaking and entering in the daytime and lar-

ceny.

AMHERST—Two would-be tree

snatchers were caught in the act

yesterday a few feet away from the

entrance to police headquarters

here as they attempted to make off

with a 20-foot spruce destined for

decoration today inside the town

hall.

Two University f

Massachusetts students, a boy and

a girl, were struggling to mount the

weighty prize on the roof of their

compact car when Patrolman
Thomas O'Connor spotted them.

Miss Patricia A. Palanza and

John Degroffenreid, both of 85

North Whitney St., pleaded not

guilty to a charge of larceny of less

than $100 in Hampshire County

District Court this morning.

Their cases were continued to

Dec. 21.

Other items on the Amherst

police log for the 24-hour period

ending at 8 a.m. today include:

At 12:01 p.m. Monday party

reported bumping into a vehicle on

Spring Street.

At 12:36 p.m., Bank deposit bag

found and returned to bank.

At 12:42 p.m.. College Street, a

report a limb was down and

electric company notified.

At 10:35 p.m. Reported to

Amherst Police of a mail box down
in Shutesbury.

At 10:36 p.m., College Street,

suspicious car near filling station.

Gone when police arrived.

At 7 p.m. West Street, two cars

racing almost struck a pedestrian

crossing the highway. Vehicles not

located.

At 10:50 p.m.. Farview Way
Christmas lights outside dwelling

taken.

At 7:15 a.m., Pine Street,

damage to motor vehicle believed

kicked.

v#5^S/'^^a'3L

New Course Offering for Spring, 1972.

The Plant Environment and Crop Production. Plant and

Soil Sciences 115 (E) ******
A new course offering for non-sciences maiors dealing

with the relationship between plants and their environment.

For additional information contact:

Paul Jennings 545-2254

William Rosenau 545-2249

Hot license Case Dec. 29
Two University of Mass-

achusetts students charged
last month with manufacuturing

counterfeit licenses and selling

them for $30 to $35 apiece will have

their cases heard Dec. 29 in

Hampshire County District Court.

The two were arrested Nov. 18

and Nov. 19 after a team of state

investigators raided a room in

John Quincy Adams Dormitory at

UMass and seized a number of

counterfeit licenses and
paraphernalia necessary for

making more.
Found in the room, Philip Riley.

20, of Lowell was arrested for

possession of counterfeit licenses,

possession of marijuana, and
possession of marijuana with in-

tent to sell. The next day his

girlfriend Janet Freiman, 19 of

Brockton surrendered to UMass
police and was charged with three

counts of making counterfeit

licenses.

Yesterday in Hampshire District

Court another UMass student

Michele D. Cunningham, 19. of

Revere, denied a charge of

possessing counterfeit licenses.

Her case was continued to Dec. 29.

In another Amherst case, David

Northampton Hotline Inc.

The Northampton Hotline, an organization of volunteers who man

telephones weekends to counsel and advise area residents having dif-

ficulties with drugs, pregnancies or just coping with life, is seeking in-

corporation as a non-profit organization^

It s the proper way to organize," said Ralph Levy, president of the

hoard of directors. "It gives us stability and it wont affect our operations

"
"Most service organizations like the Kiwanis and the Circle Players,

lor instance, have adopted non-profit incorporation," Levy said.

"It protects the individuals, and becoming a non-profit corporation

provides taxbreaks to contributors." he said.

Lew said that the legal formalities were being handled by counsel for

the group, Atty. Donald Dunphy, who is also a member of the board of

directors.

( > York, 20, of Auburndale denied a

charge of larceny less than $100.

The arrest was in connection with a

theft at the Listening Post record

and audio store in Amherst, ac-

cording to police.

Martin Saylor. 17, of Aqua Vitae

Road, Hadley, denied charges of

driving without a license, driving

with no license in his possession,

and carrying alcoholic beverages

while being a minor. His case was

continued to Dec. 28 and he was

released on his own recognizance.

Brian McElligott, 20, 261

Crescent St., Northampton, denied

charges of drunkenness and

driving under the influence. His

case was continued to Dec. 28.

George Costanza, 22, of South

Hadley denied charges of speeding

and driving without an inspection

sticker. His case was continued to

Dec. 22.

Thomas Urekew, 21, of 10

Chapman Ave., Easthampton, was

found guilty of a charge of

speeding. He was fined $25.

Michael H. Filipaik. 29. of

Swampscott. denied charges of

drunkenness, driving under the

influence of an intoxicating

beverage, and leaving the scene of

property damage. His case was
continued until Dec. 21.

William E. Dostal, 35, of 21 Birch

Hill Rd., Northampton, was found

guilty of driving under the in

fluence. He was fined $100.

Henry A. Kapinos, 28, of 49

Cherry St., Easthampton denied

charges of assault and battery. His

case was continued until Feb. 15.

Herbert Baker, 64, of 653

Westhampton Rd.. Northampton
denied charges of drunkenness and

driving under the influence. His

case was continued until Dec. 29.

Gerald R. Waskiewicz, 21. of 14

Meadow St., Hadley was found

guilty of speeding. He paid a $25

fine.

Appearing in district court

Tuesday to answer speeding
charges was Dennis P. Cole, 21 , of 7

Lang St. Wilminton. He was found

guilty and paid a $10 fine.

Daniel R. Cote, 24, of Wilbraham
pleaded guilty to a charge of

speeding. He paid a $10 fine.

Dennis Routhier. 17, of 15 Lyman
Ave., Easthampton pleaded guilty

to a charge of speeding. He paid a

$10 fine.

Choral Concert Sunday
Choral groups of the University

of Massachusetts-Amherst will

present their Annual Winter

Concert Sunday, at 3 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge

Hall.

The University Women's Choir,

directed by Alan Harler, will begin

the program with Francois

Couperin's "Troisieme Lecon de

Tenebres" (Lamentations of

Jeremiah). Also on the program

will be: Claudio Monteverdi's

"Lagrime d'Amante al Sepolcro

dell'Amata," performed by the

University Chamber Singers;

works of Victorian Brahms, and

Sweelinck, done by the University

Chorale, which Dr Richard deBois

will direct: and the premiere of

"Dies Domini Magnus" (The

Great Day of the Lord) by Philip

Bezanson, head of the UMass
music department.

For the second half of the

program, the University Chorus,

directed by Alan Harler, will

perform Handel's "Te Deum
Laudamus."
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In The Nation And The World

East Pakistan Surrenders
India Declares

Western Front

Cease Fire
By THE ASSOCIATED PKESS
Pakistan's army in East

Pakistan surrendered Thursday

and as Indian troops marched into

Dacca the New Delhi government

declared a unilateral cease-fire on

the West Pakistan front. 1,000

miles to the west.

Pakistan's president, declaring

the loss of East Pakistan after 24

years of Pakistani rule is a tem-

porary setback, vowed to fight on

until occupied area are taken

back."
But India seemed sure of its

position It said the cease-fire will

go into effect Friday night on the

western front-where a fierce tank

battle had been reported raging

Wednesday
The Pakistan army has been

outnumbered by Indian forces

throughout the fighting. One of

Pakistan's problems was that

much of its army, normally
stationed in the West, has been tied

up for months in the east wing.

It seemed part of Indian strategy

to keep them there until an over-all

peace settlement can be worked

out under impetus of the cease-fire.

The Indian cabinet's decision for

the western cease-fire was con-

veyed to Foreign Minister Swarah

Singh, now at the United Nations.

India had brushed aside an earlier

U.N. General Assembly appeal for

a cease fire.

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi

told a cheering Parliament in New
Delhi that after 13 days of fighting

Da^'a is now the free capital of a

tree count rv."
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Indian tanks photographed near

in existence. Bangla Desh.

She said some of the nearly 10

million refugees who fled to India

to escape the Pakistani army had

begun to return to Bangla Desh. as

the Bengalis call East Pakistan.

There was one last bloody note.

Excited Bengalis shooting in the

air may have provoked a skirmish

between Pakistani and Indian

troops in front of the In-

tercontinental Hotel. One
Pakistani soldier and two other

persons were killed.

An Indian government
spokesman told newsmen in New
Delhi that Indian troops would

remain in Bangla Desh 'until

mopping up operations are com-

pleted, until normalcy is restored,

until the task set for the army is

fully done, until the health and
municipal services are restored,

and the refugees are repatriated."'

The spokesman added that the

fiengla Desh civil administration,

led by four senior civil servants,

was expected to take over general

administrative responsibilities

Friday in Dacca.
Indian and Pakistani troops

mingled freely in Dacca, and the

Pakistanis accepted surrender
stoic calm, an AP reporter in the

city reported

"The Indian armed forces will

not remain in Bangla Desh longer

than they are needed." Mrs:
Gandhi told her parliament

She said India's only aim was "to

assist the people of Bangla Desh

and the Mukti Bahini to end the

reign of terror" that began last

March when West Pakistani troops

moved against an independence

movement. The Mukti Bahini are

guerrillas who fought the

Pakistanis.

The prime minister expressed

hope that Sheik Mujibur Rahman,
the East Pakistani leader under

arrest in West Pakistan, "will take

his rightful place and lead the

Jessore prior to the surrender of East Pakistan. A new nation is now
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Bangla Desh people to peace,

progress and prosperity''

It was disclosed that she had
written a letter to President Nixon

blaming the United States and
other great powers for failing to

take steps to avoid the conflict One
step they could have taken, she

wrote, was to obtain the sheik's

release She spoke of U.S. "in-

nuendos and insinuations" that

India was to blame for the war."

Nixon still seeks an Indian with-

drawal from East Pakistan, the

White House reported. A
presidential aide, acknowledging

that Nixon has received Mrs.

Gandhi's letter, remarked: The
way to avoid war is not starting up
tanks and putting bullets into

rifles."

In West Pakistan. President

Agha Mohammed Yahya Khan
said in a nationwide broadcast: "If

India does not agree to come to

terms with Pakistan, then the

whole of Asia will be involved in a

bloody war."
Yahya heads a military

government. He said his troops in

East Pakistan "though vastly

outnumbered and cut off from
supplies and reinforcements by

land, sea and air due to the enemy
blockage, held out for months
against a perfidious and ruthless

enemy, massively equipped and

backed by a superpower."

The Soviet Union backs India

The president said he will an-

nounce on schedule Monday a new-

constitution that will contain

"clear and unequivocal provisions

guaranteeing maximum autonomy
to East Pakistan, consistent with

the concept of one Pakistan."

Referring to the people in East

Pakistan. Yahya declared:: "This

is not the end. We shall fight for our

country relentlessly...The torch of

resistance to India's naked
aggression shall never be allowed

to be extinguished."

The Indians listed their material

losses at the end of 13 days of

fighting as 42 aircraft. 81 tanks and
one warship. They claimed to have
destroyed 86 aircraft. 226 tanks,

four warships, two submarines. 16

gunboats and 12 miscellaneous

craft.

War Weakens U.N.
By ASSOCIATED PRESS

There can be some worrisome

spinoffs from the India-Pakistan

war.

For one thing, it looks like a new
blow to the image of the United

Nations as a keeper of the peace, at

a critical moment in U.N. history.

For another, it raises new
questions whether legal frontiers

are sacrosanct, whatever the

moral, or humanitarian issues

involved.

The lopsided 104-11 vote in the

General Assembly for a cease-fire

had illustrated the hope of most
nations. Thus there were many
attentive ears when the enraged

foreign minister of Pakistan,

Zulkifar Ali Bhutto, lashed the

United Nations for "impotence and
incapacity."

While Indian forces cut into East

Pakistan like a hot knife into

butter, the Security Council

debated and did nothing else. It

couldn't. Russian "nyets" made
any meaningful action impossible

The United Nations could help

bring about a cease-fire on the

West Pakistan front only after

India accomplished what it wanted
to accomplish in the East.

Does this reflect a low regard to

the U.N. future, whatever the

members' delegates might say

publicly?

Despite the useful role played by

the United Nations in such crises

as the Middle East, the Congo and
Cyprus, the India-Pakistan conflict

may have done its peacekeeping

image serious damage.
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Conservatives Attack Nixon
WASHINGTON (AP) -Conservative Republicans

sharpened their attack on President Nixon Thursday
and moved closer to openly challenging him in next
year's presidential primaries.

Rep. John Ashbrook of Ohio, the likely candidate if

the challenge is made, placed a blistering criticism of

Nixon in the Congressional Record, accusing him of

turning his back on the conservative causes he sup-

ported in his 1968 campaign.
Continued support of Nixon by conservatives on the

grounds they have no place else to go, "amounts to a

virtual suicide pact" for conservatives, Ashbrook
said.

The 43-year-old congressman said he is still not

decided whether he will make the run against Nixon
but conceeded that his statement in the Record in-

dicated a growing resolve to do so.

He said he is going to New Hampshire next week to

assess his prospects if he enters the state's March 7

primary. Nixon already faces a liberal challenger,

Rep. Paul N. McCloskey, of California, in New
Hampshire.
Ashbrllok said he will announce his final decision

during the week between Christmas and New Year's

Day, probably on Dec. 28.

His statement in the Record also criticized such

leading Republicans and conservatives as Sens. Barry
Coldwater of Arizona, Strem Thurmond of South

Carolina and John Tower of Texas. All have opposed

the idea of a primary challenge by conservatives.

He said their stand, and their refusal to criticize

Nixon publicly even when they disagree with his

policies, have contributed considerably to the

dilemma facing conservatives.

Ashbrook, who entitled his statement, "The first

1,000 days," said the hallmark of the Nixon ad-

ministration so far has been "the presentation of

liberal policies in the verbal trappings of con-

servatism."
On the domestic front, he said, "the most notable

feature of President Nixon's performance has been

his readiness not merely to continue but to expand
upon the social and economic programs of his

Democratic predecesses."

In foreign policy, Ashbrook said, Nixon has made
overtures to Red China and Russia that have

weakened anti-Communist forces around the world.

"Considering the fact that his public reputation was
made as a tough and knowledgeable anti-Communist,

this has been his principle apostasy," Ashbrook said.

"And, because it involves the question of our national

survival, it is also the most frightening."

In Brief...

State of Union Address

WASHINGTON (AP) -White House sources said Thursday

President Nixon plans to address a joint session of Congress at

12:30 p.m. Thursday, January 20.

The address will be the annual State of the Union message. In

recent years, the messages have been delivered at night when they

have a larger radio and television audience.

Congress plans to convene its 1972 session on January 18.

Harbert Never in Prison

PHILADELPHIA (AP)-Mary Ann Harbert, an attractive,

outgoing young woman who showed no visible signs of her 3 1/2-

year confinement in Communist China, said Thursday she lived

from day to day with uncertain hope of release.

"I had no trial. I was never charged and they were very careful

not to harm me," Miss Harbert said during her first interview with

newsmen since she and an Army civilian employe were released

Monday in Hong Kong.
Bolivian Hijack Attempt

LA PAZ. Bolivia < AP)-An attempt to hijack a Bolivian airliner to

Chile Thursday resulted in the shooting death of the pilot and the

hijacker, identified as a leftist guerrilla.

Authorities said both died in firing that occurred after the plane

landed at Cochabamba, presumably to refuel for the flight to Chile.

The Lloyd Aereo Boliviano plane had been seized after taking off

from Sucre.
IVluskie to Announce Candidacy

BOSTON ( AP)-Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine, said Thursday

hell formally announce his candidacy for the Democratic

presidential nomination Jan. 2.

Speaking to a breakfast meeting of some 300 Massachusetts

Democrats at the Parker House, he said, "I ask for your help in-

formally today, formally Jan. 2."

PentagonGainsPower
WASHINGTON ( AP)-The authority of the chairman of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff to act in crisis situations has been strengthened under a new

Pentagon directive issued Thursday for streamlining the military's

global communications command system.

The directive was signed Dec. 2 by David Packard in one of his final

acts before resigning last week as deputy Secretary of Defense.

Officials said it formalizes in writing what has been, as a practical

matter, the role of the chairman acting for the Joint Chiefs as a group

when decisions must be made quickly.

The directive provides that the Joint Chiefs retain their role as the

President's top military advisory body, but makes clear the chairman is

the single official responsible for relaying the president's orders to the

military commands in the field.
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India-Pak.

Surrender

Ceremony
DACCA (AP)-Lt. Gen. A.A.K.

Niazi sat at a table in front of the

Dacca race track Thursday and

signed the surrender of his

Pakistani troops.

Niazi did not have a pen, so Lt.

Gen. J.S.Aurora, commander of

the eastern theater, gave him one.

"Then Aurora stripped Miazi's

insignia of rank off his shoulders,

as is the custom," Lt. Col. B.P.

Rikhye, an Indian officer reported.

"The Pakistani troops who had
arms laid them down. Aurora was
raised by the crowd and every

Indian officer was mobbed by

people throwing flowers."

Although Niazi had vowed "to fight

to the last man," Indian officials

said he surrendered because he

wanted to prevent further loss of

life. He surrendered in behalf of his

80,000 men in East Pakistan, but

nowhere near that number were in

Dacca when the end came.
Hundreds of shouting Bengalis

crowded around the race track and

were restrained during the

ceremony by lines of Indian troops.

Niazi was grim as he signed the

surrender and near tears when he

moved away.
The first Indian troops to arrive

were mobbed in their jeeps by

Bengalis, hugging and kissing.

There were shouts of "Joi

Bangla 'victory to Bengal. The
crowds threw flowers at the

passing soldiers.

In front of the Intercontinental

Hotel, declared a neutral zone by

the Red Cross, excited Bengalis

fired guns into the air.

WASHINGTON (AP)—The
congressional logjam on foreign

aid, the sole issue delaying ad-

journment, began to break up

Thursday after a hastily arranged

House vote to reject total with-

drawal from Indochina in six

months
House Democratic Leader Hale

Boggs said the vote signified that

adjournment was possible Thur-

sday night.

Senate-house conferees on the

original foreign aid authorization

bill, deadlocked for weeks over the

end-the-war Mansfield amend-
ment, promptly met to clear that

measure for final action.

Agreement on that would open

the way for action on one of two

measures: the regular foreign aid

appropriations measure or a

stopgap measure providing aid

funds until early next year. Both

have already passed the House.

The strange sequence of events

began to unfold after the White

House and House leaders rejected

a Senate proposal to provide

sfield amendment.
Rep. Thomas Morgan, D—Pa.,

chairman of the House Foreign

Affairs Committee, moved to table

Ryan's motion, and the New York
congressman's effort was killed on

a vote of 130 to 101 with just 13

members more than the needed

quorum of 218 on hand.

Rep. George Mahan, D—Tex.,

chairman of the House Ap-
propriations Committee, and
Morgan then announced that this

vote was the House vote that

Senate leaders led by Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield had been

demanding on the end-the-war

amendment.
As a result, Morgan said, the

conferees on the original bill could

now go back into session, the

Senate would drop its insistence on

the Mansfield amendment and the

$2.7 authorization measure could

be cleared for passage.

This in turn would permit Senate

consideration of an appropriations

bill for foreign aid. The House
provided about $2.6 billion in the

temporary funding for foreign aid regular appropriations bill for the

aid program, and about $3 billion in

the stopgap measure.
The temporary funding measure

was being processed by

congressional leaders in the ab-

sence of the regular authorization

and appropriations bills, despite

strong beliefs by many senators

that to do so would destroy power

of the authorizing committees such

as Foreign Relations.

at an annual level of $2.6 billion

until Feb. 15, $1.5 billion to March
15 and just salaries and ad-

ministrative expenses thereafter.

While key members of the Senate

and House Appropriations Com-
mittee and the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee were
meeting, Rep. William F. Ryan,

D—NY., rose on the House floor

and, with only bare notice, moved
that the House accept the Man-

Dollar Value
Due Tomorrow

WASHINGTON < AP)-Decisions

are possible by Saturday on new
currency values for the non-

communist world-including a

devalued dollar-and removal of

America's 10 per cent import

surcharge, participants in the

"Group of Ten" monetary con-

ference said Thursday.

On the eve of weekend
negotiations of the ten richest

nations, French finance minister

Giscard D'Estaing predicted in

Paris the surcharge will "disap-

pear" simultaneously with a

realignment of exchange rates.

The Japanese finance minister,

Mikie Mizuta, told newsmen on his

arrival for the Friday and
Saturday talks there is about a 50-

50 chance for agreement here on

realignment of the disrupted

monetary system.

Mizuta said the agreement
between President Nixon and
French president Pompidou on an

historic devaluation of the dollar,

announced Tuesday in the Azores,

brightened the prespect for early

settlement.

Responding to D'Estaing, the

Treasury emphasized that

removal of the surcharge depends

not only on a currency realignment

but on a package agreement in-

cluding the removal of trade ob-

stacles and sharing of defense

costs.

Deputies of the Big Ten
ministers conferred in secret at the

International Monetary Fund
headquarters in preparation for

the weekend meeting, and the

IMF's board of executive directors

held a late session.

There a spokesman for the

"Little Nine"-the nine un-

derdeveloped nations represented

on the 20-member IMF board

called for greater IMF authority to

police the international monetary
system.
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Verrochi, Scott Debate Police Arms Measles?Mumps?V.D.

J

By DON BISHOP
The issue of the wearing of guns by the Campus

Police was debated last night by Student Senate

member Richard Verrochi and Campus Police Officer

Brian Scott A group of around 35 people heard the

hour long debate in Thompson 104.

In his defense of gun carrying, Officer Scott began

by stating his belief that in a campus community of

this size it was inconceivable to him that an officer

would not need a gun. Scott further argued that the

majority of individuals committing serious crimes on

this campus are from outside the campus community.

Because these people have not made a commitment to

the school they would be more likely to engage in the

type of activity in which a police officer would need to

be armed.
Scott stated that 'Sometimes the very simplest

complaints result in a violent crime." Therefore an

officer would need to be armed to be prepared for any

eventuality.

To Officer Scott, when a person confronts a

policeman he should concern himself with the man
behind the gun and not the gun itself. To him the

problems of law enforcement will not be improved by-

taking the gun away from the policeman, but rather

through better training and education of the police.

Scott concluded his initial remarks by stating that if

the choice came down to disarming that Campus
Police to staisgy the demands of a majority of

students on campus, that their demands would be

ignored because the officer's lives would be jeopar-

dized.

Senator Verrochi opened by his own personal

abhorrence of guns and violence. He debated on two

points: firstly, the visible presence of guns on Campus
Police officers and secondly, the need of the Campus
Police to carry guns at all.

In his debate on the first point. Verrochi stressed

what he feels are the harmful psychological effects

created by seeing a gun being carried by a policeman.

To Verrochi, it is not the badge that gives the cop his

authority and power, but rather the mere fact that he

has a visible weapon. He feels this bad because in his

words. "It is is irratiional power, power based on fear

and intimidation."

Verrochi cited a survey at USC to support this

previous statement on the gun being the policeman's

authority . He feels that if a policeman must wear a

gun it should be concealed by a blazer or some other

means. On this particular campus, where the

majority of active duty is carried out in police

cruisers, Verrochi feels that the Campus Police should

carry their weapons in a readily accessible com-

partment in the car.

Verrochi granted that there are times where an

officer would need a weapon, but this need is not great

enough to justify their being worn "on the hip pocket".

By having their weapons in the cruiser Verrochi

stated that they would be close by if needed and the

stigma of exposed weapons would be removed.

Officer Scott countered the concealed weapon

argument by charging that in the case of immediate

need officers and bystanders lives would be en-

dangered in the terms of the time necessary to draw a

weapon carried on the body and getting a weapon

carried in a car.

Verrochi in his rebuttal gave the opinion that in the

vast majority of cases on campus a gun is not needed

in confronting individuals.

Scott and some of the people in the audience felt that

even if there was one case where a live would be saved

by the wearing of a gun by a Campus Police officer,

then the carrying of weapons was justified.

In the question and answer period it was evident

that most people in the audience were for the most

part, behind the position of Officer Scott.

Belchertown Benefit Auction Feb. 19
Awareness has been growing in

the University community about

the situation at the Belchertown
State Hospital. Students have come
to realize that there are too few

necessary facilities for all the

patients, and that especially the

children have been deprived of

many things which could make
each day a little more cheerful.

It is now the Christmas season,

and everyone should stop to think

about these children when it comes
time to receive gifts. A small toy

could make all the difference to the

Christmas of a young child. The
adult patients at Belchertown are

in great need of exercise equip
ment, and other items useful in

maintaining their health.

It is for these reasons, that

Coolidge Tower has decided to hold

an auction on Saturday. February
19th, at Hampden Dining Com-
mons. It would be appreciated if

every student would think about

the patients at Belchertown, and.

upon returning from vacation,

would bring any items from home.

either new, or in good condition,

that could be auctioned off. A
professional auctioneer will be

hired, and all proceeds will be used
in buying the items which the

hospital so desperately needs.

By MDC STAFF
Gonorrhea, the most common

venereal disease, is spreading to

epidemic level in the United States,

especially among teenagers. The

13 to 19-year-old group accounts for

25 per cent of the estimated 1 to 2

million infected people in this

country. Gonorrhea is also a

problem on the UMass campus.

According to Dr. Barry Slater of

the UMass Infirmary Staff, "2 per

cent of all vaginal smears the

Infirmary takes are positive for

gonorrhea. The level is higher in

men."
The disease is transmitted from

an infected person to another

person when the gonococcus
bacteria contacts the genital area

during sexual intercourse.

Women who are infected may
experience a burning sensation on

urination and have a vaginal

discharge. Dr. Slater says that 80

per cent do not have symptoms.

Gonorrhea is more easily detected

in men than in women. Most men
who contract the disease have

symptoms of a urethral discharge

and pain on urination two to three

weeks after being exposed.

The disease is diagnosed by

finding the gonococcus organism in

the vaginal smear of an infected

female or in the urethral discharge

of a male.

Large doses of penicillin or

tetracycline are used by doctors in

treating the disease. During
treatment, cultures are repeatedly

taken until they show no traces of

the gonococcus bacteria.

If untreated, gonorrhea can
cause bodily damage. The in-

fection can reach the reproductive

system. Sterility may result.

Peritonitis, an inflamation of the

abdominal membrane, occurs if

the organism enters the abdomen.
Blindness, arthritis, and some
other problems may result.

Methods exist for people who
want to prevent infection from this

disease. "Abstinence is the only

sure way" says Dr. Slater. "More
sexual discrimination is also

helpful though gonorrhea is found

in all socio-economic groups."

Sexual mores once hindered the

spread of gonorrhea. Changing
sexual mores, population increase,

and the greater frequency of sex

with a greater number of people

are partially responsible for the

rise. As a communicable disease,

gonorrhea is outranked only by
measles. New drugs and in-

formation concerning this disease

will hopefully halt the spread of

gonorrhea
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Future University Report

Lost And Timetable For The Future
( Ed. note-This is the final segment

of the Future University Report.

We have attempted in this series to

communicate to the University

community those portions of the

report we felt to be vital to the

future of the Amherst campus. Any
comments from our readers will be

welcome)

The Cost of Our
Recommendations

It will not be inexpensive to

create the public university

Massachusetts deserves. Even
without our recommendations, the

anticipated increased in size and

the effects of inflation will

probably increase the University's

budget by 200 to 300 percent over

ten years. Our recommendations,

fully funded, might increase the

1980 total by ten percent, or, if

student-faculty ratios are changed,

by as much as twenty percent.

The first issue, then, is whether

the basic investment will be made,

let alone our suggested additions to

it. The legislature has treated the

University relatively well in recent

years; Massachusetts' rate of

increase in spending on higher

education has been fifth among the

states. Yet the state remains 49th

among the states in its per capita

spending on higher education.

We know what the competing

demands are. These are hard

times for state and local govern-

ments everywhere.

But the State needs its public

university now as it never has

before, and there is no way for that

institution to maintain the quality

which the people deserve without

money. We can only hope that this

report will help develop the

necessary public support to ensure

that the needed funds are for-

thcoming.
There are a number of key ways

in which our recommendations will

add to the cost of running the

University. We emphasize that the

actual dollar estimates we have

derived are very rough, amounting

to orders of magnitude rather than

budgetary figures, and the figures

for 1980 are of course quite con-

jectural. And we have listed only

the larger costs. Some of our

recommendations undoubtedly

involve costs which we do not list

here, but we believe we have listed

the major items of additional cost.

First, the cost of recruitment and

financial aid will rise. The
President and Trustees have

already decided to ask the State for

an additional $4.5 million in this

area for fiscal 1973, which we think

is an ample initial increase. We
believe, however, that our

recommended emphasis on low-

income students will, by 1980, cost

something like $8 million more

than what the University's

recruiting and financial aid effort

is otherwise likely to be.

Second, the cost of advising and

counseling, and skill development

services will rise. We estimate that

the University should include an

additional $1 million to $1.5 million

in its budget for these activities in

fiscal 1973, with the bulk of the

funds to be spent on advising. By

1980 our proposals would add $5

million or more to what the

University's budget in this area

would be if present expenditures

were simply projected for student

body growth and inflation.

Third, there is a substantial cost

associated with the planning,

development and evaluation of our

various academic recom-

mendations, and for on going staff

to administer them. This might

amount to an additional $500,000 to

$1 million in the fiscal 1973 budget,

and perhaps an additional $1 .5 to $2

million in 1980.

Fourth, we estimate that

perhaps $500,000 could usefully be

added for additional support staff

for faculty, mainly secretarial, in

1973, and that this might rise to an

additional $1.5 million in 1980.

Fifth, expanded public service

staffing and support for service to

clientele who cannot afford to pay
could involve an additional $500,000

in 1973, rising to an additional $2

million in 1980.

Sixth, the library and computer
facilities could easily use an ad-

ditional $500,000 to $1 million

beyond projected increases in

fiscal 1973, and this might increase

to an additional $2.5 to $3 million in

1980.

Seventh, development of the

Open University, or the cost of

applying new technology to the

University of Massachusetts, will

be quite costly. Expenditures for

fiscal 1973 might be quite low-

volvement -the new freshman
year, field work in courses,

problem-oriented learning, and so

on. More broadly, it would lessen

the extent to which graduate
teaching has to be supported at the

expense of undergraduate teaching

at Amherst and lessen the pressure

against graduate programs at

Boston.

Thus, consideration of changing
the overall student-faculty ratio is

important, and if it could be
achieved, it would be worthwhile.

Perhaps, however, a selective

approach would be a more realistic

way to proceed in the present

circumstances. We suggest,
therefore, that the University seek

an estimate to the costs involved in

dispersion.

Our estimates, then, represent

only additional operating costs to

the University arising out of the

recommendations we make, over
and above the increases which will

come as the present level of

program reaches more students

and suffers the effects of inflation.

Calendar for Change

Implicit in Table I is our

recommended calendar for

change, at least as to those matters

perhaps $200,000 -as planning

begins, but the University's share

in the development costs,

assuming other institutions are

involved and pay half the cost,

might be a total of $10 million over

a period of years. These should be

capital funds, since the investment

will produce hardware and
materials that can be used for a

long period of time. Perhaps more
relevant than the British ex-

perience in determining more
exact projections will be the New
York experience, since New York's

Empire State College has in fact

opened to students this fall. The

actual cost in Massachusetts will

vary tremendously depending on

the extent of the investment in new
curriculum development and

technology. And we would em-

phasize that the project is not

worth doing if the attempt is made
to do it cheaply.

Eighth, and most troublesome, is

the question whether any of our

academic recommendations
require that the over-all 15 to 1

student-faculty ratio be changed.

The Board of Higher Education has

recommended that the Univer-

sity's student-faculty ratio be

changed to 12.5 to 1, a step which

would add something on the order

of $8 to $10 million to the Univer-

sity's current budget. The overall

student-faculty ratio is of course

not a very meaningful figure, since

the actual ratio differs from school

to school and department to

department, and by the level of

study involved.

A lower over-all ratio would

provide the University with

resources it badly needs for par

ticular academic changes. It would

ensure adequate support for

faculty in some of our suggested

activities that we know will require

more concentrated faculty in-

funds for the creation of a sizeable

undergraduate teaching fund to

support student-faculty ratio

changes on a program-by-program

basis, both in new programs and

existing ones.

We believe $3 million would be a

fair amount for this fund in fiscal

1973, rising to $10 million in 1980.

This would enable additional

recruiting to begin for faculty for

our suggested University

professoriate, for the freshman

year, for problem-oriented lear-

ning efforts, and for field study

supervision.

It would also enable the hiring to

proceed more easily for the ad-

junct faculty we have suggested.

Including faculty changes, then,

we are suggesting the addition of

roughly $6 to $7 million to the 1973

budget, and we are saying that our

recommendations would enlarge

the 1980 budget by something like

$30 to $35 million.

The only additional capital

outlay cost we have estimated is

the $10 million for the Open
University.

mending a larger overall student

body than the 50,000 now con-

templated, but we think these

additional students can be ac-

commodated by the "open unit"

and by using existing and presently

planned facilities on evenings and

weekends, and during summers.
That will, of course, involve added

maintenance costs, and that is an

item wllich we have not tried to

estimate.

The one matter which may result

in additional physical plant need is

our recommendation for partial

dispersal of the Boston campus,

but since we did not finally

recommend an exact mix as

between the extent of building at

Columbia Point and the extent of

dispersion, it is difficult to attach

where additional funds are

required.

For fiscal 1973, the academic

year 1972-1973, we urge action in

the following eleven areas:

1. Initial steps in changing,

recruitment and admissions

procedures in order to assure

the lower-income and old

student representation we have

stressed, with concomitant
efforts, already under way, to

increase financial aid resour-

ces.

2. Planning and initial im-

plementation of academic
changes we have suggested : the

new freshman year; a College

III of Public and Community
Service at Boston, two problem-

oriented learning units, in en-

vironmental problems and
urban affairs, at Amherst;
expanded use of field experience

in course work; changes in the

academic calendar and the

timing of higher education

opportunities; and setting aside

a fund to adapt dormitories to

student interests and needs, and

another fund to encourage
curriculum evaluation and
change.

3. Steps toward changing the

faculty reward system, and

changed staffing and recruiting

patterns as we have suggested.

4. Initial implementation of our

suggestions for a greatly ex-

panded advising and counseling

effort.

5. Continued efforts to modify the

governance systems of the

University to make them
responsive to current and future

needs.

6. Rationalization of public
service activities and deter-

mination of directions for the
future.

7. Development of academic self-

study, evaluation, and planning

mechanisms for the future.

8. Exploration of the "Open
University" approach and the

new technologies.

9. Installation of a program
budgeting system for the
University.

10. Re-examination of the

Columbia Point construction

plan, to develop the soundest

educational approach to the

development of facilities for the

future Boston campus.

11. Initiative toward greater inter-

institutional cooperation and
coordination.

Some of these items for priority

action will cost money. Some will

not. Others may save money
ultimately. The action required to

pursue this eleven-point im-

mediate agenda will have to be

taken in various quarters: some by

the President and Trustees, some
by the faculty, students, and

campus administrators and some
by the elected officials of the

Commonwealth.
Insofar as this agenda requires

funds, we hope that action need not

await fiscal 1973, i.e. that by

reprogramming 1972 funds the

President and Trustees will be able

:o start initial planning and hiring

on a number of these points. In-

sofar as the agenda depends on

faculty and other on-campus
discussion and action, we hope that

the report will stimulate that, and

that it will proceed expeditiously.

We think these eleven points do

constitute a set of priorities.

Beyond them we suggest no

detailed calendar of im-

plementation. We believe that all

of our recommendations are im-

portant, that all can be pursued as

the decade unfolds, and that all can

be implemented by 1980.

If our recommendations are

implemented, the University of

1980 will have a full diversity of

backgrounds in its student body,

including students of all ages.

Students will not longer be ex-

pected to enter at age 18 or never.

There will be no fixed timetable

within which a degree is to be

earned, and part-time study will be

encouraged, as well as time off for

students to work and do com-

munity service. Academic
programs will stress professional

skills in conjunction with the

liberal arts in new combinations.

Learning and research will take

place both on and off campus: in

the classroom and the laboratory,

in the field, and in clinical

situations. Teaching will be

carried on through lecture and

group discussion, through ex-

perience, through packaged
materials, and through electronic

communication. As a consequence,

the University will have many
faces, some in the form of cam-

puses, some storefront, some not

associated with any building. The
University and the Commonwealth
will be intertwined -for learning,

for research, for service. Learning

will be organized along problem-

centered lines as well as those cf

disciplines, and student self-

inquiry will be encouraged by

teachers from broad arenas of

experience. The University will be

one among many sources of post

secondary credentials Institutions

of higher education will offer manv
joint programs, and extensive

sharing of faculties and facilities

will occur
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Sale Friday, Dec. 17 9:30 a.m. to 12 midnight at

LISTENING POST
25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst 186 Main St., Northampton

I Was A Teenage War Lover

PHILADELPHIA (LNS)--To be

thought of as a liar, a coward, and
a traitor is probably the most

painful and humiliating experience

a person can be subjected to in his

life. At the very least, it isn't fun. I

know I get called these names
often. I am known in my neigh-

borhood as a radical punk, a

disrespectful, unpatriotic, pinko

turncoat. I am a Vietnam Veterans

Against the War.

I wasn't always against the war.

As a matter of fact I used to be a

flying hawk! The change I went

through was monumental, but

change I did.

I was born and raised in Tioga, a

white working class neighborhood

and went through twelve years of

Catholic education. I hung out on

the corner, drank, and got into

fights.

Like the rest of the guys I

listened to my father's war stories,

watched "Combat" and saw every

John Wayne movie ever made. By
the time I reached my senior year

in Cardinal Doughterty I was
trying to decide which branch of

the service to enlist in. It was my
intention to prove to my family, my
friends, my girl, and the whole

damned world that I was patriotic,

wild, and had guts.

I also wanted the GI Bill so I

could put myself through college,

something my family could never

do. Two weeks after graduating

from high school I enlisted in the

Marine Corps.

My first impression of boot camp
was, if there was ever a hell on

earth, this was it. I struggled

A Vietnam Vet Tells His Story
through 19 weeks of basic training

and graduated with the Senior Drill

Instructor still not knowing my
name. This was good; I had played
it safe.

Through the rest of my training

preparing me for Vietnam, there

were good times and bad times, but

I recall wondering why they were
sending us to Vietnam. Of course, I

knew all of the reasons that they

had taught us; I had them
memorized. "We are protecting

our country." "We are helping to

stop the spread of communism."
"We are helping the Vietnamese
people."

Although I knew all of this, I still

wondered why we always called

them "gooks", why old people and
kids were to be considered suspect

or enemy, and why did my in-

structors hate these people so

much? They kept stressing

"survival" and I wanted to survive

so I figured that was it. Besides,

who was I to doubt my govern-

ment?
In the late part of February,

1968, I landed in Vietnam. My unit

was a "grunt" company, but I

couldn't join it right away because

it was busy being mauled in Hue
City. I wasn't encouraged.

The unit returned to the rear

area in early March and for the

next 11 months I went with them to

Khe San, Con Thien, Quang Tri, An
Hoa, Hoi An, and countless

provinces that I never knew the

name of. 1 was shot at. mortared,

rocketed, napalmed, ambushed,
starved, cut, horny, lonely, and
scared, just like every other grunt.

Also, like every other grunt, I shot

at, kicked, spit at, threw C-rations

cans at, fucked, and hated the

Vietnamese people.

In March 1969, I was finally

flown back to "the world". I was
home! I didn't dig telling war
stories but people were always

besides, the President was starting

to withdraw troops. The war was
ending.

In May of 1970, just three months
after my discharge from the

Marine Corps, Cambodia was
invaded. I couldn't believe it! I was
so pissed that I wrote a long letter

to the President asking him why he

gave such a ridiculous order.

Didn't he know how many guys
would be killed in that operation? I

also told him I was a Vietnam
Veteran.

I sent copies of the letter to both

a Sing. ^ drink
WITM

\ rue

Fftmous MCORDIU*

IRISH FOLK SINC4NGTHGU*,
•A

TONITE
9:30 til close

Senators Scott and Scheiker. A few

days later four kids were killed at

Kent State because they thought

the order was stupid and tried to

tell someone about it. I was
shocked! Two of them were girls!

About two weeks later the replies

to my letter arrived. Senator Scott

said he was glad to hear I was a
veteran, but he agreed with the

President. Senator Schweiker said

he opposed the invasion but
couldn't do much about it.

Former Attica Inmate
RevealsMurderOf Melville

pressuring me to tell them (in 225

words or less) what it was like in

Vietnam. On several occasions I

attempted to tell them but I soon

found out that they never really

wanted to hear it in the first place.

They liked the stories about the

patrols and fire-fights, but

whenever I would begin talking

about how we treated the Viet-

namese they would ask me to stop,

saying that it was making them
sick. I sometimes think they

thought I was some kind of an

animal.

During my remaining time in the

service my older brother wrote

many letters to me. I respected

him a lot, but he was starting to get

on my nerves with his anti-war

talk. I mean, after all, he knew I

killed those "gooks" so he could go

to college.

But the letters made me think

about my experiences in Vietnam.

I began wondering how the Viet-

namese were threatening
Philadelphia, or Los Angeles, for

that matter. The Vietnamese I saw
seemed only interested in selling

me a Coke for a dollar, stealing my
watch, or getting the Marine
Amtracks out of their rice-paddies.

1 began wondering how we are

stopping Communism when the

Vietnamese seemed less con-

cerned with "Communism" than

getting the Americans to go home.

I began wondering how we were

helping people by spitting on them,

killing their chickens, burning

their homes, and sometimes killing

them. But I was safe now, and.

ATTICA, NY (LNS)-According
to a recently-released Attica in-

mate, Sam Melville was murdered
while he was waiting to get into the

hospital after Attica had already

been taken. Melville pleaded guilty

to the 1969 New York City bom-
bings which included the Whitehall

Street Induction Center, United

Fruit Company, the Marine
Midland Grace Trust and others.

The inmate, who wants to

remain anonymous so he won't lose

his parole, said that he saw Sam
after the recapture and that at that

time he only had leg wounds. Sam
died of gunshot wounds that went
up through his chin and through his

neck under his chin.

"He could ba ly walk," the

former inmate 1. "I saw him
leaning against a all .1 heard he

had been dressing the wounds of

other prisoners before he was
taken away."
He saw Sam again, on a stret-

cher supposedly being carried to

the prison hospital in A yard.

"...his left arm was hanging out

of the stretcher and his right arm
was in. His body was covered up to

his chest and there were no visible

wounds. He lifted his head a few

times, twisted his body on his side

and readjusted his blanket. He
seemed to be all right."

According to the National
Lawyers Guild which is

representing all the Attica in-

mates, they have six or seven other

statements from inmates who say

they saw Sam alive after the

massacre. Several other inmates

also say they saw Elliot (L.D.)

Barkeley and Thomas Hicks alive

after the invaders had retaken the

prison (both are officially listed

among the victims of the recapture

operation

"If anybody was respected as a

revolutionary, whose politics were
always clear, and who could talk to

other people, it was Sam," said one

lawyer.

In fact Sam's was the first death

which was announced. Deputy
Corrections Commissioner Walter

Dunbar passed out a printed press

release with a picture of Sam right

after the "mop up" operations. At

the time, officials claimed that he

had been gunned down while

sprinting across the prison yard

carrying bombs he had made.
The former inmate who

described seeing Melville alive

also mentioned that the ambulance
drivers who took wounded to the

city hospitals were "inconsiderate

and slow."

"I saw one driver get out of his

ambulance after they loaded two
wounded prisoners in it. He went to

the Salvation Army truck and got

coffee and donuts and stayed there

for 15 or 20 minutes."

Only seriously wounded
prisoners were taken to the Buffalo

hospitals even though the prison

hospital contained only about 50

beds
•**

Lined Gloves
from $1.98
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Christmas Poem
Twaa the night before Finals, when all through the school

Not a student was cramming, not even a fool;

Hooks were half open by the window with prayer.

In hopes that the teachers would somehow be fair;

The students were wasted all snug in their beds

While visions of passing- danced in their heads;

Hut me in my skivies. and I in my vest.

Had ;ust blown my brains for the ultimate test

When out in the hall there arose such a clatter,

I sprang from by bunk to see what was the matter

;

Awav to the door I flew like a fly

And opened it slightly to ascertain why;

The light on the breast of a girl that I know

Made it perfectly clear how !he whole thing would go.

When what to my wondering eyes should appear,

Hut one of her friends and a six-pack of beer.

It came without warning; it happened so quick.

I knew in a moment it must be a trick.

More rapid than eagles the evening got tight;

Ms•conscience was heavy, but the scene wasn't right.

Now History. I
"»w English, now Anthro and Psych,

( In Physics, on French for the rest of the night

;

To some other room, in some other hall.

Nov dash away both of you, dash away all

As mv luck would have it . the Mg day arrived

When I meet with an obstacle, grossly contrived;

So up to the building I crawled reeling blue

With a head lull of lads and a pencil or two.

/\nd then ina twinkling. 1 entered the class.

Sick to tm stomach and beai to mj ass

At i draw in ?m fact and waa turning ..round

Into the loom the proiessor was bound.

He w as dressed quite as usual to Mend with the crowd,

Hut his manner ol being was pretentious and loud

,

\bund he had stuffed in hiaaack,

in could not Win me ha

BvTOM MORIARTY
Yesterday's I oliegian carried a letter epitomizing

precisely the vacilating, hypocritical politics of this

year's capitalist messiah, George McGovern In at-

tempting to defend McGovern's voting record, Reid

Fishman ran up against the contradictions and in-

consistencies that disgust an ever growing number of

Americans. The leaflet referred to by Mr. Fishman

was printed by the Socialist Workers Campaign

Committee, distributed on this campus by the USA,

and we stand behind it. But you need believe neither

Mr Fishman nor myself. All information on that

leaflet was taken from ihe Congressional Quarterly,

and can Ik? checked.

Strangely enough, Mr. Fishmans letter itself

sufficiently indicts McGovern's voting record. Bill S-

ii65: Mr. Fishman states that McGovern voted for this

Defense Dept. procurement, research, and

development, and construction bill, but that

Nowhere does this bill state that this money would be

used in Vietnam." Why then, Mr. Fishman, do you in

your next sentence quote two portions of that bill that

state 'Congress supported •< 1 ) persons trying to bring

about an honorable settlement of the Vietnamese war,

and (2i the convening of an international meeting to

plan an end to the Viet Nam conflict.'" In the first

place, what are these statements doing in such a

harmless Defense Dept. procurement bill? In the

second place the term "honorable settlement" is an

ugly echo of the Nixon administration policy to

maintain U.S. imperialism in S.E. Asia. And thirdly,

we can, if we try, recall "an international meeting to

plan an end to the Viet Nam conflict." It was held in

Geneva and it planted the seeds that have flowered in

S.E. Asia for the past 15 years.

Mr Fishman calls S-665 "an average defense ap-

propriations bill." Is that the kind that maintains

American military presense in nearly 3000 bases

around the world? Or is that the kind that supplies the

dictatorships of Pakistan. Spain. Greece, Brazil,

Guatemala, South Vietnam and our other allies with

the arms needed to suppress popular movements?

Exactly what kind of "average" bill was it Mr. Fish-

man'' Mr. McGovern?
Knowing full well the purpose served by the draft.

George (amnesty for draft resisters) McGovern voted

to extend the draft for two years. This being defeated,

McGovern voted in favor of extending the draft for

lour years. If any of your friends were drafted and

later killed or maimed in S.E. Asia, try not to think

about them as you ring doorbells for George

McGovern.
II It 18707 was a bill allotting $71.88«,893,000 for

Defense " S 917, the "Omnibus Crime Bill" has all of

the noxious provisions listed by Mr. Fishman, and

more. Even if McGovern were absent (check the

( ongressional Quarterly ) when these bills were put to

a vote, is that something about which a presidential

candidate should boast 9 Would McGovern duck such

vital issues of record because the political repur

cussions might damage his career? Are these the

principled politics to which the American people are

entitled'.'

In the end Mr. Fishman, you, as well as McGovern

himself, will have to do more than merely say he is

against the war. especially when his record states

differently. Equating the defense policies of

McGovern with those of Linda Jenness and the

Socialist Workers party was a slander not lost on the

university community. The program of the SWP is

continually counterposed to that of the capitalist

parties (read the back of the leaflet you criticized),

our politics are clear, contrary to McGovern's. And

finally, when examining the policies supported by

George McGovern. Mr. Fishmans demand for a

"civilized" campaign on the part of the SWP rings

hollow and cynical.
Tom Moriarty

is a member of the

Amherst YSA

Meanwhile . .

.

Muskie Seen Far Ahead
WASHINGTON - Long, long ago.

in the British constitutional

dissensions just before World War
I, the House of Lords was ac-

curately described as "Mr.
Balfour's poodle." Mr. Balfour, of

course, was the British Tory leader

of that era. who floated in the

whirlpool of dissension like a

conservative but pliable piece of

seaweed.
It would be unkind, indeed quite

inaccurate, to call Sen. John

Tunney of California the "poodle"

of Sen. Edward Kennedy of

Massachusetts But it is certainly

true that this handsome, hard-

working senator has never

diverged, by so much as a

micromillimeter, from the Ken-

nedy line on any question on

record.

In consequence, a lot more at-

tention should certainly have been

given to Sen. Tunney's ringing,

elaborately publicized but

inadequately noticed endorsement

of Sen. Edmund Muskie of Maine.

To begin with, the Tunner-Muskie

endorsement set off immediate

local repercussions.

The other liberal Democratic

senator from California, the hard-

jogging, painfully virtuous Alan

Cranston, instantly called Sen.

Muskie as soon as he got advance

news about Tunney. This was some
time before Tunney appeared on

television, showing all his shining

teeth, to say that he was for Muskie

all the way.
Cranston Position

Sen. Cranston graciously in-

timated that he. too. would like to

come out for Sen. Muskie-but at a

very modest price. He wanted, in

fact, to be named chairman of the

Muskie slate of California

delegates.

There was a Muskie-Cranston

summit meeting just before the

Muskie-Tunney television show.

Sen. Muskie told his California

colleagues that he would like to

have him as co-chairman. The
Cranston shoe, more saturated

with high-mindedness than a

normal shoe with shoeblacking,

therefore remains to drop as these

words are written.

These developments in

California nonetheless make a

political point that no one seems to

have made. Sen. Muskie has, alas,

paid enough blackmail to the ultra

left wing Democrats not to drive

His speech, how it bored us; his jokes, only fair -

He tried very hard, but I just wasn't there.

And his little droll mind, with hang ups complete,

Hashed over the rules and why not to cheat.

The stump of a ciggy he held in his teeth.

And the smoke it encircled his head like a wreath

;

He was holding his Masters and working for more,

That proved, when he talked, he was equally bored;

I le was morbid and crass, a right leftist old elf.

And I burped when I saw him. in spite of myself.

A stare from his eye and a twist of his head.

Soon gave me to know I was better off dead.

I le ended his spiel and went straight to his work

And passed out the tests, then turned with a jerk

;

And laying his finger aside of his chin.

You have fifty more minutes good luck and begin."

It seemed like an hour of ridiculous guessing,

Whatever I get will be got with a blessing;

Hut I heard him exclaim, ere he skipped out of sight:

"You win some, vou loose some as long as it's right."

End
.Ian Yillanova

them up the wall As a solid, decent

obviously good man. he does not

drive the centrist Democrats up

the wall either.

He is not merely the front-

runner. Barring cruel accidents in

the crazy primaries, Muskie is so

far ahead that the others, at the

moment, can hardly see him for

the dust. Sen. Henry M. Jackson

nearly gambled very high in New
Hampshire -which just might have

changed everything. But it was a 1-

to-4 shot. So "Scoop" Jackson is

pinning his hopes on Florida-

which is unlikely to change
anything much.

Sen. Jackson's decision to duck

the high gamble in New Hampshire

was really a decision that he did

not want to spend 25 to 30 days

trudging through the snow, ef-

fusively shaking the hand of all the

tiny band of New Hampshire's

voters in the Democratic primary.

This New Hampshire primary is a

comedy, invented by the media

Yet Jackson's decision may still be

remembered as the turning point.

This is because of its reported

effect on Sen Kennedy, and
through Sen. Kennedy, on Sen

Tunney. One may be certain that

Sen. Kennedy would have reacted

differently -for he is a very shrewd

politician -if he had thought there

was an outside chance of a major

upset in New Hampshire.
Bandwagon Leap

That question has already been

settled, however. Meanwhile,
there was Sen. Kennedy's loyal

friend. Sen. Tunney. There had

been an abortive move to put

together a Tunney-as-favorite son

(and therefore pro Kennedy) in-

stead urged Sen Tunney to leap

athletically into a prominent place

on the Muskie bandwagon.
Sen. Kennedy genuinely means

that he does not want the

Democratic nomination in 1972. He
will sign the necessary affidavits

taking his name out of the

necessary primaries. After

masterminding Sen Tunney's
decision for Muskie. there is only

one more thing Sen Kennedy can

do He can announce for Muskie

himself

Such an announcement is

unlikely because of the divisions in

the Kennedy (amp In Sen Ken
nedy's entourage, many are fatally

faacinated by the Democratic
Party's left wing fringe though

tins is by no means true of the

senator Bui whal has happened is

still a very major signal

Reprinted frees ti>«' Hampshire
Gazette
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Editorial Points
Poor Richard's hit the

newsstands a little bit late last

night, thanks to a little bit of

ineptitude along the way.

Though we wanted you all to

have it as you dug into that

terrific dining commons
Christmas dinner, we hope you

will pick it up today and take a

look at it.

*****

feminist feud didn't flare up

while the Yahoo people still had

some copies of Screw around.

Self-abuse can work wonders if

you're feeling mean. Gives you a

chance to put some of that

energy that you can't seem to

handle too well to good use. Just

a suggestion, folks. Let's keep it

clean. Remember our purpose

here.

It's too bad this fascist-

An Angela Primer

'BAH. HUMBUG!'

Letters To The Editor

They Got The Shot Away

To the Editor:

In the December 15, Collegian Robin Morgan is

(iuoted as having said, "Women are always made to

feel the guilt in a rape. Only 4% of all rapes are

reported..." Thereafter she said something to the

effect that a confirming witness was necessary to

prove rape and that this was usually only a friend of

the rapist <who presumably would perjure himself).

In trying to understand Miss Morgan's views I am
unable to comprehend her decision to state the law

concerning rape prosecutions in a way that appears

calculated to discourage women on this campus from

complaining when and if it occurs to them.

The law in Massachusetts at least, does not require

an eyewitness extraneous to the rape in order to

prosecute and gain a conviction. The law does require

MDC

To the 1(1 itor;

On Monday December 6, 1971, the Collegian carried

a story on the proposed by-law which would allow for

the President of the Graduate Senate to be paid

beginning July 1 . 1972. We are concerned however that

that the Collegian does not seem to care about

carrying the story that the by-law was enacted, and

that a subsequent resolution to pay the present

President a reduced amount was passed at the

December 13. 1971 meeting of the Graduate Senate.

Although we hope that our constituency will learn of

the enactment of these items through their respective

representatives, we are somewhat dismayed that the

(oliegian did not respond to our request for someone

to be present at that meeting so that the story would

have more immediate circulation nor to the fact that I

called in the information the following morning,

December 14, 1971. No news may be good news to

some, but the Graduate Senate has a policy of open

disclosure to all constituents on all matters, and the

lack of interest on the part of the Collegian staff

toward graduate students interferes with the lm

plementation of this policy.
Veda B. Ross

President. Graduate
Student Senate

Impetuous Youth

'"'p^^eam'ng the article. "A Prickly Affair", by

AnnGurnett on yesterday's editorial page. I wondered

whether (,r not fhad missed one of Bob Carry's candid

and interesting letters. To my shock and dismay. I

found that the letter that Miss Gurnett was referring

to was on the letters page. This aroused my curiosity

lo such an extent that I proceeded to the (oliegian

office. Upon questioning one of the staff I was sur-

prised to rind out that Miss Gurnett is a member of the

(

l"ques!ioned her on her use of unfair tactics to

support her pos.t.on Am I to understand that this I

< oUegian policy to nd.cule one I point of
view if R

does not conform to their own" Miss Gurnett also

'

,ed that the reason she put ^•^•"T" «£
enough people were aware ol the Incident in \te

,
,„

; , ,„,„-, realise that the major, v of 80,000

students requentedthe Hatch. In any event are we as

meouities to exist' luondei U Miss (.utnett a corcuci

MrTnrry « he access ol tat article before publication^

corroboration of rape, which would appear

reasonable, even to Ms. Morgan. Corroboration may

be by eyewitness, of course, but is most often the

testimony of a doctor who has examined the victim

shortly after the attack. A doctor can ascertain two

important elements of rape: intercourse and forcible

entrv bv examination.

If "the esoteric definition of rape offered by Miss

Morgan is the only one she accepts, then the law is

clearly not in point. In a case such as she relied on,

"rape is any time sexual intercourse occurs when

women don't initiate it out of true love and desire

there would be no possible utility in seeking a con-

firmatory witness since only the women's personal

thoughts" would determine the crime and no con-

ceivable proof could be used in defense, if indeed there

were any with which to prosecute.

Those women on this campus who feel that they

have a complaint for rape and for which there is no

additional witness save the rapist and his friend, may

choose to rely upon the present laws by calling the

police and going to the infirmary, in either order. 1 he

doctor's testimonv and the woman's own testimony

are usually sufficient for conviction if a rape oc-

curred. . M ,, . .

Richard M. Rowland
General Council

MDC
To the Kditor:

Like manv others on campus. I have at various

times relied on the Daily Collegian as a means to

communicate with people on campus. Since I joined

the university three years ago. the Collegian has

never failed to publish stories I sent to it and to print

them in their entirety. This perfect record ended with

the December 15 issue of the Collegian.

I'nder the caption "Studies Exchange Underway ,

vou printed some but not all of a story on our new

student exchange program with tne University of

Keele in England While it was not essential to the

story to include the paragraph describing the close

student-faculty contact at Keele, omitting where

students interested in the program obtain more in

formation and where they apply was a major gap

Students should apply at the International Programs

Office 239 Whitmore, and soon. And. another

omission, the basic cost of participation excluding

international travel is the same as a year at the

Amherst campus.
Barbara B. Burn

Director

International Programs

Good For Nothing

MDC
To the t.ditor: ... .

I think it somewhat strange that criticisms of a

student lax-funded convention in which seven Student

Senators took part last summer have graced the

MDC s editorial pages twice this week

Yet no mention has lieen made of the two student

lax-funded (oliegian automobiles that have been

iireatlv damaged and/or totalled within the past six

months during the staffs various "business trips

out of the $1400 «>l student money for last summer s

NSA Convention came Ihe lormation of a permanent

Women's Committee of the Student Senate and a

Nader-style Public interest Research group 'WM

IMRUl With almost 20 working members

nut () | over $5000 ol student money spent on

Colleuian cars has come two vehicles destruction and

the request for a third automobile
1 Denlse Magnell

Student Senate

To the Editor:

Angela Davis is a twenty-six

year old Black woman, Com-
munist, and leader in the struggle

for Black liberation. The case

against Angela Davis originally

began while she was a philosophy

professor at U.C.L.A. Though her

classes were attended by close to

2,000 students the California Board

of Regents voted for her dismissal.

She was fired because of her

membership in the Communist

Party. This was done despite op-

position from her colleagues, the

faculty and the students at

U.C.L.A. Even when the decision

reached by the Board was over-

turned in court, the Regents still

refused to reinstate her.

Angela Davis is now accused of

murder, kidnapping and con-

spiracy in connection with the

Marin County Courthouse

"shootout'' at which she was not

present. The charges of murder

and kidnapping are not separate

from, but only a continuation of.

the persecution which Angela

faced because of her political

acitivities and beliefs. Included in

the indictment against her are

references to her "overt" political

acts. These acts which were cited

were her work in the defense of the

Soledad Brothers and her visits to

George Jackson before he was shot

down while in prison.

Angela Davis is being accused of

a crime she was nowhere near. She

is accused of kidnapping and she

held no one. and she is being ac-

cused of murder when she did not

fire a gun. The dead from the

Marin County "shootout'' were in a

van that was fired upon by prison

guards outside of the van. Besides

the false and trumped-up charges

which have been placed against

her, Angela was extradited to

California unconstitutionally.

The reactionary forces of

Reagan and Nixon have done their

best to railroad Angela by preying

upon the racism and anti-

communism which exists in this

country. They promoted fear in the

press by labeling her "armed and

dangerous'' and by placing her on

the most wanted list of the F.B.I.

And it is racism which is

preventing her release on bail.

There can be no other explanation

because she meets all the

necessary criteria for bail.

On Dec. 2 at 4 a.m., Angela was

taken from her cell, handcuffed,

driven for three hours in a roun-

dabout route to the Palo Alto

Holding Facility. Her cell is 6»8, it

is in the basement, and until a few

days ago there was no heat and

there is no natural light.

Her defense had made motions to

have the trial switched to San

Francisco. These motions were

denied and the judge switched the

case to Santa Clara County. The

judge was not ignorant to what he

was doing, knowing full well that

the population of Palo Alto where

the trial is to be held is mainly

white and upper-middle class. It is

a town surrounded by defense

industries and Blacks are only 2%
of the population. This maneuver,

like everything else in the repeated

frame-up. is all a part of the

conspiracy which is being waged

against Angela because she is a

Black woman and a communist

The Young Workers Liberation

League will have tables set up this

week in the Campus Center. Bail

for Angela must be granted, her

trail must be transferred to San

Franciscp Petitions may be signed

for her defense at the table, and

money will also be collected and

given to the Emergency Defense

Committee to Free the Bay
Prisoners.

Margie 1-evenson

Young Workers
Liberation League

Misleading Drivel

'"in'repw" toMf. Spinn's article. Here ( nmes The White Knight I wish

w.th a clear conscience, to answer a question posed to me. Specifically it

went: Walter, how can you with a clear conscious P^ce four

misleading drivel while receiving six University credits for It? I hate to

see ho y crusaders pimp themselves out." For Mr. Spinn's tetany,
am not receiving six University credits for it. To set the record clear I

m resentlv taking eighteen credits: History 301 -Argentina, History 316-

CokES2Sv, History 325-Con. & Reform. History 334-D.plomat,c

Historv Public Health 123. and General Business 270

I was considering the possibility of Independent study for nex

semester concerning University problems, but that is sti 1 in the future I

uish that n the future. Mr Spinn would confirm his source of in

rmat, n when talking about my courses at the University. If anyone

, dd Ike to certify this mformation. concerning my present courses. I

will Ix 'glad to accompany him to the Registrars office, to show them my

^nv arXof 12-14-71. entitled Vacation Bonanza, I did not question

the ex!s»ence of the budget of the Senate Social Action ^mnj'ttee, but he

uuholdmg Of this fund by the Senate I was asking, and still am asking,

how doc? the Senate justify this expenditure of over $1400, for seven

rt

^pto?stotol that "the average student will stand to save several

dollars in out of pocket expanses !>ecause of the information brought tack

lr th (onferen. e Whvthen, Mr Spinn. did Mr Sandwon move to go

, S ecu 11
Business fOT a UMass student delegation to the National

s den Association at one of the Student meetings "1 DUOUJjnartcte by

Hugh owen entitled nsa Detegallea Feasts Upheld m the mix back on

N vend \ 1971 'Sandwen argued thai the NSA ,
on.erence Wli •

us, -I time and s.uden. mon., . especially When the money could go ,o

, h worthier causes He also cited thai the students were only going on
"

"iinke!" ..-Hi not reallv obtaining am uorthuhile m.ormat.on at the

' °| h" only' wa) 10 get to the dollars Ml Spinn, is to add up the pennies

1 '*' Walter K.Orettta

<x.
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What

NEW YORK < AP) — El Morocco, one of New York's top night clubs for

decades, has been revived by a group of millionaires, actors and titled

Europeans, swash with nostalgia and eager to beat high restaurant tabs.

The club now is a private, nonprofit discotheque-restaurant. It boasts a

membership of 1,000, including designer Emilie Pucci, actory Gregory

Peck and Mrs. Charles Payson, owner of the New York Mets.

'We are, all of us, young as well as old, tired of being charged

ridiculous and ruinous high prices," wrote the Duke of Windsor, an

honorary member in congratulations.

However, members are also enthusiastic because they remember the

30 years from 1931 to 1961 when the owner, the late John Perona, made the

old El Morocco a gathering place for "people of accomplishment" -South

American tycoons, New York society figures, actresses and writers.

Jacqueline and Aristotle Onassis turned up as guests at a preview

dinner for the Board of Governors on Wednesday. The room was

decorated "nail for nail" like the original El Morocco: the famous zebra-

striped banquettes, blue ceiling, white palm trees and twinkling stars on

the ceiling. It officially reopened Thursday night.

Mrs Onassis was short on nostalgia for the old El Morocco.

"I haven't been here very often," she said. However, the late President

Kennedy often visited El Morocco in the 1950s. And Onassis, himself, was

once a judge at a Sunday night dance contest, according to Toots Shor.

When asked about it, Onassis just laughed and shook his head.

Despite all the nostalgia, one-third of the members are under age 35.

They can remember only back to the 60s when El Morocco changed hands

several times.

In 1964, it featured an LBJ DISCOTHEQUE. In 1968, there was a Mc-

Carthy for President room. The night club finally closed in 1969.

Members pay a $500 initiation fee and $200 a year in dues. Dinner will

run $875 for one person, without wine. Inexpensive sandwiches will be

served. Music is recorded, not live.

The board of 24 governors will serve without pay. They include author

Stephen Birmingham, designer Bill Blass, the Earl of Mornington who is

the great-great-great grandson of the Duke of Wellington, and Jerome

Zerbe, original photographer at the old El Morocco.

Collapse Indictments Made

Muskie Campaigns In N.H.

Makes Case On Own Merits

BOSTON (AP) — Twenty-three

indictments, 16 of them for man-

slaughter, were handed down
Thursday by a Suffolk County

grand jury investigating the

collapse of a 16-story apartment

building last Jan. 25.

Four workmen were crushed to

death under tons of concrete when

half of the $5 million building then

under construction crumbled into

ruins.

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St.

Amherst

Next to the Pott Office

Give a
Pipe

Open till 10p.m.

Mon. - Sat.

Dist. Atty. Garret H. Byrne said

the 16 counts of manslaughter

included in the secret indictments

named four individuals. Seven

indictments on conspiracy charges

were also handed down, he said.

The grand jury returned the

indictments to Judge Lewis

Goldberg after hearing 29 wit-

nesses during four days of

hearings.

Byrne said those named in the

indictments included one cor-

porate defendant but no public

officials. He said the persons

named were from both the United

States and Canada.

Byrnes office said warrants for

the arrest of those named were

being prepared, but that all of

them would be given a chance to

surrender for arraignment.

The building was owned by 2000

Commonwealth Avenue
Association Trust. The contractor

coordinating construction for the

trust was Toulon Construction Co.

of Montreal, a spokesman for the

trust said following the collapse.

George Michaels of Newton, a

lawyer for the trust, said at the

time the building was designed by

the architectural firm of Webb,

Serafa and Menkes with offices in

Montreal. Toronto and Paris.

BEDFORD, N.H. (AP) - Sen.

Edmund S. Muskie (D-Maine),

said Thursday the Nixon ad-

ministration was wrong not to have

expressed publicly "our moral

outrage" against tactics used by

the Pakistani government in East

Pakistan.

In a news conference where he

drew the support of Sen. Thomas J.

Mclntyre (D-N.H.), in his bid for

the Democratic presidential

nomination, Muskie said, "By

pursuing quiet diplomacy, we
abandoned the restraining and

inhibiting influence we might have

had with a statement of public

outrage.

"I think that by failing to do that,

we may have contributed to the

escalation of pressures which

finally prompted India to move,"

Muskie said.

Muskie, making a one-day visit

to the state with the nation's first

presidential primary, declined to

say how big a margin he would

need in his neighboring state's

primary to consider it a significant

victory.

"The test I've always used is that

the fellow who gets the most votes

wins," he said. "I haven't seen any

other test referred to in the New
Hampshire statutes relating to the

primary... All they say is you need

a plurality..."

"I'd be happy with 100 percent.

I'd be happy with anything," he

said. "I've never been unhappy

with a victory in my life. I won one

election by one vote when I ran for

the legislature, and I was delighted

to get by with one vote."

Mclntryre, who indicated he

would let his support rest with the

endorsement and not actively

campaign for Muskie, also

declined to make any predictions.

"You're looking at the guy who
said he'd never make a forecast of

percentages again as long as he

lived," Mclntyre said. "I don't

know if you fellows lived through

my 10 percent for Gene McCarthy,

my 20 percent for Gene McCarthy

and then, on election night, saying,

"We'll be doing good to hold him to

35 percent."

He referred to the former
Minnesota senator who won the

majority of the state's national

convention delegates from former

President Lyndon Johnson in the

1968 New Hampshire primary.

Muskie was asked about Los

Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty's con-

tention that the senator is "naive"

on foreign affairs.

"If that means I'm a clean

American boy, that's all right,"

Muskie said. "I'm never sure what

Mr. Yorty means by his rhetoric. It

seems to be suited to some of his

past experience more than it is to

northern New England. I guess I'll

have to get used to it before I know

how to respond."

Mclntyre endorsed Muskie as

"my close, personal friend and

New Hampshire's good neighbor."

But he said, "Ed Muskie must

make his own case in his own
merits to New Hampshire."

Ride to Philadelphia Sunday

or earlier or someone to hitch

with-call 253-3825.

j ACADEM)

• Mi

, AT THE GATES •

/ OF SMITH COLLEGE •

US1C
NOW SHOWING
Eves -7: 15-9:05

Sat-Sun-Con't.

NORTHAMPTON. MASS. SM44U f*« MASONIC ST. IOT

Exclusive Area First Run Engsgemcat

CLWT EASTWOOD

•PLAY MISTY FOR ME"
...an Imitation to terror.^

A UNIVERSAL-MALPASO COMPANY PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR* ItJHi'i

MONDAY & TUESDAY Night«..BALCONY SEATS |1.

BLACK MAGIC
with

Eddie Peterson
9:30 • 12:30 DANCING »'«>«

at

®lf£ Engltslj fub

sunoAy. oec. 19 - 6.30 pm. 1g^
monoay, oec. 20 - 6.30 mJSSST

at the ^«SI
campus centeu MioitoRium &|
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nuRCh of the comestiBles

chRistmas theatoe

MADRIGALS AND TRADITIONAL SONGS OF CHRISTMAS

MUSICAL RENDITION OF "THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS"

chARles oickens*

* chRistmas carol
by the LIONS SHANE COMPANY PERFORMERS

SONGS OF CHRISTMAS PRESENT

CAROUNC

/
Bill of face

/'
CRANBERRY CUP - SALAD WITH ORANGES

ROAST OF BEEF - YORKSHIRE PUDDING

BAKED POTATO - GREEN BEANS WITH ALMONDS

APPLE PIE WITH HOT CINNAMON SAUCE

HOME MADE BREADS * ROLLS

TICKETS ARE $5.00 PER PERSON. $4.00 PER U.T*. STUDENT,

$2.00 CHILDREN ORDER 12.

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS AND ADULTS

FOR GROUPS OF 25 OR MORfc.

MRS. LOIS QURESHI 545-0418 MON. FRI.

*&

™0*

* *
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THE RECORD SALE
All Labels Included This Sale, This Is Not A One Label Sale. ^

l&r*' Noon to Midnite Friday *Ha'\
ALL $4.98 LP's $2.89

5.98 LP's 3.69

6.98 LP's k 4.19

7.98 LP's 5.19

8.98 LP's ~... 5.39

9.98 LPs 5.89

New Chicago 4 Record Set . . . 6.89

Plus a special bin of great LP's

$1.98 each

values to $6.98

All 8-Track Tapes

$4.85 each

values to $9.98

Sony Classical Reel to Reel

Immortal Series 75' ea

EQUIPMENT DEALS
•199.95

$ 189.95

$349.50

Sony TC160 Professional Cassette Deck

Sony TC352 Reel to Reel Tape Deck

TEAC A1230 Reel to Reel Tape Deck

Buy A Garrard SL55B Automatic Turntable with Base, & Dust Cover $70.50

and get a $50.00 Magnetic Cartridge included.

$25 95the pair
Sennheiser HD414 open aire headphone

B & SP14 Cartridge 29.
95

Marantz 1060 Integrated Amplifier - 60 watts RMS
at 8 ohms. Bass, miaranqe, & treble controls, tape to

tape clubbing, 3 year guarantee.

Aztec Picasso Loudspeakers - 10" woofer with

density loading, 6 1/2" midrange, 2x6 horn tweeter
with 3/4" element. This speaker proved itself at our
clinic last Saturday. 5 year guarantee.

Dual 1219 Automatic Turntable
and Grado F3E magnetic cartridge ($49.95)

List Price

$682.00 SALE - 490.°

Harman Kardon 230 Receiver

Aztec Du Lane Loudspeakers

Garrard SL55B
with Grado F3E Cartridge

List Price $456.00

The Best $500.00 Stereo System Available

Pioneer SX 990 56 Watt RMS Receiver

PE 2038 Automatic Turntable

EPI 100 Loudspeakers

B&O SP14 Cartridge

Sale -
$318oo

— The Best $450.00 System

Pioneer SA800 64 Watt RMS Amplifier

Same turntable and speakers as the

$500.00 system.

AMHERST AUDIO

Women's Conference
OnMonogamyandLaw
The women of New England will be descending on UMass this weekend

to discuss such problems as alternatives to monogamy and auto

mechanics.
Workshops will be held all day Saturday beginning at 10:00.

Included in the topics are: women and the law, collectives and alter-

natives to monogamy, media, problems with class in the women's

movement, gay women, child care, and automechanics. A Karate

'Jemonstration will be given in the afternoon.

Two films will be shown in the evening. Dealing with abortion and

menopause. There will also be a party on Saturday night.

On Sunday morning, there will be a discussion of the conference. There

are a great number of women's groups and projects that many women
are unaware of. The conference was planned to put women in contact

with each other so they can call upon one another for information and

support in their activities. One of the workshops will deal specifically

with how to maintain communication between women in the New
England regions. There will be women from various parts of New
England at the conference to share their experiences.

Child care will be provided. Places for out of town women to stay will be

arranged Eriday night If anyone has room, she should sign up at the

information table in CC 163. The workshops on Saturday will be held on

the 9th floor of the Campus Center.

Muskie Happy With Help

Will armed mothers, aren't they? The Wells Fargo on their daily visit to UMass for the bread. Note

the shotgun and revolver. < 1VIDC photo by (Jib Fullerton

)

Mrs. Nixon Visits The Ghetto
WASHINGTON (AP) Mrs.

Richard Nixon visited two of the

shabbiest sections of Washington

Thursday to laud efforts of

volunteers she said "will being

magic back into this country we
love."

She jiggled welfare babies on her

knees, helped paint a kitchen wall

and was greeted at a community
center by a half-dozen girls who
clutched her hands, elbows, belt

and jacket.

The tour was arranged by the

National Center for Voluntary

Action, which has opened coor-

dinating centers in 51 cities since

early 1970.

Mrs. Nixon visited the Barry

Farm housing unit in southeast

Washington to see a renovation

project.

Having trouble

finding something

NIC E and MEANINGFUL
for your better half

this Christmas?

OF AMHERST

We want BOTH of you to be

happy.

"This is sort of unbelievable,"

she exclaimed as she stepped over

a threshold littered with glass and
walked into the shell of a house in

which plaster was ripped from the

walls and the stuffing of a couch

were strewn across the room.

Several houses down, a

renovated house was undergoing a

final sprucing up.

"This is a beautiful color," Mrs.

Nixon waid. "How long does it take

this paint to dry?"
"About a day," said 16-year-old

David Home, a volunteer.

"So someone will have a home
here tonight." Mrs. Nixon said.

"You're certainly doing good.

You're making people happy and
that's what the world is all about."

Downstairs in the kitchen, she

Son of Thresher Captain In Navy
BR.WFOHI). Conn. ( AP)-The son of the man who commanded the di-

lated submarine Thresher has been nominated for the U.S. Naval

Academy at Annapolis by Sen Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn.

He is Bruce W Harvey, son of the late Lt. Comdr. John Wesley Harvey.

The elder Harvey, a 1950 graduate of Annapolis, perished along with 128

other officers and men when the Thresher disappeared in the Atlantic in

iw:i.

I lis son. now 17, is a student at the Taft School in Watertown. He and his

mother. Mrs. Irene Harvey, live here.

Mrs. Harvey called the appointment "a wonderful tribute to his

lather." .

Bruce says he is "very happy" about the appointment and that he s

interested in a Navy career He says he wants to study oceanography and

ocean engineering but is not interested in submarines.

borrowed a long-handled paint

roller and to the delight of neigh-

bors peering through windows
applied a few rows of blue paint

herself.

Mrs. Nixon took the initiative in

approaching the neighborhood
people, both those expecting her

who'd put on finery for the oc-

casion and those caught unawares

and still in hair curlers.

She became particularly en-

tranced with 21-month-old Rolanda

Bellamy, daughter of welfare

parents who showed her the four-

bedroom house they have occupied

for little over a month.

Inside, resting briefly on the

couch, Mrs. Nixon jiggled Rolanda

on her knees.

HATCH Spaghetti SPECIAL
Heaping Platter

of

Hot
Spaghetti
covered with

Meat Sauce
plus

Hot
Garlic Bread

ONLY

59 Served in the

Student
Union Hatch

every Saturday from 5 p.m.- 10p.m.

BOSTON (AP)-U.S. Sen. Ed-

mund S. Muskie has told

Massachusetts Democratic
leaders they're sticking their necks

out to support his presidential

quest at this time, but he's happy

for their help.

The Maine Democrat met the

leaders for breakfast Thursday, a

day after they made public a list of

Massachusetts Democrats who
have formed a steering committee
for his campaign effort.

Conspicuously absent from the

list was the name of the U.S. Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,

leader of the state party and
considered a front runner for the

presidential nomination despite his

disavowals of candidacy.

It was Kennedy the Maine
senator apparently referred to

when he told the leaders he was
grateful for their encouragement
"especially because you are

sticking your necks out before all

those concerned have made their

intentions clear."

Before leaving Boston for a one-

day swing into New Hampshire,

Muskie charged that President

Nixon had fallen short on cam-

paign promises now three vears

old.

More than 20,000 Americans
have died in Vietnam since Nixon

promised to end the war, Muskie

said, and the President's plans to

leave a residual force there meant
continued American commitment.
On the economic front, he said

Nixon was changing position "as

rapidly as a weathervane at sea off

the New England coast."

During the 1968 presidential

campaign, the nation's unem-
ployment stood at 3.5 per cent.

Muskie said. Now it is 6 per cent

and "last year for the first time in

10 years, the nation's economic
growth stopped."

The senator said that if Nixon

achieves his economic goals "we
will have an unemployment
rate...40 per cent higher than when

otherie took c

Learn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

SANTA'S HELPER

4

Doubleknit Slacks

Heavy Corduroys
Imported Sweaters and
Turtlenecks

Knit Shirts & Tops
...and the area's largest

selection of jeans

HICE THINGS FOR EVERY BODY

T I T

^^^ SLACKS JEANS

201 North Pleasant Street, Amherst

I
i J

i

*<
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Plug In To The Nearest Satellite

(APE KENNEDY, Kla. (AP)-To

solve a growing power crisis on

earth, man is studying how to use

orbiting satellites to convert the

sun's rays into pollution-free

electrical energy.

The Air Force, the space agency

and some industrial concerns have

looked into the possibility of

placing a network of satellites in

stationary orbits. The idea would

be to have their banks of solar cells

capture solar heat and transform it

to electricity. Generators then

would convert the electricity to

microwaves, which would be
beamed to an earth station for

reconversion to electricity.

The studies show such a system
could be developed in this country.

It initially would be costly, but

proponents say the eventual saving

to the environment might make .it

worthwhile.

Peter E. Glaser of Arthur D.

Little Inc., a leading research

organization, said the world's

supply of fossil fuel will be

exhausted within a few centuries.

"This rapid exhaustion of our

basic fuel can be readily un-

derstood when one considers that

world demand for electrical power

is doubling about once every

Library Vacation Hours
Schedule of Library Hours, December 1971 January 1972

CHRISTMAS VACATION
December 22 24 (Wed. Fri.)

December 25 26 (Sat. & Sun.)
December 27 31 (Mon. Fri.)

January 12 (Sat & Sun.)
EXAMINATION PERIOD
January 3 12 (Mon. Wed.)

8:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
CLOSED
830 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
CLOSED

Continuous opening from
8:30 a.m., Jan. 3, through
1:00 a.m., Jan. 12*

8:30 am
8:30 am

1:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

CLOSED
8:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
CLOSED
8:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m.

January 12 13 (Wed. Thurs.)
January 14 (Friday)
INTERSESSION & REGISTRATION
January 15 16 (Sat. Sun.)
January 17 21 (Mon. Fri.)

January 22 23 (Sat. Sun.)
January 24 25 (Mon. Tues.)
SECOND SEMESTER
Regular hours resume January 26 (Wednesday)
Monday Friday 8:30 a.m. 2:00 m.dnight

Saturday 8:30 am. 10.00 p.m.

Sunday 1:0° P m --12:00 midnight

Washington's Birthday and Patriot's Day Holiday hours To be an

•During continuous opening, only Reserve books and level 4 study hall

will be accessible from 1:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Schedule of Library Hours

December 22, 1971 January 14, 1972

^eSer^" ^HRS"^ " * °°^
(Wednesday and Thursday) ..fl

5
,;?

pm
c ™ „ m

December 24(Friday) Morrill 8:30 a -^-5:00 p. nr
Physical Sciences 8.30 a.m. 5:00 p.m.

All other branches closed

December 25 26
(Saturday and Sunday)

December 27 30
(Monday Thursday)

December 31 (Friday)

Examination Period
January 12
(Saturday and Sunday)

January 3 13

(Monday Thursday)
January 14 (Friday)
Intersession
Hours to be announced.

Spring Semester
January 26 (Wednesday)

All Libraries Closed

Labor 9.00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
Physical Sciences 8:30 a.m. 10:00 p.m
All other branches8.30 a.m. 5:00 p.m.

Morrill 8:30 a.m. 5.00 p.m.
Physical Sciences 830 a.m. 5:00 p.m.

All other branches closed

All Libraries closed

Regular hours for all Libraries

All Libraries close at 5:00 p.m.

Regular hours resume

decade," he said.

"At present, all efforts to meet
the energy crisis are keyed to a

single energy source-nuclear
power-and to a single technology-

the fast breeder reactor."

He claimed his approach is

potentially harmful to the en-

vironment.

"The ecology of the earth simply

may not be capable of sustaining or

even tolerating the growth of

power-generating capacity so long

as power plants are based on the

principles of thermodynamics and
have to utilize the surface of the

earth or its atmosphere as a heat

sink or as a repository of its waste
materials," he said.

That is why science is looking to

the sun as a possible power source,

Glaser reported.

Glaser said a stationary satellite

orbiting 22,300 miles above the

earth "would be exposed con-

tinually to the sun except near the

spring or fall equinoxes when it

would be eclipsed by the earth for a

maximum of one hour, eight

minutes. These short periods of

nonexposure can be overcome by
using at least two satellite power
stations, each displaced in orbit

from the other."

Solar cells have been used for

years to provide power for un-

manned satellites and have lasted

for as long as seven years.

Glaser said that at the present

cost of about $1,000 for each pound
of material carried into orbit, a

network of such satellites would be

very expensive.

The key to developing such a

system, he said, would be the space

shuttle, the reuseable rocket plane

which NASA is developing to

operate like an airliner, making

J00 or more trips into space before

wearing out.

Glaser said "cost projections

based on an extension of presently

known technology indicate the

system would generate power at

two to five times the cost from
competing power generating
plants."

He said the price could come
down as technology improves the

system and depending how widely

it might be used in the world.

*
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Denim Jeans

Corduroy Jeans
]

Double Knit

Dress Flares

Always the area's

largest selection.

JH»
SLACKS JEANS

KOUSi

Open Every :

Nite Til 9

Until Xmas
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Nader Group Charges

Many Die Needlessly
WASHINGTON (AP)-A Ralph

Nader associate charged Thursday
that at least 10,000 Americans die

annually as a result of two million

unnecessary surgical operations.

The victims "are not exclusively

the old and the sick who would die

anyway. Tragically, they often

include the young and the

healthy," Dr. Sidney Wolfe told the

Commission on Medical
Malpractice.

Wolfe, a representative of

Nader's Health Research group,

said the 10,000 include at least 250

victims of "unnecessary ton-

silectomies and adenoidectomies,
the 500 that die of unnecessary
performed appendectomies and
another 500 that die from un-

necessary hysterectomies..."

Wolfe said the rising number of

malpractice suits "offers partial

testimony to the incompetence of

doctors as to proper diagnosis and
treatment of disease" but is only a

symptom of what he called a

national health care crisis.

Up to now, he said, attempts to

deal with the medical malpractice

question have been limited to

physicians, lawyers and insurance

companies.
"In the rarified atmosphere that

exists when decisions affecting the

public are made without
significant public input, each of

these professions predictably
makes recommendations which

serves its own interests while

blaming the other parties. The

public suffers," he said.

"At best, the malpractice issue

can be used as a foot-in-the-door to

improve quality," Wolfe said.

"The medical-legal- insurance

trinity must now welcome a new

partner, the public."

The commission was created six

months ago to study and propose

solutions to the malpractice

problem. Its report is due a year

from now.

% ct. Fin* White Diamond

$100.00

at

Baker-Winn
JEWELERS

"everyone's favorite jeweler"

31 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

We sellgood stuff.

THE HUNCRY-U
103 N. PLEASANT .AMHERST

Italian submarine sandwiches

lake one before

bedtime.

So your stomach won't go to bed unhappy, we stay up late.

Open Every Night 'til 12

377 Russell St., Hadley
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Management Club

Eighty percent (80%) of all

University Students will be in

direct association with the

business world. The Management
Club will give the student a chance

to become associated with

management. It will also give the

individual valuable experience
with job opportunities for the

future. All majors will be able to

reap the benefits of this club.

There are no dues required. The
objectives of the club are to

present a variety of guest speakers

in an informal atmosphere. The
speakers will be active members in

the business world and the

university community. In the past

such encounters have resulted in

prospective career opportunities

without the formality of an in-

terview.

The Management Club will help

any individual with organizational

problems that arise in the

academic community. All in-

terested individuals should contact

the following: Donald Masson #253-

2990, Steve Beckler #256-8084, Mike

Cocci #665-3435, Joe Santora #665-

3067.

Foreign Language
Herter Hall will be the scene of a

panel discussion on student

teaching in the area of foreign

languages, Monday night at 7:30 in

the third floor lounge.

Language majors presently

student-teaching and recent

graduates now teaching languages

on a full time basis will be asked to

discuss the following:
' -problems of student-teaching

-comparisons between student-

teaching and "the real thing"

-the methods course in

retrospect...desiderata for future

methods courses

-success and frustrations of the

initial teaching experience

All those planning to teach

foreign languages at the secondary

level are urged by their depart-

ments to attend. Prospective
cooperating teachers should also

find this meeting to be of interest.

Project Self

Project SELF, a program of the

Valley Women's Center and the

UMass Division of Continuing
Education, will begin the new year

with a workshop January 4, 11, and
25.

Bulletins

Clinical Psychologist Sue

LaFrance will explore "Female
Identity and Sexuality," through

the study of theoretical and
literary works and self ob-

servation. The workshops will be

from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the Herter

Hall third floor faculty lounge.

Additional workshops will be

offered in February. Registration

for the January workshop is $20.

Checks may be mailed to Con-

tinuing Education, 920 Campus
Center, UMass, Amherst.
Scholarships are available in

exchange for babysitting through

Lois Phillips, at 545-2596 mornings.

Modular Curriculum
The School of Education is

hoping to implement a Completely

Modular Curriculum (CMC) in

September 1972. One of the basic

purposes of the CMC is to offer

undergraduates some of the same
flexibility and relevance that

doctoral students already enjoy. It

is not another new program, but

rather a modification of the

existing structure, which should

make the School of Education a far

more livable place.

An open meeting for all un-

dergraduates, regardless of major,

who are interested in

modularization at the School of

Education will be held on
December 20 in Room 128, School

of Education, from 2 - 3:30 p.m.

Students interested in the
Completely Modular Curriculum
but unable to attend this meeting,

should contact the Modular Credit

Office, Room 227-C, 5-0944.

New Worship
Possibilities for new forms of

worship will be presented in a

service to be held in the Chapel of

the First Congregational Church
on Sunday, December 19th at 5:00

p.m.

Under the Shared Ministry, the

Worship Commission of Grace
Episcopal Church and the Board of

Worship of the First

Congregational Church are

sponsoring this first Joint In-

novative Worship Service.

Members of local churches and

friends in the community are most

welcome to attend.

Further details can be obtained

by contacting Mrs. Paul Eldridge

at the School of Business Ad-

ministration.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

1964 VW Bug. rebuilt engine and front

end. new brakes and master cylinder, just

tuned up and oil change. 1350 firm. 6-5197.

tf!2-!7

1963 VW Microbus Camper, radio, gas

heater, toilet, ice box, (4) new ww tires,

new paint, mech exc. $950 or best offer

256-6489.

tf 12-21

<» Opel Kallye fastback. snowtlres,

2'impg. radials. Asking $1250. Rog. 527-

1528.
tf 12-21

FOR SALE

Happy. Happy Birthday Kevin XOXO.
I.iz.

12-17

Oh, I inl' I'm gonna miss ya Ferd!!

Really •.'.'. oh. Ferd! !

!

12-17

Bicvcle. 10 speed. Phillips Racer $80 or

best offer, fall 549-6079.

tf 12-20

1971 Mat K50 fonv.. 13,000 mi. $1650.

(all eve. 253-7037.

tfl2-20

MM VW Bus. not running - good for

parts. I new tires. Leave msg.. for Bill at

253-7 1 IK.

tf 12-20

62 VW sedan. $200, religned brakes,

rebuilt engine. 253-5221 after 5.

IM2-21

1965 Ford, custom 500. V8. automatic.

p.s„ new std. tires, excellent cond., $350.

Paul Hughes 256-6X80.

tf 12-21

ASTHOI.OGIC AL BIRTH CHARTS: II

full page complete report $10. Specify,

place, month, day. yr., and time of birth.

Send to David Zeno. 7 Joyce Rd.. Waltham.
IM2-21

Scott 382c Stereo Receiver, 30 walt-

s/chan. rms. Garrard SI. 72b turntable,

both in excellent condition. Best offer, fall

Bob 665-4983.
U12-I7

1962 f hevy Impala convert., with new

tape deck. Asking $225. King size H20 bed

with liner and finished frame $40. fall

Brian 584-7720 or 253-5877.

tf 12-21

1967 Mercedes 230s, 4 door, mint con-

dition, low mileage, maroon, black in-

terior. Asking $2,250. Phone Shelbourne

625-6856 after 5:30.
tfl2-20

59 VW Bus needs work $150. 253-2475

after 5.

tf!2-20

67 VW Squareback in excellent con-

dition: good brakes, engine, body, rack,

etc. $900. fall 584-1030.

tf 12-21

1963 f hevy Impala. 2-dr. hardtop. 283.

Y8. auto.. 4 good tires. 2 new snows, good

condition and reliable $225. fall 549-6948

anytime.
tf 12-21

68 VW. white square b.. prof's com-
muter, 1 1.win miles, ten exc. tires studded

etc.. 6 wheels block-heater, etc. $1485. 5-

0661. 625-6484.

tfl22l

64 Buick Special, runs well, good tires.

$150. fall Peter 549-6574.

tf 12-21

Internal. Metro Van, must sell quick,

(all old Weird Harold's 586-3727.

tf 12-22

1965 Porsche 356-c. new brakes, clutch,

rebuilt engine, ski-luggage rack. elec.

sunroof. 545-0329. Dick Jublnville.

UI2-I7

Red Porsche 1966 Radial Snow Tires

AM -FM SW. radio $1800. fall 545-2330 or

25:1-9689.

tflM7

1965 Olds. 442. good condition, new tires.

I.TH PS., fall 253-9876.

U12-17

65 Falcon, eng.. In excel., cond.. new
rad.. bat., starter, exhaust system, and

rear snow tires, fall 617-342-9138 on Fri. or

Sat. Best offer over $400.

IM2-I7

70 Dattun 1600 radio, healer, radial tires,

trunk rack with ski adapters, grey /black

top. (all 586-3249.
tf!2-l7

I pr. Rosemount Ski Boots. 6-8. sheel: 1

pr. I.ange Ski Boots, size 6 1/2. fall 546-

5270 Conrad.
tf 12-17

1968 tr6 650cc, excellent cond.. price

negotiable: electric range, excellent

cond., 36". $40. Will deliver, fall George

323-7304 eves.
U12-I7

Big Ole Tarzan. 6 ft., calling 4 at-

tractive, sensuous Jane type gals 4

swinging in der trees. Damn good food

and booze, fall eve. wek. ends. Keep

Irving. 665-2264.
tf 12-22

FOR RENT
i bedroom house excellent condition,

(all 6:30-7:00 p.m. Skibiski Real Estate

584-3428.

If 1 2-22

Avail. Jan. l-private room with shared

bath and kitch.. facil.. lot . on campus -

lease also/unfirn. and quiet. See David -67

Butterfield Terr., eve.
tf 12-20

Squire Village two bedroom townhouse

available Jan. I: (all 665-3254.

tf 12-21

Available: bedroom in Puffton Village

apt . available Immediately or for second

semester, fall 1-549-6864. keep trying.

tf 12-21

Roommate wanted F. to share rent with

2 other girls, own room, ranch house in

Hadley. fall anytime 586-2815.

tf 12-17

Roommate wanted to share 3 bedroom

apt., in Northampton, Walnut si.. $50 per

month, utilities inc. Leave note: 228

I- rutin Fast.
HI2-17

Dual 1209 turntable w/cartridge $100.

fall 253-9876.

tf 12-17

Gibson GB-3 Bass, good condition, with

CMC $200 fall (617)544-2921 collect.

tf 12-21

Snow tires 165-14 Semperit Radials. I pr.

mounted on MGB disc wheels. $50. fall

549-6087.
tf 12-17

New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo

2.VI-3I4K.

tfsem

20-50% off slereo components, all major

brands, fully guaranteed. Also: 8 track

tapes $2.49. Baker Stereo. Rm. 223. fall

Barry or Dave 4-5.30 p.m. Phone 546-6063

tf 12-20

Tenor Sax. Selmer MKIV. good con-

dition, (all 549-6087.

tf 12-17

Refrlg: 2.1 cu. ft.; prlce-$50. fall daily

after 8 p.m. 549-6697.

tfl2-22

C, 13" rims for snowtlres. used only

:i ooo ml., like new 5-2040 or 584-3402 Dave.
12-17

1 bedroom apartment for rent, available

Jan. I. Puffton Village. 156/month 549-

0719.
tf 12-20

Himiim and board available in new house

on V Pleasant St., two minute walk from
campus, fall Dana 253-9031.

tf 12-17

Female - free room and board, modern
apt., adjacent unlv., in lieu of minimal
child care. 549-3653.

tf 12-21

One furnished room, 5 1/2 mi., from
campus, kitchen privileges, utilities in-

cluded, fall 586-0030. available Jan.. first.

If 1 2-21

Furnished efricienc> apt. Available Jan.

15. all electric air cond.. includes utilities.

$130. Ouabbin Village. Belchertown call

323-6376.

tf 12-17

Squire Milage, modern 2 bdrm apt., all

utilities incl. Married couples only. Avail..

Jan I. Rent $190. (all evenings 665-3218.

tf 12-17

2 room tarnished apt.. 15 minutes from

Campus, avail. Dec. 23. lease until June 1.

$ 1 10 includes utils. (all 247-56IH btwn. 5:00

- ; nil p.m.
tfl2-l7

ENTERTAINMENT

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm town

house apt. Mt. Range. Amherst, $75/mo.,

all utilities includ.. avail., any lime in Jan.

(all 256-8768.

tf 12-21

Roommate wanted for 3 brm in Puffton,

own room. 549-6258 after six p.m.
tf 12-21

Female roommate wanted for Rolling

(.reen Apartment, (all Leslie 253-5140.

tf 12-21

Itmte lo share new 3 bdrm town house

for 2nd semester. 2 miles from campus.

Prefer male grad students, fall 253-3888.

tf 12-17

APT. TO RENT

New 2 bedrm apt., in Belchertown,

w /w /carpet, air cond. (all 323-4459 after 6.

tfl2-21

Squire Milage. 2 bdrm apart, utilities

inc.. available end of Jan (all 665-2842.

UI2-21

BANDAVAILABLE
(nod live music for any occasion, fall

"( aldance ". ask for ( harlie 1-634-2273.

tf 12-17

FREE ROOM AND BOARD
Free room and board in exchange for

hah> sitting afternoons while mother goes

to class. Jan. 1st thru Spring Semester.

586-3819.

tf 12-17

APT. WANTED
2 bdr. apt. wanted in Puffton Village,

(all 256-8723 after six or box 468, No.

\mherst.
tf 12-17

MT. SI G Aid.OAF APTS. Avail. Jan I.

Ig. 2 bdrm utll. included, alr-cond , pool

$185 (all Skibiski Realtors 253-7222. eve.

233-2626

it 1 2 22

Married studcri couple need eff . or one

bedroom apt Reasonable rent. Jan., 1st,

25.1-9908.

1M2-I7

LOST

PERSONAL

66 Barracuda Fast back. 4 speed. 4 bW
< arh orig owner. Days 545-0074. eve, 665-

3547.
U12-I7

67 Barracuda Fastback. exel., condition

air /cond p.s.. gd. snows. 273 VB. 18 20

m pg must see and drive, (all Dave 586-

1321. leave message. $1200 or b.o.

1(12-21

1961 Plymouth 4-door sedan, a honey of a

car. good deal at $300 (Just got a new car

for Xmas gift) 256-8174.

Dear Weird Sisters: That's right. You
heard right. The secret word for tonight is

Slithering. Love, Tommy T. and Zoomer.
12-17

Tiger of the 10th: where do you think -

Fire Marshall? Your S.S.B.
12-17

Diane II. In Patterson - Merry XMass
from your Warm Weather Warrior -P.S. I

still hate snow.
tf 12-20

Jim: You're the bestest buddy in the

world. "Yak Tarn Vlchl", We Love You.
12-17

Smarty Doll - thanks for the good times

this semester. It's been a lol of fun. Love
Kitty

12-17

MM I will keep our secret. Sleep

well next year. DD.
12-17

Rock Rand Phoenix now available for

your Xmas party. Good, hard driving,

dance music fall Carl at ZS14371 for

Information.
UI2-I7

Nothing to do on a Sunday afternoon?

How about a matinee featuring Laurel &
Hardy. Cartoons and many other good

things? Dec. 19, 2 p.m.
IM2-I7

ROOMMATES WANTED
M or F. own room Puffton Village, apt..

258. (all 549-6696
1(12-21

Wanted: female to share room In 3

bedroom Puffton Apt., rent «S> $55. fall

-.49-0456.

tf 12-21

Roommate wanted, male, own bedroom

In 3 bedroom Pulfton Apartment . fall M»-

3816.
IM2-2I

1961 VW Sunroof, black w /black naug..

interior, fiber belted tires. 67 rebuilt

engine. 53 hp super clean. $525. 1-734-6563

Sandy Beach leaving? Yes fans lis true'

Sandy Beach and company of W'KBW fame

are leaving I'Mass. Never fear as they will

return.
12-17

Roommate needed to share two bedroom

apt . Beacon Hill. Boston (all 617-742-

6893.
1(12-22

Le PetHe Prince, voulei-vous de (aire

connaissance avec mol? La Merrle Fleur

UL1L

(lass ring 73. name Bruce Arthur

Pronnvosl inside If found contact Sam.
Fraternity House 545-0845

tf 12-22

Young man seeks year old German
Shepard. lost. Frho Hill area. 12/9. black

markings, tan socks Reward, (all 256-

8H53. 16 Cranberry Lane.
t(l2-2l

I osl in (lark Hall. Nov . 17. high school

(ifimrni book, important: Please call Jeff

MacGray 549-0716.

1(12-17

"Loal" from Herter Hall-tape cassette

and recorder. Keep recorder It you must,

hut please return cassette to Fine Arts

Council office or arrange clandestine

through 5-0203. Transfer.
UI2-I7

FREE
Black puppy - 4 months old and

househroken. ( all 549- 1 283 evenings after 6

p.m
tflZ-17

HELPWANTED
F.x. auto mechanics and attendants,

good pay and henifits Ambers and Area
I
No heavy work I (all 584-3351

1(12-21

Financial Aid
Financial aid applications for the

Summer of 1972 and the 1972-73

academic year will be available in

the Financial Aid Office, Room 232,

Whitmore, beginning today.
Whether or not aid has been
received previously, a new ap-

plication must be filed each year
for all Scholarships, Loans, Grants
and Work Study.

The deadline for filing is MARCH
1, 1972.

Free Store

Now there is a store with no clerk

and no cash register. The Free
Store at the Valley Women's
Center provides a place for people
to pick up what they need, and drop
off what they don't.

It is open Monday and Thursday
nights, and Tuesday and Sunday
afternoons. There are clothes,

small household appliances, and
some furniture, but you never
know what you'll find Call or drop
by the VWC, 200 Main Street.

Northampton, Massachusetts.

Leading newspaper needs people to

distribute daily newspaper in I on I'Mass

Campus. 2nd semester. Apply at Collegian

office.

WANT-ED

I or 2 roommates wanted for spring
semester in Puffton. fall Joan or Carolyn
•19-6162.

tf 12-17

Fmergency ! Lost Psych/280 Notes.

Will pay for yours. ( all-546-1106.

tf 12-17

TOSUBLET
Married couple wanted to sublet 2 bdrm

furnished apt., at ( llffslde. Occ. • 1/1/72.

lease till Sept.. 72. fall after 6. 665-3570.

tf 12-17

SERVICES

Amherst Audio services. Slereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

U5-I2

Passports & grad school pictures-24. hr.

service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

tfsem

PERFECT XMAS PRESENTS
Doll clothes all sizes and styles, made to

order For further info, (all 349-3862.

tf 12-20

Silver, gold bracelets, rings, pendants,

hand embroidered handbags, merchaum
pipes 256-6669. (all - after 6:00.

RIDE WANTED
Hound Irip ridi- wanted daily from

\mherst lo Deerlield or Greenlield
vicinity during January. Will pay. fall

512 3198.

If 1 2-20

Hide lot hicagoor Madison, Wise. Xmas
vacation Share gas. (all Singh 546-9930

1(12-20

ROOM WANT ED

Help: Two males need one large or two
lo-iliooms (all 519-6660 anytime.
si***- «••!« ., ... ,. .

.

1(12-17

TRAVEL
H< i iimd.i from $ 199 or Nassau (rum $23B

during the week of Spring Vacation.

I or more info call Rich Margil. ll2Dwight
M5-079I.

1(12-21

Ski the Alps-Jan 14-24 (hamonlx.
trance-air fare, hotels, discount lifts and
lessons, last night In Paris. Contact Peggy
253-9667.

tf 12-23

Ski the Mps. Jan 14-24 ( hamonlx
France, air fare, hotels, discount lifts &
lessons, last night in Paris $257. Contact
Peggy 253-9667.

1(12-23

TYPING

Typing-theses, dissertations, etc. Fast,

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem. symbols, (all 253-3601

If 12-21

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING
Kegisler your book in SI Rm. 3IB.

I vi-i > student with your course next

semeater will need yo*ir books save $

money, sell direct
tf-aem

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

r MtFISX COMBO COMP.U T

ORGAN Light use (usually for jam-

ming i top shape, reasonable. 549-661*. or

I 733 I02O
tf 12-17
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Notices Goes
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
The last bus of the semester will

be leaving Whitmore on Saturday

at 12:45 p.m. All interested people

are welcome. The bus will resume

next semester.

FINANCIAL AID
Financial aid applications for the

Summer '72 and the '72-'73

academic year will be available in

the Financial Aid Office, Rm. 232,

Whitmore, beginning today.

Whether or not aid has been

received previously, a new ap-

plication must be filed each year

for all Scholarships, Loans, Grants

and Work Study. The deadline for

filing is March 1, 1972.

GIRLS
Girls interested in Co-ed living.

We are interested in you and your

ideas. Washington Lower Co-ed

Living Community. Come and join

us before vacation.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
Our monthly open dance will be

held tomorrow, Saturday, from 8-

11 p.m. at the Worcester Dining

Commons. All the club level

WOMEN
Come to a WOMEN'S CON-

FERENCE. ..workshoos will be

from 10a.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday on

the 9th floor of the Campus Center.

There will be an introductory

meeting Friday night in CC 163 at 7

p.m.
LOST
Zoology 135 textbook:

Physiology of Man lost in Franklin

Dining Commons yesterday.

Please return it to the CC Lost &
Found.

10 SSA booklets lost in Bartlett-

Curry Hicks Cage Area. Bartlett 13

5-2040 or 584-3402.

Dark brown wallet, Kris Beatty.

Has all ID's and other

irreplaceable items of personal

value. If found call 546-9238.

Tramp, 3 year old male orange

cat, looks like Morris, missing

from 337 Puffton since

Thanksgiving. Please call 549-6786.

ENGAGEMENTS
Linda K. Gary, '74, Van Meter

North to Roy V. Johnson, '73,

Springfield College.

Marilyn C. Denapoli, '72, Brooks

FT. MEADE. Md. (AIM - The retrospect but from the per-

jury began deliberating Thursday spective of a person in the position
juij ivvg, o -_* «f thp ami<;pH at the time alleged.

2M-"^ *ffl*&£r-££2ZH1LLEL
Services at 7:30 p.m. in Hillel

rooms. 6 candles tonight. 7

tomorrow and the last night is

Sunday.
MODULAR CREDIT
Modular Credit is available to

UMass students who participated

in the most recent Workshop on

Racism (12/7). Only for full-day

participation. It is worth 4 modular

credits. Come to the Modular

Credit Office, Rm. 227-C, School of

Ed. before Dec. 22 to fill out an

appropriate form.

OVER 21 CLUB
Christmas Party tonight, 9 p.m.

in Alumni Hall. Come and be

Merry!
MASSACHUSETTS ALUMNI
There will be an organizational

meeting-Saturday nite at 8 p.m. at

Coatte Ford's 4 Squire Village.

Sunderland. For info, call 665-4997.

MUSICIANS
There will be auditions for

Superbad Productions in the

Pierpont Main Lounge on Satur-

day, 1-5 p.m. For info call Melvin

Hall or Michael Phillip 445,

Pierpont 546-5299 (Brass, guitars,

drums. keyboa»d. I Bring your own

instruments.

STRUGGLE FOR SOVIET
JEWRY
This Saturday evening. Theodore

Bikel will give a free concert at a

Soviet Jewry rally in Springfield.

Transportation will be provided-

meet at Bowker Aud. at 6 p.m.

Those interested call Jeff. 6-5155 or

Dnv 6-4004

Elaine Chara," '73, Dickinson to

Michael Darman, 71, John Adams.

the guilt or innocence of Col. Oran

K. Henderson in the coverup of the

My Lai massacre, admonished to

"scrupulously avoid" being in-

fluenced by emotional reaction to

the incident itself.

Col. Peter S. Wondolowski, the

military judge, slowly read 33

pages of instructions to the seven

senior officers on the jury before

they retired. The length of the

instructions reflected nearly four

months of trial in which 106 wit-

nesses were heard.

The jury began its deliberations

at 2:25 p.m., after first requesting

that it be allowed to see to

proseuction exhibits, a transcript

of a tape and to hear a rereading of

the entire testimony of Brig. Gen.

Samuel W. Koster.

Roster, who lost a star because

of My Lai, commanded the

Americal Division at the time of

the attack.

The judge told the jurors to put

themselves into Henderson's

shoes, as a brigade commander, in

the days of My Lai.

"The accused's conduct is not to

be judged from hindsight or

of the accused at the time alleged,

the judge said. It was the sixth

time in little more than a year that

a military court has tackled a case

arising out of My Lai. It also is the

last.

Henderson, born in Indianapolis,

began his Army career in 1941. He
served in World War II, the Korean

War and Vietnam and was
wounded and decorated in all

three.

Two of the counts against him

charged dereliction of duty;

another alleges he lied under oath.
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I11MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 KM:

,
...

7:00 p.m Evening News - a complete summary of the day s events with

emphasis on local reporting. (30 minutes)

7:30 p.m. Radio Theatre - a half hour experimental program in radio

800 pm.' UJAMAA DRUM the popular three hour black program with

jazz, soul, commentary, and news from the staff of the Black Mass

Communications Project. „„.„, ,.*,
1100pm. JOHN LORING SHOW - preceded by UPI World News

I 00am THE BEST OF SHERLOCK HOLMES - Sherlock tracks down

a clever thief who thought he had found the perfect hiding place for a

precious gem he had stolen. .

1 :30 a.m. til 3. John Loring is back with more rock, jazz, and other nice

sounds.

""""" 1

BOOTS I

for Men and Women
at PRICES

you can AFFORD

m rt»« All«V

in the Alley

boots ;,r

HIKING BOOTS
WORK BOOTS
LEATHERS
SUEDES
FLEECE-LINED
VI BRAM SOLED
FRONT LACED
SIDE LACED
AND
MORE
And
More Open

And Tonight

More Til 9

Special

SHOES
20% Off

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

SYDNEY OMARA<
Libra can fool people" The gentle nature

ot this zodiacal sign hides the fact thai

Libra persons can fight when they feel the

cause is right. Libra is symbolic of justice.

Natives of this sign are marriage-oriented,

can be extremely popular with the public

and can set standards in fashion and the

arts
• »*

ARIES (March 21 April 19): New moon

position emphasizes journeys, philosophy,

your ability to develop ideas into solid

concepts Key now is to reach beyond what

seems to be your limit. Spiritual adviser

should be in picture.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Lunar

position now accents legacies, new outlooK

on financial picture and relations with mate

or partner Stress thorough approach,

attention to detail. Don't overlook fine

print.

GEMINI (May21 June 20): Spotlight now

is on marriage, how you relate to public

Legal aspects of any project require special

attention. Don't take persons or situations

for granted. Seek expert counsel. Then you

save time, money.
CANCER (June 21 July 22); Dependents

could surprise you. Appears to be of

pleasant variety means you receive token

of appreciation If there is entertaining to

do, do it at home Include family members.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Imaginative

response is a necessity Break out of any

rut. Change routine. Be with young persons

Pursue creative endeavors Release em
tions, find outlet for pent up emtions. You

will be happier

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): New moon

now spotlights dealings with those who

control land, property Know what you

want time your moves, requests. Financial

structure is strengthened Others display

fa,th in vou oil matp **i|ity

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): New form of

communication indicated with "special"

neighbor, relative. Means a relationship is

put to test. If it is worthwhile, necessary

adjustment will occur. Otherwise, go with

tide.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Extra effort

now results in solid gain. Know it and act

accordingly Begin project. Financial

backing is due. Obtain hint from Virgo

message. Collect what you need and make
known your need.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): New
moon in your sign stresses fresh viewpoint,

success through creative endeavors. Take

lead Trust intuition, judgment. Expand.

Refuse to be discouraged by one who is

excessively timid.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): What

may have been hidden now is definitely

revealed. Previously darkened areas

receive benefit of greater light. Mystery is

solved as puzzle pieces fall together You

know where you stand.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): New.

constructive alliance can be formed. Break

ties which restrict. Added income indicated

through occupation, professional en-

deavors. Gain shown and you should be

optimistic. Element of timing is with you.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20). What you

want is available. Know this proceed

accordingly. Be ready for change of

scenery. Welcome variety of experiences.

Career matters accented; ambitions can be

fulfilled. Open communication lines.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

a natural executive You can give orders

without arousing resentment Financial

position improves in l?!er years. Social

activity now is accelerated Be selective.

Have fun without wasting time.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp

1 Blended
6 Feeling

11 Glossy fabric

12 Vegetable

(Pi)
14 Pronoun
15 Small lurnps

17 Tiny opening

18 Gratuity

20 Covered with

thick grasses

23 Girl's

nickname

24 Wine cups

26 Peep show

28 Proceed

29 Pertaining to

rates

31 Saver

33 Shield

35 Wale

36 Lawmaker

39 Mephistopheles

42 Indefinite

article

43 Style of

automobile

45 Tissue

46 Novelty

48 Rants

50 Edge

51 Black

53 Propel oneself

through water

55 Compass point

56 Drowsy

59 Wipes out

61 Chemical
compound

62 Peruses

DOWN

1 Bluebeard's

last wife

2 Old Testament
(abbr.)

3 Recent
4 Beloved

5 Beneath

6 Conjunction

7 Printer's

measure
8 Pinch

9 Anon
10 Make angry

11 Hindu guitar

13 Spanish title

16 Scorch
19 Communion

plate

21 Delineated

22 Affirmative

votes

25 Sea tales

27 Brilliant

success
30 Liquid

measure
32 Complete
34 Soft drink

36 Receptacles for

valuables

37 Empower

38 Tattered

cloths
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40 Places in

line

41 Titles

44 More recent

47 Performs

49 Father

52 Openwork
fabric

54 Cry of

goat

57 Hebrew

letter

58 Period of tim^

(abbr.)

60 A state

(abbr.)

Di.stt- by fritter! Feature Syndicate.

PEANUTS COME BACK
HERE, fOU
COWARPl/X

lUii-

I THOUGHT WU WANTED TO BE

IN AN ICE SNOW! 1 THOUSHT
YOU WANTED TO SKATE IN THE
OLYMPICS ! COME RACK HERE

!

17-17

M NOT GONNA SKATE

WITH A STUPID WD\

l
i,

by Johnny har-

B. C.

PIPY<PU60
lb THE; CXSVe.

gfiCAP TWrS

HOvV PIP ) NEVER GOT PAST
THE RPURTH STANZA.

TAB FOBfA?

T^

* rmM tnittfnmt. In* . Iff!

WHY
7

PIP HOO &I€JZ TTfcY To
PKDvVN-Ocn"THE S90NPOF
SOMEBODY BANefN<2> TM&JR
HEAP ON A HOLLOW LO€>?

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

uumiimtiw cn

Gymnasts Trek To Army
The UMass varsity gymnasts will open their

1971-72 E.I.G.L. season on Sat., Dec. 18 at 2 p.m.

when they will be hosted by the team from Army.

Although the Redmen are currently sporting a 2-0

record, their wins came against non-league op-

ponents. The Redmen are hoping to start their

league competition with a strong win over the

Cadets.

Last year, in a meet held in Boyden, the UMass
team scored a convincing 155-140 victory over

Army. This year, the Redmen don't figure to be

quite as strong on paper as last year's team. Army
is also expected to be somewhat stronger than

they were a year ago. Nonetheless, they should not

be strong enough to overtake the Redmen.

With the loss of six experienced competitors via

graduation, the Redmen squad was expected to

have something of a rebuilding season, resulting

in a drop in their predicted League standing.

However, new leadership material on the squad

has been very effective. As a result, the Redmen
now looking for a strong season in the

To

are
E.I.G.L. rather than a mediocre position.

The Redmen should be able to best the service

academies, Army and Navy, as well as Syracuse

and Pittsburg. Temple will be a close meet, while

Penn State and Springfield will be even tougher. If

the Redmen are to win, then they must live up to

their predicted scores. A team that is potentially

good on paper cannot rely on mere potential to win

the close meets.

Leading UMass against Army on Saturday will

be senior co-captains Tony Vacca and Dave
Genest. Both gymnasts are seasoned competitors

and E.I.G.L. medalists. Other key performers will

include John Calabria and Jack Berner of floor,

Steve Scuderi on pommel horse, parallel bars and

horizontal bar, Jay Thomsen in vaulting, Jay

Aronstein and John Oliver on rings, and Tom
Myslicki on horizontal bar. In addition, Rich

Seikunas will bolster the Redmen lineup in the all-

around event.

Following Saturday's meet, the Redmen will

have more than a month layoff, as they prepare

for the Penn State meet. This meet will be at home
on Jan. 22, beginning at 7 p.m in the Cage.

mmwunum

Girls ' JV Gymnasts
HostMontclaire YMCA

The Grinch Who Stole Christmas
NEW YORK (AP) - Protests

against the playing of the National

Football League's post season

playoffs on Christmas Day ap-

peared to be mounting Thursday

and one legislator said he would

introduce a bill to prohibit any

repetition in the future.

In Minneapolis-St. Paul, where
theVikingswill host either Dallas or

Washington on Christmas Day, the

club said it had received numerous

complaints, both by phone and

letter, and revealed that of the

89,000 tickets offered for sale last

Sunday, about 5,800 remain unsold.

In Kansas City, where the Chiefs

will host either Baltimore or

Miami the same day, a columnist

for the Kansas City Star said NFL
Commissioneer Pete Rozell was

being equated in many households

with the "grinch who stole

Christmas." A state legislator said

he would introduce a bill to ban any

such games in the future.

In New York, Jim Kensil,

executive director of the NFL and

Rozelle's chief aide, acknowledged

that the league also had received

complaints but pointed out "all told

we've received only about a dozen

communications."
According to the playoff

schedule, released at the same
time as the over-all NFL schedule

in late April, the playoff games
were scheduled for Saturday, Dec.

25 and for Sunday, Dec. 26.

On each day, one game will begin

at 1 p.m. EST, and the second at 4

p.m. EST, allowing for national

telecasting of all four games.

"We've told the public they

would see four games every year,"

Kensil pointed out. "Obviously

television is involved, but we also

have a commitment to our fans and

we feel we have to keep it. If we
played all four games Sunday

people could see only two of them

and they expect to see four.

"We're also contractually

committed to deliver one game
each day from each conference for

television."

Kensil said if Monday had been a

national holiday the NFL might

have considered playing two

games on that day "but then we
probably would have had com-

plaints from people who would be

working Monday and couldn't see

the games."
Asked why the two Saturday

games couldn't be played the

following Saturday with the

championship games delayed a

week, Kensil cited the fact that

several college bowl games are

scheduled "and we would have

been in conflict with those."

Kensil also said there was a

competitive factor involved in any

such change-the championship
games when held would have two

weeks of preparation and two

teams that had only had one week
to prepare.

Besides the two playoff games
scheduled for Christmas Day, the

two scheduled for Sunday are at

Cleveland, where the Browns will

meet with Baltimore or Miami,

and at either San Francisco or Los

Angeles, with the visitors being

either Washington or Dallas.

Baltimore currently leads Miami
by one-half game in the race for the

American Conference East title

and would be at Kansas City if it

wins its final game Sunday.

Bruins
The winners of the Bruin's Raffle

held this week by the UMass Crew
Team were announced yesterday.

First prize of two tickets to see the

Bruins and the Chicago Black

Hawks went to Peter Torosian of

Bradford, Mass. The second place

winner of two tickets to see the

Bruins and the Toronto Maple

Leafs went to Kathleen Welch of

Winchester, Mass.

By KAREN ATRAN
It's a brand new team with a

brand new coach. "This is the first

year the girls' gymnastic team has

had a definite JV. squad with a

meet schedule separate from the

varsity," explained Kitty Kjeld-

son, coach of the varsity team. The
junior squad is coached by Miss

Virginia Evans, formerly the

coach of the girls' gymnastic team
at Towson State College in

Maryland.
Miss Evans' girls have worked

hard to prepare for this week's

meet against the young but

talented Montclaire YMCA.
Competing Saturday will be co-

captains Candy Gross and Marion
Kulick. Also competing will be

Heidi Armstrong, Judy Cardozo,

Cherie Chase, Diane Meltzer,

Casey Cearnal, and Thanne Poth.

Miss Evans hopes to have Marion,

Thanne, and Heidi compete on all

four events. All of these girls

possess the ability and potential of

becoming valuable varsity

gymnasts in the near future.

This will be the last meet until

after Christmas vacation. Both the

varsity and the JV. teams have

practiced long hours since Sep-

tember, and will be devoting much
of the intersession time to working

out in the Boyden gymnasium.
Saturday the JV. girls will try to

match the varsity squad with a

winning start; but they need your

support. So come to the Boyden
auxiliary gym at 1:00 p.m. and

watch the J.V.'s prove their skill.

Your admission ticket is your

student I.D.; otherwise 75< for

adults and 25* for children. All

proceeds help send the girls to the

national meet in Idaho.

Johnson House
presents

SABBATH
TUESDA Y

appearing

FRIDAY, DEC. 17

8:00P.M.

Sunday Matinee
Laurel & Hardy in "The Music Box"

Abbott & Costello, Keystone Kops

Charlie Chaplin

&
Cartoons

WMUA Notice
Tomorrow night beginning at 7:50 Ken Best and Marty Kelly will

call all the action from Cambridge as the Redmen take on highly

touted Harvard.
On Sunday night Kelly and Best will host freshmen Coach Fan

Gaudette of Sport Talk at 10 p.m . on WMUA 91 lfm.

GIFT SHIRTS
Stripes — Solids

Prints — Knits

201 North Pleasant Street, Amherst

Served at

MONDAY 20 Dec. 71
HATCH 11:30-2:00,4:30-7:00
BLUEWALL 11:30-2:00,4:30-6:30
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Hoopsters Top Manhattan

Bv KARLE BARROLL
New York-Assistant basketball

coach Ray Wilson made his first

UMass basketball game last night

at Madison Square Garden...and

the Redmen didn't want him to

miss anything he missed in the

previous three games.

Satin Olqllrntan

SPORTS
Ortce again UMass saved the

best for last and held on for another

squeaker. 85-83 over Manhattan

College in the opening game of a

Garden doubleheader. (In the

second game Columbia was
leading by ten at the half over 19th

ranked Rutgers.)

It was perhaps this New York

setting that won the game for

^t Harvard
r

UMass. The chief product in the

Redmen starting five, Al Skinner,

saved this win with a 25 point-13

rebound performance which in-

cluded 17 of 19 from the freeline.

"He played his best all around

game of the season,'' said a

graying Leaman. "We weren't

getting many second shots on of-

fense and if it wasn't for Al we
might not have gotten any."

Manhattan was just this

big...and it took a quicker effort on

the part of the Redmen to come out

on top. Leaman summed it up:

"We were quicker than they were

bigger."

Who would have thought that

after six games the Redmen would

be 6-0? Not Leaman. "Nobody
thought we would be 6-0 at this time

and I probably would be listed as

one of them."
"It was a great win," he added.

"Manhattan was as good a team
that we played this year. They're

big up front and good in the back-

court and our kids just kept bat-

tling at them...maybe they want

me to get older."

And battle they did. It was an

extremely rough game, a Johnny

Most type "he killed him" affair.

The first half ended at 40 all with

both teams holding leads at dif-

ferent junctions (the biggest lead

was four points). The way each got

their 40 was different, the Redmen

on speed, and the Jaspers on

strength but the end product was
the same.
UMass came out roaring in the

second half ("ran" up a ten point

lead, 61-51. ..but the Wilson
whammy took over).

For a period of some eight

minutes, the Redmen allowed the

Jaspers back into the ballgame

with mistake after mistake and

with just over seven minutes to go

in the game the score was tied at

69.

At 71-71 Skinner and John
Betancourt went on a scoring binge

and the UMass lead jumped to 83-

77. But why spoil success...an
abnormal game ending was not to

come.
Both teams traded hoops, UMass

had their game total, 85.

Betancourt had another superb

performance with 25 points while

his backcourt partner Mike
Pagliara hit for II. Their output

offset the hot shooting of

Manhattan's Richie Garner who
had 32. Tom McLaughlin another

New York product had a dozen

points and Chris Coffin grabbed

nine rebounds to go with another

excellent defensive effort.

Tomorrow the Redmen play at

Harvard. Ray Wilson will not be

there. "I'm going to stay out on the

road and hear it on the radio."

BETANCOURT RETUKNS-John Betancourt shown here going in

for a lay-up against North Carolina in the NIT's last year, returned to

the (.a. den last night and responded with a 25 point effort to lead the

it crimen to a 85-83 victory over Manhattan.
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Pucksters Travel To Yale
By BILL BALLOC

For those of you who haven't

seen this year's Redmen hockey

team at Orr Rink in 1971, forget it.

'71 has seen the last of Coach Jack

Canniff's skaters, at least in the

Orr Rink vicinity, and all that's left

for them before the New Year is a

road game against Division I's

Yale tonight and the Williams

Tournament during December 28

30.

The pucksters are probably

sorry to see the year go, for up until

now the month of December has

been very good to them. As of this

writing UMass has played six

times and all have been in

December, all have been against

Division II competition, and all

have been victories. It's not par-

ticularly surprising that the

Redmen are unbeaten at home, for

home is where a hockey team picks

up most of its points and it's been a

long time since a UMass hockey

team has lost at Orr Rink. The
surprise of the season, though, has

to be the phenomenal success this

club has enjoyed on the road. They

are unbeaten in enemy rinks in

three games, having taken Ver-

mont 4-3, Norwich 8-2, and Mid-

dlebury 3-2. Last year the Redmen
could muster just three wins over

the entire season while losing six

and tying one. The improvement is

obvious.

Coach Canniff is naturally

enough delighted with this

development and figures the

reason for the improvement is a

result of "Experience. Last year

we'd go out and beat ourselves with

foolish mistakes, but we're a year

older and we don't make them
now." This team is loaded with

experience especially in the nets

and on defense where you must

have the solid play if you want to

win away from home.
Tonight's game should give

Canniff a chance to relax a bit,

since Yale is a Division I team and

the results of this contest don't

count in the Division II standings.

Not that anyone is going down to

New Haven just for the exercise,

but the strategy involved in

playing a Division I team is dif-

ferent than that used when you

play someone in your own league.

The chief difference won't be in

how the team plays, but who plays

how much. Canniff's strategy

generally is that "This is a chance

for the guys who normally don't

play that much to show. It gives us

a chance to better evaluate them,

against top competition, and we
don't have to worry about the

outcome of the game." So tonight

the fourth line of Charlie Donovan,

Jim Coleman, and Jim Lynch will

get a shot at taking a regular turn

rather than just playing in spots as

they have been doing up until now.

This line, although they haven't

played as much as the three

regular lines, has hustled when in

there and have proved to be a

valuable cog in the powerful

UMass attack. Sophomore cen-

terman Coleman has looked

particularly impressive.

This one should be a good test for

the Redmen. Last year was pretty

bleak for the Elis as they could

only muster a 5-17-1 record, but the

competition was tough and a lot of

last year's players are returning.

Senior Greg Rivet from North Bay.

Ontario and Soph D'arcy Ryan
from the same province have both

been enjoying great seasons and

can fly up and down the ice. This

fact prompts Canniff to say,

"That's one thing we don't need,

because that's one thing we can't

do."

Skating might not be the strong

point of this club, but it's got plenty

of others. Just ask Williams' head

coach Bill McCormick. But don't

ask Canniff. He's still recovering

from the first six minutes of

Wednesday night's game.

Tracksters Open
Season At Brown

By RICHARD BARRY
The UMass track team opens its season tomorrow at Brown

University on the Moses Brown Track. Throwing events will get

underway at 12:30.

The trackers have been involved in six weeks of hard training

while certain individuals have looked impressive in practice meets

with New Hampshire, Springfield and Amherst.

Last year, the teams were so closely matched that a UMass

victory was not decided until the final event, the mile relay. Coach

O'Brien anticipates a similar situation this year.

Brown's greatest strength lies in its weights and throwing events.

UMass will be up against Bob Price, last year's New England

champ in the shotput. Barny Schneider will be throwing for UMass

but many feel Price is unbeatable. UMass' best high jumper Ed
Shaughnessy along with frosh Mark Hughes will be up against five

Brown jumpers who have all cleared six feet two. In the long jump,

Ryan, Gerraty and Shaughnessy all have shown they are capable of

sweeping. The jumping events will be a well balanced event for the

Redmen.
UMass will be getting its point scoring in their sprint and hurdle

events. Hurdlers John Merger, Jim Graves and Bob Landry will all

be battling for places Dave Annis, after an excellent performance

in last week's practice meet, along with Ron Harris, Tony Pen-

dleton, Dennis Busa and Ed Haywood will all be after a victory in

the dash.

Coach O'Brien said, "The 600 yard run will be the pivotal point in

the meet." Steve Crimmins and Steve Levine, who have been

running within a tenth of a second of each other, will battle in what

could turn into the day's best race.

The scoring can be broken down into three sections. The weight

events which Brown will dominate, the jumping events that will

probably score evenly, followed by UMass' strength in the running

events.

The middle distance will be where UMass gains many of its

points. John Maloney and Arnie Morse will battle for first place in

the 1000 yard run. Milers Rick Barry and Randy Thomas and 2

Miler's Doug O'Connell and Roger Nasaka will all have to finish

one-two to secure a Redman victory in the meet.

Why All The Fuss?

SETTING UP -Dennis Grabowski (21) waits in front of the Boston

State goal for a centering pass from one of his teammates. The

pucksters went on to win the game. 8-3 and will travel to Yale for

tonight's match. (MDC photo by Dan Kamal.)

BLOOIWINGTON. Ind. (AP) —
Dorothy Nyland says she doesn't

understand the fuss about women
joining men in the Indiana

University bare skin sauna.

Miss Nyland, 21, a former
student, said she and a few other

girls like to bask in the dry-heat

room of the university's physical

education building because of the

health benefits.

Women students at present have

no sauna or steam bath facilities.

The girls began invading the

sauna Nov. 11 but university of-

ficials didn't believe the early

reports. However, campus
security police assured them the

co-ed basking was going on.

George Huntington, director of

the campus police, told the ad-

ministration there was nothing

they could do except ask the girls

to leave.

He said that under Indiana law,

if a nude man invades a women's

locker room he can be arrested on

the spot. But if a nude woman
invades men's territory, she can be

arrested only on a signed corn-

Miss Nyland, a former pompon
girl with the Indiana University

band, dropped out of school two
years ago to join a commune at

Needmore, Ind., about 20 miles

east of Bloomington. She is the

daughter of Air Force Col. Edward
Nyland of Arlington, Va.

plaint to the county prosecutor.

Nobody complained about the

girls.

"Nobody ever asked my name or

became uptight when I'd walk in

the first few times," Miss Nyland
said, "but after the publicity the

safety police asked me to leave;

visits became a hassle."

Harvard, Yale To Egypt
NEW HAVEN. Conn. ( AP) — Yale and Harvard are sending their rival

heavyweight rowing crews to Egypt for races on the Nile River next

week, Yale announced Wednesday.
The two American schools will row against Egyptian crews including a

Cairo police unit, and against Oxford and Cambridge. The two British

schools competed in a similar event last year.

The combined British and American party is expected to reach Cairo

Thursday and to arrive Friday in Egypt's Luxor Valley.

The first race will be held in the valley Sunday over a 2,000-meter Nite

River course. On the following Wednesday, the teams will compete on

another 2,000-meter Olympic course in Cairo.

An invitation for the event from the Egyptian government was
originally extended "some weeks ago" but was then "withdrawn because

of a worsening of relations with Israel," Yale said. The invitation was
"reactivated a week ago and immediately accepted by Yale and Har-

vard."
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Weather
You can laugh if you

want, but don't look at

me when they knock you
down.
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These children are pretty lucky, wouldn't you say? Wei, sonie children aren't. I,m, live in constant £?^**£ ^.J^^XThrist^s season

sit the..- munching on your breakfast, lunch, or dinner the cho.ee ,s yours .f you «a..t to I c . nd s
r

,
a til t o. th vv< rw U ^

or a.n season for that .natter. There's an organization known as RKSPERT. founded m May of If* to help i h.ld. i » I little

Nichols Committee chairwoman at Mt-1224. Its the least you can do for yourself.
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World Welcomes Nixon's Dollar Move
LONDON (AP) — Governments

around the world generally

welcomed the Washington
monetary agreement Sunday as a

fair compromise for settling the

worst international currency crisis

since World War II.

They also regarded it as a likely

boon for world trade, ending the

last four months of uncertainty and

averting the threat of the kind of

tariff war that helped touch off the

Depression of the 1930s.

But many governments, moving

cautiously, put off until Monday at

the earliest the disclosure of new

fixed exchange rates for their

money. Britain. West Germany
and Japan were among the few to

announce new rates.

Most foreign exchange markets

were ordered to remain closed
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Monday to ease preparations for

coping with the new rates.

The key element of the

Washington package raised the

official price of gold from $35 to $38

an ounce, in effect a devaluation of

the U.S. dollar of 8.57 percent,

based on the old price of gold.

Some governments chose to in-

terpret the dollar devaluation as

7.89" percent, basing it instead on

the new price of gold.

But there was general

agreement that the package,

however interpreted, returned

stability to the international

monetary trade systems for the

first time since Aug. 15.

On Aug. 15 President Nixon

temporarily suspended the link

between the dollar and gold, the

backbone of the international

monetary system for 37 years. The

move forced currencies to float

without fixed exchange rates.

Under the floating system, in-

ternational firms faced investment

and contract difficulties because

uncertain exchange rates clouded

price and cost forecasts.

In addition there was always the

danger that governments would

act individually to protect their

own interests, with a series of

competitive devaluations, tariffs

and quotas that could have ended

in a trade war
The Washington agreement

averted that danger, not only by

fixing a framework for new ex-

change rates, but also by

promising removal of the U.S. 10

percent import surcharge. In time

the surcharge could have invited

retaliation by America's overseas

trading partners.

Britain's chancellor of the ex-

chequer, Anthony Barber, called

the Washington package
"equitable and realistic." "Fair

for all," said Finance Minister

Valery Giscard D'estaing of

France.
Conrad Ahlers, the West German

government spokesman, said the

Washington settlement forms "a

good basis for the development of

world trade."

Japanese foreign minister Takeo

Fukuda called the agreement,

"The greatest economic shock" for

Japan since World War II. Japan

will revalue its currency by more

than any other nation under the

settlement terms, forcing up its

prices further in competitive

markets and probably losing more

than its commercial rivals.

But Prime Minister Eisaku Sato

said the terms were "not

unreasonable" in order to regain

stability.

There were these specific an

nouncements on new exchange

rates:

Britain-The pound will be pegged

at $2.6057, compared to the old

parity of $2.40. In the floating

markets the pound had already

moved up to $2.5293.

In effect, the pound is being

changed only in relation to the

dollar. Unlike the West German
mark and the Japanese yen, it is

not to be revalued further. This will

make British exports more ex-

pensive than America's, but leave

them cheaper than German or

Japanese rivals.

West Germany-the dollar will be

set at 3.223 marks, compared to the

last floating rate of 3.2575 marks
and the old parity of 3.66 marks.

The change reflects both a new
relationship with the dollar and a

further revaluation against other

currencies totaling 13.57 percent

Japan-Like West Germany, the

Japanese had one of the world's

strongest currencies. It too will be

revalued both against the dollar

and other monetary units. The
Japanese estimated their

revaluation at 16.88 percent. The
new fixed rate for the dollar in

Tokyo is 308 yen, compared to

320.58 yen on the floating market

Saturday and the old parity of 360

yen.

France-Like the British, the

French will adopt a new exchange

rate reflecting only the dollar

devaluation. An announcement on

the new rate is expected by the

Bank of France Monday.
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l'i till ssoi Ma( kl«-bnv «\|)lains to his freshman Kngineering class

iihoiii ihc (jualit> of hiHnciiuidf rackets which were launched at the

stadium last I ridav morning.

\honl _'M people, including channel 22 news, watched the colorful,

meti<-uIousIn dccafed projci tiles catapult Bt Ml'. II. skwvard to a

raajfr of ist to Mi feet.
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UMass Student Drowned
Medical Examiner Thomas K Corriden ruled Friday that drowning

the cause of an 18-year-old University of Massachusetts freshman

. immingpool minutes after the completion of a senior life-

saving eoui
\ut(»ps\ Performed

In Corriden made the ruling after an autopsy was performed on the

liod> "i Michael I) Sullivan oi N'ahant by a state pathologist from Boston.

I) how the student feU into the (Mass Frank L Boyden Gym-
nasium pool about LQ 30 Thursday night was not immediately clear, but

Dr Corriden said there wore no unusual circumstances surrounding the

death t Mass police are continuing their investigation.

V cording to a I Mass spokesman. Sullivan was a member of a class of

six n indents and an instructor who were completing the last

lilesavmg session of the semester.

Efforts Fail

The instructor and other members of the class, thinking Sullivan was

with them left the pool area They returned in less than five minutes and

saw Sullivan lying on the bottom of the pool, the spokesman said.

Two swimmers dove in to attempt to revive the victim. University

police were called but their artificial resuscitation efforts also proved

fruitless, according to the spokesman.
The victim was taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton in

an ambulance at 10:47 and he was pronounced dead on arrival there at

II 12 by Dr. Corriden.

He was the son of Mr and Mrs. Walter P. Sullivan of 97 Wilson Road,

Nahant He was captain of the track team at Classical High School in

Lynn His father is a Boston fire fighter and he has two brothers and a

sister.

( Reprinted from Springfield Gazette
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It gets the once over
1,013 times.

Only after a Volkswagen goes

through 1,013 inspections and all of

the inspectors give it their thumbs-

up, is it a Volkswagen.

If any one of them gives it his

thumbs-down, then it isn't.

That's our rule of thumb.

JONES Volkswagen
721 Worthing ton Street

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01101
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Vermont Nuclear Plant

Encounters New Troubles
Anothonv Z Koisman counsel for the New England

Coalition on Nuclear Pollution N E C N P has filed

omprehenave reply to an Atomic Energy Com-

mission A E.C Operating Licensing Board, which

was created to openly examine and judge for the

public's use. the impact and safety of a large new

nuclear power plant being built just north of the

Massachusetts border on the Connecticut River. The

reply was filed in response to a motion by Vermont

Yankee Nuclear Power Company, who represern

consortium oi power companies building the plant, to

stop l"„ full power testing inadvance ot the conclusion

ol the hearing

Since the application tor 1% testing, the hearings

have been accelerated by doubling up with both day

and evening sessions.

koisman s it. page reply includes as its major points

to stop testing:

/Ihe safety, environmental impacts, and operating

procedures planned by Vermont Yankee have not yet

been fully examined" through the hearing process,

therefore! the operation of the plant, even at low

power, ma) have unforeseen consequences or those

the Board would not approve of. and these conditions

may be avoided by complete examination of the plans.

gPre -operational testing and important parts of the

construction; pipe restraints, containment inerting

equipment, etc.. have not been completed.

(Vermont Yankee claims that the plant is needed to

meet the winter peak demand. Yet the applicant

cannot possibly provide electricity from this plant in

the Winter nor does it attempt to prove that it

( an Also Applicant otters no evidence of its testing

scheduii

#< m the New England electrical supply, which

Vermont Yankee gave as a reason for accelerating

testing, the 1967 Zinder Report. 1970 Zinder Report.

and the Federal Power Commission letter of

December B, 1970, which Roisman cites, indicate

power reserves during this winter of about 17% for

Vermont, and about 25% for all of New England.

# by using the fuel, the Applicant will virtually

eliminate any opportunity to conduct tests for leaking

luel rods ..."

f A second irreversible effect of the 1% testing is

that the interior of the reactor vessel itself and its

internal parts will become highly radioactive and not

susceptible to further testing of their integrity."

• Finally, in analysing Vermont Yankee President

Cree's tat tics in presenting the motion for 1% testing,

Roisman casts doubts as to the timing of the ap-

plication for testing; '...and Applicant's position is

underscored by the assertion contained in Mr Cree's

Affidavit...which demonstrates that Applicant has

believed lor some time that it needed this low power

testing license and that there were no special cir-

cumstances which only arose recently which

necessitated this request. Despite this fact, Applicant

waited until the last day and nearly the last minute of

the recent hearing session to file its motion."

In sum. N.E.C.N P. has expressed its concern that

this speedup, together with the inadequate op-

portunity given for discussing the supposed power

shortage and radioactive waste disposal, indicates

that the Licensing Hoard may be reaching a decision

on Vermont Yankee's interim license request before

all relevant matters have been discussed at the

Rrattleboro hearings

LANG'S PHOTO STUDIO
460 West St.

So. Amherst, Rte. 1t6
AND

183 No. Pleasant St.

(next to Whole Wheat Trading Co.)

OPEN THIS WEEK WITH THESE SUPER
SAVINGS until 8 P.M. Mon.-Fri.!

• An additional 10% off on all film

• Values up to 50% off on the following

While they last... all brand new:

1.) Sterex C-60 tape cassettes $.75,

Sterex C-90 tape cassettes $1.00

2.) LENTAR Lenses 135 mm 3.5... List $59.00 Now $30.00

3.) ARGUS Cosina 35mm SLR Camera.. .List $210.00 Now $125.00

4.) YASHICA TL 35mm SLR Camera. ..List $270.00 Now $185.00

5.) ARGUS Instamatic Cameras $6.00

6.) AGFACHROME film with processing... List $4.35/roll

Now $2.85/roll

7.) ACME Strobe (electronic flash) $13.95

8.) BUSHNELL Binoculars, waterproof, will float

List $32.00 Now $24.00

9.) LUMIPAN 120 film-B&W-3(T roll; 126-12-45' roll.

10.) CRESTLINE Projectors -List $37.00 Now $22.95

11.) RICOH Camera TLS 401, 1.7 lens, with electronic flash

List $274.00 Now $185.00

12.) MINOLTA SRT101 Camera w 1.7 lens List $289.00 Now $199.

13.) RICOH 126C Reflex Camera (with wideangle Telephotolens)

List $129.00 Now $100.00
14.) CASES from $4.00

We try harder
(Check our prices)

i*y,.- SPRING VACATION -

Bermuda:
*•*

Deluxe $279 Sonesta Beach
Economy $219 Elbow Beach

* WATERFRONT ACCOMODATIONS
* KITCHEN FACILITIES
* FREE COLLEGE WEEK ACTIVITIES, MORE!

also, Puerto Rico $239, Nassau $269, Jamaica $254
Call 665-3412 or at Fernando's Hideaway next to s.u. Post office

Commentary

The New Athletic Council

AcllMg Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert (iage at Thursdays

nulling of Ihc Faculty Senate, at which the reorganization of the Athletic

( 'mined was initiated.

Commentary

Antagonisms And
Stupidity

By RICHARDCHANSON
HCKNK lA referee for an intramural basketball game in Boyden gym

makes a stupid call against one of the players on an all-black team

vfngan all-white team. The game is tense. The black team is ou to

win because thev play basketball to win. especially against white kids

There aren't many other places outside of the basketball court that

blacks as group have dominated whites.

-Racist honkey
! " veils one of the black players at the referees.

sci'NK II "The bastard elbowed our best player on purpose just to get

him out of the game," fumed one guy playing on a dormitory team about

a lick player from an all-black team who had a habit of Paying rough.

Whenever we are playing basketball at the *£"*£«£^ckkkl
nlav and then he brings his friends and they kick us off the court. There s

Vn awful lot Jtension down there in Boyden." added another white kidL

SCKNK \ -An administrator in the School of Physical Education after

hearine that some black kids have been starting fights: "Kick 'em out of

sSVf they aTenT going to play by the rules. They aren't going to play.

A
tdTo1hVm^nor

eS
antagonisms and stupidity of individuals „jd in-

stitution! continue to make race relations the most volatile issue here on

campus The sTuation in the School of Physical Education has done

evSvthing except defuse the tensions. At pfesent. incidents like the fight

n Boyden Gym during the intramural basketball playoffs are just

'"symptoms of'a much larger problem.here on campus"£yj Act* Vi£

Chancellor for Student Affairs, Robert Gage^ Dr Gage was at tne

basketball game Tuesday night, but left before££""*"*!
David

He had been told that things were ripe for a little trouble. He and uayia

Bischoff Asst Dean in Boyden. concurred with the decision not to finish

mfrest oMne games Tuesday night and agreed that the rest of the

ptayoffs would be better off cancelled for at least the rest of the
>

week A

eetine of the managers of the intramural teams contending for he

camp^wSde chTmpionship found most people^*^&i£
rest of the year. If only coming to grips with some of the attitudes btacks

and whites hold towards each other were so simple as cancelling some

^cksat^Mass form a distinct minority amongst the hordes of white

mfddle classStudents that UMass was designed for back in the days when

Sere were^nly ^ b ack students out of 10.000. Inspite of all the pap about

eftortTtoreSuR more blacks around campus there are still bastions

wS have made little or no effort^^^S^SS^SS£
black students here or to change to make-up and attitudes of their tacuity

;

aI

The School of Physical Education, under the leadership of retiring

Dean Warren McGuirk. has only one black faculty member. It is widely

known amongst both blacks and whites that some of the administrators

and faculty in Boyden are not exactly enlightened in their feelings

towards racial problems. Many are trying, but the efforts so far have not

reduced the levels of friction amongst both black and whites using the

facilities. ...._.. ... t .

Students around campus are for the most part unacquainted with the

factors that a black student must face here at UMass. One can imagine

hat for many coming to UMass is like a white taking the Seventh Avenue

ubw^yTn New York City past 96th Street into the all black world of

Harlem The most obvious fact about American race relations s that we

irejuTt beginning to break down the distinctions that being black have

^^^% sent
,Ti,T^^SSKSSA

hack to the bungled conversion of Mills House into a Black ^ulturai

Center (bungled by the UMass administration). One can hear attitudes

ike "The blacks are given everything." and "All you have to do to get

something abound here is be black and look intimidating." Black students

can iustdiabTy be resentful of people who still insist on thinking tha

American sodetylhas not warped the racial conditions enough to warrant

3 riSlEatb^e justifiably confused when confronted

with the proposition that a bad call in a basketball game » "racist or

that hp or she is "racist" just for being white.

WhatTs required here at UMass is a good, long look at hiring practices

a^fiituiSo faculty and administrators and a lot more understanding

on the part oiWhXks and whites about the fact that more thai,.a

hundred^ye^rs after the civil war ended, at 20th century UMas*

tasketbaU games are still cancelled over fights between whites and

blacks.

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
The members of the Student Senate received an

early Christmas gift last Thursday when the Faculty

Senate voted in favor of the Faculty Senate's Com-

mittee on Student Affairs proposal concerning the

Athletic Council.

The overwhelming vote was on the first of three

hurdles in making the proposal actual constitutional

law. but it was surely the major hurdle. The proposal

which is basically a student proposal will now be

brought to another Faculty-Senate meeting where a

three-fifths vote will be needed to bring the proposal to

a vote of the general faculty. At this final hurdle a

simple majority of the general faculty will be needed

to make the proposal law.

Before the Faculty-Senate could vote on the student

proposal it was necessary for the Senate to vote on the

Committee on Committees' proposals for the Athletic

Council. The Senate voted in favor of the majority

proposal while voting down the minority proposal. At

this time the student proposal was presented on the

door of the Senate. A vote was taken between the

majority proposal of the Committee on Committees

and the"Student Affairs proposal. The Fac-Sen voted

in favor of the student proposal and the student

senators had their early Christmas victory.

The main differences in the student proposal and the

majority proposal were concerned with the degree of

faculty representation. For instance the majority

proposal made room for three alumni on the Athletic

Council while the Student Affairs proposal makes

room for only one alumnus, the executive vice-

president of the Alumni Association. The Student

Affairs proposal did allow for an Alumni Committee

which would recommend and promote ways of ob-

taining greater alumni support for the university's

athletic interests.

The Student Affairs proposal essentially keeps the

size of the Athletic Council at eleven while increasing

the number of undergraduates from one to five and

decreasing the number of alumni from four to one.

According to this proposal the professional staff-

alumni ratio would be changed from ten-one to six-

five. An obvious increase in student power.

The Student Affairs Committee had three main

objections to the recommendations of the Committee

on Committees. The first objection was that the

Athletic Council is not in any way accountable to the

Student Senate, especially in determining the rate of

the undergraduate athletic fee. According to the

student proposal all athletic accounts shall be open to

review by the President of the Student Senate. Also all

meetings of the Council shall be open to the campus

community, except in extraordinary circumstances.

The Council shall also submit a detailed breakdown of

all athletic program budgets to the Faculty and

Student Senates.

Another objection is that the Student Senate is not

free to determine its own method of selecting its

representatives on the Council. The last objection is

that the alumni receive representation that is

disproportionate to their contribution to the athletic

program.

It was at first feared that if and when the student

proposal came to a vote of the genefal faculty, the

Athletic Department would lobby against the proposal

by organizing its faculty members to vote against the

bill It appears there will be no organization against

the proposal since many of the Athletic Department

heads have come to the conclusion that this new un-

dergraduate revision of the Athletic Council could

indeed lead to a responsible committee. The athletic

people in Boyden now believe that students are

responsible enough to handle the responsibilities of

this advisory Council.

Basketball Playoffs Suspended
/-<i ii <*c»,,^,,„i Affaire caiH rp«;iimf»ri until certain

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
A 15 minute brawl between black

and white players at the conclusion

of an intramural basketball game

on the opening night of playoff

action last Tuesday has led to the

suspension of all further playoff

action.

The fight broke out when two

individuals, one black and one

white, from opposing teams began

to mix it up at the immediate

conclusion of the game. The two

opposing teams were quickly

drawn into the fight while other

individuals on the Boyden Gym-

nasium court also began to take

part in the action.

Police were called to the scene of

the fight and arrived just as the

trouble was being broken up. A

total of six or seven policemen

arrived at the court and quickly

dispersed the crowd. The rest of

the games scheduled for the night

were suspended.

It is common knowledge that

tensions on the Boyden Gym-
nasium court between blacks and

whites have been increasing in the

last two months. Of the two teams

involved in the fight, one was made

up of all black players while the

other was reported as being a

predominately all white team.

Dr. Robert Gage, acting Vice-

Chancellor oiStudent Affairs, said

the fighting after the basketball

game was a "symptom of a bigger

University problem." Gage and

David Bischoff, Dean of the School

of Physical Education, decided the

playoffs should not be resumed

until a meeting between the

managers of the playoff teams met

in conference with the directors of

the intramural program.

Last Thursday all 12 team
managers involved in playoff

action met and discussed the

various aspects of the fight. Even

though the exact details of the

meeting were not made available

to the Collegian, it is known that a

majority of the managers decided

that the playoffs should not be

resumed until certain problems

related to the intramural program

are ironed out.

Dr. Gage and Bischoff have

already initiated action in the

solving of these problems. It can be

expected that work in this area will

continue throughout the upcoming

Christmas vacation and in-

tercession period.

CORRECTION: Contrary to

what was previously printed in

Friday's Collegian, the Senate

has not passed an amendment,

but has adopted a motion leading

to the passage of an amendment.

Mount Holyoke College Lecture Committee
Presents

:

The View From Peking
A Symposium
Jan. 10. 11. 12th

Featuring: Jan. 10

8:00 - Chapin Auditorium

PAUL LIN
Director. Center for East Asian Studies

"China's Social Transformation and World Outlook"

Plus other speakers, panels and informal discussion.

For more information call: 538-2045

BBS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELGRADEGENEVA BUCHARE|1

FLY SUPERCHEAP O
o

Los Angeles $199
Dec. 18 - Jan. 3 — Boston - L A. Boston

Round trip jet for $19* •

Can give info, on connecting flights to

San Francisco.

Europe $325

15 days/ 14 nights at Innsbruck, Kltxbuhel A

St. Anton. Departures from JFK A Logan

begin 12/18/71 and continue through 3/31/72.

Includes air fare, meals, double occupancy

hotel A all taxes.

Nassau $179
Dec. 27-Jan. 3. $179 includes round trip

jet from Boston, all taxes A tips A ac-

commodations at the Montagu Beach

Hottl, Flagler Inn or Pilot House Hotel*
3D
O
<

London $187

Youth Fare

Guaranteed Round Trip reservations at no
additional charge.

Dec. 17-Jan. 2 $187 includes round trip jet air

fare from Boston* Dec.

Pay with

MASTERCHARGE

American Student Travel.

27 Massachusetts Ave., Boston 02115

For further information call Steve German
253-3359
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Nixon-Heath Meet In Bermuda

Karl Schiller <>r West German) and l.S. Treasury Secretary John

B. ( onnallv during a break in the Group of Tea talks on monetary

crisis, (sec page i >.

In Brief...
Motion To Withdraw Rejected

WASHINGTON < AIM A year-long struggle bv Senate war critics

to force total U.S. withdrawal from Indochina has failed, blocked by

a dwindling House majority that backs President Nixon's policies.

Hut Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield of Montana, the

duel architect of the effort, vows he will resume it in 1972. "I want

to see this war finished."

I'S Fighters Kxchange Shots

SAIGON <AP> American lighter-bombers exchanged missiles

with antiaircraft defenses deep inside North Vietnam on Saturday,

military spokesmen disclosed Sunday.

The U S. Command said no planes were hit in the engagement,

about 145 miles south of Hanoi.

Hliodes Scholar Recipients Announced

MIDDLKTOWN. Cam. (AIM Thirty-two U.S. college students

have won Hhodes Scholarships for study at Oxford University in

Kngland. (he Hhode Scholarship Trust announced Sunday.

LONDON (AIM-The Nixon-Heath meeting starting

Mondav in Bermuda will carry forward a 30-year

tradition of summit talks between American and

British leaders.

This is President Nixon's seventh summit session

with the British.

Most of :54 such meetings have been friendly and

fruitful but a few ended in acrimony.

The tradition began Aug. 14, 1941, aboard a British

battleship and an American cruiser off Maine.

Kranklin 1). Roosevelt and Winston Churchill

produced the Atlantic Charter which set forth their

aims for a better future for mankind.

President Woodrow Wilson had paid a brief courtesy-

visit to Britain in 1918 on his way to the Versailles

peace conference, but had no substantive talks with

Prime Minister David Lloyd George.

The summit talks over the years have been sup-

plemented by numerable telephone conversations.

The London-Washington 'hot line" telephone was

installed during the Hoosevelt-Churchill era.

Despite his relatively brief term of office. President

John F. Kennedy had eight meetings with Prime

Minister Harold MacMillan.

The most acrimonious of the 34 summits was the

MacMillian-Kennedy encounter in Nassau in

December. 1%2. although Harold Wilson has some

lough bargaining sessions in his six meetings with

Lvndon B. Johnson.

MERCIRY
BOOKSTORE

Mstroloay ana

\Jccult Jjcience6

549-0910

9 EAST PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST,

California

Primary
Postponed

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
The 1972 California primary
election may be postponed at least

one week because of a hangup in

the state legislature over reap-

portionment.

Bills were before both houses

yesterday containing new
provisions to postpone the

primary, including the key
presidential primary balloting,

from .June 6 until at least June 13.

The Democratic-controlled
legislature failed to pass any
reapportionment bills —

*.«***» iifr. *

...BY HIGH AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

MOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA INSURANCE AGENCY
Avoid downtown Spfld parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD »t 366 MEMORIAL AVE.
Opp. Century Shopping Plait! Fret parking for ovtr 100 etr$!

vVFSTFIELD NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIEW
^ADST 160 PLEASANT ST. 1847 MEMORIAL DR,-»

Opp Nhamp. Jr College On North-South Hwy

~*
J. O'CONNOR INSURANCE AGENCY

to Kolyoka Nat'l Bank

On his return from Nassau, MacMillan told the

House of Commons there had been some "plain

talking" between him and Kennedy-a diplomatic way

of describing a row.

The issue was the abrupt cancellation by the

American administration of the Skybolt missile

program because of operational failure and soaring

costs. Britain had scrapped its own Blue Streak

missile in favor of Skybolt, which was to prolong the

effective life of the V-bombers of the Royal Air Force

by five years.

The British were hardly mollified by Kennedy's

offer to provide Polaris missiles instead-but Mac-

Millan accepted them.

Wilson had six meetings with Johnson, all in

Washington. Although he frequently complained of

what he felt was Johnson's low opinion of Britain's

world position, Wilson seemed to have reached a

warm personal relationship with Johnson.

But the American president often was incensed over

Wilson's steady refusal to back America's Vietnam

policy to the hilt-his refusal to send at least a token

British force into battle along with the Australians and

New Zealanders.

Nixon paid his first visit to Britain as President Feb.

24 2(i. 1989, a whirlwind, three-day affair during a five-

nation tour of Europe just after he took office.

Khan PromisesTo Resign Today;

'Peoples' Government Formed
RAWALPINDI. Pakistan (AP)

— President Agha Mohammed
"Yahya Khan will resign as soon as

he hands over power to "the

representatives of the people" on

Monday, a spokesman announced

Sunday.
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, deputy

prime minister and foreign

minister, is due here Monday from

New York to form a new govern-

ment.
During a stopover in Rome

Sunday, Bhutto told reporters

President Nixon had reaffirmed

U.S. support for the principle of

Pakistan's unity and sovereignty.

Bhutto, leader of the largest

single party in West Pakistan,

seemed certain to play a major

role in the new government. Bhutto

was arrested under the Ayub
regime and accused of inciting

Pakistanis to violence. Violent

demonstrations forced Ayub to

free him.
In an announcement two weeks

ago, Yahya had designated Nuril

Amin, an East Pakistani politician,

as the prime minister-designate

and Bhutto as the deputy prime
minister-designate and foreign

minister-designate in a new
government that was to take office

early next year
Amin. a 77-year-old right wing

East Pakistani politician said in

an interview Saturday that he

could not accept the appointment

in view of developments.

Amin was a political foe of

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, leader of

the East Pakistan-based Awami
League banned by Yahya in March
on charges of plotting to break up
Pakistan. Mujib was jailed on

charges of treason and is believed

still held in West Pakistan.

Air Marshall Mohammed
Asghar Khan, retired chief of

Pakistan's air force who joined in

the move to oust the president, said

Yahya should be tried for

abrogating the 1962 constitution

when he took power in 1969.

GIRLS
Be Appreciated

Join Us Before Vacation

Call H. of R. G4502

Washington Lower Co-Ed

Living Community

WMPIRG • WMPIRG • WMPIRG • WMPIRG • WMPIRG
• Western-Mass-Public-Interest-Research-Group

!V/tfPIKG
Do you want to do "Nader-style"

research next semester - for credit?

We're Throwing
A Course!

In the School of Education Modular Credit Program

- Come find out about PIRG and
opportunities for action next semester

7:30 Mon. 811 C.C.
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Soviet Mars
Probe Fails

New Analysis

The Aftermath Of My Lai
MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet

Union reported Sunday that the

capsule which parachuted from its

Mars 3 probe and landed on the

surface of the red planet tran-

smitted television signals for only

20 seconds.

The disclosure was made in a

long analysis of the missions of

space probes Mars 2 and Mars 3.

The analysis covered a full page in

Sunday's Pravda and was
distributed to provincial

newspapers by the Soviet news
agency Tass.

On Dec. 7, when Tass initially

announced the Dec. 2 soft landing

of a capsule ejected from Mars 3 it

said only that the "video

signals. .were brief and suddenly

discontinued."

Sunday's summary said the

picture, which lasted about 20

seconds, was too blurred to make
out any details.

"It is too early to say what

stopped the transmission," the

article said. "It could be due to the

local pecularities of the landing

area, which are absolutely

unknown, or to the strong dust

storm taking place at the time.

Probably the dust storm covered

with a 'film' the surface details

during the panoramic photography

of the area

Western scientists also

speculated at the time of the soft

landing that the television signals

were interrupted by the dust

storm, which has swirled on the

surface of the planet since Sep-

tember.
The storm has also prevented an

American probe, Mariner 9, from

getting good surface pictures of

Mars. The U.S. craft has been

orbiting the planet since Nov. 13

trying to peer through the dust.

The parent ship of the Soviet

landing capsule, Mars 3, and an

earlier probe, Mars 2, also are in

orbit, studying the planet. Mars 2

dipped into a wide elliptical orbit of

the planet Nov. 27. Mars 3 ejected

its landing capsule Dec. 2 and then

was propelled into a high orbit.

The summary does give some
measurements taken of the air

temperature on the Martian
surface. The measurements ap-

parently were taken from Mars 2

and Mars 3.

"Data on temperature changes

on the surface of Mars was ob-

tained by means of an infrared

radiometer," the article said. "In

the areas where measurements

were taken, the temperature did

not exceed 15 degrees centigrade

59 degrees fahrenheit.

(Editor's Note: Harry F. Rosen-

thal covered the courts-martial of

Lt. William Calley and Col. Oran
Henderson, and has examined

scores of documents pertaining to

the My Lai incident. In the

following story he sums up what he

has-and has not-learned from it

all.)

, By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP)-The outcry

about My Lai and Lt. William

Calley died long ago and the

atrocities in the hamlet are

memories only of a horrifying

incident in a very long war.

Col. Oran K. Henderson is free,

Capt. Ernest Medina is free and

Calley is serving his murder
sentence uncer house arrest,

awaiting the time his appeal is

heard. The cries of scapegoat, the

presidential intercession in his

behalf are yesterday's news.

Six trials, countless in-

vestigations, millions of dollars

spent and still the questions

remain: Why did it happen? Was it

accidental or ordered? Was it

swept under the rug. deliberately

or through neglect? Was it an

isolated incident, or the one that

got caught?
There are more questions than

answers.

"I don't think the true story of

what happened in My Lai has ever

come out," said Henderson,

cleared Friday of hiding the killing

of more than 100 old men, women,
children and babies by troops in his

command.
"Not until somebody comes to

grips with why it happened can we
close the book," Henderson added

in an interview. "We may have to

wait years, until somebody is on

his deathbed."
When the story of My Lai first

became public-an incredible 20

months after that March 16, 1968

President Nixon promised "I am
going to do everything I possibly

can to see that all of the facts in

this incident are brought to light

and that those who are charged, if

they are found guilty, are

punished."
Calley, charged with 102 mur-

ders and convicted of at least 22,

called My Lai "a small place in a

small war." But he couldn't say

why it happened.

"If I had been aware of it that

day," said Medina, the company
commander, "I would have

stopped it and I would not have let

it happen." He had no explanation

either except that he lost control of

his Charlie Company.

Another big question: 105 men
took part in the assault on a village

the size of a racetrack infield,

dozens testified to seeing the

slaughter. A dozen aviators were

overhead, officers were
monitoring radio broadcasts, How
could so many keep a secret of

such magnitude?
"It's not beyond imagination

that 105 guys are going to remain

quiet," said Henderson. "A rifle

company is a very close-knit unit, a

family group. Nobody is going to

blow the whistle on the other guy."

The Calley and Medina trials-as

well as three others -delved into

what individuals actually did on

that Saturday morning. Hen-

derson's trial, while lacking the

drama of the others -especially

Calley's-was in the far more
difficult area of what he didn't do.

Henderson said he had no idea of

the magnitude until the in-

vestigation started in December of

1969. He shied from the word
"liar," but said he was misled

when he tried to learn from

subordinates why 20 or 28 civilians

were killed. That was the figure

reported by Medina. But like too

much else about My Lai, no one

will ever know.

Angola Synopsis Shown
A movie will be shown at 8:00 p.m. tonight in Field

Lounge, on and in support of the people of Angola, as

introduction to the historical, social, political and

economical aspects of Portuguese colonialism as

effective in Angola. It will be given by Elmar W.

Seibel.

Afterwards a short filmstrip Peoples War in

Angola' will be shown during which a record A vic-

toria eCerta (song of the liberation movement) will be

,>layed. At the end, a film made by the Liberation

Support Movement, Richmond, Canada, entitled

Armed Struggle in Angola' will be shown.

Although the program is free of charge, a collection

will be taken up for food and medicine. The objective

is to raise $1 ,000 to buy two tons of concentrated foods.

Literature and posters will also be sold at the en-

trance.

By George, Here It Is
The University Lost and Found,

open between the hours of 8 AM to

10 P\L is located at the bottom of

the escalator in the Campus

Center. They have a large

collection of keys, glasses, gloves,

and scarfs, also many notebooks

and books. Students who have lost

any one of

anything else.

Socialists

these articles, or

should contact the

Lost and Found at their earliest

convenience. Anything toundshould

be returned to them also.

Every effort is made to notify the

person who lost an item

PHOTO COURSE
Class Starts Jan. 20, 1972

Course Includes
•Decription of Lenses, Diaphram,

Shutter Exposures

•Film Developing

•Description of Films

•Determining Exposure

•Enlarging

•Portraiture
For more information contact Mr. Caban. School

of Education - Media Center or Langs Photo

COURSE FEE— $20.00— 3 CREDITS

There will be a national convention of radical youth sponsored by the

Young Socialist Alliance Dec. 28-Jan. 1 in Houston, Texas. The con-

vention will discuss strategy for the 1972 elections, the Women s

liberation campaign, the Black and Chicano movements and the anti-war

movement.
For more information and transportation call 536-6981, 262-9688.

I
____^

Do you need a job?

Can you offer a job?

WMUA now has a special service for anyone who

needs a job or wants to hire people - JOB MATCH.

This program is on Thursday nights at 7: 30. If you're

interested fill in the coupon below and mail to:

UIMUfl
Marston Hall, U.MASS, Amherst

or drop it off at our studios.

I

I Name _
I

Address
_

I

I

I

| Type of Job Offered

I

I

l Job Wanted

Phone.

(or)

Served at

TODAY
HATCH 11:30 - 2:00, 4:30 -7:00

BLUEWALL 11:30-2:00,4:30-6:30
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Opting Grades
By now, it should be clear that there is no one best

method or non-method of grading. Whether it is the

traditional A, B, C or a credit-no credit system, the

proponents and opponents should realize that each system

has its disadvantages, each its advantages.

We propose that a variety of grading options be made
available for faculty and students.

The student headed for graduate school who is unwilling

to risk the uncertainties of pass-fail should be given the

opportunity to elect grades, just as the student who feels

more comfortable without grades should have available an

unlimited pass-fail or credit-no credit option.

The teacher who believes that grades are meaningful

and helpful should not be penalized by a gradeless policy

forced upon him. Likewise, the teacher who prefers not to

bother with numbers or letters would not be bound by the

"system."
We believe that grading options for faculty and students

can be easily administered, and that the computer

systems can be adapted without much ado.

It is a sign of a healthy institution to accept diversity.

With the very limited grading options the University now

has, it is not responding to the individual needs of both

faculty and students.

(uJ«
t
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Don Glickstein

People Needing People

maintenance
plant men
proverbial
unthinking.

sVGiluGAy

I must be the happiest man in the world."

Gerry Baldasarro is a supervisor in the Berkshire

Commons.
• I'm so happy here. These kids make my life. A lot

of people don't try to understand them, but when we

were young, we were no different. I love the kids. They

keep me alive."

(Jerry probably doesn't realize it, but he helps keep

a lot of us alive, living in the concrete city of South-

west He's there, every day, kidding us, threatening

us. cajoling us, making passes at the girls, picking

mock lights with the guys, giving away his life, his

happiness, his experiences-to us, for free. The food

may be starchy, the tomato sauce perennial, but

( Jerry helpsmake it go down a little better.

It's not that he has to be there. Sixty-six years old,

(Jerry could retire on the money he has earned

through his life as a "gandy -dancer" (a railroad

worker), a foreman on the Boston and Maine, an

owner of a liquor club, the head of a brick manufac-

turing company, and a trucking eorporation. But it's

hard lor a man to retire who's still so young.

To many students, the people

who run the University-the
janitors, the dish washers, the

people, the power
-are merely the

"wombats"--
unknowing, red-

rteeked fascists.

To many employees of the non-

professional staff, students are the

opposite -a group of shitty, piggy,

slobby, long haired, dope-smoking

thieves.

And then there are people like

Carry Baldasarro who don't fit into

the stereotypes, because they can't

divide up people into something

they are less than. To Gerry, there

are only people needing people.
****

When do you start trusting

someone?
Do you trust a 17 year old kid or a

lorty year old man?
Koscoe R. is 17 years old and

he's in a local county jail. He's

pushed heroin and other drugs.

He's run away from the "reform" school at Shirley.

He's ripped off some stores. His parents are

alcoholics, as is his step-mother. He's bitter.

'They put us addicts in here with these criminals,"

heeomplains. Looking over a multiplication table, he

notes the X sign. "Yeah, I'm doing my times."

Lou II. is 40 years old and this is his fourth time in

jail He's a junkie, too, but is in for breaking and en-

tering. Three times before, he was trusted and

released, and went back to shooting up. When he gets

out again. January 17, he won't have a job, a winter

eoat ( which even if he had one. he might sell for a fix >

.

and he'll have to wait a week to start methadone
maintenance at a nearby hospital.

That's okay, I'll make it. I have this friend, see, in

Boston, who's a millionaire. He'll help me out. I'll just

go back to my people."

But he'll end up back in the jail, you know it, and you

have to ask. "When do you start trusting someone?"
Well, someone has to be cynical, and freeing Angela

Davis won't mean much to Lou H. on January 17.

****

"Did you hear about the wampum? Some guy ratted

to the guard, and he got wampummed. When he

recovers, he won't be able to go io any prison in the

state. Everyone else will know. He's dead."
****

This is my last column for awhile; I'll be teaching

next semester in Louisville, Kentucky. In a way, I'm

glad I'm going. I'm sick of the fighting and the

shouting.

I've written the columns, not so much because I was

egotripping (although undeniably, my moods and

reelings influenced my style and choice of invective),

but because it was something that I could do and feel

the results of my actions.

People are so powerless in the Seventies, because

they don't have any balls any more. Except for the

lightest and leftist crazies, and some Student Senate

officers, no one ever announces to the world: "This is

what I believe, I think you're full of doggy-doo and this

is why."
Thus, it's scary to walk down a corridor in a dorm

and see a column of yours posted on someone's door. It

means that you have the power to move someone, one

way or the other, a strange someone who only knows

you beeause of random words made logical on a

newspaper page.

Its a lot easier not to shout, fight and effect

something bf your own by writing spineless news

"analysis" or going off on a tirade about such and so

or blowing some more dope or turning up Cat Stevens.

Well, to each his own. but I'm awfully tired of being

righteous," while the Faculty Senate debates, the

Student Senate drones, the administration cowers and

the most talented people in the University are wasted

by antiquated advising, grading, structures, hiring

and tenure procedures, and people.

Knowing me. my depression won't last very long, so

getting into the holiday spirit, I'd remind all of you

that there are millions of people, each one. needing

people, in their own way, sometimes cruelly,

sometimes in love, and it only w d harness the power

of millions of people, we can do anything.

Kvery great dream lor 1972.

Art Buchwald

Christmas Cards Tell All

WASHINGTON -Christmas cards reveal a

great deal more about America than one

would like to admit. They show as well as

anything what a restless society we've

become
The other day, my wife was opening cards

and she was puzzled by one from Hal and
Virginia Lark.

"I thought Hal's wife's name was
Frieda," she said.

"So did I Maybe she changed it to

Virginia," I suggested

The next day the mystery was cleared up
when we received a Christmas card from

the McDowalls.
"We don't know any McDowalls," my wife

said.

"We must, or they wouldn't have sent us a

Christmas card."

"The handwriting looks familiar," my
wife said. "As a matter of fact, it looks

exactly like Frieda Lark's signature."

"How could it be Frieda Lark's signature

if it was sent by the McDowalls?"
"Maybe Frieda is no longer a Lark!" my

wife exclaimed
"Then that means Hal married a girl

named Virginia, and Frieda married a guy

named McDowall."
"I wish people would tell me these things

before I send out my Christmas cards."

She opened a few other cards and then

came to one which she studied carefully.

"This photograph is very peculiar. I could

swear it was Myrna Tuttle, but the card says

it's from the Lindstroms."

I looked at it. "It sure does seem to be

Myrna. Wait a minute. Aren't those Myrna's

twins on the sailboat?"

"Yes," my wife said. "But I don't

recognize the man at the wheel."

"That's probably Lindstrom," I said.

"I wonder what happened to Dick Tut-

tle
9 "

"Look through your cards. The answer is

probably there."

My wife went through the cards. "You're

right Here's one from the Tuttles. It's Dick

Tuttle. all right, but I don't recognize the

woman or the children sitting on the lawn."

"They're probably her children," I said.

"Well, at least that takes care of the Tuttle

problem," she said.

The next day, when I came home from

work, my wife was waiting for me with more
cards.

"Helen Coates is now Helen Samovar,

Marty Keeler has a new wife named Zelda

and we got separate Christmas cards from

Lars and Margie Payne. His came from San

Francisco and hers came from Fort

Lauderdale."

"I got a few at the office," I said. "Ap-

parently Bob Elmendorf got custody of the

five children because his card shows him
sitting on a fence with a new wife and eight

kids."

"Who are the other three?" my wife

wanted to know
"Her kids. I wonder why Lucy Elmendorf

didn't get custody of the children 9 ''

"This card," my wife said, "may explain

it. It's from Lucy and she says she's living in

Guadaloupe with a fantastic penniless

young artist whom she met when she went to

visit her sister is Los Angeles.

"We also got a card from the Madisons,"

she added. "They still seem to be together."

"Forget it," I said. "I just received a wire

at the office from Bill Madison. It says

DISREGARD CHRISTMAS GREETINGS.
LETTER FOLLOWS."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

Copyright 1971 Lot Ang«l*i Hi

Birth of a Nation

Letters To The Editor

Only
To the Editor: .

I leel the need to explain some of my feelings on the

current eontroversy surrounding the Athletic Council

and increased student participation on it.

No one denies that in terms of breadth of program

duality of facilities, and intramural participation that

the University has one of the finest programs in the

Kast The coaching staff and intramural office, which

ronsists of men and women not only noted for their

skills but their character and abilities tor working

with students, are simply near the finest in the

country Certainly Warren McGu.rk (outgoing

Athletic Director) and George Hichason (Chairman ot

the Athletic Council) have made outstanding con-

inbutions to make all this possible. In no way

however, does this mean the University can not im-

prove the program.

The Athletic Council presently consists of four

laeultv. lour alumni, the Athletic Director. ,an ad-

ministration representative, and myself, as Student

Senate President. Its composition and manner ot

meeting has tended to keep it isolated from the

campus community. Recent overwhelming votes

Irom both the Student and Faculty Senates for Counci

.^organization are strong indications of this. Central

to my view of improving the program and its con-

nections to the entire campus, is the idea of increasing

student input in policy decisions, so that the program

can more easily and quickly reflect student increases

and needs.

Votes and Talks

lo the Editor: .

With the end of finals will come intercession when

many students will go home and relax for ten days.

the Amherst Voters Begistration Coalition is trying to

run a speakers drive during this time. We would like

students to give up one hour of their vacations to speak

at their high schools. It wouldn't take much time or

effort We tan provide the information tor their talk

and by the time they go home their principals will

have had a letter from us explaining what we are

doing Any students who would be willing to help us

out are asked to contact Maggie Houghton at the

Student Senate office. 54341. If necessary, leave your

name and phone number.
Maggie Houghton

(hail man. Amherst Voter Reg. Coalition

Think On It

Editorial Points
Harvard has turned crimson

because of their mortifying win

over a group of tough, tenacious,

give 'em hell Redmen. It just

goes to prove that we're not as

hick as everyone in Boston

thought.
***

Many thanks to the powers

who are paving the path between

the C.C. and Hasbrouck. Around

Christmas time, even the

bureaucracy makes an attempt

to respond to basic human needs

like dry feet.
***

Are the new library and fine

arts centers being sprayed with

asbestos? We hope not, for

asbestos can be deadly.
**»

As if whoever is in charge of

the food concession at the

basketball games isn't making

enough profit, they sell a 15*

package of peanuts for 20«.

Either that's inflation or piracy.
***

Food machines in dorms have

a mind of their own. They rip you

off for what others ripped them

off.
***

Will it take Tom Campion to

break a leg jumping over a mud
hole he just stepped in while

trying to avoid a tree after

tripping over a curb to get the

walk in front of Machmer Hall

and the Student Union lighted at

night?
***

DINING COMMONS MEAL
OF THE SEMESTER--A
SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO
DINING COMMONS STARCH:
served daily in all five commons
is bread, rolls, scalloped

potatoes, mashed potatoes,

breaded veal, breaded shrimp,

breaded chicken, hamburger
rolls, spaghetti, manacotti,

American copy suey, macaroni,

cereal, French toast, peach

brown betty, cake, French fries,

breaded fish, more potatoes, and

assorted miscellany that insures

that you'll never be constipated

because you'll have diarrhea.
***

Thanks to the Student Senate

Transit Service, who although

don't have schedules attached to

each sign on the routes, when

you do get aboard, they have

music on the buses. It's unique

and kinda neat.

lo the Editor:

Who it to blame: Everyone.

We complain about high campus center fees and say

we get nothing for it. Some get lovely seat CUdyons.

Someone has a section of a rug taken from room 804 in

the Center Replacement* cost. Fees go up even

higher Student workers waste tons of lood each week

\ga.n lees to up I see ecology rallies knee deep in

uaste and surrounded by smoke. I see PMearaftto

screaming, "Kill. Kill! " I see more ground, hard dead

soil, on this campus, on which the grass wasikiUed by

uncaring feet We complain about noise pollution and

urn our stereos up to full volume. When screaming

our hatred at the establishment, shouldn t we include

ourselves. Who is to blame, if not everyone^^

This in no way represents a frontal attack on the

program or the Athletic Department The University

nor Hoyden Gvm will disappear if the Student Senate

proposal for reorganization passes. The good coaches.

of which there are many, who have always en-

couraged their students to develope themselves in as

many ways as possible -academically, socially, and

physically -will have no qualms with these • new

developments For students to be involved in the

important discussions of the Athletic Council is not

only a valuable experience for them, but encourages

broader participation from all segments of the

Student Body That is the purpose of the program as I

understand it. a worthwhile purpose indeed.

The Athletic Council has no real skeletons in its

closet, and they do themselves and the program

nothing but harm from their isolation. It is my hope

that the Senate's plan for reorganization will just

bring some fresh air into the way the Council is run. A

little fresh air can mean a lot to a patient who's having

a hard time breathing.
Lee II. Sandwen

President

SI intent Sena(e

Undocumented
Record

lo the Editor: . .

In a recent letter to the editor, I criticized a paper,

printed bv the Socialist Workers Party, that con-

cerned Senator George McGovern's voting record.

The next day. I received an answer from lorn

Moriarty. our'lriendly, neighborhood socialist, calling

mv letter 'vacilating'' and 'hypocritical.''

He then goes on to say that the average defense

appropriations bill "maintains American military

presence m nearly SOW bases around the world and

supplies the dictatorships of Pakistan, Spain.

Greece Brazil, Guatemala. South Vietnam and our

other allies with the arms needed to suppress popular

movements." By doing this, he implies that Senator

\U Govern has voted lor this type of bill. But the truth

is that the only type of defense bill George McGovern

has over voted lor was related to research and

development. Mr. Moriarty advises us to check these

and other bills in the Congressional Quarterly It seems

as though he should take his own advise more often

lor if he had. he wouldn't have made the implications I

have previously stated.

Mr Moriarty also has the mistaken impression that

I was Irving to compare Senator McGovern to Linda

lenness' However, that would be a senseless thing for

me to do George McGovern was speaking out against

the war in Southeast Asia before Linda .lenness knew

there was a war going on. There is definitely no

comparison.
However the basic point I was trying to concentrate

on in mv first letter was that the Socialist Workers

Party should concern themselves with Linda .lenness

policies and lormer political record (if they can find

one), rather than attacking those of the other can-

didates.
, ,. UM . ,,

The other day I went to hear Republican, Pete

McCloskev speak at Amherst College. As I was

walking through the door of .Johnson Chapel, Tom

Moriarty handed me a piece of paper entitled
.

Mr-

CLOSKEV VOTES FOB WAK APPROPRIATIONS"

I wonder who will be next.
Heid l ishman

Students for McGovern

Montague Landfill

Bv THE COALITION FOR RNVIR&NMRNTALQUALITY
IK THE COALITION FOB

KNVIHONM FATAL QUALITY
The re-orientation of our society's attitudes and practices to those

which are ecologically sound is an intricate and difficult process. The

progression from gross abuse of the environment for short term benefit.*

through succeeding stages to policies which may be costly in the short

term but which benefit everyone, including future generations, through

minimum disturbance of the common life support system, is frought witr

raise economies and deceptive practices. l,ong term costs, because the\

are not immediately borne by the initiator of the environmental

disruption, are doubly important to be considered due to their continuing

and accruing burden which is socially undesirable.

The Coalition views sanitary land fill disposal projects as temporarv

expedients to bridge the transfer to wholly reusable social distributor

svstems The concept of totally reusing everything not immediate >

consumed by a society, is the only sane environmental approach a societ>

can adopt on a finite world.
.

With respect to the proposed Montague landfill project by he

Massachusetts Department of Public Works; the Coalition opposes the

destruction of so important a regional resource as that aquifir recharge

area commonly called the Montague Plains through removal of its grave:

and replacement with compacted trash. The Boston area has beer

prevented from open burning of its trash and in the process despoiling the

common and vital resource of clean air. To shift from fouling Boston an

to contaminating ground water resources in a distant river valley

Montague in the Connecticut basin, is putting off and literally burying the

problem Thus, the DP W plans will ease the pressure on Boston t<

comprehensively recyele its trash and reuse the resources therein.

The proper course "for the Boston area, as for all Massachusetts cities

and towns, is to start planning and implementing comprehensive

recycling -difficult and unaccustomed though such efforts may be It is

vital that people become aware of the short-sighted practices imbedded i

social systems. The issue of the "world's largest sanitary landf.l

project
"*

in Montague is the common ground where the larger pubic

concern lor a better world meets head on the wasteful and harmlu

practices of those who would chose the most expedient "solutions

ignoring long range costs.
.

It is pressure such as the difficulty Boston has in "disposing of it

trash which has the greatest potential for correcting Wewaatefu

processes our society clings to. The Coalition opposes the DPW I Mon

lague dump lor its combination of regional ground ware and for th.

rejection of the recycling alternative it allows.

b Pass -Fail Marxist??

To (he Editor:

Why do we assume that of all

human activities, learning alone

does not require external as well as

internal motivation?

Nobody expects factory workers,

or farmers, or business or

professional men to work for the

sheer love of serving their fellow

man. Nobody supposes that

basketball or football players, or

track stars-even when they are

amateurs -will put forth the effort

to develop their full potential

without some kind of external

reward, for collegiate amateurs,

scholarships, an opportunity for

education, the esteem of their

fellow athletes and of the general

public, not without some hopes of

going professional

Though Marxist theory is "froi

everybody according to his abilitj

to everybody according to hi

need," no Marxist state has bee

able to operate according to thi

theory. Everyone of them has bee

compelled to make use of exterm

rewards and punishments and t

differentiate them, just as othe

complex society has had to do.

What reason do we have, then, t

suppose that of all mankin
students alone are so unselfish an

idealistic that external reward

are unnecessary to them''

Howard (). Broga
Commonwealth Professc

of Englis

l I 1 J w c Oi vi ~>
i \a; r n
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Bodswitch Needs Your Help
Does vour second semester promise to be an

academic rerun a long, dry season of dusted off lec-

tures and endless labs? If so, the kids at Bowditch day

tare center offer a lively alternative. Students can

cam three credits, given by the Modular Credit Office

in the School of Education, by becoming a team

teacher twice a week.

The center, formally known as the University Day

School, is not a very formal place. It's a real

children's house, and from eight to five the kids make

the noise and mess that goes with painting, cooking,

building, singing, thinking, dancing, carpentering,

and having a good time. During the second semester

there will probablv be about :*5 children at each

session, and a teaching team of about ten. One of this

tail's student teachers claimed that her lessons with

the kids gave her enough life to get through the rest of

the week. ...

Almost any University student can be a part of the

life at Bowditch. No matter what his background or

career plans. The children need a science teacher who

can lead them through elementary experiments, and

thev need a nurse who can develop a health program

and the center could use a nutrition student who could

plan and supervise snack.

Music dance, theatre, and art students, as well as

anyone interested in photography and media, could all

adapt their skills lor the preschool child who has

almost none of the inhibitions that adults have.

Knglish and linguistics students might be interested in

working with children's language structure, and taped

and written recordings of their songs and stories. A

Government major might be interested in doing some

^search in possible state and federal funding

programs. Psychology students could be used to do

projects and studies with individual children, and, of

course, education and Human Development majors

would iit right in. This kind of project is particularly

valuable to the person who is very definitely not in-

terested in becoming a nursery school teacher;

knowledge of the young child is knowledge of the self.

The responsibilities involved in earning three

credits are these: each team member works 10 hours

a week at the center on a regular, scheduled basis, and

each session includes 4 hours with the children, and a

one hour team meeting. Each team teacher plans a

short lesson lor lour or five children, to be repeated a

lew times, and also supervises indoor and outdoor free

play, trips, snack, and clean-up.

In order to get to know the children more

thoroughly, each team teacher does three case studies

of individual children. Observation, evaluation,

conferences and workshops are an important part of

the teaching. One of the fall student teachers played

down all these responsibilities, however, when she

described how she really enjoyed working at

Bowditch. it was, she said, the only class where she

had really gotten to know people.

Anyone who is interested can visit Bowditch any

time during January between 8 and 5, or call Betsy

I Viz or Connie Hayward at 545-2466. Formal credit

arrangements can be made either through Modular

Credit in Kducation. or through Independent Study in

other departments. Men and women, graduates and

undergraduates, are all very welcome. Arrangements

lor the course should be made before registration, and

the team teaching will begin on January 31.

Music Students

Are Insi
The study of music by young people vviii be encouraged by a new

program just founded by the UMass music department and

Division of Continuing Education.

Through the new extension program, known as the Preparatory

I hvision of the Department of Music, junior and senior high schoo

vocal and instrumental music students may study with the artist

teaching faculty of the UMass music department.

Kegistration lor spring semester will be Jan. 3 through Jan. 21

Private and class instruction through the preparatory division will

begin during the week of Jan. 24. Private lessons will be offered in

piano, harpsichord, strings, woodwinds, brass, percussion, and

voice Class study will be available in recorder, piano, music

literature- listening; and basic musicianship, which will provide

supplemental training in music theory, ear-training, sight- singing,

and composition. .__«.«_

Students will have the chance to perform in wind ensemble

chorus, and string ensemble. Solo and chamber music recitals will

assist the student in developing stage deportment.

A brochure and other information on the new program is

available from the Preparatory Division, Department of Music, c/o

Division of Continuing Education, 920 Campus Center, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, 01002; telephone (413) 545-0905.

Post Office Xmas Hours
Postmaster Clarence A. Jewett,

Jr., has announced the following

changes in postal service on

Friday, December 24, 1971.

Window service at the main

office will be provided only bet-

ween the hours of 8:15 a.m. and

12:00 p.m. However, the lobby will

remain open for the convenience of

lockbox holders until 5:30 p.m. At

the North Amherst Station window

service will be provided between

the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 12:00

p.m.
Collection of outgoing mail from

street letterboxes will be made

following the Saturday schedule as

posted on each box.

Full delivery service will be

provided this day by both rural

carriers and city carriers.

All mail received at this office

for delivery on this day will be

delivered.

This policy-as enumerated by

Mr. Jewett -will enable more
employees to enjoy a part of this

special day with their families.

GOT
PLANE TO
CATCH ?
Why fight the traffic and
the parking . . .be delive

to the terminal door by
taking Peter Pan to Bra
International Airport.

J.O.E.

Needs
Help

CCNNICAM
CLYOE

CULLITT

A Christmas party is planned at

the Detention Center for Tuesday,

December 21. The time has not yet

been set. just the day and place.

People to help kids and to supply

kids with materials to decorate the

center are needed, as well as

refreshments and entertainment.

Anyone interested in sharing their

Christmas spirit with others should

contact Juvenile Opportunities

Extension President Cyndi Dunbar

at 253-9353, as soon as possible to

make all the necessary

arrangements.

msssmsm

K-^d^

$1.00

tonight

COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

PRESIDENTIAL
1. Buy a whole bunch of Flair pens. You

need black, red, blue, green, brown,

orange, yellow, pink, purple, grey, aqua &

olive. (You need them anyway for school.)

2 Now— color in the picture according to

these color guide numbers. Black (1). Red

(2) Blue (3). Green (4). Brown (5). Orange

(6) Yellow (7). Pink (8). Purple (9). Grey (10).

| POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

CANDIDATES!
L Aqua (11). Olive (12). Please do not color

IhV unnumbered areas.

/ 3. Congratulations! You have created a

/ genuine full color portrait of someone you

/ know and love. Maybe. If he is not your

favorite presidential candidate, have pa-
'

tience. You'll see your man soon in the

Flair Election Collection!

Notices

BIBLE STUDY
Bible Study meeting Monday at

7:30 p.m. in CC 904-908. Bibles

provided or bring your own. See

you there.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Final exam tonight. Bring

computer and plotter.

COMMUTERS ASSEMBLY
Meeting 10 Feb. Send your

subscription to improve commuter
situation. RSO box 383.

FINANCIAL AID
Financial aid applications for the

Summer of '72 and the '72-'73

academic year will be available in

the Financial Aid office, 232

Whitmore, beginning 12/17.

Whether or not aid has been

received previously, a new ap-

plication must be filed each year

for all Scholarships, loans, grants

and work study. Deadline for filing

is MARCH 1, 1972.

HILLEL
HAVE A GOOD VACATION

MODULAR CREDIT
Dec. 22 is the last day on which

modular credit forms for the Fall

'71 semester will be accepted. The
forms should be turned into Rm.
227-C, School of Ed., no later than

that date.

Mt. Mohawk
Ski Area
Rt. 2, Mohawk Trail

Shelburne, Mass.
(20 min. from campus)

Special Student

Rate $3.00
T-bar, snackbar,
Rentals, Ski Patrol

Opens Dec. 26,

Call 413-625-9048

POLITICAL SCIENCE 201, 202

STUDENTS
Students in Mr. King's sections

are reminded that take-home
exams are due Jan. 6.

RUGBY CLUB
Meeting tonight at 9 p.m. in CC

811-815. Discussion on trip finan-

cing and other matters.

SENIORS
Important Senior committee

meeting Jan. 30 at 7 p.m. in CC 162-

175. All seniors are urged to attend.

SKI CLUB
Meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in

Mahar Aud. Bring money for in-

tersession trips. Movie and
speaker from Mt. Tom. All those

signed up for Chamonix, or who
want info about it, come to meeting

tonight in CC 917 at 6:30 or call 253-

9667.

WMPIRG
Want to do Nader-style research

next semester?... for credit? Come
tonight at 7:30 in CC 168. Also,

anyone having info about "Ski

America", please contact WM-
PIRG - 545-0438.

LOST
Dark brown wallet. Lost Sunday

at Boyden during JV gymnastic

meet. Need ID and license. Call

Tom (i-6991. No questions asked.

Beige wallet near Campus
Center and Hasbrouck. If found

call 6-5120, Nancy, or return to 424

Cance.

Here's one of those happy tots at the play center. Look at that smile. All he wants for Chirstmas is a

little bridge work and he'll be all set.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401
I

Plans For

Vacation
Residence halls will close for

Christmas Vacation after the last

class on Wednesday, December 22,

1971, and will reopen at noon on

Sunday, January 2, 1972.

Residence halls will close again for

the Intersession Vacation after the

last final exam has been given on

Friday, January 14, 1972, and will

reopen at noon on Sunday, January

23. 1972.

Hamlin House will be available

for students who plan to be on

campus during the Christmas and
Intersession vacation periods and

who desire on-campus ac-

commodations.
Arrangements for these ac-

commodations should be made
with the Campus Center Ac-

commodations Office at least three

days prior to the Christmas and
Intersession vacation periods.

Student Senate

By-Elections

On Jan. 24, 1972 the Student Senate will make
available in its offices nomination papers for a By-

election to fill vacancies in the Senate. All nomination

papers must be returned to Wm. Spinn ( in the Senate

office) no later than 5 p.m. Feb. 11,1972.

At this time there are the following vacancies:

Commuters (7)

Patterson (2)

Sororities (1)

Melville (1)

James (1)

Fraternities (2)

Cance (2)

Crampton (1)

Brooks (1)

J.Q.A. Middle (1)

Adams-T5(l)

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

1965 Chevy Impala. V'H, 283, automatic. 2

new tire*, good condition, 1300. Call 253-

7863 after 5 p.m.
UI2-22

1971 Toyota Mark II. 2 dr.. 1900 cc. 108

h.p., AM — FM radio. 5 good tires and

snos. 14,000 ml., excellent cond.. must sell.

Call ".»!' '•''-'•

tf 12-22

09 Opel Rallye fastback. snowtlres,

23mpg. radials. Asking 11250. Rog 527-

1328.

U12-21

1971 Fiat R50 Conv.. 13.000 mi. 11650.

Call eve. 253-7037.

U12-20

heater, toilet, ice box. (4) new ww tires,

new paint, mech exc. 1950 or best offer

'56-6489.
tf 12-21

FOR SALE

1964 Buick Wildcat for sale. Perfect

Condition. Must sell now. $400. Call Im-

mediately. Leave message. Dan 549-0216.

12-21

the chop? Crank Mate! Happy Yachtlng-

TER.
tfl2-21

Kletch! Do you know, how mad I am?
Don't give me any of hat Builtwinkie

Papa Sleeze. You're a good teacher! !

!

12-20

I9«:i VW Bus. not running - good for

parts. 1 new tires. Leave mBg.. for Bill at

253-7148.
If 1 2-20

62 VW sedan. 1200. religned brakes,

rebuilt engine. 253-5221 after 5.

tf!2-2l

1965 Ford, custom 500. V8, automatic.

M- "<•» aML tires, excellent cond., 1350.

Paul Hughes 256-6880

tf 12-21

1967 Mercedes 230s. 4 door, mint con-

dition, low mileage, maroon, black In-

terior. Asking 12.250. Phone Shelbourne

62.3,6856 after 5:30.
tfl2-20

59 VW Bus needs work $150. 253-2475

after 5.

tf 12-20

67 VW Squareback In excellent con-

dition, good brakes, engine, body, rack,

etc. $900. Call 584-1030.

U12-21

1961 Chevy Impala. 2-dr. hardtop, 283.

V8, auto . 4 good tires. 2 new snows, good

condition and reliable $225. Call 549 6948

anytime.
UI2-21

68 VW. white square b., prof's com-

muter. 41.000 miles, ten exc. tires studded

etc.. 6 wheels block-heater, etc. $1485. 5-

0661. 625-6484.

trim

AR (Acoustic Research) Transcription

Turntable. Shure M44E Cartridge, six

months old. cost $112. Sell $B0. 253-9587.

12-22

Wedding gown -velvet, chapel train, size

12. $25 - 549-0058.

tf 1 2-22

Very good '67 Fender Bandmaster and 2-

12 in. speakers, very powerful. Need
$300.00 . (all 634-2273.

tfl2-21

Silver, gold bracelets, rings, pendants

hand-embroidered blouses, Macrame
handbags. Merchaum Pipes. 256-6669. Call

after 6:00.

tf 12-21

Bicvcle. 10 speed. Phillips Racer $80 or

best offer. Call 549-6079

tf 12-20

1962 Chevy Impala convert., with new

tape deck. Asking $225. King size H20 bed

with liner and finished frame $40. Call

Brian 584-7720 or 253-5877.

tfl2-2l

Diane H. in Patterson - Merry XMass
I'om your Warm Weather Warrior -P.S. I

still hate snow.
tf!2-20

Big Ole Tarzan. 6 ft., calling 4 at-

tractive, sensuous Jane type gals 4

swinging in der trees. Damn good food

and booze. Call eve. wek. ends. Keep
Irving. 665-2264.

tf 12-22

FOR RENT
4-bedroom house excellent condition.

Call 6:30-7:00 p.m. Skibiskl Real Estate

584-3428.

tf 12-22

Ax ail. Jan. l-private room with shared

bath and kitch.. facil.. loc. on campus -

lease also/unfirn. and quiet. See David -67

Butterfield Terr., eve.

tfl2-20

Squire Milage two bedroom townhouse

available Jan. I: (all 665-3254.

tf 12-21

Roommate wanted, male, own bedroom
in 3 bedroom Puffton Apartment . Call 549-

3816.

tf 12-21

Roommate needed to share two bedroom
apt.. Beacon Hill. Boston. Call 617-742-

6893.

tf 12-22

M or F. own room. Puffton Village, apt..

258. Call 549-6696

tf 12-24

Leading newspaper needs people to

distribute dally newspaper m - f on I Mass
Campus. 2nd semester. Apply at Collegian

office.

FREE

Help • my 3 1/2 ninth old kitten need's a

new home. Call 6-9688 after 7 p.m.
U12-2I

WANTED
A crash helmet - call 546-DW6.

F roommate wanted, own room, grad

preferred. Contact at 549-6109.

tf 12-21

tf 12-21

SERVICES

Roommate to share 1 bedroom apt., at

Puffton Call Sharon 549-0753.

tf 12-22

2 roommates needed, female, to share 1

Irg.. 2 bedroom apt., in Northampton.

$65/mo. heat inc. Avail., Jan. 1. Call 586-

3943.

tf 12-21

Roommate wanted for 3 brm in Puffton.

own room. 549-6258 after six p.m.
tf 12-21

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com
ponents. tape decks for home or car. 19;

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

IIS-

1

2

Passports & grad school picture* r.\. hi

service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

tfsen.

PERFECT XMAS PRESENT

To sublet. I bedroom apartment,

side. Available for second semester

(all 665-3408.

Cliff

$135.

12-20

Gibson ON Bass, good condition, with

case $200. Call (617)544-2921 collect.

If 12-21

20-50% off stereo components, all major

brands, fully guaranteed. Also! 8 track

tapes $2.49. Baker Stereo, Rm. 223. Call

Barrv or Dave 4-5:30 p.m. Phone 546-6063.

tf 12-20

New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo

253-3148.
tfsem

Refrlg: 2.1 cu. ft.; price-$5»). Call dally

after 8 p.m. 549-6697.

tf 12-22

2 bdrm.. apt.. In Belchertown in six unit

hldg.. w/w carp., large living room, built

this yr.. $200/m. Leave message in Mache
21.

tf 12-22

PERSONAL

64 Buick Special, runs well, good tires.

$150. (all Peter 549-6574.

tf!2-21

Internal. Metro Van. must sell quick,

(all Old Weird Harold's 586-3727.

1ft 2-22

67 Barracuda Fastback, exel., condition

alr/cond.. pji.. gd. snows. 273 V8, 18 20

m.p.g.. must see and drive. Call Dave 586-

1321. leave message. $1200 or bo.
tf 12-21

Happy 19th. Huddy - Bun! With much

love.
tf 12-21

To Trlchlnl Trese and Patsy-Poo In 1317

JQA. Merry Christmas! Ho! Ho! Ho!

from the Caper Kid and Dummy.
l2-»

Squire Village, modern 2 bdrm. apt., all

utilities Incl.. married couples only. Avail

Jan I. Rent $190. Call 665-3218.

tf 12-22

Available: bedroom In Puffton Village

apt., available immediately or for second
semester. Call 1-549-6864. keep trying.

tf 12-21

I bedroom apartment for rent, available

Jan. I. Purfton Village. 156/month 549-

0719.

tf 12-20

Female - free room and board, modern
apt., adjacent unlv . In lieu of minimal

child care. 549-3653

tfl2-21

One furnished room, 5 1/2 ml., from

campus, kitchen privileges, utilities In-

cluded. Call 586-0030. available Jan.. first.

tf 12-21

Seasons greetings to the 13th ( oolldge.

(ieoff. Peter. Greg. Den. Artie. Tom.
Annie, and all of our friends. Have a

Happy. ..Ev and Kris.
12-20

ROOMMATES WANTED

Gillette Company PaporMnle Division 1971

1964 VW Sunroof, black w/black naug..

Interior, fiber belted tires, 67 rebuilt

engine. 53 hp super clean. $525. l-734-««3.

tfl2-2l

I'm. i VW Mkrobus Camper, radio, gas

M or F. own room Puffton Village, apt..

258. Call 549-6606.
tfl2-2l

Welcome home Jonesy. Love C.

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm town

house apt. Mt. Range. Amherst. $73 /mo .

all utilities includ.. avail., any time In Jan

(all 256-M768.

tf 12-21

Female roommate wanted for Rolling

Green Apartment. Call Leslie 253-5140.

tf 12-21

APT. TO RENT
New 2 bedrm apt., in Belchertown,

w/w /carpet, air cond. Call 323-4459 after 6.

tf!2-21

Squire Village. 2 bdrm apart, utilities

inc.. available end of Jan. Call 665-2842.

tfl2-2l

APT. WANTED
2 bdr. apt. wanted in Puffton Village.

Call 256-8723 after six or box 468. No.

Amherst.
U12-17

- —

'

' -
i

MT. SI (/AKI DAP APT 8 Avail. Je» I.

ig Z Wrm otll Included mlr-ton* »*af

$1M. < NkMahl Realtor* 253-Ttn. ev.Ml
aft—

LOST

(lass ring 73. name Bruce Arthur

Pronovost inside. If found contact Sam,
Fraternity House 545-0845.

tf 12-22

Young man seeks year old German
Shepard. lost. Echo Hill area. 12/9. Mark
markings, tan socks. Reward. Call 256-

8853. 16 Cranberry Lane
tf 12-21

HELPWANTED

Doll clothes all sizes and styles, made to

order. For further info. Call 549-3862.

tfl2-2i

RIDEWANTED
Round trip ride wanted daily from

Amherst to Deerfield or Greenfield
vicinity - during January Will pay. Call

312 3198

tfl2-JI

Ride tot hicagooi Madison. Wise. Xmas
vacation. Share gas (all Singh 546-9930

If 1 2 .31

Irgent: ride for 2 to FIot. or South

needed. Leaving Dec. 22. share e-penses

and driving. Call 546-4074 or 546-V ff, Keep
trying.

tfl2-2l

TRAVEL
Bermuda from $ 199 or Nassau from $23B

during the week of Spring Vacation.

For more info call Hich Margll. 112 Dwight
545-0791.

tf 12-21

Ski the Alps-Jan 14-24 Chamonix.
Kranre-alr fare, hotels, discount lifts and
lessons, last night In Paris. Contact Peggy
253-9667

If 1 2-23

Ski the Alps. Jan 14-24 Chamonix
France, air fare, hotels, discount lifts &
lessons, last night in Paris $257. Contact

Peggy 253-9667

UI2-23

TYPING

tf 12-22

CK - Will the cruel winds of winter blow

a little colder now that you gave your mop

Wanted: female to share room In 3

bedroom Puffton Apt., rent © $55. Call

549-0456.
If 12-21

Ex. auto mechanics and attendants,

good pay and beniflts. Ambers and Area

(No heavy work). Call 5M-33SI.
IM2-2I

Typing -theses, dissertations etc. F»

accurate, experienced. Have Math
(hem symbols (all 253-3601

ttl

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHI K

Register your bon'' In 8.1' Rm.
Every student wld your < -

semester will need your bo.

money, sell direct y
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Can YOU Make The Grade?

This is an attempt to summarize

some of the major points contained

in the new grading system adopted

by the University for the fall

semester of 1971.

The grade of F will continue to be

recorded but will not be included in

quality point average calculations.

The grades of Incomplete and WF
as well as missing grades will not

in included in computing averages.

The new grading system is not

retroactive.

The new system places emphasis

on quantity as well as quality in

terms of progress toward a degree.

Students must earn a minimum of

12 credits per semester or be

placed on academic warning.

The new grade values are as

follows: A - 4.0. AB - 3.5, B - 3.0, BC
-2.5, C- 2.0, CD- 1.5 D- 1.0, W, F,

WF. Inc. Missing Grade, all equal

no value.

The following table summarizes

the qualifications for the various

academic categories. It should be

emphasized that the student must

meet all of the average and credit

requirements listed under good

standing in order to qualify for

good standing. If any one of the

minima are not met, academic

warning will result.

Voters

Check
List

Election Calendar for the Town

of Amherst:
Dates for filing for Town Of-

fices:

Dec. 29, 1971-Last day to file

Town Nomination papers with

Board of Registrars for cer-

tification.

Jan. 11. 1972-Last day to file

Town Meeting Member nomination

papers with Board of Registrars

for certification.

To file for office, pick up

nomination papers in the Town

Clerk's office, have papers signed

by at least ten registered voters in

Amherst and return to Clerk's

office by date indicated. For Town

wide office, signatures may be

registered voters living anywhere

in Amherst, for Town Meeting

Members, signatures must come

from voters in your own precinct.

Election dates:

Jan. 3, 1972-Caucus call, if

necessary
Jan. 19, 1972-Caucus, if

necessary
Feb. 2, 1972-Last day for voter

registration before Town Election

Feb. 22, 1972-Town Election

Additional information on

registering to vote, on the struc-

ture of Amherst government, and

on the February town election is

now available at the League of

Women Voters Resource Center on

Voting located at the Information

desk in the Student Center.

GOOD STANDING REQU I REMENTS

All values shown represent required
minima.

Class Semester

1975
1975

1974
1974

1973
1973

First
Second

Third
Fourth

Fifth
Sixth

1972 Seventh
1972 El Rhth

1972
1972

Ninth
Tenth

Sem
Ave

1.8
1.8

1.8
1.8

1.8
1.8

1.8
1.8

1.8
1.8

1st sem Transfer 1.8
SP and NC

Cum
Ave

1.8
1.9

2.0
2.0

2.0
2.0

2.0
2.0

2.0
2.0

1.8
2.0

Sem
Cred
Passed

12
12

12
12

12
12

12
12

12
12

12

Grad
Cred

ACADEMIC WARNING

Invoked when status falls

below that shown In any

of the Good Standing col-

umns but aX or jtbove those

shown In the Probation
column.

12
24

36
68

60
72

84
96

108
1?0

PROBATION

Invoked when the
cumulative average

Is below that
shown.

1.3
1.5

•1.7
•1.9

1.9
-1.9

•1.9
•1.9

1.9
•1.9

TERMINATION

A one-semester suspension

Is Invoked after the

followlntt*.

— 1.3

<A)
(B)

(O

2 probations
1 probation and 2

warning semesters in

any consecutive
sequence.
4 consecutive warning
semesters.

Permanent dismissal follows

the second suspension.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle

SYDNETOMANl

Leo individuals find il extremely difficult

to extinguish torch for "first love." For

Capricorn, current love is always "first."

Gemini and Virgo can keep torch going in

many areas simultaneously. The Pisces

native never quite puts out any torch! For

Scorpio, "carrying a torch" can be a way of

life.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Accent on

friends, desires, fulfillment of wishes.

Family members now figure prominently

in numerous areas. Income from

professional efforts is spotlighted. Accept

social invitation See and be seen.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) You get

chance to put theories into action. Be

confident Professional associates are

willing to lend helping hand What might

appear as opposition should be regarded as

healthy challenge

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Good lunar

aspect now coincides with journey,

development of basic concepts. Keep

communication lines open Write, publish

and advertise, Refuese to be restricted by

one who lacks imagination

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Legacies,

investments, money of mate, partner these

command attention Burden, not rightly

your own, is lifted You are more free to

carry out desires Relationships now are

intensified.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Emphasis is on

public relations, partnerships, joint efforts

You can put forth originalideas. But you

will need co operation of one close to you

Subject of marriage may take precedence

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22): Your work

may now encompass travel by air and

water Obviously, cycle is such that you gel

things done through persistence combined

with imagination Avoid extremes in dining

habits.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Clear away

debris emotional and otherwise. Reach

beyond supposed limitations. You have

more going for you than might be imagined.

Make changes. Encourage variety of ex

periences. Stress versatility.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21) Basic issues

likely to dominate. Stick to facts. Leave

speculation to others One at home needs

advice. Give it without playing role of wise

guy Gentle approach now achieves pur

pose Act accordingly.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Ideas

now are plentiful;- key is to select quality.

Don't spread efforts in loo many directions

Being in touch with one at a distance aids

cause Know this and get busy with

correspondence
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19): Accent

on what you own, pay and collect. General

gain indicated. Avoid the sensational.

Maintain steady pace One who advocates

otherwise speaks from lack of experience.

Family member now is on target

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb 18): Take

initiative. Begin project. Welcome new

contacts, challenges. Many now com

pliment you on appearance. Special ac

colade comes your way No time for false

shyness Stand up and be counted Assert

views .. ..

PISCES (Feb. 19March 20): Activity

indicated in connection with libraries,

hospitals, other institutions. Charitable

cause benefits through your efforts, talents

Especially good for you if in motion picture,

TV industries

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

generous, receptive to ideas of others but,

at times, lack personal forcefulness. You

should soon be making adjustment in home

area which is beneficial. You often inspire

others to great feats. Key now is to build

greater self confidence. If you do, the sky is

limit.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp.

ACROSS
1 Likely

4 Parent
(colloq.)

6 Beg
11 Closed

securely

13 Remained at

ease
15 Teutonic deity

16 Slow
disintegration

18 Compass point

19 Pronoun
21 Goddess of

discord

22 Ireland

24 Harbor
26 God of love

28 Roman bronze

29 Decorate

31 Winter
precipitation

33 Compass point

34 Cravats

36 Bridge term

38 Hebrew letter

40 Small rugs

42 Submerge in

water
45 Macaw
47 Cronies

(colloq.)

49 Sluggish

50 Incarnation of

Vishnu
5*2 Small amount
54 Printer's

measure
55 Conjunction

56 Collect into a

volume
59 Note of scale

61 Moon goddess

63 Puffed up
65 More unusual

66 A continent

(abbr.)

67 Before

DOWN
1 Peer Gynt's

mother
2 Punctuation

mark
3 Symbol for

tantalum

4 Simple
5 Worship
6 Jails

7 Sign of zodiac

8 Slave

9 Near
10 Contradicts

12 French article

14 Thick
17 Title of respect

(pl)

20 Jog
23 Sun god
24 Parent

(colloq.)

25 Decorate

27 Traded for

money
30 Designating

certain tides
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39 Rubber on
pencil

Undergarment

32 Armed conflicts 43 Prodigy
* Compass point

Part of "to be"

Pigpens
Genus of

maples

35 Stutter

37 Burrowing
animal

38 Brazilian

estuaries

41

44
46
48
51

53 Girl's name

57 Number
58 Babylonian

deity

60 Poem
62 A state (abbr.)

64 Symbol for

tellurium
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How About
Those Patriots

HU.TIMom: ( AP> Jim Plunkett's 88-yard touchdown pass to Handy

VnUha, aft«r New Kngland stopped a late Baltimore bid. ensured a 21-17

victory for the Patriots Sunday which knocked the Colts out of first place

in the American Football Conference Bast.

Despite the loss, which left Baltimore one-half game behind Miami, the

Colts qualified lor the playoffs with a 10-4 record and will play

Cleveland's Central Division winners in the post-season opener next

Sunday.
Plunkett's sec ond TD pass of the game to Vataha. with 2:22 remaining.

came alter the Patriots preserved their 14-10 lead by stopping the Colts on

The bomb to Vataha came on a third-and-11 play from the 12. The

speedy wide receiver caught the ball over his shoulders at about the

Baltimore 40 and ran the rest of the way untouched.

Baltimore scored with 26 seconds remaining on a 13-yard pass from

Johnny Unitas to Eddie Minton. and then the Colts failed to recover an on-

side kick.

Plunkett. who completed 10 of 17 passes for 170 yards, finished with 18

touchdown passes tor the season, the second- best ever by a National

Football League rookie.

Vataha caught a one-vard TD pass from Plunkett early in the second

quarter and New Kngland moved ahead 14-3 by half-time when cor-

nerback John < )utlaw picked off a Unitas pass with 1 :08 to play and ran 60

yards lor a touchdown.

Unitas who was held to zero passing yardage in the first half. Iinished

with 16 of 32 lor 164 yards. His 31-vard pass to Hinton pulled Baltimore to

« ithin 14-10 in the third quarter, after Jim O'Brien booted a 12-yard tjeld

goal.

49ers Edge Lions

;

Gain Playoffs
SAN FRANCISCO <AP> The

San Francisco 49ers came from

behind for the third time in the

game on a desperation 10-yard

touchdown run by quarterback

John Brodie in the fourth period

Sunday to beat a gambling Detroit

Lions team 31-27 and claim the last

remaining berth in the National

Football League playoffs.

Brodie also threw three touch-

down passes in the wild nationally-

televised game in which he lead

changed hands five times.

The 49ers finished the season

with a 9-5 record to win their

season-long struggle with the Los

Angeles Rams for the National

Football Conference West
championship.

The Rams had pulled into a

temporary tie for the lead with a

23-14 victory over Pittsburgh in a

game that ended shortly before the

opening kickoff here. The Rams
finished 8-5-1.

Brodie's touchdown run came
after the Lions, knocked out of

playoff contention a week earlier.

III .OCKKO! -Mike Pagliara blocks a shot on Manhattan's high

scoring guard Hich (iarnor who scored a game high of 32 points

ThitisdaN The hot shooting of the Redman's backcourt duo of

Itelamoiul and Pagliara offset Oarner's performance. (MM photo

hv Dan Kantal) ____———

—

New Course Offering for Spring, 1972.

The Plant Environment and Crop Production. Plant and

S
°A new

n

c

C

o
e

u

S

rse

5

off

E
ering for non-sciences majors dealing

with the relationship between plants and their environment.

For additional information contact:

Paul Jennings 545-2254

William Rosenau 545-2249

Girl Gymnasts Eke Out Win

went for a first down on the first

play of the fourth period on a

fourth-down play at their own 40-

yard line.

Quarterback Greg Landry, who
needed a half-yard, was stopped as

he tried to sneak through the

middle.

The 49ers, trailing 27-24 at that

point, went in for the game's final

touchdown in nine plays. Brodie

passed 10 yards to running back

Larry Schreiber on a third-and-

four play for one first down and an

offside penalty against Detroit

gave the 49ers another crucial first

down at the 12.

On a third-and-eight play from

the 10. Brodie faded back to pass,

escaped two rushing Lions and

scrambled up the middle for the

winning touchdown with 10

minutes to play.

Detroit was unable to threaten

again, and linebacker Frank
Nunley intercepted a Landry pass

at the Lions' 37 with 1 : 13 to play to

ice the game.

B\ KAItlA ATKAN
It was a close meet Saturday, as the girls' J.V.

gymnastic team pulled ahead in the last event to

overtake the Montclaire VMCA. 82.35-76.9. Montclaire

concluded the floor exercise event with a one point

lead and maintained that position throughout vaulting

and balance beam Then our girls fooled Montclaire

w ith a sensational performance on the uneven parallel

bars, to overwhelm the YMCA by six points

The floor ex. event was won by Diane Lorato of

Monciaire, with a score of 7.95. Second place also went

to Montclaire However. UMass co-captain Marion

Kulick placed third with a 7.65. The UMass girls

grabbed first place on each of the other three events

The vaulting event was extremely close. Judy Car-

do/o won, with a score of 7.95 for her handspring vault.

Although Montclaire placed both 2nd and 3rd, Heidi

Armstrong from UMass achieved a close fourth place

with a 7.5. Heidi also won the last two events with a 7.3

on the balance beam and a 6.25 on the bars. Although

Montclaire placed both 2nd and 3rd on the beam,

I Mass took all the glory on the bars. Marion Kulick

placed 2nd with a 6.15. and Thanne Poth earned a close

:;rd with a 6.1.

The voung Montclaire team gave UMass a pretty

rough time with their amazing displav of skill and

Skins Lose
WASHINGTON < AP) — Mike

Howell's 68-yard return with an

intercepted pass set up a four-yard

touchdown toss to give Cleveland a

come-from-behind 20-13 victory

over Washington Sunday in a final

regular-season game of the

National Football League.
Howell grabbed a Billy Kilmer

pass deep in Cleveland territory,

then threaded his way down the

right sideline to the Washington 26.

Five plays later, quarterback

Bill Nelson found tight end Chip

Glass just inside the end zone to

complete the four-yard TD aerial.

The Redskins made a concerted

effort to salvage a tie, but Kilmer's

fourth down pass to Charley
Harraway was knocked down by

linebacker John Garlington.

Cleveland scored first on Dock
Cockroft's 3 yard field goal. After

the Skins' Curt Knight knotted the

score with an 18-yard boot. Nelson

collaborated with tight end Gary
Collins on a 17-yard scoring pass.

Washington took a 13-10 lead into

the dressing room at intermission

on Kilmer's 29-yard TD pass to

Brown and Knight's 35-yard three

pointer.

Dolphins

Rout Packers
MIAMI (AP> — Playoff-bound

Miami exploded for three touch-

downs in five minutes Sunday and

smashed the Green Bay Packers
27-6 in a National Football League

game played before a record

Dolphin crowd of 76,812.

Miami, finishing the season 10-3-

1. made one final stab at catching

world champion Baltimore in the

Eastern Division of the American
Conference.

The Colts, 10-3. needed a victory

over New England to tuck away
the title although both Miami and

Baltimore clinched playoff spots

last weekend.
Not even the return of Bart Starr

as Green Bay's starting quar-

terback was able to ignite the

Packer offense.

Miami crunched 84 yards to snap

a 6-6 battle of placekickers. taking

a 13-6 lead at 2 33 of the third

quarter on Jim Kiick's one-yard

smash.
Green Bay's Donny Anderson

fumbled on the next offensive play

after being clobbered by Dolphin

end Jim Riley and Miami's Bob
Matheson recovered at the Packer
25.

Three plays later Larry Sconka,

who became the first Dolphin ever

to rush for 1.000 yards in a season,

slammed over from the 1 to make
it 20-6.

The Packers finished Coach Dan
Devine's first season in the pros

with a record of 4-8 2

talent Assistant UMass coach. Miss Lynn Cross,

comes Irom Montclaire and feels that the YMCA team

has improved a lot in dance and composition The

Montclaire coach. Mr. Eli Snyder, said his girls range

Irom ages 10 to 18. He said that the youngest girl

competing is 10 years old and has had only one year of

gymnastic experience Some of his girls have worked

with him for 4 or ."> years; and many of them have a

dance background. Coach Snyder remarked, "There

is a definite advantage to starting the girls at a young

age, and lor two basic reasons. First, as the girls

approach their teen years, they tend to gain weight,

and secondly, as they grow older, they tend to let

social activity interfere with practice time."

I Mass coach. Miss Virginia Evans, praised the

girls lor a job well done. She remarked, 'Since the

mtersquad meet, the team has improved by about 20

points." However, she feels that there are still a few

weak spots which should iron out as the season

progresses.

Both the varsity and the J.V. squads will be prac-

ticing throughout the intercession to prepare for their

forthcoming meets, which will be held 2nd semester.

Both teams are quite skilled and should experience a

most exciting season of competition.

Giants Bombed
NEW YORK (AP) - Philadelphia's Pete Liske fired three touchdown

passes and Tom Dempsey booted field goals of 37 and 50 yards to power

the Eagles to a 41-28 victory over the New York Giants Sunday in the

National Football League finale for both team>

The victory for the third-place Eagles, their sixth in the last nine

games, gave'them a regular season record of 6-7-1, their best since 1967.

the last time they finished out of the cellar. The Giants wound up at 4-10.

their worst mark since 19ofi, to end the season last in the National Con

lerence's East Division.

Liske tossed scoring passes of three yards to Steve Zabel. 22 to Ben

Hawkins and 63 to Harold Jackson.

It was the Eagles' defense, however, that opened the scoring in the first

quarter as cornerback Al Nelson picked off a Randy Johnson pass and

ran it 19 vards for a touchdown.

Johnson guided New York 72 yards in 13 plays on the ensuing kickoff

with Bockv Thompson slamming over from one yard out to tie the score.

Then, in'the second quarter. Liske went to work, directing Philadelphia

:>4 vards before hitting Zabel for the go- ahead touchdown.

Sever, minutes later the Eagles made it 21-7 with Liske again con-

necting with Hawkins.

The Giants cut the margin to one touchdown, but Dempsey s 37-yard

Held goal gave the Eagles a 24-14 halftime lead.

Then they broke it open in the third period as Lee Bouggess scored on a

two-yard spurt, Jackson hauled in Liske's 63-yard bomb and Dempsey

added his 50-yarder.

Rams Beat Steelers;

All For Naught
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Los

Angeles Rams scored the first

three times they had the ball, then

held on to defeat the Pittsburgh

Steelers 23-14 Sunday, keeping

alive the Rams' hopes for the West

Division title in the National

Football Conference.

Los Angeles' chances of winning

the title depended on the San
Francisco-Detroit game later in

the day The Rams, a half game
back of San Francisco, needed a

49er loss or tie to win the title.

Two field goals by Dave Ray and

a 20-yard touchdown pass from

Roman Gabriel to Jack Snow gave
the Rams a 13-10 first quarter lead

Ray added another field goal in the

second quarter after the Steelers

scored their first touchdown.

The Steelers. 6-8, got within

striking distance when quar-

terback Terry Bradshaw led them
on an 87-yard touchdown drive in

the second half, hitting Ron
Shanklin with a three-yard scoring

pass. But the Rams. 8-5-1, helped

by a broken pass play completion

to Larry Smith, scored again as the

clock ran out on the third period

The Steelers first three scores

were field goals of IS and 10 yards

by Ray and a touchdown on a pass

to snow from Gabriel.

Svare Named Head Coach
HOUSTON ( AP) - Interim head coach Harland Svare was named head

coach of the San Diego Chargers Sunday following their 49 33 loss to the

Houston ( hlers in the season's finale for the two teams.

Svare. who has also been serving as Charger general manager,

replaced Sid Gilman during the 1971 season.

A San Diego spokesman said further announcements would be made in

San Diego Monday, adding that Svare would not continue as general

manager.

Learn to Drive
AMHERST

AUTO SCHOOL
34 Main Street

256-6066

mk. Kodak
• SALES I REPAIRS

CAMERAS
ACCESSORIES

• FILM PROCESSING

LANG'S PHOTO 3
• AGFA
• NIKON
• MINOLTA
• PRAKTICA r

• SAWYER
• FAMICONI
• BRAUN
. . and others

BarkAmericaro

W..W..M

STUDIO
RENTALS OF STILL & MOVIE EQUIPMENT
• SPECIALISTS IN CUSTOM PHOTO

FINISHING (COLOR & BLACK & WHITE)
COMPLETE STOCK OF DARKROOM

EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS
"Want To Learn Photography?

JOIN OUR CLUB!"
We Have the Service You've Been Looking

253-3148
460 West St., South Amherst - Routt 14

and 183 No. Pleasant St.

( next to Whole Wheat Trading Co.)
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One Bucket; One Goal--Two Losses
New England's W MuMtl(tt»m»

Hoopsters Upset Bid

Fails At Harvard
By EARLE BARROLL

CAMBRIDGE -Many things can

be said about the super game that

has a special niche for itself from

the rest. And Saturday night after

Harvard had snapped the UMass

winning streak at six, 80-78, Jack

Leaman and Tom McLaughlin had

this to say:

"We didn't lose, they beat

us.". ..McLaughlin.

"They may have four high school

ail-Americans on Harvard, but

there wasn't much difference

between the red and white teams

tonight. "...Leaman.

ttatlg OlqlUntan

SPORTS
I

This in itself tells the story of

perhaps the finest college

basketball game that will be

played this season in the Boston

area and possibly in New England.

It was a classic confrontation

between David and Goliath, the

prince of Boston against the pride

of the "Aggies", and a "Sports

Illustrated" favorite versus a team

not able to make the preseason top

100 in "Basketball Weekly".

And when the final buzzer

sounded the super-giants had all

they could handle for an evening

from a bunch of on-paper-

mismatches from Amherst.

The Redmen went right at the

Crimson and took the initiative to

force the night's proceedings in the

dinky Harvard athletic complex

which held some 1800 people, 1200

or so from UMass. They put on a

total team effort that had one

Boston writer in raves throughout

the game.
"We couldn't match them man

for man," said Leaman. "but it

was a great team effort and I'm

very proud of them. We were just a

little too small to win tonight."

What the final score does not

indicate is how close this two-point

loss came from being a 30-point

loss. With six minutes to play the

Redmen were down by ten points,

68-58, and seemingly falling into an

endless rut of mistakes and

overpowering Crimson play.

(Harvard was on a 15-4 spree.)

Al Skinner had fouled out three

minutes earlier, Chris Coffin

followed him to the bench with five

minutes to go in the game. The two

big UMass rebounders were gone

and against the Harvard front

court of super James Brown <6'7),

Tony Jenkins (6'8) and Floyd

Lewis <R7> this was a bad

situation

But the Redmen went into a one-

three-one trap press that had

produced I ten-point spree in the

first half and it likewise did the

trick at this juncture as UMass

came roaring back to take the lead

at 74-73 on two John Betancourt

free throws with two minutes left.

Harvard came back on a Brown

hoop, Betancourt made two more

free throws and Brown did his

thing for another hoop and the

Crimson went back in front by one.

But the UMass J.B. went one better

and scored again on a jumper from

the corner ( he was being mauled at

the time) and the Redmen had the

lead again.

With a half-minute to play,

Jenkins took a jumper from the

corner, a shot UMass wanted him

to take, and he stuck it in the hole.

The Redmen came right back,

Betancourt missed a jumper with

seven seconds to go, Lewis was

fouled, he made one of two and

Rick Pitino, who did a great relief

job, got the rebound and UMass

called time.

On the ensuing pass in, with five

seconds left. Tom Austin hit

McLaughlin who took a 30-footer

which hit the rim, bounced off the

backboard and with the crowd in

a state of pandamonia it just

rolled to the side of the basket and

off.

And this is why McLaughlin and

later Leaman said the Crimson

beat them, they did not lose.

Leaman himself said it was a

down the stretch."

He also emphasized the fan

support at the game which sounded

like Curry Hicks Cage. "There had

to be almost the entire gym full of

UMass fans, they were just super."

The first half ended in a 38-38

deadlock, but the opening minutes

were all Harvard as James Brown

and company hooked up on a

couple of "feed Brown with the

lofty passes that couldn't be

reached by the Redmen" that went

for easy hoops. (He could really

leap...like to the rafters.)

At 7-2 in favor of the Crimson, the

Redmen went to work and at two

different points had six and seven-

point leads. On both occasions.

Harvard called time and their top

scorer this season, Jim Fitz-

simmons went on scoring binges to

bring them back. This was his only

major outbursts as Betancourt and

Mike Pagliara took him out of the

game the rest of the way.

McLaughlin was outstanding in

the first half with 16 points and

along with Coffin and Skinner,

went right at the big Crimson

skyscrapers. On two notable plays,

Skinner went under the basket

under Brown and Jenkins and put

the ball in the hoop. No sooner had

the crowd quieted down when

McLaughlin did it again to Brown

who along with Jenkins had fits

with Mac in the first half. There

Skaters Edged, 5-4
Bv BILL BALI Ol

Summer ends. Vacations end I-ove affairs end. And wnmng streaks

""The latter was the case Friday night at New Have-as Vale's BuUdogs

mmmmssB
Shea *^*gg*J5ZgStr

W
He
ta
.S rSS-pS KeeUSK^.2^^ *h to "hold- the Junior scoring sen-

Sa

The J mio
S

u IsThe type that fills statistics sheets, as a total of nine goals

were sl^ed a'nd the^o clubs combined to spend 26 mmutes m the

P^re was^ne ^ouX^ that UMass had Yale on the ropes U

was n the nrst period. They oStshot the Elis by 14 to 5 but were only able

To beat them once, that one coming on a great ...dividual effort by Pat

K
'STone goal in 14 shots was answered by 2 goals in 5 shots. The

Bl&£*!Aboard quickly as little Bob Kane
;

fimshecUj^hree«
one break bv slamming a 10-footer past UMass goalie B. J ^aherty. t ive

minutes later. Keenan tied it with his 12th of the season At 1L5 Yale s

I rrv Bisaro went off lor hooking. Toward the tail end of the UMass

oWr plav Fernow made THE SAVE off Shea and just a few seconds

Ke G?eg RiveTof the Bulldogs found himself alone in front of Flaherty

w th he puck and had no trouble in beating the frivflHMndirJta

effect of THE SAVE was to turn an almost certain 2-1 UMass lead into an

actual - lead for Yale. If there was a single turning point in
,

Uic'game

Ihil was it The Redmen continued to fire at Fernow but he held them off

U^^leSodia
3

. enough to give the two goal judges Hred finger.

and the statistician writing cramps. Five goals were scored, three by

Y
"

le and two by the Redmen. Considering that the teams combined for

only 5 shoTs on goal, the skaters were finding the net with uncanny
^
ac-

curacy Dan Keidv tied the game up at 2-2 when he tipped ,n a bullet off

he sfiek of Bob Shilalie at the 00:47 mark, but the next eight minutes

were to see the Redmen donate two "gift" goals to Vate^gtttem-

selves in a hole they could never get out of. At 2:02 with the Bulldog on

,he power play, Captain Roger Demment intercepted an errant clearing

oass bv Don Riley and quickly fired a close-in shot by r laherty. Then at

ho 7 45.m?rk P J Flaherty made a couple of good saves ,n succession

off the line of Rivet-Demment-and Greg Luck, but no one was covering

K vet on he third rebound with the result being Rivet's second of the

night and a 4-2 Yale lead. Three minutes later Redmen defenseman Don

Lowe made it 4-3 on a 40 footer, but with just seven seconds left in the

penod i)an llurtubise tipped in what proaed to be the winning goal,

getting assists from Steve Whalen and DArcy Ryan
_

The defense tightened in the final stanza and it wasn t until 17.41 that

anvone could turn the red light on. That one was Don Riley and he made it

V4o^a power p"ay goal. Yale then did a great job of keeping UMass

botfied up n Us own end lor the remainder of the game, and even with

goatenfer Flaherty pulled in favor of a sixth skater the Redmen could

"VZ outskated the Redmen. but by no means was UMass outclassed.

Som pComenal goaltending by Fernow and some costly defensive

uptakes resulted in the w.nning streak ending. However, the loss does no

damage to UMass playoff aspirations, as Yale is a Division I club and

names with that division just don t count.

IU ( K UCKINGS-After Dan Reidy's tip-in of a vicious Bob Shilalie

sho someone in the press box remarked. "With his eyes. I don t know

how he ever saw it". Keenan continued his fantastic scoring pace with a

Sal and three assists. He now has scored ten goals in his last four games^

The UMass hockev cheerleaders were at the game as usual and were a

real •'jov' to behold. Another UMass rooter in the aumence was ex-

chancellor Oswald Tippo.

STOP-POP Tom McLaughlin shown here against Manhattan

seo.nl a points against Harvard. <MIH photo by Barbara Breeher)

credit to his players that they hung

in and came back when they were

on the verge of getting bombed out

of the gym.
"Tom McLaughlin said to me a

couple of games ago that nobody

thinks about losing, we just think

about how we're going to win the

game," Leaman said.

"Our kids executed as well as

they ever had," he added, "and

they had to stay in the game.

Harvard played well and this was a

very, very good New England

basketball game. Give Harvard

credit, they made the three baskets

was to be no intimidation in this

game.
Next year these two will go at it

a gain... At Amherst.
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Toe Willie Leads Jets
•J . w.. M. .<'!.. ,,i iihvtrifiOfl a r

NEW YORK <AP) - Joe

Namath passed for two touch-

downs, one a 74-yarder to Don

Maynard, and reserve Clifford

McClain raced 63 yards for a

touchdown as the New York Jets

overwhelmed Cincinnati 35-21 in a

National Football League regular

season finale Sunday

Namath also connected with

Rich Caster on an 11-yarder and

Emerson Boozer scored twice on

runs of one and seven yards as the

lets finished with a 6-8 record in

the American Conference East

The pass to Maynard and the run

by McClain electrified a crowd of

63,151 sitting in chilly 29-degree

weather and witnessing the most

points scored by the Jets this

season
Maynard, who last week became

only the second player in history to

reach the 600-mark in receptions

scored midway in the second

period when he broke away from

Lamar Parrish. pulled in

Namaths pass on the Cincinnati 40

and sped the rest of the way un-

touched. rr ,

It was the longest offensive play

by the Jets since the 1968 season.

Namath Poses
BETTER THAN NOTIIING-

With Joe Willie Namath im-

proving so steadily since his

return to the Jets' lineup, in-

cluding yesterday's big game
over the Bengals, the Collegian

sports department felt it should

send a photographer to New
York to get a candid photo. Joe

wasn't around, so this lifelike toy

from Macy's will have to suffice.

(Photo by Dan Kamal)
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trrry Moria.tv presenting Attorney Bouffard with the order to collect parking fines Roger Reed is on the right side. (MIX Photo by Bob

< ailahan)

Be
By MDC STAFF

As of last night, students will now
be required to pay all back parking

tickets or face action in Nor-

thampton District Court. The
ruling, laid down by the General

Court, affects over 30,000 dollars in

back parking tickets owed by

UMass students.

Jerry Moriarty in presenting the

ruling supported the present
parking system, calling it

"Generally fair."

The suit to have the back tickets

paid was entered by John
McEleney. McEleney felt that he

was being deprived of a source of

financial assistance since all

traffic ticket money is returned to

the University by the courts for use

as a scholarship fund.

The Student Senate asked in a

writ that the suit be dismissed on

the grounds that the parking

system was "patently unfair."

Upon hearing of the General

Court's decision to collect fines.

The Ethics Of Rapping
See page two

S.C.R.E.W. Award Winner
See page three

Term Papers Flourish

.

See page eight

Killer Drugs
See page five

and their support of the present

parking system. Senate President

Lee Sandwen termed the move,

"Bad, very bad."
The session was attended by a

small group composed of the in-

terested parties, the Senate
hierarchy and a number of

Collegian reporters and
photographers. Also present were

the participants.

Under the decision, Henry
Bouffard, the student attorney

general, would coordinate a group

to assist in the collection of $31,000

in fines. Bouffard said the

procedure involved would be the

same as the one used to collect

$99,000 in non-student fines.

Bouffard has said earlier that if the

decision did rule in favor of

collecting student fines, he would

then initiate action in the collection

of $4,000 in faculty fines.

Bouffard in outlining the plans

for collecting the fines said letters

would be sent to all offenders

asking them either to pay or to

contest the fine within 30 days. The
offender may also make
arrangements to pay the fine

within the 30-day period.

If the offender refuses to follow

these recommendations within the

stated period, he will be issued a

summons from the Northampton
District Court. Bouffard said the

letters will not be sent out until

after Christmas in order that "no
undue burden" be placed on the

offenders.

Section E-3 of the Student
Handbook states, "Charges and
fines owed to the courts for

violation of the University's motor
vehicle regulations are viewed as

charges owed to the University

since these funds are returned to

the University by the courts for the

scholarship fund. These charges, if

unpaid may result in denial of

permission to register as a student

for a succeeding semester, or for

permission to register a motor
vehicle, or both.

Randy Dahl staff assistant to the

Dean of Students said, "Holding up
registration is a possibility under
limited circumstances " He said it

will not be taken under mass ac-

tion.

Dahl said the holding up of

registration might be used against

people who are reluctant or non-

wilhng to pay traffic fines in the

area of $50. He called the $50 an
arbitrary sum and said it might be
lower but doubted if it would be
higher.

"The holding up of registration

would take place as a last

recourse," said Dahl "The people

involved would be given a fair

amount of forewarning."
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The Ethics of Rapping
ByJOELSOLKOFF

I seem to do fashionable things

and then remember the ethic and

the fashion at embarrassingly

unfashionable times. I will swallow

my pride and remember ( oh God,

no, I didn't* walking up to a row of

official paratroopers (landed from

Mars wearing gas masks and

carrying weird grenade-

launchers) and yelling at them,

"We love you'' shortly before they

decided not to return the sentiment

and make me cry. The year was
late 1967 and the location was
halfway between the Pentagon and

one of its parking lots. The ethic I

was following later became known
as rapping.

"Rapping'' as a political word

has a very specific definition. A
rapper talks to a rappee until the

latter sees the light and joins the

Movement.
When I lived in the Columbia

dorms and later in an apartment

on West 108th Street, I was on the

receiving end of many such

conversations by PL. people ( a

rather friendly, earnest bunch of

talkers) who always reminded me
of my rabbi in confirmation class.

( My rabbi was interested in what I

had to say inasmuch as he could

use it to persuade me to remain a

virgin until he married me to the

Jewish woman I wanted to fuck.)

Shortly after Columbia blew in

late 1968, I became a victim of the

ethic, and the Strike Committee

sent me out to Nebraska, I at-

tended a convention of organizers

in Iowa City which sought to

propagate the ethic. The idea was

to ingratiate yourself with people

in the street, people in factories,

people in bars, et al. until they

liked you so much and trusted you

so well that they would be prepared

to listen and blindly accept the

Movement "we" had to offer.

Later demonstrations en-

couraged such evangelical

thinking. At Columbia, Acting

President Cordier walked out of his

office in Low Library to attend a

demonstration at South Field, thus

proving what an amiable fellow he

was. The intent of the rabidly

radical hecklers was to prove to

Cordier that he had indeed killed

Lumumba, that he was a mur-

derer, an imperialist, and a fink.

At Fort Dix. some girls tried to

convince the soldiers bouncing

them from their anti-war rally that

they really shouldn't be doing that.

rap in an endless series of

mercials. Earnest men in their

mid-30s, dressed in well-tailored

suits, come out at you in heavy

close-ups, saying : If you are

serious about pain take two of

of college or is so sensitive that the

individual balked early and never

went, has been against Vietnam

since day one, loves blacks, wants

to do something meaningful with

his or her life, follows the divine

The illogical extreme of the argument, or the inability to communicate verbally.

A pro-Panther rally in front of 100

Centre Street had white radicals

trying to argue a discovered un-

dercover policeman out of his pig

sympathies. The McCarthy people

used the same motivation in New
Hampshire, Indiana. Oregon and

so on, telling the natives which side

the truth stood on.

The ethic of talking to people is a

good one, but more often than not

the kid at the doorbell or at the

rally, who raps and doesn't listen,

is forcing the rappee into a state of

white heat. Nobody likes being

talked down to. Even people who
are wrong.

Lately, television, as could be

expected, has institutionalized the

these. If you are serious abcu*

getting good mileage and ending

pollution, you must buy our gas. If

you are serious about saving

money on food, you have no choice

but to buy in our supermarket.

Two things have been making

me re-consider this ethic of

communication. 1. Looking for a

job. 2. Reading that 1950s book (

I

kid vou not) Vance Packard's "The

Status Seekers." Both experiences

have forced me to admit that

almost everyone I've talked to in

the past is young, white, Jewish, is

pissed-off at God, has been busted

or is repentant for not having been,

takes dope, goes to college or has

finished college or has dropped out

command "Thou must cheat the

telephone company," likes to fuck

frequently and indiscriminately,

thinks Johnson murdered Ken-

nedy, and believes that Nixon eats

Vietnamese babies for breakfast.

In short everyone I've talked to

thinks, looks, tastes, and smells

exactly like I do. We're all in the

same class, and while I've oc-

casionally strayed by trying to

teach Uncle Louie how evil the

Middle Class are, I've been a damn
snob.

Since I've been looking for a job

I've met the following people and

I'm here to report that in fact they

are numan.

:

A short, round advertising

director for a Wall Street financial

firm. The gentleman looks like

Pickwick, has Dickensian cartoons

on his walls, and produced an in-

credibly beautiful speech about

how layers will be the down fall of

America because they have rigged

things in such a way that every

time you turn around you have to

consult one.

An executive in a Bronx fur-

niture store who has on his wall:

two photographs inscribed to him

by President Johnson, one in-

scribed photograph by President

Kennedy, one framed photo and

one framed portrait of Abraham
Lincoln, one framed New York

Times from the day he was born,

one framed New York Times from

the day the men first walked on the

moon, one unframed, matted Ben

Shahn Sacco-Vanzetti sketch

quoting Vanzetti's last statement:

"If it had not been for this thing I

might have lived out my life

talking at street corners to scor-

ning men..." The furniture

executive was a very complex

man.
An editor at Newsweek who

wished he had bummed around the

country when he was young and

who earnestly was torn among
professional standards, hard

times, and the necessity to hire

blacks and women researchers.

(Shut up).

I am slowly beginning to see and

listen as well as talk, and I am
learning that there are people who
are different from me, who hold

different opinions, and who though

wrong-deserve a hearing. I sup-

pose I am suggesting getting

together and reasoning (although I

wish there were a better way of

saying that without those pre-1968

bad vibes). I am saying that

listening is a political weapon
simply because a polite

revolutionary is a delight and a

joy. But remember the words of

Emily Post on the subject: "It

must, of course, be remembered
that a sympathetic listerner really

listens. To hold a fixed expression

of sympathy and let your mind
wander elsewhere won't do at all."

(The Village Voice)

Bhutto Becomes President Of West Pakistan

Bv THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
President Agha Mohammed

Yahya Khan resigned today, and

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto. West
Pakistan's most powerful political

leader, succeeded him as president

and chief martial law ad-

ministrator.

Yahya Khan resigned because of

his army's defeat in the two-week

war with India. His resignation

ended 13 years of military rule in

Pakistan, but the retention of

martial law indicated that the

army would continue to play a key

role.

Bhutto war sworn in shortly after

he returned from the United

States, where he had argued

Pakistan's case gainst India at the

United Nations and conferred with

President Nixon on Saturday. U.S.

Ambassador Joseph S. Farland

was in the large crowd that met

him at the airport in Islamabad

Bhutto said Sunday it was
premature to speak of the future of

Sheik Mujibur Rahman, the

political leader of Pakistan's now
independent eastern province of

Bangla Desh, who is a prisoner of

the Pakistani government.

He told newsmen in Rome that

President Nixon, at their meeting

in Washington Saturday, had

reaffirmed U.S. support for the

principle of Pakistan's sovereignty

and unity.

"Pakistan is one single thing,"

Bhutto said. "The nation's unity

must be safeguarded. India has

forcefully occupied Pakistani

territories and a lasting peace

cannot be achieved if New Delhi

fails to give back what it conquered

with its tanks. We do not want to be

involved in a war every five or ten

years."
Bhutto's leftist Pakistan

People's party is the largest in the

National Assembly, with 82 of the

138 seats allotted to West Pakistan.

Sheik Mujib's Awami League won

167 seats, all in East Pakistan, and

that gave it a majority in the

assembly, but Yahya Khan can-

celed most of the Awami victories

when he ordered his army to crush

the league last March.

Yahya Khan put Mujib on trial

before a military court on charges

of treason; sources in Rawalpindi

said the trial has ended, but there

was no word of a verdict. They

added that Sheik Mujib had sought

a meeting with Yahya after the

two-week war started, but the

president refused to see him.

After Indian forces invaded East

Pakistan on Dec. 4, Yahya Khan
named a minor East Pakistani

political leader. Nuril Amin, prime

minister with Bhutto as deputy

prime minister and foreign

minister.

Since the army's surrender in

East Pakistan last Thursday and

Yahya's proclamation of a cease-

fire on Friday, there have been

demonstrations throughout West

Pakistan against his conduct of the

war.
Mohammed Asghar Khan, the

air force chief when Yahya took

over in March 1969, told a news

conference Sunday that Yahya
should be put on trial for con-

ducting the war in a manner
"which humiliated the army." He
called on the present air force chief

not to give the president a plant to

escape in.

Asghar later was beaten up at an

anti-Yahya rally at which hecklers

accused him of helping lose East

Pakistan.

In Lahore, another retired air

force chief, Noor Khan, led an anti-

Yahya protest march. Several

thousand persons took part in

another march shouting that

Yahya should "quit or be shot."

Diplomats in Rawalpindi said

Pakistan and India will exchange
more than 200 diplomats trapped

by the two-week war. Two Swiss jet

transports will carry out

simultaneous exchanges starting

from Bombay, the informants said.

Pakistan broke relations with
India Dec. 6 after New Delhi

recognized Bangla Desh.

Nixon Chafed For News Atrophy
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WASHINGTON <AP> — The
Nixon administration has come
under new attack from both sides

of Congress for its action last

March eliminating news briefings

on unemployment and cost-of-

viving figures.

A House subcommittee on

government information and Sen.

.William Proxmire. D-Wis ,

chairman of the Joint Economics
Committee, have charged the

administration with using

theoretically objective and routine

announcements of government
statistics for the best possible

political advantage.
The subcommittee, headed by

Rep. William S Moorhead, D-Pa ,

released a report Sunday night

criticizing Labor Secretary James
D. Hodgson for ending last March
the 18-year-old practice of news

briefings in connection with the

release of the Bureau of Labor

Statistics unemployment and cost-

of-living figures. Moorhead's panel

urged Hodgson to reinstate the

briefings, calling them important

to the understanding of economic

data by newsmen, businessmen,

investors, and all levels of

government.
Proxmire. in a statement

released this morning, was critical

of several areas of the ad-

ministration but zeroed in on the

Labor Department, too.

"It is time to stop this blatant

politicizing of the economic in-

dicators," Proxmire said. He also

recommended resumption of the

news briefings.

WINTER CARNI '72

Want to earn money with

- games of skill?

- selling food?
• selling your crafts?

Reserve a booth for the Carnival!

Applications at student activity desk

1 7 Would Like To Thank. .

.

9 9

Sunday night in the lobby of Wheeler House,

the annual S.C.R.E.W. award was presented

to this year's winner - < or loser-depending on

whether the recipient has a sense of humor. In

this case, judging from the picture, it is

evident that the recipient is a ioser'. As a

matter of fact, he is shown here refusing to

accept the award at all. ) Trying to present the

trophy is Charlie Mavrelion (left) a member

of this year's pledge class of Alpha Phi

Omega fraternity. The S.C.R.E.W. contest

was the project of the pledge class-designed

to raise funds for a foster child. Refusing the

award is this year's loser', Rich Perkins

(right) -a PhD candidate in the Department

of Sociology. Rich's "|>opularity"~the major

factor in his "victory" -evidently came from

his years of assistantship to the late great G.

Putnam Barber, former instructor of

Sociology 101. Observing the ceremony was

Sam C.alzerano who, like any typical Umie,

was so awestruck by the importance of the

occasion that he appears to be overcome by

emotional reaction.

Help Them To Spend

Your Money
By BOB CAIJjAHAN

This year the Senior Committee of the Class of 1972 is seeking class

participation in the spending of this year's funds. Unlike other years, the

Committee under the direction of President Margie Davis, wants to let

the members of the class decide what they want to do with the funds

which this year total approximately $12,000

According to Miss Davis, members of the Class of 1972 will be polled to

determine how they want their money spent. "We would .fathw tave

everybody have a chance to decide what to do with the funds, Miss Davis

said in a recent Collegian interview.

In the past the money has been used to hold an annual Senior Day and

to purchase a class gift, but this year various alternatives are being

studied, such as giving the money to chanty or to form a scholarship

U
The committee had planned on including a ballot for Seniors to fill out

which was to have been included with the registration packets at

Registration Day but it appears that this will not be possible. The com-

mittee had sent a letter to Registrar Jones requesting this means of

polling the members of the Senior Class. So far they haven t received any

formal notice from the Registrar's office as to whether this can be done.

It is now planned to set up a table in the Campus Center on Monday,

Tuesday and Wednesday of Registration week according to Miss Davis

and it is hoped that Seniors will take this opportunity to vote on their

choice of spending the money which amounts to $4. per Senior.

The results of this poll will be determined at the Senior Committee

m
T
e
he

n
ienior Committee still needs members. There are presently 45

members and Miss Davis reports that any interested Seniors are invited

to join.

Abortion Information

L

Grass Roots Christianity

Members of the Black com-

munity and international students

are invited to attend a special

weekend conference to be held

early next semester-Friday

evening January 28th through

Sunday noon, January 30, 1972-at

Grotonwood Conference Center in

Groton, Mass. The main emphasis

of the conference will be: the

relevance of the Jesus Christ of the

Bible to the disfranchised

minorities and to pressing social

issues like racism.

there are now more than 15 cell

groups active. This movement

began as Mr. Pannell spent a week

answering questions on the

relevancy of Christ in sociology,

psychology, and history classes.

In other meetings in dorms and

at supper meetings, presentations

were followed by dialogue

sessions. Similar activities will be

conducted in the Black community

at UMass during the two days

before the conference.

The principal speakers for the

weekend will be William Pannell

Black speaker and author, and

James Weston, former Black

Panther leader from Berkeley,

Calif. Discussions will be led by

Black students who have organized

this weekend in order to aid people

in their awareness of the radical

nature of the Gospel of Jesus Christ

and its relevance to all races and

conditions.

Bill Pannell, who has written a

book entitled MY FRIEND THE
ENEMY, a piercing commentary

on racism in White churches, is

director of the Campus Ministry of

Tom Skinner Associates. This

movement on Black college

campuses. For example, at

Hampton Institute in Virginia,

James Weston was active in the

Black Panther Party until two

years ago, when he committed

himself to Christ. In speaking at a

similar conference in California,

he said, "I have a tremendous

burden upon my heart to minister

the gospel of Jesus Christ to my
Black brothers and sister-

s...because I've recognized that

Christ has seldom ever truly been

preached to them. Most Blacks

have been exposed to distorted

Christianity, they have not been

exposed to Jesus of the Bible." Mr.

Weston is now appearing on college

campuses throughout the country.

Also featured will be "The

Apostles," a mod Gospel-soul

group from Brooklyn, New York

City.

International students are being

invited to participate in the

weekend because the issues to be

wrestled with there are of special

interest to students from third

world nations. The conference,

being sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ, will bring

together students from the Five-

College-Area, Springfield, Boston

and other New England Colleges

The gathering will be held after

two-and-a-half days of ap-

pearances by Pannell and Weston

on campus. Tentatively scheduled

are a meeting with the Black

community at The New Africa

House (Mills) on Wednesday
evening, January 26th and a

campus-wide program on Thur-

sday evening January 27th in the

Campus Center.

The cost for the weekend, in-

cluding room, food and

registration, is $15.00. Tran

sportation will be arranged

through a car-pool. Com-
plementary scholarships will be

made available to those interested

who could not otherwise afford to

go
Watch for more information

during registration.

A woman must go through

several steps when she is pregnant

and decides to have an abortion.

First, she should confirm her

pregnancy with a doctor and tests.

Then she must find out where she

can have the abortion. Third, she

must make arrangements and

follow instructions about having

the abortion done.

A woman may suspect that she is

pregnant when her period is

overdue. At this time she should

arrange to see a doctor to deter-

mine if she is pregnant. A student

at UMass should wait two weeks

after her period was due before

seeing an Infirmary doctor. Before

that length of time, the test may
not be valid.

For the test at the Infirmary, a

first morning specimen is needed.

The laboratory must get the

specimen before 10 a.m. in order to

run the tests. The results are

available to the patient the

following day. She will then see a

doctor who tells her the results and

advises her.

If the test is positive for

pregnancy, the coed must decide

what to do. An Infirmary doctor

can refer her to the Clergy Con-

sultation Service. The Valley

Women's Center (413-586-2011)

may be consulted by students and

non-students alike. Both places

help and advise women with

problem pregnancies.

When an abortion is desired, the

patient is given the telephone

number and address of a reliable

clinic in New York. The woman
must call the clinic herself to make
an appointment. The time and date

of the abortion are arranged when

she calls Information and in-

structions may be given to the

woman about costs, preparation,

and what to bring.

After arranging for the abortion

and arriving at the clinic, the

patient answers questions and

tests are taken. If everything is in

order, the woman's pregnancy is

terminated.

...And Visions

of sugarplums

danced in

their heads . .

.

Thoreau Smoked Out
A Box Alarm was reported by

the Amherst Fire Department

yesterday afternoon at Thoreau

House in Southwest where a

wastebasket fire was ex-

tinguished on the third floor

Smoke ejectors were used to

clear the corridors of the ac-

cumulated smoke. The Fire

Department was called to

Gorman House minutes later

where the fire was extinguished

by a male student

Student Senate

By-Elections

On Jan. 24, 1972 the Student Senate will make

available in its offices nomination papers for a By-

election to fill vacancies in the Senate. All nomination

papers most be returned to Wm. Spinn ( in the Senate

office) no later than 5 p.m. Feb. II, 1972.

L

At this time there are the following vacancies:

Fraternities (2)

Cance (2)

Crampton (1)

Brooks (1)

J.Q.A. Middle (1)

Adams T5(1)

Commuters (7)

Patterson (2)

Sororities (1)

Melville (1)

James (1)
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Court Taxes Discriminatory Schools
WASHINGTON (AP)-The established to duck court-ordered

Supreme Court Monday upheld a integration of public schools,

ban on tax-exempt status for The court upheld a ruling issued

private white academies by the U.S. District Court here last

June 30 in response to complaints

by Negro public school pupils and

their parents in Mississippi.

In another important action the

A Private School Cafeteria in Virginia.

court ruled that the government

must show that a weapon has

crossed a state line in order to

convict a felon accused under the

federal gun-control law.

The government argued that no

one convicted of a serious crime

may ever legally possess a gun.

While the court did not rule

directly on this question, its

reading of the government's

burden in prosecuting such cases

could prove significant in future

enforcement of any gun controls.

The court entered an order

giving the federal government

some $1 billion in impounded

proceeds from oil-drilling leases in

the Guld of Mexico. Another $700

million remains to be disposed of in

the continuing dispute over where

Louisiana domain ends and federal

jurisdiction begins on submerged

lands in the Gulf.

In the school case, the Negro

plaintiffs alleged that tax-exempt

status on the mushrooming private

schools aided white efforts to skirt

integration orders. They claimed

also that private schools benefiting

from the exemptions were draining

away teachers as well as white

students from the public schools.

The government already had

reversed its earlier policy and

announced that exemptions would

be cut off to schools that

discriminate. But a district court

ruling, upheld Monday, ordered

the government to tighten the

standards by which it determines

whether a school discriminates.

In the gun case the court decided

by 5 to 2, with Chief Justice Warren
E. Burger and Justice Harry A.

Blackman dissenting, to take a

narrow interpretation of a key

provision in the 1968 gun-control

law, which the court said is not

clear.

Money from the offshore oil

leases has been impounded in

escrow fund since 1956 pending a

final settlement of the dispute.

The government had asked that

$1 billion from the fund be released

to the United States because

Louisiana had acknowledged that

it had no claim to the land which

generated the money, under terms

of previous court decisions.

Realigns Currency

LONDON <AP) -World govern-

ments realigned their currencies

with the devalued American dollar

Monday in readiness for a test of

monetary stability when foreign

exchanges reopen Tuesday.

Widespread confusion was
eviuent among money dealers,

however, on how the system of new
rates will work.

One London dealer said it would

take a week or more to bring order

out of confusion. In other financial

centers where bank-to-bank

dealings continued although

foreign exchanges were closed,

business was minor and hesitant.

Most exchanges are due to

reopen Tuesday for the acid test of

the weekend decision to cut the

value of the U.S. dollar by raising

In Brief...
S.Viet Air Force Group

s \l<;oN ( AP .The South Vietnamese air force has grown tenfold

m'the past decade, to the world's eighth largest and is expanding

operations into Laos and Cambodia.

But despite the phenomenal expansion from fewer than 100

planes to more than 900. it is seriously handicapped by limited

tactical and strategic capabilities.

Thus with the speed, the range, the punch and the concentration

,,l n' power for saturation strikes, the ILS. Air Force for an in^

definite period will continue to have the primary mission of

strategic bombing strikes on enemy supply routes and air defense

<>| Indochina
10% Surcharge A Smash .

\\ ISIIINGTON (AIM The 10 per cent import surcharge lasted

only lour months, hut it proved to be one of the most powerful and

profitable economic weapons in U.S. history, officials said Monday

.

Although universally disliked by foreign governments, the surtax

was efficient as a moneymaker, pulling in revenue at more han

IllS million a month. It netted the U.S. Treasury $430 mll.on

between Aug Hi and Dec :?, the last time an official reckoning was

U
'iTt bevond that. U.S. officials said, the surcharge was a crucial

bat-gaining tool needed to convince American allies that it was time

to realign their currencies.

Women Spurn Spud V est

(111 D sPHIMiS. Idaho (ASA)-The Women's Liberation Caucus

of the IVnske Valley Potato Harvester's Association stormed out of

the Association's annual Christmas fiesta to protest what they

termed blatant sexism in the potato industry

The women, led by Mrs. Myrna Legume left the Sheraton-Hilton

,n IVnske. county seat for Idaho's eighth largest county^ and took

up a vigil in i potato patch in a down town plaza ded cated to the

memory of k potato workers who perished in the Great Gopher

Infestation of 1908. They say they will remain until their demands

are met _ .,

Troops Under Fire In Belfast

Troops came under fire on the Ml outside Belfast and captured

one of the gunmen, said to be on the British wanted list.

hour thousand troops massed in the Belfast area, but the ex-

plosions continued. . ,

So accustomed are residents of Northern Ireland to the snap of

bullets the boom of bombs and the smell of smoke, that Christmas

shoppers still thronged the streets, ignoring the violence.

Cops Pinch Swishy Prexy

TOLKDO. Ohio (ASA) Police arrested the president of the

student governing body of the Hardwick School of Engineering, and

charged him with female impersonation and fraud.

Lorenzo Buzzoto. who turned 21 last week, was arrested as he

stood on a street corner dressed in a white raincoat, silver wedgies,

iin

Acco
r

r*n'g

,

to police. Mr Buzzoto was actively engaged in a

business that we7n Toledo like to think has been eliminaTed from

mir la i r citv." < "

the price of gold 8.57 per cent, from

$35 to $38 an ounce.

The decision was generally

welcomed because it ended four

months of uncertainty that

followed President Nixon's Aug. 15

announcement of drastic measures

to protect the American economy.

A realignment of currency

values was decided Saturday by

finance ministers of the Group of

Ten richest non-Communist
nations, meeting in Washington.

Nixon, upon arriving in Bermuda
Monday for talks with British

Prime Minister Edward Heath,

announced that he had just signed

a proclamation lifting the un-

Meteor Hits

Woman
Bogalusa. La. <ASA)-"It hurts

every time I move my hips. I've

got a black and blue mark that

reaches from my stomach all the

way to my thigh. I suppose I don't

have to tell you what that means.

Believe me, it hurts."

That's how Mrs. Hattie

MacGregor describes how she felt

yesterday, five hours after a 15-lb.

meteorite plunged through the roof

of her one room shanty as she was
watching a soap opera on her

television.

"I was just lying here minding

my own business when all of a

sudden Boom! this hunk of rock

comes busting through the ceiling

and whomps me. I jumped. You'd

jump too if you got whomped by a

piece of rock like that."

Neighbors heard her screams

and rushed her to Parish Hospital

in Bogalusa. Mrs. MacGregor's

doctor, Dr. Willie Joe Wilson

assured relatives and neighbors

who had gathered at the hospital

that Mrs. MacGregor was resting

comfortably and would probably

discharge in a few days.

Says Mrs. MacGregor of her

ordeal. "This may put me out of

commission for a few days, but at

least I got on tv."

Mrs. MacGregor is a sprightly 97

and lives alone.

popular 10 per cent surcharge

clamped on imports last August.

The move was widely hailed in

foreign capitals.

Governments around the world

announced these new values for

their currencies:

London-The pound's new parity

was set for at $2.6057. This made
the dollar worth 38.3 British pence,

compared to the old parity of 41.6

pence.

Frankfurt-The value of the dollar

was set at 3.223 marks, an increase

in the mark's dollar value from the

old parity of 3.66 marks.

Tokyo-The yen's value was set at

308 to the dollar, up from the old

360-yen parity.

Paris-The new parity was 5.1157

francs to the dollar, up from the old

parity of 5.55419 francs

Bern-The Swiss government set

the dollar parity at 3.84 Swiss

francs, a hike in the franc's value

from the 4.08-franc parity set last

May when the Swiss money was
revalued upward.

Moscow-The Soviet foreign trade

bank began charging an 8 per cent

commission on the dollar, putting

into effect a de facto devaluation of

the dollar. Similar changes in the

dollar value of other East
European currencies were an-

nounced or expected.

New Delhi-The Indian govern-

ment increased the value of its

rupee by 3 per cent, making the

dollar worth 7.279 rupees com-
pared with the previous rate of 7.50

rupees. With foreign exchanges

closed, tourists generally were
getting less money for their dollars

from tourist agencies and hotels.

Limits on the amounts accepted for

exchange were imposed in some
countries.

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
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'The Price Of Dope Is Death

5 5

NEW YORK (LNS)--For 17

months after he went underground

in April, 1970, very little was heard

from H. Rap Brown, former

chairman of the Student Non-

violent Coordinating Committee

(SNCC) except for his place of

honor on the FBI's expanded most-

wanted list. There were a few

messages printed in the SNCC

paper or other black papers, to the

effect that he was alive and well.

Then on October 15, four black men
were busted while they were trying

to hold up Manhattan's Red Carpet

Lounge, a dark little bar down

some steps on 85th Street, in a

predominantly black and Puerto

Rican neighborhood. Shiny

Cadillacs often line the bar's front

curb and there is a rumo floating

around that it is a drug drop for the

kids at Brandeis High School

across the street. A few hours after

they were in custody, the cops

claimed they had H. Rap Brown in

their hands.

For quite a while the man in the

Bellevue hospital prison bed, who

was shot twice in the stomach,

claimed he was "Roy Williams." It

wasn't until over a month later that

supporters of the man who was

awaiting another operation to

repair his gunshot wounds publicly

announded that he was H. Rap

Brown.
At the same press conference

where these supporters identified

Rap Brown, the formation of the H.

Rap Brown Anti-Dope Movement

was announced, Nov. 24. The
Movement is sponsored by a

coalition of groups represented by

former Georgia representative

Julian Bond; Fred Meely of the

Youth Congress; Mrs. Rosa

Hamilton of the New York City-

wide Welfare Rights organization,

Rev. Alfred Sharpton of the

National Youth Movement, Mamu
Amiri Baraka (Leroi Jones) of the

Committee for a United Newark;

and Popi Sharp of the Black

Peoples' Unity Movement of

Camden, N.J.

The movement plans to be a

nationwide coordinating group

whose "primary goal is the

elimination of dope from the black

community by waging an

aggressive campaign against

dope, dope pushers and dope

suppliers.

Black communities have made
many attempts to stop the flow of

dope from reaching our stoops, our

hallways and our schools. We have

also tried to rid ourselves of those

whose sole function is the

destruction of our families by

selling dope...

"There have been numerous

incidents of mothers, fathers,

friends and relatives who have

taken it upon themselves to drive

pushers and their so-called

Legitimate' fronts such as bars,

restaurants, candy and 'variety'

stores, florist shops, laundries and

cleaning establishments out of the

black area. Because they have

been alone in this struggle, the

impact of their work has had a

limited effect.

"We ask the aid and assistance

of all sectors of the black com-

munity-students, street blocks,

servicemen, garment workers,

religious institutions, artists, anti-

poverty organizations, housewives

and radio and TV personnel to

contact the H. Rap Brown Anti-

Dope Movement. 346 W. 20th

Street, New York, New York
10011."

When questioned by reporters,

Bond ( as acting spokesman for the

group) said that the anti-dope

movement "would not only have its

own surveillance, but its own
tribunal and its own punishment."

He said that the purpose of the

Anti-Dope Movement was to

"eliminate people dealing in

dope." When questioned further.

Bond said they would first use

"moral persuasion" and if that

didn't work, "more forceful

deliberate means."
And the Red Carpet Lounge?

"I'm not willing to say anything

about the Red Carpet Lounge,"

said Bond dryly. "Or any candy

store, lounge, bar, laundry or

cleaning establishment. The black

community knows which places

are well-known drop-off places for

dope."

the same press conference ^^ #~r-W "T^ u.

Appalachian Health Care: To Die At The Doorstep
KK. , i_ «- ™.n,^ nursin* home, large sums of denied entrance to the meetings, decentralized community

FLOYD COUNTY, Ky. (LNS) was controlled by the county's

Flovd county is located in the medical-political complex with no

heart of the once beautiful but now

stripped and augered hills of

Eastern Kentucky. Except for the

county seat of Prestonburg with its

population of 5,000 the majority of

Floyd's 38,000 people live in set-

tlements along the creeks that run

between the hills. The emigration

of young workers and able bodied

middle aged workers to the cities

has left behind an excessive

proportion of the poor, sick,

disabled and aged.

Coal, government and small

businesses can't provide nearly

enough jobs. More than 52% of

Floyd's people are members of

families that earn less than $3,000 a

year. Two thirds of the county's

housing is substandard. Many
homes have neither hot running

water nor inside toilets. Streams

are polluted from sulfuric acid

from the strip mines and schools

and roads are inadequate where

they exist at all.

With the poverty and isolation go

the so-called "diseases of op-

pression." Children suffer from

diarrhea, worms, malnutrition and

even ulcers. Black lung and

silicosis are common among the

miners as is the "eastern Kentucky

Syndrome"--a mental condition

with psychosomatic symptoms
developed by working men who are

unable to find jobs to support their

families.

Yet compared to most Ap-

palachian counties, Floyd is

relatively well off medically.

There are three hospitals with 126

beds and from 15-20 doctors,

mostly general practitioners.

In 1967 the OEO (Office of

Economic Opportunity)
established what was to be a model

health program. Officially labelled

"Research and Demonstration

Project" it was commonly known

as the Comprehensive Health

Program (CHP) , Its purpose was

to provide good low-cost health

care for the inhabitants of Floyd

County.

From its beginning the program

meaningful grassroots par

ticipation. For the first three years

the program was run by the County

Board of Health, made up of the

county elite-a county judge, the

mayor of Prestonburg, a surgeon,

a dentist, a nurse (wife of a state

representative), two physicians

and the County Attorney. Dr.

Russell Hall, the county Health

Officer was made the Program

Officer.

In 1970 the program was
evaluated by the federal OEO and

received a rating of "poor." As a

result its budget was increased

from $400,000 to $1,300,000. In

addition the OEO agreed to help set

up a new, more representative

board, but the local medical

establishment rigged the elections

and was able to maintain control

over the program.

The CHP picked up the tab for

health care in Floyd County ( read-

it ensured that the doctors got paid

for services rendered) and it

provided free transportation when

needed to doctors and hospitals.

These free services were available

only for county medical facilities.

If a Floyd County resident lived on

the county line and therefore found

it easier to go to a doctor in another

county, CHP did not cover the cost

of treatment or transportation.

The program increased business

for Floyd's doctors, hospitals and

pharmacies. In four years OEO
alone put over $4 million into

Floyd's medical establishment. In

1969 $38,000 was paid by OEO to

pharmacies, $171,000 to hospitals,

$33,000 to clinics and $58,000 to

doctors. Since several physicians

are part owners of one hospital, at

least one drug store, clinics and a

nursing home, large sums of

money were being concentrated in

the hands of a few doctors.

Although the program was

funded to hire poor people for all

non-professional positions, 80 of the

100 positions went to the middle

and upper income friends of

Floyd's medical elite.

As for the recipients of the

program: some doctors were

seeing up to 100 patients a day.

Waiting lines were long.

Examinations were often ex-

tremely short, made sometimes

without removing the patient's

coat. And the diseases remained

The people of Floyd County, had

high hopes for the program when it

began. But they soon saw that it

was not serving their needs. People

denied entrance to the meetings.

When we go to a board meeting,

they'll adjourn the meeting if they

see too manv consumers there,"

declared one EKWRO member.

EKWRO pickets marched

through the county and demon-

strated at the county court house to

emphasize the control the

politicians and doctors had over

the program.
As a result the OEO told the local

CHP board to clean up the

program. The board refused to

make the changes saying "unless

we can run our own program and

be satisfied with it, we'd rather

have none."

OEO is now in the process of

terminating the program What

funds are left are being used to

Ufgdii w lrninn e> rol i,ar than »n nav for VISltS and
good medical care at a reasonable

cost. The most active group was

the Eastern Kentucky Welfare

Rights Organization (EKWRO).

Eula Hall, chairwoman of the

Health Committee of EKWRO
voiced the sentiments of the area

people-'when Comprehensive

Health first came to Floyd County

we thought we had something

great. But it didn't take long to find

out that we just had a taxi-cab

service to shuffle people back and

forth to local doctors."

EKWRO protested at first by

writing to congressmen and to the

federal OEO but got no results.

They tried to elect a representative

to the CHP board meetings but

were cheated out of a seat -(county

officials and local politicians called

the election one day before it was

held, giving no time to organize,

make posters, etc.)

Later EKWRO tried to attend

CHP board meetings. They were

frequently shouted down or even

rather than to pay for visits and

treatment.

EKWRO submitted its own
health proposal to OEO outlining a

decentralized community con-

trolled health system with a

pharmacy with drugs at govern-

ment prices, ambulance service,

doctors at outposts, someone on

call twenty- four hours a day, and

health education and training in

preventive medicine for the poor

people of the county.

OEO told EKWRO that their

proposal had to be considered on a

local level.

The people of Floyd County

realize the need for massive
federal help if the health conditions

of those living in poverty and

isolation in ravaged Appalachia

are to improve The million dollar

CHP failed miserably and so the

fight continues

(Information in this article

comes from Health Rights News,
Mountain Life and Work, and from

a workshop held during an MCHR
conference in Lexington, Ken-

tucky. )
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PHOTO COURSE
Class StartsJan. 20, 1972

Course Includes
•Decription of Lenses, Diaphram,

Shutter Exposures

•Film Developing

•Description of Films

•Determining Exposure

•Enlarging

•Portraiture
For more information contact Mr. ( aban. School

of Education - Media (enter or Langs Photo

COURSE EPE—J20.00— 3 CREDITS

Do you need a job?

Can you offer a job?

WMUA now has a special service for anyone who

needs a job or wants to hire people - JOB MATCH.

This program is on Thursday nights at 7: 30. If you're

interested fill in the coupon below and mail to:

U1MUA
Marston Hall, U.MASS, Amherst

or drop it off at our studios.
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And Future

UMass
By LARRY LADD

"The old king felt

refreshed, clear-headed,

almost ready to begin.

There would be a day -

ere must be a day - when he

would come back to

Gramarye with a new
Round Table which had no

corners, just as the world

had none - a table without

boundaries between the

nations who would sit to

feast there. The hope of

making it would lie in

culture. If people could be

persuaded to read and
write, not just to eat and

make love, there was still a

chance they might come to

reason."
T H.White

The Once and Future King

The Future University Report

has been published in the Collegian

and is beginning to filter down the

University channels. As a critic of

that document. I find myself in

some rather strange company. The

greatest source of support for my
position has come from con

servative members of the faculty,

which leads me to clarify at

greater length the sources of my
own discontent with the report.

If someone were to point out a

specific recommendation of the

Future Report and ask whether I

agreed with the recommendation, I

would probably say yes, because

most of the specific suggestions

are excellent ones worthy of im-

mediate adoption by the campus.

If that is the case, on what

grounds can I criticize the report?

First, because the committee
relegates itself to the cheerleader

role, urging us to move faster, but

not in any directions different from

the ones we are now beginning to

move in. Second, because most

reports of this kind are worthless

wastes of paper and human effort,

filed for future reference, they say,

but actaully filed to be forgotten.

Third, because the report puts too

much faith in rationality, in the

naive belief that if it can construct

a logical argument it can win

support for its ideas. Fourth, and
most importantly, because the

report does not give a clear sense

of priorities, which is the one ab-

solutely crucial ingredient if it is to

be enacted.

The document rarely goes
beyond its cheerleader function,

limiting itself to rooting for the

already existing forces of change.

It seems that the committee looked

at what we are already doing,

decided we were moving too

slowly, which is true, and merely

recommended that we accelerate

the pace. Certainly we should, and

students have been in the forefront

of the effort to get the University

more committed to the goals of the

report. But little trjat the report

recommends can be called star-

tling or brilliant: it merely

checked out those programs that

are pushing the University toward

social reality and issued a hearty,

127 page bravo!

Indeed, the cheerleader function

can be more specifically focussed.

Is it coincidence, or more than

coincidence, that the Future

University Report endorses what

Pres. Wood has been saying since

his inaugural?

Reports have a very poor track

record. Do you realize how many
future reports there have been this

decade alone, and how few have

actually fulfilled their purpose?

The University has cried wolf once

too often.

This decade's paper planning

began with the Long Range
Academic Planning Committee,

which issued its report, sub-

sequently filed and largely

ignored, in 1962. The Office of

Institutional Studies kept trying to

hold together a long-range

scenarios, which came to be known
as the "often revised long-range

plan" because it was changed sc

continually. Several years ago. the

Faculty Senate appointed an Ad
Hoc Long Range Planning Com-
mittee, not to be confused with the

former, similarly named, com-

mittee. That committee recom-

mended that another committee,

appropriately labelled the NEW
Long Range Planning, be

established with an Advisory LRP
Committee to help it out. The

meetings were endless, the reports

were flawless, and the action was

highly limited. Meanwhile, the

Faculty Senate has its own per-

manent Committee on Master

Planning, which in reality doesn't

deal with planning overtime.

Students, wanting to get into the

committee mania themselves,

established a Student LRP Com-

mittee, but gave up when they

realized how pointless the whole

exercise was. In the midst of this

madness, the State Board of

Higher Education jumped in and

issued its own Master Plan for

higher education. With this

proliferation of reports, it is easy to

see how I can lose faith in the

process. The Future Report is but

another candidate for the "Future

Fantasies File."

A report such as this depends on

shaky ground, for it appeals to the

rationality of the people to whom it

is directed. A carefully reasoned,

logical argument is simply not

enough, for in University affairs

logic takes a back seat to self-

interest. In that sense, the report

will be most helpful to the whole

University as ammunition for

those forces pushing to new social

realism. It will strike some
measure of fear into the reac-

tionary elements, since those

elements often fear paper more

than people But primarily the

report will be used as a ideological

weapon for one faction. The
politics, because it is based on

WASHINGTON The devaluation of the American

dollar as agreed to by President Nixon in his meeting

with French President Georges Pompidou in the

Azores came as a surprise to many people. The Nixon

strategy up until the meeting was to make the

Kuropeans devalue the dollar rather than the United

States. ... J u .

People in Washington are still wondering what

happened. The clue to it was a short news item from

the Azores which reported that President Nixon had

stayed up to 4:30 a.m. in the Azores on Tuesday

morning listening to the Washington Redskin/Los

\ngeles Rams game on the radio.

This clue plus a version of what happened given to

me in absolute confidence by a French newspaper-

man, is what took place.

On Tuesday morning at 8 o'clock. President

Pompidou was eating his breakfast of croissants with

cafe au lait when his chief intelligence officer burst

into the room and said, "Monsieur le President, I can

report to you that the President of the United States

had no sleep last night."

"Alors," President Pompidou said, ' how do you

know this?" _ .... ..

•He listened to the Washington Redskins/Los

Angeles Rams game until 4:30 in the morning.

'What is this Washington Redskins, Los Angeles

Rams game?"
"It is a football game, Monsieur le President,

between the teams of two cities. The President never

misses a football game. He is a devoted Redskin

supporter."
"He likes Indians?"

"No the team is not made up of Indians. They call

themselves Redskins just so people won't confuse

them with the Rams or the Colts or the Lions or the

Falcons." , .

"I do not understand how this information can be ot

use to me," President Pompidou said.

"Monsieur le President, all during the game

President Nixo kept waking up his staff to tell them

what the score was. Secretary Rogers and Secretary

Connallv received no sleep either They are all

groggy
"Zut! This is formidable Tell me something about

these Washington Indians."

"Redskins, not Indians, Monsieur le President.

An hour later the French president and the

American President met with each other, along with

their staffs.

The Americans were yawning and rubbing their

^President Pompidou said, "President Nixon, my
congratulations on the football game last night."

"Do you follow American football?" President

Nixon asked in surprise.
f

„

"My wife and I are both avid George Allen fans.

'Well, Mr. President. It was really a fantastic

game"
'Then,'' said President Pompidou, that means we

will be in the National League Playoffs."

"We?" Mr. Nixon said.

"Of course we. The French support the team the

President of the United States supports."

"De Gaulle was never like that," Mr. Nixon said.

"Mr. President, Billy Kilmer had his greatest day.

and 1 can't say enough about Jefferson and Speedy

Duncan."
"Did you contain Roman Gabriel?" Monsieur

Pompidou asked.

"The entire game."
"Bon. Now about the dollar. I imagine it makes no

difference if you devalue it now."

"I hadn't really been giving it much thought."

"Please just sign here, and then we can talk more

about the football game."
President Nixon looked around to see if he could get

some advice from Secretary Rogers or Connally They

were both fast asleep with their heads on the con-

ference table. Rather than disturb them he signed the

agreement.
And that's how Washington won a chance at the

Super Bowl, and the United States lost 10% of the

American dollar.

Copyright 1971, Ix>s Angeles Times

"Well, We Can't Say He Didn't

'Bring Us Together"'

interest and power, will not be

fundamentally altered by adding a

new reference source.

When you are running any in-

stitution as an administrator, the

most difficult problem is the

question of priorities. An ad-

ministrator has limited resourced

but unlimited good ideas. That

means that difficult choices have

to be made between conflicting

good ideas: priorities must be

established. This is another real

failure of the report: no rank order

is established for its many
recommendations. The resources

are not available to do everything,

so where do we begin? The report

offers little help.

The Future University Report

simply ain't all it's cracked up to

be. Because the President is

behind its thrust, and because it

can be used to provide scriptural

justification for progress, it will on

bptonce aid the forces of tomorrow

in their contest with the forces of

yesterday. But it will not lead the

charge.

Editorial Points

'WE WILL CARRY ON THE WAR . .

Letters To The Editor

Vermont Yankee In People's Court

There's a nasty rumor cir-

culating that Roller Derby is

coming to Campus for Winter

Carni. All you people who
aspired in your childhood to join

the East Bay Bombers, brush up

on those skating techniques.

It has been brought to our

attention that the kids in the

dining commons, who usually

get paid on Fridays, will be paid

this Thursday instead. This

hardly seems fair, since these

kids will be thrown out of their

dorms at 5 p.m. Wednesday.

What's more, they probably

need the money for Christmas

expenses. There is no justice in

this world, it seems.
***

How many people are there

around that you would like to

really give a fat lip for Christ-

mas?

You won't have the ol'

Collegian to kick around
anymore after tomorrow But

you can pick up most of our

cartoons in the Globe.
**•

We heard that District At-

torney Callahan left the Student

Senate party rather early, last

Friday night. But can you blame

him. Imagine Larry Ladd
leading a rousing chorus of "God
Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen" with

a couple drinks in you.
***

The liberal Provost

Gluckstern announced in a

memo that 10 of the 48 new

faculty positions opening next

year will go to people who are

minority, good at teaching and

interested in experimenting.

That really seems like a big step

and will prooably reverse the

non-liberal trends of the past 100

years overnight.

To the Kditor: M , _ „ u
The New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution is

deeply concerned over the change in the conduct and

atmosphere of the Vermont Yankee hearings since the

political pressure by Governor Deane C. Davis and

others has been applied for the one-percent (1%)

thermal operation of the plant before the hearings

have concluded.

The acceleration of the hearing procedure is

disturbing because of certain irreversible results ot

such hasty plant operation.

1 As soon as the core has become radioactive it is

more difficult and costly to inspect, test and modigy

its internal components.
2 Radioactive wastes would be produced, even

though they might be kept on site at present. Yet the

hearing board has not fully investigated planned

waste disposal procedures for full operation and

refuses to consider disposal of rad-waste at one

percent < 1% ) thermal operation.

3 Vermont Yankee has yet to submit the complete

environmental report required by the National En-

vironmental Policy Act. Therefore environmenta

impact cannot be adequately discussed for any level

of operation. Until Vermont Yankee submits this

report the AEC cannot prepare its detailed en-

vironmental statement, as required, nor request

comments from appropriate federal and state

agencies, also required.

The recent statement by the Federal Power Com-

mission confirms that there will be no power shortage

in Vermont, certainly not during the winter and

summer of 1972. Vermont Yankee and its .political

allies have created an alleged "power crisis at-

mosphere Yet intervenors have not been given an

aliSSuate chance in the hearings to challenge and

discuss the assertion.

Vermont Yankee has claimed that it can De

producing power at twenty percent <20%> capacity by

neJanufr^February winter load peak. But the latest

session of the hearings has been recessed without

discussion of Vermont Yankees excessively op-

timistic testing schedule.

Sudden and contradictory changes in the b«*ninmg

date lor the recently completed round ol hearings

Get Motivated

have been most inconvenient and unfair to in-

tervenors. The general public, for whom by AEC
regulation, hearings are set up can hardly be expected

to participate in the hearings unless notice is clearly

given well in advance.
The public is entitled to a careful and complete

consideration of all the facts before any sort of plant

operation is authorized.v NECNP

No Parking

To the Editor.

Recently a decision concerning the collection ot

parking fees was made by Mr. Moriarty and the

General Court. Since I heard of the decision, I have

been patiently waiting for some mention of the out-

come in the Collegian, but to no avail. In the

December 15 issue there was an article by persons

unknown concerning the disciplinary actions taken by

the court, but still no mention about parking fees.

Because of the amount of money and the large

number of students and faculty involved, I feel that

Mr Moriarty and the court should have released their

decision to authorize collection of the fees by Mr.

Bouffard to the student body immediately. Not only is

Mr Bouffard authorized to collect these fees, but

money from the student activity tax has been ap-

propriated to aid him in their collection. Instead of

just paying an exhorbitant $5 or $10 fee. the student is

"also paying to have the money collected from him.

This seems to me a flagrant violation of our rights. 1

I eel that this situation should be investigated by the

student body immediately. From now on Mr. Moriarty

and his court should exercise more respect for the

student's rights, and show more haste in the release of

such pertinent decisions to the student body.
Melinda Parry

Christmas

Cards

To the Editor: __ -

Howarti Brogan likes the grading systemJ^ause

just like everyone in society students need extra

motivation. Most people in our society admittedly

don't enjoy their jobs. (This may not be so for most

university professors.) By assuming that students

need the grading system for extra motivation
,

(since

they don't get paid) Howard is saying that education

and* the learning experience can't be fulfilling by it-

self. There is something wrong with a society in which

people spend the greater part of their lives doing

things that they dislike to do. Education should he

treated as a sharing of experiences kno *ledge and

viewpoints. The grading system just gets in the way of

lh

Retd
a
Fis

h
hmans logic, in attacking Tom Moriarty^

letter in yesterdays Collegian faUs short^'George

McGovern has in fact voted for ^earch ana

development" in order to maintain American m l.tary

power and prop up dictatorships around the world,( as

Eseems toadmit) isn't that bad enough? Also I

see absolutely nothing wrong witti "JjfJLigf
public that both McGovern. McClosky and a whole lot

of other so-called doves have voted for•war ap-

propriations and that these are CA JJALJST

politicians whose primary interest is in maintaining

the status-quo of capitalism ^^

I^st year President Wood and I sent Christmas

cards to members of the faculty at all three campuses

of the University. We did this out of eagerness tc greet

all our new colleagues and their families and to ex-

press our pleasure at becoming part of this ex-

ceptional community of people.

Many of these cards brought responses; some

asking who in the world we were and why we had sent

them a Christmas card; others simply thanking us for

the card and sending us one of their own. All of these

responses were welcome, but they also made us aware

of an impending dilemma ; supposing 2,000 people (the

typical Gallup Poll response) were to send us

Christmas cards this year?

The Postmaster in Lincoln (total household, 1400)

has blanched at the thought My children and I, much

as we love Christmas cards, began to feel nervous at

the prospect. Furthermore, as we considered the

expense of so many Christmas cards and the other

more serious needs for funds in the world, it seemed a

sin to go on with this year after year

So we propose to make a contribution to the CCEBB

program in the name of the faculty of the University

And from Bob, Peggy, Franny, Maggie, Frank,

Frisbie the dog, Gypsy the pony and, certa inly our

local Postmaster, Merry Christmas and Season s

Greetings to faculty, staff, and students alike!

But this year, no Christmas cards, OK.
Peggy Wood

It's Christmas
By BILL GOBCZYCA

Christmas Day has a habit of sneaking up on some people. For those of

you who are wrapped up in your studies and have faded to realize hat

Christmas Day will soon be upon us, nere are some telltale signs that

will awaken you to the holiday season. You know it s Christmas when

:

-The dining commons has fresh fruit for breakfast and you find a

stocking in your orange.

-A department store Santa is downing scotch on the rocks at 12-noon so

his nose will be red enough for the hordes of kids who will climb up and

down on his lap that afternoon.

The junkies in Springfield wish you a Merry Christmas, but still steal

your money and leave you lying in some dark alley.

-Your professors start cancelling classes so that you can get home

csrlv
" -A shaky looking character tries to hit you for some money for the

"poor children in Holyoke," then runs down the street when you ask him

lor some credentials.

-The friendly stranger in the black sedan almost runs you down, but

refrains from giving you the finger like he usually does.

-MacDonalds comes with the perfect gift for your boyfriend: a

creamy shake and a hot tart. .....
You go out to your car to drive home for the holidays and discover

that your battery is missing.

-Local department stores are decorated with reindeers, candy canes,

and jolly Saint Nicks, but the only reference to Christ is a cartoon image

on the face of a cheap kid's watch.

Your roommate buys a packet of silver tinsel to drape on his

marijuana plants ... ..,,,. t . ,l„ (

Your boyfriend starts asking subtle questions like: What s that

perfume you're wearing?'' or "What size panty hose do you wear?

-The TV networks run Christmas "specials" which are worse than the

iicii'i] Hnvpl

You run out of after shave lotion and discover that your usual brand is

selling for 10-cents more, just like all the other products on the gift.bar>

A group of children sing carols in front of your apartment and then

throw rocks through your windows when you don't give them money.

The "Play-Mate of the Month" has polyethelene snowballs dangling

from her most prominent protuberances. „. . , 4U

Your girlfriend asks you what you "really" want for Christmas then

blushes when you tell her.

Unique Dichotomy
Bv-IANVILLANOVA

No two things are physically alike in structure or composition. Each

thing is a perfect example of itself and exists separate y in time and

space To disprove this concept, you would need the perfect measuring

device to measure one thing against the other ;
however

,
it is unpiMriUe

to correctly measure two things using the same device. While measur ng

the first thing, you will have caused a certain amoun of wear upon the

mechanisms of that device. Measuring the second thing will inevitably

produce an incorrect result unfit for a valid comparison Consequently,

no single device is capable of producing the required measurements^

Needless to say, the idea of two equally perfect devices to measure each

hing separately is also inconceivable. You would first somehow have to

measure
P
devices one and two to be sure they were mechanically perfect,

which of course would constitute devices three and four and so on.

Each thing is unique. And because each thing is in itse an entity, it

remaps incomparable to anything else. Therefore all things are

mherently perfect. From this basic proposition emanates all of human

suffering To seek perfection is to regress. a-jm
Unfortunately, if ah things are perfect then man is also perfect- And rt

must follow then, that his every act is also perfect because all acts are

man ifest through the creation of physical things^ Acts are nothing more

han executed thoughts. If the whole is perfect, then so must beits parts

Consequently, the though giving impetus to the act "J^^gjfj
And finally it must be true that each and every concept is indeed a

perfect concept Therefore, my concept that all things are perfect things

^obviously relative From this basic proposition derives all of human

gratification. To concede that all things are relative is to understand why

man does suffer.
. „„„ni^

In conclusion, the dichotomy of our existence is ironically the conflict

between its parts namely, perfection and relativity. Both are absolutes

Kortmsba
P
sic proposition flows all of futility. Mankind struggles m vain

to comprehend the mtaning of his existence and at the same£&MRefuses
to realize the ultimate questions will never be answered. Above all, man

orgeU his place. He falsely imagines that he will somehow influence^the

duration of the Suns energy, so that it will not burn iteeIf
! •*^fore Ihe

has a chance to be answered Then of course, when the Sun dies so does

man Perfection and relativity were doing their thing long before

mankind arrived. It's ridiculous to even think the two were meant for

earth alone Men fall to the ground because gravity is not only a mystery,

but it's pretty darn heavy.

rijwc rw -\
i va/ irnj
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By ELLEN GOODMAN
The corporate Ward Warren is a

slimmer, richer man than he was a

year ago when term papers were

just a hurdle to his degree at

Babson. Now, 60 pounds lighter

and claiming to be a million dollars

heavier, he is. at 22, chairman of

the board of Termpapers

Unlimited.

As his service celebrates its first

anniversary next week, Warren

claims it has branches in every

major university town ("except

Houston") — supplying students

with professionally written term

papers on any subject for an

average price of $2.50 a page.

Term paper services have

become a business success story —
they are competitive, not defen-

sive:

An individual has become a

corporation, and Dave Kamen is

now Champion Termpapers in

Kenmore square.

International Termpapers in

Waltham claims to be at least

national, with branches from

Great Neck. L.I., NY., to Santa

Ana. Qalif.

QBS, an outfit with offices in

Brookline. once considered itself

"subversive" It planned to un-

dermine the other termpaper
writing services and stop them

from exploiting students and

writers Today it is a full-fledged

business with an eye to cost-

accounting.

Other one-man operations have

opened up. catching the crumbs of

the big dealers.

All have flourished despite the

combined wrath of Harvard,

Boston University, Northeastern,

other colleges and lawyers.

They have survived the scandal

of having two customers pass in

the same paper at Harvard and the

University of Michigan, and two

students caught and disciplined at

Tufts. And they have profited.

"Last year I thought the business

would end soon," says Kamen, who

60,000 term papers in his "secret

files" to a telecopier in any of the

20 "major" branch offices across

the country in a matter of minutes.

Warren, the son of a college

claim "We're the biggest," says a

spokesman at the office in

Waltham. "We have 23 file

cabinets with 83,000 term papers in

them. They don't make in a week

what we make in a day."

Like Unlimited, International

swears that the papers are sold and

used for reference only. Both say

there is no evidence of plagiarism

among their customers. In-

ternational stamps the papers with

its name and gives them out on

Xerox paper. This way, they say,

the students can't simply pass the

papers in.

QBS went broke this summer.

Bob Roth, the president, says that

the company made $20,000 in May
but was without a cent when June

ended.

"We gave too many papers

away." he says.

A Term Paper

was "Mr. Papers" in the original

stories on term papers.

That was the time to stop us. We
were the outlaws against the en-

trenched interests. This year we
are entrenched interests. I think

I'll be in this for three or four

years."

Warren sees the same positive

future. With the ink barely dry on

his diploma, he drives a 12-cylinder

Jaguar and claims 1000 employees

in the United States and Canada, a

battery of lawyers,
troubleshooters. wholesalers,

retailers and corporate officers.

The operation he describes is

based on the second floor at 295

Huntington Ave. in a suite of rooms

currently being renovated.

In this office is a new Xerox

telicopier that can send any of the

professor, has also been in-

terviewed by virtually every

national publication and television

network since the Globe broke the

story last spring.

"We have over 90 percent of the

term paper market covered by

myself and my associates. In this

folder I have 1000 applicants for

more agencies. Everyone of my
agencies has access to a library

which is worth over $1 million.

We're the biggest."

Warren denies that Unlimited

could have given out the same
paper to two students in Harvard's

History 142 B course.

Now they only give away advice.

But they still claim to charge the

students less for original work and

pay the writers more, a high of $3 a

page. Roth personally has drawn

only $284 from the business, he

says. QBS is finally on the black

side of the ledger.

QBS says it also has new fran-

chises in San Francisco, Los

Angeles, New York and Con-

necticut.

Kamen. who was a one-man

writing machine six months ago.

now deals primarily in used papers

also. Champion had a payroll of 14

writers last week and Kamen
himself is pulling more than $200 a

week. Though he won't give out

any sales figures. Kamen is

thinking of branching into other

cities.

Trying

What still amazes him is that the

services have not been bothered by

the universities.

"The funny thing about

universities is that they only study

things 1500 miles away. They'll go

to Bolivia to see how the Indians

weave baskets but they won't go a

quarter of a mile down the street to

see what their students are doing."

Kamen says.

At Harvard, Dean Archie Epps
says: "I'm as mad as ever. But I

see no movement on it at all.

People wish it would go away. I'm

told I'm a romantic for talking

about the responsibilities of a

university to society."

Harvard's lawyers, he says, are

still working on it. Northeastern'

s

lawyers have visited the term

papers services but there's been no

action there either. At BU,
President John Silber asked Prof.

Henry Monahan of the law school

to look into it. He is.

"Just say we intend to take

action. I have to decline to give you

any other information now,"
Monahan says.

Meanwhile, Ward Warren says

he has a bid on a $250,000 estate in

Wellesley. He wants to move in this

spring.

"There is absolutely no proof of

that There's a possibility. Har-

vard engineered it Besides, we are

a reference service."

International Termpapers with

12 branches, disputes Warren's

Central To Begin An Academic Program

Central Residential Area has

achieved the beginnings of an

Academic program. The area's

Academic Affairs Committee

which meets on Monday evenings

made a late start for next

semester. However, plans are

underway for various courses and

projects.

The committee has succeeded,

with fine cooperation from

academic departments, in placing

some sections of large courses

within the residence halls. Those

departments that will offer courses

on discussion sections are:

Sociology. Rhetoric, Economics.

History and Psychology.

Residents of the area are hoping

for colloquia credits for the coming

semester in order to establish some
additional projects.

Also, a course is being

established next semester under

Anthropology 386, Special

Problems, which will deal with the

culture/history of Africa. Ray and

RoseAnn Enjong. who are

Graduate students from West

Africa, will be teaching the course

in Brett or Wheeler House. They

stated their interest was primarily

aimed at showing an African

perspective on West African

culture.

The committee plans a great

deal more work between now and

mid-February, in order to com-

plete a much more extensive

program for the Fall Semester,

1972, not to mention supplementary

work for next semester.

Anyone interested in par-

ticipating in the courses mentioned

for next semester, please call the

Central Student Affairs Office in

Baker House - 5-2041

MDC

Classifieds

Indeed

Rani The Indian
Boutique
Handmade
Clothing

from
India and Pakistan

Velvet Kaftans Turkey Coats

Silk Scarfs Mirror Dresses

Jewelry

Imported
Christmas Ornaments

Indian Jingle Bells

211 MAIN ST.
NORTHAMPTON

Every Wednesday is

STAMPEDE NIGHT
A little bit of the FerWeit in New England.

Our cowgirls, in Western garb will serve you Western Steer Beef

by the ounce - 45c per ounce for Prime Sirloin, 70< per ounce for

Filet Mignon, and 35< per ounce for a Rib of Broiled Beef. Just tell

the chef how thick of a slice you want, and how you like it done.

Keep our Friday Night Buffet in mind li 30 to 9 1 00 p.m. $5.50 per

person.

@(7&Lord d TefTery §
•/. / 20.2S74 J

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

fpAY
I DRY

. . . ride a

Peter Pan
Hitching doesn't cost

Peter Pan is more dep
able. Stay dry . . . stay

ride a Peter Pan bus

Student Union

Tel: 545 2006

» t*it*w4 a.*, a.**** «v

RAOUL MITMCM. WMItlP I

•

T ASP
experiences to prepare you to serve in

and create alternative schools

has openings for juniors and seniors

The Altenative Schools Pro«ram»«-»«r"
University of Massachusetts
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Campus Carousel

By TONY GRANITK
KVKRYONE'S AN "A" STUDENT at UCal

Riverside, where their Highlander newspaper has

announced a special course in German that records no

grade lower than "A".

The way it works is that the student studies his

lessons until he (she) is ready to retake the

examination and get an "A". One academic credit for

the course is earned on the basis of proficiency rather

than time.

A substitute for pass/fail?
*****

KEEIMNCi AN EYE ON ECOLOGY has gone to

extremes at Portland (Ore.) State, where their

Vanguard announces in a page one piece that a

receptacle for assorted recycables yielded a glass

eye.
,

An invitation is out for the owner to claim it.

*****

SPEAKING OK WHICH, the Mankata (Minn.) State

Daily Importer is spreading the word of a people-type

ecology that is going on at neighboring Macalester

College Seems that students on that campus have

begun a "Save the Profs" movement by collecting

money to make up the $300
:
000 cut in faculty salaries

recently decided by the Board of Trustees.

The students are literally begging money to finance

a letter-writing campaign in January. The literary

assault will be directed at the alumni of Macalester,

seeking both money and pressure on the trustees to

reconsider their action.

Leftover money will be used to pay part ot the

faculty salaries next year, if the instructors are

allowed to stay , or to be given as going-away presents.

Greater love hath no s^ydjent than this...

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK: taken from page one

of The Highlander of UCal-Riverside: "Military

Recruiters Pimp on Campus.'
*****

MEANTIME, The University Daily of Texas Tech

UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS

Campui
carries a satirical piece by Charles B. Moore, titled

"Are Tech professors over-paid?"
*****

AND THE VANGUARD student newspaper of

Portland (Ore.) State put this label on an editorial

speculating on the reasons for the resignation of the

Chief of Campus1 Security: "Cop Out."
*****

INCENTIVE AWARDS to staff of Louisiana State

got a big play in the pages of a recent Daily Reveille.

Seems that the University presents $100 checks to

selected employees who have made "outstanding

contributions" to the campus. The three-year-old

program is administered by a panel of judges who

select winners for "superior performance

-professionalism", "efficient, helpful, patient and

very human manner", and "contributions to employe

morale and to the promotion of harmonious public

relations."

We could use some of that right here, eh !

*****

UNEMPLOYMENT CHECKS FOR STUDENTS?
One-third of those claiming unemployment benefits in

the Pullman, Wash, office of the state's Employment

Security Dept. were students during the first week of

November, according to a story in the Daily

Evergreen.
*****

I NDKRGRADS A NO-NO AT MIT? Their student

newspaper reports that "Disconcerting information

has reached The Teeh in recent weeks which casts

doubt on MIT's institutional dedication to un-

dergraduate education..."

The paper quoted an unnamed official as noting that

"Undergraduates are not as useful in research as

graduate students are; thus graduate students are

move valuable and relatively less expensive to

educate..."
*****

MERRY XMAS and HAPPY CHANUKA TO ALL.

Community Rally

For Soviet Jewry

Index Close, But No Rubber Cigar

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (NSYA)-The

UMass student annual came within

two percentage points of a perfect

score in the judging of 1971 college

yearbooks by the National School

Yearbook Association (NSYA) of

Memphis, Tenn.

According to the "Honor Award"

rating received this week from the

widely-known national rating

service, the 1971 Index of UMass
accummulated 108 of a possible 110

points in the judging. The yearbook

was edited by Thomas D. Leavitt of

South Deerfield, Mass.

The 1971 edition was the 102nd

produced at the Amherst campus.

The book is among the top three

produced in the United States, with

a press run of 13,500.

NYSA grades more than 1,000

publications a year. The service

group was founded 21 years ago in

Houston, Texas, by N.S. Patterson

who still guides a staff of 25 judges

who are professionals in the

yearbook field.

By JEKKREY GREEN
Last Saturday night represen-

tatives of the Five College Area

Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry

traveled to Springfield to par-

ticipate in a Community Rally for

Soviet Jewry sponsored by the

Springfield Jewish Federation. An
estimated 1500 people turned out

for the event which was held at

Temple Beth El. The rally was

recorded on tape to be sent to Kol

Yisrael (the Voice of Israel) and

broadcasted into the Soviet Union.

The speakers for the rally in-

cluded representatives of various

religious communities, Mayor
Frank Freedman, Representative

Raymond Fontana who brought a

message from Governor Sargent

and Theodore Bikel whose name
and presence in the program
remained almost obscure until he

stepped to the podium and spoke of

the plight of the Soviet Jew.

The massive, bearded Bikel

whose character in the en-

tertainment world has

traditionally been that of the

robust, Jewish soul then picked

up his guitar and sang songs in

Russian, Yiddish and Hebrew
composed by Jews of Soviet Russia

and smuggled out by a visiting

scientist. Bikel deplored those who
were involved in the struggle to

save Soviet Jewry for reasons of

self-gratification.

Speaking also at the rally was

Victor Yoran, a once prized Soviet

Cellist and winner of many

awards. Yoran defected to the

Israeli Mission in Vienna in a

calculated escape plan for which

he had to leave his wife and young

child behind. Yoran has since been

working vigorously to bring his

family to Israel. On every attempt,

his family has been denied per-

mission to emigrate.

The rally was concluded with the

lighting of the Chanukah Menorah.

Each of the eight candles on the

menorah, which in Jew'sh history

is the symbol of freeuom, was
dedicated to a particular Jewish

Prisoner of Conscience now in a

Soviet Prison Camp. There are

estimated to be 42 such prisoners in

the Soviet Union.

The latest figures of Jewish

emigration from Russia for this

year is 14,000. It was remarked

"that this was due to the pressure

brought to bear on the USSR by

such rallies and protests, and

perhaps even more by the work

that does not receive such

publicity. It was said that these

figures are still not high enough

and that those Jews who wished to

remain Soviet citizens are still

being denied the right to live as a

Jewish entity.

"If one man is enslaved on this

earth," said Bishop Alexander D.

Stewart, a speaker at the rally,

"then none of us can be confident of

his own freedom."

The rally ended with the singing

of Hatikvah, the Israeli National

Anthem.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

l965Chevy Impala. V8. 283, automatic, 2

new tires, good condition, $300. Call 253-

7863 after 5 p.m.
tf 12-22

Very good '67 Fender Bandmaster and 2-

12 in. speaker* . very powerful. Need

$300.00 . Call (34-2273.
tf 12-21

Squire Village, modern 2 bdrm. apt., all

utilities incl.. married couple* only. Avail.

Jan I. Rent 1190. Call 665-3218.

tf 12-22

Roommate wanted for 3 brm in Puffton.

own room. 549-6258 after six p.m.
If 12-21

BABYSITTING

1971 Toyota Mark II. 2 dr.. 1900 cc, 108

h.p.. AM — FM radio, 5 good tlre» and

snos. 14,000 ml., excellent cond.. mint tell.

Call 549-6624.
tf 12-22

Silver, gold braceleta. ringt, pendant*

hand-embroidered blouaet, Macrame
handbagt. Merchaum Pipet. 256-6669. Call

** " °°
tf,2-2.

Female - free room and board, modern

apt . adjacent unlv.. In lieu of minimal

child care. 549-3653. ^

69 Opel Rallye fallback. »nowtlre»,

23mpg. radial*. A*king $1250. Rog. 527-

1528.
tfl2-21

Ski* for »ale: near new Fischer

Wedelking 180* w/pole* $45, 545-03S9 or

:i67-9506. See at English Dept.. Bart. 170.

12-21

One furnUhed room. 5 1/2 ml., from

campus, kitchen privilege*, utilities in-

cluded. Call 586-0030, available Jan., first

tf 12-21

62 VW sedan, $200. religned brakes,

rebuilt engine. 2S3-5221 after 5.

tf 12-21

New and used cameras and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo

253-3148.
tfsem

Available: bedroom in Puffton Village

apt., available Immediately or for second

semester. Call 1-549-6864, keep trying.

tf 12-21

1965 Ford, custom 500, V'8, automatic,

p.s.. new std. tire*, excellent cond., $350.

Paul Hughes 256-6880.

1962 Chevy Impala convert., with new

tape deck. Asking |m King site H20 bed

with liner and finished frame $40. Call

Brian 584-7720 or 253-5877.

3 1/2 rooms. 2 bedrooms. Cllffside Apt*..

Sunderland, available before second

semester begins, call after 5:00. 665-3092.

tf 12-22

Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm town

house apt. Mt. Range, Amherst. $75/mo.,

all utilities Includ.. avail., any time In Jan.

Call 256-R768.
tf 12-21

Female roommate wanted for Rolling

Green Apartment. Call Leslie 253-5140.

tf 12-21

APT. TO RENT
New 2 bedrm apt., in Belchertown.

w/w /carpet, air cond. Call 323-1459 after 6.

tf 12-21

Squire Village, 2 bdrm apart, utilities

Inc., available end of Jan. Call 665-2842.

tf 12-21

Need a babysitter, I am experienced

sitter available during January. Will live

in if preferred. Call Mary 549-6473 or leave

mess.
tf!2-22

WANTED
A crash helmet - call 546-69W1

1(12-21

Kmergency - need Psych. 280 Notes, lost

mine, will pay for your*. Plea»e call 546-

1106
tf 12-22

Wanted, dead or alive, people to fill 2

bedroom apt.. 1 rm. empty. 1 rm needs

roommate. 253-7303 Rich.
tf 12-22

ROOM AVAILABLE

67 VW Squareback in excellent con-

dition: good brakes, engine, body, rack,

etc. $900. Call 584-1030. ^^

Gibson GB-3 Bass, good condition, with

case $200. Call (617)544-2921 collect.

UI2-2I

:i bdrm. furnished sublet, near School of

Kd. Dec 22-Jan 31 549-6446.

tf 12-22

APT. WANTED

1963 Chevy impala. 2-dr. hardtop. 283.

V8 auto., 4 good tires. 2 new snows, good

condition and reliable $225. Call 549-6948

anytime. ^^

Refrig: 2.1 cu. ft.: prtce-$50. Call dally

after 8 p.m. 546-6697.

tf 12-22

Greenfield: large room with laundry

and breakfast, plus chance for outside

work to reduce $15/week. Call 773-9288.

Mr. Merrill

MT. HUGARLOAF APT8. Avail. Jan I,

Ig. 2 bdrm atl. Included, alr-cond.. pa**,

1 1*5. (all Sklbtakl Realtors 253-7222. eve.

**^*"*"-
tf 12-22'

1 1.. mo house with 4 bd.rm.. Hv. rm..

kitchen - with 3 other people - 30 seconds

from campus-come to 414 No. Pleasant St.,

if inter.-before Wed. or during final week.
12-21

LOST SERVICES

ROOMMATES WANTED

PERSONAL
68 VW. white square b.. prof* com-

muter. 41.000 mile*, ten exc. tire* *tudded

etc., 6 wheel* block-heater, etc. $1485. 5-

0661. 625-6484.

M or F. own room Puffton Village, apt..

258. Call 549-6696
tf 12-21

Class ring 73. name Bruce Arthur

Pronovosl inside. If found contact Sam.

Fraternity House 545-0845.

tf12-22

Happy 19th. Huddy - Bun! With much

,0ve
tf!2-21

Welcome home Jone»y. Love C
tf 12-22

Wanted: female to share room In 3

bedroom Puffton Apt., rent @ $55. Call

549-0456.
tf 12-21

64 Bulck Special, runs well, good tires,

$150. I all Peter 549-6574.
^

Internal. Metro Van, must »ell

Call Old Weird Harold* 586-3727.

quick.

IM2-22

CK - Will the cruel wind* of winter blow

a little colder now that you gave your mop

the chop? Crank Mate! Happy Yachtlng-

TER
U12-2I

Roommate wanted, male, own bedroom

in 3 bedroom Puffton Apartment .
Call 549-

3816.
IflMI

Young man »eek» year old German

Shepard. lost. Echo Hill area. 12/9. black

markings, tan socks. Reward. Call 256-

H853. 16 Cranberry Lane.
tf 12-21

HELPWANTED

67 Barracuda Fallback, exel.. condition

alr/cond.. p.*.. gd. *now*. 273 V8. 18 20

m.p.g.. muat *ee and drive. Call Dave 586-

1321. leave message. $1260 or b.o.

tf IZ-Z1

Big Ole Tanan. 6 ft., calling 4 at-

tractive, sensuous Jane type gal* 4

swinging In der tree*. Damn good food

and booie. Call eve. wek. end*. Keep

trying. 665-2264.

Roommate needed to »hare two bedroom

apt.. Beacon Hill. Bo*ton. Call 617-742-

689.1.

tf 12-22

M or F, own room, Puffton Village, apt..

258. Call 549-6696.
tf 12-24

Fx auto mechanic* and attendant*,

good pav and beniflt*. Amber* and Area

( No heavy work) . Call 5843351. ^ ^

Leading newapaper need* people to

distribute daily newapaper m - f on UMass

Campus. 2nd semester. Apply at Collegian

office. '

1964 VW Sunroof, black w/Wack naug..

Interior, fiber belted i»«**
engine. 53 hp .uper clean, $525. I4$HM

tliz-zi

Merry Chrirtma*. Lover! See you at

New Year'* (despite the aurf ) .
Love from

the "Hang In There" Kid.

FREE
F roommate wanted, own room, grad

preferred. Contact at 549-6109.

tfl2-21

Help - my 3 1/2 mnth. old kitten need** a

new home. Call 6-9688 after 7 »*.

1963 VW Mkrobu* Camper, radio, ga*

heater, toilet. Ice box. (4) new ww tires,

new paint. me«h exc. $950 or be*t offer

2S6*4B9.
tf(MI

Amherst Audio *ervlce*. Stereo com-

ponent*, tape deck* for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.
U5-12

Passports aV grad school picturee-24. hr.

service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

tfsem

TRAVEL
Bermuda from $ 199 or Nassau from $239

during the week of Spring Vacation.

For more Info call Rich Margll. 412 Dwight

545-0791.

tf 12-21

Ski the Alps-Jan 14-24 Chamonix.
France-air fare, hotels, discount lifts and

lessons, last night in Paris. Contact Peggy
253-9667.

tf 12-23

Ski the Alps. Jan 14-24 Chamonix
France, air fare, hotel*, discount lifts A
lessons, last night In Part* $257. Contact

Peggy 253-9667.

If 1 2-23

Happy Birthday, Chrl*. alias. Dummy!
Love Trichlnl and Pumpkin!

12-21

Roommate to *hare I bedroom apt., at

Pufrton. Call Sharon 54941753.

tf 12-22

Beautiful puppies, free to good home*.

< •» mmL tf.2-22 TYPING

FORRFNT
FOR SALE

1964 Bulck Wildcat for *ale. Perfect

Condition. Mu*t *ell now. $460 CMUn-
mediately. Leave message. Dan WW

4-bedroom house excellent condition.

Call 6: 39-7: 99 p.m. Sklhlskl Real EaUte

MM•:Ma,
U.2-22

2 roommate* needed, female, to *hare I

lrg„ 2 bedroom apt.. In Northampton.

$65/mo. heat Inc. Avail.. Jan. 1. Call 586-

tf.2-2.

RIDEWANTED

AR (Acoustic Research) Transcription

Tiimtable Shure M44E Cartridge, *lx

montfT. Sd. coat $1.2. Sell $•»• Kj*

Wedding gown - velvet, chapel train, «Ue

12. $25 • 549-0058. ^

Squire Village two bedroom townhou»e

available Jan. I. Call 665-3254.

tfiz-zi

Roommate* wanted or hou»e for rent.

Call Susan at 584-8887 day* or 774-3211

n '«hU
tf.2-22

2 bdrm.. apt.. In Belchertown in six unit

bldg.. w/w carp., large living room, built

this yr„ $206/m. Leave message In Mache

"•
tf 12-22

One or two roommate* wanted for

Squire VIII. Apt. Sunderland for second

semester Call 665-4495.

tf 12-22

Desperate ride wanted to Florida for

two. Miami vicinity around January 7. If

you can help plea*e. call Joan or Bev 549-

•"'
.2-21

I'rgent: ride for 2 to Flor. or South

needed. Leaving Dec. 22. share expen»e»

and driving. Call 546-4074 or 5*6-4077. Keep

trying.
1112-21

Typing -theses, dissertations, etc. Fast

accurate, experienced. Have Math and

(hem symbols Call 253-3991.

U lZ-Zl

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book la 8 1' Rm. 318.

Every student with your course ne*>

semester will need row books save *

money, sell direct.
tf-aem
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BAIIA'1 FIRESIDE
Tonight at 8 p.m. in 38 But-

terfield Terrace. No. 117. All are

cordially welcome Call 5496830 if

you would like further information.

BOI/TWOOD
It's all over for this semester.

Programs will be run in a limited

fashion during January. If in-

terested give us a call. Programs

resume fully again the first week in

February. Have a happy...

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION
AND III MAN NEEDS
No meeting this week.

FINANCIAL AID
Financial aid applications for the

summer of '72 and the 72-73

academic year will be available in

the Financial Aid office, 232

Whitmore, beginning 12/17.

Whether or not aid has been

received previously, a new ap-

plication must be filed each year

for all scholarships, loans, grants

and work study. The deadline for

filing is MARCH 1, 1972.

Notices
(ilHIS

Interested in Co-ed living"' We
are interested in you and your

ideas. Washington lower co-ed

living community. Come and join

us before vacation.

HEYMAKER8 SOI AUK DANCE
CLUB
The regular square dance lesson

scheduled for tonight has been

cancelled. Lessons will resume in

Feb. See you then.

OUR CLAIM TO INTELLIGENCE
We can excel in our exams. No

one has to fear failure.

Readings from the Bible &

Science and Health to make these

points clear, at the next Christian

Science Organization meeting. 6:45

p.m.. Tuesday, Jan. 11 in CC 803.

You are invited.

POLITICAL SCIENCE 201, 202

Mr. King's sections are

reminded that the take home

exams are due January 6.

SCUBA CLUB
For all members going on

Florida trip, come to meeting

tonight at 8 p.m. in CC 177. Bring

deposit of $10.00

G », PE 100: GLIDING COURSE
Offered Spring semester at

Pilgrim Airport. Lab fee $55. Sign

up at PE table on course change

day. For info call 5452338.

LOST
Slide rule-name on the case: A.

Christopher Wilson. Please call

67003, or return to 524 Grayson, or

to address on case.

Wedding ring with engraving of

JWR NCL. Please return to CC lost

& found or call 5929193 collect.

AFRICAN REVOLUTION
Film: People's War in Angola on

Tuesday at 8 p.m. in Student Union

Ballroom.

all scholarships, loans, grants —_

—

————

1

i work studv The deadline for

H1MUA ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
^^"^ '***

-ft
"y SYDNEY OMAWl fc —

'

TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
7:00 p.m. EVENING NEWS-a half

hour of news and information.

7:30 p.m. Progressive rock and

other good sounds.

7:50 p.m. REDMEN BASKET-
BALL * see sports page.

10.00 p.m. FOCUS-Tonight Ken
Mosakowski will feature an

exclusive interview taped last

Thursday with Eugene
Richards, Charles Imhof, and

Dorie Lynch of RESPECT,
INC., a private anti-poverty

agency in West Memphis,
Arkansas. Also as part of

tonight's special Christmas

program, Mosakowski will

devote a segment of the

broadcast to alternate methods

of celebrating Christmas, as

suggested by such peace groups

as the American Friends Ser-

vice Committee, (one hour)

11:00 p.m. LATE NIGHT NEWS-
same format as Evening News.

11:30 p.m. THE WES CANNELL
SHOW- rock and other good

music til 3.

Christmas

Concert
On Wednesday, Dec. 22, at 12:10,

at Grace Episcopal Church on the

Common in Amherst, The
Amherst-Pelham Reg. High School

Chorus will perform a concert of

Christmas music, conducted by

Peter Hart.

This is another in the weekly

series of short programs of music,

called "Wednesdays at Noon".

There is no charge. The public is

cordially invited.

A survey concluded al tour Oklahoma

Oly hospitals, revealed lhal more babies

wire born helween Ihree and four in Ihe

morning lhal more babies were born in

Auqusl nnd lhal fewer birlhs occurred in

April

ARIES (March 21 April 19). A friendship

is dissolved if you ask loo many questions

H.ive lailh Your desires will be fulfilled

Kry is lo overcome skepticism lhat is nol

lusiifiod. This will become increasingly

i loar

TAURUS (Apr. I 20 May 20): Accept

..ddilional assignment Responsibility now

, oincides wilh greater reward. Standing in

ommunily is on upswing Professional

superior pays meaninful compliment Heed

voice of experience.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Spread ideas

.ind influence Enlarge horijons menial

,incl spiritual Aries individual could play

key role Be receptive But also make sure

your own style gels across No need to lake

hack seal

CANCER (June 21 July 22). New ap

proach lo parlnership deal is required You

need added room, independence. Financial

.irrangemeni can l»e improved. Key is to

• isserl needs m reasonable manner Others

hen will respond

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) Obtain valid hint

irom Cancer message. Take nothing for

granted Give intuitive intellect a chance lo

work Aquarius person may play important

role Unorlhodo* ideas now arc ones most

likely lo succeed.

VIRGO (Aug Sept. 22): Stress ver

saiidly H.we alternative methods at hand

B.' willing lo laugh al own foibles. Humor

now proves great ally. Emphasis is on

hesllh. work, ability lo accept constructive

-uggesiions

I ibra IS.pl 23 Oct. 22): Stress creative

_£s ° C

THE KING OF LAUGHTER

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
MOD€RN
TING

WRITTEN DIRECTED AND PRODUCED BY

CHARLES CHAPLIN
,t,„,.,h Classic f rst.vat r™ t

„r«i.nn

iClKEMA/'

approach Don'l follow or imilate. Sel your

own pace. Be considerale toward children,

hul know when lo draw line. Be fair, bul

hrm Delails now assume additional im

porlance Be ihorough.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21) Obtain hint

Irom Libra message. Know lhal what might

seem superficial could be important. Means

read i.elween lines check fine print.

Emphasis is on home, security, im

provcmenl of properly.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): You

may lie hurrying here, there and

• verywherc. Key is lo concentrate efforts.

Finish one Ihing before starting in another

area. You expand interests and are con

Milled iiy neighbors, relatives.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Money

mleresls arc highlighted. Review values.

May nol lie necessary 10 rearrange per

sonal priorities. One you look for granted

may act in unusual manner Be perceptive

Check resources.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Lunar

< ycle is such lhal you can successfully

•niliale projects. Trust judgment, intuition.

You are on larget. Personal magnetism

soars Many arc drawn lo you. You can pul

ncross special program
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Look behind

seines Obtain hint from Capricorn

m. ssage F md out whal il is you really

.icsire Key is lo be truthful wilh yourself

H> Her now for finishing rather lhan

beginning projects. At l accordingly

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have delightful sense of humor You often

exhibit tendency lo scalier forces You need

oullel lor self expression. Wriling, music,

drama ;hesc could fill bill. Your credo is

apl lo be open road and open mind. You

•ibhor proverbial sluffed shirt Recent

i hange m home will prove beneficial

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp

Have To Stay

And Can't Pay?
Kecogni/.ing that many students who must stay in Amherst during

( •hnstm,s vacation and intercession can not afford the $2.50 per day rent

at Hamlin House, the Dean of Students Office has announced that ce. tain

students in financial need may stay at Hamlin House rent tree. Interested

students must apply through the Financial Aid Office in Room 232

Whitmore by speaking to Mr. Lynn Santner, the Associate Director of the

The critieria lor exemption for the rent fee, according to Mr. Santner, is

necessarily different from regular financial aid cases. The exemptions

will be decided on the merits of each individual case; thus, a I arent s

( onlidential Statement is not necessary for a student to be considered for

a Hamlin House vacation rent exemption.

Normally vacation rent in Hamlin House would cost $30.00 or

Christmas vacation and $25.00 for Intersession for a total of $55.00 plus

optional charges for linen.

ifieds

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1

4

8

12

Skill

Clayey earth

Fruit

Unit of

Portuguese
currency

.

Appellation

of Athena

Singing voice

Organ of

hearing

Not excessive

Freshet

Small island

Note of scale

Employ

Want
Golf mound
Beast of burden

Look fixedly

Conjunction

Be in debt

Things, in law

Exists

Fabled dwarf

Carpenter's tool

Writing fluid

Prefix: half

Harvest
goddess

Indefinite

article

42 Pith helmet

44 Change

47 Smashed

51 Period of time

52 Ripped

53 Unusual

54 Outfit

55 Imitated

56 Danish measure
57 Observe

13

14

15

16

18

20
21

22

23

27

29

30
31

32
33
34
35
37

38

39
40

41

10

11
17
19
22
24

25
26

27
28
29
30
32
33

Partner

Beverage

Negligent

Fall into disuse

Father and
mother

Guido's high

note
Unit of Siamese
currency
Fish eggs
Spanish article

Preposition

Employ
Babylonian
deity

Ireland

Article of

furniture

Labels
Slave
Reverence
Stitch

Left out
Ethiopian title

A P T
S €
E R

36

37
38
40
41

43

Hindu
ejaculation

Helical

Buries
Musical drama
Man's
nickname
Old Testament
(abbr.)

44 Arabian seaport

45 Great Lake

46 Rant

47 Music: as
written

48 Jump
49 Exist

50 Before

177

DOWN

War god

Harvest
Angry outburst Disty. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. at

REAL PARTRIP665 VEkV SELDOM

FALL OUT OF PEAR TKE65

by Johnny hart
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THE WIZARD OF ID

by Brant parker and Johnny hart

League Double Teams
Ask any wrestler what he thinks of his

teams 2-5-1 record and he'll say he doesn't

like it. Ask the samer what he thinks of the

schedule and he'll say it's tops.

There is a saying in athletic competition

that one migrates to one's competition and

by virtue of this aphorism that is just what

the Redman wrestlers are out to do. Looking

at the weekend losses to Ivy League powers

Columbia, 29-11, and Harvard, 20-11, in this

perspective they don't seem as bad.

Coach Homer Barr reflected on his team's

performance by saying, "We did not wrestle

well against Columbia but wrestled better

against Harvard. This is undoubtedly our

toughest schedule but the experience that

we are gaining by wrestling tough com-

petition like the Ivy's and Lock Haven is

worth the struggle we are undergoing."

As was the case at Yale the strength of the

Ivy recruiting offices was in evidence.

Stepping onto the mat at 118 for Harvard

was Dan Blakinger a former Pennsylvania

State Champion who distinguished himself

by defeating a boy that had never been

beaten in high school. At 126 Harvard had

Carl Biello a two time National Prep School

Champ. Columbia had Andy Puchany a

highly touted Pennsylvania boy and the son

of one of the Keystone States best coaches.

The Redmen had their hands full at the

outset as they met a tough Columbia that

was up not only for UMass but Harvard and

they whipped through the first three mat-

ches and then tied at 142. Capable freshman

Russ Chateauneuf coming into the match

after an injury at Lock Haven tied Puchany

and came very close to putting him away in

the third period.

Clay Jester used his Columbia match to

get him ready for the Harvard match. The

match was in Clay's favor going into the last

minutes and he was reversed and pinned on

a very lucky move by the Columbia boy. In

the evening, Clay destroyed his man 10-5.

The next match that UMass won was

Bruce Buckbee's and he had little trouble on

his way to a 5-1 decision.

Carl Dambman proved that revenge was
sweet as he came from a 9-2 deficit to score

his fourth pin of the season. Carl started the

match by scoring a point without doing a

thing. It seems that his Columbia opponent

was a nationally ranked judo champ and he

slammed Carl and almost knocked him out.

An illegal slam is worth one point to the

boy slammed and as Carl was collecting his

senses he was a point ahead. Then the kid

did it again and again. As Carl went down
for the third time he said he became
determined to pin the man. And he did in

2:37 of the second period.

Harvard also swept the first three mat-

ches and tied the fourth to Chateauneuf. In

this match it was another freshman Chris

Cadwallader that was responsible for three

points as he eked out a win over his Harvard
opponent on riding time.

Bruce Buckbee lost a heartbreaker to the

only Harvard man to do anything in the

nationals Richie Starr, and he took a fifth.

Bruce was ahead going into the last six

Whalers Cream Mushrooms For

Women's IM Basketball Title

seconds and the referree awarded Starr a

two point reversal and Buckbee was still in

control.

At heavyweight, Chris Hodson turned in a

stellar performance by decisioning his man
12-5. Behind 2-0 Chris showed what working

with the coach will do for a man as he took

his man down and put him on his back for

the beginning.

Tonight the grapplers face Worcester

Poly Tech at home in the auxiliary gym at

Boyden at 8:00. A win against this team
would be a fine Christmas present and a

good thing to come back to when the first

matches after the holiday are Oswego State

and the Army JV's. The lineup shifts once

more as freshmen McGlaughlin,
Chateauneuf, Rome and Cadwallader are

called back into service.

Scheduling is the key to success and if this

year's schedule is worthi anything at all,

then the Redmen are on their way to opening

the lock.

f

Sunday afternoon in Boyden Gym the Residence

Hall Champion Melville Whalers smashed the

Mushrooms, the (formerly undefeated) Independent

Champions by a close score of 19-16 to capture the

Women's Intramural All-Campus Basketball

Championship.
The Whaler squad of Meredith Schmidt, June

Manning, Debbie Oakley, Janet Manning, Mary

Arnott. Jane Andrews and Nancy Fink all realized

that they were facing their toughest competition of the

season, but their exquisite teamwork and over-

whelming desire to win spurred them on to victory.

The Whalers gained an early lead when June scored

the first basket in the opening seconds of the game.

They maintained a marginal lead throughout the

game, only allowing the Mushrooms to tie the score

once.

The Whaler defense kept the Mushrooms from

sprouting ahead by cutting off the inside shots. On the

other hand, the Whalers managed to penetrate the

Mushroom defense often enough to maintain their

lead. They also dominated offensive and defensive

boards.

The scoring was indeed a team effort with Janet

Manning as high scorer with eight points, followed by

Debbie Oakley and June Manning with four points

each. Mary Arnott scored two points and Mere Sch-

midt tallied one.

Instrumental in the Whalers successful season was

the enthusiastic and sincere support of Melville 3

Ixmg, the effective scorekeeping of Marcia Lappin

and the superb coaching of Ed Fitz.

Recreational Schedules
EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 23. 1971-JANUARY 28. 1972

BOYDEN GYMNASIUM CLOSED—TO BE USED FOR
FINAL EXAMS AND
REGISTRATION.

BOYDEN AUXILIARY
GYMNASIUM

BOYDEN HANDBALL AND
SQUASH COURTS*

BOYDEN
ALLEYS***

BOWLING

CLOSED—TO BE USED FOR
FINAL EXAMS AND
REGISTRATION.

MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY
8:00 AM-5:00 PM

AVAILABLE FOR USE THE
WEEK OF JANUARY 3-7

ONLY.
9:00 AM-4:00 PM

MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY
12 noon-3:00 PM

MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY
10:00 AM-4:00 PM

FAMILY SWIM
FRIDAY 7-9PM except Dec. 24

and 31

* Reservations are required at all times on weekdays & may be

made one day in advance-Example: Make reservation for

Thursday on Wednesday, for Monday on Friday. Reservations

must be made in person at the Intramurals Office, located in

Room 215 Boyden, starting at 8:30 AM. No telephone reservations

will be accepted. , ,. ,* Women are advised to use some form of non-slipping footwear

to and from Lockerroom.
*** At 50C per line. Bowling shoes will be provided free upon

presentation of student or faculty/staff ID. cards.

BOYDEN POOL*'

BOYDEN WEIGHT
TRAINING ROOM

CURRY HICKS POOL

The Scupper's Coming
...but before it does, we would like to wish everyone a

MERRY CHRISTMAS

The Whalers

Bobby Jones' Services Held
ATLANTA ( AP) — Bobby Jones,

who began playing golf at the age

of six with a sawed-off, hickory-

shafted club and became the

game's only Grand Slam winner,

was buried Monday.
Private graveside services at

Atlanta's tree-shaded Oakland
Cemetery on the edge of the

business district took less than ten

minutes.

Only members of Jones' im-

mediate family were at graveside,

but a handful of the golfers' old

friends stood a few yards away,

talking among themselves.

"That's the way Dad wanted it,"

said Robert T. Jones, III. "He just

didn't want any great fuss."

The day was warm but grey and

drizzly.

Services consisted of several

Swimmers Bow
To Cent. Conn.

By JANIS AHMADJIAN
Overpowered and outclassed the

UMass varsity swim team bowed

to a strong, highly aggressive team

from Central Connecticut Saturday

afternoon, 91-22. Central stacked

the meet constantly with their best

swimmers making competition

very difficult for UMass.
The opposition really showed

their power and depth capturing

first places in all the events except

the 50-yard Freestyle which Dick

Blaisdell won with a time of 23.9

while Pete Ouelette placed third.

Bruce Taylor scored the first

point for UMass with a third in the

1,000 yard Freestyle. Capturing

second place positions were: Herb
Schuster 200 yard Individual

Medley, Dick Blaisdell - 100 yard

Freestyle, Jack Tyler - 500 yard

Freestyle, and Paul Joy - first

Diving compeition.

Third placed points were gained

by: Joe Hebert - 200 yard

Freestyle, Tom Smith - 200 yard

Butterfly, George Kwiecien - 200

yard Backstroke, Dave Guiney -

200 yard Breaststroke, and Mike

Queen - 3 meter Individual Diving.

The next meet of the season will

be away at the University of

Vermont on January 29th. On
February 5th. UMass hosts MIT.

short prayers read from a Catholic

prayer book by the Rev. Msgr.

John D. Stapleton. Jones was
baptized a Catholic three days

before his death.

No eulogies were read at

graveside, but the family has been

deluged with tributes to the golf

great since his death Saturday at

the age of 69.

Jones, who personified the

Golden Era of sports when he

achieved golf's only Grand Slam in

1930, died at his home.

His doctor said he died as the

result of an aneurism he suffered

last week, but Jones had been

suffering for years from a painful

and crippling back diseased called

syringomyelia.

The disease ended his golfing

career in 1948-18 years after he won

the Grand Slam by taking the U.S.

Open, the U.S. Amateur, the

British Open and British Amateur
championships.
Jones was buried in a grey metal

casket beside members of his

wife's family. The grave is against

a mossy brick wall on the edge of

the old cemetery.

Jones, who as a teenaged golfer

was the game's enfant terrible,

was a man of steely determination

and drive. "The man was sick so

long and he fought it so suc-

cessfully that I think we have

finally discovered the secret to

Jones' success-it was the strength

of his mind," reflected Ben Hogan

upon learning of his friend's death.

Jones cut a glamorous figure as

he moved through the decade of the

'20s, making headlines with the

likes of boxer Jack Dempsey and
football star Red Grange.

FLY HOME
for the

HOLIDAYS
Boston $25

Hartford $15

New York $28

Albany $25

other destinations on request

based on 3 passenger booking
Call to reserve a seat

L

Interstate Aviation Agency

Pilgrim Airport
North Hatfield

665-4072

./-X
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AnotherTough Stretch:

Begins At Hofstra
By EARLE BARROLL

Your team has just come off an emotional basketball game with a

highly rated Harvard team. Your next opponent is Hofstra, a team

hat showed up at the Cage last year in fragments because they

travelled in a car caravan which was derailed by a snowstorm. And

waiting just beyond Hofstra is Villanova in the first round of the

Quaker City Invitational Tournament.

So what to do"* Jack Leaman had this to say on the eve before the

Hofstra name. "This will be the toughest game to prepare for this

season altitude-wise. We've had three games this week which were

decided by two points, everyone is thinking of Chris mas and then

you" re asked about Villanova all the time and we still have Hofstra

t0

"So* we have to be ready to play. We got to play every game like

Holy Cross and Harvard. We are not in a position
t

to lose'any games

were supposed to win. Any mistake can be fatal. And Hofstra is a

Learn we're not supposed to lose to."

Hofstra is certainlv not a team to lose to, but on the road anything

can happen and Leaman is the first one to admit it. He s had many

road scares in his coaching career here to be cognizant of this

situation ..Like UNH, Maine, URI. ..

To date, Hofstra is 3-4, having oeaten such notables as LaSalle

and Manhattan and lost to Army, Temple and Oral Roberts. You

say Oral Roberts? Ask the teams that have played this school and

they'll tell you how good they are. D . an
And so begins another big and important stage in the Redman

schedule. After Hofstra, yes, it's to Philadelphia and the Quaker

( itv Tournament. Villanova and the Redmen tap-off at 9 p.m.in the

opening round on the 27th. Other pairings have Fairfield playing

South Carolina (number three in the country) at 3 p.m., Boston

College against LaSalle at 7 p.m., and Manhattan against Ten-

nessee at 1 p.m. ,

On the following day, the winners and losers square off. The 29th

is an off day and then the championship, and two consolation

brackets on the 30th. Two losses and you're out. A win and a loss

and you make it to the consolations on the 30ths. Two wins and you

plav for it all.
,

. ., . „
During intercession, the Redmen are on the road at Vermont on

January 18 and at Iona on the 22.

To start the second semester off. nationally rated Providence

comes to the Cage. Last time UMass and Providence met here it

was the opening game of the 1969-70 season and a young sophomore

by the name of Julius Erving gave indications of what was to come

when he scored 28 points and hauled in 28 rebounds in leading the

Redmen to a 90-85 upset over the Friars.
.

This year Providence has such standouts as Ernie DiGregono

and Marvelous Marvin Barnes <6'9).

If you have a chance to make to the Palestra during vacation, you

might want to see the Tennessee pre-game show that features a 6 8

giant on a unicycle. The Volunteer fans all come dressed in Orange

and then as one writer put it, "they hold the ball.'

Tracksters Surge By Brown

In Uncontroversial Opener
By MDC STAFF

Rick Barry made sure that the

Brown officials were not involved

in a controversial decision

reminiscent of last year as he

flashed through the final leg of the

two-mile relay, wiped out a 25-yard

deficit and brought the UMass
track team a 57-52 opening meeting

win over Brown on Saturday.

It was only a year ago when a

seemingly false start by a Brown

sprinter, that would have forced

him out of the race went unnoticed

Bathj <Mhgtan

SPORTS

Mascot Keeps Fans Psyched
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL (AP>

— Tom Landry's scouting report

on the Minnesota Vikings most

likely does not include the ten-

dencies of Hub Meeds, a 38-year-

old truck driver from White Bear

Lake, Minn.

But the Dallas Cowboys might

want to know about the man who

appointed himself the Viking

mascot, and goes about stirring up

the noisy Metropolitan Stadium

crowds.
The Cowboys and Vikings meet

at 1 p.m. EST Saturday in a

National Football Conference

playoff game here and Meeds will

trv to make his presence felt.

With Meeds trudging around the

sidelines in a Viking costume and

waving his sword in menacing

arcs, the Vikings know they're

playing at home.
"This may sound like a college

stuff," said Viking quarterback.

Bob Lee, who has written a thesis

on football crowds, "but the crowd

really picked us up They started it

for the defense and kept it up for

us."

Meeds, of course, was at work.

"All of a sudden the fans have

started coming to life," said

Meeds. "It seems one section

wants to outdo the other. And the

fans seem to sense when they're

needed."
Meeds first made the Viking

scene when he and his brother-in-

law, Jan Deans of North St. Paul,

rented Viking costumes and went

to the Super Bowl at New Orleans

two vears ago.

When the 1970 regular season

rolled around, Meeds telephoned

the Vikings and received per

mission to be the team mascot.

Meeds owns two season tickets, but

prefers the sideline action.

Meeds figured he has invested

more than $100 in his costume. It

includes a sword which he pur-

chased at an antique auction for

$24, furs, wristbands, leggings and

a Viking battle helmet.

by everyone but the "Brown of-

ficials" (probably alumni)

resulting in a point spread that cost

the Redmen the meet, 58-51.

But Barry left no margin of

controversy to be mulled over as

he came from behind in the last

two laps of his half mile leg and

won going away by ten yards in the

time of 1:58.

Earlier in the meet. Barry got

the Redmen off to a winging start

winning the mile in 4:18. a good

early season performance.

But he was not the entire

ingredient to the UMass victory.

His two-mile heroics were set up by

the mile relay team that brought

the Redmen back to a 52 tie after

falling behind early.

Other sparkling performances

were turned in by freshman Randy

Thomas who placed second in the

mile in 4:19.7 (freshman record),

Jim Graves who tied the varsity

record of 5.8 seconds in winning the

high hurdles, and John Meunger

who finished right behind Graves

in 5.9 seconds which tied the fresh-

man record.

Coach Ken O'Brien was
noticeable happy at the per-

Gymnasts

KKK l< \RRY (right) readies to charge into the lead in his come

horn behind anchor leg of the two-mile relay which brought the

I Mass track team an opening win over Brown University on

Saturday. (MIM photo by Ed MangiarattU

formance of his team. "These

impressive performances to start

the year off should give the young

guys on the team a lot of

motivation when they realize

where they stand," he said.

As was expected in the meet, the

distance men. Doug O'Connell.

Roger Nasatka and Mike Mc-

Cusker ran way from their ad-

versaries and swept the two-mile

Add this to the one-two in the mile

and the cross-country runners

from the fall had a field day in their

first competitive race on the

boards.

Last year one of the big problems

on the team was in the middle

distances, but this proved to be a

strong portion of the total effort for

this meet. Steve Crimmins and

Steve Levine placed one-two in the

600-yard run and Arnie Morse ran

his career best of 2: 17.4 in the 1000-

yard run.
" Ed Shaughnessey performed in

his usual consistent style with a

second in the high jump and a

winning 22 feet leap in the broad

jump.

Coach Looks For Improvement

Eagles Coach Eludes Axe
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) - Owner

Leonard Tose of the Philadelphia

Eagles admitted Tuesday he had

his axe sharpened for Coach Ed
Khayat and General Manager Pete

Retzlaff if the team hadn't won

four of its last six games.

"Neither Khayat nor Retzlaff

would be here now," said Tose, "if

we had lost a majority of those last

games."
After Sunday's 41-28 victory over

the New York Giants, Tose a

WMUA
On The Air

WMUA will be at Civic Center

tonight on the Campus of Hofstra

University to cover all the action

between UMass and Hofstra. Air

time will be 7:50 and calling all

the action will be Ken Best and

the color Marty Kelley.

nounced that he was giving Khayat

and Retzlaff each new two-year

contracts.

Tose admitted that a story six

weeks ago which reported Retzlaff

would be fired at the end of the

season was basically true.

The Eagles' owner said he was

upset when Retzlaff refused to

support his dismissal of head

coach Jerry Williams after the

third game of the season.

Tose relieved Williams and

hand picked Khayat, an assistant

coach, to take over the job

Tose felt that Retzlaff had been

disloyal in letting the owner fire

Williams and take the blast of

criticism which followed, including

a charge from the departing coach

that Tose lacked character and

courage.

The Eagles lost their first five

games of the season and then went

6-2-1 in the next nine.

Bv MICHAEL CI SACK
The UMass varsity gymnasts

opened their 1971-72 E.I.G.L.

competition with a 149-139 victory

over Army in New York over the

weekend. This marks the third

straight win for this year's team.

which has yet to be defeated.

However, the overall Redman
performance was not cause to

celebrate, as their hitting average

for routines without major breaks

was only 72%. Consequently, the

squad fell below the 150 mark that

they had achieved against So.

Conn. Fortunately, the Army
gymnasts were not up to par

either, and UMass was able to

come away with a victory.

Leading the Redmen in the meet

was senior co-captain Tony Vacca,

whose 48.25 total in the all-around

event won top honors. Vacca also

won the horizontal bar event with a

9.15 routine. Other first place

winners for UMass were John

Calabria on floor exercise. Steve

Scuderi on pommel horse, Jay

Thomsen in vaulting, Dave Genest

on parallel bars, and John Oliver

on rings.

In addition to sweeping all six

first places. UMass won four of the

six event totals. The Redmen were

bested in both pommel horse and

vaulting, but bettered Army in

floor, rings, parallel bars, and

horizontal bar. Highest event total

for the Redmen proved to be

potential.

During the next month, many of

the gymnasts will be staying at

school as thev prepare for the

powerful Penn State team. This

will be the most difficult meet of

the year It will be held in the Cage

on Jan 22 at 7:00 p.m.
Also over the weekend, the junior

varsity gymnasts kept up their

winning ways with a 121-89

trouncing of the Army junior

varsity team. The squad was led by

newly elected co-captains Chuck
Schwartz and Bill Brouillet, both of

whom turned in fine performances.

The Little Redmen will resume
action on Feb. 2 when they play

host to Dartmouth in a meet that

will get underway at 4 p.m.

vaulting, while the lowest, as

expected, was pommel horse

Also contributing to the low team

score was an unusually low still

rings event total of 23.80. If the

Redmen can prevent this in the

future, and pick up their event total

for pommel horse, they will be able

to get back over the 150 mark,

which is something they will have

to do if they are to continue win-

ning. Coach Kjeldsen believes the

squad is capable of scoring in the

155 range if their hitting per-

centage is pulled up to where it

should be.

Reflecting on the win over Army,

Coach Kjeldsen feit that the team

wasn't as good as they should have

been, but was glad that the Army
team was also down below their

Irish Slug Boston College
NEW YORK (AP) - Paul Regan's hat trick led Notre Dame to a 7-4

victory over Boston College in the opening game of the Eastern College

Athletic Conference's 11th annual Holiday Hockey Festival at Madison

Square Garden Monday night.

The Irish, who had crushed BC 14-3 Saturday night in Chicago, jumped

out to a 2-0 lead within the first 10 minutes on goals by Ray Delorenzi and

Regan before BC cut the deficit in half on a power play goal by John

Monaham .
In the second period, Notre Dame, which is playing in its first fcA AC

festival, upped its margin to 5 1 on goals \tJ Ian Williams, John Campbell

and Regan before BC counted with goals by Ed Kenty and Bob Haley.

Notre Dame sewed up the game when, with 4:14 gone in the final

period, D'Arcy Keating sent a screaming shot from just inside the blue

line past BC goalie Neil Higgins.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QIljF flattfarlpstrttB

SmUt Ctollegtan
4fc»/ A Mil AND RISPONSlBLE ^^ MISS

Weather

It was the best of times

and the worst of times.
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President Wood's Hundred Days

I.OOklM. BACK -President Wood visits office in a Southwest Town • shortly after he

was inaugurated.

On The Inside

:

New U.N. Secretary-General
See page two

People's Movement For Agnew
See page three

Million Killed In Bangala Desh
See page three

Getting 50,000 A Year
See page three

Bv DON GLICK8TEIN
Wood's Hundred Days began some months after he was inaugurated

President of the University of Massachusetts.

The exact date isn't clear. It might have begun when about fifty

swingshift freshmen showed up at a reception for the President in

August. What was said wasn't important that evening. It was the sym-

bolism that counted, the symbolism of the new President meeting his

constituents, while the local polls were fortressed up at City Hall. As it

turned out, the next month, when the then Chancellor Tippo tried to

receive freshmen at his stately home on the hill, he was lucky to get even

the paltry and sporadic four or forty new students that he did.

Robert C Wood had been preparing for his first' Hundred Days all year.

I le picked his staff, he commissioned a study on the Future University, he

began to lobby Beacon Hill, he instituted procedural changes in the ad-

ministration, he worked on his budget, he politicked on the three cam-

puses. By the beginning of the semester, Wood was ready to act, quietly if

possible, but tenaciously, if necessary. The events that followed, although

not directly related to each other, were unmistakably Robert Wood's.

In September, the faculty in Boston (where not a little protest ensued)

and Amherst gave approval to the University Year For Action program

that Wood was pushing to involve undergraduates in his "Public

University".

Oswald Tippo resigned on October 3, tired of the Chancellorship, and

especially tired of fighting a losing battle with Wood over the control of

more than :5/4 of a million dollars in trust funds.

That Board of Trustees, with complete confidence in Wood, supported

him at every move. Student objections about the procedure Wood used in

appointing an Acting-Chancellor, Randolph W. Bromery were brushed

aside by the Trustees. A joint student-faculty Committee of Concern,

disturbed about overall decision-making and authority in the University,

were defused by the Trustees until "a later date." Wood's dreams

seemed to be shared by the Trustees.

At the end of October, Wood announced rather informally, that UMass-

Amherst growth would stop at 25,000. The debates of the last decade were

ended. .

In mid-November, Provost Gluckstern warned the faculty that unless

they themselves imposed limitations on the number of tenured faculty,

the President's Office would impose limits for them.

The first of December began with the unveiling of the Report of the

Future University Committee, which not coincidentally, coincided with

most of Wood's feelings about the future of UMass. The Report was a

clear outline for the President's Public University.

Now, it's mid-December, and the Chancellor of the Board of Higher

Education, Fdward Moore, has resigned, reportedly because of dif-

ferences with Wood about the direction in ensuing years for UMass.

That Wood has set the ethos for the University's next decade has caused

several reactions. Most important is a militancy among faculty.

Afraid of Wood's innovations, his tenure decrees, and his way of getting

what he wants, the faculty is currently exploring me potential of

organizing, either with the American Association of University

Professors or with the American Federation of Teachers. Pride and

power hurt because of student gains that began under tbe Tippo Chan

cellorship. but that culminated with the admission of two student

Trusted under Wood and Bromery, the faculty is seeking three seats

themselves on the Trustees.

The problem that Wood faces from this campus in the next semester is

how to implement his Future University recommendations. Obviously,

Wood will not be able to go through regular channels especially for

academic reforms like the freshman year proposals—that is, the Faculty

Senate although he may well make a symbolic gesture at it. The most

likely routes he will follow are to work directly through the Trustees,

having them approve programs that he himself cannot legally set up. and

to give Iree reign to the vice-chancellorships, who hopefully, share his

goals.

Finally, there remains a question of the University Senate Kven an

organized faculty with Trustee representation cannot negate the absence

o! one unified Amherst voice. But by the time faculty and students get

together, bv the time the faculty union is strong, by the time people who

;ire used to a slow, stratified, dogmatic educational establishment see

what is happening. Wood's Hundred Days will have become the Thousand

Days, and no one. assuming they disagree with his plans, will be able to

;ilter the direction of Robert C. Wood's University of the Seventies.

*•

*r
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Oswald Tippo
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Waldheim General
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP)-Kurt

Waldheim, Austrian ambassador to the

United Nations, was chosen by the Security

Council Tuesday to succeed U Thant as U.N.

secretary-general.

His appointment still must be ratified by

the General Assembly, but this is expected

to take place Wednesday morning without

difficulty.

Thant steps down Dec. 31 after ten years

in office. Waldheim, a former foreign

minister of his country and a candidate for

the presidency of Austria earlier this year,

takes over the $62,500-a-year job Jan. 1 for a

five-year term.

The council's action came on his 53rd

birthday.

He won over a field of a dozen candidates

after three days of secret balloting. He

showed strength all the way, but was

blocked by a big power veto both Friday and

Monday.
There is nothing in the rules, however, to

prevent a vetoed candidate from being

renominated for succeeding ballots and this

is what was done.

On Tuesday's ballot Waldheim received 11

affirmative votes, one negative and three

abstentions. The negative vote, however,

came from a non-permanent member and

was not a veto.

Another candidate, Argentine Am-
bassador Carlos Ortiz de Rozas, received a

vote of 12 to 3, but one of the "no" votes was

a veto.

Waldheim is a career diplomat who began

his foreign service in 1945 as a member of

the staff of Austria's Paris embassy. He

served as permanent U.N. representative

for his country from 1964 to 1968, when he

returned home to become foreign minister.

In April 1971 he ran as the candidate for

the Conservative Peoples party in Austria's

presidential election against Socialist Franz

Jonas. He lost by 260,000 votes.

Since then Waldheim has been back at the

world organization in his old post as per-

manent representative.

Diplomats said Waldheim was able to win

the secretary-general contest because the

Chinese Communists, who had vetoed him

on Friday and Monday, finally yielded to

persuasion by Waldheim and others.

First word of his selection came from a

U.N. official who emerged from the closed

session after Tuesday's single round of

voting. Later a communique said the council

had adopted a resolution recommending to

the assembly "that Mr. Kurt Waldheim be

appointed secretary-general of the United

Nations."
Commenting on the result of the ballot,

Argentina's ambassador Ortiz de Rozas

said: "I think the council has made the

wisest choice."

Asked if he was not disappointed about not

winning the ballot, he replied: "Not at all, I

think it is a very good choice."

U.S. Ambassador George Bush said: "The

United Nations will be fortunate to have at

its head a man of such great stature and

ability."

Soviet Ambassador Jacob Malik com-

mented: "If every member of the United

Nations helps Waldheim, he will be a good

secretary-general.
'

'

The British ambassador, Sir Colin Crewe,

said: "It's a very good choice."

Waldheim said at a news conference that

it was a "rather heavy" birthday present

the Security Council had given him.

"It will not be easy to carry," he said. "I

will do my best to carry it in the right way."

Noting that the Assembly has still to act

on the recommendation, he said he would

not discuss matters of substance until after

the assembly took action.

Waldheim, a ruddy-faced man with blue

eyes and light brown hair flaked with gray,

thanked council members for putting their

confidence in him. He said it is a "great

satisfaction" for a career diplomat to be

secretary-general.

He laughed at a question about

speculation that he would not be an active

secretary-general.

"Those who know me better know that I'm

a very active man," he said.

"But the secretary-general has to act

within the framework of his mandate," he

added. "If one uses the framework in the

right way there is quite a big chance to do

something-in an active way."

Its been getting cold and windy out; and the building? have been tilting. (MDC photo by Gary

Alpaugh)

Baker Wins Dough
NEW YORK (AP)-William

Brajczewski of Bristol, Conn., and
his hospitalized, 76-year-old father,

Adam, won $1 million Tuesday in

the New York State lottery.

"Oy! Oy! Oy!," exclaimed
Adam from a Connecticut hospital

ward when he was informed of his

luck.

"I feel great. Everybody in this

ward here is excited. This is just

great. I can hardly believe it," he

added.
Adam, a retired baker, bought

the winning ticket last month at the

Port of New York Authority bus

terminal He is now recuperating

Buy One
\Get One Free

every

Wednesday
Night

BRUM'S
PIZZA

l orner oT

Main & Triangle

256-6676

from an operation.

"They told me just the number
alone would win it," said William,

as he groped for change to

telephone his father and tell him
their ticket on post position 13 had

won. The father had already heard

it from a reporter.

The younger Brajczewski, 43, a

machinist for Superior Electric Co.

of Bristol, said he was delighted to

have won the grand prize of $50,000

a year for 20 years, which he and

his father will split. But he said he

would have been happy to settle for

the $10,000 all 14 finalists were

guaranteed
The $1 million windfall came as

an early Christmas and birthday

present for the father who will turn

77 Christmas Day.
William said he didn't expect to

bring down the big prize with post

position 13 because he and his wife

thought that horses running from

outside positions were at a

disadvantage.

Mrs. Brajczewski, a secretary 14

hours a week with the In-

ternational Union of Electrical

Workers' Local 260 in Bristol, said

the only definite plans for their

fortune was to send their sons-

Mark, 16, and Gary, 15, to good

schools.

"I'll make sure we have a good

vacation," her husband added.

Second prize money of $100,000

went to holders of Post Position No

12-Allen and Arlene Novick, of

Bellmore, N.Y.

Modest Laghezza, of Long Island

City, Queens, holding Position No.

5, won third prize of $50,000 and
William and Justine Amadon, of

Averill Park, NY., won $25,000 the

fourth prize award, with position

No. 11.

The other 10 holders of $3 final

tickets for $10,000.

Sales of the $3 tickets that went

into the pool for Tuesday's drawing
were too small to warrant the

award of consolation-the so-called

pool-prizes of $500 each.

The winners were determined by

the results of the first race at

Belmont Race Track last Sept. 30.

People's Movement

Supporting Agnew
WASHINGTON (AP)-Armed with a mailman's guide to Middle

American and actor John Wayne's name, a Washington-based group has

launched a national campaign to make sure Vice President Spiro T.

Agnew is on the 1972 GOP ticket.

"We're not going to say we can make the difference," said Lee Ed-

wards, who described himself in an interview as a consultant to

"Americans for Agnew." But he added that the backers of the movement

feel the more visible grass-roots support the organization can muster for

Agnew, the better.

The opening salvo in the "Keep Our Veep" effort was a fund-raising

letter sent out to 100,000 persons on a "Middle America mailing list" over

Wayne's name. It talked tough.

"It'll be awfully hard for the liberal media to twist the facts around

when we give them regular, solid proof that a substantial mass of voters

wants Agnew as our spokesman, and wants him on the Nixon ticket next

fall," it read.

Wayne, said Edwards, was approached along with a number of others

to serve on a board of sponsors. "He said he'd be happy to serve on the

board and to sign the letter for us."

Wayne could not be reached immediately for comment.

Executive Director Hendry E. Mooberry acknowledged that the

response to the mailing, sent out in late November, so far has been slow.

"We're not getting thousand-dollar bills," he said, but added that the

Christmas season is not the best time for fund-raising or for a mail

campaign.
Mooberry described himself as a public relations man and said he is

working lor Edwards, who long has been active in the Committee of One

Million, the chief organization of Washington's China Lobby.

The two men said the Agnew movement "is not endorsed, approved or

authorized by the vice president."
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Student Running
For Town

i think I'd be the first student ever to run for Town Meeting

Member in Amherst," said Neil Coleman, a 21-year- old student

from 367 Moore House. He took out papers for Town Meeting

Member from the second precinct about 3 weeks ago.

Coleman needs the signatures of ten registered voters in Precinct

2 to get his name on the ballot. The papers with the signatures have

to be turned in by January 11. He told the MDC that he has had

some trouble getting the signatures verified, as they have to be

exactly as the names appear on the voter registration lists. "The

Town Clerk, Mrs. Ester Dimmock, has been very cooperative" in

letting him check signatures on the voter registration lists, he said.

He has had some difficulty, however, even finding voters

registered in Amherst living in Southwest. (Southwest is the only

part of campus in Precinct 2. The rest of campus is in Precinct 3 or

Precinct 7.) "Most seniors registered this summer in their home

towns," he said, "and most freshmen haven't registered yet."

Coleman doesn't rate his chances of being elected as very good.

"There are only nine seats up for election in Precinct 2," he said.

"And incumbents are usually re-elected." He said that student

response has not been too good. "If there are any registered voters

in Amherst around in Southwest, I could use their signatures, and if

there is anyone who would like to help..."

~ Coleman sees the major issues as the rent situation in Amherst,

the proposed new sewage plant, and the environment. But he is

running, he says, because "I didn't see any other students running,

and we ought to be represented." The election is Feb. 11.

One Million
DACCA (AP) — "The whole country is a mass

grave. Who knows how many millions have been

killed?"

Anywhere between 500,000 and 1-1/2 million

Bengalis may have died in all. The exact number

probably never will be known; all casualty figures

must be speculative.

The police chief of the new People's Republic of

Bangla Desh, describing the slaughter in East

Pakistan, said Tuesday that mass graves could be

uncovered "in every village."

Others killed before the Pakistani surrender lie

without burial on the streets and village paths where

they died, he added.

"Jackals, vultures and dogs are at them," said the

chief, Inspector General Abdul Khalique.

The nine months of bloodshed began last March

when Pakistan dispatched troops from the West to

crush East Pakistan's independence movement.

Thousands of Bengalis were killed in the crackdown.

Resistance by rebel guerrillas also cost the lives of

Pakistani soldiers-and led to still more killing in

retribution for the guerrilla attacks. Bengalis assert

some of the bloodiest antirebel retribution came from

local volunteer militiamen called razakars.

Those elements were blamed for killing and

mutilating about 20 Bengali intellectuals whose

abused bodies were found four days ago in pits on the

outskirts of Dacca. The dead included Nizammuddin

Dead

Pollution Controls Imposed

On Industrial Power Plants
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

federal government, ad-

ministering a big dose of

"preventive medicine" against air

pollution, imposed emission

standards Tuesday on new and

modified plants in five industrial

categories.

Standards were applied to new or

modified steam generating plants

that burn fossil fuels; large solid-

waste incinerators; Portland

cement plants' nitric acid plants;

and sulfuric acid plants.

Existing plants in these and

other categories are not covered by

the standards but will be subject to

antipollution controls under im-

plementation plans now in

preparation by the states to meet

national air-quality standards.

Federal controls over new plants

and plant modifications are

required under the Clean Air Act of

1970.

the first set of

Tuesday, En-
Protection Ad-
William D.

Ruckelshaus said such standards

will be set for some 35 to 40 major

industries over the next few years.

He called the new-plant stan-

dards "the kind of preventive

medicine that we have not been

applying in the past and that is so

necessary if we are to have clean

air in this country."

Under the new standards and

depending on circumstances, new

steam boilers, both for electric

generation or industrial steam,

could emit particulates dust and

smoke at about 2.5 percent of

today's usual plant emissions;

Announcing
standards
vironmental
ministrator

sulfur compounds about 11 percent

of present levels; and nitrogen

oxides about 35 percent of present

emissions.

EPA officials estimated that

customers of such plants would

find their product costs increased

as much as 9 percent at the most,

and usually less than that.

Dr. John T. Middleton, head of

EPA's Air Pollution Control Off-

fice, estimated the typical

household electric bill -around $132

a year -would increase about one

dollar a year in affected areas.

Large new incinerators -that is,

those burning more than 50 tons of

solid waste per day -can emit,

under the standards, only 8 percent

as much smoke and dust as they

would emit without controls.

Middleton said this limit would

add less than one dollar a year to

the cost, per person served, for a

typical city- sized incinerator.

Middleton said EPA has noi

figured out the total cost to the

national economy of applying the

new-plant standards.

He said EPA plans to issue new-

plant standards for some 18 to 20

additional industrial sectors

during the next year.

The next standard-setting is

expected in June, he said, and a

tentative list now being studied for

this purpose includes: petroleum

refineries; iron and steel mills;

nonferrous smelters including

secondary lead, brass and bronze;

asphalt batch plants, pulp and

paper mills; aluminum reduction

plants; and sludge incinerators,

not included in Tuesday's stan-

dards.
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Ahmed, who had served as a part-time correspondent

lor the AP in more peaceful days.

But now, Chief Khalique believes, the bloodshed is

finally over and peace can return to this tortured

region under a Bangla Desh administration.

There has been no evidence of widespread revenge

killing by Bengalis since the cease-fire.

To prevent revenge attacks, the Bengali ad-

ministrators, with the assistance in some instances of

the Indian army, have begun to disarm the Mukti

Bahini irregulars.

One of the big fears is that the guns may be used

later in struggles or political control. Already there is

propaganda evidence of a power struggle between

M >ists and pro-Moscow elements, although no

violence has been reported.

Five days after the capitulation of the Pakistan

army insured self-government for East Bengal, shops

are opening again and some food is beginning to

trickle into the markets.

The few Bengali administrators who have arrived

so far face staggering difficulties administering the 75

million people of the world's newest andeighth most

populous nation.

Nine months of insurrection and 13 days of all-out

war ruined the economy. Also collapsed are civil

administration, food distribution, transport, fuel

supplies, and law and order.

So far Bangla Desh is still without a government.
JlSKiriS 01 uacud. hip muam uavwaww i™— «*—
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U.S.-British Alliance Changing
_ . . r 11 * a~„ mn»»;n rt tka minict«»r MnnHav and Tuesdav.

HAMILTON. Bermuda (AP) —
President Nixon and Prime
Minister Edward Heath have
ended man-to-man talks that saw
the end of the old style US-British

partnership.

The two leaders, however,

pledged Tuesday to go on working

together in defense of shared in-

terests around the world.

They agreed to cautious ap-

proach toward negotiations with

the Soviet Union on European

security. They examined the

possibility of a conference on

European security that the

Russians have been plugging for,

and the issue of East-West force

reductions.

The two nations also will con-

tinue to cooperate in such fields as

nuclear weaponry.
Nixon was to return to

Washington Tuesday evening.

New firm decisions emerged

from the two-day meeting, the

third in a series of six arranged by

the President in advance of his

journeys to Peking and Moscow
next year.

It was an occasion for straight

talking in top secret by heads of

government who think that for

their two countries the time has

come for some parting of the ways.

"It is even mere vital," the

President told Heath in an after-

dinner toast aboard the British

missile destroyer Glamorgan
Monday night "that we work
together...whatever our journeys

may be, together or separately."

In keynoting the mood of the

occasion, Heath said: "A healthy

relationship can withstand

change."
Behind these words lay several

realities that were at the heart of

the eight hours of exchanges

between the President and prime

minister Monday and Tuesday.

This was how officials of both

countries saw the background:

—A fundamental change in the

world outlook of the United States

is taking place. Abroad it is moving

toward its own new and direct

arrangements with China and the

Soviet Union. Shaping up at home
is a massive shift of resources

from foreign commitments to the

problems of race, poverty, the

cities. It means America's old

partners now must accept the fact

that they can no longer count on the

United States the way they have

been doing since World War II.

—Coinciding with this change,

Britain is moving into full part-

nership with the Continental

members of an expanding
European Common Market. This

in time will involve a near total

alignment of British political,

military and economic endeavors.
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Jim Moran

By DAVID NYHAN
John V.Lindsay is the George

Plimpton of politics, a tall and

elegant rich kid who takes a

political fling with the diffidence

and elan made marketable by the

original Paper Lion.

Given the crumbling of New
York City's clay foundations these

days, you have to credit Lindsay

with good instincts in seeking the

fastest way out of the mayor's job.

There is, after all, nothing else to

run for next year by the

presidency.

From being a silk-stockinged

congressman to becoming the top

urban banana, Lindsay's come a

long way, but the scar tissue ac-

cumulated along the way is

beginning to emerge though the

media-enhanced patina of charm
and elegance.

The Knapp Commission hearings

in New York on corruption in the

city's Police Department, and the

Lindsay administration's handling

of same, give pause to those who
envision Lindsay as President

trying to ride herd, say, on the

Defense Department.
Lindsay's enemies in his newly-

adopted Democratic Party are

screaming "old politics," mean-
while, at the Lindsay associations

in New York, that are conduits for

campaign contributions and
patronage. The sharpies assert

that Lindsay was treated

generously by those who received

$27 million in the municipal loan

program, and that judgeships are

being dangled in return for

delegate support.

There can be no gain-saying the

fact that Lindsay is the preeminent

urban spokesman, a role ignored to

date by the Federal government's

fiscal spigot-turners.

But of Lindsay's presidential

ambitions, one has to ask if he is

speaking for megalopolis, or from
megalomania.
Sure, there's no law against

running for President. But has he

got a chance, or is he just in there

to: A. Raise the urban issue; B.

Give himself some national ex-

posure; C. Place himself in line for

a cabinet post if another Democrat

wins; D.Win the No. 2 spot; D.

Build a base to run for governor in

1974; F. Run for President because

it's the fun thing to do?

Lindsay is one step* ahead of

disaster as he flees New York, in

the eyes of those whom Lindsay

apologists dismiss as purveyors of

"anti-Lindsay chic."

As a man who admits his conduct

of public affairs owes a debt to the

theater, and proprietor of

professional-level skills in the New
York media game, Lindsay's

presidential pretensions leave one

with the feeling that it's all sort of

tongue-in-cheek, this presidential

business. Then you have the

nagging_ doubt, maybe this fellow

doesn't know the difference bet-

ween reality and illusion.

John Vliet Lindsay recognizes a

goodly amount of kindred spirit in

our own Kevin Hagan White.

Before Sen. Edmund S. Muskie

came to call on White last week,

Lindsay telephoned with the same
request: Endorse me. His Honor in

Boston is presently weighing the

merits of His Honor in New York as

opposed to the senator from Maine.

White is reported "scrupulously

neutral" pending deciding which

way to jump.
Lindsay operativespredict the

formal
Lindsay operatives predict the

formal announcement in time for

the Florida Primary, which comes
one week after New Hampshire's

March 7 kickoff . The present battle

The Joys Of Christmas

Its interesting to observe Bob Corry and Ann
durnett make asses out of themselves on this subject

of sexuality. It is only apparent that Corry was asking

lor it when he went up to Robin Morgan to engage the

affluent radical sheik young lady, in a conversation. If

he fell like smacking her in the chops he should have.

And he should have expected to receive the penalty for

striking a lady that the court usually hands down in

such cases.

The fact that a person is free is not based on whether

he is male or she is female. It is based on the fact that

he is a human being, and a sex should not have to feel

it necessary to adopt the stereotype of the other sex to

emphasize its own rights.

The argument of Bob Corry and Ann Gurnett is

asinine. As students and individuals we should be able

to stand together for a common cause. Professors can

afford the luxury of prejudice, that is intellectual

prejudice, and all the evils that this creates. Some
have felt the need to pass judgment in any discipline

that they fancy at a given moment. They of course feel

secure in their Ivory Towers of tenure. The education

of the educated becomes more difficult as the sclerotic

tissue around the brain calcifies with the years of

security in the Ivory Tower.

Some professors have even been know to pass

judgment on the professional practices of other in-

dividuals in wholly unrelated fields. It is unfortunate,

but the student is without recourse. Appeals to reason

usually fail, because the professors in question usually

reel that reason and rationalism is solely their

domain, (nidified and sclerotic as it is in their heavy

heads.

To net back to the issue at hand. Few things are as

bad in this world as a liberal who is liberal because he

can afford to bt. Fair weather liberals who discover a

cause are sickening.

Which brings us to another point. Which sex has the

intellect'! To listen to Ms. Morgan, child star of "I

Kememher Mama" and presently starring in "I

Remember Da Da as a MA MA Fhu Fhu," you'd get

the impression that it was a male.

Have you ever seen that ad on the tube where a

young married goes out to his mail box and the thing

iunks like a flag? Obviously representing the bills

contained in it. the barks force the young responsible

lamily man to the local credit union where he is met
by a happy understanding face. After this un-

derstanding scene, where the mail box pukes up the

bills on the understanding gentleman money lender's

lace, we see the young married happily going to his

mail box and retrieving a newspaper or magazine,

regarding the world with a happy face.

Bullshit!

What you don't see is the scene that immediately

follows where the happy young married goes to his

mail box and finds his house, car and family attached

l>ecause the understanding gentleman's interest for

understanding is 30% annually. Did the happy young
married consider this a fair profit ratio when he went

to the loan company to borrow money for bills he

already had difficulty paying? Probably not.

There's one gimmick used by the finance companies

that states, "Don't you feel you should give your

lamily the joys of Christmas this year?" After which

we hear a little girl in the background reciting

something. We're not sure whether this family head

takes out the loan to purchase "joy" or not. The ad

doesn't tell us. but I like to think that he doesn't. He
and his family finding the joy of Christmas within

themselves, and not in something with a ribbon on it.

The joys of Christmas are a subject in themselves.

There is something about this season that makes man
regard his fellow man with a less critical eye.

Something that stops nations from killing the people

lor a period of time. It would be unusual to stand out in

space and through elapsed time see the world in its

orbit speeding around the sun, the light of war a dull

glow that disappears for an instant at each revolution.

MEKRY CHRISTMAS

plan: Florida, Wisconsin,
Massachusetts, Indiana, Oregon,

California, and New York.

Lindsay is unique in being the

only Democrat to spring full-blown

from a manger, or almost, at any
rate. Remember, if you will, the

way he announced he was deser-

ting Republican ranks.

He was out in Utah, or someplace
like that, at a stable, buying a

horse for his daughter, when he

phoned Richard Aurelio, his

deputy, and told him to set up the

news conference.

You might say that if Lindsay

didn't pop out of a manger, he did

start from a stable.

Anyway, it was the Teddy
Roosevelt ethic come full circle-a

silk-stocking Republican deciding

to join the Democratic rabble

whilst communing with nature on a

dude ranch.

However forlorn his prospects in

his new party, Lindsay can still

make some pretty big waves,
possibly here in Massachusetts,

maybe out in the big apple,

California.

Closer to home, he has more
trouble. As neighboring New
Jersey state Democratic chairman
Salvatore Bontempo says, "we
haven't felt anything for Lindsay-

we know him too well."

David Nyhan is a Globe State

House reporter.

( Reprinted from the

Boston Globe 12/21/71)

They Really Are Out There
(Ed. note-The post card pictured

below was sent to us all the way
from Lincoln, Nebraska. Our only

reply: Merry Christmas to you,

too.
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Editorial Points
As long as the campus police

are going to continue to wear

guns, the least they could do is

turn on those little green lights

that they had put on the roofs of

their cars. They were probably

put there to show that they have

a better idea.

intentions only to return to their

shelves at UMass unopened in

January.
*»«»*

*****

Christmas is the time when a

lot of books go home with good

About the only thing that

distinguishes these lines from

trash is that they are the least

editorial points of the year. And
even that may not make a dif-

ference.

YOU MAY ATTRIBUTE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT TO A RELIABLE WHITE HOUSE SOURCE

Letters To The Editor

Parade Of Ignorance

To the Editor:

I would like to take just a minute of the community s

time to reply to the vindictive misinformation sub-

mitted for publication by George Vasquez (on Dec. 16)

and Melinda Parry (Dec. 21). The General Court

orginally announced to the parties involved in

Mc Klencv v. Baaffard that it would issue a writ of

mandamus to the student attorney general. This

action occurred in late October. Before the decision

was rendered in written form and before the writ was

formally issued. Senate President Lee H. Sandwen

tiled with me a formal petition for the reopening of the

case.
. Jm

The Student Senate charged basic discrimination

against students in the present parking system, which

it it were true would form a substantive issue in the

case which had not previously been considered, we

reopened the case. The information contained in the

Senate brief consisted in the main of unsubstantiated

charges (subjective arguments). Since the General

Court is a student court and protection of our peers

and our community is one of our weightiest respon-

sibilities we undertook to investigate the charges of

the Senate.

Approximately one week ago the General Court

Blind Liberalism

To the Kditor:

Blind liberalism is a term that I use to define blind

acceptance of radical or liberal viewpoints. The

political and social implications of unquestioning

acceptance of radical or liberal viewpoints is, ob-

viously, equally dangerous to the implications of

unquestioning acceptance of conservative viewpoints.

The effects of blind liberalism reach beyond the

political scene into the world of life styles and fads.

There are many fads gaining great acceptance among

the radical-liberal self proclaimed counterculture

element of today's youth.

One fad especially popular on the UMass campus is

the wearing of a backpack. Many students can be seen

throughout the campus with backpacks that arc either

empty or contain only one or two books These pla^> tc

members of the counterculture are going to such gi -

lengths to wear a backpack because the wearing oi a

backpack signifies a manifestation of the Easy Rider,

totally free, uninhibited cross-country hitchhiking,

radical liberal vagabond ideal that is so highly

respected among the youth culture.

Another popular practice among the radical-liberal

element is the adoption of an unnatural accent, either

an accent somewhat similar to the Harvard in-

tellectual accent or the spaced out freak accent. Many

staunch supporters of radical liberal doctrine have

adopted the Harvard intellectual accent possibly

because of their worship of Dr. Timothy Leary but

probably because of their ridiculous belief that the

radical-liberal viewpoint to a political or social

question is the intellectual viewpoint. The spaced out

freak accent proves that the speaker is liberal enough

to be high on marijuana. The accent consists of a slow

speech with many sentences beginning with like and

ending with man. I fail to see how being of liberal

political persuasion or high on marijuana can affect

one's speech. .

Though I have respect for any political opinion and

any manner of life style, I have no respect for anyone,

liberal or conservative, who unquestioningly adopts a

particular opinion or life style. With the massive in-

flux of radicals and liberals being sent out into society,

particularly the educational system, the dangerous

implications of blind liberalism will certainly have to

lie reckoned with in the future.
David Vollnn

meet, reviewed the data gathered and reached a

decision. This decision then had to be put in written

form, reviewed and commented upon by each Justice

of the Court and finally rewritten. I announced the

decision of the General Court on the DAY of the final

draft was written. I announced the decision of the

(ieneral Court from handwritten notes BEFORE
there was even time to have it typewritten. So Miss

Parry and Mr. Vasquez how did you "know" what the

decision of the Court would be? The plain answer is

you did not know. You did not know but you paraded

your ignorance before this community disguised as

valid information. This type of use of your right to free

speech is DISGUSTING not to mention unfair to our

peers who rely on the Collegian to provide them with

facts about what is happening around us.

Let me assure the campus community that not one

cent will be expended from student tax money to

collect overdue fines. The original decision never

formally issued called for use of student monies to

inform delinquent persons of 1 ) the intent to collect

and 21 the possibility of paying on campus rather than

in Northampton. This I contend would have been using

tax money to safeguard student rights, a worthy aim.

We have however found an alternative source of funds

and for that reason no student funds will be required to

implement the decision of the Court.

Jerome T. Moriarty.

Chief-Justice

General Court

In Paul's Mind And Mine
Those things most outside life

are those most worth ones living.

The tree unseen in rationale,

unspoken unto or of;

the stream not flowing

near the ungrowing tree,

and the unhoneyed hive

there hanging...

all most beautiful for not

having been spoken.

Only one beast can speak,

and only he knows this.

Immortality ill-conceived,

if but conceived at all.

Laws no longe:, once discovered

by him who would they fall.

Unnatural noises, most ugly...

or so defined.

Who really knows what is ugly?

To return to the glen that is not there...

only in Paul's mind,

and mine.

The moss that really rumbles

in growth,

and grows to incredible heights...

why all that remains relative

can not be left so.

Are there really rights?

The evergreens are still green,

the browns, still brown,

the grays...

and the peaceful days,

and the violent...

The pool to which all flows,

and not the sea,

is answer to the riddles

of what must be.

The clover in the field next door,

lour leafed and every stem.

The dandy-lion puffs, but dreams

of seasons long to be remembered,

and love forever sleeping...

only in Paul's mind,

and mine.
That underwater city,

a true menagerie of life,

in true life.

A mirroring of life outside,

with lichen trees and tadpole serpents,

and underwater birds that fly.

The hunter, and the hunted,

and the passer-by...

no innocence here,

only in Paul's mind,

and mine. T. David Barrett

•*-.-.4
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Student Files Bilk

On Pollution, Liquor
.. .. it.iiMniln«j chall hp made betW(

Cambodian

UMass Student Robert A. Hall

has filed the following bills in the

Massachusetts House through

Representative Martin A. Linsky's

office for the 1972 session. He is a

distinction shall be made between

leaded gasoline and non-leaded

gasoline for the purpose of

taxation. The tax levied on leaded

gasoline shall be increased by one
office for the 1972 session. He is a s—

—

levied
government major at UMass class ~

JK'lSded gasoline shall be
of 1972, and is considering running

for the State Senate next year in

the 3rd Worcester Senate District.

An act to protect the waters of

the Commonwealth.
Be it enacted by the Senate and

House of Representatives in

General Court assembled, and by

the authority of the same, as

follows:

SECTION 1. Notwithstanding

any special or general law to the

contrary, the sale of dyed paper

products within the com

on non-leaded gasoline shall be

reduced two cents per gallon. Any

funds raised, hereby, shall be used

to reduce, eliminate, or control air

pollution.

An act to make legislative pay

raises subject to voter approval.

Be it enacted by the Senate and

House of Representatives in

General Court assembled, and by

the authority of the same, as

follows:

Notwithstanding any special or

general law to the contrary, any

helicopter went down Monday afternoon and a UH 1

SA.(;oN ( AF) - A Cambodian task force broke hehco^^^^^^
through Tuesday to relieve a garrison besieged for 10 ^^ ^^ rajsed tQ 8>fl60 the number of U.S.

days on the northeast Cambodian front.
aircraft reported lost to all caOses. in Indochina since

Field reports said the Cambodian troops driving *">'* ^
north had reached the garrison at Prakham, 45 miles Jan. i, j*>

d f the nortnern Plain of Jars

northeast of Phnom Penh, the Cambodian capital
wer

n

e
^'

rted under attack after fleeing to the south

The rescue force was part of a M""""*""""! 12 wes? The strategic plain was captured by the

aimed at clearing the blockades of both Prakham and J^^^ and
8
Pat

P
net La Monday night after

the neighboring town of Taing Kauk. The latter also ^ American supersonic jets were shot down. A

has been cut off for 10 days.
j!cQCfrftlIC Peking broadcast monitored in Tokyo quoted Laotian

The Cambodian campaign follows a disastrous J!^™ as claiming nearly 1,000 defending troops

2i,(XX>-man operation on the northeas fro* wta£ "nti^c^^ ^ ,

products within the com- e

.

f ^^
monwealth, including and limited

^f
1

^
3^^ ™

year shall be
to tissue, toilet paper, napkins, and

towels shall be prohibited.

SECTION 2. Violation of this law

shall be punishable by a fine of one

hundred dollars.

SECTION 3. This law shall not

become effective until September

An act to permit 18 year olds to

buy beer and wine.

Be it enacted by the Senate and

House of Representatives in

General Court assembled, and by

the authority of the same, as

follows:

Section 34 of chapter 138 of the

general laws is hereby amended by

inserting after section 34c the

following new selection.

Section 34d. Notwithstanding

provisions of this chapter to the

contrary persons eighteen years of

age shall be permitted to purchase

beer, malt beverages and wine

provided said beverages are 20%

alcohol or less by volume.

An act to reduce pollution of the

atmosphere.
Be it enacted by the Senate and

House of Representatives in

General Court assembled, and by

the authority of the same, as

follows:

Notwithstanding any general or

special law to the contrary, a

Notices
CHESS CLUB
Good luck ( ! ) and good cheer to

the UMass Chess team at the '72

North American Intercollegiate

Chess Championship!

PEACE VIGIL
To be held in front of the Nor-

thampton City Hall on Christmas

Eve, from 4:30-6 p.m. Bring a

candle with you.

LOST
Brown keycase with initials

TWM. Leave in CC lost and found.

One mongoose -brown and white

checked. Somewhere between

Stockbridge and Van Meter.

Sentimentally valuable. Call J.

Van Lewicke 6-7868.

Gold butane lighter outside

Return to Helen Powers at

Hampshire Dining Commons.
Wallet, Ken Ford, at Cage. 5-

2150.

ENGAGEMENTS
Polly McGrath, '73, Somerville,

to Paul A. Szulewski, '72, 422

Dickinson

three percent per year shall be

subject to voter approval at the

next general election

enrdeaVSs month af^r Communist-led forces

had chopped up government supply and com-

munications routes.
,

.

American aircraft were reported to have made

heavy strikes in support of the new operation, which

^fnPhnom Pheh, the roar of heavy bombing could be

heard, and officials said an enemy force was building

uo only 12 miles to the east of the city.

in eastern Cambodia two more U.S. helicopters

were shot down and six crewmen wounded while

supporting a South Vietnamese drive against wmy
staging areas, the U.S. Command reported in Saigon.

The command said an Army light observation

had been wiped out Sunday in one part of the Plain of

Jars.An earlier report from Laos indicated that 500

had been killed in three days of heavy fighting.

Antiaircraft fire was said to have Prevented

evacuation of the dead and wounded as the defenders

'

The plain, a key area on supply routes from North

Vietnam to all parts of Laos, has changed hands four

times in 2-1/2 years.
. u . .

The U S Coast Guard ended active participation in

Vietnam naval operations by turning over two cutters

to the South Vietnamese navy. Seven support-type

Coast Guard craft remain to be turned over.

next general eie*;uun._______
-__[^M^^^^^^^M^M^M,M—M

I ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST I

....:<;-„ nimi. nhiain hint from Cancer

Jerry Lewis

TWIN CINEMA
586-3209

CINEMA
Kotch 7,9

CINEMA 2

Evil Knevil

v
7:15,9:15

"

Closed Christmas Eve

Admission $1 M-th
w»:h College ID

Hamp Shopping Plaza

King St., Northampton

Aquarius persons are inventive,

generally considered unorthodox, capable

of having friends with diversified interests.

These persons are usually in the forefront,

taking a chance on hunches and special

abilities. The Aquarius native is especially

good, in a financial sense, for those born

under Capricorn. Aquarius harmonizes with

Libra, Gemini and Sagittarius. Aquarius

often is drawn to Leo, but it could be a

matter of opposite* attracting each other

Aquarius and Aries formerly were con-

sidered harmonious But, of late, such

relationships have not shown great lasting

power
*••

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Money in

terests require special attention. Be con

servative where finances are concerned

Remember commitments. Avoid ex

travagance Prestige may be on line Ad

vice comes from many directions. Be

selective.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Friends may

respond in manner which surprises Be self

reliant. Many now come to you with their

problems. Be concerned, but don't push

aside all of your own interests. You have no

need to borrow trouble.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Be ready for

added responsibility, additional assign

men) Nothing comes easy. But vou can

achieve added recognition Adhere to your

own style. Be original, independent Mate,

partner could be misinformed.

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Hold off on

journeys, if possible. Long range plans now

are subject to change You have misgivings

about what appeared to be sure thing Pay

heed to inner voice. If you don't know do

nothing

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Those you

depended on in past may now have other

interests. This is not meant as personal

affront and don't take N that way. What is

required is adjustment Work methods and

relationships will change.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22): L.e low Play

waiting game Obtain hint from Cancer

message. Those who want you to be your

own lawyer may be exploiting you. Know

this respond accordingly Protect in

terests get promises in writing.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22); Avoid direct

approach. Being diplomatic now works to

special advantage. Be ready for change,

variety of experiences. Necessary to be

analytical Find out why You could make

significant discovery.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Investment

procedures require review. Calculated

guessing is not good enough Qualified

persons must be consulted. If this you do,

loss and embarrassment are avoided

Young person is sincere but misguided.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21).

Partnerships, special relationships may be

under cloud. Wait out storm, go with tide.

Avoid self deception See situations, per

sons as they actually exist Put stop to mere

wishful thinking.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19): Forces

now tend to be scattered You may be trying

to do too much simultaniously. Aim at

primary goal. Side issues should be put

aside. Another Capricorn plays prominent

role Adhere to prescribed program.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. IB): End

association with project, person which

drains money and emotions. Be frank

Direct approach will gain you respect and

bring results Look to future instead of

brooding about what might have been

PISCES (Feb 19March 20) There are

obstacles, but you now are capable of

overcoming them Leo figures prominently

Conflict could exist between home and

professional duties. Obtain benefit of fresh

viewpoint Listen and learn.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

a natural rebel Many associations,

relationships recently changed It single,

you may soon be heading down

matrimonial aisle Married or single, added

pressure and responsibility is due.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle

WtXJ KNOU) U)HAT i

WOU CAN 6IVE ME
FOR CHRl£TMA£,

d\6 BROTHER 7

1 Pain

5 Cook slowly

9 Speck
12 Mountain lake

13 Rip

14 The self

15 Latin

conjunction

16 Arrow
18 Still

20 Indefinite

article

22 Unit of Italian

currency

24 Possessive
pronoun

27 Smoke and
fog

29 Brazilian

estuary

31 Soak
32 European

capital

34 Small valley

36 Parent (colloq.)

37 Wipes out

39 Chief

41 Symbol for

calcium

42 Makes lace

44 Felony

45 Writing fluid

47 Small rugs

49 Birds' beaks

50 Slave

52 Opening in

fence

54 Compass point

55 Poem
57 Loud noise

59 Sun god

61 Animal's foot

63 Sensed
65 Imitated

67 Possessive
pronoun

68 Woody plant

69 Mine vein

DOWN

1 Devoured

Period of time

(abbr.)

4 Goal

5 Denude
6 Collection of

four

7 Babylonian
deity

8 Wrongheaded
9 Hinder

10 King of Bashan

11 Preposition

17 Man's
nickname

19 What? (colloq.)

21 Girl's name

23 Sea in Asia

25 Recalled

26 Looks fixedly

27 Coin of the

realm

28 Pith of a matter

30 Fish sauce

33 Juncture
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35 Merit

38 Antlered animal

40 Expires

43 Place for horses

46 Is aware of

48 Declare

51 Man's
nickname

53
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15

27

20 21

16 17

13

28

32
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41

45

50

61

Vessel with twin I

hulls (pi)
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39

57

68

48

Printer's

measure
Newt
Female (colloq.)

Fruit drink

Greek letter

Near
Teutonic dfc

River in Italy

lio"
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62
64
66
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I don't think I CANwW
A H0R£E. BUT I CAN 6WW
A PENCIL THAT WU CAN USE
10 UNDERLINE THE LISTING IN

THE TV 6UIPE FOR THE NEXT
JOHN WAfNE MOVIE..

JUST LOHAT I NEED

A BROTHER UlTM
A WARPED
SENSE OF HUMOR!

SEASON
TO 0E

i J0LLW!

by Johnny hart

B. C.

/AY KID CAN'T rAUKT"

HMSEL-PtQN.

Hew 'eour a Mica

LITTLE 6A«A£ Cf- WALL
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THE WORST nUHO TUATCZOULC?

HAPPEN IS, IP THE BOTTfcVVN

SMOOLD PfaoP OUTOF THE

market .. .the kid aak5hf

Throw hi/as&lp off a

LEPce!

f̂ \ l.
pt-

THE WIZARD OF ID
Brant parker and Johnny hart

|
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'The Black Intelligentsia Must Unite'
The first black intellectual

retreat in the black liberation

movement took place in secrecy

and seclusion last weekend near

San Francisco.

The three-day event involved

twenty leading black intellectuals

and activists from throughout the

United States. They discussed and

analyzed black strategy in such

major areas as culture, economics,

military, technology, organization,

government and politics, law,

family and education.

Michael Thelwell, Chairman of

the Afro-American Studies

Department, and Johnnetta B.

Cole, an Associate Professor in

Afro-American Studies and An-

thropology attended the con-

ference.

Dr. Nathan Hare, former black

studies director at San Francisco

State College, now president of the

Black World Foundation and
publisher of THE BLACK
SCHOLAR, hailed the retreat as

"historic" and "but one first step

in a new and emerging role for

black intellectuals toward a black

cultural renaissance." What
follows is Mr. Hare's speech to the

body. It has been slightly edited to

meet space requirements.

We come now to the culmination

of the Black World Foundation's

black intellectual retreat, which

though clearly historic, is

recognized by us as but a first step

in a new awakening of the black

intelligentsia and the emergence of

a black cultural renaissance.

Culture shapes the thinking of a

people, the coi ective will, the

collective mind. Historically,

whenever the oppressor came into

contact with other races, he had

two basic weapons-the
technological Uo control the body)

and the ideological (to control the

mind). Thus in all freedom
struggles, the mind has been a

chief instrument in the seizure of

revolutionary power. In the black

movement in America, this

awakening of the mind has oc-

curred in sometimes faltering but

nonetheless relentless stages.

The oppressor retaliated with a

concerted effort to create a sub-

missive type of thinking, to shape

an abnormal kind of human being,

to corral the black psyche. It fell to

the North to eliminate slavery, but

throughout slavery and the Civil

War there were rumblings of black

resistance.
There was, for instance, militant

nationalism, both revolutionary

and reactionary, in the antebellum

era, with the resolutions from all-

black conferences ringing relevant

to the present day. Throughout the

recent past, such conferences and

their resolutions have been

duplicated, as we passed through

the long and fruitless efforts to

assimilate, followed by the black

power movement and the age of

black rhetoric. But we now know
that rhetoric is not enough to

create a revolutionary mood.

To create a revolution, it is first

necessary to evolve a strong

ideology, to mold a clear picture of

where we are going, what we are

going to achieve and what kind of

society we long for. Otherwise we
may merely effect a coup or some

wherever, just as it is virtually

certain that a people can be sub-

merged in a white socialist

country.

In Algiers one is struck by the way
in which struggle against op-

pression has been institutionalized,

bubbling forth from the lips and
bodies, the total spirit, of the

Algerian people -expressed iniiui.Y iiici cijr wivvv u v.uup v« *»»,.•.». nigEiiaii pvuj/j^. vu»w* ^k,o«-*» •»•

other transfer of power with one informal graffiti on public walls as

oppressor substituted for another well as formal posters in the lob-

and ruling in the same old basic

way.
We are caught now in the most

crucial stage in the struggle for

black liberation-the transitional

stage between mass awakening

and black consciousness and the

stage of actual revolutionary

confrontation -with all its

frustrations, confusions and
challenges.

Whenever the oppressed, under

such conditions, become
discouraged because of the

strength and brutality of the

enemy, they turn upon themselves,

squabbling over this or that theory

while leaving the oppressor free to

do just about anything he chooses.

This is exactly what the enemy
desires, and his representatives

among our people will encourage

it. What we must remember is that

the oppressor is the enemy, and he

attacks while we argue and con-

tinue to play bid whist.

We must have unity of struggle,

understanding that unity of

struggle does not necessarily

require full unity of opinion. Unity

does not mean that you relinquish

your principles in favor of

somebody else's, or your goals, but

it is necessary to remember, and

never forget, that what we have is

a common destiny, a common
problem, and a common duty--to

combat the oppressor and achieve

black liberation.

Thus we must shape a unity of

struggle even when there is, or can

be. no unity of opinion. For, while it

is true that we might grapple with

the oppressor more were there not

so much contention among our-

selves, the problem is rather that

we have been too much divided in

rhetoric while desiring, but failing

to clarify for ourselves, our

common quest for black liberation.

Rhetoric alone does not unite and

rhetoric alone does not accomplish

much. We must have unity of

struggle with or without rhetoric.

For ours is a race struggle (with

emphasis on the struggle), though

it also is more than that. It is a

struggle for a new kind of world, a

new society, and therefore a

cultural struggle. Our notion of

culture transcends class division

and involves an entire way of life of

which culture in the esthetic sense,

the arts, is merely a by-product. It

is possible to experience tyranny

and oppression as a member of a

black nation-state in Africa or

bies of the finest buildings, the

official utterances of newspapers

a militant tongue in stereophonic

rhetoric, as our only weapon, and
relying on dark sunshades to hide

our timid hearts, imperviously

sprinkling water on reformist

smoke while the flames of ex-

ploitation simmer untouched.

We are not a race of sheep, and
we cannot allow ourselves to be

pushed around, to be low duck in

the shooting gallery, to be

demoralized and dehumanized, to

war and bicker with one another

like a pack of blind dogs.

hour is growing late, but tardiness

(as over against never) is prompt
enough. Men bow down through

fear and timidity then fall back

upon the plea that we are forced to

do so. Power implies some form of

collaboration on the part of those

victimized. There cannot be

tyrannical rulers without people

who, for whatever reason, are

willing to be so ruled. It is said that

might makes right, but not for long

because eventually it becomes
necessary to transform that might

and government officials. Yet,

although the struggle for liberation

was institutionalized, the culture of

the oppressor ( including of course

his economic system) was largely

adopted despite a so-called

socialist ideal. Thus it has been

easier for the return and continued

encroachment by the French and

their fellow imperialists.

In the struggle for black

liberation, the black intelligentsia

must develop new and appropriate

norms and values, new in-

stitutional structures, and, to be

effective in this endeavor, we must

be guided by a new and viable

black ideology.

The black intelligentsia can no

longer remain set apart -with

trained black scholars secluded in

ivory towers or ebony towers, and

the street intellectual stymied by a

disdain for the kind of scientific

analysis necessary to evolve a

clear plan or theory, a viable black

ideology. We must unite the

academy and the street. We must

pull the traditional scholar into the

arena of black liberation and

permit the street intellectual a new

and significant role. We must have

a call to arms of all the black in-

telligentsia.

All men of thought and ideas,

regardless of particular ideology,

must rally together around what

could be the last chance to resist

permanent enslavement and an

approaching genocide.

We cannot go on forever like

cheerful black mummies, wagging

AUTOS FOR SALE

1965 Chevy Impala. V8. 283. autonuUc. 2

new tlrei. good condition. 1300. Call 253-

7H83 after 5 p.m.
U12-22

New and u»ed camera* and photo

equipment bought and sold. Lang's Photo

2S3-314K.
tfsem

a or cneeriui uiav.iwii«""«"~."-goj"B "£»««*

MDC CLASSIFIED-— ( an-m niBhu -

hnl i. ' Z-2Z

A few years ago it was the

fashion among black militants to

speak of a willingness to die for

freedom. Today we know that

revolution is more about living

than it is about dying, that in these

times black men are dying for a

freedom that does not necessarily

follow in their wake. We are

coming around now to the notion

that we must live, live to fight and

fight to live and all that that im-

plies, in whatever direction.

It is not enough to clinch our

fists, to wear militant garb, or

generally to acquire the most

menacing look ; not enough to read

black history, listen to jazz music,

smoke pot. or write down pretty

poetry, author weighty books or

revolutionary songs. Instead, in

the words of Frantz Fanon, we
"must fashion the revolution with

the people. And if you fashion it

with the people, the songs will

come by themselves, and of

themselves."
And they are coming-along with

increased repression. Our crisis

grows stronger with each passing

day while we continue to vacillate

between the norms and models

placed before us by our oppressors.

They even go so far as to instigate

and sustain wars abroad, both hot

and cold, in order to decimate the

colored peoples of the world, pit-

ting us one against the other.

The oppressor is giving us

forewarning All it takes for evil to

triumph -it well has been said -is

for good men to do nothing. The

into right in the minds of those'

oppressed ) or somebody will begin

to question the right of that might.

We must understand that in

resisting oppression, we have
nothing to lose, as Karl Marx put it.

but our chains. By maiming or

jailing our bodies in desperation

moves, the oppressor cannot

contain our ideas for freedom and

human good. Maiming and killing

they have always done, throughout

the long, hard centuries of op-

pression. But a race is going for-

ward nonetheless, arm in arm
together though not always in full

step. And we have gone too far to

let our struggle slip back.

We must realize, day by day,

that we will either help make our

own history, or somebody less

benevolent will make our history

for us. We must help to define our

lives, our own reality, our own
future.

We need a call to arms of all the

black intelligentsia. Now is the

time to wage a new black in-

tellectual offensive, with the

deadliness of a black blitzkrieg,

sweeping the country like a

thousand giant Watts.

We must seize again the

revolutionary initiative against the

worlds most atrocious enemy. In

so doing, we will not only move
forward the black cultural

renaissance; we will have an

impact on the entire cemetery of

Western civilization.

u 12-22

PERSONAL

Squire Village, modern 2 bdrm. apt., all

utilities Incl.. married couples only. Avail.

Jan I. Rent 1190. Call M5-3218.
tfl2-22

One or two roommates wanted for

Squire VIII. Apt. Sunderland for second

semester. Call HMM.
tf!2-22

Wanted, dead or alive, people to fill 2

bedroom apt.. I rm. empty. I rm needs

roommate. 253-7303 Rich.
tf 12-22

1»71 Toyota Mark II. 2 dr.. 1900 cc. 108

h.p., AM — FM radio. 5 good tires and

snos. 14,000 ml., excellent cond.. must sell.

Call 549-W24.
tf 12-22

Happy birthday VAK! Love Alexander

P.S. stop goosing me.
12-22

:i 1/2 rooms. 2 bedrooms. Cliffside Apts^

Sunderland, available before second

semester begins, call after 5:00. NMMt

A APT. WANTED

Couple wanted for weekend live-In

position as group parents in a maternity

home Prefer wife be RN or LPN call l-

HMOT.
12-22

Merry Chrtttmat - ACH HNY YIY
12-22

internal. Metro Van. must sell quick.

Call Old Weird Harold's 580-3727.

U12-22

(M Karmann Ghla. needs body work but

In good mechlc cond., black, needs some

repairs such as shocks, few other. 1000 or

so. Ted 0-5717.
12-22

Welcome home Jonesy. Love C.

1 bdrm. furnished sublet, near School of

Kd. Dec 22-Jan 31 549-0446.

tf 12-22

MT.MUVAKL4IAF APT8. Avail. Ju I.

Ig 2 Mrm otll Included sir-cond pool

I IKS. (all HklMtkl Realtors 233-7222. eve.

2S3-2«». . _ _
U

1

2-22

LPN or RN wanted for weekend. Ilve-ln

position as group mother in a maternity

home. If Interested, rail 1-502-3827

12-22

UI2-22
LOST SERVICES

Big Ole Tanan, « ft., calling 4 at-

tractive, sensuous Jane type gals 4

swinging In der trees. Damn good food

and booie. Call eve. wek. ends. Keep

trying 005-2284.

Greenfield: large room with laundry

and breakfast, plus chance for outside

work to reduce 115/week. Call 773-9288.

Mr. Merrill
tf|MI

" Young man seeks year old German
Shepard. lost. Kcho Hill area. 12/9. black

markings, tan socks. Reward. Call 250-

H85.1, 10 Cranberry Lane.
1112-21

1903 Chev ronv.. 283. 3 speed, std.. new

lop, snow tires, recent brake Job and valve

Job, good body . needs some work. 1 150 call

323-4047.
12-22

FOR RENT
ROOMMATES WANTED HELPWANTED

Amherst Audio services. Stereo com-

ponents. Upe decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St. 250-8133.
U5-I2

Passports A grad school plctures-24, hr.

service Lang's Photo 253-3148.

tN«-m

1903 Saab. 13000 ml. on new engine, need

sime work. Call 268-7300.
12-22

t -bedroom house excellent condition,

tall 0:30-7:00 p.m. SklWskl Real Estate

mtm
tf.2-22

Rmale wanted - share room with male. 2

other girls in apt. In Puffton 549-0705.

12-22

Leading newspaper needs people to

distribute daily newspaper m - f on UMass
Campus. 2nd semester. Apply at Collegian

office.

TRAVEL

1964 Chevy II Wagon, rebuilt engine,

leave message at (413) 737-3742.
12-22

I bdrm.. apt.. In Belchertown In six unit

bldg.. w/w carp.. Urge living room, built

this yr.. 1200/m. Leave message In Mache

2I
' U12-22

Roommate wanted. Mtn Range Apts..

own rm.. clean, neat, modern. Call 253-

7220.
12-22

FREE

FOR SALE

AR (Acoustic Research) Transcription

Turntable. Shure M44E Cartridge, six

months old. cost 1112. Sell 100. 2534587.
12-22

Room, center of Northampton, suitable

(or student or teacher. £*•"»«'
required Call after 1 p.m. Tel 584-2613.

available Immediately.

M or K. own room, Puffton Village, apt..

258. Call 549-6606.
tf 12-24

Beautiful puppies, free to good homes.

Call 253-0241.
U 1 2-22

Bermuda from 1 199 or Nassau from 1230

during the week of Spring Vacation.

Kor more info rail Rich Margll. 412 Dwlght

545-0791.
tf 12-21

ftBABYSITTING

atRoommate to share I bedroom apt

Puffton. Call Sharon 549-0753.

tf 12-22

Wedding gown - velvet, chapel train, olie

" >a M"°M
tfiLK

Refrlg; 2.1 cu. ft.: price-ISO Call dally

after 8 p.m. S49-60H7.
If 12-22

3 rooms, stove refrlg.. heal Included

1100/month. In 8. Deerfleld married

couple preferred Call 065-3758 " "j£

Roommate needed to share two bedroom

apt.. Beacon Hill. Boston. Call 617-742-

f»93.
If 12-22

Need a babysitter. 1 am experienced

siller available during January. Will live

in if prelerred. Call Mary 549-6473 or leave

mess
tf 12-22

WANTED

To sublet. I bedroom apartment. Cliff

side, available for second semester 8135.

Roommates wanted or house for rent.

Call Susan at 584-8887 days or 774-3211

Kmergency - need Psych. 2»9 Notes, losl

mine, will pay lor yours. Please call 546-

1106.
tf 12-22

Ski the Alps-Jan 14-24 Chamonlx,
f-'ranre-alr rare, hotels, discount Hfu and

lessons, last night In Paris. Conlacl Peggy

2S3-0667
111223

Ski Ihe Alps. Jan 14-24 Chamonlx

France, air (are. hotels, discount lifts &

lessons. IbM night In Paris $257. ( onUct

l'egg\ 253-9007.

c ^. . uvz\

STUDENTS BOOK MATCHING

Register your book In SI Rm 318.

F.vcr) student with your course next

semrsler will need vour hooks save I

monev ,
sell direct

tf-»»m
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Hofstra Stuns Redmen, 60-56
By EARLE BARROLL

HEMPSTEAD, N.Y.-Label it an

upset...and a big one at that.

Hofstra found the Redmen in a

state of insomnia here last night

and put the Redman attack to sleep

midway into the first half and then

hung on at the end for a 60-56

stunner over UMass.

This was without a doubt the

poorest performance of the season

for the Redmen and an op-

portunistic one for the Flying

Dutchmen who evened their record

to 4-4 while the Redmen suffered

their second straight setback after

opening with six wins in a row.

When a team needs to run and

needs to go to the boards to win and

doesn't, then it deserves to

lose... this was the UMass problem

last night.

"We didn't play at all tonight,"

said a disappointed Jack Leaman
after the game. It was a real flat

performance. We played ten guys

and they stood around.

"We did nothing inside. Skinner

was scared and Peters, Austin and

McLaughlin were useless. When
we did to to the boards, we hurt

them, but we didn't do this often."

Hofstra on the other hand didn't

stand around and wait for the

Redmen to get the tempo going.

They took the initiative and in

between turnovers, fouls and

missed free throws, threw hi

enough points to come out on top.

"We told Hofstra we were good,"

Leaman said, "but they didn't buy

it and kicked the heck out of us."

The only UMass player who
received the applaudits from the

coach was Chris Coffin, but he

didn't stay around enough to help

out as he fouled out with almost

nineteen minutes left to play. To

that point, he was more than one-

third of the entire UMass offense

with 12 points and was doing his

usual reputable job on the boards.

"Chris tried to play all five guys

tonight," Leaman noted.

It was evident from the begin-

ning that the Redmen were in for a

long night. Their movement was
not there, their turnovers were

numerous and Hofstra was getting

second and third shots on offense,

from their big front line of Dale

Davis (6'4), Dave Bell (6'8) and

Quintas Brower (6'6).

Both teams came out pressing,

but the Flying Dutchmen were

moving more and the tempo was

theirs. Leaman kept shuffling his

players in and out of the lineup to

try to get things going, but it went

for not.

With the score tied at 15, Hofstra

sprinted out and opened up a 39-30

lead by halftime. Brower and

Davis both had a dozen points.

They opened their widest margin

of the game, 13 points, 45-32 right

after Coffin fouled out in the second

half and it was a struggle for the

Redmen to get back in. Their

biggest enemy was themselves.

Halfway into the last period the

Redmen made their move and

came from 12 back to within two,

56-54, with five minutes to play.

Rick Pitino tried his best to get the

Redmen moving and did a fine job

of it.

But then the game reverted back

to the previous mayhem and three

minutes went by without anything

resembling a coherent offensive

movement and the Redman enemy
changed hands from themselves to

the clock.

Brower gave Hofstra its final

points on a jumper with a minute to

play. The Flying Dutchmen went

into a freeze but in keeping with the

style of the game turned it over on

a travel. But the Redmen were

unable to do anything with it and

the final score of 60-56 was history.

Next stop for the Redmen is

Monday in Philadelphia at the

Quaker City Invitational Tour-

nament. First round opponent will

be powerful Villanova at 9 p.m. at

the Palestra.

"We've got to get better for

Villanova," was about as much as

could be said... it came from a

concerned coach, Jack Leaman.

yttttrtttttttM******''*'-''******************^******9***^***

Skaters At Williams Stanford Duo Tops On Offense
^J/CUi^^fO J.±V TV vvvw* ** \ _ r *™ „w* from Rrodie. disDensed after t

In Winter Tourney

THIS WAS DEFINITELY NOT TAKEN LAST NIGHT-Rick

Yogeley and Charlie Peters are the antithesis of what went on last

night at Hofstra. The Redmen did not rebound the ball. This picture

was taken last year against Hofstra at the Cage. (MDC photo by

Gar\ Slit k m. in .)

BvBILLBALLOU
It is becoming a trend* in professional hockey to send a tired

player to Florida in the middle of the season to try and bolster

his sagging health. The Red Wings did it with Gordie Howe, the

Blues with Glenn Hall, and the Providence Reds with Ron

Oarwasiuk. .,

Well the UMass varsity hockey team also has its own mid-

season vacation", as in the space of a month they only play

lour games, all of them away from home. Three of these games

come in the space of three days when the pucksters travel to the

exotic vacation spot of Williamstown. Mass., to participate in

the Williams Tournament.

The tournev begins on December 28 and includes four teams,

I 'Mass Oswego. Colby, and the host club, Williams. All of these

teams are Division II clubs and this fact makes the event doubly

important lor the Redmen. If Coach Jack Canniff's skaters can

come away with three victories, their record in Division II will

stand at nine wins and no losses, putting them in a commanding

position to take top spot in the Division playoff scramble. Three

losses however would drop them to 6-3 and all of a sudden

Division II would have a race again.

The chances of the Redmen sweeping the series are con-

siderably better than the odds on their dropping all three. Their

lirst opponent. Oswego, did not have a particularly good season

last year but are voung and have a year's more experience. This

name is December 28andstartsat4::H)P.M.

The next night at the same time the Colby Mules provide the

competition and hopefully they won't pull the same trick as they

did last vear. when the Redmen went north riding a wave of

victories and ended up being walloped 8-2 by the Mules in the

Colby rink.

The final game on this important trip is against the host team

Williams and they'll be doing all they can to make the UMass

stay unpleasant. These two teams have already met once before

this season and the result was an easy 8-1 decision for UMass at

on Kink. But anybody who's looking for a repeat of that score

had better turn his eves elsewhere because this is going to be a

toutfh one 8-1 or no B 1. Williams is not going to look bad at its

own tournament,

Cannifl knows this only too well and says, "Have you ever

seen Williams in their own rink'' They're an entirely different

team This one is going to be tough."

this one" starts at 7::$0 on December 30 and should be the

reature game of the tournament.

That's it as far as hockey goes for about three weeks and the

Redmen are in for a rude start to the second half of their season,

on lanuary 19, they travel to Boston and beautiful new Walter

Broun Uink to take on the bes. there is, Boston University. To

say that I Mass rates as unucrdogs would possibly be the un-

derstatement of the decade

\ week later the Redmen finally return to home ice for a game

against cross-town rival Amherst. This is again a Division II

name and it will mark the start of a stretch drive that many

people think could carry the Redmen all the way to a Divisional

championship.

But first the Williams Tournament. Three wins would be a

nice belated Christmas present for Jack Canniff

NEW YORK < AIM - John Brodie and Jim Plunkett,

two former Stanford quarterbacks at the opposite

ends of the pro age and experience spectrum, were

named Offensive Players of the Week in the National

Football League by The Associated Press Tuesday.

The selection of the two players to share the honors

came after Brodie led the San Francisco 49ers to the

National Conference West title and Plunkett directed

the New England Patriots to an upset victory over the

Baltimore Colts.

Brodie. :?fi-vear-old, 15-year veteran, passed for

three touchdowns and scored the decisive fourth on a

10-yard run as the 49ers defeated Detroit 31-27 Sunday.

The touchdown passes brought his career total to 202

-

as he became only the seventh quarterback in history

to exceed 200.

Plunkett. 23-year-old rookie, completed 10 ot 17

passes for 170 yards, including an 88-yarder to Randy

Vataha that broke the game open late in the fourth

quarter, as the Patriots upended the Colts 21-17. That

gave Plunkett 19 TD passes, the second best mark in

history by a rookie.

But Plunkett might never had tried the pass

resulting in the touchdown to Vataha if it hadn't been

for some advice from Brodie, dispensed after the

49ers beat the Patriots 27-10 in the seventh game of the

season.

"Plunkett is great but he has to take over the

Patriots' offense," Brodie said "He has to put his own

personality into it. He has no weaknesses and he

should be unlimited for what he does from here on in."

From there on in, Plunkett took a team that was 2-5

over the first seven games and propelled it to four

victories in the final seven games, including the

victory over the defending Super Bowl champions last

Sunday that came on the Vataha gamble.

The gamble came with 222 left, the Patriots leading

just 14-10 and in a third-and-11 situation on their own

12-yard line, Plunkett surprising the Colts' defense by

lading back for the long strike to his rookie receiver.

"I took a chance." Plunkett pointed out after the

game And. when he was asked why, replied:

"That's just me. I wanted it. I felt I was ready for it.

And we got it."

It had to make Brodie smile.

Also nominated were Dallas running back Duane

Thomas and two receivers, Bob Tucker of the New

York Giants and Ken Burrow of the Atlanta Falcons.

Pats Wreck Colts' Bonus Clause
NEW YORK (AP) — The

Baltimore Colts issued an official

statement Tuesday defending their

integrity and revealing that their

upset defeat by New England cost

many players and coaches bonuses

promised if the club had won the

Eastern Division title in the

American Football Conference.

Citing stories suggesting the

Colts may have lost to the Patriots

because they preferred to meet
Cleveland rather than Kansas City

in a first-round playoff game.

General Manager Don Klosterman

issued a statement which said:

"The idea that the world

champions would give less than a

full effort in order to gain a sup-

posed advantage in playoff com-

petition is repugnant to everyone

associated with the Colts, a team

widely known as one of character.

"The world champions' loss was

a serious one in that it cost them a

possible home field advantage in

the AFC championship game and

the Colts never have lost a playoff

or championship in Baltimore. In

addition, it prevented numerous

Colt players and coaches from

receiving bonus payments which

had been promised them con-

tractually if Baltimore had won the

Eastern Division title
"

Klosterman pointed out that

much time had been lost preparing

for post-season action since the

club already had started work on a

game plan that would have been

used against the Chiefs.

"In general, the Colts suffered

many disadvantages as the result

of the loss to the Patriots," the

statement said. "Coach Don
McCafferty summed up the

feelings of the Colts when he said:

'I don't want to lose to anybody

anytime.'

Klosterman's statement said

stories suggesting otherwise had

permitted the "integrity of the

Colts and of pro football in general

to be questioned through innuendo

and distortion," that they did a

disservice to the Patriots and

belittled the Browns.

The situation involving the Colts

arose from the National Football

League playoff s*»t-up in which the

three divisiontitlists plus the

second-place team with the best

record in the conference qualifies

for post season play.

Baltimore headed into the final

week of the regular season leading

AFC East, one-half game ahead of

Miami. In the first-round of the

playoffs the Eastern winner is

scheduled to meet Western winner

Kansas City, 10-3 1 , and the runner-

up goes against Central winner

Cleveland, 9-5.

The Colts fell into the runner-up

spot when they lost to the Patriots

21-17 on the last day of the regular

season while Miami collected a 27-6

victory over Green Bay.

The winners of the two games-
scheduled for Saturday at Kansas

City and Sunday at Cleveland -will

meet in the AFC championship

game Jan. 2. The site of the game
will be either Kansas City,

Cleveland or Miami. It cannot be

Baltimore.

Varsity M
The UMass Redmen Sports

Luncheon will be at the

Newman Center on Wed-
nesday, December 22, at 12:15

p.m. getting out promptly at

1:15 p.m. Basketball staff

presents current program &
films, scouting report on

upcoming games; guest

players; door prize; raffle on

choice game tickets, plus

excellent food.

Everyone is invited; price of

the luncheon is $1.50 or by

season ticket.

Bill I>ambert, Chairman
545-0600
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Governor Francis W. Sargent (left) speaks enthusiastically to Ernie Reis and Cindy Dunbar, co-ordinators of JOE II National Conference on Juvenile

Delinquency and Crime, last Wednesday on the Student Union Terrace. (MDC Photo by Gib Fullertorn

Despite Minor Incidents
ByANNESTADNICKI

The Juvenile Opportunities

Extension (JOE) program for

institutionalized youth being

conducted dn the UMass campus
for the next four weeks has been

marred by two hospital incidents

and one runaway since its

initiation last week. Governor
Francis W. Sargent cast the first of

many political overtones to the

program when he appeared on

campus for a firsthand look and

talk with the participants at the

public "kick-off Wednesday
Two youths aged 15 and 16 were

rushed to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital last Thursday and Friday

respectively after being

"mysteriously stricken". A
fugitive youth was being sought

Saturday; it was believed that he

had supplied alcohol to the two

hospitalized delinquents.

Larry L. Dye, coordinator of the

JOE program at UMass said that

the illnesses of the youths were not

drug related as originally thought,

but "the preliminary indications at

this stage of the game suggest that

something was placed in the

alcohol they had".

JOE is an intensive pre release

program for institutionalized youth

in the Department of Youth Ser-

vices (DYS). Seventy-five
"delinquents" were selected from

the Lyman and Lancaster Training

Schools in Massachusetts to

participate with 75 student

volunteers who will counsel them
on a one to one basis for the month
the youths will live at UMass The
purpose of the program is to have
the 75 student advocates negotiate

for and with their youths with

On The Inside

:

LSD, DMT
See page five

Computer Controls
See page ten

JOE
** See pages two, Six

various community agencies for

jobs and schooling arrangements

as well as exploring family

situations and living

arrangements.
The Governor has called the

program the first step in phasing

out institutional care of delinquent

teenagers in the state He termed

the project "exciting" at a press

conference last week
State Rep Robert McGinn <D-

Westfield) leveled some criticism

at the unique program, however

He charged that the program was
much too liberal and that Jerome
Miller. DYS Commissioner, was
"moving too far, too fast" with the

experimental project.

Arnold L. Schuchter, planning

director of the DYS in Boston,

which oversees the project said

after the incidents were reported,

"It makes it somewhat awkward
and embarrassing to have to have

this kind of difficulty, but we'd

rather suffer that and make it

possible for the youngsters to have

a decent and helpful transition

back to their own community."
Larry Dye felt that the incident

was being given distorted coverage

by the media in the light of its

political nature. He said. "We can't

rely on just rumors."
Program coordinator Ernest P

Reis, the graduate student who
established JOE as a Recognized

Student Organization (RSO) ex-

pressed similar sentiments in an

interview last night. He said that

publicity was putting pressure on

the delinquent youths, whereas

they would not have to face it in

such a degree if they were located

at a training school

of a vending machine as an
example. He said that the same
kind of behavior results during

freshman week.
Speaking for the RSO staff

Budelmann said that "It is

significant that a student

sponsored organization is acting as

a major force in social change."

Budelmann felt that social

change was already taking place,

with the evidence being that the

fugitive youth being sought
Saturday "turned himself in

On campus Dr Robert Gage,

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

at UMass and supporter of the

program, said that he "was not

disheartened by this at all"

(See related editorial on page

six.)

Edward Budelmann of DYS said

that a runaway youth at the

training school would get nowhere
near the publicity the youth in the

JOE program has had on and off

campus
Budelmann also said that the

UMass community as well as the

press has a responsibility to the

youths in the JOE program He
noted that the University ad
ministration has reacted positively

to the program so far It will be

important that the students and
others in the community cooperate

and not encourage the youths on

parole to go wayward, he said.

Budelmann said that it is only

because the youths are branded
"established delinquents" that the

incidents are being "blown up". He
referred to last night's vandalism

A Personal View

JOE Program Needed
By JANICE GAMACHE

(Ed. note: Janice Gamache is a Youth Advocate and Administrative

Assistant in the JOE program.)

Didi is small for her age-only 4'10". A lot of the other kids call her

"Shrimp" in fun. She retorts with a shove or a whack on the arm -this in

fun too.

She's really an attractive girl with light brown hair and hazel eyes that

dance when she's relating something that turns her on. Someone that

doesn't care to look beneath the surface in people would only see the

wrestling, only hear the swears that try to convince you of how tough she

is.

She's like many of the kids committed to the Department of Youth

Services -kids who've been around and seen a lot for their age. who want

to make you believe that they're really where it's at and invulnerable to

you...who may even take pleasure in seeing that you fear them But

basically, she's like you and every other human being that ever lived.

Though she's painted her exterior in defense, she wants you, she wants

someone to love, care and understand

Continued on page 2
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Operator EdmondJ. Cadran checks data provided by the Supervisory Data System at L'Mass.

The Svstem is a sort of electronic town crier which watches heating systems, scientific experiments,

and other safety areas for the nearly 21,000 students plus faculty and staff at the L'Mass campus. For

story, see page ten.

University Volunteers Needed
Continued from page 1

You may be curious about some
of the young faces that you see

around campus in the next few

weeks. But then, you may have

already read about them, or heard,

or even seen them on TV. While

most of you were taking exams or

away on vacation, a small task

force worked many long days

setting up what is now the JOE II

National Conference on Juvenile

Delinquency and Crime, and since

then UMass just hasn't been the

same.
Starting January 13 and 14

students from Hampshire College

and UMass attended pre-

conference advocate training-

training we would need once the

kids got here, and that was not

long-Monday, January 17 This

day a motorcade of cars left

campus at 7 AM to drive to the

Lyman School in Northboro, and

initiate what will hopefully be

looked back upon as the beginning

of the end

For on Monday we closed the

Lyman School, and in so doing took

the first step in abolishing punitive

child maintenance and in-

carceration, and established what

we hope to be a successful model of

rehabilitation.

The idea is not really new.

Westfield Detention Center has

been doing basically the same
thing for quite some time. What is

new is the media's interest in such

a program, creating a greater

awareness of existing problems

and helping to disperse in

formation relevant to possible

solutions

This past Wednesday also saw an

influx of new people Twelve girls

from Lancaster School for Girls

joined those already at the

University from Lyman. Westfield,

and the new boys from Roslindale

Here to greet them were Governor

Sargent and his wife who spent a

few hours talking with them, ad-

vocates, staff, and press Par-

ticularly interested in seeing

where youth and student heads

were at, each discussed present

situations and future hopes in great

detail As Governor Sargent ex

$1*akhs6 Specif
at the ei

Catalyst •* Worcester Commons
7 -10 :30am
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Search Committee

Sets Decision Date
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

The Chancellor Search Com-

mittee will be moving into full

swing this week and has set March

1 as their goal for making their

final recommendations to the

Trustees as to who should be the

next Chancellor.

Professor Glen Gordon,

Chairman of the Committee, said

approximately 70 people have been

nominated for the post and it is

possible that the number will be

increased February 7, which is the

tentative deadline for making
nominations.

Night letters, which are

telegrams, have been sent out to

people who have been nominated

asking them to send their latest

resume to the Committee. The

Committee will screen the resumes

of all candidates interested in the

post and will invite qualified

nominees on campus for a further

screening process.

Gordon said the Committee will

recommend to the Trustees a list of

candidates who the Committee

feels are qualified for the post

Gordon said he is unsure as to what

will be the exact number of

nominations made to the Trustees,

but said the number will be

determined at a later date with the

Trustees.

A reliable source said that even

though the Committee is geared for

a national search, the primary
candidate is now Acting Chancellor

Bromery. He said, "There is one in

a million chance that Bromery will

not be one of the candidates

recommended to the Trustees."

The source said there is strong

"anti-Bromery feelings" among
the faculty members but said he

has not heard a single student

member criticize the Acting

Chancellor
Composition of the Search

Committee was determined at a

special meeting of the Board of

Trustees on Friday, October 8 after

Chancellor Oswald Tippo resigned.

After meeting in executive session,

the Board voted that six un-

dergraduates, six faculty mem-
bers, and two graduate students,

all from the Amherst campus, and

two trustees, one member of the

Deans Council and one alumnus
would make up the membership of

the Committee.

pressed his sentiments: "We're
making waves here in Mass. I

think that the advocates are going

to learn and really have a chance

to do something for the young
people."

This brings us to an aspect of the

program that I feel to be a real

plus, for once this is not the federal

or state government administering

to the social needs of the people

People helping people- that's what
JOE II is all about. Each visiting

youth is paired with a student

advocate, one of the main ob-

jectives being the development of a

personal relationship that affords

the student knowledge of the

youth's needs and wants With this

awareness of the youth's present

position he can then work with him
and the staff in designing a

program which will hopefully

interest, enrich, and satisfy the

youth involved.

But in just one week. I think that

most or all of our advocates would
agree that the rewards involved

are not one-sided Our days are

long, our nights much longer

There have been adjustments to

make, some of them very difficult,

but this is not surprising con-

sidering that some of our kids have

spent over 6 years removed from

society. It will take a long time to

soothe the wounds of some, often

born without love, and having

spent portions of their lives in

institutions, surely without love.

We're finding that this sense of

caring and personal commitment
to another human's life is what our

conference is all about After all

the politics, headaches, and
beaurocratic hassles have been

negotiated and resolved, if your

real concern is not people, you still

have no workable program.
Perhaps one indication of the

view that many of the DYS youth

themselves hold is expressed by

the fact that the conference has

absorbed a number of runaway
youth and youth who have asked,

or whose parents have asked that

they be admitted to the program
One of the problems involved in

admitting still more is the fact that

it has been very difficult to contact

interested University students

during the semester break; there

are still a limited number of ad-

vocate slots available for in-

terested and qualified students

Not all of you will want or be able

to help these kids in this way, but

you can all help or hurt in the at-

titude that you choose to adopt in

relation to them You may have an

afternoon to give, you may have a

smile
Whatever it is, you may be sure

that it is important to someone

young, insecure, and maybe just a

little anxious about the future

Venman Named Director

Dr. William C. Venman has been

named director of the UMass
Division of Continuing Education,

it was announced today by UMass
Amherst Acting Chancellor R.W.
Bromery.
Dr. Venman began the Division

in the fall of 1970 and has headed it

on an acting basis since then. It

started with 2S6 students; it has

increased by about 30 per cent in

each of the succeeding semesters.

'We now have 360 part-time

st idents and in our first full year of

operation brought over 20,000

people to the Amherst campus to

participate in somewhat over 300

institutes, conferences and special

courses." Dr. Venman said.

The Division, located in the

Campus Center at UMass, is now
an educational resource to all

people in the state It has 18 full-

time staff members and an equal

number of part-time staff, offers

its own degree, manages courses

for all part-time students at the

University and directs workshops,

short courses, conferences and

institutes.

"The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts has invested

hundreds of millions of dollars in

the establishment of a major state

university in Amherst," Dr
Venman said. "The Division of

Continuing Education is here to

make these facilities and the ex-

pertise that exists on this campus
available to all the people of the

Commonwealth."
. Dr. Venman came to UMass in

1962 as assistant to the provost and

director of the summer session. He
became assistant dean of ad-

ministration in 1969 and acting

director of continuing education a

year later
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It gets the once over
1,013 times.

Only after a Volkswagen goes

through 1,013 inspections and all of

the inspectors give it their thumbs-

up, is it a Volkswagen.

If any one of them gives it his

thumbs-down, then it isn't.

That's our rule of thumb.

JONES Volkswagen
721 Worthington Street

SPRINGFIELD. MASS 01101

®
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Governor F. W. Sargent speaks to participants in the JOE Program. See story on Page One. (MDC

Photo by Gib Fullerton.)

Soda Unfreezes;

Bubbles Inflate
Inflation continues to take its toll. First it was the penny post card, then

it was a pack of gum and now it's the ultimate. It is no longer possible to

buy a coke in the Hatch for a dime.

It's the old story of rising food and labor costs. The eight-ounce soft

drink which used to cost a dime will be increased to twelve ounces but will

now cost 15 cents. The 14-ounce soft drink which once cost 15 cents will

now cost 20 cents, but the size of the soft drink will be increased to 16

ounces.

Barry Cohen, chairman of the Food Services Committee of the SUG
Board, said the increase in price and size will represent an increase from

an average cost of 1.17* per ounce to 1.25* per ounce. This, said Cohen,

will result in an increase of income of over $29,000 per year.

"The price increase was scheduled to be implemented in September of

1971, but due to the economic freeze it is only now going into effect,'' said

Cohen.
The student was given a bit of good news when the SUG Board an-

nounced that the Blue Wall would continue to increase its unique and wide

variety of entertainment. This evening Clean Living will entertain and

tomorrow night the NHL All-Star game will be telecast on a wide screen

television. Pizza will be available, and a new 54-foot bar will also be

opening.

When To Register

New Office Created

For Transfer Students

Transfer students now have an office of their own.

The Office of Transfer Affairs has been established

to deal with the concerns and problems of transfer

students "in as humane, realistic and effective a

manner as possible,'' according to the transfer office

director. Dr. Ernest W. Beals.

Slightly more than one-fifth of all undergraduates

now on campus has come to the University from ouVr

institutions of higher learning," Beals said. "The

mobility ef students from one campus to another is a

relatively new phenomenon here in the northeast, and

the number doing so is continually rising. The results

of a recent survey indicate that there will be ap-

proximately 10.100 transfers who will enroll in 58 four

year colleges in Massachusetss in the fall of 1972. This

number represents 21.5% of all new student vacancies

available in the 58 colleges for the coming academic

year. It is anticipated that more than 7.000 students

will apply for 1.150 transfer vacancies at UMass-

Amherst
The Office of Transfer Affairs will serve as a

general resource center for all matters pertaining to

the transfer process, and any student who has any

question or problem related to the transfer situation

may call or come to the office for assistance. The

office is located in Room 208, Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building. The telephone number is 545-

0860

In addition to serving as a general resource center

for transfers, the Office of Transfer Affairs is

responsible for the development of a full scale

program of articulation for all transfers who enroll at

the University. This includes the areas of orientation,

credit evaluation, and liaison with the Counseling

Center, Financial Aid Office, and Placement Office

One of the other major functions of the office will be

to work with the academic departments on campus

and at the community colleges in a cooperative effort

to provide smooth transition for the transfer student in

academic programs from on institution to the other.

The office will conduct more research on the

characteristics and performance of transfers, and

also provide more feedback to the sending in-

stitutions. There are already workshops and seminars

scheduled for personnel from community colleges and

the University to discuss and hopefully resolve some

of the problems transfers face upon entering the

University.

Biharis

Move Out
NARAYANGANJ. Bangladesh

(AP) - Thirty thousand Biharis.

beleaguered for more than a month

in the worlds largest jute mill,

began moving out this weekend

under police and Indian army

protection

The Biharis. a hated minority in

Bangladesh, previously made up

much of the mill's labor force

They have been ordered from their

homes in the mill compound to

make wav for Benglai workers

The Adamjee jute mill, owned by

a West Pakistani family, has been

taken over by the Bangladesh

government, which hopes to get it

running again soon.

Poor Richard's staff will have an important meeting Tuesday

evening at 7:30 in the MDC office. New staff members welcome

Please plan to attend or contact Bob Nesti.

Casiac office (E-22 Machmer)

will be open for advising Monday

and Tuesday night 6:30 - 8:00

Six

Three

Stooges

Films

Thurs. & Friday
7: 30 and 9: 30

MAHAR

FALL SEMESTER — ISRAEL

Hiatt Institute - Brandeis University

Study in Jerusalem, Israel/July — December, 1972

(46 students from 27 universities enrolled in 1971)

Juniors and Seniors eligible

Four courses/Hebrew not required/Earn 16 credits

Cost: 11850/Tuition, room, board, intra-Israel travel

Some financial aid available

Write today for information/application deadline

March 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE,
Brandeis Univ., Waltham, Mass 02154

ID Number Time

1 8:30 AM

2 - 9:15

3 - 10:00

4 • 10:45

5 - 11:30

6 1:00 PM

7 - 1:45

8 • 2:30

9 3:15

4:00

Boyden gym will be closed from 12 to 1. and after 4:45. Enter

for registration via northeast and northwest doors only.

m

m
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...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA
Open eves., til 7

Sat. Ul 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown SpfM '..«m| haadacnot in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE
Op* Century Shopping Ptaia 1 Fro* parking for over '00 can'

WESTFIELD NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIEW

10 BROAD ST 160 PLEASANT ST. 1847 MEMORIAL OR
Nart to P.O. Opp Nhamp. ir Collate On North South Hwy.

EVERETT J. CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST Next to Hoi yoke Nat' I Bank

Joanne Woodward

in the PAUL NEWMAN production of

sometimes she was a child

sometimes she was a woman

and one day the child

and the woman came together...

rachel,
rachel

January 25
SU Ballroom

7, 9, 11 p.m. 50*
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Bahama
MIAMI (AP) — Bahamian officials were reported

Sunday to be considering a strong protest to President

Nixon because Finance and Education Minister

Carlton Francis was bodily searched by U.S. Customs

agents in Miami, with approval from Washington.

After the incident Friday at Miami International

Airport, Francis returned to Nassau, Saturday and

ordered that no Americans be allowed to enter his

country. About 200 American tourists had to wait

about three hours at Nassau International Airport

before his order was lifted. As President Nixon

relaxed on a privately-owned Bahama island. Prime

Minister Lyndon O. Pindling called a cabinet meeting

to discuss the matter.

"We take a very dim view of this and we believe that

somebody is behind this," said Preston Albury, a

Member of Parliament who was contacted by

telephone at Francis' home in Nassau. "We will be

making the strongest protest to the President of the

United States.

"We will tell the world how one of our ministers was

treated in the United States." said Albury, who said he

was a "close associate" of Francis.

In Nassau, a spokesman for the U.S. Consulate

General confirmed that Francis' baggage was

searched when he arrived Friday evening at Miami

airport and that later permission was obtained from

top customs officials in Washington "to proceed with a

body search
"

"When Mr Francis arrived at Miami airport he was

stopped by customs officers and his luggage sear-

ched." the spokesman said "At that point they

decided they had reasonable cause to search his

person.

"Mr. Francis objected and attempted to identify

himself and before proceeding further, customs in

Miami contacted Washington and were told to

proceed," the spokesman added.

He said after several hours Francis was told he was

free to go. At the Florida White House at Key

Biscayne, Deputy Press Secretary Neal Ball said the

White House would have no comment and referred

questions to the State Department.

The State Department, however, declined com-

ment, and U.S. Customs officials here and in

Washington were unavailable for comment.
Asked why Customs might have taken the unusual

precaution of searching a visiting official, the Con-

sulate spokesman in Nassau said he did not know. He
said, however, that such officials usually notify the

Consulate when they are planning to visit the United

States so that they are extended "courtesies of the

port."

The spokesman said Francis did not notify U.S.

officials about this trip.

"The body search did take place," the Consulate

spokesman said. "But when Mr. Francis was told to

leave he refused to do so and remained another three

hours at the airport in protest."

Francis returned to Nassau late Saturday and ac-

cording to consulate officials immediately directed

the head of customs at the airport to "terminate

processing of all arriving American citizens," the

spokesman added.

About 200 Americans were waiting in the customs

hall when consulate officials arrived to sort out the

problem.
"After some discussions with airport customs of-

ficials and other Bahamian government authorities

processing restarted." the spokesman said. "The

delay involved about three hours altogether."

Consul-General Moncrief Spear said he had

received assurance from the Bahamian government

that there would be no further incidents "of this kind."

Two Pan American, two Eastern and one Air

Jamaica flight were tied up at the airport after the

directive was issued by Francis.

In Brief...
Paint Varnish Kills 100

NKW DELHI ( AP) — The death toll rose to nearly 100 Sunday in

India's latest bootlegging tragedy, which once again struck

slumdwellers unable to afford the nation's expensive alcoholic

beverages.
Police said they were almost certain the deaths were caused by

methyl alcohol and paint varnish sold as a substitute for whiskey to

laborers celebrating a wedding in one of New Delhi's hut camps on

Friday-one of the twice-weekly dry days in the capital.

Egypt Taxes Luxuries

CAIRO ( AP) — Egypt's new prime minister. Aziz Sidky, barred

the sale of some imports and imposed tough new luxury taxes

Sunday in an economic program to get the country ready for war

with Israel.

"It is not the time for our people to indulge in the purchase of

such luxury items." he told the parliament. "The money is better

spent on consolidating preparations for war."

Pope Warns Against Superficial Ecumenism

VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope Paul VI declared Sunday that

efforts to force Christian unity have not been halted. But he warned

against a "superficial ecumenism" that attempts to bypass im-

portant doctrinal disputes.

The pontiff sounded a call for prayers for "the recomposition of

the family of Christians, still so much divided," in a talk from his

window overlooking St. Peter's Square.

Arson Suspected in Manila

MANILA (AP) — Suspicions mounted in Manila on Sunday that

the flash fire that gutted the Manila International Airport terminal

might have been deliberately set.

Most international flights remained canceled because of heavy

damage to ground control equipment. The Saturday fire killed

seven persons and injured about 25.

Curfew
Empties

Istanbul

Major Senate Action

Seen In Health Care
WASHINGTON (AP) — In- sponsored by Sen. Russell B. Long,

dications are growing that the

major action taken by Congress on

health care this year will be

enactment of a catastrophic-illness

plan to aid families struck by

severe, long-term sicknesses.

Much more far-reaching plans

have been advanced to set up

systems of national health care but

it may be impossible for any final

action to be taken on these.

The House Ways and Means and

Senate Finance Committees, both

are going to be busy with other

matters which have been given

priority. These include welfare

reform, Social Security and
revenue sharing
Another difficulty is that no

consensus has emerged on the wide

variety of health-care plans before

Congress.

Finally, the 1972 session is going

to be curtailed by recesses for the

Democratic and Republican
national conventions.

The broad health-care plans

under study range from a national

health-insurance plan of Sen.

Edward M Kennedy, D-Mass.,

which would cover nearly all

medical costs to a more modest

proposal of President Nixon

Under the Nixon plan, all

workers would be covered by

private health insurance with

employers and employees sharing

the cost. The federal government

would pay for insuring poverty-

level families.

The catastrophic-illness plan is

D-La., Finance Committee
chairman.
He plans to offer it as an

amendment to the welfare reform

bill.

The plan would apply to all

Americans under 65, those not

covered by Medicare. It would pay

most expenses of a family beyond

$2,000 and of an individual beyond

60 days of hospitalization in a year.

The majority of working people

have or can obtain private in-

surance for their first 60 days of

hospitalization and $2,000 of ex-

penses, Long said.

The plan would be administered

by the Social Security system as is

Medicare and would be financed by

payroll taxes which would start at

three-tenths of 1 per cent and go up

to four-tenths of 1 per cent in 1980.

The first-year cost is estimated

at $2.5 billion

The senator said he is con-

sidering another amendment
which could relieve the states of

about $2.5 billion of annual costs of

the Medicaid health program for

the poor.

Under this. Washington would
take over the full cost of the six

services mandatory under
Medicaid: hospitalization, out-

patient hospital care, nursing
home care, physicians' services,

laboratory and x-ray services, and
home health care.

The states now pay 20 to 50 per

cent of these costs.

ISTANBUL. Turkey (AP) —
Istanbul became a ghost town

Sunday as the city's three million

inhabitants were immobilized by

an all-day curfew. Squads of

soldiers in camouflage dress with

guns at the ready, carried out a

house-to-house search for urban

guerrillas.

More than 80.000 troops and

police took part in the massive

operation, code named "Tornado
One" by Istanbul's martial law

command.
The command announced some

arrests had been made and some
weapons seized, but gave no
details

In Ankara, the National Security

Council met under President

Cevdet Sunday and decided to

recommend to the government the

further extension of martial law by

two months Martial law was
proclaimed last April 26 and must
be extended by Parliament every

two months.
The army had been searching for

203 alleged leftist terrorists it

believed were hiding in the

overcrowded city. In particular, it

wanted to flush out four persons

who skipped from a military prison

during a trial of alleged Maoist

guerrillas last November.
Helicopters made low passes

over the silent city, and the nor-

mally teeming streets were given

over to pigeons and stray dogs

Wallace Declines Debate
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace said Sunday he does not plan to ac-

cept a challenge from New York City Mayor John V. Lindsay to debate in

Florida's Democratic presidential primary.

Wallace said his campaign schedule would not allow time for a debate.

He added. "I don't know whether I ought to draw any crowds for Mayor
Lindsay or not. but that's probably what he wants to do, and I think he's

running very low in Florida."

MEAL TICKET
DISTRIBUTION

Hampden Commons

East Lobby

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

JAN. 24, 25, 26

Winter Carni Carnival

is back again. Make money and have fun with

games, crafts. Reserve a booth now. Applications

available at Student Activities Desk, 1st Floor,

Campus Center.

Viet Cong Tries

ForA New Image
LSD Related To Schizophrenia

SAIGON (AP)-After years of

suffering severe casualties and
being shunted aside by North

Vietnamese regulars, the Viet

Cong fighter is trying to make a

comeback as a new kind of "super

guerrillas."

Further, says an American
expert, the Viet Cong battler is no

longer the black pajama-clad
peasant soldier with a homemade
wooden shotgun in one hand and a

Communist propaganda tract in

the other. The new Viet Cong
requires modern weapons, skilled

knowledge in their use and
sophisticated communications
gear.

He also is no longer so much of

"fish in the seas," living among the

rural populace and depending
solely on it for supply, information

and political support. Now he must
maintain his own supply and
communication lines, and often

dares not trust the villager. These

views of the Viet Cong soldier are

offered by Douglas Pike, author of

two books and several other

publications on the Communist
insurgency and regarded widely as

the leading American authority on

Viet Cong strategy and methods

Pike, an analyst employed by the

United States Information Agency

and now based in Taiwan, said his

findings stem from continuing

study of captured documents,
interviews with former Viet Cong
and a just-completed fact-finding

tour of South Vietnam.
"Military technology has

revolutionized warfare in the last

few years and has created a whole

new set of tactics," Pike said in an
interview.

The Viet Cong, he went on, have
found themselves at a clear

disadvantage-able to field only one

soldier for every six of the enemy,

faced with superior firepower and
air strikes that inflict heavy losses

and such tactics as the "vertical

envelopment" of helicopter

warfare.
Thus, Pike believes, although the

strategy of the men running Hanoi

apparently has not varied, there

have been other changes and one of

the most important is the new-type

guerrilla.

Documents and other evidence

show that in the past year the

enemy has embarked on an in-

tensive program of rearming,
retraining and regrouping for a

different kind of war.

"They definitely have in mind
the creation of a new kind of

guerrilla, one who can apply

modem technology to carrying out

his mission," Pike said. MORE
MORE MORE

DETROIT (AP) - A research

team at Lafayette Clinic says

schizephrenia is caused by the

body's overproduction of a

chemical cousin of LSD and the

knowledge could lead to an
eventual cure for the mental illness.

According to biochemist Charles

Frohman and Dr. Edward Domino,

a visiting professor from the

University of Michigan, a Protien

dubbed the "S protein"-produces a

minute quantity of a substance

called DMT. This substance aids in

the production of serotonin, which

regulates the level of a person's

awareness.
In the normal brain, says the

scientist, an enzyme-the "Anti S

enzyme"-acts on the protein to

prevent excess DMT from being

produced. In schizophrenics, the

enzyme or control factor is

missing, they say. Dr. Jacques S.

Gottlieb, director of the clinic, said

"the schizophrenic is like his own
drug abuse factory." He added,

"Chronic LSD gives you a syn-

drome that is similar to a schizoid

illness."

Gottlieb said that about 20 to 25

per cent of all admissions to

mental hospitals are because of

schizophrenia and about half the

patients in mental hospitals are

suffering from the disease. Froh-

man said schizophrenia affects

about three million Americans.

Gottlieb said the discovery of the

cause of schizophrenia may lead to

eventual treatment and cure of the

major form of the disease-process

schizophrenia but stressed it would

take years of testing before it could

be tried on patients.

Frohman and Domino have been

working with the aid of an eight-

year $500,000 grant from the

National Institute of Health. The
grant expired last year and the

scientists said they would ask the

state legislature, which supports

the clinic, to supply additional

money for research and testing.

They estimated they would need $5

million.

Frohman said he thought the

illness could be corrected by giving

schizophrenics the control factor.

Gottlieb said such a method would

be "similar to the use of insulin for

control of glucose in a diabetic."

Domino said he believes the body

could be induced not to produce the

DMT. Gottlieb said this would be

done by shifting the metabolism in

the brain. He said a minute amount
of DMT would remain, but the

excess production would be

eliminated.

Frohman noted that some
scientists maintain schizophrenia

is a personality disorder arising

from environmental factors. He
said, however, that environmental

factors may trigger the chemical

reaction leading to schizophrenia.

MDC Classifieds Sell

Swing - Shifters

COFFEE HOUR
Tonight

Memorial Hall 7 p.m.

Start the New Year off right . .

.

Mini-Kool Refrigerators
just $5.00 a month*

Enjoy life a little more this term with a compact,

dependable Mini-Kool refrigerator in your room.

It holds two cubic feet of food and beverages.

The price is right, and you get these valuable

Mini-Kool extras:

• FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

• GUARANTEED SERVICE BY ON-CAMPUS,
STUDENT-RUN AGENCY

• LIABILITY PROTECTION-for an extra $1,

you're protected against loss by fire or theft.

• PURCHASE OPTION-75% of your rent

applies toward purchase price.

Don't Delay. . . Supply is limited! Call 253-2494

mini f kool
•Rental, plus a $10.00 refundable damage deposit that earns

Interest, is payable in advance for the semester. The monthly

figure is arrived at by proration.
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Well folks, we're back. We have, so the rumor-

mongers say, four thousand new students here this

semester, transfers, swing-shifters and some bright

shiny new faces soon to be dimmed and shaken by life

here at the factory.

District Attorney Callahan will be coming to speak

to the senate sometime in February about their in-

famous narc bill and his general policy. The Senate

officers are reported to be busy trying to persuade

him otherwise, but so far to no avail. They are afraid

that if Callahan started up about drug busts their

reaction might not be, shall we say, dignified.

You Probably can expect a bust soon. Last fall

Callahan got $2,500 from the State Legislature for

investigation work regarding violations of the drug

laws. Though nobody says so the money will most

likely be used by narcotics officers to buy drugs from

pushers whose testimony will be used to swear out

warrants for those pushers arrest.

Other drug news is that some scientists figured out

that a chemical produced by the body is the cause of

schizophrenia. The kicker is that this drug is

chemically closely related to LSD. See page five for

more.
Getting back to University news we can probably

sometime has had trouble "getting anything i

Boston campus." Wood, who has a history for not

Art Buchwald
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Political Hay
With amazing speed, JOE II, (the program which has brought

more than 80 young people from the state's decrepit youth

detention centers to UMass for a month) was brought into expect a change in the Administration at the UMass

existence Just as quickly the political interests of those who have Boston campus It is rumored that President Wood for

maintained the detention centers, and the poor reporting by some
newspapers has threatened to sabotage the whole program.

Support for JOE II has come from Governor Sargent, who
visited the UMass program last week from the Director of the

State Youth Services Commission Jerome Miller, (who has tried

for the past three years to eliminate the present system of

detention centers for youth offenders and from the students and

coordinators here at UMass, who have worked hard to get the

program off the ground.

The program is new and experimental and as such has been

criticized by local politicians, and has become the butt of some
sensational stories by the Springfield papers which have

reported, inaccurately at times, every minor indicent involving

the people in the program, on their front pages. Yesterday's

headlines in the Springfield Republican for example (POLICE
SEEK FUGITIVE YOUTH FROM PROGRAM AT UMASS)
tends to distort the image from that of a young kid who has

gotten into trouble in to some hazy idea of a criminal on the loose.

Friday, the Springfield Union blew-up a story of two of the youths

in the program who got sick from something mixed in their

drinks and had to have their stomachs pumped.
In spite of an editorial endorsement of eliminating the present

state system of youth detention centers, the Springfield papers

have done little to present the program in a fair way in their news

pages. Fortunately for this area, the Hampshire Gazette has

reported accurately about the program, which has been plagued

by minor problems.

There have been reports of how the people who run the

detention centers around the state have been allegedly "un-

cooperative". As one girl working in JOE II put it, "They get

their power from having kids locked up, and they don't like to lose

them to programs like ours."

The state should move as quickly as possible to eliminate the

youth detention centers, and should afford programs like JOE
ample support to enable more trained people to make them

successful.

Clearly, the only real solution to the problems of young people

getting in trouble in our society is to bring understanding and

assistance to them, not locking them up and making political hay

from their dilemma.

getting along well with Chancellors in general, told a

Collegian reporter last year that it would take at least

three years for him to straighten things out. Possibly

UMass-Boston Chancellor Broderick is about to fall

out of favor. And we all know what happens then.

One problem with existing out here is that you often

get the feeling that you don't quite exist. Ever feel like

throwing a chair through one of those plate glass

windows in the dining commons? Just to make a mark
or vent your anger. Good thing we have our pacifiers.

The idea of a campus with out walls, that is getting

people out into the real world for their education is a

good one. UMass is far from reality. We just don't

have to cope with the problems the outide world has.

We have a place to sleep and eat, don't have to worry

about getting fired or laid-off ( it is pretty hard to flunk

out of here) and in general have a high degree of

security.

Most of all we deal almost exclusively with people

ourown age or academicians who have a high degree of

sensitivity empathy with students and the community

as a whole. You don't really have to worry about

someone bashing your teeth in.

At any rate we're back for another semester. Today

we struggle down to Boyden for schedules and marks,

course change and then classes. It might not be the

best place around, but when you come right down to it,

it's far from the worst. Which says something about

the human condition.

Misery And The Economy
WASHINGTON-You're going to

hear a lot about "economic in-

dicators this year An economic
indicator is a clue to what is really

happening to the economy. From
these hints economists can make
fantastic predictions of which way
the country will tilt in the next 12

months.
A man who works with nothing

but economic indicators is Dr.

Friedrich Strasser, who is in

charge of the Input-Output In-

stitute of Sensuous Economics.
A visit to Dr. Strasser's institute

produced some very interested but

frightening information.

Dr. Strasser said that at the

moment all his economic in-

dicators were pointing up
"More people are starting to

travel on the airlines, which is a

very good thing." he told me. "At

the moment though, it's still

possible to book a flight without

difficulty and have a comfortable

ride without people sitting on your

lap. But if things keep getting

better, the airports won't be able to

handle the traffic, the planes will

be overbooked, luggage will be lost

and the airlines will have a very

good economic year."

"Wait a minute." I said. "Are

you trying to say that if the

economy gets better in this

country, things will get worse?"

"Of course I am. Everyone

knows the price of a good economy
is a breakdown in services that the

economy provides. The more
refrigerators people buy. the less

chance they have of getting them

repaired. The more cars that are

sold, the bigger pollution and

traffic problems you have The
more the country consumes, the

less opportunity there is of getting

rid of the garbage."
I Iff Strasser said one of his best

economic indicators is the

behavior of shop clerks, hotel

reservation people and head-

waiters

"The nicer they are," he said,

"the more trouble the country is in.

During the recent recession we
found shop clerks, hotel people and

headwa iters the most courteous

they had been since the economic
doldrums of the early Sixties

"This indicated to us that things

were very bad. Lately we've been

spot-checking, and we've
discovered that the hotel people

are getting snippety again, the

clerks in stores are starting not to

give a damn and in some good

restaurants the headwa iters, for

the first time in two years, are

becoming their old obnoxious,

patronising selves. This shows
that things are picking up. and the

country could be in for a good
year."

"It's fantastic how you people

arrive at your conclusions," I said

"It's foolproof." Dr Strasser

said "Let's take the building in-

dustry as an example When the

country is doing badly, no one is

digging up the streets or drilling

steel pilings into the ground or

making cement at 6 o'clock in the

morning. People can get around
easier, sleep better and work in a

quieter atmosphere
"But as soon as the economy

improves, the wreckers come out

to smash down buildings, streets

are barricaded by cranes, water

and gas are turned off and the

noise drives everyone to the point

of suicide By just checking the

nervous breakdown figures in a

city for the week we can gauge how
well the building industry is

doing."

"So the more anxious the

country becomes the better it is for

all of us?"
"Exactly. The best economic

indicators are the sales charts of

the anti-acid stomach medicine
companies. When sales of Alka-

Seltzer, Bromo-Seltzer, Pepto
Bismol and Rolaids are down, this

means people are content and the

dollar is in trouble. But when anti-

acid sales are up, this means
people are sick and getting their

faith back in the country. You can't

have economic growth without

ulcer growth at the same time."
"Then you're predicting a good

economic year and a miserable

existence for all of us?" I asked.

"Life won't be as bad as it was in

the late Sixties when things were
booming, but I predict it will be a

good enough year that people will

be able to feel how miserable a

healthy economy can be."

Copyright 1972, Los Angeles

Times

Editorial Points

Letters To The Editor

Plunder Of The Taxpayer

Well, this is the start of a new
semester. For those of you who
are new, Editorial Points is the

place you will find many witty

and clever comments about the

day's events and life at UMass.
For those of you who are coming
back, you can expect more of the

same old trash.

It seems evident that there

will soon be a shake-up in ad-

ministrative personnel, with the

Boston campus the center of the

change.
•••

If last night's lines at the local

hamburger spots are any in-

dication, it might be a good idea

to get to your classes a bit early

this semster if you want a seat.
•**

Food Science 101 may be in-

teresting, but we wonder if 2800

people signed up for the course

simply for that reason.
***

Perhaps the people who run

the Hatch don't know it, but most
people returned to campus
yesterday and somehow walking

downstairs in the Union and
finding the Hatch doors closed

kind of makes you think that

you're still working on last

year's calendar.

The Right Spirit

To the Editor:

Why end water pollution? Our economy needs the

boost. With our space program limited and full scale

wars practical suicide, where else can we spend

countless Smillions every year, from now until

doomsday, without solving the problem?

If we wanted to, we could end water pollution for a

small fraction of the costs we are now paying, with low

cost technology cunningly concealed in the public

domain for many years. Treatment processes would

be completed in the treatment plant -not in the

receiving waters as we are now doing -and without the

usual lethal sludge dumpings in fresh as well as salt

waters.

Where treatment plants are already in operation at

full capacity, including secondary phases, these same

treatment plants can be doubled or better in capacity

for less than 5% of the plant costs without any extra

land area. Secondary phases can be added to existing

primary treatment plants at similar savings. New and

far more efficient treatment plants can be built for

less than 35% of the usual costs and in less than one-

third of the usual space. Phosphates can be reduced

over 95%. nitrogen over 85% and final sludge upwards

from 65% -with little or no increase over conventional

operating costs.
Our so-called "modern" treatment plants are less

than one-half-of-one-percent effective to that which

they can practically be. But why kill the goose which

lays the golden egg? The clever hoax of storm water

overflow has enabled the foisting of huge public works

projects on an unsuspecting and all too often apathetic

populace.

Efficient use of the mentioned technology would end

the overflow problem with immediate treatment. No
monstrous plant enlargements, no smelly and ex-

pensive holding areas, no costly sewer separation, no

deep tunnels with their inevitable explosion hazards

nor other misuse of public funds to benefit the few at

the expense of the masses are needed, including

proprietary oxygen and physical-chemical processes.

America has far too many actual needs begging for

only nominal funds which are not available to permit

this wholesale plunder of the taxpayer to continue--

with little or nothing of value worthwhile in return.

August F. Vorndran. Jr.

To the Editor:

Allan Fisher's conviction in the

21 Dec. issue of The Collegian that

"there must be something wrong
with a society in which people

spend the greater part of their lives

doing things that they dislike to

do" makes two false assumptions.

These are ( 1 ) that we always ought

to be able to do what we want to do,

and (2) that most people have to

spend most of their lives doing

what nobody could enjoy doing.

The contrary of these two
assumptions is much closer to the

truth. We often do not want to do

what we ought to do and what we
will enjoy doing if we will only get

at the job I am usually not eager to

grade a set of papers, but I find the

job interesting enough if I get at it

;

and I often have a feeling of

satisfaction when I finish from a

conviction that my students have
written well and have really had

something interesting to say.

And while all jobs are tedious

sometimes, most of them can give

satisfaction if approached in the

right spirit. When Prince Charles

was attending Cambridge, he
humorously referred to the gar-

bage collector who waked him at 7

A.M. singing hymns. The gar-

bageman didn't take this as a

criticism but as a compliment, for,

he cogently asked. "How many
people enjoy singing hymns early

in the morning?"
So even a disagreeable study can

be enjoyed if approached in the

right spirit, and it will often occur

that a sense of mastery resulting

from successful study makes what
was originally disagreeable
become genuinely enjoyable.

Howard (). Brogan
Commonwealth Professor

of English

Food Science 101 On The Air (Almost)

By NICK APOSTOLA
Chairman Academic
Affairs Committee

In an interesting turn of

events, the Scheduling Office

found out late in December that

2.800 students had signed up for

Food Science 101 Well, this

presented more than the usual

problem. Dropping 1800 kids

from an "E" requirement isn't

quite the same as dropping 18

from Elementary Mongolian.

Bob Woodbury, the new
Associate Provost for Special

Programs, got excited at the

possibility of offering the course

to all 2,800. and that is where this

story begins.

He and Rus Kraus, also from

the Provost's Office started

exploring the possibilities and

alternatives. There :s no place
on this campus that can house

2,800 students for one lecture,

except the Cage. The thought of

a course with Fergus Clydesdale

was interesting and worth

pursing. It was discovered that

the Cage could only be used up

until March, when the seats

would be taken down to make
room for baseball. While the

possibility of using the Cage was
being researched, other alter-

natives were being investigated.

Woodbury and Kraus. because

of prompting from some
students from the Academic
Affairs Committee, and simply

because the potential of this

experiment intrigued the, began

looking into the closed circuit

capabilities of the campus The

course would have been tran-

smitted to all the dorms and

some large lecture halls, but it

was found out that the cable had

to be pulled through the conduits

and that would take months.

That didn't stop the dynamic

duo though, (or at least the

students' wouldn't let them
stop). The next step was to look

into setting up a continuous run

showing of the lecture in a large

hall. This would take equipment

that the University didn't have,

believe it or not The TV studio

at the School of Education didn't

have the supplies, and the studio

that the Speech Department has

didn't have enough of whatever

it takes. But hope never waned.

If worse came to worse, the

course could be held in the Cage
until the first day of March. By
that time something could be

devised. It was important to all

of those into solving the problem

that the 1,800 students shouldn't

get dropped from a course that

would not only satisfy their "E"
requirement, but was also in-

teresting.

Not quite believing that it

couldn't be done somehow, Rob
Sprague (a member of the

Academic Affairs Committee)

and myself sat down with Russ

Kraus and Bob Woodbury for a

couple of hours brainstorming

We came up with almost every

option from broadcasting it over

a local television station at one

in the morning, to using WMUA
for broadcasting the audio

without the visual. There wasn't

a local television station willing,

and using the radio just didn't

seem to meet the criterion of

quality. It was felt that if it was

going to be done, and because

this would be the first time

something like this had been

tried on this campus, that it had

better be of good quality or the

whole experiment might fail, and
the chances for it happening

again would be killed.

It was at this point that it was
decided that planning for this

semester would be fruitless, and

that shooting for next September

might be more realistic. So it

sits. There are obvious logistics

problems in trying to get 2.800

students in a course where there

is room for only 1.000 as 1.800 of

you are well aware of. There is a

course, an "E" requirement,

which a huge number of students

would like to take. The ad-

ministration has said that they

would try to get it in for next

Fall. But as had been shown in

the past, they use one excuse

this time and they find a brand

new excuse for the next. The
first question is the com-
mittment of the University to

allow as many students who
want to take Food Science 101

with Fergus Clydesdale, to do so

and the second is how to do that.

The idea of courses taped, so

students can watch them on

television instead of sitting in a

lecture hall of 500 or more, is

interesting. Reports from
schools that have tried the video

method have been fascinating.

Some studies have shown that

performance varies little bet-

ween the group that sat in the

lecture and the group that used

the video tapes, once the initial

boredom of watching the TV

wore off. And in other ex-

periments, it was shown that

when there are sections that get

the live professor and ones that

are forced to use the video tape

during the same semester, the

ones using the video have a

lower performance. So taking

into account the experience at

other institutions we can go
forward Using tapes in this

manner has enormous
possibilities. Continuing
Education could use this type of

media to teach over the air.

But back on the home front,

introductory courses could be

taken in the student's spare

time. He could go at his own
speed, take one-half a semester,

or a semester and a half to take

Psych 101 ; go over a lecture two

or three times if he finds it

difficult to understand. There

could be an office that would be

staffed so that questions could be

answered and you could get real

help with a problem. And in the

case of a course like Food
Science 101, where Professor

Clydesdale uses information and

speaks to what is being said

about the subject in the

newspaper that very morning,

then the course could be shown
across campus on the closed

circuit television.

The obvious criticism of using

tapes instead of people to teach

is that this University is im-

personal enough, without

replacing professors with a little

man on the screen. True the

place can get impersonal, if all

your classes are 500 student

lectures, and if every course was
on television But if some in-

troductory courses were taught

by tape, it would free faculty

time to teach more upper level

courses with fewer students. A
freshman who would normally

get stuck in a large lecture hall,

could now be stuck with a

television course and an in-

teresting Freshman Seminar,

where the numbers are at the

level where he can relate.

It has to be remembered that

when discussing this kind of

option that it is only an option. It

will have to be watched to make
certain that only the best

professors get onto tape. And the

majority of courses will be

taught in the traditional manner
But if the University lives up to

its promise, we will have the

chance to try an exciting ex-

periment: to see if knowledge

can be transmitted in other

methods than the classroom.

Using a tape, the professor can

work on his style and his course;

re-tape portions that didn't quite

come off the way they should

have; making sure that every

lecture is interesting. In-

troductory courses by video tape

could replace many lecture

halls, and even make small

introductory courses possible

It's an interesting experiment

Let's hope the University will

remember what they promised

next September when 2.800

students sign up for Food

Science 101
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UMass Prof Appointee

To Environment Agency

College Intern Bill Introduced

vironmental research liaison of-

ficer for the University and other

research institutions in the state.

In the latter capacity, he will seek

ways of making on-campus
research more responsive to the

needs of all those in the state.

Dr. Hugh C. Davis, associate

professor of resource planning in

the department of landscape ar-

chitecture at UMass has been

appointed Assistant Secretary in

the Massachusetts Executive

Office of Environmental Affairs

and Associate Director for Public

Service of the UMass Institute for

Man and His Environment, it was
announced last week by Secretary

of Environmental Affairs Charles

H. W. Foster, Secretary of

Educational Affairs Joseph M.

Cronin, and Dr. Robert Wood,

President of UMass.

Dr. Davis will be responsible for

research and planning in the

Executive Office of Environmental

Affairs, a new cabinet level agency

which includes the Department of

Agriculture, Department of

Natural Resources, the

Metropolitan District Commission,

and their forty environmental

agencies.

He will also serve as the en-

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Spring Semester Schedule

Date Campus Center Store

1/21/72 8:30-4:30

1/22/72 Closed

1/23/72 Closed

1/24/72 8:45-5:30

1/25/72 8:45-5:30

1/26/72 8:45-9:00

1/27/72 8:45-9:00

1/28/72 8:45-5:30

1/29/72 9:00-4:00

1/30/72 Closed

1/31/72 8:45-9:00

U.S. Rep. Michael J. Harrington (D-Mass.),

believing it is important to increase youth par-

ticipation in government, has introduced a bill tc

allow two additional paid summer interns in each

office. Harrington was joined by 91 other represen-

tatives.

The current intern program allows $750 per

Congressman to pay one intern. Harrington's bill

raises that number to three, each with a $750

allowance.

Harrington commented that the interns he worked

with had shown outstanding dedication to their work.

Last summer Harrington had 26 college interns in his

office. Most of them worked as volunteers but

Harrington was able to allot some additional money

on his own to pay four of the interns.

Part of the need for additional money to pay interns

is to cover the cost of living expenses in Washington

for out- of-town students. Without these funds, in-

ternship is restricted to those young people who have

other means of support.

Interns have found their jobs to be educational and

diverse. Last summer, Harrington, an anti-war

Congressman, had interns researching armed ser-

vices bills to help him on his committee assignment.

In addition, they worked on district problems and the

problems of the elderly, and helped draft legislation in

several different areas.

Interns also assist in drafting letters and general

office work and have the opportunity to meet

Washington officials.

Many interns are given a special research project

dealing with an area in which they have a special

interest.

"I have taken advantage of the opportunity to have

interns for the past two summers and found it a

welcome addition to my office," Harrington said.

Textbook Annex
8:30-4:30

Closed

Closed
8:45-5:30

8:45-5:30

8:45-9:00

8:45-9:00

8:45-9:00

9:00-3:00

Closed
8:45-7:00

Hours for the remainder of the semester will be posted at each

of the stores.
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WrisleyNamed
To Committee
Dr Albert L. Wrisley. Jr..

associate professor in the

department of hotel, restaurant,

and travel administration at

UMass has been named to the

Committee on Food Service

Systems by the Advisory Board of

Military Personnel Supplies of the

National Academy of Sciences.

At UMass, Dr. Wrisley has been

active in the development of

computerized systems for the

planning and control of food ser-

vice operations He has had wide

experience in commercial and

institutional food service

management areas before coming
to UMass.

Dr. Wrisley is author of a

number of food service

publications now being used widely

in industry training programs and

at schools and colleges throughout

the United States.
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New England

FRIED CHICKEN

2 Pieces

3 Pieces

6 Pieces

9 Pieces

15 Pieces

21 Pieces

59C

85<

$1.65

$2.38

$3.99

$5.19

Rolls served with above orders
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Memorial Hall 7 p.m.
1-24

•seed iwir typing done during finals (or

a paper due Jan 12. Pleate call 2M-em.
1-24

IMMEDIATE SPACE

111 mlas you all Knowlton MU and all

my other friends good luck.

Deb 7.

1-24

\red Feb Rent, muat tell 71 VW
Camper, excellent condition, first

reasonable offer accepted. Call J23-7«IS.

Must see to believe.
tf-i-a

FOR SALE MOVIE
14" IBM elec. type., folding bed. mono

hifi system, 2 mike s. w. atands. stereo

ststem. KI.H Tower* mod.. 18 spars. HE
Alhkit amp. S4tMIW Hi -26

It \< IIH RACHEL. Paul Newman
Production starring Joanne Woodward.
Jan. 2$ 7-» - II p.m. Student I Ion

Hallrnom see.

Ul-25

SENIORS - (iBAD STUDENTS —7s)

yra. old Intern I Financial Corp. seeks

candidates for Sales Management
Program . Poa. pro* . J-pbase dev program

rmphasg. on Job exper tV Incl study

courses Inll. Earnings llt.Mo. Send

resume or letter In strictest ronfld to Paul

Revere Co. 1 2g7 No. Mate St.. Athol. Mass
tfl-26

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia. Europe. 8. America. Africa etc.

Ml professions and occupations. I7IM to

ll.aaa monthly. Expenses paid, overtime,

sightseeing Free information. Write Jobs

overseas. Dept. Box IM7I San Diego. Ca.

•2113.
tf2-4

l-Hedroom House, excellent condition.

Immediate occupancy. Call between «:00

p.m. - S:*) p.m. .'J84-.'H2«. Skibiskl Real

Estate. Northampton.
tf 1-27

Sl'NDERI.ANI) - new Ig. 2 Bdrm.
available now. util. incl.. a/c, pool. $185.

lease to June »> ( all skibiskl Kealuns 253-

H2-4

AUTOS FOR SALE

ii7» Volkswagen "Bug"

1 1.mm miles. MM. Dlr.

(ireenfleld

like new. -

IflS Beacon.

tf 1 28

HELP WANTED

Available now. Ml new furnished room

in prh home Kreakfast if desired Itf?n!

f.ir siiidcnt or lacult) member. Call eves.

KieTM.
1-24

WANTED
\erd some typinK done during finals Tor

a paper due Jan 12. Please call 25fi-*l8

124

IWWt Volkswagen Fastback. good con-

|W»V It llighll •'
: field

tfl-27

HELPWANTED

Summer Job Crpening* — Summer
Camp for boss Male Counselors and

Instructors needed. For In'.n u'.lon

write- (amp DhetM ' ' ''Ins.

I New Hanus'
tf 1-28

MOTHERS • inn': find a reliable baby

sitter? Tired of high fees" ( ail The Child

Care Exchange RR4SM for further in-

formation
til -28

\ddressers Needed llomcworkers earn

to! IV) For Infosend 25e * stamped envel

to Box I22U. f.ainrsville. Fla. .12«0I.

tf 1-28

rORIRTS - OROFf? NOW! A

TRAVEL CALCULATOR! lt«-s«>.nblr

Ir. slids- rule. Determine CCxWatel)

miles |.«-r gal., travel limt. miles

traseled.ga&an '>(gas<'>" i>rii<! vpeed

required to reach. 12.1' (•iiaranteed

( hasmar. Depl t W. B« XX Fikhart.

Indiana Will
1-24
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If a freeze threatens, thousands

of plants ranging from microscopic

varieties to fig trees will be

rescued at the 64-year-old botany

greenhouse a. UMass.
A couple of telephones, a series

of lights about the size of pencil

erasers, and some push buttons

SDS Is Watching
m 1 . _ J11I...II.JI...1.. i.ii, it * l-» . i I

' ^ 1

greenhouse and 11 buildings, and it

is an added safety measure for

thousands of students and others

on the UMass campus.
The Supervisory Data System

(SDS) protects against fire, in-

trusion, and accident in newer

buildings and some older buildings

keep a watch over the plants and on the sprawling campus, and will

other scientific experiments, as do the same for many more of the

well as over dormitories and older buildings once the network of

classroom buildings on the cam color-coded cables is installed in

pus The "watch" is a Supervisory more underground locations.

This is the second winter SDS has

watched the thousands of

greenhouse plants. Before last

winter a freeze ruined plants three

times, once killing enough of them

to ruin two years of botanical work.

Keeping the plants well means
saving federal and state research

and teaching funds invested in

them. It also means plants won't

Data System hooked up to the

HowToVote
In Absentia
Voters who wish to cast a ballot

in the town election on February

22. 1972 and will be out of town at

that time should apply for absentee have to be purchased for students

ballots early. The latest time to

apply is 4:30 P.M. on the day

before the election. However, since

February 21st is a holiday, Friday

February 18th will be the last day

to apply before the 72 town

election.

The Town of Amherst suggests

that students who are Amherst

residents but attend school

elsewhere apply for an absentee

ballot while they are home in

Amherst for the holidays. Ballots

are mailed to voters and should be

returned to the Town Clerk's office

in the Town Hall to be received at

least by 8 00 P.M. (or by the last

mail delivery) on February 22nd

Voters who are unable to get to

the polls for physical reasons may
apply for absentee ballots until

4:30 P.M. on February 18. Such

applications must be signed by a

doctor, clergyman, nurse or

hospital superintendent and then

filed with the Town Gerk. The
procedure for returning the ballots

is the same as above.

A voter who will be out of town on

election day. but who has no ad

dress outside the town from which

the ballot may be seasonably

returned, may obtain a ballot from

the Town Clerk's office and vote

there before he leaves Here again,

the latest time to apply is 4:30 P.M.

on Friday, February 18th.

Notices
FR1KNDS OF SETH -My bir

thday is January 27th and there

will be an all-day party in the

Graduate Senate office on January

26th Please come.
G52 PE 10©- Gliding course of

fered spring semester at Pilgrim

Airport. Lab fee Sign up at PE
table on course change day For

further info call 545-2338

ZOOLOGY lot Introductory

Zoology labs will begin on Monday,

January 31 The Zoology 101 lee

tures will begin on January 26 as

scheduled

to study.

A small, glassed-in room about

the size of three telephone booths

houses the main SDS controls at

the UMass Physical Plant. An
operator is on duty around the

clock so that when SDS reports a

malfunction, he may notify the

appropriate people.

When the greenhouse tem-
perature goes down to 55 degrees,

the SDS operator notifies a botany

staff member who goes to the

greenhouse in case plants have to

be removed or otherwise cared for.

SDS meanwhile notifies preventive

maintenance men to repair any

damage at the greenhouse. Sensors

attached to the greenhouse steam

line warn SDS a half hour before

the freeze would be critical.

Another sensor checks the air

temperature.

About a year ago. water leakage

ruined many books in Goodell

Library. SDS sensors have since

been installed on the library floors,

so that if such leakage ever occurs

again, officials will have time to

divert the water and move the

books before they are damaged.

Learn With SELF
Registration has begun for three

February workshops by Project

SELF, sponsored by the UMass

Division of Continuing Education

and the Valley Women's Center

Each will last six weeks.

"Assumptions about Women"
will have Helen Smith discussing

images of women in literature,

politics and socialization. She will

meet Thursday mornings begin-

ning Feb. 3. On Wednesday
evenings starting Feb. 2, Evelyn

Duston will share information and

attitudinal experiences on

"Women and Their Bodies." Lois

Phillips will help others "Com-

municate with Confidence" by

using tapes and directing practice

sessions in different settings. This

will be Thursdays beginning Feb.

3.

Marianne Simon will conduct a

largely experiential workshop
called "An Introduction to Values

Clarification." The workshop will

attempt to identify, examine and

clarify values and will meet
Tuesday and Thursday mornings

starting Feb. I.

Further information is available

from Lois Phillips or Joan Engel at

920 Campus Center, 545-2596.

MDC Classifieds Pay

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDTCTOMAM*

From now and through February, many

persons born under Capricorn are due tor a

financial boost. Recent social contacts will

materialise into meaningful relationships

Where money and possessions are con

cerned. many natives of Capricorn should

be "sitting pretty
"

• ••••

ARIES (March 21 April !•> Protect

valuables Not wise to take situations or

individual for granted Leo figures

prominently Enjoy good company, but

avoid extravagance You simply cannot

buy affection You will comprehend

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) New ap

proach spells gam Cycle is such mat
circumstances turn m your favor You now

can afford to be independent m thought,

action Dance to your own tune adhere to

individual style

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Consider

needs of one who may be confined to home,

hospital Feel meaning of Golden Rule If

this you do. you actually will be doing much

tor yourself Co operate in efforts designed

to promote goodwill

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Accent on

getting wnat you want and you do SO by

socialiung, utilizing and expanding Shake

off status quo Be alive, alert and op

timistic Sagittanan could play important

role Look to future

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Spotlight .s on

career, ultimate aspiration You gam if

thorough What appears minor could ac

tuaiiy be important Means check Oon't

heed rumors Do some personal in

vestigatmg Ask many questions

VIRGO (Aug 23 Spet 22) Be ready for

possible change of scenery Opposite sex is

mvolved Obtain hint from Leo message

You may find yourself on the "move Long

range plans, travel procedures these need

attention

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) You «r« in

trigued by mystery You get to bottom of

puzzle Queries «re answered Money,

legacy, metaphysical interpretations all

•re involved Harmonize family

relationships. Agree on budget. You can be

happy
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Lie tow Lei

others take initiative. Get expert legal

advice Don't attempt to be your own at

torney Improve image Become more

aware of public relations -and reactions

Marriage question is m picture.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Highlight health requirements Get

together with co worker, associate Get rid

of unnecessary tensions Relax and you will

gam Do otherwise and steps will be back

ward You will understand.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Finish,

expand, spotlight universal appeal You

will be consulted Many now are drawn to

you with their questions, complaints and

problems Be sympathetic But don't

become human crying towel

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II) Domestic

surroundings are brighter Means, among

other things, that some grievances come

out m open Honesty truly is best policy

and truth will set you free Older family

member is wiser than you might imagine

PISCES (Feb It March 20) You move

about ideas abound Select best don't

settle for quick substitutes Relative may
try to complicate situation Heed your own

counsel Trust intuitive intellect Don't

confide all Be discreet

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

desire harmony, but will fight when you feel

cause is right You have sense of drama,

appreciate art and could have a most

unusual voice if single, you marry or have

opportunity to do so by September

Copyright W2. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to last issues puzzle.

ACROSS

1 A state (abbr.)

4 Man's
nickname

6 Jatfs

11 Revolve

13 Flowers

15 Indefinite

article

16 Look fixedly

18 Partner

19 Meadow
21 On the ocean

22 Symbol for tin

23 Father and
mother

26 Swiss river

29 Above

31 Golf mounds

33 Parent
(colloq.)

34 Pronoun

35 Man's
nickname

38 River in

Scotland

39 Preposition

40 Pronoun

41 Dillseed

43 Remainder

45 Cover

47 Visionary

50 Note of scale

52 Parent
(colloq )

53 Turf

56 Semi precious

stone

58 Angry

60 Greek letter

61 Pawl

63 Occupying a
chair

65 Jinm

v66 A state (abbr.)

67 Exist

DOWN

1 Sea in Asia

2 Solitary

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
12
14
17
20
24

25
27
28
29
30

32
36
37
42

Near
Essence
Rent
Having folds

East Indies

(abbr.)

Charity
Climbing plant

Place
Conjunction

Compass point

Lease
Simian
Wild buffalo of

India

Bishopric

Sacred bull

Rage
Leave out

Reject

Withered

Conjunction

Insect

Rip

Bitter vetch

46 Piece of
dinnerware

48 Collect

49 Matched
51 Danish

measure
54 Hebrew

measure
55 Fop

FEE

56 Hypothetical

force

57 Wooden pin

59 Babylonian

deity

62 Symbol tor

nickel

64 Symbol for

tantalum

DUtr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

I HATE 0BN6 ACCUSED OF

BEA6LE CHAUVINISM!

Color Course Offered
John W. Doscher, a Fellow of the

Photographic Society of America

and the Royal Photographic
Society of Great Britain will teach

a "Creative Color" one-day
comprehensive photography
course this Saturday.

The program will be held at the

Amherst Junior High School from

9:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. This Amherst

meeting, being sponsored by the

Amherst Camera Club, will be

Doscher 's only 1972 "short-course"

appearance in New England.

Doscher is founder and director of

the well-known Country School of

Photography in South Woodstock,

Vt.

The one-day course is for all

photographers - the beginner, the

advanced, the amateur, the

professional. The program will be

stimulating and beneficial to

photographers who would like to

improve their artistic and
photographic skills.

Recognized as one of the most

successful and respected con-

temporary teachers of

photography, Doscher's copiously

illustrated programs are designed

to give new concepts, new goals,

and a working method to instill

new confidence in the

photographer's approach to varied

problems of exposure and com-
position.

Doscher's specialty , com-
position, will be covered ex-

tensively during the course. Ac-

cording to Doscher, "I am con-

cerned about keeping
photographers out of the 'cliche

trap' and in helping them to make
stronger statements in their pic-

tures so that they reflect in-

dividuality."

Exposure system and the

elements of design (how to be

aware of the world around you)

will be discussed in depth.

Registration forms and
brochures describing the course

may be obtained at area

photographic supply shops or by

writing to Russell Colvin, Amherst

Camera Club, 159 Farview Way,
Amherst, Mass. 01002.

Ecology Warning

Group Formed
Seven UMass Amherst environmental specialists have been appointed

to an Environmental Impact Advisory Committee for the Lower Pioneer

Valley Regional Planning Commission.

They are Robert Livingston, botanist and specialist in plant ecology;

Warren Litsky, environmental microbiologist; Joseph Larson, wildlife

and wetlands specialist; Charles Cole, fisheries biologist; William

Nutting, zoologist, Oliver Zajicek, environmental chemist; and Donald

Adrian, environmental engineer and water resources researcher.

"Essentially, the committee will be requested to review the en-

vironmental impact statements which have to be prepared by the ap-

plicants for federal assistance for projects that range from housing

developments to highways, water impoundments and industrial parks,"

according to KM. Munnich, commission director.

The committee will act as a preliminary warning system, pointing out

the potential dangers to the environment which may be created by such

projects, he added.

The Regional Planning Commission, which covers 43 municipalities in

Hampden and Hampshire counties, is designated by the federal Office of

Management and Budget as a metropolitan clearinghouse and has the

task of reviewing applications for federal grants provided under some 106

programs administered by the various federal agencies.

The advisory committee was formed with the help of the Technical

Guidance Center for Environmental Quality at UMass.

Student Senate

By-Elections

On Jan. 24, 1972 the Student Senate will make

available in its offices nomination papers for a By

election to fill vacancies in the Senate. All nomination

papers most be returned to Wm. Spinn ( in the Senate

office) no later than 5 p.m. Feb. 11,1972.

At this time there are the following vacancies:

Commuters (7)

Patterson (2)

Sororities (1)

Melville (1)

James ( 1)

Fraternities (2)

Cance (2)

Crampton (1)

Brooks ( 1)

J.Q.A. Middle (1)

Adams-T5(l)

SUMMER JOBS

Guys & Gals needed for summer employment

at numerous locations throughout the nation

including National Parks, Resort Areas, and

Private Camps. For free information send self

addressed, STAMPED envelope to Oppor-

tunity Research, Dept. SJO, Century Build-

ing, Poison, MT 59860.

APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY.

A $2500 departmental assistance grant from the Gulf OH Foundation has been presented to the UMass

geology department. D. S. Macedo. district marketing manager for the Gulf Oil Co., seated at left,

presents the check to UMass-Amherst Acting Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery. Standing, from left, is

R. C. Schwartz of the Gulf Company. Dr. Miles O. Hayes, director of the geology department's coastal

research program, and Joseph H. Hartshorn, geology department head. The grant will be used to buy

field vehicles for the coastal research program. It is part of more than $3 million being distributed this

year to students and institutions of higher learning by the Gulf Company.

Berlin Octet Is Coming
The Berlin Philharmonic Octet

will perform at the UMass-
Amherst Bowker Auditorium

Thursday, Feb. 3, at 8 p.m

Members of the Berlin Philhar

monic Orchestra perform in the

Octet. As part of the UMass Fine

Arts Council's Chamber Music

Series, the group will perform

Rossini's "Sonata No 3 in C Major

for Two Violins, Cello, and Double

Bass." Hindemith's "Octet

(1958)." and Beethoven's "Septet

in E Flat Major, Opus 20"

Reserved tickets are availabe in

the Fine Arts Council Office, 125

Herter Hall Telephone 545-0202

MDC Classifieds Get Results

75* First Day - 50c Each Consecutive Day Afterwards

Massachusetts Doily Collegian

CLASSIFIED INSERTION ORDER

Client

Token By

DATES TO RUN

Ron _ Payment Received

Headline

ADVERTISING COPY

T - 3
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We're Tired (Said With A Smile)

By EARLE BARROLL
Muhammad Ali and Joe Frazier

put Juergen Blin and Terry

Daniels deeper into the "who is he"

list. Don Johnson's bowling streak

and the Lakers' win skein finally

came to an end. Dallas lulled the

nation to sleep in stomping Miami

in the Super Bowl. Jim Ryun is

talking gold medal after out

running Kip Keino in the mile on

Saturday. Julius Erving made the

ABA east all-star team. Dave
Cowens was robbed of the MVP
award in the NBA all-star game.

And Villanova won the Quaker City

invitational tournament.

itatlg (ftalUntan

SPORTS
So what else is new"
Perhaps the most startling of the

above would have to be the

Villanova tournament win It came
in the form of an upset over then

third ranked South Carolina in the

finals. 77-76. at a completely ape

Palestra

But. it was the inevitable. The

Philadelphia papers called the

Wildcats the sleepers. South

Carolina was the odds-on favorite.

And Tennessee which was rated

second in the tournament lucked

out over Boston College in the

consolation round.

Why the inevitable'' Villanova

defeated UMass in the first round

It's as easy as that The Wildcats

opened quickly and blew the

Redmen out onto the University of

Pennsylvania campus with a full

court press that gave them a 57-36

halftime lead

From then on it was a matter of

pride for the Redmen. And pride it

was as they came within eight

points at one point in the second

half only to run out of gas and

whatever it was that got them

going, allowing Villanova to run up

the final 100-83 margin of victory.

The psychology behind

Villanova's win is this. In its two

previous major tournaments-two

N.I.T.'s-UMass has played and lost

to the champion in the first round.

Two years ago it was Marquette.

Last year it was North Carolina.

And then again this year, the same.

The Wildcats were a deserving

champion. It didn't hit UMass
coach Jack Leaman until he saw

them defeat South Carolina as to

how really good they were.

And playing in the awesome
Palestra was part of the story in

itself. Just multiply an overflow

Cage crowd (like for Providence

this coming Saturday) by a little

over two Now multiply the decible

count of the noise by about five and

that's how wild the Palestra was.

UMass was involved in two other

games in the consolation bracket

The Redmen ran away from

Manhattan (in a rematch) and

then turned completely sour

against LaSalle in losing on the

third day.

Following finals week, Vermont
and Iona gave UMass a good work

out for their preparation for the

staff schedule that awaits them in

the second half of the season The

Cats fell. 71-49 and Iona succumbed
Saturday night 80-56.

The Redmen are thus 9-4 halfway

through the season In the words of

.man the team is "tired" (said

with a smile)

"I'm happy with the 9-4 record."

he said If you had told me earlier

in the season that we'd be 9-4 at this

time I'd have been happy But now

that we're here. I think we could be

11-2, but maybe I'm expecting too

much
"We learned that we could play

against the good teams at the

Quaker City Tournament We were

down, though, after playing so

poorly against Villanova and

LaSalle. There was some doubt

and apprehension in our minds, but

we came on strong against Ver

mont after a sluggish start and put

on a good performance against

Iona."

There has been a major shakeup

in the past week in personnel on the

team and this has caused Leaman

to say, "we have to find out now,

what we have to do to win games."

Rick Pitino has been suspended

from the team for the rest of the

year by Leaman for "an un-

willingness to play with the rest of

the team."
"He thought too much about

himself and not about the 11 other

guys on the team," said Leaman.

Mike Pagliara will not see action

for another two weeks due to a

broken finger he sustained in a

scuffle at practice last week. He'll

be ready for Syracuse (Feb. 5).

And so a new look has taken over

the starting UMass five. Al Skinner

has been moved to the backcourt in

place of Pag. Peter Trow is now

playing at forward. Tom Austin,

who performed so well at the

Quaker City Tournament is now

the regular center. (He held Hank

Simientowski of Villanova, a pre-

season all-American, to practically

nothing statistically).

John Betancourt and Chris

Coffin are the other two starters.

Leaman is extremely pleased

with Skinner. "He's been out-

standing," he said. "He ran the

show for us the other night at

Vermont in the last five minutes

when I took John (Betancourt) out.

His work with Trow and

McLaughlin has been super.

Vogeley and Peters have also

played well."

As of yet he is undecided as to the

starting five for the Providence

game. Just a little note of interest.

The Friars have knocked off

Villanova and Niagara in con-

vincing performances during the

UMass winter break. They also

crushed Boston College and are

now shouting for national ranking

which is deservedly theirs. Wed-
nesday night on national television

Ernie DeGregorio and company
play at Southern California.

There is no need to stress the

following point any further than

"you had better get to the Cage

very, very early Saturday night."

DOES HE LOOK FAMILIAR?-Tothe returning veterans of the fall semester this face can only belong

to football coach Dick MacPherson. But to swing shifters and transfers, etc. you'll get to see ••Mac" in

action next fall on the gridiron. < MDC photo by Carl Nash

)

NHL Seeks Realignm<

The Goat ]

AFC Over
, os wc.KI.KS <\P)-Jan Stenerud. Kansas City's Norwegian place

kicker and the goat of pro football's longest game lastjjonth. kicked four

field goals Sunday as his American Conference All-Stars upset the

NationaT Conference 26-13 in the 22nd annual National Football League

P
The^ccer style kicker succeeded on field goals from 25. 23, 48 and 42

vards as the AFC erased a 6-0 NFC lead in the second quarter and

avenged the 27-6 loss to the NFC in last years Pro Bowl, the first since the

""stenerud missed two relatively easy field attempts in December's 27-24

AFC plavoff loss to Miami, a game which lasted more than five quarter^

Stenerud also missed his first two attempts in the Pro Bowl before

:,3.fi47 fans and a national television audience before connecting. n h»

next four attempts, including a 48-yarder four yards short of the Pro Bowl

record-that broke a 6-6 tie in the third quarter

The National Conference, a slight favorite of its Performance last year

m this game and the Super Bowl victory by Dallas, cut the AFC lead to 19-

5 ta the fourth quarter on a two-yard run by San P ranciaco s
V c

Washington. But Floyd Little of Denver put the game out of reach with

1: 22 to plav when he scored on a six-yard run m .
a

,

Kansas C.tv's Len Dawson passed five yards to Milt Monn of Cleveland

for the AFC s first touchdown in the third period, and Stenerud s 42-yard

field goal with nine seconds gone in the fourth quarter gave the AFC a 19-6

lead. Stenerud tied the Pro Bowl record for field goals set by Bert

Techichar of Baltimore in 1957.

The NFC scored first on Detroit's Greg Landry's 50-yard pass to

Minnesota's Bob Grim in the second quarter. But Curt Knight s extra

point kick was deflected by Baltimore's Bubba Sm,t
.

h
. . . ..

f
.„

t

The AFC behind quarterback Bob Gr.ese of Miami dominated the first

quarter but couldn't score Twice Griese moved his team to within.field

goal distance, but Steneruds first chance from 38 yards out was deflected

by Detroit s Mike Lucci and his second effort, from 28 yards out. was wide

t0

The NFC's starting quarterback. Roger Staubach of Dallas, couldn't

penetrate the AFC defense. Landry was at the controls when the

Nationals scored both their touchdowns.

The winners receive $2,000 each and the losers got $1 ,500.

w—amtnw in n i

— iii T iirn n r**************.

Tomorrow:
Hockey, Basketball Plus

More

ST. PAUL-MINNEAPOLIS
< AP> It will take only one

dissenting vote from National

Hockey League owners to prevent

the teams from dividing into four

divisions for the 1972-73 season.

says Walter Bush
Bush is president of the Min-

nesota North Stars and host for the

25th NHL All Star game Tuesday

night and two days of league

meetings starting Monday
In those meetings, the NHL

Board of Governors is to discuss

realignment of the league, now

that new franchises have been

awarded to Atlanta and Long

Island, N Y
it has to be unanimous or one

team will be added to each

division," Bush said in an in

terview "Of course, it doesn't

have to be decided at these

meetings It can be worked out

during the June draft meetings
."

Bush said one of the most

popular realignment proposals

being kicked around provides

theses divisions

—Chicago. Los Angeles. Min

nesota. California

—Boston. Long Island. New
York. Phildelphia.

—Pittsburgh. Atlanta. St. Louis.

Detroit.

—Montreal. Toronto. Vancouver,

Buffalo.

"I don't think anybody wants

Chicago in their division because

they're so strong." said Bush, "but

we'd like to have them with us.

We're building a rivalry with them

We also would like one of the

established teams in our division."

The North Stars were admitted

into the NHL for the 1967-68 season

with Los Angeles, California,

Pittsburgh, St. Louis and

Philadelphia. Vancouver and

Buffalo began play in the 1970-71

season.

The governors also are to receive

a report from a committee which

has been studying further ex-

pansion for the 1974-75 season with

the possible addition of two new

clubs

Tuesday s 8 : 35 p m EST All-Star

game matches East scoring power

led by Boston's Phil Esposito and

New York's Jean Ratelle against a

West team dominated by nine

Chicago Black Hawks
There will be one conspicuous

absence Gordie Howe, the Detroit

Red Wing great who retired before

the 1971-72 season, will not play in

the All-Star game for the first time

in 15 years

Since the NHL established the

East vs. West All-Stars rather than

a league all-star team meeting the

previous spring's Stanley Cup
champion, the teams ha*e each

won once and tied once.

Ryun Finally Tops Keino

He's Now Talking Gold
LOS ANGELS! (AP)The 1972

track season has barely begun and

already top Olympic hopefuls are

saying they've reached a turning

point.

Veterans Jim Ryun and George

Young and coming star Al

Feuerbach gained impressive

victories in Saturday's Sunkist

Invitational indoor track and field

meet and each smiled so much
afterwards, one would have

thought they'd just won an

Olympic Gold medal

GolfPkyoff
TUCSON. Ariz. (AP)-Balding

Miller Barber fashioned a
sparkling 65. tied George Archer
Sunday and forced an 18-hole

playoff for the $30,000 first prize in

the Dean Martin-Tucson Open Golf

Tournament.
Archer, a winner two weeks ago.

had a final round 68 to match
Barber's 273 total and go into a

Monday playoff for the second time
in three weeks.

Bobby Nichols, the leader most
of the warm, sunny day. faltered

on the final three holes and
dropped back to third when he hit a

shot into the water on the 72nd hole

Nichols finished with a 71 and a

275 total.

"I'm very, very happy." said

Ryun. the 24-year old distance star

who has run little since four years

ago. when he lost to Kip Keino in

the Olympic 1.500-meter final

it's all turning out great." said

Feuerbach. the former Emporia
State shot putter who had a poor

season in 1971.

"This certainly will be a turning

point in my mind for the next few

months," said an exuberant

Young, who was disappointed with

his 1971 season

None of the three triumphs was
earth shaking: Ryun won the mile

in 4:06.8. Feuerbach tossed the

shot 67-4 and Young captured the

two-mile in 8:47.1. But the cir

cumstances made the differences.

Ryun was greeted warmly by an

overflow crowd of 13,127 at the Los

Angeles Sports Arena and he was
the obvious sentimental pick

because his foe was Keino. Ryun
grabbed the lead on the fifth of 11

laps in the mile and held off two

challenges by Keino to win as an

enthusiastic mob tore the roof off.

Feuerbach stunned world record

holder and Olympic champ Randy

Matson for the fourth time in a row

by capturing the shot. The 6-foot.

240-pound farm boy with the

flowing mustache later said he

"needed this victory to get a

psychological edge over Randy
"
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Cloudy. Showers possible.
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Yeah. yeah, you can resign from the University at the table down there. (MDC photos by Steve Sch-

midt)

Last
AGANA. Guam (API — Two

fishermen have captured a man
who told authorities he was a

Japanese Army sergeant and had

fled to the jungles and hid when

Americans invaded the island

almost 28 years ago.

Officials said the man. Shoichi

Yokoi, 58, was dressed in ragged

burlap but apparently was in good

health. He was taken under

protective custody Monday to

Guam Memorial Hospital at

Agana
The fishermen said they subdued

Yokoi as he tended a fish trap in

the Talofofo River, about four

miles from the tiny village of

Talofofo. 10 miles across the island

from Agana, the principal city

Officials said Yokoi told them he

arrived on Guam with the

Japanese Army from Manchuria in

1943 and that he and nine other

soldiers fled to the jungle during

the American invasion of 1944.

Officials said Yokoi told them he

had lived alone for the past eight

years. It was not clear what

happened to the others Two
Japanese soldiers were captured in

the jungle in 1960 An island-wide

unsuccessful search for others was

conducted in 1964 after fresh

footprints were found in the dense

jungle.

Officials said Yokoi told them he

learned about 20 years ago that the

war was over but he was afraid to

come out of hiding. He said he lived

on shrimp, fish and nuts

Fishermen Jesus M. Duenas, 48,

and Manuel D. Garcia, 36. said

they saw Yokoi when they went to

check their traps.

In Agana. James Shintaku, the

honorary Japanese consul, in-

terviewed Yokoi.

Shintaku said he offered Yoloi

food but Yokoi turned it down,

saying his stomach would not

tolerate it

The consul said Yokoi told him

he has mixed emotions about

returning home.
"After all. this has been his way

of life for some time," Shintaku

said. "Also, there's a Japanese

military tradition that it is a

disgrace to return home defeated."

On The Inside

:

New Draft Ruling
See page eight

Nixon's Budget
See page four

Meal Ticket ^^
This Year's University

See page three

Perplexity, perplexity What the hell do these cards mean'

Robert Wood
On Tenure and
The New University

Bv ROBERT MEDEIROS
UMass President Robert W Wood said in an MDC interview tenure

discriminates against women and minorities and felt that it should be re-

examined Tenure was one of several topics discussed during the in

tprvipw

Wood in explaining his position on tenure said. "I think we have to look

at alternatives and options " In fact, he hopes to initiate committees to

study alternative plans for faculty security and the standards by which

facultv members are now evaluated

Commenting on the Report of the Future University which has given

him national recognition. Wood said. "When I set up the comm.tte<- I

deliberately appointed people of distinction and individuality I was sun

it would be an independent study
"

Asked if the report is a reflection of his own ideas, he replied bent

over backwards not to influence the report; in fact I only talked to he

committee twice ' He explained his limited influence on the committee

this wav "I strongly urged the committee in the beginning to circulate

i he drafts of the report and to work within the University community

I regard the report as being independent

The report was considered unique in that it was essentia ly an outs.de

studv twoKthirds of the members are not Univers.ty people Wood said

self studies do not work because people are usually reluctant to criticize

the structure which they themselves are part of He said he was looking

for a new approach in evaluating the future of the University.

On his commitment to the report. Wood said. "My obligation is to make

sure it doesn't gather dust and to make sure the recommendations are
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of' Newsweek magazine, an unidentified UMass

professor charged Wood with attempting to turn the UaJversfty into a

"vocational school" Wood flatly denied the charge He told Ml ><

"Neither the report nor the president has ever considered that kind ot

nonsense We are building a first rate public university in the context of

the state The whole question is where do we find that role. ...... .

"All Universities are related to the world about them. So called liberal

education was developed at a time when those skills such as English,

history and math were needed by the elites who went to the University.

Wood said The University in addition to research and teaching has now

got to do other things such as reaching out and linking the community, the

state and the country." ,

About faculty members' charges that Wood has too much power. Wood

said he has no more than his predecessor. John W Lederle ' I think a lot

of this is perception The real decision making in the University is in the

departmental level in the curriculum and personnel areas, said Wooti

The main problem, as he sees it, is that the faculty does not understand

a multi-campus organization He said the faculty has become used to

going individually to the trustees, but now there is a president on the way

°On
e
faculty attempts to unionize. Wood said. "That would radicalize the

idea of academic life to a real labor management situation

Wood also commented on other aspects of the University:

Tuition increase: "I am opposed to a tuition increase, said Wood

This will be a major issue this year said Wood since organizations such as

Continued on page 2
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Info On University Meal Tickets

Hobert Wood

A Few Main Points
Continued from page 1

the Mass Federation of Taxpayers feel a tuition increase is warranted

•Alignment of SMU and Lowell Tech into the University :
Wood said the

chances are not great in the near future, but the possibilities are being

studied.

Trustees Wood agreed with the Future Report by saying the Trustees

should concentrate more on setting policy and should leave the

management of the University to the administration and other decision-

making bodies.

•Open admissions Wood said. "We have a long way to go for quality

education for people who want it." He did say the University would

continue to work in this direction.

• Budget priorities Wood said a major effort in next years budget will

be improving counseling and advising.

•Budget increase: Wood called the upcoming year a 'tight year" for

higher education He said any rise in welfare costs will definitely hurt

budget increases in higher education

•Opening of UMass-Boston at Columbia Point Wood said he expects

the school to open in September with beneficial occupancy". He said the

project has suffered two major setbacks and that a one semester delay-

would not be critical

•Dorms at the UMass-Boston campus: Wood said there are no present

plans to build dorms, but since 70% of the student body favored the

building of dorms it is obvious the matter will have to be studied and

iluated in the future.

Wood said his major function as president is "developing some clear

alternative models about what is a quality public university While that is

appearing, the other necessity is to keep the momentum going and to

keep responsive to faculty and students But my real job is to keep a

flexible institution and try to have some realistic ideas to where we're

going to move "

Soviet Ship Masters

Flown To Anchorage

The University Food Services will again be

distributing meal" tickets in Hampden Commons this

semester *

Many of the problems which were experienced last

September relating to the pick-up of meal tickets have

been corrected by revision of procedures and policies

within Food Services The possibilities for problems

which are inherent in dealing with large numbers of

people still exist, but most of the potential trouble

spots can be avoided if each individual will read the

following paragraphs and be advised to those in-

structions which apply to him.

—Meal tickets will be distributed on Monday,

Januarv 24, 1972 through Wednesday. January

26. 1972. The hours of distribution will be 9:00

a.m. to 4 : 00 p.m. They will be distributed in the

East Lobby of Hampden (7) Dining Commons.

—After Wednesday. January 26. meal tickets

may be picked up on the first floor of Worcester

Dining Commons.
—No student will be allowed to pick up his meal

ticket without written notice from the Bursar's

Office that the Board Fee has been paid. For

most students who have paid their bill before

the due date Food Services will have a record

of Board payment, and the student will not

need to bring a receipt. If, however, the bill

was paid late, or it is paid during the

registration period, students should bring the

receipt from the Bursar's Office.

—Students who are receiving scholarships or

financial aid should make certain that their

scholarship or aid includes payment of board

fees and that it has been received.

—All students residing in University Residence

Halls must, by University regulations, board at

the Dining Commons The only authorized

\\lBORAGE, Alaska < AP> - A
Soviet fishing fleet commander
and two ship masters were flown

here from the Aleutians on Monday
and a federal attorney said they

would be charged with illegal

fishing in U.S. waters. The
Russians were in charge of two

boats seized by the U.S. Coast

Guard in the Bering Sea last week.

The fishermen were flown here

from Adak Naval Base where they

had been held in legal quarantine

since last Saturday.

They were taken into custody

last Monday near uninhabited St.

Matthew Island some 200 miles

west of the Alaskan mainland.

The Russian vessels and crews

remained under armed guard at

Adak
G Kent Edwards, U.S. attorney

for Alaska, said he would file a

complaint "charging them with

unlawfully engaging in activities in

support of foreign fishing within

the 12-mile fishery zone of the

United States
"

Edwards indicated the charges

would be filed late Monday. He
said he would have no objection to

releasing the Soviets on personal

recognizance after arraignment

The vessels were involved in a

transfer of fish from the Kolyvan a

trawler to the processing ship

Lamut,'' Edwards said It was the

first specific description of the

alleged Soviety activities near the

island.

Edwards said his complaint in

U.S. District Court would seek

forfeiture of the two Soviet vessels,

their cargo of herring and the

ship's gear.

The criminal complaints will be

filed against Vladimir Artemov,

commander of the 80-boat Russian

fleet; Igor Bovtun, master of the

362-foot Lamut. and Nikolai

Pavluk. skipper of the Kolyvan,

Edwards said. Bovtun previously

had been identified as Igor Bobtuk.

If convicted, the fishermen face

a maximum fine of $100,000 each,

plus confiscation of their vessels,

gear and cargo.

The ships were apprehended by

the Coast Guard icebreaker Storis

after it observed their activity in

the ice-choke/1 Bering Sea.
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The office o» the DAILY COLLEGIAN n on the second floor of the Student Union

on Ihe campus ot the University of Massachusetts, lip code 01002 Telephones 545
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exceptions to this ruJl are:

a) Seniors

b) Students 21 years of age as of January 24.

1972.

c) Medical exemption authorized by the

University Health Services.

d) Boarding at a Fraternity or Sorority.

—Two board plans are available for the Spring

Semester. These are the same as last fall -10

meals per week, or 15 meals per week.

It is the individual student's responsibility to

choose one of these two plans. Choices may be

changed at the time students pick up their meal

tickets. Once the meal ticket has been picked

up the student CANNOT change from the 15-

meal plan to the 10-meal plan.

If students feel that they are entitled to a

special meal plan because of work or class

schedule or for any other valid reason, it is

their responsibility to secure written

authorization from Arthur Warren, who is

located in Worcester Dining Commons. This

should be done as soon as possible, since no

revision in the meal plan or board payment can

be made retroactively.

—Meal tickets must be picked up before the

evening meal on Thursday, January 27. No one

will be permitted to eat in the Dining Commons
without a meal ticket (or cash) beginning with

this meal
—If the meal ticket is lost during the three days

of meal ticket distribution at Hampden Dining

Commons (January 24-27). students should

come to the Meal Ticket Office, located in

Worcester Dining Commons, on Thursday.

January 27.

Law Advisors Lack Advisees
January and February are

traditionally the months in which

students complete the application

process to Law Schools. An in-

tegral part of this process for all

senior Law School applicants on

this campus is a personal con-

ference with the Pre-Law Advisors

in Casiac. The fact that there are

many seniors on campus who have

either applied to Law School or

who intend to apply, who have not

contacted the Advisors, is a matter

of great concern to them. They

urge these people to come to E-20

Machmer Hall and speak to either

of the Advisors: Harvey Stone or

Samuel Goldman as soon as

possible.

As most applicants are aware,

applications to Law Schools have

tremendously increased this year

The ratio of applications per ac-

ceptance is growing nationally to

approximately 8 or 9 to one. Due to

this considerable rise in the

number of people seeking a legal

education. Law Schools are raising

their admissions standards

tremendously This means that

schools which were once thought of

as being applied strictly for in-

surance purposes are now
becoming extremely selective in

deciding whom they will admit.

Due to this extremely tight

situation, applicants who do not

apply intelligently are faced with

the distinct possibility that they

will not be admitted to any Law
School, let alone the Law School of

their choice. This warning is not

just aimed at individuals with

mediocre academic records, but

also at people who have con-

sistantly been on the dean's list.

Even these people should not feel

secure as there are more and more

people with their qualifications

applying to law schools.

In order to minimize the risk of

not being accepted anywhere, the

Pre-Law Advisors have compiled

statistics which would enable the

prospective Law School applicant

to develop a strategy which would

give him or her the best chance for

success in admissions. In addition

to this service, we also handle the

process by which recom-
mendations are sent out to the Law
Schools. A further problem faced

by Law School applicants is that

more and more schools are asking

for letters of recommendations
from the Deans of the University.

This task is handled by the Pre-

Law Advisors
They are in E-20 Machmer. and

have the willingness and
capabilities to serve you.
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In Concert
Captain
Beefheart
and The Magic Band
PARAMOUNT THEATRE
Springfield, Mass.
FRIDAY, JAN. 28th at 8:00PM
Tickets: $2.00 in Adv. & $2.50 at Door
Available at:

Music City, Eastfield Mall, Springfield;

Music Spot, Century Center, Springfield;

UFO, 513 Belmont Ave., Springfield.

Madhatter Boutique, 291 Maple St., Holyoke

Presented by WHVY-FM
in association with

COSTA DO SOL "The Vintage Rose'"

WHVY • 94.7 on FM

with SABO'S
International
Chimpanzees
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Gage Expects No Changes

In Administration Policy

Kobert W. Gage (above) Acting Vice-Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs, and Registrar Ralph I). Jones said yesterday there will be

more of the same this semester at I Mass Amherst.

By DON SAINT-PIERRE
Acting Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert

W. Gage and Registrar Ralph D. Jones said yesterday

that they expect little change on the Amherst campus
during the up-coming semester.

Gage said that this is due essentially to the fact that

most administrators are waiting for a permanent

chancellor to be appointed.

The Collegian reported yesterday that the Chan-

cellor Search Committee should be forwarding to the

Trustees their recommendations for permanent

Chancellor by March 1. On this point. Gage said that

he "expects the Trustees to act quickly" and that

Amherst "should have a new Chancellor by the end of

March". -He added that if Randolph W. Bromery, the

present Acting Chancellor, is nominated, the position

will be filled immediately. If. however, another

person is selected, a permanent Chancellor will not be

realized until next September, due to the problems of

moving to the area from outside.

On the student on-campus housing problem. Gage
said, he does not expect any more co-ed dorms to be

formed until "a more sensible housing policy is

established". He said the recent surge of co-ed dorms

during the last year has produced a lack of male

dorms and a surplus of female dorms This, in turn,

could force males not wishing so, into co-ed dorms,

which he said " is just what we' re trying to avoid'

'

Gage added that he is looking forward to more in-

tegration of the scholastic and dormitory en-

vironments "There is presently too much wasted

space in the dorms that could be used for classes and
seminars", he said.

Gage said that aside from these programs he will

continue to push the programs that were initiated by

Bromery when he was Vice-Chancellor for Student

Affdirs
Registrar Jones said that as of yesterday

enrollment "looks stable and should not deviate from

the 16,400 students registered last semester. " He
added that the new cut-off scale seems to have helped

students in that the number of academic terminations

is down from previous years.

The new grading system does not include an "F"
grade in the quality point average calculations. In the

past this was calculated.

Jones said that registration went smoothly but he

expects a more hectic time today during course

changes. He said this is due primarily to the fact that

students were not allowed any overloads during pre-

registration, in an attempt to reduce the number of

flagged courses. He said this will produce many more

students adding courses today.

Jones said that if students go to Boyden Gym at

their appointed time "everyone should be satisfied".

He said most of the confusion experienced last

semester has been eliminated by using the gym for

registration only. "Last semester everyone was

passing something out. and all it produced was a fire

hazard as most people were throwing it away as soon

as they got it".

B.C. President Resigns
BOSTON <AP> — The Rev. W.

Seavey Joyce, president of Boston

College, has submitted his

resignation, the college announced

Monday
The Very Rev. Joseph L. Shea,

chairman of the college Board of

Trustees, said a committee is

being formed to begin screening

candidates for a replacement

Father Joyce's resignation is ef-

fective June 30.

The selection committee will be

made up of two trustees, two

nontrustee directors, three faculty

members, one administrator, two

students and one alumnus

The committee selection is to be

completed by Feb 23, and the

group is to meet within a week

after that It has been charged with

presenting the names and records

of at least five candidates by May
17.

Father Joyce submitted his

letter of resignation to the board

Jan 7. It was considered from then

until the announcement Monday

He joined the Boston College

faculty in January 1949 as chair

man of the Department of

Economics He became dean of the

College of Business Administration

in 1953, vice president for Com-

munity Affairs in 1966 and

president in 1968.

He said in his letter that although

the college is not without problems,

"I believe we are in substantial

control of them and I am convinced

that Boston College is destined for

a brilliant future.

"At the same time," he said,

"Boston College is going through a

major transition ..It seems the

appropriate time to select a new
president who will have the vision,

energy and wealth of talent to lead

the college in a dynamic way
during the fateful years ahead

'

Father Joyce did not specifically

assign a reason for his departure

but his suggestion that it was time

to select a new president with

vision, energy and a talent for

leadership echoed the resignations

of a number of other college

presidents, all of whom felt there

comes a time for fresh hands at the

wheel
Father Joyce, a 58-year-old

economist, headed the university

during some of the most turbulent

years in its 108-year history. The

college was closed during most of

the spring of 1970 by a student

stni:e protesting a tuition increase

The college incurred $4.6 million

deficits in 1968 and 1969 and $3.8

million in 1970 but the deficit was

cut to $1 million in 1971 and the

current budget calls for the in-

stitution to break even this year.

Two UMass Students

Lose Primary Bid

I R. A.Men Escape Ship
Dl Bl IN I \P> - Seven Irish Republican Army -i IRA (guerrillas

revealed Monday that shoe polish and butter were their secret weapons in

making a dramatic escape from a prison ship last week

The men all of whom had been held after raids by security forces in

Northern Ireland, slipped over the side of the prison ship Maidstone

moored off Belfast and swam a quarter mile through icy waters to

frpf*Hom

The ship is used to detain men held under Northern Ireland's in-

ternment without trial emergency laws

After sawing through the iron bars of a porthole they climbed down a

rope into the water dressed only in underpants, they told a Dublin news

conference

Thev covered their bodies with shoe polish as camouflage. They also

rubbed themselves with butter to protect them from the freezing waters

during the swim across the Musgrave Channel, where the ship is moored

The men said they came ashore at a pier near the heavily guarded

I,ough power station They hid for several hours before seizing a bus to

make the final leg of their flight to safety.

MEAL TICKET
DISTRIBUTION

Hampden Commons

East Lobby

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

JAN. 24, 25, 26

Two UMass students running for

positions in the Amherst town

government failed to get past the

primary stage when the town

caucus was held last week
John MacGillvray, UMass class

of '73, of 368 Puffton Village came
in last in the race for selectman

with 307 votes. Benjamin A. Surner

Jr., not a student, also lost with 361

votes. The four winners in the

caucus who will vie for the three

selectmen openings are: Stephen

A Keedy. Robert J. Garvey. Leo

E. Bouchard and Frank A Decker

Jr with votes of 921. 717, 692 and

612 respectively. The town election

will be held February 22. 1972.

Steven M. Gluckstern. a student

at Amherst College, who resides at

100 Dana Street, also lost the

election with his 382 votes Rita B

Kropf and Katharine H. Schoen-

berger will be on the ballot for the

one school committee position open

with their 700 and 672 votes

respectively The other loser in the

contest for the one year post was

Gregory D. Camp, not a student.

The total election turnout in

Amherst for the caucus, which

eliminates the number of can-

didates running for office as does a

primary, was 2015. Last year's

caucus drew 1960 votes

UMass Student Senate President

Lee H. Sandwen said that he might

back a write-in drive on election

day for MacGillvray The Town
Clerk. Estelle Matusko has said

that write-in candidates are ac-

ceptable.

Sandwen also announced his

endorsement of Leo Bouchard for

town selectman Bouchard was
responsible for bringing the voter

registration books to campus.
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Nixon Proposes $246.3 Bil. Budget For 73

WASHINGTON (AP)-President

Nixon rolled out a $246.3 billion

fiscal 1973 budget Monday, un-

veiling two massive deficits, a

request to boost the level of defense

spending, an emphasis on

research, and no new tax

proposals.

Nixon concentrated on existing

programs m the huge document,

urged Congress to refrain from

voting any additional money and

defended his own deficit spending

as good medicine for the economy.

For the fiscal 1972 year that ends

June 30, the budget disclosed, the

deficit will be $38.8 billion, the

highest in 27 years, and fiscal 1973

will end $25.5 billion in the red

The President said the fiscal 1973

deficit is responsible because it

follows the "full-employment

budget" concept Spending, he

said, is thus held to the amount of

money that would be collected by

the government if the economy

were operating at maximum ef-

ficiency

"Deficit spending at this time,

like temporary wage and price

controls is strong but necessary

medicine." he said in a 37-page

budget message.
"We take that medicine because

we need it, not because we like it;

as our economy successfully

combats unemployment, we will

stop taking the medicine well

before we become addicted to it."

The President urged Congress to

resist approving expensive new
programs if they can't be financed

by raising taxes or eliminating

other programs

"This administration will

vigorously oppose irresponsible

and short-sighted spending

proposals that would commit large

sums of federal money to schemes

that are politically attractive but

would endanger an inflation-free

prosperity," he said.

The size of the deficit for the

current fiscal year came as no

surprise; some officials had
predicted it to be as high as $40

billion. Not since the war year of

1945 has the nation seen such a

large deficit.

As a result. Nixon's own "full-

employment budget" concept was

breached. There was a full-

employment deficit of $8.1 billion,

due partly to increased spending

programs voted by Congress and

partly to the administration's own

action.

Nixon officially adopted the

concept a year ago. It calls for

pegging the level of federal

spending at the amount of money

the tax system would bring in if

there was 4 per cent unem-

ployment, the official definition of

full employment The jobless ratp

is now 6 1 per cent

He indicated that another

irresponsible deficit as is this

year's, could be recorded in fiscal

1973 "if the Congress adds to my
recommendations for domestic

spending as it did last year." That

would increase the chances of a

new round of inflation, he said.

Nixon said his program is just

right, spending neither too much
and kicking off inflation nor too

little, which would hold back the

In Brief...
Senate Reverses Itself

WASHINGTON < \P»-The Senate Monday moved toward giving the

government broader authority to curb job discrimination but then

reversed itself a few hours later

The presence or absence of Democratic presidential aspirants made

a crucial difference on each roll call.

At issue was how the federal prohibition against job discrimination

based on race, religion, sex, or national origin is to be enforced.

White Pledges Muskie

BOSTON <AP) Boston Mayor Kevin H. White and the legislature's

Democratic leadership head the slate of at-large candidates pledged to

Sen Edmund S. Muskie for the state's April 25 primary, it was an-

nounced Monday .... «.,

Mayor White announced at noon he was supporting Muskie over New-

York Mayor John V Lindsay because of the Maine senator's "previous

experience as a national candidate and his acceptance within all

segments of the Democratic party
"

Berrigan Trial Begins

li ARRISBI'RC. Pa. (AP)-The Rev Philip Berrigan and six others'

went on trial Monday on charges they conspired to kidnap Henry-

Kissinger as part of an antiwar plot In an interview, Berrigan

acknowledged that there was a discussion of such a possible kidnaping.

He added, "Its not a priority of ours to win acquittal, but to conduct a

political trial and get the issue before the American people."

Soup Bowls Contaminated

WASHINGTON (AP>The Food and Drug Administration said

Monday its tests have confirmed that 200,000 soup bowls distributed in

a nationwide sales promotion have unsafe levels of lead and cadmium.

The decorated bowls, manufactured by American Art China Co. of

Sebring. Ohio, exceed FDA acceptable limits of 7 parts per million lead

and 5 ppm cadmium, the agency said.

rate of economic growth.

Administration officials said the

budget is based on the expectation

that the economy will grow by

about 9 1/2 per cent in 1972. George

Shultz. director of the Office of

Management and Budget, said the

administration expects that

unemployment will be in the

vicinity of 5 per cent at the end of

the year.

Treasury Secretary John B.

Connally said a 5 per cent unem-

ployment rate is "the best we can

get to this year without throwing

the economy out of kilter." He said

the administration is not going to

peg an official jobless target,

however, such as it has done in

previous years.

Asked to comment on the

political implications of the large

deficit, Connally said he wished it

could have been otherwise, that

nobody is happy with it, but that it

is the best course to follow with a

slack economy.
"That's the same answer we got

from the Democrats." a reporter

quipped
• The Democrats said a lot of

things that were true ' Connally,

the only Democra' in Nixon's

cabinet, responded.

The Treasury secretary said the

budget contains nothing about a

value-added tax, a proposal the

administration is considering as a

substitute for the property tax

While the budget focused on

existing programs. Nixon made a

pitch for approval of his revenue-

sharing, welfare reform and
government reorganization
programs
He put $5 billion in the fiscal 1973

budget for his plan to share

revenue with the states, even

though Congress hasn't passed it.

In addition. Nixon proposed
making revenue-sharing
retroactive to Jan. 1, putting $2.25

billion in the budget for the current

fiscal year to pay for six months of

such a program
For welfare reform, however,

there was only $350 million, enough

just to continue planning for his

program which he dubbed "work-

fare.'* Nixon has asked that

welfare reform start in fiscal 1974

Of the new initiatives in the

budget, the major thrust appeared

to be Nixon's request to seek

authority for new defense spen-

ding, and not all of it would be

spent in fiscal 1973.

Actual outlays for defense would

go up by $700 million to $78.3

billion, but Nixon asked Congress

to authorize him to allocate an

additional $6 billion for defense,

mainly for strategic weapons
systems, a major increase in

shipbuilding, boost in research and

development; and increased

training and manpower for

National Guard and Reserve

forces

The $6 billion would be spread

over several fiscal years if

Congress approves.

The nation's overseas arms-aid

program took a major cut of $200

million to a total of $750 million.

The difference, however, was

more than made up by a boost in

military-related economic
assistance, which would go up

from fiscal 1972's $584 million to

$7% million

Nixon proposed spending $3,844

billion for all international affairs

programs during fiscal 1973, a cut

of $116 million. That includes $1.47

billion for foreign aid, due to drop

by $70 million

Nixon said the foreign assistance

program has been trimmed to the

essentials, but he added that "we

must not undercut the efforts to

developing nations to stand on

their own."
The budget spotlighted research

The last day to register before

the February 22nd Town Election

is WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2,

1972. On that day there will be a

registration session in the office of

the Town Cleric, Town Hall from 12

noon until 10:00 P.M.
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and development, an area that

usually gains little attention.

Actual R and D spending would go

up by about $700 million to $16 4

billion.

But Nixon asked Congress to go

beyond that and give the ad-

ministration authority to spend an

additional $1.4 billion.

He said this investment in

science and technology in future

years could be used for "the

quality of American life" and

economic growth in such areas as

defense, space, health, tran-

sportation, energy and en-

vironment programs.

Nixon said for the first time the

budget of the Health, Education

and Welfare Department is bigger

than that for the Defense Depart

ment

Dem. Criticize Budget

N laWNGTON (AP) Democratic Sens. William Proxnure. Edmund S.

Muskie and Edward M. Kennedy criticized President Nixon's new budget

Monday as being too pro-military.

But more-conservative Democratics criticize' I thr budget on different

grounds, including a large deficit or allegedly lault
j

letic.

And House Republican Leader Gerald Ford of Michigan denounced in

advance all budget criticisms by Democrats as coming from men who

brought this nation to the brink of economic collapse."

Proxmire. chairman of the Joint Economic Committee, said the mones

saved from winding down the Indochina war ought to be budgeted for

nonmilitary spending

"What the President has done is to take the so-called peace dividend

and give it to the Pentagon." the Wisconsin Democrat said.

The President has clearly chosen Bl bombers, crash Navy ship-

building programs and the ABM over child care, aid to the cities and

higher education
"

Muskie said defense spending >s climbing when it ought to be dropping,

and added that the proposed budget deficit is so large it will cause

renewed inflation.

The Maine senator, a leading candidate for the Democratic

presidential nomination, said the budget is typical of what he called

Nixon's 'disastrous mismanagement of the economy.".

Kennedy criticized the budget's "promiscuous increase of billions for

defense, when what we really need is billions for schools and homes and

health.
"

The Massachusetts senator, who denies his high standings in public

opinion polls will tempt him to run for president, said the large budget

deficit stems from a "sick economy" which needs stimulation.

Chairman George J Mahon. (D-Tex). of the House Appropriations

Committee, said Congress must cut spending or increase taxes to trim

the deficit Nixon proposes.

His Senate counterpart, Allen J. Ellender, (D-La). said the actual

proposed deficit is $36.2 billion, much higher than the $25.5 billion the

administration projects for fiscal 1973.

USSR Greets Bangladesh
(AP)-A Soviet news agency

reported that President Nikolai V.

Podgorny and Premier Alexei N.

Kosygin announced recognition in

a telegram to Sheik Mujibur Rah-

man, prime minister of the new
nation formed from East Pakistan

after the India-Pakistan war.

The telegram said: "We convey

to you and to the people of

Bangladesh friendly wishes of

peace, well-being and success in

consolidating the state sovereignty

of your country, in building a

peaceful democratic republic."

Court
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

Supreme Court Monday affirmed

lower-court rulings that laws
requiring a one-year waiting

period for welfare assistance in

New York and Connecticut are

unconstitutional.

Acting without a hearing, the

Justices affirmed the judgements

of two federal district courts that

the residence rule violates the

constitutional rights of poor

people.

New York and Connecticut of-

ficials had appealed, claiming the

states faced fiscal crisis. They

failed to win a vote.

This indicates that despite the

addition of four Nixon ad-

ministration nominees, the court is

not about to change its mind. It

held in 1969 that states may not

deprive new migrants of welfare.

The state officials claimed a

strain on social and other public

services was reason enough to

require residents to wait a year.

Connecticut said it might have to

cut welfare across the board if its

rule was not approved.

But the court turned the two

states down with rulings that said

only that the lower court

judgments are affirmed.

In another action, the Justices

split down the middle and wiped

out the conviction of three big drug

firms on charges of controlling the

production and distribution of $1.7

million worth of antibiotics.

The 3-3 tie developed when
Justices Potter Stewart, Byron R.

White and Thurgood Marshall

stepped out of consideration of a

government appeal.

The companies, Chas. Pfizer,

Bristol-Myers and American
Cyanamid were convicted of an-

titrust violations in a nine-week

trial and fined $150,000 each.

However, in 1970, the U.S. Circuit

Court in New York set aside the

verdicts principally because of

errors it found in trial Judge

Marvin E. Frankel's instructions

to the jury.

The government has the right to

try the firms again Justice

Department officials declined to

say whether they would do so.

On another front, the court

skirted a test of the power of Texas

O. Douglas
the disputed

the regents

officials to bar the sale of un-

derground newspapers on state

university campuses.
Justice White, in a 6-1 decision,

said that since the ban did not

involve most of the colleges in

Texas, the case should not have

been considered by a special three-

judge federal panel. Such special

courts customarily rule on con-

stitutional issues.

Justice William
dissented. He said

rules imposed by

"touch upon the freedom of ex-

pression in colleges and univer-

sities in all four corners of the

state."

The special court had struck

down the regulations as

unreasonably restricting the rights

of students and student

organizations to engage in free

speech and free association.

Monday's action does not settle

matters The test case may now be

processed by the U.S. Circuit Court

in New Orleans and then returned

to the Supreme Court.

Years before Columbus and his cohorts reached the shores of what

was to become the Americas, there existed a civilizations of

relatively high sophistication throughout the continent. This is an

example of their art. They all disappeared for some reason shortly

after the arrival of a group of persons from a small nation on the

European Atlantic coast. <MD< photo by Barbara Brecher)

FTC Hits Industry

Cereal Monopoly
WASHINGTON (AP)The Federal Trade Commission announced

M„ndav that II will file a complaint charging the four largest cereal

producers with monopoly of the industry, false advertising and price

f
'

The proposed complaint alleges that for the past 30 years the "Big

Four" of the cereal manufacturers have dealt in actions which have

resulted in a highly concentrated, noncompetitive market in the

production of ready-to-eat cereals.
P
The cereal manufacturers named ,n the proposed complaint were

KpIIocc Co Battle Creek Mich. General Mills. Inc. Minneapolis.

Minn^Ge^a^Fo^^ Corp . White Plains. NY; and The Quaker Oats

Co Chicago 111 The FTC said these four companies control 91 per cent of

tho domestic sales of ready-to-eat cereal.

Consume advocate Ralph Nader welcomed the FTC announcement

He said Se complaint, "if successful and widely applied, would be one o

he most important developments in antitrust enforcement in the last

£2 aITessary first step toward removing from our economic

svstein the cancer of monopoly power
.

tatts complaint the FTC said these firms established and maintained a

noncomp^Uve market structure and shared monopoly power^through

nrSation of brands and trademark promotion, artificial dif-

E?eK on of products, unfair methods of product promotion, restrictive

retad he°f s£Se control programs, and acquisitions of compeutor.

A Hour firms advertisements create the impression that ready-to-eat

cerea s enab e chl,dren to perform physical activities depicted£*•
child's ability to perform such activities depends on many other factors
crura s dunuj'*r

rest diet and age. the complaint said
SU

,

C/Tc^r*^ *3E and General Foods fa,Se,y

JtSSS^J^*" effective and adequate in controlling or

'"ilSlioSf?and General Mills' ads featuring athletes misrepresent the

effect oM
g
hei?7eady-to-eat cereals on

their athletic performance

complaint charged.

Bicentennial
PHILADELPHIA (AP)-After

years of indecision and con-

troversies, a 2.000-acre tract of

flat, barren land near

Philadelphia's airport has been

tentatively chosen for the site of

the nation's 1976 bicentennial

celebration.

Four other sites have been

considered and rejected by

bicentennial officials. Selection of

the airport site was announced

Saturday by the Mayor's Bicen-

tennial Committee, named by

Mayor Frank L. Rizzo. who is

expected to push hard for the

committee's choice.

The committee must now narrow

down the site to 400 prime acres to

hold the core of the exposition and

200 additional acres for parking

The specific site will then be •

submitted to the Bicentennial .'. ^
Corp for the approval of its '"

' f}|^fWAls
* i -

board of directors. If that is

granted, a full plan with all cost

and transit plans must be

presented by Feb. 10 to the U.S.

Commerce Department and the

American Revolution Bicentennial

Commission for their approval.

Rizzo, however, has asked for an

extension of the federal deadline.

The committee's report said only

six homes and one church are

located on the tract and that "the

exposition need not interfere with

these."
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Unscheduled Summit

If there were not already too many Democratic

candidates for the Presidential nomination, one could

probably understand the never-ending quest by many

people to add one more name to the list. As it is,

however, every public figure from Washington to

Maine who has ever had any ties to the party, and

some who have not. have entered themselves into the

1972 battle. Yet the name of Ted Kennedy lurks ever-

present in the background for every one of them

Ted Kennedy, you'll remember, was not a candidate

for President in 1968 and he failed to live up to the ex

pectations of many whoTeTThe would raise the fallen

symbol of his brother and carry Bobby's martyrdom

to the White House. Even then, though, the

Democratic leaders were wary of the vote-getting

power of the Kennedy name, especially after the

assassination of a second brother. But no real draft

got off the ground in 1968 and Hubert Humphrey

emerged, as expected, with the nomination.

Four years have passed since then, but most

political observers have not felt that time nor a

Chappaquiddick bridge have seriously damaged the

Massachusetts Senators political image. Although

Muskie heads closer day by day to the nomination, the

spectre of Kennedy still causes the Maine Senator

anxiety and it is Kennedy, not McGovern, Humphrey.

Jackson or any of the others, who dominates the

headlines.

The reason for this is simple. Everywhere he goes,

Kennedy is forced to constantly deny his desire to seek

the nomination Day after day. the story of his most

recent statement hits the front pages as if it were a

major shock. People read about Kennedy, not about

Lindsay. Wallace or Hartke Yet rather than believe

his statements, the candidates prefer tu look at them

as an effort to avoid the political squabbling of the

primaries so that he can emerge unsullied at a Con

vention deadlock The question that first arises is

why''

The fact that being a politician necessarily implies

lack of integrity is a poor excuse, even though the

murkiness of Chappaquiddick still remains. Even

sworn statements by Kennedy and a refusal to attend

the Convention have not done the trick. In fact,

Senator Brooke stated recently that he still foresees

the possibility of a Kennedy draft.

It is not a popular position to support Kennedy, at

least on campus, and that is not the purpose here. In

fact, it is contended here that there is nothing to

support him for. It is possible, after all, that Kennedy

does not seek the presidency or, at least, that he wants

to wait until 1972. Whatever happens, though, he will

suffer for there will be those who feel he lacked the

guts to fight for the nomination or that he was not

strong enough to battle the likes of Muskie and

Humphrey.
In a way, John Kennedy helped support the theory

that you can't trust a politician with his missile gap

speeches of 1970 and the Bay of Pigs incident. But he

did not invent it nor was he the last to employ the half-

truth or lie in political oratory. In fact, his successors

have only perfected the technique.

History is not enough to cause us to distrust every

individual who enters the public arena. Even in Ted

Kennedy's case where Chappaquiddick serves as an

example, the details are not well enough known. Even

if we must consider it, the denial of intent to seek the

presidency differs from Chappaquiddick in its

premeditation. While he certainly did not plan the

events at the bridge, he cannot deny what he has

already said about his intention for 1972. If Chap-

paquiddick is to be an issue, it should be in a campaign

and not about the lack of one.

If Kennedy is lying, then he will be forced to expose

himself sooner or later Even if the American people

could forget his past denials, none of his Democratic

rivals would and they would certainly amplify the

hypocrisy For the time being, then, let us worry about

choosing between those already declared God knows,

that's enough to do for a while

The Colleges-A Middle Course
By EVELYN S. HARMER

How in the future can we avoid

the problems of either too "open"

or too "closed" a system of higher

education? The answer would

seem to be in taking a middle

course which would incorporate

the advantageous aspects of both,

while seeking to eliminate the

disadvantageous

.

Students of high intellectual

caliber ought to be afforded the

best possible education, regardless

of their ability to pay Op-

portunities to obtain a high quality

college education should be

Art Buchwald

Hard-Core Nonviolence

M xsilINGTON -There seems to be a dangerous

trend in this country toward hard-core nonviolence

Many persons are becoming concerned about it and

Dr Womrath Shurgs has just completed a study on

nonviolence which points up how this trend is affecting

all of us

Dr. Shrugs told me, "You can't turn on your

television set any more without finding at least one

show devoted to nonviolence. It could be a comedy or a

musical hour, but my study indicates that the public is

willing to accept more nonviolence than it ever has

before."
'

"But surely." I said, "they're now showing hard-

core nonviolent shows in prime time?"

"Not many. I'll admit." Dr Shrugs said, "but there

are still enough to affect young person's minds Just

the other day I saw my son watching two nonviolent

shows back to back What do you think was going

through his mind while he sat there?"

"I have no idea," I said.

"He was thinking : If this is the way life is on the TV
screen then that's the way it must be on the outside

.'

He was getting a distorted picture of America
"

"Why don't they ban hard-core nonviolence on

television altogether'" I asked

"Because there is a certain type of public that goes

for it. Advertisers are only interested in selling their

products and if they think they can do it with non

violence thev will, no matter what it does to children."

Dr Shrugs said. "Tliis nonviolence syndrome is not

just on television. It is permeating every part of our

lives In every town in this country there is at least one

motion picture theater featuring a nonviolent film

These theaters blatantly advertise the pictures in the

newspapers. Look at tin- advertisement for 'Fiddler

on the Hoof.' Here is a musical, a hard core nonviolent

picture, and any child with $2.50 can go see it
.

"

"That's terrible." I said. "Why do the police allow

if"
"They're helpless Every time they arrest a theater

owner for showing a comedy or a musical or a clean

love story the judge throws the case out of court

We're living in a permissive society where non

violence is as American as apple pie."

"But Dr. Shrugs." I said, "isn't there an argument

made that it's better for people to let out their non-

violent feelings in the theater than take them out on

somebody in the street?"

"It's nonsense," he said. "Nonviolence breeds

nonviolence. Kids get ideas from what they see and

emulate the nonviolence they've been exposed to. My
study shows that the more nonviolence a child wat-

ches, the more pacified he becomes. I've known kids

who have left a Walt Disney film and gone home and

kissed their mothers
"

"Oh. dear." I said, "what can we do to stop this

trend from getting out of hand?"
"First the public must be made aware that it is

going on. Then they must be shown that nonviolence

on TV and in the theaters cannot be separated from

the nonviolence being committed in our towns and

cities. We must make the producers and networks

responsible for their products If they won't police

themselves and eliminate hard core nonviolence from

their entertainment, then the government should step

in And if the producers and network people still won't

pet into line then there is only one thing left to do."

"What's that. Doctor 9 "

Kill them."
Copvnght 1972. Los Angeles Times

available also for students who are

not of the first rank but still

capable of good academic work.

While ordinarily academic
degrees should not be devalued by
awarding credits for nonacademic
achievements, some form of

recognition should be devised for

individuals having substantial

accomplishments in a field of

endeavor, paid or unpaid.

In particular cases advanced

standing in degree programs
might be given to mature persons

who have experience equivalent to

course work. More programs
similar to the "transitional year"

at Brandeis University might be

established to help young people of

promise, who initially lack suf

ficient qualifications, to prepare

for admission as regular students.

There is a need for additional high

quality part time and home-study

opportunities.

For those whose talents and

interests suit them better to

shorter, more specialized

programs, there needs to be an

expansion of professional and
vocational schools, along with

business and industrial training

courses.

However, higher education has

at least two purposes other than

career preparation which apply to

the technically oriented person as

much as to the scholar. One is to

provide each citizen with sufficient

information to protect his own and

others' civil rights and to guide

him in selecting wise, humane,
competent leaders.

A second is to give men and

women access to knowledge which

can enable them to explore their

individual potential and work
together to create the kind of

society in which they can live a

fully human existence. Therefore,

specialized programs should in-

clude adequate "liberal"

education.

Other steps too should be taken

so that narrower educational

preparation does not have
repressive effects on the students

involved. For example,
specifications of "routine" jobs

should allow for elements of in-

terest and challenge for the in-

dividual worker. The design of

working places ought to contribute

to employees' total well-being.

The environment of the entire

community should be healthy,

beautiful, and culturally enriching,

so that even those whose capacities

keep them in relatively low-paying

jobs are not denied access to the

treasures which nature and man's

genius can produce.

Preserving excellence in higher

education, while at the same time

widening opportunities and IB-

creasing the variety of programs,

will present a tremendous
challenge Wc must find ways to

assure uniformly good public

school systems so that a child from

a poor community is not at a

disadvantage in competing with a

child from an affluent one.

Inevitably, more money, public

and private, will have to be

allocated to higher education

Increasing opportunities, far from

permitting a deterioration in

academic standards, will demand
more scholars of the first

magnitude to become professors,

researchers, curriculum planners,

administrators. However, if there

can be some dispersal of education

facilities so that the need for

constructing buildings is

diminished, if one teacher, through

television, can reach thousands of

students in courses amenable to

such presentation, if people can

find programs of the right type and
length rather than wasting time in

courses which are not to their

benefit, then far more value will be

received for each dollar spent than

at present.

In the past we have expected our

universities to be sanctuaries of

scholarship, guardians as well as

teachers of our adolescents,

vehicles for the social and political

reforms that the rest of society has

failed to achieve, and even em-
ployment agencies. Universities

share responsibility in these areas,

but they cannot and should not

bear it alone.

Decisions on the content

standards of programs
primarily educational ones,

decisions on how accessible some
form of higher education is to be

for all our people, and on whether

our educational system will help us

to lead more humane and richly

beautiful lives, are political ones.

In a democracy that means
ultimately it is up to you and me.

Mrs. Harmer, a Boston resident,

has taught adult education classes

while completing PhD studies in

the history of Ideas at Brandeis

University.
I Reprinted from the Boston

Globe. 1/24/72)
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Letters To The Editor

No Smoking
To the Editor:

Recent statements concerning the hazards to

nonsmokers made by Dr. Jesse L. Steinfield, the

Surgeon General of the U.S. Public Health Service,

prompted me to write this letter He said. "Smoke-

filled air contains visible smoke particles and in-

visible gasses that may irritate the eyes and nasal

passages. These same substances may also trigger

allergic reactions The least obvious and most in-

sidious danger is that a colorless gas. carbon

monoxide, may get into the nonsmokers bloodstream

in sufficient quantity to damage his heart and lungs."

It is for these reasons that "NO SMOKING" signs

must be posted in all academic classrooms and

auditoriums on this campus. The faculty as well as the

student population must follow strictly this request.

Now is the time that nonsmokers make their voices

heard. We have suffered through too many lectures

and classes beside human smokestacks.
Jeffrey R. ( osmii

mmmmmmmm

Disappointment
To the Editor:

I read with disappointment Mr. Ladd's "com-
mentary" in the Collegian criticising the report of the

committee on the Future of the University for it

somehow does not show Mr. Ladd as the intelligent

person I think he is. The report may be many things,

but shallow it is not! This word could better be applied

to Mr Ladd's criticism, which hardly begins to

analyze in any depth or represent any thoughtful

alternatives. I would ask him to study the report

further and possibly to talk with some of the men and

women of good will who gave so generously of their

time and effort to help all of us plan for the future

Personally I am not in agreement with many of the

suggestions in the report, but I appreciate it for its

stimulating and provocative challenge and know we
will be grateful for it as discussions progress.

Mrs. George R. Rowland. Chairman
Student Activities Committee
I'niversitv of Massachusetts
iiinui wsaoesotoeeoi

An Open Letter To Those Students

Who Registered For Food Science 101
*~^
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Dear Students:

Dr. Frederick Francis, the

Head of the Food Science

Department, and I wish to

thank you for registering to take

Food Science 101. We have

worked very hard during the

past two years to develop a

course which would be in-

teresting to everyone, a course

which would emphasize con-

cepts rather than formulas. And

you have responded by

registering in record numbers.

But, as many of you now
know, we have a problem

During finals the Scheduling

Office notified us that 2.800

students had pre-registered for

our course. As we understand it.

the Provost's Office, working

closely with the Scheduling

Office, worked overtime during

the next two weeks trying to

find a means to accomodate all

who had pre-registered for the

course. But on such short

notice, it was simply im-

possible.

We then met with Mr Robert

Woodbury. an Associate

Provost, and several members

of the Student Senate Com-

mittee on Academic Affairs to

discuss what should be done. We
agreed that we should ac-

comodate freshmen first, since

it is primarily a freshman

course and next as many seniors

as possible, since it will be their

last opportunity to take the

course. Mr. Woodbury assured

us that his office will continue to

work toward a solution to this

problem perhaps employing
video taping or closed circuit

television) in order to ac-

comodate more students next

semester.

Again, thank you for

responding so favorably to Food

Science 101. Dr. Francis and I

look forward to seeing you, in

class, if not this semester, then

some time in the near future.

Fergus M. Clydesdale

Assistant Professor
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On this rainv day and darkened night

I think of these things with all my might

I . st they should slip away and out of sight

And converge upon my stormy plight

i»\er mv head I see a stormy cloud

Readv to burst with agonies aloud.

Screaming with terrors, horrible and loud

Wrenching me forth, above the crowd

Yet I ascend into the darkened mass

Never ending, no opportunity can pass.

Bells toll and I feel the bend

Around a myriad of turns -my end!

Tossing and turning, my pain to bear.

I reach out for help-to find none there.

Yet in my salvation I know there's you

You'll come once more before I'm through

I cannot get out of this squirmy mess;

Reach in after me. to you I confess

My sins, my hopes, my blood.

And even my mind's loosened flood

You are my Island in a sea of despair:

I swim to you. my Island Fair;

For you are mv warmth and desire

You are the water to extinguish my fire.

And in a whirlpool of scenes gone past

You're the only one that seems to last;

Through eternity you stand a rock

The Island where my mind can dock

Swirling through nightmareish seas -

\ ship without anchor, whatever I pl?ase.

A body without motion and a mind witnout place

With salvation onlv in God's gentle Grace.

My Island Fatr
. . .

•^ r»ma iii-win m*» nnu I
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Editorial Points
Perhaps the Defense

Department should take the hint

put forth over the weekend by
the weather. In an operation

designed to acclimate the

Marines to cold weather and
snow called Snowy Beach in

Maine, the resulting conditions

were fair with temperatures in

the 40's. The main problem for

the Marines so far has been
cleaning the mud off of the snow
shoes.

Among some interesting

findings by a group of Harvard
undergraduates was included

the following tidbit: alcohol was
the only drug found to have any
relationship with grades. It

seems that liquor was con-

sistently associated with lower

grades. Another discovery was
that sexual activity was a

distinguishing characteristic of

drug users. The obvious question

is, if drug users are busy with

sex and studying, what are the

drunks doing with all their time?
*****

It should be made known to all

those who frequent Dining
Commons 5 that it doesn't

matter what color the ice cream
is, it's all the same flavor.

*****

Who says the University is

getting more impersonal? In-

stead of being known by only

your first two digits at

registration as in the past,

you're now known by the first

three.

The Last Tree
i

they came from Maine and Palo Alto

jammed the highways east and west

hot dogs sold by the millions

237 were killed on the way
14 trampled to death by frenzied crowd

please stay at home
we will have full coverage on television

yes, they're cutting down
the last tree

II

Come upon me now with tearful chills,

I know it hurts, it never kills

And vet my tears are wasted away

God "help me -this very day!

Picturesque scenes -as you like—

I only see this fearsome pike.

For what is wrong and what is right

Seems always answered without a light

Blindness and. despair.

.

Tear, at ..the air...

Ripping at the pieces and placing them there

Examined too little, and not with care.

The omnious cloud goes out to play.

How many lives are ruined on this day?

Too much for money and too little for pay.

Oh come and clear the black fog away!

It chokes, it strangles, it buries me blind,

It rips at mv heart and tears at my mind.

Enveloping from all sides, alas-no retreat:

Ten thousand times it has me beat'

It turns off the ice and turns on the heat.

Piercing and probing upon my defeat

Drums roll and the bugle blares

The sound of "Taps" over the air.

Yet I rise again, like the Phoenix renewed.

Vast sweeping powers, the battle reviewed;

Taken into account the losses past.

I'm free of it all. free at last'

And if I could I'd sever those chains

Light shining through, destroying these rains;

Thank God for this luminous ally:

You are the person on whom I rely'

Thomas .1. Heave% ll

there were petitions and pleas

The New York Times ran an editorial

but some official called them Marxist revisionists

and one governor said that

if you saw one tree

you've seen them all

and a groupcalled Home For Birds: H.F.B. sat in

were beaten and carried away
and tried for conspiracy

national security was at stake

someone wrote a book about the history of trees

from their point of view

and two ivy league schools debated the pros and cons

of saving the tree

but the president said it was necessary

for progress
they had to build a road through there

III

some wanted to preserve the tree in a museum
but the government had already sold it

to some private company

it was just a tree

suffering from neglect

no one had stopped to see it before
. e . .

but now people streamed from all over the United States

to make sure that their kids would be able

to tell their grandchildren

that they saw the last tree

it was done very quickly

and afterwards
there was a rush of people

and that's how 14 spectators were trampled

to death
evervone wanted to buy a souvenir

a piece of the last tree — .-K George Magsaus,Jr.

"< lame To This Little Place . . . Waiter Says 4Try Thin.

You'll Like K . .
."

WnyWtAfMwm,.

(Hmbbek it »" watiu*)
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Continuing Ed,

Position Filled

Draft Counselor's Corner

Lottery Loophole

Evan V. Johnston has been

named to a new post as associate

director for program development

in the UMass Division of Con-

tinuing Education.

Mr. Johnston, who has been

executive vice-president of the

Associate Alumni at UMass since

1959, will assume his new post Jan.

31. His main responsibility will be

participate in approximately 300

institutes, conferences and special

courses each year. The division

also offers 70 courses in 33 subject

areas for part-time and evening

students.

Evan Johnston was born in and

now resides in Easthampton. He is

a 1942 graduate of Williston

Academy who served in World War
II and the Korean War as a Navy

pilot, retiring with the rank of

lieutenant. He is a 1950 graduate of

the University. At UMass he was a

varsity football player, a

mathematics major and a member

of the senior mens honorary

society Adelphia.

Before coming to UMass, Mr.

Johnston was Director of

Development for the Clarke School

for the Deaf in Northampton. In

Easthampton. he has been a School

Committee member for 12 years

and active in the Junior Chamber

of Commerce and the Lions Club

Evan V. Johnston, new
associate director for

program development in

Continuing Education
Division,

to expand the scope of the con-

tinuing education division's con-

ference, workshop and institute

effort He will identify groups and

areas not now served by continuing

education and design programs for

them.
The Continuing Education

Division, directed by Dr William

C. Venman. brings over 20,000

people to the Amherst campus to

Tortured

for Christ!

j

i 9
*>-.

City
"

. Milan Haimovici
Lutheran pastor Milan Haimo-

vici spent eight years in Ro-

manian jails passing through

indescribable tortures. The
Communists placed him bare*

foot on burning coals He was
savagely beaten m the grom
and made to empty barrels

filled with the human waste of

thousands of prisoners with his

own hands. However, his faith

withstood all these trials. Even

Communist officers as they

spoke later about it. were filled

with such respect that they

took off their hats when speak-

ing about this living saint.

Thousands of Christian pris-

oners died in Romanian Com-
munist jails. A complete ac-

count of their courageous faith

and stand for the Lord is con-

tained m the book TORTURED
FOR CHRIST, by Rev Richard

Wurmbrand, a bestseller in 25
languages

Be interested in the plight

of our persecuted brethren

behind the Iron and Bamboo
Curtains.

Mail coupon tor the book,

"Tortured lor Christ" by
Rev. Richard Wurmbrand.
Translated in 27 languages.
1109 E Chtvy Chase Or.. Glondal*
Taleohone: (213) 247-3711

CUP •*»•" mail 10 1215 DC
VOICE OF THE MARTYRS
PO. Box 1l,Giandala,CA 91209 USA.

fiemtmbtr thtm thit art In bend*'

The last day to register before

the February 22nd Town
Election is WEDNESDAY.
FEBRUARY 2. 1972. On that day

there will be a registration

M-sMon in the office of the Town
Clerk. Town Hall from 12 noon

until 10:00 P.M.

Bv GILBERT J. SALK

Welcome back, brothers and sisters. While you were

gone the world of the draft turned upside down, and

its going to take a while to get everything reordered.

Sb the next few columns will deal with what s hap-

pening or, more accurately, what we think is hap-

pening Much of the advice we give now is pure

speculation, and will be limited to such until there is

enough data from new SSS practices to make more

definite predictions about their behavior. So bear our

own uncertainty in mind, at least until we can get a

clearer picture. _. ...

.

A special note to all draft counselors: There will be

a brief, but important, meeting tonite in the Draft

Counseling Services office in 923 CC. It will be at 5:00

p.m Please attend if at all possible. We have some

important decisions to make.

Now on to the new draft. The first thing to try to

deal with is the Extended Priority Selection Group

thing that hit the news just before the end of the year.

It's complicated, so sit down while you read this.

First if your number was over 125 and you were 20

or older on Dec. 31, 1971 and your classification was -

A at years end, vou are absolutely out of the draft.

The EPSG does not apply to you, and you can stop

reading this column. You're safe Congratulations

However if your number was below 125 and you

were 20 or older on Dec 31. 1971 and you were

classified I A before the end of the year, then you are

now in the EPSG. This means that your liability

continues until the end of March i longer if you have an

appeal pending) but that if you are not drafted by that

time vou too. will be safe The EPSG was originally

created to close a loophole in the lottery which

previously allowed someone with a low number to

drop a deferment late in the year and escape without

being called As soon as the loophole was discovered,

the EPSG was created to fill it. Now. anyone whose

number has been reached by his board, but

became eligible to be drafted too late for his board to

issue an induction order during the c*lendar year.: ">

automatically placed in the EPSG. He will be called

before anyone else.

A strange thing happened this year, however. A

number of factors (election year, 18-year-old vote

replacing troops with bombs in the war against

Vietnam, the fact that the Army called many more

men than they needed early last year to con-( vince

Congress that a draft was needed so they could still

control your life, etc. ) all conspired to make it highly

unlikely that there would be any draft call for the first

three months of the year. This means that anyone in

the EPSG would not be drafted.

As a result, a regulation which was intended to close

a loophole became a loophole. Unfortunately word

about the opportunity did not get out until after

Christmas, and only appeared in a few newspapers, so

most people didn't find out about it in time. But if you

did hear about it and drop your deferment, this is your

situation: ... .

If there is no draft call before April 1. you will be

dropped into the Second Priority Group, and be safe

from the draft. At some point in the future, when your

board gets around to it. you will be reclassified I-H.

and that is the last you will hear from your boarct

If there is to be a draft call before the end of March.

most of vou will have two warnings The first will be

articles in the newspaper announcing that a call has

The second, for those of vou who have never had a

physical, will be a notice to report for a preinduction

physical exam If you are in the EPSG. and either of

these things occur, consult a draft counselor at once

Free draft counseling is available on campus from

Draft Counseling Services, with offices in 923 Campus

(Ynter If vou have any problems or questions about

this or other draft situations, Qualified counselors at

DCS will be glad to help you.

PEACE
-*•_

WE HAVE

upliftingSOLUTIONS TO ^^
EVERYDAY PROBLEMS.

In this instance, we are lifting a complete house to

demonstrate a new concept of aerial delivery of as-

sembly line-produced dwellings from factory to home-

site.

But . . . this same Sikorsky* helicopter could have been

effecting a rescue mission off a wallowing tanker in a

North Sea gale. It could have been airlifting food and

supplies to starving villagers in flood-ravaged Tunisia

... or transporting equipment for on-the-spot control

of off-shore oil pollution.

Obviously, what we're pointing out is the impressive

record and adaptability of our helicopters in solving

really important human problems.

There's much more to come in our world of exciting,

advanced VTOL aircraft systems. For example, Heavy-

Lift Skycranes* and Tilt-Rotor Transports. And just

around the corner are our High-Speed Commercial

Transports-designed to ease short-haul mass trans-

portation headaches.

Does this kind of engineering attitude stir your sense

of responsibility and imagination? Then you should

talk careers with us. There's ample opportunity for

innovation in: autonavigation systems • avionics •

computer technology • electronic test • materials

engineering • mechanical analytical design •

structures engineering • systems analysis . . . and

more.

Female, minority group and veteran applicants espe-

cially welcome.

Consult your College Placement Office for campus

interview dates-or-write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Pro-

fessional and Technical Employment.

tat*
Zlp

Mall coupon for FREE book

I
Torturtd for Chrlit" Thank VouJ

Sikorsky Aircraft
STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 06602 An Equal Opportunity Employer

'
• '

New Dean For School

Of Nursing Sought
Acting Chancellor Bromery has established a Search Committee for a

Dean or Director of the School of Nursing.

The Committee consists of the following persons: Joseph Burroughs,

Human Development, Linda Ceriale, Nursing; William A. Darity, Public

Health, Virginia Earles, Nursing, Nel Getchel, Nursing; Mary Helming,

Nursing; Audrey Hornick, Graduate Student. Thomas McBride, Health

Services, Richard Saunders, Medical School-Worcester; Ruth Smith,

Nursing, Mary Stewart. Undergraduate Student, and Barbara Zajac.

Undergraduate Student.

All faculty, staff, and students are invited to submit names to the

Committee. All correspondence will be kept confidential.

Sign Language Course Now Open

A course in sign language for the

deaf will be offered at UMass this

Until now, sucn courses were

available only to students enrolled

in the UMass program for Media

Specialists for the Deaf.

Registration for the course will

be until Friday, Feb. 4, and classes

will begin later, at a date to be set.

To register or obtain more in-

formation on the course, call Mrs.

Maxine Brown or Mr. Stanley

Patrie at the UMass Audiovisual

Center, or call (413) 545-2455.

Modular credit will be offered for

the course.

The objective of the course is to

provide an introduction to a system

of manual communication
frequently used by the deaf.

In the United States, the deaf

constitute five to 10 percent of the

total population. Through the sign

language course, Mrs. Brown and

Mr. Patrie hope to increase the

percentage of normal-hearing

people who will be able to com-

municate with the many deaf

persons who use the language.

Mr. Patrie, who is deaf, has

taught deaf children for 32 years.

He is an Audiovisual Center staff

assistant involved in the

preparation of educational tran-

sparencies to be used by schools

for the deaf. Mrs. Brown, who is

also on the staff, is the daughter of

deaf parents and ts a registered

professional interpreter for the

deaf. They will teach the course

with the help of videotapes,

transparencies, and projectors.

Classes are tentatively scheduled

for Wednesdays and Fridays, with

the times to be arranged.

In our Advanced Course the monthly sub-

sistence allowance has just been increased. From $50 to $100.

One hundred dollars every month for 10 months of the school

year. To spend on room and board, dates and ball games.

To save for grad school.

But Army ROTC means a lot more than more

money. It means management and leadership experience that

vou just can't get anywhere else. The kind of thing that can

land you a better job, and move you along faster once you

tret it It means a commission as an officer and everything

that goes with it. The prestige, the pay, the chance to travel,

the experience.
"^

™

Now ROTC looks

even better. For the money

you'll earn today. For the person

you'll be tomorrow. See your

Professor of Military Science,

or send the coupon for

information.
Army ROTC.

The more you look at it,

the better it looks.
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1 Fraud Suspected In Hughes Case

What better way to spend a bright sunny intersession afternoon

than watching the breakers crash on the once quarried granite at

Halibut Point? I Photo bv Steve Schmidt. MDC Rockport staff)

ZURICH. Switzerland (AP)-

Police said Monday they have

contacted authorities in the United

States and Spain in a search for

clues to a petite brunette named
Helga who cashed $650,000 worth of

checks for a purported

autobiography of Howard R.

Hughes.
An official of the Swiss Credit

Bank, which received and cashed

the checks mac - out to "H.R.

Hughes," called it a case of refined

fraud.

Thus the woman became a

central figure m the affair of the

autobiography put together by

author Clifford Irving and sold to

McGraw-Hill and Life magazine.

Irving claims he compiled the

book from interviews with Hughes.

Hughes' people deny the book is the

billionaire's autobiography.

In New York on Monday an af-

fidavit purportedly sworn to by

Hughes was submitted in court

denying the authenticity of Irving's

book and that of another author.

Swiss police issued a warrant

saying the woman was wanted on

several counts of fraud in cashing

checks that were to pay Hughes for

the autobiography.

They said the woman, described

as being about 35 years old and

with shoulder-length hair, iden-

tified herself as Helga R. Hughes

and for identification presented a

Swiss passport issued in Spain

when she opened a personal ac-

count with the Swiss Credit Bank

here last spring.

Time magazine says the

passport was issued in Barcelona.

The Swiss Consulate there declined

on Monday to comment on that

report. The Swiss Embassy in

Madrid said it had issued no

passport in the name of Helga

Hughes.
Swiss police issued a warrant for

the arrest of the woman identified

as Helga Hughes on a criminal

complaint filed by McGraw-Hill in

Zurich on Thursday through the

firm's attorney in Switzerland. It

charged fraud.

Dr. Rudolf Hegetschwiler, legal

adviser of Swiss Credit Bank, said

the bank was first alerted to

possible irregularities about two

weeks ago. That was when lawyers

for Hughes, the 67-year-old recluse

whose personal wealth is

estimated at $2 1/2 billion, con-

tacted the bank and requested a

confirmation that their client had

no personal account with the bank.

"Up to then, there had been no

grounds for being suspicious," he

said. "Evidently, the bank clerk

could not know whether the

passport was forged or not. The

checks were cleared with the

issuing party and only then was the

money withdrawn.

Crossword Puzzle

School of Ed.

Endorses

Bromery
In an action taken on December

2, 1971, the School Council of The

School of Education voted over-

whelmingly to endorse Acting

Chancellor Randolph Bromery s

candidacy for the Chancellorship

of the Amherst Campus of the

University of Massachusetts.

The factors influencing the

decision of the School Council were

Dr. Bromery'i impressive

professional and academic
credentials, his educational vision,

and his outstanding record as an

administrator, serving the

University first as Chairman of the

Geology Department and later as

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

at a time of serious social unrest in

the country and in the University

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDTCT

Notices

ACTION LAB
Meeting for all old tutor* in the

Action Lab office, Jan 25 at 8 p.m.

CM
The first steering committee

meeting of the coalition for en

vironmental quality steering com

mittee will be held tonight at 6.30 in

the Student Activities Area of the CC.

FOUND
Grey male kitten with white spot on

his neck. Call 54e 7047.

Try Our Zesty

New England

FRIED CHICKEN

2 Pieces

1 Piece*

4 Pieces

f Piece*

IS Piece*

21 Pieces

Rolls served with above orders

EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

THE FAMOUS

DRAKE
VILLAGE INN

Amherst

When I meet a lovely lady, I usually hope

that she *as born under the zodiacal *ign of

Cancer That'* because, it she is. she

probably also is a good cook

ARIES (AAarch 21 April 19) Mold oft on

travel Develop ideas Avoid premature

decisions, actions Neighbor may make

some unusual demands, this also applies to

relatives »e patient Seek new avenues of

expression Stress self reliance

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Money is

very much m picture, debts are paid and

collected Review financial procedures.

Check assets, take inventory. Oelay

decision connected with large outlay o«

funds Time is on your side.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) What ap

pears adverse could rebound In your favor

Delay signing of contracts, other

agreements Be certain of facts Don't heed

one who merely wfiispers sweet nothings

That's wnat you could gel nothing

CANCER (June 21 July 22) One who

shares your interests may be leaning too

heavily Means do your share, but don't

carry extra burden Message should

become increasingly clear Be aware of fine

print, read between lines

LEO Uuiv 23 Aug 22) Friends fall out

Means some of your ideas, notions and

desires may be sublect to revision Those

you rely upon act in strange manner Ac

cept necessity tor changes Don't hold on to

PO"
VIRGO (Aug 23S«pt 22): Diplomatic

approach aids in achieving goal This is no

t,me to force issues What you need will be

offered Give family member benefit of

doubt One in position of authority Is not

certain.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 21) People who do

lots ot talking now could be seeking to cover

lack of knowledge. Know this and don't

believe everything you hear Be perceptive.

Ask questions which enable you to perfect

techniques
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Stick to

conservative course Consolidate gains.

Don't be tempted into giving up something

tor nothing Avoid the sensational Older

individual can aid Heed voice of ex

perience Money situation improves.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22 Dec 21)

Partnership proposals require special care,

consideration Don't go by surface ap

pearances Look for potential hidden

clauses One wr>o comes to you for advice is

merely probing, testing

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19): Look for

new avenues of expression You can break

through red tape Temporary restriction,

confinement may be on agenda Creative

resources surge to forefront What appears

a setback may be an asset

AQUARIUS (Jan 20Feb. !•) Hunch

could bring desired results Key is to be

confident Emotions tend now to dominate

Give logic equal time Lovers' quarrel

should not be blown out of proportion Strive

for balance.

PISCES (Feb 19Merch 20) Study

details, be thorough Family situation will

change in your favor What appeared

1
4
8
12

13
14
15
16
18
20
21
22
23
27
29
30

31

32
33
34
35

37
38

39
40

ACROSS

Cushion
Free ticket

Small amount
Anglo-Saxon
money
Unlock
Sandarac tree
Obscure
Pierce

Writing tablet

Holm oak
Proceed
Everyone
Roman road
Golf mound
Native metal
Tributary of

Missouri River

Measure of

weight (abbr.)

Nahoor sheep
Stroke
Preposition

Arrange in

folds

Weight of India

Suffix.

adherent of

Satiate

Music:

as written

Conjunction

Roman patriot

Dinner course

Member of

vigilance

committee
Beverage
Ox of Celebes
Spare
Recent
River duck
Prepare for

print

Period of time

8

9
10
11
17

19
22
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
32
33

Simian

Pertaining to

old age

Part of fishing

line

Follower of
communism
Man's name
Make lace

Before

Symbol for

tellurium

Preposition

Macaw
Symbol for

tantalum
Shield

Lease
Bushy clumps
Man's name
Number
Paddle
Distinguishing

Edible seed

Answer to Yesterday' i Puzzle
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1

5
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36 Near

37 Hurled rocks

Land
surrounded

by water

40 Vapid
Cooled lava

Man's
nickname

38

41
43

44 Dispatched

at 45 Appellation of

Athena
46 Damp
47 Large tub

48 Suffix like

49 Tibetan
gazelle

50 Siamese native

Barber Bests Archer In

History-Making Tucson Open
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP)-Miller

Barber rolled in an 18-foot birdie

putt on the history-making 21st

extra hole and outlasted George

Archer in their marathon playoff

for the $30,000 first prize in the

Dean Martin-Tucson Open Golf

Tournament Monday.

The 21 -hole playoff was the

longest in pro golf since Lloyd

Mangrum won in 36 extra holes

over Vic Ghezzi and Byron Nelson

for the U.S. Open title in 1946.

But that one was set up dif-

ferently.

The 1946 playoff was set tor 18

holes and when they tied at the end

they went to another 18.

In this one, Archer and Barber

matched par 72s over the

scheduled 18, then went to three

more holes before the balding,

portly Barber settled it with his

dramatic birdie.

Archer, a lanky, 6-foot-6 former

ranch hand, picked up $17,100 for

his second playoff in three weeks.

Two weeks ago, the former

Masters champion beat Dave Hill

and Tommy Aaron over 18 holes

for the Glen Campbell-Los Angeles

Open title. All playoff participants

in both tournaments received an

additional $5,000 from the national

television network.

Archer, now with more than

$48,000 in winnings in just three

weeks this season, and Barber tied

at the end of the regulation holes

Sunday over the 7,305-yard, cactus-

studded Tucson National Golf Club

course with 273 total, 15 under par.

Bobby Nichols failed to make it a

three-way tie when he hit his tee

shot into the water on the 72nd hole

and lost a share of the lead with a

double bogey six.

Barber, a 40-year-old who has

now won at least once in each of the

last six years, at one time held a

Debbie Meyer

Does Retire
SACRAMENTO. Calif. (AP)-

Saying "I don't seem to have the

drive anymore," Olympic gold

medalist Debbie Meyer announced

Monday she is retiring from
competitive swimming at the age

of 19

Miss Meyer, a student at

American River College, said she

would not compete in the 1972

Olympic Games at Munich

She won three gold medals at the

1968 games in Mexico City-in the

200. 400 and 800-meter freestyle

events

She won the Sullivan Award that

year as the nation's outstanding

amateur athlete.

"I have been to theOlympics and

1 don't want to work that hard to

get there again.'' Debbie said. "My
mind tells me to get moving but my
arms won't go."

She set world swimming records

19 separate times, but has not done

well lately

Kelley Named
WHA Coach
BOSTON (AP)-The newly for

med World Hockey Association

dipped into the collegiate ranks for

leadership again Monday as Jack

Kelley of Boston University's

defending NCAA champions signed

a seven-year contract as coach and

general manager of the New
England Whalers.

Kelley followed Coach Glen

Sonmor of the University of

Minnesota in joining the WHA
which plans to start playing in the

1972-73 season.

A former Boston University star

graduated in 1952, Kelley went on

to become one of New England's

most successful college coaches. In

seven years at Colby College, his

teams compiled an 89-51-6 record

Kelley, who has been named

Ne. England Coach of the Year

three times, will complete the

season at BU and assume his new

duties with the Whalers April 1.

three-stroke lead in the playoff

round as Archer's famous putting

touch deserted him.

The big guy, recognized as one of

the finest putters on the pro tour,

missed four times inside of five

The big guy, recognized as one of

the finest putters on the pro tour,

missed four times inside of five

feet as Barber built his lead.

He pulled back to within one

stroke when Barber double-

bogeyed the 12th from a sand trap

and George, who also bogeyed the

12th, birdied the next hole from 23

Barber again stretched his lead

to two strokes with a 24-foot putt on

the 15th hole.

Down two with only three to play,

big George birdied the 16th from 12

feet and-just as he did in Sunday's

round-pulled even with a birdie on

17. He lashed a four-iron to within

2-1/2 feet of the cup and sank the

putt that sent the 18-hole playoff

into sudden death overtime.

Both parred the first two extra

holes and Archer just missed from
30 feet before Barber rolled in the

clincher.

AP
(AP)-Top-ranked UCLA scored a

shutout in The Associated Press

college basketball poll Monday,
sweeping every first-place ballot

off the boards.

The Bruins, the season's first

unanimous No. 1 choice, picked off

43 top ballots from a nationwide

panel of sports writers and sport-

scasters for a hefty point total of

860

1 UCLA 43

2. Marquette
3. Long Beach State

4. Louisville

860

772

582

523

5. North Carolina

b. Ohio State

7. Southern Cal

8. Virginia

9. Penn
10. Florida State

11. South Carolina

12. SW Louisiana

13. Brigham Young
14. Marshall
15. Hawaii
16. Minnesota
17. Princeton

18. Maryland
19. Northern Illinois

20. Missouri

483

412

353

301

258

241

232

227

151

95

61

60

39

19

18

16

Olympic Eligibility

Meetings To Be Held
TOKYO ( APi-Avery Brundage. president of the International Olympic

Committee, arrived in Tokyo Monday night for a series of crucial

meetings concerning skiers' eligibility for next week's Winter Olympics

At an airport news conference, he told some 50 newsmen that despite

reports that he had a list of 44 violators of Olympic rules aimed at keeping

commercialism out of the games
"I have no such list. I have some names of individual violators.

"I have not seen the official entry forms so I don't know if they will be

participating in the Olympic games," he added.

The question of whether some of the world's top skiers will be allowed

to participate in the games opening Feb. 3 in Sapporo. Japan, comes up

first before an eligibility commission meeting in lonyo Wednesday.

The IOC Executive Committee meets in Tokyo Friday and then a

general meeting of the IOC opens Jan. 30 in Sapporo.

There has been some talk of holding separate world skiing cham-

pionships at Sapporo if the dispute over skiers' eligibility cannot be

solved, but Japanese organizers insist, "we have been preparing for

Olympic Games, and not for world championships
"

Brundage said the games would go on as scheduled and wished them

success But he added they could be conducted only according to Olympic

rules

'The duty of the International Olympic Committee." Brundage said,

is to see that the games are conducted according to the Olympic code,

which has eligibility rules designed to admit people who are interested in

sports and eliminate those interested in sports for commercial reasons

"The Olympics are sports event, not a business enterprise," he added

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

14" IBM rlec. lye* . feMing bee*, mono
hifi system. 2 mike %. <*. «tand« stereo

system. KI.H Tower A mod . II ipkn MF
Uhkit amp. M4-ll».

tfl

(Bedroom House, escellent condition

Immediate orrupanc) . Call between t.tn

p m - •:» P.M. M4-M2S. Sklbltkl Real

K.statr. Northampton
til -27

M NDKRI.AND - new Ig. 2 Mrm.
available now. utll mcl a/c. peal. IIH.
lease to June » (all Skibtski Realtors 2S3-

7222 r'.ve* 2S.V2HZC

tfJ-4

AUTOS FOR SALE

OVKRSKAS JOBS FOR 8TITJKNTS
Australia. Furoue. S \mrri< a Africa etc.

Ml professions and occupations. I7M to

I t.iwn monthly Kspenses paid, overtime,

tightseetng Free information Write Job*

Overseas. Dept Be« IS«7I San Diego. Ca.

•21 IS.

t/2-4

WANTED

1178 Volkswagen "Bug'

II.OM miles. I|»S. Dlr

f.reen field

like new.
iot Beacon.

tfl a

t nKD SAUDI KS WrMern and Fngllsh

- best cash price, paid Call M» MM * -

»

p.m
tfl2-l

ROOMMATE WANTED
I female wanted to share room tai Rolling

(.reen starting Feb. I. Call 2SJ30IP.

tfl -27

IMH Volkswagen Fastback.

ditlon IMS. 14 Highland Ave., Greenfield

tf 1-27

HELP WANTED
MOTHFR8 - cant rind a reliable baby

Otter? Tared of high fees? Call The Child

t are Fichange SM-2224 for further fa-

form alien.

tfl a

Addressers Needed. Homewerkers earn

talis*. For Info send 2M • lUmped envel.

to Bos 12211. Gainesville. Fla. J2o»i

m a
Summer Job Openings — Summer
Camp for boys. Male Counselors and

Instructors needed. For Information

write: tamp Director. Camp Phis.

Fnfield. New Hampshire. «374S.

tf i-a

SFMORS — GRAD STUDENTS —

a

vrs. old Intern 1 Financial Corp. seeks

candidates for Sales Management
Program . Pes . prov . 3-phase dev . program
emphasg. on job exper. AV Incl. study

courses Init Kerning* lin.noii Send

resume or letter In strictest confld. to Paul

Krvrrr Co. 12*7 So. Main St.. Athol. Mast.
tfi-a

Male grad student looking tor same to

share rooms in private home. North

Hatfield. Rent I4S per month /per person

( all 247-Slt.
tfl-27

IMMEDIATE SPACE
aj

Need Feb. Rent, must sell 71 VW
Camper, excellent condition, first

reasonable offer accepted. Call 121-7IIS

Must see to believe
tf i-a

MOVIE

RACHFL. RACHEL. Paul Newman
Production starring Joanne Woodward.

Jan. a 7-e - II p.m. Student Cnlon

Ballroom Sf*.
til 25

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

Gimme shelter from death with the

Rolling Stones Friday. January a at a- a-

It • 12 at the Campus Center Auditorium

A rush on death.
It I-a

ENTERTAINMENT
Gimme shelter from death with the

Rolling Stones Friday. Jan. a at «.R. io. 12

at the (ampin (enter Auditorium. A Rush

on Death.
tn-a

Pmldn/D
deft)

half price

RECORD OFFER

50% OFF!

Order as many albums as you want! At half price! Complete the order form below.

Send check or money order for each album, along with sales slip or register tape

showing the price you paid for your PROTEIN 29 AEROSOL HAIR GROOM.

I ajjfa fjj)jj ffjajj fJBja ffjnjg aujj fjjBjt ORDER FORM

GREAT SOUNDS ALBUMS
P. O. BOX 29
BROOKLYN, NY. 11202

D CAROLE KING. Music

DON McLEAN, American Pie

CAT STEVENS. Teaser & the Firecat

THREE DOG NIGHT. Harmony

WINGS. Wild Life

CARPENTERS
JOHN LENNON, Imagine

MELANIE. Gather Me

J ELTON JOHN. Madman Across the Water

ISAAC HAYES, Black Moses (2 Rec.)

"] GRAND FUNK RAILROAD. E Pluribus Funk

CHEECH & CHONG
BADFINGER. Straight Up

JAMES BROWN. Revolution of the Mind (2 Rec.)

D NEW SEEKERS. We'd Like To Teach World To Sing

DENNIS COFFEY & DETROIT GUITAR BAND. Evolution

LED ZEPPELIN

MOUNTAIN, Flowers of Evil

STYLISTICS

FACES, A Nod is Good as Wink to Blind Horse

LEON RUSSELL & MARC BENNO, Asylum Choir II

JUDY COLLINS, Living

D RICHARD HARRIS, My Boy

D TRAFFIC. Low Spark of High Heeled Boys

3 HUDSON & LANDRY, Losing Their Heads

BOB DYLAN'S GREATEST HITS, VOL 2 (2 Rec )

ROD STEWART, Every Picture Tells a Story

NEIL DIAMOND. Stones . .

JESUS CHRIST. SUPERSTAR, Various Artists (2 Rec )

PLEASE SEND ME THE

FOLLOWING ALBUMS AT

50% OfF LIST!

LIST
PRICE
S5 98

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I ADDRESS

I

| CITY

I

I

598
598
5 98

598
5 98

5 98

598
5 98

996
5 98

5 98

5 98

7 98

5 98

5.98

5 98

598
4 98

598
5 98

598
598
598
598
698
598
5 98

1198

Offer valid only in

U.S. Void whera
restricted or

prohibited

©

TOTAL

Add Applicable Sales Tax

Add 50« for first album and 15< each addi

tional album to cover postage and handling

(Add SI 00 for first double album and 30<

earn additional Double Album)

YOUR
PRICE
J2.99

299
2.99

2.99

2.99

2.99

2.99

2.S9

2.99

498
2.99

299
2.99

399
2.99

299
2.99

299
2.49

2.99

2.99

2.99

299
2.99

299
3.49

299
2.99

599

TOTAL ENCLOSED $

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.

ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY PLEASE PRINT.

NAME

STATE ZIP

PROTEIN 29 AEROSOL HAIR GROOM is made for today's hair styles.

It grooms way down for control after shampooing, but without stiffness

or stickiness.

A13JVS OaDIW ifOd
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Skaters Bow To BU
By BILL BALLOC

There were an awful lot of people

who went to Walter Brown Rink at

Boston University expecting the

defending NCAA champion
Terriers to slaughter their op-

ponents. After all, the opposition

was only a Division II team who

didn't have a rink of their own and

who hadn't played a hockey game
in three weeks. The opposition was

only the University of

Massachusetts and they didn't

stand a chance.

A lot of people almost got their

wish. Almost.

Almost because after about 50

minutes of hockey the BU Terriers

had a commanding 5-0 lead and

appeared to be on their way to the

easy win a lot of people expected.

But a funny thing happened on

the way to the forum or

thereabouts, and that funny thing

was UMass goals by Charlie

Donovan, Pat Keenan, Eric

Scrafield, and Jim Lynch. Sand-

wich these around a BU goal and

you get the final count, 6-4 for

Boston University.

In fairness to the Terriers, after

the ten minute mark of the first

period, the issue was really never

in doubt. UMass had come out

strong right off the opening face-

off, and for the first half of the

opening stanza the play was all

Redmen, only because of some
good goaltending by BU's Dan
Brady and some missed op-

portunities by UMass forwards

were the Redmen kept off the

board.

But from that 10 minute mark on

the tide turned and the game
became little more than

goaltending practice for an
harassed P.J. Flaherty.

The senior goaltender was im-

mense in the UMass nets,

especially late in the first period

and throughout the second when

the Terriers were able to keep the

puck in the Redmen end for

seemingly endless stretches of

time. In spite of the heavy pressure The loss meant nothing except

and thanks to the work of Flaherty some bruised pride fcrlto
the score stood only 3-0 going into smce BU is a D»v»™ I team and

the final period. the game doesn .count toward

Then came the third period and Redmen JflW*J*VL Years
the deluge of goals. A total of seven Back before New Year .

were scored, three by the Terriers however, the Redmen did play ,

the second four goal game of the

season for junior center Pat
Keenan.

and four by UMass.
The period saw two separate

letdowns, one by the up till now
spectacular Flaherty and the other

by the up till now invincible BU
defense.

The letdowns, although sur-

prising, didn't prove costly, as the

issue had been pretty well decided

in the first two stanzas. The period

was exciting, but all the UMass
scoring did little more than give

the large number of Redmen fans

at the game a chance to cheer

about something.

few games that did count in the

race for a playoff berth. The

skaters took part in the Williams

Tournament played at Williams

College and as expected took all

the marbles by sweeping the three

games that they played.

The first win was a 2-0 verdict

over Oswego State with P.J.

Flaherty posting his first shutout of

the season after several close calls.

The second and third wins were

relatively easy routs of the Colby

Mules and the host club Williams.

The main feature of this action was

Sathj (ttqllrgtan

SPORTS

Erving Draws

ABA Raves
NKW YORK

The writers, the broadcasters, the coaches ..they

are all trying to think up ways to appropriately

describe the brilliance of Julius Erving that takes fans

right out of their seats And they are doing a pretty

good job.

He's got all the moves of Earl Monroe." says an

expert, "except Monroe does them on the ground and

Julius does them in the air

He took the whole building through the net on one

stuff shot." marveled Coach Bob Bass of the

Kloridians "and it created such a vacuum that

everyone's ears cracked on our bench
"

Some players have only power, and others have

only finesse." says the Floridians' Warren Jabali.

Krving has both

Then there are the more routine descriptive phrases

such as superstar." and "spectacular" and "out of

sight'*

They are all apropos, they are all correct, they all

describe Erving. a rookie who has leaped into the pro

ranks and in half a season has turned into the top

rebounding forward in pro basketball and one of its

greatest scorers

A spnngly 6-foot-6, who was the nation's second best

rebounder as a sophomore at the University of

Massachusetts and third best as a junior. Erving has

been hauling in 15.7 caroms a game this season with

the Virginia Squires, putting him behind only centers

Artis Gilmore and Mel Daniels in the ABA No for

ward in the National Basketball Association is within

four rebounds a game of him

And scoring'' Erving is averaging 25.9 points a

game In the past seven games, he has averaged 30

points a game and now has scored more than 30 points

in a game 14 times this season

"Playing in the pros wasn't as difficult as I thought

it would be." said the muscular forward with the huge

hands and uncanny ability to hang in the air If

you're unknown, ;iv I a t* you have an advantage But

I'm not unknown anymore
"

Hardly Not the way the crowds in every ABA city

have reacted to his flashy play that features dribbling

between the legs and behind the back and un-

believable twisting shots

I like the crowd, even if they're against us because

when people are there and close to you they are going

to react." he explains "That's my game I get

psyched up and I tend to be flashier
"

Actually. Erving is a rather quiet, conservative

young man off the court who realizes the position he is

in as a blossoming superstar.

"The flashiest thing I bought with my bonus was a

new car, A Mark III," he says. "I invested the rest

Both mv lawyer and I are conservative."

Erving, who still has one year to go to get a college

degree, also has promised his mother he will return to

school in the off season

"Basketball is something I've wanted to do ever

since I wasl3," he recalls, "play ball and goto college

And the only way was on a scholarship Now the

degree comes right after basketball in my priorities.

"I'm majoring in business management. Maybe
some day I'll be running my own business."

Notices
VOLLEYBALL -Men's, women's and co-rec

volleyball entries are due Friday. January 28 in 215

Boyden by 5 p.m.

IMPORTANT MEETING- There is a meeting for all

athletic council chairmen and chairwomen Thursday

night. January 27 at 7 p.m. in Room 251 Boyden. The

structure makeup and responsibilities of the in-

tramural council will be discussed at this meeting.

Julius Erving -Superstar
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White bird in a golden
cage, she must fly.
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Nixon Reveals Viet Peace Plan
Withdrawal Contingent On Prisoners Release

Open Elections Planned; Thieu To Resign
WASHINGTON (AP)

President Nixon distlosed Tuesday
a secretly offered Vietnam peace

plan calling for withdrawal of all

American forces within six months
after agreement by North Vietnam

to free all U.S. prisoners.

The secret plan also would

provide for the resignation of South

Vietnamese President Nguyen Van
Thieu and the holding of free

elections in that country -again

conditioned on Hanoi's release of

to present the U.S. proposals.

Until recently, the secret

negotiations "showed signs of

yielding some progress." Nixon

said but now. he added, "it is my
judgment that the purposes of

peace will best be served by

bringing out publicly the proposals

we have been making in private."

Kissinger, who made a secret

trip to Peking last summer to

arrange Nixon's February journey

to China, began the secret peace

which will begin the same day as

the troop withdrawals and will be

completed when they are com-

pleted.

—A general cease-fire

throughout Indochina beginning

when an agreement is signed and

barring any infiltration of outside

forces into any of the countries of

Indochina

—New presidential elections in

South Vietnam within six months

of an agreement, supervised by an

prisoners and agreement to a

cease-fire throughout Southeast

Asia.

In a broadcast from Saigon

timed to coincide with Nixon's TV-

radio speech to Americans. Thieu

confirmed that he had agreed to

resign if North Vietnam accepts

U.S. proposals And he said that in

subsequent elections the National

Liberation Front -the Viet Cong-

and all other parties would be

allowed to offer their candidates

Nixon said that thus far the

North Vietnamese had rejected or

ignored the secretly offered

proposals developed over a period

of 30 months during which his

principal foreign affairs adviser.

Henry Kissinger, had made a

dozen unannounced trips to Paris

The President

negotiations in Paris on Aug. 4,

1969. Nixon said.

During the ensuing months, he

said, the United States offered a

variety of proposals-always in

private.

Nixon said the "most com-

prehensive peace plan of this

conflict" was offered on Oct 11 but

"lies ignored in a secret channel

while the enemy tries again for

military victory."

The main elements of that eight

point plan, which he said he has

instructed Ambassador William J

Porter to present publicly in Paris

this Thursday are:

—Total withdrawal from South

Vietnam of all U.S. forces within

six months of an agreement.

—An exchange of prisoners

On The Inside

:
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independent body, with incumbent

President Van Thieu resigning one

month prior to the election.

—The other four points in the

Nixon plan include an agreement

that there will be no foreign in-

tervention in Indochinese countries

as set forth in the 1954 Geneva
Agreement and the 1962 Laos pact

.

that there will be international

supervision of military aspects of

the agreement; that all armed
forces must remain within their

national frontiers and that there

will be an international guarantee

for the fundamental rights of the

Indochinese and the status of all

countries in Indochina.

Nixon's bombshell disclosures

have election-year political im-

plications His Democratic critics,

especially presidential aspirant

Sen. George McGovern. DSD.,
have contended the North
Vietnamese would release the

nearly 400 American POWS if

Nixon agreed to a withdrawal date

Administration officials

acknowledge that if Hanoi accepts

the terms he outlined. Nixon can

claim progress towards returning

POWS. But if the Communists

reject the offer, they say. the

Democratic critics will have lost

one of their arguements against

Nixon's Vietnam policy.

"It is a plan to end the war now,"

Nixon said of the offer he outlined

"...Its acceptance would mean the

speedy return of all the prisoners

of war to their homes."
He said progress in the public

negotiations had been disap-

pointing.

"The American people deserve

Front" -the Viet Cong
After President Thieu and his

vice president resign one month

before the election, he said, the

chairman of the South Vietnam

senate would serve as caretaker

head of the government.

Nixon touched on another

element which he said was offered

privately last July 26: "We remain

prepared to undertake a major

construction program throughout

Indochina, including North Viet-

nam, to help all those people to

recover from the ravages of a

generation of war."
White House officials elaborated

on one point made only briefly in

his speech -"we remain willing to

settle only the military issues and

leave the political issues to the

South Vietnamese alone
"

The officials told newsmen this

means negotiations can come in

two stages: military aspects such

as troop withdrawal, prisoner

exchange and a cease fire to be

negotiated first and the political

elements, including new elections,

to be taken up later

The officials, who would not

allow the use of their names, in-

dicated they expected a negative

initial reaction from the North

Vietnamese but that the United

States still hopes "for serious

negotiations
"

There were two basic reasons for

Nixon's decision to make public

now the secret negotiations The

first, the officials said, is the hope

that the disclosure will trigger a

response The second, they said, is

the fact that the situation was
"undermining our credibility and

demoralizing the American
people

"

In his 20-minute speech. Nixon

said his settlement offer is fair to

both North and South Vietnam. "It

deserves the light of public

scrutiny by those nations and by

other nations as well." he said

"And it deserves the united sup-

port of the American people
."

The White House would disclose

no details of Kissinger's 12 secret

journeys to Paris. But press

secretary Ronald L Ziegler said

Kissinger would meet with

newsmen Wednesday
Nixon's speech followed a day of

mounting speculation on Capitol

Hill and elsewhere that Nixon was

prepared to set a date for full

American withdrawal from
Vietnam in exchange for the

release of U.S. prisoners of war

But Ziegler during the day
cautioned reporters about focusing

m this aspect of the problem

an accounting of why it has been

disappointing," he added.

"Tonight I intend to give you that

accounting, and in so doing, to try

and break the deadlock in the

negotiations."

The chief executive then traced

the 30 months of private

negotiations, which included secret

meetings on last May 31, June 26,

July 12, and Aug 16. At the Aug. 16

session. Nixon said, "we offered

the complete withdrawal of U.S.

and allied troops within nine

months after an agreement on an

overall settlement."

But less than a month later, he

said, the North Vietnamese
rejected the proposal and con-

tinued "berating us at the public

sessions for not responding to their

publicly presented seven-point

plan
."

"The truth is." Nixon said, "that

we did respond to the enemy's

plan, in the manner they wanted us

to respond -secretly."

By publicly denouncing the I

stance. Nixon said the North

Vietnamese "induced many
Americans in the press and the

Congress into echoing their

propaganda-Americans who could

not know they were being falsely

used by the enemy to stir up

divisiveness in this country."

Nixon said his latest private

initiative came Oct 11 when he set

an unspecified communication to

the North Vietnamese containing

new elements
He said he urged a meeting on

Nov 1 between Kissinger and one

of Hanoi's top political leaders. I,e

Due Tho. The North Vietnamese

agreed and suggested a Nov. 20

date, he said But on Nov 17 the

President continued, the North

Vietnamese reported Le Due Tho

was ill and called off the meeting

Since then, he said, "the only

reply to our plan has been an in

crease in troop-infiltration from

North Vietnam and Communist
military offensives in Laos and

Cambodia Our proposal for peace

was answered by a stepup in the

war."
Disclosing full details of the plan

"will prove beyond doubt which

side has made very effort to make
these negotiations succeed." Nixon

said "It will show unmistakably

that Hanoi -not Washington or

Saigon-has made the war go on."

Nixon said the new South Viet-

namese elections would be

organized and run by an in-

dependent body "representing all

political forces in South Vietnam.

including the National Liberation

An Editorial

Nixon Misses Point
President Nixon last night disclosed an intricate series of

secret negotiations between the United States and North Viet-

nam proposed the most far reaching and liberal terms for a

settlement of the Vietnam war that a U.S. president has so far

deemed "reasonable", and showed that he is still missing the

point about why the Vietnam war exists and why so many people

in so many ways have urged the U.S. to end its military in-

volvement immediately. . ,

Last nights speech was the most comprehensive statement

Nixon has made so far about the diplomatic attempts to stop the

war but doesn't guarantee that the U.S. will ever end its military

involvement in that war torn area of the world. We are very

willing to listen to the President's revelations about whatWW.
has done for the past 30 months (in which an additional 20,000

Continued on page 8
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Lee Sandwen Wants You

!

By EARNIK ROTMAN
The problem of undermanned

offices & positions has always

existed at UMass. But starting this

semester. Student Senate

President, Lee Sandwen, has

decided to do something about this

problem. He has announced that he

will be looking for administrative

assistants to aid him in his work as

Student Senate President. "We
have 12-15 good people working

here in the Senate offices, but all of

us are up to our ears in work," said

Sandwen in a recent interview He
went on to say that in the past, good

working people had to be dug out of

the woodwork, but that he hopes to

change this image with his newly

created offices.

These positions, each to be an

assistant to Sandwen's office,

would specialize in one of three

areas, trustees, faculty and
graduate senate, and voter

registration. The first committee

would lessen Sandwen's burden by

reading the endless amount of

trustees' notes that flood into the

Senate office. Also, they would act

as a communication link between

the campus and trustees, by

allowing the students to have

knowledge of the trustees ac-

tivities. The second committee

would keep tabs on the Faculty and

Student Senate, also imparting

information to the students on the

Senates' activities. The third

committee would assist Sandwen

in the research and written work

that comes up in the area of local

government and administration.

Lee Sandwen was quoted as saying

that these committees would be

similar to his "leg men" since they

would be responsible for important

decisions in their workings with

Sandwen. All committees will also

write periodic articles in the

Collegian to keep students up to

date on what is happening on

campus.
Any UMass student is eligible to

apply for one of these positions.

Any interested people should see

Lee Sandwen in the Student Senate

office, Campus Center.

Ponds Serve Double Standard
Small ponds and wetlands built along

interstate highways will not only enhance

scenic values but will undo some of the

environmental damage that comes from the

construction of such roads, a UMass planner

contends
Resource planning Professor Carl

Carlozzi headed a team that spent three

years on a detailed study of the ecologic and

aesthetic values of water associated with

interstate highways. His conclusion is that

water areas, properly planned, constructed

and maintained, can provide a variety of

scenic, recreational and ecological benefits.

"In building highways, engineers have

frequently created new wetlands when they

dig borrow pits that subsequently fill with

water," Carlozzi explained. "Im-

poundments of streams and culvert con-

struction also create manmade wetlands

With forethought and planning these new

wetlands could enhance the environment of

the highway corridor rather than detracting

from it," he reports.

Carlozzi 's study was supported by federal

funds granted through the UMass Water

Resources Research Center. He has wm-
marized his findings in a 114-page report

published by the center. The authors of the

report were four UMass graduate students.

Kenneth L. Bergstrom did the wildlife

portion, Paul R. Dommel the public ad-

ministration and legal portion, James C

Moulton the aquatic biology portion and

Walter E. Rogers the landscape ar-

chitecture portion. Co-investigators with

Carlozzi were three UMass faculty: Julius

Fabos of landscape architecture, Lewis C.

Mainzer of government and Roger J. Reed

of wildlife management.
Roughly one-half of the report sets out

detailed design criteria for the creation of

highway-bordering wetlands, including

visual effect from the highway, con-

struction, types of plantings, wildlife

management, maintenance and many other

factors.

The other half of Carlozzi's report deals

with the administrative role of federal, state

and local agencies in implementing a high-

way wetlands program or any other high-

way-environmental policy. Carlozzi con-

cludes that a number of changes must be

made in the present highway policy process

if any kind of comprehensive highway-

environmental programs are to be
achieved.

First, he says, "The federal government

must adopt a comprehensive policy that

requires the states to incorporate en-

vironmental planning in the earliest stages

of interstate highway planning." The
federal government should also make a

continuous commitment of adequate
financial assistance to support such policy.
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Striking lines show the angle of Herter with the New Library. In-

tempted with the intrution of the Old Chapel. This photo was taken

and submitted by David Ferris. The MDC welcomes photos for

publication.

Feeling Split On Grading
By JEANNETTE MART1NEAU
Student reactions about the new

grading system are fairly equally

divided, with those student against

the system as more vocal.

Predictably most of the student

against the intermediate grades

said that they had been hurt in one

or more courses last semester.

However, one education major felt

that "we should try to get away
from grades," and that the new

system would tend to make her

"more grade-conscious ...Now

we're fighting over a half of a

grade."

In general though students felt

that the new system had the

possibilities to help them also

Several said that their grades had

"balanced out", and described the

new system as "fairer"

Faculty said that the new system

had "made grading easier." "My
students fall into more than four

categories." one faculty member

explained," and with the new
system, I have seven categories

rather than four " Another agreed

that his students' grades "were

higher and fairer" than otherwise

The question as to whether an

"F" grade should be included in

the cum received similar reac-

tions. Those who answered
"morally, yes" usually admitted

never having failed a course.

Some reactions were: "I've

never heard of a good reason why
not "It s a grade, like a D or an

A. This way the people with D's

get screwed." "If someone got four

F's and one A. he'd get a 4.0. Its

not fair to the guy who gets all

C's"
Several students who had

previously received an F felt that

having to take the course over

again, as well as having the F on

their permanent record, had
penalized them enough.

Howard Ziff casts a concerned eye on one of the many victims of

course change day. Oh well, see you next year.
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Winter Carni Carnival

is back again. Make money and have fun with

games, crafts. Reserve a booth now. Applications

available at Student Activities Desk, 1st Floor,

Campus Center.

Herbert Aptheker seated on the left, discusses a major point

concerning the Angela David case. If you want to hear Dr. Aptheker

come to his lecture in room 106. Thompson Hall on Thursday.

January 27, at 8 p.m.

Aptheker Will Discuss

Angela Davis Case

"Angela Davis' case against

The United States" will be the

subject of the fifth presentation

in the DuBois Lecture Series

being offered at the I niversity

..I Massachusetts by I)r Herbert

Aptheker This lecture will be

held in room 106. Thompson Hall

at 8 p.m on Thursday, January

27th

The DuBois lectures which are

offered under the auspices of the

Afro American StudiCI
|)tp;irtment of the University

which is named after and

committed to the example and

work of the great AfrcwXmerican

intellectual and activist, concern

the writing and work of Dr

DuBois. Dr Aptheker. a leading

historian of slavery and black

resistance to that condition is a

close personal friend,

collaborator, and colleague of

Dr DuBois He is an executor of

Dr DuBois' literary estate, the

editor of the second volume of

DuBois' autobiography, and is

presently working on a ten

volume series of the unpublished

papers of the late scholar-

activist who is known as the

architect of Pan-Africanism.

The fifth lecture, originally

scheduled on the subject

DuBois and Africa" will be

presented next month Thur

lecture will begin with a

discussion of Dr DuBois'

writing and thinking on the

question of prisons .md penal

-terns as they iti.vt Black

>ple and will include a

discussion of Angela I>a\>s I use

against the United States, a

political and legal development

which is of major significance to

the cause of civil liberties in this

country and would certainly

have been of great concern to W
K B DuBois The delayed trial

of Miss Davis on conspiracy

charges will begin on February

1st

Mike Thewell

Afro-American Studies Office

L

Faculty Studies Union Plans

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
The idea has been termed

revolutionary. It has been referred

to in such words as essential and

radical and it may find its way on

the UMass campus in the near

future.

Collective bargaining on the part

of faculty is indeed innovative and

different. In fact, it is difficult to

assess the implications of faculty

collective bargaining because it is

such a new phenomenon.
"Collective bargaining on

college campuses is so new as to

defy prophecy" stated a special

report of the Faculty Affairs

Committee of the Faculty Senate.

The committee was requested by

the Senate to "investigate the

appropriateness of faculty

collective bargaining on the UMass
Amherst campus " The findings of

the report were reported back to

the Senate on March 4, 1971.

Professor Harvey L. Friedman,

chairman of the sub-committee

which produced the report and

Director of the UMass Labor

Center, said efforts concerning the

unionizing of UMass faculty

members started about a year and

a half ago. He said collective

bargaining is the next step in

University government because it

is a "more efficient and effective

means of governance
"

The faculty senate has come
under attack not only on the UMass

campus but also in other

Universities. The main reasons for

the attacks stem around the fact

that the Faculty Senate is only an

advisory body and is not fully ef-

fective in implementing its

policies.

The UMass Executive Chapter of

the American Association of

University Professors (AAUP)
stated in this month's AAUP
newsletter that under its plan the

Faculty Senate would be operated

under a collective bargaining

agreement. The votes of the senate

would be made as collective

bargaining demands instead of

requests or resolutions.

"The faculty senate would no

longer act merely in an advisory

capacity, but would be an equal

partner in the decision making

process," said the newsletter.

There has definitely been a

national trend toward faculty

collective bargaining and at

UMass the issue is beginning to

attract attention On Feb. 17 at a

meeting of the Senate a special

informative session will be held to

discuss the issue.

At the meeting representatives

of three unions will speak to the

Senate; The American Federation

of Teachers (AFT), the National

Education Association (NEA) and

the AAUP The exact details of the

meeting are being worked out. but

it is expected that each

representative will speak for 25

minutes. Directly after the

speeches, the representatives will

engage in a question and answer

period. The speakers will break for

dinner and afterwards will take

part in an informal discussion with

interested faculty members.
As far as the legality of a faculty

union is concerned the report of the

^acuity Affairs Committee states,

The Faculty of the University is

entitled under this law (Chapter

774 of the Mass General Laws) to

designate an organization to

represent them in contract

negotiation with the ad-

ministration over a whole spec-

trum-economic and non-economic

in nature-of issues that gear

directly on faculty interests.

"The administration is legally

obligated to bargain with the

faculty and to comply with any

contract resulting from such

negotiations," if the faculty elects

to be represented for purposes of

collective bargaining under the

appropriate statues, states the

Mass General Laws <Ch. 149. Sect

178F).

Friedman in relating the labor-

management concept said, "In our

society the large support of public

education has come from the labor

unions since business normally

supports private institutions
"

Nader Endorses McGovern
\\ \smim.TON <AP>-Consumer advocate Ralph

Nader said Tuesday Sen George McGovern. D-S.D.,

was the only announced presidential candidate that

would be an improvement over President Nixon

ider, one of 11 panelists who appeared to present

the "People s State of the Union" message, added,

however, that he did not intend to work actively for

Mc Govern or any other candidate

i think he really means what he says about foreign

policy." Nader said of McGovern "Domestically. I

think he has related to the poor

Asked about Sen Edmund S Muskie. who generally

is conceded to be the front runner for the Democratic

nomination. Nader said "I don t think he generally

would be an improvement over Nixon

Nader said Nixon failed to address himself to

consumer protection in his State of the Union message

and said the administration had not used the tools

available to help the consumer
"The President spends 10 times more of his time

and effort watching football games than he does on

consumer protection," Nader said. He called it a sign

of the times that Miami Dolphins wide receiver Paul

v>arneia should command more of Nixon's time than

persons defrauded by false advertising and mislead

produce information

B. Fred R. Harris, D—Okla., who moderated the

program, said the anelists "come in more hope than

dispair " John Kerry of the Vietnam Veterans Against

the War. said those who had been in Vietnam "know

that they have been carrying this war on so that the

President can set a total withdrawal date and insure

his election
."

Gap InDrug Laws
BOSTON (AP)-Judge Felix Forte was told in Suffolk Superior Court

Monday that when the legislature recodified the state's drug laws last

year it repealed the old law months before the new one takes effect

Asst Dist Atty Robert Snider said the old law w as repealed effective

Feb 9 1972, although the new does not take effect until next July 1. He

said emergency legislation was being prepared to correct the error

The matter came up when attorney John A Pino, defending a client

charged with heroin possession, said the old law went off the books 30

days after the new law was signed by Gov Francis W Sargent Nov. 11,

1971 Pino said all drug arrests since that date have been illegal.

Judge Forte said he would study Pino's claim and refer it to the

Supreme Judicial Court if necessary.

Hotline 5-2550

Attention

Collegian Staffers

thos^w"ihing to file for office; the date and time for those candidates interviews by

the MDC publishing Board, and the date of the general election.

Ttie election shall be at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 1, 1972^

Applicants must file by 4 p.m. Friday, Jan. 28, 1972 in anting to

Chairman, MDC Publishing Board and appear for an ^emew by the
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In The Nation And The World

Reaction To Nixon U.S. Jets Hit N. Viet Radar

Peace Plan Warm
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ac-

centing mixed but mostly
favorable congressional views of

President Nixon's peace plans, the

chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee said Tuesday
night he understand the offer also

included a halt to all U.S. bombing.

Sen. John Stennis. D-Miss., who
said he approves the offer as "both

reasonable and honorable,'' was
countered by some longtime critics

of the war including Sen. George
McGovern. DSD., a Democratic
presidential contender, who said

he does not think the new Nixon

formula will work.

Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-

Wash., another of the large field of

Democratic seekers of their

party's presidential nomination,

said the President's course of

negotiation and action is "dose to

what I've been emphasizing ".

"By making his proposals public

r

the President has laid a useful

foundation for his visit to China,"

Jackson said. "I hope he will make
very effort to get Peking to use its

good offices in getting the release

of our prisoners and a standstill

cease-fire."

McGovern recommended that a

Senate panel of four Republicans

and four Democrats be set up "to

find a way to end this miserable

war we shouldn't have gotten into

in the first place
"

Many long-time congressional

critics of Vietnam war policy

maintained silenee--at least

temporarily.

But some expressed caution or

out and out disapproval. Sen.

Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., said he

believes the President's action in

making his secret proposals public

"indicates there is little hope for

near-term acceptance."

In Brief...
Mother Saves Son From IRA

BELFAST. Northern Ireland (AP) — A mother blocked the

doorway of her home, fought off a man armed with a submachine
gun, and saved her son from death at the hands of an execution

squad, police said Tuesday.
In separate incidents three policemen were shot and wounded

and a fourth was believed kidnaped in the latest wave of violence

blamed on terrorists from the outlawed Irish Republican Army-
IRA

Toxic Cans Lost At Sea

CONCORD. N.H. ( AP) — The New Hampshire state police said

Wednesday E.I. DuPont DeNemours and Co had issued a warning

that 100 drums containing toxic fumes which were lost at sea in

December may wash up on shores on northeast coastal states.

Police said the chemical firm cautioned that the drums contained

"tocix residues...of motor fuel anti-knock compound" and that they

should not be opened or punctured.

Official Praises Child Agencies

BOSTON (AP) — An antipoverty official praised the work of

community action agencies in the child development field Tuesday

as he participated in the New England Child Development Con-

ference at Suffolk University.

Robert Fulton. New England regional director for the Office of

Economic Opportunity, urged child development administrators to

use the resources of the 71 agencies serving the region.

Panel to Investigate Judge

BOSTON < AP) — The presiding officers of the House and Senate

named a 21 -member committee Tuesday to investigage the

proceedings leading to the censure of Superior Court Judge Vincent

R. Brogna.
Meanwhile, a spokesman for Gov. Francis W. Sargent said the

governor would make a statement Tuesday afternoon reacting to

Brogna s refusal to resign. Sargent asked for Brogna s resignation

Friday, and the judge sent a letter to the governor Monday
refusing.

Laird Warns ofRed Arms
\\ \SHI\GTON < \P>

Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

Laird, seeking new airborne
command posts, said Tuesday he is

concerned about Soviet nuclear

arms developments and the

dangers of "electromagnetic
pulse

"

Laird, detailing a request for

$254 8 million to "meet defense

requirements as a result of the

Soviet weapons momentum." told

the House Armed Services Com-
mittee he is concerned that U.S.

missiles might be paralyzed by

electromagnetic pulses released

by explosions of enemy nuclear

warheads
He sought approval for $113.8

million during the current

bookkeeping year to buy four

Boeing 747 aircraft for use in an

advanced airborne command post

program. Two more would be

bought in the next fiscal year and

another the following year. Laird

said

He asked for $894 million for

research and development funds to

meet what he called "potential

near-term Soviet threats posed by

their upgraded ICBM force. Cruise

missiles, surface-to-air missiles,

ballistic missile defense, and
antisubmarine warfare systems."

This, he said, would include such

projects as the Undersea Long
range Missile System and an
electronics version of the Fill

aircraft, plus updated ballistic re-

entry systems, an ocean sur-

veillance system and Cruise
missiles

SAIGON (AP) — American planes have struck at

three more missile-radar sites in North Vietnam for a

total of eight in the past three days.

The U.S. Command reported Tuesday one strike

Sunday and two Monday in the intensified air war that

began in earnest with the mass raids on North Viet-

nam in December. ~mu
U.S. sources said the increasing number of so-caiiea

protective reaction strikes is due to North Vietnam

concentrating its antiaircraft defenses along the

Laotian border.

U.S. planes fly bombing raids against roads coming

out of North Vietnam and into the Laotian panhandle,

Dong Hoi, 45 miles north of the demilitarized zone.

The command said the results of the strikes were

not known but no U.S. planes were hit.

The air war far to the south showed no sign of letup.

The U.S. Command reported one B52 mission was
flown against enemy targets 43 miles southwest of

Kontum in the central highlands.

Other sources said four other missions hit enemy
base areas west of Kontum in the area where the

borders of South Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos meet.

A mission usually consists of up to three of the giant

Stratofortresses, each carrying 30 tons of bombs
Intelligence sources have reported a buildup of four

out of Nortn Vietnam ana into me L*iuiictu paiuian«.w, ... . . .. - .-
• . . ., .

Z supply rou.es feeing ft, Ho Do M,„h supp.y Ml ^""^XttXZ^XZ
network into Cambodia and South Vietnam.

When antiaircraft radar locks on a plane in

preparation for a missile firing, or when missiles

actually are fired, the U.S. planes take what is called

protective reaction.

In two of the attacks, Navy A4 Skyhawks fired

missiles at radar sites near the Ban Karai Pass, 45

and the construction of roads for tanks, which have

frequently been sighted there. They predict an enemy
offensive in the central highlands may come as soon

as the end of January.

Military sources said six Soviet-made T54 tanks had

been sighted by South Vietnamese observation planes

on die Vietnam side of the border, about seven miles
missiles at ictudi sitca hwu ««- ^.«... »»%..— , — — —
miles north of the demilitarized zone separating North south of the Ben Het border camp

tl-._ lint ..m*. nt(nyilr/w4 r»«* totilro m
and South Vietnam.

Equipment aboard the Navy jets indicated they

were being tracked by enemy radar, the command

said.

In the third attack, Air Force F105 fighter-bombers

escorting an RF4 reconnaissance plane hit a missile

radar site near the North Vietnamese coastal city of

Ben Het was attacked by tanks in April of 1969, the

second and last time that North Vietnamese forces

were reported using armor in an attack inside South

Vietnam. Ben Het is considered a prime target for any

new offensive in the highlands.

The 40-ton T54 is the largest medium tank built in

the Soviet Union. It mounts a 100mm gun.

Equal-Employment Compromise

Ruled Out By Senate Leaders
WASHINGTON (AP) - Leaders

on opposing sides of a seesaw

Senate fight over enforcement of

equal-employment legislation

Tuesday ruled out any com-
promise
Earlier Republican Leader Hugh

Scott of Pennsylvania told

newsmen he hoped a sensible

compromise could be reached,

sayirg he understood talks were
underway.
He referred specifically to Sens.

Peter H. Dominick. R-Colo.. and
Jacob K. Jacits. RN.Y. but they

both said there would be no

compromise
Dominick is chief sponsor of an

amendment to require the Equal
Employment Opportunity Com-

mission to bring suits in the federal

district courts to enforce its fin-

dings of job discrimination based

on race, religion, sex, or national

origin

The amendment would erase

from the bill authority for the

EEOC to issue cease-and-desist

orders. The commission now is

limited to persuasion and con
ciliation in trying to prevent
discrimination

The Senate rejected Dominick's
amendment Monday by a 43-41

vote but later voted to reconsider

A second, decisive vote is set for

Wednesday at 10:45 a.m. EST
Civil rights and labor leaders are

pushing for cease-and-desist
powers for the EEOC, while

President Nixon and major
business organizations have ad-

vocated enforcement through the

courts

One change in Dominick's
amendment, offered by Sen. J

Glenn Beall. R Md , with

Dominick's concurrence, was
adopted by a 73-0 vote It would

provide that any court award in a

discrimination case could not

exceed two years' back pay.

Another amendment by Javits.

adopted over Dominick's ob-

jection, would let the EEOC rather

than the Justice Department
decide whether to appeal a court

ruling that went against the

commission

Apollo Delay Likely
CAPE KENNEDY. Fla. (AP)

A fuel leak developed Tuesday in

the Apollo 16 moonship, and of-

ficials say there is a possibility of a

second delay in the moon mission

now planned for launch April 16.

The spacecraft and its rocket

will have to be moved from the

launch pad back to the assembly
building for repairs, officials said.

But no decision on postponement
was expected until a day or two
after the problem is thoroughly

assessed

Earlier this month the flight was
delayed from an original March 17

launch date because of several

technical problems
The National Aeronautics and

Space Administration reported
that the leak developed during a

pressure test Tuesday when a

Teflon bladder in the moonship's
reaction control system apparently
was overpressurized by accident,

causing it to break
The reaction control system is a

series of small jet engines which
the astronauts use to maneuver the

command ship in space.

Scheduled to fly the mission are
John W Young. Thomas K.
Mattingly II and Charles M. Duke
Jr. Young and Duke are slated to

become the 9th and 10th Americans
to step on the moon, exploring the
central highlands near the crater
Descartes.

NASA said the 36-story-tall.
Saturn I spacecraft combination
would be rolled the 3.5 miles back
to the assembly building, probably
on Thursday The trip, on the back
of a large tracked transporter, will

take several hours
This is the first time that an

Apollo rocket and spaceship have
been ordered off the pad once they
were in place. And never had an
Apollo launching been delayed by
technical problems until the
postponement was called earlier
this month.
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ON THEIR WAY HOME — Holding on to all their possessions,

refugees enroute for Bangladesh crowd aboard a truck, at a border

crossing point in Boyra, India. Officials in Calcutta say almost six

million Bengalis had left Indian camps toward home.

U.S. Trade Deficit

Worst In 83 Years
WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States closed 1971 with its worst

trade deficit on record, and its first in 83 years, the Commerce Depart-

ment said Tuesday in a final report of last year's exports and imports.

The trade deficit swelled to $2,046 billion as exports expanded by only 2

per cent and imports jumped 14 per cent.

It was the first calendar-year trade deficit since 1888, when the red ink

was $33 million, the department said.

The department said the deficit in December was $273.7 million,

marking the third straight month of unfavorable balances in trade and

the eighth month for all of 1971.

The government blamed the worsening picture on dock strikes, the

threat of strikes in the steel industry which expanded imports, and an

economic slowdown in the major industrialized nations overseas.

A trade deficit results when the value of imports from foreign com-

panies exceeds that of U.S. exports. This adds to the U.S. balance-of-

payments problems and puts American businesses into stiffer com-

petition with foreign firms.

Exports in 1971 were valued at $43,555 billion while imports were $45,602

billion

The 1971 deficit represented a massive turnaround from a year ago,

when the nation recorded at $2.7-billion surplus

The Commerce Department conceded that the 1971 rise in imports was

greater than had been expected even if the world economy was out of

kilter.
.

"This suggests that transitory influences-anticipations of import

restrictions and exchange rate uncertainties-may have been contributing

factors,*' the department said.

It was in mid-1971 that President Nixon imposed the 10 per cent sur-

charge and announced the United States would no longer redeem dollars

for gold. The surcharge was removed in late December when a new

agreement on money- exchange rates was reached.

But the uncertainty during late 1971 may have retarded trade, the

department indicated. It also offered another reason: American con-

sumers are expanding their taste for imported goods.

Inmate Wants
Male Marriage

SOMKKS. (onn. (AP) — An

inmate at the state prison in

Somers has requested permission

to marry or adopt another male,

who was paroled from the prison

Jan. 5.

Steven Duffen. 26. of Deal, N.J..

wrote Corrections Commissioner

John R Manson last fall asking to

marry Karlton W Hudson. 22. of

Hamden
Manson refused to acknowledge

Tuesday that such a request had

been made, but he said he would

consider such a request "a very

personal matter," not to be

publicly discussed.

Duffens letter is part of the

court record in his legal battle to

continue his practice as a jailhouse

lawyer. He claims his fellow in-

mates need his help, since they

have little other legal aid.

The court files contained no

indication that Manson answered

the letter, but Manson said,

without confirming that such a

letter exists, that his reply would

not necessarily be part of a court

record.

In the letter on file, Duffen based

his request on "the recent

marriage of two males in Min-

nesota.

The Minnesota Supreme Court

held last Oct. 15 that two 29-year-

old men who had made the request

could not be issued a marriage

license.

Last August, however, before the

Supreme Court decision, the couple

took out a marriage license in

Mankato. Minn, and they were

married Sept. 3 by a minister in

Minneapolis.

Mail Fraud Conspiracy

Brings 22 Arrests
MIAMI. Fla. (AP) - Authorities

were rounding up 22 persons in

seven states Tuesday after in-

dictments by a federal grand jury
in what the government says was a

$150 million mail fraud conspiracy.

"This is one of the largest mail
fraud conspiracy cases in history

and perhaps the largest," said

Asst. U.S. Atty. Arthur Tifford of

Miami.
Tifford and Asst. U.S. Atty.

Richard Kirschner of Los Angeles
said losses totaling about $150

million were suffered by hundreds
of corporations and individuals.

They said the scheme involved

payments of advance fees for

obtaining permanent loan com
mitments for business purposes
even though no loans were later

provided.

In addition to individuals, the

Trans-Continental Casualty In-

surance Company Ltd , was named
a defendant. The government
claims TCI is a "shel'" company
without assets whose address is a

post office box in Nassau and
whose name is listed on a shingle

on a garage attached to a home in

Nassau.

Postal Inspector John Davis of

the Miami office and John Brady,

assistant inspector in charge of the

Atlanta regional office, testified

before the grand jury last Thur-

sday and Friday, and in a session

Monday lasting until 5 p.m.
Tifford and Kirschner quoted the

indictment as saying the defen-

dants participated in a scheme
under which individuals or com
panies seeking business loans were

assured they could get com
mitments from TCI upon payment
of a premium 4 to 10 "points" of

interest to TCI in advance.

The indictment said the scheme
had been going on since September
1968. The investigation began after

persons all over the country began
complaining, Tifford said.

Tifford and Kirschner said ad-

vertisements offering permanent
and interim loans would be sent

through the mails to victims by a

broker.

After various meetings with a

broker, the government attorneys

said, the prospective borrower

would be required to deposit "point

money" and would receive a

worthless loan commitment and a

spurious financial statement.

The borrower could theoretically

take this loan commitment to a

bank or other lending institution

and use it to obtain interim

financing.

In one case, Tifford said, a

building company paid $160,000 for

eight "points" as a pre-payment on

a $2 million permanent loan

commitment.
No permanent loans were ac-

tually provided by TCI to any of the

victims, according to Tifford.

Eleven of those indicted were
residents of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Authorities said the other defen-

dants were from St. Louis, Mo.;

New York; Alabama; Los
Angeles; Atlanta, Ga., and
Albuquerque, N.M.

Chisolm Formally Declares
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Rep. Shirley Chisholm officially

became a Democratic presidential

candidate Tuesday, while Sen
Edmund S. Muskie scored a

significant gain the same race by
winning the endorsement of the

governor of Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Chisholm, 47. the first black

woman in Congress, formally
announced her candidacy in a

church in the Bedford-Stuyvesant

slum of Brooklyn where she grew
up and once taught school.

She said she would enter
primaries in Florida and North
Carolina and would run delegates

in Pennsylvania, Illinois and
Massachusetts She also said she

had an eye on the New York
primary.

In Harrisburg, Pa.. Gov. Milton

J. Shapp cast aside his neutrality

and declared his backing of Muskie
for the Democratic nomination
Pennsylvania will send the third-

largest delegation 182 to the

national convention

Shapp's endorsement of the

Maine Democrat came on the day
Pennsylvania allows candidates to

begin circulating petitions for

slates of convention delegates.

Muskie. Mrs. Chisholm and Sens.

Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota

and George McGovern of South

Dakota were expected to run slates

of delegates.

The governor, who supported

Eugene McCarthy for president in

1968 after splitting with Humphrey
over Johnson administration war
policies, said he was backing the

Muskie because "he will help us

restore our faith in ourselves."

The development was seen as a

setback to Humphrey, who
reportedly had been hoping for a

strong showing in Pennsylvania

Mrs. Chisholm omitted mention

of other Democratic candidates in

her formal announcement of

candidacy, although she told

newsmen afterward she expected

her campaign to hurt the chances

of New York Mayor John V Lind-

say because "Lindsay will be

getting votes from the same area

that I am."
She told a standing-room only

audience of well-wishers and
newsmen in the social hall of the

Concord Baptist Church that she

was "not the candidate of black

America, although I am black and

proud. I am not the candidate of

the women's movement in this

country, although I am a woman
and I am equally proud of that

"

President Nixon, she said, "has

broken his promises to us and

therefore lost his claim to our trust

and confidence to him. I cannot

believe that this administration

would have been elected four years

ago if we had known then what we
know today."
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Bail Bond Fire

Said To Be Set
BOSTON (AP) — A Boston

fireman testified in Superior Court

Monday that a fire which damaged

financial records in the bail bond

offices of brothers I. Charles and

Nathan Baker was set.

Lt. Herbert Barley of the fire

department told Judge Herbert F.

Travers in a hearing that he

smelled gasoline when he entered

the partially burned basement

where the Bakers' financial

records were kept

"An accelerant, in all probability

gasoline, was used," he said "The

file cabinets were set, and the

resulting fire caused an electrical

fire."

Charles Baker is petitioning to

regain custody of his records and

to be purged of a contempt citation

for refusing to turn the documents

over to the court. He has not been

sentenced on the citation

However, he is serving a

separate 29-month contempt of

court sentence for refusing to

answer questions in the state

Supreme Court inquiry into

misconduct charges against two

Superior Court judges.

Two insurance companies are

suing the brothers charging they

failed to turn over hundreds of

thousands of dollars in bail

premiums they collected in the

companies* names.
Charles Bakers attorneys

argued Monday that the contempt

citation connected with the records

should be vacated because he no

longer has custody of them.

Two fires were reported in the

building where the files were kept-

owned by Nathan Baker-after the

insurance firms asked to copy and

inspect them. Following the fire,

the court agreed to have the

records removed and placed in a

bank.
In connection with his current

contempt of court sentence,

Charles Baker was named as the

middleman in an alleged bribery

incident which led to the in-

vestigation and subsequent

resignation of Judge Edward J.

DeSaulnier Jr. DeSaulnier was

disbarred by the high court and

declared unfit to serve as a judge.

Judge Vincent R Brogna. also

implicated in the investigation,

was censured by the court, but has

refused to resign.

Convicted stock swindler

Michael J Raymond testified

before the state Supreme Court

that he paid the money to a Boston

bail bondsman to arrange for a

suspended sentence in a 1962 stock

fraud case. He said the bondsman

told him the suspended sentence

was to come through an

arrangement involving Judge

DeSaulnier.

Course changes you say? You could hide out in the woods to get away from it. and leaf it aU alone.

(MDC photo by Gil Salk)

Boltwood Volunteers Bring

Belchertown Residents Joy

Navy Commander Charges

"Hardship Case" Fraud

MIAMI ( AP) - Cmdr Lawrence Weber testified in U.S. District Court

that political pressure was applied in 1969 to obtain a "»»rdship

discharge" from the Navy for the son of industrialist Henry A- KeUer

Weber took the stand Monday on the opening day of the trial of Martin

Sweigh. former aid to retired House Speaker John *£*££*"* "

charged with peddling McCormicks influence to Keller for $S,000

Weber testified that he was the administratwe officer at the

Jacksonville Naval Air Station when Kellers son, Henry Jr.. applied for

discharge as a hardship case in February 1969.

"He said his wife had a psychological problem, was seeing ™ anatyst

twice a week at Miami, was pregnant, and that he couldn t afford to

continue her treatments, so he wanted out," Weber said.

Weber said he advised Keller that the Navy would supply a psychiatrist

and that if he wanted a discharge he would have to make a formal ap-

Pll

"Fouror six weeks later," Weber related. "I got a telephone call from

Lt Cmdr Jones of the Navy's Bureau of Personnel saying the speaker s

McCormicks office was asking why there was a delay in processing

K
KeUer had not yetformally filed for the discharge. Weber said, and "I

called him in and told him I didn't appreciate his using political pressure,

but his papers would be processed as soon as he filed them

After the conversation. Weber said he received a second call rom

Jones asking why he had told Keller. "I don't give a damn what the

sDeaker of the House has to say." .... „ ..

weSr said he told Jones he had referred only to^PH^
and "after we saw there was political pressure, we got otherssto help him

prepare the papers." He added that he then recommended that no

di

^My?nve?t,g^uon1howed Keller was being subsidized by at least WOO a

month from oStside sources and that he was living above his means as a

veoman in the Navy." Weber said.

^recommendation was countermanded, he testified, and the papers

went to Washington approving the discharge^

The 48-year-old Sweigh now is serving a 30-month prison term on a

^ThTgoTr
V
n^en

n

t claims that Michael A. Albert a Keller Industrie

labor relations expert, contacted Sweig. who then telephoned Navy brass

to push the discharge in exchange for a payoff.

Business School

Conducting Exchange

A game to play, a jukebox to

dance to Saturday nights, or just a

hand to hold- 350 college students

have been bringing these and other

gifts of attention to the 1100

residents of Belchertown State

School all semester.

The students, from UMass.
Smith. Mount Holyoke and

Amherst Colleges, work with the

retarded two hours a week through

the Boltwood Project which is

funded by student governments at

the four schools.

For the two hours, most of the

volunteers work in a one-to-one

relationship with the residents,

playing games, working on crafts

and skills, and teaching self-care.

Boltwood has provided them with

about $200 worth of toys and

materials to use with the residents

The volunteers are supervised by

10 of their fellow students, trained

over the summer under the

auspices of a federal Health.

Education, and Welfare grant

During their training, the student

supervisors assessed the residents'

needs and set up the 14 programs in

which the volunteers work -

programs ranging from teaching

handicrafts and sex education to

interning as recreation leaders.

The Belchertwon co-ordinator

with the student project says he is

pleased with the volunteers' work.

Lee Douchkoff. junior mental

health coordinator at Belchert

own. says "The human contact

just the stimulation that the

volunteers can offer the residents-

is much needed and appreciated
"

Douchkoff sees the students'

involvement as helpful, not only to

the school's current residents, but

also to the prospects of improving

the treatment of the mentally

retarded in the future He says that

as students get involved, they see

the "community's responsibility"

for caring for the mentally

retarded He hopes this will lead

them to support attempts to im-

prove the treatment

Douchkoff and his assistant,

Christine Shane, say they would

like to see the project expand into

more areas of work at Belchert-

own. Ms Shane says, "The size of

the student response is fantastic

and the commitment level is high.

Three years ago when Boltwood

started we had trouble getting 20

students out here." There are now
350 volunteers.

Douchkoff credits this year's

"overwhelming" student response

to the Belchertown ad-

ministration's willingness to let the

students supervise themselves.

One of the features of the Bolt-

wood Project is a Saturday night

coffee house the volunteers set up
at the school, where they painted,

furnished and decorated a large

room and installed a jukebox

Saturday nights about 10 Boltwood

volunteers join 40 to 50 residents

there for refreshments and dan

cing to the rock tunes on the

jukebox.

The Boltwood volunteers have
also given the school more than

$2700 in the past six months for use

in its speech and hearing clinic

The funds are being used for

ceiling tiles, carpeting, and fur-

nishings for "sound treatment" of

two auditory training rooms; for

equipment for an "audiometric"
testing room; and also for an in-

tercom for the building.

The coffee house, the equipment,

and the volunteers' regular visits

are all part of what one of the

student supervisors, Richard

Hamilton, a UMass senior from

Braintree, calls the project's goal

of "bringing a little happiness in."

SALE
20%

to

50%
off
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BOOTS &

SHOES

in the Allay

Amherst

The Management Club will

conduct a book exchange on the

bottom floor of SBA The exchange

will run from Jan 26. through Feb.

11 Due to the limited amount of

space, the exchange of books will

be confined to books pertaining to

business courses

TONIGHT
from Boston

The Colwell Winfield Blues Band

CURIOUS?
m*********^*^**^^^

come to visit us Sunday, Jan. 30

during the

Sorority Tours

meet at
11:00 a.m. — S.U. Ballroom

Culturnatives

New Methods Needed For Education
By GILBERT J. SALK

Well, brothers and sisters, it's the start of

a new semester. Last semester, 1 started out

with a column on Attica, a problem which

still exists, even though it's no longer front-

page news. Now, the problems, if we are to

believe the media, are less spectacular. The
war is winding down (we are told) but the

bombing rate is horrendously high. If we
ignore the unemployed, the hungry, the

dependency on a hugh defense budget, we
can believe that the economy is healthy-

maybe. Soon we will get to choose a new ( ?

)

president-Edmund Muskie or Richard

Nixon, in all probability.

In the meantime, all we have to do is stand

in line to register, to change courses, to pay

bills, to eat meals, to buy books, to go to the

john. If we're lucky, we might find one

meaningful course, but we already know

that the most relevant educational ex-

perience we'll have this semester is line-

standing, for it prepares us for the "real"

world outside. I wonder what other

possibilities might exist..

Imagine, for example, a really free

educational experience. Let's say we live in

the state of Utopia, where the legislature

believes that education is supposed to

produce thinkers, and they have training

schools for those who want degrees so they

can get jobs. Suppose the legislature

provides funds for buildings, and, on an

experimental basis, hires 300 young people

to learn the socially valued skill of thinking.

That's it. That's all the imposed rules. The

300 have to learn, probably first from each

other, how to make decisions which will be

followed by the whole group, how to regulate

the use of space, what to learn and how to

learn it, how to get assistance from outside

experts, and how to evaluate the usefulness

of the experts' information, and how to

simply survive without parents, residence

heads, administrators, and pre-built

requirements, registration procedures,

housing plans, course offerings, and the rest

of the trappings of our university's force-

feeing system.

It seems to me that the first thing I'd learn

is how little I really know. Most of the for-

mal education we've all received has little to

do with teaching us to be resourceful, in-

novative, sure of our own abilities. So I'd

have to unlearn most of the stuff keeping me
from functioning as a truly interacting

human being.

What this rap is all about is the fact that

today's education really has little to do with

teaching us to think and to create. It is,

instead, isolating, confining, regimentating.

We seriously need to experiment with new
approaches to educating, and to carefully

scrutinizing the old approaches. The
foregoing is one possible new approach-let

your mind float on some of the implications

of the model-but there are many others.

If the idea intrigues you, you might want

to explore some other avenues.

Worlds in the Making: Probes for

Students of the Future, by Maryjane

Dunstan and Patricia Garlan (Prentice-

Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.) is one of the

most revolutionary books I've seen, if it is

used as a text for high school or junior high

school, because it provides entire new
reality bases from which to start viewing

the surrounding world. The readings are

taken from a broad range of sources, and

provide a dizzying kaleidoscope of per-

spectives. It doesn't answer questions;

instead, it poses approaches to finding

answers by showing the visions of other

thinkers ranging from Bucky Fuller to

Eldridge Cleaver, from Carl Rogers to

Robert Heinlein, from Ken Kesey to Alan

Watts. The educational approach of the

will make most other approaches to

creating creative thinkers pale in com-

parison, (p.s. 1 liked it.)

The Rasberry Exercises: How to Start

Your Own School (and Make a Book) by

Salli Rasberry and Bob Greenway (Book-

works, Berkeley, Cal. ) is a fine ideabook for

start in a street school or other type of

education endeavor. It's ideas, experience,

feelings and failings, trips, sources, pic-

tures, charts, and more. If you want to do a

school trip outside of the monstrosity the

state has created for you and your children,

Rasberry can help find the way. Excerpts of

it, by the way, appear in the last couple of

issues of Mother Earth News, available

from the Draft Counseling office in 923, CC.

For a completely different trip, check out

The Teachings of Don Juan : A Yaqui Way of

Knowledge, by Carlos Castaneda,
(Ballantine Books, NYC). Castaneda spent

five years learning from Don Juan, a Yaqui

Inidan, after finding him while researching

a paper on peyote. Don Juan opened up new
perceptual doors with peyote and other

hallucinogens, while at the same time

sharing his own insights into the world of the

Yaqui. The book pulls us into that world, and

forces us to share in the Yaqui experience.

Happv reading, friends.

PEACE.

Aqua-Polymer
Study To Begin

UMass and a leading plastics manufacturer have announced a

research project to develop the use of polymer plastics in marine

aquaculture and coastal fisheries.

The one-year project will be directed by the UMass Aquacultural

Engineering Laboratory at Wareham and aided by an $11,250 grant in

funds and materials from the Plastics Division of the Conwed Corp of

Minneapolis.

"We will study and conduct pilot demonstrations with Conwed

developed plastics in a wide variety of operations, ranging from the

harvest of oyster larvae to production of cape scallops, clams and

quahogs in continuous submerged plastic nets," according to Dr. John W.

Zahradnik, project director He is principal scientist for the Aquacultural

Engineering Laboratory and UMass ocean engineering program coor-

dinator.

The plastics research will go on in connection with aquacultural

engineering work now being done by UMass in the towns of Wareham,

Marion. Mattapoisett, Westport and Harwich. The overall aim of the

work has been to increase the shellfish population and improve the

aquatic environment.

Laird Expresses Concern

Over Soviet Weapons
WASHINGTON (AP) -Secretary

of Defense Melvin R. Laird said

today Soviet weapons develop-

ments have caused "considerable

concern" that U.S. missiles might

be paralyzed by electromagnetic

pulses released by big enemy
nuclear warhead explosions.

Laird told the House Armed
Services Committee that "the

upgrading of the Soviet strategic

forces and the consequent re-

evaluation of the possible
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vulnerabilities of our own forces"

has led to this concern.

He urged, in a $254 million

supplemental money request for

this year, that Congress authorize

a number of measures designed to

deal with this problem
Concern about what is called

"electromagnetic pulse" EMP
first arose about 10 years ago when

missile and electronics experts

became aware that such effects

could black out radar, com-

munications and other electronics

in a major Soviet nuclear attack

What might happen, experts

have explained, is that elec-

tromagnetic surges released by big

nuclear explosions could travel

through the atmosphere and fuse

electronic components and cir

cuits. in effect paralyzing missiles

and antimissile weapons which

these electronic devices control

The first measures taken at the

time involved sheathing missile

control buildings and operation

centers with steel plate so the

pulses could be absorbed before

they got to the vulnerable wires

and circuits.

Although Laird did not say so

specifically it appeared that U.S.

studies of giant Soviet warheads

developed and tested in recent

years showed that the danger was

greater ___

The Fabulous Farquahr

is coming to

SJh* English $ub

Magazine Accepting Stories
The National Collegiate Literar>

Review, a new national magazine

designed to give national exposure

to outstanding collegiate writing, is

scheduled for publication in the

spring of 1972.
• This magazine is designed to be

highly provocative, indicating

what students think and believe

today Importantly, it will give a

national format to student thought

and opinion" according to Michael

S. Standish. a spokesman for The

National Collegiate Literary

Keview.
Standish stated further that

"This magazine is unique since

never before has such an op-

portunity existed for a student to

gain broad exposure of his creative

writings They are no longer

campus bound in the expression of

their ideas For the first time the

thinking of American's youth will

have national exposure
"

The magazine will available to

all students and distributed to

major college and public libraries

In addition, copies will be for

warded to new papers and
magazines for review

The National Collegiate Literary

Review is now accepting ap-

plications for the spring. 1972 issue

The entries are in four categories,

poems, short essays, political and

social commentaries, and pen and

ink drawings. Poems and essays

may be no longer than three

hundred words Original pen and

ink drawings may be no longer

than five by eight inches. All works

must be original but may have

been published previously

An application must be ac-

companied by a registration fee of

H (Mi If the suhmis.sion is accepted

for publication by the editorial

board the author will receive

membership in the Society of

Collegiate Writers and a com-
plementary copy of the 1972

National Collegiate Literary

Keview. Membership is limited

exclusively to student authors

whose works are published

If the submission is found
unacceptable by the board, the full

application fee will be refunded.

Entries and application fee should

be forwarded to The National

Collegiate Literary Review. 746

Hinman Avenue, Evanston. Illinois

60202
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American lives were lost and countless numbers of Vietnamese,

North and South, were killed) and feel relieved that there is some

explanation for Henry Kissinger being in Paris so often.

But it is apparent to us that the President has never thought

much' about the idea that the U.S. shouldn't be in Vietnam

militarily at all. Once again the basic philosophical argument for

going through all the rigamarole of an eight point peace program

is to maintain this nation's "honor". We are still seeking that

"honorable" settlement. . _ .. . .

Senator Edmund Muskie said well what the President is un-

willing to act upon: that the U.S. made a "mistake" getting in-

volved in Vietnam and that the only way to end the war would be

to admit error and leave. . .. _ ., .

The only possible reason, that we can see for the President

continuing along the path that he is taking is to mollify the

element in American society that some fear would be dishear

tened to the point of violence over an American defeat in Viet-

nam. Possibly, there does exist in this nation a strong desire to

feel "right" about the Vietnam war, that some Americans ac-

tually do feel that we would be "running out on the Vietnamese

people" by just leaving with our weapons and troops that have

caused over a million deaths and ravaged their land.

We don't think that way and would support fully an an-

nouncement that American troops were all going to leave Viet-

nam as fast as possible and a massive infusion into Vietnam and

Southeast Asia of non-political American money to re-construct

the land that we still are destroying. We even would have sup-

ported President Nixon three and a half years ago in such a

policy.

The speech was timed to fit into a "gameplan" that will, some

think get Richard Nixon re-elected. The merits of the proposals

made last night can only be judged by how President Nixon's

"enemy" reacts, as such, whether successful in ending the

fighting or not, the President has a comfortable "it was their

fault" to answer his critics with

And the horror of our national and international politics goes

marching on.

WASHINGTON-My Fellow Americans

I am happy to report to you today on the State 01

Humor in the United States: 1971 was a watershed

year for humor in this country.

The GNL (Gross National Laughter) in America

rose by 3.2%. Most of this could be attributed to the

Good News-Bad News jokes which picked up in the

last quarter of the year.

There was a marked drop-off in Polish and Italian

jokes, and they will probably be recycled and aimed at

another ethnic group.

Politically, 1971 was not a great year for humor, but

you could caU it a good year. Spiro Agnew, Martha

Mitchell and Henry Kissinger provided 74.3% of the

political humor, with President Nixon accounting for

only 10%. _ . . ,

Former President Johnson, former Vice President

Hubert Humphrey and Sen. Edward Kennedy were

responsible for less than 5% of the political laughs

I am sorry to report there was not one joke made at

the expense of Sens. Muskie, McGovern and Jackson

during the entire year, though heaven knows their

staffs tried.

New York was still the biggest joke as far as a city

went, and most of the credit for this can go solely to

the efforts made by Mayor John Lindsay.

Los Angeles came in second, but no one has laughed

at Chicago since the Democratic National Convention

TV football was one of the main sources of family

humor, though very few women laughed about it.

Howard Cosell became the Comedian of the Year,

accounting for an amazing 66.5% of the laughs on

television, thanks to his two straight men, Don

Meredith and Frank Gifford.

College students were laughing more in 1971 than in

1970, but youth on the whole contributed very little to

the Gross National Laughter factor in the country

Youth was also responsible for cutting down

laughter among adults, mainly because it was im-

possible for grownups to laugh when their children

were in the same room.

What do I predict for 1972? Since it is a presidential

election year we can expect an escalation in political

humor Every candidate will be obligated to warm up

his audience with good, homey, self-deprecating jokes

which will show what a good guy he is.

This humor, which comes painfully to every one of

the presidential candidates in both parties, could put

the country into a humor recession which they may
not get out of until 1976.

We can expect a tremendous number of Chinese

jokes just before and just after President Nixon's visit

to Peking, most of them having to do with the

President's laundry.

We can look forward to the same amount of

production of Jackie Onassis jokes, wage-price freeze

jokes, American dollar jokes and married priest jokes

that we had in 1971.

As for new jokes, we have to wait for President

Nixon's State oC the Union Message later this month

But I am very bullish about humor for 1972, mainly

because I feel that if Americans could laugh after

what they have been through during the past 12

months they can laugh at anything, any time.

Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times.

Pennies From Heaven

"Have I Got Them All Now?"

Four of the men we admire most were

testifying almost unseen in a hearing room

in the Senate Office Building last week

before indefatigable Sen Proxmire. two

representatives, an audience of maybe 30

lost in the spectator's chairs and one tired

motion picture camera (CBS News) in

termittently taking pictures Since it was

about taxes and Mr Nixon's whopping

deficit the talk inevitably turned to Jean

Paul Getty

Getty is the expatriate American who is

possibly the richest man in the world worth

a billion or a billion and a half dollars He
receives a cozy daily income of around

$300,000 The men who were testifying were

probablv the top tax experts in America. Joe

Pechman and Ben Okner of Brookings.

Stanley Surrey of Harvard, plus Phil Stern,

author of "The Great Treasury Raid" and

sponsor of the fund for investigative jour

nalism that financed the My Lai massacre

revelations.

All the group wanted to do was to show

how the Treasury could save $60-$70 billion

in leaked taxes

The Federal graduated income tax goes

up to a theorectical rate of 70 percent and

under it Getty would presumably write a

check every April 15 for the Internal

Revenue Service of around $70 million. But

Getty is an oil man with all sorts of escape

hatches, and President Kennedy told a

couple of senators back in the early 60s that

Getty's tax. at least at that time, was no

more than a few thousand dollars

The tax witnesses took it up from there.

After all. what is more fun than watching

the rich get richer? Surrey came up with

this cheerful example Congress wants to

stimulate community development and

home ownership, so it gives a tax deduction

on mortgage interest payments estimated to

have cost (in lost taxes) $5 7 billion in fiscal

1971. Because the Federal income tax is

graduated, the rebate is worth $70 per $100

for a taxpayer in the top (70 percent)

bracket. It is worth nothing at all to the poor

man who isn't in the income tax scheme.

As a consequence of using a tax in-

strument to provide assistance, about 70 per

cent of the total goes to individuals with

incomes over $10,000. The law puts no limit

on the value or number of residences for

which a taxpayer may receive aid.

Billionaire Getty may have a dozen

residences, a modest chateau here, a little

castle there, who knows? — all with

satisfactory tax deductible loans It is an

example of the jolly brutality of our present

tax system
Congress has been boring loopholes into

the tax laws for years: it is doubtful if it has

known what it was dling; many of the

escape holes were set up for desirable

purposes but. in the aggregate, turning the

Federal income tax into what Rep Henry

Reuss called a swiss cheese All told

Proxmire has identified at least $60-$70

billion in subsidies And there's not a

loophole that cant be gouged wider by a

good tax lawyer
In most cases it would be vastly cheaper

to give simple, direct Federal grants Take

tax-exempt bonds, for example Cities and

states finance themselves by selling bonds

to the rich that are like church indulgences,

sold in the Middle Ages, to keep a loved one

out of Purgatory Only these are tax in

dulgences. The poor today can't afford to

buy them it takes money to escape taxes As

Surrey figures it. the Treasury pays $1 in tax

benefits to a top-bracket taxpayer so that he

will pass along 75 cents in interest rate

benefits to the state or city issuing the bond

a 133 percent commission.

Three thousand families in America have

an annual income of $1 million or more. The

experts explained the lovely bargain-

counter subsidies, tax shelters and rebates

open to the top 3000-American's fiscal elite.

They are in fields like oil drilling, stock

farming, equipment-leasing and the like.

Poor people can't shop here; few of the 12

million shabby families with incomes under

$5,000 go into these Tiffany shops.

Tax incentive rebates are only one form of

subsidy but it is amusing to consider them in

this light. It turns a lot of things upside

down For example, the 1971 act gives a tax

credit for political gifts, a worthy objective

it seems, amounting to a credit of one-half of

the contribution, up to $25 on a joint return.

Thus if a taxpayer sends $25 to a candidate,

the government in effect will also send $25-

the result of allowing half the amount off in

taxes for a $50 contribution.

But if poor people contribute money the

government refuses to match funds. Poor
people don't pay income taxes; they are
below the taxable level for participating.

Reprinted from 1/25 Globe

THEN ARE WE TO UNDERSTAND THAT IF WE LET HIM IN.WE WILL REGAIN OUR
TAX-EXEMPT STATUS?'

Letters To The Editor

J.O.E. Gets Voiced

(Ed. Note-Larry Dye is the I Mass consultant for

Youth Services and the JOE Program)

Dear Mr. Dye:

We members of Project Voice, who spoke to the

kids and advocates at UMass last Friday, would like

to thank you for inviting us down there and affording

us the opportunity to be involved in a meaningful way

with the Youth Services Dept. in helping to create a

truly effective method of dealing with the juvenile

offender. .. ..

As you probably are aware, Friday was the first

time we. or any inmate from the Mass. penal system,

has ever been allowed to participate responsibly in a

program off the institutional property where we are

confined For us. being there at UMass. and con-

tributing our experiences and knowledge towards

opening lines of communication; giving an un-

derstanding to mutual problems that the kids are

experiencing and attempung to cope with; playing a

responsible role for the benefit of society, the kids and

ourselves, was something that myself and the other

men on the panel have busted our butts for during the

last 10 months.

Being an ex-con yourself, you must know the myiad

of frustrations and problems that we have had to cope

with ourselfs, not only from the reluctant "old guard"'

forces within the administration of the Correction

Dept but from the other cons themselves who cling to

the traditional hard-rock attitude of, 'never do

anything for anybody else and especially the square

society that forever condemns men like us." For-

tunately for our program, people like yourself, Dr

Miller. Mr Keizer, Mr Mahoney and others are

pushing for constructive progressive changes and are

making a good fight of it. You. as an ex-con. having

pulled yourself up out of the negauve thinking at-

mosphere of prison and into the successful position in

society that you possess now. know how important it is

to guys like us to keep a positive attitude and the value

there is in realizing a goal in which we have put every

resource and effort at our command THANKS!

But, (yeah-there is more, and you know it)!

Reaching the goal of our project getting off the penal

institutional grounds and into the community initially

was just one of the first steps for us We want to be as

effective as we possibly can. To do this we fell that, our

services should ( and can be, now ) utilized on a regular

basis. We would appreciate the opportunity to talk to

every juvenile being handled by the Youth Service

Dept and also the administrative and custodial

personnel We sincerely feel that the intangible values

within our program (experiences, knowledge and

communication level) can be realized to the utmost

only if we make every attempt to reach as many

(every ) kid, offender or not, to add to their awareness

of the realities and complexities of life within our

social environment today and especially the attitudes

and actions that lead to crime and prison.

To do this we need your active support By active, I

mean speaking on our behalf to the powers-that-be

and influenzal people who can make the decisions

necessary to let us continue and expand our program

with the Youth Service Dept. -the Dept of Education,

(we have numerous requests to go into the high

schools and speak to the student body); -with the

Legislature, who will be acting in the near future on a

legislative bill allowing us to go out into the com-

munities for school and civic organization ap-

pearances etc I know, it sounds like we are asking a

lot of you, but sometimes a few words of support at the

right time and place can be the difference between

success and failure for a project like ours and we are

attempting to touch all the bases Any support you can

give us would be deeply appreciated

In any case, we think what you and your associates

are attempting to do with JOE is great. You people

will have your hands full creating the kind of a system

you have in mind but it is a better method. Hang in

there and give em hell. Don't let the problems and

complexities wear you down, and especially-watch out

for the sucker-punches from the opposition in the

clinches. Those punishment for punishments sake

people are a sneaky lot who will use every trick in the

book to hang on to their secure little positions of

authority Then again, use caution-change just for the

sake of changing can be a bad hang-up too

Once again.-THANKS! Hope to hear from you. Lots

of Luck! c . .

Sincerely.

Roy J.Martin

Chairman. Project Voicf

What Next J.O.E.?

By TOM DERDERIAN
Most of us think that the JOE program for the

Juvenile Delinquents was a good idea Maybe it was.

Kids who got into trouble don't need to be locked up.

You lock em up and they get pissed off so when they

set out they have a good rational for bustin

things they're pissed off So far it's a good idea to end

schools like the Lyman School and the Lancaster

Training School because they don t work They don t

tr

This

k
move is a good step ^ward prisonreform to

prevent such uprisings as Attica Very good and he

liberals are happy. The Lyman School ,s closed up,

dust is settling and stillness reigns, an era has ended

The era of Oliver Twist, cruel, unusual punishments

and child labor is ended, but before> the dust setties

what is going to happen to the old Lyman School

located on prime Boston land?

Politics is not the only overtone tinting JOE. Joe

was a bit tainted to begin with. They are going o

change the Lyman School into a coUege. The middle

class liberals will be even happier. Their consciences

will be clear and they will have themselves another

college. And we all know how much we need another

colleie Another play place for the rich kids and JOE

W
These kids who got into trouble used to have a place.

The use of the place was against their needs, un-

fortunately. They didn't need to be imprisoned Now

they have no place but four weeks programs'
,
and are

dependent on politicians' needs for programs that

have happy overtones that they can get involved with

Governor Sargent immediately leaped to Amherst to

get his picture in the paper (and we put it on the front

page of the semesters first MDC) and Sargent s

detractors attracted him through the incidents with

the JOE kids on campus, (reported in the Springfield

Union and other papers).

The kids are now at the mercy of political ex

pediency. In short they lost. They have no place and so

can be phased out or forgotten easier than the ever

present old brick buildings of the Lyman School can be

forgotten by a guilty commuter.

But we can do something with these old brick

buildings. We can give up another college and turn the

buildings and land over to the same kids who just got

kicked out of them Change the Lyman School and the

Lancaster Training School and other institutions into

tuition free, residential, vocational and technical

training schools reserved for youths of high school age

who might otherwise have wasted away in regular

public schools. 'What is needed is a 'Hampshire

College' concept on the vocational, technical level for

poor kids, ages 15-16, whose parents can't handle

them. This is a sound and functional idea to replace

the old era reform schools.

Editorial Points
The dining commons meals

seem to be a little better than

usual lately. Perhaps it is an

attempt on the part of the

University to convince those

people eating there free till

Thursday that they really ought

to have meal tickets.
«*•

Didn't Nixon miss the point

last night? Or was it just that we
heard it wrong-remember the

old story 'Everybody's out of

step except Johnnie?'
*»«

You should think that after the

trials of Course Change Day

we'd deserve another in-

tersession.

Wouldn't it be nice to be a

registration official? Perhaps

they get first crack at all the

interesting courses. But then

again, maybe they have to do

their business after everyone
else leaves. Ha Ha Herman.

***

They've changed the add-

drop-switch-section hogpog this

year. Now. even the registration

officials don't know what's going

on.
»»*

Also adding to the general

aura of confusion is the new
marking system. It seems to us

to be a double-edged sword.

Those AB's might be nice when
you thought you were getting a

B, but the CD's are pretty hard

to rationalize when you were
expecting a C.

Zero-Base Security

By TOM WICKER
"Strong military defenses are not the enemy of peace, they are the

guardians of peace," said President Nixon in his State of the Union

Message, as preface to his announcement that he would ask for an in-

crease in the defense budget. Undoubtedly, the Russians see it the same

way. at least as regards their defenses, but the real question is not

strength, but how much strength?

It could be forcefully asserted that, in the United States as anywhere

else, "military defenses" could be built to the point of impoverishing

society otherwise; and if that were the case, those who commanded such

a force would almost surely be powerful enough and of such a mind to

make it the enemy rather than the guardian of peace.

It could also be argued that more and more men, more and more

weapons, more and more money, do not necessarily result in more and

more strength. Putting two divisions or two aircraft carriers where one is

scarcely needed is a build-up of fat rather than muscle.

Both arguments are often made against the American military

establsihment into which Mr. Nixon now wants to pour more money for

more weapons. That makes aU the more interesting an "alternative

national defense posture" proposed by Senator George McGovern. who

hopes to succeed Mr. Nixon and put his "alternative" into effect in fiscal

1975

In estimated 1975 dollars, the McGovern military budget would be $54.8

billion dollars, against the $75.5-billion that the fiscal year 1972 military

budget would cost in 1975 dollars. But the most interesting thing about the

alternative" is the so-called "zero base" from which it was compiled

Most budgeting derives from the previous year's totals; that is. if the

military establishment spends x -billion dollars in a given year, when it

starts to work on the following year's budget it adds or subtracts from x

billion whatever the new year's conditions seem to warrant This means

that many of the same underlying assumptions carry over from year to

year, some long after they have any real meaning

Mr McGovern and the military specialists who helped him did not

follow this practice Instead, they made their own assumptions about the

dangers and problems the military forces will confront in 1975, and drew

their own conclusions from those assumptions Instead of moving up and

down from x-billions of dollars, they wee able to start from a base of zero

and budget only what to them seemed necessary.

Thus, for instance, current military forces include one land division

and one carrier task force allocated to a possible Latin-American con

tingency. Mr. McGovern's "alternative" would assign only a land

division, "in light of the special relationship dictated by the proximity of

the region to the United States." The Senator saw no reason for a carrier

task force "because of the virtual assurance that land bases will be

available, at much lower cost, in the event that air forces are required."

This process of starting from scratch does not seem-at least to a non-

expert-to have resulted in mere foolhardy budget-cutting. On the question

of American troops in Europe, for instance, Mr. McGovern concluded

tnat in the absence of mutual troop reductions negotiated with Warsaw

Pact countries, eight American divisions should remain "available for

service" with NATO, as at present. But he also concluded that, given

rapid redeployment capabilities and the numerical superiority NATO
would have in the initial stages of a conflict, two and a third American

divisions could be pulled back to this continent.

That would leave two American divisions in Europe, enough to commit

the United States to its defense; and it would require six divisions to be

kept available in this country for redeployment to Europe One of these

would be a Marine division, but Mr. McGovern pointed out that since an

amphibious landing in Europe "must be seen as extremely remote." that

particular Marine division would have no need of a traditional World War

Il-style amphibious capacity.

Again, while Mr. McGovern could find no practical necessity for

"nuclear superiority" and would concentrate on nuclear deterrence

rather than on preparations for a possible failure of deterrence, his

alternative could hardly be said to have dangerously downgraded

American strategic forces. He would retain the present Minuteman

missiles and manned bombers, but scratch multiple warheads for the

former and a new version of the latter This would place primary reliance

on an improved Polaris/Poseidon submarine fleet, and Mr McGovern

would concentrate research and development on protecting that fleet

against any threat that might develop (although he says none is visible

now).

So the McGovern "alternative", however arguable, is something more

than a campaign ploy; it suggests that the Pentagon itself might do wel

to go back to a zero base, not just with lip service but with an eye to real

strength in real "military defenses."

Keprinted from The N.Y. Times
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Africans Battle Recognition Of Rhodesia

(Editors note: The last few

weeks have seen massive out-

bursts of black resistance in the

strongholds of white supremacy.

South Africa and Khodesia--the

correct name is Zimbabwe. A
general strike by black contract

laborers has crippled South

African-ruled Namibia: and

violent protests in Zimbabwe have

jeopardized finalization of an

agreement to recognize

domination by its 240.1MM) whites

over its ."> million blacks.

Both developments mark an

acceleration of actitv toward what

many people expect to be a final

showdown for white domination in

southern Africa. Already guerrilla

wars are being fought in Angola

and Mo/ambique-the two Por-

tttgaCM colonies which border on

Zimbabwe and Namibia. Zim-

babwe and Namibia themsches

Ii;i\»- seen guerrilla activilv for

several jrean

SALISBURY. Zimbabwe <I.NS>

Mi \,, No!" they chanted,

surging through the streets of

Gwelo. of Salisbury, of Fort Vic-

toria, of Umtali. In the largest

demonstrations against white

minontv rule in over II years,

thousands of blacks stoned cars,

burned and looted buildings. For a

time, the government tried to

make a show of restraint, but

before it was over at least 8 blacks

had been shot and killed by white

police. But the demonstrations

didn't stop And all the time they

chanted nationalist slogans, most

often the simplest one of all -"No,

No, No!"
The angry demonstrations, the

resounding " chants of No, were

directed against an agreement

reached last November by Britain

and the white minority which now

rules Zimbabwe (and calls it

Rhodesia. ) The settlement would

grant official recognition to the

white minority regime while

delaying the possibility of rule for

the black majority into the in

definite future.

Leaders of the Rhodesian

government had confidently in-

cluded a clause in the agreement

allowing a British commission to

sound out all segments of the

population for their opinion of it.

But a day before two members of

the commission were to arrive in

Owelo. some 8,000 blacks took to

, the Street! to register an early vote

of disapproval. When the crowd

tried to march from the separate

black townships outside the city

towards its predominantly white

center they were turned back by

repeated teargas attacks and a

wall of police and heavily armed

troops

The next day the British com-

mission announced that they would

postpone their visit to Owelo but

the angry protests continued. A
movie theater and a welfare center

were burned. 34 people were

arrested and one killed (Police

claimed he died of chest injuries

suffered in a fall while fleeing.)

On January 20, Owelo was quiet

but large crowds had looted shops

and stoned cars within a mile of the

center of the capital city.

Salisbury. Rioting was also

reported in Umtali to the east and

Fort Victoria 200 miles to the

south At Ft. Victoria two mem-
bers of the British commission

were completely drowned out by

chants of "No, No, No!"

The outburst of popular

resistance to the agreement

clearly took the white minority

leaders by surprise. Because of the

sensitive negotiations, they

hesitated to take harsh repressive

measures during the first days of

the uprisings. One clause of the

agreement had pledged that

"normal political activity" would

be allowed to continue while the

commission was conducting its

investigations But by the fifth day

the government s show of restraint

gave way to a more "normal"

response" to political activity-at

least eight blacks were shot down

and killed, scores of others

wounded and arrested But still the

uprisings spread

And the street battles were by no

means all they had to worry about

Tribal chiefs, who have generally

been seen as totally dependent on

the government for their authority

and therefore acquiescent to

government policy, also spoke out

against the proposed agreement in

meetings with the British com-

mission.

The agreement seemed in real

jeopardy of falling through. In

ternational pressure against it was

building rapidly. The British

government hastily dispatched a

special representative to Salisbury

to try and patch things together

again.

If the agreement is created, it

will be a severe blow to both the

white minority regime of Ian Smith

and to the British. Both sides had

risked international protest for the

sake of their long-term economic

and political interests. The Smith

regime had only recently begun to

feel the impact of U.N. sanctions

against trade with the white

minority regime. An acute shor

tage of foreign currency which

they needed to expand the

economv and the inability to at-

tract "significant foreign in-

vestment had begun to take a toll.

Indications from Salisbury were

that some firms would only be able

to last a few months longer

For the British also, there were

substantial economic incentives to

reach a settlement.

British investors had watched a

once prime market being invaded

by competitors who have ignored

the UN. sanctions I
particularly

the South Africans and the

Japanese). And Britain was losing

as much as $9.6 million a year in

foreign currency because they

could not collect on investments in

mines in Zimbabwe.

Economic pressures for rap-

prochement with the white

minority regime mashed with what

seems to be a general shift in

strategy, in the U.S. as well,

toward more open support for

white comination of southern

Africa. The U.S. recently resumed

the purchase of chrome from

Rhodesia in violation of U.N.

sanctions and signed a massive

new aid agreement with Portugal

All these developments had

seemed to indicate a consolidation

of power in the hands of the white

oligarchy Their role as a bastion

of the western world seemed more

secure than ever. But now all that

has changed and the future seems

far from clear For the black

people of southern Africa, the

stakes are very high.

As imprisoned African leader

Joshua Nkomo told an interviewer

who saw him after the terms of the

agreement had been announced.

"Tell my people. Tell them that the

time for majority rule in our

country is now Tell them that we

stick by no independence before

majority rule ' That is my message

for them " His people have now-

taken his message to the streets

AMHERST CINEMA

Harrisburg 8 Trial Begins

HXRKISBIRG. PA. (LNS)-The

residents of this conservative city

stop and stare when Tony Scoblick

drives by in his 1964 Navy surplus

Dodge truck, which a cartoonist

has brightly illustrated with

biblical scenes of animals at rest in

a garden.

They would stare harder if they

knew Scoblick has been charged by

the US government with using

that truck in a plot to kidnap Henry

Kissinger. President Nixon's

foreign policy adviser The trial is

now tentatively set for Jan 24

"The reason it was a Navy truck

is because Kissinger was a former

Navy man". Scoblick and the

seven others who comprise the

"Harrisburg Eight'" find the

charges against them no laughing

matter
The existence of an anti-war

kidnapping plot was first revealed

to a startled Senate appropriations

committee in November 1970.

FBI director J Edgar Hoover,

who charged the alleged plot was

led by Philip Berrigan and his

brother Daniel.

Hoover's testimony was
delivered at a closed committee

hearing, but he made sure it

received wide dissemination by

dropping 75 mimeographed copies

of it on a press table before he

entered the closed committee
room

Critics of Hoover immediately

accused him of trying the case in

the newspapers instead of the

courts It was suggested he may
have been motivated by the fact

that Daniel Berrigan. recently a

fugitive, had successfully eluded

the FBI for four months while

giving numerous underground
interviews, making two public

appearances and at one point,

being trailed by a television

camera crew.

"He made the FBI look like

fools," fellow-defendant Ted Click

noted.

Hoover's charges were followed

last January by the indictment of

six of the defendants for con-

spiracy to kidnap Kissinger and

bomb government heating tunnels.

Daniel Berrigan was named as a

co-conspirator but was not

charged Last April he was
dropped from the case entirely in a

new indictment which added two

additional defendants

In the words of one of them. Rev.

Philip Berrigan, their indictment

is "a piece of legal pathology

supporting our military pathology

in Southeast Asia."

258 5426

NOW SHOWING
EvtS. 7:00-1:00

Sat. -Sun. 1:30

Kleindeinst Gets Award
WASHINGTON (LNS)-For a man who holds a reputation as a law and

order strong man. it was all slightly embarrassing. Richard Kleindeinst,

scheduled to replace John Mitchell as Nixon's Attorney General, found

out that the Department of Justice had distributed hundreds of news

releases reporting that Hall of Heroes Publications had presented him

with its first "Outstanding American" award-without bothering to find

out that Hall of Heroes is a one-man comic book company.

Kleindeinst did accept the award, which cited him for "achievement-

s...above and beyond the call of his expected duties." But he admitted

that he found the whole incident less than rewarding.

"This fellow called and said on behalf of Hall of Heroes he wanted to

present me with a certificate as an outstanding American. Hell, he didn't

say I was going to be the first one."

The government's foremost advocate of wiretapping and other refined

methods of surveillance and control added, "The big mistake was the

information office shooting out that news release."
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Cambodia And The
Nixon Doctrine

(I.NS) — There has been some
question as to just what the Nixon

Doctrine means in practice. Its

advocates claim that it is designed

to lessen American involvement

abroad, with the U.S. providing

only material support for friendly

third world countries fighting

communism
Critics charge that it is a

rationale for greater US in-

volvement, allowing American
leaders greater freedom to in-

tervene in the third world by

massive use of air power instead of

domestically unpopular U.S. foot

soldiers.

No less an authority than

Richard Nixon himself has

recently provided a perfect

example to end the controversy.

On Nov. 13, 1971, he stated in a

press conference that "Cambodia

is the Nixon doctrine in its purest

form
"

It is indeed Cambodia was at

peace when Richard Nixon took

office. Today it knows full-scale

war. Unlike Vietnam, unlike Laos,

American involvement in Cam-

bodia cannot be laid to Johnson.

Kennedy, Eisenhower or Truman
It is truly Mr. Nixon's affair, and

he is to be congratulated for taking

full responsibility for it.

Let us look then at Cambodia to

see what the Nixon doctrine really

means

:

First it means massive use of air

power in populated areas.

On Dec 5. 1971, the New York

Times front paged a story headline

"Refugee Problem in Cambodia

Laid to Allied Bombs General

Accounting Office Says in Study

Two Million Have Fled Their

Homes."
The two million refugees are one

third of Cambodia's total

population, displaced in just a year

and a half In contrast, it has taken

a decade of ground fighting in

South Vietnam to displace one

third of the population.

This tidal wave of human misery

is due almost entirely to massive

and indiscriminate bombing of

towns and villages, which has

become the Nixon Ad-

ministration's trademark, the very

"wanton destruction of cities,

towns, and villages" described as a

Crime of War in Nuremburg

Principle VI. clause b.

Snoul, Mimot, Sre Khtum.

Kompong Cham, Skoun. Prey
Totung are a few of the towns

reported as destroyed in a recent

Cornell Air War Study. Recent

newspaper reports have
lengthened the list: Taing Kauk,

Baray. Kamphong Thmar. Kleah

Sanday. Tuoi Leap.

But such incidents mark the

relatively few times that U.S.

reporters have happened to ob-

serve first-hand bombed-out towns

or villages. Vast areas of nor-

theastern and northern Cambodia
have boen inaccessible to the

western press, and the actual

number of towns and villages

leveled can only be guessed at.

Most observers have echoed

such reports as a New York Times
dispatch dated Dec. 2, 1971

:

"There is growing evidence that

the peasants fleeing the coun-

tryside not far from here do so

because of allied bombing and

artillery fire-most of it American
and South Vietnamese -and not

because communist troops are

present or because pitched battles

are being fought by the Cam-
bodians and North Vietnamese

invaders.
"'When the communists came all

the houses were standing,' said

Meas Yat, a farmer who fled the

village of Tuoi Leap about 12 miles

west of Phnom Penh's center two

weeks ago
"'But after they spent the night

inside the village, the airplanes

came and started bombing, so we

all left

'

"Tuoi Leap is flattened now

except for the railroad station.

Meas Yat. his family, and a

number of friends have been

wandering up and down Highway

Four since then, camping in fields

and in the enclosed yards of

pagodas"
Secondly, the Nixon Doctrine

means heavy reliance on local

conscripts and mercenaries.

The Nixon Administration has

built up the Cambodian Army from

30 000 at the time of Sihanouk's

overthrow to over 200.000 at last

count It is still growing

This Army is raised, trained and

"advised" by American military

personnel. And. in addition, the

U.S. has had anywhere from 20.000

to 50.000 South Vietnamese soldiers

fighting in Cambodia permanently

since April 30. 1970

Reagan Vetoes Reform
SACRAMENTO. Ca. (LN8) - "For five years I've listened to the

Democrats say the Governor's veto messages are untrue^ Frank

Murphy, Republican whip of the California legislature was referring to

Ronald Reagan "You're so right It makes me want to throw up. This is

the most ludicrous message I have seen.
.. . ,

.

SiSJfury came after Reagan announced his veto of a bill introduced by

Murohv (normally a staunch Reagan man) for more prison reform The

governor based his veto on the grounds that state prisons already have

Tn ^rReag'aTvS a total of 157 bills already passed by both houses

of the legislature-breaking all of his previous records and those of all

other California governors since Hiram Johnson in the early 1900 s

Among the mL outstanding bills demolished through these perfectly

legal methods were those that allocated funds for improvement of state

universities and their faculties - , . r ^-^ fh.
The farm workers, who for the past twelve years have been denied the

right to ^employment insurance, were again sot back, this time not by

the two houses but by the governor.

AnSheVbST which would make it illegal for doctors to deny minors

birth control information and equipment in most cases, was approved by

everybody but...guess who?

BOSTON
in less
than . .

.

Special weekend buses

direct to and from the

campus and Boston

lake only 1 hr. 4

55 mins. That's

convenience.

i Rbjfu: Rsutl
Student Union Tel. 545-2006

Chinook hovers over landing xone west of Pleiku 10 miles inside Cambodia. Replacement personnel

were forced to leap to the ground because of incomplete clearing of the landing tone.

U.S. Asian allies are suffering

enormous casualties. No figures

are released on Cambodian
military casualties, but all reports

indicate they are skyrocketing,

and in the week of Nov 25 - Dec. 2.

A. R.V.N. (Army of the Republic of

Vietnam) dead alone outnumbered

U.S. killed 439 to 9 Most of these

casualties occurred in Cambodia
Thirdly, the Nixon Doctrine

means total disregard of political,

social or even relief reforms

The recent abolition of the

Cambodian Parliament and Lon

Nol's reference to the "sterile

game of democracy" received

wide attention in the world press

What is less widely understood,

however, is that the U.S. is giving

no attention whatsoever to

economic, social or even refugee

relief aid under the Nixon Doc

trine What is called "economic"

aid is entirely such war-related

acts as supplying rice to the

Cambodian Army.
During the April 1971 Refugee

Subcommittee Hearings.
U.S.A. ID. (Agency for In

ternational Development) ad-

ministrator Meinecke was asked

what aid the United States was

giving to Cambodian refugees.

As far as US A.I D. is concerned

they have not asked for aid for

refugees, and we haven't been

involved." he replied ("They" is

the Lon Nol "Government ' >

Senator Edward Kennedy <D-

Mass). chairman of the Senate

Subcommittee on Refugees, later

noted that "the U.S. assistance to

Cambodia, this military assistance

program, for $185 million and the

AID program for $70 million,

have nothing in them remotely

connected to refugee relief or

emergency health care."

The situation persists today.

The New York Times reported on

Dec 5 that Arthur Rosen, the

public affairs officer of the East

Asian Bureau, "said that it was the

Administration's position that

since only a limited amount of

money is available, we can most

effectively focus it on military and

economic assistance.'"

The article went on to note

Kennedy's charges, based on the

Government Accounting Office

(G.A.O.i report that "the Cam-

bodian Government's efforts to

cope with the refugee problem

have so far been ineffective..."

The G.A.O. report stated that

"the policy of the United States is

not to become involved with the

problems of civilian war victims in

Cambodia."
This, then, is the Nixon Doctrine

:

massive automated war from the

air, callous use of Asian soldiers on

the ground, and not the slightest

regard for democratic form of

relief to the victims of the bom-

bing

OPEN HOUSE

Tonight
at

KAPPA SIGMA
with

D.J.
8:30

Consumer Survival Skills,

A 3 Credit Course

for University Employees and Students

Also Colloquia: Television and Society

Student Labor Relations

Economic Problems of the Black

Community

Women in Politics — Economics

Registration — all this week — and next week.

Master's Office - Orchard Hill 545-2882

Sponsored by Orchard Hill Extension Center

Student-Labor Relations Project
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Gordon Publishes

Three Soc. Books
Three books dealing with im-

portant racial and ethnic groups in

the United States have been

published in recent months under

the editorship of Professor Milton

M. Gordon of the University of

Massachusetts sociology depart

ment. author of the award-winning

•Assimilation in American Life."

The books are "Indian

Americans" by Murray L. Wax of

the University of Kansas. "Puerto

Rican Americans" by the Rev.

Joseph Fitzpatrick of Fordham

University. and 'Mexican

Americans" by Joan W. Moore of

the University of California.

Riverside (with Alfredo Cuellar).

The books are all in the Prentice-

Hall Ethnic Groups in American

Life Series of which Professor

Gordon is general editor.

Other books which have already

appeared in the series deal with

Black Americans, Jewish

Americans, Japanese Americans,

and White Protestant Americans

Remaining volumes, yet to be

published, will focus on Italian

Americans. Irish Americans.

Polish Americans. Greek

Americans. and Chinese

Americans
The series as a whole constitutes

a major attempt to acquaint the

American reading public with the

historical and sociological

background of its mult i racial and

multi-ethnic heritage, while

making extensive use of the

analysis of the assimilation

process provided by Professor

Gordon in his book. 'Assimilation

in American Life," published by

Oxford University Press in 1964,

and winner of two national prizes

including the Anisfield-Wolf Award

in race relations sponsored by the

Saturday Review. Those books in

the series already published are

currently in wide use in college

courses throughout the county

which deal with racial and ethnic

relations.

Professor Gordon is a Phi Beta

Kappa graduate of Bowdoin

College who received his doctorate

from Columbia University. He

taught at the University of Penn-

sylvania and Haverford and

Wellesley Colleges before joining

the UMass sociology department in

1961.

A Guggenheim Fellow in 1960-61.

Dr Gordon has contributed

numerous articles to sociological

journals, and has published in the

New York Times Magazine and

Daedalus, the journal of the

American Academy of Arts and

Sciences. He is also the author of

the book. "Social Class in

American Sociology," published in

1958. and has served as a con-

sultant on race relations to the city

of Philadelphia, the Albert M
Greenfield Center at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, and Brandeis

University. In February, Dr

Gordon has been invited to deliver

a lecture on the subject of

imilation to a graduate class in

minority studies at Yale Univer-

sity.

Alcohol Causes
Traffic Deaths

BOSTOV ( AP) - A study of 85 one vehicle traffic accidents in 1971 in

which the adult driver was killed snowed that 67 per cent of them had

been drinking and 54 pel cent were "impaired by alcohol, state police

said Tuesday
A similar survey of 32 drivers under the age of 21 who died in one-car

accidents showed that 56 per cent had been drinking and 28 per cent had

drunk enough to be "impaired." .^ _ . .

The study released by the office of Department of Public Safety

Commissioner John F Kehoe Jr. said a 0.10 per cent alcohol content in

the blood is considered enough to "impair" a person

The report also reviewed 72 accidents in which the victims were

pedestrians over the age of 18 and found that 55 per cent had been

drinking and of that number 44 per cent were "impaired."

Fort Devens Gets

Higher Training
FT. DEVEN8, Mass. <AF> —

Soldiers and other residents of the

area will be able to study for a four

year bachelor's degree in a new
hool program getting

underway Jan. 31 at the Ft Devens

Armv Education (enter

Curry College in Milton will

provide 11 faculty members to

teach three-credi' evening courses

in areas including mathematics,

physics. sociology. history,

government, economics.
Dr Allan C Greenberg. director

of the Division of Continuing

7-10: 30am
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Pay Board Approves Most

Of New Rail Contract
W ASI'.IM.TON < AP> — The Pay

Board Tuesday approved by a one

vote margin all but the last six

months of a new contract covering

140,000 railroad trainmen, but the

union declined to say whether it

will now put the long-delayed

contract into effect.

The trainmen's union, the AFL-

CIO United Transportation Union,

has refused to go ahead with

streamlined work rules in the

contract until the Pay Board ap-

proves all of it

UTU President AH Chesser

declined to comment on the action

Tuesday until he receives official

notification of it, so it was not

known if the near total approval of

the pact would satisfy him
Although a tentative pact was

reached last Aug. 2. ending an 18-

day strike that tied up 10 rail lines,

the union held up final approval

and demanded assurances that the

wage freeze and later controls

would not force any scaling down

of its sizable pay raises

The 3-1/2 year contract,

retroactive more than two years to

Jan 1, 1970. contains 42 per cent in

pay raises along with changes in

work rules that the industry says

will enable it to give more efficient

service and eventually save

millions of dollars

A spokesman for the Pay Board

said it approved a resolution

clearing the agreement through

the present, and saying it intends

to approve two raises this year,

totaling 10 per cent, so long as the

work-rules changes go into effect.

Two more raises in 1973. totaling

5 per cent, were not affected by the

action The board would have to

deal with them next year, if wage

controls are still in effect.

The vote to approve the

resolution was 8 to 5, just achieving

the eight-man majority needed for

passage.
Although board spokesman

refused to say how various

members voted, board sources

said the eight favorable votes

came from the five labor members
and three business members in-

cluding Benjamin F Biaggini. the

Southern Pacific president who
sponsored the resolution repor

tedly because of a desire to get the

work rules changes in effect.

Education at Curry, said Tuesday

the once a week, three-hour

courses will be conducted mostly

at the junior and senior levcK

Persons who complete the

program will be eligible for the

B A degree in several fields

Mount Wachusett Community
College and Northeastern

University already offer college

courses at the Ft Devens center

Most of the Wachusett courses are

on the freshman and sophomore

level

I II1C L/1VI3HIII «»• v-v»..»..—". ^
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If you have a liking for figures, finance

and money, i€tna Life & Casualty might be

a way to both job satisfaction and

success.

If you haven't thought about insurance,

maybe that's because you haven't heard

the whole truth about it.

For example, because our business

has become so sophisticated, we have one

of the largest computer installations in

the country. And, if you think of insurance

in terms of premiums and settlements,

you'll be surprised at how deeply /£tna is

involved with stocks and bonds, equities,

and real estate.

If you're analytically-minded, there are

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
and a JOBS-participating company.

many careers open to you. As an actuary,

accountant, computer programmer or

securities analyst, for example. In these

positions and others you'll be helping

27 million people who depend on >4Etna for

security in a shaky world. We have a

reputation for not letting them down.

A brochure called "The Whole Truth"

spells out how ittna works, and the many
specific opportunities we have for people

of all talents. It's an honest picture of an

honest business.

Why not stop in at your placement
office soon and read it.

You could do yourself—and many
other people—a lot of good.
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Be A Teacher

I

Through the Modular Credit

Office in the School of Education,

the University Day School is able

to offer a team teaching course, for

either 1-1/2 or 3 credits. Par-

ticipating students would teach

pre-schooler's in an open classroom

plan, assuming all the respon-

sibilities of a regular teacher. The
teaching team is made up of

students from various depart-

ments, with the majority num-
bering from Human Development,
Education, and Work Study,

although teachers with differing

backgrounds are welcome.
Those students interested in

earning 1-1/2 credits would teach

one four hour session on Fridays,

and attend a one-hour team
meeting, while those interested in

earning three credits would teach

two four-hour sessions, and attend

two team meetings.

Anyone interested should phone

the University Day School this

week at 545-2466

Graduate students at UMass talk to each other about the values of video-tope to self-evaluation of

teachers. Seated is Bob KeUner of Granby. a graduate student to English, who is viewing his classroom

teaching on tope. Standing is Blair Stone, graduate student who video-tapes graduate teaching

assistants who request his service. It's all part of the UMass Graduate School Teaching Improvement

Program. Others shown are fellow graduate students interested to the service.

Sargent Files New Budget
BOSTON <AP) — A fiscal 1973

budget of more than $2 billion was

to be filed with the legislature

Wednesday by Gov. Francis W.

Sargent.

A Sargent spokesman also said

the governor will ask for nearly

$100 million to carry the Depart-

ment of Public Welfare for the rest

of fiscal 1972.

Fiscal 1972 ends June 30.

The budget message will ask for

no new taxes, but Sargent

spokesmen said the governor will

address tax reform in the same
manner as the "State of the State"

address delivered earlier this

month.
Sargent at that time said

Massachusetts must prepare the

way for a state takeover of

education costs, referring to recent

court decisions which found the

local property tax in other states

an inequitable means of financing

education.

He has said-and will repeat

Wednesday-that the state cannot

afford to take over education until

the federal government assumes

all welfare costs

A Sargent spokesman said the

governor will propose nothing

specific relative to the education

problem

.

The theme of the message will be

the same as last year, austerity

Soon after the governor delivers

his message Secretory of Ad

ministration Robert L Yasi will

announce a new expenditure

control program for state agen

cies.

The budget unveiled Wednesday
is the first to be drawn up

cooperatively with Sargent's 10

new cabinet secretaries. The
secretaries at this point in the state

government reorganization
process are confined primarily to

budgetary responsibilities.

Sargent at this time last year

filed a budget totaling $1914

billion. The budget was not ap-

proved until the end of August, two

months after it was to have gone

into effect.

Deficiencies and supplemental

budgets approved by the

legislature-principally for welfare-

after approval of the main ap-

propriations bill have brought the

total appropriation for fiscal 1972

to date to $1 977 billion.

The additional welfare

deficiencies will bring the total

welfare appropriation for fiscal

1972 to well above Minter's original

request.

Last year Sargent requested

some $311 million in new taxes. The
legislature ended up approving

about $260 million in new levies,

including a 25 per cent increase in

the personal income tax.

New tax proposals would not

stand much of a chance with the

legislature this year. All 280

members of the House and Senate

must stand for re-election in

November

RentQuestions

To Be Sent
By JENNETTE MARTINEAU
The Student Senate Committee

on Rents and Fees met last night to

plan the mailing of questionaires to

be sent to the business managers of

four hundred colleges and
universities. The questionaire is to

concern mostly housing costs and

fees.

"The purpose of this

questionaire," Chairman Bob
Chiller explained, "is to get figures

that we can talk about. We can't

fight Campion on a financial basis,

paying too much rent." He
described the function of the

Committee as "first and foremost,

to represent the students."

The Committee also plans to

complete its own research into a

booklet.

Goes
Prof. Gerald F. Else, a classicist, will give four public lectures at the

University of Massachusetts-Amherst in February.

Dr Else is director of the Center for Coordination of Ancient and

deficiencies requested by Sargent Modern Studies at the University of Michigan where he is also a professor

will bring the fiscal 1972 budget

above the $2 billion figure

Efforts to keep Sargent's budget

request Wednesday below $2 billion

failed Some budget planners have

termed the $2 billion mark a

"psychological barrier
."

Welfare consumes nearly one

half the annual .state budget

Welfare Commissioner Steven A

of Greek and Latin

He will lecture three times Monday, Feb 7, and once Tuesday, Feb. 8.

All lectures will be free to the public. The schedule: Monday, Feb 7, 1 25

p.m., Hasbrouck room 134, "Some Thoughts on Greek Drama;" 4 p.m.,

Herter room 301, "Readings from Greek and Latin Poetry;" and 8 p.m.,

School of Business Administration room 120, "The Humanities in a

Changing World." Tuesday, Feb 8. he will speak at 1 :25 p.m. in Herter

room 301 on "What Use are Foreign Languages?"

The visiting lecturers program which brings Prof. Else to UMass was

begun in 1957 by the Arts Program of the Association of American
Its

Minter requested some $970 million Colleges, and is supported by a grant from the Danform Foundation

to run his department during fiscal

1973. but resources indicated his

request has been cut considerably.

Minter requested $905 million for

his department in the fiscal 1972

budget but that was cut to $817

million by Sargent. rhe

purpose is to assist colleges in efforts to strengthen liberal education.

Dr Else has a Ph.D. from the University of Nebraska and has taught at

Harvard and the State University of Iowa. He has been president of the

Classical Association of the Middle West and South and of the American

Philological Association, and chairman of the Colloquium on Classics in

Education.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

l»7» Volkswagen Bus "he nw»,

II.MM mite*. SIMS. Dtr IW Beacon

Greenfield
tfi _a

IMW Volkswagen tailback, good coe-

ditten ItM. H Highland Ave.. Greenfield
tf 1 27

Need Feb. Renl. must »ell 71 VW
Camper, excellent condition, flr*l

reasonable offer accepted (all 323-7glS.

Mwl see to believe.
tf-l-ZS

•T Pontine OTO con*.. atae w /white top

I lot 4 »pd. »ape player, snow* wide

ovate. pa., p.b.. tp are rims Beat offer.

2SS-MMT
tf.-2S

I Bedroom Mouse . excellent condition

Immediate occupancy Call between <:M
p m - •:» p.m. SM-342». Sklblaki Real

K.late. Northampton
tfl-27

H NDERLAND - new ig. 2 Bdrm.
available now. utll bid . a/c. pool. I IKS.

lease to June 3t. (all Sklbtskl Realtor* 253-

7222. Eves. 253-2S».

. tf2-4

Summer Job Opening! — Summer
(amp for boy« Male Counselor* and

Instructor* needed. For Information

write: Camp Director. Camp Plus.

t nfleld New Hampshire. WsS.
UI-2S

We need people to Join u* In a true

consumer protection service with or

without an Investment for appointment

(all 73.*4„.
u2_ )

I sKl) SADDLES Western and English

- best rash prices paid ( all S4t 340S 4 li

p.m
tf 12-1

ROOMMATE WANTED
Woman - preferably without classea -

to work as receptlontot for senior portrait

photographer For two weeks starting Jan.

Jl. Call Index at S4S-2S74.
tf 1-28

l female wanted to share room bi Rolling

(ireen starting Feb I. (all 2S3-3»l*

if I -27

LOST

IM2 VW ban w/ltdS eug.. beat offer

around I2S. (all Edd Sfd-StM.
tf 1-«1

IM7 Chevefl*. oa* owner. g<

Firm. Call 2SS-»4#2 •"*r ••»

I car I1M

tfl-28

SENIORS — GRAD STUDENTS —74)

yrs. old Intern I Financial Corp. seeks

candidates for Sales Management
Program . Poa. pro*. 3-phase dev. program

rmphasg. on Job rxper ft Inrl study

courses InM. Earnings lla.oaa. Send

resume or letter In strictest conftd. to Paul

Revere Co. I2S7 So. Mate St.. Athoi. Mass.
tfl-M

HELP WANTED

Lost —owe dark brown leather coat with

belt between 7:»» p.m. and Ml PJB

Sunday. Jan. 23 In central area. Reward.

contact Tom Pontes, at Tbeta Cbl.
tfl-2«

Male grad .indent looking for same to

share rooms in private home. North

Hatfield Rent ISS per month /per person

(all 217 SB IS

tfl27

FOR RENT

Couple wanted to share new 2 bedrm

Ml Sugar lost Apt. in Sunderland. Ill* a

month. • month lease. CaU Jeff Kelly bet. 4

ft O-S40-SM7.
I-M

Puffton Village — avail aew —
take over teoae <e*ptre* Aag. Jl> —
tl7S/me tecludes all utll - clone to

Camp**. Call S4P-4M7 anytime
JI-27

Need two more people to share large apt

house to Him* owe large bedroom te

available w /beds t7S/month ft uUI. Call

SS4-2e*| or leave note Rm 22*. Engln East
tf I a

ROOMS FOR RENT

St Opel Rallye r astback. radial, anew*.

I IBM J72-IS28. g-J1

MOTHERS - cant find a reliable baby

sitter? Tired of high fee*? (ail The Child

(are Eschange &M-2224 for further in-

formation
ni-n

Renttag a room? Need a room

ROOMMATES ls*-2P»S dally *-• p.

< .11

tft-1
TRAVEL

Must *ell! IMS Ford Falrialae. V-ft.

auto., pa.. *now» teel : beat offer Call S4e-

«2I4 after • p.m for Ken.
ui-za

WANTED

as Volkswagen bus Mech » g d

offer. Call Chock 253-2M2.

\ddre*aer* Needed. Homeworker* earn

to 1 1 M. For Info *end 2S< ft stamped envel.

to Bos 12313. Gainesville. Fla 33**)l

tf l-»

Photographer wbpU open -minded

female models, good pay. ne e«per»eace

nee., to work 4-8 hoar* a week. WHto P.O.

Bo* in. Granby. Maaa gltM.
UI-ZS

Ul-IS —

FOR SALE

L

14" IBM elec. type., folding bed. mono

hifi *y*lem. 2 mike ». w. «tandv rtereo

system. KI.H Tower ft mod.. II spkr*. HE
Alhkit amp. S4H-4IM. tf 1 26

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia. Europe. S. America. Africa etc.

Ml professions and occupations. I Tag to

I3.0M monthly. Expense* paid, overtime,

tightieeing Free Information Write Job*

Oversea*. Dept. Box IM71 San Diego. Ca.

Mill
U24

MARRIED COUPLES OR MATURE
SINGLE WOMAN to work for Home ft

Sitter Service*. Inc to do temp. Live-In

babysitting and /or day or evening sluing

Mao avaH companion jobs, cleaning )obs

house sitting Jobs ft homemaklng Pay Is

good. Own car mandatory. Call l 734-aiS*

anytime, and ask for Mr. Gray.
tf 1-28

Crimson Travel offer* tew coat spring

vacation trip* to Bermuda and Nasaaa.

Far more Info call Bob Man.fleld 2i«

Dwlght. S4S47SI."
lf»-4

RIDE WANTED
Help! Stranded commuter need* ride*

for I a.m. cla** every morning from Saftd.

Will shire expense*. Call 734-2211 after •

p.m. any day.
tfH

A PAULIST DOESIMT
WAIT TO BE
ORDAINED
TO GET
INVOLVED.

If you think

that ordination

is something
like graduation

—and the time
in between is

similar to marking time—then

you couldn't be more mistaken.

The Paulists were founded
with the belief that each man •*

a member of the community and

he contributes his own thing.

Each is an individual with his

own talents and he is given the

freedom to use them in his own
way. But not later. Now.

For instance, during the no-

vitiate, novices work in such
diverse areas as hospitals, voca-

tional rehabilitation centers and
Universities. They serve as assist-

ant chaplains, co-retreat masters,

student teachers and psychiatric

aides.

Paulist Seminarians create

recreational programs, direct

"Days of Recollection" for CCD
students, direct film series, ex-

periment with the use of media
in the liturgy as a preaching tool,

originate and edit the Paulist

Free Press, coordinate Lenten
lectures and organize Home
Masses, to mention just a few.

When you commit yourself to

the Paulists, it isn't a someday
thing. It's now. Today.

For more information about

the Paulists write to: Rev. Don-
ald C. Campbell, CS.P., Voca-

tion Director, Room 300.

paufcffblhers.

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

PERSONAL

tlly : If I could leach the world to stag. K

would stag to yoa. Happy Birthday My
I. eve. Tlly

atVws

Hey (hadboume. remember Palm
Tree*. Legend of 117. The Pit. Ap-

pointment*. Tennl* Hat. Hawk. Relp-

Mrlp right"? We ml*, ya Rm 244.

I -21

Welcome back Emll hope you have a

good semester and It .hould be a aew aad

exrHtag year Goad Luck from Bosom I to

Hosom II.

I-M

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

Gimme *helter from death with the

Rolling Stone* Friday. January 2S at I - 1 -

l« - 12 at the Campaa Center AadMarium.

A rush on death.
tft-a

ENTERTAINMENT
Gimme shelter from death with the.

Roiling Stone* Friday, Jan. 2g at «. I. II. H
at the Campaa (eater AedRerlam. A I

on Death.
tfl-

•LAW SCHOOL - WILL I

LIKE IT? CAN I MAKE
IT?" A aew hook by a recent

law grad. for prospective law

.todeat* It teak* at how to

best prepare for law school.

Including what books to read

II la possible to determine how

one will do In law school. For

your copy send I2.PS to Kroo*

Press. Box 37a»A. Milwaukee.

Wisconsin S32I7
lfl-2S
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Building Materials

Found Flammable
Take A Year Away

BOSTON (AP) -Laboratory tests highly flammable and dangerous,

bv the Boston fire department have Fire Chief George Paul said

indicated that all but one type of Tuesday the plastic coverings,

plastic used to protect open floors made of polyethylene, bum quickly

of buildings under construction are and form fire balls which are

Notices
BICYCLING CLUB
Organizational meeting, all in-

terested please attend. CC 802 tonight

at 7:30.

DAMES CLUB
Student wives come and ioin us for

anOldeTime Movie Nite, tonight at 8

p.m. in Farley 4 H House. Husbands

welcome.

MAROON KEYS
All get to CC 901 Sunday nite, 1/30,

at 8:30 p.m. for important meeting.

Bring class schedules. We must get a

better meeting time.

NES COURSES
Students interested in taking the 2

NES courses need not register for

them. All they need do is to come to

the first meeting, Monday at 12:30 for

the MW section or Tuesday at 11 30

for the T Th section in 162 CC.

LOST
1 pair of octagonal shaped wire

rims, lost before vacation, possibly in

blue case Please contact Kathie, 546

9633 anytime.
Telephone lens for 35 mm camera

great sentimental value. Please call

Holly 65361 if you know anything

about it.

Gold rimmed glasses in Brown

hard shell case, please call 5466821,

Rich.

E 40 METHODS
important meeting Wed.

School of Ed Aud or Thurs.

in Rm 228

at 4 p.m
830 a.m.

SINGLES CLUB
Don't forget Polish food night

Saturday at 8 p m at 60 Greenich Rd

Drinks and iokes are provided free!

For reservations, call Kathy at 253

3501 by Thursday

PICTURE YOURSELF AS
A PAULIST.

First

picture a re

liKiousCom
munity. A
Community
founded by
an Ameri-
can convert
in, and for, the

benefit of
North Amer-
ica.

Picture a

founder who
was a century

ahead of his

time. A man
with a vision
that came true.

A man with
a belief that

a Community could be modern
and flexible enough to meet the

needs of the Church in every age

as they arise. A Community that

wouldn't lag behind the limes on

leaden feet. A Community that

would communicate through the

spoken and printed word and one

that wouldn't be hampered by

specific activities when new needs

arise.

Next, picture the men in this

new Community. They would be

flexible. Each one would use his

own individual talents in his own
way and would be given the free-

dom to do so.

These are the Paulists. The
modern religious Community.
Keeping pace with the times.

Concerned, frnwittd.

If you can picture yourself as

a Paulist, why not write for more
information to: Rev. Donald C.

Campbell, C.S.P., Vocation Di-

rector, Room No. 400

poufeffathers.
415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

carried by the wind.

Paul said one type of

polyethylene covering will not

sustain fire because it has been

treated. But it costs more.

He also expressed concern over

the use of overstuffed office fur-

niture made of polyurethane foam.

He said the material burns quickly

and produces a thick, black toxic

smoke.
"We have regulations to control

its use in buildings or homes,"

Paul said. "All we can do is alert

people of its dangers.

The fire chief said it was "bad

enough in a house fire, but at least

most residences can be ven-

tilated."

But, he said, windows in high rise

buildings are sealed and usually

made of glass that is difficult to

break, so a one-room fire could

create toxic conditions.

Applications for the National

Student Exchange Program are

available in the Admissions Office,

Whitmore Hall, for interested

undergraduate students. Openings

are available for either semester

or the entire year.

Participating institutions as of

January 18 are: Illinois State

University, Montana State

University, Morgan State College

(Maryland), Towson State College

(Maryland), William Paterson

College (New Jersey). Portland

State University (Oregon),

University of Alabama, University

of Hawaii, University of Idaho,

University of Montana, University

of Nevada-Reno, University of

Oregon, University of South

Florida, University of Wisconsin-

Green Bay.
Applicants should be

sophomores with at least a 2.5

cumulative grade point average.

The exchange would be for the

student's junior year.

Applications must be completed

and returned to Mr. Loder, Office

of the Registrar, no later than

February 15. 1972.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM

Many p«rv>o*. own under Gemini, may

be involved in long journeys during

February Native* o» mis zodiacal sign

could be trusted with special missions

Success is indicated tor their eHorts on

benalt ot tnends Some tamous persons

born under Gemim include Hubert Hum
pnrey. Charles Collmgwood and Gene

Tunney
• ••••

ARIES iMarch 21 April »») You move

about, contact family members, check

property values ideas are plentiful Key is

to be selective Shortcut methods not now

advisable Develop concepts, format Be

open to suggestions.

TAURUS (April 20Mav 20) Versatile

approach results in ga«n You add to

possessions You can collect what s

needed Expand horizons See beyond the

immediate Sagittarius individual could

play significant role Plan ahead

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Lunar cycle

h.gh. you can successfully take initiative

^dependence of thought, act'on

Restrictions fall away You gam greater

freedom Aqueous and Leo persons figure

prominently
CANCER (June 21 July 22i You get

.nformation from undercover source Key

now is to state views and to be recep

ideas of others Your cycle 'S on rise, lust a

bit of patience culminates in success

LEO (July 23 Aug 23) Accent on desires

and how to fulfill them One way >s to get

backing of family Stick to solid course

Leave eccentricities to others Those who

recently argued make up You are

beneficiary

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Promises are

free and easy insist on collateral Pisces

person is m picture Discard what is vague

Set sights on goal There is room for ad

vancement You move up if confident

Avoid self decep'>on

LIBRA (Sept. »Oct. 22): Good lunar

aspect now coincides with chance to

evaluate ideas, format, future plans You

get matters settled. What was abstract

becomes realistic. You mature You spread

message and earn respect

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Legacies,

money that is owed legal matters in these

areas are emphasized You settle dispute

You gam objective Opposition exhibits

tendency to melt Step forward, direct

operations Take charge.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 211 Study

Scorpio message Be independent, but

avoid tendency to be arrogant Leo in

dividual figures prominently Legal affairs

at* emphasized Questions concerning

marriage and partnership art highlighted

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Guard

health take no unnecessary chances Keep

pace moderate Check diet Avoid ex

tremes Overcome tendency to brood Look

io future Past is gone improve relations

with associates, coworkers
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 1«> Develop

rapport with young person Don t feel you

know it all Creative effort now could unlock

door of opportunity Be willing to make

changes Stress flexibility Communicate

needs, desires

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) improve

physical surroundings Protect self m
clinches Some now would take advantage

of shp mishap If thorough m approach you

emerge victorious Leave nothing to

chance Stick to facts

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you can

gam financially through new enterprise,

with July indicated as outstanding month

You seldom do things halfway You go all

out Your efforts are sincere, though not

always appreciated

Copyright 19T2, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday s Purzle

UJE KN0U) HE'S NOT AN
EA6LE BECAU5E HE
CAN'T STAND HEIGHTS

ACROSS

1 Condensed
moisture

4 Willow

9 Dnnk slowly

12 Turkish
commander

13 Feeling

14 Exist

15 Mental state

17 Coal car

19 Lake in Italy

21 Note of scale

22 At this place

25 Possessive
pronoun

27 Otherwise

31 A state

(abbr

)

32 Street
clearers

34 Symbol for

tellurium

35 Wheel tooth

36 Peacock
butterflies

37 Exists

38 Substance
found in plants

41 Imitate

42 Cease
43 German for

"yes"
44 Paradise

45 Man's
nickname

47 Small amount
49 Made of wool

53 English

seaman
57 Macaw
58 Invent

60 Greek letter

61 Obtain

62 lock of hair

53 Skill

5 Apparently

6 Preposition

7 Superlative

ending
8 Musical

instrument

9 Mournful

10 Anger
11 Through
16 High card

18 Christmas carol

20 Comb form: ear

22 Detests

23 Choose
24 Sun god
26 Floggings

28 Behold! 41 Paid notice

29 Steal (slang) 44 Lamprey
30 City in Germany 46 ejection

22 S
/
Mh

..

uP 48 Golf mounds
33
(Sq? 49 Move from side

35 Resin t0 s,de

39 Preposition 50 Native

40 Dutch measure metal
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51 Grain

52 Conjunction

54 Music:

as written

55 Paddle

56 Hard shelled

fruit

59 Note of seal*.

TT7"

DOWN

Obstruct

The self

Armed
conflict

European
capital
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Royals' Owner Linked

To Organized Crime
WASHINGTON (AP)-The commissioner of the

National Basketball Association said Tuesday his

office is not ignoring accusations that a club owner is

linked to organized crime.

"We're not turning our back on it," Commissioner

Walter Kennedy declared before the Senate sub-

committee on antitrust and monopoly.

Kennedy's assertion followed allegations by Rep.

Sam Steiger, R-Ariz., that Cincinnati Royals owner

Jerry Jacobs has organized crime links through a

holding company called Emprise Corp.

The exchange came as the subcommittee continued

its hearings on a bill to permit merger of the two

professional basketball leagues.

Steiger said Emprise operates a number of sub-

sidiaries known as "Sportservices."

"Their history," he said of Jerry Jacobs and his

brother, Max, the operating head of the Royals, " is

replete with reports of business associations with

underworld and organized crime figures.

The moral is clear," said Steiger, a long-time foe of

Emprise and its owner. "It's all right to do business

with organized crime, provided you do enough

business with the standard settlers of organized

sports."

Under sharp questioning by Sen. Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,

D-N.C. about what action was being taken, Kennedy

replied, "I deeply resent the inference that the office

of commissioner of the NBA is totally unaware of what

is going on and not doing anything about."

Testifying on the merger bill, American Basketball

Association Commissioner Jack Dolph declared that

pro basketball's troubles have moved beyond the

mere serious to the critical stage.

"And to lose sight of the main issue at hand, the

merits of the merger, can sound the death knell of

professional league basketball as we know it today, as

surely as if relief were denied," Dolph said.

He said every ABA franchise has operated at a loss

every season. He named as the chief culprit "the

intense interleague fight to sign college superstars..."

The merger, with its common draft, he said, would

end "the bidding war for untested rookies" and

eliminate "the single, most destructive economic

factor to the well-being of professional league

basketball..."

Steiger said the original interest of the Jacobs

brothers, was in concessions at sports arenas and ball

parks. Subsequently, he said, they became "very

active at parimutuel operations, horse racing, dog

racing and jai-alai, first as concessionaires and then

as investors."

Steiger said Sportservice operates concessions for

the Baltimore Colts, Buffalo Bills, Cleveland Browns,

Detroit Lions, St. Louis Cardinals and Washington

Redskins, all of the National Football League, and

baseball team in Miami, Montreal, Cincinnati and St.

Louis.

In New York, an NFL spokesman said the Sport-

service operates the concessions for the cities, not the

league clubs.

"Grandfather" Patterson

Set To Fight Bonavena
NEW YORK (AP)-Floyd Pat

terson said Tuesday he feels a

victory over Oscar Bonavena
would put him in line for a shot at

Joe Frazier's world heavyweight

championship, a title Patterson

first held 16 years ago.

Patterson is scheduled to fight

Bonavena in a 10-rounder Feb. 11

at Madison Square Garden, and he

said at a press luncheon that he

wanted to fight the Argentine

"because fighting him would be

more beneficial than fighting

anyone else.

"He's the only man who fought

Frazier twice and went the

distance both times and he also

practically went the distance with

Muhammad Ali," said the 37 year

old Patterson, the only man ever to

win the heavyweight title twice

Bonavena went 10 and 15 rounds

with Frazier and never was

I
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knocked down, while he knocked

Frazier down twice in the first

fight. He gave Ali a hard time

before being stopped in the 15th

round last Dec. 7.

"No matter what you hear, if

Floyd wins, I'm sure we can sit

down and put together a match
between Floyd and Joe Frazier,"

said Teddy Brenner, matchmaker

for the Garden
Bonavena, 29, couldn't resist a

couple of verbal digs at Patterson

Bonavena said he liked Pat-

terson and when asked why, he

replied, "May be because he's my
grandfather," in reference to the

difference in ages between he and

Patterson
Asked if he ever saw Patterson

fight. Bonavena said. "No. I saw

him fight Liston the second time

but that was no fight" Sonny

Liston knocked Patterson out in the

first round of each of their two title

fights

John Condon, publicist for

Garden boxing, brought laughs

from assembled sports writers and

broadcasters when he opened the

luncheon by saying, "The fight

everyone's been waiting for..."

Since the fight was first an-

nounced for Jan. 17, 1971 it has

been postponed four times. When
Bonavena finally arrived in this

country last month for the latest

signing. Patterson failed to appear

at a press luncheon because his car

broke down
Patterson has won his last seven

fights and has a 54-7-1 record with

39 knockouts He won all six of his

fights in 1971. Bonavena, who won

his only start last year when Al

"Blue" Lewis was disqualified, has

a 47-7-1 mark, with 32 knockouts

Bonavena is ranked fourth

among heavyweight contenders

and Patterson fifth by the World

Boxing Association.
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DETROIT (AP)-General
Manager Ed Coil of the Detroit

Pistons confirmed Tuesday reports

that the National Basketball

Association team probably would

be sold before next season.

Coil said at least six firm offers

have been made for the NBA club

owned by Fred Zollner, 71 -year-old

industrialist.

Coil returned Monday from a

meeting at Zollner's home in

Golden Beach. Fla., at which the

sales offers were discussed with

Paul Schirmeyer, Zollner Corp.

treasurer.

The Zollner firm manufactures

pistons and other automotive parts

and is based in Fort Wayne, Ind.

Coil declined to name any of the

six groups or to say how much
Zollner was asking for the fran

chise The going rate for NBA

franchises now is about $5 million,

he said

Zollner said two weeks ago he

had received several exploratory

offers for the ball club.

Coil said Zollner "definitely is

willing to listen."

He said the Florida conference

was called by Zollner to set up

ground rules for any sales talks

"One of the requisites Fred has

is that he has to sell the team to a

local group or a local individual,"

said Coil "But the price has got to

be right. I'm sure If it is not. I am
just as certain Fred Zollner won't

sell. As he said, he doesn't need the

money."
He said the NBA was also in-

terested in keeping the team in

Detroit, since Detroit is one of the

nation's largest television

markets.

PROLIFIC SCORER: Pat Keenan. Redman Junior center has

continued his fantastic scoring rate of a year ago. Keenan has had

three four-goal games to his credit while leading the 9-2 L'Miii

hockey team in scoring. (Photo by Alan Chapman)

Meyer Falls To Death
ST. PAUL-MINNEAPOLIS

<AP> -Daniel H. Meyer, president

of the Salt Lake club of the Western

Hockey League, plunged to his

death Tuesday, police said.

Meyer fell to his death from a

19th floor window at the Radisson

South Hotel in suburban
Bloomington, where hockey
executives had gathered for two

days of meetings
Police were investigating.

The Hennepin County medical

examiner's office said it was in-

formed of the death at 2:45 p.m.,

but had no further details.

Meyer. 45, is survived by his

widow, Juanita; two daughters.

Linda. 20. and Lesa. 8. and a son,

Danny. 20.

The incident occurred about 2:30

p.m., authorities said.

An official of the Minnesota

North Stars quoted persons who
had breakfast with Meyers as

saying he appeared cheerful

Tuesday mroning
Pit Martin, a center for the

Chicago Black Hawks and a

member of the West team for

Tuesday night's National Hockey

League All-Star game, was in the

next room, heard a crash and saw

Meyers fall, the North Stars of

ficial said
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Pucksters Face

Amherst Tonight
By ALAN WRIGHT

The second semester of hockey action begins with an unusual game

tonight when two teams will be playing each other on their own home ice.

Orr Rink will be the common denominator scene at 8:00 when UMass

faces off against Amherst College.

The Little Ivy pucksters from uptown have fared pretty well thus far

this season despite lacking depth with a 4-2 record including a win over

Connecticut and a loss to Williams-two teams that are on the Redman

schedule UMass has beaten Williams twice so far this season, which is

an indication that Coach Jack Canniff's charges should be able to handle

their neighboring opponents easily enough tonight. The only foreseeable

problem is that during the semesterbreak.it was tough for UMass to get

enough ice time to practice and their precision play might be affected.

Other than that, the Redmen are all set to try and equal or better their

successful first half of the season that saw three wins at home, seven

wins on the road and only two losses, both on the road.

If the Division II leading skaters get by Amherst College tonight, they

have to really be up for Friday's home game against powerful Vermont.

NHL Solves

Franchise Problem
v| PA1 I MINNKXIMM 1^

I
mm -The National Hockey League

solved its realignment problem

Tuesday by assigning the new

Long Island and Atlanta franchises

|K .tlrciK existing East and

West Divisions

I«ong Island joins the Fast

hiusion composed of five pre-

expansion teams along with

Vancouver and Buffalo-the last two

is added to the league two

in ago
Atlanta goes to the West Division

composed of the six original ex

pansion teams and the Chicago

Black Hawks
The decision was announced by

NHL President Clarence Campbell

as the board of governors con-

cluded two days of meetings prior

to the leagues silver anniversary

Ml Star game.
There had been speculation that

with the addition of the two new

clubs, ballooning NHL mem-
bership to 16 teams, realignment

might be achieved by the

establishment of four divisions of

four teams each.

A proposed alignment had

achieved 13 votes last November,

but when it was presented to the

governors Tuesday several of the

clubs had changed their minds

Unanimous approval of the 14

member clubs was needed.

"I think as many as six teams

were opposed," said Campbell

"Two were very assertive in their

opposition.

"I'm quit, satisfied with this

arrangement My personal

preference > as that we go the

sceetcsweeoeceete

other way. but remember my
dollars aren't at stake My only

concern is a viable operation
."

The teams will play a 78-game

schedule and the arrangement will

stand for the next two season^

i consider that this constitutes a

commitment until 1974-5. when two

more teams will be added,''

Campbell said.

Campbell said interest in the

next two expansion franchises has

been shown by groups in Kansas

Citv Cleveland and Washington.

DC. The NHL has previously

announced that it will add two

teams in 1974-5 and in a press

release Tuesday said, "It is self

evident that the NHL must expand

to at least 24 teams in North

American during the 1970s
."

In line with this ambitious plan,

the NHL announced that the

Western and Central Leagues
would merge next season Each

league has six member teams and

the new merged circuit would

operate with two divisions.

The NHL said that as part of the

merger agreement, at least one-

half of all expansion franchises in

excess of 18 will be offered to

present WHL members provided

they comply with NHL
requirements.

The WHL presently consists of

Seattle, Wash; Portland, Ore;

Salt Lake City, Utah, Denver,

Colo.; Phoenix, Ariz., and San

Diego, Calif.. CHL members are

Dallas and Fort Worth. Tex.;

Kansas City; Oklahoma City and

Tulsa, Okla.. and Omaha. Neb.

g^^e^^^^^*y»««g»!

Charlie Donovan-Shown Here Against Williams--He's Fast,

He Hustles, And He's Always Around The Net. He Makes

The "Fourth" Line Go And Had A Goal vs. BU..

Lenny Lyles: "I Never

Feel Fve Done Enough"
l.oi ISYILl.K. Kv. (AP) - A sign over the desk of

former Baltimore Colts defensive halfback Lenny

Lyles shows a black hand and white hand clasped

together and reads: "What will you risk-

responsibilitv. unity, understanding and progress."

Lyles. 35. created the slogan and had it made up in

the drafting department of the Brown and Williamson

Tobacco Corp . where he is training coordinator for

some 5.000 people

Words like these mean a lot to Lyles. a product of

the Louisville ghetto who grew up with rats, roaches

and crime.

Now more than ever, the man who played 10 years

with the Colts is trying to instill these qualities m
others, mainly kids.

Last year he spoke three nights a week at high

schools, youth correctional homes, little league

functions, churches and settlement houses.

He shows films of his Colts' days, tosses footballs

with youngsters on the block, takes them to ball

games and tells them about his life

"I try and call on experience and what has helped

me." he says "I say to them. Don't steal ' Because I

stole and because my father wasn't there, I can

identify with kids like this. I can understand their

problems, frustrations and anxieties first hand
"

Lyles was named one of the ten most outstanding

men in America in 1971 by the US Jaycees The silver

trophy which sits on his desk, reads: The hope of

mankind lies in the hands of youth and action
"

Lyles left pro football in 1969 after a brilliant career

with the Colts and the San Francisco 49ers During

that time, he played in the 1968 Super Bowl and the

1966 Pro Bowl and was Baltimore's defensive captain

in 1968 and 1969

Lyles credits his success in athletics to his mother.

Alice Lyles, a teacher's aide here

"Mother kept a clean house and she tried to inspire

my sister and me as much as possible," Lyles says. "I

got mv drive from her

Lyles serves on many boards and is active with the

Urban League. March of Dimes. Boy Scouts, health

and welfare council and others.

"I spread myself pretty thin and I get pretty tired.'

says the man who was the Colts No. 1 draft pick in

1958 "But if I can make it. I'll go. I never feel that I've

done enough."
Lyles often wonders what mankind-and this nation

in particular -could accomplish in easing tensions if

everyone set aside some time for helping others

It is necessary "to zero in on the problem and its

causes, find a solution to it and find what each of us

can do to solve it," he says.

Espo, McKenzie Lead East Stars

v&a&&&&&*********^^

ST. PAUL-MINNEAPOLIS
(AP)-Scoring champion Phil

Esposito and Bobby Orr combined

for the winning goal Tuesday night,

ending personal All-Star Game
scoring droughts and leading the

East Division to a 3-2 victory over

the West in the 25th renewal of the

National Hockey League's mid

season classic

Esposito and Orr, whose scoring

explosiveness has dominated the

NHL in recent seasons, accounted

for the winner with just 69 seconds

gone in the final period of the

nationally televised game that

attracted a crowd of 15,685 to the

Met Sports Center

Orr's perfect pass sent his

Boston teammate into the West

zone and Esposito made no

mistake with a pinpoint shot for the

game-winner.
The goal was Esposito's first All-

Star point in five appearances and

Orr, in his fourth appearance,

picked up his first point with the

assist.

It was a come from behind

victory for the East Stars, who
spotted the West two early goals.

Bobby Hull, who hustled all night

long, put the West on the

scoreboard with just under three

minutes left in a somewhat listless

first period.

Chicago teammates Pit Martin

and Chico Mako combined to get

the puck to Hull about 20 feet in

front of Ken Dryden, the East's

starting goalie from Montreal. Hull

teed off and Dryden never had a

chance
With the second period just 71

seconds old, the West scored again,

this time on a spectacular effort by

Philadelphia's Simon Nolet.

Dennis Hull, Bobby's brother,

sent Nolet into the East zone with a

pass Nolet bored in past Dallas

Smith of Boston and fired a back

hander that caught the far corner

behind Dryden.

That made it 2-0 New York's

Jean Ratelle provided a needed

point 2 1/2 minutes later, being in

the right spot when Rod Gilbert hit

him with a pass to the left of

Chicago's Tony Esposito

Ratelle snapped a shot that

caught the upper corner behind

Esposito's right shoulder.

It was still 2-1 when the teams

shifted goalies midway through the

second period. Filles Villemure of

the Rangers replaced Dryden in

the East net and Gump Worsley.

who received a standing ovation

from the hometown Minnesota fans

when he was introduced, took over

for Esposito.

Shortly afterward. Ranger

defenseman Brad Park caught

Bobby Hull's stick as the Chicago

star bombed a shot at the net Park

cut for three stitches over the

upper lid of his right eye

After returning and with just 75

seconds left in the period, Park's

pinpoint pass sent Boston's John

McKenzie in alone on Worsley

McKenzie faked once and then

fired the tying goal past the 42-

year-old goalie.

New England's

Largest
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The sun also rises as the cow jumps over the moon which consists of, not surprisingly, green cheese. Don't let it bother you. though, just take two Alka

Seltzer and go back to bed. MDC photo by Alan Chapman.

Trustee-Faculty Controversy Settled
B> STKVKHNK

"The recent controversy which

occurred at the Board of Trustees

meeting on December 28, 1971,

resulted from a lack of com
munication between the Board and

Faculty Senate Delega*

That's the way Robert Wellman,

Secretary of the Faculty Senate.

v.iw it when he discussed this

misunderstanding at his fifth floor

office in Herter Hall

'What happened late in the

meeting."' Wellman explained.

was Professor Burroughs told

Acting Chairman Robert Wood.

luseph Healy left earlier) that he

was disturbed that six members of

the Faculty Senates Committee of

Concern had not received a copy of

the Board's response to two
requests by the Faculty Senate. He
was also upset that President Wood
had not given him the chance to

On The Inside:

Room To Move Ballot
See page seven

Hanoi Rejects Offer
See page four

Draft Counselor's Corner
See page four

speak on one of those requ'

concerning the Faculty Senate's

endorsement of the 1966 AAUP
statement about the government of

colleges and universities, despite

the fact that he had sent a letter to

Secretary McCartney requesting

to talk at the meeting on this

subject

Wellman said the controversy-

involved the two Faculty Senate

Delegates. Professor Joseph
Burroughs, of Human Develop-

ment. Professor Terry Burke, of

the Geography Department,
himself, and the Chairman of the

Board of Trustees, Joseph Healy.

President Robert Wood, and the

Secretary of the Trustees. Robert

McCartney

Wellman then quoted Burroughs

directly from the agenda where he

had spoken to Wood. He said. "Mr
President I have in hand another

example of the breakdown in

communications between the

faculty and the Board. (Wellman
says that Burroughs is referring to

Wood moving on to new merit

salary increase plan which none of

the faculty knew about, and
neglecting to call on him.)...On
December 22 I addressed to

Secretary McCartney. and
delivered personally to the rrlail

room in Whitmore Hall, a request,

that Professor Wellman and I be

permitted to address the Trustees

before they put the vote on their

response to the Faculty Senate's

motion of December 2 with

reference to the 1966 AAUP

Statement and their response to

the Committee of Concern I did

not have the opportunity to speak

Professor Wellman then went on

to explain what exactly the cir

cumstances were behind the

schism in communication which

occurred between Burroughs and

the Board
"What actually happened," he

explained. "was the letter

Burroughs had written to the

Secretary never reached him
because it was left unopened on his

secretary's desk She was new in

the office and didn't know the

procedure for these types of letters

very well So really neither Healy

or Wood could have known about

Burroughs or my address."

He also said that the copies of the

Board s responses to the Senate's

requests causes another com-
munications gap It was also

learned later from Chairman
Healy that he didn't want to

release the documents to the six

members of the Committee of

Concern until Joe Burroughs and

myself had personally received

them. Again President Wood didn't

know this acting as chairman at

the time, because Healy hadn't told

him'

Wellman added that the Faculty

Senate's Rules Committee got

together later on. still under the

issumption of Burroughs being

denied to speak, and drafted a

resolution "This resolution." he

maintained, "says the trustees

have been violating eert.un set

procedures TbOM ^pe< ifically

M;ite th;it i faculty Senate
Delegate tO the Board of Trus!

should sit in on the executive

session of the Board
"

Wellman says the Senate has

received an answer to this motion

from the Board, and it agrees with

the Senate's position He added the

Board felt that there were certain

occasions when a Faculty Senate

Delegates could not sit on it.

In response to this position by the

Board, he says. "I understand the

Board's ruling Let us say a certain

faculty member was in line for a

promotion It would be a conflict of

interest for a faculty member to sit

on this session. I can understand

the trustees position and ap-

preciate their point of view."

Today's Faculty Senate's agenda
will encompass the final reading a

question concerning an alleged

censorship of the University of

Massachusetts by the American
Association of University
Professors (AAUP) concerning the

negative response by the Board of

Trustees on the AAUP 1966

statement on Faculty Respon-

sibility in University Government
There will be also a final reading of

;i Constitutional Amendment to

add more students to the Athletic

Council and another question by

Professor (ierber asking about

President Wood's new Academic
Advisory Council
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Conscientious Objectors Must Use New Form
By GILBERT J. SALK

A quick flash for all of you, followed by

some more info on the new draft.

First, you should all take the opportunity

to hear Arlo Tatum's talk on "What's Up
with the Draft?" tonight in the SU Ballroom

at 8:00 p.m. Arlo is the director of Central

Committee for Conscientious Objectors, and

is one of the top experts on the draft in the

country. What with all the changes the SSS

is going through these days, it might really

help you out if you make sure you catch this

lecture. And please, be sure to pass the word

on to your friends-after all. they might not

want to fight the Johnson-Nixon War
Against Southeast Asia either.

(Special for draft counselors. Arlo will be

holding a seminar just for you Friday

morning from 9 a.m. to noon in 174-176 CC.

Please try to attend. I'm sorry about it being

during class time, but it was all we could do

with Arlo's schedule.)

Now, on to the new draft.

There's a whole new thing for Con-

scientious Objectors now. The old SSS Form
150 has been scrapped and replaced by a

new instrument of torture. This should not

effect those who have already filed a Form
150, but those who now decide to apply for

either a 1-0 or I-A-0 classification will be

supplied with a new form. The pertinent

sections of the form will be reproduced

below.

It should be noted that an old fact is still

true. Anyone who sincerely believes that it

is wrong to kill if there is any other alter-

native, or who feels that he will not par-

ticipate in war in any form, and can give as

reasons strongly held moral, ethical, or

religious beliefs, can get a CO.
classification. He must, however, get his

head together. It is not impossible, or even

particularly difficult, to be a conscientious

objector once you go through the job of

understanding your own value system.

If you think you might be a CO, consult a

draft counselor in 923 CC. He or she will

discuss the classification and your beliefs

with you. and go over the Form 150, giving

you ideas about how best to present yourself

on it. Then look over the form and start

roughing out answers to the questions. After

you've written a first draft, consult your

counselor again to find out which of your

answers need strnegthening. Then do a final

draft. After you have completed your an-

swers, write a short letter to your board

summarizing your beliefs and requesting

classification as a CO. Go over this letter

with your counselor before mailing it.

Keeping a copy of the letter for yourself,

send it to the board by Certified Mail,

Return Receipt Requested. When the

receipt comes back, staple it to your copy of

the letter and save it. The board will soon

send you a SSS Form 150, which you must fill

out and return within 30 days. Be sure to

consult your counselor before sending your

form back.

The questions on the form are reproduced

below. Clip them out and save them, so you

will have them if you decide to apply. The

best time to apply, by the way, is as soon as

you believe that you are a CO. The earlier

the better.
SSS Form ISO (Revised 1 3 72)

The Supreme Court has Interpreted Religious

Training and belief' to include moral and ethical beliefs as

well as traditional religous beliefs. The court did state that

those persons whose beliefs art not deeply and sincerely

held and those whose objection to war does not rest at all

upon moral ethical or religious principles but instead rests

solely upon considerations of policy, pragmatism or ex

pediency would not qualify

Emphasis added.

"Include In your statement answers to the following

questions In the order given plus any additional In-

formation you wish to provide:

l Briefly describe your beliefs which *r* the basis tor

your request for conscientious objector status.

2. If you seek classification in Class 1-0, why will not your

beliefs permit you to serve as a noncombatant In the armed

forces? if you seek classification in Class l-A-O, why will

your beliefs permit you to serve as a noncombatant in the

armed forces?

3. Explain how, when, and from what source you

received the religious, moral, or ethical training, or

acquired the belief, which is the basis for your claim for

classification as a conscientious objector.

Include in your answer a statement of (a) When and

how you first began to formulate your opposition to par

licipation In war, and (b) When you decided your beliefs

qualified you for classification as a conscientious objector

4. The Supreme Court has held that for sincere beliefs of

conscientious objection to qualify under the law they must

be-- 'based upon a power or being, or upon a faith (or

belief) to which all else is subordinate or upon which all

else is ultimately dependent.'

Show in the context of the above quotation that your

beliefs are deeply and sincerely held by (a) Explaining

what most clearly demonstrates the consistency and depth

ol your beliefs; (b) Describing how your beliefs affect the

way you live your life, the activities you participate In,

your vocational goals, and (c) Depicting what actions,

incidents, or other aspects of your life give evidence of your

beliefs...."

That's what has to be answered. It's

tough, but not really as bad as it may appear

at first glance Give it some thought, and if

you want to take a crack at it, stop in and

rap. Draft Counseling Services' office is in

923 Campus Center, and the folks there are

anxious to help.

PEACE.

T.V. Violence Necessary?
LONDON < APi-Violence is a necessary part of television, says a

report published Thursday after two years of research.

"There must be some violence. The problems are in deciding

what to include and how to present it honestly,"' it said.

To exclude all scenes of violence from the television screen

would be to falsify the picture of life presented to viewers."

The survey was ordered by the British Broadcasting Corp-

iBBCi-to discover exactly how much violence was contained in

programs and define viewers' relations to it

Of the 1.588 programs monitored, half contained no major in-

cidents of violence and one-eighth contained four or more.

Nearly half the violent incidents were in news and current affairs

programs and about a third in drama programs

The report said American programs contained twice as many

violent incidents as British-made productions, and that Westerns

had the most violent themes.

But the two men who compiled the report-Brian Emmett. head of

BBC audience research, and Prof Elihu Katz. director of com

munications at Jerusalem's Hebrew University-concluded that 96

per cent of all drama productions were justified in showing

violence . . ,,__

The report named the television series "The FBI and The

Untouchables" and the classic movie -Stagecoach" as being

among those that had used violence for violence's sake

Guns and fists were the most common weapons of violence, with

Americans preferring guns and the British fists, the report said

( )n audience reaction to violence, the report said most people

distinguished between "real violence and unreal violence" and that

it did not appear to be an important issue among more than a few-.

Nominated as the top 10 violence programs were "Mannix,"

•The Untouchables." "The Baron," "The Avengers," "I Spy

Dr Who." Hawaii Five-0 ', "The Virginian." "Callan" and

"Star Trek."

Author Bill Pannell Speaks Tonight

Phone Rates Questioned
BOSTON < \P> The state Con-

sumers Council Wednesday
requested an advisory opinion

from Atty Gen Robert H Quinn

on the legality of the $65 5 million a

year rate increase awarded to the

New England Telephone Co.

Monday.
The rate increase, awarded by

the state Department of Public

Utilities, was announced at a news

conference by Massachusetts
Secretary of Consumer Affairs

William I Cowin

L
w

is coming

Cowin estimated that the in

crease amounted to more than 14

per cent

He also said that the increase

represented a "settlement"
negotiated between the DPU and

the telephone company over two

rate increase requests filed during

the past 2 1/2 years

The total amount asked by the

company in the two cases was
$101 5 million

Cowin said the decision to

negotiate was "dictated" by a 1971

state Supreme Court ruling which,

he said, set down guidelines for

permissible profit levels.

In a letter to Quinn Wednesday,
the Consumer's Council asked if

the DPU can "enter a decision in a

telephone rate case without
holding a public hearing and af

fording all parties in interest an

opportunity to be heard."

The visit of Bill Pannell. gifted

Black lecturer and author, to

(Mass will be climaxed tonight in

an address at the Campus Center

Auditorium at 8:00. Pannell will be

joined by "The Apostles and Co.,"

a ten member Black gospel-soul

group from Brooklyn, NY. in this

unique program open to the whole

campus community.

Pannell is Vice-President and
the Director of the Campus
Ministry for Tom Skinner

AlMdaftM, Inc He and his staff

seek to communicate the relevance

of Jesus ( hr ist to Black students on

Black college campuses He has

authored numerous articles and £

book M> Friend. The Enemy His

iking has the tone of a prophet.

he deals with controversial

i-Mies with candor and a directness

which cuts to the heart of problems

and seeks to bring reconciliation

and healing

Pannell has already spoken at

several occasions to members of

the Black Community on campus
\ rsterday he addressed Black

faculty and leaders in CCEBS and
Afro-Am at a luncheon held for him
at The New Africa House, and last

night he engaged in dialogue with

many members of the Black

community at an informal rap

ion at the New Africa House
Me is also speaking at several

Black Studies classes during his

three days on campus.

"The Apostles & Co ." have been
together since 1965, when they

began as six teenage fellows in

Brooklyn. They have since grown
to twelve young men and women,
all of whom are college students in

the New York City area while

maintaining a busy schedule of

engagements in coffeehouses, on

campuses, in reformatories and
prisons, and on the streets of New
York

Bill Pannell and The Apostles

will be speaking and singing at

"Spirit and Soul Breakaway '72, ' a

weekend for members of the Black

Community, international
students, and concerned Con-

ference Center in Groton, Mass
Registration is open for 120

students. Anyone interested should

call 546-7125 or 546-6908 for in

formation about cost and tran

sportation.

Bill Pannell
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Salzman Protest Expected At Trustee Meeting

l' Mass Boston (MDC photo by Alan Chapman)

BOSTON (AP) — Trustees of the University of Massachusetts

afternoon. It may come from supporters of Dr. Freda Salzman, a

former associate professor of physics at the UMass Boston cam-
pus.

She was dropped from the faculty in 1968 on the grounds that her

husband held a tenured appointment in the same department.

Dr. Salzman claims she was a victim of discrimination against

women, and has summoned the support of scientists and women's
rights advocates in a protest against the University tenure system.

Last month, trustees announced they had rewritten their hiring

and promotion policies to enable husbands and wives to serve on

the same staff, but they did not reappoint Dr. Salzman.

UMass President Robert Wood said the ruling would not be

retroactive.

Dr. Salzman asserts the true reason she was dismissed was her

outspoken opposition to the administration of the Boston campus.

But she also maintains that university rules are designed to keep

women in low positions.

Dr Salzman has filed complaints with the Massachusetts

Commission against Discrimination and the U.S. Department of

Health, Education and Welfare.

Her supporters plan to demand her reappointment

Afresh
For many people a new semester signals the

beginning of many new things. Last semester over 300

UMass students began a commitment to tutor in

Springfield through the Northern Educational Ser-

vice. Unfortunately for many of the kids in Springfield

a UMass student's commitment ends when the grades

come out This Sunday night at 7:00 in room 163 of the

Campus Center NES will hold its first orientation of

the semester where those students who are interested

can continue their work. All new tutors will be

welcomed. This meeting will be mainly to organize the

tutors, answer any questions concerning the direction

the program will be taking this semester.

The four centers where tutoring activities take

place are Main St. Hancock St. Dwight St. and

Riverview Housing project Although other area

urban environment. No particular expertise is

required - the only necessity is a willingness to spend

some time with a kid who needs some help This does

not mean, however, that tutoring should be used to

soothe the "liberal conscience" Kids are the first

ones to notice honesty and sincerity or the lack of it.

Ego trippers need not apply.

There is a wide range of age groups to be tutored,

from first grade through high school. Almost any

subject can be tutored. Students are matched up as

close as possible to their preference in age and sub-

ject. There are also a lot of possibilities for those

students who want to work in arts and crafts or

arrange a special project or trip for a group of kids.

Most of the centers have a day set aside for arts and

crafts once a week and the center coordinators are

Tatum To Speak

On Draft Matters

Z^re™*"* w th NES Tn SpringfMd UMals gbd to get any help they can

prov?d« oTer hatf of the tutors needed to keep the The UMass branch of NES ,s coordinated in room
prov ioes overndu ui uic

i(K Qf^ Campus Center There are books and games

Manv oeoDle hesitate to commit themselves to that can be used in tutoring and also reference books

JmELSSL ttey have no Gaining or feel they are covering such subjects as tutoring, education, and the

L?lCT^?!ll5n\Sjiwrn^Smlim Tlirnfr

'

urban school. These can be used mainly as

seneTo orSions the tutors will gain practical background material for the
;
tutor*

Sedge both n tut0nng and in dealing with the Tutors can receive 20 modules of creditby attending

tiSSSSm will meet This will include an in- the orientation sessions and tutoring. The credit for

roducuTn to%,e urten school system. This is im- tutoring this past semester will appear on next

Rev. Daniel Berrigan Granted

Parole, Philip's Status Unsure

Arlo Tatum. one of the nation's

foremost experts on the draft and

director of the Central Committee

for Conscientious Objectors, will

speak in the Ballroom tonight at

8:00 p.m. His topic will be "What's

Up with the Draft?"

In addition to his work with

CCCO. Mr Tatus is a frequent

lecturer on the draft, has authored

the Handbook for Conscientious

Objectors and co-authored Guide

to th«* Draft . and has been a long-

time opponent of compulsory
military service

Mr. Tatum will cover such
subjects as the lottery, the new
form for conscientious objectors,

deferments and other alternatives

to the draft, the Extended Priority

Selection Group, and the likelihood

for inductions this year He will

also speak about efforts to repeal

the dratt. having just left a

meeting of the National Council to

Repeal the Draft in Washington.

DC

Following his address, there will

be an opportunity for questions

from the audience.

The address is sponsored by
Draft Counseling Services, United

Christian Foundation, and the

Student Senate Social Action
Committee. It is open to the public

without charge

On Friday morning. Mr Tatum
will hold a special seminar for

draft counselors to give them up-

to-date information on changes in

Selective Service regulations and

practice, and to provide specific

counseling advice and assistance

This seminar will be open to draft

counselors only, in 174-176 CC,

from 9:00 a.m. to noon For further

information, contact Draft

Counseling Services in 923 Campus
Center, or call 545-0813

Mr Tatum will also be speaking

at Amherst College's Converse
Hall on Sunday evening at 8:30

p.m His address there will also be
open to the public

WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Rev. Daniel Berrigan. convicted in

the Catonsville draft board raid,

was granted parole Wednesday by

the US Board of Parole, chairman

George J. Reed announced

The decision followed a hearing

to consider new information

presented on Fr Berrigan's

behalf, including details con-

cerning his poor health.

Daniel Berrigan, who reportedly

had an adverse reaction to

novocain while undergoing dental

treatment, was hospitalized for

about a week last summer as a

result. He also is said to suffer

from ulcers and a hernia.

Jim Noonan. leader of the

Committee of Conscience in.

support of the Berrigans, said a

vigil planned for Wednesday night

at the main prison gate to

demonstrate for the parole of

Daniel Berrigan would still be

"Instead of a service hoping for

his release it will be turned into a

celebration," he said

"We feel it is something that

certainly should have happened

sooner not only because of his

health but because we felt he was

being held as a political prisoner
."

Berrigan was sentenced to three

years imprisonment for

destruction of draft records at

Catonsville, Md., and began ser-

ving his sentence Aug. 11, 1970.

He had been scheduled to be

released Nov. 23, 1972.

Daniel Berrigan and his brother

Philip, were denied parole last

July. In November they instituted

a suit to get a new parole hearing.

Both have been serving sen-

tences at the prison after being

convicted of destroying draft

records in Catonsville, Md.

Philip Berrigan went on trial

Monday in Harrisburg, Pa., with

six other persons on charges of

conspiring to kidnap presidential

aide Henry A. Kissinger, to blow up

heating tunnels in federal buildings

in Washington and to raid military

draft boards along the East Coast

Besides Berrigan, 47. the others

on trial are Eqbal Ahmad. 41, a

Pakistani scholar; Sister Elizabeth

McAlister, 32, a nun on leave from

Marymount College in Tarrytown.

NY; the Revs. Neil McLaughlin,

31. and Joseph Wenderoth. 36, both

priests from Baltimore; Anthony

Scoblick, 31, Baltimore, a former

Josephite priest, and his wife,

Mary, 33, a former nun.

The Berrigans in a four-page

complaint petitioned that the July

19 proceedings before a federal

parole board be voided, that they

be given a new hearing and that the

reasons behind any new decision

be stated on the record

They charged that the parole

board violated their constitutional

rights of due process of law and

protection from cruel and unusual

punishment.

No information was immediately

available on a change in the status

of Philip Berrigan's request for

parole.
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World

Hanoi
WASHINGTON <AP) — Henry

A Kissinger said Wednesday
Hanoi has balked at President

Nixon's Vietnam peace proposals

on two counts: The fine print on

blueprints for a U.S. withdrawal

and the election of a new Saigon

government.
Kissinger, who was Nixon's

clandestine go-between in 12 just-

disclosed secret Paris conferences

with key figures from Hanoi, said

at a rare news conference he still

hopes for a negotiating

breakthrough
He called the President's eight-

point proposal a flexible one, not a

take-it-or-leave-it proposition.

The President's far-traveled

assistant for National Security

Affairs said Nixon, by publicizing

26 months of secret negotiations in

an address to the nation Tuesday

night may spur North Vietnam to

resume talks "on a somewhat
more urgent basis."

Nixon unfolded a peace offer that

includes an Indochina cease-fire,

withdrawal of American forces

and release of war prisoners, new
elections in the South with the Viet

Cong participating. and
resignation of the Saigon govern-

ment a month before the in-

ternationally supervised balloting

Under the Nixon plan, all these

developments would take place

within six months after a

Washington Hanoi agreement
The basics of the proposal have

been in Hanoi's hands since Oc-

tober. Nixon said, but Hanoi has

given no response.

Radio Hanoi, in a quick response

to the President's address, said it

contained nothing new and insisted

that the U.S. position has "not

changed in any way."

But the broadcast stopped short

of rejecting the chief executive's

proposal The same was true of

similar denunciations voiced in

Paris by Hanoi negotiators

Elsewhere internationally, the

response to Nixon's disclosures

found the Communist nations

generally disapproving and U.S.

allies hopeful although not

necessarily confident.

On the domestic scene, comment
from Congress members tended to

follow party lines but with the

Democratic presidential aspirants

in the Senate most critical.

For example. Sen Hubert H.

Humphrey of Minnesota, the 1968

Democratic nominee and an

aspirant again this year, com-

plained that Nixon's proposals do

not offer a precise date for with-

drawal of U.S. forces in return for

release of US. prisoners.

Similarly, he said the plan for

South Vietnamese elections "if it

were coupled with a withdrawal

date could present a strong

possibility of breaking the

deadlock
"

On the other hand. Sen Jacob K
Javits. R-N.Y.. said Nixon's

disclosure of the administration

prolonged secret peace efforts has

dealt a lethal blow to the

Democrats' hopes of winning the

presidency this year

He said Nixon's move has vir-

tually "sprung a trap"' on

Democratic who have asserted

that the administration has done

nothing to end the war.

But Kissinger said Washington

and Hanoi remain apart on specific

In Brief...
Men Disrupt Russian Show

TORRINGTON. Conn. ( AP) — Four men were arrested during a

performance of the U.S.S.R s Osipov Balaliaka Orchestra at the

Warner Theatre here Wednesday night, after two small bottles of

ammonia were uncapped and rolled down the floor

One woman was treated at a hospital after inhaling the fumes.

police said.

NAFSC Says War Increasing

BOSTON <AP) — The National American Friends Service

Committee said it would release a study today showing that the war

in Southeast Asia is not winding down but instead being fought with

more sophisticated weapons
According to a spokesman for the committee, the report said that

instead of a ground war with American troops and casualties.

Nixon is fighting an automated air war with American planes and

bombs He says he is winding down the war, but he is only making it

less visible."

Irving Says Hughes (iot Money

NEW YORK <AP> — Author Clifford Irving arrived from Spain

on Wednesday and reiterated that he personally handed Howard R
Hughes a $275,000 check for the billionaire's autobiography Irving

said Hughes replied: "Thanks."

But Irving, arriving at Kennedy Airport with his wife, declined to

be questioned further, saying he had lost his voice in talking with

reporters in Spain.
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terms of a U.S. withdrawal and

ways to establish a new govern-

ment in Saigon

The North Vietnamese, he said,

want Nixon to agree to withdraw

all American forces by a fixed date

and. in addition, remove all

equipment and supplies-even items

already in the hands of the South

Vietnamese army-as well as

promising to end all U.S. aid to

Saigon.

Kissinger said cutting off aid and

removing equipment from an ally

would be patently unfair inasmuch

as, by his estimate, »' ^oi receives

$800 million to $1 billion in annual

aid from its friends.

The security affairs adviser

pictured Hanoi as insisting that the

United States directly overthrow

the government of President

Nguyen Van Thieu or do so in-

directly by stripping him of

military and economic aid.

Besides expressing a hope that

Nixon's public disclosure of secret

talks may spur new negotiations,

Kissinger offered a hopeful ap-

praisal of a Communist offensive

that apparently is developing in

Indochina.

"We believe that we can contain

the offensive." said Kissinger,

"and it is even possible, maybe
even probable that the reason they

make the offensive is as a prelude

to a subsequent negotiation."

Kissinger, who had 12 secret

meetings in Paris with top

representatives of North Vietnam,

said that in most cases he flew by

military aircraft to small

American bases in Europe, then

transferred once or twice to other

aircraft which took him to "a little-

used air field" near the French

capital.

He said he kept out of sight by

staying on the outskirts of Pans
and meeting at remote sites which

he said were chosen by the Com-

munist negotiators.

Kissinger said he did not want to

go into other details on his methods

of getting to Paris, and moving

around in France without detection

because "we may want to do it

again."

N. Viets Term Speech

'Political Maneuver'
PARIS (AP) — The North Vietnamese have dismissed President

Nixon's Indochina speech as a political maneuver and claimed he broke a

promise by disclosing secret talks between Henry Kissinger and the

Communist delegation to the Paris peace talks.

Initial Soviet reaction to the Tuesday night speech was negative, but

the non-Communist world's response was generally favorable. Although

some U.S. allies in Asia were cautious, there were expressions of hope

that the plan would lead to settlement of the war.

The North Vietnamese delegation's angry reaction Wednesday to

Nixon's address followed an unfavorable comment by the North Viet-

namese radio. It said there was "nothing new" in Nixon's plan for setting

a U.S. troop withdrawal deadline and new South Vietnamese elections in

return for release of U.S. prisoners of war.

But neither the statement nor the North Vietnamese broadcast rejected

the proposals.

Moscow's regular evening radio news program Wednesday said it

"contains not a word on readiness of the United States" to withdraw its

military units-including air and naval forces-from the other countries of

Indochina
.

According to the Nixon plan text released by the White House, "with-

drawal of outside forces from Indochina" would be one matter subject to

international supervision.

The Moscow announcer said the statement indicates "the United States

intends to attempt to keep in power the pro-American regime in Saigon."

He predicted that Washington would approach the Paris peace talks

"from a position of force and insist on unconditional acceptance of the

plan."

Soviet Union Proposes

European Arms Cutback

Kennedy
Hits

England

v\ \siiim;ton (AP> - Sen

Edward Kennedy. D-Mass.. said

today the strife in Northern Ireland

will not stop until the British quit

arresting dissident Catholics

without due process of law

"There can be no peace until

there is an end to the policy of

internment." he said

He also renewed his call for a

complete withdrawal of British

troops But that shouldn't happen,

he said, until some sort of

Protestant-Catholic police force is

in operation to replace them
Kicking off a lobbying effort by

about 250 cheering members of the

Americans Committee for Ulster

Justice. Kennedy said:

"The presence of British troops

just adds to the problem
."

The Ulster group seeks to offset

what their leaders say is a one-

sided presentation given to

congressmen by the U.S. State

Department

PR.Uil'K. Czechoslovakia <AP)
— The Soviet Union and its allies

proposed Wednesday a cutback in

the armed might of the East and

West in Europe-home armies as

well as foreign forces.

This came out of a two-day

summit meeting of the Communist
Warsaw Pact-the defense
organization of the Soviet Union,

Poland. East Germany.
Czechoslovakia. Hungary,
Romania and Bulgaria

A statement at the end of the

meeting said: "It would be in the

interests of strengthening

European security to arrive at an
agreement on the reduction of

armed forces and armaments in

Europe
"

It added that negotiations on

troop reductions "cannot be the

exclusive matter of the existing

military-political groupings in

Europe
."

The Soviet bloc proposal

suggested reductions in both home
armies and military forces on

foreign soil The latter would in

elude U.S. troops in Western

Europe and Soviet troops in

Eastern Europe.

The West also has proposed

mutual East West cutbacks and

the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization has proposed that its

former secretary general. Manlio

Brosio of Italy, go to Moscow to

begin discussions

The Soviet Union, however, has

never replied to the proposal for

talks with Brosio

The form for negotiating of

mutual force reductions would

have to be worked out. the Prague

statement said It advocated an all

European security conference by

the end of this year

The declaration said talks in

Helsinki in preparation for the

conference, proposed by Finland,

should be started as soon as

possible.

The Warsaw Pack countries

have already chosen their

delegates for such talks, they

declared.
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Federal Agency Says

Noise Limits Needed
WASHINGTON (AP)-The En-

vironmental Protection Agency
said Wednesday the federal

government should establish noise

limits on aircraft and other

transportation equipment, con-

struction equipment and internal

combustion engines.

It was learned also Wednesday
that the EPA is drafting plans to

broaden the sale of lead-free

gasoline.

In a report to Congress, EPA
said the technology already is

available to control most forms of

noise but is not being applied

because of "inadequate social,

economic, or governmental
pressures for noise abatement."

EPA said noise already is having

a harmful effect on the public and

will get worse unless action is

taken.

"Whereas noise levels sufficient

to induce some degree of hearing

loss were once confined mainly to

factories and occupational

situation," the report said, "noise

levels approaching such intensity

and duration are today being

recorded on city streets and, in

some cases, in and around the

home."
Meanwhile, the EPA is drafting

regulations to require the sale of

unleaded gasoline at all large

filling stations by the middle of

1974, a spokesman said Wed-

nesday.

The EPA released a consultant's

findings that lead-free gas is

essential to meet 1975 and 1976

clean-air standards with

automobile antipollution devices

now being tested.

The report estimated auto an-

tipollution devices might add
anywhere from $229 to $388 in new
equipment costs per vehicle, and

car owners would pay a $56 to $109

per year extra in maintenance and

operating costs, largely due to

lower mileage per gallon.

EPA has authority to limit or ban

lead in gasoline under the 1970

Clean Air Act but its proposed

regulations still must be reviewed

by the White House Office of

Management and Budget.

Legislation to give EPA
authority for noise control ac-

tivities is currently pending in

Congress
EPA said its studies and public

hearings in eight cities lead to "one

over-riding conclusion: There is a

need for improved and com-
prehensive efforts at all levels of

government for environmental

noise control."

Senate Passes Equal
Employment Amendment
WASHINGTON (AP)-By a 48-46 vote, civil rights forces squeaked to a

victory Wednesday in a Senate fight over enforcement of equal em-

ployment legislation.

The outcome was just the reverse of what happened earlier in the

House, leaving the final verdict in doubt

The bill before the Senate, still a long way from passage, would confer

authority on the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to issue

cease-and-desist orders when it decides there has been discrimination

based on race, sex or religion.

For the second time, the Senate rejected an amendment by Sen. Peter

H Dominick. (R-Colo.) to strike out this authority and to require instead

that the EEOC bring suits in the federal courts to enforce its findings.

The Senate first defeated Dominick's amendment Monday by a 43-41

vote, but two hours later a motion to reconsider was adopted 40-39.

Wednesday, foes of the amendment immediately nailed down their

victory with a 54-39 vote tabling and thus killing a motion to reconsider

on the Senates showdown vote. 26 Republicans and 20 Democrats

almost all of them Southerners-supported Dominick's amendment

Voting against it were 31 Democrats and 17 Republicans, including GOP
Leader Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania.

The House took no action after the Senate passed a similar bill two

years ago. but the situation is different now because the House already

has passed legislation of its own
The House, bv the narrow margin of 202-197. voted for enforcement

through the courts rather than empowering the EEOC to issue cease-and

desist orders. .

This and manv other differences will have to be ironed out by a con-

ference committee if a bill is to receive final Congressional approval

Thf Student Senate will discuss what action should be taken

regarding the Student Kducational Service <SKS notes) when it

meets in special session tonight at 6:30 in the council chambers in the

Student I'nion.

Skip Olmstead. Student Senate treasurer has announced that the

Senate plans to take over management of SKS. He said SES offers a

useful service, provides student employment and has tentative

backing from the administration. He urges senators to attend the

meeting. _____^__^_^_

Don't you wish you were in Maine working on this lobster boat? Then there would only be lobsters to

bite you. Think of the peaceful release. MIX' photo by Alan Chapman.

Dangerous Cargo May Hit Mass. Coast

WILMINGTON. Del. (AP)-Dupont Co. officials say

they have alerted United States and Canadian

authorities that 170 drums-containing a noxious,

flammable fuel residue-could wash ashore north of

Cape Cod
They had been carried as deck cargo on a Brazilian

ship and were washed overboard in a violent storm in

the North Atlantic last month, according to Jim

Reynolds, Dupont public relations manager.

"We're afraid someone might find the drums on

shore and come in contact with the residue of the anti-

knock fuel compound," Reynolds said Tuesday. "It

could cause a serious burn.

The ecological threat is slight by comparison, he

said.

The Coast Guard from Martha's Vineyard north into

Canada had been notified to be on the lookout for the

drums, as had the Canadian Coast Guard, the Royal

Canadian Mounted Police, state police in several U.S.

seacoast states, and coastal and fishing interests.

"The drums are gray and carry the Dupont name,"

said Reynolds. "They are about the same size as a

standard 55-gallon oil drum, but are much heavier,

and weigh 140 pounds when empty.

Dupont shipped a load of the anti-knock fuel com-

pound to Brazil in December, Reynolds said. When the

fuel was unloaded in a refinery there, the empty

drums were put back onto the ship for a return voyage

to America.
"The Marcos Souza Dantas was returning to

Philadelphia with an intermediate stop in Montreal

when on Dec. 5 they hit a storm with 30 foot waves."

Reynolds said.

"The skipper cabled the Brazilian owners to tell

them of the loss of about 100 drums," he said, "but no

one thought to inform us."

"On the 24th of December, they hit another storm

about 100 miles southeast of Nova Scotia, with the loss

of about 70 more drums," he added.

"We're asking anyone sighting one of the barrels to

call the Dupont Co. collect at 302-774-7500," he said

I.R.A. Bombs Police Station
BELFAST (AP) Guerrilla bomb-

throwers blasted a dozen targets

across Northern Ireland on

Wednesday The lone fatality was
believed to be one of the guerrillas

Peter McNulty. 47, was blown to

pieces during a bombing raid on

the Castlewellan police station a

few miles from the home of Prime
Minister Brian Faulkner, police

said

A second man was seriously

wounded when two bombs ap-

parently exploded prematurely

The two men were believed to be

members of the outlawed Irish

Republican Army
Two more bombs wrecked a

nearby telephone exchange and an

agricultural aid station in the area

about 2() miles south of Belfast No

one was hurt

Two persons on a Belfast street

were cut by flying glass when an

explosion wrecked an antique
shop A bomb weighing up to 100

pounds ripped through a Belfast

telephone exchange Passers-by

were treated for shock

other bombs demolished part of

the Newtonabbey town hall near

Belfast, damaged a general store

at Newton Hamilton and exploded

in rapid succession in five

buildings in the border town of

Newry One of the Newry targets

was a new income office built to

replace one destroyed earlier by a

bomb
No injuries were reported in these

other bombings.

SAVE • * SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE • • SAVE

Redeem Coupons at the

STUDENT UNION HATCH
Thurs., Jan. 27 — Sat. Jan. 30

;nior

MEN and WOMEN
Consider a Career

with 'Sm^Utv'
Join the rapidly expanding food Service industry. As a leader

in this field, Bngham's owns and operates over 1 20 ice cream,

candy and sandwich shops in eastern New Fngland. We

manufacture and merchandise a number of high quality food

products and are seeking new talent to help us continue our

rapid growth.

We're oriented toward people as well as profits. We place

special emphasis on the development and welfare of our

employees, the satisfaction of our customers, and on our

reputation in the community.

Our training program is guaranteed not to bore you, it's

designed for the eager - those who have the confidence and

ability to become part of our management team in a very

s)\ort time. Ii fact, within 30 days after joining us, you'U

assume the .lumber two position in a $250,000 a year

operation. We'll expect you to become Manager of a

Bngham's shop within a year and the opportunity for further

promotion is unlimited.

Your development will be enhanced by a number of training

techniques, including on-the-job training, classroom seminars

and sponsorship by one of our executives.

We'd like to tell you more about our career opportunities.

Mr. Randall Smith will be visiting your campus on

A
«»

l3*S|Um,'

Tuesday/ February 8

Why not sec your Placement Director

to arrange an interview?

30MillStreel, Arlington. Mavs. 02174

One of the Jewel Companies

An equal opportunity employer
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Campus-Free College

Spreading In Country
Campus-Free College, a new nationwide institution for people who want

to get their college education outside the usual pattern of campus

resources, schedules, and requirements, is now operating in 100 cities and

towns across the U.S. and Canada. Not a correspondent school, CFC is a

non-profit, non-residential college which features person-to-person

planning, guidance, and learning built around each student's own goals,

schedule, skills, and budget.

The key to CFC's operation is the local services provided by more than

150 experienced "Program Advisors," who have been chosen from

among outstanding teachers, artists, and other professionals. CFC
students do their learning in whatever locations are most convenient,

paying directly for their instruction to the people, programs, or in-

stitutions they work with. Because the college is not limited to the

resources of any single campus, a wide variety of learning resources not

usually available to college students can be made available through a

student's advisor.

Campus-Free College aims to be an alternative to conventional in-

stitutions which can help each student get the best learning he can, in

ways most suited to his values, goals, and general life situation. And by

choosing Program Advisors carefully, the college expects to offer non-

residential education of a quality equal to that of the best residential

colleges.

Because CFC is not tied to the academic calendar of a campus, its

services are available on a year-around basis, and students may enroll at

the beginning of any month. In addition to the cost of instruction, the

collegecharges a yearly fee to cover the cost of advising, records-keeping,

information-sharing, and approving academic work. The college's

Academic Council, a group of educators experienced in the evaluation of

both traditional and non-traditional study, approves all student work and

credits it toward degrees.

General information about Campus-Free College, and a free directory

of CFC's nationwide resources, may be obtained from the administrative

offices in Arlington. Mass. 02174.

Campus Carousel

Tyleration Cheese Cake

Explained

The JOE II Conference has had a

variety of positive and negative

publicity. The people involved in

the JOE thing realistically do not

have time to settle all accounts.

The best that can be done is to lay a

few options and statements on the

line.

The JOE II Conference has two

goals. They are the following: the

staff and volunteers of the JOE II

Conference want to move as many

institutionalized youth out of a

stifling setting into viable com
munity based settings as possible.

This is being done through the

student advocate-Department of

Youth Services group leader

structure were youth, advocate,

and DYS staff negotiate for a

productive setting The remaining

goal was to close the many youth

institutions that lay seeds of anti-

social behavior which many of us

see as a threat to our civilized

society.

The point is that nearly 100

college students have become
involved in an experiment in

human potential. Discovering it in

another and taking the respon

sibility in developing what lies

beneath the skin. Therefore, the

people of JOE II make this in-

vitation to the university com-

munity.

Anyone wishing to see and

discover for themselves what JOE
II is all about a request for you -the

curious and the interested -to in-

vite a youth and his or her ad-

vocate home to dinner is made. Too

much speculation is made about

many things to let the JOE II

Conference disappear in a few

weeks with unanswered questions

on the lips of the Commonwealth's
citizens. Arrangements can be

made through the JOE II an-

swering service. The number is

256-8681. All one has to do is leave

your name, address (and phone

number) and time of invitation. A
member of the JOE II staff will be

in touch to make all the final

arrangements.

B\ To\N GRANITE
CHEESECAKE of John Tyler

Community College < h.ster, Va .

ported as "the student body of

the month "

Tylerull— , the student

ntwspaper. displays the chos«-n

temale forms on page one. with

pictures designated as "Faces and

Leg
od clean sport, that.

HEADLINE <>K THE WEEK
comes from The Northern low an of

the I "niversity of the same name:

"Noted Tooter Heads CNI's First

Trumpet Festival
"

Which is a good start, any way
vou look at it

THE \<>\ I.KTTKR WKITIM.
population of the John Jay College

of Criminal Justice in New York

City has been chided by the

frustrated editors of l.ex. the

campus newspaper
A revised version of their letters

column appeared under the title.

"Letters FROM the Editors " And

the subhead read: "To the

Students Since you did not bother

to write to us. this issue, the

Editors of Lex are taking the

liberty of writing to you With all

our love, the Editors
"

And there followed four letters

The Editor -in-Chief wrote of his

amazement at how little respect

there is for his position The Art

Editor lamented the lack of ap-

preciation for his cartoons A
potpourri column by the potpourri

columnist And a "let's fight

apathy'' letter by an associate

editor

They gave the student body a

taste of their own medicine
•••••

WHAT \ NICE THING fob X

HOUSING OFFICE TO DO is

what they're saying at Central

Washington State Their Campus
Crier newspaper tells that the

Housing office is running vans to

pick up students arriving after

three-day weekends at the local

(ireyhound Terminal, where the

»inly transportation to the campus
is by taxi

The free vans operate between 2

pm and 11 pm on Sundays and

Mondays of long weekends After

the Thanksgiving hiatus. 142

students used the vans.

FREE FOOD FOR THE
I \MISIIFI> students of Mankato
State was reported in a recent

Reporter
Seems that a restaurant called

Antonio's celebrated a Student

Appreciation Day to "show
students how necessary they are to

the town's economy
For one entire day. Antonio s

served up free rigatoni. bread,

pizza and beverages

The town and gown has never fit

better, they say.

MEANTIME, at Washington
State, the Daily Evergreen reports

that tape decks are the prime

targets of auto thieves who break

into cars on the campus parking

lots A total of 25 such thefts were

recorded for the Fall semester

APPROVAL FOR OFF-
< WIIM I HOI SIM. is being

phased out at Illinois State, ac-

cording to The Yidette newspaper

there Under the present system

the University is a de facto third

party to housing agreements
between students and
householders

lUsid. the on-campus
residences halls have caught up

with demand, so that a 96 percent

occupancy must be maintained
•••••

DO-IT-YOURSELF XRORTION
KITS went on sale at LCal

Riverside, according to a banner

head in a recent edition of The

Highlander newspaper
An enterprising salesman set up

a booth for uterine sounds used to

induce abortions, during a Market

Day sponsored by the Campus
Activities Office

"They're only a dollar and it's

cheaper than a doctor's office

They work." he is reported to have

said "Any woman stupid enough

to use them deserves them
"

The salesman was subsequently

rousted by the local gendarmes,

but freed without charges because

of local confusion about the legality

of the sale of such devices
•••••

SDS Still Breathing

The papers say SDS is dead. They wish! Despite the death notices more

than 1000 will attend the SDS National Convention against Racism, March

30 - April 2, at Lowell Lecture Hall, Harvard University. (Some of the

death notices are not merely on paper. Harvard, for example, tried to kill

the Convention by denying facilities. When SDS launched a

petition campaign, they backed down and gave in.) Last

year's SDS Convention of over 1000 led to the launching of numerous

struggles on campuses all across the country and several large national

demonstrations to fight racist unemployment, welfare cuts, and the War

in SE Asia.

This year SDS has led struggles against pushers of racist ideology such

as Herrnstein at Harvard and Shockley at Stanford. In LA and Boston

SDS is leading fights against administrations which boastfully push

racist policies In Chicago SDS has joined with welfare mothers and

others to fight racist welfare cuts. In NY starting Monday, Jan. 24 SDS

will launch a city-wide campaign aimed at defeating Rockefeller's at-

tempt to replace the free city university system with a tuition-charging

state system. At Northeastern University in Boston, SDS led a

movement of workers and students which suc-

cessfully prevented racist Attny. Gen Mitchell from

dedicating the new Police Science building.

Many SDSers feel that a key focus of the Convention should be the

launching of a national campaign on the scale of the anti-war movement

to fight the upsurge of racism on campus, be it racist textbooks,

professors, or administrators and their policies. SDS sees allying both

students and working people in common struggle around common in-

terests as the most effective way to achieve progressive social change in

America. We invite everyone- in school and out-to attend the Convention

and build the fight against racism

Student Senate

By-Election
Nomination papers are now available in the Student Senate offices

for the Feb. 17 By-election to fill vacancies in the Senate. All papers

must be returned to the Senate offices no later than 5 p.m. Feb. 11.

Vacancies to be filled are:

10-Com mutters
2-Patterson

l-Wheller

I -Adams T.">

1 < rampton

l-Chadbourne
l-Dwight

l Melville

I -Emerson
I -Grayson

2-Fraternities

1 -Sororities

l-Thatcher

l-JQA Middle

I -Brooks

i Mills North

I -Webster

l-Coolidge Lowwer
1 -James
2-Canee

I Dickinson

l-Chashin

l-JQA Lowwer
I Hint er field

I Hills South

1-McN'amara
l-Coolidge Upper
1 -Moore

J
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Business Is Business
Small doses of business knowledge have been given to social agencies

and civic organizations in New England by college students whose

business is business and whose interest is cities.

Graduate students taking Business Administration 799 at UMass get to

put some of their knowledge of the business world to work in social and

civic organizations which welcome the volunteer service. They help and

learn.

One student who worked in a social agency last summer made these

comments in her final report to Prof. Robert H. Plattner, who directed

the course.

She said, "...many problems crop up that we, fresh out of the classroom

are trained to notice and analyze -while the agency regulars are either

too busy to notice; or they never realize the significance of the symp-

toms."
And, "One personal gain that I received after having worked in the

ghetto is that I am no longer afraid of a multitude of black people. They no

longer look alike to me, which used to be a tendency in a crowd, even

though I had many individual friends among them."

Business Administration 799 was offered in a new manner last summer.

Students who find the course work satisfies a primary interest may
decide to study for the new master's degree in urban and regional

management, offered by the UMass School of Business Administration

and directed by Prof. Plattner. The graduate degree program began last

fall, though the School has for several years offered undergraduate

students a concentration in urban and regional studies.

Says Prof. Plattner, "More and more today, business schools and

business firms are finding that their talents are in demand to tackle

urban problems and help manage urban organizations."

A student assigned to a civic organization was charged with the

responsibility of evaluating a plan for the economic development of a

shopping area. He reported, "The particular work project that I was

supposed to be working on was a relative failure, since it never got off the

ground until I was ready to leave. This was the result of a great deal of

bureaucratic haggling."

Another working for a town government, helped convert employee

benefits to percentages of annual pay-to facilitate collective bargaining

between the town and the employees. In his report, he said, "There was

no organized mass of payroll data available. The men got sick and took

days off at the discretion of the various foremen, and no record was kept

of the days off. The same was the case with vacations and other benefits

I was surprised to find so much disorganization and lack of policy The

secret behind the fact that the town seems to function well is decen-

tralized responsibility."

One student worked with a vocational rehabilitation office in one of the

New England states. He found one of the office's major problems in

operating effectively was a budgetary one His report said "The

financial problem is aggravated by a cumbersome state budgeting

system utilizing encumbrances to control the allocation of funds ..It is

quite evident that under the present system there is every incentive to

encumber more funds than are actually required This procedure is in

direct conflict with the organizations goal of aiding the greatest number

of people with the resources available by unnecessarily typing up funds

thereby limiting the number of people the organization can obligate itself

to assist
."

Room To Move

D.A. Callahan On Campus
On Saturday, February 5, at 2:00

P.M. in Thompson 102, Room To
Move will be sponsoring a panel

discussion revolving around the

use of undercover narcotics

agents. The members of the panel

will be District Attorney Callahan,

Judge Raymond Cross, Dean
William Field, Lee Sandwen, E.T.

Mellor (from the Sylvan Area

Human Relations Center).

The issues which will be dealt

with will include: should un-

dercover narcotics agents be used

on the University campus; what

are their objectives and what ef-

fects do they achieve on the drug

traffic and on the community as a

whole; what rights should the

community have in the decision

making process of whether or not

undercover agents should be used

to control drug traffic; what other

means of drug control are

available and how would they

compare; what kind of community
control would be possible and ef-

fective; the value of enforcing

victimless crimes, should drugs be

legalized and what is the scope of

the drug scene here on campus.

The format of the discussion will be

fairly unstructured and questions

from the floor will be encouraged

There has been some confusion

as to whether the student body as a

whole endorses the use of un

dercover agents. The Student

Senate as the elected represen-

tative body of the students has

clearly taken a negative stand. The
District Attorney, on the other

hand, has stated at several oc-

casions that he feels that the

student body is in favor of the use

of undercover agents

In order to gather a little more
evidence prior to the panel

discussion. Room To Move is

conducting a ballot survey to allow

students to respond to this issue.

The only way this survey will have

any significance is if a large

number of people vote. Both the

Student Senate and the District

Attorney have expressed an

opinion as to where the student

body stands. Both the Student

Senate and the District Attorney

are elected officials. Due to the

nature of politics a large vote on

this ballot night have an effect

even beyond the use or scope of the

panel discussion.

Ballot boxes will be set up at the

Collegian dispersal centers in the

Campus Center, Student Union and
all of the dining commons. Please

respond. We at Room To Move
hope that everyone will take the

time to vote and that those of you

who are interested will be at the

panel discussion.

Taxi Bills Paid By Welfare
BOSTON (APi-State Auditor

Thaddeus Buczko today disclosed

taxi payments for welfare

recipients that, in one case,

totalled more than $2,600

In a report on an audit of the

Greater Boston regional office of

the Welfare Department. Buczko

included what he said was an

analysis of payments to two taxi

companies by the Summerville

finance unit covering the period

from Jan 1. 1971. to Dec. 9. 1971

In the Aid to Families with

Dependent Children category.

Buczko cited payments of $2,622

over a 13-month period for one

recipient; $1,781 over a ten-month

period to another recipient; $856

over seven months to a third

recipient, and $800 over a nine-

month period to a fourth

In the second case, involving

$1,781. Buczko said the original

signed authorization was for a

single trip enabling the recipient to

visit her husband at Westboro

State Hospital

However. Buczko said, the

recipient went to the hospital on

several occasions at $60 per round

trip

The first case, involving $2,622.

provided trips to the

Massachusetts Mental Health

Center for one member of the

family and trips to hospitals for

another. Buczko said

Buczko also said that the Greater
Boston office has continued to

authorize special needs payments

for items forbidden by Welfare

Commissioner Steven A Minter

when th«- flat grant system of

payments went into effect

The audit report also said that

the "state auditor has found many
over charges on drug bills," and

that "welfare service offices do not

check enough of their drug bills '

tear out
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TONIGHT
Direct from Ireland

BRADY'S BUNCH
Irish Singalong Night

Ballot
Please vote -only a large number of people responding can

insure its significance. Please fill in and deposit in the ballot

boxes in the Campus Center, Student Union and all dining

commons.

Please indicate by circling or filling in.

1. Do you feel that undercover agents should be used at

UMass?
YES

NO.

2. What other means of drug control would you endorse?

D
O

i

3. Given your experience at UMass, do you feel that a

community control model is feasible?

YES

NO.

4. What forms should it take?

THANKS

tear outtear out
j
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S.E.S. Fourteen Week

LECTURE NOTES
PROGRAM

January 31st through May 12th

Weekly distribution of lecture note* In select courses.

ALL SECTIONS available for:

Botany 100

Kconomics 125

Economics 120

Food Science 101

Geology 100

History 150

Microbiology 140

Philosophy 105

Political Science 100

Political Science 150

Psychology 101

Psychology 202

Psychology 283

Psychology 205

Psychology 270

Psychology 2M
Psychology 101

Psychology 302

Psychology 325

Sociology 101

Sociology 250

Sociology 257

Zoology 101

Zoology 135

9:30 to close

Subscriptions for the first seven weeks of notes are now being sold

in ROOM 318. Student Union Building Lobby.

I*r ict?s *

Courses with two 50-minute lectures per week - $3.50/half

semester
, „ * „.„,

Courses with three 50-minute lectures or two 75-minute lectures per

week — f 4 /half semester

For further information on the program come to room 318 In the

Student Union Lobby or call 545-2683. Our office is open everyday.

Monday through Friday, from 9: 30 a.m. to 3: 30 p.m.
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Nixon May Be It

Though no one quite wants to admit it, it is becoming

increasingly evident that President Nixon will win his

Second term in office with ease, no matter who the

Democratic Party sees fit to run against him

The Democrats will challenge him on the issues

presidential campaigns have always been centered

around, foreign policy, economics, the budget They

will look for new angels and issues, and will strain to

point out the mistakes Nixon has made in.his four

years in office. But one cant escape the feeling that it

just wont work. ra,;„o
With his move towards a conciliation with China

and his Vietnam speech of two days ago, Nixon is well

on his way towards pulling off two of the more im-

portant coups in recent American foreign policy. No

matter how the North Vietnamese react to his peace

proposals, Nixon has probably satisfied a large

segment of the American population that he has done

all he could feasibly do to end the war. If theNorth

Vietnamese do reject his proposal, (which they

probably will) he is left with the obvious recourse of

reducing American forces in Vietnam to a number

small enough not to offend the sensibilities of the

average citizen. »».—
As for China, no matter what his trip there

produces, even if it is no more than mutual back

slapping, the fact that he was there will be what

counts come election time.

His administration foreign policy debacle on the

Indian subcontinent will have only mild reper-

cussions. Few Americans worry about what happens

to a million or two Asians, (If we did we would have

gotten out of Vietnam long ago and there would have

been a bit more of an outcry while the Pakistanis were

slaughtering hundreds of thousands of Bengalis. ) , and

Nixon is a good enough of a politician to realize when

he has made a mistake. We can probably expect some

attempt at reconciliation with India in the future.

One the economic front, AFL-CIO leader George

Meany is pretty pissed off at the administration, but it

remains to see how much steam he can mount in his

drive to toss Nixon out. Big business is probably pretty

happy. Nixon's vaunted Pay and Price Boards have

opened holes big enough to drive a truck through. The

only area where he might have a problem is the high

unemployment rate, but there are enough ways to

twist and turn the economy to lower it in time for the

elections.

The Democrats are going to have it tough. They can

push ecology and bitch about the defense budget; but

unless they come up with some concrete proposals

that will top Nixon's, they might as well save their

money and plan for 76.

What The War?

Art Buchwald

By TOM MOR1ARTY
It's pretty difficult for most of us

to remember exactly when we first

heard about the war We were

probably between the ages of 7 and

11, during the Kennedy ad-

ministration, when American
advisors were sent in. Since then,

an entire generation has grown up

with the most brutal manifestation

of American foreign policy in

history

It is also the most hated war in

U.S. history. It gave rise to a

continuously growing antiwar

movement the likes of which this

country has never seen. That

movement reversed the thinking of

an entire nation, to the point of

majority support for ending the

war Why does the war go on

It's a perplexing question. The
White House has been inhabited by

'peace candidates" since 1964

Innumerable doves have been

elected to both houses of congress,

while still others have hatched

within those hallowed chambers
The draft has been bitterly fought

for years Deserters and AWOLs
reach unprecedented numbers.
What little discipline existed within

our conscript army has disin

tegrated. The antiwar movement
brought a million people into the

streets on April 24th. 1971 to

demand immediate, total, and
unconditional withdrawal Antiwar

sentiment has continually grown
and has never been higher than at

this time. The G.I. s don't want the

war The American people don't

want the war The war goes on.

A mistake! It's all a horrible

mistake they tell us How many
times have vou heard the word

Havana 'Si', Peking 'No'
WASHINGTON~Not everyone is thrilled with

President Nixon's visit to China next month. My
friend MacGonnacky believes Mr Nixon should go to

Havana first.

"The way I see it." MacGonnacky said, "the

President is going to a Communist country 4,000 miles

away when it would be much easier for him. if he

really wants to see a Communist country, to hop over

from Key Biscayne to Cuba in a helicopter. It would

save this country an awful lot of money."

"The President isn't going to the People's Republic

of China just to see it. He has urgent business to

discuss with Mao Tse-tung."

"That's another thing. How come we still refer to

Castro's country as Communist Cuba and we now call

Mao's country the People's Republic of China?'

"Because." I expalined patiently, "we're trying to

build bridges between Red...oops... the People's

Republic of China?"

"Why aren't we trying to build any bridges between

Cuba and the United States?"

"Because Cuba is an outlaw, and it's exporting

revolution around the world."

"What's the People's oops. ..Red China doing?"

MacGonnacky asked.

"China, though we may not agree with its

philosophy, is a major power, and it's better to talk

with them than eventually to fight them."

"Are you saying then that since Cuba is not a major

power, it's better to fight them than to talk with

them?"
"I'm not saying that at all But you must remember

that Cuba is a constant threat to us."

"I thought everyone agreed before Nixon an-

nounced his visit that China was the biggest threat to

us."

"It was before, but now that President Nixon is

going there, it's not as big a threat as it was before."

"Who are the biggest threats to the United States

right now?" MacGonnacky demanded.

"Cuba, the Soviet Union and India."

"Well, if China is no longer a threat to us, why are

we still building the ABM system to defend us against

their missiles?"

"Because Canada is mad at us. and as long as we

started building it we might as well finish it in case

Trudeau gets any funny ideas."

MacGonnacky couldn't be convinced. "I still think

Nixon should go to Cuba first and then work his way up

to China. If he makes some gaffes negotiating with a

Communist country, it might as well be a little one

rather than a big one."

"It's too late," I said. "Nixon has his heart set on

going to China Besides, he'll get a lot more TV
coverage going to Peking than he would if he went to

Havana."
"Look. I don't care if Nixon wants to go to Peking,

but it seems to me that it would be much more

beneficial if he built a bridge to Cuba first This

country has done without Havana cigars for 10 years

What has China got to offer us that we cant get now in

this country?"
"Cheap labor." I said. "If we can come to terms

with Mao Tse-tung we could have 800 million people

working for us, and we wouldn't have to work at all.

Isn't that better than vintage Havanas?"

"I may be selfish," MacGonnacky said. "But I'd

give up Nixon's trip to Peking for one good box of

Monecristo cigars any day."

Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times

"mistake" applied to the war by

our democratically-elected
representatives'' From what we
know then, the United States, the

richest, most powerful and ad-

vanced country the world has ever

known, committed a 20-year-five-

administration $100,000,000,000

mistake. I think they expect us to

believe that

Nixon could barely be heard,

over the 1000 bombing sorties flown

between Dec. 26 and Dec. 30,

shouting the war is winding
down'; yet he expects to be

reelected. According to the Center

for International Studies at Cornell

University, "By the end of this

year (1971). the Nixon ad-

ministration will have deployed in

3 years as much bomb tonnage as

the Johnson administration did in

5." Nixon certainly did have 'a

plan' And now we know why it was
so secret.

As another presidential election

approaches, the political sky
darkens, thunderous criticism

roars, and the pent-up moral
outrage of years bursts in the sky.

illuminating that long sought
messiah, that guardian of life and
liberty, that Man of the People.

Edmund Muskie !...no...Mc-

Closkeyl.wait a minute. ..M-

cGovern !...no,...no... Humphrey
' .Jackson ? ..how bout Mc-
Carthy'' The truth is that each and
every one of the above named
politicians must approach the

American people with a "don't let

my past record fool you" attitude

But there's something else about

these men that ties in with Nixon's

bid for reelection That is that their

vote-grubbing promises and
campaign strategy tell you to wait.

Wait until November 1972 Wait
until inauguration day 1973. Then
wait until "negotiations" begin on
P.O.W. release, and then wait

some more. None speak for im-

mediate withdrawal. None actively

support antiwar demonstrations.

All are content to allow the death

and destruction to continue.

An important question with
regard to the above mentioned
presidential candidates is whether
they have led or followed the an-

tiwar movement. What type of

commitment have they shown us in

the past Muskie apologizes for his

record on the war, asks our
forgiveness, indicates that we mav
signify that forgiveness by marking
the correct name on the ballot, and
promises to do better in the future.

McGovern. who prides himself on
his long-standing struggle against

the war. explains to us that due to

American parliamentary
procedure and block form
"defense" bills, he has simply had
to vote sufficient funds to continue

the slaughter, year after year after

year Poor George. And if he didn't

have enough problems, what with

voting in favor of a four year
continuation of the draft, and
against repealing the Gulf of

Tonkin resolution. Daniel Ellsberg
had the gaul to turn over to him the

Pentagon Papers and ask that

George release them. We can all

rest assured that there were tears

in McGovern's eyes when he sadly

told Ellsberg, no dice. Humphrey
is still trying to shed the stigma of

his participation in the Johnson

administration and the scandal of

Chicago '68. His agreement, early

in the Nixon administration, with

the phased withdrawal plan hasn't

helped his image. Jackson, the

only avowed hawk, still hasn't

gotten the message. A not so clean

Gene McCarthy just can't get

himself to be taken seriously - a

real must for presidential con-

tenders It must have something to

do with his endorsement of

Humphrey following the '68

Democratic convention And
McCloskey. the old Commie
fighter, has the same problem as

all the others with his voting record

on the war Strangely enough, he

has the same solution, wait 'til he's

president Wait. Wait.

Barring unforeseen cir-

cumstances, either Richard Nixon

or one of those men will be elected

president in November Perhaps

you are planning to vote for one of

them. But what about the war
between now and November? What
about after November'' Do we
abandon the people of Southeast

Asia and the Gl's there to the

escalated bombing and continuing

war policy of Richard Nixon? Are

the promises of another group of

"peace candidates" going to take us

oft the streets'' To these questions

we answer a resounding no. We've
been lied to too many times for

that

Few people trust Richard Nixon.

Most agree that his phased ground

troop withdrawals are a result of

political pressure And where does

that political pressure originate?

From the Democratic party, a
party that shares equal guilt for

the war? Certainly not. The
politicians of both parties, despite

their occasional rhetoric, have tail

ended the antiwar movement from
the start That political pressure

emanates from the American
people, overwhelmingly opposed to

the war. That opposition is

manifested in the facts that an-

tiwar sentiment now dominates the

country, forces Nixon to conceal

his war aims, forces Democrats
and Republicans to fight among
themselves for the "most com-
mitted dove" award, and
periodically rallies the American
people to demonstrate in

dependently. in the streets, for

immediate, total, and un-

conditional withdrawal.
The war is not over. The facts

show that Richard Nixon is pur-

suing a military victory. Nearly
140.000 U.S. troops are in Southeast

Asia now The already massive
bombing has been escalated, from
bases in South Vietnam, Thailand,

and aircraft carriers off the coast

Even if his latest withdrawal

schedule is kept, 70.000 Gl's will

still be there in May, more than

enough for his "residual force"

and perpetual bombing. Nixon
cynically uses American P.O.W.s

as political pawns. His

declarations that the war is win-

ding down cannot stand up to

examination. We can accept

neither his explanations, nor the

promises of others. As in the past,

our strengtn lies in inaepenaent

mobilization in the streets around

the principled demand of im-

mediate withdrawal.

THE END OF THE ERA OF PERMISSIVENESS IS AT HANOI' —Spire Agnew, Jan. 1972.

Letters To The Editor

Protection Of Our Peers

To the Editor:

I would like to make a short summary of the

"Parking Fine" issue that made the Collegian during

the end of December.
The General Court, the highest student court,

decided in affect, that the present Parking System is

equitable towards students as a group, and therefore,

since university parking rules have been violated in

the past, the student government should help in the

prosecution of those who owe parking fines. I fun-

damentally disagree with their analysis and have

attempted to discourage them from taking the actions

they have.

Parking on campus is a mess and no one can en-

tirely blame the Parking Office for it. On the other

hand. I can hardly say the system is "fundamentally

fair" when convenient spaces are allocated on a

priority basis - a system where students as a "class"

are given lowest priority in relation to ther campus
groups u.e. "staff", "faculty"). The Parking Office

understands quite well that the priority system is the

result of political relationships, not just intelligent

Strange Phenomenon

To the Editor:

A strange phenomenon happened in the Blue Wall

Cafeteria on Sunday. January 23rd. Two hundred

hungry UMass students were fed free spaghetti

dinners, courtesy of the University Counseling Center

This manna from heaven came about as a result of

three quick-thinking counselors. Nancy Pike. Arlene

Koweek. and Kit Voliva, who distributed the excess

tickets purchased by the Counseling Center for the

New Students Program It is felt that this act of

generosity should not go unnoticed.
Salli Swarti

"traffic flow".

But, the General Court has gone out of its way in its

decision and in the Collegian to insist the present

system is fair. I would hope that a large number of

undergraduates would let them know through the

Collegian that they're wrong. Few need protection of

their "right" to park in "F" lot The General Court,

which publicly claimed "protection of our peers...our

weightest responsibility", has let us all down.

Lee Sandwen. President

Student Senate

Weight Problem
To the Editor:

The other day at Registration I was standing next to

the girl who takes care of the Weight Room at WOPE
on Monday through Thursday evenings. 7-9 She in-

formed me that she had lost her job because the

Weight Room would not be open this semester. I

immediately recognized this closing down as typical

treatment of women and especially women athletes on

this campus. We have nothing The men have every

possible facility and comfort right at hand and you

never see a facility closing down because it isn't used

They even have at least two whirlpools on campus, the

women must get the permission of a Doctor in order to

use the one in the Infirmary Even then it is difficult to

fit into their already tight schedule.

I demand, as a women and an athlete, that the

weight room be reopened for the use of those who need

it. I also demand that better facilities be extended to

all athletes, so that we may all enjoy them Lastly I

demand that women athletes be treated other than as

sub-humans Women are people and deserve every

facility that men-people get
3

Charlotte I^ttis

Blind Criticism?

To the Editor: _,.

In an editorial (Blind Liberalism) written shortly

before the Christmas vacation. David Volinn defined

blind liberalism as "blind acceptance of radical or

liberal viewpoints "
I definitely agree that an attitude

of blind liberalism as he defines it. does exist and is a

problem, but instead of continuing on with what was

potentially a good editorial, Mr Volinn suddenly

decided to support his point by presenting his two

favorite gripes. .

He described the using of a backpack as the

"wearing of a backpack" which shows immediately

that he is not going to be reasonable in presenting the

picture. I have noticed that cyclists frequently use

packs in order that both hands be free to steer the

bicycle. I use a pack because it is the easiest way that

I have yet discovered to carry the books, notebooks

etc. that are necessary for classes I have noticed that

many people do use backpacks, but I have to admire

Mr Volinns exceptional powers of observation used

to determine not only how many books are being

carried, but that the people doing the wearing are

"plastic members of the counterculture That is as

broad and ignorant a generalization as some of tne

ones that were created about hair length five years

ago.

I have nothing to say about the practice of adopting

characteristic accents because to the best of my
knowledge. I have not met anyone who had done that,

and I try to limit my criticism to areas that I know

something about. I use a backpack because it protects

the contents from rain; because it frees my hands to

eat (while walking); because it allows me to keep my
hands in my pockets when it is cold; and because it is

the easiest way to carry any number of books or other

things.

I resent being accused of trying to represent myself

as a "radical-liberal vagabond..." or "uninhibited

cross- country" hitchhiker (although I have used a

backpack in hitchhiking across country instead of a

Samsonite 3-suiter), when, in fact, I am simply

making the transportation of materials to and from

the University a little easier.

I agree with David Volinn that Blind Liberalism

does exist -I wonder if there is such a thing as blind

criticism?
Jonathan E. Steimen

Editorial Points
Now that the hullaballoo with

registration and course changes

is over, the coming of classes is

kind of anti-climatic.
*****

Have you noticed that the new

library has recently been the

subject of an intensive spray

campaign by the builders?

Although one observer

suggested that it might be a

waterproofing treatment for the

bricks, one of our more serious-

minded reporters investigated

the situation more closely and

came to some startling con-

clusions. It seems that the spray-

is actually an anti-gorilla sub-

stance and, according to a law

passed in 1932. must be sprayed

on every building above 25

floors.
*****

Registration and course
change day seemed kind of

naked somehow with the usual

deluge of throw away handouts

and free information.
*****

Although forced outdoors by

the beginning of classes, many
students no doubt took solace in

the fact that after the first week
or so is over they will be able to

avoid the familiar freezing

winds because they will have

already discovered what work
they will not be doing during the

semester.

1972 Predictions
By JAN VILLANOVA

I predict Richard M. Nixon will be re-elected President partly because

our nation's idea of a qualified person is one based on experience and

seniority, not ability, and mostly because the anti-hero image is still very

popular.r r •••••

I predict most students will feel the apathetic atmosphere around them

as they travel from on class to the next. I also predict once they are

tucked into bed, the atmosphere will disappear

I predict seat belts will still be unused for the simple reason they are a

pain in the ass.r •••••

I predict at least one more leader who advocates non-violence will be

murdered.
•••••

I predict that even if the construction men did punch out when they

were supposed to, the new Fine Arts building would still fall behind

schedule, only because nobody working labor ever tries killing a job'

•••••

I predict the numbers eight and five will also become superstitious by

reasons of association
•••••

I predict the racial problem will again come second priority to things

like no-fault auto insurance and what to do about junk mail.
•••••

1 predict for each specie of life man destroys, his own chances of sur-

vival are increased, due to his technology But we all know how it is after

looking at just people all day.

I predict core requirements will remain mandatory and that meeting

these requirements will remain optional I refer you to the Official

University Handbook, Chapter 10. "The Principles of Applied Paradox"
MM

I predict babies will be born whether or not man understands why they

are needed.
•••••

I predict more and more tests will be done on rabbits to see if the same

tests will work on the monkies

I predict American industry will increase it's factor of planned ob-

solescence by one year. This means if you are thinking of buying an item

guaranteed for one year, your chances of actually seeing that item self

destruct are very slim; consequently, to rake in the profits and certainly

to recapture your confidence, industry will need to ship the item before it

is built, rather than store it for the usual one year Regardless of how they

do it. I cannot help predict a series of bluffs and counterbluffs. with the

buyer still getting ripped off.
•*•••

I predict the total rainfall will not exceed itself
•••••

I predict that most students will pay their tuition fees on time and then

two months later be forced to pay their traffic fines, or else be kicked out

of school with the usual tuition refund.

"Giieaa What? I Learned What De Jure

And De Facto Mean"

mmmmvwm

V/rsr ri*AJiv******

(Herblock in on vocation)
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Student Leaders

Endorse Muskie
(Kditor's Note-The editor of the

DAILY COLLEGIAN, Kichard C.

Hanson, was approached by

Senator Muskies campaign
organization to endorse him for the

presidential candidacy. Mr.

Hanson felt that "Muskie hasn't

said anything definitive about

anything that a President should

be concerned with. I couldn't en-

dorse a man on his looks and

mannerisms alone, nor would I

endorse him just because he is the

strongest democratic candidate so

far.')

Eleven Massachusetts students

are among more than five hundred

student leaders from across the

country who today announced their

support for Senator Edmund S.

Muskie (D. -Maine) for President

The eleven include the editor of

the Boston College student

newspaper and the student

government presidents from ten

Bav State colleges and univer-

sities: M.I.T.. Brandeis. Holy

Cross. Wellesley. Amherst. Boston

State. Salem State. Williams.

Massachusetts College of Art. and

If you're really into cleaning, they're looking for help! (MDC photo

b\ Steve Schmidt)

SENIOR

PHOTOS
ALL SENIORS

Sign up as soon as possible

in Index Office

To Be Taken Next Week

Index Off. — S.U. 401

Student Exchange

In British Columbia

Nichols College.

The student endorsements, and

the formation of a national student

group backing Muskie. to be called

Youth Coalition for Muskie. were

announced by the Maine Senator at

a press conference in Washington

this morning (Wednesday, 11:30

a.m.)
'We believe that Senator Muskie

is the best man to unite the

Democratic Party and to defeat

Richard Nixon in 1972." the

students said in a statement

released to newsmen.
The formation of Youth Coalition

for Muskie followed a two-day

conference of student organizers

and months of preliminary work by

Lanny J. Davis, national coor

dinator of the Muskie youth

campaign.
The youth group already has

affiliated committees at high

schools and colleges in 39 states,

including several in Mass-

achusetts
"Senator Muskie has won

significant support among young

people because of his strong stand

for an end to the war in Vietnam

and for the re-ordering of national

priorities." Davis said today.

"More importantly. Senator

Muskie stands for the restoration

of truth and honesty in govern-

ment ."

Doherty was in Washington this

morning" for the groups an-

nouncement Also attending the

press conference, and the con-

ference of Youth Coalition

organizers, were Richard Osborne.

II, tad Srwall Arnald. 20, both of

Tufts. YCM organizers in the 7th

Congressional district. and

Patricia Endel. 21 of Boston

t 'niversity. 9th district organizer

UMass has recently arranged an

academic year student exchange

program with the University of

Victoria in British Columbia.

Under this program a few UMass
undergraduates will be accepted

for study as juniors or seniors at

the University of Victoria next

year and will receive full academic

credit towards their UMass
degrees for courses successfully

completed at Victoria. An equal

number of students from the

University of Victoria will study at

the Amherst campus in 1972-73.

The University of Victoria is

located in the outskirts of Victoria,

a city of 175,000, capital of British

Columbia, at the southeast tip of

Vancouver Island. The city has

great charm and a rather British

atmosphere. The climate is

temperate, similar to that of

Seattle, and it seldom has snow in

the winter The modern, cen-

tralized campus overlooks the

Puget Sound The two nearest

major cities. Vancouver and

Seattle, are accessible by air or by

ferry.
. „

Faculties of Arts and Science,

Education and Fine Arts. In ad-

dition to the usual course offerings

in the humanities, in science, and

in the social sciences, the Faculty

of Arts and Science appears to

offer a particularly wide variety of

courses in the fields of English,

marine biology and oceanography,

Canadian history and psychology.

The Faculty of Fine Arts offers

courses in theater arts, visual arts,

art history, and music, and is said

to be particularly strong in drama.

There are about 5.000 students at

the University of Victoria

Applicants for the program at

the University of Victoria should

have at least a 3.0 cumulative

average. Students should plan to go

during their junior or senior year

and for the full academic year, not

semester only The program of

study contemplated should fit into

their degree program.

Tuition and fees at the Univer-

sity of Victoria are approximately

the same as at the University of

Massachusetts, and travel costs to

the West Coast would be the only

additional expense A limited

amount of financial aid may be

available for travel costs Students

interested in applying for the

program should contact Mrs

Barbara B Burn. Director of In

ternational Programs. 239 Whit

more, as soon as possible for ap-

plication forms

A Paul Rogers Production

2 BIG SHOWS-SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 6th

On Stage — Paramount Theatre

DAVID MERRICK

in o»$ooa«ion with Theatre Now preterm

THK MUSICAL HIT

v.x+i

... NEIL SIMON

HU.Y W10Um I * L DU#0«0

BURT BACHARACH HAL DAVID

TICKUS.MAT.2PM.

IVI. 750

ORC. 4.50, 5.50, MtZZ. 4.50, ML 4.50

ORC. 7.50, 4.50 Mil, 7.S0, ML 5.00

MAIL ORDERS: Send Check or Money Order

with Self-Addressed Envelope to:

PAUL ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
P.O. BOX 2T75 SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01 1D1

ON STAGE

MAIL ORDERS ONLY
Tickets Orch. 7.50, 6.50 • Men. 7:50 • Sol. 5.00

Mail Chock or Money Order with Self- Addressed Envelop*

to "HAIR" • c/o PAUL ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
P. O. Box 7 TO, Scmngfteid. Mo*

u » • *

»• • •

• • * • • 1

DAILY BREAKFAST
SPECIALS

2 FRIED OR SCRAMBLED MrG*

UIITH BRCON OR HAM
BUTTfcRED TOAST ou v

3 STEflMIWG PANCAKES

with 84/rf**4 *RW-SS'
ujitN BACON o* HAM-80<i

.«

THE GRINDER STATION'.:

(ACROSS f«0H THK IC£ C«€«M BA«)

MONDAY- F»»0rW ..:» H.K- I.JO fM.

GRINDERS only 59 C

• MOT ROAST 8€EF

. ITALIAN SAUSAGE

• G6RMAN SALAMI +

CHEESE

. Tl/NA SAUlP .

JREMT HOT
PLATE *t*vlo daiiy

n:30 A.M. - 2:00 PM.

t\Nt> »T.30 P.M. - 7.00 ?M<

MEAT AND

VEGETABLE

"..SERVED DAU-Y 11-30 A.M.-io:oo P.M.

Clam Roll vjitm tartar saucc -</5<

FlSNuMCH UIITH TARTAR SA<K* -<|S<

GRILLED CMiESi SANDWICH _ *>(

G«IU6D T«/NATC*«5* •**•*»•*?

HAMBURGER 35 £

HAHlBOR^ER spec/At wt
cheeseburger 40 £

cheeseburger special,

grilled frankfurter

SOUP 30(J

FRENCH FRIES — ZO?

t \

•

.

EVBRY DAY — 3:0O P.M.- JO.00 P. M

S/Z2LMG $WK JANM/CH PIATTBR
%

ONLY 89 £

# ••• •

# •• ....

EV£RY
SATURDAY NIGHT

5 P.M. - 10 PM-

HEAPING PLATE OF

hot SPAGHETTI uith

MEAT SfiUCt 4 HOT

GARLIC BRSRD -

ONLY 59 £

."•*./ * • . •

. •

I •

i

e

THE OLD-FASHIONED

ICE CREW BAR

ice cream cones

VARIETY OF SUNDAES

BROUJNIB A
x
LA MODe

SHAKES

FLOATS
SODfiS

BANANA SPLIT

OHN DAILY //•' 3d AM.-
10. 30 P.M.

EMERY SATURDAY

sliced HOT ROAST BEEF
ON SeSAMC ROLL
FRENCH FRIES hm^i
C0L£ SLRU ¥1.19

FRIED SHRIMP
fRCNCH FRIES

COLE SLRUi s\ .«.'*»*"»»

ROLL * BUTTER *l's

11.30 AH. -2:SO P.M.

TH. HATCH
nous has:
organically 6aow*|

BRown Rice

MISO
KASHA
BULCjHUR
TAMRRI
SCR SALT
SESRME SALT

•
: - every Sunday/
. hatch TURKEY BflJC

SPECIAL

Turkey with dressing +
BROUJN G*RVY

uiHlPPEO POTATO
FRENCH GREEN BERN*

roll + Gutter

ONLY 95 £

Sirloin Stem
FRENCH FRIES

ROLL BUTTER

$ £/. 55 Plus***

CHICKEN IN B BASKET
FRENCH FRIES

ROLL + GUTTER
$129 Pi*» t*x

e

/. 5****0 /#:JOA.M.-
-7:00 PM.

,

rtthc MACROBIOTIC
FOOD LINE

MON.-FRI. //?3O-2.'0O

UNO FOR 35 ? LfOU CRN

GET R SANDWICH ON

FRESHLY HAND-SLICED RYE.

BREAD WITH!
MUENSTER CHEESE
Cl/CUMBERi, TOMATOES,
AND CARROTS

MADE WHEN <f*u OROER TH€N\
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rational TV
For Ed Majors

siame Street learn about the alphabet, numbers, and the Cookie

^nlhe past year and a half, about 100 of the graduate teaching

assistants at UMass have watched what might be called Tune In To

Yourself
M The teaching assistants saw themselves, on tape, teaching

classes; and their reactions to the private-audience tv shows were varied.

Bob Kellner of Granby viewed his performance and then said I m
more confident and pleased with myself now that I've seen I m doing

what I wanted to do." Ms. Emily Hoffman, formerly of Newton, and also

of Harvard, Mass.. said, -Before the class I prepared ^*m*JM*
I wouldn't be nervous. But looking at myself on tape, I d say that I was

ne
The

U

taping service is part of a teaching Improvement Program begun

about two years ago by UMass Graduate School Dean Mortimer H. Ap-

pley and Associate Dean Arthur C. Gentile.

Doina the taping are three graduate teaching assis ants-Bill

Delamlrter Terry Krumm, and Blair Stone. Their "teaching" is not in

STe c^room buUn the video-tape studio in the new Gradua e Research

Center on the UMass campus. By taping other graduate teaching

aStants in the classroom, they give the classroom teacher^
j.
^chanceto

learn about themselves in a special way. Says Blair Stone. Wewantthe

teacher to see if he accomplishes what he wants to accomplish. The

•performer" invites the video camera into his classroom and then goes to

thV studio to see himself on tape. He may also bring his class to see the

U
One who did was Bob Kellner. an English major doctoral candidate who

teadieTa rhetoric class. He feels his class enjoyed the taping.and would

£ willing to be taped again And he feels neither he nor his students acted

any differently because a camera was present.

But what were the benefits of having his classroom teaching taped^ In

the classroom," Bob says, "I don't see the students faces as I wouldlike

to^ He saw these faces better on tape, and he also saw which students

seemed to be "hiding in the back." not from the camera, but from the

instructor So. in future classes he has tried to "stop in the middle of my

ihoughts and try to look at the kids more carefully"-to better reach these

St

Bob^nvited his students to view the tape, and he thinks the teacher-

student rapport in his classroom has improved since the viewing The

teaching graduate student enjoyed the taping on several levels. Besides

the pleasure of seeing yourself on television and besides seeing what

idiosyncracies you have -the experience of performing is like taking your

first airplane ride Its quite exciting when you do it

Emilv Hoffman, who is studying for her Ph.D. in economics, sought the

taping service because she was 'looking for mistakes.' Viewing the tape

of herself, she noticed things she wished she hadn't done "I should have

erased the board before the class started." "I think I m talking too

Sl

°Didthe presence of the camera disturb her teaching'' "1 was a little bit

more nervous because I knew the camera was coming, but as soon as the

camerman began. I tried to ignore him. By the end of the class, I had

almost forgotten he was there."

The three graduate student cameramen have about $6,000 in cameras,

televisions and other equipment designated for use in improving the

aualitv of graduate assistant teaching Ideally, says Blair Stone a

graduate teaching assistant should be video-taped several times, maybe

just 10 minutes each time, so that he may see his teaching abilities

develop as the semester progresses

Tune In To Yourself" may also be used by regular UMass faculty

members Some foreign language professors have had their classes taped

so that their students could see and hear themselves.

The program mav never receive an Emmy and it may never become as

popular as "Sesame Street." but it is picking up fans who are interested

in becoming better teachers

USCC Focus On Student,

Legislator Relations
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What is USCC? The initials stand

for University and State Com-

munications Council. It is a student

run organization established to

promote communication between

different elements of the

University community. In this

context these elements include

students, faculty, administrators,

trustees and legislators.

Because other groups also exist

on campus for communication

purposes, USCC focuses mainly on

student and legislator relations

Legislators are the ones who in-

crease or. as has been more ap-

propriate in the past few years,

decrease the UMass budget.

Ultimately these men hold the

purse strings of the University. But

how many have actually even been

up to see this school? How many
have any knowledge of the many
student activities and programs

that exist on this campus''

USCC provides opportunities for

legislators and students to come

together to discuss the University

they both have in common.
Probably USCC is most noted for

its unique Legislator's Days. The

first of these was held during the

1970 Student Strike All members
of the General Court were invited

to UMass and ushered around

campus by student constituents.

This program proved so successful

that several more Legislator's

Days were held on a limited scale

last year These programs give

legislators an opportunity to see

the school first hand and to ex-

change ideas with students.

In the past. USCC has filed bills

in the Legislature. One of these

bills resulted in a new student

trustee being seated on the UMass

Board of Trustees This year USCC
will be concentrating primarily on

lobbying for bills which deal with

the University and its students

Another major area of work will

be with tuition rates Last year was

the scene of a stiff battle within the

Legislature over a proposed tuition

hike USCC was instrumental in

fighting against this increase. A
conference of all State Colleges

was held on this campus, in an

effort to create student unity and

strength on this issue USCC ac-

tions were successful according to

the Massachusetts Taxpayers
Association, a proponent of the

increase, which stated student

activism was a major defeating

force of the proposed hike This

year the tuition issue again looms

its head in the Legislature The

MDC Classifieds Pay

..BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til S

INSURANCE AGENCY

,.„jd downtown Spfid parking hsadschss in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE

Opp Century Shopping V***'. Free perking for over 100 can

*&& TEKOA

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST
fyext to P O

EVERETT
H0LY0KE

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N'hamp. Jr College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR
On North South Hwy

J. O'CONNOR INSURANCE AGENCY

205 HIGH ST Next to Holyoke Natl Bank

tie will be tougher. together. The student would

This vear USCC is attempting to research proposed legislative bills

work more with on-campus groups, on this subject and receives three

It will be sending letters to RSO University credits for his work,

and department heads to keep plus invaluable experience in

them informed on Legislative practical politics

action in their fields. The fourth major committee of

Another branch of USCC is the USCC is the Mass Media The

LegSive Research Council. The committee handles .^Publicity

Council tries to coordinate students for the entire Council and initiates

and legislators, who have an in- other channels of communication

terest in the same fields, to workst in the same tieias, 10 worR
#

Summer Counseling

Applications Sought
Applications are now being accepted for student group leader positions

in the 1OT2 Summer Counseling Program. The program will operate from

June 4 through August 4, 1912 Ten sessions for fall entering freshmen will

be held, along with two swingshift sessions and three or more transfer

Pr
T?aS sessions for the thirty selected counselors will be held during

the latter part of the spring semester and the week of May 29 through

June 2 Allpositions require residence in an assigned residence hall for

the ten-week period. Summer counseling positions require full time

participation. Summer school courses cannot be taken.

Qualifications for counselor positions include successful work ex-

perience a positive attitude towards University life, knowledge regar

ding academic course planning, willingness to accept job performance

standards and to attend the spring training sessions.

Interested and qualified students may obtain an application from the

Counseling Center, 243 Whitmore. Applications must be returned on or

before February 11, 1972. Selections will be announced during spring

break.
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2 In Concert

s Captain
Beefheart

8 and The Magic Band

O PARAMOUNT THEATRE
Q Springfield, Mass.
< FRIDAY, JAN. 28th at 8:00PM

co Tickets: $2.00 in Adv. & $2.50 at Doo
O Available at:

O Music City, Eastfield Mall, Springfield;

• Music Spot, Century Center, Springfield;

vyj UFO, 513 Belmont Ave., Springfield;

(/) Madhatter Boutique, 291 Maple St., Holyoke.

O Presented by WHVY-FM
in association with

q COSTA DO SOL "The Vintage Rose'"

c/5 _ WHVY • 94.7 on FM

%

with SABO'S
International
Chimpanzees

o

o
o
CO
H
>

o

Spend A Year In Germany

Keep on trucking. An old abandoned truck lies dejectedly under an

apple tree, soaking up the sun, waiting for its time to come. (Photo

by Alan Chapman)

If, during these chilly January days, you miss the

bustle of a lively university town, you should look into

the possibility of spending the next academic year in

Freiburg. Germany. Or you might spend next sum-

mer in the summer Freiburg program. Thursday

evening January 27 a meeting will be held in the 3rd

floor lounger of Herter at which students and faculty

who have been in Freiburg will describe the year

Freiburg program.
The fall semester in Freiburg starts about October

15 and ends February 15, while the spring term is

somewhat shorter, lasting from mid April to early

July. The summer program dates are June 19 to

August 25 with three weeks for independent travel.

Life in Freiburg is largely clustered around the

university, with its contingent of 12,000 students, of

whom nearly one thousand are non-German.

The town offers many cultural diversions: frequent

concerts, two repertory theaters, several musuems

and about a dozen cinemas, but it is probably the

genius loci' that adds most to the charm of Freiburg

The town is nestled against the mountains of the Black

Forest and within a few miles of the center, thanks to

a cable car, one can be several thousand feet above

sea level and enjoy a magnificent Alpine panorama.

There is excellent skiing less than an hour's drive

away-and rates are remarkably low.

German students are among the friendliest in

Europe and there is very little anti-American feeling

in this most Americanized of western countries.

Living conditions are comfortable, public tran-

sportation is excellent and there are close to one

hundred restaurants in town offering a wide choice of

succulent menus.
Although the Freiburg Program is not restricted to

students concentrating in German language and

literature, the University of Freiburg requires all

foreign students to pass its language proficiency test.

During the current spring semester the German
Department is offering a six credit Freiburg

Preparatory Course to enable students to gain more
proficiency in German. The Freiburg Program begins

next September with a several week orientation

program which also stresses the German language.

Courses offered during the year program include the

social sciences, arts and humanities, including

comparative literature, political science, philosophy,

history, music, English, economics, and German
language and literature.

Scholarships are available to outstanding students,

and Fulbright scholarships may be applied to par-

ticipate in the Freiburg program. University of

Massachusetts undergraduate students who receive

financial aid may apply it towards their expenses in

Freiburg.

The estimated $2300 cost includes round-trip travel,

room and board, tuition and fees. Not included are

books, travel within Europe and miscellaneous fees

Applications and additional information are available

from Dr. Barbara B. Burn, Director of International

Programs, Whitmore Administration Building.

Find The Forgotten MDC Classifieds Pay

The University Lost and Found, escalator in the Campus Center

located at the bottom of the has received all the sneakers and

Three Stooges

Are Back
Thursday and Friday

7:30 I 1:31 ttahar

"Curley K.O. Bossie"

T-shirts which were left in the

Boyden Gym lockers last

semester. These articles will be

held for only two weeks. Please

come to claim them at your

earliest convenience.

Also, Lost and Found has

received many hats, scarfs,

glasses, wallets, keys and other

miscellaneous items Students who
have lost anything from last

semester, should claim them at the

desk.

Lost and Found will be open from

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily, except

Sunday 1-10 p.m.

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class

Starts Feb. 7th. —
Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCE! REGISTER NOW
Tel. 2SO-4064 J

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

M7t Volkswagen "Rug", like new.

li.MN miles USPS. Dtr M Beacon

GmmMsM
hi a

Kiroh - Singles - TLS SLR Camera.

mm, elec flash gadget bat. W flRer fl

k. H -I /MM tec. ttS. Tom Rum* 22* Fng

East
III 11

IM* Volkswagen Fastbaek. goo* con-

dition IMS. II Highland Ave (ireenfield

tf 1 27

Nee* Feb Reu(. m«l tell 71 Ytt

( imprr. eviellent condition, firil

reasonable oiler accepted Call 123-7tlS.

Mutt see to believe
ilia

g7 Pontine (1TO rmv.. Mae w /white loft

II Int.. « ipd . tape player, snows, wide

avail, ** n.u.. tp are rims Real offer

MM,
if i a

IM2 YW bus w/MM eng .. beat offer

around 129* (all Fdd S4t-M24
If I -a

||7M worth of stereo equipment 2 EPI

Mini Tower" »peaken 2 Rectilinear

speakers, new Pioneer Quadraphonic

Receiver t all 2S3-7M4
tf2-2

(.ibsou SO. Std. red with hard case. •

months old. asking I1M Call Dave «-M77
tf-24

OYFRSEAS JOBS FOR STIDENTS
Yuslralla. Kurope. S America. Africa etc

Yll profession* and occupations I7M to

I i.nna monlhlv Kspenses paid, overtime

sightseeing Free InlormaUon. Write Jobs

ovrrseas. l>ept l*os IM7I San Diego Ca.

Woman — preferably wllbnn* classes -
to work as receptionist for senior portrait

photographer r or two weeks starting Jan

II. (all Index al S4S-S74.
tfia

Snow tares l« — M Semperit Radials.

mounted on VMiR disc wheels 13* or best

""" « •" M,-~"
,,2-M

LOST

Tenor Sas Selmer MKVI. good c

I am or best offer (all S4MW7

l.pat —one dark brosvn leather coat with

belt between 7:M p.m and «:M p.m

Sunday. Jan 73 In central area. Reward,

contact Tom Pontes, at Theta (hi.

tfl-a

ROOMMATE WANTED
I female wanted to share room in Rolling

l.reen starting Keb I (all 2S3-»II.

tf I 27

Male grad student looking for same to

share rooms in private home. North

Hatfield Rent Its per month /per person

(all 217-aait.

tf I 27

\eed two more people to share large apt

house in llamp one large bedroom is

available w/beds ITS month * utll (ill

SM2MI or leave note Rm 2a. Kngln Kast
tfi-a

mate wanted tn share apt.

251-7215 (all after S p.m

USED BOOKS

tf-2-3

TRAVEL
lf2-ie FOR RENT

IM7 ( hevelle. one owner, good car |1S».

Firm (all 2S4-«4I)2 after six

tfi-a

lolv meal ticket, good bargain (all

HHM, Keep Trying
1-27

• Opel Rallye Faalback. radials snows.

I MM S72 ISa
tf2-l

Yon cant afford to pass this up: t cubic

foot refrigerator Practically brand new

Y>rv reasonable (all S4g-7M0. Jeff

tf 1-31

I bdrm Pufflon Village — avail now —
take over lease I expires Aug. 3D —
H7S/mo includes all utll — clone to

< ampus (all S4»-Mt7 anytime
If I 27

< rimson Travel offers low cost spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassau

For more info call Bob Mansfield. 2lt

Owight. S4S47SI.
U2-4

RIDE WANTED

Must sell! IM3 Ford Falrlaiae. V-«.

auto .p s . snows Incl. best offer C all S4»-

«lt after t p.m for Ken.
tfi-a

I Panasonic Stereo Tape Recorder

w/FYI YM. est spks and or 2 Altec spks.

,r, BM Jeff In Ml Owight ( ome in and

listen, also S4.Vt»l. ^-
)

Sublet one bedroom Pufflon Yillage

\parlment. all utilRles included Avail

March 1st. Large rooms aircondttlonlng

(all St«-»ai even
If I II

Help' Stranded commuter needs rl

for n a m t lass every morning from Spfld

Will shrre expenses, (all 734-2211 after «

p m any day.
If 2-1

ROOMS FOR RENT
PERSONAL

ts Volkswagen bus Mech v.g. i Real

offer (all Chuck 2S3-»22
ui-a

t4( hev Van. 4 Mlchelln Radial tires. t7

25t eng.. new brakes, clutch, shocks ItSt

or beat offer 247-U7*.
112-2

IMS (bevy Impala - 1*1 - Automatic

p s . pb . w.w.. new studded snow tires.

eac. cond .. ISM firm, (all I 4I3-M7-SM2

after S p.m. or S4S-MS7 between n a* and

I* Mon (bra Frl. ask for Carol
tfi-a

l»orm refrig . used only S months. 1st or

best offer. Call S4»-M»7 after t p.m. or

hff"rf ""n

^2
Summer Job Openings — Summer
(amp for boys Male Counselors and

Instructors needed. For Information

write: Camp Director, (amp Plus.

F.nfield. New Hampshire. t37tt.

tfi-a

Renting a room? Need a room? Call

R«K)MMATFR SM-2MS daily 4-t p.m.
U2-I

WANTED

(.erman »VW restored thoroughly It a

beautiful I'm broke, softly talking I7M
It's genuine. 3«kp eenn operation Call

stw-iia. . .
tfi-n

t! Chevy. s.s..tcy I. auto reliable, run*

well, new brakes and eshaual. Il» Call

Tom 25t-g2S3. _
1-27

(-Bedroom House escellenl condition

Immediate occupancy. Call between t to

pm - I: a p.m. SM-34a. Sklbtokl Real

Fstate. Northampton.

sTVoTRLANb - new Ig. 2 Bdrm.

available now. otll mcl.. a/c. pool. Il«5.

lease to June a Call Skibtakl Realtors 2S3-

7222 Kvea. 2S3-aa.
tf 2-4

HELP WANTED

IMS Chevrolet van. brakes — good.

chassis good < blue - wh«*> .
Urea - new

I4M -best offer Call S44-7M2 after Sp.m.

ask for Bob

MOTIIRRS cant find a reliable baby

slUer" Tared of high fees? (all The Child

(are F.achange SM-2224 for further in-

formation

FOR SALE

Addressers Needed llomeworkers earn

to I ISO For info send 2S« * stamped envel.

to Bos 12213. (Jalnesville. Fla *2»»l-

tf 1-28

Head 7a Skis _ as cm .
brand new.

never had bindings on them - I4t dollars

(all Steve at 251-77M

We need people to Join ua In a true

consumer protection service with or

without an Investment for appointment.

(all 7»-4>4ll.
tf2-l

Photographer wanta open-minded
female models, good pay. no experience

nee., to work 4-S hours a week. Write P.O.

Box in. (.ran by Maas. AMIS
tfi-a

MARRIED COLPLE8 OR MATLRE
si m.I I WOMAN to work for Home t
Sitter Services Inr to do temp. Live-in

hah v silting and /or day or evening sitting.

Ahw avail companion toba. cleaning jobs

house sitting jobs 4 bomemakmg. Pay la

good. Own car mandatory. Call I 7M-aiSt

anytime, and ask for Mr. Gray.
tfl-a

isni SADDLES Western and English

-best rash prices paid Call M» 3ta 4 - M
»»

u*»>.

Full time day sitter for one year oM.
Preferably mother of a one to three year

old. My home or yours. Hobart Lane
i North Amherst) area or Cracker Farm
School area Call S4t-IM».

tf 22

To hire seamstress to do patchwork and
repair work on Jeans, sweaters, and coat.

Call M7-MIR collect.

tfi-a

Musical arrangements for a ( apella

female Pop (.roup Call Margo t-lia.
1-27

Mobil oil change only 12 M i S qts of

Mohil I ubritei bring III Spencer s Mobil

Station 'College Town Service) next to

post office 2S.T-M5»

tfl-4

(mly area showing — "Sacco and

Vametti" Jan 27 thru Feb I dally at 7 and
'i Academy of Music. Northampton. Ma.

tfi-a

FREE DOG

Beautiful dog needs home, small site.

short hair. Mack 4 white paws, obeuce.

trained Call Larry S-7M2 — S-7M2 room

at.
tri-ii

Free Hat of used books (antaim al

an titles of books for sale by students Lint

available alSES Room, lis Student Luton.

in

OIL CHANGED
Mobil oil change only 1 2.M I

S gts of

Mobil Lubrtto) bring ID Spencer's Mobil

Statton (College Town Service l next to

post office 2S34MT
MM

TUNE UPS

Yulo assurance — a winter tune np will

keep It storting — and going Lowest
assurance rates in town. Spencer's Mobil

station (College Towu Service), neat to

post office 2S3M»
tf I S

SERVICE STATION
"

Auto assurance — a winter tune up will

beep it start in « — and going Lowest

assurance rates in town. Spencer's Mobil

station (College Town Service), next to

post office 2S3M»
tfl-S

AUTO SERVICE
Car care — charge It — pay monthly on

Mohil t redit Card also honor Master

( hargr. Rank Amerl Card. American
Fxpress. (arte Blanche Spencer's Mobil

Station (College Town Service I next to

post office

MM

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
(timme shelter from death with lb*

Kolllng Stones Friday . January a at t - I -

M - 12 at the I ampus Center Auditorium.
A rush on death.

tri-a

ENTERTAINMENT
f.imme shelter from death with the

It oiling Stones Friday . Jan . a at a. t. M, It

at the ( ampus ( enter Auditorium. A Hush
on Death

tfi-a

APARTMENT WANTED

QM neens a place to live in Spld aa soon

as possible Will have a car. Please rail

Sam at r* mm
tfl-a

INSTRUCTOR WANTED
Qualified licensed driving Instructor

part-time. Nichols Auto School. Amherst

(all 2St-tO«fi

MM
WE'LL SELL YOUR

USED BOOKS

•LAW SCHOOL - WILL I

LIKE IT? CAN I MAKF
IT?" A new book by a recent

law grad for prospective law

students It looks at how to

best prepare for law school,

including what books to read

It is possible to determine how
one will do in law school. For

vour ropv send 12 *S to Kroos

Press. Box 37MA. Milwaukee.
Wisconsin S32I7.

tri-a

OSS book exchange, no cost to you.

Bring In books thla week. Eaaex. Rm. si

Open in t

tfi-a
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Notices Pull-Top Cans Hurt Kids

ANGEL FLIGHT
Important meeting Thursday at 7

p.m at Dickinson. All angels plan

ning to be active members must

attend or call Linda 68436.

BOLTWOOD COFFEEHOUSE
Coffeehouse will begin again

Saturday. A bus will be leaving from

Whitmore, 6 p.m. Saturday night. All

welcome Any questions call Eddie

68846

COMPUTER SCIENCE 121/131

Sections 2,7,8,9,10 of CS 121/131

have been cancelled. Please try to

attend one of the other sections.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Meeting 8 p.m tonight in CC 805

809 All welcome. For details contact

Gary Gomes in 709 John Adams.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Gay Women's Caucus meets from 5

to 7 p.m. tonight on the 19th floor of

JQA

HILLEL
Welcome back. Hillel meeting

tonight at 7 p.m in SU 420.

BOOGIE
Boogie with FAT, Rush, and Clear

Sky Saturday from 9 to 1 a.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom Good time

for all.

APPLE CORPS
Meeting tonight in Dr. Aliens apt.

rm. 234. All members of the Hill are

welcome at 9 p.m.

OUTING CLUB
Meeting Monday nite at 6:30 p.m.

in CC 165. New members welcome.

Hiking, caving, winter moun
taineering, and up coming trips will

be discussed.

PANHELLENIC
All university women are invited to

tour the sororities on Jan. 30. Please

meet at SU Ballroom 11 a.m.

PRE-SOCIAL WORK STUDENTS
There will be a meeting on Thur

sday, 2/3 at 2 30 in the CASIAC office

for those students interested in

forming a pre social work group. If

interested but cannot attend call

5450974 and leave your name

REVELERS
Meeting tonight at 7 p m in CC 905

909

SENIOR LIFE SAVING
SLS course, 1 credit Monday nights

in Curry Hicks pool Call 69252, 67906

and 67837 for info.

SKI PATROL
There will be a meeting tonight for

all members at 630 in CC 174 176.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Elections for the semester at 7 p.m.

m CC 165 For further info call 5450154

or visit the SHL office on balcony of

SU. Special sneak preview of

videotape of two gay couples.

STUDENTS FOR McGOVERN
There will be a meeting of students

for McGovern tonight at 8 p.m. in the

CC 168 170 All interested invited

UMASS MUSIC THEATRE
Anyone willing to work on the

spring production of Lock Up Your

Daughters in any capacity should

leave a message in 417 Machmer, or

drop in at auditions Feb. 1,2,3. All

types of help are needed and will be

appreciated.

USED BOOKS
GSS Used Book Exchange. Bring in

your used textbooks today and
tomorrow to Essex Rm. SU. Open 10

4.

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST
THE WAR
The shit ain't over yet. Come to the

meeting on Feb. 2 at 7:30 p.m. in CC
174 176.

VOLUNTEERS
Kiddieland Zoo, Forest Park,

Springfield needs help with care of

animals, school groups, March to

June.. .call l 7332261

ZOOLOGY STUDENTS
The Zool Dept. Bag Lunch will be

every Wednesday 12 1:30 in Morrill

349. Feb. 2 Dr. O'Connor will speak on

the possibilities of a senior honor

seminar in Zoology. All welcome.

LOST
One mongoose, somewhere bet

ween Stockbridge a

nd Van Meter. Brown & white

checked, answers to "Buddy, come
here" Call 67868

One Waltham watch (silver) with

black face and one gold ring with

iake stone Dragons symbol inlaid in

jade Please call Kris at 69231

Light gray cap size 7 1/4 labeled

Puritan Clothing m JFK Tower &
Hampden Dmmg Commons area

Call 5469818 (407 MacKimmie).

WASHINGTON (AP)-The House

public heath subcommittee

chairman says lid-licking kids are

cutting their tongues on sharp

edges because industry won't stop

using metal pull-top cans for

pudding and fruit.

There's a one-billion-can market

for these school-lunchbox treats

packed in pull-top containers and

the "potential danger to con-

sumers-especially those
youngsters in kindergarten and

grade school-is tremendous,'' Rep.

Paul G Rogers, D-Fla , head of the

subcommittee which handles

health and food-safety legislation,

said at a news conference Tuesday

Rogers said he hopes industry

will respond on its own-and, if it

doesn't we will take necessary

action'' legislatively.

Rogers said children "have a

natural tendency to lick the pud-

ding off the lids and this had led to

cut tongues The lids and the sharp

rims of the cans have resulted in

cuts to the fingers and the tongue of

both children and adults."

Limited statistics "which are

now available would indicate that

literally tens of thousands of

children use these types of cans

and the injuries which are related

to them would conservatively

range from 50,000 upward."
Rogers said.

Immediate action is needed, he

added, but "despite the inquiries

from injured consumers and
consumer advocates, industry has

not taken steps to correct these

cans.

Although some cans carry some

sort of warning, the "consumer

audience which the product is

aimed at is too young to read,''

Rogers said.

Rogers said Hunt Wesson Foods,

Inc , of Fullerton, Calif, has 55 per

cent of the market. Other firms

making the products, he said, are

Del Monte Corp of San Francisco,

General Mills, Inc of Minneapolis,

General Foods Corp of White

Plains. NY.. R.J Reynolds Foods.

Inc. of New York City, and

Safeway Stores, Inc., of Oakland.

Calif

Register To Vote

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM-

Segitteriens are proud, fond of teaching,

low* to travel ana usually insist on complete

freedom Persons born under this lodiacal

sign have "styles ot their own " They set

pace rather than imitate they break

through to new horiiom These persons are

expansive, generous and. very otten, naive

Some famous Sagittarians include Frank

Sinatra. Sammy Davis. Jr and Hermoine

Gingold
• • •

ARIES (March 21 April 1»> Build on

solid base Construct and consolidate

Adhere to factual infer mat ion One who

proposes get rich quick scheme should be

ignored Honest eMori now will pay

dividends Older person figures

prominently
TAURUS (Apnl 20 May 20) You will be

busy but don t scatter forces Visiting

relative, neighbor could take valuable time

if you so permit Self discipline s

necessary Don't become trapped by

rumors, wishful thinking

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Money OP

portunity is present Grab it Be ready for

change, travel, variety of experiences By

exchanging information you enioy profit

Another Gemim plays important role

Display humor, versatility

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Or
cumstances turn in your favor. Your timing

improves Personal magnetism draws
attractive people to you Stress m
dependence Dance to your own tune Don't

back down from basic principles

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) You enjoy role

now of power behind scenes You direci end

organize Romance is featured But strive

to know what it is you really desire Avoid

grandiose schemes Simple approach gets

results

VIRGO (Aug 2) Sept 22) Accent m on

friends, hopes end special wishes Be

careful about what you ask for you are

liable to get it Means be sure you can

handle added pressure Capricorn person

can show you the way
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Emphasis on

career, goal, ways of achieving Key now is

to put much past behind you Stop carrying

another's burden Popularize product

Spread message Advertise and publicize

You're going places

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Join forces

with one who has vision Means be recep

five Broaden horizons Travel opportunity

could become available Leo person aids.

You will feel needed Give and you also will

receive
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) In

tuition works overtime You perceive What

was hidden is revealed You find out about

finances as they effect marriage, part

necship. contract Unorthodox procedure

works in your behalf

CAPRICORN IDec 22 Jan it) Expand

aclivities But be sure you have legal green

hght Check copyrights, patents Get

permission from proper sources Consult

mate, partner You can have fun but avoid

carelessness

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II) Obtain

hmi from Sagittarius message Stick to

basics Review lessons learned in recent

past You may feel good, but key is to also

act m efficient manner Check medical,

dental appointments
PISCES (Feb ltMarch20) Love is very

much m picture so is speculation There

ere changes, also an air of excitement

Sheke off recent emotional rut Accent

greater self expression Young person

demands, probably deserves attention

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHOAY you

help people as a matter of course Some
take advantage of you but you would

rather aid than be indifferent A start made
last year will begin to develop into

something meaningful June should be a

most significant month
Copyright lt72. Gen Fee Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle

BOf, UJKATX
A STUPlP
PArTlY THAT /

l

5
9
12
13
14
15

16
18
20
22
24

27
29

31
32
34
36

37
39
41
42
44
45
47
49
50

52

54

55

57

59

61

63

65
67
68
69

ACROSS

Curl's name
The caama
Tattered cloth

Disturbance

Bail

Poem
Steamship
(abbi )

Incline

Young boy
Concoction
Additional

Hawaiian
wreaths
Mast
Hindu cymbals

(pl)
Number
Higher
Entreaty

Guido s low

note
Octoroon
Thoroughgoing
Parent (colloq )

Break suddenly

Spurious
Anger
Snare
Wings
Former
Russian ruler

Hold on
property

Saint

(abbr

)

Chinese
pagoda

Want
Maiden loved

by Zeus

Man's
nickname

Dock

Black

Number
Finishes

Alcoholic

beverage

DOWN

Bitter vetch

?
3
1

I
I
7

I
9

10

11

17

19

21

23

25
26
27
28
30

Vanishes
Negative

Unit of Siamese
currtncy
Apportion
Petty ruler

A state (abbr.)

Lamprey
Cowboy
competition

Paid notice

Earth

goddess

Negative
prefix

Man's
nickname
Weakens
Girls name
Flood

Sofa
Top
Soaks
Weight of

India (p< )

33
35

38
40
43
46
48
51

Lease
Wild buffalo of

India

Nobleman
Is ill

Ached
Consumed
Equals
Sun god

53 Compass point

56 Simian
58 Condensed

moisture

60 Number
61 Near
62 Exist

64 Preposition

66 Pref» twice

Feature Syndiote.
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Hoop War Raising Financial

Problems For ABA Colonels
LOUISVILLE, Ky. <AP) — The Kentucky colonels

win basketball games. But they are losing dollars,

plenty of them, their owners say.

The five owners of the American Basketball

Association team believe a merger between the ABA
and National Basketball Association is imperative.

"If Congress votes down the merger," said

Colonels' Board Chairman Wendell Cherry, "you're

going to see a tremendous flight of capital out of

basketball, and it won't stop short of Kentucky."

He said, "Wed have to quit, that's all. We'd have to

throw in the towel."

If the Colonels' projected loss for this fiscal year-

$402,837--is correct. Cherry and the four other owners

will be $1,771,649 in the red since they purchased the

ABA team in October 1969.

One reason for the deficit is the bidding war between

the two leagues for college basketball players. This

bothers Cherry but not as much as the ABA league

assessment.

He said it came to $78,113 in fiscal 1970, was $128,297

during the past fiscal year, and probably will be

$147,300 this year

"This has been a tremendous expense," he said.

"We pick up one-eleventh of the bill and it has been

getting higher each year, primarily because of at-

torneys' fees. A lot of time and money has been spent

on working out this merger at the league level."

Should the merger go through, he continued, "the

league office can operate much more efficiently. Costs

would generally be lower and would be divided among

more teams."
When Cherrv testified before the Senate sub-

committee studying the consolidation, its chairman

charged that club owners enjoy losing money because

of the tax advantages involved.

Cherry calls this "absurd. I've said it before:

there's no future in tax write-offs."

He explained that under the corporate setup for the

Colonels, the largest possible write-off for one of the

five owners would be 70 per cent, "provided the in-

dividual has other income to offset it -the loss."

The Colonels are averaging about 9,300 spectators

per game at home. This figure, which is sixth best

among the 28 pro teams, includes complimentary

tickets.

Cherry said he has "no axe to grind with the fans. If

we should have to call it quits, it won't be their fault."

The fact is, he continued, "these people (the

owners) aren't going to put their capital into

something that has no hope whatsoever of being

rewarded. That's true in any area of business, and

basketball is no exception."

Cherry is optimistic that the proposed merger will

be approved but doubts that action is likely before the

upcoming draft of college players.

And that means, he said, "that a lot of kids will be

getting enough money to make sure they never had to

do a full day's work again."

55

Archer 111; Jack Solid Choice
SAN DUDGO <AP> George

Archer, the defending champion

and this season's leading money
winner.withdrew from the $150,000

Andy Williams-San Diego Open

golf tournament Wednesday

The 6-foot-6 Archer called

tournament officials from his

home in Gilroy. Calif., and said he

had the flu and would be unable to

Alex Receives

Compensation
DETROIT < AP) — The Detroit

Lions have settled the contract of

former All-Pro tackle Alex Karras.

giving the footballer-turned-

television personality an $80,000

lump sum payment
A Lions spokesman said the

$80,000 settlement covered Karras'

KM -.ilars tin each of the last

two years ol his contract plus

$10,000 in pension benefit s which he

would have earned hail he played

out the agreement
Karras WU starting the sixth

year of a seven year no-cut con

tract when he was released on

waivers b\ the Lions last Sep-

tember He had been with the team

for 13 years

Worster

To NFL
ST LOIIS(AP)- The St Louis

football Cardinals announced the

acquisition Wednesday of Steve

Worster. former University of

Texas running back who played

last season in the Canadian

Football League.
Worster was a fourth round draft

choice by the Los Angeles Rams in

1971 He signed with the Hamilton

Tiger-Cats but was suspended by

the CFL after four games because

of an arrest on a charge of

possessing marijuana
Worster was arrested at his

apartment where he was en

tertaining friends He said he had

no knowledge of the marijuana

The 6-foot. 210-pound fullback

scored 36 touchdowns and

averaged 5 1 yards per carry with

Texas.

The Cardinals, in order to get the

rights to Worster. gave the Rams a

fourth round draft choice they had

obtained when they traded Don

Parish to Los Angeles in October

SB Sets Record
NEW YORK ( AP) - Super Bowl

VI between the Dallas Cowboys

and Miami Dolphins was viewed in

more homes than any other

television show in history, revised

figures showed Wednesday.

The game was seen, according to

the National Nielsen ratings, by an

estimated 65 million people wat-

ching in 27,450 million homes.

compete in the tournament
beginning Thursday on the 7.011-

yard, par 72 Torrey Pines Golf

Club course.

Archer, who has won $48,177 in

just three weeks, lost to Miller

Barber in a 21-hole playoff for the

title in the Dean Martin Tucson

Open Monday.
The playoff at Tucson was the

second extra round in three weeks

for Archer, who had to go to 90

holes to beat Dave Hill and Tommy
Aaron for the Glen Campell Los

Angeles Open title three weeks

ago
His withdrawal left Jack

Nicklaus as a solid favorite in the

field of 144 with Lee Trevino his

higgest challenger

Nicklaus. rested and relaxed

after a week off to clebrate his Vind

birthday, is gunning for a sixth

victor) m *• s,ar,s

Tni not as sharp as Id like to

I*-, hut that's to be expected at this

stage," said Nicklaus. who has

played in only one tournament in

moie than two months

That was the Bing Crosby

National pro-am. which he won in a

plavoff with Johnny Miller

In his last five starts in 1971. a

veat in which he set a single season

money winning record of $244 .ooo

in only 18 events, Nicklaus won two

in Australia, including the National

Open, took the individual title in

the World Cup competition, won
the Walt Disney World Open and

was third in the Heritage Classic.

Black Stars

To Be Named
NEW YOKK (AP» - The 10 man

Negro Hall of Fame Committee

will announce on Feb 8 whether

any stars of the pre-1947 Negro

Baseball Leagues have been

elected to the Hall of Fame.
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn an-

nounced Wednesday.
The announcement will be made

at a luncheon in conjunction with

the first showing of the 1971 World

scries film

Expectations are that the Negro

committee voting on the talents ol

Negro league players will vote in

at least one or two players The

leading candidate appears to be

catcher Josh Gfbaoa, the Babe

Ruth of the Negro leagues

Pitcher Satchel Paige last year

became the first star from the

\i~nro Leagues voted into the Hall

of Fame by the Negro committee

Willis Reed: "I

Might NeverBeBack
1 NEW YORK ( AP) - Willis Reed, the 6-foot-10 center who led

the New York Knicks to the National Basketball Association

championship two years ago, is having so much trouble with an

ailing left leg that he painfully speculates "I might never be

Reed was expected to return to work out with the Knicks

Wednesday but a meeting with team doctor Andrew Patterson

canceled that appointment. It was decided his left knee would

not stand up to the pounding it would be required to take.

Reed, the Knicks' answer to superstar centers such as

Kareem Abdul Jabbar and Wilt Chamberlain, has not played in

35 games dating back to Nov. 11. And while he was optimistic

until now, the tone of his comments has changed.

"The knee hasn't responded to allow me to do the things I have

to do to play basketball-running, jumping." Reed explained "I

haven't done a good job of just walking around. We're going to

take a few days to think about what to do. Maybe continue the

therapy Maybe surgery. They don't know.

"They (the fans) have just got to forget about me until I m
actually out there again But who knows? Willis Reed might

never be back."

So, at 29, Reed's career is definitely in jeopardy
.
and his

teammates realize it, although they remain hopeful.

"His future is definitely in limbo," said Walt Frazier "He

doesn't feel too confident It's easy for him to get down on

himself, not being able to play much this season Maybe he

won't be back this year, but he'll work hard all this summer,

knowing him, to come back next year
"

Next year, however, may not be soon enough for the Knicks,

who currently trail the front-running Boston Celtics by four

games in the NBAs Atlantic Division.

"We'll just have to go ahead without him," said Jerry Lucas,

who has taken over Reed's post at center. "There's always been

the hope in the back of our minds that he'll come back- there still

is.

"If not. I'll just trv to do the best job lean"
^am.iwMii'Uii iM i mi i hh ii
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Greg Cook Calls It Quits
CINCINNATI. Ohio (AP)

Greg Cook, ailing 25-year old

Cincinnati Bengal quarterback,

announced his retirement today

from professional football

Cook told the Dayton Daily News
in an exclusive interview that he is

giving up his 28-month fight to

return to pro football A shoulder

injury led to two operations and

forced him to miss two full

seasons He said he has no plans to

join the Bengals when training

camp opens

i may try to lob a few passes

between now and then, just to see if

there's some kind of medical

miracle." Cook said, "but I don't

expect one As far as I'm con

cerned. this is it It's all over
"

A Bengal spokesman told The

Vxociated Press that Cook had

"indicated" shortly after the first

of the year that he would quit but

that he never made a definite

statement
Cook was not available for

commentns minim in .

The Fabulous Farquahr
'

is coming to

®br English JJub

Saturday Night

TODAY'S

D.V.P.

WANTS TO JOIN

YOU!
Applications for the Distinguished Visitors Program

are now available in the Student Activities

Oiiice on Level One of the Campus Center.

Deadline for applications is Friday, February 1 1.

APPLY NOW!

HELP BRING SPEAKERS TO UMASS!
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Skaters Pour It On Amherst
Keenan 's Hat Trick Leads 15-1 Rout

By ALAN WRIGHT
Let's face it. the Redmen skaters

proved a point by devastating

Amherst College in a one-sided

rout 15-1 last night. With all respect

for and gratitude to the Lord Jeffs

who let the University use the

facilities there, UMass has

outgrown Orr Rink as well as its

schedule that includes teams like

Amherst, who are no match for the

up and coming hockey program

here that deserves a convocation

fiathj (EnUfgiatt

SPORTS
building and arena of its own to

practice and play in The fans were

hanging from the chandeliers to

see all the Redmen pucksters

contribute towards an over-

whelming victory

At no time in the game was there

any question that UMass was the

superior team and they never

stopped playing driving, hard-

nosed hockey all night long,

although it tended to get redundant

to see the puck in the Amherst net

Periods one and two both were

similar in that the UMass goals

came in bunches. In fact, three

goals were fired within the space of

a minute and a half in the opening

stanza, two more added, and then

six big ones rained in the second.

The last five goals in the final

period only served to make the

atmosphere at Orr Rink like a

circus, thinly disguised as a hockey

game.
UMass seemed to get better as

the game progressed, continually

charging up the ice on effective

power plays. Captain Brian

Sullivan made the defensive play

of the game when he beat an

Amherst wing who was moving in

on goal one on one He dropped to

his knees and lunged to break up

what probably would have resulted

in an Amherst tally. Amongst all

those goals, it was almost a relief

to see the opponents muster some

sort of attack Credit has to be

given to goalie P J Flaherty for

being his usual stingiest and th-

warting the few shots that did

come his way off of Lord Jeff

sticks.

An important factor to realize is

that the UMass "super Sophs"

played an integral part in this 10th

season win. Jim Lynch. Jim
Coleman and Bob Edwards were

all in the action and hustling

throughout the game Junior Pat

Keenan gave his regular stellar

performance and garnered

another five points Don Riley was

playing with style all night and he

posted a goal, as well as controlling

the disc with Don Lowe and Lonnie

Avery for varying stretches that

seemed like an eternity Captain

Brian Sullivan also got in the act.

and his unassisted goal off his own
rebound at 11:41 of the second

period had to be the best of the

night, closely followed by Mike

Waldron's slap shot from about

forty feet away at 9:32.

But. when a hockey team scores

fifteen goals, you know they were

rallied and everybody looked like

they should have played in the

National Hockey League All-Star

game two nights ago. Even Jim

Bittman, who beat John Kiah for

the only Amherst marker at 14:59

should be congratulated.

Coach Jack Canniff, a successful

man who doesn't waste any words,

had this to say about the runaway

wir "I'm pleased with what

happened out there tonight, but it's

the boys who play the game and

they've been doing as fine a job all

season as I could want them to."

Yes, let's face it, Amherst
College wasn't much competition

last night, but "home" has been

heaven for UMass at Orr Rink

where the Redmen are undefeated

this season, but Vermont is

preparing to make the trek down
here on Friday, and they might be

wanting to bring some hell.

Summary

Goal Player

1. UM Nickerson

2 uv Shea

3 UM Shilall*

4. UM Lynch

UM Riley

UM Edwards
UMWaldron
UM Sullivan

UM Shea

UM Keenan

UM Sullivan

UM Nickerson

UM Lynch

UM Bartholomew
UM Keenan
Amherst Bittman

First Period
Assists Time

(Donovan) 6 36

(Scralield, Riley) 7:14

(Edwards, Reldy) 8:03

(Sullivan) 14:54

Second Period
(Lowe) 7:42

(Keenan, Reidy) g cm

(Avery, Grabowski) 932
unassisted \Y.4\

(Riley, Scratield) H:tJ

Sullivan) 13:40

Third Period

(Keenan) 00:14

(Coleman, Donovan) 6:21

(Coleman, Nickerson) 12:03

(Keenan) 13:52

(Nickerson) 14 28

unassisted 14:59

Nittany Lions

Trip Gymnasts
Bv MICHAEL CI SACK

After opening the season with successive wins over New Hampshire

Southern Connecticut, and Army, the UMass varsity gymnasts suffered

their first loss. 160-152. at the hands of a powerful Perm State teanvThe

meet which was held on Sat.. Jan. 22. was promoted by the Penn State

Alumni Club, and attracted nearly two thousand spectators to Curry

Hicks Cage Gene Whettstone s Nittany Lions, led by sensational Mar-

shall Avener. simply overpowered the Redmen in every event

Avener was incredible for Penn State as he placed first in every event

but rings where he was second. He easily won the all-around total with

55 40 points, which is an average of nearly 9.2 for each routine This is

why Avener is considered one of the top gymnasts in the country, as well

as a good future Olympic prospect. u u
Penn State led by only .3 after the first event, floor exercise, in which

UMass took second and third place on the strength of routines performed

by Jack Berner and John Calabria.

The Redmen lost nearly 3 full points on pommel horse. The only bright

spot here was the performance of Redman Steve Nelson, who finally

began to realize his potential, for a score of 8 4.

UMass' Eastern medalist Jay Aronstein led all scores on rings with a

9 25 Hopefullv Aronstein will be able to continue scoring in this range -he

is certainly capable of it, and the score would be very important for the

The most consistent vaulter the Redmen have is Jay Thomsen, who

again scored a 9.2, which was good for a second place tie in longhorse

vaulting. _ _ . .

On parallel bars, the Redmen were led by co-capt. Dave Genest, who

scored an 8.85. good for third place. Genest should be returning to the 9.0

routines he has been scoring.
iU ,_.

Horizontal bar was somewhat of a disappointment for the UMass

squad, as they managed 25.35 points. Co-capt Tony Vacca led all UMass

scores with a 9.35, which was bested only by Penn State's Avener, who

had a 9 5 score.

Penn State was heavily favored to win the meet, so the Redmen loss

comes as no surprise. Look for Penn State to sweep the E.I.G.L. again

this year. Penn State's coach, Gene Whettstone, who is also coach of the

U.S. National Team, has been turning out championship teams for many

years. .

The next meet for the Redmen will be on Sat., Feb. 5, at 2:00 p.m., when

they host Pittsburgh. The meet will be held in Boyden Auxiliary Gym.

I-M Notices
There will be a meeting for all intramural athletic chairmen and

chairwomen tonight at 7:00 in Room 251 Boyden. The structure, make-up

and responsibilities of the intramural athletic council will be discussed at

this meeting.

Mens Women's and Co-ed Intramural Volleyball Rosters are due

Friday, Jan. 28, by 5:00 p.m. in 215 Boyden.

Women Officials are needed for intramural volleyball. Sign up in 215

Boyden or in the main office in WOPE. Playing or officiating experience

is required, though it is not necessary to be a rated volleyball officiar

Prospective officials must sign up no later than Feb. 1. Pay rate is $1.65

per match.

Amnerst oeienseman ana goalie Paul Koulouris to post one of tbe 15 goals scored last night by the

Redmen. Lvnch. a sophomore left winger, has been sensational in recent games along with his mates on

the fourth line Jim Coleman and Charlie Donovan. The Redmen bounced back from their loss to Boston

University by beating a weak team but have their work cut out when Vermont invades Orr Rink on

Fridav. (MDC photo by Ned Diffendale)
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Varsity M Features

Live Entertainment
By EARLE BARROLL

Wrestling coach Homer Barr probably had to

dodge a few bolts of lightning on his way from the

Newman Center yesterday Anyone who can stage

a two-fisted brawl between two guys wearing red

leotards in a house of worship couldn't deserve

anything but the best from up above.

thanks to matchmaker James (Sam Silverman)

Mulcahy, the president of the varsity M Club,

yesterday's noon luncheon at the Newman Center

featured a live wrestling clinic featuring coach

Barr and two of his heavyweights. Dave Amato at

118 pounds and Barry Gadowsky at 126 pounds

On the undercard Shelley Goldberg I at a heavy

150) and Carl Danbman (205) restrained from the

physical segment of the program and turned to the

more peaceful chores of speaking to the masses

Wrestling at the university this season has not

been extremely productive (3-5-1) but as Barr

pointed out this is do primarily to "one of the

toughest schedules in the east" coupled with "nine

wrestling meets in fourteen days in December

which made things just a bit too fast for the

wrestlers."
"Wehavehad weight problems on the team," he

said "Shelley ballooned to 174 during the summer
from lifting weights. Clay Jester was also pretty

big, but as soon as we get rolling again things

should be all right.

"We have the potential to be as good or better

than last year's team, but his doesn't mean another

New England title necessarily as last year's

shocker over Springfield caused them to recruit

heavily for this season."

Goldberg was perhaps the most fired up person

at the luncheon. After being introduced by his

coacn as "a wrestler who we handle with silk

gloves off the mat, but who does the job when he's

on the mat", the two time New England 134 pound

champion became overly psyched over the thought

of wrestling against Springfield next Tuesday.

Springfield, Springfield, Springfield. ..like a

plague or for him a mission. It just so happens

that on Saturday the Redmen host Oswego, a

national small college power It took Barr no

longer than a pin count (a second) to remind

Shelley of this fact But for Mr. Goldberg this

moment to get ready was in itself something to

remember
Dambman is also a New England champion. At

205 pounds last year he defeated three men over 250

pounds for the heavyweight title, but this season

he'll go after the top spot at 190 pounds. Said his

coach. "He gets a little cocky once and a while so I

get him on the mat to cool him down." Carl was

quick to admit the coaches superiority, there

wasn't enough room at the Center for a winner take

all match.
Dambman cited the 40 day layoff between

matches as a cause for concern when the so-called

second season gets going, but he said. "Last

Thursday through Saturday we came back to

school for workouts. All we did was wrestle ( three

times a day), eat over coaches house (steak) and

sleep ( for hours)."

The clinic was something new for the luncheon.

While Barr was speaking, Amato and Gadowsky
(the guys in the red leotards) demonstrated such

maneuvers as the "Japanese wizzer" and the

"Harvard drag".

Barr emphasized that there are very few injuries

in collegiate free-style wrestling. "College

wrestling legislates against roughness, illegal

holds and injuries," he said

What's illegal? Things like a wrestler cannot

cover the mouth or the nose of his opponents. When
a wrestler is lifted off the mat he has to be returned

to the mat safely or his opponent faces

disqualification. The twisting knee lock and a

hammer lock without holding an arm, which

usually results in a choke hold (TV style) are all

illegal.

Next week basketball is featured at the luncheon.

Who knows, maybe Jack Leaman will have baskets

set up for layup lines before lunch.

WMUA
Tomorrow night from Orr Rink,

Dan Kamal and Bill Ballou will

cover all the action as the UMass
hockey team plays host to

Divisional arch-rival Vermont in

an important divisional game. Air

time is 7:20 p.m. over WMUA, 91.1

fm.
On Saturday night Ken Best and

Marty Kelley will be at Curry

Hicks Cage to cover the big New
England basketball clash between

number one ranked Providence

and number two ranked UMass.
Air time will likewise be at 7:20

p.m.

\nd on Sunday night Marty
Kelley will host hockey star Pat

Keenan at 10 p.m. on "Sports

Talk."
A big weekend of sports for

WMUA, 91.1 FM the "Voice of

UMass Sports."

Important
There will be an important

meeting tonight at 7 p.m. for all

members of the Collegian sports

staff and any students on campus
who would like to join the staff. The
discussion will center around the

rest of the winter schedule and a

look at what's to come in the

spring. The meeting will be at the

sports desk.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

(Wjf 4afi*arlps*rtt0

4±J A nil AND IfSPONSIILE ^r MESS

Weather
Variable cloudiness,

with a chance of rain or

snow. Temperatures
between 20• and 60°.

Shifting winds.
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Professor Howard Brogan raises a question during yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting. The Senate

later moved to defeat a student proposal concerning the Athletic Council. It was later learned that the

vote may have been invalid. (MDC photo by Sieve Schmidt)

On The Inside

:

Student Senate and S.E.S.

See page 3

N.Vietnam Reacts to Peace Offer
See page 4

Poor Richard's
See page 8

Results Disputed

In Fac-Sen Vote
By MDC Staff

By a two-vote margin, the Faculty Senate has defeated a student-

sponsored proposal to increase student representation on the Athletic

Council. However, a dispute over the validity of the vote has emerged, so

that the question of student participation will not be resolved until the

next meeting of the Senate.
ine constitutional amendment would reorganize the Athletic Council

by increasing student membership from one to five, while giving five

members of the faculty and one alumni membership also. The plan had

been devised by the Faculty Senate Student Affairs Committee and had
been endorsed by the Student Senate. The Faculty Senate had given its

initial approval to the plan in December of last year.

The parliamentary dispute over the meaning of the vote centered

around the fact that seven senators abstained, while 28 voted in favor and

18 against the amendment. The Faculty Senate Constitution stipulates

that an amendment must be passed by a 3/5ths vote of those "voting."

The question was whether the seven abstentions counted in computing the

vote. If the abstentions counted, the amendment was defeated; if they did

not count, the amendment was passed. The parliamentarian ruled that it

was defeated, but the meeting ended with the dispute unresolved.

Debate over the proposal itself focused on that aspect of the plan that

would reduce alumni representation on the Council. A spokesman for the

Alumni Association contended that membership on the council was an

important way that the alumni can contribute to the university. He said

that alumni should not be denied the opportunity to participate in a

program that was one of their major remaining links to UMass.

Student Senate Pres. LeeSandwen responded that the athletic program

should be the major concern of the participants in the program (students

)

and of others on the campus itself (faculty). He said that the alumni

should be encouraged to support athletics, but should not have a major

voice in determining athletic policy for the campus
After more debate, the issue was put to a vote and the Parliamentary

difficulties began. Professor David Booth, chairman of the Faculty

Senate said that abstentions would not be counted into the vote He also

made it clear that an abstention would be a means of voting down the

student proposal. The parliamentarian quickly overruled Booth and

stated that abstentions would be counted into the vote The mistake in

parliamentary procedure was brought to light shortly after the meeting

was adjourned.

In other business. Acting Chancellor Randolph Bromery announced

that President Robert Wood yesterday imposed a temporary "freeze on

filling all new positions ". The freeze will be imposed, according to

Bromery. for at least a week to ten days. This means that no new faculty

members can be hired during this period, although Bromery promised

that "all commitments will be honored." He asserted that the freeze will

end when the Governor's Budget Office clarifies some budgetary

questions.

Provost Robert Gluckstern reported on the reward system employed

for recent faculty promotions He stated that 29 faculty members have

been promoted primarily because of their skills and contributions to

teaching, while 22 faculty members were promoted because of their

research and scholarship and 18 faculty members were promoted

because of their service to the university. He asserted that his figures

contradict the idea that only those professors who publish are rewarded

with advancement.
Acting Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Rogert Gage reported on a

group called the "Working Group for Minority Counseling," which is

making an effort to make proposals to changes in admissions, academic

matters, and counseling to meet the specific needs of minority students.

He stated that he was willing to make a significant commitment of

resources to the task.

In response to a question from the floor, Acting Chancellor Bromery

said that he was "not at liberty to discuss" a report that the American

Association of University Professors was considering censuring the

university for violation of the 1986 AAUP Statement on University

Governance. The censure deals with a specific faculty member who was
denied tenure or reappointment allegedly in violation of AAUP
guidelines. Bromery stated that he could not comment because of the

"advice of legal counsel."

Answering another question, Bromery asserted that President Wood's

"Academic Advisory Committee" had no real authority but was an in-

formal group of faculty brought together by the President to be available

to consultation and advice. Some Faculty Senators expressed their

concern that the committee had been established without going through

the usual campus procedures.

News Analysis

A Slap In The Face
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

The Faculty Senate's action defeating the student proposal concerning

the Athletic Council on an invalid vote represents a slap in the face for all

students.

The invalid vote may have been caused by a mistake in parliamentary

procedure, but it is obvious that the 18 senators who voted down the

proposal and the seven senators who abstained from voting were in fact,

withdrawing their support for the student body. It is also important to

note that approximately 20 to 30 senators walked out of the meeting

before the Council vote was taken.

The fact that 25 senators seen fit not to vote in favor of the proposal is

frustrating, but it is extremely disappointing to know that 20 to 30 faculty

members couldn't find the time to vote on an issue that is as important to

Continued on Page 3
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Dye Terms JOE Successful;

14 Youths Placed Already
. . »i • 1 -J U.. il....

UMass Moves Towards

Personal Interaction

By BOB CALLAHAN
The four week long Juvenile

Opportunity Extension program

(JOE.) reached the half way

point this week with a press con-

ference held yesterday to explain

the progress of this unique ex-

perimental program.

Larry Dye, chairman of the

program, termed the past few

weeks, "very successful". Ac-

cording to Dye, "The number of

positive aspects outnumbers the

few problems encountered since

the program was begun here at

UMass.
The program involves 88 youths

from the recently closed Lyman
and Lancaster Schools who are

being counseled here by student

volunteers on a one to one basis.

The purpose of this program is to

have the student volunteers

negotiate for and with their youths

with various community agencies

for jobs and schooling

arrangements as well as exploring

family situations and living

arrangements.
At the press conference held

yesterday in the Campus Center,

Dye announced that of the 88

youths, 14 have been already

placed in new homes, and forty-

three are working on being placed.

Dye reported that difficulty is

being encountered in placing 13 of

the youths because of a lack of

leads as to where these people can

be placed

Larry Dye. Ernie Ries. and Cindy Dunbar, discus* the merits of

the JOE II Program at a news conference.

It is hoped by those in the

program that every youth will be

placed in a living and learning, or

working, facility by February 13.

A few of the other positive

aspects mentioned by Dye involve

a Puerto Rican youth being

reunited with his family in Puerto

Rico and the case where the family

of a student volunteer became

foster parents for a youth.

During the first week of

operation, a few minor incidents

involving youths in the program

were reported. Dye reported that

absence of trouble during the past

few days is attributed to the fact

that "the youths are settling down

due to the program becoming

intensified and the growing

relationships between the youths

and their counselors or ad-

vocates."

The program here at UMass is

being evaluated daily by Dye and

his assistants. They report that the

majority of the youths involved are

fitting into the program
Of those being placed into foster

homes, the older children find it

most difficult because of their age

to be taken in by a foster parent.

Dye pointed out. stressing the need

for them.
In response to the criticism

leveled against the program last

week by State Rep Robert McGinn

(D—Westfield) Dye said, "This

comes from a lack of information

on the total goals of the program,"

and he added that this could be

clarified through shared com-
munication
Massachusetts is the first state

in which training schools are being

phased out, and Dye reported that

this has been very carefully

planned He added that if there was

no confidence of success it never

would have been attempted

Seniors Vote Themselves A Day

By DEBRA MARR

According to several UMass administrators and student leaders, last

-S-r dLwed a dramatic movement towards personal interaction

Ssuent administrators, and the Pioneer Valley community.
between s uaems. d

p. w described the fall semester as "an

S^l^SffiKSStiS semester" and as "the tight-dollar

semeste? I s^nTmTekZ this fail talking to individual students than

toToups,' Field remarked; most of the students came looking for some

TS 0f

nofedi
al

movement away from "group hassling" on a*

miristrative problems and found that more students were coming to talk

onTone to-one basis. He felt that the change brought a "refreshing

return to what the role of the dean of students was several years ago,

and noted that, on the whole, he found students to be more interesting to

Llk to and more thoughtful about themselves and the people around

th

w" Daniel Fitzpatrick, Associate Dean of Students felt that last

semester showed "a redirection of student energies by the students

themselves" exemplified by student action with programs such as JOE.

and the Belchertown workers. He remarked that the areas where

students most desired change were less visible and more personally

satisfying with more emphasis on ecological work and social reform on a

^Arcordinl^oAcUng Chancellor Bromery, last semester marked the

end of most of the groundwork for programs for residence hall living

Bromery described the residence program as offering a complete

spectrum of living alternatives from an urban experience in a Southwest

tower to a quiet corridor on the Quad."

Bromerv noted that last semester also marked the beginning of in-

vestigation into the Amherst campus' role in the multi-campus UMass

system with the Future University committee report: "We must make

this campus look at itself and ask where we are going in the next decade^

He cited the better means of communication between the campus and the

President's office, the reorganization of administrative facilities on

campus and the identification of areas on campus to be snared univer-

sity wide as examples of the direction the Amherst campus is moving in

Gary Gomes of the Student Senate felt that the highlight of the semester

for the Senate was the passing of the "Narc-Law;" Gomes said it showed

that the Senate •finally had the confidence to do something about a

matter like this.'' . .

He also remarked that this semester was the beginning of the entire

working within the system thing." The establishment of the Athletics

Council the work with Food Services, and the student imput on the

committee working for the spring concert showed the "increase of

student representation on things that the students actually own. control,

and share
"

Gomes noted the improving communication between students and

faculty and agreed with Field and Fitzpatrick, stating that students have

begun "talking to administrators as people rather than as a corporate

monster ." As for next semester. Gomes claims he is. on the whole, op

timistic : 'There's more openness on campus, and people are a little more

cooperative
"

The Senior Class Poll cards that

were included in all Seniors'

Registration packets have been

compiled by members of the Senior

Committee 70% of the cards were

completed and returned, giving the

following results:

Want Senior Day 1361

As in the past 1132

Alternatives 229

Want Loan Fund and/or
Scholarship (instead of or with a

Senior Day) 698

Scholarship 336

Loan Fund 213

149

its money spent 62% of the

respondents want a Senior Day

But it takes a lot of people to plan

and put one on If any Seniors want

to help plan and put one on If any

Seniors want to help plan and work

on Senior events, they are urged to

come to the Senior Committee

meetings This Sunday. Jan. 30.

there will be a Senior Committee

meeting at 7:00 P.M., in Rm 162-

175 of the Campus Center Results

of the Poll will be discussed, and

plans for Senior activities (Senior

Day. Class Gift, alternatives.

Reunions, etc.) will be made

Services Committee
Answers Complaint!

Pass/Fail Card
Incorrect

Students may take up to five University core and distribution

requirements pass/fail, as was voted by the Faculty Senate last

May. This year's pass/fail cards are incorrect. It should be noted

that CASIAC requirements may NOT be taken pass/fail.

Scholarship and Loan

Various responses for alter-

natives included 232 responses for:

return the money, concerts,

Bangladesh, other charities, and

miscellaneous answers.

It was apparent from some of the

responses that some Seniors didn't

know that the Senior Committee

had control over any Senior funds

The money that Senior Committee

controls for Senior events comes

from $4. 00 per Senior which is paid

through the Student Activities Tax

twice a year. A separate Comme-
ncement Fee of $10 00 is collected

from all Seniors which the Senior

Committee has relatively no

control over. This money is con

trolled by the University Com-

mencement Task Force, of which 5

members of the Senior Committee

are members.
The Senior Committee now

knows how the Senior Class wants

The conception of secret

caucuses behind closed doors has

always made the average person

wary of the term 'government'.

The investigation of what govern

ment does and how it operates

should dispel at least a few of these

fears One arm of 'government',

here at UMass, which few have any

knowledge about is the Student

Senate Services Committee. The

main function of the committee is

to answer all complaints made by

anyone involved with the

University. This is done by making

investigations into the disputed

area and enacting change where it

is needed.

Some past products of the

agency are the Food Services

Advisory Board from which
"Munchies" evolved and the

Health Services Board which is in

charge of the hiring of all per-

sonnel in the infirmiry. One
especially bright aspect of this

committee is that the proposed

candidate must appear before a

board consisting solely of students

who will judge his attitude and

decide whether he can effectively

relate to the average student. This

gives students more say in who
runs campus facilities.

The Service Committee has not

stopped with these ac-

complishments and has much
planned for the future. They are

presently working on a proposal

involving refrigerator rentals in

which the student senate would act

as agents for the companies and

would lower prices and put all

profits made into a scholarship

fund. Other suggestions are

roommate matching by com-
puters, creating new jobs for

students, and setting up a security

advisory board under the same
model of the Health Board The

group has also looked into forming

various cooperatives here on

campus.

Join The Bludgening

Student Bureacracy
Student Senate President

Lee Sandwen
Needs

Three Administrative Assistants

(See him this week)

One to help him deal more effectively with the Board of Trustees

One to work on improving Senate effectiveness with the Faculty

Senate

One to run a Voter Registration Campaign and to help deal with

local political officials (i.e. State Reps, and District Attorneys)

Selection Criteria : Writing ad "leg work" ability and loyalty.

Elf* M&BBMlftxatnB Batlg fltolUgton

The oH.cj of the DAILY COLLEGIAN <i on the second floor of the Student Union

on the campus of the Un.versMy of Massachusetts, rip code 01002 Telephones 545

7550 (news) 545 03*4 (sports). 5450731 (business)

Second class postage >s paid M Amherst THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes

Monday through Fr.day durmq the academic year, except during vacation, exam

periods or holidays Accepted for mailing under the authority of an act of March 8,

1879 as amended by an ad of June 11, 1943 Subscription rates are id 00 per

semester or $10 00 per year

Hillel Welcomes You Back
Friday Evening Services 7:30 p.m. Hillel Center 42050

Deli Supper Sunday 5:30 p.m.

$ l .50 or 50% discount for paid members. All you can eat.

Kumiti — bring your guitar or other instruments for folk sing.

Senate Bids For SES Transfer
By DON BISHOP

In an unusually scheduled
meeting last night, the Student

Senate drew up plans for the

transfer of the operation of the SES
note service from Mr. George
Cheah to the auspices of the

Senate. Originally, no meeting had
been scheduled for this week, but

the need for a quick transfer of the

note service, with the beginning of

a new semester, necessitated the

Thursday night session.

Because the meeting followed

upon yesterday's Faculty Senate

meeting, the Student Senate seized

the opportunity to condemn the

Faculty Senate's rejection of

Student Senate plan for the

reorganization of the Athletic

Council. Student Senate President

Lee Sandwen sponsored a bill

which requests the Board of

Trustees to remove the Athletic

Council from the "purview" of the

Faculty Senate and which hints at

disruption of future Athletic

Council meetings. The motion as

Frank Baglione. Manager of SES. and Senate Treasurer Skip

Olmstead hear debate on the proposed SES transfer (MDC photo by

(Mb Fullerton)

written reads:

"Whereas the Faculty Senate

has acted irresponsibly by refusing

to make changes in the Athletic

Council structure that would allow

real student voice in a program
that is of great concern to them as

a group,

"Be it resolved that the Student

Senate request the Board of

Trustees remove the Athletic

Council from the purview of the

Faculty Senate, and re-establish it

under campus-wide auspices.

"And be it further resolved that

the Student Senate formally an-

nounces that the Athletic Council

will not be allowed to meet 'quietly'

until substantive changes are
made in its present structure that

ensure that quality of student in-

volvement that is of such prime
importance.
The possible transfer of the

operation of the SES service to the

Senate had been discussed briefly

at an earlier meeting. At last

night's meeting, the Senate
decided to negotiate with Mr.

Cheah, the owner of SES who is

presently residing in New Hamp-
shire, to purchase a number of his

machines, thereby transfering the

operation of the service to the

Senate.

There are a number of dif-

ficulties involved in this transfer,

all revolving around Mr. Cheah's

willingness to sell the equipment
for what the Senate considers a fair

price. Senate Treasurer Skip
Olmstead stated at the meeting,

that in a conference over the

telephone with Mr. Cheah earlier

this week, they tentatively agreed

on a price of (5300 on a collator, a

stitcher, and 5 typewriters

originally purchased by Mr Cheah
for $8300.

Olmstead asked the Senate for

authorization to purchase Cheah's

equipment and other equipment
that would have to be bought new,

all of which is needed to keep the

service oprating. Debate followed,

with questions arising as to

whether the Senate would incur

any of Mr. Cheah's debts.

Treasurer Olmstead stated that

any agreement he would negotiate

would stipulate that Mr. Cheah
remains responsible for his past

debts.

Senator Robert Chiller raised a

queston on the feasibility of the

Senate operating the service from
the standpoint of possible

monetary losses. Chiller and
others wanted to know about the

past financial records of SES. This

wasn't possible though, because
Cheah has kept his records private.

The manager of SES, Frank
Baglione, who came in the absence
of Mr. Cheah, indicated that the

service was operating on a profit

that he roughly estimated at 20

cents on the dollar. Senator Nick

Apostola pointed out that Senate

control of SES will probably mean
that more professors will allow the

Fac-Sen Defeats Council Vote
Continued from Page 1

students as the Council vote. Much student time and

effort was made in behalf of this athletic issue. The

Collegian throughout the past semester brought many

of the main issues into the open. It wasn't a difficult

decision to make, the Faculty Senate hadto decide if

students would have greater representation on the

Council than alumni.

A prominent Student Senate leader summed up the

student viewpoint on the Council. He told the MDC in a

previous interview: "The alumni have a right to be

consulted. They do not have a right to say how student

money should be spent. Athletics do not financially

affect the alumni as they do the student in that the

student must carry the major financial burden of the

athletic program."

If the Athletic Council proposal is taken up to

another vote at a Senate meeting which at this time

appears inevitable, it can be expected that Berrue

Bussel, secretary of the Athletic Council will oppose

the student proposal with the worn out phrases which

he has used in the past and can be expected to use in

the future. Mr. Bussel will claim that his minority

proposal he was the only member of the Committee

on Committees to support this proposal makes for

greater representation. Mr. Bussel's proposal which

he seems so proud of would increase undergraduate

support by three while maintaining alumni

representation at four and increasing faculty

representation by one. — . .

Mr Bussel misses the point completely Students

only want their fair share of representation on the

Council in comparison with the present alumni

representation. Alumni financial support compared to

the financial support of the student body is poor and

does not in any way justify the fact that alumni in the

future should receive greater or equal representation

on the Council with students. . .-. .

The crux of the matter is that students are looking

for representation on the Council which is propor

tionate to the financial support made by the student

body to the athletic program in the way of 2 $30

athletic fee. The Senate vote seems to imply that

students are not responsible enough to run a counc.

which depends on their overwhelming financial

support.

Three Stooges

Are Back

S

Thursday and Friday

7:30 ft 0:30 Mahar

"Cur ley K.O. Bossie"

service for their course, thereby

increasing profits.

Treasurer Olmstead stated that

any profits coming from Senate
operation of the service would go
back into Senate funds, or into

expansion of SES. Most of the

money that is paid by students will

go for materials, and salaries of

SES employees.
At the close of the meeting the

Senate voted to authorize the

Treasurer, in consultation with

President Sandwen and Senate
Legal Counsel Howland, to spend
up to $6000 for purchase of Mr.
Cheah's and any other necessary
equipment.
After the meeting was con-

cluded, Olmstead and Sandwen
contacted Cheah in New Hamp-
shire and encountered some un-

foreseen difficulties in purchasing
the equipment and transferring

control of the service. It appears
that Mr. Cheah is refusing the

terms that^ Treasurer Olmstead
says he agreed to earlier this week,
and is holding out for more money.
(See story elsewhere on page.)

It Is also ironic and hypocritical that the Senate

should defeat a proposal which would give students

greater representation on a committee which the

student plays such a major role. The faculty is now in

a type of situation with UMass President Robert Wood
which may be termed a "power struggle." The faculty

has been talking about gaining an equal role in all

decisions which have a direct influence on their own

interests. Many faculty members have advocated

unionization as a means of attaining this power.

If faculty expects equal representation in matters

which directly affect them, then it is difficult to un-

derstand why the Senate would withdraw their sup-

port of a student proposal which guarantees the

student body their rightful representation. It just

might be that faculty doesn't care what students feel.

If the Senate votes on this matter again, then the

senators can only vote ooly way or face the con-

sequences of losing the support and the confidence of

the student body.

The student proposal essentially keeps the size of

the Athletic Council at eleven while increasing the

number of undergraduates from one to five and

decreasing the number of alumni from four to one

According to this proposal, the professional staff-

alumni to student ratio would be changed from ten-one

to six-five. An obvious increase in student power.

The main objection against the student proposal is

that the alumni loses their major rallying point for

supporting the athletic program. The Athletic Council

is supposedly the alumni's vehicle of expressing their

opinions and ideas and using their experience for the

betterment of the athletic department.

The argument just doesn't hold up. The Student

Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate which

presented the student proposal recognized the need

for the continued support of the alumni and made

room for more than adequate alumni representation

on the Council. The student proposal would form a

separate committee for faculty representation. This

alumni committee would be composed of five mem-
bers of the Alumni Association chosen by the

association. It would be the responsibility of the

committee to recommend and promote ways of ob-

taining greater alumni support for the University's

athletic interests.

SES Rejects Senate Offer
By MDC STAFF

Student Senate President Lee Sandwen said last night that he

"has reservations as to whether the Student Educational Service

(SES notes) will continue to operate under present conditions for

the remainder of the semester." The statement came after a break

in Senate negotiations to buy SES from George Cheah, sole owner
of the corporation.

Cheah was reported last night to have refused the Senate's offer

of $5300 approved at the special meeting of the Senate. (See story

this page.) He was unavailable for comment on Sandwen 's

forecast, but SES manager Frank Baglione was contacted.

Baglione said. "I am under instructions from George (Cheah) to

continue to provide lecture note service until he and the Senate can
resolve the problem. We plan to continue operating as usual."

He foresees no immediate problems in continuing the service.

Student Senate Treasurer Skip Olmstead said that he and Cheah
had verbally agreed on the figure of $5300 and purchase of small

equipment in a conversation on January 25. 1972. He and Sandwen
said that they were "confused" as to SES' future, because Cheah
now resides in New Hampshire, and can't personally operate the

service, and he totally owns the corporation.

"We are just trying to make sure the students' interests are

protected." Sandwen said.

Negotiations are expected to continue between Cheah and the

Student Senate.
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Henry Kissinger discussed at a news conference how he used 5

different routes to disguise his actual route to Paris in order to

discuss secretly with the North Vietnamese President Nixon's peace

proposal.

In Brief...
Sargent Requests Procedure Change

BOSTON (AP) — Gov. Francis W Sargent, whose resignation

request was rejected by censured Judge Vincent R. Brogna. said

Thursday he will submit proposals to revise the procedure for

removing judges from office.

Brogna. a Superior Court judge, was censured by the state

Supreme Court after a three-week hearing into allegations by

convicted stock swindler Michael J. Raymond that he secured a

suspended sentence in a 1962 stock fraud case presided over by

Brogna.
Chief Mate Presumed Drowned

PORTLAND. Maiae (AP) — The tanker Citiea Service Miami has

reported that its chief mate is missing and presumed drowned at

A spokesman for the ship's agent here, Chase Leavitt fc Co.,

identified the missing man as Francis Coffill, 51, of Melrose, Mass.

CoffiU disappeared at sea Tuesday night ss the ship neared

Portland, the spokesman said.

Coffill ste his evening meal in the superstructure at the stern and

started to walk forward to his quarters in the midship house. The

spokesman said he never arrived there. Presumably the man was

washed overboard in high seas running st the time.

Apollo It Back en Schedule

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Space Agency ssid today that the time

required to make repairs to the Apollo 16 spacecraft command

module will not delay the scheduled April 16 moon mission launch

date
"Preparations of the space vehicle will be back on the original

schedule,'' said a brief announcement from the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration. __

Business Indicators

Show Solid Gain
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

government's leading business

indicators turned in a solid gain

last month, providing new
evidence the economy will be

strong this year, the Commerce
Department said Thursday.

The leading-indicators index

advanced by 2.2 per cent in

December, and the November
increase, originally reported at a

weak 0.2 per cent was actually a

respectable 0.9 per cent, the

department said

The government says that the

index, compiled each month, is a

good gauge of whether the

economy is ready to move up or

down.

Asst. Commerce Secretary

Harold C. Passer said the

December report and the

November revision point to a

"year of strong economic gains
"

Passer said the indicators

dealing with employment were the

most encouraging

The indicator of the average

work week increased by 0.5 per

cent and unemployment insurance

claims. 11.6 per cent An increase

in the unemployment insurance

claims indicator means fewer

claims are being filed

"These two labor-market series

strengthened in the closing months

Plan

But No Outright Rejection
PARIS (AP) — North Vietnam and the Viet Cong

unleashed a barrage of criticism Thursday against

every major point of President Nixon's peace plan but

stopped short of outright rejection.

The U.S. delegate told the Vietnamese Communists

the United States will not complete a total withdrawal

from South Vietnam until a final agreement is signed

based "on all aspects" of Nixon's plan. The United

States and South Vietnam placed the eight-point plan

before the Paris peace talks.

The 142nd session of the talks showed no outwardly

visible movement toward genuine negotiations, but

such movement would not necessarily appear in the

semipublic sessions.

The Nixon plan was under discussion over the past

two years in secret meetings in Paris, between

presidential adviser Henry A. Kissinger, and North

Vietnamese negotiators. The South Vietnamese and

Viet Cong delegations were excluded from these talks

because the Communists would not negotiate with

Saigon's representative.

In presenting the plan, U.S. Ambassador William J.

Porter and South Vietnam's Pham Dang Lam
stressed that it was flexible and open to negotiation.

The allied delegates hoped that the Communist side

might take up the challenge and open bargaining in

public or secret meetings.

The meeting produced no hint that the North

Vietnamese and Viet Cong delegations were ready to

bargain-publicly or privately-on the basis of Nixon's

plan.

After denouncing the plan as a maneuver by Nixon

to get himself re-elected president, Xuan Thuy, the

North Vietnamese delegate, said he would have

"other comments to make" later.

Thuy denounced Nixon for divulging the secret

Kissinger contracts in spite of a formal promise he

said the United States gave the North Vietnamese

It was the second time in the three-year-old con-

ference that Nixon has violated a similar undertaking,

Thuy asserted, and added: "If Mr. Nixon cannot keep

such a solemn promise, then what credibility will his

other statements have?"

Both Thuy and the Viet Cong's Nguyen Van Tien

referred to the Viet Cong's seven-point peace plan

submitted to the talks last July 1. They avoided all

reference to the nine-point plan North Vietnam put to

Kissinger in the secret talks. The Hanoi plan

demanded American war reparations. The United

States rejected the demand while offering Hanoi a

share in a multibillion-dollar reconstruction program.

The U.S. Command reported two Americans were

killed in action and 30 wounded in fighting last week.

Four Americans died of non-hostile causes.

The South Vietnamese Command reported 326

government troops were killed last week and 824

wounded. The South Vietnamese said 978 enemy

troops killed in action last week.

Enemy casualties formerly were reported by both

commands, but the U.S. Command said it was

suspending reports of enemy figures. Informants

indicated this was due to the declining U.S. combat

role.

Rogers Shows Optimism

of 1971, in contrast to a lackluster

showing earlier in the year,"

Passer said. "This turnaround

may well be signaling a significant

reduction in unemployment in

1972."

While the indicators for em-

ployment may have been strong,

those dealing with business in-

vestment were not, indicating that

this is still a weak area of the

economy.

Four of the eight leading in-

dicators increased and 4 declined.

These declining were indicators

for new orders for durable goods,

contracts and orders for plant and

equipment, industrial materials

prices, and the price-labor cost

ratio.

Improving, besides the average

work week and unemployment
insurance indicators, were those

for building permits and stock

prices.

"The increases were all sub-

stantial while the declines were

small," Passer said in explaining

why the index rose so strongly.

He added that a revision of all

the 1971 figures showed the in-

dicators rose more strongly than

reported earlier, mainly to reflect

upward revisions in the profits of

companies.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Secretary of State William P.

Rogers expressed some hesitant

optimism Thursday about the

future of President Nixon's eight

point peace plan because the North

Vietnamese had not rejected the

proposal at the Paris talks.

After saying a main sticking

point in the negotiations is Hanoi's

insistence on s Communist-
imposed overnment for South

Vietnam, Rogers told a conference

of editors and broadcasters:

"I am somewhat encouraged by

the fact they the North Vietnamese

have not rejected our proposals at

Paris this morning.

"There has been a good deal of

invective," the secretary con-

tinued, "but they have not rejec-

ted" the plan outlined by President

Nixon earlier this week and for-

mally presented at Paris Thur-

sday.

Rogers said he had talked to

William Porter, the chief U.S.

delegate at the Paris talks,

following his meeting with the

North Vietnamese representatives

and was told the other side had

asked questions about the

American plan, particularly

dealing with procedures for a

proposed election.

"That is a good sign," the

secretary declared, "that is what

negotiations are all about
"

He tempered his encouragement

with such statements as: "It is not

clear at all" that the North Viet-

namese and their Viet Cong allies

are seriously interested in a

peaceful settlement.

"North Vietnam insists that the

government of South Vietnam be

removed and a government of their

choosing take over," Rogers said,

adding the American position

insists on a free election.

"We are perfectly flexible" on

the procedures involving an
election, the secretary said, and
"we are prepared to do anything to

insure the election is fair."

However, he said, "we cannot

accept North Vietnam imposing a

Communist government on South

Vietnam the United States cannot

retreat from that as a matter of

principle."

Although he outlined the various

points of the Nixon plan, Rogers

stress primarily the matter of an

election as the keystone to the

current deadlock and an area of

flexibility.

While declining to speculate on

the outcome of any South Viet

namese election. Rogers said, "My
guess would be that...the people of

South Vietnam would support a

free system."

Meet people and have fun at the:

People Thing
Newman Social Lounge
Sunday, January 30

8 p.m.

Find out about
Newman, things to do,

and you.

LBJ Favors Six Year

Presidential Term
POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y. ( AP) A skviacker was killed by an FBI agent

with a point-blank shotgun blast Thursday while attempting to flee a

Mohawk airliner with $20,000 cash ransom and a stewardess as hostage.

The latest incident of air piracy began at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday when
Heinrick von George, 45-year-old jobless father of seven children,

commandeered a twin-engined propjet as it approached New York's

LaGuardia Airport from Albany. The pilot was forced to land at West-

chester County Airport near White Plains, where the 42 passengers were

allowed to deplane.

The mounting drama ended 10 hours later, when an unidentified FBI
agent poked a shotgun into a getaway car that Von George had ordered at

Durchess County Airport here. The agent was quoted as saying Von
George screamed, whirled behind the wheel and fired a gun. A retaliatory

shotgun blast killed him instantly.

The stewardess in the seat beside the hijacker-pretty, blonde Eileen

McAllister, 35, was not injured. In the car was a duffle bag into which the

$200,000 ransom had been stuffed.

Ironically. Von George had nearly pulled off his desperate air ransom

scheme with nothing more deadlv than a normally harmless starter's

pistol. What he had florished aboard the plane as a bomb turned out to

be two water-filled army canteens, wrapped in a blanket.

Before Von George's death, a small posse of FBI men, plus other law

enforcement officials had beer, mobilized against him. Even the pilot and

copilot of the plane were better armed than the skyjacker. On the ground

at White Plains, the FBI had slipped pistols to them through a cockpit

window.
But the aura of deadly menace that Von George succeeded in imparting

lingered briefly even after his death. The FBI agent yanked the

stewardess roughly from the car as he fired the shotgun, mindful of the

skyjacker's threat that his "bomb'' would go off were he shot

i feel fine, just glad to be here," was Miss McAllister's reaction after

her ordeal At one point, the hijacker had said he was going to make the

New York City stewardess parachute with him while the captured

airliner was in flight.

"She played it very cool, dealing with this maniac," another FBI man
said admiringly.

Hijacking Ends In Tragedy

W \SHl\GTo\ (AP>-Former

President Lyndon B Johnson

favors limiting chief executives to

a single term of six years

Johnson made the statement in a

filmed hour long interview with

correspondent Walter Cronkite for

broadcast over theColumbia

Broadcasting System Thursday

night

Johnson argued that if a

president knew that "he had to get

everything through in six years"

and need not worry about getting

re-elected, it would probably "be in

the best interests of the nation."

But he wasn't too optimistic about

chances of such a reform, which

would require a constitutional

amendment
"I would like to see us try it." he

said, "although I don t think we're

likelv to do it right now
."

Cronkite. who chatted with

Johnson in the LBJ Library in

Austin. Tex., asked if Johnson

meant to suggest that a first term

president must be governed in part

by a desire to win re-election

Johnson said he thinks every

public servant "has to think of that

from the day he takes the oath until

the time his term expires
."

Cronkite also asked about the

influence of campaign contributors

on the people they support

financially

Johnson termed this "one of the

most serious problems we have,"

and added. "I think every can-

didate for public office is beholden

to groups and people with means
."

He acknowledged that con

tributions influenced him to some
degree "in practically every

campaign that I've ever run ." He
went on:

"I don't guess it did much in '64

because I was President and it was

not an expensive campaign for me
and we had adequate funds."

Johnson said that Congress was

better to me than they were to any

other President I've known." And

he described his vice president.

Hubert H Humphrey, as having

done the best possible job Hum
phrey, he said, "did a lot more

work than he got credit for doing
'

Johnson said that some well-

meaning friends look back on his

presidency and argue that he was

misled by some of those around

him He said:

"Well, that's a lot of bosh,

tommvrot Nobody misled me. I

don't "recall a serious matter ever

coming up that my people didn't

give me both sides of it

He said he considers himself

personally responsible for all tho

major acts of his administration

and feels President Nixon now

bears similar responsibility.
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ARVN Stumble Into

Heavy Enemy Fighting
SAIGON (AP)-South Vietnamese troops stumbled

on to a base camp occupied by a company of enemy
soldiers in the central highlands, touching off on

Thursday one of the sharpest battles since a North

Vietnamese buildup began there two months ago.

South Vietnamese headquarters said 25 North

Vietnamese were killed, 20 of them by air strikes, in

the ensuing battle. The base camp was found 13 miles

southeast of Tan Canh in the general area of the Ben

Hot border base.

The number of South Vietnamese casualties was not

disclosed, but Saigon headquarters reported five

government troops were killed and nine wounded in

scattered battles across South Vietnam in which it

claimed 107 enemy soldiers died.

The Saigon command admitted it erred in reporting

that four North Vietnamese tanks were destroyed in

the central highlands, saying the vehicles actually

were Soviet-built trucks

But a field report later said one tank was in fact

knocked out along with three trucks Wednesday.

The enemy buildup in the central highlands has

officials predicting a North Vietnamese offensive

there, probably next month.

In the other most significant battles reported

Thursday, the South Vietnamese command said 20

enemy soldiers were killed near Cai Lay, a district

town 45 miles south of Saigon in the Mekong Delta, and

22 others northwest of the capital

The U.S. Command reported an American district

adviser was killed in the Mekong Delta when a

motorboat was ambushed by Viet Cong troopers

hiding along the bank of a canal. The South Viet-

namese district chief was also killed in the ambush.

The two were on an inspection tour of security posts

in their district of Ba Xuyen Province.

The command also reported five American troopers

were wounded by a booby trap on a security patrol 10

miles south of Da Nang in the north

The five, members of the 196th Infantry Brigade

were patrolling less than a mile from their battalion

headquarters when one of them stepped on the trap, a

spokesman said.

Command spokesmen also announced the with-

drawal of the U.S. Navy's only remaining helicopter

attack squadron after five years in Vietnam.

The unit is Light Helicopter Attack Squadron 3,

which has flown combat missions in the Mekong
Delta. Also withdrawing, the command said, is the

headquarters unit of the 101st Airborne Division's 2nd

Brigade. The two withdrawals will reduc? authorized

troop atrength by 770.

In Saigon, Gen. William C. Westmoreland, army
chief of staff, conferred with U.S. and South Viet-

namese military officials of South Vietnam's 3rd

military region. This region embraces Saigon and the

11 surrounding provinces.

Porter told the Communist side: "We would be

willing, once there is an over-all agreement in prin-

ciple, to begin implementing certain military aspects

of the agreement, such as those affecting withdrawals

and prisoners, while we continue to negotiate on other

aspects.

"However, in connection with troop withdrawals. I

wish to make it clear that although they could start on

the date of the agreement in principle, they would not

be totally completed before a final agreement on all

aspects of the problem is signed.''

Porter emphasized Nixon's plan was meant to be

"as flexible as possible, so that we can speed the

negotiations."

"We will endeavor to respond to any questions you

may have or any clarifications you may seek with

respect to the proposal, which is a serious attempt to

meet those proposals already brought forward by

your side," Porter said.

In presenting this proposal, our purpose is to try to

break the deadlock here. Please give this plan the

careful attention it deserves.''

Nixon Fund Raiser Stans

Resigns Commerce Post
\\ xsillSGTON <AP> -Secretary

of Commerce Maurice Stans

stepped down from the Nixon

Cabinet Thursday, with the

President's personal sendoff. to

become chief fund raiser for

Nixon's 1972 re-election campaign
The President simultaneous!

>

announced a reshuffling of two top

White House Economic advisors to

fill the gap:

—Peter O. Peterson. 45. of

Chicago, a former president of the

Bell & Howell Photographic
Equipment Co . was picked M
Stans' successor Nixon said

Peterson will carry on ideas he has

been working on in his present post

as executive director of the

President's Council on In

temational Economic Policy

—Peter M Flanigan. 48. a

presidential assistant and a former

campaigner for Nixon, who has

specialized in economic and
financial areas in the White House,

was moved into Petersons spot

Nixon appeared with all three in

the White House press room to

make the announcements
He did not specify Stans' new

Republican role, noting that he has

promised not to discuss partisan

political matters until after the

k'enti

Stans' resignation is effective as

soon as Peterson is confirmed by

the Senate

Stans' leaving the Cabinet came
as "no surprise. " as Nixon

acknowledged, since it had been

reported for a week that Stans

would resume the campaign job he

did for Nixon in 1968

\ixon hailed Peterson as a voung

man who has been "remarkably

successful" in business, has an

understanding of world affair^

and could do "an outstanding job"

in the Comment' Department

Peterson said he will continue to

look into improving Ameriea I

competitive position and in

creasing its product iv it >
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Tobin, Library Near Finish

By DON POl'TKY
Two of the three major con-

struction projects in progress on

campus are scheduled to be

completed around the end of this

semester so those of you who are

sick of seeing the campus so torn

up should get some relief next fall.

According to Bill Clark, the

Superintendent of the new library

for the contruction company,
O'Connell and Sons, the building

should be done about May first.

Rumors have been flying around

campus concerning the substance

which is being sprayed on the new

library. It's not anti-gorilla spray,

and it
r

s not part of a germ warfare

plot against college students. Clark

says that it is simply water being

used to wash off the bricks.

Workmen inside the building are

involved in the last phase of con-

struction, such as installing doors

and laying tile and installing heat

which only goes to the twelfth floor

so far

Clark says that his big problem

right now is removing the crane

from the top of the building. He

says there are three possible ways

of getting it down

The first method is to lift it off

with a helicopter Second, the huge

crane which was on the site earlier

this year can be brought back to lift

it off and lower it to the ground

Finally, the crane could be lowered

to the ground by a "stiff-leg''

derrick which would then be

disassembled and brought down

The new library will contain two

•future floors " At present there is

no second or fifth floor, but Clark

says these may be put in later

when the additional floor space is

needed

The other construction project

which is nearing completion is the

new psych building behind Bar
tlett This building is being done by

Fontaine Brothers, Inc., and Gene
Roux. the superintendent, says

that it is about ninety per cent

complete He expects the

University to accept the new
building in about four months

\> in the library, the workers on

this project are involved in the last

stages of the job

The final project, which is also

bring built by Fontaine Brothers.

Inc . is the new Fine Arts center

According to Mr Snath, the

superintendent, the building is now
about forty per cent complete and
should be finished by June first.

If73

All the foundations have been put

in. and concrete is now being

poured for the main structures

Tobin Hall and the new librar> will soon be completed, but the mud

and the 'hardhats uill be with us for a while longer with the Fine

\rts (enter. CV1DC photo by Al Jagoda)

Potential Berrigan Jurors Selected

AMUSMJHG. Pa. <AP> Eight

persons were selected as potential

jurors Thursday for the conspiracy

trial of the Rev Philip Berrigan

and six other antiwar activists

The eight who were questioned

individually by the judge and

opposing lawyers, join nine per

sons iUectM as possible jurors

after questioning Wednesday

Many of those in the original

group called for possible jury duty

in the trial have been dismissed for

cause by I'.S. District Court Judge

R Dixon Herman since the process

of jury selection started Monday

No potential jurors were selected

Monday or Tuesday.

Davis Firing Illegal

I OS INGBLM <AP)-The state Court of Appeals has declared un-

constitutional the firing of Angela Davis from the UCLA faculty because

of her membership in the Communist party

Miss Davis is awaiting trial on charges of murder kidnapping and

conspiracy arising from a shootout Aug 7. 1970. at the Mann County

°In a decision Wednesday, two of the three justices upheld a summary

judgment by Superior Court Judge Jerry Pacht in 1969

The opinion cited previous U.S. Supreme Court and California Supreme

Court decisions holding that mere membership in the Communist party

cannot bar employment as a teacher

The University of California board of regents discharged Miss Davis on

Sept 19 1969, as an acting assistant professor of philosophy, in line with

previous board resolutions that Communists were not to be employed.

After Pacht's ruling in October 1969, Miss Davis resumed teaching, but

in June 1970 the regents refused to renew her teaching appointment on

grounds she made "extreme" speeches which were "antithetical to the

protections of academic freedom."

A.B.A. Proposes

Modified No-Fault

WASHINGTON (AP) A modified

form of "no-fault" insurance for

victims of automobile accidents

was proposed Saturday by a

special committee of the American

Bar Association

An injured driver or passenger

would receive up to $2,000 to cover

his medical benefits and loss of

wages, regardless of who was at

fault in the accident.

The payment would be made by

his insurance company, without

any legal action All states, by law.

would require insurance com-

panies to include this "no-fault"

provision in auto policies

The committee, headed by Judge

John T Keardon of Quincy, 111 .

said it recommended $2,000 as the

cutoff for automatic payments

since it would cover losses

sustained by nearly 9"> per cent of

traffic accident victims However,

the states could pick a higher

figure.

The Special Committee on Auto
Insurance Legislation was set up
by the ABA last May Its reeom
mendations will be presented to the

ABA's policy-setting House of

Delegates at a meeting in New
Orleans next month Formal action

by the House would come next

summer
Auto insurance has been under

consideration by the ABA since

1965, when two law professors.

Robert E Keeton of Harvard and
Jeffrey O'Connell of the University

of Illinois, proposed scrapping the

current system of negligence suits

in favor of a "no-fault"
I rider no-fault, motorists are

compensated by their own in-

MiraQce companies for accident

losses no matter who was at fault.

Versions of the plan are in effect in

Massachusetts and Puerto Rico

Indochina Aid Plan Exposed
W \sniN<;TO\ ( AP) The United States told Hanoi envoys in last year's

secret talks that Washington would be willing to undertake a $7.5-billion

postwar reconstruction aid program for Indochina of which up to $2 5

billion could go to North Vietnam.

In reporting this Thursday night, administration officials said this

illustrative" figure was given for a five-year US economic-assistance

program for South Vietnam. North Vietnam. Cambodia and Laos, once a

peace settlement stops the fighting

The aid concept was said to have been put forward by presidential

adviser Henry A Kissinger last summer after North Vietnamese

negotiators presented a nine-point war-settlement plan, one point of

which called for reparations to North Vietnam

Kissinger, who met secretly in Paris with Hanoi envoys, told a news

conference W.-dnesday that the I'mted States felt it could not in honor

agree to a peace settlement which includes reparations Payment of

reparations, in the US view, would imply an admission of guilt

Kissinger went on to say:

We did. however, tell the other side that while we would not include

the reparations as part of the peace settlement, we could give and un-

dertake a voluntary undertaking by the President, that there would be a

massive reconstruction program for all of Indochina in which North

Vietnam could share to the extent of several billion dollars."

Father Berrigan and the others

are charged with conspiring to

kidnap presidential adviser Henry
A Kissinger in an effort to force an

end to the war in Indochina They
also are accused of plotting to blow-

up heating tunnels under some
buildings in Washington. DC. and
raid draft board offices in various

cities.

The jury selection process is

expected to take several more
days.

Defendants in addition to

Berrigan include a nun, two

priests; a former priest and his

wife, who is a former nun. and a

Pakistani scholar
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Midnite
SALE

RECORDS
$4.98 C -

$5.98 D -

$6.98 E -

$7.98 F -
$9.98 G -

All Labels

$2.99
$3.79
$4.29
$4.39
$5.99

Limited Special —
Concert for Bangladesh

$12.98 List . . . $9.44

CASSETTE
BLANKS

TDKC-120— $2.99
Memorex C-60 — $ 1.49

MemorexC-60— $1.99

OPEN REEL
Scotch 203x3600

IOW Reels + - -_
each $4.95

Memorex— SdVe $$
Sony- save $$

TAPES
— 8-track only

$4.85 each

regardless of list

Most Diamond Needles

in stock

$1.99 each

Grado FCR
Magnetic Cartridge

$24.95 List

$8.00

DEMO AND USED EQUIPMENT

Phase Linear 700 watt R.M.S. power amp. List $749.00 —
Harman-Kardon 230 Receiver List $169.95 —

Standard 30 watt Amp & Tuner with preset FM — List $169.90 —

Pioneer SX990 100 watt Receiver List $269.95 —

Masterwork Stereo Cassette Deck (records fair, plays great) List $99.95 —
Dual 1219 w/Base, no dust cover, and Shure M91E List $234.95 —
Thorens/Rabco w/B&O SP12 (needs minor repair) List $445.00 —

EPI Model 601 Demo's, scratched but sound great w/power List $500.00 —

EPI Model 201 Demo's, scratched but sound great w/power List $398.00 —

cm $551.00
(2 used) $84.00
(Demo) $70.00
(used) $180.00

(used) $30.00
(used) $140.00
(used) $260.00

$325.00

$349.00

Aztec Picasso 3-way Floor System, 10" Woofer, 6" Mid, 2x4 Horn List $220.00 pair $180.00

NEW SYSTEMS
Beovox 3000-2 Receiver

B&O 3700 Loudspeakers
PE 2038 or Dual 1218

B&O SP14 Cartridge

$575i00 complete

Harmon-Kardon 630, 60 Watt RMS Receiver

EPI 100's

PE 2038

B&O SP14 $515.00

List $621.00

Pioneer

Four Channel

Equipment
on

Display

Friday Only . . . Noon till Midnite

Limited Stock . . . First Come, First Served, No Rainchecks

AMHERST AUDIO
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I'm leaving the Univu sity. And today is ™y last day

as the EdiEr-ir Chief of the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian, a position I took over just a year ago as a

sophomore. ., m . mm _

Now I'm traveling 10,000 miles to work on a

newspaper in Tokyo, Japan. If things go well fo me, I

will spend a good part of my life writing from Japan.

Its a fascinating country and I hope to provide some

understanding to the American people about these

critical times that the Japanese find themselves in.

For the past year I've found myself in about tne

most interesting position that I can ever imagine a

kid, not yet 21 years old, could be in. I've had charge of

a large daily newspaper, with a staff of about 70

people, and responsibility to a readership that

numbers around 25,000. A person never knows what

it's like until he's been through it, and if the person is

as young as me, he will probably not know what was

learned, what was the value, and what it all means

my year as Editor was working with the people here in

the newspaper office. They have made possible some

of the best things that the Daily Collegian has ever

done I am proud of the people like Bob Nesti and Dave

Williams who managed to put together a weekly

magazine. I always wanted to see the paper do things

like Poor Richard's (Richard is my first name, too!)

and I take some satisfaction in being the first Editor

ever to give fine arts a permanent and functioning role

in the paper. My hopes for the future of the paper are

for the people who take over after I leave. They will

have to struggle to keep coming out every day. I hope

they never compromise their values or the values that

our society should have. There will be times when the

printing of certain stories will make a big difference

for everyone in this community. They will have to

work hard to maintain your trust, the campus always

being embroiled in some kind of controversy. My view

has always been to give the reader everything that I

learned, what was the value, and what it au

«

&mm am able, to suffer the consequences,
until he is far enough away to get his personal a

j ^ Qf ^ community _

Delivery Systems

(Herblock it on vormtwn)

bearings straight again.

I can't, in this space, write anything that is personal

enough and long enough to tell you, the reader, what

the experience has been. This is the first time, I've set

out in print to tell you even briefly something about

myself and my times with the newspaper. Those of

you who have followed the paper for the last 2-1/2

years, know something about the many things I have

been involved in. The first story I wrote for the paper

ended up on the front page It was about the absolutely

deplorable conditions in the Northeast area dorms

From that foUowed protests and heated arguments

and eventually the improvement of conditions. I'm

ending my career at UMass after riding out some of

the continuing process of building up a new kind of

University. The characters are different on top, an

awful lot has happened in just the 2-1/2 years I've been

here, but UMass is still basically the same place; a

place of perpetual change that will always be the

same.
When I was a freshmen. I found out that the

newspaper here has a unique role. It is the only thing

that continually tells the University what it is doing,

what it is like, and it's the only medium for publicly

discussing and influencing the workings of our

community. Some freak of constitutional insight has

given the responsibility for this paper to students who

spend enough time here to understand things, and

then graduate (or flunk out) leaving someone new to

learn everything from scratch.

The newspaper can be anything that we crazy

students want it to be During my reign as editor. I

have been threatened with at least four libel suits,

none of which ever materialized. The newspaper has

drawn the wrath of the local District Attorney I who

isn't a bad guy. but is very sensitive to criticism I The

first front page that I was accountable for depicted a

Cambodian soldier carrying two severed Viet Cong

heads. That young Cambodians broad smile made

many a breakfast sit uneasily That was the way I had

of saying, this is our world. I have written editorials

about a hundred different things, each time trying to

tell you want I was concerned about, and maybe what

you should be concerned about.

But, all that is part of putting out a newspaper And I

have enjoyed it all, though sometimes it was tough

putting in the long hours and hasseling with everyone

who thought I shouldn't be doing what I was doing

Newspapers are conglomerates of lots of different

people and I would say that the most rewarding part of

and learn with the rest of the community.

I leave the University, as I mentioned, to go to

Tokyo. All the time I was here at UMass, I have

studied Japanese and have developed an "individual

concentration" major in Japanese and journalism

The government gave me a fellowship two years ago

to study Japanese at Columbia University for a

summer and I was at Middlebury College's School of

Japanese this past summer. All of that studying has

given me a slight edge in being able to use the

Japanese language in my future work.

I got interested in Japan as an exchange student

four years ago and I got involved in journalism in high

school putting out an underground paper. Now I've put

them together and will be working for the Mainichi

Daily News, an English language daily in Tokyo. I'll

also "be writing a series on life in Japan for five New

England newspapers. It is quite a curious feeling to

leave the cacoon-like security of a University and

start a whole new life in a country like Japan, even

though I will probably return to UMass for a semester

some time in the future.
• • •

I owe much to many people who I have known and

almost known during my life at UMass. I have a great

deal of respect for many here at UMass, people who

have always shown themselves to be good people. I

have learned much from knowing all of you. mostly

about myself.

I can't say, as Oswald Tippo did last year at Con-

vocation, that "I am a man without ambition." I am
struggling with my life to find meaning in a topsy

turvy world that offers little security beyond the

confines of friends and lovers. I have chosen certain

paths and shall make the best of what I am, but I will

always be awed by all of the life that passes before my
eyes.

In The Plague by Albert Camus there is a young

journalist who finds himself caught in a hellish world,

quite un-wittingly. He confides to the Doctor:

"It's so damn silly. Doctor, isn't if The truth is I

wasn't brought into this world to write newspaper

articles. But its quite likely I was brought into the

world to live with a woman That's reasonable enough

isn't it."

I always like that journalist.

I would hope that everyone pay attention to the lives

of those around you. Somehow we all depend upon

each other for everything

Art Buchwald

Partridge Stands By The People

WASHINGTON--"Ladies and

gentlemen

:

"This is John Chancellor of NBC
News and I am standing at the

entrance of the Democratic

National Headquarters here in

Washington, DC, with Larry

O'Brien, chairman of the

Democratic Party, as well as

many other political dignitaries on

what indeed is an historic occasion.

We are gathered to honor the one

millionth person to announce his

candidacy for President of the

United States on the Democratic

ticket.

"The excitement has been

building all morning. As you can

see by the computer behind me, the

Democratic candidates have been

announcing on the average of 45 an

hour.

"In just a few minutes the

millionth candidate will walk

through this door, and he will be in

for many surprises.

"There goes the computer-

999,996. .. .999,997. .. .999.996.

.

.999,999...ONE MILLION! And

here he comes-the man who is the

one millionth candidate to an-

nounce he will run for President of

the United States on the

Democratic ticket!

"There is bedlam here in the

lobby. That cheer you just heard

came from volunteer workers. And
now, as you can see, the millionth

candidate is being surrounded by

the Democratic Party dignitaries,

who are congratulating him and

slapping him on the back. Let me
see if I can get my microphone in

here and talk to him. Excuse me,
please. Excuse me, please. Can the

TV cameras get in, please? Thank
you, thank you... sir, what is your

name?"
"Archibald Partridge IV, of

Cranberry Falls, Kan."

"How does it feel to be the one

millionth Democratic candidate to

announce for the Presidency of the

United States?"

"Well, it certainly came as a

surprise to me. When I left

Cranberry Falls two days ago

there were only 897,564 announced

candidates and I really didn't think

I was near it. But my wife Elsbeth

said, If we drive by way of New
Jersey you could have a chance.'"

"Sir, could you tell us why you

have announced for the highest

office of this land?"

"I want to give the people of this

country a choice. The other 999,999

Democratic candidates are all

saying the same thing. I feel the

people want new ideas, new in-

novations and new leadership.

They are sick and tired of the

rhetoric and old formulas.

Patridge stands for the people."

"Are you going to run in the

primaries?"
"All of them. The polls indicate I

have a very good chance to take

New Hampshire, Florida,

Wisconsin, California and Indiana,

providing the voters split between

the other 999,999 candidates."

"Thank you, sir. Mr. O'Brien is

about to make the presentation.

Let's listen."

"Mr. Partridge, on behalf of the

Democratic Party it is a great

honor for me to welcome you as the

one millionth 1972 presidential

candidate. To show our ap-

preciation I would like to present

you with a $25 check.

"I also am presenting you with

this prepaid airline ticket which

entitles you to one round-trip flight

on the shuttle between Washington

and New York.

"Furthermore, to show our

gratitude we are giving you this $10

bag of dimes so you can make 100

local telephone calls to launch your

nationwide campaign.

"That isn't all, Mr. Patridge-the

Democratic Party takes care of its

own. Here is a gift certificate

which entitles you to one bucket of

Kentucky Fried Chicken in any
state where you choose to run..."

"Ladies and gentlemen, as you
can see Mr. Partridge is

speechless. His wife is crying and

even Mayor Daley has a tear

running down his cheek. This has

indeed been a day that will long be

remembered in American political

history. This is John Chancellor in

Washington. Now back to our

studios in New York...."

Copyright 1972, Los Angeles

Times

Chairs
Chairs are for more than sitting and thinking.

So much, now, has to go into everything we do.

I sat and thought, in my big, soft, thinking machine.

And they sat in theirs.

But all they thought of was how to make more chairs

;

And how to make different chairs.

Some, even, how to teach the art of chairs.

Complications of production - more efficient minds.

And they always need some damned equation - or explanation,

and they always find

Some need for a hundred completely unrelated, and useless,

facts.

I can't even sit in a chair without causing a

thousand Tiny Minds to start ticking like clocks.

I think I'll go to Penny Lane.
T. David Barrett

'STOP WOtRYINO — WI'lL CALL IT PROTECTIVE REACTION!'

Letters To The Editor

Dreary Frozen Wasteland

To the Editor:

Along about this time of year UMass turns into

dreary frozen wasteland. If you've ever thought of

leaving for a semester or two, there's a program you

should be aware of called the Domestic Student Ex-

change Program. It's designed for people who would

like to take courses at universities in other areas of the

United States. The Universities of Alabama, New

Mexico. Idaho. Hawaii, and about 10 other schools

participate. Out of state tuition is waived and credits

are transferred without any hassles. Up until recently,

few people knew that tb« program even existed

This is my second semester at the University of

Alabama. Besides warm weather and great football.

Bama offers a chance to see the new South New

Orleans, Atlanta, and Florida are all relatively close

Contrary to rumors, the South is not a land of shotgun

toting rednecks. It is, however, a totally different

academic and social environment I'm writing this

letter in the hope that those of you who are dissatisfied

with UMass will have the opportunity to see how other

people ta Ik and act in other pa rts of the country

Anyone interested in going in the fall or spring

Do You Care?

semesters should get in contact with the coordinator

of the program, William Loder, in the Registrar's

office I hope others will take advantage of the

Paul Clifford

It's Only Right

To the Editor:

I recently found out that the weight room in the

Women's Physical Education Building will not be

open this semester for student use as it was last

semester Monday through Thursday from 7 till 9 p.m

This news angered me to no end. I am a distance

runner and used that weight room on the average of

twice a week; it is an integral part of my training

program I pay an athletic fee and expect to get

something in return. Must every last cent go to sup-

port mens' athletics9 I'm sick of being ignored and

pushed out because I'm a woman. I demand that the

weight room be reopened for general use. It is my
right and the right of every woman in this school!

Phyllis Olrich

To the Editor: _. .

About five months ago. I sent a letter to this column

requesting that people take an interest in their

Umvers.tv bv participating in the student government

here The response was surprisingly strong the

Student Senate received an interested and hard-

working group of new Senators

It is now second semester, and due to the normal

attrition rate and an unusually high number ot

transfers, the Senate again is in need of new people

There are 42 vacancies-40% of the entire Senate If you

have some free time, why not drop down to the Senate

office (first floor of CO. If you have an interest in

change, then run for the Senate. We are just beginning

budgets, and that is something that affects us all

Again, as in September, all I ask is that you care
6

John Hogan. Nice-President

Student Senate

Letters

To The Editor
As in previous vears the MDC will continue to print

letters to the editor The only requirements are that

they be typed at sixty spaces, double-spaced and

..hsolutelv no longer than two pages in length All

letters must be signed and the author's address and

telephone numbers must be included No letter will be

published without this information Also, no letters

w ill be printed without the name of the author Please

note this change in policy.

Ml letters ;«re subject to editing either for content or

space according to the judgment of the editors^ Also

due to space limitations, we do not guarantee that all

letters will be printed ^ KI ,m)RS

Editorial Points
If you're a Massachusetts

resident and feeling bad about

being dropped from a course

perhaps you should stop and

consider the poor out-of-stater

who has to pay a lot more for

every course he is closed out of.

• • •

You really don't mind paying

exorbitant prices for books in the

Physical Plant because of the

wonderful atmosphere that the

place has.
• • *

The Providence College

basketball team travels to

Amherst tomorrow to meet the

Redmen after defeating

nationally-ranked Southern

California on national television.

We hope that the Redmen don't

suffer a letdown after their

tough battle with Iona.
• *

»

With peace plan after peace

plan dominating the national

headlines, has anyone ever

stopped to ask why we have to

plan for peace?
• *

The next class of Speech 212

(Parliamentary Procedure) has

been cancelled when it was

discovered that the instructor

was out of order.

Thanks F
( Ed. note-The following letter was

received from Pfc. Jim Binz who is

i stationed near Saigon and refers to

the Christmas packages sent by

the Vietnam Veterans Against the

War. Kathy is a resident of

Knowlton House who donated some

brownies.)

To the Editor:

I wanted to write and say "thank

you" for thinking of me. I don't

know who Kathy is...but you sure

make some great brownies Just

right for curing the "munchies".

Anvway. Christmas in Nam is kind

I have to work and

that's a drag. All in all though, I'm

really glad 1 joined VVAW. It's

given me some new outlooks on

this place I've always been pretty

down on Nam...but that's because

I'm a non-violent pacifist and I'm

down on war altogether Anyway,

thanks again for the cards and

brownies and I hope to meet all of

you someday I plan to see Boston

after E.T.S. if its the last thing I

do I hope you can read this 'cuz it's

2:00 in the morning and I'm pretty-

stoned.
Peace.

Jim
of a bummer
iWZeb, We DonH Have Enough Voters To Go Around

(Hrrblock i» on vacation)

By JAN V1LLANOVA
I commute fifty miles in the

morning three times a week for an

eight o'clock class I don't get

home until seven at night because

of a three-thirty two hour class

There are some students on

campus who live in a dorm, and

their first class doesn't start until

two in the afternoon

I park my car in the F lot

because anywhere else and I'd get

a ticket. It's at least a fifteen

minute walk to this eight o'clock

class, sometimes twenty, if I have

too much to carry All this and

conceivably more, and it isn't even

winter yet.

TOPICS TO CONSIDER and

THINGS TO DISCUSS
(a) Consider the obvious inequities

of student scheduling with the

emphasis on those who com

mute versus those who do not

(b> Discuss the lack of control on

who parks where, and consider

the abuse of parking privileges

in general.

QUESTIONS TO ASK
Is commuting necessary''

Are there buses running on

campus?

Reading Comprehension Test-Part I
-^- • ~- ^..M have the same problem, so priorities _ _Do you think a bicycle would

help?

Do the advantages of commuting

outweigh the disadvantages 9 If

not. what is your philosophy

regarding car pools''

Is getting a ticket really all that

bad?
What are the socio-political

implications in owning your own

car?
Is going to college worth getting

a ticket?

And finally, where would you go

and who would you see to have the

entire matter straightened out9

These questions are to aid you in

evaluating your own response to

this reading test I have also in-

cluded a random sampling of how

others have scored nationally The

following results are for Part I

only, and they are based on this

national average:

SAMPLE TEST RESULTS based

on the AVERAGE NATIONAL
RESPONSE
Non-Commuting Students; If you

think you've got it rough.

imagine eating at the Dining

Commons like we have to.

Nature: The basic law of social

existence is that a lot ot people

have the same problem, so

what's the gripe The law states

if more than one person has the

same problem it is no longer a

problem, but a fact of life. Learn

to live with it. Others do.

Commuting Students: We agree

with you one-hundred percent,

and we'd like to help, but so far

we haven't run into the problem.

If you ever need a ride let us

know Besides, it's only for two

more years and then you can

look back and laugh about it

Campus Police: Look friend, we're

just doing our job.

Politicians: It's quite possible you

have a good point there But are

you really in a position to

evaluate the current system?

After all, you are in college for

the purpose of learning our

democratic process and the

ways to apply it We feel as a

student you are not equipped to

handle the complex problems

occuring within or without the

academic community, at least

not until you graduate, which of

course lets us know you have

been liberally educated and are

now readv to be qualified as a

citizen. It's simply a matter of

priorities.

Counselors. Perhaps if you

changed your Major and

matriculated in a program that

would concentrate on your

problem.

Parking Attendants. Janitors and

Staff Personnel: As long as you

have a sticker. I don't un-

derstand the problem; I just

work here; and, have you tried

down the hall 9

Faculty: If you're late for class or

can't make it all together, I can

understand However, I must

grade accordingly And you

know I'd like to help you, but

quite frankly, I can't afford to

jeopardize my position Have

you tried a Faculty/Student

meeting, where they rap about

things like that?

Advisors: Have you talked to

anyone else?

Anvone Else. Have you been to so-

ilnd so or talked to what's his

face9

Construction Men: Listen buddy,

you're the one who wanted an

education, so figure it out Our

advice is to take some bad with

the good for a change. Other

wise get a job and then your

problem is solved.

Friends: It sounds like a np-off

Hey, how'd you do on your

Psyche test9 We got an eighty

seven Question fifteen was a

real bummer
Parents: We told you it wouldn't be

easy; now you know what it's

like raising kids and working

hard If you had listened to your

father and I. you'd be all done

with school and married and

give us a grandson

Government: We're doing the best

we can-anything else would be

Socialism We had hoped you'd

be satisifed with the O.I, Bill

Apparently you're not After all,

you did serve your country and

it's only fair Other than that, we
can't see how we can be of any

help-it's out of our jurisdiction

Priests: God understands He
knows how hard it is to live a

good and decent life I'm sure he

would want you to continue

suffering so that you can say

that you. too. have truely

sacrificed Love thine enemy,

for it is he who will suffer come

judgment day. God Bless.
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Sign Language Courses Offered

For the first time in the history of the

University, courses in sign language for the

deaf will be available to the entire student

body on campus. Formerly, such sign

language classes were offered only to those

students enrolled in the Media Specialists

for the Deaf program The immediate

objective of these courses will be to provide

an introduction to a system of manual

communication frequently used by a

majority of the deaf population.

Sign language in its purest form has been

in use since Adam and Eve. From obvious

gestures and dramatic pantomines to a

highly developed system of signs, the

language of signs encompasses numerous

ways for one to communicate with others.

For example, it is well known the American

Indians utilize a graceful, beautiful system

of signs, as do various Australian Bushmen
tribes. But even in our world of modern

technology, we still find the need to in-

corporate signs in our language. There's the

football referee who signals a penalty for a

player - or the TV. crewman who signs that

a commercial is forthcoming. Signs, then,

are a necessary form of communication.

The deaf, in the U.S., constituting about 5-

10 percent of the total population, use the

sign language as an expressive art of

talking. In daily conversation , the deaf use

speech, signs, fingerspelling, and facial

expressions-all to convey thoughts and

ideas. Since the sign language is the mode

of communication frequently used by the

deaf themselves, they are highly ap-

preciative of the effort exerted by their

hearing friends and relatives to converse

with them using the language of signs.

Unfortunately, only a small percentage of

their normal-hearing peers have un-

dertaken to learn this "foreign language

The University of Massachusetts, then, by

offering sign language courses available to

everyone for modular credit, hopes to begin

in a small way to eliminate this barrier in

deaf communication.

These sign language courses will be

taught by two very capable instructors

employed in the Northeast Regional Media

Center for the Deaf program. Mr. Stanley

Patrie, a deaf person, has taught deaf

children for a combined 32 years. He is a

staff assistant involved in the preparation of

transparencies to be used by the schools for

the deaf. Mrs. Maxine Brown, a recent

addition to the staff, is a daughter of deaf

parents and is a registered professional

interpreter. Her education and past ex-

periences has revolved around working with

the deaf.

Numerous methods will be used to in-

struct the sign language-by the use of

videotapes, transparencies, and 8mm
cartridge projectors. The classes will

probably be available on Wednesdays and

Fridays twice a week. The times of each

class session will be arranged with the in-

structors, Mrs. Brown or Mr. Patrie at 545-

2455. Registration will take place from now

through Feb 2. Classes will begin February

4.

Undergraduate Course Listings

(EDITORS NOTE: The

Collegian is listing the following

courses as a service to its student

readers. For further information

contact the department which

offers the course, NOT the

Collegian.)

Freshman Seminir-The
University; 2 or 3 credits

The course will attempt to help

new students understand what a

university is and how it operates.

Limited to 12 or 15 students per

section. CAS 102 for natural

sciences, CAS 103 for social

sciences and CAS 104 for

humanities. For further in-

formation call CASIAC, E-20

Machmer. 545-0974.

Food Service Facilities Planning

credit toward associate degree.

Introduction to principles involved

in planning and equipping a food

service facility. Same as course

offered in the two-year curriculum

day schedu'e of the Department of

CALVIN
Til SS4 7310

1

Northampton

NOW SNOWING
EVES. /:00-¥:00

SAT.-SUN. 5:15-7:00-9:00

One of the year's best!

Newsweek Mag.
Best actor-Gene Hackman

N.Y.Fiim Critics

Hotel Restaurant and Travel

Administration. Contact Con-

tinuing Education Program,

Campus Center or Dept. of HRTA
Room 215 Chenoweth Lab.

General Linguistics 201 /Stl

On the relevance of various

aspects of current linguistic theory

to humanistic questions. Other

topics include animal com-

munication, sign-systems and

Black English Metts Monday.

Wednesday 1:25. Machmer W-25.

For further info call 545-0885.

Geology A88 3 credits.

Non-technical course on rocks and

minerals Field trips to rock for-

mation in the Pioneer Valley in the

spring. 1-hour lab in addition to

classes. Instructor Albert B.

Nelson.

Education 385 Section 40 Prac

ticum in Education: Asian

American identity. Informal but

sincere look into the experience of

Asian people in American society.

Contact Larry Kubota, Room 128.

School of Ed., tele: 545-1591 or 549-

6553.

Fine foods and Wine Course.

Special program for those who
want to learn more about fine foods

and wines, given at the Top of the

Campus Restaurant in the Campus
Center. Cost: $55 per person,

couples $105. Enrollment limited to

the first 150 registering. Contact

Continuing Education 920 Campus
(inter Tele: 545-0905. Monday 7-9

p.m. Jan. 31 for 6 weeks.

Classics Openings
Classics 275 Themes in Classical

Literature

Classics 262 Latin Literature in

Translation

Classics 285 the Greek Mind

Classics 387 The Ancient City

No prerequisites.

given by Professor Gerald Else,

Danforth Visiting Lecturer

Students in Computer Science

121/131 ^ 4 *-A
Circumstances have necessitated

cancellation of lab sections 2, 7, 8,

9, 10. We ask that those who are

affected please make plans to

attend one of the other sections.

For those missing the first lab

meeting, make-up sessions will be

held Monday, Jan. 31, and
Tuesday. Feb. 1, at 7 p.m. in GRES
208. We apologize for the in-

convenience and thank you for

your cooperation.

Bleeding Rose Colloquia

Bob Zelman will offer a series of

six colloquia in the Northeast area

for all University students. Any
number of the six can be taken for 1

credit each. Pass-Fail. No tests or

papers Course length: 5 weeks-3

hours week.

Come to a meeting 1-4 p.m. Jan. 28

in Thatcher Dorm basement or

write to Bob Zelman c/o Sleeping

Rose, Philosophy Dept. UMass.

(1) Basic Problems of

Philosophy-Nature of man, body-

mind, good-evil, male-female,

freedom-determinism.

(2) Philosophy of religion-

Existence and death of God,

psychedelic drugs mysticism.

(3) Eastern Religions-Chanting,

meditation and yoga, I Ching.

astrology, Zen
(4) Nature of love-Emotional,

Physical and spiritual aspects of

loving-Love-Hate, Sex without

Guilt.

(5) Philosophy of Personality

Sanity-insanity, self-realization,

transforming depression and

anger. R.D. Laing.

(6) Existential philosophy and

Psychotherapy-Alienation, in-

dividuality, freedom, death, I-

Thou.

receive financial assistance of $100

per month, a 1-D draft deferment,

plus an opportunity to compete for

a scholarship. Contact Dept. of Air

Science in Dickinson Hall or call 5-

2437.

WMPIRG
The student-run public interest

research group offers a medium
through which students can effect

change and work toward ideals.

3 credits for work in:

Consumer protection and media

education
Environmental research and

action programs
Health Care investigation

reform
Government investigation

action

Education at UMass and region

Business research and

assistance
Grassroots education and help

UMass where does our money

and

and

go? __^
Zero Population Growth, poverty

investigation in Mass.

Discrimination

Business and Economic
programs: revitalizing dying

towns
"Mom and Pop" stores co-op

Consumer protection group funded

by business

Black business survey in

Springfield - Health care quality

program
Market products and ideas from

campus that meet specific needs

Call 545-0438 or leave message at

room 112 Campus Center RSO
offices.

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists

Inc. no credit

Non-profit organization. Courses in

macrame, ceramics, wood-

working, silverwork, leather work,

still-life painting. Call the crafts

center.

THE FRENCH

CONNECTION
1
Ftb. 2 "Dirty Harry"

Classics Lecture Series Open to all

no charge
Feb. 7 "Some Thought on Greek

Drama" Hasbrouck 134. 1:25

Feb. 7 "Reading from Greek and

Latin Poetry" Herter 301, 4:00

Feb. 7 "The Humanities in a

changing World" SBA 100, 8:00

p.m.
Feb. 8 "What are Foreign

Languages" Herter 301, 1:25 p.m.

Department of Air Science

Now interviewing students for

admission to its two-year program

leading to a commission in the U.S.

Air Force. While enrolled you

rusty
nail

Entertainment Nightly

TWO BANDS WED. THRU SAT.

DINNERS SERVED NIGHTLY 5 P.M.- III P.M.

SANDWKHES SERVED NOON 5 P.M. & 10 P.M.-2 A.M.

Route 47 Tel. 665-4937 Sunderland

Senior Committee Meeting

All Seniors are urged to attend.

Results of the Senior Poll will be

discussed. If we don't talk about it,

who will?

Cambridge Waitresses Form Union
CAMBRIDGE, (LNS) -All

women have been waitresses at

some point in their lives -serving

dinner to husbands, parents,

brothers and sisters. But the

woman who must waitress for a

living faces some of the worst

working conditions that women
workers have. Her salary is kept

low by her boss on the grounds that

she can live off customers' tips.

She is constantly rushed, yelled at,

insulted -and she cant talk back-

for customers will only tip her if

she is smiling and efficient.

Waitresses in the Harvard
Square area of Cambridge, Mass.

recently began to fight against

those conditions by trying to

organize an independent, local

union. The women are demanding
an increase in the minimum wage
from $.96 to $1.35 an hour; sick

pay; overtime pay; breaks;

maternity leave; cab fare for

women working past midnight; an

end to waitress responsibility for

customers who walk out without

paying their bills; and an end to

harassment by customers and

management.
At one restaurant, Cronin's,

women picketed from Dec. 9 to

Dec. 13. Because most customers

didn't cross the picket line the

women were able to force the

management to recognize them as

members of the Harvard Square

Organizing Committee. (The of-

ficial AFL—CIO waiter-bartender

union has done virtually nothing to

help waitresses, and most women,
including the waitresses in

Cronin's, don't belong to it.)

The waitresses have been

negotiating with Cronin for over a

month and although he has let the

women have a place to sit in the

restaurant, and given them the $1

cab fare for women working past

midnight, he refuses to budge on

any of the essential contract

demands. The women are trying to

negotiate again but as this is not

expected to work, they will

probably be out on strike again.

After the initial success of the

Cambridge women, waitresses at

Jack and Marion's - a Boston

restaurant - wore "I Support the

Union" buttons to work. Im
mediately, eight women were

fired After picketing outside the

restaurant, five waitresses were

reinstated

The Harvard Square Waitresses

Organizing Committee is confident

that eventually they will win their

contract demands at Cronin's

Their next move will be to fight for

recognition and a contract at Jack

and Marion's, as well as to get the

three waitresses who were fired,

reinstated This will take a court

case, to prove that the women were

fired for trying to organize a union

The Harvard Square Waitresses

Organizing Committee has

received calls from waitresses all

over who want to join the union or

start their own

A Laotion Doctor gives Medical treatment to a young tot In a

liberated area of Laos. (LNS)

Guerrillas Hit CIA Base

(LNS) Radio Pathet Lao announced it with joy. After years of batting

the CIA beneath the densest barrage of bombs in history.
r

l

f
ot,a "

liberation forces seized control of the CIAs major base at Long Cheng. 80

miles north of Vientiane, the capital of Laos. The seizure 1^^ a day^or

two in mid-January. long enough to provide a graphic exampleof the new

upsurge of revolutionary forces in Indochina that has been nearly

blacked out by the American press.

For the Pathet Lao guerrillas, it is a victory without precedent The

Plain of Jars. 30 miles northeast of the base, has changed hands between

the Pathet Lao and the CIA's mercenary bands four times in the last two

and a half years But never before has the CIAs nearby headquarters

been overrun. So embarrassing is this recent defeat that L -S^Pokewmen

in Vietiane refuse to admit that it happened, yet DE Ronk. reporting for

the Washington Post, confirms the Radio Pathet Lao report

Ground fighting in Laos is seasonal -- liberation forces advance in he

dry season and retreat in the rainy season. But all over Laos this year, he

Pathet Lao are covering ground faster and getting farther than in the

past.

Saturday, January 29

The Praire Oysters

Tues. & Thurs. Feb. 1 ,
3

Room Full of Blues
8:30

50'

Jan. 30 Rm. 162 - 175 C.C. 7 p.m The Sunrise Grille

Stiff Security

Surrounds Soledads
SAN FRANCISCO (LNS)--it's "acceptable, modern transportation"

said Judge S. Lee Vavuris referring to the helicopter that now carries

John Clutchette and Fletta Drumgo, the two remaining Soledad Brothers

from their cells at San Quentin to trial in San Francisco's Hall of Justice.

The two men are kept behind a steel screen with guards all around them.

Their wrists, waists, and legs are in irons and although they are provided

with parachutes and life preservers, their chains prevent them from ever

being able to use them if they had to.

These latest bits on security were gleefully leaked by officials Jan. 1»

despite a feeble ruling by Judge Vavuris forbidding the release of any

information on security systems since it instilled fear of the Soledad

Brothers in the minds of the jurors. So far the prosecution has been

unable to present any evidence to link Clutchette and Drumgo with the

death of Soledad guard John Mills in Jan. 1970. Recently their tactic has

been an allout effort to create a media image of the Brothers as

"dangerous murderers" in order to prejudice the jury. The chains and

steel screen fit right in with that campaign.

In front of the press Jan. 19, Vavuris commented that the Brothers'

conduct in prison warranted the special security procedures. When asked

for specifics by the defense, he replied provocatively "Remember

December 14" but would not explain what he meant by the remark.

During a heated objection argument from the defense, Vavuris

justified the news lead by saying that "you can't keep things like this

quiet in an enlightened democracy", and talking about an "open trial".

Floyd Silliman, Clutchette's attorney accused Vavuris of wanting an

"open trial" only when it was favorable to the prosecution and was im-

mediately cited in contempt of court-the first since the trial began three

weeks ago.

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

( Mat. *9« IV f> (ompUiion el 01 leoii I »«r el college >

GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS

THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
. . . comprising 350 outstanding Boys. GirU. Brath.r Sutar

•nd Co-Ed Cimpi. located throughout tho Now England. Mid-

dle Atlantic Statat and Canada.

. . . WVITES YOUR INQUIRIES concerning tunmii •mpIoT»»B' «• Haad

Counselors. Croup Uodsrt. Spsclaltt*. Gsnsral Counselors.

Writ*, Phone, or Call in Person

Association of Privato Camps - Dept. C
Moiwell M AUiondV. KnHrvM Director

I

55 Watt 42nd Streat, OX 5-2656, Naw York 36, N. Y.

SENIOR

PHOTOS
ALL SENIORS

Sign up as soon as possible

in Index Office

To Be Taken Next Week

Index Off. — S.U. 401

Food to stay and to go

24 hrs. a day
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Medical-Ed
Lectures Planned

A Meeical-Educational Lecture Series, also a graduate course, at

U^S^sSS'&.nof theUMass Medical School in Worcester,

gave the first lecture, "Problems in the Delivery of Health Care.

The 13 other lectures in the series are sponsored by the com-

munications disorders are of the UMass speech department
•

The taree

credit graduate course will include lectures from medical doctors and

other involved in health care, and will give students a medical orientation

in dealing with handicapped children. . ......
The 13 lectures, scheduled Feb. 2 through May 10. may be taken for

credit in Speech 690. Seminar in Communication Disorders directed by

Prof E Harris Nober. chairman of the communications disorders are

and coordinator of the lecture series. Each lecture may also be attended

by the public. Field trips require special permission.

Further information about the course, which will also include field

trips mav be obtained from Prof. E. Harris Nober Chairman. Com-

munication Disorders Area; Coordinator of the Medica -Educational

Lecture Series; 357 Bartlett Hall; University of Massachusetts. Amherst.

Here is the complete lecture series schedule: '.Unless otherwise noted.

eachtalkwillbefrom6:30to8:30p.m
Medicine and Communication Disorders. \\ ednesday .

Fetx 2.

Thompson 102. Prof EH. Nober. UMass communication disorders

"Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation " Wednesday. Feb 9, Thomp-

son 102 Dr Vincent Barnaba. chief of physical medicine and

rehabilitation at Berkshire Rehabilitation Center

Neurologic Diagnosis and Case Demonstration. Thursday, Feb. 17.

all dav field trip in Newmgton. Conn.. Dr Barry Ru^sman, pediatric

neurologist at Newington Children's Hospital.

•Public Health Programs and the University." Wednesday March 1.

Thompson 102. Prof William Darity. head of the Department of Public

""Tidiatr^Dfagnosis and Assessment." Wednesday March 8

Thompson 102. Dr Arnold Blake, pediatrician at Springfield Hospital

Medical Center and Wessons Women's Hospital

Medical Aspects of Learning Disabilities." Wednesday. March «
Thompson 102. Dr Morris Medalie. chief of pediatrics at Springfield

Hospital Medical Center oa„ino
•Current Trends in the Psychoeducational Management of Learning

Disabilities. Saturday. March 18. I a.m. to noon Thompson .«.»£

William Cruickshank. director of the Institute for the Study of Mental

Retardation, at the University of Michigan .-*
Neonatal Auditory Diagnosis and Implications, Wednesday;. March

22 Thompson 102, Robert Goldstein. Ph.D.. University of Wisconsin,

president of the American Speech and Hearing Association

Ear Nose and Throat Problems: Diagnosis and Treatment Wed

nesdav. April 5. Thompson 102. Dr. Carl Reiner, otolaryngohst at Mercy

Hospital in Springfield, and Belchertown State School

otosurgical Management and Diagnostic Demonstrations. Wed-

nesday April 12, Thompson 102. Dr Sheldon Goldberg, otolaryngohst at

Mercy Hospital in Springfield, and Belchertown State School

•Cleft Palate and Orofacial Diagnosis. Treatment and
I

Case Presen

tations
" Friday. April 21, all day field trip in Chelsea. Dr. O.W. Anastasi.

head of plastic surgery department at U.S. Naval Hospital in Chelsea

• Opthalmologicll Diagnosis and Treatment. Perceptual Problems and

Reading Disorders, Wednesday. May 3, Thompson 102. Dr. Norman

Spencer. Opthalmologist in Amherst

-Psvchiatrv Mental Illness, and Communication. Wednesday. May

10 Thompson 102. Dr Jacob Roseman. psychiatrist in Amherst and

director if the Mental Health Clinic at Wing Memorial Hospital in

Palmer, and consultant to the V A Hospital in Northampton

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class

Starts Feb. 7th. —
Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCE! REGISTER NOW
Tel. 256-6066

...BY HIGH AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOWS THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE

Opp Century Shopping Plaza' Free parking for over 100 ears!

TEKOA

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST
Next to P-O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N'hamp ir College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR.

On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

205 HIGH ST. . . . Next to Holyoke Natl.
H0LY0KE

Bank

-s^fi-t^th-sr^^
provided at the Blue Wall. (Photo by Steve Schmidt)

Banker Prepare' s For Nixon's Trip

WKST SPRINOFIKI.I). Mass. ofa lnion Federal Savings Branch played over the banks stereo

I \i»> A West Springfield banker bank here, said during the week of

has announced plans to celebrate Feb 7. tea and fortune cookies

President Nixon's forthcoming trip WOuld be served during regular

to China a little early banking hours and oriental music

William Preakis. office manager

young lady dressed in an

oriental costume will serve the

Chinese fare.

TheWhopper!
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

Lettuce-lots ol it

And mayonnaise «jfc

uicy.

rad tomato
slices

Onions
What's a burger
without em?

Crisp.

crunchy
pickles

Pure beef
through and through

Ketchup on top

(Any wonder it takes two hands to hold it?)

WITH THIS COUPON

BUY ONE WHOPPER
GET ONE FREE

Our famous broiled beef burger and

all the trimmings

344 KING STREET
(•we biecki Nsetti •( Kir 9*90le Woioi

NeftKompfen Men
Ow aaabaaa *•"••• •»• aaBj < tr *~* * c* **"

Offer r.ieam Feb 11. i»7f

Pianist To Give Concert

Pianist William Masselos will present his first concert as the first

pianist to be appointed Florence Purington Visiting Lecturer at Mount

Holyoke College on Wednesday, the first day of the College's second

semester, at 8:15 p.m. in Chapin Auditorium.

Performing some of the works that have moved NEW YORK TIMES

music critic Harold Schonberg to hail him "as good a pianist as this

country can show," Mr. Masselos will begin his academic post with a

program that includes "Sonata in C Major" by Brahms, Schumann's

"Kreisleriana," and "Piano Fantasy" by Aaron Copland.

Masselos comes as no stranger to the College community. His first

appearance in 1958 as guest soloist in the Arts in Performance Series

attracted the attention of Mrs. John M. Warbeke of South Hadley, and he

was invited back to perform in the John Martyn Warbeke Memorial

Concert series in 1960. He later returned to Mount Holyoke in 1969 and

1970 under the auspices of the Artist Recital Series. He has scheduled two

other recitals during his second-semester visit to Mount Holyoke.

\ native of Niagara Falls, N.Y., Masselos is a graduate of the Juilliard

School of Music where he studied piano under Carl Friedberg. Since his

debut at the age of eighteen in a solo recital at Town Hall in New York

City he has been guest soloist at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the

Guggenheim Museum, and Kaufman Auditorium. His recent per-

formance at Carnegie Hall in a marathon 3-1/2 hour solo recital won for

him the praise of a NEW YORK TIMES reviewer who acclaimed him "a

first rate pianist with control of nuances, singing line, and warm-blooded

rhythmic feeling" with "virtuosity to burn," but "always at the service of

the music." .... «, ^ •

Masselos has made orchestral appearances with the New York

Philharmonic Orchestra under the baton of Leonard Bernstein, the

Montreal Symphony Orchestra with Otto Klemperer, the American

Symphony Orchestra with Leopold Stokowski, and the London

Philharmonic Orchestra at Carnegie Hall with Haitink.

Pianist-in-residence at the University of Indiana from 1955-56 and at

The Catholic University of America from 1965-68, Masselos has been a

member of the teaching and performing faculty of the Aspen Music

Festival since 1967. Recipient of an honorary Doctor of Music degree

from Hamilton College in 1971, he has been awarded a Barth Foundation

Fellowship and was commissioned to arrange Ben Weber's "Piano

Concert" under the auspices of the Ford Foundation Program for Concert

Artists, which he performed in 1960*1 with the New York Philharmonic

and with San Antonio and Houston. Texas, orchestras.

The Florence Purington Lectureship has brought many eminent

teachers and scholars to the Mount Holyoke campus since it was founded

in 1946 including poet W. H. Auden, historian Geoffrey Brunn,

philosopher Bertrand Russell, and architect R. Buckminster Fuller The

chair was established by Mount Holyoke alumnae in memory of Florence

Purington. a graduate of Mount Holyoke Seminary in 1886

Masselos' concerts are free of charge, and the public is cordially in-

vited to attend.

ALPHA ZETA:
General meeting Tuesday at 7.30

in CC 175. Important.

FREE UNIVERSITY MOVIE:
Gimme Shelter from Death with

the Rolling Stones, Friday at 6-8

10 12 in CC Aud.

HILLEL:
Friday evening services at 7:30

p.m. in Hillel center 420 SU. Oneg

Shabbat following.

Anyone interested in Kosher

meals this semester please call 5-

2526 or Elliott 256 6907 as soon as

possible. Meeting Monday at 7

p.m. in Hillel office.

Deli supper Sunday at 5:30 p.m

in Hillel ctr. All you can eat

Kunsitz bring your guitar or other

instruments for folk sing.

INDEX:
Index photographers meeting on

Monday at 6:30 in Index office to

discuss assignments for next week
bring in exposed film if you have

any.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK
DANCING:
Folk dancing tonight at Davis

Ctr, Smith College from 8 p.m. 12.

There will also be an advanced
session on Sunday, 7 10 p.m. 3rd

floor or library at Hampshire
college

JUDO STUDENTS:
Any people with previous ludo

experience are invited to work out

for promotion Tues & Thurs. 7 8:30

at 237 Boyden

Notices
BLEEDING ROSE:
Bob Zelman will offer six one

credit colloquia this semster in

philosophy, religion and

psychotherapy open meeting

Thatcher dorm basement, 14 p.m.

today or write to Zelman c/o

philosophy Dept.

SCUBA CLUB:
Scuba club meeting Wednesday

at 7 p.m. in Curry Hicks. New
members welcome.

SENIOR COMMITTEE:
Senior committee meeting

Sunday at 7 p.m. in CC 162 175.

Senior poll results will be

discussed.

SPORTS CAR FREAKS:
Anyone interested in starting a

club for enthusiasts should come
to an organizational meeting on

Monday in 10D Brown Dorm at

7:30 p.m., or contact Russell Taft,

546 5602.

LOST:
Grey notebook, genetics and

embryology on Thursday in

university bookstore. Call 546 8593,

2217 JQA. Ask for Dalores or

Missy
Telephoto lens for 35 mm

camera in vicinity of Munson
Annex. Of great sentimental value.

Please call Holly 6 5361

ENGAGEMENTS:
Carla Jill Hunt, '73, Grayson to

Paul D. Quinn, '71, Grayson.

Sallyanne Cole, '71, Newton to

Ken Spector, '73, 1015 Washington

Judy Crowe, '73, Sigma Sigma
Sigma to Brain Lambert,
Springfield

Jill Fishman, '72, Quincy Jr

College to Melvin Cohen, '73,

UMass.
Alexis A. Klein, '73, AXOto Tami

J Shawgo, Santa Rosa
Sally Jane Glidden, '72, Emerson

to Bill Mahoney, '72, Belchertown

Roberta S. Brewer, '74, JQA to

Earle T Barroll, '73, Cance
Patricia A. Preston, Somerville

to Paul J. Cedrone, '72, SAM

AUTOS FOR SALE

ISM Vetkswagea "Bag". Use

ii.aee tales. lias Mr. MS Beacea.

(.reeofteW
til »

reb Real, taast iell 7i \V>

(taper, excellent rendition first

reasonable after accepted Call MJ-TSII.

Maat see U believe
tf-l-BI

S7 PeatBc GTO ceav.. Mae w/%alte la*

S kat . 4 spd .. tape stayer. Maws, wMa
avals, pa., p b sp arc rima Beat tiffMM Mi

vv> ssh w/lta eog beat after

SIM. ( all Ead MMU4.
tfi a

iMTCaeveOc
Farm CaN after six

I car I

tfl-B

• Opel Rally* Fallback, reeialt saews.

• IMS. iTMSa
tfl-l

Matt tell! ISO Fort Falrlalae. V-S,

ate pa . snows lacl; beat after Call Se»

S2I4 after • a.m. tar Ken
Ul-B

<M Volkswagen baa Meek. vg. d. Beat

offer Call (hack 253-822 Ma
B4 Chev Vaa. 4 Mkhella Radial tires. «7

25* en« new brakes Hatch, shocks IsB
or best offer 247-3SW.

MM

ItSS Chevy Impala — 327 - Automatic

p.s.. p.b.. w.w., new Mixtrlrd snow tires.

esc. cond.. SMS. firm. Call I 4134*7-51*2

after :. p m or 5454057 between II OS and

1:3* Mon. Ihra Fri. ask for Carol
tfi-»

(German 54 VW restored thoroughly. H's

beautiful. I'm broke, toftly talking 17*0

It's genuine. 3*hp econ operation. Call

VM-ina.
tfl-31

l»*5 ( hevrMet van. brakes — good.

hatsti goad ( Mae - white > .
tires - new

IIS* -best offer. Call S4*-7IB2 after I p.m

ask for Hob.
If 1-31

FOR SALE

Head 7a Skis — BS cm., brand new.

never had bindings on them — 14* dollars

(all Steve at 253-77*.
U2-2

« piece living room set la. Call C Ides

Female Interested In buying IS — meal

plan ticket Please call *-«*»4

W» Kord van. good condition IB*. S4S-

B24.
tfM

Accutron electric watch, gold band. ISA.

(II John »*» 'hi.'i

tf-2-l

BLUEWALL fc30-l

MDC CLASSIFIED
Kkcah — Basin — TLS BLR Camera,

caae. Mac flash gadget bag. IV filler fl

s. B-I/BB arc l*v Tern Bants OS Eag

Kaat.
tfl-31

LOST

UBS worth of stereo eoutpmeat 2 EPl

•Mlal Tower" speakers » Rectluaeer

speakers, new Ptaaeer Quadraphonic

Receiver Call B3-BM.
tfl-2

Leaf— oae dark brawa leather coal i

belt, between 7** p.m tad S:t* ,m
Stmday. Jaa B B ceatrai arc*. Reward.
contact Taaa Pawtea, at Tbeta Chi.

tfi-a

< wner of red station wagaa — a* you

fatatd a partfattt and a hot call Kate S-5T7S

Ml

UBED SADDLE* Weelara
- best caah prices paid ( all

p.m.

4 • IS

tfi! I

TUNE UPS

ROOMMATES WANTED

(.ii _ «-. SB. red with hard case t

aM. aakkag IBS. * all Dav* *4BT7.

I'M
PERSONAL

I Iwa more people U> share large apt

la Hamp one larg* bedroom
. liable » 'bed. m/tiseata a atil. C*B

II or leave note Rm BS. Enga Eaei
tft-B

Roommate wanted la share apt.

room 213-7234 (all after I p m

ace — a

keep H starting — aad getag Leweat
assurance rale* la lawa. peaccr 't MtbJI

ataUaa ( ( oaege Tawa Service i . aeat U
peat office gaMamV

MM
"service station

aawfli

U 2-3

Ik-es IB — 14 Vmpertt RadUlt

mounted aa MGR dtoc wheefcs IB or best

after (ill M*-«M7 Mi

Woman - I ywa are aat aaUafla4 with

vaar present Hvkag accommodations Ik*

Sylvan area it HI baa Mealy M room
.
Cai S-

tai.

TRAVEL

i
— •

keep H start at g — aad going L
aaaaraace rates B tsrsra. taaa earl Mobil

i College Tawa Service » . aeat B
office HI BB M

BB. »

Bai Btiaacr MKVI
or beat •Utr. (all

tft-IS

The creaUaa of a aew ctmput Itfe-etyle

n kackkog female Bftaeac*. Caaae te

Sylvan aad help aa create something newM
Yaa caal aftard B pat* thra aa! 4 U.

foot refrigeratar. Practically braad aew.

Very reasonable Call S4*-aB. Jeff

ttl-31

I Panasonic Stereo Tape

w/FM AM. eat spks and or 2 Artec spks

S4S-2B4 Jeff M 1*1 DwlgM. Came la and

listen, aloe S4S*»I.

Mobil oM chaage only I2B < J qtl of

Mobil l.obrHei bring I Spencer « Mobil

station (College Town Service » aeat la

paat effke 2S3-WB
tll-4

Criaaaaa Travel often law coat

vacation trips te Bermuda aad Naaaaa.

Far more tafo call Bab Manafletd. 21*

lewight »4S-tTBI.
tll-4

BarBg vacaUaa B Spain, aaly IBB la

rladlng roundtrip Direct night from

Hootea. hotel etc Call Jeyce. Rat B7
S-2413 or 1-2412

If-24

AUTO SERVICE

Car ear* — charge II — pay matataly aa

Mobil ( redlt Card aBa honor Matter

(barge. Hank Aaneri Card. American

i .press Carle Rlanche Spencer's Mobil

statmn <(awege Tawa Brrvlee) aeat B
paat office

t/2-4

TUTORING

Derm refrig.. naed aaly S months. IB er

beat after Call SB-SB7 after S p.m. er

before 11 a.m.
tf2-2

only area showing — "Sacce aad

VantetU" Jan n Ihra Feb. I dally at 7 aad

S Academy of Mask. Northtmpton Ma

tn-a

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED
Farniihed ream — male oaly

.•M4UCC or 2S*-*IB.

need car

tl-2-4

MOTIIF.RS • cant find a reliable bab>

sitter? Tired of high feci? Call The (Mid

(are Kschange SB-2224 for farther In

(orm.llon.

Xddresien Needed Homeworhers earn

to I IV Kor Into send 2S« * sUmped envel

to Bos 12213. (lalnesvllle. Fla 32Br

Sammer Job OpenBgi — Summer

(amp for boyi. Male Counielors and

Instructors needed. For Inform ttlon

write: (amp Director, (amp Plui.

F.nfieM. New llampihire, *3748.

Kurnithed room with sink, tkared bath,

kitchen prlv. all utilities Incl . i 1/2 ml to

campus ("all evenings MS-WB.
t!2-3

Sublet one bedroom Puffton Village

\partment. all utilities included. Avail.

March 1st Large rooms airrondltlonmg

(all MS-3M3 even.
tfl-31

SINDKRLAND - new Ig. 2 Bdrm

available now. atil. Incl.. a/c. pool. DBS.

lease lo June B. Call Skibiski Realtors 2S3-

7222. Kvw. B3-BM
tf 2-4

Tutoring la r.ngltah at a foreign lin

auage esperleaced teacher 2Sa-glU.

tfl-31

RIDE WANTED
Help! Stranded commuter needs rides

far n a.m. clan every morning from Spfld

Will thtre eipeaaea. Call 734-2ZIS after •

p m any day.
U2-I

APARTMENT WANTED

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

t.lmmr sheRer from death with the

Rolling Stones r rlda> . January a ai

IS 12 at the (ampin (enter \udilorium

A rash oa death. ma

ENTERTAINMENT
Ctrl needs a place to live in Spfd as toon

as possible Will have a car. Please call

Sam al 2M-N44M.
tfi »

We need people to join us In a true

consumer protection service with or

without an investment for appointment

(all 73*4411. M

ROOMS FOR RENT
Renting a roam? Need a room? Call

HOOMMATF.S SSS-2MS dally 44 p.m.
If2-I

Must sublease: Furnished apt In good

(nndHktn. escellent rent, (all SB4B72 or

.IK73B.
tn-a

REFRIGERATOR
FOR SALE

You rant afford lo pan thii up! 2 5

cubic ft. Irldge Reaionable price

( ompare prices then call Jeff at 54*-BB.
til -31

OVERSF.AS JOBS FOR STl'DENTS
Australia. F.urope. S. America. Africa etc

XII professions and occupations. 170(1 to

M.no» monthly. Expenses paid, overtime,

sightseeing Free Information. Write Jobs

Overseas. Dept Bos 1B7I San Diego. Ca

" ,,S
tH4

WANTED
Photographer wanlt open-minded

female model! . good pay. no experience

nee . to work 4-5 houn a week Write P.O

Box ia. (iranby. Matt. 0IB33.

tfi a

INSTRUCTOR WANTED
Oualified licensed driving instructor,

part-time. Nichols Auto Srhool. Amherst

(all 2S*-Wftt

U1L

t.imme shelter from death wHh the

Rolling Stones Iriday. Jan Bat*. B. I" 12

at the ( ampus( enter tudltorlum. A Rush

on Death.
tfi-a

SERVICES

INTERNATIONAL JOBS Europe. n«.

Xmerica. Asia. Aaatralla. I S \

Openings in all field* — Social S< .

Business. Sciences. Engrg Mac PR
Maska cons(rur I pipelines work. I.vhi

wkly Summer or perm Pd BBB4
bonuses, travel Info S3 Money baik
guarantee Write International Km-
plovrrunl IBa 721 M3IN Pes bod \ Mass

ggggJI

I 2JS-2-4-I I I"

WE'LL SELL YOUR
USED BOOKS

Woman — preferably without classes —
to work as receptionist for senior portrait

photographer. For two week* starting Jan

31. Call Index at S45-2B74.
tfi a

To hire seamitreti to do patchwork and

repair work on Jeant. tweatert. and coat,

tall '».. W.IN collect.

tfi -a

MARRIED (OIPLE8 OR MATURE
SINI.LE WOMAN to work for Home A

Sitter Services Inc to do temp. Live-In

babysitting and /or day or evening sitting

Mao avail companion jobs, cleaning Jobs

house sitting Jobs a homemaklng Pt> Is

good Own ctr mandatory. Call I 7M-B15*

anvtlmr. and ask for Mr. Gray
tf i-w

t.SS book exchange, no cost to you

Bring in books thli week. Ettex. Rm. 8.1'.

Open hi i

tn-a

OIL CHANGED
Mobil oil change only IZ.B ' S qts of

Mobil l.ubritri bring ID Spencer's Mobil

Station Kollege Town Service! next to

post office 2534*M.
MM

•LAW SCHOOL - WILL I

I.IKE IT? (AN I MAKE
IT?" A new book bv a recent

law grad for prospective law

students It looks at how to

best prepare for last srhool

including what books lo read

II is possible lo determine how
one will do in law srhool t-'iir

\our i op\ vend 12 M to Kroos

Press. Box :t7e»\ Milwaukee
Wisconsin '. Bill

tfi-a

Ai3jvs OsOiw «rr»i
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CLAREMONT. N.H. (AP)-Rep.

John M. Ashbrook, R-Ohio, said

Thursday he believes a general

amnesty for military deserters and

draft evaders would not meet the

test of equal treatment under the

law.

Campaigning for the March 7

New Hampshire presidential

primary, Ashbrook told a

Claremont high school group that if

he were president he would not

favor "across-the-board am-

nesty."

Ashbrook, who is leading a

challenge to President Nixon, said

that after the war a president could

consider alternate ways of dealing

with deserters and draft evaders

But. he said, if such people acted

on the basis of conscience, they

should be "willing to accept the

reasonable consequences of their

action."

To offer a general amnesty to

those persons while others have

served, he said, would not meet the

test of equal treatment under the

law.

Ashbrook commented in reply to

a question from a pupil who said

draft evaders were avoiding "an

unjust war." The congressman

said, "Whether or not its a totally

Debate Teams
Win 4, Lose 8
Two UMass Debate teams had a

composite 4-8 win loss record in the

Vanderbilt Invitational Debate

Tournament in Nashville, Ten-

nessee just before the start of this

semester
One team, consisting of Terry

Hofmann, a Sophomore from

Rochester New York, and Roger

Legendre. a Junior from

Leominster, went 3 and 3. They

defeated Emory. Ohio State and

Vanderbilt

The other team. Senior Paul

Lamarche of Worcester and Junior

David McCaffrey of Leominster,

defeated Houston Baptist while

losing the other five.

The topic debated by both teams

was "Resolved: That greater

controls should be imposed on the

gathering and utilization of in-

formation about U.S. citizens by

government agencies."

The debate teams will par-

ticipate in tournaments at

Bowdoin. William and Mary and

Harvard in the near future.

Goes To High School

unjust war, I think history will the Republican party tcunite on

havP to decide
" priniciple and then consider in-

have to decide.
dividuals for candidates. "If there

Ashhrook also exDressed is divisiveness in the Republican
AsnDrooK aiso expresseu „ , ^, the

Benefit For Refugees

reservations about the women's
liberation movement. He said his

observations are based on the

belief that an effort to take away
all legal distinctions would cost

women laws which properly

provide for their benefit and
protection.

"In the desire to make
everything equal." he said, "they

may get more than they want." He
said he does not think the proposed

women's rights amendment to the

constitution would accomplish

much.

Asked if his campaign might

split the Republican party, Ash-

brook said. "The question is What

price unity?' 'Should unity be on

principles or on individuals?'

He said the proper course is for

party," he said, "it's because the

President has not lived up to his

promises made in 1968."

The Unitarian Society of

Amherst, 121 North Pleasant

Street, will sponsor a Rice and Tea

Luncheon on Saturday, for the

benefit of Bengladesh refugees.

The simple meal, symbolic of a

refugee diet, will be served con-

tinuously from noon to three

Free Concert At Smith
On Tuesday, at 8 p.m., the Smith

College Department of Music will

sponsor a program of music for

chamber orchestra in Sage Hall, at

Smith College

The program will include the

following works: The Overture to

"Medea" (1797) of Cherubini (1760-

1842); Luigi Boccherini's (1743-

1805) "Concerto #2 in D for cello

and String Orchestra", which will

feature John Sessions of Smith

College as cello soloist; and
"Svmnhony *92 in G, the 'Oxford'"

( 1788 )of Franz Joseph Haydn < 1732-

1809). Participants in the concert

will be musicians from the five-

college area, and the conductor

will be Miss Daisietta Kim (Smith

72), a music major from Fresno,

California. Miss Kim studies voice

with Miss Dorothy Stahl, and

conducting with Miss Iva Dee

Hiatt, both members of the music

faculty at Smith.

The concert will be open to the

public free of charge.

o'clock. The donation for ad

mission will be $1.00 for adults and

50* for students and children.

Proceeds will be sent to

Bengladesh through Oxfam
America, Inc. and a collection box

for blankets and children's

clothing will be placed in the foyer

of the church. Babysitting will be

provided in the lower level Sunday

School room.
The program will feature Raj

Jain who will sing songs of India.

Miss Jain, a senior at Smith

College, will accompany herself on

the tanpura. Also performing will

be Mike Gramlich of Greenfield.

Recorded music by Ravi Shankar,

slides depicting the refugee

situation, a film on food

distribution, and a photographic

, exhibit will fill out the program.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

SYDr€TOMAM<

Virgo can analyze and work plan* which

transform surprising situations into per

sonal advantages Once a Virgo individual

•gets the scant," it is difficult. it not im

possible, to throw him o« the track Natives

of this zodiacal sign can take care of

themselves and function extremely well m
times of emergency Some famous persons

born under Virgo include Arthur Godfrey.

Greta Garbo and Jackie Cooper
• ••

ARIES (March 2t Apr.i if) Home
situation requires care, special attention

Be thorough in all you undertake maintain

steady pace You may be misquoted

Correct errors Don't take for granted that

others will automatically understand

TAURUS (April » May JO) Travet may
be more expensive than imagined Check

appointments, reservations Avoid being m
too much of a hurry Study Aries message
Those who usually »rt dependable now act

m eccentric manner
GEMINI (May il June JO) Avoid

spending too much prior to checking actual

quality and requirments Some, who make

demands. ere not hilly apprised of facts

Include* young person, family members

Be diplomatic, but tirm

CANCER (June J1 July JJ) Conditions at

home base now apt to be unsettled See

situations, individuals as they actually

smst Avoid wishful thinking You may not

get all you want, but you can perfect some

tec miojMM
L=0 Uuly J3 Aug JJ) Mold off on travel

plaits B^ild on more solid base invest m
future means make money work for you A

more conservative course now is advisable

Head voice of experience Restless relative

need not be taken seriously

ViRGOlAug J3 Sept JJ) Finish rather

than begin complete transactions Some

hopes, wishes ere fulfilled m surprising

manner Guard possessions It not alert

•ou could lose something of value

extra precautions.

LIBRA (Sept J3 0ct JJ) You get

publicity Recognition comes as result of

independence, originality Shake off ten

dency to remain m rut Come out of

emotional shell Exude confidence

Welcome new contacts, challenges

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov Jl> Skeletons

rattle You make discovery which could

embarrass one who maintained attitude of

superiority Be charitable, aware of long

range possibilities Eschew quick attempts

SAGITTARIUS (Nov JJDecJD Ver

satility and humor prove to be twin allies

Get budget m order Frank discussion with

mate, partner is m order Another who is

bom under your sign plays prominent role

Don't fall for sob story

CAPRICORN (Dec JJ Jan !•> Take

steady, sure steps Avoid rushing, over

confidence Best now to let others show

their hands Listen, observe and learn Be

especially wary where legal matters »rt

concerned Play waiting game
AQUARIUS (Jan. JO Feb II) Make

preparations tor change, travel Realize

nothing will be handed you on proverbial

silver platter Planning is necessary Open

lines of communication Gemini individual

figures prominently

PISCES (Feb 1* March JO) Cement

family ties You will need cooperation m

putting across special program Choice is

vour own whether to brood or be happy

Choice you make will depend on degree of

your maturity

IF TODAY IS VOUR BIRTHDAY you ere

an original thinker, willing to take a

chance on fresh talent, ideas Social life

now will accelerate Travel, numerous

contacts art teatured. especially * Sep

tember What has been dreary is tren

stormed mto life bright w.th opportunity

Copyright 1«72. Gen Fea Corp

1 Sodium chloride

4 Fasteners

9 Uncooked
12 Mohammedan

name
13 Unbind
14 Hasten

15 Scottish cap
16 Walk
17 Burrowing

animal
18 Place m

position

20 Maiden loved

by Zeus
21 River in Italy

23 Short sleep

24 Roasted
28 Limb
30 Roundness
32 Expires

34 Click beetle

35 Graceful bird

36 Inhabitants

39 Suffix like

40 Putts up
41 Suffix: follower

of

43 Coniunction

44 Printer's

measure
45 Shuts noisily

47 Word of sorrow

50 Chair

51 Emmet
54 Soak
55 Platform

56 Sign of zodiac

57 Encountered
58 Domesticates

59 Female sheep

DOWN

1 Posed for

portrait

2 A state

(abbr)
3 Walk haltingly

4 European
cavalryman

5 People Irving in

opposite
portions of

the earth

6 Let it stand

7 Fruit seed

8 Compass point

9 Greek letter

10 Be ill

11 Tiny

17 Frames of mind

19 Preposition

20 Electrified

particle

21 Spanish for

"father"

22 Bay window

24 Fenced-in

ground
surrounding

• dwelling 33 Locations

25 New Zealand 37 Lair

bird 38 Declares

26 Babylonian hero 42 Printer's

"27 Units of force measure

29 Tableland ** Juncture

31 Measure of 46 Transaction

weight 47 Limb

iT

Answer to Yesterday'!> Puzzle
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48

49

50

52
53
55

Confederate
general

Unit of Siamese
currency
Musk:
as written

Recent
Pedal digit

Saint (abbr.)

Di«tr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc if»

Oswego GrapplesWith Red
(Continued from Page 16)

One probably wouldn't recognize the same wrestlers if he

should happen to glance in the Boyden wrestling room. Amato is

back, as tough as ever at 118, but has changed his style in the

referee's position. Barry Godowsky has recovered from injuries

sustained at Harvard and shows a new positiveness at take

downs.
Biggest change is Clay Jester. The Dover, Del. veteran is

pared down to his best wrestling weight, 142 lbs. and is ready to

show what dropping 33 pounds can do for a performance. Chris

Cadwallader has dropped from 167 to 158 and claims to feel more

active and quicker on his feet.

A new entry to the lineup is Mike Duffy at 167. Mike sat out the

first semester recovering from problems with his legs, but now

looks very capable of holding down the weight class for UMass.

Bruce Buckbee is still rough and ready at 177 and looks to

continue to fine performance.

Carl Dambman is still fighting off the weight that he picked up

over the break and seems a best bet to wrestle at Heavyweight

as Chris Hodson is sidelined with a reoccuring shoulder injury.

Coming in to replace Carl at 190 is senior letterman Tom
Callaghan. Tom has wrestled hard this year and is Carl's

biggest opposition for the 190 berth and will do a very respec-

table job.

Many people are asking why UMass doesn't wrestle the more

well known New England teams and stop bringing in outsiders?

This is all part of Coach Barr's program to make the UMass

dual match schedule the best in the East and that means going

outside of New England and picking up teams like Oswego State

University of the New York State University System. The

wrestling world ranked Oswego thirteenth in the NCAA College

Division at the beginning of the season and they still are a top

rate team despite a shut out at the hands of Clarion State College

of Pennsylvania They have traditionally been the winners of the

NYSU team championship and have long wrestled teams like

Columbia and Army.
.

The "second season" opens tomorrow afternoon at 2:00 in

Boyden Auxilary gym and it should bear out the real reason that

the coach and team consider the first match of the Spring term

the beginning of a second season This is the fact that every year

for the past few years the team has gotten tough and has won

match after match going into the New Englands and has suc-

cessively finished higher The 72 "second season" is just about

to begin and will it end with another New England title.? Come

out and see how it starts and then decide for yourself.

Littler Leads Williams With 66
AP-Gene Littler birdied seven of eight holes in one

stretch, fashioned a 66 and established a two stroke

lead Thursday in the first round of the $150,000 Andy

Williams-San Diego Open golf tournament. The 41-

year-old veteran posted his six-under-par total early

in the day before chilling winds sent afternoon scores

soaring on the 7,011-yard Terrey Pines Golf Club

course.

Among the afternoon victims of wind and cold were

pre-tourney favorites Jack Nicklaus and Lee Trevino.

Nicklaus, seeking his sixth victory in seven starts, had

a 73 and Trevino was two over par at 74.

Littler, who had failed to make the cut in his last two

starts, led by two over club pro Paul Harney, Jim

Colbert and a 27-year-old Japanese longshot, Takashi

Murakami, tied at 68.

A large group followed at 69. It included Tommy
Aaron, Tom Weiskopf, Bunky Henry, Homero
Blancas, Dale Douglas, Phil Rodgers, Hale Irwin and

Bill Brask.

Of the leaders, only Brask, Colbert and Harney

played in the afternoon when the winds kicked up and

the temperatures dropped.

"It wasn't too bad when we went out," said Littler, a

resident of nearby La Jolla.

"It was just too damn cold," said Trevino, a

notorious hot-weather player.

"The chill factor made it such that you just didn't

have any feel on the greens," said Nicklaus, who

missed 10 putts inside 15 feet.

Billy Casper, fighting a heavy cold, had a 73 and

Masters champion Charles Coody could only match

par 72. Defending champion George Archer, this

season's leading money winner, withdrew because of

the flu. Arnold Palmer is not competing.

Littler had no complaints about the early morning

weather.

"It was just beautiful," he said.

The slightly-built veteran, a former United States

Open champion and a two-time winner last season,

started on the back nine and took a three-putt bogey on

the second hole he played.

Then he started his push, stroking an eight iron to

within six feet for the first of five consecutive birdies

on the 14th hole.

He ran in 20, 10 and 15-foot putts on the next three

holes and just missed an eagle three on the 18th.

He parred the first hold, then birdied the second

from seven feet and the third from 12.

"It's easily the best putting I've done in some time,"

said Littler, who needed only 28 strokes on the greens.

Tarkenton Traded

Back To Minnesota

AP-Abe Gibron. an assistant

Chicago Bear Coach since 1965,

signed a multi-year contract as

now head coach Thursday. He
replaces Jim Dooley, who was

FrazierDefends

AgainstQuany
ALHAMBRA. Calif. <AP>

Heavyweight champion Joe

Frazier has accepted a $500,000

offer to fight Jerry Quarry in late

April or early May in Houston or

Las Vegas, the Alhambra Post

Advocate reported Thursday

Quarry will receive $250,000 for

the fight, reported Dick Mastro,

Post-Advocate boxing analyst

Frank Callinan, a Los Angeles

stock broker who also operates a

night club in the San Fernando

Valley, will finance the promotion,

the newspaper reported.

Tonight

ffih* tngltal? ?uh

Try This One On...

Off-On; Big Ten Puzzle

NEW YORK (AP)-The New York Giants of the National Football

League traded quarterback Fran Tarkenton to the Minnesota Vikings

Thursday for wide receiver Bob Grim, quarterback Norm Snead, running

back Vince Clements plus two draft picks.

The Vikings last seasons National Conference Central Division

champions, gave up this year's No. 1 draft pick and next year's No. 2

The trade returns Tarkenton to the Vikings. He was Minnesota's No. 3

draft pick in 1981 , when the team began operations in the NFL expansion,

then came to the Giants in 1987 in exchange for four draft choice*

The 1971 season was one of Tarkentons poorest. He completed 226 of 386

passes for 2,567 yards and a 58.5 completion average and connected for 11

touchdowns. But he had 21 passes intercepted.

His career mark is completions on 2,075 of 3.797 passes for 28,599 yards.

216 touchdowns and 167 interceptions.

Gibron To Coach Bears
fired after the Bears lost their five

final games of the 1971 National

Football league season

Gibron, 53, a big, boisterous man
who mingled freely with Bear

players on and off the field, served

as both line coach on offense and

defense since joining the Bears in

1965 after five years as line coach

for the Washington Redskins

Owner George Halas. clearing

the coaching decks before the start

of the NFL player draft Tuesday,

said that Gibron's contract was for

an unannounced duration

Gibron becomes the sixth head

coach in the team's 53-year

history

Dooley, also a Bear organization

man. was fired by Halas shortly

after the Christmas holidays. The

entire coaching staff, except

Gibron, was also given its walking

papers.

Dooley's dismissal followed a

disappointing 6-8 record after the

Bears compiled a moderately

impressive record at midseason

OFF
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)

University of Michigan basketball

coach John Orr offered Thursday

to postpone his team's Big Ten
game Saturday with injury-riddled

Ohio State.

At least a half dozen buckeyes

are injured with Luke Witte and

Mark Wager ruled out of action

Saturday. The two suffered major

concussions as a result of the

game-ending brawl with Min-

nesota players and fans Tuesday

night

Meanwhile. Big Ten Com-
missioner Wayne Duke, continuing

his investigation Thursday,
promised newsmen to make "an

announcement before Sunday."

Otherwise, Duke would not

comment on the game called with

36 seconds to play Ohio State was
declared a 50-44 victory.

If Ohio State plays at Michigan

Saturday, the Big Ten lead will be

at stake. The Buckeyes lead with a

4-0 record. The Wolveromes are

ttied with Minnesota at 4-1 for

second place.

Orr told Fred Taylor, Ohio State

coach, he would go to Michigan

Athletic Director Don Canham and

try to have the game rescheduled

for one of two Tuesday open dates

both teams have left

Taylor was receptive to the idea,

but said he would have to discuss it

with Duke and Ohio State Athletic

Director Ed Weaver.

Duke and Ohio State athletic

director Ed Weaver devoted
Thursday afternoon to viewing a

video tape at Columbus station

WLWC, the only station to televise

the contest live.

Witte, 7-foot regular junior

center from Alliance. Ohio, suf-

fered a concussion and abrasions

and bruises of the head after he

was knocked down on a flagrant

foul by Minnesota's Clyde Turner.

Wagar, a 6-8 reserve junior

forward from Avon, Ohio, also has

a concussion, cuts and bruises

after being decked and beaten by

Gopher fans and players.

Dr. Robert Murphy, an Ohio

State team physician, termed the

concussions major because of

"interference with the normal

brain function."

Mark Minor, a regular forward

and the third Buckeye taken to the

Minnesota University Hospital,

resumed practice Wednesday.

ON
COLUMBUS. Ohio <AP>-

University of Michigan basketball

coach John Orr denied Thursday

night he had offered to postpone his

team's Big Ten game Saturday

with injury-riddled Ohio State.

Michigan Athletic Director Don
Canham stated that the game
between the schools would be

played as scheduled.

Orr had been quoted as saying he

had offered to postpone the game
to an open date on a Tuesday later

in the season.

At least half a dozen Buckeyes

were injured and Luke Witte and

Mark Wagar ruled out of action for

Saturday with major concussions

as a result of the game-ending

brawl at Minnesota Tuesday night

Officials stopped the game with

36 seconds to play and Ohio State

was declared a 50-44 victory when
fights between players and fans

erupted.

Meanwhile. Big Ten Com-
missioner Wayne Duke wound up

his two-day investigation and flew

back to Chicago to make an an-

nouncement at 12 noon CST
Friday.

Big Red To Roll, Says Coach
Columbus, /hio (AIM Sparky

Anderson, his Big Red Machine

remodeled into a sleeker, swifter

Cincinnati baseball model, talks

confidently about his clubs 1972

pennant chances

"If we don't win it," Anderson

said Thursday, "somebody better

be burning the fastest fuel in three

years" in the National League's

West division

Pinned down, the Reds skipper

flatly will not predict a pennant,

saying only, "I promise you we'll

make a comeback this year."

Cincinnati dwindled from a club

WMUA

record 102 victories and the 1970

pennant to a 79-83 record in 1971.

The Reds won by 14-1/2 games two

years ago. Last year they tied for

fourth with Houston, 11-1/2 games

behind the winning San Francisco

Giants.

Injuries were the big reason,

said Anderson, who is starting his

third season at Cincinnati.

"Bobby Tolan was out for the

year. Lee May missed the first

three ^Weeks of the season Jim

Merritt and Wayne Simpson were

hurt," he said.

"And we kept a hand injury to

Tony Perez real quiet. He jammed
it in spring training. He just could

not bold on to the bat with his right

hand," Anderson added
The Reds' lack of speed caught

up with them in their first full

season in spacious, artificial

turfed Riverfront Stadium.

"We knew we had to have speed

even back in 1970," Anderson said,

"but it's difficult to make a change

after a pennant."

Special
Tonight from Orr Rink Dan

Kamal and Bill Ballou will cover

all the action as the UMass skaters

host Division II rival Vermont. Air

time is 7:20 p.m
Tomorrow night Marty Kelley

presents "And Then Came The

Friars'-a comprehensive look at

the rise of the Providence College

basketball program and the per-

sonalities the Redmen will have to

contend with tomorrow night - that

has made Providence one of the

best programs in the east. This will

be at 7:00 p.m At 7:20 Kent Best

and Kelley will begin coverage

from the Cage of the UMass
Providence basketball game
And on Sunday night Kelley will

host hockev star Pat Keenan on

"Sport Talk" at 1000 p.m

A big weekend of sports for

WMUA, 91 1 fm. "The Voice of

UMass Sports
"'

POPCORN
NITE

WITH

SUNDAY

NITE

T.V.
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A Big Weekend. .

.

Friars, Catamounts In Town
Sizzling P.C.At Cage Tomorrow

By EARLE BARROLL
Maybe Sports Illustrated is not

as incompetent in rating collegiate

basketball teams as some have

come to believe it is. Prior to this

season the experts of SI rated

Providence College number nine in

the country. ..And right now the

Friars are as good as was ex-

pected, maybe better.

Tomorrow night, just three short

nights after Providence stunned

the nation with a big upset over

Southern Cal. 70-66, the Friars will

be at Curry Hicks Cage to open up

the second semester against the

Redmen with the tapoff set for 7:30

p.m
It came as a shock to many, it

came as a pleasant surprise to

many, but it came in the form of a

big "gulp" Thursday morning

when the news spread across

campus that PC. had defeated the

Satlii QlnlJPSlan

L

SPORTS
Trojans.

What made the win most im

pressive was the convincing

manner in which PC was able to

do the job on national TV. on the

road. This increased the Friar

winning streak to seven and also

continued the PC dominance over

"big" teams including other wins

over Villanova and Niagara.

Providence in a couple of words

is deep and awesome They're big,

well balanced, tenacious on the

offensive boards and a very

powerful offensive machine

Over the years Providence has

been a team blessed with out

standing guards. Lenny Wilkins.

Ray Flynn. the great Jimmy
Walker and now the one they call

Ernie D". Ernie DeGregorio

Some polls had him as a third team

all-American guard His stock

increased greatly Wednesday
night when he controlled the entire

show and threw in 28 points to boot

His supporting case is what

really makes PC. awesome Up
front the Friars have Larry Ket

virtis at 6'11, Fran Costello at 67

and the marvelous one, Marvin

Barnes, 6'9 and the fourth leading

rebounder in the country He is

called by UMass coach Jack

Leaman as one of the ten best

players to ever play in New
England.
Don Lewis, 511, is DeGregorio's

backcourt mate and a noted

defensive specialist. Providence

has lost two games this season. St.

Joseph's at the Palestra and

Fordham at the holiday festival.

The latter was due in the main to

IF YOU |V*«e AROONh BEFORE. Ctf*l*T/n*« I^CATION
i

YOU JUST miMT HAVE VlTHfSS£t> TMB. rouOHM** SCSAC.

the absence of Lewis.

Now the problem is what to do

with them'' Here's what Leaman
had to say : "As a team they create

more problems because of their

great size and depth To stop them
v*t 11 have to use two or three

different defenses during the

course of the game We have to

stop DeGregorio with the ball and

we have to keep Ketvirtis and

Barnes off the boards This will be

a difficult task for us. but in no way
will it be an impossible one

"

Leaman went on to say that this

was without a doubt the finest

Providence team he's ever played

since he's been head coach at

UMass. and perhaps one of the

finest teams anywhere he's played

Their win over Southern Cal was

a big one for New England

basketball, not the East, which

gets its share of publicity," he said.

"If a New England team wins

outside of this region it's a mistake

and if they lose its par for the

course
"But Providence went out and

completely dominated one of the

three best teams in the west and

this says something for their

program and basketball in New
England."
One query that has popped up

since the Southern Cal game is if

P.C. will be down to earth by game
time Leaman didn't hesitate to

say, "Knowing Dave Gavitt and

the Providence basketball

tradition, they'll be ready."

Now the Redmen, 9-4. and at

home for the first time since

December 14 when they nipped

UConn. "It will be a great ad-

vantage being home," Leaman
emphasized. "We're anxious to get

home We forgot what it's like to

have the crowd behina you and we
have missed the fans a great deal

"

As for the team itself. "I'm very

happy with the players," he said,

they're playing better defense,

showing more poise on offense and

selecting the better shots which

has made me very optimistic."

Leaman plans to start Tom
Austin at center. He'll be guarding

Barnes. John Betancourt and All

Skinner will be at the guards One

of them will cover Ernis D. and

either Peter Trow or Tom
McLaughlin and Rick Vogely or

Chris Coffin will be at the for

wards
Over the past two years the

teams have split two games. Last

season the Friars won at home, 72-

71, when the Redmen missed three

shots in the last 15 seconds. Two
years ago at the Cage UMass
triumphed 90-85 in the season

opener, when a young sophomore

by the name of Erving scored 28

points and grabbed 28 rebounds to

lead the upset. Excitement with a

capital "E".
It's the same old story once

again You had better get to the

Cage early.

FroshHoopstersReturn To Court
On December fourteenth, 1971, the UMass freshman

basketball team defeated the Connecticut frosh 100-85,

for their fifth victory against no defeats. Tomorrow

night after a layoff of six weeks the frosh will be out to

remember their winning ways against Bryant and

Stratton. The game will be played at the Cage at 5:30.

The Little Redmen will start the same five players

who started in the first five games. One change though

is that Jim Burke will be starting in the backcourt and

Mike Flanagan will be up front.

Over the first five games five players have

averaged in double figures for the Little Redmen.

Center John Mi-rphy leads the way with 26 points

per game followed by Bill Endicott (16.6), Tom

Gillams (15.8), Burke (13.8) and Flangan (10.6).

Gillams is the leading rebounder averaging 13.6 and

Murphy is right behind at 13.4. Endicott although

playing in the backcourt has averaged 8.2 rebounds

per game. The Little Redmen have been outreboun-

ding their opponents by an average of 19 rebounds per

game.
Flanagan is the assist leader with 23 on the year.

Endicott has 22 and Burke, playing forward, has 18.

Murphy is shooting 64% from the floor in helping the

frosh shot 49% as a team. Gillams is shooting 54%
and Endicott is shooting 47%. Burke has hit on 17 of 19

free throws (89% and Endicott has connected on 21 of

24 (87%).

Skaters Host Vermont
At Orr Rink Tonight

By BILL BALLOU
So you think you've had problems this past week with registration and

course changes. So you think the food is lousy and you had to wait in line

for 45 minutes to get your meal ticket. So you've got five eight o'clocks

Well, pal, you're sitting pretty compared to hockey coach Jack Canniff

What problems could he have you might ask. After all he is the coach of

the number 1 team in Division II and still has yet to lose to a Division II

opponent.

Just sit back and digest these goodies for awhile.

Item : The right winger who holds the school record for most career

assists and is currently the third leading point scorer on your team has

been undergoing tests for three days and they still can't find out what's

wrong with him. You've got the biggest game of the season coming up and

you might have to play it without Jack Edwards.

Item : Up until Thursday you've had just an hour and a half of practice

time and the practice you've called for that day might have to be called

off because the zamboni has broken down.

Item: You've just beaten the school who lets you use their rink to play

hockey in by a score of 15-1 and their hockey coach wouldn't speak to you

after the game. You hope your next home game isn't played on the

campus pond.

Yeah, Canniff has a lot of problems, but he's also got one of the best

teams in New England so he;sn't about to alibi.

"No excuses. We play 'em one at a time and if we win, great, we can

open up some daylight between us and them. If we lose, well, after the

game is over you look for the next club and try to do your best against

them."
Don't get him wrong, Canniff doesn't like to lose, but he's not one to

panic when something unusual comes up.

"Sometimes after a game I'll wake up say three or four in the morning

and say to myself- Maybe I should change this line around or do this and

that' but I don't.

"I believe in making the least amount of moves possible."

Canniff's a man of his word and this philosophy has proven to be suc-

cessful for him, especially over the past three seasons.

Three out of the four forward lines the Redmen employ have been

together for two years and the results are obvious. The same com-

binations that beat Vermont in Burlington earlier in the season and took

Amherst 15-1 will be on the ice when the Cats invade Orr Rink tonight.

The only possible exception to this might be the insertion of Bob Ed-

wards as right wing on the Keenan-Reidy - Edwards line in place of his

older brother Jack. Edwards has been with the JV's all season, but

played in place of Jack against Amherst. He appears to be a good

prospect and rated words of praise from JV coach Russ Kidd.

"Bob's a strong, smart hockey player who won't hurt you defensively

either. He rates high as a take-charge type who can quarterback your

club in your own zone."

Even if Jack doesn't play one thing is certain, and that's that the

Redmen are facing a crucial game. Not only is this probably the toughest

home game they've faced this year, but this one could very well deter-

mine who is the top seed in the Division II play-offs.

At the moment the Redmen are undefeated in divisional play and the

Catamounts have lost but two. So as Canniff puis it: "We could kill 'era. If

we beat them that means we've got no losses and they've got three. And
with Bowdoin out of the picture (they're boycotting the play-offs) we
could be sitting pretty. On the other hand if they beat us we've got a loss

and they've got two and things are tight again."

Just then JV coach Russ Kidd yelled over, "Hey. Jack, did you see in

the Globe where Jack Kelly says if UMass and Vermont were in Division I

they could be fighting for the play-offs right now?
"

Canniff kind of smiled.

"We'll see about that Fridav night."

Grapplers Open

Second Season
By JOHN BOCK

What makes the UMass
wrestling team different from

most other winter athletic teams9

Perhaps it's the fact that the

grapplers don't participate as a

team in any holiday activities. Or
maybe it's because they come back

early and spend three days solid on

nothing but wrestling. And then

again it might be that after all the

problems that a holiday break can
do to a team, that same team can

come back and wrestle one of the

top College Division teams in the

country.

This isn't to say that the team
members were inactive during the

holiday and intersession break. To
the contrary they all wrestled in

their high schools and most par-

ticipated in a tournament some
place. For instance, Dave Amato,
118-pounder, wrestled in the C.W.
Post Tournament and took third

place, losing only to the Naval
Academy's top grappler, NCAA
runner-up Tom Schuler.

But does this merit a "second
season" for the grapplers? A quick

review of the first season is in

order. Worcester Poly Tech
finished the end of the '71 season by
being trounced 36-9 Two forfeits

and two falls helped, and these

came in the form of Dave Amato's
34-second pin and Carl Dambman's
pin in the second period and his

fifth of the year.

Freshman Dick Muri came off

the bench, in his first varsity ap-

pearance of the year, to substitute

for Russ Chateauneuf at 134 and

turned in a very respectable

performance with a 8-0 decision

over his WPI opponent. Muri

comes from Ashland where he

placed second in the

Massachusetts State Tournament.
Other wins were registered by

regulars Steve Rome (9-2), Chris

Cadwallader (7-1) and Bruce
Buck bee (13-5) .

The win at least put the team in a

hopeful mood for the memories of

losses to the Ivy League (Harvard,

Yale, and Columbia) Lock Haven
and California State, far over-

shadowed the wins over UConn,

MIT and WPI
But a second season? For Coach

Homer Barr and the team, that is

exactly what they are preparing

for. The losses are to be forgotten

and only the rest of the schedule

and the New England Tournament

will occupy their minds.

"We have practiced hard and we
are tough. We are going to show

this when Oswego comes," said

Coach Barr "I think the attitude

that was fostered during our in-

tersession break will be a real help

because we found out who was

willing to work and who couldn't

keep the pace."

(continued on Page 15)

Poor Richard's
"the compendium for the spirit..." A Weekly Magazine

Will it be another like last spring or a gala extravaganza in the stadium?

The Continuing Saga of The Spring Concert
BY NATHAN CORENSTEIN

Whether or not to have rock concerts

and what form they should take ( if and

when the powers that be decide in favor

of such) is an issue that has been tossed

around since the infamous Traffic

concert of last year. It was briefly

resolved when Seatrain, Boz Scaggs. et

al performed in the fields of Southwest

last spring, but has returned again, still

awaiting a solution that will put it in its

grave once and for all

Since the beginning of last semester

the Concert Committee and the Ad-

ministration have been meeting in an

attempt to resolve their differences so

the University will again be able to stage

concerts involving high quality, well

known groups

Tuesday, at the next meeting between

the Committee and the Administration,

the Concert Committee will propose that

a concert be held in Alumni stadium

with a maximum of 20.000 and a

minimum of 15,000 tickets available for

purchase Only members of the Five-

College community would be eligible to

buy tickets; and only upon the

presentation of an ID could they pur

chase a proposed maximum of four

Once this total number of tickets have

been sold, no other tickets will be

available at the gate Ticket price would

be between three and five dollars

At the present time the Committee has

not signed any groups, and does not

expect to until all plans for the concert

are finalized with the Administration

Though various groups have been

mentioned no contracts have been

finalized nor have any verbal

agreements been made The limited

period of time between the finalization

of plans for the concert and the concert

date inherently inhibits the number of

groups the Committee will be able to

choose from The Committee feels some

decision much be reached soon in order

for them to contract their preferred

groups
As for security, campus police would

be used mainly for directing traffic In

addition two police officers would be

assigned to each gate along with two

student "ushers" No police officers

would be inside the stadium, those

duties being performed by specially

selected student marshals The Com
mittee also plans to have a staff of

Room To Move people and trained

medics on hand in the case of .my

medical drug problems

The Commute- pkms on no puhlinu

(( nntmwd nn p
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Aardvarks
The Overthrow

To answer a friends question: "Yen. I got all the courses I signed

up for.'" And the inevitable: "Now all I have to do is change about

three of the five I got and add two" Bumping into the same long-

haired friend later in the day he asked about my success with my
schedule 'labeling it "that great fascist vaccum-cleaner"

>
and I

told him of my problem with English 125. a problem that followed

me from the past.

"Slaughter a lamb and read its entrails," my friend said. "Pick

the section for the class using that age-old method." I told him what

I thought of anv age-old method, then decided to let this ages

favorite method"work its magic I let the computer decide, giving

it one more chance

Fall of 71 This is when the problem started Howard O. Brogan

1 >hpped into a seat in the second row of Brogan's class. I was late

and he leered at me while continuing on with his lecture. I slipped

farther down into the seat and started to doze. T killed them all.

Brogan shouted to the blackboard (quoting Oedipus I discovered).

As he shouted he wheeled to face an unsuspecting freshman and she

cowered before him Before falling into a deep sleep I reminded

myself not to sit in the front row The reminder was not needed as I

dropped the course the following week

Back in the present again -the "Spring of 72"--I told my greasy

little friend that the one eternal verity of all English majors is that

you just can't get away from English 125. And I told him about my

earlier contact with English 125 and Howard O Brogan

"Brogan"'. my friend exclaimed "I read something about him

in the newspaper."
Oh. yen" Some kind of award for hypnotising ten thousand head

of cattle at one time, maybe''"

No. no", he shouted "Something about getting up in front of the

Facultv Senate and ranting and raving about the University and

how fucked up it is He wanted to completely ignore the Trustees

when it came to running the university, and included the students

and facultv as a group for academic control
"

f jumped up and swore that the computer would have no say m
what section I was to be thrown into and ran off in the general

direction of Bartlett Hall On my arrival I discovered that Howard

« i Brogan had moved up in the world of Commonwealth Professors

of English -he now taught English 126. Well. I didn't give a shit

about English 126 because English 126 would not fulfill the English

major requirement I thank you Irma for giving me the lowdown on

that l and bv this time I had worked myself up into such a state over

English 125 life would just be meaningless without it So. I let the

computer decide

I si inked into room 205 of SBA and sat in the back of the room

This was mv section of English 125 for this semester and I really

looking forward to it. so I kept telling myself Slinking in behind me

was another Commonwealth Professor of English, \ernon P

Hemling In a voice that sounded like it came from the bottom of a

fifty foot pit he mumbled. "My name is Hemling, H-E-M-L-I-VG

Mv christian name is Vernon, as in Mount I have a middle initial

that stands for Prentice " He handed out a syllabus that contained,

among other things, the Articles of the Geneva Convention for the

Treatment of Prisoners of War It also contained the list of

"masterpieces" we were to read

I struggled through the class repeating to myself over and over.

There s no place like home, there's no place like home Right

after class I where I come from it is affectionately known as "hard

labor") I ran crying to Irma. She said. "Try Mrs. Edwards'".

I had to wait until the next day to go to that particular class. On

the way back to Southwest I bumped into my friend once again < he

has nothing better to do all day but go around bumping into

people ) He turned around and we both headed back

Hev." he said. "You seem a little perturbed
"

Perturbed is a good enough word to describe what I seem .
I

told him Tm sick and tired of goddamn English 125 and the

hassles involved." ... . . ,..„„„„
Ill tell vou what we can do about it, he said with a strange

twinkle in his eye. "We undermine the whole English 125 program

bv breaking into tne Book Store and hollowing out all the books
,

for

that course and tilling up tne nollow with you-know-what I know

just the radical who will donate the "skata".

I looked at him and thought about his plan A hitherto unknown

surge of revolutionary blood pulsed though my veins and I shook

his hand We marched off in the direction of "bites and sucks

glancing to one side then another, then whispering to each other,

our heads close together

Poor Richard's
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Vets Meet Vets In Springfield

Ever wonder what would happen when

the Veterans of the previous wars were

confronted from some veterans of the

current war° Well, this happened recently

in the lovelv principality of Springfield

where the focal UMass chapter of the

Vietnam Vets for Peace attended an

American Legion Meeting. The results

were, to say the least, sparked with ex-

citement and occasionally heated words

did fill the air more often than not. One of

the Vets who attended writes his own ac-

count of the meeting and it would seem

from the resulting article on page four that

there is more than just a twenty year gap

between the Veterans of the last war and

our current police action.

Page Four

Chimp

Who is Captain Beefheart and why is

everyone saying all those nice things about

him? Well, a pretty good reason seems to

have been his concert at the Fenway
Theater in Boston last Friday night which

Gary Gomes reviews on page 8 of this

issue. Beefheart, a disciple of Zappa, put on

quite a show and Gary's insightful review

may initiate a trip to Springfield tonight to

capture this gifted performer in his only

local appearance. His touring company
even includes a chimpanzee act and I ask

you where else could you hear some great

rock, see an impressive show, and watch

the antics of some cute little chimps for a

mere $2.50?
Page Eight

A Primer In Insanity

Remember the Chicago Seven?
Remember Woodstock? Remember the

Yippie° It all seems nostalgic now doesn't

it. those three days of peace and music

when all men were brothers, then came the

repression when our brothers were

arrested and tried for their misdoings in

Chicago 1968. Yippie Leader Jerry Rubin

was one of them and he has recounted his

days in the Cook County Jail with not too

lucid opinions of nearly everything in our

culture in his most recent book We Are

Everywhere. Frank Baglione gives this

latest journal of counter-culture thought a

sharp going over on page 5 where his

review emphatically tells us this cultural

revolutionary should limit his writing

henceforth to spraypaiting walls.

Page Five

With Much More In Store Besides

And that's not all. Poor Richard's may
have shrunk in half this past week, but he's

making the transition in good spirit. Just

for starters there's Nathan Gorenstein's

front page piece about the proposed Spring

concert which is going through some
typical administrative hassles. Thumbing
forward you'll find our usual eclectic

record reviews, this week taking on the

latest from It's A Beautiful Day, the Kinks,

Mr. Alice Cooper, and the teaming of Paul

Kantner and Grace Slick. Films reviewec
by Bob Nesti are Desperate Characters anc

Harold and Maude, the former of which

shines with stinging honesty, the latter of

which wallows in grisly sentimentality.

And we initiate a new feature this week--A
Crossword Puzzle designed to trouble your
mind with all sorts of trivial details our
puzzle-maker revels in. You" find this on
page 11. Then way on the back, as always,
is Weekend.

The Continuing Saga (Continued From Page One)

outside the University community.
While they realize that it is inevitable
that word leaks out, they feel that it

would be of litUe consequence and not
have an adverse effect upon the concert.

Also, there will be a clause in the con-
tract of any group signed they do not
advertise their appearance.

No final groups will be chosen until

there is complete agreement between
the Administration, the President of the
Student Senate and the Concert Com-
mittee. The Concert Committee also
plans to consult the entire University
community to present the problems
involved and ask for their suggestions
and cooperation in solving them.

The main point of opposition from the

administration (Director of Student
Affairs Gerry Scanlon and Vice-
Chancellor of Student Affairs Robert
Gage in this case) is that if the

University holds a concert featuring

well known groups, it would attract such
a large number of outsiders that the

crowd would be uncontrollable,
irrelevant of whether or not the concert
is free.

Gerry Scanlon, who has done most of

the bargaining with the Concert Com-
mittee looks to what happened at

Altamont and last summer's Newport
Folk Festival as examples of what he

fears would happen if such a concert

was put on here. As he views it. people

from outside the Five-College com-
munity would be the main source of any
possible trouble. "Even if ticket sales

were restricted to those with a UMass
ID we would have a situation where
students would buy them for their

friends off-campus, plus the obvious

possibility of gate crashers If some one

had nothing better to do for a weekend
they may well decide to come up here. If

there is the publicity as the Senate

wants, you are bound to attract out-

siders who have no stake in the

University, who won't have tickets and

will want to get in."

Scanlon also used the example of what

happened at the Traffic concert last fall

as a basis of his fears. Even though

there were 1,000 tickets left unsold for

the first show, "people just thought it

would be easier not to pay The dope and

the drinking took effect
"

Neither does he feel that the Concerts

committee proposal that outside police

forces be hired for the day is viable

"The campus police at full strength can

raise 25 men. but that is not enough As

for being able to take police from the

surrounding communities, that would be

unlikely. If you have a group of 20.000

odd people descending on this area the

Feiffer
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local police forces are first going to be
concerned with their own towns. Traffic

control and general safety. They would
not have the time or men to send police

officers to assist us."

As for rent a cops that he feels is out of

the question. "They don't know and are

not trained to handle college crowds. If

you put them in Fenway Park with a

Scanlon stressed that he isn't out to

stop the concert just to screw the

students. "You do what you feel you can
handle, and if you can't feel you can
handle something you should just stay

out of it."

Doctor Gage's reasoning follows much
the same line. His objections to a con

Rod Stewart?

mixed group of people they are fine, but

if you put them in a place like the Cage
where they are going to be hit with

students swearing and using dope, they

are going to decide that these kids are

animals They will be starting with a

bad attitude Also the Campus Police

refuse to work with any outside private

police agencies."

Nor does he feel student marshals

would be a solution. "Some are reliable,

some aren't, and you can't expect them

to face or cope with any real trouble."

He sees even a free concert as posing

problems, though of a different sort. He
pointed out that at lastsummer's concert

at the pond everyone was smoking dope,

drinking and "screwing in the grass
"

cert the size the Committee is proposing

are twofold. One, that big name groups

are "ripping-off the students." Dr. Gage
sees them as, "capitalizing on the youth

culture," and feels they are only in it for

the money, and don't care, despite all

their proclamations to the contrary care

about their audience or the quality of

their performance

His second objection is based on

grounds much like Scanlon's. Gage sees

the problem behind any concert as the

number ofoutsiders who would be at-

tracted here if well known groups

performed. UMass students he feels

have a commitment to the University,

while outsiders would only be interested

in a good time. Or, as Dr. Gage put it,

"be on an ego trip," and be less than

concerned with the University and the

surrounding community.
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What he would like to see is a concept

that would be "at a scale which would
allow "unrestricted admission." A free

concert the size of last years one behind

Southwest which attracted a relatively

low figure of 5,000. He does realize

though, that while it is easy for him to

propose, it is virtually impossible for the

Senate to do.

The money for last springs free

concert came from funds left over after

the abolishment of class governments,

as there are no more class governments
to abolish there is no more money.

The Concert Committee realizes this,

and some are under the impression that,

despite Gage's statements to the con-

trary, it is only an excuse to have no

concert at all. Their reasoning goes that

Gage knows what he proposes is im-

possible, which is why he suggests it.

As for who makes the final decision;

Vice Chancellor Gage will make a

recommendation to Acting-Chancellor

Bromery, which Gage says expects
Bromery would approve. If the Student

Senate or the Concert Committee is

dissatisfied with the Gages proposal

their next course of action would be to

appeal directly to Bromery.

• • *

What seems to be the underlying

cause behind the inability of the Concert

Committee and the Administration to

reach a compromise is not a

disagreement over whether or not a

concert is technically feasible. Rather,

it is a gap between the hilosophy of two
generations.

As Gerry Scanlon said the ad-

ministration does not want to walk
through the crowd and see everyone
wiped out on dope or alcohol, or couples

balling in the grass. Neither are they

willing to take the risks involved in

running any concert of that size. While

the Concert Committee admits the

possibility of gate crashing, they feel

that enough tickets could be sold in

advance to cover the cost of the concert.

if the ticket price is low enough the

number of people who would try to crash

would be small enough not to pose a

major problem. Neither are they
worried about dope or sex

On the other hand the Administration

is only interested in ironclad guarantees

that there will be no trouble of any sort,

a request that is hard to fulfill

sau<v£-
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Viet Vets Take On Springfield
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By DICK RYAN
"What are you going to do if

they say the Pledge of Alligence

or something like that?"

"I don't know man. Give it a

power salute or something."

"You got no balls if you don't

throw the flag on the deck and

stomp on it."

'That's a little rash."

"You think so°"

"Yeh, we don't want to lose

them right off Besides, TV
might be there."

The brothers were fantasizing

what could happen that evening

when the UMass Vietnam
Veterans Against the War would

meet the Springfield Patriotic

Observance Committee. The
fantasizing was greatly aided by

smoking a certain plant the

brothers had become acquainted

with during their time in Viet-

nam

What passes for the hierarchy

of the WAW, had decided that

onlv five brothers would go down
to the Springfield VFW hall to

debate the Patriotic Observers

about why they hadn't let the

WAW march in their Veteran's

Day parade We had made our

presence known, and now they

wanted to debate the whole thing

according to strict

parliamentary proceedure
Following rules was not a strong

point among the membership, so

only the Roy, Brian (the co-

coordinators, since the mem-
bership has learned the hard

way to distrust all authority

figures, no one would dare to

appropriate an authority laden

title like chairman or even co-

chairmen, start acting like a

leader and you'll want everyone

to follow orders, salute, shine

their shoes, and that whole can

of worms), the other Brian. Joe,

and Frank would go I tagged

along as a reporter.

We all straggled down to

Frank's house for a raviolli

dinner He had some American

Legion magazines which we
read, making us alternately

laugh and cringe Roy had

earlier tried to buy a new pair of

jeans at Zayre's. but couldn't

find any in his size We were all

determined to make an im

pression as mannerly presen-

table young veterans. Indeed,

the five delegates had earned I

silver and 6 bronze stars. 2

Purple Hearts. 5 Army Com-
mendation medals. 2 Air

medals, and various other

goodies that proved they had. in

militarv jargon, "seen some
shit"

But. if the truth is to be known,

we were not the most respec-

table looking crew As a guess I

would say that some of the

brothers hadn't seen the inside

of a barber shop since their

honorable discharges Brian,

one of our founding fathers, was

perhaps the fiercest looking of

all. At the WAW camp-in in

Washington DC last Spring the

Now York Daily News sent its

photographer down to

photograph some of the hairiest,

hippiest. scrungiest. most un-

military looking of the veterans,

and Brian was one of the four

whose pictures they chose to

exhibit In Vietnam Brian was in

a Force Reconnaissance

Company, the gung-ho elite of

the Marine Corps

We split into various cars for

the drive to Springfield.

•What do you think its going to

be like. Frank "

••God. I don't know. Yesterday

when Rav first told me. I was

reallv up for it. But now I'm kind

Be/ore the parade passes them
the granduer which was thelr's.

of scared over the whole thing
"

It wouldn't have surprised any

of us to find buckets of tar and

sacks of feathers waiting We
arrived early and decided to

have coffee before entering A
drunk was lying in the gutter in

front of the hall on Bliss Street.

The hall was in a working

class neighborhood, which is

fair Wars are fought by working

class men When a just war

calls, as it does for every

American sooner or later, it is

working class men who leave

their jobs, pick up an Ml . M14. or

M16 (whichever is current) and

do their patriotic chore as the

Cutting Edge in combat ; only to

return with fond memories of

earning that stripe, and the good

time to be had with the female

indigenous personnel

And yet. here they are. their

beloved, red-blooded. John

Wayne service memories tar-

nished and trampled on. not by

the usual hippie-commie-jew-

fags. but by Veterans a sacred

title During the Veteran's Day

negotiations the Patriotic Ob-

servers had doubted the

authenticity of the Vietnam
Veterans, implying that they

were all fourflushers. Chaplain's

Assistants, and pansies who

couldn't hack it on the line with

the men

We trooped into the hall - the

first to arrive - and took seats in

the front row. closest to the door

Our paranoia was running full

blast

Some spectators wandered up

from the bar downstairs, and a

three man committee took seats

at the chairman's table Two
were wearing green VFW caps

and green VFW jackets with an

American flag sewn on the

sleeve.

Norman Ginty. the chairman,

a lean ex paratrooper, stated

that they were going to start the

meeting by saluting the flag

"our way". A reference, no

doubt, to the clenched fist salute

given the National Anthem at

the Veteran's Day parade He

by. Vets and their prodigy salute

called "attention" The brothers

moved around in their chairs

"My God." I thought, "they're

going to touch off a brawl before

the meeting even starts " But

they slowly stood at something

approaching attention; the

committee saluted a little flag on

their table and the meeting was

underway.

Ginty explained the ground

rules, strictly Robert's Rules of

Order, and also explained why
the WAW was not permitted to

march in the parade We hadn't

submitted a letter on official

letterhead stationery (which we
don't have anyhow) by the ap-

plication deadline

Then speaking as himself.

"I'm nothing but a truckdriver
"

He gave his opinion of the

WAW "I never want you in. I

lost too many buddies in number

Two. You shouldn't drape a

coffin in there (the flag drapped

coffin carried on the sidewalk)

and throw that right hand in here

(the clenched fist salute at the

National Anthem). You aren't

good veterans. You got a country

to back."

At this point a WAW member

was recognized. Ginty made a

point of calling him "sir". The

brother stated that the WAQW
was not trying to be

disrespectful, and only wanted

to memorialize their brothers

who had died in an immoral,

illegal war.

One of the World War One

vintage members in the

audience remarked. "We'll

never stop it (the war) this

way " And the now notorious

flag-draped coffin was "the

unloyalist thing I ever seen in

my life."

A younger member was next.

"These people are trying to do

the same thing as you are.

They're just going about it

differently " Ginty interjected

that he disagreed, and Mi
occurred one of the wierdest

exchanges of the evening

Mr Ginty. who was parade

marshall. and Mr Sheffield, who

was master of ceremonies at the

viewing stand, got into a

shouting match, the loudest of

the evening, and it ended with

Ginty threatening to have

Sheffield, who was 72. thrown

out. A VFW official threatened

to have the police throw them all

out if they didn't behave like

gentlemen

Some of the brothers were

nonplussed and speechless At

various times throughout the

evening they would be confused,

speechless, and often outraged

It was wise to have five

delegates because at least one.

and often two or three, were left

inarticulate by the events, but

someone was always able to

maintain

After thrashing out the coffin

issue, though not really settling

it. the meeting turned to

unification An older VFW
member thought that we should

all come together as veterans

"United we stand, undivided we
fall ." What But it passed and
there was general agreement
that veterans should cooperate
with each other

And here another stumbling

block arose The VFW and
American Legion types wanted a

tight, well organized and
structured organization—have
us join them Frank replied that

WAW types don't want to

belong to organizations with a

hierarchy "... don't trust

leaders", but he left off "watch

your parking meters," probably

as being too esoteric.

The discussion got into

providing benefits for

hospitalized veterans, and both

groups stated their programs It

would appear that the VFWs
was run by drunkards, and the

VVAW's was run by dope ad-

dicts This phase ended with

good feeling as we gazed across

the generation gap

When it came to benefits for

veterans, the gap widened a bit

"Why they get $175 a month, and

I sold apples on a street corner."

Frank was later heard to

remark. "You know, I'm going

to try selling apples
"

The audience was heavily

laced with World War One I n I

Two veterans, only I few-

Vietnam vets Before making
your statement, question, or

tirade, it was standard operating

procedures to identify yourself

as a true veteran, "I fought in

two theatres and I don't

Marines, ultra chauvinists that

they are, identified themselves

as Marines

An older member replied. "I

think these kids (kids are

dissidents, men are patriots

are lost They're trying to

organize the Vietnam vets, but

they're not organized " Ignoring

the put down. Roy called for all

vets to get together and stop

bickering

An elderly woman in the back

got the floor. "Im the daughter

of a World War One. wife of a

World War Two vet, mother of a

Korean vet. and they're not

demonstrate' They're takm'

care of their homes."

Ginty slammed .his gavel

during her 'applause and the

official meeting was over.

The unofficial meeting was
perhaps the most effective

After a couple of ultra-Archie

Bunkers were shaken off - "I told

him to get a haircut, and you gc'

a shave Look like a white man
."

- we went downstairs to their bar
and talked less heatedly over
beer

When we eventually got out on

the street, we caught each

other's eye and burst into

simultanious laughter Huddled
m a truck passing a jay around
we laughed some more Down in

their bar the Patriotic Observers
were probably doing the same
over beer
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Books

How Can You Be Two Places At Once
BY FRANK BAGLIONE

We Are Everywhere, by Jerry Rubin.
$1.95 Harper and Row, 256 pp.
There has always been something

offensive to me about Jerry Rubin. He
was, even in those recent days when I

looked favorably upon the movement
and causes he espoused, somewhat of an
embarrassment-the shrillness of his

speech, the exaggeration in his gestures,
the consistent banality of his thought.
With his second book, We Are

Everywhere, Jerry Rubin has once
again substantiated the claim that he is

the most crashing bore imaginable. In

this book he is..., how shall I put this...,

shamelessly ignorant of any type of

reality, crass, superficial, vain without
cause, insincere, sanctimonious,
pompous and, except where he is stupid,

silly.

Despite the best efforts of Rubin,
Yippie literature is not without some
engaging tracts. Abbie Hoffman, who is

much more convincing than Rubin and
not one-tenth as obnoxious, produced a

genuinely funny and vastly interesting

piece of social criticism in his first book
Revolution For the Hell of It. His second
book, Woodstock Nation, was not nearly

as good for it showed the strain of the

Chicago Trial, reflected the changed
mood of movement and nation, and
revealed the new generation's desire to

take itself seriously.

But while Hoffman later turned from
the idealistic hypocrisy movement
people were succumbing to (remember
his statement about cutting his hair

because it no longer signified brethren

and his urging young people to take over

through the vote), Rubin was drowning
in it. His first book Do It!, was a fairly

good piece of humor and social com-
ment, although, as the title suggests, it

lacked much of the subtlety and delicacy

of Hoffman's literary attempts.

Rubin's latest, We Are Everywhere,
lacks all delicacy. With the grace of a

New York City garbage truck, Rubin
launches his work with the following bit

of modesty -"After Do It! I vowed never

to write another book. Writing just takes

too much out of me. The creative ex-

pression is fun, but the editing and re-

editing is a drag. And even though Do It!

was more than a book-it became a

political event and myth-I don't see

myself as a writer or 'author.'"

Here is Rubin, the ultimate in con-

tradiction, making "vows," using

hackneyed phrases like "writing takes

too much out of me," and unabashedly

describing his expressions as

"creative" and his book as "more than a

book," a "myth," though he does not

conceive of himself as an author. It

seems Rubin's views of himself is much
loftier.

Rubin's We Are Everywhere is the

usual hodge-podge of Yippie chronicles.

It covers various events and issues, the

main thrust being "we (the movement)
are going to ramble on to victory, though

not without struggle, because we are,

orrespondences

And Staff

Recruiting

Poor Richard's wishes to initiate a

letters page and asks its readership for

comments, divergent points of views,

rabid disagreement, mild praise or

whatever you're inspired to write.

Letters must be typed at a margin of

sixty spaces and double-spaced (they

follow standard Collegian procedure)

and dropped in the Letters Box in the

Collegian Business Office.

Poor Richard's is also looking for

reporters and suggestions for columns.

If, for instance, anyone is interested in

political writing, ecological reporting in

this area, and consumer reporting,

please contact Bob Nesti. Any additional

ideas are welcome and new staff

members are always welcome. Any
piece of fiction or lengthy reporting will

be considered for publication and should

be submitted or left at the Collegian

office.

after all, right." The "We" in We Are
Everywhere are the politicized freak

generation of hip revolutionaries.

Ironically, most of Rubin's stories are

set in the Chicago jail following the

Conspiracy trial. This gives an idea of

where "We" really are.

"she or he," in a conscious attempt to be
non-sexist. And just to show that this

generation has its counterparts to those

who look for communists under their

beds, Rubin tells us that "the day is not

far off when political commissars ap-

pointed by Spiro Agnew will censor the

••'Living in a world of constant fear and mistrust can eat your heart out and cut off

your life-giving oxygen.

"

Rubin has filled his" book with

profound observations-'It's tough

being in jail : it's even tougher if you feel

you're getting a raw deal." His

metaphors are, to be generous, quaint

-

"Living in a world of constant fear and

mistrust can eat your heart out and cut

off your life-giving oxygen."

Early in the book Rubin presents a

solution to the racial problem with

typical movement lucidity -"Interracial

humanhood, revolutionary black-white

unity, is possible when middle-class

whites join black people as enemies of

the state behind bars or as fugitives.'

And then with touching humanity he

says, "Millions of freaks the world over

mourned and cried the day the assassin

missed offing the Pope! What a pure

yippie act of creative disruption!

Weren't you sorry he missed?"

The affectation in Rubin's book is

incredible. He spells American with a

"k", to be movingly symbolic, I sup-

pose. He consistently uses the reverse

phrase order of "women and men,"

national TV news and newspapers and
magazines, and completely outlaw uic

underground press."

Rubin is interesting only when he

takes an occasional breather to tell us

some facts about the Chicago trial. He
tells about the ideological rift among the

defendants that grew wider as the trial

progressed -"We relished our time
apart. ..political differences made it

impossible for us to live together...all of

us never even got stoned together once."

Rubin tells how Tom Hayden was

"pissed off" at being indicted and

wanted to win the case; he was against

the circus atmosphere Rubin and
Hoffman created. John Froines also

wished to avoid contempt charges and a

guilty verdict. Dellinger sided with the

yippies because he wanted to oppose the

"tyranny" of the trial. Rennie Davis,

politically with the left wing of the

defendants but personally closer to

Hayden, tried to mediate.

Rubin cannot maintain the intrigue.

He elaborates no further. We find

uintercarni
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ourselves back into the rush of silly

stories punctuated with maudlin sen-

timents -"Our eyes met in revolutionary

comradeship." And in another place-

"The guard confirmed that a year ago

Rap Brown was in this cell... Rap's spirit

keeps me vibrant and alive." (The

reader will recall that last year Rap
Brown, wanted by the FBI, was shot

while fleeing from police after he had
held up a Harlem bar.)

Like many male revolutionaries

Rubin was caught off guard u>

women's and gay liberation movement.
So in We Are Everywhere he does his

pennance--"Do It! had a lot of sexism in

it but it took women and gay people to

help me see that," Rubin says like a nice

little lamb. He never lets us forget that

his sexist sins of the past will not be

repeated. Speaking of his meeting with

one of his heroes, Charles Manson,

Rubin says, "Phil (ochs) and I were

visibly moved by his (Manson's)

strength and personal magnetism. He
was one of the most poetic and intense

people we ever met...About the only

thing that angered us was his intense

male chauvinism."

Rubin has not only given up the happy

difference between the sexes, he has

given up his most treasured material

possessions. In Do It! Rubin said that if

sentenced to death he would request as

his last meal a hamburger, french fries

and a coke. In We Are Everywhere he

says, "Coke is the essence of im-

perialism." And obviously having

recently read Adelle Davis' Let's Eat

Right to Keep Fit, Rubin describes his

new eating habits--"A good thing to

remember is: Eat breakfast like a

queen or king, lunch like a princess or

prince, supper like a pauper." (The

origipal, "sexist," version by Adelle

Davis does not include reference to the

eating habits of female royalty.) Let us

hope Mr. Rubin's last meal is before a

dawn execution.

The portrait Mr. Rubin paints of

himself in this book is a pathetic one. He
is a ridiculous caricature of the nearly

forty man who believes that one remains

young by remaining immature and

ignorant. As such he cannot fully ap-

preciate the magnitude of his ludicrous

product. His book is puerile, his ideas

farcical, his world-view and philosophy

grotesquely distorted...he has made
himself ugly. His emotions are all one-

sided now, he can feel for only one type

of human being that like himself. He is

mad.
I think we will all miss the fun and the

humor that once was native to the yippie

movement. Indeed, the yippies alone of

all their revolutionary comrades
possessed a sense of humor. Now, the

more dour and intensely serious

liberation fighters have made the yip-

pies come to terms with the dictates of

the super conscious movement groups.

The reason for reading something like

a yippie book is for fun and enjoyment.

We do not find this in We Are

Everywhere. Jerry Rubin has become
unreasonable and he senses his demise

at the hands of an eminently more
reasonable society -"They (the

enemy?) are trying to rip off our

culture. They are smoking our dope,

wearing our clothes and talking like us.

They are selling us our culture...making

it a style."

One sentence is needed to close the

book on Mr Gerald Rubin "They are

succeeding."
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Albums

Jefferson Starship Revisited

By STEVE FELD
Sunfighter-Paul Kantner/Grace Slick

(Grunt Records)

For all its lyrical imagination and

musical credibility, Blows Against The

Empire, the first Jefferson Airplane

offspring album, was still a dream, a

mere science-fiction fantasy. It was a

good record to get stoned to, something

to put on when you felt like going "to

Jupiter and beyond." It drew very

distinct anti-establishment lines bet-

ween "us" and "them" ("Hey Dick,

whatever you think of us is totally

irrelevant"). And, more than anything

else, it accented the positive feeling of

hope, to the extreme point of ultimate

idealism.

If the ideology of Sunfight is any

different from that of Blows Against The

Empire, it is because Grace Slick and

Paul Kantner are now parents -a very

real situation. A pregnant Grace Slick

could, as every mother does, have big

dreams for her child. Paul Kantner's

would-be son ("god") was going to

"hijack the starship, carry 7000 people

past the sun."

But with the reality of a baby girl

named China, comes the reality of

Sunfighter. There is still talk of star-

ships and the magical land of An-

dromeda, but only this time "you can

feel the universe inside of you." The

infinite boundaries of outer space are

transformed into the unknown depths of

the human soul. And for all their dif-

ferences, they are very much alike, it

not the exact same.
Musically, this is the Jefferson

Starship again The personnel includes

the rest of the Airplanes, David Crosby,

Graham Nash, Jerry Garcia, et al. A
fine album for sure.

Jerry Garcia, trying to explain the

phenomena of the San Francisco bands,

ran across a seeming contradiction.

"The reason that there isn't one huge

band which, in fact there is...We' re all

expressing different parts of it, just for

the sake of being different from each

other Just to be able to express a little

individualization in the universe, and

just for the hell of it. I expect everyone

to keep on changing, all the groups to

keep on creating new stuff, because

that's all there fuckin' is to do, man."
Sunfighter is similar to Blows Against

The Empire because it deals with

survival. Grace's "Silver Spoon" treats

the problem uniquely: "What if you

were starving to death and the only food

you had was me-what would you say to

the cannibal question? Would your

answer be perfectly free?" Her per

formance on the song is stunning and

remarkably professional. Grace has

mastered the essential techniques of

dynamic singing: phrasing, pausing,

accentuation and breath control. She

She once said that she never gets tired of

singing the same song repeatedly

because she always finds something

new, some interesting variation.

"Silver Spoon" fits in nicely with

previous songs of Grace's. Her anomalic

domination of her songs become com-

plemented by her defiant ideas and

Grace Slick

can do a song a thousand times ( and has

with "Somebody to Love"), and there

will be something different every time

poetic impulses, creating a quasi-genre

of fascinating repertory The Airplanes*

Volunteers was the real origin of the

genre ("Eskimo Blue Day", "Hey,

Frederick"), and since then has con-

tinued, and built, with Blows Against

The Empire ("Sunrise"), Bark ("Crazy

Miranda", "Law Man", "Never Argue

With a German") and now, Sunfighter.

Grace's characters are a definite

extension of her own self, her dignified

craziness and her undefineable beauty.

This is even more true with "China", a

song on Sunfighter. It is about her new-

born daughter-a literal extension of her,

no less. "China" is a touching song of

promise and bright hope. "I hope she

sees some things that will make her time

happy. It all comes in, so fast, it all

comes in." It also contains a fascinating

thought: "She knows who she is without

looking." "China" is enough to win

Gracie the Mother of the Year award, in

my book.

Paul Kantner, meanwhile, seems to be

fixated on the idea of cosmic con-

scienceness, as is Garcia, but even

more. The title song, "Sunfighter" is

dedicated to ex-Airplane Marty Balin,

and contains references to Mick Jagger

in one of the verses. The theme of this

grandiloquent production is expressed

in the line "Mount the Earth and learn to

ride her" Once again, a slightly more

practical solution when taken

figuratively, though almost just as

idealistic, as in Blows Against The

Empire and hijacking a starship

Every San Francisco rock band,

having been through the phenomenal

Flower Power days in a highly involved

way, still yearns for the time when

everyone can be totally submerged in a

magical euphoria such as San Francisco

was in 1967 or so Paul Kantner, then, is

off on a tangent where he either praises

the past or tries to find ways to recreate

it, or something like it His songs on

Sunfighter, such as "Million" and

•Holding Together", the finale, thus are

explained.

A short, but potent song is "Diana". It

sings the praises of Diana Oughton, the

Weatherwoman who was killed, while

making bombs in New York. It is the

only song that really touches on political

grounds, and is exceptionally beautiful,

especially the second rendition (there

are two), where David Crosby and

Graham Nash can be heard har-

monizing with Kantner and Slick.

All together, I think its a pretty nice

package, and very easy and rewarding

to get into.Similar to Blows Against The

Empire, yet totally distinct.

'It's A Beautiful Day' Peaking
BY KENNETH SULIN

San Francisco has released some fine

talent. Quicksilver, the Airplane.

Santa na, the Dead just to name a few.

They gained their peak, but slowly

began to disintegrate, diverge and lose

individual members. They remain

popular, but can't locate the popularity

and distinction one time they possessed.

It's A Beautiful Day are nearing their

peak or perhaps have already met it and

possibly they may feel the downgrade

approaching.
With the third album entitled Choice

Quality Stuff Beautiful Day have, as

many groups, started to dart and sped

up their original tunes becoming nothing

more than another pleasant rock and

roll band. The first "Whitebird" sound

weighted their instrumental intentions

which are difficult to find here on Choice

Quality Stuff Now we have an

alteration from the smooth, slow rolling,

somber music for which they are so well

noted to a bursting loudness and

holocaust of previous styles.

The members are still in tack

however; Patti Santos swimming
around stage wearing next to nothing,

David LaFlamme screeching his violin

to no end. etc. The only new addition is

guitarist Billy Gregory who
probably is responsible for the rock

sound we've now been presented with

You'll be happy to note however, that

a few members of Santana have joined

Beautiful Day in the studio, the only

trouble being some selections are in-

credibly similar to those of Santana

Choice Quality Stuff takes some
getting used to, but it is an overall in-

teresting album due to the fact that

LaFlamme has held the group together

He does almost all the vocal work and

reats his electric violin as if it were a

guitar, literally beating, shaving it to

death yet producing unbelievable leads

that seem impossible Santos and

LaFlamme must be praised as well for

their ability to harmonize together

almost fluently -their voices being

nearly the only reminiscent aspect of

the original group Besides guitar and

violin, the studio work has been done

with a crowd of horns, trumpets,

saxophones, etc which in actuality, add

to the slightly cluttered tones and rhyth-

ms.

Inappropriately titled Choice Quality

Stuff Beautiful Day has maintained a
few morsels of what came from ago, and
this occurs on side two. Oddly enough
the album has two titles-side one being

Choice Quality Stuff while side two is

called Anytime supposedly the music is

listenable anytime, but usually they get

carried away and fall into a troth of

rock The switch on Anytime is to a

more acoustical rather than electrical

mode, but acoustics can prove to be as

destructive as electrics when pick-ups

are used -as they are here.

On New Year's Eve Beautiful Day was

in concert in Boston and they were

extremely loud -playing almost a

complete entourage of rock and roll-

even performing older songs with a

strike too much of enthusiasm. The

audience was appreciative, but as stated

before, they've become a pop group and

their once unique style is unfortunately

fading

The use of too many instruments and

musicians can hurt any group and that

factor is not far from Beautiful Day
music. We'll only have to wait and see if

they've joined the rock march with a

follow up record Garcia left because

possibly he noticed the decay. The

original guitarist saw it also; however,

LaFlamme and company are still

holding on.

Possibly the change has been for the

better, but the commonplace rock and

roll is something bred by all; whereas.

Beautiful Day really had a good thing

going hopefully they won't lose their

grip

A Haunting Alice Cooper

By KENNETH SULIN

Alice Cooper- Killer, Warner Bros.

As Mr. Alice Cooper prances onto the

stage one can be sure from his mere

appearance that a haunting night of

music and festivity will most certainly

result. Dressed in blood-red pants with a

lacy stained yellow blouse Alice can be

seen beginning nightmarish acts using

his pet boa constrictor Kachina. Alice's

frenzied hair more or less glistens in the

light, but amidst his death white face,

decorated with drippy tear-drop eye

make-up, he peers at the audience who
by this time have little in the way of

prediction as to what will come next.

The remaining members of the band

compliment Alice's appearance and are

styled in relatively the same fashion-

waist length hair, sparkling attire, etc.

Their music is appropriately a

secondary thing according to Alice who
thinks the onstage antics are the more
important. He has thrown live .chickens

into the audience, hammers, clothing

and carries on his little sideshow as the

guitarists pounce tennis balls at each

others instruments creating an eerie

complex of tangled feedback. They are

here describably scary and even

gruesome at times, but the secondary

factor, their musicianship, speaks for

itself.

Killer is Alice Cooper's latest and

probably finest album corresponding to

the hilt with the goings on of the group

both lyrically and musically

Hopefully Alice Cooper is not destined

to half-bit rock and roll, but the track

they're now on apparently leads in this

direction -not that the music is poor, but

rather not of the highest degree

Qualitatively speaking. Killer provokes

one to believe that they are capable of

nothing but their present style of truly

hard-pressing rock and roll; however,

this seems to be the only kind of music

they fully enjoy. Each cut. each in

dividual selection. is strictly

representative of the pop scene today,

not actually memorable or classic

tunes, but. in a weaker sense, rock on a

median scale. The vocals, all by Alice

himself, are sung in a craggy, staggered

type voice backed by two penetrating

electrics carrying on their various

simple riffs The sound is especially

driving and is sure to have you tapping

your foot to the beat ; however, the talent

displayed here is far from the best on

record. The guitar playing is adequate,

but not spectacular, and the vocal work
runs along the same lines.

Each individual song on Killer, being

unlike any others, is basically short-

lived and won't bore anyone with

overdone drum solos or stretched out

guitar leads. However, the lyrics are

often and probably purposely vulgar.

For instance a typical Alice Cooper

track included here entitled "Dead
Babies" refers to the chorus: "Dead
Babies can't take care of themselves,

dead babies can't take things off the

shelf." Not exactly the most aesthetic

lines, but you'll more than likely find

yourself singing along midway through

the tune.

Without a doubt you won't be sur-

prised to learn Alice Cooper is a

Mother's shoot-off group, finding an

opening with Zappa, and progressively

singing along midway through the tune.

Without a doubt you wont be sur-

prised to learn Alice Cooper is a

Mother's shoot-off group, finding an

opening wity Zappa, and progressively

making it on their own. They've now

comprised a total of four albums with

Warner Brothers and with each have

become increasingly offensive;

nevertheless, this is what many ptople

involved with the music industry today

get a kick of. The records, on the other

hand, are quite unlike Zappa music by

sticking to drilling and jabbing rock with

absolutely nil in quiet, solemn sounds.

If perchance you enjoy the music I

suggest seeing Alice Cooper in concert

since their appearance and stage

handled maneuvers make up at least

fifty percent of the show Their drag-like

apparel is purely for effect and can only

add to each performance by the time

you've finished gapping over them in

concert you'll not know what to think

about the future for rock and roll

All groups have their gimmicks today

for attracting attention, and Alice

Cooper is certainly heading the list

Muswell Hillbillies' Is A Disappointment

BY STEVE FELD
Muswell Hillbillies- The Kinks;

RCA Records

Like many of the better groups

around today, the Kinks can

always be counted on for one

new album a year. One that will

provide many hours of en-

thusiastic listening and pure

enjoyment. Ray Davies, the

group's leader, singer and

songwriter, has proven to us that

he is one of the top talents in

rock, assuming the role of a

modern day Shakespeare, bit-

terly commenting on life and

society, and their foibles. His

band is made up of four other

musicians which, thankfully,

have a flair for bringing out the

best in Ray Davies.

Musweir Hillbillies is the third

album of a trilogy whion started

in 1969 with ARTHUR (or The

Decline and Fall of The British

Empire) and followed in 1970

with Lola Versus Powerman and

the Moneygoround. Muswell
Hillbillies is. unfortunately, my
least favorite of the three, and

clearly, the least ambitious.

Next to Arthur, which was the

surprise album of its year, and

Lola, which is undoubtedly the

best Kinks' album to date,

Muswell Hillbillies is a disap-

pointment devoid of the sub-

stance that made the others,

especially Lola, so great.

Taken by itself. Muswell

Hillbillies isn't half as bad as

when it is compared to the

others. At worst, many of the

melodies are predictable.

"Holiday" and "Skin and Bone"

are entertaining, but by the time

they are halfway over, you know

you've heard something like it

before. "Complicated Life" and

"Uncle Son" sound like each

other too much to warrant the

inclusion of the latter. They

emerge as two-bit ditties,

lacking the depth and in-

novativeness that we have come

to expect from the Kinks.

"20th Century Man" is the best

song on the album, painting a

savage picture of a man on the

brink of insanity, a stranger in a

strange world. The song starts

off lackadaisical, you could

swear that they were all going to

fall asleep any second. It con-

stantly builds, revealing more

and more defiance, to a final

maddening scream, "I'm a 20th

century man but I don't wanna

be here." It is a song of truculent

alienation and pungent

disillusionment.

"Acute Schizophrenia
Paranoia Blues'' follows,

carrying with it the same theme.

It is nowhere as fierce as "20th

Century Man" and has, instead,

a bouncy beat. Our unfortunate

anti-hero is left to languish, and

realizes that "there ain't no cure

for acute schizophrenia

disease."

Two songs which are similar

in musical structure and lyrical

mood are "Alcohol" and

"Holloway Jail". They are both

tales of ruin. "Alcohol" has a

rather dubious melody, and

predictable chord changes, but it

is notable for its lyrics, which

tell of one man's downfall, "Who

thought I would fall a slave to

demon alcohol.'' "Holloway

Jail" is a more likable song with

some good electric guitar work.

"They took my baby to Holloway

jail. Now she looks so old and

pale."

"Oklahoma USA." is a nice

ballad, and one of the highlights

of the album "If life's for living

what's living hrT" It is rich in

sentiment, telling of a woman's

fancy to lead a glamorous lite.

"She's Rita Hayworth or Doris

Day. And Errol Flynn's gonna

take her away, To Oklahoma

U.S.A."
The remainder of the album

consists of "Here Come the

People in Grey", which is

merely a slowed-down "Den-

mark Street' from Lola, and

"Have a Cuppa Tea" which is

just a little too ridiculous for my
tastes. It drowns in its bathos. It

is, however, a pointed put-down

on the English people, and quite

effective.

The final song on the album is

"Muswell Hillbilly" and with it

our hero finds his identity. It is

similar to the title song of Ar-

thur, both being jubilant and

optomistic.

It would be fallacious to say

that this is a bad album, because

it's got too much going for it

collated with the previous works

of the neo-Kinks, it is their worst

album in three years, and that

makes it a disappointment.

Ray Davies
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By GARY GOMES

Captain Beefheart & his Magic

Band Face the Cold Realities of

"Live"-Come out Blues

Picture this, if you can -you

have just seen Sabo and his

International Chimps perform

(a rollicking fifteen minutes-

they were booed off the stage by

an outstandingly rude audience,

which I hope is not typical of the

Fenway Theatre in Boston), the

only logical choice to precede

the outlandish Magic Band.

After a few minutes of

Capitalistic promotion (Bad-

finger in a few weeks~I hope

these people don't think that

their booking procedures follow

a logical pattern), the MC says

"...Here they are: Captain

Beefheart and his Magic Ban-

d. .". The curtain still down, you

hear what sounds like three

guitars, all playing against each

other. clashing rhythms,

clusters, etc The curtain rolls

up and - alone stands Rockette

Morton, the bass player of the

group! (Hell. I knew he was

good, but I never imagined...).

Morton plays on and on. bob-

bying and weaving, lunging at

the audience to complement and

choreograph his own massively

powerful bass extravaganza.

Then, one by one. the other

members of "the group join

Morton Drumbo. the most

imaginative drummer I have

<»ver had the pleasure of seeing,

starts flipping (I can think of no

better word), his sticks at the

drums, counterpointing the bass

with bouncy patterns Winged

Eel Fingerling. second lead

guitarist, begins plucking notes

to contrast both the timing and

chord clusters of resplendent-in-

red Rockette Zoot Horn Rollo

then appears, tall and gangling,

making his Gibson Stereo work

with the other two (Rockette

still hasn't stopped or modified

his bass-playing to satisfy any

audience need for the com-

monplace ) The four of them

appeared to be on separate trips,

if one were to look and not listen,

but when one does listen to the

clashing sounds, they make
sense, and if you fall in line with

Drumbo's almost boogie-like

rhythms, you'll find yourself

moving with the group, in

teracting. and playing with them

yourself And although perhaps

you yourself don't realize it. as a

member of an audience, you

give of yourself to the musicians

on stage-this encourages the

performer and he brings both

you and himself to higher levels

of emotion and experience.

Finally, the man otherwise

known as Don Van Vliet saun-

tered onto the stage, dressed in

black leather and flat rimmed

hat The Captain then began to

bawl his enigmatic poetry at the

audience, backed by the still

ever-fluctuating music of the

Magic Band He has a voice that

can screech, growl, moan, and

cry in the best traditions of the

blues (or. as the purists might

say "da blooze"). However,

Beefheart is not limited by his

voice to becoming just another

Howlin' Wolf imitator (though

that is the artist that he most

closely resembles-a growler, in

other words) Rather, he makes

his voice resemble some sort of a

human moog, with incredible

fluctuations in range, style, and

texture-a most remarkable

instrument. This, combined with

his incredibly free-form lyrics

and power would make him the

most incredible and sincere

white blues artist I have ever

seen or heard ( I will not honour

other white blues musicians with

the appelation "artist'' Names

need not be mentioned, but it is a

pleasure to hear a man who

doesn't use secondhand Muddy

Waters licks and call them his

own.)
The Magic Band was

originally formed about seven

years ago; the "Mirror Man"

LP on Buddah amply shows

where the band was at that time-

long improvised jams with

A Genius For $
2.

heavy group interaction.

Prior to the Magic Band.

Beefheart was in a group called

Captain Glasspack. Another

member of the group was Frank

Zappa. Zappa and Beefheart had

been friends in high school

because of Beefheart's artistic

talent. It seems that the young

Van Vliet was a talented

sculptor but his parents decided

to move because they thought

artists were wierd people So

they moved to California -where

Beefheart met Zappa.

Well. Beefheart and Zappa

parted. Zappa to notoriety, and

Beefheart to obscurity

However, this obscurity helped

Beefheart musically, since it

allowed he and his group to

evolve musically without the

pressures of touring This was

particularly important to

Beefheart. since he doesn't

believe in any members of his

group reading music for he feels

it wrecks their spontaneity, and

he has claimed that it takes over

a year for a person to un-

derstand his music sufficiently

to play it. ( Having heard it. I can

say that Beefheart's claims

about his music are true).

Beefheart then managed to

record a few albums for Buddha,

among them "Safe As Milk" on

which Ry Cooder, an out-

standing guitarist who is now

solo and once helped the Rolling

Stones on one of their recent

albums played. Incidentally,

Cooder claims that the Stones

underpaid him for his work, and

stole some of his riffs to write

their songs).

Slowly but surely. Beefheart

kept progressing, to the point

that his music began to in-

corporate avant garde jazz into

its setup, along with instruments

such as the bass clarinet < at the

time played by a musician

known only as the Mascara

Snake) Beefheart himself

began to play soprano

saxophone (with admirable
dexterity), along with har-

monica and musette (an in-

strument that, as far as I can

tell, he has stopped playing)

These excursions can be heard

on "Trout Mask Replica" a

brilliant two-record set.

Beefheart's first recording on

Zappa's Straight label, which

Zappa produced. (Blue Thumb
later released another album,

"Strictly Personal" which I

have yet to hear.

)

All the while this was going on,

Beefheart increased his con-

siderable underground
following, despite rumours that

he had sold out by not continuing

to play blues (Selling out? By
switching to this when blues was

becoming more and more
popular at the time???-Not

bloody likely!)
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In late 69, Beefheart released

"Lick My Decals Off, Baby", an

incredibly forceful album with

Art Tripp III, late of the Mothers

of Invention and the Cincinnati

Symphony Orchestra, disguised

as Ed Marimba, and playing

marimba (wooden vibes) and

drums with the Magic Band. On

songs such as "Woe-is-a-me-

bop" and "I want to find me a

woman that'll hold my big toe,

till I have to go", Beefheart

demonstrated the flexibility of

his voice and his inventiveness

in lyrics, while the band

demonstrated its musical

direction on such songs as

"Peon" and "Japan in a Dish-

pan". What it turned out to be

was a thick, solid, but swinging

"cluster of sound" approach.

Those years of experimentation

had paid off and Beefheart had a

group that was as musically

competent as any, but extremely

unique at the same time. The

person missing when I saw

Beefheart in Boston was Ed

Marimba, but the band did well

enough to amaze me, and my
three friends who had followed

Beefheart's musical direction.

Beefheart went one step

towards greater recognition

when he recorded "Willie the

Pimp" on Frank Zappa's "Hot

Rats". He does not do this song

in person however, since he is

playing with his own group, not

Zappa's.

The Concert itself was con-

tinually amazing, with

Beefheart using his electronic

voice and harmonica on the first

song, a track from his new

album. Further on in his show he

did several tracks from his new

album, and all were astounding,

although I can't remember their

names. He interspersed the new

material with material from

"Decals", among them "Woe-is-

a-me-bop", "Japan in a Dish-

pan" (which featured the

Captain on some incredibly

inventive saxophone work) and

"Peon", a duo number with

Rockette Morton and Zoot Horn

Rollo. The work on this number

was remarkable, since the cut on

the album sounds like a spon-

taneously improvised number,

but Morton and Rollo did it
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exactly the same as the album.

Hats off to the gentlemen.

Later yet in the show

Beefheart did a solo number,

accompanying himself on the

harmonica (Comment made to

people who were at the side of

the stage trying to sing along:

"Shut up...or at least sing in

time"). After this the Magic

Band joined the Captain again

and they broke into "Abba

Zabba" from the "Safe as Milk"

LP. The tightness of the group on

this song (as through the entire

show, was readily audible). The

stage presence of the Magic

Band was remarkable, with

each member of the grouping

choreographing every sound

they made, with the lone ex-

ception of Captain Beefheart,

who stood still. They wound it up

with another selection from the

new album, and that was it for

the main show.

The encore was something

else again. Instead of the entire

Magic Band coming out, only

Beefheart and Drumbo ap-

peared These two, who have

been together since the begin-

ning of the Magic Band, com-

municated superbly. Drumbo
started things off flying with a

drum extravaganza that showed

his amazing dexterity on the kit.

wiping out every rock drum

soloist I have ever seen.

Beefheart then picked up the

soprano sax and began playing

it. using the feedback as a

complement to his own playing.

They continued play-until

Beefheart got tired of it and he

placed the sax back on the

amplifier. When Drumbo
finished, they shook hands and

left. No fanfare. Finis.

Captain Beefheart is one of the

greatest inventors of our time.

His music is so unique that it

defies classification, but I think

a close enough categorization

would be avant garde blues. But

don't let me decide for you. He's

playing at the Paramount
Theatre in Springfield this

Friday. If the show is half as

good as the one I saw, you'll

have a stimulating evening

ahead of you. After all, how often

have you ever seen a genius for

$2.50, plus a chimpanzee act?
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Films Dintinguished

CRIME IN THE STREETS!
Or, just off the streets, at local newsstands
everywhere, the February issue of the National

Lampoon. Go "on the pad" with Dick Tracy;

thrill to a whodunit by Edward Gorey; take on

GM with Ralph Nader, public eye; recoil in

terror from Chairman Fu-Manchu; relive the

golden age of the Mafia in the Cosa Nostra

Comic; and let Angela Davis take you on a

tour of the Big House. All in the Crime issue

of the National Lampoon, on sale today.

BY BOB NESTI
Desperate Characters

a film, produced, adapted, and directed

by Frank J. Gilroy; from the novel by

Paula Fox; featuring Shirley MacLaine,

Kenneth Mars, and Sada Thompson.

Towards the end of Desperate
Characters, Frank Gilroy's amazingly

literate dissection of urban blight, there

is one of many memorable sequences.

The married couple Otto and Sophie,

whose plight we've followed throughout

the film, sit rather nervously in a public

hospital out-patient clinic. Not familiar

with the surroundings, they argue and

wait as they wait to have Sophie's

possiblied rabied cat bite looked at. She

seems at a point of acute paranoia when

finally her husband tersely patronizes

her saying "Cope with it. Everyone else

does."

Sopie is forced to cope, as is everyone

else in this uncomfortably real vision

Frank Gilroy has drawn from Paula

Fox's novel. These "desperate

characters" live in a world of un-

derstated brutality and isolation which

is made frightenly painful through the

film's unusually detailed realism. The

city. New York, is immediately the

villian. culture which breeds its

inhabitants' inhumanity and leads to the

neurosis of intelligent and subtlety

aware people like Sophie. The vision is

uncompromisingly bleak, there isn't

even the deft use of sound track music

which the similar Sunday, Bloody,

Sunday used to insulate the viewer.

There is no music, only long silences

after pregnant or terse remarks.

Early on the film introduces the

rather dreary existence of Sophie and

Otto, one of humorless suppers in their

richly furnished Brooklyn Heights'

apartment He is a successful lawyer,

she a translator of books; both are in-

telligent, witty, urbane, and probably

once very attractive. Now they sit in

feigned comfort as Otto callously ex-

plains how he broke off his long-term

law partnership earlier in the day.

Sophie ignores him for the company of a

stray cat that comes by looking for food

and. despite her husband's warnings,

pets it. The cat bites her as we witness

the first of many similar incidents which

plague Sophie over the duration of the

film. That evening they go out to a party

where Sophie finds herself harassed by a

group of self-righteous freaks and

ignored by a man she had recently had a

casual affair Later she finds some relief

in the sullen drunk anger of her

husband's dejected law partner, but

finds his wife's casual ignorance of her

the next day another slight, but crip-

pling, blow Sophie seems to be at a point

of breakdown yet none of her friends,

even her husband, are aware anything is

seriously wrong They seem more

locked in their own bubbles of self pity or

glorification to be conscious of another

person's problems.

In this sense the film bears a striking

resemblance to Sherwood Andersons

Winesburg, Ohio The characters here

are the same sort of interesting

"grotesques" that filled Anderson's

equally pitiful view of the dying

American town at mid-century.

Desperate Characters extends that logic

to our own urban horror A horror where

Sophie and Otto live in fear for their

property and own safety. A world where

getting by means being victimized by

con men or rationalizing the vandalism

of a group of thugs In short a com-

pletely amoral and apathetic world.

Desperate Characters shows us this, but

only as a foundation for a more intricate

framework, these are only symptoms of

the general malaise; urban life is

harried, is frustrating, can even be

frightening, but still is bearable. What

eventually is more crippling is the in-

ternalization and acceptance of these

values that leads to a casual disin-

tegration of any emotional commitment

Sophie and Otto are emotionally dead

This comes together in the film s

perfectly tuned climax. Sophie and Otto

escape the city to visit their summer

house and finally relax as they ride

through the welcome change of scenery

Happiness ends quickly when they

arrive at their house to find it sen-

selessly vandalized. They are further

humiliated and angered by the jocular

attitude local law officials give their

problem and when finally left alone,

fume in frustration. Sophie half-

heartedly begins to rationalize the

vandals which OtCo brutally shouts

down. She finally breaks and turns to

her husband. In perfect key wit! the

opportunist philosophy inherent to city

living and the film's argument, Otto

uses the moment to overpower the

passive Sophie. In this perverted sort of

Social Darwinism, passivity is equated

with weakness and the weak are to be

plundered. The moment accentuates the

spiralling hopelessness and inhumanity

we first witnessed in the metaphorical

cat bite. We perceive Sophie's suffering

as not specifically caused by external

the superlative acting, cohere superbly.

Shirley MacLaine has been in a self-

imposed retirement the past few years.

Her career seemed to have collapsed

with the overwhelming number of

clinkers she starred in during the last

decade. From What A Way To Go!

through Women Times Seven (which is

generally regarded as Victoria DeStea's

cinema low) Miss MacLaine played a

wide-eyed, witless heroine, a sort of

doesn't even look like a woman at all

sitting pasted and frumpy on her couch

telling Sophie home truths, but rather a

not too wise owl. She appears in the

middle of the film in a lengthy scene that

works like a fugue for voices and she is

simply incandescent.

Living in the city for any length of

time makes one aware of many of

Gilroy's truths. To some of the film may

seem overbearing, for me though it

Kenneth Mart and Shirley MacLaine in Desparate Characters. An unusually

blight.

forces, but rather an internal paralysis

of the spirit. She cannot strike, she

cannot shout, she must as Otto told her

"Cope with it", no matter how un-

pleasant.

The vision is bleak, but never for a

moment does the film propagandize or

slip into a pseudo-Freudian personality

study. Rather Gilroy has made a stark

and sharp analysis of the disintegration

of a young woman's life. His script is

filled with the bitter bitchy banter long

associated with the chic, cocktail party

intelligensia. Yet the dialogue is double-

edged; the characters do not come
across as simple wisecracking paste-

ups, as say in the plays of Neil Simon

(the latest of which bears a striking

similarity in plot and theme to this film.

Desperate Characters articulates

frustration with an unnerving honesty,

perhaps too honest for its own good and

will never be a great crowd-pleaser.

This is unfortunate, for not only is

Gilroy's script exceptional, his debut as

director is also impressive. His taut

construction keeps the film from being

either too wordy or episodic, and all the

elements, from split-second cutting to

sophisticated Doris Day. She wisely

retired and waited for a complete

character reversal such as the role of

Sophie.

Shirley MacLaine captures the con-

stant ache of Sophie's alienation with

compassion and clarity. Her per-

formance is in every way marvelous,

glowing in comparison to harried

women in similar films. Diary of a Mad
Housewife, for instance, dealt with a

similar theme in such a patronizing

manner that all the depth was lost to

surface laughs. The performances there

were little more than cartoons Richard

Benjamin completely lacked the control

Kenneth Mars exhibits in Desperate

Characters. His boorish Otto is per-

formed with such restraint as to accent

the ambiguity of the character, making

him seem more than the one-

dimensional villian he easily could have

become. My favorite moments in the

film were those Sophie spent in the

apartment of her witty, lonely friend

perfectly drawn by Sada Thompson.

Miss Thompson litterally sings her part

and near single-handedly makes this

cold, wordy film likable In fact she

vivid look into our urban

seems a far more lucid view of our

current urban crisis. A number of

scenes reflect reality with astounding

accuracy. The man babbling to himself

on the subway almost seems shocking in

the film, but is commonplace to anyone

who rides trains. On Boylston Street

recently I heard an obviously

bedraggled peer, perhaps a junkie,

shout "plastic" at some people who

refused to give him any money The

most startling incident right out of

Desperate Characters happened to a

friend of mine recently in Park Street

terminal. He was descending the stairs

when a man not too sure of his footing

plummated down the steps mashing his

head in cement. As a crowd gathered

about the many, my friend ran for help.

He excitedly told a station worker and

policeman that a man had fallen and

was pretty well smashed, to which the

former coolly asked. "Well, where's the

guy on duty down there? Hearing the

story, Mr. Gilroy's vision came to mind

and his accuracy again shone through

In many small ways Desperate

Characters is an unusual and

remarkable film we shouldn't lose to

oblivion

Maudlin
Harold and Maude
a film written for the screen by Colin

Higgens; directed by Hal Ashby;

featuring Ruth Gordon. Bud Cort. and

Vivian Pickles

The principal running gag of Harold

and Maude is young Harold's feigned

suicides He acts them with a sordid

accuracy as numerous forms of self-

destruction, from hanging to self-

immolation, are employed to harass his

carnivorous mother. Interspersed with

these scenes is Harold's friendship with

Maude, a seventy-nine year old life force

who comes our way like Aunti Mame by

way of The Sound of Music. This fusing

of black comedy and sentimental

romance is flat, conventional, and oc-

casionally offensive as it managed to

collide the worst of both genres: the

banalitv of sophomoric satire and the

saccharine flavor of the wholesome

family film.

Harold's a poor little rich young man
who finds his only pleasurable outlet is

an obsession with death Maude's

nearing the end of a long life and is

acutely aware of her end They meet at

one of the numerous funerals they at-

tend and become friends. Harold moves

from the stiffling conventionality of his

mother and home to the supposed joy

saaamtwammmBst^

filled antics of Maude The theme of

living life to its fullest is now about as

cliche as the character of Maude and

about as insufferable as the per

formance of Ruth Gordon who. this time

around, does a pretty poor imitation of

herself.

The story seems a fair premise for a

small, off-beat film, but falters

measurably when drenched with ap-

palling sentimentality and simply

tasteless routines satirizing some
already well-worn targets Again the

aim is set on materialism, the military,

the American Mother, and the vacuous

nature of American life. These are done

with about as much insight and style as

to make Mad Magazine seem like

Voltaire, and even worse Harold's entire

situation seems to be misplaced from

James Purdy's classic blank fairy tale

Malcolm. There was only one genuinely

funny gag involving Harold and the

various computer dates his mother

secures for him In each of these Harold

employs various forms of self-

destruction to scare the girls away and

even this grew tired by the final date.

Nearly every other gag was tiring from

the start; from ridiculing Harold's

fascist uncle to his possessive mother we
have shallow characterizations used by

scriptwriter Colin Higgens as simple

brunts for his insipid satire The most

tasteless routine involved a priest

berating Harold for his carnal

relationship with Maude The scene

seemed not a satire of the church

because most priests would not speak

with such obvious carnal knowledge.

The scene, as a good deal of the humor,

exploits the audience to indulge in the

trendy vulgarity infecting most recent

satirical films

Bevond the appalling script is the flat

direction of Hal Ashby who directed in

the best of mindless television situation-

comedy tradition. Even worse is the

music score by Cat Stevens filled with

repititous melodies and banal lyrics,

and the lowest ebb the film reaches are

in the lead performances of the titled

duo. Bud Cort walks around with such an

inane expression as to probably deserve

the obnoxious Maude The only decent

performance is Vivian Pickles as

Harold's distasteful Mum Harold and

Maude is a dichotomy of distinct comic

genres that not only doesn't work, it's

hardly even worth watching The film's

distinctive offensive nature and its

overpressing conventionality make for a

genuinely appalling entertainment

BOB NESTI

* Aiadvs oaDiw • rnj
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The UMass Fine Arts Council events

for second semester will begin with the

Chamber Music Series.

The second of five internationally

known chamber groups to appear in this

series will be The Berlin Philharmonic

Octet. Composed of members of the

famous Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra,

the Octet has made several highly

successful tours of the United States.

Europe, South and Central America,

and the Orient.

The Octet was formed during the

musical tenure of the late Wilhelm

Furtwangler, who felt that this en-

semble would be qualified to extend the

tradition of this famous orchestra in

Germany and abroad. The Octet has

appeared throughout Europe including

performances at leading music festivals

in Lucerne, Vienna, Edinburgh and

Salzburg. Its repertoire includes the

compositions of great German masters

of this century including Hindemith,

Henze and Blacher, as well as the

classics for this combination of in-

struments
The concert will take place on

Thursday, Feb. 3 at 8:00 P.M. in

Bowker On Wednesday Feb 16, at 8:00

in Bowker, The Tokyo String Quartet

will perform The Tokyo String Quartet

was formed in 1969 by four brilliant,

young Japanese musicians. All four are

graduates of the Toho School of Music,

where their first studies of chamber
music repertoire began with the

distinguished Hideo Saito.

The very popular Juilliard String

Quartet will perform on Fri. March 17.

This marks the sixth consecutive season

the Juilliard String Quartet has ap-

peared at the University. During these

years the ensemble has developed a

large and enthusiastic following in the

area.
The Juilliard Quartet remains the

world's ranking string quartet to many
people the world over Well known are

its formidable level of artistry and its

devotion to performing works by con-

temporary- composers as well as the

classic literature

The 1971/72 Chamber Music Series

concludes with a concert by the famed

Amadeus String Quartet from England.

The reputation of the ensemble was

firmly established in America long

before its 1952 debut as a result of the

large number of recordings made by the

Quartet on the Deutsche Grammophon.
Angel. Westminister and HMV labels

Although the Amadeus Quartet is

based in London, only one of its mem-
bers is a native Englishman, cellist

Martin Lovett The other three are

Austrian-born and received their

earliest musical training in Vienna

They left Austria as a result of the Nazi

regime and settled in London, where all

four became friends while studying

together under Max Rostal Their first

performance in 1948 was a huge success,

resulting in many concerts and radio

broadcasts. In response to the great

public acclaim for this Quartet. Queen

Elizabeth II awarded its leader, Norbert

Brainin, the Order of the British Empire

in 1960. and in 1968 all four members
received honorary Doctorates from the

University of York. In addition to Mr
Brainin and Mr Lovett, the Quartet

members are Siegmund Nissel, violinist

and Peter Schidlof, violist.

Diverse Range of Artists Set

This concert will take place in Bowker
Auditorium at 8:00 P.M. on Patriots

Day, April 19, The Kuentz Chamber
Orchestra of Paris will be in residence

at the University from Feb. 28-29 and
will give two performances at 8:00 P.M.
in Bowker.

its Celebrity Series in many years.

Recognizing that a taste for symphonic

music should be developed on this

campus before the opening of the Fine

Arts Center in 1974, the Council has

invited one of the nation's finest or-

chestras to perform here in 1972. The St.

The Paul Kuentz Chamber Orchestra

of Paris is an ensemble of fourteen

prize-winning instrumentalists. The
ensemble has given over one thousand

concerts throughout Europe. United

States, Canada and South Africa The

repertoire of the Paul Kuentz Chamber
Orchestra of Paris spans three cen-

turies, from 17th Century to 20th Cen-

tury, but particularly praised by many
critics are the ensemble's renditions of

Bach. Joining the current North

American tour is the distinguished

German trumpet virtuoso, Adolf

Scherbaum and soprano Barbara
Schlick Mr Scherbaum, internationally

recognized as one of the greatest

trumpet soloists performing today, has

joined the Paul Kuentz Chamber Or-

chestra for recording sessions with

Deutsche Grammophon. The Paul

Kuentz Chamber Orchestra of Paris will

offer two different programs.

The Celebrity series will end with a

concert in Curry Hicks Cage March 6

with a concert by the St. Louis Sym-

phony Orchestra.

The Fine Arts Council has not

presented a full symphony orchestra in

Louis Symphony Orchestra will perform

a single concert in Curry Hicks Cage and

every effort will be made to create the

best concert-hall environment possible,

realizing, of course, that an ideal

situation cannot be fully realized owing

to the character and main function of

this facility.

The St Louis Symphony Orchestra is

the nation's second oldest symphony

orchestra, predating even our own
Boston Symphony Orchestra.

Throughout the years, Easterners have

been aware of the good music being

made in St Louis by its' resident

symphony orchestra particularly during

the quarter century under the direction

of Vladimir Golschmann, and most

recently during the tenure of the

distinguished Czech-born Music

Director and Conductor, Walter

Susskind
National critical acclaim for the

Orchestra has risen greatly over the

years, and today it is considered one of

the nation's top ten major orchestras.

Maestro Susskind makes his second

appearance at the University, having

appeared here some years ago as

conductor of the visiting Toronto

Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Susskind has

regularly conducted the Scottish

National Orchestra and has made
numerous recordings in England with

the Philharmonia Orchestra. For this

engagement, the Orchestra has
programed Mozart's Symphony No. 40

In G Minor and Gustav Mahler's

Symphony No. 9 in D.

Special events sponsored by the

Council include an appearance by the

Ridiculous Theatrical Company, Thur.-

Sat. Feb. 10-12.

In an effort to acquaint the University

community with the theatre extant in

Greenwich Village today and other off-

Broadway movements, the Fine Arts

Council has invited Charles Ludlam's

Ridiculous Theatrical Co. to perform

during a half-week residency in

February. During this engagement. The

Ridiculous Theatrical Company will

perform its noted productions,

"Bluebeard", "The Grand Tarot" and

"Eunuchs of the Forbidden City".

Mel Gussow wrote in The New York

Times: "Charles Ludlam has ap-

parently seen, adored, laughed at, been

scared to death by and memorized every

mad-doctor movie ever made.

Bluebeard,' which he wrote, directed

and starred in, is a distillation of that

ghoulish genre, and serves successfully

as both a loving paean and a lunatic

parody. Ludlam's performance is

deliciously rococo, and obviously he has

infected everyone in his Ridiculous

Theatrical Company. For one thing, the

mask-like make-up, which is credited to

the entire company, is near-miraculous

(a knobby-faced slavery, a gilt-skinned

angel)." As a result of the over-

whelming response of the capacity

audiences attending last season's Alvin

Ailey American Dance Theatre per

formances at the University, the Fine

Arts Council has invited this company to

spend an entire week on this campus
during our 1971/72 season.

The Ailey company will perform four

evening concerts in Bowker Auditorium

and will be featured in several Master

Classes/Lecture Demonstrations on

campus and in neighboring public

schools.

The Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theatre, a company of fifteen exciting

young dancers, has electrified

audiences and critics since its

origination in New York in 1968. On
round-the-world tours in America,
Europe, Africa the Far and Middle East,

and the Soviet Union, the company has

presented the heritage of the American
Negro...his legacy of music and dance,

his moods of sorrow, joy and
hope...through the medium of modern
dance. The music is jazz, blues and

spirituals The dancing is ecstatis,

dramatic and vital. The experience is

total "dance theatre." In addition to his

own choreography, Alvin Ailey presents

works by other major artists including

Talley Beatty, Pauline Koner and Louis

Johnson.
The Company will be in residence

from March 20-15 The third of what will

eventually total five special events in

this Fine Arts council series will be the

David Amram

Goodbye Columbus

Friday, January 28

Student Union Ballroom

Admission 75°

Showings at

7,9, and 11 p.m.

For Fine Arts Council Events

Bela Bartok Choir from Eotvos Lorand

University, Budapest. Hungry. In early

April, 1972, fifteen choruses from

throughout the world will meet at

Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts

to participate in the Third International

University Choral Festival. The
Festival is under the direction of the

noted conductor Robert Shaw, with

Leonard de Paur serving as Associate

Director. As in previous Festival

months, one location in the United States

has been selected as the site of a "mini

festival'' within the larger Festival. For

1972, the "five-college area" has been

selected as the site for the mini-festival

and four of the choruses will come to this

area for individual concerts on the

campuses of Amherst. Mount Holyoke

and Smith Colleges and the University.

They will join together with the choruses

of the host schools in a large program at

John M. Greene Hall on the Smith

College campus. Wednesday evening.

April 12. 1072.

The UMass Fine Arts Council, as the

host on this campus, with the

cooperation of the University Chorale,

will welcome the Bela Bartok Choir of

Eotvos Lorand University. Budapest,

Hungary- This noted choir will reside at

the University April 11-13 and will offer

a concert on Tuesday afternoon, April 11

at 4 P.M. in Memorial Hall Tickets to

this concert will be available without

charge bv contacting the Fine Arts

Council office. 125 Herter Hall It is

hoped that a mutually rewarding ex-

perience between the students of the

Bela Bartok Choir and those of the

Iniversity will occur during this brief

visit.

The legendarv Preservation Hall Jazz

Band of New Orleans will give its first

regular academic year performance on

April 13. The band has appeared on

campus for three consecutive summers

and its popularity warranted an ap-

pearance before those unfortunate

students who do not have to attend the

summer session. The Preservation Hall

Jazz Bands (actually there are three

touring groups now) present the very

best Dixieland music The members of

the band have been touring in the United

States and throughout the world playing

true New Orleans Brand Jazz as they

have played it for the Parishes around

New Orleans. The final event of the

season will be the appearance of the

David Amram Jazz Quartet on May 4.

The Fine Arts Council has received a

grant from the National Endowment for

the Arts in order to defray some of the

expenses of a one-week residency by the

noted musician. David Amram
David Amram has composed over one

hundred orchestral and chamber works,

written two operas, plays French horn

guitar, piano. Pakistani flute, and

bazookie. has conducted over one

hundred symphony concerts, has

published his autobiography. Vibrations

(recently reissued in Viking/Compss

paperback), was Leonard Bernstein s

choice to be first composer-in-residence

with the New York Philharmonic, has

appeared on numerable television

shows plays jazz with his own group at

the Village Gate and Fillmore East,

loves to meet and rap with young people

on musical subjects, will be recording

his works for RCA this Fall, has been a

newsbo\. amateur boxer, soda-jerk,

carpenter, busbov, sod buster, gym

instructor and soldier He is alive and

well irrepressiblv informal, and was

our overwhelming choice for this special

The Ridiculous Theatrical Company

residency

If it seems that Mr Amram has been

characterized as a rennaisance man.

this is an apt characterization. He is

surely one of the most vital musicians on

the current scene, and we are pleased to

present him and his friends in the

concluding event of the 1971/72 Fine Arts

Council series During his visit. Mr

Amram will be involved with many

student musical groups and will perform

a concert with his own jazz quartet on

Thursday evening. May 4 in Bowker

Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.

Tickets for all events go on sale two

weeks l>efore the event at the Fine Arts

Council. 125 Herter Hall MS 0398. Ticket

prices: I mass undergraduates, $1 00-

1 5(1 Other full time students $2 00-2.50;

UMass Faculty/staff $3 .on. General

public $3 50

Poor Richard's Puzzle This

ACROSS
3. Janis and Tyson

5 Styled in layers

7 Jagger's name >n Per

formance.
9 King used m twice in second

song hit title H.nt describes the

day and night

10 Beefy 7appa relative

11 What parents thought all

long haired children direly

needed and where Bobby Darin

spent his first hit record

12. Instrument with which

George Harrison finds hap

piness

13 Song used in numerous

Spanky and Our Gang song

titles

14 Female rock group

15 Considered the most un

derrated songwriter performer

this past year

16 Ultimate accolade given an

old record.

17 Spastic rock superstar

?l Former lead singer of

"Them"
22 Popular movie theater name

23 Bruce Bradley claims to have

discovered this Paul Simon 65

hit, the first two words of which

are Hint it first came

out in an acoustical version

25 First name of half a popular

soul revue duo

26. 2120 South Michigan

28 Prominent facial feature

Sonny Bono, Rod Stewart, and

Ringo Starr all have in common

DOWN
1 Del Shannon s 1961 smash

2 He led the imperials

3 Four fop's 65 hit

4 Harry
5 John and Paul

6 Weill Brecht drinking song

popularized by a frequent over

induiger In the spirits and

named after a Southern State

8 Piece of Indian music

popular for centuries and given

a strict form

16 Euphonism for young lasses

who reward favorite rock stars

with their charms
18 Cowboyish male singer who

had a number of smash hits m
the early Sixties Hint "Only

the Lonely"

19 Packed them in way before

Elvis, this R & B artist had great

influence on British qroups

20 Janis went this way, as did

Mitch Ryder, Neil Young, and

all the Beatles

Poor Hii-hard's Crossword

makes its debut here with this

tricky little number about Kock

and Roll The puzzle will appear

each week with the solution from

the previous issue Kach week

our wily puzzle team will

-emble and compile probably

the most esotoric puzzle >oti

may ever see Still don't let their

trivia bloated minds 'or

trivially bloated minds i fool you

At last count some of them were

still learning to count and I still

larger group moved their lips

when thev read Their puz/i<

though will make use of some

positively obscure fact* thev

watch lots oJ t.l.viMoni whi< h

a nist may take to your grave

Be Adept' iu- Resourceful'

Impress your friends uith how

much USelOM garbage >ou

know' Fill in the blocks'

AMHERST CINEMA
2Sf-542*

Artists & Craftsmen

STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF

If you have art or crafts that you would like to exhibit

in the Campus Center contact

J. P. at 549-6951, 545-0194

NOW SHOWING
Eves. 7.00 9 00

Sat. Sun. 1:30

or

Jim Riley at 545-2351

IHI feANO THAI
CCHJ1DNI
IHOW

KiuK»Hr
GP METROCOLOR MOM ^j^

BARGAIN NITES
Mon. Tues.
All Seats $1 00

LATE SHOW
Frt. Jan. 28 at 1130

No one under 21 admitted
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Weekend
By BOB NESTI

Theater

Jicqaci Brel is Alive and Well and

Living In Paris

The much acclaimed off-Broadway

cabaret entertainment will be per-

formed in our own concrete cabaret this

Sunday evening in the Blue Wall

Cafeteria at 8:30 p.m

Music

Berlin Philharmonic Octet

The Berlin Philharmonic Octet will

perform at the UMass Bowker

\uditorium Thursday, Feb. 3, at 8 p.m.

Members of the Berlin Philharmonic

orchestra perform In the Octet. As part

of the UMass Fine Arts Councils

Chamber Music Series, the group will

perform Rossini's 'Sonata No 3 in C

Major for Two Vilins. Cello, and Double

Bass " Hindemiths "Octet 1 1958). " and

Beethoven's "Septet in E Flat Major.

opus 20" Reserved tickets are

available in the Fine Arts Council Of-

fice. 125 Herter Hall Telephone 545-0202.

Captain Beefheart

The Frank Zappa prodigy will bring

his own blend of rhythm and blues and

atonal jazz will take place tonight at the

i amount Theater in Springfield. ($)

H ultv Recital

Five faculty members of the I Mass

usic department will perform the

orks of five composers Wednesday.

b 9. at 8 p.m in Bowker Auditorium

•h. l Maw campus One of the

.mposers whose work will be heard.

hilipT Bezanson is head of the I'Mass

usic department The work is "The

.id of LOVC." -Ion Humphrey, tenor.

d Fernande Kaeser. pianist will be

ted b) Joseph Coouno on clarinet.

Hi Daehler on horn, and Peter Tanner

[KTCUSSlOn

Films

The Bir Sleep (Wednesday. Jerry Lewis

Cinemas, Northampton*
An admirable detective film thanks

mainly to the strong directing of Howard
Hawkes and the exciting and delightful

tormances of Humphrey Bogart and

Lauren Bacall In this one Bogart plays

vtective hired to protect two rich.

tied heiresses Bacall turns out ot be

more tolerable of the two sisters and

romance beckons the plot thickens to

believable lengths Hawkes was

.ted as saying he still can't figure it

but no matter for this often con

ing melodrama makes for a won

rfui film by a fine American director.

script s by Hawkes and William

tulkner. adapted from the Raymond
landler novel and the cast features

irothy Ma lone who. in a bit part, has

th Bogart one of the shortest trysts in

• history of films

M Pike i Palace Theater. West

nngfieldi

\ somewhat uneven contemporary

ima about an ex-recording star and

i
dealing with a crooked policeman and

ugs The film has a fine cast. Gene

ickman in a role similar to his award

nnmg Popeye in The French Con-

ction Karen Walsh, the fine actress in

,v<- Bat) Ptacoa and Kris Kristof

rson. the Rhodes Scholar country

nger who is being tauted as the

reen's latest matinee idol. Un-

.rtunately his debut film never quite

eets off the ground

Cry Uncle! (Showcase Cinemas. West

Springfield)

\ film which merits a much stronger

epithet One of the more obnoxious films

ot recent memories which purports to be

a satire of sex films but falls victim to

what it hoped to ridicule The humor

comes from watching a grossly over

weight man. supposedly a police

detective, humping all sorts of fleshy

young ladies Fun. fun indeed brought to

you by the man who directed Joe.

Replace the violence of that film with

sex and vou have a reasonably good

indication of where this little epic is at.

Darling (The Talkie, Northampton)

John Schlesinger s uncompromisingly

bleak account of a social climbing bitch

graphically portrayed by Julie Christie

in her Oscarwinning role This is

uithout a doubt one of Schlesinger 's

better films whose direction manages to

p this otherwise hitter account of a

bed hopping wench interesting The

performances are unusually fine with

Miss Christie in firm control and ably

supported by Dirk Bogarde In the end.

though, the film may prove to be too

scathing for its own good as the distinct

social millieu attacked really wasn't

worth all the bother.

Diamonds Are Forever (Showcase

Cinemas. West Springfield)

Bond is back, or so the ads tell us; but

this latest adaption of one of the many

Ian Fleming novels is a rather un-

distinguished facsimile. The film lacks

the style and humor which made the

earlier films the best of the Sixties spy

films; it isn't even good James Bond

with Sean Connery looking too paunchy

and old for 007. This film does have the

distinction of being the quickest

grossing films in history having made

over $30 million dollars, only proving the

Bond fad hardly has diminished since

the hevdav of Goldfinger.

Diary of a Mad Housewife (Sunday. SU

Ballroom. 7. 7:30)

The harried urban housewife becomes

the brunt of Frank Perry's sarcastic

attack on the fashionable CnDer West

Side millieu. It is occasionally droll and

funnv with a sympathetic performance

from Carrie Snodgrass in the title role,

but the tone is patronizing and com-

pletely elusive of any depth or com-

passion The film finally is unconvincing

having sacrificed any value for a

number of cheap jokes This sorely

shows in the supporting performances,

mainlv Richard Benjamin's nasty

husband who is played in such a strident

tone as to be completely unbelievable

Frank Langella fares better as the

voung woman's lover, but finally he

becomes too vaguely drawn in the un-

believable conclusion The script by-

Eleanor Perry proved to be the last

collaboration of this husband and wife

team. (Note; the band in the

discotheque sequence is Alice Cooper I

Dirtv Harrv I
Showcase Cinemas. West

Springfield. Wednesday. Calvin

Theater. Northampton)
\ stunning police drama tautly

directed by Don Siegel Clint Eastwood

is excellent as a San Franciscan

policeman who is assigned to catch a

vicious and sadistic sniper The film

may be too violent for some and does

have a major flaw in its encroaching

fascist tone: Liberals it seems, are to be

blamed for all the wrongs of America

and their pussy-footing with criminals

allows abhorent villains to harass little

children On its own terms though, the

film is an exceptional example of the

genre

S i Jerry I^wis Cinemas. Northampton;

Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

A reversal of the typical theft story.

this time featuring Warren Beatty and

Goldie Hawn as heisters who use their

knowhow to rob safe deposit boxes kept

by criminals in a German bank The

action is plentiful, unfortunately it

seems hardly worth the bother with a

drawn-out chase scene and silly humor

Recommended for only the die-hard

Goldie Hawn fans

The French Connection (Showcase
Cinemas. West Springfield; Campus
Cinemas. Hadley' Calvin Theater,
Northampton )

A fact-based account of how police

trackdown a shipment of heroin in New
York City which is a fast, flashy, and

fascinating thriller The grittiness and

chaos of New York City is captured at

breakneck speed and brutality by

director William Friedkin who has

fashioned perhaps the stylish and finest

thriller in some time. Gene Hackman
plays a boorish detective who, as the

antisocial, antihuman, detective,

somewhere between Bullitt and Joe, the

latest film cliche

The Gang That Couldn't Shoot Straight

(Amherst Cinemas, Amherst)
Jimmy Breslin amazingly readable

and funny novel has been made into a

surprizingly flat and dull film. The joke

about two two-bit gangs is bungled and

the humor moves from occasionally

funny to boring repetition all too

quickly, and some of the ethnic humor
and various routines are tasteless

Satire is a difficult art and its obvious

that director James Goldstone and

wnir. the American Tribal Love Rock Musical, will come to this area for a three day

run starting Saturday, February 8th at the Paramount Theatre, Springfield.

scriptwriter Hugo Walt are novices at its

execution The cast, comprised mostly

of Mafia caricatures, is headed by Jerry

Orbach and Jo Van Fleet

The Go-Between (Jerry Lewis Cinema.

Northampton)
British director Joseph Losey had

wanted to film IP Hartley's novel after

he first read it. in fact he even employed

Harold Pinter to write the script back in

1964 but had to scrap it due to legal

problems Finally, though, the two got

together, made The (io-Between. and

the result is one of the best films to come

out of Britain this past year Hartleys

novel was a stinging indictment of a

class hypocrisy in Victorian England in

which a voung boy vacationing at a posh

summer house is forced into becoming a

post man between the heiress of the hall

and a tenant farmer who lives nearby

The result of the affair is disastrous for

all three and the film is devastating in

its own coldhearted way Nearly

everything about this film works as a

cohesive whole; Pinter s script uses the

elegant story as contrast to the

hypocrisy that lies beneath and Losey

accentuates this with direction '.•at

lovingly evokes the period while making

ironic comment on its sordidness

House of Wax I
Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield I .

Originally released in 1954 as one of

the first three-dimensional films, this

little macarbe drama about the revenge

of a mad wax museum curator is a cut

above the average Never mind its

coming on a bit too heavy, enjoy the

three-dimensional effects (which in

elude many perspective shots and one

unnecessarily prolonged sequence when

a barker bangs his paddle ball down

your throat > Vincent Price is ap-

propriately diabolical as the vengeance-

seeking madman

Patton (Thursday. SU Ballroom. 6:45

and 10)

Last year's big winner at the Oscars is

a fine example of exciting, professional

filmmaking The extremely perceptive

and literate script interprets the con-

troversial life of World War Two's most

individualistic and interesting generals

Franklin Schaffner's direction is

competent and occasionally visually

exciting, but the film's principal virtue

is the absolutely knock-out performance

of George C Scott in the title role. Scott

literally lives and breathes this difficult

role with an electrifying excitement

Where the film may slip is in its schizoid

viewpoint towards the war which seems
s purposively vague enough to please

both doves and hawks.

Sacco and Vanzetti (Academy of Music,

Northampton

)

A rather pedestrian and overtly

opinionated look at the infamous
American injustice which casts a not too

accurate eye on today's judicial con-

ditions. The film suffers from stuffing its

political theme down the audience's

throat instead of telling the story of how
the U.S. government abused the rights

of two Italian anarchist accused of

murder in the political hysteria of the

early Twenties The focus, on the

political conditions now existing today,

only makes the film that much worse

Satvricon (Tuesday, Gamble Aud.,

Mount Holyoke College. 8»

Fellini's searing, highly in-

dividualistic vision of Dagan Rome at

the time prior to Christ The story

chronicles the adventures of three young

bisexual bovs in the often grotesque and

horrifying culture. The film may seem a

bit long, but manages to graphically

portray this positively decadent period

with a' shattering effect.

Straw Don* 'Campus Cinemas. Hadley.

Showcase Cinemas. W Springfield)

Sam Peckinpah is back and once

again showing us the bleaker side of

man's nature in this near repellent study

of contemporary violence. Dustin

Hoffman plays a milktoast math
professor who finds himself fed up with

the violence of our culture and seeks

refuge in his wife's little Cornish village

His running away does little good as the

film moves to an effectively revolting

conclusion, showing us. once again, the

evil which lurks in the hearts of all men.

Hoffman suffers appropriately in a

respectable film of a somewhat dubious

value.

Sunday. Bloody. Sunday (Campus
Cinemas. Hadley)

John Schlesinger has had a career

distinguished by fine films with

remarkable performances His latest

film is remarkable in every way

possible as it not only contains three of

the finest performances of the year, but

also the year's best script and the most

successful directorial job Schlesinger

has captured every nuance of Penelope

Gillait wordy and wonderfully en

tertaining script Sunday explores

human relationships to such a fine

degree that it makes all other films look

childish by comparison. The relation-

ship explored is one between three

people, two men and a woman. Bob

Elkins, a young artist is having affairs

with Alex, a young businesswoman, and

Dr Daniel Hirsh. a middle-aged

physician

Peter Finch is finally given a role of

deep complexities and handles it more

than ably. Glenda Jackson plays Alex

with a humorous mad restraint, finally

escaping from being type cast as

another loon, and Murray Head has the

pivotal role of Bobby and makes quite an

impressive debut with it.

West Side Story (Tuesday. Wednesday;

Campus Center Auditorium)

When this film was originally released

it won nearly ev*y conceivable award
and was heralded as the greatest film

musical ever produced. This praise

seems ludicrous upon reseeing as the

original Sondheim- Bernstein- Laurents

Robbins stage musical seems woefully

haggard. The only distinguishing asset

is the breathtaking choregraphy and the

well-performed score, otherwise the

musical seems stagey and pretentiously

arty The Romeo and Juliet story is

retold in the streets of New York and the

backlots of Hollywood and nearly every

sociological cliche is employed in a

shamelessly vacuous script. Robert

Wise's direction is plodding and the only

time the film moves is when the Jerome
Robbins choregraphy moves dancers

like George Chakaris. Russ Tamblyn.

and Tucker Smith into a frenzy
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Weather

Hope for sun.
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A. Sundavs sun came out. people began to take to the ice of the Campus Pond. These two young men took turns helping each other up. in the true

spirit of the day. Doesn't it seem that the freshmen get younger every year? <MDC Photo by Gib Fullerton)

zmon In Chaos
By MDC STAFF

In a tumultous Board of Trustees

meeting Friday in Boston UMass
Boston Chancellor Francis

Broderick offered, in a letter read

by President Wood, to reappoint

Freda Salzman to the position she

had been fired from two years ago.

but was not able to quell protest

over Mrs. Salzman's being refused

tenure and back pay.

Before the meeting was ad-

journed the hall in the Statler

Hilton Hotel had erupted with

chants from the audience sup-

porting Mrs Salzman. Reportedly

a table was thrown against a door

in an attempt to block the Trustees

exit from the hall, and police were

used to clear the aisles.

After the meeting was ad

journed. the crowd quieted and

discussion took place between the

audience and a few of the Trustees,

particularly Trustees Shailer and

Sandwen Most of the Board of

Trustees left immediately after the

On The Inside

:

Callahan On Drugs and UMass

Angela Davis

See page three

See page two

1 3 Shot In N. Irleland Ireland
See page four

adjournment.
Mrs Salzman. of Brookline. said

after the meeting she had not yet

seen the letter, adding. "I would

like to wait to see the actual offer

and what the department of

physics thinks'' before she com
mented further

She was dropped from the

faculty in 1969 on grounds that her

husband. Dr George Salzman,

held a tenured appointment in the

same department
Mrs. Salzman claims she was a

victim of discrimination against

women and has filed complaints

with the Mass. Commission
Against Discrimination and the

U.S. Dept of Health. Education

and Welfare

Last month, trustees announced

they had rewritten their hiring and

promotion policies to enable

husbands and wives to serve on the

same staff, but they did not

reappoint Dr. (Mrs ) Salzman
President Wood, at the time, said

the ruling would not be retroactive

Mrs. Salzman's case was not on

the trustees' agenda yesterday, but

her husband was allowed to ad-

dress the board
He criticized the board, saying,

"You want a subservient faculty

You want us to crawl The board

has raised hell with my life and
with my wife's life and if I have to,

I'm going to raise hell with yours
"

He asked the board to answer
questions concerning tenure, one of

them being. "Why was tenure

offered to me and not my wife7
"

The board sat in silence, refusing

to answer any questions as 30

Salzman supporters, composed of

students and teachers, chanted.

"We want an answer now."
Dennis Crowley, acting chair-

man of the board, said there would

be no immediate action on the

matter and ended the meeting

Afterwards. Dr Salzman said,

the main question he wanted an-

swered was whether or not his wife

would be reappointed with tenure

Earlier, Dr Wood announced the

appointment of Peter Edelman of

Newton as university vice

president for policy and plans His

duties will involve advising the

president and trustees on

"changing national patterns in

higher education, on proposed

institutional innovations, and on

new university public service
"
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Background To Davis Case
_0 _. ._ -- „_;„« rtf iQfiQ An0Pla her "extramural ac

(EDITOR*! NOTE: The

following background of Angela

Davis' case is being presented in

connection with the rally to be held

at 7 p.m. tonight in the Student

Union Ballroom. The rally tonight

is calling for support of Angela

Davis and all political prisoners,

and for Miss Davis' release on

reasonable bail pending trial.)

Angela Y. Davis, a Black woman
Communist is going on trial for her

life in California. The State ol

California has charged her with

murder, kidnap, and conspiracy. It

bases its case on three points. The

first is that Angela Davis' political

ties with the Soledad Brothers

Defense Committee. The second is

Jonathon Jackson's connection

with Miss Davis through their

political affiliations. The third is

that guns allegedly bought by Miss

Davis were allegedly used in the

August 7 escape attempt led by Mr.

Jackson.

In the spring of 1969, Angela

Davis had just declared mem-
bership in the Communist Party of

the United States following F.B.I,

exposure. The University of

California Board of Regents fired

her on September 19,1969 because

of her political beliefs. The faculty

of UCLA, where Miss Davis was

teaching, voted 539-12 to condemn

the ruling and 551-4 to rescind their

\ngela Davis, on trial in

California, will appear in

court today. Her chief defense

attorney Howard Moore Jr.

has asked the state to pay

defense costs.

own 1950 resolution barring

Communists from teaching at the

university. 2,000 students then

attended her course on:

•Recurring Philosophical Themes
in Black Literature" During this

time a Superior Court judge ruled

that the firing was unconstitutional

and ordered Miss Davis reinstated.

For the rest of the year she became
the target of harassment by right

wingers, racists, and kooks

Due to the numerous threats

against her life, bodyguards were

uith her constantly Jonathon

Jackson, at the time working for

the defense of his brother George

Jackson and other prisoners,

became one of her bodyguards

The two were often seen together

at rallies

Following the end of the school

year, the Regents refused to rehire

Miss Davis for the next year citing

her "extramural activities

( political work) were taking up too

much of her time. The faculty

again voted to support Miss Davis,

this time from their own salaries.

During the summer Miss Davis

intensified her work in building a

mass movement for political

prisoners. Jonathon Jackson

became increasingly appalled at

the conditions inmates were being

subjected to. He decided to free

some of the inmates who could then

publicize the plight of prison life.

On August 7, 1970 he entered the

Marin County Court room,

allegedly gave weapons to a

defendant and two other inmates,

then they left the room with five

hostages and entered a van. The

police opened fire on the van and

Jackson, the defendant, one of the

inmates and the judge were killed

Within a few days the police

alleged the guns used were bought

by Angela Y. Davis over a three

year period. Fearing for her life

she went underground. Her claim

of innocence is based on the fact

the Communist Party rejects in-

dividual acts of terrorism as

politically viable-calling instead

for mass movement Political

Prisoners are usually ill treated

(Henry Winston another Black

Communist lost his eyesight in I960

while in a U.S. prison) Following

two months of one of the most

massive manhunts in our nation's

history, she was captured in

Manhattan
For 16 months since October 1970

Miss Davis has been in prison.

most of that time has been in

solitary confinement There is

documentary evidence that Angela

Davis' health is deteriorating due

to imprisonment Over 35.000

signatures have been gathered and

sent to both the court and Gov

Reagan asking that Angela be let

out on bail The judge has refused

to grant her bail although she was

recommended for it by the State

Parole board In doing so the judge

dropped customary legal

procedure and failed to give

evidence where bail had been

denied in a similar case. The

decision is being appealed Her

trial was moved to an almost all

white community. Palo Alto.

where she is now waiting trial

Attention

Collegian Staffers

tho™hing td file for office ; the date and time for those candidates interviews by

the MDC publishing Board, and the date of the general election.

The election shall be at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 1, 1972

Applicants must file by 4 p.m. Friday, Jan 28, 1972 in writing to

Chairman, MDC Publishing Board, and appear for an interview tg'the

Publishing Board at the designated place on Monday, Jan. 31, 1972, at

The Publishing Board shall prepare a slate to be presented for vote

on Feb 1 1972, by a simple majority of qualified staff members (those

on the masthead the week preceding elections) present and voting.

Nominations are to be encouraged from the floor.

The new staff will assume duties with publication of the edition for

Thursday, Feb. 3. ^__

Angela Y. Davis

In Court Today
«san iose Calif (AP)-Black revolutionary Angela Davis will appear

in court here 'today for arguments on four defense motions attacking jury

SStion asking the state to pay defense costs and permit another move

°f

The"S^SSS^Li and former UCLA philosophy instructor

was scheduled to go on trial Jan. 31 on murder kidnapping and con-

piracy charges from the Aug. 7. 1970 shootout at the Mann County Civic

Center in which four persons died.

But the trial has been delayed to hear the motions. The prosecution

estimates arguments will take two weeks, but the defense says they may

te

Thelrul waived here from San Rafael-scene of the shootout The 1
defense now says widespread publicity about the cost of the trial and

security ex^entes will prevent a fair trial. So. they have asked that it be

m
Ouef defense attorney Howard Moore. Jr. said he also has asked the

court to order payment of " reasonable" expenses from public funds for

Miss Davis' defense. , . , , .

The defense also has filed two motions attacking selection of a jury

panel Moore has expressed concern about possible discrimination on the

basis of race, financial condition, sex or ethics.

Miss Davis has been jailed in the county's Palo Alto facilities while

workmen remodeled a section of the main Santa Clara County Jail here

for her, and other women.

Officials say the new living quarters are just about ready.

Miss Davis will have her own cell with a single bunk facing the frosted

windows of the exercise yard. Two other cells in the section can ac-

commodate two women each. The women will be the first female inmates

"The wilUlsoK a separate work cell-10 by 14 feej-where her private

television will be installed. Another television set will be installed on the

wall of the corridor for use by all the women inmates.

Senior Committee |

Plans Activities
Bv JEANNETTE MARTINEAU Task Force.

The Senior Committee, chaired

by Margie Davis, was divided into

three sub-committees last night in

order to organize its members to

fulfill the Committee's duties.

The Constitutional committee

was formed "to revise mem
bership requirements and the 1%
stipulation." and set guidelines for

future Senior Committees. Ac-

cording to the Student Senate who

proposed the Committee, in order

to function legally, a minimum
attendance of one per cent of the

Senior class. <ie 34 seniors) is

required

The Senior Day committee was

established in response to a Senior

poll taken at Registration Ac

cording to this poll 62% favored the

traditional Senior Day with "no

barbecue" "no mugs'

The Class Gift Committee also

benefited from the pole, as a

majority of seniors preferred a

scholarship or loan fund

Each committee elected its own
chairman and was left to further

deliberate related issues

Also discussed was the at-

tendance of juniors at Senior

Committee meetings, and their

number and selection process for

the Committee and the University

The University Task Force,

according to Dan Melley. "has five

Senior representatives and one

junior representative The Force is

responsible for various areas in

volved in the actual Com-
mencement Day. Decisions to be

made soon include ordering Caps

and Gowns, diplomas and in

vitations, and whether or not

raincoats should be provided

It was also explained in the

minutes of the preceding meeting,

•that while the Trustees have the

final decision on the Com-
mencement Speakers and

Honorary Degree Recipients, an

Advisory Committee of two faculty

members, an alumni, and two

students and the Chancellor, is

appointed. It was strongly

recommended that the committee

have a student appointed to the

Trustees' Committee for Honorary

Degrees in the future
"

It was also decided that the

distribution of plastic raingear at

Commencement ceremonies be

restricted to the graduating

seniors

The scheduling of the next Senior

Committee meeting was postponed

pending the results of the sub-

committee meetings

Killed
HOMESTEAD. Fla. (AP)-Thousands of dead birds, many of them

robins, have been found in a field here. Conservationists believe they

were poisoned by chemical spraying.

Willard Dilley, president of the South Dade Audubon Society, said the

birds flew into South Florida about a week ago on their annual southerly

lgration.
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SKI CLUB MEETING
!!! TONIGHT !!!

Mahar Aud. 8 p.m.

Guest Speaker, Feb. Trips, K2 Movie, Deposits

for Killington Day Trip

Callahan No Drug Planned
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

"I have no reason at this time to believe that there

will be a mass drug raid (at UMass)," said Nor-

thampton District Attorney John Callahan in ac-

cessing the drug situation on campus during an MDC
interview last Wednesday.
Callahan also explained his limited influence in the

mass drug raids last spring which resulted in the

arrest of over 50 students. He said his office did not

have a direct influence in the arrests, the State Police

conducted the investigation. In fact, the D.A. office

did not have any control over their investigation, he

said.

Callahan said the State Police in their investigation

last spring on campus used one undercover police

officer to make quantity buys of "harmful and ad-

dicted drugs". The main target of these raids was the

dealer, he said.

Asked for the reasoning behind the raid, Callahan

replied that his reports indicated that the UMass

campus was a center of heavy drug traffic which was

beginning to expand to the outside community. He

said the local high schools and junior high schools

were "beginning to panic."

Callahan explained that his limited influence on the

raids included providing the State Police with the

necessary money for the investigation. He also said

he informed the police of his reports which indicated

that the UMass campus was a center for drug traffic.

On the question of did he notice an increase or

decrease in the drug traffic in the Amherst area since

the raid, he said there is no way of comparing the

amount of drug traffic. Asked for one positive result

of the raid. CaUahan replied, "The number of people

who were selling harmful drugs were arrested and

prosecuted."

Room To Move is now sponsoring a poll which

would determine if the student body as a whole en-

dorses the use of "undercover agents" on campus. On
campus there is some question as to what constitutes

an undercover agent. In the spring investigation

there was only one undercover man used, a State

Police Officer.

As far as informers go, they do exist on campus.

Any person can go to a police station and inform on a

friend or an acquaintance. Callahan said there are all

kinds of informers. They run from the "high calibre

person in the community to the junkie," he said.

Callahan said the money coming from his office to

the best of his knowledge has never been spent on

paid informers.

Callahan said he has received fair coverage from

the local newspapers except for one: the Collegian.

He termed the editorials of the Collegian as being

"dishonest" and said the paper has editorialized

against him in pictures by its selection of certain

pictures.

Concerning his involvement in local politics, he has

never been active in the local democratic party, he

said. Asked if he has fulfilled the campaign promises

which he made last year, Callahan replied, "I think

we've done many of the things we said we would do."

He does not know if he will run for re-election when

his term of office expires in three years, he said

Callahan replied in the affirmative when asked if he

would expect to receive the 18-21 vote in the next

election.

On the Massachusetts drinking age, Callahan told

the MDC: "I think it should be reduced to 18."

Concerning the advantages of the D.A. job,

Callahan stated, "The job enables one to practice law

and to participate in a significant manner in the

problems of one's community."

District Attorney John CaUahan. makes a point at a lecture he

gave late last year. In an MDC interview Callahan defined his role In

handling the drug situation at I'Mass and Hampshire County. (Photo

by Alan Chapman)

Sex Craft Shop
ens In Toronto

SUG Board Might Dissolve

/ Cnnstitutional Amendment

Op
TORONTO (AP) Generations of

Canadians have regarded this

Ontario metropolis as "Toronto the

good," a city of piety and

propriety Now it has its first

European-style sex shop

"The community is becoming

more mature." says the

proprietor. Mary Sutherland She

is 36. the mother of three, and

reports a happy marriage of 15

years

Sutherland astounded.

"It's like Grand Central Station

around here," she sighed. "On

Saturdays the customers line up

down the steps and out onto the

sidewalks waiting to get in to see

what we're selling." Most of the

offerings are designed to deal with

specific sexual problems or pur-

poses.

There are an array of male

contraceptives, erotic posters.

Hot shop called Lovecraft. Ltd . erotic books and magazines do-it-

may grow into a Canadian chain yourself pregnancy testing kits and

She" declares its "filling a very

definite need in the community.'

Hundreds of people, with men
predominating 2 to 1. have been

passing through Lovecraft in

waves that has left Mrs

is coming
in a
great
classic film
festival
Jcrrv Lewii Twin Cinema

Hamp Shopping Plata

(next to Big Y)

Routt 5. Northampton. 586-3200

transistorized gadgets that do not

lend themselves easily to

description

"I was in Europe last spring

looking at teaching aids for em-

tionally disturbed children." Mrs

Sutherland says She kept noticing

sex shops, and decided Toronto

was ready for one.

"I did a lot of research on who

the customers were and what the

European stores were offering,

and when I got back to Canada I

started tracking down suppliers

Getting the suppliers lined up was

the most difficult aspect of it from

a business standpoint
"

Mrs. Sutherland took on a part

ner. Anne Amitay. 25. who says her

job "is quite a change from my last

job-I used to teach nursery

school
"

They spent several weeks

scouting for the right location

They finally picked a vacant

boutique in the Yorkville district,

once known as the Flower Power

capital

Both women have had ex-

perience in counseling.

LEYERETT CRAFTSMEN & ARTISTS

Winter Classes Begin Feb. 7

Beginning Ceramics Painting

Advanced Ceramics Basic Silvervvork

Functional Leather Woodworking

Mocrame Workshop

Limited ^nrollmpnt- 6 Weeks Course*

All classes n« (Macrame Workshop. US) plu* »» ••• »«<»

materials

To obta.n .nlormat.on and application*, call Ml-»0«. write or

v,s,t the LCA salesroom. Levere« Center, any aMernoon ex

cept Mondays

Bv JOHN DONNELLY
The Student Union Governing

(SUG) Board will neet next

Thursday to vote on a bill proposed

by Phil Cohen, an ex-SUG Board

member, "to amend the con-

stitution of the Campus Center

Student Union Governing Board by

deletion."

The bill was raised for various

reasons Rocky Hodgeson. SUG
Board Vice President, has said.

"The bill will be used to raise

(student's) interest so the

University will know they have to

deal with us in a better way "

Others feel the bill will open

discussion about the true purpose

of SUG Board so that it may

"Disaster"
Strikes

Conn.
HARTFORD. Conn. <AP>-

Hurricane Giner, the "worst storm

in Connecticut history, "hit" the

state Sunday, but only about 400

people knew about it

It was a mock disaster, the first

state-wide exercise of its kind in

the country, designed to test the

ability of the Office of Civil

Defense, the National Guard,

police and the public utilities to

deal with natural disasters.

The training exercise took place

at the National Guard Armory in

Hartford and involved 250

simulated problems set up by the

Guard.
Among the "disasters :

The Bulkeley Bridge in Hartford,

the Gold Star Bridge in New
London and the Housatonic bridge

in Stratford collapsed, snipers

were loose in the streets, two

criminals escaped, a reservoir

came close to collapsing, power

and telephone lines were destroyed

and general alarm fires raged in

several cities.

"I hope we never see this," said

Col John Level of the National

Guard.

become stronger; some feel it is an

effective organization, and some
don't care. Phil Cohen doubts the

bill will get the necessary two

thirds vote to pass and whimsically

added. "If it does pass the Chan
cellor may still veto it."

The SUG Board is comprised of

25 to 28 students with alumnae
representative. It governs the

Student Union and the Campus
Center The purpose of the Campus
Center was to gain a conference

center for continued education,

which the state would not finance

The SUG Board acts as a buffer

between the students, who pay for

the use of the Campus Center

through a yearly $60 00 fee. and the

Administration

SUG Board's function is to

establish policy by voting on bills

initiated by the Management. A
new constitution was drafted and

passed in 1971 giving the SUG
Board more administrative power

and leaving veto power only to the

Acting Chancellor of the univer

sity. Randolph Bromery.

The results of the new con

stitution have been expressed as

"disappointing" by some SUG
Board members and they believe,

as Phil Cohen stated. "SUG Board

can do anything they want as long

as the Administration wants them

to do it."

Artists & Craftsmen

STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF

If you have art or crafts that you would like to exhibit

in the Campus Center contact

J. P. at 549^951, 545-0194

or

Jim Riley at 545-2351

Do you know what we
are really like ?

Come meet us and
visit our home.

«

SIGMA KAPPA
1 9 Allen Street

Monday, January 31, 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, February 1, 7:00 & 8:15 p.m

All university women welcomj
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Berrigan Trial Jurors Sought
HARRI8BURG, »'a. <AF) -

Jur\ selection moves into the

second week today in the trial of

antiwar priest Philip Berrigan and

six others accused of conspiracy

including an alleged plot to kidnap

presidential adviser Henry

Kissinger.

No one has been seated yet in the

U.S. District Court Jury box. and it

may take another week or two

before a jury is selected

Opposing attorneys, joined by

Judge R Dixon Herman, are

questioning prospective jurors to

determine if they can render a

verdict strictly on the evidence

they hear in court, and not on what

they may have read or heard in

news accounts Questions also

have dealt with beliefs about the

Vietnam war and Catholicism

"The jury must be as impartial

and as free of prejudice as we can

possiblv find.*' insists Leonard

Boudin". one of the eight defense

lawyers. He is also counsel for

Daniel Ellsberg. accused by the

government, in another antiwar

case, of exposing the secret

Pentagon Paper >

The defendants are charged with

conspiring to kidnap Kissinger.

bomb heating tunnels under

In Brief...
I .S. Troops Will Not Be Sent Back to Vietnam

W XSIUMiTON I AP» — Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird said

Sundav the United States would not send American troops back to

Vietnam in case of a new, unforeseen emergency

Id certainly rule that out." he said when questioned on the

ABC-TV program 'Issues and Answers
."

Laird said success of President Nixon s Vietnamization

program-turning the combat role over to the South Vietnamese-

would make such a move unnecessary'.

Guerrillas Pull Off Argentina's Biggest Bank Robbery

BLK'Nos AIRKS. Argentina <AP) — Fourteen leftist guerrillas

pulled the biggest bank robbery in Argentina's history early

Sunday, holding a dozen persons hostage for eight hours while they

bored a hole into the vault of the state-owned National Develop-

ment Bank
No official estimate of the loss was given, but various sources

said it could be as high as $800,000

Israel Unsure Whether To Accept U.S. Proposal

JKRl'S IUEM ( AP> — Israel announced Sunday it still is unsure

whether to accept an American bid to resume negotiations with

Egvpt on reopening the Suez Canal

Foreign Minister Abba Eban told the cabinet that Israel and the

United States have progressed in their attempt to define what role

Washington would play if the talks start up again.

Russian Consumer Called Neglected

MOSCOW < \P> — Soviet leaders said Sunday life must be im-

proved for the neglected Russian consumer They called for more

goods, packaged foods, self-service stores and polite clerks

The plan was spelled out in a resolution of the Communist party

rural Committee and the Council of Ministers that was front

paged in Sunday's party organ. Pravda

Two Brothers Shot. Victims Of Feud
PKI/.KKV Yugoslavia < AP> Two young brothers shot to death

they tended cattle by a mountain stream in the rural province of

Kosovo were the latest victims of a blood feud among the regions

Albanian minority authorities said

Prisoners On Trial For < .rowing Grass In Pots

I CM Kr \( M UMMJES, Mozambique <AP> - Four prisoners

jailed for other crimes now face trial on charges of cultivating

marijuana in their tin chamber pots Authorities said they placed

the crop in the jail yard each day for a dose of sun

S.E.S. Fourteen Week

LECTURE NOTES
PROGRAM

January 31st through May 12th

W«*«*kl> distribution of lecture notes in select courses.

ILL SECTIONS available for:

Botany 100

Economics 125

Economics 126

Food Science 101

Geology 100

History 150

Microbiology 140

Philosophy 105

Political Science 100

Political Science 150

Psychology 101

Psychology 262

Psychology 263

Psychology 265

l's\ etiology 270

Psychology 280

Psychology 301

Psychology 302

Psychology 325

Sociology 101

Sociology 256

Sociology 257

Zoology 101

Zoology 135

Subscriptions for the first seven weeks of notes are now being sold

in ROOM 318. Student Union Building Lobby.

Courses with two 50-minute lectures per week — |3.50/half

semester
, m^ _„

courses with three 50-minute lectures or two 75-minute lectures per

wef |t
_ $4/half semester

Eor further Information on the program come to room 318 in the

Student Uata) Lobby or call 545-2683. Our office is open everyday.

Monday through Friday, from 9: 30 a.m. to 3: 30 p.m.

federal buildings in Washington.

DC. and destroy draft files in

Selective Service offices around

the country

The original panel of 175

veniremen is nearly exhausted

Only H have survived the in

dividual questioning, and 19 others

are waiting to be interrogated

separately
Because this group of 44 likely

will not be enough to choose a jury

of 12 plus six alternates-because of

preemptory challenges available

to opposing counsel-Herman has

ordered an additional 65 men and

women to report Monday to the

guarded ninth-floor courtroom

Hijacker

Captured

Alive
NEW YORK (AP) — A former

mental patient who capped a

bizarre career of crime and con-

finement by hijacking a jetliner

was reported recovering at

Bellevue hospital Sunday from

bullet wounds in the shoulder and

hand His condition was described

as "alert and stable."

FBI agents stood guard over

Garrett Brock Trapnell. 33. whose

history was said to include

psychiatric treatment in nine

hospitals, three escapes, piloting a

stolen plane from California to the

Bahamas, and six bank robberies

in Canada
At various times authorities

have described him as "a James

Bond type." -extremely

dangerous.'" and 'a real ladies

man
"

He was shot Saturday by an FBI

.
i
gent who boarded the hijacked

Trans World Airlines plane at

Kennedv Airport disguised as a

relief crew member The 93 other

passengers and seven crew

members were unharmed
The shooting ended a 7-1/1 hour

drama, which started when
Trapnell pulled a gun from a fake

plaster arm cast midway on a

(light from Los Angeles to New
\ ork

With a fully loaded automatic

pistol pointed at a stewardess, he

made series of wild demands and

threats over the plane's radio He
demanded freedeom for Angela

Davis and to speak with President

Nixon He wanted to be flown to

Europe and to Texas

Hi made so many demands, a

TWA vice president. J Edward
Krankum. said, that "we were

unable to determine which one had

prioritv
"

The "airline hooked his radio up

with a telephone circuit and

Trapnell talked with his former

p«y< hiatrist in Dallas and a friend

whose release from the Dallas jail

he demanded.
Trapnell was scheduled to be

arraigned in a federal court

Monday on air piracy charges

Upon conviction, the maximum
penalty is death The minmum is 20

years in prison

Thirteen Killed

In Londonderry

slimed a Roman Catholic protest rally in order to grab rock-throwing

^a^n^oSned^^^ protest from some Northern Irish

leLers who called the shootings an "awful slaughter.' and mass

Thtdeath toll was Londonderry's worst in more than three years of

communal strife pitting Roman Catholic militants against Protestants

t^KS-^W. scribed as three

sn^rs and two mrowers of gasoline bombs But hospital authorities

rented 13 civilians killed and 16 others-including two women-treated for

gU
^vil never

d
torgetit." vowed Bernadette Devlin, the 24-year-old civil

rights leader and member of the British Parliament. "We'll just have to

continue the struggle to end this savagery

The gunfire erupted as about 3.000 marchers from Roman Catholic

districts gathered to hear an address by Miss Devlin at a protest rally

held in defiance of a government ban.

The army said paratroopers moved into the crowd to snatch youngsters

who were hurling rocks and bottles. The soldiers came under guerrilla

sniper fire from a high apartment block, officers reported, and the ex

Cl

^At noUme did any of our units open fire on the British army prior to

the army's opening fire." countered a leader of the Irish Republican

Army, the illegal guerrilla group

-The British army murdered innocent civilians m Derry today, he

added "We leave the world to judge who are the real terrorists.

The extremist Provisional wing of the IRA swore to avenge the deaths^

Witnesses said most victims were shot during gunfire near the scene of

the rally, in Londonderry's Roman Catholic Bogside district-long a

hotbed of Catholic activism

William Cardinal Conway. Roman Catholic primate of all Ireland, said

he was "deeply shocked at the news of the awful slaughter in Derry this

afternoon."

C'Oi«t«»M* or

It gets the once over
1,013 times.

Only after a Volkswagen goes

through 1,013 inspections and all of

the inspectors give it their thumbs-

up, is it a Volkswagen.

If any one of them gives it his

thumbs-down, then it isn't.

That's our rule of thumb.

JONES Volkswagen fjft
771 Worthinaton Str#*t ^*^721 Worthington Street

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. oilOl
»UTHL -

CC*LC«

Winter Carni Carnival

is back again. Make money and have fun with

games, crafts. Reserve a booth now. Applications

available at Student Activities Desk, 1st Floor,

Campus Center.

Validity Of Hughes

Book Still In Limbo

Rain

NEW YORK (AP) — Two new
reports arose Sunday in the Clif-

ford Irving-Howard Hughes
autobiography case: that Irving

spent some of the $650,000 intended

for Hughes and that he also ob-

tained material for his book from a

computerized summary of the

billionaire's press clippings.

Meanwhile, federal authorities

in Florida confirmed they were
checking subpoenaed hotel records

in connection with Irving's

reported rendezvous with Hughes.

Irving, who claimed the material

for the book came from a series of

interviews with the billionaire

recluse, admitted through his

attorney last week that $650,000 in

checks paid by the McGraw-Hill

Publishing Co., and intended for

Hughes, was deposited in a Swiss

bank by Irving's wife, Edith,

posing as Helga R. Hughes."
irving's attorney, Maurice

Nessen, said Mrs. Irving later

withdrew the money and

redeposited it in another Swiss

bank, where it remained intact.

However, CBS and Time
magazine said Sunday that Mrs.

Irving had deposited only $450,000

in the second bank. The network

said on its "60 Minutes" program

that Irving had spent $50,000 of the

remainder and the other $150,000

"is somewhere on the sunny

Mediterranean isle of Ibiza," the

Spanish island where the Irvings

live.

Time's version was that "Irving

is now frantically trying to raise

$200,000" in case he has to pay it

back to McGraw-Hill

CBS also reported that at the

second bank Mrs Irving used the

name "Hannah Rozencrantz" to

open the account, with a West

German ID. card in that name
The real Hannah Rozencrantz.

CBS said, is married to Mr-

s. Irving's former husband

Meanwhile, various news reports

indicated a possible source of Ir

ving's material was a printout of a

computerized collection of news

1,1,1 g daily

internal feminine
odor is easy:

Inst think

of Norformsas
a tiny tampon
that dissolves.

stories and memoranda about

Hughes compiled with the aid of a

computer expert, Dr. John Pettit.

Although the information was
reportedly compiled for the use of

the Hughes organization, there was

speculation that all or part of it was

supplied to Irving by a disgruntled

former or present Hughes em-

ploye.

Richard Hannah, the Hughes

public relations man who arranged

the Jan. 7 telephone conference

call in which a man identified as

Hughes talked to newsmen, said

Sunday there was a "book" of

biographical data on Hughes but it

wouldn't have been enough

material for Irvings's 999 pages of

text.

Hannah also said the book

contained no "secret or con-

fidential memos," and that it was

compiled by computer in a project

directed by a senior vice president

of the Hughes organization, Frank

W. "Bill" Gay, with the help of Dr.

Pettit, computer expert in charge

of statistical matters for the

organization.

The book was completed four

years ago, Hannah said, and

turned over to Robert Maheu. then

a close Hughes associate who was

later fired and who has engaged in

a long legal fight with the Hughes

interests.

Maheu has denied being the

source of any of the material used

in the Irving book

Irving is scheduled to appear

Monday before a Manhattan grand

jury and also reportedly has been

asked to appear before a federal

grand jury in New York.

One version of the computer

printout theory is contained in the

current issue of Newsweek, which

says that both Maheu and a

onetime Hughes protege, John

Meier, had access to the computer

copy.
Meier, now running in New

Mexico for the Democratic

senatorial nomination, was quoted

by Newsweek as denying any

contact with Irving, saying:

"That's ridiculous. I never met the

man."

Black Caucus

If you've ever used tampons,

then you already know how to

use Norforms*. . the internal

deodorant" to stop the daily

problem of feminine odor. Each

tiny-as-a-fingertip Norforms
Suppository is as easy and safe

to insert as a tiny tampon would

be. It begins dissolving instantly

to kill bacteria, stop feminine

odor where it starts . internally,

in the vaginal tract.

You feel clean, fresh, odor-free

for hours. No bath, no douche

stopsodortheway Norforms do.

[free norforms mini pack
J

plus booklet! Write lo.Norwich
Ipharmacal Co.. Dept. CN-B Nor

'wich. NY. 13815 Enclose 25* to

cover mailing and handling.
I

In a me.

j
Street

|
City

I State

I

_Zip.

Don't forget your zip code

Norwich Product* Division

Rainfall in New England appears to have turned

"surprisingly acid," a situation that could cause

considerable damage to man-made structures and the

area's land and water resources.

The finding is contained in a scientific report,

which blames increasing air pollution for the trend.

Although the increased acidity poses no threat to

health, it has serious implications for this part of the

country, the report said.

According to the report by scientists at Cornell,

Yale and Dartmouth, precipitation studies in New

England and New York have shown acidity to be

between 10 and 100 times greater than might be ex-

pected.

The scientists said they were "very concerned

that the magnitude of the problem in the northeastern

United States may have already reached the high

proportions observed in Scandinavia.

Studies conducted in Sweden have shown that

acidity in precipitation in that area has increased

about 200 times since 1956. The shift has resulted in

greater loss of nutritents from soil, acidification of

lakes and streams which caused the deaths of salmon

and trout, decreased growth of forests and corrosion

of buildings and other structures.

In Sweden, corrosion of buildings and structures

alone caused damage amounting to one percent of

that country's gross national product.

Warning about the potential seriousness of the

problem in the northeast, the scientists urged that

there be no loosening of present air quality control

standards as is being suggested in some quarters.

They also urged that a massive study be made to

determine what effect this acidity has on life in land

and water eco-systems.

•'THE TREND toward increasing acidity in

rainfall," reported Dr. Gene E. Likens, associate

professor of ecology at Cornell, "appears linked to

mounting levels of certain gaseous pollutants such as

sulfur and nitrogen oxides that can be converted

chemically in the atmosphere to strong acids."

Likens came to his conclusions during studies he

conducted with F. Herbert Bormann, professor of

forest ecology at Yale, and Noye M. Johnson,

professor of geology at Dartmouth.

IN A RELATED project, Robert H. Whittaker,

professor of biology at Cornell, said there was a rapid

decline in productivity in a 7,500-acre forest in the

Hubbard Brook area of New Hampshire during the

1961- 1965 period. A somewhat slower decrease was

reported in the preceding decade, he said.

Since the 1961-1965 period was one of dry weather,

Whittaker said, it cannot be accurately determined

what part of the lack of growth is due to acidity and

what part to lack of water. He described the forest as

representatives of New England forests as a whole.

(Herald Traveler 1-28-72)

Held
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BALTIMORE. Md. (API —
Some 400 delegates to the National

Black Enterprise Conference have

unanimously approved plans for a

nationwide black enterprise

consortium.

At the close Saturday of the

three-day meeting at Morgan State

College, the delegates, mostly

black businessmen and

representatives of civil rights

groups, established a task force to

implement a "10-year plan" for the

opening stages of the consortium.

"This national black conference

will review, assess and lobby for

and against those pieces of

legislation relevant to black

economic development," ex-

plained Rep Parren J. Mitchell, D-

Md , who presided over the con-

ference sponsored by the

congressional black caucus.

Recommendations drawn from

the conference for the 10-year plan

will form the basis of a report to he

released to black businesses within

a few weeks, said Wayman Wright,

a conference spokesman
Mitchell described the proposed

consortium as "roughly com
parable" to a national black

chamber of commerce free to

lobby and originate its own plans

for black economic development

Rep. Charles C Diggs, Jr.. D-

Mich., chairman of the

congressional black caucus, told

the final conference session that

their work "is a component in a

series of conferences sponsored by

the black caucus to develop the

national black agenda"

Dock Strikers

Return To
Negotiations

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — With

West Coast docks virtually sealed

to commercial shipping

negotiators go back to the

bargaining table Monday for the

first time since longshoremen

renewed the strike Jan. 17.

The International
Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union
negotiating committee scheduled

at 10 a.m. meeting before going

into session four hours later with

the employers' Pacific Maritime

Association. Federal mediators

also will be there.

Although spokesman would not

comment officially, union sources

indicated they felt their position

has been strengthened by Satur-

day's extension of the dock tieup to

Canada's West Coast Another

factor was the picketing that began

Frdiay at the Mexican border and

halted trucks bringing cargo to

California from ships diverted to

Ensenada. Mexico

rusty
nail

Entertainment Nightly

TWO BANDS WED THRU SAT.

DINNERS SERVED NIGHTLY 5 P.M.-10 P.M.

SANDWICHES SERVED NOONS P.M. & 10 P.M.-2 A.M.

Route 47 Tel. 665-4937 Sunderland

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class

Starts Feb. 7th. —
Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCEI REGISTER NOW
Ttl. 254 4044

YOU CAN RAP

WITH THE FAMOUS
if you join the

Distinguished Visitors Program

Applications are now available through

Friday, February 11 in the Student Activities Office

on Level One of the Campus Center

ENLIST TODAY!

UMass
Fine

Arts

Council Presents

Thursday, February 3

BERLIN PHILHARMONIC OCTET ;«*« mm--* '•
Reserved Tickets Si 3.50

125 Herter, Tel. 545 0202
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On Trial
It has been over thirteen months since Angela Davis has

left the confines of the Marin County Civic Center. Since

December 23, 1970 she has been incarcerated for her ac-

cused part in the August, 1970 courtroom liberation of

James McClain, Ruchell Magee and William Christmas in

which a judge, McClain, Christmas and Jackson, the

actual instigator, were killed. Miss Davis was indicted in

her absence and has been refused bail. She is still awaiting

trial. . .

.

Considering the circumstances, it must at least be open

to question whether Angela Davis can get a fair trial.

Consider these facts. She was indicted by a grand jury

composed of bankers, lawyers and businessmen-hardly a

group of her peers. In fact, they are more likely to be the

people she is attacking. The possibility of political

discrimination can not be disregarded, especially since

these people are white.

Secondly, she has been denied bail even though the Chief

Deputy Probation Officer of Marin County stated in his

report on Angela Davis' suitability for bail that she would

"not flee the juridiction of the court." Apparently this was

not enough for Judge Richard Arnason who ruled that bail

would not be granted "solely and exclusively upon the

legal issue." We are certainly not in a position to argue the

legal issue with Judge Arnason yet we feel there are

compelling reasons why Angela Davis should be released

on bail.

First of all, one must consider the stigma attached to an

accused person who must be escorted into the courtroom

each day by the sheriff rather than appear on her own.

Also her incarceration has not allowed her to raise money

for her own defense as the defendants in the Chicago

conspiracy case were able to do.

Finally, there is strong evidence to support the claim

that her health is declining rapidly and that she is

gradually losing her eyesight. All of this and we must

remember that she has not been convicted of any crime.

Not since Chicago has the court system been so much on

trial If Judge Arnason turns into another Hoffman, the

basis for serious doubts about the equitabihty of the

tern will have been laid. The law, after all, can not exist

as an independent body removed from society. It must be

tempered with the humanity of the times.

Angela Davis may or may not be guilty. Yet if she is to

considered innocent until proven guilty, she should not

be forced to endure her present situation any longer.

"Another Day. \nother Announcement

WASHINGTON-Now that the football season is over,

President Nixon is starting to talk to horses. The

other dav he congratulated Black Jack, the riderless

horse m'President Kennedys funeral entourage, on

his 25th birthday.

Knowing the President's penchant for sports, it

wouldn't surprise me if Mr. Nixon telephones Ack-

Ack. who was just chosen Horse of the Year by the

American Turf Writers.

The call could go like this:

•Hello. Ack-Ack. This is President Nixon calling. I

wanted to congratulate you on being named Horse of

the Year. I think I can speak for every American in

this country when I say how proud we all are of you.

•Neighhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.''

•As President of all the people, as well as all the

horses in our great country. I can tell you that I have

been watching you for a long time, and I admire you

not only for being Number 1. but for the way you have

run in the face of great adversity I've been in a few

horse races myself and I know what it is like to finish

out of the money You, of course, remember what

happened to me in California?''
• Neighhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.

'

'

•But the laurel wreaths go to those who say, 'Just

because I lost is no reason to give up horse racing
'

Its that will-to-win that has made American

Presidents and American horses admired throughout

the world. Are you still there?"

•Neighhhhhhhhhhhhhhh."
• I'm not sure if you're aware of this or not, but I

used to do some horseback riding when I was in the

Navy. Not at sea, of course, but when I got shore

leave. And I believe I have some ideas for you that

could help you win the Santa Anita Handicap. Would

you care to hear them?"

'
' Neighhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.

'

'

"Good. Now here's my game plan. The race is a

mile and a quarter, so you don't want to go out in front

or some sprinter will try to tire you out. I'd say you

lay back about third or fourth, five lengths behind the

second horse. When you get to the three-quarter post,

start perking up. Try to get to the outside by the time

you reach the mile post. Lay back about second or

"third, no more than four lengths off the leader. Are

you with me?"
"Neighhhhhhhhhhhhhhh."

"Now you start picking up four lengths, three

lengths and at the final eighth pole you make your big

move. The beauty of my plan is that if you follow this

strategy you can win by a length and your jockey

won't have to lay a whip on you. What you you think of

if"
"Neigh."
"Oh, I know what you're going to say. You're going

to say I gave the Redskins a play and they lost 13

yards, and I gave Don Shula a play and Miami lost the

Super Bowl, and I gave Pakistan a play and they lost

half their country.

"But this time I'm sure my plan will work. Will you

at least give it a try?"

"Neigh."
"Oh. by the way, Ack-Ack. Mrs. Nixon and I would

like to ask you to a special prayer breakfast for

horses at the White House next Sunday. I've invited

Black Jack. Tom Fool, Native Dancer, Canonero II

and all the U.S. park police horses in the Washington

area.

"Billy Graham will conduct the service and his

sermon is titled. What Good Is It to Win the Kentucky

Derby if the Devil Is Waiting for You in the Pad-

dock?"
Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times

Matt Tackeff

"Free Angela?'
The current campaign of protest against the im-

prisonment of Angela Y. Davis has become the

Cause Celebre" in a year characteristically lacking

in emotion packed issues. American radicals,

desperately searching for a rallying cry with which to

mobilize their apathetic masses, feel that they have

found it in "Free Angela". To them. Angela is a

symbolic victim of racism, sexism, and fascism all

rolled up into one big package deal.

It is interesting to note that the vanguard of the

Free Angela" crusade, locally and nationally (and

internationally, for that matter) are individuals

associated with the Communist party, of which

Angela is a member Although it must be pointed out

that the majority of those who support the crusade

have little or no sympathy for Communism,

knowledge of the crusade's leaders and sponsors can

be instrumental in analyzing the true nature of the

cause.

The Angela Davis case has been like a

revitalization tonic for the Communist party, which

up until recently had been suffering from inner d«>cay

and lack of credibility By elevating a fellow party

member to a position of "martyrdom ". the party has

been able to restore some of its once shattered

credibility in the eyes of youthful idealists. An in

teresting example of this "new respectability" that

the party is taking on is Dr. Herbert Aptheker Dr

Aptheker. who some acknowledge to be the party's

leading "theoretician ". had lost as America's leading

apologist for Soviet totalitarianism, including

Stalinism, Soviet anti-semitism, and the brutal an-

nihilation of the national liberation movements in

Hungary and Czechoslovakia. Presently, however.

Dr. Aptheker can avoid being placed in the position of

revealing his true allegiance to the cause of helping to

defend and perpetuate Soviet totalitarianism, by

means of his posturing as a defender of the underdog

Today, he is rarely introduced as a leading member
of the Communist party, but rather as a friend of

Angela or the late WEB. DuBois, who did a pretty

generous amount of apologizing for Joseph Stalin

back in the 1940s.

It is my personal opinion that the leadership in the

E ree Angela" crusade will be an obstacle to the

widespread promulgation of Angela's predicament.

Most people still see an enormous hypocrisy in the

fact that professional apologists for totalitarianism

are posturing as civil libertarians The situation is

somewhat synonomous to the lack of widespread

following which Dr. DuBois had. despite the fact that

he was one of the most erudite scholars this country

e\er had

A Question Of Form

(Hrrklock it on vmmtion)

I Ed Mte: The following is the firs!

in a MI lei <»• IHrf articles mi

I ..»• tier-Course K\ filiation.)

By MCK IPO0TOLA
To the surprise of many, and to

the jubilation of some, the Student

Senate Academic Affairs Com-

mitter announced this week that it

has decided to discontinue the

Teacher Course Evaluation ser

vice that it has been providing The

Office of Teacher Course

Kvaluation has been in existence

since the Fall of 1970. when the

then Chairman of Academic Af-

tairs. Thomas Filmore. among
other- started the program
The fact that the majority of the

staff had resigned due to

graduation, and the other ills that

befall students, was just a catalyst

in. not the major reason for the

decision to close up shop When
Academic Affairs started this

experiment, it was supposed to

remain just that, an experiment

Monev came in from both the

Student Senate and the Provost's

office to start a systematic and

reliable method of evaluating the

faculty Not only that, but it had to

be in a form which lent itself to

being published That way the

information could not only be used

lm tenure decisions, hut also to

uarn students away from the poor

and direct them to the good At

least this could be a touch more
dependable than the grapevine

The trouble with a teacher

evaluation program run by
students is that it has absolutely no

clout Students cannot force

faculty members to evaluate their

courses, much less force them to

publish the results Last spring the

Teacher-Course Fvaluation Office

ran evaluations in 1.500 sections

out of 4,000 sections taught at the

I'niversity And of those the results

from only 0Q sections could be

published In the others, the

faculty had said no

The excuses for not using the

evaluation forms were too

numerous to count They ranged

from "the forms are poorly con-

structed" to "the forms don't fit

my courses." Some of these

criticisms are valid. The form
which was used is called the

Illinois form because it was
developed at the University of

Illinois. The Illinois form is not the

best ever devised, but its reliability

has been tested. It does not give the

professor detailed answers as to

what he is doing right or wrong, but

it is able to be transferred into a

language that makes it easil>

puhlishahle It is not my intention

to enter into a debate about the

pros and cons of the Illinois form

To do so would be to hide the real

issue, that of whether evaluation is

to be published for everyone to

It would be impossible to discuss

Teacher Fvaluation without

bringing up that old-time favorite

grading It simply amazes me to

hear the same faculty who defend

grading as a necessary form of

evaluation. denounce com
puterited forms When a student

walks into a class, he knows little,

if anything, about what is expected

of him If an IBM evaluation form

were used, the faculty member
would know what he had to do to

receive a good grade for the

course

The early universities had an

interesting custom After the

lectures, as the professor was

leaving the classroom, the students

would place the amount they

thought the professor deserved in

his hood (one of the more practical

applications of the PhD hood). A
primitive, but effective method of

Teacher Evaluation.

War

Letters To The Editor

Minor Inaccuracies

To the Editor.
, . ,_ ,

Mr Steve Fine's front page article in the January

27 1972 edition of the Collegian contains a few minor

inaccuracies which I wish to correct In the first

place Mr. Fine reports that Professor Joseph

Burroughs, Faculty Senate Delegate to the Trustees,

was disturbed because the Chairman of the Board,

Joseph Healey. had not supplied copies of the

responses of the Board to two requests from the

Faculty Senate and to "six members of the Faculty

Senate's Committee of Concern..." This is incorrect;

Professor Burroughs disturbance was due to the fact

that he as Delegate to the Board of Trustees, had not

received copies of the responses, nor was the sub-

stance of the responses reported during the Trustees

meeting The Trustees had decided not to release the

substance of the responses until they were delivered

to the appropriate parties, namely. Dean Bruce

Listen And Learn
To the Editor:

During the next few weeks, you will be asked to

make a decision on your priorities The Western

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

<WMPIRG) will ask for vour support and your money

to establish a PIRG in Western Mass modeled after

Ralph Naders PIRG in Washington. You will be

asked to endorse WMPIRG You will be petitioned to

establish a refundable $2 per semester tax to finance

WMPIRG's operations

You will have to decide whether the two dollars, tax

and WMPIRG are necessary and if your two dollar

investment is worthwhile You will be hearing quite a

bit about the concept of PIRG -listen and make an

informed decision
Rick Milliken

Steve Rider

Morris. Chairman of the Committee of Concern, and

myself as Secretary of the Senate. Hence two further

minor inaccuracies in Mr. Fine's article: Chairman

Healey did not unilaterally decide to withhold the

responses, as implied, and Dean Morris, not

Professor Burroughs, was the recipient of the

response to the Committee of Concern Finally,

President Wood was not unaware of the decision to

withhold the responses, as stated in the article; he

was simply not at liberty to release the responses at

the request of Professor Burroughs since the

Chairman had left the meeting earlier and the

President was the Acting Chairman.
Robert R.Wellman

Secretary. Faculty Senate

Letters

To The Editor

As in previous years the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length All letters must be signed and the author:

s

address and telephone numbers must be included

No letter will be published without this in-

formation Also, no letters will be printed without

the name of the author Please note this change in

policy. ... .

All" letters are subject to editing either for

content or space according to the judgment of the

editors Also, due to space limitations, we do not

guarantee that all letters will be pnnted
K THE EDITORS

T. David Barrett

Be Far Away
I may not still

And vet I ma>
I heard them outside coming in.

I heard them fade away.

Surely, friend, you haven't helped

Of that I was afraid

I can't ignore them, though I try.

I could use a small vacation

I could also use the pay.

I want just to dream, and to return again to

far away.

I'll go. and never to return

111 travel, possibly to learn

111 talk with friends who know,

and sure to be most far enough away.

Be far enough away with them to show

Me far away with them and hope to stay.

When I'm with you, I'm far away alone

Stories, letters, magazines.

Poetry without a scene.

Books upon a shelf, an endless row.

It's near that time for far away to go.

Philosophise a way of life, far away to throw.

After all this time I thought I'd care

about the things I'd like to share

With the friends I'd like to know

about, who have been everywhere, and

Find it just as difficult to show they care

about the things they know will really

Matter to the lost and lonely people

who discover every day

That to be free and happy

is to be much more far away

To be far away with them.

and to be there to stay.

I'd like to search me out a place

that puts the backward straight

and leaves right things alone

when things like love come first

because they're far away in the minds

of those who put their lives and love

ahead of hate, in hopes of finding

peace of mind, knowing far away

that peace of heart will bring to them

the company of them to stay

Dissatisfied I was with what I

thought I'd not become,

Though now I am what I have become.

and with that, too, I'm dissatisfied,

Because with what I have

I could have more than I now do,

And with that little extra

I could sharing be with you,

The evening, and the day...

the close, and far away

Far enough away with them

far away with them with you.

Editorial Points
Going to basketball games at

the Cage this year is a lot like it

was four years ago when the

seniors were freshmen
*****

Who said Board of Trustees'

meetings were dull and

uneventful?
*****

Either there are a lot more
people here than there were

last semester or the same
people are getting around a lot

more.
*****

It may not seem believable

but the pizza that they make in

the Blue Wall at night is among
the best in the valley

Today begins the first full

week of classes. It's a good

idea to get to know your

classmates now because you

will probably never see many
of them again

*****

The Naval Academy seems

to be the newest bastion of

sexism to be attacked as a New-

York girl attempts to become
the first midshipman or

midshipwoman Our only

question is, why must the Navy
always be the goaf And if they

have trouble breaking tradition

in the Naval Academy,
imagine what they'll run into

with the Army mule.

Winter Quiz
By JAN VILLANOVA

Select as many answers as you feel will best describe the disposition of

snowflake.

1. The weight of one snowflake

a) cannot be determined, because there is no way of picking a

snowflake up without damaging it

b) depends entirely on its geometric design

c) is more accurately measured during the second snowfall of

winter

d) varies within each of the standard time zones

e) is usually measured in micrograms

f

)

observed in mutual attraction to another snowflake is commonly

called a binary snowflake

g) is influenced by atmospheric pressure

h) should be measured on location, to reflect its true weight at a

given temperature

i ) is equivalent to one carbon filing from a graphite pencil

j I is theoretically a volume of frozen water

k) has never been measured quickly enough to compensate for its

melting factor

1 ) is greater at the bottom of a snowfall than at the top

m» does not include the presence of any bacteria or foreign matter

n) is influenced by gravity

o) is actually an average weight based on the sampling of many

snowflakes per cubic centimeter

p> is the primary feature for identifying one snowflake from another

q> was lvncaUy described in the song "Pennies from Heaven

r i has no effect in a body of water simply because the snowflake s

level of displacement is in direct proportion to the body s rate ot

evaporation

s i is recorded in the World Almanac on page 238

t ) gets heavier each year because of the water and air pollution

u » falls at 32 feet per second in any vacuum

v) cannot be measured using the Avoirdupois System

w) has been studied by the military to record and evaluate the

friction caused on bombs dropped during a snowstorm

x) is concentrated towards its center

y ) compared to the weight of the Milky Way is conceivably in ratio

"to the weight of all galaxies compared to the Infinite

z) none of the above

Collegian Elections
All Collegian staffers should take

note of the fact that elections will

he held on Tuesday night at 7 p.m

It is important that everyone at

tend and take part in the selection

of the new editors Consult

tomorrow's (olleuian for the place

Your presence is essential

THE EDITORS

ProMlrntial Hang-l |>

(Herblock u on vacation)
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NaderToSpeakOnConsumerAbuse

Ralph Nader will speak at the

Cage, Feb. 7, on consumer abuses

and the current projects Nader and

his Washington-based Public In-

terest Research Group (PIRG)

have undertaken. Nader is being

brought here by WMPIRG, the

Western Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group. WM-
PIRG is part of a network of

student run, directed and funded,

local PIRGs being established

across the country.

The quiet is delicately shattered by the »oft distinct crunching

sound of footsteps. The pace quickens and is echoed infinitely

throughout the deep depths of the forest. < Photo by AlJagoda )

Youth Caucus Forms
There will be a meeting tomorrow night of all persons interested in

forming a Western Regional Organization of the Massachusetts Youth

Caucus The Mass Youth Caucus has been in operation since the first of

the vear and has been active in promoting greater youth involvement in

the campaigns of liberal candidates throughout the state Some of its

most important work has been in placing young people on delegate slates

and helping prepare their candidacies for state and town committees.

Tomorrow nights meeting was announced by Ellen Vollinger, who

hopes a strong local organization among the 20 local colleges and other

vouth croups will raise issues in a meaningful manner this election year

In a year when conservative candidates tsuch as Pres Nixon) are

well organized and financed, organized youth can act as a powerful

countervailing force.' said Miss Vollinger. •Unorganized and

unregistered youth will guarantee 1972 will be the year of Nixon s re-

Cl

Th^meeting i?to be held Tuesday, Feb 1 , at 7 : 30 PM in Davis Center at

Smith College For more information call Ellen Vollinger at 584-5262 or

The first student PIRG was

formed a year ago in Orgeon when

Nader and PIRG attorneys Donald

Ross and James Welch spoke at

Oregon's seven state-supported

colleges on behalf of an Oregon

Student Public Interest Research

Group They convinced students on

those campuses that student in-

terests needed representation and

protection in the decision-making

processes that create their

physical, social, economic, and

phychological environments.

Shortly afterwards. 55% of

Oregon's students signed a petition

calling for the creation of OSPIRG
to be funded by a refundable tax of

$3 dollars a year With the money

they hired professional lawyers,

scientists, social workers, etc.. to

work full time with students on

problems in the students' interests.

With this success. Nader and his

crew started a campaign on 18

campuses in Minnesota which

culminated in a petition drive that

achieved 70% signatures. The
students of Minnesota approved a

$4 a year refundable tax to go to

support the operations of MPIRG

country. Currently. 14 states are in

the process of organizing PIRG s

to be active and funded by the end

of this vear. They include Rhode

Island. New Jersey, Illinois,

Nebraska, Indiana, Eastern and

Western Massachusetts. Con-

ceivably, there could be 16 func-

tioning groups by the end of this

school year.

The most recent PIRG success

(and the most resounding) was in

Vermont where a petition drive

was started in early November and

was finished in a week with the

Necessary majority. They have

already hired their staff and are

now interviewing for a Director of

Staff. By mid-February they will

be completely setup and ready to

do projects.

students here to support a refun-

dable $4 a year student tax

proposal to go towards WMPIRG.
WMPIRG is composed of twenty

colleges in Western Mass. The

money will be used to hire a full-

time interdisciplinary staff of

lawyers, scientists, urban

specialists, etc., to work with

students on consumer, en-

vironmental and other public in-

terest issues effecting students and

other citizens in the Western

Massachusetts area.

At Nader's speech the Western

Massachusetts PIRG will start a

petition drive at UMass asking the

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

The student PIRG movement
has started to spread across the

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

584-2700 X295

BOOTS
Tyrolians

By
Dunham

DISCOUNT
PRICES

Call

549-6974
Anytime J

IRS Refunds

Excise Taxes
WASHINGTON (AP)-Auto

buyers and manufacturers have

received about $557 million in auto

excise tax refunds from the

government since mid-December,

the Internal Revenue Service said

Sunday
The IRS said the figure

represents nearly half the total of

about $1.2 billion expected to be

refunded because of legislation

passed Dec 10 repealing the tax

Of the total, the IRS said $11

billion will go to consumers and the

remaining $100 million will be

distributed to dealers as

repayment for excise taxes on floor

stock.

MEW I USED CL0THW6

TRUCK ON
CAMPUS:

L ocated next to

Southwest across

IromW.F.C.R.

from THURSDAY thru SATURDAY

LEATHERS
FURS

PARKAS

JEANS
2.50

DENIM
JACKETS

4.00

plus Lots, Lots More— Come and Visit

WORK SHIRTS
2.00

OVERALLS
JUMPSUITS

SENIORS

LAST
CHANCE
To Sign Up For

Senior Photos

In the Index Office,

S.U. 401

Make Your Mother Happy.

Photo Records Replace

Doctors' Handwriting

Ogunquit. Me. (MDC) THE LOST HORIZON-Enraptured by a calm serenity of the setting sun. the

night falls quietly upon rippling water of thebay. (Photo by Alan Chapman)

Bos ION I Al* .-Massachusetts

General Hospital is experimenting

with adding color pictures to

medical records to overcome
several problems of written

communication, including sloppy

handwriting by doctors.

Under the direction of Dr.

Kenneth T. Bird at the hospital's

Logan Airport Medical Station, the

staff is snapping pictures of

everything from infected toes to

severly cut heads and placing

these photos into the records.

"The records system of America

todav is largely word oriented,

and. unfortunately it's in the worst

mode-hand-writing," Dr. Bird

says. "Vision is not properly

utilized in records

"Doctors up to now tend to

communicate with so many people

in handwriting that it gets sloppy in

a hurry," Dr. Bird says. "The

handwriting of the physician is

notoriously poor."

A clinician can find in ti e

records a color photo of a swollf n

arm which makes it present size

and color more meaningful in

judging the treatment. Dr. Bird

sees photography as only the first

step in the medical record of the

future, which could eventually

include sound recording, sketches

and special typewriters.

I m certain the medical record

of the future will be a type of vid. >

recording." Dr. Bird says. F< r

example, he says, a patient who
has a heart attach and respiratory

complications would be recorded

as soon as he entered the hospital.

Then, even years later, a doctor

treating the patient will be able lo

see the symptoms of the attack .»s

they happened and not have to rea i

"breathing heavy, faci. I

discoloration" on an obscure

medical lorm

African Art Exhibit Opens

The WEB DuBois Department

of Afro-American Studies an-

nounces the opening of an African

Art Exhibit The exhibited pieces

are from the collection of Fode'

Muhammed Doumbouya.
originally from Guinee, West

Africa. Monsieur Doumbouya.
sells African art in his galleries in

Dakai. Senegal and New York City

They are from several areas in

West Africa and of varied

mediums.
Included among the works are a

Yoruba door, Bambara headress.

Senufo mask and Baule figures.

Each of twenty-two pieces

exhibited is of considerable age

The exhibit is open to the public

from Thursday. February 3

through Thursday. February 10,

from 10: 00-1: 00 PM in the Gallery

of New Africa House (formerly

Mills House)

UMass Gives

1080 Pints

Of Blood
A mobile blood donor unit will be

located at the parking lot to the

rear of Montague House I School of

Ed) outside of Marks Meadow
Cafeteria, today and tomorrow

(Feb. 1 and 2), 10 AM to 2 PM. To

donate blood, recister with Faith

White. Room 113 School of Ed

today Phone 545-2848

The Massachusetts Red Cross

received 1.080 pints of blood during

the November 8-11 blood drive at

UMass

Student Senate

By-Election
Nomination papers are now available in the Student Senate offices

for the Feb. 17 Bv-election to fill vacancies in the Senate. All papers

must be returned to the Senate offices no later than 5 p.m. Feb. 11.

Vacancies to be filled are:

10-Commutters
2-Patterson

I W heller

I-Adams T5
I -Crampton

M hadbourne
1-Dwight
1 -Melville

I -Emerson
I -Grayson
2-Fraternities

I -Sororities

I -Thatcher

l-JQA Middle

I -Brooks

I -Hills North

I -Webster

l-Coolidge I. owner
l-James
2-Cance
2-Dickinson

l-Chashin

l-JQA Lowwer
I -Butter field

l Hills South

1-McNamara
l-Coolidge I'pper

1 -Moore

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

1971 1/2 Volvo. ItmV.. mel gold, perlect

*ac Hi firm fall 243-2S33.

MM

Heart 720 Skis — 2*)S cm., brand new.

never hart binding* on them _ .*» dollars

(all Steve al 2X3-77t».

tt:-2

We need people to Join u* In a true

(Mtumrr protection service with or

wKh«ut an invertmenl (or appointment,

c ... OMNi

TUTORING

1 ntoring in Knglish at a foreign Ian

guagr experienced teacher 2M4IU.
If I 31

SaOoel Rallye fallback Radial* »now*

sum wr-iM*.
tl-2-4

*l Chev Van. I Mlchelln Kadlal Urea. "«7

23a eng . new brake*, clutch, ahocka IMS

or beat offer 247SS7»
lf2-2

6 piece MM ra.ni art IM Call C Idea

U.3.

PERSONAL RIDE WANTED

Kemale Intereated m buying M — meal

plan tkket Please call MtJtt
tf 1-31

Woman — if >ou are not satisfied with

tour present Using accommodations, the

sOv an area stilt has plenty of room (all S~

»f22

Help! Stranded commuter needs rides

for Ha m class e\erv morning from Spfld

Will shjrr expense* (all 714-221S after *

p m an, das

IM.1 ( bevy Impala — 127 — Automatic

I, ph w w . new studded snow tires

.m lond l!M» firm (all I 4IJ-t«7-SI«2

after .1 p.m. or MMIU between ILttand

l.3t Mon thru PH. aak far Carol
tfl-2*.

-M Koed % an .
good condition SflM. MsVM

U2-t

Thr creation of a new campus life-style

i* lacking female influence Come (o

sMsan and help us create something ness

If2-2

\< < utron electric watch, gold band. IM.

(all John ;»*-m2\
tf-2-l

To and from ( .ranby a and • a m classes

returning bv I P m must be willing to

share expenses Kor info call Pat at 4«7-

I7I«.

(.erman 'S5VW realored thoroughly It a

beautiful I'm broke. softly talking I7t0

Its genuine. 30ip econ operation (all

m4m mm

Kicoh - Singles - TI.S SIR Camera,

caae. elec flaah. gadget bag. IA filter ft

h. K l/IMM tee Its Tom Burni 22*. Kng

"'
.1.3.

Mobil oil change only I2.t» I S qtt. of

Mobil I ubritei bring .0 spencer s Mobil

Station '( ollege Town Service' next to

post oflire .'.VM»».
lla."'*

H-'-i

JOBS

LOST

l<M3 ( hevrolH van. brakes — good.

basal* good . blue - white . .
tb-e. - new

1 43* -beat offer ( all V4«-7.12 after Sp m
ask for Rob

tf 1-31

II7IW worth of stereo equipment 2 r.PI

Mini Tower speaker* 2 Rectilinear

speakers, new Pioneer Quadraphonic

Receiver (all 2*3-7(101

Owner of red station wagon — if you

lound a portfolio and a bos call Kale «-S275

*""' mm

.lobs — students needed lo deliver the

Uoslon (.lobe dally and Sunday in Van

Meter Cance and Pierponl If Interested

rail s-mv

TRAVEL

FOR RENT

Lincoln Mercury. Montego. (ome!

Capri and Jeep, alao used car*. Call .-4tM-

U2-4

Snow lire* IM — It Semperll Radial*

mounted on M(iR disc wheel* •» or best

offer ( ail \n-mm.
(12-10

I iirnishrrt room — male only

sjJaVtMH or JSft-6120

need car

tf-2-4

Crimson Travel offers low co*t spring

vacation trips lo Rermuda ""V"*""
Kor more info call Rob Man.field. 216

llwighl. M5^7tl.

FOR SALE

2 up rated Optima* I I Radio Slack I

speaker*, perf . cond.. were 110.. mu*t aac.

(or IIS. each 4 mo*. oW. Call Rruce Mt-

MaH.
tf-2-2

Tenor San Se.mer MKVI. good cond

t Jmi or best offer. Call .MJi-atlR"

U2-10

Yoti cant afford lo paa* this up: t cuUlc

foot refrigerator Practically brand new

Very reasonable (all i4«-7t». Jeff.

tf 1-31

Meal ticket cheap for 10 meal* < glrl'ai

Call S4«-74l» and keep trying'.

IHial I2IS tntble. IK5 w/*hure Mil

cartridge; \M — KM - FM »tereo tuner

amp w /book»helv e speaker* 1 7S, call Dave

II3-MS-24I0.
tf2-!2

I Panasonic Stereo Tape Recorder

wm \M. e*l »pks and or 2 Artec spk*

•,i:,jmi Jeff In la I Dwlght. Come in and

listen, alao MM7II.
f

Furnished room with *ink. shared bath,

kitchen priv all utilities incl.. S 1/2 ml to

campus Call evenings Mfi-noM
tf2-3

Sublet one bedroom Puffton Village

Vpartmenl. all utilities included. Vvai.

March 1st. Large rooms alrconditlonlng

(all '>»JW»I even mm
M \M--.RLAND • new Ig. 2 Rdrm.

available now. utll Incl . a/c. pool. 118a.

lease to June » Call Sklbiski Realtor* 2S2-

urz Ram BUM*. ^^

spring vacation in Spain, only I2TO In

• lurting roundtrip IMrert flight from

Boston hotel etc (all Joyce Rm »7

V24I » or S-2412

REFRIGERATOR
FOR SALE

You cant afford to paaa thl* up 1 2.S

cubic ft. fridge. Reasonable price

( nmparr price* then call Jeff at M*-7M»
tf 1-31

TUNE UPS

Dorm refrig.. used only S months, lit or

best offer (all S4S-««t7 after I P m or

before Ham.
if: -

WANTED

Meal ticket for sale Call Bob «-«227

/3I

lleathkit VI-14 Tuner. Ka»lle Ski* ISO

Rollel :t:> Camera I too. Mino* R l*» Call

Jock S-ISS7 day*. l-«2*-3346 night*
1/31

HELP WANTED

(.ra»s. ISO. peyote - Join the Neo

American Church. Kor info, write John

Rabin 72 Lexington Ave. Somervl.le.

Mas* 02.44

INSTRUCTOR WANTED
Qualified licensed driving Instructor,

part-time. Nichols Vuto School. Amherst

(all 2S*-a»M. SERVICE STATION

l.uitar — • or 12 string Rlckenbacker

lir* or best offer. B-MK3.
tf21

MOTIIKRS - cant find a reliable baby

sitter" Tired of high fee*? Call The Child

(are K.schange -**-2224 tor further in

formation
g

l( onn student looking for paper* —
Kuropean. hi*. <WW.). phi.plato <etc>.

fami.v marriage etc Will pay S4«-742l.

tf-2-4

OIL CHANGED
Mobil oil change only I2t» < S qt* of

Mobil I ubrlte) bring I D Spencer'* Mobil

Station "(ollege Town Service I neat to

port office 2tt-»o:»

ROOMMATES WANTED
AUTO SERVICE

Siberian hu*ky pup*, t male*. I female.

ARC Registered (all *49-«463 after too

p.m. A»k for Art

Trunk ski rack, locking type. al»o two

enlarger len»e*. 54t-UW2 late

U2-2

OVKRSKAS JORS KOR STCDENTS
\u«tralla. K.urope. IV America. Africa etc

VII professions and occupations. 1700 to

1 3.0*0 monthly. Kxpense* paid, overtime

sightieelng Kree information Write Job*

Overseas. Dept Rox IS87I San Olego. (a

IM

I sKI) SVDDt KS Western and Knglish

- best cash prices paid Call MtJtW 4 - It

p.m.
tf.2-1

2 roommate* for apt., one block from

campus, i Phillip* Street I itt-0782 after 12

pm
U-2-2

ROOMS FOR RENT

Renting a room? Need a room? Call

ROOMMATE! SM-2aHS dally 4-6 p m.

Roommate wanted apt in < lr of

\mher»l. own room If derired. m or f call

Han r>:i-7M0 after 10 pm

Wanted female rmmale. pref over 21

squire Ml Vpt l« mo. < ulil Inc i MS-3240

Jeanne or Kav after S.Pt p.m.
If 2 I

Roommate wanted to share apartment.

: 1/2 iul.es from campus, las per month
nnmedlaleU (all 2S3-S77] Klmar

1/31

kJ 1 '

Roommalr ItM wanted to share 2

bedroom apartment In Amberst. 2 mi.

Irom rampu* 1*2 M per mo VII utilities

( all '.ei-UrM after «. p m
tf2 I

Male or female lo share apt stth 3

. Vlass men Available immed ( ell aa»

2*34 anytime.
U2-4

Roommate wanted to share apt . awn
room. 253-723S. (all after S pm

tt-2-3

RIDE NEEDED
Ride needed to Penn stale Krl . Keb l»

Will share expense* Please call Windy
"> !•»- |H*W

gM

ENTERTAINMENT
Need a band for your party* All area

hand* are repre»ented by Stan Call S4t-

H.-r, now Try It

MM

JOKCOCKKR.LK.ON m SSKLI. AND
llll KNTIRK. StPKRSllOW OK MAO
JMM.S A KN(.LISHMKN IN COLOR.
SVT KVKNIN(.. KKR V MAIIAR.gJt
-n-.w-n * ( AN V0UMO1TI

If2-t

Auto a»»urance — a winter tune up wW
keep R starting — and going. Lowe*!

assurance rate* In town Spencer* Mobil

station i College Town Service >. *ex( (o

post office 2S3-4WS9
Ifl-S

Auto assurance — a winter tune up will

keep It starting — and going l.owert

..ssurancr rale* m town Spencer's Mobil

station i (ollege Town Service I
next lo

post office 2S3-Msa
tfIS

Car care — charge It — pay monthly on

Mobil ( redlt Card also honor Marter

Charge. Rank \meri ( ard. American

Kxpreas. (arte R.anche. Spencer 's Mobil

Station '(ollege Town Servkei next to

post office
JM

» Alajvs oaDiw <rnj
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ABORTION ACTION COALITION:

A meeting for all people interested

in working on the "abortion waiting

room", tonight, 801 CC, at 7.30.

BAHA' I FIRESIDE:
informal discussion refreshments,

all welcome. 109 Main St., Amherst,

at 8 pm tonight.

BLUES CLUB:
Meeting at 6:30 in

members welcome.
CC 862. New

MEETING OF RECYCLING
COMMITTEE:
There will be a short meeting of the

Recycling committee, Tuesday at 8

in the Students Activitiy office (CC).

All interested people invited.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL:
Commuter assembly meeting

Tuesday at 5 pm in CC 177-

commuters welcome.

EMERGENCY:
Psych 210 students need used

copies of "sensory experience" by

Christman. Publisher ran out. Please

bring to textbook store, class (MWF,

10:10-11. Engineering East Aud) or

contact John Danielson (50847,

50776).

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE:
Meeting tonight at 7 30 pm in CC

904

ATTENTION FRENCH MAJORS:
There will be a meeting tonight at

7 30 in the 3rd floor lounge of Herter

Hall.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
Square dance lesson* will resume

this week The lessons will be held, as

usual, on Tuesday nights from 7 30

10:30.

Notices
SORORITY RUSH:

There'll be an open party at Sigma

Kappa at 7 pm. All university women
art invited.

SIGMA KAPPA:
Old fashioned ice cream parlor

tonight at 7 pm. Come meet us at our

home. Call if you need a ride, 256

6887.

SKI CLUB:
Meeting tonight at 8 pm in Mahar

Aud, movie, deposits taken for

Killington day trip.

STOCKBRIDGE BASKETBALL:
Practice for stockbridge basketball

players will be at 8 pm Tuesday.

GOVERNING BOARD:
There are several openings on the

Student Union CC Governing Board

See John Hogan in the student senate

office afternoons Leave a note if he's

not there.

RESEARCH

HILLEL:
Meeting for Kosher meal

changed to Tuesday at 7 pm
plan

LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL:

Important meeting Tuesday in CC

162 at 7:30. All interested must at

tend.

ZOOL. DEPT FACULTY-STUDENT
LIAISION COMM:
There will be a meeting of the Zool

Dept Stu/Fac. Liaision Comm
tonight at 8 pm in Morrill 351.

Preparations for We Bag Lunch. All

interested please attend.

LOST:
Set of 4 keys, red green and silver

on leather strap. Call 6793.

HAVE YOU GIVEN
MUCH THOUGHT TO
WHAT YOU'LL
BE DOING
TOMORROW?

Finding a job

that gives you
satisfaction isn't

easy today. Not in

a world as con-

fusing and com-
plex as ours.

But the Paul-

ist finds a fre-

quent joy in his

own way of lif

and values that are

lasting.

As a Paulist he

may counsel a run-

away youth, listen to

the problems of a

senior citizen, or-

ganize a Home
Mass or conduct

a forum on nar-

cotics. Because Paulists have al-

ways been pioneers in communi-

cations, he may communicate

through the printed word or

through mass media such as

radio, films or television.

Whatever tool he chooses, the

Paulist gets his "message"
through.

Can you think of any other

life that will provide more inner

satisfaction for you?

For more information about

the Paulist priesthood write to:

Rev. Donald C. Campbell,

CJ5.P., Vocation Director, Room

No. 2¥t. m ..

poufeffathers.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Career Seminar
Offered At AIC

,,
William W Turner, director of placement and employment at

America™ International College, will co-ordinate a career planning

sSart^offere^^^^
22 The Drocram under the auspices of the AIC School of Business ao

miJstraKTs ''especially designed for mmb**J*J*~* classes in

colleges in this area," according to Dean Clinton M. Bowen.

Mr Turner, said that all facets of career planning will £e covered

during the 10 weeks with several guest speakers taking part to fit the

^ AusUn w
aS
Flint, associate professor of psychology at AIC and an

expert in the field of industrial psychology, will personally test each

member^o the class. The testing will include the intelligence vocation^

a^pTit^de and field of interest and each test will be interpreted and the

*tt§Stt^^Turner said the topics to be covered will

include self analysis, career analysis, development of a personal fact

me potential employers, research, job-finding methods, job interviews

^&£?«M&*~** of positions available for college

graduates today " Mr Turner stated, "we believe this non-credit course

fhoul hSSTExceptionally beneficial. We have already experienced

mushon-campus interest in career planning especially from members of

AlDha Kappa Psi, the business fraternity."

Additional information is available from the placement office at AIC

SYOrCY OMAM«

I believe astrology's greatest

contribution is a greater un

derstanding of the dynamic
element of time. Truly, Jo
everything there is a season, and a

time to every purpose under the

heaven ..."
•••••

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Emotions tend now to dominate
logic Correct this be analytical.

You will receive offer. But be sure

you art getting fair exchange. If

you give in too quickly, others may
feel you are less worthy.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20)

:
New

approach to old dilemma is

necessary Break out of rut Defeat

destructive habit pattern. You can

do it and know you can do it. You
get backing from older individual.

You will be more secure. ...___

GEMINI (May 21 Juna 20): Ideas

Ideas bear fruit. You art better

able to communicate. Effort

receive recognition. You can find

creative outlets. Opportunities
multiply. Kay Is to be alert, op
timistic. You're goinq places.

CANCER (June 21 July 22)

Emphasis in on money, P«"»nf

'

possessions, ability to put together

What is needed. New contact aids.

Stress confidence, independence

Leo figures prominently Give full

play now to creative process.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Lend
helping hand to Cancer born par

son Cycle is high, you get what you

want But be sure you know what it

is you really desire. Purchase
apparel You may be making
surprise, personal appearance.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22): You

could receive special invitation.

Clandestine meeting brings

positive results. Maintain humor
be versatile. Work behind scenes

Keep confidential matters con

fidential. A secret will be revealed

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22).

Problem of friend may temporarily

Crossword Puzzle

delay progress. Realize that if you

give of yourself, you also will

receive Make decision based on

study of factual information.
Discard mere rumors Get to heart

of matter. ...
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 NOV. 21).

Obtain hint from Libra message.

Don't be in too much of a hurry.

Accent now is on how and where to

achieve goal. Unorthodox
procedure brings results. Means
changes are in order. Opposite sex

is involved. mm _
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec.

21): Lunar aspect spotlights long

range views, goals. Write, publish

and advertise. You get surprise call

from relative in transit. Maintain

balance. Harmonize home
surroundings. Be receptive, but

practical. ,„,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. Ml:

You come to terms with yourself

You find out where you stand and
how to stand taller. Setbacks are

minor and should not be blown out

of proportion Money of mate,

partner is involved Be perceptive

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

Lie low. Take time where im-

portant decisions are concerned
Guard reputation, accent public

relations. Question of who owes who
could be in picture. Let others know
vou are aware of leqal rlohts.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20

Dependents are very much in

picture You may teal that too much
Is being asked Kay s to fulfill

obligations But don't give in to one

who demands something for

nothing You will understand

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you can combine practicality with

imagination You can be a tough

customer and also one who is gentle

and persuasive. And, during this

year, there will be a meaningful
domestic change.
Copyright 1972, Gen. Fea Corp

ACROSS

Skin ailment

Declare
Outfit

South African

Dutch
Unusual
Native metal
Printer's

measure
Nobleman
Sailor

(colloq.)

Prefix with

Speech
Smaller
number
Drink* jtowly

Observes
Affirmative

vote

Lucid

Bark
A continent
(abbr)
Encircled

More indigent

Babylonian
deity

Dye plant

Location
Greek letter

Lifeless

Buccaneer
Bird's home
Decorate
Note of scale

Cnapeau
Microbe

59 Symbol for

cerium

Employ

Encourage
Gray
Dance step

Planet

69 Woody plant

1

5
9
12

13
14
15

16
18

20
22
24

27
29
31

32
34
36

37
39
41

42
44
45
47
49
50
52
54

55
57

61

63
65
67
68

5 Tapestry
6 Depression

between
mountains

7 Teutonic deity

8 Soak
9 Country of

Asia

10 Negative
prefix

11 Symbol for

tellurium

17 Near
19 Man's

nickname
21 Unlock
23 Retain

25 Figure of

speech
26 Scorched
27 Sieve

28 Epic tale

30 Weak food

33 Tear

Ans*2 to Saturday's Pm/.';-
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40 Foray

43 Bigger

46 Residue

48 Eats to

get thin

51 Symbol for

tantalum

35 1 lth President 53 Title of

38 Food program

IT

ji

56 Scottish cap

58 Small rug

60 Organ of sight

61 Above
62 A continent

(abbr.)

64 College degree

(abbr)

respect (abbr.) 66 Senior (abbr.)

DOWN

1 Man's
nickname

2 Pacify

3 Compass point

4 Before Diatr. by I'mted Feature Syndicitf. Inc V

NEVER SHARE 4t3UR PAP

UllTH A RESTLESS PlRP

!

by Johnny hart

I
P1D ANYcXt EVER TBUL *XJ

Y0U MAVB A SEXY SMILE fJ AREY0U
KIPCXN<&P

PLAYBOY IS F=eA7URlNe> THE X-RAxfe

Or fW LAST f&OT CAN*L IN THE

PEBftUrMSY CENTERfiOLP.

~n

4 1 - -
t 59th Street
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Frosh Hoopsters

Waltz To Win
By FRED ROSENTHAL

Led by the scoring and rebounding of centers John Murphy and

Bruce Guzowski the UMass freshman basketball team easily

outclassed Bryant and Stratton by a score of 98-33 Saturday night at

the Cage. The win upped UMass' record to 6-0.

The Little Redmen ran off the first nine points of the game and

went on to build an insurmountable lead which just got bigger and

bigger as the game went on.

After the UMass starting five built up a large lead, Coach Dan

Gaudette substituted freely and got a stellar performance from

reserve center, Bruce Guzowski. Guzowski (6'7) came up with 18

points and 17 rebounds as the frosh continued to run up the score.

The amazing thing about Guzowski's performance is that over

the first five games he hadn't scored. When asked about the change

he commented, "I was never a big star in high school and then I

came here and played with guys who were all-state. It just took

time to get my confidence." He added that he had worked read

hard on his shooting over vacation.

Guzowski led UMass in scoring along with Murphy and forward,

Tom Gilliams. Each had 18 points. Murphy had 22 rebounds and

Gillams had 12. Endicott had 10 points and five assists. Jim Burke

and Mike Flanagan scored 9 points apiece, and Flanagan had four

assists »

The UMass freshmen now look forward to playing the Springfield

College frosh tonight at 6:00 at the Cage.

ia^amawmtkwmmmmwmwmmmmwmmmmmmmwmmt 1 1 1
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Winter Games Hurting

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
1 I

JV Skaters Bow To BU;

Connors Scores Two In Loss

SAPPORO, Japan (AP)-Avery

Brundage. president of the In-

ternational Olympic Committee,

raised doubts Sunday that the

Winter Olympics will survive

much longer in their present form

The 84-year-old president,

speaking at the opening of the 72nd

session of the IOC, lamented the

rising costs and growing com-

mercialism of skiing and figure-

skating

He said of the Winter Games:

"They have accomplished a

tremendous humanitarian service

by popularizing healthy winter

sport and recreation, but they

seem to have their purpose and will

find it hard to continue as an

amateur event."

The IOC session opened amid the

controversy surrounding the skiers

who had been accused by Brun-

dage of violating the Olympic code

by carrying commercial names on

their clothing and equipment. The

committee is expected to decide

Monday whether they will be

allowed to compete in the eleventh

Winter Olympics scheduled to start

here next Thursday.

Crown Prince Akihito of Japan

opened the session to fanfares of

trumpets in the Hokkaido Welfare

Hall in Sapporo But Brundage.

while paying tribute to the

Japanese for their planning of the

Games, was in no mood to skate

over the problems which threaten

to undermine the Winter Olympics

He said the Winter Games, which

started at Chamonix. France, in

1924, had lost their intimate charm
He even hinted that Olympic

officials in Denver. Col, who are

planning the 1976 Winter Olympics

in the face of fierce opposition from

taxpayers, might be fighting a

tough battle.

"The expenditure of a million

dollars or more for a bob run, when

there are only a few hundred

competitors in the entire world, is

difficult to defend," Brundage

said

By TOM PLANT
On Saturday afternoon the

UMass JV hockey team had the

pleasure of playing at Boston

University's new Walter Brown

Memorial Arena. That was the

extent of their pleasure, however,

as they were defeated by the

Boston University frosh 7-4.

The Redman JV's were easily

the best team that BU has played

thus far in their undefeated season.

Kevin Connors scored twice for the

Redmen in the loss to raise his

team leading scoring total to 16

points on 11 goals and 5 assists.

BU scored first at 5: 10 of the first

period on a goal by Paul O'Neill

and exhibited some fast skating

and sharp passing as they

dominated the action throughout

the period. The Terriors hit again

with a minute remaining in the

period on a delayed penalty and the

help of an extra skater as Rick

Glover got the goal

UMass started their catch-up

game early in the second period on

an unassisted goal by Tim Murphy

to cut the lead to one. But, BU's

Glover came back with his second

goal on a breakaway, just 18

seconds before Kevin Connors

slapped in his first goal of the game

to cut the lead to one again. The JV

Redmen shoed a rather weak

power-play in contrast to BU's

well-tailored one. which was stifled

for the most part by some fine

work on the parts of goalie Chick

Rhealt, and defensemen Bob

Edwards, Tom Casey. Mike Ellis

and Brian Mulcahey.

BU's Bill Burlington, who had

two goals and three assists, all in

the third period, scored his first at

:58 of the final period, but again,

the Redmen came right back 13

seconds later on a goal by Jim

Lynch, with an assist from Jim

Coleman. Lynch and Coleman,

along with Edwards, played with

the JV's at the request of Varsity

Coach Jack Canniff since they

didn't see much action against

Vermont on Friday night They'll

most likely be with the Varsity for

Thursday night's game versus

Merrimack.
At 5:18 Connors scored his

second goal on some good hustle by

he and his brother. Jay, who

assisted along with Ellis, to tie the

game at 4-4. Then came the BU
power play and with just over five

minutes remaining. Burlington, of

BU. poked the puck through a

crowd around the Redman net for

the winning tally. They added two

more scores to widen the final

margin to 7-4 Rhealt had 31 saves

in the game and the BU goal-

tenders had 21.

The Redmen displayed some

strong checking as Coach Russ

Kidd made frequent changes of his

four lines; short ice intervals for

each line rather than the usual 2 to

3 minutes. Coach Kidd is in the

process of reorganizing his lines

after Tony Lyons and Jay Connors

joined the team just before the

Dartmouth game Friday night

In that game Dartmouth won 5-2,

as Kevin Connors scored two goals,

one assisted by Kevin Thompson,

and John Kiah played a fine game

in the nets with 44 saves Coach

Kidd had a legitimate complaint

about the late scheduling of the

game because "if you want to play

them, you plav when they want to.

and that's the only date we could

get " The JV's had only two

practices for the game, which was

the first for them after the

semester-break lay-off

The JV's, now 2-4-1, will play

Merrimack at Orr Rink Thursday

night at 6:15 p.m.. preceding the

Varsity game at 8:30.

Three Elected To Hall

Brundage May Retire
T"^ w— _«..«. *>f»Aa- Of! toarc

SAPPORO. Japan (AP)-A lean

dark-haired French nobleman.

Count Jean de Beaumont, will be

the next president of the In-

ternational Olympic Committee if

Avery Brundage retires this year

Ten Pin

BOWLING
MONDAY—
SATURDAY

4:30- 10:30 p.m.

(except during

league play)

as he says-after 20 years.

The Associated Press learned

this from good sources in the

councils of the IOC. meeting here

earlv this week before the opening

of the XI Winter Games
The suave Frenchman, ac-

cording to best information, has

moved ahead of bouncy, outgoing

Lord Killanin of Ireland in the back

room jockeying for position in the

Olympic hierarchy

There remains another con-

tingency A strong suspicion exists

in the IOC and in knowledgeable

circles outside it that Brundage.

although 84. wearied and bruised

by a succession of international

disputes, many of which he has

lost, might yet be persuaded to

carry on

NEW YORK (AP)-Vernon "Lefty" Gomez, the

New York Yankees' ace southpaw of the 1930s who

Ditched best in clutch moments, pinch-hitting out-

fielder Ross Youngs of the New York Giants and

former American League President Will Harndge

were elected to baseballs Hall of Fame Sunday by

the Veterans Committee

The three luminareies out of the sport s past,

considered among several applicants, were

unanimously selected by a 10-man committee.

Gomez, the only one of the three alive, had his best

years from 1931 to 1939 He pitched in five World

Series games and never lost one

His reputation as a dry wit often obscured his ex-

cellent 189-102 lifetime record Once, when asked the

secret of his success, Gomez replied :
"Clean living, a

fast outfield and Johnny Murphy
"

Gomez referred to the Yankee relief pitcher who

bailed him out of many games over a 14-year career

all but one season with New York He finished his

career with the Washington Senators in 1943

Gomez had four 20-game-winning seasons, led tne

American League in winning percentage twice was

tops in earned run average two times.

strikeouts three years and in shutouts once. He was.

in addition, an effective pitcher in All-Star games

He »s. perhaps, best known, though, for his pen-

chant of watching airplanes from the mound. Gomez

used to stop games and gaze at aircraft until they left

the Yankee Stadium vicinity.

Youngs, described by his managers as a mini

version of Ty Cobb, had a 322 lifetime average and

was considered one of the game's most aggressive

base runners until his untimely death at the age of 30.

Youngs died of Bright's Disease in 1927. a hear

after he completed his 10th season in 1926 with a 306

batting average He scored 100 or more runs in three

straight years and twice was in the 200-hit class.

Harndge. who died last year, was league president

for almost 28 years from 1931 to 1959, a record

•My life in baseball has been 99 per cent luck," he

once commented with typical modesty

Harridge guided the league through the trying

depression and eventually into the 1950s, through a

series of franchise shifts and expansion.

The trio will be inducted into the shrine at

Cooperstown, N.Y.

' 'Togetherness
'

' Wins It For East
. ...V> * ,*p> ward Willie Wise of Utah "We had scored 21 points on nine of 13 sh

LOUISVILLE, Kv. <AP) »-™™ '
. from tne f.eld. grabbed n

Join The Bludgening

Student Bureacracy
Student Senate President

Lee Sandwen
Needs

Three Administrative Assistants

(See him this week)

One to help him deal more effectively with the Board of Trustee.

One to work on improving Senate effectiveness with the Faculty

Senate

One to run a Voter Registration Campaign and to help deal with

local political officials < i.e. State Reps, and District Attorneys)

Selection Criteria :
Writing ad "leg work" ability and loyalty.

Togetherness is a sometime thing

on the professional basketball

court, says Kentucky Colonels

Coach Joe Mullaney
' 'The fact that we had it

.

" he sa id

after his East squad whipped the

West 142-115 in Saturday night's

fifth annual American Basketball

Association All Star game, "could

have been the key factor
"

"That's right." chimed in Htm

York Nets forward Rick Barry,

who had 12 rebounds and handed

out eight assists for the East

"We rebounded well-especially

in the third and fourth periods ran

well, and played unselfish

basketball It was a great game to

play in." he said

The contest was close through

three periods, a surprise to those

who foresaw the shooter rich East

as heavy favorites But with the

score at 106-102 in the final quarter,

the East ran off a string of eight

points, including two spectacular

stuff shots by Carolina's Jim

McDaniels and one by Pittsburgh's

George Thompson
"That series of scores was the

key to the game." said West for

them close up to that point, but

they really started moving. Their

fast break was beautiful
"

McDaniels. a 7-foot rookie, broke

a game record with 18 points in

that final period and finished with

24, high for the game Most

valuable player honors, however,

went to Kentucky's Dan Issel. who

shots

from the field, grabbed nine

rebounds and had five assists in 23

minutes
Indiana's Mel Daniels paced the

West with 21 points

•I think we kind of broke their

morale with that last quarter

binge." said Issel

The 'RUSH' Is On! One Night Only

The Northfield Mount Hermon Entertainment Series

presents

TOM RUSH
FEBM ARYS
H:3flP.M.

THE AUDITORIUM
E. NORTHFIELD. MASS.

Admission At Door Onlv 13.00

or write: Public Information Office

RevellHall

E Northfield. Mass

For Your Car's Sake

Complete Oil Change

WITH THIS AD-ONLY

(5 qtt. Mobil Lvborito)
$2"

College Town Service

I

I

I

I

!

I

I

I

jSpencer's Mobil Station;

I Next to Post Office - 161 N. Pleasant St.
jI

I

I

I

.J
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UVM Topple
Redmen, 5-3

By BILL BALLOU
Shock-a momentary reaction to

a strong, unexpected stimulus.

Eckerson -20-year-old

goaltender who wears glasses. Has

quick legs and is seemingly im-

pregnable to UMass forwards,

especially Pat Keenan. Currently

attending the University of Ver-

mont. __

On Friday night. January 28,

1972, the Catamounts from the

University of Vermont came into

Orr Rink "and defeated the Redmen

of Massachusetts by a score of 5-3

Th»- above definitions describe the

state approximately 3500 i M
-., a l.iib were m when they left

orr Rink and the reason why they

were in this condition

The) were in shock because

although everyone knew Vermont

was a good team, the Redmen had

not lost a home game since way

back two seasons ago, and there

itemed to be no good reason why

they should start now The defeat

'rong. unexpected stimulus

There were two good reasons I to

rt now. one of which was

Eckerson.
sn\.' Kckerson came into the

game boasting a fairly good

record, but nothing spectacular

the Catamounts had a surprising 3-

lead.

Those two Vermont goals

belonged to Sophomore Chris

Miller and stellar center Pat

Wright, the latter score coming at

15:10.

When Charlie Donovan got the

puck from Pat Keenan off a draw

to Eckerson's left and fired it home

to cut the gap to 3-1, it appeared

that UMass would have a decent

chance to come back and cut it

even further. But with just 51

seconds left in the period and Eric

Scrafield off for UMass. the Cats'

Fred Hunt hit for a power play goal

that eventually proved to be the

game winner The period ended at

4-1 for Vermont and there were

already a lot of shocked people at

Orr Rink.

Eckerson's second moment of

glory came in the second period

when, with the Redmen down by

just 4-2, thanks to Pat Keenan's

unassisted goal at 9 47. he made a

slew of great saves during a two-

minute span when the Catamounts

were iorced to play two men short

That two man short situation

the last good opportunity for the

Redmen to close the gap to one

goal and their failure to do soM
real beck breaker

When Ted Castle beat P. J

Flaherty at 15:03 the More stood 5-

2 Vermont and both teams were

right back where the> started.

I Mass played its best hockey of

the game in the period, but

Kckerson also saved his best for

last

Donnie Riley had slapped home a

>oter to give the Redmen hope

with just 4 27 gone in the final

stan/a and UMaaa had definitely

picked up momentum heading into

the final minutes of action

l Mass forced Vermont into

making mistakes in their own zone.

with resulting scoring chances

The two best came off the sticks of

UMass Falls To ?rtars;

Voces Springfield Tontght

t was only moments after his

Redmen had been defeated by

Providence College. 64-55,

Saturday night at Curry Hicks

Cage that coach Jack Leaman

made his way to the press room, a

can of coke in one hand, the easily

removable tab-top in the other

Ten feet or so from where he was

to sit was a wastepaper basket

And it was ironic that his toss of the

tab into the basket was perfect as

during the preceding two hours, his

Redmen could not buy a basket and

un shot themselves out of a game

with the highly-touted Friars.

This was all that separated the

Redmen from Providence on

Saturday night before the largest

crowd of the season. 4200 plus, a

paltrv 32 percent from the floor,

including a grave-digging 27

percent in the first half The shots

were there, you couldn't ask for

more from the offense, but on a

night when PC. could have been

had. the basket was a seeming

enigma hanging from I support in

the Cage.
. . . .._,

From all that transpired during

the course of the game, two

()uestions immediately popped up

1
1 > Was Providence ready to play-

after its big win over Southern Cal"

1 m it the Friars defense or the

Redmen's off night that kept the

l Mass offense in silence during

most of the game
Both coaches agreed on the first

to varying degrees, but had op-

posite opinions on the second

Here s what Leaman had to say:

To be honest Providence didn't

play well tonight, they were ready

to be had. but we didn't go after

them 1 couldn't ask any more from

our offense and this is why I can

that we may have been awed

by PC
Id like to say they defended us.

but we shot very poorly on open

>hots I have no complaints, they

worked their butts off and the

mistakes they made were honest

ones." ~
Providence coach Dave Gavitt s

version of what he saw went like

this: i dont think we looked

ahead of the game We were ready.

but it was tough to prepare due to

the excitement in the city of

Providence over our win at

Southern Cal The people wouldn't

leave the players alone wherever

they were
"We were impatient tonight

I Mass played us tough and worked

hard against us Their press was

effective when they used it

^Redmen, 15-1, in

missed a lot frorr,i
the Held ana

i

i a u.*,™
basketba il that had the

like to think we had southing to a strew
frustration more than

do with it. We played some kind of Cage^m urn
jjj^^^ ^

%£Z^™2^& but they cou,d on,y answer the

was to come throughout the

evening Providence controlled the

board (for the game they

dominated in rebounds 46-30).

UMass was unable to contend with

Marvin Barnes, the 6'9 super

sophomore I he had 27 points and 18

rebounds). And a combination of

Don Lewis and Ernie DeGregono

kept John Betancourt off the

scoreboard. (He hit three for 15 for

the game, well below a normal big

game for him.)

And probably

Friars with an Al Skinner free

throw. (Playing in the backcourt.

Skinners totals read 16 points, to

tie for UMass honors with Peter

Trow, seven rebounds and five

issists.

The second half was more of the

same frustration, an agonizing

frustration to say the least. Twice

the Redmen came rushing back

into the game I the closest was six

points) but on both times, the

spurts sputtered when missed free

throws gave Providence

Inability of UMass to score from by the press

the field which left their full-court

press on the clipped board with the

exception of two instances when it

brought them back in the second

half to within reaching distance of

Providence.

The Friars opened the game up

midwav into the first half when

TONIGHT Springfield College

comes to Curry Hicks Cage to due

battle with the Redmen at 8. Last

year the chiefs derailed UMass at

"Springfield and to date have upset

Dartmouth and taken Holy Cross to

the wire

(.IMMK DAT DING: Tom Austin. UMass center, engages in some

tough rebounding action with Don Lewis of Providence College. Al

Skinner (30> and Marvin Barnes look on. (MDC Photo by Dan

Kamal)

i they used it They »
~™"~~~~"~

Grapplers Upset Oswego
^ * -— . k„ f« nmvp the bat as he took his opponent down in tl

BLUELINK BATTLE. Dennis Gr.bow.ki.(^*"£**S£
Vermont forward. Willie MacKinnon (16) in action last Friday. The

RedmTn dropped a tough 5-3 decision to the Catamounts, tightening

LTteMvStTll f2 considerably. UM.s, now has one loss in

I£R" while UVM has two. <MDC Photo by Barbara Brecher >

'.. - u..a r»_4 i/n^nor. inA Ch\m Shea, o
His problem all season long had

been inconsistency, and a bad

habit of being shaky with his glove

hand
Steve Eckerson left the game

amid a pig pile of ecstatic Vermont

Catamounts and after he had done

a job for the Cats by stopping 41

UMass shots, many of which ap-

peared to be certain goals.

The Junior goaltender was

superb all night, but on three

particular occasion he played some

goal that turned the game around

for the Cats.

The first time was in the opening

five minutes of the game when play

was practically entirely in the

Vermont end of the rink with

UMass dominating completely In

this five minute span he made

several big stops, keeping the

Redmen off the board and setting

Pat Keenan and Chico Shea, but

Eckerson turned in brilliant stops

on both The first, off Keenan. was

probably his best save of the night

as he stopped a breakaway with a

stick hand made on Keenan's 10-

footer Shea was also stopped on a

breakaway, but Eckerson added a

different twist when he also was

able to block and hold on to Shea's

rebound.

As far as the game went, that

W3S it.

The score was 5-3 and the win by

Vermont ranked as a definite

upset There was no question the

Cats were up for this hockey game

Their natural skating advantage

served them well, as did their

ability to take advantage of

numerous UMass lapses in their

own defensive zone Their

defensive corps consisting of Ted^r5.wS-B y£=. wT&ia. John Murphy
the stage iot ine »

=>
V*

, R , f, k at tirnes.
came, a tally by Vermont defen

seman Ted Yeates at the 6:48

m
That goal marked the biggest

reversal in momentum since

Meade stopped Lee at Gettysburg

Whereas the first five minutes he

play had been all UMas* by the

time the 16:00 mark rolled around

and Brad Cooke was, at times

spectacular, especially Yeates

This loss for UMass is the first in

Division II, and leaves them with a

10-1 record. Vermont's record is

now 7-2 in divisional play.

February should be a very in-

teresting month.

There comes a time when every team has to prove

something to someone. For some teams it may be

that they can carry a ball with a degree of com

oetency for others it means proving they are the

fastest But for the UMass wrestling team the time

had come when they had to prove that they are up to

defending their New England title With a 3-5-1 record

and the thirteenth ranked College Division team

coming to wrestle it looked like proof would come

hard It didn't as Coach Homer Barr's Redmen

grapplers sent Oswego State home stinging with a 27-

11 defeat. . _ .

"It was a good win'* said Coach Barr as he

characterized his team's victory over Oswego. What

the coach meant by good was that the mistakes made

by UMass were not bad enough to cause Oswego to

cash in and pull ahead.

Dave Amato started things off with a big 16-0

decision and four team points for UMaaa Dave

wasted no time, going in right away for the takedown

and putting the man on his back for two more points

and a 4-0 lead at the end of the first period Dave

showed his skill at pinning combinations at the same

rate that the Oswego man showed that he would not

nut the other shoulder down

Barry Godowsky continued the first period

dominance as he worked his man intc Posit»°n for^

I

high crotch takedown right at the end of the first

period to gain the psychological advantage Barry

STveup an escape and ridina time point but showed

that takedowns will win it and walked away with a 6-3

decision and kept the Redmen ^^7-0
Oswego won the 134-pound bout and came on the

score card with three points as Clay Jester came on

Clay wrestled a defensive first period and with five

seconds left relaxed close to the edge of the mat and

2 taken down, and was behind 2^ Clay had the

advantage in the second period and rode his opponent

out and came close to turning him over for some more

SSfeS had to be satisfied with a point nding time

and a quick escape point to tie the match.

cYplain Shelly Goldberg came on strong right off

the bat as be took his opponent down in the first five

seconds of the bout and then did it again three more

times plus an escape to win 9-1. Shell showed that

there is not much one can do to keep him from getting

a leg if he wants it!

The 158 and 167 pound bouts went to ^ego but

both provided the fans with some thrills. Mike uutty.

in his first appearance of the season had a reaUcome

back match for the crowd to watch. His Oswego

opponent had him down bv four points and Mike came

back with five of his own (a reversal, Ukedown and

«cap£! in the second period The third period saw the

worst call of the match and Coach Barr's moment ot

anger as the referee blithely denied Duffy two points

that were definitely his, and this coat him the matcn,

Bruce Buckbee showed how to be East Greenbush

tough as he worked his man to the point that

referee was awarding stalling points against Oswego

like he was giving away candy It was touch and go ai

first, though, as Bruce waa taken down •nd ™™T"
out Oswego ran out of steam after Buckbee s ra

decision, however, as the 190 and heavyweight

matches were won by pins -

Freshman John Connolly evidenced power tospare

as he reversed his man in the second perioO ana

worked him over so that by the time the third pertoa

rolled around the Oswego wrestler happily fell into a

pin just so he could get away from Dynamo Connolly

Carl Dambman, sporting a slight mu^fSf-
showed that after all this time off from wresttmg

heavyweight (he has been the regular 190 pounds

he can still beat guys that outweigh him 50 poundsuit

was a typical performance from the Upper DarDy

junior as he took his man down, displayed his skills ai

riding and finally pinned his man with 17 seconds leii

in the match. IIUMt
If seeing was believing then those who saw UMass

rip Oswego can believe that the Redmen are very

capable of defending their title and that losses in tne

past won't keep them from doing it any more than a

top ranked opponent.
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Angela
By HIGH OWEN

Jeanette Cole of the WEB
DuBois Dept of Black Studies led

off the Rally to free Angela Davis

in the Student Union Ballroom last

night.

"I am firmly convinced that she

is guilty," said Miss Cole. "Guilty

of being black in white America. Of

daring to defy the Capitalist

system, and of being herself."

Miss Cole continued in saying

that Angela Davis is on trial

because she did not adhere to the

policy that "if you're white you're

allright, if you're black get back
"

"America is the one that should

be on trial," stated Miss Cole "On

trial for kidnapping black people

from Africa, for the theft of land

Security Head
See page three

Leaman
See page twelve

from the Indians, and for the

murders carried out at Attica.

Kent and Jackson
."

Jules Chemetsky. a professor in

the English Department, spoke on

the urgency of freeing Angela

Davis "before she is murdered by

the state of California ". He said

her life is in danger because she is

" black, a woman, an intellectual,

and a Communist, and people such

as Angela are vulnerable in

America"
Professor Chemetsky said

Angela is a colleague he greatly

admires, and one whose con

tributions to the people are in

valuable He said she should be

freed so that she may continue with

her work
Acklyn Lynch, also of the WEB

DuBois Dept. of black studies,

expressed the need for "dedication

to the total destruction of this

oppressive state.

"Do not focus only upon the

freeing of Angela Dvis. but also on

the destruction of the state

machinery that put her there," he

said.

"We said free Huey Newton and

he was freed But they destroyed

the Black Panther Party as a

result They freed Erica and

Bobby, but killed Mark Clark and

Fred Hampton If they free Angela

will they kill Rap Brown?"
Lynch also pointed out that

Angela Davis is not the only person

who is being victimized by the

capitalist system. Thousands of

people living in the ghettos with no

hope for a better life are also

victims of the system, he said.

"Those people need help too, and

the only way to help them is to

destroy the capitalist system."

The rally came to a close with

Dave Cohen, of the Young Workers

Liberation League, condemning

the prison system and government

that supports it The need now is to

overthrow the core of racist

ideology in the U.S., he said.

This Monday the state of

California is scheduled to begin its

case against Angela Davis on

charges of murder, kidnapping and

conspiracy (stemming from tne

courtroom raid staged by Jon

Jackson in the Marin County Civic

Center on Aug. 7, 1970.) Jury

selection will be the first order of

the day after Judge Aranson calls

the trial in session It could be the

toughest battle in the whole case

for Miss Davis' attorneys. Ac-

cording to a survey by UCLA
sociology professor Jeffrey M.

Paige, commissioned by the

National Conference of Black

Lawyers, Santa Clara county,

where the trial is being held, has a

black population of less than 2

percent In 1988, 13 percent of the

registered voters in the county

registered with George Wallace's

American Independent Party. A
sampling poll showed that 62

percent of the population just does

not like Angela Davis.

It is for these reasons that

Angela Davis' lawyers will

carefully screen every potential

juror to try and select ones without

any bias towards Miss Davis.

Continued on Page two
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Computers Working Again
Bv KEVIN KERIT

Several potential"problems concerning a number of

University courses were averted yesterday morning

as computers which had been inoperative for two

weeks were restored to service.

Ro> Ageloff . a graduate student presently teaching

an accounting course at the University, stated that

the computers, shut down since their move from the

Engineering Lab to the new Graduate Research

Center on January' 15. appeared yesterday to be

functional Ageloff explained that the computers,

used by faculty and students in a wide variety of

courses, were tentatively scheduled for transfer to

GRC last August, but their move was delayed until

this month due to incomplete construction at the new

site.

When asked if the computer shutdown would have

anv added impact in the area of administration,

Ageloff replied that this certainly would not be the

case, since Whitmore has a separate computer

system, but added that 'if a computer shut down for

the entire semester, it could cause problems for

many courses and students doing research."

Coin ml C WofrtB, Direct* of the University

( (impuiti Center, ittrlbllttd the two-week delay in

resumption <»l computer operations to the routine

difficult ion involved in moving such an enormous

system and the testing required by the machines

before being made available lor general use. Asked if

he loirs. »w .my future difficulties with the new
computet rrtUfetnent, Wogrin replied in the af-

firmative, stating, however, that problems are to be

expected
one problem perlfteefly mentioned was that of

supplying sufficient cool air to the machines, as the

tremendous amounts of heat generated by the

computers would render them inoperative unless

adequately relieved. Presently, sufficient cooling

systems do not exist, but Wogrin is looking forward to

the installation of a supplementary air conditioning

unit to cope with this dilemma. Until this is ac-

complished, he stated, "There will be days in the

spring when the outside temperature will rise to the

critical point of about 52°, and then operations will

have to shut down at intervals to allow the system to

cool-

After a breakdown in the Whitmore computers everything is back

to normal with all at work. So remember, you're back on file and

your brother is watching.

• concourse carnival

winter carni '72

eb. 11, 12. 2nd. level concourse, campus center

Continued from Page One

Directing this effort for Angela

Davis will be Howard Moore, a

sophisticated Atlanta lawyer
Another lawyer. Margaret Bur-

nham will share in the respon

sibilities of choosing jurors No one

is sure how long jury selection will

take, but some lawyers speculate it

might take at least a month or two

Once the jury is picked the battle

will finally begin Working along

with Miss Davis counsel will be

the National Conference of Black

Lawyers and twelve top professors

from major universities

The trial promises to be a long

and difficult one It is true that

Angela Davis purchased and
registered the guns later used by

Free Angela Rally

j on Jackson in the attempted

courtroom kidnapping, but Harris

will have to prove she gave the

weapons to Jon Jackson and did so

knowing that he intended to use

them for an illegal act.

The state cannot claim Miss

Davis gave the guns to Jon

Jackson, and they do not claim she

was at the scene of the crime. The

only thing the prosecution can do is

to emphasis Miss Davis' political

militancy, and her friendship with

George and Jon Jackson

After fifteen months in jail it

looks as if Angela Davis has only

more months to look forward to in

awaiting the decision of a long,

drawn-out trial, the rally par

ticipants want her out of jail for

these months
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SALE

Jeans 'n Jerseys

$4.99

Tues. & Thurs. Feb. 1, 3

Room Full of Blues

mj
8:30 50 c

The Sunrise Grille
Food tostav and logo 24hrs.aday

MDC Staff

ELECTIONS TONIGHT
For Editorial Board Positions

7:00 p.m. - Rooms 168-172 Campus Center

ATTENDANCE MANDATORY
(please come)

See listing on today's editorial page for those staffers eligible to vote.

If you are not there and think you should be come anyway.

After an intensive study by the

Security Director's Search
Committee, Acting Chancellor
Bromery has named David
Johnston (see other story on page)

as the new director of security for

UMass.
Johnston had been second choice

to Robert Wasserman, who was
involved with law enforcement in

Boston. Wasserman had to decline,

because according to Henry
Bouffard, Student Attorney
General and member of the search

committee, "he accepted a very

good job in Washington."
Bouffard termed Johnston very

qualified. "He combines the ideal

qualification of a policeman who
has gone to school, and un-

derstands police theory."

The Security Director's Search

Committee was composed of

faculty, students, campus police,

administrators and the Student

SenateGeneralCounsel. It began its

search in October and finished on

January 1, of this year Douglas

Forsyth, Special Assistant to the

Vice-Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs, and member of the search

committee, said, "The committee

was made up of a broad spectrum

of people working under the

assumption that they were going to

respond to different individual's

needs in the University com
munity.

Forsyth, who was appointed

acting director of security after the

resignation of William Dye.

discussed the origin of the search

for a new director of security. "I

was appointed to the position of

director of security." he said,

"after Dye resigned during the

summer to become Chief of Police

in East St Louis, Missouri Besides

the regular duties, I was given the

responsibility of finding a

replacement for myself. You see

I'm more a psychologist than a

cop."

He then outlined the procedure

for the selection of the members of

the committee "I requested the

Facultv. Student, and Graduate

Johnston New Director of Security
*^ .... r _r II. ' nr»lir>» ctatil

Student to suggest people qualified

to serve on the committee. Some of

the members chosen were, Larry

Dye from the School of Ed., Henry

Bouffard, Student Attorney
General, Rick Verrochi of the

Student Senate, Daniel Schwartz,

Lieutenant on the Campus Police,

Richard Howland, Attorney for

Students, and Daniel Fitzpatrick,

Associate Dean of Students and

Coordinator of the Committee."

After forming, Forsyth says the

committee developed a system

David Johnston

where each would personally rank

applicants for the job, (which

numbered 80 and came from as far

as California' by reading the

resumes of each applicant which

included recommendations, past

experiences in police work and

other important items. "We were

looking for someone with com
munity responsiveness." Forsyth

maintains, "who understands that

the Cnversity community is a

unique one."

After individually ranking the

candidates, starting with who they

thought was best. Forsyth says

they met back as a whole to discuss

and decide, from each others

choices, who they would call for

interviews on campus
Of the 80 applicants which ap-

plied the committee narrowed the

list to 12 candidates.

Forsyth says the structure of the

committee developed for in-

terviews, was to find out what the

attitude of each man was. "It was
an important affair, which
required a man to have staying

power in stress situations," he

said.

"What the 2 day interview en-

compassed was the afternoon and

evening of one day, and entire

portion of the following day," he

explained.

In detailing the interview

procedures it was seen that the

committee had adopted a rigid

format for choosing a man to fill the

position. First, when the candidate

arrived he was taken to the

University police station to see how

the security system was set up.

From here he went to the Campus
Center to talk, with students who
came with Richard Howland or

Rick Verrochi. A meeting followed

with half of the search com
mitteemen before supper and the

other half after Most of the

questions asked by the members
centered around police carrying

guns on campus, drug related

situations, community relations

with minority groups and questions

of general concern.

Bouffard said the committeemen
presented the applicants with a

number of situations He said, "We
asked if Federal authorities ap-

proached them to cooperate in

wiretapping, would they tell a

professor about the wiretap, or

would their allegiance be with the

University or federal govern

menf"
Bouffard also said they were

asked questions such as "Should

the University police wear
uniforms9 ". "What their concept

of policing was?" "Should

University police carry guns ",

and "What types of training were

necessary for the University

Police9 " Bouffard said Johnston

was in favor of police wearing

guns.

Following these meetings with

the search committeemen, the

candidate was taken to the campus

police station, to meet the men
working on the night shift. "These
men usually don't get talked to

because of their hours." Forsyth

explained.

A Profile

Johnston Experienced
David L. Johnston, 35, was appointed to the post of director of security

by Dr Randolph W. Bromery.

As director of security, Johnston will work under Dr. Robert W. Gage,

Acting Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs. The new director, said Dr.

Gage, "combines a wealth of on-line police experience, academic ex-

cellence, community sensitivity, and research skills to provide an ap-

proach to campus security that is unique and responsive."

Since July, 1971, Johnston has been an advisor to the Governor's

Committee on Law Enforcement and Administration, with specific

responsibility for Criminal Justice Systems development. He also

designed strategies for improving municipal police departments, and

helped develop the State's 1972 Comprehensive Criminal Justice Plan.

He earned his bachelor of science degree at The School of Police Ad-

ministration and Public Safety, Michigan State University, with a major

in law enforcement administration; and his master of arts degree at the

State University of New York. And he is completing his Ph.D. at The

School of Criminal Justice, State University of New York at Albany,

where his major is the planned change in criminal justice.

He has been a police officer for the Saginaw Police Department in

Michigan; and has worked for the Department of Probation in New York

City; the Troy, N.Y.. Police Department, the Connecticut Department of

Corrections; the Pennsylvania Department of Social Welfare Project;

and the Oakland, Calif , Police Department

A native of Painesville.Ohio, Mr. Johnston has been living in

Tewksbury. He and Mrs Johnston have one child. _____

Room To Move

YouWho Are
We would like to introduce ourselves to those of you

who are new to campus this semester. Room To Move

is a drug drop-in center located on the "Hatch" level

(architecturally speaking) of the Student Union Our

purpose is to serve the UMass campus and

surrounding communities as an information,

referral, education, counseling and crisis in

tervention center We have a large number of articles

available in the center on topics ranging from with-

drawal from opiates, drugs and sex. psychological

phenomena to herbal highs We have a good selection

of drug related books on reserve at the Goodell

Library (These books are listed only at the reserve

desk and are not filed in the master card catalogue I

Room To Move's education program offer

workshops to the University community on

psychedelics, barbiturates. speed. value

clarification, emergency care, legal aid. alcohol and

opiates

The staff is available twenty-four hours a day to

respond to any issues or concerns you may have. We
have a number of professionals we can refer to if a

certain situation falls outside our realm of service In

the instance of bad trips or other crisis situations, the

staff can be reached at all times by calling 545-0400

There's a lot more to Room To Move than this

linear description could convey, but we hope that you

have gotten some feeling about the center and now

feel free to come by any time

Official CASIAC Pass-Fail Policy
The following is the College of

Art's and Sciences official policy

concerning courses that may be

taken on a pass/fail basis

•Students in the College of Arts

and Sciences and all full-time

students shall be eligible to use a

pass fail option in one course each

semester. A student may elect to

take up to and including five

University core requirement

courses pass-fail For courses

required for a student's major,

permission of the department is

necessarv

An eligible student taking a full

load in summer work (9 credits)

may be allowed the pass-fail option

in one course. This resolution

means that a CAS student may.

among other options, take all four

of his natural or social science

requirements pass-fail; or all four

of his humanities requirements

The Concourse Carnival is coming

to the second floor of the Campus Center

on Friday, Feb. 11 and Saturday, Feb. 12

of Winter Carni weekend. Especially needed

are people who want to set up games

and amusements. Pick up your applications

at the Student Activities Desk in the Campus Center.

Tomorrow (February 2, 1972) is the last day to

register to vote in Amherst before the February 22nd

Town Election. There will be a registration session in

the Town Clerk's office in the Town Hall from 12 noon

to 10 p.m. to accommodate those who wish io register.

TONITE

JOHN MORGAN
At

3hr EngltHr? #uh

pass fail: or as an interim policy

forSPRINd TERM ONLY, all four

language courses pass-fail. IN-

CLUDING his language 140 course

pass-fail.

The deadline for changing to or

from pass fail is the 10th day of the

term on Monday. February 7.

This is the official policy.

Friday's Collegian was incorrect

SALE
Rindge Industries, Inc., has closed its mill in

New Hampshire and is selling its inventory at

reduced prices.

SOLIDS, CHECKS, PLAIDS, HERRING
BONES,

AND OTHER ASSORTED FABRICS ON
SALE

COATING & BONDED FABRICS
Now $2.00 yd.

UNBONDED FABRICS Now$1.60yd.

RUG ENDS Now40C lb.

KNITTING YARN Now40c/skein

Buy Now & Save!

Wedgmoor Fabrics

Samtone Inc.

Ware Industries Yard
Ware, Mast.

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:00 a.m. 5 p.m.

Sat. 8:00 a.m. 12 noon

Sale ends Feb 12th

It's your newspaper JEAN SHEPHERD TONIGHT
Monday, Feb. 7 at 8:00 p.m.

Campus Center auditorium

•.« .,*.

.
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In The Nation And The World

Irish Republic Breaks With Britain
* . . . - .„.„...__ ._ — - ,e vnia inin<»thP circumstances squad had been a

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP)-Rebel

guerrillas struck back with bombs, bullets

and defiant parades Monday over the killing

of civilians in a clash with British troops.

The Irish Republic to the south responded

with diplomatic blows against Britain, and.

in Parliament in London, Bernadette Devlin

assaulted British Home Secretary Reginald

Maudling with punches, scratches and tugs

on his hair.

The battle in Londonderry Sunday that

resulted in the deaths of 13 civilians was the

worstviolence sinceAugust, 1969. The British

government ordered an independent

inquirv

The Irish Republic recalled its am-

bassador in London, Donal O'Sullivan. An
Irish Embassy spokesman called the move
"the strongest protest we can make"
without rupturing diplomatic relations with

Britain.

Prime Minister Jack Lynch of Ireland

said he is sending his foreign minister.

Patrick Hillery, to New York to consult with

U.N. officials Hillery also will visit "heads

of friendly governments" in a bid to set up

an international inquiry into the Sunday

shootings

In London. Miss Devlin, a member of

Britain's Parliament as well as a leader of

the Roman Catholic minority in Northern

Ireland, interrupted proceedings as

Maudling was explaining the circumstances

in which a force of British paratroopers

opened fire during Sunday's demonstration

in Londonderry.
She complained that she was not allowed

to put a question to Maudling

"I have the right as the only represen-

tative who was a witness to ask a question of

that murdering hypocrite." she shouted.

Miss Devlin, who stands only about 5 feet

tall, then rushed across the House of

Commons and attacked Maudling

She was pulled away by other members of

Parliament and hauled from the chamber.

Earlier an anonymous telephone caller in

London claimed that a two-man suicide

squad had been assigned to assassinate

Prime Minister Edward Heath to avenge the

civilians killed in Londonderry.

The caller told The Associated Press the

killers had been chosen at a meeting of Saor

Eire, a leftist offshoot of the Irish

Republican Army. A spokesman for Heath

said the necessary steps would be taken.

The Irish Republican Army-the IRA-has

vowed revenge for the deaths in Lon-

donderry.

Strikes protesting Sunday's shootings

paralyzed much of Northern Ireland's in-

dustry Londonderry limped along in near

shutdown. So did some other smaller

Northern Ireland towns.

In Brief...
FAA Responds To Recent Hijacking

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Federal Aviation Administration,

aroused at the continuing menace of airplane hijackings, ordered

all the U.S. scheduled airlines Monday to start screening

passengers and baggage for weapons or sabotage devices.

The new order will go into effect 72 hours after it appears in the

Federal Register That printing is expected Tuesday or Wed-

nesday, so that the new procedures will go into effect Friday or

Saturday.
King of Nepal Dies

KATMANDU. Nepal ( AP>-King Mahendra, who brought modern
ways to Nepal, died Monday and his son, a 26-year-old paratrooper

and painter, ascended the world's only Hindu throne as a divine-

right monarch.
Mahendra Bir Bikram Shah Dev died in southern Bharatpur 24

hours after suffering a heart attack, his second in four years. He
was 51.

His eldest son became king immediately in a simple private

ceremoney
Hoover Condemns Court Disruptions

WASHINGTON <AP)-FBI Director J Edgar Hoover said

Monday the courts are now experiencing the same violent

disrespect for the law that enforcement agencies have suffered for

years
Hoover said the courts must take quick, decisive action against

defendants engaged in wild outbursts and disruptive tactics during

a trial _____

Allied Planes Bomb Tanks
s \m;o\ < \P>-The South

Vietnamese military command
announced Monday its bombers
had destroyed three enemy tanks

in South Vietnam's central

highlands

The command said the North

Vietnamese tanks, of an un
rtrtrrmined type, were spotted by

South Vietnamese observation
plane> in the region where the

frontiers of South Vietnam.
Cambodia and Laos converge,

about :?oo miles north of Saigon

The action was Sunday
\ large North Vietnamese

buildup is reported in the region.

and I'S officials anticipate an

offensive there within the next

month B> official count, the South

Vietnamese command now claims

.i total of five enemy tanks and five

truck* destroyed in the region in

the last week
A second successive day of

fighting was reported along the

demilitarized zone and Viet Cong
torces kept up rocket and mortar

attacks across South Vietnam
Four civilians were reported

killed and 22 wounded in a seven

round mortar barrage that hit Cai

Lay in the Mekong Delta. 50 miles

southwest of Saigon.

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Hoyden Gym
MONDAY —
SATURDAY

4:30 10; 30 p.

m

(except during
league play)

Join The Bludgening

Student Bureacracy
Student Senate President

Lee Sandwen
Needs

Three Administrative Assistants

(See him this week)

One to help him deal more effectively with the Board of Trustees

One to work on improving Senate effectiveness with the Faculty

Senate

one to run a Voter Registration Campaign and to help deal with

local political officials < i.e. State Reps, and District Attorneys)

Selection Criteria : Writing ad "leg work" ability and loyalty.

North Viet Nam Denies Desire

For Communist S. Viet Nam
PARIS (AP)-North Vietnam

denied Monday it wants a Com-

munist government in Saigon, and

said it seeks one broadly based on

national political and religious

factions

Nguyen Thanh Le. Hanoi's

spokesman at the Vietnam peace

talks, said Secretary of State

William P. Rogers 'deliberately

sought to deform our positions"

when he said Sunday night Hanoi

insisted on "a government of their

choosing, a Communist govern

ment" which the United States

could not accept

Le said Hanoi wants "a large

government of national accord" to

succeed the administration of

President Nguyen Van Theiu.

This government, to be precise."

said Le, "would be composed of

personalities of various political

and religious tendencies
"

The major religious groups in

South Vietnam are the Buddhist

and Roman Catholic communities.

Le also released the details of the

nine-point peace plan which was

handed to presidential adviser

Henry A Kissinger at a secret

meeting with the North Viet-

namese in Paris on June 26. Point 3

called for the Thieu government to

be replaced by "a new ad-

ministration standing for peace,

independence, neutrality and
democracy

."

This government would
negotiate with the Viet Cong's

provisional revolutionary
government to settle the internal

affairs of South Vietnam and to

achieve national concord." the

hitherto secret plan said

Such a position is not new from

the Communist side. In the seven

point peace plan presented July 1.

IW1, by Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh.

delegation leader of the Viet Cong

in Paris. Point 2 called on the

United States to stop backing the

Thieu government and, assuming

this would lead to its downfall,

said: "The political, social and

religious forces in South Vietnam

aspiring to peace and national

concord will use various means to

form "a broad three-segment

government of national concord'

to organize general elections

SALE

Jeans 'n Jerseys

$4.99

SENIORS

LAST
CHANCE
To Sign Up For

Senior Photos

In the Index Office,

S.U. 401

Make Your Mother Happy.

V

v
WarrantsOutOnlrvingAndWife
ZURICH. Switzerland (AP) — The prosecutor's

office said Monday that Swiss authorities have issued

arrest warrants for author Gifford Irving and his

wife on "urgent grounds of suspicion" against the

couple.

"If they had come to Zurich instead of going to New
York they would have been arrested on arrival,"

Dist. Atty. Peter Zeleff said.

The intrigue surrounding Irving's purported

biography of recluse billionaire Howard Hughes took

still another development with Zeleff's an-

nouncement that authorities have frozen $422,707 in a

Swiss bank account.

The district attorny said the account, in the Swiss

Bank Corp. main office in Zurich, probably was

opened by Mrs. Irving under the pseudonym Hannah

Rosencrantz.

Irving, 41, and a U.S. writer, declined comment on

Zeleff's statements. Irving was questioned at the

Federal Court House in New York, where he won

postponement of his appearance before a federal

grand jury.

Earlier in the day, Irving also won postponement of

his appearance before a Manhattan grand jury. Both

juries are investigating what happened to $650,000

AFTER SESSION WITH THE D.A.-Author Clifford Irving, left,

listens to his new lawyer. Maury Nessen. speak to the press Friday

after meeting at the New York District Attorney Office. Irving said

through his attorney that his wife. Edith, told Swiss authorities she

opened a bank account in Switzerland under the name of H.R.

Hughes. (AP Wirephoto)

Government To Restrict

Anti-Biotics For Animals
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government is moving to restrict sharply

the use of antibiotics in feeds for food- producing animals, citing a task

force report warning of a potential human health hazard.

The Food and Drug Administration Monday announced a proposed ban

in three stages next year on the use of five types of antibiotics employed

to promote faster growth and prevent disease among poultry, swine.

cattle and sheep. __ _
Farmers would be prohibited from routinely feeding tetracyclines,

streptomycin, dihydrostreptomycin. sulfonamides and penicillins to

poultry after next Jan. 1. and to swine, cattle and sheep after July 1, 1973

The ban would apply to all other approved antibiotics after Dec. 31, 1973.

After the deadlines, the drugs could be used only if prescribed by a

vetinarian The prohibition would be waived, however, if pharmaceutical

companies begin safety and effectiveness studies under government-

controlled conditions before those dates.

FDA Commissioner Charles C Edwards said the ultimate effectof the

proposal probably would be to bar some antibiotics from animal feed

The Animal Health Institute, which represents 55 companies

manufacturing 90 per cent of the nation's feed additives, said food costs

would rise if antibiotics were banned entirely.

James G Affleck, president of the institute, said more than 100 billion

meat animals and poultry have been fed antibiotics over the last 20 years

1
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Will

TIRED OF DORMITORY LIVING?
Give the New Look of Fraternity Living

a Good Look

Join the Brothers of:

m

Hambda Chi Alpha
B

(D

CO

374 No. Pleasant St.

for

Open Smokers
Tuesday, February 1, 1*72 8: 00 p.m.

Thursday, Februarys, l?72 after game (10 p.m.)

Served

which McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. gave to Irving to

transmit to Hughes in payment for a purported

Hughes biography.

Zeleff said in Zurich the Rosencrantz account was
opened last May 27 and shortly afterward $291,249

was deposited and "partly used by the alleged

Hannah Rosencrantz for the purchase of securities."

The rest of the $422,707 apparently was deposited

later, he added.

The district attorney said authorities had not

decided whether to ask for extradition of Irving's wife

Edith, a Swiss national.

CBS said Mrs. Rosencrantz is the present wife of

Mrs. Irving's former husband and that Mrs. Irving

had used a West German identity card bearing that

name to open the account with money she had with-

drawn from an account she earlier opened at the

Swiss Credit Bank across the street.

Irving admitted in New York Friday that his wife

was the mysterious Helga R. Hughes, who had
deposited the McGraw-Hill checks originally and

then withdrew the money in cash. She endorsed them
"H.R. Hughes" and a New York expert identified the

signature as that of the industrialist.

Southern Bill Defeated
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Senate Monday defeated a

Southern-led move to continue the

exemption of over 10 million state

and local government employees
from the federal ban on racial and

other discrimination in em-
ployment
These employees now are ex-

cluded from coverage, but a bill

before the Senate would bring

them under the law. An amend-
ment by Sen. Sam J . Ervin Jr. . (

D-

N.C.). to knock out this part of the

bill was rejected by a 59-16 vote.

However, an equal-employment

bill already passed by the House
makes no provision to extend

coverage to state and local em-
ployees, the largest class of per-

sons now exempt.
This and other differences will

have to be ironed out by Senate-

House conferees before final action

by Congress on the legislation to

strengthen the prohibition against

job discrimination based on race,

religion, sex. or national origin.

Senate debate on the bill began

Jan. 19, and a vote will be taken

Tuesday on invoking the Senate's

anti-filibuster rule in an effort to

force the measure to a vote.

Majority Leader Mike Man-
sfield, D-Mont.. told newsmen that

the outlook for obtaining the two-

thirds majority necessary to put

the rule into effect is not very good

If the initial move fails, further

attempts will be made to cut off the

debate

He declined to speculate on what
would happen to the bill if the

Senate still is bogged down in

dispute over it when a Lincoln Day
recess starts Feb. 10. However, he

said the Senate already is way
behind on its legislative schedule

BP Presents

WEST
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STORY
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WASHINGTON -The biggest mystery of President

Nixon's speech last week was when he revealed that

Henry Kissinger had made as many as 10 secret trips

to Paris to negotiate with the North Vietnamese.

Most people who watched the President found it

hard to believe that Mr. Kissinger could have gone to

Peking twice, Paris 12 times and Hollywood 456

times.

How, the big question is, can one man do it

The answer can now be revealed. There is not one

Henry Kissinger, but five.

When President Nixon first came into the White

House, he knew he was faced with problems all over

the world. He also was aware that he needed a

foreign affairs expert who could speak in his name.

But he didn't want to spread these duties around.

So he contacted the National Institutes of Health in

Bethesda, Md., and gave them the problem. The NIH

said they were working on a project where they could

turn out five people completely alike in every respect.

All they needed was a model.

The President called in Henry Kissinger, who was

then a professor at Harvard, and told him what the

President had on his mind. The real Kissinger, who

hates to fly agreed to go along with the plan.

He went out to NIH for a month, and the doctors got

to work duplicating exact models of him ( most of the

volunteers were German scientisits who had been

laid off by the space program).

Plastic surgeons went to work on the faces. Hair

specialists and make-up men were brought in. In a

few cases transplants had to be made to get

Kissinger's exact measurements.

By trial and error with 12 volunteers, four were

finally selected who looked, talked and appeared to

be facsimiles of Kissinger. (The seven volunteers

who didn't make it were burried at midnight with full

military honors.)

With five Henry Kissingers to work with, President

Nixon was able to go ahead with his foreign policy

plans.

A special dormitory had been built in the basement

of the White House where all the Henry Kissingers

lived when they weren't out on a trip.

Whenever the President wanted a Kissinger for an

assignment, he spoke into a special microphone at-

tached to a loudspeaker in the dorm: "Who wants to

go to Peking?" If more than one Kissinger wanted to

go they would cut cards for it.

If the President needed a Kissinger for a

backgrounder in the White House, he would yell

down, "Will one of you guys come up to brief the

press?"

Or, as in the case of the secret North Vietnamese

peace talks, the President would shout, "Send

someone up to go to Paris."

One Kissinger would take the duty at Key Biscayne,

and another would accompany the President to San

Clememte.
The most ingenious part of the strategy was when

someone in the White House decided to give Kissinger

the image of a swinger. "If we make him a swinger

and have him photographed with beautiful women in

Hollywood, New York and Washington, we will have

everybody fooled. At the very moment that he's

dancing with Jill St. John, one of the other Kissingers

will be eating sweet and sour pork with Chou En-lai."

While all five Kissingers wanted to play the role of

the swinger, it was decided to give it to the real Henry
Kissinger, as a reward for lending his name and his

body to the foreign policy of the United States of

America.
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times
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In 1957 Vance Packard authored a book which

attempted to expose certain advertisements and

commercials that were laced with subtle sexual

overtones . which tempted the consumer to buy

certain products Since the days that I dreamed I

went to the frat party in my maidenform bra, ad-

vertisers have dropped the "subtle" approach and

are now aiming their best blows below the belt.

Take for example that TV commercial for a leading

men's hair spray in which a hot-pants clad amazon

invades a barbershop, intimidated the barber by

threatening to melt his scissors, and proclaims to a

nationwide audience that "she likes it long " It's hard

to believe that she's talking about the hair of the poor

slob who is passively waiting for the barber to do his

thing One can hardly resist purchasing a can of the

product to bolster his ego and set himself off from any

miniscule males who may be around.

Then there is that homely looking woman who takes

off her glasses and lets down her hair while offering

to "cream your face" in the privacy of your own
bathroom every morning for the price of a can of a

brand name product That proposition can elicit a

response from even the most steadfast of males

Men are not the only target of this approach, for

advertisers devote equal time to pluck the strings of

the female emotional harp. There is a commercial for

a kitchen product in which a long white snake rises

mysterioulsy from an innocent looking plastic con

tamer and plunges into the drain of the kitchen sink,

eating through chunks of sludge and grime, while a

group of asto.nshed housewives go into ecstatic

convulsions while watching the sordid affair. And
then there is the commercial for a leading steak

sauce which depicts their product dripping out of a

bottle and slowly oozing down an unbelievably tall

stack of steaming meat which is curiously cut so that

is resembles a certain part of the female anatomy
All this occurs while a woman erotically moans
unintelligible expressions in the background

I think it time for another Vance Packard to pick up

a pen and wage war against X-rated commercials
I'm getting tired of having my subconscious raped by

slick advertising techniques. Besides, that shaving

cream is too expensive and the spray makes my hair

brittle

A Compromise Of Mush loo Bad, Lady, But I Got Sonic

Shopping To Do Myself*

Fd. note-The following is the

second in a series of fi\e articles on

Teacher-Course Fvaluation.

b> Nick Apostola

In early December. 1970. Provost

Gluckstern created what was to

become a monster, as far as most
of the faculty was concerned In a

memo dated December 8. 1970. he

designated eight faculty members,
two graduate students, and two
undergraduate students as

members of his new Ad Hoc
Committee on Teacher Evaluation

In his own words, "It is the feeling

of this office that a new University-

wide committee including both

graduate and undergraduate
students be established to attempt

to address itself to. ..specific

recommendations to guide the

administration in dealing with the

questions of teacher evaluation

and the role of teaching generally

on this campus."
In the usual optimism of persons

setting reporting dates for com-

mittees. Provost Gluckstern

asked "...the committee to submit

its recommendations on or before

April 1, 1971." Well, of course they

didn't. Not much was heard from

the committee until early this

September when Provost

Gluckstern sent out the Final

Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on

Teacher Evaluation to the faculty

and to the Student Senate for their

comments.
Committees are the joining of

many minds to seek simple
solutions to complex problems that

never work This committee was
no different. The committee
meetings became the battlefield

where the war between evaluation

and no evaluation took place But

the war soon turned into one bet

ween publication and no
publication That is. the liberals

wanted full publication of the

mandatory evaluation results and

the conservatives wanted volun-

tary publication of mandatory
evaluation results The committe

was so balanced that depending on

who was there for a specific

meeting, the recommendations
swayed from liberal to con-

servative to liberal to con-

servative, etc. But somehow, in all

this confusion, the conservative

points seemed to hold strong. The
liberals wanted evaluations and

publication of the results man-
datory, the conservatives worked

to see that the Teacher Evaluation

Program didn't infringe on the

faculty's rights.

Compromise is a wonderous

thing. It turns even strong

statements into liberal mush.
Recommendations #4 of the final

report reads: "Evaluation results

shoud be supplied to each in-

dividual instructor but a decision

on publication of results beyond
that level should wait upon wide
discussion of the several options."

So the committee decided that it

would be in the best interest of the

faculty if the topic of publication

was put aside for awhile.

Pulling it all together, it can be
seen that the Faculty refuse to

impose upon themselves the same
type of grading system which they

have imposed upon students. They
say that an evaluation system that

is forced cannot have a meaningful
effect on the persons being
evaluated They continue that if

there is to be an evaluation system
the faculty must believe in it. This

has been the major roadblock in

the adoption of a University-wide

Teacher Evaluation program
They don't trust the Illinois form,

therefore the administrations is

reluctant in forcing the form, or

even a University-wide program
on them. The faculty doesn't like

evaluation system, they aren't

forced to use it. students don't like

to get graded, and don't trust the

grading system, but the faculty

knows what is best for them. For
those of you who are unfamiliar

with the terminology, it is called

elitism.

I HATI ELECTION YEARS — THEY ALWAYS RAISE MY HOPES TOO MUCH

Letters To The Editor

The Mobe Is On The Move
To the Editor:

The anti war movement in this country faces a very

serious challenge, not only from the manipulations of

Defense Department strategists, plotting their oft

stated goal of victory in Southeast Asia while hiding

under the protection of "peace" proposals, but also

from within the ranks of anti war sympathizers who

are disenchanted with the recurrent mass demon-

strations and would have some more effective,

although undefined, means to bring an end to the war.

As a member of the UMass Student Mobilization

Committee I wish to respond briefly to these

criticisms.

President Nixon has revealed a new plan for peace

that reduces everything in his mind, and any who

support him, to very simple issues. The benevolent

American government has reached deep in its

humanitarian conscience to provide these high

minded proposals, and if they are not accepted by the

enemy'" we will be justified in bombing the life out

of the evil, war loving Vietnamese If you have any

false hopes about these new proposals ask yourself if

anv of the goals of the American government have

changed; the goals of protecting the American

colonial empire which brought over 500,000 American

soldiers and billions of dollars in Southeast Asia,

goals against which the Vietnamese have been

fighting for decades A secret plan for peace has been

made public What other secrets have not? Could

Nixon possibly have a few more surprises to reveal

later on. or will it take another Ellsberg to open

people's eyes, sadly, after the fact? You don't have to

bet your life on his new proposals, but the Vietnamese

most surely do Where will you stand when the

bombers fly again?

Where do you stand now? Of what value to either

the Vietnamese or the American soldiers is your

unexpressed anti war sentiment? The Student Mobe

has demanded since its inception the immediate

withdrawal of all American forces from Southeast

Asia. If the war is opposed for moral reasons a cease

fire is not enough; as long as the troops and aircraft

remain they will be readily used to force our way on a

political settlement. It is horribly obvious that

government is not directed by moral considerations

but by political ones, and a cease fire can only tem-

porarily stop the fighting while not stopping the war.

One could only expect increased killing if the

government should find a return to fighting to be

politically favorable Immediate withdrawal must

also be the demand of those who oppose the war for

political reasons, for there can be no chance for the

Vietnamese themselves to determine the nature of

their government as long as American bombers and

troops threaten their lives.

Through the demand for immediate and total with-

drawal of all U.S. forces the SMC has led the anti war

movement in this country, reversing the tide of public

opinion and greatly limiting the power of the

government to blatantly carry out its aggression.

This limit has occurred only through the influence of

mass demonstrations The SMC realized that it is

only through the mass demonstrations that the people

in this country would be able to affect the course of

the government's war policy Isolated and occasional

expressions of outrage by individuals are important

to a certain extent, but these random anti war acts

have little power to influence government policies If

we are seriously concerned with stopping the war we

must be effective to the fullest extent possible. Very

few are willing to be martyrs, and fewer still of those

in jail are ever heard. The SMC is not concerned with

salving its own conscience, but with realistically

exerting political pressure on the government to end

the war. The fact that no presidential candidate dare

claim to be a hawk indicates how deeply the mass

anti war demonstrations have affected the political

spectrum We must continue with this anti war

pressure through mass demonstrations, independent

of any political party, in order to maintain and in

crease our influence. It is by no means an easy

struggle, but it requires your support There will be a

very important meeting of the SMC Wednesday night

at6:00p.m in the mobe office in the Student Union If

you are concerned enough to act you should be there

Chuck Kenyon

(Hrrblock is on vacation)

! Lonely Hearts

!

Do You Feel A Little Of The

Tom Wicker In You? Do You

Impersonate Russell Baker? Do

You Have The Political Acumen

Of William F. Buckley? If So, The

Editorial Pages Of The MDC Need You.

Drop By The MDC Office In The Union

Tonight At 8 And Find Yourself

Editorial Points
Perhaps in the confusion of

the times, the obvious solution

to the Howard Hughes
autobiography controversy has

been overlooked Actually.

Hughes has spent the last

several years undergoing a sex

change operation which ex-

plains why and how he has

avoided any publicity. He then

married Clifford Irving and

changed his name from
Howard to Helga and is at-

tempting to regain the $650,000

it cost for the operation.

For someone who attempts

to avoid publicity. Duane
Thomas sure gets his name in

the paper a lot

*****

If Muskie is so anxious for

everyone to trust him, why
doesn't he reveal his financial

sources as George McGovern
did?

*****

Even though New Year's and
all those good times are over,

it's a new season, or soon will

be. In memory of the good old

days. then, take a glass of

buttermilk and a sea pilot

cracker at exactly 7 p.m.

tonight, hold it up in the

direction of the Student Union,

and hold communion with the

souls of the departed ones.

Letters
As inpreyious years the MDC will continue to print letters to the editor.

The only requirements are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in length All letters must

be signed and the author's address and telephone numbers must be in-

cluded. No letter will be published without this information Also, no

letters will be printed without the name of the author. Please note this

change in policy.

All letters are subject to editing either for content or space according to

the judgment of the editors Also, due to space limitations, we do not

guarantee that all letters will be printed.

THE EDITORS

A Pat On The Back
To the Editor:

On campus there is now an Advocate Program in which juvenile

delinquents are living with concerned students. The University is for-

tunate to have such a program because it finally brings the learning

experience out of the classroom and into the students' lives It also helps

the "children in trouble" to feel that people care about them for what they

are A few people who have made this program possible have gone un-

noticed or with very little recognition The Orchard Hill students con-

cerned with this program wish to thank Jim West, the Area Director of

orchard Hill, and Steve and Joan Stoia. Heads of Residence of an O. H.

dorm for all their help and guidance Without the constant phone calls and

the late nights working on the program by Mr West, tne area would not

liave had this program going in time to bring in the adolescents from the

Lyman and Lancaster Detention Schools, which have closed due to

dangerous overcrowding and poor maintenance

If it weren't for Staff members like Jim West and the Stoias. and other

interested staff like Paul Quinn. a Head of Residence in another O. H.

Dorm, who is an advocate, news of this program may not have reached

the students in time to help these "children in trouble" and provide them

with a home and personal attention for the next month while they are

being placed bv the Department of Youth Services. Some students in this

area have become so involved that they are attempting to become foster

parents for their visitors until their sentences are up.

Therefore, we are truly grateful to our staff in the Orchard Hill area for

bringing this program to our attention.

A Group of Orchard Hill Residents

Third World Call

To the Editor:

Third World and minontv members of the LMass community will De

meeting tomorrow at 7:30 pm in SBA 120 to discuss their "survival at

UMass." . _> ». »«

Recently the only minority member of the Board of Trustees, Mrs M
Snowden raised the issue of the survival of minority peoples on the three

campuses to the attention of the trustees With deep responsibility to her

minority constituency, she maintained that the trustees, administrator >.

faculty and students would have to be clear on what they were about,

because the problems confronting the University were not a matter of the

future of the University, but a question of life and death with regards to

minority students.
, ,.

Because of pressures from the Federal and State governments, the

University is in the process of developing an Office of Affirmative Action

to meet the needs of minorities which have not been met through past

Lrograms This past failure can be reflected in the schools record of

enrollment of minority students For example, the UMass School of

Medicine in Worcester has no enrolled minorities, and the University as a

whole only has a minority enrollment of 3.8%.

As minority members on the working committee that was developed to

study the problem, the University's to this record was one that required

immediate action. This lead to the creation of a caucus of the minority

members from both campuses. From this meeting of the minds, was

developed a position paper entitled. "Response of the Minority Members

of the Working Group to the Outline Report'' It was hoped that through

this position, the administration would realize that "our representation

( minorities I on this working committee is not only to contribute to the

progressive aspects of institutional change envisaged in the 'Gage

Report', but also to be responsible to our constituency in terms of

reporting to the. of tapping their resources and ideas, and of being ac-

countable and responsible to them for our actions and decisions " It then

becomes necessary for us to meet with all of the Third World People on

this campus, so that we can keep in tune with our stated philosophy

It is only through unity that we. as oppressed people, can begin to make

any progressive and meaningful changes Time is running out. so it is

important that we begin to systematically synthesize the events

surrounding our existance at the University We have nothing to lose; we

have everything to gain What happens to an Asian on this campus,

happens to a Chicano. What happens to a Chicano. happens to a Puerto

Rican What happens to a Puerto Rican, happens to Black people We are

all victims of the same system; therefore, it is necessary for us to come

together as comrades having sincerity of energy, responsibility, and

pUrpOSe
Prof. Acklyn Lynch et. al.
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Edelman Appointed

Policy-Plans V.P.
Peter B Edelman has been appointed the Vice President for

Policy and Plans, UMass President Robert C. Wood has an-

nounced. The Board of Trustees established the position of a third

vice-presidency today.

Edelmans responsibilities will involve advising the President

and Trustees on changing national patterns in higher education on

proposed institutional innovations, and on new university public

^AformerVegisfative assistant to Senator Robert£l*Mt*Mi
law clerk to Supreme Court Justice Arthur J. Goldberg, Edelman

was most recently Staff Director for the UMass Committee on the

Future University of Massachusetts whose far-reaching report was

released in December.
Edelman is a graduate of Harvard College and Harvard Law

School His wife, the former Marian Wright, is the Director of the

Tentlr forCw and Education at Harvard. They live with their two

children in Newton.

Draft Counselor's Corner

Numbers Game Unpredictable

By GILBERT J. SALK
The new lottery's coming up

soon, so let's rap a little about what

it's all about Also, a couple of news

briefs, and some thoughts on where

the draft is going.

New brief #1: There will be a

draft counselor training course this

semester -probably starting in the

next week or two. Watch this

column (TTh) for more details.

News brief #2: There will be an

important draft counselors'

meeting at 5:00 p.m. today in the

Draft Counseling Services office,

923 CC

Now for the lottery:

If you wee born in 1953, your

number will be assigned in this

week's drawing. If you get a high

number, you should receive a 1-H

classification from your board in

the next couple of months. This will

mean that you will probably be

reasonably safe from the draft

If you get a low number, and you

don't have any deferments, you

will be prime for next year's draft

This is an important point This

year's draft has absolutely nothing

to do with you Those born in 1953

cannot be drafted before Jan 1,

1973. The maximum number

reached in 1972 has no effect on

your liability.

The advantage of getting your

number early is that you will have

time to get a deferment together

before you really have to sweat

being drafted.

IMPORTANT: There is no way

to accurately predict what number

will be reached next year. Just

remember that this year's call will

be very low-it's an election year,

and draftees can now vote-and

that may create a manpower
shortage which will have to be

filled next year. Also, don't be too

ready to believe the predictions for

next year issued by the SSS, the

Defense Dept., or the Pentagon.

Their estimates will probably be

low, because it concerns you, and

you can vote. The lottery, the troop

reductions, the low draft calls -all

are political gimmickry right now,

and will be until the elections So be

cool.

It is worth noting now that there

is a minute, but real, chance that

there will be no draft calls this

year Don't count on it, but watch

with a jaundiced eye. It might be

fun to see how the political gambit

is worked.

You should also note that there is

a possibility that a new attempt to

end the draft will be mounted in the

Senate. It might be worth your

time to write to your Senators and

Congressmen and tell them that

you're opposed to the draft or any

form of involuntary military

service, and that you want them to

vote in favor of any bill seeking to

end the draft. At least let them

know that vou're watching.

Good luck in the numbers game.

While you're digging the drawing,

you might want to look up and read

a short story called The Lottery.

Check your friendly local English

major for hints on where to find it

It's about the draft, written by a

woman, several years old, and

calculated to scare the shit out of

you.

PEACE.

Candy-

is

coming.
7. 15 and 9: 30

SUB -50
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PETER B EDELMAN.
umawviceran

FOR POLIO WOPI.XNS

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council Presents

THE RIDICULOUS THEATRICAL COMPANY

FRIDAY, FEB. 11th aid SATURDAY, FEB. 12th

«iV^^U..ww wx

Bowker Auditorium
( Stock bridge Hall/ UMass., Amherst)

8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UMass Undergrads $1.50; Other Full-

Time Students $2.50; UMass Faculty-Staff $3.00; General

Public $3.50. mmmmmm
FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE:

125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202

Remaining Tickets At Door One Hour Before Performance

Cinema 1 Cinema2

b^acirt
^classici&

filmfestival
February 2 through February 8

big sleep
Howard H»wk'» comic, tutpentelul. brilliantly

willy murder mystery, adapted by Faulkner trom

Raymond Chandler's novel . With Bacall.

Dorothy Malone and Martha Vickera all alter Bogey.

February 9 thru February 15

. reasure
of
sierra
madre

February 16 thru February 22

John Huston'* well acted version ol Traven's novel

of greed and futility. Bogart is superb as the heavy.

Walter Huston runs a fine second and Tim Holt

complete the trio.

February 23 through February 29

petrified
forest

Bogey's first major film role.Steal the scene from

both Leslie Howard and Belle Davis. ."My best shot

was Leslie Howard", Bogey once said, "I got him

with one bullet."

key largo
Bogart and Robinson. An obviously symbolic set-to

directed by Huston from the Manwell Anderson play.

Bacall, Lionel Barrymore. Claire Trevor, Thomas

Gomez are featured.

ADULT..S1.50 ALL WEEK.

Students, Monday thru Thursday $1.00

Children SO* at all times.

Westover Service Men. ..$1.00

Monday thru Thursday.

Maliness every Saturday and Sunday.

SPECIAL MATINEE rate for adults. ..$1.00

NOTICES
BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS GSS
WANTED:
Limited number of openings for

new volunteers in the children's unit

at Belchertown State School All

interested please attend a mandatory

meeting on Wed. at 7:30 in CC 175.

Meeting tonight at 6:30, Rms. 805

809 CC.

BOWLERS:
Roll offs for the UMass In

tercollegiate Bowling team will be

held tomorrow night at 7:00 at the

Boyden lanes. Entry fee is $3.00 for

the six games. Five spots are open.

CEQ:
There will be a short meeting of the

Recycling Committee tonight at 8:00

in the Student Activities Office (CC).

Any interested people invited.

CHESS CLUB:
The Chess Club will meet tonight in

the New Hatch from 7 11 p.m. All are

welcome to attend.

THE CHRIST TRUTH:
Readings from the Bible & S6MH

will be this evening. Rm. 803 CC. The

Christ Truth can heal psychological,

physiological, or physical problems.

You're welcomed.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND
HUMAN NEEDS:
Meeting. Election of officers. Open

to all.

CUSP:
All psych majors art urged to

attend this first meeting of the

semester. Tonight at 7:30 in room 15

in the basement of Bartlett Hall.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
The regular square dance will be

held tonight from 7:30-10 30,

probably in the Campus Center

Auditorium. If some place else, a

sign will be posted at the CCA.

ID. OFFICE
ID. Office, 109 Hampshire House.

Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday,

Friday, 9:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m. Wed
nesday, 9:00 9:50; 11:15-4:00.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION:
Those enrolled in the TPPC

program in International Ed are

asked to attend a brief but important

meeting: 6:30 Thursday, Feb. 3, Rm.

201, Bartlett.

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD:
We're meeting tomorrow from 12-1

for lunch in the Brett House Lounge.

This is the place for you to bring your

comments, complaints and

suggestions. Please come and see

what we're doing.

JUDO STUDENTS:
Any people interested in promotion

and working out come to 237 Boyden

Tuesday and Thursday 7-8:30 p.m.

MUSIC THEATRE AUDITIONS:
Auditions tonight and tomorrow,

Feb. 1 and 2 for "LOCK UP YOUR
DAUGHTERS", 7:30 p.m. in 903 CC.

All welcome, no experience

necessary. Help also needed for sets,

costumes, publicity: come to

auditions or sign up in 417 Machmer.

Scripts on reserve in Goodell

Library.

OMICRON NU:
There will be an important meeting

tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Skinner

Lounge for all members. We will

discuss constitutional amendments

and area conclave.

OPEN HOUSES:
All University women are

welcomed to the following houses for

parties tonight, lota Gamma Upsilon

"Mobile Magic," Kappa Alpha Theta

"Cafe Theta," Lambda Delta Phi

"Greek Bingo ' Kappa Kappa

Gamma, and Sigma Kappa. All

houses will have parties both at 7 8

and 8:15 9:15.

RECREATION SOCIETY:
The first Rec. Society meeting of

the semester Thurs. nite at 7:00 p.m.

in CC Rm. 811-815. All majors invited,

try to attend. There is a Recreation

I

SIGMA KAPPA:
An informal get together tonight at

7:00 8. 8:15. All University women
welcome. Call 256-6887 if you need a

ride.

SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY:
There will be a meeting tonight in

the Faculty Apartment (off

MacKimmie) at 8:00 p.m.

STUDENTS FOR MCGOVERN:
There will be a meeting tonight at

8:00 to discuss canvassing on campu

and in New Hampshire in the CC,

Rm. 917.

LOST:
Lost in Bartlett Hall. Brown

leather pouch and pair of brown

mittens, if found, please call Susan

Yarmac 863 2560.

Gold Cross pen between Herter &

Holdsworth. Please call 6-6507.

1 silver handmade earring, the

dangling type. Lost on the way down

the hill or in Worcester Blue room

Please call Judy 6 6884 or leave at CC
lost and found.

Telephoto lens last Tues. near

Munson annex. Please contact Hollv

6 5361 it's very important to me.

TERMPAPERS

UNLIMITED

"WE GIVE RESULTS"

79$ HUNTINGTON AVE.

BOSTON, MASS. 02115

(617)267 3000

AUTOS FOR SALE

1071 1/2 Volvo. I0J0E. met. gold, perfect

shape uc W»i firm (all 241-2433.

112-4

CO Opel Rally e Fastback. Radial* snows

tl«M S27-IS&.
ti-2-4

04 Chev Van. 4 Mtchelln Radial tire*. '47

:*i end.. new brakes, clutch (hock* l*J0

or bent offer 247-SS7S
112-2

Lincoln. Mercurv Monlego. Comet.

Capri and Jeep; also used car*. Call I-4SS-

mi.
ii.m

sport* tar — l»7o DaUun l«M.

urav /black top. radial tire* radio, healer.

sharp (alt M6-32W.
lf-2-4

vW. M tW. ^** PAINT
HFHl ILT KM. . SIBOO ORH. MILES.

TIRES. NEW BRAKES. VKRV
CLEAN, \sk isas i-m-1020 or if

NO \NSWFR S40-O44S
1/2-4

FOR SALE
2 top rated Optlraiia t (Radio Shack)

speaker*. pwf.cond.. were IDO. must sac

lor 145. each. 4 mo*, old. Call Bruce S44-

MM,
If -2-2

Meal ticket cheap for lt» meaki < girl'*)

(all M4-74M and keep trying!
H2-S

Dual 1215 InlW*. IM w/ahur* MM
cartridge: AM - FM - FM *tereo tuner

amp w /book.helve speakers 17$. call Dave

li:t-545-24lt.
MaVU

(.ullar — « or 12 string Rkkenbacker

1150 or best offer <Mtt*3.

1121

Siberian husky pup*. 4 male*. I female.

AKC Registered (all 549*443 after IN
p.m Ask for Art.

MM

Trunk ski rack, locking type, alao two

enlarger lenses. S40-I4»2 late.

tf2-2

Head 720 Ski* — JDS cm., brand new.

never had bindings on them — 14* dollar*,

(all Steve at 2M-770J).
112-2

Arcutron electric watch, gold band. lie.

(all John 5IWVOS2I.

"His ability to talk remains one ot the seven wonders ot the

world"

The Realist

JEAN SHEPHERD
TONIGHT

Campus Center

Auditorium

8:00 p.m. Monday, Feb.,(§)

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til S

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld parking hoadschrs in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Cantury Shopping Plata! Fr»* parking for ov»r 100 c*r»'

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N'homp ir College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR
On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

Reception following in 1102 Campus Center.
HOLYOKE 205 HIGH ST. Noxt to Holyoho Natl Bank

MDC CLASSIFIED
Mi For* van. good condition IM M«-

5*24
tf2-4

1 1 "an worth of »ler*o equipment * EPI
Mini Tower" speakers 2 Rectilineal

speakers. nr» Pionrrr Quadraphonic
Receiver fall 2S.T-7004.

112-2

PERSONAL ROOMS FOR RENT

Woman — if you are not satisfied with

\our present llvinc accommodation*, the

sxivjn area- Hi hai plenty of room (all &-

Ian
ti2-2

Renting a room' Need a room* (all

HOOMMATES M4-2MS dally 4-4 p.m.
If 2-1

Male or female to thare apt with *

I Mm men Available immed (all 254-

.ii! I anvlimr
MM

RIDE WANTED RIDE NEEDED

snow lire* IU — U Semperit Radial*,

mounted on MM disc wheel* ISO or be«t

offer (all Mt-4*M7.
H2-I0

The creation of a new campu* lifestyle

i* lacking female Influence, Come to

Svlvan and help u* create something new
tft-2

Help' Stranded rommnter need* ride*

|. r x a m clai* every morning from Spfld

Mill *h,re expen*e» (all 734-221* after *

p many day

Hide needed to Peon State Frl . Feb IK

Will »hare ripen*** Plea** call Windy

MMfW.
tf2-2

ENTERTAINMENT

Tenor Sax Selmer MKVI. good c

IMtrbnl offer (all MO-40-7
tf: in

Mobil oil change only $2.t» S at* of

Mobil I ubritei bring ID Spencer* Mobil

Station < ( ollege Town Service) next to

post office 2S3-0O50
MM

To and from (.ranbv Hand » a m clos*e*

returning by I : p.m. mu»l be willing to

share expense* lor Info call Pat at 4*7-

*" MM

Need a band for your party* All area

hands are repre**»l*d bv sun ( all M4-

iji'i now Trv it . .

MM

I Panatonic Stereo Tape Recorder

w /KM IM. ext. »pk* and or 2 Altec spki

S4.V2»4 Jeff In in I Dwight ( ome in and

llslen. also MMMt.

Dorm refrtg . used only '> month*. ISO or

best offer (all .V»-4»»7 after • p.m or

before II a.m.
MM

Keith Deli»le — do you have the boot*

Kill Raker MW-24SI
2-1

TRAVEL

Will Peggy, the ( aprlcorn Art Buff from

Hrrii call Jim Balk.
2-1

( riimon Travel offer* low coat »prln«

vacation trip* to Bermuda and Nassau

For more info call Bob Mansfield. 214

liwight. M!W>7»I

lOr < IK KIH.I.KON RIS.SH I \M>

TDK INTIRK si Pr.HsllOW Or MAD
IMK.S * KNf.l ISMMIN IN ( OI.OR.

s\I iVINIM, I Hi . MAIIXR. •»
-:»— »:*•. i AN VOl DK.IT 1

MM

TUNE UPS

•Kay" g»IUr. great condition. Folk I4S.

(all 2K-1-S2I* anytime
MM

The library hard hat* are not all hard

heads Thanks for returning the wallet!

1/2-7

INSTRUCTOR WANTED
qualified licensed driving Instructor,

pari -time Nichols \uto School. Amher«t

(all 2SW-*.

\ulo assurance — a winter tune up will

keep it starting — and going l.owe*t

assurance rate* in town Spencer* Mobil

station College Town Service*. ne*l to

post office m-M»
tfl-l

i ,.nn Student But* I7S — Price

negotiable (ome to 414 N. Pleasant St

U-2-3

FOR RENT

PK »IH Turntable. Scott J4fc R*ceiver

pair IIK» Sp*ak*r* •!». Call Jeff

<g|7lM4-*02*. MM

N track *lereo taping service. M mln. of

music — *50 Design your own single

\lbumson Tape for I SO each. Call Tom 6-

S47:i at :u» l.ewl*.
U2-4

Furnished room — male only — need car

,!.U>-«44« or 2*4-4120.

lf-2-4

Furnished room with sink, shared bath,

kitchen priv all utilities incl . S 1/2 mi. to

campus, (all evening* S4hV€«3».

MM

SERVICE STATION

OIL CHANGED

AK( Reg. lrl*h Seller, all »hot».

housrbrnken. 7 months old. (all 4-620S ask

for ( hri. -M

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STl'DENTS
Auitralia. Europe. S. America. Africa etc

XII profesiions and occupation*. I7W1 to

t t imki monthly. Expense* paid, overtime

sightseeing. Free Information. Write Jobs

Overseas. Dept. Box 15071 Son DI*fo. Co.

,2m MM
We need people to Join us In a true

consumer protection service with or

wilhout an Investment for appointment.

( all 73M4...

SINDERI.AND - new Ig. 2

available now. utH Incl.. a/c. pool. I IRS.

lease to June 30. Call SkibHki Realtor* 2S3-

7222. Eve*. 2S3-2424

MM
WANTED

t.ra**. I.SD. peyote — join th* Neo-

\mcrtran ( hurch. For info, write: John

Kabin 72 Lexington Ave. Somervllte.

Ma*«. 02144.

MM

K onn student looking for papers —
European, his. <WW(>. phllplalo (etc).

familv marriage etc. Will pay S44-742I.

lf-2-4

ISED SADDLES Western and English

- best rash prices paid (all MO-M24) 4 - 10

p.m.
tfl2-l

Experienced acoustic and electric lead

guitarist - composer looking for musclans
— composer* Interested in forming band

(all Ron -.w-iHtS

U2-S

Mobil oil change only 12 Pi I S qts of

Mobil Lubrttei bring I D Spencer's Mobil

Station i (ollege Town Service) next to

post office 2S.V00S0
tfl-4

Auto assurance — a winter tun* up will

keep It starting — ond going Lowest

assurance rales tat town Sp*wc*rs Mobil

station '( ollege Town 8*rvl«*l. next to

post office 2S3-0OS*
tfl-a

AUTO SERVICE

ROOMMATES WANTED
2 roommate* for apt., one Mock from

campu*. (Phillip* Street) S4t4*02 after 12

p.m
IR-2

Car core — ehorg* II — poy monthly on

Mobil Credit Card alao honor Mailer

( barge. Bank Ameti Card. American

Express, (arte Blanche Spencers Mobil

Station i (ollege Town Service i next to

post office

MM
CHILD (ARE

Roommate wanted, apt. In ctr of

\mher*t. own room if de*lr*d. m. or f. call

llan 2s:i-74» after 10 p m
MM

Roommate wanted, own room Colonial

Village, .-.i '.nix

MM

Mothers - cant find a reliable baby

sKler? Tired of high fee** (all the Child

(ore Exchange Jgt-2224 for further In-

formation
U2-7

ROOM WANTED

Wanted female rmmate. pref. over 21.

Squire VII. Apt 100 mo. < utll tnc > C4S-J240

Jeanne or Kay after 3:00 p.m.
MM

Ald*r Mol Flirod Student need* rm

Leave message for (.oil MSH. S-2227

2-1

TYPIN(.

Roommate <s) wanted to shore 2

bedroom apartment In Amherst. 2 ml.,

from campu*. IHZ.SO per mo. All utilities

(all S40-IM* after 4pm
MM

Typing — lh**e*.dtoo*r lotion*. etc Foal

and accurate PToofr*oJliig. editing If

deaired. Have (.reek and science symbols

HMxW,

-i -

OxOiw irni
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Nixon's Peace Plan: "Deceit
«* ^ -"<»^

for siiDDort. are testimony (

Mobilization

released the
The Student

Committee has

following: ,

Nixon, in his latest peace plan ,

has offered an eight-point

program Its meaning, in effect, is

that if the liberation forces of

Southeast Asia will give up, then

there will be elections in South

Vietnam. Even if we were to leave

aside the U.S. government's past

betrayals of election promises, and

South Vietnam's most recent

experience with a democratic

election, an examination of the

Nixon plan reveals its inherent

deceit. Thieu would be in direct

power until one month before the

proposed election; while his entire

administrative apparatus would

remain throughout the entire

period Province chiefs, who wield

so much power over the very lives

of villagers, and who have in the

past shown success in producing

votes for Thieu, would also remain

at their lucrative government

posts.

Referring to point 7 of the Nixon

plan Tom Wicker in the Jan 27th

NY Times states that This is a

demand that Hanoi give up its

militarv positions in Laos. Cam-

bodia, and South Vietnam and

accept aerial encirclement from

Thailand and the Gulf of Tonkin, in

return for elections In his own

speech in Saigon. Mr Thieu made

it clear also that the Vietnamese

Communists could participate in

the elections only if they laid down

their arms and renounced

violence What about his own army

and internal police

The truth is that Nixon's peace

plan is a fraud It is designed to

appear as if he has made every

effort at reaching a negotiated

• tlemc"* whereas, in fact, it is

i attempt to justify reescalation

The evidence accumulated after

three years of his administration

prove- lonclusivelv that Nixon

k a military victory Under

increasing pressure from the

American people, he has very

slowlv v. ithdrawn a portion of the

ground troops, while at the

tnc t ime he has escalated the air

war and invaded Laos and Cam

bodia Despite these moves. I S

backed forces have been beaten

continually in Laos. Cambodia,

and South Vietnam For Nixon

Thieu the militarv situation grows

more dangerous every day.

Neither Vieenamization' nor the

air war are working as well as

expected. The American people

have not wavered on their demand

that the war be ended now Nixon

fears the mass upsurge that would

inevitably result if he attempted to

stop the withdrawals and escalate

the ground war
•Nixon, through his 8-point

proposal, is attempting to head off

in advance the social explosion he

correctly expects. Veiled threats of

reescalation. and a call for unity of

the American people, were

highlights of his Jan. 25th televised

speech That peace plan', at-

tempting to justify past and future

military adventures, and his plea

for support, are testimony of the

power of organized antiwar ac-

tivity in America. As the pressure

of the military situation grows, and

his bargaining position weakens,

we can expect ever more desperate

gambles from the Nixon ad-

ministration

"Rather than having clouded the

issue with his latest fraud. Nixon

has posed the question in sharper

terms. And we must reply in the

clearest way. Immediate, total,

and unconditional withdrawal'

Self-determination for Southeast

Asia!"
(Editor's Note: The preceding

viewpoint is that of the SMC. and

NOT the editorial standpoint of this

newspaper.)

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

TUESDAY, F EBRUARY 1, 197?

Nkori^ucress^eicted

During Trip To China

„ resident N.xon vis.ts China wUhgg that that country wan*

ro'nSronrres^^nTHru'n-it^S^tes and China.' a UMass

professor predicts.
nnlitical science, makes the predic-

Franklin^T^^^^yt Perspective." appearing in

tion in an article, Chinese t oreig ,
Scientists."

the February issue of The^le
r̂of

n

eSsor who served in the Chinese

The Chinese-born and educa ^ Pr°fe^r in 1949 , notes in the article

sssksasSSs?-^ and L Chinese

people's traditionalhji^rX- t„ resolve such out-

ssswttaanMSMs -^ c„un.

'The UMass professor does n«expec.£^^"2
accede to an intematmiial agreement that womo no

S£tt£ "iU never be the first to use nuclear weapons m a war.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1972
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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SYDNEY OMAtt<

Most astronomers, I think, have
a normal amount ot integrity.

However, most astronomers seem
more than willing to throw that

precious commodity aside when it

comes to discussing astrology.

Why is this so? Let me have your
opinions!

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

People who perform services tor

vou may be late, disinterested or

confused Take it in stride. Know
that this condition is but tenv

porary Accept necessity of

change Gemini, Virgo persons are

"TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Be

sure you know what you are

purchasing Check quality,

guarantee, past performance^ Get

approval of family member Avoid

domestic dissension Be frank

Review requirements Choose
qU
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) :

Accept added responsibility

Perform necessary duties

Foundation may appear shaky

Maintain aplomb Don't base
actions on impulse Avoid self

deception Realistic attitude now is

a necessity.
CANCER (June 21 July 22)

Heed voice of experience Older

individual can show you the way^
Tendency now is to skip, slip and

slide You could go in circles

without proper guidance Know
this and go directly to source

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) Finish

what you start Spread appeal

Diversify Money situation is

subject to quick change What was
strong in in recent past may give

way Move with times. Fnend may
ask favor that rocks financial boat

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) You
can deal successfully with those

holding opposing views Means you

may be called upon as arbitrator

Prestige rises if you stick to

principles Leo person could figure

prominently Be impartial.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Tread

lightly Use soft sell approach.

Trying to force issues now would

be error. Hunch pays off, follow

though without being overanxious.

One who enjoys answering
questions is much in picture.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21):

Steer clear of dispute involving

mutual friends. Humor, versatility

are twin allies. Don't risk capital.

You require additional in

formation Those who vie for at

tention merely are testing you. Be

clear headed. «*«-
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec

21) Check details. Obtain useful

hint from Scorpio message Avoid

wishful thinking. Cooperate with

mate, partner. However, it is wise

not get agreements, promises in

writing Get green legal lioht

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Foundation may not be solid Know
this and take steps to correct

situation. Specifically, what is

long range needs review. Your

goal may be slightly out of focus

Get going with letters, calls.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb 18):

Dreams become realities only if

you are properly prepared Means
real opportunities are available

But you won't receive anything on

silver platter You have work to

do. applies especially to home,
residence improvements
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Lie

low Do plenty of listening, ob
serving. Avoid brooding Know
that certain amount of seclusion

now will prove an asset Be

discreet. Don't confide in wrong
people Apparent setback is

'Tf^today is your b.r
THDAY you are independent,
unorthodox, capable of over
coming odds to achieve goal April

could be a key month this year,

combining business and romantic

interests Finances will be on a

more solid base
Copyright 1972, Gen. Fea Corp

Crosswo
ACROSS

rd Puzzle
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle

1 Insect

4 Quadruped
9 Declare

12 Land of the

free(init)

13 Be ready for

14 Female sheep

15 Colonize

17 Sets of

matched
furniture

19 Chapeau
20 Coloring

substance

21 Pronoun
23 Crony (colloq.)

24 Afternoon
parties

27 Pronoun

28 Pale

29 Danger
30 Teutonic

deity

31 Insane

32 Conjunction

33 Note of

scale

34 Paddled
36 Wager
37 Vigor

(colloq)

38 Prepare for

print

39 Seed
40 Attitude

41 Birds' homes
43 Pronoun
44 More

mournful
46 Tangled

49 Time gone by

50 Candle
52 Guidoshigh

note

53 Church
bench

54 Squandered

55 Edge

DOWN

1 Public vehicle

(colloq

)

2 Employ

3 Collect

4 Stop

5 Be in debt

6 Sun god

7 Fiber plant

8 Sewing case

9 Breed of dog

10 Reverence

11 Affirmative

16 Scottish cap

18 Bury

20 Shallow

vessel

21 At that

place

22 Roman
tetrarch

23 Cushion

25 Assistants

26 Incline

28 Small lump

29 Vessel

31 Apportioned
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32 Recent

35 Opening in

wall

36 Genus of

cattle

37 Billboard

39 Strip of

leather

40 Hole

42 Places

43 Male deer

44 Weaken
45 Mature
46 Males
47 Mans name
48 Obstruct

51 Hebrew
letter
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I NEVER KNOW UJHERETO 5TDP

UJITHOVT 0FFENCW6 itfMEBODS'

by Johnny hart

B. C

YOURe rNJOT PUrV\PlN<5\
ENOUGH D&Tr=R<£>eNr
INTC? tub sea !

*J

Cliff s Notes are great any time you

need help in literature' We

recommend buying early so that

you can use them as you study

the assigned play or novel »nd -'*

a helpful review prior to eiams

Get the Cliff i Notes you need

today You'll see why they re the

preferred study aid of millions of

students nationwide (P S ) If your

dealer s out of a title, he can get

another last with Cliff's Hot Line

aj c •)••>•••

»*trlf m titlei - always availallt

p rrtwjr keeks in said.

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Br»Bt p»rk«r and Johnny hart

Skiers Off To Successful Start
Co-captains Jerry Curran 72,

and Tuck Woodruff '75, paced an

almost all new UMass ski team to

first and second place finishes

against seven colleges of the New
England Intercollege Ski Con-

ference. Each team skies six men,

the best four to count and each

school may ski a four man "B"

team so that extra man may gain

experience in ski racing.

Skiing on natural snow for the

month of January has resembled

ice skating on a steep slope and

conditions at the Middlebury Snow

Bowl were no exception. The

Boston College Dual Slalom on

Saturday was a real cliff hanger.

In the first run "wise old racer"

Jerry Curran, with three years of

UMass racing experience, and last

year's promising freshmen Tuck

Woodruff and Kurt Syer posted

good times.

This year's freshman sensation

Dick McWade fell for a loss of

about ten seconds while Dave

Rutter lost a ski and more than 30

seconds, and Dave Ferris fell, lost

both skies and was out of the race.

Northeastern had 5 men in all with

good times, Amherst had 6 men in

and everyone was good and Boston

University and Boston College

were better off than UMass.

In the "B" Team running.

UMass looked dramatically good

with Jim Ahearn and Larry Peck

both in the top 15 finishes It looked

as though Coach MacConnell

working with only one varsity hold

over. Jerry Curran, had bet his

money on the wrong horses.

In the second run with all the

snow gone and the course down to

blue ice and boiler plate the right

man stood up. Tuck Woodruff put a

second good run together on the

easier course for a total time of 71.1

seconds and second best place for

the day Jerry Curran skied the

harder course with his usual skill

for a total time of 75.9 seconds

which was the sixth best time of the

80 ski racers in contention

Kurt Syer from last year's fresh-

men team had a good run on the ice

for a total time for both runs of 77.3

and 8th place Everything now

depended on Dick McWade the

first freshman to ski on the UMass

varsity. With a fall in his first run

and running late in the day on blue

ice it was expected that he would

be very slow or wipe out com-

pletely, but he put in one of the

better second runs of the day to

give him a total time of 85.6 and

19th place for the race.

All other teams in the meantime

except Amherst were in big

trouble Amherst had practiced for

their whole intersession and had

put in 15 straight days of hard

practice on ice at Haystack

Mountain, the practice area for the

the UMass team Amherst had five

men who had 2 good runs and their

team time for the best four was

307.4 seconds The only four for

UMass who had success in the first

run all skied the second run better

on a different course well worn by

forty racers and they had a sur

prising second place with a 309 9

only 2.5 seconds behind first place

Amherst.
The young UMass team had

proven that it could Pull up its

sox" and "Hang in there" In the

second run the UMass B team all

had a fall The order of finish was

Amherst 307 4, UMass 309 9,

Northeastern 330.7, Boston

College, 339.0, Boston University

344.1, Tufts 365.1, AIC 434 5, and

Bentley 527 Dave Dube of

Amherst won the race while Tuck

Woodruff was 2nd, Jerry Curran

was 6th, Kurt Syer was 8th and

Dick McWade was 19th out of 80

collegians in the race.

Sunday's race hosted by Nor

theastern was a giant slalom, a

longer faster race on the same

blue ice. Slalom racing requires

quick precise turns closely linked

together in an acrobatic sabre

dance on steel edges between

UMass
Fine

irts

Council Preterits

closely spaced poles. Giant slalom

is a cross between downhill, which

is a test of courage and love for

speed, and slalom, which is a test

of quick turning ability. Put

together the giant slalom requires

the racer to carve out long radious

precise high speed turns. There is

always one best and fastest line in

any race, unfortunately this line is

usually the most hazardous to run.

There is a slow safe way and a

fast dangerous way. On the fast

dangerous route the skiers body

and skies often make a violent

impact with the poles on race

course. Races are won on careful

planning where the skier has

selected the best line, memorized

it, and stays on it within inches

while quickly reacting to new

conditions which changed since he

looked at the course. It is a heart

breaking sport where one-

hundredth of a second off in timing

is the difference between first

place and nothing. In slalom races,

falls are more frequent than in

Giant slalom and downhill.

Because falls are frequent, and in

team racing you ski 6 the best 4 to

count. Slalom team races can be

won by the cautious team if the

others go "all out". In giant slalom

and downhill, falls are less

frequent, so less caution is needed

under ordinary conditions, on ice

anything can happen and usually

does.

In the Northeastern race the

outcome depended on who had the

best line and edges and technique

good enough to hold it on ice.

Everyone except Amherst had

good luck in standing up, UMass
had more speed than anyone else.

In the first run Woodruff, Curran,

Ferris, Rutter and McWade were

all fast for the varsity and Ahearn

and Peck were fast for the B team.

In the second run everyone did it

again only better. Woodruff
finished first with a 96.3 seconds,

Bob Morrow of Northeastern

University was second with a 96.6,

while Curran had a 98.2 for third.

Dave Ferris had a 99.9 for 5th and

Dave Rutter had a 102.5 for 15th.

Dick McWade the fast frosh was
one tenth behind with a 102.6 and

sixteenth place. Larry Peck racing

B team for experience had a solid

tie for 15th with another 102.5.

It was a good week-end ending

with UMass, ahead for its league

division championship with a total

team racing time of 706.2 seconds

while Northeastern was 732.9,

Amherst 735.2 and Boston College

had 746.9. Other teams racing were

Boston University, Tufts

University, Bentley and AIC.

The next ski team outing will be

at Dartmouth Skiway in Lyme,

New Hampshire next week-end

with the Amherst Giant Slalom on

Saturday, and the Eleventh run

ning of the UMass Winter Carnival

Ski Race on Sunday. Starting time

is 10:00 a.m.

Recreation Schedule
BOYDEN
NASIUM

BOYDEN
BALL &
COURTS-

GYM

HAND-
SQUASH

BOYDEN POOL"

URRY
POOL**'

HICKS

WOMENS PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
POOL

BOYDEN WEIGHT
TRAINING ROOM

BOYDEN BOWLING
ALLEYS""

BOYDEN
AUXILLIARY
GYMNASIUM

CURRY HICKS
JOGGING TRACK

WOMENS PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
WEIGHT
TRAINING ROOM

Monday through
Friday
3.30 PM 6:00 PM
Saturday and Sunday
1:00 PM5:00 PM

Monday-Wednesday-
Friday
12:20 PM 1:25 PM
3:45 PM 11:00 PM
Tuesday & Thursday
12:15 PM 1:00 PM
3:45 PM 1100 PM
Saturday & Sunday
9:00 AM 4:30 PM
Monday-Wednesday-
Friday

12 noon 1:00 PM
Tuesday & Thursday
12:15 PM 1:00 PM
Sunday
1:00 PM4:00 PM

Monday through
Friday
4:30 PM 5:30 PM
Friday-Family Swim
7:00 PM 9.00 PM

Monday-Wednesday-
Friday
1220 PM 1:20 PM
Saturday
1.00 PM400 PM

Monday through
Friday
3:30 PM 10:00 PM
Saturday and Sunday
1:00 PM 5:00 PM

Monday through
Friday
4:30 PM 10:30 PM
(Except during league
play)
Tuesday & Thursday
7:00 PM 9 00 PM

Monday-Wednesday -

Friday
8 00 AM 10:10 AM
11:15 AM 3 00 PM
Tuesday & Thursday
8.00 AM 9:30 AM
11:15 AM 1:00 PM
Monday through
Friday
3:30 PM600 PM
(Terminates March
24)

Faculty & Staff Only

Faculty & Staff Only

Faculty & Staff Only

Faculty & Staff Only

CoEd Swim

CoEd Swim

CoEd Swim

CoEd Swim

CoEd. Use of Gym
nastic apparatus
and trampoline will

be permitted

CO-CAPTAIN Jerry Curran led the L'Maw ski team to Impresiive

flr»t and second place performance* in the opening meet of the

season for the defending New England champions.

• Reservations are required at all times on weekdays & may be made

one day in advance Example: Make reservation for Thursday on

Wednesday, for Monday on Friday Reservations must be made in

person at the intramurals Office, located in Room 215 Boyden.

starting at 8 30 AM No telephone reservations will be accepted!

WEEKENDS Court Reservations are not necessary on Saturday 4

Sunday, as a new procedure has been adopted, whereby one or more

courts will become available every 15 minutes. Time schedule &

rules are posted at each court & are also available at the IM Office &

Equipment Cage
" Women are advised to use some form of non slipping footwear to

and from Lockerroom.
•• Supply own towels and bathing suits. Parents must accompany

children. Only children who can stand in the shallow end ot the pool Z

with their head above water will be allowed in the pool 8
••" At 50c per line Bowling shoes will be provided free upon presen

tation of student or faculty/staff ID cards i
M>MCi»MUmilllllHWWt*mWUMII' HIM'

AUTO SERVICE SPECIAL

<V& Lubrication with

an Oil Change

at the

Whately
Shell

Located 1%

miles past the

center of

Sunderland on

Route 116

Thursday, February 3

BERLIN PHILHARMONIC OCTET J^**;*- 8'
Reserved Tickets: $l 3.50

125 Herter, Tel. 545 0202
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Redmen Win, 82-65, Sluggishly
Bv EARLE BARROLL

What's all the fuss about? Jack

Leaman and his basketball team

knew exactly what they were going

to do last night against Springfield

College...And as it turned out they

were the only ones who did.

Maybe that's why so many fans

were leaving the Cage under a

chorus of, "oh, what a lousy game
it was." The fact of the matter is, it

was, but that was what Leaman
had on the planning board before

the game even started, believe it or

not.

According to Leaman this is

Satlg (EqUfgiatt

SPORTS
what transpired between the

Providence game and the

Springfield tap-off that caused this

thinking that put the Cage into a

state of insomnia: "After practice

last night. I felt we had to make it a

sloppy game with a lot of layups. a

lot of running and some heavy

rebounding action," he said

To come back after a game like

we played against Providence, and

have to play two days later against

a good basketball team like

Springfield College is a tough

assignment I didn't expect us to

play well, we were sloppy at

practice and I was very worried

about this game because of this.

But we won and I'm satisfied that

we got this one in the satchel.''

As it turned out, Leaman' s plan

took shape early and persisted

throughout as his Redmen applied

a sleeper- hold" of their own and
sloppied-it by Springfield, 82-65 at

Curry Hicks Cage.

To tell what took place during the

game would probably put the

typewriter to sleep, but here's a

nightcap version of what went on.

Between running and turning the

ball over up and down, the court

I Mass built up a ten-point lead

midway into the first half on the

strength of Chris Coffin's board

work and a few UMass layups

scattered in between the rubble

By the half, the score mounted to

M 22 and well into the second half

the game was put out of reach as

the lead swelled to 21. (70-49).

before the reserves came in.

Through all of this. Leaman did

point to some plus factors which

prompted him to say. "I'm looking

to the next few games with a

positive picture
."

He cited the play of Coffin: "He

was the best I' Mass player on the

court tonight His defense was

outstanding and he was the best

rebounder of the game. We need

play like that from him every

game to be effective up front

'

He was pleased with John

Betancourt: "For the first time in

a while, John's been able to snap

out of his slump and run the show

out there
"

Tom McLaughlin received his

plaudits: "It was good to see Mac
hit on three good shots tonight

."

And Al Skinner and Peter Trow
were also on the list of the plusses

of this game
Now add the intangibles: "We

PETER TROW skies for an offensive rebound between two

Springfield defenders. Tom Austin (50) is also in the action for the

Redmen. (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton)

AL SKINNER (30) begins his wheeling and dealing towards the Springfield basket last night at the

Cage. Chris Coffin (24) sets the pick. John Betancourt (10) watches the action. (MDC photo by Gib

Fullerton)

ran a lot better tonight than in

recent games. I was also very

pleased with our defense and I'm

glad we got to put the ball in the

hoop more often than in the

previous games (48%).

There was one record set last

night believe it or not.

Springfield's ace guard Dana
Anderson scored his 1000th career

point.

But in the end, it was perhaps the

cold breeze that came rushing into

the Cage from the south door that

really summed the evening up: it

gave most of the crowd the energy

to make it out of the Cage It gave

Jack Leaman nothing more than a

refreshing feeling for the perfect

job he had set out to do

Box Score
UMASS
Coffin
Trow
Austin
Bet'n'ct
Skinner
McL'lin
Vogeley
Peters
Levine
Olsen

G F T
6

20
10

16

15

8

3

2

2

SPRINGFIELD
G F

Hundley 3

Lewis
Gregory
And'n
Stu'v'ch
Williams
Grassi
Hunt
Moffo
Bain

T
7

7

16

22
10

2

1

30 22 82 25 15 65

It's The Same Old Story
By MDC STAFF

It was the same old story again for the UMass
freshmen basketball team last night as they pounded

another foe into submission early and often and left it

weak enough in the second half to run away and hide

from the pack
The victim this time was Springfield College The

score at half time was "relatively" close, 37-23. but

the Chiefs had nothing to offer in the second half as

far as a coherent attack was concerned and fell

heavily, 97-63.

And once again the only excitement that remained

for the crowd was that mad rush to the century mark

that turned the last two minutes into fourth gear.

The win upped the UMass count to 7-0 and the loss

left Springfield at 6-5, but the Chiefs shouldn't feel left

alone in defeat they have a lot of company
throughout New England who have been exploited by

the Redman frosh

Balance... the name of the freshman game was
more than in evidence last night. Four players hit in

double figures in scoring led by Mike Flanagan with

25 (11 of 13 from the floor). John Murphy (22). Bill

Endicott ( 19) and Dave Dibble < 10) in his initial start.

Murphy also led all rebounders again, which is like

saying Julius Erving can dunk The big guy from
Clinton had 21 to his credit Jim Burke hit doubles

with 10.

What else is new?

Swimmers Sunk By Vermont
B\.I\MS MIMADJIW

"It was a long, cold, hard day''

said Coach Joe Rogers Saturday as

the UMass Varsity Swim Team
traveled for three hours to the

University of Vermont only to be

defeated 31/80

The Catamounts really showed

their stuff tough, experienced,

and extremely aggressive; a

difficult team to face for the first

meet of the semester In the words

of distance swimmer Bruce
Taylor, "great individual efforts

could not overcome a five week

layoff and a strong Vermont
team."
UMass did capture a first in the

last event. 400 yard Freestyle

Relay Captain Herb Schuster.

Dick Blaisdell. Tom Smith, and Joe

Hebert did it with a winning time of

3:43.2.

Bruce Taylor scored the first

points for UMass with a second in

the 1.000 yard freestyle. Other

second place points were captured

by: Dick Blaisdell 50 yard and 100

yard freestyles. Joe Hebert 200

yard freestyle, and Jack Tyler - 500

yard distance freestyle.

Third place points were gained

by Bob Okolita, a new swimmer on

the team in the 200 yard individual

medley, and the 200 yard
backstroke. Bruce Taylor 500

yard freestyle, and Dave Guiney -

200 yard breaststroke. George
Kwiecien displayed great in-

dividual effort as he struggled to

represent UMass in the 200 yard

butterfly

In the first diving competition

Mike Queen placed third. He also

Duane Thomas Busted
DALLAS ( AP)-Troubled Dallas Cowboy running back Duane Thomas,

charged with possession of marijuana, talked with club president and

general manager Tex Schramm by telephone Monday and Schramm said

the conversation was "limited to the subject of him being properly

represented."

Thomas and his brother, Bertrand, were released on $5,000 bond each

Sunday at Greenville after they were arrested 12 miles west oi the Nor-

theast Texas town, some 64 miles from Dallas.

"It's in the hands of our attorneys-or his attorneys, Schramm said. "We
did not talk football or about his contract We had not begun renegotiation

of his contract."

placed a second in the last com-
petition while Dick Hagins. a new

diver for the team placed a third.

After the meet Captain Herb
Schuster expressed a widespread

team feeling. "I'm tired of the

defeat I'Mass has to be put

through There are many swim-

mers at UMass that could make
UMass swimming a definite

threat, but where are they? Is it

that hard to put in some practice"'"

The next swim meet of the

season will be Saturday when
UMass hosts MIT at 2:00 p.m
Boyden Pool.

Kiner's Case
Dismissed

BENTON, Tenn. (AP) —
Charges of possessing narcotics

and legend drugs against Steve

Kiner. linebacker for the New
England Patriots of the National

Football League, were dismissed

Monday.
Kiner. 24, a former All-American

at the University of Tennessee, had
been arrested on the charges the

night of Dec. 22 by state troopers

Lloyd Hood and Herschel Gardner
after he was stopped near Benton

for speeding.
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Here are some sweet remembrance, of last year's Spring Concert. To think things have changed so much around here in one whole year. (Photos by Barb-

ara Brecher)

Major Spring Concert Unlikely

By KENNETH SUL1N
The probabilities of having a

major spring concert in the

stadium are next to nothing now as

a result of yesterday's board

meeting attended by Dr. Gage.

Gerry Scanlon, Dean Field and

various members of the Student

Senate and Concert Committee

Gage, Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs, stressed he was in

favor of promoting cultural enrich

ment and recreation for the

campus community, however, the

welfare of the University was the

main issue at hand. The greatest

factor of worry was obviously the

"imports", the people drawn to the

concert from outside the five-

college area, the people least

concerned about responsibility and

possible future performances

Scanlon. Director of Student

Affairs, assured the board that the

On The Inside

:

Grad Senate
See page two

Culternatives
See page six

public attitude would be minimal

and through previous experience

with University concerts stated,

"The kids just won't take care of

themselves."

A major "circus" is not

necessary for the students as Gage

put it; however, he wasn't totally

opposed to the idea He could

foresee this type of thing as being

far from a sophisticated artistic

event, rather it would only give the

campus a name, whether it would

become a good one or a bad one, he

said.

The discussion continued to

security problems and effective

methods of keeping non-ticket

holders out. A first proposal by the

Concert Committee suggested the

gates to the stadium would open

two hours before the concert's

beginning at both front and rear

turnstyles. the only two means of

entrance, where two police officers

and two student ushers would be

stationed. As for gate crashers,

bordering the ten foot barbed wire

fence surrounding the stadium

would be an outer snow fence on

the north and south sides along

with a security patrol awaiting and

expecting climbers

A second proposal, which all

agreed would be effective, was

suggested by Scanlon; one similar

to a technique used by the

University of Rhode Island A
pattern using three police-bound

perimeters must be passed though

in order to gain entrance to the

stadium The first perimeter would

check for tickets and more or less

screen any people that are drunk

or carrying bottles The second

would again check the validity of

tickets while the third would amit

the students Scanlon concluded,

"If we must do it, we must do it

positively and weigh all factors."

Elliot Sherman, Head of the

Concert Committee, directed a

question toward Scanlon and Gage

asking them whether or not a

concert of 15,000-20,000 would be

feasible and, if not, what would

they suggest Gage then replied

that such a performance would be

almost entirely impossible

because, for the price and size, the

University just couldn't handle the

responsibility, let alone the

capability Gage also stated that

mob scenes would arise. "Kids

think it's a smart thing to beat the

system and not pay admission." he

said. His main concern, however,

was the fact that people would be

injured without question He
concluded, "Money lost can be

made up but injury cannot
."

Dean Field added, "We have a

lack of capacity to control the

situation."

The Concert Committee related

the proposafto the strike planning;

however. Gage showed this was

"totally different." not a long

range concern and commitment,

rather a single shot event that

would be virtually impossible

Lee Sandwen, President of the

Student Senate, was confident a

concert of 15-20 thousand was

plausible, nevertheless. Gage
could not be persuaded In answer

to Elliot's earlier question Field

suggested the performance of a

low profile group with possibly

three to five thousand in at-

tendance soley for the purpose "to

see what happens
"

Finally Gage concluded that the

target of 15,000 people was far too

large The Fact was discouraging

and it is now obvious that the

possibilities of a large concert

must be met with modest steps

We will probably see a smaller

than expected spring concert with

a low-key group which in turn will

act as a trial and later, if all goes

well, a stepping stone to something

of a larger scale
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Action Lab Begins

Its Third Semester

Board Of Selectmen

Make Rules Change

The Action Lab tutorial program

will be preparing for its third

semester of operation in the

Hampshire County House of

Correction. Last semester, the

program was responsible for about

two hundred man/woman hours in

the jail per week.
Approximately thirty UMass

undergraduates participated in

organized discussions and

seminars aimed at stimulating

inmates and involving both

students and inmates in creative

and educational dialogue. The
program's seminars ranged from

preparation for the high school

equivalency test to discussions of

the novels of Hermann Hesse and

included such things as an art

seminar, a seminar on various

aspects of meditation and informal

discussions concerning drugs, race

relations, and the judicial system.

Some of the inmates appeared

highly motivated towards

academic work. Others, coming to

the tutorials and seminars simply

to look at the coeds and talk, did

not wish to learn in the traditional

sense at all Regardless of the

inmates motivations or the tutor's

initial intentions, the program
seems to be successfully

progressing in a number of areas

For those inmates with few or no

visitors, the opportunity to talk

with someone from the outside

appears beneficial. Some work was

done with Spanish-speaking in

mates, teaching them English

skills.

Also, inmates desiring to con-

tinue their education have been

given the opportunity to do so.

Currently the program is seeking

university professors to tutor some
inmates for college credit that will

be recorded in the Division of

Continuing Education at UMass.
For other inmates, Action Lab

has provided reading material of

interest and many tutors work
directly with inmates to improve

reading and math skills.

Action Lab hopes to expand the

base of its program to include

research in the areas of em-
ployment, lodging, educational and
counseling information for the

inmates. It is also hoped that legal

resources and information can be

upgraded within the jail itself.

The Action Lab program will

hold its organizational meeting

today at 8:00 p.m. in Room 165 of

the Campus Center. The program
will attempt to meet more
specifically the desires of the in-

mates. This will include such

things as film seminars and
seminars in black literature. The
selection of tutors and seminar

directors will be based on each

individual's creative input into the

program Additional black

seminar directors are particularly

needed It is hoped that all those

people who feel they can par-

ticipate in the program either

within or without the jail, will

attend.

The Action Lab program offers a

unique view of the controversial

American correctional system. As
it includes direct contact with

those most affected by the judicial

process, the program offers an

incisive (if not a balanced)
presentation of the nature of

American correctional facilities

By CHARLIE BERKOW
The Board of Selectmen made a procedural change

yesterday which will allow for more complete press

coverage of their meetings. In other important

business in yesterday's marathon meeting, they

approved a proposal initiated by a group of local

geologists to study water supply in the Amherst area

for inclusion in the warrant (agenda) for this year s

Town Meeting. They also acted on petitions for

changes in Cowles Lane, discussed a plan to foster

agriculture in the area in a meeting cut short by time

and began the discussion of the preliminary capital

budget. .„

.

Under the new procedures, the Selectmen will have

an agenda for their Executive sessions, as they do for

their open sessions. At the beginning of each

Executive session, they will decide which items will

be discussed in open meeting, and will re-open the

meeting immediately to discuss those items. This will

allow the press to cover the meetings more com-

pletely.

The Selectmen previously held open meetings

attended by the press followed by Executive sessions,

in which financial or personal matters, etc., were

discussed. If, in the course of the Executive session,

the Selectmen came across a matter which they felt

should be discussed in open meeting, they opened it

up again. But the Collegian and other reporters did

not stay around to cover these items. As a result,

many were missed.

Gerald Brophy, representing a group of concerned

area geologists, asked the Selectmen to insert an

article in the warrant for next month's Town Meeting

to commission a study of the area's water resources

In calling for the study, Brophy cited uninformed

"ranting" by the press about the water supply as

showing a need for more information. Selectman H.

Hills Skillings added that "Serious problems" which

might come up in the future will necessitate the in-

formation to be provided by the study. Town Manager

Allen Torrey agreed, and felt that drillings presently

being conducted by an engineering firm should

continue. "I feel that we should be working on all

fronts," he said.

The Board referred a traffic problem concerning

Cowles Lane, Amity, North Prospect, Hallock and

North Pleasant streets to Torrey, asking him to study

the problem and to see that no-parking signs are

posted and enforced on Cowles Lane. Area residents

and businessmen on Cowles Lane had petitioned the

Board to make it one-way going west and allow

parking on the south side. Residents of neighboring

streets raised a counter-petition saying that as the

next street over was also one-way going west, they

would have to go to Amity Street to turn east.

Residents complained that presently, cars parked on

Cowles Lane are blocking traffic and creating a

traffic hazard. Skillings told Torrey, "We would like

no more complaints that it (no-parking regulations)

is not enforced."

In other business, the Board:

—Discussed with Town Assessor John McDermott

a tax plan designed to foster agriculture in Amherst;

—Approved the relocation of several telephone

poles;

—Approved a list of reimbursements to property

owners whose land was taken to widen Cushman
bridge;

—Approved the character of Muriel Wiggins for

incorporation and discussed procedure for future

character approvals;

—Set the Town Meeting for 7 : 30 p.m. on March 13 at

Amherst Regional Junior High School;

—And received the annual audit report of the Jones

Library.

The Selectmen began discussing the preliminary

report on the capital budget, but adjourned their

meeting at 1:45 during that discussion. The meeting

resumed at 8:00 p.m., when the Selectmen went into

Executive session to review payments to the town by

the state in lieu of property taxes on land owned by

UMass.
The meeting reopened with further discussion of

the capital budget, which was still going on at the

Collegian deadline.

Hamlin House Closes Hotel
Warning

Hamlin in two weeks

Although a dormitory will be

provided for the students who
remain during vacation, the cut-

rate hotel service that was
provided by Hamlin will not be

resumed this semester

The Campus Center Hotel will

assume the duties of the Hamlin
Hotel at a considerably higher
rate

Hamlin House has resumed its

dormitory duties this semester and

has shed its function as a hotel

Refugees from Chadboum infest

the first three floors of Hamlin
while the fourth floor is occupied

by a group from JOE.

Chadbourn is currently being

rennovated and will be ready for

occupancy next semester

The group from JOE will leave

Collegian Elects

Board Of Editors
Staff members of the Collegian elected a new Board of Editors at a

meeting last night in the Campus Center.

New editors are as follows: James E. Gold, Editor-inChief; Nathan

Gorenstein, Managing Editor, William Manburg, Business Manager;

Ann M Gurnett, Executive Editor; Robert D. Medeiros, News Editor;

Daniel Kamal, Sports Editor; and Gilbert Fullerton, Photo Editor.

Outgoing editors include Richard C. Hanson, Anne C. Stadnicki, Barry

J. Rubenstein, and Earle T. Barroll.

A caption in yesterday's Collegian indicated that

the computers in Whitmore had been out of order for

the past two weeks. Actually, a separate computer

system was not functioing. This is the one used in

research and course work by students.
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NEW YORK (AP) — A scientist

has warned his colleagues around

the world to slow down their efforts

to manufacture life in the

laboratory. He says man lacks the

wisdom to deal with the con-

sequences of such acts, especially

the creation of test tube babies.

Dr. Leon R. Kass, a physician

and biochemist at the National

Academy of Sciences, discussed

the manufacture of life in the

laboratory as reports gather that

some scientists, notably in

England, are on the verge of im-

planting in a woman an embryo
fertilized in a test tube.

"To have developed to the point

of introduction of such massive

powers with so little deliberation

over the desirability of their use,"

Dr Kass said, "can hardly be

regarded as evidence of wisdom."

The scientist suggested an

alternative: "In the absence of

such wisdom, we can be wise

enough to know that we are not

wise enough. When we lack suf-

ficient wisdom to do, wisdom
consists in not doing.

"Restraint, caution, abstention,

delay are what this second-best-

and maybe only-wisdom dictates

with respect to baby manufacture,

and with respect to various other

forms of human engineering made
possible by other new biomedical

techniques."
Scientists have already reported

from several laboratories the

fertilization, in the test tube, of

human egg by human sperm and

the subsequent laboratory culture

of the young embryo. There have

been no reports of implantation

yet, after which the embryo would

grow to birth.

Much of the public attention has

centered on reports from Dr.

Robert G. Edwards of Cambridge

University and his colleague, Dr.

Patrick C. Steptoe, in work sup-

ported by the Ford Foundation

An object of their work is to help

women have babies despite a

blockage of their tubes, through

which a fertilized egg normally

passes on the way to implantation,

the scientists say.

Dr. Kass replies in an analysis in

the quarterly The Public Interest,

that surgical reconstruction of the

oviduct would be preferable and

that although the success rate so

far is onlv fair, it is bound to im-

prove But Dr. Kass puts more

weight on the risk factors.

The manipulation in the

laboratory of the embryo, he said,

could produce damaging effects in

the eventual child. "Does the

parent's desire for a child," he

asks, "entitle them to have it by

methods which carry for that child

an unknown and untested risk of

deformity or malformation?"

The moral argument. Dr Kass
said, is that scientists must know
there will be no defects in the child

before proceeding with im-

plantation -and there is no way of

knowing. "I have dwelled at length

upon the problem of risks and
mishaps that accompany the ex-

perimental phase of this new
technology, first, because it is a

problem widely and remarkably
ignored, and, second, because it

provides a powerful moral ob-

jection sufficient to rebut the

implantation experiments."
Dr. Kass also discussed another

stage in the laboratory
manufacture of life, a technique
called "cloning," in which the

nucleus of an unfertilized egg is

removed, and replaced with a
nucleus from an adult cell. The egg
will then be genetically identical to

the adult source.

"An unlimited number of

identical individuals," Dr. Kass
said, "all generated a sexually
from a single parent- that is, a
clone-could be produced by
nuclear transplantation."

The genetic or hereditary
material in a cell, the DNA, is often
described as containing all the
information for determining what

the baby will be. the printing press

that prints out people In cloning,

the printing press would be

replaced by the copying machine,

printing out copies of genetically

identical people.

"Within our lifetime," Dr Kass

said, "possibly even as early as

1980, it may be technically feasible

to clone a human being." And he

added: "Among sensible men. the

ability to clone a man would not be

sufficient reason for doing so."

The same questions of ex

perimenting on the unborn arise

with cloning as did with the test

tube baby. Dr. Kass said, and they

again constitute a moral argument

against any first attempt to clone a

man.
But there are other questions

that apply specifically to cloning

"Central to this matter." Dr.

Kass said, "is the idea of the

dignity and worth of each human
The basic question we must ask

is this: Is individual dignity un

dermined by a lack of genetic

distinctiveness?"

There is also the question of

dehumanization.

"Is there possibly some wisdom

in that mystery of nature which

joins the pleasure of sex, the

communication of love, and the

desire for children in the very

activity by which we continue the

chain of human existence?"

"I had earlier raised the

question," Dr Kass concluded, "of

whether we have sufficient wisdom

to embark upon new ways for

making babies, on an individual

scale as well as in the mass. By

now it should be clear that I believe

the answer must be a resounding

'No."
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Ms. Green Says Education Bill

To Suffer With Money Rider
By STEVE TRIPOLI

Congresswoman Edith Green
(D-Ore.) said last night that the

country "will suffer greatly" if her

student aid package is passed with

a Senate rider adding $1-1/2 billion

to it for de-segregation.

Cong. Green, speaking in the

Student Union ballroom before the

New England regional meeting of

the College Entrance Examination
Board also said that the respon-

sibility for the bill if it isn't passed

in the version of her Special

Subcommittee on Education lies at

the door of Health, Education, and
Welfare Secretary Elliot

Richardson

The main points oi the House
version of the bill which Cong.

Green endorses are:

1) No more discrimination in

education on the basis of sex.

2) A new emphasis on vocational

and technical education.

3) Student financial aid and the

restatement of the original

Congressional intent that money
only go to the lowest socio-

economic group.

4) Institutional aid.

She also stated on this subject that

the administration has placed
itself in a position against In-

stitutional aid.

Continuing with the statement

that the middle class is now the

"forgotten group in American
education," Cong. Green attacked

present Administration policy

which "favors children of the

disadvantaged and rich univer-

sities." She cited the case of one

hundred schools which get a large

portion of the government's

money, mostly for research

grants. These are the "prestigious

schools, many from the New
England area, and many of which

have lobbied against the article in

her bill on admissions regardless

of sex.

Turning to other aspects of the

issue, Cong. Green said that she

feels that the Office of Education
has turned the financial aid

program "into a welfare program"
and that she felt that no student

should be disqualified from
financial aid because of his own
work outside of school

She closed by warning the Ad-

ministration against pursuing its

present policy. "We are pricing the

middle income family and its sons

and daughters out of the education

business."

Grad Senate Discusses S.U. Fee
By JEANNETTE MARTINEAU
Monday night's Graduate

Student Senate discussed the

possibilities and the justifications

for a "scale rate" of the Campus
Center-Student Union Fee.

Veda Ross, who chaired the

meeting, also brought up the

subject of College III at Boston.

According to the Report of the

President's Committee on the

Future University of

Massachusetts, "College III should

disclaim the traditional separation

between professional education

and liberal learning it should be a

new model for undergraduate
professional education It should

be as deeply committed to the

intellectual values associated with

the liberal arts - the capacity for

self-criticism, the ability to take a

large view, the readiness to change
- as it is to convey some
specialized skills. Its premise

should be that an undergraduate

curriculum, making use of the

disciplines where appropriate but

organized from a career point ol

view, can be an effective vehicle

for instilling the breadth and

perspective necessary for effective

public service

"College III should be concerned

above all else with building links

between understanding and ef-

fective action Its program should

include opportunities for field work

and work experience The

University Committee to Plan

College III was very strong in its

support of field experience as an

integral part of the new school."

-t;tted the report

Support of the Future Report

was withheld pending further

discussion.

Graduate Senate President Veda Ross seems a bit more

interested in last night's Senate meeting than her son.

(MDC photo by Barbara Brechert

Learn Sign Language
All persons

registering for

sign language

meet with Mrs
at the School

auditorium today at 4

Information regarding

interested in

the new deaf

course should

Maxine Brown
of Education

p m
davs

and times of class meetings

will be announced then

Students who cannot attend

the special meeting should see

Mrs Brown at the Northeast

Regional Media (enter for the

Deal in Thompson Hall. Room
12. Feb 4. from noon to 2 p m
only those students from the

Five College Area who have

already given their names u>

Mrs Brown's office are

eligible to take the course.

Wanda Hickey's Night of Golden AAemories

and Other Disasters"

JEAN SHEPHERD

<§)

Tonight

Campus Center Auditorium

8:00 p.m. Monday, Feb. 7

Exec.

Committee

Meeting
The Commuter Assembly

Executive Council will hold a

meeting Thursday at 5:30 p.m in

the Student Activities area.

UMiSi
Fine

Arts

Council Presents

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400,

TodayIsThe Day

I

Editor's Note: For coverage

on the draft lottery listen to

WMl'A throughout the day.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
March 9 was the first birthdate

stuffed into a red capsule

Monday as Selective Service

officials began the process of

preparing for Wednesday's
draft lottery for men born in

1953.

Aug. 25 and May 13 followed

March 9 and all the birthdates,

ending with Sept. 16, were in

capsules within an hour.

It took about the same time

to stuff numbers into blue

capsules, beginning with

number 110 and ending with

354.

The capsules were then

locked in two plexiglass drums
where they will stay until

Wednesday.
The process is part of

Selective Service's effort to

make the selection of bir-

thdates for men facing the

draft after they are 19-years-

old as random as possible.

The atmosphere at the

Commerce Department
auditorium where the drawing
is to be held was low key in

contrast to past preparations

and draft officials said it

probably was because fewer

men now are being drafted.

New Program

Traces Thefts
Students will be asked to file cards listing their valuables with the

University security police this week. The cards are part of a new security

program to trace stolen goods.

Heads of residence will distribute the cards. Students are asked to list

valuable goods which they have marked with their social security

numbers. The reason for using social security numbers on valuables is

that outside departments would not be familiar with student ID numbers,

but would be able to trace back the social security numbers Also "fen-

ces" would not buy goods marked with social security numbers, or the

value of the goods would be lowered due to the chance of discovery, ac-

cording to the security police spokesman. The cards will be on file by

student number, however.

Valuables should be marked with indelible ink, or the numbers should

be scratched into a not-so-obvious place on the item, according to the

police. Some houses and area governments are buying electric pencils (a

vibrating etching tool which engraves nearly any material).

House furniture, as well as individual possessions, should be labeled,

the police said. It was suggested that the dorm name be engraved on

lounge furniture.

Students who file cards with the police (through their heads of

residence) will receive decals for their doors, warning prospective

thieves that their goods are traceable. Dorms with 100 %. or nearly that

percentage, will bear plaques outside their dorms testifying to their

protection.

The security police say that this program has been successful at other

schools, but it can be a success at UMass only if the majority of persons

mark their valuables and turn their cards in If enough students respond,

the program will be continued.

NES Needs Tutors
The first meeting of NES did not

appear to be prosperous, according

to its spokesman. Although more
than 150 students came to the

meeting to sign up for tutoring

duty, there is still a void of tutors in

the program Some of the people at

the meeting were tutors last

semester, but the majority of

former tutors has not returned. As
a result, there are many children

in Springfield without tutors

For any people unsure of their

tutoring ability NFS runs a :\

credit course in tutoring It in

eludes working in the Springfield

grammar schools. About 15 places

are still open in this course
Even though the 4 oriei.tation

sessions are mandatory, it is still

passible to sign up by coming to the

NES office. The next orientation

session will be on Sunday.
February 6, at 7 p.m. in Room 163

of the Campus Center This
meeting will center on the

problems of the urban school

Anyone interested in enrolling

should come to the NES of'

sometime this week
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Ireland

British paratrooper arrests rioter in Londonderry. Northern

Ireland. Sunday where outbreak of violence at protest rally left

several dead and injured.

In Brief...
Court Orders Soldier Be Discharged

BOSTON < AP>-The 1st U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ordered that

a New Jersey soldier be discharged from the Army Tuesday

because of his objection to war.

The soldier, Robert J Armstrong Jr ., 24, of Pararaus, N.J ,
filed

a petition in U.S. District Court in May. 1970 seeking release from

the Army, but the court denied the petition.

The Appeals Court, in a 2-1 decision, reversed the lower court

ruling and ordered Armstrong released.

Averill Harriman Donates Art

WASHINGTON (AP)-The W. Averell Harriman Foundation has

fli-ir 22 major works of art, including paintings by Paul Cezanne

and Pablo Picasso, to the National Gallery of Art in memory of

Marie N. Harriman, late wife of the former ambassador.

Harriman himself gave a portrait of Marie N. Harriman by

Andre Derain.
Church Fights Government Subpoena •

BOSTON <AP)-Dr Robert N. West, president of the Unitarian

Universalist Association, begins a coast-to-coast tour Wednesday

to seek support for his denomination's fight against an expected

government subpoena of the church's financial records.

A federal grand jury in Boston twice issued subpoenas to allow it

examine the denomination's bank records after Beacon Press, the

church's publishing arm, announced last year it would publish a

version of the Pentagon Papers provided to them by Sen Mike

Gravel, D-Alaska
Police Seize Heroin In Raid

LAWRENCE. Mass. (AP)-A Lawrence man and three men from

New York were arrested Tuesday in a police raid at a motel that

resulted in the seizure of heroin worth an estimated $2 million on

the street.

BELFAST. Northern Ireland (AP)-Violence, death

and protest gripped divided Ireland Tuesday as

guerrillas retaliated for the victims of Londonderry's

"Bloody Sunday." A sniper killed a British soldier

and a Belfast woman was gravely wounded in cross-

fire.

Strikes and boycotts throughout Ulster and the

Irish republic to the south spearheaded a surge of

anger by Roman Catholics mourning the 13 who died

in the Londonderry clash between civilians and

British troops.

In Dublin, capital of the republic, an explosive

device shattered windows in the British Embassy.

Police said several persons were believed injured

Two thousand demonstrators marched on the Em-
bassy, burning a flag and mock coffins and lobbing

bricks and fire bombs over the heads of police.

Northern Ireland's Prime Minister, Brian

Faulkner, charged the republic with using a distress

fund set up two years ago for Catholics in the north to

•buy guns for murderers ." The republic's prime

minister. Jack Lynch, demanded that Britain pull its

troops out of heavily populated Catholic areas in the

North and end internment without trial

The British government named the nation's top

judge, Lord Chief Justice Sir John Widgery, to un-

dertake an inquiry into the Londonderry killings.

Prime Minister Edward Heath told a packed House

of Commons in London the 60-year-old judge would

start work immediately. His aim will be to get at the

truth behind a welter of charges and countercharges

springing from the fatal confrontation between

paratroopers and civil rights marchers.

Heath's remarks opened an emergency debate on

the government's policy in its six-county Northern

Ireland province The Commons squelched a motion

attacking that policy by a 304-266 vote, then approved

Widgery 's appointment unanimously.

The British soldier was shot dead in Belfast almost

as Heath spoke. The woman was hit later in a cross-

fire between guerrrillas and British troops in the

fashionable, largely Protestant Mount Pottinger

district of Belfast.

The soldier's death was seen as a reprisal by the

outlawed Irish Republic Army-IRA-which swore

Sunday to kill a soldier for each of the Londonderry

dead.

British army headquarters said the sentry, on duty

outside the police station, was hit in the chest by a

single shot from a sniper

His death brought the toll since August 1969 to 233

He was the third soldier killed this year.

Gunmen and British army contingents supported

by armored cars clashed in a fire-fight across the

border between Northern Ireland and the neigh

boring Irish republic. The battle, which claimed no

known casualties, ended when the Irish army
arrived.

Troops patrolling Belfast came under guerrilla

rifle fire on several occasions. The army said one

raider was wounded and captured.

In the Catholic Ardoyne district of the capital, a

foodstore was blown up by an incendiary bomb.

Three women were taken to a hospital slightly in-

jured.

Crowds gathered throughout Northern Ireland to

protest the Londonderry shootings. Soldiers com-

batted hostile mobs in Belfast by firing rounds of

rubber bullets, which are designed to stun but not kill.

At Dungiven. a tiny market town near Lon-

donderry, 4.000 people with 13 white crosses packed

the main street in bitter cold in a silent tribute to the

dead.

Policemen Mourned In NewYork
NEW YORK (AP)-One of two

slain police buddies was buried

from St Patrick's Cathedral

Tuesday, with police from as far

away as Boston and Washington

helping to make it one of the

biggest gatherings of mourners in

the 100-year history of the stately

midtown edifice.

Standing outside on sunwashed

Fifth Avenue afterward. Police

Commissioner Patrick V. Murphy
expressed confidence the killers

would be caught, adding:

"Every man on the force is

dedicated to catching them
."

An estimated 3.500 law en-

forcement officers were among
some 4.000 mourners who con-

verged on St. Patricks for funeral

services for Gregory Foster. 22.

slain Thursday with his partner.

Rocco Laurie. 23.

Before entering, the lines of

uniformed police stretched six

blocks along Fifth Avenue
Cathedral officials could recall

few previous funerals of com-

parable size

Laurie was buried later from his

home parish. Blessed Sacrament
Roman Catholic church in West

Brighton. Staten Island.

At one point. Terence Cardinal

Cooke was forced to interrupt the

cathedral services briefly when
Foster's 19-year-old widow
collapsed She is the mother of a 3-

year-old son and an infant

daughter.

Foster, black, and Laurie, white,

fought together as Marines in

Vietnam They returned to New
York to join the police force

together, and remained together as

volunteers on a neighborhood
police team, a restoration of the old

foot patrol idea, to bring the force

into closer contact with citizens

They died together as their

slayers emptied guns into their

backs while they were on patrol in

the East Village. One of the killers

reportedly danced a jubilant jig as

he fled

Rewards totaling $13,000 have

been offered for the slayers.

In a letter after the shooting, the

Black Liberation Army claimed its

members had perpetrated the

slayings. The BLA made a similar

claim in the machine gunning of

two policemen last May.

Four men were being sought for

questioning in the slayings of

Gregory and Laurie One of them
was indicted in the killings, also

last May. of a two-man, black and
white, police team in Harlem

Nixon Plans No Tax Increase
WASHINGTON (AP)-President

Nixon's administration has no

present plans to ask Congres for a

tax increase this year or next, two

of its key figures told skeptical

congressmen Monday.
Treasury Secretary John B.

Connally and Management and
Budget Director George P. Shultz

brought to the House Ways and

Candy

I*

really

here

7:15 & 9:30

SUB .50

Means Committee the ad-

ministrations' request for a $50-

billion raise in the national debt

ceiling, to $480 billion

But the questioning turned
quickly to the possibility of a tax

increase-especially, some
inquirers implied, the chance that

one will be sought after the

November presidential election.

Connally and Shultz agreed that

administration estimates of the

1971 economy had been far off the

mark, as deficits estimated at $38 8

billion this year and $25.5 billion

next year indicate.

But they insisted the ad-

enjoy *

ministration is looking not for

additional taxes, but a firm lid on

spending and an economic
recovery that would generate more
revenues.

Connally, noting the ad-

ministration recently went through

a tax reduction, said, "From an
economic standpoint a tax

program at this time would fly

right in the face of what we think

our objectives should be."

Several committee members
indicated they are not convinced a

tax increase is ruled out it least

after the election.
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Communist
Birthrate

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP)-Easy abortion and increased use of con-

traceptives are pushing birth rates down in Communist Eastern Europe

and governments there are worried about it, a western study showed

Tuesday.
A study by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization says:

"It is reckoned that 60 per cent of all pregnancies are aborted in

Hungary-probably in the U.S.S.R. too-44 per cent in Bulgaria, 36 per cent

in Czechoslovakia and 23 per cent in Poland.

"The Church in Poland heads the opposition against easy abortion and

seeks to defend the traditional family concept."

The Soviet Union eased its campaign against abortion in the mid-1950s.

The study suggests it was because the death rate had gone down and

Soviet leaders wanted to get more women into jobs. It adds that the

downward swing in births may have gone further than expected and that

attempts mav now be made to reverse the trend.

The birth rate in the Soviet Union dropped 36 per 1,000 in 1938 to 17 in

1970. It was then about the same level as rates in Western Europe and

below the rate for southern European countries.

In Romania, the laws against abortion were tightened more recently,

sending the birth rate up from 12 per 1,000 in December 1966 to a level of

40 in 1967. But the spread of contraceptives and illegal abortions brought

it down again to 20 in the first quarter of 1971.

The study finds that except in East Germany and Czechoslovakia,

contraceptives play a minor but slowly increasing role in population

trends.

In the 1950s population in Eastern Europe was growing faster than in

NATO countries. Now the trend has reversed. In 1965 the Eastern

countries had about 65 per cent of the population of NATO areas, in-

cluding the United States and Canada.

By 1985 the proportion should fall to about 62 per cent

NATO does not see any problem for the Soviets in keeping up their

military manpower.
Like other industrial countries, those of Eastern Europe are adopting

the idea of the small family, but NATO suggests some special reasons: A

chronic lack of housing, the need for women to work, the urge to acquire

more comforts, and women enjoying sex more without child-bearing or

even marriage.

"The liberation' of women is an old Soviet concept," the study says. It

is, however, offset by certain practical disadvantages summed up in the

Soviet saying: The man bears the responsibility, the woman carries the

bricks.'

Irving To Appear

Before Grand Jury
NKW YORK (AP) -Federal and

state investigators have put

together a portfolio of pictures of

present and former aides to

Howard Hughes It is believed they

will ask Author Clifford Irving to

try to pick out one as the

mysterious "George Gordon
Holmes" he claims was a go-

between in putting together the

purported autobiography of the

elusive billionaire

Court sources also said Tuesday

that Irving has been summoned to

appear before a federal grand jury

Thursday.
In Albuquerque. N.M., a political

aide to John Meier, former

scientific adviser to Hughes and

now a candidate for the

Democratic senatorial nomination

in that state, said Meier had also

been subpoenaed to appear then

Thomas Benavides said Meier

was already in New York

preparing for his appearance, but

this could not be confirmed from

court or other sources.

Meier earlier had denied any

connection with Irving

"That's ridiculous," he told

reporters last weekend when

asked if he had supplied any

material to Irving "I never met

the man."
The New York Post said Irving

telephoned the newpaper Tuesday

afternoon to deny ever saying that

Meier was "Holmes," as had been

reported.

"I have never named John Meier

as a go-between in the Hughes

Buy One
\Get One Free
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Answers
WASHINGTON (AP)-CBS newsman Daniel Schorr,

subject of a White House-ordered FBI investigation,

testified Tuesday the Nixon administration has made
a great many people believe "it is no longer an

honorable thing to be a newsman."
White House officials refused to appear before the

constitutional rights subcommittee of Sen. Sam D.

Ervin, (D-N.C), but repeated in a letter disputed

statements that Schorr was being considered for a

government job when the FBI investigation began

last Aug. 20.

Remarking that letters "can conceal more than

they reveal," Ervin said that although the ad-

ministration has invoked executive privilege in

declining to testify, he does not believe an ap-

pearance "would cause the White House to fall in

ruins."

Schorr said the investigation was ordered after his

reporting brought a series of complaints from

President Nixon, Sen. Robert Dole, the Republican

national chairman, and White House staff members.
If the White House actually had been considering

him for a job under those circumstances. Schorr said,

"it would have been an extraordinarily openminded

thing for them to have done."

He said reports printed in The Washington Post

that he was being considered for an executive

position on the Council of Environmental Quality

were "news to me," and that no one in the govern-

ment has ever told him directly he was being con-

sidered for a job.

In a letter to Ervin, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover

said his agents, acting on White House orders, made a

routine check on Schorr, interviewing 25 persons in 6

1/2 hours before being called off.

"The incomplete investigation of Mr. Schorr was
entirely favorable concerning him, and the results

were furnished to the White House," Hoover said.

"Job or no job, the launching of such an in-

vestigation without consent demonstrates an in-

sensitivity to personal rights," Schorr said.

"Most of my colleagues believe that I was sub-

jected to harassment," he said.

He expressed belief most Americans would be

more comfortable if legal safeguards existed to bar

what he called "an arbitrary intrusion into their

lives."

Schorr said he found himself in a "no-win"

situation, because to publicize his own problems with

the administration could only tarnish his neutrality

as a journalist.

He said he had to avoid becoming emotional

oecause "If the administration could push me into the

-ole of its open antagonist, that would serve its

purpose as well, or better, than intimidating me into

pulling my punches."
Schorr said:

I've never before felt that to a great number of

people it is no longer an honorable thing to be a

newsman.
"For if you can discredit the press, it doesn't make

much difference anymore what they say or write."

Nurseries Infected

;

Hexochlorophene Suspected

affair. To my knowledge. I have

never met Meier."

Irving said he was breaking his

lawyer's injunction to maintain

silence because "I do not believe

that any person should be damaged

by inaccurate statements that may
appear in the press or other media

"Lest such a person be hurt, I

break my silence on one limited

subject."

Irving received three checks

totaling $650,000 from the McGraw
Hill Publishing Co to transmit to

Hughes for the rights to the

"autobiography."

In a court affidavit. Irving said

he had given two of the checks to

Hughes personally and a third, for

$325,000. to "Holmes " He later

admitted that his wife. Edith,

deposited the checks in a Zurich.

Switzerland, bank and later with

drew the money in cash

Swiss authorities said Mrs. Ir

ving later deposited $445,000 of this

money in another Zurich bank

under the name of "Hannah
Rosencrantz."
Arrest warrants have been

issued in Zurich for both the Ir-

vings on "suspicion of fraud"

charges. Swiss authorities said

they had not decided whether to

ask for extradition of the couple

ATLANTA, (ia. (AP)-Data
collected from 20 cities indicates

that staphylococcal infections may
be on the rise in some hospital

nurseries, the national Center for

Disease Control said Tuesday.

Dr. Philip Brachman. director of

epidemiology for the CDC, said the

agency had notified state health

departments requesting such data

after the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration issued warnings to

hospitals against the use of

hexachlorophene. a powerful

antibacterial agent.

The CDC said it had only raw

data which must be further

analyzed to determine if the app-

parent rise in the staphylococcus in

certain locations was due to ending

the use of hexachlorophene for

bathing infants.

Products containing
hexachlorophene had been used to

bathe infants in hospital nurseries

to reduce the number of staph

bacteria collecting, or colonizing,

on the skin of babies The FDA
warned Dec. 6 against continued

use of products containing

hexachlorophene. in either

hospitals or homes, saying

reserach studies questioned the

safety of such products The FDA
said hexachlorophene might be

absorbed through the skin and

become toxic

Brachman said. "We have
meaningful data from about 20

hospitals or so. Things have
happened so rapidly we haven't

been able to contact all the

hospitals we would like to ." The

CDC declined to list the cities from

which replies had been received

"We sent out information to state

health departments on Jan. 19

when we started to have evidence

that there might be some
problems, and we asked the

departments to collect the data for

us," he said.

Brachman said CDC officials

would go over the data with the

FDA and members of the Academy
of Pediatrics this week in

Washington to determine its

significance.

"The fact that an outbreak of

staphylococcus occurs doesn't

necessarily mean that it is due to

the discontinuation of

hexachlorophene." said one CDC
spokesman. "A number of aspects

could figure into the problem."

CDC officials declined to discuss

specific information contained in

the new data.

"The data indicates certain

levels of staphlococcus disease

among infants, but until we have a

chance to sit down and look at past

data, we don't know much more
than that," said Brachman.

LEVERETT CRAFTSMEN & ARTISTS

Winter Classes Begin Feb. 7

Beginning Ceramics Painting

Advanced Ceramics Basic Silverwork

Functional Leather Woodworking

Macrame Workshop

Limited Enrollment- 6 Weeks Courses

All classes 141 (Macrame Workshop. MS plus lab fee and

materials.

To obtain information and applications, call 253 *042, write or

visit the LCA salesroom. Leverett Center, any afternoon ex

cept Mondays

*.***».!*•'•.. *

cvtrvu

256-6676

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld parking headache* in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE

Opp Century Shopping Plan' Tree parking for over 100 ears'

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N'hamp. Jr College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL'DR
On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST. Next to Holyoke Natl Bank
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Laird Says No Call-ups Until April
.... _ O J_..>^. nnrvrkimsxMTtont 3 (ffH*t (H\ draft

WASHINGTON — Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

Laird announced Sunday that there would be no draft

calls at least until April, thus assuring tens of

thousands of men with low lottery numbers they will

never be drafted.

Lairds announcement, made on the American

Broadcasting Company's program, ''Issues and

Answers,'' means that nearly all men who were born

in 1951 and before and who did not hold draft defer-

ments on Dec. 31, 1971. will escape the draft forever,

regardless of their lottery numbers.

Selective Service System officials said that about

115 000 men who might otherwise have been drafted

were affected by the announcement. Most of these

men graduated from college last June or lost student

deferments for some other reason during the last six

months of last year.
. .

The officials said that many men, anticipating that

there would be no draft caUs in the first three months

of this year, canceled their deferments in the last

days of 1971. ^ — 4 .

Laird said at a news conference on Dec. 27 that no

one would be inducted in January and that "quite

possibly'* there would be no calls in February and

March

Sunday's announcement affected draft-eligible

men who were classified 1-A, 1-0 or 1-A-O at the end

of last year, who have a lottery number below 125 —
last year's cutoff — and who have not been drafted or,

if they are conscientious objectors, have not been

called for their alternative service.

Under Selective Service regulations, these men

were placed at the beginning of this year in what is

called the extended priority group, Subgroup B. Men

in this category are liable to the draft for the first

three months of this year but not afterward.

These men will never be drafted, Selective Service

officials said, unless there is a national mobilization

on the scale of that in World War II.

According to lawyers and draft counselors, men in

Subgroups B. who are appealing their 1-A

classification, should withdraw their appeals.

There is a small group of men born in 1950 and

before who were classified 1-A on Dec. 31, 1971, who

are strill eligible to be drafted. These men are in what

is called Subgroup A, because they held 1-A

classifications on Dec. 31, 1970.

Reprinted from Springfield-Times Union

Students Key Courses

For Future Jobs
Students at American colleges

and universities are showing

unusual interest this fall in courses

of study that are loosely keyed to

vocational goals.

Undergraduate enrollment in

such fields as premedicine and

prelaw, social work, psychology,

journalism and nursing has

generally risen this fall

In part, the pattern seems to

reflect the current economic

situation There have been con-

tinuing declines, for example, in

enrollment in such areas as

engineering. education and

ph\ sics. paralleling a sharp drop in

employment opportunities in those

(H'ldS.

This is one of the conclusions that

emerge from analysis of t*o

recent nationwide statistical

Bet on college enrollment -one

by the Carnegie Commission on

Higher Education and the other by

Dr Garland C, Parker, vice

provost of the University of On
cinnati It has been generally

confirmed by The New York Times

in intervirws with directors and

students on a dozen campuses

across the country.

The patterns are not fully con-

Tit throughout the country, and
are elusivt-

The picture is further clouded by

the creation on many campuses of

experimental courses that cut

oss traditional departmental

boundaries and therefore defy

direct comparison with courses in

previous I

Still, the new trend is well

illustrated by the situation in

biology, which is probably the most

popular course of study for

aspiring physicians The Carnegie

Students see journalism as a

way to get involved in the world in

an active way."' said Edwin R.

Bayley, dean of journalism at

Berkeley. "It is a manifestation of

their discontent with the establish-

ment
"Journalism has more scope

than anything." said Don Irwin, a

21 year-old journalism major at

Wisconsin "It's an ever-changing

field"

Another very popular field is

psychology, which leap-frogged

ahead of government and English

as the largest undergraduate

major at Dartmouth this year,

according to the college. The same

thing is happening at the

University of Michigan and at the

University of Pennsylvania, where

psychology enrollment has doubled

from 1.300 students in 1968 to 2.600

in 1971

Dr Burton S Rosner. the

department chairman at Penn-

sylvania, offered an explanation

"A lot of people are interested in

psychology because they think it

can help solve their own
psychological problems." he said

"At the same time, psychology has

become more intellectually

rigorous, so that easy solutions are

not plentiful Those seriously in

terested in the nature of man now

find that there is more to

psychology than before. Finally,

many want to go on to clinical

work They see this as a concrete

way of dealing with social

problems
"

There appear to be shifts of

student interest even within fields.

(Reprinted from The New York

Times)
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study reports that the number of

neu students entering biology this

fall was up by 16 per cent over last

year's number in a survey of 357

institutions.

Medicine is one of the few fields

in which there is still a shortage of

trained personnel; medical schools

have previously reported a

dramatic rise in applications

\t Harvard, the number of

biology majors rose from 194 to 248

last semester And enrollment in

organic chemistry, a prerequisite

for medical school, has nearly

doubled in two years Latecomers

are compelled to watch the lec-

tures on television

Similarly, the percentage of

entering freshmen at Cornell who

indicate that they planned to major

in biology jumped from 20 per cent

in 1969 to 22 per cent in 1970 and 26

per cent this fall

And at Berkeley, more than half

of the freshman class of 3.000 is

taking introductory chemistry this

fall, requiring televised lectures

and night classes

There seems to be both

negative and positive reasons for

this." said Mrs Barbara Boga. a

premedical adviser on the

California campus "The glut of

Ph I) s and the bad teaching

market are one reason And of

course e\.TV-body has been talking

about the shortage of doctors

i >ne of the most rapidly growing

is .if study is journalism and

communication arts, where they

are offered, despite the fact that

the job picture in the news industry

is not very bright at this time.

Journalism registration at the

University of Wisconsin jumped

from 181 last semester to 246 this

fall

Rightists Form Coalition
Representatives of a variety of rightist organizations met Mondav

evening, January 24, at the Holiday Inn in Meriden, Conn to draft a

platform for political action. The coalition plans to call itself the United

White Peoples Campaign In attendance were representatives of the

United Klans of America, National States Rights Party, the Washington

based National Youth Alliance, the Minutemen, Defense and Survival

Force, DAWN and several others.

A tentative platform was prepared and moves are underway to contact

other rightist groups in an effort to gain further cooperation The meeting

was hosted by the Connecticut National States Rights Party.

Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird, (above), adjusts his coat

prior to appearing Sunday on ABC's "Issues and Answers".

Hopkins Works

At Amherst
An exhibition of landscape, interior, and still life paintings by Joan

Hopkins will be on display at Amherst College.

Today through Wednesday. March 1. Miss Hopkins' work will be shown

in the Ninevah Room of the Mead Art Building. Open to the public

viewing hours at the museum are from 9 am to 5 p.m.. Monday through

Saturday. andfrom 11.30a.m. to5p.m.onSunday.

A painter of landscapes, interiors and still lifes even through the

stylistic turmoil of the last decades, critics have terms the artist's sense

of early especially strong She is regarded as a splendid colonst who

enjoys the material of paint, even her smallest pictures are said to

provide delicate interplays of color and texture.

Since her first "One-Man" Exhibition in 1959, Miss Hopkins has shown

throughout New England, from Rhode Island to Maine She has received

a number of awards, including the Florence Brevoort Prize at the

Providence Art Club in 1969

An experienced teacher. Miss Hopkins has also been art supervisor in

Northfield. Mass.. and has taught at UMass. She is married to Jack

Couglin. professor of art at the University.

SPECIAL SALE!!
25% off on Turkey Coats

BARGAIN KITES

MON.-TUES.
All Seats J I 00

<&
Exclusively hand-made clothing

from India.

211 Main St.

Northampton

Today (February 2, 1972) is the last day to

register to vote in Amherst before the February 22nd

Town Election. There will be a registration session in

the Town Clerk's office in the Town Hall from 12 noon

to 10 p.m. to accommodate those who wish to register
ags^^ggscgsresgg^agggag

PRESENTS

v&xatK

WEST
SIDE

STORY
TONIGHT • ONLY

CAMPUS CENTER AUD.

7:00 ft 9:30

Culternatives

LiveOffTheArmy
By GILBERT J. SALK

A while back, I wrote about finding ways to live less expensively. In

continuing that theme, I'd like to mention some of the good points

provided by our government. Many people don't know they exist, but

Uncle Sam does provide some valuable services which we can utilize to

our advantage, even if we are opposed to the basically exploitative nature

of the institution. . . .

For example, the Department of Defense, so-called, makes a habit of

buying more than it can use, phasing out the still usable and generally

managing to create a huge quantity of surplus goods. I should point out

that this surplus is not limited to things like guns, missiles, and aircraft

carriers (although these items are sometimes available.)

DoD surplus includes clothing, cars and trucks, electrical equipment

tools cameras, furniture, and more. Most of it is disposed of through

closed bids. If you are interested in trying to obtain some of these goodies,

all you need do is write and request a bidders' application. You will get a

brief questionnaire and a long list of categories and georgraphical areas.

Just check off the kinds of items you want, and the areas from which you

want information, and you wiU be placed on a mailing list which will keep

your mail box full of official-looking circulars from the Defense Dept

Thev will inform vou of what surplus property is available, the original

cost to you the taxpayer, where the property is located, and where to send

that's all there is to it. One cautionary note, though. You should be

aware of the fact that you wiU have to get the stuff yourself if you should

happen to be the low bidder, so don't bid on stuff located in Ogden, Utah.

(Like stuffed sheep, for example.) .

There's only one real problem with all this. I find myself getting really

angry when I realize exactly how much shit gets wasted while people are

starving to death. The Invitations to Bid do serve as a constant reminder

that we live in a society built on garbage. But, if I can make some prac-

tical use out of someone else's garbage, it ain't garbage anymore, right.

°
Jusf write to Department of Defense Surplus Sales. P.O. Box 1870,

Battle Creek, Mich. 49016. Ask for a bidders list application

If you don't like dealing with the military, of if you just want another

source of cheap goodies, you can deal with a civilian branch of govern-

menu if that's not a contradiction. I The General Services Administration

gets rid of all the government junk which is not part of the Department of

Defnese garbage heap. If it's possible to use it, you can be sure that the

governments, or will have. Vsurplus of it. and the GSA is the folks to

d<

The
V

v

l

have offica mattered around the country, each disposing of the

wastes of government branches in its own territory. For New England

surplus write to the General Services Admin. Property Management

and Disposal Service, Sales Branch. Personal Property Division JK
Federal Bldg.. Boston. Mass. 02203. (Use a large envelope-that s a big

adTei. , Ask for a Surplus Personal Property Mailing £**£«*•;
If you re interested in surplus from other parts of the country, ask them

for a list of other offices. They'll be happy to send one.

Good or Uncle is also in the book and pamphlet business^ f you re

mterested in government publications on any subject (and. belike me

Unde has stuff on everything) just drop a note to the*****%*
Documents U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington D CJ0402_

Hy^i don't have any specific interest areas, but would like to be kept

JorTed about some li tnTliterature that's current*pliable, write*

the same address and request the free biweekly Selected U.S. Govern

men^ubhcaS It lisUstuff from free to over $20.00 in a broad range

of subiects There's stuff on flower gardening, records of committee

?Urts Complete Selective Service medical regulations, the Black

Panthers and other subversive (sic) groups, and more.

Rs a treasure chest of the delightful and the maddening. You can find

des^eipSc?ite!n?which show beyond a doubt the racist nature ofour

Solerrunent which prove that ecology is still a political concern only

which^how the presuppositions and biases of banner committees You

^'t eveThave Z buy^y books to be amused for hours (and bemused

TOflSfl should state that many of the pubheations areex-

treme y useful, and usefully inexpensive Not as good as the Canadan

cc^terpart, perhaps, (the subject of a future column) but still helpful.

Some words on access, in the form of a book review^

rTLte, but I just got hold of The Last WholeJMOJgB «

overwhelming For those of you who've never seen WEC. its P™8™* *

raSkttolCatalogs It tells you where to find information about how todo

wtaJ7o?ve ?hv!J. wanted to do, or where to get the other tools you need

to get done what you need to get done.

It's also stopped publishing, as of this last issue.

Which fact only serves to emphasize WEC's whole approach to the

wo^d The back c'over has a picture of our planet as viewed from^space

The onlv other thing on the back page is the caption We carit_put it

A^tEer I ^s together " WEC started with a vow to only pubhsh for 3

yearfto keep ?o^ecoming a profitable business ( their .Jkew nt

do^'during Sieir brief history), to carry no advertising, and to operate

wltiTa deUto the consumer rather than to the ™nufacturer.

T^ found a huge hole and other magazine, jumped to help fill it, but

%*?&f^s^IUa^es^h of the information which wa, in

thither"2*£fgS a bunch of new stuff. About 1/3 of the material

W
u^^^e^°^ny Alfl cando is strongly urge all of you to

Z aZlISfuSc^n i" Even if you don't buy a copy, you'll wish

that you could.

PEACE.

FRANCONIA N.H. Jan. 30-New fallen snow blends with the machine-made variety o^annon

MounUinT Franconi.. as skiers find good condition, at this White Mountain reunt. (AP

WIREPHOTO)

,v_

USCC Viewpoint

The Legislature Op<
On January 5th the

Massachusetts Legislature opened

for the 1972 session. The
Legislature, or General Court, is

composed of 240 representatives

and 40 senators distributed

throughout the Commonwealth
Members of this body are largely

responsible for the type of

legislation which becomes law in

this state. For this reason it might

benefit the UMass students to

become familiar with the sort of

bills being introduced at this

session, and to let his senator or

representative know his feelings on

any bill in which he is interested

Legislators are always eager to

hear from their constituents but

this year is particularly important

as many of the lawmakers are up

for re-election Student viewpoint

has taken on a new importance too

since the 18-year-old voting law

went into effect

Some of the up-coming

legislative issues include birth

control and abortion, the lowering

of the drinking :e to 18. a

graduated income x and prison

reform bills. Heai. :gs on these

bills are coming 'ip soon, for in-

stance the drinking age hearing is

on March 1 Students are en-

couraged to write their legislators

and let them know your feelings-it

can have an effect

Among the many powers of the

State Legislature, is its ability to

set tuition rates for all State and

Community Colleges, this includes

UMass Several bills dealing with a

raise in the tuition rate are being

heard on Wednesday. February 2.

by the Education Committee Both

the UMass Student Senate and the

University and State Com
munications Council (USCC) plan

to speak at this hearing

Any student wishing to obtain the

name, address and telephone

number of his representative and

senator can do so in the USCC
office, located on the bottom Door

of the Campus Center in the RSO
section or by calling 545 0217 Also,

any student wishing to learn more
about legislative processes or

about lobbying procedure on up-

coming hills is encouraged to

contact the rscc office

Abortion Aspects Presented
The Abortion Waiting Room, a

multi-media presentation from

Boston on the legal and illegal

aspects of abortion, will be

featured at UMass tomorrow in

905-909 Campus Center.

This program is designed by the

Women's National Abortion Action

Coalition and has recently been

exhibited at many colleges in the

Boston area. It consists of three

films, shown continuously from

3:00 PM to a last showing at 8:00

PM, and also a display of con-

traceptives and abortion im-

plements. In addition there will be

a series of speakers from

WONAAC. women who have either

had an abortion or who have

arranged one
Everyone is both invited and

urged to come up and view The

Abortion Waiting Room It is being

presented at this time in order to

inform people of WONAAC's
National Convention which this

year will be held at Boston

University on February 11-13

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council Presents

THE RIDICULOUS THEATRICAL COMPANY

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class

Starts Feb. 7th. —
Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCEI REGISTER NOW
Tel. 256-6064

FtlDaT, HB. 11* mi SATUBDAY, RB. 12IB

Bowker Auditorium
( Stockbridge Hall, UMass., Amherst)

8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UMass Undergrads $ 1.50 ;
Other Full-

Time Students $2.50; UMass Faculty-Staff $3.00; General

Public $3.50. --••-
FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE:

125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202

Remaining Tickets At Door One Hour Before Performance
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if They Stay UntilWe Go And We Stay Until They Go,

Ain't Nobody Goin* Anywhere'

;i i

(Herhlork u on ) fr.Ult f*T9t%t*T*6

Art Buchwald

Is The Budget A Hoax?

WASHINGTON-President Richard Nixon, through a

spokesman, said that the 1973 annual budget sub-

mitted to Congress was a forgery and he had nothing

to do with it.

The book, which was purportedly authored by

George Shultz of the Office of Management and

Budget reveals in 1,103 pages the innermost secrets of

the government's finances.

Shultz claimed this was the first time Mr. Nixon

had authorized such a volume and McGraw-Hill and

Life magazine had paid $362,000 for the rights to it.

The budget director said he met with Mr. Nixon

secretly all over the country and had taped the

President's fiscal revelations over a period of sue

months.
Lawyers for Mr. Nixon said that the President had

never heard of Shultz, had never authorized him to

put out a budget and had never received any checks

from McGraw-Hill and Life for the book.

Spokesmen at both McGraw-Hill and Life said they

have handwritten documents from President Nixon

atesting to the fact that the 1973 fiscal budget was

authorized by him, and they planned to go ahead with

printing it, no matter what Mr. Nixon's represen

tatives said.

"There are things in this budget," a spokesman for

Life said, 'that only Mr. Nixon would know Even
page of it was initialed RMN' and our handwriting

experts insist that the writing corresponds to the

President's."

Mr. Nixon's representatives say the whole thing is

ridiculous They insist that Mr Nixon hasn't left Key

Biscayne for six months and whomever Shultz talked

to was not the President of the United States

To further substantiate the charges that the budget

was a forgery, Mr. Nixon's public relations people set

up a telephone press conference call from the

President's hide-out in Key Biscayne to seven

reporters in Washington who had known Mr. Nixon

personally.

Mr. Nixon in the press conference said, "This must

go down in history as the greatest yarn of all time.

"Anyone who is familiar with me knows that I

would never ask for a $25.5 billion deficit. I also would

never, in my wildest dreams, predict a national debit

of $493 billion, which is an increase of $37.4 billion

over 1970."

The reporters who spoke to Mr. Nixon by phone all

agreed it was his voice, and voiceprint tests verified

that it was Mr. Nixon speaking.

But Shultz stuck to his story that this was indeed

President Nixon's budget and said his only guess as

why it was being denied now was that the President

didn't want to be held responsible for it.

Adding to the mystery was the endorsements on the

McGraw-Hill and Life checks for the rights to the

story. The checks had been signed on the back R.M.

Nixon and had been deposited in a Swiss bank.

The Swiss bank revealed that a blonde woman with

a German accent had opened an account in the name
of Rhoda Mildred Nixon.

She had deposited the checks and then had with-

drawn the money two weeks later.

No one knows who the woman is. Shultz' wife is not

a blonde nor does she speak with a German accent,

but there are other people in the White House who do.

There are three theories making the rounds of

Washington concerning the publication of the budget

Theory 1 The President agreed with George Shultz to

write the budget message, but then his advisers got

frightened and they decided to deny it Theory 2: The

budget is a hoax cooked up by the Democrats to

defeat Mr Nixon in 1972. Theory 3: Henry Kissinger

made a secret trip to Geneva and bought a dress and

a blonde wig at the Airport.

Copyright 1»72. Los Angeles Times

A Suggestion On Getting Out

WASHINGTON We are

prepared to believe that President

Nixon wants to get out of Vietnam
He feels that he has made a ger

nerous offer in the terms of the

secret negotiations with Hanoi

which last week he revealed have

been going on since 1969 The fact

that at long last, almost in despair,

he disclosed these negotiations

' idicates that there is small
chance of their being accepted so

Blind Leading Blind

I Ed. Note: This is the third in a series about Teacher

Evaluation.)
By NICH APOSTOLA

The Ad Hoc Committee on Teacher Evaluation

wasn't completely a waste of time and effort; they

did come out with one good recommendation

Recommendation number 6, in their series of 7

recommendations reads: "There should be

established an Office for the Evaluation and Im-

provement of Teaching, reporting to the Vice

Chancellor for Academic Affairs, which would be

responsible for the administration and interpretation

of the Course Evaluation Questionnaire and for the

development of services to help the faculty further

develop their teaching skills."

It is astonishing how little training is required of

college professors. More is required of a candidate

lor High School teaching, as far as teacher training is

i oncerned, than is of a professor. It is even more

-hocking when you realize that high school and

,1. menUry school teachers receive their preparation

m college What you have, then, is a professorate that

ha - had httle formal teacher training itself, and no

elementary or high school teacher training, going

into schools of education to train primary and

secondary teachers. It isn't quite the blind leading the

blind, but rather a more miraculous medical process

of the blind giving sight to others.

And so we finally have an attempt (which is the

recommendation) to put within the faculty's reach,

some type of formal teacher training that would not

be as embarrassing as other ways. This Office of

Teacher Improvement would be staffed with experts

in teaching techniques, who could help a faculty

member to improve his style and help his students

stay awake.
Some of the methods are quite interesting. Video

taping can be used. The faculty member would have

one of his lectures taped, or he could be shown how to

use the equipment, then he would sit down and look at

it with a professional or by himself and try to analyze

what he is doing right and what he is doing wrong.

There is another scheme used called micro-teaching.

The faculty member tries to teach one concept tc

about 5 or 6 students in a limited amount of time,

usually 5-10 minutes. After he is done, the students

tell him what he did right and wrong, thereby giving

the instructor immediate feedback.

There are many other methods of helping the

faculty to improve their teaching, but to aid the

faculty in upgrading teaching is a long-range solution

to a problem. It does nothing to help the students that

are here and trapped by bad teaching. A bad teacher

does more than just waste the students' time, he robs

them of what could have been an exiting experience

in learning. A student's time here is limited; he must

have a method by which he can decide where he

wants to spend that time and with whom.

The Administration would like an evaluation

system around to evaluate that small portion of the

University devoted to teaching The faculty should

have an evaluation system around so that they can

start to learn how to teach. And the students need an

evaluation system so that they can avoid the faculty

members that waste their time.

long as Gen. Thieu remains
president In fact, we now know
what we are fighting for; it is to

preserve Gen. Thieu. though he

must run the seemingly small risk

of a new election.

The difficulty is that North

Vietnam, we imagine, has not the

slightest confidence in the

proposed democratic process of

holding an election despite all the

bait Mr. Nixon has spread around

Thieu's resignation one month
ahead of time, participation by the

Viet Cong and impartial super-

vision.

Yale political scientist Robert

Dahl once observed that of 150

nominally independent countries in

the world today, the people in only

about two dozen regularly exercise

the right to free elections. We can't

force the system on other nations,

he argues Certainly South Viet-

nam hardly appreciates it in the

farcical affair where Thieu ran by

himself; an instance of "one man.
one vote" if we ever saw It.

Furthermore, the North Viet

namese probably believe that they

are winning; that time is on their

side; that the Americans are in

terlopers. They have the perverse

notion that it is their country and
that we have no business being

there

Yet it would be wrong, we think,

for Hanoi to misinterpret the Nixon
speech Some of our friends here

hate the war so much that they

want the lesson against im-
perialism driven home by the

abject defeat of America. This is a

luscious morsel of I- told- you- so

and revenge to roll over the tongue,

but we can't buy it.

We guess that Mr. Nixon's

earnest, injured broadcast is going

to mute some critics, and produce
a substantial feeling of sympathy
for a time at least. We think the

leaders of North Vietnam should

appreciate this They will make a

mistake not to explore this possible

opening or to ignore the fact that

many Americans who loathe the

war are not prepared to see their

country humiliated For

Americans it is a question now, we
think, of getting out with the fewest

scars possible so that we can get

back to our own agonizing internal

problems
Historian C Vann Woodward

once argued that America's long

unbroken string of victories had

produced two myths, the myth of

America's invincibility and of

American innocence Yet what a

difference for most of us 10 years of

war in Vietnam have made. As for

our innocence there is My Lai. As

to our invincibility, it is a strange

thought, the most powerful nation

on earth now almost pleading with

a little third-rate country, which

we have been blasting for 10 years,

to please agree to a settlement ! We
want to depart, we want to end it,

we want out Give us our POW's for

God's sake and let us go
In perspective the war is the

longest America has ever fought

and one of the most important in

some of its consequences. It forced

Mr. Johnson out of office, and

probably defeated Hubert Hum
phrey. and has bedeviled Mr
Nixon for three years More im
portant are subtler developments,

widespread alienation of youth, a

greater than normal distrust of

politicians, a loss of faith in the

very instruments of government, a

malaise, a sourness, a feeling that

the nation is in great trouble, a

questioning of democracy itself

A year ago a Gallup poll showed

73 percent of the public wanted

troops out; there is not greater

danger for the spirit then to go on

fighting a war which the people

think is wrong.
Globe 2/1/72

Editorial Points
We hope Vice-President

Edelman and Director of

Security Johnston enjoy their

stay with the UMass system. If

it is any help, students usually

stay about four years.

9__ __ m*
'AS A COLDBLOODED MULTIPLE-RAPIST-MURDERER I WOULD LIKE TO VOICI MY STRONG

OPPOSITION TO THE DEATH PENALTY . .

Letters To The Editor

Clear Light Destroys Rhetoric

MM
Two-way cable TV will be in

limited use within five years

according to Associated Press

reports. Maybe Orwell's

timetable was correct.MM
These editorial points will

not be the same without the old

editors.
*****

All candidates for next

April's primary in

Massachusetts must have filed

by yesterday. It will be in-

teresting to see how many
students end up as delegates to

the national conventions of the

political parties.
*****

Even the Boston City Council

has adopted an order con-

demning British troops from

killing 13 civilians. Next?
*****

Sunderland Town officials

have denied a permit to build

new apartments off Route 116.

There goes any hope of ease in

living off-campus.

To the Editor:

It was most unpleasant to read in our free and

responsible press' the ugly, red-baiting

misrepresentations by Matt Tackeff on Angela Davis^

Although I trust most have rejected it out-of-hand and

at the risk of over-reaction I feel that some sort of

response should be made. Miss Davis, Tackeff writes

is a "symbolic victim of racism, sexism, and

fascism" around who American radicals rally in

desperate search for support in this '"charac-

teristically" issueless year. What, I ask, is "sym-

bolic" in being subjected to an F.B.I, manhunt

(before indictment or charge), incarcerated in

solitary and denied bail for over a year, and facing

trial largely, as the Collegian notes on another page,

for her "political ties with the Soledad Brothers

Defense Committee." Miss Davis is an accused Black

woman and a Communist in the hands of Ronald

Reagan's judicial system. And that, in my opinion, is

not a "symbolic" bind to be in.

Tackeff brings up some other points whose

relevance is not immediately apparent Herbert

Aptheker is a Communist, but when he lectures on

behalf of Miss Davis or on WEB. DuBois. he is in-

troduced as their friend A plot" No, he is and was

Does he claim not to be a Communist" No. DuBois.

we are told, apologized for Stalin in the 40s He

didn't, so far as I know, although he became a

Communist a few years later DuBois. dead now for

nearly a decade, is accused of not having a

•widespread following" even though "he was one of

the most erudite scholars this country ever had. Do

scholars have "followings"" What does it mean
i

if one

doesn't" In the case of DuBois. of course, Tackeff vs

wrong Do more than 200.000 votes for United States

Senator while under indictment as a criminal in 1950

constitute a following" What of the "vast silence

That

To the Editor: _ ...

When I went to sign up for a five-college course this

semester I discovered that all the other participating

colleges in the community award 4 credits per^course

rather than the 3 credits system used at UMass. 1

cannot see why the University doesn't change over to

the same system, for it would facilitate the in-

terchange between schools, awarding an equa

number of credits per course. I find it curious tha

UMass Boston is on a 4-credit basis, and the total

number of credits are transferable to Amherst. It

seems odd that the two campuses should subscribe to

different policies since they are both state schools

I believe that the most significant advantage of the

4-credit system would be the concentration in limited

areas, learning four subjects in depth rather than

cramming five courses into a semester's work-

eliminating the common and harried chore of looking

for a "gut" course to alleviate the work load

demanded by the broad survey courses the

University offers In most cases these courses

require a quantity of work -not quality, and students

lose interest in the field of study Prerequisites in

many courses are a waste of time, but necessary to

have on record to enable students to take upper-level

courses. ... ,.

I am not familiar with the financial implications

the changeover to a 4-credit system would produce

but I would be interested in finding out the facts and

opinions of students, faculty, and administration on

this issue. Is the University currently considering this

change in policy and if not, why?
B i~

Susan Gordon

that fell over the largest demonstration in

Washington's history I the 1963 March on Washington

for Jobs and Freedom) when DuBois* death was

announced? . .__,. .

The point of all this misinformation dredged up by

Tackeff is clear, if illogical and a little sick. It is that

the leaders of the agitation to free Miss Davis are

Communists. In this fact (which is not really a fact

because large numbers of civil rights leaders and

other more "respectable" citizens are involved) our

editorialist finds "the true nature of the cause."

Communists, we are told are "professional apologists

for totalitarianism" and their desire to free her is

merely "posturing". Better that she be convicted and

killed than to "restore some of the shattered

credibility" of the Communist Party. The issue

becomes then, not the manifest abuse of Miss Davis'

person and rights (leaving aside here the question of

her guilt or innocence >. but that of associating with

a cause taken up by the Communist Party of

America It's enough to know what the Communists

are for. according to Tackeff, for "right-thinking'

Americans to be against it. I suppose in his issueless

world that is a logical position. Hopefully a majority

of Collegian readers are more concerned with issues

than with labels. Miss Davis' too long extended

detention, the location and conduct of her trial are not

"symbolic" issues but real ones. Her cause deserves

the concerned attention of a student community freed

of the catch phrases and lock-steps of the witch-

hunting '40s and '50s.

Malcolm L. Call

More On Page 8

To the Editor:

For the last two months, once and sometimes twice

a week in the evenings for 2 - 6 hours, 15 students

have been meeting (NONE TOO SECRETLY) in a

conference room in "our" Campus Center to try and

organize a feasible, acceptable, and decent Spring

Concert In a meeting of two hours the Ad-

ministration managed to thwart all of their efforts.

We had a budget, a 3 group plan to draw from 15-

20 000 people, and a Security proposal to coordinate

student marshals, campus police, and an auxiliary

contingent. Yes, in those months of hard work,

looking at facts, circumstances, atmospheric con-

ditions, and obtaining feedback from the ad-

ministration on key issues, we thought we d been

rather thorough. But. as we were continually

reminded this morning (1 Feb.). we were being

"unrealistic" and showed our "lack of expenence

For all the painstaking considerations, we forgot to

arrange one thing: Approval.

So now we walk sullenly back to our corners;

obedient children, all.

Is it going to end there? All over?

For Elliott, Joe, Gary, John, Lee, Cindy, and the

rest of us it won't end here. But one of the illuminated

drawbacks to our labors was that there wasn't

enough student communion. If you want a good

concert, people, then we have to work together for it

Granted, you won't have too many organizing, but

some more people who are dependable could be used

to do some leg work and investigation. And what

would be wrong with a committee at large of a few

thousand to yell when they don't like what's being

done? The meetings are open to all and advertised in

the Collegian.

The thing that hurts is that this will make no dif-

ference to anyone other than the few administrators

that I've pissed-off. Sad.

Enjoy your life at UMass, people :
Such as it is.

J J ' Bill Staton

A Delicate Balance
To the Editor. ......

If your response was similar to mine, it was not without a certa n

degree of satisfaction that you watched the events unfold that ultimately

led to the creation of an independent Bangladesh. But in approving Mrs

Gandhi's handling of the Bangladesh situation, I wonder if we did not

overlook a larger and far more vital question regarding the place of war

in a civilized society. Does a nation have a responsibility to explore all

existing means of resolving a conflict by peaceful means before resorting

to war" If so and aU such means are exhausted, is war then justified, or

should efforts be made to seek new alternatives" What is the respon-

sibility of uninvolved nations? Do they too have a commitment to seek a

peaceful resolution of the conflict?

If we are truly dedicated to a world without war, it is imperative that

the importance of these questions be recognized. This is especially so in

this day of the bomb when the answers provided may mean our very

survival. _ . . . . . _
Though there can be little argument that India had cause to take up

arms against Pakistan, I don't think our responses would have been quite

as positive had the superpowers become involved in nuclear war.
9^ Ronald D. Rembaum

Give Greeks A Chance
To the Editor: . _ ». , . . ,

The small turnout for Sunday's Sorority Round Robin s has prompted

me to make this appeal. Many days of work went into making this Round

Robin a success The sorority system is doing its best to reveal itself and

what it offers to aU University women Granted there are many, many

people on campus that sorority life would not appeal to but how many of

these people come out to see what it is all about? Many of these people

condemn it but do not give it a fighting chance. I do not intend to plug

sororities yet I could say a lot about how happy I am being a sister and a

part of the Greek system. Being a Greek does not just mean being active

socially Service projects are very numerous and very successful You

are helping others as you gain insight to your own life and times Many

people may get the same satisfaction out of dorm life and we should

respect each others decisions. All I ask is that if you have any questions

at all about sorority life don't ask a friend down the hall. cora« and see for

yourself Houses are starting rush parties in the beginning of February

Don't think visiting a house puts you under any obligation If you re in-

terested visit again and try a few more houses Parties are open to all

University women. If you honestly don't think it is for you you haven t lost

anything, you may have even found some new friends.

Believe all the things you have heard" That's someone elses opinion.

Doesn't yours count? To you who have come down on the Greeks; if you

have honestly given us a chance, fine, its not for you, but let others find

out for themselves They may find it is just what they were looking for If

you haven't given us a chance, if you just believe what you want to hear

you aren't being fair to us or yourselves. If you plainly not interested

that's your perogative but don't go putting ua down blindly

All you need is yourself Come visit any number of houses in the rext

few weeks This way at least the conclusion you reach is your own. Come

visit and I think you will find it rewarding The point is
;
think for yourself

Be an individual Give us a chance before you make any decision. Give

Greeks a chance. m.^*.Marilyn Elliott
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Government Validates

Paulsen *s Candidacy

munications Commission.

The FCC announced Monday^^^Zm^o^Zlt
candidate for the Republican presidential nomination because ne

has entered the New Hampshire P™"*^ .. ^
Walt Disney Productions Inc. asked for an FCC niling because

Paulsen is scheduled to appear in an episode of a new Disney

television sereis called "The Mouse Factory.

TheTsney firroi wondered whether the FCC's equal time rule

wouW apply to Paulsen and his tongue-in<heek candidacy Urns

Sating stations airing the show to provide equal time to other

Th^CCsaTdte^retulation would apply and that stations would

he nhlicated to Drovide equal to candidates demanding it.

Pauteenlhould be considered a national candidate because he

-has qualified to be on the ballot in New Hampshire and is ap-

parently actively campaigning," the FCC saw.

KeepingThem
i»

NEW YORK (LNS,-Thousands of hyperactive

children-kids who can't sit still and learn^-in

demSLy schools aU over the^country *re being

doped up to enable teachers and administrators to

keep order in their schools.
..Ritalvn"

Scientists have discovered that WW^j
stimulant used in the 50s for depressed old people, has

Uie opposite effect on children who have not reached

^fS with the natural bored response to over-

crowding, irrelevant school work, »nd.^f ^mes,

teachers and administrators are prescribing Ritalyn.

Pressure is then put on parents who have no place to

send their kids other than public school to let the kids

"take the pill or stay out of school".

A dose of Ritalyn every four hours blocks out real

feelings of fatigue, hunger, nervousness, and

discomfort and enables the child to concentrate on

schoolwork. Dr. David Martin, a California doctor

who has prescribed Ritalyn for over 2,000 students

was pretty straightforward: . ,

"Now I want you to understand we aren t curing

these kids; we're just keeping them under control

Usually we'll start your three or four year old with

five milligrams a day, then up it to 15 milligrams a

day by the time they are eight or nine. We can go as

hiah as 100 to 140 milligrams a day if we have to, and

that's a pretty big slug for a little kid. Of course we

have to be careful of an overdose-too much

medication makes them a vegetable."

But how much is "too much"? A study made at Los

Angeles County University found that "long-term use

of amphetamines (Ritalyn is an amphetamine)

produces a toxic reaction which damages the lining of

small and medium sized arteries."

There have been reports of artery damage,

children going into shock or being seized by dizziness

on taking their first pill and changes in
i
sugar

metabolism. And if Ritalyn proves to be as addictive

as other amphetamines, there will soon be an army o

junkies in the public schools, dependent on the school

svstem for their next fix.

But don't let that upset you because as one

"education expert", Careth Ellingson warned It

would be a disaster if a fearful and uninformed pubic

response (to the use of Ritalyn for Children) were to

sweep away the only chance that a great many

children have to function normally (sic) in the

classroom
."

. .. -_ »u__„
One reporter seemed to disagree on whether there

was too much undeserved paranoia: "One doctor has

used a check list which defines deviancy as doing

anything disapproved by the teacher; it lists as ab-

normal behavior a child's dismantling his ballpoint

pen, propping up his desk with a pencil or stopping on

Se way back from the pencil sharpener to talk with

someone or to look at things on a teacher s desk.

CIBA Pharmeceuticals, the Summit, New Jersey

company that manufactures Ritalyn (and makes $13

mS a year profit from it) has started a large

advertising campaign to ^vince educators that Uie

drug will eliminate "problem children These ad-

vertisements say things like:

"Today there Is a growing recognition that the

hyperactive 'problem child' may indeed have a

medical problem. Minimal Brain Disfunction (MBD)

is meant to refer to children of near or above average

intelligence with certain learning or behavioral

disabilities ranging from mild to severe which are

associated with deviations of function of the central

nervous system.

The typical MBD child seems In perpetual motion.

In constant, purposeless activity. He's aggressive,

destructive. Easily frustrated. Can't concentrate.

He's bright, yet does poorly in school. His behavior

makes him nearly unbearable to parents, teachers.

P,
"What*s wrong with a child like this who may

exhibit all or some of these symptoms In varying

degrees of severity? His behavioral problems may be

manifesuxtions of MBD. If so. he is not alone. By one

estimate this disorder affects 5% or more of our child

nSSmi cent of the child population? There are

38 498 000 people under 13 years of age in the u.&.

today, so about seven million children may be in

"need" of Ritalyn.
, . m .

At the present time, Ritalyn is being used most

heavily on poor children in New York, Michigan and

California. But tranquilizing school children is being

considered, if not actually in effect, in most states in

the country, according to the House subcommittee

hearings held in September, 1970.

In Omaha, Nebraska, in June 1970, 5-10% of all

elementary school children were on the OW
The National Welfare Right Organization (NWRO)

,

so far the only organization to come out strongly

against the use of the drug, says that "there is no

justification for presuming the drug is safe to use on

children
" In July. 1971, they filed a suit with the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA) demanding that the

label package insert and advertising of Ritalyn be

altered to reflect the widespread opinion that it is

hazardous and that the FDA ruling that Ritalyn is

safe be revoked until it is proven safe.

As NWRO says. "This society finds drugging

children easier than dealing effectively with the

problems of poverty."

eorge McGovern casts a worried look, as he contemplates his

selection rivals. He knows with Paulsen in. it might even go the

i: >use: (Photo by Barbara Brecher)

No Ones Perfect
The student yearbook of UMass

came within two percentage points

of a perfect score in the juding of

1971 college yearbooks by the

National School Yearbook

Association (NSYA) of Memphis.

Tenn
According to the "Honor Award

rating received this week from the

national rating service, the 1971

"Index" of UMass accumulated

108 of a possible 110 points in the

judging The yearbook was edited

by Thomas D. Leavitt of South

Deerfield. Mass.

The 1971 edition was the 102nd

produced at the Amherst campus

The index ". which is among the

top three college yearbooks

produced in the United States, has

a press run of 13,500.

NSYA grades more than 1.000

publications a year The service

group was founded 21 years ago in

Houston, Texas, by N.S. Patterson

who still guides a staff of 25 judges

who are professionals in the

yearbook field.

the

GUITAR WORKSHOP

ft

'Lowest prices in the area

Retail Your Price
For example:

New Guild D-40's

Guild D-25's

Les Paul Copies w/case

$325.00

$225.00

$189.50

$228

$170

$130

Martin D-28 w/case $575.00 $460

Fender Twin Reverb $575.00 $410

We're on the 2nd Floor above College Towne right

next to Woolworth's. Parking in rear.

98 Main, N'hampton

586-1706

SENIORS

LAST
CHANCE
To Sign Up For

Senior Photos
_^____^_i—

—

—^^————————i*—i^™
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In the Index Office,

S.U. 401

Make Your Mother Happy.

Airport Arrests Hijacking
NEW YORK (LNS) -Nearly a third of the

roughly 2,000 air passengers arrested by

deputy U.S. marshals in the federal

government's anti-hijacking program last

year were busted for drugs. Most of the

rest were picked up on charges also

unrelated to hijacking.

This is a breakdown of the figures: The

Justice Department reported that from

January 1st to December 15 last year, its

sky-riders made 1,926 arrests, 538 of them

for narcotics violations. Only 205 were for

concealed firearms and 133 for carrying

concealed knives. The Treasury Depart-

ment's Customs Bureau anti-hijacking team

made about 400 arrests during the same

period, but refuses to provide a breakdown.

Federal officials point to this record as

evidence that the airport security system is

doing something. But they admit that its

stated purpose of stopping hijackers is as

far from being achieved as ever.

Nonetheless, the investigative tactics they

employ may set a valuable precedent for

police forces throughout the country to

violate two basis rights-freedom to travel

and freedom from unreasonable search.

According to an article in the Feb. 3 issue

of Rolling Stone Magazine, the vast

majority of the arrests are made at the

boarding gates, where a ground security

system has been instituted that has two

main components«a so-called •'behavior

profile'' of a typical hijacker and a metal-

detecting -magnetometer". The Customs

Bureau claims that more than 35,000

weapons-guns, knives, ice picks and the

like-were taken from passengers in the first

year of the program

The FAA Customs and the airlines have

developed a one two-three model of how the

security system is supposed to work

begins with warning signs at the ticket

counter or boarding gate, stating that the

passengers and baggage are subject to

search When the passenger checks in, the

ticket agent makes a code mark on the

bottom of the ticket stub noting whether or

not the traveler fits the behavior profile.

(The profile was developed by an FAA
psychologist and has been kept a secret, even

from most marshals. It is presumably made

up of such features as 'nervous sweating

and "trembling hands'' as well as more

subtle criteria There is also reportedly an

"ethnic feature'-probably a euphemism

for giving extra security to non-whites.

)

On the way to the plane, the passenger

passes through a magnetometer, which

comes in two forms-two six-foot poles about

a yard apart from each other, or an

aluminum door frame attached to the gate.

A passenger is supposed to be frisked for

weapons only if he has both fit the profile

and activated the magnetometer.

"It all sounds very scientific and neat,"

says William Leibowitz, a Manhattan

lawyer, "but it doesn't work that way."

Leibowitz says that in a Kennedy Airport

case he is handling no signs were posted,

and "the officials, without claiming that my
client set off any magnetometer at all,

simply forced him to open his baggage. He
happened to have long hair. They searched

him without any adherence at all to their

own set of rules." Leibowitz's client was

charged with possession of drugs, and the

case is still in the courts.

In any case, airline ticket agents con-

cerned mainly with getting passengers on

board quickly are too busy to be able to

judge each passenger carefully according to

the behavior profile. According to Hugh

Vandervoort, a 27- year-old former sky

marshal, what usually happens is that "the

ticket agent couldn't care less, but if this

guy (the passenger) is gonna distinguish

himself in one way or another -he might pee

in his pants, or whatever - the sky marshal

will take it from there. The marshal might

backtrack later and say he fits the behavior

profile."

The federal government insists that the

behavior profile is a scientific test-but

criminologists have discarded long ago the

idea that there is any such thing as a

"criminal type". As a United Airlines

stewardess says, "Its the kids who look

freaky who are going to be searched." And

ex-agent Vandervoort reports: "They do a

lot by the way you look."

If an airport cop doesn't like the way you

look, he can turn the sensitiveity of the

magnetometer all the way up so that it

registers with even a minute amount of

metal on your body -a woman in London

tripped the detector with her IUD.

Theoretically, a passenger can refuse to

be searched if he or she declines to board the

airplane-but it rarely happens that way.

Terry Bertels, a medical student, was

leaving Kennedy for Rome when his keys

activated the magnetometer. Bertele says

an agent told him. "You don't mind if

search, huh? We do this for everyone.' I

suppose I could have refused, but he cer-

tainly didn't give me a chance. He did not

make it a question. Its the way the troopers

stop you and search your car on the New
Jersey Turnpike if you have long hair."

The Constitution is supposed to protect

people from unreasonable searches. In most

places, only if the police have a warrant,

voluntary consent, or "probably cause for

arrest," is it legal for them to carry out a

search. But it is clear from several cases

that the new air security system bends so

far as the sky police want it to, and in many

cases simply serves as an excuse to search

hippies for drugs.

"You're giving air marshals the power to

decide for themselves when to stop people

and search them," warns lawyer Irving

Cohen, who represented a guy in his 20s who

had been busted for two ounces of grass

after an airport search. "I don't think

they're entitled to that much power. The

Fourth Amendment requires probable

cause, so the argument that less than

probable cause is OK doesn't conform...at

some point, it could be extended to where a

policeman can just stop anybody on the

street and they'll tell you, If you're innocent

you've got nothing to worry about."

The government is no doubt pleased to see

a precedent set for arbitrary police powers

at the airports, and more generally, in white

middle class environments as a whole. The

last 20 years have seen a growth in white

people's awareness that such power is

exercised routinely in black and brown

ghettos throughout the United States and

there have been some legal battles

challenging that power, on paper at least

But recent government policy has moved in

only one direction: towards greater

repression and a more effective repressive

apparatus, giving official authorization for

new methods one by one so that white

middle class doesn't notice what's hap-

pening.

If anyone thinks the airport security

system really has much to do with stopping

hijackers, it pays to take a closer look.

The anti hijacking program was launched

by President Nixon after the hijacking and

destruction of four jetliners by Palestinian

guerrillas in the fall of 1970. "The menace of

air piracy must be met-immediately and

effectively," said Nixon. There are now

1 500 sky marshals riding the planes, and on

the ground, inspecting baggage and

passengers at the airports along with 230

deputy US marshals from the Justice

Department.
"Let it be understood by everyone,

proclaimed Spiro Agnew. "that thanks to

the President there are now guards riding

U.S. aircraft. These guards are under in-

struction to shoot to kill."

According to ex-sky rider Vandervoort,

the training received by the $12,000-a-year

guards is inadequate in every area. "I left,"

he says, "because I had the general im-

pression it was a menace not only to my
health but to anyone who rides in aircraft

with marshals."
Another former marshal, Theodore

Braiterman, says there are a lot of "pretty

heavy boozers" among the ranks. "I'm 99%
sure some sky marshal is going to blow his

cool," Vandervoort predicts, "and there's

going to be problems -maybe just

depressurization or the whole plane going

down in flames -but something will happen

To date, there has been only one hijacking

with sky marshals aboard. That occurred

last October, when an American Airlines 747

flying from New York to Puerto Rico with

three air marshals and an FBI agent was

hijacked to Cuba by a man who threatened

to shoot the stewardess. Federal officials

were embarrassed over stories that the

agents were unaware the hijacking was

taking place-they deny the stories-and by

the report that the hijacker had actually

stuck a ballpoint pen, not a gun, in the

stewardess's back.

But if the agents were aware of the

hijacking, it seems they chose the wisest

course-it's hard to imagine what other

action would have ensured the safety of the

passengers and crew and the safe return of

the plane -which leads to the question

whether the $55 million spent on the anti-

hijacking program last year could have

prevented any determined hijacker from

carrying out a reasonably cautious plan.

The entire anti-hijacking system has

already come to court, in a trial presided

over by Judge Jack Weinstein in Brooklyn.

It was a case in which heroin was found in

the pocket of someone who fit the profile -his

name, Lopez, fit the "ethnic feature"-and

then set off the magnetometer His lawyer

decided to challenge the constitutionality of

the search, without success There is not

much chance that the Supreme Court with

its four Nixon appointees would see things

different.

(This story is a revised and abridged

version of a story by Peter Freiberg, a

reporter on the staff of the New York Post,

who put it together for Rolling Stone.)

You Can Still Save Money

The original student ski discount program offers guaranteed

savings to grads & undergrade.

STUDENT SKI ASSOCIATION
—save on lifts EVERYDAY, save most on weekdays,

—lessons — rentals 50% off weekdays.

-no limit to number of uses at an area, no buddy-system or group

necessary to get the discount.

-prospective skiers - novices : join SSA BEFORE you try out

skiing. One day's use can save 110.

NO MAILINt; necessary. SSA cards sold at BARTLETT ijLDave

Ellis Regional Mgr. 15 price also Includes subscription to

ST I DENT SKIER and a great SKI GUPfc.

JOE COCKER
LEON RUSSELL

"Mad Dogs and

Englishmen"
|A documentary about

Icocker's famous traveling

(band including a concert a

lFillmore East.

SAT. EVENING, FEB. 5

MAHAR AUD.
6 30 8. 30 10:30

Workers Strike In Texas
CRYSTAL CITY, Tex. (LNS) One hundred and eighty Farm-

workers, mostly Chicanes, many of them in their sixUes «»* »v«£es

went on strike January 21 against Wagners Farm, one of the biggest

farms near Crystal City, a town 120 miles from San Antonio

The strike started that Friday when some of the workers who pick out

the yellow spinach from the green spinach after it is brought from the

fields took a look at their paychecks They had been promised $1 60 an

hour iwhich is under the minimum wage) and. instead, had received

$1 30 The people in the fields who pick the spinach had been promised 40*

per bushel but instead were given only 20* per bushel

"About 50% of the people in Crystal City don t have jobs, said Mana

Luis^onzo who justgot out of high school and started working ,n the

spinach fields.

Tau Epsilon Phi

418 N. Pleasant St.

OPEN SMOKERS

Wed., Feb. 2 7:00 p.m.

Thurs., Feb. 3 9:00 p.m.

Come See For Yourself
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Orchard Hill Offers Extension Program
Beginning this semester, Or-

chard Hill Residential College at

UMass will open an Extension

Center, serving the needs of those

students and University employees

employed in activities of a social

reform nature. The primary tasks

of this center will be to develop

relationships between ongoing,

isolated projects, and to encourage

increased participation in these

programs by means of such things

as newsletters and other com-

munications materials.

Although plans call for several

other "outreach" programs, in-

cluding a student job pool, there

are currently three projects

making use of the Extension

Center. Temporarily housed in the

Webster House preceptor's office

are: the Student-Labor Relations

Project. Consumer Services, and

the OH Women's Center.

The student labor relations

project is an attempt to combine

the knowledge gathered by living

and working with that gathered in

the classroom Unless working

people and students learn to learn

together, they will never learn to

live together, according to the

organizers. All programs

generated by this project will be

open to OH. students and

University non-professional em-

ployees through their unions,

taxpayers of the state who have

been all but shut out of the cultural

life of the University.

This semester's plans call for:

—A three-credit course on

consumer survival skills.

—Six one-credit colloquia

dealing w.ih current issues vital to

both working people and students.

They are: Television and Society.

Women in the Economy/Women in

the Political System. Coping-law

for the Layman, Student-Labor

Relations and Economic Problems

of the Black Comm unit >.

Two lecture series: One on

Racism and one on Economy and

the Wage Earner.

—Special events including

conferences, workshops, films, etc.

Consumer Services is designed

to serve consumers in an in-

creasingly bewildering maze of

false and deceptive advertising,

unfair pricing, insurance hoaxes,

and inferior, dangerous products

for many of which there is no real

need. Besides two sections of

consumer survival skills, the

service will include the following

—Consumer oriented reference

library

—Establishment of relations

with the Western Mass Public

Interest Research Group
—Hot-line for consumer

problems of students and members

of the surrounding communities.

—Guest speakers and lecturers

—Programs for community
groups in Northampton, Holyoke,

etc dealing with consumer related

problems of the aged, the unem
ployed, etc ORCHARD HILL-Stepping in the right direction?

Make Great Decisions With WFCR
Announces
ier Training

A new program for job training for the unemployed and underemployed

will begin soon at UMass according to acting UMass Chancellor Ran-

dolph W Bromery.

.

_ . _
In the initial phase of the program which is called New Career

Persons listening to radio WFCR
(88 5FM> at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday

nights between Feb. 2 and March

22 will hear eight public

discussions of subjects ranging

from U.S. -China policy to solutions

to population problems, as the

UMass presents another Great

Decisions program
Each of the eight sessions.

Training, the 10 unemployed applicants will take^o.years of on-the-job
red b Aw>le ^^ a

training and job-oriented education. Ten unemployed persons presently *™
f the 0rchard

working at UMass, but without sufficient skills to move upward in their

areas of employment, will be given typing and stenography classes.

The New Career Training division of the Springfield Action Com-

mission, Inc. (SAC) will administer the program. Federal funds-100% the

first year and 50% the second year-will come through the New Careers

Program which was authorized by Congress in 1966. UMass will con-

tribute the additional 50% of funds during the second year of the program

The UMass Division of Continuing Education will develop adequate

training programs for the underemployed, and the University will

guarantee the 10 accepted unemployed persons (careerists) para

professional jobs after successful completion of their two-year training

program.

Lectures To Reflec

French Literature
The first in a series of French

department lectures will be given

tonight at 8:00 in Herter 231.

Professor Micheline Dufau,

Chairman of the Department of

French and Italian, will speak in

French on the image of the Middle

Ages as reflected in French

literature

The lecture series itself is an

experiment being tried by the

department in response to student period

suggestions from last semester. On

alternate Wednesday evenings,

beginning this week members of

the department will speak on the
j

ways in which the political, social,

and cultural life of various periods

in French history is reflected in the

literature of that time. The lee

tures are intended as an option

enrichment for the survey course

in Masterworks of French

Literature (French 171-172). but

they are open to the general public

On February 16, Professor Aline

Allard will speak about the

Remaissance in France, and on

March 1 Professor Christian

Garaud will speak about the

seventeenth-century "classical"

Hill residence complex, will be in

the Noah Webster House Lounge,

with a live audience

Great Decisions is a public

opinion-program of the Foreign

Policv Association, a national, non-

partisan, non-profit organization

founded in 1918 to inform the public

of international efforts

Questions will be welcomed from

the live audience which is urged to

obtain copies of "Great Decisions

1972," study material for the

sessions, from the Noah Webster

House library weekday evenings or

by phoning Assoc. Professor

Luther Allen, series moderator, at

549-1782. The study material is $2.

Professors from the Five-College

are (Smith. Mount Holyoke.

Amherst, and Hampshire College,

and the University) will be

panelists for the eight forums.

Dates and topics:

Feb. 2 -"Vietnam and After:

What Lessons Have We Lear

ned° "; moderator: Gerard

Braunthal. political science.

UMass; panelists: Luther A. Allen,

political science, UMass: Joel M.

Halpern. anthropology, UMass;

and Richard H Minear, history.

UMass.
Feb 9- "Japan, The Common

Market and The U.S.: Is a Trade

War Brewing?", moderator:

Luther A Allen, political science.

UMass. panelists. Peter DiChico,

president District 2, International

Union of Electrical Workers;

Bertil Liander. School of Business

Administration, UMass. and

Thomas A. Sears, economics.

UMass
Feb. 16--"The Soviet Union and

The U.S.: Toward Negotiation or

Confrontation?"; moderator:

Luther A Allen. UMass; panelists:

Robert H McNeal, history,

UMass; Karl W Ryavec. political

science. UMass; William C

Taubman. political science.

UMass
Feb. 23-"Chile's Marxist Ex

periment: What Does It Mean for

the Americas?"; moderator:

Luther A Allen. UMass. panelists

Michael H Best, economics.

UMass; Eliance Ortega, graduate

student. Mt Holyoke; and Harvey

Kline, political science, UMass

March l-'Qur China Policy:

How Far and How Deep the

Thaw?"
March 8-"Poor Nations and

Rich Nations: Can the Gap be

Narrowed?"
March 15-"Guns and/or Butter:

What Price National Security?"

March 22- "Our Crowded World:

What Solutions to Population

Problems?"
Panelists for the last four

programs will be announced.

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY—
SATURDAY

4: 30 -10: 30 p.m.

(except during
league play)

TONITE

SADDLE SOAR
At

OJh* fotglial? ?ub

icrrv Lewis Twin Cinema

AUTO SERVICE SPECIAL

Faculty Will
Play In Bowker

Surgeons Caution No-Bra Look

Five faculty members of the

UMass music department will

perform the works of five com-
posers Wednesday, Feb. 9, at 8

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium on the

UMass campus.
One of the composers whose

work will be heard, Philip T.

Bezanson, is head of the UMass
music department. The work is

"The Word of Love."

Jon Humphrey, tenor, and
Fernande Kaeser, pianist, will be

assisted by Joseph Contino on

clarinet, Carl Daehler on horn, and

Peter Tanner on percussion.

Jon Humphrey, an assistant

professor, has performed with

such groups as the Robert Shaw

M««»p Shopping P1«" ("•»* toBlgY)

Routt 5. Northampton. 586-3200

BOGART CLASSIC
FILM FESTIVAL

I NOW SHOWING!

LMPHREY BOGART
LAUREN BACALL

'Coming Attractions
-—

Feb. 9 thru Feb. 15

TREASURE OF SIERRA
MADRE

Feb. 16 thru Feb. 22

KEY LARGO
Feb. 23 thru Feb. 29

PETRIFIED FOREST

Adult • ...SI .50 all week

Students. Mon. thru Thurs.$1 50

Children 50* at all time*.

Weatover Service Man...$1 00

Mon. thru Thura.

Matiness every Saturday

and Sunday.
SPECIAL MATINEE rate tor

adults ...SI 00

vV& Lubrication with

an Oil Change

at the

Whately
Shell

Located lVk

miles past the

center of

Sunderland on

Route 116

BASEMENT SALE

WEARHOUSE
NOW!

Chorale, the New York Pro
Musica, the Cleveland and
Philadelphia Orchestras, and
UMass recital groups.

Fernande Kaeser began her

musical studies at age 7 at the

Institute de Ribaupierre of Vevey
and gave her first concerts when
she was 10. An assistant professor

at UMass, she is the only Swiss-

born pianist to ever be awarded
first prize at the International

Music Competition of Munich.
Joseph Contino, as associate

professor, teaches clarinet, flute,

and saxophone; and coaches the

UMass Youth Orchestra. Carl

Daehler, assistant director of

UMass bands, is an instructor of

applied horn. Peter Tanner, an

assistant professor, has played

with the Rochester Philharmonic

Orchestra and the United States

Marine Band.
The concert, part of The Faculty

Recital Series, is free to the public.

For Valentines Day ...

Give a gift that won't wilt,

or be eaten and forgotten.

Visit

BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS

:tl South Pleasant St Amherst

CHICAGO (AP) — The no-bra

look has its delights, both for men
and women, but two surgeons

caution that today's pleasure may
turn into tomorrow's sorrow.

While there's no known medical

harm from the current fad, the

doctors say, it hastens the day
when a bra becomes a necessity.

Writing in the Jan. 31 issue of the

Journal of the American Medical

Association, they point out that the

ligaments which hold the breasts

erect stretch without the support of

a brassiere.

This causes the breasts to sag,

and once the ligaments are
stretched they cannot be restored

to their original tautness except by

surgery.

The doctors wrote in response to

a suggestion from a physician that

the American Medical Association

warn women that "the lack of

mammary support may lead to the

development of pendulous
breasts."

Chicago 7

On Film
"THE CHICAGO CONSPIRACY

TRIAL" is a film based on tran-

scripts of the Chicago 7 trial. See it

at Mead Auditorium, Amherst
College tomorrow This film about

the Chicago 7 is sponsored by the

Hampshire County Chapter of the

Civil Liberties Union of

Massachusetts. There's no ad-

mission charge, but contributions

are requested.

Dr. John H. Wulsin of the

University of Cincinnati College of

Medicine wrote that the fibrous

attachments which support the

breast stretch "under the influence

of gravity, more so in some women
than others and especially in those

breasts naturally large or fat or

pregnant or lactating."

"Once lengthened by tension

these fibrous connections...do not

resume youthful dimensions, and
despite hopeful legend, no amount
of exercise will restore pristine

mammary profile," he added
"However," he said, "exercise

may, by improving posture and the

thickness of the underlying pec-

toral muscle, push forward and

thereby embellish breast contour,

sagging or otherwise."

"Proper support for the breasts

in the form of a satisfactory-

brassiere can be expected to

minimize stretching of the intrinsic

mammary connective tissue,"

Wulsin said.

Dr. Milton T. Edgerton of the

University of Virginia Medical

Center, Charlottesville, pointed out

that the sagging which results

from not wearing a brassiere has

been apparent in numerous
cultures.

He said, "The only real objection

to allowing the breasts to become
pendulous is an aesthetic one."

MDC Classifieds Pay

CORDS - JEANS - JERSEYS

ems
reduction to

70%
at the

BASEMENT SALE

t% wear-else ?

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

Iff7l 1/2 Valve. InNE. nrt. goM. perfect

shape Mr. 3NS firm. Call 243-2S33

MM

tn
• (.,„•! Uallv

i. '.:: i:>»

rastbatk Kadlalt inowi

If 2-1

U ( hev Van. 4 Mtchelln Radial tires. '«7

2N eug.. new brake* clutch shorkt ICN
or brat offer 247-SST*

U2-Z

I intoln Mrrcur>. Monlego. (omri

( apt i and Jeep . alao used can. Call 1-eJg-

2UI
If 2-4

sport* Car — Uio Dauua laN.

in> /black top. radial Urea, radio, healer,

sharp Call SN-3Z40
tt-Z-4

VW. «3 BIO
IIIBI ll.T rM.
<.<M»n TIRES Ml \*

CLEAN. ASK IMS.

Nr\\ PAINT.
ORK.. MIl.KS.
BRvKKS VKRV
1-733-1020 OR IF

NO WSWF.R. S4t-nM5
112-4

I**.-. Mustang 2». V-g. 4 apeed^iurat

shiltei War with black inl . good rubber

(all John S44-S773.
U2-4

DESK. execuUve type, ail full depth

drawer*, hack, swivel chair included alte

Nx34. Call (.reeufleM 774-M7P.

UZ-4

Culler Brush Produrta for tale Quality

merchandiar — bruabea. cleaning

produrta. toiletries Cree delivery and

showing rwuaMS.
tfze

2 tap rated Optlmua I (Radio Shack)

speakers, perf cond . were IN., muat aac.

for 14V eack. 4 mot aM. CaU Brace S44V

»u»4.
tf-2-2

Meal ticket cheap for 10 mealt . girl '*

Call S44-74I* and keep trying'

MM

Dual MM iNtbte. lis w/ahure Mir

cartridge \M — FM — FM alereo tuner

amp w/bookshelveapeaheral7S. call Dave
M3-S4S-Z4I*.

MM)
Trunk ski rack, locking type, alao two

enlarger lenses. S4S-IW2 late.

tf2-2

Head 720 Skit — 20S cm. brand new.

never had binding* on them — I4» dollar*

(all Be** at ZS3-77N.

MM

i •i.i (rM* MM ron* engine

mission slips, until warm
(all Jark S4C-NM

Iran*

\»klng IN.

If 2-4

FOR SALE

.N% off Tear MSN Reel to Reel Deck. 3

head*, auto Reveraea — paah buUon

(he ultimate deck, perfect (all

nltes
tf-ze

snow tire* IftS — 14 Sempcril Radlaia.

mounted on M(.R diar wheela IN or beat

offer (all S44MM7.
MM!

Tenar sa» Selmer MKVI. good cond.

I im or beat offer (all S4P-NI7
U2-II

OVERSEAS JOBS COR STCDENTS
\ustralia. Europe. 8. America. Africa etc.

All profession* and occupation*. 174* U
13.000 monthly Fxpenae* paid, overtime.

sightseeing Free Information Write Job*

Overaeaa. Dept Baa IN7I San Diego. Ca.

921 IS.

tfJ-4

PERSONAL
Woman — if you are not tatiafied with

vour present living accommodation*, the

s\ K an area atlll has plenty of room. CaU S-

INI.
tfZ-Z

The creation of a new campus lifestyle

i* larking female influence Come la

SsUan and help us rreale somrthing new.

MM

Mobil oil change only 12 N i S qta of

Mobil l.ubrlte) bring I D. Spencers Mobil

Station i < ollegr Town Service* neat m
post office 2S3-NN.

112-4

The librars hard hata are not all hard

heads. Thank* for returning the wallet'

UZ-7

Free all political prisoner* Come to the

free Rick Driers Rally at Mike'a.

Tkuradav at 10 » p.m.

M
Kilva mind control grada Interested in

getting together Call Mo-gSM.
tf-Z-4

R I ..( — may yaav Zlat make sou

happy! I.ave. SAT. M

l < onn student looking for paper* —
Furopean. hta. < WWD . philpUto trie

family marriage etc. Will pay S44V-742I

U-2-4

Experienced acoustic and electric lead

Kuitarist - composer looking for muarlant
— rompoaera interested in forming band
(all Ran >4»-IMS.

MM
Ten page paper. Something on rurrenl

events I'akittan indo-China etc. Win
pay. (all SHC-I43g. aak for Dave.

U-2-3

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to CMaaa from Boalan on

Fridaya and/or back on Sunday*
regularly. Will Pas Call 2S3-3HZS

U2-I

From l.ongmeadow — Springfield to

campus al about t: IS a.m.. Mon Wed. and

Frl. and return from campus on Mon. only

at around Ita*. Will pay. M7-*j|7

MM

TRAVEL
Spring vacation — eaciUng and Inex

penaive trip* to Bermuda — Puerto Rico —
Arapulcn. For more Info Call Larry NS-

II IS or 2S3-S223. ,

(f2-»

INSTRUCTOR WANTED
qualified licensed driving inatnartar.

part-time. Nichols Auto School. Amherst,

(all 2S*NN
UZ-7

SALE

Diamond Needle* aad Mag. Carta. 31 —
m% off alao g — track tape* I2.N and
discount alereo equip and access. Call *-

SPU niles

MM

RIDE NEEDED
Ride needed to Penn Mate Frl . Feb. Id.

Mill share expenses Pleaae call Windy

•MM.
MM

ENTERTAINMENT
Need a band for soar party* All area

hand* are repreaenled by Stan (all S4«-

»2I3 now. Try M . . .

MM

JOF( (K'KER.LEON III vsKI.I. AND
THIS KMIRr SCPERSIIOW OF "MAD
IHW.S A F.M.I. ISHMFV IN COLOR.
SAT FVFNINI.. FEB S. M Ml \l< k ai

-g.»-lt:».CAN YOCDK.IT!
MM

Spring vacation, a nights on the Spanlah

Riviera. IZM including mdtrip Jet from

Boalan. hotel etc. warm weather. Call

Joyce. N7 Wheeler S-2412.

MM

TUNE UPS

'Sfi Ford van. good condition IN*. 544V

MZ4.
If2-I

FOR RENT

2tw cm heads, brand new w /Marker

binding*, unmounted UN 21S Flacher

Superglass with Solomon*, used only 7

limes UN. 253-Z2I3.
tf-Z-7

II SAVE II — parckaae weekend meal

ticket at reduced canto! Uae juat like caah!

(all ( haa Rm . 24)2 Wheeler a-2412.

MM

II7N worth of alereo equipment 2 EPI

Mini Tower" apeahera 2 Rectilinear

speakera. new Pioneer Quadraphonic

Receiver (all ZS3-7N4.

MM

Dorm refrlg.. used only S month*. IN ar

heal offer Call SN-4N7 after t p m or

before II a.m.
MM

Furniahed roam — male oaly — need car

ZS4V44N or 2SC-4I24)

U-2-4

Crlmaan Travel offer* law cool apring

vacation trip* to Bermuda and Naaaau

Far mare infa call Bob Mansfield Zlf

Dwight. MS-47II.
MM

Furniahed roam with aink. thared bath,

kitchen priv all uUlitles inrl . S l/Z ml to

campus Call evenings Nt-NN.
MM

OIL CHANGED

-«S Mustang. VI. pa.

Miguel S44V-352I.

new tires I4N (all

MM

"Kay" guitar great condition. Folk |4S.

(all W.VS2I3 anytime
MM

Sandy - happy first anniversary

really made H I told you. ao let a

again. David

We
la It

2-2

Cam Wanles* fast* ITS - Price

negotiable ( ome to 414 N. Pleasant St

U-2-3

Bl'NDERLAND - new Ig. Z

available now. aUJ kscl.. a/c. pool. I IRS.

lease to June N. Call Skiblakl Realtors ZU-

7Zn. Eves. ZS3-2«2g
tf 2-4

Apt. available Immediately, fajra.. all

mil Call 253 2NS after sis.

MM

Mobil all change only 12 N S qta of

Mobil Labrite) brisuj ID Spencera MoWl

Station (College Tawa Service I neat to

post office Z1XNN

Auto asaurance — a winter tune up will

keep it starting — and going. I owes!

assurance rale* in town. Spencer 'a Mobil

station 'College Tawa Service), next to

post office 2S3-NS*.

MM
SERVICE STATION

Auto assurance — a winter lane ap will

keep it startin « — and going Lowest
asaurance rales ha town. Maepeer's MaMI
station (College Tawa Service I . next to

past office ZS3-NN.
MM

t.ibson (.ultar St.. ttd. red with hard

case. Mast sell. « months aM. Call Dave 4V

irw

PE NIK Turntable. Scott 34Zr Receiver,

pair IIKN Speakers IZN. Call Jeff

<«I7)M4-Xl».
MM

1174)
IPCS Chev. Paneled Van with

engine. XS.Nf mile*, good Urea. • ,P^, •

slon. exhaust. UNO Call Joad D. nights

3Z3-NS5.

2-« ZSH4 anow Urea. I7.N each. IZ volt

car battery 7 month a old. J yr. warranty.

S44WNN.
tfM

n track stereo taping service, N naln. of

music — 3.N. Design your own single

AlbomaonTapefor I.N each. Call Tom tv

S473 at 31! Lewis.
MM

ARC Reg. Irish Setter, all ahota.

houaebroken. 7 month* old Call *-«»S ask

for Chris.
UZJ

HELP WANTED

Available now — 1-2

Amherst and v tchatty . Alao same in private

hamas. W>*ockl Real Estate.
tfl/7

Apt. ta sab.. March 1 1 IIS per month. All

utll I bdrm ( llfftkle Apia call after «

p.m. N5-4IS7

ROOMMATES WANTED
2 raouamatea far apt., one block from

campus. ( Phillip* Street i S4S-07O? after IZ

p.m.
MM

Roommate wanted, apt. In ctr af

Amherst. awn roam If desired, m.ar f. call

Oan ZS3-74M after 10 p.m.
MM

4 — bedroom house excellent condition.

Immediate occupancy. Call Skiblakl Real

Estate between «:3t — 7:N. SM-MZS.
tf-Z-IS

Roommate wanted, awn ream. Colonial

VUlage. 2S.VS30K
UZ-4

Male ar female to ahare apt. "Kk 3

i Mas* men. Available Immed. Call 2S3-

2*34 anyUme.
MM

AUTO SERVICE

Car care — charge R — pay woNMy aa

Mobil Credit Card also honor Waaler

Charge. Bank Ameri Card. Americaa
Express. Carte Maache. Ibteneers Mahal

Station i ( ollegr Tawa Service, past la

post office

bTM

CHILD CARE

WANTED

Male grad. student looking for aamr to

share rooms in private home la North

Hatfield l«S per/peraon Call 247 -Nil.

MM

Siberian huaky pupa 4 males. I female

ARC registered (all S«-M«3 after l:N

p.m. Aak for Art.

Part-time help wanted to distribute

Fuller Brush ( atalogs and Samples In

\mherst area. Car necessary. Make own

hour*. Call 2M-NRS
MM

(.rasa. LSD. peyete — Join the Neo-
\merican Church. For info, write: John

Rabin 72 Lexington Ave. Ssmervllle.

Mass. "2HI
MM

Roommate wanted by mole under grad

— 23. awn roam ot (I Iffaide. IftS month

(all N5-4Z73 5 to 7 p.m.
tfZ-4

Mothers — caat find a reliable baby
sitter- Tired af high fees? Call the < Mid
Care Exchange SN-Z2Z4 far further In-

formation.

MM

TYPING

T v ping — theaea . dtaaertoUona . etc . Foat
and arcarate. Proofreading. edIUng If

desired. Have (.reek and science aymbota
Mall.
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Notices

ACTION LAB:
Organizational meeting for the

Hampshire County Jail tutorial

program. Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Rm.

165 CC

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC:
Will meet tonight at 6:30 in Rm. 911

CC. Extremely important. Please

bring dues. Next year's budget goes

betore senate tonight.

BLEEDING ROSE:
Bob Zelman's course "Philosophy

of Personality" will meet tonight

basement study room Thatcher dorm

between 5:30 8:00.

CAMPUS CENTER CRAFTSMEN.
Meeting Wed., "eb. 2, 4 p.m., CC

804 808. To discuss problems

(competition, student vs. non student

use, administration) and possible

solutions to table policy for concourse

level craftsmen retailers

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE:
Comparative Literature 251 (M, W,

F 9:05) classroom changed to:

Marston 118 (was in Herter 116).

CHRISTIANS):
Prayer meeting every day 12 12:30

p.m. 177 CC Everyone welcome.

MAROON KEYS:
No nonsense meeting Sunday night,

Rm 811 CC at 8 30 Be there or kiss it

all goodbye.

MEN'S DANCE AUDITIONS:
Experienced male dancers and

beginners will be auditioned for

Spring Dance, Wed., Feb. 2, 7:00 p.m.

WOPE Bldg Dance Studio Call Dan

Peterson 5 0027 for information

OPEN HOUSES:
The following houses will be having

open parties both from 7 8 and 8.15

9 15 tonight Alpha Chi Omega
Hawaiian Luau", Chi Omega
"Coffee House", Sigma Delta Tau

"Welcome", Sigma Sigma Sigma

"Shape up your makeup", and

'Bingo Party" at Pi Beta Phi which

will hold its parties at the Beta Kappa

Phi house on Pleasant St.

ORCHARD HILL COLLOOUIA:
if anyone took an OH. colloquium

last semester and did not receive

credit, please come to the O. H.

Master's Office, 103 Field House

ORTHODOX CHRISTIANS:
Important meeting tonight in 177

CC at 700 to determine what we'll be

doing this semester. Anyone in

terested is invited to attend.

PI BETA PHI:

The sisters of Pi Beta Phi invite all

University women to a "Bingo

Party" tonight at 7 00 and 8 00 held

at Beta Kappa Phi, 401 N. Pleasant

St

PRE SOCIAL WORK STUDENTS:
There will be a meeting on Thur

sday, Feb. 3, at 2:30 in the CAS I AC
office for those students interested in

forming a pre social work group. If

interested but cannot attend, call 545-

0974 and leave your name.

SCROLLS:
Important organizational meeting

for 2nd semester. Please attend and

bring schedules. 6:00 p.m. in Rms.

811 815 CC. Call 6 8240 if impossible to

make it.

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting Wed., Feb. 2, at 7 p.m. in

Curry Hicks Organization. Officers

please attend. New members
welcome.

SIGMA DELTA TAU RUSH:
What makes us "different?" Sigma

Delta Tau invites you to come and see

at 409 N. Pleasant St. on Wed., Feb. 2,

7:008:00 and/or 8.159:15 and on

Thurs., Feb. 3, a cosmetic demon

stration.

STUDENT FACULTY BAG LUNCH:
Weekly bag lunch every Wed.,

12:001:30 in Mor 349. Come and

meet faculty and grads. This week,

Dr. O'Connor will speak on

possibilities of Senior Honors

Seminar in Zool.

STUDENT SENATE WOMEN'S
COMM.:
Medical Emergency Loan Fund.

The Women's Committee will be

collecting money for the Medical

Emergency Relief Fund in the

concourse of the Campus Center for

the rest of this week.

VALENTINE'S DAY:
Candy will be sold by Tri Sigma on

the concourse level of CC and door to-

door in dormitories as a service

project to support crippled children.

LOST:
One gold wallet initialed M.O.S. in

vicinity of Knowlton House on Sat.

Please return to Collegian Office. No

questions asked.

Camera left on Peter Pan Bus. You
probably found it at CC Fri. nite.

Orange dots on leather case with

lens. Please, please call Earl, 253

9490.

A woman's gold wrist watch with

an "A" on the face. Lost Sat. nite in

either the Cage or Blue Wall Cat.

Please contact Sharon at 549 6033 if

found.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDTCrOMAM.

For me, a sense of humor is perhaps the

greatest asset one can possess And l have

found that individuals bom under Gemini

have that commodity, often in abundance

Natives ot this udiacal sign are able to

laugh at themselves This is proved during

my lectures *hen. with a straight face, I

announce that. More persons born under

Gemini are m iail lhan any other zodiacal

sign " it any Gemini natives art present,

they invariably laugh the loudest
• ••• •

ARIES (March 21 April M Pets and

people who rely on you demand more at

tention Key is to saek harmony without

spreading yourself too thin Stick close to

home base Avoid extremes Taurus and

Libra persons figure prominently

TAURUS (April JO May 20) Bring forth

creative resources Be ready for change of

scenery Children are very much in picture

Find more time for pleasure, recreation

Leave mw*>r details to others Need is for

self expression

GEM'Nl (May2l June20) Yougetfeciv

results In personal are*, you find where

you stand with member of opposite sex if

single, marriage question arises II

married, additional responsibility is m
dicated

CANCER (June 21 July 22) You move

about, develop ideas and complete tran

sactens More persons become aware of

your presence Aries individual can aid

Stop carry»g burden which is not rightly

your own You have right to happiness

LEO (July 7i Aug 22) Money position is

brighter What appeared a mere tax shelter

could show signs of life Welcome contacts,

changes and challenges Take inventory

Protect valuables including your

reputation

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Person

magnetism is on rise you receive

meaningful compliments Respond <rt

povnve manner No lucking of toe m
ground Be confident Take steps forward

Go places, meet and greet people

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Work behind

scenes You can be power that pulls strings

Find right direction Stop moving in

aimless circles Laugh at past foibles Get

ready now tor successful assault on future

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21 ) Someot your

hopes, wishes are fulfilled What has been a

restricting force is removed Discipline is a

necessity, but it must be of the self variety

Find out what you need Then you will

receive it

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Prestige is on I me Show that you can move
with limes Verbal barrage may come from

one who is envious, frustrated Take it in

stride Professional plans to make room for

you at top
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan !)

Philosophical concepts are emphasised

You begin now to hear sound of your own
voice Key is to take yourself seriously

Means »toveoM any hint of inferiority You

are worthy Know it

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb W Be con

earned with actual values, not surface

indications Creative processes are at work

Don't block them Give yourself a chance to

grow Pisces person can play important

role Money question will be settled

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Cooperate

with one bom under Aquarius Legal

maneuver is in picture Stick with one who

has experience Eschew sensational

methods Steady pace gets you to goal

Know this and act accordingly

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you art

sensitive, able to perceive moods of others

Recent times have not been too happy, but

this will change And change will be

beneficial if single, you could marry if

married, there could be an addition to

family There will, m upcoming months, be

new vital opportunities for success

Copyright 1*72. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS 7
8
9
10
11
16
18
20

22
23
24
26

28

1 Unit of Siamese
currency

4 2nd President

9 New Deal

agency (init.)

12 Capuchin
monkey

13 Citrus fruit

14 Moccasin
15 Province in

India

17 Quarrel

19 Arrow poison

21 Prefix: twice

22 Projecting tooth 29
25 New Deal 30

agency (abbr.) 32
27 Unit of weight

in India

31 Vessel

32 Runs away
in panic

34 Pronoun
35 Old French

coin

36 Distress signal

37 Conjunction

38 Make merry

41 Hail'

42 Paradise

43 Before
44 Food program

45 Compass point

47 Group of three

49 Stick together

53 Speckled

57 Poem
58 Pick out

60 Devoured
61 Animal toot

62 Shuts noisily

63 Man s nickname

Witty remark
Blunt point

Harvest goddess
Crony (collocj.)

High card
Irish dance
Locations

Period of

time
Condiment
Famed
Near
City in The
Netherlands
Hypothetical

force

Depart
Item of property 44

[bo
a|a
T T L
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IS E
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g|HATj|_PlAi NJJ
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IhIf rbWwTa Kill PlE R 1 L

an uaa aaa as
aanaa nan anra
[eIpji tM
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S|A
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olr AjPjE

AIT T
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33

3b
39
40
41

Cry
American
essayist

Feeling

French article

Skill

Three toed
sloth

46

48

49

50

Speck
Units of

energy
Electrified

particles

Policeman
(slang)

Room in

harem

51 Cut

52 Cloth
measure

54 Youngster

55 Greek letter

56 Lair

59 Babylonian
deity

DOWN

Snake
Greek letter

Metal
Wolfhound
Certificate

issued as
evidence of

debt
Part of

'to be"
Diatr by United Feature Syndicate. Inc

WHAT HAPPEN*

TO A lETTeR
AFTER H0V
MAIL IT7J

UELL A MAN IN

A SMALL TKUCK

UlILL PICK IT l/P,

ANP TAKE IT TO
jH£ft)*T0FflCE

FROM THERE IT U)ILL 60 OH
ANOTHER TRUCK TO ANOTHER OFFICE

UHERE IT UHLL 60 TO THE AlRPORT

kkHEKE IT IfcL BE FLOWN TO NEu) fOR*

1/

vJeLL.tTES, I

6069$ IN NEk)

40RK IT 6065

P0k)N A
CHUTE..

V WHENEVER
Wtf TEU

50METH1N6,HW
AuVW* LEAVE

50METHIN6 0VT!
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Draft

Land Dryer;

By HARRY EISENBERG
Associated Press Writer

The rebuilding New England Patriots, seeking to

improve an unintimidating pass rush, Tuesday

acquired defensive end Fred Dryer from the New

York Giants for their No. 1 and No. 6 draft choices

this year and their second round pick in 1973.

The trade was announced by Patriots' General

Manager Upton Bell minutes before the opening of

the National Football League's annual selection of

collegiate players.

"We wanted a boy who could come in and con-

tribute right away," said New England Coach John

Mazur "and we feel Fred Dryer will do that."

In the second round New England drafted wide

receiver Tom Reynolds of San Diego State, the

country's leading pass catcher last year.

The Patriots, who tied for the second worst pass

rush record in the American Football Conference last

season, were scheduled to pick 17th in the first-round,

a selection they acquired from the Los Angeles Rams

for Phil Olsen. Their own pick went to the Minnesota

Vikings as compensation for Joe Kapp.

•We weren't sure what we would get picking 17th,"

Bell said. "This young guy Dryer give us another

legitimate pass rusher to go along with Julius Adams.

I think he gives us the pass rush we need."

The 25-year-old Dryer, 6-foot-6 and about 230

pounds is also from San Diego State. He was the

Giants' No. 1 draft pick in 1969, but this year ex-

pressed a desire to be traded

Mazur said he hopes to team him at end with

Adams, who played tackle as a rookie last season.

"Then we can let the two of them loose to chase the

passer around," he said.

Dryer played out his option last year with the

Giants. "I'm not very emotional about being traded,"

he said in a telephone interview from his San Diego

home. "I knew I was going, it was just a question of to

whom."
He said he played out his option because "it seems

that I wanted to win and the Giants didn't like my way

of going about it... I want to go to the Super Bowl...

I

don't want to look back on a long career as time spent

just playing football and not going anywhere. The

name of the game is winning."

Reynolds, 6-2-1/2 and 195 pounds, led the country

with 67 receptions last season, scoring seven touch-

downs and averaged 16 yards a catch.

"He is a real pass receiver," said Bucko Kilroy, the

Patriots' director of player personnel.

"He's got great hands, quick feet and runs good

patterns. He's been timed in 4.65 in the 40."

Kilroy said Reynolds was rated by the Patriots only

behind Oregon's Bobby Moore among all the

available receivers in the country. Moore was drafted

fourth in the first round by St. Louis.

Reynolds said in a telephone interview that he was

looking forward to teaming up with Patriots quar-

terback Jim Plunkett.

"Jim Plunkett is a young quarterback who likes to

throw a lot," he said. "I like to catch em."

Girl Skiers Set

For 12
The women's intercollegiate ski team will open their 1972 season this

weekend in the Berkshire East Mountains with a racing clinic on

Saturday February 5th. Their first race will be a Slalom on Sunday

February 6th. The UMass skiers, coached by Miss Kathy Clark, will

compete in the New England Women's Intercollegiate Sk. Corrference

(WISC) This weekend U. Mass. and Mount Holyoke College will co-host

several other WISC teams. U. Mass. team members include Debbie

Angus, Pam Cotton, Barbara Eaton, Dianne Evens^ Jean Hayden,

Barbara O'Reilly, Marcia Packlick, Cindy Rosti, Mary Frances Sullivan,

Christie Sweeney, and Pat Visnick. These girls have devoted entire

weekends to preseason conditioning practices, and hope to place well in

their forthcoming meets. Their schedule includes the following races, in

addition to above mentioned.

Sat. Feb. 12

Sun. Feb. 13

Sat. Feb. 26

Sun. Feb. 27

Sat. Mar. 4

Patulski Goes First

Wants Big Pact
\FW YORK <AP)-Walt which they acquired three players

Patulski. the huge Notre Dame and the Vikings' No 1 pick sent

defensive end. was tapped by the Fred Dryer to the Patriots for

Buffalo Bills as the No 1 selection another No. 1, plus a No. 6 draf

in the National League draft choice this year and a No. 2 next

Tuesday and immediately opened year

his campaign for a contract Then they used the two fir

similar to the $300,000 pact the club stround choices to get help for their

gave O. J. Simpson beleaguered defer

Asked after his selection what he

was looking for in the way of a

contract, the 6-foot-6, 260-pounder

pulled no punches, saying frankly;

"A big one!"

He left it up to his attorney, Bob

Woolf , to let the Bills know how big

"I'd like to think in terms of the

same thing as O.J is in his." Woolf

said "Although he is a defensive

end and. within the structure of pro

football, quarterbacks, running

backs and receivers are the

glamour stars, the lineman is just

as important.

"I think he should be com-

pensated the same way. In all

fairness, he should be paid for his

proficiency as an athlete, not the

position he plays I don't see why a

lineman should be paid less
"

Simpson, the Bills' No 1 pick four

years ago. signed a four-year

contract at that time for $50,000 a

year plus a $100,000 loan for in-

vestment purposes.

While Patulski was the focal

point on the first day of the draft in

which the 26 pro teams will

eventually select 442 players, there

were these other major develop-

ments:
—Neither Heisman Trophy-

winning quarterback Pat Sullivan

of Auburn nor runner-up Ed

Marinaro, the record-setting

Cornell running back, was selected

on the opening round.

—Linemen were the chief

selecting Eldridge Small of Texas

A & I. a wide receiver in college, as

a cornerback and tackle Larry

Jacobson of Nebraska, whom they

expect to play end

The Bears, who used a No. 1

draft choice acquired from the

Giants to select Antoine. used their

own to add defensive back Craig

demons of Iowa to their first-

round harvest

Two other teams also had a pair

of first round picks. Green Bay

selecting defensive back Willie

Buchanon of San Diego State and

quarterback Jerry Tagge of

Nebraska and the New York Jets

picking Jackson State wide

receiver Jerome Barkum and

Michigan linebacker Mike Taylor

Tagge was the first quarterback

selected in the draft, but Florida

passer John Reaves also was

tapped on the first round by

Philadelphia Sullivan had to wait

until the second round when he was

picked by Atlanta as the 40th

player in the draft

Marinaro. however, may have

been the most embarrassed of the

ballyhooed pre-draft favorites. By

the time he was selected by Mm
nesota as the 50th player in the

draft on the second round, seven

other running backs had been

picked.

Four went on the first round.

Oregon's Bobby Moore, who may

wind up as a wide receiver in the
-Linemen were me cok» *•»« -k — - ---

.

commodity on the fir,, round wrth pros, was footed byS.Uo.s_os

nine drafted, including the first

three picks-Patulski. California

defensive end Sherman White by

Cincinnati and Southern Illinois

offensive tackle Lionel Antoine by

Chicago.

The Giants, who last week traded

quarterback Fran Tarkenton to

Minnesota in a transaction

the No. 4 pick and the

nonlineman to be selected.

Pittsburgh took France Harris of

Penn State, Kansas City tapped

Jeff Kinney of Nebraska and the

Super Bowl Champion Dallas

Cowboys closed out the first round

by adding another Thomas to their

roster with the selection of Bill

CCQP
©f5(K2

Thomas of Boston College.

Of the other heralded predraft

favorites to go No. 1 Houston tight

end Riley Odoms went to Denver.

Georgia guard Royce Smith to New
Orleans. Notre Dame defensive

back Clarence Ellis to Atlanta.

Auburn wide receiver Terry

Beasley to San Francisco and

Notre Dame defensive tackle Mike

Kadish to Miami.

Other first round picks were

Stanford defensive end Greg

Sampson by Houston and

linebacking teammate Jeff Siemon

by Minnesota. Colorado defensive

end Herb Orvis by Detroit.

Michigan defensive back Tom
Darden by Cleveland. Villanova

wide receiver Mike Siani by

Oakland and Oregon tackle Tom
Drougas by Baltimore.

Notices
LACROSSE-There will be a

meeting of all Lacrosse can-

didates on Thursday. February

3. at 4:30 P.M. in Room 251

Boyden.

KARATE -The Oriental Sports

Club will resume workouts on

Monday and Thursday

evenings from 7-9 P.M in the

19th floor lounge of Kennedy.

IM VOLLEYBALL OF-

FICIALS -All paid officials

MUST attend on of the

following meetings in 223

Boyden: Either Wednesday,

February 2. at 7:30 P.M. or

Thursday. February 3, at 7:30

P.M.
VOLLEYBALL
SCHEDULING-Because of the

number of volleyball teams

entered in the Intramural

Mens, Womens, Co-

Recreational and Graduate

Faculty divisions, scheduling

will be difficult Those

members of the mens and

womens division teams, who

are also playing in the Co-

Recreational program, could

possibly be scheduled at the

same time There is no way

that this problem can be

alleviated. The reason for this

is that there are approximately

23 playing dates, to schedule

200 teams in league play round

robin, to include championship

playoffs, so there will be

conflict of schedule for those

students who are participating

both in mens and womens
programs, as well as the Co-

Recreational Program.

Giant Slalom

Slalom
Giant Slalom
Slalom
Slalom/Giant Slalom

Roundtop, Vt.

Roundtop, Vt.

Mittersill,N.H.

Mittersill, N.H.

Pat's Peak, N.H.

U. Mass. will be #4 in the running order.

Women's Swim
By JAMS AHMADJIAN

Today the UMass Women's
Swim Team opens their second

semester schedule as thev travel to

Springfield College to face a

strong, experienced women's team

in stiff competition This is an ex-

tremely tough job for the young

UMass team which is gaining

experience fast.

The Swim Team competed in two

meets before Xmas The first one.

a dual meet with a strong Mt

Hoyloketeam, they lost. Standouts

were Cyn Erwin and Laurie Selik

The second was an Invitational

Relay Meet at Wellesley College

where UMass swam against

Radcliffe. MIT. Brandies,

Bridgewater State. Wheaton. and

Mt Holyoke UMass took a first

and a second place win in the

events.

Claire Briana is the lone

returning veteran from last year's

team However, the team has some
promising, speedy Frosh: Laurie

Seluk. Roxanne LaCoste. Karen

Bornheim. and Janice Kaufman
Upperclass team members include

Mary Beth Stanne. Jan Reid.

Sandy Clark, Janis Ahmadjian,

and Bridget Adams. Junior Sue

White will be competing in Diving,

having recently switch over from

swimming.

The team has been practicing

hard since fall swimming five days

a week averaging 2.500-3.000 yards

a day. Competitive swimming isn't

really enjoyable; it hurts to push

vourself. The more you hurt the

better you get A lot of endurance

and stamina are needed to con

tinue everyday.

Pat Griffin is the enthusiastic

new coach for the team, a recent

graduate from the University of

Maryland While a student there

she competed in swimming all four

years
Eager, nervous, anticipation

characterize the team's spirit on

the upcoming competion. they're

hoping for a win to start off the

sememster right Other meets

scheduled for the season include

ones with New Hampshire. Ver-

mont. Rhode Island. Mt Holyoke

and the Albany Invitationals

Varsity 'M"
The UMass Redmen Sports Luncheon will be at the Newman Center on

wL^esday Feb^ 2^ 12:15 p.m. Basketball staff will present the

program, also door prize; raffle on choice game tickets; guests; plus

e
Tveryon?it invited, price of the luncheon is $1 50 or by season ticket

S.E.S. Fourteen Week

LECTURE NOTES
PROGRAM

January 31st through May 12th

Weekly distribution of lecture note* In select courses.

ALL SECTIONS available for:

Botany 100

Economics 125

Economics 121

Food Science 101

Geology 100

History ISO

Microbiology 140

Philosophy 105

PolHic a I Science 100

Political Science ISO

Psychology 101

Psychology 2«2

Psychology 263

Psychology 265

Psychology 270

Psychology 280

Psychology 3tl

Psychology 302

Psychology 325

Sociology 101

Sociology 256

Sociology 257

Zoology 101

Zoology 135

Subscriptions for the first seven weeks of notes are now being sold

in ROOM 318, Student Union Building Lobby.

Courses with two 50-mlnute lectures per week - 13.50/half

semester , - --'- _._

Courses with three 50-minute lectures or two 75-minute lectures per

week _ t4/half semester

For further information on the program come to room 318 in the

Student Union Lobby or call 545-2883. Our office is open everyday,

Monday through Friday, from 9: 30 a.m. to 3: 30 p.m.

I
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There's No Place Like Home
ut Pucksters Have No Home Of Their Ui

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

(Wjr 0a«0arlpt**t!0

latin Qtalkgutn
*±J A FRII ANO RISPONSIilE ^^ MISS

Weather

snow

By BILL BALLOU
If the football coaching staff

wants a good football player to

attend UMass and play his football

here, there are many different

aspects of life at the University it

can emphasize. But undoubtedly

one of its aces in the hole is to bring

him down to Alumni Stadium and

say "Look There's where you're

going to play football for the next

four years." It can show him a

beautiful facility that is pleasing to

the eye, spacious, and does not

contain a bad seat out of its ap-

proximately 20,000. The Stadium

contains excellent press and locker

room facilities. It is one of the

Sailg (ttolkgiatt

SPORTS
finest football complexes in New-

England. It is a definite asset to a

football program that is building

itself into a New England power

If the hockey coaching staff,

consisting of Head Coach Jack

Canniff and his assistant Russ

Kidd. wants a good hockey player

to attend UMass and play his

hockey here, there are many
different aspects of life at the

1'niversitv they can emphasize

But that's where the similarity

with football stops. UMass does not

have a hockey rink.

The Redmen do not have to play

on the Campus Pond, but only

because of the generosity of

Amherst College. UMass is able to

practice and play in Orr Rink,

which is on the Amherst Campus
Unfortunately. Orr Rink is a

small facility, designed for use by

one team that represents a student

population about one fourth of the

enrollment at UMass The absolute

maximum capacity at Orr Rink is

2,000. Two thousand spaces for a

school with 20.000 students and the

best hockey team in its division.

Up until about three years ago.

UMass hockey didn't rate a second

look by most of the people on

campus, let alone rate an arena.

But three years ago Jack Canniff

molded a couple of veterans and a

slew of sophomores into a decent

hockey club. A decent hockey club

that rated a second look and in the

past couple of years has developed

into one of the best aggregations in

New England. A team who played

last year's national champions,

Boston University, in BU's brand

new Walter Brown Rink, and lost to

them by only 6-4.

Last Friday night UMass hockey

came of age. It grew up in Orr

Rink, and it grew up painfully 3500

people jammed into the 2000

capacity rink and saw the Redmen
lose to Vermont by a score of 5-3.

The big story of that game was

not the loss to the Catamounts,

although it hurt, but the fact that

3500 people braved bitter cold and

the knowledge that they would

have to stand up for about three

hours to walk, thumb, drive, and

crawl over to Orr Rink for that

hockey game
For a game like that, you could

easily get a crowd of say, 5.000.

Hockey is king in Massachusetts,

and good hockey from the high

school level up draws packed

houses

Let's look at Vermont. A small

school in a small state. UVM has

one of the finest hockey facilities in

New England. It seats over 4,000

and sellouts are the rule rather

than the exception.

This UMass hockey team is a

good one. and it is going to make
the divisional playoffs. It un-

doubtedly will be one of the top

seeds What's going to happen if

Vermont or anyone comes to Orr

Rink for a playoff game'' Will

people have to pitch tents outside

the doors to get in line early enough

so they can be sure of getting in°

The Arena question has many
facets There is no doubt that a new

building would aid in recruiting.

The first question a player asks a

college coach Is "Where an I going

to practice, and where an I going to

play 9 "It's tough to compete
against a BU or Vermont when you

don't even have a rink of your own
to show him.

There is no doubt a rink could be

profitable Ice time is at a

premium all around the state, and

every well managed rink in

Massachusetts is being used 24

hours a day.

The UMass hockey team are

virtual orphans. They and their

fans deserve better

' 'Dinky Rink
'

' Hockey
VOLUME XCIX, ISSUE 81
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umss Hockey has out6Row*i
ORR RINK. ISNr IT ABOUT WfiUL

the rem hat> a home of its ouh??

Senate Refuses To Fund Mobe

Karl Schranz -'Sacrificial Lamb
SAPPORO. Japan <AP)-Karl

Schranz. the Austrian skier who

was disqualified from the XI

Winter Olympic Games, becomes

the third major sports hero to fall

in the eternal battle over what

amateurism.
To the people of Austria he looks

like a martyr who was sacrificed to-

me forces of "pure amateurism."

To the other side, he is a

professional, although even some

of these will contend he was singled

out to be a scapegoat.

His predecessors were Jim
Thorpe, an American Indian who

had his medals taken away from

him after a heroic performance in

the 1912 games at Stockholm, and

the great distance ace, Paavo

Nurmi of Finland, disqualified at

Los Angeles in 1932.

Schranz, 33, former world Alpine

champion and silver medalist in

1964 at Innsbruck, was thrown out

of the current winter Games here

by the International Olympic

Committee, which charged that he

lent his name and picture to ad-

vertising for financial gain

The IOC action provoked bitter

protests from Austria's official

delegation, which contended he

was convicted without a trial

Austrian newspapers said he was
"a sacrificial lamb" and Alpine

leaders in Sapporo's Olympic
Village contended he was the

"pound of flesh" demanded by

Avery Brundage, IOC president.

Similar protests were voiced in

the cases of Thorpe, and Nurmi,

two great heroes of the games.

In 1912 at Stockholm, Thorpe won
both the pentathlon and decathlon,

two of the most rigorous tests in

athletics, and was hailed by the

King of Sweden as "the greatest

athlete in the world."

Afterward, it was charged that

Thorpe had accepted $50 at one

time prior to the Olympics to play

in a semi-professional baseball

game He was declared a

professional and was ordered to

return his medals.

For years, efforts were made to

have the medals restored. Thorpe,

who became an outstanding

football player, died without ever

seeing the medals again. No one

knows what happened to them.

Nurmi, called "The Fabulous

Finn," won five gold medals in the

1924 Games at Paris. He triumphed

in the 1.500 meters, 5,000 meters.

10,000 meters cross-country team

and individual and the 3,000

meters.

In 1932 at Los Angeles Nurmi
was favored to add the marathon to

his triumphs Shortly before the

games, he took part in a 40-

kilometer race in Koenigsburg.

East Prussia, and handed in an
expense account.

Sigfried Edstrom of Sweden,

president of the International

Track and Field Association, said

Nurmi's expense account exceeded

limits and the Finnish runner was

barred.

Some observers say the

disqualification will make a hero of

Schranz and produce financial

rewards exceeding any he might

have achieved if he had remained a

competitor

At 33, seeking to compete in his

fourth Olympics, he was regarded

as well past his prime.

Schranz was a son of a poor

tunnel worker in St. Anton in the

Arlberg Mountain of the Austrian

Alps. His father's job was to walk

tunnels under the mountains. He

inhaled so much soot that he died

at an early age from tuberculosis

Schranz's mother took over the

job of rearing five children The
job was further complicated when
the family hut burned to the

ground, leaving them homeless.

Karl began skiing when he was 4

1/2 on skis made by his father from

broken ski tips left by tourists. As a

youngster, he said he dreamed of

becoming a fighter pilot like Pepe
Jennewein. a former world
champion who was credited with 68

kills in World War II.

At 12. Schranz became an ap-

prentice ski maker at $12 a month.

He worked in a saw mill and later

became a ski tester with a salary of

$200 a month.
There are reports that his

current income is $60,000 a year.

These reports were never con-

firmed.

Schranz built a 35-bed hotel in his

native St Anton "I borrowed the

money." he said.

Friends say he lives like a monk
He doesn't drink or smoke He
rarely dates. When he does, he

moves in high scoiety. Highly

religious, he has a Christian cross

and a Winchester rifle hanging on

the wall of his room.
His career has been marked by

bad luck. He suffered a groin in-

•

jury before his first Olympics at

Squaw Valley. Calif . in 1960 He

had to settle for a giant slalom

silver medal at Innsbruck in 1964

At Grenoble, in 1968. his victory in

the men's slalom was voided when

he missed a gate after-he insisted a

shadow crossed his path.

Now he must pack and leave the

Olympic Village For what''

Martyrdom and greater wealth,

friends say.

That would be if Schranz decides

to join professional ranks, as some

former skiing stars have done,

such as America's 1970 world

champion. Billy Kidd.

On the other hand, Schranz may
try to become Austrian coach, as

he said some time ago that he

would like to do, and then his in

come would be slim.
,

(Bl'LLETIN-ln late action last

night, the S4udrnl Senate passed a

motion calling for the ad-

ministration to restrict athletic

e\ents in the same manner that the

administration wishes the students

to restrict a large Spring Concert.

More details tomorrow*

K> DON BISHOP
In a late development at last

night's weekly meeting of Student

Senate, the Senate voted 28 to 14

not to fund the UMass chapter of

the Student Mobilization Com
mittee for the fiscal year 1972-73

Debate on this matter was long and

heated, and at the time of the

Collegian deadline motions to

reconsider the non-granting of

funds were being made
In other budgetary matters, the

Senate decided to grant funds for

next year to the Senior Committee

and the SWAP Conference Also

On The Inside

:

North Vietnamese Offer

To Negotiate

Roller
Derby

Is

Coming
.

Lottery Dates

See page 4

Seepage 7

Students Train For Action
See page 3

WMPIRG Gets Going
See page 2

passed at the meeting was a bill

calling for the creation of a student

composed Intramural Committee

and the appointments of Chet

Richardson as Chairman of the

Senate Financial Affairs Com-

mittee. Elliot Richardson as

Chairman of the Senate Services

Committee and David Poisson as

Communications Coordinator were

finalized

The question of funding SWAP
brought almost as much debate as

did that of the Mobe Initially the

motion on SWAP was defeated, but

later, in a reconsideration motion,

those in favor of SWAP were able

to convince the majority of

Senators that the Conference did

serve some viable purpose and was
deserving of Senate funds

Debate against the funding of

SWAP, centered on questions of the

constructive value of the Con

ference and as to why the Con

ference had to be held off campus
Various Senators and SWAP
spokesman Ross Benjamin an

swered these queries by stating

their beliefs that SWAP allows for

valuable discussion on certain

campus issues between students,

facultv. and administrators

Supporters felt that SWAP has to

be held off campus, as opposed to

on campus, to prevent faculty and

administration from leaving for

home at night At the end of debate

the reconsideration motion passed

bv a slim margin
The question of Mobe CUM up

late in last night's meeting, and

debate on the question of funds for

next vear followed a rather lengthy

presentation by Mobe Cc*

Chairman Tom Moriarty on his

rationale for funds

Moriarty stated his view that the

Vietnam War \* and should not be a

dead issue on campus and
nationwide He held that Mobe has

and will continue to provide

valuable educational and publicity

service to the UMass community

by presenting the "other side'' ot

the war issue through such things

as pamphlets ;ind lectures

The principal Senate spokesman

in favor of funding Mobe was Vice

President Larry I.add He rejected

a previous statement made,
holding that the majority of

students on campus no longer need

to be educated about the war. in

that they already oppose it I^dd
felt that Mobe provides a valuable

service by presenting an opposing

side to the administration version

of the war
Senators Casper. Tackeff.

Mulligan. Staton. Sherman. Alt-

fillisch. and Chiller all came out

against Mobe for different reasons

Some felt that the idea of Mobe was
;i good one. but that for reasons of

their present structure. Mobe was
not deserving of funds for next

year

Other Senators felt that Mobe
w.is an elitist organized group,

expressing a blatantly political

viewpoint' (Mulligan*. and

because of their highly political

nature were undeserving of Senate

funds Another view expressed was

that Mobf has not shown any

constructive service this year, and

therefore were not deserving of

funds for next year

The final vote was 24 to 14

against funding Mobe for 1972 73
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Remember this summer, when you could go outside and play in the sand? Well, maybe if you really

wanted to. you could go outside today and play in the snow. <MDO hotoby AUagoda)

Vietnam
Bv ktiiki iivmtis

M DC Staff

Vietnam and After: Wh.it

ions Have We Learned" was

the topic <>t Ihe tirst in « of

fight panel riiM/ussions in the

ii Decisions program
Participants: in the discussion

held last night in Webster lounge

and broadcast nwr WFCR, in-

cluded moderator <iei

Braunthal of the I Mass Political

nee department; Luther Allen,

also ot Political Science UM
Jod M Malpern of the I M
anthropology department and

Richard Mmear. of the I'Mass

history department
professor Allen stated that one of

the chief results ot continued I

involvement in the war is that "we

mas be learning the wrong leaaoni

in Vietnam learning not ft

He <it.fl thr apathetic attitud

Americans toward other world

affairs chiefl) fhe recent eeento in

India

In reference to the reii the

Pentagon I'.tix-rx last summer.

Allen questioned wlw such a study

- undertaken hy the I S

• rnment at all He theorized

that perhaps I President taking

• in 1968 favoring unilateral

withdrawal from Vietnam may
have been able to use the pape:

OTiHe Paper tor I new I nited

foreign polk

prolessor Malpern speaking in

relation to the bombings in In

hiM cited a Department of

Detente memo claiming that the

I
s was conducting only

protective bombing" in Vietnam

and giving limited air support " to

.illies in northern Lam Al the

same time he said, a I'nited States

government survev of refugees

from the Plain ot Jars in the

summer ot IffO revealed that 17%

had seen bombing attacks and

that many farmers worked at night

onlv because the continued

tombing! disrupted tt »ir oc-

cupation 73% of the refug.

•rding to the survey, had to dig

bunkers, and almost all found that

the bombing made their lives more
difficult

United States involvement in the

WOT according to Malpern. has

caused I "psychological

mobilization of the people of

Indochina He also pointed out the

fallacy of the theory that increased

bombing would lead to an mcr.

desire on the part of the people to

•

Professor Mmear presented

figure! to indicate that the same
amount of bombing is going on in

Indochina now as when President

ii tirst took office The role of

bombing be claimed, is ••ab-

solutely essential to the Id

ministration bocanoc e/e h

fewer soldiers in \ ietaam than two

igO Me cited statements by

both Nixon and Defense Secretar)

Laird indicating a willingness to

p up the bombings should

enemy activity in

Mmear also noted that the

problems of a peace in Vietnam

and greater unity of opinions

within the I'nited States were two

entirety different goals Yet Nixon,

he said is trvmg to achieve peace

at the same time he is attempting

MOthC domestic discord For

t Hi - Minear claimed that

Nixon s peace goals involve a

continued U S pretence, and

therefore the IS will probably not

tie out of Vietnam before the 1972

presidential elections

In regards to the panel

tcelmgs on the present peace

proposals Allen expressed doubt

thai negotiations would lead to an

,tt. peace settlement.

<cially since the secret

negotiations in North Vietnam had

ahead? been concluded Malpern

claimed that a peace settlement

must ' relv on the initiative of the

Inited States'. and that

abilities for a settlement

between the nations of Southeast

nations have been ruined by the

settlement.

Minear claimed that Nixon s new-

proposals were m effect an ad-

mission that negotiations in Paris

had broken down, and served

chiefly to defuse the war as an

issue in an election year By

presenting a peace plan, he said.

Nixon can now put pressure on the

National Liberation Front, and

increase the bombing Thus the

general outlook will be for more

ir.

In response to a question relating

to the war s effect on the South

namese people. Dr Allen I

environmental effects of defoliants

and the higher casualty rate

amonn South Vietnamese troops

now that Americans are leaving

other points brought out from the

audience were the possibility ot

continued action against the war.

and the effects ot the uar on I
v-

•nomic and foreign policy

The Groat Decisions program is

sponsored by Apple I
nips the

>al organization of the Orchard

Hill Area Government
The next panel discussion in the

ies. on February 9. will be on

the topic of "Japan. The Common
Market and the IS: Is A Trade

War Brewing
''

Ralph Nader Tries

To Organize Students

Halph Nader has in^ -
organizing students ever. ^P'™^1

from col iege students, Nader
volunteer *umme

J ™J
k
stXm and funded Public Interest

t^SZS^^*™*™ students were one of the

most vofal yet least effective groups in this country-student s interests.

X th£e of the consumers, have been criminally disregarded in the
iiKe inose u uic

which created their physical, social,
decision-makmg processes wruchi

cr ^^ ^

nTer^ipSnarX professional staff, students can create an effective

orgamzaViSn to>otect students' interests as students, citizens, and

C0
On

U
OctoDer l Joe Highland from Nader's office made a speaking tour

nft^roUeles in Western Mass.. encouraging the students to attend a

^*?%0&£Tto form a Western Mass. P.I.R.G. Since then.

Sty colleges in the area have been actively organizing the P.LRG

petU on drive. The money for organizing has been loaned to W.M,

P I R G by a five-college group called the Connecticut Valley Com-

mittee established by the Rockefeller Grant

Since that time WM.P.I.RG. has established channels to direct

students wishing to do public interest research. Contacts were made in

he facultTand a program developed. It offers a chance for students to

eUher work with people on a grass roots level, or do research through

which they car.educate people and work towards an end of perceived

injustices It offers the chance to develop programs and products and

warmth, and something of yourself.

The course will be a prelude to the research initiated next semester. At

this time the professional staff will be hired. The staff will be funded by a

refundable two dollar tax per semester for which there will be a petition

drive starting next Monday. With the aid of the professiona staff the

research students do will result in action, in such forms as articles, books

lawsuits, and lobbying Mr Don Ross, a lawyer from Nader s office, will

address the course on the methods of Nader-style research. There are

still vacancies in the course.

The P I R G people have been organizing at all twenty Western Mass

colleges The petition drive will begin next Monday with Nader's speech

Greenfield Community has already petitioned and was successful Mr

Ross stated that Nader was very optimistic about the chances of W.M.-

p I R G being established Mr Ross said that the Nader office believes

the students have great potential and seem very responsible

Maine
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Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

SMCOWHEGAN, Maine < \P>

Michael I) Stackpole. 18. of

("onnna was ordered held without

bail Wednesday on i charge of

murdrum: 8 lo year-old girl while

thr\ wore snowmobiling at St

Ubans Monda
District Court .Judge Edward N.

Merrill II continued until next

Monday the charge that Stackpole

murdered Roxannc Gilkey. whOSC

ImkIv with the hands tied behind

hack was found propped

.i^.unst a tree near a snowmobile

trail

Stackpole did not enter a plea at

his arraignment

He told the judge he had no

money to pay for legal counsel and

indicated he would like to have

attorn«'\ George Perkins of

Showhega" as tlls neieaae counsel

The |ndge ^-aid he would talk to

tvrkms and. in the event the

lawyer would not take the case.

would appoint another competent

attorney to defend the yowtn

Koxanne's body was found

Monday night after a RUM
eh i>> polue and voloateers

Ite Police said they wen told

that the girl had been seen with

kpole on a snowmobile earlier

m the day
I)r Irving Goodof, B Watervillr

pathologist and deputy chief

medical examiner in Maine,

performed an autopsy on the girl s

body and reported that death was

due to strangulation and exposure

The doctor said there

nothing in the post mortem
examination to indicate that

Roxannc had been molested

sexually. Michael was taken hack

to the Somerset County jail here to

await next Mondays second court

appearam I

St Albans is a small town about

10 miles cast of Skowhegan

MDC Classifieds Pay

Sean Connery
James Bond 007

Now in Campus I at 7:00 I 9:00

Diamonds
AreForever

Campus

Amhrrst Hadley Line

In Zaryr's

Shoppmq Center

DOLLAR NIGHT:

F very Monday
Everyone S I 00

©If* &*BBatlpxBtttB Battg fltolUgten

Theofficjof the DAILY COLLEGIAN son the second floor ot the Student Union

on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, J'P code 01007 Telephones S45

?5M> (news) 545 0344 (sports) 5*5 0731 (business)

Second class postage It pa.d m Amherst THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes

Monday throuqh Friday during the academic year, except during vacation, exam

periods or holidays Accepted for mailing under the authority of an act of March I.

1179 as amended by an act of June II. 1943 Subscription rates ar# $6 00 per

semester or S10 00 per year

STUDENT

DISCOUNT

CARDS!
Now On Sale

At Theatre

Bo« Office

la Campus II

At 7 15 * * 15

'Hoffman's
Per for
mance

Is sorperb

St

THE FRENCH
CONNECTION

DUSTI&M HOFFMAN

fS
Every Man Dreads the Day He Might

Be Forced to Defend His Wife & Home.
For David, Today is the Day.

Campus III

Daily at

7:0049:00

.-'JUV.PfMWAHS

Coming

Soon!
Dirty Harry,

200 Hotels.

Sometimes I

Great Notion.

Assoc. Provost tor special Programs. Kobert Woodbury, is shown

urging the PHASE II Action students to "get into a service dimen-

sion." (MDC Photo by Gib Fullerton)

Service Committee

Has Suggestion Box
By DEBRA MARR

Have you ever had a gripe about University services and didn't know

where to bring it or figured that it would never be listened to?

The Services Committee of the Student Senate has placed a suggestion

box at the information desk in the Student Union lobby. It is for

suggestions and complaints about such services as the Dining Commons,

the Infirmary, dorm living, the campus centers and parking Suggestions

for new services that the Senate can provide will also be welcomed.

By next week additional boxes will be located at the information desk

in the Campus Center, in the lobby of Hampden Dining Commons, in the

library, and in Whitmore near the cashiers office

The boxes will be checked about every other day. and the Services

Committee will answer all suggestions and complaints.

The committee also urges concerned students to attend the regular

Senate Service Committee meetings in Room 903 of the Campus Center

Mondays at 7:30 p.m. In addition. Senate committees are open to all

students; students with a specific interest in services or in any other

committee are urged to join.

No Offense Meant

The Collegian apologizes for

the Hamlin House article

which appeared in yesterday's

newspaper The second

paragraph which relates to the

Chadbourne residents has no

validity and should not be

taken seriously We apologize

for the derogatory references

made to the Chadbourne
residents in the article.

Tanker Reported Missing

'Action' Begins Phase II
By MDC STAFF

Thirty students are currently "in

training'' at the Northfield Inn as

part of Phase II of the University

Year for Action (UYA) program at

UMass. The federally funded
experiment involves ap-

proximately 8.7 million dollars for

1200 volunteers over a period of 16

months in selected schools across

the country.

During the four day conference

being held this week the students

are being instructed in their roles

as volunteers in social service.

They will work for one year in a

particular community agency and

earn 30 University credits for their

services.

At the conference workshops are

being held with agency
representatives from the

Belchertown State Training
School, the Urban League of

Springfield. Westfield Detention

Center and Genesis II. Other

projects cooperating in the

program are SALT, an ex-

perimental community
newspaper, and the Hampshire
county jail. Volunteers from Phase

I of Action are sharing their ex-

periences with the new par-

ticipants, hopefully to make their

program even more meaningful,

according to an Action spokesman.

Phase I began last fall when
UMass President Robert C Wood
successfully negotiated with the

federal agency to include UMass in

the UYA project

Acting Chancellor Randolph W.

Bromery told the Phase II

volunteers yesterday at dinner that

the most critical aspect of Action is

coming back to the University and

actually sharing with other

students and some faculty what the

volunteers have learned

"hopefully to direct University

resources so they will come to bear

more meaningfully on this State's

people."

Bromery asked the volunteers to

be aware of the total implications

of the Action program, both

positive and negative, so that they

can develop strategies that will

help the poor people at whom they

are directed. He urged severaj

times that these people should be

participating at the local level of

decision-making
"The existence of the Action

program makes possible an-

d . . .gives emphasis to the problem-

based approach to learning."

Bromery declared, also He was
echoing the sentiments of

Associate Provost for Special

Programs Robert Woodbury, who
spoke to the group earlier.

Woodbury said that Action

students "get into a service

dimension '. He sais he viewed the

program as a testing ground that

combines the academic component

NEW ORLEANS < AP> A 572-foot

tanker with 35 persons aboard was

reported missing Wednesday in an

area where smoke had been

reported,' and U.S. Coast Guard

aircraft and cutters began a search

for the vessel

A spokesman said the V A. Fogg,

owned by Texas City Tankers, left

Freeport, Tex . Tuesday afternoon

and failed to arrive on schedule in

Galveston Wednesday morning

The spokesman said an aircraft

in the area reported sighting a

column of smoke Tuesday af-

ternoon, but efforts to locate the

source of the smoke failed.

The Coast Guard was in the

process of suspending the search

for the origin of the smoke when it

received word of the missing

tanker.

The spokesman said the tanker

was empty except for two tanks of

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY—
SATURDAY

4:30 10:30p.m.

(except during
league play)

ot learning with field work.

"I'm not sure the Action model is

a good model ..but how do you put

these two things together?." he

asked.

Suggesting "resource linkages",

Woodbury said that the University

should share its resources with the

community, for instance in

computer service, and likewise,

the community should offer

somethings to the University,

making it a "two way street".

What both Bromery and
Woodbury emphasized was not to

have students use the Action

program solely for their own
benefit. They asked that the

volunteers bring other people into

the program, and also consider the

implications for where the

University could go. Future
directions in other related

programs should be considered,

Woodbury said, so that the idea

and its benefits will not die with

just the Phase I and II par-

ticipants.

Ruth W. Burgin, Director of the

Action program at UMass, ex-

pressed similar sentiments, saying

that the students should be very

aware that the program is ex-

perimental and being watched by

people everywhere, both hostile

and friendly. She was very ap-

preciative of the cooperating

agencies, she said.

The Action training session will

continue today on the theme of

human relations and community
resources. Announcements are

expected on the granting of ad-

ditional federal funds to the

program.

xylene, a benzene derivative which

is not considered highly explosive.

But there also were 18 empty tanks

which contained benzene residue,

and vapor from the benzene can

explode at very low temperatures,

the spokesman said

Ruth Bergen, at podium, addresses members of the federally

funded University Year For Action Program, held last night at the

Northfield Inn. in Northfield.

Court Voids Male Marriage

MANCHESTER. NIL <AP>
Superior Court Chief Justice

William Keller has broken up a

marriage between two Lowell.

Mass.. men
Keller ruled in Hillsboro County

Superior Court Tuesday that all

local and state records of the

marriage between Francis Mucka
and Neil Trudelle. alias Tina Marie

Trudelle, both 27. must be voided

The state Attorney Generals

Office acted in the case after

Nashua City Clerk Lionel Gilbert

said he discovered the pair had

taken blood tests in Concord after

they had failed to get married in

I»vvell. and had been married last

year by a Nashua justice of the

peace who didn't realize both were

men
The Attorney Generals office

argued that the marriage was

against the law and "public policy

of the state."

ALPINE

WINTER SALE
Skis - Boots - Poles - Bindings - Accessories

Women's Ski and Sport

Apparel Fine Lingerie

Hie 1 < ir"n *

HI » • Main St ' «

Empsall's Sport Shop

Laura Girard Shop

Starts Feb. 7

Ht-WJCireenSt.
NORTHAMPTON

Open 9 - 1 : 30 - Thurs 'til 9 p.m

.

JEAN SHEPHERD TONIGHT
Monday, Feb. 7 at 8:00 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

Ai3dvs oaDiw irn^
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ENROLTE TO DEBATE--MID-LLSTER MEMBER OF
PARLIAMENT MISS BERNADETTE DEVLIN ON HER WAY TO
ATTEND EMERGENCY DEBATE ON NORTHERN IRELAND AT
THE HOUSE OF COMMONS IN LONDON. TUESDAY. (AP)

Londonderry's Weekend

Victims Laid To Rest
LONDONDERRY. Northern

Ireland < AP) The dead of Lon-

donderry's Bloody Sunday were

laid to rest on a rainswept hillside

Wednesday while flames, ram
paging mobs and gun battles

plunged Ireland into more death

and destruction.

Hardly had thousands of

mourners left the Londonderry

gravesides when a howling throng

of 30.000 stormed the British

Embassy in Dublin and set it

ablaze with gasoline bombs.

A fierce firefight between British

troops and guerrillas erupted in

Belfast Army headquarters said

one gunman was slain the 234th

victim of violence since the grim

autumn of 1969.

Terrorist bombs blasted a path

of destruction through the Nor-

thern Ireland capital, shattering

automobiles and shops.

In Ixmdon, Defense Minister

Lord Carrington pledged before

the House of I^rds that Britain

would make no concession to

violence and terrorism in Northern

Ireland.

He said the British Army would

break up a civil rights march
planned for this weekend. It was a

similar march in Londonderry,

broken up by paratroopers, that

led to the deaths of 13 men and

teen age boys last Sunday.
I'nder skies as black as its mood.

Londonderry slumped into

mourning for Sunday's dead.

Shivering crowds, estimated at

10,000 people, packed narrow
streets and converged on the

hillside where 11 bodies were in

terred. Two victims were to be

buried separately.

The cortege wound its way
slowly from St Mary's Church

high in the Roman Catholic

Creggan district, to the cemetery

on a steep hill lashed by sleet borne

on the winds from Lough Foyle.

Commercial and business life

was at a standstill in the city where

40.000 of the 56.000 population are

Catholic. It was a civil rights

campaign by Catholics, a minority

to Protestants in Northern Ireland

as a whole, that first exploded into

violence in Londonderry 2 1/2

years ago
One woman was carried away,

overcome by grief, as the coffins

passed

icrrv Lewis Twin Cinema

C
1

Hamp Shopping Plaza (next toBigY)

Route 5. Northampton. 586-3200

BOGART CLASSIC
FILM FESTIVAL

I NOW SHOWING!

VgSleep
L'MPIIREY BOGART
LAI'RKN BACAI.I.

—Coming Attractions
Feb. 9 thru Feb. 15

TREASURE OF SIERRA
MADRE

Feb. 16 thru Feb. 22

KEY LARGO
Feb. 23 thru Feb. 29

PETRIFIED FOREST
Adults. ..$1.50 all week
Students. Mon. thru Thurs. $1 50
Children 50c at all times.
Westover Service Men...$1 00
Mon. thru Thurs.
Matiness every Saturday
and Sunday.
SPECIAL MATINEE rate for

adults ...$1 00

N.Viets Ready To Negotiate

When Key Conditions Are M
SAIGON (AP)-The Viet Cong said Wednesday it

could begin immediate discussion with the Saigon

government toward a political solution of the war if

President Nguyen Van Thieu resigned now and the

United States set a troop withdrawal deadline.

In calling for Thieu's immediate resignation a

national Liberation Front radio broadcast said

"Thieu and his oppressive machinery, instruments of

the U.S. Vietnamization plan," are the "mam ob-

stacle "to a political solution."

It said the United States, by setting a date for the

complete withdrawal of all aUied forces and giving up

all U.S. bases, could win freedom for the American

pilots held in North Vietnam.

The broadcast called these demands "the two key

points" of the National Liberation Front's seven-

point plan for ending the war. The front is the Viet

Cong's political arm.
The broadcast said that once these requirements

were met, the Viet Cong's provisional revolutionary

government-PRG would be ready to discuss

establishment of a national reconciliatory govern

ment" to organize elections and an "official govern-

ment" for South Vietnam. "If the two said conditions

could be agreed upon, the other problems could be

solved easily," the broadcast said.

The eight-point allied peace proposal disclosed by

President Nixon a week ago included a proviso that

Thieu would resign a month ahead of an election, with

a caretaker government to serve in the interim

It did not provide, however, for any dismantling of

the government machinery nor rule out Thieu as a

candidate in the election

Various Communist broadcasts and statements

have indicated that this is the most objectionable

portion of the proposed political solution, saying this

would be only a repeat of last October's one-man

election in which Thieu won a second four-year term.

The broadcast said that if the preliminary con-

ditions including Thieu's immediate resignation were

met. the National Liberation Front "will discuss

immediately with the Saigon administration the

setting up of a national reconciliatory government

composed of three parts to organize a general elec

tion to elect a National Assembly, set up a con

stitution and organize an official government for

South Vietnam."

Processing Of
Checks Spedup
WASHINGTON <\P>The

Federal Reserve Board adopted

guidelines Wednesday aimed at

speeding up the nation's check

processing system, saying it will

make it possible for Americans to

use deposited paychecks sooner

Another byproduct of the

system, when it becomes fully

operative in about a year, will be

that Americans will know sooner

when their checks bounce
The guidelines direct the board's

12 bank system and regional of

fices how to establish and operate

new regional clearing houses in

communities across the nation.

For individuals and businesses

making and receiving payments by

check, this new system will mean
earlier receipt of funds due to them
or earlier payment of funds they

are transferring to others, the

board said

Most payroll checks will be

cleared and employees will have

the use of their deposited pay
within a day after they put it in the

bank, the board said

Similarly, a check written to

pay a bill, or make a purchase, will

be debited within a day after the

check is deposited in a par-

ticipating area bank." it said

In Brief...

WASHINGTON < AP)-The Securities and Exchange Commission

moved Wednesday to tie the nation's stock exchanges into a single

central market system and to permit large institutional investors

to be members of stock exchanges.

LONDON ( APi-The dollar sank to new lows and the price of gold

rose to nearly $50 an ounce in Western Europe on Wednesday

Dealers said doubts were growing about the health of the U.S.

economy and some holders of dollars sought to get ridof them

WASHINGTON (AP)-The White House indicated Wednesday it is

willing to pare down its ambitious welfare-reform plan and settle

for an experimental effort like one suggested by Sen. Abraham

Ribicoff. D Conn

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class

Starts Feb. 7th. —
Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCE! REGISTER NOW
Tel. 256 6066

Campus Center Program Council

presents

ttffZiH
Thursday, Feb. 3

S.U. Ballroom

6:45 and 10 p.m.

$1.00

Now I know my ABC's, will thoro bo a job for mo? There will bo if you join tho 2-yr. IFROTC Program!!

— $100 monthly while at UMass
— Free flight lessons
— Deferment

— $9400-f- starting salary
— $15000-|- after four years— Challenging duty

CALL: 5-2437/5-2451

ComingHomeFromWorldWar II

TOKYO (AP) -Soldier Shoichi Yokoi came home
from World War II on Wednesday with his rifle, a

salute and an apology to Emperor Hirohito.

Rather than surrender to his American enemy,

Yokoi held out for the last 28 years in the jungles of

Guam. He was found there last Thursday, fishing for

his food. He is now 56 and this is his first look at his

homeland since the war.

"I have returned although I feel shame," he said.

"I've come back to report to the Japanese people

about the fighting and my experiences in Guam
because I don't know what wars we may encounter

again.

"I brought back the rifle entrusted to me by the

honorable emperor which I want to return. I want to

report that I am sorry I did not serve his majesty to

my satisfaction."

Yokoi was extended a hero's welcome as he walked

down the ramp from a jetliner that flew him from the

tiny Pacific island. It was his first visit home in 31

years, having been transferred to Guam from the

Manchurian front.

On Guam, Yokoi lived in a tunnel he dug in the

jungle undergrowth and survived on breadfruit,

coconuts, snails, rats' livers, shrimps and frogs. He
made his clothes out of tree barks.

He kept time by marking a tree trunk every full

moon. He stocked his cave with coconuts, which

proved invaluable during typhoons.

After his capture, Yokoi told officials he was aware

of Japan's surrender in World War II from leaflets

and newspapers scattered about the island. But he

refused to surrender. He obeyed the old imperial

military code to die rather than live in disgrace as a

prisoner.

Accompanying Yokoi back home were the ashes of

two of his wartime buddies-Mikio Shichi and Satoru

Nakahata-who died from malnutrition eight years

ago.

He said his first plane ride was like riding in a train

and the first sight of Mr. Fuji brought tears to his

eyes.

Asked what he thought of the war, Yokoi pounded a

table and said, "Japan lost the Pacific war because it

lacked arms, warships and planes and not because of

any lack of fighting spirit."

Yokoi, his eyes red from tears, told newsmen when
he recovers his health he will console the souls of the

war dead and visit families of comrades who died in

Guam.
From the airport news conference Yokoi was taken

to the Tokyo National Hospital where he will undergo

medical observation for some time before he returns

to his home town in Nagoya in central Honshu.

Yokoi has back pay of about 50,000 yen awaiting

him. At today's exchange rates this is worth $162. But

he already has received an outpouring of gifts and

cash donations that amount to more than $162,000.

BREAKFAST PRAYERS-President Ntxon has his eyes closed and

a hand to his head as he listens while Evangelist Billy Graham reads

from the Bible Tuesday at the annual National Power Breakfast in

Washington. Some 3.000 guests from around the country were in

attendance. (AP)

Hartke Accuses McGovern
Of Being A "Copy Cat"

Pay Hikes Asked For Teachers

CONCORD. N.H. (AP)-Sen

Vance Hartke of Indiana Wed-

nesday accused his Democratic

colleague from South Dakota.

George McGovern. a rival in the

New Hampshire presidential

primary, of being "a copycat.''

Hartke commented in an in-

terview shortly after McGovern.

campaigning in nearby Franklin,

proposed revamping the Social

Security system, and increasing

benefits by 20 per cent

A proposal to increase benefits

by 20 per cent. Hartke said, is part

of legislation he has drawn up

"He's a copycat." Hartke said,

repeating his challenge to debate

"any and all of the presidential

candidates on any issues
"

Hartke also maintained that he

was instrumental in "getting the

last 15 per cent increase passed"

two years ago He added that "all

the pending Social Security

legislation is mine
"

Hartke also said that he has

drawn legislation to increase

minimum Social Security

payments to $180 a month and to

eliminate wage limitations

Hartke. campaigning for votes in

the March 7 first-in-the-nation

presidential primary, said he

would spend 10 days in the state

and "I'll be asking the people who

is the real advocate of Social

Security benefits

BOSTON (AP)-Gov. Francis W. Sargent has

submitted legislation that would provide retroactive

pay increases to some 130,000 Massachusetts

teachers and other municipal employees who lost pay

as a result of the wage-price freeze.

The municipal employees were included in the

congressional exemption from the wage-price freeze

approved by the Cost of Living Council Jan. 27, but

specific restrictions in the Massachusetts municipal

finance statutes prohibited the payment of

retroactive pay to city workers.

Lt. Gov. Donald L Dwight announced the filing of

the special legislation Thursday. Gov. Francis W.

Sargent is vacationing in the Bahamas
The bill, which amends the municipal finance law,

drew the strong support of the Massachusetts

Teachers Association. MTA.
A spokesman for the association said the bill would

enable teachers to receive wages which were

withheld from their paychecks during 1971.

An MTA spokesman said about 50.000 Bay State

Teachers would be affected by the law and would

receive "an average of about $180
"

"That's a real "ballpark" figure, however," the

spokesman said.

"It is a matter of equity," Dwight said, adding that

municipal employees "should not be singled out as

solitary martyrs when other public and private

workers receive pay increases negotiated, but not

received, prior to the President's freeze in August
"

"It is perfectly clear that immediate action in

behalf of our teachers and other city employees is

easier than further delay, and. even more im-

portantly, it will be less expensive." Dwight said

"Immediate payment will result in considerable

saving of interest on the money due the teachers,

interest which a court might legitimately award," he

said.

MACLEAN
House Speaker David Bartley announced Thursday

the appointment of Rep. William G. MacLean, D-

Fairhaven, to the House subcommittee on Ethics.

MacLean replaces Paul Murphy, who resigned to

become presiding justice of the Roxbury Municipal

Court in Boston.

COLLEGES
Rep. J. Laurence Golden, D-Framingham, testified

before the joint Committee on Education Wednesday

in support of a bill he filed "to provide equal op-

portunity for public higher education" to all state

residents.

His bill proposes a combination of higher tuitions

and substantial financial assistance in the form of

scholarships, loans and employment.

Golden told the committee that inadequate tuition

rates at state colleges and the growing financial

problems of private colleges demand an increase in

the present $200 tuition charged by the state.

He said parents are being forced to send their

children to public colleges because of the high cost of

private education and state colleges are finding it

difficult to handle the student load at the present

rates.

His bill would have state colleges determine the

average cost of educating each undergraduate and

charge a tuition of between 35 and 40 per cent of that

cost.

Hampshin
CONCORD. NH (AP»Sen

George McGovern said Wednesday

night his performances in the New
Hampshire and Wisconsin

CORDS - JEANS - JERSEYS

reduction to

at the
70%

BASEMENT SALE

wear-else ?

primaries will probably determine

the fate of his campaign for the

Democratic presidential
nomination
Speaking informally to

newsmen, McGovern said. "We
can't get snowed in New Hamp-
shire and expect to rise again in

Florida." McGovern is entered in

both the New Hampshire and

Florida primaries.

He said, "I would certainly have

to finish no worse than third" to

have any chance at winning the

nomination
McGovern said that after New

Hampshire his next most im-

portant contest would be the

Wisconsin primary.

He said. "We no longer consider

the Florida primary as important

as it had once appeared because of

the fractionalization there." He
pointed out that nine candidates

are vieing for the Democratic

nomination in the Florida primary.

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council Presents

THE RIDICULOUS THEATRICAL COMPANY

BLUEBEARB

Jack Lent mon and Walter Matthau in

The Odd Couple
7 and 9 p.m.

Friday, February 4

Mahar Auditorium

only 50c

Sponsored by

the Newman Club

&•&*

FtlDAY, FEB 11th and SATURDAY, FIB 12th

Bowker Auditorium
( Stockbridge Hall, UMass., Amherst)

8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UMass Undergrade $1.50; Other Full

Time Students $2.50; UMass Faculty-Staff $3.00; General

Public $3.50.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE:
125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202

Remaining Tickets At Door One Hour Before Performance
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March 6 Is Number 1 ; It Loses

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1972

Draft Counselor's Corner

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

A member from the Draft Counseling Center Hats the lottery

numbers and dates before an anxious crowd in the Campus Center

yesterday afternoon (MDC Photo by Barbara Brecher)

WASHINGTON (AP) By rare

coincidence, March 6 drew No. 1 in

Wednesday's draft lottery and the

following day, March 7, No. 2,

putting men born those days in 1953

first in line for next year's callup.

In the safest spot with the highest

numbers were those born July 23

with No 365 and Sept. 9 with No.

364. But draft officials expect

draftable numbers to fall far below

the 125 of last year.

Draft Director Curtis W. Tan-

started the drawing by saying:

'We do not as vet know what the

draft call will be in 1973."

'Nor,'' he said, "do we know as

yet what the call will be for the

remainder of 1972, but we do ex-

pect calls to be lower than they

have been in recent years.'

Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

Laird has said there will be no calls

at least until April

In contrast to the first three draft

lotteries, there were no protesters

outside the Commerce Department

auditorium, where the lottery was

held

Inside the atmosphere was more

relaxed than in past years, ap-

parently because this could be the

last year for a lottery that counts

The administration hopes to

have an all-volunteer army by

June 30. 1973, when the current

draft authority expires.

There are plans to hold standby

lottery next year for those turning

19 in 1973.

One drum contained red cap-

sules with birth dates and the other

had the blue capsules containing

the numbers.

One capsule was pulled from

each drum simultaneously and

handed to two announcers who

called off the date with the number

of call.

Four young men and two women-

three whites and three blacks-drew

the capsules out. They are

members of state Selective Service

Youth Advisory Commissions in

Maryland, Virginia and Penn-

sylvania.

The drums were rotated after

each 20 draws, when the pluckers

were changed.

There was the usual suspense

waiting for No 1 to be pulled, and it

didn't come until the lottery was

almost over.

Stephen R. Hartley of Cum
berland, Md.. picked March 6 and

Robert E. McDonald of

Harrisburg. Pa . No. 1. That was

shortly after No. 2 was matched

with March 7 on the 271st draw and

No. 4 with April 21 on the 273rd

draw No. 3 went to Aug 3 on the

11th draw
The lottery Wednesday affects

only men turning 19 this year.

Selective Service Answers
Some Questions About The Draft

( Editor's Note: See Draft Counselor's Corner, page 7,

for further information.)

WASHINGTON <AP> Here are some of the

questions that 19-year-olds involved in Wednesday's

draft lottery might ask and the available answers:

Q What is the highest number expected to be called

m 1973°

A Draft Director Curtis W Tarr says he has no

idea now But it s expected to be far below last year's

No 125 Another factor is that the draft authority

expires in mid- 1973 and is not expected to be ex-

tended

y If I don t get drafted under this lottery what

happens
A You keep the number you received as long as

vou're exposed to possible draft, normally up to age

26. If you are not drafted next year and you are 1A you

drop into a less vulnerable category on Dec. 31 and

can't be called short of a major national emergency

such as World War III If you have a deferment and

keep it you would be vulnerable to a draft, if there is

one. in the year you drop the deferment

Q If I am drafted when might I be called

A You have to be given at least 30 days notice to

report

Q How do my chances in this lottery compare with

my chances if I had been in last year s lottery
°

A Your chances of being drafted are considerably

less

Q. What about the next lottery?

\ Plans are now to hold a standby lottery early

next year even thounh the draft authority probablv

Mill expire Plans at this time are to give the usual

mental and physical exams to men with low numbers

Q Are there any prospects for a Volunteer Army'

\ President Nixon is sticking by his promise of a

zero draft by July 1, 1973, and all sorts of lures have

come into being to try and achieve this There were

two pav raises for the military last year, especially

for low ranks The militan is trying to provide better

living conditions both for barracks and family

housing Many of the old chores, such as KP and

grass-cutting, are being turned over to commercial

operations

Q. Now that they are giving no more student

deferments what sort of deferment may I get

A The principal one is for hardship Also there are

deferments for those who join Reserve components

although some limits have been placed on this

Q. I do not have a student deferment although I am
in college and will graduate in June, 1973. If my draft

number comes up in January or February what

happens
A. You'll be permitted to graduate before being

called
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FLY SUPERCHEAP
NASSAU, From $179
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Summer in EUROPE, 1From $185

Fit.* Carrier Route*
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BL522
BLtl
BL47
BL612
BL421
BL427

Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian

B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B

S/22-4/27 SI SO

4/1-7/11 $147
4/7-9/12 $200
4/12-9/3 $200
6/21-8/29 $200
4/27-8/15 $200

$35
$35
S25
$25
$25
$25

$185
$202
$225
$225
$225
$225

z
o
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* Boston/ London/ Boston

Also available are Inter-European flights, rail passes, international student I.D.'s,

car leases, rentals, and purchases, and many more helpful travel services.

for more info., call ST EVE GERMAN, 253-3359

or

American Student Travel Association

27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
BOSTON, MASS. 02115

Tele: (417)534-2511,534-7843

Open only to 5 college students, faculty, staff and immediate families
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Those in previous lotteries will

keep their numbers until they are

no longer eligible to be drafted.

Tarr told newsmen the Pentagon
hasn't told him what the draft

needs will be because defense

officials may not know themselves

since so much depends on the

economy.
Part of this depends on the job

situation, since unemployment in

civilian life would induce men to

enlist. Military pay was raised

twice last year, especially for men
in low ranks and another increase

is in the works for next Jan. 1.

FCC Refuses
WHDH
Request

WASHINGTON (AP> -The
Federal Communications Com
mission refused Wednesday to

revoke or suspend its order telling

WHDH Inc. to turn over Boston s

TV Channel 5 to Boston Broad-

casters Inc. on March 19.

The commission said WHDH.
which has operated on the channel

since 1957, had submitted no new
contentions to support its request

m
DINSURGH

The Lottery-New And Old
By GILBERTJ. IALK

Yesterday was lottery day for

those born in 1953. From the

reactions I watched as the num-
bers were posted, it was both a

rude awakening and a time of

confusion. Hopefully, most of the

general questions can be answered
here and laid to rest. For those who
got their numbers in earlier lot

teries, perhaps some myths can be

dispelled

Numbers 72
(Kd. note-Well here they are. If you don't like it you know what to

do.)

WASHINGTON (AP) - Here is the 1973 drafi lottery calendar as drawn today for two

million men turning 19 this year

JANUARY: 1 150, 2. 328, 3 42, 4 28, 5 338,6 34,7. 111,8.206,9. 197,10.37, 11. 174, 12 126,

13 298, 14 341, 15 221, 16. 309, 17 231, 18. 72, 19 303, 20 161, 21. 99, 22 259, 23. 258, 24 62, 25

243, 26 311,27. 110, 28 304, 29 283, 30 114,31 240

FEBRUARY: 1 112,2.278,3 S4, 4. 68. 5 96, 6 271, 7 154,8.347,9 136, 10.361, 11 26, 12

195, 13 263. 14 348, 15 308, 16 227, 17. 46, 18. 11, 19. 127, 20 106, 21 316. 22. 20, 23 247, 24. 261,

25 260, 26 51, 27 186, 28 295

MARCH: 1 203, 2 322, 3. 220, 4. 47, 5 266,6.1,7.2,8. 153,9.321, 10.331, 11 239, 12 44, 13

244, 14 117, 15 152, 16 94, 17 363, 18 357, 19 358, 20 262, 21 30, 22 317, 23 22, 24 71, 23. 65,

26 24, 27 181, 28 45, 29. 21, 30 213, 31. 326

APRIL: 1 12, 2 108, 3. 104, 4 280, 5 254. 6 88, 7 163, 8. 50. 9. 234, 10. 272, 11 350, 12. 23, 13

169, 14 81,15 343. 16 119.17 183, 18 242, 19 158. 20 314, 21. 4, 22 264, 23 279, 24 362, 25 255.

26 233. 27 265. 28 55, 29 93. 30 69

MAY: 1 58.2 275, 3 166,4. 172, 5 292, 6. 337, 7 145, 8. 201, 9 276, 10 100, 11 307, 12 115, 13.

49, 14 224, 15 165, 16 101, 17 273, 18 98, 19 148, 20. 274, 21 310, 22. 333, 23 216, 24 246. 25.

122, 26 118. 27 293, 28 18, 29. 133, 30 48, 31 67

JUNE 1 15. 2 360. 3 245, 4 207, 5 23, 6 87, 7 251, 8 282, 9 83. 10 178. 11 64, 12 190. 13

318, 14. 95, 15 16, 16 32, 17 91. IS 238. 19 52, 20 77, 21 315, 22. 146. 23 212. 24. 61. 25 143, 26

345, 27. 330, 28. 53. 29 75. 30 142.

JULY- 1 39.2 297.3 109. 4. 92. 5. 139. 6. 132, 7. 285, 8 355. 9 179. 10 89, 11 202, 12.340, 13.

306. 14 305. 15 359. 16 74. 17 199. 18 121, 19 332, 20 33, 21 5, 22 286, 23 365, 24 324. 25 35.

26. 204, 27 60, 28 185, 29 222. 30 200. 31 253

AUGUST: 1 323, 2 27, 3 3. 4 313, 5 63. 6 208, 7 57, 8. 131, 9. 7, 10 249. 11 128, 12 198, 13

329. 14 205. 15 241, 16. 19, 17 8. 18 113, 19 106. 20. 162. 21 30. 22 140, 23 302, 24 138, 25 290,

26 76. 27 34. 28 40. 29 64. 30. 182. 31 218.

SEPTEMBER:! 219, 2 17, 3 226, 4 356. 5 354, 6 173.7. 144, 6. 97, 9 364, 10 217, 11. 334,

12, 43. 13 229, 14 3SJ, 15 235. 16 225. 17 189. 18 289. 19 226. 20 141, 21 123, 22 268, 23 296,

24 236, 25 291, 26 29, 27 248. 28, 70, 29. 196, 30 184.

OCTOBER: 1 215,2 128, 3. 103, 4. 79, 5 86. 6 41. 7 129.8. 157.9 116, 10.342, 11.319,12.

171, 13 269. 14 14. 15 277. 16 59. 17. 177, IS 192. 19 167, 20 352. 21 288, 22 191, 23 193, 24

256. 25 9. 26 78. 27 325. 28 327, 29 349, 30 346, 31 10

NOVEMBER: 1 107. 2 214. 3 232, 4 339, 5 223. 6 211. 7. 299, 6 312, 9. 151, 10 257, 11 159,

12 66. 13 124. 14 237, 15 176. 16 209. 17 284, 18 160, 19 270, 20 301, 21 287, 22 102. 23 320.

24 180. 25 25, 26 344. 27. 135. 28 130. 29, 147. 30. 134

DECEMBER : 1. 170, 2. 90, 3 56. 4 250. 5 31, 6 336. 7 267, 8 210, 9 120, 10. 73, 11 82, 12 85,

13 335, 14 38. 15 137. 16 187. 17 294. IS 13, 19. 168. 20 149. 21 80, 22 188. 23 252. 24 155. 25

6.26.351.27 194.28 156. 29 175. 30 281. 31 164.

Elvis Given Narc Badge
\\ \SII1M.TO\ (I.NSl Elvis

Preslev. the great rock singer

whose "defiant style helped signal

the beginnings of youth rebellion in

the middle fifties." has been given a

special honorary federal narcotics

badge by special order of

President Nixon

Deputy Narcotics Director John

Finlator" had invited Presley to

tour the Narcotics Bureau offices,

in hope of enlisting his influence in

Presley asked Finlator if he could

be given i Narcotics Bureau

badge Finlator explained that

unfortunately, that was im

possible

Flvis swallowed his disap-

pointment, but later, while

speaking to President Nixon, he

asked the President if maybe he

could arrange it Nixon said of

course and immediately had a

Narcotics Bureau badge ordered

for Elvis. In his excitement, the

singer hugged Nixon. When
Finlator arrived to bring Elvis the

badge, and promised to issue him

special "consultant" credentials.

Elvis was reportedly overcome

with emotion

We'd Like to talk

about your body.

So don't let bumps and dents

and scrapes spoil its looks.

BRING IT TO

NORTHAMPTON MOTORS

REPAIR and RODY

SPECIALISTS
in

VOLKSWAGEN
and

OTHER IMPORTS

Factory Trained Experts

*Body Collision Repairs
* Estimates
•All Foreign & Domestic Cars

•Insurance Work
•Towing Service

Factory Parts

CALL 584-8620
Free shuttlebus service for Amherst customers.

Call for details.

246 King Street

NORTHAMPTON

First, for those who got their

numbers yesterday:

None of you can be drafted

before January 1, 1973. This means
that you have nearly a year's

grace. It also means that the

maximum number reached this

year, 1972, has absolutely nothing

to do with you. Your draft is the

1973 draft.

It is impossible to make any

predictions about next year's draft

call. The election will be over, and

who knows what direction our

foreign policy will take then? You
can be sure that any probable cut-

offs announced by the Selective

Service will be padded by political

necessity. This is important Nixon

knows that all of you can vote, and

he doesn't want to announce high

draft calls until after the elections,

so keep this is mind when you read

official estimates of "safe"
numbers, to be perfectly safe,

anyone who received a number
below 200 should consult a draft

counselor to explore possible

deferments. There are qualified,

free, draft counselors at Draft

Counseling Services in 923 Campus
Center. There will be counselors in

John Adams Lobby from 7-10

tonight The Valley Peace Center

in the center of Amherst provides

free counseling If your number is

below 200. it would be to your

advantage to spend some time

talking to one of these people.

It is important to remember that

no matter how low your number,
there are legal alternatives to

going into the Armed Forces. So

even if you're a March 6 baby,

don't give up hope.

Now. for some general stuff for

everybody:
The number you get when the

lottery for your birth year is drawn
is yours for life It never changes

The following year is the first year

you can be drafted If you are 1-A

"and your number is called, you will

be drafted unless you manage to

flunk the physical If you are 1-A

and vour number is not called, you

Six Months For A Flag

BOSTON < AP)-The state Supreme Court said Wednesday that 21-year-

old Valerie Goguen of Leominster must serve out the remainder of a six

month jail sentence for wearing the U.S. flag stitched to the seat of his

pants.

The court upheld the conviction and sentence imposed in a Worcester

Superior Court trial on Goguen, who was arrested in January, 1971, on the

Main Street of Leominster and charged with showing contempt for the

Goguen contended wearing the flag on his pants constituted "symbolic

speech" and was protected under the First Amendment right to freedom

of speech.

The court did not accept that argument. It said in its ruling. "His

communication, if any. was so thoroughly inarticulate as to lack the

slightest redeeming social value."

Goguen. convicted originally in Ar~ ~ved eight days of his term in

Worcester County House of Corr WO uore he was freed pending a

decision on the appeal to the S- me <^ourt.

will be free. (You will also be

reclassified 1-H.) If you have a

deferment the call for that year

does not effect you in any way. You
retain your number. When you

finally become 1 A. the number
reached in that year is the one

which applies, not the one reached

the year you turned 20.

There's a lot of confusion about

this, so let's trot out an example.

Say I got my number in the first

lottery It was 150. I was first

eligible to be drafted in 1970. in

terms of age. but 1 had a defer-

ment So. even though they drafted

up to 195. I wasn't called. In 1971.

the call only went up to 125. so I

dropped my deferment in

December On January 1. 1972, I

automatically entered the second

priority group and became free of

the draft That's how it works,

folks Any questions Check with a

draft counselor for more ex-

plaining

Normally. I don't like to tell

people not to trust their friends, but

the draft is confusing enough

without subjecting yourself to

mythology, semi-accurate in

formation, and shared <un

derstandablei paranoia Draft

counselors are trained, try to keep

up with changes by reading the

regulations, (instead of newspaper

or Pentagon accounts of the

changes.) and are sympathetic

with your reluctance to discard all

or part of your life in the military

If you have questions, please, see a

draft counselor

PEACE

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

SENIORS

LAST
CHANCE
To Sign Up For

Senior Photos

In the Index Office,

S.U. 401

Make Your Mother Happy.

* .i
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The Sound Of Music

Though philosophically we disagree with the Ad-

minstration's rulings of two days ago with regard to a

spring concert, we are forced to recognize that they have

many valid points; points which we are unable to dispute.

The issues have been explained in depth in other articles in

the Collegian , so we won't go into them here. However, the

reasons for discouraging a concert of the caliber of last

year's held by Bowditch Lodge escape us.

It may seem that the problems associated with the

successful operation of a concert are insurmountable,

however, the spring concerts of last year were conducted

in an orderly and relatively problem-free manner. With

this in mind, then, we are strongly in favor of conducting a

concert comparable in size and talent as the one held last

spring.

According to Dave Poisson, last year's Concert Com-

mittee chairman, money is still left in last year's com-

mittee account. Skip Olmstead reported the amount to be

roughly 3,000; some $6,000 was removed from the account

recently for the purchase of the SES Company. It now

looks as though the Senate will not be buying SES, in which

case the monies would be returned to the account. If this

should happen, we suggest that the Senate return the

money to the Concert Committee for use in the production

of a concert this spring.

Questions have also been raised as to whether or not the

Administration has been leading on members of the

Concert Committee. It is felt by some, if not all, of the

members that the decision not to have a concert was made

long ago by the administration. This decision was not

reported to the committee in an alleged effort to prevent

appeals and re-negotiations on behalf of the concerts.

Although this may well not be true, we feel it is one of the

facts of the concert negotiations that warrants clearing up.

WASHINGTON -There is far more at stake in the

Howard Hughes-McGraw Hill-Life JJW"™
* ff*

than whether Mr Hughes did or did not sell his

autobiography for publication.

The American people, who have been reding from

one credibility crisis to another, are now- being asked

?o decide whether two of the most distinguished

publishing companies in this country or one of the

richest men in the world are telling the truth.

The evidence is strong on both sides. Howard

Hughes in his famous telephone interview says there

is not a shred of truth in it McC-raw Hill and Life both

insist they have the real thing and plan to go ahead

and publish the autobiography no matter what Mr.

"
ThTproblem for the public, which up until this time

has remained neutral, is that Mr Hughes is
;

such a

mystery man that we don't even know what he looks

like any more, and it's causing tremendous paranoia

in everyone's home.

For example the other night my family was wat-

ching the news, and suddenly Hubert Humphrey

came on the screen to announce he was once again a

candidate for President.

•You know." mv wife said, "it's funny, but I get the

feeling that that isn't really Hubert Humphrey.

How can you say that"" I said, looking closer at

the screen.

•Suppose." she said, "just suppose, that person

was Howard Hughes
"

•Impossible." I said "I know Hubert Humphry

That's his voice. Besides why would Howard Hughes

want to be Hubert Humphrey''"

'Nobody knows why Howard Hughes does things,

she said "It would be a perfect disguise for him.

Everyone would think he was locked up in the

Bahamas, and all the time he would be going around

the country making speeches and meeting people and

looking for new things to invest in."

i cant believe it." I said, with my face pressed as

close to the screen as 1 could get it

Well we all know Humphrey has no money. It's

very interesting that he would announce for

I 'resident right after Howard Hughes denied he had

sold his autobiography."

im sure it's just a coincidence. I said. You

have to come up with something more concrete than

Bv then Hubert Humphrey had faded from the

screen and after a commercial we were shown

films of Sheik Mujibur Rahman being welcomed in

Bangladesh by his supporters.

Mv wife said. "Did you notice his fingernails''

• What's wrong with his fingernails " I said.

They're short. Howard Hughes said in his press

conference that he had short fingernails."

•Lots of people have short fingernails. Wait a

minute. You don't think Sheik Mujibur Rahman is

Howard Hughes!"
Tm not saying he is. and I'm not saying he isn t

But look at his hair. Howard Hughes said he cuts his

own hair. The sheik looks as if he cuts his own hair.

to°
•You're going bonkers, I said.

•Well, why didn't he say that he wasn't the sheik in

the interview?"
.

The news program went to another commercial

and then gave an interview with Ralph Nader. I

watched my wife carefully Finally she shook her

head and said, 'No, he's too young."

The final segment of the show showed pictures of

Africa, natives dancing, drums beating and even

tually the camera closed in on Mrs. Richard Nixon

wearing a native dress and a towering headdress

My wife sat up in her chair and said. "Of course

Whv hadn't I thought of it!"

"My God." I cried "You don't think Pat Nixon is

reallv Howard Hughes''"

She just smiled "I'm not ruling it out. Everyone

knows the real Mrs. Nixon hates to fly."

lopvright 1»7:\ Los Angeles Times

Nathan Gorenstein

A Look At Nepotism
The University's nepotism policy has been involved

in a number of issues over the years, the latest being

the Salzman case at UMass Boston There have also

been indications that a similar problem is about to

surface here, so it was thought that a look at the past

and present trustees' rulings on nepotism would be of

value at this time.

First, in 1962 the University was granted autonomy

in certain areas by the Massachusetts legislature

one of these areas involved nepotism and hiring

practices Therefore the usual policy concerning

state employees is irrelevant to the University

system. We are only concerned with Trustee rulings

and decisions handed down by the Universities'

Presidents.

Starting back in 1963 under President Lederle,

Trustee on Faculty and Program and Study,

discussed the problem and agreed that because it was

becoming increasingly difficult to hire only one

member of a family, where both are academically

qualified for collegiate teaching

At a meeting of the Trustee Committee on Faculty

and Program of Study in December of 1963 nepotism

was brought up and discussed. The University

President, then John Lederle. explained to the

Committee that, "there is a growing difficulty in

hiring only one member of a husband and wife family

where both family members may be professionally

qualified for collegiate teaching. A basic problem is

to avoid hiring of such teams within the same

department, although exceptional circumstances

such as a Dr. and Madam Curie, might warrant

special consideration." The minutes of the meeting

then record "The president indicated that he may be

required to exercise discretion when confronted with

tenure proposals involving individuals in the same

family so long as their appointments are in different

departments. In view of the fact that we have a great

need for qualified faculty .it may be necessary to

decide these cases on an individual basis in order to

maintain the quality and continuation of certain

University programs
The consensus of the committee was the the

President should use discretion in handling this type

of situation
." In other words probably no members of

the same family would be hired by the University

except in "exceptional circumstances", no matter

whether or not they were in the same department

Also, the President of the University was given power

to do whatever he wished with each case

The committee then changed their name to the

Faculty and Educational Policy Committee" and in

June of 1967 again considered the subject of nepotism

It was stated that, "certain rare exceptions should be

made from time to time involving unusually qualified

husband and wife teams, both of whom are proven

scholars and both of whom have held professional

posts in other universities of quality This is

basically the same statement made in 1963. though

perhaps* could be interpreted as presenting a slightly

more favorable attitude towards the hiring of

husband and wife teams in the same department No

mention was made of husband-wife teams working in

different departments.
Now we have the Trustees latest statement, as of

December. 1971 What follows is not a policy

statement, but a motion that was voted on and passed

by the entire Board of Trustees.

While the statement doesn't mention nepotism it

does say. "that the principal criteria for decision

s...shall be demonstrated qualifications for, or

performance of the duties and responsibilities of the

position involved."

So what we have is a statement that a husband and

wife team not be employed by the University except

in the case of academic excellence on the part of both,

and a motion that says performance should be the

basic factor in any decision concerning the hiring and

firing of University employees The two statements

seem to create an ambiguity that, as has been seen by

recent events, needs clarification.

A Good Student ; The New Critic

( Editor's Note: This is the fourth in a series

on Teacher Evaluation.)

Bv MCK APOSTOLA
The history of Teacher Evaluation

programs on this campus, and almost any

other campus, is one of student initiated

programs They were started by the hands

of students and died when they lost interest

or graduated, as every good student does.

The first was a very silly evaluation that

appeared in the College of Arts and Sciences

in 1959 What they did was to write essays

about the faculty; it was sketchy and not

very reliable. It died a slow death in about

two weeks
In 1%4 Mark Cheren, another student,

started a subjective evaluation booklet; it

was called "Critic." What they did was to

publish essays compiled from comments

made about a teacher by his students There

was no statistical analysis conducted, so

there could be no guarantees about the truth

of the evaluations; but they were something

to guide the students The program lasted

for about two years until Mark Cheren left,

when it died

That was the last heard about Teacher

Evaluation until Tom Filmore was ap-

pointed Chairman of the Academic Affairs

Committee in May of 1970 At that time he

set out to establish an evaluation system

that would be reliable and that students

could use for information.

Filmore started out by holding meetings

to get a staff He held four meetings, with

three people showing up at each; a friend

who was also working on the experiment,

and the Collegian reporter who was very

interested. After those enormous successes,

he decided that the only way he was going to

get a staff was if he hired one. It was at this

point that he asked and received from the

Provost enough money to hire a staff.

Filmore had already been given money by
the Student Senate to operate the Office and
to publish a book.

He developed his own form and started

evaluating sections in the fall of 1970. The
Office of Teacher Evaluation continued until

this semester when students again have
decided to discontinue the service. The
reason this time is that the Academic Af-

fairs Committee has decided that it is about
time that the Administration take over what
they should have been going all along. It

should have never been the responsibility of

students to initiate an evaluation program of

the faculty hired by the Administration

This is not to say that they shouldn't ask the

student what they think of the faculty; there

is no other way of evaluating teachers ex

cept to ask the ones being taught

The students have started the program,

and now it is time for the Administration

and the faculty to follow up The Ad

ministration should be finding the money

and hiring the staff to operate a large and

efficient office, something that this will

demand. And the faculty should stop trying

to block evaluation and should start trying

to make an Office of Teacher Evaluation

and Improvement work. It is in their bes

interests. They should work to achieve what

will be of use to them rather than have

something which is of use to no one imposed

on them.

Editorial Points
Vote -it's only four more If there were no that there

voting days until 1984.
*****

Philosophical Quirks

Some people are good

because it comes high to be

otherwise.
*****

If you persist in trying to

attain what is never at-

tained. ..in reasoning about

what cannot be understood,

you will be destroyed

would be no "this"

I! there were no "this'-there

would be nothing for all these

winds to play on

Enough! Enough!
Early and late we meet the

"that" from which "these" all

grow.
*****

Wouldn't you rather run

And seek your own little living

Uncaged?
_£*J

Last Week

Letters To The Editor

Two Way Street

To the Editor:

To say that I, along with other students that I have

talked to, was disappointed to hear the news about the

spring concert would only serve to corroborate

UMass' nickname as a "hotbed of apathy." I was

outraged to hear Dr. Gage's concern for his little

concrete baby. Alumni Stadium is not made out of

paper mache and will surely survive through a

concert. . „
What I really find difficult to believe is that after

being FORCED to pay. like every other first year

student, a $10.00 Physical Education Fee, and the

"Athletic Fee" <paid by all studen's) among many

other indirectly related fees, I. as a student, am being

refused use of the very facilities which I support, but

otherwise never use.

As far as I can tell, a very well planned proposal

has been presented to the administration. It is not a

privilege to be allowed occasional use of the facilities,

as Dr Gage seems to think It is our right to use. in a

responsible manner, what we help to support Our

Secure The Heads
To the Editor:

.

This is in response to the recent decision to all but

abort the possibility of a spring concert

The "most effective means of security ,
as

suggested by Mr. Scanlon, was one "similar to a

technique used by U.R.I. A pattern using three police-

bound perimeters must be passed through in order to

gain entrance to the stadium " The first proposal

called for an "outer snow fence on the north and south

sides of the ten foot barbed wire fence surrounding

the stadium, along with a security patrol awaiting

and expecting climbers..."
.

Its nice to see that the impression imprinted upon

the UMass student is not offensive Anyway, with

such meticulous strategy, it seems that the question

of security has been taken well into account

Dr Gage also stated that such a concert would only

give the campus a name, whether good or bad And

what of if I, for one, would be proud to say that

UMass is holding a spring concert, which I also

believe would take place in good taste

Therefore rather than let the students show what is

often called student apathy. I ask for your support in

favor of Bill Staton and company in continuing their

work on this issue
Bob Kitchen

support for facilities is not voluntary, it is obligatory

The administration's cooperation on their use,

therefore, should also be obligatory.

Howard L. Levin

Play It Again

To the Editor:

As today's college students social views are

changing, so are those of campus Greeks who are

unjustly cast as "cliquey," "rah-rah." etc. The ratio

of Greeks to Independents has decreased con-

siderably in the past few years, but those involved in

the Fraternity-Sorority system truly appreciate and

derive much from the Greek life style The novelty,

status, and social security no longer exists as in the

DclSt

Being a Greek is an opportunity to be involved, to

live and enjov times with people who will identify

with one another, while they express themselves as

the individuals they want to be and remain.

Being a brother or a sister means establishing

relationships with individuals having streaks of

common traits AND differences Creek living is a

kind of communal living based on the meaning of

people as well as exchanges and Hell Week True, all

of the ideals of love, friendship, and unity are not

always upheld because we are human and at times,

can disappoint each other Realizing this and coping

with it is a lesson in living

The Greek Rush deserves a good look and a fair

chance by many students on this campus You may

start thinking that you cant always believe

everything you hear
Joyce Kacoyanis

No Way
To the Editor: _ , .

It was nice. Well, it was O.K. The food was

generally bad. but what can you expect At least,

thank god, it was quiet. Blissful, relaxing silence^

Sigh Indigestion is a fair price to pay for a quiet meal

at days' end Few people were there-something had

to be done to increase patronage-better food
.
n

Progress!! A bar!!!! Cocktails by the pitcher

Slurp Slurp. Two (2) television sets. Dark lights

Money is rolling in!! A successful experimeirt. But

last night, even more progress -a 12 by 12 FOOT 1VV.

screen blaring the news out through auditorium size

speakers. Wonderful. Of course the two (2) sets in
,

the

•bar" were blaring out also-on different channels of

course Of course. Media, media All sorts of media

bouncing off the Potatoes O'Brien, and the meager

deli sandwiches, etc. Constant stimulation. More

Hrocrcss
Farewell Blue Wall-or did they change the name

100
Elliot Soloway

British army - 13; Demonstrators - 0. That was the score after Sunday s

demonstration in Belfast, Ireland. Foreign troops, occupying a subject

territory, ostensibly to keep the peace, while murdering the civilian

population. Shocked calls for an impartial investigation by those

ultimately responsible. An unpopular government, tied hook line and

wallet to a foreign imperialist power. Independent political and mi itary

organization progressing along parallel lines among the subject

population. Sound familiar? i„„„v,;«« »w«
The British army claims to have come under fire before unleashing the

barrage Sunday that left the street littered with 13 dead and 16 wounded-

aflTrish. Only the army heard the sniper fire. Why were there no soldiers

killed in the alleged surprise attack" Apparently British soldiers are

trained to detect sniper fire in much the same way as the Ohio national

gU
Ra?her than having thrown back the struggle of the Irish people

Sundays massacre has steeled the population m implacable resistance to

internment, to British occupation, to the Stormont government, and to

British rule Former Irish moderates and liberals have, due to the

inevitable advance of historic circumstances, become embittered

lighters for Irish freedom As in American history, when the reform

slogan of "No taxation without representation" gave way under

frustration and political pressure to the revolutionary Declaration of

Independence, the Irish people have been welded, by the intransigence

and brutality of the British government, into a concerted force, bent on

"suSX STtaSSSS was a grim sequel to events in Rhodesia last week

The government of Ian Smith, in council with the British, attempted to

impose an indefinitely extended legal sanction on racist white minority

domination. Another imperialist effort to "win the hearts and minds of a

colonial people ended with death of many resisters

The victorious people of Bengla Desh are beginning to rebuild, but the

political-military situation remains tenuous The Indian army is still

there and shows nosigns of leaving. The first act of Sheik Rahman, he

recentlv released leader of the Awami League, was to call for he

disarmament of the Mukti Bahini (Bengali liberationforces >
If

_

the

Bengali people support the Awami League, then what has the Sheik to

fear" Thepeople of Bangla Desh are understandably angry
;
the captured

West Pakistan soldiers were aUowed to maintain their arms; the Indian

army is of course, well armed; and most of the present Awami League

government spent the war in India, sipping tea while in consultation with

the Indian government The demand that the Bengalis disarm allows the

capitalist press to characterize any resistence to disarmament as left

wing extremist terrorism", thus justifying any proposed repressive

measures The plight of the Bengalis is not over

The mass slaughter of the Vietnamese, Cambodians, and Laotians goes

on The bombing continues But the incredible resistance of those people

grows Their heroic determination and absolute confidence has never

been shaken Their historic example is being followed in Ireland. Bengla

Desh. Rhodesia. South Africa, Latin America. Ceylon and Palestine

From Newark to Cairo. Ill . America is hearing the rumble Lnsuccessful

attempts to imprison a spirit are made from the "tiger cages of South

Vietnam to Palo Alto, California .i^^rfih.
It is extremely difficult in a brief editorial to give even a glimpse of the

wide and expanding world revolution Columns to follow will deal with

some of these events in greater depth But for now. a quick overview

should give cause at least for thought; thought on the role of US
capitalism in world politics, and the tasks that places on us. _ here in the

heartland of imperialism It is. here at UMass, deceptively quiet

Talk to me my Queen

I've sat to hear you purr.

Your constant prowling to "no" fro'

entranced me years and years ago

When you stop to stare beside me.

Are there thoughts within you that don't show'

1 swear, you act as though you're waiting

lor an answer, the quest ion how to ash you do

not know
impatiently implying that it's I who

fails to understand the wheretor

of the star crossed eyes withm your head,

and how for years they manage still to glow

Set aside my words and fill my mind

with thoughts of softly singing morning birds

Dear feline, so gently soft fur lined,

reveal to me the bible in your heart

If the world leaves no place where to go.

tell me first .I'll be the first to start

anew
III search behind your searching yellow yes

I'll search behind your searching yellow eyes

for some tapping, hearlly beating, wordless

code

ill crack the door a bit to let the breeze

to rush upon us and around us as it ft ies

You will stop your prowling long enough to

stare at me impatiently and ask me why

I'll wonder what you're thinking ot. but

turn away in my frustration, in my foreign

deafness, in my false disguise

Lost beginning happiness will hang

suspended there between us, waiting

to begin, to ask us why
How we will to answer, we'll just

turn and stare, I, prowling, purring, you

Talk to me my Queen.

I will take your soundless words and

paint them endless pictures on my eyes

Photographs to ponder in my sleep...

Shredni Vashta

Stories with their meanings much too deep

The times and how you pace will

now or later enter into all the

problems that we always somehpw seamed

to 'ail to 'ace

Weren 1 we once together thinking how your

thoughts might possibly be sheltered

from without us from within, and how

the spaces m the walls that were your

cageon home might must as sure be filled

with emptiness that steals the soundless

words that hopelessly Begin to Moat to me,

but don't because they're caught among

the branches of some spider's web'

Nothing you say is bound to incite me
the way your eyes do invite me
Might you be sleepwalking, emptily

sleeptalking talk to me my Queen.

Sleep till my wanting bram

I've never been more tired more alone

more content to sit before your throne,

and watch you while you prowl, and

watch me while I watch you while you purr

Listen. Shredni vashta. while I speak your

lonely name how long do you plan to keep me

locked outside your cageon home'

Mow long do you plan to keep me
outside o' the glow within your eyes'

When, if ever, do you plan to

talk to me my Queen'

When, if ever, will you please

release me from your side'

When will l be let into your confidence

enough to let me understand

your presence in my pacing mind...

your meaning in my life?

I used to sit What hours disappeared

along the way Before the start o» every day

before the shine or endles.. rain,

id dress but starve my self, and Sit with you

to feed my selfless bram
Clouds might hide the sun or not.

there is no sun as far as I m concerned

I'm up before it's up on one side,

I'm down before it's down the othar. .

m and out and m before it 'sou* again

My stool is wom to rocking on one side,

the endo' which your cageon home now hides

Were it tipping to and fro'.

the listing toward each changing.

the changing o« the pacing where you go,

I'd roll my head to left and right,

my eyes reflecting yours behind their glow

Whatever happenings within you,

I'm sure my mind will let me know

Were you listening yesterday evening

when i asked you of your name?
Shredni vashta is peculiar

unique withm its godly Irame

Tell me how you came before me,

how you're me while I not am
l somehow feel atone without you,

as if I really am not here.

Could it be quite possibly

that you art but a part of me?
Or lust an early destination

someone l shall soon become...

a premature reincarnation?

The pacing that you do. will II

The sun I do not see, will you'

The yellow from your shining, searching eye

Will my sun become that yellow glow?

Must we be but halves unknown

until one or the other's gone'

Can our secrets not be shared

til one o» us is left, atone'

Answer, please, these pressing thoughts

Please talk to me my Queen
T David Barrett
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UMass Student Found Guilty

In Counterfeit License Case
. .. » Hprisinns.

NORTHAMPTON - A 20-year-old University of

Massachusetts student and a Northampton

teenager were both found guilty on possession of

counterfeit license charges Tuesday in Nor-

thampton District Court in connection with this

States first color photo license counterfeit ring.

Special Justice Raymond R. Cross imposed a $200

fine and six-month sentences to the Hampshire

County House of Correction on Kevin Monarty, 18,

of 8 Fourth Ave., Northampton.

Philip F. Riley of Lowell, a UMass junior, was

fined $300. n
The cases of UMass sophomore Michel? u.

Cunningham of Revere, charged with counterfeit

license possession, was continued to Monday

Riley was bound over to the Hampshire County

Grand Jury on charges by UMass Police of

possession of marijuana and possession of

marijuana with intent to sell.

Moriarty had his probation revoked on charges ot

breaking glass and assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon and was ordered committed to

the county jail for 9 months.

They both said they plan to appeal Judge Gross

decisions.

Riley's girl friend, Janet W. Friedman, a UMass

sophomore from Brockton, pleaded guilty last

month to four complaints of making counterfeit

licenses in District Court and received suspended

concurrent six-month sentences to the Hampshire

County House of Correction.
.

Riley and Miss Friedman were both arraigned in

Court on Nov. 28 while Miss Cunningham was

arrested a week later by members of the

Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles special

investigation section headed by Carl J. Catalano.

The investigation and subsequent arrest came as

the result of a month long investigation. All three

UMass students lived in John Quincy Adams dor-

mitory on the university campus.

Miss Freidman admitted that she made the

licenses for the procurement of alcoholic beverages

and not for pure profit.

Catalano said the Registry was in favor of a

suspended sentence because the.e was no real

evidence that the licenses were used otherwise than

for illegal procurement of liquor.

(Reprinted from The Springfield Union)

i said they plan to appeal juuKc uiw»

S.W. Assembly Establishes

Community Relations Board
HMwrins". This category in tenant and landlord a

B> CHRIS WEST
A Southwest Community

Relations Board and the Univer-

sity's policy of damage
replacement were the main points

discussed as the Southwest

Assembly had its first meeting of

the semester last Tuesday night

At the beginning of the meeting.

Charlotte Newell was elected to the

post of treasurer, succeeding Lon

Dexter, who resigned Previously

Pat Zuch had been elected to the

position of treasurer to replace

Cindv Hopkins, who also resigned

The Southwest Community
Relations Board, according to the

dangering" This category in-

cludes throwing objects from

dorms, especially the towers,

improper use of BB guns, pellet

guns, air guns, firearms, knives,

and other weapons, fireworks, the

taking of screens off windows,

hanging objects out of the win-

dows, and theft of University and

personal property

The list is not limited to these

cases and also includes all

behavior potentially injurious to

the health and safety of the

members of the Southwest com

munity
The Assembly in later business

tenant and landlord and to fund

community development
programs

Montague Opposes Boston

Garbage Dump Disposal

and Boston wants to put a dump in our wa^ »2^J^iec^en of

that
" says Joseph E. Bonnette, Chairman of the Board of selectmen oi

tessaSSSEHsss
^Zwew'ofea^ten, Massachusetts, the idea is great Boston.would

asw^gssssgaassRia
threatened The town has organ zed against the threat, tney nirea ur

tSSSASiSShSS features and are£*£**-»«•

Quality <CEQ> has copies of the petition
yuaillV H-E*y iMi» tupito w« «...~ i

Pres. Wood To Participate

In Minority Problems Forum
,, _^._.: .nritMintniin Kaiser, chairman of t

m*=k sas,="is-a'x
permanent membership of three

undergraduate residents, one

Administrative Services
representative, one Director's

Office representative and one Staff

representative

The people collectively will be

accorded the status of an in-

dividual living in Southwest,

therebv being accorded all the

rights and privileges this position

has
The functions of this board as

conceived would be many and

varied Among the functions would

be for the SwCRB to act in the

person of its six permanent

members as an ombudsman who

will hear complaints or

suggestions from any member of

the Southwest community af-

fecting personal or community

welfare The board will be able to

^pond in a community relations

fashion to UMM complaints and

suggestions and it can make ap-

propriate referrals where the

matter is best addressed

elsewhere.

The board will refer to the South

west judiciary the cases falling

under the heading of "En-

UlMUft
TONIGHT ON 91 1 FM:

7:00 p.m. News
7 30 pm JOB MATCH this

program provides a vital ser

vice to people who either need a

job or want people to work for

them in the Amherst/Western

Mass area j

8:00 p.m. CYCLEBREAKER
Tonight s program will feature

an interview with Larry Dye

from the University's con

troversial JOE Opportunity

Program, (one hour)

9.00 p.m. MARC'S BLUES Marc

Dashevsky is your host for two

solid hours of blues

11:00 pm. News
11:30 pm. Carol Wiik Show good

sounds till 3:00.

authorities demanding the

replacement of all broken or

damaged articles in the dorms as it

is University policy that

retribution for damages by

students must be immediately

paid, but the University does not

fix the damage equally as fast

During the meeting the

Assembly also voted to subsidize

the silver smithing colloquium to

be held in George Washington

lower
In earlier meetings the

Assembly passed a bill that called

for the recycling of the tremendous

amount of paper that the group

iis«s It also passed a bill which

brought into existence the South

• Tenants Association The

members of this organization are

all the people living in Southwest

Its purpose is to s.-rve as a

negotiating body for rents, to

promote the community in South

u.st. in serve <i> a liason between

CAMBRIDGE <AP> A

national forum that will focus on

the problems of blacks and other

minority groups will be held at

Harvard University April 5-.. it

was announced Wednesday

The conference, aimed at

restructuring national priorities to

meet the problems, is expected to

draw 500-700 persons, including

national and community leaders in

education, law. employment,

housing, health and com-

munications

The forum is being sponsored by

the 13-member Black

Congressional Congress. Har

vard's Institute of Politics and four

newspapers
The invitation to the conference

reads:

"Black America and White

America are more separate and

more unequal than ever The

American Dilemma is not a relic of

history It deeply disturbs our

present and is a grave menace to

our future

"Neither blacks nor whites can

afford to let the dilemma MfM
We must c-ontmue to talk about it.

l0-c.ll attention* N and to try to do Ka^. c^rman^of the^of

Th^BTa'ckSgressional Caucus Robert Wood, president of the

will present pos.Vion papers which University of Massachusetts; the

wil ser^e as the takeoff point of Jesse

the forum
Among those who have said they

will participate are: Dr John

Knowles. president-elect of the

Her Foundation Edgar E

president of the newly formed

People United to Save Humanit>

and Ramsey Clark, former at-

torney general of the United

States

JOE COCKER • LEON ROSSELL

"Mad Dogs and Englishman"

in color

includes concert at Fillmore East with Rita Coolidge,

Space Choir, and Cocker's travelina band

SAT. EVENING — FEB.

5

IMAHAR AUD. 6:30-8:30-10:30

i ri4r

*/3

m
"RrtSew

Prime Ribs Steak Seafood

LUNCHES beginning Monday, February 7

Monday Friday 11:30-2:30

DINNER HOURS
Monday Thursday 5.30 N

i

p.m.

Friday and Saturday 5:3<

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS 7
get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

TEKUA INSURANCE AGENCY

Sunday

COCKTAILS

529BELCHERTOWN RD

4-9p.m.

Entertainment Now
Featuring — Jan Carritt

( Rt. 9 between Amherst and Belchertown) 25A-8551

( sorry, no reservations)

„jd downtown Spfld p»rkmg hMd»ch«» in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE
Opp Century Shopping PUli! Free parking for owr 100 e»r»»

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST
Next to P.O

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N'hamp Jr College

L

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL OR
On North South Mwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST. . . . Next to Holyofce Nat'l Bank

UMass
Fine

Arts

Council Presents

Thursday, February 3

BERLIN PHILHARMONIC OCTET ;„*.,***. s ,.•»

Reserved Tickets: $1 - 3.50

125 Herter, Tel. 545 0202
*

YOUR MONEY'S WELL SPENT AT AlCke* Ke*t

SAVE 40% on your

CI I 11C Devel°Ped

I ILIflW and printed

j*

Mlr's. IIJf

ALBERTO

BILSBM

$118
1
12 OZ.

Mfr's. $1.2?

Mfr's 89c

Jergens

HAND

LOTION

53°

Johnson

BABY

POWDER

78 c

14 oz.

Mfr's. fl.lf

; oz.

Gillette

FOAMY
SHAVE

69'
11 oz.

FREE
With This

Coupon Only

Tuba
Mint flavor only

Free! Coupon

Mfr's. $1.5*

Listorino

Antiseptic

MOUTH WASH

20 oz. family siza

Mfr's. 8»<

BR0M0
SELTZER

53°
2 5 8 oz.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
29' Scratch Pad Tablet 1 8

29' Legal Tablot small

49* Ruled Tablot 6 x 9

59' Typing Papor 8 1/2 x 11

22

Jf
42

39" Stono Noto Book 6x9 26

c

e

49* Envelope* ioo's

39* Air Mail Envelopes

59' Envelopes

33 c

3F1
99' Filler Papor 8 x 10 1/2 300

39' Rubber Bands

48
26^

WE DISCOUNT OVER 3000 ITEMS EVERY DAY
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McGovern
CONCORD, N.H. (AP)-Sen. George McGovern

broke from the Democratic presidential gate first,

but finds himself running with the field as the track

comes into view.

In a poll copyrighted by the Boston Globe last

month, Sen. Edmund Muskie outstripped McGovern

by 65 per cent to 18 per cent.

The poll was made by the Becker Research Corp.,

which telephoned 945 New Hampshire residents who

said they planned to vote in the March 7 primary.

"1 really wasn't too surprised by it," McGovern

said Wednesday. "I'd say, as far as polls go, it wasn t

too far off. , . .

•But I don't think polls are of much use in

primaries. In general elections, though, they re

usually pretty close to right."

In the Globe poll, Los Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty

received 6 per cent, Sen. Vance Hartke of Indiana one

per cent and under-aged candidate Edward Coll of

Hartford. Conn , one per cent.

Other candidates received one per cent and 8 per

cent said they were undecided.

Asked if Sen Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts

had indicated any support for him McGovern replied

lightly, 'Well, he just gives me free advice.

He said he did not expect Kennedy, who has been as

busy removing his name from primary ballots across

the nation as the battery of Democratic contenders

have been trying to get their names on, to mak* any

support statements before the convention in Miami in

JU
McGovern restated his opposition to continued high

spending on the space program. "I think that mone>

should be diverted to more pressing needs, such as

cleaning up pollution and creating transit systems in

the cities," he said. . .„__

He referred to the space shuttle program recently

endorsed by President Nixon as "an unnecessary

frill" of the space program.

McGovern was to leave New Hampshire Wed-

nesday night for Chicago.

ALL WOOL A YARD WIDE...AND A QtARTER-MILE LONG-By

the time he realized what was happening, this truck driver for the

Bridgewater (Vt.) Woolen MUI had left a quarter-mile trail of plaid

wool in Ludlow. It was quickly collected, however, and the loose bolt

restored to the truck. (AP)

Welfare Department

$18 Million Richer

fathers to support their welfare children, according to John R. Thomp-

son western Massachusetts regional supervisor for the department s

^Kmp^on sa,d Tuesday the $17 million was collected in
,

the four

western Massachusetts counties last year : $1.8 million ,n Hampden.

$740,000 in Berkshire. $280,000 in Franklin and $220,000 in Hampshire.

•Were out to get nonsupporting fathers to support their families. It s

as simple as that," said Thompson.

He sliid when the crackdown began in July 1970, there were 1.250

fathers .n the four western counties contributing support to children

receiving additional welfare aid Today, he said, there are 3.350 fathers^

He said 145 AFDC Aid For Dependent Children cases representing
_

a

total cash outlay of $35,000 a month, have been closed out due to the

Cr

He
k
irmated that 80 per cent of all AFDC cases could Removed from

the rolls if father were caught and made to pay That would mean 8.000 of

the 10.000 AFDC cases in western Massachusetts

He predicted that savings to taxpayers would be tripled over the next

few years, due to the support unit's work, resulting in a $40 million

S3 vine

Representative of the amounts collected from nonsupporting
;

fa.then

he said, were $371 .818 repaid in Springfield last year. $199,235 in Pittsfield

and $160,000 in Holyoke

He said under a new state law. the department does not need per

mission to go to court to force fathers to pay. Most of the collected

payments are coming as the result of court orders for support and back

layments.
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Tonsils Tied In Red Tape

MADISON. Conn. (AP)-A 19-

year-old Air Force enlistee says

he'd been trying to get rid of his

tonsils for the last four months, but

all the Air Force does is tie them up

in red tape

Airman I.e. Michael R. Dyer of

Madison went to Westover Air

Force Base in Massachusetts

Tuesday in his latest attempt to

have his tonsils removed. This

time, after a call to his

congreeman, he thinks he may be

successful.

It started. Dyer says, during his

12-month tour of duty in Southeast

Asia as an Air Force welder After

nine months in Vietnam he went to

Thailand and was soon

hospitalized. He said at one point

he was unable to swallow water

because of swollen tonsils.

Dyer says he was given penicillin

and a recommendation for im-

mediate surgery while in Thailand,

but was told doctors there didn't

have the equipment for surgery

They told him to seek an operation

at a military hospital in Vietnam of

the Phillipines. he said

Dyer's mother, Mrs Thomas
Dyer Eimutusof Madison, says the

Air Force "postponed" those

recommendations, though, and
instead assigned her son to a base

in Michigan and sent him home on

a 30-day leave

When he got home last week, she

said, the family tried to contact

local military authorities. An Air

Force recruiter in New Haven told

them to go to the nearest service

base, but the Navy's submarine

base in Groton said they didn't

have the right equipment, she

says

The sub base recommended the

nearby Coast Guard Academy in

New London, but there the surgeon

was on leave and had a heavy

schedule, they were told.

So Mrs. Eimutus took her son to

a family doctor-who. she says, told

her son the tonsilitis was very bad

and switc led him from penicillin to

another antibiotic

She sa«s they made an ap-

pointment tor Wedsday at Yale-

New Haven Hospital in New
Haven, but then the doctors there

told her they'd need permission

from military authorities at Dyer's

next post. Sawyer Air Force Base

in Michigan
They couldn't reach the proper

authorities at the base. Mrs

Eimutus says

"My son's condition was getting

worse." she said. "He has red,

spots developing on his feet,

bronchitis and galloping pink eye."

The next inquiry was to the Red

Cross which suggested Westover

There, too, they couldn't contact

the right authorities. Mrs Eimutus

says, but they got some help after

calling Congressman Robert N.

Giaimo.
Tuesday morning Dyer was

called by Dr James Worth, a

throat specialist at Westover, and

the young airman left for the base

Wednesday morning
According to Mrs Eimutus.

Werth told her son he may have

become so weak during the long

wait that he'll need two more

weeks before he's strong enough

for the operation.

"The Last Voice in Radio's Wilderness"

Harper's

JEAN SHEPHERD

TONIGHT

Campus Center Auditorium

8:00 p.m. Monday, Feb. 7

Reception following in 1102 Campus Center

(§)

TERMPAPERS!
For Research and Reference Purposes Only

We have access to the quickest, most protessional termpaper service in the

United States with a large library ot research and reference materials and a

professional staff of college trained people who will research, write and type

your order.

Prices: $2.50 to $4.50

depending on whether order is for a copy or original work.

For Information And
Price Listings

CALL 256-6106

Or Write

Termpapers of Amherst
Room 117 Amherst Carriage Inn

233 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Office Hours: AAon.-Fri., 1:00 to 5: 00 p.m. (9: 00 to 5: 00 beginning in March)

Termpapers of Amherst is an agency of Termpapers Unlimited, Boston

Saagpakk Assisted

By Professor Jarvesoo

Infections Due To Drug Ban?
... . .. • • i * • r * 1 I a. t U . . iumm/1 k.i.vwhli.r-nnliixui t m crrnli !

By MaCHAfcL KOX
In the December 7 issue of the

Collegian, Paul F. Saagpakk of the

English Department was cited as
• The Noah Webster of Estonia" for

his work on an Estonian-English

dictionary. It was recently learned

that a close collaborator to

Saagpakk was also a member of

the UMass faculty.

Prof. Elmar Jarvesoo, a

member of the Department of

Agricultural and Food Economics,

has been associated with Saagpakk
and his lexicographic efforts since

the early 1950s Jarvesoo
produced the first volume of

Saagpakk's dictionary, published

in 1955. with his name listed as one

of the technical advisors to the

author
Soon after the idea of the dic-

tionary was conceived and a need

for it ascertained, Saagpakk
contacted Jarvesoo as an expert in

the fields of agriculture,

agricultural economics and
economics.
Jarvesoo has also contributed by

proposing additional Estonian

language reference words for

includsion in the dictionary, and
verifying the accuracy of other

translations.

Jarvesoo explained to the MDC
that Saagpakk has also

acknowledged expert help from

other Estonian specialists, in-

cluding a linguist, a specialist on

Estonian literature, an historian

and a medical doctor

Dr. I lm.ii Jarvesoo-
assistant to "the Noah
Webster of Estonia."

WASHINGTON I AP> -At least 23

hospitals across the country have

reported infection outbreaks in

their nurseries since they stopped

washing babies with

hexachlorophene, a top level

meeting of federal officials and

baby doctors was told today

An outbreak is defined as two or

more cases of staphylococcal skin

infections which, in rare instances,

can prove fatal if bacteria spread

into the bloodstream.

A Food and Drug Administration

spokesman said the one common
factor in all 23 hospitals is that they

stopped washing babies with a

three per cent hexachlorophene

solution after a government
warning of possible health hazards

late last year.

The hospitals were not im-

using hexachlorophene to scrub the

hands of doctors and nurses who
handle newborn infants.

The meeting brought together 24

persons representing the FDA, the

NCDC, the Environmental
Protection Agency and the

American Academy of Pediatrics

to discuss the problem and con-

sider recommendations to over-

come it.

* 'Color Painting
'

'

Exhibition At Amherst
The phenomena of human color

perception as practiced by artists

of the last fifteen years will be the

focus of a Color Painting exhibition

at Amherst College

The showing will be in the Mead
Art Building through Friday.

March :i Viewing hours at the

museum are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m

A joint venture between the Art

H-ua rtm«» n i
and the staff of

Problems of Inquiry 3, the in-

troductory general education
course in the natural sciences at

Amherst College, the exhibition is

an effort to extend students ex

perience somewhat beyond
scientific particularity to an ap-

plied realm: the eccentric and
synthetic uses of the phenomena of

human color perception.

mediately identified, but the

spokesman said at least eight were

university-affiliated.

The infection reports were
gathered in a nationwide survey

begun Jan. 19 by the National

Center for Disease Control NCDC
in Atlanta.

The FDA spokesman said there

were indications that hospitals had

misunderstood the government
warning, and had also discontinued

Price Investigation Asked
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-A group of 20 companies owning 250 super-

markets in Massachusetts has asked the price commission to investigate

rising food prices.

COSMA, Inc., standing for Consumer-Oriented Super Market

Association, representing about 40 per cent of the total food business in

the state, formed a year ago to let the public know that food suppliers and

distributors are responsible for hikes in grocery prices.

In a letter sent Tuesday, COSMA asked the Price Commission to

stabilize and roll back food prices.

It listed 320 items whose prices have increased since the state of Phase

2. and asked if the increases should have been allowed.

Western Massachusetts members are Food Marts, Inc. of Holyoke, Big

Y of Chicopee, and Adams Super Markets in the Berkshires.

KKBRl ARY
X::iOP.M

The 'RUSH' Is On! One Night Only!

The Northfield Mount Hermon Entertainment Series

presents

TOM RUSH
THE AUDITORIUM

E. NORTHFIELD. MASS.
Admission At Door Onlv $3.00

or write: Public Information Office

Revell Hall

E. Northfield. Mass

Do you know what a fraternity is really like?

Or just what you have heard!

Come see the house and

meet the brothers of

Phi Mu Delta
Thursday, after the basketball game at

Fraternity/Sorority Park

off East Pleasant St.

Call for rides at. 545-2163

253-9034

MDC CLASSIFIED-
AUTOS FOR SALE

1971 1/2 Mrfvn. I*"E. met. goM perlert

shape. *ac MS firm (all 241 2533

tfZ-4

—Mtpei HaUyr rMM. Radlak saaws

11049 '».'* I »»
U-Z-4

iit.i Mercury. 2-4r hdip . |N<
mechanically an* load bad* and interior

\sking 1 1 25 call VM-MM after 5 am
*k*

ja% off Tear MSM Reel to Reel Deck. 1

head*, ante Re»erses — push button -

the animate deck, perfect. Call »-nM3

nltrv
If 24

x track alerea laaim* service. M —In of

mu«.K — i so Design your own tingle

Mbumsnn Tape for 1.5a each (all Tom t-

.171 at 1» Lewis.
tfZ-4

HELP WANTED

WANTED

Mercury Maatego. ft

t apri and Jeep : alto naed cor* (ill !-»•»-

2111
t( 2-1

Xanii lac - l« DaUaa la*».

gray /Mark lop. radial lire* radio, beater

sharp ( all SmVJMg

ZW cm beads, krand new w /Marker

binding* unmounted IIM. 215 Flacker

Supergla«* with Solomon* naed only 7

lime* I IPS 2512211
tf-2-7

Part-time help wanted to dia tribute

I- alter Brusk ( atalog* and Sample* in

\mherst area. Car neceaaary. Make own
—

. (all 2S4-—

«

tfz-g

i.rass. I SO. peyole - Join Ike Nea-

Amrriran Church Kor info, write: John

Hahtn 72 I ruington A«e. Somervllle.

Mass "-•in
H2-4

Ten page paper Something on current

events. Pakistan. indo-< htna etc Hill

pay < all 5** urn ask far Dave.
U-2-1

VW. «3 mi.. M» _£_j
HI- BUI T ENli .. Mam) ORIO MILES.

(.(Mill TIRES NPH BRAKES VERY
( I r W AUK IMS I ni-i«- OR if

NO \NSBER MP-iMS
U2-4

tf I M I II — aarchase weekend meal

ticket at reduced coals I Car lust like cash •

( all ( has Kn. »2 Wheeler 5-2411.

UZ7

OVERSEAS JOBS KOR ST l DENTS
\uslralia Europe S. Xmerlca Africa etc

Ml professtons and eccnpattaas 17ns to

H.aaa monthly Mpeases paid overtime

Mghtseeing r ree information Write Job*

IKer*ea». Deat Bos IS»7l San Diego Cm

-«S Mustang \*

Miguel Sta-XUI

. new tire* I4M (all

tf2-l

IMS Mustang 2». V-». • •peedJinrst

shifter. Mae. with black int good rubber

( all Jona MM-
lf2-i

(.ibsoa (.altar «/i. std. red with hard

i a*e Must sell. « month* old (all Dave %

"" IfM

Have a 2 yr. old bay who ***** a baby

vitler Monday eves la my bame. Jhrs mas.

Mi 19M
tfZ-a

PERSONAL

liinn sladeal looking far

I arapeaa. kia. <WWI>. pkHptata <etci.

(amilv marriage etc. Will pay S4«-742l

tf-2-4

Experienced acoustic and electric lead

guitarist - composer looking for musriant
— campasers interested in forming band

( aH Haa .is isir.

tf2-S

RIDE WANTED

I'm. i (Has *j» con* . engine good. Iran*

mission *llps. until warm taking •">•

( all Jack -.MV.ii»»
lf-2-t

ISAM bevy Impala. J27 auto p.s.. p.k..

good rand (all MSM7«. Ask for ( ami.

Rest offer.
tf2-l

IIMi) ( kev Paneled Van with l»7»

engine IS.nm mile* good tires, suspen

,mmi rshaosl. Na*V ( •« •»«»» D night.

-**•
If2-1

2-g 23s II snow tires. 17 M each. 12 volt

car balterv 7 months old S yr warranty.

Silva mind central grads interested in

grlting logethrr (all '»(*-*S~

If 2-t

Thr librart hard hats are not all hard

in .ul« Thanks for returning the wallet'

U2-7

FOR RENT

Ride needed la I Mas* from Boston an
Kriday* and/or back on Sundays
regularly. Will Pay. (all 2S3-1R2S

rvrnmffs
MM

Prom l.ongmeadow — Springfield to

i jmpus al about X: IS am . Mon Wed and
Pri. and return from campus on Won. only

at araand 1:W. Bill pay. M7-WI7
tfZ-7

r.mrrgrnrv Need ride to Conn..
Hartford — Vc» I nodon area. Pri.. Pen I.

( all MMM.
2-3

Roommate wanted, owa roam. I otonial

Milage 2S.VSJPN

1(2-4

Male grad student looking for same to

share room* in private bame la North

Hatfield f&S per /person (all 247-Mlt
U2-4

Room mate wanted hy male uadrrgrad
— ZS. own room at ( Irffslde Ixs month
(all wis 1271 S to 7 p.m.

MM

INSTRUCTOR WANTED
tjuii lilted licensed driving Inatractar

.

part-time. Nichols \ulo School. Amherst
( all 2MMBM.

H2-7

SALE
Diamond Needles and Mag Carta. » —

as*o aff also n — track tapes I2.tfl aad
discount stereo equip and access Call *-

HfAVl nttvTA

tfz-a

ENTERTAINMENT
Need a band for your part* I AM area

hands are represented h* Stan, (all SIS-

MIS now Tr* M . . .

1(2-4

J(lP.( IK KKR.I.KON HISSPI I Wit
I III- PNTIRP. SI PPRSHOW OT "MAD
IMM.s 4. PM.I ISHMP.V IS (til.OR.
«\T PVPNINI.. PP.B. ... MVIIXK «.

_•:»— la la < \N Mil DK.IT'
gfM

I'm. i VU Bag- 'xc. transaartallori.

economical good to exc cond. I2M. 737-

JeJn MsoMPord id cyl liw> takes R.

tf2-»

Siberian husky paps. I males. I female

\Kl registered (all S4S)*4«3 aBer IP.

p m Ask for Art
>tj1

I- urnisked roam — male only — need car

CM i. it* or iSfc-fil2B

tf-2-i

TRAVEL TUNE UPS

I'm* VW Bus Deluxe, exc cond.. < It new

lire*, original blue * wklte paint.

Is.'-. 71I415S.1 lf2-4

Musi sell 71 Renault. 4 door sedan. I S.tnW

ml., auto trans new llres. excellent

condition. llSnSim call MMaV.
tf2-»

ll^sK. executive type, sis full depth

drawers, lark, swivel chair included, sife

Mix II ( all (.reenfieM 77I-2P70.

tf2-4

FOR SALE

I- uller Brush l*roducts for sale gualll*

merchandise — bruskes. cleaning

product*, toiletries. Pree delivery and

showing r*-W»l5.

I hi nished room with sink, shared bath,

kitchen pri* ail utilities incl . J 1/2 mi to

campus ( all evening* Stavoaw
H2-1

s| MIPHI. AND new Ig 2 Hdrm.

available now. ulll Incl . a/c. pool, f IBS.

lease to June W. (all Skibiski Realtors 253-

7222 Eves. ZS.V2SW.
tf 2-4

\pl available Immediately,

ulil (all 2S3-2IWS after sis.

furn .. aU

if: s

i'M.j Thandrrbird. dynamite condition,

all around ISmV AI*o l»lg Cadillac sedan

P.Imm Ness special l*W ( at Va-ti*.^

Dal 1215 tnlMe. IKS w/shure Mr
carirMgr; AM — FM — PM stereo tuner

amp w/bookshelve speakers 1 75. call Daw
III-S45-2II*.

1(2 U

\* aliaMr now — 1-2 bedroom a pi*

Xmherst and vicinity. Araoaome In private

homes Wysock! Real Estate.
UZ/7

1957 Cadillac DeVllle lour dr hardtop,

engine completely o*erhauled. new carb..

fuel pump, nailery (all (.reenfield 1-772-

,12-7

( oncerlone Slrreo Tape Recorder,

originally IJM. selling for $•». »rl. S4«-

mi
tfZ-7

Bill sacrifice — females m — meal plan

ticket (all R-HW4 now!
tf2-4

Nordic (.las Skis - ins CM wllh Tyrol la

Hindings - IIS. Iladerer Double Buckle

Boot*. *i»e 10 - 140 < cost II I used only

in day*. 54«-S2SH.

Snow lire* 1*5 — 14 Semperit Radials.

mounted on M(iR disc wheels IM or best

offer (all 54«-4pll7.

tf2-l«

Tenor Sax Selmer MKVI. good cond

MM or besl offer, (all S»-*»g7.
I tfZ-10

'M Pord *an good condition Iwmi vtft

m.
tf2-(

"Ka* " guitar, great condition. Polk 145.

(all 2X1-5211 an*time
1(2-3

Cann Student flute 173 — Price

negotiable. Come to in N. Pleasant St.

tf-Z-3

Kurnlshcd ream in private house oa

lake, beautiful location. 10 mln. CM.
private entrance kitch. batk. pri* .

t iimi in No lease. Call 323-«Z«.
tfZ-t

line furnished room for rent. 2 1/2 miles

from CM.. laB.as. a month Kitchen

privilege if desire (all 54»-37«4.

1(2 s

Apl . lo sub . . March 1 1 1 35 per month
.
All

ulll.. I bdrm CHff»lde Ants., call after S

p.m. fihS-HKi.
trz-4

t — bedroom house, excellent condition,

immediate occupancy (all Skibiski Real

Estate between «:» — 7:». SM-342K.
tf-Z-15

Spring vacation — exciting and inex

pensive trips lo Bermuda — Puerto Rico —
\i apulcn Por more Info. Call Carry M5-
II IS or 2521-5223. .

(n-%

Spring *ara(lan. x nights on Ike Spanish
Riviera. I2M including rndlrip jel from
Boston, hotel etc. warm weather (all

lo*ce Ml Wheeler 5-2(12.

If24

( rimson Travel offers low cost spring

vacation trips to Bermuda and Nassaa.

Por more info call Bob Mansfield. 21*

Dwight '.r.-iiTsi

H2-4

OIL CHANGED
Mobil oil change only I2.M (S qts of

Mnhil I ubritei bring ID Spencer* Mobil

Station (College Town Service > next to

post office 253-MSg
rfZ-4

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate for Easthampton Apt., 2

bedroom duplex |gf. Includes all. Call 545-

0071 days. 527-4742 even. C.eorge.

MM

Male or female to share apt. with 3

I Mass men. Available immed. (all 2V|.

2011 anytime.

1(2-4

\uto assurance — a winter tune up will

keep it starting — and going Lowest
assurance rates in town. Spencer's Mobil

station 'College Town Ser*lcei. next to

post olfire BMbbV.
tfl-5

SERVICE STATION

\iiio assurance — a winter tune up will

keep it starting — and going Lowest

assurance rales in town Spencer's Mobil

station ' College Town Ser*ire>. next to

post office 253-MSg.
tfl-5

AUTO SERVICE

Car care — charge H — pay monthly an

Mobil Credit Card also honor Master

Charge. Bank \merl Card. American

Express, (arte Blanche Spencer s MoMI
Station (College Town Service) next lo

post office
H2-S

CHILD CARE
Mothers — caul find

sitter? Tired of high fees

(are Exchange 5MV2224

formation

reliable baby
? (all Ike Child

for further In

H2-7

TYPING

T * ping - these* . dissertations . etc . Past

and accurate. I'roofreading, editing if

desired lla*e (.reek and science symbols

2si-:h»i
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Notices

A. P.O.:

The brothers of Alpha Phi Omega

invite all University men to open

smokers tonight and on Feb. 8 and 10

in Memorial Hall at 8.00 p.m.

ASCUTNEY SKI TRIP:

Anyone interested in skiing

Ascutney Vt on Sat., Feb. 12, come to

RSO between 10 3 or call Grant, 6

6800 or Chris in Rm. 422 at 5-2303.

BRIDGE CLUB:
There will be a bridge play tonight

at 700 p.m. in Rm. 904 CC.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY:
Voice your opinions on commuter

problems. We welcome you and your

ideas. Thurs , Feb 10, 5 p.m., CC 043

167. Come!

CONCERT COMMITTEE:
Meeting tonight at 175 CC at 9 p.m.

All welcome For more details,

contact Gary Gomes, 709 John

Adams, 6 8677

ENDURO CLUB:
Trail riders Anyone interested in

forming a club tor the purpose of

enduros, motocross, or leisurely trail

riding this spring, call and leave

name and number at 545 0174.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS:
important restructuring meeting

formation of new groups. New
women welcome to participate in an

intro to consciousness raising. Thur ,

6 p.m., 19th floor JQA

HILLEL:
Friday night dinner Sign up now

for dinner Feb. 11 Call 5 2526

MEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
The regular monthly dance will be

held this Sat at the Worcester Dining

Commons from 8 11 p.m. Duffy

Dauphinais will be calling All club

members are urged to attend

KAPPA ALPHA THETA:
Kappa Alpha Theta presents

"Love, Theta Style", a takeoff on

"...American Style." All underclass

University women are cordially

invited to visit our house, Thurs.,

Feb 3, 7 8 p.m., 778 No. Pleasant St.,

across from WoPE. Call 5-2735 for

rides.

LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING:
Guest speaker Mr. Richard Morse

of Earle B Mosher. inc. will speak at

the Landscape Operations Club

meeting this evening at 7 p.m. Rm.

911 915 CC. You're invited

refreshments.

OXFORD SUMMER SEMINAR:
There are still a few places left for

qualified graduates and un

dergraduates in the Oxford Summer

Seminar, 1972. Inquire before Feb.

15th at Bartlett 160. Limited financial

aid is available. Foreign Programs

Office, Whitmore, has details.

(Eleven English seminars; one

sociology seminar.)

PANHELLENIC SORORITY RUSH:
Parties to be held tonight: Kappa

Alpha Theta, "Love Theta Style"

7:00 8:00, and Kappa Kappa Gamma
at 7:00. All are invited.

REVELLERS:
The activity for tonight has been

postponed. You will be notified of our

next meeting. Sorry.

SIGMA ALPHA MU FILM:
"Mad Dogs and Englishmen" with

Joe Cocker, Leon Russel, Rita

Coolidge and the Space Choir, Sat.

evening, Feb. 5, Mahar Aud., 6: 30

10:30 in color (1970).

SKI PATROL:
There will be a meeting tonight at

630 in Rm. 174 CC.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:
Coffee hour, 7 p.m, Rm. 165 CC.

Some business, a few games, a

chance to meet new friends rap

session about the future of S.H.L.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY:
Meeting in Rm. 305 Holdsworth

Hall tonight at 7:30 p.m. to plan for

Eastern Student Conclave.

WMUA:
Station meeting for all members

Tues., Feb. 8, in CC 904 908.

LOST:
Gold bracelet in Student Union

bathroom. Call Lanette 5-0321.

FOUND:
Fine mechanical pencil. Call Mike,

69334.

Friendship Card on Tues., 2:00,

after Comp Lit 203 in Hasbrouck 134.

I won't read it. Call 323 4066

(Belchertown) after 5.00. Keep

trying, I'll mail it to you.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

I ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYONETOMAM*

3 SEASONS in N. T.I

"WITTIEST MUSICAL
IN YEARS"

_C/iM H<iku\ \ ) TIMES

DAVDMERRCK
i»» o»%OOOlion «»ilt» theofre Now

presents

Aquarians art capable o* expressing

themselves *«th a "wry smile " These

persons are seldom orihooo*, often a-e

creative and have a fine sense o» how

others will react to their efforts Some

tamous persons bom under Aquarius

mciude Kim Novak. Jack Lemmon and

tana Turner
• ••••

ARIES (March H April Nil Spotliflht

on legal matters, ability to deal with those

who hold opposing views Techniques

must be perfected Don't leave anything

to chance Double Chech your own

figures improve public relations

TAURUS (April WMly 20) Work

methods may change, voluntarily or

otherwise One m authority may demand

more conservative methods You gam

now by adhering to familiar course

Avoid extremes Do what comes

naturally

GEMINI (May ?i June JO) You are

inspired to complete important task.

Meaningful compliments received from

peers Strews universal appeal Means

broaden horieans See beyond the >m

mediate Perceive potential You're

going places

CANCER (June ?1 July 22) New

out look indicated where home, basic well

bong is concerned Leo md.viduai could

play important role Pay bins, plug

financial loophole You can be careful

without being penurious

LEO (July 2J Aug 22) Messages, calls

and visits are featured. Cancer in

dividual is involved Munch pays off. heed

nntr voice You will know what to do

Brmg forth courage, initiative and do it

Signal is clarified

VIRGO (Aug 23Sept 22) versatile

approach improves money situation

Sagittarius person plays prominent role.

Don't feel you ere limited to but one

rrethod Have alternatives at hand

Leave door ajar You will understand

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): You come

alive Lethargy is shoved aside Take

initiative Be a self starter Stress

greater independence of thought, action

New starts in new directions bring

desired results. Restriction is removed

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21) Know

difference between illusion and what

actually exists You will be told numerous

stories Key is to work quietly behind

scenes Maintain low profile Change

occurs which definitely benefits you

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Accent now is on desires and how to fulfill

them Family atmosphere becomes more

harmonious Libra, Taurus individuals

are involved Gift purchase now can show

"special person" that you vt aware.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan if) Co

operate m community protect. One wno

has civic pride is much impressed by

your ecttons Rise above petty dlt

terences One who confides secret may

only be testing, seeking reassurances

Stress maturity.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Fab. Ml Good

lunar aspect now coincides with journeys,

decisions which affect your future invest

n your own abilities Adhere to basic

principles Don't be drawn off course by

one of little faith you will understand

PISCES (Feb It March 20): In

vestment potential is highlighted Don't

overextend yourself Finish current

project it would be premature to commit

yourself to new venture Aries person can

reinforce your efforts

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

possess sparkling sense of humor, are

capable of entertaining, of helping others

to reaiiie their potential This year,

domestic adjustment Is highlighted and

this could include change of residence

Copyright 1*72, Gen Fee Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Algonquian
Indian

4 Bottle shaped
vessel

9 Part of face

12 Mountain on
Crete

13 Climbing
plant

14 Macaw
15 Sepa rated
17 Weirder

19 Cravat

20 Repulse

21 Earths
satellite

23 Earth
goddess

24 Prophets

27 Beard of

grain

28 Distance
measure

30 Part of

violin

31 Preposition

32 Runs
34 Proceed
35 Tidy

37 Mother of

Apollo

38 Weaken
39 Mistake

41 Brother of

Odin
42 Healthy

43 Puff up
45 Young goat

46 Backdown
48 Has been

borne
51 Mans name
52 Artists stand

54 Hawaiian
wreath

55 Manuscripts
(abbr

)

56 Killed

57 Cloth
measure

DOWN

1 Drink slowly

2 Girls name

3 Cardboard box

4 Escape
5 Cover
6 Cooled lava

7 Dirk

8 Retains

9 Person in

charge of

prison

10 Exist

11 Armed conflict

16 Metal

18 Sand bars

20 Mollify

21 A state

22 Proprietor

23 Female
25 Royal

26 Mine
excavation

28 Military

Police (abbr.)

29 Heraldry:

grafted

32 Scarf

33 Preposition
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36 Places for

contests

38 Seat on
horseback

40 Rants
42 Concealed
44 River duck
45 Oven for

drying bricks

46
47
48

49
50
53

Edge
Bitter vetch

Unit of

Portuguese
currency
Lamprey
Nothing
A continent

(abbr.)

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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BURT BACHARaCH

..HAL DAVID

Two Performances Only

Paramount Theatre

Sunday, February I

2 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

DISCOVER AMERICA
SEE

HAIR
The American TnDai-Love Roc* Muse*

Portland Fires Coach
PORTLAND. Ore. (AP)-The

Portland Trial Blazers, facing low

team morale and a dismal record

in their second National Basketball

Association season, fired head

coach Rolland Todd Wednesday.

He was replaced for the

remaining 26 games of the season

by Stu Inman, director of player

personnel. The search for a new

coach started immediately, the

club said.

Harry Glickman, executive vice

president, said in announcing the

change, "I have always said my
only reason for firing a coach

would be if he lost control of his

players. I believe that is the

situation in which we find our-

selves."

Although Glickman said no

specific incident prompted the

firing, it came just hours after a

loss to Phoenix in a game marked
by protests from two players.

Sidney Wicks, rookie AH
American from UCLA, played

little defense in the game, ignored

Todd during timeouts and on one

occasion talked and laughed with a

Phoenix player after a free throw.

Wicks and Charles Yelverton

rookie from Fordham, who sat

during singing of the National

Anthem Tuesday night, were
protesting the placing on waivers

of Willie McCarter, Wicks'

roommate.
Earlier in the season, Wicks and

Geoff Petrie, co-rookie of the year

in the NBA last season, said the

team was not playing together and

had low morale.

"Recent comments by our

players are not responsible for this

situation but did point out a

problem that has bothered us for

some time, namely the absence of

discipline and communication
between coach and players,"

Glickman said.

Portland has a 12-44 record this

year after compiling a 29-53 mark
as an expansion team last year.

Inman, head coach at San Jose

State from 1955-66, has been with

the Trail Blazers from the start.

His primary responsibility has

been player selection. He con-

ducted basketball clinics around

the world after leaving San Jose.

He agreed to act as interim

coach on the condition "that he will

return to his present position...and

will not be considered for the

coaching position permanently,"

Glickman said.

twewti

Judo Team Repeats

As N.E. Champs
On January 9th at Cabot Gymnasium at Northeastern Umver-

sity the UMass Judo team successfully defended its status as New

England Collegiate Judo team champions. Judokas from fifteen

colleges participated in the event. In the finals, UMass defeated a

strong and determined Northeastern University five-man team to

win the championship.

Members of the UMass team consisted of brown-belters Carl

Berger, Alan Spekin, Steve Foose, and Bob Tomolillo. Gary Nor-

man, a white belt in Judo filled the fifth spot.

Each college would select a five-man team, and submit an order

in which each man would fight. There were no weight or belt

classifications in this type of tournament.

Judo is not only practiced as a sport, but as a means of mental as

well as physical development. Anyone interested is invited to

Boyden wrestling room Monday through Thursday nights from 7-

8:30.

Faherty Sampling Interest

In Women's Crew Proposal
Varsity Crew coach Mike Faherty is currently

sampling interest in women's rowing on campus.

Women's rowing is old hat at some schools like

Wellesley and Smith but only recently have the larger

public institutions begun the sport. Last year's

women's nationals were held in Connecticut and

attended by 20 clubs from locations as distant as

Washington State and California.

Faherty is apprehensive about the proposed ven-

ture: "Women's rowing would certainly add another

dimension to the sport at UMass. I have contacted a

potential private donor to help support the effort.

Initially, it would put a real strain on our equipment,

but anything is possible. To dispel an misconceptions,

we won't be looking for amazons, simply girls in-

terested in a team sport in which previous experience

or skill won't indiscriminately restrict their in-

volvement."
Reportedly, the women's program could be

managed under the auspicion of the UMass Rowing

Association. Anybody interested in more information

should contact Faherty in Room 211 Boyden, 52801, or

drop down the Tank Room in WoPE during the af-

ternoons and talk to some of the squad personnel.

as;gaa333«g?rare^ga*utaiii«««'

hi T WHERE WILL WE GET THE BATHING SL ITS?-Pictured is the 1970 UM.ss crew team who

brighten up the Connecticut River.

Notices
Because of limitations set by the

Massachusetts Department of

Safety, UMass student admissions

to hockey games held in Amherst

College's Orr Rink for the

remainder of the year will be

limited to 1200 persons It will be

necessary to stop admitting

students when the tournstile counts

reach that figure.

The understanding and

cooperation of everyone concerned

would be appreciated according to

a request made by Amherst

College.

' M LOEWS 781 4890

ALACE CINEMi
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COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents
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Coltog* Discount with I.D.

"Show" Time 2: 00 -4: 30 - 7: jj^iiij.

For Your Car's Sake

Complete Oil Change

$2"WITH THIS AD-ONLY

(5 «ts. Mobil Luberi.e)

College Town Service
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Spencer's Mobil Station;

Next to Post Office - HI N. Pleasant St.

253-9059

!

All Intramural volleyball of-

ficials must attend a meeting in 223

Boyden tonight at 7:30
•ee

Tonight at the Cage, New
Hampshire faces UMass. WMUA
will go on the air at 7:50 with Ken

Best and Marty Kelley bringing

vou the action.

On Saturday, that same dynamic

duo will be in Syracuse to exude

their basketball expertise as the

Redmen face the Orangemen. Air

time for that game is 12:50 p.m.
•••

The Oriental Sports Chib will

resume workouts on Monday and

Thursday evenings, 7-9 p.m., in

JFK l»th floor lounge

A13JVS OcOIW 'fOJ
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Wrestlers Stun Springfield
.. . . J *>— „„ "%,nnHK nf the bout but kept his him right the

By JOHN BOCK
Everybody has a Sword of

Damocles hanging over his head at

one time or another. Oklahoma had

its Nebraska and Miami its Dallas.

Rarely, though, does this Sword

reappear in the same form every

year, but for the past five years the

UMass Wrestling team felt its

lathj (fiqUpgian

SPORTS
presence whenever the match with

the Springfield Chiefs rolled

around.
Past is the key word as the

Redmen grapplers handed the

Chiegs their first defeat at the

hands of a UMass wrestling team

and thus accomplished a feat that

is setting the New England
wrestling world on its heels.

A few facts are in order to tell

this tory that ended at the

Memorial Field House Tuesday

night Fact I) Springfield came

into the match with a 10-2 record

Fact 2» UMass came to Springfield

4-5-1 and Fact 3) No matter how

good the Redmen did in the New
England Tournament they had

never come close to beating

Springfield in a dual match, i.e.

Last vear UMass first in the New
Engfands and the Springfield

match went down the drain 27 8

It almost looked like the same

would happen again as Springfield

picked up seven points in the first

two bouts Dave Amato. 118

pounder for UMass, got off to a

slow start as Springfield's Meyer

took him down twice. That did not

keep Dave down as he came up to

his feet and went back to work and

had Meyer to the point where the

tables could have been turned and

the clock ran out.

At 126 Barry Godowsky ran up

against the only man to accomplish

the impossible for Springfield-beat

a wrestler from Penn State (soon

to be rated fourth in the nation) at

the dual match wrestled at Penn

State earlier this year. Fenton beat

Weber ot State and managed

enough points against Barry to get

four team points for Springfield.

Coming to rescue the hopes of the

UMass fans was Russ Chateauneuf

at 134 lbs. Russ, a little weak from

cutting weight, did not wrestle an

impressive first period but came

on in the next two to leave

Sugarmeyer of Springfield way

behind at 11-8 Russ' Granby roll

that helped him win State

Champion and New England

Schoolboy titles got him out and

around for an escape and then a

takedown. Score 7-3 Springfield

Clay Jester came on with an

excellent performance as he

bested Madsen of the Chief's 5-2.

Clay controlled the match from the

second period and displayed

remarkable riding skills as he

reversed his man in the second

period and rode for the rest of the

match.
Shellv Goldberg, UMass Captain

and the man the Springfield fans

hate most, out finessed Stan

Sotherden 5-2 in the 150 lb. match

Cool and collected was the best

way to describe Shelly as he took

Sotherden down twice and showed

him one has to be pretty tough to

hold Shellv Goldberg down for any

length of time Shelly came off the

victor and the gleam in his eye held

the promise of things to come for

Springfield.

And come they did as Chris

Cadwallader won a tie by con

tinuing the trend that UMass has

established: Ride tough and if the

STiSE fa? riS?
"~ urc" s" craws* "ppo™.' oul in

still felt the effects of a sideline

first semester but showed

Springfield that no matter how far

he is down he always has a few

tricks in his bag. These came in the

form of a very nicely executed

fireman's carry takedown from an

escape situation. At this point

Duffy almost pinned his man but

lost the same. Score 13-11

Springfield.

Bruce Buckbee also displayed

takedown and riding prowess as he

beat LeRoy 4-0. Bruce set his man
up from the start and once on the

top worked so hard for the fall that

LeRoy stalled the last period away

keeping off his back. Bruce put

UMass back in the lead 14-13.

John Connolly came on at 190

pounds and fell into an unfortunate

five point move in the opening

the third and took his man down

and was on the way in a point shy of

victory, for another when the

buzzer sounded the end of the

match and the entrance of the

deciding bout.

At heavyweight for UMass was

Carl "Drexel Hill" Dambman,

defending heavyweight New
England Champ The Chiefs

fielded Bob Hill, 250 pound fresh

man and two-time winner of the

New York State Heavyweight title

A scoreless first period ensued but

the crowd came jumping to their

.. there." And beat him he

did as Carl rode the hapless Hill out

for more than four minutes with a

"Coach Barr Ride".

That final bell was sweet music

to some twenty happy wrestlers

and the handful of fans that came

to see UMass look respectable but

saw instead the Sword of Damocles

vanish for a long time.

Outstanding in the JV bout were

John Mulvihill. 118 pound fresh-

man from Melrose, who recorded a

fall at 5:49 Steve "Tony" Rome,

the pride of Springfield Classical

High, demolished his opponent 10-2

and made the Springfield grap-

plers sorry that they ever let him

feet when Hill suplayed Carl right practice with them Chuck Myrglo,

on his back and off the mat. Said pinned his man and Tom Callaghan

Carl about the move that gave decisioned his to make up the rest

Coach and team alike heart of the Little Redmen's points,

failure, "I knew that we were off

the mat so I just rolled with the

move and knew that I could beat
ive point move in me sjpassMsj « — — __ _._ —

Hoopsters Home vs. UNH
-OffAt (

"

Redmen Host
Merrimack

By ALAN WRIGHT
The following is a short sequel concerning a pair of "Jacks ( not

of the playing card variety). Think about it.

Hockey Coach Jack Canniffs team skated against a perenially

powerful Vermont team in their last weekend game before the

largest crowd of the season They played mediocrely and lost

Basketball coach Jack Leaman and his ball club met nationally

acclaimed Providence in their last weekend game before the

largest crowd of the season. They, too, played mediocrely and lost

However, in their next tilt on Monday night, the hoopers didn t let

themselves get down, played a little better than •"'jj^g
beat Springfield College -a good team that's never known for being

creampuffs. regardless of what sport they engage in.

Tonight, at 8:30 in miniature Orr Rink, the pucksters also get a

chance to redeem themselves against a good team-Mernmack

College, the small mens school from Andover, Mass. that ,s always

noted for their hockey prowess.

Xrimack bringsYn 8-2-0 Division II record wth them as well

as a 10-5-0 count overall. A couple of the big upsets that they have

engineered were against Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 1-0, and

a" overtime win against Bowdoin Tuesday night 5-4 On the other

side of the statistics sheet, they have been weak at times especially

when Boston University beat them a while back 13-1. But, then B U.

teats almoTt everybody in hockey-even UMass 6-4 which of course

is a much more respectable showing.

The major problem that the Redmen had to face in their last

i defeat was an outstanding Vermont goalie withpasses who

stopped an ample supply of UMass shots. It's hoped that a more

generous Merrimack man will mind the nets this evening.

Here 1 re the top Redmen scoring leaders thus farVgg*^
Keenan
Reidy
Edwards
Riley

Bartholomew
Lowe
Coleman
Sullivan

P.J. Flaherty (goalie)

Bv EARLt BAMMHX
This is the time of season when

the numbers on the won and lost

sides of the record start getting

bigger and bigger What has gone

unnoticed particularly since the

beginning of this semester has

been the UMass record which now

stands at 10-5.

But during the next two games

beginning tonight and continuing

on Saturday afternoon on the

ECAC game of the week on

television, the Redmen will be

facing teams with bigger numbers

on the left side and smaller

numbers on the right side and just

to boot more numbers in the

national team statistics.

What this all adds up to is

problems for Jack Leaman as he

and his Redmen embark on their

toughest competitive stretch of the

season.

New Hampshire. 11-4. is the

opposition tonight at Curry Hicks

Cage beginning at 8 p.m And it can

be assured that this will be unlike

past Huskie teams This year they

are really a "team" and a good one

at that

This has been "the year of

basketball revival" at UNH under

the guidance of second year coach

Jerry Friel and for the first time in

many years the Wildcats are

bearing down heavily on the

Yankee Conference leaders.

I
* \13 SS

Nationally UNH is fifth in team

defense which will present a

problem for UMass no doubt

They're small, on the size of last

year's Fordham team and they

have another similarity to them in

that they press continuously

(That's where it ends )

The Wildcats play a relentless

tvpe of ball and the player who

makes them go is the biggest

gunner of them all, 510 guard.

Gary Farangy. According to fresh

man coach Fan Gaudette. "once he

starts shooting he never stops, if

they're falling he's awful tough,

but* if they're not. he'll still keep

shooting."

Farangy joins returning center

Dave Pemberton, 6'5. to form the

UNH two-man offense. The other

three starters are on the court, but

this has been the UNH trademark

this season Farangy and Pern

berton clear out to one side.

OR WOULD YOU RATHER BE A Participant? Mike

Pagliara. recuperating from a broken finger looks™ unhappy

during the Springfield game. It's pretty obvious Pag does not

enjoy being a spectator. ( MDC photo by Barbara Brecher.

)

Farangy picks off Pemberton If game begins at 2 p m
he's clear he guns, if he's guarded

he feeds Pemberton who takes it to

the basket.

Leaman has a lot of respect for

this team "They're playing very

well." he said, "but they have been

off two weeks for exams and we

have no idea if they've changed

personnel or are doing something

different on the court So they

could have a surprise for us or they

could be unsharp
"Coach Jerry Friel has done a

good job and Pemberton is as good

a ballplayer as there is in New
England

" What this team most

reminds me of is the UMass team

of four years ago and this scares

me."
Syracuse is 13-3 and looking for

revenge for last year's pounding

they received at UMass when

Julius Erving had 36 points and 32

rebounds This game will be big

both record wise and for the TV
exposure both will be getting The

The Orange return four starters

from last year's team and they're

four excellent ballplayers The two

guards, Dennis Duval and Greg

Kohls are one of the best tandems

in the east Kohls is in the top ten in

scoring in the country at around 28

points per game Both are quick

and aggressive, they shoot ex

tremely well and are big guards at

6'3

The forwards are Mike Lee and

Mark Wadach. both 6'3. and both

returnees Leaman pointed out

that Lee was the only Orangeman
who successfully took the ball to

Erving last year.

Like UNH they're a zone team

and they also use a full court and

half court trap press

The key to both games will be if

UMass can handle the press For

the answer to game one go to Curry

Hicks Cage tonight And then tune

in Saturday for the answer to game

two

22 12 34 I
6 14 20 5

5 10 15 8
8 6 14

2 11 13 8
2 9 11 8
5 5 10 I
3 7 10

32 goals against 247 saves

Be sure to tune into sports talk on WMUA, 91.1 FM
at 10 p.m. Sunday night as Marty Kelley and Ken Best

will host a discussion on the Athletic Council,

currently one of the hottest issues on campus.

Only last Thursday the Faculty Senate defeated a

motion which would have revised the makeup of the

Council. However, a dispute over the validity of the

nWMUA
vote has emerged, so that the question of student

participation will not be resolved until the next

meeting of the Senate, next Thursday, February 10.

Guests will include Lee Sandwen. President of the

Student Senate, Professor George Richason,

Chairman of the Athletic Council and Bob Medeiros,

New Editor of the Collegian.

No JV Hockey AHL Prophecy

There will be no JV hockey game

played at Orr Rink tonight The
varsity game remains on the

schedule at the same starting time

The Boston Braves, who at one time were out of

sight of the rest of the team in their division, are now

just three points up on the Nova Scotia Voyageurs.

Watch for the Vees to finish at least 10 points up on the

Braves.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather

Have you stepped
back from your painting

lately?
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When presented with a problem, tack at where to pot the .now to this caae. Man ha. the choice of Right

and dislikes, soch as a hatred of VWi. Etc.. etc.. etc (Photo by Stove Schmidt. MDC Snow Staff)

and Wrong. This deciston can he detormined hy ose'i tikes

Tuition Hike Before Legislature

By MDC STAFF
Proposed tuition hikes at all

state and community colleges,

including UMass, were the subject

of a Education Committee hearing

of the State Legislature Wed-

nesday.

Lee Sandwen testified in op-

position to the bills. Also present at

the hearing were members of the

University and State Com-

munications Council (USCC).

Two bills dealing with tuition

were heard. The bills, sponsored

by Represenative J. Laurence

Golden and Representative Robert

A. Belmonti, both from
Framingham, are similar in

nature.

The Golden bill suggested that

students be made to pay between

40% and 60% of the total cost of

tneir education. For the UMass
student this would mean a

tremendous jump in price.

At present the total predicted

cost of an education at UMass
Amherst is $2,400. If the Golden bill

were to pass, it would mean that

students would pay approximately

$1,200 annually on tuition alone. All

other fees-room, board and ac-

tivities-would be added to this

On The Inside

:

Narc Panel Discussion
See page two

Viet Cong Peace Plan
See page four

Health Service Column
See page thirteen

figure. The other bill advocates

students pay between 35% and 55%
of the cost of their education.

In stating his objections to the

bills, Lee Sandwen emphasized the

hardship and havoc higher nations

would create with students. Sand-

wen said, "Economic conditions

within the Commonwealth have

put increasing pressure on

students, many more search for

work than there is work available

for; 81% of the students at UMass
Boston work at least part-time

throughout the year." Sandwen
also stated that because UMass is a

public institution, the school should

serve those students and in-

dividuals who cannot financially

afford to go to a private college.

In discussing a solution to the

need for more money, Sandwen
said, "Raising tuition should not be

a way of raising money, the tax

structure does a better job of this.

Taxation should be used to solve

the present inequity."

Also testifying in opposition to

the bills was the President of

Lowell State College. He stated

that only 3% of students at Lowell

come from families with incomes

over $20,000 a year, while the rest

fall far below this level.

Speaking in favor of raising the

tuition rate was its sponsor,

Representative Golden and a

legislative council for the

Massachusetts Taxpayers
Association, Francis Keene. The

Taxpayers Association was one of

the prominent proponents of a

tuition hike last year and they

appear to be following the same
line this year Keene stated that as

long as a substantial financial

assistance program is instituted,

all students should pay "their fair

share" of educational costs. He
stressed the point that his plan

would provide for a comprehensive

student financial aid program
without further legislative ap-

propriations. However, he failed to

go into detail on how this would be

accomplished.

Other tuition hearings are

scheduled for March 7th. At this

time the Education Committee will

vote on whether to give the bills a

favorable or unfavorable com-

mittee report.

Members of the Education
Committee include Chairwoman
Mrs Mary Fonseca (D-Fall

River), Michael Daly (D-Boston).

Edward McColgan (D-

Northampton) and Mrs. Ann
Gannet (R Wayland).
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John Callahan Richard Howland

Gene Shepherd On

"The Finger" Monday

"You know the obscene sign one angry motorist makes to another with

his finger It's reallv an American art form, executed with the same skill

and beauty of a Bafinese dancer And it's subtle Only an American can

understand it
"

This is the voice of Jean Shepherd one of Americas most interesting

humorists He has accomplished what most men dream of- he has suc-

ceeded in making a living by talking about whatever comes to mind. In

Jean Shepherd's case, what comes to mind is an endless stream of

colorful, usually convoluted tales that demonstrate and celebrate the

hopelessness and haplessness of the human race and the total absurdity

of life on earth Through the fabrication of such yarns, grounded in ex-

perience but heavily embellished with imagination and fantasy. Jean

Shepherd has become, in his late40's. a sort of anti-establishment guru to

a large cult «»f fans who cut across all age groups Anyone who grew up

anywhere seems to find a great deal in common with Jean's tales of

growing up in a grimy steel mill town in the Depression, surrounded by

his father's bowling balls and his mother's red cabbage and peanut

butter-and jellv sandwiches by friends with names like Flick and Sch-

wartz and Farkas and girls with names like Daphne Bigelow. Wande

Hickev and Josephine UMMMkl
EtaBMM broadcasting to a fanatically loyal WOR I New York* radio

audience (aired in Amherst on WFCR at 11 00 p.m. >. he has acted for

Broadwav and Hollywood, hosted his own TV show, conducted University

i mars on humor and satire, and taught a graduate course in media

communications at New York University He has written numerous

magazine articles for Plaxbov Mademoiselle, and Car and Driver But

whatever the medium. Jean will have thousands of fans hanging on his

ry wacky word Yet his less sophisticated fans describe him as weird

and demented ". a misconception somewhat reinforced by his onstage

manner and occasional penchant for gross exaggeration In this vein on

his radio show, he yelled. "OH MY GOD. THIS IS FANTASTIC" !"
- a

pronouncement he claims caused chaos at a girls' school in New Jersey

After hearing the remark, booming forth from dozens of radios and

echoing through the courtyard, appalled housemothers allegedly con

ducted a room-bv-room search for a solacious male.

Jean Shepherd will be performing at a Distinguished Visitors Program

Monda\ the 7th of February at 8:00 PM in the Campus Center

\uditorium There will be no admission charge.

Consumer Council To Meet

The UMass Cooperative Ex
tension Service and the State

Consumers' Council will sponsor a

Northeastern Conference on Unit

Pricing at the UMass Campus
Center March 13 and 14

Co-chairmen of the conference

are Professor Theodore W. Leed of

the University's department of

agriculture and food economics

and Dermot P Shea, executive

secretary of the consumers'

council.

The Northeastern states are

being invited to send represen-

tatives from government, industry

and consumer organizations. The

states of Maryland and Con-

Room To Move

Panel To Discuss Campus Narcs

On Saturday, February 5, 1972 at 2:00 P.M. in

Thompson 102, Room To Move will be sponsoring a

panel discussion revolving around the use of under-

cover narcotics agents. The members of the panel

will be District Attorney John Callahan, Judge

Raymond R. Cross, Dean William Field, Dr. David

Lewis, a nationally known figure in drug education,

John Stevens, the originator of the Student Senate

undercover agent bill, Attorney Richard Howland,

E.T. Mellor (from Room To Move) and the

moderator will be Peter Sherrard ( from the Sylvan

Area Human Relations Center).

The issues which will be dealt with will include:

should undercover narcotics agents be used on the

UMass campus; what are their objectives and what

affects do they achieve on the drug traffic and on the

community as a whole; what rights should the

community have in the decision-making process of

whether or not undercover agents should be used to

control drug traffic; what other means of drug

control are available and how would they compare,

what kinds of community control would be possible

and effective; the value of enforcing victimless

crimes; should drugs be legalized and what is the

scope of the drug scene here on campus. The format

of the discussion will be fairly unstructured and

questions from the floor will be encouraged.

necticut and the (Uy of New York,

who have unit pricing laws, are

expected to participate.

Massachusetts is the first state

to pass a unit pricing law. It

became effective January 1, 1971

The conference was prompted by

requests from consumer
organizations and industrial

groups interested in promoting the

uniform unit pricing laws and

creating effective means by which

to convey the value of unit pricing

information to the consumer.

Shea said "Unit pricing is not

only a fact but is the law in

Massachusetts
."
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Although we only received seven hundred and fifty

(750) ballots on the undercover agent issue we feel

that the eight to one ratio is fairly representative of

the total student body. Six hundred and sixty five

(665) people voted "no" on whether undercover

agents should be used on the UMass Campus eighty

five (85) people said "yes". Five of the people who
said "yes" stipulated that only large pushers of

heroin and speed should be arrested.

Of the people who said no we received some in-

teresting results on the second question of what form
of control would they endorse. One hundred and fifty

two (152) people felt that there should be no form of

control. Ninety three (93) people felt that education is

the answer. Eighty (80) people maintained that

com/nunity control would be best.

Individual control was endorsed by fifty one (51)

people Seventy one (71 ) people felt that drugs should

be legalized. Forty seven (47) people maintained that

treatment centers would handle the problem.

We're sure Saturday will be an interesting event

and we at Room To Move urge all those interested to

please attend.

GOP Counters Muskie's Criticism

(ASSOCIATED PRESS) The
Nixon administration, which

moved rapidly this week to counter

Sen Edmund S. Muskie's criticism

of the President's latest Vietnam

peace move, will continue its

criticism of the Maine senator's

position at least one more day, a

source close to the White House

said Thursday.
Interior Secretary Rogers C.B.

Morton is prepared to speak out

against the Democratic
presidential hopeful when Morton

appears in New Hampshire Friday

to help initiate the Nixon Re-

election Committee's campaign
there for the March 7 state

primary election

He might be pretty tough on

Muskie and will pretty much follow

the position of the others," the

source said.

The 'others ", beginning a

matter of hours after Muskie's

speech to 150 churchwomen,
Wednesday, included White House

Press secretary Ronald L Ziegler,

Defense Secretary Melvin R
Laird, several Republicans in

Congress and William P. Rogers,

the generally mild secretary of

State who strongly denounced
Muskie. Thursday.

Rogers labeled Muskie's Viet-

nam stand as "most inappropriate

and harmful to the nation's in-

terest."

He said it would encourage the

Vietnam Communists to believe

the U.S. public is divided over

Nixon's offer and therefore would

dissuade them from serious

negotiations

Muskie replied several hours

later that "it is apparent that the

otner side will not accept the terms

the administration has set. Hanoi's

official newspaper said so last

Saturday and today's develop-

ments in Paris comfirm it.

"I believe they would respond

seriously to the terms I have

suggested."

Muskie's attack on Nixon's eight-

point peace plan announced last

week apparently was seen in the

administration as a political

mistake to be exploited.

"I was obvious Muskie didn't do

his homework," said a spokesman
at the Committee for the Re-

election of the President in

Washington Thursday.
"It was inappropriate" Muskie

had said the United States should

set a firm date for withdrawal of

all men and weapons, seeking in

return only the safety of the with-

drawing forces and a return of the

prisoners of war.

Unlike Nixon, Muskie said he

would not require a ceasefire

agreement nor the President's

other conditions of an over-all

peace plan, including rules for free

elections

position to

Democratic

Muskie said the United States

should only urge South Vietnam to

reach some sort of political ac-

commodation with all elements in

the country.

In addition to Republican op-

the statement,
Sen. Henry M.

Jackson of Washington, told a

Washington audience, Thursday,
in response to a question, "I was
sorry to see Sen. Muskie take the

position he did."

In an apparent reference to the

escalation of the war under former
President Lyndon B. Johnson,

Jackson said, "The Democrats
have a special responsibility to

help get" the war over. He said

some candidates "are treading on

thin ice" in their opposition to

Nixon's Vietnam policy.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401
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OPEN HOUSE
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University Health Services
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Phone 545-0057

Monday through Friday

8.30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

8:00—?

ATG
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Clear Sky
375 N. Pleasant
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Program Council Presents

The Award-Winning Film

"Closely Watched Trains"
(1967)
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7 and 9 p.m.
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Sen. Gary Gomes (standing) comments during debate on the

Student Senate's Spring Concert protest bill. < See story right.

)

SUG Board To Continue
By JOHN DONNELLY

On Thursday night the Student Union Governing (SUG) Board defeated

a bill "to amend the constitution of the Campus Center Student Union

Governing Board by deletion." The motion would have disbanded the

SUG Board. The necessary two-thirds vote was not obtained, but the role

call gave 9 affirmative and 7 negative votes leaving a majority in favor of

the amendment.
The bill was raised by Phil Cohen, an ex-SUG Board member. Cohen

did not think the bill would pass, but hoped that enough discussion would

arise to help unify the Board. Rocky Hodgeson, SUG Board Vice

President, added. "The bill will be used to raise ( student's I interest so the

university will know they have to deal with us in a better way."

The meeting opened last night with an address from the SUG Board

President Bob Nims Nims said, "I feel that we do provide a service to

the student body." He proceeded by citing many facilities, which he

believed would not have been fostered without a student governing board

He finished by saying. "I don't feel that the way to change it (SUG Board)

is by eliminating it."

Under their constitution SUG Board was given governing power over

the Campus Center and the Student Union Hodgeson said, "I really don't

think that SUG Board has ever been anything at all...We should examine

the merits of whether we want to be an advising board or a governing

board "The students are purchasing this building by patronizing the

various shops and by the Campus Center Fee. yet the Board has kept its

advisory role." ...
A question of ownership arose The UMass Building Authority legally

owns the Campus Center, and the students may not run a State-owned

building The governing power was given to the University Chancellor

Randolph Bromery by the Trustees.

I)r Robert W Gage. Vice-Chancellor. proceeded saying. "The

Trustees must have the right to have the last word There are certain

powers which the chancellor cannot divest
"

SUG Board member Guy Ross then commented on the Board's

frustrations saying, "The sham that we are a governing board is

detrimental to the students We are not in a position to set policies and yet

we are blamed for them."

SUG Board wants more power, but how to get it has not yet been

resolved. Renewed student interest was said to be a partial solution, and

one member suggested a possible proposal of abolishing the Chancellor's

veto power Until the Board is unified it will continue to. as Guy Ross said,

"do anything as long as the University wants it done
"

Judge
BOSTON <AP) — Chief Justice

G. Joseph Tauro of the state

Supreme Judicial Court says he

once loaned former Judge Edward
J. DeSaulnier an interest free

$5,000 to tide him over a financially

"rough period."

It was Tauro's court which last

month disbarred DeSaulnier after

an investigation of allegations by a

convicted stock swindler that he

once paid $35,000 to obtain

probation in a fraud case in

Massachusetts.

Senate RepliesTo Concert Ruling
By DON BISHOP

In their meeting Wednesday night, the Student

Senate responded to the Administration's rejection of

the Concert Committee's proposal for a large spring

concert in the Stadium. The "large" concert would
have allowed admission for 15,000-20,000 students

from the 5-College area, with ticket prices from $3-5

for a "big name" group, or groups.

The Senate's response came in the form of a

lengthy bill condemning the Administration's action

and calling for the Administration to limit capacity at

future home football games to 5,000 people and to

limit attendance at such campus events as

graduation and convocation by an unspecified

number. The exact wording of the Senate bill was as

follows

:

"Whereas the student body has overwhelmingly
demonstrated its approval for a spring concert and
"Whereas, after thorough research, the Concert

Committee reported that a one-day concert in the

student's Alumni Stadium is feasible

"Be it resolved that the Student Senate condemn
the administration for their "small concert" policy

and that the Student Senate reiterate its steadfast

support for a decent, student-supported concert, and
"Whereas the Student Senate and its Committees

have taken an extensive amount of time to research

the feasibility of a spring concert and have reported

favorably of this program, and
"Whereas we have been told by the Administration

that a proposed crowd of 15,000 to 20,000 is too

dangerous on this campus
"Move to recommend that the Student Senate

request that the Administration and the Faculty-

Alumni controlled Athletic Council, who claim to own
our Stadium, limit the crowd capacity at football

games to 5,000 and allow only second-rate teams to

play in order to insure this quota.

"Be it further resolved that this practice be ex-

tended to such infamous activities as graduation,

convocation, and large DVP engagements."
The sponsors of this bill include Senators Gomes,

Shimkoski, Staton, Sherman, McGrath, and
Mulligan. This reporter spoke to two of the sponsors.

Senators Gomes and Sherman, who as members of

the Concert Committee attended the unsuccessful

Admits Loan
Tauro told the story of the loan in

meeting with Administrators: Gage, Scanlon, Field,

and O'Niell.

The purpose of the bill according to Senator Gomes
was "basically to show the Administration that we
can be as irrational in this matter as they can be." By
irrational, Gomes was referring to the request that

attendance at home football games be limited to

5,000.

Gomes went on to say that in his opinion the Con-

cert Committee had presented a viable proposal,

which in his words contained a "good security plan".

This is contrary to the opinion of Mr. O'Neill, who at

Tuesday's meeting contended that the planned
concert would need more security than the Com-
mittee had allowed for.

As for the status of the spring concert, both Gomes
and Sherman agreed that a "major" concert is out.

However, they are both optimistic about the

possibility for some form of a concert in the Stadium.
Gomes stated that in a conversation with Dr Gage
yesterday, he received an "oral agreement" from
Gage for permission to hold a concert for up to 7,000

students. Permission will also have to come from
other Administrators, in conjunction, including

Acting-Chancellor Bromery. Bromery yesterday told

a member of the Collegian, that allowing for further

discussion, he would agree to a concert on a small

scale.

Another problem needed to be worked out is the

matter of funding for the concert, and the price of

tickets. Senator Sherman stated that he will make a

motion at next week's Senate meeting, which would
request that several thousand dollars from the Senate

account containing money for the stalled SES pur

chase be transferred for use in the hiring of groups by

the Concert Committee. If the Committee gets the

money there is a possibility that the concert could be

a "free" one. If this Senate money is not available

then admission will be charged.
Senator Gomes feels that it will be at least a month

before definite plans on the "small-scale" concert are

drawn up. In the meantime he hopes for considerable

support from the student body for the tentative

concert and he and the other members of the Concert

Committee welcome and urge student suggestions for

possible groups.

Nixon Continues To Shun Press

a letter hand-delivered to the

Boston Globe, which had asked

um about the loan.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A news

study committee says "President

Nixon has come close to killing off

the presidential press conference

as a public institution during his

term of office."

The report, prepared by the

Washington News Committee of

the Associated Press Managing
Editors Association, noted Nixon

held nine news conferences last

year while recent presidents had

averaged 24-36 yearly and added:

"It is obvious that the

President's relations with the

press are more restricted and

controlled in his behalf than those

of any other modern day
president.

- '

A newsman, noting the APME
study, asked Press Secretary

Ronald L Ziegler at the regular

White House briefing Thursday if

Nixon had come close to

eliminating meetings with the

press corps.

"I don't think so," Ziegler said

Asked when the next conference

would be held. Ziegler replied:

There's none set at this time

We'll be having press conferences

from time to time. We'll let you

know when they're set."

The APME is an organization of

editors representing newspaper
members of The Associated Press

The APME's study committees

monitor the AP news report and
keep tab on news operations

generally. The report was issued

by Courtney R. Sheldon, chief of

the Washington bureau of the

Christian Science Monitor and
chairman of the APME's
Washington News Committee
"As of Jan. 31, the most recent

presidential press conference was
on Nov. 12." the report said.
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Lottery Number Correction

March 21. Listed as 30. Should

be 300.

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY—
SATURDAY

4: 30 -10: 30 p.m.

(except during

league play)

Student Senate

By-Election
Nomination papers are now available in the Student Senate offices

for the Feb. 17 By-election to fill vacancies in the Senate. All papers

must be returned to the Senate offices no later than 5 p.m. Feb. 11.

Vacancies to be filled are:

11 -Commuters
2-Patterson

I-Wheller

I -Adams TS
l-Crampton

l-Chadbourne
l-Dwight

l-Melville

I -Emerson
1 -Grayson
2-Fraternities

I -Sororities

l-Thatcher

i -JO A Middle

1 -Brooks

I Hills North
1 -Webster

l-('oolidge Lowwer
I -James
M'ance
J-Dirkinson

M'ashin
l-JQA Lowwer
I - Knl irr field

i Mills South

1-McNamara
l-('oolidge Upper
I -Moore
2-Gorman

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
. til 7— TEKOA

Open eves.
Sat. til

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Splld parking h«idich«t in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE
Opp Century Shopping Plan' Fret parking for over 100 eart'

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N'hamp Jr College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR
On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency
Next to Holyoke Nat'l Bank

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST

> .
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Viet Cone Present Revised Peace Plan
*-^

. . .,.__, „~ ... . .. .. .u. kt«-*k the immediate res

BULLETIN, (AP) U.S. officials

find some hope in Viet Cong Paris

proposals.

PARIS (AP) — The Viet Cong
placed before the Paris talks

Thursday its revised peace plan

calling for the immediate

resignation of Nguyen Van Thieu

as South Vietnam's president. But

the United States suggested the

Communist side take another look

at President Nixon's eight-point

plan as the basis for ending the

Indochina war.

U.S. Ambassador William J.

Porter made no detailed response

to the Viet Cong plan but in

Washington a State Department

official said there seemed to be

some hopeful elements in it.

The Communists told Porter

they do not accept the plan

disclosed last week by Nixon on

television and put to the North

Vietnamese by presidential aide

Henry A. Kissinger last Oct. 11.

Porter replied: "This seems to

indicate a basic misunderstanding

of the negotiating process

generally and of what our proposal

is designed to do specificially."

Under the U.S. plan, he added,

the United States is prepared to

begin troop withdrawals and

prisoner exchanges while other

points are negotiated.

"Ours is a proposal which is fully

consistent with the principle tnat

the political future of South

Vietnam will be left for the South

Vietnamese people to decide for

themselves, free from outside

interference," Porter declared.

He said the plan was not sub-

mitted on a take-it-or-leave-it basis

but is open for negotiation.

But the North Vietnamese and

the Viet Cong appeared to be

abandoning any further con-

sideration of the Nixon plan, which

is backed by South Vietnam, and

going on to an elaborated version

of the Viet Cong's seven-point plan

presented last July.

Changes include a demand for

the immediate resignation of Thieu

and insistence that the United

States "set a specific terminal

date" for troop withdrawal.

"This specific terminal date will

also be the terminal date for the

release of all military and civilian

prisoners." the Communists said.

Previously the Communists had

demanded that the United States

cease supporting Thieu and had

asked that the United States get out

by the end of 1971.

Porter did not address himself to

the Viet Cong plan, but in

Washington William H. Sullivan,

deputv assistant Secretary of State

for East Asian and Pacific affairs,

told the House Foreign Affairs

subcommittee there seem to be

some elements of interest in it.

Sullivan said that for the first

time the enemy appears to be

separating military problems in

the negotiations for political

problems by addressing the sub-

ject of troop withdrawals to the

United States and the subject of

Thieu's resignation to Saigon.

•We will certainly have to ex-

plore it in great detail," Sullivan

added

TALKIMi IN PARIS-North Vietnam's delegate to the Vietnam peace talks being held in Paris. Xuan

Thuv. and his American counterpart William J. Porter, right, arrive for Thursdays weekly sess.orr

Thuy told newsmen as he entered that President Nixon's latest peace proposal was part of his election

campaign" and a "smokescreen". (AP)

No Fault Lawyer Intimidated

MONTPEL1ER. Vt. (AP) — The
president of the American Trial

Lawyers Association said Thur-

sday he would not be intimidated

by someone close to President

Nixon and would continue to speak

out freely against no-fault

automobile insurance legislation

Marvin E Lewis, a San Fran-

cisco attoray and president of the

there for a cabinet member to

write to a bar association asking

for sanctions against someone for

speaking out

Lewis was responding to a letter

sent to the American Bar

Association by Virginia Knauer.

special assistant to the President

for consumer affairs.

Mrs Knauer said that
CISCO aiiorny aiiu ^icsiucm \n u*t .-..-• ——

-

ATLA. asked what " justification is techniques being used by the ATLA

In Brief...
State to Buy Pennsy Track

BOSTON ( AP) - The state signed a formal agreement Thursday

to buy 145 miles of railroad rights of way from the Penn Central

Transportation Co for $19.5 million
.

Plans to buy the track were announced by Gov Francis W.

Sargent Dec 30 following five months of negotiations.

Final acquisition, however, still depends on approval of the

federal court overseeing reorganization of Penn Central and

a^eement by the federal Urban Mass Transit Administration to

help finance the project.

Flu Epidemic Continues

ATLANTA Ga. (AP) - The mortality rate because of influenza

is above the expected level throughout the nation for the fourth

strait week of the current flue epidemic, the Center for Disease

C
7nTuenTo?£^^^

in all 50 states, according to Dr James Sprague. chief of the in-

fluenza surveillance unit at the CDC.
Exercise Can Be Harmful

CHICAGO. Ill- (AP) - Not all exercise is good -and some

exercises can be harmful, in spite of the claims of health clubs^

MyVthcT magazine Today's Health, published by the American

Medical Association. .

The failure of health clubs' exercise programs to result in the

promised success is dismaying enough'' the magazine says m its

February issue in a survey of health clubs.

"But worse, of course, is the possibility of suffering actual

physical harm," it adds

in its efforts to defeat federal and

state no-fault legislation "could

appear to be so devious,

misleading and blatantly self-

serving, as to cast a long shadow

over the integrity of the entire

legal profession."

The president of the ABA, Leon

Jaworski. responded Wednesday-

saying the ABA had no authority to

question the ATLA's actions

The trial lawyers association is

an independent group of attorneys

and is not represented in the ABA
House of Delegates. "Why doesn't

Mrs. Knauer say the insurance

industry is blatantly self-serving,"

asked Lewis, who was in the

capital city to appear before a

legislative committee studying a

form of no-fault legislation for

Vermont.
"We have not paid one dime for

advertisements," he said of the

trial lawyers.

Lewis claimed advertisements

being published by the insurance

industry were false, yet he added,

the consumer advocate for the

nation made no statement against

them.

Drug Abuse Bill Passed
WASHINGTON (AP) - A $411 million bill authorizing a three-year

attack on drug abuse was approved by the House Thursday after a fight

over the best wav to control treatment programs for veterans

The bill, which passed 380 to 0. will set up a special White House action

office for drug abuse prevention.

It will be up to a congressional conference committee to settle on final

terms because the Senate had voted 92 to last December in favor of a

$1 5-billion. five-year appraoch

Both bills would create the special office under the President to pull

together scattered federal antidrug programs and determine unified

federal policy. ,, _ ...

Bv 196 to 174. the House rejected an amendment offered by Rep. Olin

Teague. D-Tex . chairman of the Veterans Affairs Committee. His idea

was to strip reference to Veterans Administration drug-treatment

programs from the legislation.

Teague argued the head of the new office might become a dictator

CORDS - JEANS - JERSEYS

m
reduction to

70%
BASEMENT SALE

wear-else ?

at the

'Wanda Hickey's Night of Golden Memories

and Other Disasters"

JEAN SHEPHERD

@)
Tonight

THIS WEEKEND AT

THE TOP OF THE CAMPUS

Campus Center Auditorium

8:00 p.m. Monday, Feb. 7

Reception following in 1102 Campus Center

Amherst

Jazz Concert

9 - 1

Emotions

with Gwen Cooper

DINNER

Tut. - Fri. 5:30 - 9

Saturday 5:30 - 10

9-1

No. Ireland Prepares

For Sunday's March
BKLFAST, Northern Ireland

( AP) — Britian ordered a battalion

of army reinforcements to Nor-

thern Ireland Thursday. Defiant

civil rights leaders refused to call

of an illegal protest march set for

Sunday near the border with

southern Ireland.

The troop movements, which will

bring army strength in the

province to 15,000 men. were an-

nounced after another day of gun

battles and explosions in the

streets of major northern Irish

cities

Over the border in the Irish

republic. Prime Minister Jack

Lynch pledged tough action to

crush insurgents "seeking to

overthrow the institutions of the

state."

Me accused outlaws of leading

Wednesday night's destruction of

Britain's embassy in Dublin and

warned such men were en-

dangering 'our institutions of

freedom and democracy
In London, the British foreign

•ecreUry, Sir Alec Douglas-Home,
demanded full compensation from

the Irish government for the

destroyed embassy and told Dublin

it must change its present attitude

to the crisis.

otherwise, he declared, it "could

do the most serious damage-and
lasting damage-to the relationship

between our two countries."

In Dublin. Lynch said he had

promised Britain full com-
pensation

An advance party of the 55-man

2nd Battalion Light Infantry flew

out of England during the day. The

rest will leave by ship Friday.

Army headquarters said the

reinforcements were dispatched as

"a precautionary measure" for the

civil rights' silent protest march
planned for the tough border city of

Newry on Sunday.
March organizers said the

demonstration is intended as a

tribute "to those who died for

democracy'' during a similar

march in Londonderry last Sun-

day. Thirteen men and boys were

killed in clashes with British

paratroopers.

More paratroopers are also

being sent to Northern Ireland, but

as replacements, not rein-

forcements.

The paratroopers have borne the

brunt ot civil rights accusations of

brutality while breaking up

marches staged in defiance of

emergency laws against

processions.

British Prime Minister Kdward
Heath appealed to Lynch, William

Cardinal Conway. Roman Cathlic

primate of all Ireland and John

Cardinal Heenan. the British

primate, to intercede with civil

rights leaders to have the Newry

march called off.

Northern Ireland's Security

Committee, comprising provincial

government, police and army
chiefs, warned the march is illegal

and "measures will be taken to

enforce the law."

March organizers said they

expect at least 15.000 people from

both sides of the border to attend

the demonstration, planned to take

place in total silence. They said

any blood-shed would be the

responsibility of the army.

Newry. nicknamed "El Paso"

after the violence it has seen from

G.M. Nets $1.9 Billion

DKTROIT. Mich. ( AP> General Motors Corp reported Thursday that

1971 was its second most profitable year in history, with earnings

totalling $1 .98 billion on record sales of $28 .3 billion.

GMs record profit year was 1965, when earnings were $2.12 billion on

sales of $20 7 billion

GMs previous record sales year of $24 3 billion was 1969

The world's largest manufacturing enterprise's 1971 earnings topped

those of strike beset 1970 by more than $13 billion. GMs 1970 earnings

were $609 million

Earnings per share over last year were $6 72. compared with $2 09 in

1970 and $7 41 in record 1965 They were $5.95 in 1969

CM also disclosed Thursday that its January sales topped those of last

year's same month by 13 2 per cent.
*

Chairman Richard Gerstenberg and President Edward N ( ole said in

a joint statement that President Nixon's 90-day wage-price freeze had a

favorable effect on auto sales, "but reduced the extent to which cost

increases could be recovered in prices
"

MDC Classifieds

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class

Starts Feb. 7th. —
Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCE! REGISTER NOW
Tel. 256-6066

\ coffin of one of 13 persons shot

site here Wednesday ill r funeral

its position on the frontier over the

past 2-1/2 years, was hit by a

rampage of burning, stoning and

looting in 1969 when a civil rights

march got out of control

Gun battles between British

troops and the Irish Republican

Army, which is fighting to bring

Protestant-dominated Northern

Ireland under the rule of the

mainly Catholic republic, crackled

through the streets of Belfast most

of Thursday
British troops, ordered to

remove burning barricades of cars

and trucks in Catholic districts.

dead in l>ondonderr\ is borne should*'

s«-r\ Ice attended h> thousands <>l niou

repeatedly came under sniper lire.

army headquarters said Asked if

the troops returned fire, the

spokesman said: "Yes indeed,

rather
"

The Catholic ghettoes of Falls

Road. Andersonstown, Turfe

Lodge, Ballymurphy and Ardoyne

reverberated to the crack of guns

from ll am well into the night

The army believed one gunman
was hit.

The last of the 13 Londonderry

victims was buried before a crowd

of 4.000 mourners He was William

McKinney. 27, whose funeral was

r high as il arrhed al Ike burial

IHCIs. ( IP)

delayed a day tor tar tlunji

relatives to arrive.

In Washington. Secretary of

State William P Rogers said the

United States would be willing to

plu> a useful role in the Northern

Ireland dispute, but "personally I

don't think we can."

The secretary said President

Nixon had expressed deep concern

over the recent event! Rogers also

told newsmen after a meeting with

Foreign Minister Patrick J Hillery

of Ireland that the I'nited States

would not intervene in the situation

and is not 'in a position to."

No. Vietnamese "Ready To Die"
SAIGON (AP) - North Vietnam

is ready to lose one-fourth of 50,000

mei: it has poised to attack in the

central highlands, and many of its

troops "have already resigned

themselves to death." the region's

top US. adviser said Thursday

"The enemy feels it necessary to

show he is really still in this war."

said John Paul Vann. senior

American adviser in the 2nd

Military Region that covers 47 per

cent of South Vietnam
"He's getting rather desperate

that the United States will pull out

of here without negotiating an

agreement." Vann added

Vann told a news conference in

the central highlands city of

Pleiku. that one enemy body in five

is found with a chest tattoo: "Born

in the North to die in the South

The veteran adviser said the

offensive expected around the mid

February Tet new year celebration

would probably hit his region

hardest in mountainous Kontum

Province. Other heavy attacks

have been predicted in the nor

thern tip of South Vietnam

Vann estimated the North

Vietnamese have committed 15,000

men to the Kontum campaign

Main targets are expected to be

fire bases in the Ben Het-Dak To

area, east of reported buildups of

troops and tanks This is where the

borders of Laos. Cambodia and

South Vietnam meet
The North Vietnamese probably

will harass the highlands province

capitals of Kontum and Pleiku

Vann said, but he does not expect

any serious attempt to capture

them.
Although the two South Viet

namese army divisions guarding

the two cities are reputed to be the

country's worst. Vann declared: "I

don't expect to lose anything

In this offensive the enemy will

be killed by overwhelming ar

tillery and air support." he said

"I'm enough of a realist that I'm

not going to ask the ARVN Army of

the Republic of Vietnam-to do what

they won't do
Vann's statement that he did not

expect an attempt to seize a

province capital differed

somewhat from a radio interview

six days ago. He said then he

believed the enemy's main purpose

uould be an attack on Kontum to

•grab headlines around the

world
"

\t the Pleiku news conference

Vann stressed "1 can't tell you

what the enemy is going to do, only

what he says he is going to do
"

[Pizza Party|

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

$1.25
FAFRY

SUNDAY NIGHT

BRUM'S
PIZZA

corner of

Main & Triangle 256-Wwfi

Tonight SEE

CANDY — A Hilarious

Movie

7 & 9:15 50c

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
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Court Grants Irving A Delay
\i w YORK i \i' Author Clifford Irving htt

obtained another delay of his appearance before a

federal grand jury, while a Danish singer was quoted

.is sa\ ing it seemed impossible that Irving could have

met Howard Hughes during a 1971 trip to Mexico.

Irving who claims to have written Hughes'

autobiography with active help from the recluse

billionaire, declined to say why he did not go before

the federal panel Thursday He has gotten two

postponements this week His wife, Edith, and his

lawyer also refused to comment
Nina van Pallandt. a Danish folk singer, was

quoted OJ the bos Angeles Times as Saying she and

Irving were apart "one to 1-12 hours at the most"

during a trip to Mexico at the time Irving has sworn

he first met Hughes in February, 1971

The Times said the tall, blonde 38 year old en-

tertainer .tsscrfed she never saw Hughes or anyone

mbling him during the trip and thai Irving did not

tell hei he had seen Hughes Irving said the meeting

occurred on Feb 13 and 14, 1971 in remote locations in

Mexico
Miss v an Pallandt interviewed by telephone from

the Bahamas told the newspaper she would come
volunianb to Sew York to appear before the federal

•id jury investigating the ossible mail

id

The j
livings grand jury

ed bv his lawyer, Maurice

I S Ml v Wh
..(her than to S i) that he was "tall

only for today
'

\lso winning a postponement was John Meier, of

Albuquerque \ M . a one time scientific consultant

to Hughes Sej mour also would not say why Meier, a

candidate for the Democratic Senate nomination in

New Mexico, had been excused

Publisher McCraw Hill denied a report that Ir-

ving's lawyer offered to return $500,000 if a group of

New York publishers would agree to drop all

prosecution against Irving and his wife. The firm had

given Irving $<i50.ooo for payment to Hughes for what

it believed v. is the billionaires autobiography

Irving has said it was his wife who. using the name
Helga K Hughes, deposited three McGraw-Hill

checks totaling St'..>0.(KMi in a Swis> bank and later

withdrew tin money and deposited $442. (MM) in another

bank in Zurich

The checks were made pa \ able to il H Hugh'

and endorsed with the same signature A handwriting

expert retained by the publisher said the signature

was that ot Howard Hughe-
Irving had sworn in an affidavit thai he delivered

checks
•

ihhi and SSO,000 to Hughes personally

.md a third' ooo to a man he knem as a Hughes
named 'George Gordon Hohnes."

Holmes has never been located and living hai

ed ;i publish '! n port that the man wai actualr

i 'he former Hughes employee
Hughes reported!) lives in ail but inviolable

seclusion 'n a hotel penthouse m the Bahamas

Charges To Be Dropped

Against Beach Protestors
w i.isi , Maine \»*'

Deput) • Hi chart:

idfhui
i layfi

ainst 31 persons arrested during

thi a\ EU'ach military

maneu
Cohen -aid the request for the

dismiss.., - will be presented to

Sixth District Court Judge Paul A
MacDonald at Bath MacDonald

1 have the final say as to

whether the misdemeanor charges

are dropped.
When contacted Thursday.

MacDonald said he felt too much
had been said about the cases

already, and he would act upon

Cohen's motion when it was filed

The judge declined further com-

ment
Meanwhile, at Georgetown, the

town harbor master said he would

"resort to every legal means

l rtnl the (
v arges

t pped
uuel P would

legal action against

Republican \tt> <;•; .1.

Erwin it he followed Democratic

Kenneth M. Curtis request to

drop the charges
Curtis asked Erwin to stop

prosecution because "neither

violence nor property damage
n suited." and those arrested

were making a symbolic gesture

of citizen protest against the

military operation
."

Erwin reluctantly agreed to the

request, saying he was "sorry"'

Curtis had made it. and adding "it

is certainly no defense to a

criminal prosecution that someone
was taking a politically or socially

popularon
."

Two legislators made floor

speeches Thursday decrying

More Arrests In Brazil
RIO I)K I WEIRO (API A wave of arrests of suspected subversives

in Brazil spread on Thursday, and at least four Rio newspaper reporters

were in custody A source in the military run government said more than

persona had been rounded up since last weekend

Most of those in jail were students including the son of BraziTs am-

lador to Paraguay Lawyers said authorities even arrested a 77-year

old woman, accusing her of giving money to a student suspected of

subversive activiti-

Under Brazils military regime, basic civil rights do not exist The

armed forces and police can arrest anyone on suspicion of "endangering

national security'
-

and hold him as long as they want

There were mass roundups of this nature in 1969 and 1970 One was to

avoid agitation during New York Gov Nelson A Rockefeller's state visit

Another, called Operation Birdcage was to get possible troublemakers

off the streets during congressional elections Others followed the kid-

nappings of foreign diplomats by political terrorists

The current wave of arrests was the biggest operation of its kind in

Brazil in more than a year Army. navy, air force and local police units

all were participating

Curtis' actio

Sen Frank \S Anderson, R-

Ellsworth said the govern
ure for dismissal represents

lap In t: to our law en

einent officers and the court."

Hep Edward C Kelkher, D-

Bangor. told the House that Curtis

"didn't do his office justice or the

people of Maine."
All those arrested were charged

with violating state park
regulations by entering Reid State

Park after it had been closed to the

public for a Navy and Marine cold-

weather exercise last month.

Candidates Go For

Hicks Seat

BOSTON (AP>- Two men have
announced their candidacies for

the 9th congressional district seat

now held by Louise Day Hicks. D-

Mass.
Hubert E Jones, former director

of the Roxbury Multi-Service

Center, came out for the office

Thursday The other candidate is

Melvin B Miller, publisher of Bay-

State Banner, a black oriented

Both are black, but a spokesman
for Jones says negotations are

underway to have only one black

candidate oppose Mrs. Hicks in the

primary She has not announced
but has indicated she will run for a

second term.

In Town

PICK OF THI DRAI i rhr fswrtfc aasna! selective service letter)

uis la Washington today \itii Urtbdatea sad assignments •( order

being picked from plexiglass drums. Picking are youth advisers

,i loll I Si:o|n nl HimiimMoun. Ps., Bad LyOWOOd ByTOO Mr

Canity, Ji sfCI rllle. Va the Wrst ojcfc sstlgsied No. tt te

men boii. St |H '•• II

Grow It In Your Cellar
CAPE KENNEDY, Kia « .\P> Marijuana and opium popm grov

soon tall victim t<. the space mux an orbiting satellite capable ot deta

tmn drug fields from too miles up
An earth resources satellite scheduled for launching in May or June

could provide the Rrst .-vidence whether the idea is feasible The I S

• Miry Department s Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous DrtVjl II

spending atx>ut $2 million dollars to tind out

The money will pay tor a one year project aimed at determining the

peculiar signature'' of the marijuana plant so that large crops of it

around the world can be detected by remote sensing devices in satellites

The signature is the pattern by which a plant reflects heat and light

during various phases of growth and under different soil and climate

conditions _

"Strawberry Shortcake

as American as Norman Mailer"

Jean Shepherd

JEAN SHEPHERD
TONIGHT

(§)
Campus Center Auditorium

8:00 p.m. Monday, Feb. 7

Reception following in 1 102 Campus C enter
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every Saturday from 5 p.m. 10 p.m.

Notice Tampering Suspected

A Jan., 18 special meeting of the

Planning Board which gave ap-

proval for sewerage, water

facilities, and roads for the 1,300

unit development of Otto

Paparazzo Associates has touched

off a fresh controversy here.

Critics say that there was vir-

tually no notice for the meeting and

that no one was present except for

members of the press and

proponents of the Paparazzo

project.

Today Town Clerk Estelle

Matusko stated that notice of the

special meeting had been posted in

the Town Hall Jan. 18 at 3:35 p.m.,

but she suggested the possibility

that "someone removed the

notice."

Reporters who regularly cover

Planning Board meetings plus

representatives of the Amherst

League of Women Voters found out

about the meeting only the day

before.

In addition, representatives of

the Amherst Growth Study

Committee which opposes the

Paparazzo project complained

yesterday that they knew nothing

of the meeting until they read

about it in the newspaper. Last

night committee member Arthur

Wright asked the planning board to

hold a full hearing on the subject

Wright argued that the items

approved by the Planning Board

were exactly those that the Zoning

Board of Appeals had refused to

consider when the board gave its

approval to the project Dec. 23. At

the ZBA hearing preceding that

approval chairman Kenneth
Rosenthal told Paparazzo op-

ponents that they would have an

opportunity at a Planning Board

meeting to discuss problems of

water, sewerage, roads, and traffic

created by the Paparazzo project,

Wright said. It was not within the

province of the ZBA to rule on such

factors, Rosenthal told Paparazzo

opponents.

At the Jan. 18 meeting, however,

the Planning Board gave full ap-

proval to the water, sewerage, and

roads in the 333-acre project. The

board went on to approve a road

proposed to run through the

southern half of the project,

despite the fact that it was not part

of the 1,300 unit project approved

by the ZBA and, previously, by the

October Town Meeting.

At that time Planning Board

members Robert Plattner and

Alice Epstein protested approval

of the additional road. "I don't

want to see the road under the

circumstances," Plattner was
quoted as saying. He argued that

the placement of the road would be

inconsistent with town meeting's

decision to approve a development

of only half of the 640 acres

New SEC Proposals

Help Small Investors
NEW YORK (AP)-New proposals by the Securities and Exchange

Commission to change the way Americans buy and sell *°cks are ex-

pected to bring better prices for the small investor and a reshuffling of

trading patterns on the various stock exchanges

They may also reduce income for some brokerage firms while giving

big investors a break on their commission fees However major changes

may not come for several months

The SEC The federal regulator of securities operations, said Wed-

nesday it wants by the end of the year some form of unified system that

will show investors the daily prices and trading volume for stock traded

m^XSX!St^ on a nearly equal footing with the large

institutional investors." commented John Smith, a partner of the New

York brokerage firm of Fahnestock & Co.

H wU a¥ow him to shop around and buy his stock in the market offering

the lowest price, an option previously available only to large institutions,

such as mutual and pension funds.

Priced the ove^ne-counter market, among dealers and brokers

outs.de the exchanges, and in the different regional exchanges are

sometimes lower than New York Stock Exchange prices

The SEC also plans to require brokers to negotiate their commission

fees on all transactions worth more than $300,000. The reduction from the

c^rent $500,000 level will permit large investors to trim their trading

cos^f and lead to a drop in earnings at some brokerage houses heavily

X^^ at one such firm said profits might

consequently fall "by as much as 25 per cent

— >ll D-H I VI I II SPECIAL—

Imported Afghanistan Coats

*20-*70

originally proposed by Paparazzo
Associates.

"The land is going to be sub-

divided, whether it's birdfarms or

one acre lots or whatever the town

will let us do," Otto Paparazzo was
quoted as telling the board. "We're

not fooling the town. We're
showing where the road will go in."

Yesterday, the dispute continued

over which town board-if any-has

the jurisdiction to actually rule on

the sewer, water, and road
facilities of the project. Plattner

repeated his objections to the

Planning Board's approval to the

road in the southern half of the

project, but went on to question

whether the board can actually

approve the sewer, water, and

road facilities, except on highly

technical grounds. Plattner said he

did not think that the board could

rule on the broader question of the

ultimate effect of the huge
development on the town. This is

the question that the Amherst

Growth Study Committee has

raised both in hearings of the

Planning Board and the Zoning

Board.

Last night the Planning Board

said that it would study the Growth

Study Committee request for

another hearing on the develop-

ment. However, the Planning
Board has received a legal opinion

that another hearing would not be

required, member Theodore Bacon

said today. "We've considered the

Paparazzo project at 15 meetings

throughout the year," Bacon said

"The public has been welcome at

any one of the. The fact that the

opponents didn't come to the Jan.

18 one is their own business. There

are only five or so people who are

really concerned about this.

(Reprinted from the Daily

Hampshire Gazette)

^ihalijoarlhop
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PniltP 9 (NEXTTOWAlTirS) Hadley

James A. Rogers, (left), of Fritzsche Dodge & Olcott presents his

companies award to Clifford Starr. UMass undergraduate in Food

Science. The $1,000 scholarship was presented to Starr for his 4.0

grade average. The award was presented recently at the Arthur D.

Little Co. in Cambridge.

Basic Judaism Study Group

Mondays 7:30 p.m. at Hillel, 420 S.U.

From Fob. 7 on

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

U»f WW.'* fi«*r

to**K me**'" 6/m •* •f £/. - 7r•"•
You ere invited to a life Concert with the underatending that you will

bo contracting with everyone elae who cornea to toko loll reapemaiWMly

for youraeW from rho momont you arrive until you chooao to loavo. W.
will not auggeat anything for you to do. A lifo Concort ia momenta and

apoco and lifo apart from our conditionod, intordopondont world of

aurvival faara, burdonaomo roaponaibilitioa and goal ttriving, whoro ono

may moro aatily bo at ono with himeelf. othora, tho world and whot'a

heppening. Lifo Concorta differ according to tho contract for living to-

gathar and aolf-diacovary which all participanta mako with oach

othor. Laat fall wo conductod a Ufo Concort whoro tho contract waa to

not talk. Noarly a hundrod poopla anthuaiaatically participated. Remain-

ing with tho community without anything planned to do. we found

ouraelvee being what we had boon endeavoring to become. We elao

became aware of aaaumptiona upon which wo were oporeting but of
m

which wo hod boon previoualy unewere.
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Clean Sweep

SALE
(Sat. - Feb. 5th from 10 to 6)

Wos. Winter Boots $10 & Less
(none higher)

Wos. Shoes

some price

In the Alley

d . $2 - $3 - $4 - $5 - $6

iVl.','n — Shoes and Boots

as low as

$6 - $8 - $10
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Financial Hassle
If Governor Sargent's budget proposals are accepted,

this University will probably be hit with belt-tightening

budgets in fiscal 1973 and 1974. He has already indicated

that tight budgets will be sought all around. This may
leave the University facing a couple years of austerity

such it has never seen before. What could happen here to

solve a money shortage?

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery has indicated that

there is a strong possibility of a faculty hiring freeze next

academic year. This would throw the 15 to 1 student-

faculty ratio off kilter. The University, as already com-

mitted, must grow by 1500 students each year. Holding the

above ratio requires the creation of 100 new faculty

positions each year. New faculty could only come in as

replacements during a hiring freeze. Many of them have

already been recruited for these positions which would not

materialize in a money shortage.

Also, financial aid programs may also be cut back

during a year of austerity. This would force many students

to leave school, which would be contrary to the whole idea

of a low cost, high quality, public higher education.

We urge each student, especially those who now have

vote power, to write to his or her state representative and

state senator in support of funds for the University. If we

don't let them know how we feel, then probably no one else

will either. .

We also urge the Student Senate as a whole to support its

constituency in such action.

•< hi the other hand gentlemen, we must not lose sight

of the fact that we are seeing a mueh hetter class

of unemployed person than ever before.'

WASHINGTON-One of the reasons that it is so

difficult to get a settlement in Vietnam is that there

are so many peace proposals on the table that no one

knows which one anyone is talking about.

Even President Nixon, in discussing the secret

meetings with the North Vietnamese in Pans,

stumbled over the different plans that have been

submitted.

I am certain that this is what is happening in the

White House at this very moment:

•Mr President, the North Vietnemese have just

given an answer to our peace proposal."

"Good, Henry Is it a response to our reply to their

public seven-point plan or our private eight-point plan

which we submitted to them9 "

•We're not certain. As you know, in 1967 they of-

fered us a four-point plan and we came back at them

with a 14-point proposal which they rejected outright.

Then on May 14, 1969, we came back with our eight

point public plan which they countered by submitting

a 10-point plan on July 8, 1969
"

"What about our five-point proposal of Oct. 7,

1970?"

"They responded to that by publicly submitting the

National Liberation Front's seven-point plan."

"What does that make the point spread, Henry?

"I'm not too good at mathematics, Mr. President,

but I believe on points they're slightly ahead But if

you add our eight-point secret plan, then we're

ahead."
"Do you believe they'll come up with another point

proposal when they realize they're behind?"

"I'm sure of it, Mr President They were very

angry that we added a point to their seven-point

proposal of July, and considered it an act of bad

faith."

"The only reason we did it was because the seven

points did not cover all the proposals
."

"I know that and you know that, but they don't

know it."

"I have a good mind to bomb them tomorrow

morning."
"Wait a minute, Mr. President. I think we ought to

study their reply to our response to their proposal

first. There may be something in it we've

overlooked."

"Well, why can't we bomb them while we're

studying their response?"

"Because if we respond to their answer with

bombing, they could say we're not serious about our

eight-point proposal."

"Is that the secret one or the public one?
"

"It was the secret one, Mr. President, until you

made it public."

"Oh, yes. that's right. Well, is their response to our

secret uh public eight-point proposal, secret or

public?"

"Publicly they have denounced it, but secretly

they've indicated they're studying it."

"Well, why don't we bomb them publicly, but

secretly let them know we're looking for a peaceful

solution?"

"I believe, sir, we'd have to come up with another

proposal before we do. How about a 35-point peace

plan 9 That could really throw them into a swivet."

"That's not a bad idea. But before we do that, what

was their response to our eight-point secret proposal

which I made public the other night to show all

Americans that I had gone the extra mile?"

"My people are sending it up to me now. Here's one

of my aides. Thank you."

"Henry, you've gone pale. What is it, Henry?"
"Oh, my God. Mr President! The North Viet-

namese want to change the shape of the table.

Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times

Tom Moriarty

Move To Reconsider

,'llerhlo.k h OH titration)

Last Wednesday evening the Student Senate voted

against funding the Student Mobilization Committee.

Several points need to be made concerning the debate

and discussion which preceeded that vote, and the

political atmosphere under which the decision was

made
, ,

,

To begin with, the mood of the Student Senate could

in no way be characterized as tight fisted that night

SWAP, widely acknowledged to be little more than

a place "to get drunk, get high, or get whatever you

can" and which had met with questionable success in

meeting its rather broadly defined goals, was funded

"The Senior Committee of the Class of 73", which

has yet to be formed, whose purpose is to organize

Senior Day. and whose sole spikeswoman voiced

reservations as to its feasibility and value, was

funded The question of whether to fund The Student

Mobilization Committee to End the War in Southeast

Asia was the next order of business

Strangely enough, major opposition did not come

from the right The arguments of conservative

spokesmen that night, Matt Tackeff and someone

named Neil, were nothing short of fatuous If the war

were not so deadly serious an issue, Tackeff's in

sincere accusation that SMC's wide and consistent

leafletting activity was a detrement to the en

vironmental health of the University would have

appeared comical. Even if the SMC were to be held

responsible for what students did with leaflets after

reading them, Mr. Tackeff's new found ecological

concern would be better directed at the already

advanced destruction, caused by the war, on the

environmental balance on an entire subcontinent

Tackeff, before sitting down, felt the need to insert his

foot still further into his mouth by pretending to

defend the rights of the individual against compulsion

i.e. student funding of the SMC Larry Ladd, in what

was nearly the only display of political clarity and

personal integrity seen in the chambers that night,

stood up and pointed out the compulsion of taxation,

the draft, and a war that continues against the will of

the American people. Neil's original statement that

the Mobe is in favor of the war was met with laughter

Finding that position untenable, the senator thought

it expedient to alter that accusation Then, according

to Neil, some members of the SMC, notably myself,

are in solidarity with the Vietnamese revolution

against foreign domination. Speaking only for

myself, I very proudly plead guilty to that charge

But far from taking the trouble to examine the SMC's

goals and principles which are clearly stated in the

group's constitution, and in arrogant disregard for

the Mobe s long fight for immediate withdraw!, Neil

sank to slander in his characterization of the entire

SMC Never once having attended an SMC meeting

this year, if ever, Neil stated that the Mobe is con-

trolled by a clique The paranoia of the senator was

reflected in his contempt for the intelligence of the

entire membership of the SMC. In an organization

that has new elections each semester, immediate

removal from office by simple majority vote, and

whose day to day work is based on democraticly

made decisions, excactly how such control could be

exerted was not explained by the senator. To top off

this shameless conglomeration of ludicrous and

empty charges. Neil included a cheap remark against

Sid Finehirsh. a former chairman of the SMC and a

tireless fighter against the war So much for the

political content of the right opposition

Of considerably greater significance was the ac-

tivity of the liberal majority of the Student Senate

Several senators during the debate stated that they

supported the SMC and agreed with its goal, yet

would vote against funding. Here we have a concrete

example of crippling lip service. It is blant hypocricy

to expound verbal support while dealing a violent

financial blow to the antiwar movement. In effect,

what occurred was a somewhat distorted reflection of

what occurs in the U.S. Senate There, antiwar

speeches may occasionally be heard, but when the

key to the war's continuation ie. the money needed to

perpetuate it, is brought up, that antiwar sentiment

finds no fulfillment in action

The very real pressures of another election year on

already long extended struggle against the war were

evident. Vague, poorly expressed, very general anti-

SMC sentiment was expressed from the liberal camp,

as well as fomplaints of fatigue and boredom with the

mass action perspective. Exactly what, we might ask

our senators, do they think they are fighting when

they join the antiwar movement? The war is no

mistake. It has always been, and remains, a con-

certed effort on the part of the U.S. govt, to maintain

imperialist domination in S.E. Asia Not until that

fact is understood, and with it the realization of how

far the U.S. govt is willing to go, will the UMass
Student Senate or anyone else be able to wage the

long implacable fight necessary to end that war.

Most people, I think, are willing to lay blame for the

war where it correctly belongs; far. certainly, from

the UMass Student Senate But at the same time, we

must understand that in succumbing to the

tremendous pressures on the antiwar movement, the

Student Senate's refusal to fund the SMC was a

criminal abandonment of the Southeast Asian people.

It should be clear that the Vietnamese, Cambodians,

and Laotians were the losers at Wed. evening's

Senate meeting. Even as you read this, U.S. bombers

are raining death and destruction on them. But as

long as they resist, as long as they continue their

heroic struggle, people of vision, courage and dignity

in America will carry on a relentless campaign with

equal determination, until the antiwar movement

grows powerful enough to end U.S. involvement in

Southeast Asia.

Move to reconsider SMC funding.
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'JUST HOW DO I GET MYSELF INTO THESE SITUATIONS??'

Letters To The Editor

Less Than Temperate Fears

To the Editor:

The preponderance of the time reason seems to

urge peaceful men to confine their arguments and

disagreements to gentler forums than the media. The

coincidence of the current Athletic Council debate

and the general ban on concerts raises the fun-

damental question of control of ones own resources

and the assumed right to dictate ones own destiny by

the use of those resources It is the very question, put

in fundamental terms, which led (we are told)

Chancellor Tippo to resign and which alternatively

prompted President Wood to precipitate that

resignation or at least to allow the forces that

precipitated it to go unchecked with that risk in view

At the same time the Faculty Senate exhibits

pubescent tendency toward acquiring and exercising

some sort of political power over its conglomerate

life It manifests this awakening by its belated and

regrettably timid posture toward the Board of

Trustees and by its adolescent behaviour toward the

Athletic Council issue. The latter marks a recent

nadir of the Faculty Senate's sophistication in that it

is responding to naked assertion of legality by the

NCAA and its resident proponents when a most

cursory reading of the NCAA Constitution would have

led people to protest "To sin by silence when they

should protest makes cowards of men." as President

Lincoln so aptly suggested

If one constructs a syllogism from Dr Gage s less

than temperate fears of mob scenes, incipient injury

and whatnot due to a crowd of people at Alumni

Stadium (apparently conceding a rather alarming

amount of crowd controls anyway), then one is

inevitably led to the conclusion that large groups of

people, at least at Alumni Stadium, poses a threat to

the Community Now. if indeed such an aglomeration

of people does" pose a threat to the Community, then

clearly the owner is under a duty to his tenants to see

B.S.S.

Donation Time

To the editor:

So many people talk about the things that should be

done in our society today about helping others when

they are not as fortunate as themselves They talk

about helping their brothers and sisters who have

problems, so that life will be a little bit more

pleasant But often that's all they do - talk. Well, the

residents of Coolidge Lower have decided to do,

rather than talk this time. We are holding an auction

on Saturday. February 26 at 10: 30 in Hampden Dining

Commons A professional auctioneer will preside All

the proceeds will be donated to Belchertown State

School for toys and equipment. If you have something

you no longer want or can use. please donate it If not.

come to our auction and maybe you'll find something

you'd like, while at the same time making a con-

tribution to a worthy cause.

Articles can be dropped off at the horseshoe in

Southwest on Thursday, February 17 from I 00 to

6:00, and on Tuesday and Wednesday. February 22

and 23, at the same time and place. Signs will be

posted around the horseshoe telling you exactly

where to go. Articles can also be dropped off at the

Stop and Shop in Hadley on Friday night, February

18 from 4:00 to 8:00, and on Saturday, February 19,

from 10:00 to 2:00. If you have any questions, or you

have articles that you want to donate but can not

deliver, please call Joyce at 546-7971.

Joyce Goldsmith

Gak!

that such a threat to the public welfare is diminished

a safe level Accordingly, if the tenant were to

complain and achieve no satisfaction within a

reasonable period of time, then the tenant would

perhaps have the right, if not indeed the legal

obligation, to withhold his rent by paying the same
into Court pursuant to Chapter 111 of the General

Laws. Of course, if the tenant were an unwilling

tenant who was forced to pay the rent for an edifice

that was being used in a manner that was or was

likely to be a threat to the public weal, then perhaps

the tenant should refuse to continue the tenancy.

The recent disclosure that televised football

satiates massive sexual needs of the store-variety

American male suggests to the novice in this area

that live football may have even greater sexual

import the like of which would turn the golden dome
of Massachusetts' venerated state house a true

purple (other states' capitals notwithstanding) Alas.

the inevitable conclusion is that one orgy must be

quite alike another Either the stadium is for people

or it is not Either the people have meaningful control

over their destinies and resources or they should

withdraw those resources I think the problem of the

Athletic Council, concerts, and Alumni Stadium

needs some hard rethinking and some substantial

repositioning both in Whitmore and in the Herter

caucus rooms
Richard M. How land

To the Editor:

At approximately 9 40 on Wednesday morning, a

friend of mine was in Hampshire Dining Commons

eating breakfast She went to the counter and picked

up a box of cold cereal, casually glancing at it Upon

seeing a hoard of tiny black bugs crawling around in

the cereal, she immediately (and understandably)

became extremely revolted, and called it to the at-

tention of a Dining Commons Attendant The woman

looked into the box, muttered a barely audible

"Again?!", and. shrugging her shoulders, removed

the cereal from the counter.

Need I say more?
N'anciS. Schwartz

Letters

To The Editor
As in previous years the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length All letters must be signed and the author's

address and telephone numbers must be included.

No letter will be published without this in-

formation. Also, no letters will be printed without

the name of the author. Please note this change in

policy.

All letters are subject to editing either for

content or space according to the judgment of the

editors. Also, due to space limitations, we do not

guarantee that all letters will be printed

THE EDITORS

Editorial Points
The following times should

be used with the Student Senate

Bush schedule: add 5 minutes

on even numbered days; add 10

minutes on odd numbered
days; add fifteen minutes in

rain or snow; and use your

Ouija Board during Leap Year.
*****

Is Jean Shepherd tonight?
*****

What good could the wage-
price freeze do when the

government wants to give

retroactive pay-raises to

130,000 people?

Did President Nixon really

give Elvis Presley a narcotics

badge?
•••**

Does the Student Mobe bore

you?
*****

Those students involved in

the counterfeit license ring-it's

a nice gesture that the Registry
is only asking for suspended
sentences. It just shows the

respect ingenuity commands.
*****

Doesn't Boston have a nerve
thinking it can dump its gar-

bage in Montague?

Plasticity

You've shown me, though you know it not,

your plastic form, your mould, your way
of saying, "Things aren't how they seem."

I asked you, though you heard me not,

with plastic words that flowed a steady

stream, "Are you searching with me?"
You answered me, though you meant it not,

with plastic thoughts that melted

in the heat of falsity, "I'm here."

The plastic letters floated by upon the sky,

wherefrom they melted, dripped, and

ran away, thereupon the phrases, words,

and thoughts became a lie

You melted there, though you know it not,

a neon sign, and tallowed letters from

your fingers, softly, gently, fading.

Melt away, I now you want, and

stay away until I recogniize you not,

for I need to be saved from your

plasticity.

T. David Barrett

As It Stands Now
Ed. Note: This is the fifth in a series on teacher evaluation.

By NICK SPOSTALA
When Provost Gluckstern sent out the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee

on Teacher Evaluation and asked the faculty and the Student Senate to

comment on it. the whole matter was committed to the Academic Affairs

Committee for study and recommendation to the Senate After much

discussion in the committee and outside of the committee, with faculty

and students, it wars recognized that some major adjustments had to be

made in the recommendations of the report

The first item that the committee thought needed revision was that of

the mandatory use of the Illinois form It became obvious that many

students as well as faculty, disliked that form The committee saw a

need, though, for some sort of computerized form so that the results could

be published easily Because of those reasons, the committee suggested

that when the staff for the Office of Teacher Evaluation and Im

provement was hired, they could develop a number of forms for use by

the faculty The committee also encouraged use of essay evaluations and

short questionaires that could be used by the professors part way through

the semester By doing this, the instructor could receive immediate

feedback, and hopefully begin to change the course to help the students in

As for the matter of publication, the committee wanted immediate

publication of all results, but they realized that the faculty should tx

given some time to accustom themselves to the evaluation process As

they were unwilling, however, to be as wishy washy as the Ad Hoc-

Committee on this point, they reworded the Ad Hoc Committee's

recommendation to read. "For instructors without tenure, the data

should be released in al classes after the faculty member has been

previously evaluated for four semesters For faculty members with

tenure, the data should be released in all cases after the instructor has

been previously evaluated for two semesters ." Thereby insulating, for a

time all instructors; those without tenure get more time because of their

vulnerability, and those with tenure get less time before the evaluations

are published

The Academic Affairs Committee endorsed strongly the concept of the

Office of Teacher Evaluation and Improvement, stressing the need for

teacher improvement. Realizing that the faculty would want to have

some part in the management of the Office and that students, who had

been running the program up until now. would want to stay a part of the

operation, said, in a new recommendation, that "There should be

established with the Office of Teacher Evaluation and Improvement, a

Review and Appeal Board, composed of students, faculty members, and

administrators, in equal number, which shall meet on a regular basis

This Board will review and be responsible for policy decisions of the

Office for Evaluation and Improvement of Teaching, and will report to

the Faculty and Student Senates, and will hear specific grievances from

those affected by the policy implementation." This type of Board

managing the Office would ensure that the policy was in the best interest

of all those concerned, not as is proposed now by a majority of depart

ments, that an evaluation program be run on a departmental basis,

where there would be no student representation and there would be no

publication of results.

As it stands now, there are few departments that have allowed students

seats on their personnel committees Teacher Evaluation has been the

only voice that Undergraduates have had on most committees; the only

voice that the importance of teaching has had on those committees And

just know when the University community as a whole is to*et involved in

Teacher Evaluation, the faculty say that they will run the programs and

that only they will look at the results That means that stunts and

Undergraduate teaching gets the shaft again.

t—<*
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as he continues his effort to unseat President Nixon in the March 7 primary. <
AP»

General Strike Called In Rome
ROME (AP) — Hundreds of

thousands of Roman workers went

on a 24-hour general strike

Thursday to press for reforms

from a government yet to be for-

med. Despite Italy's political crisis

and a sagging economy, they

turned the day into a semi-hohda>v

Trains serving the capital, local

public transport, factories, offices,

banks and the government

bureaucracy came to a halt.

Hospitals treated only emergency

cases Airlines canceled some

flights.

But the mass walkout over

unemplovment and administrative

troubles gave the public an op-

portunity to take advantage of

open stores, restaurants and

espresso bars, and to enjoy a stroll

on a warm and sunny day. Even a

demonstration by more than 10.000

striking workers had a carnival

atmospherp
The relaxed approach contrasted

with Italy's stark political and

economic situation

Scores of plants have folded in

recent months Eleven of the

months by workers who hope the

government will take over and

As a result of faltering

production many factories have

either laid off workers or put them

on a shorter week. Time lost due to

such layoffs amounted to 200

million hours in 1971, triple what it

was the year before.

Last year Italy's industrial

production, once "il boom'' of

Europe, dropped 3 per cent, the

first decline since the war. In-

vestments also fell in 1971 , by 9 per

cent.

At the Quirinal Palace.

President Giovanni Leone con-

tinued his search for a man able to

end the political crisis by forming

Italy's 33rd government in the last

25 years.

Italy has been without a

government since Christian

Democrat Emilio Colombo's 17-

month-old center-left alliance

resigned on Jan. 15.

Old coalition partners-the

Socialists, Democratic Socialists

and the Republicans-refuse to be

coaxed into another alliance unless
recent months Eleven of the

e cnurch-supported Christian
closed factories, including a Coca £

e

m
c™

rats
PP
mise efforts t0

Cola plant, have been occupied for

THL

T^tim
Prime Ribs Steak Seafood

LUNCHES beginning Monday, February 7

Monday - Friday 11:30-2:30

DINNER HOURS
Monday - Thursday 5:30 - 10 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 5:30-11 p.m.

Sunday 4 -9 p.m.

COCKTAILS ENTERTAINMENT NOW
Featuring — Jan Carriff

529BELCHERTOWN RD.

Rt. 9 between Amherst and Belcherti

( sorry, no reservations)

156 8551

avoid a planned referendum on

divorce.

If a solid government does not

emerge. Leone may have to

dissolve parliament and call for a

general election a year ahead of

schedule.

Most parties want to avoid

premature election* fearing

economic and social unrest can

only aid the Neo-Fascist Italian

Social Movement. The party,

riding backlash sentiment, more

than doubled its votes in local

elections last June It is pressing

for immediate general elections

Sen. Hartke Sees

Himself A Winner
Thursday, and said he was the first to break with his party over the In-

d
°?he

n
s

a
enior Hooker senator told students in Portsmouth and Salem he

won the mayoralty of Evansville and three elections to he Senate

b^ausehS winner, and said he is the only Democratic contender who

can defeat President Nixon. --n,.. - --—
"I will tell you, I can beat him," he said in Portsmouth They the other

Democratic contenders can't beat him."
. . ..

He^bo has raised the challenge of a debate with his opponents in he

March 7 New Hampshire primary, saying he has accepted an invitation

from the state's educational television network for a debate

However Neal Seavey. network news director, said debate invitations

wereTssued only to Sens" George McGovern and
I

Edmund Mu4«.wtam

he savs are the frontrunners. Seavey said Hartke and other candidates

wou?d
y
be offered equal time later, because trying to include all in one

program would not allow adequate time for discussion of issues^
P
Hartke had said earlier that he would like to debate McGovern.

charging McGovern was campaigning on several issues wh»ch •*.

Hartke had sponsored in the Congress-notably increased social security

^Toffof the Hartke statement. McGovern said he would
M^kf»

a
.

d
ha
to

debate Hartke, but added. 'Bluntly. I'd rather take on Muskie than

Hartke because I see it as a contest between myself and Ed

Responding Thursday. Hartke said. "I don't blame h.m. It s easy to

debate a powderpuff Muskie."

But the debate charges and counter charges probably are moot

anvway. because Muskies Washington office said fhnraday_ha wffl be

campaigning in Florida Feb 16. the date mentioned for the ETV telecast

Hartke was asked by a student at Salem what he would do about

granting amnesty to those who left the country or were jailed over the

Vietnam war issue during the 1960s. „

"You've just heard people say they are against amnesty or for it, he

said "I say that's a cheap trick."

He said those who left the country on the issue might be granted am-

nesty if they would return to the United States and agree to put in some

term of service other than military, mentioning the Peace Corps. Vista

and other such organizations. __________

1

OPEN HOUSE

AT LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
374 N. Pleasant St.

Friday, February 4, 8:00 p.m.

25* - 12 oz. bottle of Schlitz

SENIORS

LAST
CHANCE
To Sign Up For

Senior Photos

In the Index Office,

S.U . 40
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Make Your Mother Happy.

Singer Tells It To Nixon

\rthur YVaskow

Jewish Life Series

To Be Held At Smith
A new series of programs en

titled 'Want in the Midst oi Plenty

ritique of American Jewish

I lie N'gins at Smith College

Tuesday (Pet M with Arthur

Row. who will speak at 7:30

p tn in the i I
the

Neilsofl Library

DON'T FORGET

"CAT DANCE"

S.U. Ballroom

Fob. 5

We'll

get it

on
together

Sat.

9- 1

Cheap
50<

His topk will be "Want in the

Mi 1st of Plenty: a Kadical Jewish

pective ." Sponsored by the

B'nai B nth Hillel Foundations it

Smith and Amherst Colleges, the

mi iea is open to the public.

Mr Waskow, a resident fellow of

the lustitutt fol Policy Studies in

D.C., is a noted lec-

turer and the author of numerous
book! including 'The Freedom

r" and "The Bush is Bur

ning."

A graduate of the University of

Wisconsin, Mr Waskow helped

found the Conference on P«

ch in History and the

Radical Historians Group An
initiator of new approaches and

lifestyles in the Jewish com-
munity, he is the founder of a

Jewish counter-cultural center in

Washington

WASHINGTON (IAS) - "1 think she ought to be

torn limb from limb," said noted pacifist Martha

Mitchell. The other members of the audience of 150

including Pres. and Mrs. Nixon less articulate at first

sat in stunned surprise when Carol Feraci, a member
of the Ray Conniff Singers pulled a sign saying "Stop

the Killing' ' from the top of her dress, and Disrupted a

musical program in the White House.

The entertainment followed a dinner in honor of

Mr. and Mrs. DeWitt Wallace, founders of the

Reader's Digest, the little pocket-sized homey right-

wing magazine "which is read in 13 languages and in

170 countries." Now in their 50th year of publication,

Nixon wanted to present them with a Medal of

Freedom Award. They in turn printed an exclu

interview with Nixon in their 50th anniversary issue;

as well as reminding their readers that "Reader's

Digest, more than any other mass circulation

magazine, has consistently exposed the evils of

Communism and has consistently portrayed the

blessings of the free-economic system
."

So who should be invited for the entertainment, but

the Kay < onniff Singers9 As Nixon himself said when

introducing them, "They're to musi'- what Reader's

Digest is to literature." i he meant it as a com-

pliment

Then |ust as they were about to start their first

song. Carol Fei aci pulled the sign from the top of her

She stepped forward a Iced straight at

Nixon, who tting in th< Front row din

trout ol her

UIMUfl
TONIGHT ON il I FM:

7:00 p.m. NEWS
p m i LEt

this informative hall hour

s with the evolution of man
through the eyes of a leading and

Mai biologist

8:00 p m LJAMAA DRUM black

programming with lots of music,

news and information items and

soul (three hours)

11:00 p.m NEWS
11 :30 p.m. BOB COM1SKY SHOW -

good sounds til 3:00.

"President Nixon, stop bombing human bein

animals and vegetation," she said with feeling. "You

go to church on Sunday and pray to Jesus Christ. If

Jesus Christ was in this room tonight you would not

dare to drop another bomb Bless the Berrigans and

Daniel Ellsberg
."

Someone from the elegantly gowned and black tn i

audience, which included Sec. of State Wm. Rogt

Att. Gen. John Mitchell, Treasury Sec John Con

nallv, Bob Hope, Rev. Norman Vincent Peale, Billy

Graham, and Donald T. Regan, president of Met

Lynch. Pierce. Fenner and Smith, yelled. "I think

you ought to throw her out." All over the audiem e

guests started booing and took up the cry

Ray Tonniff turned to her and said, i think it

would be better if you left." With that she turned and

left She was surrounded by Secret Service men.

questioned and then allowed to lev

Later she told reporters i thought that it wo
make a nationwide impression if an oobie doobie-do

girl like myself made this protest on a stage inside th<

White House She said she had joined the Ka>

Conniff SingeO* because she knew they were goiru

play at the White House.

She was facing Nixon when she made her pt

• looked a little Shocked, but he was ObVMUSl)

trying to keep tns smile
'

After she left the program continued, ending with

the singing oi "God Bless America

The next day. Nixon s communication chief Herb

Klein said that Carol Feraci would no! Ik- arre-
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when you purchase two

H. Salt Fish & Chips
dinners with this

coupon. Offer good

until

H. Salt Fish& Chips.

fe H. SALT FISH & CHIPS SPECIAL COUPON OFFER

Kentucky Fried Chicken
RT. 9 ACROSS FROM ZAYRES

Hours : 11-10 weekdays, 1 1 - 11 on weekends

P S. Please be sure to visit our new dining room ______

MASSACHUSETTS
vs

SYRACUSE
LIVE & IN COLOR SATURDAY, FER. 5

1:00 PM • WWLP-TW CHANNEL 22

Be sure to follow exciting college basketball action all

season long—brought to you by Schaefer beer. And
while you're enjoying the games, enjoy bright, reward-

ing Schaefer—the one beer to have when you're having

more than one.

when you're having more than one
Schaefer Brewenet. New York and Albany. N Y ,

Baltimore, Md
.
Ler_h Valley Pa
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Campus Carousel

Customer Is Always Right?
„ ^.,.,nD >viw nhacic on familv and consumer

Weather Need Question Mark

By TONY GRANITE
DORM VACANCY SIGNS UP at

Univ. of Miami, caused several

floors of dorms to be shut down,

according to intelligence received

though the Daily Reveille of

Louisiana State (which shows the

lengths the MDC goes to for the

latest poop)
Miami's housing director says

that most of the students who

checked out scored staff members

for failing to keep order. The

remainder said the rules were "too

strict and confining
"

How long will it take em to find

out the customer is always right,

anyway"
*»*«

STl'DKM (HI'S ON THE
I UtE.TOO? A letter to the editor

of Lex the student newspaper of

the John Jay College of Criminal

Justice in NYC complains about

the epidemic of shoplifting that has

n noted in the local bookstore.

The managers of the Lex Book

Exchange. Inc., revealed in their

letter that -within the past several

months, a disturbingly large

number of students have been

apprehended, arrested and con-

victed of willful concealment or

petty larceny, the two separate

charges associated with shoplif-

ting..."

Their warning included a Per-

sian proverb "An Egg-Thief soon

becomes a Camel-Thief."

Which should keep anybody

honest.

phasis on family and consumer

affairs and to offer a non-career-

oriented program.
As Gloria Steinem might say,

•Right On."

MEANEST THIEF STORY comes

from Erie Community College

iBuffalo, NY i Element, which

has announced the theft of the

galley proofs of the literary

magazine. Collage.

In her appeal to the thief to

return the galleys •which could not

have been of any real importance

to this person." Editor Deb Joyce

explained that production of the

mag came to a halt as a result of

the theft

Wonder if they were worth

stealing?

PUBS BURIED at Mankato State

(Minn.), this month, include two

mags and the yearbook, according

to a page one story in the Daily

Reverter.
The only survivor of the

Publications Board coup is the

student newspaper The PB
decided as an alternative to the

three pubs to produce one "general

interest" magazine of unspecified

frequency The proposed mag
would be devoted to in-depth

treatment of current topics

decided by recognized campus

organizations

WINDSOR LOCKS. Conn. (AP) The weather

bureau at Bradley International Airport keeps a

Farmer's Almanac hanging on the wall.

Both the bureau and the book predict the weather,

neither with total accuracy. One uses a less-than-

perfect theory based on climate, the other a less-than-

perfect computer.

According to the meteorologist-in-charge at

Bradlev, M. Roland Laro, people are happier not

knowing for sure what kind of weather next week will

^"•One hundred per cent accuracy would be

monotonous," he said in an interview.

He did talk with pride about the weather service

being right 84 to 85 per cent of the time when it

predicts the next 36 hours' weather.

•But to even approach 100 per cent accuracy would

require a computer many times faster than that

currently being used." Laro said. "The cost wou d

have to be financed by the government, and it would

t>e astronomical

•There are so manv more things that need finan-

cing todav-the poverty program for one that weather

tins must take a low priority...

•And do we reallv want KM) per cent forecasting^

•If we knew the week before Christmas there would

be no snow, who'd want to bu> skis'" And the sports

shops would suffer If we knev> a week ahead of time

that Miami would be cloudy during our vacation,

we d be disappointed and might not have gone

The weather bureau, technically the National

Weather Service, gives weather "outlooks" up to five

days in advance. But Laro stressed that the accuracy

of a five-day "outlook" is much lower than that of a

36-hour "forecast."

The Farmer's Almanac, which the bureau has on

hand just as a point of interest, makes its predictions

months in advance.

Laro says it does so by looking back over the

records of past years.

This information and ground observations are ted

into a computer in Washington, and maps are made

showing high-and-low pressure areas, warm-and-cold

fronts and other weather phenomena across thj

nation. . .

With the help of larger bureaus in New York and

Boston, the Bradlev bureau prepares the forecasts

for the state of Connecticut and the Springfield.

Mass.. area.

The country has had a national weather service

only since 1870 Records at Bradley date from 1904,

when the bureau was set up in Hartford at the corner

of Pearl and Main Streets With the growth of

aviation, it moved to Bradley Field

Now Laro savs. with the growth <>f com-

munications, the trend is to move some bureaus back

into cities since pilots can get full information just as

fast In telephone and other electronic instruments

The bureau sends its information by teletype to the

state police and to the news media that subscribe to

its service. Periodically through the day, the

meteorologists turn broadcasters, reading the

weather to stations for broadcast

MDC Classifieds Pay

••••

in THE BYE
BKHOLDER Life

OF THE
of Central

immnmmmmmk
Michigan U put the headline, "Art

presentation has naked ladies." on

the story of a student show they

advertised as "Motels. Landscapes

and Naked Ladies
"

Must have been a reaveahng

display
••••

SPEAKIM. OF EXPOSES
reminds that the Vldette of Illinois

State U devoted three full pages of

a recent issue to a study of poor

housing conditions for off-campus

student residents.

Their traveling photog found a

dead rat (pictured on page one) in

the basement of one ISU-approved

off-campus house But that wasn't

the big news Seems that the house

is owned by an attorney in part-

nership with the chairman of the

University's Academic Senate.

Conflict of interest Or is the rat

trying to tell something?
••••

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK from

page one of the Modesto Jr College

(Calif ) Pirates Log: Don't Make

Someone a Thief. Protect Your

Property."
••••

M KANWHILE. at Indiana

University, the Daily Student has

reported that there's a revolution

brewing in the home ec depart

ment there. Seems that the

traditional HE concept of needles

and pins and pots and pans is being

restructured to place more em-

krrv Lewis Twin Cinema

Hamp Shopping P»a« (next toBigY)

Route S. Northampton. 586-3200

BOGART CLASSIC
FILM FESTIVAL

| NOW SHOWING!

— Coming Attractions™1

Feb. 9 thru Feb. 15

TREASURE OF SIERRA
MADRE

Feb. 16 thru Feb. 22

KEY LARGO
Feb. 23 thru Feb. 29

PETRIFIED FOREST

McDonald's DELIVERS

586-1119

MENU

BIG MAC .55

DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER 50 LARGE FRENCH FRIES .35

DOUBLE HAMBURGER .40 FRENCH FRIES 20

FILET O'FISH 40 APPLE PIE 20

CHEESEBURGER 25 MILK -15

HAMBURGER -20 COFFEE 15

COCA-COLA— ORANGE— ROOT BEER .15 & .20

SHAKES - CHOCOLATE, STRAWBERRY, VANILLA, COFFEE .30

TUES., THURS., SAT. & SUN. 7:00 P.M. TILL 12:00

MINIMUM ORDER $10.00 plus $1.00 DELIVERY CHARGE

AdulU—SLSOall week
Students. Mon. thru Thurg. $1 50

Children 5<* at • times,

westover Service Men...$1 00

Mon. thru Thurs.

Matiness every Saturday

and Sunday.
SPECIAL MATINEE rate tor

adults ...S1<00

377 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

i
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Gonorrhea, What It Is And What

msmessmsmmkn

(Ed. note-The University's Health

Education Department will be

presenting a regular column in the

Collegian on health matters

relevant to the University com-

munity. They ask that the student

body submit any questions they

might have in the area of health,

both physical and mental, for use

in the column. Questions may be

sent to the Health Education

Department, at the Infirmary.)

Bv BARRY SLATER, M.D.
Question: What is gonorrhea?

Answer: Gonorrhea is one form

of venereal disease. It is tran-

smitted during sexual relations. It

is caused by a bacteria, the

gonococcus, that can survive and

multiply in the genital tract of

man.

Question: What are the symp-

toms of gonorrhea?

Answer: The symptoms are

BASEMENT SALE

WEARHOUSE
NOW!

variable. They depend upon the sex

of the patient, the site of exposure,

and the spread of the organism.

Symptoms are caused by in-

flamation or abcess formation at

the infected area. Most women,
however, who carry the

gonococcus organism in their

genital tract have no symptoms at

all. Some women develop a vaginal

irritation with a foul smelling,

yellow discharge. Less frequently

women develop pelvic in-

flammatory disease which
presents as abdominal pain

following a menstual period. In this

illness, the gonococcus has invaded

the fallopian tubes with possible

consequence of sterility.

Men who have the disease almost

always have symptoms of stinging

and burning urination with a

yellow penile discharge occurring

several days to several weeks

following exposure.

Gonorrhea can involve other

sexual structures and can, if un-

treated, cause sterility. The

gonococcus can be respondible for

diseases other then gonorrhea. In

both men and women it is rarely

responsible for a form of arthritis,

pharyngitis, and, very rarely, a

form of meningitis.

Question: If most women don't

have symptoms, then how does a

woman know when she has

gonorrhea?
Answer: This is a difficult

problem. It is important to keep in

mind, that gonorrhea, although

considered to be epidemic, still

effects only a small percentage of

the population. Most health ser-

vices, for practical reasons, seek

out only those patients with known

or suspected exposure to

gonorrhea rather than try to detect

the reservoir of patients without

symptoms. The Infimary is

currently investigating a means of

having females obtain their own
cervical samples for culture. This

program will be aimed at asymp-

tomatic carriers.

Question: How do you treat

gonorrhea?
Answer: The gonococcus is

susceptible to certain antibiotics.

Penicillin is the antibiotic most

commonly used. In recent years

the gonococcus has developed
some resistance to penicillin.

Larger dosages are needed to

eradicate this bacteria.

Tetracycline, another antibiotic, is

used in paients allergic to

penicillin or resistant to penicillin

treatment.

Question: What do you do when

you see someone who suspects they

have gonorrhea?

Answer: The first thing I do is

take a history in order to find out

whether that person's suspicions

are justified. If they have had

sexual relations with someone who
has had gonorrhea, or if they have

symptoms of gonorrhea, I examine

the urine and the discharge for the

gonococcus and signs of in-

flammation. I will treat the

suspected case with either

penicillin or tetracycline, and have

the patient come back for a follow-

up to make sure that both the

symptoms have resolved and the

culture is negative.

Question: How can someone who
is sexually active present getting

gonorrhea?
Answer: There is no complete

protection. There are however,

some precautions that can be

taken. First, it is important not to

have sexual relations with anyone

who has any undiagnosed genital

infection of any kind, particularly

if a discharge is involved. Second,

the use of condoms will decrease

the chance of exchanging
gonorrhea between participants.

Third, to prevent complications

one should consult a physician if

one suspects gonorrhea, or has

questions concerning it.

HILLEL BRUNCH
Sunday, Feb. 6

11:00 a.m. Council Chambers

Admission 25« No admission for pd. members

Bagel a Cream Cheese 20c O.J. 10c

Pastry 15c Tuna Sandwich 25c

Cot tee Free

Speaker Prof. Hewitt Sociology Dept.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

It7l 1/2 Volvo. IME. met. told, perfect

thai*, aw. MS Arm (all 243-2533.

ttt-4

am cm he*ds. brand n*n /Marker

binding*, unmounted Hot) 215 Ftacher

supcrglas* with Solomon*. used only 7

timet 1 100 253-2213.

tf-2-7

FOR RENT
PERSONAL

• Opel Kallve r aslbark. Radlala snow*

Htm. smsw.
tl-2-l

Sport* Car — It70 Dataun ICM.

grav /black top. radial Urea. radt*. heater,

sharp Call SPM24*.
tf - 2 • 4

If SAVE It — ptirchate weekend meal

ticket at reduced coal* I Cse Just like cash I

( all (ha*. Rm.. 2*2 Wheeler 5-2412.

U2-7

furnished room — male only — need car

»«-*ttt or 2SMI2*.
tf-2-4

si NDKRLAND - new If 2 Bdrm.

available now. utH Incl a/c. pool. 1 185.

Iea*e to June 3*. Call Sklbtakl Realtors 2SJ-

7222. Eves. 253-2424.

I and 3. : and 4. our friend Hlggy la a

whore llappt Birthday! U< SAL
2-4

Susan, please call Eddie back
412-7

\W. 43 BIG. NEW PAINT.
KKRMI.T EM. . StoOO OHIO MILES.
(,<M>I) TIRES. NEW BRAKES. VERY
(I.KAN. ASK •»$. I-T13-I4SI OR IF

NO \NSWER. S40-4MMS

U2-4

IKS the* Paneled Van with 1*7*

engine IS.M miles, good tires, suapen

siaa. e*ha**4. HM. I all Jond O nights

Mat
tf2-4

Apt. available Immediately.

utH (all 2S3-M5 after si*

.. all

tfM

Silva mind control grada interested in

getting together (all 544-4*24.

tl-2-4

The library hard hats are not all hard

head* Thanks for returning the wallet'

412-7

2-« 2Ssl4 snow tires. 17.St each. 12 volt

car battery 7 month* oM. S yr. warranty.

4/2-4

Available aew - 1-2 bedroom apis

\mherst and vicinity Also some In private

homes Wysockl Real EaUle.

RIDE WANTED

1*15 Mustang 2*J. V-g. 4 speed^ursl

vhifter blue wHh Mack int . good rubber

(all John 544-5773.
4f2-4

Siberian husky pups. 4 males. I female

AKC registered. Call Sto-4443 after » to

p.m. Aak far Art.
41-1-4

rurntehed room in peltate

lake, beautiful location. I* asm. I'M.

private entrance, kltch. bath prlv..

tiaa/m. No lease Call 323-42*2. m

Hide needed to LMaaa from Boston on

Fridays and/or back on Sundays

regularly. Will Pay. Call 2M-3I2S

evenings.
412-4

INI OMs M conv

mission slips, until

Cat! Jack 544-504*

. engine goad, trans-

warn. Asking IS*.

U-2-4

I kscota Mercury Montego Comet.

Capri and Jeep; alao used cars. Call l-M-

2131.
tf2-4

DESK, etecnUv* lype. sli full depth

drawer*, leek, awhrel chair Included site

e*x34. Call GreeafleM 774-2*7*

412-4

One furnished room for rea*. 2 1/2 miles

from I.M., land*, a e*«a4h. Kitchen

privilege If desire (all 54M744
tfM

Apt i***b.Marchlll3Sperin*B4h. All

utii I bdrm ( llffslde ftp** call after •

p.m. etS-4l«7

4R-4

tram Longmeodow — Springfield to

campus at about *: iSa m , Man. Wed. and

Fri. and retnm from camput on Mon. paly

at around 3.24. WW pay M7-OI7
412-7

U Mu*ung. VI. PS, new ttrea •**•. Call

MlfsW oV"jkjP^aa>* I -

U 2-7

Turnpake worthy 42 Rambler. 94d

RAH. needs no repair*, new brakes *
shock*, not beautiful looking I MP ar after.

a*Ml43.
if 2-1

r uller Brush Product* far sale quality

merckaadlae — brpahe*. cleaning

product* toiletries Free delivery pad

•bowing 111 Ml.
4TM

4 — bedroom house excellent i

immediate occupancy Call Shlheahl Real

KaUte be4ween hi- 7:21. 4*4 14«
4f-2-lS

RMe wanted 4* Wercaater Thurs nlte

after t:2* er early Friday morning
tfM

I* i Mass early

and from l Mass to Boston

an Tbar*. afttmaaa Please call

tfM

Tues
after 3:2*
54*- 1*4*.

VW — M*M Sell! Need* clatch work

Cad MM day er »MMI aagfcU

Dual 1245 tntMe. Its

cartridge: AM — FM — FM s4ereo ta

amp w/baehihetve speakers |7S. rail Dave

II3-MS-24II.
4R-I1

\» sllsbte aaw. AI new furnished room

Breakfast If desired Ideal far student or

fsrull> member Call evening* UTdMS.

RMe waa4«d la Dart
share expeaae Call

r*+. ii

tfM

TRAVEL

Ap*-. I

oaWk.licrts9Wpi. nls*- t
tin*

iMi vw Bug e«c traaaa*£ta4l*a.

economical pood to esc cond •». TJ7-

I4M. 55« Ford ( 4> cjrl. IMI take* M

Sno» Urea las — 14 Bemperit Radial*

mounted an MGB dlec wheel* IN or beet

offer CaH MMN7.
U2-HJ

_ vacation — etcitaag and uses

slve trips to Bermuda - Puerto Rico

-

\rapotro Par more Info Cal Larry •na-

il** or 253-1223 .

IM* VW Bus Delate, etc cond ( 4)

tires, original Ma* A white paint

Tenor Sat Selmer MKVI
I2M or beat after. CaH

WANTED

trt-M

l« tf2-4
'•* Ford vaa.

S*24.

IM. S44-

(irass I.8D. peyate —
Amerieaa Caarch. Far

Habin 72 l.ettugtan Ave

Mass *2I44.

Ma*t *ell 71 Renault. 4 dear sedan ISM
ml . aate traaa. new Ure*. excellent

condition. IISM.M caM BMW.
tf2-t

FOR SALE

U2-4

x track stereo taping service a* mln of

musk — 3.S*. De*lgn year awn single

Mbums on T*pe far l.M each CaH Tarn §-

S473 at us Lewi*.
U2-4

*n the Nee-
wrHe John
Somerville

.

tfl-«

spring vacatiaa. I night* aa the I

Riviera. IBM Including laetrtp 4*4 from

Hoston hotel etc. war** sreataer. CaU
Jayee. 2*7 Wheeler M4I2.

tfM

IM2 Thunderblrd. dynamite condition,

all around IM Al*o 1*38 Cadillac sedan

KHat Ne*s special IM. Call 323-M28

Skis - Rosslgnol Str*tl* IIS cm.

Salomon 4*4 Binding*. Brand new. Both.

KtceUent bay at 1171. Call P*al* S4*-434a

before II p.m.
412-7

1*57 CadtHac DeVllle foar dr. hardtop,

engine completely overhauled, new carb .

fuel pamp. battery Call GreenfleM 1-772-

,7"
tfl-7

Craig 2*«2. aute-rever** stereo recor-

der: wHh sound -on -sound Jacks A mlcs

1175. CaH Steve S4*-»*M

Pianist - Organist far immediate
rehearsal - Clah restaurant work, ability

t* traaaaaae. Call 4IM2MM or 413-425-

2IM.
U2-II

CCann student looking far paper* —
Earapeaa. hi*. iWWI). phllplato I etc),

family marriage eta. Will pay S44V742I.

tf 2-4

Experienced acoustic and electric lead

guitarist - composer looking for masctans
— composers Interested in forming band
(all Ran 54f-iMS.

tfM

Crinsaaa Travel after*

vacath** trips I*

Far more tola caU
Dwtfht S4M79I.

. 21«

tfM

OIL CHANOED
. j|| change only I2J» < I *JU *f

Mobil I ubcHe > bring ID. Seancer
1

* MeMl
Station 'College Town Brrrlcei aext 4e

post office 2SMM.

Conceriene Sterea Tape Recorder,

originally IM. selling lor IM. 4ei. SM-

"," tfl-7

Black 1 ighu" Brtte and beautiful. IS

inches long, with white push-button fix-

tare. I*. IS without Call S4t-**37 — Aak

for AI.
4f2-7

HELP WANTED

Will aacrlfiee — female's » — meal plan

ticket. Call Mli4 now!
U2-4

Nordic OI*s BkU - ISS CM w!4h Tyroll*

Bindings — 145: lladerer Double Buckle

Boots, sit* !• - 144) <c**l IIJS) used only

in days. S4M»*.

Sony Amp for Sale! New. Bought for

112*. selling price of IM. Call Peta at 54*

*44« night*.
If 2-7

4* Watt Guitar Amp. and (or) aeparate

reverbatkm unit, make offer. Call M4M.
tf 2-7

i-K.i Mercury. 2-dr hdtp.. good

mechanically and good body and Interior.

Atklng 1125 call S34-M4I after 5 p.m.
a»M

Try H. you'll like It! II meal ticket

cheap. Will consider comb, of I pin* TV or

Stereo. Pleaae call Diane S4M233. keep

trying.

,0% off T esc AlSM Reel to Reel Deck. 3

head*, ant*. Rever.es - push anal-
the ultimate deck, perfect Call MHJ
nlte*

tf _M

Mead Master Ski* IM CM. also Knflach

Boots, sire H Call lots S4M320.
tf 2-11

Part-time help waated ta dlstribuu.

I uller Brush Cataleg* *nd Sampta*
J"

\mherst *re* C*r nece*«*ry Make awn

hours Call 2SMMS
tfj^

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Aaslralla. Europe. 8. America. Africa etc

Ml professions and occupa4lan*. 17*8 to

in on* monthly Expense* pnM. overtime,

sightseeing Free Informatlen Write Jobs

Overseas. Dept Box 15*71 San Diego. C*.

"* «M
Newspaper delivery routes available on

( ampas. It-ll. must be free *r

thereabout*. Apply Collegian Office.

tf2-7

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate far E*sthamptan Apt-. 2

bedroom duplex la*, includes all Cal 545-

a*7l days. 527-4742 even. George
tfM

Male or female to share apt with 3

I Mass men. AvallaMe Itamed. Call 253-

2*34 anytime
tfM

Hoommate wanted, own ream. Colonial

Village. 2S.T-S2M. UM

Male gran student looking for same to

share reams In private home M North

Hatfield 145 per/per*o* CaU 247-Sil*.

MM

Roommate v. anted by male under gr art

— 25. own room at (llffslde Itt month

(all 445-4273 S to 7 p.m.
tf2-4

INSTRUCTOR WANTED
qualified licensed driving instructor

parMhnc. \khoU Auto School. Amherst

(all 2SC-4M44
tf2-7

SALE

Diamond Needles and Mag. Carta. 3* —
m\ off also H — track tapes 12.** and

discount stereo equip, and acceaa. Call 4-

**43 nltes

tfM

ENTERTAINMENT

Need a bead far year party' All ar.a

hand* are represented by Stan Cam S44-

•213 now. Try B . . .

tf2-4

JtiECtH'KER.I.EONRUaBELL AND
THE ENTIRE SI PKRSHOW OF MAD
IMM.S A ENGLISHMEN ' IN COLOR.
s\T EVENING. FEB. 5. MAHAR.434
-g:2*-hV.2*CAN VOL DIG IT

!

tfM

Gtrta. EicKtag and darlag go-go dancers

needed far formal band p*rty Sat.. Feb 24

trfiod pay and short bear*. SMctri replies

tf-M

TUNE UPS

Aate assurance — a winter tune up wlU

keep it starting — aad going Lowent

assurance rata* M town Spencer s Mobil

•tattoo (College Town Service' nest to

past office 253-**5*

tfM

SERVICE STATION

sauranee —a
keep It startksg — and

station <C
post office

tfM

AUTO SERVICE

Car car* — charge B — pay

Mobil Credtt Card alao

(barge. Baafc Aaaeri Card. Aaaerieaa

Elpre**. Cart* Blanche Spencer's Mobil

station tCoBege Town iervleel Beat to

post office

tfM

C HILD CARE
Mother* — eaat had a raMable baby

titter? Tared of high fee** CaU the < Mid

(are Kt change SM-2224 far farther la

formation
tn-i

TYPING
I > ping theses dissertations etc last

and arc -rale Proofreading editing If

desired. Have (.reek aad science symbols
253-3** I.

APTS FOR RENT
Two Bedroom Apartmeat* far let-

mediate rental « month leaae.

lilts/month. Inclades uUI CaU aU-324*

days er HS-3S7S aRaa.
tf 4-14

MOVIE
"The Fearlea* Vampire Klllera".

Sharon Tate A Homaa Polanskl M
Mahar Avd. Friday. Feb. II at 7-p-ll A 2

Road Runner Carta****!
tf 2-11

SERVICES

INTERNATIONAL JOBS Europe. 8*.

America. Aala. Australia. L'JI.A.

Openings in all field. - Social S.C..

Business. Sciences. Engrg. Fduc etc

Alaska const rm A pipelines work. ISP*

wkly. Sammer or perm Pd. etpen

bonuses. tr*vel Info 13 Money bark

guarantee Write International Km
piovmenl. Bot 721 M3I* Prabody. M*aa

MftsTJ
l-2n-2-4-M-IS
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Notices
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
There will be a bus leaving Whit

more at 12:45 on Sat. Feb. 5th for the

Belchertown State School. It will

return approximately 3.30. All in

terested people are needed and

wanted

CHRISTIANS:
Meetings on evangelism, Mon.

night at 730, CC 811 and 815. Please

try to attend all of the series of 4

meetings, as they are inter related.

CHRISTIANS:
Bus to Florence Cons leaving Sun.

Newman Center, 8 30 Bus station

opp. Morrill; 8:37, Hamlin, 8:40,

Emerson off University Dr. 8:45. All

welcome.

FREE U. EQUIPMENT:
All R.S.O and student groups in

terested in the equipment formally

belonging to Free U. contact Chet

Richardson, Chairman Financial

Affairs Committee 545 0341. Student

Senate Office.

GERMAN 151:

The hours for German 151

(Freiburg Preparatory) were in

correctly listed in the list of course

offerings. Students who were

frightened off by the astronomic

number of weekly class meetings and

would still like to register are

welcome. The correct hours are:

MWF 1 25 2 15 Herter 112; TTh 2:30

3 45 Herter 114.

GOD'S FOREVER FAMILY:
Family time and leadership

training Fri. night at 630 917 CC All

Christians welcome! Come and meet

your brothers and sisters in Christ.

HAPPY HOUR PHI SIGMA DELTA:
Beer, booze at 358 No Pleasant St

Starting time BOO p m

HILLEL:
Brunch Sunday 11 00 a.m. No

admission for paid members
Basic Judaism Study Group will

meet Mondays 7 30 p m 420 SU

Services tonight, Hillel Center 420

SU 7 30 p.m

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DAN
CING:

All request folk dancing tonight 8

p m. 12 at the Day School (near

Davis Center), Smith College Wear a

folk costume if you have one Also

advanced session Sun 6 Feb., 7 10

p.m., 3rd floor, library, Hampshire

College

I.V.C.F:

•Who is this Jesus anyway?" 7 30

Monday 811 815 CC

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 390:

MT 390 (Seminar) will meet 7 00

9 00pm Tues, 2/8 in Morrill IV 401

OUTING CLUB:
Moosilaukee trip leaves Clark Hall

at 6 p m tonight Please be on time

Monadnock winter climbing clime

leaves Clark Hall at 9 a.m. Sun

SIMS:
Check.ng every Sun 2 5 CC 905 909,

advanced lectures tapes, and

discussion for all mediatators every

Sun. 8 00 CC 905 909. Any questions

on meditation answered at 253 7246.

We now have office upstairs in SU rm
409 B! We need a few people to sit

there.

SINGLES CLUB:
Beer Blast!! Tonight, Fri. Feb. 4,

900 p.m. at Memorial Hall. Adm. $1,

Ladies 1/2 price. All the beer you

want. Come and bring your friends,

start the new semester right.

ST. THEATER:
ST. Theater rehearsal at CC 178

Wed the 9th, 4:30 Please be prompt.

Call Rose 6 5297, if unable to attend.

USCC:
Meeting Sun. night- Feb. 6, at 1 in

the Colonial Lounge

VOLUNTEERS:
Kiddieland Zoo, Forest Park,

Springfield needs help with care of

animals; school groups, March to

June Call 1 733 2251.

WMUA STATION MEETING:
There will be a Station Meeting for

SALE
25% - 50% OFF

BOOTS I SHOES

all members next Tues. Feb. 8, at

8.00 p.m. CC, rm 904 908.

ZOOL STUDENT—FACULTY BAG
LUNCH:

Students, grads, fafculty, come and

meet, talk etc. Informal meeting

every Wed. 1200 1:30 in 349 Morrill.

Bring lunch, coffee available.

LOST:
Ring with square red stone at

Pierpont skating rink Jan. 29. Please

call Ken at 6 1081.

One pair of black rabbit lined

gloves, around vicinity of campus

pond Wed. night 2/2/72, if found,

contact Al, 549 6649

Black and brown puppy lost near

Franklin Dining Common. His name
is Rosco. If you find him please call

Phi Mu Delta and ask for Godon.

POUND:
Glasses in hard brown case with

blue pen American optical brand

found before intersession on Van

Meter Hill. Obtain at Lost and Found

CC.

PINNINGS:
Kathleen F. Bruen, 73, J.Q.A.

upper to Paul G Slack 72, S. Prospect

St., Amherst.

Kathleen L. Stuart, 75, 816 JQA to

James H. Reilly, 74, Zeta Nu.

Melissa Ann Sutton, 74, B.U. to

John J. Tuffy, 72, P.L.P.

Andrea Sanford, 72, Mary Lyon to

Jack Hockridge, 72, Suny at Brock

port.

ENGAGEMENTS:
Janet Elise Barge, 72, Mary Lyon

to Stanley R. Perry 69 grad, UMass.

Cathie Paul, 72, Dwight to Joseph

N. Brockway, 72, Dwight.

Kathy Los, 72, Chi Omega to

Michael Waldron, 72, Phi Mu Delta

Shiela Rice, 73. Chi Omega to

James Lawrence, Framingham.

Pam Schmick, 74, Chi Omega to

Gene DeJackome, Phi Kpappa Tau,

Worcester Poly Tech.

Cynthia Coulson, 72, Chi Omega to

Jim Garstang, 70, Killington, Vt.

Nancy Gage, 73, Chi Omega to

Philip Torrey, Amherst

Mary Mason, 73, Mary Lyon to

Paul Fougere, 71, Chatham, Mass.

Nancy Butler, 73, 406 Coolidge

Lower to John W Bussman, Jr., 72,

Fairfield U.

Suzanne Lantiegne, 72, to Wayne
Saven, Athol, Mass

MARRIED:
Nancy Lee Berwick, 72, Rhode

island Junior College to Russell

Gordon James, 72, Rolling Green

Apts.

Snowmobile Boots $10

Insulated Work Boots

$25

Stool Shanks $5

BILL'S
SHOE REPAIR
41 K. Pleasant St.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDTCYOMANt.

Tht Scorpio *oman can to* warm to trie

point o' pes»ion. practical to a degree that

approaches pen ur to u«ne»» and charming

enough to offset almost any faults She can

oe criticized, but hardly Ignored She is

especially good, in a financial sens*, for

men com under Libra Soma famous

Scorp« women include Princess Grace of

Vtonaco. Indira Gandhi and Margaret

Mead

ARIES (March 21 April It) Quick

changes in marriage, partnership *rt»

Friend makes unorthodox move Maintain

aplomb Eccentric actions on pan of those

close to you is accented Don't panic

Patience now is great ally

TAURUS (April » May JO) Basic chores

ere subiect to sudden revision. Finish

rather than initiate projects You get worn

accomplished by setting your own pace

And. also, be ready for change of pace.

Message becomes Increasingly clear.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Move which

involved travel is on agenda Keep lines of

communication open Children could play

important roles Stress originality Lead

rather than follow Set example Obtain hint

from Taurus message
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Past com

mitmeni could upset current plan Aim

toward greater security Don't permit

yourself to be catoied. chided or talked out

of intentions Let family know where you

stand m fair, firm mariner

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Check ap

pomtment. reservations and messages You

are on the move ideas art plentiful Key is

to choose quality Means develop concepts

Avoid hasty conclusions Relative, neighbor

could be misinformed
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Steady ap

proach achieves goal Financial reward is

m picture Be aware of apparent minor

matters Be thorough Delay works in your

favor Know this and respond accordingly

Aquarius individual is involved

LIBRA (Sept 230ci »>: Personal

publicity is a distinct possibility Check

appearance Put across ideas in dynamic

manner. Take initiative In making creative

changes Opposite sex is Involved Don't

hide light Be definite.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 2D: Secrets are

revealed Don't attempt to color or conceal

fact* Take family member Into confidence.

What was considered a permanent

proposition shifts, changes Go wtth tide

Don't battle progress.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 210*0 Il>: S«r

prise of pleasant variety is featured. Ac-

cept Eschew false modesty See situations

m light of reality. Gam* plan should b*

based on fact, not wishful thinking Pisc*s

person plays prominant rol*

CAPRICORN (D*c 22 Jan it) One at

iop expresses some radical ideas Adhere to

principles Your position will be vindicated

Know this and act like you knowit Avoid

get rich quick scheme Conservative

course now should be advocated

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb !•) You could

veer off course unless cooperation is

received preferably from Aries individual

You can popularize product Greater

recognition, sales indicated; utlllie

original, even daring concepts

PISCES (Feb It March 20) New ap

proach to savings. investments,

agreements with mate, partner What was

established is apt to be overturned fJon't

fight over what has been, couidb*. might

nave bean Consolidate Stress creative

progress
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY those

who feet they nave you figured often are in

or a startling surprise You are com
plicated, creative and capable of upsetting

the odds By October, you will be on way to

achieving, profiting, being fulfilled

Copyright 1t72. Gen Fee Carp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

6
11

12
14
15

17
18

19

21

22
24
25

27
29

31
32
33

36
39
40
42
43
44
47

48
50
51
52
54

56

57

ACROSS

Boy
attendants
Frequently

Pertaining to

the Alps
lodged
Stroke

South
American
mammal
Employ
Alternating

current (abbr.)

Punctuation
mark (pi )

Symbol for

tantalum
Rockfish
Lamprey
Become
insipid

Worshipped
Russian
stockades
Hindu cymbals
Native metal
Sewing
implement
Sadness
The caama
Pronoun
Slave
Pronoun
Retreated
Babylonian
deity

Tennis stroke

Dravidian

Ventilate

Spout
African

antelopes

Rock

Mr Claus

DOWN

Putin
position

Likely

Enlisted man
(•nit )

Heraldry
grafted

5 Scorched
6 Colorful

bird

7 Walk across

stream
8 Preposition

9 Large bird

10 Snuggle
1

1

Three banded
armadillo

13 Transactions

16 Baker's
product

19 Marcher
20 Boxed
23 Memoranda
26 Imitators

28 Cloth

measure
30 Also

33 Metal
fasteners

34 Bars
legally

35 Landed
property

FT

36 Set

37 Iroquoian

Indian

38 Has on one's

person

41 Pronoun

45 Short

iacket

46 Girls
name

49 Tiny

amount

51 Emmet
53 Proceed

55 Indefinite

article

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, lnc
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Gymnasts At Home
Aeainst Pittsburgh

etst*m*tittt****t*a

By MICHAEL CUSACK
On Sat. Feb. 5, beginning at 2 p.m. the UMass

gymnastics team will take on the squad from the

Univ. oi Pitt in the Boyden Auxiliary Gym. The

Redmen are currently sporting a 3-1 record, while

Pitt is seeking their first win of the year. However,

the UMass squad is considered to be much stronger

than their Pitt counterparts. No trouble is anticipated

as the Redmen go after victory number four.

Coach Warren Neiger's Pittsburgh team has been

scoring in the 130 range in meets thus far this year.

Although the team lacks depth, they have several

gymnasts who will be contesting with the Redmen for

individual honors. Most notable among these are two

of their all-around men, Len Gracik, and Dick Pribis.

Gracik has been scoring very high on pommel horse,

and is quite capable of scoring in the nines. Pribis

performs his best on floor exercise and longhorse

vaulting.

The UMass team hopes to perform well, as this

meet is considered to be a crucial jumping off point

for next week's meet with arch rival, Springfield

College. The toughest team in the E.I.G.L. is Penn

State, again, but in no way does this put a damper on

the rivalry between the Redmen and the Chiefs.

Redmen coach Erik Kjeldsen will be changing his

lineup for the Pitt and Springfield meets in an effort

to produce the best team effort possible. Saturday's

lineup will hopefully be a shift to consistency, giving

the Redmen greater potential for a higher score

While the highest output for the Redmen this year is

152.5, Kjeldsen hopes to have his squad score in the

155 range against Pittsburgh, thus showing that they

have the necessary power to defeat Springfield next

Wed.
Representing the Redmen in the all-around event

will be senior co-capt. Tony Vacca, junior Steve

Scuderi, and sophomore Rich Seikunas. Scuderi,

who's progress was hampered by a back injury, has

been working hard to regain his position in the lineup

His presence and performance in the all-around

should be a great aid to the team.

Both of the UMass floor specialists are not in top

physical condition, but should be able to give a good

account of themselves. Kjeldsen will be looking for a

top score from senior John Calabria, who has been a

victim of an ankle injury. The Redmen will also be

counting on junior Jack Berner for a good score.

Despite lack of practice due to injured wrists, Berner

led all Redmen scores on floor for the last meet

against Penn State.

On pommel horse, the addition of Len Aubrey

brightens what has otherwise been a dim picture. The

Redmen need three scores of 8.0 or better if they are

to be in contention in their close meets. Scuderi

should provide one of these, while Aubrey will

hopefully come across with another Junior Steve

Nelson, who finally began to realize his potential in

the team's last outing, should deliver the other score.

While the sidehorse team has been strengthened,

the ring squad will be somewhat thinner than normal.

Vacca will have to come through with one of the top

three scores for UMass. The specialists will be

juniors John Oliver and Jay Aronstein. Kjeldsen will

be looking for a mid eight routing from Oliver, while

Aronstein should be in the low nines.

On longhorse valuting, Kjeldsen will go with

sophomore Jay Thomsen and Calabria. Behind the

vaulting of Thomsen, who should score his usual 9.2,

the Redmen will have a good event total

This year has seen the introduction of a new rule

which limits the number of competing gymnasts per

squad to twelve. Due to this change, the Redmen will

only have one specialist in each of the last two events.

Senior co-capt. Dave Genest will go on parallel bars,

while Tom Myslicki will handle the horizontal bar

specialty.

This Sat. will be a big test for the Redmen, as they

hope to show themselves and their fans that they have

the ability to score the necessary points for victories

in close meets.

Crew Faces Tough Slate

Frosh Have Openings
The UMass Rowing Association

is beginning more intense

preparation for its spring season

Volunteer freshman coach Charles

"Lenard" Leonard is looking for

more freshman prospects to

compliment the fine group he is

already training.

•Essentially, we are looking for

good size people, at least 6' and 170

lbs , the bigger the better, who

have played some sport before and

are cognizant of the sacrifices

necessary to win Only one of this

year's squad rowed before college,

so we're really working with new
talent. Of course nobody is on

scholarship, so there is no
preferential treatment."

This year's schedule has been

beefed up considerably to now
include MIT, Columbia, Princeton,

Northeastern. Boston University,

and an invitation to compete at the

Intercollegiate National Cham-
pionships has already been
received.

A spring vacation trip is also in

the works.

Leonard sees the problems of

freshman crew at UMass as simply

lack of contact. "Too many fresh-

man either don't know we exist or

if they do, they have so many
misconceptions about rowing that

it scares them away. As a result

they never inquire about the op-

portunities. Rowing isn't for

everyone but a lot of people should

try it to find out what boat racing is

all about.''

The crew's weight and tank room

in WOPE is open most afternoons

and evenings. Anybody interested

should drop by or call Mike

Faherty in 211 Boyden at 5-2801.

Poor Gary Wichard
GREENVALE. N.Y. (AP)

pro football scouts came
The afternoon in the 16th and next to

that last round of the National Football

horribleweek in Mobile, Ala., and League draft, and 412th of 442

they saw, and Gary Wichard, press players selected,

clippings and all. was conquered. 'A couple of clubs told me during

Tf Gary had been drafted in the the season they were thinking of

first three rounds, as we originally

thought he would be, he probably

could have had a six-figure con-

tract,'' sa*d Bob Woolf. the Boston

Lawyer who represents numerous

athletes "But now..."

After hanging around a local

newspaper, his coach's office and

the C.W. Post College dormitory

for the better part of two days

waiting for the phones to ring, the

Little Ail-American quarterback

finally was picked by the

Baltimore Colts late Wednesday

drafting me high," said the 6-foot-2

quarterback who completed 53.9

per cent of his passes for 2,287

yards and 23 touchdowns. "I was
thinking of the first two rounds."

Girl Swimmers
Outclassed

By JAMS AHMADJIAN
"Look at the size of the pool! " everyone on the UMass Women's

Swim Team said the moment they stepped into the pool area at

Springfield College. If you ever saw their 50 meter long Olympic

size pool with four diving boards plus a diving platform you'd know

why were were in awe. To go along with this superior swimming

facility, Springfield also has an experienced, highly aggressive

women's swim team which downed UMass 98-14 Wednesday night.

Springfield displayed its tremendous power which sent ten of its

girls to the Nationals last year. The young UMass team competed

to the best of their ability. Everyone dropped their times. High

point of the meet was when freshman Laurie Seluk won a first in the

100 yard Individual Medley with a time of 1:14. She also placed a

third in the 50 yard Butterfly and the 50 yard Freestyle.

Other third place wins included Claire Briana in the 200 yard

Freestyle and the 100 yard Breastroke, Sue White - 50 yard

Backstroke, Mary Beth Stanne - 50 yard Breastroke and 100 yard

Butterfly, Jan Reid - 100 yard Freestyle, and Roxanne LaCoste - 100

yard Backstroke.
Coach Pat Griffin after the meet said "I'm very proud of you all

We have a lot to work on before our next meet, but, we gained much
by competing with this strong Springfield team

"

Enthusiasm is high as the team prepares for the upcoming meet

with University of Vermont next Friday nite, February 11th.

0X40*0*22* zaztzmzzs

Schuba - "Unbeatable"
SAPPORO. Japan. (AP)-Beatrix

Schuba, who draws school figures

with the precision of a draftsman's

compass, said on the eve of her

Olympics gold medal bid that she

is unbeatable.

i don't think anyone can catch

me," said the controversial world

figure skating champion from

Austria. "I'm really prepared. I'm

at my peak."
Miss Schuba, the 21-year-old

daughter of a widowed Vietnese

woodshop keeper, has the build of a

lumberjack, the pulse of a well-

oiled clock, and - compared to

others - the free-skating grace of a

camel.
Her composure, concentration

and mechanics make her a

champion on judges' marks in the

compulsories, a lacklustre event

by spectator standards. It is in the

eye-appealing freeskating com-
petition-ballet on ice - that she

creates consternation among the

crowd because she is outclassed.

But each segment counts equally

in the final analysis. In six

national, two European and one

world championships, she built up

such an overwhelming margin in

the compulsories that no one could

catch her.

'Julie Holmes would come
closest," the 5-foot-9, 148-pound

athlete said of her Winter Games
medal chances. "I haven't seen her

skate this year, though. I'm basing

it on what I saw of her last yar."

Hadley Television
Philco Qualified Dealer

Complete line of Color TX/ ~

B&W, Consoles, Stereos, and Radios

2 Years Free Service on all new
Color Sets

Service Calls - $6

X9 |. Rt. 9, neit to Walttrt

584-0215 Hadley, Mats.

TONITE
THE

TRINITY PIPES

In Concert
at

50 c Cover Dancing

/t
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Pucksters, Hoopsters Romp
Keenan Paces 8-3 Win

By JIM PINSKY
After spotting Merrimack

College three early goals, the

UMass Hockey team came back to

record an 8-3 win. The brave crowd
of 800 was really treated to two
games. The first lasting about

eleven minutes of the opening

period, and the other being the rest

of the game. Merrimack after

being 45 minutes late opened with a

iatlg (ftolfrgtan

SPORTS
boom. They opened the scoring at

3 : 09 when Bob Boucher scored on a

slapshot. They added another at

4: 25 and 11:09 to give Merrimack a
3-0 lead. During this period they

outskated the Redmen and played

much better hockey. The corn-

scoring in the first period with an
assist from Jim Coleman.
The second period didn't see a

score until 11:51. Although the

Redmen completely dominated
they couldn't seem to score.

Finally Bob Shea score unassisted.

Pat Keenan added his second of the

night at 12:45 with assists from
Captain Brian Sullivan and Dan
Reidy. At this point the outcome of

the game was in little doubt as

UMass completely dominated.
Merrimack fell apart and its

downfall was an inability to clear

the puck. UMass came back again
at 17:40 when Don Riley scored
from Eric Scrafield and Bob Shea
Dan Reidy finally got a goal of his

own after two assists to end the

second period.

The most exciting aspect of the

third period was seeing if the whole
game could be played without a
penalty. Finally goalie P.J.

Flaherty got called for slashing at

14:29. Going 54 minutes of college

hockey without a penalty must be a

record. Don Lowe finished out the

scoring to make the final 8-3.

It had to be a gratifying win for

Coach Jack Canniff after seeing his

team fall behind 3-0. Following the

game Coach Canniff said, "We
couldn't afford to drop this one.

After coming off a loss to Vermont
this is a really big win. Merrimack
had just beat Bowdoin and after

BOB BARTHOLOMEW < 1 1 ) lets oae fly and Jim Coleman (7 ) tries

for the Ufviai. (MDC photo ny Barbara Brecher)

plexion soon changed and UMass
finally scored at 13:01 with Jim
Coleman doing the honors. The
Redmen then came back again at

16:37 when Pat Keenan scored

assisted by Dan Reidy. Charlie

Donovan closed out the Redmen

the start I was really pleased with

the way we came back."

The hockey team plays its next

game away at the University of

Connecticut at Starrs on Tuesday,

Feb. 9. They return home Feb. 12

against Northeastern.

Marty Kelly and Kent Best will

host sports talk this Sunday at 10

p.m. on WMUA in what should be

the most controversial show of the

SG3SOn.

Revision of the Athletic Council

has been in the limelight since the

beginning of the year and still

continues to be surrounded by

UNHllth Victim
By EARLE BARROLL

If a Mennan's after shave ad-

vertising agent was at Curry Hicks

Cage last night he would have

come up with a great idea for

another commercial.
All he'd have to do is come up

with a new brand for the eager, like

the "one-three-one" and when

things are on the downswing, just

apply it to the team and take it

from there.

That's just what Jack Leaman
did lart night at Curry Hicks Cage.

He added a little "one-three-one"

to his team and some three

minutes and fourteen points later

he turned to assistant Fan
Gaudette and said, "Thanks, I

needed that."

As a matter of fact the entire

Cage crowd needed that as the

Redmen exploded and turned a

boring game into a crowd pleaser

they went on to easily defeat New
Hampshire, 83-50 in a big Yankee
Conference win that keeps UMass
ahead of the pack with a 3-0 slate.

UNH was noticably hurting from

a two week layoff and Leaman was
quick to make note of this. "They
weren't sharp like I've seen them
previously," he said. "Anytime
you're off

UNH was noticably hurting from

a two week layoff and Leaman was
quick to make note of this. "They
weren't sharp like I've seen them
previously," he said. "Anytime
you're off two weeks it hurts.

They're a better team than they

showed tonight."

Up until the point of no return

UMass and UNH were having their

troubles, but Leaman insulted the

half court trap press (one-three-

one), added Rick Vogeley for the

foul plagued Al Skinner and the

combined efforts of these two with

Chris Coffin, John Betancourt.

Peter Trow and Tom McLaughlin
sky-rocketed the lead to 15, 30-15.

Vogeley, who set a UMass record

by hitting his 24th straight foul shot

(it's still running), perhaps
summed it up the best when he

said, "I tried to end it as quickly as

possible. "It wasn't as simple as

that but the jist of the statement

Runners At Storrs
By SANDY LAWN

Today at 4 p.m., UMass will be in Storrs trying to break UConn's
present string of 23 straight victories in indoor meets. NYU will also be

there to complicate matters as the Redmen bring a 1-1 slate into their

first conference meet. In respect to the conference title, this is their most

important meet as UConn is rated with UMass as the YanCon's best

Coach Ken O'Brien was quick to point out the rivalry between the two

squads. "Last year they beat us indoors and we beat them outdoors.

We're up for this one."

UMass will be counting on a lot of points in the sprints and hurdles

which have been strong this year. Coach O'Brien thinks the middle

distance relays may be the key however. "At Dartmouth, we lost both

relays and lost the meet, at Brown, we won both and won the meet."

Asked about the strengths of the other two teams, O'Brien felt UConn was

solid right down the line while NYU, "has some outstanding individuals

but is not particularly strong as a team." NYU's strong points include the

throwing and distance events. O'Brien was particularly concerned with

the distance where they "might be able to rob some points from us".

All in all it's UMass vs UConn with NYU playing spoiler. Said O'Brien:

"On paper, UConn is a slight favorite, but these boys may be agree with

tha ni
Controversial Sports Talk

misconceptions and misin-

formation.

Guests will include Professor

George Richason, chairman of the

Athletic Council, Lee Sandwen,

president of the Student Senate and

Bob Medeiros, News Editor of the

Collegian.

sets the explosion in its proper

perspective...quick and efficient.

Said assistant coach Fan

Gaudette, "The half court trap

creates action in the ballgame.

There's no way the opposition can

run an offense.".... this is just what

happened.
In the second half UMass

second half and it was maybe then

that we found ourselves.

"This was a big win for us.^We
were afraid of this game, even
after we jumped on top at the half,

but we did play well in the second

half. I was surprised that we didn't

have to full court press, but it was
probably the size of their guards

PUT YOl'R HAND ON MY SHOULDER: Chris Coffin UA) goes up

for a tough rebound. (MDC photo by Carl Nash

>

completely dominated play and

ran off spurt after spurt that

completed the demolition in

convincing fashion.

Leaman was happy with the play

of Betancourt (22 points) Trow
(19), McLaughlin (11) and Coffin

(12 and 11 rebounds and also held

Dave Pemberton (top ten in

scoring and second in rebounding

in New England) to seven points

and a dozen caroms.
Leaman also said, "We ran our

offenses well, especially in the

(5' 10, 6') that made our trap ef-

fective."

The only Wildcat who gave

UMass fits was little Erie Faragne
who gunned his way to 20 points

and several times in the first half

kept the Redmen from blowing the

Wildcats out of the game.
Tomorrow at 1 p.m. on channel

22, the ECAC game of the week
features UMass at Syracuse

The stock on UMass basketball

has risen...so will Mennan if that

agent takes a hint.

Frosh Beat AIC
By FRANK ANTOSIEWICZ

For the second time in three days, the UMass fresh-

men basketball team was confronted by a JV squad,

this time defeating AIC 94-70 last night

Coach Fan Gaudette's charges, after some early

mistakes, settled down to work the ball inside for the

easy basket. 3 1/2 minutes later, the big men, with

Tom Gillams scoring two buckets, John Murphy one,

and Bill Endicott one established a commanding lead

of 8-2. AIC switched to a full court press, but there

was no stopping the cagers, as the whiz from Clinton

threw to the Somerville master for an easy lay up.

Along with a super offense, featuring the hitting of the

open man, the little Redmen played a tenacious

defense which continually harassed the outmatched
Yellow Jackets.

Over a two minute period, the dribblers from
UMass outscored AIC 8-0 to take an overwhelming 18

point lead with just over eight minutes to go. A
feature of this spurt were two steals by Mike
Flanagan and Jim Burke within fifteen seconds.

Gillams and Murphy continually blocked shots and
made things difficult for the smaller and slower

Jackets. At half time the frosh went into the locker

room with a very comfortable 52-26 lead.

The second half started with more of the same, with

Gillams tapping to Murphy and Burke for the shot

underneath. The Redmen accumulated points rapidly

as Endicott hit from the corner; Gillams, Murphy
and Flanagan laying them in; and Burke getting the

ball into the big boys.

Coach Gaudette substituted freely the last twelve

minutes, as there was no doubt as to who would win,

but rather what the final score would be. The crowd
once again came to life, in the final minutes exhorting

the frosh to reach the century mark, but were denied

satisfation as time ran out with the final score 94-70.

Dribblings: Bill Endicott led the frosh hitting 11-14

shots for 22 points. He was followed by Gillams with

20, Flanagan, 14, Murphy, 11, Boron, 10, and Burke, 9.

Gillams and Murphy led all rebounders with 13 and

12. AIC was outrebounded decisively 52-24 and were
outshot from the field, as the little Redmen shot

52.4%, as opposed to 36.4%.

This Saturday, the frosh will be traveling up north

to Dartmouth to oppose a much improved team,

which Coach Gaudette says is playing totally dif-

ferent than the team which lost in the Cage at the

beginning of the season.

Wrestling Saturday

By JOHN BOCK
Any sports fan that has access to either the AP or

UPI teletype anxiously awaits that time of the week

that the wire comes alive with the weekly football or

basketball polls. The same fan must suffer with the

knowledge that the poll is a vote of members of the

wire service sports staff, some of whom are not

reknowned for their knowledge of the sport in

question.

Wrestling fans, on the other hand, don't suffer this

weeklv anxiety for they know that the poll that comes
out is one that has been constructed with respect to the

voting of knowledgeable wrestling coaches and

writers.

New England wrestling fans, in particular, will be

pleased to know that as of the February 3rd NEIWA
poll, the University of Massachusetts has risen to the

top of the list, from fourth place, by virtue of their

remarkable victory over the Springfield Chiefs.

So the "second season", recently spoke of, and
running with UMass in the lead. It continues this

Saturday at 2:00 in Curry Hicks Cage when the

Redmen host the United States Coast Guard
Academy. Coast Guard has a typically tough

academy team and should never be underestimated.

Last year the wrestlers travelled to New London and
came back stinging from a one point loss to Coast

Guard. They then went on to finish fourth in the New
Englands and have their freshman team finish first.

It is the same defeat that keeps coming back to

haunt the grapplers as it marred an excellent 16-3-1

record. Coach Homer Barr, when queried as to

whether or not the big win over Springfield might not

make the team overconfident, replied, "I think that

the win will make us tough, particularly when we
remember last year. The boys might be a little let

down after Springfield but we have not slacked up in

practice."

Stepping onto the mat for the Redmen wrestlers are
Dave Amato at 118 lbs., Barry Godowsky, 126. Mike
McGlaughlin, 134, Clay Jester, 142, Capt Shelley

Goldberg, 150, Chris Cadwallader, 158, Mike Duffy.

167, Bruce Buckbee, 177, John Connolly, 190, and Carl

Dambman Heavyweight.
A formidable task looms ahead of the team. Can

they continue the success of their "second season"
and still be ready for the New Englands?
The answer lies in almost the same form for any

Cage match. You had better get there early.

Poor Richard's
"the compendium for the spirit..." A Weekly Magazine

Faces, anyone?

The Day The Music Died
By STEVE COMOLLI

(The following commentary is a

rationale for a large spring concert

written by a member of the Concert

Committee. The proposal in question

was rejected by the Administration that

action was consequently condemned by

the Student Senate and for further

details of that action see todays
Collegian.)

The Who or The Faces (with Rod
Stewart) will not be able to perform the

greatest show of UMass's history in

front of 15.000-20.000 students during an

afternoon in the spring Unfortunately

this situation has resulted from the

uncommunicable meeting with Vice

Chancellor Gage Tuesday morning My
job as a member of the Concert Com-
mittee was to contact the different

groups. I called the Rolling Stones,

Faces. The Who. Grateful Dead, the

Bangledesh benefit people and others.

The Stones won't be around in the

spring. I discovered. George Harrison's
crew is too hard to assemble for just a

one day performance. I also received a

Hat "no" when I asked the Dead's agent
if they could do a show up here. He said

the Dead have refused to do any more
college gigs, they have already turned

down a tour of ten colleges in the South

He said they would not return to this are

for awhile because they hit Boston on

their last tour But Pete Townsend and

the Who and the Faces with Rod Stewart

are doing spring tours in this U.S. If Dr
Gage approves any concert plans, then

we can hopefully get a weekend date

with either one of these groups. Here is

how it stands.

First of all. there is no reason why we
shouldn t be able to have a successful

first rate concert here at the University

The stadium holds 20,000 as compared to

the Garden's 16,000, Boston's largest

facility. New York City's largest concert

hall. Madison Square Garden, can only

hold 22.000, a mere 2,000 more than our

facility We have potentially one of the

country's largest concert arenas. But,

unlike the other large auditoriums, we
would not have to cope with a

surrounding city and it's congested

population < lliet we learned fcontinued

on pace .1)
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Aardvarks

The Overthrow: Part Two

After battling long waiting lines, the computers of Whitmore, and

the likes of Vernon P. Hemling 1 came to the ultimate conclusion

• with a little help from my greasy little friend) that if you can t join

them beat them using the wits they gave you. With that distinctly

vengeful thought running through my newly born revolutionary mind

mv friend and I stumbled into "bites and sucks" (alias Bites and

Pieces* where we were to continue our plan of action for the

disruption of the smooth-flowing English 125 program.

We walked up to the counter to get something to eat Just at that

moment another friend of mine came skidding into the serving area

with a huge german-sheapard hot on his heels. "It's the midget' ", 1

said. The 'midget" was just the man we needed for the main assault

on the Bookstore He was just a runt really, but out of the kindness of

my heart I alternated between calling him 'midget" and, his

Christian name. Big Louie.

Big Louie has a thing with canines -they can't coexist together. It's

the same kind of nightmare situation that W.C Fields described: "I

let sleeping dogs lie, and they bite while having a bad dream! " This

was no sleeping dog; we beat it off by practically crushing its skull

with a couple of tuna-salad sandwiches I three days old > We grabbed

something to eat and sat in a table in the far corner.
• Big Louie ", I said, turning to the little guy. "Meet Nick",

meaning my friend of the greasy intelligentsia "Louie. Nick". Now
to get the invaluable midget into the sceme
"Louie." I said. "I'm about to make you an offer that could make

you a legend in your own time, put you on the front page of the "Daily

Collegian", bring you the adulation of the entire campus, earn you a

place in the annals of the history of this great institution; then again,

we'll probably all get kicked out of school on our respective asses
'

I could see that throughout my speech Big Louie had been en-

visaging all the glorious rewards that could be his. He saw only

visions of grandeur, and he cried, "I'll do it", not yet knowing what

"it" was.
Louie", I said leaning close "Your part in this operation is a

major one You are an invaluable component We need your little

froggy body in our plan to undermine the English 125 program
"

Hig Louie lurched back in his chair and. in a voice tremulous with a

tone sonifw hrre between rage and incredulity he bellowed, "Are you

shitingme"" The he fell out <>i'his chair

Nope Nick and I echoed "Look-it ". I said. "Ever since my first

involvement with Knglish 125 I've been getting the run around, the

tuck over

"You're «i man <>1 causes ". said Nick as the midget picked himself

up otf the floor and hopped himself into his chair "Look at this ad-

venture as | MOW for freedom, a possible reversal of the repressing

administrative forces of this institution
"

Bin Louis never backs down from a commitment ". he mumbled
U be stut ted his mouth with simulated egg-salad Then he thumped

the table All I want is a piece of the act ia

"Come on I pleaded There is no action . only a just cause I'll

tell you want I'll do. though If we survive this escapade to tell the

tale I'll stntt you with so many Darvons you'll be blasted into oblivion

and won't be able to get up for three days Okay''

Four . he grunted as more "egg salad went in

Nuk I started. I think the first thing we should do is to go

Irma and find out lust who runs the 125 program " Erma. for all you

non-English majors is Irma Forader You can find her in the Engl

Undergraduate < Mlice on the second floor of Bartlett Hall Irma

prett) interesting character she does a great imitation of an English

accent You can also identity her by her big name plate on her desk

Seek her out! Harass her! She's the mother image In the story

Nick said Yen' There are all kinds of possibilities with finding

the guy who runs the program kidnapping, brain-washing, barn

burning, terrorizing

Wail a minute, wait a minute Lets just do some reconoitermu

first, the brain washing will come later hummmm now there's a

tghl With those diabolical words wr got up to leave 'lutes and

sue i ire could beat the clock and catch Irma before her

dock dash to the back stairway We headed out of

-sion pit alias southwest l glancing to one side then the other.

thenwhispering to each other, our heads < lose together •

Next Week: Infiltrating Bartlett 252
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The Morality Of Retribution

When Armageddon came in the

Spring and Summer of 1942 the Allies

found themselves forced to ad-

ministrate justice on fallen Germany

and Japan. They first debated amongst

themselves as to the method, then

decided on a military tribunal. The

trials at Nuremberg and Tokyo are the

results and are questioned as to their

moral and legal premises by UMass

History professor Richard Minear. His

book, Victor's Justice: The Tokyo War

Crime Trial, is analyzed on page five by

Frank Baglione and asks the question

were the Axis Powers victim to our self-

righteous wrath?
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Page five

Our Eastern Half

You might be surprised to know that

you are living the "sheltered,

collegiate" life here in Amherst, or so

say some of Cynthia Nadreau's friends

at UMass Boston. Miss Nadreau, from

the vantage point of two weeks in

Amherst takes a personal look at some

of the frustration of attending UMass
Boston, citing in particular tremendous

losses in time and enthusiasm caused by

having to commute. It seems that our

Boston undergraduates suffer from

chronic ailments not uncommon to the

Amherst area.

page four

A Cat Named Moussorgsky

Modeste Mussorgsky wrote Pictures

At An Exhibition to memoralize his

close friend artist Victor Hartmann. He
chose a number of that artist's favorite

paintings and wrote musical im-

pressions of each. His work was
gloriously orchestrated by Maurice

Ravel in 1925 and has now been further

reinterpreted by Emerson, Lake, and
Palmer on their latest lp. The mixture of

rock and the classics at first may seem
brash, and Gary Gomes talks at length

about the synthesis in his review on

page eight.

page eight

And Above And Beyond
i

Your Wildest Dreams

You could start logically enough on
our front page where the rationale for a
large Spring concert is given an in-

tensive going over. The concert has
been given much concern lately and this
may prove more fuel to the fire. And if

its fiery writing you want, turn to our
record pages where the latest by Laura
Nyro, and Captain Beefheart are
reviewed and an interesting man named
Edward may like to make your
acquaintance. This is on pages six and
seven. Then read why Straw Dogs
revels in unnecessary violence in the

review on page nine. Follow througn

with the Ridiculous Theatrical Com-
pany on page ten. Their appearance

here demands your attention even only

for the novel idea of a rape on stage.

Break a Leg, so to speak. And as far as

blunders there's last week's Puzzle to

contend with. The mistake was our's to

which we apologize and hope you will

give us another chance back on page 11

where Basic Audio shares a page with

this latest addition. Weekend ties it

together on the rear.

The Day...

(Continued From Page One)

how to run a successful concert,
then we could have some of the
best live rock shows ever done
in the U.S. But now we need
money for renting sound
equipment, insurance, stage
facilities, for the cost of the

group, and most importantly for

proper security. We have no
money now and if we don't get
any before the concert to pay
for necessary expenses then we
are sunk. If we sign big groups
like The Who and The Faces we
could count on selling a good
15,000 tickets. Then we'd have
our money from advance ticket

sales. We can not use second
class bands who do not have
enough of the essential at-

traction power needed to sell

15,000 tickets, otherwise we'd
find ourselves with little money
and an extra 14,000 tickets, this

concert would be a dreadful

failure. We must sign a top

group with great attraction

power so we can assure our-

selves a sellout, thus giving

ourselves the needed $60,000 to

$80,000 to properly finance the

concert and to provide com-
petent and complete security

measures.
Tickets would go on sale

about six weeks before the

concert. Ticket sales must be

fair so everyone has a chance to

go to the concert. The best plan

I've heard is to set up four or

five ticketrons all over the

campus. This would eliminate

the long lines at the Union. For

instance, an Orchard Hill

student would go to Webster

House, present his ID to the

teletype operator who sells him

a ticket after registering his

number to the computer. There

would be one round of ticket

sales, it would be on Tuesday,

Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday of some week. A student

can purchase only two tickets

during this week, remaining

tickets would be sold to in-

terested members of the five-

college community and to the

local public

This method prevents a small

percentage of students, say

5,000 from buying all 20,00

tickets. Under this method a

person can buy up to four

tickets, some of which usually

go to people outside the campus.

We can not chance having no

tickets available for any UMass
student who wants to see the

spring concert. I think the

ticketron is fair because if

10,000 students want to see The

Who in the stadium then they

are at least guaranteed the

right of getting one or two
tickets for themselves, a friend

or date. Proper ticket sales

would prohibit large numbers of

outsiders to take the seats of the

students. UMass students

should be guaranteed all the

tickets they need before anyone
else. Once every student was
given this chance then it would

be unreasonable for him to

crash the gates under the heavy

security measures that he will

be informed about from dorm
meetings and from the various

media months in advance of the

show. Essentially there is no

reason why we can not have a

successful concert. We've got

the space, and we'll have the

money if we can sign a big

group. And if we make sure that

every student who wants a

ticket can get one then our only

problem becomes one of

security.

In order to have a successful

concert and in order to prevent

damage and injury, we must not

cut ourselves short on security.

In last Friday's Poor Richard's,

Mr. Scanlon and Dr. Gage
feared an onslaught of "out-

siders'' or "imports" if we had
a well known group. They are

somwhat correct in their

feelings but like the concerts in

Boston Garden we must become
just as responsible as they have

and be willing to spend $10,000

to $20,000 for proper security.

We will have to buy the same
amount of protection that the

four walls provide for the

Boston Garden.

The concert will be given on a

Saturday afternoon so it should

be easier for people to get

around. And all students will be

asked to be inside the stadium

at least an hour before the show
starts, gates will be opened two

hours before the concert begins.

We want to get everyone inside

the stadium before the concert

starts so things can get settled.

There will only be student

marshals inside the stadium.

These marshals will have to go

through a rigid training course

provided by the greateful

services of Room To Move.

There will also be medics inside

the stadium who will work with

the people from Room To Move
to provide care for any possible

medical or drug problems. The

outside security would consist

of a snow fence, two ten-foot

high walls, and finally the
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present wire tence that already

surrounds the stadium. These

fences will extend completely

around the stadium and only

stop at entrance areas. These

non-entrance areas will be
patroled by campus police

under the direction of Mr.

O'Neil. Mr. O'Neil will also

handle all traffic problems.

Students will be greeted by

campus police and students at

all entrances. But our best

security will come from
disciplined students. We are

going to meet with all the

students on a dorm to dorm
basis months before the show,

and explain everything to them
and also tell them to ask un-

warranted guests to stay away
and that they'll have to climb

over four fences and a police

line if they attempt to get in,

good luck to them. There will

also be guards at every dorm
during the afternoon for

security measures. A word on

personal liability is appropriate

at this moment. The University

is not anymore responsible for a

concert crowd than it is for

football or roller derby crowds.

As student lawyer, Mr.
Howland explained it, if a

person falls off the top of the

stadium then you are respon-

sible, if he was on drugs or

drunk you are not responsible.

If you should trip someone then

you are responsible, but if he

trips in a hole in the cement

then the state is responsible. So

legally the University accepts

the same responsibility for a

Drawing by Sttve Ruberti

concert crowd as it does for a

football crowd, no more and no

less.

All of this is going to cost

money and take discipline, but

we'll be able to have many
concerts from here on out if we
only do everything properly this

first time around
Mr. Scanlon and Dr. Gage

both had other questions con-

cerning the concert. Mr.
Scanlon felt that a large number
of tickets would go to outsiders,

but I feel much of this will be

prevented if everyone is given

an equal chance to buy a ticket.

He also feared the advent of

gate crashers. But hopeful gate

crashers and concerts go
together like ham and cheese,

you can't totally avoid having
lookers-on at any concert, you
can only properly secure the

stadium so trouble can be
prevented and it will take

manpower and dollars to do it

properly. Mr. Scanlon was also

concerned about the descending
of 20,000 people on this area and
how this would worry local

police and cause traffic jams.

But most of these 20,000 people

will be the students that are
already here so the local police

need only to worry as much as

they do now about us. Mr.
Scanlon was also skeptical

about using rent-a-cops for

security. I feel Mr. O'Neil has

enough knowledge and ex-

perience as the Director of

Security to control the stadium

Saturday afternoon. If Dr. Gage
feels that Mr. O'Neil cant

handle the job then well need

rent-a-cops. We'll need to hire

rent-a-cops for proper security

and to insure total safety. I have

witnessed many unsuccessful

concerts that have turned bad

because of insufficient security

but this is the key to a suc-

cessful concert, we must have

enough security so as to prevent

any possible trouble. Finally,

Dr. Gage complained that the

big groups were ripping off the

students. Dr. Gage should allow

the student to be the sole judges

of this. But I feel the students

are more ripped-off by paying

$60.00 a year for the Campus
Center than they would be by

paying $3.00 to see Rod Stewart

and The Faces.

Well, hopefully, this has been

a brief description of what has

happened in the Spring Concert

Committee in the past three

months. The only new idea

presented concerned ticket

sales. What we must do now is

communicate to the ad-

ministration that the concert ia

feasible, nd that the students

sincerely want to make this a

totally successful event. We
students should make it clear

that upmost attention will be

paid to providing complete
security measures in order that

we can have just this one day of

trouble free music. If all should

go well then l.ang on. because

during some bright and sunny

Saturday afternoon. The Who or

the Faces will finally come to

town.
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Our Urban Half Speaks Out

The Boston-to-Amherat, Claustophobic, Transfer Student Blues

By CYNTHIA F. NADREAU
I won't miss that 6:15 bus again while

trying to get to an 8:00 morning class.

The sunrise doesn't seem half as

"breathtaking" as the crowded,
unheated street cars which don't get you

into Boston any faster than the busses.

Along the streets the throngs of John
Hancock secretaries and businessmen

flood the sidewalks with talk of their

upcoming, long deserved two week
vacations, for which they've been saving

all year. Boys in sweatshirts and jeans

and college kids (in sweatshirts and
jeans) shove Boston After Dark and
Phoenix in your face as you turn each

corner and cross every street. Running

past Paine Furniture Co. you realize

that it has heavy competition in the race

to pollute with busses, cars and trucks

all of which give little relief from noise

and confusion. And the police sirens and

fire engines, construction workers and
pedestrians, pedestrians and
pedestrians... And, then, there's "Mass
Gas", otherwise known as UMass
Boston.

UMass-Boston, conveniently located
in Park Square, is only a block from a
bus station and two blocks from the
MTA But this has little to do with cut-

ting down commuting time which can
take up to an hour and a half if you're
from suburbia. This is a decisive factor

when considering participation in extra-

curricular activities, which for apparent
reasons is minimal. Not many students

feel it's worth the time and trouble to re-

enter Boston in the evening just to see a
movie or to attend a mixer. You can
forget driving a car. unless you re

prepared to have it towed for illegal

parking or are able to feed a meter
every 30 minutes. Problems resulting

from commuting can be frustrating and
limiting to any student's social life

within the university. I can remember
one stormy, snowy night last winter,

when I left the school at 5 p.m . only to be
caught for three hours in the depths of a
subway station with what seemed like

thousands of other people trapped in the
same predicament.

Unless one develops interests in some
kind of student organization besides the
classes, people come to the university
for a few hours and leave. It is always
difficult to get any "school spirit" or
feeling of unity. Of course this can be an
advantage. One time Garry LaPierre
from WBZ-TV visited UMass-Boston
along with some other prominent guest
speakers. In his opening remarks he
said that he had expected to be speaking
in front of an auditorium full of students.
Thprp were about ten of us there.

At the present moment, the university

has expanded to about eight buildings

scattered in and around the Park Square

area. If you're lucky, you may not have

far to walk, but if Math 103 happens to be

a fifteen-minute walk away and you only

have ten minutes after you're previous

class, you'd better, as I did, make
friends with the professor and extend to

him a warm "good morning" as you

pntpr the class late each day.

Because of the relatively small
enrollment (3,500) the classes are rarely

larger than 20 people, except for lec-

tures. This also tends to limit the variety

of course offerings, though. The English

course I had last semester contained

only eight people and when less than

three appeared we had to cancel the

class. But, of course, getting acquainted

with the people was up to each in-

dividual personality as in any situation.

.

We have one (dreadful) cafeteria where

most students eat, if they can't avoid it.

Located down in the cafeteria is the

newly constructed radio station, and

despite complaints of being too loud and

noisy, the staff continues to play,

broadcasting only to the immediate
building.

Other forms of media floating about

campus, include the weekly newspaper,

the yearbook, the Freshman Review.

Crumb, and a weekly calendar. These

publications are detrimental for

carrying information as well as

recording and preserving the events in

the school. Since I was there in 1970, the

newspaper has expanded and increased

in quality. UMass-Boston. being only

seven years old. is flexible enough to

experiment and new enough to be ex-

citing and constantly changing. After

seven years we finally got a comfortable

lounge in the main lobby.

Being a new, urban college, L'Maas.-

Boston attracts a variety of students and

professors from a wide range of

economics, social, and cultural

backgrounds. For those so inclined,

Black groups, Chinese groups, motor-

cycle clubs and ballet classes are ap-

pealing.

The largest turnout for any group that

I hae seen was at last spring's peace

rally when practically all the students

and half the faculty took the afternoon

off to march down to the Common.
Policemen stopped traffic and newsmen
took note of us as we paraded, carrying

a giant "UMass-Boston For Peace"

sign. As I remember, I spent the day

eating ice cream with a new found

friend. That's peace.

Due to its in-town location, the

Universitv has responsibilities to the
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The construction at Columbia Point UMass-Boston moves out from the core and

nearly triples in size

surrounding community The future

College at Columbia Point will take care

of urban problems, but even now there

are some student organizations which

serve the community. An example is the

tutoring program, with the help of

publicity, proved to be a success after a

year's trial. In this program, students

volunteer time to teach poverty-stricken

or otherwise deprived youngsters in the

city on a one-to-one basis. Results have
been immensely rewarding for both

tutors and children. Such experiences

give college students an opportunity to

actively share and expand their learning

experience.

As with most people attending UMass-

Boston, their stay may be intentionally

short. Some begin as freshmen in-

tending to eventually get to UMass-
Amherst. as I did, or some get turned

down at Amherst due to lack of space

and are automatically accepted at

Boston. Some attend on their own free

will.

When I applied here last semester, my
Boston friends warned that I would be

entering a sheltered, "collegiate life. I

thought it over. Being in Boston. UMass

is directly exposed to cultural, political,

intellectual happenings as well as being

in a primary location for sports and

entertainment. My friends warned that

the course load would be lighter and the

weekends would be long. I'd be cutting

in mid-semester and would become lost

in the crowd. But I found that my secure,

suburban life conflicted with the bus

schedules, and the mountains and fields

of Amherst became a tempting chance

for a change of scenerv.

I've been on campus for less than two

weeks already. The swing shifters and I

have helped each other out, finding

buildings, arranging schedules, stan-

ding in lines, and painting dorm rooms. I

haven't had much of a chance yet to look

at the mountains, but I have been to see

a couple of old movies and a basketball

game. Do you suppose my friends in

Boston are right?
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Challenging The Nuremberg Concept

By FRANK BAGLIONE

Victors' Justice: me Tokyo
War Crimes Trial by Richard H.

Minear, Princeton University

Press. 230 pp. $7.95

When Bernadette Devlin
raced across the floor of

Parliament to scratch at the

face of a British Cabinet
Minister she justified her attack

by charging the Minister and
the British Government with

"war crimes'' in Northern
Ireland. Her charge is one that

is often heard in other quarters

The American Government, we
are told, may be guilty of "war
crimes" for its actions in

Vietnam
It is understnadable, even if

not reasonable, for people to

reduce complex and sometimes

unplanned military policy to

either right or wrong But the

desire to denounce as "war
criminals" the members o? a

government engaged in a war is

a relatively late mania.

Prior to 1945, the term "war
crimes" under international

law was used mainly to describe

certain atrocities performed or

ordered by individuals or

commanders during a war
After the Second World War.

however, the victorious Allies

charged and convicted certain

German and Japanese military

and government officials of

"crimes against peace and

humanity." This goes beyond

the scope of conventional war
crimes as defined by the con-

ventions signed at The Hague
and Geneva in the early part of

the century
Government officials could

now be tried for "waging
aggressive war." This may not

seem to be an unworthy deed

until one faces the task of

defining "aggressive war," of

determining who shall sit in

judgment, and of selecting the

government officials to be tried.

It is not often that someone

questions the wisdom and the

justice of the Nuremberg and

Tokyo War Crimes Trials But it

has been done from time to

time, and it is done again in

Richard Minear's Victors'

Justice: The Tokyo War Crimes

Trial.

Richard Minear, an Associate

Professor of History at the

University of Massachusetts in

Amherst, expresses his

reservations about the War
Crimes Trials clearly and

reasonably "I am fully in favor

of conventional war drimes

trials, as in the case of

Lieutenant Calley ..But when it

is not conventional war crimes

but aggression, when it is the

whole course of (a govern-

ment's policy then I must

demur. The attempt to

establish legal guilt -not for

atrocities, but for the war itself

-would be politically convenient

and satisfying."

The precedents for sucn a

politically convenient and

satisfying course of action were

set at "the Nuremberg and Tokyo

War Crimes Trials Minear sees

the Tokyo trial as a bad

precedent, bad enough, he feels,

"to cast doubt on the Nurem

berg precedent as well." "The

wiser course would be to return

to the international law of the

period before 1945. when

enjoy *

atrocities were considered
justiciable but the issue of

aggression was not."

Minear has a number of

objections to the Tokyo trial and
he states them quite con-

vincingly. First there was the

difficulties of (judicial

proceedings)" the British felt

"execution without trial is the

preferable course." The
American Government,
however, opposed this. "While

it (executive action) has the

Humiliation in defeat: a Japanese prisoner of war hears of his
country's defeat.

question of what led the Allies to

conduct war crimes trials. In

the words of Robert Jackson,

American prosecutor at the

Nuremberg trial, "This inquest

represents the practical ef-

fort... to utilize International

Law to meet the greatest

menace of our times

-

aggressive war
"

Minear can see some less

""lofty motives," for is it not

possible that this trial of the

vanquished by the victors

represented an attempt to not

only punish the wrongdoers

"but also to justify the right

side-our side." In the words of

Jackson once again, "Our in-

terest in this matter is to see

that the representations that

have been made to our people

that this was a criminal war and

was carried out in criminal

fashion are followed out by the

procedure that is appropriate to

trial of that kind of offense. .
But

we do not want t have a result

which in the light of history will

fail to justify the procedures we
have taken

"

It was not always accepted

that a trial would be the best

means to achieve the desired

result. Great Britain's initial

preference, Minear tells us, was

for executive action. "Deeply

impressed with the danger and

advantage of a sure and swift

disposition, it would violate the

most fundamental principles of

justice..." and "in any event,

only a few individuals could be

reached in this way."
Thus, writes Minear. "in spite

of the doubtful or unsatisfactory

condition of the law ( regarding

the criminality of waging
aggressive war), the Allies

decided to establish in

ternational military tribunals

for the trial of the leaders of

Germany and Japan " Britain,

the Soviet Union and America

already assumed their guilt.

"Had there been any real

chance of acquittal, the trials

would never have taken place."

Minear explores in depth

many of the challenges of the

trial that the defense made at

Tokyo. By what authority did

the Allied Powers designate as

justiciable "Crimes against

Peace?" "Aggressive war is not

per se illegal and the Pact of

Paris of 1928 renouncing war as

an instrument of national policy

does not enlarge the meaning oi

war crimes not constitute war a

crime. War is the act of a nation

for which there is no individual

responsibility under in-

ternational law." And the

formulation of the provisions

under which the trials took

place were 'ex post facto'

legislation, and therefore

themselves illegal.

The tribunal's answer to the

last of these challenges
adequately describes the at-

titude of the Allies towards their

work -"antipathy to retroactive

(ex post facto) legislation is 'not

a limitation of sovereignty but

is in general a principle of

justice' and the greater injutice

would be to let the aggressors

'go unpunished'."

There is no need to pretend at

suspense as to the outcome of

the Tokyo trial Not all the

defendants in this two and one

half year trial were convicted

on all counts, "but no one was
acquitted on all counts either."

( )f the twenty-eight defendants,

including Tojo (Prime Minister

and Minister of War at the time

of Pearl Harbor), seven men
were condemned to death by

hanging, sixteen received life

imprisonment, two received

esser sentences, two died

during the trial, one was under

psychiatric treatment at the

time of judgment.
The tribunal's judgment was

supported fully by eight of the

eleven justices," Minear writes

Of the three who dissented the

opinion of Justice Radhabinod
Pal of India was the most
devastating to the desire for

"the light of history" to shine

warmly on the Allies. Pal felt

that no conspiracy had been

proven; that rules of evidence

had been slanted in favor of the

prosecution; and that

aggressive war was not a crime

in international law. "Alone

among the justices, Justice Pal

held that individuals were not

liable to prosecution for acts of

state."

Justice Pal disagreed, finally,

with the unstated philosphy

behind the attempt to define

aggression and to outlaw war."

He said, "I am not sure if it is

possible to create peace' once

for all. and if there can be a

status quo which is to be eter

nal At any rate in the present

state of international relations

such a static idea of peace is

absolutely untenable Certainly

dominated nations of the

present status quo cannot be

made to submit to eternal

domination only in the name of

peace."
Along with Pal. Justice

Roling of the Netherlands held

that "crimes against peace" did

not exist prior to 1945. Thus the

Allies were applying the law

retroactively.

Minear also turns to the

events of the history of the

conflict to question the

correctness of bringing charges

of "Crimes against Peace"
against the Japanese. Japan

had asked for the Soviet Union
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to mediate a peace towards the

end of the war; it was the Soviet

Union that had declared war on

Japan-was the Soviet Union

guilty of "aggressive war?"
What pressures had been place

on Japan economically that

night have provoked her at-

tack?

The improper definitions of

aggressive war; incorrect in-

terpretation of international

law; improper procedures at

the trial; these are the reasons

Richard Minear finds to

question the wisdom and justice

of the Tokyo trial. He does so

convincingly, interestingly and

with a wealth of documents

And he does not for the cause of

Japanese leaders of the forties,

but for justice.

"The trial," Minear says in

an eloquent passage, "was a

kind of morality play, a reaf

firmation of a world-view that

had been one factor in the

making of World War II. To the

extent that this world-view was

itself invalid, the Tokyo trial

was harmful rather than

helpful It prolonged our 1m

mersion in the unreal world of

our dreams. In this sense,

perhaps, summary executions

might have been preferable

"It may just be that enemy
leaders are sincere men. that

the conflict arises not from

malevolence but from less

corrigible factors In view of

the limitations of human nature

it would seem wiser simply to

oppose from the start the idea of

trials after war, except, again

for conventional war crimes
."

The Japanese who were
executed and imprisoned
following the Tokyo trial may
well have been, as Minear

suggests, victims of a Victors'

Justice. His book certainly

deserves the attention of anyone

interested in international law

concerning war time activities,

anyone who wants a realistic

account of the Tokyo War
Crimes Trials. The book neither

tries to mitigate the errors

committed by Japanese
leadership during World War II

nor heap abuse upon Allied

officials who might have by

unjust means strove for a

desirable end (the con-

demnation of war).

Victors' Justice is a careful

study that, while it may not

achieve the author's desire to

demolish the credibility of the

Tokyo trial, certainly does

succeed in challenging it.
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Laura's Latest Typically Fine
By JIM LAVRAKAS

Laura Nyro's latest, Gonna
Take a Miracle, holds the ex-

ceptional quality that all her

albums have shown-that she

has a consistent ab lity to

produce beautiful songs that are

very similar in style but quite

diverse in the modds they

exhibit.

Backing her up vocally on this

album is Labelle, a group of

three black chicks with voices

almost as good as Miss Nyro's.

Working together, with voices

that also run opposing each

other at times they succeed in

making each song fine listening.

The first song on the album,

"I Met Him On A Sunday",
starts with a clapping beat and
then moves into an ac-

companying piano. It ends with

a quick Nyrol solo. These short,

soft solos are typical of the way
in which Miss Nyro arranges

many of her songs. In this

album she puts this trademark
to use by leading into the next

song -without a break-from one

of these solos.

Her voice, per usual, is a

wonder to behold. Ever since

her "Eli and the Thirteenth

Confession" I have marvelled

at her vocal instrument and her

clear and precise control of it.

She not only sings with her

voice, however, she sings with

her heart.

"The Bells" is a love song. It

is one of those love songs that

contains melancholy lyrics and

music that tends to reinforce

the depressing mood that comes
out of this type of song. You can

feel the emotion that Miss Nyro
puts into this cut.

Switching from the malan-

choly the album is smart with

the insertion of "Monkey
Time". This is a snappy, funky

tune that puts Miss Nyro's vocal

instrument through the ropes.

Very ingenuously this song

moves right into the oldie

"Dancing In The Streets". The

renditions of this song, "Jimmy

Mack", "Spanish Harlem",

"You Really Got A Hold On Me"
show that the phrase "oldie but

moldy" does not aptly apply to

the older songs that Miss Nyro

and Company may choose to do.

"Desiree" is another love

song soloed by Miss Nyro. "You

Really Got A Hold On Me"
deserves a second mentioning

because of its dynamic har-

monization and arrangement. It

is divided into two sections

(each section contains the same
material) with the second

section an u-tempo version of

the first.

"Wind", on the second side, is

a very unique song. Starting

with a whispering xylophone,

the song is a remembrance of a

past summer love, remembered
by a summer breeze in the

present. Labelle harmonizes as

the "wind" while Miss Nyro

sings the love song over their

harmonization.

"No Where To Run" is a

rough and ready song with a lot

of movement in it.

Arrangement and movements
is this song are very well done

with just the right pauses and
just the right drum beats to

start the song up again. The fine

organization of this song is

typical of all the songs on the

album.
"Gonna Take A Miracle", the

theme song for the album is-to

use an overused word-just
plain beautiful. Another love

song, it is fat with fine har-

monization. Miss Nyro pushes

her voice at prints in this song,

and comes out smelling
(singing, I should say) like a

rose.

Something should be said

about the album jacket for this

latest Nyro disc. All her album
jackets have a distinctly

depressing, specifically, a grey

and rainy feeling about them.
Miss Nyro herself lives a very
quiet andretiring existence. At

least, this is the image she

portrays to the public. Her
album jackets are consistent

with this image.
Instrumentally, to be sure,

there is not that much out-

standing in this album. The
backing up by all the musicians

is a professional and more than

adequate job, however. Miss

Nyro plays the piano
throughout, by the way.
Gonna Take A Miracle,

ultimately, is a fine album with

fine vocalization throughout.

After so many good albums by

such a professional as Laura
Nyro the attitude of the listener

may border almost on in-

difference. Try and defend
yourself against this! For a

choice of fine music with a

special quality about it that

tends to sound like a

sophistication of the Motown
sound this one is a good ad-

dition.

Jackson Brown Makes For Smooth Listening

BY BILL DENSMORE

Jackson Browne, on his first

Ip does sound good, like so many
other singer-songwriter
guitarists currently dominating

the music empire. He's been

around for a few years now
writing songs for Nico. the

former Velvet Underground
lead singer, and now one of his

songs. "Rock Me On the Water"
has just cropped up on Linda

Rohnstadt's new album. Wait

Perhaps there is more to this

young man who writes for Nico

and Linda Rohnstadt than

deserves to be labeled just

"good" At least his album
displays a tasteful brown cover

and sports such session greats

as Rus Kunkel. Jesse Davis

(one time Taj Mahal's
guitarist) and Sneaky Pete

playing back-up. Mr. Browne
himself is thoroughly proficient

on both piano and guitar and the

overlayed harmonies on his own
woice arranged by David
Crosby make for consistently

smooth listening. Most the

songs on the album are catchy

and easy to remember even

after only two listenings. Yes.

Jackson Browne appears to be a

new and excellent entry into the

already crowded field of

"personal" and this first album
show that he can take a

stereotyped performing style

and do something special with

it.

Jackson has a voice smooth
and vaired -sometimes a crying

Van Morrison other times a

lilting Elton John. "The album"
opens with two shy songs that

set the emotional mood of most

the album "Jamaica, Say You

Will", and "I Am a Child in

These Hills" both verbalize an

intellectual solitude which

clouds all the feeling of the poet

"Jamacia say you will come

again tomorrow/... stay until

my ships can find the sea" and

in "I Am a Child in These Hill",

which opens with a guitar riff

familiar from the Byrds, "Who

will show me the river and ask

me my name? / is theree nobody
Here who will do that?"

On the second side,

"Something Fine" and
"Looking Into You" continue to

indicate a mind voluntarily

separate from events around it.

Both are warm and friendly

glimpses of a poet's past, one

revisits his youth and a family

no longer an emotional support;

the other recounts places past,

observing meanwhile, "that it's

taken its share of me." The
album is a reflection of the

intensely personal feelings of

the lyricist, Jackson Browne,
prophetic voice, constant
traveler, or whoever is listening

to the record Because it is an
very nearly an expression of

only one state of mind-
hollowness and longing, the

album may be of limited ap-

peal. One is likely to react to it

with great feeling, i.e. you will

either love it because it ex-

presses what you feel, or hate it

because its so facile.

Three songs are encouraging,

yet critical; they reflect an
escape from the poet's syn-

drome of solitude, yet the

escape is through a cir-

cumvention of society into a life

after destriction In "Doctor My
Eyes" Mr. Browne finally

leaves his poetic solitude,

"Doctor my eyes can't see the

sky/Is this the price for not

having learned how not to cry?/

Just say if it's too late for me."
See the world as it is the poet

has learned no defense, and he
cries -his tears and suffering

make it impossible for him to

look up beyond reality to the

sky. Then in "Rock Me On
theWater" he strikes a blow at

complacency. In it. he escapes

reality, and looks down on it as

an omniscient voice warning:

"You've left it for somebody
other than you to be the one to

care/You're lost inside your

houses, there's no time to find

you now/I'm going to leave you

here and try to get down to the

sea somehow." The third son.

"Under the Falling Sky"
completes the poet's transition

from a solitary state trapped

within society separate from it

to allofness by companionship
Musically this piece seems out

of place on the album, a reflects

a change in attitude by its

almost mischevious tone

"Voices can no longer hold my
desire/meet me in the fire

where angels wait to take us

higher and higher/go under the

falling sky, easily we will he,

while I bring it to you. Higher &
higher." The sky referred to is

the same sky that is invisible

through tears in "Doctor My
Eyes". Now the poet has
reached his own destination

among the pieces of the fallen

sky -an illusion shattered, the

pieces of which have shattered

those "lost in their houses".

"Doctor My Eyes" may well

appear as a single It is an tight

piece capable of many, many

listening Jackson Browne has

arrived and deserves
recognition for his own twist Of

a style that has now become
almost commonplace. Perhaps,

too, he should be credited with

an attempt to fantisize lyrically

feelings that others could only

relate to actuality "Jackson

Browne" is a record you can be

sentimental with if you're so

inclined

A Satisfying Bonnie Raitt

By mike Mccormick

Bonnie Raitt Warner
Brothers (W.S. 1953)

After catching Bonnie Raitt at

Stonehenge in Ipswich, Mass. in

thr summer of 1971, I anxiously

awaited for over three months
for the release of her first

album When, finally, Bonnie's

first album was to be found on
the record racks, I greeted its

arrival with mixed emotions. I

was pleased because Warner
Brothers had released a good
Bonnie Raitt album, I was
disappointed because I had
hoped that Bonnie would record

her first album with a minimum
of musicians.

When Bonnie plays live she is

usually accompanied only by

her bass player, known simply

as Freebo. With this minimal
accompaniement Bonnie's

superb guitar work is con-

stantly in the spotlight.

Freebo's bass playing adds

ample power to propel Bonnie's

more driving numbers.
Together the two are able to

give a quite impressive per-

formance.

Bonnie, however, gathered a

number of sidemen (all of

whom are very compettent) to

play with her and Freebo on her

first album. These musicians
are the source of both the most
beautiful and irritating sounds
of this record.

"Bluebird," the first song on
the album moves along nicely

until AC. Reed (tenor say) and
Paul Pena (background vocal)

move in and briefly transform
the song into an unsuccessful
soul number A driving version
of Tommy Johnson's "Big
Road" is hampered when
Maurice Jacox commences to

play bass lines on a baritone
sax, causing the song to sound a
little like a circus parade. On
"finest Lovin' Man," a Bonnie
Raitt original, Junior Wells
blows a half-ass harp in-,

traduction and then proceeds
with a solo which goes nowhere,
causing an otherwise fine song
to lose much of its life.

At times the sidemen provide
some of the album's finest

moments. Wells has some
excellent work, including a tight

solo on "Mighty Tight Woman."
"Thank you", perhaps the
mellowest number of the
album, features delicate in-

strumental work by Bonnie,

(piano) producer Willie Mur-
phy, (guitar) Voyle Harris
(trumpet) and Maurice Jacox

(flute) Jacox' flute solo on

Spider John Koerner's "I Ain't

Blue" is one of the finer solo's

on the album, greatly enhan-
cing the mood of this flowing

number. "Danger Heartbreak,
Dead Ahead," one of the most
driving songs of the album, is

pushed considerably by ripping

tenor lines by AC. This cover of

the Marvelettes hit also

features background vocals
which, unlike on "Bluebird", fit

perfectly, heightening the
potency of the number.

Two often recorded classics

are given interesting treat-

ments. Robert Johnson's
"Walkin Blues" is spruced up
by the crying harp of Wells and
by Peter Bell's hambone
playing. As a result this ren-

dition of this country blues piece

is very ethnic sounding. Bon-
nie's tender, convincing vocal

on "Since I Fell For You"
assures her of one of the finest

versions ever of this Bud
Johnson composition.

This is a fine debut album by
this musician from Cambridge,
Mass. Perhaps, Bonnie will

record her next album live, or

with fewer sidemen. Mean-
while, Bonnie's first album
should keep most of her fans

satisfied for sometime.
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A Word From Edward

By KENNETH SULIN

Jamming With Edward - on Rolling

Stones Records
Recorded jam sessions usually prove

to be anything but impressive, yet what

we have here is probably one of the best

efforts today by any group of musicians.

It just happened that Ry Cooder and

Ricky Hopkins were around when three-

fifths of the Stones, Jagger, Watte and

Wyman, were in the studio, and a

remarkably well done session resulted.

Cooder and Hopkins are more than

familiar with the Stones' style having

played backup with them on numerous

albums; in fact, Jamming With Edward

is so good that perhaps it's even better

than a regular Rolling Stones' record.

The album itself is surprisingly

enough not rock and roll; it is comprised

of mainly blues tunes, something Jagger

fans have been waiting for for a long

time Watte and Wyman have had the

experience with Howlin' Wolf while

Jagger's voice has finally gotten around

to singing blues like he did with "Love In

Vain " If you happen to be a follower of

the Stones since their beginning you'll be

overjoyed in hearing some reminiscent

sounds that resemble the tones of 12X5

or Out of Our Heads.
The album contains a total of seven

songs on which Jagger is only features

singing on four; however, the remaining

three selections are amazing with

Hopkins' piano and Cqpder's slide guitar

taking the leads What Jagger does on

these instrumentals is either mumble in

the background or play ins and outs with

a harmonica-another aspect that's been

long awaited, Jagger's harp playing

Nicky Hopkins, whose roots began

with Quicksilver, shines with his saloon

speaking piano-you'U discover him

fooling with a piece you'd expect to hear

in a chase scene of a 1920s Western

This pleasantly precedes his own select

version of "Loveliest Night of the Year"
also in old-time barroom fashion.

From Ry Cooder's slide and bot-

tleneck guitars prevail a clear, crisp

melting sound that will relax you to no

end. Cooder has found his place in the

pop music scene and from him we'll

soon see a great deal.

The record, with all this in mind, can
be thought of possibly as a mild attempt

at jazz without any horn arrangement.

The songs are not boring and move
quickly. Each side lasts approximately

nineteen minutes providing one of the

best jam albums on record.

Further songs include Jagger singing

Elmore James' "It Hurts Me Too" with

a piercing stretched neck voice that

occasionally can be caught fading and

returning. As usual Jagger does his

share of fooling around both during a

song's course and often at its end. In

between cuts all can be heard con-

versing and preparing for their next

song; however, Jagger seems to be

doing this throughout the entire album,

talking to himself and muttering little

incoherent nothings.

A Hopkins selection, in which his

piano playing again comes alive, is the

familiar "Highland Fling", a spicy

Scottish jig that only adds to the com-

plexity of the album's overall theme.

If you think you hear a girl singing

your wrong-it's just Mr. Jagger again

shrilling his vocal chords as if he were a

distinguished opera singer with a high

off-key voice.

Why is the album dedicated to Ed-

ward? No one seems to know, probably

just a random name drawn from a hat in

order to provoke a little curiosity.

Possibly the only fault the record has

is it's abrupt ending, but this can be

expected solely for the fact that this is a
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jam session. On the other hand, the

stereo seperation and the recording

technique couldn't be better.

Despite Jagger's background

moaning and the cut-off endings Edward

is excellent Whether the album is

bluesy rock, semi -jazz or just a

collection of tunes, you'll have to judge

for yourself. Nevertheless, it's definitely

not ordinary rock and roll It's relatively

quiet and assuredly one of the best

things from Rolling Stones Records yet.

On The Captain Beefheart Bandwagon

By MIKE KOSTEK

Will success spoil Caprain

Beefheart? That question will

certainly be answered if current

events run a logical pattern

Captain Beefheart has long

been one of the true un

derground figures on the music

scene. writing bizarre,

squalling music and singing in a

most unearthly manner with his

four 1/2 octave range voice He

has been bounced from Blue

Note Records to Buddah (!)

Records until Frank Zappa

signed him to his Straight label

Frank even produced the

Captain's epic work, the in-

famous Trout Mask Replica, a

two record set that Rolling

Stone called "the most stunning

piece of art ever put on a

record". But the Captain (in

reality Don Van Vliet) was

unhappy. He resented being

merchandised as just another

act in Zappa's freak show, and

said that he had a hard time

working with his former high

schoolmate as he had to wake

Frank up every time they

wanted to record. Beefheart

then lambasted Frank for

imagining himself as another

Cage, Stockhausen or Verese

In all fairness to Frank it must

be said that Captain Beefheart

and The Magic Band are not the

easiest people to work with due

to the Captain's strange habits,

such as requiring a tree surgeon

at one recording session to

make sure that the trees around

the recording studio would not

get scared and fall over.

Anyway, Trout Mask Replica

was, as they say, a critical

success if not a financial one.

After that the Captain made
Uck My Decals OH. Baby which

was really a continuation of the

same songs and themes of Trout

Mask. Obviously the Captain

was in a period of transition

Thus was born The Spotlight

Kid Look at the cover Gone is

the outrageous madman of

before. Instead we see a

demure, well-buffed, strapping

musician wearing a devilish

suit and frilly shirt.

What's more, Captain
Beefheart and The Magic Band
are touring! Their second tour,

and their first major one. Could

the tour have anything to do

with promoting The Spotlight

Kid? I wonder. I bought The
Spotlight Kid the day it came
out, although with a certain

trepidation since Trout Mask
Replica is not an album that you

really play a lot, and I couldn't

help but wonder if I was wasting

my money. I put on side one and

waited. Out of one speaker

came a rock and roll lick. Then

repeated. The bass picked it up,

then the drums. My God! It was

straight rock! And it stayed

straight. So it went through the

record, a nicely melodic

number here, a hard blues

there, all indelibly stamped

with the Captain's label to be

sure, but as the man said it is

his most accessible album yet.

Since Beefheart has toned down
his sidemen to playing it

straight, his vocals take on

added dimension and power.

Captain Beefheart is easily the

nastiest, baddest vocalist in

rock and he makes fine use of

hsi talents here. He has made
his most listenable album yet, a

fantastic album featuring fine

songs well performed. Each
spong features one small lick or

bridge that is delightful.

Highlights include "Click

Clack", "White Jam" and the

fine instrumental, "Alice In

Blunderland". All in all this is a

great album.
So what's the problem? Well,

this album is too commercial,

that's what. I am afraid that too

many people will buy it, thus

making the Captain both rich

and famous in the great rock

tradition. However, as of now
there are only two paths that

rich and famous rock stars have

followed in the past two years:

one road leads to a great flash of

instant success followed by

boredom People getting tired

of you. Remember James
Taylor? Jimi Hendrix's middle

period? Jack Bruce? (Why are

old Cream albums selling in

drugstores for $1 98) Moby
Grape? Don Ellis'' All of these

performers have been affected

by fame and many cases there

is a strange inversion that

occurs when the performer

starts singing about being rich,

famous, going on tours, etc.

Remember how drained

Mudslide Slim was? Of course

another facet of this problem is

that many people pick up on the

latest hits and stars for status

and to stay wKh It, without any

understanding of any message

the artist has. These people will

drop a group like nothing,

because they only follow the

charts. Once you're passe, it is

extremely hard to come back.

Look at the painful comback

made by the Beach Boys and

Simon & Garfunkei. But then

again true talent will uauetty

win out, and (hat brings us to

the second road of fame, the one

where the performers ride their

popularity successfully on a

personal level, but there are

hazards inherent in this too.

Last time The Rolling Stones

played in Boston I paid nine

dollars to sit about 150 feet away

from the stage on a severe angle

yet. Last time I saw The Who I

had to go to Saratoga Springs in

New York to sit 300 feet away

for four dollars and was pelted

by cans and ice cubes thrown by

idiots sitting on thelawn who
apparently had nothing better

to do as they couldn't see

anything. The point is that The

Stones and The Who are the only

two big groups left from the

past five years to have sur-

vived, and they are so popular

that seeing them in concert can
be a fairly excruciating ex-

perience. See (iimmie Shelter.

The simple fact is that the more

people that like a group, the

worse it is for all involved,

including the group (in most

cases) One apparent exception

to this rule seems to be Bob

Dylan who has shielded himself

from his followers to a great

extent, but there can still be

found in his recent songs

references to his audience, and

a definite longing for peace.

Since touring and performing

are unnatural acts, we are

perverting performers, in

varying degrees, into a show biz

routine, and thus are causing

them to feel different emotions

and to consequently write

different songs than when they

started out. Life on the road is

certainly a vacuum. Any group

such as Chicago that tours

about 250 days a year is placing

itself hi a strange and artificial

environment. As a result I'm

sure that Terry Kath and

company are much different

people from their pre-touring

days.

I do not want to have to pay

six dollars to see Captain

Beefheart a mile away in

Boston Garden, when I can see

him for two dollars (and very

comfortable and unhysterically

I might add) in Springfield. I'd

like other people to be aware of

him and to give him all due

credit, but I don't want to see

him because this season's

superstar, then forgotten in two

years.

Captain Beefheart is a

brilliant, sensitive artist and

musician, which makes me
wonder even more what he is up

to with his new pitch. Maybe he

could handle fame on a personal

level, but there is no way for

rock stars to escape the pitfalls

and dook holes of super-

stardom. What chance do you

have of seeing Bob Dylan

perform? Two, slim and hone.

Of course, probably all my
fretting will be in vain, and no

one will buy The Spotlight Kid

and go see him and make him a

big star. Good.
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From Moussorgsky To Emerson
By GARY GOMES

"Pictures at an Exhibition"

Emerson, Lake and Palmer

(Cotillion ELP 66666)

I really loved the Nice. I was

excited to hear a group finally

free itself of guitar dominance,

and. being a keyboard player

myself, I was astounded by

Keith Emerson's then

revolutionary approaches
towards the organ. He in-

corporated everything from

jazz to baroque in his im-

provisations with cohesive and

startling musical results.

However. EmeYson. in his

infinite wisdom (?) saw fit to

disband this virtuosic en-

semble, much to the chagrin of

bassist Lee Jackson and

drummer Brian Davison, in

favour of another bass-drum

backup group. Bassist-singer

Greg Lake was already knowr

for his work with King Crimsor.

i in the Court of the Crimson

King "». whereas Carl Palmer.

although unknown to the record-

buving public of the U.S.. had

been a pupil of Buddy 'Rich anr

gained fame in the Unitec

Kingdom as drummer foi

Atomic Rooster, led by Fincenl

Crane, one-time organist and

musical coordinator of the

Crazy World of Arthur Brown

(Remember him?). Well, it

sounded like an impressive

musical organization, and

perhaps the only super-group to

come worthv of the name Super-

Group What the hell, you were

disappointed about the Nice, but

this looks damn impressive.

iOh. by the way. Lee Jackson

lad Brian Davison are both in

worthy groups now, Jackson in

the acoustically-oriented
Jackson Heights, and Davison

in the jazz-influenced Brian

Davison's Every Which Way
Both have one album out apiece

on Mercury. Give them a

listen .»

Despite all this positive think.

I must admit that I was a little

disappointment on my part

when 1 heard the "Emers on.

Lake and Palmer" Ip last year

around this time 1 t seemed

pale in comparison with the

Nice's and King Crimson's

works The music was good but

gutless All right, they're a new

group, we'll give them a

chance Tarkus" was little

better, although A Time and a

Place'' and the instrumental

segments of the "Tarkus'" side

showed definite signs of a new

and dynamic music coming

from a good but unexciting

album I had nearly gotten to

the point of considering ELP a

waste-the only thing that kept

me ultimately confident in them

was the report of their live

performances (Sorry to sound

like a typical rock critic in the

above passages, but 1 couldn't

help it.)

Well. "Pictures at an

Exhibition'' has helped convert

me back into a believer in

Emerson. Lake and Palmer's

skills again The album was

recorded "live" in England at

the Newcastle City Hall (don't

you wish your city hall put on

concerts 9
) in March 1971.

"Pictures'' itself, in its

original, unexpurgated form,

was written by Modest
Mussourgsky around 1879. The

work was dedicated to

Mussourgsky's good friend,

Victor Hartmann, whose

painting exhibited a year after

Hartmann's death at a

memorial exhibition, inspired

the Russian Romantic com-

poser to write to match the

pictures. Now, remember, in its

original form this music was

which ends side one, and "The

Curse of Baba Yaga" which

Emerson, Lake and Palmer

created and take credit for.

(The songwriting credits are

better handled on this album

than they have been in the past.

Emerson. Lake and Palmer

intended as programme music

(for those who haven't taken

Music 101, programme music is

music that is supposed to give

the image of the physical object

to its listeners. Thus,

Mussougsky telling us what

Hartmann's paintings look like

through his music.) and ELP
have tried to remain true to the

original feeling of the piece.

This has not stopped them

from changing it in certain

spots however, especially the

rearranging of the music for the

benefit of organ. Moog. bass,

and drums as opposed to or-

chestra or solo piano, as it was

originally scored

There is also the deletion of

the major part of

Mussourgsky's original score,

and extra numbers not included

in the original. For example,

Palmer helped arrange the

major part of "the Gnome", the

first painting played on both

Mussourgsky's and ELP's
version after the initial

"Promenade", so Palmer
shares the songwriting credits

with Mussourgsky on this Lake

included a song which was not

included in the original piece,

known as "The Sage", and Lake

takes sole credit for this, along

with the lyrics to

Mussourgsky's original score of

the final piece of "Picture",

"The Great Gate of Kiev" "The

old Castle," which doesn't

sound like the original at all, is

credited to

Mussourgsky/Emerson. Then

there is the "Blues Variation"

For instance, whether through

mistake or design, the writing

of "The Barbarian" on the first

album is erroneously ascribed

to Emerson, Lake and Palmer.

It is actually Bela Bartok's

"Allegro Barbario". Similarly

with "Knife Edge", accredited

to Emerson, Lake and Fraser,

is actually the first movement
to Janacek's "Sinfonietta", as

any listener of WMUA might be

aware of. Perhaps it is an un-

conscious desire on the part of

Emerson to play the organ the

way Bartok's percussive or-

chestration is handled, as he

remarked in an interview

shortly after the Nice broke up-

perhaps again it is out and out

plagiarism.)

There is always an inherent

danger from purists when any

person goes about changing the

musical structure of a famous
composition, and that

whether they do the original

justice by changing it at all. All

I can say in response to this is

that I think that Emerson, Lake

and Palmer have done an ex-

cellent job in presenting it as

such. Any other way would not

have been full bred ELP,
because you would be asking

the group to abandon is

essential eclecticism. ELP, as a

fusion musical group, would be

false if they were to do it all the

same again Also, one thing the

purists forget -the original is

still there unharmed and
preserved for posterity.

When asked about how they

went about doing the original

piece, Emerson, Lake and

Palmer replied that they

worked it out from the original

music text, from their own
interpretations of Hartmann's

paintings, and from pictures of

their own choice.

The piece itself flows

smoothly through a sequence of

changes, starting with Emerson

playing the "Promenade"
alone, a processional which

drifts between 5/4 and 6/4 time

signatures. Eventually it

becomes majestic and gradiose

Palmer then tears into this with

a roll that signals the beginning

of the "Gnome", a composition

about Hartmann's painting that

depicts a little man running and

dragging himself about on a

pair of nutcracker legs. There

are abrupt stops and starts, to

signify the falling down of the

gnome as he runs, and then an

eerie passage played by

Emerson on the Moog which

depicts the little man walking

along.

This abruptly starts and goes

back into the "Promenade",

stated more subtly on the organ

this time, with Greg Lake

picking up the melody line with

his voice and adding lyrics to it

Emerson then hits on a mild

organ-backed Moog excursion

which gradually fades back into

Lake accompanying himself on

the acoustic guitar. Un-
fortunately, this ballad bears

too strong a resemblance to "In

the Court of the Crimson King"

although Lake does manage to

get some rather interesting

acoustic guitar work into the

song
As Lake ends this segment.

Emerson disrupts the mood set

by Lake's ballad with a searing

Moog solo, followed closely by

Palmer. The bass back in

Lake's hands again, he sets up a

swinging tempo with Palmer to

back up Emerson's Indian

sounding Moog Improvisation

on "The Old Castle" This

quickly fades into the hard bop

"Blues Variation" with Lake

doing some superb bass worn to

complement Emerson's organ.

As soon as they finish the brief

jam. Emerson whips out his

nifty machine gun sound syn-

thesizer and begins firing it at

the audience all the way onto

side two. where the

"Promenade" begins once

again, this time more power-

fully, and backed by Lake and

Palmer.
Stopping briefly, the group

proceeds with what is for me the

most remarkable section of the

album -the tale of the Russian

witch Baba Yaga as described

in "The Hut of Baba Yaga"

followed by "The Curse of Baba

Yaga" and a reprise of

Mussourgsky's "Hut". The

musicianship on this segment is

remarkable, and proves that

Emerson. Lake and Palmer are

the virtuosi they claim to be. It

begins with a fast dance like

structure and then moves into

•The Curse" with Lake belting

out the words backed by

Palmer's incredible drumming.

Then a breathtaking return to

the "Hut" and the beginning of

The Great Gate of Kiev",

purposely majestic and with

some fine lyrics by Lake:

"There's no end to my life, no

beginning to my death ; Death is

life! " In the middle of this song.

Emerson plays the organ's

feedback as he did on the Nice's

life version of "America" on

"Elegy "The composition ends,

but Emerson. Lake and Palmer

end the album with a looney

tune rocker by Kim Fowley. one

time musical cohort of Frank

Zappa. Emerson plays electric

piano tor celeste) on this track,

which bears a curious resem-

blance to parts of Tchiakov-

sky's "Nutcracker Suite" and

which is called, even more
curiously, "Nutrocker". Insane

audience screaming (led by

Lake? I didn't know he was that

outgoing) ends the set after a

rapidfire drum solo by Palmer.

As a "live" album, this has

two things going for it. 1) It is

only "live" album that I know of

where the group has not

presented material it had
already done in the stuido and

released and 2) It will probably

be the only chance you get to

hear ELP doing this material,

since Greg Lake claimed that

they stopped doing it after

"Tarkus" hit the record

counters. Voila. instant history!

An album well done by a

potentially very influential

musical group that are good

musicians as well. Excellent!
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Films

A Gnawing And Ugly Experience

By BOB NESTI
Straw Dogs
written for the screen by David

Z. Goodman and Sam
Peckinpah; directed by San

Peckinpah, starring Dustin

Hoffman and Susan George.

Straw Dogs is an ugly, ugly

film; strident in execution,

deceptive and vacuous in

theme, and totally repellent in

its final effect. Sam Peckin-

pah's study of the evil that lurks

in all men becomes a

celebration of it. As a perfect

example of a shallow argument
manipulating an audience's gut

emotions, Straw Dogs is less a

study of contemporary violence

than a misplaced spaghetti

Western; a conscious, cold,

horrible exaltation of a sim-

plistic masculine ideal.

Peckinpah's form has always

been the Western and exaltation

of the masculine ideal is

inherent in that form. But

where Ride The High Counrty

celebrates this man, The Wild

Bunch berates him This last

film is probably the most
imaginative Western of recent

times which utilizes con-

temporary themes in a

romantic context to devastating

effect. Yet Straw Dogs only

common bond with The Wild

Bunch is its overuse of violence

and here its hopelessly ex-

ploited

The forebording begins in the

tirst frame and never lets up as

we are immediately introduced

to an uncomfortable situation.

Dustin Hoffman is a young

American mathematician who
(.onseiousU has escaped the

horrors of urban society for the

provincial charm of his wife's

former English homestead. Her

homecoming is less than

welcome. The girl, Amy, seems

to have been the local whore

who escaped the stifling village

and made good. She returns to

flaunt her successful life and

husband on the small town

yokels she grew up with. David,

her husband, finds himself

treated with malice by most of

the men The cultural gap leads

to a situation with all the

ingredients of a contemporary

horror tale The lugs are ever

present working on David's

garage and Amy graphically

teases them with a foolish

sexual brashness. She is the

epitome of the pubescent bith,

taunting her husband for his

lack of character while flirting

with her former admirers. This

marriage, in fact the whole

film, seems flavored with a

masochism. Their only com-

patible moments are when
they're in bed and even then we

glimpse into the ugliness of

their personalties. Here David

interrupts his wife's embrace to

wind the alarm clock, Amy
embraces her husband only to

immediately walk bear-

breasted in front of the workers

They hurt each other with an

undeniably ugly intent. Much of

these earlier sequences of the

film set up character and moos,

as even before anything hap-

pens there's a relentless feeling

of doom. Each move a

character makes assaults the

senses; the soundtrack is sharp

and loud, and the images are

continually jarring. Peckinpah

seems to have consciously shot

exteriors from low angles as to

negate any of the English

cjuntryside's beauty. He

creates an ugly, false,

foreboding atmosphere in which

his moral parable works toward

its gruesome climax.

The perverse undertone

surfaces when David discovers

their cat strangled in the closet.

The boys, Amy astutely ex-

plains, wanted "to prove to you

they can get into your

bedroom." The symbolic rape

becomes real when Lavia is

duped by the boys to go hunting

while two of them take Amy to

task. One, at one time was her

tractive) and as he escapes

David hits him with his car. He
takes him to the cottage where
David finds himself protecting

the man from a vigilante group
who lay siege on the cottage.

Rather than faltering, David
finally makes a commitment,
"This is where I live-this is me-

lover, and at first she fights him

off. then submits pleasurably^

The rape is the film's most

effective sequence, one of

sustained sensuality due mainly

to the fine acting of Susan

George. The act, though,

remains as disturbing as Lie

rest of the film for it confirms

the chauvinist adage that all

women finally find rape a

pleasurable experience. The^

scene culminates in what seems

masculine sexual fantasy when

the second rapist performs

sodomy on Amy. The action

seems in perfect key with the

inherent sado-masochism, of

the relationships and again

underscores the rank male
supremacist attitude. The

sodomy sequence is essential to

the film's argument and it's

quite unfortunate that the

Cinerama Releasing Cor-

poration chose to edit

significantly to secure an R
rating Peckinpah 's obsession

with power is best exemplified

with this rape ending in anal

intercourse. It's a sexual fan-

tasy come true.

Oddly enough the film stops

after the rape scene. The ideas

Peckinpah introduced have
been fulfilled with David and
Amy's humiliation. The
remaining portion relates to the

whole only in its strident tone

and the climax, glorious as it

may be to some, hardly is

substantiated by the rest of the

film. The final situation seems
contrived. Minor characters
suddenly receive prominence,

only as devices on Peckinpah's

part to set up the bloody climax.

The village idiot strangles a

young flirt (a girl much similar

to Amy except not half as at-

-I will not allow violence against

this house,'' and proceeds to

wallow in it for about a reel.

David svstematically fights

them, a man shoots his foot off

another is clubbed to death, still

another is blown to bits, and

finally as the piece de

resistance an antique bear trap

Amy lovingly collected in the

opening frames is worn like a

broach by her erstwhile rapist.

At the conclusion, David is

triumphant, proving that cold

analytic thought is superior to

hot passion any day. He leaves

Amy with the corpses to drive

down the village with the idiot.

To add a metaphoric touch, the

idiot states he doesn't know his

way home to which David

replies, "That's okay, I don't

either."

The film is shamelessly anti-

intellectual. Peckinpah's
concern is with a simplistic

masculine prototype; the hero

he has idolized in his previous

Western films The Western

works on an entirely different

premise, one of romance, one of

adventure, one of unrelity. This

is the advantage of the Western.

There is a hero, there are

clearly drawn lines between

good and evil, and we can be

carried away in the sweep of the

film. Contemporary dramas
work on an entirely different

premise. They cannot evoke

blind romance of fantasy

without sounding false and

Straw Dogs ultimately falls

victim to its hackneyed, simple

theme of triumphant

masculinity. It is Peckinpah's

most ambitious work to date. A
carefully controlled, carefully

drawn work which culminates

themes found in many of his

earlier films, but the point of the

entire film is blatantly false.

There hasn't been a more

strident film since The Devils,

but the tension here is hollow as

the director has utilized

cinematic devices to sub-

stantiate his hollow material. It

is sheen without substance, a

slick, unrelenting, ugly film.

The violence and sexuality is

not only something the director

revels In, but also the audience

as well. The ugliness of the

audience at this film is

something to be seen.

Peckinpah seems to have
manipulated them into thinking

the film as fantasy as each

"murder brings a loud cheer.

Perhaps the only way some
people could alleviate the

physical tightness the film

produces is to view the outcome
as a power fantasy and cheer it

like they would a James Bond
film or a Road Runner cartoon.

Still I don't think that was the

director's intent. Straw Dogs is

a serious work. One, beyond its

flaws in plot and structure, is

probably the perfect Fascist

film and one finally so

frightening as to be repellent.

The film doesn't merit our

respect because simply it's a

shallow, manipulative,
inhumane work of art. At the

end of the film. David is to be

respected and his actions, the

murder of six-odd men is to be

admired. Beyond the cinematic

virtuosity of the director, it's a

foolish movie and if had been

done by any less a cult director

than Peckinpah would have

uuicklv been dismissed.

The flaws in plot and struc-

ture cannot even be hidden in

st vie The film builds without

anv resolution, the plot is filled

with unbelievable judgments,

and the characters are

inhumanely ugly. It seems odd

from the start that Amy would

collect, of all things, an antique
' bear trap and place it

dangerously ready to spring

above her fireplace. Then,

topping the foolishness, why in

the final violent melee did one of

the intruders choose to rape the

girl when his life was in danger''

Was he that horny? Some of the

characters are foolishly drawn

and even more foolishly em-

ployed. Some are utterly

disgusting and used only to

further flavor Peckinpah's dim

theme to needless excess.

Dustin Hoffman plays David

like a paunchy Benjamin. His

character is one of the least

likeable characters in any

recent film. He is boorish,

moody, foolish, and finally

amoral. Hoffman portrayal

seems accurate enough but his

performance is never allowed to

breathe under the heavy hand of

Peckinpah. Hoffman is

amazingly versatile; he has a

wondekful range which is not

for a moment utilized here.

Scenes that are meant to be

funny, such as when he throws

grapefruits across the kitchen,

fall flat, and scens of dramatic

power are garish in their ex-

cess. Hoffman seems stifling in

this part and I can't think of a

more disappointing per-

formance in a long time. As

Amy, though. Susan George

gives an amazingly controlled

performance. She almost

single-handedly carries the

early portions of the film with

her cloying, kittenish manner.

Toward the end she may be lost

in the bombast, but when

there's a chance to act, she

gives a performance evocative

of Julie Christie at her bitchy

best. David Warner makes a

welcome return to the screen

following a near fatal auto

accident in an uncredited

performance as Niles. the

village idiot and brings with his

return a sense of pathos the part

probably doesn't merit The

rest of the cast isn't asked to do

much beyond looking

grotesquely large in the

overwhelming number of close-

ups Peckinpah emplo

Violence seems an om
nipresent force and should not

be callously presented as in this

matter Straw Dogs, despite

its intentions may be,

finally only glor; ome
sickening behavior The film It

constantly as tense and con

tn\ed as the bear trap that is

primed in the opening sequence.

The trap, it has been reported

was added after the initial

shooting and is even missing

from various sequences.

Peckinpah probably couldn't

resist another horrible method

of death to perversely subject

his audience to. but even this

proves false After all. it took

two people to get the damn trap

on the wall, but Dustin Hoffman
single-handedly places it about

a man's neck Get the

adrenaline flowing though, and

a man can do just about

anything.
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No One Seated During The Rape Scene

To acquaint the UMass community

with the theatre in Greenwich Village

today, and other off-Broadway

movements, the UMass Fine Arts

Council has invited Charles Ludlam's

Ridiculous Theatrical Company to

perform during a half-week residency,

Feb. 10-12.

The Company will perform its noted

production "Bluebeard" on Thursday,

Feb. 10, in Bowker Auditorium, Stock-

bridge Hall Friday and Saturday, Feb.

11 and 12. the American Premiere of

"Eunuchs of the Forbidden City," a new

play by Charles Ludlam. will be per-

formed in Bowker All performances

will begin at 8 p.m.

"Bluebeard" is a gothic melodrama

that owes its ancestry to Faust,

Frankenstein and the Island of Dr.

Moreau. Baron Khanazar Von

Bluebeard (Charles Ludlam) is a

scientist who tries to invent a thirl! sex

and wreaks what no man wants.

"Bluebeard" features the slick art-

nouveau acting that has made the

Ridiculous Theatrical Company the toy

of intellectuals and the center of a little

known religious cult "Bluebeard"

delights in the worst excesses of the

well-made play.

"Eunuchs of the Forbidden City," a

new Charles Ludlam work which

premiered this fall in Belgrade, is an

historical farce based on the life and

bloody rule of Tsu Hsi. concubine queen,

goddess, and last empress of China,

according to diaries of the period.

Set against the background of the

Boxer Rebellion and the encroachment

of the Western powers, the play

demonstrates the operation of the laws

of change as set down in "I Ching," the

Chinese book of political strategy and

statesmanship. Authentic costumes and

music enhanced by the use of traditional

Chinese stage conventions explode the

myth of the "yellow peril."

in addition to the performances of

"Bluebeard" (Feb. 10) and the

American premiere of "Eunuchs of the

Forbidden City" (Feb. 11-12). the

Ridiculous Theatrical Company, ap-

pearing at the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, will hold two

informal encounter sessions during their

residency

On Thursday, February 10 at 3:30

P M , Charles Ludlam, director and

principal actor of the Ridiculous

Theatrical Company, will hold a lec-

ture/demonstration in the Studio

Theatre, South College on the UMass

campus Admission is free but seating is

limited

An open rehearsal of "Eunuchs of the

Forbidden City" will be held on Friday,

Feb. 11 at 2:00 P M. in Bowker Aud ,

Stockbridge Hall This session will allow

students to meet the cast and to ask

questions. Admission is free.

The performances are not recom-

mended for anyone under 18 years old

Reserved tickets are available in the

Fine Arts Council Office, 125 Herter

Hall, on the UMass campus. Remaining

tickets will be available one hour before

each performance in Bowker
Auditorium A telephone reaching both

offices is 545-0202. The Herter Hall Of-

fice hours are 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., Monday

through Friday.

High And Low Camp
By MARTIN GOTTFRED

"BLUEBEARD" is the stage version

of a horror movie, specifically the '30s,

"The Island of Lost Souls," and it is a

faithful and appreciative version. Ob-

viously, details have been wildly

exaggerated and the obsession with

sexuality is new, but only in a hard-

nosed sense Almost every horror movie
is (really) obsessed with sexuality, and
the spirit of "Bluebeard" is precisely

the spirit of such films So this is camp
at its best, sometimes high, sometimes
low, and pure theatre.

The story is logical, for all its bazarre

appearance, and the details of plot are

as Victorian as the characters, absurdly

complicated. Khanazar von Bluebeard,

the mad doctor, is conducting ex-

periments in his laboratory ("The

House of Pain") to create a third sex

( "While my beard is blue/I'll twist some

human flesh/Into a genital that's new"

"Is to end desire, desire's chiefest

end'' Have all my perversions and

monstrosities, fucking and suckings, led

me to this7 This little death at the

climax followed by slumber? Does sex

afford no greater miracles? Yet chastity

ravishes me! And yet the cunt gapes like

the jaws of hell, and unfathomable

abyss; or the boy-ass used to buggery

spread wide to swallow me up its bung,

or the mouth sucking out my life!

Aaagh ! If only there were some new and

gentle genital that would combine with

me!...They said I was mad at medical

school. They said no third genital was

possible. Yang and yin, male and

female, and that's that. (Laugh*

maniacally) Love must be re-invented,

that's obvious?")

Each new wife is given a key to this

laboratory after primising never to use

it, which of course each does. On the

occasion of our story, Bluebeard is

visited by an engaged couple - Rodney

and Sybill and her "beloved tutor and

traveling companion," Miss Cubbidge.

Bluebeard seduces both Sybil and Miss

Cubbidge, with the assistance of his

experimental failures, the monster

Sheemish and Lamia, "The Leopard

Woman." Every character is true to the

classic style in horror movies and so is

the climax, but not the conclusion, which

is entirely Shakespearean (close to "The

Tempest") and not unmoving

YET IT IS the vivid imagination ot

Charles Ludlam, who wrote directed

and stars that moves the production

both forward, into the modern realm of

reproduction (rather than satire) and

back to the traditional realm of

knockabout comedy.

Ludlam's concept is staggering for its

sheer creativity. His dialog can be as

cheerfully straightforward as child's

("Realize that I am doing you a favor

and that I will expect a favor in retur-

n"), molodramatic ("Give up your

passions, Bluebeard"), nostalgic about

New York street-kid jokes ("I studied

vivesection with I. Kutchakokoff in

Denmark") or outrageously vulgar

("Curiosity killed the cat but it might

have a sahitory effect on the pussy").

His staging details are extravagant in

the grandest theatrical way, elaborate

costumes and masks, hump-backs,

facial makeup and comic inspirations -

for example, a lady moving her hands

behind a folding screen as if she were

playing the piano we are hearing on a

tape The music itself, throughout the

production, and the many sound effects,

are wonderfully chosen including

sections from Bartok's opera,

"Bluebeard's Castle" - and im-

maculately synchronized.

BUT FINALLY, it is Ludlam's per-

formance that collects the tone of

writing, direction and performance. His

Bluebeard is nothing short of a comic

masterpiece, complete with a blue

beard, a crackling horror-movie laugh

and endless details (like a pinky ring on

rubber gloves). His sex scene with Miss

Cubbidge is unbearably funny, she lush

and fleshy as a Rubens nude in a black

corset, naked from the hips down, he is

bottomless fringed red panties (and

shoes). The two of them roll around on a

tiny sofa in a hysterical mime of sexual

twisting, position-changing and general

passion.

They have created the most desirable

theatre situation - a play and a

production entirely in tune with each

other - and if you can tune yourself in

you will find the stage at its most
essential. It is theatre as theatre has

been through all of history, though not

lately.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS FINE ARTS COUNCIL PRESENTS

THE RIDICULOUS THEATRICAL COMPANY

FRIDAY, KB. 11th and SATURDAY, FIR. 12th

-•-

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
(Stockbridge Hall)

8:00 P.M.
MSERVED TICK ITS*

UMou Undmrfjnm* Rl.iO; Ottor Full-Tim* Stu4«nti S2.SO;

UMom Faculty Staff »3-0O; Oaoaral Public »3.50

RNE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE: 126 HERTER HALL, TEL. 54cVO202

Remaining Tickats At Door On* Hour Baron Performance

A Ghoulish "Bluebeard"
By MEL GUSSOW

Charles Ludlam has apparently seen,

adored, laughed at, been scared to death

by and memorized every mad-doctor

movie ever made. "Bluebeard," which

he wrote, directed and starred in, is a

distillation of that ghoulish genre, and

serves successfully as both a loving

paean and a lunatic parodv

The root of this "Bluebeard" is that

old 1935 Charles Laughton movie,

island of Lost Souls" - with infinite

revisions and elaborations by the

devious Ludlam. There are intimations,

for example, of "Faust," and Barok's

"Bluebeard's Castle" is playing as the

entertainment begins.

Ludlam's hero-villain is the baron

Khanazar von Bluebeard, and that K in

Khanazar is as hard as a pile-driver. In

one of Ludlam's consistently amusing

linguistic conceits, characters oc-

casionally rasp K's where there are no

k's just as, occasionally, they in-

tentionally drop their Transylvanian

accents for New Yorkese. Ludlam khids

himself as well as Khanazar.

Bluebeard is trying to manufacture a

new sex, specifically, a third genital.

Any innocent female, such as the mad
doctor's nubile niece Sybil, is almost
immediately wooed, then webbed to a

laboratory table for experimentation.

The plot is complicated and
digressionary, and great fun to follow

from boudoir (a blantantly lewd,

hilarious seduction of Sybil's billowy

guardian by the irrepressibly lascivious

Bluebeard) to laboratory. No corny
burbling decanters there, just a tinny

chair that looks like an exploded box
spring - placed on stage simply so that

Ludlam can maniacally heave it off

stage.

Basic Audio

Ludlam's performance is deliciously

rococo, and obviously he has infected

everyone in his Ridiculous Theatrical

Company. For one thing, the masklike

make-up. which is credited to the entire

company, is near-miraculous (a knobby-

faced slavey, a gilt-skinned angel).

Led by Ludlam, a truly terrible actor

like Mario Montez (as Lamia and

Leopard Woman) seems exactly right

and the good actors seem perfect. I

particularly liked Black-Eyed Susan as

Sybil (she merits some sort of citation

for the self-confidence with which in the

last scene she wears that third genital)

and John Brockmeyer as the Karloffian

servant Sheemish.

On the tiny raised stage. Brockmeyer

looks about 12 feet tall, with a humpy
stoop that totally obscures his head

when he turns his back. Although a

demi-monster. he is easily frightened

out of his half-wits. Any threat of

detention in the House of Pain, and he

clutches his groin in anticipated

anguisy. At one point, he cringes, then

hops right into Bluebeard's arms, totally

obscuring his master from view.

In a beard that looks like blue Brillo,

his eyes blazing with mad menace,

Ludlow is a monstrous, but oddly

ingratiating fiend. "When I am good,"

he boasts, "I am very good When I am
bad..." He pauses, considers his

catalogue of turpitude, and concludes.

"I'm not bad." As a villain, he is not only

not bad, he is terrific.

"Bluebeard" is playing Thursday

through Sunday at the Christopher's

End Theater, which is at the far west

end of Christopher Street.

(Reprinted from the New York Timet)

Amplifiers: Where It All Happens

By FRANK JOHNSON
After a voltage gain following

preamplification, the signal still needs

to have a power boost before it can be

used effectively by the loudspeaker.

This takes place in the power amplifier,

which boosts the current and amplifies

the signal without altering it ap-

preciably.

I feel that amplification is so im-

portant a subject that I am dividing this

issue into two parts. Today we will see

how a power amplifier is used and how
its output is measured.

Usually, a power amplifier is a

separate device which cannot exist on

its own without a preamplifier. It can of

course be combined with a preamplifier,

in which case it shares a common power

supply and it becomes an "integrated''

amplifier. This term should not be

confused with integrated circuits, small

chips containing transistors and related

components which are used primarily

for voltage amplifiers. Formerly,
separate power amplifiers were needed,

because tube circuitry necessitated a

large unit whose bulk was dependent

upon the physical size of the tubes.

Nowadays it is actually less common to

find such a separate amplifier, and the

discrete or separate power amp is

tantamount to simplicity and flexibility,

not any real inherent advantages There

are a good many integrated amps which

have high power output than several

separate power amps currently

available.

But in discussing power amps we must

always keep one central thing in mind:

when power is available, it must be put

to work in a useful manner. This means

that the type of loudspeaker to be used

must always match up with the am-

plifier driving it. In this case there exists

a relationship called speaker efficiency,

which will dictate how much power the

amplifier must deliver for the desired

level of sound. Speaker efficiency is not

related to quality, and more will be said

about this later. But it will indicate how

much power in watts the amplifier must

put out. Suppose that a certain speaker

has an efficiency of about 10%. The

amplifier driving it puts out a power of

10 watts The end result will be that 1

acoustic watt of power will be emitted

from an input of 10 electrical watts

Suppose further that another speaker

has an efficiency of 1% the norm for

acoustic suspension type speakers. The

amplifier will now have to put out MO

watts in order for that speaker to deliver

the same one watt of acoustic output. If

this illustration points out the necessity

for high-powered amplifiers, it has

served a useful purpose, for this will be

the tone of this discussion when

evaluating hi-fi amplifiers.

The second important consideration of

power is one of how it is evaluated. The

power output of high-fidelity amplifiers

is measured as root-mean-square

(RMS) or continuous "sine wave"

power, and not the advertising jargon of

the appliance manufacturer who uses

terms like "peak music power" or

•peak power". High power is useless to

us unless it is virtually free from

distortion. The irrelevance of such

terms as "peak power" is the fact that

they usually do not relate to low

distortion, though the power amplifier

might indeed seem powerful. The
Electronics Industry of America
specifies 5% distortion for these "peak

power" figures, while most hi-fi am-

plifiers rate distortion below 1% at RMS
output.

An explanation of common amplifier

distortion should suffice. Broadly

speaking, distortion is any departure in

a spurious form from the original input

signal, which will add unpleasantly to

the sound. More precisely, there are two

major types of distortion: harmonic and

intermodulation (IM). Harmonic
distortion occurs when a tone of a

specific frequency is amplified and

spurious harmoid frequencies are

created in the process. An illustration of

this would be a 440 cycle "A" tone being

amplified with some 220 cycle or 880

cycle tones present that were not there

originally. Some harmonic distortion

occurs naturally in music, and it may
actua'' *•* basing But if it occurs in

an amplifier in any great degree, it will

adversely affect the sound, and so we

want to keep it to as low a figure as

possible.

The second type- IM distortion- is

similar, but it does not occur as har

monies Intermodulation distortion

occurs when two tones are amplified

simultaneously Let us use 100 and 200

cycle tones to illustrate this If IM

distortion were present, it might occur

as a 150 cycle tone, the difference bet-

ween the two tones. Because it is ran-

dom and frequency dependent. IM

distortion is more severe than harmonic

distortion and the distortion figure for a

high-quality amplifier theoretically

Poor Richard's Puzzle

The Week: Hollywood

This illustration shows the workings of an integrated amplifier. Note the tone and

volume controls at the top of the photograph. Most of the internal components are

mounted on circuit boards; one is shown at the lower right hand corner.

should have a lower figure for IM than

harmonic distortion.

We can plot the output of an amplifier

and relate it to the amount of distortion

present versus the power output in

watts This is called the distortion curve,

and it can be useful when we want to

compare amplifiers we are considering

for purchase But to the technician, a

more precise and demanding test of an

amplifier occurs when it is "clipped". In

simple terms, a pure tone generated as a

sine wave does not suffer from any
appreciable amplifier distortion until

the capabilities of the amp are stretched

and then the sine waveform will "clip" -

that is to say, it will look compressed or

restricted when viewed on an
oscilloscope. When the amplifier clips,

distortion begins to show up in large

amounts and it is thus considered to be

the effective limit of its reserve power.

To measure an amplifier's power, we

need a little math, borrowing Ohms
Law for a moment. The amplifier is

hooked up to a load < a speaker will do,

but a heavy duty load resistor is better),

an input sine wave source (signal

generator I . a voltmeter to measure the

voltage output, and an oscilloscope to

observe the waveform. We feed a signal

into the input, watching the sine wave on

the scope all the while until the

waveform is clipped. When this hap-

pens, the reading off the voltmeter is

taken and we compute the power output

according to Ohm's Law
Let's say we have an amplifier that

does not clip until it puts out 20 volts, as

expressed on the meter The formula is

W-E12, where W is the power in watts, E
is the voltage squared, and I is the load

impedence, expressed in Ohms (usually

8) The power output would be 20 x 20

divided by 8, giving us a final figure of 50

watts.

Before closing and referring the ad-

ditional discussion for the next column,

this method of evaluating output is far

supecor to others employed in the in-

dustry because it gives us some idea

about continuous power and not

momentary peaks-a real test of an
amplifiers capabilities. Also, the point

at which the amp clips is a small figure

of distortion, which will tell us

something about how it will rise in the

future
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Clues
ACROSS

l This film chronicled the

odyssey of a young Texan's trip to

New York in search ot fame and

fortune

9 This rugged actor has had

more than his share of war and

adventure fiJms prominent

among them were The Naked and

the Dead. What Did You Do In The

War, Daddy?, and The Green

Berets.

10 This extravagance
something any good Hollywood

studio mogul would not be

without In films an actor with one

would say to a waitress m a fancy

restaurant "Put it on my ex

pense
12 What sentimental films often

bring to the eye

13. French for street, this term

has often been used m film titles

15 This Hollywood director first

wrote pictures, then went on to

producing and directing, his best

known films were All The Kings

Men and The Hustler.

16 About a decade ago this man's

name was synonymous with

fantasy films utilizing special

effects

17 Scarlett O'Hara's tract of land

20 What sort of experience 2001

was tauted as being

21 French revolutionary hero

who was killed in the bathtub, his

murderer was Glenda Jackson

25 What a number of different

shots are referred to

28 An entire series of musical

comedy revue films popular

during the Thirties which

featured radio stars

29 Desmond and Shearer.

30 Kane's last word
32. Ingo's brother, this bald

director specializes in lengthy

glossy entertainments

DOWN
2. Frequently the bad guys in a

peculiarly American genre of

films

3 The Thin Man s wife's first

name
His lite was »h^ fctOTy of The

Nake Maja.
5 in Westerns, frequently where
thp bad guys went

6 Bette Davis has claimed to hav

named this st.ituetw, although

this point is debatable.

7 This prophetic social com
mentator was perhaps the cult

figure of the last decade

8 This actor won an Oscar for his

supporting role m the Treasure of

the Sierra Madre, I film dirpctr»d

by his son

11 A rather novel wide screen

process used in a number of

spectacular film during the mid

Fifties and named after a great

showman of the time

14 During the Thirties, films from

certain studios prouded them

selves in having work.

18 This character actor shares

the last name as a famous Danny,

although this corpulent comedian

bears no other relation to that

redheaded star

19 An American leadinq lady who
died in 1948 at the unexpected age

of ?9

22 Miss Gardner

23 Othello was one of these Black

Spaniards

24 What young Hollywood actors

sometime fashion themseves as

26 Lorelei Lee considered this

hard substance to be her best

fnend, the larger this particular

measurement of this hard sub

stance the happier she became

27 What a particular dapper

actor's dress may be referred to

31 Where Ray Milland would lose

all control in The Lost Weekend.
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Weekend
By BOB NESTI

Theater

Bluebeard

The Ridiculous Theatrical Company in

a play about rape and other sordid

pleasures this infamous bigamist

reveled in. The fun begins next Thur-

sday in Bowker and further details are

on page 10. ($)

Don Juan In Hell

The rarely produced third act of the

longer Man and Superman, this lengthy

vocal tract is considered one of Shaw's

most acerbic dramas The action takes

:i Hell where the characters of the

Don Giovanni legend meet and

5ha tpouring against bou»

on talk but ^iven a good
md

laj

I

limited.

Fortune and Men •

out honest play

i

! on a young man
iwn in all with a sadistic brute,

an outi queen, :^nti i lonely in-

good nature is destroyed

I'he drama itself is often

ould benefit well from a

production The current one

will gi. rmances through Sundas

attl heater, Smith College ($>.

Leel

The late Joe Orton was probably one

of the most unappreciated Black

humouns > of his day This comedy,

about the evils of money, is a perverse

joy. performed tonight and tomorrow

night at the Stone Basement Theater.

XmhtTM < ollege tonight and tomorrow

night at 8 M)

Middenlv Last Sunner and Something

Inspoken
Two one acters by Tenne

Williams Suddenly. Last Sumn.
poetic. haunting drama about

destruction, sacrifice and atonement in

tr.mge death of a young man
• an Yenable is mysteriously

unveiled I aeeJkoa never quite reveals

Monday and Tuesday

-•ning Wednesday evening at 8 30 in

Smith College

Music

Faculty Recital

Five faculty members of the UK
;»artment will perform the

rk of five composers Feb. 9 at 8 p.m
in Bowker Auditorium at I Mass One of

work will be

1 is Philip T. Bezanson. head of the

ic department His work is

The Word of Love."

Jon Humphrey, tenor, and Femande
will be assisted by

,i clarinet, Carl Daehler

»n horn tnd Peter Tanner on per-

med with

Robert Shaw Chorale and
Music

ssor Kaeser l>egan her musical

-tudies at the age of seven and gave her

r a com ben ihe a

inly Sw n pianist to ever be

awarded first prize at the International

Music Competition at Munich

Films
the Big Sleep, Jerry Lewis Cinemas,

Northampton I

An admirable detective film thanks

mainly to the strong directing of Howard
Hawkes and the exciting and delightful

performances of Humphrey Bogart and

Lauren Bacall In this one Bogart plays

a detective hired to protect two rich,

spoiled heiresses Bacall turns out to be

the more tolerable of the two sisters and

-omance beckons the plot thickens to

unbelievable lengths Hawkes was
quoted as saying he still can't figure it

out, but no matter for this often con-

fusing melodrama makes for a won-

derful film by a fine American director

The script's by Hawkes and William

Faulkner, adapted from the Raymond
('handler novel and the cast features

Dorothy Malone who, in a bit part, has

with Bogart one of the shortest trysts in

the history of films.

Candy (Friday, SU Ballroom, 7 and

9:15>"

Terry Southern's deliciously black sex

jarody was made into a decidedly flat

film. His heroine, who consistently had

her father interrupting her at the most

inopportune times, wasn't exactly

cleaned-up for the screen, rather was
washed-out The unusually

distinguished cast, led by Richard

Burton, Marlon Brando, Peter Sellers,

and Ringo Starr, didn't take much of

anything seriously and the resulting

satire is stale and flabby,

closely Watched Trains (Sunday, SU
Ballroom, 7 and 9)

An oddly likeable minor work about a

young man named Milos and his life at a

atry railroad station during the

..nd World War The ending is a bit

dow nbeat for the rest ot the film, out Jiri

nzel'l has pieced together a number
musing ractera in this

ongenial work. The film won
.ir m l%8 as being the Best

ign Film of that >

ngfield

ilm which met uch stronger

epithet I >ne ot the more obnoxious films

of recent memories which purports to be

ns but falls victim to

ridicule. The humor
comes from watching a grossly over-

weight man, supposedly a police

humping all sorts of fleshy

! un fun indeed brought to you by

the man who directed Joe Replace the

violence of that film with sex and you

have a reasonably good indication of

where this little epic is at.

Darling The Talkie. Northampton'

John Schlesigner's uncompromisingly

bleak account of a social climbing bitch

graphically portrayed by Julie Christie

in her Oscar-winning role. This is

without a doubt one of Schlesigner's

better films whose direction manages to

p this otherwise bitter account of a

t>ed hopping wench interesting The

performances are unusually fine with

Mi^> Christie m firm control and ably

supported by Dirk Bogarde. In the end.

though, the film may prove to be too

•hing for its own good as the distinct

social millieu attacked really wasn't

worth all the both

Diamonds Are Forever (Campus
Cinemas. Hadley, Showcase Cinemas.

W Springfield)

Bond is back, or so tl. II us; but

this latest adaption of one of the many
Ian Fleming novels is a rather un-

distinguished facsimile. The film lacks

the style and humor which made the

her films the best of the Sixties spy

films it isn't even good James Bond
with Sean Connery looking too paunchy

and old for 007 This film does have the

distinction of being the quickest

grossing films in history having made
over S30 million dollars, only proving the

Bond fad hardly has diminished since

the heyday ol Goldfinger

Dot' Manx Bhfl inemas. West

Springfield. Wednesday, Calvin

Th. Northampton'
ling police drama tautly

ted b\ Don Siegel Clint Fastwood

excellent aa I s >n Franciscan

policeman who is assigned to catch a

vicious and sadi-

1

per The film

may be too violent for some and tj

have a major flaw m its encroaching

fascist tome Liberals it seems, are to

blamed for all the wrongs of America
• nd their pi issv footing with criminals

allows abhorent villains to harass little

children. On its own terms though, the

film is an exceptional example of the

genre.

The French Connection (Campus
Cinemas, Hadley)

A fact-based account of how police

trackdown a shipment of heroin in New
York City which is a fast, flashy, and

fascinating thriller The grittiness and

chaos of New York City is captured at

breakneck speed and brutality by

director William Friedkin who has

fashioned perhaps the stylish and finest

thriller in some time. Gene Hackman
plays a boorish detective who, as the

antisocial, antihuman, detective,

somewhere between Bullitt and Joe, the

latest film cliche.

The Gang That Couldn't Shoot Straight

(Calvin Theater, Northampton)
Jimmy Breslin amazingly readable

and funny novel has been made into a

surprizingly flat and dull film. The joke

about two two-bit gangs is bungled and

the humor moves from occasionally

funny to boring repetition all too

quickly, and some of the ethnic humor
and various routines are tasteless

Satire is a difficult art and its obvious

Mad Dogs And Englishmen
that director James Goldstone and
scriptwriter Hugo Walt are novices at its

execution. The cast, comprised mostly

of Mafia caricatures, is head by Jerry

Orbach and Jo Van Fleet

Mouse ( .f Wax (Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield'

Originally released in 1954 as one of

the first three-dimensional films, this

little macabre drama about the revenge

• it a mad was museum curator is a cut

above the average Never mind its

coming on a bit too heavy, enjoy the

three-dimensional effects (which in-

clude many perspective shots and one

unnecessarily prolonged sequence when
a barker bangs his paddle ball down
your throat ' Vincent Price is ap-

propriately diabolical as the vengeance-

King madman.
Hi (.old Bush Saturday. Sunday,

Merrill Science Center. Amherst
ollege. 7 .10 and 10)

Considered by many to be the greatest

of Charlie Chaplin's films, this is a

sentimental silent farce played against

i background of snow and ice. The: are

many wonderfully sustained comic
mom< • specially toward the

'.inning The film N kde in '

remain-- .i supreme example of tin

'he comedy film

Hie La>t Picture Show (Palace Cinema.

West Springfield)

The Best American Film of last year

is this depressing, bleak vision of life

about the coming of age of three

youngsters in a small Texan town in

1951 Directed by Peter Bogdanovich,

me film is a straightforward well-

crafted, well-acted narrative about the

perils of growing up in the finest

tradition of the great Hollywood
directors. The film is nostalgia in the

negative sense and despite some near

melodramatic plotting is the most
poignant film in quite some time. The
acting is superb by a cast of mostly

unknown character actors led by Cloris

Leachmen, Timothy Bottoms, Jeff

Bridges, Eileen^ Brennan, and Ben
Johason. The film* won fqur NY Film
Critics awards and finished second in

voting for Best Picture behind A Clock-

work Orange, an often searing film

Mad Dogs and Englishmen (Saturday,

Mahar Auditorium, 6:30, 8: 30 and 10:30)

A rock documentary that chronicles

the National tour of Joe Cocker, Leon

Russell, Rita Coolidge, Chris Stanton,

The Space Choir, and The Shelter

People Their communal-like existence

is explored at best speciously, otherwise

revel in the music which features a

portion of March 1970 Fillmore East

Concert and such songs as "Cry Me A
River,'' "Space Captain ", and "Delta

Lady."
The Nights ol Cabiria (The Talkie,

Northampton)

comedy about a

proSitute with a' heart of gold anther

often pathetic existence The cheertui

prostitute is played magnificently by

Giulietta Masina in this sporadic, often

touching film. The film turned up again

the basis of the musical Sweei

Charity which turned this often funny

and human character into a heart-

warming stereotype and showed once

again the brilliance of the original.

Rebecca Sunday. Main Lecture Hall.

Hampshire College. 8 and 10)

Hitchcock's first Hollywood film and

one of his finest A stylish, impeccably

made example of the film as a popular

story-teller adapted from the im

mensely popular Daphne du Mauner
novel of passion and mystery in a stately

British home. The script is clever and

speilbounding and the acting by

Laurence Olivier, Joan Fontane. Judith

Anderaon. George Sanders, and Gladys

uperlative Academy awards

went to the picture and the photography

inbound (Saturday, Main Lecture

Hall Hampshire College 8 and M
iy Hitchcock mystery about

wht ; not a psychiatrist is a

homicial amnesiac The psychiatrist

- his romantic interest

Ingnd hi. and the lilm is fill

with enough trick vsfying

enough The dream sequence was

Igned by Salvatore Dali

Straw Dogs Campus Cinemas, Hadh
Quite simply the year's worst film; an

tatie revel in violence thanks to the

mindlessness of Sam Peckinpah. For

more see review on page nine.

Buck (iood Friends (Showcase Cinemas.

West Springfield)

A savagely tasteless comic
melodrama about a woman who. while

her husband lies dying, discovers he had

numerous affairs with many of her

friends. The humor often comes through

gross justoposition or plain rank fun;

still under the unusually slick /and of

Otto Preminger and a fine screenplay by

Elaine May (using a pseudonym), the

film often is good, dirty fun. The digs are

many, from hypocritical chicness to

medical malpractice and done with

slapstick flair by a large cast led by

Dyan Cannon, Laurence Luckinbell, and

James Coco.

The Treasure of the Sierra Madre
(Wednesday, Jerry Lewis Cinemas.

Northampton

)

A sombre and gripping saga about

some dispicable thieves' search for god

which is considered by many the best

sound film of the Forties. Today the

praise seems a bit overwrought, still an

excellent adult adventure film from the

Forties. Oscars went to both John

Huston, who directed and his father

Walter in the best portrayal as the oldest

of the rascals. Humphrey Bogart plays

one of the other bandits
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Narc Discussion Inconclusive
. in whirh he was DA. he was called to qi

By STEVE TRIPOLI

Saturdays panel discussion on the use of un-

dercover narcotics agents on the UMass campus

turned out to be something more than expected,

covering the issues of legalization of drugs and the

scope and possible means of community control of tne

drug problem here at UMass

Moderator Peter Sherrard of the Sylvan Area

Human Relations Center opened the discussion by

stating the points to be covered, chief among which

were *

»_ _^*»

1 » what is the scope of the drug problem here

2) why are narcotics agents being used

3) what do they accomplish

4) what is their affect on drug traffic and the

UMass community?

5) are there other means of control

6) what are the rights of the UMass community

in deciding which forms of control should be

used'*

The first question posed to the panel was -What is

the scope of the drug scene at UMass- E T Mellor

of Roomto Move was the first to respond He said that

according to the data that he had. in the residence

halls a -significant" number of people use

marijuana, while the use of hallucinogens is drop-

ping On hard drugs, Mellor said that heroin use was

on the increase in the dorms, but that its.uee was in

his opinion "overplayed" here He also stated that he

felt that there are more dealers off campus than on

Dean William Field stated that although his office

had no exact figures, he knew of a number of etudenta

who were in "some sort of crisis concerning drug

addiction. "I've seen a lot (100-150) of people >" deep

difficulty." Field said. He also cited the rising

number of hepatitis cases reported at the infirmary

which he stated points up to a "serious problem

District Attorney Callahan stated at this point that

while he only sees those cases which do come to court

more than one half of the students who come to court

file papers indicating that they are drug dependent

Sherrard at this point questioned Callahan on a

recen^MDC article in which he stated that UMass

was a big center of drug traffic, and that the high and

junior high schools of the area were "beginning to

panic
" Callahan replied that in the first few months

in which he was DA. he was called to quite a few

schools concerning a drug abuse problem, "prin-

cipally pills", most of which he claimed were bought

at UMass "There's a great deal of concern up and

down the valley" on the part of school ad-

ministrators. Callahan said

Student Attorney Richard Howland then expressed

his views on the scope of the drug problem at UMass.

saying that his experience with violent crimes here

•uaually related to prior use of alcohol" and that the

community was "ready to believe anything' con

cerning the drug situation here at UMass He also

stated that one reason so many students in court filed

for drug dependence was that it is a "standard

defense position c«K^n.i
Dr David Lewis of the Harvard Medical School

also brought up the fact that drug dependence is split

up into physical and psychological dependence and

that it is not hard to be declared psychologically

dependent on drugs by the court Attorney Howland

agreed with this but stated that people in the Valley

accept what's going on in court and get the im-

pression that things are getting worse DA. Callahan

interjected at this point that he's only seen one out of

approximately seventy-five doctors assert that a

person brought before the court couldn t function

because of excessive marijuana use

Mr Sherrard at this point reminded the panel

i

that they were trying to get to the question of un

dercover agents "Why are narcotics agents being

used, and what do they hope to accomplish was

Sherrard's question.

Senator John Steven's answer to this was that he

saw "no logical reason" for the presence of agents on

campus to which DA. Callahan replied that one

undercover agent was used as a result of complaints

last spring, and that he only purchased drugs here in

order to identify, arrest, and prosecute pushers^ Mr
Sherrard's answer to this was to ask DA Callahan it

he was aware of only one undercover agent on this

campus, to which Callahan replied that there was

only one Federal prosecution due to undercover

agents "years ago" and that now there was only one

policeman being used as an agent

(Continued on Page 6)

Suit To Be Filed

On Behalf Of

Belchertown Patients

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
The Belchertown State School Friends Association-acting through

Boston Attorney Beryl W. Cohen-will file a class action suit m Federal

District Court in Boston today charging that the State Department of

Mental Health has been negligent in the care of patients at Belchertown

Named as defendants in the suit are Governor Sargent, Peter Gold

mark, secretary of human services and Dr. Milton Greenblatt, com

missioner of mental health Greenblatt is also an ex officio member of the

UMass Board of Trustees. p.,,,,
UMass Professor Benjamin Ricci, president of the Friends

Association which represents parents of the children in the 'nstitution, in

a Springfield Union article called for the removal of Greenblatt from

office and advocated the formation of a separate Department of Mental

Retardation as a means of improving conditions in state schools.

Greenblatt who was not reappointed to his post last year but has

remained in office on an interim basis has come under renewed fire in

light of the class unit It has been reported that Sargent was considering

reappointing Greenblatt to the position.

The Springfield Republican in an editorial yesterday called for the

ouster of Greenblatt and charged that no significant progreas has been

made since The Union-Republican series. "The tragedy of Bekhertown

brought to light the "overcrowding, the neglect and the filth that blighted

the lives of inmates at that institution."

"Neither the mental health commissioner nor Gov Sargent can avoid

the responsibility for this failure." stated the editorial.

In other action. Sen. Philip A. Quinn, D-Spencer. and Rep Alexander

Lolas D Monson. joint chairmen of a special legislative commission

which has been investigating Belchertown State School and Monson State

Hospital have formall requested that Sargent not reappoint Greenblatt.

The Quinn Lolas commission has repeatedly found "deplorable

conditions at Belchertown and has cited the continuing failure of the

Department of Mental Health to effect improvements

Attorney Cohen said the case will have "national implications and will

seek to halt the repeated violations of the constitutional rights of the

patients involved, under the First, Fifth and 14th Amendments to the

Constitution. M .
. _ . tU .. .

"This issue has not been raised before, said Cohen in the Union

"Persons do lose certain rights when they are in an institution but the

court must decide they are entitled to constitutional protection

"The federal courts have jurisdiction because of the deprivation of due

process and equal protection and the cruel and abusive treatment the

residents suffer." said Cohen in explaining why the suit is being filed in

the IS District Court ......
The suit is also being filed under portion of the federal civil rights act.

Ricci in evaluating state action in the Springfield Union concerning

mental hospitals said, "Executive action to change conditions has been

non existent
" He described legislative action as being "sincere but slow,

v.) we're turmngt to judicial remedies for immediate reforms

Today's legal action comes on the eve of a major address by Gov^

Sargent tomorrow in Boston before the Massachusetts Association of

Mental Health at the Sheraton Hotel

Cohen is a former state Senator and was Senate chairman of the joint

legislative Committee on Social Welfare He also has acted as counsel for

the Quinn Lolas commission in its dealings with the DMH during its m

ligation of Belchertown and of Monson State Hospital

On The Inside
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See page two

New Security HeadJ
See page three

Jean Shepherd Tonight
See page eleven

Student Attorney Richard Howland answer* ****** JfJ
day's panel discussion on undercover ***«***?***" M% ""

Judge Ravmond R. Cross. < MIX Photo by Gib f ullerton
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What You Eat Is What
B% B%MIY«T%VM>

A seetiac •* *** Seroeee

of m-
Semce * —" ** Food **"**

Nader At Cage Today

WMPIRG Mr

of W«
_ Pubbc Interest Research Group

tadav at 2 » m Field House Hall in

Hacks Cafe at tfce UMass campus
Coiiefe VL- Nader will speak on

on the latest projects he and his

A problem with the present

,nds system is the mass

planning and cooking of food Kach

dav the supervisors estimate Ifcf

amount of food needed to he

prepared If they prepare too much

it costs the students mon- money.

and if not enough is cooked you

don t eat

Another plan to reduce meal

costs would be to increase part

time student employment in the

dining commons to help replace

the supervising and labor staffs

Students cost less to employ than

full-time workers and as Sherman

said, the student workers would be

more responsible to the needs of

students than blue-haired old

ladies

.rrently a test kitchen is run on

Tuesdays and Thursdays in

Worcester Dining Commons
Sherman urges students to sample

the new types of procedures and

food and to express their opinions

on the project

An additional problem discussed

was the minimal active par
ticipation of the Food Service's

managers and supervisors
Sherman complained that instead

of visiting other dining commons
they sit in Worcester DC waiting

for complaints to come their way
They are not performing an
adequate job.'' Sherman sum
manzed
Sherman also hopes that the

administration will act on the

present inequity of the cash vs

meal ticket systems He explained

that last year before the price

freeze meal ticket prices were
increased while cash prices

remained the same, which now
means it is cheaper to buy meals

by cash than by meal tickets

Sherman reiterated a hope for

increased student imput> in

order to change the inefficient and
unfavorable food servicing He
hopes Tuesday s meeting will tx-

well attended by those interested in

what thev eat

a

mMr Nader ts ™-»»t to heap nntlsMi WMPIRG. one of

Public Interest Research Groups he hopes to start across

:PIRG will be compnsed of aD twenty Western Ma*
PIRGs will be student run. directed and financed and will deal with local

problems They were inspired by the hundreds of affkntitmU*
volunteer work Mr Nader received from coDefe students. Student

PIRG s have already been established in Mmnrasfi . Oregon and \er

Ralsw M4*r

Welfare Reform
Will Be Rejected

-

\P Tfcw

- *.ee

tarings on the

weha re-reform

and there both supporters and foes

of the p. t now looks like a

tossup
fare reform has attracted all

the attention so far in Senate

consideration of the big bdl which

passed the House last June 22

But it also contains far-reaching

al Sec - id heahh<are
provisions which are highly im-

portant On these impelled by

ir considerations the
* ell

<e lib*

contrast to its likely decisions on

The committee now has com-

pleted its public hearings on

are reform, and will complete

That comes as no surprise to the

hich had
-* con

^tive-do d panel
the

ce »n the preceding

gress when :
r reje

xe plan 10-* The

i pt to be about the sanv

The real fight will come on the

Senate floor probably m March.

Reformed Killer

Gets College Degree
i

i x KPORT III XP — William G Heirens 43 received a bachelor of

arts degree Sunday from Lewis College. 25 years after he was conucted

of killing 6-year-old Suzanne Degan and dumping parts of her body in

ous Chicago sewers ^^
Heirens also was convicted of killing two Chicago women, snooting one

and stabbing the other

Heirens. becoming the first Illinois prison inmate to earn a degree m
prison, said he was convicted because of overblown press publicity

It was a trial by news media. Heirens said at a news conference after

he and 16 other graduates had been awarded Bachelor of Arts degrees

from Lewis College, a small coed institution nestled on a Lockport hilltop

Heirens abo said there was too much news coverage of his Sunday

graduation Television crews and newsmen moved all over the small

chapel where the ceremony was held

Heirens. dressed in a new prison-made suit and cap and gown, smiled

at friends and relatives in the audience

Asked how he felt about getting the degree Heirens said he was happy

- mv first graduation." he said, explaining he sat out his grammar

school graduation in a detention home, skipped through high school to

enter the University of Chicago, and spent the rest of the time m pnson

Heiren s mother and five other relatives were in the audience

Heirens said he hopes to be released one day He has been discharged

from one of his three consecutive life sentences In the meantime he s

•ing a book to prove his innocence, •because it seems that s the only-

people get out of prison

its testimony with three sessions on
Medicare and Medicaid das week
The panel then expects to begin

voting on the legislation the week
starting Feb 14 and complete work

on its version by the end of the

month
I apt to substitute for

welfare plan a package

now being shaped bv its chairman
Sen Russell B Long. D-La
This may include pilot projects

on the major features of the*

President s proposal-a guaranteed

minimum annual income and aid

for the working poor

But its substantive provisions

are expected to be strong work
requirements perhaps with in-

centive payments to employers to

,ow -skilled welfare recipients,

heavy penalties for fathers who
desert and refuse to support their

families and aid for the working

poor through federal payments
equal to the Social Security taxes

which they pay and employers pay

m their behalf

Then administration forces and
Democratic liberals will stage

their floor fight

The chances of the welfare-

reform supporters for success on

the floor seem to depend on their

ability to walk a fine line

The amendment to be offered

must be somewhat more generous

than the Nixon pian in order to

attract most Democratic liberals

But it cannot be so costly as to

drive away Republican moderates

The liberals estimate that this

approach could yield an ample
majority for the measure
Long however says he is con-

fident he can convince the Senate

the plan will make the welfare

•uation worse

Loenstein On Campus
Bv KRN1E ROTM \N

Robert Loenstein . former U.S. Congressman, will be here tomorrow

to run a seminar at the School of Education This won't be the only op-

portunity to see Loenstein . though, for he is planning to speak at UMass

three more times in February and March, with each visit lasting three

days.
Teaming up with Loenstein in his first seminar will be Dean Dwight

Allen who. himself, convinced Loenstein to visit UMass Teamed

together, these two men will speak about topics ranging from education

to politics

In a recent interview, Jack Bierworth. one of Lowenstem s aides, said

Robert I Loenstein I
wants to teach seminars His experience in areas

outside education will lend itself to a better perspective of education
'

Some of the well-known facets of Loenstein s life, besides being in

Congress, are his persuasion of McCarthy to run for the Presidency, his

major role in SCLC, and his chairmanship in ADA "He wants very much

tor the vouth in this country to vote,'' said Bierworth

Tuesday s talk will be held in Marksmeadow auditorium and is free to

the public
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Security Head Plans Change

New Security Head David Johnston discusses his new position and

what he expects from it in an NBC Interview. <MDC photo by Carl

Nash)

Search Committeee
Still Busy Looking

Bv HUGH OWEN
Last fall Oswald Tippo resigned as Chancellor of ^University and he

still has no successor Bob Sprague. a member of the Chancellor Search

CommUtee. told the MDC in a recent intervew that he hopes to have by

the beginning of March a list of about five nominees to be considered for

approval bv the committee. Patty Asack. also of'the
f

Committee'.told the

MDC that the list most likely would not be submitted until the end of

March
'

Though it seems as if the Search Committee is taking an excessive

amount of time to find a chancellor. Glenn Gordon, chairman of the

committee, said that it really was not taking as long as people might

h.nk We f.rst had to wait until late September for approval of a budget

soThat we could h.re a secretary to send out letters to "omin^Since

manv of these people were college deans and professors who normal
1>
^go

on vacation during that time, we did not receive replies to the letters unt 1

around the middle of January Since the deadline for applications is

Februars seventh replies are still coming in

Approximately forty out of the seventy nominees replied that they were

interested m the chancellorship Subcommittee have been formed and

each one must pick out the nominees they think are best suited for the

Potion In "his way the forty will be narrowed down to approximately

^of'now'the committee has not yet decided the procedure for in-

temew.nc these remaining nominees Gordon also said that they would

prob^^nv^e nominees to v,s,t UMass and be interviewed while

Lrp This would take at least another two weeks, he said

When the mterviews are over the committee will decide on the best five

of^he f"fteen o £ applicants This list will then be submitted for approval

and hopefully a new chancellor w.ll be appointed shortly thereafter

Arab Guerrillas Captured

By STEVE FINE
"I think police responsiveness to the University

community, is of great importance," said David

Johnston, the newly appointed director of security,

while discussing the University police's function at

UMass. His responsibilities as the director of

security, encompass heading the University police,

security guards, and residence hall assistants.

Johnston calls the University policing situation

different than in a municipality, because in cities

police usually respond to the political structure

rather than the people themselves. "Here at UMass

there is a discernible line between administration,

faculty, and students which should bring the police

department in line with the community needs," he

said.

One example Johnston gave of this responsiveness

to peoples' needs was team policing. "This was

successfully tried in the Holyoke community, where 4

men were assigned to a certain area, with fluctuating

hours," he said. The fluctuating hours, he believes,

exposes the people and police to each other. "This

face to face encounter between police and people,

makes the people see the policeman more as a human

being and it makes the policeman rely more on

himself, rather than criminal law to solve problems,"

he said.

Johnston didn't say this program would be in-

stituted at UMass, but he listed some changes he will

make in the next few months.

He plans to establish a university police academy,

which will stress interpersonnel relations, an in-

vestigation section to handle followups on the largest

campus crime, larceny, and institute a one man

patrol, to make the police respond quicker to calls

One thing he said he'd also like to do was bring

students in to work in the police department. "This

would be similar to a program at Michigan State,

where students work as assistant dispatchers,

manning the teletype, and handling records," he

said. "I think these jobs would be important because

it could act as sort of a scholarship for students,' he

added .

In discussing some techniques of university

policing. Johnston said that if his department knew

about heroin or marijuana dealings, he would

cooperate with the state police in whatever action

taken He also believes that the university police

should wear uniforms. "I think being identified gives

an opportunity for students to call on police when they

are needed. ' he said. As far as the spring concert

goes he believes if there were one. with 15.000 to 20.000

people it would be a situation that would probably

require outside help Johnston did stress he wants all

law enforcement matters to be handled by the

university police whenever possible "I feel all

university matters should be handled by

day, after the help leaves," he said.

Although David Johnston has never worked in a

university policing situation before, his police career

goes back to a little more than a decade. After getting

out of the Army during the 1958 recession, and

working in boiler construction, he landed a job with

the police force in Saginaw, Michigan. For the next 8

1/2 years he worked on the police force, and took

correspondence school courses on the side in law

enforcement. Then after going to a community

college, while still working full time and getting a 3.

cum, he decided to hit the big time and go full time to

Michigan State. There he earned his B.A. at the

School of Police Administration, and then went on to

the State University at New York in Albany, to get his

MA. Now he's working on his PhD. When asked what

it was about, he said, "I haven't really decided yet,

but I'm extremely interested in the field of correc-

tional administration." Johnston says that correc-

tions seems to be neglected by policemen. "For

example, before a recent election in New York City,

they were locking up a lot of street people and

prostitutes." he said. He believes that this might not

happen if police administrators knew more about the

overcrowding in prisons.

Johnston also discussed his work with the poorly

reputed Oakland, California police force. He was

there in the summer of 1970, with Mr. Hans Toch of

the National Mental Health Institute, by the request

of Oakland's mayor, Charles Gaine. He says Game
called Toch in because, he wanted to find out why the

police had so many complaints lodged against them

the summer before. "Toch was allowed to ride in

police cars to observe officers. He found that many of

the officers overreacted because their perception of

certain situations was distorted," he said. Johnston

gave as an example, a police officer being cursed at

by a suspect. "Some officers didn't know what to do.

Often they hit the suspect in response," he said

"What came out of this investigation by Toch." he

says, "was the training of 8 officers to teach other

policemen on the force how to react to these cir

cumstances, through practicing in encounter and T

groups."
Johnston said the best way students could help

police was by following all the safety precautions of

locking doors, reporting strangers in dorms, and

registering all valuables with the police under the

new program instituted. "In Monterey, California,

this program was extremely successful, where in 6

months, 400 homes under the program were not

broken into," he said.

When asked if he wanted his son Jay, to go into

police work he said that he'd like him to do whatever

he wants to do "Right now." he said, "he wants to be

a vet. and doesn't have any particular desire at this

time to be a policeman."

university police, because we will be here the next
/ersity police, because we win De nere me ne*i

^
-

No Money In The Strike Fund
_ - . _- • . .._ i I rir»minr»i inn

TKI. WIN i \l'» Israelis have

•aptured two bands of Arab

iuerrttlaa that have struck deep

"nside Israel several times during

he last six months, a military

;pokesman reported Sunday-

He said one suspect confessed to

throwing a hand grenade into a

group <>f American pilgrims in the

old section of Jerusalem last

September An Arab girl was killed

in the explosion and 12 other

persons. including seven

Americans, were injured

WASHINGTON <AP» How long

did Harrv Bridges think his union

could pay a $100.000-a-day fine if it

ignored a congressional

emergency order to return to

work**

"About a half day." said Bridges

in his quick, sometimes flip

Australian way
How big is his union strike fund

"We don't have any .1 say the

onlv way to have a strike is starve

,ilt hough his 13.000 longshoremen

do rotate through the few jobs

moving defense cargo in the 121

da) Wert Coast dock strike.

this came in a session with

newsmen during a break in the

Senate Labor Committee hearing

on the legislation demanded by

President Nixon to order the In

ternational Longshoremen and

Warehousemen Union back to

work
Once the hearing resumed.

Bridges. 70. and bone thin, lounged

back in his chair, when not talking

But Bridges was up to the

challenge of the hearing. I small

thing compared to federal at

tempts to strip him of citizenship,

deport him. the 1934 general strike,

the drumming out of his union from

the (TO on charges of Communist

domination
Bridges never denied sympathy

to communist or related causes,

but always maintained he never

•M | pRfty member.
Bridges and management

negotiator Edmund Flynn said the

remaining issues included a

demand for ten paid holidays

Come together

at the c
Chopping Block 2

26 AAai/i St., Amherst
253 9293 8.253 9271

sejnwo*

WMPIRG presents RALPH NADER Today 4:00 at the Cage
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In The Nation And The World

Irish Hold Peaceful March
NEWRY, Northern Ireland <AP>

— Pro-Roman Catholic demon
strators estimated to number
20,000, marched down Newry s

streets in an illegal parade Sunday

but averted a clash with British

troops by switching their route at

the last minute
With tiny, defiant Bernadette

Devlin in the lead, the silent

marchers headed down a hill

toward Newrys city center An
armed camp bristling with Nor

thern Irish police and 3.000 com-

bat-ready British troops awaited

them
Hanging over the procession was

the memory of 13 civilians killed in

a street fight with British soldiers

in Londonderry on last week's

'Bloodv Sunda\

I iiNDONDKRKY -STORK WRECKED BY BOMB»( lothes litter the sidewalk after a menswear and

carpet >tore had been bombed b> terrorists in a shopping district of Londonderr> Thursday. British

soldiers are seen on the scene.

In Brief...
Democrats Tr> ing to Raise ( eiling

WASHINGTON I IF! - Democrats who see President Nixon's

handling of the economy as a major election-year issue are having

the time of their political lives with legislation to raise the national

debt ceiling.

The House is expected to pass on Wednesday legislation raising

the borrowing limit to $450 billion

Th • billion above the present limit.

Rahman Accuses I S of Callousness

< \i ( l I I \ Inrli.i U" Prime Minister Sheik Mujibur Rahman
of Bangladesh told a huge public meeting here Sunday that the

I nited .as turned its back on the sufferings of his people and

failed the cause of democracy on the Indian subcontinent

tmhodia ( iaims 40 V Viets Killed

In.Joint Action

PHNOM PI Ml ( ambodia \V - The Cambodian high com-

mand claimed Sunday that 4u North Vietnamese or Viet Cong

been killed in a joint Cambodian South Vietnamese

on in S\ ay Rieng province in southeastern Cambodia during

the pa;>t three da>

Israel to Receive $7.'» Million \s Refund

n Rl s\l I M \»' France will pay Israel $73 million as a

»h refund for Mirage jet fighter planes never delivered, reliable

sow d Sundax

Bus Hijacked In NC
s r. U»i

ped nv
s \| ISRIRV

Police Mid an
. ,,t hi Continental

vith 1"

lard Sunda> took <ued

hostage .tnd led -

in mile tour count;. ch*»
hing the bus into a roadh

Donald Kay Henderson

\tlanta was held under 164

bond by Davidson County

authorities Sunday night alter the

incident

Hendei
' rnlT

'

Klonda mental hospital

charged with a total of 17 counts

ranging from kidnap to larceny

and armed robbery, .1 sheriff's

•.irtment vp,
I tl said

Davidson Count) Sheriff Fred

Sink -aid the bu^ u.is com
mandeered near Lexington N.C

00 Interstate H5 by .1 man wielding

liher pistol

French Department presents

Professor Roger Shattuck

A LECTURE:

"Anti-Art Current in the Arts and Humanities from

Dostoyevski to Duchamp"

Wednesday, February 9th at 8: 30 p.m.

in Herter Hall Rm.227

and an INFORMAL LECTURE and DISCUSSION:

"Surrealism"

Thursday, February I0that2:00p.m.

in Herter Hall,

third floor lounge

The Public Is Cordially Invited To Attend

Committee
Formed To
Aid Berrigan
IIXRRISRt r«. Pa. I \l»»

Operating from a nois\ office a few

blocks from the courtroom, a

committee of >>mpathiz»r^
• using funds to finance the defense

m the antiwar conspiracy trial of

1'hilip Berrigan and six others

The group, known as the

Harnsburg Defense Committee
.ind comprised mostly ol persons in

their 20s with college degp
already ha IMJM
The committee was formed

soleh to help the defendants

charged with conspiring !nap

idential jideHeniv Kissinger.

»o blow up heating tunnels under

some federal buildings in

thington !
,( and to destroy

draft recot

offices in at least nine st. :

'

Forty-five prospective Jurors
have been 1 -hnrt of the

i"d to till the panel from
which 12 jurors will tw sworn in to

-ider the char. • - Si lection

continues Monda>
From their fneroom office,

committee members seek funds

legal expenses, ^t.itt v.iiaries.

defendants travel, postage, rental

of five houses and four apartments
to house staff, defendants and

attorneys 11 telephone lines office

rent and fund-raising activities

( >ur biggest source of income

through direct mail." says com-

mittee pn retar; Robert

Hoyl The average gift is 115.

We've had I half dozen large gifts

the lamest «M 0.006
"

BERGMAN'S

PASSION
OF

ANNA
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 9

But shortly after falling in step,

the marchers veered away from

army barricades, made their way
peacefully back through side

streets and wound up at mass rally

near their starting point

They claimed they had tricked

the troops into guarding the wrong
part of the tense border city and

got away with a parade the army
was ordered to prevent

There was no violence British

troops stayed on their side of the

barricades and claimed their

massive show of force frustrated

the marchers from reaching the

city center

Whoever was right, it was a

victory for restraint by both sides.

Pope Paul VI and other religious

and political leaders had pleaded

for everyone in Newry to avoid

bloodshed

About :*00 green-jacketed parade

marshals kept the marchers well

away from the army barricades

blocking off the route into the city

center avoiding the rock-throwing

riot of last week in Londonderry

The crowd, demonstrating
against internment without trial of

suspected Irish Republican Army
outlaws, cheered as Miss Devlin

claimed victory over government

warnings against holding the

march
Referring to Prime Minister

Kdward Heath of Britain and the

Northern Ireland prime minister.

Brian Faulkner, she said: "Mr
Faulkner and Mr Heath nearly got

down on their knees to beg us to

call off this march, because they

knew this march and the marches

that will follow are going to bring

down that clique at Stormont."

Stormont is the meeting place of

Northern Ireland's parliament.

dominated by the British-ruled

province s two-to-one Protestant

majority.
•The civil resistance campaign

will never be broken," Miss Devlin

continued "We go on with the

fight."

Miss Devlin. 24-year-old member
of the British Mouse of Commons.
was joined in the march and af

ternoon rally in bright, chilly

weather by other politicians and

well-known political militants.

\mong them were actress

\ anessa Redgrave, Joan
Plowright. the actress wife of Sir

Laurence Olivier; and Kevin
Boland. former Dublin defense

minister

Army helicopters hovered high

above the mass rally that filled

Monday's Meadow, an open space

ringed by public housing projects

\ cross the border in the Irish

republic, thousands of demon-

strators paraded peacefully

throughout the country in sym
pathy with the Newry marchers

but heeded pleas by their own

government and the IRA to stay

awav from Newry

Senate To Discuss

Evader Amnesty
\\ VMIINGTON » AP) - Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., announced

Sunday a Senate subcommittee will hold hearings on Selective Service

procedures and on the possibility of granting amnesty to draft evaders

through administrative procedures.

Kennedy, who heads the subcommittee on administrative practice and

procedures, said the panel will hold three days of hearings beginning Feb

28.

The Massachusetts senator is out of the country but his office issued a

statement in which he said that the 1971 Selective Service Act in-

corporated many of the subcommittees earlier recommendations to

insure greater fairness in administration of the draft law

Now we want to examine the actual practices under the new law to

determine their impact on that goal.

I was particularly concerned because certain of the new regulations

seem to move in the opposite direction," he said.

Kennedy s announcement said the subcommittee "will consider past

precedents and current opportunities for administrative action to

regularize the consideration, processing and granting of applications for

executive clemency from Selective Service registrants who have failed to

comply with statutory and regulatory requirements, and others seeking

relief from draft and military violations related to the Vietnam war
."

Kennedy's statement added that the subcommittee will "focus

especially on the World War II arrangements under which amnesty
procedures were developed through administrative action alone."

out 300 young men have been sent to prison for draft-law violations in

recent years and an estimated 70.000 have gone abroad to escape the

draft
v ninc members of Congress have proposed various forms of amnest>

legislation but President Nixon and other administration spokesman
have said there can be no consideration of amnesty as long as the war
continues and Americans remain prisoners of the enemy.
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Secret Negotiations

Viewed As Obstacle
Bv THE ASSOCIATED PRE88
North Vietnamese Minister of

State Xuan Thuy and U.S.

Secretary of State William P.

Rogers each accused the other's

government Sunday of blocking

progress in efforts to end the

Vietnam war.
Thuy said President Nixon's

revelation of secret negotiations

with Hanoi created a serious ob-

stacle to a peaceful settlement. But

Rogers said Xuan Thuy's govern-

ment had been "totally in-

transigent" in both secret and

public negotiations.

Rogers said, however, "they

have not rejected President

Nixon's proposal in eight points as

such. I would hope in future they

would realize negotiations hold out

the best hope
"

He said these proposals "provide

a basis on which agreement could

be reached."
Rogers was interviewed on the

CBS-TV program "Face the

Nation" in Washington directly

after a broadcast of a discussion

with Xuan Thuy. chief North

Vietnamese negotiator at Paris.

which "Face the Nation'" taped in

the French capital Friday.

Rogers, assessing the

negotiaing situation, said the

North Vietnamese position at

present was such that "it is not

possible to work out a solution

unless we give them everything

they want."
The secretary insisted that North

Vietnam's "Last remaining hope is

to divide the American people...we
are not going to permit that."

Returning to his criticism of Sen.

Edmund Muskie, D-Maine, who
took a dim view of Nixon's eight-

point peace plan, Rogers said he

did not think that he and the

President were the only persons

who could define the national in-

terest, "but it is incumbent on the

other branches of the government

to permit us to conduct these

negotiations
"

Xuan Thuy said Nixon's

revelations of secret talks were an
obstacle to the success of

negotiations

"An absolute obstacle?" he was
asked.

"A serious obstacle." he replied.

The secret talks, he said, had

brought certain benefits.

"I understand Nixon's position.

It (the position) wants U.S. troops

out, but maybe not completely. It

wants Thieu's organization to be

kept in power," a reference to

Nguyen Van Thieu, president of

South Vietnam.
He said Nixon missed a chance to

settle the war and attain the

release of American prisoners of

war last fall when Thieu was re-

elected with no opposition can-

didates running.

Nixon's support of Theiu, he

said, vie* why North Vietnam had

changea its position on the return

of American prisoners.

At that time, he said, "we put the

question within the military

question In 1971 it was our earnest

desire to see Mr. Nixon settle the

Vietname question quickly... there

was a very opportune occasion to

setttle the war before the October

election, but Mr Nixon refused to

do so. ..now the political and
military question must be settled

together
"

Mystery Woman Appears
NEW YORK (AP)-Another mystery woman, this

one a bonde scuba diver, surfaced Sunday in the

Clifford Irving-Howard Hughes saga.

The woman, identified only as Ann Baxter, flew

with Irving last December to St. Croix in the Virgin

Islands and gave him scuba lessons while he was

there in what he said was an attempt to contact

Hughes, Life magazine said

In a court paper filed last month, novelist Irving,*

41. swore he flew to St Croix from Miami last Dec. 10

<»n instructions of a Hughes aide, who told him the

billionaire would meet him there for a final session

about Hughes' "autobiograph

Irving said he stayed on St. Croix until Dec. 12. but

when no message came from Hughes, he left

Miss Baxter, a scuba instructor at Newport Beach

Motel in Miami Beach, could not be reached for

eomment Sundav. The manager of the hotel pool.

Stanley Wertheimer. said She doesn't feel like

talking to anvone
Wertheimer said Irving took lessons at the pool

from Miss Baxter in early December, but Wetheimer

said he did not know if they traveled anyw here

He said Miss Baxter, who is in her late 20s, has been

working at the hotel since May and told him she was

doing graduate work in archeology prior to working

at the hotel She also told him she does part-time

modeling. Wertheimer said

Hughes, who hasn't been seen in public for a decade

and is said to live as a recluse in the Bahamas, has

denied ever meeting Irving and labeled the Irving-

produced "autobiography'' a fake. Hughes'

disclaimers came from a voice identified as his in a

telephone news conference, and in court affidavits

allegedly signed by Hughes.

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. says it gave Irving

three checks totalling $650,000 to give Hughes in

payment for his life story, which it planned to publish

in March. A spokesman for the publisher said it still

believes the manuscript is genuine.

Life, which paid $100,000 for excerpts, and

McGraw-Hill postponed publication when it learned

that the $650,000 in checks, made out to "H.R.

Hughes, had been deposited in a Swiss bank by Mrs.

Irving, using the name "Helga R. Hughes," and

subsequently withdrawn by her.

Swiss authorities found $442,000 of the money
deposited in another Lank across the street and have

asked for the extradition of Mrs Irving on fraud

charge
Irving and his 36 year-old fourth wife, Edith, a

Swiss born abstract artist, are scheduled to appear

before a federal grand jury this week in New York

Irving says Hughes ordered the peculiar banking

arrangements
Another beautiful woman, Nina van Pallandt, a 39-

year-old Danish cabaret singer, said last week she

was with Irving when he went to Mexico last

February His story that he met Hughes on that trip

flabbergasted" her. she said

She was quoted as saying she knew of no way Irving

could have met with Hughes during the trip

U.S. Attempts To Halt Enemy Offense

SAIGON (AP) American air

cavalrymen borne by helieopters

made flame drops of napalm

Sunday on what appeared to be

newlv constructed North Viet-

namese bunkers 25 miles northeast

of Saigon The action came in a

series of spoiling operations

designed to preempt anticipated

Tet attacks in the capital region

On the opposite side of Saigon. 30

Viet Cong soldiers ripped into

south Vietnamese militiamen near

the district town of Trang Bang on

Highway 1. killing five of the

government soldiers and wounding

five Two enemy soldiers were

reported killed in the fight

Field reports said the air

cavalrymen are conducting scores

of patrols in efforts to keep off

balance two North Vietnamese and

Viet Cong infantry regiments, two

separate infantry battalions, a

sapper battalion and an artillery

battalion

They are operating in Bien Hoa.

Long Khanh and Phuoc Tuy
provinces, which border Saigon to

the north and east

When air cavalrymen on ground

patrol approached the newly
discovered bunker complex
Sunday, they drew fire but suffered

no casualties. They pulled back

and called in helicopters to drop

TONIGHT is TONIGHT!

See

canisters ot napalm on the

bunkers which uere believed to

contain claymore mines to maim
anyone whoswept through them on

fool

Communiques from the Saigon

and IS military commanded
Sunday indicated the lightest

action in several weeks But such

communiques often lag as many as

24 hours behind what is actually

happening on the battlefield

The Saigon command reported

11 "enemy initiated" incidents,

including three rockets and mortar

attacks, during the 24 hour period

ending at fi am Sunday.

The U.S. Command announced

that an Army OH6 light ob-

servation helicopter was shot down

Saturday afternoon in Kontum
province in the central highlands

$? TOU BQ.BBE7M» : v

"JEAN SHEPHERD TONIGHT"

A Monday at 8:00 p.m.

y Campus Center Aud.

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY—
SATURDAY

4: 30 -10: 30 p.m.

(except during

league play)

SAYS MUSKIE HARMED U.S. INTERESTS-Secretary of State

William P. Rogers tells newsmen at the State Department today that

Maine Sen. Edmund Muskie. contender for the Democratic

presidential nomination, has harmed U.S. national interest by

rejecting President Nixon's Indochina peace plan before the enemy

has. (AP Wirephoto)

ENGINEERING GRADUATES

MEN AND WOMEN

Euro wn

interviewonCampus

Tues., February ?2

It's find out time! Time for you to find out the role

you might play in the company that has designed

or constructed over 8 billion dollars of fossil fuel,

hydroelectric and nuclear plants.

There's never been a more exciting time to join

Ebasco. Forecasts call for electrical power

systems 3Vz times the size of our present

national systems. As an engineer at Ebasco

you'll be in the forefront of this activity. Ebasco

engineers always have been.

See your Placement Director soon to arrange a

Q&A session with the Ebasco representative on

the above date. If this is not convenient, write to

College Relations Coordinator, Ebasco Services

Incorporated. Two Rector Street, New York,

New York 10006. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

EBASCO SERVICES INCORPORATED

a Boise Cascade Company

Last Chance
To Apply For

Winter Carni Carnival

BOOTHS
Feb. 1 1 from 12 to 12 Feb. 12 from 12-7 p.m.

GAMES— CRAFTS— FOOD

Apply at Student Activities Desk
Campus Center

Deadline Tuesday. Feb. 8
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Narc Discussion Inconclusive QU|f fflaaaarfjUBrtta

(Continued from Page 1)

After an initial query by Atty.

Howland as to Callahan's

definition of an undercover agent.

Judge Raymond R. Cross in-

terjected his opinion on the subject

by saying that the real problem is

•'how are you going to treat

drugs '" and that the more im-

portant question is "should drugs

be legalized' ". Senator Stevens

stated at this point that "this

iLIMass) community doesn't think

that drugs are the problem that the

state does " Dean Field responded

to this by saying that he disagreed,

citing cases of students who are

assigned roommates that use

drugs and are not comfortable in

this situation, coming eventually to

his office and requesting to be

moved He concluded by saying

that it's "just naive'' to say that

there is no concern among the

students

The next topic of conversation

wru initiated by Senator Stevens

who stated as 1 understand it

most people on campus don't care

about such drugs as grass or hash.

wt one half of all accusations are

concerned with them. D. A.

Callahan's response to this was

that it should be understood by

everyone that the mandate of the

majority in this state and the

nation is that these drugs are

illegal He also stated that un-

dercover agents are a "fair" way

of handling drug offenders ahis

statement drew a fairly strong

negative- reaction from the crowd

of about loo

distinguish" in court. Mellor s

rebuttal to this was that people had

come to him at Room To Move who

had been busted for little to

A question and answer period

then followed. The first person to

query the panel was Eric Walgren

His position was that DA.

instance of criminal activity that

the community can't control

people come to the police. He

further stated that some of these

people are informants but still

responsible members of the

community "Informant hao a

broad definition" was Callahan's

remark

Some other questions from the

audience included a remark by

Senator Skip Casper of Brown

House that he had seen Callahan,

the day after the narc bill was

passed! on a television news in-

terview and that Callahan had

mocked the bill Callahan replied

that this was a criticism that he

was here to listen to. He also stated

that he had spoken to the Student

Senate last May about the whole

problem of drugs and a possible

solution "So long as drugs are

illegal undercover agents are

necessary ". Callahan stated.

James Gold. Editor in Chief of

the Collegian addressed a question

to Judge Cross concerning the

treatment of convicted occasional

drug users and convicted frequent

users. Judge Cross answered that

he hadn't been a judge for very

long and wasn't yet familiar with

procedure. He also again posed the

question of whether drugs should

be legalized in the first place

After the question and answer

period was over and the discussion

adjourned, the MDC asked DA.
Callahan if the discussion had in

his opinion served any purpose. He
answered that any exchange of

views in a rational way serves a

purpose. He also informed the

Collegian that there is a possibility

of having the same type of

discussion in the future involving

some area legislators "They'd be

happy to attend sometime in the

future I'm sure" was Callahan's

closing remark

4fc»/ A FREE AND RESPONSIBLE ^^ PRESS
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MDC Classifieds Pay

nothing Callahan responded that

there had been no busts for just

one pill or one joint

Mellor then carried the con

.Hon by saying that the high

schools are not really getting most

ot their drugs from I Mass but

from "mom's medicine cabinet
"

aho asked that the panel

discuss the issue from that point

forward u>mg the laws as they are

on the books and not conjecturing

on what the\ ought to be. He then

listed what he thought were the

advantages of undercover agents

These are that first they are better

than a room to room search and

>nd that an agent is better

ibk of getting the bm man
pusher' He pointed out that it

had not worked that wa> in the bust

last spring because it didn't fit the

l>ig man

D A Callahan s response to this

u;is that when you get titty-one

people in a raid you'll get some

users, but that they'd -tried to

Atty Howland then raised the

question of whether or not in-

tormers were a good way to treat

the situation He also commented
at this time that he felt that drugs

have become a big problem here

because so much effort is expended

investigating them "No one in-

vest mates auto theft and the

toot ball card racket here in that

manner DA illahan

responded that he didn't want to

into a lengthy discussion on the

topic, but that he has used un-

dercover agents to investigate auto

theft

The topic ot community control

ot the situation then arose Dean
Field stated on this that the idea is

I but that even the best

residence halls can't control an

addict and that the end result is

that the residence hall, despite its

good intentions, usually gives up in

the end

Callahan's "liberal" attitude

towards grass is "bullshit" and

that the DA is a "doublecrosser"

He said that he wanted to know if

the panel "was talking straight or

talking shit
"

The next question came trom a

student who claimed that in the

Army I from which he had recently

been released) there were many
undercover narcotics agents and

that having them present led to

beatings and even murder and that

it generally agitated the com-

munity as a whole DA Callahan

replied that Room To Move had

informed him of this but that in any

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

,»u id downtown Sprld parking h.«dich«» in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE

Opp Century Shopping Pl«»' free pirk.ng (or over 100 Mrs

WESTFIELD NORTHAMPTON ,A|R,S, hr

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

HOLYOKF 205 HIGH ST N«»t to Holyt*. N.tl B.nk

TEKOA

LOST?
Sec what you 7/ find at

Chi-Omega
OPEN PARTIES
Monday, February 7 "Come as you are"

Time: 7: 15 - 8: 15, or 8: 15 - 9: 15

Wednesday, February 9 "A look into the World of Fashion"

Time: 7:15 - 8:15

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN INVITED

Rides available fifteen minutes before each party at

Wope, Thoreau, Newman Center and Van Meter.

FRENCH
1/2 Price

SALE

Feb. 7th - 12th

A targe selection of French

language titles (fiction, poetry,

drama . . .) are being offered

at a 50% reduction in price,

this week only.

— All Sales Final —
Campus Center Store

Only

Tomorrow Night

For all those of you who would like to work

for the largest college daily in New England.

Positions in all departments are open

• News

• Sports

• Editorial

• Night staff

• Advertising

• Photography

e Art Work

• Layout

If you can do something, we want YOU

Tuesday night, Rooms 170-172

Campus Center 7:00 p.m.
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Undercover Injustice

Saturday afternoon in Thompson Hall a panel discussion

was held concerning the use of undercover narcotic agents

on the UMass campus. Most of the discussion was directed

toward District Attorney John Callahan, and how he as a

"liberal" politician allows for the use of such agents on

this campus. We feel that those same questions and

inquiries would have been more beneficial served if

directed towards Judge Raymond Cross. For Judge Cross

and others like him are the ones who can quickly take

action to right the consequences of unjust laws. Would

District Attorney Callahan, knowing of no support in court

and constantly rebuffed and frustrated in his prosecutions

by unsympathetic judges, continue his present course of

action 9 We believe he would quickly reorder his priorities,

and allocate more of his time and energy to other

% waTsuggested by Judge Cross that before any other

actions should be taken, it must be decided if marijuana

should be legalized. If marijuana was proved to be safe

etc., etc., etc., then the State Legislature would pass the

necessary bills, and many other problems would be just

academic. But we all know how slowly the Legislature

moves and it offers little hope to solving the problem the

campus now faces. If the civil rights movement based

their whole hope for action solely on the Congress, we

would undoubtably still be waiting. Court action was

sought and the wheels of change quickly proceeded. If

anything can be learned from the Trials at Nuremburg

following the Second World War, it was that a Judge has a

duty and obligation not to enforce unjust laws, and follow

his own conscience where he sees fit.

A Judge must not be oblivious to the beliefs and wishes of

he constituency he serves. We strongly urge the Judges of

the Hampshire-Franklin County district to recognize the

fact that the use of undercover agents at LMass to

discover who is dealing in drugs is unsuccessful, un-

wanted unjust, and harmful, and to refuse to hear cases in

which the use of undercover agents are involved.

"Watch The Kit-die"

The decision of the Student Senate not to fund the

Student Mobilization Committee to End the War in

Vietnam again focuses attention on the Mobe and the

never-ending search for effective tactics to end the

horror of U.S. aggression in the jungles and nce-

paddies of Southeast Asia. But the decision itself

raises fundamental questions about the purpose and

function of student government.

The Mobe has always been a source of con-

sternation for me. While few would question my own

commitment to the peace movement, I have never

felt the urge to join the Mobe. Yet. when the question

of funding the group came before the Senate, I spoke

in favor of the motion with passion I can never muster

when debating the usual mundane issues that come

before the Senate.

The issue is not as clear-cut and simple as the

opponents and proponents would have us believe.

The Mobe's one-issue orientation (immediate and

total withdrawal) and one-tactic method (massive

legal demonstrations) have been both its weakness

and its strength. On the negative side, it has isolated

the Mobe from supporting a variety of legitimate

anti war tactics merely because they diverge from its

own strict orthodoxy This has helped foster some

degree of dissension within anti-war ranks, and has

left many activists quite bitter toward the group.

On the other hand, the one-issue focus has provided

the Mobe with a diversity and longevity no other

group can match. It is surprising to me that Mobe

meetings don't break out into fist-fights, considering

the weird collection of anarchists, pacifists, barn-

burners. Democrats, Trotskyites. freaks, virgins,

and Republicans that comprise the group.

I see no justification for the notion that the Mobe is

controlled by Trotskyites The meetings are open to

everyone. If the elected officers now hold to a par

ticular ghastly persuasion, an open meeting can

throw the rascals out!

In the midst of an anti-war movement in which

groups come and go so fast that it is impossible to

keep up with their changing initials, the Mobe has had

remarkable longevity. While this is attributable to

Old-Left values I do not share, it does give me con

fidence in the group's ability to maintain its program

in the midst of the chaos and uncertainty of so many

student groups.

But these are not the reasons why the Senate should

have funded the Student Mobilization Committee. I

support the funding more because of my philosophy

of student government than because of any attitudes I

hold about the Mobe.

Student government (and its budget) should be the

expression of the will and attitudes of the student

body The budget is more than merely a collection of

figures and categories, it is a statement of our

priorities and values. In determining the ethical

quality of the student government, we should look to

the budget as a realistic measure of the commitment

of that government to the values it espouses The

cliche is: 'Put your money where your mouth is."

This does not mean that all students must agree

with the budget decisions of the Student Senate. The

finalized budget always represents a series of

compromises and judgements that are the results of

the conflicts and competing interests that comprise

the student body On any specific decision, at least a

majority usually agree, but no one is ever satisfied

Few doubt that the overwhelming majority of

students favor the immediate end of U.S. aggression

in Asia. If that isthe case. I believe that this sentiment

must be expressed by our budget. If not, our beliefs

are hollow and hypocritical, no more valid than

Nixon's contention that he is winding down the war

The student government has a sacred obligation to

make an institutional commitment on the most

crucial ethical issue of our times. What sense of

perspective can we have if we become concerned only

with category changes for the Amateur Radio Club

Nixon and the press are telling us that students are

happy with his politics. Can we confirm this notion by

ignoring Vietnam? I think not By abstaining from

the issue, we are acquiescing to Mr Nixon and

retreating into a pathetic myopia.

Since the student government must commit itself,

the Mobe is the best candidate for that commitment

It sure isn't my ideal of the perfect anti war group,

but it is the only one we've got that is requesting

student funds

It has never been more essential for students to

stand up and declare their convictions with firm

institutional decisions, not mere idle rhetoric That

the student government, of which I am vice

president, would cop-out now is a disgrace to us all

Art Buchwald

A Plan For The Ghetto

iHrrhl.xk i. M immion) v

WASHINGTON- As part of his overall plan,

President Nixon has offered North Vietnam $2 5

billion to rebuild its country once the war is over

Bveil critics of the President consider this a most

generous sum of money to be given to a nation that

Mr Nixon still refers to in the most unflattering

terms
1 have a friend named Zugsmith. who works with

people in the Washington ghetto, and the morning he

read about the $2.5 billion offer he came to see me
Man. that's a lot of money to give a country that's

been kicking the hell out of us," he said.

'Well, it's not as much as we gave Germany and

Japan after World War II," I said.

"I've been thinking about it quite seriously, and I

want to try this idea out on you. Suppose after the war

is over we import some of those North Vietnam cats

and bring them to Washington and put them up in the

ghetto."

"I don't follow you," I said.

"Now suppose those North Vietnam cats start

fighting with our cats, I mean really fighting with

them, with a lot of surplus war stuff that the South

Vietnamese will probably sell us under the table."

"But that would be civil war," I protested.

"Right, but keep in mind we won't be fighting

against Americans We'll be fighting against North

Vietnam."
"But the North Vietnamese are Communists," I

said.

"You got it, man. Now if we're fighting North

Vietnamese in the ghetto, America is going to have to

come to our support. Right?"

"They'd better or we'll have Communist
aggression right on our own mainland."

"Okay, so America comes into the ghetto and says

You got a Communist threat here, boys What can we

give you?' So we say How about tearing down all

those rat-infested buildings so we can get a good

crack at the North Vietnamese who are out there

somewhere?"

They would have to tear them down if that's where

the Communists were hiding." I agreed

Now we say to the Americans. How about putting

up some new buildings so we can win the hearts and

minds of the people in the ghetto" And how about

some land reform while you're at it°"

"If it's a civil war. you have to win the hearts and

minds of the people." I agreed

"You got it. man Nobody gives a damn about the

hearts and minds of the people in the ghetto because

there are no Commies there You sprinkle five or six

hundred Reds around and America has to give us

everything we ask for."

"There should be a hole in your plan." I said, "but I

can't find it."

"You're going to have some shooting in the ghetto

but no more than you have now. Maybe some people

are going to be captured by the North Vietnamese,

but with POWs Nixon is going to be forced to find a

solution to the problem Of course, he'll insist on us

having our own government, which is something we

don't have right now And he might even call for

elections in the South supervised by the United

Nations. You can't ask for better than that."

"The beauty of your plan." I said, "is that if you

fight Communists in the ghetto, you'll be the good

guys"
"My thinking exactly. We'd have everyone in

Congress praising us to the skies. Agnew might even

come and visit us and hand out medals."

"The only problem you have, as I see it," I said, "is

how do you get the North Vietnamese to come to the

ghetto in Washington'' It isn't really a place they'd

want to fight for."

"I'll admit that's had me stymied," Zugsmith said,

"but then I read about all that money Nixon was

handing out. I figure if he's willing to pay the North

Vietnamese $2.5 billion to get out of South Vietnam,

there is no telling what the President will offer them

to get out of Washington. D.C."
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times

Editorial Points

HELLO! I AM HENRY KISSINGER — HAS ANYONE CALLED FOR ME YET?'

Letters to the Editor

Concerted Efforts For The Spring

To the Editor.

Much controversy has developed since the ad-

ministration's decree against a large profile concert.

The general reaction seems to be one of

dissatisfacation and disgust At this time I have no

statements concering the administration's stand. I do

however wish to offer some alternative means of

funding as well as some other questions that have yet

to be resolved

The administration last October had stated that

they were in favor of a free concert much the same as

those held last year. At that time the committee felt

that there was no means to fund a concert except by

selling tickets. To this the administration responded

unfavorably this past week Since then we have

proposed several other methods of funding.

The first means of funding would be last year's

remaining funds which amounted to about nine

thousand dollars. Unfortunately, the Student Senate

had incumbered I $6,000 of the budget to purchase

equipment from SES in order to begin a note taking

service There is then still $3,000 remaining from last

vear Another possibility would be the funds that

were taken by the Senate from Free U. this past

semester The exact amount is not yet known but it is

between 5 and 8.000 dollars. The Senate however has

to decide to give these funds to the Concert Com-

mittee. They will be asked to do so within the next two

weeks
The greatest overall benefit of having the Senate

fund the Concert would be that it is cheaper for the

student bodv to pay for a free concert than to buy

tickets individually In the conventional, ticketed

concert we have many incidental expenses such as

the costs of insurance, tickets, security, etal These

costs aren t necessary in a free concert so the overall

benefit is obvious

other methods of funding in addition to that

already mentioned would be to ask each Area

government for a contribution from their budgets for

a spring concert Debbie Hei shberg. from Southwest

Assembly has already stated that that body
^
"ould be

willing to contribute $1,300 We hope that the other

areas will also agree to contributing to the concert

What's Up JOE?
To The Editor: _

t
..

—

The much hearlded JOE program has often been

described as a nearly unqualified successes a

member of the Orchard Hill (Student> Secunty

Force. I should like to present the other side of the

^During the entire previous semester I know of only

two thefts from Grayson and Field dorms, one being

the ripping off of two relatively small stereo speakers

from a "probably" unlocked room This semester

and since the inception of the JOE program the

crime rate has risen significantly. So far. over $200

worth of goods have been stolen from these dorms

mcluding four wallets. I know of at least one case of

"These" events are not mere coincidence. This

significant rise in the crime rate can. and has been^

directly related to a few JOE kids. I myself have seen

Two members of the program testing doorknobs or

unlocked doors. I know of one case of a room being

robS while one resident slept and*"««»»£*
for only a few minutes. To say the least, the residents

a
^a?L

V
?e1orm

m
a^elfTcipline goes, the have

been put into one of the worst possible environment

Drugs are easily available; the easy going campus is

a tempuTion for crime The college campus is not he

answer to the problems of junior high and early high

SC

TTe eve^mentioned above have been dealt with

with extreme tact and lenient due to the sensitivity

^ndp^S aspects of the program. I ask that in the

future, the Collegian present a more balanced <and

accurate) picture of the program.
V

A concerned Resident of Orchard Hill

Interms of future planning we are asking the

Senate for a budget of $20,000 and to thereby set a

prededent for future means of concert funding.

There is yet another means of funding which is to

have the Athletic Department, who provides the

University with other forms of entertainment, to

provide a concert type of entertainment This has yet

to be formally proposed, however.

If it ends up that we have the funds for a spring

concert this year we have several other problems to

resolve yet.

ft begin with should we run the risk of having it in

the Stadium with the possibility of proving to Dr

Gage that people can contain themselves and yet not

become violent This would be at the expense of any

damages to that facility.
.

Other questions are what groups if we have a choice

do we select to perform at the spring freebe Do we

offer two groups on two days or two groups on one

weekend or two groups on one day? Hopefully, there

will be enough reaction from the University com

munity as well as committee response so that these

questions can be answered. I urge you aU to contact

your representatives in the Student Senate and area

governments and to offer your opinions in these

matters.
,

. .

It takes more than just forty members of a concert

committee Help us give you a Spring Concert this

vear.'
Elliot Sherman

More-On Money
To the Editor.

In many of the meetings which were held in

discussion of the Spring Concert to be held in the

stadium, the Concert' Committee was of the opinion

that the Administration would not be opposed to a

free concert nay. they would be delighted to see a free

concert, since this would eliminate many of the

disadvantages posed by a charge concert

The concert Committee « and the student. I m sure I

would be delighted to see a good quality free concert

this spring However, the basic assumption that the

Committee held was that there was no money to be

had for a decent show Careful consideration of the

matter shows this would not be the case

The student is currently paying for the stadium

through his athletic fee. Seeing as how the students

are entitled to the use of their own money and

knowing that the administration has only the best

interests of the students at heart, we ask that the

administration obtain $10,000 from the Athletic

Council in order to defray the cost of a Free Concert

It is the students' money
Gary Gomes

Letters

To The Editor

As in previous years the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length. All letters must be signed and the author s

address and telephone numbers must be included

No letter will be published without this in-

formation Also, no letters will be printed without

the name of the author Please note this change in

policy

All letters are subject to editing either for

content or space according to the judgment of the

editors Also, due to space limitations, we do not

guarantee that all letters will be P™^^^

District Attorney John
c allahan never did say during

Saturday's drug panel just how

many undercover agents and

informers are presently used

on campus **
Will President Nixon use the

North Vietnamese rejection of

his eight point peace plan to

win in November or as an

excuse to escalate the war.

Last week's gallup poll

shows that 51% of all college

students have used marijuana

at least once. The only reason

they weren't all busted is

probably due to a lack of

facilities. MM
Sunday's NEW YORK

TIMES carried a story about

students being asked to

register valuables with

campus police. Maybe they

think its a good idea for

apartment dwellers

We understand that reports

over this weekend claim that

Marseilles is the true French
Connection.

Dining Commons Dessert of

the Week last week was their

ice cream sundaes. This was

surley innovative.

Thoughts While
Weaving in, and restless wandering

pursues me all throughout my thinking

Torches dimly lighting both past and

present,

drawing me both from and to

in both my wake and sleeping.

I read last time the lighted words

that flickered from your eyes,

but every sound that dropped from you,

and every thought while hearing them,

was shadowed deep fore leaving off

my thoughts 'fore they were through.

I'd like, if I may now request.

to ask you all to understand

that all the thoughts while writing

here are just the thoughts I say.

The rest is here in anguished code

that even I cannot array.

I've trouble resting anymore,

knowing that the thoughts while

everyone misunderstands will

have no just nor worthful end...

except to set me straight within

the maze of torchlights forested

within the gently rushing shadows..

outside the flowing quips of others' minds

where thoughts of Nothingness are all one finds.

Tell me, what were your thoughts while''

T. David Barrett

Tower Of Cubic Support

T
The'campus Center evolved out of a simple addition to the Student

Union Originally the addition was to simply to supply more room Tor

students. Continuing Education in the early 60s appeared to be a looming

monster It was decided to accomodate it in the Student Union add t.on

The Campus Center was finaUy conceived in 1965 in a feasibility study

The plans included a hotel/conference facility with parking to be worried

anout later The addition was to be a modest $7.7 million which from the

feasibility report would be an expansion of student activity functions

.such as Winter Carni.. an increase in variety of restauran s and

cafeterias, more conference rooms for student RSO groups, faculty and

Contfnuing Education Program; efficiency apartments for visaing

lecturers and Administrative Centers for Continuing Education. In 1965 it

was already clear from these plans that the Campus Center was not in-

tended for student use It was to serve principally as a conference center

As orie.nallv proposed the Campus Center was a $7 7 million project,

but as gfound was broken it had expanded to $10 million with a $1 milhon

aaYaee facility When completed in 1970 eighteen months later, the tower

?ost had risento $13.5 million and the garage to $6 million for a tota coast

of $19 .million Today, being still unbonded, the cost is presently ex

?LatedtX around« million, or about 300% of the original estimate A

op adm nisTrator when questioned about the 500% cost increase of the

Ra
P
ragXTl.ty indicated he was glad he didn't have anyth.ngto dc

>
wUh

fhe garage planning He also said and was quoted in the MDC that he

st udents woSld not be taxed to cover the $173.000/year operating deficit of

th

How win has the Campus Center done in fulfilling its purpose? Not very

wS in any ofthe following areas. Considering the building cost

$55 sq foot to build, and is costing $5.50 sq foot to maintain
i

h >to£

service is not producing its share, currently less than two dollars per

sauare fS)t This could substantially be improved by lifting Oie restne-

rltnctio^s for the purchase of alcholic beverages. The motel is equally

unoroductive profiting two dollars per square foot.

^Ke onlv sound revenue areas are the bookstore and the student tax

each yeilding $11 per square foot In light of poor profits of the food ser

vfee and hotel, more revenue must be provided Several possibilities exist

as follows: 1) a faculty tax. 2) dual price svstem. 3) state support, 4)

federal support and 5) increased student tax.

I have had a bill passed in the student senate <72-sII3) which supports a

dual price system study. The system would work similar to the Havard

Coop Students who support the CC through the (obligatory) tax would

receive a discount on items and services at the checkout with verification

of the student status. Non students would not recieve a discount This

revenue would act as a tax to pay for the CC building cost. I believe this

would be preferred above a lump faculty tax because as revealed in a

west coast tax study people prefer to pay tax a bit at a time, not m one big

lump Attorney Howland when questioned about a faculty tax stated there

are no legal bars from such a tax.

Reviewing the Campus Center it is easy to see that it is not intended for

student The purple carpets, the $3900 sofas, the $18,000 marble

conference table currently being used in the Hatch Kitchen for,making

puzas are all part of a fallen dream The students are being taxed dearly

for th's marbkVpizza board Last year the tax was $48 dollars, this year ,t

is $60. and next year it is projected to be $75

In view of this information, can you justify the CC *ax^^
Mg| |rw|cf

Terry Wanciyk
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Counseling Service

Available To Vets

Human Sexuality

At Smith Tonight

ByDARIASAWCHAK
Beginning today, a counseling service will be

available to veterans on campus who want to alk

about their experiences and difficulties in adjusting

?o university life. The service is presently
'
s^red

bv CASIAC and is located in East Machmer 22.

Counsel ng will be available with John McEleney on

Monday, Wednesday and Friday from^0:30 to 12

noon and with Bill Staton from 3:30 to 5 on Monday

and Friday 1.00 to 5 or 6 on Tuesday.

Veterans are encouraged to drop in to discuss any

problems encountered as a veteran, including

specific financial, academic and housing problem* as

well as more complex psychological problems

Stemming from the experience of war The coun-

selors are veterans themselves. It is hoped that

common experiences and problems> ofjcounselo.-and

counselee will insure greater rapport between the two

and greater insight into their problems

•When a vet returns to civilian life, he has

nroblems relating to those who haven't experienced

Se same situations as he. He feels.that those people

cant understand his problems with adjustment-He

senses a very pronounced barrier between his world

and theirs," explained Staton. "With another vet to

talk to bo h are operating on common ground Trust

£more immediatfand understanding of the situation

!s more complete, then the vet can better cope with

the problems at hand."
. . ^ ,

The present service is only the beginning of a

program designed for veterans. At the moment

Staton and a group of counselors and advisors are

drawing up a questionnaire to be distributed to the

l 700 veterans on campus by the beginning of nex

month Included are questions concerning individual

need for the program, probable use of the program

and aspects of psychological and social adjusment

The results will be analyzed and the extended

program will be devised to fit the needs of all types of

The need for a counseling service for veterans was

recognized last fall. Dean Sulzner of CASIAC called

on Staton, a veteran active in student affairs and in

Vietnam Veterans Against the War, and expressed

concern for the problem of discontented vets in the

College of Arts and Sciences. It was found that the

Veterans Administration Office on campus offered

mformation but little individual counseling After

Staton talked to Jeff Hershe in the Mental Health

branch of the Infirmary and to Dr. Gage Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs, it was decided that

veterans would be best served by a counseling ser-

vice run by vets for vets. The needed funds were

offered temporarily by CASIAC, though the group

exprt* to become independent of CASIAC as soon as

it is better established.

Staton is student coordinator of the Program^The

advisory consultants included Hershe and Tom Wolfe

from Mental Health. Howard Gadhn, and Don Tep-

per

Bv DARIA SAWCHAK
A series of lectures and

discussions dealing with "Topics in

Human Sexuality" will begin

tonight at Smith College with

•Intimacy, Sex and Marriage",

featuring guest speaker Richard A

Dannenfelser, associate chaplain

at Brown University. The lectures

will be held on consecutive Monday

nights through April 17, and will be

followed by student-run group

discussions, open to all those at-

tending the lectures

Upcoming topics in the series

include "Anatomy and Con-

traception'' on February 15;

"Pregnancy and Birth" on

February 21 ; "the Woman's Ro|e"

on February 28; "Abortion", a

panel discussion, on March 6;

"Male-Female Response" on

March 13; "Homosexuality" on

April 10; and "Love" on April 17.

Smith has sponsored the series

for the past five years. New topics

this year include "the Woman's

Role", to be presented by the

Valley Woman's Center, and

"Homosexuality" with speakers

from the UMass Homophile

League
The lectures will be held at 7:30

in Sage Hall on the Smith campus

Admission is 50 cents for each

individual lecture, or $2.50 for the

series of eight. Subscriptions will

be available at the door tonight.

Basic Judaism Study Group

Mondays 7:30 P.m. at Nillal, 420 S.0.

From Fab. 7 aa

Shooting Wastes Into The Sun

WASHINGTON (\P> The

chairman of the Atomic Energy

Commission has suggested solving

the difficult problem of getting nd

of radioactive wastes by loading

them in spaceships and shooting

them into the sun

Dr J R Schlesinger said his

agencv is encouraging the National

Aeronautics and Space Ad_

ministration to examine the cost ot

such a disposal method for the

radioactive waste products from

atomic power plants

Action Lab

Needs Tutors

Action Lab has about twenty

remaining openings for students

interested in working with inmates

in the Hampshire County Jail

People with various talents and

interests are needed for tutoring

and rehabilitation work

There are about 120 inmates in

the jail the majority of whom are

rving sentences for drug related

crimes The average age of the

inmates is twenty. Tutoring will

take place weekly

Full course credit may be

available for Action Lab tutors

There will be a recruitment

meeting tonight at 8:00 in Room 917

of the Campus Center Anyone who

wishes to participate in the

program in any way may attend

Such a method is 10 years away

Schlesinger said, adding that it

also would depend on development

of a space shuttle vehicle, which

President Nixon approved Jan. 5.

Congress is being asked to give the

program more mone\

s* hlesinger gave his views in a

copvright interview in the

magazine I S News & World

Report released Sund

Handling waste materials from

power plants is difficult because of

the prodiu long-lived

radioactivit\ Schlesigner said He

said such wastes are now being

stored underground in metal tanks

"We want to do better than that

in the I'nited States." he said "We

hope to remove these wastes

permanently from the en-

vironment of man. and that means

for tens of thousands of years,

because, for example, some traces

of plutonium-which has a half life

of 24.000 years remain in the

-te."

For

University

Supplies

See

A. J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

1

People who look through keyholes are apt to
.

get the idea that most things are keyhole shaped

We would really like to meet you

so come and look through

the whole door.

358 N. Pleasant

Mon., Feb. 7 8:30

Wed.. Feb. 9 7:00

Jean Shepherd Tonight
Jean Shepherd, showman,

writer and radio and television

personality, will speak here

tonight, sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors

Program.

"Jean Shepherd Tonight"

will be at 8:00 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium. A
reception will follow in Room
1102 of the Campus Center The

public is invited without

charge

Shepherd's versatility is

evident in the numerous
professions at which he has

tried his talents. He has acted

on Broadway and * in

Hollywood, hosted the Jean

Shepherd's American
television show, and is heard

each night at 11 on WFCK. the

Five-College FM radio station.

A comedian and satirist, he

has performed in campus tours

across the nation, and
published two books Shepherd

has aiso conducted university

seminars and taught a

graduate course on com-
munications at New York
University. His magazine
articles have appeared in

Playboy, Mademoiselle, and

Car and Driver.

Food Service

File Your Complaints Here

(Editor's Note: This is the first seriously as a means of corn-

article of a regular column con- munication
'

the Food Service Generally, this column will to-

Detriment It is written by two of vestigate various aspects of the

fhTstZent working in the Food Service Department and

4:00 p.m.

i

Curry Hicks Cage

TODAY

. j, Co-ipon*ori: CEQ, Program

Presented by WMPIRG

Council, Central Area Council, SSTS, Committee on Povert,, Northeast area Council.

Astronomy
Lectures

l Mass department of physics

and astronomy has announced

Five College Astronomy
Colloquium speakers for

Februar\
The first is Dr William Watson

of Cornell Iniversity. speaking on

.rmation of Interstellar

Molecules on Dust Grains.

Wednesday. Feb 9

I )i Michael Hauser of Princeton

Iniversity will speak at the second

colloquium on "Gala\v

Distributions in the Zwicky

Catalog." Tueadnj F*b»< 18

The third and final colloquium

will feature Dr Paul K Higbie of

the lniversit\ of New Hampshire

on Gamma Ray Astronomy.'

Thin -<i.i\ Feb 17

All three will be at 4:90 p.m. in

ILohrouck 124 Tea will be served

in Hasbrouck 22 one half hour

tn'fore each colloquium ___

Study Abroad Scholarship

Available To Mass. Girl
Scholarships specifically of grades and an estimate of the

designated for study abroad are cost of the year abroad A personal

Marketing Division.)

Bv BETSY PBET
AND.ION SNOW

University Food Services has

often attempted to gain student

involvement in their planning

process and to help alleviate

student hassles with the food

service. The Marketing Division is

now trying to create permanent

avenues of communications which,

hopefully, will produce results

beneficial to persons using their

facilities. The Division was

initiated early this school year

under the leadership of a recent

I'Mass graduate. Miss Marie

Cappadona It is primarily staffed

with students who contribute their

talents as artists, promotional

coordinators, and assistants to the

manager. Utilizing Marketing

research methods such as com

ment cards and surveys, the group

analyzes the needs and desires of

the student body and projects like

Munchys are initiated

There are many channels

through which a student may
contribute meaningfully to plan

ning Food Services, either in

directly through a representative

of the Food Services Committee or

directly to the Dining Commons
Manager or the authors of this

column This column can be im-

portant to both Food Services and

students d it is read and treated

offer a clearer understanding of

what and why things happen as

they do. If you have particular

Food Service related problems

which are not being solved through

direct channels, address your

problem to this column. Problems

raised by the students will not be

ignored and questions addressed to

the authors will be answered by

referring to the source.

The most persistent questions

that are important to users of Food

Service facilities will be answered

in this column or will be the subject

of full length reports Articles may
also result from suggestions in the

comment cards These comment

cards are found in all the dining

commons and the Whitmore.

Hampden, and Worcester Snack

Bars
The Marketing Division ol

University Food Services is staffed

to effectively react to any of these

suggestions when they receive

them There is no need to be

frustrated if you can communicate

your needs and desires to people

"who will listen and do as much as

possible to help Look for future

articles and comments in this

column and don't hesitate to ad

dress questions to us c/o

Marketing Division, University

Food Services. Worcester Com
mons

rare One of the few available is the

scholarship offered annually by the

Massachusetts State Federation of

Women's Clubs division of in

ternational affairs and in

ternational scholarships The

Federation offers an award of

$1,000 to a girl whose legal

is Massachusetts and

citizen of the United

interview is required of all can-

didates These will be scheduled

between March 15 and April 25. and

are held in Boston.

Iniversity Health Services

Appointment Desk

Phone 545-0057

Monday through Friday

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

residence

who is a

Stat'

This scholarship is to be used for

I \ear s studv in I toreign college

or university at either the graduate

or undergraduate level Ap
plication forms are available at the

Office ol International Programs.

tM Whitmore Students interested

in applying must send in the ap

plication together with a transcript

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council Presents

THE RIDICULOUS THEATRICAL COMPANY

"Let lis begin by committing

ourselves to the truth. -richard m mxon

The depth of that commitment is brilliantly explored by Con-

gressman Paul N McCloskey. Jr., who is challenging Richard

Nixon for the Republican presidential nomination.

Among the subjects covered - and uncovered -

TheSST: A classic cast of Presidential

deceit and suppression of reports in

"yet another example of that thinh

veiled arrogance with which the ex

ecutivc branch has come to treat the

congressional fact-finding process."

Racial Discrimination: Nixon\m ord

on voting rights, school dcMgl
<
fftteon

and housing integration has, more

than any other part of his policy ex

cept Vietnam, been the cause of loss

of faith in our political system.

The Supreme Court: Presidential pre»

sures to bring Senators into line to

COftinn Supreme CoUtl nominees.

long with Nixon's curious virw of

tin meaning of "advise utd consent,"

have caused the greatest "politi< i/i

tion" of the Court in our time.

Vietnam: The Nixon administration's

calculated avoidance of the guide

lines laid down by Congress which

would have had us out of Vietnam In

June 30, 1971.

And plenty more

TODAY, FIB. 11th and SATURDAY, FIB. 12th
jg

„lUu EMUMOI MM j

Bowker Auditorium
( Stockbridge Hall, UMass., Amherst)

8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UMass Undergrads $1.50; Other Full-

?fme Students $2.50; UMass Faculty-Staff $3.00; General

POb,kS350
F.NE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE:

125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202

Dooming Tickets At Door One Hour Before Performance

Paul McCloskey
jMt&vlri

'^^vf*

Truth and Untruth

Political Deceit in America

J||
$7.95, hard cover; $2.95, paper _.

SIMON AND SCHUSTERA
hi

* *<+
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UMass Student Helping To Get

Other Chicanos Into College
^"^

. . _:_.. „—o«nc a tuoon ur.-tnt from the < 8

There is a special pain in being a

stranger In your native land and

Donaciano Ateneio knows it well

There was nothing in his

childhood to suggest that today, at

30, he would be a graduate student

in the School of Business at I'Mass

Donaciano hopes to become a

consultant to small businesses

particularly those which will help

minority development

Me is the son of an illiterate

sheep herder His mother died

when he was two. and an aunt

brought him up along with his two

sisters.

Colorado is a beautiful state.

people saw and Donaciano smiles.

He knows the Mexican flats in

Durango, he knows what it is to

grow up in an apartment over a

cantina, a bar, to speak a mixture

of Knglish and Spanish, never

learning either language well, and

to be looked down on by the Anglos,

the Gringos, the white majority

There are 10 million Spanish

speaking people in the United

States

Donaciano says there are 3000 to

$ 1 5 Million Damaged
In Wakefield Fire

WAKEFIELD Mass. (AP)-Flames fanned by 30-mile-an-hour winds

destroved six buildings of an industnal park Saturday^ night
:

and early

Sunday, causing damage estimated at $15 million and dealing a blow to

the town's economic fortunes. ,

The president of the Chamber of Commerce Ruth A. Hicks said an

estimated l .000 persons would be left jobless, at least temporarily, by the

idleness that will result at industries occupying the buildings

(Salsof the town of about 25.000 earlier had estimated that as many

as 2,000 would be without jobs.

The Massachusetts Department of Commerce and Development said

six-member task force would begin interviews Monday morning in an

attempt to find work for the jobless

Officials of the town of about 25.000 noted that some 2.000 persons would

be left jobless, at least temporarily, by the idleness that will result at

industries occupving the buildings

An investigation was ordered into the cause of the fire, which was

cribed as the latest in a series of blares of undetermined cause

No usuries were reported as firemen battled the blaze throughout the

evening and into early morning, although the-, were endangered by

tumbling walls and roof cave ins .«__. tu „„ t„
Winds gutting to 50 miles an hour drove the fire from one building to

'with the temperature near zero, firemen were hampered by icing on

•id their pumping equipment
K.„iHin

Fire officials said the blaze apparently broke out in the building

ting the Continental Chemical and Coating Co It mushroomed when

nt exploded, blowing out walls and allowing the wind to

at nearby structun ,..„...
\mong the businesses burned out was Trans.tron corp which offi.

said had about S4 million of computer equipment in the building, and the

>cular Instrument Co . which made equipment used in heart

and other surgery

4000 Spanish speafcrng persons

living in Holvoke and as many as

11,000 in Springfield. They are

mainly Puerto Rican but like

Donaciano's own. the Chicanos of

the southwest, they are. he says,

people without power.

He worked for a while in a San

Francisco brokerage house There

were a few Spanish-speaking

people. mostly janitors,

secretaries. But those making the

decision were all "Anglos". He

decided that big business runs the

countn and that minority groups

must reach the decision-making

level of business to control their

own destiny.

When he came to UMass. he

decided to try to help his people

Alter consultations with Prof.

Eugenio Suarez Calban. Holvoke

community leader and Mt.

Holvoke College faculty member,

thev agreed to try to develop

leadership by getting Spanish-

speaking people into college

I Mass as a state university was

the logical choice. It had only a

handful of Spanish-speaking

students, but they were not

representative of the community

The students who came directly

from Puerto Rico or from one of

the Latin American countries were

upper of middle class and wealth.

Most of us." said Donaciano.

come from a common
background

"

A non-profit corporation was

formed in 1970 to help people-young

and old from the Spanish-speaking

community enrolled at UMass It is

called Ahora -the Spanish word

for now
According to Donaciano you

don't have to caiT) signs and make
e to change i pi life

Helping him to uet Into school can

d.) it

Hut it isn't an easj t

Financing is a formidable

problem Aho. ame an ad

juncl to the committee tor

toll Education for Black

Student:

A $4000 grant frorntne Catholic

Human Development Program

and a fund-raising drive at Mt

Holvoke helped get Ahora started

But expenses are high

students expect to get some help

from their families. The families of

the Ahora students however,

cannot offer any help. Jobs are

needed

Boston Sunday (' lobe

We'd Like to talk

about your body.

So don't let bumps and dents

and scrapes spoil its looks.

BRING IT TO

NORTHAMPTON MOTORS

REPAIR and BODY

SPECIALISTS
in

VOLKSWAGEN
and

OTHER IMPORTS

Factory Trained Exports

•Body Collision Repairs

•Estimates
•All Foreign & Domestic Cars
* Insurance Work
Towing Service

•Factory Parts

CALL 584-8620
Free shuttlebus service for Amherst customers.

Call for details.

246 King Street

NORTHAMPTON

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

WTI l -' \ol»o immt mn gold p*ri»rl

tkam -'< "M lirm I all

it: i

tl MXV. II — purchase weekend meal

ii. |M i aarttfcaWietatt! I *r ju*t llkf ca*h
'

i all ( ha* Km 3>: Wheeler '. JilJ

if: :

I — bedroom hou*e. excellent condition

immediate occupano Call Skibl.ki Real

rim fcat—WI •••*» — ttaaV Sa^OBB^

I hrox* Sltmeman into a ditch (or ten

dax* ,ind what cra*U out" \ Wall* t.ator

part-time. Vitriol* \utn School. \mher*t

i .11 .'.
-
.» WH*

SALE

,.. i Hjiiw I a»tback Initial* *r»ow»

roller Krush Product* (or tale Ouallt*

n..r. lundise — hrushp*. cleaninn

pfadjajrta tmlrtrie* r ree n>ll*rr* and

»hii»irm
tf2-»

\\ailaMe no* All new furnished room

KreakiaM if desired Ideal lor rtudent or

(arull* member Call e\enin«i 527-4iT«J

U2-a

Help" Who ha* a friend drlxina here

from H<»lon area an* weekend*" Ride

needed both way* or one Will pa* Call

.•V.I '>*.''. i'»et
If.' II

imajajg \* l*s new llrea IW0. Call

Miguel Mi
tf 2-7

Turnpikr worth* « Rambler Mil

nrr.1* no repair* new brake* A

ii n.it beautiful locking I ion or offer

112-11

i'im \W Rug e*r transportation,

rumnmiral good to exc cond $M0, 737-

l-Hi MtoKlf'urd * • « * 1 IllKMaket it

tf2*

Musi ^r» Tl Renault I door *edan. !».•••

mi .into Iran* new lire*, excellent

,n.. ., live, on call *M-»«27.
tf2-t

FOR SALE

Dual mt tntble. 1*5 w/*hure M-»

urlndge \M IM KM *lereo tunei

amp w /bonk*heheM>e«er* ITS. call Haw
II 1 U . Il'l

If.' I.

sn..w lam Ml — H Semperil Kadial*

mounted on Ml.R rlixr wheel* t» or best

offer ( ali

tfll*

Tenoi >>a* Selmer MK\I. giMid i.ind

I Ini or be*l offer (all S»-«im7
112-1(1

Ski* — Rottignol Strati* IMS im
Salomon to I Winding* Rrand new. Both

r x. .llent bu> al 1170. Call Paula Mt-MKI

before 1 1 p.m
tf 2-7

\pt J Bedroom. Immed occupano
i..-lchertown. Rte. t.

112-ia

GSS Book Exchange

Mommx. Mommx can we go out and

ola* " It* our I ncle Wall** hirthda*

!

Hapin Birlhda* Wally' Snuggle* and

lluggie* k *.Ap !"• Puffton

( laim *our book* monr* Feb 7 * *

No return* after that time No exception*

Itristot Km si Open IM.

Ihi* coupon i» good for one chocolate

beer for our I ncle Wall* on hi* birlhda*

Pmilixe ID required There i» onlx I I W

-•-« M

Diamond Needle* and Ma.' I art* )• —
mi% off also * - Hack lap.* I.' **• and

iliv, ..mil Mm. i equip, and MM I all *-

mn>:i nite*

1124

ENTERTAINMENT
t.irl*. Kxi it ing and daring go-go dancer*

needed for formal band part* Sat., Feb. I*.

(•nod pa* anil »hort hour* sincere replle*

MEM.

TUNE UPS

WANTED
(.raduate student*' wi*e*. part-time,

fantastic opportunitx for good Income in

\nihersl. (all SH4-42»I Kxes '. I

If2- Id

Susan. plea*e call K.ddie back.
If 2-7

The llbrar* hard hat* are not all hard

heads Thank* for reluming the wallet:

tf2-7

\ulo a*»urance — a winter tune up will

k.t ii il slating - and going, lowest
assurance rata in lown. Spencer'* Mobil

station 1 1 "Urge Town Service), next to

mist nlfice • -tasa.

tfl -s

Kemale wanl* lo *ell to — meal plan

Plea*e call S-llfil

U2-II

Kxperienced »re»tling manager to

manage up and coming pro wre*tler ( all

I.. I a* ion exes. MM3W,
tf2-ll

RIDE WANTED

I ight someone'* fire with a Valentine

I ..ndle from the People * ( raft ( o-op. In

the Mle* 'oxer the Shoe Rinl.
MM

( iaig 24«2. aulo-rexer*e »tereo recor-

der: with «ound-on-»ound. Jack* A mic*

I l7-i. (all Stexe Mt-agSS.
MM

Newfoundland, female 2 1/2 >r* old.

champion pedigree (all after S. 6I7-W17-

ITM
tf2-l»

Black l.ighu:: RrRe and beautiful. 18

inche* long, with white pushbutton fix

lure IM 15 without. Call .VI»-»M7 - \*k

for M
tf 2-7

Pianiil - Organist for immediate

rehearsal — Club restaurant work ability

to transpose Call 4U-«2S-»7<» or 4I3-42S-

2IO0.
tr 2-ii

From I ongmeadow — Springfield to

campus at about 9: i.ia m Mon. Wed. and

Kri and return from campus on Mon. only

at around 1 » Will pa* 5«7-h.1I7.

112-7

SERVICE STATION

\ulo assurance -- a winter tune up will

keep it signing -- and going. lowest
assurance rate* In lown Spencer s Mobil

station < College T own Serxice). next to

post office BMN
tfl -5

AUTO SERVICE

HELP WANTED

llockev *kate*. lite 10. enc. cond. Call »-

Hiei:

lf2-tt

Son* Amp for Sale! Nexx Rought for

1 1 i« selling prtae of l»0 Call Pete at 54fr

MM night*
tf 2-7

Part-time help wanted to distribute

Fuller Bru*h (alalogs and *"•«'"
\mherst area ( ar necessary Make own

hours ( all 2S4V-RORS.

..I iliac DeVille four dr. hardtop,

engine i umpletelx overhauled, new carb..

fuel pump, batter* < all Oreenfield 1-772-

nTI I

lf2-7

in Walt (iuitar Amp. and ior> separate

rexerbatlon unit, make offer Call K-44S6

tf 2-7

Head Master Skis IH5 CM also Koflach

Boot* sire I. Call lois S4V0320.
tf 2-11

OVKRSKAs JOBS COR STl DKNTS
\u*tralia. Kurope. S America. Africa etc

Ml profession* and occupation* I7»m> to

$ l ihni miwithl* F xpenses p?id. overtime,

sightseeing Free information Write Job*

Overseas. Oept Box I'^i7l San Diego, (a.

Hill w

Kide wanted to Worcester Thurs. nlte

after •»:» or early Friday morning.
tf 2-9

Need ride from Boston to I'Mass early

Tues . morn and from I'Mass to Boston

alter I Won Thurs. afternoon Please call

HkVMM
tf 2-9

Kide wanted to Dartmouth Feb. II. Will

share expense. Call Karen S-9901.

tf 2-7

Car care — charge It — pay monthly on

Mobil ( redit ( ard also honor Master

( harge. Bank \meri (ard. American
Fxpres*. ( arte Blanche Spencer'* MoWl
station 'College Town Service) next to

post office.

tf2-S

"child care

TRAVEL

( oncertone Stereo Tape Recorder.

original!* IM, »elling for IfiO. lei. 'M*-

K7IM
112-7 FOR RENT

Newspaper delivery routes available on

( ampui. 10-11. must be free or

thereabouts Apply Collegian Office.

tf 2-7

Spring *acatton — exciting and Inex-

pensive trip* lo Rermuda — Puerto Rico —
\capulco For more Info. Call Carry MI5-

III-. or 2.VI-:»22n

ifM

Nordi. (.las Skis — IMCM with Tyrolla

Binding - 111; Haderer Double Bin kle

Bonis si/r 10 — 140 i cost IC15I used only

in davs Mii-iag.
tf2-7

\vailaMe now — 1-2 bedroom apt*

\mherst and vicinity Alto some In private

homes Wvsocki Real restate

GUITAR LESSONS

ItfJ Mercury. 2-dr hdlp .
good

mechanuallv and good body and interior

\sking II2.'> call W4-OS46 after 5 pm.

Furnished room in private hou*e on

lake, beautiful location. 10 mln. IM.

private entrance, kitch. bath. prlv..

Iliw/m No lease. Call 323-«2«2.
^^

i. uitar lessons — Jaw. Rlues. Theory.

Harmonv. Improvisation l!» 00 per hour

If you're not serious, don't call. -i|2-:»:U

Spring vacation. Knights on the Spanish

Kiviera. 12011 including rndtrip jet from

Boston, hotel etc, warm weather. Call

lovn -. 107 Wheeler V2II2.

IfM

PERSONAL

200 cm head*, brand new w/Marker

bindings unmounted liuO 215 Fischer

super glass with Solomon*, used only 7

limes lino 2.Vi22i:i

tf-2-7

one furniahed room for rent 2 1/2 miles

from CM.. IM. • *»** WU:hfn

privilege if desire Call Mt-37M.

Dark-haired girl in Camp. (en. Wed

nlte. we lalaed of skiing, skating, let* do

it again. Bruce 2-W2305
tf2-7

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate for F.aslhampton Apt.. 2

bedroom duplex IM). include* all. Call r.i.'i

IHI7I davs. .127-«742 even, (ieorge.

tf2-«

INSTRUCTOR WANTED
(Qualified licensed driving instructor.

Mothers — can't find a reliable baby

sitter" Tired of high feet? (all the Child

Care F'.xrhange MMBI for further in-

formation
tf2-7

TYPING

Typing — theses. dissertations, etc. F"ast

and accurate Proofreading, editing if

desired Have l.reek and science symbola.
2-|| MS0I.

APTS. FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartments for im-

mediate rental. 6-month lease.

IIM-./monlh. includes util (all AH5-3249

dav* or ««S-:iS75 nites.

1(4-14

MOVIE
"The Fearless Vampire Klllera".

Sharon Tate <V Roman Polanskl In

Mahar Avd. I rirlav Feb. II at 7-1-1 1 * 2

Road Runner Cartoon*:
tr 2-11

UMass Junior

Is Candidate
George M. McCullough, a junior

at I'Mass, majoring in urban and

regional planning and town
management, announced today

that he is a candidate for the

Planning Board in the town of

Hadley.

Mr. McCullough, in his an-

nouncement, stated that Hadley

UMass junior

(ieorge M. .McCullough

needs competent and responsible

people to plan for the town's future

development, and he feels that he

can meet this need. "The Planning

Board." he said, "should create a

new Hadley free of unnecessary

commercialization and unplanned

and uncoordinated growth and

development The town govern

ment has an obligation to its

citizens to provide a balanced

community for its people."

He emphasized that the people of

Hadley have a major decision to

make in the very near future; and

the town lacks an understandable

and comprehensive "master plan"

to assist them Mr. McCullough

said that, although a master plan

or any other single approach is not

a panacea for all of the town's

growing problems, it at least would

be a start. But the master plan

would have to be objective and

contain within its structure and

content a reflection of the goals

and desires of the people of Hadley

He described the need for a

comprehensive study, including a

detailed geologic survey, in order

that a uniform building code may
be developed which is best suited

for the uses of the land the needs

and safety of the townspeople.

The I'Mass junior promised that

he would do his utmost to ensure

that the people of Hadley receive a

well-coordinated. en-
vironmentallysuited. and
balanced plan for the town's

development He emphasized that,

above all. any plan must be one

that the taxpayers desire, not one

created by consultants and op

portunistic developers.

Mr McCullough is a graduate of

Hopkins Academy, where he was

prominent as a member of the

debating team

Art Gallery Features

Islamic Design Of 1500's

During February, the UMass Art Gallery will present an exhibition

entitled "Artists. Artisans, and Islamic Design-the Court Art of Islam in

the Sixteenth Century."

Covering a wide range of media including miniature painting, textiles,

pottery and rugs, the exhibition includes loans from several prominent

public" and private Massachusetts collections It also features many in-

ternationally known works.

As a complement to these objects, the gallery will also display a

collection of color photographs of Islamic buildings of the Near East,

entitled "Design and Color in Ilsamic Architecture." an exhibition cir

culated by the Traveling Exhibition Service of the Smithsonian In

stitution.

The two exhibitions will be on view until Thursday. Feb 24. in the

UMass Art Gallery in Herter Hall.

Feminist, 85, To Begin

Colloquium On Women
"Women in the Economy and

Political System", a two-credit

nlloquium is being offered at

orchard Hill this semester. I'M
' (Hi I'M. Tuesdays There will be

at least fourteen aWeetone, coor-

dinated b\ Zot Beet. A collective <>t

peeked will make presentation-

and participate in discussion It is

hoped that besides I X
>tudents. women of any occupation

at the universitv or in the com

munitv will take part

Florence Luscomb. M year old

Feminist, will make a slide

presentation of her IflH trip to

China at 1:08 P.M m Emily

Dickenson Mam lounge at Or-

chard Hill Then at the first session

of the course Ms Uuscomb will

speak at 7:00 in Emily Dickenson

Main Ixwnge on "Women from

Serf to Citizen 125 Years of

American History".

other session topics will 1m-

Women in the Economy. Labor

Movement, and the I niversity the

Nature and Function of Their

Work. Stratification. Alienation

K.icist and Sexist Discrimination

in the I niverstt] .
women in the

Prison System Health tare and

Welfare Rights Black Women and

Their Role Toward a New Society;

Hispanic Women' Women in the

Anti-War Movement. Politics and

Revolution Films relevant t<> these

topics will also be shown

For information about the course

call S4.V2882.

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Final Exam Schedule Cheinged
The academic calendar for 1971-72, as adopted by

the Faculty Senate April 16, 1970, and affirmed May
13, 1971, provides for a final examination period for

the four-year undergraduate courses from Tuesday,

May 16, though Thursday, May 25, 1972.

Because of changing final examination patterns, it

will not be necessary to use all of the examination

periods provided by this calendar.

Academic departments and other concerned
personnel are hereby advised that the official

examination schedule published by the Schedule
Office will not involve any Wednesday, May 24. No
commitment can be made at this time but it is

possible that a workable schedule will be developed
which will end with the 4:00-6:00 p.m. period on
Tuesday, May 23.

TOtiiT€T

! i

LLGROCWeS
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Notices -

ABORTION ACTION COALITION:

A meeting for all people interested

in forming an abortion action group.

Mon., Feb. 7, Rm. 802 CC.

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN:
Chi Omega invites you to "Come

As You Are." Open Party Tonight

7 158:15 or 8:159:15. Rides will be

available at Thoreau, WoPE, Van

Meter, and Newman Center fifteen

minutes before each party.

BAHA'I FIRESIDE:
Informal discussion and refresh

ments. All welcome 109 Main St.,

Amherst. Tonight at 8 p.m.

BIBLE STUDY:
Where did I come from? Where am

I going? Why am I here? We'll an

swer these and more Mon. nights

7.30 9 in CC 904 908. Bibles provided

or bring your ow v Free

CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM
COUNCIL MEETING:
There will be an important meeting

"Tonight" in Rm 817 CC at 7 p.m.

Nominations and election of officers

will be held.

CLASSICAL GUITARISTS:
Intermediate and advanced in

terested in swapping ideas and music

call Gerry Morris, 665 4341 after 6

COALITION FOR ENVIRON
MENTAL QUALITY
CEQ will have the February

projects conference on Tues., Feb. 8,

in Rm. 905 909, CC if you would like

to discover what projects are being

worked on, or if you would like to be

elected (for one month) to the

steering committee, please come

New members especially welcome.

DRACULA SUCKS AGAIN:

Christopher Lee as DRACULA,

PRINCE OF DARKNESS rises again

to drink the blood of young virgins

Mon , Feb 7, Manar. 7 30 and 930.

Gory ous color

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD:
We meet today from noon 1:00 in

the Infirmary Library. This is the

time and place for comments,

complaints, suggestions, so bring

your lunch and come and rap.

I.V.C.F.:

Jesus Who?!

tonight.

7.30, 811815 CC

NES TUTORING:
The buses will begin running Mon.

at 2 45 and 6:15 and run thru Thurs.

weekly as in the past for both old and

new tutors. Anyone who tutored last

semester but is not this semester

should call the office (5 0575) as soon

as possible.

NORTHAMPTON V A. HOSPITAL:

Anyone interested in volunteering

at the hospital on Mon. nights and all

those who are volunteering now,

please call Cheryle, 6 8461.

RECREATION SOCIETY:

The Rec. Society is on the move!!

Meeting on Wed. night. Will talk

about up and coming events like

concert, coffee hour, and beer bust.

Try to attend. Remember the Rec.

Soc.!!!

SIGMA DELTA TAU:
The neat conglomeration of people

accummulated at 409 No. Pleasant

invite University women to a bit of

the occult, Mond. night, 7-8:00 and

8:15 900 545 0527 for rides.

SORORITY OPEN HOUSES:

Parties will be held both from 7 8

and 8 15 9.15 at the following houses

tonight. Pi Beta Phi "Trivia'; (at

BKPhi house on Pleasant St.), Sigma

Delta Tau "Witchcraft Night",

Lambda Delta Phi "Philharmonic

Philanges", Chi Omega "Come As

You Are", and Kappa Kappa

Gamma.

SORORITY RUSH:
There will be no party at Sigma

Kappa tonight.

SPORTS CAR FREAKS:
important meeting tonight for all

enthusiasts on campus. 7:30 p.m. in

Brown Dorm. Rm 10D on the ground

floor.

STUDENT MOBILIZATIO,N
COMMITTEE:

Student Mobe will have a meeting

tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Mobe of

fice.

USED BOOK EXCHANGE:
Claim all returns on Mon. or Tues.

of this week. Absolutely no returns

after Feb. 8. No Exceptions.

WOMEN'S COMMITTEE:
Student Senate Women's

mittee Meeting: Mon. night, 6

Rm. 177 CC.

Com
00, in

LOST

:

One pair of black rabbit lined

gloves around campus pond, 2/2/72.

If found, please contact Al. 549 6679

I ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
I tV %H—

f

CMWi A

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer Puzzl<

FILM!:
All University women welcome to

showing of an education film

narrated by Bill Cosby on Mon. Feb

7, at Kappa Kappa Gamma Call 5

0321 for rides.

My mail, wtvch comes from the world

over, tells the *«me story Lite and love go

together and one without the other is m

conceivable Members ot each zodiacal sign

are concerned, .n the following order, with

love, money and health it is loving and

being loved which occupies more persons

most of the time And it .s the question of

love which creates an abudance of misery

and napptness Capr.corn natives, begm

nmg now. are due for greater fulfillment .n

this vital area

ARIES iMarch JO April 191 Money and

tr.endsmahepoorm.xtureatthistime You

finally get mhi.ng of where you want to go

You won't have to go alone However, you

should set own policy and refuse to be

diverted You will comprehend

TAURUS (April 20 May ?0) Where there

wasmactivity there now is action You may

appear to be at cross purposes w.fh

professional superior But this boomerangs

•n your favor Adhere to principles Con

tract, agreement may be delivered

GEMINI (May Jl June JO) Work goals

|

comedoser You are reunited with one who

shares and respects your interests Com

bme viswn with practicality Prepare and

Duiid Make important contacts Improve

public relations

CANCER (June II July JJ) Area that

had been unfortunate for you may now do

an about face Opponents are transformed

into allies increase knowledge Be a big

person m way which sets e»ample for

others Change is beneficial

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Situation is

brighter than you might imagine Study

Oncer message Be ready for change

progress Move with times Famiy

member suggests adiustment Consider t

Be determined, but avoid obstinacy

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Don t overlook

details Apparent minor matters need at

tendon Those who depend on you make

extra demands Check health of pets

Creative endeavor is likely to succeed

PEANUTS

£JL«5

Display greater selt confidence

LIBRA (Sept 230C1 22) Overcome

tendency to be impatient You are on brink

t profitable move, discovery But

premature act on could result m loss, delay

Avoid extravagance Be a comparison

snopper Chose quality

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) You will

handle more responsibility Rewards also

will be greater in personal area, special

relationship •» settled one way or another

it is better to finish than to start fmd ways

of getting message across

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Money

picture brightens But don t attempt too

much, too soon Opportunities are present

Strike hard and sure and do so m ongina

manner Create your own traditions Don t

be mawof one who does much talking

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan i»>

Emotional life Improves You have more

mature stance One who appeared in

d.tterent becomes warm Real.ie your own

vwrth Refuse to give up something tor

nothing Mere words w.H not suffice Get

TduARiUS (Jan 20 Feb ill Prospects

are brighter and so are you You are more

attractive, especially to opposite sex Some

comment that you seem changed En.oy

yourself Accept social invitations Break

trom routme
PISCES (Feb !• March JO) income

trom occupational efforts increase Your

v.ews are vind-ated, personally and

professionally But avoid any tendency to

be smug Key now .s to be gracious,

receptive You're going places

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you art

a spiritual person, always concerned w.th

reasons, motives and extenuating or

cumstances You refuse to cast first stone

and you seldom, -f ever, condemn New

starts this year lead to success fulfillment,

with July indicated as an outstanding

month
Copyright lf7J, Gen Fea Corp

1 ShOUIP THINK hOU'D 6£T

0O(?ED JU5T 5ITT1N6 ON A
D06H0USE ALL Mh

1 Everyone
4 A continent

(abbr i

6 Wheel teeth

1 1 Refund
13 Itetate

15 Latin

conjunction

16 Pendant
ornaments

18 Symbol for

nickel

19 Exclamation

21 Irritate

22 Icelandic

writing

24 Brazilian

estuary

26 Repetition

28 Paddle

29 Choose
31 Narrate

33 Note of scale

34 Sow
36 Face of watch

38 Distance
measure (abbr

)

40 Walk
unsteadily

42 Place for

combat
45 Electrified

particle

47 Elect violently

49 Platform

50 Girl's name
52 Unusual
54 Note of scale

55 Spanish
article

56 Chief officer

59 Symbol for

calcium

61 Negates

63 Downpour

65 Remains at ease

66 Proposition

67 Superlative

ending

DOWN

1 Exist

4

s

I
7

8
9
10
IP
14
17

20
?3
?4
?b

27

30
32
35
37

Deadly
Measure ot

weight (abbr

)

Heavenly body

Norse pods
Welcomed
Lamprey
Part ot churct'

Note of scale

Heelless shoe

N
Cro*n
Nd'fOW

W.f Rod
Note of scale

Heb'
Genus of

mat
lamb's pen
name
Golt mounds
Fat of swine

Overpower
Shakesp*-

hing

39

41

43

44

46
~-

Discharged a

Lab* •

ot booh

female relatives

Coniunction

Symbol tor niton

•'om

M
53

57

5H

60
62

Sacred hull

Reverberation

Soak
Preposition

Skill

Compass
point

Pronoun

IT

' COULD 6ET POSED FlHiN6

THE STAR SMiP" ENTERPRISE ,

by Johnny hart

r HAVE THr£> PRlVlNicr-

Ar4 A^T>?C>MAUr.

SO WHAT& Cl'fA
UNPeRWMEtLMeD

• r«u '

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parkatr and Johnny hart

Draft
ByMARKVOGLER

Last Wednesday 18-year-old men on campus cursed

vehemently at the low numbers they received in the

Selective Service's draft lottery. It was ironic at the same

time that two UMass athletes expressed mild disapproval

over their high selections in the annual National Football

League draft which terminated its final day of activity at the

site of Shafer Stadium in Foxboro.

Receiver John Hulecki and defensive tackle Skip Par-

menter were 15th round draft choices of the Pittsburg

Steelers and Denver Broncos respectively. The two had

hoped to go sooner, but were nevertheless content to acquire

contacts from the pros regardless how late.

Hulecki was contacted at his off-campus apartment in

Puffton Village which he recently moved into from Kappa

Sigma fraternity house. He was furnishing his new home

when his roommate, Walter O'Malley, approached him

offered a congratulating handshake, and informed him of

the good news that he had just been drafted by Pittsburg.

•I was really excited,"' recalled Hulecki over his initial

reaction "Not every football player in the country gets a

chance to be drafted by the NFL. I figured I'd get picked up

a little earlier. In fact. I was a bit disappointed when I

remembered the calls I had received from interested clubs

just a few days before. I felt as though I should have gone a

few rounds earlier.

•But it doesn't make that much difference to me now.

What I can do at camp means more to me than how high or

low I was selected in the draft."

Moments after Pittsburg notified Hulecki, the phone rang

in the house of Kappa Sigma to the delight of Skip Par

menter It was a caU from the Denver Broncos organization

and they had just drafted him. For Parmenter it meant

something special since he had played just two years of

Kidd's Kids
Kill Williams

By TOM PLANT
After the second period of the J. V. hockey game between UMass and

Williams on Saturday afternoon, which the Redmen won M a

distinguished-looking man sat down beside me and said. "What hap-

pened'' When 1 left after the first period we were ahead by 1-0 Yes,

said "but now were ahead 5-4." He glanced at the scoreboard and

realized that the "we" that he was referring to was not the same one that

I was refering to. "Oh. you're from UMass-" he asked I nodded af-

firmaUvely. and a few minutes later he left to sit elsewhere

Se man whom I soon discovered to be John Sawyer, P»>dentor

Williams College apparently had missed an exciting period of hockey. He

^rneSas surlrised about the chnge in the score as I was in learning his

id

The
l

J V Redmen spent much of the first period killing off penalties,

and therefore didn't geTmuch of an offense started They did manage to

stop Sarns
?£we? play though, with some particular y fine goalten-

dinc from John "Binkv-Binkoski. who was starting «n the nets for the

first tim™ hisTeason At 18: 15 of the period W.lliams finally had someone

in the right place at the right time, and they took a 1-0 lead

'"with oW.32 gone in the second period Willi."js %ored^ second

goal, and one began to wonder what happened to the UMass XV s who

romped over Williams earlier in the season by a score of 10-6£*•"•»
of theperiod Jay Connors scored a nifty goal to make ,t 2-1 and started

the fireworks. At 11 :46. eight seconds into a power play. I"""****
refect slaD-shot from the left point into the upper left corner of the net

Sa made me scored Two minutes and twenty-six seconds later Dave

ftnrt took a pass from Steve Dee from behind the net. and he muscled it

mTo'pTuKTnt 3-2. Williams found a wea*ispotM>££*£
£ntm^^

Connors second goal of thf game with only *l left
:

m the period. That

m
B
d
rIa

t

n
hMXhr^^^^^^t- a goal for the

Rotate tnird period, as"^SS^KTSSS
Williams did come close to narrowing he lead when at 6^ of the

^
r

£»e^

"STnexUame lor the J.V ». now 3+1, wiU be tomorrow at Mt Har-

mon.

collegiate football after having attended Worcester Quin-

sigamond Junior College which didn't house a team.

•This has got to be the high point of my career com-

mented an elated Parmenter. "It's like something that as a

football player you always wish would happen. It was

something I strived hard for. And because there s a lot of

attitude, I'm confident of making the team. But I do realize

that it's going to be a long hard and grinding road.'

Parmenter: "John and I have worked out consistently

every week We've gone five days on the average,

sometimes even six or seven days. Being drafted gives us a

little more incentive and we are going to put more emphasis

. behind it, 1 consider i, a ^eat 'persona, on it now than before After rookie cam in Apr,, we re reaUy

achievement I welcome the challenge to play professional gonna push^^^^^ (^^^^ , fee, as

'tX every day that the brothers.of Kappa Sigma have a th ugh , have^a ,o, ofZ^^aS^£HSS
KrrfSSK l^heTx'cirentThe'Jrat^, Tmp'fo'rC- purpose, to p?ove himse.f worthy enough

1 ... • i l„u n >tinnor in HnWki's and[WO. OU Willi cagci iimo iu -..— « •• __j
got together that evening and held a dinner in Hulecki s and

Parmenter's honor. They topped it off with a post-meal

ppl£fc)r<»tion

Hulecki and Parmenter have been working out together

since the football season ended and will continue to do so

until April when each one reports to his respective rookie

camp. Their immediate plans are to negotiate contracts

with their squads this month

Head coach Dick MacPherson is of the strong conviction

that his former players should have been drafted

somewhere between rounds 10 and seven.

As he put it : "I was greatly surprised by the fact that John

and Skip went so high in the draft. I expected them to go in a

much lower round. I'm a little disappointed over this, but

I'm only second guessing the people who are ^coutmg^

AnSe^ is that both Hulecki and Anyway, they got their chance to try out and that's all that

Parmenter were selected at positions which they have never

played Hulecki was drafted as a linebacker and Parmenter

was selected as a center. How well the players are able to

adjust to their new assignments will be an important

determinant of their fortunes. ._

.

How do the players feel their chances are of making the

team'' Hulecki: "Playing professional football is something

I always wanted to do. I always idolized Milt Moran

because he was from my home town. The first part of my

dreams have come true so far and the second part lies

ahead -and that's making the team. It's a goal I set for

myself during my senior year in high school.

•I think if I really work hard and maintain a good mental

•As far as my own personal projection goes, it's irrelevant

what I think It's the evaluations of the teams who drafted

them that count. Frankly, if they had gone in a lower round,

I'd be much more confident of their chances. Yet, by the

same token, scouts wouldn't have recommended these

young men for draft selection if they thought otherwise.

"Both have size, strength, speed, and endurance. And in

my opinion, that's what football is all about. Whoever takes

them will have to be patient for them to learn the individual

techniques of their new positions."

Grapplers Romp;

Details Tomorrow
30 Min. from Amherst on Rt. 9

Sleigh
^|Hay % Parties

Cocktail
J)

DINNER — FOOD — DRINK

The Salem Crojs Inn
Rt. 9. West Brookfield, Mass. 617-867-234b

Frosh Hoopsters Win Ninth
.__•.. r, ii rhallpneer has been

B\ FRANK ANTOSIEWK Z

The UMass Freshmen basketball

team began its longest road trip of

the season, and whipped the

Dartmouth little Indians. 87-69.

Saturday night

After a slow start, with the little

Redmen trailing by as much as

seven points, the frosh came back

to tie at 39-39 at halftime

Whatever Coach Gaudette said

at the intermission should be

printed in in the next issue of

"Great Speeches", since his team

came back to completely dominate

the last half Coach Gaudette was

lavish in his praise of the team

effort "Gillams was tremendous

off the boards in the second half,

and the defense as a whole, "shut

off the open man and didn't let

them get the second shot." The

Dartmouth frosh were held to just

30 points in the second half

Tom Gillams led the second half

spurt by amassing an incredible 22

rebounds, most of them in the final

half (Shades of Julius). Also tough

off the boards were John Murphy

with 12 and Bill Endicott with 9

Dartmouth was outrebounded

drastically. 51-33

The scoring was balanced as

Endicott took game honors with 24

points, followed by Murphy with 22.

Gillams. 16. and Mike Flanagan.

13

Passing has to be the forte of this

team as the sn.Jler men were

continually moving the ball

towards the basket and the big

men Endicott led the team in

assists with 8. followed closely by

Flanagan's 7 and Jim Burke's 5

After defeating Dartmouth

handily, the frosh are still looking

for a team that can keep up with

them for forty minutes The closest

challenger has been Dartmouth,

but the little Indians were

steamrolled twice, 105-94 and 87-69

The next challenger will be Boston

College Tuesday night in Boston

but Coach Gaudette's warriors

have been unstoppable The skill

and teamwork of the little Redmen

lead many to think of the frosh

team with Julius Erving. but in

stead of stopping to compare.

Coach Gaudette continues to look

ahead and prepare these men for

next years varsity Metawampee.

beware, there is more wampum
warriors in the teepee

)[- | (> | t y minim..-i '

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class

Starts Feb. 7th. —
Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCE! REGISTER NOW
Tel. 256-6066
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Orange Squeeze By UMass
^y JL off a final sev Syracuse, Pr

B> EARLEBARROLL
The ECAC made a good selection

for its basketball game of the

week I Mass and Syracuse went at

it prettv good for the entire 40

minutes on Saturday, but the

Orangemen had a little too much in

Greg Kohls and Mike Lee and

came out on top. 90-85, before an

Eastern television audience.

Both Kohls, the number five

scorer in the country, and Lee had

identical scoring halves of 17

points, but each had their flings in

different 20 minute segments and

this was enough to offset a

balanced UMass attack that

featured five men in double

figures, lead by Kick Vogeley with

17 points. Al Skinner with 16 and

John Betancourt with 14

Svracuse jumped on top quickly

and for a moment appeared

headed for an easy afternoon, but

the Redmen came charging back

into a fast paced first half and

closed once to within one at 13-12

and another time to a tie at 25

before Kohls hit three long-range

jumpers, and his backcourt part

ner Dave Duval hit another,

unanswered by UMass. and this

broke it open The Orange led at

the half 46-41.

With three minutes to go in this

first stanza Betancourt picked up

his fourth foul This was perhaps

the big turning point in the game

for UMass as up until then

Betancourt had hit on six of seven

from the field

•It definitely was.' echoed

Leaman. "he was hot from the

field, but we had to take him out

when he picked up his fourth and

bv the time he came back in the

second half he had cooled off

While Kohls

was a picture

of consistency

in the first

half, Lee was
frustratingly

his equal in the

second half

hitting on a

fine array of

jumpers,
drives, bombs,
and the like.

wasKohls
somewhat
stymied for a

good part of

the half by the

successful

return of

captain Mike
Pagliara ..his

injured finger

was in a

rubber cast.

However. Lee

had more than

adequate
support from

Duvul
Wadach and
Dooms to 3pen

up a big

Syracuse
spread of 14,

71-57. before

the Redmen
came climbing

back with what
turned out to

be a semi-
surge in their

final stretch

drive.

Behind Vogeley's
McLaughlin's board

PETER TROW (34) looks for the rebound as teammate Rick

Vogeley (far right) takes a shot from in close in a game last week.

Both played well against Syracuse. (Photo by Carl Nash I

off a final sev

en minutes that

came within a

few turnovers

of coming all

the way back.

The Redmen
were forced

into a half

court press as

the clock
became their

biggest enemy
Leamsn

explained,

•\\v couldn't

go with the full

court press as

S\ mcuse is a

last ball club

and with
Austin and
Coffin on the

bench fouled

out we just

didn't have the

guys to go with

the full court,

so we went half

court.

As for the

game itself,

Leaman said,

i thought we
could have
beaten
Syracuse.

We're in the

type of com-
petition now
where we have

to be prepared

to lose at times

but we're
greedy, we like

Syracuse. Providence and Har

vard

"I was happy with the per

formances of Betancourt,

McLaughlin, Vogeley and Skinner

The team played tough, they were

good on defense and worked hard

on offense We just don't have the

guy who can stop the other team's

rally like we had with Julius

(Erviug) last year."

The individuals Leaman spoke of

were indeed outstanding,

especially Vogeley who played his

best game of the year

Next stop for the Kedmen is this

Wednesday night at Chestnut Hills

Docs this ring a bell'' It should

Hoston College will be in waiting

for the Kedmen in one of the BIG

rivalries in New England

UMass <8S) Syracuse (•«)

Btncrt

SKnner

AuSliii

CoHin

Tro*
McLghn
voglv
Pagira

F T
70 1 14 Le«

64 5 16 Wadach
IM * Ooons

02 3 4 Kohls

36 612 OuVal
3 4 5 10 Stndis

114 17 Ptrski

3 00 6 wchman

OFT
• 8 1024

248 I

2 2-3 •

117 7 29

72 2 16

022 2

100 2

013 1

Totals M SVSJ •* Totals

Massachusetts 41 44-8J

Syracuse 46 44-*0

I2 26-3SV0

MDC
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shooting. Skinner's all around game, UMass

work and put a scare in Syracuse and ripped

UMass Has No Hockey
Rink-How Absurd!

K\ Bill BM.I.OU
There is an absurd problem on

campus
It seems that a university of

SJJSJ people, located in the ice

hockev hotbed of the United States.

,ted in an area that sees winter

!,.r about five months out of 12. and

located in a prime area for winter

latlg £oUpni_an

SPORTS
sports of all kinds, has for its only

skating facility a polluted pond

that depends on the whims of

nature to make its ice surface

An absurd problem'' You don't

skate and couldn't tell a hockey

puck from a bowling ball so why

should you want a rink? The

reasons are many and varied

David Bischoff, Dean of the

School of Physical Education,

jrefers to say that the university

leeds more than a hockey rink, it

leeds an "ice facility"' An ice

acility that would indeed be the

lome of the hockey team, but more

han that, a vital part of the

ilready comprehensive in-

ramural program, a lab for some

otally new courses in the Phys.

•:d. department, and an op-

•ortunity for ice time for people

.ho normally would be pay>ng

i >h fees at ridiculous times in a

>rivate arena

A rink is one of those rare

uildings that can be used 24 hours

day and for 1 1 months of the year.

here can be some kind of activity

going on in it around the clock In

private arenas and some school

rinks, many different things have

been done to fill the demand for ice

time All of them involve putting

people on the ice and in the

building

The first and most obvious use

for a rink would be to house the

it> and .IV hockey programs

Thcs«- programs are currently

ensconced in Amherst's Orr Rink

but that building is too small for

the crowds that want to watch

Redmen hockey and too mac
ble lor the amount of pr.icti. <

time the tvu> squads need A more

kOUS facility vumld service the

who can't get in to Orr. and

open the doors to a considerably

-xpanded hockey program that

might bring such powerhouses as

Harvard. Cornell, and BU to

CM
The Phys. Kd department would

be able to put a skating facility to

Hood use It would be able to ex-

pand its skills program to include

all the people that were left out of

Russ Kidd's skills course for

hockey over at Orr Rink That

course was swamped in people, but

very limited in capacity All kinds

of skating course for people not

interested in hockey are possible

also There are plenty of figure

skating clubs around the state

indicating the interest in that

phase of ice sport

The already extensive UMass
intramural program could be

expanded to include hockey. Non

varsity hockey is already played

on an extensive basis by dorm and

frat teams who are forced to travel

to Greenfield in the middle of the

night to get their ice time. Intra-

mural hockey would certainly rank

as one of the more heavily played

sports in the entire program.

The ice facility would, of course,

have plenty of time available

during the week and on weekends

for simple recreation skating. If

you've ever waited for good ice to

form on the campus pond and after

one day of skating found two feet of

snow on the surface, then you know

how frustrating it can be skating on

natural ice And a rink would

eliminate changing into your

skates outdoors, losing the battle of

cold feet before you even start

For people not as participant

minded as spectator minded, there

could be a field day with a new

rink Most obvious is the expanded

I ,

i

pacify and expanded schedule of

hockey games resultant Between

I

I

and IS names ot some ot the best

college bOCkey in the Kast

rws to go along with Winter
Carnival <»r Just for any per-

formance will be possible with a

rink lee Capadea. Disney on

P trade etc al figure on New

England as prims area, and an ice

show of national fame would seem
to tit right in with the whole id»

winter carnivals

University needs alone would

keep the rink busy for most of the

day but there would f>e no idle ice

time. Plenty of local hockey teams

or skating groups would be fighting

for any left over ice time at the

going rate of $50 an hour

The evidence here may seem
onesided It is. A rink would

benefit a vast number of people on

campus and could be used around

the clock It might not be the boon

to the world that penicillin was. but

it would cure a lot of ills on cam-

pus

to win and sooner or later we have

to start beating teams like

Runners Crunched
By TOM DERDERIAN

The UMass varsity track team was soundly beaten by UConn and New

York University at Storrs. Conn . Saturday in what Coach O Bnen ter-

med. "A very discouraging performance." rntMm
There were a few bright spots, however, O Brier, sa.d Jim Graves

won the hurdles and the long jumpers have apparently broken into the 21-

22 ft range and are now in conference contention, Pete Ryan, ta

Shaughnessv. Mike Geraghty and Steve Bradley." O'Brien went on to

praise the milers. Rick Barry and Randy Thomas who ran personal bests

and the two-milers. Mike McCusker and Doug OConnell

Jim Graves was the only event winner for UMass. After the meet '\e

had this to say about his hurdles race. "The time wasn't really that good

I was lucky there wasn't much competition. I'm satisfied with the race.

but not with the time
"

Jumper Ed Shaughnessv placed in two events the high jump and me

long jump, he had quite a bit to say. "It is an interesting paradox I

jumped well within the 23" range but due to fouling (over-shooting the

takeoff 1 my actual performance was an average 21*9". In the high jump.

I was surprised to do an average to poor 6'4" since I had bruised my

takeoff heel on the last long jump
"

About the whole long jumping team Shaughnessv acted as spokesman

and said. "In general the long jump was encouraging, again actual

performances were only average due to our continually fouling or taking

off one to two feet behind the board If the inconsistencies in our ap-

proaches can be ironed out. then we could have a strong 22 foot S(lua
^

Mike McCusker spoke for the 2-milers. "Well, I didn't want to lead but

was forced into it ...<it was well-known that Schindler of NYU was a

kicker, he waits on a slow pace until the last lap and sprints ahead to win.

so McCusker s tactic was to force an early pace to take a bit of the sting

out of Schindlers Kick) I am especially happy with Doug s race tnai

means we can train together and be a good 12. I think we proved

something although we lost the race, that is that we can run with this type

of runner and we shouldn't be influenced by a slow early pace. My mother

was there and she said after the race that. It was sooo pretty'. I guess

that's a typical Mom's-eye-view."
The next meet is against Northeastern Saturday in Boston.

Swimmers Defeated

Gymnasts

Romp Over

Pittsburgh

Details In

Tomorrow's
MDC

By JAMS AHMADJIAN
Despite hard, vigorous effort, the

I'Mass Varsity Swim Team was
defeated by a stronger MIT. team-

Saturday afternoon 80/33. MIT.
definitely dominated the meet
throughout showing greater
strength in the events.

However, Bob Okolita. a new
swimmer for UMass, did overcome
MIT placing a first in the 200-

yard Individual Medley with a time
of 2:22 .7. He also placed a second in

the 200-yard Backstroke while

George Kwiecien grabbed a third.

Grinding it out in the Distance
swims: 1,000 yards Bruce Taylor
placed a second and in the 500-yard

Freestyle Jack Tyler placed
second and Bruce Taylor third

Joe Hebert gained a second in

the 200-yard Freestyle and Jack
Tyler a third.

Dick Blaisdell grabbed a second
place win in the 100-yard Freestyle

and third in the 500-yard Freestyle

sprint.

Captain Herb Schuster placed

second in the 200-yard Backstroke

Tom Smith gained a third in the

grueling 200-yard Butterfly

In the first Diving Competition

Mike Queen placed a second while

in the second competition new

diver Dick Hagins placed third.

After the long, hard disap-

pointing meet Coach Bill Mc
Cafferty pointed out the team s

dedication as they all got into the

water again for extra practice in

preparation for the big upcoming

meet Thursday night with W .P.

I

This is sure to be the big one of the

semester with a lot of stiff, close

competition in all events. Swim-

mer George Kwiecien stated a

widespread team feeling in

"UMass will peak at the W.P.I-

meet
"
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19 years ago, I was
born in Mt. Sa'ni

Hospital, NYC. Happy
Birthday.
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Ralph Nader urges students to get out and act in his speech yesterday at the C.g, (MIX Photo by Al J.god.)

Nader Urges Student Action
By MARKVOGLER

Expounding on consumer abuses

and the undertakings of his

Washington-based public interest

research group, consumer ad-

vocate Ralph Nader addressed an

overflowing crowd yesterday

afternoon at Curry Hicks Cage

Urging students to combine both

their role of a student and one of a

citizen, the guest speaker pin

pointed the major flaw in the

American education system of

today.

"The development of student

concern in the 60s shook off the

dual burdens of the 50s." noted

Nader "In many issues, thus

breaking the stereotype that

victimized students in society with

a prolonged adolescence." he said

"The question to ask yourselves

is how much was done with how

much, and now much more will be

done in a continual way in the 70s

if students will devote a little more

of their time " he added

Nader told the crowd just what

he had observed on a personal visit

through the Princeton University

library He recalled that one third

of the students were shooting the

breeze', another third were gazing

at pages at the rate of eight per

hour, and finally the remaining

third were "lying flat out with their

faces on the book with saliva

drooling out".

"How can we combine admitted

talents and energy with moral

postures in a hard hitting operation

reflecting on the discontinuity of

student efforts9 Its got everything

to do with education A great deal

of life is wasted on campus these

days. Very few can escape the

On The Inside

:

Shepherd Talk
See page two

Salzrnan Ccaiference
See page three

process There's a lot of plain

unhappiness. staying out of the

main stream, drowsiness and

laziness And it's all tragic
."

"What it boils down to is stepping

back from the expectations that

institutions are going to develop

We've got to undergo a complete

revolution with habit and in-

volvement process a continuous

one. There must be a viable con-

verging of the roles of student and

citizen There can be no distinction

made between student as student

and student as citizen The com

bination must take place in the

crucible of action in public issues

and problem solving
"

Nader cautioned his audience to

become aware of the everyday

pressures of life that we all must

cope with. Some of the problems he

delved into were concerning

medical health, housing, mass

transit, corruption in government

("it's so institutionalized most

people don't look upon it as

corruption any more"), property

tax. patronage. Pentagon, the

agricultural sphere, pollution and

others

"The country is in very serious

difficulty, in "most cases more

serious than the demonstrations

The problems the demonstrators

are addressing themselves to are

here"
In regard to pollution Nader

commented: "silent forms of

violence have circumvented our

historic sense of sight, smell, and

taste and have been passed off as

ailments such as tuberculosis and

lung cancer
As our economy continues to

grow, our problems continue to

grow in direct proportion It's even

worse than that It's no longer

sufficient to stand up and say we're

better off than other countries

We've got a lot to compare by

unfavorably with people who have

a smaller gripe
"

The economic growth. Nader

felt, should increase our standard

of living. Yet. we're far from the

best in the world in the areas of

jails, courts, and nursing homes

among a long list of others

Before concluding his hour talk.

Nader appealed to all present to

collaborate in making the Western

Massachusetts Public Interest

Group an effective tool in the

relentless fight against consumer

abuse
A question and answer period

followed in the Colonial lounge

Asked how he geLs along without

the finer things in life. Nader

responded instinctively: "It comes

easy for me I was never much of a

candidate for cars and

refrigerators
"

His response for the question: Tc

what extent did you receive offers

for large corporations to keep your

mouth shut"' "I don't get them any

more General Motors tried to hire

me once They invited me out to

look at their great engineering

works I was asked how I would

like to come and put my great

contributions and ideas to work

with their company This turned

excessive attention in their

direction
"

Nader, straight-faced, cool and

calm, moved the jammed and

packed crowd with his mastery of

words and clever insertions of

humor Yet. what was so intriguing

about his speech was the fact that

he appeared to be quite intense and

engrossed in what he was saying

What seemed to be the same old

messages hashed and rehashed

and fed to the student

congregation, turned out to be a

legitimate proposal, backed with

logical resolutions which typified

N;ider throughout the speech

Witty comments occasionally

provoked a chuckle from the

audience, but the general at

mosphere for the most part was

intense and geared toward the

speaker His interest holding, but

quick paced delivery kept the

listeners constantly on their toes

With his concluding remarks he

incited a standing ovation from the

6,500 strong in the Cage

* ai3jvs oa:
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By CHRISTINE OLTHOFF
"How can you explain Howard Johnson's to Mao

Tse-Tung?" asked Jean Shepherd to a capacity

crowd in the Campus Center Auditorium last night.

Howard Johnsons, that orange glow in the dark of

night which, according to Shepherd, has single-

handedly relieved the discomfort of more American

travelers than any other institution on the American

scene, is one of many peculiarly American in-

stitutions that Shepherd described last night.

Jean Shepherd, a satirical writer whose stories

have been published in several national magazines,

began his routine with a series of examples of

television commercials. He depicted how television-

watching Americans have come to see even some of

the most absurd commercials as accurately

reflecting reality. He best illustrated this by

describing one commercial where a typical

American reacts to finding a three-inch man in a tiny

rowboat in a toilet tank as if it were a perfectly

He has also written three books, and hosts his

Jean Shepherd discusses the virtues of that wonderful land called

New Jersey in his discussion in the Campus Center last night.

(Photos by Jim Reardon)

Free Concert Tonight
The Concert Committee, in

conjunction with two local bands.

Rush and Clear Sky. is putting on a

Free Concert to be held tonight

from 7:30 to 12 midnight. There
should be fine music and a good

time for all those who want to

make it so.

The Committee is putting on this

dance in the hopes that it can test

out. on a small scale, the feasibility

di some of its security ideas Of

major importance is that the

students bring along their

I 'niversity of Massachusetts or

Five College IDs. These will in

nee be their tickets to the

nt IDs will be checked.

It is also requested that the

students not bring any alcoholic

beverages to the concert, in the

hopes of avoiding trouble and
making clean-up easier.

The Concert, to be held in the

Student Union Ballroom is seen as

a way of informing the students

that the Concert Committee is still

in operation and is concerned that

the students on this campus
receive high quality en-

tertainment

The gist of the free concert idea

was born out of the desire of the

Committee to keep interest in the

idea of a Spring Concert alive in

the student body If enough student

interest comes out of this, there

will be the possibility of garnering

student support once again
towards taking action in presen-

ting more free concerts in the near

future, including the possibility of

a big one this spring in the

Vadium
Remember. 7:30 to 12 in the

Student I'nion Ballroom Who
knows'1

If everything goes ac-

cording to plan, we might have the

Faces in the spring after all

USCC To Oppose

New Tuition Hikes
By MAKKKEtXEHEH

Barely remembered as the

student organization that

organized opposition to last year's

attempted tuition hikes, the US
(University and State Com-
munications Council) is quiet ly

preparing for a busy Spring

semester Just like List year.

proposed tuition hikes again loom

high on USCC's agenda

On February 19 and 20. USCC
pi. ins to host a tuition conference

with all state and community
colleges participating Opposition

positions will he explored while the

delegates figure out a course of

action to take before the upcoming
legislative committee hearings

Besides being the student's

advocate at the legislature, the

council also has many interesting

on-campus projects, too. It is now

in the process of compiling a list of

bills now in the Legislature that

would be of interest to campus RSO
groups and academic depart

ments. An example would be the

student interested in municipal
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is America
television show, America. Last night he concentrated

his talents into entertaining a very responsive

audience with satirical anecdotes and skits con-

cerning the more ridiculous facets of American life.

Shepherd's typical American heroes are Charlie

and Mabel who first appear in a car at a drive-in on

Route 3 in Hackensak, New Jersey. Shepherd used

New Jersey as the perfect example of how the

American Dream has been translated into turnpikes

lined with gas stations. Eight years after the drive-in,

Charlie and Mabel appear again on the front porch of

their tract house, debating the artistic value of ad-

ding a concrete Mexican to the pink flamingo and the

seven polyethylene dwarfs which already grace their

front lawn. Shepherd said later during a question and

answer period that he recognizes that such things are

important to many people in this country, and that he

finds it funny, but "If people get happiness by putting

a concrete Mexican on their front lawn, who am I to

put them down?" he said. It seemed that this is also

the attitude Shepherd would like his audience to take.
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lalzman Rejects Terms, But Will Return Voluntarily

affairs or environmental concerns

They could go down to USCC's
office and ask for copies of the bills

that would affect their particular

areas of concern. The council

would probably have the bills in

question and if not would be most

glad to obtain them for you

The USCC ;ilso coordinates the

Legislative Research Council Its

composed of students doing

arch work for legislators

Students in the program now are

working on such matters as

lowering the age of majority, lawi

pertaining to women and the

question of tenure Past sue

has been the second student

trustee

Another important event now in

the planning stages is this spring's

Legislator's Day. This year the

council plans to invite the House

Ways and Means Committee This

is the committee that just about

controls the purse-strings of state

government It should be in-

teresting to see how they react to

the campus.

Belchertown Suit Filed
ByROBERTMEDEIROA

A class action suit was filed in

Federal District Court in Boston

yesterday charging that the state

Department of Mental Health has

been negligent in the care of

patients at Belchertown State

Hospital.

The suit was filed at 3:52 p.m. by

the Belchertown State School
Friends Association. The Friends

Association was represented in

court by Beryl W Chen, a Boston

attonu'>

Francis Ford was assigned as

the presiding judge in the land

mark case, which will be brought

to court next Friday in U.S.

District Court at 10:00 am.
Among the major defendants

named in the suit is Dr. Milton

Greenblatt. commissioner of

mental health and an ex officio

member of the UMass Board of

Trustees Also named were Peter

(..oldmark. secretary of human
services. Robert Yasi. com-
missioner of administration and

Roland Nagel, superintendent of

Belchertown State Hospital Six

other defendants were also named
in the suit

It was at first believed that

Governor Sargent was named in

the suit, but further developments

have proved the reports false

Sargent-in the mist of

revolutionary legal action con

cerning mental health-will give a

major address today in Boston

before the Massachusetts
Association of Mental Health at the

Sheraton Hotel

UMass Professor Benjamin
Ricci. president of the Friends
Association, which represents
parents of the children in the in-

stitution, said during an Mix
interview that the case holds

"national implications and has

never been tried anywhere
before

"

Officers Doubt Offensive
PLEIKU. Vietnam <\P> Hanoi 'i

highly touted offensive in the

central highlands has been so

inoffensive, so far at least, that

many junior field officers privately

doubt the dire predictions

i know what they're saying in

Saigon and Washington, but I'm

out here and I don't buy it. " said a

captain who has spent two

years advising South Vietnamese
rangers at isolated outposts along

the Cambodian and Laotian bor

"This is the dry season We
always have some fighting around
Tet and they always call it an of

tensive It might have added
significance this year because of

ident Nixon's trip to Peking
But from what I've seen of enemy
movements out here, it won't be

any bigger than last year
"

Another ranger adviser pointed

out that the Communist command
usually tries to overran one outpost

or fire base in the central

highlands after the monsoon rains

It was Ben Het in 1969. Dak Seang
in 1970 and Fire Base I in 1971

"They'll try for one again this

year," he said "There'll be some
headlines and some siege stories

and I think they'll be satisfied with

that But it's nothing out of the

ordinary
"

Yet Pentagon pundits. Nixon
administration officials and others

have been predicting a massive
offensive since early January This

followed a trip to Washington by

John Paul Vann. the highly

respected senior American adviser

in South Vietnam's 2nd military

region.

Vann has predicted that Hanoi

will stage a Tet offensive with

some 50.000 troops and will be

prepared to take 10.000 casualties

for psychological effect.

He has been echoed by Cabinet

members, the U.S. Army chief of

staff. Gen. William C West
moreland; the U.S. ambassador to

Saigon. Ellsworth Bunker, and
Ambassador William J Porter,

chief American negotiator at the

Paris peace talks

Vann concedes his predictions

are based on the Communist
command's intentions rather than

known capability, and he also

concedes there is a "10 to l

disparity ratio between what the

enemy says he will do and what he

actually accomplishes
"

But he cites intelligence reports

of unprecedented enemy activity,

taken from captured documents,

defectors, prisoners of war. agents

and electronic sensors.

Vann was one of the few ranking

Americans to predict the Tet of-

lensive in 1988

I.t Got Ngo Dzu. Vann's
counterpart. has expressed
himself as "in full unanimity " with

him
me colonels at Pleiku

headquarters see the current I

of ground fighting as the "lull

before the storm but junior of-

ficers in the held contend the

military situation has been
overdramatized

"The Monta guards are the

indicators of any offensive laid

one ranger .idviser at Dm Co i

small outpost in western Pleiku

Province "When the) start

leaving their villages and head for

the cities we know there's going to

be some tough fighting
."

"Look at them " He pointed to

the stilt houses of a neighboring

Montagnard village They're still

there As long as the Yards stay I

know I'm goin to be oka>

U1MUA
Station Meeting for all members

Important.

Tonight at 8:00 p.m.

in Campus Center 904 - 909.

Send the love potion
that never fails.

Put her under your spell.

Send her the FTD LoveBundle.
This big, bright bouquet of

freshly-cut flowers and Valen-
tine trimmings is imaginatively
blended in a beautiful ceramic
bowl of world-famous Haeger Pottery. Order
a LoveBundle early so that it can work its magic
all week. You can send one almost anywhere by
simply contacting your nearby FTD Florist. (Hint! He
can send candy with your flowers, too.)

But start plotting now. Valentine's Day is Monday.

The FTD LoveBundle*
•As an independent businessman, each FTD Member Florist sets his own prices
• 1972 Florists' Transworl d Peliserv Ass.,ri.,i
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BySHELLEY LAU20N
In a press conference held

yesterday afternoon, Dr. Freda
Salzman announced she would
return to work in the physics

department "on a voluntary basis,

in any capacity I could be used

there." Dr. Salzman. a UMass
Boston faculty member was fired

in 1969 on the grounds that her

husband held a tenured position in

the same department.

An offer was made to Dr. Salz-

man at the January 28. 1972. Board
of Trustees' meeting by UMass-
Boston Chancellor Broderick for a

position as an Associate Professor

of Physics. Her employment would

be effective January 31, 1972. and
extend to August 31 .*1973 The offer

was rejected as "unsatisfactory."

Asked why she has decided to

return to her position solely on a

voluntary (no pay) basis, she

replied that she was "not rejecting

the position but the terms I want to

show my own good faith. I want my
job back I feel this shows my good

faith without rejecting the offer. I

don't want to reject the offer until

the case has been worked out
"

In principle I am being offered

a position, the terms of which are

unacceptable.' she noted "This is

not the job I was recruited for I

understood I had a long term

position: a year and a half is no

understanding, just a vear and a

half
"

The controversy began in 1965,

when George and Freda Salzman
were offered dual appointments in

the Physics department at the

l Mass Boston campus; he to a

full time tenured position and she

to a part-time untenured position

Due "to the understanding of a

long term position". Dr. Salzman" as of September, 1969 The physics

claims she and her husband "gave

up dual offers of tenured positions

elsewhere to come to UMass-
Boston."
According to Salzman sup

porters, struggles over curriculum,

faculty maldistribution, arbitrary

administrative hirings and firings,

etc.. occurred from 1965-1967.

Numerous memos from former

Chancellor Ryan indicated in-

tentions to exclude close relatives

department then made strong

recommendations for Freda
Salzman's reappointment after her

fourth year.

In a letter of non-reappointment

to Dr Salzman on August 31, 1968,

Chancellor Ryan's last day in

office, he stated that "University

policy quite clearly prohibits the

contemporaneous appointment,

within the same department, of

close relatives." All appeals to the

o me unuerMtiiiuiug ui a _ _

Placement Council
Meeting On Jobs

Bv JAN LIVA

"Over 90% of all second semester UMass seniors know exactly what

occupations thev will be entering after graduation
"

For those of you that can appreciate the inaccuracy of this statement,

then hopefullv you might consider doing something about it The

Placement Advisory Council is sponsoring a meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m.

in Room 162 of the Campus Center, and is looking for interested un

dergraduate students to join The council wont solve the job shortage for

students nor will it channel anyone into a specific major Rather it is a

group of students working with the administrative staff of the Placement

Office to improve the quality of advising given to students at UMass

To say that the system of advising at the university is not totally

adequate is to reveal the sentiments of the council. The scheme of the

council according to the present student chairman. Sean McGuirk. is to

"re-evaluate the position of the Placement Office at UMass and to

determine how valuable it is." The council is also looking into depart-

mental advising to see if the individual departments provide adequate

counseling facilities from the students viewpoint

Ms Pearlman explained the function of the Placement Office it

brings recruiters on the campus, sets up interviews, supplies the space

for the interv iews and keeps confidential recommendations on file to send

to various potential employers
."

Mr Robert Mornssey. Director of the Placement Office and also a

member of the council, told other council members that the Placement

Office recently received a serious setback concerning any plans for ex

pansion Its budget funds were cut In addition to the budget cut, the

Placement Office was told at the close of last semester to vacate a

significant number of its interviewing rooms where seniors were in-

terviewed by recruiting employers.

The Placement Advisory Council, because it is composed of both ad

ministration and students, can generate student interest in the

deficiencies of the Placement Office An area of needed improvement in

the Placement Office is its library facilities The library adjoining the

office contains information on career opportunity and graduate school

listings Yet much of this information is sketchy and outdated. Modern

innovations such as audio-visual aids are lacking Mr Mornssey sees the

need for these improvements but cites the lack of funds for such a project

Presently the council needs new student members who will go with a

staff member of the Placement Office to interview individual department

advisers to determine what advising information is available in each

department The student interviewer will represent the student point of

view discuss student needs, ask how these needs are met in each

department and perhaps offer methods for improving the advising m
formation is available in each department The student interviewer will

represent the student point of view, discuss student needs, ask how these

needs are met in each department and perhaps offer methods for im-

proving the advising system.

It you have any suggestions, criticisms or interest in this project come

to the recruitment meeting tonight

Dr. Freda Salzman, former UMass Boston faculty member, ex-

plains that she will return to work "on a voluntary basis" in a press

conference held yesterday. (MDC Photo by Barbara Brecher)

second chancellor after this date

were rejected

A complaint filed with the UMass
Tenure and Grievance Committee

I TC.C i in February of 1970 by the

physics department received

unanimous support and called for

her reappointment Less than a

week later, the Chancellor rejected

the TGC report and cited

allegations of nepotic practices by

the Salzmans Dr Salzman noted

that the allegations came nearly a

year after she had begun leave at

MIT and "had little contact with

the University."

A key point in the issue is that

Freda Salzman was hired under

the same nepotism rules that she

was fired under. President Wood
says the issue is one of University-

policy. Mrs. Salzman says that

"different administrators are

saying different things."

She also claims she was a victim

of discrimination against women
and filed complaints with the

Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination (MCAD)
in December of 1970. Additional

complaints were filed with the

Department of Health, Kducation

and Welfare.

"I'm very disappointed with

HKW". she added When she was
told she'd be offered a new
position, she called the HEW of-

fice, which "encouraged me to

accept the position
."

"1 decided not to accept their

advice." she went on. HKW had

said they would begin investigating

the case 2 months ago. but actually

started work this past week. She

feels they were motivated simply

by public pressure. "How far and
how long it will take I don't know

"

A •new" policy was voted on at

the December 28, 1971. meeting of

the Board of Trustees, stating that

the qualifications would be the only

criteria for hiring faculty mem-
bers, thus enabling husbands and

wives to serve on the same staff

No action was taken in the Salzman
case. President Wood, at that time,

said the ruling would not be

retroactive.

Kfforts to gain support from the

American Association of

Iniversity Professors <AAUP>
have produced little. "I am very

unhappy with the response I got

The Boston chapter is w eak ; their

results show this I was hired by-

discrimination and fired by
discrimination " She said she had

hoped the AAl'P would step in on

these charges, but they "are tied

up in legalities that are

irrelevant
"

Mrs Salzman feels that Chan
cellor Broderick is "very much

involved" in the case. "He could

have reversed the previous

Chancellor's decision to fire me;
he could have stepped out

gracefully in December even
though he hadn't previously. He
didn't."

President Wood has failed to

respond to letters requesting ac-

cess to documents, primarily those

with allegations of nepotism. "The
only reason they gave at first for

firing me." she alleges, "was that

of the hiring of relatives," and
feels that "nepotism per se" was
used in the issue.

Confidential reasons were given

for denial to much of the in-

formation If allowed to see these

recommendations. the ad-

ministration would be "destroying

confidence." "That doesn't mean
they have the right to slander us, of

course." she added. "We don't

even know the allegations," which
she feels must Im? "unsubstantial

."

Mrs Sal/mans husband. Dr
George Sal/man, was present at

the press conference. He added to

his wife's statement on the

confidential" recommendations
by saying that "the principle of

set ret files is a key point. The
Administration has powerful tools

in its hands, tools it can use yet

cannot reveal because they are

confidential ." Mrs Salzman added

she has been denied due process

under the law.

In regards to a settlement in the

near future. Mrs. Salzman feels

that "political play exists here in

that the University is trying to

negotiate the case before HEW
makes its findings The University

is giving as little as possible, and

it's an agonizing process " She

hopes they will proceed rapidly

and reach a "satisfactory"

agreement. However, she added

she has been "discouraged." and

has no reason to believe it will

come through

Dr Salzman announced that she

has informed her department she

is willing to meet, but that she

must make certain stipulations

about that meeting No date has

vet been set

Commentary

SUG Board

mesday Hi9Tvt
CoweeTiouse...
ftnuoae can, PiScu

.

tfust call ccf
at StS-ZOHQ

ByJOHNDONNEI LY
1 ist Thursday night the Student

Union Governing SUG Board
defeated bill which would have

ended the SI <• Board Despite the

ted that the bill could not gain the

necessary two-thirds vote to pass,

the majority of the SUG Hoard

voted in favor of the bill The

reasons far the hill were varied,

but two aspects were found in

common; SUU Board wants more

ppWtr ami the) want student

support Examining SUG Board's

achievements some members are

optimistic about what they U

done iind others are pessimistic

about what they might have don«

SUG Beard is made up of about

udents. whose |ob it is to ap-

prove nr disapprove bills, initiated

by the management of the Campus
Center and student Union.

Therefore the SUG Board
establishes policy by definition

However, the university Chan-

cellor. Randolph Bromery,

maintains a veto power which a

SUB Hoard member said was used

extensively " This reduces SUG
Board to an advisory role, despite

all of the SUG Board's efforts,

which included rewriting their

constitution last year. This put

SIC. Board in a vulnerable
position: they cannot set policy and

yet can be blamed for faulty

decisions regarding the Campus
Center and the Student I'nion.

The Campus (enter was built

because the Student Union was not

large enough and the University

needed a conference center The

state, who owns the building

through the Building Authority at

I Mass. would not offer any

financial support The building had

to be paid for by the students so

each student has to pay a yearly

$6<>.o<i Campus Center fee. Added to

this is the income of the various

facilities at the (enter which are

patronized primarily by the

students So the question the St (i

Board has been trying to get an

answer to is that if the students

assume financial responsibility for

the building, why can't they

aaajme more power of

management"
SUG Board can assume more

power of management, but the

trustees have given governing
power of the Campus Center

complex to the university than

cellor, Randolph Bromery So

there seems to be an inevitable

power struggle which the SUG
Board cannot win without student

support Support in their upcoming
elections is their most immediate

Bead SUG Board is after student

representatives BUG Board
members ha^e repeatedly aj

pressed the fact that student in

t || ui | ne< essity. and unless

the) know what the students want,

they will have no clear cut views

for the future

— RUSH —
The Kappa Sigma Fraternity

TUES., FEB.8— 6:00p.m.

WED., FEB.?— 9:00p.m.

All Welcome

Come meet the Brotherhood

You don't have to be a jock to be the best

SUMMER JOBS

Guys & Gals needed for summer employment

at numerous locations throughout the nation

including National Parks, Resort Areas, and

Private Camps. For free information send self

addressed, STAMPED envelope to Oppor

tunity Research, Dept. SJO, Century Build

ing. Poison, MT 59860.

APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY.
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Nation And The World

Nixon Signs Political Ad Limit
WASHINGTON <AP) — Hailing

it as "realistic and enforceable,''

President Nixon signed legislation

Monday to limit political-

advertising expenses and seal

campaign finance-reporting
loopholes.

The law goes into effect in 60

days, so it won't apply to early

presidential primaries but it will

cover later primaries, and will

limit to $8.4 million the amount a

presidential candidate can spend

for radio and television advertising

this fall

Nixon signed the legislation-the

most comprehensive change of

campaign practices law in a half

NKWKY. Northern lreland-BERNADETTE IN CIVIL RIGHTS
M \K< 'H-Bernadette Devlin, center, inarches in the protest parade in

Newry. Northern Ireland. Sunday. The demonstrators, balked by

British army barricades, apparently gave up their protest march to

Newry cfty center. I'nder Northern Ireland law. processions in this

time of trouble are illegal. <AP Wirephoto via cable from London)

North Vietnamese
Sharpen Attacks

IMINOM I'KNII. Cambodia <AP>
— North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
troops sharpened their attacks

Monday on Cambodian positions

less than two miles from Angkor

Wat and Angkor Thorn, sites of

ancient temple ruins

A spokesman for the Cambodian
high command in Phnom Penh
reported one Cambodian soldier

killed and 10 others wounded at a

forward post on the outskirts of

Siem Reap, a former tourist center

three miles from the ruins

The Cambodians hold Siem
Reap, the enemy has been in

control of the temple ruins since

June 1970 The area is 145 miles

northwest of Phnom Penh,

Cambodia's capital

Siem Reap has been under

pressure for two weeks and the

Cambodian government claimed

Sunday that enemy soldiers had

massacred about 20 Cambodian
< i\ ihans who were arrested in a

park surrounding Angkor Wat
According to the government,

the North Vietnamese and Viet

Cong forces have halted all con

Nervation work on the temples built

between 9th and 13th centuries by

Cambodian kings

An internationally backed team
headed by a French professor.

Bernard Groslier. has been forced

to abandon its campaign to spare

massive sculptures and intricate

has reliefs from ravages of

elements and from encroaching

jungle

Far to the northeast in Laos, the

North Vietnamese launched a

campaign to protect the western

flank of the Ho Chi Minh trail to

permit supplies to pour

In Brief...
Cambodians Shoot At Monster

PHNOM PENH (AP) — Premier Lon Nol says Cambodian
soldiers who shot up a mythical monster they believed was

devouring the moon during a recent eclipse wasted so much am-

munition the army might have run short in case of attack.

The marshal, who doubles as commander in chief of the Cam-
bodian army, navy and air force, described the hour-long shootout

on Jan. 30 as an ill-considered action and threatened to court-

martial officers and men who go on shooting sprees.

Subway Accident Injures 32

BOSTON (AP) — Thirty-two persons were injured, none

seriously, when a one-car subway train crashed into the rear of

another train in downtown Boston Monday.
Refrigerator Trouble in Russia

MOSCOW ( AP) — Once a Soviet citizen gets his own refrigerator

he's in real trouble if it breaks down, Pravda reported Monday.

The paper said its investigation showed approximately 11,000

refrigerator owners in the Ukraine on waiting lists for repairs. It

added that the situation in the Ukraine is not rare

The Communist party organ looked into the repair problem after

it received several letters of complaint.

century-without the public

ceremony which often ac-

companies presidential approval

of major measures.

In a three-paragraph statement,

Nixon called the bill "an important

step forward in an area which has

been of great public concern."

He noted that the measure
stiffens reporting requirements for

the source and use of campaign
funds

The new law repeals the

loophole-ridden and little-enforced

Corrupt Practices Act of 1925.

Asked whether the administration

would enforce the new provisions,

White House press secretary

Ronald L Ziegler responded.

Yes

The law limits for the first time

in history categories of spending

by White House candidates.

Spending limits are calculated

on a formula of 10 cents per

potential voter, or $50,000,

whichever is larger. They apply to

all candidates for president, vice

president. Senate and House and

cover their spending on television,

radio, newspaper, magazine and

outdoor advertising, and paid-

telephone campaigns.

No rware than 6 cents of each

dime «an be spent on broadcast

ads. meaning the ceiling on a

presidential nominee's radio-TV

budget this fall will be $8 4 million.

The Republicans spent an

estimated $12.1 million in 1968

while the Democrats spent about

$6.1 million

The law sets no overall cam-
paign spending limit, but does limit

to $50,000 the amount a candidate

for president or vice president can
contribute to his own campaign
Likewise, Senate candidates can
contribute no more than $35,000 to

their own campaigns, and House
candidates $25,000.

Periodic reports must be filed by

candidates after spending reaches

$1,000. The report to the Senate

secretary, House clerk, comp
troller general or appropriate state

election officials must identify

each person contributing $100 or

more.

Irish Leaders Face Court
BELFAST (AP) — Northern Ireland opposition

leaders met in their unofficial rival parliament

Monday night with the prospect that they soon may
find themselves in jail

Police said they have taken out court summonses
against 26 leaders of Sunday's 20,000-strong anti-

internment march in Newry The march, like all

processions in Northern Ireland, was illegal under

the government's Special Powers Act

Bernadette Devlin, the 24-year-old civil rights

activist and member of British Parliament, said she

too had received a summons She supports Roman
Catholic aspirations toward a united Ireland.

Francis McGuigan a 24-year-old Belfast man,
made an anti-internment protest of his own and

escaped from Long Kesh camp, where around 400

suspected members of the Irish Republican Army are

held without trial

McGuigan, according to IRA contacts, was a high

officer of the Belfast Provisionals, the IRA's militant

wing. Police and troops threw up roadblocks around

Belfast but contacts said McGuigan was clear of the

city.

He was the first to escape from Long Kesh. a for-

mer airfield near British army headquarters at

Lisbum. southwest of the capital.

Though the Newry march passed peacefully, the

weekend produced four more dead, bringing the toll

of violence since August 1969 to 239.

Two members of the outlawed IRA were blown to

pieces while planting bombs in a sabotage operation

on Lough Neagh, an inland sea west of Belfast. The

bodies were found in a sunken barge.

Still unidentified was a man in his 20s found hooded

and shot through the back of the head on a road near

the border with the republic, apparently the victim of

an IRA execution squad.

The victim's lower right arm was tattooed with the

wings of a British parachute regiment but the army
said he wasn't a soldier. The IRA has sworn to kill 13

soldiers in revenge for 13 people shot dead in Lon-

donderry when paratroopers moved against rioters

after a civil rights march Jan. 30.

The opposition politicians, meeting in their

"alternative assembly" in Dungannon, said they

would prepare contingency plans against prospective

jailing of prominent members. Illegal marching
carries a mandatory penalty of six months jail,

although the sentence can be suspended at the

magistrate's discretion

The rebel assembly was set up last year after

members of the Catholic-based opposition called a

boycott of the Northern Ireland parliament, which
now is an all-Protestant assembly.
With the Newry march safely into history, the next

confrontation between demonstrators and security

forces comes on Wednesday, which the Civil Rights

Association has billed as D-Day-"D" for disruption

Dock Strike Accord Near

s\\ KK\N( IS( <AP) —
Negotiators in the West Coast dock

strike worked Monday to achieve

agreement before Congress votes

on a new plan for a 60-day in

junction to partially end the record

122-day walkout
The shipper and union

bargainers appeared near a

contract agreement in the sixth

day of talks directed by Sam
Kagel. veteran private mediator

They resumed talks less than an

hour after a House Labor Sub
committee in Washington ap
proved the injunction plan drafted

by Chairman Frank Thompson. D-

NJ The vote was 5 to 1

The Nixon administration

quickly frowned upon the House

subcommittee's move.

At the White House, Secretary of

Labor. James D Hodgson,
described the legislation as clearly

unsatisfactory He said the

measure "leaves everything up in

the air" for at least another 60

days
Thompson said Harry Bridges,

president of the International

Longshoremen's and
Warehousesmen's Union, told him
the union would continue the San
Francisco negotiations through
Wednesday
Bridges was quoted as saying the

ILWl' then would propose sub-

mitting all unresolved issues to

Kagel for binding arbitration

The employer Pacific Maritime
Association had no immediate
comment on the arbitration offer.

Thompson's bill would authorize

the government to seek a 60-day

injunction ordering the union and
shippers to handle military and
agricultural cargoes and ship-

ments to and from Hawaii The bill

would allow other phases of the

strike to run on while negotiations

continue

Thompson estimated his

proposal would get 80 per cent of

the strikebound cargo moving
Thompson said in Washington he

offered his proposal because the

administration had failed to

convince him that the national

health and safety required a ter-

mination of the entire strike at this

time
He said the measure would go to

the full House Labor Committee
Tuesday and could be passed by

the House Wednesday if it agreed

to suspend its rules to allow

emergency action

WMPIRG Course
Do research through which you can educate and work

towards an end of perceived injustices

Work with people on a grass-roots level

Develop programs and products

Earn 3 credits

TONIGHT 7p.m.
169 CAMPUS CENTER

Work Towards Your Ideals

Brother
Alpha
Phi

Omega
"America 'j Largest

and Most
Representational

Fraternity*

Open Smokers

Tues., Feb. 8

Thurs., Feb. 10

Memorial Hall

8:00 p.m.

<N|* flbfltfarlpSBrtta

^J A FREE AND RESPONSIBLE ^^ PRESS

RECRUITMENT
MEETING

Tonight

For all those of you who would like to work

for the largest college daily in New England.

Positions in all departments are open

• News

• Sports

• Editorial

• Night staff

• Advertising

• Photography

• ArtWoric

• Layout

e Fine Arts (Poor Richard's)

If you can do something, we want YOU

Tonight, Rooms 170-172

Campus Center 7:00 p.m
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Parking Fine

Action Taken

There's a storm brewing. Dorothy, hurry home, hurry home. (MDC Photo by AI Jagoda

)

Feminist To Speak On China

By PEGGY KENNEDY
Students who haven't paid all

back parking tickets will soon

receive letters recommending

that they either pay or contest

the fines within 30 days. Those

who do not will face action in

Northampton District Court.

The letters will be sent out

within 3 days according to

Student Attorney General

Henry Bouffard.

Attempts to collect the fines

began last November when

John McEleney, a UMass
student, attorney general to

help collect them. McEleney
claimed that, since all money
received from parking fines

goes into a student scholarship

fund, he was being denied a

source of financial assistance

by the University's failure to

collect these fines.

Student presently owe $31,000

in parking fines to the

University.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1972 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Ms. Florence H. Luscomb graduated in ar-

chitecture from the Mass. Institute of Technology in

1909 and practiced her profession for about eight

years. Always deeply interested in public questions,

she campaigned actively for women's sufferage in

the days when democracy for women was still un-

popular, radical and ridiculed. After the vote was

won in 1920 she continued in various civic movements

as executive secretary: the Boston Board of Sanitary

Control supervising health and safety conditions in

garment factories, and for seven years the Mass.

Branch of the Women's International League for

Peace and Freedom. She also was active in the labor

movement, being a charter member and one time

president of the United Office and Professional

Workers of America's local union.

Peace has, for years, been a major interest for her.

At 71 she was the oldest participant in the first

American Peace Walk in 1958. covering the ninety

miles from New Haven to the United Nations In 1962

she was a delegate to the World Disarmament

Congress in Moscow and to the Conference Against A

and H Bombs in Tokyo. She went from one to the

of these peace conferences by way of China, visiting

Peking, Shanghai and Canton. Among many other

things she saw the ancient hospitals, Peking

University, kindergartens, a major industrial plant,

worker's homes both old and new, the Great Hall of

the People where the National Congress meets,

museums and above all, the Chinese people going

about their daily tasks.

Ms. Luscomb will speak about her 1962 trip to China

and show slides at 3:00 P.M. in the Emily Dickinson

Main Lounge on Orchard Hill, UMass. Tuesday,

February 8.

She will also speak at the first session of the Or-

chard Hill Colloquia on 'Women in the Economy and
Political System ". As a participant in the early

Women's Movement, as were her grandmother and
mother, she will describe 'Women From Serf to

Citizen: 125 Years of American History" at 7:00 P.M.

P.M. in the Emily Dickinson Main Lounge.

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCYTEKOA
Avoid downtown Spfld parking no.dichot in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE
0pp. Ctnlury Shopping Plan' Fraa parking for ovtr 100 cart 1

WESTFIELD NORTHAMPTON FAlRVItW
10 BROAD ST. 160 PLEASANT ST 184 / MEMORIAL OR
Next to P O Opp N hamp Jr College On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

Lowenstein On Campus
L

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST Next to Holyoke Nat'l Bank

(Editor's Note: Due to the inac-

curacy of yesterday's story, the

following is being run in its place)

A Hard Lowenstein. former U.S.

Congressman, will be here today to

run a seminar at the School of

Education This is one of four

visits, each lasting three days,

planned by Lowenstein for

February and March
Teaming up with Lowenstein in

his first seminar will be Dean
Dwight Allen, who first convinced

Lowenstein to visit UMass. The

topic of their dissertation will

range from education to politics.

In a recent interview Jack

Bierworth. one of Lowenstein's

aides, said: "Allard wants to teach

seminars. His experience in areas

outside education will lend itself to

a better perspective of education
"

Some of Lowenstein's claims to

fame include his persuading
Eugene McCarthy to run for

president, his major role in SCLC.

and his chairmanship in ADA. "He
wants very much for the youth in

this country to vote." said Bier

worth.

Today's talk will be held in

Marks Meadow Auditorium at the

School of Ed and is free to the

public.

TERMPIPERS

UNLIMITED

"WE GIVE RESULTS'*

295 HUNTINGTON AVE.

BOSTON, MASS. 02115

(417)247 3000

Pi Lambda Phi
The Brothers of Pi Lambda Phi invite all

University men to gain a deeper insight into

Fraternity living by experiencing the forces that

sustain our Brotherhood.

TTA$ 14ElmSt. Tues., Feb. 8 & Wed., Feb. 9

For rides call: at 8 p.m.

TTA0 253-3176
253-7125

THE COMPARATIVE LITERATURE FILM SERIES

INVITES YOU TO ATTEND

ITS FILM SELECTIONS

FOR SPRING SEMESTER

Feb. 8: Carl Prayer's Masterpiece ORDET

March 14: Francois Truffaut's JULES 1ND JIM

March 21: Andrej Kawalerowicz's JOAN OF THE ANGELS

April 4: LORD OF THE FLIES

April 11: Ingmar Bergman's THE VIRGIN SPRIH6

April 18: WHISTLE DOWN THE WIHD

April 25: Extraordinary French Short Film

THE RED DALL00H

May 9: To Do Announced.

You can see these films Tuesday Nights at 8 or 10

in Mahor Auditorium.

Series tickets, $4.00, and single entries, $.75,

on sale at door.

Infirmary Expansion Underway
By DON ST. PIERRK

Plans for the expansion of the

present UMass Infirmary were

revealed yesterday by Acting

Director of Health Services Barry

Averil.

The new facility, which will

house an enlarged out-patient

qlinic and new dental clinic, will

cost about $15 million.

Averil said the project has been

in the planning stage for 7 years.

He hopes construction to begin by

June of this year, he said.

The present building was
designed to handle only 10.000

students and has been tremen-

dously overcrowded during the last

few years, he said. The new

building should increase this figure

to 25,000 students.

Averil said he hopes the building

will "be operational by mid-73.

"

The increased size of the out-

patient facility should "reduce,

considerably, the time a student

has to wait for treatment." he said.

He said the new dental clinic will

operate on an "emergency only"

basis, with normal dental work

being handled by the student's

family doctor or an area physician.

He added that there are hopes of

including a "preventive dental

clinic" at a later date. This would

provide students with check-up and

cleaning facilities.

The new building will also ex-

pand the present physical therapy

and X-Ray facilities.

The new reception area will be

larger and more efficient and

should eliminate the present

confusion students now encounter

when seeking care Plans also call

for the out-patient clinic to be

divided into smaller units which

will provide the student with a

more personal environment. A
Nurse Practitioner Area with 5

nurses and a doctor on call at all

times should also decrease the

waiting time
Averil said there is also space for

an eye clinic which may be in-

cluded at a later date.

He added that the new services

will be reflected in a possible 5%
increase in the Student Health Fee,

but that this would not be realized

until the facility is completed.

The new services will be housed

in a two-story building which will

be located directly in front of the

present Infirmary.

Averil added that there are plans

now under consideration which will

add two more stories to the ex-

tension and increase Health Ser-

vices in-patient facilities. The
building has presently only five-

room wards which are unwieldy

when dealing with emotional or

contagious problems He said there

are hopes for single and double

rooms which will provide more
privacy for these cases.

He said this would help the

Health Services get away from the

sick only concept, which we are

presently under."

Write-in Campaign Begun

For Senator Edward Brooke

Dr. Barry Averil. acting Director of the University Health Service,

points out the new expansion of the infirmary, on a model. (Photo by

Gib Fullerton)

TCEA Liason Committee
Created For Reform

The Textiles. Clothing and Environmental Arts Department (TCEA) of

the School of Home Economics would like to announce that a TCEA
Liason Committee has been formed It is comprised of TCEA students of

different classes and different majors and its purpose is to work with the

faculty in improving the TCEA Department

Meetings have already started and are being held on Wednesdays, at

4 30 in Skinner Lounge Anyone having suggestions such as new courses

for the TCEA curriculum or any ideas to improve the department are

welcome to come to the meetings or contact the officers: Linda Pinard.

Chairman (549-6984). or Myra Paull. Vice-Chairman (546-7090). or

Dianne Snow. Secretary (545-2516) The faculty adviser is Mrs Margaret

Randall who can be reached at 317 Skinner

The committee is hopeful that the TCEA Department will be reformed,

but advancements can not be made by the committee alone: support is

needed by the students.

Typing For Beginners

A beginning tvping course will which will be given each Tuesday

begin Tuesday. Feb 15 at 4 p m in and Thursday from 4 to 5:30 p.nv

the tvping "room of Amherst though June 3. with one week off

Regional Junior High School during that time

The announcement was made by

the t'Mass Division of Continuing

Education which is offering the

course in cooperation with the

Amherst Pulic Schools Division of

Continuing Education. and

Springfield Technical Community
College which will offer three

college credits for the course.

Registration may be in person or

by mail through Feb 15 at the

UMass Division of Continuing

Education. 920 Campus Center.

University of Massachusetts.

Amherst. Mass 01002

The course is available to the

public on a first-come-first served

basis Cost is $75 for the course

The name of Sen Edward M
Brooke. < R Mass ). has been added

to the thicket of New Hampshire

primary politics as the object of a

write in campaign for vice

president

\ Manchester lawyer. John A.

Graf, said he launched the cam-

paign Monday "after one of those

long winded bar association

meeting
Graf said he's "admired Brooke

Mnce he was running for state

office in Massachusetts" and

decided to promote the senator

after hearing talk that Vice

President Spiro T Agnew might be

dropped from the presidential

ticket

Brooke "seemed like the best

possible choice so I decided to do

something about it." Graf said

There also is a write-in cam
paign in New Hampshire for

Agnew
Meanwhile, former Gov Ed-

mund G. Brown of California the

last man to defeat President Nixon

in an election campaigned in

nu.i \ H for Sen Edmund S.

Muskie. (D Maine)

Brown, who beat Nixon in a

guberntonal election in 1962. said

in one speech that the war. busing

of school children and crime were

not the major issues of the cam-

paign

"It is the economy ." he said

Unemployment, inflation, budget

deficits, balance i rade deficits

wage and price <rols. higher

taxes and the deelniii.i; value of the

United States dollar

He claimed Nixon had lost the

faith and trust of the American

people "because he failed in his

promises and in failing he has not

brought the country together again

as he said he would, but he has

divided it
"

In Keene. Sen Vance Hartke.

iD-Ind ). continued his criticism of

American involvement in the

Vietnam war
In an interview, he gave these

examples of the cost of the war:

If the fighting were stopped for

only three days, he said, the monev

saved could pay all New Hamp-
shire's expenses for a year; if it

stopped one day. the money would

pa) all the state's educational

ts; eight hours would mean
enough money to fund the state

welfare budget, and just one

hour '| savings would pay for all

New Hampshire's annual ex-

penditures for anti pollution

programs.
one of Nixon's Republican

challengers. Rep Paul N Mc-
( losk< y. of California, indicated in

Wichita. Kan . that he was pleased

with his showing in a New Hamp-
shire primary straw poll conducted

for the Boston Globe

Student Senate

By-Election
Nomination papers are now available In the Student Senate offices

for the Feb. 17 By-election to fill vacancies in the Senate. All papers

must be returned to the Senate offices no later than 5 p.m. Feb. U.

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY —
SATURDAY

4:30 10. 30 p.m

(except during
league play)

Vacancies to be filled are:

1 1 -Commuters
2-Patterson

l-Wheller

I -Adams TS
M'rampton
1-Chadbourne
I -Dwight

I -Melville

1 -Emerson
1-Grayson
2-Fraternitle*

1 -Sororities

1 -Thatcher

l-JQA Middle

I -Brooks
1 -Hills North

1 Webster
I-Coolidge Lowwer
1 James
24 a nee

2-Dickinson

2-C'ashm

l-JQA Lowwer
l Butterfield

1 -Hills South

1-McNamara
1-CootMge Upper
l -Moore

2-Gorman

A Paul Rogers Production

2 BIG SHOWS - SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 6th

On Stage — Paramount Theatre

ON STAGE

MAftomtsoNur
Ticks* Ords. 7JO, U) • Meo. 7M> M.1M

to "HAIf - c/o PAUL ROOftS PRODUCTIONS
Ticket* Available at Box Office

UMass
Fine
Arts
Council
Presents

THE TOKYO STRING QUARTET
Wednesday, February 16

Bowker Auditorium - 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: SI. 00 3.50

125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545 0202
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Academic Fascism
Freida Salzman is going to return to UMass Boston. But

not in the way either she or the University likes.

Ms. Salzman does not like it because she is going back

voluntarily, without pay, with the issue being resolved. She

has been offered a position at the University, but one she,

and this newspaper, feel she cannot accept. It offers an

assistant-professor, at 3/4 time, at a salary to be

negotiated. If she accepted this position it would be in

effect selling out. The immediate issue would be settled,

but not the matter of the University's policy concerning

nepotism and the hiring and firing of employees.

The University doesn't like it because it shows Ms.

Salzman is more interested in teaching than playing

politics, something that cannot always be said for the state

University's administrators and the Board of Trustees.

There is another matter in her case, however, one that

perhaps is more important than Ms. Salzman's rehiring.

That is the refusal of the Board of Trustees, President

Wood and UMass Boston Chancellor Broderick to allow

Freida Salzman due process under the law. Since the

beginning of her troubles, in 1968, she has not been per

mitted to know the reasons for her being fjred.

Allegations have been made against her; from being a

"disturbing influence'' to charges of nepotism. Yet she has

not been officially informed of the reasons for her

dismissal. The University has been content to make vague

and so far unsupported charges against her, inherently

denying her the right to reply.

Gentlemen, if democracy, in all forms, cannot be

practiced on a University campus, what hope does the

country have? You call yourselves educators. What kind of

education are you giving us? Lessons in Totaltarianism?

We urge you to rehire Freida Salzman. with tenure and

back pay; and to inform her. officially, of the reasons for

her dismissal.

-Whose Move Is It?"

After a semester of palace intrigue, the contest of

succession to the chancellorship is indisputably over.

It had all of the necessary ingredients :
secrecy, in-

trigue, power, ambition, and a healthy dose of vision

for the future of UMass. The contest took place

behind closed doors and was disguised behind lofty

homilies whose meanings could be discerned only

through intricate translation.

During his tenure as an administrator here, Oswald

Tippo gathered around him a kitchen cabinet of

persons who have dragged the campus toward ex-

cellence and innovation. People such as Seymour

Shapiro, Robert Gluckstern. Thomas Campion,

Randolph Bromery, David Clay, and others, should

be included in the Tippo Mafia. Regardless of the

unpopular positions some of them have taken from

time to time, they have and deserve our respect for

their commitment to the high ideal of making this

campus a community of diverse people struggling to

learn something important.

There was a variety of factions vying for the

chancellorship. President Wood was looking for a

person who would acknowledge that the campus is

not an island to itself (and who would acknowledge

presidential authority.) The Tippo Mafia recognized

that the campus had lost its weak rebellion against

the System." and was thus seeking to sustain the

campus momentum begun by Tippo. Other cliques

were less cohesive. They could better be called

'sentiments." One such sentiment sought to return

the school to its former days as an academic enclave,

where students are docile and faculty was insulated

from social reality. Another sentiment might be

called the 'School of Ed gung-ho." which hopes to

create "meaningful" education by deluging us with

bookless brouhaha and group gropes. (Shades of

Spiro? ) All of these factions were justifiably playing

a role in the selection of that person who will preside

over them.
The contest of succession began at the Board of

Trustees meeting immediately following Tippo's

resignation. The issue was two-fold: (1) who is to be

the "acting chancellor"? and (2) how is the per-

manent chancellorship to be selected? These two

questions symbolized the confrontation between the

systems office and the campus. Superficially, it

appeared that the campus won, since Bromery

(clearly a campus man) was chosen acting chan-

cellor and since the search committee was composed

overwhelmingly of campus people.

But beneath the veneer, a subtle victory has been

forged by the President. Divide and conquer is an old

tactic that rarely fails. By selecting Bromery, Wood
himself decided who would be the "representative"

of the Amherst campus. He did not select the obvious

person, Robert Gluckstern, who as Provost was the #2

man next to Tippo. By picking as acting chancellor

someone who is being wooed for other high positions,

he is able to put great pressure on the Chancellor

Search Committee to pick Bromery before we lose a

good thing.

Randolph Bromery is the choice of the President

and the Board of Turstees. That can be stated on very

reliable information. Bromery is the man who can

maintain continuity while still remaining flexible to

the needs of the university system. It was not idle

fancy when the Board chose him out of many.

But the act that prevented real campus self

determination was the trustee decision that the

Search Committee must present five names in

nomination for decision by the Board. There is no way
that Bromery's name could not be included among
those five. When the list of names is then submitted,

the board will select Dr. Bromery. No one is referring

to him as "acting" chancellor any more. It has been

decided The campus has its chancellor

Art Buchwald

A Pig Conference

WASHINGTON --< I asked to speak the other night at

a fund-raising affair for the National Women's
Political Caucus in Washington. DC It is very rare

for a man to confess his sins publicly before such a

distinguished group I know the speech may finish me
at the YMCA locker room or the tables down at

Morey's. but I have to think of my future in case the

women's revolution succeeds Although what I said

was off the record." my political advisers have
warned me that the speech may be taken out of

context Therefore. I have been persuaded to release

the entire text >

"Gentlemen and sisters, this is indeed a historic

occasion We meet tonight in this dark cellar to plot

our plans for turning this country around
"I know you asking yourselves, "Why has this man,

who is known to his wife as a male chauvinist pig,

agreed to partake in these subversive activities 9 '

"There are many reasons.

i believe that this is a sex whose time has come. I

have seen the future and it is women.
"I know what it's like to be treated as a sex object. I

know when someone takes me out to dinner she has
only one thing on her mind. I am sick and tired of

being pinched and mauled and groped at just

because I have a pretty face.

"And let the record read, if the revolution succeeds,

that I was here on the platform tonight at your first

$25-a head cocktail party, and if you manage to

overthrow those sexist politicians who now rule our
nation, I would like to be put in charge of the

telephone company.
"I have a confession to make.
i am a sinner.

"And I come here tonight to ask your forgiveness

and pardon
"It's true that I was a male chauvinist pig

"I studied it at school.

"But it wasn't all my fault. I discovered very early

in life that during recess it was easier to fight with

girls than boys.

"I also discovered at an early age that girls would

do things for you that boys wouldn't -like lend you
their roller skates or their homework.

"I found out other things. I found out that girls

could make me blush and boys couldn't. I discovered,

and may the Good Lord forgive me for this, that girls

were nicer to touch than boys and they made my toes

tingle all the time
'

' I thought to myself, when I was maybe 9 or 10. that

someday I'd like to have a girl of my own -someone
who would cook for me and iron my shirts and shovel

the snow out of the driveway and make my toes tingle

at night

Now in retrospect these were terrible thoughts I

had
"But that's how we were all brought up. We thought

of women as childbearers, car pool drivers, breakfast

makers and bed warmers. And if they couldn't do
those things, at least they could type and take

shorthand.

"Yes. sisters, I confess that I was no better than

Hugh Hefner or Norman Mailer
I had hit bottom.
But then one night, while I was reading Playboy

and watching my wife scrubbing the floor, a light

dawned on me and I said to myself, 'Is this really

what I want out of life How can I be free when this

woman that I married is still in chains? What good is

it to own the world when she has to stand in line at

Safeway?'
"So I picked her up from the floor and said, 'Go get

a job. I'll squeeze out the mop.'
"Sisters, from that day forward, I have been one of

you.

Because of these revelations I can now live with
myself. My floors are dirty, but my heart is pure.

"And so tonight. I ask your forgiveness for all of the
terrible sexist acts I have perpetrated on women,
overt and undercover.

"I appear humbly in front of this group to say that
Gloria Steinem and Bella Abzug and Betty Freidan
and Kate Millett and Germaine Greer have shown me
the way.

All I ask of you is to take me to your bosoms and
say. I forgive you, Arthur Go and sin no more.'

"

Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times

•He's beginning to remind me more end more of Nesser every day."

Letters To The Editor

Big Green Machines
To the Editor:

To everyone on campus it must be common
knowledge by now that the big green machines trying

to run over all the students on campus by-ways are

not monsters from outer space. They are, instead, the

buses of the Student Senate Transportation Service.

Beyond this knowledge, and perhaps an indignant

memory of standing an intermittable length of time

in rain. snow, or black of night waiting for a bus that

never came, most people know very little else about

the bus service. I think, in this case, a little

knowledge will not be a dangerous thing.

The Student Senate Transportation Service is

actually two services in one. Not only does it struggle

to operate the free three-route shuttle five days a

week around our expansive campus, it also offers

buses for charter to campus groups at such

ridiculously low rates that we are forbidden by law to

mention them here It is funded by the notoriously

stingy Student Senate and all of its more than thirty

employees are students, each of whom holds at least

a class two license. The "fleet" consists of six "Great

American Dream Machines" of varying shapes and

vintages. Unlike rare wines, we all know Detroit has

had very few good years since the first years of the

model T. and the product does not seem to improve

with age Perhaps yellow would have been a more

accurate color for the buses, as they often leave a

sour taste in the mouth of users and drivers alike, but

who could argue with free green paint? Be that as it

may. as a driver who has logged more hours in the

shuttle than he would care to remember, I would like

to make some observations from behind the wheel.

1. Try and pick up a schedule from any one of the

buses or from the S.S.T.S office ( It is located on the

top floor of the old Student Union building, way in the

rear next to Course Evaluation .)

2. Become familiar with the three routes Try and

relate the maps to spots on campus where the bus

stops you will be using are located. Bus stops are

marked by diamond-shaped orange signs, and will

usually have a listing of the times to expect a bus at

that stop It is dangerous for the buses to stop at

places other than the designated bus stops, so if you

want to thumb while waiting for the bus. it is a good

idea to stick pretty close to the stop and grab the bus

if you don't get a ride first.

3. Bus drivers try to keep to their schedules, but

many things can affect the service Bad weather,

heavy traffic, defective equipment, illness, and

thousands of other problems beset our intrepid

drivers constantly. There are a few things the

average student can do to help the drivers stay on

time and provide the best service possible. Try and be

visible so the driver can plan his stops. When the bus

stops, let the people who want to get off do so first. He

may be the person who kept your seat warm for you.

Step up carefully, but quickly. Try not to block the

smooth flow of the rest of the passengers. If you want

(Herblork is on im-alion)

Retraction
The Collegian apologizes for the unsigned letter

which appeared in yesterday's editorial page

concerning the JOE program. It is the policy of the

Collegian that no letters will be printed without the

name of the author.

Therefore, the accusations made in this par-

ticular letter cannot be considered valid since the

author of the letter refuses to sign his name to the

accusations. It would be a gross injustice to the

JOE program and the entire University com-

munity if these unaccountable accusations were

allowed to slander the program The Collegian in

an attempt to be journalistically responsible

retracts any validity the accusations in this

particular letter may have.

We realize a mistake was made on our part but

feel we would be in greater error if the mistake

was allowed to go unnoticed. The Collegian is

willing to print any statements in letters to the

editor concerning the JOE program- pro or con-as

long as the letters are signed.

to get off, make sure the driver knows. He can see you
in the mirror above his head. If you're driving in

campus traffic and see a bus jammed in, try and give

him the right of way.

4. The drivers are all students with the same
problems as you. Be personal. Let us know what you
think of the service. Or if you have a problem,

suggestion, complaint, or compliment our number is

5-0056. Telephone calls can't be spindled, folded, etc.

Jeff McCormick

War Over Photos?
To the Editor:

Why is it that in a school that boasts a student

population of 25,000, there is no provision for a

department of photography If not a department, at

least one scheduled course.

Why is this stepchild of the Art Department totally

ignored'' Today it is impossible to imagine a world

without pictures, picture magazines, motion pictures,

photo essays. The emotional value of photos is of an

enormous scope Wars are covered by photojour-

nalists, books are illustrated with photographs,

Presidents pose for photographs, weddings are

photographed, children are bombarded with

photographs
PHOTOGRAPHS. PHOTOGRAPHS.
PHOTOGRAPHS
Photos change the emotions of nations, people go to

war over photos, funds are solicited by photos,

mothers show photographs.

In fact it would be hard to imagine a facet of our

present culture which is not inundated, swayed,

persuaded, or illustrated by photographs.

Photography is not the province of just one

department nor should the old argument of whether

photography is art be raised. Photography is as much

a part of our society as is the car or the television

It is a shame that while this university prides itself

on the progressive steps that are being taken in

Experimental Education that there is no provision

being made for one of the powerful forces which

affect us to be studied. It is in the express interest of

this university to use this very powerful force

( photography > for the enlightenment of the now stale

mediums.
The only way that I could be involved in a teaching

situation with photography in this university is to go

through the English Department and Project 10.

Think of the influence that photography has upon

each of these departments in UMass.

Photojournalism—English

Macrophotography—Anthropology

Microphotography—Biology

Medical Photography
News Photography

There has not been the slightest effort to meet these

needs. Why should the people who have go out into the

field to work, have to beg to get the meagerest of

instruction''

I call upon any Instructor, Professor, or Teacher to

see the clear lack of effort which has permeated this

campus. I would like any person interested in

teaching their particular specialty in conjunction

with photography to either contact me or the Ad-

ministration directly for acceptance of this need. I

would sincerely request the Administration to

recognize this specific need and to take immediate

steps to rectify this situation.

As anyone who is connected with an attempt to

teach photography on this campus knows, the supply

of students is NOT WANTING, just the opposite,

students have to be turned away. The shame is ob-

vious. The university has not met the requirements of

the students.

Now is the time for all people interested in this

situation to let themselves be known, and to request

strongly that photography not be the stepchild of any

department, that photography be installed im-

mediately as an active force in this academic

curricula. , _ M
Stanley Brody

Editorial Points
Don't you think the Campus

Center is due for a few

changes? A $75 tax sounds like

management isn't doing its

job.

Could the Physical Plant

hurry up and sand the walk-

ways leading from the Hill and

Van Meter before someone
gets hurt?

The faculty, it must be said,

has concern for the individual

student. But for the student

body as a whole?
*****

For untiring work - an award
to Whitmore cashiers.

*****

You can sure get into a lot of

trouble for printing unsigned

letters around here.
*****

We hope that the continual

outflow of students from the

Ralph Nader speech is not

indicative of students'

willingness to work for WM-
PIRG.

*****

It would certainly help out

the administration at Whit-

more if a new Chancellor were
named. Then more definite,

lasting policies could be
decided. Now, many things are

up in the air.
•*•••

Napalm was back in the

news yesterday. We hope you
don't forget about that burning

chemical.
•*•••

Someone asked if a

spaceship carrying waste to

the sun would burn up before

reaching there. Not if it gets

there at night, he was told.
*****

Eternal Negation

Long have I suspected this,

and it so reflects upon me,

that the world itself is a reflection

of all that cannot be.

In spring the greenness covers all,

and nothing left undone.

Each and every leafing thing

is lost beneath the sun.

When all has ripened, nearly.

when all the rest awaits the time,

the summer steals the flower petals

and turns them into wine.

The summer also drinks the wine,

and when she's had her fill

she turns the vats all inside-out

and leaves the rest to spill.

When all has dried and withered, nearly.

when all the rest awaits the time,

the autumn leaves burst into flame

and set aflame the sky.

The autumn also fans the flame

by setting free the wind.

She flies the burning leaves around

as winter cold sets in.

When all is white-snowed, nearly,

when all the rest awaits the time,

the winter turns the earth to ice.

Your only warmth is mine.

The winter also hides the sun

reflecting on the snow
The earth becomes a dull reflection

of a non-existent glow

T.David Barrett

He Needs People

To the Editor:

This is the year of the Primary Thanks to the new McGovern Com-

mission guidelines, the primaries of 1972 mean more than those of any

previous election year In order to win the Democratic nomination, any

candidate is going to have to show well in the primaries.

The first, and most important primary will take place only one hour to

the north of us in New Hampshire Each and every candidate will oe

concentrating on winning this primary, and New Hampshire will oe

swamped with students canvassing door-to-door for the candidate of their

choice I feel that George McGovern is the best candidate this year But in

order to win. he needs people to work in New Hampshire Otherwise, we

might be faced with a Muskie-Nixon election. This would be the case if

McGovern does not get the help he needs!

If you would like to work for McGovern in New Hampshire for one day

or a whole weekend, call Reid Fishman at 546-5779, or Rich Pierce at 546

6840 For more information, there will be a meeting of Students For

McGovern tonight in Campus Center Room 902, at 9 p.m.

What's in it for you? Cold weather, snow, piercing wind, and a

President that will do what should have been done four years ago.

Reid Fishman
Students For McGovern

The Last Straw
To the Editor:

I have been very tolerant until now about getting ripped off. You can

steal a guy's suite cushions, you can steal his Velveeta cheese, you can

even get away with his expensive New York cheese, but to steal a guy's

kielbasa IS THE LAST STRAW.
I'm going to get you. I'm going to search this entire campus, the whole

state, the WORLD, to track you down You may run if you like, but

nowhere on this earth is there refuge for scum like you. The P.T.A.

(Polish Terrorist Army) always gets their man.

So beware., the shadow on the wall, ...the footsteps by the door...or the

flash by the window, ...it may be me.
Sincerely serious,

Michael J. Narkewici

PS. If you haven't boiled the kielbasa for at least 20 minutes before

eating, I can end my search here and now.
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WMPIRG To Canvas Signatures

PORTLAND. Maine. Feb. 4-AWASH-The northeast gale that

swept Maine Thursday and today left this swamped fishing craft

awash at the end of Portland's Custom Home Wharf. (AP

&z?z**vt&zi

By JANE LOCKARD
The kickoff for WMPIRG's petitioning drive on the

UMass campus began yesterday with Ralph Nader's

appearance at the Cage. During the next few weeks,

PIRG volunteers will canvas for signatures from

students who believe that WMPIRG (Western Mass.

Public Interest and Research Group) can be a vital

force for change both on campus and in regional

communities.
Students who sign the PIRG petition will indicate

their willingness to be taxed $2 per semester in order

io support WMPIRG. The tax will later be refunded to

any student who is not satisfied that PIRG can fulfill

its pledges to the student body.

The money obtained from the student tax will be

used to hire a professional, full-time staff and to

finance research projects. The staff will be ex-

perienced in legal, research, and consumer issues

They will provide advice and assistance to the in-

volved students on the most productive ways to at-

tack current problems. Research projects will

concern any issues which the supporting student body

feel are important and involve a question of public

interest being neglected. Examples of issues which

PIRG can investigate are the yearly $60 per student

Campus Center fee, pollution of the Connecticut

River, and poverty and corruption problems in the

Springfield area Since WMPIRG will involve twenty

colleges and universities in Western Mass ,
problems

can be investigated on a regional, as well as a local,

level.

The PIRG is a Nader-inspired organization with

consumer interests as its major area of concern.

Since students have few vested interests in industry

and politics, it is possible for them to regard

problems of public concern with a fresh viewpoint

and to take action to remedy such problems. PIRG
efforts in other areas of the country prove that the

PIRG can be a vital instrument for change if students

are willing to invest the time and the money.

The Oregon PIRG (OSPIRG) succeeded in

prosecuting pulp mills along the Wellamette River

for dumping prohibited pollutants into the river.

OSPRIG also recently won a case concering sex

discrimination at Orgeon State U. Women were found

to be paid as much as $4,000 less per year than men
doing the same job.

The Minnesota PRIG (M-PIRG) conducted a
research study after 19 cases of lead poisoning were
reported. Their findings influenced both Minneapolis

and St. Paul to adopt new restrictive ordinances

pertaining to the use of lead paint in housing.

These examples of PIRG projects show what
student interest, voluntary taxation, and par-

ticipation in PIRG can do to remedy the problems of

consumer abuse.

Career Placement Can Help
By PHILIP SCH1RMER

(Editors Note. The following ar-

ticle is the first in a weekly series

dealing with career opportunities

in conjunction with the Career

Planning and Placement office.)

Seniors! Graduation is on the

horizon and it isnt going to stay

there forever For those 'un

fortunate few" who have not

already formulated post-graduate

plans, the Career Planning and

Placement office is anxious to help

in any way

Aside from publishing a weekly

paper entitled 'Career News'

which provides information per

taining to visiting company and

organization representatives and

interview dates, the office offers

personal advice and assistance

Seniors, and all others interested,

are urged to make use of these

services.

Of immediate importance, the

CPPO stresses the need for pre-law

Assistant
Controller

Named
William J Hogan. Jr . has been

named assistant controller of the

UMass
Hogan is the former assistant

manager of the University's

Murray D. Lincoln Campus
Center His new duties will involve

close work with the University's

Controller William H Maus in the

formulation of financial policies

and accounting procedures and

internal control of funds

Before coming to UMass-
Amherst in 1966 Hogan was an

accountant with the Boston ac

counting firm of Peat. Marwick.

Mitchell & Co He is a native of

Westboro and a 1964 graduate of

UMass with a bachelor's degree in

business administration Hogan is

presently studying for an M.S.

degree in accounting at the

University.

BERGMAN'S

PASSION
OF

ANNA
WEDNESDAY, FEB. *

students to speak to either Harvey

Stone or Samuel Goldman in E-20

Machmer hall as soom as possible.

Rising admissions standards, due

to an astronomical increase in the

number of applications has raised

the competition level for ac-

ceptance to I^aw schools con-

siderably (Sound familiar'*) The

office in E-20 Machmer handles the

processing of applications as well

as the task of procuring letters of

recommendation from deans of the

University

Elsewhere. on Thursday.
February. 10. at 7:00, in Herter

Auditorium, representatives from
the Springfield. Mass. Public

Schools will be on hand to discuss

hiring policies and forecast

teaching opportunities.
Prospective candidates are urged

to attend

During the week of February 14.

several other school systems will

be conducting similar meetings

Also, a number of companies and
organizations will be sending
representatives to U-Mass for

interviewing purposes. Check the

latest issue of "Career News" for

complete listings of these events

along with directions on how and
when to secure an appointment for

an interview

Copies of "Career News" may be
obtained at the CPP office, room
239 Whitmore Administration
Building

It's your future

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WfIK

UiOTS&Cft&MT^

THE PERSUASIONS
AND

DAYLE

STANLEY

Friday, February 11
Pretested ty Tfct

CONCERT
7:30 P.M. mi 10:10 PJL

$1.8

it*.)

Bored with Dorm Life, D.C. Food?

at Zetd Nil we offer

a rewarding

communal living experience.

It may be right for you.

Come and See.

Tues., Feb. 8, 8 - 10.

More Info — 5-2162.

Jen? Lewis TWin Cinema

Cinema 1 t^J
iTt Cinema?

Hamp Shopping Plaza (next to Big Y) Route 5.

Northampton, 586-3200

aart classic
film festiva l

Starts Tomorrow

,

treasure/
|of sierra <jU ,

mad re *** w
John Huston's well acted version of T raven's novel

of greed and futility. Bogart is superb as the heavy.

Walter Huston runs a tine second and Tim Holt

complete the trie.

Coming Attractions J
February 16 thru February 22

*

KEYLARGO
Bogart and Robinson. An obviously symbolic set-to directed by

Huston from the Maxwell Anderson play.Bacall.

Lionel Barrymore. Claire Trevor. Thomas Gomel are featured.

February 23 thru February 29

petrified
forest

Bogey's first major film role. Steal the scene

from both Leslie HowarC and Bette Davis..

"My best shot was Leslie Howard". Bogey

once said, "I got him with one bullet."

ADULT..$1.50 ALL WEEK. Students. Monday thru Thursday $1.00

Children S0« at all times. Westover Service Men. ..$1.00

Monday thru Thursday. Madness every Saturday and Sunday.

SPECIAL MATINEE rate for adults.. $1.00

\\\\\\*\\m\\\\\\\m\\\e\\\\\\\\\\
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Running On A Shoestring

NORMAL, 111. (AP)-Anthony

Komlanc Jr , a junior at Illinois

State University, says big time

politicians should learn how it feels

to run a campaign on a shoestring.

Three months ago Komlanc, 21,

announced as an independent

candidate for mayor of Normal, a

city of 26,3% population in central

Illinois, second home of Illinois

State University.

"Sometimes I don't even have

shoestrings, " he says with a laugh

"Mv total campaign expense so far

has"been about $10 Students at my
frat. Delta Sigma Phi. have

chipped in that much
"

•'I've got to raise some more

because I'm having bumper
stickers and some buttons made

up." he said My campaign

headquarters can't even think up

something catchy I slogan So I

don't know what the buttons and

stickers will say

"They have a hard enough time

pronouncing my name, so I can't

make much of that. It's like calm-

calm before a storm-and lance-

something you stick someone with.

Komlanc."

Komlanc, son of the athletic

director of Morrison High School,

recalls his biggest suprise came
when he found only 1,000 of his

university's 18,000 students had

registered to vote The election is

March 6.

"The city clerk's office ran a

very poor registration campaign.''

he said "I'm depending a lot on

student votes There are two or

three townspeople running and

that will dilute the votes and help.

The students and townspeople get

along very well. The school has

_grown so much in recent years, 1

think the citizens resent It."

Schedule Of Library Hours

January 26-May 12, 1972

[REG! LAR HOI KS
Monday Friday

Saturday
Sunday

HOLIDAY HOIKS
Washington's Birthday Weekend,

Saturday (Feb 19)

Sunday >Feb 20)

Monday *Feb. 2D
Spring Recess. March 25-Apnl I

March 3

Sunday March 26'

Monday-Friday < March 27-31

1

Saturday (April D
Sunday April

Patriot's Day Weekend. April 15-17

Saturday April 15)

Sunday (April 16)

Monday 'April 17

8:30 am -12:00 midnight

8:30 am. 10:00 p.m.

100 pm. -12:00 midnight I

February 19-21

8:30 am. -10:00 p.m.

CLOSED
1:00 p.m. -12. 00 midnight

1:11 a m 5:00 pm
CLOSED
8 ») am -5:00 p.m.

CLOSED
1 00 p.m. -12:00 midnight;

8:30 am. -10:00 pm
CLOSED
1:00 p.m. -12:00 midnight

He says he feels he has a good

chance to win the four-year

mayor's job which pays $1,500

annually. Charles Baugh, in-

cumbent maypr, announced he will

not seek re-election.

Komlanc says his main rival is

Carol Reitan, 41, an associate

professor of sociology at nearby

Eureka College. Her husband is

chairman of the ISU history

department and their home is in

Normal.

Mrs. Reitan agrees that

traditional "town-gown" friction is

a factor in Komlanc' campaign
'It's difficult for a student to

convince townspeople he'll be on

the job for four years, that he

really means to stay in the com-
munity.'' she said. "He has vir

tually no chance of getting the town
vote

."

Mrs Reitan considers the

mayoral contest is a race between
herself and Hal Riss. a local real

estate broker.

On the issue of greater par-

ticipation by the community in City

Council affairs. Mrs. Reitan and
Komlanc are agreed

"There is now an alienation

between the citizens and the

council.'' said Mrs. Reitan And
Komlanc iayi he decided to run

because "I feel students are in

terested in the community and

need a voice on the City Council.''

Candidates Night Set For

League Of Woman Voters

TERMPAPERS!
For Research and Reference

Purposes Only

We have access to the quickest, most professional term-

paper service in the United States with a large library of

research and reference materials and a professional staff of

college trained people who will research, write and type

your order

Prices. $2.50 to $4.50

depending on whether order is for a copy or original work.

For Information And
Price Listings

CALL 256-6106

Or Write

Termpapers of Amherst

Room 1 1 7 Amherst C arriage Inn

233 North Pleasant Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

Office Hours: Mon.-Fri.. 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. (9:00 to 5:00

beginning in March)

Termpapers of Amherst is an agency of Termpapers

Unlimited. Boston

The League of Women Voters

will hold a Candidates Night on

Thursday evening. February 17 at

8:00 p.m. in the Junior High

Auditorium. Candidates for con-

tested Town-wide posts in the

Amherst Election of February 22

will be given the opportunity to

express their ideas and will answer

questions from the floor. Don

Freeman of Radio station WTTT
has agreed to act as moderator.

Although the meeting will be

televised over Cable-TV on

Channel 8. it is hoped the voting

public will attend in person to put

their questions to the candidates.

Because of the large number of

candidates running for Town

Meeting Member, it will not be

possible to include in the Can-

didates Night persons running for

this position. However, in an effort

to inform the electorate of at least

a few facts about the citizens

running for Town Meeting

Member, the Amherst Record will

publish next week the answers to a

brief League Questionnaire sent to

each of the 114 persons who are

candidates in the separate

precincts for this office. The

Record will also publish answers to

League Questionnaires sent to

candidates for the three year term

for Trustee of Jones Library, and

to candidates for the Amherst

Redevelopment Authority.

TONIGHT
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE FILM SERIES

Opens With

CARL DREYER'S MASTERPIECE

ORDET
(THE WORD)

Shows at 8 and 10

in Mahar Auditorium

Series Tickets, $4.00

and single entries,

$.75, on sale at door

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS FINi ARTS C0UMCII PRESENTS

THE RIDICULOUS THEATRICAL COMPANY

A -~^

f^n

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10th

>uje:
(Positively no on* • III •wring AM

I

100*
fro*"

1

'*>**
u*«

FRIDAY, FEB. 11th and SATURDAY, FEB. 12th

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
(Stockbridge Hall)

--" 8:00 P.M.
RESERVED TICKETS:

UMass Undergrade $1.50; Other Full Time Students $2.50;

UMats Faculty-Staff $3.00; General Public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE: 125 HERTER HALL, TEL. 545^)202

Remaining Tickets At Door One Hour Before Performance
No Adult* Otdmlttod Uwloss ntcomponlod Ry A ttuoont
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Campus Carousel

Colleges Are The Biggest Ghetto
By TONY GRANITE

THE TWO LEDE PARA-
GRAPHS OF THE WEEK
come from Florida and Michigan.

"The American University is the

biggest ghetto in our society. If I

were to make one rule, it would be

that no student could go to college

after high school."

The statement was attributed by

the Florida State Flambeau to a

DVP speaker there, Sam Keen, the

consulting editor to Psychology

Today magazine.
Meanwhile, the Central

Michigan Life's "special affairs

editor" put this lede paragraph on

a story headed, "Students are

models for human art classes"..

Ken Tabacsko wrote: "A
sophomore coed walked into class,

took off her clothes and went to

work
'

'

From the ridiculous to the

subline, eh?

Mary put the edge on a closing

for her piece: "Most of the ads in

Ms. aren't even too sexist," she

wrote. "Let's hope the sisters

haven't gone too far in this preview

issue, selling space for restaurant

and liquor ads, and leaving no

room for vaginal spray."

Can't win 'em all. sis.

* » * •

AND OUT INDIANA WAY, the

Indiana Daily Student reveals that

it may cost $120 for a frosh there to

have established the world's

record for the longest shower ever

taken.

Seems that the director of

residence halls at IU is due to

make the decision as to whether

Dave Hoffman will be charged for

the water he used during his 174-

hour rinsing.

A watchdog newspaper reporter

on a local rag estimates that

110,000 gallons of water went down

the drain

But Hoffman isn't worried He

says nobody warned him he'd have

to pay for the water.

PLACEMENT SERVICES CUT
as a result financial problems at

Portland <Ore> State, according to

a recent Vanguard. Seems that

lowered enrollments in the state

college system has resulted in

operating in the red.

NATIONAL TOUR
BROADWAY CAST

* » » *

SPEAKING OF LIBERATED
WOMEN brings to mind the review

by one Mary Edge of the

University of Wisconsin Post

(Milwaukee), who wrote glowingly

of the first issue of Gloria

Steinem's NOW mag. Ms.

AMERICA'S LONGEST
RUNNING MUSICAL

ON THE AISLE, INC.

FLIPS INTO RACE FANS--A
Corvette. (88) driven from Tom
Frazer of Atlanta. Ga.. flips over

the fence into race fans landing on

top of a camper during the running

of the Six Hours of Daytona Con-

tinental today at the Daytona

International Speedway.
Miraculously no one was injured in

the accident as the owner of the

camper was out for a hamburger
and other fans managed to get

outof the way. <AP>

FREE CONCERT
Tonieht

CLEAR SKY
and

RUSH
S.U. Ballroom

I.D. Required

Sponsored By
Concert Committee

AUTOS FOR SALE

IMS Motlini 2». V-«. standard. 4 i

with Hurst shifter blue with black In-

terior, new rabWr ( all John nighta 540-

5772.
U2-I0

it;.. Javelin SST. pwr. steer., brake*.

ant* tram., bucket seals. 304 cu. hi.. I0J*»

miles, great cond Must tell Call Paul S4«-

777*).
trz-ii

IM7 ( hevelte. Mallbu. six cyl.. 02.00*

m lle*. one owner, excellent condition

best oOer tall 2S0-0402 after six

Turnpike worthy 02 Rambler. Std

KAH need* no repair*, new brake* &

•bock*, not beautiful looking 1 100 or offer.

540-0143.
•JM

IMI VW Hug. exc. ttan*portatk»n.

economical good to exc. cond. I2S*. 737-

MH Also H Ford ( 4) cyl $ 100 take* It.

tIM

Must *ell 71 Renault. 4 door sedan. 15.000

ml., auto tram, new Urea, excellent

condition 1 1505.00 call 84O-0027.

U2-0

FOR SALE

Female wanlt to sell 10

ticket Pleaae call 0-430I.

meal plan

tfMI

Light someone* fire with a Valentine

( andle from the People! Craft Co-op. In

the Alley lover the Shoe Blu>.
tlt-0

Newfoundland, female. 2 1/2 vr»,°**-

champion pedigree Call after ft, 0I7-M7-

,7*5
- tf2-!8

Hockey skate*, oil* 10. exe. cond. Call •-

BOM

Fuller finish Product* for sale Quality

merchandise - brushes, cleaning

products, toiletries. Free delivery and

•bowing 250-MOM.

Snow tires 1*5 - 14 Semperlt Kadlals

mounted on MOB disc wheels ISO or best

offer (all S40-OM7

r^ii

TWELVE—12—YEARS

f J
** fj «{ ,s> w

TILL *MN 4^/l.llSlHlN

:.*i-

AT THE BLUEWALL 9'*-lAH-

CUl have ftpptatided eutd declaimed

Offl -filnadwai/A Jiul Qnttinalumal

VhiMcal Xd !"

FEBRUARY 13 - 2 30 and 8^30 p m
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

>n Box ice

MDC CLASSIFIED
»._ - _» •ft.^.a «!_._ S_- *.*uJUaa\o returns after that Ume No exceptions

Tewor Sox Selmer MKVI. good cond Hri.tol Km SI Open 10-4

IWO or best offer Call S40-OM7
KM.

tfz-ia WANTED
Dual 1215 tatbte. IIS w/shure Mt3

cartridge; AM — FM — FM stereo tuner

amp w/bookshelve speakers I7S. call Date

II.VS4S-24I0.
U2-I2

(irsduate students' wives, part-tlmr

fantastic opportunity for good Income In

Amherst Call SM-4211 Eves S-7.

tfZ-10

Need ride from Boston to I Mat* early

Toes . mom and from I Mass to Boston

after .1 30 on Thurs. afternoon. Please call

S40I0M
U2-0

SERVICE STATION

TRAVEL

Head Master Ski* IH CM. also Koflach

Roots, slie (all Lots S4K320.
tf 2-11

Craig 2402. auto-reverse stereo recor-

der: with sosmd-on-sound. Jocks « mlcs

f 175. Call Steve S4o-MM.
U2-0

(iuiUrs: Acoustic, electric, classical.

\r» and used. Les Paul copies: »l». —
1 1» list . Sale on steel string folks C all S4«-

7072.
sttdj

Experienced wrestling manager to

manage up and coming pro wresUtr. Call

I.. I. avion eves. S40VS370.

stMl

Pianist - Organist for Immediate
rehearsal — Club restaurant work, ability

to transpose Call 413^25-0700 or 413-025-

2IM.
U2II

spring vacation — rxciUng and ksex

pensive trlM »• Bermuda — Puerto Rico —
Vapulco For more Info Call Larry M5-
1115 or 253-5223

tf2i

Spring vacation. nighu on the Spanish

Kiviera. I2M Including rndlrlp let from

Boston, hotel etc. »arm weather. Call

lover. 307 Wheeler 5-2412.

MB4

\uto assurance — a winter tune up »tll

keep It starting — and gomg LowestMM rales in town Spencer « Mobil

station i ( ollege Town Service > next lo

post office 2SJ-MS0
id i

AUTO SERVICE

HELP WANTED

1070 Toyota Corolla. AM - FM radio

radial tires and 4 road tires. Good shape

\sk lor Stuart 2S3J05O4 days. S4O-O270 nrtes

ataVM

Hoy's residential treatment renter

looking for full time counselor — teacher

with varied background. Call Robert

Krenette - I-«I7-M7^5*5
stMl

Itealislic AM/FM Tuner. ISO. Realistic

m watt amp. ISO; Garrard S1.0S Turn

table. 170 For info call Bill SM-3331
tfZ-10

Part -lime help wanted to distribute

Fuller Brush Catalogs and Sample* In

\mherst area. Car necessary. Make own

hours (all 2S0-MM

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted I* share

PuffIon Village Apt. immediate oc-

rupancv Rent 50 00 per month. 100 00

iamagr dep (all 544MW24.
If 2 I*

M or F roommate for I bedroom Puffton

Apt . set up as 2 Mr apt., alrradv furn .

rent 1*0 a month xs:l Puffton (all 25*

M4K7. ask for Oorge
tfZ-ll

CaV care — charge It My monthly on

Mobil l rrdit ( ard also honor Master

( harge. Bank \meri Card. American

l-xprrsx (arte Blanche Spencers Mobil

Station (ollege Town Service ) next t*

post office.

U2-*

APTS. FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. 0-month lease

lifts/month include* utll Call Oof M»
days or 005-3S7S nites

tf 4-14

MOVIE

FOR RENT GUITAR LESSONS

Furnished room in private house on

lake, beautiful location. 10 mln. CM.

private entrance, kltch. bath, prlv..

IIM/m No lease Call 323-02*2.

t.uilar lessons - Jan. Blue*. Theory.

Harmony Improvisation 10.00 per hour

If yM're not serious, dont call. S42-3034.

Our furnished room for rent, 2 1/2 miles

from CM.. IOs.00. a nwmlh. Kitchen

privilege If desire CaH S40-3704.

PERSONAL

Available now. All mw furnished room.

Breakfast It desired Ideal for student or

faculty member. Call evenings S27-07K.

Do you have a hobby or special Interest?

Anvone can teach a course for one credit"

(all Karen at 540-04 IS after « Keep trying.

U2-I*

Apt.. 2 BedrMm. Immed. occupancy.

123-4027. Belchertown. Rte. I.

U2-I0

Help! WM has a friend driving here

from Boston area any weekeMs? Ride

needed both ways or one. Will My. Call

»3-3«2Sev«..

4 — bedroom house, excellent condition,

immediate occupancy. Call Sklbiskl Real

Estate between 0:30 — 7:30. 504-3428.

tf-2-15

Postmark llolynkr 2-1-72 Thanks tor

reluming my lost auto license. C.H.. W.

HO*
112..

RIDE WANTED

GSS Book Exchange

Claim your books or money Feb. 7 « S.

Two Oregonians need ride West in May

Will share expenses and experience*. $*•

Mat.
If2ll

Roommate for Easthampton Apt.. 2

bedroom duplex 10*. Includes all. (all 545

0071 days. 527-0742 even. George.
ufM

SALE

Diamond Needles and Mag. Cart*. 30 —
00% off also I — track tapes 1 2.** and

discount stereo equip and access. CaU 0-

wn>:i nMes.
112-0

ENTERTAINMENT
Girls. Exciting and daring go-go dancers

needed for formal band party Sat.. Feb. 2*.

i.ood pay and short hours. Sincere replies

TUNE UPS

Auto assurance — a winter tune up will

keep it starting — and going. Lowest

assurance rates In town. Spencer's Mohll

station (College Town Service), next to

post office 253-MS*.
tfl-S

••The Fearless Vampire Killers".

Sharon Tate « Roman Petanski kt

Mahar Ud Friday. Feb. II at Mil * 2

Rood Runner Cartoon*:
tfMI

BH YCLE WANTED

Would like a second-hand bicycle. My i

or girls In good condition Pleaae call

Suzanne 540- .25 or contact at 4023 Van

Meter So.
kfM

BOOKS WANTED

Current Perspectives in Social Psych.

Hollander * Hunt. 3rd edit .
0-57HO.

MEN'SI. IBERATION

Men's Liberation — organizational

meeting . vvhal d«e». It mean" If bitercst-d

come to the basemen! of Baker l>»

Thurs. rcb I* 7. m.
t . !•>

A13JVS OrJDIW TiU
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Notices

ACTION LAB
The iail tutorial program has twenty

openings M you are interested, attend the

organizational meet.ng tonight .n Rm 905 TO?

CC at 8 00 P m

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
ALL underclass University women are in

vned to attend out "Flicker Flashbacks"

Party tonight, Tues , Feb 8th from 7 to 8 p m
Comeand enjoy someold time movies with the

sisters and pledges on Nutting Ave Need a

nde? Call 52(52 Parly also at 8 15 9 15

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
There will be a meeting of the Animal

Science Club Tues Feb 8th at 1 30 p.m.. Rm
TO3. CC New members welcome

ASCUTNEY SKI TRIP
The bus leaves Sat Feb 12 from Hasbrouck

M 6 IS AM flnd 6 30 A M from Hamden

Dming Commons For more information md
to sign up call Grant at 6 6800 or Chris in 422 at

5 2302

BLEEDING ROSE
Bob Zeim.in s Eastern Religions' Course

wll meet 1 9 p.m tonight m Thatcher Dorm

IN East A' -.ent study room Topic I

Oi mo All wek

proposal to implement the Completely

Modular Curriculum (CMC) in Sept. 1972 will

be held in Rm 128. School of Ed. from 2 30 4

pm on Feb 8. and on Feb 9 from 8 30 am 10

am In order to be sure we can meet the needs

of all students, we would like as many un

dergraduates and graduate students to attend

as possible If you cannot attend either session,

and if you have questions or suggestions,

please call the Modular Credit Office, 50944. or

come to Rm 227 C, School of Ed

PARTY
Party Sigma Sigma Sigma invites university

girls to Cassino Tn Sigma on Tues. Feb 8,

7 30 8 30 Rides at Newman, E Dickinson.

Kennedy. WoPE or call 253 9066

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Open Smoker for all University men. Tues 8

pm 510 N Pleasant St 545 0174

PRE DENTS
Dr Long of ihe Umversily of Pennsylvania

School ot Dental Mediom will be here on Feb

rit- purposeot discussing dentistry and to

qive you an opportunity to ask questions about

the profession H you are interested, the

meetinq a>u take place at 4 40 p m in Rm 134

< iuck Lab

REVELLERS
There will be a meeting tomorrow night at 7

pm mRm903CC Please be sure to be there

RUSH
All University men are invited to an in

formal rush at U Elm St tonight at 8 p m For

rides call 253 3176 or 253 7125

SIGMA KAPPA
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to

invite all University women to an open party

Thurs at 7 00 and 8 15 Come visit our home

and see why we like it

SIMU HANEORS EXHIBITION
Dr Si -phen L Jones, Chess Master, will

lakeon all comers this evening at 7 00 p m in

the New Hatch There is no charge Bring your

own set

SINGLES CLUB
Organizational meeting tonight 8 p m at the

Top of the Campus Come with ideas and

suggestions'

SLIDE SHOW ON CHINA
Florence Luscomb. an 85 year old suf

teragette. will present a slide show on China

from her trip in 1962 ll will be today at 3 00 in

Dickinson Main Lounge, Orchard Hill.

SORORITY RUSH
Parlies tonight Alpha Chi Omega, "Flicker

Flashbacks" 700 p.m., Kappa Alpha Theta

"The Cheese Shop" 7 8 p.m ., Lambda Delta

Phi "Irish Night" 5 30 7 p.m and Sigma

Sigma Sigma "Casino Tri Sigma" 7 30 8 30

p m All are warmly invited.

SPRING CONCERT ANYONE?
Spring Concert anyone? If you want one,

support it Come to the rally boogie lonite

Free music by Rush, Clear Sky, and J D

Mama 7 30 in the S U Ballroom

STUDENTS FOR MCGOVERN
Tonight. John Rendon. Mass Head of

Students for McGovern, will speak at a

meeting of students tor McGovern. in CC Rm
902 at 9 00 All interested persons are .nvited to

attend

THE TOPMOST YOGA SYSTEM
Starting March 1 sign up in CC table

TRAIL RIDERS
All those interested in starling a club for

trail riding, enduros, etc are asked to attend

an organizational meeting tonite, Tues , Feb 8

at 7 30 pm Rm 801 CC Come and find out

what NETR stands for

VALENTINE'S DAY
Candy will be sold by Tn Sigma on Ihe

concourse level of the CC and door to door in

dormitories as a service proiect to support

crippled children.

ZETA NU
UMass Gat ya down' Try a change Come to

Zeta Nu, Tues , Feb 8, B 10

LOST
One gold watch Ban left Aud Mon Please

call Anne at 5 0320 or 5 0321

Purple scarf with mutli colored fringes m

Thatcher Dorm Sun eve Please return to Bob

Zelman Rm 420 Sentimental value

Pair of gold wire rim glasses m hard plastic

orange case Call 253 3941

One mens' leather glove between Morrill,

French Hall and Franklin Commonson Feb 3

If found please contact me at 546 9377

Crossword Puzzle

CHESS CLUB
Meeting tonight oeq inning at

natch dhe back of the Hatch'

,n the New

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Monthly meeimg will be on Wed at 7 30 p m
U 169 CC Plans lor raffle and ground

school will be discussed Movie* and refresh

ments All welcome

ENGLISH MAJORS
tnere will be Educ Meeting Wed night at

7 30 m the Student Faculty Lounge Bartleti

mvited

FONDUE PARTY
Notice lo all University women 1 Come enioy

a delicwus fondue while making new tnends at

406 N Pleasant St on Tues Feb • at 7 p m

GSS
Meeting tonight at 6 30 p m m CC 805 809

Exet Board meets at 6 p m

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
The regular square dance will be held m a

new place this week A sign will be posted at

ihe CCA concerning 'his

INTERESTED FRENCH STUDENTS
Any French students interested m a cult

canvassing door to door speak mo
n French about George McGovern.

t, Hampshire call Reid F .shman 546

546 6840

IS TRUTH RELEVANT'
••

• i oe illustrated

d readings from the B>bte and Sand

rHM tell of the Truth evident m
ves 7 15 pm CC Rm 80) Nttl evonmq

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
n dppa Alpha Theta cor

'v women to a Cheese

>q Party on Tues , Feb 8 at 7 00 Call fr>r

OPEN MEETINGS FOR COMPLETELY
MODEULAR CURRICULUM

-x)i of Education s

M0W.Y0UICH«CI0f

5 W. Spfld,

W 123-4-

fiis&r

Such Good
Friends

!

Diamonds Are|

Forever gp'J

Dirty Harry

Cry Unolo

House of Wax
(.

ACRES FRFF PARKING

ROCKER IOUNGER'.

CHARGE VOUK IlCKCI'

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SY0f€Y OMAAK.

Many persons born under Sagittarius

should now begin to enioy a higher standard

of living The financial picture for natives

ot this zodiacal sign definitely looks

onghier m upcoming months The Sagit

'anus person finds much m common with

Leo. Aries, Libra and Aquarius Where

money is concerned, Capricorn often

proves lucky for Sagittarius

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Travel could

be postponed without loss Means that delay

m ihis area now works m your favor Avoid

ig on impulse Give logic equal time

Some relatives neighbors may be m mood
to quarrel

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Hold off on

money deals, outstanding expenditures

Budget requires review You may be doing

same 10b twice without being aware

Means costs are doubled for nothing

• one born under Pisces

GEMINI May 21 June 20) Pressure

arises as result of past commitment Steer

clear of legal contests Wait Time m on

your side Seek postponement Friction

may exist m partnerships Make con

cessxjn. but stick 'o principles -

CANCER (June 21 July 221 What *as

supposed to be confidential becomes public

knowiedqe Be prepared inform family ot

plans Trying to hide facts would be error

Know this act accordingly Truth will

/ou free

LEO ( July 23 Aug 22 • Lover s quarrel

occurs unless you are extremely patient

understanding In dealmo w.'h children,

•.nen io draw ime Avoid speculation

Wishful 'hmkmg now could find hard facts

•
: ngly

VIRGO 'Aug 23 Sept 22) Revew basic

values Gel /.hat you need, but avoid

duplications Red tape has tendency now to

• s and stick to 'hem

tual can aid Thrr w M de lalse

pride
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Steer clear of

senseless disputes with neighbors,

relat ives Be sure you are correctly quoted

Some now are anxious to create em
barrassing situation Stand above and

beyond pettiness

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) New ap

proach to money question is necessary

Some who were dependable in past now

may need checking Be more independent

Stress originality Lead instead of follow

Dance to your own tune

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Partnership, marriage. iomt efforts are

emphasized Trust hunch Delay contract

signing Find out more ask questions and

utilize timestallmq taciics Maneuver

Strategy makes all the difference

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Stress

versatility Have alternatives ready Don't

be discouraged by one who seems to know it

all Watch diet Remember recent

resoiut ons One who talks behind your back

will be exposed
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Friends

arque among themselves Try not to

become involved Key is to be tactual You

may be annoyed by red tape, various

restrictions But N you hold your fire you

ultimately achieve Respond accordingly

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Some of

your ambitions are not ambitions they are

products of frustration Truth of this could

now be hammered home Key is to be open

to creative changes Don't continue down

•rack that leads nowhere
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

a natural executive, one who does better

working in policy making area By October,

you will be on the move and have op

portunty lor greater creative expression

You are dynamic and devastating whare

opposite sex is concerned

Copyr.qht 1972 Gen Fea Corp

JJ

ACROSS

1 Farm animals

5 Army meal

9 Small rug

I 2 Absence by

Iter (abbr )

13 Metal

14 Man's
nickname

15 Blossom
17 Halted

19 Hard of

he.i-

21 Barriers

22 Man's
nickname

24 Wealth

27 Hebrew letter

28 Word ol

sorrow

30 A state

32 Symbol for

copper
34 Makers
37 Printer's

measure
38 Cooking

term
39 Pintail duck
40 Preposition

41 Paradise

43 Through

44 Higher

47 Stupid
person

49 Nobility

52 Blouse

55 Swiss river

56 Gull like

bird

53 Prophet

59 Music:
as written

60 Pierce

61 Server

DOWN

1 Engineer's
compartment

2 Night binl

3 Forest

officer

Plumlike

fruit

Note ot

scale

Bitter

vetch
Drunkard
Winter
precipitation

Shade tree

Son ot Adam
1 1 Spreads for

drying

Chart

Documents

Feminine

Identical

Wolfhound

Intertwined

Suited

Tolerate

Greek letter

Algonquian
Indian

7

I

9
10

16

18

20
22

23

25

26

29

31

32
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33 Employer 46 Rodents

35 Fi|i Islands 48 Final

(abbr ) 50 Obtain

36 Vaguer 51 Period of time

40 Musical drama 53 Ocean

42 At present 54 Attempt

44 Javanese tree 57 Take notice

45 Fuel (abbr )

1 2 3 4 r.'.v

fc:
:

:

5 6 7 9 10
•

12 m 13
14

15 16 ;,;.; 17 18

. . •

. . .
[•:'
* . .

I" *

19 20;:v
:
:^21

;>' 'i!

22 23 24 25 26 •:•::
. .

.

27

tLtLti

28 29 30 31

.

. . .
32 JJ

34 35 36

37
v 1
»»*"•
•"*'.

38 3°

• •

•

4 '

. . . 41 42
!\

''.'
4J

44 45 46
-.*.

•

47 48

49 50 51 1 *

'•!;•
52 53 54

55
T^

56 57 58

59
'rrr 60 61
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PEANUTS
BCTKERED Pi

SOMETHING, CHARLIE

PRO

I kJEP HAV'iNe THIS PAs'PREAAt.

I 5EE AWSElF VEARS FROM

NOU) AT A HU66 BANaiiET...

THE MASTER Of CEREMONIES IS

INTROCVClNe THE HEAD TAPU,
AND WHEN HE 6ETS TO ME I AM
INTRODUCED A5 A "FORMER oREAT

BEFORE mOU CAN BE A\ THAT 5

FORMER cREAT CHARliE J UJHAT
&R0u)N,iCL i HA^ET0 /SCTHERv
SEA'6REAT.:

Sxc,\6M

I Wi^H W
HARKPLD WA*5.

A^> TrlCCertTfOL

h*> YCOK JAKE.

I
• lil g.urjtw* Ma im

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant pe>rker and Johnny hart

Ski Team Continues Win Streak
Snow conditions for ski racing

changed radically during the week

by the addition of about 6 inches of

snow followed by a hard rain

followed by cold weather. It was

interesting skiing on Friday-you

sometimes but not always broke

through the crust into the powder

and on turning went through the

powder and onto the frozen

granular and ice below. It was on

these interesting conditions that

Amherst College ran its two-run

giant slalom on Saturday at the

Dartmouth Skiway in Lyme, N.H.

Co-captain Tuck Woodruff,

running first for UMass, lost his

line in the crud and frozen ice

chips, skied two gates backwards,

missed the finish gate, went

around the officials and through

the finish gate from the other side.

In all the excitement the timers

missed his time and he had a rerun

coming. His next two runs were a

tie for first place Co-captain Jerry

Curran put 2 good runs together for

6th place. Kurt Syer skiing next

also had 2 good runs for a 13th

place. Dave Rutter had two good

runs for a 17th place Dick McWade
running fifth on demonstrator skis

from the Timberline Ski Shop,

because he broke his skiis at

Middlebury in last week's race put

the best two runs of his career

together and finished fifth overall

Dave Ferris skiing 6th and last for

the varsity on a course now down to

bare ice and boiler plate had two

good runs and finished 9th The

varsity had a 1st. 5th. 6th. 9th. IS

and 17 out of 80 racers on the hill

Everyone on the hill was excited

about the decision on Woodruffs

rerun The referee turned the

decision over to the competitions

jury and both coaches and racers

were so excited about this that they

failed to do the necessary addition

racing near the end of the order.

Phil McKeague was the only

UMass runner to have trouble and

him. Without Tuck, UMass had a

total team time for the best four

racers of 472.3, B.U. was 477.9, B.C.

was 484.2, NU. was 485.5. Tufts,

AIC, Amherst, and Bentley

finished in that order.

On Sunday on similar snow and

with a second very cold day the

Eleventh Running of the UMass
Winter Carnival Giant Slalom Ski

Race was held on the Worden
Schuss, a trail with a steep pitch

known affectionately as a

waterfall, which it very much
resembles. The course was set to

be a very fast giant slalom and for

UMass it was; for many others

who could not hold a good line on

the ice it was a disaster.

Jim Hansen of BC won the race

with a two run time of 133.2, Tuck

Woodruff 75 of UMass was one half

second behind with a 133.7. Ken
Biedeman of BU was third with a

135.8 while "wise old racer'' Jerry

Curran '72 was fourth Other

finishers for UMass were Dick

McWade 11th, Dave Ferris 13,

Dave Rutter 14 and Kurt Syer who
lost control and skied off the course

was 19th.

Jim Ahearn racing B Team at

the end of the order on mostly blue

ice finished 10th overall and Larry

Peck lost a ski and did not finish.

UMass finished first with a total

team time for the four best man of

555.4 seconds, B.U. was second

with a 566.5, Northeastern was
third with 569.9, and Amherst had
583.0. Others in order of finish were
B.C., Tufts, AIC, and Bentley The
UMass win loss ratio was now 27 to

1 and another Division Cham-
pionship seems to be fairly secure

The next league races are the

Tufts slalom on next Saturday and

the Bentley Giant Slalom at

Bromley, Vt., on Sunday.
February 12 and 13. Starting time

on both days is 10 a.m.

WHOOOOOOSH-The UMass Ski

ways with a first place finish up

favorable conditions, this Redmen
(MDC photo by Charlie Minott)

on the score board UMass, was.

however, doing its homework and

any way you added up the times of

the five other team members it

was a clear first, and the UMass
win-loss ration was 20 to 1 no

matter what.

Jim Ahearn finished 16th overall

and Larry Peck finished 22nd

Team continued on its winning

at Lyme. N.H. Despite the un-

appears to be doing quite well.

he ripped the toe piece off his ski

during his second run after a good

first run

When the three man com
petitions jury met to decide

Woodruff's case they decided that

he had received assistance

because spectators shouted

•Back" and this may have helped

an 72 was iounn. vjuici —

Gymnasts Crush
Pittsburgh

Olympic Roundup
SXPPORO. Japan I AIM - United States

athletes returned Tuesday to the ski slopes and the

figure skating rink the only places they've found

any medals in the 11th Winter Olympics rated as

contenders but with little hope for anything more

precious than bronze

Three American girls-Marilyn Cochran, 22. and

her sister Barbara. 21. of Richmond. Vt, and

Sandra Poulsen of Olympic Valley. Calif were

capable of schussing into medal honors in the

women's giant slalom.

John Mischa Petkevish. 22. of Great Falls.

Mont and Ken Shelley. 21 . of Downey. Calif
.
bore

American hopes for a men's figure skating medal

into the first round of compulsory figures

Petkevich was given a better chance than Shelley,

even though Shellev won the national cham

pionship in Long Beach. Calif . last month when

Petkevich fell

From the men's compulsory arena, Shelley had

to go into the pairs free skating with Jo Jo Star

buck They were rated an outside chance for a

silver medal and a good chance for a bronze, even

though they would have to hoist themselves from

fourth place in the compulsories to get it.

Meanwhile, the IS hockey team rested up for

another whack at giant killing on Wednesday,

when it meets the Soviet Union, defending

champion in the Winter Olympics. The young

American team pulled one of the big upsets of the

Games Tuesday by whipping second-ranked

Czechoslovakia 5-1 ^ , D .

Janet Lynn, the 18-year-old blonde from Rock-

ford 111 brought the United States its second

bronze medal in women's figure skating

She came from fourth place in the compulsories

to aet it and might have won the silver medal

except for a fall This allowed Karen Magnussen of

Canada to take second place with a nearly flawless

performance Julie Lynn Holmes of North

Hollywood. Calif , second after the compulsories.

dropped to fourth after she too took a spill

ThT competition was all for the silver and

bronze Tall Trixi Schuba of Austria had the gold

locked up because of the near perfection of her

school figures Even if the more graceful free

skaters had gotten through with nary a slip they

could not have caught Miss Schuba despite her

conservative, mechanical performance
'

Miss Lynns medal, along with the bronze won

by Susan Corrock of Ketchum Idaho, in the

women's downhill on Sunday, left the United

States near the bottom of the chart.

The Soviet Union had two gold, two silver and

one bronze; Switzerland two gold, one silver and

one bronze. West Germany two gold and one

silver Austria, Sweden and Japan one gold, one

silver and one bronze, each; Norway three silver

and four bronze; Finland one silver and one

bronze, and Canada one silver

Ard Schenk. the Dutch hero set an Olympic

record of 15:01 35 in winning the 10.000 meter

speed skating race He added this to the 5.000 and

1 500 meter races he won earlier in the week

Another Dutchman. Cees Verkerk. won the silver

medal in 15:0470. and Sten Stensen of Norway

took the bronze in 15:07 08

Dan Carroll of St Louis finished ninth in

15:4441 _. , . .

Svenake Lundback. a 24 year old electrical

engineer from Sweden, upset Russia s world

champion Fedor Simachov and won the

kilometer cross country race in 45 28.24.

Simachov was second in 46:00 84 and Ivar r ormo

of Norway third in 46 02.68

A handsome Swiss skier who does some work as

a movie stuntman. Bernhard Russi. won the men s

downhill race in 1:5143. followed by Roland

Collombin of Switzerland in 1:52 07 and Hennck

M.sser of Austria in 1:52 40 Bobby Cochran of

Richmond. Vt, was the top American, finishing

eighth in 1:53 39

East Germans swept both the mens and

women's luge events Anna Mane Muller won the

women's event with a time of 2:59.18. followed by

Ute Ruhrold in 2:59 49 and Margit Schumann in

2 ,",9 54

Wolfgang Scheidel won the men's sled ride in

3:27 58. Harrald Ehng was second in 3:28.39 and

Wolfram Fielder third in 3:28 73.

Along with the US hockey team. Sweden scored

an upset by tying Russia 3-3. Finland beat Poland

5 1 The only game Tuesday matched

Czechoslovakia and Finland

Mike Currans alert goaltending was tne

decisive factor in America's upset victory over the

Czechs "I haven't seen better goaltending in a

long while." said Coach Murray Williamson

America's girl racers faced Austria s An

nemarie Proell and other leading European stars

in the giant slalom.

In pairs figure skating. Russia's world cham

pions Irina Rodnina and Alexei Ulanov were the

favorites A second Russian pair. Ludmila

Smirnova and Andrei Soouaikin. finished second

in the compulsories and Manuela Gross and Uwe

Kagelmann third.

But Miss Starbuck and Shelley could move up to

a medal with an excellent free skating per

formance Douglas Berndt and Barbara Brown of

Denver and Mark and Melissa Mihtano of Dix

Hills, NY. were also entered but appeared to be

out of the running

Peter Karns of Jackson, Wyo , Dennis Donahue

of Essex Junction. Vt, Dexter Morse of Aspen.

Colo., and W Jay Bowerman of Eugene, Ore.,

were U.S. entrants in the biathlon They faced

apparently insurmountable competition from an

array of Finns. Norwegians, Russians and Ger

mans with far more experience in this sport.

Bv JANE CROOK
As was expected, the UMass

varsity gymnasts crushed the

University of Pittsburgh Saturday

afternoon by 148 20 to 128 50 Since

UMass was heavily favored, the

win came as no surprise, as they

upped their record to 4-1.

However, the Redmen were not

impressive in their easy victory

over pitt as their overall per

formance was below par Injuries

and sickness took their full toll this

week, leaving UMass with a tired

•quad not really psychologically

up for this meet, first of three in

eight days Contributing most to

the low team score was an ex

tremelv low bar score of 21 Ho

which kept the Redmen below the

crucial 150 mark Event for event

IMass overpowered Pittsburgh,

sweeping all six first places, four

seconds, and four thirds, while Pitt

could only manage three seconds

and two thirds

Leading the Redmen in the meet

was co-captain Tony Vacca whose

50 25 total in the all-around event

won him top honors Despite a

hampering shoulder injury. Vacca

placed in all six events taking first-

on high bar and vaulting, as well as

Mt-ond on parallel bars and floor

exercise, and third on still rings

and pommel horse Other strong

performances of Massachusetts

were John Calabria, on floor. Steve

Scuderi on side horse. Jay Aron

stfin and John Oliver on still rings

Jay Thompson in vaulting, and

Dave Genest on parallel bars

once again John Calabria paced

the Redmen on the floor with his

8 75. good for first place, closely

followed by Vacca's 8 .55 which tied

I'rihis of Pittsburgh for second

The first event saw UMass jump to

an early lead they would never

relinquish

First place on pommel horse

went to Steve Scuderi whose K 7

routine was a full 8 ahead of his

nearest competitor With a little

cleaning. Scuz' difficult routine has

the potential of being a 9 Pidgeon

of Pitt took second with a 7 9. and

Vacca took third with a 7 7

Jay Aronstein's 9 13 easily won

him first in the still rings event as

he bettered his nearest Pitt op-

ponent by 15. UMass dominated

this event as Oliver took second

with an 8 25 and Vacca tied with

Hornicle for third. The Redmen
scored 25 05 in this event, so the

score at intermission read UMass
74 5; Pitt 64.25

Long horse vaulting saw the

Redmen hit two of their highest

scores of the day Vacca's second

vault earned him a 9 15 and first

place, while the Redmen's most

dependable vaulter. Jay Thomp-

son, hit as usual for a 9.1 and

second place Pribis of Pittsburgh

was third.

The Redmen took all three

places in the parallel bar com-

petition despite some surprising

and disappointing breaks Per

usual Co-captain Dave Genest w on

the event with an 8 6, followed by

Vacca's 8.3. and Scuderi's 8.1.

Excepting Vacca's double-

twisting flyaway, an 8.9, and first

place, high bar proved pretty

horrendous for the Redmen Three

out of four men had major breaks

accounting for the team's ex

tremelv low score of 21 08. Despite

these unusual low scores on one of

UMass' strongest events. the>

easily outscored Pittsburgh, who
managed only an 18 25

The Redmen now have two da\-

to prepare for one of their toughest

meets before traveling to

Springfield on Wednesday Coach
Kjeldsen will be looking for the

strongest lineup possible in an

effort to topple the Chiefs The

underdog Redmen hope to be full>

prepared and in good health in foi

arch rival Springfield IMass ha

the potential to w in but w hether 01

not they'll put it all together will be

seen Wednesday The Redmen
take on the Chiefs at 8:00 PM. in

Springfield's fieldhouse

Olympic
Medals
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Grapplers Cap
Face Dartmouth Tonight

Coast Guard
;x»s»**»i*:'**'*we5*****

Bv JOHN BOCK
The motto of the U.S. Coast

Guard is "Always Ready", but a

spectator at Saturday's wrestling

match in the Cage could testify

that the Bears of Coast Guard were

anything but ready to take on the

Redmen of I'Mass as they lost 28-5.

It isn't clear whether someone

was pulling Coach Barr's leg or not

when thev were talking about the

Coast Guard team "We were

Satlg (ftflUrgtatt

SPORTS
surprised because in the past their

had always given us some

good bouts Then again we were up

for the match because of last

year's defeat and the win over

Springfield last Tuesday
."

The team that Coast Guard

brought up from New London

highlighted freshman at over half

the weight classes In fact there

was only one senior and a single

junior on the varsity, while their

J V s had mostly sophomores with

two junior-

The Bears put last year's fresh

man New Kngland Champ. Long,

against Dave Amatoat 118 pounds

Dave was taken down and ridden

out for most of the match came
back with two escapes and a very

nice takedown of his own in the last

tew seconds of the bout to win V4.

At IX pounds. Barry Godowsky

wrestled somewhat of a comback

match as his three points were

red in the last period Barry

a aggressive for the entire bout

ind was in on his opponent s legs

many times but was countered or

off the mat when he was just ready

to pressure the man. The score was

3-2 against Demmick of Coast

Guard and UMass was in the lead

6-0.

The Redmen had Mike

McGlaughtin at 134 as the Bears

sported Malony Mike was coming

back after an illness and was

behind in the first period but

through superior riding skills

managed a 5-5 draw
( la\ Jester was extremely

impressive at 142 as he worked his

man constantly for the pin but had

to settle for an 11-0 decision and a

four point addition to the team

score Note: New NCAA rule

awards four team points for a

decision over ten pour

Shelley Goldberg has yet to be

defeated or even come close as he

breezed through his 150 pound bout

with Hutchinson 7 1 Shelley en-

tertained the crowd with his at-

tempts to get his man to work and

give him more of a match
The 158 pound match went

I Mass' way as Chris

( adawallader beat Coast Guard's

Page, one of the few men to beat

former I Mass New England

Champ Tom Young It was

definitely a tough match and Chris

pulled it out in the last period by

virtue of a point riding time and a

point escape
There wasn't much of a match at

167 as Mike Duffy scored a lopsided

14 3 decision over Healow Mike

showed great proficiency in shrugs

and dumps as he used these

takedowns repeatedly to pick up

points

Bruce Buckbee walked away

with a 7 3 decison over Milner of

the Bears and hardly broke a sweat

in the process Fans again saw

Bruce work hard for a pin but to no

.d as his opponent had a suction

cup for a stomach
Coast Guard picked up their

remaining points at 190 as Capacci

of Coast Guard decisioned Tom
• dlaghan 8-o

Carl Dambman. fat and happy ;«t

heavyweight, scored an t

victory over Penn 7-0 Carl showed

that his bear hug is nothing to mess

with as he scored a five point move

right off the whistle (Two points

for a takedown and three for a near

fall) Carl is going to have to make

the decision as to whether or not he

is going to wrestle 190 pounds for

the New Knglands. A few more

easy victories and he may not think

too hard
As effortless as the match was

for I'Mass it did not come without

hard work It would have been

quite easy for the team to take it

easy after Springfield and let

things come as they wish But the

New England title means too much

to the Redmen and Coach Barr.

and for this same reason they will

be just as ready when the Indians

of Dartmouth come to t M
tonight at 1:01 P M in the Boyden

Auxiliary Gym

Dartmouth is currently ranked

sixth in the New England In

ullegiate Wrestling Assoc poll

and coincidental^ finished in that

same spot last year after the

Tournament They sport Ted
Thompson. NEIWA Champ in 1^71

at 177. but he has had some defeats

this year, one to the I'RI 177

pounder and more notably to

Porillo of Springfield The Indians

also have the freshmen that placed

them fourth in the 1971 Freshman
New Englands

So Dartmouth comes heavy with

talent to meet the Redmen in the

last home meet of the season and

the last time the seniors wear the

red and white before a home
crowd They won't let the fans

down but will the fans let them
down" A very poor crowd watched

the match at the Cage and the team
only hopes that those that weren t

there will turn out for Dartmouth

There will be an on the-mat

clinic for those participants in the

upcoming Intramural program

and Coach Barr and some of the

team will do their best to

demonstrate moves and

procedures that will help each

man's performance in the mat-

ches

PLAY IT AGAIN. SAM-Sophomore Jim

Lynch never got credit for this goal when the

( ollegian ran this picture a week ago. 1

might not be a gold medal, but Jim is

probably just as happy as Ard Schenk.

(MDC photo by Ned Diffendale)

YanCon Rules On Scholarships

In Depth Look Tomorrow

* raper#\

\ DRE \M COME TRl'E-Ard Schenk. of the Netherlands, is shown

here receiving the second of his three gold medals in this years

winter Olympics. With these gold medals he has certainly reached

the pinnacle of amateur athletics. <AP Wirephoto)

c<5C^C%'CSc*C^^." wtsswcassfc^sasscscisww R$»R3»tt»^

A Tale Of
Two Runners

Bv TOM DERDERIAN
Kathy Lawson and Charlotte Lettis traveled north to Burlington

Vermont this Saturday to compete in the Women's region 1 indoor track

championships Lawson won one. the 220 yard dash and placed second in

the 50 while Lettis finished second in the mile run

Kathv Lawson s day started slowly with a 6.4 in the trials for the 50 and

continued with an easy 27.6 in the 220. Things picked up a bit in the semi

finals with a 6 and a 26.7 Lawson won the 220 in 25.6 seconds which she

considered fair indoors. In the final of the 50 Lawson started poor y and

placed second to Charlene Johnson who runs for the Police Athletic

League of NYC Their times were respectively 5 9 and 6.0

Charlotte Lettis ran the first half of the mile right on the heels of I9h8

Olympian Francie Johnson They easily left the rest of the field and

passed the half mile in 2:28. On the eighth lap. after a 3:45 3/4 time.

Johnson sprinted away to win with a time of 4:57 compared to 5:04 tor

The UMass pair will compete again in the nationals in NYC on F^. 251"

and next weekend Lettis will run the mile in the New England Cham

pionships Lawson will compete in the shorter dash on Feb. 18th in tne

Olympic invitationals in NYC. The top two finishers in each event in the

nationals will meet the Russians indoors on March 17th.

The Yankee Conference has made a new ruling that

says from now on Athletic Scholarships must be given

o i the basis of need.

Former Collegian sports writer Earle BarroU in-

vestigated the implications this ruling will have for

UMass and spoke with various coaches and officials

'^eedl^^^
all schoofs »n the

y
Yankee Conference, but the effect ,t

will have on the University and the other schools in

the league with expanding programs in sports will

also be examined by BarroU.

Barroll's combination commentary and in-

vestigation will appear in tomorrows Collegian and

will include the comments and opinions of the people

who will be most affected.

Look for this important story in tomorrow s MDC

Czechs
Checked
SAPPORO, Japan (AP)The

United States' 5 1 upset victory

over the powerful Czechoslovak ian

hockey team on Monday has the

Yanks thinking of an Olympic

bronze medal, but those thoughts

are surrounded by "ifs."

The U.S. team plays Russia

Wednesday and Finland Thursday.

Coach Murray Williamson says he

wishes the schedule was reversed

so his American team would not

have to play two top teams,

Czechslovakia and Russia, in

succession

But the United States can claim

third place if it beats Finland and

Poland and if the Swedes or

Russians defeat the Czechs.

The Americans got a second win

in the Olympic hockey when the

Swedish team came back with

three third-period goals to tie the

Russians 3-3 Monday night It left

the Soviet Union and Sweden tied

for first in the Class A standings

with a victory and a tie. with

Czechslovakia. Finland and the

United States tied with one victory

and one loss each, followed by

Poland with two losses

Tuesday's only game has
Czechslovakia against Finland,

which beat Poland 5-1 Monday-

night

Notices
HOCKEY GAMES-STUDENT
ADMISSIONS Because of the

limits set by the Massachusetts

Department of Safety University

of Massachusetts student ad-

missions to hockey names held in

Amherst College's Orr Rink for the

remainder of the year will be

limited to 1200 It will be necessary

to stop admitting students when

turnstile counts reach the

maximum figure and the un

derstanding and cooperation of

everyone concerned would be

appreciated according to a request

received from Amherst College

J V WRESTLING The J .V.

wrestling meet vs Dartmouth on

Feb. 8 has been cancelled.

VARSITY HOCKEY-The varsity

hockey game at Orr Rink against

Northeastern this Saturday has

been moved back to 8:00 P M. It is

not at 2:00 P.M. as is listed in the

schedule.

I-M NOTICE Women's Intramural

Bowling entries are due Thurs .

February 10 Any faculty-staff

individuals (women) interested in

participating in this acitivity

should contact Merrie Fidler in the

Intramural Office < 5-2801)

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Livestocks classics are

coming.
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Florence Luscomb spoke last night on the historical beginnings of today s Women's Rights Movement.

(MDC Photo by Carl Nash)
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Luscomb Discusses
History

Of Woman's Lib
Jeannette Martineau

Florence Luscomb, the 85-year-old Feminist, last night opened the

Colloquium on Women in the Economy and Political System

Florence Luscomb, the 85-year-old Feminist, last night opened the

Colloquium on "Women in the Economy and Political System" in Emily

Dickinson House, on Orchard Hill, by explaining how woman abohtioners

and suffragettes were the forerunners of today's liberationists.

Miss Luscomb, who graduated in architecture from MIT. in 1909, has

been very involved in social- welfare issues throughout most of her life

"If this were a hundred twenty or a hundred thirty years ago, we could

not legally have been here," she began, explaining that, at that time

public-speaking and publishing were considered "unwomanly"

The prevalent thought at that time, Miss Luscomb stated, was that:

"man and woman are one, and that one was the husband. There were no

public schools for girls. Wealthy families hired tutors and sent their

daughters to private schools, but most girls learned only what their

families taught them.

"And it was illegal to harbor a runaway wife," she continued, even her

own family couldn't take her in. The children belonged to the father. He

could give his child away in his will. The Quakers were the only group to

recognize the full equality of women.
"The fight to gain freedom was the result of slavery." she said. "Most

women were horrified by slavery, and wanted to work in the anti-slavery

movement,'' and cited Lucy Stone, reknown Suffragette, as having "run

up against prejudice, legal restrictions against women."

Miss Luscomb then traced the Suffrage movement and her own in-

volvement for women's rights, citing Lucy Stone. Susan B. Anthony,

Elizabeth Katie Stanton, and Dr. Anna Howard Shaw as outstanding

spokeswomen and asked "what do children learn about them in history? I

am probably the only person alive today who has heard Susan B Anthony

SD€dK
The worst part is that women are not considered citizens At that time

(1890), the only people who weren't allowed to vote were criminals, the

insane, and women."
• But, by 1919," she announced, "there were 2 million women working

for suffrage (on the state level), and termed the women's vote as

"politically powerful", and as having caused "Congress to amend the

Federal Constitution
"

.

Miss Luscomb cited as the most urgent Women's Rights issue, the

denial of equal pay for equal work." citing it a matter of "propor

tions" . "46% of the women work outside their homes, earning 58% of the

pay of the men in the same jobs ..and its only 48% in the case of black

women "

"Women also need child care centers, the right to decide when they

want children and how many. And women in legislature to decide on

laws on how we should live."

I'm a third generation (Women's Rightist)", she declared, and this

is the fifth generation I hope that this generation Liberationists can

finish the job
"

The real peril," Miss Luscomb concluded, "is to limit women to the

home and to throw away half of our wealth of braias, and service.

"

When asked about the division of the Women's Lib Movement into

NOW Radical Feminists, etc . she repeated her advice "to put more

emphasis on discrimination in employment One-tenth of the nations

families are woman-supported." citing the "emphasis on abortion as

"too bad".

About Shirely Chisholms candidacy, she said that it is "too important

that we defeat tricky Dicky" and urged that "we get behind one can

didate." . . .. _
She also advocated "a post-revolutionary form of socialism or com-

munism" citing this country's "extremes of poverty and wealth
"

The Colloquium's purposes, as st .ted in the introductory material, is

"To raise the consciousness of women in particular and through

educative means, the university community, in regard to the varied

economic roles of women in the university and area .

"

Future speakers include Laurence Nissonoff. on "The Labor

Movement," and Francine Weiskiffon "In the University, the nature and

function of their work and study within capitalism."

On The Inside

:

Youth Caucus Campaign
See page two

Infirmary Contruction
See page three

Dock Strike Settled
See page four

Berrigan Jurors Chosen
See page five Florence Luscomb
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The sun also rises or sets (depending on how you look at it) on this

quiet but serenely looking setting. ( Photo by Alan Chapman

)

Court Hearing Set

In Westfield Firing
The case of a Westfield State

College instructor seeking a court

order to prevent his dismissal from

In- st.itf has been scheduled for

trill m Superior Court June 5.

The action is being brought by

Philip C. Shepardson, 37. of 18

Ridgeway Ter . Westfield. against

the 14-member board of trustees of

the Massachusetts state colleges

and Leonard J Savignano. WSC
president

Through his attorney John M
(Ireaney. Shepardson yesterday

petitioned for a preliminary in

junction to restrain the trustees

and Savignano from terminating

his employment at the college at

the end of this academic year

Representing Savignano and the

trustees. Boston attorney Morris

\I Goldings opposed the injunction

on the ground that denying it would

cause no irreparable harm to

Shepardson. since there is still

time for the case to go to a full

hearing before Shepardson's

contract expires on Aug 26.

Superior Court Judge Paul V.

Rutledge did not grant the in

juction. but assigned the case to

the earliest possible date. June 5,

and said injunctive relief can be

petitioned at that time if

necessary.

In Shepardson's bill of com-

plaint, it is alleged that. "Begin-

ning in the latter part of the year

1970. and continuing through the

present time, the campus of

Westfield State College has

become embroiled in a series of

disputes and disagreements Your

petitioner is informed and believes

that for reasons undisclosed to

him. the president of the

college determined that your

petitioner should be removed from

the teaching staff of the school
."

In court yesterday, Greaney said

Shepardson's department chair

man had not even been consulted

on his firing

Shepardson received a notice of

termination last August giving

three reasons for his dismissal,

according to Greaney; there is no

position in television as the college

for which he was originally hired in

August of 1966. the only other

position for Shepardson would be in

Knglish or speech; the petitioner

failed to obtain 30 additional

graduate credits beyond his

master's degree in English

literature

Greaney argued yesterday that

the reason about the limited

openings made no sense since

Shepardson has been in the English

department for the past six years

Greaney said an amendment in

the rules governing promotions

and tenure which requires an in-

structor to obtain 30 credits in

addition to a masters degree

before being promoted to the rank

of assistant professor is not ap-

plicable to persons who initial

appointment was made prior to

1968

The dispute between Sheapard-

son and the school officials also

involves tenure.

i Reprinted from Springfield

I nioni

Youth Caucus Campaign

For Paul McCloskey

30 Min. from Amherst on Rt. 9

Sleigh

Hay
Cocktail

Parties

DINNER — FOOD — DRINK

The Salem Crojs Inn

As part of the political campaign

sponsored by the Massachusetts

Youth Caucus 25 students from the

5-College area spent last weekend

in New Hampshire working for

presidential candidate Paul Mc-

Closkey.

"We went from door to door

canvassing, doorbell-ringing, and

distributing pamphlets supporting

Paul McCloskey," said Diane

Campbell, a junior at Mount

Holyoke College. "It's not that we
all support McCloskey," Diane

emphasized "It's that we fell that

McCloskey provides a direct

confrontation against Richard

Nixon."
Michael Barrett, coordinator of

the Massachusetts Youth Caucus,

further explained in a newsletter

whv the Caucus was campaigning

for McCloskey. He said. "We feel

that an enormous number of young

people want to become politically

involved. They have in common
their opposition to Richard Nixon,

our continuing presence in the air

and on the ground in Southeast

Asia, and oppressive measures at

home They do not share a common
Presidential candidate. Some have

chosen one Democratic contender

or another, but most have
remained inactive.

"The Youth Caucus is trying to

devise a strategy which will put

large numbers of young people to

work in a way which will increase

the probability of a Nixon defeat by

a person to the left of Humphrey,
but which will not increase the

divisions among liberals. We are

therefore holding off from en-

dorsing one of the liberal

Democrats in the Massachusetts

primary. We are trying instead to

work for unity among the splin-

tered leftfield. For example, we
have encouraged the formation of

"unity" slates for the primary,

composed of Chisholm, McCarthy

and McGovern supporters.

"Pursuing this strategy further,

we are mounting a Back to New
Hampshire' movement for Paul

McCloskey McCloskey is worthy

of youthful support, but we are not

endorsing him as our Presidential

candidate Rather, a good showing

by him in New Hampshire's
Republican primary against the

President will increase the

chances for all the liberals of

beating Nixon, will allow young

people to battle directly our

common target, and will not fur-

ther divide the liberal force."

Diane expanded on Mike
Barrett's letter by adding. "We are

not to be mistaken for McCloskey's

organization
."

According to an official release

from the Massachusetts Youth

Caucus the purposes of the

organization are:

"Power not for ourselves, but for

what we believe in:

Malraux
Criticizes

Nixon
PARIS <AP)-Andre Malraux

says President Nixon's visit to

China could become meaningless if

he answers "no" to Mao Tse-tung's

first question.

The 70-year old writer has known
the Communist chairman for three

decades He told of his misgivings

at a luncheon with Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy, D Mass

Rt. 9, West Brookfield, Mass. 617-867-2345
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"An end, immediately and

completely, to the war in Indochina

and the nightmares of an in-

terventionist foreign policy.

"A massive reordering of

national priorities to attack full

scale the problems of hunger,

poverty, education and urban and

environmental decay.

"An opening up of the political

parties in America to heretofore

disenfranchised classes -young

people, poor people, Black people,

Brown people and women of all

ages and races...

"And an end to the ad-

ministration of Richard Nixon."

According to Diane Campbell,

the Massachusetts Youth Caucus

has been taking action in a number

of other ways besides campaigning

in the primaries

The first major move took place

January 8th. About 100 young

people gathered in Cambridge,

where they discussed tactics and

issues of the caucus with former

Congressman Allard K. Lowen-

stein and national Vietnam veteran

spokesman John Kerry. "They

then set out concrete ways to get

things done," said Diane who was

at the meeting.

The major emphasis was finding

young people who could serve as

delegates to the national

nominating conventions for their

district level slates. Young people

were also encouraged and shown

how they could run for positions

and join local town and state

committees. Diane explained, "We
want to hit the grass roots

."

Another project of MYC involves

getting more young people

registered to vote. Due in part to

action of Youth Caucus, registrars

will be available to students in

Massachusetts high schools.

Finally. MYC is sending out

questionnaires to major political

candidates to find out where they

stand on issues especially im-

portant to youth. The results are to

be published and will be made
available to young people so that

they will be better able to decide on

how to vote.

"We eventually want to be sort of

a clearing house," said Diane

"Hopefully, we'll be able to

motivate people to action. When
kids want to help, they can come to

us, and then find out where to turn

and what they can do."

Concludes Barrett in his

newsletter, "The Caucus has no

intentions of confining itself to the

McCloskey campaign and New
Hampshire. We are working to

establish Youth Caucus chapters in

communities and colleges

throughout the state. We want

organizers who will involve the

Caucus in local issues, in addition

to the general questions we
mention here and we need fresh

ideas and leaders."

Young people interested in

working with the Massachusetts

Youth Caucus may contact Diane

Campbell in North Rockefeller

Hall at Mount Holyoke College or

Ellen Vollinger. Wester

Massachusetts MYC chairman, in

Gillette House at Smith College
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INTEGRITY 'N MUSIC;

REVISIT
Jazz/Rock/Blues
LP's/Tapes - All Labels

Discount Prices

Prompt Delivery

Free Giant Catalog
Complete Schwann Select.

Reply To:

P.O. Rox 135, Rocky

Hill, Conn. 06067

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all venules

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Splld parking h.ad.chtt In

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Century Shopping Ptaia' Free perking for over 100 rerj'

I

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N'hamp. Jr College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL OR
On North-South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

HOLYOKE 205 HIGH ST Next to Holyoke Natl Bank
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Infirmary Construction To Limit Access

r

By DON SAINT-PIERRE
The new infirmary extension which was announced

in yesterday's Collegian will probably cause a bit of

turmoil for UMass students until it is completed.

Construction of the new $1.5 million building, which

will get underway in a few weeks, will require

limiting the access to, and parking around, the

building until its completion sometime in mid-"73.

However, Barry Averil, the Acting Director of

Health Services, feels that with some patience and

foresight students will not be bothered too greatly

during the construction.

Tentative plans call for the installation of steam

and power lines beginning the 14th of this month. This

project involves digging a ditch in front of the present

building which will render the front entrance inac-

cessible. During this time the Ambulance and

Emergency entrance will be used as the Main en-

trance. Students using the Infirmary facilities are

requested, by Averil, to enter through this door, on

the south side of the building, then proceed through

the corridor to the Information Desk.

The ditch will also eliminate the present parking

area located in front of the building. Averil requests,

therefore, that students not drive their cars to the

Infirmary if at all possible. He suggested getting a

ride from a friend or using the Health Services

Shuttle which circuits all the dorm areas every half-

hour.

Construction of the building itself is expected to

begin by June of this year. At this time, a con-

struction fence will be erected around the site and all

the already mentioned areas plus Parking Area #4

will become inaccessible.

Averil said that during construction, there will be a

sidewalk constructed around the front of the building

and through Area #4 for students travelling from the

Brett Dorm area to the Public Health Area.

He added that the Infirmary Loop road is now being

partially used for "Physicians On Call" parking and

that students should make every effort to avoid using

these spaces as the doctors need accessibility to their

cars for emergency calls.

X
Here is a map showing exactly the situation at the Infirmary

during the new construction. (Map courtesy of Physical Plant.)

Minorities And The University

Nixon Proposes

Pollution Tax
WASHINGTON <AP>

President Nixon has proposed his

first pollution tax, a levy on the

sulfur emitted from the

smokestacks of factories and

power plants.

Administration spokesmen said

the tax would encourage industry

to meet regional air-quality

standards that take effect in 1975

To the extent that they don't,

however, the sulfur tax could be

passed on to consumers in the form

of higher prices for electricity and

other products

The sulfur tax was one of a half-

dozen legislative proposals

promised in a special message on

the environment, sent to Congress

Tuesdav.
Nixon said he will propose a

measure encouraging states to

take control of the location of high

wavs and airports by 1975. Those

which fail to obtain federal ap-

proval of their plans by then would

start losing federal highway and

airport construction aid and land-

acquisition money from the Land

and Water Conservation Fund

Kach vear they delay, their

federal aid in these areas would be

reduced an additional percentage

and would be redistributed to

states with approved plans

Nixon also proposed to

discourage the development of

coastal wet lands by removing the

eligibility of projects located on

wetlands from certain tax benefits

available to commerical con-

struction

Two other proposals would seek

to control the land disposal of toxic

wastes and the soil runoff from

construction projects Each would

rely on state regulation under

federal guidelines

Still another proposal would

make the harming of an en-

dangered species of animal a

federal offense for the first time,

subject to criminal penalties

It also would seek to protect

species on the verge of becoming

"endangered"

In addition to the legislative

proposals, the Nixon message
announced a number of executive

actions in the environmental field,

including:

—A complete ban on the use of

poisons to control predator

animals on federal land, much of

which is used, under permits, for

the grazing of cattle and sheep.

—An order for development of

standards to protect farm workers

from pesticide poisoning.

—An order for preparation of

energv-saving new insulation

standards for multiple-dwellings

built with federal aid

The sulfur tax would require

payment of 15 cents per pound of

sulfur oxides emitted from

smokestacks when primary

standards, designed to protect

public health, have not been met

Nixon proposed the designation

of 18 federal parks, monuments

and recreation areas as wilderness

areas to protect their natural

condition

And. at the same time, he an-

nounced that 20 parcels of federal

land have been declared surplus

and will be transferred to state and

local governments for park and

recreational use as part of a

continuing program

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

(Editor's Note: The following is

a press release by the Minority

Members of the Working Group on

the Gage Committee in

Representation of the Minority

Community.)

An important meeting was called

on February 2. 1972. by members
of the minority communities at the

University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, in order to discuss the

work of the Gage Committee and

the future of minorities in the

University system There was

active and serious across-the

board participation of ad

ministrators, faculty, students,

stall, and community peoples who
criticized the deficiencies which

presently exist in the University

community and the overt and

subtle forms of institutional racism

which handicap their progress

The participants insisted on an

active part in the dynamic
processes of institutional change

as these are reflected in a positive

program of affirmative action, and

also significant minority

representation in the decision

making process at all levels of

University life

The participants supported very

strongly the immediate im

plementation of the recom
mendations of their constituent

representatives on the Gage
Working Committee and the

directional thrust of the Gage

Report as it referred to in-

tttutional change The meeting

also mandated an immediate

expansion of the representation the

(.,!>:.• Working Committee to in

elude five <5> additional

representatives, one from each of

the constituent groups: Chicanos.

Puerto Ricans. Asians. American

Indians and Third-World foreign

students It was argued that this

would realize effective broad-

based participation of minorities

on this important working com-

mittee

The meeting culminated with the

positive decision of appointing a

working group charged with the

responsibility of preparing the

organizational format to develop a

viable context of operation and to

provide a sense of direction for the

future of minorities at the

University of Massachusetts
There was a prevailing sense of

unity, seriousness, and pur-

posefulness demonstrated by those

attending, and above all. a con

fidence and preparedness to meet

the challenges and confrontations

of the present and future

The present time is a time for

struggle, the future is ours

What is a Fraternity?

Our idea is so old

It's back in style ....

Living together to help

and understand one another.

It should never go out.

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Rush - Wed., Feb. 9, 1972
7 - 9 p.m.

Call 5 0070

for Rides.
Refreshments

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY —
SATURDAY

4: 30 -10: 30 p.m.

(except during

league play)

U. Of Mass.'s first

LIFE CONCERT
This Weekend
Fri., Feb. 1 1 - Sun., 4 p.m.

Mark Meadow Gym - S. of Ed. - 7 p.m.

Yow M invito to . lif. Conc.rt with W JhoW.ndir* th.t y»u will

b. contracting with •v.ryono .I* "ho com., to t.fc. fe* HflUg
for yoorMff from th. momont you arriv. until you choon to l.ev.. w.

will not .uoo«. anything for you to do. A lif. Concort i. MMN ><«

uk, and life .part from our conditioned, .nt.rd.p.nd.nt world of

luTvTval fear., burdonaomo r.aponaibilitiot and goal
I

.triving, whjar. on.

may mor. wily bo at ono with himaolf. ofh.r.. th. world and what,

happening, lif. Contort, differ according to th. contract for Imng to-

oethYr and ..lf-di.cov.ry which all participant, m.k. w.th Mch

oTh.r. l..t fall w. conductod . Uf. Concrt why. th. contract wa. to

not talk. N..rly a hundr.d p.opl. .nthu.ia.tic.lly pert,c.p.t.d. R.ma.n-

ing with th. community without anything planned to do, w. found

our».lv.. being what w. had b«n endeavoring to b.com.. W. al.o

b.c.m. awar. of ...umption. upon which w. w.r. op.rat.ng but ot

which w. had b*.n pr.viou.ly unawar..

Bring instruments, food, candles, whatever you like.

Donation of $5 per person to New England Center

Roller

UVE! IN PERSON

WINTER CARNIVAL '72

SATURDAY, FEB. 12 - 7:30JLH

CHIEFS
vs

JOLTERS
TICKETS MOW ON SALE

ALL SIATS $2. SO

CURRY HICKS CAGE
U. MASS
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In The Nation And The World

West Coast Dock Strike Reaches
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)

Longshoremen and shippers

reached tentative agreement
Tuesday to end the crippling 123-

day-old West Coast dock strike.

The settlement will be submitted

to a committee representing locals

ofthelnternational
Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union and to

individual shippers, said private

mediator Sam Kagel.

The committee would set the

date of a membership ratification

vote and decide if there would be a

return to work pending a vote, said

Kagel. The committee will meet

here Feb. 12.

A new contract would run to July

1. 1973, Kagel said.

When he made the an-

nouncement. Kagel was flanked by

ILWU President Harry Bridges

and President Edmund Flynn of

the employer group, the Pacific

Maritime Association.

Asked by reporters if he could

recommend the agreement to his

members. Bridges replied: "I

don't want to discuss it now."

Asked if the agreement was the

result of White House and

congressional pressure, the 70-

vear-old Bridges gave an emphatic

No'"
Flvnn said in response to a

question. "Yes. sir. we are

satisfied with the terms, or we

wouldn't have agreed
."

Flynn added that the agreement

was "produced by 'a desire on the

part of both of us to work out a

settlement
."

President Nixon had asked

Congress to order an end to the

strike to dissolve what he con-

tended was a threat to the nation's

overall economy.
The Senate had scheduled a

session Tuesday to consider such

legislation. In the House, a

proposal for a 60-day injunction to

bring a paratial end to the walkout

was submitted

The Senate later approved a

measure that would order an end to

the strike by compulsory ar-

bitration The bill sent to the House

provides, however, for an end to

the arbitration procedure when

voluntary settlement of all issues is

certified by both sides to the

secretary of labor

Details of the settlement were

not immediately disclosed, but

Bridges had said earlier that

retroactivity of a wage boost

already agreed upon was the last

major issue to be worked out

The strike was the longest in the

history of West Coast ports and the

first since a 95-day walkout in 1948

President Nixon said the strike

cost the United States $600 million

in export losses. Some economists

put the overall cost at nearly $2

billion.

The walkout idled 24 West Coast

ports and choked off shipments to

The strike, called by the ILWU
last July 1, ran for 100 days before

President Nixon invoked the Taft

Hartley Act to interrupt the work

stoppage for an 80-day cooling-off

period.

The 80 days ran out on Christmas

Day and the union resumed the

strike Jan. 17.

When the opposing sides

returned to negotiations Jan. 31,

Kagel, a veteran negotiator in port

labor problems, was called in to

assist

Kagel told Tuesday's news

conference: "I am authorized to

announce that the ILWU and PMA
negotiating committees reached

agreement on all economic issues

Certain specific non-economic

issues will be mediated and, if

necessary, arbitrated by me."

Faulkner Dismisses Irish Unity

Strike. (AP)

In Brief...
Nixon In Live Radio Broadcast

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon will make a live

nationwide radio broadcast Wednesday morning in connection with

his voluminous foreign-policy report being sent to Congress, the

White House announced Tuesday

The President will speak from his Oval Office in the White House

at 1105 a m EST, prior to signing the foreign-policy report, which

sets forth his view of the state of the world at the end of his third

year in office

Pay Board Member Resigns Business Post

LOS VM.KLKS <AP> - Pay Board member Neil Jacoby

resigned Tuesday as chairman of the executive committee of

occidental Petroleum Corp.'s board of directors, sayi.ig he wished

to
' avoid anv possible ground for criticism of the Pay Board

'

Labor members on President Nixon's Pay Board have said that

Jacoby, a public member, should be removed because of his

executive ties with Occidental

Textiles Show Big Trade Deficit

WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation recorded a trade deficit in

textiles of almost $2 billion last year, its worst in history, the

Commerce Department said Tuesday.

But department officials said the textile deficit should improve

this year with the signing of new voluntary agreements with

Southeastern Asia countries to limit exports to the United States.

Duane Thomas Indicted

(.RKKNVILI.E. Tex. (AP) - Duane Thomas, the Dallas

Cowboys running back, was indicted by the Hunt County grand jury

Tuesday, along with his younger brother. Bertrand, on charges of

possessing marijuana. .

They will be arraigned before Judge Hollis Garman Feb 21 in

196th District Court. Meanwhile their original bail of $5,000 each is

continued.

BELFAST. Northern Ireland

{ \P) _ prime Minister Brian

Faulkner has ruled out any idea of

Irish unity as a solution to the

violence and bloodshed which has

stricken his province.

In an unyielding address to

Parliament Tuesday night, he

declared: "What we have seen of

the Irish republic, we do not like

We do not admire the petulant and

bellicose utterances of its public

figures on the world stage."

Faulkner spoke as Northern

Ireland's Protestant majority,

anxious to ward off any weakening

in the British fight against the Irish

Republican Army, prepared to

launch an organization to thwart

moves toward a united Ireland

The Roman Catholic minority,

bent on bringing the British

province under the rule of the

overwhelmingly Catholic Irish

republic, singled out Wednesday as

"D-Day" in a new civil rights

campaign of disruption of civic life

and resistance to the Protestant-

based government.

In preparation for the 24 hours of

protest meetings, hunger vigils

and school boycotts, Faulkner's

government cancelled all police

leave.

The Protestants were planning to

launch an organization called

Ulster Vanguard.

Rockets Hit DaNang
SAIGON (AP) — Enemy gunners early Wednesday slammed 25 giant

rockets into the big U.S. air base at Da Nang and the surrounding city.

South Vietnam's second largest.

The aUied commands said three Vietnamese civilians were killed and

six civilians, one Vietnamese soldier and 10 U.S. servicemen were

wounded.
, ... u u . .u«.

The U S Command said there was light damage to the air base but that

it was operating A spokesman, Capt James d'Entremont. said there was

minor damage to one aircraft and light damage to buildings and equip-

The South Vietnamese government announced Wednesday that allied

forces would observe a 24-hour cease-fire for the TET lunar new year

celebration beginning at 6 p.m., Saigon time, next Monday.

The Viet Cong had announced last December they would observe a 96-

hour cease-fire for TET beginning at 1 a.m., Saigon time, next Monday
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We have

. $14,000 *

of your money to spend - help us

decide how.

Come to General Meeting:

Thursday

Feb. 10
|

5:00 p.m.
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FLY SUPERCHEAP
NASSAU, From $179

March 24 - tl« includes round trip jet and accommodations at the Montagu Beach

Hotel or Pilot House. Flight only tickets can be purchased on request.

Summer in EUROPE, From $185

Fit. #

BL522
BL61
BL67
BL612
BL621
BL627

Carrier

Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian

Route*

B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B

Dates

S/22-6/27

•71-7/11

6/7-9/12

6/12-9/3

6/21-8/29

6/27-8/15

Cost to

us

$150

$167
$200
$200
$200
$200

Adm.

$35
$35
$25
$25
$25
$25

Total

$185
$202
$225
$225
$225
$225
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* Boston/London/ Boston

SAN

Also available are Inter- European flights, rail passes, international student I.D.'s,

car leases, rentals, and purchases, and many more helpful travel services,

for more info., call ST EV E GERMAN, 253-3359

or

American Student Travel Association

27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
BOSTON, MASS. 02115

Tele: (617)536-2511,536-7863

Open only to 5 college students, faculty, staff and immediate families
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Jurors Chosen In Berrigan Case

HEAD FUN RAISER-Robert Hoyt, bearded former newspaper reporter for a Catholic paper, heads

up the Harrisburg Defense Committee which has raised $400,000 for the defense of Rev. Philip Berrigan

and six other antiwar activists on trial in Harrisburg. Pa., in complex case involving bombing and

kidnapping charges. Hoyt is shown bending over desk listening to committee worker Carmel Fleisher in

committee headquarters a few blocks from Federal court where Jury selection for trial is under way.

(AP)

Chicago 7 In Court Again
CHICAGO <AP> -Attorneys for

the Chicago 7 told a federal appeals

court Tuesday that five riot con-

victions stemming from violence at

the time of the 1968 Democratic

National Convention should be

overturned, arguing that the

federal law was unconstitutional

and the judge antagonistic

The lawyers argued that the

antiriot section of the Civil Rights

\it of 1968. under which the

defendants were indicted, violated

their clients First Amendment

rights Thev also accused I B

District Court Judge Julius J

Hoffman, who presided at the

tumultuous four month trial, of

•blatant antagonism" and

favoring the prosecution over the

defense

The oral arguments touched only

a fraction of the issues raised in the

547-page appeal brief before three

judges of the 7th U.S. Circuit Court

of Appeals
Five of the seven defendants

were convicted of crossing state

lines with the intent to incite

rioting, but all were acquitted of

conspiracy to do so.

The five convicted defendants

were David Dellinger. .56: Thomas

I Haydan 12: Jerry C Rubin

Reonard C Davis. B, and Abbie

Hoffman. 33 They were sentenced

to five years in prison and fined

$5,000 each
Two other defendants. Lee Winer

and John R Froines. both 33. were

acquitted of all charges in the trial,

which ended Feb 18. 1970

In addition, all seven defendants

plus two defense lawyers were

sentenced for contempt by Judge

Hoffman at the trial's conclusion

The lawyers, William Kunstler and

Leonard Weinglass, are among

those arguing for reversal of the

convictions

Kubin and Davis attended the

appeals court session They were

joii.ed bv Bobby C, Seale. chair

manof the Black Panther party, an

original defendant who also was

held in contempt by Judge Hoff

man after a mistrial was declared

in his case

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP)-A jury of nine women and three men was

sworn in Tuesday to try the Rev. Philip Berrigan and six codefendants on

charges that they conspired to kidnap presidential aide Henry Kissinger

as a gesture of opposition to the Vietnam war.

Jury selection was completed afier 2 1/2 weeks of trial, during which

prosectuion and defense focused on the religious attitudes of prospective

jurors, questioning them at length about their views of political activism

by priests and nuns.
'

In addition to Berrigan, two of the defendants are Catholic priests, one

is a former priest, one is a nun and another a former nun. The seventh

defendant on trial in U.S. District Court here is a Moslem from Pakistan

The majority of the jury is Protestant. One is a Roman Catholic. There

is one black juror.

Three of the women jurors are in their 20s. The eldest member of the

panel is a women of about 60 whose four sons all were conscientious ob-

jectors Three of the jurors have relatives who served in Vietnam.

Selection of six alternate jurors was the next order of business before

Judge R Dixon Herman. They will be available throughout the trial in the

event one or more of the regular jurors has to drop out for health or other

reasons. _. t .

The trial of the so-called Harrisburg 7 began Jan. 24. Since then more

than 300 prospective jurors were questioned.

Fourty-six survived the initial examination. This number was reduced

during the Tuesday session by the use of peremptory challenges, for

which no reason need be given. The defense had 28, the government 6.

The defendants are accused of plotting in 1970 to kidnap Kissinger and

stage his mock trial as a symbol of the group's opposition to President

Nixon's policies in Southeast Asia.

In addition, the indictment accuses the defendants of plotting to blow up

heating tunnels in Washington and to raid and vandalize draft offices in

cpvprsl Sl3l£S

The government charges that the scheming was masterminded by

Berrigan from a cell in the federal penitentiary at Lewisburg, Pa ,

through the use of smuggled letters. He was incarcerated there at the

time, beginning a six-tear prison term for destroying draft records. He

later was transferred from Lewisburg

Defendants with the tall, gray-haired priest, are two other Catholic

clergymen the Rev Joseph Wenderoth, 35. and the Rev Neil

McLaughlin, 30. Also charged are a former priest and the ex-nun he

married Mr and Mrs. Anthony Scoblick, both 32; Sister Elizabeth

McAlister, 30, a teaching nun, and Eqbal Ahmed, 40, a Pakistan graduate

student in this country.

All but the 48-year-old Berrigan are free on bond

MDC Classifieds Pay

Nixon Claims No Tax Rise

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Nixon

Administration Tuesday
disavowed any intention of raising

taxes in the coming fiscal year

while congressional Democrats put

pressure on the President to

submit loophole-closing tax reform

proposals by March 15.

Rep. Wilbur Mills. (D-Ark .).

chairman of the House Ways and

Means Committee, wrote a letter

to Nixon asking him to submit

proposals by March 15 for closing

loopholes in the federal income,

estate and gifts taxes And he

implied that failure to do so could

imperil administration requests

for further increases in the federal

debt ceiling

Mills' letter came as a com

promise with efforts of several

House Democrats to hold up a

pending $20-billion increase in the

federal debt ceiling unless Nixon

acted to boost revenues by reforms

closing loopholes

Rep Henry Reuss, (D-Wis),

who initiated that move, said Mills'

move seems to him a happy

solution

George Shultz, director of the

Office of Management and Budget,

said he believes there should be a

'•moratorium on increasing

revenue by increasing tax rates."

"The administration has no

intention of seeking a value-added

tax or any kind of tax as it applies

to the fiscal 1973 budget."' Shultz

told the congressional Joint

Economic Committee

He repeated administration

requests for congressional spen

ding restraint and for a spending

ceiling set at the $24^billion level

of the president's budget

Chiding Congress for what he

sees as congressional efforts to tell

the President how to run his job,

Schultz said increases in defense

spending are sought for sub-

stantive reasons and not to

stimulate the economy.

And he declined to be optimistic

when asked to evaluate chances for

plugging tax loopholes.

— RUSH —
The Kappa Sigma Fraternity

TUESwFEB.8— 4:00p.m.

WED., FEB.9— 9:00p.m.

All Welcome

Come meet the Brotherhood

You don't have to be a jock to be the best

Mayor Yorty Raps

Supreme Court s

MANCHESTER. N.H. (AP) Los

Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty, a

candidate for the Democratic
presidential nomination, called

Tuesday night for "a more

ISTON
in less
than .

.

Special weekend buses

direct to and from the

campus and Boston

take only 1 hr.

55 mins. Thai s

convenience

hrs.

gOS&L RbIbj: Ran.
Student Union Tel. 545-2006

realistic understanding of police

problems by the U.S. Supreme

Court
"Law enforcement can be

brought back to its proper per

spective only by a growing concern

and respect for law and order by

the public and a more realistic

understanding of police problems

by the U.S. Supreme Court." Yorty

said in remarks prepared for

delivery before law enforcement

students at St Anselm's College

He said the Los Angeles Police

Department is installing what he

called a unique computerized

emergency communication
system The multi-million dollar

system, he said, will be the first of

its kind in the nation

It will show at a glance, he said,

the location of every emergency

service vehicle in the city When
citizens ask police help, the system

can automatically determine

proper jurisdiction, select the

closest available units and

digitally transmit the dispatch

order all within four seconds.

Yorty said

We'd Like to talk

about your body.

So don't let bumps and dents

and scrapes spoil its looks.

BRING IT TO

NORTHAMPTON MOTORS
REPAIR and BODY

SPECIALISTS
in

VOLKSWAGEN
and

OTHER IMPORTS

Factory Trained Eiptiit

'Body Collision Repairs
* Estimates
•All Foreign & Domestic Cars
* Insurance Work
•Towing Service

•Factory Parts

CALL 584-8620
Free shuttlebus service for Amherst customers.

Call for details.

246 King Street

NORTHAMPTON
;*
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New Hampshire Campaign Picking Up
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Four "contenders for the Democratic

presidential nomination took their cam-

paigns to New Hampshire Tuesday as the

tempo of politicking for the state's March 7

presidential primary picked up.

Sen Vance Hartke I D-Ind. >. told the New

Hampshire legislature that the United

States is "torn by turmoil" comparable to

that it faced 200 years ago.

He said he wants to see the nation "first in

the world as proof that a society can be free

and still be best in education, employment,

housing and opportunity and can relate to

all other nations without the taint of

arrogance."
Earlier, Hartke said he would introduce

legislation that would provide Vietnam

veterans with the same benefits now

available to veterans of World War II.

The lawmakers also listened to former

Massachusetts Gov Eodicott Peabody, who

is cou*o4#ting far tM DoooocraOie *«

Us Alleles Mayor Sam Yorty and Sensr

lieerge McGovoni. (D-S.D.). aad EAmumd

Muskie. (D-Maioe), were to arrive m New

Hampshire Tuesday sight to kick off

campaign swings through the state

Robert Philbrick. head of Yortys cam

paign here, challenged McGovern to debate

his candidate McGovern had sought to

debate Muskie but had indicated he will

debate Hartke since Muskie aides say their

candidate will be in Florida on Feb 16. the

date proposed for the debate

Meanwhile, both Muskie and McGovern

issued statements supporting a bill which

would have the Massachusetts legislature

supporting a bill which would have the

Massachusetts legislature recorded in

support of the Mansfield Amendment to set

a date for U.S. withdrawal from Southeast

Campaigning in Boston before leaving for

the New Hampshire tour. McGovern said.

•The war cannot continue for a single day

without congressional acquiesence."

Muskie, who was to begin his tour in

Keene, also issued a statement calling for

legislation to help solve confusion among the

elderly about medicare

Although their candidate is not on the New

Hampshire ballot, supporters of Rep.

Wilbur Mills (D-Ark), stumped the state

Tuesday to promote a write-in campaign for

the congressman, who is chairman of the

House Ways and Means Committee.

Jack Coleman, a candidate for Congress

from Arkansas, laid an audience in Durham

that • ticket handed by MiB* with Sen.

Edward Kennedy, Mini), hi th* only

cnmhinatioa that can defeat President

Nixon in 1972.

On the Republican side in New Harar>

shire, William Ruckleshaus. head af the

Environmental Protection Agency, began a

two-day swing through the state on behalf of

President Nixon's primary campaign.

In Massachusetts. Secretary of State John

Davoren announed the names of three

Republicans and 12 Democrats who will be

on the ballot in the state's April 25 primary.

Republicans include Nixon and Reps.

PaulN. McCloskey, (R-CaU. and John Ash-

brook, I R-Ohio )

On the Democratic ballot will be Muskie,

McGovern, Hartke. Yorty. Mills, Sens.

Hubert Humphrey, (D-Minn), Henry

Jackson, (D-Wash), former Sen. Eugene

McCarthv, and Rep. Shirley Chisholm, (D-

N.Y.). Mayor John Lindsay of New York,

Alabama Gov. George Wallace and Edward

Coll, a Connecticut businessman.

The Massachusetts primary law places on

the ballot all those candidates or potential

candidates "determined to be generally

advocated or recognized in national news

media throughout the United States."

Coll appeared on the ballot because he

filed the 2,500 signatures necessary to get

his name listed on the at-large side of the

ballot.

Davoren began sending letters Tuesday to

all those listed on the ballot, telling them

they have until Feb. 15 to file an "affidavit of

non-candidacy", as required by state law. if

they wish to get (boor name off to* haiat

Sa far. only Sen Edward M Kennedy, D-

Mass , has filed such a disclaimer Ken-

nedy's affidavit was made Jan. 17.

Meanwhile, Billy Joe Clegg. «, of Tutoa.

Okla , announced that he intended to sue the

Massachusetts secretory of state for $1

million for "misrepresentation."

Clegg, who says he is a Democrat, had

tried to get on the state's presidential

primary ballot under the news media

recognition clause of the law

He said he presented news clippings to

Davoren which contained news of his

campaign and thus made him a verified

candidate, but his name was not on the

ballot.

Davoren had no comment at the news

conference on Clegg's intention to sue.

Davoren said that comedian Pat Paulsen,

whose name is on the New Hampshire

primary ballot March 7, was not placed on

the Massachusetts' ballot because he was

not determined to be a candidate under the

news media clause.

Once the Feb. 15 deadline has passed for

filing disclaimers, there is no way a can-

didate may remove his name from the

ballot.

"If he decides not to run." Davoren said,

"the only thing he can do is tell his people to

vote for someone else."

Some of the candidates listed by Davoren

also had signatures filed in their behalf. By

filing 2,500 signatures candidates may
appear at the at-large ballot for convention

delegates.

By filing hto signatures, slates favorable

to candidates may get en the haDat in

congressional districts

The Muskie Election Committee Tuesday

fund nominating petitions to place 163

delegates and alternates pledged to the

Maine Democrat on the ballot.

The Muskie backers are fielding slates

statewide and in every district.

State Rep Marie E Howe, D-Somerville,

filed a slate in the 8th Congressional District

for Humphrey.

Commuter Assembly Meeting MDC Classified 's

Unknown to most commutt
then- exists an organization which

nmt ions on their behalf, the

Commuter Amenably Thf reason

cunty was simple

Commuter Assembly
Utive Council, which governs

mrnut'T \ssembh has

-d bath the support of the

muuters .uid internal

ni/iition Hopefully this is all

changed
Thi ecutive Council has

eleven members, eight of which

were elected at large from the

commuter underloads They are

interested in improvi-ig the

situation of the commuter at

l Mass-Amber* After all. nearly

third of the undergrade.!-

hodv commutes The commuters

thai 1 them thought there

WM room for improvement for

commuten and now tlr nbly

onl\ needs their time and support

Thursday February 18. at five

I'M in rooms 163-167 of the

Campus Center there will be a

ting of the Commuter
rnbly for all commuters This

is the time for the commuters to

give their support to any wor

thwhile activity they believe will

fit the commuter Without this

support the Commuter Assembly
ouncil is powerless to

»n their behalf, and the com
plaints you have now will be

present next year -unless you act.

Kosher Co-op Planned
It is not too late to join the Hillel Kosher Co-op. so sign up quickly Meal

tickets will be accepted, so save your stomachs from the dining commons

food.

Hillel, this semester, working in conjunction with Mount Holyoke

College and Amherst College is planning an Israeli Coffee House called

Cafe' Sabre Other activities planned include deli suppers, brunches.

Friday evening dinners. Israeli dancing, folksongs, and a weekend in

New York City with Yeshiva and Stern Universities. Watch the Collegian

notice column for further details
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2;00

The Concept of Prayer 3-00 • n
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? 30

Paciflam in Jeui.h Tradition ^ *

Hi.tory of the Holocaust ZZL-* Hon'. 6:30 p.m.
Black Jewish History

8 . 30
American Jew, or Jewi.h American- ^^^^ ~. J3S J.-.
Israel Today--— --- "

Wed< 3 . 00
The History ol Halacha-

• Thur..6:30 p.m.
Imperialism or Survival

Technical School w 7: 30 p.m.
5owTo-: Read the Hebrew Alphabet ---- ££ * g ?

J"? ?tIrvlce""""—
'--'-

-""

"

^es
'
9;3° P-n -

Lead a Service ,,,« *, _
, _ , . _. Hon. 6:30 p.m.

Kead Talmud *.%*!«
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Read Torah *
, ,

Hon. 7:30 p.m.
Basic Judaism-
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"Abortion: A Woman's RightLT^Chopj^

The Abortion Waiting Room
• ii,,ii'l <P .„„,,.Uttor runnrtc Ih^t "At><

By MAUREEN MOISTER
'Abortion Waiting Room" was the theme for a

movie and discussion program held in the Campus

Center last Thursday.

Between 40 and 50 people, mostly female, crowded

into room 905-909 for the first of six presentations

shown from 3:00 to 8:00 p.m. The movie was in-

troduced by Lynn Wright, a representative from the

Boston Women's Abortion Action Coalition

( BOWAAC ) who came to UMass along with two other

women at the request of two University students.

Ellen Ford and Rita Moir.

After showing the film, the BOWAAC represen-

tatives answered questions and encouraged he

audience to view the charts and posters on the waUs_

Mimeographed literature was also available on such

topics as the female reproductive system, choosing a

contraceptive, and WONAAC -the Women s National

Abortion Action Coalition „..„..,,„
•BOWAAC is a subdivision of WONAAC, ex-

plained BOWAAC representative Donna Robertson,

vino is also a student at Northeastern University

According to a handout which she cited, WONAAt
•was formed at a national conference of more than

1 000 held in New York City in July, 1971. Women

from 29 states and 253 organizations came together to

unite their efforts in a national fight for the repeal of

all anti-abortion laws and for the corollary demands

of no forced sterilization and the repeal of restrictive

contraception laws." .

Ms Robertson emphasized that WONAAC is more

concerned with the laws protecting a woman s right

to have an abortion than with keeping the population

down "Whether she wants an abortion, a con-

traceptive, sterilization, or a hysterectomy, a woman

should have the right to choose." she said, reiterating

the message on the button she was wearing which

proclaimed, "abortion: a woman's right to choose

To achieve their goals, another handout reads.

"WONAAC is based on a program of legislative

judicial and mass demonstration activities on a 1<

and national level
"

A BOWAAC newsletter reports that, "About a year

ago a nroup of women deciced to initiate a class

action suit against the abortion law of Massachusetts

to challenge the state's right to deprive women of the

constitutional right to control our own bodies to

determine whether and when to bear children, and to

emphasize that what has been too long considered a

personal probelm is a woman's affliction." Because,

"The attorney general has indicated that the case is

invalid without a pregnant woman as a plaintiff,

BOWAAC requests in the newsletter that women who

do want an abortion volunteer.

Another article states that "on February 7, three

proposals to create legal rights for the fetus will be

coming before the Massachusetts House and Senate

Committees One proposal would amend the

Massachusetts Constitution to include the legal rights

of a fetus." In response to this proposal, BOWAAC
organized a picket line in front of the State House

This coming weekend of February 11, 12. and 13,

WONAAC is sponsoring a national conference at

Boston University to exchange experiences and

discuss plans for the future. On Friday, a mass rally

is to be held. Saturday will be devoted to workshops

on topics including national legislation, court actions,

forced sterilization, abortion referral and clinics,

attacks from Right to Life, and defending and ex

tending liberalized laws and workshops by con

stituency -campus, high school, gay women, labor,

and Black and Third World women.

"One thing is clear," concludes the BOWAAL
newsletter.

" -the opponents of abortion have been

stepping their activities against women both in New

York and nationally The upcoming February

WONAAC conference will provide us with the op-

portunity to strengthen our movement to deal with

these attacks. As we learned in NY., unity of

everyone concerned will be necessary to give us the

political power to remove this powerful stumbling

block to the right of women to decide when and if to

bear children."

itional level. ^m^ ^

One Method Of Birth Control

Three Alternatives

In Obtaining

An Abortion
By JUDY O'SHEA

In a recent MDC interview with Ms. Ethilind Wright who headed

the meeting of the Boston Women's Abortion Act Coalition last

Thursday at the Campus Center, important information was given

concerning the steps to be taken if a woman attending the

University should decide to seek an abortion According to Ms.

Wright a woman has three alternatives: contact the Pregnancy

Counseling Service of Boston, contact the Clergy Consultation

Service, or to go directly to New York to one of the many abortion

clinics. . ,.

In Ms Wright' - opinion, the wisest choice would be to contact the

Pregnancv Con ling Service of Boston (617-523-1633) where the

procedure is r« 'vely simple and takes into consideration the

personal probler I the women who seek help The agency would

begin by questioning the woman to make sure she is obtaining an

abortion on her own will and would then, considering the woman s

age and financial situation, find a suitable clinic where the abortion

would take pla> _
Another benefit of the Pregnancy Counseling Service is that the

cost is based on a sliding scale depending on the woman's financia

standing If a woman cannot finance an abortion, the agency will

loan the monev. which they obtain mainly through contributions

from women who have previously borrowed money from the

agency These loans are long termed, at 1 are given with the un-

derstanding that some may not be repaid.

Another alternative given by Ms. Wright was to contact the

Clergy Consultation Service (413-536-3478). an organization

basically the same as the Pregnancy Counseling Service. This

agency is run bv open-minded ministers and deals with abortions

as well as venereal diseases and other problems The Service will

refer a woman to clinics in her own area, or doctors in her own town

who will assist her in abortion procedures.

Ms Wright also added that a woman may go directly to New

York to any one of a number of abortion clinics or hospitals,

although the cost would be considerably higher There is also a law

which states that women must be eighteeen years of age
manxsooor

Editor's Note: The following

article was found in a medical

textbook. It would be interesting to

know how many Massachusetts

legislators still support this typ«« of

hirth control.)

"You will need to develop, from

the beginning, habits suited to your

teaching and consistent with

married celibacy and ascetic

wedlock You believe sex ex-

pression is sin. except for

procreation. If this means four

babies in the average twenty five

vears of married life, you may

have occasion for sex union less

than twenty five times, perhaps

only four or eight times.

Therefore:
Beware of anything and

everything that might start to

rouse sexual desire or excitement,

such as any bodily exposure

Arrange for separate rooms and

baths, or separate bed. bathing and

dressing If only one bed. then to

bed and out again at different

times; no cuddling each other on

winter nights; no contacts Don't

dress in bedroom except alone

Cut down all caresses ; a kiss is to

be perfunctory; holding in arms,

rare and brief; no sitting close of

evenings Married love has

dangerous opportunities until you

become physically completely

indifferent to each other."

There will be a women s

abortion conference sponsored

by the Women's National

Abortion Action Coalition

(WONAAO-for February 11-13

at Boston University The
preceedings will open with a

public rally on Friday.

February 11. at 7:30 p m

The following people con-

tributed to this page: Bob

Mfdeiros. Barbara Brecher.

Judy CVShea. and Maureen

Moster.

From Your Local FREAK ENTERPRISES INC.

The Greenough Snack Bar is open!

Garbers Travel presents

Spring

Vacation

V /

in

BERMUDA
I v

Economy: $219 <™ eidow Beach)

Deluxe: $279

It's Student-run,

Student-Staffed,

Student everything.

Hours

:

Mon. - Thurs. 6 - 12

Fri. 6 - 1

Sat. 12 - 1

Sun. 12 - 12

(two meals per day

at

Sonesta Beach Hotel)

(all taxes and gratuities included)

also JAMAICA, PUERTO RICO, NASSAU

For information call:

253-9839

We're in the basement of Greenough Dorm, in the

Central Area, up on Mt. Central.

We have a full snack bar line:

SI IRS 13 varipties

HOT DOGS. HAMBURGERS, FRENCH FRIES. ICE CREAM.

COOKIES. CANDY. CIGARETTES. SOFT DRINKS. AD NAUSEAM.

Come on up and get it on.
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New Hampshire Campaign Picking Up

Bv THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Four contenders for the Democratic

presidential nomination took their cam-

paigns to New Hampshire Tuesday as the

tempo of politicking for the state's March 7

presidential primary picked up.

Sen Vance Hartke (D-Ind), told the New

Hampshire legislature that the United

States is "torn by turmoil" comparable to

that it faced 200 years ago.

He said he wants to see the nation "first in

the world as proof that a society can be free

and still be best in education, employment,

housing and opportunity-and can relate to

all other nations without the taint of

arrogance
"

Earlier. Hartke said he would introduce

legislation that would provide Vietnam

veterans with the same benefits now

available to veterans of World War II.

The lawmakers also listened to former

Massachusetts G«v E*iic*t Peabody, who

is cMQtri#»flf •» *• Demmra** v*«

are&MlMtMl MMJMJJWi
Los Alleles May* Saaa V«rty a«dS«.

Gewge MeGov«ni. (D-S.D ). aod kAmumd

Muskie, <D-Maine), were to arrive in New

Hampshire Tuesday night to kick •«

campaign swings through the state.

Robert Philbrick. head of Yorty's cam

paign here, challenged McGovern to debate

his candidate McGovern had sought to

debate Muskie but had indicated he will

debate Hartke since Muskie aides say their

candidate will be in Florida on Feb 16, the

date proposed for the debate

Meanwhile, both Muskie and McGovern

issued statements supporting a bill which

would have the Massachusetts legislature

supporting a bill which would have the

Massachusetts legislature recorded in

support of the Mansfield Amendment to set

a date for U.S. withdrawal from Southeast

\ S
1

' I

Campaigning in Boston before leaving for

the New Hampshire tour, McGovern said.

The war cannot continue for a single day

without congressional acquiesence."

Muskie. who was to begin his tour in

Keene. also issued a statement calling for

legislation to help solve confusion among the

elderly about medicare.

Although their candidate is not on the New

Hampshire ballot, supporters of Rep.

Wilbur Mills (D-Ark). stumped the state

Tuesday to promote a write-in campaign for

the congressman, who is chairman of the

House Ways and Means Committee.

Jack Coleman, a candidate for Congress

from Arkansas. toW an audience in Durham

that a ticket handed by Mtfto wi* Sen

Edward Kennedy (D-Mans >. is the arty

combination that can defeat President

Nixon in 1971.

On the Republican side in New Hamp-

shire William Ruckleshaus, head nf the

Environmental Protection Agency, began a

two-day swing through the state on behalf of

President Nixon's primary campaign.

In Massachusetts, Secretary of State John

Davoren announed the names of three

Republicans and 12 Democrats who will be

on the ballot in the state's April 25 primary

Republicans include Nixon and Reps

PaulN. McCloskey, (R-Cal '. and John Ash-

brook, (R-Ohio.)

On the Democratic ballot will be Muskie,

McGovern, Hartke. Yorty. Mills Sens.

Hubert Humphrey. (D-Minn), Henry

Jackson, (D-Wash ). former Sen Eugene

McCarthv, and Rep Shirley Chisholm (D-

N Y ) Mayor John Lindsay of New York

Alabama Gov George Wallace and Edward

Coll a Connecticut businessman.

The Massachusetts primary law places on

the ballot all those candidates or potential

candidates 'determined to be generally

advocated or recognized in national news

media throughout the United States."

Coll appeared on the ballot because he

filed the 2,500 signatures necessary to get

his name listed on the at large side of the

ballot _ . ,

Davoren began sending letters Tuesday to

all those listed on the ballot, telling them

they have until Feb. 15 to file an "affidavit of

non<aadMfecy", as required by state law, if

they wtoh to gat ttudrmamt off Ihnhnltot.

Se far. only Sen Edward M Kennedy, D-

Ma«s . hus filed nnch • diaciahner. Ken-

nedy's affidavit was n*ade Jan. 17

Meanwhile. Billy Joe Clegg, «, of Tuhva,

Okla .. announced that he intended to sue the

Massachusetts secretory of state for $1

million for 'misrepresentation."

Clegg. who says he is a Democrat, had

tried to get on the state's presidential

primary ballot under the news media

recognition clause of the law

He said he presented news clippings to

Davoren which contained news of his

campaign and thus made him a verified

candidate, but his name was not on the

ballot.

Davoren had no comment at the news

conference on Clegg's intention to sue.

Davoren said that comedian Pat Paulsen,

whose name is on the New Hampshire

primary ballot March 7, was not placed on

the Massachusetts' ballot because he was

not determined to be a candidate under the

news media clause.

Once the Feb. 15 deadline has passed for

filing disclaimers, there is no way a can-

didate may remove his name from the

ballot.

"If he decides not to run," Davoren said,

"the only thing he can do is tell his people to

vote for someone else."

Some of the candidates listed by Davoren

also had signatures filed in their behalf. By

filing 2,500 signatures candidates may
appear at the at large ballot for convention

delegates

By Ming M0 signatures, slates favorable

to uin<hdarn may get on the ballot in

c«agressionnl districts

The Muskie Election Committee Tuesday

filed nominating petitions to place 163

delegates and alternates pledged to the

Maine Democrat on the ballot.

The Muskie backers are fielding slates

statewide and in every district.

State Rep Marie E. Howe, D-Somerville,

filed a slate in the 8th Congressional District

for Humphrey.

Commuter Assembly Meeting MDC Classified 's

Unknown to most commuters,

there Otifta an organization which

functions on their behalf, the

Commuter Assembly The reason

for this past obscurity was simple

The Commuter Asaemblj

i utivc Council, which governs

the Commuter Assembly, has

.•d both the support «>t the

mmuters and internal

inizattkm. Hopefully this is all

changed
The Executive Council has

eleven members, eight of which

e elected at large from the

commuter undergrads They are

interested in improving the

situation of the commuter at

i Mass tanner* Mtof ;«H- nearly

third of the undergraduate

bodv commutes The commuters

that elected them thought there

arni rnm for improvement for

commuters and now thj nbly

onl\ needs their time and support

Thursday. February 18. at five

P M in rooms 163-167 of the

Campus Center there will be a

meeting of the Commuter
mbly for all commuters This

i> the time for the commuters to

give their support to any wor

thwhile activity they believe will

benefit the commuter Without this

rapport the Commuter Assembly

Executive Council is powerless to

act on their behalf, and the com
plaints you have now will be

present next year-unless you act.

Kosher Co-op Planned
It is not too late to join the Hillel Kosher Co-op. so sign up quickly. Meal

tickets will be accepted, so save your stomachs from the dining commons

food. .

Hillel this semester, working in conjunction with Mount Holyoke

College and Amherst College is planning an Israeli Coffee House called

Cafe' Sabre. Other activities planned include deli suppers, brunches.

Friday evening dinners. Israeli dancing, folksongs, and a weekend in

New York City with Yeshiva and Stern Universities. Watch the Collegian

notice column for further details
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6:30 p.m.
The Bible as a HONM to Self Actualization

I....^" 6*30 p...
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"

"o be a Jew is to ** Question, of OnOOOlf. of Daath. and of ^ ^
C-d." (ill Wieael) IHU.-... Hon. Y:00 p.m.

Xha Concept of Prayar- •—

-

- >00
Pir,« Avot - Ethic, in tha Talmud ._~~*-~^_

i£'. t: 30 p.m.
In tha Be^nnins "":""" "

Tue.. 8:30 p.m.
The Prophet. Approached fro. Athaima »»•

school of Po litical Intelll&apca
? 3Q16

Pacifism inJeui." Tradition ™»-
y ^Q

*

Hi.tory of the Holocau.t """I" Mon'. 6:30 p.m.
Black Jeviah History —

.
fl 3Q

American Jew. or Jrwt.h *^^^^ZTZZT1ZTZ7. £.. 8 = 30 p.m.
Israel Today ---- '

---Wed. 3:00 p.m.
The History ol Halacha-

Thur..6:30 p.m.
Imperialism or Survival

Technical School _ w d 7.30 p.m.
HoT^: Read the Hebrew Alphabet ^ JjJJ £ ^

Keep Kosher-
""""""

Tues! 9:30 p.m.
Lead a Service --------

£ 6:3Q
*

^ l^ Wed. 6:30 p.m.

. . Tit
h""::::::::" Hon. 7:30 P ...

Basic Judaism-
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check in rm. 420 Student Union for the meeting place.
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"Abortion: A Woman's Right To Choose"

The Abortion Waiting Room
By MAUREEN MOISTER

"Abortion Waiting Room" was the theme for a

movie and discussion program held in the Campus

Center last Thursday.

Between 40 and 50 people, mostly female, crowded

into room 905-909 for the first of six presentations

shown from 3:00 to 8:00 p.m. The movie was in-

troduced by Lynn Wright, a representative from the

Boston Women's Abortion Action Coalition

( BOWAAC) who came to UMass along with two other

women at the request of two University students.

Ellen Ford and Rita Moir

After showing the film, the BOWAAC represen-

tatives answered questions and encouraged the

audience to view the charts and posters on the walls.

Mimeographed literature was also available on such

topics as the female reproductive system, choosing a

contraceptive, and WONAAC -the Women's National

Abortion Action Coalition

"BOWAAC is a subdivision of WONAAC,'* ex-

plained BOWAAC representative Donna Robertson,

who is also a student at Northeastern University.

According to a handout which she cited, WONAAC
•was formed at a national conference of more than

1,000 held in New York City in July, 1971. Women
from 29 states and 253 organizations came together to

unite their efforts in a national fight for the repeal of

all anti-abortion laws and for the corollary demands

of no forced sterilization and the repeal of restrictive

contraception laws
'

Ms. Robertson emphasized that WONAAC is more

concerned with the laws protecting a woman's right

to have an abortion than with keeping the population

down. Whether she wants an abortion, a con-

traceptive, sterilization, or a hysterectomy, a woman

should have the right to choose," she said, reiterating

the message on the button she was wearing which

proclaimed, "abortion: a woman's right to choose."

To achieve their goals, another handout reads.

"WONAAC is based on a program of legislative,

judicial and mass demonstration activities on a local

and national level
"'

A BOWAAC newsletter reports that, "About a year

ago a «roup of women deciced to initiate a class

action suit against the abortion law of Massachusetts

to challenge the state's right to deprive women of the

constitutional right to control our own bodies, to

determine whether and when to bear children, and to

emphasize that what has been too long considered a

personal probelm is a woman's affliction." Because,

"The attorney general has indicated that the case is

invalid without a pregnant woman as a plaintiff,"

BOWAAC requests in the newsletter that women who

do want an abortion volunteer.

Another article states that "on February 7, three

proposals to create legal rights for the fetus will be

coming before the Massachusetts House and Senate

Committees One proposal would amend the

Massachusetts Constitution to include the legal rights

of a fetus." In response to this proposal, BOWAAC
organized a picket line in front of the State House.

This coming weekend of February 11, 12, and 13,

WONAAC is sponsoring a national conference at

Boston University to exchange experiences and

discuss plans for the future. On Friday, a mass rally

is to be held. Saturday will be devoted to workshops

on topics including national legislation, court actions,

forced sterilization, abortion referral and clinics,

attacks from Right to Life, and defending and ex-

tending liberalized laws and workshops by con-

stituency-campus, hi«?h school, gay women, labor,

and Black and Third World women.
"One thing is clear," concludes the BOWAAC

newsletter, "-the opponents of abortion have been

stepping their activities against women both in New
York and nationally. The upcoming February

WONAAC conference will provide us with the op-

portunity to strengthen our movement to deal with

these attacks As we learned in N.Y., unity of

everyone concerned will be necessary to give us the

political power to remove this powerful stumbling

block to the right of women to decide when and if to

bear children."

One Method Of Birth Control
(Editor's Note: The following

article was found in a medical

textbook. It would be interesting to

know how many Massachusetts

legislators still support this type of

hirth control.)

You will need to develop, from

the beginning, habits suited to your

teaching and consistent with

married celibacy and ascetic-

wedlock You believe sex ex-

pression is sin. except for

procreation. If this means four

babies in the average twenty five

vears of married life, you may

have occasion for sex union less

than twenty five times, perhaps

only four or eight times.

Therefore:

Beware of anything and
everything that might start to

rouse sexual desire or excitement,

such as any bodily exposure

Arrange for separate rooms and

baths, or separate bed, bathing and

dressing If only one bed, then to

bed and out again at different

times; no cuddling each other on

winter nights; no contacts. Don't

dress in bedroom except alone

Cut down all caresses: a kiss is to

be perfunctory; holding in arms,

rare and brief: no sitting close of

evenings. Married love has
dangerous opportunities until you

become physically completely
indifferent to each other."

Three Alternatives

In Obtaining

An Abortion
By JUDY O'SHEA

In a recent MDC interview with Ms. Ethilind Wright who headed

the meeting of the Boston Women's Abortion Act Coalition last

Thursday at the Campus Center, important information was given

concerning the steps to be taken if a woman attending the

University should decide to seek an abortion. According to Ms.

Wright, a woman has three alternatives: contact the Pregnancy

Counseling Service of Boston, contact the Clergy Consultation

Service, or to go directly to New York to one of the many abortion

clinics.

In Ms. Wright <pinion, the wisest choice would be to contact the

Pregnancy Con ling Service of Boston (617-523-1633) where the

procedure is r« 'vely simple and takes into consideration the

personal problen \ the women who seek help The agency would

begin by questioning the woman to make sure she is obtaining an

abortion on her own will and would then, considering the woman's

age and financial situation, find a suitable clinic where the abortion

would take place.

Another benefit of the Pregnancy Counseling Service is that the

cost is based on a sliding scale depending on the woman's financial

standing. If a woman cannot finance an abortion, the agency will

loan the money, which they obtain mainly through contributions

from women who have previously borrowed money from the

agency These loans are long termed, at 1 are given with the un-

derstanding that some may not be repaid.

Another alternative given by Ms. Wright was to contact the

Clergy Consultation Service (413-536-3478), an organization

basically the same as the Pregnancy Counseling Service. This

agency is run by open-minded ministers and deals with abortions

as well as venereal diseases and other problems. The Service will

refer a woman to clinics in her own area, or doctors in her own town

who will assist her in abortion procedures.

Ms. Wright also added that a woman may go directly to New
York to any one of a number of abortion clinics or hospitals,

although the cost would be considerably higher There is also a law

which states that women must be eighteeen years of age.

There will be a women's
abortion conference-sponsored

by the Women's National

Abortion Action Coalition

(WONAAC)-for February 11-13

at Boston University. The
preceedings will open with a

public rally on Friday,

February 11, at 7:30 p.nv

The following people con-

tributed to this page: Bob
Medeiros. Barbara Brecher.

Judy O'Shea. and Maureen
Moster.
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From Your Local FREAK ENTEP PRISES INC.

The Greenough Snack Bar is open!

It's Student-run,

Student-Staffed,

Student everything.

Hours

:

Mon. - Thurs. 6 - 12

Fri. 6 - 1

Sat. 12 - 1

Sun. 12 - 12

ECOnOmy: $219 (on Elbow Beach)

Deluxe: $279 (two meals per day
at

Sonesta Beach Hotel)

(all taxes and gratuities included)

also JAMAICA, PUERTO RICO, NASSAU

For information call:

253-9839

We're in the basement of Greenough Dorm, in the

Central Area, up on Mt. Central.

We have a full snack bar line:

SUBS — 13 varieties

HOT DOGS, HAMBURGERS, FRENCH FRIES, ICE CREAM.
COOKIES, CANDY, CIGARETTES, SOFT DRINKS, AD NAUSEAM.

Come on up and get it on.
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Irish Stew

In the last issue of Genesis there appeared a per-

sonal reminiscence by one David Hoffman. The

entire piece is admirable, quietly reflective, with

much to recommend it. What struck me, though, was

that he chose to begin by pointing out the coincidence

of 1972, and his fresman year, 1960, both being

election years. While Dave mentions the fact in order

to contrast the hope offered by John F. Kennedy then

and the despair offered by Nixon now, the point is that

electing a President is considered an act of massive

significance. My question is: is it?

When I was younger and given to theorizing about

most everything, I had a lovely little theory that a

President had the power to bestow his personality on

his times. Eisenhower put the country to sleep at the

very moment it was falling apart with his goshan-

dgollywhatwaslsayingohyoudon'tremembereither

personality. Kennedy had everyone convinced that

these were the good times and so what if the

Dominican Republic. Bay of Pigs, Laos, and Vietnam

were all happening. Johnson made it possible to

believe in anything and Nixon restored only our belief

in nonbelief. According to the theory, electing

Presidents determines our national self-image.

Today I would only laugh if someone else offered

me the theory as their own. Such innocent simplicity

defies recognition of the lessons of the intervening

years. The rock has been overturned, revealing

underneath an America far more complex in its

difficulties than is equal to the abilities of one man, a

politician at that, to correct. That is to say, the effect

a President can have for good is much less than

Civics teachers believe. Therefore, if we elect a

President by the least of all evils theory, believing

Him incapable of doing much good, but capable of

doing all sorts of evil things, then we have certainly

gone beyond any point at which we could be lulled into

feelings of security by the new man on the steps of the

Capitol as he intones his speechwriter's words, and

hears them himself for the first and last time.

Yet in order to get to Inauguration Day, dozens of

men with Egos large and Visions small spend

millions of dollars convincing America that there are

not only new clothes, but a new king as well. This

hoax is known as a Presidential campaign. Long on

image and short on substance, they generally leave

us with a new Harding or Nixon. In the process,

America's ills are allowed to fester for twelve months

out of every forty-eight months, as Candidates from

Maine to California take time out to compete for the

title of Chief Healer. In the Seventies the practice of

campaigning has expanded to four years for the

Incumbent, and two years for the Opposition.

This leaves very little time for governing. A small

point admittedly, but it does give at least one tax-

payer pause.

What then can be done? I would suggest for this

year a moritorium on Democrats, Republicans, and

ncumbents in general. Those politicians who are

sincerely concerned with doing some good can prove

this by working four years without title or patronage

Who shall take their place?

America should have leaders who reflect our most

cherished principles. I therefore nominate, for

President and Vice-President, Pete Rozelle and Ed
McMahon. Shalom.

Larry Ladd

Glass Menagerie

(Herblock is on rmcmtion)

Every other Thursday afternoon,

an odd collection of teachers and

administrators gather in Herter

Hall to decide your academic fate

They are the ones who decide what

courses will be taught, how you will

Art Buchwald

The Klein Papers
WASHINGTON -I have just received a top secret

document which makes the Pentagon and Anderson

papers look as innocent as Erich Segals "Love

Story ." Although it may compromise this nations

security and give aid and comfort to our enemies, I

feel obligated to reveal the contents so the public will

know what is really going on in the Administration.

The document was authored by Herb Klein,

President Nixon's director of communications, and

was xeroxed and hand-delivered to me in my office by

someone who, for the moment, cannot be identified.

The title of the document, which is 33 pages long, is

Richard Nixon's Third Year."

In the introduction Klein writes, "In the year now

ending President Nixon moved vigorously on both the

foreign and domestic fronts to strengthen the foun

dations for a generation of peace in the world and for

a new prosperity without war and without inflation

here in the United States."

This blockbuster is followed by Kleins revelation

that "it was a year of bold initiatives including the

new economic policies launched on Aug 15, with the

wage-price freeze, job creating tax stimuli and

measures to bring about a reformation of the in-

ternational monetary system and a fairer trading

break for American goods-and thus for American

workers -in the world's markets."

The Klein papers say that the Nixon Administration

has given hope to the young as well as the old, and

advances in "housing, in public transportation, in

crime control, in education, all contributed toward

making our communities more livable."

As if this weren't damaging enough, Klein went on

to say that for Nixon 1971 "was a year of large con-

ceptions, of daring innovation and substantial

progress -a year of bold action based on meticulous

preparation (The italics are mine) It was a good

year that promises much for those to follow."

Why Herb Klein would attack the Administration in

this manner is not clear. There has been some talk

that he was disenchanted with the role has has been

asked to play in the White House, but it doesn't ex-

plain such virulent disclosures as the fact that under

President Nixon employment was increasing

strongly, the rate of inflation was being slowed and

"that there was growing confidence that the stubborn

economic problems generated by the inflation of the

late 1960s were being solved."

Throwing caution to the wind Klein said President

Nixon was responsible for crime rates being down

and rehabilitation rates of criminals up.

Klein also charged the Nixon Administration with

providing more people with food stamps, advancing

the cause of school desegregation and appointing

more black ambassadors, black generals and black

admirals (one) than ever before.

The President was also given credit in the Klein

papers for reducing highway deaths and pollution and

promising a great future for the farmers in 1972.

As far as foreign relations went, there wasn't one

place on the globe where President Nixon hadn't

made substantial progress.

To read the section on foreign affairs, things are so

rosy that one is surprised to discover that the

President was also increasing our aerial and sea

superiority.

Not since Jack Valenti attacked Lyndon Johnson

has an aide at the White House seen fit to write such a

frank and honest appraisal of an American

President.

The memorandum was obviously written for

limited circulation in the White House and never

meant to be seen by the press. But someone in the

Administration has seen fit to distribute it to the

press.

I have the Klein papers in my office right now, and

if John Mitchell's Justice Department wants to do

anything about it, I'm willing to stand trial. At the

risk of going to jail I believe the public has a right to

know what Nixon's public relations people are saying

about him.
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times

be graded, when you will have your

vacation, how (and whether)
students will participate in

deciding academic matters, and a

host of other issues that directly

affect us all. The still undecided

issue of student participation on

the Athletic Council is only the

most recent example of a Faculty

Senate power.

The deans, vice chancellors, and
the chancellor are all there, along

with professors elected by the

various academic departments

Although there are more than 100

members, only about one half

actually attend In one corner of

the room, in their place, are the

half dozen students who are
allowed to attend as a "courtesy."

The presiding officer is quick to

point out that student attendance is

a "privilege" that can be
unilaterally revoked at any time.

These few students can speak on

issues only if no "real" Faculty

Senator wishes to speak and only if

the presiding officer sees fit to

notice them.

The Faculty Senate is one of the

few remaining vestiges of the

notion that academic questions are

the sole responsibility of the

teacher According to that notion,

students should just sit there and

gratefully receive the wisdom
from on high.

Presumably these professors

have a great deal of experience

that gives them the credentials to

decide questions of university

policy without the benefit of

students We are. after all, naive

and hopelessly idealistic. But one

Faculty Senate meeting is enough
to convince you of the truth of

Ambrose Bierce' quip: "Ex-
perience is a revelation in the light

of which we renounce the errors of

youth for those of age."

Senators stand and deliver long

orations on the most trivial of

issues. Or they make intense value-

judgements behind a facade of

objective inquiry. In short, they

are like any oiner deliberative

assembly It is their pretense that

is maddening At least the Student

Senate acknowledges its oc

casional buffoonery.

It is highly unlikely that students

and faculty will soon be sitting

together in a University Senate The
faculty is simply unwilling to

voluntarily give up its power over

our lives

But if genuine academic reform

is to begin on campus, we must

direct our efforts toward the

Faculty Senate

And there is hope. Many
members of that body know it for

what it is. They are working hard
to give students the voice they

deserve on university councils and
to change the form and content of

learning on campus.

But for the most part, the

Faculty Senate shares the archaic

attitudes common among ad-

ministrators several years ago.

Administrators have at least begun

to learn that they can ignore

student pressure only at the risk of

our angry protests.

Someday, just perhaps, all

members of the university will

recognize that a university is a

mutual enterprise of students and
faculty. Perhaps also, the faculty

will learn that undergraduate
students deserve to control their

own education.

I am not optimistic. But if the

faculty fails to learn, the lesson for

students will be that reform is

hopeless, and that other alter-

natives must be sought. If students

learn that lesson, then the true

purpose of the university will be
realized.

Editorial Points
Could the recent Yankee

Conference ruling on

"scholarships by need" lead to

the end of the Yankee Con-

ference itself? This is a

possibility, as rumors are

flying that some schools want

to drop out of the conference

because of it.

Judging by last night's

concert in the Student Union,

free concerts have great

drawing power, but lesser

known names create little or no

violence?

Did you ever stop to wonder

what the University might
have in a file on you? to which
you had no access? to which
almost anyone could con-

tribute?

Expansion of the UMass
infirmary is a welcome step

forward. Too bad there will be

next to no parking space
available during the con-

struction period.
•••

Be kind to a Student Senate
Transit Service Bus today. You
never know when you might
take one.

.i--***- rev/*

Letters To The Editor

Stomachs Are Growling

(Editor's Note: The following is a copy of a letter

sent to Joel Stoneham. Director of Food Services, in

an effort to better the present system.)

Dear Mr. Stoneham,

We realize that there are certain drawbacks

inherent in any institutional food service. In the past

we have lived with them hoping that things will get

better. We greeted the arrival of the "New Food

Services" with great expectations. However, the

"New Food Services" is no better than the old food

services, it is in fact somewhat worse. Is it too much

to expect food that doesn't result in acne and

diarrhea. We have no personal grievences with you,

Mr. Stoneham; but throught neglect you are fostering

a cruel disservice to the children of the Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts. In Soutwest one of the

more obvious manifestations of the "New Food

Service" was the appearance, in the place of what

had been a very busy dining commons line, an eatery

of the McDonalds-Drummer Boy genre This ap-

parition replaced the little Hatch in serving South-

west. The little Hatch was abandoned. One dining

commons line was dismantled. This new liability

affords us inferior food, inferior service, a clinical

atmosphere and new vistas in the sphere of space

wastage We lose a small fortune in self liquidating

restaurant equipment and the use of a needed dining

commons line. This loss of a highly used line puts an

excessive burden on all the other lines in Southwest

Every student in Southwest is suffering by standing

in excessively, ridiculously and unnecessarily long

lines. We realize that the students are an undue

burden on the food services and without us the food

services would run very smoothly. But is it too much

to expect a few things from the food services'' Is it too

much to expect to be treated approximately like

human beings? We claim certain inalienable rights

as human beings

we claim the right of not having to examine all

silverware to guard against those common and no

doubt infectious morsels of food so often found on

them;

Cause And Effect

(Ed. Note-This letter withdraws the Valley Peace

Center's invitation to Senator Gravel to speak in

Amherst because of his endorsement of Edmund

Muskie.)
Dear Mr. Johnson:

When we first invited Senator Gravel to come to

Amherst, last September, we were eager to meet with

him because of his outrage at the administrauon s

contempt of the people as sftown by the contents ot tne

Pentagon Papers and the crude attempt to suppress

their publication. And when finally, in early January,

a mid-February date for his appearance was nearly

settled, we felt that his leadership in the fight against

the draft, for which we were also grateful, would

make him a fitting and attractive advocate for

student voter registration. .„_

But now we are dismayed at Senator Gravel s

endorsement of a candidate who can temporize while

the United States is killing the people and destroying

the land of Indochina, a candidate whose moral sense

is expediency and whose conscience is ambition and

who thereby expresses his own contempt for the

people-American and Indochinese^ Supporting

Muskies candidacy has cost Senator Gravel his ef-

fectivenss: for a great many students, Edmund

Muskie epitomizes the time-serving politician who for

them has discredited the electoral Process

Because of his endorsement of Edmund Muskie, the

Executive Board of the Valley Peace Center has

asked me to withdraw its invitation. We regret the

necessity for this withdrawal as deeply as we regret

thecause
Very truly yours,

Nonny Burack

we claim the right of not to have to dry the grease

off our chicken, pork and beef;

we claim the right to a varied menu;

we claim the right to FRESH fruit and

vegetables;

warm food when available;

and canned fruit a little less vintage.

In short. Mr. Stoneham, we as students at the

University have to survive and function using

University facilities. The dining commons is not

making that task an easy one. We challenge any

University official to take on that task; they very

uncomfortably ate with us at Christmas dinner

(wasn't it a coincidence that the meal wasn't too bad

that night) . Since the benefits of the food services are

forced upon us we feel that the people involved with

the forcing, namely the food services management,

concern themselves with the needs of the people that

they are serving and the quality of that service. We
feel that they are failing in this.

Sincerely yours,

Richard C. Geffin

Richard C.Nelson
David Hinds

Nancy Birtweli

Deborah Sawyer
Philip Traunstine

Out Of Mind
To the Editor

:

About sixty years ago. the State of Massachusetts

appropriated enough funds to physically construct

the "Belchertown State School for the Feeblemin

ded ." This school (in name only ) was situated just far

enough away from Boston to allow the legislatures to

forget their human creation of this inhuman in-

stitution Another legislative example of out of sight,

out of mind.

Since its conception thousands of men and women

have been incarcerated there, and slowly stripped of

their humanity. Just a few examples of the inhuman

treatment might include; the forcing of thirty to forty

people to be herded into one bedroom, forcing people

to defecate in toilets that have no toilet seats, forcing

people to live under the constanct scrutiny of at-

tendants, and. worse yet. providing such inadequate

training that they cannot escape this nightmare and

thus find their way back into society.

The recent judicial actions by the Friends of

Belchertown Assoc against the Department of

Mental Health can falsely lead one to hope that some

revolutionary changes will be forthcoming. Naturally

we all hope so! Other recent attempts to eradicate

these inhumanities, however, have failed to provoke

any lasting or widespread changes. Last year's

pictorial expose in the Springfield Union only led to

the dismissal of its instigator and to the creation of a

few token programs which seemed to pacify the

public and soothed the conscience of today's "con-

cerned" legislatures. Thus the appalling physical

conditions and the widespread human abuse and

neglect continue.

The Friends of Belchertown are to be congratulated

for their long coming insistence on equal rights for

the retarded. To compliment their actions, however,

everyone who has visited Belchertown and ex-

perienced, first hand, its deviencies from normalcy

should also become involved. No longer can we visit

Belchertown, interact with its people, and quietly

return to our comfortable rooms. The inhumanities of

this snakepit must be kept alive if the courts and the

legislature are to act.

The public must be made aware, or made more

aware that human atrocities are occurring every

day, only fifteen miles away! Speak out with

editorials, articles, letters, or any other way that you

see fit to defend the rights of those who are unable to

defend themselves.
Howard C.Shane

It's Not A Pipe Dream
To the Editor:

We, being local people who are fed up with the continuous police abuse

of ourselves and our neighbors, hereby announce the formation of a Bill o:

Rights Committee for our protection. Here is our program

:

Compensation for Police Abuse

The last straw hat that caused us to get ourselves together was a plain

violation of the constitutional rights of John Miller on October 31, 1971 by

Amherst Patrolman Montleon. We have set out the facts of this incident in

our Report on Police Abuse attached hereto.

In search of adequate compensation for the pending criminal

prosecution John Miller, with the support and assistance of the Bill of

Rights Committee, has presented summons' for service against the

arresting officer, and the Town of Amherst. This begins his civil suit tc

recover money damages The suit is thru Harry Miles, attorney for the

Bill of Rights Committee.
Secondly, the Bill of Rights Committee acting on behalf of John Miller

has filed a complaint with the Civilian Review Commission of the Town of

Amherst which has an ombudsman capacity as yet untested in the area of

Police abuse. We will seek redress in the form of a Commission recom-

mendation that Edward Montleon be fired from the force.

Proposal for Community-Controlled Police

We are hip that the Miller case is the first time that the local police

abuse of young people is being brought out into the broad light of day

This breaks the "liberal" crust this community prides itself on. (See

Report to the Town of Amherst, citizens Review Commission, November

1, 1969.

>

This takes nerve And we don't mean to stop here So we are presenting

our "Proposal for Community Controlled Police Departments for the

Town of Amherst and the Univ of Mass."

Community controlled police departments are not "pipe dreams,

because ( 1 ) of the unusual concentration of young potential voters in this

town, and because (2) of the tremendous political pressure students car.

bring to bear on the Chancellor of the University. Mr. Bromery The

resulting political pressure on the County Prosecutor Callahan to keep

hands off our business would also be impressive To a lesser extent we

could control the presence of Federal narcs by making Amherst hostile

territory.

Documenting Police Abuse

In order to demonstrate how common police abuses are locally, wc

shall write a book documenting the instances when the police and other

officials have abused us Get in touch with us and tell us your story, major

or minor, so we can print it Some chapters in our "book" will be Drug

Busts. Street Abuses, Station House Abuses. Courtroom Violations

Maltreatment and Total Mess-Overs.

Future Plans
Depanding on the success of our 3-point program above, we will be

planning for 1 1 1 criminal defenses for future police abuses (2) More civi:

suits for damages and injunction of police malpractices. (3) Massiv

voter registration and (4) political action within and without the system

to gain community control of the police.

Fourth. A helping hand extending to all persons within the community

including guests and passers-by.

Drug Policy. The policy of the community government should be to

enforce no law making the use or sale of any drug a criminal offense.

(a) When drug use is a problem it is a health problem so the l«>ca

government should provide medical and social services for users *ht

voluntarily seek assistance.

(b) No controls should be placed on the sale of marijuana and o her

natural psychedelics . ,. „

(c) The community should explore what controls, if any, should be

put on the sale of clean synthetic psychedelics and "hard" drugs

(d) The community should devise non-criminal controls to stop a

person from dealing an adulterated drug especially one containing

poison.

7 Review of Criminal Complaints The Police Affairs Board (see

proposal #1 above) should review at a public hearing any protest by a

defendant to a criminal complaint against him. In the case of a complaint

filed by a police officer, the decision by the Board whether the complaint

should be prosecuted is final.

In a case of a complaint filed by a private person, the decision of the

Board whether the complaint should be prosecuted is advisory to the

complaining person and the District Attorney

8. A Unified Community Police Department The University of

Massachusetts should contract with the Town of Amherst for police

services which are controlled by all residents within the Town.

9 Hometown Court. A Hometown Court for all criminal and civil matters

should be established in the Town of Amherst with local judges including

non-lawyers appointed for a two-year term of office. The jury list of local

people should reflect the various local populations proportionately

10 Hometown Penalty Program. In the case of actual wrongdoing the

wrongdoer should pay a penalty of which jail is the last resort Penalties

should generally compensate the victim for the wrong done

This proposal presented by the Bill of Rights Committee

Drafted Eric Walgren

Edited: John Miller

Robin Steere

Gail Sullivan

Gus Tengberg
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Robber Shaves Off
Moustache For Judge

/-.:u_.. u..^ oniJ ho M-uiilrl Hpfv :U the time of h
BOSTON (API William

Gilday. Jr.. 42, came back to court

Tuesday without the moustache

which Superior Court Chief Justice

Walter H. McLaughlin ordered him

to shave off.

Gilday is on trial for murder in

the slaying of Boston Patrolman

Walter Schroeder, shot to death

when he responded to a holdup

alarm at a Brighton branch bank

You v.- seen it a million times before, but don't you wish it was

there. Ilopefullv it will soon return. (Photo by Alan Chapman)
j;

Northampton Volunteers

Need Your Help Now
The Northampton Volunteers are

an organization of students at the

esu ho are interested in

the problem! of the mentally ill

ind who devote at least two hours

>.eekl\ to working with patients in

the Northampton State Hospital

Within the hospital they help to

reson.ili/.e residents and to sup-

meat programs such as the

occupational therapy programs.

dents ot the hospital greatly

appreciate the wsits o! the

\olunteers. and the hospital ad-

ministration recognizes the im-

portance of the volunteer activities

a supplement to the hospitals

therapy and counselling programs,

which are limited by a lack of

lunds and by a badly imbalanced

-tafl patient ratio

Although the program comes

lughlv recommended to students

majoring in psychology, sociology,

and education, the program is

unrestricted and requires only

dedication ind regular attendance

ol the vohl •' no do

come icgularly realize not only

that the) have contributed con-

structively to the community and

to the individuals whom they have

worked with, hut also that they

have learned extensively about

mental illness

The first meeting scheduled for

the volunteers this semester is

Wednesday February '» Orien-

tation for new volunteers is

scheduled for Wednesday.
February 23. and a talent show is

»>eing planned for presentation

early in March The busses leave

Uasbrouck I>ab and Patterson

House at *i 30 in the evening, arrive

.it the hospital for the 7 to 9 visiting

hours, and return to campus at

i For further information about

the program, call Sue at 5-0320

house phone i. or Brian. 6-6373.

UiOTG&CfMSM^

™ E PERSUASIONS
AND

DAYLE

STANLEY

Friday, February 11

Student Union

PrtsMfee* 0y The_- CONCERT
\\cp a wMrit
1H jrr:

30 PM

25

Gilday had said he would defy

the order McLaughlin gave him

last week in Suffolk Superior Court

to get rid of the moustache he grew

in the last couple of months while

awaiting trial.

The order was on the motion of

the prosecution, which argued that

Gilday's bushy moustache

amounted to a disguise. The state

argued he should appear_as_liewas_

at the time of his arrest, so that

witnesses will not be confused in

identification.

Four other persons are under

indictment with Gilday in the

slaying of the policeman and the

robber of $26,000 from the bank.

Two of them. Stanley R. Bond,

26. of Cambridge, and Robert J.

Valeri, 21, of Somerville, are in

custody and are to be tried later
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Sean Connery
James Bond 007

Now in Campus I at 7:00 & 9:00

Diamonds
AreForever

Com pus
/Titema*

Amherst HadleyLine
In Zarye's

Shoppinq Center

DOLLAR NIGHT!
Every Monday
Everyone S 1 00

Is Campy* II

At 7 15*9:15

STUDENT

DISCOUNT

CARDS!
Now On Sale

At Theatre

Bo« Ottick'

THE FRENCH

CONNECTION
DUSTIN HOFFMAN^oilman-, ^^.^. DUSiini nur

Perfor ^k ^ .
"

mance fl ^^^^^A* Every Man Dread* the Da
itsurperbVa*M*m 1| ^ Forced to Defend His W

lSiM^ mli*\l
For David, Today i«t1

L *Ajm 1 STRAW C

Every Man Dreads tha Day Ha Might

Be Forced to Defend His Wife * Home

For David, Today is tha Day.

Campus III

Daily at

7:00A«:0O

Coming

Soon!
Dirty Harry,

200 Motels,

Sometimes a

Great Notion.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS FINE ARTS COUNCIL PRESENTS

THE RIDICULOUS THEATRICAL COMPANY

A -r=^

'uV*
\\v

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10th

(Fo«Hlv«ly fill during IAN k«o«I|

0J0*

FRIDAY, FEB. 11th and SATURDAY, FIB. 12th K

*«* o*»

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
(Stockbridge Hall)

8:00 P.M.
RESERVED TICKETS:

UMass Undorgrads $1.50; Other Full Time Students $2.50;

UMoss Faculty Staff $3.00; General Public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE: 125 HERTER HALL, TEL. 545-0202

Remaining Tickets At Door One Hour Before Performance
No Adult* Admitted Unl»M Atcomp«nl«d By A Stupnt

Culturnatives

A Unique Suggestion For Summer Jobs
By GILBERT J. SALK

The problem of survival is one

which is common to all of us, and
most of us, I suppose, would like to

arrange for our survival with a

minimum of distasteful effort.

That is not to say that we shouldn't,

or don't want to, work, but that we
would like our work to be

something which has some real

meaning in terms of our own skills,

needs, values, and interests.

Unfortunately, in terms of

rewardable behavior in today's

america, most of us find it nearly

impossible to gain real satisfaction

from the work we do to ensure our

survival. As a result, we frequently

spend the great majority of our

time doing something we don't like

in order to be able to spend our free

time (providing we're not too tired

or enprr— «»I from working) en-

joying ourselves

Personally, that's just not the

way I want to spend my life. So I've

sort of dedicated myself to finding

ways of getting bread for doing

things I want to do. and looking for

new ways to locate and obtain

cheapies and freebees. I'd like to

pass some of them on to you, and

ask you for some help on a scheme

I have. (Fair trade?)

I'm a book freak. There is no

other materialistic thing which has

more value to me. So, finding some
way to get books without laying out

a lot of bread is important. The
"need" reached a crisis point a

little over a year ago while I was
drooling over all the books
reviewed in the Whole Earth
Catalog. If I bought every book in

there that I wanted, it would have
cost over a thousand dollars.

It hit me that book reviewers get

complimentary copies from
publishers, and that if I could start

reviewing books I would have a
new access to books without having
to lay out a lot of money. That was
actually the birth of this column. I

had my head into alternative life

styles anyway, so I figured that I

could do a series of articles on
culteral alternatives and in-

corporate reviews of relevant
books

It worked. I hit the Cenegian
with the idea, of the column, they

liked it, and I started writing. I also

wrote to the publishers of all the

books in WEC that I wanted, telling

them that I was doing the column
and that I would be reviewing

books. I asked them to send review

copies of the books I wanted. About

half of them responded favorably.

and. I now have a great cultur-

natives library. And, on occassion,

I review some of the books and
send copies of the reviews to the

publishers, so they'll keep sending

new books.

The point of all this is that you
can do the same thing. You don't

have to limit yourself to books.

Record companies send out tons

(literally) of review copies of all

kinds of music. If you have a hobby
of some sort, try to find a way to

get a regular column about it into a

newspaper, and send copies to

suppliers as a means of getting

free samples. You're limited only

by your imagination and you
willingness to write the articles

and locate a newspaper.

The above is past a handy dodge
More important is finding sssne

way to hnoe fun making money
The first thing to do is figure out

what it is that you want to do. Then
figure out who might be willing to

pay you to do it. Don't limit

yourself to the things you've been

"educated" to do by UMass. Most
of us have interests which aren't

dealt with by the formal education

machines we're programmed
through. We've had to educate

ourselves. Examples might be

photography, fishing, ecology,

helping other people, or some other

interest. For example, I make my
money now by coordinating Draft

Conseling Services here on cam-
pus. The job lets me help people out

of the draft, actively and usefully

fight against the war machine,

teach people more about them-

selves and the institutions working

to control their lives, and rap with

some of the finest folks on campus
The world is full of church groups,

liberal agencies, foundations,

stores selling handicrafts, people

needing services and/or advice,

and anything else you might have

to offer Do some exploring to see

what the world can do for you -you

might get a pleasant surprise.

Now. I could use some he*p One
Miing about writing ismot you have
no idea who reads whet you put in

the paper -there's no interaction

So asking a favor feels kind of

strange. But I'm fearless.

I'd like to try to sell this column

to some other newspapers. My
guess is that some of you either

have relatives or friends who are in

the newspaper or publishing

business. If you're a fairly regular

reader, and you like the column,

why not talk to them and find out if

they'd like to carry it in their

papers. I could provide you with

copies of earlier columns to show

them, and vou could tell them what

you like about CULTURNATIVES.
If the column turns you on. why not

help spread the audience?

If you want to help, stop in at 903

CC and let's me a bit I'd an
preciate it.

r

PEACE

Pageant For The Eyes Presented

Kathleen (hilds. a student at the

I'niversitN of Massachusetts is the

in st contestant to enter tht- Miss

Northampton Scholarship
Pageant

A 1970 graduate of Northampton

High School Miss (hil.K is the first

of an ancipated 15 applicants who
will compete in the Pageant to be

held on March 3 at Northampton

High School under the sponsorship

of the Northampton Kiwanis Club

The contest is open to all girls

within Hampshire County who are

between the ages of 18 and 28. a

high school graduate by September

of this year, and a resident of

Hampshire County for the past six

months or an area college student

Miss Childs. 19. is the daughter of

Mr and Mrs Harry Childs of 12

Fruit St, Northampton Working
part-time at McCallum's. Kathleen

began her studies at UMass last

semestei .md hopes to major in

psychology or sociology

The winner of the Miss Nor-

thampton Pageant will enter the

Miss Massachusetts Pageant to be

conducted this spring at Attelboro.

Mass

Pageant Chairman Philip

Sullivan said that application

forms are available at Daniel's

Store. Hotel Northampton.
Kresconko Photography Studio.

the (ireater Northampton
chamber oi Commerce office,

Williamsburg Snack Bar, and by

mail from Northampton Kiwanis

Club. Box 101. Northampton. Mass

TONITE

COLWELL WINDFIELD
BLUES BAND

returns to

Sljr Enrjlislj J3uh

9 . 30 - Close

PASSION
OF

ANNA

COOKBOOK SPECIAL
at the

University Store

$1.00 off the purchase price

of any $10.00 worth of cookbooks,

with the attached coupon.

COOKBOOK SPECIAL

TONIGHT ONLY
S.U.B. 7 & 9:00

One Dollar

Off $10.00

Cookbook

Purchase

Valid

2/9/72

thru

2/16/72

5^iairr7r;

University Store Campus Center /
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Auto Pool On The Road

By KERRY MEIXO
An outstretched thumb is a

common sight around campus and

with the sub-freezing weather of

late that position sometimes

becomes permanent. Even when

the thermometer hits a sub-

tropical 30* the prospect of no ride

isn't very encouraging. However,

with the creation of the auto pool

prospects are a bit brighter.

The auto pool is a project of the

Student Senate and is maintained

by the student transit system, who

also run the campus busses. The

pool contains two cars and a bus

which could be used by any

campus R.S.O, group at the cost of

ten cents per mile. The money

obtained from this venture would

be used by the senate to pay for

fuel, insurance and maintenance of

the cars For SATS, groups, the

senate will allocate funds for gas at

the beginning of the semester and

will then collect from that group

the usual ten cents per mile. In this

way the senate can control the

number of times the car is used

without charge

This new system was introduced

because of frequent trouble con-

cerning the old cars which the

MiKite owned

Veterans
Service

Veterans who attend the UMass
may now in most cases, receive

some academic credit for their

service experience.

According to Registrar Ralph D.

Jones, students who have military

service of six months to one full

year, including the completion of

basic or recruit training, may be

accepted as meeting the

requirements of military science

at the freshman and sophomore

levels (four credits), and the

veteran will be considered as

meeting the physical education

requirements of the freshman and

sophomore levels. This is provided

that the applicant's military

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1972
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Receive
Credit
service was of more than one

year's duration and that these

credits will satisfy the UMass
physical education requirements

In addition, credit may be given

to veterans who have attended

certain military schools while in

the service. Diplomas or cer-

tificates of training for courses

completed must be submitted to

the registrar's office as proof of

completion of such training.

Credit may also be given for on

the job training received in the

service. However the veteran must

request the related academic
department to examine his

knowledge or skills in that area.

The
(MIX

plight of the hitch-hiker can be ridiculous in weather like this!

Photo courtesy of Pete Monera)
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UMass
Fine
Arts
Council
Presents

Wednesday, February 16

THE TOKYO STRING QUARTET r::^""::"''"
_ _ . « a ii ^r _ I * a r /\ f\ /\ e-.

Reserved Tickets: $1.00 3.50

125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545 0202

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

IMS Maatang a*. V-S. staagarg 4 *9*+4

»Kk Hunt %hifter Ma* »ttk Mack la

trrksr. ae* rakktr CaN Jafca aigkl* SaS-

-.777. Mi
l»7a Javelin MT. m»r. steer . brakes.

atalraaa..a«fkH*raU.3»4 ca. hi . U.Mt
m,le« great cimg Mast sen C all Paai Mt-

7771.

If? II

IM7 Ckevelle. Malaaa. all cyl.. MJM
miles. oa» aaraer. escelleat caatatiaa,

beat a*fer tall 2Sa*aM alter sis

if2-i*

INI VW Bag. CM. iraaaaorlallan

eraaaantcal gaog •• esc <Mal. itlt). TXI-

MM Akta M Fartf < 4 > cyl 1 1« takM H.
tfM

Head Matter ski. IM CM. alaa Keflack

Harts, atw . Cad Lata MHW

( ralg 2M2. aata-reverae steree recar-

ger: -i«k naag ia naag. Jacka * mica

II7S. I all Ste»r S4S-SS3S.

tf*->

• .mtars Vraaatlc. esertrtc. classical

Nmj »a4 aaeg In Paal fal s i : I IB. —
SlNBtkat Sate aa steel strlag tasks Call S4a-

•nn.
MM

l Itimatr Xulemalk Taratak4e. MY
Iraal l*a* la tk* flaeal A/T ever made lla«

I saeegs. aata — katet-aals; atytaa —
pmnrr gaga i aat "ta4»calar"» .

repeal

maa> . maae key far system Balancing,

tanslaat — speed change cycle, maay
man> ntkers «ml> IMS (all SMItS after

i p.m. er an Hatarda yt I If I «ke yaa III

a Daal Rag)
MMI

Ta all tke nlergaa aha gat It lagetber

last weekend. K *»as really capeaetlc

1 -' tmmm'

tfM

Ita tea ha»e a hoaa> ar special Interest *

\avanr raa leacfc a cnarse far arte credit"

( all Karen at M4MMU after* Keeplr>m§
tfM*

FOR RENT
2 hedraem apt. far saatease at Cltftside

\pu fram Marck I til Jane I »Kk eptlon to

rrne» < all **S-»44 anytime
MMI

help Waa ha. a friend drlvksg here

fram Haalaa area aay wifkrngn* Ride

^ded katb way* ar aa* WW hi Call

»»•—
,„.„

rtm Tayata Caratta. AM - FM radto

radial Urea and t mad Urea (.end shape

Ask far Ntaart 2SMM4 gaya. SM*27» altra

U2-II

Maal »ell 71 ReaaaH. 4 daar afdaa. IS.Mt

ml aata Iran* ae» Urea, eacelleat

randRkm. IIMS.M call M3-M27 M

RralkRic AM/FM Taaer. •»: Reallatk

m watt amp. IM; Garrard SLM Tam
tahie. 17a Kar tola call Mil SM-H3I

Mi

Karakwad roam in private haaae aa

lakr keaatMal lacatiaa. I« mm. I M
private eatrancr. kitck. katk prlv .

HM/m N« maar. Call 123-gZM. M

Poatmark llolyakr 2-1-72 Tkanki far

rHaraiag m> leal aata license. C.H.. W.

Hev
MM

RIDE WANTED

AM-. I Redream Immed
xn-*9tf Rekkertawa. Rte »

accapaacy.

II2-W

Tna (n-rganian* aeeg ride West to May

Mill sfcare ripeaaes and eiperteacea. MS-

-" MMI

I a*l chance!! Maal sell near IM2 VW
Raaw/tftMiaapeag ( reaaiR Aag 71 1 beat

afTer. (all Kdd a-M24 after 4.

MMI

M Karg LTD. vlayl tap. 3S2 engine, gaad
running randttlan. at*da bady a/ark. I7M,
will kargam. S4S-M7I daya. $T7-g742 even .

(.»erge

MMI

I pair aaed 77S * 14 war snnwa

on f.M rims Lata at tread I3P
in- 1

1

2 malcklng geM bedapreada - 13 each

( .11 And! at *M»2 ar Kathle at a-1453

tf2-l#

4 — aedraem haaae. esceibmt cc

immediate eccupancy Call Sklbiskl Real

KMMS between •:» - 7:». SM-342S
tf-2-IS

Ride wanted ta Warcester Thars nMe

after a» ar early rrktoy mamtog Ha-

lf?- 1*

WANTED

Maker Snperglaas Skis 2#icm. Nardlca

beats, site I* 1/2. aeed maney far scboai

(all l.arry M4-SIU.
MMI

(iradaate atadents' wives, part-time,

fantastic epportaatty lar gaad tocame la

\mhertt (all SM-4SI. Eve* S-7.

MMI

Nggf ride fram Baatan to I Mass early

Taea.. mam. aad fram I Mass to Boston

aRer 1 3» an Tfcars. afterwaaa Fteaae eaH

laMMM.
U2-»

TRAVEL

FOR SALE

rrmale wants to sell I* — meal plan

ticket Please call «-43SI

tf2-ll

Mast sell pr af Kastinger ski baata. site

ia. med. aaed enly once IM. CaM after 5

p m SMH3I
'

Experienced wrestling manager ta

managr up and roming pro wreatler. Call

I.. I.avtaa eve*. Ma-S37i
Ift- 1

1

Sprmg vacation. S nights aa tke Spanieh

Klviera. I2M Including rndtrip tot fram

Hostan. hotel etc. warm weatker. Call

Javce. 3*7 Wheeler S-2412.

light someone* fire with a Valentine

(angle from thr People's (raft Co-op. In

the Mlrx (over the Shoe Hint

MM

Teak Tape recorder model A-4tl«

w /walnal case ; 4 track 4 head :
sound on

MNind. aata reverse play, auto stop. Call

.y ajop^pjaTgfKj
|

MMI

Pianist - Organist far Immediate

rehearsal — ( lub reataarant work. akilHy

to transpose Call tl3-«2S-»7M or 4I3-S2S-

2IM.
MMI

ROOMMATES WANTED

Newfoundland female. 2 1/2 yrs old.

champion pedlgrre (all after 3. 417-M7-

37M.
MMI

fuller Brush Prodaclt for *ale Qaallty

merchandise — hrasbes. cleaning

product*, toiletries Krer delivery and

showing ^v.K'H-.

MM

Men's llenhe Shi Boat*, tlte l«. double

boot — backle. 2 seasons old very good

condition, price very reasonable Call

Hick >4«-72M
MMI

New K2 Skis with warranty, no holes,

pirk >our length Mast sell, best after. Call

Peggy eves. 2S.VPM7
MB>M

HELP WANTED

Share rm. fell rm Puffton apt.. Ml /mo

util. inc.. available immed If interested go

to Mask Rm/Campus Or See I yn/-

Oagmar belw in IT u
U2-IS

MISCELLANEOUS
Kspaaded awareness experiences;

groups ronducled by farmer rltokal paych

grad student, write Mike Phillip*. Ho* IV

Hendell Mas*
MMI

RIDE NEEDED
Hide needed to just north of New York

( Mv. Wed . leh I c after S p.m. ar Thars.
morning Mill share casta Call MS-S2M.
I- red

MMI

CHILD CARE
Mothers — rant find a reliable baby

sitter ! Tked af high fees? (all the Child

( are exchange Ma-2224 for further In

formation

MMI

BOOK WANTED
••Stattslk.". Hays * Winkler (all 2M-

aamV
tfaVM

( urrent Perspectives In Social Psycb.

Hollander A Muni. 3rd edit.. (-S7M.

MEN'S LIBERATION

Men's I iberatiaa — erganiiallonal

meeting, what daes H mean? If Interested

come lo (be basement of Raker Dorm
Tfegfa, Pek It 7:M.

ify-ia

WANTED TO BUY

Tap rasb paid far anything old or

collectable like; clacks, furniture,

glassware, rklna. content* af attics and

cellars (all mi. Ml I

MMI

Hoy's residential treatment center

looking tor fall time counselor — teacher

«Hh varied background Call Robert

irenetle - I-*I7-M7-*»S

Female roommate wanted ta share

Pufflan Village Apt. Immediate ae-

cupancv Rent SSM per month. IMM
damage dep (all $4d-M24.

If2- I*

APTS. FOR RENT
two Bedroom Apartments

mediate rental. it-month

1 IK", /month. Includes util Call

days or MS-357S nltea.

for Im-
itate.

145.124*

MOM

MOVIE

GUITAR LESSONS

Snow Ikes 1*5 — 14 Semperit Radial*,

ituiinied on M(.H disc wheels IM or best

,ffer ( all MH-MH7
tf2-l*

Skkrs' Roof rack fits on luggage

< arrkr Hold* six pairs of skis With locks,

good condition Call Barry S4«-*7«2.

If 2- 1

1

(.uilar lessons — Jan. Blues. Theory.

Harmony. Improvisation l*M per hour

If tnurr not seriou*. dont call 542.1034

tf2-ll

PERSONAL

Tenor Sax Selmer MKVI. good cond

I no or best offer Call 54»-nM7.

\ neat K \^ Banjo for only 12*. (iood for

a beginner Cell (J t«7 7M5 ( (iranby i

2-f

Ir girl from Patterson with blk poster

hrd sorry I Kidded about slie Lets start

again Jim 6-7772

M or K roommate lor I bedroom Puffton

\pt . set up as 2 bdr apt., already furn .

rent l!W a month. 353 Puffton. Call 25«

MIH7. ask for (^orge
MMI

ENTERTAINMENT
(.iris. Exciting and daring go-go dancers

needed for formal band party Sal.. Eeb. 26.

(.ood pay and short hours. Sincere replies

asMfeat,

•The Eearless Vampire Killers".

Sharon Tale A Roman Polanskl in

Mahar Avd. Friday. Feb. II at 7-t-ll * 2

Hoad Hunner ( artoons!
MMI

BICYCLE WANTED
Mould like a second-hand bicycle, boy's

or girl's, in good condition. Pleas, call

Su/anne 1st IMl or contact at W22 Van
Meter So

tf24»

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN:
Chi Omega invites you to "Look

into the World of Fashion." Open
party tonight 7:15-8:15. Rides will be

available at WoPE, Van Meter,

Thoreau, and Newman Center, fif-

teen minutes before each party.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC:
The UMass Amateur Radio Assoc.

will have a meeting tonight at 6:30

p.m. in Rm. 805 809 CC. All Hams and

people interested in amateur radio

are invited to attend.

BLEEDING ROSE:
Bob Zelman's "Philosophy of

Peronality" class will meet 5:308:00

tonight in basement study room
Thatcher Dorm topic: R.D. Laing.

All welcome.

BLUES CLUB:
Meeting 630.

welcome. 901 CC.

New members

BOLTWOOD PROJECT:
Busses are back Mon. Thurs. at

605 from Whitmore. Any question,

call your supervisor. Janeanne S

you gave us the wrong number. Call

back.

BOLTWOOD RECREATION
PROGRAM:
For those who are in or would like

to be in Boltwood Recreation

Program at Belchertown, come to CC
Rm 165, Thurs., 8:00 P.M.

CHECK OUT DIVE:
DiveCulebra EASTERN Vacation.

Must Reserve before Mon. 14 Feb.

Call Wade irmischer, 5 09/7 or 527

4586

CHRISTIANS:
Prayer meeting every day 12 to

12:30, 177 CC Come and worship with

us!

CHRISTIANS NURSES:
A fellowship group to discuss

common problems and interests.

Meet with us Thurs., Feb. 10, in 901

CC 7 00 P.M.

ENGLISH EDUCATION:
Anyone interested in student

teaching English next year should

apply in Bartlett 268 Deadline for

applications is March 1.

ENGLISH MAJORS.
There will be EDUC Meeting Wed.

night at 7 30 in the Student Faculty

Lounge, Bartlett Hall Lobby All

English Majors invited.

GREAT DECISIONS:
The second in the series of Great

Decisions wrll be tonight at 7:30 in

Webster House main lounge. All O.H.

residents are invited to "Japan, the

Common Market and the U.S."

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
There will be a "Parade of

Morgans" at Grinnell Arena 7 p.m.

tonight. Everyone is invited to come
see the pride of UMass.

GUITAR BASIC AND ADVANCED:
Learn to play guitar or improve

your present style and get University

credit for it! General meeting on

Thurs., Feb. 10, at 7 p.m. in the

Melville Date Room.

HILLEL:
Meeting tonight at 6:30. Open to

everyone. Friday night dinner: This

Fri , 6:00 p.m. Sign up in Hillel office.

Services at 7:30.

MAROON KEYS:
Sunday night, Feb. 13, at 7:30 p.m.

Rm. 902 CC.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
A bus will be leaving tonight at 6.30

from Hasbrouck and at 6:35 f-om

Patterson for the semester's first trip

to the State Hospital.

RECREATION SOCIETY:
The Rec. Soc meeting has been

changed to Thurs. night Feb. 10 at 7

p m in CC Rm. 174. We need help for

our up and coming programs, so

please try and attend.

REVELLERS:
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm.

903 CC Please come we must

linalize plans for Winter Carni. See

you there or call Ron.

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting tonight in Curry Hicks at 7

p.m WiH discuss Florida trip for

March New class will start for

beginners New members welcome.

Anyone interested in a winter dive in

Pittsfield?

A Paul Roqers Production

On Stage - Paramount Theatre

ON STAGE

MAIL ORDERS ONLY
Tkkgjta Orch. 7.50, 6.50 • M*ns. 7:50 • Sal. 5 00

Mail Ch*KK or Moimv Ordar with SeH-ArWrgMgd Envolopa

*o "HAIR" • c/o PAUL ROGERS PRODUCTIONS

Tickets Available af Box Office

Notices

SCROLLS:
Meeting tonight at 6. 00 in Rms. 811

815 CC. Please call 6 8240 if you can't

attend.

SHIP DESIGN:
A course on the basic architecture

of sailing yachts, preliminary

designs and drawings. Offered by

Prof. Heronemus: a small class

meeting one night weekly. Must have

basic knowledge of anal. geom. and

calc. Possible text and lab fee. Call

Joe Krol 546 8659.

SIGMA DELTA TAU:
The sisters of SDT invite you to our

Valentine Party, Wed., Feb. 9, 7:00

815 at 409 N. Pleasant St. We'll have

a hearty time!

SIGMA KAPPA:
Informal get together Thurs. night

7:00 and 8: 15. Come meet us and visit

our home at 19 Allen Street. All

University women welcome Call for

ride, 256 6887.

SKY DIVE:
UMass Parachute Club is jumping

winter, too Come on out Turners

Falls Airport. Weekend sunrise to

sunset RSO #318.

SORORITY OPEN HOUSES:
The following houses will be having

parties fonight; Sigma Delta Tau

"Valentine" 78 p.m., Chi Omega
"Witchcraft" 7 15 8: 15, Pi Beta Phi

"Chopping Block" 7-8:30 at BKPhi

House on Pleasant St., and Kappa
Kappa Gamma at 7:00.

SPANISH CLUB:
Are you interested in practicing

and bettering your fluency in

Spanish? Well, if so, come to the

tertulia, Wed., Feb. 9, in Herter Hall

4th floor elevator lounge. Coffee will

be served.

TAE KWON DO CLUB:
Those people interested in learning

the art of Korean Karate come to this

semester's first organizational
meeting in the Commonwealth Rm
of the S.U. this Thurs., at 330

WORLD YOUTH ORGANIZATION
AND MOTHER EARTH
PRODUCTIONS:
30 hour rock Festival at the

Paramount Theatre, Feb. 22nd and

23rd, 9 a.m. till midnight, Spfld.,

Mass. 4 live groups. Terra Firma,

Hard Road, Farm and more. Tickets

on sale at S.U. ticket office thru

Friday, Feb. 11, Student Act. Office.

Level 1 CC thru Feb. 22 Faces of

Earth and Superficial Srjnile.

VALENTINE CARDS:
Postmaster Clarence A Jewett,

Jr., today announced plans to

facilitate delivery of local Valen

tines. Valentines for on campus
delivery may be deposited at the Post

Office in the Student Union This will

prevent integration of these special

cards into the normal mail flow and
aid greatly in our attempt to deliver

this mail on schedule. Your
cooperation in this special effort will

be greatly appreciate by all con

cerned

ZOOL STUDENT FACULIT BAG
LUNCH:
Every Wed., 12 1 30, Morrill 349

Students, Grads and Faculty

welcome, bring a friend. Meet people

in the department.

LOST:
A black wallet in the Drake

Monday night. Please return im

portant papers inside. Call 546 5065.

1 bright green notebook, Engl 337

notes Very important to me. Was
taken by mistake from U Store Tues.

morn Belongs to Lesley Kershaw,

401 Dwight, 5 2304. Please call or

return to me I will be eternally

grateful.

Woman's silver ring with

aquamarine (blue) stone, in or

outside of Worcester Dining Com
mons on Feb 7 Please call 6 6945.

One pair of gold wire rimmed
glasses in blue paisley case on Fri.,

Feb. 4. If found, please contact Ginny

at 6 8487

FOUND:
A very nice black cat. Call 549 1437

1973 man's class ring with initials.

Call 256 8776

U of MASS.
WINTER JACKETS

OFF

5 i 2 i S S v

7 95

MORE
SUPER
SAVINGS

Bl>N'

FEB. 10-11-12

CAMPUS CENTER
a

UNIVERSITY STORE
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Faculty To Advise

Ife University
Three UMass faculty have been

named to a Consortium Committee

to help the development of the

Institute of Administration of the

University of Ife tUNIFE) in

Nigeria. (Ife is pronounced Ee-

fay.)

The three, appointed by UMass-

Amherst Acting Chancellor

Randolph W. Bromery. are John

W. Lederle, former UMass
president and now professor of

political science; Professor John

H Foster, director of the Center

lor International Agricultural

Development; and Professor

Simon Rottenberg, head of the

economics department.

The three from UMass will join

three from the University of

Connecticut and three from the

Iniversity of Ife in advising and

evaluating the programs now

under way at the Nigerian in-

stitute, located in Ibadan

The UNIFE project continues a

long tradition of University

istance to education in

developing countries beginning in

1878 with sponsorship of the

( ..liege of Agriculture in Hokkaido.

Japan, and more recently through

Vgency for International

! H\ elopment (AID* projects in

Malawi and Uganda.

The Universities of Connecticut

md Massachusetts have jointly

ip.-.iertaken a four-year project.

lunded bv AID. Nigeria, to provide

faffing for in-service training

nurses at the institute of Ad-

ministration in Ibadan. A series of

four month courses is planned, in

each of which 30 Nigerian civil

servants and representatives of

industry will receive training in the

preparation, evaluation, and

management of development

projects. Nigerian case materials

will be used.

One faculty member from here.

Professor John H. Bragg, of the

department of agriculture and food

economics, and two from the

University of Connecticut arrived

in Nigeria last October, and will

staff the program for the first two

vears Six Nigerian faculty will

come to the United States for

doctoral study and will be phased

into the program during the second

two years to replace the American

faculty by the end of the fourth

vear

And a* the sun slowly sets on the bustling community of UMass. who knows what how many stories

continue here and how many actually end (Photo by Carl Nash)

Work
With
Wood
Practical applications of kiln

.living were stressed at a five-day

m nrkshop for furniture and lumber

. ompanv personnel presented

recently by the UMass wood

science and technology program

Program participants came
from Massachusetts New Hamp-
shire. New Jersey. Ohio and

v ermonl tor the workshop, con-

ducted by the staff of the wood

science and technology program of

the UMass Forestry department in

reoperation with the New England

Kiln Drying Association and the

I S Forest Service

I Mass Professor William W
Rice, director of the workshop.

said The idea was to promote

Letter drying practices within the

wood industry through the prac

.1 training of people directly

sponsible for manufacturing

properly seasoned wood products

mIcs and management personnel

in tin- course gained background

information about wood and

moisture relationships and

production problems which will

,llow them to do a better job in

procuring dry material, un

derstandiag manufacturing
processes and improving

customer service

In addition to learning basic

operational techniques, those

attending learned ways to improve

vield and to increase production

listing Rice were Harold B
(Jatslick. R Bruce Hoadley. and

William S. McNamara, all of the

(Mass wood science and

technology program

Buy One
\Get One Free

every

Wednesday
Night

BRUM'S
PIZZA

( orner of

Main X Triangle

256-6676

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAMt^

A redder from Paulsooro N J., relates

experiences wtiicri reveal that many
social workers are Born under Libra

Conducting her own survey, she

discovered tnat numerous
"caseworkers" were Liorans and thai

many persons interested in the field were

oorn from Sept 23 to Oct 72 This may
have someihtna to do with an innate

ability of Libra the ability to administer

tender, lovmg care
•••••

ARIES iMarch 210April 1«> Travel.

communications, philosophy these art

stressed Think and analyie Don't take

others tor granted. Otherwise you could

t>e in for rude awakening Leo and

Aquanus persons figure prominently.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Emotions

tend to dominate Express yourself, but

don't play games important relation

snips art at stake Member of opposite

sex speaks mmd Be receptive and

sympathetic Recognize yourown short

comings
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Lie low

Play waiting game Let others show their

hands Emphasis on partnership,

marriage, ventures which require aid.

cooperation of another Your own
ludgment now is not as sharp as usual

Take your time
CANCER (June 21 July 22! You get

better ideas of position, of where you

stand P. sees person could play

significant role Relative m transit may
make special request Do what you can

without bemg foolish Remember per

sonai responsibilities.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Creative en

dea vers spell success Shake o»» lethargy

There will be opportunity for greater

freedom. Use it wisely Make necessary

changes Be flexible Personal

magnetism soars Opposite sex is drawn

to you
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Home

properly, basic security aremaior points

Finish protects Don't attempt to prolong

situation Conclusion is necessary

Protect assets Don't give up something

of value for nothing

LIBRA (Sept 23 Od 22) Accent on

short journey, ideas which can be

developed Sell concepts through en

thusiastic approach Versatility and

humor make fine twin allies Leo can aid

m creative project Get together

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Hunch

leads to ultimate profit You gain by

sharing knowledge One who knows much

,s willing to give you a boost Aquarius

plays prominent role Spotlight on

collecting needed material

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 2\)

improve appearance Brighten

surroundings More persons now become

aware of vou Know this and act ec

cordingly No time to hide light Or
cumstances favor personal efforts Mount

offensive

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan W) Work

quietly, behind scenes Maintain low

profile Collect facis Analyie and utiiue

special information Refuse to be rushed

Set your own pace Visit one who may be

confined to home, hospital

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II) Ex

change information Opportunity exists t

transform hopes, wishes to realities

Cooperate with Scorpio individual

Pleasant surprise is due Extend hand of

friendship Be more flexible

PISCES (Feb i» March 20) You get

back on right track Goal is focused and

you see clearly Cooperation indicated

from one m position of authority Family

backs you Situation is such that you are

grateful Much pressure is removed

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

will be domg more traveling man usual

You are capable of selling, counseling,

breaking down communication barriers

Sqciai life accelerates In August, you

could receive reward for contacts, «*•

torts You are due to g*i started on

meaningful relationship

Copyr.gh' i"2. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

8
12

13

14

15
17

18
19

21
22
23

Bachelor of

Science in

Pharmacy
(abbr )

Girl's

nickname
Barracuda
Female
sheep
Country of

Asia
Hawaiian
dance
Unit of speech
Lamb's
pen name
More unusual

Pays
attention

Tableland
Flock

Swiss river

26 Quarrel

28 Fiber plant

30 Those defeated

33 Slumbers
34 Get up
35 Female student

Obstruct

Classify

Part of church

Adhesive
substance

Breaks suddenly

Soapstone

Aerial

maneuver

Genus of

maples

Slave

Devoured

Simple

Tear

French plural

article

DOWN

4

5

6
7

8
c)

10
11

16

20

22
?4

?S

?7

Row
Sea eagle

Scent bag
Scoff

Lean-to
Throb
Man's name
Chinese
pagoda
Plagues
Roman
official

Possesses
High
mountain
Things, in law

Newspapers,
collectively

Style of

automobile

<P«)

Young boy

AngloSaxon
money
Easier

Answer to Yesterday's Puz/le

ssaa aaaa dqo

aaaa
Has aaaa ac
A L AS M A i N E C U
v\ Ajh =AC R S

mB F i l 6 rHS m e i

Ba aaaa oaca
u r^ P|E P JMflo o L '

p r fc R AG E W A ^

A A fit T f K M S L t H
\

5 r -* ^ t AB ' K A y\

33
35
38

40

41

42

Drunkard

Fold

Weasellike
mammal
Pertaining to

the Pope

Malice

Slaves

44 Land
measure

45 Winter

vehicle

46 Scottish

cap
47 High

card

49 Hostelry

36
37
39
43

45
46
48

50

51

52
53
54

55

1 Broom

2 European

3 Awaits
settlement Diatr. by UniUd Feature Syndicate. Inc
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Olympic Roundup
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SAPPORO, Japan (AP)-One of the United

States' demon women speed skaters, Dianne

Holum, goes for the gold, and the surprising

Yankee hockey team squares off in a showdown

with the Soviet Union Wednesday in the 11th

Winter Olympics Games.
America's other hopes look dim in a full day of

activity on the ice rinks and snow slopes of Sap-

poro. Medals will be decided in the rugged

biathlon, postponed a day because of a near

blizzard, and the women's 5-kilometer cross

country ski race. The first of two runs will be

staged in the men's giant slalom, with the second

scheduled Thursday.

The final compulsory figures will be skated in

men's singles, with top U.S. hopes well back of the

leader and medal favorite, Ondrej Nepela of

Czechoslovakia, the world champion.

Tuesday was a medal-less day for the United

States as 17-year-old Marie Therese Nadig of

Switzerland captured her second gold medal in the

ladies' giant slalom and Russia's world cham-

pions, Irina Rodnina and Alexei Ulanov, led a 1-2

Soviet finish in the dramatic pairs figure skating

event.

Miss Rodnina and Ulanov, who reportedly no

longer speak to each other because Irina has

rejected her partner for another romance, gave a

dazzling exhibition before a sellout crowd of 10,000

at the indoor Makomanai Rink.

Ludmila Smirnova and Andrei Souaikin won the

silver medal while the bronze went to a spec-

tacular East German pair, Manuela Gross, only

15, and Uwe Kagelmann, 21.

The U.S. national champions, blonde Jo Jo

Starbuck and Ken Shelley of Downey, Calif., had

to settle for fourth place.

Another U.S. pair-the Long Island school kids,

Melissa Militano, 16, and her brother. Mark, 17, of

Dix Hills, NY. -drew the loudest ovation of all for

their imaginative peasant costumes and stirring

performance, but drew disappointing markings

from the nine judges.

The judges were roundly booed by the crowd.

The figure-skating medals boosted the Russian

total to seven, including three golds, three silvers

and a bronze. East Germany, has nine, with three

golds, two silver and four bronze. The United

States is well down the list with two bronze, won by

figure skater Janet Lynn of Rockford, 111., and

skier Susan Corrock of Ketchum, Idaho.

American performances, disappointing so far in

both figure skating and Alpine skiing, are ex-

pected to pick up when U.S. women speed skaters

start taking the ice.

Miss Holum, of Northbrook, 111., who was just 16

when she shared a silver medal with two team

mates in the 500 and won the bronze in the 1.000 at

Grenoble in 1968, is one of the favorites in Wed-

nesday's 1,500 meter test.

Her chief rivals are Atje Keulen-Deelstra of the

Netherlands and Nina Statkevich of the Soviet

Union The United States also will be represented

:«*?-m ?-*>v»»»»-"v****»»w*»* teaw^j^wmw4*ww««

by Leah Poules and Connie Carpenter, both of

Northbrook.
The hockey game between the United States and

Russia is certain to jam the 10,000 capacity of the

Makomanai covered rink.

After losing to Sweden in the Class A round

robin, the youthful, hand-checking Americans

stormed back to upset Czechoslovakia 5-1. The

Russians, meanwhile, had their reputation tar-

nished by a 3-3 tie with Sweden.

"The boys have really got their tails up," said

Murray Williamson, the American coach.

The well-conditioned, precision-skating

Russians have won the Olympic title the last two

times but Americans still remember the historic

U.S. upset for the gold at Squaw Valley, Calif., in

1960.

Rick Chaffee of Rutland, Vt, and Bob Cochran

of Richmond, Vt., are given the best chances of the

Americans in the men's giant slalom although

Europeans are favored.

The downhill winner, Bemhard Russi of Swit-

zerland, is not entered. The top contenders are

Gustavo Thoeni of Italy, Jean-Noel Augert and

Edmun Bruggmann of Switzerland.

Two Russians are favored in the women's 5-

kilometer cross country. They are Galink

Koulakova and Alevtina Olunina. U.S. entries

include Allison Owen of East Wenatchee, Wash.

;

Martha Rockwell of Providence, R.I ;
Barbara

Britch and Marie Mahoney, both of Anchorage,

Alaska.

A Russian, Alexandr Tikhonob, also is expected

to take the gold in the biathlon, a 20-kilometer test

of cross-country skiing and shooting from prone

and standing positions.

U.S. biathlon representatives, conceded little

hope, including Jay Bowerman, Jr., of Eugene,

Ore., son of the U.S. Olympic track coach; Peter

Karns of Jackson, Wyo. ; Dennis Donahue of Essex

Junction. Vt.. and Dexter Morse, Aspen, Colo.

U.S. men skaters are not expected to improve

their position markedly in the final compulsory

figures but undoubtedly will rally in Friday's free-

skating final-a specialty of daring and imagination

in which they excel.

Nepela had a lead over Patrick Pera of France

after three of six compulsories with Sergei

Tchetveroukhin of Russia third Shelley, doing

double duty, was fourth for the best US placing

with John Mischa Petkevich of Great Falls, Mont .

a disappointing sixth and Gordie McKellen of

Reading. Pa.. 11th.

Miss Nadig emerged as the women's individual

star of the games as she swept down the 1.240-

meter snaking giant slalom course with its 51

gates in 1 minute, 29.90 seconds for her second gold

medal
. . .., u

Annemarie Proell of Austria, the reigning World

Cup champion, had to be content with second

again-she also trailed Miss Nadig in the ladies'

downhill with teammate Wiltrud Drexel third.

Gymnasts Travel

To Springfield
MICHAEL CUSACK

Last March the UMass varsity

gymnasts, travelled to Boston

State for the New England
Gymnastic Championships. In the

hours of competition that ensued,

the one question in everybody's

mind was whether or not UMass
could come back and top

Springfield College, their arch

rivals. Springfield had soundly

defeated the Redmen in League
competition earlier in the year,

and hoped to outscore the Redmen
once again, with the New England

title at stake. Although UMass put

on a good team effort, their

showing was in vain, as Springfield

won the title with a 157.3-157.1

victory. Springfield's team left

Boston State with the title, and

knowing they would meet the

Redmen again

Tonight at 8 p.m.. the Redmen
and the Chiefs will clash again

Needless to say. UMass will be

looking for a victory when they

travel to Springfield's fieldhouse

Both teams have had their lineup

reshuffled in order to produce their

potentially highest score. This

meet should prove to be the closest

to date for both squads.

Redmen coach Erik Kjeldsen

reports that, "on paper, the meet
couldn't figure to be any closer

than it is now." If the top score for

each man in Springfield's lineup

are added, their team total is 153.5.

Likewise, if the best scores to date

for the UMass gymnasts are

totalled, the outcome is also 153.5.

The outcome for the meet will

depend on which team can perform

better under pressure, because

there will be plenty of it. In ad-

dition to the tremendous pressure,

the Redmen will be at a disad-

vantage in competing away.
Gymnastic meets at Springfield

are always packed with en-

thusiastic fans. It makes a big

difference on any team's per-

formance as it is always easier to

perform better when the crowd is

with vou.

iv^or. Fefcx I O
at THE. gt-OEWAlU

U.S. Boxers
KO'd

MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet

Union boxing team pounded out an

8-2 victory Tuesday night over the

U.S. amateur boxing team with

only middleweight Marvin Johnson

and heavyweight Duane Bobick

scoring American victories.

Bobick. 21, of Bowlus, Minn,

won a second-round TKO over

Vladimir Chernyshev when the

referee stopped the bout with the

Russian bleeding from a cut over

his left eye and Bobick scoring

heavily with both hands to the

head.

Johnson. 17, of Portsmouth. Va.,

scored a decision over Rufat

Riskiyel in a brutal slugfest with

both fighters punching from start

to finish to the cheers of 15.000

spectators in Moscow's Palace of

Sport

Theb
for the

N.E.S. Tutoring Program
are now running to Springfield

for both old and new tutors.

I

Buy Boll's

Pizza with

confidence and

get the best.

BELL'S PIZZA

65 University Dr.

256-8011 253-9051

Monday thru Thursday:
leaves Campus at 2:45; returns at 6:00.

leaves Campus at 6:15; returns at 9:30.

from the Circle beside the C.C. garage.

Why aren't you on it?
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Commentary

"Need Basis": A Controversy
By EARLE BARROLL

The following is an excerpt from this past week's Boston

Sunday Globe sports page. It is advisable to gfMttt

carefully ...very carefully, for this is going to effect the

UMass athletic department to the extent of scrapping all

efforts on the part of the program to achieve its goal of

number one in New England:

•The Yankee Conference will have as Us basic policy of

financial aid to athletes on the basis of need only, with

awards not to exceed individual need. Member institutions

are expected to conform to this policy by the academic year

1973-1974
"

What this means in a nutshell is that the well-known "full

boatload" will no longer exist after this recruiting season

and from there on the need basis, which has been the source

of financial aid for the "regular student" will be put into

This vote was taken on October 18 by the presidents of the

Yankee Conference universities and according to acting

athletic director, David Bischoff, "this was the initial vote

and President Robert Wood as chairman of the Yankee

Conference Presidents was obligated to report the vote, but

it didn't come as an endorsement from him necessarily

Head football coach Dick MacPherson has said, "I have

complete confidence in President Robert Wood and I believe

that he doesn't want it to happen, so therefore I don t think it

will happen , . ^ ,

•President Wood recognizes some of the problems oi

recruiting on a needs basis and he also recognizes some of

the inequalities on the need basis.

"Until I get further word from my Athletic Director, we re

not going on a need basis."

However, in an MDC interview yesterday with the

president s director of public relations. Wood was quoted as

saving that the vote was unanimous. 6-0. and he gave it his

full approval. There were no other comments at the tirmv

The big question that now comes up and that will be kicked

around like a rubber ball presently is "Where do we go

Already the coaches have barnstormed the office of

assistant athletic director Bob O'Connell expressing their

views and from a brief chat with O'Connell a couple of days

back the atmosphere that prevails is one of antagonism

against this new policy.

Quotes like the following have eminated from the people

who will be effected by this.

Bischoff i think as the largest university in New

England not to aspire to be the best in everything

academics and athletics) would be inappropriate

Jack Leaman. head basketball coach: "If our announced

goal is to be number one in New England, and this comes

right from the top and President Wood, these goals cannot

be reached by a program funded entirely by need.

MacPherson : "I was here in '58 and '59 and there has been

a tremendous growth in this great institution where we are

now recognized as one of the leading universities in he

country. We didn't get that way by following some of the

other Yankee Conference Schools. We are the leaders and I

onlv hope and pray that they don't hold us back m any area

we commit ourselves to, in both athletics and academics

The real crux of the matter revolves around the word

•uniformity". Granted this is not a new dimension that the

Yankee Conference has voted into its by-laws. The Ivy

League has been on it for some time. But as Bischoff said

"If the NCAA endorsed it, I'd have few apprehensions and

would applaud it." . . .

However, the NCAA has not endorsed it. It does support

the scholarship means and it is unexpected that UMass

particularly in basketball and football, will be able to

compete with these schools in recruiting and in com-

petitiveness. m . .

Money talks, the athletes go where the green stuff is. Jus

for an example, and a very hypothetical one, the best

football player in the country is the son of a surgeon who is

good for 50,000 dollars a year. He has his choice between

UMass and Boston College. UMass is on the need basis and

this kid would not get an financial aid. B.C. would be able to

give him a full ride. Its pretty obvious where he would go.

Another point that pops up is prestige How can UMass

build a prestigious athletic program if its hands are tied up

by schools who could care less about where they re going in

the world of College athletics.

And when it comes to recruiting you can bet this will hurt

Holy Cross, which joined the Conference within the last year

was the victim of this "Yankee Conference unprestigious

rap in last year's recruiting season, when a 68 au-

Pennsylvania player who had intended on going to the Cross

went somewhere else when he found they had entered the

conference. . . . n^BB
Just to add to its wounds, a sophomore guard for the Cross

last year left and went to Providence for the reason, ' they

stabbed me in the back when they joined the Yankee Con-

fprpn of*

Now the need basis and what does it mean. Simplistically

Bi ^choff said, "If you want to go to UMass or Harvard, it

would cost you all but
"

-- ..-.

The process begins with the Parent's Confidential

Statement (PCS) which is sent to Princeton where the

College Scholarship Service (CSS) computes on the basis of

factors such as number of children in the family, parent s

financial set-up and the like, the "Parents contribution

This is what the parent can be expected to give the child

irregardless of cost at any institution.

This is a standardized analysis, 70-80 percent of the

universities in the country use this system. Now, UMass for

instance will send its schooling cost to Princeton and from

this the CSS will subtract the parent's contribution and come

out with the "need" which is then sent back to UMass for

adjustments.
, mmmM ^ -

This is what confronts the athletes that UMass will be

going after in the future, but it can be expected with only

perhaps a few exceptions (miracles) that the "big boys

who will make the program grow will find their place in a

university that will toss the "full boat load" at them.

What remains now according to O'Connell is for the

athletic directors in the conference to come up with

recommendations as to how this need will be supplemented.

UMass AD. Bischoff has not taken a position on this

matter as of yet. "Before I would take a position," he said,

"I would have to know the position of the UMass athletic

council. From here, the decision then goes to me where it

then goes in order from the Chancellor to the President."

Another possibility which comes up is "should we leave

the conference?" How many times have you heard this

This remains a problem for the new athletic director to

battle with. And just to add another important note, this

decision will no doubt effect the selection of the A.D.

Digest the following... it's a pretty heavy statement of

position by Jack Leaman!
"I'm very disappointed with this decision.

"Our schedule is much tougher outside the conference

than inside the conference and we will not be able to play

anymore against Providence, Syracuse, Fordham, Boston

College and the like.

Tm disappointed that two schools (Holy Cross and BU)

who have just joined the conference have tried to dictate

policy which has been in the Yankee Conference for some

"In the next few years we have already scheduled

Niagara, Pennsyvania and West Virginia, our schedule is

becoming one of the strongest in the east, but because of this

new ruling we'll have to adjust the schedule.

"Any cut back now would definitely hurt the program

especially in recruiting

"This will also be a disappointment to the student body

who see basketball as one opportunity to compete on the

national level and be successful.

"I don't foresee any future for me or basketball at the

university if we don't make revisions in the Yankee Con-

ference or leave it completely.

"Under the need basis system Julius Erving could not

have attended UMass."
Stay tuned... the war is on.

UConn On The
Rocks, Tonight

Bv Kll.l. BAI.l.Ol'

Look! Down on the ice Is it a polar bear" Is it a musk ox

It's It's. . Curlv Howard No Larry Fine No Eddie

Kasko No. Its a zamboni being pulled though six foot snow

drifts on the Connecticut Rinks ice surface by an eight dog

team of Huskies And on top is the Connecticut coach, Sgt.

Preston of Conn
Excepting for the fact that the UConn hockey coach s name

is John Chapman, the above paragraph could come true

tonight in Storrs.
,

You see the rink where the University of Connecticut plays

its home games is onlv half a building They've got an ice

surface, and they've got a roof, but they don't have any sides

on their arena Thus, it tends to get pretty cold in the win-

tertime. . . ., . „„,,

Not onlv is the rink told, but the team that plays in it hasn t

been the warmest thing on ice either The Huskies have played

eight games in Division II and sport a weak 2-6 record Overall

they stand at 5-8. but these additional victories have been

picked up against the poorer teams found in Division III.

On paper this game racks up as a potential UMass rout of the

Norwich variety but under conditions like the kind that might

occur in Storrs.* anything can happen Last year the game was

played at Orr Rink with the final result being a lopsided 11-1

decision for UMass. .... .

The Huskies' success have been rather limited against

decent competition, as evidenced by their won-lost record and

the fact that while they have registered just 26 goals they have

had 47 scored against them But college hockey is impossible to

predict, so the possibility of a major upset can't be ruled out

The Huskies might have been cold before, but Jack Canniff

doesn't want to change the script, at least until after his

Redmen leave the Arctic regions. If they've been cold up till

now. let's hope they're still cold after we've gone.

The Divisional race has tightened considerably with the

Vermont victory over UMass on Jan. 28. The way the Division

H scene looks as of the end of January is UMass and Vermont

locked in a duel for first place, separated by only one loss

However, the race for the eight play-off spots is confused by

the boycott eight schools are holding in regards to the eight

team play-off system. One of these teams is Bowdoin, always a

threat, but the Maine school now has designs to try to come

back in to the play-off picture. They will if the eight team

system is cut to six teams.

So with the race as tight as it is, every game from now till the

end of the season can be considered crucial. There is less than

a month to go before play-off time. Even Connecticut is an

important game.

One bit of advice if you're going to Storrs tonight, courtesy of

Jack Canniff
.

"Wear a stocking cap. a couple of jackets, about four pairs ot

socks and long underwear. It will be cold."

1 RedmenChaseThe Eagle Tonight
By DAN KXMAL

Ah. there's something about a

big sports rivalry that sets it apart

from any 'average" sports

competition. The Yankees and

Dodgers, the Packers and

Cowboys, the Celtics and Lakers,

the Bruins and Canadiens,

Tuskegee and VMI (everything is

relative) -all these matchups fall

under the big-rivalry category.

But none is as big I to UMass fans

that is) as the UMass-Boston

College pairing

Tonight, starting at 8:15 from

Boston College, another saga in the

long UMass BC will be unveiled

What will the unveiling reveal? As

usual, it depends on a variety of

factors

First of all. the Eagles are a big.

very physical ballclub. Up front

they have Pete Schmid at 6'7 in the

pivot. Dave Walker. 6'6, at one

forward, and Dan Kilcullen. also

6'6, at the other forward. In the

backcourt are Jim Phelan, 6'4, and

Bob Smith. 6'2.

press a lot and play zone on

defense."

The Eagles play a tough

schedule. They have beaten such

teams as Canisius. Fairfield,

l^aSalle. Rhode Island, and Holy

Cross, while losing to such
powerhouses as Tennessee.

BaUtj (tfnljpgtan

SPORTS
Harvard. Vanderbilt. South

Carolina, Providence, and St

Joseph's.

Another factor in BC's favor is

its bench strength Tom Anstet

(6'7) and Mark Raterink <6'6> are

the reserves Jere Nolan who is a

ball handling specialist and Dave

llrich who is a good shooter

Leaman feels it boils down to

strength versus quickness "We're

going to need our quickness to get

away from them We'll also press a

lot; our press may hurt them
Hopefully, our speed may cause

them to run constantly, which is

not their game If they have a

weakness it is in ballhandling

We'll try to work on this and force a

lot of turnovers
."

HOOP STUFF: Leaman was

bery pleased at the showing of

Mike Pagliara against Syracuse

Pagliara still has his broken finger

taped up. but will definitely see a

lot of action against BC and may
even start If that is the case, Tom
McLaughlin and Al Skinner will

start at the forwards and Chris

Coffin will open up at center, and

John Betancourt will naturally

start at the other guard position

Leaman referred to these five

players as his "quick team that

will press a lot." He also has plaas

to use Tom Austin and Charlie

Peters in the pivot and to bring

Rick Vogeley, "our John Havlicek.

in for some quick scoring."Besides having excellent size,

these players complement each

other well Coach Jack Leaman

noted that Schmid is a "big. strong

STSSSTffWoS Roller Derby At The Cage
done very well." J *-*

Leaman added that Walker is an

outstanding rebounder while

Kilcullen handles the bulk of the

shooting from in close. Phelan is

the shooter in the backcourt, which

makes him a good partner for

Smith who is the floor general.

The Eagles utilize their size well

by playing a tough game in close

They are a good rebounding team

They also run a "disciplined of

fense" according to Leaman and

Many great performances have been put on in Curry Hicks Cage over

the years. And this Saturday night you can chalk another one up before it

even happens as the world famous International Roller Derby League

will make its first appearance ever on the UMass campus.

Led by the legend himself. Charlie O'Connell (Charlie "O"), the first

place New England Chiefs will be taking on the second place Jolters

beginning at 7:30 on the famous banked track.

Action is non stop, the mayhem is a sight in itself. This will all come ott

the TV set which has been the main source of Roller Derby in New

England and right into Curry Hicks Cage

The Roller Derby has played to packed houses in Springfield ana

Boston on its New England tour. And there is no reason why it will not

keep the streak alive at UMass.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

3% maBBadjuarttB
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Weather

Partly Cloudy, Rain or

Snow, Temp, between
10° and 50°.
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Senators Robert Chiller (seated foreground) and Elliot Sherman (standing) are pictured during

debate on last night's free concert bill. The Senate later voted to transfer $5000 to the Concert Committee

to carrv out their plans for the Spring Concert. < MDC photos by Barbara Brecher)

3n The Inside

:

Nixon On The World
See page four

Police Re-organization
See page three

Irish D-Day Fails
See page five

Pucksters Win, Not Hoopsters
See page twenty

Spring Concert

Gets $5,000;

Index Funded
By MARY SMITH

Following lengthy debate in the course of last night's weekly meeting,

the Student Senate voted to transfer $5,000 of the funds remaining in the

Free University account, to the Spring Concert Committee. In other

major business, the Senate voted to commend the Yankee Conference for

its recent scholarship ruling and to fund Index for the fiscal year 1972-73.

The final vote on the reallocation of funds to the Concert Committee, 36-

5-2, withstood a later motion to reconsider the money transfer. Opposition

to the transfer of funds was chiefly based on the argument that a single,

free concert, regardless of the fame and quality of the band, would have

no beneficial, long range effect on the University community. It was

suggested by Senate Treasurer Skip Olmstead. during reconsideration,

that the University sponsor a series of smaller concerts, instead of one

large one. similar to the free concert presented in the Student Union

Tuesday night.

Proponents of the Concert bill argued that the presentation of a large-

scale concert would give concerts evidence to the student body that the

Student Activities Tax was actually doing something that all students

would be able to utilize and enjoy. Led by Senators Stevens and McGrath
and Vice-President Larry Ladd. those favoring the bill maintained that a

concert would reach students who might normally not benefit from the

tax.

In a special business motion the Senate moved to commend the Yankee

Conference for its decision to base scholarship grants exclusively ac-

cording to need The bill cr.lki the decision "an important step toward

equality of opportunity for aii students ". and the motion was passed by a

voice vote

In budgetary matters, the Senate voted against the funding of the

IMass Geographical Association and in favor of funding Index, the

yearbook publication

Speaking in answer to criticism that the Geographical Association was

a special interest group that should be funded by the Geography

Department. Senator Gary Gomes stated that the association was like

many other groups that are funded even though they are directly related

to a specific department.

Citing the formation of the Association which invites all students to

participate, regardless of their major field, representatives of the group

argued that the association provides a viable service to the un-

dergraduate body. But the feeling of the majority of senators went

against this rationale and the motion to grant funds was defeated by a

vote of 15-22 1

The question concerning the funding of Index for the next academic

year produced the most heated debate of the night. The spokesman for

the Index, Jack Koch, asked the Senate to consider the yearbook, not as it

has been structured in the past, but in terms of the service it supplies to

the students

Maintaining that the format of the Index will be considerably different

from previous publications. Koch reminded the Senate that they were

voting on the concept of a yearbook, not on the actual budgetary figure.

According to Koch, the Index will not appear in the traditional hard cover

version which added greatly to the expense of publication, but will

probably be published in a magazine format

Speaking in favor of the motion to fund Index was Senate Treasurer

Skip Olmstead Olmstead based his support for Index on the working of

the original bill passed by the state legislature to establish the Student

Activities Tax The bill, which lists the groups that are to be covered by

the establishment of the Fund, includes the specific mention of ayearbook

publication.

Leading the opposition to Index. Senate President Lee Sandwen. ad

mitted to having originally favored the idea of a yearbook, but he

referred to Olmstead's reasoning « i "legislative paranoia ". and urged

the Senate to defeat the bill. He claimed that the yearbook is unimportant

to a majority of the students

Speaking in favor of funding the yearbook were Senators Ladd and

Spinn Vice-President Ladd argued that the yearbook seems to have

achieved a clearer grasp of the mood of the campus and that this year's

publication will better reflect the actual campus atmosphere Senator

Spinn argued that the yearbook publication is undergoing major change

that will result in a more meaningful book

After noting that a total of 12,000 copies were distributed last semester,

a fact that many senators felt indicates the favorable sentiments of the

majority of the student body, the Senate passed the motion to fund Index

by a vote of 32-9-2.

Bill Staton relaxes in the midst of last night's Student Senate

meeting. The Senate covered everything from concerts to budgets

and back again.
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Pictured above are three of the seven defendants in the alleged

kidnap-bombing conspiracy, (left to right) Egbal Ahi

Elizabeth MacAlister. and Anthony Scoblick. (AP)

Two Alternate Jurors

Picked In Berrigan Trial
HARRISBURG (AP) — A day-long quest for six alternate jurors

yielded two prospects Wednesday at the federal conspiracy trial of the

Rev. Philip Berrigan and six other antiwar activists.

One of the two was a manufacturing engineer who said of the Vietnam

war: "I feel our President knows what he is doing and I'm not in a

position to say whether it's right or wrong."
ine otner was a woman secretary at a Naval supply depot "mildly

opposed to the nation's involvement in Vietnam

A Roman Catholic, she said she could treat the defense and the

government fairly, although "I don't know if I want to sit in judgment of

the defendants, these priests and nuns."

Berrigan and five of his codefendants are Roman Catholic priests, nuns

or ex-priests and ex-nuns. The other is a Pakistani Moslem.

Berrigan and his codefendants are accused of plotting to kidnap

presidential aide Henry A. Kissinger, to blow up heating tunnels in

Washington, DC, and to raid draft centers to call attention to their op-

position to the war in Vietnam.

A jury of nine women and three men was sworn Tuesday

U.S. District Court Judge R. Dixon Herman plans to impanel six

alternates, to replace any regular jurors who might become in-

capacitated during the trial.

Greenblatt Fate Uncertain

BOSTON — The fate of Mental

Health Commissioner Dr Milton

Greenblatt remains uncertain

Reliable State House sources

said Gov. Sargent planned to an-

nounce Greenblatt's reap-

pointment last night at the annual

legislative conference of the

Massachusetts Association for

Mental Health

But those plans were made, the

sources said, before the special

legislative commission in-

vestigating the Belchertown State

School sent a letter to the governor

last Thursday urging Greenblatt's

ouster.

A suit by 28 parents asking a

federal court judge to order

sweeping reforms at Belchertown

had also not been filed

State House sources said,

'several meetings" were held

yesterday discussing Greenblatt's

future The governor and
Secretary of Human Services

Peter C. Goldmark would not

comment on the meetings.

The governor told The Union.

'No decision on the department

heads in Human Services had been

made."
He said a decision will be an-

nounced "within the next few

weeks."
The governor was asked if he

would request the Legislature to

remove the statutory requirement

that the mental health com-
missioner be a medical doctor and

a certified psychiatrist.

Gov Sargent did not answer

directly, but said, "Such
requirements often bind the hands

of the state, making it difficult for

us to get the best qualified person

at time."

"The best technician is not

necessarily the best ad-

ministrator," Sargent said

"I'm not inferring anything in

this instance," he said, referring to

Greenblatt
Goldmark refused to answer any

questions dealing with whether

Greenblatt, a holdover for 14

months, would be reappointed.

"It is not fair to Commissioner

Greenblatt, not to (Welfare

Commissioner) Steve M inter, nor

anybody else who hasn't been

reappointed." he said.

When the times comes, there

will be an announcement
"Bad News"

Goldmark quipped. "I have bad
news No. it's not another special

delivery letter from Sen Quinn and
Rep Lolas ."

Goldmark did say the suit by

Belchertown parents brings for-

ward "a lot of possibilities" for

major institutional reform, and

may highlight" the needs of state

schools

He said a consent agreement,

where the state agrees to make the

requested reforms, cannot be ruled

out But Goldmark said his office

has not yet been formally served

with a copy of the suit

Greenblatt favors the suit as a

means of improving conditions at

Belchertown
He made a direct appeal for

support from the audience of 400

legislators and mental health

activists.

(Reprinted from The Springfield

Union)

Minority Communities Meet;

Discuss Their Future At UMass

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1972 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

(Editor's Note: The following is a report by the

Minority Members of the Working Group on the Gage

Committee in Representation of the Minority Com-

munity.)

An important meeting was called on February 2,

1972 by members of the minority communities at tne

University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Its purpose

was to discuss the work of the Gage Committee to

analyze the reports and recommendations of the

minority members on that committee, and to

examine seriously the future of minorities at the

University of Massachusets. The meeting was suc-

cessful, not only in terms of the large attendance, but

more importantly, in terms of the seriousness with

which the participants addressed historical and

continuing problems which affect their lives and

work in the University community. Administrators,

faculty, students, staff, and community peoples from

the respective minority constituencies articulated

their personal experiences with traditional forms of

institutional racism in the University community,

their handicaps and setbacks accummulated from

the University's inability to deal with the develop-

ment of their creative sensibilities, the absence of a

minority presence at all levels of the University life,

and feigned liberalism that emerges out of a context

of condescension, paternalism, and tokenism In this

sense, the participants maintained that the

University has failed to service their constituent

needs adequately, not withstanding the recent past.

There was an expressed concern for active par-

ticipation in the dynamic motion of institutional

change, and more importantly, for effective par-

ticipation in all aspects of the decision-making

process.

The principal recommendations of the Minority

Representatives on the Gage Committee to the Board

of Trustees were as follows:

1. The positive elements that minority peoples have

designed, administered and operated in the

University community should be supported, con-

solidated and expanded
2. There should be adequate financial support

available to minority students, so that when they

arrive on campus, they are not saddled by in-

securities.

3. The University must provide adequate services

and resources for the handicapped, disabled veterans

returning from Vietnam and for prisoners, both male

and female.

4. There should be an aggressive and well supported

program for the identification and admission of

capable minority students.

5 The existing institutional resources for meeting

the needs of minority students must be supported and

strengthened In addition, new resources,

mechanisms and agencies must be introduced in

order to expand the support services qualitatively

and quantitatively.

6. There must be more active, continuous and ef-

fective participation of minority peoples in program

planning, implementation and evaluation in the

decision-making process.

7. There must be much more direct and continuing

input from minority students in the revision of

academic programs.

8. There must be instituted immediately a program

of affirmative action for the appointment of minority

faculty and staff at all levels of the University.

9. A massive and comprehensive faculty and staff

training and retraining program must be initiated

promptly.

10. There must be an active participation in the

process of Institutional change by foreign students

from the Third World, who very often face some of

the same problems as local minorities in the

University community.

The meeting also charged the minority

representatives that the Trustees should be informed

of the mandate to expand immediately represen

tation on the Gage Working Committee This

representation should include five (5) additional

persons, one from each of the constituent groups:

Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Asians, American Indians,

and a Third World foreign student. These five

representatives were selected and approved by the

respective minority constituencies, who actively

participated in the meeting. It was felt that this would

enhance the work of the Gage Committee and allow

immediate access to the problems and visions of the

respective constituencies as they attempt to shape

and define the future.

The meeting culminated with the positive decision

to form a unified working body of minority peoples

that will speak precisely to the needs of their com-

munities. A core group was assigned the respon

sibility of preparing the organizational format that

will express the unity and purposefulness of the

decisions made at the meeting This working group

was mandated to develop a viable context of

operation and to provide a sense of direction for the

future of minorities at the University of

Massachusetts. We are now entering a new era that

will be challenging to the future of the University

The participants indicated their preparedness to deal

seriously with issues at hand, and their determination

to shape the character of the transformation process

The sense of unity evidenced at the meeting and the

seriousness and purposefulness demonstrated

provided those in attendance with the confidence that

they can create an arena of possibilities for a viable

context of constituent responsibilities.

The present is a time for struggle, the future is

ours.

SUBMITTED BY: Minority Members of the Working

Group on the Gage Committee In Representation of

the Minority Community.

15 Candidates On Mass. Primary Ballot
BOSTON (AP) — Three

Republicans and 12 Democrat
s— including a man from Con-

necticut who is too young to serve

in the office— will appear on

Massachusetts' April 25

presidential primary ballot

The official list was announced

at a news conference by Secretary

of State John F. X. Davoren
Tuesday, the final day for filing

nomination papers.

Republicans include President

Nixon and Reps Paul McCloskey
of California and John Ashbrook of

Ohio
On the Democratic ballot will be

Sens Edmund S Muskie of Maine.

George McGovern of South
Dakota. Henry Jackson of

Washington. Hubert H. Humphrey
of Minnesota and Vance Hartke of

Indiana.

Also, former Sen. Eugene Mc
Carthy of Minnesota. Reps Shirley

(hisholm of New York and Wilbur

Mills of Arkansas. Mayors John V
Lindsay of New York and Sam
Yorty of Los Angeles. Gov. George
Wallace of Alabama and Edward
T Coll of Hartford. Conn
With the exception of Coll.

Davoren said, the names to appear
on the ballot were determined in

accordance with the state law that

requires the listing of candidates— Ret order)
generally recognized by the

ffitrkobob

national news media
Coll. an unsuccessful candidate

for Congress from Connecticut in

1970, is only 32. three years

younger than the minimum age

constitutionally required for a

president

Davoren said he will appear on

the ballot because he filed more
than the 2.500 signatures necessary

to get his name listed.

(Reprinted from the (ireenfield
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By JAMES E. GOLD
Members of the Law En-

forcement Study Committee of the

Town of Amherst, discussed ideas

on the theory of local law en-

forcement at their second meeting

at the Town Hall last night.

Major topics discussed include

derivation of police power,
representative police forces,

community control of police,

selective enforcement of laws, self-

policing policies of the Amherst
area colleges, and alternatives to

arrests.

The committee eventually in-

tends to put together a report on

town police and recommend
reorganization.

A preliminary report was
released earlier by Dr. John H.

Herder, a hired consultant from

Civil Systems Managements. That

report concluded designating two

kinds of police officers in the town

One would be the traditional

regular police officer, and the

other an unarmed, community

services officer.

As discussion opened. Herder

allowed for Eric Walgren, from the

Bill of Rights Committee, to state

his case for joining the group. He
was accepted without objection

Other members in the committee

include Rev. Arnold Kenseth,

Professor of English at UMass,

Leon Friedman, Economics
Professor at a Springfield com
munity college. Sue Woodfork.

Jose Garcia. UMass student.

Robert Patterson, Jr . Education

graduate. Attorney Rosemary
Sprague. Elizabeth Wheeler.

Secretary at Hampshire College,

Harvey Stone, Citizen Review

Session. Donald Maia. Deputy

Police Chief. John Tegley,

Assistant Town Manager, and

Police Under Study Panel Discusses World Trade
Police Officer Joseph Demaradski.
Allen Torry, Town Manager sat in

for most of the meeting, also

Discussion also involved where
the committee should go. Ms.

Woodfork stated that the com-
mittee could make recom
mendations but should be sup-

portive to the police who carry

them out. Walgren suggested that

priorities of enforcement could be

redrawn, for example putting drug

laws at the bottom.

Tegley, Herder, and Maia ex-

plained the present structure of the

police force. A state statute allows

for town selectmen to appoint a

police chief, explained Maia. The
state defines the possible duties of

the chief, said Tegley. Herder

explained that this provides for

origins of police power in the

community. Tegley said that it is

up to the chief of police to set the

rules and regulations.

Herder suggested that univer-

sities "try to take care of their own
policing powers," where possible.

Walgren stated that since 90% of

the police problems are concerned

with hippies, it would be logical to

provide for hippies on the police

force.

Herder warned of the

professionalization of the police.

He stated that the more
professional they become, the less

control could be exterted on them.

He cited the self-policing policies of

doctors and lawyers as examples

Herder summed up the situation

by asking questions the committee
can answer later These included

what are the expectations of the

citizenry and what are the training

needs for the Amherst police.

The next meeting will be March
1.

By ETHEL HARRIS
MDC

"Japan, the Common Market, and the U.S.: Is A
Trade War Brewing? " was the topic of discussion last

night in the 1972 Great Decisions series. Ap-

proximately thrity persons attended the panel

discussion in Webster lounge, sponsored by the Or-

chard Hill Area Government and broadcast over

WFCR.
Moderator of the discussion was Luther Allen of the

UMass political science department. Members of the

panel were Bertil Liander of the UMass School of

Business Administration; Peter DiChico, president of

District 2, International Union of Electrical Workers;

and Solomon Barkin of the UMass Department of

Economics.
Professor Liander began by stating that he did not

think a trade war was imminent. After World War II,

he claimed, Europe was dependent on the United

States economically; however, this is not so today.

Liander claimed that the U.S. has "overextended

itself" in world trade because dollars and not gold

were the standard of trade after the war.

After the President's announcement of August 15,

the dollar was no longer exchangeable for gold; this

produced a negative reaction throughout Europe.

However, Liander felt that there was only a "facade

of resistance", and that Europe agreed to U.S.

demands because she realized the need for world

interdependence in trade.

Liander concluded by stating that both Europe and

Japan had more to lose than the United States from a

trade war. He predicted a new round of GATT
(General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade)

negotiations in order to break down tariff rates and

barriers.

Richard DiChico advocated a protectionist view in

regard to international trade. He claimed that

American companies with large investments abroad

have become "insensitive" to the needs of the

American economy, and are more concerned with

their own profit margin. As a result, DiChico claims,

these comapnies are willing to close down factories in

the U.S. in order to invest in foreign markets. Thus,

numerous Americans are left without jobs. The labor

leader did not favor "permanent barriers" but

protection in certain areas.

Professor Barkin took a "middle of the road"

position", advocating new rounds of tariff

negotiations on one hand and U.S. business "beating

competition by innovation" on the other. He claimed

that a trade war probably would not take place, as the

U.S. was running a trade deficit for the first time in

this century and "other countries want their money

back".
According to Barkin, investment by American

companies in foreign countries was inevitable

because of the greater profit margin. Yet he con-

demned business for not devoting enough money for

research and development in order that the U.S.

might compete successfully with foreign markets. He
cited the automobile and electronics industries as

examples. Also, he advocated a regional develop-

ment program in New England in order to avoid mass

migrations from this area due to lack of job op-

portunities.

In response to a question concerning the wages of

U.S. workers as opposed to foreign workers, DiChico

answered that the large companies with investments

abroad should pay higher wages so that these

workers may partake of these advantages, and not

just the corporation. Liander pointed out the high

costs of overhead in foreign countries, even though

wages were low. Also he claimed that workers with

higher educations are paid more because they are

more productive. Barkin reasserted that it was un-

derstandable why these companies would invest in

foreign nations, due to lower costs.

In regard to the effects of the economy upon the

upcoming political campaign, all of the panelists felt

that the economy would be an important issue

Barkin claimed that Nixon was aware of the problem

with the business community, and realized tne im-

portance of the economic issue. Liander disagreed

with the Administration's claim that the dollar

devaluation would mean 500,000 more mobs, and

regarded the claim as an attempt to get labor votes.

DicChico likewise hoped that Nixon would recognize

the economic issues, but questioned whether his

policies would work.

The next panel discussion, to be held on February

16, will be "The Soviet Union and the U.S.: Toward

Negotiation or Confrontation?"
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Starting next Monday, February

14. a Free University Of Judiasm

will offer extra-curricular courses

with the purpose of enabling people

to be aware of their roots so as to

establish their identities.

Merkabah University is being

billed as "The Free University of

Electric Jewish Thought" Ac-

cording to its Co-ordinator,

Geoffrey Levine, the courses are

flexible to allow for the needs and

desires of the students The
courses being offered deal with the

problems and interest of today's

young Jew They range in topics

from the Zionist Revolution to the

practical aspects of Jewish
Mysticism. From the Prophets and

viewed from Atheism to seminars

on Jewish identity There are also

technical courses, which em-
phasize practical aspects of

Judaism.
Mr. Levine feels that, within the

Candidates Rap On Primary

By PEGGY KENNEDY
At a coffee hour in Van Meter

main lounge last night. Miss Judy

Gill and State Representative

Edward McColgan, both delegate

candidates for the Democratic

convention, explained to about 20

students the difficulties involved

with this year's Massachusetts

primary ballot. Even people who

have voted before may be confused

this time, when they are faced with

choosing a presidential candidate,

10 district, and 20 state delegates to

the Democratic National Con-

vention

On the Democratic ballot, each

vote will find a list of the

Presidential candidates who are

running, in Massachusetts.

Muskie, McGovern, Lindsay.

Jackson. Wallace, and Humphrey

are among these

Each of these candidates has a

slate of 10 delegates from this

district committed to him. A voter

may choose to vote for the whole

slate committed to his presidential

candidate, or he may choose what

Rep McColgan called a

"smorgasbord" of candidates,

choosing delegates from several

slates. He may vote for only 10

delegates from the district (or this

part of the state).

Voters must also choose whether

they will vote for one candidate's

slate of delegates from the state or

whether they will again split their

votes among several candidates'

delegates They will be able to

choose a total of 20 state delegates

to the National Convention

Rep. McColgan told students that

the Democratic Party has followed

the recommendations of the

McGovern-Frazier commission for

forming more representative

delegations to its Convention. At

least 40% of the delegates must be

women. 1 delegate must be under

30 years old. and any district which

has a minority group which is more

than 10% of the constituency must

have a delegate from that

minority

"It seems very early to be

concerned with April and

November elections," said Mc
Colgan, "but we must work now if

we want to defeat Nixon." (See

related story on page 2)

framework of a mass identity

crisis, Jews have specific

problems. "Until recently." he

states, "most young Jews have

followed areas they believe alien to

Judiasm and in the process have

become estranged from their

roots As a result they become lost

and suffer a great deal of

alienation It is our hope that

Merkabah University will show

that these areas are not at all alien

to our cultural heritage Judaism is

not all lox and baegels. It is not

Portnoy and gold flake temples It

is not rich Bar Mitzvah parties and

mink stoles Judaism is a heritage

rich in thought and culture that is

not at all incompatible with today's

revolutionary world
"

The concept of a free university

will enable the participants to

develop a framework for learning

and discussion Each meeting will

have a volunteer facilator, who's

only interest will be to help each

person so that they can see a

personal relevance of their

Jewishness to their lives.

Though Merkabah U is not of-

ficially connected with Hillel, it is

using their facilities.

Arrangements to sign up for

courses are handled through the

Hillel office SU 420
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Writer's Seminar
New Collegian Staffers

(and all others interested)

1. Monday 2/14 Story Structure

2. Wednesday 2/16 Style

3. Wednesday 2/23 The Lead

4. Monday 2/28 Interviewing

All from
7:00-7:30 p.m.

Collegian Reporters should attend.

(Except JS201 Students)

Collegian Copyreaders

should get to No. 2
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Nixon Claims Peace Gains
( Editor's Note: Summary of speech on page

6: see related stories below.)

\N 18HINGTON (AP)-President Nixon

told the nation Wednesday he scored

'breakthroughs toward peace in a changing

world" by arranging his Peking and

Moscow summits and by rebuilding allied

alliances.

The chief executive also injected himself

into the swirling debate over alternatives to

his Vietnam policy by cautioning

presidential candidates in a nationwide

radio broadcast to avoid statements which

'might give the enemy an incentive to

prolong the war until after the election."

He indicated in his 94.000-word foreign-

policy report to Congress that agreement

with the Soviet Union is near on a pact to

curb the superpower nuclear missile race

But in the report Nixon said progress in

search for "a stable structure of world

peace" was tempered by several sharp

disappointments including continued

Vietnam fighting. Mideast tensions and the

India Pakistan W;ir

He solicited election-year public support

for his policies, telling his radio audience

that "this breakthrough year has

shown we can make peace a reality in the

generation ahead."
The double barreled assessment of world

affairs came less than two weeks before

Nixon is to arrive in China on a "journey for

peace" which he said "might help avert a

disastrous catastrophe later."

"We do not expect instant solutions to

deep seated differences, but the visit is a

beginning," he said of his Feb. 21-28 talks

with Chinese leaders.

The State of the World reports came three

months before his visit to Moscow. T will go

to that meeting in May." he said in the

speech broadcast from his Oval Office.

with no naive illusions but with some

reasonable expectations."

The Third Annual Foreign Policy Report

to Congress stressed he is seeking a solution

in Vietnam, but made no mention of his

Vietnam critics. He did. however, confront

them in his radio address

Nixon said he was not complaining about

the vigorous criticism and does not

• question the patriotism or the sincerity of

those who disagree with my policies to bring

peace."

But he said only the President can

negotiate an end to the war" And in a

statement which appeared aimed at

Democratic presidential candidates Ed-

mund S Muskie and George McGovern.

Nixon added:

•A candidate should make any criticism

he believes would contribute to bringing an

honorable peace. But I would hope that

anyone seeking the presidency would

examine his statements carefully to be sure

that nothing he says might give the enemy

an incentive to prolong the war until atter

the election."

Nixon began his radio address by citing a

series of "breakthroughs toward peace"

which he said resulted from his reshaped

foreign policies. "These are great changes
'

he said "Thev have brought the world

closer to a stable peace They did not happen

by accident."

He made the same claim in his report to

Congress, saving "We know where we are

going We are moving with history, and

moving historv ourselves."

Although the report was largely optimistic

in tone and sprinkled with such phrases as

"striking progress," "dramatic depar-

tures, and 'momentous steps," it also

cited "several sharp disappointments."

Chief among them was failure to negotiate

l settlement of the Vietnam war Also high

on the minus list the unsuccessful effort to

prevent the India Pakistan war. inability to

score a breakthrough in the Middle East,

and the expulsion of Nationalist China from

the United Nations.

And the document recited an agenda of

unfinished business, including broader U.S.-

Soviet accommodation, a better relationship

with China, and effective arms control.

Nixon gave an indication that a major

break is near in curbing the arms race

when, in discussing his Moscow summit, he

mentioned "an accord on an initial strategic

arms limitation agreement..."

The report didn't elaborate, but

presidential adviser Henry A. Kissinger

said a first-stage agreement probably

limiting antiballistic missiles and land

based offensive missiles-could be completed

either at or before the Moscow meeting

The 236-page document, Nixon said, was

•presented with a very sober awareness of

how great a task still lies before the nation."

"We are engaged in the essential job of

redefining our role in the world," the

President added That new role, he said,

"must be based on a solid consensus of

American public understanding and sup-

port
"

In the same vein. Kissinger told newsmen

in a briefing he hoped the report would serve

as a foundation for a "serious debate about

the national purposes
"

(Continued on Page 6)

In Brief...
National Debt Raised

WASHINGTON <AP>The House Wednesday approved a $20-

billion, four-month raise in the national debt ceiling, sharply-

trimmed from President Nixon's request Passage was ac-

companied by warnings that the administration will have trouble

getting additional borrowing authority it will need in June unless

Nixon proposes revenue-raising tax reforms in the meantime. The

bill goes to the Senate
U.S. Planes Fly Over Laos

(AP)-The carrier Constellation arrived in the Tonkin Gulf at

dawn Thursday and its aircraft immediately began air opertions

over Laos
There also was speculation that RA5C Vigilante reconnaissance

jets from the Constellation were flying missions over North Viet-

nam
The Constellation, with about 75 planes, cut short a port leave in

Hong Kong and joined two other carriers in the Tonkin Gulf con-

ducting air operations over Indochina. They are the Coral Sea and

the Hancock
Reports from San Diego. Calif., indicated a fourth carrier might

be on the way soon.

Irving Investigated

NSW YORK (AP>-Two federal prosecutors left for Switzerland

Wednesday night to talk to "a variety of people" about the complex

Howard Hughes autobiography case.

The description of the visit's purpose was given by Robert G.

Morvillo. chief of the US. attorney's criminal division, before he

and Asst U.S. Atty John J Tigue Jr boarded a plane at Kennedy

Airport

Navy Builds Up In Tonkin Gulf
SAIGON i\P) The United States

beefed up its task force of aircraft

carriers in the Gulf of Tonkin

Wednesday for possible retaliatory

strikes against North Vietnam in

the event of a major enemy of-

fensive

Enemy attacks rose to about 50

in two days across South Vietnam,

adding fuel to speculation the of-

fensive might be near.

The carrier Constellation cut

short a port leave in Hong Kong
and steamed to Yankee Station off

the Vietnamese coast to join the

carriers Hancock and Coral Sea

Reports from San Diego. Calif.,

indicated a fourth carrier might be

on its way soon

The carrier Kitty Hawk can-

celled all leaves Tuesday and

crewmen in the Southern

California port speculated they

would leave for Vietnam earlier

than their originally scheduled

sailing date at the end of March

The Constellation was to have

remained in Hong Kong two more

davs. and its departure cut short a

reunion that 250 wives from the

United States were having with

their husbands. The women had

paid $600 or more each to make the

trip, which the Navy called a

"second honeymoon."
only one or two carriers have

been routinely stationed in the Gulf

of Tonkin since the bombing halt of

1968 Informants said this new

show of strength could result in

another bombing campaign over

North Vietnam similar to more
than 1.000 strikes flown there last

December
Each carrier adds 50 attack

planes to the US air arsenal in

Indochina Even if they are not

used over the North, they could fly

Nixon Rises Gold Rate

Mixon Admonishes
Critical Democrats
Bv The Associated Press

President Nixon said Wednesday

he does not question the patriotism

of thr Democratic presidential

candidates who criticize his

Vietnam policy, but he advised

them not to "give the enemy an

incentive to prolong the war
"

In a radio broadcast outlining his

State of the World message, Nixon

took a public role in the dispute

over the motives of the war critics

for the first time since he disclosed

his latest peace proposals Jan. 25.

After briefly describing what he

said he has accomplished toward

ending the war the President said,

"I have no complaint over the fact

that. I have been subjected to

vigorous criticism.

"I do not question the patriotism

or the sincerity of those who

disagree with my policies to bring

peace."
At the same time he made his

apparent effort to qualify

statements by other ad-

ministration figures that some

Democratic presidential hopefuls

are playing into the hands of

Hanoi, the President made this

pointed statement:

"But I would hope that anyone

seeking the presidency would

examine his statements carefully

to be sure that nothing he says

might give the enemy an incentive

to prolong the war until after the

election."

Earlier Wednesday, presidential

security adviser Henry A
Kissinger took an easier line on one

of the most vocal Democratic

critics, Sen. George McGovern
"Everyone who knows Sen.

McGovern," Kissinger said during

a briefing on the State of the World

message, "knows he's held these

views consistently with integrity

and conviction and patriotism over

most of his public life."

\\ XSHINGTON <AP> The Nixon

administration moved through the

final stages Wednesday of

readying its dollar devaluation bill

for Congress along with a report on

key trade negotiations

The bill seeks permission to raise

the official price of gold from its

present $35 an ounce to $38 an

ounce, representing an 8.57 per

cent devaluation against gold.

Actually, the depreciation in

foreign exchange markets would

be 7 89 per cent.

The legislation carries out a

pledge by President Nixon to seek

a dollar-devaluing increase in the

price of gold as part of a deal which

led to the international monetary

agreement reached last December

at the Smithsonian Institution

The Treasury Department held

up sending the measure to

Congress when it convened Jan 18

because the administration had

been unable to wrap up the trade

concessions with the European
Common Market. Japan and
Canada
The request to raise the price of

gold has always hinged on

assurances from the nation's

major trading partners that some
trade barriers to American exports

would be lifted. Treasury officials

said

in support of allied ground troops

and raid the Ho Chi Minh trail in

Laos.

The Navy moves coincided with

stepped-up ground fighting and a

widespread series of shellings in

the central highlands, coastal

lowlands and the northern 1st

military region of South Vietnam

Although military spokesmen

hesitated to call the enemy attacks

an offensive, they conceded a high

point of activity was under way

The northern port city of Da

Nang was quiet following a 25-

round rocket barrage early m the

morning that wounded 10

Americans at the air base and

killed three civilians and wounded

seven Vietnamese.

Enemy gunners lobbed 14

rockets into Fire Base Linda. 12

miles southwest of Da Nang The

140mm projectiles caused no

casualties or damage, the US
Command said

The allies are scheduled to begin

a 24 hour cease-fire at 6 pm
Monday to mark the Tet lunar new

year holiday The Viet Cong has

announced a four-day cease-fire

beginning at 1 am Monday Such

truces have been largely

meaningless in past years with

numerous violations by both sides

30 Min. from Amherst on Rt.

Sleigh

Hay
Cocktail

Parties

DINNER — FOOD — DRINK

The Salem Crqjs Inn
Rt. 9. West Brookfield, Mass. 61 7-867-234S

Tonight

FAT
Coming Saturday February 12

SWEET PIE
A Real Funny Guy

Happy Hours Daily 7 - 8 p.m.

Two Sides of the Fencemen of the Royal Ulster Constabulary watch as an old woman tries U> find a

waTaround \!ZZ<f w,re barricade on a street in Newry. The disruptions included bands of youths

playing cat and mouse with security forces. (AP)

D-Day Fizzles In N. Ireland

BELFAST. Northern Ireland

, Ap> — D-Day for Disruption

f 1 7 7 1 fr*(l

The bid of Roman Catholic civil

rights leaders to paralyze this

bloodstained British province with

24 hours of civic chaos Wednesday

collapsed in confusion and in-

difference

It fed flareups of violence, but no

more than usual; business affairs

functioned smoothly.

Thousands of Roman Catholics

ignorek appeals to demonstrate

The Catholic based Civil Rights

Association had called for massive

protests against the government's

policy of interning suspected

terrorist gunmen without trial.

Internment, aimed at

neutralizing the Irish Republican

Armv which is waging a guerrilla

war "with 15,000 British troops to

unite Northern Ireland the Irish

Republic, began six months ago

Wednesday
While many shops, factories and

^hools the association had hoped

would close were open as usual,

roaming bands of youths clashed

with troops and police in several

mainly Catholic towns

In west Belfast. British troops

returned fire at a guerrilla gunman

who opened up when they were

removing a street barricade, army

headquarters said The troops saw

their assailant tall Later, a 14

r old hoy was admitted to the

main city hospital with bullet

wounds.
Representatives of Northern

Ireland's Protestant majority met

in Belfast to launch their own

rallies on a basis of "no surrender''

to the IRA.

The Civil Rights Association

intended that its D-Day would

bring the province, where 240

people have died in 2-1/2 years of

sectarian violence, to a near halt

But in Belfast, there was vir-

tually no disruption apart from the

strikebound deep-sea docks The

only outward evidence of protest

was a march through the city

center by 500 school children

chanting, "Free the internees'"

In Londonderry, where a

majority of the population is

Catholic, some shops and factories

closed but not enough to cause

disruption A civil rights meeting

in the strongly Republican

Creggan Estate was canceled

when no one turned up.

The focal point of Londonderry's

protest was a 24 hour hunger strike

by six opposition legislators of the

( atholic Social Democratic party

Thousands signed an anti

internment petition

Newry. near the North's border

with the republic and scene of a

huge civil rights protest march

Sunday, was the main center of

violence as youths played cat and

mouse with security forces and

flung up barricades across the

main road through town
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Civil rights supporters tried to

disrupt council offices across the

country by telephoning to ask

officials nuisance questions. But

the councils said the effect was

minimal.
In a development unrelated to

the civil rights demonstrations, the

Roman Catholic head of Northern

Ireland's Community Relations

Commission. Dr. Maurice Hayes,

resigned.

U.S.-Soviet Arms
Accord Developing

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon said Wednesday a U.S.-Soviet

accord is developing on the outlines of ahistoric agreement that would

curb the nuclear-arms race for the first time.

"I can report that a consensus is developing on certain essential

elements which would provide a basis for further movement toward an

agreement that accommodates concerns expressed by each side, Nixon

said in his Stale of the World message. . _._^ „.
Administration sources said they expect the first phase of such an

agreement to be announced when Nixon visits Moscow in May.

Nixon indicated he wants a treaty placing firm limits on both U.S. and

Soviet antimissile defense systems, and an interim agreement freezing

certain offensive weapons, such as intercontinental ballistic missiles,

while U.S. and Soviet diplomats negotiate further on how far an offensive

curb should go. ,. . * . »u
Henry A Kissinger, Nixon's No. 1 foreign-policy assistant said the

President's report should not be construed as abandonment of the V,2>.

aim to get as comprehensive an agreement as possible.

The presidential adviser gave this reply when asked whether the report

indicates the first-step SALT agreement would cover only land-based

missiles and ABMS with underwater missiles to be dealt with in a sub-

sequent phase.
,

. ,

''Achieving initial agreeements to limit both offensive and defensive

strategic programs will be a major step in constraining the strategic

arms race without compromising the security of either side," Nixon said

"On the other hand, if negotiations are protracted while the Soviets

continue offensive-missile deployment and development of new systems,

the United States has no choice but to proceed with major new strategic

Pr
Ttkmg

S

account of the overaU U.S.-Soviet strategic-weapons balance,

Nixon said, "There will be no disadvantage for the United States in an

interim freeze of certain systems."

But the President underscored the urgency of reaching an agreement

as he noted what he caUed "disturbing developments" in which the

Russians have been racing ahead with a missile buildup during the more

than two years of Strategic Arms Limitiation Talks-SALT.

"We are approaching a crucial turning point in our strategic arms

programs. .," Nixon said "Under no circumstances will I permit the

further erosion of the strategic balance with the USSR."

At the end of 1971. Nixon said, the Russians had 1,520 land-based in-

tercontinental ballistic missiles compared with this country's 1.054.

The Russians have 500 submarine-launched missiles, only 156 fewer

than the United States and closing fast, he said
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State Of World Speech
(Continued from Page 4

)

"We would welcome a debate,"

said Kissinger.

Nixon said the third annual

report was intended to give "an

insight into our philosophy of

foreign policy and our new ap-

proaches to peace."

Among the report's highlights:

CHINA—Of his Feb. 21-28 trip to

Peking, Shanghai and Hangchow,
Nixon said deep U.S. -Chinese
differences will remain but it will

wipe out "a sterile and barren

interlude. ..between two great
peoples" and will be a "giant step

toward the creation of a stable

structure of world peace."

"And," he said, "it could lead to

cooperative ventures between our

countries in the future." The
President reiterated, however, the

I nited States would "maintain our

friendship, our diplomatic ties and
our defense commitment" to

Taiwan.

SOVIET I'MON—His trip to

Moscow in May holds the promise

of ushering in "a new era of in

ternational relations ... that can

become one of the most significant

achievements of our time."

Nixon questioned, however, the

Soviet Union's moves in the

Mideast and South Asia, saying

they "make it unclear whether we
are now witnessing. ..only a

passing phase concerned more

with tactics than with a fun-

damental commitment to a stable

international system."

He also said the Soviets have

continued a buildup of long-range

missiles and airpower, adding:

"These collective developments

raise serious questions concerning

Soviet objectives."

VIETNAM—No longer. Nixon

said, does Vietnam "distract our

attention from the fundamental
issues of global diplimacy or divert

our energy from priorities at

home." But he listed as the

greatest disappointment in 1971

the failure of our intense public

and private efforts to end the . war
through a negotiated settlement

."

He receited his newly disclosed

peace initiatives and said the

United States is ready to reach an
agreement 'whenever Hanoi
distinguishes between a settlement

and a surrender
"

"There is only one fundamental

issue left-will we collude with our

enemies to overturn our friends

Will we impose a future on the

Vietnamese people that the other

Nixon Speech Summarized
WASHINGTON <AP> — Here, at a glance, is what President

Nixon told Congress today in his third annual State of the World

message:
Accomplishments

Striking progress was made in 1971 toward building "a stable

structure of world peace a more-balanced alliance with our

friends-and a more-creative connection with our adversaries
"

Disappointments

Chief among the "several sharp disappointments" of 1971 was

the failure to negotiate a Vietnam peace Others included the

inability to prevent the Indian-Pakistani war. lack of success in

hnding a Mideast solution and the expulsion of Nationalist China

from the United Nations
Dangers

Continued Russian buildup of airpower and offensive missiles

coupled with questionable diplomatic behavior raise serious

questions concerning Soviet objectives."

Prospects

A first step agreement in the US -Soviet strategic-arms-

limitation talks might be ready for signing by the time he reaches

Moscow in Mav
Further, while leaving for the time being deep differences, his

trip to China later this month will eliminate "a sterile and barren

interlude...between two great peoples."

side has been unable to gain

militarily or politically?" Nixon

provided his own firm answer:

"This we shall never do."

SOUTH ASIA—Nixon disclosed

he sent secret letters to Indian and

Pakistani leaders on May 28 as

part of a, unsuccessful but

"determined year-long effort to

prevent a war."
Defending at length his con-

troversial policy "tilt" against

India, he said his sole object was to

halt bloodshed and avoid the

"ominous implications for the

stability of other areas..."

He acknowledged that his

position strained US. -Indian

relations but said "we are now
prepared for a serious dialogue...

a

fruitful discussion ' with India to

"search out ways of transcending

our recent difficulties..."

In briefing newsmen on the

report. Kissinger indicated the

I' nited States was considering

extending diplomatic recognition

to Bangladesh-a move the White

House said previously was not

under active consideration.

MIDKAST—Another of 1971s
disappointments. Nixon said, was
inability "to make a break-through

toward peace" in the Middle East.

The cease-fire was maintained, he

said, but no progress was made in

negotiating a lasting settlement

The Soviet Union continued to

supply arms to Egypt-a
development he cited in saying

"the USSR's position in the Middle

East reflects a mixture of Soviet

interest in expansionist policies

and Soviet recognition of the

dangers of confrontation
."

Among his accomplishments.
Nixon cited "the laying of a

foundation for a healthier and
more sustainable relationship with

our European allies and Japan"
and the creation of a new en-

vironment for the world's
monetarv and trade activities."

Six AP Reporters To China

\Y\\ YORK lAPl Sis

uned journalists who have

traveled the world in careers with

The tssociated Press will be

among 87 news representees
mipanyintf President Nixon on

his trip to China

The AP contingent will be Frank
Cormier, the senior news service

correspondent at the White House,

Pulitzer Prize winning
photographer Horst Faas;
peripatetic special correspondent

Hugh A Mulligan, newsphoto
editor William Achats; North Asia

chid Henry Hartzenbusch and
photographer Robert A. Daugherty

of the AP White House staff

( 'ormier. 44. joined the AP in 1961

after graduating from Nor-

thwestern University. He was
transferred three years later from

Chicago to Washington, where he

concentrated on economic affairs.

The nation knows his voice as the

one which ends White House news
conferences with, "Thank you. Mr.
Pies i den:

Three vehicles behind the

president i car when John F
Kennedy was assassinated in

Dallas in 1963 Cormier played a

key role in the • deluding

the return to Washington by plan,

with the preside/ir body.

Singapore, won the Pulitzer for

daring and courageous combat
photography" in If

Three days earlier he received

the Capa award "for superlative

photography requiring exceptional

courage and enterprise in Viet-

nam ." Last Tuesday, for the

second time. Faas won a George
Polk Memorial Award, shared with

AP photographer Michel Laurent

for pictures of Bengalis torturing

and killing prisoners.

He said the December
agreement on realignment of

major free world currencies "put

behind us the imminent danger

that conflicting economic interests

would lead to the unraveling of free

world cohesion."

But he said the need to "finish

the construction with our partners

of | reformed trade and monetary

•ysttsn" ranks as among the major
items of unfinished business

So does the need to deal

realistically with the fact that the

\ nited Nations is facing what I can
only call a crisis of confidence.'' he

said

He referred to the expulsion of

Nationalist China as a disap-

pointment but said "whatever its

current weaknesses, the UN makes
an essential contribution to the

structure of world peace and thus

to mankind's future
"

NixonToWatchDock
Strike Developments
uieiiiNrTON (AP) - Ignoring Democratic pleas for delay, the

Hous\paSnd sent to President Nixon Wednesday night a standby bill

Sthe m-day West Coast dock strike by compulsory arbitration.

The President sUTword he would not sign the bill immediately. He

olans to watch developments on the West Coast where longshoremen's

union leaders have set a Saturday caucus to consider ratification of a

"endive agreement reached in negotiations with the shippers.

House Democratic leaders protested the unusual exercise of power by

the lKnaSSt£a in bringing the bill to the House floor over ob-

i.M-tions of the Labor Committee. ..... ., ..
J

Labor Committee Chairman Carl D. Perkins, D-Ky. called it a "dic-

tatorial stand" and useless, in view of the announced voluntary set-

Ue
He

e
berated House Democrats for falling into a "Republican political

tr

"All the President is going to do in a few days is call people in and say

this strike has been settled and I'm not going tosign thisbill, Perkins

Rep Frank Thompson. Jr., D-N.J., chairman of a special labor sub-

committee and sponsor of milder legislation calling for a 60day partial

injunction, said: "If you jam this down their throats, and they don t

settle you just wait and see what happens 24 months from now.

The House accepted the Senate-passed bill as a substitute for a similar

measure requested by President Nixon Jan. 21.

The Hourse first voted 203 to 170 for the Rules Committee resolution

authorizing consideration of the legislation, then rejected on a 64-13

standing vote a substitute proposed by Rep Spark M. Matsunaga, D

The 'bill would order 13.000 striking dock workers back to their jobs

immediately and direct the selection of arbitrators by the parties to the

dispute. The chief judge of the U.S. district court in Northern California

would break any deadlock.

All issues including those agreed to in negotiations over the past Id

months would be decided by the arbitrators and their decision would be

binding. Arbitration would be completed in 40 days, and any strike or

lockout would be enjoined for 18 to 24 months.

The legislation provides for termination of any arbitration proceedings

on certification by both sides to the secretary of Labor that all issues have

been settled voluntarily.

A voluntary settlement, including a 32-per-cent increase in pay over 11

,

months already agreed to. would be subject to review by the Pay Board

The bill would bypass the Pay Board, giving arbitrators authority to set

their own guidelines under the Economic Stabilization Act

Unborn Ruling Unchanged
BOSTON ( AP> — The state Supreme Court has declined to change its

ruling that ababy does not become a legal person until it is born alive.

The court ruled unanimously Tuesday in upholding the dismissal of a $1

million damage suit brought by Mr. and Mrs Arthur C. Leccese of

Wilmington against two Winchester doctors.

The parents claimed their infant girl was stillborn because of prenatal

treatment by the doctors.

The high court said the requirement that a fetus be born alive "lays

down a sensible and easily administered rule" under state law. It said

that adhering to that law until changed by the legislature would "reduce

to a minimum" fictitious claims.

Robert 1. Deutsch and George R Halsy, lawyers for the parents,

agreed that the court should change its ruling because of developments in

science and medicine.
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Students Don't Need Life Insurance
With college costs running as

high as $4000 or $5000 a year,

students and their parents can do

without needless expenses. And the

last thing most college students

need is life insurance. As we have
said in "The Consumers Union

Report on Life Insurance," the

need for insurance arises mainly

with the birth of children. The life

of the father or mother, or both,

may have to be insured if they are

the breadwinners on whom the

children will be dependent until

they grow up. Unless a college

student has children, as a rule he

Many insurance companies don't

agree with that rule and certainly

don't abide by it. The life-

insurance agent has become a

familiar figure on many campuses

and at other learning institutions.

Charles W. Alexander, an agent of

Cotton States Life of Memphis,

writes in the trade journal Life

Insurance Selling: "The college

insurance market is highly com-

petitive. Most college students are

contacted four to six times a year

by insurance agents." One of CU's

medical consultants, the head of a

hospital training program for

interns and resident physicians,

has observed that his students are

approached by insurance men five

or six times per week. An industry

survey of more than 300 life-

insurance companies turned up 20

per cent with sales programs

aimed at college students and

young professionals who are not

yet earning enough to pay the

premiums
Bun now, pa\ later

Insurance men approach the

premium-paying problems by

offering to finance the first annual

premium, and frequently the

second, with a loan to be paid off

perhaps five years later The in-

terest is payable over that period

at an annual percentage rate of 6 to

8 per cent or more. In many plans

the policyholder pays interest on

the interest, too.

The five-year promissory note

with a $10,000 College Master in-

surance policy sold by Fidelity

Union Life of Dallas in 1970 to a 21-

year-old student had an annual

interest rate of 8.5 per cent The

compounded finance charge on the

premium loan of $151 came to

Health Education

$76.07. A finance company owned
by Fidelity Union makes the loans

and sells the notes to the First

National Bank of Dallas. Ac-

cording to the authoritative

"Best's Insurance Reports,"

Fidelity Union Life "has ex-

tensively developed the college

senior and graduate market
through its specialized college

division and more than one-half of

its insurance in force is in this

market."
Other big sellers, such as

National Life and Accident of

Nashville, Jefferson Standard of

North Carolina. Shenandoah Life

of Virginia, American United Life

of Indianapolis, Indianapolis Life,

Lincoln National of Fort Wayne
and State Life of Indiana I Indiana

seems to be a center of the college

insurance business), supply their

agents with a note made out to a

bank in the home-office city.

Such a note, signed by a college-

student policyholder, is one of the

safest loans imaginable, from the

creditor's standpoint. First of all,

payment is almost always

guaranteed because of an

arrangement called a dealer

reserve. For every financed in-

surance policy an agent sells, a

certain percentage of his sales

commission is withheld by the

insurance company and turned

over to the bank of finance com-

pany. (The commission on the first

annual premium of a life-insurance

policy of the kind sold to college

students is a handsome 50-to-75 per

cent.) The agent eventually gets

his commission money from the

lender unless the student defaults

on the loan In that case, either the

agent or the insurance company

will sue the student

In addition to signing a

promissory, note, the student

policyholder must sign a policy-

assignment form If he dies, the

insurance company is made the

iirst l>eneficiary so that it can

collect the unpaid premium and

interest

The insurance company has still

another way of assuring itself

repayment of that first year's

premium and the compound in-

terest on it Built into the typical

college student's policy is a

separate savings account, into

which deposits are paid

automatically. The money comes,

of course, as an add-on to the

premiums paid by the student after

the first year. After five years, or

whatever the term of the loan, the

balance in the savings account will

equal the amount owed. At that

juncture the insurer takes

possession of the savings account.

Insurance men recognize the

arrangement as a miniature en-

dowment plan with the insurer as

the named beneficiary. For the

student, however, it works more

like an installment loan. Though

the promissary note makes it

appear that he is getting the full

use of the borrowed money for a

full five years, in reality he is

repaying in installments.

Since repayment of the first

year's premium depends on the

student's paying future premiums,

the insurance company and its

lending partner take one further

precaution. Their promissory note

has built into it an acceleration

clause, a typical feature of retail

installment contracts. If the

student fails to pay any premium

on time, the lender can demand
immediate payment of the entire

loan With the promissory note, he

can also readily obtain a court

judgment ordering payment.

As with most retail credit

agreements, an insurance-policy

financing note may be impossible

to cancel. Life insurance is

customarily sold for a year at a

time. When a student is persuaded

to buy a policy and to sign a

financing agreement, he is com-

mitting himself to buy a full year's

protection A couple of insurance

companies told CU they willingly

cancel policies upon request and

charge only the used portion of the

premium, but one of those com-

panies refused to cancel a policy

bought by one CU reader. In fact,

none of the policies or promissory

notes that we examined had a

provision for refund of premiums

during the first year.

The policies CU examined

tended to be relatively expensive.

Tvpically. the student is sold some

form of cash-value policy such as

whole life or an even higher-priced

plan, life paid-up at age 65. Few
insurers offer tn finance term

Time-Killers Needed

insurance for students; that's

perhaps not surprising in view of

the fact that the premium for a

term policy would be only one-third

or one-fourth as much as for a

cash-value policy. Too, student

policies are usually embellished

with extra-cost accidental death

benefits (double or triple in-

demnity), a waiver of premium for

disability, and an option to buy

additional insurance without a

medical exam. "The Consumers

Union Report on Life Insurance"

defines various types of policies,

their optional provisions and

riders, and discusses their pros

and cons. A completely revised and

expanded edition will be available

soon.

Don't tell papa

Companies doing a big business

in college policies often set up

special agents in college towns.

They like to recruit as salesmen

popular campus figures such as

fraternity leadery, recently

graduated star athletes, former

coaches and even faculty members
and administrators. Sometimes

campus figures are paid by agents

for bird-dogging—lining up

prospects and introducing them to

the agent. In West Virginia, bird-

dogging apparently became so

prevalent on campuses that the

state insurance department now
bans it unless the bird dog is

himself a licensed insurance agent.

In his article in Life Insurance

Selling. Mr. Alexander of Cotton

States Life took up various ob-

jections raised by student

prospects and explained how he

overcomes them An objection

often heard, as one might expect, is

'I want to talk it over with my
father ." Mr Alexander suggest

the following ripostr

Bill, probably the first

thing your dad bought for you

when you were a child was a

piggy bank, in order to get

you in the habit of saving

money All you're going to do

by talking to your father is to

ask him if you may start a

program to make you do what

he has been trying to get you

to do since you were a child

That's kind'of silly, isn't it?

or. if that doesn't work:

Bill, this program is

designed for you in a way that

will enable you to start it for

yourself. You will be putting

your money in the program,

and you will cover your wife

The in patient staff at the Health

Services needs your help Some

students have to stay at the In

firmary for long periods of time,

some for several weeks You may

have some things that could relieve

the boredom of these patients

Some suggested items are: a chess

jigsaw puzzles, novels, short

stories, collections of poetry, art

supplies, monopoly, scrabble, or

other games, knitting and

crocheting supplies.

If you can spare any of the above

items, they would be much ap-

preciated by the students and the

staff Anything else you can think

of will also be welcome. Take them

to the Health Education Office.

Room 251 at the Infirmary

In addition, if you are interested

in the new Student Volunteer

Program at the Infirmary, please

call Naomi Parry at 549-6789.
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and family with it. This is

why the decision should be

one that you make. Don't you

agree?

Mr. Alexander's technique is

practiced by others, it seems. In

another part of the country an irate

father charged, in a letter to his

son's insurer:

My son was pressured into

signing your note. When he

wanted to wait to show me the

policy first, >your agent into

high gear. He knew perfectly

well that if I ever saw the

policy and the note, I'd never

let my son take it.

Some agents are reported to

have stepped beyond the bounds of

even Mr. Alexander's kind of

blarney. An insurance professor at

Michigan State University tells of

interviewing eight students who

had been sued by the same in-

surance company. Three or four

hadn't realized they were buying

insurance; they thought they were

signing a medical form. Others

though they were getting the first

year's insurance free.

In at least one case, the student

being sued was a 21-year-old who

had co-signed an insurance-

financing promissory note for his

roommate, a minor. In Michigan,

as elsewhere, a promissory note

has not been binding up to now on

persons under 21. Most student

insurance selling has therefore

been aimed at college seniors and

graduate students. But with the

voting age lowered to 18, the legal

age at which a signature becomes

binding is also being lowered in

some states It drops to 18 in

Michigan, for example, in

January Inevitably, the sales push

will be felt more and more by

lower-classmen

So it's caveat emptor on campuv
and another lesson in cynicism for

today's youth. To quote again !-<>m

that irate father's letter to his son's

insurer

College kids these days are

idealistic and distrustful of

the Establishment, whatever

that is God knows, I seem to

be a member of the

Establishment myself. Be

that as it may. you're not

helping any.

(Copyright 1972 by Consun

Union of United States. Inc , Mount

Vernon, NY., 10650 Reprinted by

permission from Consumer
Reports, January. 1972.
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Don McLean - American Pk i aroleiCing Musk ( jt

Stevens - Teaser and the Firecat Paul Simon s New Solo |

\lbum Neil Young Harvest" See our large record collec- I

tion!

"Vole"

Polo Shirts

1.99
Show your colors the Amen-
i.in.i way on combed cotton

r ihirU S to L.

Our Reg
18.99

Our Lowest
Price Ever!

New. smart styling in modacrylic fibers Your

choice of colors

Deluxe Wig Head Kit Refl | /: r
Deluxe brush styling head and T-pins 2.49 A e"*J

( oslu me Jewelry
Our Reg. 1 88 to 2.88

New modes in pins, pendant i, ropes

and earrings for the "liberated"

girl!

I'.lu.

All Star's

bv Converse

Our Reg
Low Price

1095 9.88
Cushioned insole, arch and heel support Cool - loOM
lined ventilated Sizes »>'j to 1]

Americana

Nvlon Jacket

6.99
All nylon with rugged front zipper,
cadet collar Kippered pocket Nav>
with red and white stripe trim.

Take Vitamins the NATURAL Way

Natural Vitamin E

Bottle Of 100 Reg 2 98 I «>«>

Bottle of 200 Reg 4 89 3.77

Bottle <>! 100 Reg 8 69 ,'*.77

Bottle Of 100 Reg 8 69 '».<><>

Natural Vitamin B Com p.

Bottle Of 100 Reg 198 1.39

Men's Wrangler Bull Denim

Flare Jeans

New
Fads

Design 5.99
Large

Selection

The real number one heavyweight denim! Rugged, long wearing
great tit:

North Hampton
North Kings Street

SALE: THURS. thru SAT,
Mon. thru Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Sat. 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
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Observatory

Open H^use

The public is invited to view the

skv through the telescope of the

Amherst College Observatory on

Friday. Feb 11.

Following a brief lecture at 7:30

p.m., observation will be from 8

p m to 10 p.m. In case of cloudy

weather, the open house at the

Observatory will be Saturday.

February 12. at the same time

The College Obsdrvatory is

located in Amherst on Snell Street

near the intersection with Wood-

side Avenue

Play Encounter

Session Today

In addition to the performances

of Bluebeard" (Feb. 10) and the

American premiere of "Eunuchs

of the Forbidden City" (Feb. 11-

12). the Ridiculous Theatrical

Company, appearing at the

University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, will hold two informal

encounter sessions during their

residency.

On Thursday, February' 10 at

3:30 p.m.. Charles Ludlam,

Director and principal actor of the

Ridiculous Theatrical Company,

will hold a lecture/demonstration

in the Studio Theatre, South

College on the UMass campus

Admission is free but seating is

limited.

An open rehearsal of Eunuchs

of the Forbidden City" will be held

on Friday. Feb. 11 at 2:00 p.m in

Bowker Aud , Stockbridge Hall

This session will allow students to

meet the cast and to ask questions

Admission is free.

Tickets for the evening per

formance are still available in the

Fine Arts Council Ticket Office, 125

Herter Hall, Telephone 545-0202.

Commuters
Meet Today
Correction: The meeting of the

Commuter Assembly is scheduled

for tonight. February 10. at 5

o'clock in room 163-167 of the

Campus Center rather than

February 18 All UMass com

muters are invited to attend to

offer suggestions as to possible

programs on the general direction

the Commuter Assembly should

take.

Caldor

Congressman Brademas
To Speak On Higher Ed.
"The Federal Government and Center on Educational Media and

Higher Education" will be the Materials for the Handicapped

topic of a lecture by Congressman Act, and co-sponsor of the Drug

John Brademas (D.-Ind.) at Abuse Education Act.

Amherst College, Monday,
February 14.

Appearing under the sponsorship

of the Henry Ward Beecher Lec-

tureship, Congressman Brademas
will speak at 8 p.m. in Johnson

Chapel. The event is open to the

public without charge.

A member of Congress since

1958, he is currently Majority Floor

Whip in the House of Represen-

tatives, Chairman of the Select

Education Subcommittee, and has

earned a particular reputation for

his leadership in education.

He has been a member for the

past twelve years of the House

Education and Labor Committee

and has been called "Mr.

Education in Congress." As

sponsor or co-sponsor, he helped to

write most of the major legislation

concerning elementary and

secondary education, higher

education, vocational education,

juvenile deliquency control, the

Teacher Corps and teacher

fellowships. Congressional student

internships, the National Arts and

Humanities Foundation, and the

Older Americans Act.

He is author of the En-

vironmental Education Act and the

International Act. the National

Nader Speech Boosts WMPIRG
In the aftermath of the Nader speech, student

response to the Western Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group has been, according to

WMPIRG, surprisingly enthusiastic. At the speech in

the Field House, 800 Springfield College students

signed the petition (almost half of the student body

population). Here at UMass, WMPIRG received 1300

signatures at the C

WMPIRG said the turnout for the subsequent

petitioner's meeting Monday night in the Campus

Center was impressive. About 120 people came, and

all seemed enthusiastic about the petitioning drive.

WMPIRG now estimates that the petitioners will gain

the required percentage of student signatures within

two weeks.

Single Lens Reflex

WEEKEND
Check these Super Values on Today's "IN" Camera Systems! Great for all Your

Picture Taking Needs! . . • Sports, Photo Journalism, Lab Work, Memory Lane

• . . You Name it!

FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY
£*%.
a o^

I

Beseler Topcon Unirex

35mm SLR Camera
fljifl**

,/.
#

FACTORY DEMONSTRATION
THURSDAY FEB. 10

1 1 A.M. to 9 P.M.

• Spot and average metering

• Fully interchangeable lt^.-.

• Automatic or manual exposure control.

• Strobe and flash sync at all shutter speeds

• F stops visable in finder.

•Thru the lens metering

•Complete with case!

BEAT THE DOLLAR RE-VALUATION!

M ©HI v V- •

Miranda Sensorex

SLR Camera

Honeywell Pentax

F 1.4 SLR Camera

Our
Reg.
209 99

99 Caldor
Priced!

Only

Our
Reg.
34 99

• Fast 1 8 interchangeable lens

• Thru the lens metering

• Interchangeable prism finder.

• Built-in self timer.

• Complete with case.

Beseler/Toshiba

Quick Recharge Strobe

24.99

• Behind the lens met ring

• Fully interchangeable lens

• Light weight body.
• Famous Pentax quality

• 1 second to 1 .000 second shutter speed

Haminex

Automatic Lenses

49.99
Your choice

135mm
F 2.1 Tclo or

3Smm F 2 8

wide angle

Quick charge Nicad strobe with 2 year guarantee

Special with purchase of any SLR camera th.s weekend

135mm f/2 8 tele lens or 35mm f/2.8 wide angle lens

Available in Minolta, Nikon, Pentax, Praktica mounts

only.

ATTENTION STUDENTS . . .

Weekend Special 30% OFF Filters for your 35mm or SLR cameras

Vnhlor
North Hampton

North Kings Street

SALE:THURS. thro SAT
Mon Thru Fr. 9 30 o m to 9 30 p m

Saturday 9am to 9 30 p m
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Representation? ? ?

This afternoon at four o'clock the Faculty Senate will for the second

time vote on whether or not to change the composition of the Athletic

Council to allow four students on it as voting members.

Two weeks ago the Senate voted on the same issue, but failed to reach a

tinal decision While the vote was in favor of admitting students, the

motion did not pass because abstentions were counted as "no"' votes

That move however, has been ruled a parliamentary error, which means

that the abstentions should have been counted merely as abstentions,

meaning the Athletic Council motion should have passed

That's where it stands now Today, the presiding officer of the Faculty

Senate will announce the results of the last vote as they should have been

called at the meeting of two weeks ago Namely, 28 ballots in favor, 18

against, and seven abstentions Therefore, the motion will be formally

passed
However, there is a kicker to that. .,.,.. i

It is very probable that the decision in favor of the Athletic Council

motion will be challenged, which would require a new vote the outcome

of which would be the final Faculty Senate decision If the Athletic

Council vote is taken again, as it looks like it will be, and the seven ab-

stentions of the last meeting vote no, the motion will be defeated and the

student body will be denied representation on the Athletic Council

We hope that does not happen Any faculty senator who votes against

the Athletic Council motion is ignoring the overwhelming sentiment of the

student body. We are the people who pay $30 every year to support the

Athletic Department, not the faculty And we, the students, want

representation on that Council

Support for the motion has come from every section of the UMass

student body The Student Senate has received letters in favor of student

representation on the Athletic Council from; the Commuter Assembly,

Yahoo the JOE program. CEQ. the Student Activities Office, the Nor

theast Community Council, the Central Area Council, and from the Stock-

bridge Senate, to name only a few.

Obviously, this is something students want It is the students money^

The defeat of the motion this afternoon would be in direct contradiction of

the principle of taxation with representation

The Faculty Senate is morally obligated to pass this motion It is the

student body's right to decide how their taxes are spent

'When I Use A Word, It Mean* Just What I Choose It

To Mean Neither More Nor Let* _n«mp«y Dmmpty

In January, an eighteen-member British com-

mission arrived in Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), supposedly

to test the attitude of Africans toward a November 24

agreement between British Prime Minister Edward

Heath and Rhodesian ruler Ian Smith.

The agreement provides for the formal in-

dependence from Great Britain of the white ruled

colony, provided the country's 5,000,000 Blacks ac-

cept the terms of the new constitution. While giving

lip service to the principle of majority rule (there are

only 250,000 whites in Zimbabwe), the new con-

stitution actually allows an almost indefinite ex-

tention of the present system of white domination.

The commission contains no Africans; most of its

members are British aristocrats (its chairman is a

seventy-year-old judge, Lord Pearce) or govt, em
ployees who have served in the British colonial office.

Its plan was to spend a few months in Zimbabwe,

interview some Black "leaders", and report that

Blacks favored the agreement.

To the shock of the Smith govt. , and to the British, a

mass mobilization of the people of Zimbabwe has

brought the work of the peace commission to a virtual

halt. . . ,

On January 17, some 8,000 Blacks took to the streets

of Gwelo, a city in the central part of the country,

shouting "No! No!". Mobile police units assulted the

demonstrators with tear gas. One demonstrator was

killed; fifty-five were arrested.

Despite the police repression, the Gwelo demon-

strations continued for three days, with Blacks

defending themselves against the police attacks.

On January 19, the protests spread to the capital,

Salisbury, where cars belonging to whites were

stoned by Africans shouting "No! No!" The phrase

quickly became a national slogan.

About the same time, some 200 miles south of

Salisbury, in the Black suburbs of Fort Victoria.

. crowds of Blacks refused to listen to two represen-

tatives from the Pearce Commission Two Africans

were shot. By police.

On January 20. African opposition to the agreement

spread to Umtali, about 150 miles east of Salisbury

Eight were reported killed as police fired into a

demonstration. The same day it was reported that

three Blacks had been killed and twenty-four

wounded in the Salisbury demonstrations.

The British had previously acknowledged that

Africans in the urban centers, generally opposed the

agreement, although the massive demonstrations

took them by surprise. But what finally put the stamp

of disapproval on the agreement was the reaction of

Africans in the countryside, where most Blacks live.

Chiefs in the Tribal Trust Lands are on the payroll

of the Smith govt. They can be dismissed at the will of

the regime.

The Commission's original plan seems to have been

to send teams into the countryside, amass a series of

statements of support from local chiefs, and then

report that most Blacks favored the agreement. But

the Commission hearings in the countryside received

what the Jan. 21 New York Times called an "over-

whelmingly negative response."

"As members fanned out across Rhodesia this

week." wrote Charles Mohr from Salisbury, "they

were repeatedly met with cries of "No! No! No!"

from crowds of Blacks.

Not one commission hearing, as reported in the

local white press, could be considered a 'success'

from the British and Rhodesian point of view."

Smith, who seemed shaken by the fact that "his*

Africans had gotten so far out of control, went on

national television to proclaim that Zimbabwe Blacks

are "stupid" for opposing the agreement. "What

greater proof could anyone have of their lack of

maturity, lack of civilization, their inability to make
any constructive contribution?" asked the white

leader.

Whether or not Smith and the British govt, decide to

impliment the agreement, it has been completely

exposed before the entire world by the wave of

demonstrations. A Jan. 22 statement by the African

National Council summarized the determined

position of the African population of Zimbabwe:

"If our rejection of the proposals means that the

1969 Constitution will remain, then the African would

rather live with an imposed oppressive position than

go down in history as having accepted an oppressive

constitution for himself."

Dealing With ' 'No-Fault
5 5

By RICHARD M. HOWLAND
On the first of January, Massachusetts became the

first truly "no fault" insurance state in the nation.

Judging from the number of student that have been

by my office with questions, the transition has been

less than easy. Rather than attempt to render the

entire no fault system comprehensible at a single pen

stroke < which I am not capable of doing > I would like

to offer some constructive advice in coping with it.

Options: When you purchased your insurance this

year you were given three options to select from.

Option One is familiar as a traditional collision policy

usually purchased with a deductible provision. Under

this option you pay to insure your car for whatever

happens to it without regard to fault Option Two is a

qualified collision policy in that you insure your car

so long as you are not at fault < and with a deductible I

Option Three is essentially the option of not being

insured yourself. There is greater risk here now than

heretofore since even if the other driver is at fault you

will not collect from him or her and you are not

permitted to sue. < In all cases you cannot sue even for

your deductible limit.)

Rider: There is a rider to option's I and If that is

being called "Option IV" but simply eliminates the

deductible amount if you carry either of the senior

option's and you are damaged when you are clearly

not at fault at all (e.g. parked car) This is being

automatically included in most option I and II

policies by most companies.

Rates : As of this writing rates have either not been

set or have not been published so everyone is rather

on edge about paying. This should be corrected soon.

Out of State Cars and Drivers : If you are the owner

or operator of a vehicle registered in a state other

than Massachusetts or are licensed to drive by

another state special rules apply regarding you

retention of the other state's license or registration

The rules vary depending upon the state of

registration or license and the facts of your presence

and use of a vehicle in Massachusetts Generally, if

you earn income (usually including grants for

teaching and the like) you are required to be

registered and licensed by Massachusetts after thirty

days in such status.

In any event if you are driving a vehicle registered

in another state, Chapter 90 Section 3 requires you to

carry insurance at least comparable to

Massachusetts compulsory insurance minimums
This means that you may carry "Option III" type

coverage for yourself-no coverage in fact, but that

you must carry Property Damage and Personal

Injury Coverage at Massachusetts minimums.
Property Damage: For the first time, property

damage liability coverage is compulsory in

Massachusetts and the minimum is $5,000.

Personal Injury : Personal injury was the first form

of no fault coverage and permits a motorist no suit

until actual bills exceed $2,000 or particular kinds of

injury are sustained. However, owners are still

required to carry minimum $5.000/$10.000 coverage

as well as "Uninsured motorist" coverage.

Accidents:

Involving all No-Fault Vehicles: Each owner looks

to his own insurance for coverage with the exception

for personal injury in excess of $2,000. No suit may be

brought otherwise

Involving Out of State Vehicles: This situation is

not really as confusing as some have made it seem

First each owner looks to his own company for

coverage As far as the Massachusetts owner is

concerned if he has Option I. he is covered regardless

of fault ; if he has Option II, he is covered if he is not at

fault; if he has Option III he is not covered anyway

for his own vehicle. Then, if the Massachusetts driver

was at fault, the out of state driver may recover from

the Massachusetts driver on the compulsory property

damge and personal injury insurance. If the

Massachusetts driver is not at fault he or his in-

surance company (if it has paid him under Options I

or II ) may recover from the out of state driver who
must carry the compulsory minimums anyway.
By the foregoing. I hope that some helpful in-

formation is included. It should be obvious that

anyone operating a vehicle registered in another

state would be well advised to verify their insurance

and right to operate in Massachusetts with the

Registry or with their attorney. The minimum fine

for improper insurance is $100.00. It is not a situation

that can be corrected retroactively ordinarily and a

car thought to be uninsured by the police must be

towed.

I <1 note: Richard M. Howland is the General

Counsel for the Student Senate)

'I'D LIKE TO IE Of ASSISTANCE, 1UT, FOtTUNATlLY, THAT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE!'

Letters To The Editor

Athletic Council

To the Editor:

For the past semester the Student Senate has

raised the issue of greater student participation in

policy decisions of the Athletic Department. Their

proposal before the Faculty Senate to increase

student membership on the Athletic Council is of

course part of that drive As Captain of a Varsity

athletic team I would like to state publicly my sup-

port for that proposal

Students, far more than any other group, are in-

volved with the Athletic program. They participate in

large numbers in both intermural and in-

tercollegiate activities They are the largest speo

tator group. They contribute the vast amount of

operating capital thru two compulsory fees an

ainount of money far larger than that contributed by

either the Faculty or the Alumni. They deserve ap-

propriate representation on the Athletic Counci .

which is guaranteed by the Student Senate proposal

Most of us "students" will go on to become

"alumni" If we are made to feel significant and

important while at the University we will long feel a

part of that community Alumni support may be

presently weak because the average student leaves

the University only explited and manipulated How

can they then respond favorably to those blantant

appeals for money that follow their graduation

In conclusion these proposed changes, I believe,

will mean a better Athletic program and a more

responsive Athletic Department for all groups on this

campus. Only the narrow-minded would see it as

damaging the Alumni - University connection in the

long run.

Clarence Brooks
Captain

Varsity Football *72-'73

WMPIRG-Pro

Swans Live

To the Editor: .wj„„ «*
Okay, so maybe I'm not writing about wmething of

earth-shattering importance which will affect £e

future of the University and the entire free world, but

1 got rather pissed off at that caption you printed

under the picture of the swan you ran on Wednesday

Let me make one thing perfectly clear: swans are

not "ITS." They are living, breathing members of the

U Mass. community The ducks and swans in the

Campus Pond mean a lot of different things to a lot of

different people here on campus (as anyone who has

gone to feed them late at night can tell you ). Dammit.

there are enough inanimate*frd»t*e«Bd U. MM*
( some of them pretending to be faculty and students

,

k

Lets not portray our friends in the Campus Pond as

lifeless peace
Bill Walsh

4* I*** fWT-»«H*»CM

Letters

To The Editor

As in previous years the MDC will continue to

pnnt letters to the editor. The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely^ longer than two pages in

to£h. All letters must be signed and the author s

addr«s and telephone numbers must be included.

No letter will be published without this m-

Zm£Z Also, no letters will be printed without

S^SZm the author Please note this change in

^Ml letters are subject to editing either for

content or^ace according to the judgment of Uie

edUors S! due to space limitations we do not

guarantee that all letters will bepnj^

To the Editor:
.

WMPIRG is asking the students of the University to

tax themselves $4/ year. To deny them this support is

to deny ourselves a necessary avenue of defense

against those forces of government and industry that

threaten to corrupt the integrity of our values and the

fabric of our environment To force WMPIRG to seek

contributions in some other manner will relegate

them to the level of a fund raising committee-

wasting valuable time and energy pleading for

money This is the chance to pay a tax for something

truly worthwhile.
Laura Kmmons

WMPIRG-Con

Editorial Points
Could the recent Yankee

Conference ruling on

"scholarships by need" lead to

the end of the Yankee Con-

ference itself? This is a

possibility, as rumors are

flying that some schools want

to drop out of the conference

because of it.

•••

Judging by last night's

concert in the Student Union,

free concerts have great

drawing power, but lesser

known names create little or no

violence?
•••

Did you ever stop to wonder

what the University might

have in a file on you? to which

you had no access* to which

almost anyone could con-

tribute?
•••

Expansion of the UMass
infirmary is a welcome step

forward. Too bad there will be

next to no parking space

available during the con-

struction period.
•••

Be kind to a Student Senate

Transit Service Bus today. You
never know when you might
take one.

Micro Exploitation?

The profit motive keeps private investors in investing their mon «
i
in

less developed countries, and so reaping the benefits that their

resources produce Private foreign investors in Latin American and

Southeast Asian countries are good examples of such anti-social ac-

Who's to blame? What about the happenings in the Dept. of Agril. &

Food Economics library which has a reserve shelf where books are kept

for various courses'' Students are permitted to use them and can sign

them (those not on closed reserve) overnight

Maybe rules are made to be broken. For here we have graduate

students who sign them out for days and weeks on end. There are those

who go one step further in taking the books without even signing for it

Even those on closed reserve disappear Isn't their selfish-profit-mot.ve

at work, while others suffer'' They don't seem to bother so long as they

benefit and others pay for it.
,

Maybe this is true with other departments, with undergraduates as well

as graduates. If this is happening on a micro level, what right have they

to criticize the happenings on a macro level?

N. Haridasan

To the Editor: . .

Before any students sign the W.M.P.I.R.G^etition

sponsored by Ralph Nader they should consider what

the petition entails WMPIRG wants two dollars added

to everyones student fee If the student doesn t want

to pay the two dollars he may go to some office in the

school and obtain a refund.

WMPIRG will force every student on campus to pay

two dollars to a political organization whether or not

he wants to pay it. They justify this coercive tax on

the grounds that a student can get a refund if he

wants it Such a tax is basically injust and if it isn t

unconstitutional it should be I don't see why I should

be forced to pay for a political group and make an

effort to get a refund It is argued that students are

forced to pay fees for the Student Union and athletic

acUvities I wont go into the merits of athle.cees^

perhapsthey are justified, perhaps they re not But to

pay for a political organization by force is totally

""wMPIRG will argue that their organization is not

political However any organization that investigates

Pn vate business and seeks to lobby for legislation is a

political organization in every sense of the term.

WMPIRG will also argue that they are out for the

general welfare and the betterment of the society as a

whole But so is every political party. Why shouldn t

the Socialists, Communists. Birchers. Republicans

and everyone else have a two dollar coercive tax

WMPIRG may also argue that if the majority of tne

students sign the petition the tax is justified However

in a free society it is the duty of every citizen to op

pose misguided legislation, and laws infringing on

freedom of action. If this unfair and dangerous tax is

passed it will be the duty of every student to oppose it

I now want to state that I favor almost everything

Ralph Nader is doing for the benefit of the consumer

But I don't want to be forced to give him two bucks if I

think I shouldn't. I don't want to be forced to ask for a

refund In fact I have given to Ralph Nader But this

coericive tactic by WMPIRG must be stopped

Joseph Krausman

1972-1973 Budget

This letter is in reply to the Collegian's editorial of February 4 which we

feel contained a number of mistakes The article concerned itself with

Governor Sargent's proposed budget which calls for a "belt tightening

in all areas and specifically cites the possibility of a freeze on faculty

positions at UMass A few points should be clarified

First the editorial stated that 1500 additional students would be sub-

mitted to UMass Amherst next fall This is incorrect While 1500 has been

the average annual increase in student enrollment in the past next fall

the number will be cut to 860 y^. imMI
Secondly the Governor's itemized budget will not be published unti

February 9 so the exact fate of the faculty freeze will not be known until

this date To write letters opposing the Governor's stand at this time

would be premature c
Finally it is the Governor's budget that is of concern here, not the State

Legislature's If. in fact the University budget is cut sharply enough to

necessitate a faculty freeze, then the blame is to be laid at the feet of the

Governor and not the members of the Legislature Letters requesting a

budgetary increase should be addressed to the Governor s office The

State Legislature has demonstrated its sympathy to the cause of higher

education by consistently voting down tuition increases for this

University

University and State Communication
Council (L'SCC)

Yan Con Shackles

To the Editor:

It is with much dismay that I

react to the decision of the Yankee

Conference Presidents to go fur

ther into the small dash time'' in

athletics Inter-collegiate athletics

has traditionally provided great

entertainment for the non

participant as well as a college

education for those atheletes on

scholarship grants Un
dergraduates as well as Alumni

have benefitted from inter

collegiate sports

The President's decision ob-

viously is based on a dislike for the

"hired athlete'' who is paid off for

his labor for the University on the

playing fields Certainly this sort of

illegal activity does not go on at

this University: our athletic

program is not a high-pressure

nationally competitive recruiting

program We have a few nationally

prominent teams We do not have a

big time program, a glance at our

Cage and our non existent rink

show that quite clearly

What is being overlooked in the

I'niversitv's decision to comply is

the fact that a good program

produce? muchly needed revenue

for the school Someone once

complained when Darrell Royal

was given the rank of Professor at

the University of Texas Royal

replied. "When he makes $500,000 a

year for the school. I won't com

plain if they call him Coach'
'

Money is hard to come by, and

money earned through en-

tertainment is a good source of

revenue for an impoverished

University.
Ernie Bigelow

f

(Herblock is on vacation)
I
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Bombing
Anv Sign ...Of Civilization In Enemy Area
"**J. P. ,, _~ au^ -*^~ ™h inhHr.nt buildirua." anything in enemy lerntor,;be it a '^e^l

(LNS)--In the wake of massive

U.S. air strikes on North Vietnam,

Radio Hanoi broadcast accounts of

civilian casualties in Thanh Hoa

province. Nguyen Minh Hien, a

school girl, said she saw U.S.

planes bomb a nearby hospital;

twelve-year-old Tran Thi Mai

described the raid that put her in

the hospital.

During the air strikes Hanoi

reported a school in Dong Hoi in

Quangbinh province was bombed

casualties. In addition Hanoi said

many other civilian areas were

attacked by American bombers.

After the intensive bombing

ended, the American command in

Saigon announced that the raids

were directed at military targets

south of the 20th parallel. These

included, the commands
statement read, "surface to air

missiles, anti-aircraft artillery, air

defense units and petroleum, oil

DISPLACED BY WAR-This Cambodian family waits for .hip

ment back home to Krek in Eastern Cambodia after fleeing UJay
Ninh. Cambodia. Families withdrew from Cambodia towns as South

Vieti.am forces moved out of the area. <AP>

The military disclaimers have a

familiar ring to them Throughout

the bombing of the North under

President Johnson, the ad-

ministration issued similar

statements, yet the evidence of

widespread destruction of civilian

targets in North Vietnam is

unassailable

Last October, pilots who par

ticipated in the earlier bombing

raids over North Vietnam
described this apparent

discrepancy from their point of

view. They were panelists in a

three-day symposium in Boston

sponsored by the Vietnam

Veterans Against the War.

Randv Floyd, a former Marine

pilot, flew A-6 Intruder bombers

over North Vietnam for six

months. He began his testimony by

reading the definition of a military

target from the aerospace manual:
• A military target is any person,

thing, idea, entity, or location

selected for destruction, inac-

tivation or rendering nonusable

with weapons which will reduce or

destroy the will or ability of the

enemy to resist
"

Now clearly." he said, "that'sWAW
Service

BOSTON (LNS) - Last October

the Boston chapter of the Vietnam

Veterans Against the War spon

sored the Winter Soldier In

tigation II For three days

expert testimony was given on the

air war. the electronic battlefield,

herbicides. Vietnamization. drugs,

unemployment and the Veterans

Administration The experts were

the pilots, navigators, intelligence

personnel, infantrymen, doctors

Asian scholars, drug addicts, and

jobless vets themselves

Now a group called the Ear-

thlight Video has compiled three

and a half hours of edited video

tape which document the

proceedings They include two 60

min. tapes and three 30 min tapes

These tapes are available at cost

on half inch video tape in the Sony

AV or CV format

For more information contact

the Boston chapter of V V AW or

Earthlight Video at 617-876-1807

(.nun. ii. a iiuo^.w., ..-

be a defense plant or some kind ot

power plant. Military targets are

anything and everything that the

enemy has, and the enemy him-

self ..any sign, basically, of

civilization in enemy area."

Later he said, "in North Vietnam

and Laos and in some parts of

South Vietnam, we had complete

discretion. We could drop

anywhere There were no for-

bidden targets."

Philip Morrison, an experienced

weapons controller, working from

U S. bases in Thailand during the

heavy bombing of the North,

confirmed Randy's testimony. He

said:

"We would often check the 7th

Air Force's target list and could

see downtown Hanoi, downtown

Haiphong There was not a major

city in North Vietnam that was

exempt And there were most of

the minor cities that were included

too...

"There has been great emphasis

placed on how we did not bomb the

downtown areas of these major

metropolitan areas, but this is just

not true at all " He went on to say

that the justification given for

these preplanned raids on the cities

was that they were suspected of

harboring antiaircraft artillery,

surface to air missies, and radar

installations -the same
lustification used in the year-end

raids

School Foreign Milii

SIERRA VISTA. Ariz. (LNS) - What
^
dojdie

following countries have in common -Thailand, Soutn

Vietnam. Brazil. Argentina, Indonesia, Laos

Colombia. El Salvador, Mexico, the Philippines and

Thev^ail have military personnel undergoing

training at Ft Huachuca 'wah-CHOO-cuh» in

southeastern Arizona, near the Mexican border The

training is in the form of a course in information

gathering'' at the Army's Intelligence Center and

School

Sean Connery
James Bond 007

Row ill Campus I at 7:00 I 9:00

Diamonds
AreForever

STUDENT

DISCOUNT

CARDS!
Now On Sdlf

At Theatre

Bo» Office

"Hoffman's
Perfor

mance
is surparb

THE FRENCH

CONNECTION

la lupn II

OUSTIIM HOFFMAN JT^
Every Man Draads tna Day Ha Miflht

For David, Today »»tha Day.

Daily at

7:M*f:W

r V*t HCWWHS

Coming

Soon!
Dirty Narry,

200 Motels,

Sometimes I

Great Notion.

city between the

rallelisDongHoi,"

Randy FloydYeported. "A number

of pilots I've talked with dropped

bombs in Dong Hoi rather than

take them back, or they would drop

them in cities if there was any

movement in the cities, any

moving target.

"There were virtually no for-

bidden targets in those areas. As

far as North Vietnam went, I was

never given instructions at all on

any target that we could not

bomb." In the recent attacks, Dong

Hoi was bombed and a school

destroyed.

The F-105, a plane that was also

used in the recent massive raids

has been converted from a nuclear

bomber to a tactical bomber. The

bombs are hung on the bomb bay

doors instead of inside the plane

This means that the pilots must

release their bombs once they start

their bombing run, even if they

don t see their target, because the

plane cannot land with the bombs

still attached

Tom Mangin, a B66 pilot, told

what happens if a pilot has a hung

bomb- a bomb which doesn't fall

when it is supposed to. "If you get a

hung bomb, you don't want to land

with it because it's already armed
And so what you do is on your way

home you try to get rid of it with a

dump button you have on the plane

and you'd usually do this over your

favorite area...''

Piim Shoppe Open Winter Carol Weekend thru 4 a.m.

Free Coffee 12 a.m. • 4 a.m.

Presently there are 23 officers from other coun-

tries all of whom hold the rank major or colonel

Thailand leads the field with eight students, followed

bv five from South Vietnam.
.

More than 600 officers from 50 different countries

have been trained by the U.S. at the Intelligence

School since 1961. The School, which used to be at Ft.

Holobird Md was recently moved to this desolate

spot when public pressure forced the government to

relocate it

NATIONAL TOUR
BROADWAY CAST

AMERICA'S LONGEST
RUNNING MUSICAL

ON THE AISLE, INC.
PRESENTS

Campus
finefna*

Amherst H^dleyLmr
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Shoppinq C inter
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[ . . r y Mond<i»

vonp S l 00
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V <
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Debaters Qualify For National Tournament

UMass Debate Team members Roger Legendre and Terry Hofmann hold the second place trophy

which they won at the William and Mary tournament in Virginia. (MDC Photo by Al Jagoda

)

The UMass Debate Squad, after surviving twelve grueling rounds of

debate, was defeated in the final round of the William and Mary Debating

Tournament. However, they still qualified with their fine performance

for a berth in the nationwide "Tournament of Champions" to be held later

this year. This is the first time ever that a UMass team has qualified.

UMass was extremely weli represented at the William & Mary Tour-

nament in Virginia, attended by some 66 teams. Sophomore Terry Hof-

mann, of Rochester, NY., and junior Roger Legendre, of Leominster,

worked their way through the eight preliminary rounds of debate and into

the elimination rounds, making it to the finals. In the preliminaries, they

scored 6-2, with losses only to Virginia and Miami, but wins over Wake
Forest, two Kings' College teams, North Carolina, Clarion, and

Washington & Jefferson University.

This qualified them for the octafinal round against Illinois State, which

they won and then they took on Augustanna College. By again winning

this debate and qualifying for the semi-final round, they also qualified for

the important "Tournament of Champions", to be held later this year.

This tournament involves the top 60 schools in the country and this is the

first time ever, that UMass has been given such an honor.

At semi's, they met Wake Forest and were victorious over them. The

final round was between UMass and Pittsburg. UMass lost this round on a

very, very close 4-3 decision by the judges. After twelve long rounds of

debate and tired bodies, Roger and Terry returned to UMass with a huge

trophy to show for their efforts.

Also attending the William & Mary Tournament were John Day and

John Hogan Other recent tournaments were those at BU, in which Jill

Peltin, Gary Jakacky, Mark Dunn, and Richard LeBlanc participated

and at Bowdoin College, where Harry Feinzig and Jill Peltin were one

team, while Rosemary Connors and John Hermanson made up the other.

i^gsc^sccac^^tw^tca^s^c^gcgaetcat^^^tgagjc* «^c«e^^^^c^»«^^<aai Htt«*jg«afty?«aa Vi&ittiGttziSQttitt

Tokyo Quartet Coming

To Bowker Auditorium
Foreign LanguageDorm Planned

Amherst, Mass. -The Tokyo
String Quartet, a prize-winning

group, will perform in Bowker
Auditorium at the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst Wed-
nesday, Feb. 16 at 8 p.m.

This event marks the second of

five concerts in this season's

Chamber Music Series sponsored

by the Fine Arts Council

There are three young men in the

group first violinist Koichiro

Harada, violist Kazuhide Isomura,

and cellist Sadao Harada. The
second violinist is a young woman.
Yoshiko Nakura.

All four are grduates of the Toho

School of Music in Tokyo, Japan,

where their first studies of the

chamber music repertoire were

with teacher and conductor Hideo

Saito.

The musicians formed their

ensemble in 19fi9 while still at home
in Japan and now are on

scholarship at the Juilliard School

of Music

The Quartet has entered three

competitions, and emerged vic-

torious from all. They won First

Prize in the Coleman Chamber
Music Competition in Los Angeles

They were selected as winners of

the 1970 Young Concert Artists

auditions, and were presented in

their New York debut in October

1970 in the Young Concert Artists

Series at Town Hall. Prior to their

debut, the Quartet won the coveted

First Prize of the International

Music Competition in Munich.

For their University debut

concert, the Tokyo String Quartet

will perform Mozart's Quartet in B

Flat Major, K 589; Quartet No 2

by the contemporary Japanese

composer, Akira Miyoshi. and

Debussy's Quartet in G Minor

Reserved tickets for the concert

are available at the Fine Arts

Council. 125 Herter Hall.

University of Massachusetts.
Amherst, Mass. 01002. Remaining

tickets will be available at Bowker

Auditorium one hour before the

concert.

ByJ.C.C
Currently there is in the making,

a Foreign Language Dormitory for

all interested language majors and

other interested students. The

main purpose of this project is to

help facilitate everyday use and

pronounciation of a foreign

language Seminars and language

courses will be offered in the dorm
itself It will also provide closer

contact between language majors

and their respective departments

The specific dorm is not yet

selected, as the Committee must

first know how many students are

interested, before it can ge set out

to select a suitable dorm.

The Foreign Language Dor-

mitory Project itself will be
student run, but of course, our

desires must be in accordance with

those of the dormitory Head of

Residence

With students who are all in

terested in language, living in the

dorm, there will be an additional

"common tie" (besides the fact

that you all go to UMass) between
students in the dorm This would
result in greater interdorm unity

and also much greater unity

between the various language
sections of the dorm.

This being the case, much more
can be done by participants in this

project than is done in most dorms.

Various different and appealing

student activities could stem from

this, such as an International

Carnival, etc The arrangement,

set up and details of discipline and

activities within the dorm will be

determined by the participants

If you are interested in living in

such a dorm, or if you are in

terested in joining the committee
for its promotion, please contact:

Jim Cunningham
Room *427 Gorman House

6-6535

before Wednesday. February 16.

since this is the day the Committee
will meet again to decide on .>

suitable dorm

MDC Classifieds Pay

25 Injured In Explosion

TKWKSBtKY. Mass <\P> A
liquid propane gas tank exploded

Wednesday night in a heavily

populated area and 20-25 persons

were injured and taken to St

John's Hospital in Lowell.

Robert Pliskin, assistant ad-

ministrator of the hospital, said an

operations alert had been called

for the hospital and all employes

and staff personnel had been called

back for duty
Pliskin said seven of the injured

had serious burns, seven had bone

injuries and the rest were suffering

from face, head and hand burns

Pilots coming into Logan In

ternational Airport in Boston. 50

miles from the scene, said they had

seen the fireball of the blast

Fire authorities said one of

several propane gas tanks in the

area, owned by the Lowell Gas Co.,

exploded and burned out of control

A fireman who had been at the

scene said at least seven firemen

had been injured it's all a mass

of confusion here." he said

If enough students are seriously

interested, and we prove to the

language departments that it is.

indeed, a good thing, perhaps all

language courses (Romance,
(iirmanic. and Slavic) could be

conducted in the dorm. Perhaps
the departments would even be

willing to offer credit for just living

there, and participating in the use

of a foreign language

THE HUNCRY-U
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Industrial Park Burns . .

.

i

...250 Jobs Lost
dolro
mile

under unlrol.

Scientist Denounces
River Basins Plan

Wednesday the Dlan is scientifically unsound.*
wouW life to see them stopped in their tracks" pending.further

studies, said Dr. Lincoln P. Brower, biology professor at Amherst

°TlJ?$3 5 million, seven-year basin plan released this week has gone to

the Federafwater Resources Council for funding and has been submitted

rthfgovernors and legislatures of the basin states-Massachusetts,

Conrecitcut, Vermont and New Hampshire.

T3ito joint federal, state, local and private implementation of

flood control, reservoir, sewage treatment and other water and land

management projects between now and 1980.

STan is a reaction to criticism rather than being really sound

scientifically" said Brower. Together with four colleagues he

Enounced ie initial draft of the plan last year for its 'complete failure

?o cSer the vast biological, geological, and hydrological implications

of the structural measures proposed. ._..._«

Brower and other ecologists and concerned groups attacked the initial

plar. to failing to include environmental considerations and its emphasis

on.structural means of flood control rather than flood plain zoning.

They predicted the plan would produce eros.on of streambanks^

alteration of water tables, destruction of Connecticut beaches at the river

mouth adverse effects on fish and wildlife and a reduction of the river s

"S2SS toUS.Army Corps of EngineersV^"™$™™
majoVand minor dams led the commission to announce lasJ^mber
that it was withdrawing the bulk of the structural proposals and including

them in a three-vear, $700,000 environmental study.

But the budTet'sent to Congress by President Nixon Jan. 24 did not

include the study funds requested by the Water Resources
.

Ojunal

leaving the commission with just $110,000 from this year s budget. The

commission meets Feb. 15 and 16 to determine whether that amount

should be used for ecological or flood control studies or^both.

R Frank Gregg, commission chairman, has said the decision on
,

the

money will be largely determined by what happens to the Nixon^budget

cut The governors of all four states have endorsed the $700,000 study and

congressmen have been asked to tack on the needed funds.

Bernard B Berger. director of the Water Resources Research Center

at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst and moderator of the

Citizens Review Committee formed to evaluate the original basin plan

said Wednesday the supplemental study is essential. • If there s no

continuity, you might just as well forget about ,t ^s foolhardy to go

ahead and make decisions without the basic mformation the studies

would provide," he said

Brower and some other ecologists feel the $700,000 study itself is not

enough He has proposed a five-year study using computers, that could

cost as much as $10 million

In the meantime, he suggests the government spend its money on

pollution abatement "The problem of pollution is one that can be coped

with It doesn't bother me half as much as the structural changes and

river diversion. These are unalterable changes Cleaning up pollution is

simply a matter of money," he said . . i(ih
..

The* 1980 plan recommends diversion of the river into Quabbm

Reservoir in Central Massachusetts, which provides drinking water to

greater Boston. .

However the plan recommends that downstream states have a voice in

water allocation, a condition that could have profound effects on Con

necticut. _. .

Brower said the diversion violates the Connecticut River ecosystem

and is being done in mindless fashion. They shouldn't take a drop out of

the river until the whole thing il studied in detail."

The theory behind the diversion is that spring flood waters, so-called

"waste water." are a potential flood threat and would not be missed

downstream
"Flood waters are not waste waters." countered Brower. In fact, they

are vital to the survival of the river. To consider them waste waters, as

the plan does, is a measure of the ignorance of the people who are

determining the future of the river," he said.

studentbody.
State Employment Security

Director Herman V. l.aMark.

standing, explains the benefits

a\ailahle from his office to em-

ployees of the IK firms destroyed

hy the hla/e. I.aMark arrived the

morning after the fire to conduct

disc nssiims with the employees

The Department was to move in a

field office to process the claims hy

some J.">» employees of the firms in

the destroyed Hohie industrial

center who were left without johs.
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Winter Carni Movie
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DAYLE
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50'

Friday, February 11

Student Union
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Pay Board Wants Clearance On All Raises

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Pay
Board said Wednesday it will

require advance clearance of all

presently scheduled future pay

raises that exceed 7 per cent a year

for units of more than 1,000 em-
ployes.

However, the board stopped

short of trimming back
automatically all deferred raises

over 7 per cent, as had been urged

publicly by some business mem-
bers of the board.

Once fully effective, the new
regulation will require that all pay

raises of over 7 per cent a year for

units of more than 1.000 employes

be reported to the board 60 days in

advance, along with reasons why
they should not be trimmed back.

Future deferred raises in con-

tracts effective before last Nov. 14

still will be paid unless specifically

rejected by the board as

•unreasonably inconsistent" with

the general 5 5 per cent ceiling that

applies to contracts reached since

then.

The new ruling may increase the

likelihood that some or most of

those deferred raises will be

trimmed back The five business

members of the board already

have announced their desire to

challenge deferred raises ex-

ceeding 7 per cent a year

The board adopted the new

requirement 9 to 5 over the ob-

jection of labor members
Chairman George H. Boldt ab-

stained

The ruling doesn't affect

Category III wage units, which are

those with fewer than 1.000 em-

ployes In those units, deferred

raises of more than 7 per cent

generally may continue to be paid

without "advance approval

Also unafected are union con

st ruction contracts, which still

need advance clearance by the

Construction Industry Stabilization

Committee no matter how small

the unit or the pay raise involved

The board announcement came a

few hours after it had disci,

that it is inviting public comment
on its new merit-pay guidelines the

hrst time it has sought such a

citizens' assessment before putting

in a binding rule

The board issued an official

announcement of the proposal

Wednesdav alter approving it 11 to

1. with three abstentions, late

Tuesday
It would scrap present merit-pay

rules, which grant an exception to

general wage standards generally

on tor those merit raises paid in

.uvordance with a union contract.

Instead, it would allow an ev

caption tor both union and non

union merit raises, provided they

are paid in accordance with an

established plan that meets certain

specific standards

Alter it time, the proposal would

prohibit such merit raises from

raising the average of all of a

firm's pay increases to more than 7

per cent.

DEFEND THE BUDGET -Director George P. SchulU of the Office

of Management and Budget and his deputy. Caspar Weinberger,

background, appear before the House Appropriations Committee for

hearings into the administrations federal budget for fiscal 1973.

I \P>

A They don't limit individual

raises, but apply instead to the

aggregate average of all of a firm's

raises. In other words, a firm

under the general 5.5 per cent

standard might legally grant

raises of 11 per cent to half its

employes and no raises at all to the

other half.

A firm qualified to go up to 7 per

cent under one exception or

another might legally give a 4 per

cent raise to all its employes and

grant additional 8 per cent merit

raises to half its employes. In both

cases the average of all raises

given in that year would fall within

appropriate guidelines.

Q. How formal does a merit plan

have to be to keep merit raises

from counting against the 5.5 per

cent standard?

A. The plan must have been in

existence last Nov. 13, must spell

out specific jobs, must have clear

standards for determining who

gets raises within those ranges and

how large the raises will be. and

must have an administrative plan

Q Does it have to be in a union

contract, or can it be a plan made
up by management alone*'

A. Either way is all right

A. If a firm didn't have a formal

merit plan in effect last Nov. 13,

can it draw up a new one that will

allow it to pay merit raises outside

the 5.5 per cent guidelines?

A. No. New merit plans will not

exempt a firm from the 5.5

guideline, even if they meet all the

other criteria. Old plans that are

renewed-'successor plans," the

board calls them-become subject

to a 7 per cent lid on total merit and

nonmerit raises.

Q. When a plan is renewed, what

is to keep a firm from widening the

pay ranges for specific jobs in an

attempt to get around the 5.5 per

cent guideline?

A. The Pay Board's proposal

would prohibit this. It says the

ratio of the maximum to the

minimum pay in each range may
not be increased.

Q. Must firms get advance ap-

proval to resume paying merit

raises under acceptable plans'1

A. Yes. if the wage unit has 5.ouo

or more persons in it. For smaller

units only a report to the govern-

ment is required.

Q. If a firm didn't have a formal

merit plan in effect last Nov. 13,

can it draw up a new one that will

allow it to pay merit raises outside

the V5 per cent guidelim

Here, in a question and-answer

format prepared by The
Associated Press, are highlights of

the board's proposal, which may
be revised somewhat before it

takes effect:

Will merit raises be counted

whenl.gunng whether a particular

firm's pay increases fall within the

general limit of 1 1 per cent a year"

A Yes, unless the raises are paid

in accordance with a plan that

meets Pay Board specifications.

and which was in effect before last

Nov 11 Kven then firms won't be

able to pay more than 7 per cent in

total merit and nonmerit raiSSl

after persent plans expire and are

renewed, or in any case after next

Nov 1! Until they are renewed,

present merit pay practice^ that

meet standards may continue to

timet ion without regard to the 7 per

cent ceiling, subject to possible

HiC rhallence h> the l\i\

Board <>r <<" interested party

Q Must the plan be in writing"

A No Unwritten plans may-

qualify, although it is expected

most won t meet the Pay Board's

strict criteria

Can a firm with no acceptable

merit plan still reward individual

employes tor their performance

A Firms with no acceptable

merit plans may still Hive merit

,,,,-. long SI the total of all

their merit and nonmerit raises

doesn't exceed IJ per cent a year if

the firms w in an exception on other

grounds

The Pay Board already has said

it will grant certain exceptions of

up to 7 per cent a year for firms

that need to attract or hold new

employes that have historically

pegged their pay to someone else's

in a tandem relationship, or that

have paid less than 7 per cent a

vear in raises in recent years

Q Do these » ! and 7 per cent

figures mean that individual raises

can't exceed those amounts"

UNDERGRADUATE
COMMUTERS

We have

$14,000
of your money to spend — help us

decide how.

Come to General Meeting:

Thursday

Feb. 10
f

5:00 p.m.

Rm. 163 — Campus Center

Tedriesday I)i9Tvt
Coweeliouse...
ftrwoae catv Plfty

.

Vast call fccf ^
at S^S-AOSO

VMjffg

SALE
MELTON
STADIUM
JACKETS

7.95

ASST. T SHIRTS

REGUl AftV^

1*

U. of MASS.
WINTER JACKETS
SIZES- SMI XL

REG TO 17 95

MORE
SUPER
SAVINGS

OFF

^ $CARVE S
|

A
S*

\V

_sH

rV

V

FEB. 101112
CAMPUS CENTER

BlA^ fctf
-S>^^

.*
O
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fre-wa,. p.S5er«-by *'"-»' w "•uf°
t
ri

h "*™' £"^ ,,„. .W « her «!.» in background. Mrs.

was reported In serious condition later. (AP)
#

Police Look Out For Long Hair
. . .. :_!!.. «.— tka rilir ctvl«»s

WGBY Granted $75,000

156,000 fund-raising letters Jan. 6, when an antenna failure
>
»"P

»°«JJ
Tnm Holvoke knocked it off the a r for three days and subsequently

forced U W broSSst at half-power with temporary antenna facilities

"t'2£tU<- - the rebuilt an,en».,. the sUUon .earnedi.

forliwtoping l"al programming, now restricted to limited, black and

"h
l!lS?F

d
Cawnter station development director, said WGBY hoped

tn«E?$15 OoVwiUUhe mail campaign but only half of that has come in

wh?ch he aiSSio the poor r&ption across western Massachusetts

ISS2ZZ2+* of a capita. c.mr«f this week, in which

local committees will send personalized letters and make persona.

^JSPlStfSL year was « million

?
we could have full

Ct^S:^&X?ffiZ J^SSSi - the old

SpriS Amorce noncommercial station is interconnected v aES with WGBH-TV, Boston and carries programs of the £ubhc

Broadcasting Service PBS, including Sesame Street, the Electric

Company, Zoom, and Masterpiece Theatre.

BOSTON (AP)-The mod look in hair styles has

drawn Se attention of poUce who register pistol

"^Whli we're requesUng police departments to do£

sayrstate Police Cpl Robert Coveney, 'is when they

issue a license, to put on a new picture.

others-a mans appearance can be changed^atiy

Coveney said most police departments in the Bay

State
rs"arger communities require new photographs

when Pistofperrmts are renewed every two years, but

«nme det>artments have used old photos.

™hat w?re aiming for is to bring the p.cutres up

to date," he said, "especially on the hair styles.

Pistol permits in Massachusetts are issued through

the community police station. A private citizen must

renew his permit every two years.

The pistol permit is separate from the

Massachusetts firearms identification card which

must be obtained by all persons who haveanykind
I

of

firearms in their possession, and is good for five

vears. It does not require a picture.
. . ..

The pistol permit requirement, which is registered

with state police, has been in effect for years. The

firearms IDcard was part of the model gun control

law passed by the legislature in 1968

Stefani Indicted In Murder

NEW YORK (AP)-ManhatUn

grand jury Wednesday returned a

murder indictment against Walter

Stefani. 48. of Springfield. Mass in

the shooting death last month of

Nathan L Levine. 61. a lawyer and

nephew of the late Whittaker

Chambers.
Stefani. who also gave police a

Manhattan address, has been held

without bail since Levines death

Police said Levine was shot once

in the back of the head when

Stefani. identified as former client,

invaded the lawyer's office on

Fifth Avenue to demand payment

of a debt

Stefani was to be arraigned on

the indictment in State Supreme

Court here next Monday.

He gave his Springfield address

as 33 Salem St.

Earn Credits,

See Greece

The International Olympic

Academv of Athens. Greece, will

hold its eleventh session at

Olvmpia. Greece from July 12-30

i<(7> College students, physical

education faculty, coaches and

athletes throughout the world are

mvited to participate in these

annual sessions Six credits will be

given to undergraduates majoring

in phvsical education who par-

ticipate in the program Un-

dergraduates in other fields could

get credit subject to approval of

their advisors and deans

The Academv will have world

n-nowned experts to lecture on

six-cial sul.|«'^ pertaining to the

philosophy and ideology of the

Olympic Movement The official

languages are Knglish and French

minars, study interest groups,

ithletie events, recreation periods

and social evening programs are

,,|so on the agenda The program

will be interspersed with ar-

chaeological visits to digs, trips to

beaches and other fascinating

places of interest, including an all

dav trip to Delphia

For further information about

the Academv. the Scholarship

grants, or for making application.

contact Dr. D. Lynn Vendien.

Physical Education for Women
For further information on the 5

College charter flights, contact Dr

Barbara Burn. Director of In

ternational Programs. 239 Whit

more

Murder Threat A Fake

BOSTON (AP) British Consul

General Alastair Maitland was

escorted to his office here Wed-

nesday without incident as an

assassination threat failed to

materialize

Police guarded the offices and

street level lobbv of the Prudential

building Tuesday night and

Wednesday after a newspaper said

it received a call from an

unidentified male Tuesday night

mg Maitland would be

nated as he approached his

office in the building.

The Record American said the

caller told them that a dozen men

he described as "psychopaths

planned to gun Maitland down

because they were enraged over

events in Northern Ireland

The caller said he was in on the

alleged plot but had a change of

heart, the Record American

reported.

Maitland has been under police

guard for some time because of

previous threats and several ant i-

British demonstrations at his of-

fices

Police sent a car with several

officers to bring Maitland from his

home to his office Tuesday mor

ning

Halfa Mobil
snow tire

free

All you buy is Vk.

NO CHARGE FOR MOUNTING AND BALANCING

SIZE

7 :0%.50x .3

7:35 x 14

7.75 x 14

FIRST TIRE

$29.25

855 x 14

8:25 x 15

$32.35

SECOND TIRE

$14.65
$1620

FED TAX

$1.95

$33.90 116^5
$41.40
$37.75

$20.70
$16.85

$2 00
$212
$2.41

$2 32

Roller9h
UVE! IN PERSON

WHITfWAUS APftOX *4 00 MOtf

TIRES STUDDED $5 00 EACH

Mobil Super Traction Polyester

Charge it and pay monthly on your

Mobtl Credit Card. We also honor

Master Charge. BankAmericard.

American Express, and

Carte Blanche.

WINTER CARNIVAL '72

SATURDAY, FEB. 12 7.3M.M.

Buy Bell's

Pizza with

confidence and

get the best.

BELL'S PIZZA

65 U& nrersity Dr.

25* 9011 253-9051

J

CHIEFS
vs

JOLTERS
TICKETS NOW ON SALE

•ff ShnUnt Union Ticket OHUm

ALL SEATS $2.50

CURRY HICKS CAGE
U. MASS

M©bil

TUHE-UPS-Our Specialty

Carburetor & Ignition Repairs

Brake & Exhaust Systems

ALL WORK GUARANTEED—
FREE ESTIMATES

Mobil Tires, Batteries, Accessories

College Town Service

SPENCER'S Mobil STATION
161 N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

253-9059

Open 24 hrs.

7 a.m. - Midnight Road Service
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Scriptwriter Testifies That
V Programs Are Unrealisti

WASHINGTON (AP) Nightly, 75

million Americans are fed net-

work-censored television
programs that are bland,

unrealistic and designed only to

sell laxatives and deodorants, a

man who writes TV scripts said

Tuesday.

Eighty-one per cent of the

nation's " 3,000 writers of network

comedy, drama and variety

programs believe television

presents a distorted picture of U.S.

politics, economy and racial

situation, David Rintels of the

Writers Guild of America told the

N.H. Critical To McGovern
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., said Wednesday a crushing defeat in

the New Hampshire presidential primary-a possibility foreseen by at

least one pollster-would likely end his presidential ambitions for 1972.

"It would be difficult to continue this campaign under those

cirucumstances," he said in Boston in answer to a newsman's question

about what he might do it "thoroughly crushed" in New Hampshire.

One recent poll shoed McGovern getting 18 per cent of the Democratic

vote in New Hampshire to 65 per cent for Sen. Edmund Muskie, D-Maine.

McGovern would not say what percentage of the vote might constitute a

"crushing" defeat, but he said, "We're going to do very well in New

Hampshire and I say there will be a lot of embarrassed pollsters after

March 7," the state's primary date.
,

Meanwhile, Muskie was in Claremont, N.H., to pursue his presidential

bid.

r

Forthe Subconscious

THEHUNCRY-U
IOXN. PLEASANT.AMHERST

Italian mbitMrlnt sanawlch** :••:

Pi//a Shoppe Open Winter Carni Weekend thru 4 a.m.

Fret' Coffee 12 a.m. - 4 a.m.

Senate subcommittee on con-

stitutional rights.

Rintels said network chiefs

wrongly believe 60 per cent to 70

per cent "of the American people

are willing to settle for nonstop,

lowest-common-denominator pro-

gramming."
"We are horrified because we

know"' American viewers are

seeing nothing but programs
deliberately designed to have no

resemblance at all to reality,

nonsense whose only purpose is to

sell snake oil and laxatives and

underarm deodorants" said

Rintels, chairman of the guild's

censorship committee.

Rintels said the writers agree

with industry spokesmen who
defend situation comedies.

Westerns and noncontroversial

dramas as entertaining.

"But we also believe that

television has a responsibility not

to deceive," he said

Rintels said, for example, that in

the various programs based on

doctors and hospitals, patients are

never denied beds nor required to

wait for one, doctors never charge

for their services and "almost

every doctor cures almost every

patient if only the patient lets

him
"

Rintels said he wrote a script for

The FBI" television series about

a Brimingham. Ala . bombing of a

church in which four black girls

were killed.

By the time the proposed script

canie back from the network, the

sponsor, the FBI itself and the

producing company, he said, the

church was moved to the North, no

Negroes were involved and the

bombing had nothing to do with

civil rights Rintels said he with-

drew from that program

LINDSAY CAMPAIGNS IN SNOW SHOWER-With snowflakes

sticking to his eyebrows and hair. New York City Mayor John V.

Lindsay extends his campaign for the presidency to SomerviIIe. a

suburb of Boston. (AP)

STAY
DRY

. . . ride a

Peter Pan
Hitching doesn't cost but

Peter Pan is more depend
able. Stay dry . . . stay warm
ride a Peter Pan bus.

Raiffr Ftarv

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

•«7 Jeepsler. Vs. »ld »o» mileage Ca«

me.
U2-II

Newfoundland female. 2 1/2 yrs old.

champion pedigree ( sll after 71. • I7-IH7-
i _ h. di.H.m beaM< —Beel condition.

i mn.Hi air occupancy < all Skibitki Real

Ksla(e between •:» - l.M. SM 142*

IM-IS

GUITAR LESSONS

7M K-cou Vs. auto, excel, cons', (all 127-

I7»
U2-II

Tenor Sax Selmer MKVI. good cond

I M ... best slier (all S4»-4»g7.

1(2- IS

2 bedroom - Squire Ullage. Sun

.inland I ISM. all utilities included (sll

u., iTiii alter '. ss p.m

i.uilar Irssons — Jan. Blue*. Theor>.

lUrmonx. Improvisation Is 04) per hour

II \ihi re not *erinuv don't call .'.42-10:14

If2- 1

1

night I a m from Hetbel to

MtaiiKMit I » Hirth and Heath of a

NtnMsTt Nation Hadio W \MII. ».S

I M
tf 2-1

1

1

MISCELLANEOUS
PERSONAL

mi Muotsns m \» Usndsrd 4 speed

with MurM shifter Blue with blsch inle-

rior *e» rubber (all John ni«hU S4S-S771

t/2-ts

snow tires it,". U Srmperit Ksdtslt

mounted on Mt.B disc wheels 15a or best

„flrr (all Mf-4»K7.
If 2 IS

l»7B JaseliN SST. pwr sleer .
brshes.

aslo tram . bucket seats. 3»4 cu. ta.. i*m
miles. Kreslcoud Must .ell I sll Psul S44V

"" tfM.

UTS TovoU ( arotta. AM - FM radio

radial tires snd I rosd tires (K>od shspe

Vok for Sluart 2U4SM dsys. T>4s-«27« nites

lf2 II

UailahJc March l to Sept I with option

to renew lease. 2 bedroom apt ( olonisl

XillaKe. Ii'a' s month, sll utilities psld

( sll aTMIMV
tf2 l«

Ir (tirl from I'slterson with oik poster

hrri sorr\ I kidded sbnut site, lets start

attain Jim s-7772
112-1

1

WANTED

Dotouhstea hobb> or special interest'

\n\one rsn lesch s course for one credit"

( all Karen at '»4*-»4l« after s Keep trxing

tf2 IS

Kspanded awareness experiences;

Kroups conducted b\ lormer clinical pswh
ki.mI vtudrnl write Mike Phillips. Box IV

W.ndrll Mass
If 2 II

RIDE NEEDED

lt«7 ( br*e««. M.l»u. ••» '>*"£"*
m ,i,s one owwer. excellent condrUsUi.

best offer (all BHWM»2 after six

KeslHIk NM/KM Tuner. •»: Reslltlir

i wstl amp. f*> (>arrard Mi', Turn

table. 17* Kor info csll Bill Sns-XUI
lf2 IS

(.raduale sludenli- wives, nurt-llme.

lanlsttk opportunity for Rood Income In

\mherst (all SK4-42»I Kves S-7.

If2 IS

I pair used 77S » 14 wx» mows mounted

,M (.M rim* Utt of tread •» 2S4V«St

tf 2- 1

1

Last ensure" Must sell now IH2 V*
Itusw/ltfiSWhp ens > rebuilt ».ui 7lt best

offer ( sll YM 6-WU4 sfler 4

r xprrlenced wrestling msnsger to

msnsae up and comlnt pro wrestler (all

I.. I.axlon exes. ?»4«-U7».
tf2-ll

Karen llappt Valentine's llax and the

bi-sl hirthdat e\er Here's hoping we ran

< rlehrate them together in \esrs to rome

I »\r. I»i an
2 IS

Kid. needed to just north of New York

I'M) Med . Keb Is sfler * p m or Thurs
nimnins Mill share ro»U (sll J>4«-S2S«.

l-red
tf2li

CHILD CARE

Z malrhlna «old bedspreads — 13 earh

( all \ndi at S-IWS2 or Kathle at S-I4S3

4M Kurd LTD. »ln>l lop. V,: engine, good

running condition, needs bod> work I7#s.

will bargain MS-4n)7l days. $27-41742 exen .

, r0^,,' UMI

Hsner Superglass Skis. ZaScm. Nordics

boots site It 1/2. need mone\ for school

( .11 I arrx M«M.

Pianist - Organist for immediate

rehearsal — Club restaurant work, ability

lo transpose (sll m4BS-t74» or 4IJ-«S-

nee.
tf 2-11

Marx Mealbead - lleey I
llappx .'1st'

Inirs that mean M»'re a woman now * Vse

shall see - Keb l*UV I l.oxe. Boufa and

I'mika
2- Hi

FOR SALE

Mark I IgbU* I Bright snd brsuUful l»

inches long. It or with white push button

fixture IN (sll xl si S«-t»37

Must sell pr of Ksstlnger ski boots, slie

ts med. used only once I.Vt Call after S

p.m MM U2 .,4

I s and foreign coins and stamps

bought, sold, traded Bob Murrln. 224

llamlln House or P O. Box lot. \mberst

Mass «IM2.
U2 l«

Hex ( hadbourne - remember the

shadow " lies alixe and llxing in Hamlin

(..mmI I uck - The Shadow
Ml

Mothers — can't find a reliable baby

sitter" Tired of high fees" ( all the Child

( are exchange .•W4B-2224 for further in-

formation
ti2 IS

BOOK WANTED
Statistics Haxs A ttinkier (all Mfc

If 2- IS

l»7« Maverick. 24..W miles. II4O0 Mso

large, wooden car-top carrier w /lock -

lai ( all MMM •

Teak Tape recorder model \-4SI0

» /walnut case; I track 4 head; sound on

sound, auto rexerse play, auto stop. ( all

'I*4*™
,fM«

Would like a second hand bicycle in good

(ondition boys or girts. Please call

Su/anm- :.I«-II2.'> or contact at 422 Van

Mclrr Siiulh
tf2 II

Help? Who hax a friend driving here

from Boston area any weekends" Bide

needed both wavx or one Will pay ( all

MMse-ee

t urrent I'erspertlves in Social Psvch.

Hollander A Hunt *d edH .
R-STOt

MEN'S LIBERATION

2 male reg labs, s mo . all shots Me.

t all V27 I7W g- M

Mrn's Henhe Ski Boots sire in double

boot - buckle. 2 season* old. very good

condition, price verv reasonable ( all

nick m*m

( hev ktl engine M or older I will

. ..nsidi'i towing if it i* in a wreck Bm 22K.

I ugin Cast or call -»*:M2wi in Ludlow
tf2-ll

RIDE WANTED

HELP WANTED

1 wnlh-rgonians need ride West in Max

Will »hare expenses and experiences S44V

U2-II

l«" B * V. Tv. for »ale Still under

guarantee l months old t all MIMMj^

Pender Bandmaster ( abine( 'wihc.ca

amplifier, new condition 1 1<» «.«»•"

amp with reverb 175 M»o other equip

menl lark W S-«n7n
t

New K.' Skis with warranty, n

,.i, | tnur length Must sell, best offer. Call

l'rgg\ c»e* 2.Vt-!Hi87

Bov s residential treatment center

looking for full time counselor — teacher

with varied background (all Hobert

I .. ni-lli- — l-til7-Wi7-l.a|-1

tf 2-1

1

Hide wanted to Worcester Thurs nite

after n:m or early Friday morning 54fi-

l.'.l.'l

tfl-N

Men s liberation - organlralional

tin. ting what does it mean" If Interested

conn- to the basement o! Baker Itorrn

I huts reh l« 7 OH
If2 14)

WANTED TO BUY

lop cash paid for anything old or

i.illrclablr like: clocks, furniture,

glassware china ccmtenls of attic* and

cellars ( all .lfi.113

tf2-l4

MOVIE

ROOMMATES WANTED
Skiers! Boot rack fits on luggage

carrier Holds «lx pair* of «kis With lock*,

good condition Call Barry .>4*-»7g2.

If21

1

Snow*noes. Nordic. Ski Boot* *lte II

t all lack. 2M-772«
(f2 )f

Kill Stereo. 2 mod. 17 spkr*. I mocC I*

KM tuner I Healhkll amp -••"
Stale law \l*n Prench made rvette

( larinet \lto. onlv 175
)ffl

Harmony amplifier, reverb - tremelo.

..ensen speakers perfect «"»P'
l

( .",,

r

,

;;;- oxer M7V Asking law I ost Interest

Iim- B-WiYI
If2-I4

I llimate \utomallc Turntable. MY
Dual iwwii* the fine*t A/T ever made. Has

1 speed*, auto — intermix; stylus —
pressure gage mot "Indicator") .

repeat

mode mono key for *vslem balancing,

lonslanl — speed change cycle, many .

man\ others. Only lll.v Call 5K4-IMS after

-, p m or on Saturday*. I II I like you I'll

include a l>u«l Bug'
tf 2- 1

1

Overseas Jobs for student*. Australia.

Kuropr. S \merica. Vfrica. etc VII

professions and occupations. I7IW to ll.mw

ni.inlhlv Kxpene* paid, overtime

sightseeing Kree information Write.lobs

Overseas. Ib-pl Ql box IMI7I. San Diego

i ' KUy
t,2-,g

Share rm In * rm Pufflon apt .
1*1 /mo

mil inc. available immed If Interested go

to Music Hm/( ampin CM. See l.yn/-

Dagmar belw m-4.7ll.
11215

rrmale roommate wanted to »hare

I'ufflnn Milage \pt immediate or

.upanc\ Kent MM per month, ion no

damage dep Call IMMM
tf2 10

TRAVEL

FOR RENT

Kemale want* to sell I"

ticket Plea*e call «-4tfil

meal plan

if.' ii

.' bedroom apt for sublease at ( liffslde

\pt*. from Marrh I til June I with option lo

t.n.-w (all c.i.'. fin any lime
tf2-ll

Spring vacation. 7 night* on the Spanish

Hun r a law including rnd trip Jet from

Boslnn. hotel etc Call Joyce Krensky. M7

Wheeler V2II2 or V2III

VI or f roommate for I bedroom Pufflon

xpt . sel up «* 2 bdr apt . already furn .

rrnl I'W a month Ml Pufflon (all 2M>

HW7. ask for (.eorge
If2-ll

The I earles* Vampire Killers",

Sharon Tate A Human Polanskl — — la

Mahar Avd. Friday Peb. II at 7-t-ll * 2

Hoad Kunner Cartoons!
tf 2 II

APTS. FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartments for im-

mediate rental. (-month lease.

||K5/monlh. includes util (all (WS-3ZW

dav* or ««.V:i!>7» nltes.

If 4-14

Sublet I bdrm IfMimo inrlud utll MS
ma. after •.

If2-I«

TYPING

Head Master Ski* M CM. al»o Koflarh

Hoot*. «l»e H I all l.oi* MMMaV

Apt.. 2 Bedroom. Immed. occupancy

I2:i-W27 Belchertown. Bte. t.

tf 2-10

On South spring break Bermuda -

rreepnrl - \capulco - Puerto Ktco. I

dav packages from I *» Kxcspe

lernalional. call IVggx HIMaTT.

ENTERTAINMENT

In-

tf2-2S

(.Irl*. Pxcitlng and daring go-go dancers

needed for formal band party Sat.. Peb 24>

(.ood pay and *hort hour* Sincere replies

t ,w» - rWi.iei

.

ni'IM. - theses, dissertation*, etc

fast accurate proofreading, editing if

desired Have (.reek 2 science *ymbols

.>-.i :w»l
tfsem
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Notices -

AMHERST STAMP CLUB:

Mon. Feb. 14th, Public Health

Bldg., Rm. 344, 7:30 p.m. Mrs.

Phyllis Lehrer will show "Queen

Victoria and her Family." A short

auction will be held. Interested

visitors welcome.

ANGEL FLIGHT AND AAS:

Initiation of new angels will take

place this evening at Farley Lodge at

7 15. All members must attend.

A. P.O.:

The brothers of Alpha Phi Omega
invite all University men to an open

smoker tonight at 8 p m in Memorial

Hall

BRIDGE CLUB:
There will be duplicate bridge play

tonight at 7 00 p.m. in Rm 904 CC

SIGMA KAPPA:
Informal get together tonight at

7 00 and 8; 15. Come meet us and visit

our home at 19 Allen St. All

University women welcome. Call if

you would like a ride. 256 6887.

SKI PATROL:
There will be a meeting for all

members in Rm 162 at 630 in the CC.

SORORITY OPEN HOUSES:
Parties this evening will be held at

all houses listed both from 7 8 and

8 15 915 All are warmly welcomed

Alpha Chi Omega "AX Bingo",

Sigma Sigma Sigma "Community

Auditions", lota Gamma Upsilon,

Kappa Alpha Theta "Theta

Disneyland", and Sigma Kappa

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:
Representative from Gay Activist

Alliance of New York. Will speak on

Gay Civil Rights CC Rm. 917, 7 p.m.

REQUIEM FOR A NUN:
Prof. Kinney's Faulkner Class

needs copies of Requiem For A Nun.

If you can lend us a copy, contact

Arthur Kinney in Bartlett Hall.

SHIP DESIGN:

A course on the basic architecture

of sailing yachts, preliminary

designs and Drawings Offered by

Prof Heronemus: a small class

meeting one night weekly. Must have

basic knowledge o. anal geom and

calc Possible text and lab fee Call

Joe 6 8659

ZOOL. STUDENT FACULTY BAG
LUNCH:
Wed., Feb. 16, Dr. B. Legin will

lead a discussion on Race, Heredity

and Intelligence. 12:15 1:30, 349

Morrill. Background article will be

outside Rm. 326 Morrill. All welcome.

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB:
There will be an organizational

meeting today at 3 30 in the Com
monwealth Rm. of the S.U. for all

those interested in learning the art of

Korean Karate Come and find out

about it!

LOST:
Man's

Ring: Class of 1970 Initials MRW
vicinity of Mahar. If found, please

contact Mike 6 8877.

Girl's eyeglasses Brown frames in

brown case in Southwest, Feb. 3.

Please call 546 7412.

Whoever borrowed my Air Force

Parka from the Pub, please return it,

it is cold. No questions. 253 5120.

Dark leather shoulder bag. Lost at

Worcester Commons. Call Nancy at

113 Knowlton Keep money, return

rest No questions.

Lady's black framed, oval,

prescription glasses Lost before

intersession between JQA and F lot.

Contact Sheila Kamal, 604 JQA.

Leominster High School

CONCERT
MEETING:
Rm 175 CC, 9 00 p m

welcome For details

Gomes, 6 8677

COMMITTEE

tonight All

call Gary

CORRECTION: SORORITY RUSH:
Chi Omega will not be holding a

party tonight as stated in the Spring

Rush Calendar

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS:
Gay Women's Caucus will meet at

6 00 on the 19th floor of JQA We will

be discussing restructuring the

group Women who have been at the

meetings in the past, whether or not

they wish to continue with the group

should come New women welcome

ISRAELI DANCING:
Starting this Sun evening 7 00 p m

Hillel

KAPFA ALPHA TMETA:
All University women art invited

to a visit with Mickey Mouse and his

friends at "Theta Disneyland" on

Thurs . Feb 10, 7 8 p m or 8 15 9 15

Call 545 2735 if you need a ride

SYDNEY OMAM« ]
Taurus can hold ground, can be

determ.ned and can be successful

through process o* deep, personal con

viclion Taurus persons narmoniie with

Virgo. Capricorn, Pisces and Cancer

Many, born under Taurus, can now en

perience success m long distance tran

sacinns These natives will be more

flexible and. durmg March, could travel

and be emotionally fulfilled

ARIES (March 7\ April l»> Good news

come m connection with professional

accomplishments Stand m community is

elevated Promotion is m picture

Greater civic recognition is indicated

You are on the move upward and on

ward
TAURUS (April JO May TO) Establish

•me o< communication with one who is

imponant to you Be expansive rather

than petty Domestic conditions improve

There is greater harmony between family

members You will be happ.er

GEMINI (May 11 June 30) Money

owed you is repaid Jomt efforts succeed

Partnership proposal deserve* serious

consideration You can perfect

techniques Pisces person plays

prominent role Loo* beneath surface

indications

CANCER (June 21 July ??> Spotlight

on public relations, reactions to your

efforts What initially appears a setback

could boomerang in your favor Realize

that some with plenty of authority art

inclined to bach you

LEO (July 33 Aug W> Vitality makes

comeback You can go places, do things

Broaden horHons Maior opportunity is

withm grasp Associate, co workers art

cooperative You can successfully

complete maior assignment

VIRGO (Aug 31 Sept Ml Romantic

interests art accelerated Welcome new

contacts Stress confidence. m
dependence Original procedures should

be advocated Obtain hint from Leo

independence Original procedures

Should be advocated Obtain hint from

Leo message Get to heart o< matters

LIBRA (Sept 33 Oct 32) Sense ot

security is heightened You are given

choice and no matter which way you go.

situation improves Heed words oMormer

teacher Check property value You may

be worth more than is imagined

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 31) Profit

results if you follow through on special

tip. hint Evaluate information Someone,

for your own good, is trying to tell you

something Stress willingness to learn

Give full play to intellectual curiosity

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 3> I .

Cycle moves up. money situation im

proves Face facts as they exist You can

earn more and create greater interest in

product Thorough approach works to

your advantage Stakes too high to play

games
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan !•) Or

cumsiances turn m your favor Obtain

hint from Sagittarius message Take

initiative Expand Make meaningful

changes Your ludgment. mtuitation now

areon target Element of timing works m
your behalf

AQUARIUS Uan 20 Feb la) Get

together with persons who mean much to

you Quiet discussion now can result m
productivity Avoid the sensational Stop

any tendency to brood about what might

have been Future is brighter than is

apparent on surface

PISCES (Feb It March 20) Friend

ships, desires art highlighted What

appears a setback will actuall boomerang

m your favor Another Piscean could play

key role Accept social mvitatkms One

you respect pays meaningful com
plimenf

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

art an original thinker, willing to invest

in your own ideas and talents Solid op

portunity is due in upcoming months,

with April spotlighted You may be

having much to do with one bom under

Lao
Copyright 1*72, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Pu/zle

1

4
6

11

13
15
16
18
19
21
22
23
26
29
31

33
34
35

38

39
40
41
43
45
47
50

52
53

56

58

60
61
63
65
66
67

ACROSS

Goal
Coniunction
Polishes

Breast pin

Beginning
Note of scale

Beef animal

Sea eagle

Abstract being

Paddles
Compass point

Tell

Small child

Male deer

Trade for

money
Negative

Greek letter

Cloth
measure
Period of

time
Preposition

Diphthong
Oceans
Tolled

Attempt
Clothing
Printers

measure
Path
Writing
implement
Turkish
regiment
Heavenly
being
Note of scale

Individual

Draw out

Ancient chariot

Rupees (abbr

)

Bitter vetch

9 Long legged

bird

10 Transgress

12 Bone
14 Compass

point

17 Periods of time

20 Nahoor sheep

24 Matures
25 Guido's high

note

27 River in Siberia

28 Chinese faction

29 Quarrel

30 Row
32 Old musical

instrument

36 Meadow
37 Scandinavia

42 Reach across

44 High
mountain

p?
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u
V
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1

A
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P AlT
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S|T El SN A p S
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1 |

A r E

l£L
E K t r E H P k E 5

51 Unmarried

woman

57 Confederate

general

54 Mohammedan 59 Chinese mile

commander
62 Faroe Islands

whirlwind
mountain ,, . . „_.

46 Pertods of time 55 Insect eggs

48 Ire 56 News gathering

49 Walks organization 6* ^D° l IO

unsteadily ('"'< I
cer,um

WW

DOWN

Competent
Country of

Asia

A state (abbr

)

Performer
Cut
Kind of fabric

Negative prefu

Baker

s

product (pi

)

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. »0>

Ml** £U)E£TSTOfcY DOES MOT
lX 6RlN0 THEM OUT'!

MEN'S LIBERATION
Organizational meeting find out

what others feel, etc Basement of

Baker Dorm Feb 10, Thurs. at 7 00

MKTG CLU» MEETING.
There will be a marketing club

meeting Tues. night, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m.

in the CC, Rm 904 The placement

office and a trip to the MKTG Dept. of

Mass Mutual will be discussed.

HOU) COULD ANYONE " 6RIND
. OUT " 5UCH AN ONlGmf 6KEAT
BOOK P6 "THE SIX Bl/NNV-k)UNNlE5

AND THE FEMALE VETERINARIAN * ?!

PRE SOCIAL WORK COMMITTEE:
There will be a meeting on Sunday,

Feb 13th, in Rm 178 CC for all

students interested in forming and

being part of a social work club and

possibly establishing a major with

field work possibilities. All interested

please attend

In yesterday's story on the In

firmary the Collegian reported

that the new South Entrance would

be used beginning this month It

will not be used, however, until

tometime •" June During ear,y

! ruction a ramp will be placed

1 f he construction site to enable

jiudents to continue using the main

iront entrance

Indians Burnt At Stake
By JOHN BOCK

It isn't well-known how com-

munication channels run in the Ivy

League but if someone would like

to test this statement then an

appearance at the Tuesday night

wrestling match between UMass
and Dartmouth would have suf-

ficed to provide a reasonable

conclusion

Harvard, Yale, and Columbia

must have had a bad connection

when they tired to tell the Indians

the weaknesses in the Redmen
lineup On the other hand there

weren't any if a 34-7 victory means

anvthing.

the stellar performance by the

squad might have been due to the

fact that it was the last time

Seniors Godowsky, Goldberg.

Jester, and Buckbee would wrestle

before a home crowd and they

wanted to give the fans something

to remember them by.

It wasn't hard After Dave

Amatos pin against Dartmouth's

118 pounder, senior Barry

Godowsky, "Master of the High

Crotch"' brought home the bacon in

the form of a 3-2 decision over

Branch. The score would have

been higher if the Dartmouth man
had not started something that

would catch on with his team-

mates-stalling his tights off After

Barry took him down Branch made

up for lack of experience at

wrestling by showing his

proficiency at dancing away the

clock and coming back slowly to

the center of the mat.

Then Clay "Easy Rider" Jester

continued the display of senior

power with an 8-3 win over Morelli

injury.

Shelley Goldberg in his own

words said, "I've never lost a home

match in my life and 1 wasn't about

to start." So "Silver Dollar"

Goldberg did something almost as

rare for his last home match-He

sylvania. pulled some tricks out of

his bag and ended up 8-3 over

Sweet of Dartmouth. Mike Duffy

was about as tough as one could get

when he threw a split scissors (as

the name implies it involves taking

the man and splitting his legs as

•I'VE BEEN HE..E so long I think I'll take a nap", says Shelley Goldberg.

at 142 lbs. The Dartmouth man
couldn't do anything against Clay's

tough tight waist ride. It was a

great effort to hold Clay down for

the thirty seconds that he did. Clay

is a good defensive wrestler on his

feet and he left the fans with that

impression as he caught his man in

a lateral drop attempt and put him

flat on his back only to have the

referee to stop the match for an

pinned his man The Dartmouth

man was out on the mat just long

enough to find out why Shelley will

be going for his third New England

title and why it is useless to defend

your legs against the inevitable

"Shelley single leg"

Of course, it wasn't only seniors

that knocked the teepee down on

Dartmouth. At 158 Chris Cad

wallader, freshman from Penn-

far apart as an open pair of

scissors" on his opponent at 167

Mike came out on top 10-7.

Bruce Buckbee found that one

can only push some people so far

and then they start pulling It is

hard to believe that a sophomore

could learn to handle a senior so

well, but wrestling with the New-

England Champ (Thompson of

Dartmouth) can do wonders

Frosh Squeak By
The UMass freshman basketball team won a squeaker by the score of

77-72. Eor the first time this year the frosh went into the final minutes

with the winner still in doubt.

With just 1 :43 to go the B.C. Frosh led 72-71 and the Eagles had the ball

Coach Fan Gaudette called a time out saying to his players "relax

From that point on it was all UMass as an Eagle was caUed for walking

trying to cope with the man to man defense.

John Murphy took a shot from fifteen feet out to score the go ahead

bucket For the first time this year B.C. was forced to play "the game

UMass style The tight defense did not allow the Eagles to penetrate at

all.

Tom Gillams rebounded the first shot and the frosh went into a stall

Jim Burke was fouled and hit both free throws. The Redman defense once

again made the Eagles throw up a desperation shot -they missed Mike

Flanagan hit two moresfree throws as Coach Gaudette's cagers relaxed

to win their tenth straight
.

A surprising end to a game which the frosh had led at half time by 35*

The B.C. Frosh were by far the toughest challenge for the UMass

yearlings.

Bill Endicott was the big gun once again as he shot from underneath,

the corners, and the top of the key Gillams and Murphy controlled the

boards by blocking out the opposition Rick Boron played a strong game

coming off the bench in the second half by getting a quick rebound and

bucket and resting starter Mike Flanagan

UMASS DRIBBLINGS: Murphy led another balanced scoring attack

with twenty-five points followed by Endicott, 17 Gillams, 14. and Burke,

11 The high for B.C. was Ivo Holland with 21 points.

The next game is Saturday with UConn and super frosh Earl Wilson. Jr.

Russia Trounces U.S.
SAPPORO. Japan <\P>

•Thev brutalize you physically and

they intimidate you mentally. " an

American pro scout said Wed
nesday of the Soviet ice hockey

team after watching the Big Red

line crush the United States 7-2.

"They're tough I know of only-

one team in the National Hockey-

League that could out muscle

them the Boston Bruins I think the

Russians could hold their own with

anv other team."
jack Paterson. director of

scouting in the United States for

the Detroit Red Wings, watched the

Russians take apart a young,

aggressive, but inexperienced

American team in Group A play in

the Winter Olympic Games
It wasn't his first look at the

Soviet team He's been watching

them for years and drooling

There are at least four men on

the team, he insists, who could M.p

into any NHL lineup right now

However, as property of the state,

thev are untouchable

"They play more like the

Montreal Canadiens than any

other team in the league.'

Paterson said, "but they have

qualities of some of the other good

teams
The Canadiens concentrate on

good skating So do the Russians

But the Russians also like body

contact They hit hard In that

respect, they re like the New York

Rangers It's hit. hit. hit

The Bruins go for size That's

where they would have an edge

over the Russians

"But don t underestimate the

physical strength of this team If a

plaver is 5 feet 8. you can bet he's

the toughest "> foot 8 man in all

hockey If he's .V9, he's that much

bigger and stronger
."

The Detroit talent executive said

the rason the Swedes played the

Russians to a 3-3 tie in an e.irh

game was that the Swedes refused

to be intimidated When the

Russians hit. the Swedes hit back

"This was one of the most brutal,

savage games I have ever seen."

he added "There were five or six

outright speahngs Elbows were

flying One guy had nine stitches

taken in his face

The Russians have what the

football people look for they ac-

celerate They re quick as cats
"

The biggest comeback per-

formance of the evening was

wrestled at 190 pounds by John

Connolly. It was doubtful if he

would even make the first period of

the match as his Dartmouth op-

ponent took him down on the first

move and almost turned him over.

For the remainder of the first and

for the entire second period Con

nolly was helpless on the bottom

In the third period it was his turn

and with the skill of the State

Champ that he is, John drove his

opponent to the point that he

crawled off the mat three times

before he finally couldn't keep

Mauler Connolly from sticking him

in the last sixty-five seconds of the

match
Carl Dambman was overheard

talking with a spectator who said

he had to leave, but was sure that

Carl would win anyhow The

mustached German heavyweight

applied the right combination

early in the second period to score

his seventh pin of the season and

maintain the faith that his fans

have in him (not to mention the

rest of the team and Coach Barn
"Wrestling a tough schedule put

us ahead of Dartmouth in a lot of

ways," emphasized Coach Barr

"and I think it will continue to show

its benefits as we head for the New
Englands

"

Dartmouth couldn't agree more

Buffalo Stadium

BUFFALO, \.Y. <\P> - The

Kenford Co , reviving plans for a

domed Buffalo sports stadium

Wednesday, said it hoped to get a

big league baseball team to play in

the arena
President Edward H. Cottrell

said the $55 million dome would be

part of a 1,000-acre multi million

dollar residential and business

development suburban Lancaster

He said it would be built with

private funds rather than public

monev
Erie County had proposed over

four yeaers ago building a dome
stadium in I>ancaster But the

County legislature later ditched

the plan and now is going ahead

with a proposed $23 5 billion

football only stadium in nearby

Orchard Park
The Buffalo Bills of the National

Football League have signed a

long term lease to play in the

Orchard Park Stadium

Olympic Briefs

Two Tie For Lead

SAPPORO. Japan < API Anne

Henning. 16-vear old speed skater

from Northbrook. 111. won the

women's 500 meter race at the 1 1th

Winter Olympics Thursday for the

United Statess second gold medal

Miss Henning set an Olympic

record of 43.33 seconds in winning

the event

She set her record on her second

try, after it was ruled she was

fouled during her first run Her

time for the first try was 43.75. also

a record
With a sensational finish and

excellent timing of his race. 30-

year old Norwegian farmer Paal

Tyldum won the gold medal in the

50-kilometer.s cross country skiing

race in 2 hours. 43 minutes and

14.75 seconds Thursday at the llth

Winter Olympic Games.
Magne Myrmo, a 28-year-old

shop assistant, also came from

behind to give Norway the silver

medal in 2: 43 29 45 for the 31 miles

The Russian favorite, Vyacheslav

Vedenin. who won the opening 30

kilometers race last week, grabbed

the bronze medal in 2 44 00 19 to

prevent a clean sweep for Norway

PALM SPRIM.S. Calif. 1 AP) —
Veteran Bob Rosburge, who has not

won in more than a decade, and

young Jerry Heard matched six

under-par 66s Wednesday to tie for

the first round lead in the $145,000

Bob Hope Desert Golf Classic.

Rosburg and the 24 year Id

Heard held a one stroke lead over

Chuck Courtney and Jimmy
Powell, a club pro from Yorba

Linda. Calif . tied at 67 with 72

holes to go in this unique event.

Jack Nicklaus headed a guartet

at 68 just two strokes off the pace

and defending champion Arnold

Palmer was another stroke back at

69

Lee Trevine all but shot himself

out of it with a fat 76

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY —
SATURDAY

4: 30 -10: 30 p.m.

(except during

league play)

Macramo

Workshop

Tonite at 7 p.m.

at

406 N. Pleasant St.

All University Women Invited

Coming Saturday Nite
of

Winter Carni Weekend

NATALIE COLE
with The Act

at

FRIDAY WI£HT

P1ZIA ^
(RIMERS

SPAGHETTI

LASAGNK
il:Z0

PM -
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Skaters Win ; Hoopsters Bow
ByBILLBALLOl

The script was as predicted, but

the heroes were different

A crowd of about three hundred

frigid fans and one lethargic

pigeon watched the UMass hockey

team totally annihilate the UConn
Huskies 11-2 at Storrs The high

scoring line of Pat Keenan. Dan
Reidy. and Jack Edwards came
through as usual, but the big guns

for the Redmen were the newly

assembled linemates of Dennis

Grabowski, Lonnie Avery, and

Jim Lynch.

This line accounted for nine

scoring points and three goals. The

line was put together by Coach

Jack Canniff for the Merrimack

game, and its play last night

Redmen did not help themselves

very much by firing sixteen shots

wide of the net.

Goals in that first period came
off the sticks of Keenan and Reidy,

but Hinman was able to effectively

blunt that high scoring line's power

for the rest of the game, allowing

just one long slapshot goal by

Keenan over the final two periods.

However brilliant he was, Hinman
had his problems in the second

period, allowing six UMass goals

that broke the game wide open and

assured the Redman victory

Dapper goalie P.J. Flaherty,

resplendent in his red stocking cap.

had a vacation in the Redman net

for those two periods, facing just

thirteen Huskies' shots, and

stopping them all

Bv BAMJE BARROLL
NEWTON-There was one heck of

a collegiate basketball game
Boston College held off UMass in

the last seven seconds and

preserved a 75-74 victory over the

Redmen at Roberts Center here

last night.

Both teams had chances to win

the ballgame in the last forty

seconds of play Prior to this Mike

Pagliara had hit a jump shot to

make it 75-74 BC. UMass was

forced to play tight defense and if

need be the case foul The latter

took effect, but Jim Thalav missed

a one and one free throw and on

the ensuing scramble BC got the

ball.

Once again UMass fouled and

Mark Raterink went to the line and

missed also, and this time UMass

got the ball with seven seconds to

play Time was called, Leaman

made some substitutions, and

UMass had the ball some seventy

feet from the hoop.

John Betancourt hit Al Skinner

with a pass on the inbounds play,

and Skinner dribbled up court. He

was pressured to pass, and a BC

player intercepted and that was it.

The final is an indication of the

tightness of the game. No team

was able to gain control at all

during the game, a game that was

very physical and very fast.

UMass led at the half by a score of

42 39 but as has happened many-

times in the past, the Eagles pulled

it out This was also a game of

manv fine efforts:

-Tom McLaughlin who had 27

points on nine of twelve from the

field and pulled in six rebounds as

the BC physical game played into

his type game of muscle vs.

muscle.
-Mike Pagliara, scored seven

points and whose return to the

lineup added a long missed
stabilizing force to the Redman
attack.
- Mark Raterink and Tom Ansteti

of BC sound like a couple of

lawyers, the names have not been

seen in the BC lineup often, but

between them they kept BC in the

game during the second half before

the last second heroics.

The Redmen now stand 11-7; BC
7-10.

(Watch for followup in

tomorrow's Collegian.)

|| season long goalie P.J. Flaherty has been steady in the UMass

net. Here he is shown making one of his many fine saves

pleated the I'Mass coach But ht

cautioned. 'You've got to take into

account the competition " and

warned that Northeastern is

coming up on Saturday.

Grabowski. a happy man. had

his biggest night of the season with

two goals and two assists but gave

much of the credit to his linemates

Averv and Lynch They did all the

work", doing" the digging in the

corners and setting me up' He
added. I was unhappy to be taken

off the third line because it meaas

III play less, but these guys are

alright

Another milestone for the

Redman attack was the sudden

emergence of their powerplay as a

potent unit. Up until this game, the

Redmen had scored just ten goals

with the man advantage. But

against UConn they were able to

fire home four on the powerplay

But. this figure is still at least ten

goals behind last year's pace.

While the Redmen were able to

rack up eleven goals, after the first

period it appeared that they might

be in for a long night. GoaRender

Rich Hinman was spectacular in

the UConn nets throughout the first

stanza, blocking off fifteen of

seventeen shots fired at him The

1 (UM)
2 (UM)

3 (UM)
4 (UM)
5 (UM)
6 (UM)
7 (UM)
8 (UM)

9 (UC)
10 (UM)
11 (UM)
12 (UM)
13 (UC)

SUMMARY

PLAYER
Reidy (Keenan. Edwards)
Keenan (Barthmw, Edwards)

2

Waldron (Lowe, Coleman)
Grabowski (Lynch, Sullivan)

Keenan (unassisted)

Shilalie (Shea, Scrafld)

Grabowski (Avery, Lynch)

Lynch (Avery, Grabowski I

I

Monroe (Star)

Shea (Nickerson)

Waldron (Donovan, Coleman)

Barthmw (Grabowski)

Bastarache (Atherton.Wisutskie

TIME
14:15

14:39

2:56

3:46

4:47

6:05

8:26

9:10

6:42

9:25

11:06

12:12

19:35

itatly (Eolkglan

-•v

SPORTS

With the issue already decided

after two stanzas, the Huskies

managed to come back in the final

peritd, with two goals against new

goaltender Chick Rkw I'Conn

scorers were wingers Paul

Bastarache and Bob Monroe, the

latter's goal coming on a power

play with only twenty five seconds

left in the game

UMass scorers in this one were

for the most part people who had

not contributed that many goals

thus far this season Grabowski.

Mike Waldron. and Pat Keenan

had two each, with Keenan upping

his total to 26 for the season Other

scorers were: defensemen Bob
Shilalie and Bob Bartholemew, and

wingers Jim Lynch. Chico Shea,

and Dan Reidy.

Looking forward to Saturday's

game against Northeastern. Coach

Jack Canniff figured that "We're

always glad to get a win. and any

time on any night you can suddenly

go flat, fall on your face and lose

We'll take this one. and point for

Northeastern
."

That game against N.U. is listed

on the schedule. as starting at two

P.M., but has been moved up to an

eight P.M. starting time

SPORTS NOTICE There will

be an Intramural Wrestling

clinic- in the Auxiliary gym at

7 00 UM on Feb. 10. and 14

Members of the Varsity team
will be on hand to assist those

preparing for the program

Tom McLaughlin shown here taking a shot, had his best game of

the year against BC last night Mclaughlin seemed to thrive on BC

heing physical while scoring 21.

Word From Olympics
v MM'ORO. Japan » \P> That old

Maurice Chevalier favorite.

Thank Heavens For Little Girls,"

has been adopted as the theme

song of officials at the I B

Olympic delegation

The 90 men on the American

team haven't collected a single

medal to take home from Sapporo

so far-and they may not get any

The women' teams have 27

members and already they have

one gold and two bronze medals,

with more in prospect Dianne

Holum. 20, of Northbrook. Ill .
won

the women's 1,500 meter speed

skating, and will be trying for more

medals in the 1.000 meter Friday

and 3.000 meter Saturday.

Janet Lynn. 18. of Rockford. 111.

won her bronze medal in the

women's figure skating Susan

Corrock. 20, of Keetchum. Ida.,

took third place in women's
downhill.

Anne Henning. 16, of Northbrook,

III , is a favorite in the women's 500

meter speed skating Thursday.

Dianne Holum. winner of the

Olympic 1,500 meter speed skating

gold medal, has announced that

she will retire after the world

championships in Holland next

month and devote her full time to

finishing college.

The 20-year-old Northbrook, 111 .

girl, who now owns Olympic
medals of all three colors, she won
a silver and a bronze in 1968, att-

ends DuPage Junior College.

Asked what she hoped to do for a

career. Dianne said, "I don't

know.''

She's an expert at waiting on

tables That's the way she picks up

extra money to help her training

expenses

Ard Schenk. the flying Dut

chman who won three gold medals

in speed skating, is attracting the

attention of pro hockey scouts.

From Chicago comes word that

the Chicago Black Hawks have

placed the skating whiz on its

negotiation list in the National

Hockey League.

Although he's never played

hockey. Schenk is a superb athlete

and skater He once played goal on

the national amateur soccer team

Annie Famose. veteran French
ski star, was suspended by the

International Ski Federation
Wednesday night as controversy

arose again at the Winter Olym
pics

The action was taken because of

French newspaper advertisements

announcing that the 27-year-old

skier would work for Radio
Television Luxembourg during the

Games.

Miss Famose, who finished

eighth in the women's downhill last

Friday, was given until 2 p.m.

Thursday. Japanese time, mid-

night EST, to produce evidence

that she had not violated the rules

of amateurism.

Marc Hodler, president of FIS.

said the suspension would be ap-

plied indefinitely if she failed to

comply

He added that similar charges

against another French ski star.

Patrick Russel, had been in-

vestigated No action had been

taken against Russel yet, Hodler

said, because he is not in Sapporo

Russel missed the Olympics

because of a fractured leg

The announcement was the

second stage of the crackdown on

professionalism which led to

Austrian ski star Karl Schranz

disqualification by the In-

ternational Olympic Committee on

the eve of the Games

Schranz was banned because he

had made money from advertising

The IOC at the same time called on

FIS to investigate similar charges

against other skiers.

In Paris, a Radio Luxembourg
spokesman said it was "stupified"

by the suspension of Miss Famose.

because they considered she was

only being "interviewed" by the

station and not reporting for it.

"The story goes back to before

the Games." Jacques Chapus.

news director of the station said

"Annie wasn't supposed to par
ticipate and we thought we would
offer her a trip to Sapporo She also

agreed to give us interviews."

French women skiers ran into

trouble and she qualified unex
pectedly for the team and the trip

here The station said it dii not pay
her way.

However. Miss Famose told

Chapus. "because you have been

so nice, I don't see why we don't go

ahead with the interviews

anyway."

"That's the story." Chapus said.

He said the same situation ap-
plied to Russel.
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David Bishoff. (left), and David Booth. President of the Faculty Senate, at yesterdays meeting. Bishoff revealed there would be a freeie on all faculty

wages due to a decreased university budget.

Fac Sen Backs Athletic Council Change

By JOHN LEWIS
After many weeks of debate,

compromise and controversy, the

Faculty-Senate voted 44-26

yesterday to support the Student

Senate's bill to restructure the

Athletic Council The bill will

decrease alumni representation

from four members to on while

increasing the student represen

tation from one to five Faculty

representation on the Council will

increase by one. from four to five

The Faculty-Senate, at their last

meeting, had voted down the

proposed amendment but a con-

troversy arose when it was
discovered that the votes listed as

abstentions were counted as votes

against the amendment. This

called for consultation with

Parliamentary regulations as to

the legitimacy of viewing the

abstained votes as negative and

also whether or not another vote

should be held.

Thsi controversy was finally

settled with the agreement that

abstained votes should not be

tallied at all and that another vote

was in order This decision was

followed by the continuing debate

over the proposed amendment

On The Inside :

Gage On JOE
See page 3

Nixon On Peace
See page 4

Van Pallandt On Irving
See page 5

Nesti On Life
See page 2

A

itself

Professor Spindler of the

Agricultural Economics depart-

ment stated that he was unwilling

to have students run the Council

and that he was in favor of alumni

participation in the program.

"Basically, it 'the Council) is

excellent. Why tamper with that

excellence?"

In opposition to that view

Professor Denny of the Art

Department stated that un-

dergraduate athletics are run for

the undergraduate not for the

alumni. He stated, in fact, that the

Athletic Council "is not an

academic program and should not

be dealt with by the Faculty-

Senate."

Lee Sandwen, President of the

Student-Senate, commented, "The

Athletic Council is an advisory

board and it cannot change the

administration. It is difficult for

one student, me, to represent the

rest of the students."

The motion was then made to

vote on the amendment. Ab-

stention votes, it was made clear,

would not be counted It was also

noted that a three-fiths majority

would be required to pass the

amendment The results were

forty-four in favor and twenty-six

opposed Forty-two votes in favor

was the minimum passage. In

order to get into effect the bill must

now pass a vote by the full faculty

and then be granted final approval

by the Board of Trustees.

In other Faculty-Senate business

administative representative Dean

Bishoff stated that the university

budget is going to be down com
pared to last year Therefore, a

total freeze was declared on all

new positions in the university and

a partial freeze was placed on

replacement positions He also

stated that seventy per cent of the

eligible faculty will get merit in

creases.

After this. Student Senate

President Sandwen, who had just

returned from a special meeting of

the trustees in Boston, stated that

the university will have to decide

whether or not to admit the an

nounced ratio of new students or.

because of the financial problems

of the state, to decrease this ratio.

At this point, the chairman
recognized a veteran student who
had obtained permission to present

his problems and ideas for change

to the Faculty Senate. He stated

that the university academic
curricula was not geared to the

needs of a veteran Specifically, he

said that he and others like him

were "...being taught down to,"

and that he was not presented with

any challenge His proposal was

for the creation of a Committee on

Veteran Affairs which he

suggested would be composed of

four veterans and four "con-

servative" faculty members

Chairman Booth agreed to

consider this proposal at a future

meeting of the Faculty Senate.
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Mistreatment AtHampden School

Barry Cohen (right) and Lisa Mandell discussing their new

positions as SL'G Board Chairman and Vice-Chairman.

SUG Board Elections
B> STEVE TRIPOLI

Proclaiming that "Students are

our real power on Campus" Barry

Cohen, an undergraduate, was last

night elected chairman of the

Student Union Governing Board,

defeating graduate student John

Barbara by a 10-7 vote One of the

main points of Cohen's pre-election

speech was that he was trying to

give the members of the Board a

choice between an undergraduate

and a graduate student candidate

other posts to be filled were
those of Vice-Chairman, filled by

Lisa Mandell running unopposed,

and Secretary Treasurer, filled by

Richard Nelson, also running
unopposed These will be the of-

ficers of the Board for the next

year
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A suit will be filed in Boston seeking a restraining

order barring alleged physical mistreatment of nine

juvenile inmates at the Hampden County Training

School in Feeding Hills and seeking their immediate

The suit to be filed in U.S. District Court by Stephen

W. Silverman, counsel for the Hampden County Civil

Liberties Union, also asks that a neutral observer be

appointed to monitor the school.

The suit was being filed by Silverman in behalf of

the nine juveniles and listed Sam Tyler, III, head of

the Massachusetts Council of Crime and Correction,

as a plaintiff with the youths.

Tyler visited the school during the day along with

county Commissioner Armando Dimauro and The

Rev. Paul Engle, who runs a settlement house. The

three looked over conditions at the school and

gathered affidavits from nine of the inmates, Tyler

said.

"If one-tenth of the material in those affidavits is

truth, there is enough there to send several of the

staff members of the county training school to jail for

criminal assault," Tyler said.

'All say they've been abused, either hit with a fist

or an instrument such as a leather strap or broom

handle." Tyler said. "The minority group members -

blacks and Puerto Ricans - say they have been

subjected to racial insults."

Tyler said the group also gathered affidavits from

seven boys recently released from the school "af-

fidavits which show a clear pattern of assault, verbal

and physical harrassment and such inhumane acts as

forcing kids to eat their own vomit." Tyler said he

turned copies of the affidavits over to the district

attorney who was instructed by the county com-

missioners Tuesday night to investigate the school,

located at a 400-acre farm.

Wallace To Run Here
BOSTON ( AP )—Gov. George C. Wallace of Alabama, whose name is on

the ballot for the April 25 Massachusetts presidential primary, Thursday

told the secretary of state he was a candidate in the election

Wallace's name was listed on the party ballot under a state law which

requires that the secretary' of state include on it candidates or potential

candidates widely mentioned in the national news media.

Secretary of State John F X. Davoren. who held Wallace's name off his

initial listing Jan 17, put it on as a Democrat before the deadline Feb. 5.

A spokesman said the name had not originally been included because

Davoren had not determined whether Wallace was seeking office as a

Democrat or whether he would run on a third party ticket

Davoren received a letter from Wallace which said, in part, "We hope

that in the light of our effort in the Florida presidential primary and

having been chosen to be on the ballots in Rhode Island, Wisconsin.

Nebraska, Pennsylvania and West Virginia, you would consider our

candidacy as a significant national candidacy also. Based upon the

foregoing facts we respectfully ask that our name be placed on your

Democratic presidential primary ballot
"

Det. Lt. James J. Fitzgibbon, who is attached to the

office of Dist. Atty. Matthew J. Ryan, Jr., also was at

the school on Wednesday.

Tyler said the school, run by the county, has a staff

of 18 and a budget of $200,000 a year. Tyler said in-

mate population was down to four boys last summer.

The council is a private, nonprofit organization

headquartered in Boston.

Earlier in the day, Philip H. Laura, a staff member

of Neighborhood Legal Services in Springfield, said

that that organization had planned to file similar suits

in Boston next week.

Laura, a third-year law student at Western New
England College, said he was working with NLS staff

attorney Francis X. Spina in the preparation of the

suits.

The federal avenue for redress of alleged

grievances was taken because the children's con-

stitutional rights are involved, Laura said.

Copies of affidavits from the children were turned

over to Dist. Atty. Ryan as well.

Tyler, Fr. Engle, Dimauro, Lt. Fitzgibbon all

talked with boys at the school Wednesday.

Dimauro said last night that he and Fr. Engle,

president of Downey Side Homes, Inc., would be

willing to participate as observers at the school.

Dimauro contacted the office of Gov. Sargent

Wednesday in connection with the school, but the

governor said parole authority did not rest with him.

He said he would explore what role he could play.

The governor called the present system of com-

mitting youngsters to institutions for school-related

offenses of truancy, absenteeism and social

misbehavior as "archaic."

Sargent said he supported replacing institutional

treatment with community-based care.

(Reprinted from Springfield Times-Union.)

Dock Strike Talks Continue
>\\ FRANCISCO <AP>-A

mediator kept West Coast docks

strike negotiators working
Thursday on non-economic issues

still unresolved in the tentative

agreement announced for ending

the 126-day strike

The Teamsters Union has said it

will fight by court action or strike a

key agreement provision seeking

to end a jurisdiction conflict bet-

ween teamsters and the longshore

union

Sam Kagel. a veteran private

arbitrator of Pacific longshore

contract disputes, continued

sessions with the International

Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union and em-
ployer Pacific Maritime
Association

Cop Shoots

Roxbury

Youth
BOSTON (AP)—A Roxbury

youth died this morning after he

was shot in the chest when stopped

for a traffic violation.

Police said Detective Richard

Armstead stopped a vehicle driven

by Cornell Thomas, 19. and con

taming three other youths in the

Dorchester section when he saw
the vehicle going the wrong way on

a one-way street.

Police said Armstead stopped

the car and asked Thomas for his

license, and the vehicle began to

move forward. Armstead. fearing

that he would be crushed between

the vehicle and his own car. pulled

his gun and shot Thomas once,

police said

On Tuesday Kagel announced
tentative agreement including

accord on all economic issues He
said remaining issues would be

mediated or. if that failed, he

would arbitrate a settlement

On Wednesday. Congress gave
President Nixon authority to end

the walkout with binding ar-

bitration of the issues The White
House said it would withhold action

pending ILWU and PMA action on

a settlement

The ILWU's 110-member
longshore caucus is to decide here

Saturday whether the 13,000

strikers will return to work pen-

ding ratification of an agreement
The caucus of delegates from

locals in all 24 closed Pacific ports

also will set a date for a ratification

vote The PMA is expected to

announce a special ratification

meeting for its 122 member firms

after the ILWU caucus.

Albert Brundage, Teamster
attorney, said in Los Angeles
Wednesday that the agreement
apparently means "that employers
will be encouraged to take jobs

away from the Teamsters
"

He said if this is correct, "Then it

is an unsatisfactory contract which
will lead to action by the Team-
sters.

"

Brundage declared the

jurisdictional issue is "far from
resolved as long as our members
face a loss of jobs because of a

contract between the PMA and the

ILWU."

If your present parking assignment is a hardship, you may ap-

peal your assignment at 103 Hampshire House beginning February
15, 1972. There are a limited number of parking spaces available.

The reassignments will be made consistent with the present point

system.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY—
SATURDAY

4:30- 10:30 p.m.

(except during
league play)

Writer's Seminar
New Collegian Staffers

(and all others interested)

1. Monday 2/14 Story Structure

2. Wednesday 2/16 Style

3. Wednesday 2/23 The Lead

4. Monday 2/28 Interviewing

All from
7:00-7:30 p.m.

Collegian Reporters should attend.

(Except JS201 Students)

Collegian Copyreaders

should get to No. 2

JOE Successful Says Gage
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

The JOE program has been "remarkably suc-

cessful," sad Dr. Robert W. Gage, vice-chancellor for

student affairs, during an MDC interview yesterday.

Gage said that according to the information he has

received, less than 10% of the youths involved in the

program have gotten into "significant difficulty".

Compare this with the fact that 70% of the youths who

are released from such institutions as detention

centers, return to these same institutions within 90

days, he said.

Today marks the end of the four-week old JOE
program. It is expected next Monday that Director

Larry Dye will announce at a news conference that

all but a few of the JOE youths have been placed in

foster homes. _
An encouraging aspect of the JOE program, said

Gage, has been the fact that a large percentage of

youths have been able to establish reasonable

communication with their parents.

"The advocates have become intermediaries in re-

establishing communication between the youths and

the parents," he said.

About criticisms against the JOE program by

Univerity student, Gage replied, "I think a program

like this carries with it a certain degree of risk for the

students and the (JOE) youths."

As Gage sees it there is now a double standard for

behavior. He told the MDC: "There is a difference

between the behavior we expect from the (JOE)

youths and the behavior we expect from the students.

"We tell them that this has got to succeed; this is

your last chance, we can't permit you to make
mistakes."
Gage also attacked the role of politicians in the JOE

program. He said the "petty personal interests of

politicians" may be defined as being "basically

immoral. It is immoral to use someone else for your

own interests."

Asked to list the one change he would like to see in

the JOE program, Gage replied, that a basic thing

would be more time for "thoughtful preparation of

advocates and more time for the matching of ad-

vocates with youths." But, explained Gage, it is

necessary to act quickly in these affairs. Therefore,

long-range planning is difficult.

The UMass Security Department has been "very

understanding" said Gage. It has worked closely with

the youths.

Gage said he would like to see the JOE program

expand. "I would hope that selected schools would

pick up on this type of program," he said.

Commenting on the effectiveness of the UMass

campus in dealing with the JOE program, Gage

stated that the campus has the advantage of being

reltively isolated. He considers it important to isolate

the youths from the environment which has resulted

in their problems.

Gage said it is necessary to generate new interests

in the youths. This, said Gage, is the heart of

rehabilitation.

Dr. Robert W. Gage

Sandwen Censured

For " 'Inaction"
By NATHAN GORENSTEIN

Lee Sandwen and Kevin Carmen, the two students on the University's

Board of Trustees, were condemned last night by the Student Senate

Executive Committee for "inaction" in the Freda Salzman case.

The Committee also passed a resolution in support of Dr. Salzman,

urging that she be "immediately reinstated to the faculty on that campus

(UMass Boston) with tenure and full pay." .. .

Reacting to the condemnation, Lee Sandwen, Student Senate President,

and Trustee replied, "I am distressed with the Committee's attitude

towards my performance as a Trustee in this matter I havebeen plan

ning a publicreply to the President's Office and to the other Trustee s on

this matter. I will of course represent to the best of my ability the opinion

of the Senate to the Trustees this month."

Dr Saltman a faculty member at UMass Boston was denied tenure

and subsequently not rehired in the faU of 1969. Her case, involving

charges of nepotism has been before the Board of Trustees since that

"she refused a job offer given to her at the last Board of Trustees

meeting in January, calling it. "unsatisfactory " Her case will be brought

up again at the next Trustees meeting, scheduled for February 24th.

Asked why the two student Trustees were censured Senate Vice-

President Larry Ladd said, "We did not want our student trustees to sit

jdly by while the Board perpetuates the injustice against Ms Salzman

Chet Richardson, Chairman of the Financial Affairs Committee

commented, "we wanted to show our support for our fellow students at

UMass Boston It was the feeling of the committee that he should have

acted on his own, without the Committee prodding him Because of the

nature of the issue and the fact that the University Senate at UMass

Boston had already shown their support for Professor Salzman.

Other issues discussed at the meeting were what kind of action me

Rents and Fees Committee might take if dorm rents or fees were raised

on campus.

YouthsAttack Warden

Beauty Pageant Opens
In Northampton

SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP)

The Hampden County Commission

was to meet in special session

yesterday to discuss Wednesday

nights attack on Hampden County

Training School Director Thomas

F Reidy. 64.

Meanwhile, legislative and legal

action was underway to halt

alleged brutality against the

school's 11 inmates

Reidy required Springfield

Hospital Medical Center treatment

for facial cuts and bruises on the

ribs and legs after three assailants

attacked him on the steps of his

home, adjacent to the school in

Feeding Hills.

Police said Reidy fought off the

attackers, including two juveniles,

went into his house, and came out

with an unloaded shotgun to scare

them off

Agawam police apprehended the

trio, plus two other juveniles,

outside the school

Scheduled for Springfield

District Court arraignment today

on a drunkenness charge was

Thomas J. Frazier, 32, a

Springfield carpenter, according to

police who also said Frazier was

an inmate at the school 20 years

ago.

Reidy is expected to fill assault

and battery charges against

Frazier and two of the juveniles presented in

today, police said
environment

by MAUREEN MEISTER
Applications are now available

to female residents or registered

students of Hampshire County who

wish to enter the Miss Nor-

thampton Scholarship Pageant.

Entering the pageant is the

preliminary step to the Miss

America Pageant in Atlantic City,

N.J.

Contest entrants must be single,

high school graduates, and citizens

of the United States

Interested young women bet

ween the ages of 18 and 28 may
obtain applications from the

Marriage Talk

At Smith

A forum entitled "Questions

about Marriage" will be held at

Smith College Monday. Tuesday

and Wednesday of next week

Sponsored by the religious

organizations at Smith, all in-

terested persons are welcome to

attend

Keynote speaker will be well

known writer Ashley Montagu who

will speak Monday at 7:30 p.m. in

Sage Hall His topic. "Does

Marriage Have a Future?." will

consider the evolution of marriage

and what alternative unions are

changing social

Kiwanis Club of Northampton,

sponsor of the contest, by calling

club president Herb Loretan at 584-

9570 Applications must be in by

February 21.

The pageant will be held March 3

at Northampton High School and

will feature special guests Laurie

Lee Shaefer. the current Miss

America and Debbie O'Brian, Miss

Massachusetts. The winner will

receive a minimum of $250 in

scholarship money, and the first

and second runners-up will receive

lesser amounts.
More than $850,000 in scholarship

funds are awarded annually at the

local, state and national Miss

America Pageants -the largest

scholarship foundation in the world

for young women.
Unlike most beauty contests, the

Miss Amerca Pageant has

distinguished itself by requiring its

contestants to give a talent

presentation The girls are also

judged in a swimsuit competition

and an evening gown competition

The Miss America Pageant is a

non-profit civic corporation which

has been conducted since 1921

during Labor Day week.
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We'd Like to talk

about your body.
So don't let bumps and dents
and scrapes spoil its looks.

BRING IT TO

NORTHAMPTON MOTORS
REPAIR and R0DY

SPECIALISTS
in

VOLKSWAGEN
and

OTHER IMPORTS

Factory Trained Experts

* Body Collision Repairs
* Estimates
•All Foreign & Domestic Cars
•Insurance Work
* Towing Service

•Factory Parts

CALL 584-8620
Free shottlebus service for Amherst customers.

Call for details.

246 King Street

NORTHAMPTON

(dvjj)NEEDS YOU ? Applications for the Distinguished Visitors Program will be available through Friday,

February is, in the Student Activities Office. Level One- Campus Center.
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In The And The World

Nixon Savs "No More Concessions

( WASHINGTON (-President Nixon sits at his desk in a small office

off his main White House office Wednesday after delivering a radio

broadcast concerning his state of the world message to Congress.

<AP)

British Expect

I.R.A. Step-up
BFI F\ST ( API-British authorities have forecast a stepup in the Irish

Republican Army's guerrilla fight to take over Northern Ireland, in

volving heightened firepower and greater expertise.

This intensification, they said Thursday night, could be accompanied

by more overt Communist exploitation of the Irish struggle and perhaps

an attempt to make it an issue between the Atlantic Alliance and the

Communist bloc. ., . t
.

These are predictions only, based less on direct evidence than on the

deductive reasoning of men skilled in analysis of guerrilla war situations

As one put it: "These things might never happen, but they would be the

logical next step If they're going to win. they must get better weapons

and greater expertise.''

These prediction coincide with indications that the nationalist

provisional" wing of the IRA is in process of retraining Heavier and

more sophisticated weapons have been reported on the way to supplant

the relatively ineffective large-caliber machine guns which are the IRA s

traditional weapon
, ^

Another indication of probable retraining is that Belfast for the past

eight days has suffered only two major bomb explosions compared with

10 to 20 a day in the pre-Christmas campaign against the city.

Recent bombs have not only been fewer but less sophisticated The

clear conclusion is that the more skilled bomb designers have been

caught up in the province's continuing internment sweeps or have taken

time off to learn new techniques

These techniques, the experts say. probably would involve plastic

explosives of the kind which helped drive France out of Algeria The

IRA s current reliance on commercial gelignite has been expensive in

terms of casualties Hardly a week passes without at least one bomb

planter blowing himself to pieces.

Open Communist involvement with the IRA campaign so far has

largely been limited to political guidance for the leftist "official" wing of

the movement and activity alongside IRA intellectuals in the leadership

of the Roman Catholic-based civil rights campaign Of all the weapons

seized in Belfast, not one was of Communist origin though an attempt to

ship in Czechoslovak arms last year was thwarted

WASINGTON (AP) -President

Nixon said Thursday "there will be

no further concessions on our part"

at the Vietnam peace talks unless

Hanoi, in his view, agrees to

negotiate seriously

This was but on item in a 45-

minute unannounced-in-advance

news conference that Nixon began

by saying he will leave Washington

for Communist China next

Thursday.
Talking without interruption for

about 15 minutes at the outset,

Nixon said his meetings with

Chinese leaders would represent

more of a dialogue than

negotiations because "we are in

truth at a beginning."

Nixon was asked if he felt it was
fair to the voters and rival would-

be presidential candidates to ex-

pect no presentation dates to ex-

pect no presentation of alter-

natives to the eight-point Vietnam

peace proposal he unveiled before

a nationwide television audience

Jan. 25.

Nixon responded: "All have a

right to say what they want They

must decide if it is right to say it."

Nixon said that while out of of-

fice, he had many objections to

Vietnam policy but that as the

Republican presidential candidate

in 1968 he vowed he would say

nothing to jeopardize peace efforts

Nixon said some of his Vietnam
critics-and he was talking in the

context of rivals for the White

House-might be encouraging the

enemy in his cause rather than

encouraging him to end the war."

He said "various presidential

candidates saw fit to propose a

solution that went beyond" his Jan.

25 plan

He said this might have the

inevitable effect of encouraging

Hanoi to stall peace talks and wait

out November's US. election.

Nixon talked about halting

further concessions to Hanoi under

present circumstances in

discussing a Saigon news con-

ference Thursday in which

President Ngyuyen Van Thieu

suggested there is a split between

his government and the United

States over the latest Nixon peace

proposal.

Nixon said that all Paris peace

proposals by the allies have had

joint Washington-Saigon approval.

He added: Any future proposals

that will be made will be joint

proposals of the government of the

United States and the government

of South Vietnam.

He described as courageous

Thieu's announcement,
simultaneous with the unveiling of

the eight-point Nixon plan, that the

South Vietnamese chief would

voluntarily resign a month before

any new elections resulting from a

peace settlement.

Of the Paris talks, Nixon said

Hanoi has not responded to his

eight points and declared, "We are

ready to negotiate." But he added

"There will be no further con-

cessions on our part" until or

unless the other side joins in

genuine negotiations.

The President, in his opening

announcement, said that during his

China visit, he and the leaders of

the two countries will issue a joint

communique on substantive

matters.

He reported that his itinerary "is

being kept flexible," and added,

"there will not be a great deal of

what I would call...sightseeing."

The President went on:

•We have both agreed that. ..first

priority must be given to our

talks."

Criticized by many on the right

flank of the Republican party for

his overtures to Peking, Nixon said

without referring to critics, "This

trip should not be one that should

create very great optimism or

great pessimism."

He added, however, that "it will

mark a watershed...a new chap
ter" in relations between the

United States and mainland China

He said he hoped that chapter

would be one of new com-

munication, negotiations rather

than confrontation and the

avoidance of armed conflict.

The President was asked if he

might, while in China, offer

American aid to that country.

He declined to give a

straightaway answer, saying it

"involves the agenda items," but

said that if he is asked about the

subject while in China, "I will have

an answer."

If your present parking
assignment is a hardship, you

may appeal your assignment

at 103 Hampshire House
beginning February 15, 1972.

There are a limited number of

parking spaces available The
reassignments will be made
consistent with the present

point system
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26 HOURS ONLY! 50% OFF
Friday, Fob. Ml 10 AM-M.dn.ght

•Every hour/on the hour 6 product

classifications from our entire stock

will be selected by customer draw-

ing which will be on sale at 50%
off regular prices for that hour.

One purchase per classification per

customer! All sales final! Cash only,

; Saturday, Feb. 12. 10 AM 10 PM

From socks to Superglass, goggles
to Grand Prix bindings, parkas &
pants, poles & wax, Lange boots,

Rosemounts, T-necks, Siderals . . .

from $1 to $200 everything in-

cluded. Bring your pocketbook &
spend the day! 1 56 classifications

will be drawn! Just what you want
may be among them!

REGULAR STOREWIDE SALE PRICES ALSO IN EFFECT.
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SKI ft SUNSHINE SHOPS

16 ACRfS: WUBRAHAM R0 AT PARKER ST
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Singer To Testify On Irving
NEW YORK (AP) — Nina van Pallandt flew in

from London Thursday after having vowed "to tell

the truth about Clifford Irving, even if it means him
going to jail."

On arrival at Kennedy Airport, she told reporters,

"I do not want to answer any questions."
The blonde Danish cabaret singer is scheduled to

testify Monday before a federal grand jury probing
possible mail fraud in the mystery surrounding Ir-

ving's purported autobiography of billionaire Howard
Hughes.

Irving claims he collected the material in 100 hours
of meetings with Hughes and that one of them was in

Mexico just a year ago.

Miss van Pallandt, who has said she loves Irving,

disputes that claim, saying she was with Irving on the

Mexican trip and that he could not have met Hughes
during the less than two hours they were apart.

The cabaret singer, estranged wife of a Dutch
baron, made her pledge to tell the whole truth

through her manager John Marshall before leaving

London.
The fraud question was also being investigated in

Zurich, Switzerland, where Robert G. Morville, chief

of the criminal division in the U.S. attorney's office,

and Asst. U.S. Atty. John J. Tigue, Jr., arrived earlier

in the day. They were trying to clarify just what

happened to $650,000 intended for Hughes, but

deposited in banks there by a woman Irving has

acknowledged is his wife, Edith.

The money was paid by the McGraw-Hill

Publishing Co. to Irving for relay to Hughes as ad-

vance payment for rights to the book. A voice pur-

porting to be that of Hughes said in a telephone in-

terview with a group of reporters that he had never
received it.

Irving later admitted that his wife Edith, using the

name "Helga R. Hughes," endorsed the three checks

making up the amount "H.R. Hughes" and deposited

them in a Zurich bank under that name. She later is

said to have withdrawn the money and put $442,000 of

it in another bank calling herself Hannah
Rosenkrantz, the name of her previous husband's

present wife.

The U.S. prosecutors said they went to Zurich in

connection with statements made by Mrs. Irving to

the grand jury. This appeared to conflict with other

reports that she had pleaded the Fifth Amendment to

avoid self-incrimination.

A Swiss district attorney, Dr. Peter Veleff, said no

new details of the Swiss probe could be disclosed.

Miss van Pallandt, wearing a beige dress and green

scarf, said "I'm flabbergasted" when asked what she

thought of the publicity the mystery has received.

Then, as reporters fired a barrage of questions at

her, she tossed her blonde hair, said "This is

ridiculous," and swept back into the closed-off

customs section.

Although the federal grand jury is in recess while

the two men from the U.S. Attorney's office are in

Switzerland, the Manhattan district attorney's office

announced a New York County grand jury would
begin its own investigation, Friday.

It will look into possible grand larceny, forgery and
perjury. Asst. Dist. Atty. Leonard Newman of the

fraud division will lead the investigation.

Court sources said Miss van Pallandt would not be

called, nor would other major figures in the case.
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BOSTON (AP) — New York
Mayor John V. Lindsay said

Thursday that if President Nixon

believes his war critics have

committed treason "then let him
explain that belief openly and

honestly to the American people."

In a speech prepared for delivery

at the Lithuanian Citizens Club,

Lindsay said. "I am willing to fight

him Nixon on that belief tooth and

nail-because I think that to con-

tinue to wipe out countless lives in

defense of a wretched and corrupt

government is insane
"

"That government is not worth

one more day, and not one more
drop of blood to any of us-

Americans or Asian," he said

Lindsay, a candidate for the

Democratic presidential
nomination, said a statement of

"one of these anonymous men who
held great power" that Nixon's

war critics were "consciously

Lindsay Attacks Nixon
aiding and abetting the enemy"
expressed the real beliefs of Nixon.

He did not identify the

"anonymous man "

On Monday, White House staff

chief H.R. Haldeman said Nixon's

war critics are "consciously"'

aiding the enemy
"I was wondering who Mr.

Nixon... thinks is the enemy we are

aiding and abetting." Lindsay

said. "I knew in my own mind
whom I am trying to aid and abet

i want to aid the surviving

Vietnamese and Cambodians and

Laotians I want to aid and abet

the 100,000 Americans to get out of

Vietnam without losing their arms
or legs or their sight... I want to aid

and abet to hundreds of Americans

languishing in prison camps or

missing and hopefully still alive-in

the jungles of Southeast Asia." he

said

The mayor called "a

reprehensible act" America's

decision "to stand mute and silent

while the government of Pakistan

slaughtered the people of Bengal
"

"And to refuse, even now, to

recognize the reality of

Bengladesh, after all of that

struggle and bloodshed, is nothing

less than diplomatic cowardice,"

he said

"I happen to think that the

refusal of the United States to

speak out in support of those who
struggle for basic social justice in

Ulster Northern Ireland is in-

defensible," he said.

"Our government should speak

out." he said. "But it also raises a

question. For how can we expect

the world to listen to our calls for

justice and the return of civil

rights, and an end to military

violence, until we have had the

courage to admit our own wrongs

in Vietnam?"

AT HOME Danish folk singer Nina Van Pallandt. friend of Clif-

ford Irving who has written a disputed "autobiography" of Howard
Hughes, relaxes in a home near London in this photograph taken

Feb. 5. She is scheduled to appear Friday before a grand jur> looking

into the Hughes book. <AP>

New Tax Gains Momentum
WASHINGTON < AP) Ad

ministration officials gave an

advisory commission Thursday
favorable assessments of the value

added tax But they said President

Nixon has not decided to propose

this form of sales tax to help

finance education

The Advisory Committee on

Intergovernmental Relations,

which was asked by Nixon to look

into the possibility and make
recommendations, held its first

session on the subject with Elliot

Kichardson. secretary of Health,

Education and Welfare, as the

main witness

The proposal is for a federal

value added tax that would yield

about $18 billion annually

Commission chairman Robert E
Merriam estimated the com-

mission would take from six

months to a year to complete its

studies and draw up its recom-

mendations Such a timetable
would rule out any final action by

Congress at this session on a new
tax.
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Pacific Airpower Buildup

WASHINGTON (AP) - The sudden buildup of U.S. airpower in the

Western Pacific suggests the United States has less than full confidence

that the South Vietnamese army can adequately protect the remaining

Amercan troops in Vietnam during any major new offensive.

It also backs up President Nixon's warning to Hanoi that "I shall fully

meet my responsibility ..to protect our remaining troops'' in the event of

a North Vietnamese offensive.

The movement of nearly 40 huge Air Force B52 bombers from U.S.

bases to Guam, in range of Vietnam, and a third Navy aircraft carrier

into the Gulf of Tonkin came only a few days before the Tet lunar new

year. _ .

For weeks, intelligence reports have indicated the enemy was moving

troops into position and otherwise preparing to launch possibly

widespread attacks in Vietnam starting about Tet, which falls on Feb. 15.

As the U.S. withdrawal has progressed at an accelerated pace.

American troops and bases in Vietnam have become increasingly

vulnerable. .. . . . .

U S ground combat strength, once about 10 divisions, has been cut to 11

battalions for security duty. The bulk of the 133,000 U.S. troops left in

Vietnam are trained chiefly for logistics and other support functions, not

for infantry duty. .

Along with the reduction in ground combat strength, the United btates

has been scaling down its airpower in Southeast Asia.

For the record, U.S. officials from Nixon on down have voiced con-

fidence in the ability of the South Vietnamese army to "handle the North

Vietnamese challenge"
_
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Sargent Plans Air Cleanup
BOSTON ( AP)-The chief of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

says Gov. Francis W. Sargent has expressed concern about the cost to

industry of cleaning up air pollution.

William D. Ruckelshaus told a news conference Thursday

Massachusetts has filed a plan with his agency for implementing an air

cleanup program.
He said the plan involves state determination of what it can do to

produce cleaner air.

•The necessary fact of the cost itself is not a legitimate reason under

the statute for delay of the plan," he said.

Ruckelshaus commented shortly after private conference with the

Republican governor at the State House. The federal official is on a brief

visit to New England.

He noted that Sargent two weeks ago asked for a two year delay on

meeting emmission standards for automobiles, and 18 month delay in

meeting secondary air pollution standards.

He said there had been similar requests from 21 states.

The federal official termed the idea of a tax on industries which give off

sulphur contaminants in the air "an additional tool" to insure that

standards are met.

Ruckelshaus commented shortly after private conference with the

Republican governor at the State House. The federal official is on a brief

visit to New England.

He noted that Sargent two weeks ago asked for a two year delay on

meeting emmission standards for automobiles, and 18 month delay in

meeting secondary air pollution standards.

He said there had been similar requests from 21 states.

The federal official termed the idea of a tax on industries which give off

sulphur contaminants in the air "an additional tool" to insure that

standards are met.

Ruckelshaus said the government has begun intensive studies in six

cities, including Los Angeles, Philadelphia and Denver, on ways to cut

pollutants from automobiles.

"There are all kinds of schemes," he said, "from car pooling to

staggered work hours to increase use of mass transit.

"

The administrator said the immediate problem is how auto makers

meet the standards set for 1975. He noted they have asked for a one year

delay on the requirement to cut pollutants 90 per cent

"I think it is probably unwise to impose standards on the automobile

industry' without a real effort" to create alternate transportation

methods," he said.

Ruckelshaus said the Nixon administration has supported proposed use

of some Highway Trust Fund money for mass transit needs.

He said his agency has no intention of seeking to curb the use of

automobiles in certain communities.

Ruckelshaus said one of the problems in dealing with solid waste is

finding markets for recycled material

He added. "In my opinion, for the federal government to go into a

massive construction program" to cope with solid waste "would be a

massive mistake."

Boston Controls Noise
The regulations set maximum

levels of noise-measured in

decibels-which will be permitted in

a given neighborhood. Residential

areas must be quieter than

business districts

The amounts of noise emitted by

new vehicles and equipment are

also included in the standards, the

first to be adopted in the East, said

David Standley. executive director

of the commission
Most sounds fall between the 20

decibels of a whisper and the 140 of

a jet airplane at take-off Per-

missible levels will be somewhere
in the middle

Sixty decibels will be allowed in

residential areas during the day, 50

at night Commercial zones would

be allowed five decibels above

those figures.

Heavy traffic has a rating of 80

decibels, too much under the

regulations for any section at

night

A single motorcycle would
present a real problem.

BOSTON (AP>—Boston's Air

Pollution Control Commission
issued Thursday preliminary noise

control regulations aimed at

making the streets much quieter .
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ConEd Up Price
BOSTON (AP)-Boston Edison Co. filed a request

Thursday with the state Department of Public

Utilities for a $42 million general rate increase.

President Thomas J Galligan Jr., citing cost in-

creases, said the company had "no alternative but to

file for a general rate increase. The new rates are

also necessary to provide additional facilities to meet

customer demands and maintain quality of service."

A company spokesman, Thomas J. Lane, manager

of public information, said an order Thursday from

the federal Price Commission putting a temporary

nationwide freeze on such rate increases was not

expected "to affect us at all
"

"The DPU would not be expected to act on our

request within the 30 days of the freeze. As far as

Phase 2 is concerned, we believe we are meeting all

existing guidelines for asking for the increase in

rates," Lane said.

John R. Verani, chairman of the DPU, said the

rate increases would not go into effect until "the

maximum 10 months allowed by law."

During that time, Verani said, "the Public Utilities

Department will conduct an investigation to deter-

mine the propriety of the request and will conduct

Hicks Seat

Challenged
BOSTON <AP) -Republican state

committeeman Ronald T. Mc-

Donald, 34, of Norwood, today

announced his candidacy for the

9th Congressional District seat now
held by Democrat Louise Day
Hicks

The district was stripped of some
of its heavily Democratic Boston

wards in last year's redisricting

The legislature added several

suburban towns to the district to

replace the Boston area lost. In

addition to parts of Boston, the 9th

includes the towns of Canton,

Dedham. Dover, Needham.
Norwood. Walpole and Westwood

McDonald, chairman of the

board of the ICBM Corporation,

also is chairman of the 50-member
Industrial Advisory Council for

Action for Boston Community
Development

public hearings at dates to be announced later."

In his statement, Galligan said: "It has been 13

years since we have had a general rate increase, and

in fact we have had rate reductions in both 1964 and

1966 that amounted to more than $5.6 million annually

based on kilowatt hour usage in those years."

"Edison's operating and financial expenses have

increased over 100 percent during the last ten years

due to spiraling inflationary costs such as a 136 per

cent increase in municipal property taxes and a

construction program that has exceeded $680 million

since 1959," Galligan said.

"Edison's local property taxes as a percentage of

base revenues and fuel costs due to environmental

regulations are among the highest in the nation," he

said. "Construction costs are expected to exceed $100

million in 1972, and ever a five-year period are ex-

pected to surpass $600 million."

Galligan said the new rates would mean an average

rise in costs for residential customers of 8.4 cents a

day. He said commercial and industrial customers

could expect an increase of about 20 per cent.

Edison has 500,000 customers in 40 cities and towns

in the metropolitan Boston area.

Every Saturday afternoon from one to two, on WFCR (88.5FM).

Folkroots presents pure, uneommercialized American folk music.

The topic for this week's program is "The working man blues",

songs written from the gut of men and women during the labor

movement's long struggle for justice, and sung by Utah Phillips,

the Carolina Tar Heels, the New Lost City Ramblers, and Pete

Seeger.
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Election Year Boost For Economy

Dr. Benjamin Spock who is trying to get on the November ballot in

all 50 states inspects campaign button on Edward Coll, of Hartford.

Conn, who is seeking the Democratic nomination in N.H.'s primary.

Spock declared "the Democratic party is as incompetent as the

Republican party." He will run on the People's Party ticket.

Sarge Issues

Safety Message
HAVERHILL. Man. < AP) - Gov. Francis W. Sargent said Thursday he

will issue "a major public safety message" which includes legislation for

tighter gun control and an overhaul of police training programs in the

state.

Sargent's proposals were to be given to the legislature Friday

He said he also will take administrative action to put into operation a

program which will provide every organized police department access to

a 'completely automated, high-speed communications and information

retrieval system."

The gun control legislation would extend to former inmates of houses of

correction the five-year ban on ownership of guns by felons released from

state penitentiaries. .

Sargent said it also would realign state laws governing the rights of

aliens to own guns to bring them into line with federal law

He spoke at a meeting of city civil clubs

Sargent will propose a "comprehensive program of statewide, state-

sponsored training and certification" for police officers.

"New laws setting gun regulations are vital," he said, "but when all is

said and done, the front line in the war against crime is still the police

officer on the street
"

•His knowledge and his capacity to use the tools provided is what

counts.' the governor said.
. . . . .

Local property taxes finance the 17 local academies for initial training

of police recruits. Sargent said, and "the quality of police training has

therefore depended upon a local community's ability to pay.'

His legislation will place police training programs in the hands of the

Massachusetts Police Training Council

By 1973. Sargent said, the state will have at least five state-run regional

academies in operation

Bell Says No
To Price Freeze

SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP)-

Nobel prize-winning economist Dr.

Paul A. Samuelson Thursday
predicted an economic upturn in

1972 and said, "I wish we could

have elections every year."

He said election years bring

"more humane, more pragmatic

and more responsive policies."

Here for an economic seminar,

the 1970 Nobel laureate said, "1972

will be a better year than 1971, but

not as good as President Nixon

predicts
"

An economics professor at the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Samuelson predicted

an end to Phase 2 wage and price

controls after the November
election.

"It is very hard to get the

American people to stay with a

mandatory wage and price control.

People will get fed up," he said.

Dr. Pierre A. Rinfret, president

of Rinfret Boston associates, an
international economic and
financial constitution firm. He
predicted that the free enterprise

system that created America's
"highest standard of living and
greatest economic system," will

come to an end in the next decade,

to be replaced by greater govern-

ment control.

"When you kill the free en-

terprise system in this country,

you kill the goose that laid the

golden egg." said Rinfret, whose
analyses have been used by

Presidents Johnson and Nixon

Samuelson praised President

Nixon for "changing his mind" on

the economy in 1971, but said more
than rhetoric is needed to make the

administration's "rosey forecasts"

work in 1972

He predicted a drop in unem
ployment from the current 5.9 per

cent to 5.3-5.5 per cent, more than

the 5 per cent predicted by the

administration

I think these figures are serious

because when the nation's average

is 6 per cent, the rate for unskilled

workers is 12 to 15 per cent, and

minority workers who are un

skilled are closer to 20 per cent,

while young Marks in the inner

city are 25 to 30 per cent That's

dynamite," sud the formermMm
to I* residen t Kennedy
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Samuelson said that in New-

England, new jobs must be found

to replace the faltering aerospace

and electronics industries. "The
best pattern for the future is

Manchester, N.H., where they

replaced one outdated textile

operation with 100 small in-

dustries. But, he added, "New-

England is not an island unto itself,

and we can't have a tremendous
upswing with the rest of the

country in a tailspin. Our highest

hopes rest upon Congress and the

President. We need dollar-

spending steam."

Rinfret said the nation's

economy has great capacity for

growth in 1972, and he praised

Wednesday's announcement from

Dr. Arthur Burns, chairman of the

Federal Reserve System, that the

government would pump new
money into economic expansion

But a government-directed

economy drew Rinfret's

criticisms, along with his

prediction of the decline of free

enterprise.

"Much of industry has lost its

courage. They don't fight any

more. They don't take long strikes

any more. They are slowly giving

in, in one sector after another." he

said.

"There's a demise of people that

believe in the profit motive. Most

middle managers, those people,

around 35, who are destined to take

over control of big business, are

not quite sure they still believe in

the profit system, he added, noting

a new genre of management
concerned about ecology and social

problems, as much as profit

He said three giant monopolies

are gaining more and more control

over peoples' lives: government,

the big corporations, and the four

major labor unions.

Winter Carni
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If you're a young man or woman with 2 academic years remaining either at

the undergraduate or graduate level, you can apply for entry in the Air Force's

2-year ROTC program, offered on college campuses all across the country. If you

qualify, you'll receive a $100 a month, nontaxable subsistence allowance. And on

graduating, you'll receive an officer's commission in rhe Air Force. Also, this year,

for the first time, the Air Force is offering hundreds of scholarships in the Air Force

ROTC 2-year program paying full tuition; lab expenses; incidental fees; a text-

book allowance and the same $100 each month, tax free. For more information,

mail in the coupon today. Or, call 800-631-1972 toll free.* Enroll Indeface
ROTC, and get your future off the ground. 'In New Jersey call 800-962 >2N »
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Well Done
The Collegian would like to congratulate the Faculty

Senate on their passing of the Athletic Council motion.

Now we can only hope that the faculty as a whole and the

Board of Trustees will view the issue in the same

enlightened manner.

Hopefully the Faculty Senate's action of yesterday will

be one step towards further co-operation between the

students and the faculty in University matters that con-

cern both. The announcement at the meeting of yesterday

where it was disclosed that, according to the Governors

budget, no new positions will be open at the University for

fiscal 1972-73 could better be contested if both students and

faculty are united.

The same holds true for such matters as academic

reform. We all know that it is long overdue. Changing the

University to the four course-four credit system per

semester is something we all know is coming, and is

needed. It could be accomplished with a minimum of

hassle if students and faculty could unite on the issue.

The same holds true for requirements and general

academic policy. It would be better for both the students

and faculty, and the University as a whole that if instead of

fighting one and other we could unite and push for reform

as one, instead of separate warring factions.

•The Nunilwr You Have Bugged U Not

A Working Number, Pleaee . .
.

'

Freda Salzman hardly seems the revolutionary

type. She is a gentle woman who speaks of her per-

secution bv the university as if conducting quiet

conversation about the weather. She could be your

mother In reality, she is a former professor of

physics at UMass/Boston who was fired because of

one fact and one fact alone: her husband is also a

physics professor at that campus.

our society's systematic oppression of women
occasionally produces victims who come to sym-

bolize the totality of that oppression, all out of

proportion to the specific case at hand Such persons

become symbols around which we focus our fears and

hopes for the future of justice.

The decision to fire Freda Salzman was based on a

blatantly discriminatory notion known as the

•nepotism'' policy. It was never a very firm or

specific policy, so that its application came to depend

on the personal whims of specific administrators. The

idea of the policy was to keep a husband and wife

from working in tne same general area, or from

helping each other with their careers through

favoritism In actual practice, it prevents women

from getting jobs they were otherwise qualified to fill.

The case of Freda Salzman has dramatized this

injustice While her husband is now a tenured

professor of physics, she is in limbo After being fired

in 1968. she was unemployed until the university

recently offered her a 1-1/2 year appointment. She

has refused that appointment on the justifiable

grounds that she deserves the tenure and back pay

she was denied because of the nepotism policy. (That

policy has since been drastically reformed. In all

probability. Dr. Salzman would have tenure now

under the new system.)

Throughout the struggle for her reinstatement.

Boston Chancellor Broderick and UMass President

Wood responded to her appeals with evasions and

smokescreens, denying her the opportunity for a full

hearing or even the dignity of a complete statement

of the reasons for her dismissal

As Freda Salzman speaks, she talks softly yet

forthrightly of the years of personal uncertainty and

indignity at the hands of callous administrators.

These men have literally imprisoned her academic

talents, merely because she was born a woman and

chose to enter into wedlock with a fellow physicist

Is Ms. Salzman to pay the price for the university's

misguided policy of the past" She should not. The

Board of Trustees must move immediately to grant

her the back pay and tenure she deserves

But the traditional trustee style has been to ignore

problems in the hope that they will go away. Unless

under intense public pressure, they will not act. They

scratch where it itches. If people on the campuses

and in the community at large begin to become aware

of the issue of Freda Salzman. the Board will be

compelled to act.

Art Buchwald

Cast Of Characters
WASHINGTON—The Howard Hughes autobiography

mystery is moving so fast that most people find it

hard to keep up with all the parties involved As a

public service we are printing the cast of characters

as they have appeared on the scene Carry this

program with you at all times.

Clifford Irving-handsome. 41-year-old author of

the book 'Fake.'' who went to McGraw-Hill and told

them he had made a deal with Howard Hughes, the

mysterious billionaire to write his autobiography

Irving's credentials were impeccable as he lived on

the island of Ibiza in Spain, where no one has ever

been known to tell a lie

McGraw Hill -the prestigious publishing house

which advanced $650,000 for the book and said it

would stake the integrity of the firm on the authen-

ticity of the manuscript The joke around New York is

that McGraw-Hill is thinking of changing its name to

the Irving Trust Company
Life magazine-a prestigious magazine which

agreed to pay $230,000 for the magazine rights to the

autobiography When asked why they thought they

had the real thing, a spokesman said. "We're no

Modern Screen This is the Time-Life Corporation."

Modern Screen -a movie fan magazine which said

when informed the Hughes autobiography could be a

forgery. "We're not Life magazine
"

>horne, Associates -a distinguished handwriting

analysis firm which attested to the fact that the

correspondence in McGraw-Hill's possession and the

signature on the checks matched those of Howard

Hughes Business at the firm has been slow for the

past three weeks
Edith Irving -Clifford Irving's fourth wife. A

German born Swiss citizen whom the Swiss police

would like to talk to concerning her role in the affair

At one point Irving said he would sue anyone who

linked her to the $650,000 deposited in a Swiss bank

Helga R. Hughes-no relation to Howard. The

woman who opened an account in the Credit Swiss

under the name HR Hughes and deposited and with-

drew the money Irving said he had paid to Howard
Hughes Mr Irving has admitted his wife was Helga

and therefore all lawsuits linking his wife and Helga

have been called off

Hannah Rosencrantz-the woman who opened a

bank account after the money was withdrawn from

Credit Swiss and placed it in the Swiss Bank Corp ,

across the street It is believed she is Edith Irving and

Helga Hughes put together

\ina van Pallandt-a voluptuous Danish singer who
says that Clifford Irving is in love with her and took

hpr to Mexico with him when he said he met Howard
Hughes She claims Irving never left her side, which

damages Irving's story, not to mention his relations

with his wife Edith, as well as Helga and Hannah
Ann Baxter -A blonde beauty who taught Irving

scuba diving in the Virgin Islands, when Edith

thought he was taping Howard Hughes
Howard Hughes-a voice on the telephone who

claims he never met Irving and has short fingernails

and cuts his own hair.

Hughes has promised to have his photograph taken

very soon to show people he is still alive, but Life

magazine will not be asked to take the picture

Martin Ackerman -Clifford Irving's original at-

torney who. after listening to Irving's story, bowed
out as counsel and said, "Irving needs a criminal

lawyer
."

Richard Suskind-a researcher for Irving who said

he saw Hughes in a motel in Palm Springs and

Hughes gave him a dried organic prune. The only

thing that can save Irving from sure disaster is for

Suskind to produce the prune
Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times

The Mirror

'H»rblock if on location)

By MARK HALLENBECK
Once there was an ugly girl with a big mirror. The

mirror had a worn guilt frame and a cracked, smoky

surface with large pieces missing Despite these

shortcomings it was fully capable of reflecting the

girl's ugliness It showed her scragly hair, warty

nose, pimply face, missing teeth, plump, squat figure

and hairy knees. The girl, who was stupid as well as

ugly, continually gazed at herself in the mirror

hoping against hope for some change in her ap-

pearance. Of course no change was forthcoming and.

after several years of disappointed and even

disgusting viewing, the girl grew angry "It's your

fault, nasty old mirror. " she said. "How come you

never show my gcod side? With your smoky surface

and spider webs you make me look much worse than I

really am My nice new plastic gown looks all frayed

and tattered in your gloomy reflection. Its not!

You've contradicted reality. You'relyingmirror' The

girl grew excited. She shouted, "I'm not that ugly!"

"Ugly. ugly, ugly, ugh," replied the mirror

"You're quoting me out of context, you liar," she

screamed even louder.

"Liar, liar, liar, lie," said the mirror.

"Arrrragh," bellowed the girl She plucked off her

shoe and smashed the mirror into a thousand pieces.

When the dust cleared the pieces of mirror lay on the

floor of her little hut, each one reflecting part of her

ugliness. She swept them up and threw them in the

trashbasket When the trashmen came the next week
they found the girl uglier than ever. Without the

mirror she had been unable to comb all the snarls out

of her hair or smear pimple cream on her ugly face

Indeed when they saw the girl the trashmen ran away
screaming, which shows how bad she looked Soon no

one would talk to her, not even her fawning Aunt

Alice. The girl was forced to live out the rest of her

days in miserable isolation.

Moral: Sometime ugliness is more than skin deep

Editorial Points

.&&vtfrMMA ******
'OH/YEAH? WILL, I, TOO, AM A SKYJACKER, AND I, TOO, HAVE A BOMB . .

.'

Letters To The Editor

Political Clouds

To the Editor:

Mr Joseph Krausman espoused a view in his letter

of February 10th which is typical of many students

today who claim they hold certain values and morals

but balk every time a workable plan for im-

plementing them is proposed. He himself stated that

he supports Nader's work, but he, as well as others, is

seemingly content to flounder along in detached

idealism, never producing any effective and long

lasting change WMPIRG is attempting to create a

student organization to provide meaningful student

interest representation. This particular funding

procedure is the way to do it.

Mr Krausman accused WMPIRG of being a

"political organization" and tried to compare it to

•the Socialists., Communists. Birchers

Republicans." Unlike those groups. WMPIRG w-ill

not support, work for. or endorse any candidate for

public office and WMPIRG does not espouse an

ideology or dogman WMPIRG is not political by Mr.

Krausman's own definition.

But Mr Krausman's arguments cloud the real

issue The question is whether the funding procedure

is justifiable or not.

The WMPIRG funding method is a compromise

between two ideals that the WMPIRG people hold

strongly. On the one hand is the desire to create an

effective and potent student PIRG. to protect student

interests; on the other hand is WMPIRG's wish to

keep contributions voluntary. In order to keep

WMPIRG from becoming what Laura Emmons

terms "a fund raising committee" wasting time and

effort on a massive campaign every year, and

destroying effectiveness. WMPIRG needs a depen

An Open Letter

To the Student Bod> . .

Taking into account all things, it can safely be said

that the Free Concert put on by the Concert Com

mittee was an unqualified success, despite tne

hassles that you had to contend with from ID s being

check at the door (this was one of the ideas of

Concert Committee, and we tried it out as an ex-

periment- again, sorry for the hassle, but we hope

you understand I and the trouble that the groups had

with the sound system < It was a makeshift sound

system bv the way. with all three groups con_

tributing their equipment. I wish to thank

J D. Mama. Rush, and Clear Sky for their generosity

and the fine music they provided for the audience

However, the main ingredient in this mixture

i concoted by Steve Comolli of the Concert Committee

out of sheer hard work) was the audience, and

patience and support of the idea that was being

fostered in the event-the idea of a high quality,

student-run and backed concert to be held in tne

Spring. The some 1200 (according to estimates made

by Gerry Scanlon of Program Council and myselt
)

o

the Student Body that attended were a great

audience, and made the Concert as good as it was

The main point of this, however, is to try to keep in

vou the spirit of Tuesday night. If enough people

demand a Concert, if enough people work for a

concert, if enough people have an interest in tnat

concert and are willing to come out and support ii,

physically and psychologically, then you re going to

have a concert and with enough student input, one

vou'll be proud of too So speak to everyone you can.

gather petitions, write angry letters to the ad-

ministrators and the Collegian Let Concert

Committee know how you feel (Thursday nights

Campus Center 175 at 9). and work for it. There are

some 20.000 people out there, you can move moun-

tains and you can move Whitmore. Again expressing

my thanks and wishing you realization I re™ 1"^
J Gary Gomes

dable, inexpensive means of collection. Thus,

collecting on the semester bill and refunding to those

not wishing to pay is as voluntary as possible a

method which maintaining the effectiveness of the

organization Compared to the other taxes students

are forced to pay, it is by far the least coercive.

The reason that the tax isn't made a "check-off" on

the bill like the Health Insurance is that this method,

even if accepted by Whitmore, would cost a

tremendous amount of money in changing the format

of the bill and yearly processing costs It would be a

waste of money if for every $2 we received, we had to

pay up 20c just to process it.

The most important point, however, is a point

which Mr Krausman seems to neglect. Unless a

substantial majority of the students, say 10,000, en-

dorse the funding procedure, then it will never get

passed "The Socialists, Communists, Birchers,

(and) Republicans" should all have their $2 refun-

dable tax, IF they can convince 10,000 students to

endorse it.

But Mr Krausman has a talent for blowing things

out of proportion What he is actually saying is that he

is unwilling to spend 5 minutes each semester getting

his cash refund, even if 10,000 students want him to, in

order to establish an organization to represent

student's interests more effectively than they have

ever been before.
Steve Rider
WMPIRG

And Again . .

.

To the Editor:

In Thursday's (Feb. 10) Collegian a letter was

published attacking the two dollar tax that WMPIRG
wants added to everyone's student fee The author of

this correspondence, a Mr Krausman. tells us that

this tax is wrong And as if that statement is not

enough he goes a step further and thrusts this un-

natural' tax to the height of infamy-it's "un-

constitutional" he says.

Mr Krausman's reason for calling the tax un-

constitutional is that nobody could be forced to pav

monev to a political organization. He is right. Nobody

should The trouble is that WMPIRG is not political

If it is what candidates does it endorse for political

offices" Can anybody tell me WMPIRG's stance on

US foreign policy" I mean, if WMPIRG is at all

political, it is about as political as a street cleaner,

except that besides cleaning streets it is interested in

cleaning up the air. the water, and maybe a few

shadv landlords ...

I think Mr. Krausman's confusion lies in the dif-

ference between a group that is formed for political

purposes-a political group-and I»
group.that has an

ideology Just because WMPIRG holds the belief that

something should be done to keep the air fresh and

the water clean is no reason to automatically assume

that it has been formed for political purposes. I mean.

Mr Krausman. not everybody who wants a clean

healthy environment can justifiably be compared

with "Socialists" and "Communists *MPIRG has

an ideology, true, but so doesn't the Football team As

a matter of fact. I think if one looks hard enough one

will find that every group on campus has some sort of

belief system -an ideology -that holds its members

together I think it is wrong to assume that because

hev have a system of beliefs, the people on the swim

earn are all "Republicans" and therefore the

swimming facilities shouldn't be funded any more

In conclusion I would like to say that Mr. Krausman

doesn't have to be worried about being forced to give

R?lph Nader two bucks The first two letters in

WMPIRG stand for Western Mass not Ralph Nader

WMPIRG will be run and funded by the students and

should be supported.
JoSephSamsen

Roller Derby at UMass. Who
would ever think we'd get that.

Wonder if it is educational.
* * *

We would like to be the first

to wish you happy Valentine's

Day. Better early than never.
* * *

Now that the Faculty Senate

is seeing things our way we can

get things done around here.
* * *

Did you know that it is illegal

to go into a bowling alley or

roller skating rink between 6

p.m. and 6 am That half of

you can't see roller derby Oh
well.

Who are the fearless vam-
pires killing? Fearless vam-
pires or fearless killers"

* * *

We wonder how manv don't

go home on Thursday night just

to pick up Poor Richard's on

Friday morning?
* * *

You think this being an in-

stitution of higher learning the

administration would have
used the first rule of geometry

in planning the sidewalks
around here The shortest

distance between two points is

a straight line. But then we
don't want everything to be

straight either.

Seconds
To the Editor:

Will someone from Food Services please explain why. at the prices we

are being charged, it is not feasible to allow seconds co be distributed at

their once or twice a semester Steak (or in this case Rib Roast
)
night? It

seems the height of absurdity to make special posters proclaiming the

event and go through all kinds of hoopla (special pickle trays, etc.)

proclaiming the "special" kind of meal that is being presented and then

be petty enough to refuse to serve seconds Somehow, the benevolence of

Rib Roast Night" escapes me under these circumstances
Steve Tripoli

Did You Know . .

.

To the Editor: ._, , „ .

I was pleased to read the article about the proposed Women s Crew I

hope many women will take the opportunity and use it as a means of

entering the dark and forbidding world of the male athlete Hopefully it

will not just be a typical token attempt to appease women, but a sincere

attempt to include women in an almost totally male domain I think of it

not just as a athletic experience (did you know women can sweat' I but as

a liberating experience for the body and the mind for once you will UN

vour bodv to do something Although I am a runner and my training takes

up too much of my time to participate in row.ng, I hope many women will

go and talk to members of the crew and maybe become the first Women s

Crew Team on Campus I am hoping..
Charlotte A. ..««tti«.

If It's Worthwhile
To the Editor ,

Last year. University Directions was published as a guide to new

students This year, the booklet is being combined with the Student

Handbook and will be produced for all students

Hopefully, the new publication will be able to retain the informal

qualities of "Directions" while at the same time including the official

materials from the old handbook that must be published

A section of the booklet will again deal with student activities Two

months ago, letters were sent to all RSO organizations requesting short

descriptions of groups. So far, the response has been poor

The editors of the booklet therefore request that all RSO groups and any

other worthwhile student activity please forward descriptions of their

activity, not to exceed four paragraphs Please send the descriptions to

Editor. University Directions, c/o Dean of Students Office. 227 Whitmore,

no later than February 25 If nothing new is received, descriptions from

last year will probably be used
Peter Pascarelli

Check The Classifieds

If you read the Collegian yesterday; if you read the small print in the

classifieds; near the end, you would have seen an add concerning Men s

Liberation. Maybe the cat who put it in is crazy. I've never heard of such

a thing before. But it made me think about why there s a Women s

liberation and not a Mens. It made me wonder about who is oppressed

and what (in reality) constitutes oppression If you realize that you are

oppressed are you really still oppressed'' And if that akes you

places then if you are sure you are not oppressed maybe it I time to

take a good look around Maybe you're just keeping the realization out of

vour hp3(i •
"

I don't think men oppress women. And if I'm right then it follows there

,s something larger that does .t. And, if there is I en it seems tr,

follow that it may be oppressing men too. Its worth searching out. Check

the classifieds.
,

., v

-•
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Courage Needed To Fight Draft
By GILBERT J.SALK

As a draft counselor, I'm con-

stantly confronted by young men
who are trying to find an easy way
out of the draft. Ways exist, but

there is a real moral hassle caused

by using that approach to help

people "solve" their draft

problems.
1 am totally opposed to the

military and every other system

which uses violence. As a direct

corallary to this. I am also

irrevocably opposed to the draft

This is in part because the draft

provides cannon fodder (my
brothers) to the military. More

importantly, it does a constant,

more subtle violence to nearly

everyone of draft age. It forces

people to lie to and about them-

selves It destroys their freedom of

choice by setting up an option

which is undesirable to most and

intolerable to many Thus, it

channels people into courses they

might not even consider otherwise

So what is the problem'' Simply

that I don't want to continue

helping the draft teach people not

to confront themselves This

means that I rebel against helping

people find an easy out. Instead. I

prefer to help them find their way

through the system in a way which

preserves their personal integrity

This means work It's more work

for me, and it's more work for the

individual involved But the real

point that makes the extra work
worth-while is political. As people

come directly to grips with the

systematic machinations which

are working them over, they un-

derstand first the ones they are

confronting, and. though them,

many of the others which are

controlling their lives. They also

learn that the system can be

beaten in a direct confrontation.

Thus, they learn more about

themselves as individuals and

more about the system as an op-

pressor. Each individual who finds

the courage and the energy to

confront the draft as an oppressive

system weakens that system's

ability to oppress others. Each
individual who works through the

hassles of applying for a con-

scientious objector's status

weakens the ability of his board to

ignore CO's, legitimizes the CO
position for others, and bears

personal, solitary witness to our

government that war is wrong, and

that he will not, under any cir-

cumstances, be forced or per

suaded to lend support to it. The

CO. more than any others, is

responding to the plea for in-

dividual refusal to participate in

war's policy-killings voiced in

Buffy Saint Marie's UNIVERSAL
SOLDIER.

People who find an easy out stop

allowing themselves to feel the

oppressiveness of the draft, and as

a result leave their brothers

standing alone If. on the other

hand, thev confront the system and

demand that it deal with them as

human beings with individual lives

to lead, the battle they face makes

them aware that others are in the

same boat and need the same help

that they received.

Basically. I want to see myself

out of a job as soon as possible. I

am not concerned particularly

with getting you out of the draft for

the sake of getting you out of the

draft I am concerned with helping

you free yourself from the draft so

that you can begin to confront

other systems with your humanity.

I am concerned with helping you

free yourself from the draft so that

you can help others free them-

selves, so you can help end the

draft, so you can help end the war,

and so you can help abolish the

army

That's my basic concern as a

human being, and my bias as a

draft counselor. Your responses to

this, and your problems as

registrants in the Selective Service

System also concern me. I'd like to

know what you think.

Stop into the Draft Counseling

Services office in 923 Campus
Center and talk about how you can

take control of your own life.

PEACE

Health Fees Posted
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Nixon administration Thursday proposed

health insurance regulations that would require doctors, hospitals and

nursing homes to maintain fee schedules for public inspection.

The proposal was continued in a package of amendments sent to

Congress that were designed to tie-in with President Nixon's health in-

surance legislation.

The American Medical Association earlier announced it would oppose

the fee-posting plan. .,«.*«.
Other provisions would require states to regulate health insurance

companies, protect consumers against failing carriers and force insurers

to disclose the percentage of premiums allocated for claims.

Health Education and Welfare Secretary Elliot L. Richardson can-

celled without explanation a mid-morning news conference to announce

the proposals. Two assistant secretaries, Stephen Kurzman and

Laurence Lynn, were assigned the task in the afternoon.

The powerful American Medical Association served advance notice it

would fight the fee posting plan. The AMA, with 205,000 members, con-

tends a similar requirement under the President's wage-price controls

will have no effect on health care costs which last year rose at a rate

nearly double the cost of living increase.

Few if any patients have asked to see a physician s fee schedule

although notices of availability are posted in waiting rooms, an AMA
spokesman said. .

The administration amendments would require annual independent

audits of health insurance carriers and self-insured employers, not

required now in any state.

NATIONAL TOUR
BROADWAY CAST

AMERICA'S LONGEST
RUNNING MUSICAL

ON THE AISLE. INC

Save Time, Vote Here
Many towns in Massachusetts

w ill be* holding their own elections

within the next two months For

students who are already

registered it is not necessary to

take the long trek home on election

day to vote Neither is it necessary

to forego your right to cast a ballot

Absentee ballots for both town

elections and the up-coming
Presidential primary in April are

easily obtainable

In order to net ><>ur ballot ad

rd or letter several

advanced the election to

n clerk or townhall in the

city in which you are registered

• that you would like «ui .il>

sentec ballot sent to your present

address Be urn to include

signature in the request, for <hi>

must be matched uith the

signature made at the time of

registration

UpM receiving your ballot.

locate a notary public There are

thirteen of these in Whitmore and

others are listed in the yellow

pages of the telephone director)

Take your unmarked ballot to this

man and he will verify, by means

of a stamp, that it is actually you

that is filling in the ballot After

completion the ballot should be

mailed back to your townhall

In the Presidential primary you

must request either a Democratic

or Republican ballot Students

registered as independents may
request the ballot of either party,

however you will then be recorded

as registered with that party You

can regain your independent status

after the election by simply-

notifying the town clerk of this

desire.

The fight for the 18-20 year old

vote was a hard won battle Do not

neglect this opportunity to record

your political sentiments merely

because of distance.
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Buy Bell's

Pizza with

confidence and

get the best.

BELL'S PIZZA

65 Uni 'ersity Dr.

2M~*011 253-9051

CHIEFS
VS.

JOLTERS
TICKETS NOW ON SALE

of SfiHtont Union Ticket Office)

ALL SiATS f2.S0

GURRY HICKS CAGE
U. MASS

TWELVE—12—YEARS
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THE PERSUASIONS
AND

DAYLE

STANLEY

Friday, February 11

Student Union

Ballroom

Presented ly The

CONCERT
7:30 f».M. mi 10 3© P.M.

Admission $1.25

iie.l

TOURS PAPER MILL-Sen. Edmund S. Muskie. one of five Democrats entered on the ballot for the

March 7 New Hampshire presidential primary, inspects a vat containing wood pulp while touring the

Claremont, N.H. Paper Mill, today. Frenchy Theroux, left, explains the procedure of paper making to

the Maine senator.

Scarfs Cause Death
BOSTON (AP)-Those long, flowing winter scarfs may be fashionable,

but they can also be dangerous, says a Boston plastic surgeon.

Dr. George H. Gifford Jr., of the Children's Hospital Medical Center,

says the long, brightly colored scarfs popularized for winter fashion can

be a serious health hazard if caught in machinery. Strangulation or

broken bones could result.

In an article appearing in the current issue of Pediatrics, Dr. Gifford

urges the fashion industry to give greater consideration to the safety

aspects of the styles it pushes.

Dr. Gifford illustrates his concern in describing the serious injuries to

one of his patients, a 12-year-old Massachusetts girl. The patient received

extensive facial cuts and fractures when a long scarf she was wearing on

a ski slope became entangled in the machinery of a ski tow and pulled her

into it.

Dr. Gifford says he has repaired most of the girl's facial bones and that

she is recovering. But he says that the accident shouldn't have happened.

A similar incident occurred several weeks ago in Maine when a young

girl was killed when a similar scarf became entangled in the mechanism

of a snowmobile on which she was riding.

"It's the same type of danger that is associated with long hair and

neckties around machinery," Dr. Gifford says.

He says the "free-flowing scarf" was popularized in the Fall of 1970 by

at least one national fashion magazine and several teenage magazines.

"It is a revival of fashion from the early twenties which also claimed its

victims," he says in the article. This was recently dramatized in a motion

picture about dancer Isadora Duncan, in which she died with her long

scarf caught in the wheel of a speeding sports car.

"The public is becoming more aware of hazardous products," Dr.

Gifford says, "and I think the medical profession has an obligation to

point these things out."

Dr. Gifford notes that public pressure has caused industry to discon-

tinue or modify hazardous toys, electrical appliances and machines.

The fashion industry i,«ould also respond to this type of enlightened

persuasion," he says.

Prisoner Breaks
Into

Sheriff's House

CAMBRIDGE. MASS. (AIM-An

inmate has pleaded guilty to a

charge of breaking into an unusual

residence-thai of the Middlesex

County sheriff and stealing 30

quarts of liquor

Peter F Kelley. 30, of Wellesley.

pleaded guilty in Superior Court

Wednesday to breaking into the

residence of Sheriff John J.

Buckley on the grounds of the

House of Correction in Billerica

last June.

Kelley's lawyer said the bottles

were buried and "nipped at

whenever desirable
"

Kelley also pleaded guilty to

escaping from the Billerica in-

stitution Aug 6, 1971

He was sentenced to suspended

terms of three to five years in state

prison on each charge and placed

on probation for three years

Marxism Lecture
"Marxism and Class Struggle in

Italy ( 1961 to the Present)" will be

the topic of a lecture at Amherst

College by Clark University

sociologist Mario Montano.

Appearing under the sponsorship

of the Department of Anthropology

and Sociology. Professor Montano
will deliver the lecture on Wed-

nesday. February 16, at 8 p.m. in

the Converse Assembly Room.
He will present the historical

background to the contemporary

situation in Italy

SALE Our Entire Stock of

featuring

1
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HARPSICHORD MUSIC OF THE LATE BAROQUE
George Fndtric Handel Suite No. 8 in F minor

Georg Bohm Suite for Harpsichord No 6 in E Hat major.

Suite lor Harpsichord No 9 in F minor

Domenico Scarlatti S-*-»a in A minor. K 3, Sonata in

minor, K 52. Sonata k . major. K. 215, Sonata in E major,

K 216

Gustav Leonhardt harpsichord

BACH Johann Sebastian (1685 1750)

CONCERTO FOR TWO HARPSICHORDS IN C MINOR.
BWV 1060

CONCERTO FOR TWO HARPSICH0R0S IN C MINOR.

BVW 1062

CONCERTO FOR FOUR HARPSICHORDS IN A MINOR.

BVW 1065

Eduerd Muller, Gustav Leonhardt. Janny van Waring,

Anneke Uittenbosch. harpsichords

Leonhardt Consort

BACH. Johann Sebastian (1685 1750)

Harpsichord Concerto No 3 in major. BWV 1054

Concert*- or Harpsichord and Two Recorders. No 6 in

F met. 'V 1057

Harps*. Concerto No 7 in G mmor. BWV 1058

Frans Bruggen. Jeonette van Wingerden. recorders. Gustav

Leonhardt harpsichord

Leonhardt Consort

BACH, Johann Sebastian ( 1685 1 750)

CANTATA: Schlmcht, spwtende WeMen No 206

Irmgard Jacobeit. soprano, Wilhelmme Matthes. contralto,

Tom Brand, tenor. Jacques Villisech.oen •

Monteverdi Choir Hamburg, Jiirgen Jurgens. Gustav

Leonhardt. harpsichord, solo instrumentalists

Amsterdam Chamber Orchestra

Andre Rieu. conductor

BACH. Johann Sebastian (1685 1 750)

HUNT CANTATA "Was mw behagt, at nur die muntre

Jaffd." No 208

Erna Spoorenberg. Irmgard Jocabeit. soprano. Tom Brand.

tenor, Jacques Viilisech. bass

Monteverdi Choir Hamburg. Jurgen Jurgens

Gustav Leonhardt. harpsichord

Amsterdam Chamber Orchestra

Andre Rieu. conductor

THE BAVARIAN COURT CHAPEL (16th Century)

Orlando da Lassus Do mine labia mea aperies. Ave verum

corpus, Exaudi, Deus, orationem meam. Justorum ammae.

Tui sunt coeli. Gloria Petri, Oe profundis Ludwig Senfl

Carmen Lamentatio. Asperges me. Missa fenalis, Carmen in

re. Magnificat quinti torn ludmg Baser Fratres. sobru

estote Hunnch Isaac Rotate coed Ecce virgo concipiet

Christe. qui lux es et dies

Capella Antique, Munich

Konrad Ruhland. conductor

EARLY MUSIC IN ENGLAND. FLANDERS. GERMANY
AND SPAIN (1250 1550)

Estampie. Samson dux fort ssimae; Te Deum Mij quern

eyn hope. Mim hert. Mi| heeft een piperken, Ic draghe de

mut/e clutze. els ic u vinde . Ich spring an diesem Rinqe; In

Suria am praiten hal. Gar wunmklaich; Nachdem David

war redhch Rodrigo Martinez, Dale si ie das. Vemd a

sospirar, El Fresco ayre; Fate la parte

The Early Music Quartet

BACH, Johann Sebastian ( 1685 1 750)

SIX SONATAS FUR VIOLIN AND HARPSICHORD,
BWV 1014 1019: in B minor. A major; E major. E minor.

F minor, G major

Lars Fryden, baroque violin, Gustav Leonherdt, harpsichord

Two Record Set

BACH. Johann Sebastian 11685 1750)

FOUR SUITES FOR ORCHESTRA. BMW 1066 1069

played on authentic period instruments

Overture (Suite No. 1 in C maior, BWV 1066 for Oboe
I II Bassoon. Violins l/ll. Viola. Continue (cello, Bast,

Harpsichord)

Overture (Suite) No 2 in B minor . BWV 1067 for Flute.

Violins 1/H, Viola. Continuo (cello, Bass. Harpsichord)

Overture (Suite) No. 3 in major . BWV 1068 for Clarmos

I'll' III, Timpani, Oboes l/ll. Violins l/ll. Viola. Continuo

(cello. Bass, Bassoon, Harpsichord)

Overture (Suite) No 4 in major , BWV 1069 lor Clarmos

i II III. Timpani. Oboes l/ll/lll. Bassoon. Violins l/ll.

Viola. Continuo ('cello. Bass. Harpsichord)

Conctntus Musicus Vienna

Conductor Nikolaus Harnoncourt

Two Record Boxed Sat

ENGLISH MUSIC FOR RECORDERS AND A CONSORT
OF VIOLS (16th and 17th Centuries)

Anthony Hotome Pavan, Galliard; The Home Suckle,

The Sighes. The Night Wind. Heigh Ho \ Holiday John

Tavernm - In nomine a 4 Christopher Tye - In nomine
( "Crye'1 e 5 Orbndo Gibbons - In nomine a 4 William

Byrd - In nomine a 5 (No 4). The leaves be green",

Browning a 5 Ehmy Bavin - "Browning" a 3 Thomas

Simpson - "Bonny Sweet Robin ' Rtcercare a 4 Thomas

Mortty - La Girandole. II Lamento. La Caeca George

Jeffreyt - Fantasia a 3 (No 5) Henry furctfl - Fantasia a

4 (No 7)

Bruggen Consort

Frans Bruggen conductor

SAVE 30%
On Selected

Components

ADC, Ampex, KLH, Garrard,

Sony, Rotel, Sansui Kenwood,

AR, Sherwood, and others.

MANY FLOOR
SAMPLES AND
ONE OF A KIND
ITEMS INCLUDED

Sale

Fri. and Sat.

Feb. 11 and 12

8ACH. Johann Sebastian (1685 1 750)

A MUSICAL OFFERING (BWV 1079)

Ricercare e 3, Canon perpetuus super thema regium. Canon

a 2. Canon a 2 Violini in unisono. Canon a 2 Per motum
contranum, Canon a 2 Per augmentationem, contrano

motu, Canon a 2 Per tonos. Fuga Cenonica in Epidujpente.

Ricercare a 6; Canon a 2. Canon a 4. Trio (Largo. Allegro.

Andante. Allegro), Canon perpetuus

Concentus Musicus, Vienna (with original instruments)

Herbert Tache/i Cembalo. Leopold Stastny Flauto

traverso. Alice Hanoncourt and Walter Pferffer Violm,

Kurt Theiner Viola, Nikolaus Harnoncourt Tenomrola

and molmcelk)

Directed by Nikolaus Harnoncourt

THE EARLY ORGAN (Stade Gandtrketec/Westerhuseni

Vincent Lubeck Organ of St Cosmae. Stade (Lower Elbe)

Vincent Lubeck Prelude and Fugue in E major Dietrich

Buxtehude Partita on "Auf memen lieben Gott" Can
zonetta in C ma|or

Albert de Klerk, organ

ArpSchnitger Organ of the Church et Genderkeeee (Bremen)
Remken Toccata. Anonym "Nun komm der Heiden

Heilend'

Organ of the Church et Westerhusen (East Fnestend)

G Steenmck Variations More Palatmo.' "Heyligh seJigrt"

H Scheidemann Chorale Partita "Jesu. wollst uns worsen"
Dietrich Buxtehude Fugue in mapr
Piet Kee. organ

BACH, Johann Sebastian (1685 1750)

GOLDBERG VARIATIONS. BWV MS. c 1740

Air and 30 variations

Gustav Leonhardt. harpsichord (18th century)

CARMINA BURANA
(The original 20 songs from the Illuminated Manuscript

1300 AD)
Authentic ancient instruments Alto, Counter tenor. Basso.

etc

The Early Musk Quartet

Thomas Binkley. conductor

BACH. Johann Sebastian (1685 1750)

BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS
I F maior. BWV 1047. II F maior. BWV 1047; III G

maior. BWV 104B, IV G maior. BWV 1049. V major,

BWV 1050 VI B flat major, BWV 1051

Concentus Musicus. Vienna on original instruments

Nikolaus Harnoncourt conductor

Two Record Boxed Set with illustrated brochure

TELEMANN, Georg Philipp (1681 1767)

SIX SONATAS FOR RECORDER AND BASSO CON
TINUO from "Der getreue Musikmeister' and Esssrci

ni Musici"

Sonatas in' F maior. F mmor, C major, B flat major, D
minor. C major

Frans Bruggen. recorder, Gustav Leonhardt, harpsichord.

Anner Bylsma. violoncello

SALE
D 5.98

List 3
39
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NOTE
Effective, Monday,

February 14, 1972

Effective

March 1,1972

ALL long term

permanent

parking

will be:

$15.00 each

space
per month

PARKING

GARAGE

RATES

Some permanent

spaces are

available

immediately for

February.
J

For information

call: 549-6000

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1972 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 13

Transient

Parking

1 hour 15*

2 hours 30

3 hours 45'

4 hours 60

5 hours 75

Hours 6 - 12

FREE

13 hours 90*

14 hours 1.05

15 hours 1.20

16 hours 1.35

17 hours 1.50
• •

• * $1.50 is MAXIMUM

for a 24 hour period.

Life Concert Tonight

It will still be possible to be admitted at the door to the Life Concert in

support of the New England Center for Personal and Organizational

Development at the Mark's Meadow Gym of the School of Education this

weekend. The experience begins at 7 p.m. tonight and will continue all

day Saturday and Sunday until 4 p.m.

Terry Mollner, a doctoral student at the School of Education, designed

the experience and sees it "as a combination of the best in rock concerts

and the new humanistic methods in psychology."

"Rock concerts," Mollner says, "bring many different kinds of people

close together for an extended period of time to share what they do, are,

and have with each other. The humanistic psychology movement brings

people together to help each other get their head and gut together. A Life

Concert does both."

The unique aspect of it is the absence of a leader. Already fifty people

have registered to attend and no one is scheduled to suggest anything for

them to do. Instead all are agreeing to remain with the community for the

weekend and take full responsibility for themselves. One person s reason

for attending may be very different from another's. But it is assumed that

all will come to discover more about themselves, life, and community
living and to enjoy people on a deeper level than one might normally

allow himself.

Tickets Will be $10 ($5 for students) which will be donated to the New
England Center, a non-profit educational organization, making

humanistic psychology services available to the university community.

Chisholm In Primary

(Cambridge. Mass.)
Cambridge City Councillor

Saundra Graham, chairwoman of

the Massachusetts Committee for

Shirley Chisholm for President,

announced today that delegates

pledged to Shirley Chisholm will

appear on the Massachusetts
Presidential Preferential Primary
ballot on April 25.

INTER-CITY
RELOCATION SERVICE
Moving? Right from your

living room we can contact a

reliable Realtor anywhere in

the U.S. He'll find you a new
home, inform you of your

new community, meet you at

the train or plane. No
obligation to you. Our Miss

Inter City will handle all the

details.

D.H.JONES
Real Estate Agency

$49-3700

AUTOS FOR SALE

*7 Jeepster. V«. std. low mileage Call

sn-47».
1(2-11

7a Fcon Vft. auto, excel. c« Call S27-

1/2-1

1

« VW Squarrbark. dealer serviced

Once. new rtlri wheela with studded

snows rail 5*4-7*21.

112-24

117a Javelin MT. pwr *leer . brake*

aulolran* bucket »eali. JMcu In .
Ift.oao

mile* armt rond Mini sell ( all Paul 54«-

777*
112-11

last chance! I Mnst sell now !•« vw
Busw/|9MS0hpeng I rebuilt Vug 71 1 best

offer t all Kdd *-o*24 after 4.

tfZ-l

1

M Ford LTD vinyl lop. 352 engine good

running condition, need* bod> work IfM,

will bargain. S4S-007I dny*. 527-41742 ev en

(•eorge
If 2-1

1

FOR SALE

Mark Lights! ! Rrlgtil and beautiful. I*

inches long. 14. or with white pu»h button

flslure lit (all \l at !k4«4»17

lf2 l«

l»70 Maverick. 21.5*1 mile*. Il4»a Also

large, wooden car-top carrier w/loch —
I vi (all MS-oftfT

tf2-17

2 male reg. I ab». « mo., all shots. ISO

(all S27-I73»
U2-II

IK" | 4 W Tv for sale Still under

guarantee 4 month* old (all S4A-5TP5.

H2-II

render Bandmaster ( ablnel i without

amplifier) new condition 1100. (libson

.,mp with reverb 17V Also other equip

ment .lark W. 54W70.
If2-1

4

Harmony amplifier, reverb — tremelo,

l.cnscn speaker* perfect shape Cost new

over 1375 Vsklng 1200. Lost Interest

Joe fi-M.Vt.

trz-i4

female wants to sell 10

ticket. Please call S-lttl

meal plan

If2-n

Head Master Ski* 185 CM. also Koflath

Hoot*, siie » ( all Lota MV032O.
tf 2-1

1

Newfoundland, female. 2 1/2 yr*. old.

champion pedigree, (all after 3. (H7-M7-

:i7fi.V

tf2-IH

"Until three weeks ago.

Representative Chisholm had no

campaign in Massachusetts," said

Councillor Graham. "The
beginnings of her rapidly growing

grassroots campaign catapulted

her into second place at the Mass
Caucus in Worcester. January 15.

Public response demanded that

delegates committed to her can-

didacy run in April
."

Complete slates of delegates

have been filed for the 4th and 9th

Congressional Districts, said Ms.

Graham.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Blizzard
Hits Iran
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) -Thousands

of Iranian villagers were unac-

counted for Thursday after a week-

long blizzard that dumped 10 to 26

feet of snow in outlying areas after

four years of drought.

Newspapers put the figure of

missing persons at 6,000.

Among them is a U.S. female
college student and two male
companions who went mountain
climbing near Tehran on Monday.
A five-man mountain team that

set out to search for them Tuesday

also has vanished. Officials said

the mountain is covered with 39

inches of snow.

Neither the U.S. Embassy nor

Aryamehr University in Tehran
would identify the American
student.

The storm laid a deep blanket of

snow across northwestern, central

and southern Iran. The govern-

ment began taking precautions for

possible heavy flooding that could

come with a thaw.

In Southern Iran, at least 4,000

villagers from the Ardekan area

are reported trapped or buried

beneath 26 feet of snow.

According to the newspaper

Ettlelaat. the villages of Kakkan
and Kumar near Ardekan are

among those buried, and searchers

have not found any signs of their

inhabitants.

The paper said the region is cut

off completely as far as road, cable

and telephone communications are

concerned.
Premier Amir Abbas Hoveida.

coordinating searchers from his

downtown office, appealed to civil

and military authorities in the

stricken northwestern regions to

do all they can to rescue the

thousands of people trapped and

buried by the snow.

The first day of sunshine in a

week gave search teams the op-

portunity to reach some of the

trapped trains, snowbound motor

vehicles and buried villages

One team reached the tiny

village of Sheklab near the Turkish

border and saw no sign of its 100

inhabitants The team found 18

* p-

When trolls were around and working they built this strange device

on the shores of Lake Winnebobo. For years men have studied it and

tried to understand its meaning. They still cant figure it out. (Photo

by Al Chapman, MDC Troll Studies Bureau).

bodies buried in the snow. The
village is at the foot of the rugged

Zagrus Mountain range.

Temperature dipped to 13

degrees below zero in Hamadan
and Meshab, freezing water pipes

and causing a water shortage.

The flu is reported spreading in

snowbound villages. Five mem-
bers of one family in Pirmeloh

village near Assdabad, south of

Tehran, are reported dead of the

flu and nearly all other villagers

are said to be down with it.

Helicopters sent to the Koheen
Pass, 175 miles northwest of

Tehran, to the rescue the oc-

cupants of several trapped cars

returned to the capital after failing

to reach the area due to low clouds

and frost.

One survivor who was rescued

said that five persons trapped in a

car for five days in the pass had
frozen to death.

Forthe Subconscious

THEHUNGRY-

U
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Pliza Shoppe Open Winter Carni Weekend thru 4 a.m.

Free Coffee 12 a.m. - 4 a.m.

MDC CLASSIFIED
*4 Bernard puppies Heady to leave

mother Female* ARC papers. good

pedigree ITS and I l*s (all S4S-SMI or sag-

tm
tf2l»

I — bedroom bouse, escellenl condition

immediate occupancy (all Skibtski Real

KsUle between «: 24) — 7:2#. M4-M2S.
K-2-IS

TRAVEL

For sale foreign car parts. Alfa part*

and servke new Michelln and Pirelli

snows, regular — cheap Call I* p m — 2

a.m. sm-353*V Try often
tfMi

Snow shoes. Nordlca ski boots, site II

Both excellent (all Jack 253-77W

MM
I ife-tlme guarantee 12-voM battery I yr

oM. (all S33-SM4 after V
tfl-la

1*70 Toyota Corolla. \M — FM radio

radial tires and I road tires (.ood shape

\*k for Stuart 2S3-«»S01day». 549-«27«nite»

112-11

Uallabfc March I to Sept I with option

to rrnew lease. 2 bedroom apt Colonial

village. IIM. a month all utilities paid

t all 25*v«Hg.
IfZ-la

Working on (ape (ad this lummer"
Live at Brownie* Motor Court. Houte t

WelMeet I or 2 bedroom, housekeeping

( ablns open May 2*. Season rate*. Call

7Ni-47ac — We*t Springfield
If2-I7

WANTED

spring vacation. 7 nights on the SpsnUh
Riviera I24M including rod trip let from
Boston, hotel etc (all Joyce Krensky. 317

Wbeeler S-2412 or 5-2413.

Ml
< .« South spring break. Bermuda —

Freeport — \rspulco — Puerto Rico. »

day packages from lis*. Escape In

lernalional. call Peggy 2S34W7.
MM

GUITAR LESSONS
(•ultsr lessons — Jan. Blues. Theory.

Harmony. Improvisation. It as per hour.

If vourc not serious, don't call. 542-3034

If2-1

1

MISCELLANEOUS
Fxpandrd awareness experience*;

group* conducted by former r link a I psych

grsd stndent: write Mike Phillips. Bos IS.

Wendell. Msss
IfM I

RIDE NEEDED
Ride needed to Just north of New York

(My. Wed.. Feb It after • pa*, or Tbur*
morning Will share costs Call S44V-5234.

Fred.
bfaVM

CHILD CARE

PERSONAL

I pair used 775 » 14 ww snows mounted

on (.M rims, lots of tread Int. 2M-g3».
atMl

Fisher Supergla** Shi*. 2*Scm. Nordlca

hoot*, siie IB 1/2. need money lor school

(all l.arry 5*4-5155.
tf2-l«

Chev. 427 engine W or older. I will

consider lowing if It I* In a wreck. Rm 22*.

Kngln Fast or call SK.1-42P* In l.udlow

tf2-li

Mothers — ran I find

sHIer* Tired of high fees

( are exchange r>mV2224

formation

Jr girl from Patterson with blk poster

hrd sorry I kidded about »l«e. Let* »tort

again. Jim 1-7772.

U2-II

i reliable baby
' ( all the ( hild

for further In-

112-11

APTS. FOR RENT

Must sell pr. of Kasllnger »ki boot*. *lie

in. med. used only once ISO (all after 5

p.m MM
tf2 .u

Men * llenke Ski Boot*. »iie 10. double

hoot — buckle. 2 season* old. vers good

.onditlon. price very reasonable Call

Kick SIR-7200

New K2 Ski* with warranty, no hole*,

pick \our length Must sell. be*t offer. Call

Prggv e\es. 2S:l-***7

tf2-l«

Skiers! Hoof rack fit* on luggagr

carrier Holds six pairs of skis. With locks,

good condition. Cast Barry .54*-»7«2.

H2-II

ntimale \utomalic Turntable. MY
Dual inosl* the finest V/T ever made. Ha*

I speeds, auto — intermix; stylus —
pressure gage (not Indicator" i .

repeat

mode . mono key for system balancing,

constant — speed change cycle, many .

many others, Only IIIS. Call Mini after

s p.m. or on Saturday* I If I like you I'll

include a Oust Bugi
If 2-1

1

FOR RENT
1 bedroom apt for sublease al ( I Iff* ide

\pl» from March l til June 1 with option to

renew (all «6.S-»14 anytime
112 II

Fxperlenced wrestling manager to

manage up and coming pro wrestler (all

I,. I.avion eve* S4*-S37«

If2.ll

Pianist • Organist for immediate
rehearsal — Club restaursnt work, ability

to transpose (all 4I3-«2S-S7IM or 413-625-

2100

tf 2-11

1 * and foreign coin* and stamps

bought. *oid. traded Boh Murrin. 224

Hamlin llou«e or I'd Box 104. \mhenl.
Ma** OI002.

tf 2-lfi

Would like a second hand bicycle in good

condition, boy* or girl* Please call

sii/annr 54ft 1 125 or contact at 422 Van
Meier South

If 2- II

( hr\ 127 engine KM or older. I will

consider lowing if it i* in a wreck Rm 22ft.

F.ngin Fast or call 5H3-420C in l.udlow

tf 2- 1

1

HELP WANTED
Boy s residential treatment center

looking lor full time counselor — teacher

with varied background, (all Robert

Frrnette — l-4H7-"J«7-«505.

tf2ll

Oversea* Jobs lor student*. \u*tralia.

Furnpe. S America. Africa, etc. Ml
professions and occupations. 1700 to 13.000

nionthl> Fxpenes paid, overtime,

sightseeing Free information. Write, .lobs

Overseas. Dept 03. box 15071. San Diego,

(a !i2H'.

U2-lft

Help' Who ha* a friend driving here

from Boston area any weekend*' Ride

needed both ways or one Will pay. Call

BQ IKIS eves
H2-I

I

RIDE WANTED~
TwoOregonians need ride West in May.

Will share expense* and experience* $4«-

1M37
1(2-11

ROOMMATES WANTED
Share rm. In 3 rm Puffton apt.. Iftl/mo

mil inr . available Immid If interested go
to Musk Km '( amuns Or See l.vnA
Oagmar belw I0-I.7-II.

tf2- 1

5

M or F roommate for I bedroom Puffton

\pt set up as 2 bdr apt . already (urn

renl 190 a month ISI Puffton (all 25f.

hin; ask for (.eorge
112 II

.Squire Village ISft/month all utilities

included, (all ««S-32*n after 5. Ask for

leanne or Kav.
tf2 IS

ENTERTAINMENT

Two-Bedroom Apartment* (or im

mrdlate rental. ft month tease.

I ik:, /month Include* util (all

day* or M5.357S nMe*.
II 1-14

Sublet ihtiim list mo includ util S4»VM jltci 1.

II.-IS

TYPING
TVPIM. - these*, dissertallor- »tc

fast accurate proofreading, edii if

Hesired Have (.reek 2 srience sn > iota

m ta»i

"sem

WANTED TO BUY

Top ca*h paid for anything old or

rollerlable like: clocks, furniture.

gls*sware china, contents of attics md
cellars (all '.it. Ml 1

if.' 14

MOVIE

(.iris. I- veiling snd dsring go-go dancer*

needed for formal band party Sat.. Feb. 241.

(.ood pay and short hour*. Sincere replies

fcJWS~r»t||.|wl

.

Sundav night I am (rom Beti.el to

Mlamonl The Birth and Death of a

Woodstock Nation Radio H Will MR 5

1^ M
tf2-ll

"The Fearle** Vampire Kllleis".

Sharon Tate 4 Roman Polamkl la

Mahar Avd. Friday. Feb II at 7-S-ll A 2

Road Kunner ( artoont!
1(2-11

BOOK WANTED
( urrrnl Perspective* In Social P»,,h

Hollander & Hunt, trd edit .
ft-STOO

WKITF.RS

Writers' Have vou script* suitable (or

TV? I would be interested In production

Bro Russell NMW between ft and 7

1(2 IN
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Notices

BAHA'I ASSOCIATION
Road show meeting/rehearsal Sun.

Eve. 7:30 p.m. CC, Rm. will be on

schedule. Come one come all.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
There will be a bus leaving Whit

more on Sat. Feb. 12th at 12:45 p.m.

for the State School. Departure from

the school will be at 3:30. All in

terested people are needed and

wanted.

CHRISTIANS)
Bus leaving for Florence Congo.

Church. 8:30 Newman Center, 8:37

Bus Station opp. Morrill; 8:40

Hamlin; 8:45 Emerson off Univ. Dr.

All are welcome!

COUNTRY COMFORT COFFEE
HOUSE
There will be a country Comfort

Coffee House Sat. Feb. 26 at 8 P.M. in

Crabtree Basement. If you'd like to

perform (all forms of entertainment

welcome) call SOGO, Rm 409, 5 2303.

COURSE OFFERED
Standard & Adv. First Aid. In

structor: Miss Susan Roundy.

Starting Date. Feb. 17. Time: 7:3a

1030. Place: Patterson Main

Lo."»ge. Call 584 7655.

FAMILY TIME
All members of God's forever

family invited to get together 6:30

tonight, 9th floor CC. LTC will follow

GIRLS
Chadbourne House This is it! Last

chance for any females who want to

live in Chadbourne when it reopens

fully renovated in the fall. Contact

Head of Residence in Hamlin at 6-

4534 after 7.30 p.m any night for

details.

GOO'S FOREVER FAMILY
Semester Family Reunion Party at

Ric's, 208 Puffton Sat. at 7:30.

MERKABAH UNIVERSITY
Classes for the Free university of

Electric Jewish Thought will begin

Monday Feb 14 Check in Rm 420

S U or further course descriptions

FRIDAY NIGHT DINNER
Tonight 6 00 p.m. Call 52526 for

reservations. Hillel.

NEWMAN CLUB
Fun! Food! Music! All you can eat!

At the Hatfield Barn. Only S2

Leaving Newman Center at 6 p.m.

Sat.. Feb. 12th. All welcome!

Transportation needed.

OUTING CLUB
Day hike Sat. along Metacomet

Monadneck Trail leaves from Clark

Hall at 10:30 am

OVER 21 CLUB
Beer bust: Don't forget next

Friday is our bi monthly "Love of

Keg" social in Alumni Hall at 9:00

p.m. Slight admission chargeSl.

PRESOCIAL WORK COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting on Sun.

Feb. 13th in Rm 178 of the CC at 8

p.m. for all students interested in

forming and being part of a social

work club and possibly establishing a

major with field work possibilities.

All interested please attend.

RUGBY CLUB MEETING
Meeting in 259 Goessman on Mon.

Feb. 14 at 6:30 Volleyball at 8:15.

VOLUNTEERS
Kiddieland Zoo, Forest Park,

Springfield needs help with careof

animals; school groups, March to

June. Call 1 733 2251.

SIMS
Individual checking every Sun. 2-9,

905 909 CC. Tales, advanced lectures,

group meditations Sun. 8:00, 905 909

CC. Office in S.U. 409B Has Lit. on

TM and schedule of lectures and

initiations. Good article on

Physiology of TM in Feb. "Scientific

Ameican."

LOST
Silver wire rim glasses at Florence

Diner. Placed in wrong coat by

mistake. Please call 6-7555.

ISRAELI
DANCING

Every Sunday

Evening 7:00 p.m

Hillel Center

Rm. 420 S.U.

Come and

Join the Fun

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
^f ft, SYDMY OMAM<

A black Russian hat. If found

please call Joe, 6-6214.

Please return green nylon Camp
Trails Knapsack left in CC bookstore

yesterday. Important pr. of glasses

inside. Call Robin, 586 0186 (no

questions) or mail to P.O. Box 66,

Northampton, Mass.

FOUND
A gold key attached to a safety pin.

Found in Franklin Dining Commons
Feb. 8. Call Jim at 546-6037.

PINNING
Linda Teittinen, 73, Sigma Sigma

Sigma to Charles Keith, 73, Emily
Dickinson.

ENGAGEMENTS
Jeanne Quintana, 72, Pi Beta Phi to

Charles "Chip" Frost, 73, Brown U.

Martha McCarthy, 73, Mary Lyon

to Jay Callanan, Wakefield, Mass.

Alana G. Smith, 73, 904 Coolidge to

David P. Walkenback, U.S. Air

Force.

Eileen Brachley, 73, Gorman
House to Stephen G. Shepherd, 73,

Lowell Tech. Inst.

Jane Bellows, 73, Cliffside to

Joseph Perkins, 71, Rolling Green

Linda Gerlitz, 72, Chi Omega to

Paul Cain, 71, Delta Chi.

Darragh M. Mullarkey, 73,

Melville, to Charles E. Porter, 72,

James.
Kathleen Gwiazda, 72 to Alan

Gauthier, 70.

Leo travels first call and stays in

•bast" hotels Gaminl can adapt to

varying conditions, the important tact

being the travel Itsalf. Virgo Maps a

travel diary, and Sagittarius can be

pedantic in expiamg points of interest

Taurus may prefer not to travel in first

place, while Pisces prefers out -of way or

offbeat places Capricorn gats around,

often working within a close budget Arias

can become "addicted" to travel and

Cancer prefers horn comforts no matter

where the destination

ARIES (March 21 April If): You gat

plenty of backing Some key ambitions

can be fulfilled. Accept added respon

sibii it y doing so can lead to significant

gain. You now earn respect of pears One

In authority rewards with promotion.

TAURUS (April 70 May 20) You find

established pattern changing; you

respond to long distance message Take

mothing for granted Guarantee reser

vat ions Depending on others now would

be error Know this and act accordingly

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Finances

affecting mate, partner are emphasized

Jomt effort now required to achieve goal

Oon't try going it alone Protect assets

Capricorm individual figures

prominently Investments need review.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Finish

rather than initiate projects Find ways of

getting message across to more people

Gat expert legal counsel if required.

Oon't sand boy to do man's lob Good

publicity available if you plan ec

cordingly

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) You recover

from emotional setback Sense of humor

enables you to laugh at own foibles Join

forces with Cancer parson Avoid making

excessive claims Sat example for those

who depend on you

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Good lunar

aspect now coincides with affairs of

heart Emotions dominate Check

medical, dental appointments. Taking

care of yourself is more important than

usual Maintain steady pace. Love

situation will improve.

LIBRA (Sept 230ct. 22): Check op

t»ns Overcome temptation to live in

past Shake off tendency to be lethargic.

Sagittarius individual could play 1m

port ant role. Accent ison home, domestic

environment You settle vital issue

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): You may
ted you art being pulled In two directions

simultaneously. Break through red tape

What appears opposition actually is

weak. Know this and proceed with con

fidence. Relative will aid.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 22):

Collect needed material. Guard

valuables One who sweat talks may have

ulterior motive. Don't give up something

for nothing B e ready for change of

scenery. Ray and receive, take in

ventory.

CAPRICORN (Dec 23 Jan. If): Lunar

cycle at peak, you gain added incentive

More persons express appreciation for

your efforts. Make new starts in new

directions Perfect technlquas. Co

operation gained from organization,

institution.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. U): Obtain

hint from Capricorn message You do

best now by maintaining low profile

Means work quietly, behind scenes Be

discreet Keep confidential matters

confidential Let others show their hands

PSICES (Fab 1* March 20): Oc

cupational income Is spotlighted Your

efforts succeed. Bypass those who are

patty. There is room for you at top. Know

this and act like you know it Utilize past

experience Oont' be discouraged by one

of little faith

IF TOOAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

arc intuitive, a natural teacher, able to

surpass obstacles and perform superbly

in times o' emergency You art a

progressive. Inventive parson if single.

m»rrim9* is on horizon March and

December mr* key months

Copyright 1*72, Gen Fee Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Cultivated

land

5 Pain

9 Minor item

II Blemishes

13 Conjunction
14 Baton

16 Symbol for

tellurium

17 Pigpen

19 Consumed
20 Insect egg
21 Notice

23 Equality

24 Gull like bird

25 Shore birds

27 Approaches

29 Beam
30 Inlet

31 Append

33 Strips of leather

35 Entreaty

36 Gutdos high

note

38 Places

40 Sum up

41 Rasp

43 Weaken
44 Note of scale

45 Wise

47 Parent
(colloq )

48 Hosts

50 More vapid

52 Cook
slowly

53 Verve

DOWN

1 Putrefy

2 Near

3 Ethiopian

title

4 Rodents

5 Solar disk

e Vehicle

7 Greeting

I Goes in

9
10
11

12
IS

18

20
22
24

26

28

31

33

M

Spnnt
Jumps
Strict

Observed
Parent teacher

organization

(init.)

Longed for

Chastises

Girl's name
Caudal
appendages

Caustic

substance

Before

Trees of

birch

family

African

ground
squirrel

Lessens

Part of

plant

Answer to Yesterday' s Puzzle
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r>i«tr bv Initrd Feature Syndicate, lnc

TH6RERKE. I PLAN TO VtflT

HT3U FOR A FEU) UJEEK6 TO
BECOME ACGIUAINTED, AND TO

6ATKER INFORMATION ABOUT
YOUR LIFE AND CAREER...

P. 5. KFOte I ARRIVE, PLEASE

LOCK l/P YOUR CATS .'

MDC Sports

Commentary -Wrestling
By JIM GOLDMAN

"UMass has been responsible for the entire

movement toward better caliber wrestling teams

in New England," Head Coach Homer Barr stated

recently. When Coach Barr came to UMass in

1967, only two teams, Springfield and Wesleyan

were "feverishly recruiting" boys for their

squads. University of Massachusetts, defending

New England wrestling champs, recruiting

wrestlers within a three to four hundred mile

radius, concentrating out-of-state in such areas as

Syracuse, Albany, Long Island, and eastern

Pennsylvania.
For the first time, however, we are getting the

most help from Massachusetts boys," which

speaks rather well for the Bay State's high school

wrestling program, Barr continued.

Among the freshmen wrestlers of whom Coach

Barr is justifiably proud is Joe Mulvihill of

Melrose who joined the team second semester and

in Coach Barr's words, has been doing a

"tremendous job." Russ Chateauneuf, a product

of Lowell High School and New England Schoolboy

Champ at 134 lbs., has a current record of 4-1-3

here at UMass. Mike McGlaughlin, 134 lbs. from

Pennsylvania, has shown great promise for the

future in his past varsity appearances for the

Redmen. Barr attributes, "a great deal of raw

talent," to former Springfield Classical great

Steve Rome. John Connolly, a graduate of

Westford Academy, has been doing "a great job

for us" wrestling varsity at 190, although he could

go much lower in weight. Dick Muri and Wayne
Turnburg, both 134 lbs. and both from Ashland,

are doing fine and show plenty of promise.

Indeed, with this fine nucleus of freshmen, many
already with varsity experience, Coach Barr

should have quite a wrestling tradition in the

making for UMass.
As wrestling is growing here at UMass, it is

likewise growing at a tremendous rate throughout

the rivalry-ridden Yankee Conference.

In Barr's words: "The Yankee Conference is

developing into a nice wrestling conference.

U.R.I, has come up tremendously. Boston

University is currently undefeated and has been

doing a good deal of recruiting. UConn and U.

Maine are also coming along well and U.N.H.

usually comes up with a couple of tough kids." It's

little wonder that the Redmen Grapplers are

looking anxiously forward to the first Yankee
Conference Wrestling Tournament to be held next

season on February 10 at Maine.

The wrestling squads of the universities in the

Yankee Conference will be where to turn for all the

wrestling action in the future as most of the

smaller colleges, such as Wesleyan, Amherst and

Williams, find they can't keep pace with UMass
and the like.

Wrestling is rather a unique sport that in no

matter what the size or weight or height of a boy,

there's a place for him in wrestling. A wrestling

match is a true contest of an athlete's ability and

the excitement a match generates is really

something to behold. There's always action and

surprises in the world of wrestling and one

couldn't ask for a better example than our own
New England Champion Redmen Wrestlers.

As of February 3, the New England Intercollegiate

Wrestling Assoc. Top ten teams are:

State1. UMass 6. Central Conn
2. Springfield 7. MIT
3. B.U. 8. Bowdoin
4. U.R.I. 9. U.N.H.

5. Dartmouth 10. UConn.

^XJX9HA

Olympic Roundup
The United States now has two

gold medals and two bronze. The

Soviet Union has four golds, four

silvers and three bronze for a total

of 1 1 while East Germany has the

largest cache with four golds, three

silver and five bronze for 12.

Medal hopes of Americans are

virtually non-existent in the other

events.

Outside of Miss Henning's

brilliant speed skating per

formance-two Olympic record-

breaking sprints around the glassy

Men's

Harness
BOOTS
$

15
value to $30.00

oval US athletes had anothe bleak

day Thursday on the snowy
hillsides and ice tracks of Sapporo.

Paal Tyldum. a 30-year-old

Norwegian farmer, won the 50-

kilmeter cross country ski race in 2

hours. 43 minutes. 14.75 seconds,

while the best American finish was

24th by Gene Morgan of An-

chorage. Alaska, in 2:54:01.52

The men's giant slalom went to a

slender Italian. Gustavo Thoeni.

the World Cup champion, who
completed his two runs down Mt

Teine's 1.130 meters in 3:09.62 The

best American placing was 17th by

Bob Cochran of Richmond. Vt .. in

3:15.54

The U.S. team of Jack Elder.

Castro Valley. Calif . and Frank

Jones, Framingham, Mass.,

finished 15th in the 20 team field

Bob Berkley, Jr., Grand Junction.

Colo, and Dick Cavanaugh,
Denver, were 17th

In ice hockey, the United States

kept its chances for a bronze medal

alive by beating Finland 4 1, its

second victory against two defeats.

The once tied Soviet Union crushed

Poland 9-3 and remained in first

place in the round robin Class A
tournament, one point ahead of

Czechoslovakia, which edged

Sweden 2-1

Girl Swimmers
Face Vermont

oo

Amherst Mass

By JAMS AHMADJIAN
Friday night starts the big

weekend of the semester, Winter

Carni here at UMass It is also the

night of the first home meet for the

UMass Women's Swim Team when

they face University of Vermont at

7:30 WoPE pool

Vermont boasts a strong ex-

perienced team which placed 4th in

the New England's this January, a

real challenge to the young UMass

team.
Freshman Laurie Seluk will be

aiming for times to qualify her for

the Eastern Collegiate Cham
pionship. The events she'll be

working on are the 50 yard But

terfly. 100 yard Individual Medley,

50 yard Freestyle, and the 50 yard

Backstroke

This meet will also mark the

debut of junior Sue White in the

Diving Competition

The team has been hard at

practice all semester and they're

aiming for a win on home territory

onight

Gymnasts Fall

To Springfield
By MICHAEL CUSACK

Last Wednesday night saw the UMass varsity gymnasts travel to the

Field House at Springfield College in an effort to topple the favored

Springfield squad, the current New England Champions. Both teams put

on very strong performances, but Springfield's was a bit stronger, as they

outscored the Redmen, 156-155. Although the Redmen have lost this

year's dual meet with the Chiefs, there are several bright spots to be

considered.

Prior to the meet, UMass' best score was a 152.5 output earlier this year

in a home meet against Penn State. Before the Springfield meet, totaling

the scores for each man's best routine of the year gave a 153.5 team score.

Springfield was in an identical position, as their best routines also totalled

to 153.5. Not only did the Redmen surpass their best predictable score, but

they did it under tremendous pressure during an away meet. Prior to this

meet, the UMass squad did not have a reputation as a clutch performance

team. Hopefully, the Springfield meet marks the beginning of a Redman
squad that will be able to come though while under pressure.

Outstanding performer for UMass was Steve Scuderi. Scuderi, who was

out a year with a back injury led the UMass team with an all-around total

of 49.00, which was good for second place in the all-around competition. In

addition, he won the horizontal bar with a 9.15 routine. All-around Rich

Sekunas is improving all the time for the Redmen, as his total of 47.50

shows. Seikunas come through with an 8.3 on pommel horse to lead the

Redmen in that event. The third UMass all-around, co-capt. Tony Vacca

totalled 47.65, third highest total in the all-around event. Vacca, despite

being hampered by a painful shoulder injury, had" strong performances in

the floor exercise, vaulting, and horizontal bar events.

The Redmen also had a number of fine individual routines from their

specialists. As usual, John Calabria was top man for UMass on floor with

a routine of 8.7, which earned him a tie for second. Juniors Jay Aronstein

and John Oliver continued to lead UMass on rings with respective scores

of 9.2 and 8.8. The Redmen's Jay Thomsen easily won the vaulting event,

again, with a score of 9.25. Moving to parallel bars saw the Redmen take

another first behind the routine of co-capt. Dave Genest, who had an 8.95

score. The final event, high bar, saw the UMass team outscore

Springfield, and take the top two places in doing so. Right behind Scuderi

was Tom Myslicki, who turned in a solid routine for a 9.0 score

Despite losing, this meet was the best of the yar for the UMass team.

Instead of choking when the pressure was on, the squad turned in their

best performances, which is a good sign, regardless of the outcome.

The Redmen will meet the Chiefs again this year, both at the E.I.G.L.

and New England Gymnastic Championships If the squad continues to

compete along the lines of their last effort, they will beat the Chiefs in

one, if not both of their next encounters

The next competition for the Redmen will be Sat , Feb. 12 at 2 p.m.,

when they travel to Syracuse to take on the Orange squad. This meet

should prove to be no problem for the Redmen. who will be looking to up

their record to 5-2.

Syracuse always has some outstanding individual performances, but

they lack the depth to overtake the UMass squad Barring any unforeseen

disasters, the Redmen should return to Amherst with a 5-2 record to meet

Navy on Sat . Feb. 19

This Saturday's varsity hockey game is at 8:00 P.M. in Orr rink

on the campus of Amherst College It is not at 2:00 PM as it is

listed in the schedule Please note that because of a recent ruling

the capacity of the rink is 1200 and admission will be terminated

when the turnstile count reaches that number Your cooperation

would be appreciated by Amherst College

For Valentines Day ...

Give a gift that won't wilt,

or be eaten and forgotten.

Visit

BAKER WINN
JEWELERS

II South Pleasant St.
Amherst

For the student body.

THEHUNCRY-U
»H.l

<••

Italian ra

Pizza Shoppe Open Winter Carni Weekend thru 4 a.m.

Free Coffee 12 a.m. - 4 a.m.

Buy One and Get One Free

DYNASOUND
8-Track Blank Cartridges

# Two _ Forty Minute Tapes for only

• Two — Eighty Minute Tapes for only

Lifetime Guarantee

Limited Supply

Radio Shack of Amherst

$2*9

$099

318 College Street - Route 9

Open 10 - 5: 30 Monday - Thursday
10 - 8:00 Friday
9 - 5 Saturday
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Grapplets In Quad
By JOHN BOCK

It is a well-known fact that the

University of Massachusetts is the

top contender for almost any
conference title. Then it may come
as a surprise that the UMass
wrestling team, currently ranked

number one in the New England
Intercollegiate Wrestling
Association poll, is NOT in con-

tention for the Yankee Conference

Wrestling Title. Why? Because

iailg <?InIUgian

SPORTS
there isn't a Yankee Conference

Wrestling Title.

The Redmen do travel to Storrs.

Conn . this Saturday to attempt to

win something similar, a

quadrangular involving UConn,

URI, and UMaine. It is a fairly

common practice in wrestling

circles to assemble three teams for

a day of wrestling, but is less

common to have four. Three
matches in less than eight hours

are a lot for any man, but things

like this are done to show teams
their general condition.

In the past, UMass has par-

ticipated in quads with such
national wrestling powers as Ohio

University, Bloomsburg State, and
Indiana State and they have been

respectable.

This is somewhat of a first,

though, for the four teams that are

rivals to get together and wrestle

off with no win loss records to

worry about, no Beanpots to think

on and no speculation as to who will

be upset. If anything it is probably

a better preparation for the New
Englands coming up on Feb. 25 and
26 at Central Connecticut State

College.

Three of the teams are ranked in

the top ten in the NEIWA: UMass
on top. Rhode Island coming in

with a tough third, and UConn in

tenth place.

Individually, however, there is a

world of difference in per-

formance. Reaching back into the

depths of the first semester, one

might recall UMass over UConn in

the first match of the season at

Yale
The only changes in the UConn

lineup come at the upper weights.

Randy Hooks, UConn's star

heavyweight has quit the team
Hooks had been the Huskies ace in

the hole ever since he won the New
Englands two years ago. Without

him. they are certainly weaker.

URI, though, is something else

indeed. Last year the Redmen
needed a win in the 190 pound class

to beat the Rams and when Ed

Carlson provided it Coach Barr

breathed a lot easier.

When queried about this URI

team, the Coach let a trace of

anxiety creep into his normally

confident reply. "URI will be a

REALLY tight match, another

Springfield match right down to

the wire.''

What does Rhode Island have

that could cause such con-

sternation? They have Catania the

one man to tie Captain Shelley

Goldberg last year and the New
England runner-up at 142. Adam at

1 18 is no pushover and Dave Amato
will have a tough time of it. A
really strong freshman at 177.

Horowitz, has been the only other

man to upset Dartmouth's NEIWA
Champ Ted Thompson. At

Heavyweight the Rams sport

McKenna. He was only beaten once

last year in the New Englands and

that was by Carl Dambman.
How the team is feeling is best

seen in their own comments.
"I've got a really tough match

and I can't wrestle like I have been

lately," said Dave Amato.
"I shouldn't have tied that kid.

no way. I beat him in high school

and I just should have won
I will this time." this from Shelley.

'You bring him on and I'll

wrestle him." stated Clay Jester,

UMass 142 pounder.

"I guess I feel good at

Heavy, but I'll wrestle wherever I

can do the best for the team and

that is for URI, the New Englands
or whatever."' reiterated Carl

Dambman

Wrestling is an intense, grueling individual sport as is obvious

by the grimace on the face of Clay Jester's opponent (top) and

by the look of cool determination a on Carl Dambman's face

(bottom) as he tries to force his opponent to a pin position. The

UMass grapplers are NE's best. (Photos by Carl Nash)

WMUA: Saturday night-7:50 airtime-Ken Best and Marty Kelley will bring you basketball action live

from Storrs, Connecticut. Then on Sunday night, the same duo will co-host the weekly Sports Talk

program. Guests will be Fan Gaudette and Tom Gillams of the freshman hoop team.

Redmen Seek
To End Skid

By EARLE BARROLL
So what, you lose a big one...the next day and nobody remem-

bers Yaaaah!!! Well, that's at least what Muhammad AJi said

right after his fight with Joe Frazier.

But for Jack Leaman this season has had too many of the big

losses and too many pent up feelings of what's going wrong and the

topper was Wednesday night when Boston College held the Redmen

off in the last seven seconds for a 75-74 win.

It was another in a series of inconsistent performances by some,

big performances by others and thepwkkk of a reputable job at

center The team is fighting these ills.

Tomorrow night, UConn can be the cure-all or the aggravation of

this dozen game disease (5-7) as the Redmen begin their big

grind into the wars of the Yankee Conference in search of a repeat

of last year's title.

Leaman describes the problem as he sees it like this; "too many
guys didn't play basketball against Boston College and you can't

expect to play B.C. five against four and win.

'We're not getting enough consistent performances to be a good

basketball team, especially at center which is becoming a real

problem for us. And until we can find someone to do the job for us

we're going to struggle."

Just check these stats out: 38 minutes of playing time at center

against B.C.... five points...eight rebounds, eight personal fouls,

eight turnovers and only one field goal. This is definitely a problem.

UConn will pose the same problems for the Redmen as did B.C.

The Huskies have good size, they play a tough zone defense, the

forwards are exceptionally good in Al Chapman and Gars

Custick and Al Vaughn at guard will also pose a big problem

To stop the Huskies, "We'll have to fast break to neutralize

Chapman and Vaughn," Leaman says.

Undefeated with four wins in the conference. . this is UMass With

a loss is Rhode Island, a team that has the potential to erupt like

Vesuvius. Basketball people have been waiting for this all season

This has added quite a bit to the importance of this game. "It

holds the key to this season," Leaman emphasized. "We have to

keep winning until we play Rhody . We're one up on them right now,

but if we slip along the way we'll be in for a struggle the remainder

of the season."

TV Icemen Win
The

*8j TOM PLANT
UMass J.V hockey team

played Mount Hermon Prep School

Tuesday night and nearly forgot

they were playing hockey They
remembered in time, however, and
solidly trounced their opponents, 9-

3.

Coach Russ Kidd played only his

freshmen this game, with the

exception of a sophomore John
Binkoski. who minded the nets in

the third period, and the Frosh got

quite a battle from a determined
Mt. Hermon team for two-thirds of

the game, that is

The game was played with

periods shortened to fifteen

minutes each, and it took the

Redmen about half of the firsi one
to get untracked and get on the

scoreboard Ted Flynn scored the

first goal at 7 : 22 on a screened shot

from the face-off circle to the right

of the net Then at 9:35, with a Mt
Hermon player in the penalty box.

defenseman Mike Ellis scored the

first of his three goals on a slap-

shot from the point to put the
Redmen ahead 2-0.

The J.V. redmen came out for

the second period apparently
thinking this game would be a
fairly easy victory, and it probably
should have been, but the second
period was a different game At
6:07, a Mt. Hermon player stood
unguarded for a number of seconds
in front of the UMass goal until the
puck finally came to him and he
easily flipped it past a helpless

Steve Moran Moran was making
his first start of the season in goal.

Then, at 7:50. on a power-play
situation. Mt Hermon scored
again to tie it at 2-2. They seemed
to have a small-school desire to

defeat a University team; enough

desire to put them in the lead three

minutes later. It was not an im

pressive period of hockey for the

Redmen They weren't connecting

on passes and they weren't setting

up plays

It was obvious that after the

second period the Redmen were

worrying, and they began to play

good hockey in the final stanza

Mike Ellis tied it up again on his

second goal with only 34 seconds

gone on the clocit, and they

proceeded to quickly score three

more in the next three minutes

Kevin Connors scored what turned

out to be the winning tally at 1 :26.

Steve Dee made it 5-3 at 2 34 with

an assist from Wayne Douglas, and

Douglas scored himself at 3:01.

Wayne got his second goal at 6:39

when he positioned himself in front

of the Mt Hermon net and stuffed

in the rebound of Kevin Connors'

shot With four minutes remaining.

Ellis got his "hat trick" to put

UMass ahead by 8-3. and with only

a minute left Connors ended the

scoring as he took a pass from the

comer from Kevin Thompson and

slapped it home for the ninth

Redmen goal The UMass J.V.'s

were so dominating in the thir

period that Mt. Hermon could

manage only four shots on goal

The win was the fourth of the

season for the J.V.'s against four

losses and a tie

On Saturday the J.V. Redmen
will play against Yale at New
Haven. In their previous meeting

this season, they lost to Yale by a

close score of 6-4. However, it was
one of their better efforts this year,

and they will undoubtedly be more
prepared for the rematch

Runners Face NU
By SANDY LAWN

A myth was exploded recently. The myth was Harvard's invincibility in

Boston track-and the myth breaker is UMass' next opponent-the un-

defeated Huskies of Northeastern. NU, fresh from beating Harvard by 30

points (first loss by Harvard in 4 years) and the Greater Boston League

meet is always a New England indoor power, The Huskies, who according

to Coach Ken O'Brien have no weak spots, are 3 deep in every event and

are especially strong in the middle distance events where they are led by

Paul Horrigan in the 600. O'Brien is hoping to offset Horrigan with Steve

Crimmin and Steve Levine. Another threat is Larry Joseph in the mile

Joseph just had a 4: 10 mile in the GRL meet for second. O'Brien pins his

hopes on Rick Barry and a promising pair of freshmen, Bill Gillen and

Randy Thomas. Other Husky stars include Ed Shaugnessy in the high

jump and Jim Carrisella in the pole vault.

Always optimistic for the win, O'Brien is hoping that UMass can score

heavily in their strong events and maybe scrape some points from NU's

strong spots. Some of the performers Coach O'Brien is counting on are

sprinters Tony Pendleton and Ron Harris. Add to this hurdler Jim Graves

and long jumpers Pete Ryan and Mike Gereghty, and you have a good

part of UMass' bid for an upset to even their 1-2 record and give them
some momentum for the upcoming conference meet. Keep your fingers

crossed.

Poor Richard's
"the compendium for the spirit. A Weekly Magazine

The champion of the people

More Than A Private Interest At Stake
ByANNESTADNICKI

Ralph Nader is a man who doesn't

take it easy Characteristically, he fell

asleep in the car enroute from

Springfield last Monday, in what was

possibly one of his few leisure moments

that day
Nader claimed that Americans don't

know how to use their leisure time, when

he spoke to Western Mass Public In-

terest Research Group (WMPIRG)
enthusiasts then. He said that

Americans waste themselves1 in front of

their television sets when ten to fifteen

per cent of their time should be devoted

to citizenship

Citizenship is a boring word bee.

it isn't given the flesh and blood

operation that means something to

everyone,
-

' Nader said. He explained

that individuals have to find a problem
of their own choosing to work away their

boredom. They can become creative

when they find that cirizenship can be

that substitute, he believes.

If a problem challenges the in-

dividual's mind, and his value system,

Nader says it will stimulate as sense of

responsibility and self reliance in the

individual. He noted that students

especially have t great potential in the

wide field of challenges because
"...never again will they be as free and
flexible as now without the day to day

erosions that cause inefficiency and

waste time
Students should take an idea and

pursue it as part of their education,

according to Nader. He said that sub-

stantive result could come of studies on

various problems if students were

willing to write for documentation -to

uet together a body of writing not

already in the library There is a vast

resource of information available if only

someone would seek it out, Nader said.

The unproductive system which
student boredom evidences could be

changed as students move to action

when they are challenged, according to

Nader, or when they vote. He said that

students should no longer be treated as

children, and the change of status is

coming slowly with people of the older

age groups accepting the fact that
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Aardvarks
The Overthrow: Part Three

We had left the Midget behind at "bites and sucks" while we went
to infiltrate Bartlett 252. On the way we racked our brains for a

devilish scheme to leave that home of Undergraduate English in

chaos.

"Nick", I said to my partner, "rack your brain". He racked and I

shivered in the cold as we walked ou of the tunnel that was no-

man's land between "passion pit" and the civilized world.

Nicks intent face lit up. He had something good. "At home, we
have an apple orchard where my old man has to spray the trees

with insecticide. He uses a kind of fogging machine to do the job.

Why not load the machine up with fog instead of insecticide?"

"A fantastic idea! When can we do it?"

"I can get the thing this weekend and we can be ready to go by

next Friday."
But we were forgetting about the most important aspect of our

operation-the main attack on the bookstore. We walked on. "What
about the bookstore? We still haven't really developed the plans for

that expedition."

"Okay. We got the Midget into this because of his invaluable size.

After pushing him in through the window on one side of the

bookstore he lets us in through one of the back doors.

"

"The actual hollowing out of the books is going to be quite time

consuming unless we figure out some kind of assembly-line method
of operating
"Right after we get through here I'll take to see my man in

Havana who will donate the marijuana," said Nick.

"We should check out the stuff before we continue with the plan,

free or not. Shity stuff could ruin all our work. Can you imagine the

consequences of that kind of mistake! " I started to get worked up
"English 125 students opening up their books, at first being over-

joyed at the discovery of their bonus, trying it out and then not even

getting a buzz!!! Utter ruin."

"Take it easy, take it easy", Nick comforted. We turned the

corner to confront Bartlett Hall face to face, the business at hanc
would occupy my mind
We walked into Bartlett 252 and there she was sitting at her desk.

Irma Forader Lording over the entire Undergraduate English

Department I decided to open the questioning with an innocent

one
"Where can I find Hemling's mailbox", I said.

'Who**" Irma answered
"Hemling" I said, caught off guard. "He's in the English 125

program
."

"I never heard of him." she said shortly.

Vernon P ."
I added desperately.

iu mean Helming", she said pronouncing his name Hell-ming

while looking down her nose tand that is quite a feat if you consider

her nose > "Down stairs in the English Department Headquar-

ters
"

At that moment Jonathan Quick. Chief Advisor in Undergraduate

English stumbled from his office looking quite stoned When I was

at orientation many summers ago I heard tell several interesting

anecdotes about this man His hero is Jonathan Swift". I was told

He had his Christian name changed to Jonathan He looks like a

speed freak, doesn't he'' We just call him Professor Speed
"

I turned from Irma to Quick to ask him the not so innocent

question Who runs the English 125 program "

He strained for a couple of seconds with my question "Dr
Brogan is in charge of that program"
"Brogan"' I almost shouted. That man I just cannot get away

from I was starting to work myself up into a frenzy. Nick saw this

and quickly pulled me from the office with Irma babbling

something I in her almost perfect imitation of an Englis accent) to

Quick about (iuiliver's Travels. Quick was gazing off into the

distance and when she spoke to him he started, looked at her, and

raced into his office

By the time we got outside I had calmed down and was thinking

about the latest developments I was really going to get my revenge

now Howard O. Brogan was to blame for all the shit I was getting

buried under courtesy of English 125. When I got through with

Brogan he was going to be sorry he ever even heard of English

never mind a thing called English 125. With those vengeful thoughts

in my head we headed back to Southwest (to find Nick's philan-

thropists friend and check out his dope) glancing to one side then

the other, then whispering to each other, our heads close together.

Next Week: The Great Fog
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Prospective staff members may contact Bob Nesti

The Prisoner Escapes
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When Kate Millett tried to bury male

literature in Sexual Politics did you stop

carrying around copies of D.H. Lawrence

for fear of being called a Male Chauvinist

Pig? Did you burn all your Henry Miller?

Well you acted prematurely. Norman

Mailer, who survived the Millet Bonzai has

come back with a potent work called The

Prisoner of Sex which not only unearths

your favorite authors but indicts their

detractor for her unliterary and un-

sportsmanlike conduct. Or so Frank

Baglione tells us in his review of Mailer s

book on pages 4 and 5. Are the men forming

a new front against women's revolutionary

henpecking? Field Marshall Mailer has

already called up the troops in Prisoner of

Sex.

4

YOU MEAN THAT CHICK WHO
SITS LIKE THIS, AND WARNS

YOU NOT TO bET
,

MARRIED TILL YOURE 1

w THROUG-H
'SCREWIN'
MOUND*
FOR6ET

pages four & five

What Makes Johnny Run?
1972 looks like it may oe a pretty staid

year as far as National Politics. The battle"

will come down to Nixon and Muskie, or so it

seems as of 1968 when people were saying

Johnson would defeat his Republican op-

ponent by a landslide? National Politics,

despite what George Gallop might tell you,

are completely volatile. Eugene McCarthy
proved that four years ago when he came
from nowhere and pretty near beat an in-

cumbent President one cold March day in

New Hampshire. The situation is ripe again,

this time on the Republican side, and our

own stringer from National Review

Matthew Tackeff explores the situation on

pages 8 and 9. Will Ashbrook be the one?

pages eight & nine

The Apotheosis of the Strong-Man

Why is this man's stomach upset?

Because he's sick and tired of hot dogs for

lunch and dinner (it doesn't really make
much difference to Harry). And another

thing! He's sick and tired of people calling

him "dirty". Well, in our movie pages Jim
Lavrakas (who makes the transition from
records to movies ) gives us the low down on

just why this "dirty" man and his anti-

matter opposite of "Straw Dogs" attract so

much attention and regard. It's a mini-

psychoanalysis of your most unspeakable
secrets.

page twelve

For Your Edification

and Delight

Lo and Behold, that's not all. Jump to

pages 6 and 7 and read part one of Nathaniel

Hayden 's story of how a comet changed the

minute amount of melanin in the cell of the

human organism and knocked the Republic

off its feet. From that fictional home truth

move on to our albums pages where Bill

Densmore tells us Paul Simon is just as

good without Art Garfunkel, Gary Gomes
says Roland Kirk is well worth your while,

and Mike Kostek would like you to meet
Country Joe McDonald. All on pages 10 and
11. Frank Johnson continues his exploration

into the audio world and his concluding

section on amplifiers in on page 9. Then
Movies, have we ever got movies. Besides

Jim Lavrakas' piece on our unnatural

desires and cloistered fascinations, there's

Bob Nesti's tauting of The Last Picture

Show as being the Best American film in

quite some time. Not the same can be said

about Diamonds Are Forever as James
Bond becomes (gasp) a boring, silly man.
Mary Lou Gordon tells us all about it on

page 14. The Puzzle, this week more of the

same, is on page 15 with the answers to last

week's. You may never now forget Aldo

Ray. Weekend is at the back, and part three

of our little crime caper against the powers
in Bartlett continues on the left. Ernu
beware, the worst is yet to come.

Nader- More Than A Private
Continued

students have the right to vote.

"The student vote itself is going to be

more meaningful as the eighteen to

twenty year olds emerge...They will

alter part of the political system,"
Nader said. He mentioned that the

student PIRG groups which he is at-

tempting to start among students all

over the country have no political

alliance, however.

He claimed that "The impact of

student PIRG is maximized when it

stays out of politics". He underlined the

fact that students should force

politicians to address the issues, but

should not take sides themselves.

"Student PIRGs transcend politics,"

Nader said.

The student PIRGs are one of Nader's

current projects. In addition to applying

his techniques to the student-run,

student-funded consumer protection

organization, he keeps a busy schedule

of speaking engagements and
sporadically flies to Washington, DC.
for Congressional hearings and to check

up on the progress of investigations of

government agencies and corporations

and law firms.

In 1968 he sent a group of law students

to Washington to study the Federal

Trade Commission. In 1970 he had two

hundred law students looking at "in-

stitutions" under his sponsorship.

Nader began in Washington in 1964 as

a consultant with several congressional

committees, thiscame about because he

specialized in automobile accidents and

became the consumer crusader on

automobile safety after he graduated

from Harvard Law in 1958.

Nader feels that "...a lawyer should

serve the public interest". For this

reason he developed the Center for the

Study of Responsive Law: he wanted to

make the running of legal institutions

more responsive to the broader public.

"It is not enough to have rights, if

there are no representatives to fight for

these rights," Nader said in Springfield.

Nader seems to concentrate on

identifying the problem areas now,

although he does not leave all the work

to his research groups. He said that he

has pending a specific court test of the

Corrupt Practices Act, which calls for a

detailed disclosure of campaign funds,

but it has never before been enforced.

He is interested in auto safety still,

which first made him famous as a

"crusader". When asked about his

sentiments for the dirty orange
Maverick in which he was being

chauffeured that day, Nader only

remarked that everyone had better

fasten their seat belts. And true to form,

he carefully strapped the harness across

his chest each time he ventured out into

traffic, always with a securely locked

door as a safeguard.

Nader is a man who doesn't take it

easy. He is a man who does his most to

provoke people and arouse them to some

sense of responsibility as citizens. He

says he is a "public interest lawyer" but

the hunched shoulders, the haggard eyes

and the quick naps on the road say he's

more. He's got a private interest at

stake, too.

"I dont' want to breathe polluted air or

drink polluted water or ride in unsafe

automobiles," said Nader. He's coun-

ting on it that the public feels the same
way.

Correspondences To Poor Richard's

To the Editor

We want to call your attention

to page six of the February 4,

1972 edition of Poor Richard's in

which Jim Lavrakas refers to

Laura Nyro's backup singers as

"three black chicks". Chicks

are chickens, Jim, and women
are human beings not chickens.

Animals themselves deserve

more respect.

Refer to someone as less than

human and you treat them as

less than human, you take away
their humanity It is then easier

to kick them or beat them or

rape them or even kill them.

We want to recommend that

the Collegian refuse any further

articles that use language

which in any way degrades

human beings; specifically

words like broads, chicks,

girls, etc' being used to refer

to women. Woman' is the onlv

acceptable word for a female

person not 'girl', not 'dame', not

bird'...

The Collegian should also use

'Ms' rather than 'Miss' or 'Mrs.'

and begin to be aware of how

language effects people and

their consciousness

Mary Orovan of the New York

Radical Feminists suggests the

use of the ancient alternative

Indo-European root word "co"

to replace the masculine per-

sonal pronouns "he" or "his"

when we really mean people of

both sexes The old possessive

"his" (for his-hers) is repleced

by "cos" and "coself replaces

"himself". Humankind
replaces mankind.

We believe that language

changes make an important

difference!

Marsha Forest

Jeffrey Forest

1120 West Street

South Amherst. Mass.

To the Editor:

Bob Nesti's review of Straw

Dogs (A Gnawing And Ugly

Experience, Poor Richard'*

February 4, 1972), while it

succeeded in describing the

foreboding and incredibly

depressing atmosphere of that

film, falls prey to one of the

faults Mr. Nesti describes.

Nesti writes "Straw Dogs
ultimately falls victim to its

hackneyed, simple theme of

triumphant masculinity.

Yet in the review Nesti

himself falls prey to stock

phrases, the simple rhetoric

that assumes masculinity is a

pejorative term. Thus the rape

scene "underscores the rank

male supremacist attitude" of

the film our reviewer tells us as

if his reader will see this and

say "Oh. yes those nasty male
supremacists".

And again, Nesti refers to the

scene where sodomv is per-

tormed as the culmination of

"masculine sexual fantasy"

While obviously scoring points

with the women's liberationists

this "enlightened" rhetoric

adds little to a criticism of the

film It is grossly unfair to men,

interprets masculinity as a

depraved characteristic, and

turns the words "male,

"masculine" into obscenities.

In any event when 1 ieau a

review I do not like to think that

my reviewer has become im-

bued with the rhetoric of T
Grace Atkinson or Bobby Seale.

Mr. Nesti's reviews are always

good and usually very in-

formative. But when he uses

catch phrases and radical chic

terms he tells me less about the

film and more about hiw own
political persuasion.

Why Mr. Nesti succumbed to

using such convenient epithets

in the place ot tnougnttul

criticism is puzzling since,

other than this lapse and the one

where he falls back on the term
"Fascist" his review is an

excellent description of

Pekinpah's grotesque and
sanguinary film.

Yes, Straw Dogs is a bad film

"strident in execution, vacuous

in theme", and unnecessarily

violent But I would challenge

Mr. Nesti's claim that this

represents a "conscious, cold,

horrible exaltation of a sim-

plistic masculine ideal".

Pekinpah's sins are his own and

they cannot be laid at the feet of

masculinity or. for that matter,

of Fascism Both are large

terms which resist simple

definition

J. Tracey Nelson
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Books

BY FRANK BAGLIONE
The Prisoner of Sex by Norman
Mailer. (Hardcover) Little,

Brown and Company; (Paper)

Signet Books. 175 pp.

Like most of Mailer's recent

work - Miami and the Siege of

Chicago; King of the Hill; Of a

Fire on the Moon ~ his Prisoner

of Sex is a piece written in

response to a specific event. In

this case the event was the

appearance of Kate Millett's

Sexual Politics and other

women's liberation tracts that

named Mailer as their major

ideological foe.

For those of you fortunate

enough to have not read

Millett's 400 page diatribe

against men in general and

male writers in particular, it is,

in the words of Patricia Coyne

of The Alternative magazine, a

doctoral thesis which finds a

theme, inflates it, twists it, and

finally presents it as a universal

theme. Millett's Sexual Politics

is, in short, literary slander...

a

cheap and vicious attack on

D.H. Lawrence, Henry Miller

and Norman Mailer for their

views on women (as seen

through Millett's feverishly

jaudiced eyes).

In Prisoner of Sex. originally

published in Harpers magazine.

Mailer rises quickly to the

challenge. His prose is light and

joyful as one who enters the

battle with steady confidence

Not only is he a much superior

writer than the far too literal

Millett. but he is also armed
with the ability to do a literary

criticism of Lawrence in his

short book with greater vision

and expertise than Millett could

accomplish in her ponderously

dull and inaccurate 400 pages.

Mailer sets the stage for his

joust with Millett and the

women's liberationists by

recalling incidents in the past

which harbingered his present

problems with what some have

unkindly called "the butch

brigade ." He remembers
having lunch with Gloria

Steinem of New York magazine

and refusing her proposal that

he run for Mayor of New York.

Mailer' writes, "...she had
smiled and said, Well, at least I

won't have to explain you to my
friends at women's lib.'

" 'What could they have

against me?'
" 'You might try reading your

books some day.'

"(In an interview he had once

said, 'Women, at their worst,

are low sloppy beasts') He
made reference to this now, and

added, 'I thought the next

question would be, 'What are

women at their best... I would

have replied that women at

their best are goddesses."

Mailer finally did run for

mayor, and in this endeavor

Mailer: Moving To Establish

"ran into the redoubtable Bella

Abzug" at a small meeting with

some ladies. He writes this

humorously apt description-

"At the center was Ab-

zug. ..Bella! the future

congresswoman with bosoms

came up from the audience."

He was putting them on and was

pleased that he had cut such a

remark "in the teeth of growing

piety over the treatment of

women...No man who thought

women should be kept in cages

Norman Mailer

which spoke of butter, milk,

carnal abundance, and the

firepower of hard-prowed
gunboats.
" Listen.' said Bella,

... we' re here to look you over
'

She gave him the flat look of a

furniture mover. 'Your record

against the war in Vietnam is

okay, nothing spectacular, but

decent. Yet your views on

women do not impress us. In

fact we think they stink. We thin

your views on women are full of

shit.' She had a voice which

could have boiled the fat off a

taxicab driver's neck."

Mailer, who is the Prisoner of

the title and writes of himself in

the third person throughout the

book, also mentions the remark

he made on a talk show that

"women should be kept in

cages. "...."He had grinned

broadly as he said this,

delighted with the gasp which

would ever dare to declare such

a sentiment.'' His humorless

audience could not see his only

crime was impiety.

Yet in this age of mushy
liberal slobberings impiety is

great enough a crime. And
Mailer would be punished. His

first impression of the attacks

made by women's liberation

reveal his sense of being
wronged. "He did not know why
a lack of such literary niceties

i in Sexual Politics) as fair

quotation and measured attack

should bother him more in

women. Was it because a male

critic who practiced such habits

could not go far-the stern code

of professionalsim in other men

and bound to cut him down.'

The apoligists for liberation

movements, however, do not

apply stern codes.

Mailer tells how he began

reading women's liberation

tracts in preparation for the

battle with Millett. He read

material from NOW (National

Organization of Women) on

down to the SCUM manifesto

(Society for Cutting Up Men).

"Some of the women were

writing like very tough

faggots," Mailer concludes and

then like a military man ex-

pressing admiration for his foe.

"It was a good style."

But how does Mailer feel

about women in general He

carries some strong im-

pressions and much of what he

says will be rejected as wrong,

as "chauvinist," as myth Yet

Mailer can create beautiful

images to express these

"myths," conjure probing

metaphors to mask his

"chauvinism," issue com-

pelling svmbolism with which to

cloth his "error." He places

women "a step, or a stage, or a

move or a leap nearer the

creation of existence, they

were- given man's powerful

sense of the present -his in

despensible and only connection

with the future." Yet her prize

was her defect also. "The womb
was a damnable disadvantage

in the struggle with the

men. that spongy pool, that

time machine with a curse, dam
for an ongoing river of blood

whose rhythm seemed to obey

some private compact with the

moon. Did women get into

automobile accidents? More
than half their accidents came
on a particular week of the

month -just before and during

menstruation was the time of

that week So. too. were half of

the female admissions to

mental hospitals in that week,

and more than half of their

attempted suicides, half the

crimes committed by women
prisoners." She was "victim of

unpleasantness, ordour.
stainings which take up
anything from a seventh to a

fifth of her adult life until the

menopause, it is not so un-

natural to react with rage

against a mystical communion
which condemns her to diapers,

dishes, and the foul shock of

unforgiving cramps, not to

mention an unbroken string of

defeats in her attempt to take

over control of the world from

men."
If this were not enough, says

Mailer, than there is con-

ception, "for conception was
embarkation on a train whose

stations were obligation and

guilt." But conception would not

hold the women's liberationists

down. .."Shit no," said the

ladies, "Suck the fucker out."

Mailer breaks into full stride

as he approaches his criticism

of Millett's hatchet-job of Henry

Miller and D.H. Lawrence. "By
and major literary perspective,

the land of Millett is a barren

and mediocre terrain....a foul

and dreary place to cross." At

each inn was served "a can of

ideological lard," and all the

"bloody ground steamed with

the limbs of every amputated

quote," each corpse ( Lawrence,

Miller, Mailer) had been

"crudely assassinated, then so

unceremoniously dumped."
From this ground Mailer

launches his attack on Millett's

shameless method of misin-

terpreting and misrepresenting

the literature of the authors she

dispises. A few examples on

Miller will suffice. Millett in-

terprets a passage from Tropic

of Capricon --- "As all

Americans know, the com
mercial world is a battlefield.

When executives are "fucked'

by the company, they can

retaliate by "fucking" their

secretaries. Miller's is "part

nigger" and "so damned
pleased to have you fuck her

without blushing .. She
commits suicide eventually, but

in business, 'it's fuck or be

fucked,' Miller observes."

That is Millett interpreting

Miller, "except it is not Miller

she is quoting." says Mailer,

"even if she gives him the

words and puts them in

quotation marks." The actual

passage by Miller reads' "we

were a merry crew, united in

our desire to fuck the compam
at all costs. And while fucking

the company we fucked

everything in sight that we
could get hold of..." This is a

merry observation, says

Mailer, not a bitter one "But

Kate's version works more
effectively to slip the reader the

assumption that Miller is a

racist who jeers at his

secretary's death. ..In fact, the

suicide isn't even mentioned at

that point in Tropic of

Capricorn -it's mentioned
twenty-eight pages later in an

opposite context where Miller.
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A Front
discovering that the secretary

is about to be fired because one
of his superiors doesn't want a

Negro in the company, comes to

her defense, describes her in-

deed as 'extremely intelligent

and extremely capable.'

After righting a number of

wrongs that Kate has com-
mitted against Miller by using

chopped up quotations, Mailer

turns to her slander of D.H.

Lawrence. The following

passage is Millett interpreting

Lawrence: "You lie there," he

orders. She accedes with a

"queer obedience" -Lawrence
never uses the word female in

the novel without prefacing it

with the adjectives "weird" or

"queer"... Mellors concedes one

kiss on the navel and then gets

to business: "...The activity of

the orgasm was all his, all his;

she could strive for herself no

more."
Mailer then quotes from the

original passage to show what a

patch job Millet has done: "You
lie there," he said softly, and he

shut the door...he touched the

warm soft body, and touched

her navel for a moment with a

kiss. And he had to come into

her at once.She lay still, in a

kind of sleep, from which she

did not begin to rouse till he had

finished and lay softly panting

against her breast
"

After reading this I could not

believe that Millett had actually

so poisoned the tone of this

passage in Lady Chatterley's

Lover. I sought the passage

myself. Where Lawrence had

written "he said softly," Millett

had seen "he orders;"
Lawrence's "touched her navel

for a moment with a kiss"

changes to "concedes one kiss

on the navel and then gets to

business" in the bloodied hands

of Kate Millett. And in book

after book Mailer shows us how
Kate has done the same blatant

misinterpretation of Lawren-

ce's passages. Every sweet and

tender description is made hard

and cruel through the slan-

dering of "good sister Kate." To
Millett Lawrence is a "coun-

terrevolutionary sexual
politician, but since women love

his work she "distorts it by

small moves, brief elisions in

the quotation," in her desire to

steal the verdict.

Mailer's views on Lawrence

are much more sane and true

He writes: "Lawrence saw

«r

every serious love affair as

fundamental do-or-die: he knew
he literally died a little more
each time he missed tran-

scendence in the act. It was why
he saw lust as hopeless. Lust

was meaningless fucking."

Mailer closes his book with

his personal views and
meanderings on sexuality,

creatio, etc. Some of it is quite

good, other parts bizarre. Yet

he strikes home often. Dealing

with Millett's use of quotations

from Hitler to sound a com-

parison to the views of Miller,

Lawrence and himself, Mailer

writes that he had "come to the

conclusion a long time ago that

all thought must not cease with

Adolf Hilter, that if, in the

course of living with a thought,

it might appear to run parallel

for a time to arguments Nazis

had also been near, one should

not. therefore slam the books,

close the inquiry, and cease to

think in such direction any

further." So he continues with

his thoughts against abortion

and contraception. He continues

to celebrate conception and the

"might fuck," and "orgasms
like the collision of a truck, or

coming soft as snow."
Mailer teases the women's

liberationists who say we must

be pushed into "that enforced

domain of equality where the

sexes, she (Millett) would
declaim, 'are inherently in

everything alike, save
reproductive systems, secon-

dary sexual characteristics,

orgasmic capacity and genetic

and morpholigical structure.'

Mailer chides: "Good sister

Kate," would reply any lady

from centuries before,

"reproductive systems are

better than half of it!"

Mailer has put much into this

book to show that we are all

Prisoners of our Sex and that

there are emotional, physical,

psychological and, at least to

Mailer, metaphysical forces

that act differently on men and

women and that these will

ultimately frustrate the great

equalling charge of "the

Totalitarian Left"
Whatever the merit of his

claims, and certainly there is

some merit in them, we can

appreciate Mailer in Prisoner of

Smx for his engaging prose, his

dashing stances and his bold

pose. If he is "America's
Number one Male Chauvinist

Pig" he wears the title proudly

and many rally 'round him for

his defense of the feelings and

dignity of men besieged by the

assaults of Millett et al. He has

written much that is not great,

but he is still, at his best, a great

writer. He has failed many
times to represent the best of

that which is masculine, but he

is, at his best, the soul of the

proud virile male.

Mailer is, in his new role, the

spokesman for what men feel.

He is articulate and often

eloquent in that role. Millett, of

course, sees him differently.

She sees "the secret terror of

homosexuality, a mixture of sin

and fascination and fear which

drives Mailer to his

heterosexual posturing. To be

faggot, damned, leprous-to

cease to be virile were either to

cease to be-or to become the

most grotesque form of

feminine inferiority-queer."

That, in the jumbled prose of

Kate Millett, is how we are to

find Mailer.

Mailer is more eloquent in

describing the passion for

masculinity: "The accusation

of homosexuality arouses a

major passion in many men;

they spend there lives resisting

it with a biological force. There

is a kind of man who spends

every night of his life getting

drunk in a bar, he rants, he

brawls, he ends in a rumble on

the street, women say, 'For

God's sake, he's homosexual,

Why doesn't he just turn queer

and get his suffering over with.'

Yet men protect him. It is

because he's choosing not to

become homosexual. It was
best put by Satre, who said that

a homosexual is a man who
practices homosexuality. A
man who does not is not a

homosexual-he is entitled to the

dignity of his choice."

And that with all the dignity

and eloquence of which Mailer

is capable is the force behind

man's constant aggressiveness;

that is why he describes each

act of love as a battle with

himself a struggle for potency;

why each successful lay it s

tremerous victory, an

assurance of virility. That is
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Kate Millett

why sexual games are a sport

akin to war, the hunt; why
women are at one and the same
time tender partners in love and

the enemy to be taken down,

conquered, made to submit.

Men are, at their worst, "low

sloppy beasts," but like the

female, at their best they are

gods. As such they are entitled

to that power, to that worship,

to that respect by others and of

themselves which they can

command. What Mailer says

loudest and clearest in his book

is that we must not blur all

distinctions, that we must not

demean the creation in the

womb or the power in the

phallus, that we must not rob

one another of the illusions in

our dreams. It is to each woman
to make her man the god he

plays, and to each man to make
his woman the goddess to which

she aspires. Dignity comes not

from equality, but from love.

Mailer's writing, suffering of

late from his political flir-

tations, is much improved in

this book. Demolishing Millett's

thesis was, of course, no giant's

task. Yet the ease with which he

did the job shows what insights

are returning to him, what

sharp phrases and soft

descriptions are beginning to

flow. In Prisoner of Sex we
receive the steady assurance

that we shall not be abandoned

to the legalistic prose of

courtroom dramatics, that

metaphor will not be driven

from the field by harsh rhetoric,

and that the shield and sword

shall not be beaten into the

picket sign and peace symbol.

"The women have breached

an enormous hole in the line,

and the question is only how far

back the men (moving silently

in retreat) must go before they

are ready to establish a front."
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Ve Been Through Some Changes:
Bv NATHANIEL W. HAYDEN

"...And now the news with Morris

Maxwell."
"Good evening. Tonight we will have a

special report with Herbert Feinberg,

an astronomer who has been studying

the velocity and direction of the strange

comet that was spotted near Venus a few

days ago. We will begin the discussion

with Mr. Feinberg after this word from

Prudential Insurance.

"...Mr. Feinberg, is there a real

possibility that the comet you sighted

last week near Venus will endanger

Earth?"
"No, I don't believe it will cause any

damage. I estimate that it will either

pass over the United States and Canada

or will plunge into the Atlantic, the

troubling thing is that we have no idea

where this thing is coming from."

"Why is that especially troubling?"

"Well, we can't make any guesses

about its composition. We have no idea

what effect it will have on people or

things if it passes directly over us."

"Yes, but if everyone is underground

when and if that happens, will that be a

"What about crops, wildlife et

cetera? Don't you think they should be of

primary concern too?
• •

I see your point . . What does the man
and woman on the street think of the

comet ? We sent Ray Vann out to

investigate."

"Miss, what do you think the comet

sighted a while ago will do"* Do you

think it'll effect us in any way?"
"Oh gosh, I really couldn't say. I have

no idea."

"Are you scared1 "

"Sure. I really don't know what to

expect
."

"How about you sir, would you like to

guess whatil happen with that comet?"

"1 don't think nothin' will happen."

"And you sir?"

"I don't care. I've got more important

things to worrv about."

is there anything more important

than life'' What do you think are the

chances of the comet plunging to Ear-

th''"

"Look I've got things to do You

mind''"

it appears that the consensus is that

the comet is nothing to worry about

Now, if we can just get scientists to

believe that This is Ray Vann reporting

from Appathi Center
"

"There were third degree race riots in

three cities today and a couple of first

degree riots in two others Black

teenagers went on a window breaking

spree in Los Angeles. Little Rock and St

Louis today causing approximately our

million dollars in property damage*
Police reported that the cause of the

outbreaks were due to the lack of

summer jobs in those cities The story

was a bit different in Saint Albans on

Long Island Portions of one of Queens

County's main shopping areas, Jamaica

Avenue. < *re gutted by arsonists to

protest the decision made by the High

way Authority to extend the Clearview

Expressway down the middle of Saunt

Albans, wiping out thousands of homes

owned by lower middle income blacks

One unidentified arsonist said," My wife

and I worked for twenty years to buy our

house here for $20,000 The Highway

Authority says they'll give us only

415.000 for it I'll be damned if I'll allow

that. Even if they gave us $20,000 it

would be difficult to find another house

near here in the same price range. Just

to let everybody know what's been

happening and how we feel, we burned

down a little part of the avenue
"

"Since when sir is a three mile strip of

stores and the like a little part of any

avenue'' Besides. Jamaica Avenue is

two miles from your home what did you

expect to gain by burning the avenue

down?"
"You suggesting I should have burned

down my home instead? If anybody tries

to take my house from me they're going

to get burned just like we burned the

avenue
."

"Simla r actions were taken in New
Haven, when Yale made public its in-

tention of expanding into New Haven's

black ghetto. It appears that we are

faced with a new. more highly organized

and effective mode of rioting Only time

will tell whether or not there will be

more serious actions like thuse before

repressive action is taken...

"And that's the news this evening,

July 3rd. 1976."

"How was it today?"

"Eh it was all right Yours?"

"The kids were smoking marijuana in

their rooms again."

"So what else is new?"
"What are we going to do about that?'

"What right do we have to tell them

they shouldn't smoke the stuff? You

know what they'll say, "Alcohol is a

drug too dad."

"Well, I know what I'm doing to do.

The next time I catch them I'm going to

call the police."

"Doris, you've got to be joking. You

would turn in vour own kids?"

"Come off it. You know what I mean

"I think it's going to be great.

Especially since we know that that

damned comet will just pass over us

instead of smashing into

anything. ..Speaking of smashing.

Marcia Knopf smashed into Diane

Fuller's beautiful rose garden and you

should have seen the look on Marcia s

face when Diane ran out of her house

and said, "you clumsy bitch, why don t

you watch."
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It's illegal and God knows what it

does to them " —
"Why don't we talk about you for a

minute. Do you realize what liquor does

to you'' You get bombed out of your

mind Kids who smoke pot are at least

able to maintain some sense of reality

And they don't have to worry about

having hangovers either."

Enough If I catch them smoking

that garbage one more time, out they go.

Morris. I just will not condone it."

"If you do what you said you'd do

while I'm around you better be ready for

a trip to Vegas to get a divorce...What

are you crying about?"

"I don't know I'm just wonder

you're so angry tonight. You know I

could never have our sons arrested. And

yet you didn't bother to find out why I

said that I would Why aren't you paying

attention to me?"
"Did you ever think that I might have

something on my mind?"
"What is if"
"I guess it isn't much really. I was just

thinking about the riots that have taken

place recently. We're all doing

everything we can to help Negroes

achieve equality yet they've become

more and more destructive. Now they're

burning down large department stores

and banks instead of their tenements.

And these aren't only the poor

uneducated ones They've got some

middle class ones helping them now. I'm

wondering if our efforts to help them are

worth it any more."
"You know the old saying, if you give

them an inch, they'll take a mile. I

never believed that before, but I cer-

tainly think it's apropos now."

"That's a crude way of looking at the

situation."

"But probably accurate.

"What do you think of the bicentennial

ceremonies being planned?"

"Anything to change the subject ha I

have nothing against the planning of

bicentennial ceremonies."

, and read like this.

"What's on the agenda for tonight

boys?"
"Here's number one Morris

"

"Thanks. Now what do we have here?
"

ASSOCIATED PRESS Washington -

7/4/76

It was reported today that large

numbers of people went to hospitals and

doctors offices today in a state of what
was initially considered hysteria. For

some unexplained reason, all of these

people, who were apparently
Caucasians claimed that they were
actually black or were considered black

until this morning. Hundreds were taken

to mental institutions as they ran into

the streets screaming, "I'm a ghost, I'm

a ghost Why now? I'm only in my
THIRTIES or something comparable to

"I've got the White Plague Help me oh
God. I've got the White Plague."

When large numbers of these reports

started coming into AP & UPI office

from all parts of the country, a number
of reporters were sent to ghetto areas

that were know to have high con-

centrations of black, Puerto Ricans and

also to Indian reservations, to get the

stories confirmed. The reports were
accurate. Blacks have become
Caucasian, and Puerto Ricans and
Indians have become "light tangerine"

in complexion."
"Two times, three times, four...

I

couldn't believe it, I had to read it over

and over again before the message

finally sinked in WHAT HATH GOD
WROUGHT?"
"Calm down Morris. The film that

goes with it has a few on the street

comments by a couple of these new
whites and a member of the KKK ... You
all right?"

Yeah. Where's Ray Vann? If he's

white I'll believe anything."

"Who the hell do you think I am?"

"I thought you were Dave Eisen?"

"Take another look."

"Oh shit."

"That's exactly what I said when I got

up and took a look in the mirror this

morning. When my wife woke up and

saw me standing in the bathroom she

started screaming:

"I don't know how you got in here,

cracker, but you better move your ass

out, fast before you get this in your

belly." She had my gun! I stood there

begging for her to just take a look at her

hands and see that I wasn't lying about

the fact that we had somehow become

white overnight."

"What happened then?"

"She took one look at her arms and

dropped the gun in fright and ran into

the bathroom sobbing, "Oh God Morris,

what happened to us?"

"What did you say?"

"I didn't say anything. I iust turned on

the news to find out what the hell hap-

pened It's almost air time, see you

later."

"Okay."
"...And now the news with Morris

Maxwell."
"Good evening In tonight's news we

have a report from Howard Gluckstern

on the change of non- white Americans

to white and comments by people on the

street to the change. Also: Rob Roberts

on the bicentennial celebration in

Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, the passage

overhead of the strange comet, and

other stores, right after this word from

Comet, the fast acting cleanser "...

"...Time now for the film clip on the

reactions by the people in the street to

today's weird occurences."

"Sir. have you ever been black?'

"I beg...no I insist on your pardon I

ain't never been no nigger and don't plan

to be either Noew you better git yourself

away from me."
i merely asked..."

"Don't give me that merely shit. Just

asking me that question was insultin'".

"Yes I used to be black, and I was

proud of it I think its very unfortunate

that now I'm indistinguishable from that

vast mass of Americans who have been

through the melting pot and have lost

touch with their cultural heritage."

"Don't you think you'll benefit from

the fact that you will no longer be

stigmatized by your color?"

"I think I've lost more than I've

gained by this change When I was

black, it was easy to see the true nature

of people. By that I mean if they had a

nasty disposition they usually didn't try

to cover it up whenever I was around. I

was able to see their true ugliness."

"Who is they?"
"White, who do you think?"

"Are you saying that whites used to

show one face or disposition to their

fellow whites and their true negative

nature to blacks?"

"Correct. Now I'll never know for sure

if a person is full of hatred or not."

"What about your children? Aren't

you happy that now they can grow up

free of racial animosity?"
"You know. I really think it would've

been better if they had remained black

so they would be able to have com-
passion for all oppressed people."

"I see, thank you very much...Sir?

How about you? How do you feel about
the fact that black people have become
white?"
"I'm the Grand Cyclop of the South

Carolina Ku Klux Klan boy What you

you think I think about it?"

"I would imagine that you're happy
you won't have to contend with black

people any more."
"Right you are. Now that the Nigras

have been dealt with, we can con-

centrate on them troublesome Jews and
Catholics. It won't be long before..."

"Yes, thank you sir for your com-
ments. This is John Hulk reporting from
Times Square."
"The President reacted to the news by

immediately convening a secret con-

ference of his Cabinet and several

eminent physicians and scientists.

George Harcourt, the noteduphysician,

made a brief statement this afternoon to

the effect that the sudden change was
brought about by the strange comet that

just passed over us. He said he believes

that the comet somehow altered the

malanin level of blacks. Melanin is a

Part One
genu in all humans that controls

pigmentation or skin color. An
unidentified physician proudly

procqaimed "The Negro problem has

finally been solved. Now America can

move ahead unhindered by racism."

Other stories in the news..."
MM)

"...and that's the news sports and

weather for this evening. Good night...

I

still can't believe it. No joking guys,

when I saw that story about the Negroes

becoming white I thought it was just

another one of your infantile pranks.

"When I saw Ray, I knew it was for

real."

"It blew our minds too."

"You better believe It."

'..Not only did their skin coloration

change but also their facial structure

and hair texture That's the part that

really baffles me."
"Oh yeah? If you can understund just

the change in skin color you're worthy

of membership on that team the

President suddenly set up to study the

matter. The word from the "House" is

that no one has any idea what even

caused that
."

"Come on, you know what

mean...Think about it for a minute. I

mean about what that doctor said."

"Which one?"
The one who said that racism has

been eliminated I think it's true. These

"nouveauxblancs" or if you prefer

Spanish, "nuevos blancos" will rapidly

blend into the mainstream of American

society. So now I don't have to feel guilty

about their position in society. I'll be

quite candid. I contributed heavily to

things like the NAACP due to guilt

feelings."

"Oh year, Morris?"

"...Hi Ray, I thought you had already

gone home?"
"Don't let me interrupt, I'd like to

hear what else you have to say about

how good things will be now that just

about everyone is white. I want to hear

more about your guilt complex."
" Well I've said all I wanted to

say'"

"Okay. Now let me fill you in on some

news you mav not have gotten. This

change marks the end of one of your

problems and the beginning of another

You see, now it'll be simple for the

"nouveaux blancs*' as you might say

and the so-called "poor white trash" to

unite and fight against this capitalist

system that oppresses all of us
."

"Look, don't talk to me about this

being an oppressive capitalist society. I

don't think you have any right to com-

plain Wouldn't you agree that you ve

benefitted a great deal from it? Aren t

vou comfortable?"

"No I'm not comfortable or content. I

never will be until every American at

least has a chance to obtain freedom

from material need When every

American gets enough to eat each day.

when every American gets adequate

medical care and an adequate

education, I'll feel content. Just because

all of my people have become white

their problems are not over. The reality

of their day to day situation, you know,

trying to earn a living, a decent living,

will go on...The conditions of schools in

"nouveaux blancs" areas certainly will

not change immediately, just because

the skin color of the children who attend

those schools has changed."

."For a moment let's examine some of

th3 things you just said. You say you

won't feel comfortable until every

American has a chance to obtain

freedom from material need..."

"Right."
"Then you'll never be comfortable

because it's an endless cycle, the more

middle class people get, the more the

poor will want In a few years qhoever

doesn't own a color television set or

washing machine will be considered

impoverished."

"That's completely erroneous. I'm

talking about people getting enough to

eat . I'm talking about cheap, adequate

housing, which is well within our

capability to provide right now."

"But look."

"Morris...good night. I've got to get

home See you tomorrow."

is it getting to hot for you?"

"I won't even bother to answer that.

Think about what 1 said, that's all."

"That was delicious Doris."

"Glad you liked it. I've got to make

that more often. How was your day 9

"It was the most surprising day ever.

I really felt strange when the news about

the blacks turning white...

• ..Oh damn that thing I'll get it.

"Who is it?"

it's Hal Markowitz. He says you have

to go back to the office because

President Russworm's going to make
some sort of statement tonight at 9. I

wish you could stay home tonight.

"

"I'll ask him if Al Vann could go in-

stead of me... Hello Hal 9 "

"Morris we've got to have you here

tonight when Russworm makes his

statement about today's strange

events."
"Cant ah can't Al Vann..."

"We can't find him. No one answered

when we tried to call his house."

"Okay. What's Russworm expected to

say?"
"Nobody seems to know. We only

know that he spent all day talking to a

large number of important scientists

and influential doctors."
•••••

"...The President of the United

States'' . .

"Good evening ladies and gentlemen

As many of you may be aware of

by now. Black Americans have

recently undergone a miraculous

change in their skin color They are now

considered to be Caucasians. During a

conference I had just a short while ago
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The President: -Good evening ladies and gentlemen. As many of you may**™areof
by now. black Americans have recently undergone a miraculous change in their skin

with members of the Cabinet and noted

physicians and scientists I was informed

that this change was probably brought

about by the strange comet that passed

over us today. They told me that it

caused an imbalance in the chemical

melanin, which controls skin color. They

have not. however, been able to account

for the change in the skeletal structure

and hair texture of blacks This has

raised the serious possibility of con-

tamination. Since we do not know for

certain whether or not the heretofore

black people are diseased, it will

be necessary to quarantine them in

ghetto areas, and transport those living

outside of these areas to the When the

doctors have definite proof that they are

not diseased, the "nuevos blancos" as

we have chosen to call them, can re-

enter the mainstream of America,

have nothing further to say and I will not

answer any questions. Secretary of the

Interior Jack Stevenson will explain the

quarantine and relocation procedure for

you. Thank vou ..Mr. Stevenson9
"

"T...Thank you, Mrs. President What
we considered doing at first was to build

a number of internment camps across

the country We decided that it would be

much easier to put up fences around

ghetto areas and transport those few

who live outside of these areas to them.

the first thing we intend to do is

check birth records of all people who

live in these areas and remove people

who were bom Caucasian Then we'll

check all birth records and income tax

data so we can find out where all of the

other "nuevos blancos" are All of this

should take only a week We believe

most people will be cooperative.

The penalty for being uncooperative

will be to pay a fine of $1000 or be

separated from family and friends.

"Under the Emergency Aluen and

Sedition Act that was passed this af

ternoon in a special session of Congress,

anyone who makes any analogies bet

ween the establishment of these ghetto

quarantine compounds and Hitler's

concentration camps will be subject to a

charge of treason and probably will be

quarantied in one of these camps too
"

"Secretary Stevenson, we've heard a

lot about the change of the genes for the

production of melanin in the skin of

blacks What does melanin have to do

with disease9 Do doctors feel that the

change in this gene warrants isolation or

internment 9 "

it isn't really the change in the

melanin that may cause the problem

The problem is that the comet may have

altered other chemicals in blacks which

may result in some sort of epidemic We
don't have any conclusive proof but we
aren't taking any chances."

"Sir. why don't we put everyone in a

camp, since we all may have been ef-

fected directly or indirectly by the

comet Don't you believe it's possible

that Caucasians might have a delayed

reaction?"
"We would rather not discuss that at

this time I'm sorry gentlemen. I will

answer no more questions."
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Politics

The Revolt On The Right

ByMATTTACKEFF
I. The Future of Conservatism

Early in 1967, M. Stanton Evans, a

young political analyst from In-

dianapolis, published a volume entitled

THE FUTURE OF CONSERVATISM.
The thesis of that book was that the

American electorate, which previously

had no definite ideological leanings,

would in the future be moving decidely

to the right. Many reviewers accused

Evans of wishful thinking, since he

himself is one of America's most ar-

ticulate Conservative theoreticians. On
the other hand, some reviewers took the

book seriously, noting that as the

American people become more middle

class, they would become increasingly

hostile to government paternalism,

welfare statism, regimentation, in-

flation, and other excesses which ac-

company the over-concentration of

power in the hands of the federal

government. It was therefore seen as a

likelihood that the rightist point of view,

which stresses individualism and
decentralization, would become more
relevant to the American people.

After the publication of Evans book,

another book, THE EMERGING
REPUBLICAN MAJORITY, by Kevin

Phillips, also predicted a rightward

trend of the electorate. Phillips, a 26

year old graduate of Harvard Law
School, painstakingly presented his

thesis in an elaborate fashion, complete

with maps, charts, graphs, polls,

historical analysis, and sociological

data. The book was so convincing in its

presentation, that in '68 Phillips was
hired by John Mitchell, then the cam-
paign chairman for Republican
Presidential Candidate Richard M.
Nixon.

Nixon, Mitchell, and the entire

Republican National Committee took

the Phillips Theory with complete

seriousness, and mapped their cam-
paign strategy around it. As a result, the

Nixon strategy was a Conservative

strategy, placing its emphasis on the

'Middle American," who doesn t look to

the Federal Government for a handout,

but wants the Federal Government to

get its hands out of his wallet. Nixon

stressed that the ' '.iddle American is

essentially self-r^nt, and has little to

gain, and perhaps much to lose, from an

overcentralized and bureaucratic

Federal Establishment.

Nixon's initiative was soon grasped by

candidate Wallace, who subsequently

spent less time kvetching about school

integration, and more time denoucning

the growth of statism, albeit in a much
cruder and folksier fashion than did

Nixon. Between Wallace and Nixon, the

American voter was promised that his

vote would reverse the trend toward

bureaucracy, inflation, and statism, and

a new era of individualism would

prevail. Hubert Humphrey, who was
nominated by a stormy and divided

Democratic Convention in Chicago,

continued to mouth stale old New Deal

cliches as if they were fresh revelations.

The results of the '68 election proved

decisively the validity of the Phillips

theory. Nixon had won an election after

Atlanta. Phillips, who devised a

workable theory which would effectively

express the majority sentiment, wa~

denounced by the media as a reac-

tionary, a racist, and even as a

provincial Southerner (he hails from the

John

a decidedly Conservative campaign, but

most important of all, the election

showed that Nixon's plurality, combined
with Wallaces 13%, was a decisive

repudiation of Liberalism.

The Phillips Theory, which had been

tested and received the Republican seal

of approval, sent the liberals into ab-

solute conniptions. They damned his

plan as the "Southern Strategy." Ac-

tually, it was noha southern, but a

national strategy that includes the

southern states. The liberals have never

physchologically readmitted the South

into the Union ; they love the sidewalks

of New York, but despise the suburbs of

Ashbrook
Bronx »

II. President Nixon
Richard Nixon rode into the White

House on a wave of Conservatism Does
this mean that Nixon is in reality a
Right-wing ideologue? Definitely not.

Nixon, who had been out of grace since
he lost the California gubenatorial race
in 1962, wanted most of all to recapture
the limelight. Nixon never had a
political ideology, for he has always
been, in essence, a politician who would
ride any wave, rightward or leftward,
depending on which wave would carry
him the farthest The cold, hard facts
are that Nixon is neither a Conservative,
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nor a Liberal, nor a 'pragmatist', nor a

'Centrist', although he can pretend to be

any one of these. He is simply a

politician with an all consuming am-
bition Conservatism, as far as Nixon is

concerned, is just a strategy with which

to get votes, and not a set of personal

convictions.

Nixon's apparent swing to the right

conned most of the Conservatives in

America into placing their faith in him.

Senators Goldwater, Tower, Thurmund,

and Dirksen, Congressman Ashbrook,

and publicist William F. Buckley Jr.

were just a few prominent Con-

servatives who became outspoken Nixon

supporters. When Nixon finally received

the trust of the Conservatives, he

proceeded, slowly and quietly, to betray

their trust and the trust of many
Americans.
—Instead of eliminating a greater

portion of the Democratic sponsored

collectivist legislation, he for the most

part left it intact and added more
schemes of his own.
—Instead of being fiscally respon-

sible, and fighting for a balanced

budget, he proceeded to pile up enor-

mous, and highly inflationary budgets

—Instead of reducing the power of the

Federal Government over the American
people, he placed all Americans under

the direct subjugation of wage and price

controls.

—Instead of keeping up our strategic

deterrent power, he has let our defenses

stagnate while the Soviet Union is un-

dergoing a massive military buildup.

It is apparent that Richard Nixon,

although his rhetoric has been Con-

servative, has in fact moved this

country sharply to the left. It was Nixon,

not the Democrats, who proposed the

extravagant "Family Assistance Plan'

which would add millions of people to

the welfare roles. It was Nixon, not the

Democrats, who made the first over

tures to the Communist Dictators of

mainland China, an act which has

seriously undermined the morale of our

allies in Asia, and was a major factor in

undermining the Nationalists in the

tnited Nations. It was Nixon, not the

Democrats, whose inflationary deficits

would please the late John Maynard
Keynes, but shrinks the purchasing

power of all Americans It was Nixon

who clamped wage and price controls on

the American people, in order to fight

the inflation caused largely by his own
fiscal policies. Despite what the far

leftists may say, the direction of the

Nixon Administration has been to the

left. The Democrats are not being

critical of Nixon's leftward drift, but of

the fact that they aren't the ones

presiding over that drift

Although someliberals continue to see

in Nixon the old Witch Hunter' who
nabbed Alger Hiss, many liberals are

pleased with the prospect of a

Republican President moving the

country to the left The following are

Liberal appraisals of the Nixon drift to

the left:

(Roscoe Drummond) "Whatever
happened to the conservative Richard
Nixon? Here he is in the lead for the

most far ranging, ground breaking,

daring social welfare reform since the
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Basic Audio

Amplifiers: The Source Of Power-Part Two
By FRANK JOHNSON

Last week we took a look at how
amplifiers perform and how their output

is measured. Today we'll discuss other

relevant specifications, and how these

measurements relate to quality and

suitability to intended use.

The first specification, frequency

response, should be familiar to us by

now. Actually, frequency response is apt

to be widest in an amplifier as opposed

to another device like a transducer,

because there is no performance-
limiting factor such as mechanical
coupling to impede a wide frequency

response. Therefore, an amplifier

frequency response should be as wide as

[M)ssible (at least 20-200 Hz. or better),

exceeding other components in the set if

necessary.

But wide frequency response is

meaningless if it is accompanied by

distortion. The Institute of High Fidelity

<IHF> realized this some time ago and
developed a specification called power
bandwidth, in which the frequency

response of a power amplifier is

measured at one half power and at a

reference point of distortion, usually 1%
If the power bandwidth is a narrow one,

tapering off at the high and low end of

the audio spectrum, then we know that

the amp won't be able to deliver all that

xpect it to, even at less stringent

levels of one-half power.

Incorporating transistors into am-
plifiers has had both its good and bad
points. Though the price has gone down
and the quality increased for amps in

general, some confusion has resulted,

stemming from the fact that transistors

are more efficient at low impedences,

because they usually are directly

coupled to the speaker Loudspeakers
are rated at a common impedence-

either 4, 8, or 16 ohms, which forms a

resistance to the output current of the

amp Higher resistances restrict output

and thus less power is delivered as it

increases: 8 ohms presents a greater

resistance than 4 ohms, and while tube

amplifiers deliver a constant output to

the speaker because they are coupled by

output transformers to the proper output

impedience, transistor amplifiers

generally are not so soupled and if less

resistance is presented to them, they

will deliver more power
Advertisers are quick to realize this.

The Revolt

early days of the New Deal...Nixon is

acting to carry out an immensely liberal

concept and liberal program. How
liberal? If you define modern liberalism

as a willingness to use the Federal

Government to achieve major social

ends, then the Presidents program is

very liberal."

i Carl T. Rowan* "Imagine someone
telling you twenty years ago that a

Republican President would ask

congress to provide a minimum annual

income to every American family

You would have laughed your in-

formant out of town."

(James Reston) "It is true that Nixon

first rose to power as an opponent of the

New Deal, but once he assumed the

responsibilities of the Presidency, he

began moving to an advocacy of the

Welfare State."

Whenever the conservative
Republicans criticized Nixon's drift into

collectivism, he would send Sprio Agnew
out to make some sort of statement

which would placate those of con-

servative sentiment. This tactic of using

Agnew as a decoy was effective for the

first few months of his administration,

but even Agnew and the cries of "party

unity" were not enough to keep the

irritated not enough to keep the irritated

conservatives silent indefinately One

liberal Republican, obviously pleased

with Nixon, proclaimed that "the

conservatives get the rhetoric, we get

the action." This fall, however, many
rightists came to realize th^L rnetoric

won't reverse the trend toward statism

Only action would Many conservatives

openly broke with Nixon Organizations

such as The American Conservative

and unscrupulous salesmen will rate an
amplifier at 4 ohms instead of the usual

8, allowing a higher output spec but at

the same time realizing that most
transistor amplifiers deliver less

distortion at 8 ohms than at 4 ohms.
Another dishonest technique is to

disregard the RMS (clipping) spec and
tend toward the more lenient IHF or
music power" specification, which

allows a 1% distortion figure. The
argument for this spec is that music is

actually a series of peaks and not a
steady input to the amplifier. However,
because the IHF figure can represent
wishful thinking, honest manufacturers
avoid using it altogether. This is only

one step removed from the very lenient

Electronics Industry Association (EIA)
practice of using "peak power" or

"peak music power", allowing 5%
distortion and also making no reference

to possible breakdown or even explosion

of the amplifier! Only the appliance
maker consoles will use the EIA
specification- they cannot combine EIA
and IHF figures legally- and this ex-

plains why cheap consoles apparently
seem so powerful. A rule of the thumb is

to divide the EIA figure by 10. which will

give a rough indication of an RMS figure

i although it won't say anything about

frequency response).

Not content to stop with the above
practices, advertisers also sometimes
make note of the fact that transistor

stereo amplifiers will deliver slightly

more power if only one channel is

driven, instead of both channels at the

same time. This is a lower drain on the

power supply, and the amplifier will

again seem more powerful than it ac-

tually is compared to other makes Look
for the specification that says: "both

channels driven, one channel
measured". If the distinction is not

made, untrue power output should

immediately be suspect.

Finally, one other unscrupulous
practice is to introduce the "— 1 db"
specification At first glance, this small

deviation from db or constant output

may seem minor Actually, if the power
output is allowed to deviate by a possible

2 db. a theoretical 20% reduction in

power is possible This means that a

"100 w aft "amplifier, when rated via the

— 1 db method, instantlv becomes an 80

Union, the Americans for Constitutional

Action, the Young Americans for

Freedom, and most major conservative

publications such as National Review,

Human Events, and Battle Line, all

called for conservatives to withdraw

their support of the President. The
major conservatives in the Republican

party, such as Goldwater, Tower.

Reagan. Taft, Thurmond and Brock

were all reluctant to break with Nixon,

fearing that such a break would split the

Republican Party and pave the way for

a Democratic victory. Few intelligent

conservatives would consider sup-

porting Wallace as an alternative, for

most conservatives recognize that the

racism of Wallace helps to frighten

many people into voting for a liberal.

III. John Ashbrook to the Rescue

John Ashbrook is a congressman from

Ohio. At age 42, he has been serving in

the House for twelve years. He is the

ranking Republican on two major House

Committees. He has been affiliated with

the Young Republicans, the Young

Americans for Freedom, and for five

years was the chairman of the American

Conservative Union. He is generally

regarded to be one of the most articulate

spokesmen of the Conservative

philosophy in the United States. For

three years he waited patiently for

Nixon, whom he had previously sup-

ported, to live up to his campaign

promises. But patience is no longer a

virtue, in Rep. Ashbrook's opinion, when
there is so much at stake. With little

support from big name Republicans,

and very little money, John Ashbrook

had the courage to say that if nobodv

stood up to the President on the vital

\

Photograph of a high quality power amplifier. Power output, RMS at clipping, is 29.5

watts per channel, both channels driven, one channel measured. Amplifier is Pioneer

model SM-700.

Special thanks is expressed to Amherst Audio, Inc., for permission to reproduce this

photograph without copyright.

watt amplifier. The justification for

such deception is vulnerability of one
equipment maker to the apparently
higher specifications of his competitors.
But knowledgeable buyers will discern
such practices in order to avoid pur
chasing substandard power amplifiers,

which feature such gaudy specifications

under the conditions enumerated above.
There are some other incidental

considerations that might interest

amplifier buyers. These are: damping
factor (the radio of total internal im
pedence of the amplifier as 0.8 ohms and
comparing it with the output impedence
of 8 ohms, the norm. The damping factor

here would be 10 Although damping
factor is not a crucial specification (any
figure over 10 and increasing to 1,000 or

more is quite adequate), it can give

some idea of how tightly the amplifier

will control low bass to a loudspeaker
Transistor amps, which tend to have
lower impedences than tube types, will

generally have higher damping factors

and thus the low bass will sound
"cleaner", all factors being equal.

Any high-power amplifier should have
quick-acting protective devices to guard
the output transistors from possible

damage in high output conditions. This
may take 3 forms: 1.) simple speaker

issues, he would nave to. Last December
Ashbrook announced that he would
provide the much needed Right op-

position in the Presidential primaries.

With a very shakey foundation, he

proceeded to enter the various state

primaries.

Many conservatives have expressed
skepticism at the prospects of such a
venture. They feel that there is no other

alternative than to back the President
and hope for the best. But faith in Nixon,
by anybody, has historically proven to

be risky business. The President is

thinking less about the next generation
and more about the next election.

Support for Ashbrook, by a large
segment of the Republican Party, would
be an enormous pressure on the
President When elections are at stake,

the President has been more than
willing to respond to pressure.

Ashbrook's first test is in the New
Hampshire primary. At mis point, it is

very difficult to assess his prospects. His

financial assets are limited. But he has

more important assets than money. He
has the unqualified support of the states

leading Newspaper, and has a sizable

brigade of youthful canvassers, most of

whom are members of the Young
Americans for Freedom Many ob-

servers have predicted that he has very

little chance of getting any more than

fifteen or twenty percent of the vote, but

these same observers predicted a

landslide victory for Lyndon Johnson in

the 1968 primary. The Republican Party

in New Hampshire is fundamentally

conservative, and if Ashbrook can show
the discrepancy between the rhetoric of

Spiro Agnew and the actions of the

fuses, apart from the main power fuse,

which break the circuit in case of

overload and protect both the amp and
the speakers; 2.) thermal overload
protection when the transistors get too

hot. and 3.) actual circuit breakers,
which monitor the current and turn off

the amp in overload conditions Any of

these devices is useful and in general the

more protection the better, although
nos. 2 and 3 are perhaps the handiest to

have. obviating frequent fuse
replacement which must be ac-
complished each time the circuit is

broken.

Lastly, of all the components in the

set, the amplifier should have the least

hum and noise of all. The amount of hum
and noise present is expressed in - db, or
the amount of output expressed in db to

one db of hum and noise It is not too

much to expect a power amplifier to

have -90 db hum and noise or better at

the very least, in order to keep the noise

within the set from being cumulative
(increasing with each component's
contribution).

At this point a powerful and hopefully
clean signal is about to reach the
loudspeaker, and we'll see how it comes
out in the next issue, which, like this one.
will also be divided into two parts.

administration, many voters will see
that a vote for Ashbrook will be a vote
for Nixon to either live up to his '68

promises or step down

With a respectable showing in New
Hampshire, and an anticipated better

showing in Florida, Ashbrook's cam-
paign will get the attention which it most
rightfully deserves. The American
electorate will be told that Richard
Nixon is not the same guy that they

voted for in 1968

Perhaps there are many ideological

nonconformists who are reading this

article, and agree that there is a vital

need for the Ashbrook campaign to

reach the American voters. The most
urgent need at the present time is for

activists to volunteer to spread the

message to the New Hampshire voters.

If you feel that such a campaign must be

promulgated to the greatest possible

degree, and are willing to help in the

promulgation, please contact this writer

as soon as possible. Telephone number
is 546-6798. This weekend I can be

reached in Boston at 617-566-5453. Let's

show Nixon that the people who put him
in the Whitehouse in '68 demand that he

live up to his campaign promises.
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Albums

By MIKE KOSTEK
Incredible-Live! Country Joe!

(Vanguard)
"My obsession for a long time was to

be Bob Dylan, to do what he did. But I

haven't communicated really directly

what I'm doing yet -if I can I'll feel

successful. I set out seven years ago to

communicate this non-verbal thing with

my music; my sound, my personality,

me. The same way when you listen to

Robert Johnson, you know that s him-

nobody can really imitate it. because it's

exactly him. That's what I want to get -

and to have people either dig me or hate

me."-Country Joe McDonald.

In those seven years Country Joe has

done the following:

Formed a looney, talented band called

Countrv Joe & The Fish. They roared out

of Oakland-Berkley in 1967 at the same

time the San Francisco bands. The

Dead. Airplane. Quicksilver et. al. were

starting. The Fish were one of the first

bands to sign a record contract, and

their first album Electric Music For

Mind and Body is far better than the

debut albums of any American rock

groups of that time. Electric Music

remains an excellent album, and con-

tains the widely varied fare that all the

Fish's albums have; dope songs

("Flying High"), good blues ("Death

Sound Blues' ). filthy rock < I "Happiness

b A Porpoise Mouth "> great political

ditties ("Superbird") and some of the

best "psvchedelic" music ever made
("Not So Sweet Martha Lorraine",

ection 43". The Masked
Marauder") "I was into some really far

out stuff then - those songs, those

arrangements 1 was playing with

sound, echos. water dripping, bells-

going from silence to no silence-A lot of

textile changes "Joe

Made 1-FeelLike-I m-Fixin'To-Die,

another great album, featuring of

course "The Fish Cheer & I Feel Like

Im-Fixin-To Die Rag" Again there

were more blues ("Rock Coast Blues">.

more great rock < Eastern Jam" > more

psychedelics (I know the word has

become outmoded, but there's none

better yet) ("Colors For Susan".

"Magoo" > . and the first of a great series

of great love songs. ("Janis"). Janis

was for Janis Joplin who wanted Joe to

write a song to commerate their love

affair it was a very casual sort of

thing We were both into being with the

band, our bands were really tight at the

time we didn't work together so it

just kind of spread itself apart
."

Released Together which was

recorded while the Fish were falling

apart Again it followed the Fish for-

mula with varied song styles and sub-

jects Together is a very disjointed

album due to the fact that the rest of the

r ish tried songwriting for the first time,

and Joe has only two compositions on

the album However this album con-

tained the fine "Rock And Soul Music"

in its original 6:51 entirety unlike the

shortened Woodstock version Together

also marked the last recording of the

original Fish Bary Melton. David

Cohen. Bruce Barthol and Chicken

Hirsh One of the finest bands ever

These three albums are absolutely

unique in all of music because they are

the most successful synthesis of all

tvpes of American music, spiced with

sensitive and original lyrics, arranged

impeccably and performed superbly

After the Fish broke up. Joe and lead

guitarist Barry Melton made Here We
Are Again. I guess the "we" in the title

meant Barry and Joe. for the rest of the

musicians on the album were either

studio cats or friends just sitting in.

Here We Are Again, is a bizarre album

featuring horns and three or four 1930's

type arrangements that don't really

work. However, as with every album

Joe records, there are at least two or

three cuts that are absolute gems and

are well worth the price of the album

Included here are "Here I Go Again",

"Donovan's Reef". Barry's "Doctor Of

Electricity" and Joe's greatest blues.

"Crystal Blues". Here We Are Again

came out in May of 1969. and in March.

1970, Joe and Barry were back with

C.J. Fish, featuring a new lineup and

with a mediocre collection of songs

played very woodenly. No great cuts

here, just several good ones. C.J. Fish

was dissappointing enough to be the

biggest letdown of 1970 and to cast doubt

on the Fish's future.

The doubts were well founded,

because Joe left the Fish after CJ. Fish

and became a solo "folk" act (aren t

these grossly inaccurate labels? ).

" one of the reasons that I stopped

singing rock and roll was because I was

blowing my voice out." This was a

strange period for Joe, as he hopped all

over. He popped up on the Woodstock

soundtrack and in the movie as both

leader of the Fish and as Country Joe

McDonald with only his accoustic

guitar, singing with the bouncing ball.

Before this he and the Fish had ap-

peared in Monterey Pop in a subdued

performance. Before that the Fish had

done several songs (along with Steve

! Country 3

well critically, but it was still an able

performance by Joe. Both these albums

were with the usual Nashville Cats,

those peerless session men, so neither

album lacks supporting talent.

One of Joe's best albums (and one of

the best albums of 1971 and easily the

most overlooked of last year) was his

collection of Robert Service's World

War I poems set to music. The album of

Joe singing Service's poems came out

last summer and is stunning. Joe's

beautiful, appropriate melodies and his

masterful singing combine with Ser-

vice's lyrics to make War War War the

finest anti-war album ever made. War
War War transcends all time and space,

Country Joe McDonald

Miller The Dead and Quicksilver) in a

poor picture called Revolution After

Woodstock Joe turned up on the

Celebration soundtrack (from the 1970

Big Sur folk featival) Joe and the Fish

had done some songs for an obscure

crazy California picture called Gas-s-s

which has been released, but has

wallowed in obscurity Also, just before

the last aggregiate of Fish broke up. the

appeared in an did a few songs for a

rather dismal movie called Zachariah

( starring Elvin Jones. The James Gang,

and featuring several scenes written by

The Firesign Theatre) After that Joe

did several songs for the movie version

of Henry Miller's dirt book. Quiet Days

In Clichy, Vanguard released a terrible

collection of Country Joe & The Fish's

supposed Greatest Hits, which was

barelv thirty minutes long, but did

feature a delightful picture of Joe and

the Fish doing the show biz-Al Jolson

type kneel stark raving nude

Somewhere Joe found time to record two

albums in Nashville, Thinking Of

Woodie Gunthrie and Tonight I'm

Singing Just For You. Rolling Stone said

about the Guthrie album "An album of

nostalgia and an album of affirmation;

if vou have never heard of Woodie

Guthrie or were never sure what he was

all about, let Country Joe be your in-

troduction. He knows the way." Tonight

lm Sineine Just For You didn't fare so

grabbing the listener into Service's

horrible world. The first time I listened

I found myself wishing the song to

quickly end so as to spare the characters

in it the terrible fate of the others in the

previous songs. "The Ballad Of Jean

Desprez" is the only song I've ever

heard that achieves a cathartic effect on

the listener, while "The March Of The

Dead" was 1971's finest track "This

stuff all taps that death fear with

beautiful melodies, cliche lyrics and

passe subject matter -it's your own

mind that makes the connections up,

and brings it home-right now I'm tired

of all this bullshit in the movement-all

these people are supposed to be into

heavy stuff, well they can listen to this—

it'll blow their heads off "--Joe.

About last spring the big trend in the

album world was for big single stars to

make a solo record with their superstar

friends Most of these were very bad

Countrv Joe took a whack at this for-

mula with Hold On-It's Coming, a fine

record made with Spencer Davis, Peter

Green, the famous Alex Dmochowski

and a host of others This album was

snazzily subtitled "Terror On Tin-Pan

Alley: A Saga Of Loose Strings And Fast

Music". Well, it wasn't really a saga

inside the jacket, but it shows that at

least some imagination went into the

album packaging. Although Hold On has

no great cuts, it is still a fine record

About this same time Vanguard decided

to try again to cash in on the Fish, and

released a double album called-get

ready -The Life And Times of Country

Joe And The Fish From Haight-Ashbury

To Woodstock. At $5.98 list price it sells

for as much as a regular Fish album, so

it is an especially good deal for those

millions who have never picked up on

the Fish. The first record is a much
better "greatest hits" selection than the

aforementioned official Greatest Hits

package, with a strange 1965 washtub

jug band recording of "I-Feel-Like-I'm-

Fixin'-To-Die Rag". The second record

is more of a curiosity piece, and less of a

success to listen to. It is the Fish live at

various places (Fillmore East. Fillmore

West & Woodstock). All the songs have

been recorded before and the live

versions lose something in the transition

from their original studio perfection.

As a small footnote to the band's

popularity. Country Joe & The Fish were

actuallv honored by being bootlegged, in

a small way however. They were on

something called Woodstock National,

sharing the bill with five other groups,

recorded at some festival and in terrible

sound vet. However the fact remains,

that the Fish were bootlegged and do

"Not So Sweet Martha Lorraine" and a

jam called "Barry's Caviar Jam". A
collectors item that will ellude the grasp

of many I'm sure.

And now to the present Incredible!

Live' Country Joe! is a recording of him

at a small cafe in New York. The Bitter

End ( the same place where the Brothers

Four and the Village Stompers and ail

the hootenanniers made their live

albums too) Just Joe and his guitar and

a bunch of new songs, cogent raps and

good times for all. There is a beautiful

love song ("Sweet Marie"), political

ditties ("Kiss My Ass". "Tricky Dicky ".

"Deep Down In Our Hearts"), personal

introspection ("Fly So High", "En-

tertainment Is My Business") and even

an instrumental that could have come
right off Electric Music ("Walk In

Santiago") Is the album good? In the

liner notes Studs Turkel writes:

"Irony and humanism To survive, or.

at least, hang onto a semblence of

sanity, in a time of such madness -with

the exhilaration and terror that go

along a young artist must be possessed

of these two attributes country Joe is so

possessed. Salubriously. Thus he

reaches out to his peers.

"In this album, the laughter is a touch

more gentle. Love as well as politics is

celebrated. Tenderness pervades. Yet.

Country Joe obstinately punches out at

the lowgoofiness in high places that so

imperils tenderness
"

Yes the album is good. Yes the tunes

are catchy, mixed, sung and played

masterfully. Yes there are a couple that

aren't that good, but they are certainly

not bad. And yes, the album is not selling

at all The day I bought it 1 bought half

the supply in Amherst.

So here he is. with 11 albums (not

counting the Greatest Hits, made with

the Fish or by himself, he's on parts of 7

others, he's in 3 movies, he played at

Woodstock (twice) and Monterey, tried

to sing the "Fixin -To-Die Rag" to Judge
Hoffman on the witness stand at the

Chicago Seven Trial, played on the

closing night of the Fillmore East and
most recently has been playing of Jane
Fonda's FTA shows before pulling out

after accusing her of snobbery towards

the troops. Now supposedly the singing

one-man minstrels have returned to

dominate the music scene. James
Taylor sits home on Martha's Vineyard.

Bob Dylan sits in New York and
everyone gets excited about a song like

"George Jackson". Neil Young, Stills,

Crosby & Nash do "Ohio" and
"Chicago" and break up again. Cat
Stevens' last three albums are identical

sounding and he certainly packs no
punch The Paxton's, the Rush's come
off as positively effete next to Joe.

Country Joe sings, writes and plays

hlues, rock, country, folk, psychedelic
( with occasional jazz arrangements yet

)

in a most special way There are few
others who combine their lifestyles so
much with their music (Joan Baez and
the new John Lennon maybe). He writes

lots of songs, maybe too many (you
could take one song from each album
and make the best "Greatest hits" ever.

The most disinterested kibitzer can see
he is one of our best music makers and
in terms of volume, he is by far the most
ignored. Either dig him or hate him, but

don't ignore him.

I

Simon Proves His Own Worth

ByBILLDENSMORE
The acknowledged lyrical strength of

the one-time folk group "Simon &
Garfunkel" has struck out on his own, at

least for one album, and perhaps for

good. Since the release a few years ago

of Bridge Over Troubled Water, it's been

pretty obvious that Paul Simon had

outgrown the idiom of folk music as a

means of expression. Traditionally folk

music has meant one or two guitarists

with perhaps a fiddle or bass

violin singing simple, topical tunes. By
definition, therefore, Paul Simon is not a

folk album, and neither was Bridge Over

Troubled Waters. When the team of

"Simon & Garfunkel" abandoned the

two guitar harmony in favor of strings,

flutes, vibes, and harmonicas they

moved into the realm of popularized

mood music. So it's not surprising that

Paul Simon should not appear without

his partner, for as good as Art Garfunkel

was, he is no longer needed. Still, I miss

his enfolding voice, and Mr. Simon just

doesn't sound the same by himself.

Paul Simom is lovable. No matter

what the words say, you always end up

convinced that everything will be

all right in the end. Even when Mr.

Simon comes out with, "Anyway you

choose you're bound to lose in New York

City" or "In A couple of days they come

and "Takeme away" or "Itscarbon and

monoxide/The ole Detroit perfume" you

just keep on smiling because the music

is so innocent In traditional folk style,

the score always had to fit the lyrics. If

you talked about war the music had to

sting or be tinged with dischord. But

"Armistice Day" is ambiguous at best,

and neither a calypso percussion by

Airto Moreira nor horns by Fred Lipsius

(remember B,S, & T.?) help to remove

the ambiguity.
"Armistice Day" is not the only

ambiguous song. Perhaps "Paranoia

Blues" is the only tune that makes a

clear statement-a reaction to living in

New York City. If there was ever any

doubt about Paul Simon being a poet,

there can't be any now.

Songs common to "Simon & Gar-

funkel", like "The Sounds of Silence" or

"A Most Peculiar Man" were easy to

understand by the end of the first verse;

but an understanding of this lp is

elusive, and perhaps that is the reason

for its general ambiguity. Each groove

soothes you, perhaps you find yourself

grinning at every verse. After five or six

plays of the album you feel the impact of

Paul's sophisticated intricacies. Paul

Simon has always been a complex and

engaging writer, but it has taken this

album and freedom from an imposed

traditional folk style to bring to fruition

his poetic subtlety.

I should justify calling Paul Simon a
poet. The degree of interpretation

possible with modem rock is usually

limited to an emotional reaction to lyrics

augmented by music. James Taylor, for

instance, is very skillful at presenting

images and feelings with his songs, but

he cannot be called a poet because his

use of words is too loose. When you
remove the music from the best songs on
"Paul Simon", such as "Duncan" or

"Me and Julio Down by the

Schoolyard", there's something left

besides a prose statement. The words
tell a story, in the former a fisherman's

son growing up, the latter an absurd
crime in New York City. On "Paul

Simon" the meaning of most songs is not

always synonymous with the meaning of

the story line, rather it is based on words

used at a second level, taken out of

context with the story. It is here that the

music of a song cak reverse the con-

clusion reached by listening to the words

and after the overall meaning of a piece

one hundred and eighty degrees.

It is this counteraction and interplay

between words and music that makes

Paul Simon ultimately a happy ex-

perience, for whatever is dismal in the

reality of the lyrics is neutralized by the

music. The album opens with "Mother

and Child Reunion", a delightful calypso

beat recorded in Jamaica. With a chorus

of four smoothly modulated female

voices adding substance, the song

sounds like a more professional version

of "Nassau's Gone Funky" a song

popular last summer. It is unlike

anything Paul Simon has ever done

before:

No I would not give you false

hope
On this strange and mournful

day
But the mother and child reunion

Is only a motion away...."

Along with "Me and Julio Down by the

schoolyard", "Mother and Child

Reunion" is the most original piece of

music recorded recently, and both songs

come off as the best cuts on the whole lp

"Duncan" is an example of the duality

between music and words that Simon is

capable of. The music is slow, intimate,

and penetrating, and uses the flute ui

the same manner as "El Condor

Pasa"on Bridge Over Troubled Water.

The story line is typical in that it tells in

very general terms of Lincoln Duncan's

first sexual experience. It is only on the

second or third listening that you realize

Simon is carping a supposedly sacred

event

:

Couple in the next room

Bound to win a prize

They've been going at it all night

Duncan goes to "Sweet New England"

via the turnpike, a decidedly unsweet

image, and come across "a young girl in

a parking lot" preaching the Bible. The
young girl takes him to the woods:

Saying here comes something

and it feels so good
And just like a dog I was

befriended, I was befriended.

Finally, Duncan is lying underneath

the stars "thanking the Lord/ for my
fingers."
"Peace Like a River" is a natural

sequel to "Me and Julio Down by the

Schoolyard" because though the music
is entirely different it deals lyrically

with the same thing. In referring to a

midnight curfew, wires, chains, rules,

and glorious days it represents the calm
after an urban storm-perhaps a riot.

"You can't outrun the history train/I've

seen a glorious day."

"Papa Hobo" and "Hobo's Blues" are

conflicting musically. "Papa Hobo" is

the saddest tune on the album, evoking a

strong feeling of loneliness until you

read the words printed on the slipcover

for the record and realize that for Papa
Hobo there is no sadness-only recurrent

cities. "Hobo's Boues" is a brief,

exciting instrumental using only violin

and guitar in the style of the twenties or

thirties.

If nothing else, most of the songs

on this album have in common their

talent-a comment on the urban jungle.

Thus, "Paranoia Blues" is the focal

point of the album:

/ got the paranoia blues

From knockin' around in New
York City...

...There's only one thing I need to

know

Whose side are you on....

Paul Simon has its failures musically,

particularly "everything Put Together

Falls Apart" and "Congratulations",

but Simon has proved, without the epic

quality of Bridge Over Trouble Water

that he can be as enthralling without Art

Garfunkel as with

The Human Dynamo Strikes Again

BY GARY GOMES

Roland Kirk's new album still

doesn't answer the question:

"When is this man going to fall

over and die from sheer

exhaustion9 ' From every in-

dication on this album the

answer is probably "Never!"

I first saw Roland Kirk some

four years ago on an

educational network, with, of all

people. John Cage, a "serious"

composer whose basic belief is

that everything and anything

can be music (i.e. traffic,

typewriters, your parents

yelling at you at the tops of their

lungs-anything! ). I was

staggered because of Cage's

reported dislike of jazz-but

then the combination began to

make sense.

You see. Kirk is the walking

music. He is blind, so ap-

pearances don't mean much to

him All he feels is the

vibrations of the music in the

air around him He plays about

forty "conventional" musical

instruments, and a myriad of

others which have yet to reach

the hallowed halls as

"respectable, serious" musical

instruments On this particular

program. Kirk was to be seen

handing out "nose flutes" to the

audience and leading a group of

children playing slide whistles

The Pied Piper of jazz This was

interspersed with comments by

Cage about whether or not it

was music, and also with "live"

performances by Kirk's group

(Kirk pushing the drummer;

Kirk playing three saxophones

himself -in harmony'.; Kirk

exhorting the other members of

the group to play harder while

playing three instruments

himself!

)

As it turns out. Kirk has

become somewhat of a living

legend and it gets damn hard

evaluating a living legend. I

mean what can you say about a

man who never stops expanding

and refreshing his musical

resources! Stop? ! ! Goddamn it,

I'm not going to ask him to stop!

Let's say you were walking

down the street and met up with

some rock musician and asked

him his favorite jazz artists

Chances are that along with

Miles Davis (highly overrated,

in mv opinion), John Coltrane

(who's dead), Charlie Mingus.

and, if the cat was weird

enough, maybe Cecil Taylor or

Ornette Coleman, you'd

inevitably get a lot of responses

in favour of Rahsaan Roland

Kirk. A blind man, you un-

derstand, one of the chief in-

novators on the flute, one of the

most popular Jazz artists, one

of the stylistic movers in Jazz, a

man who can and does play

everything he can-and I say

this man is one incredible

musician. (How many other

legitimate jazz artists would

have the guts to jam with the

Mothers of Invention? But he's

blind, so Zappa's hand signals

didn't mess him up ) Kirk is a

perennial poll winner both the

readers' and Critics' polls in

down beat, one of the best music

magazines round ( most often on

manzello and stritch, two in-

struments he picked up at an old

broken-down pawn shop, and

mastered as one.) His albums

have always proved unique and

eclectic, from the far out

inflated Tear" to his last

recording "Natural Black In-

ventions" on which he played

every instrument himself with

the exception of a 'sound tree'

played by Joe Texidor No
overdubs.

Actually, Kirk's main
problem is to outdo what Kirk
has done before, which is well

nigh impossible, but he does it

anyway.

Kirk's new album leans

towards more accessible music

than he has played in the past,

including such soul' standards

as "My Girl" and such

traditional numbers as "Old

Rugged Cross" However,

although a traditionalist and

interpreter ( in the best sense of

these words). Rahsaan always

adds a new spark to what he's

performing, in order to let you

know that it is Rahsaan. On

"My Girl" and the beautifully

orchestrated "Ain't No Sun-

shine", Kirk sings the words

(very softly) while he is playing

the flute. It adds a new

dimension that you conceivably

might not have heard before

and might never hear again on

that song His treatment of two

other Motown songs on the

album in a medley, Marvin

Gaye's "What's Goin' On" and

"Mercy Mercy Me (The

Ecology)" are well done, with

Kirk interrupting the

proceedings with well-timed

police-whistle blasts

On every Kirk album to date.

Rahsaan has done some talking

to introduce or add to the

numbers The most effective

and humorous of these

monologues is done on "Old

Rugged Cross" where Kirk

talks about the black cross, the

white cross, the crisscross, so

that you do., t get crossed up

with what you're doing "And
even if some jive accident-I

mean president. " A deliberate

cross-up. I'm sure Anyroad, it

connects off in a way that

Zappa's "Road Ladies" does. It

is deliberately and

deliberatively insane, in a

manner which Rahsaan can

achieve alone The number then

breaks into the old spiritual

from which it was taken, and

the group cooks really well

"I Love You, Yes I Do" is a

very soulful ballad, with

Roland's very able tenor sax

work backed by cocktail lounge

organ (played by Mickey
Tucker-and before you turn

that off, I would say that Lee
Michaels' organ work on
"Stormy Monday Blues" is

->bout as cocktail lounge as any
I've heard. Most of those dudes

can really kick ass ) This song

along with the follower, "Take
Me Girl", might be good can
didates for an "Easy Listening"

station, if it weren't for

Rahsaan's neck twisting tenor

sax playing (If any of you

might have heard Kirk's lunatic

version of "I Say A Little

Prayer for You", then you know
what I'm talking about Muzak
into music that captures the

attention )

Princess Patience Burton

sounds impressive on the track

that she wrote, called "One

Nation". which sounds

Carribean or Calypso in nature

Rahsaan here does some work

with the two saxophones and

quite well at that

"Never Can Say Goodbye" is

a spirited rock jazz jam (you

have to watch how those words

are placed, or you'll come up

with different meanings-rock-

jazz is different than jazz-rock:

it's the source that determines

the latter word in the

hyphenation > The group, egged

on by Roland, does some really

nasty blowing on this and two

other tracks, "Make It With

You" and the title track

"Blacknuss".

The last begins with another

monologue on how Roland is

going to use just the black notes

on the piano (the sharps and

flats which together with the

diatonic scale-do, re, mi, fa, sol.

la. ti make up the chromatic

scale But then, as Captain

Beefheart once said, "Scales

are for fish " Gee, I thought I

was getting into a scholarly

discourse there for a minute.)

Anyway, this choice of notes

gives the beginning of the piece,

a beautiful, exotic, harplike

quality (with African drum-

ming going on in the

background). It abruptly

breaks into a hard-driving

extravaganza, with Kirk yelling

"Blacknuss" at the top of his

formidable lungs

But wait, I'm not finished yet.

The highlight of this set is a

flute extravaganza on side one

Kirk's style, which was copped

by Ian Anderson, is deep and

full The solo damn nears blows

your head off and it is

characterized by Kirk's en

thusiastic screams and singing

Quite remarkable!

At last report, Kirk was seen

jamming with a jet taking off
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The Apotheosis Of The Strong-Man

By JIM LAVRAKAS

Two different movies with

two different heroes somehow
manage to draw from the

viewer a very similar attitude

response. With plots so opposite

in timing, revelation,

characterization, architecture

of story line, use of locale, use of

dialogue, and use of technical

facilities, "Dirty Harry" and

"Straw Dogs" produce a par-

ticular response from the

viewer. The response is a

specific one that the two movies

carefully, and deliberately pull

from the audience The
response that these two films

wins from the viewer is a very

obvious patriotism of the super

masculine (almost
chauvinistic) ideal.

I used the word win in my last

statement, and it's an im-

portant word. It means that the

response of the viewer is one

which the films very adroitly,

and overwhelmingly pull from

the viewer. The viewer could

resist if he were not watching

two films so marvelously made
Understanding how this

response is won is integral in

understanding the response

itself.

There are many ways of

portraying a hero. One kind of

hero is the man who is a great

coward, hides his cowardice

from himself and the rest of the

world (and feels guilt for this),

then, once discovered must

prove himself, and finally,

successfully does this. This is

David Sumner (Dustin Hoff-

man) in "Straw Dogs". This

kind of hero we detest because

we are all cowards at some time

in our lives. We are drawn to

him though.

The other kind of hero is

perfectly agreeable to us. We
will always identify with him

because he is the exact opposite

of the first hero He is a

superman, does super things for

the cause of justice, and wins

(that's important). This is

Harry Callahan (Clint East-

wood) in "Dirty Harry".

The charisma that goes along

with Detective Harry Callahan

is what really draws the viewer

to him Clint Eastwood is ex-

cellent in the part. How many

actors can successfully whisper

lines like: "When 1 see a naked

male chasing a female with a

butcher knife and a hard-on 1

don't figure he's out collecting

for the Red Cross" To the

Mayor (John Vernon) he says,

•Well, for the last three-

quarters of an hour I've been

sitting on my ass in your outer

office waiting on you." The

quintessence of audacity! As for

balls. Harry hardly flinches as

he is shot in the process of in

capacitating three bank robbers

single-handedly. He is so cool,

so independent The viewer

identifies with this in

dependence.

When Harry does finally get a
i

partner, Chico (Reni Santoni),

to work with, the scenes with

the two of them are reminiscent

of an old Batman show. In the

scene »n the alley-way, for in-

stance, after Harry is beaten by

a few of the locals who mistake

him for a peeper, Harry and

Chico race bock to their cruiser.

The camera silouettes thet.i in

the alley light and their coats

trail behind them like capes.

Like a super hero, also, there

are different versions of how
Harry got his nickname. We are

told that "he always gets the

shit end of the stick" and he gets

"every dirty job that comes
around." There is a kind of

martyrdom that Harry shows

with his nickname. This is great

for the image

Considering image, it is in-

teresting to observe at the end

of "Dirty Harry" just before

Harry wings Scorpio with an

incredible cowboy style shot in

the shoulder, that the

background at the quarry was

very reminiscent of one of the

old westerns Eastwood starred

in

This kind of thing builds on

Harry's charisma but the

viewer learns certain facts

about Harry that are rein-

forcing for not only his image

but in winning the battle to

involve the viewer. Harry's wife

was killed by a drunk in ahead-

on auto accident. Harry is

without a woman (in effect, so

is David Sumner) and is

compelled to bury himself in his

work (like David Sumner). For

Harry and the audience it is

necessary, therefore, for there

to be some sort of obvious

symbol of manhood. For Harry

it is his gun: "a fourty-four

Magnum that could blow your

head clean off", says Harry

When the homicidal-maniac

first glimpses the magnificent

instrument he says in awe,

"My. that's a big one." Sym-

bolism of this sort is not ram-

pant in either film but it is an

important aspect in un-

derstanding Harry, especially,

and understanding your

reaction to him. A gun is a

ready phallic sumbol and is

used as such in these two films.

We can easily understand the

charisma that stands behind

Harry Callahan It is not so

much charisma and image that

make David Sumner an easy

character to identify with as it

is just plain circumstance. It is

the circumstances of his at-

tempted respite in England that

draws the audience into his

"justified" killing of five men.

Justified is another important

word here I feel that anyone

(except the most extreme of

pacifists) would kill if the

killing was justified. In "Straw

Dogs" we are given cir-

cumstance after circumstance

that build a case toward

justifying the killing of five of

the locals We gladly become

David Sumner. I think that

many people would like to kill

another human being if only out

of curiosity. People may think

these kinds of thoughts but may
never follow them though.

David Sumner obviously has

thought these thoughts before

(out of inferiority and in-

security) and when he does

prove himself he is overjoyed:

"Jesus, I killed them all", he

says Many people may never

kill for themselves but they can

experience "justified" killing in

both these films.

There are also facts about

David Sumner that make him

an easy character to relate to.

There is a feeling from the start

that this man, no matter how

puny and small, can and will

win battles in the end. His no

nonsense attitude towards his

work is one indication of this.

Most important, however, is his

scientific mind. A very

organized and directed kind of

thinking cones from him

(witness the exercises and the

clockwinding before going to

bed). It is impossible for him to

lose in the end the viewer

subconsciously knows. The

viewer is right. And the viewer

is drawn further into the film

There are several comments

that Harry makes that are part

of an attitude that this film

takes towards education and

intellectualism. When he first

meets Chico, a graduate of San

Jose College, he says, "Just

what I need, a college boy. Just

don't let your college degree get

you killed." Harry is a non-

college graduate and has

probably worked his way up in

the force. Harry is a man who
has learned to survive In his

kind of work there are things

that no college diploma or any

kind of training could teach to

keep him alive Harry lives by

his self taught wits and gut

emotion.

After the capture of Scorpio

when Harry is called to the

D.A.s office Harry stares

stupidly when asked if the

famous case of Miranda rings a

bell. And earlier, at the

stadium, when "Fatso"'

DeGeorgio (John Mitchum)

mentions something about a

warrant to Harry, Harry

completely i gnores
technicalities. Harry survives

best the way he Uvea, that's the

point He has no need for formal

education. The viewer is sucked

under by this tricky

manipulation of an anti-

intellectual (and ultimately,

anti-liberal) case that the film

presents.

"Straw Dogs is

diametrically opposite in this

The title is said to be taken from

Lao-tse: "Heaven and earth are

ruthless and treats the myriad

creatures as straw dogs; the

sage is ruthless and treats the

people as straw dogs." The

sage, of course, is David

Sumner, a scientific, reasoning

mind. He cannot live by gut

emotions His scientific, mental

coolness helps let David survive

just as Harry's viseral im-

perturbability helps him to

survive. It is these two

coolnesses that the viewer so

readily identifies with.

"Straw Dop" and "Dirty

Harry" work on the viewer

from the perspective of the

quote that I used by Lao-tse

Those people who are ruthless

have a greatpower in them, a

god-like power of life and death.

The viewer is enthralled by the

portrayal of this power. In this

power somehow there is the

ultimate in masculinity. These

two films, then, laud

ruthlessness and violence while

raising up and deifying the

Hoffman: cowardly hero

A Classic American Film
By BOB NESTI

The Last Picture Show
written for the screen by Larry Mc-

Murtry and Peter Bogdanovich; from

the novel by Larry McMurtry; directed

by Peter Bogdanovich; starring

Timothy Bottoms, Jeff Bridges, Cybil

Shepherd, Ellen Burstyn, Cloris Leach-

man, and Eileen Rrennan.

The Last Picture Show is a

remarkably sustained portrait of a

young man's coming of age in a desolate

Texan town during the early Fifties. The

film is simply the finest American

drama in recent memory, a carefully

drawn, powerfully told, superlatively

acted example of film as a storyteller. A
completely cinematic work (in many
ways superior to the novel from which it

is adapted), The Last Picture Show
evokes the color and mood of the Fifties

with uncommon clarity as it makes

achingly real the often disheartening

experience of growing up.

Anarene Texas is a town "where a

person can't sneeze without someone

offering him a handkerchief." It is a

small, ugly, provinciality where lives

interconnect and everyone' business is

known by everyone else. In many ways

the town is the film's major protagonist

as it wrenches life from its diverse

range of inhabitants who share a

common bondage of discontent. The film

focuses on a number of adolescents

burgeoning on maturity in a stifling,

ignorant, vacant atmosphere. The main

character is a young man named Sonny

Crawford, a high school senior and

captain of the town's football team. He is

first seen breaking off with his steady

girl, a plumpish, gum-chewing wench,

following their usual Saturday night

necking in the back of the town picture

show. The relationship didn't mean
much to Sonny as he would fantasize

over the visual image of Elizabeth

Taylor on the picture screen as he kissed

his girl His true affection though was

for Jacy Farrow (Cybill Shepherd), the

town's prettiest and richest girl, and the

girl of his best friend, Duane Jackson

(Jeff Bridges) The narrative very

straightforwardly tells how these

characters lives intertwine over a little

more than a year's time. Sonny and

Jacy seem immediately detached at-

tempting to articulate feelings without

knowing how, while Duane seems

conplacent to eventually marry Jacy

and settle in Anarene.

They seem parentless. rootless. We
only receive momentary glimpses of

Sonnies father and Duane's mother,

and Jacy all but ignores the home truths

of her earthy mother The closest any of

them come to a parent figure is Sam the

Lion (Ben Johnson), the owner of the

town pool hall, general store, and pic-

ture show. Sam is the life force of the

town, a strong, honest, and humble man
whose mystique was hard to define but

whose mark was left on those he

touched. His character offers the only

hope for Sonny and the other questioning

their identity in this dead atmosphere.

Typically enough they begin to wander.

Sonnie has an affair with Ruth Popper

(Cloris Leachman), the middle-aged,

spinster-like wife of Sonnies gym
teacher. Jacy breaks away from Duane

for the attention of the rich boys in an

adjoining city only using him as a means

to lose her virginity. Duane becomes

locked in the memory of the girl and

tries to escape the town. Jacy and

Sonnie go together causing him to break

off his secure affair with Ruth and

making him aware of the uncertainties

and harsh realities of his life. As the film

moves to its powerful climax, Sonnie

seems more detached and unsure,

finally resigning himself to the

ignorance and aridness of Aranene.

The Last Picture Show may seem

specifically concerned with human
sexuality, and its very ordinary nature

has never been more accurately por

trayed in an American film, but this

preoccupation seems elusive after

leaving the film. It is not so much about

sexual awareness as about human
awareness and Sonnie's final

resignation seems the only conscious act

he ever makes. Throughout, he, Jacy,

and Duane feel alien forces that are

difficult to deal with and finally resolve

them on acquiescing to their desolute

situation. The film is one of searing

humanity, which moves on its own

inherent dramatic values and not by

exploiting the audience's weakness for

cheap sentiment. Summer of '42 was

similar in plot and theme, but The Last

Picture Show makes the flaws of that

otherwise decent film glare. This is a

neoclasicist work, a film of the times it

depicts. There is an irony in the film

success for the old-fashioned, straight

forward narrative technique, the flat

black and white image, and the simple,

day harshly played though car and home
radios. Each detail is conscious and The

Last Picture Show is Bogdanovich's

picture; the only other work which

seems as controlled as this film is

Welles' Citizen Kane, and as in that film,

the direction nearly eliminates any

basic faults.

Timothy Bottoms and Cloris Leachman

horizontal camera work are a refreshing

change from the overused flashy

technique of that and many recent

films. Much of the success belongs to

the director Peter Bogdanovich who
understands the intrinsic power of the

visual image and utilizes it in a work of

intricate design. Each element works

towards the cohesive whole. The flat

black and white photography is im-

mediately striking as to frame the film

in the viewer's mind as being part of a

particular time and place and un-

derlines the general bleakness in theme.

Filing in black and white seems the most

crucial decision Bogdanovich made and

his gamble paid off perfectly for it

seems endemic to the color of the early

Fifties. The realism is also highly ef-

fective in creating the mood.

Bogdanovich has lovingly recreated a

particular time and place through an

impeccable concern for detail. He uses

the popular items and fads of the time as

motifs, the Mickey Spillance novel the

high school students sneak around the

room, the wide-spindled RCA victrola

playing Jo Stafford, Jacy's mother's

Cadillac, all evoke this particular time.

The ingenious soundtrack further ac-

centuates the setting as it parallels the

plot line with the popular songs of the

The film is a first-rate adaptation of a

second-rate fiction, yet many of the best

films ever made come from novels that

were, at best, only entertaining. Of
recent films Rosemary's Baby comes to

mind as both films are near literal

adaptations of popular fiction that are

far more important cinematic works
that they ever were literary works. The
novel jtself has the meldramatic ex-

cesses many novels dealing with small

towns suffer from and here is where
Bogdanovich firm control becomes a

major virtue. He has toned down the

sensationalism inherent in the material,

what we see is flat, honest, and stun-

ningly told. The sense of loss flows

naturally from the material and,

although characters and situations may
resemble cliches, the film steers clear of

the ordinary, despite the ordinariness of

the character's lives.

The film moves from realization of a

monotony to a final victory over the

citizenry's lives. The town is just as

much about a way of life than about the

people it portrays. It is an American
study of loneliness specifically placed in

a time when innocence was beginning to

tarnish. The Post War Years of

American supremacy were waning, the
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Korean War was rearing its ugly head,

television was insulating Americans

from the previous escapists art forms

they had reveled in and finally, from

each other. The film is particularly

American, not only in design but in

theme. The character of Sonny contains

an innocence which far outweighs his

general ignorance and provinciality.

Jacy is more a victim of what she is told

and his final resolution is more tragic

than pathetic. The film grips from

within as the film slowly spirals from a

genuine naivete to a cold reality.

The first sign of complete resignation

comes with the death of Sam the Lion.

He is the film's primary life force. The

only times the characters seemed to

have lived is when they came in contact

with him. In a beautifully restrained

sequence he movingly tells Sonnie of

how he once rode horses with a young

married girl he loved as they sit beside

the lake. The scene is especially

memorable for the subtle employment

of natural lighting which moves from

shadows to bright sun with a rythmic

grace. The theme of complete desolution

is further accented when the picture

show closes down. The movies were

nearly killed with the emergence of

television and the picture show's closing

is symbolically the climax of the film,

although its closing seems a minor in-

cident. The picture show was for Sonnie

and the other adolescents the romance,

was the adventure, was the only ex-

citement they seemed to ever had had.

When Sonnie necks with the fat and

homely Charlene Dobbs, he secretly and

longingly watches Elizabeth Taylor on

the screen. When the picture show closes

down, the sparks of life created by John

Wayne are replaced by the cathode

image of Imogene Coca and the

hopelessness is complete.

Bogdanovich elicits some ex-

traordinary performances by a cast of

virtually unknowns. Timothy Bottoms is

perfectly naive and confused as Sonnie,

he seems at times like Ryan O'Neal

without the sheen Cybill Shepherd as

Jacy is the most evocative of the Fifties

as the Gloria Grahame ingenue who's

four parts uncertainty and six parts

deceit. Her earthy, bitchy mother Ellen

Burstyn reminds one of Dorothy Malone

and along with Ben Johnson as Som the

Lion give two of the most moving per-

formances in recent films. The most

difficult to bear performance, although

it is an excellent portrayal, is Cloris

Leachman's Ruth, the lonely wife of the

gym teacher Her character seems too

pathetic, too close to a glossy harshness

to be completely effective. In some ways

her character is an enigma. There are

certain points about it that are pur-

posively left undefined and she comes

off the most ambiguous. In the end she

seems to rather have adored Sonnie than

loved him and fits unconfortably in the

flat ugliness of the rest of the town.

Nearly every other performance is

memorable in probably the finest acted

film of this past year

The Last Picture Show hasn't one

quality that would distinguish it above

the ordinary. It is the second film of the

director, the novel wasn't quite the stuff

a film classic is made of, the actors are

virtually unknown, in the days of a

flashy technique it is smoothly filmed in

blunt black and white, and tells a story

about the boredom of people's lives. It is

though the most memorable film

presently in the area and to come from a

major studio since Dr. Strangelove. A
work of power, a work of sustained

control and brilliance. The Last Picture

Show proves melodrama can be art and
is a classic American film.
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P Diamonds Aren't Forever

Bv MARY LOU GORDON
Sean Connery has finally

returned as the inimitable

James Bond after his last

performance four years ago in

You Only Live Twice, but his

new movie, Diamonds are

Forever, is a poorly contrived

and greatly overworked at-

tempt at resurrecting a hero

whose place in time should have

been left as it was already

secured. Diamonds are Forever

is a very poor movie, ridiculous

at it's best. It is a good example

of the abominations that can

result when the movie industry

tries just a little too hard to

produce a powerhouse of ex-

citement and intrigue, mixed
with a great deal of social

commentary.
The old James Bond has been

put into a highly modernized

world of astonishing tricks and

ingenious devices, some of

which are worthy of notice,

others simply ludicrous, that

seem to defy even the ability of

Bond himself Somehow the

awe-inspiring marvel of the 60's

doesn't quite make it in the 70s,

and where he was once cool, the

suave and dashing superman

plods along with the same
stagnant personality that he

had years ago. James Bond has

suddenly become pretty hard to

».ake, and for all the moder-

nizing the plot and Bond's

clever little devices have un-

dergone, his character seems to

be lacking quite a bit of the

dazzle necessary to be the type

of hero Bond is supposed to be,

and this lack of re-definition

produces an obvious clash of

effects.

Bond's world is still com-

prised of glamorous females

swooning at his very existence,

but there has been an attempt

made to raise them from the

level of the passively seductive

female to that of head-strong,

seductive bitches who are

supposed to stand as his mental

equals But they come across as

no more than fated victims of

his emeshing dash and appeal,

and ironically enough, even at

his seductive best, James Bond

is still romantically stiff and

pretentious. He lacks the

vitality that should be present in

such a sexual dynamo, and his

desired effect should have been

at least stabbingly comical.

Diamonds are Forever begins

plainly enough with a fortune in

stolen diamonds that Bond has

to recover. By assuming the

identity of the oppositions

transDort agent. Peter Franks,

image as a lover is too outdated

to make the attractions of these

women seem believable. The
all-t'me male chauvinist has

been softened just a little, but no

where near enough to make his

ego-trip acceptable.

The basic plot of the movie
has some merit to it, though the

way in which it is handled

leaves much to be desired. The
satirical cleverness that could

have been granted to this

scheme has been blown out of

proportion until it comes across

as the summation of wild

imaginations trying to reach the

peak of creative madness. The
level of corniness in this movie
makes it obnoxious, where the

Bond dupes the volumptious

Tiffany Case into believing he is

Franks. He gets the diamonds,

transports them out of the

country in the body of the dead

Franks and recovers them later

in a funeral home inside an

innocent looking crematory jar.

However, as this is all too

simple, Bond loses the

diamonds to the enemy, who

turns out to be his old aquain-

tance Blofeld. Blofeld has taken

over the multi-million dollar

missile research operations of

one Willard Whyte and secluded

in the privacy of Whyte's

penthouse apartment, he

succeeds in convincing all of

Whvte's top men ( via telephone

Film Studies Series

The UMass Speech Depart

ment Film Study Series con-

tinues its 8th season with a

series of outstanding films this

semester

All screenings are in

Thompson 104 at 7 and 9 PM on

Sunday evenings. Season

subscriptions are $5.00 and will

be on sale at the door. Single

tickets (75C) will also be

available.

February 13 .

"The Woman in the Moon

(1929) Fritz Lang ("M")
directed this fantasy about a

group of men and a girl who

travel to the moon in a

rocketship. The film has been

noted for its especially

imaginative sets and is of

special historical interest

February 27

A special program is offered

featuring a lecture by Vladmir

Petric, Professor of Film at

Belgrade University who is in

this country studying com-

parative systems of film.

Professor Petric will show the

Russian documentary "Turksib

( 1929) directed by Victor Turin,

in addition to the Odessa Steps

sequence from Eisenstein's

"Potemkin (1925)

March 5

"Twentieth Century" (1934)

The series shifts to a lighter

mood with this 30's "screwball"

comedy directed by Howard

Hawks and starring John

Barrymore and Carol Lombard.

Andrew Sarris listed "Twen-

tieth Century" as the best film

of 1934. Like other "screwball"

comedies of the time, this film

is built on wisecracks, nasty

and brutal dialog, and

outratgeous characterizations.

However. Hawks' direction

places this film ahead of its

time Pauline Kael says.

"Hawks represents the

American commercial film at

its best-fast, unpretentious,

entertaining. with a

sophisticated and hardboiled

attitude toward sex and

money
."

Yankee Doodle Dandy
(1942) Staying with the lighter

mood, the series' next film is a

war-time musical directed by

Michael Curtiz and starring

James Cagney, Cagney, as

George M. Cohan, won an Oscar

and a New York Film Critics

Award The film is an un-

disguised attempt at building

national sentiment for the war

effort. Songs included are

•Over There", "Give My
Regards to Broadway," and

"You're a Grand Old Flag."

Time magazine said it was

"Possibly, the most genial

screen biography ever made."

March 19

The series presents another

different program with an

evening of four award-winning

documentaries interespersed

with selected television com-

mercials. "Skater Dater" is a

charming story of conflict and

love among pre-teen boys and

girls. It was featured on ABC

—

TV several years ago.

"Weapons of Gordon Parks" is

directed by Warren Forma and

focuses on the multi-talented

Parks in a moving documentary

of dynamic creative force.

"Lament of the Reservation"

was filmed on location by the

BBC—TV op location in South

Dakota. The film exposes the

Indian's experience in America

through the BIA, roadside

tourist stops, VISTA programs,

and the ralities of existence

Which tourists never see. "Ai"

is by Yojo Kuri, one of the

world's leading antimators who

sees the man woman
relationship as a bitter struggle

in which man is the underdog.

April 9

"Miss Julie" (1950) Over-

shadowed by the work of

Ingamr Bergman are the films

of another Swedish director, Alf

Sjoberg. "Miss Julie" is con-

sidered Sjobergs masterpiece.

Based on Strindberg's play,

Sjoberg fashioned a screenplay

that without losing the essen-

tials of Strindberg's writing,

enlarged skillfully on its theme

and freed it form the single set

of the kitchen. Forsyth Hardy

stated tha, "Miss Julie" can be

regarded as the outstanding

achievement of the Swedish

film revival." The acting of the

pnncipas isflawless and the

film contains some of the most

beautiful camera work ever

done.

April 23

"Paths of Glory" (1957)

Stanley Kubrick's film explodes

with a barrage of realism.

Kubrick, whose subsequent

cinematic views on war where

savegly satirized ambitions of

the French commanding
general. Forced to retreat, the

army is disgraced and three

soldiers are tried and executed

for cowardice as scapegoats for

official blundering. Starring

Kirk Douglas and Adolphe
Menjou, the films' impact is

underscored by the fact that it is

still banned in France today.

April 30

"A Summer to Remember"
(i960) The Russian film had a

and a voice box) that he is the

reclusive Whyte, kidnapped by

Blofeld and safely locked away.

Bond of course discovers

Blofeld's little guise, and with

his life in ultimate peril, suc-

ceeds in exposing Blofeld's plot

of sending the diamonds into

space in a satellite which

through a powerful laser beam
controlled from Blofeld's center

of operations in the Pacific is

programmed to destroy aU of

the military strongholds of the

world. Blofeld is stopped before

his final moments of glory by

Bond's intervention, and

together with the strategic air

command succeeds in

destroying the entire set-up.

The diamonds are not im-

mediately recovered, but the

inevitability of that is secure as

the movie ends with a typical

Bondian bedroom scene aboard

a lush ocean liner with his prize.

Tiffany Case.

The high-powered action that

runs all through the movie is

accomplished with the air of

being nothing more than

glamorous play for Bonds, but it

is carried to the furthest point of

absurdity In his precisely cool

and non-chalante manner. Bond

succeeds in a timely escape

from a coffin where he is about

to be burned alive: escapes

from his enemies by a wild

chase through the deserts of

Nevada in a lunar

spacecrawler: eludes and

makes fools of what seems to be

the entire Las Vegas police

force after a wild auto chase

scene through the street and

subsequent parking lots. Here

he finally makes his grand exit

from a dead end alleyway by

shifting weight and cruising

smoothly between two

buildings, tipped precariously

on two side wheels of his car.

Following this is an escape from

an underground tunnel system,

where his captors think they

have him buried alive, and then

he later proceeds to scale the

Whyte House Apartment
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building jangling periously

before entering. He proceeds to,

fight off two female karate

experts, and finishes per-

forming a feat of walking on

cables under Blofeld's oil

rigging.

There is too much of an at-

tempt in this movie to develop a

good piece of biting satire in the

form of total absurdiams

through pugging at the wide

There is too much of an at-

tempt in this movie to develop a

good piece of biting satire in the

form of total absurdisms though

pugging at the wise open areas

of sexism, police stupidity and

undercover work in general, but

these are such over-worked

subjects that the spoofs are

hardly enjoyable. Imagination

has been totally let loose in this

movie,
There is too much of an at-

tempt in this movie to develop a

good piece of biting satire in the

form of total absurdisms

through pugging at the wide

open areas of sexism, police

stupidity and undercover work

in general, but these are such

over-worked subjects that the

spoofs are hardly enjoyable

Imagination has been totally let

loose in this movie, but the

thoughts and commentaries

behind the actions are too feeble

to uphold the intentions, and the

movie, for the most part, falls

short of being entertaining. The

film is blatant to the point

where one begins to wonder if

the script writers had granted

any degree of intelligence to the

audiences The intent of

sophistication is here, but the

end result is a display of low

humor at it's worst, with puns

and punchlines that would make

any moron sigh at their very

stupidity.

The re-appearance of James
Bond, at least from the in-

dications in this movie, seems
to be a big mistake; the hero of

the 60s has outdone himself in

an era of technology with

gimics that would make Nancy
Drew cringe and shake her head
with amused distain. Diamonds
are Forever is a sham of

ostentatious fantasy that

subsists in being just that.

\
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"Paths

strong rebirth in the early

sixties with such films as "Quiet

Flows the Don" and "Cranes

are Flying." "A Summer to

Remember" is one of the best of

this period of renewed
humanism. Bosley Crowther

called it "a film about a child

and its parents that is one of the

best of the sort we've ever

seen." Paul V. Beckley writes,

"With "A Summer to

Remember" a couple of young

Russian directors (Georgy
jjabelia and Igor Talankin) go a

long way toward reinstating the

supremacy of the camera in a

telling series of shots of a small

childs view of the world around

him."
Mary 7

"Repulsion" (1966) The

of Glory"

series' last film retains an

Eastern European flavor with

Roman Polanski's
"Repulsion." Starring
Catherine Deneuve, this is the

story of a girl tormented by her

craving and loathing of men.

Her fears and erotic fantasies

drive her beyond the edge of

sanity. Dwight McDonald calls

the film "the purist exercise in

homicidal mania yet made." He
compares portions of the film to

Bergman's "The Silence" and

von Stronheim's "Greed", yet

the film is pure Polanski - a

depressingly macabre story

similar in tone to his prize-

winning "Knife in the Water"
and his later work "Rosemary's
Baby."
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Weekend
Made For Each Other (Showcase
Cinemas. West Springfield)

The people who made Lovers and

Other Strangers have returned with a

genuinely likeable comedy about two

people leading decidely separate lives

and decide to live together. Their

romance is stormy, but watching this

couple, delightfully portrayed by the

film's authors Renee Taylor and Joseph

Bolgna, makes for a joyful film.

nedy.Jimmy Finlayson, Tiny Sanioru.

and Max Davidson.

The Last Picture Show (Palace Cinema,

West Springfield)

The Best American Film of last year

is this depressing, bleak vision of life

about the coming of age of three

youngsters in a small Texas town in 1951

Directed by Peter Bogdanovich, the film

is a straightforward well-crafted, well-

acted narrative about the perils of

growing up in the finest tradition of the

great Hollywood directors. The film is

nostalgia in the negative sense and
despite some near melodramatic
plotting is the most poignant film in

quite some time. The acting is superb by

a cast of mostly unknown character

actors led by Cloris Leachmen, Timothy
Bottoms, Jeff Bridges, Eileen Brennan,

and Ben Johnson. The film won four NY
Film Critics awards and finished second

in voting for Best Picture behind a

Clockwork Orange; an often searing

film

Straw Dogs I
campus Cinemas, Hadley -

Sam Peckinpah's essay on violence

finally becomes a celebration of some

sick behavior. Dustin Hoffman plays an

American mathametician who runs

from the violence of his homeland toe

provinciality of his English wife's

country town. He cant escape the gore

and Peckinpah revels in it in a climax of

unrelenting brutality Beyond the

various forms of murder, there isn't

much here. The film's principal virtue is

the performance of Susan George as the

nasty bitch Hoffman marries, other-

wise, a bleak, strident film.

Such Good Friends (Showcase Cinemas,
West Springfield)

A savagely tasteless comic
melodrama about a woman who, while

her husband lies dying, discovers he had
numerous affairs with many of her

friends. The humor often comes through

gross justopostion or plain rank fun; still

under the unusually slick hand of Otto

Preminger and a fine screenplay by
Elaine May (using a pseudonym), the

film often is good, dirty fun The digs are

many, from hypocritical chicness to

medical malpractice and done with

slapstick flair by a large cast led by

Dyan Cannon, Laurence Luckinbell, and
James Coco.

The Treasure of the Sierra Madre

(Jerry Lewis Cinemas, Northampton)

A sombre and gripping saga about

some dispicable thieves' search for god

which is considered by many the best

sound film of the Forties Today the

praise seems a bit overwrought, still an

excellent adult adventure film from the

Forties. Oscars went to both John

Huston, who directed and his father

Walter in the best portrayal as the oldest

of the rascals Humphrey Bogart plays

one of the other bandits
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This Week: More Movies
ACROSS

1. Film which recently won the

NY. Drama Critics Award as the

Best of 1971.

9. Role Dominique Guarde
played in the relationship of Alan

Bates and Julie Christie.

10. Means carnivorous, this word

applies to the feeling Straw Dogs

gives your stomach.

12. The Garden of the

Continsis

13. Romantic composer whose life

has been filmed twice recently.

The first was a British film

released last year, the second is

being completed in his homeland

18. His most recent film is a

musical parody.

20. Color of 13 down.

22. Frank Perry Western.

24. Directed latest version of

Macbeth.
27. Part of the anatomy Count

Yorga may find most appealing.

28. On Sunday.

30. Initials of one of Freud's

disciples and used as the preface

to a recent film that the Boston

daily papers refused advertising

for.

31. First name of actor who plays

Dirty Harry.

32. An expression someone may
use to show disgust with a scene.

35. Director of Straw Dogs

36. Where many of the Living

Dead probably came.

37. Where Sometimes A Great

Notion occurs.

38. Physical form The French

Connection leaves your stomach

in

39 Kind of story Sunday, Bloody,

Sunday supposedly is.

DOWN
2. First name of actor who won
an Oscar for Charly and recently
directed his first movie.
3. The word which the Record
American thought its readers
would confuse with a more
suggestive term and so refused

The Fantastics
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any advertising for this film

4. Directed l across

5. Term to describe scuffles men
have in the bar in Straw Dogs.

6. What Makes Sammy I

7. What Johnny's got

8. Song in Clint Eastwood's film

title.

11. Film critic John Simon has

been refered to as a pompous one.

13. Sean Connery Peter Finch

film had one of these of a certain

color.

14. Susan George is subject to this

in Straw Dogs.

15. Part of the anatomy a man has

a fetish for in recent trench

comedy
16. Jane Fonda film.

17 Town in The Last Picture

Show.
19 What detectives seem to have

an abundance of

23 Jean Louis Trintigant plays

this character

26 Kind of character in Frank

Gilroy film.

29. Shw won NY Film Critics

award as best supporting actress.

30. Girl whose anatomy part was
subject of a recent film.

33. Gene Hackman and Peter

Finch were recently named the

best of this profession for the past

year

34 She played Carl Reiner's wife

in The Russians Are Coming.

36 Gene Hackman has played a

number

Thatcher House Presents

CLEAR SKY
Fri. Feb. 11, 1972

8:00 Admission .50

Beer .25
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Weekend
Theater

A Delicate Balance
Edward Albee's play about some

intelligent, witty, and quite desperately

lonely people. The theme is serious but

the play often is humorous. Tonight,

tomorrow, and Sunday evening at

Theater 14, Smith College. ($)

The Ridiculous Theatrical Company
This off-off Broadway company will

perform the Americanupremiere of

"The Eunuchs of the Forbiddin City"

this evening and tomorrowbevening at 8

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. These

Eunichs, according the Berlin Reich

"play their lustful games this time in the

palace of the Chinese Emperor." He
desperately wants a child and when he

finally succeeds in impregnating a

young woman, the child turns out to be

an idiot The play of the intrigants is full

of fabulous parodies, of consciously

chosen cliches and well-known

stereotyped proverbs and lines which are

related to the local area (from

"Currywurst'uto "Chicken-Hugo").
Charles Ludlam, the fabulous bluebeard

and head of the group, has his beard

woven in Chinese braids, and his ex-

traordinary performers play alternately

roles of ladies, gentlemen and in-

between types A fantastic parody with

satirical background which nobody

should miss ($)

The Fantastic*

The off-broadway musical legend

opened in 1961 at the Sullivan Square

Theatre and is still occupying its stage.

This National Company of this

delightful, touching, six-character show

makes for wonderful entertainment

The score and libretto are by Tom Jones

and Harvey Shmidt and include such

songs as "Try To Remember", "Soon

It's Gonna Raine". and "I Can see It
"

The thin plot concerns the romance of a

boy and girl and the well-intended in

terference of each of their fathers In its

own small way a classic American

Music Sunday afternoon and evening

n Bowker Auditorium

CABAI

quor

Films

II,, .riurn.

Mt. i.

ten compelling, two-

thniler about a young man
who moves from collecting insects to

turing a young woman and keeping

her captive in an old house. Directed bv

William Wvler from the novel of John

t-owles. the film is a splendid highly

polished psychological drama with two

inordinary performances by Terence

nap and Samantha Eggar.

Diamonds Are Kore\er Campus center.

Hadley Academy of Music. Nor-

thampton.
Bonduis back, or so the ads tell us; but

tins latest adaptation of one of the many

Ian Fleming novels is a ruther un-

distinguished facsimile The film lacks

the st vie and humor which made the

earlier films the best of the Sixties spy

films it isn't even good James Bond

with Sean Connery looking too paunchy

and old for 007 This film does have the

distinction of being the quickest

grossing films in history having made
over $30 million dollars, only proving the

Bond fad hardlv has diminished since

the heyday of (loldfinger. For more, see

review on Page 14 of Poor Richard

Dirty Harry (Showcase Cinema, West

Springfield

Detective Comics in Panavision with

Clint Eastwood as a San Franciscan

counterpart to crime-lighting the super-

hero comit strip characters A shrewd,

taut, well-made thriller that pits

Eastwood as Dirty Harry against

insane murderer named Scorpio.

Harry is something to be seen as he

single-handedly quenches a bank rob-

bery without even sweating and Scorpio

often does Harry one better in this sharp

fa ntasv thriller It has a simplistic about

liberals and their mealy-mouthed ways

which is all but glossed over under the

firm, ingenious hand of Don Seigel.

The Fearless Vampire Killers (Friday,

Mahar Auditorium, 7, 9, and 11)

Roman Polanski has all but disowned

this 1967 film due to the careless editing

Best Bets

A Delicate Balance

All weekend, Theater 14, Smith.

Ridiculous Theatrical Company
"Eunuchs of the Forbidden City"

Tonight and tomorrow evening,

Bowker.
Roller Derby
Tomorrow night, the Cage.

The Fantastics

Sunday, afternoon and evening,

Bowker.
The Collector

Sat. Eve, Mt. Holyoke

Dirty Harry
Amherst Cinema , Calvin,

Showcase Cinemas
42nd St.

Tonight, Amherst College

The Hospital

Showcase Cinemas
The Last Picture Show
Palace Theatre

Such Good Friends

Showcase Cinemas

the American version of this satire

received It is generally considered not

his best work, especially with the

needless cuts. The film is an often grisly-

black satire about vampires directed

with the usual ciaustophobic style

Polanski's films are distinguished with

If the original cuts have been restored

the film will prove effective satire:

rent The

I part Polansk wife

ed.

'rrili

•ween her love lor boyfriend

,nd her career Her

a pre-Broadway

problems, but now leaves the

in a bind The
about to start, all that he can

the part to little Ruby
Ke it of the chorus line and

hoi I of

ig them with the brand

Busby Berkeie> pulled out of

"matter as this early

Thirth musical completely

olutkmaUzed the idiom thanks to one

man. Busby Berkeley and his hundreds

of tap dancing dames that swept the

depression blues away with a song The

choreographed effects are a wonder

Ginger Rogers and Bebe Daniels have

Ruby Keeler and Dick

Powell have some unintentionally funny

ones, and the film itself is legendary

Fiddler on the Hoof (Wednesday,
Showcase Cinemas. West Springfield)

A mundane version of the longest

running musical in Broadway hustory

The disappointing epic comes away by

director Norman Jewison who has

employed needless flashy techniques in

the transition The musical becomes

bottom heavy and static when blown up

on a Super Panavision screen and

blasted out of twelve stereo speakers

The show itself has grace, charm, and a

natural warmth that are all but

eliminated here Instead every moment
reeks with phony folklines and cornball

routines The excellent Bock-Harnick

score has been homogenized in musical

interludes embarrassing at best, even

Topol. generally considered the best of

the stage Tevye's. becomes a glaring

caricature of a poor, Russian peasunt

An overrated, ill-conceived, charmless

musical: with Norma Crane as the

dutiful Goldie. and Molly Picon as

Vente the Matchmaker.
The French Connection (Campus
Cunemas, Hadley

»

A fact-based account of how police

track down a shipmentuof heroin in New

York City which is a fast, flashy, and

New England's

Largest
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nating thriller The grittiness and

chaoi ot New york City is captun
• knekk speed and brutality by

director William Friedkin who baa

fashioned perha; nd finest

thriller in some time Gene Hackman
plays a boorish detective who, as the

antisocial, antihuman. detective,

somewhere between Bullitt and Joe, the

latest film cliche

The Hospital (Showcase Cincm
Springfield)

The world of the big city hospital is

grimly satirized in this comedy drama
that knocks home some truths about

theumedical profession. Written with

wit by Paddy Chayefsky the film jumps
from being harsh to hilarious in its

study of a middle-aged doctor

deteriorating at the end of a bad

marriage The performance of George

C Scott is, to say the least, strong as he

once again proves he is the best living

American actor in films Diana Rigg is

featured

Mouse of Wax (Showcase Cinemas. West

Springfield)

originally released in 1954 as one of

the first three-dimensional films, this

little macabre drama about the revenge

of a mad was museum curator

above the average. Never mind its

coming on a bit too heavy, enjoy the

three-dimensional effects (which in-

clude many perspective shots and one

unnecessarily prolonged sequence when

a barker bangs his paddle ball down
your throat) Vincent Price is ap-

propriately diabolical as the vengeance

seeking madman.

lohmix <„»( His <,„„ Amhei a Cinema

Dalton Trumbo ha> filmed his
d Book Award winking anti-war

novel about a World War ( toe soldier lelt
;!rr

])

I,Ss
- M«' • and par

dally faceless by the war The film is

°n
C
^K

0na
J
,y awk

,

wa
r
d

-

u,,1 contusing
flashbacks and lantasies. bui unu."
powerful and stark anti-war film

Despite its faults, an honest and painful

experience with Timothy Bottoms.
son Robards. Marsha Hunt, and

Diuna Yarsi.

Ke> l.argo (Wednesday. Jerry Lewis

Cinemas, Northampton!
Bacall, Bogart, Barrymore and Ed-

ward G. Robinson in this preachy,

pretentious melodrama about gangsters

hiding out in a remote Florida hotel The
intention, it seemed was to say

something about Post World War II

conditions and it does somewhat
resemble its prototype The Petrified

Forest Still well worth seeing for the

performances of Robinson as the

relentless baddie. Bogart as the good but

ineffective hero, and Lauren Bacall,

Lionel Barrymore. and Claire Trevor

( who won an Oscar in a supporting role >

.

Directed and co-authored with Richard

Brooks bv John Huston.

Laurel and Hardy (Saturday, Merrill

Science Center, 7 :30 and 10:30)

A compilation of Laurel and Hardy
shorts thatmay even surprise their most
diehard fans. It follows their mutual
careers from their days before they
teamed and up through »ne Thirties

Featured throuehout are r uch greats as
Charlie Chase, Edgar Ken-

How would you like to live io this for the winter? The summer' That might be better. Wait, everything come, in its time. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt >

Dye Calls JOE Success Despite Problems

By BARRY STAVRO
Larry Dye, coordinator of the

JOE program at UMass, summed
up the four week effort as being

"extremely successful
"

When the national penal system

has a 75% return rate of its inmates

after their release. Dye reasoned,

any improvement is necessary and

worthwhile Dye said, "These kids

have been damaged by in-

stitutions. If we lock up a kid for

four years we owe him four

mistakes My approach is to make
shifts in the social system so that

they serve the offender ." When
asked for a prediction on the JOE
kids Dye answered. "We're

shooting for 60% successful
"

However the residents of

Grayson, which housed some of the

JOE kids, were not generally

favorable of JOE Charles Burns,

one of the Heads of Residence

stated. "The idea behind the

program is good, but the logistics

and administration is about the

On The Inside

:

Hughes
5 Hoax

See page six

Four-Year College
See page eleven

Belchertown
See page three

worst I've ever seen. I understand

it had to be set up quickly (JOE
Program) but the students of this

university were imposed upon."

Dye admitted that the JOE kids

had to make "a rough transition"

from penal institutions to the

"unfamiliar environment'' of a

college campus In discussing the

theft problem on campus during

the JOE program Dye said, "There
can be a few incidents directly

related to the JOE kids." He
continued, "Realistically though,

you have to expect that when
you're taking a hundred kids."

Some common complaints i •

Grayson were that the residents

were not asked if they wanted the

JOE kids to live there, and the

program wasn't explained to them
beforehand Burns said, "It was
arbitrarily decided that they were
going to live here."

Last week's letter to the editor,

"What's up Joe?", Burns admitted

was not totally correct He said it

"was sprinkled with some facts to

make the Program look bad " He
stressed the fact that it was the

first negative response to JOE, to

be printed in the Collegian.

The author of the letter, Howard
Levin, stated that the purpose of

the letter "was to indicate that the

program, although sound in its

motivation, has many problems

that should be aired, in case it

should ever be repeated."

Burns, who is on the Hill's

security force, said that during the

JOE program $200 worth of

property had been stolen. A
Dickinson girl had lost $75 from her

wallet, a door and table were
smashed, and a vending machine
had been vandalized He also said

that during the program between

two and six cars were broken into

each night on the Hill Bums also

said that JOE kids have been seen

testing door knobs. He admitted

that all the thefts were not totally

due to the JOE kids, but that "Its

very easy to take advantage of the

program " He explained that

outsiders have used JOE as an

excuse for visiting the dorms, and

that some of the thefts occurred

while the strangers were in the

dorms
Dye had said earlier about the

JOE program, "We don't see

ourselves as a liability We try to

live up to the commitments and

obligations here, and we'd like to

be aware of them " He continued

that JOE was reimbursing the

university and students for some of

the damaged or stolen material

Concerning those who have

complained about the program.

Dye offered. "I feel sorry that a

(Continued on Page Two)
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JOE Program Debated
SOS Organized To Support

Belchertown Suit

(Continued from Page One)

person can't deal with the problem

heads up That he can't come down
and talk."

Burns also complained about the

JOE advocates. "Some of the

advocates are in worse shape than

the JOE people " He cited one

advocate who still has a case

pending from the drug raid here

last spring. Burns commented,

"And he has the unmitigated gall

to take care of a kid." Burns did

say that "I'd like to commend
those who are sincere." But he felt

that some had worked in the

program only for the $40 a week

salary they were paid.

However, Dye felt that the

student volunteers had made "One
hell of a commitment " He added

that "The R.SO. office became a

catalytic social agency. It's a

fascinating concept that RSO can

push Pres Wood to get the

Governor to make an official

statement."

One other point of debate was

whether a college campus is a

healthy atmosphere for

delinquents. Burns believes it

unwise to bring the JOE kids into

an environment where "the use of

drugs and alcohol is phenomenol
"

A new organization with state-

wide appeal has been formed at

UMass in the wake of a class action

suit filed against the state

Department of Mental Health. The

suit charges that the state has been

negligent in the care of patients at

the school

The organization-Students Of-

fering Support (SOS) -will meet

tonight at 7.30 p.m. in the Student

Union-Campus Center complex

The exact location of the meeting

has not been determined, but

may be obtained at the information

booth on the main floor of the

Campus Center.

SOS is a state-wide organization

with headquarters at UMass. The

organization will provide means of

obtaining funds for the historic

trial which should begin within two

weeks

It is expected that the legal cost

in taking this case to court will be

outstanding and that the case could

possibly be drawn out by the state

inorder to drain the funds of the

parents directly involved in the

case

If the state wins this case it will

only be because the necessary
funds were not made available to

the parents It is also true that if

the parents lose this case the

inhumane and sterile conditions

which now exist at the Belchertown
School will never change.

Chairman Joe Sylvia announced

that UMass Professor Ben Kicci,

president of the Belchertown

Friends Association and organizer

of the suit against the state will

speak at this first meeting and will

show slides pertaining to the

Belchertown School.

Larry Dve. coordinator of the JOE program, termed the effort a

success. But. according to some, the much-heralded effort had

drawbacks. Residents of Orchard Hill were among those that

registered complaints against the program.

Dye stated that "Universities

aren't dens of inequity." He also

thinks it naive to assume that a

college campus would be too

liberal for the JOE kids. He ex-

plained that there was a fourteen

Meany Speculates

About Candidates

year old girl in the program who
had been a prostitute on the streets

for two years. He noted that most

of the JOE kids had broken away
from their family at age twelve

Therefore, it seemed ridiculous to

him to believe that they could be

negatively influenced here

Dye summarized his feelings

about the interaction between the

JOE program and UMass students

by saying that it should have been

a "sharing experience But he

felt. "I don't think we tapped it

\\ XSHIM.TON ( AIM AH.'
i dent George Meany says he

doesn't want President Nixon

defeated for re-election "by
somebody who is advocating

surrender" in Vietnam

Meany, a vehement critic of the

President in recent months said

Sunday in a copyrighted interview

in U S News & World Report "the

chances are very slim" the AFL-

CIO wifl support Nixon for re-

election

response from the people in this

country But he's not going to

outsmart the Chinese, in my
book," the 77 year old labor leader

added.

Meany said he liked all the

potential Democratic candidates

"pretty much" on their domestic

records But. he said, if Gov
George Wallace of Alabama were

the nominee, "we couldn't go for

him."

enough

Commission Hits Dope Laws

NEW YORK <AP>- The New York Times reported Sunday that the

National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse will recommend

March 22 that all criminal penalties on the private use and possession of

marijuana be eliminated.

The commission chairman, former Gov. Raymond P. Shafer of Penn

svlivania, declined to comment.
"

I have said before that I would make no comment until the report is

officially released," he said, i think its rather unfair to have all this

speculation." . .

The same attitude was taken by others of the 13-member commission,

nine of whom were appointed by President Nixon.

The Times siad the commission has decided use of the drug should be

vitually decriminalized" except for growing it. transporting it, smoking

it in public or giving it to friends.

The report, however, said it found no beneficial aspects and will

recommend against its use.

But. the commission said, its studies showed that marijuana is not

addictive, cannot be shown to be physically or psychologically harmful

and that its use does not appear to lead to the use of hard drugs

;*
•

<

But when asked if he wants to see

Nixon defeated. Meany replied:

It all depends on who the

Democratic candidate is. I don't

want to see him defeated by

somebody who is advocating

surrender I don't believe in

surrender, in Vietnam."

On domestic matters. Meany

said. Nixon "makes good speeches

but he doesn't deliver He vetos He

talks about poverty, he talks about

the elderly-every bill that comes

along that would mean anything

for these people, he vetos."

As for foreign policy, "I don't

think we should allow ourselves to

get into a box that I think Nixon is

going to get himself in going to

China just because of his re-

election," Meany said.

"That's the only thing he can

oossiblv get out of the visit to

China, if he gets a favorable

And he reiterated his antipathy

toward Mayor John Lindsay of

New York

Meany declined to predict

whether Nixon would be re-elected,

but said "it's my belief that he is

not nearly in as good shape as

some of his people think They

think he's a shoo-in, and a lot of

newspaper political experts think

that I don't think so
"

Turning to the economic scene,

Meany said he thinks wage and

price controls will be necessary for

a year or a year and a half.

He repeated charges that the

Pay Board and Price Commission

are controlled by the Nixon ad-

ministration, but when asked if

labor members will remain on the

Pay Board. Meany said:

"We don't feel at this moment
that there is any particular good

we could gain by getting off. but the

thing is not working too well
"
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Admission To Belchertown Temporarily Prohibited

The Administration Building of Belchertown State School, where a

restraining court order has prohibited the acceptance of new

patients.

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
( BOSTON )-A federal judge in a

landmark decision behind closed

doors last Friday issued a tem-

porary restraining order which

prohibits the transfer of patients to

and from Belchertown State School

for the retarded.

Judge J. W. Ford also ordered

Peter C. Goldmark, secretary of

Human Services to make a com-

plete evaluation of the medical

needs of each resident of the school

and to present the results to the

court within 30 days.

The class suit filed by 28 parents

of residents at the Belchertown

School charges that the state

Department of Mental Health has

been negligent in the care of

patients at the school. All 28

parents are members of the

Belchertown Friends Association

and were represented in U.S.

District Court by Attorney Beryl

W. Cohen, a former state senator

from Brookline.

Cohen shorth/after the decision

was announced, said in a press

conference that it was the "most
advanced court case concerning

mental retardation in the United

States today."

UMass Professor Benjamin A.

Ricci. president of the Belchertown

Friends Association and an

organizer of the Court action,

called Fridays action "a great

beginning " The case should be

brought to trial within two weeks.

he said.

Ford ordered Goldmark, Dr.

Milton Greenblatt, commissioner

of the Department of Mental

Health of Belchertown State School

to formulate a comprehensive

treatment plan for all residents

"which will provide adequate and

proper medical, dental,

educational, and nutritional ser-

vices," as well as psychological,

vocational and rehabilitation

services.

The restraining order prohibits

the admission of any person to the

school until a plan for the orderly

reduction of the resident

population is presented to Ford.

There will also be no admissions

until Greenblatt and Nagle present

evidence to the Court that all

residents at Belchertown receive

"adequate treatment and enjoy

humane living conditions."

He also ordered Robert L. Yasi,

commissioner of Administration,

to lift a freeze on hinng. It was
reported that the far-reaching

decision may involve the filling of

as many as 400 vacant positions at

the school.

Yasi was also ordered to list the

"specific needs for hygienic and

other necessary supplies, equips

ment and repairs" at the school

and to report his findings to Ford

and Goldmark within 15 days.

Cohen had said early last week

that the case will have "national

implications" and will seek to halt

Six Positions To Be Filled

On Community Relations Board
By LARRY ST. CYR AND JANET TIERNEY

The Southwest Committee on Community Relations

is now accepting applications from undergraduate

area residents for six positions on the newly created

Southwest Community Relations Board (SCRB).

The Board needs three undergraduate residents,

one administrative services representative and one

office representative; also a Southwest Master's staff

representative. The three undergraduate residents

must include one male, one female, one black, and

one non-senior. Applications are available in the

Southwest Assembly Office in Coolidge Lobby The

deadline for applying is February 28th.

All applicants for the positions will be interviewed

by the committee at a date yet to be announced The

appointments will be made for a period of one year,

starting March 15th. c.~m
The Southwest Assembly created the SCRB on

February 1st to "make Southwest a better com

munity '. The SCRB will have the status of an in-

dividual, and all the rights and privileges of a

member of the Southwest community. It will act as

an ombudsman and a referral agency to the South-

west Area Judiciary.

In its ombudsman role the SCRB will hear com-

plaints or suggestions affecting personal or com-

munity welfare from any member of the Southwest

community. It will respond in a community relations

fashion to these complaints or suggestions, or make

appropriate referrals when the matter is best ad-

dressed elsewhere.

When a matter endangers a member of the com-

munity, or his property, the SCRB will be consulted

Appropriate cases will include the throwing of objects

from dormitories (especially towers), taking screens

off windows, possession of guns and other lethal

weapons, fireworks and theft of University or per-

sonal property The SCRB will not necessarily limit

itself to these cases, however.

The Southwest Assembly suggests that applicants

for the positions be people "who can see both sides of

an issue", and are capable of responsible judgment.

'Keys To Harmony ' At Amherst
The Baha'i Association of

Amherst College is sponsoring a

public gathering entitled "Keys to

Harmony -a Musical Introduction

to the Baha'i Faith" featuring Dr

Daniel Jordan, professor in the

University School of Education

The meeting will be Tuesday

evening, February 15th. 8:00 P.M..

in room 102 of the Amherst College

Music Center

Dr Jordan is Director of the

School of Eds Center for the Study

Parking Help

If your present parking

assignment is a hardship, you

may appeal to your assignment

at 103 Hampshire House
beginning February 15. There

are a limited number of

parking spaces available. The
reassignments will be made
consistent with the present

point sytem.

of Aesthetics in Education A
recipient of various music and

academic awards, and with an

Oxford degree in music theory, he

is an able pianist and composer as

well as the possessor of a doctorate

in psychology, a combination of

interests which finds application in

his duties at the University In the

time left him after his teaching

work, Dr. Jordan also serves as

Vice-Chairman of the National

Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is

of the United States.

"Keys to Harmony" is an

example of a teaching method

currently being developed by Dr

Jordan. Utilizing a thorough

knowledge of theory and of musical

style as it has evolved. Dr. Jordan

succinctly illustrates, for example,

the central idea of the Baha'i

Faith, that is. the unity in and

through the diversity of mankind

This technique allows the in-

structor to demonstrate an idea, in

this case the principles of spiritual

guidance found in the Baha'i Faith,

simply, clearly, and, because of

the method's value as just plain

entertainment, in an almost un-

forgettable way.

The meeting is open to the

public, it's free, and refreshments

will be served.

Financial Aid
Financial aid applications

for the Summer of 1972 and the

1972-73 academic year are now
available in the Financial Aid

Office, Room 232. Whitemore
Applications will be

available from now until 5:00

P.M.. Tuesday, February 29

and must be filed no later than

March 1. Whether or not aid

has been received previously, a

new application must be filed

each year for all Loans,

Scholarships. Grants and Work
Study.

Dwight House Presents

HORSE FEATHERS
starring

THE MARX BROTHERS
MONDAY NIGHT. FEB. 14

7:00.8:30.10:00 p.m.

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
m

Study in

Guadalajara, Mexico

The Guadalajara Summer School, a

fully accredited University of Arizona

program, will offer, July 3 to August

12, anthropology, art, folklore, geog

raphy, history, government, language

and literature. Tuition, $160; board

and room, $190. Write Office of the

Summer Session, University of Ari-

zona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.

the repeated violations of the

constitutional rights of the patients

involved, under the First, Fifth and

14th Amendments to the Con-

stitution.

Ernest M. Haddad, chief

assistant to Goldmark, said the

state has not decided whether it

will appeal or consent to the court

orders. Greenblatt who is also an

Ex Officio member of the UMass
Board of Trustees could not be

reached for comment on the

court's decision.

The Collegian has learned from

informed sources that the lawyers

representing the state attempted to

have the case thrown out of court

but were quickly overruled by

Ford. It was reported that Ford

was "outraged" at the content of

the suit which defines the

inhumane conditions at the school

It was also learned that the

number of plaintiffs-there is

presently 28 parents-would be

increased before the case comes to

trial

Ricci said he was elated at the

Court's action He told the MDC:
"My first reaction to the Court's

decision was that this is the

beginning of anew day for all the

mentally retarded, not only at

Belchertown State School but for

all of Massachusetts

"It's just unbelievable to see

justice administered so swiftly.

"

exclaimed Ricci.

Telephone Rates Up
New England Telephone Co has recently announced rate increases

which will total $65 6 million a year. They take effect immediately

According to New England Telephone Co., the rate increases will raise

basic unlimited residence service from 45 to 85 cents. One party residence

service rates will be increased from 75% to $2.15 per month.

The rate increase was unsuccessfully contested by the State Consumer

Council.

The reasons given for the rate increases by the Massachusetts

Department of Public Utilities are that the company's financial situation

is such that "it must have massive rate relief to return its earnings to a

level which avoids confiscation ." Other reasons for the rate increases are

recent wage increases, the use of fraudulent credit cards and vandalism

of telephone company property.

French Apertif Tomorrow
In an attempt to bring a little of

the French culture to UMass and to

open lines of communication
within the department between the

Faculty and the students, the

French Club will be hosting an

apertif for the Faculty and Majors

in the French Department

The apertif is the French

equivalent of the American
Cocktail Party, but connotes a time

for relaxation and conversation It

affords the students with an op-

portunity to take some time off

from their schedules, and meet and

talk with their professors and their

fellow students outside of the

classroom
The apertif will be held in the

third floor lounge of Herter Hall,

tomorrow at 11 am All French

Majors and Faculty are invited to

attend Refreshments will be

served

MDC Classifieds Pay

HELP
Keep UMass from becoming

a Cultural Wasteland —

Apply To

®
Applications available through Friday, February 18 at the

Student Activities Office Level One — Campus Center.
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World

Viet Cong Cease-Fire Ignored By U.S.
^-^

. _ Saturdav. One C;

SAIGON (AP)-A Viet Cong Tet

cease-fire went into effect across

South Vietnam Monday, but the

United States ignored it and or-

dered a sixth successive day of

heavy air attacks. The total

number of strikes soared past the

500 mark
The Viet Cong had announced, a

96-hour cease-fire for the lunar new

year celebration beginning at 1

a.m. Saigon time, 12 p.m. EST
Sunday.
The allies declared their own

shorter 24-hour cease-fire begin-

ning at 6 p.m. Saigon time, Monday

5 am EST Monday, claiming the

Communits wanted to take ad-

vantage of the longer truce to in-

filtrate troops and supplies from

North Vietnam into the South

The dwindling of U.S. forces in

South Vietnam, now numbering

133,000 troops, went on heightened

alert and were ordered to stay out

of cities and towns except for

essential official business.

The U.S. Command said the

added security measures were

taken "in anticipation of a possible

increase in enemy activity" during

the Tet observance this week.

Twelve hours before the

scheduled Viet Cong cease-fire was

to begin, a U.S. patrol helping

secure Saigon's eastern flanks

clashed with enemy troops 20 miles

east of the capital, pulled back and

called in helicopter gunships

There were no U.S. casualties on

the ground, but the enemy troops

shot down an observation

helicopter trying to pinpoint

positions for the gunships to at-

tack. The pilot was killed and the

copilot wounded. Six enemy were

reported killed.

A second patrol operating in the

same general area suffered one

man wounded in a small clash,

while enemy losses were not known.

While Tet actually falls on

Tuesday, the celebrations last the

entire week and most government

offices and businesses are closed

for the better part of the week.

Cease-fires for holidays in the

past have been meaningless, with

scores of violations reported. It

was during Tet 1968 that the

Communist command launched its

biggest offensive of the war, while

50 per cent of South Vietnamese

4,000 Irish Attend Rally
KSMSKILl.KN. Northern

Ireland <\P>A rally of 4.000

Roman Catholics called Sunday for

an end to preventive detention of

guerrilla suspects in Northern

Ireland and for abolition of the

province's Protestant-dominated

parliament

The demonstrators also

demanded the withdrawal of

British troops and speakers

rejected a compromise solution

which the British government is

reported ready to offer.

The rally assembled after a short

march through this resort town

among County Fermanagh's lakes.

The march took place in defiance

of a goverment parade ban and

security measures backed up

troops and police.

An estimated 10.000 protesters

rallied in Dublin They were ad

In Brief...

Meanv Accuses White House Of Behind Scenes Manipulation

\k\y YORK ( AP> George Meany said Sunday he has a copy of a

telephone memorandum Showing that the "White House gang

deliberately tried to create a hostile reception for President Nixon

when he addressed the AFL-CIO convention last Nov 19 ,n order

t0^&l:^^Zn>ce on the CBS-TV program

•60 Minutes" asked of the memorandum
•Leaked if" Meany replied "They delivered it.

Hoffa Considers Nixon Best Candidate

WASHINGTON (AP)-Former Teamsters boss James R Hotta^

who was released from prison at President Nixon s order said

Sundry he coders Nixon the best-qualified presidential can-

^BuUhe statement. Hoffa insisted, should not be interpreted as an

endorsement. . _ ... -« —
GM Calls Post-Dispatch Story 'Purely Speculative

DFTROIT < AP> General Motors Corp spokesmen described as

purely a speculative story" a St. Louis P°t
D 'sPatc

.

h
rt̂

Sunday that the firm will spend "far less than the $35 million that

haVb^Jintimated" it would cost GM in the largest automotive

^•nV^lyTspeculaUve story based on their own arithnetic and

we wouldn't comment on it," a GM spokesman said.

Andre Malraux Arrives In Washington

WASHINGTON (APi-Former French cabinet minister Andre

MalYux arrived in Washington Sunday, where he will brief

President Nixon on Communist Chirur

Malraux will be guest of honor Monday night at a White House

dinner to be attended by members of the official party that will

accompany Nixon on his trip to mainland China later this week. '

dressed by leaders of the Irish

Republican Army including Joe

Cahill and Sean MacStiofan. Both

demonstrations passed without

incidents.

At the Enniskillen gathering,

speakers dismissed any

suggestions that Catholics should

be represented in the Northern

Ireland cabinet

A Catholic role in the cabinet and

a Catholic deputy prime minister

are among proposals reportedly

under consideration by Prime

Minister Edward Heath of Britain

in an attempt to bring Northern

Ireland's 500,000 Catholic minority

back into political communion with

the province's million Protestants.

Catholic opposition lawmakers

in the provincial parliament are

boycotting the legislature in a

policy of noncooperation with the

Protestant based government

Kevin Agnew, vice president of

the Catholic based Civil Rights

Association, said it was unlikely

that prominent Catholic politicians

would enter the cabinet

They want to enjoy a few more
summers." he added

This was understood by the

crowd to mean that a Catholic in

the cabinet might risk

assassination from IRA gunmen
who are waging a guerrilla war to

unite the predominantly
Protestant North with the mainly

Catholic Irish republic.

Bemadette Devlin, the 24 year

old leftist member of the British

Parliament from Northern

Ireland, called on the crowd to

support men on the run from

security forces with ac-

commodations and money
The tone of the speakers seemed

to bode ill for any new British

united under the republic There

has been speculation that the

British government is about to

come up with such proposals

troops were on leave

Informants said U.S. air strikes

would continue across South

Vietnam until 6 p.m. Monday,

when the allied truce is scheduled to

begin They said that during the 24-

hour allied cease-fire, American

bombers would be diverted from

targets in South Vietnam to attack

enemy supply lines in Laos and

Cambodia.

U.S. officials said they do not

anticipate a major North Viet-

namese and Viet Cong offensive

until after Tet, possibly timed to

President Nixon's visit to Com
munist China beginning next

Monday. In the meantime, in-

tensified rocket, mortar, sapper

and terror attacks are expected

The U.S. Command reported that

Air Force and Navy tactical

fighter-bombers flew 162 strikes

against enemy supply lines and

staging areas during the 24-hour

period ending at dawn Sunday.

In Cambodia, the high command
reported a series of clashes and

harassing attacks on the southern

edges of the Angkor Wat and

Angkor Thorn temple areas

Saturday. One Cambodia soldier

was killed and nine were wounded

in fights centering around an

airfield for the former tourist

center of Siem Reap and a road

from the air field to Siem Reap,

four miles south of the temple

area, the command said.

The region is held by the North

Vietnamese and Viet Cong and

there has been talk in Phnom Penh

that the enemy wants to install

Prince Norodom Sihaneuk,

Cambodia's exiled ruler, as the

head of the rival government

there. The present regime in

Phnom Penh does not want that to

happen and is reported ready to

attack in an effort to drive the

enemy out.

In Vientiane, officials announced

that Laotian government troops

reentered the town of Muong Kasy

Sunday after pushing several

Pathet Lao battalions north from

Vang Vieng. The officials declined

to say if the town 88 miles north of

Vientiane, was "recaptured" by

the government troops The town

fell to the Pathet Lao a week ago

A Valentine's Day Greeting-

To the graduate faculty

of the UMass Geology Dept.

Gentlemen: —
Where will it all end and when will I get her back?

You've had your gritty, sediment-coated hands on her career
for most of the last seven years.

She has earned three times the necessary minimum credit

hours for the Ph.D. She's won merit badges in boat handling, jeep

driving, core sampling, the fathometer and in lecturing to fresh-

man labs.

And. Lord knows, she's plotted every wave pattern and

counted every pebble on the beaches of Plymouth Bay. For brains

and physical stamina she must make the average L'Mass Women's
Libber look like a Victorian hausfran.

So how the hell long does it take to get through your boot camp?

Wouldn't it be nice — and I'm making the proposition without

her knowledge or permission — if no one asked to grade those extra

papers; if some one else was asked to 'volunteer' for that next

freshman field trip? Wouldn't be nice. now. if she could find time to

work on her languages, her comprehensives and make a beginning

on her thesis?

Maybe, with a little help, she can finish her thesis within

another calendar year. Then maybe she can come home to stay
.
I d

like that.

Sincerely.

GORDON F. GRAY
Dayton, Ohio

P. S.: If you see Kathryn around, wish her a happy Valentine's day

for me. won't you? Thanks!

Berrigan Trial
HARRISBURG. Pa. <AP) A

defense attorney says some of the

Harrisburg 7 defendants may seek

to make personal opening

statements to the jury, thus tur-

ning their federal conspiracy trial

at the very outset into a forum for

their antiwar views.

The trial of the Rev Philip

Berrigan and six others goes into

its fourth week Monday, after a

two-day recess

THE TOKYO
STRING QUARTET

WED., FEB. 16, 1972—8:00 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM (Stockbridge Hall)

RESERVED TICKETS: UMass Undergrade tl.00; Other Full-Time

Students $2.00; UMass Faculty-Staff S3.00; General Public B3.50

FINE ARTS (X)UNCIL, 125 Herlrr Hall, Tel. S4S-0202

Remaining Tirkrt* At Door One Hour Before Performance

Prmtnlrd ky Ik* Vmirmky of Mum<-AvmMi Fimr Art* < nunr,l
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Coal Strike Causing Crisis In Britain

LONDON (AP) — Thousands of families ate cold Sunday dinner in

unheated homes as power cuts multipled into Britain's worst industrial

crisis in 46 years and stirred opposition to Prime Minister Edward

Heath's Conservative government.

The administration warned that Britain faces a total shutdown of in-

dustry by the end of the month if a five-week-old strike by coal miners

continues to hamper operations at coal-fired electricity plants.

Leaders of the national Union of Mineworkers went before a govern-

ment-named court of inquiry to state their case for a big pay boost.

High Court Judge Lord Wilberforce, who is heading the inquiry, said he

hoped its work would be completed by the end of the week. And miners

leader Lawrence Daly said satisfactory recommendations could be put to

miners' union branches in two or three days.

But he warned the union might opt for a national ballot which would

delay a decision on a return to work for up to three weeks.

The court's unusual Sunday meeting underscored the gravity of a

situation that has put the nation's factories on half time and led to

forecasts of even more power cuts. _ M

Already supporters as well as opponents of the Conservative ad-

ministration were asking why the crisis had been permitted to arise and

why it was not foreseen.
.

.. .--. „

Some commentators taxed Heath with attempting to impose a blanket 8

oer cent ceiling on pay increases for all unions. They said the coal miners

the most tightly knit and determined group in industry, were the toughest

opponent the prime minister could have selected. ......
The coal strike and consequent power cuts apparently contribued

strongly to a skid in the popularity of both Heath and his Conservative

Party in the latest opinionpoll published Friday. It showed 48 per cent of

the Sampling believed Heath was doing a bad job. Only 34 per cent ap-

Pr
But1twas

W
picketing more than the actual coal strike that brought the

government order limiting 20,000 British industrial firms to three days

^SeTwe^ago the miners launched a campaign of picketing power

stations. Truck drivers in solidarity refused to cross the ines.

This soon starved the power stations, not only of coal but also of vital

rhemicals used in the pioduction of electricity.

mTs Averse C.tizenwas paying the highest toll in the confrontation

with the mine workers, especially if she cooked with electricity. Many

thousands do in this country because it is cheaperJhan gas^

Some housewives met the power cuts by cooking their Sunday roast

eariy and seeing it cold. Others took a chance and were forced to serve

U*Zw*Z^*e nation district by district for threes four-

houTpenolS 2\ UmeZ[rotation. Most homes had no electricity for e.ght

hours a dav between 6 a.m. and midnight.

Helrinf

w

y
as1he greatest problem, although the weather was relatively

m
An £

r

timat5
a
8Tper cent of the country's 18 million homes use elec-

tricity one way or another in their heating systems

Anti-War March
Held In Paris

VERSAILLES. France (AP)

An international antiwar

assembly, one of the largest ever

held, unanimously backed on

Sunday Communist Vietnamese

proposals for ending the Vietnam

war and termed the U.S. peace

plan "hvpocricital and fallacious

Then some of the 800 delegates

from 80 countries- including an

American contingent braved a

chill rain to march in nearby Pans

behind Viet Cong and North

Vietnamese flags and French

Communist party banner^

The six block long parade rang

with cries of "Nixon-fascist,

murderer. ' and "US go home
"

The •Pans World Assembly for

Peace and Independence of In

dochinese Peoples." ended a three

day meeting in Versailles by

adopting without a single dissent a

resolution which said, in part "the

solution to the Vietnam conflict lies

in the seven-point proposals of the

provisional revolutionary
government of South Vietnam-Viet

Cong " and two recently presented

"clarifications
"

The plan, supported by North

Vietnam, calls for the United

States to set a precise troop with

drawal date, the return of all

prisoners, immediate resignation

of President Nguyen Van Thieu of

South Vietnam, and negotiations

with the Saigon regime after it

sharply alters its "warlike

policies

The Versailles assembly was

stigmatized by US Ambassador

William J Porter, head of the

American delegation to the

Vietnam peace talks, as a "horde

of Communist controlled

agitators" Because of the at-

mosphere created by the assem

bly. Porter said, he postponed

indefinitely, the next session of the

peace talks, which had been

scheduled for next Thursday

The United States had protested

to the French government against

the assembly, but the protest was

rejected.

Tonight at the

(formerly the

Meadow Inn)

Enjoy BOB ADRIAN
Guitarist and Singer

••Like you've never heard"

TUESDAY NIGHT
"The Duo- Steve & Jack"

Open til 2 a.m.

FANTASTIC SANDWICHES)
served all night.

Take Rt 116 North to 1st set of lights Go left Take the 1st

right after the Auction House. Go 10 end of road Take

right on Rt 47. and we're one mile down on the ngn

COAL MINERS CHASED BY POLICE-Coal miners and police
f
h
-J'^^^S^

Navy Forms Military Board
tv. p-tti^w Contracter Claims
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Navy has established an all-

military board to review con

tractor claims after abolishing a

civilian board whose chairman

accused four Louisiana congress

members of using undue political

pressure in behalf of a shipbuilding

firm
.

This eliminated the job of

Gordon W. Rule, the civilian of

ficial who for two years headed the

Navy's Contract Claims Control

and Surveillance Group which

acted on claims of over $5 million

However. Rule, who has civil

service tenure, remains as director

of the Navy Procurement Control

and Clearance division which

judges whether a company is

capable of performing on a con

tract

He still earns $36,000 a year

Rule said he resigned his post of

the claims board after the Navy

told him they would disband it

"They made it clear to me what

they were about to do. and I wasnt

going to wait." he said in an in

terview

The Navy denied politics had

anything todo with the change and

Mud the reason was to speed up its

claims review procedun

Although Rule resigned Nov 12.

the details became known only

after the Navy issued a notice last

month of its instructions to replace

the Rule board with an all military

group

Rule testified in September

before the Joint Economic sub-

committee headed by Sen William

Proxmire. D-Wis . that four

Louisiana Democrats in Congress

exercised enormous pressure on

Navy officials to settle more than

$73 million in claims by Avondale

Shipyards of Westwego. La

One Navy unit awarded Avon

dale, the largest employer in the

state. $76.6 million in extra

payments for costs that the

company said were incurred in the

production of a series of destroyer

escorts

Rule's panel held that the

company was unable to

satisfactorily substantiate its

claim and. therefore, was not

entitled to any more money The

matter is still pending

In his testimony. Rule said the

pressure to settle came from Allen

J. Ellender, president pro tern of

the Senate: Russell B. Long.

Senate Finance Committee

chairman; Hale Boggs. House

majoritv leader; and Rep. F.

Edward Hebert. Armed Services

Committee chairman

The four denied Rule's

allegations and Proxmire later

issued a statement saying their

action appeared to be only a

routine congressional request for

speedier performance by the

Navy.

In November Rule said he was

notified by Adm J. D Arnold,

chief of the Material Command,
that his board would be disbanded

Adm Isaac C Kidd. Jr., who

succeeded Arnold as chief of the

material Command, issued orders

in January forming a new general

board composed of 12 admirals to

oversee command operations One

of its functions is the final

disposition over all major con

tractor claims and to inform the

assistant Navy secretary for in-

formation and logistics of its ac-

tions

A spokesman said the change

had nothing to do with the Rule

board's competence.

As to the Avondale claim, the

spokesman acknowledged the

Navy is complying with Rule's

recommendations
•Rule said the Avondale claim

was not substantiated properly Md
recommended steps to verify it in

detail We are complying with

recommendations
"

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency

[

160 Pleasant St

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

College is the time to

experience many things.

Make Greek Life a part

of that experience.

OPEN RUSH

Sigma Phi Epsilon

9 Chestnut St.

Feb. 14, 1972

7 - 9 p.m.

Call 5-0070 for Rides
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TIME Calls Hughes Book Hoax

NEW YORK (AP)-Time

magazine printed parts of Clifford

Irving's "Autobiography of

Howard Hughes" Sunday and said

they proved the book is a hoax,

much of it pirated from another

writer's unpublished manuscript.

The magazine also said Irving

and his research assistant,

Richard Suskind, had admitted

that the "autobiography" was a

hoax.
The Irving excerpts were

published in tandem with matching

passages from a manuscript by

writer James Phelan, who once

collaborated on a Hughes

biography with long-time Hughes

aide Noah Dietrich, 83. Dietrich

later completed the book with

another freelance writer. Bob

Thomas of The Associated Press,

and it is to be published this month.

Time said that in some cases the

Irving and Phelan manuscript

versions of Hughes anecdotes were

virtually identical and sometimes

they were substantially the same.

When Irving was confronted with

this evidence. Time said he stated

that they hadn't solved the whole

mystery.
"It's more complex than you

ever think," Time said the 41-year-

old writer told its reporter "You

haven't seen the bottom line yet.

There is going to be some big news

breaking So be careful
"

Time's parent firm. Time Inc..

also owns Life magazine, which

had purchased magazine rights to

the Irving manuscript but can-

celled the arrangement after

deciding the book was a hoax

Time then disclosed it would

publish the excerpts in an atempt

to illustrate the hoax, although it

did so only after overcoming a last

minute court challenge Saturday

Irving s likeness, painted by art

forger Elmyr de Hory. the subject

of Irving's previous book. "Fake,"

appears on the magazine cover

Irving is dubbed "Con Man of the

Year" on the cover by Time, which

annually names a "Man of the

Year" based on impact on world

affairs.

Time said Irving, whose seven

earlier books never brought him

fame, admitted to federal

authorities that the

"autobiography" is a hoax and

that he never saw Hughes

Time quoted Irving's attorney.

Maurice Nessen. as saying when

asked by federal prosecutors

whether Irving might still try to

testify that he did meet Hughes.

"You won't have to call Hughes

There were no meetings with

Hughes
"

Time said anecdotal similarities

between the two manuscripts in-

cluded :

—How Hughes' scrapped plans

r
INTERCITY

RELOCATION SERVICE
Moving? Right from yoor

living room we can contact a

reliable Realtor anywhere in

the U.S. He'll find you a new
home, inform you of your

new community, meet you at

the train or plane. No
obligation to you. Our Miss

Intercity will handle all the

details.

D.H. JONES
Real Estate Agency

see-3700

Food Services

Questionnaire Reflects

Students' Complaints

-
NINA Van PALLANDT leaves I

where she is expected to give evid

(AP)

for a steam-powered car in the

1920s

—A New York banker was
persuaded to loan Hughes $3

million after Hughes supplied him

uith a pornographic movie

—The billionaire's acquisition of

a private wire to bring stock

market quotations to his bedside

—A search for a 10-cent

notebook, containing technical

data about an aircraft, that Hughes

lost

—How Hughes' huge ex

perimental flying boat came to be

known as the "Jesus Christ"'

airplane.

—Hughes' instructions of what to

do if he were kidnapped

—Hughes shooting seagulls from

his yacht because they were dir

tying the boat

—A contribution by Hughes to

former President Harry S.

Truman's 1948 election campaign

Irving reportedly has offered to

go to jail for fraud and perjury in

exchange for lenience by Swiss

authorities for his wife, Time said,

but the Swiss balked at a deal

While federal and county grand

juries were probing the case in

New York, the Swiss have asked

for the extradition of Irving's wife.

Edith, 36, a German-born Swiss

citizen, on charges of bank fraud

and passport forgery

Irving has admitted his wife used

the name "Helga R Hughes" to

bank $650,000 in checks which

McGraw Hill Inc . wrote to "H.R.

Hughes" as payment to Hughes for

rights to the industrialist's life

story She then withdrew the

money and put part of it in another

Swiss bank under another

pseudonym. Swiss authorities said

Irving has claimed publicly that

Hughes ordered the banking

arrangements.
Time said that when U.S.

prosecutors asked the Swiss if they

would reduce their charges against

Edith, they offered one concession

ondon. Feb. 10. to fly to New York,

ence in the Mrs. Edith Irving case.

Do you live in a conducive environment?

Conducive to:

Academics, Athletics, Responsibility,

Social Life, Leaderhip Development
Community Service?

We think our way of life offers them all.

Examine it Yourself.

MONDAY, FEB. .4,9-11 p.m.

WED., FEB. 16,79p.m.

if all $650,000 were replaced, they

might let Edith plead guilty and

she could get a suspended sen-

tence.

For the Irvings," said Time,

that amounted to no deal at all;

thev are believed to have spent

about $100,000 of the monev and

authorities have been unable to

account for another $100,000."

Time said it did not know Ir

ving's motives for offering to go to

jail for Edith's freedom

•It was possible, some in-

vestigators said, that Irving hoped

to ease Edith's legal burdens

before she broke down and told her

own side of the story, partly in

anger over her husband's now

famous affair with Danish singer

Nina van Pallandt." the magazine

said.

Mrs van Pallandr, a 39-year-old

cabaret singer who is a neighbor of

the Irvings on the Spanish island of

Ibiza. said she was with Irving in

Mexico at a time when the writer

claims he was interviewing

Hughes, and that he didn't leave

her sight long enough to have met

Hughes
Time said Suskind admitted

through his lawyer that Irving's

"baroquely detailed scenario" of

meetings with Hughes was a fraud

Suskind had sworn in a court

paper that he had seen Irving with

Hughes once in Palm Springs,

Calif , and that Hughes had offered

him an organic prune

"In exchange for immunity for

prosecution," Time said, "Suskind

said he was willing to testify that

contrary to his earlier affidavit, he

had never seen Hughes. Hughes

had never offered him that organic

prune he once mentioned to lend a

touch of credence to the tale
"

Time said Phelan, who lives in

Long Beach, Calif., brought his

manuscript about Hughes to New
York and showed it to McGraw-Hill

and to editors of Time and Life,

which had contracted for $250,000

to print excerpts of the Irving book

Time' proposal to print sideby-

side excerpts from the Irving and

Pheland manuscripts was opposed

in court by lawyers for Irving,

McGraw-Hill and Rosemont En-

terprises.

Bv BETSY PEET AND
JON SNOW

Food Services admits it has been

the subject of justified criticism in

the past Contrary to the opinion o

some however, the Department

has taken positive steps to react to

suggestions. It has improved its

programs to meet the needs of the

students. University Food Services

are willing to listen if there is a

voice They are even reaching out

and exploring feelings and at-

titudes of students before the

issues become crises. Shifts in

policies to fewer required meals

per week on the Board Plan and the

initiation of Basic Foods have been

just two of the major changes in

the past year alone which place the

University Food Services among

the most advanced facilities of its

kind in the country

The Marketing Division, men-

tioned in last weeks column, was

created to act as a link between

student reaction and departmental

policies It attempts to find out the

desires of students and translates

them into active workable

programs. In creating this

Marketing Division. Food Services

deviated from the standard Food

Service Administrative pattern.

Few, if any food services, have

such a specific tool to respond to

student comments It hired a

complete staff of talented students

to aid in policy formulation and the

development of programs which

affect student (Food Service) life

These students help formulate

the questionnaires that are handed

out in the dining commons by Food
Services and later compile the

results. It takes time and a large

measure of concentration to

translate the responses into

meaningful programs. Results are

starting to show already. The

expansion of Basic Foods menus to

include more menu items and

selection was a direct result of a

survey conducted in October

Hampden Upstairs is revamped in

decor ..a result of comment cards

and rap session gripes -translated

into a program.

We students who work in the

Marketing Division get frustrated

when we hear general grumbling

and complaining because so few

people take the time or effort to

comment to their Dining Commons
managers or even to provide in-

formation on a specific

questionnaire Too many people

just don't bother to do anything but

gripe when they can do something

constructive

The challenge remains at this for

those who wish to change; com-
municate your feelings! If you

don't choose to talk with your

Dining Commons manager or to

write a comment card, then please,

contact us. Jon and Betsy, per

sonally or by letter, in the

Marketing Division of University

Food Services at Worcester
Commons

Half a Mobil
snow tire

free

All you buy is V/2.

NO CHARGE FOR MOUNTING AND BALANCING

SIZE

7:0%:50xl3
735 x 14
7:75 x 14

8:55 x 14

FIRST TIRE

$29.25
$32 35
$33.90

825 x 15 J37 75
$41
$37

40

SECOND TIRE

65
20

$1695

FED TAX

£
95

2.00

$20.70
$16 85

$2.12
$2.41

$2732

WMTfWAUSAPnOX $4 00 MOM
TIRES SWDOtD $5 00 EACH

Mob»l Super Traction Polyester

Charge it and pay monthly on your

Mobil Credit Card. We also honor

Master Charge. BankAmericard.

American Express, and

Carte Blanche.

Delta Chi
314 Lincoln Ave.

Call for Rides 5-0195
L

Interested in

Summer Resort Work?
Th«n r«»d MOW TO MAKE IT ON THE
CAPE, C»p» Cod'i Summer Job Guide,

now In it» »ocond printing

You con got screwed 10 w»v» »o Sunday

if you don't know what you're doing, 50

invest SOe end loom whet resort work is

really all about

Well worth the price of a beer.

S0« to cower est and handling to

CAPE COD CENTRAL

HARWICH PORT, MASS. 02»4*

M@bil*

TUNE-UPS-Our Specialty

Carburetor & Ignition Repairs
Brake & Exhaust Systems

ALL WORK GUARANTEED—
FREE ESTIMATES

Mobil Tires, Batteries, Accessories
College Town Service

SPENCER'S Mobil STATION
161 N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

253-9059
Open 24 hrs.

7 a.m. Midnight Road Service

NOTE
Effective, Monday,

February 14, 1972

Effective

March 1,1972

ALL long term

permanent

parking

will be:

$15.00 each

space
per month

.W
NEW

PARKING

GARAGE

RATES

Some permanent

spaces are

available

immediately for

February.

For information

call: 549-6000

Transient

Parking

1 hour 15'

2 hours 30

3 hours 45'

4 hours 60

5 hours 75

Hours 6 - 12

FREE

13 hours 90c

14 hours 1.05

15 hours 1.20

16 hours 1.35

17 hours 1.50
*•

• * $1.50 is MAXIMUM

for a 24 hour period.
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WASHINGTON-The Democratic Partyis seriously

thinking of holding a nationwide telethon to pay off its

$9 million debt. Most telethons in this country have

been held for diseases such as cerebral palsy and

muscular dystrophy. ..

The secret of raising money on a telethon is to puu

on the heartstrings of the viewer. The entertainment

and even the appeals of celebrities are no substitute

for showing the victims of the diseases. In order to ge

people to phone in pledges of money, you have to pull

out all stops in dramatizing the ravages of the

illnesses for which you are raising funds.

I suspect that the Democrats will also have to tug at

the heartstrings of the American people if their

telethon is to succeed, and I can just imagine now the

Democratic National Committee program \ '11 go.

Lawrence O'Brien, the Democratic national

chairman, will be rolled out in a wheelchair by for-

mer President Lyndon Johnson.

"Hi there, everybody. I'm Larry O'Brien. I'm

suffering from PD or political deficit, a disease that

strikes every political party sooner or later. I am
asking you out there in TV land to open up your

hearts and your pocketbooks so we can find a cure for

political deficit which has plagued America for more

than 100 years.

"We're going to show you some victims of PD on

our telethon They were once healthy men with great

futures ahead of them. Then they decided to run for

public office, and now they are debt-ridden and

scarred. Some can barely hold up their heads. Others'

hands shake so much they can hardly open their mail.

All these men have been afflicted by PD.

"We are asking you out there to telephone your

pledge so we can lick political deficit, the greatest

party killer of them all. The telephone number is

JAckson 6-2000 Let's start ringing those phones right

now.
"We have some wonderful people with us today We

have Paul Newman, Gregory Peck, Jane Fonda,

Lauren Bacall, Margaret Truman and Peter

Lawford. But before we begin our entertainment,

let's talk to some of the victims of political deficit.

What is your name, sir?"

"Hubert Humphrey."
"When were your first stricken by PD?"
"In 1968. 1 was running for President, and suddenly

I started to feel sick and I got feverish and I couldn't

stop talking."

"So you would like to see science find a cure for

PD?"
"I certainly would. It's my only hope."

"Can we bring the mike over here to this man on

the stretcher? What is your name?"
"Sen. Fred Harris. I threw my hat into the ring for

1972, and I've been flat on my back ever since."

"Ladies and gentlemen, the number to call is

JAckson 6-2000. Can any of you with healthy

politicians of your own turn your backs on these men?

Before we hear from the cast of 'Hair,' let's talk to a

few more victims of this dreaded plague. This man on

crutches-your name, sir?"

"Sen George McGovern. I've been afflicted with

PD for more than a year now, and the doctors say

unless I get an immediate transfusion of cash, I may
not make it through the primaries."

"Ladies and gentlemen, are you going to let

George McGovern drop out of the race because you

failed to make a telephone call? Only you out there

can save these people. The number is JAckson 6-2000

"Let's go over to the telephones now. Here is Mary

Lindsay, Mayor Lindsay's wife. Do you have any

pledges, Mary?"
"Yes, Larry. The AFL-CIO has just called in, and

they're donating $10 in the name of George Meany."

"God bless you. AFL-CIO. We may make our $9

million goal after all."

Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times

"AH I can say h that if being e leading manufacturer means being a

leading polluter, so be it.

"

Life Insurance Is Needed!
(Editor's Note. Thie article is presented

as a rebuttal to a report from Consumer's

Union appearing in Thursday's Collegian. It

was written by Ronald J. Nathan. President

of the Pioneer Valley Association of Life

Underwriters.)

iu RONALD J. NATHAN
The article that appeared in last Thur

.:, i.m concerning the sale of life

msuranrf to college students was most

aasuredly full of misrepresentations and

incomplete comparisons

It was. very simply, an unjust attack on

life insurance companies and professional

life underwrite
(

'

nimir' l nion. from whom the article

pipd. is an organization that earns its

living by rating and ranking hairdryers.

tele\ Won lett, and automobiles Consumers

I niiiii giving a slanted opinion on the

iiplcMties of life insurance, is very much

like I stockbroker advising his client on

what tvpe of washing machine to purchase.

The article was entitled Students Don't

\.-ed life Imuran I after reading the

article five times I did not see where they

mentioned one valid reason why a young

man or woman shoud not invest in life in

surance It did state that many agents

preeeured students into buying, which is

something that I certainly do not condone

N tt there are high pressured automobile

and refrigerator salesman, however, that

does not mean that you should not purchase

automobiles or refrigerators

The only other objectionable facet they

really mention is the deferred payment

method of starting life insurance Of course,

the student applicant for insurance does not

have to defer his first year He may very

well wish to begin making premiums im-

mediately However, let's examine the

deferred payment The article mentions the

CollegeMaster Program sold by Fidelity

Union Life Insurance Company, which out of

1.800 life insurance companies is one of the

128 top rated and is the national leader in

sales to college seniors and graduate

students

The article cites the example of a 21 -year-

old student who got a program underway by

deferring his first years premium of $151.

and subsequently incurred interest of $76.07

over five years The 7% interest and $5.00

annual service charge did equal a total

finance charge of 8 5%.

What the article failed to point out was

that this man's deferred note was liquidated

by the insurance company in the fifth year

and the net cost "out of the pocket'' for the

entire first years coverage was only $31.27.

This plan, which is only sold to college

seniors and graduates offers outstanding

benefits at exceptionally low rates. This

man qualified at the nest age rating and

while in the best health and by not waiting

to get started until after he graduate, he will

now save at least 8% on his premiums
Kverv vear for the rest of his life, this could

be a savings of as much as $800 to $900 over

his lifetime, on just one small $10,000 policy.

An 8.5% service charge is certainly not

very high for an eventual savings such as

that especially when you consider that

banks charge as much as 18% interest on

charge card balances and 8% to 10% for new-

car loans In fact, there is over an 8% ser-

vice charge every time you purchase a

mutual fund share from a brokerage house

There are perhaps some small non-rated

insurance companies that do have

questionable financing programs operating

in the South and Midwest, however, these

companies do not operate in the New
England States where the insurance laws

are so stringent The insurance com
missioner in Connecticut recently stated

that no one had ever lost a cent he invested

in any life insurance company operating in

that state

Life insurance without a doubt is the most

needed and valued asset that any man can

have Any financial expert will agree that

life insurance must be the first step taken in

building a solid financial portfolio.

With our current tax structure (life in-

surance proceeds are generally not taxable)

and high cost of living, it takes years to

accumulate an estate-yet throught life in-

surance your estate is created immediately.

It is also important to recognize that life

insurance, on the average, makes up 87% of

the estate left at death.

Every young man and woman getting out

of school and beginning his own financial life

is faced with economic hazards for the first

time He must have available funds for

emergencies and business opportunities

that might arise.

He must also have disability protection so

as to avoid economic disaster, and perhaps

most important he must put some of his

earnings away into a long-range guaranteed

savings program one that he will not draw

out of unless absolutely necessary... Life

insurance fulfills all of these needs.

Studies show that most college graduates

are as much as $30,000 in debt by the time

they are out of school five years. Who would

pay these mortgage, car payments, and

business debts if he should die9

Perhaps most important is the fact that

todays college plans guarantee a young man
or woman that by starting with one small

program now, they will be able to add as

much as sixty to ninety thousand dollars of

coverage when, and if they want it in the

future The young person is guaranteed

additional financial security in the future

even if he should be in poor health, have a

hazardous occupation or he is disabled. In

fact, most college plans cover a man in full

if he goes in the service and is killed in

Vietnam

Ketter Homes and (•aniens states that
"Every year, millions of prospective in-

surance buyers and many longtime
policyholders rely on myths about life in

surance. They buy for don't buy) thousands
of dollars worth of policies, using Model-T
notions about insurance " With this in mind
they published an article (later put in

pamphlet form> entitled "The Ten Most
Misunderstood facts about life insurance."
The following is a very brief summary of

their factual analysis of these ten miscon-
ceptions concerning life insurance:

1

.

Do you have to die to collect? No! Almost
60 percent of life insurance payments to

policyholders while they are living. Per
manent insurance plans allow policyholders

to borrow from their plans, surrender the

policy for cash, and to take retirement in-

come trom it They also pay millions of

dollars in disability benefiits each year.

2. Is term insurance always cheaper? No!

Not unless you die quickly-and that's not

likely to happen to a young man or woman.
If you live, then it is certainly not cheaper.

3. Can young couples afford enough in-

surance at the lime they need it most? Yes!
There are any number of ways that young
couples can get life insurance to cover their

needs without making them insurance-poor

4. Is group insurance enough? No! It is

usually limited in amount and is term in-

surance or non-permanent protection.

5. Do you lose your policy If you miss a

premium? No! There's always a one month
grace period before your coverage would

stop Also, if you really got into a financial

squeeze you could take a premium loan

directly from the policy.

6. Are you stuck with a policy once you've

bought it? No! Family and economic

situations change and polices are designed

to be as flexible as possible to meet these

changes It is possible to change your plan to

another form of coverage with your com
pany However, replacement of insurance

policy by another company will often result

in a "loss to the policyholder

7 Does life insurance keep pace with in-

flation? Actually it does When dollars lose

value, not only the value of your policy is

affected, but also the premiums you have to

pay; the money is simply cheaper at both

ends.

8 Are death benefits taxed like any other

income? No! They are not subject to any

federal income tax!

I Do you have to pay interest on a policy

loan? Naturally! You must pay the com
pany a small interest charge so that they

will' not lose revenue by your taking out the

money This enables them to keep your

policy in full force.

10 I)o the> put in all that fine print to con-

fuse you? Quite to the contrary; almost

every clause is put in there for the

policyholders benelit. In fact, it's a one

sided contract; you can cancel it. but the

insurance company cannot unless you fail to

pay a premium, or if in the first two years

you commit suicide or the company can

prove a fraudulent misrepresentation in

your application. After two years, the policy

becomes incontestable.

The Better Homes and (iardens article

also explains why some policies cost more
than others and why some policies return

more than others. You may obtain, free of

charge, a reprint of this article and other

general information on life insurance, by

writing The Pioneer Valley Association of

Life Underwriters, P.O. Box 854. Amherst.

MA 01002

Married or unmarried, every young man
and woman is faced with economic in-

dependence upon leaving school. They must

begin to prepare themselves for any

contingency that might occur. Life in-

surance is a guaranteed investment that

cannot be duplicated by any other single

investment or by any combination of in-

vestments. Consumers Union failed to

mention that there are twenty good reasons

why a college senior or graduate student

should buy life insurance for every one

reason that he should not buy... Life in-

surance is a must!

i zatfatorn'MS***wMrm#.R>y Editorial Points
George Wallace at a Jewish

Youth Convention mentioned

that he had two Jewish

relatives. Irony never ceases.

Next week. ..my black

brothers?
»»*

How that the Campus Center

Garage has got a little name

for itself look what it does. They

better watch out that they don't

lose their patrons and cry

again like last year.

Why do special nights at the

D.C. always turn into ham
after 6 p.m.?

***

Isn't Bites and Pieces just

romantic?
»*•

This Thurs. night Gimme
Shelter is going to be shown.

Bets taken that movement will

be impossible in the Union.

Heard upon leaving a

cabaret performance Saturday

night-if they just had a little

more jazzamatazz.

Special Night

^mwwwft***1 sssr"
now

Letters To The Editor

WMPIRG

To the Editor: - .

I would like to reply to the letter of Mr. Joseph

Samsen and Mr. Steven Rider concerning my letter of

February 10, opposing the WMPIRG fund raising

scheme
Even if I were to grant that WMPIRG is not a

political organization (and I don't). I totally disagree

with the methods of WMPIRG. Mr. Rider is correct in

stating
" Mr. Krausman's arguments cloud the real

issue The question is whether the funding procedure

is justifiable or not." Let us forget politics com-

pleted Let us just speak of the funding procedure.

The funding procedure makes it a prerequisite for

any who wishes to attend the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst to lend two dollars to a

non-political" consumer research oriented group

This "non-political" group will have privileges that

no other group on campus has WMPIRG has no

clearlv stated policy that it has made public Who will

be studied" Where" How" When" Who will audit their

books" Students sign the petition as if they know what

will happen to their money (or their father s money).

The legal question is clear:

Can a private organization force me to lend them

two dollars in order to attend the state university as

an undergraduate?
The argument that WMPIRG will occur undue

expenses if students are not taxed is almost too silly

to warrant reply. Does Mr. Rider believe students

should have a legal obligation to support a private

chantv. if the charity cant support itself Does he

really"believe a student is obligated to keep down the

processing costs" of a consumer group?

Mr Rider believes that political groups "should all

have their $2 refundable tax. IF they can convince

10 000 students to endorse it." I disagree. It >s P°sslb c

for the majority to pass unjust legislation. The duly

elected majority voted for the Nuremberg Laws

Does an infringement on my rights passed by a

majority, justifv the limiting of my rights

Mr Rider accuses me of being lazy, "...he is willing

to spend 5 minutes each semester getting his cash

refund, even if 10.000 students want him to

First of all, I am a graduate student and I don't

have to pay the $2. I wrote my letter as an advocate

for the undergraduate students. Secondly, writing

these letters is more work than standing in line.

Thirdly, if I were an undergraduate, I wouldn't want

to stand in line one second, if I were coerced by a

consumer organization.

Unfortunately, Ralph Nader has become a diety

Anything endorsed by Mr. Nader can't be bad, after

all he doesn't even have a car or a phone and he is

bringing in all that money. And isn't he interested in

ecologv 9

JOSEPH KRAI SMAN

Creation
To the Editor: m f

Today I will do a Valentines Day poetry reading of

Kenneth Patchens love poems. In addition to

celebrating the holiday the reading will also com-

memorate the death of Kenneth Patchen who died

recently. (Perhaps there will also be time tor

Ferlinghetti's "Tyrrannus Nix?")
.

The reading will be held from 12-2 p.m. today in the

area of the Campus Center closest to the Hatch-where

the concrete benches are.

Wherever the dead are, there they are and

Nothing more. But you and I can expect

To see angels in the meadowgrass that look

Like cows
And wherever we are is paradise

in furnished room without bath and

six flights up
Is all God! We read

,

To one another, loving the sound of the s s

Slipping up on the t's and much is good

Enough to raise the hair on our heads, like

Rilke and Wilfred Owen.

Any person who loves another person.

Wherever in the world, is with us in this room

Even though there are battlefields.

I wish you kisses and love on this St. Valentine's

Day Bob Zelman

McGovern
To the Editor:

As it stands right now, Richard Nixon will win the

GOP nod as their candidate for the presidency.

The Democrats can't decide. The news media has

Senator Muskie as the front-runner, but little noticed

is the campaign of Senator George McGovern. His

campaign is reminiscent of that of Senator Eugene

McCarthy's of 1968. Students from New England all

converge on small New Hampshire towns to convince

the voters of the Granite State that George McGovern

is the man to lead this country out of the war. out of

the recession, and to change the national priorities.

So far in this presidential election year, we have

had babies kissed, pretty girls hugged, snowball

fights between the press and the candidates, and

everything from pizza to Borsche eaten, but none

have taken definite stands on any issues
;
none except

Senator George McGovern
The "liberal" press says that Senator Muskie is the

man to end the war. forgetting he only started to be

against the war in 1968 Up until then, he voted

against every anti-war bill, and for all of the money to

support that war. Senator George McGovern has

been against the war since September. 1963

This same press says that Senator Muskie will end

the draft and replace it with an all volunteer army

They forget that he voted against the Hatfield^

Goldwater Amendment of 1970. to end the draft and

replace it with an all volunteer army

Senator George McGovern has been an opponent of

the draft since he took office

These are onlv two examples There are more. If

vou care about the quality of your life, and want to see

America become the land of freedom again, then

when you vote, vote for a candidate whose stand is

consistent, a candidate who is not afraid to take a

stand now. I think that if you look into it you will find

that that man is Senator George McGovern
David Joyce

To the Editor:

I ate ham for supper Thursday night.
.

While this might not seem to be a very unusual fact I would like to point

out to Steve Tripoli (re: his letter in Friday's Collegian) that Thursday

was indeed "Rib Roast Special Night". Arriving at Berkshire Dining

Commons after a late afternoon class I waited in line for a half hour only

to find myself two persons away from being served the last piece of roast

Anticipating the meal which had been well advertised all week, I did not

become discouraged, but waited patiently for the next batch of meat to be

brought out. Only when it came, the Rib Roast was none other then a

typical meal of ham. Oh well, the other added attractions could stdl make

this meal a "special ". Only there wasn't any dessert left or any cheese

and crackers, the potatoes which were left behind waiting for the mam
course were cold, as was the soup There were a few odd pieces of celery

left and the last cup of coffee slowly drained into my cup. Leaving the

dining commons I longingly grabbed for a banana to end off my "special

meal. But there weren't any.

I went right to the source to find out why I was served ham on Rib

Roast Special Night" and was told by the director of the D.C. that the

reason for the shortage was twofold. 1 . ) More students ate supper at that

D C than the previous nightly averages had indicated would. This would

seem logical if the other DCs reported leftovers, for there is no way of

knowing how many will eat in each commons on a given night. However,

the other commons ran out of food also and were sending students over to

Berkshire to eat! 2.) The meat had not yielded the expected amount,

therefore, a lesser number of students could be fed. I think this indicates

extremely poor planning on the part of the supposed "food experts in

error in calculating was brushed aside by the reasoning that it is im-

possible to tell the exact number of students who eat supper This is ab-

surd' I'm sure that the Food Service Department is aware of how many

meal tickets holders there are, and I'd be willing to bet my ham dinner

that it would be safe to assume that a large percentage of students who

eat two out of the three meals a day usually choose dinner as one of thoee

meals and would especially choose dinner on a "special night"

Don t mistake my intentions My complaint lies not in the merits ot

roast vs ham. but rather in the principle involved. Many students did not

receive what they paid for and what they were promised.

So Mr Tripoli perhaps you did pay for seconds, but I certainly paid for

firsts' But never fear. "Special Night" will not be only once or twice a

semester -but every month! Next month is Polish Night So maybe when

they run out of Kielbasa (although I was told this would never happen

acain > my substitute meal will be a piece of rib roast
B J Debbie Bernstein

Taxation Without Reason

^Dunnglhelast week I have read the articles in "The Collegian" about

thesEc Board. As I understand it. the SUG Board feels that since each

sVudent at the University now pays a $60 annual Campus Center fee^

polio"making should be left to a student board with more than advisory

St

^encouraging to see students requiring accountability for what they

nav for from the University administration But it seems odd. that there

Sfsuc a commotion over the Campus Center fee when we annually pay

ei for fine arts, athletics, health services, and various academ.c

dSc.phnes; even if we're not interested in art, have never been to a

?oo Si glme. don't plan on being sick, or will never take a course in the

Ehvsfcs Department Unfortunately, these services are necessary to a

large univS so that it can present a complete educational system for

all its siXnts It is evident that some sort of campus center complex is

ne^rV as well, if not for the majority of students, then for the ones

ZSSl Consequently it does no good to talk of not funding auy of these

services the issue is only how they are to be funded, and who will nave

control of the funds. _«—«.

If the University can successfully make us pay for services we don t

need its our fault for allowing it to. Why aren't we demanding ac-

countability in teacher hiring and firing practices, equipment allocation^

and curriculum innovation" Lets not waste time over a dead issue such

as the Campus Center-the thirteen million dollars has already been spent,

the building has to be paid for. and what the Massachusetts legislature

doesn't appropriate has to come from the students' pockets
.^^^^

Letters

To The Editor

As in previous years the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor. The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length. All letters must be signed and the author:

s

address and telephone numbers must be included

No letter will be published without this in-

formation Also, no letters will be printed without

the name of the author Please note this change in

policy. J . . ... tmm
All letters are subject to editing either for

content or space according to the judgment of the

editors Also, due to space limitations, we do not

guarantee that all letters will be printed
B THE EDITORS

Can It Help?
To combat the feeling of hopelessness that has descended upon

universities, WMPIRG proposes to consolidate the students into one

cohesive body which can work within the laws to bring about change
_

The two dollar fee which will be collected from students will be used to

pay the full-time professionals who will make WMPIRG work

Logistically. this is the only feasible method to collect funds from the

gXa? university. To collect funds door-to-door would take -t least as

much time as the actual running of the organization. The ability of

snidents to obtain a full refund will be WMPIRG s way of gauging how

much backing it has from the students at the university. Every semester

this will give the students the voice to approve or disapprove of what

W
Mr

I

Kraus
(

n?an is not being asked to pay the two dollar fee he is a grad

student He accuses WMPIRG of being political and compares the group

to Birchers. Communists, and Republicans IF there is anything that Mr

Nader and his PIRG's have stood for it is integrity and ™n^t.sa nsh.|x

Any tax can be looked upon as coersive However, the *MP ROtaxa

in the form of a democratic referendum since it is refundable-a policy

unheard of in this university.

WMPIRG is only looking for a chance to prove it can help

Jam^s Prelack

Ai3dvs oa:
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Jolters Take Chiefs At Cage

It was the Chiefs vs. the Jolters at the Cage Saturday night. The

Jolters won L Mass* first skating event 47-46. Chiefs try to put a man

out front as a jamming period begins (upper left). The point is to get

someone one lap ahead and through the pack again. Chiefs jammer

Judi McGuire warms up during the pre-game period (upper right).

Ann Calvello of the Jolters #7 (lower left carries Maureen O* Brien

#48 of the Chiefs. Moments later. Calvello merely dropped her on the

floor. Cliff Butler of the Jolters hangs on to the railing as Jim

Lavarkas from Poor Richard's watches on. The crowd of about 2500

cheered and booed and all seemed to have a good time. The crowd of

2500 seemed "as enthusiastic as if it were a Redman basketball

game" commented one observer. <MDC Photos by Al Jagoda. Gib

Fullerton. Carl Nash)

CLIP AND SAVE

RESEARCH (TERM) PAPERS
We cover virtually all topics and subjects. All our writers are

college graduates specializing in your topic.

ORIGINAL PAPERS: $3.50/page ( Discounts Are Available)

FILE COPIES: $2.00/page

Call: 203-527-0631

OR send topic description and money order

To:

I-

PAPERS INC.
P.O. Box 12159

Hartford, Conn. 06112

CLIP AND SAVE —

I lott-
Very Serious

Small Bronze Baule Mask.

This small old mask was lost

on Monday in region of

campus center and Hasbrooke

Hall. This mask<V' of mainly a

religious and ritual value. If

found please call MIKE
THELWELL 5-2751.

Reward.

fWkaboH

JU Fru Ulf/wr-a-ity of £l«*.trifc Jewish TkotfeKt
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Four-Year College

Idea Challenged
New Vaccine Developed

Bv THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A basic assumption of America

higher education-that it takes four

years to get through college-is

being challenged on campuses

across the country.

It has long been possible for the

gifted or particularly hard working

studet to finish a bachelor's degree

in less than four years. The push

now is to shorten the time the

average student spends in college.

"We have realized there is

nothing magic about four years,"

said Robert Engel, assistant to the

president of the University of Iowa.

"It is just a tradition that has hung

on."
"

Several hundred colleges now

offer students ways to finish in less

than four years, most often by

taking summer courses or taking

tests instead of courses for a

limited number of credits.

Within the past year, however, a

few dozen schools have in-

vestigated or adopted a more

radical alternative: A restruc-

turing of the basic curriculum so it

lasts three years instead of four

years. Although still considered an

experiment, it is a change that

could have far-reaching effects on

higher education.

College administrator! cited two

major reasons for going to three-

year programs Students coming

from high school are better

prepared, they said, and lopping

off a year can mean substantial

financial savings for both students

and schools.

The State University of New

York at Genessee. NY .has the

largest of the half-dozen or so

three-year programs begun last

fall More than 100 of the 800 in-

coming freshmen opted for the

program on one week's notice.

"Most four-year curriculums

have so much repetition and so

many watered down courses that

Flash Flood?
HARTFORD. Conn. (AP) - The

weather service river forecast

center here issued Sunday a flash

flood watch for Connecticut,

Massachusetts and Rhode Island

An intensifying storm, combined

with slowly rising temperatures is

expected to produce heavy rainfall

over Southern New England and

Southeastern New York into

tonight, the announcement said

If rainfall of about 2 or more

inches falls, flash flooding of small

streams and brooks in the watch

area will occur. All interests in the

vicinity of these streams and

brooks should be alert to this

situation, the weather service said

we found we could eliminate a year

and still offer a quality education,"

said Virginia Kemp, acting vice'

president for academic affairs at

Genesee.
Despite tougher courses, people

in Genesee's three-year program
had about the same first semester

grades as four-year students. Miss

Kemp said.

Ripon College, a 1,000-student

liberal arts school in Wisconsin, is

one of a score of schools that will

institute three-year programs next

fall.

"We have far fewer people who
want a full-blown four years with

all the social trappings." said

Ripon President Bernard Adams.

"They want to get through college

and into graduate school or other

things as quickly as possible."

Ripon will require students in the

three-year program to maintain

significantly higher grades, but

Adams said anyone admitted to

Ripon should be able to take it and

succeed. At Ripon, as elsewhere,

there is no thought of making the

three-year program mandatory.

Princeton, Iowa and Utah are

among the universities considering

instituting or expanding three-year

programs, as are Claremont Men's

College in California, Emory
University in Atlanta and

Kuskingum College in Ohio

Spfld.
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Such Good
Friends

Hospital
GP

Dirty Harry,

Made For

Each Other gp

House of Wax

ACRFS FRFF PARKING

ROCKER LOUNGERS
:m&PGI YCTtMMK'KtL'

STANFORD, Calif. (AP) Sometime in the next

two months a child will take a drop of cherry red

liquid on his tongue and swallow his way into

American medical history.

He will become the first member of the general

public in the United States to take a polio vaccine

prepared with living human tissue cells.

For Dr. Leonard Hayflick, a 44-year-old professor

of medical microbiology a^Stanford University here,

the event will culminate a 10-year battle to change the

way vaccines are manufactured. It will end a decade

of scientific controversy and could open an era

eventually affecting everyone receiving vaccines for

diseases such as polio, mumps, measles and rubella.

"It opens the door and means all vaccines even-

tually can be produced with human cells. It means

vaccines are going to be safer and cheaper and we'll

be able to achieve levels of standardization that

weren't possible before," Hayflick asserted in an

interview.

To produce a vaccine, large quantities of the virus

it fights must be grown, using living animal cells as

the soil. Polio virus, for example, is grown in kidney

tissue of African green monkeys.

But only one batch of vaccine is produced from

each monkey, even though secondary cell cultures

could be grown and more virus particles produced.

Scientists feared producing "secondary" cultures

from a "primary" culture might produce con-

taminants.
Similar techniques are used with chicken embryo

cells for measles and mumps vaccine; duck embryo

for rubella.

But human cells never were used. Some scientists

worried other viruses might be locked in the cells and

the stress of vaccine production would unlock them,

causing cancer or other diseases in someone

receiving the vaccine.

Then 10 years ago Hayflick and a colleague began

growing human cells from the lung of a fetus

surgically aborted. They conducted exhaustive tests

looking for viruses in the cells, then sent the cells to

dozens of other scientists for more tests. No viruses

were found, and the cells, caUed WI-38 cells, were

pronounced clean There was no evidence that

starting new secondary cultures of the cells caused

unwanted changes.

Meanwhile, other researchers began finding

dangerous viruses in monkey and chicken tissue.

Scientists devised tests to screen for these viruses

in vaccines prepared with animal tissue, but the

possibility that a test might fail or an unknown virus

slip through remained.

As a solution, Hayflick and his colleague proposed

growing vaccine viruses in the WI-38 cells. There

would be no risk of unknown animal viruses. It would

be cheaper, since monkeys, for example, cost about

$50 each and maintaining laboratory animals is

expensive And using the same, intensively studied

human cells in batch after batch of vaccine would

allow standardization of vaccines impossible where a

different animal is used for each batch.

WE HAVE

up
lifting
SOLUTIONS TO ^^

EVERYDAY PROBLEMS.

In this instance, we are lifting a complete house to

demonstrate a new concept of aerial delivery ofas-

sembly line-produced dwellings from factory to home-

site.

But this same Sikorsky* helicopter could have been

effecting a rescue mission off a wallowing tanker in a

North Sea gale. It could have been airlifting food and

supplies to starving villagers in flood-ravaged Tunisia

. or transporting equipment for on-the-spot control

of off-shore oil pollution.

Obviously, what we're pointing out is the impressive

record and adaptability of our helicopters in solving

really important human problems.

There's much more to come in our world of exciting,

advanced VTOL aircraft systems. For example Heavy-

Lift Skycranes* and Tilt-Rotor Transports. And just

around the corner are our High-Speed Commercial

Transports-designed to ease short-haul mass trans-

portation headaches.

Does this kind of engineering attitude stir your sense

of responsibility and imagination? Then you should

talk careers with us. There's ample opportunity tor

innovation in: autonavigation systems • avionics •

computer technology • electronic test • materials

engineering • mechanical analytical design •

structures engineering • systems analysis ... ana

more.

Female, minority group and veteran applicants espe-

cially welcome.

Consult your College Placement Office for campus

interview dates-or-write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy. Pro-

fessional and Technical Employment.

Sikorsky Aircraft
STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 06602 An Equal Opportune Employ*
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D.V.P. Seeks New Members

ZZT* ofS ylar and next year Li. an expert on hormonal research.

Applications Now Being Accepted

For Summer Program In Italy

D.V.P. is the organization principally

responsible for bringing speakers to cam-

pus It is run entirely by students and

financed by a special student tax of 75 cents

per student per semester.

Planning a schedule for the year usually

begins the previous spring when we solicit

suggestions from the university community

and write over one hundred letters to

prospective speakers. As replies come in

through the summer and early fall, the

committee tries to select a program

balanced in subject matter and points of

view. This year, D.V.P. has sponsored

lectures by people as diverse as author Joe

Heller, satirist Art Buchwald. Howard Zinn

on civil obedience, Nicholas Fiumara on

venereal disease, Angela Davis's lawyer

Howard Moore. John McManus of the John

Birch Society, Eric Rouleau of Le Monde on

the Middle East, feminist Joyce Ladner, Bill

Stricland of the Institute of the Black World,

and conversationalist Jean Shepard. Yet to

come this semester are sports entrepreneur

Bill Veeck. well-known community

D.V.P. is also the principal sponsor of the

annual Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial

Lecture Series each April. On this year's

program are a slide show and lecture on

Black Art by Barry Gaither of the Elma
Lewis School of Fine Arts in Boston, an Afro-

Caribbean dance troupe from the Elma

Lewis School, and a lecture by Imamu
Baraka (Leroy Jones).

Students running a program have the

responsibility of handling all com-
munications with the speaker, reserving an

auditorium, publicity, and setting up
meetings with classes, radio and press in-

terviews, and coffee hours.

Those interested in helping to shape the

course of the UMass lecture series for the

coming year and meeting many interesting

people, can apply to the Distinguished

Vistors Program. D.V.P. seeks a mem-
bership diverse in backgrounds, interests,

and academic fields. Application forms will

be available through this Friday, February

18, in the Student Activities Office on Level

One of the Campus Center.

THIS ADVERTISEMENT
IS NOT INTENDED TO
RIP YOU OFF. If at

anytime during your mem-
bership you find 'SAFE' to be

unsatisfactory, your mem-
bership fee will be promptly
returned.

The name ol the grass* la the Wastes**

and Facally Economic Association

(SAFE). Aa Ua nam* implies. SAFE la

dedicated la Providian: economic
•mrOto and services to both college

((admit and farultv Some of these

benefits Include special dlscoants

designed to conserve Ike money of Ua

members Because af Ms collecUve

bargaining power. SAFE It. lor

example able to offer moat American

cars at I IM to 1 1 25 ov er dealer coat with

local delivery and service. Ta students

and faculty members who already awn a

car SAFE offers a well-known brand of

tires at 45% off the manufacturer's

suggested Hat price < 31% an snow Urea >

Applications for the University's 1972

Summer Program in Italy are now being

accepted, according to Professor Zina

Tillona, Director of the Program.

Enrollment is limited to 65 students and,

since the Program attracts a greater

number of applicants from other colleges

and universities each year, those interested

are urged to apply early to avoid possible

disappointment. Closing date for application

materials is March 15.

Although the Summer Program in Italy is

not geared specifically to any one discipline

or to language study, Italy -its language, its

history, and its people-is the focus of all

courses, and each acquires an added

dimension by virtue of the fact that it is

taught in the country itself. The courses

which will be offered in 1972 are: Art 245-

Italian Art of the Early and High

Renaissance; History 394-Conflict between

Conscience and Country in Italy; An-

thropology 380-Field Dourse in Cultural

Anthropology; Italian 140-Intermediate

Italian; CAS 390 (Humanities) -Classicism

and Anti Classicism in Renaissance Art and

Literature. In addition, Italian majors and

other qualified students may arrange to

undertake an independent study in Italian

Literature.

Classes are held in the Bologna Center of

John Hopkins School of Advanced In-

ternational Studies. This building, which is

thoroughly air-conditioned and one of the

most modern in Bologna, is located in the

heart of the University of Bologna and close

to the center of the city.

The group will arrive in Bologna on June

20 for a brief period of orientation. The

summer school session is of seven weeks

duration including field trips to nearby

cultural centers. After August 10 students

will be free to explore on their own both Italy

and nearby countries. Those wishing to

remain in Bologna may, of course, do so at

their own expense. Departure for the United

States will be on August 26.

The estimated total cost of the Program is

$850. This amount includes air tran

sportation to and from the United States,

tuition, health and library fees, travel and

lodging in Italy and should cover most

meals in Bologna whether paid directly by

the Program or by the student himself

Expenses for the free travel time at the

conclusion of the Program are in addition to

$850 and should be budgeted for

Students interested in obtaining in-

formation about or in enrolling in the

Program should see Professor Tillona.

Herter Hall 320. at their earliest con-

venience, __^___^__

Student and Faculty Economic Association (SAFE)

$5 AND 5 MINUTES SAVES YOU NEEDED MONEY AND
ENTITLES YOU TO

Students And Faculty Economic Association Services

SAFE is an affiliate of one of the largest profeaelonal eervlce organization* in America

serving over 75,000 physicians and other professional people.

Cash In On These Savings Once You Become A Member:

1. Purchase most American CARS AT $125 OVER YOUR 9. TOLL FREE CARD For Hotel-Motel and Car Rental Reser-

DEALERS COST vations

SAFE offer* at a diaceMt a wide

variety af major ami minor merchandise

Kerns through two mall order catalogs

and a quarter!* purchase flyer. The
Association sponsors magatlne sub

srriptions at special student rales, a free

film program, and a brand new service,

the SAFE discount card, which the

Association is promoting merchants and

retail establishments off-campus.

slmpl> a bearer of the SAFE cord

receives either free gifts or extrs

discounts when he patronizes a store

carrying the S\FF discount emblem In

it* window. The Association offers

similar savings on hi-fi equipment and

tapes and low cost charter nights to

exotic vacation locales all over the

world

RecenUy SAFE expanded Its services

into the area of tuition financing by

members' parents, and a career

placement service. This la In addition to

its many fine insurance plans that offer

the student (or faculty member) a

choke term or deferred payment per-

manent life insurance, and one ol the

lowest coat hospitalization "cash In-

come" programs ever made available.

Faculty members and Student members

af SAFE who have graduated and

secured a full time position may apply

far up to |lt aaa and up ta I3.PM

respectively through a national lending

program that requires no collatoral.

According ta Bruce Qulnn. its

executive director. SAFE la different

from any other student association in

that it was modeled after two of the moat

highly successful professional economic

associations In the country, the National

Association of Residents and Interns

( N \RI ) and the American Professional

Practice Association (APPA). NARI
and APPA are both sister associations of

SAFE and number almost M.000

physicians and dentists In their com-

bined memberships. "We have tried to

avoid the many pitfalls other more

prominent groups encountered hi at-

tempting ta serve the college market."

he says. "We think we have a basic

benefit package that appeals to these

people And more Importantly, we have

es ablished 3* weal offices, through an

arrangement with the Student Economic

Service Corp.. to provide on-the-spot

economic assistance and advice to our

present .WOOfl campus members."

2. 45% OFF on B.F. Goodrich Tires

3. FREE CAREER PLACEMENT SERVICE

(Assistance in planning your job search. Direct route to

interviews, Career Weekends. Personal Career Coun-

seling, Free Resume preparation)

10. 4 MERCHANDISE DISCOUNT PROGRAMS — offering

merchandise at discounts of 10%-40%

11. 3 HOTEL-MOTEL DISCOUNT PROGRAMS THROUGH-
OUT THE U.S.

5 MINUTES FILL IN SAFE MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION CARD BELOW

DON'T SEND ANY MONEY (you will be billed after you

are sent a kit containing all our programs)

4. FREE KODAK Film Offer

5. STUDENT MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS AT LOW
RATES: examples —
1 year of Business Week $6.00 reg. $12.00

1 year of Playboy $8.50 reg. $12.00

HUNDREDS MORE

6. FREE MEMBERSHIP ($5 VALUE) in private Record and

Tape Club

7. Overseas Car Rental at 10% OFF
Overseas Car Lease at 10%-15% OFF
Overseas Car Purchase at 40%-60% OFF Home Shipment

8. Local Merchant DISCOUNT CARD For Your Area

12. Leasing Gremlins. Vegas, Pintos, or Mavericks at $79

A MONTH OR LESS

13. Charter Travel Plans to Places Such As: LONDON. MA-

JORCA. MEXICO, and Other Points of Interest Requested

by Members.

14. BI-MONTHLY COLLEGE NEWSLETTER — Written by

some of America's Top Economic Experts and bringing

you the latest ideas and information in Travel. Sports,

Tax Savings, Investments, Purchases, Merchandise Dis-

counts, New Products and Services, Personal Money
Management and Insurance.

15. PLUS OTHER SAVINGS ON Hospital Insurance, Tuition

Financing, Rare Coins
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STUDENTS /A^ULTY
DIVISION GRADUATE

DIVISION

ALL FOR *5 ANNUAL DUES— STUDENT
$6 ANNUAL DUES— FACULTY & GRADUATE

Students And Faculty Economic Association

Mailing Address: 292 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

| k>fL iaflf of at IkOV f*

Please accept my application tor Regular Membership in the Students and Faculty Economic Association (SAFE). I understand that

membership entitles me to apply for all the benefits and privileges which SAFE provides for its Regular Student Members.

Name .School Name.

Your School Address City. State .Zip.

Permanent Home Address.
City. State Zip

Please check: Q Single; Married; Number of Children Your SAFE Campus Rap W. D. MART ELL

I So that we will not lose contact with you if you move or when you graduate: Nearest Relative or Friend

z
rr

UJ
CO
<
UJ

Address
_Xity. State Zip.

REMEMBER -SAFE CAN BENEFIT YOU EVEN AFTER YOU'VE GRADUATED. IT CAN SAVE YOU MONEY IN MANY WAYS

SAFE will bill you $5.00 •• your first annual

dues after you receive your membership hit.

1 1« no Faculty * Graduates) Signature
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Veterans' Benefits
YOU HAVE
8 years

No time
limit

No time
limit

No time
limit

1 year

1 year

THIS IS AN ECONOMICS COURSE?-Students from Williams College in the midst of building a 13 1/2-

foot skiff at a sailing museum here-part of an experimental course teaching them about craftsmanship.

Course, taught by economics teacher, is listed under economics. (AP) ^^^^^m^mmmm^m^tmm̂ m̂

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

MAKE MONEY.
MUSICAND
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»> Just turn your friendsV onto the Finest Stereo Equipment... they'll thank

^]\ you for It You can quote outrageously low prices

'. \ on every major brand
%V our warehouse buying volume has made

foV our prices the country s lowest we pass
r

'o%f \ the savings on to you

%.%,% When your classmates hear your

w prices and compare them to the

local retailers... you're going to

in a few friends and make
quite a bit of money too.

v if this turns you on and

'\\ you think you can sell at

>%% least one system a

?->> month, fill out the
'«» vS^ muDon and we I

120 days
or up to

l year

No time
limit

GI :DUCATION: The VA will pay you while you com-

plete high school, go to college, learn a trade, either on

the job or in an apprenticehip program. Maximum is 36

months. You must begin your course in time to finish in 8

GI LOANS: The VA will guarantee your loan for the

purchase of a home, farm, mobile home, or con-

dominium. Apply at any VA Office.

DISABILITY COMPENSATION: The VA pays com-

pensation for disabilities incurred in or aggravated by

military service. Payments are made from date of

separation if claim is filed within 1 year. Appy at any VA

Office. , . ...

MEDICAL CARE: The VA provides complete hospital

care covering the full range of medical services. Out-

patient treatment is available for all service-connected

conditions. Apply at any VA Office or Hospital.

DENTAL TREATMENT: The VA provides complete

dental care. The time limit does no apply for veterans

with dental disabilities resulting from combat wounds or

service injuries. Apply at any VA Office or Hospital.

GI INSURANCE : Low cost life insurance (up to $10,000)

is available for veterans with service-connected

disabilities Veterans who are totally diabled may apply

for a waiver of premiums on these policies. Apply at any

VA Office. ( 1 year limit is from date of notice of VA

diability rating.)
. «.__

SGLI: SGLI may be converted to an individual policy

with a particpating insurance company. The VA will

forward more information in a few days. (1 year limit is

for the totally disabled ) Apply at any approved life

insurance company.
EMPLOYMENT: Assistance is available in finding

employment in private industry, in Federal service and

in local government. Apply at your local or State Em-

ployment Service, U.S. Civil Service Commission, or at

anv VA Office.

.v» r

^a^ coupon and
*v be talking to you

\ V

Mobe Plans Teach-in
During the recent meeting, the Student Mobilization Committee

discussed upcoming business as concerning the antiwar activities for the

coming weeks. Ideas were brought up as how best to explain the recent

increase in air power in Nixon's War A Teach-in was decided as the best

way to bring the war back to the students and to explain the recent in-

crease in air strikes in Indochina while troop withdrawals continue. The

purpose of the Teach-in, according to Mobe. is to clear up the confusion

thrown by Nixon about the stepped up air war and to explain his "peace

plan while the confusing belief that he is "winding down" the war

continues No date as of yet has been decided upon because final

arrangements haven't been concluded with speakers

A special slide show, especially dealing with the air war in Southeast

Asia will be presented and arrangements with the Greater Boston Peace

Action Coalition to get the slide show was voted upon and passed

In other business it was decided to send a delegation to the National

Student Antiwar Conference to be held in New York City, Feb. 25-27, and

to publicize the conference Members volunteered to seek endorsements

by student-run groups in the are to support this conference.

SOURCE: VA Pamphlet 20-67-1.

Revised April 1971)

BELL'S PIZZA

Remember the

name because

you will never

forget the

taste.

65 University Dr.

256-8011,253-9051

AUTOS FOR SALE

'2 Ford Falrtanr roup*, auto S cyl..

bucket seal*, new front end. brakes A
<no» tires. Really to good thap* 1125 or

ant offer (all 544-SSS* Ml

p m 5H4.2I3I

MDC CLASSIFIED
.—i vnii ii

II.- ii

New K2 Ski* with warranty, a

pi, k sour length Must tell, beat offer. Call

Prggv eve*. 2S3-PS07

UMI

REFRIGERATORS
5 year guarantee made by Delmontco. 3

cubic foot. IRS; S cubic foot IN. Call Gary

MUM Ma

si ill loves yaw.
formation.

-• it
m-ti

Happ> Valentine a Day to Jim and Cart.

I.ove. Reepo and Art'. '.

2-14

APARTMENT FOR RENT

l»W Javelta 88T. pwr. al*«r.. brakes.

sate., traas.. bucket aeaia. Jit ca. to..

is see mile* great cold. Must aell. Call

Paul 544WT77».
Ml

M VW Squareback. dealer aervlced

since, new extra wheels with aludded

snows call M4-TR21.
112-24

Make mi 21 w/meal ticket? Still

poasibtc to get refund for your meal ticket

Buy mine far list iwlll negotiate* Save

171. «-«*•« Ml

HELP WANTED
Student Senate Budget! Cesnm — See..

|2/hr. up ta I2.S» br Contact John

Me*cns. Senate Office - S4VI14L

Happy \ alentlnea Day Jan. Stay aromnd.

there* a aurpclae In atare far vou tada>

Leva Rob
Ml

Otamand needle*, reg. I7-II. now •»•*

* mag. Carta. »-«••» off. g-Track Tape*

12 .ii. Stereo Feulp and access Discount

I nMca.
11217

Tatar wanted lor Statistics 311 Please

thkt la argent. Call Joan g-7252 Will pay

\tt tornmuter* — If yon care far better

rep to student govt, vote In Thsws

election for two who care: Thad Janabek
* Hill Nlediwieckl

U2-I7

Greenfield, t rant.. 1 bedroama. living,

dining rm and kitchen Heal and hot water

included No pet* IliS/mon Call 773-

%MI after S Ja p.m.
U2-II

Sublet I bdrm. IIM me . Inrlnd ulll 540-

UM after «
U2-I0

FOR SALE FOR RENT
Mack Lights! ! Bright and beautiful II

inchea long. 14. ar with white puah button

fiitare lit (all Al al 5*»-at37 Ml
IIW Maverick. 24.SM mile* linn Alee

targe, waedta rartop carrier w/tock —
tsa Call S4»-a«37

tfl-17

|g" B A W Tv for ante. Still under

guarantee 4 month* aki. Call S4n-S7«S.

UJ 14

Apt. available, all uttl. fam or unfura

(all S3-2aas ar SM-aiag after at*.

Ml
4 — bedroom houae. eaceltoi.t condition,

immediate occupancy Call Shlblaki Real

K.slate between a :3a — 7:J». SM-342g.

if-2-li

Available March I ta Sept I with option

to renew leave 2 bedroom apt.. Colonial

Milage, lias a month, all utilltie* paid

t all 2M-SII>.
tf2-l«

(rveraeaa John far Undents AnalraHa.

Kurope. S. America. Africa, etc. All

profession* and occupation* ITPi to 1 1 .ana

monthly. K.apenea paid, avertiaae.

sightseeing Kree information Write. Job*

Overseas. Oept Q3. bos IM7I. San Diego

(a «2IIS. Ma

Ta my Big Jock. Happy Valentine* Day.

I.ave Reaney.
2-14

Two Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. * month leaae

tltt/month. Includes utll Call •gS-324t

day* ar *«s 3S;s altes

tf 4-14

Daayy. happy 2nd ValenUne'a Day from

the Balaam Fir* and Me
2-14

Sublet I bdrm I lid mo . kactod otll S4t-

:M after g. Ml
TYPING

TRAVEL

(.ale Happy 2#th Birthday ta a great

slater! •Dae".
2-14

Spring vacation. 7 night* an the Spanish

Kivlera !2M including rod trip let from

Boston, hotel etc Call Joyce Krenaky. 24)7

Wheeler '»-2412 or 5-2413.

If2 14

Happy Valentine* Day! The
laps with the Doe!

2 14

render Bandmaster Cabinet < without

amplifier i new condition HP*. Glbaon

amp with reverb I7S. Alao other equip-

ment. Jach W s-ae7a
U2-I4

Harmony amplifier, reverb - iremelo.

(.ensen speaker*, perfect *hape. Coal new
- over 137V Asktog I2P* Lost tolerert

Joe S-MUa
tf2 14

Working on Cape Cad this summer*
Live al Brownies Motor Court. Route «

Wellfieet. I or 2 bedroom, housekeeping

Cabins open May M Season rates. Call

7«l-47aa - We*! Springfield Ml

«... South spring break Rermuda —
rrrenort — Vcaputca — Puerto Hlca. *-

day package* from llos. Escape In-

ternational, call Peggy 2S3-t4M7.

tf2-2i

Happy Valentines Day. Lav* -

my little Polish peasant from In a sence.

Just me.
214

TVPIM. — these*, dissertation*, etc.

fast accurate proofreading, editing at

desired. Have (.reek 2 science tymboto.

2S3-24S1I

Uses*

BOOK WANTED
Current Perspective* to Social Psych.

Hollander A Hunt 3rd edit . S-S70*

WRIT LBS

GOOD FOOD

TRUMPET INSTRUCTION

WANTED

Newfoundland, female. 2 1/2 yrs. old.

champion pedigree Call after 3 H7-»a7

:UU.
U2-IH

Would like to rind a small kitten. We
promise to give him s good home. Call

Diane at S4*-l*34 anytime Thank you.
2-14

Prof, trumpet Instruction, all levels —
aspects of Improv . * harmony. Lessens In

my N'Hamp. studio Call S27-4W74 bet.

Fantasia Snack Bar. Mh floor

Washington, open Mon-Frl 7 p.m. -12 a.m..

Sal. & Snn. 12 a.m. -1:3* p.m.. S p.m.

- 12 a.m. Come and eat good!

II a.m. — noon.
U21A

ENTERTAINMENT

PERSONAL

St. Remard puppies Ready to leave

mother. Females ARC papers. goo*

lMHllgreel7Sandll(hl.CallS4t-4BBIor SPs-

22,11
H2-I8

For sale foreign car parte. Alfa parta

and service new Mlchelln and Pirelli

snows, regular - cheap. Call II p.m. — 2

a.m. SM-3S». Try often.

snow shoes Nordlca ski boots, slie II.

Both excellent, (all Jack 253-7721

New members for the Distinguished

Visitors Program. Applications al Student

Activities Office thru Feb. II. Apply

,W" y!
tfM.

( hev. 427 engine M or older. I will

consider towing if It Is in a wreck Rm 221.

Kngin. Fast or call 5H3-420C in Ludlow
U2-I5

Fsperienred wrestling manager to

manage up and coming pro wrestler. Call

L. Lavton eves. S4ft-537S

U2-1I

I missed the dead-tine. Roo-Roo's big

da\ has passed, happy anyway. I still am
nameless. Please before I esplre. love No-

Name.
2-14

(.iris. Fscrttag and daring go-go dancers

needed for formal band party Sat Feb 28.

( .ood pay and short hours. Sincere replies

zat-ajna

ROOMMATES WANTED

I.ove — you are my sunshine. Happy

Valentine day from your "Just little"

-"• Ml

Share rm in I rm Puffton spt.. l«l/mo

utll inc.. available tmmed If Interested go

to Music Km/Campus Or. See l.yn/-

Dagmar belw 10-4.7-11

Writer*! Have yen •crtot* suitable far

TV I would be Interested In production

Bro Hussell ms iv«i between I and 7.

Ifl-ll

WANTED TO BUY

Top cash paid for anything old or

collectable like, clock*, furniture,

glassware, china, contents of attics and

cellars Call '»4*-Slll

U2-I4

LECTURE NOTES
Nates for Rotany laa. Fron 125. GeoJ log.

Phil HP., (.ox lip. 150 Soc 101. 2M. 257. Zoo
mi 135 on sale In Room 31* Student Lnton.

Ma

I love you Jake Even without your ring.

2-14

Life-time guarantee 12-volt battery I yr

old. Call 533-5W4 after 5.

IS. and foreign coins and stamp*

bought, sold, traded. Bob Murrin. 224

ll.imlin House or P.O Rox 104. Amherst.

Mass iiMHU
U2-IS

Ta my dearest Ned. May nothing ever

come between us. Here's wishing you a

very happv Valentine's Day from Nellie

2-14

Squire Village ISS/monlh. all utilities

mcluded Call (MK-3240 after 5. Ask for

, «
,• n,", " *•'•

tfj^

RIDE NEEDED

SFS Notes for Micro 14*. Hist IM. Fcon
12*. Psych III. 202. 2*3. 265. 270. 200. 301.

32r.. 270. 2*». 301. 325 and Food Sri 101. Rm
310 Student I Lobby

U222

Fisher Superglass Skis. 205cm. Nordics

hoots, slie 10 1/2. need money for school

(all Lsrry 5*4-5155.

BASSIST DRUMMER

Must sell pr of Kastlnger ski boots, slie

Ml. med. used only once ISO. Call after 5

Wanted to rock and roll Dig the Stones,

anvthing that moves. Some original tunea.

Own equipment. Call Pete or Rich Rm. 410

5-2420.

m-ti

Happy Love Day Kid! Hope I get a

contract renewal in September! < I'm

working on my part constantly) 111 love

vou forever. XOXO.
Mi

Bide needed to just north of New York

City. Wed.. Feb. 10 after p m. or Thurs

morning. Will share coals. Call 544V-525«.

Fred
U2-IS

CHILD CARE

Happy Valentine* Day King Fuggley

!

Here's a snap and bip. bip. hip hip Herbie

Mothers — can't find

sitter'' Tired of l.gh fees

(are exchange 5WV2224

reliable baby

I ( all the Child

for further in

ROOMS FOR RENT

Room aS Lake Pleasant. I 2 women ( all

Paul 135/mon 3174374.
U2 II

SERVICES

Vmherst \udio services, stereo com-

ponenls. tape decks for home or car 117

No Pleasant st . 25A-0I33.

Usem
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- Notices

ACTION LAB:
Tonight's seminar planning session

will be held in the Action Lab Office

at 8 p.m. All tutors must attend.

BIBLE STUDY:
Where did I come from? Where am

l going? Why am I here? We'll an

swer these and more Monday nights

7:309 in C.C. 904 Bibles provided or

bring your own. Free.

CANCE COFFEE HOUSE:
Sat. Feb. 26. interested helpers,

entertainers call Eli 6 5051 persist!

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
PROGRAM:
D.V.P. wants new members. Apply

at the Student Activities Office. Level

one/Campus Center.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
Disney's "miracle of the White

Stallions" will be shown Tues., Feb

15 at the S.U. Ballroom.

GRAD SENATE:
Grad Senate meeting tonight at

7:30 p.m. in Rm 802 C.C. Important

agenda item alleged discrimination

against grad students by Dept

MARKETING CLUB:
There will be a meeting Tuesday

night, Feb 15 in Rm 904 Campus

Center at 7 p m. Frosh, Soph and

•uniors are urged to come.

MOBE:
The Student Mobe will meet tonight

in the Franklin Room, second floor of

the Student Union, at 6:30 p.m. Try

and make it.

OUTING CLUB:
No meeting tonight. There will be a

meeting next Monday at 6 30 p m. in

Rm 165 C.C. In the meantime, read

the board it's opposite the Index

office.

PANHELLENIC:—SORORITY
RUSH:

Parties tonight; Lambda Delta

Phi "Cupid's corner" 7 30 9, Alpha

Chi Omega "Valentine's Day

Fashion Show" 7 p.m., lota Gamma
Upsilon "lota Bingo" 7 p.m. and

Sigma Sigma Sigma "Something

From the Heart" 7 8 p.m. All girls

welcome.

RUGBY:
Meeting in 259 Goessmann at 6:30

tonight. Volleyball game later at

8:15.

SENATE WOMEN'S COMMITTEE:
Women's committee meeting

tonight at 6 p.m. in Rm 175 C.C. All

are welcome we have plenty of work

to do!

SIGMA KAPPA:
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would

like to invite all university women to

visit their home at 19 Allen St. Tues.,

Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. Different projects

will be made for the children at

Belchertown State Hospital.

SPORTS CAR CLUB:
Come to the third meeting of this

new club at 6:30 p.m. tonight in the

Brown House Lounge.

TAE KWON DO CLUB:
There will be a meeting for those

interest in learning the art of Korean

Karate today at 3:30 in the Com

monwealth Room of the S.U. All new

members are welcome to attend this

first meeting of the semester.

VOLLEY BALL CLUB:
Meeting Monday night at 8 p.m in

WoPe Gym. All interested are urged

to attend.

LOST:
Sterling silver ring with Hebrew

lettering Please contact Mona or

Sharon at 6 7413.

Whoever stole my wallet on 12th

floor Kennedy please return it the

pictures and identification are

valuable to me. Call me at 6 1159 to

negotiate obsolutely no questions.

One-Man Show

At Top Of Campus

The exhibition will run through April 17. Included are four silk screen

prinuand seven paintings, the largest of which is a 21-foot triptych en-

lt2Su!StXSstu.ed at the California School of Fine

Arts in SaTFrancisco and with Hans Hoffman m Europe^He has had

recent one-man shows at the Tibor de Nagy Gallery and the Dairgallery

.

bSh in New York City, and a Grillo work, one of several owned by the

museum is now on exhibit at the Guggenhem Museum in New York.

HeTsRepresented also in the collections of the Whitney Museum in New

York City the Wadsworth Atheneum. Hartford, Conn., the Los Angeles

County Museum, the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, and at Wellesely.

Bennington and Smith Colleges, and also in several corporate collections

Among the latter is the Olsen Foundation of Gudford Conn., the James

A fiener Foundation of Austin, Texas; the Westinghouse Corporation

of Pittsburgh and Geigy Chemical of Rye, N.Y

His work has been included in group shows at such leading museums at

New York's Museum of Modern Art, the Boston Center of the Arts and the

Brooklyn Museum.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM-

Crossword Puzzle

A PAULIST DOESNT
WAIT TO BE

ORDAINED
TO GET
INVOLVED

l! vou think

that ordination

is something
like graduation

—and the time

in between is_
similar to marking time—then

you couldn't be more mistaken.

The Paulists were founded

with the belief that each man «s

a member of the community and

he contributes his own thing.

Each is an individual with his

own talents and he is given the

freedom to use them in his own
way. But not later. Sow.

For instance, during the no-

vitiate, novices work in such

diverse areas as hospitals, voca-

tional rehabilitation centers and

Universities. They serve as assist-

ant chaplains, co-retreat masters,

student teachers and psychiatric

aides.

Paulist Seminarians create

recreational programs, direct

"Days of Recollection" for CCD
students, direct film series, ex-

periment with the use of media

in the liturgy as a preaching tool,

originate and edit the Paulist

Free Press, coordinate Lenten

lectures and organize Home
Masses, to mention just a few.

When you commit yourself to

the Paulists. it isn't a someday

thing. It's now. Today.

For more information about

the Paulists write to: Rev. Don-

ald C. Campbell, C.S.P., Voca-

tion Director, Room 300.

pauRsTfctfiefs.

When it come* to expressions o» love

Leo can be most dramatic Libra can oe

tender and Gemini can be funny Scorpio

is intense an* Sagittarius is grand Aries

is forceful and Taurus is determined

Cancer is tenacious and Virgo is

analytical When Cupid strikes Capricorn

,t is for real." wnile Aquarius responds

nobly Pisces can be devastated or lifted

to the clouds There is no in between For

all oxliacal signs, love is an important.

And to all, Happy St Valentine's Day!
• • •

ARIES (March 11 April !): Accent

tnendiy approach Maintain balance and

stress humanitananism Your wishes,

with regard to opposite sen. can be

fulfilled Look beyond surface in

dications Overall view brings desired

results

TAURUS (April JO MAY 10)

Recognita tor t' vic •Mom is Ooe ou

may be surprised What you thought

others tooh for granted is not that way

Creative move impresses professional

superior You're gomg in right direction

GEMINI (May HJuoe 10). Don't

lose sight of potential you have a long

way to go but journey is worth it Means

you can rise above obstacles You learn

now how to apply philosophical concepts

You become a bigger, better person

CANCER (June 11 July 221: Some

around you are intense Display humor.

but don't laugh at wrong moment

Question of financial settlement is apt to

be paramount Sagittanan figures

prominently You get to bottom of

mystery
LEO (July 1J Aug. 77) Emphasis on

»int effort, tying together loose ends Be

aware of public relations Question

concerning marriage can be settled

Check details It may be necessary to

consult legal expert Be thorough

VIRGO ( Aug 1J-Sept. 11) l
work, health

problems can be solved Know this and

avoid tendency to brood Change works m

your behalf Don't resist progress Get

logether with one who shares you

• erests Gemini is involved

LIBRA (Sept llOct 11) You are

revitaliied Your ideas are young You

come alive Friends and family pay

meaningful compliments You can make

successful domestic adjustments Give

and receive gifts You're going to be

happier
SCORPIO (Oct 11 Nov. II): Build on

solid base Get house in order Take m

ventory Complete transactions At

tention centers around home base

Eliminate safety hazards Be practical

Avoid self deception. See m realistic

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 11 Dee ID

Activity centers around relatives, neigh

bors Journey that has been delayed

undertaken There are quick changes

forces tend to be scattered Check

reports, messages Don t take others too

seriously.

CAPRICORN (Dec 11 Jan 10): Collect

mformation Discuss budget with family

member Don't overextend Plan

carefully m area of money management

There is a tomorrow Genuine bargain

available N shrewd Be a comparison

shopper
AQUARIUS (Jan. lOFe*. 10): Lunar

cycle high timing improves What you

need comes into your life Take initiative

Emphasize independence of thought

action One who means much to you

fulfills your desires Ride with tide

PISCES (Feb. 1»-March 10): Activity

.ndicated m connection with organization

which aids handicapped You could be

visiting individual confined to home,

hospital Be charitable Permit best m
stmcts to flourish You gam by giving

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHOAY this

can be power year You can make

progress fin-noally and emotionally N

single, marriage is on hornon Accept

added responsibility Rewards can be

qreat You have innate ability to com

municate, to report to move with the

times

ACROSS

1 Deposited

5 Sweet
potatoes

9 Mournful

12 Assistant

1

3

Leave out

14 Cravat

15 Inclined

17 Note ot scale

18 Mountain in

Crete

19 Artificial alloy

of gold

21 Pertaining to

punishment
23 Frightens

27 Football

position (abbr.)

28 Talk idly

29 Spider's trap

31 Resort

34 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

35 Place

37 High mountain

39 Symbol for

silver

40 Number

42 Insane

44 Got up

46 Teutonic deity

48 Heavy rainfalls

50 Beg

53 Christmas

carol

54 Communist

55 Note of scale

57 Makes suitable

61 Number

62 Word of sorrow

64 Gull like bird

65 Total

66 Spar

67 Silkworm

DOWN

1 Spanish plural

article

2 Be ill

3 Artificial

language
4 Leaves
5 Warble

6 Part of "to be"

7 Prefix: center

8 Cease

9 Sharp pains

10 Opera by Verdi

11 Transaction

16 Hold in high

regard

20 Cry like cat

22 Spanish
article

23 Blemish

24 Woody plant

25 Cooled lava

26 Ocean

30 Trumpeted
loudly

32 Time gone by

33 Matures

Answer to Fr day' i> Ptl zzle
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36 Make lace

38 Bishop
41 Wanted
43 Man's

nickname
45 Preposition

47 Sun god

49 Cook in oven

50 Malay canoe

51 Grant use of

52 Apothecary's
weight

56 Guido's high

note

58 Through
59 Prefix: three

60 Nahoor sheep

63 Conjunction

1 7 3 T I ::j5 f 7 8 •.;;.
*

. . .

9 10 1 1

12 .-.;. 13 .v. 14

13 16
:•;;

17

iL-±

18

Tio .*.'. :•'•: 19 70 22

:.. 74 75 26 • • 4

•

77 .-.-. .'.V

78 B 29 30
':'. 31 32 J J

34 % " 36 K.'v.

83
37 38 39

40 41 42 43 »""
• 4

" 45

'•''< i • •
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46 47

• * 1

48 49

5C 51 SB 53 • - .

54 55 56 i 57 58 5V 60

61 67 63 64

65 r ""
1 •

66 "1
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Frosh Overcome Huskies AndTheFlameDies...
By FRANK ANTOSIEWICZ

The UMass freshman basketball

team once again overcame the fine

play of Earl Wilson to whip the

Connecticut frosh 92-78. For the

second game in a row, Coach

Gaudette's charges had to come

from down under to pull away. The

dazzling Earl threatened to run

away with the game in the first

half, but Mike Flanagan coolly

tossed in 7 of 10 to close the gap to

five at the half. 40-35. "One of the

few nights, I had to open shots, so I

took them," said the New Hamp-

shire native.

The second half began with the

frosh stealing the show (4 steals in

three minutes) to tie at 41-41.

Wilson spurted the Huskies to a six

point lead, but that was the

beginning of the end for the boys

from Storrs.

A play called "reverse action"

devised by Coach Leaman, was

performed to perfection. John

Murphy sunk the go ahead basket

and along with teammate Tom
Gillams, thrived on the success of

"the play". This had to be the key

as the beleagured Huskies ran into

the one and one foul situation with

more than 13 minutes to go. From
that point on, the remarkable

result was that Earl Wilson, who
was now forced to defend against

the big men, was unable to score

for the rest of the night and fouled

out at the four minute mark. John

Murphy commented on reverse

action. He said, "It allowed Tom
(Gillams) to get free, as Wilson

could not play two men nor both

ends of the court at the same
time."

After the contest, Coach Fan
Gaudette had nothing but praise

for his players. He said, "This

team has to be the toughest

physically and mentally around

They didn't let themselves get

knocked out of the game, after

getting only three minutes warmup
time and Gillams missed the bus.

They stuck together after a tough

first half to win the game." Tom
Gillams best expressed the play of

the team as "mental
conhesiveness. We played together

as a tight team."
Yearling Dribblings: Jim Burke

held Livramento, who was

averaging 19 points/game to only 3

baskets and had his finest game of

the year collecting 16 points. Earl

Wilson took game honors with 28

points. The balance UMass
yearlings were led by Flanagan

with 27, and followed by Gillams,

26, Burke and Murphy, 13. They

also hit 24-27 free throws as op-

posed to only 12 for Conn.

Box Score:

UMass B F Pts.

Murphy 6 1 13

Dibble 1 2

Flanagan 11 5 27

Burke s 6 16

Endicoll 2 2 6

Gillams 9 8 26

Mc Bride 2 2

UConn B F Pts.

Wilson 14 2B

Lawlon 6 2 14

Johnson 4 3 11

Ryser 2 3 7

Livramento 3 4 10

Lancaster 1 2

Keilty 2 4

Greenberg 1 2

SAPPORO, Japan (AP)-The

sacred flame of the Olympic

Winter Games slowly dwindled and

disappeared Sunday night after

burning for lldays over the ice and

snow athletes of 35 nations.

It will be re-ignited in 1976 in

Denver, Colo., for the 12th Winter

Olympics
Athletes who had marched in

precisely formed national units to

open the games were mingled in

the colors, nations and tongues as

they marched in and out of

Makomanai indoor ice arena for

the closing ceremony.

The Olympic flame, which

burned in a hugh cauldron above

the outdoor ice skating rink was

displayed on a huge video screen at

it gradually died out or-in the

words of the program" returned to

the sun."

The closing ceremony was

preceded by an exhibition by figure

skating medal winners in the

Games and by the presentation of

medals to Sunday's winners of the

men's slalom-headed by the happy

Spaniard, Francisco Fernandez

Ochoa, who surprised everybody,

including himself, by winning the

gold medal.

Avery Brundage, president of

the International Olympic Com-

mittee, officially declated the

games closed at 7:40 p.m., Japan

time. 5:40 a.m. EST Sunday and

summoned the youth of the world

to assemble again in Denver in '76.

"Caged-In"

Tffl
^j^^ffiSm&»

HOLY CROSS

WomenGymnastsRomp
By STEVE CARY

From the spectator's point of view, the women's varsity gymnastics

meet with Penn State University, Saturday, was more of an exhibition

than a competitive activity. Without slighting the effort from State

College, it was an obvious mismatch. The final totals of 102.75 points for

UMass 74.15 for Penn State simply lack meaning as a contest in a sport

where to win by 5 points is a solid trouncing.

The real excitement was generated through the individual efforts of our

University's team members, who scored in excess of 100 points for the

first time in their history. Sophomore co-captain Margie Combs, in one of

the finest gymnastic performances to date from either men's or women's

teams took every first position available, averaging 9.09 per event for

Floor Exercise, Side Horse Vault, Balance Beam, and Uneven Parallel

Bars giving her a career high of 36.35 for the All Around. Junior, Manna

Rodriguez was second All Around with routines of characteristic grace

and beauty, for a 32.05, and third despite recent illness and severe

misfortunes on Balance Beam and Uneven Bars, was freshman Gail

Hanson with a 286.

For the remaining second and third places on specific events were on

Floor Exercise. Ann Vexler. 8 8, and Gail Hannon, 8 3; on Side Horse

Vaulting Gail Hannon, who surprised me personally with a 9 jump

worthy of every tenth, and Marina Rodriguez, 8.2, followed by Jeamne

Burger with a broken routine at 7.0; and finally on Unevens, co-captain

Betsey East with a very difficult exercise scoring 8 9, and once again

Marina Rodriguez with an 8.05. Freshmen deserving attention are Miss

Burger who is probably as talented in the All Around as anyone to have

entered this school, but who has suffered a recent leg injury. Thanne Poth

who has a fresh style with a capacity for dramatic exercises, and bouncy

Candy Gross who unquestionably set a new record for smiling con-

tinuously in her Floor Exercise.

As I began the meet was for us an exhibition, but to the girls and their

new training coach Miss Virginia B. Evans, it was a practice and a

warmup for superior performances They shall host the Vaundnel

Silhouettes of Montreal and Clarion. Pa., at 7 p.m in the Cage this

Saturday and then travel to the home of the defending Eastern League

Champions, Springfield this Wednesday It is time to recognize the

presence at our university of a team that will be in contention for the

national title this year in a significant international sport They are

people who work to achieve, and they deserve your attendance I know

Uiey appreciate the chances they have to thrill their audiences with their

presentation

1UE DAV UCLA C/j/ne TO U/MSS.

SRStf* .- W CURRi HICKS C*6t.

^HftrivkR H/JPPENCD TO THAT PR0HS&

NEHU SPORTS ARENA?

0T v^

For

HANDBALLS
and

HANDBALL
GLOVES

see

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 South Pleasant St.

AMHERST

PERFECT FORM: Margie

Combs of the UMass Women's
Gymnastics Team shows her style

in a recent meet at Boyden

Auxiliary Gymnasium. The women
gymnasts had little trouble

disposing of Penn State Saturday.

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY—
SATURDAY

4:30 10:30 p.m.

(except during

league play)

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also, a

complete typing set vice.
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By EARLE BARROLL
STORRS, Conn. - Rhode Island is

off the hook ...UMass let them back

into the Yankee Conference race

with a 58-56, "you-can-have- it-1-

don't-want-it loss" to UConn here

Saturday night.

This was the first loss of the

season in the Conference for

UMass (now 11-8), and their first

ifotlg (ftolkgian

'•^

SPORTS
Iter 20 straight spanning two and

I half seasons Both I'Mass and

IKI art- 4 1 in the YanCon and

.rdmg to Jack Leaman. "We
let Rhody off the hook and now we
ha ve to beat them to prove we are a

good team
"

Poor is perhaps the best way to

describe this game Both squads

didn't seem to want this one and if

a third party was present neither

team would have won The Red-

men had more opportunities than

UConn to put the game away, but

numerous turnovers in key in-

stances squandered any intentions

of the kind.

Top this off with an inability for

the UMass front court to stop

UConn inside and the impatience of

their offense in contending with the

zone and welcome home UConn,

you're a winner over UMass at

last. /
Leaman was very critical over

the night's proceedings: "We
couldn't stop Chapman and
Custick, their two big forwards and

this definitely hurt. And with

Skinner with four fouls and Coffin

fouled out we just couldn't do a

thing about it

"Against the zone we were

impatient. It's like a turnover

when you put up a shot quickly an«i

aren't in position to go for a

possible rebound."

What really bugged Leaman was

his team's lack of resistance to the

IConn board game. "The UMass
trademark over the seasons has

been rebounding." he said, "but

when teams start beating you with

your own trademark, you're in for

a lot of trouble
"

The Redmen were up by one

when the second half got un-

derway, but quickly jumped on top

by 38-32 and seemingly on their

way to stay when John Betancourt

went in all alone but missed a

reverse layup A UConn field goal

brought the Huskies back, but

I Mass went ahead by five until

I 'Conn hit five consecutive points

to tie the game up

From here on in the lead was tied

five more times before UConn

froze the ball for about a minute

and Custick hit on a short jumper

to go ahead by two. Tom
McLaughlin missed a shot

moments later and UConn froze

the ball again until Chapman got

free for a layup.

With ten seconds remaining,

Doug Melody was fouled but

missed on the first of a one and one.

Mike Pagliara hustled down and

threw a bomb in to cut the lead in

half with three seconds left.

On the ensuing pass in, the ball

was batted to half court where

Peter Trow was unable to get a

solid attempt off

Leaman is now planning some

changes for Tuesday's game with

Boston University "I've got to

make them." he said, "I'm not

pleased with the front court... this

is the cause of all the problems.

McLaughlin is the only one playing

well up front. Next game I'm

starting Peters for one. I'll stay

with Mac. and the other spot is up

for grabs
"

Currently mired in their longest

winless stretch in three seasons.

Leaman put forth one explanation:

"Mentally, it's tough to lose three

games in eight days by eight

points on the road It has to work on

you We've been away too long,

playing only three games at home
since December 14 And I'm happy

we have two games in a row at

home (B.U. and URI on Saturday)

at this time in the season
"

^^SS^*^^^^^^****3*****8****5

Hoopmen Continue Skid [Olympic Roundup
"~

TT> «.-..- __ ;_ iLa IoqH u/ac tiprf .. . . I 1. — - - M coi/4 Ana it

Goal
B> ALAN K. WRIGHT

As usual Junior Center Pat Keenan from Weston.

Ontario became the UMass hockey hero of the night

Saturday This time he did it by scoring the winning

goal against Northeastern University in overtime to

record a 5-4 victory in what had to be the best home

game of this season

The game was primarily nip and tuck aU the way,

with stretches of dominated play by both teams at

various times throughout the game The Huskies took

charge early, got hot and scored two quick goals at

1:31 and 2:26 of the opening period. Goalie 1

Flaherty was caught unaware of both markers

seemingly being screened out on the first while the

second slipped through his legs

Minutes later, at 8:23 Bob "Chico" Shea put UMass

on the scoreboard by picking up a loose puck from in

back of the blue line and zeroing in on the net like a

magnet The Northeastern netminder never saw it,

much less got his stick on it He developed his

reactions shortly after, though, by deflecting a

boomer from UMass defenseman Don Lowe^

Another UMass scoring threat came just before the

end of the period when spirited Eric Scrafield led a 3

on none break-away and Don Riley was called for

being offsides .

Northeastern upped their lead to 3-1 at 7:11 of

Period 2 when Kevin Delaney scored from a pointy

blank range But, Captain Brian SuUivan responded

by hustling the length of the ice to score ai 13:00 with

an assist from Mike Waldron
Pat Keenan soon became hungry for the puck and

connected from thirty feet out on the left hand side

through a crowd of skaters on assists from Ran Reidy

and Jack Edwards at 18:49.

The game wasn't blemished with very many

penalties until the final period when they started

occurring in bunches In fact, at one point Nor

theastern had three men in the box at once along with

Redman Dan Reidy. As a result of this situation, the

UMass power play was effectively executed when

Brian Sullivan literally dribbled the puck into the

crease area in front of the goal and speedy Don Riley

stabbed it in on what appeared like almost a fluke

goal to make it 4-3 UMass
There was still confusion as to the penalty situation

for some time into the third period when the Huskie's

outstanding sophomore Wayne Blanchard scored his

second goal of the night at 14 : 47 to ultimately send the

game into overtime.

The stage was set, the atmosphere was electric at

Orr Rink and from the minute the puck dropped in

front of Keenan to face off during the sudden death,

he put on a show of hockey brilliance. Pat went wild,

firing several lined shots, only to be denied on all of

them It seemed like an eternity until Jack Edwards

and Dan Reidy got together on the feed to Keenan at

5 00 even when Pat rocketed the puck out of a

scramble out front to light the lamp and send

everybody home happy.

The elated Canadian ace skater was all smiles after

the game when he exclaimed, "I thought it would

never happen, but I finally got the range."

JV Skaters Edged By Yale
By TOM PLANT

Time was of the essence for a

number of UMass teams this past

weekend, including the J V hockey

team As the basketball team went

down to the wire in their loss to

UConn. and the Varsity hockey

team had to go into overtime to

defeat Northeastern, the J.V.'s

simply ran out of time on Saturday

afternoon in New Haven and the

Yale J.V.'s hung on to win. 6-5.

After falling behind by three

goals, the largest margin of the

game, with half of the third period

gone, the JV. Redmen struck back

to within one with only seconds

remaining. With 19 seconds left,

goalie Chick Rheault was replaced

by an extra UMass forward, but

there just was not enough time to

set up any scoring opportunity.

Earlier in the season the JV.

Redmen defeated the Yale Fresh

men team. 6-4 Against the Yale

J.V.'s they made an impressive

showing, although once again they

were troubled by poor passing

Runners Lose

Details Tuesday

Yale goalie. Bing Gordon, made 33

saves in the game, but the Redmen
didn't get a chance to show their

best shots to him Rheault had 30

saves.

Yale's Chip Davison opened the

scoring at 6:03 of the first period,

with assists from Frenchman Yves

Prechac and Canadian Mike

Flatters But, as it seems to be the

pattern of the J.V.'s this season,

they came right back a minute

later to tie it on a goal by Kevin

Thompson Later, with a Yale

player in the box for holding, the

Redmen briefly took the lead on a

patented Mike Ellis slap-shot from

the point. Defenseman Ellis had

another fine game, and continues

to play superbly after a layoff in

the middle of the season due to

medical reasons That made the

score 2-1, but Yale's Pete Mc
Nerney evened the score again at

10:12.
.

It took half the second period for

Yale to take the lead again on a

goal bv John Parks Then at 14:2

Grapplers Win

Details Tuesday

the UMass J.V.'s again took ad-

vantage of a power-play situation

as Ned Mahoney took a pass from

Brian Mulcahy and skated in with

two Redmen escorts to score the

goal Only seconds later. Parks of

Yale broke the tie again Rheault

made the initial save, but Parks

was there to flip in the rebound,

making the score 4-3 at the end of

the second period

At 1:45. UMass again had a

power-play advantage, but this

time could manage only one shot as

Yale began to control the action

Greg Wiber of Yale scored an

unassisted goal at 9:13 of the

period, and Dave Starkman added

another a minute later, putting the

Bulldogs ahead. 6-3 Then the JV.
Redmen started to click. Ned

Mahoney scored his second goal on

a rebound of Jim Murphy's shot at

13:15, and, still fighting back,

Kevin Connors tipped in a shot by

his brother. Jay, to bring them

within one goal with less than two

minutes left.

SAPPORO. Japan (AP) - "A story book ending, said one man

who helped write it, unflappable U.S. hockey goaltender Michael

Unbelievable " said Coach Murray Williamson.

But there the American hockey players were-thanks to some help

frnm Russia and Finland-with silver medals no one would have

predicthitnning XnThe 1972 Winter Olympics opened 10 days

^And'the Games in Japan's scenic, snowy north ended with one

other surpirse-the first medal ever won by Spain in any Winter

Olympics Francisco Fernandez Ochea, 21, won the men s slalom

run down the tricky, corkscrew Mt. Teine course by a margin of one

fU

Ins3ays only other event, Vyacheslav Vedenin made up a one

minute deficit over the last 10 kilometers as Russia won the 40

kilometer cross country skiing relay by a 50-second margin over

N
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gave Russia a total of eight gold, five silver and three

bronze medals and a wide victory margin in the medafc race.

The United States finished fifth with three golds, two silvers and

three bronzes, behind Russia, East Germany with 4-3-7, Swit-

zerland with 4-3-3 and the Netherlands with 4-3-2

The hockev medal was the only one earned by American men

The others were won by women athletes with the three golds going

to Northbrook, 111., speed skaters Dianne Holum, 20 and Anne

Henning, 16. and to slalom skier Barbara Cochran, 21, of Rich-

m
The U S hockey squad finished its competition Saturday night

with a 6-1 victory over Poland, giving it three victories and two

losses It could have finished anywhere from fourth to second-and

the Americans went out to cheer for the Russians to beat

Czechoslovakia Sunday, which would clinch third for the

Americans. . . _ . i_- - «
But then the unexpected happened Besides Russia polishing off

Czechoslovakia 5-2 in the showdown for the gold medal. Finland

upset Sweden 4-3, knocking the Swedes out of the medal race.

The Russians ended up with four victories and a 3-3 tie against

Sweden and the Americans and the Czechoslavaks both had 3-2

records but since the Americans beat the Czechoslovaks j-1

earlier, they got the silver.

"Was it hard to root for the Russians?"

"It was very easy." said Williamson. "I admire the Russians

They are good hockey players and good athletes."

And besides, he said, five games against the Russians earlier this

season gave the Americans "a good lesson in European hockey-

something we hadn't been exposed to."

"If I had it do do over again, I would like another crack at the

Swedes." Williamson said The Swedes were one team that beat

the Americans. 5-1 in a game only 16 hours after the Americans

defended their right to play in the Class A tournament of the

Olympics with a 5-3 victory over Switzerland The other team was

Russia, with a 7-2 victory.

Early in the tournament. Williamson said, "The breaks were

against us. Later they were for us. We consider ourselves very

fortunate and satisfied."

Even before the Finnish and Russian victories put the Americans

into second place. Williamson said he considered the American

hockey showing a success since the other Class A teams enjoyed a

six-to-seven-year edge in experience.

The United States had three of the four youngest players in the

tournament-16-year-old Mark Howe, son of former Detroit Red

Wing superstar Gordie Howe; Robbie Ftorek, 20. of Needham.

Mass., and Henry Boucha, 20 of Warread, Minn The fourth young

player was Soviet goalie Vladislav Tretiak, 19.

"Howe held his own throughout the tournament," Williamson

said, but the Detroit youngster said he was dissatisfied with his

performance.

"I played okay on defense but I missed a lot of goals I should have

had," Howe said.

Overall, Williamson said, "I would just have to say it was a

courageous performance...every kid played to the fullest of his

potential."

This was the American's first Olympic hockey medal since they

beat the Russians in the final game and won the gold in 1960 in

Squaw Valley, Calif.

Goalie Curran came up with two excellent games in the

Americans 5-1 victory over Czechoslovakia and their 4-1 triumph

over Finland. For the Finnish game, the Americans were tired

after their rugged contest against Russia, and Curran's saves-some

at almost point blank range-helped his teammates win that game

which had a crucial bearing on their race for a medal

arafcftaaaft»s«aaa*3^*tf£s&c**«^^

Notice
Women's Intramural

Bowling Entries will be ac-

cepted through Tuesday,

February 15. Play is scheduled

to begin Tuesday, February 22

FRANK SANDERS <9> of the United States Olympic Hockey Team
scores against Finland as the puck flies past the Finnish goaltender.

Other plaver is Stuart Irving. U.S. won a silver medal. (AP
WIRKPHOTO)
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Weather

Cloudy today with
highs in the 40's. Winds
10 to 20 miles per hour
Chance of showers.
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JOE Program Director Larry Dye, center, fields a question as Director of Student Affairs. Jerry S< anion, left, watches something out in left field and Dean

of Students William Field, right, catches some much needed rest during a press conference this morning. The press conference marked the official end of the

JOE Program. (MIX' Photo by Gib Fullerton)

JOE Ends: Success Proclaimed
By DONALD BISHOP

Amidst general feelings of

success and optimism. Ihe

Juvenile Opportunities Extention

(JOE) Program was officially

terminated yesterday at a morning

press conference. The press

conference, which was attended by

representatives of the local news
media, was addressed by the JOE
Coordinator Larry Dye, Campus
Center Director Gerald Scanlon.

and Dean of Students William

Field

Dye opened up the conference by

quoting a number of facts related

to the Program According to Dye
the month long conference served

99 youths. 25 girls and 74 boys. Of

these. 6 had come in as runaways
during the course of the program
while 3 other youths had come in

from problem homes The
remaining juveniles had been
brought in from the Lyman and
Lancaster Schools, and the

Westfield Detention Center

The relative success of the

Nixon On Busing
See page four

Wood's 'New University'
See page three

Town Meeting
See page two

Program can be judged in im
mediate terms, through the

placement figures Dye released 41

of the youths have gone from
I Mass back to their own homes 11

have been placed in what Dye
referred to as a "foster care en-

vironment ." 34 more were sent to a

non institutionalized "group
home" Finally 7 youths were
returned to institutions and 6 were
listed as being runaways from the

program.

At the start of the Program. Dye
had hoped for a maximum
placement of 75% of the youths,

therefore, the actual 90% figure

pleased Dye and the others in-

volved with the Program The long

range success of the Program,

according to Dye. will be judged in

terms of "how many and how well

the youths make the adjustment

back into the community ." Follow

up studies will be done to deter

mine the long range success of the

program

Dye. in his short speech, went on

to ihank Mr Scanlon and the

various RSO groups, the juvenile

detention center supervisors the

student advocates and the general

student body for the support they

had given the Program during its

four week duration

anion and Dean Field spoke

briefly and concentrated their

remarks on expressing their

pleasure with the success of JOE.
and commending University

students for their general support

A question and answer period

followed the informal presen-
tations of the three One question

came up concerning the use of the

"advocates" in the program Dye
revealed that there had been
personality conflicts between 18 of

the advocates and their charges

This resulted in the transfer of 8 of

the advocates to different youths in

the program and the dropping of 10

of the advocates altogether

In response to another question

on the future of the Program. I>\e

revealed that there are no plans for

a continuation of JOE at t Mass
either in the immediate or the

distant future There is I

possibility that programs similar

toJOE could be organized at either

North shore Communit) College or

Boston 1 mversity, both of which

have requested information on

JOE from I
1

Another likelihood is that the

whole concept of JOfl could be

done away with in this state, due It

the creation in Massachusetts of

what Dye called residential

treatment centers ." These centers

would take over the function of

JOE. that of preparing the in

stitutionalized youth for release

back into the community The
impact of JOE could be felt in other

states though, where no programs
exist to help young delinquents

adjust to society

Finally. Dye responded to a

question on what changes he would

make, if JOS were ever to be

initiated again The coordinator of

.IOK stated that he would hold a

stronger training program for both

the youths and the advocates

thereby hopefully avoiding some ol

the personality problems that

SroSC this past month He also felt

that improvements would be made
in the daily schedule for the

juveniles, allowing for less free

time for the youths, while having

more supervision
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SOS Holds First Meeting;

Discusses Future Plans

The Town

Amherst Approves New School

By MDC STAFF
Students Offering Support

(SOS) -an organization formed to

express support and obtain funds

for the Belchertown State School

class suit-met for the first time

ever last night and discussed

various proposals concerning the

future direction of the

organization

The two-hour meeting was at-

tended by 23 people. The SOS
members concentrated much of

their time in discussing ap-

propriate means of obtaining funds

in support of the suit.

The suit filed by 28 parents of

residents at the Belchertown
School charges that the state

Department of Mental Health has

been negligent in the care of

patients at the school. The parents

were represented in U.S. District

Court by Attorney Beryl W. Cohen
who said earlier in the week that

the case would have "national

implications."

The members of SOS in their

first official business formed three

separate task forces with the hope

of expanding the influence of the

organization throughout the

University and Amherst area.

The first task force would con-

centrate on making people within

the University communitv aware
of the issues involved in this

historical suit.

The other two groups would

concentrate on community and
faculty involvement.

Chairman Joe Sylvia, a UMass
Grad student, in his opening
remarks said, "We need student

support to insure we don't get

thrown out of court."

UMass Professor Ben Ricci,

president of the Belchertown
Friends Association and organizer

of the class action suit said, "If we
lose this fight it won't be the

Friends of Belchertown who will

suffer, but certainly humanity will

suffer."

Ricci explained to the group that

the parents who filed the suit have
limited funds while the state has

the necessary funds to stretch the

case over a long period of time in

order to drain the funds of the

parents.

"It would be a crime if we were
to lose this case because we don't

have the money to stick this out,"

stated Ricci in his closing remarks.

By CHARLEY BERKOW
It was intended to be just approval and go-ahead for

the construction of a new elementary school building,

but the special Town Meeting in Amherst last night

became more of a lesson in geology. The school

building was finally approved, despite questions of

the suitability of the site raised by several local

geologists.

"I just don't think we know enough about it to

commit ourselves," said Don Doehring. But the

members of the School Committee and the School

Building Planning Committee seemed in no mood to

delay construction of the building long enough to

investigate the questions raised by Doehring and

other area geologists any further.

A UMass assistant professor of Geology, Doehring

said that a quick survey he conducted on the proposed

school building site showed that the flood level might

be above the proposed floor level of the school, and

that the soil structure might not be able to support the

building.

George Bain, a retired professor of Geology at

Amherst College, and Gerald Brophy, a professor of

Geology at Amherst College, both spoke in favor of

committing the proposal to further study.

Mr. Alderman, of Alderman and MacNeish ar-

chitects, said that studies by his experts showed that

the proposed floor level was four feet above the flood

level, and that the ground could easily support the one

story building

Ms. Keedy, who presented the school committee's

proposal, said that the new school is needed as soon

as possible. It is scheduled to be open by September,

1973. She said that the need for new classrooms is so

urgent that the new school building will be ar-

chitecturally identical to the Wildwood elementary

school in Amherst. This, she explained, will cut down

on the planning time of the new school.

Another school building committee member said

that "we have a good bid from a competent con-

tractor at a good price." It was explained that a very

low bid which has been offered by a contractor must

be acted upon within two or three weeks or it will be

withdrawn.
Town Manager Allen Torrey pointed out that the

architects have already been paid for the plans

drawn up for the new school. "We've got plans drawn

up in 1950, that we've paid for, for a school we've

never built,'' he said. "I don't want to see that happen

again."

The school building bond issue passed, 129 to 29,

after nearly an hour and a half of debate.

The Town Meeting also authorized a recreational

center to be established in North Amherst. The

center, with an estimated cost of over 5 hundred

thousand dollars, will contain a swimming-diving

pool, athletic fields, tennis courts, and a combination

basketball court-hockey rink, among other

recreational facilities. It will be located adjacent to

the present Amherst conservation area, near Mon-

tague Road. No recreational facilities currently exist

in North Amherst, although an estimated 29% of the

school-aged children of Amherst live there.

In other business, the Town Meeting approved a

measure combining the management of the Jones

Library and the Amherst public libraries. The
combination must still be approved by the state

legislature before it becomes effective.

FBI Arrests Soviet Citizen

Bouchard Holds Meeting

Leo Bouchard, a candidate in next week's selectmen race, and

presently chairman of the town Democratic Committee, will be present

at an open meeting about the town elections at 6 p.m on Tuesday. Feb. 15

in room 802 of the Campus Center.

Mr. Bouchard, recently endorsed by John McGilvery, the UMass

student candidate for the Board of Selectmen, and by Student Senate

President Lee Sandwen, will discuss the reasons why the town elections

should be important to the students.

Lee Sandwen noted, "that Mr Bouchard was in large part responsible

for facilitating the registration of 800 student voters through his help in

convincing the Board of Electors to bring the town registration books on

campus. He iscommitted to the broadest possible participation in politics

by all citizens, and in particular has said he wants to guarantee that the

town government will not overlook the interests of youth, students and the

elderly."

According to Student Vote Committeewoman, Susan Roy, "All students

registered at the polls in Amherst, as well as those interested in becoming

voting citizens of the town are encouraged to attend this meeting, where

hopefully they will be able to clarify their own feelings on the need for

student participation in town government. I also encourage them to read

the Friday issue of the Collegian, when polling times and places will be

posted, along with a brief interview with each candidate for the Board of

Selectmen, a listing of all other candidates and a few opinions on the

importance of voting in the town elections."

Dames To Meet On Meat

W \SHINGTON (AP)-The FBI

arrested a Soviet citizen on

espionage charges Monday night in

connection with the solicitation of

classified documents on the Navy's

F14 jet fighter plane. FBI Director

J. Edgar Hoover announced

The FBI said Valeriy I

Markelov. who is employed at the

United Nations, was arrested in a

restaurant in Patchogue. N.Y..

after an investigation that began in

the fall of 1970

Grumman Aerospace Corp.,

which developed and builds the

F14. is based on Bethpage, NY

The F.B.I, charged that

Markelov attempted to acquire the

documents on the swing-wing
plane from a Grumman engineer

The engineer, who was not iden

tified. contacted U.S. authorities

when Markelov first made his

acquaintances and cooperated
throughout the investigation, the

FBI said

According to the bureau,
Markelov had 11 separate
meetings with the engineer at

various restaurants in the New
York area and "persistently

requested confidential in-

formation" on the F14.

Hoover said FBI agents wit-

nessed all the meetings and
arrested Markelov after he took

possession of documents Monday
night

The FBI said Markelov supplied

a portable copying machine and a

35 mm camera to the engineer to

reproduce the material. An af-

fidavit was filed in U.S. District

Court in New York, the FBI said

The FBI said. Markelov is

employed as a translator at the

U.N. Secretariat.
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on Thurs., 17 Feb. 72

THE TOP OF THE CAMPUS
will close at 8 : 00 p.m. for renovations.

We will be open the following day

The UMass Dames Club for the

wives of students at the University

will hold a "meat-buying session"

at 8 p.m Wednesday, February 16,

at Farley 4-H Lodge. They ask that

you come and learn how to be a

wise shopper when it comes to

choosing the best quality meats for

your money. Mr Harold Page, a

butcher at Ixmis Foods, will show

the difference between the various

cuts of meat, and tell how they are

best cooked and why there is such a

big price range between these cuts

Bring your Dames ID card to the

meeting You may be the lucky

winner of a Danish ham or other

fine cut of meat

*.«**«* Ji*.. *

If your present parking assignment is a hardship, you may ap-

peal your assignment at 103 Hampshire House beginning February

15. 1972. There are a limited number of parking spaces available.

The reassignment will be made consistent with the present point

system.
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.BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

And the ring, the symbol

ol that love, should be

original Our rings are

handcrafted by a leading

manufacturer of diamond

bridal sets We call them

"Originals" because they

are made only in limited

edition

And we bring them to you

direct from the

manufacturer .for as

much as 35% less than

you'd normally expect to

pay Call your campus
representative today

and see his whole

collection

TOM WEIKLE
546-6834

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE]

TEKOA
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til S

INSURANCE AGENCY
Avoid downtown Spfld parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.
Opp Century Shopping Ptitai Free parking for over 100 cart'

WESTFIELO
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp. N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL OR.
On North South Hwy

oao
AMERICAN CAMPUS
SALES ASSOCIATES

payment plan available

I

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0RE 205 HIGH ST Next to Holyoke Natl Bank
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Wood Sees 'New University' In 7 1 Report
Boston, Mass.-"We have the

opportunity to fashion a great

public university of a different

character and mold than now
exists in the United States," stated

University of Massachusetts
President Robert Wood in his

annual report. The report

"Shaping the Seventies" was
released today in a 20-page
publication that summarizes the

70-71 academic year at the

Amherst, Boston and Worcester

campuses of the University.

Completing his first year in the

post, President Wood keynoted the

report by pointing to the Univer-

sity's formal transition in 1970-71

from a single geographic center to

a statewide system with three

major campuses.
The President added that the

year was further marked by a 10%
growth in enrollment to 25,634, new
unprecedented capital con-

struction, strengthened ad-

ministration at the campus level,

continuing innovation, and a

widespread re-examination of

University policies and goals.

President Wood then went on to

outline the year's priorities. These

consisted of coordinating the ad-

ministrative operation of the

statewide structure, appointing the

University's first two vice-

presidents, creating two new
University-wide institutes: In-

stitute for Labor Affairs and In-

stitute for Governmental Services.

Another priority, the report said,

was to strengthen the University's

role in public-private university

cooperation. In this area.

President Wood reported new
developments with the Five-

College Program in the western

part of the State Further pledges

of cooperation with the 20-

institution Worcester Consortium,

and continued exploration of the

University's relationship with the

eight large graduate institutions

inside Route 128.

Another major priority was to

identify the issues that will con-

front the University in this decade

and the possible new directions and

responses that will be required.

This was charged to the specially

appointed President's Committee
on the Future University which, on

Dec. 9, presented its far-reaching

report.

Other highlights of the report:

-In Amherst: un-

precedented growth
hallmarked by a new campus
center, a 28-story University

library, and a 240-unit

modular housing complex.

Broadening of the academic
experience: new curriculum

offerings, expansion of ad-

vanced degree programs
which awarded over 1,000

degrees on both the masters

and Ph. D. levels, and greater

involvement in student ex-

change programs with

leading foreign universities,

such as Oxford in England

and Freiburg in Germany.
-At Boston: $130-million

first-phase construction of

the Columbia Point campus,

plans for an experimental

third college to emphasize

education for public and
community service, and an
Institute for Learning and
Teaching to assist inner-city

teachers with special

problems.

-At Worcester: two-year
accreditation by the AMA,
construction of a medical and
health sciences complex, a

special education program in

community health, and af-

filiation with two Worcester

hospitals.

The report indicated that these

were only a few of the new
directions UMass took in the past

year Also included were many
programs oriented toward com-
munity service-from a regional-

medical library in Worcester -to

work in nutrition with disad-

vantaged families in 21 areas -to

urban self-help projects in many
communities.
"The new decade," Wood said,

"calls us to a great exercise in

imagination, energy and will. The
stakes may well be the future of

higher education."

President Robert Wood looks thoughtful as he ponders his vision of

the 'New University'.

CompromiseSoughtFor

StudentAssistance Bills

Civic Action Group Formed

In Reaction To Amherst Bust

By MARY GOODY KAl
The Higher Education Act of

1971. expected to be presented

before Congress this month, will

soon be the center of a House

Senate conference The conference

will be held to resolve important

differences between two similiar

education bills that have been

passed by the Senate and the House

separately

One major difference that exists

between the two is in the area of

student assistance The bill passed

by the Senate in August em
phasizes the right of every student,

regardless of financial need, to

obtain Federal support The House

bill passed in November authorizes

for financial aid to be given to

students according to need, hence

maintaining the status quo

Discrepancies can also be seen

between the two bills in terms of

the institutional support awarded

to students The Senate bill would

authorize institutional financial

assistance on the basis of the total

undergraduate enrollment and the

number of students receiving basic

scholarship grants The House

formula takes into account the

differing cost of education

allowances, dependent upon the

class status of the student Unlike

the House bill, that of the Senate

authorizes emergency grants to

colleges and universities in times

of financial distress

Among other differences are

those of desegregation and sex

discrimination The House bill bars

the use of funds for the busing of

students and teachers at the

elementary and secondary levels

for the purposes of desegregation

The Senate bill does not have this

condition, but would allocate funds

for desegregation aid on the basis

of the number of minority group

children enrolled in each state's

elementary and secondary schools

The House bill bars sex

discrimination in any educational

programs receiving Federal funds,

exempting, by a narrow vote,

undergraduate admissions
policies, thus enabling women's

and men's colleges to receive

Federal educational funds.

The amount of funding that

student and institutional

assistance, and desegregation

would receive is not yet known

However, the 1972 Federal ap-

propriation for education was well

in excess of five billion dollars

The existing legislation con-

cerns these areas of education

will terminate at the end of this

fiscal year Hence, some con

filiation of the two bills is man-

datory

By KEVIN KEVIT
Controversy surrounding the drug-related arrests

of five area individuals has recently led to the

creation of an Amherst-based civic action group and

the filing of a $100,000.00 civil suit against a local

policeman.

The trial of the five, originally scheduled for

Wednesday, has been postponed because tests to

determine if the "drugs" confiscated by police are

really of a narcotic nature have not yet been com-

pleted.

Ron Kosnicki. John Miller. Harry Gold, Chuck

Volkman, and Lorrie Lyon were originally arrested

last Halloween night in a van owned by Volkman. The

van. parked on N. Pleasant St near Augie's Tobacco

Shop, was approached by Amherst police officer

Edward Montleon. who requested Kosnicki to pro-

duce a driver's license and the vehicle's registration

papers The arrests occurred after Montleon found

Kosnicki to be in the possession of what is assumed a

small quantity of marijuana Reportedly seized in a

subsequent search of the van were marijuana,

cocaine and LSD estimated by police to have a street

value of about $2,200 00.

Because of alleged police malpractice in this in-

cident, a group calling themselves the Bill of Rights

Committee has formed in Amherst to assist in the

defense of the five. Eric Walgren, a spokesman for

the committee, stated that his group believes the

arrest procedure used by Montleon constituted an act

of illegal search and seizure If it can be proven that

the "narcotics' to be used as evidence against

Kosnicki and the others were obtained illegally, all

charges filed against the five would have to be

dropped
Stemming from this allegation of illegal police

procedure a separate, civil action has been filed in

the name of John Miller seeking $100,000.00 in

damages from Officer Montleon for false arrest and

imprisonment. A request has also been submitted to

the Amherst Civilian Review Commission for an

investigation into the circumstances of the Halloween

arrests.

When asked his opinion of the events surrounding

the Kosnicki and Montleon cases, Amherst Deputy

Police Chief Donald Maia replied that he had "no

comment at this time."

In enumerating the specific points of contention

that exist between the Bill of Rights Committee and

the police, Walgren mentioned the fact that Miller

claims to have had $6,000.00 cash in his possession at

the time of his arrest, while the police, presently

holding the money, only acknowledge receiving a

sum slightly in excess of $4,000 00 Walgren explained

the possession of such a large amount of money as

incidental to a real estate deal Miller was allegedly to

have negotiated in Boston.

When asked whether he thought the results of the

upcoming trial of Kosnicki and the others would have

any effect upon the outcome of the civil action against

Montleon. Walgren stressed the individual nature of

the two cases and stated that their results probably

would not have any direct bearing upon each other

Walgren, saying that he had "seen too many cases go

either way to be optimistic" about the chances of the

fives being cleared in their upcoming trial, ex

pressed a belief that "the Bill of Rights Committee

has built itself up to where it's sitting on the brink of a

movement. This scandal," he said, "could help bring

about community control of police I am enthusiastic

about our progress in getting our grievances into the

open."
Looking to the future. Walgren added, "I want the

public to continue looking at the judicial system as a

watchdog, to prevent the railroading of people like

Miller."

Peace liturgy At Westover Gate
The local Harrisburg Forty-Day

BELL'S PIZZA

Remember the

name because

you will never

forget the

taste.

65 University Dr.

256-8011,253-9051

Committee and Western Mass

Clergy and Laymen Concerned

have announced that a "Guerrilla

Liturgy" will be conducted at the

Main Gate of Westover Air Force

Base in Chicopee on Ash Wed-

nesday. Feb 16th. at 4:30 PM
Several area clergy will take part ir.

the penitential worship, which is

called "An Act of Disaffiliation

From Violence" The 45-minute

service will include prayers,

biblical readings, litanies. Fr

Daniel Berrigan's Catonsville

statement, and the traditional

distribution of ashes as a sign of

penitence to mark the beginning of

the Lenten season The Greater

Springfield Council of Churches

Task Force For Peace is also a

sponsor ci" this liturgy, which is the

start of 40 days of intensive efforts

by local religious groups to

heighten public awareness as to

the war in Indochina, as well as the

anti-war conspiracy trial of Fr.

Philip Berrigan and seven others

in Harrisburg, Pa.

Lost-
Very Serious

Small Bronie Baule Mask.

This small old mask was lost

on Monday in region of

campus center and Hasbrooke
Hall. This mask/, of mainly a

religious and ritual value. If

found please call MIKE
Til EL WELL 5-2751.
Reward.

HAPPINESS IS

Tuesday Mite. Feb. 15, 7 p.m.

Rm. 904 CC with the Marketing Club

Try Our Zesty

Hew England

FRIED CHICKEN

7 Pl«c«t

1 Pt«CM

t Pf«CM

f PlKM

IS

31

59«

S5<

S1.4S

S2.3S

$3.99

$5.19

Ro lit served with above orders

EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

THE FAMOUS

DRAKE
VILLAGE INN

Amherst 253-2548
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Nixon To Attempt Busing Halt
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon

assured a group of congress members

Monday he will try to offset the trend of

federal court decisions requiring

widespread busing of public-school children.

The chief executive did not commit

himself to a specific course on the explosive

political issue, a White House spokesman

said

But eight congressional sponsors of an-

tibusing legislation or constitutional

amendments said after a two-hour meeting

with Nixon that the President made clear he

will take specitic steps, perhaps as early as

next month.

Later. Hov VVilkins, executive director of

the NAACP, said of the meeting. "He ought

to stav out of it altogether It's very un-

seemly tor the President of the I'nited

States to do this

He has no business calling together only

the busing opponents and asking. What

shall we do now 1
' in order to hold back 22

identifying the

"the question is

million black people who have millions of

children in schools," Wilkins said in a

Washington speech

White House press secretary Ronald L
Ziegler said Nixon told the group of

congressmen that, "We are not going to

leave the situation as it is. We are looking

for a remedy ."

The question is not

problem." Ziegler added,

how to proceed."

Three approaches were discussed-

intervention by the attorney general in more

court cases, legislation to ban use of federal

funds for busing, or a constitutional

amendment to prohibit assigning a student

to a particular school because of his race

Nixon long has been a critic of forced

busing and arranged the meeting to discuss

wavs to offset recent rulings that require

busing to achieve racial balance At the

session. Nixon did not indicate which of the

three courses he preferred, said Robert P

Griffin. R-Mich
"All three could go forward at the same

time." Griffin said. And, he added, "the

President does not feel he is limited to these

three
"

Instead. Griffin said, the President said he

has formed a Cabinet-level committee to

make an extensive study and report to him

when he returns from China at the end of

this month
Ziegler said the committee -consisting of

Attv. Gen John N. Mitchell. Secretary

Elliot Richardson of Health. Education and

Welfare and Director George Shultz of the

Office of Management and Budget -has been

in operation "for a long time" although its

formation was not disclosed until Monday.

Ziegler would not predict a timetable for

any presidential moves, but congressmen

left the meeting with the impression that

White House action could come during

March while the House Judiciary Com
mittee is holding hearings on the issue.

There are 28 different constitutional

amendments pending in the House and

Senate aimed at curbing busing. Also

pending in the Senate is a set of House-

passed additions to an education bill to block

use of federal funds for busing.

Sen. Henry M. Jackson. D-Wash., in

troduced a constitutional amendment
Monday to prohibit mandatory busing of

school children and to require equal

educational opportunity for all children.

Jackson, who seeks the Democratic

nomination for president, said he opposes

forced busing but is also against "a system

that gives a rich child a better public-

education than a poor child
"

Ziegler said the objective of the Cabinet

level study is to obtain views of a broad

spectrum of persons He disclosed that the

White House has been in contact with law

professors and other legal experts.

In Brief...
World I hess Championship

\MSTEHD\M \P> — Bobby Fischer and Boris Spassky will

decide the world championship of chess in a 24-game match divided

between Belgrade. Yugoslavia, and Reykjavik. Iceland, the In-

ternational Chess Federation announced Monday.

The first 12 games of the match between the American

challenger and Soviet title-holder will be played in Belgrade

beginning no later than June 25 and the final 12 in Reykjavik

Danish Singer to Testify at Clifford Probe

M N YORK <AP> — Danish beauty Nina van Pallandt's ap-

pearance before a federal grand jury probing Clifford Irving's

purported autobiography " of billionaire industrialist Howard

Hughes was postponed Monday for lack of a quorum of jurors.

Waiting is so tiresome, whether in a TV studio or here." said the

. ,ar old blonde caberet singer after she learned the jury session

was put off until Tuesday

iMthCff l nmanned Probe launched for Soviet t nion

MOSCOW I \l" I
The Soviet Union launched another unmanned

moon probe. Luna 2u. Monday and said its mission is "further

• xploration of the moon and near-moon space."

\M usual in announcements of space shots, the official news

agency Tass gave no details on how Luna 20 would do its exploring

New Communication Satellite to Report China Trip

WASHINGTON I U'» A new communications satellite went

into operation Monday 22.300 miles in space-just in time to carry

television and newspaper reports of President Nixon's visit to

China.

There will be at least one ground station, and possibly two. to

transmit live television and written stories of the visit that begins

Feb 21

Miuwolrom Delays Olympic Pla>ers Reception

(UK AGO I \P> — A snowstorm in Japan and a layover in An

ehorage. Alaska, for customs inspection delayed the arrival of

Northbrook s Olympic speed skaters and parades and receptions in

their honor in Chicago and Northbrook. 111.. Monday.

Bombs
BELFAST. Northern Ireland

\l». Guerrilla bombers blasted

more Belfast buildings Monday

while Britain's chief judge opened

an inquiry into the 13 deaths of

l,ondonderrv s "Bloody Sunday
."

Bombs wrecked a Belfast bank.

two downtown stores, a lumber

yard and the Northern Ireland

headquarters of Rank Xerox, a

British offshoot of American

Xerox
In Newry, close to the border

with Ireland, gunmen broke into a

Burmah Oil Co depot and blew up

tanks containing more than 100.000

gallons of oil and gasoline.

Firemen prevented the blaze from

spreading to other tanks

Quick action to clear whole

streets of shoppers and office

workers prevented any casualt les in

the attacks

Authorities blamed the raids on

the outlawed Irish Republican

\rmv. which is lighting to break

Northern Ireland's links with

Britain and merge the province

with Ireland

In Coleraine. a north coast

university town. Britain's Lord

Chief Justice Sir John Widgery

opened a formal inquiry into the

Jan :ui killing of 13 mm in Lon-

donderry. Northern Ireland s

second city

Roman Catholic leaders charged

t
. ,-om indiscriminate

.tooting
'^

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY—
SATURDAY

4: 30 -10: 30 p.m.

(except during
league play)

Heath Faces Grave
Industrial Crisis

LONDON <AP> — An avalanche

of adversity has hit Prime Minister

Edward Heath's government:
Northern Ireland, unemployment,

foreign policies in disarray-and

now a coal miners' strike that has

brought Britain's gravest

dustrial crisis in 46 years.

in

The strike has forced the nation's

power plants into a giant switch-off

for want of fuel Industry slid into

part time work, threatening to

double the country's one million

unemployed People shivered in

their homes and offices.

For the first time in a year.

Britain spent more abroad last

month than it earned and the

spreading dislocation of power

Carved trade and industry brought

the certainty of new setbacks

I Nettlement more favorable to

the miners looks inevitable and

this would leave Heath's attempts

to control inflation in jeopardy

Reading the signs, investers

began a wave of selling on Lon-

don s stock market, slashing

nearly $4 billion off the value of

share prices.

on a civil rights parade The

British say the soldiers shot in

reply to sniping or nail bomb at-

tacks.

A man found shot dead during

the weekend was identified

Mondav as Pvt Thomas McCann

of the' Royal Army Ordnance

Corps
McCann. a 19-year-old Roman

Catholic, was returning to his unit

in Belfast from a weekend visit to

Dublin to see his ailing mother, a

widow, the British army said

His death, the army added, bore

the hallmarks of an IRA execution

of a Catholic judged to be a

•traitor'' by serving with the

British He was found along a

roadside, shot through the head,

gagged with surgical tape and with

a yellow paper sack over his head.

Such Good
Friends

Hospital

R

GP

Dirty Marry

Made For

Each Other gp

House of Wax

ACRFS FREt PARKING

ROCKFR IOUNGFRS
CHAROL YOUR IKKFi:

In Northern Ireland, civil

violence ground on amid fears that

it could yet spill over into London

where security has been tightened

And in Dublin, to the south, the

British Embassy was recently

razed by demonstrators protesting

the shooting of 13 Roman Catholic

marchers during a civil rights

parade broken up by British

paratroops. Irish-British relations

have slumped
Abroad, the outlook seems bleak

too with British foreign policies in

disarray at some points

Welfare Rolls Ri
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government said Monday an additional

70.UU0 persons joined welfare rolls in October but conceded inflated

statistics were cited last month in a new pitch for the administration's

welfare-reform bill.

The latest Department of Health. Education and Welfare report

reflects the continuing impact of state relief cutbacks, in the face of rising

costs, with more recipients receiving less money.

The lone exception is the state and locally operated general-assistance

program, which dropped 35,000 recipients in September and another

15.000 in October for a one-month saving of almost $1 million

General reliefers, who do not qualify for federal funds, now total 954,000

compared with more than one million a year earlier.

(ash welfare payments in October, latest figures available, showed a

$2.7 million decrease to $857 8 million, the third straight monthly drop

But total federal expenditures for all welfare assistance, including

medical care, went up $100 million to nearly $1.58 billion to reverse a

downward trend the previous two months.

An HEW spokesman blamed states for the inflated September figures

cited last month when John D. Twiname, administrator of the Social and

Rehabilitiation Service, renewed his plea for congresssional passage of

welfare reform.

IJerry

Cinema 1

Lewis 1Win Cinema)

Cinema2
Hamp Shopping Plaza (next to Big Y) Route 5,

Northampton, 586-3200

igart classic
film festival

f

A/OW SHOWING

KEYIARGO
Bogart and Robinson. An obviously symbolic set-to directed by

Huston from the Maiwtll Anderson play. Bacall,

Lionel Barrymort. Claire Trevor. Thomas Gomet are featured.^

FEBRUARY 23 THRU FEBRUARY 29

petrified forest
Bogey's first major film role.Steal the scene from both

Leslie Howart! and Belle Davis.. "My best shot was

Leslie Howard", Bogey once said. "I got him with one bullet."

Adults. .$1.50 all week . Students, Monday thru Thursday $1.00

Children 50C all times. West Over Service Men ... $ 1.00 Monday

thru Thursday. Matinees every Saturday and Sunday.

SPECIAL MATINEE rate for adults. ..$1.00

Allied Cease-Fire Detours

Vietnam Bombing To Laos
SAIGON (AP)-The thrust of U.S. bombing raids

turned from South Vietnam to Laos as a 24-hour allied

cease-fire went into effect Monday night in ob-

servance of Tet, the Vietnamese lunar new year.

The allied cease-fire took effect at 6 p.m., bringing

to a temporary halt to one of the biggest American

bombing campaigns in South Vietnam in the war.

A unilaterally declared Viet Cong cease-fire took

effect 17 hours before the one announced by the allies.

The U.S. and South Vietnamese command refused to

agree to the longer truce, saying the enemy com-

mand would use the cease-fire to infiltrate troops and

supplies.

The always tenuous cease-fire was broken hours

after it began, according to the allies, when the Viet

Cong assassinated a hamlet chief and a soldier in the

northern quarter of South Vietnam.

The joint military command also charged the Viet

Cong with three other cease-fire violations.

U.S. B52 bombers, along with Navy and Air Force

tactical fighter-bombers, flew more than 800 strikes

in the six days before grinding down the massive air

campaign at dusk Monday.
In a related development, the command said U.S.

forces in Vietnam had fallen to 131,200 from the

previous reporting period and the lowest level since

August 1965.

At the same time, however, officers aboard 7th

Fleet ships off the coast of Vietnam disclosed that

Navy strength has been reinforced from an average

of 10 ships to 16, including the aircraft carrier Con-

stellation and support ships

U.S. air and ground units clashed twice with enemy
troops Monday morning and afternoon, the command
reported. One American was wounded in the action

on the ground six miles northeast of Cam Ranh Bay.

Most of the American air strikes flown during the

past six days concentrated in the central highlands

and in the northwestern quadrant of South Vietnam

southward from the demilitarized zone though Khe
Sanh and the A Shau Valley.

Despite the intensity of the air campaign, the U.S.

Command has acknowledged few results.

LOADING UP-Crewmembers aboard the U.S. carrier Con-

stellation load bombs onto aircraft for missions over Laos and South

Vietnam. The ship was summoned back recently to position in the

Gulf of Tonkin off the Vietnamese coast to deter a possible North

Vietnamese offensive. (AP)

Berrigan Juror

Alternates Chosen

China Trade Barriers Chopped

HARRISBURG. Pa. (AP)-A
•grandfather and a middle-aged

woman school teacher were added

as prospective alternate jurors

Monday at the slow-moving federal

conspiracy trial of the Rev. Philip

Berrigan and six other antiwar

activists

INTER-CITY
RELOCATION SERVICE
Moving? Right from your

living room we can contact a

reliable Realtor anywhere in

the U.S. He'll find you a new
home, inform you of your

new community, meet you at

the train or plane. No
obligation to you. Our Miss

Inter-City will handle all the

details.

D.H. JONES
Real Estate Agency

S4V-3700

It brought to 11 the number
tentatively chosen as backup
jurors in the event of illness or

disability on the regular panel

When the total reaches 16, it will be

pruned to six, who will them join

the regular jury for the trial's

duration.

The grandfather now works for

the Pennsylvania Department of

Transportation, after 20 years with

a furniture plant. His right hand is

missing He was not asked about it.

Regarding the Vietnam war. he

said. "I feel the quicker we can get

out. the better it would be for all

concerned."
The teacher, a brown-haired

mother of four sons, said of the war
in Southeast Asia: "I don't feel we
should have gone into it in the first

place I think we should with-

draw."

WASHINGTON < API-President

Nixon opened the door a bit wider

Monday for trade with Communist
China, putting it on an equal

footing with the Soviet Union. And
the White House announced a

rough schedule of open-ended talks

with Chinese leaders in Peking.

A relaxed schedule of sight-

seeing and a decision to ^ermit

President Nixon to ride in foreign

aircraft for the first time during

his China visit also was announced

by the White House.

The relaxing of trade barriers

and the special courtesies to the

Chinese were announced three

days before Nixon's departure for

the People's Republic of China

Press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler said the "across-the-board

parity" in trade regulations for

Communist China and the Soviet

Union and other Eastern European
countries will pemit the flow of a

larger number of non-strategic

products into China.

It is a continuation of a relaxing

of trade barriers begun last June,

just before Nixon's national

security adviser, Henry Kissinger

made his secret trip to Peking to

open the door to Nixon for summit
talks with Chinese leaders after

over 20 years of isolation

"We would hope that the

People's Republic of China will be

receptive to this step to further

open up communication with us,"

Ziegler said He added "The door

to trade has opened wider. We hope

they would welcome this additional

step forward..."

Under the new regulations,

China will be able to import a long

list of items, previously banned,

including such things as

locomotives, construction
equipment, a variety of industrial

chemicals, internal combustion
engines and rolling mills.

In general, there currently are

no restrictions on products China

can send into the United States as a

result of an initial easing of trade

rules by Nixon last June.
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ONCE,A KNI6HT WALKETH ALONG
TO RELAX WITH SOME MALT,

WHEN HE SPIETH A REPTILIAN

APPENPA6E OF OOP DIMENSION..

LUST/ *V v
SLOTH'

AND WHENCE HE PERCEIVED IT

THE LATTER PART OF A DRAGON,
DREWETH FORTH HIS SWORD. .

WHENCE WITH MUCH APLOMBE,
THE DRAGON WITHDRAWETH
ASCROLLE...

/Of -MEET WOMEN?
/

(
-IMPRESS FfHEMDSl
BIG MONEY!
•EKTWITHyoURHANOBi

A SCROLLE THAT TALKETH cOUDLY

OF A MARVELOUS SCHOOLE,WHERE
THE LOW BECAME HIGH...

I* *

AND SEIZED BY THE THREE SIRENS

OF AMBlTlON,THE KNIGHT BECAME

AS ONE UNDER A 5PELL...

AND WAS TOLD THAT THE TUIT.OW

FOR SUCH A WONDROUS
SCHOOLE WAS 2 SIX-PACKS OF
SCHAEFERBEERE...

WHEREUPON THE BARGAIN WAS
SEALED,ANDTHEKNI6HT RECEIVED

HIS FIRST KINGLY LESSON, THAT

BEING TO NAME HIS SWORD...

v»"0t> e>M A f

AND WHILST THE KNIGHT PONDERETH,
THE DRAGON RECEDETH, PROVING ONCE
AGAIN THE OLD ADAGE THAT TO BE

A KING, ONF MUST FIRST BE A FOOLE

.

a^'^^zsm^c^m^ss)Q3
Schaefer Breweries, New York and Albany, N.Y ,

Baltimore, Md., Lehigh Valley, Pa
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More Good Than Bad
Now that the Joe Program is over most of us realize that

it was, if not a total success, a valiant effort to break away
from the wretched and dismal youth correctional system.

The search for a new and effective means of treating

juvenile offenders will be a long and arduous transition, a

transition that Youth Service Commissoner Jerome S.

Miller deemed necessary if the youths of Joe were to be

saved the tragic consequences and accompanying
recidivism rate of our present penal system.

For the students who were imposed upon or unduly in-

convenienced by Joe we ask you to pause and look at the

results of the program.
Of the 99 young men and women in Joe, 41 went back

into their own homes, 11 were placed in foster care en-

vironments, 34 went to group homes such as Libra House, 7

were returned to institutions, and 6 youths were listed as

runaways. Only 12 youths were included in any sort of

trouble.

We realize your feelings of imposition and frustration

can not be totally assuaged by the above. Yet we hope you
realize the good that has come of the program and the

hopes it raises throughout the country for new youth

reform.
The Collegian realizes that the haste of organizing the

program resulted in some poor planning and logistical

deficiencies. Yet we expect the Youth Service Board to

learn from this past experience and apply what they have
learned here to their future programs. Consideration

should be given to holding future programs on smaller

campuses or in environments where there is a greater

sense of community.
Finally, we believe that innovative programs like Joe

should continue. Public support will be needed to continue

the momentum. We ask that you give it.

What Price Popularity ?

Senator Edward Kennedy stated this weekend that

young men who fled the country to evade the draft

should be granted amnesty without any precon-

ditions. He said, "If we accept the concept and the

understanding that the war was wrong, a mistake,

then we must believe those who, because of deep-

seated beliefs, fled the country were right." Senator

Kennedy has stuck his foot in his mouth once again in

an attempt to groom a more attractive, liberal

image. His proposal strikes at the roots of an orderly

society.

There are very few people who would not admit

that U.S. involvement in the Vietnam war was a

mistake. But to say that the war was a mistake does

not imply that individuals were morally justified in

ignoring their draft notices or deserting the ranks

after having been inducted. As citizens of the society

they were obligated to obey the laws which were

instituted to protect and preserve that society. If they

chose to ignore these laws and exercise their right of

civil disobedience, they should be willing to endure

the consequences of their actions. Socrates did not

falter when he was faced with drinking the hemlock

and Jesus did not fear the cross. They were men of

superior moral fiber and their actions are deser-

vingly recorded for all time. But the draft dodgers

and deserters who chose to disobey the law and fled

from the ensuing consequences are not of the same

stuff: their composition reeks of cowardice, not

courage.

Senator Kennedy is also suffering from the delusion

that everyone who left the country to evade the draft

or deserted from the armed forces did so because of

"deep-seated beliefs." This is certainly false. More

than half of the estimated 100,000 war evaders now in

foreign countries must have developed a severe case

of "deep-seated beliefs" when they received the piece

of paper calling them to serve their country or

booking them on the next flight to Vietnam. Besides,

people who had deep-seated beliefs, and proved they

did by living their lives by them, are given con-

scientious objector status and are not required to

participate in military service.

The Kennedy proposal would serve to glorify those

who acted out of personal expediency and ignored the

laws, and place them a notch above the ordinary

citizens who were loyal and fulfilled their obligations

in accordance with the laws, no matter how
demanding these obligations were. Obviously, the

Senator believes that it is superior for one to obey the

laws only when he feels like it. This doesn't seem too

surprising when one examines the Senator's personal

history.

The ultimate absurdity is that Kennedy feels that

his proposal will unite the country. How can he

possibly unite the country with a scheme that en-

courages individuals to disobey the law and ignore

the consequences of their actions, while betraying the

thousands of soldiers who fought and died

courageously in the service of their country? It seems
that Senator Kennedy's only purpose is to outflank his

contemporaries on the left who have come up with

proposals on the same matter. Senator Robert Taft.

Jr. (R-Ohio) has offered a bill which would clear

draft dodgers provided they give the country three

years of alternate public service. Senator Edmund
Muskie of Maine and Mayor John Lindsay of New
York have both endorsed plans which would grant

conditional amnesty to war evaders after the conflict

in Vietnam is over.

These proposals seem much more reasonable than

the Kennedy plan. I only hope that the other members
of the Senate subcommittee which Kennedy heads on

this matter do not allow his plan to undermine the

basis of American society in his attempt to score

political points.

Publicity Stunt
By JOE ARSENAL IT

Howard Hughes, the new chameleon of the

seventies refuses to disappear graciously, no, before

he gives up a last breath, he will have himself become
even more of a household word than the latest soap
opera intrigue. In fact, the whole air of this literary

controversy raging in the news lately has trumped-up
melodrama at its very core In his meagre life.

Hughes has owned and disowned half of Nevada, has

used and reused some of America's most nostalgic

screen queens, has even relinquished the giant eagle

of the airlines. TWA, and then proudly unproclaimed
himself as the shattered eccentric hermit of the

oppressed executive set. In his days, HH has more
than accomplished the American Dream. In the

fiction or autobiographical story of those adventures,

he fans a smoke screen to make it more fantastic, so

unreal as to make it the new myth of the time.

McGraw-Hill in collusion with Irving and Hughes will

resurrect the dream only to descecrate its memory
Qifford Irving, upon whose shoulders rests this

fantastic parlor trick, is being accused of writing "a

plaethara of lies and half truths, of being reckless,

malicious His work is a gloating, prancing distortion

that is irresponsible to the extreme " (Camps are
being established-have you chosen sides yet, or are
waiting for the victor so that you can herald him as
the next prophet 9

) What amazes me is the
seriousness that this issue seems to take in the minds
of many people. I suppose that this negative
criticism, these ripe histrionics, this literary theatre
will pump the sales, catapulting the novel to the top of

the bestseller list, that HH Irving, and McGraw-Hill
will make greater fortunes, while the feeble minds
will swallow this myth, drooling aimlessly and
dreamily over their new god. The whole situation has
the phony look of a dyed blonde with her roots blaring
in the sunlight

Laugh at them, or be made a fool of them I almost
want to say don't buy the book that will only support
their fantasy I'm so curious to find out what it's all

about that probably, in a back corner somewhere, I'll

be reading it, too. C'est la vie!

Don't Wait Till November
By MARY LA\ IN. SMC

The Student Senate's refusal to fund the

Student Mobilization Committee did not

seem to result as much from a lack of

sympathy with the Mobe and the antiwar

movement as from a lack of full com-
prehension of the power of the SMC.
The Mobe ran up against many arguments

while fighting for next year's budget. Ac-

cusations such as those that Mobe is pro-war

and run by an elitist group are totally

ridiculous and fallacious and do not need to

be refuted However, far more disturbing

were the statements made by senators that

they wanted an SMC on campus but didn't

think it should be funded by the University.

Their reasoning failed to see that con-

sidering the nature of our work, Mobe could

not possibly exist without funding.

How could we have written up (and

distributed) somewhere around 50,000

leaflets since September, 6,000 of which

went to the surrounding communities of

Amherst, Hadley. Northampton, and
Greenfield? How could we have printed

(and pasted up) hundreds of posters? How

could we have shown "The Selling of the

Pentagon" at our October 13th Teach-In''

How could we have had national antiwar
spokespersons speak at open meetings?

All this and so much more requires

money We are asking the Senate for this

money because, unlike the vast majority of

funded RSO groups, the SMC reaches

everyone and involves everyone. We are not

a self-contained organization; we work for

you and we invite you -every single person

on this campus who wants an immediate,

total, and unconditional withdrawal of all

troops from Southeast Asia -to come to our

meetings and help us realize that goal.

The tactic used by the SMC is mass
peaceful legal demonstrations -the banding

together of all people who oppose the war,

resulting in moral support for each other

and political pressure on politicians. No one,

I think, would say that the only reason Nixon

began making troop withdrawals was
because of the million people demonstrating

on April 24. Yet, no one, I think, could say

that that wasn't a major reason. Students

are noted as being the most active segment

of society and the Student Mobilization

Committee is the largest student antiwar

group in the country Therefore, it is with

some justice that we take credit for helping

force Nixon to make those withdrawals.

Still, the SMC does not discourage in-

dividuals who want to work on their own in

opposing the war in other ways, from civil

disobedience to democratic processes, as

long as they also support mass demon-

strations. We need each other. We need

every single person who wants OutNow to

work with the Mobe to get Out Now.

regardless of what the other side of your

political life is like.

This is an election year. So many people

will want to sit back and "wait till

November". Nixon will want to sit back and

"wait till November". But November is one

hell of a long time away -especially when
you're in Indochina in a war that everybody

at home would like to forget about. Vote in

November if you want to-fine, but the war is

too serious an issue to be resolved by placing

all your confidence in your one little X on the

ballot. This April has the potential for larger

than ever demonstrations because: 1.

people have seen the accomplishments of

last April and 2. we are all one year sicker of

the war and more anxious to end it once and
for all. A giant concerted effort could be a
final effort.

UMass has been called a "hotbed of

apathy" The people who stayed till 3:00 AM
the morning of the October 13th Teach-in
mimeographing and stapling 10,000 two-
sided leaflets, the more than 200 people who
attended that Teach-in, the 40 people who
helped us distribute leaflets afterwards, the
two buslodads of students who traveled with
us to Boston on November 6th, the numerous
people who come by the SMC table and up to
the office to see what's going on -all this tells

me otherwise. UMass if far from being a
radical school, but the students here
definitely are concerned. The SMC is the
only political group requesting Senate
funds Right now, Mobe needs the Senate,
but equally, the Senate and the whole
University need Mobe. Please reconsider
the vote to fund the Student Mobilization
Committee.

'OH, COME NOW, TONE IT DOWN A BIT—MAKE THAT 'MISTER REACTIONARY CAPITALIST PIG'!'

Letters To The Editor

There Is No Justice

To the Editor:
We are local people who are fed up with continuous

police abuse violating the rights of ourselves and our
neighbors. We have formed the Bill of Rights Com
mittee to protect ourselves Here is out plan:

Documenting Police Abuse
We shall write a book documenting local police

abuses. Some chapters will be Drug Busts, Street

Abuses, Station House Abuses, Foul Play in Court,

Bad Treatment in Jail and Total Fuck-Overs,

Proposal for Community Control of Police

We have drafted a 10 point proposal to control local

police, at U. Mass and in the Town. Community
controlled police departments are not pipe dreams,

because (1) of the unusual concentration of young
potential voters in this town, and because (2> of the

tremendous political pressure students can bring to

bear on the Chancellor of the University, Mr
Bromery The resulting political pressure on the

County Prosecutor Callahan to keep hands off our

lives would also be impressive.

Court Actions Against Police

For the first time in the history of this Town we are

suing an Amherst policeman for the abuse of young
people -an illegal search and seizure of 2 marijuana

cigarettes.

On Oct. 31. 1971 at about 9:00 p.m Amherst
patrolmen Edward R. Montleon arbitrarily

demanded the driver of a van parked on Main St to

produce his license and registration. At the same
time Ron Kosnicki produced his license, the officer

reached under the flap and into the pocket of Rons
army jacket and snatched a plastic baggie containing

his personal supply of marijuana John Miller. Laurie

Lyons. Harry Gold, and Chuck Volkman were all

arrested for "being knowingly present" This is plain

violation of the 4th Amendment right to privacy

"This is what we mean by a "pig ."> Because of the

work of the Bill of Rights Committee. John Miller is

suing the Officer and the Town of Amherst for

$100,000 for false arrest and imprisonment
We have just learned that when the police seized

$6000 of Miller's cash they stole nearly $2000. We have

put this official corruption before the Town Om-
budsman. Mr Gage i Vice-Chancellor of U. Mass.)

We know there is no justice in Callahan's office

Future Plans
We intend to pursue (1) criminal defenses for

future police abuses. ( 2 1 More civil suits for damages
and injunction of police malpractices. (3) Massive

voter registration and (4) political action within and
without the system to gain community control of the

police.

What You Can Do
( 1 ) Tell us your story of personal police abuse (2)

Support us financially according to your means. (3)

Sign up to work with the committee on our various

projects. New projects welcome.

Letters

To The Editor
As in previous years the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor. The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length. All letters must be signed and the author's

address and telephone numbers must be included.

No letter will be published without this in-

formation. Also, no letters will be printed without

the name of the author Please note this change in

policy.

All letters are subject to editing either for

content or space according to the judgment of the

editors Also, due to space limitations, we do not

guarantee that all letters will be printed.

THK EDITORS

Join together at John Miller's criminal trial.

Come to Superior Court. Northampton, this

wed. at 9.30 a.m. Demonstrate out fron and fill

the gallery inside <the law required jackets and
ties for men. pantsuits for women.)
Find us at our table in the Campus Center or mail

to: Bill of Rights Committee, Universal Life Church.
RSO » 902, Campus Center of U Mass., Amherst.
Mass. 01002.

Drafted: Eric Walgren, edited: John Miller, Robin
Steere. Gail Sullivan, Gus Tengberg. Susan Wood

Who And How

To the Kditor,

As we all know there are many fees which all of us

have to pay in order to register One of these is the

Campus Center fee After reading Mr. Densmore's
letter in the Collegian yeaterdav I feel that his

position should be criticised. It is true that the

building is already built and that there is nothing

anyone can do about that But the question to be

asked, as Mr Densmore himself says, who should

have control over the funds and more importantly,

how is the building to be funded

I will not quarrel about who should control the

funds because I feel that it is too big a job for a full

time student to adeauatelv control The present

system works well in making operational decisions

The difficult question is who should fund the Campus
Center
No one can deny that the sutdents receive most of

the benefits of the first two floors The lower level is

used extensively by RSO groups as well as by the

student Senate This is not to say that its exclusive

use is by students for I have seen many outside in

terests using the conference rooms. The concourse

level is probably the most used floor by students The
University store, the Bluewall Cafeteria, the music

room, and the snack bar area are used mainly by

students. But these two floors are not the only two

floors in the building for, if they were, then we would

have no complaint about the student fee.

The problem lies mainly in the fact that the

Campus Center consists of eleven floors The hotel

lobby and four floors of hotel rooms do not constitute

"services" necessary for a "complete educational

system" as Mr Densmore points out. Next comes two

floors of meeting rooms which are, to some extent,

used by students. The tenth floor consists of a private

banquet room and. although I can forsee some use of

it by students, I find it unnecessary for a complete

educational system. Restaurant facilities on the

eleventh floor, more commonly called the Top of the

Campus, are much beyond the means of the average

student to warrant its construction for their benefit.

The point I am trying to make about all this is

simply that the students singly haul more than their

share of the costs What is the answer to this

question 9
It would be ideal if those who use the

facility would pay their share of the dept as well as

part of the operating costs involved in their use of the

building. But this is highly impractical because

higher costs mean lower demand and if the con-

ferences were not held here it would be worse than it

is now. So as a solution I propose that the faculty and
professional staff, who also enjoy the benefits of our

building, help us to pay for the Campus Center A fee

could be levied in some way determined by the people

in Whitmore. If according to Mr. Densmore we are

responsible for our current problem then it should be

up to us, as students, to correct the situation as best

we can. Don't let the issue die as Mr. Densmore
suggests.

Michael Gregory

Editorial Points
It looks as though Clifford

Irving read his own book a

little too closely. Maybe in ten

years someone will write a

book about him and call it

"Faked."
*»»

While the fight goes on about

who should pay for the Campus
Center at what yearly rate,

we're just wondering if the

money they have now could be

used to repair the ever-present

leaks on the concourse level.

Maybe the building came with

a five year guarantee?

**

Do you suppose that D.H.
Jones is a relative of Skibiski?

**«

According to the N.Y.Times,
Nixon's Commission on
Marijuana and Drug Abuse has
"decided use of the drug should

be Virtually decriminalized'

except for growing it, tran-

sporting it, smoking it in public

or giving it to friends.

Somehow it seems as though
"decriminalization" is going to

take all the fun out of smoking
dope. Almost.

Setting A Good Example

To the Editor:

One night last week, I went to visit a friend in the Sylvan area and was
quite amazed at what I saw. It was past eleven o'clock, and the security

guard came to open the door for me He asked me whom I wanted to see

and instructed me to call my friend on the phone and ask that he come
down to escort me to his room.

I was not upset at the guard's instructions per se, for this was only part

of the normal routine. However, I was disgusted with his guard's tactics

-

i.e. the manner in which he told me to call upstairs. He was abrupt, gruff,

snappy, and quite frankly, very intimidating, as I stood there, he

seemed to speak in a belligerent tone to all who came into the lobby

• residents included). I was thoroughly dismayed at the negative ap-

proach this guard used while enforcing the rules.

Therefore, I consider it only appropriate to inform you of our security

guard in Eugene Field House. Maybe you've seen him before : tall, husky,

middle-aged, and always a smile. When one comes in after eleven o'clock

(dorm residents or just visitors), he unlocks the door and greets the

traveller warmly. Then one comes down to buy pizza, he is always there

chatting with some of the residents. He's truly an all-around pleasant

guy. and is admired by everyone.

I think our security guard set an example for all others on campus. He
has created a casual atmosphere in Field that is probably unmatched in

any other dorm He has maintained a good security check while at the

same time establishing a comfortable setting for all residents. Most

importantly, he has earned the goodwill and esteem of all who have met
him
Indeed, he has set a norm toward which all other security guards

should strive Adoption of his approach by the entire security force will

not only bring respect to the other guards, but will also create a more
pleasant community in which to live.

James Lepow

What Can We Do

To the Editor:

The recently reported U.S. buildup in the Gulf of Tonkin should come as

no great surprise to the students both here and abroad, as the American
governmental-industrial stakes in Southeast Asia are both apparent and
covert For example, the Wall Street Journal and several trade

publications have confirmed that very lucrative off shore oil leases will

be awarded by the Thieu government, and as a backdrop, we have a

president in office whose campaign was largely funded by the oil in-

dustry.

The oil rich islands of Indonesia have long been major attractions to

the petroleum people of America, but it was not until the overthrow of

Sukarno who tried to maintain control over his country's resources, tha

.

the stage was set for act one in the continuing Death Opera called

Southeast Asia off-shore exploration

Did the U.S. promote the Cambodian coup of General Lon Nol in the

same manner as that of General Suharto of Indonesia, and does Nixon
continue to support Thieu s actors' guild to pave the way for oil interests

The major question is how far will the president go! In attempting to

evaluate this proposition, it may be wise to remind ourselves of a public

statement made by Nixon as vice-president in 1955.

it is foolish to talk about the possibility that the weapons which might
be used in the event war breaks out in the Pacific would be limited to the

conventional Korean and World War II types of explosives. Our forces

could not fight an effective war in the Pacific with those types of ex-

plosives if they wanted to Tactical atomic explosives are now con-

ventional and will be used against the military targets of any aggressive

force."

What can we do to help prevent such a possibility? Someone may say it

can't happen, but would that person say that with true conviction if living

the life of a Vietnamese peasant

Should we help the Administration discredit the Peace Movement
through active non-involvement and militant apathy, or should be em-

ployed. Several anti-war coalitions exist, including the National Peace
Action Coalition whose main attempt is to unite as many people as

possible around opposition to the War irrespective of their views on other

questions and regardless of their affiliations Besides this principle of

non-exclusion, the stated basis of the coalition is immediate withdrawal,

peaceful legal tactics, mass demonstrations, political non-partisanship

and internal democracy (periodic open conferences). Included within

this framework are such diverse groups as Vietnam Veteran Against the

War and the Student Mobilization Committee.

As a vet, I was proud to be in the company of VVAW brothers during the

Veterans' Day march in Springfield last year, but as a senator, I was
disheartened to find myself in the minority on the important budget

question concerning the SMC.
"What can we do" will be answered by UNITING to dismantle the War

and Death by reinstating the Mobe's budget for 72-73 (It won't be
needed if the barbarism ends).

Dennis Shimkoski
Student Senate
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What is W.M.PJ.R.
_ A student-run, funded, directed, non-partisan, non-profit organization.

- A full-time representation of student/citizen concerns.

- A professional staff working for students.

- Comprehensive research serving as a basis for responsible action.

- Faculty/student programs of public interest research for credit.

Why a Petition — Drive?

1) UMass has never had a majority of its student body vote in any campus election, much

less approve a question by an absolute majority. If W.M.P.I.R.G. is able to cla.m the

support of a majority of students, a new method to demonstrate student support is

necessary. Petitioning is the best method.

2) The petition referendum provides a one-to-one encounter. W.M.P.I.R.G. organizers

wanted the opportunity to explain the W.M.P.I.R.G. concept to as many students as

possible. The petitioning process gives each an opportunity to ask questions and discuss

the idea.

3) A successful petition drive will serve as a student mandate which can be presented

to the Board of Trustees.

Why the Funding and Refunding Procedure?

W M P I R G will be financed by a $2.00/per semester per student refundable tax attached

to the semester bill. During the first three weeks of the semester any student may eas.ly

obtain a refund. The continuous and stable operation of a professional staff requ.res a

stable funding source. A check-off system on the semester bill would be too slowly processed

and would involve an expensive, major change in the billing procedure. New students will

learn about W.M.P.I.R.G. at the beginning of the fall semester, at which time they can decide

its value.

There will be no tax and no W.M.P.I.R.G. if a substantial majority of students do not sign

petitions indicating their desire to see it put into effect.

Nader-Raider Donald Ross

will speak at 9:00 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 15

in the Engineering East Aud.

to all interested in W.M.P.I.R.G.

all W.M.P.I.R.G. course members, and petitioners, should attend.
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Selective Service Appeals System Altered
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By GILBERT J. SALK
There are many faults which are

built in to the Selective Service

System, most of which are totally

intolerable, as you well know. One

thing which has always been in its

favor, however, has been the ap-

peal system. Now, even this minor

good point has been seriously

curtailed, while the trappings in

which it is clothed have been made

more attractive.

The clothing first: You now have

the right to bring up to three wit-

nesses to testify in your behalf as

any personal appearance before

your local board. Prior to the new

regulations, you were denied the

right to present any witnesses,

although some local boards

allowed you the privilege. Barring

unusual circumstances, though,

you are limited to a total of 15

minutes to present your total case

before the board. If you divide this

time between yourself and three

witnesses, it is apparent that

nobody gets a chance to say much.

As a result, you should press for

a longer interview, and get them to

verbally refuse to give you the time

needed to present your strongest

possible case. Such a statement on

their part could win a higher ap-

peal for you.

The new rules continue to deny

you the right to an attorney at an

appeal This should obviously be

fought in court, and it surely will

be. In the meantime, you may not

present a lawyer before your board

except as a personal witness; he

may not appear as an attorney.

The new regs also permit you to

make an appearance before the

State Appeal Board. This is a first,

and an important one. Previously,

most appeal boards did not read

your file; they merely worked

from a summary sheet prepared

by a clerk -a distinctly illegal

practice, but one hard to prove.

Now, however, they will have to

take more time with your case

because they will be dealing with

you personally. This should

provide an instant bottleneck in the

entire SSS if all of you refuse to

accept unsatisfactory
classifications and exercise all of

your appeal rights. It could even

cause the whole system to bring to

a halt Keep that in mind if you

ever get a 1-A you don't want.

You are not allowed witnesses

before the state board, but it would

be to your advantage to request

permission to bring on (or more)

and have them refuse. They would

again be denying you an op-

portunity to present your strongest

possible case.

There is one very important

point vou should be sure to

remember Under the new regs.

you will only be given 15 days from

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:

7-S P m ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES-Tonight Sherlock

and Watson unravel the mystery of the "Empty House.

7 55 p m. REDMEN BASKETBALL
10:00 p.m. FOCUS-Moderator Ken Mosakowski moderates a debate

between student supporters of two presidential candidates. George

McG^ern and archconservative John Ashbrook who is opposing

Presiden Nixon in the New Hampshire on the basis that he has

betrayed the cause of American conservatism (60 minutes, live)

11:00 p.m. News
11:30 p.m. DAVE STANKUS -music till 3:00 a.m.

the date your classification is

mailed to file an appeal. Note: It is

not from the date you receive the

classification, but the date on

which it is mailed. This fact makes

it urgent that you ensure that your

board has your current mailing

address. If the letter gets lost, or is

delayed, you are the loser. Once

the 15 days is past, you are con-

sidered to have surrendered your

right to appeal the classification,

even if you did not receive the

notice. It is a difficult, and by no

means sure, job to persuade the

board that it should reopen your

case after the deadline has gone

by
You must act quickly. If at any-

time you receive a classification

you don't want, or don't un-

derstand, see a draft counselor

immediately If for some reason a

counselor is not available, send an

appeal letter to your board at once,

and then, if the appeal later proves

unnecessary, you can withdraw

the appeal As the old cliche says,

it is indeed better to be safe than

sorry. As with all correspondence

with draft boards, you should send

your appeal letter by Certified

Mail Return Receipt Requested,

and keep a copy for your files The

board will have to sign for the

letter, and the Post Office will

return the receipt to you. giving

you proof the board received it. and

when. .

Now look. The old regs allowed

30 days for an appeal. Most people

knew about the time limit and

acted within it, but some didn't.

Relatively few know that the time

has been cut in half, and a great

many folks will get fucked over by

the change. So please, make sure

that your friends know about it. If

they're on campus, tell them to

read this column, if they're at

home or some other school, write

them and tell them to pass the

word.
Without cannon fodder, the war

machine has to rust away. And if

you carefully exercise all of your

rights, you don't gotta go.

PEACE
Free draft counseling is available from

Draft Counseling Services in 923 Campus

Center. M thru F. from 9-4.

Civil Liberties To
Hold Open Meeting
The Civil Liberties Union of Hampshire County will hold a meeting

open to the public on Tuesday, February 29, in the Main Lecture Hall at

Hampshire College. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the activities

of the Chapter and new ways it might go.

The principal speaker of the evening will be Mr. Spencer Coxe,

Executive Director of the Civil Liberties Union of Philadelphia, who will

speak on Civil Liberties when the Mayor is a Cop. Mr. Coxe has lead the

Philadelphia chapter in its defense of the rights of many individuals and

groups during the tensions of recent years in Philadelphia.

Following the address there will be a series of workshops to discuss

ways in which the Chapter can work with prisons, women's rights,

schools, and problems of local government including the police and the

courts.
,

TERMPAPERS

UNLIMITED

•WE GIVE RESULTS"

W5 HUNTINGTON AVE.

BOSTON, MASS. 02115

(617)767 3000

Caring . . .

. . . Doing.

Gamma Sig . . .

. . . Does.

Our thing is Service.

Let's talk about it.

Tues. Feb. 15th. 7:30 -9:00

COLONIAL LOUNGE S.U.

or call AAarcia 6-8362

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

VW Hus nr» I

after S p.m. SM-1472

reck * r»dto (all

112-22

New K2 Shis with warranty, no holes,

•irk your length Musi sell, besl offer Call

IVilt c\es 233-MI7.
IfMI

Pumpkin pie Ich lien* dir. I Hi gefallt mir

gut Happv MS days ook* Christine.
MS

Roommalewanled. A* Ctr.. Amherst

M „r f. Call Dan 2S3-7IM. IIS month TYPING

IMS Poraebe cuugte. eng. rebuild, new

clutch. Urea. ballery. brakea: elec

sunroof Mvat t«"ll. best reasonable offer.

hk.vir». after «p.m.
tfs-n

Makr 171! 21 * /meal ticket" Mill

possible to get refund for > oar meal ticket

R«> mine for IIM -will negotiate) Sav*

1 7a MM.

Kit Bird, love you whole k«Mche*. Tuba.
MS

GOOD FOOD

fj rord Falrlane coupe, auto., i cyl.

bucket will. new 'root end. brakea *

•now Urea Really hi good thape HIS or

heat offer Call M4-MM
tfl-H

Diamond needles, ref I74I. now I3.M

A mil. Carta »-m\ off. *-Track Tape.

I J ft Stereo Eoulp and acceaa. Dfcscounl

tfM7

\tt Commuters — If >ou care for better

ret*, hi Undent govt, vote in Thurs

election for two »bo care I
Thad Jartabek

* Rill Nledrwiecki
11217

BASSIST DRUMMER

Fantasia Snack Bar. Mb floor.

Washington, open Moo Fri 7 p.m. -12 a.m..

Sal * Sun. 12 a.m-IM p.m.. S p.m.

. 12 a.m. Come and eat good!

RIDE NEEDED

Typing - theaea. dlasertatlons. etc.

faal; accurate Proofreading, editing if

desired Have (ireek • Science symbol.

m-Mn.
tfaem

BOOK WANTED
( urrenl Perspectives in Social Psych.

Hollander A Hunt. 3rd edit S-S7M.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

\pt available, all utll furn or unfurn

(all 2S3-2MS or SM-aiM after ail.

U2-2I

Wanted to rock and roll. Dig the Stones,

anything that moves. Some original tunes

Own equipment C all Pete or Rich Rm < 10

S-24M
IfMI

REFRIGERATORS

Black Lights! ! Bright and beautiful, la

Inches long. It or wHh white push button

fisture I* (all Al at SM-M37

I _ bedroom house, escellent condition,

immediate occupancy Call Sklbiaki Real

F.slate between: - 7:Ji. SM-342S.
lf-2-IS

S year guarantee made by Delmonico 3

cubic foot. IB. S cubic foot la*. Call Gary

MMawti
112-2*.

Seed a ride to DC. Washington*

weekend If not. any weekend soon Share

expense* Please call SM-OSM
U2-II

Hide needed to lust north of New York
< it\ Wed Feb. is after ftp m or Thurs

morning Will share costs Call S4S-S2SS.

Fred.
U2-IS

WRITFRS

Writers! Have you scripts suitable for

TV? I would be Interested In production

Rro Russell SM-3MI between « and J.

tf2 IK

ROOMS FOR RENT

CHILD CARE

Room at Lake Pleaaant. 1-2 women. Call

Paul Itt/mon M7-I374.
if 2- la

197ft Maverick. 24.MO miles. lltPt AhM

large, wooden car-top carrier w flock -
|S«. < all M».a*37

Available March I to Sept I with option

to renew leaae. 2 bedroom apt .
Colonial

Milage. IIM a month, all utilities paid.

(all 2M-4HI*.
IfMI

HELP WANTED

Rrown suede afga" (•«•» made m
Turkey, asking IS*. Call MM2 never

IfMI

Skis for sale: Brand new III caa

Spauldlng Epo.y OS ahto Will aell cheap

Call Rawly Mf-llM. .
(J

Working on (ape Cod thla summer?

Live al Brownies Motor Court. Boute I

Wellfleet. I or 2 bedroom, housekeeping

(a bins open May M. Seaaon rales Call

7*I47M — West Springfield
tf2-l7

WANTED

Roy's residential treatment center

looking for full time counselor — teacher

with varied background (all Robert

r rrnetle - l4H7-go7-«50S

Mothers — cant find a reliable baby

sitter" Tired of high feea? Call the Child

(are eschange StaV222t for further In

formation
U2-IS

SERVICES

Amherst Audio services, stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. 117

No. Pleaaant at.. 2M-RI23.
tfsem

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Student Senate Budgets Comm — Sec..

12/hr up to 12.St hr Contact John

Stevens. Senate Office - M5*M '

tf2
_.

Green field. • rm*.. 3 bedrooms, living,

dining rm . and kite hen Heal and hot waler

included. No pets IllS/mon. Call 773-

*>MI after S:M pm
afMI

LECTURE NOTES

Notes for Botany 1*1. Kcon I2S. t.eol IM.

Phil ItS. Ciov IM. IM. Sec 101. 2M. 2S7, Zoo

10)1. lis on sale in Boom lis Student Colon

If -2-23

Double bed. eatra hang. Iwe new.

comfortable and cleun. tatcludea new

quilted mattreaa cover. Call SM47M »»

Keep irybig mm

New members
Visitors Program
Activities Office

today!

for the Distinguished

Applications at Student

thru Feb. I*. Apply

112-11

Women age »-» for Psychological

study of female cycle. II hours paid

participation over three months Prefer

non-ronlraceptlve pill uaera. Call Mrs

Cotton. M2-23S4. H: 30-1:00

tf2-lft

sublet I bdrm
•IMS after I.

IISS mo includ utll. SM

tf2-ll

Newfoundland, female. Z 1/2 yrs old.

champion pedigree (all after 3. •I7-Ba>7-

,7RV
tfMH

I S and foreign coins and stamps

bought, sold, traded Boh Murrln. 224

Hamlin House or P O Bos 104. Amherst.

Mass 0IM2.
If 2- IS

SI. Bernard puppies. Ready lo leave

mother. Femalea ARC papers. good

pedigree ITS and I IM (all S4I-IMI or MS

22!t»
affrM

Chev. 127 engine M or older I will

consider towing If It la In a wreck Rm 2M.

Fngin Fast or call SS3-420S in Ludlow

overseas Jobs for students. Australia.

Furope. S America. Mrlca. etc. /Ml

professions and occupations. I7M to I l.nnn

monthly Fspenes paid, overtime,

sightseeing Free information Write. Jobs

Overseas. Depl Q3. bos I M7 1. San Diego.

(a. mi*.
112-11

Two Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. 1-month lease.

llflS/month. Includes utll Call M5-32M

days or M.V3S7S nitea.

H 4-14

SFS Notes for Micro IM. Hhtt IM. Ivcon

M. Paych III. 2*2. 2«3. 2CS. 270. 2M. Ml.

I2S. 271. 2M. Ml. 32Sand Food Scl 101 Rm
3IH Student I Lobby

tf-2-23

FLYING MACHINES

TRAVEL

SALLY "MASH KFLI.FRMAN l<

RID ( ORT TAKF. OfT< ! I FRIDAY
FVFNIMilN HRFWSTFHMc( LOCO" .

MAIIAR.«:M-0:»-W:JI . DIRF( TFDRY
ROHFRT MTMAN <MASH>

tf2-2S

ROOMMATES WANTED

Spring vacation. 7 night* on the Spanish

Riviera I2M Including rnd trip Jet from

Roston. hotel etc Call Joyce Krensky M7
Wbeeler '.-2112 or V2II3.

112- It

TERMPAPERS

For sale foreign car parts. Alfa parti

and service new Mlchelln and Pirelli

snows, regular - cheap. Call 10 p.m. — 2

a.m. SM-35M. Try often.

PERSONAL
Thanks. Jake, you're a real swell guy.

The ride was fantastic. Love. Ann. And

drop dead while you're at It.

tfS-M

Share rm. in :i rm Pufflon apt . Ill /mo

util inc.. available immed. If interested go

to Music Hm/(ampus Or. See Lyn/-

Dagmar betw lo-l.T-n

aft-tl

Life-time guarantee 12 volt battery 1 yr

old (all aaMM after S. ^ ^

Fisher Superglaaa Skis. 205cm. Nordlca

hoots, sire 10 1/2. need money for school

(all Larry Vtt-SISS g-jj

Sue — happy day after Valentine's Day.

It was Ihe only way I could surprise you.

I o\e. Ken

Squire Village IM/month. all utilities

included (all 8S.V3240 after S. Aak for

leanne or Kay

.

If2- IS

Howie — I lo»e you. Pal.

Female roommate wanted for Rolling

(,r ISK-7V Call 253-7*4*.

W2-22

(hi South spring break: Bermuda —
Freeport — Acapulco — Puerto Rico. *-

it..v packages from I IM Fscape In

lernatlonal. call Peggy 253-SSS7.

tf2-2»

TRUMPET INSTRUCTION

Prof trumpet instruction all levels —
aspects of improv. ft harmony Leaaons in

my N'Hamp. Studio (all 527-4M7I It
II a.m. — noon.

If2-ll

Quality reference material — original

work and copies Term papers of Amherst.

Rm 117. \mherst. Carriage Inn. V
Pleasant St. 2M-SI4H

H2-25

Exceptional Apporiunity

for Married Couples
F.arn extra money part lime.

Tremendous potential. No obligation Call

Vlrv Norrlv for appointment I MS-S.T04

H2-22

tf2 IS
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—Notices

BOLTWOOU PROJECT:
All volunteers Senate vote coming up Wed

Talk to your Senators (especially the new one)

Let 'em know how you feel Mon night busses

are cancelled

CANCE HOUSE:
Coffee House Sat Feb 26 interested help or

Enterta.ners call Eli a 5015 Persist!

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY:
Executive Council Emergency meeting 5.30

p.m.. 16 Feb RSO Office area.

COMMUTERS:
The Concert Committee is collecting

Signatures of commuters to get money from

Commuter Assembly tor the Free Concert this

spring Concourse Level CC

CEO.:
Steering Committee meeting 7 30 tonight at

theotfice m Student Activities areas we'll be

going ovet next year's budget

COURSE OFFERED:
Standard 8. Adv First Aid Instructor Mr

Richard Br.ere, Mon. Feb 21 at 7 10 p.m..

Chapter House If interested, call and register

at Red Cross Office S»4 tS87

ENGLISH OEPT UNDERGRAOUATE
COUNCIL:
Welcome meeting Come to Bartiett Lobby

at7 30pm on Wed Feb 16 and discuss "After

Graduation What' Please come

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Disney's Miracle of the White Stallions

will be shown Toes. Feb 15 at the S U

Ballroom Tickets not sold at door, can be

purchased by calling 6 9027 or 6 StS4

FENCING CLUB:
The Fencing Club will meet Tues and Thurs.

at 7 00 in Rm • WoPE All members, old and

new are asked to attend

FOOD SERVICES:
T, red of eatmg the same old ? Food

Services organiiational meeting Tues .
Feb

15. » U pm CC Rm 165

FRENCH OEPT :

Apertif for French Dept an* maiors Tues..

Feb 15. nam, Herter 3rd floor Lounge

GOD'S TRUTH WITH MAN
Evidences of God's Truth with Man art

illustrated by readings in the Bible and Science

1 Health Also students testify to Gods Truth

m the.r lives Tonight 6 «5 p m . CC Rm M3

You're invited

OSS:
Meeting at 6 30 CC iOS W» Exec

meeting at 6 p m

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT ADVISORY

BOARO
Were mietmg again today m the Brett

Lobby Lounge from noon to 1 00 Come see

what w*re doing, ask questions and slate your

complaints This is the time and place

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB:

The regular Square Dance will be held

tonight from 7 30 10 30 Where* A sign will be

posted at the CCA directing you to the place

KRSNA CONSCIOUSNESS
introductory Lecture on The Top Most Yoga

System. CC Wed .71 Rm iOS I0*

READING STUDY SKILLS

Reading Study Skills New course We can

hrtp in speed reading, study skills, remedial

reading No credit, no fee First meeting

Monday. 7 30. Rm 174 CC

SIMSOC:
Tues. night classes will meet this week in

Leach House at 6 and 7 Those students from

previous semesters who wish to sell their

books, contact Bill Anderson in 114 Hamlin

SIMULTANEOUS CHESS EXHIBITION:

Dr Stephen Jones. USCF Chess Master,

takes on all comers at a Simultaneous

Exhibition tonight in the New Hatch beginning

at 7 All are welcome to come and play! Bring

sets and clocks if possible

SKI CLUB:
Meet ing tonight, • pm. Mahar Aud Movies.

Speaker, Weekend trip deposits. Info on spring

vacation trip

SORORITY RUSH:
Open parties will be held tonight at the

following houses Pi Beta Tni "Coed Rush" 7

8 30 at BKPhi House on Pleasant St.. Sigma

Delta Tau, "Hawaiian Night'' 5 15, Chi Omega

"A Look into the World of FaWion" 7 15 1 15.

Sigma Kappa and Kappa Kappa Gamma, 7 00

STUDENTS FOR McGOVERN:
There will be a meeting of Students for

McGovern tomorrow night in Rm. 169 at 8 00

All interested persons are invited to attend

SUG BOARD:
Three openings on SUG Board See John

Hogan or Lee Sandwen in the Senate Offices if

you would like to be on tfee SUG Board

THETA CHI RUSH:
The brothers of Theta Chi Fraternity cor

dially invite all Interested University Men to

come and meet usonTues. Feb IS. •: 00- 11: 00

p.m.

TRAIL RIDERS:
All Interested persons are invited to attend a

meeting of the Trail Riding Club tonite at 6 45

« Phi Sigma Kappa Come and talk shop

V V.A.W.:

Meeting Feb 17, 7 00 pm , Commonwealth

Rm, SU Committees to be organized

WMPIRG COURSE:
Members are urged to attend an informal

talk by Don Ross, a Nader's Raider, today at

2:30 in Rm. 802 CC.

WMPIRG PETITIONERS:
Don Ross will speak tonite at 9: 00 in

Engineering East After this informative talk,

there will be a petitioners' meeting. At

tendance is mandatory!

ZOOL. STUDENT FACULTY BAG LUNCH:

This Wed , Feb. 16, Dr B R. Levin will lead

a discussion on RACE. INTELLIGENCE &

HEREDITY 12:15-1:30. 349 Morrill.

Background article outside 326 Morrill.

LOST:
Glass case containing pair of wire frames,

important l.O.'s. learner's permit and Money

Money unimportant Lost Sat nite in Town

Call Janet 6 8504

Three month old black and brown Beagle

Shepherd Puppy (9" high at shoulder) If seen

or found, please contact Gus at 5 2162 or 253

9232 May answer to "Smudge". Thanks.

Army field jacket. Fri at Boltwood

Amherst. I need it for Army Reserve

Meetings Name tag SERKES, right pocket

Pilgrim Patch left shoulder Ira Serkes, 546

1049

Please, whoever took my pocket book from

804 Thompson relurn it to CC Lost t. Found.

You can keep the nickel but I desperately need

my keys and contact lenses. Thank you

Mezzuzah on neck chain near Boyden Gym

on Wed if found, call Shelley, 67450

FOUND:
D.A.R pin near Marshal Anne* Call Jim 6

9331

Tiger kitten (female) Orchard Hill vacinity

Will owner please call 6 7164

Crossword Puzzle

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNKOMAl*.

A reader named Carol, from Manassas,

va , writes to mform me that I have

•done it again " What I have done, ac

cording to Carol, is to once more extol the

virtuesof Lao Carol declares that, as far

as she Is concerned, those born under this

zodiacal sign are "arrogant, loud, pushy,

gossipy and back stabbing " Your

opinions, please!
• ••••

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Deception

,s invited it you procrastinate You are

not without allies Let others know .t

volunteer efforts m
hospital, charitable

signatures on dotted

Speak up Then

coniunclon with

organization Get

line

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Friends

argue about money Don't get caught m

middle Adhereto principles, but try to be

,mpamal By sharing knowledge, you

make significant gams Ensure happiness

by rising above iealousy

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Those who

put up big front are bluffing

Know this respond accordingly Stress

versatility Have alternatives at hand

One who is in position of authority >s m
dined to back you

CANCER (June 21 July 22) It may be

difficult to suck to facts, but now it is

necessary. Don't try to play games with

truth Accent is on how you respond to

studies, messages, longdistance calls

Aquarius plays prominent role

LEO ( July 23 Aug 22) You tend now t6

carry a torch Key is to live for today, not

yesterday You will understand Welcome

change, for it will prove beneficial

Member of opposite sex is involved Give

logic equal time with emotions

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Domestic

adiustmant is a necessity You may be

making something out of nothing Give

mate, partner full rem Lie low Gain

shown if you are a careful, shrewd ob

server Put off signing of legal document

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Don't insist,

force or cajole Take it easy See situation

as it exists, not as you wish it might be

Avoid trying to do too much at once. Let

others show their hands. Play con

servative game Wait and see

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Guard

valuables You exhibit tendency to let

things slip through your fingers Bui

ultimate gain is possible if you don't

panic Accent creativity You can gam
powerful ally Stick to game plan

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Be

subtle Accent glamor Don't reveal all

you know Play cards close to chest Let

others make mistakes Best course now is

conservative route Finish rather than

initiate projects Reconcile family dif

ferences
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Strive

to get on more solid ground Don't bluff

Accept facts as they exist You need not

follow course which is destructive Start

anew Join forces with Leo Then

situation brightens

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Study

Capricorn message Protect assets

Someone is withholding part of truth

Know this and respond accordingly Trust

hunch You are perceptive enough now to

make right moves Avoid w.shfu

thinking

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Heed your

own counsel One who usually is depen

dable may have head m clouds Create

your own opportunities Be a self starter

Expand horizons There is room for you

at the top if you so desire

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

possess strong creative drive You are

due for recogniton long overdue Your

voice is unusual you have innate sense of

drama. August could be most significant

period of this year for you Persons born

under Aries will play important roles

Copyright 1972. Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS

1 Tied

6 Underground
worker

11 Choer

12 Positive poles

14 Conjunction

15 Baseball team

17 Plunge

18 Pigpen

20 Foot pedal

23 Afternoon party

24 Splashing
sound

26 Man's name
28 Railroad

(abbr)

29 Trades for

money

31 Precious

stor.es

33 Bird

35 Discourteous

36 Stingy

39 Urged on

42 Preposition

413 Enthusiastic

45 Part of roof

46 Frozen water

48 Gourds

50 Flee (slang)

51 Totals

53 Hit hard

(colloq )

55 Note of scale

56 Trigons

59 Evades

61 Fashion

62 Puzzle

Answer to Yesterday'!i Puule
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6 Parent

(colloq.)

7 Preposition

8 Bow
9 Prepare for

print

10 Venerate

1

1

Kinds of locks

13 Scorches

16 Bad

19 Yellow of egg
(pl)

21 Mohammedan
prince

22 Rascal 35 Damp 47 Send forth

25 One who works 37 Becomes liable 49 Transaction

hard to 52 Vessel's curved

27 Push gently 38 Barks planking

30 Strip of leather g Stf*- *4 v»<

32 Royal
41
£pjT 57 Spanish artfcie

34 River in 44 VVidows 58 Compass point

Germany portion 60 Dutch (abbr

)

SENATE ELECTIONS
Vote m Thurs Senate Elections

Wed 's issue

SIGMA DELTA TAU
The sisters of SDT invite undergraduate

"Whanies" to a Hawaiian Dinner Party. 409

No Pleasant St at 5 15 pm

SIGMA KAPPA:
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to

Invite all University women to visit their home

at 19 Allen St tonight at 7 00 Different

projects will be made for the children at

Belchertown State Hospital

If you are interested in

learning how /helping to make

Pottery Wheels

come to the

CRAFT WORKSHOP

Student 1'n ion — lower level

v 10(5

See Ad

Long Weekend For Swimmers
WPI Nips Men Girls Lose i

By JAMS AHMADJIAN
"What can you say after an extremely close,

frustrating, highly competitive meet which your

team just lost by a few points?" "They did a good

job." "They dropped their times." "A new school

record was set." "There will be other meets." Last

Thursday night the UMass Varsity Swim Team lost

their big meet of the semester to W.P.I. 59-54, in what

had to be the most exciting and yet the most

frustrating swim meet of the season. UMass held the

lead throughout the meet until the last fateful event

which proved to be their downfall.

Winning confidence was high at the start of the

competition, especially when George Kwiecien, Dave

Guiney, Tom Smith, and Jim Cinamon won the first

event, the 400 yard Medley with a team of 4:23.6.

The really high point of the meet was when Ian

Emberson, a new swimmer for the team, placed a

new UMass record in the 1,000 yard Freestyle with a

record breaking time of 12:38.5 minutes. This was the

first time he had every swum the long, grueling

event his only other distance swimming being a two

mile open ocean race in Hawaii. Ian wanted to be of

use to the team in competition and he certainly

achieved it. .. „ . .
Joe Hebert continued this winning streak as he

placed first in the 200 yard Freestyle, time 2 :03

The score was 15-10 for UMass when the fast 50

yard Freestyle came up and Dick Blaisdell placed

first with a time of 23.8 seconds with Pete Ouellette

taking second

In the next event UMass again placed a first Bob

Okolita did it in the 200 yard Individual Medley with a

time of 2:21.7. while Captain Herb Schuster gained a

third place. . _ , _

.

The score was 34-18 for UMass as the first Diving

Competition began Team spirit and confidence were

high especially after diver Mike Queen took a first

place win.

Tom Smith placed second in the 200 yard Butterfly.

Brad Hulme is a new swimmer for UMass in this

event.

The Blaisdell/Ouellette combination did well again

in the 100 yard Freestyle. Dick Blaisdell placed first

with his best time of the season 52.3 seconds while

Pete Ouellette got a third.

In the 200 yard Backstroke Bob Okolita placed

second and George Kwiecien third bringing the score

for UMass up to 47-32.

W.P.I, started to gain though in the next two events.

Ian Emberson got a second in the 500 yard Freestyle

and Dave Guiney a third in the 200 yard Breast

stroke.

The score was still for UMass 51-46 at the start of

the second Diving Competition, but, much depended

on the success of the two remaining events. As it

turned out W.P.I, performed some fantastic dives.

Mike Queen gained a second for UMass. However,

this just wasn't enough to pull the team out of danger.

Everything depended on the last event, the 400 yard

Freestyle Relay; one team would get all the points

and the other team none. The race was one of the

most agonizing things to watch as each team strove to

finish first. It was extremely close and fast, but,

UMass just wasn't fast enough to win.

W.P.I, won the meet 59-54 proving that in sports you

can't always predict the victor until all the com-

petition is over. Close, keen, aggressive competition

certainly characterized this meet along with the

sharp disappointment of defeat.

Saturday afternoon the team lost to Coast Guard 66-

37. Next meet of the semester is when UMass hosts

Tufts Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Boyden Pool.

IM's
COURT TIME

6 IS

7 IS

Team Successful
Snow conditions for the Tufts

Slalom at Bromley in Vermont

were excellent being a com-

bination of man made and natural

snow on a very hard base. The first

50 gate slalom was an ideal 45

seconds in length, but it was not

very rhythmical and had some

hard cranking turns which were

hard to negotiate.

UMass was skiing in 8th position

and Co-captain Tuck Woodruff in

the first seed on number 8 bib

"wiped out'* badly but finished

with a 906 more than twice the

time for a good run Jerry Curran

in the next seed on 16 bib socked in

a good time of 47 7 seconds Too

many people were falling so Kurt

Syer on bib 24 in the third seed

brought in a good 48 and Dave

Rutter had a conservative 52.1

while Dick McWade had a sound

49.6 rounding out four good but not

great times for UMass. If Dave

Ferris could have a good one. then

the team would have a margin of

safety for the second run. but he

fell, but not as badly as Tuck and

he had a 61 3-not good but not

hopeless In the meantime. Boston

College and Northeastern were

out-skiing the Redmen BC had a

best four times of 195 8 and six men
standing while Northeastern had a

196.1 to UMass's third place of

197.4. In third place with two men

virtually out of it, it looked as

though UMass was not as good at

slalom as at giant slalom The

second run proved otherwise since

the four men who stood up in the

first run skied a second good

slalom. Curran had a two run time

of 95.8 for 9th place Kurt Syer had

a two run time of 95 5 for the best

team performance and a 7th place.

Dick McWade put two good ones

together for a 97.8 and 13th place

Dave Flutter's two solid runs for a

102 3 had a 17th place. This added

up to a team time of 391.4, BC was

close with a 391.7 while NU had a

395.0 and BU had a 417.7. Other

teams in order of finish were AIC,

Amherst, Tufts and Bentley.

Ken Biederman of BU won the

race, Dick Gannon of NU was

second and Andy Wernick of Tufts

was third. UMass did not have

great individual performances, but

the team second round per-

formance was outstanding and the

win loss ratio stands at one loss to

35 wins.

Rain was predicted for Sunday

and the snow was warmer and very

different Some of the early run

ners broke through the top hard

snow to softer snow below and

giant ruts quickly developed. To

compound problems a very heavy

"pea soup" fog crawled in and

visibility was less than two giant

slalom gates The fog was so thick

that there was some talk of can-

celling the race, but it lifted some

and the race went on while the ruts

grew deeper.

In the first run Tuck Woodruff

had a good 63 5. Jerry Curran had a

66 4, Kurt Syer fell two gates from

the finish and had a 78 7, Dave

Rutter had a 67 5 and Dick Mc
Wade had a 68.1 while Dave Ferris

fell With four men standing with a

total time of 265 9, the Redmen

were in third place behind Nor

theastem with a 264 2 and BC with

a 265.7.

The ruts were so deep that a

second giant slalom had to be set

Mother Nature decided that

everything ought to be new so she

lifted the fog and turned on a hard

snow storm With new snow the

track was much faster In the

second run the right four men stood

up to give a good team per-

formance Good enough to beat BC,

but not enough to down Nor-

theastern In the second run

Woodruff had a fast one to give a

two run time of 1202 to finish

second in the race. Dick Gannon of

NU won it with a 119 2 "Wise old

racer"' Jerry Curran, not skiing as

well as usual, got a total time of

128.2 and an 11th place over all

Dick McWade had a very fast

second run of 60.5 seconds, but with

his slower first run. finished with a

129 and 13th place Dave Rutter

gave his usual solid team per

formance and finished with a 131.2

and 20th place in the race These

were good performances good

enough to finish second in the race

Northeastern had a total team time

of 501.7 for the best four. UMass

had a 508 6. BC had a 509.8. NU had

a 522 5, Tufts had a 525 7. Amherst

574.1, Bentley 612 and AIC

finished last with a 644.5.

A stronger more experienced University of Vermont team overcame

the UMass Women's Swim Team 76-28 Friday night.

Vermont held the lead right from the start. Though UMass gained

many second and third places, these just couldn't equal the first Vermont

constantly captured. .

-Claire Briana placed second in the 200 yard Freestyle and the 500 yard

Freshman Laurie Seluk placed a close second in the 50 yard Freestyle

with a time of 28.5 seconds. She also grabbed seconds m the 50 yard

Butterfly and the 100 yard Individual Medley.

Senior Jan Reid gained third place wins in the 50 yard Butterfly, 100

yard Freestyle, and 100 yard Breast stroke.

Roxanne LaCoste placed third in the 50 yard Backstroke and the 100

yard Backstroke. . _ _ .. . ....
Mary Beth Stanne grabbed a third in the 100 yard Individual Medley.

Junior Sue White gained a second in the Diving Competition and a

second in the 50 yard Backstroke.

Sideline highlight of the meet was noted Coach Silvia of the Varsity

Mens Swim Team at Springfield College who came to watch his daughter

compete for Vermont.

Many of the UMass swimmers dropped their times and the team is

preparing for competition with URI Wednesday and the Albany In-

vitationals Saturday.
L iU.L»a, n iMMi» . iU i » ejaj«nr

Runners
Lose
By SANDY LAWN

Hopes for a Redman upset

faded fast Saturday as Nor-

theastern swept 10 of 13 events

to snooch UMass 78-31 The

Redmen. now 1-3, managed to

win the 50 yard hurdles as Jim

Graves set a new NU cage

record of 6.5 seconds Their

other two victories came in the

mile and two mile relays.

Asked about the loss. Coach

Ken O'Brien said that NU had

"no weak spots" and that the

Redmen "got seconds and

thirds in places we needed

firsts and seconds'' The score

certainlv could have been a lot

closer with a little luck In the

two mile race, Mike McCusker,

Doug O'Connell, and Bill Gillin

of UMass were running in a

pack with NU's Larry Joseph

until the last lap when Joseph

pulled ahead and won with a

y 12 McCusker and O'Connell

finished second and third and

Gillin took a fourth with a new

frosh mark of 9:20.5

Another bad break was in the

high jump where Mark Hughes

cleared the same height as the

;
winner, Brennanof. Nt\ but

only got second because

Breenan had fewer misses

O'Brien also had praise for

milers Rick Barry and Randy

Thomas who got third and

fourth and long jumper Steve

Bradley who captured a third

UMass also looked good in the

pole vault where John Kamp
: and Dennis Lombardo got

second and third

• is

9 IS

10 IS

TEAMS
BSI vs Zonkers

Cancevs Bombs
Phansvs lOers

MA vs Trojans

Goats vs Lovers

Libtofts vs Superstars

Micks vs Martinnes

Lovers vs Pranks

Dressed Beet vs Cards

Tn Sig vs John 4

Maulers vs Tigers

School vs Burners

Zeroes T vs Educ
Bucks vs Eyes

Zotsvs Mouse
Flaps vs Acme
Trout svs Rams

Trojans vs Hickory

APOvs SAE
PSDvs ATG

Oildoughsvs Risers

Troops vs Condors

Brother vs Indies

Cansvs Raiders

Tailsvs Colt 4S

Lions vs Heads

Troiansvs Calamity

Lovers vs Mad Dogs
Lemons vs Bl S II

No Names vs

Civil vs Flies

Guysvs Gunners
Food vs Edsels

Rodneys vs Mohawks
Kamikaievs Platoon

Zonkers vs Fellas

Raiders vs KATS
Bears vs Trouts

PSK vs TEP
BKPvS KS

Munch vs Jacks

Do Dos vs Stouts

Tubes vs ProiTO

Deacons vs Wilburs

Raccoons vs Bone
Squad vs. Smokers

TCvs PMD
DC vs. ZN

SAMvS LCA
Houps vs Patterson

UMASS SKI CLUB
presents

A Meeting Tonight
at 8 p.m. Mahar Aud.

Movies. Speaker, Trip Deposits Taken

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also, a

complete typing service.

Interested in

Summer Resort Work?
Then read HOWTO MAKE "TON THE
CAPE, Cape Ced's Summer Job Guide,

new in its second printing.

Yaw can get screwed It ways te Sunday

If you den't knew what you're doing, so

invest 50< and learn what resort war* is

really all about.

Well worth the price of a beer.

See to cover cost and handling to

CAPE COD CENTRAL

HMWICH Wet, »*$S. 02*4*

THE TOKYO
STRING QUARTET

WED., FEB. 16, 1972—8:00 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM (Stockbridge Hall)

RESERVED TICKETS: UMaw Undergrads $1.00; Other Full-Time

Student* $2.00; UMaas Faculty-Staff $3.00; General Public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL, 125 Herlrr Hall. Tel. 54.V0202

Krmainin* TickrU Al Door Oi»e Hour Before Performance

r-imntrrf by m\r J'.»w».tty »f M**—rh*-*U rim. Art* < »w' '
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Grapplers Keep Rolling
By JOHN BOCK

It isn't often, in any sport, that

three teams have a chance at

upsetting a top ranked team on the

same day. Three wrestling teams

had such a chance on Saturday at

Storrs, Connecticut Out of this

triple threat to UMass' Number 1

ranking in the NEIWA came only

Sathj Cttolligtan

SPORTS
the reaffirmation of the fact that

the Redmen a*e*'t Number 1

because they ajja't know how to

wrestle, as the grapplers

registered a dtan sweep of the

squad.

The chief threat came in the

form of the Rams of I'RI. the third

ranked team in the NEIWA and the

only team, other than UMass. to

come close to beating Springfield.

I KI boasted a team that derived

its strength from veterans that had

come though last year's New
Englands in fourth place In ad-

dition the Rhode Island recruiting

program had been particularly

successful in obtaining some fine

wrestlers out of New York, a few

from the same school as UMass
Captain Shelley Goldberg

The 118 pound match wa«, a

thriller, for a while, as it wrestled

New England Runner Up. Dave
Amato. against the Rams third

place winner Rich Adham After a

first period that saw Amato get

taken down and immediately
reverse his opponent, things

started to pick up and when Amato
put them down he was the 9-3

winner of the bout

Barry Godowsky was aggressive

on his feet and had Mark Pressman
in a lot of trouble many times but

only found himself at the edge of

the mat and without a takedown.

Once Pressman got ahead he,

stayed there and decisioned Barry

6-2.

Mike McGlaughlin found Joe

Savin* weak on the bottom and

rode him consistently well for two

periods, almost. Almost because in

the last thirty seconds of the match

Savino reversed Mike and won 4-3.

Mike wrestled very well against a

talented opponent as Savino was

two time runner up in the New
York State High School Tour-

nament and last year finished

fourth in New England.

At 142 pounds the Rams put their

best wrestler against Clay Jester

Charlie Catania finished second to

Steve Gaydosh of Springfield in the

1971 New Englands and had come

up the chart with a 3-2 decision

over Clay. It was the second

meeting for both wrestlers and

Clay again wound up on the short

end. A scoreless first period was

followed by a quick escape on

Catania's part. Clay spent the rest

of the period on his feet but behind

1-0. In the third period Clay

escaped quickly and was sparring

for takedowns when he received a

severe bruise on the neck and then

went back out and was taken down
He escaped again and put the rush

on his man and as the clock ran out

proved that the match might have

gone another way if there was
more time. With the decision at

142. URI led 6-3.

Catania had mentioned moving

up to 150 for the New Englands but

after seeing UMass Captain Shelly

Goldberg pin Greg Gamon in 3:33

he changed his mind If ever a pin

was needed to give the team some
hope it was then and Shelley came
through after taking his man down
quickly then escaping and taking

him down again in the second

period No contest was the best

way to describe the bout and

gratifying the best way to describe

the result as it gave UMass the

spirit to bounce back in the end

Chris Cadwallader lost a tough

one to Calderone 4-0 at 158. but this

gave Mike Duffy the incentive to

poll out a 3-2 victory over Barry at

167. Mike could only get his dump

on his opponent once but should

have had it in the first period. He

then rode for the time necessary to

gain the point advantage and the

win.

URI had the huskiest 177 pounder

seen this year but this didn't do

them any good as Bruce Buckbee

drew with Horowitz. It was this

same freshman that beat the

defending champion from Dart-

mouth in the URI-Dartmouth dual

meet. Bruce was tough on top but

couldn't turn his opponent over for

the necessary points for a win. In

the last of the match, however,

Bruce had Horowitz worn to the

best position for a takedown but

couldn't get it.

At 190 freshman John Connelly

lost to Vince Stramandinoli 7-3.

Stramandinoli is also an ex-

perienced wrestler and had some

strength over John. All this did not

seem so bad however as John's

inability to get a takedown. "I

think I had three takedowns in high

school and I am really going to

work on them now," said the

Nabnasset grappler

A man that the Redmen can call

on to pull it out in the end-Carl

Dambman Twice this year the

wrestlers have brought the match

down to the heavyweight bout and

placed the burden of a win or loss

on Carl's broad shoulders and

twice Carl has put the burden on

the other man Carl was again

outweighed a good eighty pounds

by his opponent, but this time the

kid had a bad temper and almost

started a fight With cool aplomb

Carl handled the situation with

Hey, take it easy man. I just want

to wrestle! " And wrestle he did but

not for long as he put his man away
with a fall in the early third period

and thereby won the bout and the

match for UMass 20-17.

The remaining two matches

were an anti-climax as the Red-

men waltzed over UMaine Orono

31-3 and for the second time this

season defeated UConn. 39-2 Russ

Chateaneuf scored a fall against

his Maine opponent and decisioned

his UConn man Peter Rock had a

big victory over Maine and showed

that the Redmen can count on him

anytime

CLOSE SAVE-Gerry Cheevers of the

Boston Bruins making one of his sixteen

saves against Larry Pleau of the Montreal

Basketbrawls
NEW YORK <AP) — Blood on college basketball

courts this season is giving chills to coaches.

Minnesota's Bill Musselman is "afraid to sneeze."

Musselman, afraid of recurrence of the brutal fight

that sent two Buckeye players to the hospital, has

gone so far as to discard the gold blazer he wore that

night. .

"All coaches, and I think most fans, are concerned

with the things that have happened in basketball

across the country and we want to stop those who are

hurting basketball."

"There is no place for fights in college basketball,

or any other sport. The positive aspects of com-

petition far outweigh the negative, but trouble like

th.it can only serve to jeopardize the whole

The Ohio State-Minnesota brawl was the wildest

during a basketball game this season.

"It might just be a sign of the times but the spec-

tator feels he pays his money and has this tremen-

Canadiens. Cheevers' netminding helped

the Bruins to a lacklustre 2-2 tie Sunday in

the Boston Garden.

Some

TAKING A DIVE-Swimmer Sue While, shown here practicing a

dive at the WoPE pool In front of her coach Pat Griffin, has been a

\ital cog in the girls' swim team. The girls might not be the win

ningest team oa campus, but as a spectator apart they rank at the

top. (MDC photo by Alan Chapman)

Hoopsters Look
End Skid

dous freedom," says Southern Cal coach Bob Boyd.

"I've never seen coaches and players get so much

personal abuse from the crowd as they have this

year u u
"They use every kind of word you would never be

able to print. Fights used to be two-man affairs. You

didn'l find fans pouring onto the court You didn't find

them going after players. We're getting a little

careless with crowd control. You go to an arena

where there were 10,000 people and no ushers. What

do you do?" .„ . .

Wooden says the brawls are a spillover from the

tense, modern world.

"The students are quick to rebel at anything now,

said the coach of the rtation's top-ranked team

"Little things thev used to take in stride now cause

them to react, sometimes violently It's just a

rebellious age-that's the thing that stands out more

than anything else."

T6
By DAN KAMAL

The National Basketball Association plays an eighty game schedule, so

a bad streak once or twice during the season isn't a matter of grave

concern to a team, unless the streak reaches the ridiculous proportions of

a typical Cleveland Cavaliers' tailspin

It ain't that way in college basketball, and one bad streak of even

moderate proportions is enough to leave a season in ruin.

Jack Leaman's Redmen are in ihe midst of a bad streak and while the

season is not in ruins, the Redmen stand just three games above 500 with

an 11-8 mark and are coming off a lackluster 58-56 loss to UConn, their

first conference loss after twenty straight wins. So the question is simply

Where do you go from here''
.

The answer is just as simple: You look for your next opponent, in this

case Boston University.

Terrier teams have had pretty good luck against UMass squads in

this, their first year in the v ankee conference The football team took the

Redmen by 47-21, and the hockey team outskated UMass by 6-4. So. if

you're a believer in the law of averages, then something's bound to break

BU has no intention of trying to end the UMass slump, and there are

some good ballplayers on the squad who are capable of making life

miserable for the Redmen Up front for BU are Jim Gauvin. Bob Boyd

and Steve Barber
Gauvin. the biggest of the three at 6'8

". is going to be the man to beat il

the Redmen wish to win the battle of the boards.

Boyd stands at 6'5" and is a good shooter Thus far this season he s

averaging about 25 points a game The Redmen will have to contain Boyd.

Steve Barber is the "midget" of the three, standing at 6'3" Barber is

the runner, the man who hustles off the boards and gets things going.

The backcourt consists of two mystery men, known only as Sheehan

and Dabney. This twosome sounds like dental consultants, but could rate

as the key to the BU offense Sheehan, at 6 1". is another good shooter, at

the 6' even Dabney ranks as the floor general for the Terriers.

A slump is something that basketball fans on campus have not seen for

a couple of years, but no team is immune The mark of a good team is

when it can break a slump before it gets too long, and then play like it

never happened. The next couple of games should write an interesting

story.

Olympics -What Next
SAPPORO. Japan (AP)-The

Winter Olympic Games, which

grew from a modest start in 1924 to

Sapporo's stupendous production

in 1972. face threats to their

existence in the future.

If they meet that challenge, the

Winter Games probably never

again will have a host nation

willing to spend the $70 million

needed in Japan
Denver, Colo., has won the

games for 1976 and planners from
there talk of an "Economical
Olympics" with competition sites

at three widely separated
locations -Denver, Steamboat
Springs and Vail.

They envision an airlift to make
travel between those sites possible.

And they don't want to build a four-

man bobsled run.

Avery Brundage. the 84-year-old

president of the International

Olympic Committee, who retires

this year, urges that the Winter

Olympics be dropped

His argument is that they have

become too costly and only

relatively few nations compete in

the skiing, skating and sled

competitions. There were 35

countries represented at Sapporo

When Austria's Karl Schranz

was banned from the 1972 Games
on charges of professionalism, the

action pointed up another major

problem facing the Olympics.

International federations in the

various sports feel they should

have jurisdiction over eligibility in

their specialties While Brundage

argues that professionalism is

rampant in Alpine and Nordic

skiing, the federations claim they

police amateurism according to

their rules

Schranz was certified by the

International Ski Federation FIS

but disqualified after he had

arrived in Sapporo The Austrian

ski officials declared "there was

absolutely no solid evidence"
against him
Austria had threatened to with-

draw its entire team but when
Schranz asked the others to

compete, the threat died.

Notice
Women's Intramural Bowling

Kntries will be accepted through

Tuesday. February 15. Play is

scheduled to begin Tuesday,
February 22.
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Similarities in

Paradoxes run in chains

until they converge to

form nothing.
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Need For UMass Hospital Questioned

By CHARLES BKKKOW
The proposed I 1Mass medical

school hospital in Worcester might

not be built, according to

Massachusetts Secretary of Health

Services Peter C. Goldmark Jr

liovernor Francis Sargent has

agreed to review the "need" of the

new hospital in Worcester

The Worcester Telegram
yesterday quoted Governor
sirgent as saying that he will

studv conflicting reports'' on the

need" for the new hospital in

Worcester He said that he will

make the final decision on the

hospital within a month

The Governor's office had
earlier reported that it would not

review the UMass hospital project.

But Dr Lamar Soutter. Dean of

the UMass medical school in

Worcester, believes that Sargent is

making a reasonable move now
If I were in his position. I'd do the

same thing." he said I think he

wants to make an intelligent

decision based on the facts I'm

certain he doesn't want it to be a

political decision
"

Sargent was asked to review his

decision on the UMass proposal on

Monday by Henry Jones, the

president of the Massachusetts

Blue Cross
An article published in the

Boston Globe yesterday said that

Worcester already has "a costly

excess of nearly 600 hospital beds."

In addition to this, three hospitals

in the Worcester area are planning

to expand their out-patient

facilities and increase their in-

patient facilities by 100 new beds

and 285 re-built beds

The state was expected to ap-

prove the $25 million worth of

expansions today in hearings

before the state Public Health

Council. However, the Health

Department today withdrew its

On The Inside

:

WMPIRG Faces Opposition
See page three

Mitchell Resigns
See page four

McCartney's Song Banned
See page six

recommendations for approval for

the hospital additions As a result,

the Council made no decision

either way.
Jones said in a letter recently

that the Worcester area already

has a surplus of hospital beds He
said that the public in the area

could lose as much as $12 million a

year through inefficient use of

hospital space if the UMass
medical school hospital is built

without a reduction of some sort in

the facilities of the presently

existing hospitals in the areas

When asked to comment on

Jones' remarks. Dean Soutter said,

"that letter was written on

December second, and it was

based on statistics collected by the

Department of Public Health,

which have since been proven to be

invalid.

'In fact, the Commissioner of

Public Health has rejected them
The statistics collected by the

Worcester hospitals and the

regional planning people are much
more valid, and they show that

even with the addition of our (400)

beds that Worcester will be under

bedded by a considerable number
of beds by 1980."

Dean Soutter suggested another

reason for Jones' opposition to the

school hospital: "1 think that he's

been under a good deal of pressure

from some of the Boston hospitals

to do so I oppose the new medical

hospitals) When he appeared at a

hearing in Worcester he brought as

principle speaker the Associate

Dean for Hospital Affairs from

Harvard. Dr Sidney Lee.

"And Dr Sidney Lee was very

busily trying to persuade us last

fall not to build our hospital And I

think that you can easily see that if

we build our hospital we will have

an absolutely first class medical

school which will be a strong rival

to the three in Boston And if we
don't build it. we will have M
absolutely third rate medical

school
"

The Globe reported Dr I^ee .is

saying that the UMass hospital will

take patients away from already

under used and ineffu lent Wor
cester hospitals

Dean Soutter has been reported

as saying that the 1 'Mass hospital

will draw half of its patients from

outside the Worcester area But the

UMass medical school is repor

tedly planning an out-patient

facility which can serve, according

to the Boston Globe, only the

Worcester area

Dean Soutter told a group of

health officials and politicians

from the area last week There is

no doubt that there is a growing

concerted effort to get rid of the

medical school hospital
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Ricci: A Belchertown Friend
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

An old sage once said that if

you've met one radical professor

then you've met them all. There is

always an exception and UMass
Professor Ben Ricci is definitely

the exception. It's true he doesn't

have long hair, but the most out-

standing difference in Ben Ricci s

character is that he not only gets

things done but gets things done
fast.

Ricci has been president of the

Belchertown Friends Association

for the last four years and is the

man who organized the class suit

against the state Department of

Mental Health (DMH) The suit

charges that the DMH has been
negligent in the care of patients at

the Belchertown State School for

the retarded.

His performance outside of the

University is matched by his

performance as a member of the

UMass faculty Ricci has taught at

the University since 1950 and is

director of laboratory applied
physiology. He is also chairman of

exercise sciences at UMass.
He got involved in working for

the mentally retarded, he told the

MDC during an interview last

Sunday, only a few yours after his

24 -year old son. Bobby, was born

Bobby is presently a resident at the

Belchertown State School and is

one of the 28 plaintiffs named in the

class suit against the state.

He applied for his son's ad-

mission to Belchertown when
Bobby was six years old, he said

As he sees it, the action was the

'hardest decision'" he and his wife

have had to make in their lives. He
told the MDC 'There were no

alternatives. Belchertown or

nothing."

It was only two years ago that

the Springfield Union printed the

Tragedy of Belchertown "--a

series of articles which exposed the

inhumane conditions which existed

at Belchertown At the time, Ricci

defended the Belchertown ad-

ministration against the criticisms

of the series Today. Ricci states.

"I now realize this was a mistake
"

Commenting on Dr Milton
'ireenblatt s role as commissioner
<>t the Department of Mental
Health Ricci said: "I wouldn't

want him to have anything to do
with mental retardation

"

About attempts to form a

separate Department of Mental
Hi-tardation. Ricci said, "I think it

Spring Concert

Needs Support
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Ben Ricci is a "radical" at the University of Massachusetts-he

gets things done. He has served as president of the Belchertown

Friends Vssocition for the past four years. He's been a force in the

effort to improve the Belchertown State School. ( MDC photo by Steve

Schuster)

By HUGH OWEN
"The Student Senate should not

be the sole supporter of a concert

for the students," stated Gary

Gomes, a member of the Student

Senate and the Concert Com-

mittee. "The only way a concert is

going to be held this spring is if

students get together in support of

it. We therefore urge every student

at UMass to show their support for

the spring concert."

As it stands now the possibility of

a spring concert is very feasible,

but only if students contribute their

support Money is needed to cover

the expenses of the concert and the

student body is the prime source

for this money Approximately five

thousand dollars is currently

available for us in funding the

concert, but at least twice that

much is still needed.

Elliot Sherman, also a Student

Senator and member of the Con-

cert Committee, is asking area

governments to contribute money
He has so far received favorable

response from the Southwest area

government Sherman stated that

any students who wish their

government to support the concert

need only to contact their area

government and request that they

help fund the concert.

Commuters who wish to see a

concert in the spring are asked to

sign a petition at the Commuter
table on the Concourse Level of the

Campus Center during this week
The Commuter Assembly had
previously turned down a request

to contribute money to the concert

funds. If at least three thousand
signatures are collected, however,

then the Commuter Assembly will

more than likely move to recon

sider funding the concert.

Once it becomes clear whether
or not students are in support of a

spring concert, it will then be left

up to the students to decide who
will play and where the concert

will be held. There are a choice of

three areas where the concert can
be held -in the stadium, at the

Campus pond, or in the Bowditch
Lodge area between the stadium
and V lot. Gary Gomes expressed
his opinion that if the majority of

the student body were in favor of

holding the concert in the stadium,

then surely the administration

would not turn down such a

request

Concert Committee meetings are

held every Thursday night at nine

in Room 175 of the Campus Center

These are open meetings and
anyone who wishes to help out or

find out more about the concert are
invited to stop by.

is pretty clear that mental
retardation is a step-child of the

DMH In fact, we're asking the

judge to state that mental retar-

dation is not part of mental
illness," he said

Governor Sargent in his State of

the State message proposed a new
department in the area of mental
health and retardation The
governor's new department would
be called the Department of

Mental Health and Retardation
Ricci said this proposal was

unacceptable T look upon this

proposal as a change in wording
There should be and must be a

complete separation," he said.

\sked if he took special pleasure

in beating the system. Ricci

replied. "There is a good feeling in

knowing that the bureaucracy can
be beat by a concerned group of

parents
"

Ricci explained why the judicial

branch of government was used to

fight the Belchertown case "The

executive branch of government
has performed in a perfunctory

manner. said Ricci. "The

governor has insulated himself in

this case
"

As far as the legislative branch
goes, he said, it has enacted some
meaningful legislation but has not

acted upon these particular bills

An interesting aspect of the dMi
suit filed against the state DMH is

the limited amount of coverage
which has appeared in the Boston
papers Ricci reasoned, "perhaps
it is because they don't fully un
derstand the national implications

which will come from this case It

has a distinctly Western Mass and
Belchertown fixation."

On student involvement at

Belchertown. Ricci stated.

"UMass students and faculty have
had a long history of involvement

at Belchertown
"

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91 1 FM:
7:00 p.m. News
7:30 p.m. SIGHTS AND SOUNDS

PART-TIME

Earn $100 I

Par Week

Work Own Hours at

Collage Sales Rap.

Sell exclusive line of

engagement & wedding rings

to students on campus. Many
leads provided by complete
advertising program. 20% of

students will marry this year.

For assignment send
background report to Amer.
Campus Sales Assoc, Box 216,

Fanwood, N. J. 07023

8:00 p.m UJAMAA DRUM - a

three hour black show with jazz,

soul, information and news
compiled by members of the

Black Mass Communications
Project.

11:00 p.m. News
11.10 p.m. Eric Benjamin Show -

music til 3.00 a.m.

Faculty Senate

Specially Convenes
"There will be a special meeting of the Faculty Senate of the University

of Massachusetts Amherst Thursday, Feb. 17. in order to discuss

collective bargaining as a means of enhancing the faculty's role in the

governance of the University. Representatives from the variou>

professional associations will present their views on collective

bargaining and the contributions their respective associations can make
in organizing and representing the faculty before the President and the

Board of Trustees Professor Israel Kugler will speak for the American
Federation of Teachers, he is currently President of the New York State

Federation of University and College Teachers Professor Martin
I^apidas will represent the American Association of University

°rofessors; he is with the New York office of AAUP. Professor Belle

Zeller will present the position of the National Education Association ; she
is a member of the board of the National Society of Professors NEA.
The meeting will be in the Engineering East Auditorium, Room 131, at

4:00 p.m. The meeting will reconvene in Rooms 169, 174, and 176 of the
Campus Center at 7:30 p.m."

JESUS CHRIST
Are you who they say you
are?

Christian Revolutionary

Russ Johnston
Says He Knows

Challenge him at

"JESUS REBOUND"
Mahar Auditorium

8 p.m., Thurs., Feb. 17

Writer's Seminar
New Collegian Staffers

(and all others interested)

2. Wednesday 2/16 Style

3. Wednesday 2/23 The Lead

4. Monday 2/28 Interviewing

All from
7:00-7:30 p.m.

Collegian Reporters should attend.

(Except JS201 Students)

Collegian Copyreaders

should get to No. 2

,
KEY,

\LARG0
Bogart and Robinson. An obviously

symbolic set-to directed by Huston

from the Maxwell Anderson play.

Bacall, Lionel Barrymore. Claire

Trevor. Thomas Gomet are featured

FEBRUARY 23
THRU FEBRUARY 29

Petrified Forest
Bogey's first major film role.

Steal the scene from both

Leslie HowarC and Bette Davis..

Adults ..$1 50 all week
Students. Mon. thru Thurs. $1.00

Children 50c at all times.
Westover Service Men...S1 00
Mon. thru Thurs.
Matiness every Saturday
and Sunday.
SPECIAL MATINEE rate for

adults . $1 00

{Eire fflaHBarftiiflrttfl Bails (EolUgtatt

Theofficj of the DAILY COLLEGIAN >s on the second floor of the Studenf Union

on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, lip code 01007 Telephones 545

2SS0 (news) 545 0344 (sports). 545 0731 (business)

Second class postage is paid m Amherst THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes

Monday through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation, e%*m

periods or holidays Accepted for mailing under the authority of an act of March 8.

1879. as amended by an act of June 11. 1V43. Subscription rates are S6 00 per

semester or S10 00 per year

If you are interested in

learning how/helping to make

Pottery Wheels

eome to the

(RAFT WORKSHOP

Student Union — lower level

anv dav 10-6
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W20S.U.
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'
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Ross Urges Continued WMPIRG Support
By STEVK TRIPOLI

A small gathering of petitioners

for the Western Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group
(WMPIRG) last night heard Don
Ross, one of Ralph Nader's

assistatnts and a PIRG coor-

dinator, warn them of the possible

difficulties the group faces and

exhort them to keep the petitioning

going as strong as they did in the

beginning

The major problem facing the

petitioners at the moment is that

after the initial spurt of petitioning

(which netted 3,200 signatures of

the needed 8,000 in the first week)

the fervor has died down and. in

Mr. Ross' words, this represents a

danger signal" in the movement,
since 8,000 signatures, or 50% of

the student body, are needed to

authorize the levying of a $2.00 fee

for support of WMPIRG on the

student body.

There has been some opposition

to this petitioning on the grounds

i hat leveling such a fee as support

Don Ross, assistant to Ralph Nader and a PIRG coordinator,

warned a gathering of students last night of the need to sustain the

drive for signatures. There is stUI something that many of you can

do. (MDC photo by Barbara Brecher)

Graduate Senate

Focuses On Ecology
By JEANNETTE MART1NEAU
Monday nights Graduate

Student Senate Meeting focused on

the question of changing the name
of the Department of En-

vironmental Science to the

Department of Agriculture and

Environmental Microbiology

According to Senate President

Veda Ross. "The graduate

students within the department are

concerned about the renaming of

the Department of Environmental

Science, and claim that such a

change will hurt the status of the

department nationally because it

will become a more diversified

department, offering a duplication

of services already available."

These students and most of the

department's faculty have already

endorsed a statement to be sub-

mitted to Robert Gluckstern. Vice-

chancellor of Academic Affairs,

which states that they "strongly

oppose the renaming of the

Department of Environmental

Science to Department of

Agriculture and Environmental

Microbiology
"

Among other reasons, the

statement alleges that: "The

Department of Microbiology is

currently the recipient of a

National Institute of General

Medical Science-National In

stitutes of Health Training Grant

(one of only three newly granted

nationally in basic science in 1971 >

which provides basic support to

several graduate students, and

departmental support to further

the quality of the program offered

by the Department of

Microbiology We have received

indications by qualified persons

that the unwarranted duplication

of effort created by the Depart

ment of Agriculture and En-

vironmental Microbiology will be

taken as evidence of lack of ad-

ministrative commitment toward

the Department of Microbiology

and thus unfavorably affect the

evaluation by a review committee

of the climate for modern graduate

education in microbiology at the

University."

The Grad Senate "resolved

that ..such a namechange be

referred to the Student Affairs

Committee for further in-

vestigation" and •'expressied)

grave concern over the distress put

upon the Graduate Students and

Faculty of both the Microbiology

and Biochemistry Departments.'

In other business, the Senate also

voted to issue a statement "in

support of Freda Salzman's claim

to tenure and reinstatement

Also discussed and tabled were

motions concerning a Graduate

Review Board This motion stated

that "The University has no due

process... to safeguard grad

students."

Further funding of the

University's Day Care Center also

came under consideration, and

was tabled pending the submission

of an updated budget

An "ad hoc" study committee to

the Future University Committee

was also discussed, and a Grad

Student Senate Constitution

Committee and a Publicity

( ommittee were created.

The next meeting is scheduled

for Monday, February 28, at 7:30

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

of WMPIRG on the student body is

unconstitutional. Mr. Ross was

quick to point out that this is not the

case, since students who do not

wish to pay the fee can obtain a

refund shortly after it is paid Ross

also pointed out legal precedent

where the Attorneys General of

several states have refused to

declare the fee unconstitutional.

This topic was of concern to the

gathering because of recent

unconstitutional'' allegations

published in the Letters to the

Editor section of the Collegian.

The number of petitions still

outstanding was another source of

concern of the group. Of ap-

proximately 500 petitions in cir-

culation on the UMass campus last

week, only 100 were accounted for

at last night's meeting.

There is also the factor of the

number of petitioners still active in

the signature campaign. Last

night's meeting showed only a

smattering of the support by

received at its inception last week.

Many of those who originally at-

tended still have petitions out

standing, and Mr. Ross was quick

to point out that although they

probably had other commitments
to attend to they should at least

turn in the petitions that they

originally received instead of

allowing all those signatures "to be

filed in a notebook at home."
One of the final orders ol

business before throwing the

meeting open to discussion was to

inform the petitioners of the

situation at other, smaller schools

in the area Ross pointed out that

other schools in the program in this

area are anxious to know about the

situation at UMass since it is run

on a much larger scale here than in

schools of a smaller size. He also

pointed out that since the program
is going well here we may be called

on to aid other schools. "You're

going to have to do for them what

I'm doing for you tonight if the

workers that the campaign situation arises

"

Student Fee Hike Discussed
Bv JOYCE KOSOFSKY
and MIKE GREGORY

Last night's meeting of the Rent

and Fees Committee focused

mainly on possible increases in

student fees The increases are at

this point in the proposal stage

Attending the meeting were Terry

Grinan, Head of the Campus
Center, Charles Hampton of the

Housing Office, Thomas Campion.

Vice-Chancellor for Ad-

ministrative Services. Joel

Stoneham, Director of Food Ser

vices, and members of the

University and State Com-
munications Council, (U.S.C.C.)

The U.S.C.C. commented that it

is still too early for them to foresee

any increase of student tuitions

There are presently twelve bills

filed in the State House, eleven of

which are for an increase ranging

from 35%-60% of instructional

costs, and one bill which would

provide for free tuition. The
US.CC stated that Governor

QUITO. Ecuador <AP>-

President Juan Maria Velasco

Ibarra was overthrown in a

military coup Tuesday night,

unofficial sources reported.

Thev said the coup was led by

Gen Guillermo Rodriguez Lara,

the army commander, with the aid

of other military leaders

It would be the fourth time

Velasco Ibarra. 79, has been

overthrown He has been elected

president five times.

Velasco Ibarra was elected last

in 1968 and assumed dictatorial

powers in 1970.

An ousted general led a military

uprising against him a year ago.

demanding he fire Jorge Acosta

Velasco as defense minister

Acosta Velasco. the president's

nephew, was dismissed a week

later in response to the pressure

During Velasco Ibarra's ad-

ministration, Ecuador and the

United States have been involved

in a "tuna war" in which Ecuador

has seized dozens of U.S. tuna

fishing boats for operating within

its controversial 200-mile sea limit

Sargent will probably introduce his

own kind of bill for increases in

tuition

The feeling in the Legislature

against tuition increase is not as

strong as in the past. This is due to

the tight economic crisis in the

State Although the U.S.C.C had no

specific ideas for the Rent and

Fees Committee at this time, it

was suggested that the two groups

meet every other week.

Terry Grinan mentioned that he

had only 50% of the data for the

1973 fiscal year budget for the

Campus Center He is still waiting

for Whitmore to send him the in

formation on the cost of living

increment for employees
Chuck Hampton of Housing said,

of the 12,166 possible bed spaces,

only 11,877 beds were being used

because counselors are having

single rooms, rooms being knocked

out for the use of snack bars, etc

Committee member Marty Wilson

suggested that the people oc

cupying singles should be charged

extra in order to compensate for

the 289 spaces not being used Mr.

Hampton then mentioned that this

would affect some 2.000 students

living in these single rooms
Before he can predict any in

creases. Joel Stoneham, Director

of Food Services, said that he

would need projected housing

occupancy along with the class

mix* the number of seniors,

juniors, sophomores, and fresh

men living in the dorms) Once he

has these figures, then it will be a

short time before he will make any

predictions.

The problem of student fee in

creases cannot be fully resolved

until the budgets from the Ad
ministration are presented in their

entirety before the Rent and Fees

Committee The exact amount of

any increase will be decided

sometime this spring

Ecuador
The Ecuadorian president ac

cused Washington last year of

supporting what he called the

piracy of US fishing companies

The United States recognizes only

a three mile sea limit and 12 miles

for fishing control

INTER-CITY
RELOCATION SERVICE
Moving? Right from your

living room we can contact a

reliable Realtor anywhere in

the U.S. He'll find you a new

home, inform you of your

new community, meet you at

the train or plane. No

obligation to you. Our Miss

Intercity will handle all the

details.

D.H. JONES
Real Estate Agency

549-3700

THE TOKYO
STRING QUARTET

TONIGHT— 8:00 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM (Stockbridge Hall)

RESERVED TICKETS: UMass Undergrade $1.00; Other Full-Time

Students $2.00; UMass Faculty-Staff $3.00; General Public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 125 Herler Hall, Trl. S45-O202

Remaining Ticket* Al Door One Hour Before Performance
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In The Nation And The World

Mitchell Resigns Post •

Kleindienst Appointed

Senate Reaffirms

Civil Rights Act
WASHINGTON (AP)-John N. Mitchell resigned as

attorney general Tuesday to take command of

President Nixon's re-election campaign. Nixon

quickly tapped Richard G. Kleindienst, Mitchell's

deputy and personal choice for the Cabinet post.

Senate liberals promised close questioning of

Kleindienst, an Arizona conservative, but early in-

dications were that his nomination as the President's

top legal adviser would gain Senate confirmation.

Mitchell, one of Nixon's closest personal and

political advisers, managed his 1968 campaign. His

resignation to direct the 1972 effort had been expected

for months, but apparently was delayed by debate

within the administration about his successor.

The pipe-smoking, taciturn Mitchell was reported

to have insisted that Kleindienst get the job, while

other administration officials feared that his

nomination would touch off a Senate donnybrook.

But the Senate liberals who planned close

questioning of Kleindienst at his confirmation

hearings, scheduled to begin Feb. 22, said Senate

approval is likely.

Mitchell is the sixth member of Nixon's original

Cabinet to resign Secretary of Commerce Maurice

Stans recently quit to become the chief fund raiser for

the Committee for the Re-election of the President-

the same organization Mitchell will head beginning

March 1.

Sen. James O. Eastland. D-Miss., a conservative

who heads the Judiciary Committee which will

examine the nomination, said Kleindienst has been a

great deputy attorney general and will be a worthy

successor to Mitchell.

Perhaps more significantly, Sen. Phillip A. Hart, D-

Mich., one of the more liberal members of the

committee, said "If the President says he needs him,

the Senate should go along with it unless the nominee

has a moral defect. And I know of no moral defects in

Richard Kleindienst."

Mitchell gave Nixon a handwritten letter of

resignation Monday and the President responded

Tuesday with a four-paragraph letter saying he

accepted his departure from the Cabinet "on a note of

the utmost regret-but a regret compensated by a

sense of personal andheartfeltgratitude on behalf of

myself and all Americans."
Awaiting Mitchell at the re-election campaign

headquarters a block from the White House is a staff

of about 100 paid political workers and an

organization which already extends to about half the

states.

Kleindienst, who managed Sen. Barry Goldwater's

1964 bid for the White House and was active in Nixon's

1968 campaign, joined the Justice Department as

deputy attorney general at Mitchell's behest im-

mediately after Nixon's inauguration.

The 48-year-old Harvard Law School graduate

Arizona State legislator and one-time candidate for

governor of Arizona has been identified as a con-

servative on such issues as civil rights, civil

libera ues and wiretapping.

WASHINGTON ( AP ) The Senate

reversed itself Tuesday and voted

for enforcement through the courts

of the 1964 Civil Rights Act's ban on

racial and other discimination in

employment.

By a 45-39 vote, it adopted an

amendment by Sen. Peter H.

Dominick, R-Colo , erasing from a

hotly-contested bill authority for

the Equal Employment Op-

portunity Commission to issue

cease-and-desist orders.

Under the amendment, the

EEOC would have to bring en-

forcement suits in the federal

courts rather than have the power

to order employers or labor unions

to half alleged discrimination.

The amendment, previously
rejected by the Senate in slightly-

different form, seemed likely to

break the impasse over the bill and
clear the way for its early passage.

Dominick told the Senate that if

his amendment were not adopted,,

he saw no chance of getting any
bill

In Brief...
McCloskey Challenges Nixon To Debate

( APi-Rep. Paul N. McCloskey, R-Calif.. who is seeking to unseat

President Nixon, challenged the President Tuesday to a face-to-

face debate.

McCloskey, speaking in Denver, N.H. on a campaign swing for

the state's March 7 presidential primary', said the debate with

Nixon "would allow the voters of New Hampshire to see the

President in their state prior to the primary." He also said it would

allow the voters "the opportunity to judge between Mr Nixon and

myself as to whom they would support on election day."

Earlier, McCloskey said that when the Nixon administration

"starts calling its critics traitors, something is wrong in this

country."
Lawyer Number Two In Justice Department

WASHINGTON (AP)-A Stonington. Conn, lawyer was named
Tuesday to the number two spot in the Justice Department

following the resignation of Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell.

President Nixon announced he would name Louis Patrick Gray

III, 55, to be deputy attorney general succeeding Richard Klein-

dienst who will move up into the attorney general's when Mitchell

resigns March 1.

Shirley ( hisholm Opens Campaign
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP>-Rep Shirley Chisholm, D-N.Y

.

opened her Massachusetts campaign for the presidency Tuesday

and told a group of predominantly black supporters, "It's time for

the have-nots of this country to get together."

Mrs. Chisholm. speaking to about 400 persons in the gymnasium
of the Cambridge Community Center, apologized to the group for

the lack of fanfare accompanying her arrival.

"I'm poor, I'm black and I'm a woman." she said. "The only

thing I have is a gut commitment to you. the people.

"

Heath Urges Coal

Strike Settlement

But he indicated that if his

amendment were accepted, he
would join if necessary in a move
to invoke the Senate's anti-
filibuster rule and bring the debate
to a halt.

Two debate cutoff moves have
fallen short of the required two-
thirds majority.

Dominick's latest amendment
differed from his original
primarily by providing for ex-

pedited handling of job-
discrimination cases in the federal

courts.

It provides that if the EEOC's
general counsel certifies that a
case is of general public im-
portance, it shall be heard by a
three-judge federal court with
direct appeal to the Supreme
Court
Dominick's amendment is in line

with what President Nixon has
recommended. It also is the type of

enforcement the House voted in

passing its own bill last year
Civil rights forces, however,

have long urged that the EEOC be
given cease-and-desist powers to

enforce the ban on job
discrimination based on race,

religion, sex, or national origin

At present the commission is

limited to trying to effect voluntary

compliance through persuasion
and conciliation

Gilday Jurors View Scene

BOSTON (AP) A 16-member
jury, including four women.
Tuesday viewed the place where
Patrolman Walter A Schroeder

was slain Sept. 23, 1970. during a

$26,000 robbery of the Brighton

branch of State Street Bank and
Trust Co.

The jury was completed earlier

in the day for the trial of William

M Gilday, 42, of Amesbury,
charged with murder in the

policeman's killing.

Two other men, Stanley Bond, 26,

of Cambridge and Robert Valeri,

22, of Somerville, will be tried later

on the same charge.

The jury also was taken to see

the apartments of Susan E Saxe,

21, of Albany, NY. and Katherine

A Power. 21. of Denver. Colo,

indicted with the men on charges of

murder and armed robbery The
two women have been fugitives

since the crime.

LONDON (AP)-Prime Minister

Edward Heath urged Britain's

trade union movement Tuesday to

end the coal miners' strike that

could halt British industry within

two weeks The powerful Trade
Union Congress turned him down
The number of workers laid off

because of electric power cuts

passed one million. Thousands of

trade unionists and miners mar-
ched on Parliament, chanting
"Heath out" and demanding that

the government grant the miners'

pay demands
Heath held urgent discussions

with TUC General Secretary
Victor Feather in an attempt to end
the walkout, now in its sixth week
Later, however, the TUC rejected

Heaths appeal for the miners to go
back to work, and accused the

government of mishandling the

strike

The House of Lords followed the

Commons' lead in approving
government emergency measures
to deal with Britain's worst in-

dustrial crisis since the general

strike in 1926

The Central Electricity

Generating Board announced that

more large voltage reductions to

homes and factories would begin

Wednesday, to conserve dwindling

coal supplies at power stations

blockaded by picketing miners
British industry already is on a

three-day week.

An estimated 9.000 demon-
strators scuffled with police out-

side the Houseof Commons. The
demonstrators eventually were
pushed back. About 200 petitioners

Police made no arrests

Lost-
Very Serious

Small Bronze Baule Mask.

This small old mask was lost

on Monday in region of

campus center and Hasbrooke

Hall. This mask is of mainly a

religious and ritual value. If

found please call MIKE
THELWELL 5-2751.

Reward.

TONIGHT

at

®br EngltBl? JJub

The three-mile parade through

London followed Heath's meeting
with Feather whose TUC
represents nine million workers
Government sources said the

prime minister asked Feather and
the TUC to urge an early return to

the pits and an end to the picketing

of power stations.

The sources said Heath also

warned that unless new fuel

supplies get through to power
stations quickly, the nation's entire

work force risks layoffs.

It was Heath's first personal
intervention in the miners' strike,

now in its sixth week. His critics

have charged that government
intervention sooner could have
prevented the electric power
crisis.

All sides appeared to be putting
their hopes for a settlement on a

government-named inquiry board
that began hearings on the pay
dispute Tuesday. They expect to

make recommendations Friday

Miners working below ground
now make $49.40 a week. They
want to raise of $15.50 The state
run coal board has offered $7.80.

The government inquiry is
widely expected to recommend a
settlement that splits the dif
ference

Thur., Feb. 17

STUDENT SENATE
BY-ELECTIONS

Elections to be held as follows:

C ommutters, Fraternities,
University Store CC.

Sororities - $ a.m. to 5 p.m. by

R to 9 p.m. in the following dorms:

Brooks

Hills North
Dwight
Cance
Gorman
( rampton
Moore

Butterfield

Hills South
Adams <T5)
Uashin

Grayson
Dickinson

Patterson

Chadbourne (in Hamlin )|

Wheeler

JOA Middle
Emerson
(oolidge Lower
Melville

Webster

u

+, r

1

AID FROM BELOW-Troopers from the U.S. 1st Cavalry Division guide a rising helicopter away after

they were lifted onto the edge of a jungle 30 miles northeast of Saigon. The troopers were starting an

operation in the jungle area near their flrebase. ( AP)

Deficit Continues Plunge
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

nation's balance-of-payments
deficit slid to its worst level in

history in 1971 and still remained a

massive figure in the last three

months of the year, the govern-

ment reported Tuesday.

The Commerce Department
reported that the deficit, as

measured by the broadest yard-

stick, was $29.6 billion, the largest

in history and a $19.8 billion

worsening from 1970

And. in the last three months of

the year, the payments deficit was
$6.1 -billion, an improvement over

the previous quarter, but still large

in the face of Nixon administration

moves to stabilize the dollar

The Commerce Department

blamed the 1971 deficit on the

nation's worsening trade position

as well as the instability of the

dollar prior to Aug. 15, when
President Nixon announced the

United States would no longer

redeem dollars for gold.

The deficit mostly reflected

transactions that occurred before

Dec 18. when the 10 richest non

Communist nations reached
agreement on a new set of money
exchange rates designed to correct

imbalances between currencies.

The administration hopes that

Dm currency settlement will help

It improve the balance-of

payments picture in 1972 But it has

expressed doubt that the nation

can turn in a surplus on its

payments account for at least two
years.

According to the department, the

deficit as measured on the official

reserve transactions basis, was
$29 6 billion last year. This yard-

stick takes into account trade,

goods and services, and tran-

sactions between foreign central

banks and foreign governments.

By another measurement, the

net liquidity balance, the deficit

was also the worst in history, $22.2

billion In the last three months of

the year, the liquidity balance was
in the red by $4 5 billion This

balance primarily measures trade

and transactions between in-

dividuals and companies.

Soviet Farming In Trouble

Moscow (API Agriculture,

the only major sector of the Soviet

economy which fell short of last

year's quotas, is in trouble again

Srant snowfall has left the

Kuropean and Central Asian

regions lacking as much as 95 per

cent of the normal protective cover

for winter grain crops The
governmentcontrolled press says

abnormal weather has caused

significant damage.

Winter kill in 1968-69 brought a

disaster, with 35 per cent of the

crop requiring a resowing Press

reports indicate the present winter

kill might require almost two

million tons of grain for resowing

This seed otherwise would be

available for feeding livestock.

Heavy snow in grain-growing

region not only protects the

overwintering crop but also

provides moisture for spring sown
crops A bad spring could force the

Russians to reduce exports or

import grain to make up for losses

In 1970 exports amounted to $374

million but last year substantial

quantities of grain were imported

from Canada, Australia. France
and the United States.

Ironically, sheep breeders in

Georgia and Azerbaijan have more
snow than they can handle A 12-

inch fall last month has remained

on the ground. This means hay

must be transported to flocks, and

in many areas the sheep must be

moved from pastures to shelters

Three years ago 10 million sheep

froze to death, and the number of

animals has not yet recovered that

blow

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

on Thur*., 17 Ftb. 72

THE TOP OF THE CAMPUS
will close at 8: 00 p.m. for renovations.

We will be open the following day

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Would like to introduce our concept of

"dynamic small group living"

on Wednesday, Feb. 16, 1972

9:30

9 Chestnut St.

7 - 9 p.m.

An Experience Not Easily Forgotten

Call 5-0070
For Rides

B-52's Resume
Viet Bombing

SAIGON (AP) — U.S. B52 bombers, including some from Guam,
resumed the pounding of South Vietnam Tuesday shortly after the end of

a 24-hour allied cease-fire for the Tet lunar new year.

The intensive air campaign, which went into its seventh day, is

designed to smash enemy buildups and prevent ground offensives that

could endanger withdrawing American troops, the U.S. Command says.

Nevertheless, the aerial strikes also appear designed to ease the task of

the South Vietnamese army. It has neither the resources nor the man-
power to search out enemy forces in the jungled areas of the nation's

borders with Laos and Cambodia.
The U.S. Command refused to confirm or deny that B52 bombers

recently ordered to Guam from the United States were flying missions

over South Vietnam. It said only that air operations "could include B52s

from Guam."
Sources outside the command reported, however, that the reserve

squadrons began flying their first missions from the Pacific island

Monday.
The U.S. and South Vietnamese commands claimed Communist-led

forces violated the allies' 24-hour truce 33 times. These were small at-

tacks and all but two were aimed at South Vietnamese positions.

Eighteen of the violations, the commands asserted, resulted in

casualties. Overall, eight South Vietnamese were reported killed and 21

wounded. Enemy losses were not reported.

The two incidents aimed at American troops did not cause any

casualties, the command said.

A unilaterally declared Viet Cong cease-fire, which the U.S. and South

Vietnamese commands are ignoring, is scheduled to end at 1 a.m. Friday,

Saigon time.

The allies refused to participate in the enemy's 96-hour-long truce on

the ground that the Communist command would use the period to move in

men and supplies for an attack on South Vietnam.

The U.S. Command announced the phaseout of 4,580 troops from

Vietnam, the largest cut since November. It involves 50 Army outfits and

2 Air Force squadrons.

The command's latest report lists 131,200 Americans in South Vietnam

President Nixon has ordered the total cut to 69,000 during the next 2-1/2

months.
While American troop strength is being sliced, the number of air strikes

being flown by U.S. planes has increased to as many as 250 a day in South

Vietnam.
U.S. planes also fly scores of missions in neighboring Laos and Cam-

bodia.

The stepped-up air strikes are being flown mostly by the Strategic Air

Command's B52 fleet and by warplanes from the U.S. 7th Fleet.

Pardon Asked
BOSTON (AP) — Petitions

asking pardons for 190 persons

convicted of violating a Lexington

park ordinance during a peace
march last Memorial Day were
presented Tuesday to the

Executive Council.

Julian Soshnick of Lexington, an
attorney, said the papers bore the

signatures of about 3.000 persons

The pardon petitions for those

arrested at I^exington will be
forwarded to the state Advisory
Board of Pardons
The 190 persons, including

Vietnam Veterans and town
residents, were arrested after

Lexington selectmen refused to

allow the group to spend the night

on the town green.

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also, a

complete typing service.

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY SALE

STARTS THURSDAY 17th.

SKI SALE
Regular Special

NORTHLAND GT 2000

SPALDING GM
SPALDING CR GLASS
VOLKL ZEDRA
FISCHER V.P.

49.95

115.00

85.00

200.00

125.00

33.00

78.00

56.00

130.00

79.00

I I T Wood Ski

Size from 150- 175 cm.

20- value

11.88 or.

Ono Lot

Ski Jaokott

10.00 each

III Other

Ski Jaokott 40% OFF

Ski Boots

30% off

HUMANIC
RIEKER
KOFLACH
KASTINGER
NORDICA

Ski Gloves and Mittens 20% off

Western Village Ski Shop
32 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON

open daily 9 5: 30, Thursday 'til 9: 00

ai3jvs oaDiw •rnj
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Arrest Warrants

CIGARETTE AFTER DINNEIt-Clifford Irving, center, lights a cigarette outside a Manhattan

restaurant Friday after having a meal with his wife. Edith, and his research *****»*• ;
£skind. right. IrVing. author of a purported autobiography of billionaire Howard R. Hughes, dec! ned

Iment on published reports that Irving had admitted never meeting the bmjon.ire ™*~-*+«
he had offered to tell more only if assured his wife would not be prosecuted in the L.S. or S*itierland.

(AP)

NEW YORK (AP)A U.S.

magistrate issued a warrant

Tuesday on behalf of the Swiss

government for the arrest of Mrs.

Clifford Irving, whose husbands

purported autobiography of

Howard Hughes is under in-

vestigation.

The Swiss have asked for ex-

tradition of Mrs. Irving, 36. a

German-born Swiss citizen, on

charges of bank fraud and passport

forgery. .

Irving said she used a passport

made out to "Helga R. Hughes" to

open an account in a Swiss bank,

where she deposited $650,000 in-

tended by McGraw-Hill Inc. for

Hughes for rights to his life story.

Irving says he helped compile

the "autobiography."

Mrs Irving later withdrew the

money and deposited $442,000 of it

in another Swiss bank under yet

another name, Swiss authorities

said The rest is not fully accounted

for

Irving, 41. claimed that Hughes

had ordered the peculiar bank

arrangements.

In a telephone news conference

and by court affidavit. Hughes

purportedly denied he never saw

Irving, or got the $650,000 in checks

payable to "H.R. Hughes
"

During the investigation by two

grand juries. Irving brought his

wife and their two children here

from their home on the Spanish

island of Ibiza.

U.S. Magistrate Martin Jacobs

issued the warrant for Mrs. Irving

after a 40-minute closed-door

session with U.S. and Swiss

authorities.

Elsewhere in the building,

Danish cabaret singer Nina van

Pallandt said she had told a federal

grand jury that Irving never saw
Hughes in her presence during a

trip they took to Mexico last year

"It has been quite an ordeal,"

the tall, 39-year-old blonde told

reporters after a half-hour

voluntary appearance before the

jury.

Baronness van Pallandt, who is

estranged from her Durch
husband, followed another of the

women in Irving's life before the

federal grand jury.

Anne Baxter, a Florida scuba-

diving instructor, declined to tell

newsmen what she said in her 35-

minute appearance Presumably it

concerned a trip she and Irving

allegedly made to St. Croix in the

Virgin Islands in December
Before the warrant for her arrest

was issued, Mrs. Irving told

reporters she did not think she

would be extradited.

Her plans, she said, were to

return to their home on Ibiza when

the investigation is over.

Soviet Translator

To Face Spy Charges
\F\N M)RK (AP)-A Russian translator at the United Nations was

arraigned Tuesday on charges of trying to buy secret plans of the Navy s

new F14A fighter plane
.

Valerv Ivanovich Markelov. 32. a translator of scientific and technical

documents for almost five years, was held in $500,000 bail pending a

hearing for bond reduction Wednesday

M.irkelov. chunkv and of medium height, was arrested by the FBI

Monda> outside a Patchogue. Long Island, restaurant where he allegedly

had received classified documents from an unidentified Grumman
Aerospace engineer who was serving as an undercover agent for the FBI

Grumman is building prototypes of the plane

I \ SKNftaiJ General Kurt suspended Markelov without pay pending

the outcome of the ca

The SoviM citizen, appearing before I' S Magistrate Max Schiffman in

Brook)) n rHused to be fingerprinted or to answer questions until advised

b) Soviet Consul Leonid V. Shcherbakov to cooperate

Markelov's wife and 11 vear-old daughter were at home in the family's

$300-a month hotel apartment on Manhattan's Upper West Side, where

neighbors described the three as quiet people who minded their own

business The manager said about 25 Russian families lived in the hotel

Markelov, whose five-vear contract with the United Nations was to

expire Nov 13. was said to earn between $10,000 and $24,000 a year.

FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover said in Washington Markelov had 11

meetings starting in 1970 with the engineer, whom the agency declined to

identify, at restaurants in this area

The FBI announcement said Markelov "persistently requested con

fidential information" about the F14A and supplied the engineer with a

portable copying machine and a 35mm camera to copy documents

The FBI said that on many occasions, the Russian gave the engineer

money which the American then turned over to the FBI

Snowmobile Noise Attacked

CHICAGO, III. (AP)The noise

from some snowmobiles is

potentially more damaging to

hearing than that from most rock

n' roll groups, two Michigan
n searchers say

The noise levels of the heavy

model of the m inter sports \ chicles

.pi>ear more intense than other

forms of rrcrr.'itional and Wr
\ironmental noise' the> report

I)r Fred H Bess ^x-rt K

PoyaOf of the Hearing Clinic of

Central Michigan Univi

Mount 1'I.Msanl. n-port on their

study ot smmmohilo DOtSC in the

ruarj issue of the Archives ot

otolaryngology, published by the

American Medical \ssociation

Many snowmobile drivers report

a ringing in their ears and tern

porary hearing loss after rides of

even short duration. " they say

Racing drivers have reported

temporary losses varying from

four to 14 days following com
petition racing." they add. and cite

a case of marked permanent

hearing loss in one youth who had

drive a highpower, "souped up"

snowmobile for five years

The Central Michigan study

involved 12 drivers, ages 11 to 33.

and five passengers, ages 6 to 30,

with a median age of 14

The subjects rode the vehicles

for two hours in a cross-country

safari and were tested before

and after the ride

Kven at idle the noise level from

DTMpowOf snowmobiles
ceeded the levols considered to be

potentially damaging, the

researchers report

Measured half an hour after the

hi the subject still showed

me hearing loss they found

The> observed that most of the

Ubjectl tested in the study rode

the snowmobile an average of two
hours a day during the school week
and three to five hours each on
Saturday and Sunday
Many snowmohilers ride for as

long as eight hours on weekend
trips, they noted

Try Our Zesty

New England

FRIED CNICKER

3 Pieces

3 Piece*

« Pieces

f pieces

IS Pieces

31 Pieces

5tC

85C

$1.45

$2.38

$3.9*

$5.19

Rolls served with above orders

EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

THE FAMOUS

DRAKE
VILLAGE INN

Amherst 253-2548

.
MOST)

Et et: 7:00 - 0:00

BUTTERFIELD PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

A Very Funny Spoof on Merry Olde England. .

.

ItMAftOS WTWAUMO VOJI

Dalton Trumbo's

From tM book th.t Mid
|

over a million copict 1

A BRUCE CAMPMLL PROOUCTiON [jjpl

jenRv oaoss pnescNTs

A ONEMATiON INDUSTRIES RELEASE

Mon. - Tue$.
Seatf

$1.

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

„»oid downtown Spfld. parking h«id»eht» in

'WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE

Opp Century Shopping Phm' Tree parking tor over 100 cart'

TOM
JONES

*•*&? TEKOA

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp Nhamp Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL PR.
On North South Hwy

I

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE .205 HIGH ST. Next to Holyoke Natl. Bank

• TONIGHT ONLY •

S.U. Ballroom 7:00 ft 9:15

Is it spring in the air or Dining Commons in the stomach? (MDC
Photo by Alan Chapman)

Short Hair Now
The New 'Thing'

Larry Taylor saw his ears the

other day for the first time in two

years.

Taylor is a New York public

relations man. supersentsitive to

what's "in." And what's becoming

"in" these days is shorter hair for

men
After almost a decade of

cascading male manes, a reversal

is beginning to set in Masculine

hair lengths are receding a

bit—though hardly back to the

crewcut style of old.

The new look, which first took

hold in England and France early

last year before crossing to the

United States, "is neater and

slightly shorter but not the real

short cut of the '50s." according to

Chicago barber Paul Guarino.

In fact. Jerry Spallina. who
charges $50 for a "pinch cut" at his

salon in New York's Bergdorf

Goodman department store,

compares the shorter style to the

compromise between the extremes

of the Maxi and midi in women's

hemlines. "It's a blunt cut done in

layers." he explains. "You just

shake your head and it all falls into

place.

Taylor says he decided to opt for

this kind of shorter cut because "I

got sick of having to fuss with my
hair and spend 20 minutes under a

hand dryer whenever I washed it."

Indeed, convenience as well as

appearance seems to be spurring

the new trend "The surfers and

the Beatles promoted the long

haired look and everybody wanted

to get with it," says New York hair

stylist Hugh Harrison "Then it got

long and greasy and messy and

nobody looked individual anymore.

Buy One
\Get One Free

every

Wednesday
Night

BRUM'S
PIZZA

Montagu

The fate of the controversial

state landfill proposed for the

Montague Plains appears to be in

the hands of the fledging Solid

Waste Disposal Council.

The Department of Public Works
appeared at a Boston meeting of

the Water Resources Commission
yesterday to discuss the proposed

dump, by matters were left "up in

the air" according th Water
Resources Division Director

Charles F. Kennedy.
Associate DPW Commissioner

John P. King personally appeared

at the meeting to give the briefing

requested by the Water Resources
Commission last month.

King told the Union that all

rubbish disposal policy will be set

by the council including the

selection of sites.

"I'm quite confident there will be

Waste
a direct consideration of the

Montague situation by the coun-

cil," King said. "Their answer
could be yes, no, or maybe."

Council chairman Charles H.W.

Foster, the secretary of en-

vironmental affairs, could not be
reached for comment. A
spokesman, however, said a draft

of its first report is being prepared

and a meeting will be held

sometime this week.

GOV. Sargent created the

council, which includes Foster,

Secretary of Transportation Allen

Altschuler and Secretary of

Human Services Peter C. Gold-

mark after considerable political

pressure was generated in op-

position to the Montague site.

Kennedy said the Water
Resources Commission "took no

action and drew no conclusions"

from King's report, and indicated

no action will be taken until the
DPW presents a formal proposal

for approval of the Montague site.

King said a proposal will be

prepared after guidance is

received form the Council.

"To my knowledge, the Mon
tague proposal has not been
scratched," he said. "There are

many questions to be answered. I

still feel there may be potential at

the Montague site, but it depends
on what the council has to say."

King said the DPW is concerned

about the water pollution dangers
which the town has based its op-

position on, "despite what many
people have said to the contrary."

(Reprinted from Springfield

Union)

Montgomery Blues Coming Soon

The James Montgomery Blues Band comes to the

UMass Campus Center Auditorium Thursday
evening at 8:00 p.m. to perform at a benefit concert

for Room to Move. Accompanying the Montgomery
Band will be the Colwell-Winfield Blues Band, a

widely recognized Boston-based blues band.

The James Montgomery Blues Band has appeared

at UMass twice this year, playing before overflowing

capacity audiences both times. In their last

engagement here, the Band kept the capacity crowd
dancing until 4:00 the next morning.

Curently touring through New England, the band

will headline a show at the Paramount Theatre in

Springfield the following evening, and then head back

to Boston for appearances at Wellesley College. They
will work through Connecticut for the next few weeks

and then head to Maine to play with the James Cotton

Blues Band on Friday, Feb 25. and with B.B King at

UConn on Sunday, February 27.

Admission to Thursday night s concert is $1 .00, with

proceeds going to Room to Move, which will then turn

the money back to the UMass community through its

many services.

So the trend now is to have shaped,

groomed hair.

"Hair fashion seems ripe for this

brand of conservatism right now
Long hair expressed something in

our society People were doing their

own things Now they're trying to

express something else that's more
individual

But there are more practical

considerations at work, too. As
some of the youngsters who helped

popularize long hair have moved
out into the workaday world, they

have had to choose between their

locks and their paychecks

One afternoon recently, for

example, two shaggy haired field

representatives for an insurance

company walked into Florencia's

men's salon in Hollywood and
handed the barber a slip of paper

which listed the company's
specifications for haircuts (hair no

longer than the shirt collar,

sideburns no longer than the

earlobe. etc.).

it's not that I want it this way."

one of the young men said, "but

I've got no choice if I want to keep

my job That's the way the com-
pany wants it

"

(Reprinted from the Boston

(.lobe)

McCartney 's Protest Banned
LONDON.—A vocal demand by

songwriter Paul McCartney to

"give Ireland back to the Irish" is

to be kept from radio listeners in

Britain

A recording of the former
Beatles latest song has been

banned by the British Broad
casting Corporation as "politically

controversial."

Such a ban is unusual. The
BBC. which has a monopoly in

raido. usually shows its

displeasure by confining records to

which listeners may take offense to

off-peak-hours But nowadays it is

extremely sensitive to criticism by
Conservatives that it has been
giving too much publicity to the

Irish Republicans in Ulster.

Mr McCartney, whose song asks

"What are we doing in the land

across the sea," says he has not

previously bothered with protest

songs

Independent television rejected

a commercial for the song on the

ground it contained "political
controversy."
( Reprinted from the New York
Times*

Jeans

$2.99
WEARH0USE

RICH

WHILE YOU SLEEP

We'd Like to talk

about your body.

So don't let bumps and dents

and scrapes spoil its looks.

BRING IT TO

NORTHAMPTON MOTORS
REPAIR and ROOT

SPECIALISTS
in

VOLKSWAGEN
and

Corner of

Main & Triangle

2566676

Now?

Call about our weekly Investment Seminars.

S86-2211

HEW ENGLAND REALVEST
It may be the most important call you ever made

0TNER IMPORTS

Factory Trained Eiperts

'Body Collision Repairs
* Estimates
•All Foreign A Domestic Cars
'Insurance Work
•Towing Service

Factory Parts

CALL 584-8620
Free shuttlebus service for Amherst customers.

Call for details.

246 King Street

NORTHAMPTON
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Support SOS
The Collegian strongly supports Students Offering

Support (SOS) -an organization formed to express support

and obtain funds for the Belchertown State School class

suit. It is a rare occurrence when students are able to right

a wrong by working through the system.

The suit filed by 28 parents of residents at the

Belchertown School charges that the state has been

negligent in the care of patients at the school. It is ex-

pected that the legal cost in taking this case to the U.S.

District Court will be outstanding, and that the case could

possibly be drawn out by the state in order to drain funds of

the parents directly involved in the suit.

As of last Friday, a federal judge ordered the State

Department of Mental Health to undertake certain steps to

alleviate some of the inhumane conditions and unjust

policies which exist at the Belchertown School. A
spokesman for Peter C. Goldmark, secretary of Human
Services said there was 'nothing new to report" Monday
regarding what steps the state is taking to comply to the

Courts historical decision.

Our answer is that the time has come for all UMass
students and faculty members to throw their complete

support to SOS and to make sure that this case is not lost on

a financial basis. SOS has made the first move and now it's

up to the University community to insure that justice and

humane conditions are brought to Belchertown and other

institutions for the retarded.

If the state wins this case, it will only be because the

necessary funds were not made available to the parents. It

is also true that if the parents lose this case, the inhumane

and sterile conditions which now exist at the Belchertown

School will never change.

Once upon a time at the little college in the wally

there was this cat smokin' corn silk. Now this guy

used to sit around all day in the barn at the center ot

the 50 student campus suckin' on this weed that he

used to raise in his agee 100 class.

'Hey man, what's that weed hangm' outa your

face?" his prof would ask.

"What this?" he would point to the joint. "Man

that's a Massachusetts Fat...Ya know. ..like a

Virgin's Shin."
,

Now the students didn't care whether this cat

smoked Massachusetts Fats or Virgins Shins, and the

little gremlins who lived in the wally around the

college didn't care either. But the local constabulary

would go wild when this cat lit up his corn silk.

"Looka dat smarty der, smokin' dat ting. Hey you

stupid you put out dat butt... I throw you in dee can.

And they'd chase this freak from one end of the

campus to the next. But alas he would escape into the

crowd of 50 students.

•Where dat hippy go?" the constabulary would

say "Me don't know day all looka like to me," the

crowd chorused.

Well to make a long story short, the constabulary

took their case to the local "dishereattorney". Now

the "dishereattorney" was cool.

"What does this individual look like, officer?" he

"Dis kid he got hair ya see. all over de place,

hanging out his nose on the palms of his hands stickin

outa his shirt and pant cuffs, all over de place," he

would answer.
"Officer," the "dishereattorney" said, "Was he

Black or White, short or tall, what?"
"Dis suspeck was kinda brown?", he answered.

"Kind of brown. Any distinguishing marks, scars or

what 9 "

"Ya he had this ting stickin outa his face and it was

on fire

"Sounds like a pusher to me. We better look into

this. ..might have to go under cover." said the

dishereattorney."

"What about the 15 murder and rape cases we have

to investigate?" his assistant pork poacher asked

"This is much more important If we don't stop

them now they may get the vote."

So the "dishereattorney" picked a smart member
of the constabulary to pose as a student, gave him 15

pounds of corn silk and an old Volkswagen bus with

the words "PIECE" painted on both sides

The agent in his disguise of hair and blue denims

quickly began to mingle with the students

"Hi young man want to buy some corn silk? cool,

cool." he said.

"Must be an English major or foreigner," the

students said to themselves.

Now the agent finally found the hippy who lived at

the center of the campus.
"Hi young man want to buy some weed? If you wish

I can direct you to 618 Commonwealth Ave. and there

in my Volkswagon vehicle with the words "PIECE"
painted on it I can allow you to purchase this bag of

cornuskus silkum for a modest fee." said the agent

from the constabulary

"You for real man? Hey were you from England or

something?" answered the Hippy "Look I've got to

get to my botany class. You know core requirements

and all."

"Core...Latin name...must be a secret meeting of

dope fiends, better see if I can get in," said the agent

to himself. "Hey young man do you mind if I ac-

company you to the Core?" he asked the hippy.

•No man. anybody can get in," he answered.

"Ha Ha it worked, now we can clean up this ring of

freaks and pinkos," said the agent to himself.

So they went to this big theater type place where

this little old white-haired prof, was dissecting a

pumpkin and speaking half in Latin and half in

English.

"Must be a foreigner. ..Mexican maybe," said the

agent.

"Now ladies and gentlemen," said the prof, "this is

an pumcinus goldum."

"Pumkinus goldum...he is a Mexican." The agent

was getting excited with each new display of

vegetation till finally...

"And this, students, is Cornus Cobbum. Cornus

Cobbum is the staple food of the North American

Peccary."
Cornus Cobbum... Peccary...must be some syn-

thetic junk or something, this is getting better," said

the secret agent.

"Bring in the peccary," said the professor, "and

we'll demonstrate his ravenous efforts to get to the

Cornus Cobbum."
"Ha. Ha, I can get them on obscenity too... hee, hee,

this is great," said the agent to himself.

"Onk"
"What's that?" said the agent out loud in a panic

"Yes, bring it right in here where we can get a good

look at it," said the prof to one of his students.

"Onk Onk Onk Onk Onk." protested the peccary.

"I feel dizzy, I'm going to be sick. AAAAHHH,"
yelled the secret agent as he collapsed to the floor

Peccaries affect secret agents that way.

"What is the matter with him," yelled the prof in

distress.

"I don't know," said a student bending over the

agent. "His eyes are dilating; he must be with-

drawing."
"Quick! get the peccary out of here and bring the

young man here," said the prof

But the moment the beast was removed from the

theatre, the agent began to come around.

"Are you all right young man 9 " asked the prof.

"Yes sir quite." he answered
"Very well, let's get on with the lecture," said the

prof with a wave of his hand
"And this students is fieldus grass." It was a

bonanza to the agent.

'Tieldus Grass." "Grass." he yelled "You're all

under arrest."

Quickly the constabulary closed in. They had netted

the big one. 50 students, one prof and three janitors

It was the biggest bust in College Wally history.

The "dishereattorney" is back on his 15 murder
and rape cases and the campus has gone back to the

environment. All the students are in the can and

College Wally has turned into a vast corn field where

15 happy maniacks chase Virgin Shins far into the

night.

"Onk!"

New Lamps For Old

So, What's Your View On hClo»e Proximity' Talk»r

(Herblork in on roration)

WASHINGTON -The New Nixon was furious. The

White House staff had never seen him so mad.

Where is he9 " he demanded as he opened closets,

looked under beds and searched behind the drapes

"Who. Mr President?"

"The Old Nixon," the New Nixon said, storming

down the halls.

"I think I saw him in Bob Haldeman's office,"

someone said.

"I might have known it," the New Nixon muttered.

He walked into Haldeman's office, and there he found

the Old Nixon hiding under Haldeman's desk.

The Old Nixon looked up sheepishly, "Were you

looking for me?"
"No, I was looking for Howard Hughes. What on

earth did you do on The Today Show the other mor-

ning?"
"I didn't do anything," the Old Nixon said. "I'm

clean."

"Clean, my eye. You got Bob Haldeman to say that

anyone who didn't go along with my peace plan was a

traitor and consciously aiding and abetting the

enemy."
"Well, what's wrong with that9 " the Old Nixon

demanded.
"Nothing except that now the Democratic can-

didates are accusing me of using Joe McCarthy

tactics to win the election. I didn't want to bring up

the patriotism issue this early in the campaign."

"Ah. come on Dick," the Old Nixon said. "I was

just having fun Haldeman had never appeared on a

television show before, and he came to me for a little

guidance. I figured it wouldn't hurt anything if he

accused the Democrats of a little treason."

The New Nixon said, "For heaven's sake, Tricky,

can't you get it through your head that we've got to

stop that kind of mudslinging? There are a lot of

people in this country who want to get out of Vietnam,

and they don't care how we do it. If you start accusing

them of treason, the whole thing will backfire on us."

"Look, you didn't say it. Haldeman said it. He was

speaking as a private citizen Why don't you have Ron
Ziegler announce that he was just speaking for

himself?"
"I've done that already," the New Nixon said. "But

I want you to stay away from my staff. Except for

Kissinger, none of them knows one end of a

microphone from the other."

"I think you're overreacting, Dick. The staff likes

me. I tell them how it was in the old days before you

got your 'President-of-all-the-people' complex."
"Why don't you just go away and let me run the

country?"
"Because you need me. Dick, and you know it.

You're not going to have an easy time of it in

November in spite of all your trips around the world

kowtowing to those Commie leaders. When you're

finished with all your statesmanship, it's still good old

dirty politics that are going to win the election."

"Look, Tricky, I have to go to China How can I

leave both you and Agnew behind to make mischief?"
"Well, you know we won't be on The Today Show

because Barbara Walters is going with you. If you're

so worried, why don't you take me along?"
"Are you out of your mind? I'd have to bump

somebody from the Washington Post or the New York
Times off the plane. I couldn't do that."

"I could," the Old Nixon grinned evilly.

"Now you listen to me. I'm going on the radio today

to say that I do not consider any of my Democratic
critics traitors because they disagree with my
Vietnam peace policy. I'm going to ask them to think

before they speak, but I'm going to clear them of

Haldeman's implications. I don't want you to talk to

Haldeman or Erlichman or Klein or anyone else on
my staff without first clearing it with me."
"But what am I going to do all day?"
"Here's $2.50. Why don't you go and see 'Patton'

again?"
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times.

Editorial Points
Why did UMass Trustee

Greenblatt, Commissioner of

Mental Health, abscound to

Florida when the Friends of

Belchertown filed suit in

Boston's Federal court?
»**

Quote of the Week : Governor

Sargent should be more con

cerned with human rights than

with balancing budgets.
»**

Before pursuing false arrest

suits, one should first make
sure all the facts are kept

straight. Newspapers are no

place to try a case; that's what

courts are for.

Imagine swimming in a pool

filled with jello. The question

then becomes one of swimming
naked or not.

***

Britain's latest experiment

of going without power may
teach people a lesson in candle-

power. We're glad the unions

there think so highly of the

public's education.

Exercise your imagination

and think of an improvement
for the University today
President Wood would be

happy.

LIT Ml READ THE FINE PRINT AGAIN . . .

Letters To The Editor

To the Editor:

After examining all available information per-

taining to the Freda Salzman case we submit the

following

:

In 1965 the Trustees appointed both George and

Freda Salzman to the UMass-Boston faculty He was

appointed to a full time professorship with tenure and

she to a 3/4 time associate professorship in the

Department of Physics. According to Mrs. Salzman,

the man responsible for their recruitment. Dr. Arthur

Gentile assured her that her appointment would be of

a "long term" (de facto tenure) and that he has now

signed a statement to that effect.

Mrs. Salzman's appointment was renewed in 1966

and 1967, but rejected in 1968 for the coming '69-70

academic year by then Chancellor John Ryan. He

stated at that time that "University policy quite

clearly prohibits the contemporaneous appointment,

within the same department of close relatives" The

next several months saw the Salzman's appealing the

decision to now Chancellor Broderick. who refused to

reconsider the nonreappointment. The Salzmans took

their case to the Department of Physics, a Faculty

referendum, the Committee on Tenure and

Grievance, and the University Senate, all of which

urged the Chancellor to reconsider the decision Upon

his refusal the Board of Trustees were notified of the

Senate's action in April of 1971.

In December of that year the Board adopted a

statement of University Policy on Discrimination and

Conflict of Interests which, in Chancellor Broderick's

words, "made possible a review of Mrs. Salzman's

situation '. and resulted in his offering her a position

as Associate Professor in the Department of Physics

through August 31, 1973.

At the time of the initial appointment in 1965 the

official Trustee policy concerning dual appointments

prohibited contemporaneous appointments of close

relatives in the same department except in "certain

rare exception that should be made from time to time

mvolvir.g unusually qualified husband and wife

teams, both of whom are proven scholars, and both of

whom have held professional posts in other univer-

sities of quality " The Trustees made the ap-

pointment.

Weareoftheopinion, in the words of the Committee

on Tenure and Grievance, that "because Trustee

policy on dual appointments had not changed since

the initial appointment, this nonreappointment

notice constitutes an unwarranted abrogation of

Trustee action..." Chancellor Broderick's refusal to

Only Remedy

Justifiable
To the Editor:

In response to Mr Krausmans letters I would like

to clarify issues that he seems intent to condemn to

obscurity and confusion.

First the Western Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (WMPIRG) is exactly what its title

implies It is a group of students, earning academic

credit, researching the broad spectrum of the public

interest. They will be aided by faculty and the

resources of a regional office and professional staff

It will be a coordination effort between the 20 colleges

of Western Massachusetts.

The refundable taxing procedure has already been

justified by Mr. Rider as the least expensive, the leas

expensive, the least complex and the most

democratic possible Surely it is. No other tax levied

upon the student has been petitioned for by a majority

of students and none allows for a refund. More im-

portantly, none allows for the individual student to

^ote" his support/non support as this tax does every

cpTTlficfop

The petitioning drive currently being conducted

puts a simple question before the student, do you

wish to support a group that at long last will be able to

effectively protect your interests and "gnjj-

Mr Krausman absurdly analogizes the WMPIRO

tax to the Nuremberg Laws Firstly, at last report.

WMPIRG was not planning to murder anyone, but tne

real issue is whether or not the students of the

University want to devote a small amount of their

money to public interest research. We cannot em-

phasize enough that we have taken every precaution

Possible to protect the rights of the minority '*hile

still preserving the purpose for which WMPIRG was

established
Edwafd A Voci

reconsider the decision can be labeled nothing but an

arbitrary administrative action that perpetrated a

grievous wrong on Mrs. Salzman, and ignored the

democratic processes established by faculty and

university to insure security and fairness to all of

academia in affairs such as this. We are therefore of

the opinion that her three demands of reemployment,

back pay, and tenure are the only remedies to this

situation.

I.«c II. Sand »en. President

Student Senate

Edward Voci, Executive
Assistant for Trustee Affairs

Human Liberation
To the Editor:

Did it ever strike you to wonder why there s a

women's liberation movement and not a men's? Well,

it struck me to wonder and I've come to the con-

clusion that it has nothing to do with whether one sex

is oppressed or not, but instead the fact that it is

easier to see the oppression of women since there are

physical signs whereas with men it is deceptive

Sure Perfectly clear You see both sexes are

dehumanized by the system in this country. Men

happen to be the instruments in the physical op-

pression of women but this does not mean that they

are in turn not oppressed ; it is just not so obvious

Women have evolved into the role of second class

humans: second choice for all but repetitive jobs,

implied ignorance, a life style that must revolve

around men. (it is conceded that they are better at

expressing their emotions but this is viewed

negatively) It is these obvious physical signs of

oppression that have lead women to realize the fact

that the system dehumanizes them. No one accepts

physical oppression without being dehumanized

Hence Women's Liberation

So women are the underdogs and therefore more

liable to notice the fact that the system treats them

like dogs, but men are the upperdogs Both are within

the same system and both are dehumanized But the

phvsical aspects are lacking for men since we are on

top and. in fact, used as instruments in the

dehumanization of women
Men are taught to compete and we all realize that

the purpose of competition is to win. and that if we

have weaknesses we will not do so well This being the

case the socialization of men involves a process of

removing our weaknesses and learning to exploit

others We all know that the greatest and most easily

exploited weakness in a person are his feelings,

emotions. So we have been taught to hide our

emotions and fear their expression because we know

that when they are expressed we run the risk of

having them exploited We do not cry. hug. we just

do not talk about how we feel because the system has

dehumanized us to the point where we fear it.

I think this is very real. For a long time man has

been the one to work within the societal system where

he cannot express his feelings without jeopardizing

himself He learns to wear a mask The woman is

protected from the competition and risks inherent in

the system and therefore can express her emotions

So we have wound up having the man protecting the

ability of the women to feel by absorbing the system's

hurts with his "ability" not to show feeling, and the

women protecting the man's sanity by administering

to his emotional needs

This leads me back to the point that both women

and men are oppressed by the system but due to the

mans incidental role as tool in the oppression of

women the lack of clear physical oppression, and the

stifling of emotion the man does not or at least has a

harder time recognizing the fact that the system

dehumanizes him
Well last week a group of curious males gathered

to try and discover a little about themselves and give

each other a little help in fighting their

dehumanization (actually in just realizing its

presence) Hopefully this is going to continue in some

form If you are interested in rapping about the

problem there will be a rap every Thursday in the

basement of Baker dorm in the lounge of the

residential area (north end). There .s no

organization-just a place and time to talk.
6

E.A. Shaughnessy

Interesting Resolution

Some time ago the Faculty Senate passed an interesting resolution

about sensitivity training and T-Group experience on this campus.

In essence, the resolution said that Sensitivity Training and T-Groups

should be entered only: a. When entrance is voluntary and completely

free of duress from faculty, staff or peers, b. When entrance is subject to

adequate screening to exclude those who are likely to have an un-

favorable reaction, and c. When there is assurance of continuing com-

petent leadership throughout the group experience.

These are highlv commendable, although I have one strong reaction.

Why aren't these same critieria applied to everything we teach here at

the University?
.

. . . . M .

Why can't entrance to all courses be voluntary and completely free of

duress (which would eliminate "requirements" and certainly "grades

Why cant there be adequate screening to exclude everyone in the

whole university who is likely to have an unfavorable reaction, to. for

example, the science requirements?

Finallv what is there now to assure us that in regular classes, as op-

posed to sensitivity and T-Group training classes, there is competent

leadership throughout the "experience?"

The Faculty Senate raises some important issues They just have not

extended their concern to include their own teaching Perhaps it would be

too menacing to do so.
Sidney B. Simon

Professor of Humanistic Education

The Life Insurance Ripoff
To the Editor. . ,

.

It is interesting to note the alacrity with which big business responds to

the legitimate criticism set before the public by the Consumer's Union

exposing life insurance to be the fraud that it is

I have always considered legitimate criticism to be a function of a

disinterested party. In this particular case the Consumer's Union takes

an objective look at life insurance from the point of view of the college

student It is important to note that the Consumer's Union is a non-profit

organization instituted by consumers to protect the consumer, and that

the Pioneer Valley Association of Life Insurance Underwriters is an

organization of big business, at the grass roots level, instituted by

profiteers to sap from the consumer the greatest amount of money

possible, in order to fulfill a need created primarily by such organizations

as P.V.A.L.I.U.

There is an added incentive for college students to buy life insurance

the cost is lower when you are young This is no bargain, however The

rates are set as to accumulate the face value of the policy at age 65 That

is at age 25 you have 40 years to pay the premium of your policy At age

45 the insured has only 20 years to pay the same amount on a comparable

policy So the latter pays twice the premium of the former. If you choose

to cancel your policy before maturity, the return on your investment is

considerably less than the value payed in Profit to the company usually

exceeds the premiums payed considering interest gained by the company

on corporate investments made with your money At age 65. however you

may receive from the company all the money you payed into your policy.

This amount is equal to the amount of protection payed for. i.e. $10,000

$20 000 etc However, without interest! In other words you have invested

your money interest free for 40-50 years with the consolation that if you

die your beneficiary will collect But overwhelmingly statistics tell us

that you will not die during this period It is a consolation to know that the

security of your family is assured, but how long will $10,00 or $20,000 list

and who can afford a $100,000 policy? With recent trends in sooial

legislation in this country, it is highly conceivable that in less than ten

vears extemely comfortable living can be obtained by those in need at

government expense, as is presently the case in many European coun-

tries This would negate all together the need for life insurance.

There exists today a coalition, of which Mr. Nathan is a member,

among insurance companies to maintain present inflated rates In-

surance lobbies are among the strongest in the nation, infesting

Washington and our state capitals to maintain the favorable positions

which they now hold Only recently, as a campaign issue, has auto in-

surance been examined in this state and exposed as a fraud It is time life

insurance be exposed as the same.

To examine some tactics. Upon discharge from the service veterans

may receive as many as 15 calls from independent agents asking if they

would like to extend their GI life insurance With the price of $2./mo in

mind the vet may acquiesce to an interview at which time he finds the

rates to be 6 to 8 times more than he payed while in service. The disabled

vet on the other hand with disabilities which render him a greater risk

must pay inflated rates or is unable altogether to buy insurance.

Mr Nathan states that most college plans cover the insured even if

killed in Viet Nam This is true in 1972 due to limited US involvement in

Viet Nam. however, such policies didn't exist from 1965-1970 when the

odds for a soldier's survival were considerably less

For the average college student a $10,000 policy against accidental

death would cost him approx $15./mo. If the policy was started at age 20

it would nature in 45 years at age 65 at a lifetime cost of $8,100. if pur-

chased through an independent agent The exact same policy could be

purchased through Savings Bank Life Insurance for less than $10 /mo. or

$5 400 over the maturation period. A third alternative would be enter a

group term policy. Such policies cover the insured for $20,000 indemnity

for only $2.25/mo or $1215. over the same 45 year period

At this point it would seem that the view of the Consumer s Union is well

taken And that Mr. Nathan is indeed representing his own vested in^

terests It would further appear intuitively obvious to the most casual of

observers that most life insurance plans for college students are indeed

bonafide frauds. I leave it to you to judge
Thomas R. Hlanchette
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Alternative Life-Styles

Theme At Mt. Holyoke College
o.. M A.TPiTRN mf.ister at 7:30 p.m. both evenings.

NOT A PLEBE IN SIGHT-Barbara Jo Brimmer. 17. of Staat-

sburg NY., smiles through a piece of modern sculpture on the

campus of Russell Sage College in Trov. NY -an all-girls school.

Barbara Jo hopes to have a change of scenery next fall however,

since she has been appointed to the l.S. Naval Academy at An-

napolis. Md.. a non-girls school. Senator Jacob Javits <R-NY I made

the precedent breaking appointment last week. <AP>

By MAUREEN MEISTER
"Alternative Life-Styles" is the theme for the

annual campus conference at Mount Holyoke College

Twenty-two programs have been coordinated for

February, March and April, the majority of which

take place on Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday

pv jmi i i \ t? S

The conference began two weeks ago on February

third. Three young Americans told about their ex-

periences while working on communes in Cuba as

part of the Venceremos Brigade.

Last night, a counseling staff for creative alter-

native life-styles and vocations spoke The group is

called Vocations for Social Change and came from

Cambridge. Organized to help Conscientious Ob-

jectors find alternative service, the counseling staff

has since expanded its interests to finding free

schools and drug rehabilitiation centers for in-

terested people. In fact. Vocations for Social Change

has published an entire booklet listing alternative

ways of approaching normal institutions, called "The

People's Yellow Pages."

According to the coordinating committee, response

has been good so far and they are pleased. Between 50

and 75 people came to see "The Holy Outlaw, a film

about Daniel Berrigan's four months underground

after sentencing in the Catonsville Nine case. The

movie was shown last Monday (Feb. 7). Another 50

people saw the movie "Automated Battlefield: Air

War Slide Show" last Wednesday.

Response to the conference has been community^

wide Less than half of most audiences consist of

Mount Holyoke students, and the larger half

represents area students and residents

Tonight and Thursday in Eliot House, workshops in

creative non-violence will be led by Ed Guinan

Guinan is the director and founder of the Peace Study

Center and the Community Center for Creative Non-

violence in Washington, DC. The program will begin

at 7:30 p.m. both evenings.

Other programs of especial interest will feature

Anne Berrigan, niece of Daniel and Philip Berngan

and a member of the National Staff of the Harrisburg

Defense Committee and also a concert-lecture by

American Indian activist and singer Frank Growling

Dpnt>

This year's campus conference extends until the

middle of April. Originally, the conference was only

to be held in February, but last year it was continued

through March.

The expansion of the time devoted to the campus

conference is due in part to the broad encompassing

size of the topic Alternative Life-Styles.

The subject has been further broken down into

specific areas of study, including non-violence as a

way of life, resistance as a way of life, alternatives to

the traditional role of women, and alternatives to the

family as the basic unit of society.

Another reason for extending the length of campus

conference is because the committee has coordinated

it with other programs. The Tuesday topics in the

coming three months will reflect the theme of the

conference. Also the campus lecture series has in-

corporated its topic on women's education with the

conference.

Last Tuesday (Feb. 8), for example, the staff of the

Women's Collective in Amherst spoke on their life-

style Tuesday, February 22, will feature Beverly

Bell and Marjorie Shuman. unindicted co-

conspirators of the Harrisburg Eight. Their speeches

will concern "Women and Resistance."

Members of the committee coordinating the

campus conference are Ryan Leary. Margaret

Kilduff. Diane Campbell, and Sarah Morrison.

Says Sarah Morrison of the conference, "It has

been really interesting so far."

Essays On "Necessary Truth"
Amherst philosophy professor has edited a

collection of essays on the philosophical concept of

"necessary truth
."

Prof Robert C. Sleigh. Jr.. is editor of the book.

"Necessary Truth.'' which was published in January

by Prentice-Hall. Inc , in clothbound and paperback

versions. 4
. _

In the introduction, the editor poses two questions

which he says arise from the consideration of

necessary truth: "What sort of thing is it that is true

or false7 : What is the difference between just hap-

pening to be true and being true of necessity
'

With these questions, the editor leads the reader

into 11 selections by both classical and contemporary

philosophers Among them are Immanuel Kent.

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, and Willard Von Orman

Quine
Prof Sleigh did his undergraduate work at Dart-

mouth College and received his masters degree and

doctorate from Brown University. Prior to coming to

UMass in 1969. he taught at Wayne State University

and was a visiting professor at the University of

Illinois, Dartmouth College, and Harvard University.

At UMass. he teaches an introductory course in

philosophy, and courses in logic, contemporary

philosophy, epistemology. and metaphysics.

Affiliated with the American Philosophical Assoc .

the I' Mass professor has published articles in "The

Journal of Philosophy." "Nous." and "Philosophical

Studies."

my

3 Days Left

Quartet

To Apply To

(§)

The Tokyo String Quartet, ap-

pearing at Bowker Auditorium

tonight will hold an open rehearsal

this afternoon at 3:00 pm in

Bowker They will perform

Quartet No 2 by the contemporary

.Japanese composer. Akira

Mivoshi. There will be no ad

mission charge for the rehearsal

Jeans
$2.99

WEARHOUSE

For their University debut

concert, the quartet will perform

Mozart's Quartet in B Flat Major.

K 589: Debussy's Quartet in G
Minor, and Miyoshi's Quartet No

2.

Reserved tickets for the concert

are available at the Fine Arts

Council. 125 Herter Hall. Tel 545-

0202 Prices: $1 UMass Un-

dergrads; $2 Other Full-time

Students; $3 UMass Faculty /Staff

.

S3 50 General Public Remaining

tickets will be availalbe at Bowker

Auditorium one hour before the

concert

This event marks the third of five

concerts in this season's Chamber
Music Series sponsored by the Fine

Arts Council

Applications for the Distinguished Visitors Program
will be available through Friday, February 18, at the

Student Activities Office — Level One, Campus
Center.

PARIS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELGRADEOENEVA BUCHAREST OSLO

FLY SUPERCHEAP
Summer in EUROPE, From $185

March 24 - 31, includes round trip jet and accommodations at the Montagu Beach

Hotel or Pilot House. Flight only tickets can be purchased on request.

Summer in EUROPE, From $185

Carrier Route* Dates
Cost to

us Adm. Total

Caledonian B/L/B 5/22-4/27 $150 $35 $185

Caledonian B/L/B 6/1-7/11 $147 $35 $202

Caledonian B/L/B 4/7-4/12 $200 $25 $225

Caledonian B/L/B 6/12-9/3 $200 $25 $225

Caledonian B/L/B 6/21-8/29 $200 $25 $225

Caledonian B/L/B 4/27-1/15 $200 $25 $225

•1Boston /London / Boston

Fit. I

BL522
BL41
BL47
BL412
BL421
BL427

? Also available arc Eurail, Britrail, and Student Rail passes, car leases, rentals and pur

Zj chases, and many more helpful travel services.

2 for more info., call ST EVE GERMAN, 253 3359
at

I

J
American Student Travel Association

o 27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
* BOSTON, MASS. 02115

| Tele: (417)534-2511,534-7843

5 Open only to 5 college students, faculty, staff and immediate families

2 r\
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Augusta Security Unit Closed

Ah. the Music Room (even If It's not being used as intended.)

(MDC Photo by Al Jagoda)

AUGUSTA. Maine (AP)-Don, a

patient at Augusta State Hospital,

glanced around in the near-empty

corridor of the maximum security

unit at 9:30 Tuesday morning.

"I'm lonely," he said, moving to

collect his belongings stuffed in

two paper cartons.

A few minutes later, Don walked

out of the 63-year-old brick-and

granite fortress, the last patient to

leave the archaic structure, which

will be torn down.

Minutes earlier, five other male

patients had gathered their

possessions in cartons and white

laundry bags and walked out of

"the max." Attendants opened two

gates leading out of the structure,

which is ringed with a 20-foot fence

topped by barbed wire.

They will be assigned to other

quarters "on the hill," as they

refer to a cluster of buildings which

comprise the mental hospital.

The maximum security unit

gained nationwide publicity last

fall when it was discovered that a

patient, 66-year-old Melvin

Whittum, had been mistakenly

confined there for 44 years. The

story was broken by a reporter for

the Daily Kennebec Journal in

Augusta.
Whittum, who had been tran-

sferred to the hospital from the

Maine State prison, was sub-

sequently released.

Roy A Ettlinger, ASH
superintendent, said closing the

maximum security facility means
"more efficient treatment for this

type of patient..." He added: "We
realize we have a great respon-

sibility to protect the public, and I

am convinced that the new
program will offer greater

protection and at the same time

provide better treatment."

But to the patients the move "up

the hill" isn't the boon it might

seem.
"You lose more than you gain up

on the hill," said Don. He was

committed to the hospital 20

months ago after a jury found him

innocent of a charge of murder by

reason of mental disease.

"I was up there for three

weeks," he said. "Some of the

privileges you have down here you

lose up there," he added, referring

to the need for tighter security

precautions outside "the max".

The six-story building, built in

1908, has held as many as 42

patients, although it is rated for a

maximum of 27.

Last fall, a task force recom-

mended closing the facility down.

French Lecture Series Held
The second in a series of lectures

on French civilization reflected in

literature will be given Wednesday
evening, Feb. 16, at 8:00 in Herter

231 by Professor Aline Allard.

Professor Allard is a specialist in

sixteenth century French
literature, and will be speaking on

the image of the Renaissance in

French literature

These lectures are being given in

response to student request: they

are aimed at a student audience,

not an audience of specialists

They will try to give the un

dergraduate student in French

literature some sense of the

relationship between the literature

of a particular period and the main

cultural and political movements

of that period Most of the literary

references will be taken from

works studied in the 171 172 course.

but students from other courses

are welcome to attend.

Professor Allard will speak in

French.

beta kappa phi

401 north pleasant street

1

1

try us — you'll like us
11

RUSH

Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

Thursday 9:00 p.m.

Wanted:
900 English Majors

Purpose:
To Discuss After Grd. What?

Time and Place
Bart Lobby

Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 16

Reward

:

No Work Required

PARKING GARAGE

RATE CHANGE
Effective Monday, Feb. 14, 1972

15* per Hour — 1st thru 5th Hour

6th thru 12th Hours — FREE

13th thru 17th Hours — 15* per Hour

$1.50 MAX/MUM FOR
24 HOURS PARKING
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Community Police Control Proposed

(Editor's Note: The following is

a statement by the Bill of Rights

Committee on community control

of the police. It was drafted by Eric

Walgren and edited by John Miller,

Robin Steers, Gail Sullivan and

Gus Tengberg.)

POLICY
The policing policy for the

community should limit the Police

Department's power to providing

for the safety and personal

liberties of all persons present

within the boundaries of the

community. The laws, the courts,

and the penalties should seek the

same ends.
MEASURES

1. \ Representative Police Force

A civilian Police Affairs Board

should be established with one year

terms of office representing the

various populations within the

community. The Board should hire

and fire all police officers in-

cluding the police chief Members
of the various populations within

the community should be hired

proportionately as police: to in-

clude students, blacks, all racial

minorities, women, "hippies,"

"greasers," and the elderly.

2. No Guns. No person in public

within the community including

any police officer should be per-

mitted to carry a firearm unless

for special cause such as licensed

hunting, the transfer of cash at

banks, or for the use of police in the

case of an imminent threat of

bodily harm to persons by an ar-

med outlaw.

3. No Secret Police. No "person

employed by or in the control of the

police department should hide his

police identity for any purpose

including surveillance or the

detection or solution of any crime

whatever its nature.

4 Arrest Procedures Law. A local

law should specifically prohibit:

(1) an arbitrary stop of any

person or vehicle by a policeman.

(2) a search or seizure of any

property that is unrelated to the

offense charged.

(3) unnecessary arrest and

Announcing the Opening of

THE COLLECTOR
nouvelle gallery

frame shop

coins stamps

bicycles et cetera

11 bridge street, northampton

586-1580

lock-up for minor offenses when a

summons should be issued.

(4) the exclusion of a friend as

witness and advisor during an

arrest and the entire period of lock-

up.

(5) the failure to provide a

telephone inside the cell.

(6) taking a confession without

the advice of a lawyer.

5. Personal Liberties Law. A local

law should provide:

( 1

)

No conduct is disorderly, no

matter how unconventional, unless

it intentionally obstructs and

prevents the exercise of a personal

liberty by another person ex-

cluding the police officer.

(2) The community government

shall make no law abridging the

right to exercise personal liberties,

to include:

(a) being nude on any

private property with the owner's

consent and being nude at

designated public places.

(b) sexual acts of any

manner between consenting

persons 16 years of age and over

( c I any conduct that may be

construed to be self-destructive

including the use of any drugs.

6 Law Enforcement Priorities. A
community-wide referendum
should set the following priorities

for police work:
First The safety of persons

from physical harm by another

person or from natural causes.

Second The safety of property

from theft or damage by another

person or from natural causes.

Third. The protection of per-

sonal liberties (See Personal

Liberties Law, Proposal *5 above )

Fourth. A helping hand ex-

tending to all persons within the

community including guests and

passers-by

Drug Policy The policy of the

community government should be

to enforce no law making the use or

sale of any drug a criminal offense

(a) When drug use is a problem

it is a health problem so the local

government should provide

medical and social services for

users who voluntarily seek

assistance.

( b) No controls should be placed

on the sale of marijuana and other

natural psychedelics.

(c) The community should

explore what controls, if any,

should be put on the sale of clean

synthetic psychedelics and "hard"

drugs.

(d) The community should

devise non-criminal controls to

stop a person from dealing an

adulterated drug especially one

containing poison.

7 Review of Criminal Com-
plaints The Police Affairs Board

(see proposal t>\ above) should

review at a public hearing any

protest by a defendant to a

criminal complaint against him In

the case of a complaint filed by a

police officer, the decision by the

Board whether the complaint

should be prosecuted is final.

In the case of a complaint filed

by a private person, the decision of

the Board whether the complaint

should be prosecuted is advisory to

the complaining person and the

District Attorney.

8. A Unified Community Police

Department The University of

Massachusetts should contract

with the Town of Amherst for

police services which are con-

trolled by all residents within the

Town.
9. Hometown Court. A Hometown
Court for all criminal and civil

matters should be established in

the Town of Amherst with local

judges including non-lawyers

appointed for a two-year term of

office. The jury list of local people

should reflect the various local

populations proportionately.

10.10. Hometown IVnalts

Program In the case of actual

wrongdoing the wrongdoer should

pay a penalty of which jail is the

last resort. Penalties should

generally compensate the victim

for the wrong done.

JUNIORS
The University commencement

task force needs Juniors

to help plan

Graduation Day 1972 and 1973.

ANY JUNIOR CAN APPLY TO:

MARGIE DAVIS AT 549-6672

WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY
< Dinner Warn

Complimentary

Carafe

_HCM St * INF served by ihc ejeae ot carafe — ***tr,*-Bmt tu*Jr—— Fab Wmm fiat nmiM, —

Appetizeri

HOMEMADE MINESTRONE SOI P • FRENCH ONION SOI P. Au* Crouton

Tureen 50

ITALIAN ANTIPASTO Small $1.10 Large $1.9S

PatUl Ml »nu raeYeei lereW »«* rrt.a (.ueef satae* 6 •**• aaaW CmrUt Br—d

SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALLS
SPAGHETTI AND ITALIAN SAUSAGE
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT SAUCE
SPAGHETTI AND TOMATO SAUCE
SPAGHETTI WITH OLIVE OIL AND GARLIC
SPAGHETTI AND BU'TTER «* Pamtesan

Ihnners

$2-25

$1.75

$1.65

$1.85

$1.65

Homemade

I talinn
n »MMM »»M »mm »» eeeeea n sm eeeaem ae "I

BAKED LASAGNA
lawk Mre — " In i«n ii »•«*

Teaee* Cim tatoe) — Gar** anas'

$2.50 !
eeeeeee aieeiamm eiaaeiseseeeeeeaaeeee "

Food
VEAL PARMIGIANA

Tnanwn Juice or Mwrniiw Soup
Toned Gnat Salad — Garlic Bread

$3.25

FRIED »/2 CHICKEN
AND SPAGHETTI

Toaard Green Salad — Garlic Bread

$2.75

of Wine
| | ,| tttfTtttUU**"' nana aa a aaa*W ete>e>ae>a

CHICKEN CACC1ATORE
Tomato Juice or Minestrone Soup

Side Order Srxahctr

Towed Green Salad — Garlic Breed

ftrrp.irrt I hv

$3.25 t

BAKED MAN1COTT1
Toawd Green Salad — Garlic Bread

$1.95

with your

T-BONE STEAK
Toaard Green Salad — French Fries or

Baled Potato— Italian Bread and Butter

$3.95

BAKED RAVIOLI
Toaard Green Salad — Garlic Bread

$1.95

rhrfs who t'i

und promptly srrvrd

eeeeeeaa eeeeaaeeeeeaaeeeee

ROAST BE^F, AU JUS
French Onion Soup — Toaard Green Salad

French Fran or Baked Potato — Italian Bread * Butter

Deseert — Coffee

$3.95
,. aaaaaaaa aaa I

Dinner
SANDWICHES

i , POUND HAMBURG
rale Ma- Franca

ROAST BEEF

tl»

IISO

MFATBAI.L SANDWICH

M
.65

.60

LUNCHEON 11:30 til 5 - daily

DINNER 5 til 10 - nitely

SIDE ORDERS
Spaghetti

Loaf Garlic Bread

Toaard Salad

BEVERAGES & DESSERTS
Coffee. Tea *>

Milk .25

M

Meerballt

Sausage

French Fries

SAUSAGE AND PEPPER
SANDWICH

SO

.TS

SO

II 00

|I2*

Pu.het of Tomato Sauce 40

Italian Bread ft Butter .30

Tomato Juice

Soft Drink*
M

Pecan Pie, whipped cream So

Spumoni
Cheese Cake
Pie. Fresh Daily

SO

Try it, you 11 like it!

who st* purposv is

to plvusr!!

ENTERTAINMENT
Every Saturday

"The Endless Knights"
10 p.m.

Notices

ACCOUNTING CLUB:
There will be an informal

discussion on Federal Income Taxes
with Frank McGrath and Brenda
Hollands, from the Internal Revenue
Service. Thurs., Feb. 17, 7-9 p.m. Rm.
805 809 CC. Refreshments. All are
welcome.

AGRICULTURAL ECONMICS
SOCIETY:
Ag Ec Society will meet Feb. 16 at

7:30 p.m. in 227 228 Draper Hall. All

dept. grad, undergrad, and Stock-

bridge students urged to attend.

ENGLISH DEPT. UNDERGRAD
COUNCIL:
Welcome meeting: Come to

Bartlett Lobby at 7:30 p.m. on Wed.
Feb. 16 and discuss "After
Graduation What? Please come.

DAMES CLUB:
Student wives will hold a "meat

buying session" tonight in Farley 4 H
Lodge at 8 p.m. Bring Dames I.D.

card to be eligible for meat door
prize.

GREAT DECISIONS PROGRAM:
The third in a series of Great

Decision Programs will be held

tonight at 7:30 In Webster House
main Lounge. Everyone is welcome
to attend.

INTRAMURAL:
The Intramural Activities

Department will sponsor a Small Ball

Handball Pyramid Tournment which
will commence on March 1. Open to

all members of the University
Community. Entry sheets are
available at the Intramural Office,

215 Boyden. All entries must be

submitted by 5:00 p.m., Thurs., Feb.

24.

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE ON:
The Top Most Yoga System

Campus Center, Wed. 7 8, RM 805
809.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
The bus will be leaving for the State

Hospital tonight at 6:30 from
Hasbrouck Lab and at 6:35 from
Patterson House. Everyone is

welcome.

THE FAMILY—A RADICAL
PERSPECTIVE:

1 credit coiioquim first meeting
Wed. Feb. 16, 529 Eugene Field

House. 7:30 p.m.

AUTOS FOR SALE

IMS Plymouth go**) rend. Power
steering and break*. Urn good] condition

winicrucd bucket triU I (St Call Karen

rvr-nlagji S4*-4IM
UZ-lt

Musi sell 15 VW New wig., new lutr..

new frt end, firm ISM I-MZ47M or 1-543-

IfMS

( heap IM3 Falcon. New lira automatic

VI reign*, needs minor repair Real offer

raN eve*. a*5-4a*Z
UZ-II

M Rambler — Anerkaa • cyl.. good

rubber. Need* war eag. work, *»» »
( all after 5 p m 541-371* or day 5454)444

aak for Jim Want I ZSt

UZ-II

IK* Volvo IZZ* automatic Radial Urea.

1751 ar beat offer. Call 5M-33S4 after I

UZ-Z3

VW Has new. IZStM rack * radio. Call

after S MB. S4II47Z
HZ-ZZ

INS Porsche coupe eag.

dutch tire*, battery, brakea: elec

sunroof Must sell, beat reasonable offer.

t*5-43M after • p.m.
UZ-ZJ

•«Z Kord Fatriane roape. aato.. S cyl..

bucket seats, new front end. brakea *
snow lira. Really as good akape llZS or

beat offer. Cad 544-StSt
tfl-ll

FOR SALe

Brown auede afgan coal made in

Turkey, asking ISO. Call t-»02 never

worn.
UZ-II

Double bed. extra long, like new.

comfortable and clean. Inrludea new

quilled mattress cover. Call S4*-t7»« •».

Keep trying.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY:
Short business meeting at library

for all members. Wed., Feb. 16, 7:30.

Election of Officers, etc. WITHOUT
YOUR VOTE, WHO KNOWS WHAT
THOSE NUTS WILL DO NEXT?

SIGMA KAPPA:
The Sisters of Sigma Kappa would

like to invite all University women to

visit their home at 19 Allen St. There
will be an informal get together and
refreshments at 7:00 tonight. Come
meet us.

SORORITY RUSH:
Sigma Kappa will

house this evening.

hold an open

Black Lights' | Bright and beautiful. I*

inches long ft or with white push button

fixture Is < all M at S4S4937.

Ml
1*7* Maverick. Z4.SM mile*. I MM. Atoo

large, wooden car -top carrier w/lotk —
ISt. (all S4t-*M7.

UZ-17

I Kill System — KM Inner. 2 KLH mod
17 spkrs. Only $28*' I "second system''

mono tuner * spkr. At** I Evette French

clarinet I7S — 544-4131
UZ-17

Men's hockey skates around site t. Will

sell for lit to IIS or trade for Hockey
gloves. Call Scott at S4Z 3*5Z

Mi

Royal portable typewriter, w/carrylng

rase new ribbon, owners manual, top

condition. I3S. see at 313 South College. 5-

M2I. O. Wilson
UZ l»

(.uitarsale: between % It and %* off on

folk guitars and steel strings. Cases

stands, and accessories alto. Call: S44V

7t7Z at 2tt Webst.
UZ 17

POVERTY COMMITTEE:
Important meeting Wed.

6:00 p.m., CC 178.

Feb. 16,

SENIOR COMMITTEE:
There will be a meeting of the

Senior Day Committee on Wed., Feb.

16 at 7:30 in the R.S.O. Lounge CC.

Please attend.

SCROLLS:
No meeting this week. Plans still In

the air. Meeting next week, Thurs.

Feb. 24 instead.

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting Curry Hicks at 7 p.m. New

class starting, bring bathing suits.

New members and all interested are

invited to attend. Elections of Sec.

and Treas.

SPANISH CLUB:
There will be a mandatory meeting

of all Spanish majors, tonight 7 p.m.,

4th floor Lounger Herter. The
election of 3 Student representatives

to the departmental committee will

take place.

SENATE ELECTIONS:
Vote in Thur's. Senate Elections

See ad in this issue.

CLUB HISPANIO:
The Club Hispanio will hold a brief

but very important meeting tonight

at 7:30, 4th Floor Lounge Herter.

Current members as well as those

who would like to join are asked to

attend.

TERTULIA:
The Tertulia will be held Wed. Feb.

16 from 2:30-4:00 in the 4th Floor

Lounge, Herter. If you are interested

in increasing you Spanish fluency,

please come!

U.MASS. AMATEUR RADIO CLUB:
The Amateur Radio Club will have

a meeting tonight at 6:30 in 165 CC.
ALI Hams or people interested in

Amateur radio are invited.

U.MASS. TAE KWON DO CLUB:
Interested in learnig Korean

Karate? Come to the meeting
tomorrow at 3:30 in the Com-
monwealth Rm. of the S.U.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY:
Practice Wildlife Bowl tonight in

preperation for Eastern Student

Conclave. 7.30 Rm 305 Hold. Hall.

WORLD YOUTH ORGAN. AND
MOTHER EARTH PRODUCTIONS:
30 hour Rock Festival at the

Paramount Theatre, Spfld, Mass.

Feb. 228.23, 9 a.m. till midnight. 4

Live groups. Tickets at Student

Activities and Faces of Earth.

LOST:
Black, brown, 3 mon. old Sheperd-

Beagle. 9" high. Lost near Zeta Nu.
May answer to "Smudge". If seen or

found call 5 2162 or 253 9232. Thanks.

One U Mass class ring in Paige
Lab. Class of 72, Initials BJS. Please
call 253 5996 after 6.

Green and white scarf between CC
and Herter. Sentimental value. Call

Brenda 6 4208.

Silver wire-rim glasses. Left in

wrong coat in Florence Diner. Please

call 6 7555.

A Navy blue stocking cap
sometime within the past two weeks
in E or D lot up on the Hill. If found

please call Jimmy. My ears are cold.

66577.

One pair brown hiking shoes. Took

wrong pair skating Fri. night. If you

have them, I have yours. Call Paul

546 4083

MDC CLASSIFIED
Newfoundland, female. Z l/Z yrs. old.

champion pedigree. Call after 3. Il7-g«-

17*1
UZ-II

St. Bernard puppies. Ready to leave

mother Females AKC papers. goad

pedigree I7S and I IM Call Mt-45tl or SM-

tfz-i«

For sale foreign car part*. Alfa parts

and service aew Mirhelln and Pirelli

snows, regular — cheap. Call It p.aa. — t

a.m. SM-3S3*. Try often
IfMs

Yon two Night (aaUery freaks la Pat-

terson better beep a candle III tonlte

Z-lt

li si Daley. Ike sister* of Knowlts lata

Tneta are all greased ap and ready to kick

ass. Beware!
Ml

KZ — congratulation* — your finally

legal — R3.
Ml

Brand new apt at River Glade la share

with one person. Rent to very reasonable

t.lse a call anytime ZS3-ZSS7. It's very nice

\pt. II4Z.

UZ-Z2

TYPING
Typing — theses, dissertations, etc.

fast, accurate Proofreading, editing U
desired Have Greek * Science symbols

MM,
tfs

GOOD FOOD BOOK WANTED

Mary
Michael

- Happy Btrthda) Love

Ml

Life -time guarantee 1
2 -soil battery I yr

aid. Call S33-***4 after S.

IIMI

( atbie — 3 big one with toss of laughs,

thoughts, esp love. The kid down the kail

Z-ll

r'aalasla Saack Bar. Stk Hoar.

Washington open Mon-Pri 7 p.m. -12 a.m..

Sal It Saw. 12 ami* pm . I p.m.
- IZ a.m. Came and eat goad!

UZ-17

RIDE NEEDED

( urrrnt PerspecUves la Social Psych.

Hollander A Muni. 3rd edit *-S7tt

WRITER*

Planer Saperglass Skis. ZtSrm. Nordics

boats, site It l/Z. need money for school

(all I a try SS4-SISS.
UZ-II

New KZ Skta with warranty, no hale*,

pick sour length Must sell, best after Call

Peggv eves. ZS3-ttg7.

UZ la

Make 1 71! Zl w/meal ticket- Still

possible to get refund tor your meal ticket

Bay mine far lilt (will negotiate) ftave

I7t. *-*s*4

UZ It

Diamond needles, reg. 1741. now I3.W

A mag. Carta. 3t-tt% off. H-Track Tapes

IZ.M. Stereo fCojnlp. and access Discount

t-aaci niles
UZ-17

FOR RENT
Apt. available, all uUI. turn or uafam

(all 253-ZttS or SM-tIM after sis.

UZ-ZI

AUTO— ASTROLOGY
The Mm ha* only a few day* left hi

Aquarius and since It to now conjunct

Mercury . M to most opportune to have yoar

car's electrical system checked Atoo with

the moon in Pisces It's a goad time t* have

voor ail and niter changed All al spen

cer's MORIl Service — Nest to post of-

fice.

Z II

BASSIST DRUMMER
Wanted to rock and rail. Dig the Stones

anything that moves. Some original tunes

Own equipment (all Pete or Rich Rm tit

Moan
UZ-lt

REFRIGERATORS
"> year gaaranlee made by Delmonico. 3

cubic foot 1*5. S cubic foot It*. Call Gary
ItMaafa

UZ-ZS

Need a ride to DC. Washington's

weekend. If not. any weekend soon Share
e.penses Please raU Stt-tCSR

UZ-lt

Kkle needed to Cornell or Syracu

leb It. (all Sue S4»-**44

Writers Have yon scripts suitable for

TV* I would be interested in production
Mi.. Raosell '.is IS* l between t and 7

UZ-II

ROOMS FOR RENT
Z-lt

Hide wanted 1* and from Agawam
Contact Pat 73Z-3SM. wlllhag la share

Ream al Lake Pleasant l-Z i

Paul lU/mon 317*374
• Can

UZ-II

Z-lt

SUBLET SERVICES

z bdrm. Z bath, dhs'g ft lis g rm. hi ft

water incl. Can fit i to « sta. On I'M bus

route (all after Stt at SoVIZ»4. Avail

March I.

UZ IS

APARTMENT FOR RENT

\\ailahle March I to Sept I with option

to renew lease. 2 bedroom apt.. Colonial

Village. IIM. a month, all utilities paid

( all ZS«-«IIK
UZ-lt

Working on Cape Cod this summer?
live al Brownies Motor Court Route I

Wellfleet. I or Z bedroom, housekeeping

(shins open May 3t. Season rales. Call

7NM7M — West Springfield

UZ-17

WANTED
New members

Visitors Program
Activities Office

today!

for the Distinguished

Applications si Student

thru Peh. II. Apply

UZ-II

HELP WANTED
student Senate Budgets Comm — Sec..

• Z/hr. up to tZ.St hr Contact John

Stevens. Senate Office — MS434I.
UZ-II

Stadenl Senate Budgets Comm — Sec..

1 2/hr ap to ZSt hrs Contact John Stevens,

senate office — S4S434I.
Z-ll

Women age 2* » far Psychological

study of female cycle. It hours paid

participation over three months. Prefer

mm contraceptive pill users. Call Mrs.

Cation. S4Z-Z3S4. fcaMltt.
UZ-lt

Greenfield. * rms . 3 bedrooms, living,

dining rm and kitchen Heat and hot water

included. No pels llts/man Call 773-

smi after S:3t p.m.
UZ-lt

Sublet I bdrm. list mo Inched utll S4»

XSt* after I.

UZ-II

Two-Bedroom Apartmeats tor im-

mediate rental. k month lease.

IIHS/month. Includes utll Call *tS-3Z*t

days or ««5-3.S7S nites

U4-14

TRAVEL

IS. and foreign coins and stamps

bought, sold, traded. Hob Murrln. 221

Hamlin House or P.O. Box lot Amherst.

Mass tianz.

UZ-lt

PERSONAL

Overseas jobs for students, Australia

P.urope. S. America. Africa, etc. All

professions snd occupations. I7IM to S:i.*M

monthly. Ktnenes paid, overtime,

sightseeing Pree Information Write. Jobs

Overseas. Dept. Q3. bos IM7I. San Diego.

(8 121 is

UZ-lt

Spring vacation. *. days on Spanlah

Riviera IZM Rndtrp Jet. hotel, etc Call

loser Krensky 3*7 Wheeler. S4S-Z4IZ. Z4I3.

or Z42t.
UZ-ZI

Term papers'' for all subjects. Law
rales National Writers Coop (all 2S3-

7X1Z.

UZ-IH

\mherst Audi* services, stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or ear. 117

No Pleasant St.. ZSt-1133.

Usem

LECTURE NOTES
Notes far Botany It*. Kcon IZS. (>e*l IM.

Phil Its. Gov lit. III. Soc III. ZSt. ZS7. Zoo

Itl. I l.->»n sale in Room 311 Student In ton

U 2-23

SF.S Nate* far Micro lit. Htol IM. Kcon
IZ*. Psych Itl. 2tZ. ZS3. ZIS. Z7t. 2a*. XI.
3ZS. 27*. 2n». 311. 3ZS and Food Stl III Rm
311 Mudenl V I obbs

tf-Z-23

FLYING MACHINES

Spring vacation. 7 nights an the Spanish

Hlviera IZM Including md trip jet from

Boston, hotel etc. Call Joyce Krenaky. 317

Wheeler S-Z4IZ or S-z«i3.

UZ-14

Thanks. Jake. yoaYe a real swell guy.

The ride was fantastic. I.ove. Ann. And

drop dead while you're at it.

UZ-lt.

Howie — I love you. Pat.
UZ-II

Att. Commuters — If you care for better

rep. in student gov't vote in Thurs
election for two who care: Thad Jartabek
« Bill Niedzwlecki.

U2-I7

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted for Rolling

OT. IM-7S. Call 2S.V7S4S

U2-Z2

Roommate wanted. Apt Ctr.. Amherst

M or K Call Dan 2S.V7n*l. 1*5 month.
If 2-17

i.. i South spring break: Bermuda —
r rrepnrt — Acapulco — Puerto Rico. »-

dav packages from Hat. F.scape In-

ternational, call Peggy 2S,3-**«7.

trz-zt

TRUMPET INSTRUCTION

Prof trumpet Instruction, sll levels —
aspects of imprnv 4 harmony. Lessons in

BhJ Vllamp Studio. Call SZ7-4M74 bet

II a.m. — noon.
UZ-II

SAI.I.Y "MASH" KF.M.KKMAN ft

HID CORT TAKE OFF< ! I FRIDAY
r VFNINGIN "BRKWSTKRMcCLOLD
vi Ml \K I: »-* 31-rt: 3t. DIRWTF.D BY
HOHF.RT \I.TMAN <MASH>

UZ-ZS

TERMPAPERS
Quality reference material — original

work and copies. Term papers of Amherst,

Km 117. Amherst. Carriage Ina. N.

Pleasant St. 2M-«ltt
Ml

Exceptional Apportunity

for Married Couples
Farn estra money part time.

Tremendous potential. No obligation ( all

Mrs Norris for appointment I SIS 1314.

HZ-22
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Plan Your Career Now

Recently a group of AFROTt Cadets decided to do something

about Sickle Cell Anemia. The> sold candy bars and all procedes

went towards Sickle Cell Anemia Research. Here the results of this

endeavor are presented to Chancellor Bromery who will forward a

check for MM to Howard University for use in Sickle Cell Anemia

Research. The AFROTC Cadets are Martin Carter. Tarl Piepho.

Barrv Lnice and Charles Henegar. .

B> PHILIP SCHIRMER
Undergraduates.

Last week's article focused

primarily on the Career Planning

and Placement Offfice's services

with regard to graduating seniors,

and was essentially -placement"

oriented But. as the title indicates,

placement is only half of the pic-

ture.

Career -planning'-the other

hall is a service of value to all

segments of the academic com

munity here at UMaM un

dergraduates. graduates, and

alumni but especially for tresh

man to junior level students

The CPPO. according to its

brochure. " assist^ the individual

to choOM a career, prepare tor it.

enter upon it. and progress in it." It

states further that --student's)

should plan to star' making use of

career planning resources as early

as possible, for certain options

might require prerequisites that

cannot be scheduled if left until the

final semesters before

graduation." (Those little

prerequisites have a way ol

sneaking in on you.)

Choosing a career which will be

satisfying and rewarding 20 or 30

vears from now is not a simple

process Placement olficers can

refer vou to these individuals and,

once you have made your decision.

help vou plan a job campaign.

They receive regularly requests

from interested employers tor

students to work 00 a t nil or part

tune basi>. as well as information

on summer lob openings ' These,

and other special services are

available to UMass alumni as well,

at any time during their careers

To supplement counselling

mi vices, the CPPO maintains a

library containing such things as:

company brochures, aids on the

mechanics of job-hunting,

graduate school directories, and

the like The library is situated to

the left as you enter the Placement

Office in Whitmore and students

are urged to come in and browse

Much as we would like to, we

can't all be professional students

Neither can we afford to look upon

our UMaM experience as purely

academic and unrelated to the

i ut ure beyond the University

Career planning now can help us

avoid or at least minimize the

inevitable post graduate job

hunting pressure

< in February -lli. a represent at i\r

from the New York City Mission

Society will conduct interviews in

the CPP office for summer cam
ping positions. Sign up for an in

terview if interested.

Apply For Aid
ications for

the 1172-73

available

ice. Room

Financial Aid a

the Summer of IfTJ

academic year j

in the Financial

ZV2 Whitmore
Applications will be available

from now until 500 P.M.. Tuesday.

February 29 and must be filed no

later than March l Whether or not

aid has been received previously, a

new application must be filed each

vear for all Loans. Scholarships.

Grants and Work Study

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

superficial

smiles'

"get these clothes

out of here!'

SYDNEY OMANt«

sale
VESTS

30

25

Now 12.00
" 11.00

JERSEYS

4

5.50

6
7.5^

12

Now 2.00
" 2.50
" 3.00
" 4.00
" 5.50

TIES

An Aquarian named Karen com
municates rrom Miffl.nOurg. P» to

complain aboui Leo native* Leo we
says, "always wants a crowd ana

everyone <n th» crowd to trunk tne same

way Leo does " Karen says sne gets along

with her Leo father by matting him think

he is always right "i won't.' she says.

"go mto the matter o* his roaring tern

per ' These seem not to oe good days »or

Leo. at least not as tar as some o» my
readers art concerned Your opinions,

please!

ARIES (March Jl April 1») Wor*

Behind scenes One assoc aed with large

organization may b# sirvmg m your

oenait Don't pull in too many direction*

at once Settle m your o*"1 mind where it

is you want to go
TAURUS (April M May Ml Fr.end

ships can blossom What appears a minor

relationship could become meaningful

Socialite Welcome contact* Be con

f.dent Expand Oont *hr n* You are

ready Know it and act like you know >t

GEMINI (May Jl June Ml Ambition*

should be put m proper perspective F mfl

out what it is that will make you happy

Discard the rest Get rid of platitudes

Stick to what can achieve your goal

Thmk of yourself Others will appreciate

your practicality

CANCER (June 31 July 31) Study

gam additional knowledge Publish and

advertise Improve methods of com
munication Be aware of potential Ac

cept need for creative changes Be

analytical Get to neart of matter*

Travel M empnasi/eo

LEO (July 31 Aug JJ> Overcome

habits which art destructive Get budget

m order Family member i* ready to

make concession Be diplomatic State

desires, but do so m reasonable manner

Others now resent brash methods

VIRGO (Aug J 1 Sept Ml Study Leo

message Find reasons tor recent hap

pemngs Perfect techniques improve

oubtic relations Cooperate n speoai

project which mvloves mate, business

partner Spotlight on legal agreement

LIBRA (Sept JJ-Oct Ml New work

prodedures art featured Employment

picture changes You get on more solid

ground You gain confidence and ere

g.ven added responsibility Older m
div dual will aid Be a good listener

SCORPIO (Oct. JJNev 3D Finiih

what you start Don't play game* where

emotions art concerned Stakes art high

and could be tor keeps Aries i» involved

Creative urge soars to forefront Get rid

of burden not rightly you own
SAGITTARIUS (Nov IJDec.JI)

Spotlight is on home, security. ba*ic

chore* and procedure* Get tact* in or

der organiie and coordinate effort*.

Older individual may be temperamental

Do what mu*t be done Refuse to be

coerced
CAPRICORN ( Dec II Jan 1»> Ac

cent on shori tourney*, ideas which can

be successfully nurtured You make

numerous contacts Be ready and willing

to deal with public. Vou could sell

anything Humor and versatility become

twin allies

AQUARIUS (Jan MFe* it) New

deal upcoming which can be profitable

New moon position now accents money,

personal possessions, material gam Be

open to suggestions, but guard valuables

Don't give up something for nothing

PISCES (Feb. le-MarchM) New moon

It your sign coincides with added vitality,

personal appearance* and general

success Make new start* m new direc

tons You are going to break through red

i ape. other obstacles

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

art inventive, creative and introspective

You require periods alone Some
seclusion is beneficial Vou get second

chance for personal happiness m up

coming months July is most signigicant

be independent and confident that

anginal concepts will work

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1 Cvcryona
4 Snakes
8 Escaped
12 Bom
13 Young horse

14 Ireland

15 Chinese
pagoda

16 Industrious

18 Ire

20 Metal
fastener

21 Guido's low

note

22 Pigpen
23 Preposition

27 Garden tool

29 Lad
30 Look

pryingly

31 Near
32 Place

33 Ugly, old

woman
34 Pronoun

35 Declare

37 Label

38 Chicken

39 Pit

40 Damp
4 1 A state (abbr.)

42 Chestnut with

white

interspersed

44 Hinder

47 A state

51 Siamese
native

52 Century
plant

53 Narrate

54 Worm
55 Young

salmon

56 Great Lake

57 Gram

DOWN

5

6
7

8
9
10
11

17

19

22
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
32

Organized
group of

teams
Genus of

maples
Offspring

Sufficient

Wander
Sense
Illuminated

Silkworm
A month
(abbr)
Enlisted man
(colloq)

Latin

coniunction

Drunkard
Negative
Heavy volume
Unlock
Mixture
Mans name
Insect

Sink in middle

Stricter

r-1 7HK2UI
aaw aaaoa utnu
[•Hiatal aoaacj

2L1QJ an3Q
n LDunna aooa
narj aaaao ans

E L UDE
R£ B o sjm

Chapeau
Man's
nickname
More taut

More torrid

40 Squander
41 Pronoun
43 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

33
36

37
38

44 Erase
(printing)

45 Simple
46 Ascend
47 Hit lightly

48 Guido's
high note

49 Conjunction

50 Man s name

It's Hard To Keep An
Old Broad Jumper Down
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Ralph Boston isn't used

to taking a back seat to anyone in the long jump.

But during the Mason-Dixon Games here last

weekend the 32-year-old former world record holder

and three-time Olympian finished fifth-well out of

the running.

"That's the first time I've finished fifth in 12

years," said the lanky, agile athlete wearing a slight

grin across his goateed face.

"Check that. I remember placing sixth in the

national AAU championships in 1960."

Boston, presently working in the special services

office handling minority affairs at the University of

Tennessee, is returning to active competition after a

two year layoff.

"I just got a little tired of jumping," he said. "My
body was tired and I felt I had to take some time off to

let it rebuild."

His right knee gave him trouble beginning in the

mid-60s and then he damaged some tendons during a

European tour in 1967.

Finally, "wear and tear" on the knees, said Boston,

forced him to go slow.

Last week he said he had his right knee drained and

now feels in better shape than any time since the 1968

Mexico City Olympics.

"I had full flexibility. I could actually spring," he

said standing next to the long jump ramp.

Working out every day for as much as 1-1/2 hours,

Boston has only one though at the moment -the

summer Olympics in Munich.

"There's nothing else but Munich," he said.

Can he take it after a two year layoff and with a

knee that still aches in the cold, damp weather?

"I wouldn't be trying if I didn't think I could," he

smiled. "Guys are getting out of wheelchairs for the

trials. Look at me." —
He didn't name any long jumpers he must beat out.

Boston, who jumped 24-4-3/4 in the Mason-Dixon

classic, felt that "anything other than first is

disappointing."

"Now I know what I've got to do," he said.

Boston turned quickly to another area he feels

strongly about-money.
"If I get some backing financially, I could go as

long as George Blanda," he said, referring to the 44-

year-old quarterback of the Oakland Raiders.

"There's money being made in these track meets

but where is it. There must be some for me," he

grinned.

Boston declined to say how much he earns as an

official at Tennessee, but admitted "it's not enough."

He talked of Bob Hayes, his college roommate, and

the $25,000 check he picked up after the Dallas

Cowboys won this year's Super Bowl.

"Nobody thinks about the poor, lonely track guy,"

he said. "Track athletes are human."
"I don't think Sandy Koufax former Los Angeles

Dodger pitcher was any better a pitcher than I was a

long jumper, but he's earning thousands of dollars as

a sports commentator," Boston said.

Marquette Receives

A First Place Vote
By THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS
UCLA lost a first-place vote

in The Associated Press poll

announced Tuesday but still

retained the position as the top

major college basketball team
in the nation by a wide margin.

The Bruins, unanimous No. 1

choice for the past three weeks

in the balloting of sports

writers and sportscasters,

received 40 first-place votes

and 818 points. Marquette
received the other No. 1 vote

and 720 points. Both were

unbeaten in 19 games through

Sunday.
North Carolina. Louisville.

Pennsylvania and Virginia

finished in the same 3-4-5-6

order as last week. But South

Carolina advanced from ninth

to seventh, Ohio State dropped

one place to eighth. Long

Beach State fell from eighth to

ninth and Marshall cracked the

Top Ten with 10th place.

The remainder of the Top

Twenty is Brigham Young,

Southwestern Louisiana,
Providence, Florida State,

Missouri, Hawaii, Kentucky,

Memphis State, Maryland and

Tennessee.
Kentucky, Maryland and

Tennessee gained the Top
Twenty this week, while

Minnesota, Duquesne and
Jacksonville dropped out.

1 UCLA 40 818

2 Marquette! 720

3 North Carolina S89

4. Louisville 491

5 Pennsylvania 452

6 Virginia 406

7 South Carolina 396

8 Ohio St. 251

v Long Beach St 226

10 Marshall 196

11 Brigham Young 159

12 SW Louisiana 1S4

13. Providience 129

14. Florida St 114

15 Missouri 68

16 Hawan 34

17 Kentucky 30

18 Memphis Si 26

19 Maryland 24

20 Tennessee 23

Women Hoopsters

Drop Two To Southern
The UMass varsity girls basketball team lost its fifth game of the

season last Saturday against a strong Southern Connecticut State

College, 67-29 ^ w _
The game was bv no means out of UMass reach by half-time with

Southern on top, 30-21 The scoring of Beth Fay ( 12 pts. > and Vicki Pagel

< 4 pts. ) had kept UMass in the game until this point.

But with the opening of the third quarter. Southerns offense hit for a

big 20 points while UMass countered with just 7. In the quarter. Sue

Chapman, Beth Fay and Pat Bash scored three, two, and two points

respectively , . . .. ..

By the fourth quarter, the UMass offense had turned ice cold as they

could muster but one lone point from Chris Molonea Southern's 17 points

put the icing on their 67-29 victory, and dropped UMass to 0-5 for the

season •

GIRLS' J.V. BASKETBALL
The UMass J.V.'s faired little better against their Southern Conn

counterparts, losing 49-26 and dropping their season record to 2-3.

The half-time score stood at 27-15, UMass on the bottom. Sheila Higgins

and Sue McNamara spearheaded the offense with four points apiece.

The J V s were outscored in the last two quarters as their usually

competent offense could not get hot.UMass scorers included Sherrie

Kowarski. Sue McNamara and Joanne McGowan with five apiece. Sheila

Higgins' four points, followed by Kathy Dowd. Lorraine Harvey and

Karen Fruzetti with two each and Shawn Stillman s one pouit con-

tribution Final score. Southern Conn 49, UMass 26.

Mrs. KjeldsenNamed to Tour

For U.S. Women Gymnasts

ESCALATION OF THE WAR-Officials of the fledging V orld Hockey Association conduct ihe league s

first draftYesterday at Anaheim. Calif, selecting some cf the NHL "uperstar^ Pic ured are officials

om the .Va^ue franchises A 78-game schedule is exoected to start in October. ( AP Wlrephoto)

Mrs Kitty Kjeldsen. ad

ministrative coach of the UMass

women's gymnastics team, has

been asked to serve on the national

women's coaches and judges

training staff for the United States

The training staff, consisting of six

women's coaches and judges

picked by the United States

Gymnastics Federation, will be

asked to travel and conduct

coaches clinics, judging workshops

and judges rating sessions all over

the country for the next four years

The program is a part of the

overall effort to make the United

States one of the top countries ir

the world in men's and women s

gymnastics
Mrs Kjeldsen has already been

asked to conduct coaches and

judges clinics in Moscow, Idaho

and for the state of Vermont She

has also been chosen to judge the

Junior National Gymnastics

Championships in Baltimore.

Maryland and Senior National

Gymnastics Championships in

Billings. Montana These cham
pionships will serve as selection

meets for the United States

Women's Olympic Team.

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY—
SATURDAY

4:30 10: 30 p.

m

(except during

league play)

r

Tonight at the

L

BELL'S PIZZA

Remember the

name because

you will never

forget the

taste.

85 University Dr.

268-8011, 253-8051

< formerly the

Meadow Inn)

rusty
naif

Enjoy "The Mixed Emotions 99

featuring Owen Cooper

Every Wed. - Sat. 2 bands

for dancing & listening

Open 'til 2 a.m.

The finest, most

professional entertainment

in the area.

Fantastic sandwiches served all night

Take Rt. 116 North to 1st set of lights. Go left. Take the 1st

right after the Auction House Go to end of road. Take right

on Rt. 47. and we're one mile down on the right.

M0HIERIY POP
Campus Cinema

Now Playing
Campus II

Starts 7: 15
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UMass Rebounds Vs. B.U., 112-89
By FRANK ANTOSIEWICZ

After three tough losses on the road, Coach Jack Leaman
juggled his line up in an attempt to find a winning com-

bination, and came up with the lucky number-a 112-89 win.

Playing before a small crowd in the Cage, the Redmen
relished the idea of being home, at last, and ran off nine

straight points enroute to a 54-38 halftime lead.

In the first half the front court came through with Charlie

Peters, Al Skinner and Tom McLaughlin controlling the

boards. Peters at 67 held 6'8 Jim Garvin, who was

averaging 11 points a game and 15 rebounds, to only 2

rebounds. The Topsfield native was also immense standing

in the hub of the offense, handling the ball to take some of the

pressure off the back court.

The second half began with the lead dropping to six on the

fine overall play of sophomore Terrier Bobby Boyd. The

cagers came back to pressure Boston University into foul

trouble. With just over eleven minutes to play, the dribblers

were the recipients of the bonus one-and-one situation and

took advantage of it hitting 24-32 freethrows or 75%.

From this point on the lead mounted steadily. Peters

fouled out of the game with just under seven minutes left,

but for all practical purposes the game was over.

The crowd, as has been the custom this year, sat back,

AL SKINNER <30> jumps above and bevond two Boston University defenders last night to hit on two of his 24 points

m t Maos 112-89 rebound win over the Terriers. Charlie Peters sets the pick on Jim Garvin, a scene that tells part or

the fine job Peters did on the flashy B.l . forward. ( MDC Photo by Gib Fullerton

)

enjoyed the game, until the century mark was neared, then

the mercenary menagerie began cheering wildly. (Maybe

we should start the game at 100-100) A behind the back pass

from Skinner to Coffin for the layup enthralled the spec-

tators. Lastly, the sophs, Skinner and Peter Trow finished

the triple figure scoring.

Coach Jack Leaman was all smiles after the game. When

asked to comment on his team's play, the alumnus of BU
said, "We needed this game badly. The insertion of Charlie

Peters and Peter Trow into the lineup shook up the others.

They played with some enthusiasm and looked like they

enjoyed playing. The hustling attitude was infectious and

affected the other starters."

Leaman continued, "Our forwards are not big enough to

outmuscle the big men. The use of Peters served to in

timidate Garvin and allow the other forwards to clear the

boards." Coach Leaman also had words of praise for Al

Skinner and Tom McLaughlin. He said, "Tom has been

playing very well for us, even in our losses."

A look at the starting five revealed that John Betancourt

missed starting a game for the first time since he was a

sophomore in the back court with Ray Ellerbrook. John

injured his ankle against UConn and was able to see only

limited action last night. It is expected that Betancourt will

be ready for RI.

Coach Leaman asked after the game, "When was the last

time we hit 60% of our shots " The answer, "Today (last

night), of course." There's no place like home.

Frosh Romp
Pups, 101-82

By FRED ROSENTHAL
After leading by eight points at the half, the UMass fresh

man hoopsters had to fight off a tough second half rally by

Boston University before coasting to a 101-82 win at the Cage

last night The UMass victory was the twelfth of the year

against no defeats.

With Jim Burke shutting off BU's sensational Kerry

Walker the Little Redmen broke open a close game midway

through the second half (12 points in the first half). Up to

that point Walker and 5'8 guard Lance Tucker had kept the

game real close for the Little Terriers.

Coach Fan Gaudette was forced to go with several

reserves late in the game because UMass' two big men, Tom
Gillams and John Murphy, plus guard Bill Endicott, were in

foul trouble. UMass played for several crucial minutes with

Dave Dibble, Rich Boron, Burke, Mike Flanagan, and Bruce

Guzowski. The second stringers came through in fine style

and actually clinched the win for UMass. Gaudette was

especially pleased with the play of Rick Boron. "He played a

hell of a game."
Double Dribbles: Showing the most balanced attack

they've had all year the Little Redmen placed seven men in

double figutes Endicott led the way with 19 followed by

Gillams (17), Flanagan (15). Murphy (13) , Boron (11), and

Burke and Dibble with ten each Bus Walker had been

averaging over 40 points per game before being held to 16 by

Burke last night. . Burke also led all rebounders with 16.

Bowdoin Defend Puck Titles
BvBII IBALIOl

It s official.

The Bowdoin College Polar

Bears, who have been threatening

a boycott of the Division II

playoffs, will not defend their

Divisional championship

The spector of a defending

champion, whose record is one of

the best in the division, not

(Mending its championship, is

unpleasant But the Polar Bears,

although they insist they want to

defend their crown, say that ECAC
expansion makes participation in

the playoffs impossible.

Bowdoin won the divisional title

last year in the old system of only

the four top teams. This year the

format is to be the eight top teams

wing for the championship, but

the feeling at the Maine college is

that it will involve too much travel

and too much time away from

classes

However, the new format in

volves only one more game than

the old format, and the time span

involved is just a matter of seven

days between March 4 and March

11.

Not only is Bowdoin out of the

post-season tourney, but Amherst.

Colby. Hamilton. Middlebury and

Williams have also decided against

participating. These six schools

form the hockey playing section of

the New England Small College

Athletic Conference In recent

years the NF.SCAC has approved

participation only in four team

play-offs.

Roger Howell. Jr.. President of

Bowdoin College, contends that it

is the ECAC who is holding the

Bears out of the play-offs Howell

and other NESCAC members had

been working toward a com
promise measure where only the

six top teams would make the

playoffs, with the two top seeds

drawing an opening round bye.

iatlu. (ftoUfgian

SPORTS
The ECAC would not com

promise, however, and the eight

team playoff stood The ECAC
decision prompted Howell to repf

that "I have personally made

every effort to enable our team to

defend its championship Like the

members of the team. I have

always felt that men of good will

could arrive at a reasonable

compromise.

"However. ECAC has shown

itself to be completely inflexible on

this point They were advised of the

NESCAC position long before they

decided to expand the tournament

Their decision to change the for

mat of the tournament was not

officially communicated to the

colleges concerned until the end of

December
"

The members of the Bowdoin

team revealed that they had sent a

personal plea to the ECAC asking

them to delay the implementation

of the new system for a year The

ECAC reviewed the letter and the

personal plea of President Howell,

but decided to reaffirm their

decision.

In spite of the obvious desire of

the players and officials at

Bowdoin. as well as their op-

ponents, to have the Polar Bears

included in the playoffs, Howell

feels that Bowdoin "is honor bound

to observe the ruling of NESCAC.
One cannot simply break an

agreement on short notice just

because it would suit one's purpose

to do so. if the College did that

there wpuld be no credibility to any

agreement it entered into. That

would not be the Bowdoin you and I

respect."

It appears the Bears are fighting

a losing battle. They want to play

in the post season tourney, but are

being kept out by an agreement

with five other schools who don't

figure to make the playoffs

anyway. The Bears are counting on

the rest of Division II to put up such

caliber of Bowdoin can't be in the

playoffs, but when a college can

start dictating to the ECAC, then

that organization is in trouble

Bowdoin is going to find out that

it needs the ECAC more than the

ECAC needs them

a clamor that the ECAC will be

forced to change its playoff format

They'd better not count on it

There are plenty of good teams in

the Division who are hungry for a

playoff spot and are willing to play

anyone, anywhere, for that chance

It is unfortunate that a team of the

ThreeCrewmen Invited To
CompeteForOlympicBerths

Three UMass Juniors will be among approximately 40 collegiate and

club oarsmen competing this weekend in Cambridge for nominations to

the national rowing team which will travel in Europe and race at the

Olympics this summer. Preliminary testing for seats in the 8 man and 4

man shells begins simultaneously this weekend at seven sites around the

country. All candidates will be tested on ergometers which are machines

which measure work output in rowing Tank sessions will allow the

selectors to watch the individuals style. Approximately 200 people

nationwide have been invited to attend. Al Flanders, Billy Moran, and

Ted Fitzpatrick have been selected from the UMass squad.

Flanders, 6'4" - 195, is a Junior P. E. major from Waltham, Mass. In

high school he played hockey and had no previous experience in rowing
before college. Last year he rowed in Varsity boat.

Moran, 6'2" - 200, from Hicksville, New York is majoring in Mechanical

Engineering. Played basketball and football in high school. In his third

year of rowing, he rowed in the Varsity boat most of last year.

Fitzpatrick, 6'2" - 205, hails from Walpole. Mass, where he was
President of his senior class and a member of the football team. Served

two years with the Marines before attending college. Rowed Varsity last

year. Majoring in Russian.

Coach Mike Faherty is realistic about the trio's chances of surviving all

the cuts to make the squad. "They've been working together for one year

now but still lack much of the experiences necessary to be successful.

This will be good exposure for them."
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...then I shall take the

roads that run West of

the moon, East of the

sun.
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Student Senate
Moves Towards
Re-organization

By MARY SMITH
The Student Senate last night passed a preliminary motion towards

reorganizing the executive and legislative functions of the Senate.

Presented as an amendment to the by-laws, the motion will not become

effective until a similar Constitutional Amendment is passed next month

In other business, the Senate voted to fund the Science Fiction Club,

Black Mass Communications and the Drum, a magazine geared to the

black community. An additional bill concerning the release of funds from

last year's interium concert committee to the Spring Concert Committee

was committed to the Finance Committee for one week after lengthy

debate on the matter.

The amendment to the by-laws was sponsored jointly by President

Sandwen, Senators Mulligan and Stevens, and Vice-Presidents Hogan

and Ladd, who withdrew his support during the debate. The amendment,

once in effect, will abolish the office of Administrative Vice-President

and in its place establish three special assistants to the Senate President

The Special Assistants, to be appointed by the Senate President, with the

approval of the entire Senate, will each function in a specific area. The

assistants will be voting members of the Executive Committee.

The amendment also provides for the establishment of the office of

Speaker of the Senate The Speaker, a post similar to the present

Legislative Vice-President, will be directly responsible for the Senate. In

addition to controlling the Senate, the speaker, along with the Committee

on Governmental Affairs, will be responsible for making appointments to

committees and keeping files on all bills passed by the Senate All ap-

pointments to committees and chairmanships must be met by Senate

approval and are subject to presidential veto.

Proponents of the amendment argued that the bill was an attempt to

bring the office of Senate President closer to the entire student body

Although the President will still be elected by the Senate and remain as

second presiding officer, he will be able to act more directly in the in-

terests of the students as a whole.

Opposing the motion. Senator Chiller maintained that the Senate had

not given the present system enough time to tell how receptive it was to

the needs of the University Senate Treasurer Olmstead joined the op-

position stating that the present system functions reasonably well, and to

reorganize the executive branch in such a manner will lead to more

disorganization.

Senate Vice-President John Hogan. a co-sponsor of the bill, summed up

support for the amendment Refuting the charge that the President will

bet too removed from the Senate, Hogan claimed that under the new

structure the President will still be responsible to the Senate, whil.

simultaneously working in the interests of the student body The quest uu

was called and passed by the needed two-thirds majority

In budgetary matters, the Senate passed a motion to fund Drum, on tin-

rationale that the magazine, the only one of its kind in the area, provides

the black community with a relevant, quality magazine Also funded

were the Science Fiction Club, which operates a library of 4,000 books,

and Black Mass Communications
Debate on the Concert Committee was centered on which source would

provide the funds The bill, as submitted, called lor the funds to be

released from last year's Concert Committee, totalling approximately

$3,000. An amendment to the bill proposed that the funds be released only

if the Area Governments could not provide the funds

After much debate concerning the feasibility of asking the Area

Governments to provide the funds, the bill was submitted to the Finance

Committee for consideration

Have vou ever wondered what is in those greenhouses on campus? Here s not your answer. Not plants.

In reality they are the regional storage area for the governments nuclear warheads. Guess who gets hit

first. (MDC photo by Al Jagoda)

On The Inside : 1

TuitionIncreaseComing toLegislature
See page three

Bombings In Manchester
See page four

Abortion Discussed
See page two

Garbage Disposal In The Army
See page five

Student Senate (iary Ciomes beseeches his colleagues for money

for the Spring Concert. The Senate deferred the matter to the

Finance Committee. <MDC photo by Al Jagoda)
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U.S. - U.S.S.R. Relations Discussed

VIGIL AGAINST VIOLENCE-Edward Coll of Hartford. Conn., the

32-vear-old social worker who is too young to be President but is

running in the New Hampshire primary anyway, and a dozen of his

campaign workers began a 24-hour vigil against violence at the State

House Monday. Coll has keyed his campaign to an attempt to force

presidential candidates to recognize "the war on America's streets.

•We're killing each other in America today." he said.

By ETHEL HARRIS
"The Soviet Union and the U.S.: Toward

Negotiation or Confrontation" was the topic of the

panel discussion held last night in Webster lounge as

part of the 1972 Great Decisions series. Ap-

proximately thirty attended the program, sponsored

by the Orchard Hill area government and broadcast

over WFCR.
Luther Allen of the UMass political sciences

department was Moderator of the panel. Panelists

included Robert McNeal of the UMass history

department; and William Taubman of the Amherst

College political science department.

Professor McNeal discussed our present concept of

a "cold war" as a mistake in foreign policy which

should be ended. In McNeal's opinion, the "cold war"

was successful in the sense that it prevented a "real"

war-i.e. armed hostilities.

McNeal also claimed that Andre Gromyko, the

Soviet chief diplomat since 1957. is largely respon-

sible for the continuation of "stable antagonism"

betwen the U.S. and Russia. He said. "Gromyko has

helped maintain peace between the two nations."

Professor Ryavek discussed the objective reasons

for agreements between the United States and Soviet

Union. Agreements between the two nations; include

those pertaining to naval power, outer space, and a

general outline of the SALT talks. He also discussed

disagreements -new weapons systems, the possibility

of an orbi.ing bomb, and competition in the Middle

East and Southeast Asia.

Ryavek explained that many of the problems faced

by the U.S. and the Soviet Union are similar because

they are both post-industrial societies. Also, both

nations are plagued with internal dissent and are

trying to gain allies by military and economic aid to

uncommitted nations.

Professor Taubman said that the U.S. and the

Soviet Union both need to reorder domestic

priorities; at the same time, development of new

weaponry by the Soviets impels the U.S. to arm even

further. Both are also concerned with the growth of

developing nations. China has become the focus of

attention for the two powers, according to Taubman,

one of Nixon's reasons for visiting China is "to tweak

the Sov.et nose". Finally, the development of

Western Europe and Japan has caused the U.S. to

seek favorable relations with these nations, while at

the same time, encouraging their independence.

In order to reach a "second stage of detente",

however, Taubman feels that several assumptions of

the U.S. must be re-examined. Not all areas of the

world are vital to our security; even in the so-called

vital areas, the Soviets may find "their reach exceeds

their grasp"; he cited Latin America and Western

Europe as examples. Many areas where cooperation

is possible still exist, such as trade, Taubman said.

Chief questions from the audience included the

issue of the arms build-up. Taubman claimed that

each incident of what appears to be a missile build-up

should not be blown out of proportion. He cited the

Cuba incident as an example. Ryavek noted that

what's true in politics is what men think is true"

regarding the arms race. He referred to such ex-

pansion as "mindless bureaucratic creep".

The next panel discussion in the series will be held

on February 16th in Webster lounge at 7:30 p.m. The

topic will be "Chile's Marxist Experiment".
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Women Get Together On Abortion

IU MXHII.VNN MARTIN
"Abortion The Right To

Choose' was the theme of a

National Conference of WONAAC.
The Women sNational Abortion

Action Coalition, at Boston
Iniversitv last weekend where

women congregated to vote on new
.hit ions exchange experiences

concerning the coalition and attend

workshops-

Starting off Friday night Feb

11 with .i rally the conference

pimeeded. on Saturday, to an

nouncc various proposals, open

general workshops, where II

lutions wvtv iliM-ussed. and set

up ProjtCl and Constituency

Workshops based on the idea

National Legislation Court \i

ttOM Forced Sterilization Climes

Referrals, Contraception, and

various oth<

The goals of WONAAC included,

working on I National level to

make abortion legal, to end

restrictive contraceptive laws and

to end forced iteriltiatioa

Relating to these goals were a

number of arguments brought up

in papers and leaflets distributed

The fact that "until about ion years

ago. abortion was an accepted

form of population control and the

present position of the Catholic

Church < probably the strongest

opposition to WONAAC) wasn't

taken until 1869" was one idea

discussed Also brought up was the

reason for the first laws in US.
against abortion in 1821, which was
"to insure protection of the

mother's life and health."

Still another mentioned that

Medical Science had now

progressed to the degree where the

abortion procedure is now safer

than the childbirth procedure
."

In one workshop, concerning

Contraception ". veriOM means
were discussed and e\ aluated The

major problem on which everyone

.•nt mined to agree, was the

facj that there is at the present

time, no adequate form of birth

control available

Ruth Strauss, a graduate student

.it B U . currently working on her

masters in vasectomy and
h\sterectom> and present at the

kshop. led the discussion on

v.inous side etfects and delayed

reactions to the pill, noting as one

example the use of women as

experimental guinea pigs' in

.itching methods such as the

pill These contraceptive devices

have not been researched fully".

she emphasized, "before they were

on the market for public use " She

noted one example in a pill

developed mow off the market i

containing stilbestrol which didn't

show an effect on the mother or her

son. but did on her daughter When
the child reached puberty, definite

signs of cancer were detected in

her body. This was found in a

substantial number of offspring

-gcejya^ua Frsa Ufcfvarrfittt of flictric JtwisKTKgtyht_.

The diaphragm, being discussed

in the group also, was found to be

70% effective with 99% of the 30%
failure rate due to the woman's
improper handling of it < wrong

positioning, etc )

( me of the main purposes of the

conference, as a whole, was to

discuss and vote on proposals

developed by various individuals

and groups across the U.S.

Some of these included:

I) The HEW Proposal

Under the "Family Planning

and Research Act", as it now

Itandi No funds appropriated

under this title shall be used in

programs where abortion is a

method of family planning."

WON A \C argues that the bill is

vague and its interpretation in

consistent noting that if they

I HEW I decide, they can cut off the

funding of Planned Parenthood.

Clinics, and any Abortion Counsel

and Referral related agencies that

they wish

They argue that this bill should

be considered more carefully and

given a definite form in writing

In a proposal suggested by Bella

Abzug. submitted to Congress as

the "Abortion Rights Act of 1972".

a bill that would override all laws

which impose sanctions upon those

who chose to exercise their in

dividual right to obtain an abor-

tion.

WONAAC is working on these

and other proposals and currently

preparing for an Abortion Action

Week" to take place from May 1-6

and include local or regional rallies

or demonstrations, high school

programs on contraception,

protests, speakouts. hearings, etc

The Conference came to an end

Sunday with organizational

workshops and a general assembly

to discuss implementation of these

proposals.

Dubois Lecture Tonight
Dr Herbert Aptheker will deliver the sixth lecture in the DuBois

Lecture Series this Thursday. February 17. 1972. 8:00 P.M. in Thompson

Hall 106. Presented by the Department of Afro-American Studies, the

lectures introduce to the university community the life and work of Dr

W E B. DuBois, sociologist, historian, novelist, and activist. Herbert

Aptheker was a close friend and comrade of DuBois. and is now the

literarv executor of his works. In the five preceding lectures Dr Ap

thekerhas discussed DuBois' major writings; his organizational efforts

involving the Niagara Movement and the N.A.A.C.P ; his historic con

frontations with Booket T Washington and his basic ideas on racism,

capitalism, and prisons In tonight's lecture on "DuBois and Africa", Dr

Aptheker will discuss DuBois writings on and his program for

organization and action towards Pan-Africanism
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Local Candidates

Debate Tonight

There will be a "candidates debate' tonight among the four

candidates running for Selectmen and the two candidates running

for School Committee, in next Tuesday's Amherst town elections

The debate will be held at 8 :00 p.m. in the Amherst Regional Junior

High Auditoriums. All University students are cordially invited to

attend

Collegian Ad Deadline

For Tues. Feb. 22
is

Today at 4 p.m.
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Tuition Increase Going To Legislature
By DONALD BISHOP

The subject of tuition increases in state

schools for next year, is one that will be
building in intensity in the coming weeks.

Opposition to a tuition increase seems to be

less this year among the legislators on
Beacon Hill and the question on many
students minds would appear to be not

whether there will be an increase but rather

how much it will be.

All tuition bills to date are scheduled to go
before a hearing of the Joint Committee of

Education scheduled for March 7th (two

bills were already discussed at a previous

hearing on Feb 2 ) There will be a total of 38

bills presented at that time, 12 of which deal

specifically with the question of tuition. The
other bills deal with the topics of loans and
scholarships for state school students.

As each bill is presented at the Hearing,

individuals (whether in favor or opposed to

the specific bills) will be allowed to voice

their opinions After this hearing, all bills,

whether there was debate on them or not,

will be submitted to a legislative executive

committee hearing, which is closed to the

public

According to USCC, (University and State

Communications Council) it will be at this

closed door session that one bill will be

revised and amended, for final presen-

tation on the floor of the State Legislature.

In all likelihood the executive committee
will submit only one bill to the legislature,

provided that they do not accept the tuition

proposal of the Governor, which he has

promised to submit to the Joint Committee
of Education before the March 7th hearing.

Although it is not known at this time what
kind of a tuition increase the Governor's

Office will propose, it is clear that it would

carry great weight, both with the executive

committee and with the Legislature itself

Another tuition increase proposal that

would have considerable weight would be

one coming out of the Board of Trustees.

Nothing has come from the Trustees yet, but

the people from USCC feel that there will be

some statement on tuition from the Board in

the near future.

The tuition proposals scheduled to come
up at the March 7th hearing include one

"deferred payment" proposal sponsored by

Rep. Hatch and a "free tuition'" proposal by

Rep Craven, which has been submitted and
rejected five years in a row. There are no

flat increase bills, although it is possible

that the Governor may come out with one.

The feeling in USCC is that the

Republicans at this point are supporting the

idea of deferred payment tuition increase

while the Democrats are also leaning this

way.
What deferred tuition would mean is that

for those students unable to afford an in-

crease above the present $200 rate, the

amount above the $200 would be deferred

until after the student's graduation. The
Hatch deferred increase bill would increase

the tuition rate "to between 40-60% of the

actual instructional cost." This figure has
yet to be determined.

Rep. Charles Long has submitted a bill to

the Education Committee which would raise

tuition at UMass to $2000. In a rather

complicated procedure, students who feel

they are unable to afford this amount could

file a parent's confidential statement. The
state would then take the student's parent's

income, subtract $4000 outright, then sub-

tract $2000 for each child in the family, take

10% of this number, and come out with a

final figure.

With a family making $14,000 with four

children, you would subtract $4000, then

$8000 for the number of children. 10% of the

final $2000 would leave the student with a

figure of $200, or exactly the amount he pays

for tuition now. This particular bill would

not affect any student until freshmen of the

Class of 1977. It is just one of the 12 to be

heard on March 7th, and it is impossible to

predict the likelihood of its ever being

adopted

As far as USCC stands on any tuition in-

crease, they would only say that they will be
doing what they feel is in the best interest of

students here. They haven't seen all the

proposals yet, and will have to wait until

after the hearing before they decide their

course of action.

This weekend students from all state

schools in the commonwealth will be
gathering at UMass to discuss the whole
tuition increase situation. Workshops and
meetings will be held mainly to educate all

in attendance about the various bills before

the Legislature and to begin planning a

course of action for fighting the tuition in-

crease.

Nader Aide Stresses Need Students Lobby For Ed. Funds
For Public Interest Groups

By STEVE TRIPOLI
Don Ross, one of Ralph Nader's top attorneys and a coordinator of the

Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) movement yesterday spoke to

Professor Fergus Clydesdale's Food Science 101 class on the reasons an

organization such as WMPIRG is needed in the Western Massachusetts

area.

Most of the period was spent citing instances of the abuses which the

average consumer is forced to face in the course of his daily existence in

the form of products and services that he buys and advertising that he is

exposed to. Some of the more blatant examples he mentioned include

:

A leading cereal which has little to no nutritional value but costs

more per pound thin sirloin steak.

A famous make automobile which is allegedly much quieter than a

far more expensive auto. Unfortunately, the far more expensive model

used in the test was the 1931 model of this reputable car.

"100% pure" orange juice which is laced with water.

The fact that 87% of all meat sold in New York City is underweight

(according to Bess Myerson Grant's Consumer Protection Office).

Ross pointed out that a squad of "full time, vigilant observers" is

needed to combat this problem. This, he said, is where WMPIRG comes

into the picture. In order to get a staff of people who know how to combat

these injustices, he maintained, the organization must be able to show

them reasonable financial security so that they'll know where their

paychecks are coming from.

Ross explained that this is why the circulating petitions is necessary.

With the authorization of 50% of the students, a two dollar per semester

fee will be charged to the student body for support of WMPIRG This fee.

he added, is fully refundable to students who do not wish to support the

group
A UMass student who is active in the petitioning drive told the Collegian

that at present the petitioners have garnered approximately 6.000

signatures They need, he said. 9.000 signatures in order to get the needed

50% support but the WMPIRG organization would like to get 12,000 by the

time they are through. The student volunteers of the WMPIRG
organization along with Mr. Ross ask the students here at UMass for their

continued support until the needed number of signatures is obtained.

U.S. Nets Soviet Fishers

The National Student Lobby has announced a

major lobbying effort on The Higher Education Act-

S. 659. This lobbying activity will involve hundreds of

students across the country and will be directed at

Congress to insure full-funding for student assistance

programs.
Congressman Albert Quie of Minnesota recently

called S.659, "The broadest Higher Education

measure ever to be considered by the Congress."

This bill deals with the relationship between students

and the Federal government -that means money and

loans for the majority of 8.6 million students on 2,573

campuses across the nation. These Federal programs
include money for NDEA, E.O.G programs, Work-

Study and Federally insured loans.

Layton Olson, the Executive Director of the NSL
said. "The National Student Lobby is calling upon

students to come to Washington on March 22, 23 and

24 to talk to their representatives about this im-

portant bill. The funds for student assistance

programs will be substantially cut again this year

unless students take an active role in Congress --that

means lobbying."

The NSL Lobby Conference on the Higher

Education Act will" be held in Washington, DC. at

Georgetown University <and on Capitol Hill) March
22, 23 and 24. Besides spending two full days lobbying

on Capitol Hill and speaking with Congressmen and

Senators, a schedule of speakers has been arranged

Jack. Anderson, the Washington syndicated

columnist, will address the students at a reception

held on March 24. Mr Anderson recently exposed the

credibility gap of the Nixon administration by

publishing the "Anderson Papers." Also, John
Lagomarcino, the Director of Legislative Affairs for

Common Cause, the citizen's lobby, will speak on the

power and potential of lobbying.

Furthermore, representatives from the California,

Colorado and Texas student lobbies will discuss their

experiences with lobbying activity on the state level.

One week ago the NSL sent a mass mailing to all

student governments in the United States inviting

them to send delegations from their schools to speak

with the representatives from their district. This

literature outlined a number of important details:

* students will be coming as registered lobbyists

with the NSL and the U.S. Congress.
* information on S. 659 will be sent to students

who indicate a desire to come to Washington,

DC. (so that students are prepared for lobbying

on the bill)

* weekly reports will be sent out to keep
students informed about developments con-

cerning the bill

Layton Olson, the NSL Director also pointed out

that, "The students who come to Washington will be

lobbying for an additional 1914 million in student aid

over last year's appropriation This will cover in-

creased funding for all student assistance programs.

In addition, students will come to Washington to press

for specific programs for their schools-such as

emergency aid to community colleges, financially

struggling small colleges and ethnic heritage

programs."

Warrant Out On Malik Hakim

ANCHORAGE. <AP> Three

Soviet officers were fined a total of

$80,000 Wednesday on charges of

conducting illegal fisheries support

activities in U.S. waters, and

$170,000 more will be paid to satisfy

a civil complaint against their two

ships

A plea of guilty was directed by a

federal judge in the criminal

charges against the three officers

after they asked that their pleas be

changed from innocent to no

contest They were fined a total of

$80,000.

G Kent Edward, U.S. attorney in

Alaska, announced a $170,000 out-

of-court settlement in the civil

complaint against the two ships,

the 362-foot processing vessel

I..unut and trawler Kolyvan The

vessels, seized by the Coast Guard
last month about nine miles from

St Matthew Island in the Boring

Sea. are being held on Adak Island

The fines are to be paid by the

Soviet Embassy to the Justice

Department in Washington, D.C..

on Thursday.

Vladimir Artemov, Igor Bovtun

and Nikolai Pavluk were charged

Jan. 24 and entered pleas Jan 28

Artemov is master of an SOvessel

herring fleet operating in the

Boring Sea Bovtun and Pavluk are

skippers of the two vessels seized.

BOSTON (AP) Massachusetts

State Police issued a nationwide

alert Wednesday night for the

arrest of Roxbury community
worker, Malik Hakim, on a fugitive

from justice warrant
State Police, accompanied by

Boston Police, went to the Malcolm
X Community Center in the

Roxbury section at 10 p.m. where
they were told Hakim could be

found
The alert was issued when no

trace of Hakim was found

Earlier Wednesday, Gov
Francis W Sargent signed the

second set of rendition papers

seeking the return of Hakim to

Missouri.

Massachusetts Atty. Gen. Robert
H. Quinn completed his inspection

of the extradition papers, delivered

to the governor's office Friday,

and returned them to Sargent.

In a letter to Missouri Governor
Warren E. Hearnes. Sargent said:

"I have today complied with the Albert Bradford for violation of

request of the State of Missouri and parole and to face charges of rape,

signed rendition papers for Albert

Bradford, who is known here as

Malik Hakim
"I signed these papers today

because the charges against this

man are too serious for me to do

otherwise; the State of Missouri

has the right and the responsibility

to its citizens to prosecute the case

it has prepared against Albert

. and further the accused deserves

his day in court, his chance to

refute the charges leveled against

him."
Hakim is wanted by Missouri

authorities under his legal name of

robbery and attempted murder

He was arrested in Boston. May
17 last year and Missouri im

mediately requested his ex

tradition But Hakim subsequently

was released by Suffolk Superior

Court because of a technicality

involving identification in the

papers sent by Missouri

Massachusetts officials said

Wednesday the same courtroom

procedures involving identification

would have to be gone through

again as a result of the second

extradition attempt
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Manchester Bombings Linked To Primary
MANCHESTER. N.H. (AP)-The bombing

of police and fire headquarters here Wed-

nesday has been linked by the state attorney

general to plans to blow up the New Hamp-

shire primary headquarters of President

Nixon.

A man and a woman were arrested and

charged in the bombings shortly after the

three blasts occurred Atty. Gen Warren

Rudman said that when the two were taken

into custody a news release concerning the

bombings also was obtained.

The release said that besides the police

station, the Nixon headquarters also had

been a target No bomb was found at the

headquarters, where 12 antiwar demon-

strators were arrested Saturday during a

talk by George Romney, secretary of the

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development
A fourth bomb was discovered by a janitor

on the outside window ledge of Police Chief

John Stips' office Demolition experts said

the bomb didn't explode because of faulty

wiring.

No policemen or firemen were injured

when three bombs shattered windows at the

police station and the nearby new fire

headquarters Authorities said the bombs

had been placed outside the buildings.

Rudman said the news release linked the

bombings to a group called "The People's

Liberation Army " Referring to the anti-

Nixon demonstration, the typewritten

statement said "the pigs viciously attacked

them'' and that "while demonstrations like

this are necessary, we are not going to get

far, always fighting on the pigs' terms."

Valerie Hawkins of Dover a spokesman

for the group that demonstrated at the

Nixon headquarters, denied that this group

had any connection with the bombings. "Our

purposes were peaceful. We were demon

strating against Nixon, not against the

Manchester police," she said.

Arrested were Jaan Karl Laaman, 23.

Buffalo, NY. also listed as Karl A.

Laaman. and Kathryn A. Holt, 21. with

addresses in Boston, Buffalo, NY., and

Portsmouth and Dover. N.H.

Laaman was charged with two counts of

damage to a public building and with

unlawful transportation of explosvies. Miss

Holt was charged as an accessory in

damage to public building and with unlawful

transportation of explosives. Laaman was

under guard at a hospital where he was

taken with an injured hand shortly after the

explosions and Miss Holt was being held at

the city jail. Laaman's bond was set at

$30,000 and the woman's at $25,000, with

probable cause hearings set for Feb. 25 for

each

In Brief...
Nationalist Revolutionary Government Set I p In Ecuador

QUITO Ecuador (AP)-The commander of the army set up a

nationalist revolutionary government" Wednesday after

banishing President Jose Maria Velasco Ibarra, an elected civilian

who became a dictator nearly two years ago

Gen Guillermo Rodriguez Lara s bloodless coup made Ecuador

the sixth South American nation to live under military rule^ The

addition of its 6.1 million people brings the number of South

Americans ruled by military men to about 145 million, or 80 per

cent of its 183 million population.

Northern Ireland Turmoil Continues

ELF \ST <\P) -Terrorists dragged a bus driver away from his

screaming passengers Wednesday night in Londonderry and

executed him the getawav car A British soldier was slain near

Iklfast. bringing Ulsters death toll in 2-1/2 years of violence to at

In Newry Bernadette Devlin and 25 otner Roman Catholics won

a court victory by gaining postponement of a hearing on charges

that they participated m illegal marches Placard-carrying crowds

cheered the decision

McCloskev Charges Nixon Deceitful

1ITT! ETON Ml. iAP> Rep Paul N. McCloskey, R-Calif

earned his presidential campaign into New Hampshire's mountain

country Wednesday, attacking what he called the Nixon ad-

ministrations "pattern of deception."

When lying becomes a pattern of government in my judgment

you have to replace the government to restore the people s faith in

Clifford Irvings Wife Out On Bond

new YORK < AP> Mrs Clifford Irving was arrested as a fugitive

from' Swiss justice Wednesday and released on $250,000 personal

recognizance bond in the case of her husband's disputed Howard

Hughes autobiography.

Nixon Does Homework;
Leaves For China Today

WASHINGTON (AIM — President Nixon, after

doing llth-hour homework at his secluded moun-

taintop retreat, departs Thursday on the first leg of

his self-described "Jounrney for Peace" to China

As Nixon prepared to fly back by helicopter after

an overnight stay at Camp David in Maryland's

Catoctin Mountains, an army of aides wrapped up

final details for his historic 13-day, 20.395-mile trip-

including plans for a star- spangled departure

ceremony.
.

Congressional leaders and Cabinet officials are to

join a thousand flag-waving school children who will

be on the White House South Lawn to bid farewell to

the President, Mrs Nixon and the 13-member official

partv at 10 a.m. EST Thursday

Nixon will make brief remarks at the ceremony

which follows a White House meeting with bipartisan

congressional leaders.

The presidential jet leaves Andrews Air Force

Base Md.. at about 10:30 a.m. for a 10-hour nonstop

flight to Hawaii, where Nixon will stay two nights

readjusting to the time change before flying on to

Guam for an overnight stop

He will land at Shanghai-and become the first

American president ever to touch Chinese soil-at 9

a.m. China time next Monday 8 p.m EST Sunday.

After a Chinese navigator joins the crew of the

"Spirit of 76." he will fly on to Peking where he will

be officially welcomed by Chinese leaders at 11-30

a.m. China" time 10:30 p.m. EST Sunday.

His week in three Chinese cities- Hangchow is the

third -will be devoted to an open-ended series of talks

with Communist leaders, a round of four banquets,

and side trips to the Great Wall and other historic

Chinese sites and shrines

The President Wednesday sought the solitude of his

Camp David retreat to finish reading loose-leaf

volumes of classified material on China. Aides said

he worked past midnight in Aspen Cottage, then was

up and at his desk before 8 a.m.

He returned to Washington Wednesday afternoon

Responding to newsmen's questions, deputy press

secretary Gerald L. Warren said. "As is customary

on state visits and official arrivals, we have invited

schools in the metropolitan area to send children" to

the event.

He described the trips as "an educational assist for

teachers" and added, "we have done that for every

state and official visit."

White House staffers and federal employees from

other nearby government buildings also will crowd

onto the White House lawn. Asked whether military

honor guards would be present. Warren said, "I

wouldn't be surprised."

N. Viets Claim 2 U.S. Planes Downed

Convicts Rebel In Pitt
PITTSBURGH. Pa. < \P> Five

Guards and six inmates were in

jured in a disturbance at the

Allegheny County Jail, authorities

said

Sheriff Eugene Coon, who is

; .sponsible for the security of the

84-year old institution in the city's

downtown section, said the

disturbance was triggered b)

inmate grievances over "meals,

conditions and other things
"

The guards were treated and

released at a nearby hospital,

officials said

The injured inmates, meanwhile,

were taken by cruiser-escorted

police vans to Western State
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Penitentiary, on the city's nor

thwest side, where authorities said

they would be treated at the prison

hospital None appeared seriously

hurt. Western State Warden
inseph Brierly said.

Coon said the disturbance

erupted Tuesday while William

Robinson, warden at the jail, was

trving to discuss grievances with

inmates in the jail's main cour-

tyard
•We talked for about 1<>

minutes," Robinson told newsmen

later "Then the argument became

heated on their side and one of

them hit me in the jaw
"

A scuffle followed. Robinson

said, with guards coming to his aid

There was no immediate word as

to the extent of the outbreak, but

Coon said an investigation was

underway The sheriff added that

the disturbance was brought under

control within 20 to 25 minute -

BULLETIN
SAIGON I \l») — Waves of

American figther-bombers are

conducging extensive air strikes

against new offensive, long-range

artillery inside North Vietnamese

territory and have destroyed five

guns so far. the IS. Command
announced Thursday.

SAIGON I W' U.S planes

mounted a new series of strikes

inside North Vietnamese territory

Wednesday. American military

soun « > >.nd Radio Hanoi claimed

two planes were shot down, and a

number of pilots were killed or

captured
The U.S. Command declined

comment The command nas a

policy of revealing aircraft losses

only after search and rescue

operations for any downed pilots

r« completed It says early-

disclosure might endanger

chances for rescue.

If the Hanoi claims are sub-

stantiated, it would mark the first

American aircraft and pilots

reported lost over North Vietnam

since the five days of heavy air

raids last Dec. 26-30. when more
than 1 .000 strikes were flown and 12

planes were lost.

The U.S. informants and pilots

gave only scant details of Wed-

nesday's raids. They said most of

the strikes were in North Viet-

nam's half of the demilitarized

zone and that there may have been

some further north

The sources would not disclose

the targets, but said some of the

strikes were "protective reac-

tion ." This means pilots can attack

enemy antiaircraft defenses
considered a threat to U.S.

reconnaissance planes flying over

North Vietnam or planes bombing

enemy supply lines anywhere in

Indochina

Radio Hanoi claimed that a

number of jets attacked populous

areas of North Vietnam's two

southernmost provinces. Quang

Binh and Vinh Linn

The informants did not disclose

the number of planes or strikes.

except to say the raids were

substantial

Earlier, a senior US military

source noted that North Vietnam

had moved surface-to air missiles

to near the DMZ where they could

hit American planes
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Police clear pickets from path of truck bringing coal to Midlands. The coal miners strike has caused a

showdown in industry . putting 3 million Britons out of jobs. ( AP)

3 Million British Jobless
_ . . * _a_M • i. U «it.tk iii^b Tho tiiiLit inn oil \l tuil

LONDON (AP)The toll of

jobless approached three million

Wednesday because of the power

crisis and Britons were told to

expect even more hours without

lights and heat.

But a bright spot appeared. An
independent inquiry into the coal

miners' strike that has forced

electricity cuts came to an end and

its members promised to

recommend a pay settlement by

Friday If accepted by the

government's Coal Board and the

union an end could come by the

weekend to Britain's worst

blackout since the blitz in World

War II

All hope of averting a total

shutdown of Britain's coal-fueled

electric power plants within the

next two weeks rested on the

success of the three man inquiry

headed by Lord Wilberforce. a

former High Court judge

His panel originally had been

expected to take 15 days before

suggesting a way out of the power

crisis that threatens to close

British industry and throw 20

million men out of work, by the end

of the month
But it finished its hearings after

only two days, split evenly between

the striking miners and the state

run Coal Board

The government named panel

can recommend but not impose a

settlement The Coal Board,

however, haspromised to accept

whatever recommendations the

inquiry makes for settling the

strike, now in it sixth week. The

miners have made no such pledge

Nevertheless with the bite from

nationwide electric power cuts

getting worse each day. pressure

was buiiding up on both sides to

reach an early settlement

British industry . already down to

a three-day work week because of

the shortage of power supplies, laid

off hundreds of thousands of ad-

ditional workers.

Power cuts turning off heat and

light in homes across the country

sharply Increased In the morning

between ! and 10 per cent of the

nation's power supply was
withheld to conserve dwindling

fuel stocks By the afternoon the

figure had risen to 15 per cent and

authorities warned it could hit H
per cent

For individual homes this means
power cuts of up to nine hours a

day. with three hour blackouts

following three-hours of power

supplies

Food supplies were threatened

as processing plants reported that

further power cuts would cripple

production

Prime Minister Edward Heath s

Conservati\ government,
severelv criticized by the op

position all week on charges of

intervening too little and too late in

the power crisis, faced a crucial

test in Parliament
Debate opened on the enabling

legislation needed to bring Britain

into the European Common
Market Rejection in the vote

Thursday would force Heath's

gOVCnUMOl tO resign

In past Common Market ballots

Heath has been helped by a split in

opposition ranks on the issue. The
opposition is now united and angr\

.

largely tMCMM of the govern-

ment's handling of the power
crisis
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Army Bulldozes

Usable Equipment
PHU BAI, Vietnam (AP) Bulldozers are busy making junk out of

equipment the U.S. Army says is not worth keeping and too expensive to

give away.
Here on a muddy hill the ebbing American military presence has left

dunes of crushed desks, lockers, air-conditioners, refrigerators, bunks,

steam tables and other paraphernalia of modern war-some 3,000 tons of

metal alone.

Before the bulldozer strikes, much of the equipment is battered but

usable. A small amount is new.

But most of the metal here-and at seven other Army property disposal

facilities in Vietnam-will be sold for scrap at prices ranging from $4 a ton

for light iron and steel to $100 a ton for aluminum.

It is easy to be shocked at the waste, but not so easy to advance a

solution to this irony of wartime economics : the property disposal agency

says the only items legally consigned to the scrap heap are those it would

cost more to dispose of in any other way.

Most of the incoming equipment has been so judged, says Warren S.

Everett, the agency's deputy director in Vietnam

But much of it has served U.S. units until dumping time and could be

put to use by the Vietnamese, who patch up anything from roofs to

automobiles with an adeptness born of necessity.

Vietnamese interest in American castoffs is evidenced by occasional

attempts to steal from the Phy Bai facility.

The disposal men are bound on one hand by red tape designed to

prevent corruption and pressed on the other by a work load that has

doubled in the last month and may double again before spring

• There, they've done it to us again, " sighed S. Sgt. Sylvanus Watts,

pointing to three steel acetylene gas cylinders drumped near a heap of

scrap aluminum.
'We've had them bring new motors in here, still in the crate, and I ve

turned them back We can't accept these things, but there's only half a

dozen of us We haven't got the men to keep it all out."

While the yard crew is racing to keep up with sorting and paperwork, a

steady stream of trucks spirits in more and more usable equipment

The reason, disposal men say, is the accelerated withdrawal. U.S.

military units are in haste to pack up and get out, and dumping equip

ment is easier than going through channels.
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South African Pass Laws Streamlined
(LNS)

(LNS Editor's note: One of the

most degrading elements of the

South African system of apartheid

is the pass laws. These laws

require all Africans to carry and

produce on demand a 96-page pass

book which records jobs, tax

payments, permission to be in a

particular area, and other details.

This system works as the main

way of policing the apartheid laws,

that restrict Africans, who make
up 68% of the population, to 13% of

the land unless they have proof of

employment outside their

declared its "anti-apartheid ex-

periment" had "exceeded the

expectations of many".
The "experiment" was the

justification for continuing
business in South Africa. It was
launched only after black workers
within the Polaroid Corporation's

Cambridge headquarters in-

stituted a boycott. The protest

focused public attention on the fact

that Polaroid had for 30 years been
enjoying profitable business
relationships in South Africa.
These relationships included
providing the racist white minority

\fter the miners have gone

procedures, they wait at a railroad

mine. The identity tag on the man's

which he is assigned. < Photo by I

"reserve".

In I960. South African police

opened fire with machine guns on a
crowd peacefully protesting the

pass laws at Sharpeville, killing 63.

The American press was full of

horrified accounts of the Shar-

peville Massacre. But it made little

mention of the fact that South

Africa was bailed out of a severe

economic crisis a few months later

with the help of a mammoth loan

from U.S. banks led by the

Rockefeller-owned Chase
Manhattan.
Now, over 10 years later, the

pass laws are functioning with

even greater efficiency, once again

through the help of U.S. business.

Polaroid and IBM have provided

the technology to make the whole

system operate so smoothly and
efficiently.)

On December 30, 1971, the

Polaroid Corporation announced
its intention to keep distributing its

products in South Africa. It

through the administrative

station for transportation to the

wrist shows shipment of labor to

vs>

government of South Africa with

the Polaroid instant ID2 system,

used by the government to take

pictures for the passbooks which

all blacks are forced to carry

The Polaroid Workers
Revolutionary Movement
demanded that Polaroid:

1. announce a policy of complete

disengagement from South A f-ica.

2. announce its position on
apartheid publicly in the US and
in South Africa.

3 contribute profits earned in

South Africa to recognized African

liberation movements
In response, Polaroid launched a

slick and costly public relations

campaign It sent four employees,

two black and two white, on a ten

day "fact-finding mission" to

South Africa. Upon their return,

Polaroid took out full page ad-

vertisements in every major paper

in the country, declaring its

"abhorrence" of apartheid, but its

intention to try to "push the door on

South Africa further open, (rather

than) close it." The ad-

vertisements stated that Polaroid

would not terminate its business

activities in South Africa, but

would undertake an "experiment''

of one year's duration to: 1)

"improve the wages of non-white

workers", and to train them for

"important jobs", and 2) finan-

cially support education bet-

terment for blacks, to the tune of

$75,000.

The ads announcing the "ex-

periment" cost Polaroid at least

$100,000. Now, one year later, it has

reported back to the American
public on the "success" of its

venture

The claim of "success" hardly

stands up under careful scrutiny.

The Polaroid experiment called

for a "dramatic" improvement in

non-white wages by its local

distributor in South Africa, and the

initiation of a "well-defined

program to train non-white em-
ployees for important jobs within

the company."
Polaroid's first claim is that its

local distributor, Frank and

Hirsch. has "been engaged during

the past year in a program of wage
and benefit improvement for black

employees
"

While average African salaries

have gone up. Frank and Hirsch's

black employees still receive an
average wage of R58 ($75) per

month, well below the Johan
nesburg poverty line of R70 ($91).

In addition. Frank and Hirsch

continues to hire African clerks at

the lowest possible salary allowed

by the South African government
(which is also below the Johan
nesburg poverty line).

Far more important is the fact

that the difference between white

and black salaries still remains

enormous Even top black wage
earners in South Africa cannot

hope to receive anything close to

the average salary given to white

wage earners

But above and beyond the

specifics, is the fact that, in South

Africa, it is illegal to promote any
significant wage or position im-

provement for African people

When Polaroid tried, in its first

attempt to counter protest, to assert

that its distributor in South Africa

was an equal opportunity em-
ployer, a spokesman for Frank and

Hirsch quickly replied: "I do not

know where they could have ob-

tained such a statement We are

governed by the laws of the

country. Would they allow the

existence of such a policy? It is

impossible." 'Johannesburg Star.

November 21. 1970 )

In South Africa, it is against the

Ian for any black man to occupy a

position senior to any white man in

the country. The Minister of

Labour, Marais Viljoen. asserted

vehemently during the height of

the Polaroid crisis last year, that

he would "act within hours" if a

white worker anywhere In South

Africa was placed under the

authority of a non-white. The

appointment by Frank and Hirsch

of eight additional African

"supervisors" is ludicrous

tokenism at best, and the limits to

this tokenism remain openly and

sharply drawn by the racist white

minority government of South

Africa.

The other half of the Polaroid

"experiment" hay to do with

contributing to the education of

blacks- which Polaroid declared

last January to be the "key t"

change in South Africa" Toward

this end, Polaroid boasts of having

contributed $10,000 to the IS
South Africa Leadership Exchange

Program, which brought two

blacks, a librarian and a clinical

psychologist, to the U.S. this year.

in addition. $15,000 was con-

tributed to a "black-organized and

operated institution", the

Association for Educational and

Cultural Advancement (ASSECA),

and $50,000 to the American-South

African Educational Trust

(ASSET).
What Polaroid does not tell us, is

that the Leadership Exchange
Program might have added two

token blacks, but that its board

remains controlled by whites, and

that the overwhelming majority of

the people they choose to send to

the US. are whites, many of whom
are advocates of the racist policies

of the South African government.

Furthermore, Polaroid does not

explain that ASSECA and ASSET
are not institutions that may act

autonomously since in South

Africa, all black education is under

the direct control of the govern

ment
It is the law in South Africa that

all African education must be

education for servitude The
government's Bantu Education Act

states explicitly that "Bantu (the

black ) must be guided to serve his

own community There is no place

for him in the European com-

munity above the level of certain

forms of labor."

Hendrik Verwoerd, former
Prime Minister of South Africa,

stated his intention in plainly

understandable language: "I will

reform it (the educational system

for Africans) so that Natives will

be taught from childhood to realize
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that equality with Europeans is not

for them."
Any amount of money which

Polaroid gives, be it $75,000 or $75

million, only serves to aid the

South African government in more
efficiently educating South African

blacks for inferiority. Polaroid has

systematically refused to

acknowledge these facts.

Th.e real "success", the real

significance of the Polaroid "ex-

periment" is its development of a

new public relations facade.

Behind the facade they continue

their highly profitable operations

in South Africa-along with some

MO other American corporations

For instance, the whole passbook

system is held together by a

computer rented from IBM. Under

the "Population Registration Act"

passed in 1970. a central register is

being compiled which will contain

detailed information about every

woman, man and child in South

Africa. In March 1971. the South

African government announced an

IBM 360/50 computer was to be

rented at a monthly cost of

$43,978.73 to operate the system

Thus, all the information contained

in the 96-page pass-books required

for all blacks in South Africa will

be at the fingertips of police and

other authorities.

Like Polaroid, IBM likes to brag

about its efforts at liberalization of

South Africa. But even their

statements of liberal principle

admit that they estend "insofar as

laws and local practices within the

country permit " In South Africa

neither permits much of anything

Meanwhile IBM's other assets in

South Africa are substantial and

growing fast. Their wholly-owned

South African subsidiary. (In-

ternational Business Machines,

(S.A Pty > showed such a

favorable growth rate that IBM
invested an additional $3 42 million

in 1971. nearly doubling its in

vestments to $8.4 million

The prospects for profit look

good. IBM's South African

managing director estimates that

what is now a market worth $50.4

million annually could potentially

be worth as much as $500 million

within a decade. That, of course,

depends on a continuing boom for

the white-run economy and a

minimum of resistance from the

black majority By supplying their

technological assistance to

streamline the pass law system.

Polaroid and IBM are doing their

best to insure those conditions.

S.E.S. Fourteen Week
LECTURE NOTES
PROGRAM

January 31st through May 12th

Weekly distribution of lecture notes in select courses.

ALL SECTIONS available for:

Botany 100

Economics 125

Economics 126

Food Science 101

Geology 1 00

History 150

Microbiology 140

Philosophy 105

Political Science 100

Political Science 150

Psychology 101

Psychology 202

Psychology 263

Psychology 265

Psychology 270

Psychology 280

Psychology 301

Psychology 302

Psychology 325

Sociology 101

Sociology 256

Sociology 257

/oology 101

Zoology 135

Subscriptions for the first seven weeks of notes are now being sold

in BOOM MS, Student Inion Building Lobby.

Prices:

Courses with two 50-minute lectures per week — $3.50/half

semester

Courses with three 50-minute lectures or two 75-minute lectures per

week — 1 1/half semester

For further information on the program come to room 318 in the

Student Union Lobby or call 545-2683. Our office is open everyday.
Monday through Friday, from 9: 30 a.m. to 3: 30 p.m.

Family Suspects

Illness From Code
PARIS <AP)-"Say hello to Paul

and his family. ..and to start

working on my new fiberglass

vault. Love always, Jack."

This cryptic line in a letter from

a North Vietnamese prisoner of

war camp has convinced Ruth
Bomar that her husband, Lt. Col.

Jack W. Bomar, is dying of a

kidney ailment.

Mrs. Bomar, who is from Mesa,

Ariz., received the letter Jan. 11.

Bomar, who was an Air Force

navigator based in Thailand, was
shot down over North Vietnam
Feb. 4, 1967.

He was aware he had a kidney

ailment, and so was the Air Force.

But he was permitted to fly on a

one-year waiver The ailment,

called glomerulonephritis, did not

require therapy at the time.

Mrs. Bomar told a reporter:

"Back in 1969 I had a letter and my
husband said...have Paul-Paul is

his brother; he's in the fiberglass

business and builds boats-he said

Paul should build him a fiberglass

rocking chair.

"At the time I didn't associate it

with his kidneys I thought maybe
they didn't get any exercise I

figured that when he got home he

would want a rocking chair and
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wouldn't be able to do anything for

awhile..."

Then a letter dated Dec. 13 came.
"My health is fair, honey. Enjoy
boys high school daze sic." The
Bomars have children in high

school. Mrs. Bomar thinks her

husband was telling her he was in a

daze-sick.

Then the letter said, "Tell Paul

to cancel fiberglass rocking chair

and build me a fiberglass wheel

chair... Love and kisses. Jack."
The Jan 11 letter said. "Ho hum,

another year down the drain...Say
hello to Paul and his family...and
to start working on my new
fiberglass vault

"

Mrs Bomar said since Jack's

last letter she has contacted Red
Cross and U.S. officials in

Washington. U.S. officials in Paris,

and has attempted without success

to see North Vietnamese officials

here. She said the Red Cross sent

two messages to Hanoi, but got no

response The Red Cross offered to

provide an artificial kidney
machine and technicians to

operate it, she said.

Faced with refusal of the North

Vietnamese to see her, Mrs.
Bomar decided to make public her

worries about her 45-year-old

husband
The U.S. delegation to the

Vietnam peace talks said Mrs.

Bomar had attempted for six days

to see the North Vietnamese
delegation, but could not get an
appointment The U.S. delegation

expressed "The belief that this

additional example of North
Vietnamese callousness toward
prisoners of war and their families

will not go unnoticed by the

American public."

Attempts to reach the North

Vietnamese delegation f°r com
ment failed

T 'as Chai

Lessons

Offered
Master T.T Liang will be of-

fering ten lessons in the art of T'ai

Chi Chuan for $30 on Saturdays at 2

p.m. at Hampshire College's dance

studio. Contact Demian at 253-5171

as soon as possible if interested in

signing up.

T'ai Chi is ancient Chinese

calithenics designed to center the

mind and body The value of T'ai

CM lies in the fact that it is a

thoroughly balanced movement,

works your internal organs as well

as your external body, and lifts

your entire system to an optimized

"peak efficiency, bodily as well as

mentally Its beauty is implied in

its softness and profoundness

The Chinese Nty that whoever

practices T'ai Chi will gain the

pliability of a child, the health of a

lumberjack, and the peace of mind

of a sage T'ai Chi stresses slow

respiration, digestion, the func

tioning of the internal organs and

blood circulation

^ed-tct-io^
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Offshore Drilling Studied

BOSTON (AP)-The New England River Basins

Commission Wednesday approved up to $25,000 for a

study of the impact of offshore oil and gas drilling on

the region's environment and economy.

R. Frank Gregg, chairman of the commission, said

the proposed study would be a joint project with the

New England Regional Commission and would be

conducted by a private consultant.

The river basins commission recommended to the

regional commission that Massachusetts Institute of

Technology be hired to conduct the study, provided

that MIT gets "recognized expertise in marine

biology" to participate in, or review, the project,

Gregg said.

The MIT study proposal, which would cost $105,000,

would be funded with the $25,000 from the river basins

commission, $27,000 already approved by the

regional commission and some $50,000 from the

Federal Sea Grant Program.
The river basins commission noted that the

question of title to the oil and gas resources in por-

tions of the Outer Continental Shelf off New England

is before the Supreme Court, with both the federal

government and the states claiming jurisdiction.

The commission emphasized that the proposed

study would not be related to that dispute.

Gregg said Interior Secretary Rogers Morton had

told him it would be "highly desirable" to conduct the

stud|y
, a a a >

In other action, the basins commission decided not

to change its boundries to include New York state

lands that drain into Lake Champlain and the balance

of Massachusetts and Vermont not already in com-

mission territory.

The commission seemed ready to include the new

areas when the Vermont representative at the

hearing asked for further consideration of the con-

sequences.

Forrest E. Orr, of the Vermont Agency of En-

vironmental Planning, asked if the commission could

provide services to the New York area in a

reasonable time and if the commission could stay out

of a Vermont-New York court controversy over

pollution in Lake Champlain.

Gregg said because of financial and personnel

limitations, the commission probably could not help

New York in river basin planning until 1975 and might

be accused of being ineffective in that area.

Gregg also pointed out that the commission is

primarily a New England institution and its image

might be affected if New York were included.

Commission members agreed that including New

York would be inevitable but said that the decision

should be delayed until the commission could provide

full services to the state.
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Final Steps
Since it will take two meetings of the entire faculty to

ratifv an amendment to their constitution calling for a

restructure of the Athletic Council, the Final Steps, we

suggest thLt they schedule one of these Wore the Spring

vacation Currently, a full meeting isn't scheduled unt.l

"we anlnowtow slow the process of reform can be. and

we w?u"d no°t want the Faculty Senate accused^f draggmg

their feet in this matter any further. Anything whicti
i

win

smri the process of allowing more student participation

Se Athletic Council would surely be welcome.

Oh, Bye!
We would like to wish President Nixon a good trip to

China today. And we hope that something fruitful will

come of the trip, whatever that will be.

The Democrats said last night that they would not be

upset if a solution to the Vietnam war came out of the

China meetings. A Brookings Institute Fellow, "China

expert", claimed that even if such a solution could be

made, he doubts that Peking has enough political leverage

to enforce such an agreement. White House officials have

stated that that is not one of the goals.

One French "expert" has claimed that the Chinese will

ask for massive economic aid from the United States. The

Peking leaders supposedly feel that they cannot achieve

industrial strength and raise the standard of living in their

country without it.

Whatever happens politically, the Nixons should be

getting a nice tour of a country which has not been seen by

many U.S. citizens recently.

Actually, what we would like to ask is, "Do we want

Nixon to return home?"

-I Was Still Trying To Get Homr Rnk When
Somebody Took Away Home Plate"

Ed Bryant

Slave Labor In Sapporo

Spain has won its first medal ever, a Gold in slalom.

Japan, the host, swept the 90 meter jump. The United

States pulled a silver in hockey, while the women's

team saved our international jock prestige. Ard

Schenk is a household word.

All we need now is an Olympiad featuring the best

athletes on the planet. People like Bobby Orr, Jean

Claude Killy. Karl Schranz. Patrick Russell. Peggy

Fleming, Jim Thorpe A competition in which the

best athlete wins, not the most quietly financed

athlete. For the present no one should hold his breath.

Lord Brundage wouldn't have it

Avery Brundage is an American millionaire

fiercely devoted to amateurism It is a harmless

enough fetish, except when the fetishist is President

of the IOC. Brundage's insistance on "amateurism"

caused the disqualification of Karl Schranz from the

recent Sapporo Games, and threatens the extinction

of Alpine skiing in future Games. Alpine skiing being

the principle attraction of the Winter Olympics, it is

not hard to imagine their discontinuation after 1976.

Speaking practically, Brundage's attitude is

disastrous for the future of the Olympic Games. But

does he have ethics on his side? In your heart, do you

know he's right? I think not.

Amateurism is an antedeluvian concept. In

the earliest Olympic Games, the athletes were indeed

amateurs. They were as amateur as one can be. They

were Greek slaves. That amateurism began with

slaves is appropriate to the present question.

Amateurism can be defined in two ways. An amateur

athlete is one who performs not for personal financial

reward; rather he competes for 'love of sport". He is

interested in exercise or excellence, not in earning

money for his ability and effort. An amateur is also

cheap help. The sports' entrepreneur can sell tickets

to an amateur event, and pay only expenses to the

team UCLA pays far lower salaries than its

crosstown rivals, the Lakers, and gets much better

results. NBC Television pays the IOC $36 million for

television rights to the Games, and not a penny of this

goes to the 'amateurs" who compete. Management,

in this case the IOC, owns the show, so the boss gets

the money and the jocks get bronze medals plated

with silver and gold.

In other words, Groucho wouldn't be eligible, and

Karl wouldn't play.

Times have changed muchly since Mount Olympus

was thought to be Headquarters. Zeus has retired,

and Athene has gone to Hollywood. Slavery has been

abolished. The time for Avery Brundage has likewise

passed The athlete who is paid for his skill is not a

prostitute; the entrepreneur who earns a living by

promoting amateur athletics is a thief.

Golf has allowed amateurs and professional to play

together. Tennis, after years of "amateurs" earning

more than pros (through under-the-table payments,

another characteristic of amateurism), has allowed

Open Play, although now there is a difference of

agreement between Amateur management (the

ILTAt and professional management (WCT) which

threatens Open Tennis. Those who make a living by

putting jocks in the main ring are hesitant to bring

their practices up to date.

Athletes should seize control of their activities to

prevent their exploitation Like women, they should

demand control of their bodies. Arnold Palmer

threatening to start his own tour did more to reform

golf in favor of the athlete than anything else has

Action speaks louder than passivity.

The Olympic Games should be open to the best

athletes, whether they have been paid for their efforts

or not. Then they will truly be a great showcase of

sport. Shalom.

Tom Moriarty

Dockworkers, Miners Strike

lf*7f

They have names Like Billy, Ed. Mack, Donny

They wake up early and go down to the mines, many
to work on their knees all day The mine shafts are

deep, some running for miles; the hot dry air is thick

with coal dust Few miners expect to pass an entire

year without an accident Early deaths from "black

iung" are common Many enter the mines at 15 or 16

years of age They are compensated at rates ranging

from $47 to $70 per week
The British coal miners are on strike The miners,

characterized by British commentators as the most

tightly knit and" determined group in industry, are

experiencing the privation and antagonism inherent

in any long labor struggle Even their meager wages

are gone They have had to fight police and scabs on

the picket lines and on the docks And now. much of

Britain's coal using industry is slowing production or

closing down Electricity is in short supply Layoffs in

related industry are large and growing Britain's

capitalist government and press are attempting to

isolate the miners and use public pressure to force

them to capitulate. But the strikers are not alone.

The British working class is behind them. Ac-

cording to AP. "Three weeks ago. the miners laun

ched a campaign of picketing power stations Truck

drivers in solidarity refused to cross the lines." Even

those laid off in related industry stand with the

miners. In the words of one miner. "They know that if

we're defeated, it's a defeat for the whole union

movement." It is precisely this class consciousness

on the part of the British workers that gives strength

and confidence to the miners, and which is central to

their victory As is apparent, the British ruling class,

its state apparatus, and its media have closed ranks

in a concerted effort to break the strike. The

relationship of forces is recognized by the British

workers, and they see the miners' fight as their fight

one of the major overtones characterizing the

strike has been the idea that coal mining is a dying

industry. But according to the February 16 Boston

Globe. "About 75% of British power is generated by

coal." The miners have been on strike for 38 days

and AP calls it "Britain's worst industrial crisis in 46

years". Are these the markings of a dying industry?

Or does Britain run on the sweat, blood, broken

bones, and diseased lungs of thousands of men. whose

families subsist on starvation wages?

On our own west coast we've been able to see the

faint gimmer of a similar phenomenon. The greatest

fear of the Pacific Maritime Assn (shipowners), and

the strongest weapon of the longshoremen - working

class solidarity - reared its glorious head. Teamster

truck drivers, stopped by picketing dock workers at

the Mexican border, refused to cross the picket lines,

thereby stopping the diversion of cargo to Mexican

ports. The dock workers at Vancouver, in a display of

international solidarity, closed down the port. These

actions give an enormous boost to the strike by

removing the ship owners' safety valves of Canada

and Mexico The impetus for these moves came from

the rank and file, -ather than from the leadership of

the ILWU. The Strike Organization Committee,

headed up by Harry Bridges ( president of the ILWU >

.

voted to leave non US ports open.

The long, systematic process of trying to obliterate

all traces of working class consciousness in America

has had its effect. It took a world war. built on the lies

of patriotism and "preservation of democracy"; it

took the wage concessions of the fifties and the im-

position of a "respectable", conservative labor union

bureaucracy; it took racism and sexism to divide the

working class against itself and to reward the most

backward prejudices These are the pillars on which

rests the image of a quiescent American working

class.

The nature of a Harry Bridges becomes apparent to

the striking workers when he opposes making the

strike as effective as possible. Containerized cargo is

one of the primary issues of the strike. It is a form of

automation. Containerized cargo doesn't threaten

Bridges' job. Under capitalism, such a technological

innovation becomes a boon to the wealthy few, and a

positive danger to the livelihood of dock workers

Richard Nixon felt that the dock strike was worthy of.

inclusion in his recent State of the Union message. He

railed against the irresponsibility of labor, and made
it known that the country would not stand for it. But

Jimmy Hoffa. former president of the Teamsters

Union whose workers are in solidarity with the

longshoremen, just endorsed Nixon for re-election

Add to these instances the fact that top union

"leadership" participates in the wage gouging

federal pay board, and you can begin to see the

cracks opening between American labor and its

"leadership"

As soon-to-be members of the American working

class, it is important that we learn the lessons of past

and present labor struggles It is necessary that we
see our interests served through support and

solidarity with thelabor movement, and not through

petty diviciveness, abstentionism, or expedience. The

gains to be realized from successful mine and dock

strikes will go far beyond simple wage increases.

They will demonstrate concretely the strength of an

organized labor effort, with wide support, both direct

and indirect, waged against a clearly recognized

enemy Victory to the miners. Victory to the

longshoremen.

I RUSHED DOWN TO WELCOME YOU BACK!'

Letters To The Editor

Do You Need Life Insurance?

To the Editor:

I would like to respond to Ronald J. Nathan's ar-

ticle "Life Insurance Is Needed!" (Collegian.

2/14/72).

Mr. Nathan begins his sales pitch by labeling

Consumer's Union (whose analysis of college

students and life insurance he criticizes) as an

"organizaUon that earns its living by rating and

ranking hairdryers... ." He goes on to describe the

reprint from Consumers Reports as "an unjust at-

tack." and suggests that the authors are unqualified

to write about life insurance

If there is an unjust attack here, it is Mr. Nathans.

Consumer's Union is a non-profit organization whose

purposes, as stated in its charter, include "..to

provide consumers with information and counsel on

consumer goods and services to give information

and assistance on all matters relating to the ex-

penditure of the family income...." It has been

studying life insurance since 1937. which should

certainly guarantee a high level of expertise Fur-

thermore, it has been working for us. the consumers,

and not for large companies. Mr. Nathan, on the other

hand, is the President of the Pioneer Valley

Association of Life Underwriters Although he. too, is

undoubtedly an expert in the field, his livelihood

depends on selling life insurance If any opinions are

suspect, surely they are his!

Make no mistake I am not dismissing Mr

Nathan's arguments Some of them make sense to

me Indeed. I would enjoy reading the information he

offers. But neither should your readers ignore the

Police Control

To the Editor:

I read both the article covering the drug busts of

five area individuals last Halloween and the letter to

the editor concerning the busts in last Tuesdays

Collegian.

The article by Kevin Kevit reported that Officer

Montleon found Mr. Kosnicki in possession of what is

assumed to be a small quantity of marijuana while

the letter to the editor stated that it actually was two

marijuana cigarettes which were taken from Mr.

Kosnicki. The press has always been ready to grant

the accused the benefit of the doubt as to one's guilt

It seems rather odd that those supposedly acting on

the behalf of Mr Kosnicki. those who drafted and

edited the letter, were not inclined to assume his

innocence.

The letter to the editor claims that the police stole

$2000 from Mr Miller, who was also busted at the

time. Granted policemen are not paid very much for

what they must put up with and a little extra cash can

always be used by everyone but it would seem much

easier and more profitable for the police to steal the

entire $6000 and not have to make out a receipt for the

money at all. Certainly $6000 would be distributed a

lot farther around the station house than a mere

$2000

The point is that this case is being used, not to

champion the rights of individuals wrongly accused

but to justify the control of a supposedly abusive and

corrupt police department.

It will take a lot more than the sensationalism of

this case, the civil suits and the poorly veiled threats

to work outside the system to prove to the discerning

reader that there is actually any justification for

further community control of either the Amherst

Police Department of the Campus Police.

Whose interests do you think would be served by

further controls over the police?
G.Joseph Vinskey

warnings of the Consumer's Reports article. I

strongly suggest that anyone contemplating life in-

surance obtain a copy of the Consumers Union Report

on Life Insurance (available for $1.50 from C.U. Book

Department; Consumers Union; Mount Vernon, New
York, 12550). It is not an anti-insurance tirade, but a

well written guide to truths and half-truths in the

business. As a student. I have found it extremely

useful. Without such a manual, one must rely solely

on the advice of salesmen -perhaps accurate, but

certainly not objective.

I am glad that Mr. Nathan had a chance to give his

side of the story Nevertheless, I hope no one takes his

advice and automatically rejects the warning that

life insurance may well be unnecessary to many
students.

Phillip R.Christensen

Women's Chance

To the Editor:

I am a foreign student at L'Mass and am, in-

cidentally, a women's track and field coach in

England. I was amazed, therefore, to read the letter

from Phyllis Olrich in a recent edition of the Daily

Collegian in which she complained of the lack of

readily available training facilities for women
athletes at the university. We have seen from their

successes at the Winter Olympics at Sapporo, that

American women not only have the potential but also

the guts' to become world beaters Why can't the

powers that be make things a litUe easier for them

along the way by giving them the same opportunities

as the male athletes9 Why should the girl who wishes

to train with weights, for example, have to compete

for their use with the entire UMass Football squad? It

seems a small thing to ask for some reserved time for

women to train or even to use the whirlpool baths and

similar facilities without having to go through the

hassle' of making especial arrangements and ap-

pointments.

Is it not time American sportswomen were given a

break and the longstanding myth of their lack of

feminity shattered'' Girls have the right and the

ability, just as do boys, to enjoy and excel in sports

and athletics. Women's Intramurals have done much

to alleviate the girls' position. Perhaps there need be

only one more step to giving them equal recognition

and opportunities with the men. After all these are

the 1970s; prejudice and discrimination should be in

the past. Can you use your influence to promote and

foster the cause of women's athletics?

Elizabeth Cooper

Letters To The Editor

...must be typed at sixty spaces, double-spaced
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Also, no letters will be printed without the name of

the author Please note this change in policy.

All letters are subject to editing either for

content or space according to the judgement of the

editors. Also, due to space limitations, we do not

guarantee that all letters will be printed.
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Editorial Points
The home court advantage in

basketball may be overrated,

but it seems reasonable that

it's worth at least nine points

over the course of three games.
»•

Wouldn't it be nice some year

to have "home ice"?
*»»

Student Union ads for

Gimme Shelter list 7 p.m. and 9

p.m. showings. Campus Center

ads list showings at 7, 9, and 11.

We suggest you find out the

truth before you plan on the 11

o'clock showing.

««*

What would happen if you

girl friend wrote "I love you"

in an MDC Classified personal

on your birthday and you didn't

read the paper? Did you ever

think of that. Howie? Reading

the front door isn't always

enough.
***

Every night the ice looks as

though it wants to solidify.

Every day it melts. Some
people think that's just fine

Why do they live in New
England*'

The Jock's Lament
I'd like to be at the NIT
Or surfing at the beach

Have Bob Griese play catch with me
Or skate with Reggie Leach.

I'd love to dream a hundred dreams
But always they're cut short

When I take my "neaks" to Boyden Gym
And cannot get a court.

"#-/>*%*#* cM+W *tl

By DON SAINT—PIERRE
There are many who argue that America is presently sitting on top of

an ivory tower, with its nose in the air, and not realizing that in the rest of

the world progress is being made which will soon render us the loser. This

can be realized in many areas, such as the current economic mess. We
would be ignoring truth to say the U.S. still controls the world's economy.

Another more subtle, though just as significant, area is this country's

wasteful preoccupation with pornography and its control through cen-

sorship. As this fragile tower of christian ethic crumbles elsewhere in the

world, our "moral leaders" are tenaciously attempting to hold it together

here.

The breakthrough to understanding the problem began in the mid-60's

when Denmark, realizing its inability to enforce its censorship laws,

withdrew all legal restrictions on pornography and. as one god-fearing

American said, "opened its doors to Satan."

After the initial rush to acquire "obscene materials" the Danes

realized the absurdity of their actions and the once flourishing market

with side-by-side stag flick theaters and "full color" magazine stones

soon began to disappear.

The Danish Conservative's predicted increase in sex related crimes

never materialized. Indeed, recent surveys have shown the incidence of

these crimes has decreased, the most recent figure being by almost 70%.

and its still decreasing The facts seem to indicate that a lack of access to

pornography is the cause of these crimes, and that if those individuals

who wish to occupy their time as sexual voyeurs are allowed to do so.

their wants will be satisfied and will be never externalized in the form of

violent crime

Realizing the profundity of the "Danish Experiment" liberal members

of the Nixon Administration ! > encouraged the formation of a committee

to study the effects of pornography in this country The committee s

report was presented to the President last year and claimed that "por

nography does not harm individuals" and that free access to it allov/s

people a means of harmlessly venting their sexual fantasies In shoit

repeal of the pornographic censorship laws would reduce sex oriented

crimes

This, of course, conflicted with the President's Mormon upbringing,

and he immediately shelved the report Plans are presently underway for

the formation of a new committee, one which will produce a "more ac-

curate picture of the problem" That is. a condemnation of pornography

(in the true American way).

The most recent development in this area is the formation of Morality

in Media of Massachusetts (MMM) which is headed by a Catholic priest

in Boston Proclaiming that the Burger Court will now show "a new

direction" the group is going to "prevent American culture from

plummeting to the depths of barbarism"

The direction nay be new. for we have been moving foreward. though

slowly, in producing more rational methods of dealing with this can-

cerous growth in our Puritanical life-style.

MMM is continuing the Victorian attack on the effects and not solving

the essential problem. Pornography is not good, it is a distortion

produced by an inhibited sex drive, caused by a suppression of those

desires Pornography exists because it is inaccessable. and it will

disappear, as it is doing in Denmark, when people are allowed to see its

gross meaninglessness.

If the energy being expended to suppress pronography were channeled

into more constructive areas, such as helping individuals convicted of sex

crimes to understand and correct their problem, progress could be made

Surely the fact that individuals are arrested on these counts is proof that

suppression is not the answer

The present direction can only result in a continuation of the dilemma
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Campus Carousel

Can't Get Rid Of 'Em

IT BOMBED-The giant dirigible. Hindenburg. crashes to the

grond in flames in the 1937 disaster at Lakehurst. N J., that left 37

people dead. Author Michael MacDonald Mooney claims in a new

book. The Hindenburg". that the fire was a result of sabotage by a

crewman rather than an accident. <AP>

McGovern Aid At Smith
John Rendon. Massachusetts

State coordinator for Senator

George McGovern's campaign for

President, will speak at Smith

College at 8 pm Thursday in

Wright Hall He will discuss

McGovern's stands on the issues

and answer questions

Sponsored by the Smith College

Young Democrats, he is the first in

-eries of speakers who will

represent each of the Democratic

presidential hopefuls

Bv TONY GRANITE
HE'S " TRYING TO SAY

SOMETHING. ..at Northern
Illinois University, the student

newspaper Northern Star ran this

letter from "Jack Casey": - Once

upon a time. God needed a rest, so

he appointed a man to take his

place. This man was told to pass

judgment on his fellow man and to

put it all in writing.

"When God returned from His

vacation, this man told God he

wasn't about to be replaced by

God, or anyone else, as he felt

equal to God!
"This is how editorial writers

came about and they still think

they're irreplaceable, even by

God"

WHICH BRINGS IS TO the

Central Michigan campus, where

the Academic Se.iate there has

been reported in the student Life as

having voted permission to the

School of Education to screen

teacher candidates, "in hopes of

insuring that candidates possess

good health, high moral character

and pronounced teaching aptitudes

and interests."

Which shows how much the job

market is tightening.

\\» AT BLOOMINGTON. the

Indiana Daily Student found oc-

casion to use comments of its staff

that did not justify policy

editorials So they listed them
according to "Commendatorials"

or "Condemnatorials
"

Seems straightforward enough.

as well as clever.MM
STUDENTS' RK.IITS is the new

thing of Editor Hamp Carruth of

the Florida State Flambeau. He is

forming a coalition of student

editors around the state to "deal

with common problems relating to

student publications and student

Ed. Ombudsman's Office

Works For Understanding
The School of Education's Ombudsman's Office exists to provide help

to all members of the School of Education community in facilitating a

better understanding and working relationship. Problems, misun-

derstandings and complaints that students, faculty or staff may have

within or connected with the School of Education are our concern.

John Hatch's office is in Room 230A. phone 5-0914. and he is

there Mondays 10-12. Tuesdays 1-3. and Thursdays 9-11. He also checks

his office daily for messages George Urch is located in Room 215, phone

5-0945 and his office hours are Mondays 1-3, Wednesdays 2:30-4. and

Thursdays 9-11 : 30. and is also in his office daily.

The Ombudsmen can help if you bring your problems and suggestions

to them.

Tentatively scheduled are Bess

Mverson Grant for the Lindsay

campaign, and representatives

from both the Muskie and
Chisholm campaigns

The next speaker will be Al

Lowenstein. president of the

Americans for Democratic Action

and former congressman,
scheduled to speak Tuesday <Feb

22 » at 8 p.m. in Wright Hall

DTONIGHTIEE

The Rolling Stones

GIMME SHELTER
Student Union Ballroom

50°

7, 9, 11 p.m.

50°

rights."

He adds that "...problems have

existed, without any unified voice

asking to be heard. As the editors

of the student publications, we will

be able to speak for students so

they can be heard."

All the way up to the White

House, p'raps?
*****

REQUIRED CAMPUS
HOUSING is the rule at S'eastern

Louisiana Univ., according to the

LSU Daily Reveille, which laments

editorially that already "an-

tiquated housing regulations in

Hammond have regressed
"

The Reveille charges that the

requirement that unmarried un-

dergrads must live on campus
even at LSU results in part from

"the lack of foresight in building

too many dormitories for the needs

l Mass beware!

COOP TO REPAIR WHEELS
has been formed at Wisconsin,

according to its Daily Cardinal.

'The Consumer's Cooperative

Garage" is its name, and its game

is to keep costs down by helping

customers to do their own work

Primarily a service center, the

CCG will also teach "basic

mechanics and train people in the

intelligent use and maintenance of

their vehicles."

A noble mission, that. Nader

take note!

PIIYS ED ABOLISHED as a

four-hour general education

requirement at Northern Illinois is

the triumphant report of the

Northern Star of recent days.

Effective this Spring semester,

the dropping of PE may be sub-

stituted with other academic

courses.

Farewell jocks_!_
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ONE Of THE YEARS 10 BEST ' Time Mwni*

^^* Clint Eastwood
Jj Dirty Harry

It takes two to make
such a special one!

Paul Marvin
Newman i

m k f*ST Musis Ptoouci'OH

"Pocket Money"

Marks New President

Of Associate Alumni
Paul D. Marks of Framingham

has taken office as president of the

Associate Alumni of the Univer-

sity, the Alumni Board of Directors

has announced.

He heads a slate that includes the

following: first vice-president,

Harold Fienman of Brookline,

PAIL D. MARKS-New
President of the Associate

Alumni of I'Mass.

(lass of 1950, second vice-

president, Lois T. Toko of

Needham, Class of 1956;

treasurer, Robert Fitzpatrick of

Amherst, Class of 1943; and
secretary, Mrs. Lillian Davis of

Worcester, Class of 1951. Three
regional vice-presidents are An-
thony G. Chambers of Bloomfield,

Conn , Class of 1954; Stanley P.

Chiz of Longmeadow, Class of

1950; and William C. Less of

Newton Center, Class of 1951.

Marks is president of

Display Craft Corp , designers and
manufacturers of store displays

and signs The company has plants

in Framingham, Hoiliston and
Manchester, Conn.

He is.) 1967 UMass graduate and

chairman of the University
Chancellorf Club Marks is also

vice president of the UMaSfl
Building Authority and an exofficio

member oi the University of

Massachusetts Foundation

He is a town meeting member in

Framingham and a member of the

South Middlesex Community
Center Board of Directors Marks
is married to Elaine S Marks
UMass Class of 1956, and is the

father of two daughters, 10 and 12

years old

The Associate Alumni represents

the over 36,700 alumni of the

University of Massachusetts
Marks succeeds Dr. Stanley
Barron of Sudburv. Class of 1951

Defendant Tossed Out
BOSTON (AP) - William Gilday. on trial for allegedly murdering a

Boston policeman, was ordered removed from the courtroom Wednesday

by Chief Justice Walter H. McLaughlin of Suffolk Superior Court

McLaughlin ordered the removal when Gilday persisted in efforts to

address the jurv saying the jurors were prejudiced against him.

He was transferred from the eight floor courtoom to a cell on the

.-nth floor, equipped with closed-circuit television to allow him to

follow the courtroom proceedings.

Mclaughlin later informed Gildays lawyer that the defendant would

be permitted to return to the courtroom any time he felt he could do so

quietly

'The best comedy of

the year and the
best love story"

Made For Each Other OP

COILICE STUDENTS ' Get your free Showcase Discount Cards

, You and your gu**t SAVE 50* EACH

Mon. and Tues., Feb. 28 and 29

Bowker Auditorium — 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UMass Undergrads $1; Other Full-

Time Students $2; UMass Faculty/Staff $3; General Public

$3.50

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter, Tel. 545-0202

Presented by the UMass Fine Arts Council

RECORDS
5.98 List 3.88

TAPES
4G

6.98 List

.85

Sale thru Sat., Feb. 19

BONUS
8 Dite Sat

DGG Beetho»en Edition

Beethoven's

9 Symphonies

EQUIPMENT SPECIAL

SAVE UP TO 30%
on Amplifiers, Turntables. Speakers and Tape Recorders during

our Floor Sample Save.

THE LISTENING POST
25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst 186 Main St., Nhptn

C InC-"""
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RUSH hour

\

^ \\ *̂?

APG
Meeting for all members and

anyone else interested in journalism,

tonight, Feb. 17 at 7 p.m. in 803 CC.

Will discuss plans for rest of

semester.

BEER BUST
Tomorrow night it's the continuing

tale of "Love of Keg" at Alumni Hall

9:00 p.m. Donation SI.00 Ladies half

price. Tune in all you Long drinkers!

BICYCLE CLUB
Meeting tonight In CC Rm. 901 at

7:30. All interested or willing to help

on a quantity discount on bikes please

attend. Will be short.

BLUES CLUB
Important meeting all

please attend. New
welcome. 801 CC.

members
members

BRIDGE CLUB
There will be bridge play tonight at

7:00 in Rm 904 CC.

C.E.Q.
Clipping Party tonight at the office

in the Student Activities Area of the

CC bring your scissors.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Tonight, Rm 175 CC. All welcome.

If you have ideas or questions per

O-

C0^<£ <&L

fcVA
K>\

H "\ o }

*r«
n^^

fr ays* Ts»v«X

o

Ol'wA-^trf

v*

D

*4w
pa

x

* i

Inure art TtaSOT\S u)h^

Vjfc. art Crreeks

«*4 k* a tie* to discover those Ttasons

Berkshire Fretted Feeds, Inc.
xjj i w s v.

"Be S6L for Uj0«r5£lf uj haft tWrrs-tftanii sororaUS

KdVE to off tr

241 W. Housatonia St.

Pittsfield, Mass.

Supplies daily — quality meats and

canned goods to all fraternities and

soror i t i es. |

aterrutt

Compliments of

Peerless Food Products

East. St.

Ludlow, Mass.

Supplies daily — quality meats and
canned goods to all fraternities and
sororities.

AUTOS FOR SALE

IS«5 Plymouth good cond Power
»l erring end brcshs Urn good condlUen.

• mlcrited. backet eeeU I4M Cell Karen

evenings S44-4IU
tf2-IB

Meat eetl eS VW. New eug.. new hatr..

»e» frt end. firm ISM. I-M2-47S4 or l-MJ-

S2I4
tri-ii

(heap IMS Falcon \f» Urn automatic

VI maker, need* msaor repair Bret offer

call rvee. ees-tee!

Kill

M Kamblrr — American • cyl.. seed
rubber Needs same eug work, lunr up

(ell eftrr S em 54S-37I*. or day 545-0444

esk for JIm. Waal S2M
Ml

IMS Volvo 122*. automatic Radiol tire*

I7M or best offer Cell 5M-33M eftrr 4.

MM
VWRh.wv.I

after J p.m M4-I472

rack * radio Call

UZ-Z2

IMS Porsche comer, rag. rebuild, new

rlatrk. Ilrrs. battery, brahes; rlrc

tunroof. Must aril, keet reasonable offer.

- after tarn.
11223

tUBukk. good cond .IIM Cell 2S3-72SI

112-22

FOR SALE

Hreplace wood l-sale apple A hard

woods. I/: cord late ft in. Cell MMI by

Thurs. for delivery thr following week.
112-24

Skis — Rosslgnol Strnllx ISS cm..

Salomon 4*4 bindings, both brand nrw with

guarantee. ItM or make offer. Cell Peule

NMt
112-22

Very large antique truck. 1121. white

not running but rrstorabie located

Orange County, NY. HM. Amherst. MS-

IM2.
U2-IS

Shla Rosslgnol Allele Major 215 cm.

brand new - skied on once. WHh Merker

1 1 II or IM w/ee*. Call Rick 4-5474.

M7

ski Beats — l.aage. >r aid rompe
IM or beet offer Call Rick 4-M74

IIM.

2-17

35 mm Yeshlcs Electro. 35 model plus I

. 3s Telephoto and . Sx wide engle lensrs.

Leather caaes far all. Excel castd. Call 4-

M7Z.
1/2-22

Snow Tires Semperit Redlal IU-14.

mounted on MGBdiec wheele. ISO pr. Call

54MM7 or 545-2551 and ask for Gib.

If2-25

1971 Maverick. 24.5M miles. II4M Also

large, wooden car-top carrier w/lock —
IM. Cell 54941137.

tf217

I Kill System — FM tuner. 2 Kl.ll mod
17 spkrs. Only I2M! I "second ssstem"

mono tuner * spkr. Also I i:»eUe French

clarinet 175 — 541-413*.
112-17

Royal portable typewriter, w/rerrying

case, new ribbon, owners maaual. tap

condition. 135. see at 313 South College 5-

M2I. G. Wilson.
tf 2 18

< .uitar tale : between %I0 aad %40 off aa

talk guitar* and steel strings Cases
stand*, and accessaries also Call: M4-
7a72 at 2M Weket.

t/2-17

Brown sued* afgan coat mad* in

Turkry. asking lit CaU MM2 never

IfMI

bad. estre long, like

comforubie aad clean. Includes

quilted mattress caver. Call M447M III.R tryta«
t,H7

Newfoundland, female,

champion pedigree (all

gfaf.

2 1/2 yrs. otd.

after 3. 417-447-

I»2-1S

SI. Bernard puppies. Ready to leave

mother Females \K< papers. good
pedigree S 75 and SIM. ( all MS-4MI or 5M
22M.

tf2-ll

For sale foreign car parts Alfa parts

and nervier new Michelln and Pirelli

allows, regular — cheap. Call II p.m. — 2

a.m. M4-3SM. Try often.
tf2-ll

l.lfe-time guarantee 12-voit baUery

id (all 533-5M4 after 5.

ye

if; ik

Diamond needles, reg 1741. now I3.M
A mag. Carts. 3S-M% off. S-Track Tapes
12 M Stereo Equip and access. Discount

6-0M3 nltes

112-17

FOR RENT
\pt available, all util. furn or unfurn

(all 253-2M5 or M4-0IM after sis.

tf2-2l

Working on (ape Cod this summer?

I.lvr at Brownies Motor Court. Route I

Vtellfleet. I or 2 bedroom, housekeeping

Cabins open May at. Season rates. Cal!

7HI-47M — West Springfield
U2-I7

WANTED
New members for the Distinguished

Visitors Program. Applications at Student

Activities Office thru Feb. II Apply

today!

Female roommate — 151/mo. Includes

all. Quiet, comfortable. 5 mln. to campus.

No lease. Call 2S4-MSI,
tfl-ll

Need to buy — Physics 141-2 book by

Sears a Zemansky. Will talk on price. Ask

far Kathy In 424: 5-2511. 5-2911.

tf2-ll

PERSONAL

NOTICES
taining to Student Body Input, please

come. For more details contact Gary
Gomes. 6-8677.

FENCING CLUB
The Fencing Club will meet tonight

in Rm 8, WoPE from 7 9 p.m. All

members please attend.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Gay Women's supper at 5:30, 19th

floor, JQA. New women welcome.

GOING HOME FOR WEEKEND?
Don't go home this weekend! The

9th floor Kennedy invites you to be

part of a great weekend. Come to our

parties Fri., Sat., and Sun. nights.

B.Y.O.A.

Financial Aid
Financial Aid applications for

the Summer of 1972 and the 1972-73

academic year are now available

in the Financial Aid Office. Room
232, Whitmore.

Applications will be available

from now until 5:00 P.M.. Tuesday,

February 29 and must be filed no

later than March 1. Whether or not

aid has been received previously, a

new application must be filed each

year for all Loans, Scholarships.

Grants and Work Study.

Thanks. Jakr, you're a real swell guy.

The ride was fantastic. Love. Ann. And
drop dead while you're at It.

tf2-ll

Att. Commuters — If you care for better

rep. in student govt, vote in Thurs.

election for two who cere : Thad Janabek
4 Rill Nledtwleckl.

If2-I7

LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS
What happens when the Landscape

Architect and the Landscape Con-

tractor come together? Peter 01 in

will be speaking about this to the

Landscape Operations Club tonight.

CC Rm. 811 at 7 p.m. All welcome.

PARACHUTING
Competition this weekend at

Turners Falls Airport. Come out and

see what it's all about. Spring is

coming RSO 318.

PLACEMENT COUNCIL
We're meeting this afternoon at

3:30 in the Student Senate Office.

Anyone interested in the Placement

Office is welcome to come. Drop in if

you have time.

SENATE ELECTIONS
Vote in today's Senate Elections.

See ad in this issue.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
All that this House is can't be said

in twenty-five words of less. Come
find respect and affection at our Folk

Sing tonight. 7 8:15 p.m. at 409 No.

Pleasant St.

SORORITY RUSH
Parties tonight will be: Lambda

Continued on page 14

Take a l~"Peter Pan Bus to

BRADLEY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Peter Pan buses leave for Bradley International con-

venient with flight schedules from 7 AM thru 11 PM

i?e/.y?r Rslix.
Student Union
Tel. 545 2006 J

CLASSIFIED-
Lester and Neal — Thanhs for the

flower. I lave you bath. Karen W.
2-17

v,

Kev. Happy Birthday. Dodo Deeds

M7

Sweetie - I am going la kilt you 1

2-17

To the

lave — C
aa IN. thaaks. with all my

2-17

The Staters of Knowha lota Theta wish

Jane Sweeaey a very Happy Birthday.
2-17

Caratya — Oar sincereat regards aa the

Itth annlv of year Nativity, many more

Lave Jane CM. Beth. Jay and Chrteta.
12-17

AUTO— ASTROLOGY

With the saa hi Aauarias squaring

Satam ia Taurus — the time has come to

deal with your car: In particular . brake
adjastmeat aad timing Came Im-
mediately to Spencer's Mobil Service aest

ta Post Office

MS

BASSIST DRUMMER
Wanted to Reck and Roll. Dig the Stone*

anthlng that moves. Some original tunes.

Own equipment Call Pete or Rich Rm tit

Mate.
t/2-22

PHOTOGRAPHIC
Photographer wants open-minded and

very liberal female models to work t-5

hours weekly. Good hourly pay. will

receive percentage also. Rip. not nee., but

must be willing and attractive. Also In

terested la hearing from girls int. la

photography as asst. Only sincere apply.

Write give details. Box l22Granby. Mass.
aim.

U2-I8

REFRIGERATORS
S year guarantee made by Delmonlco. 3

cubic foot, f US; S cubic foot IM. Call Gary
S4C-7KU. Mi

HELP WANTED
Women age 2S-3P for Psychological

study of female cycle. 14 hours paid

participation over three months. Prefer

non-contraceptive pill users Call Mrs.

Cation. 542-2354. «: 34-4:44.

MMI

Overseas Jobs for students. Australia,

Kurope. S. America. Africa, etc. All

professions and occupations, f 700 to I3.AM

monthly. Kxpenes paid, overtime.
sightseeing Free information. Write. Jobs

Overseas. Dept. Q3. box 15471. San Diego,

(a. 42115.

tf2-l»

ROOMMATES WANTED
Kemale roommate wanted for Rolling

Or. IM-75. (all 253-7H4H.

112-22

Roommate wanted. Apt. Clr.. Amherst.

M or F. Call Dan 253-7MW. 145 month
U2-I7

F roommate wanted, avail. Mar. I,

tSO/mo.. includes utll Rolling Green Call
\nne 25.1-7251

U2-22

Brand nrw apt. at River Glade to share
with one person. Rent Is very reasonable
t.ive a call anytime 253-2457. It's very alee.

Apt. #142.

tf: 22

GOOD FOOD
Faatasia Saack Bar. Sth floor.

Waahington. apea Mon Fri 7 p.m. -12 ajw..

Sat. 4 Sun 12 a.m.-l:J4 pj«.. S pm
• 12 a.as. Came and eat goad!

t/2-17

RIDE NEEDED
Ride needed to Phlla aa Feb IS. Cal

Jeff, night M74444.
M7

APARTMENT FOR RENT
(Greenfield. 4 rms . 3 bedrooms , living,

dining rm and kitchen Heat aad hat water
included No pel. SltS/moa. Call 773-

SSSI after S:24 p m
U2-I8

Sublet I bdrm. I IM ma.. Inched util MS-
ISM after 4.

U2-IS

Two-Bedroom Apartments far las-

mediate rental. C-moath lease.

ll*-> month includes utll Call 48S-324S

days or 4SS-3575 nllea

tf 4-14

TRAVEL
Spring vacation. H days on Spanish

Riviera S2M. Rndtrp >et. hotel, etc. Call

Joyce Krenaky 3S7 Wheeler. S4V24I2. 2413.

or 242B.

U2-2S

Spring vacation. 7 nights on thr Spanish

Kivirra S2M including rnd trip )rl from

Hoston. hotel etc (all Joyce Krenaky. 3S7

Wheeler 5-2412 or S-2413.

U2-I4

(..i South spring break: Bermuda —
Freepnrt — \i apulco — Puerto Rico. 4-

day package* from SIM. Fscape In-

ternational, call Peggy 2S3-M47.
U2-2S

\mertcan Youth Mottle* Trips to Japan,

depart Oakland June 34 or NYC July M.

aix or eight weeks. Call 2S3-4M4 for In-

formation.
t/224

SUBLET

2 bdrm. 2 bath, dln'g It llv'g rm. hi.. A

water incl. Can fit 3 to 4 stu. On CM bus

route Call after 5:M at S4K42S4. Avail.

March I.

U2-14

Sublet large eff. modern appliances

includes all utilities. Country living 1 123.

pr. mo Call 347-4557 after 4 p.m.
afMs

Sublet, I bdrm SIM. mo includ utll. 54»-

3SM after 4.

H2-22

TRUMPET INSTRUCTION

Prof trumpet Instruction all levels —
aspects of improv . 4 harmony . Lessens la

my Vllamp Studio (all 527-4B74 bet.

It a.m. — aooa. Ms
GOOD MUSIC

See members of Fat and (lean Living

jam with acoustic Instruments Tonlte

Amherst Fethlere Crater, across from

Lard Jeff 2S3-4244.

MI

TYPING
Typiag — these*, dissertations etc.

fast: accurate. Proofreading, editing If

desired. Have Greek a Science symbols

tfsem

BOOK WANTED
i urrent Perspectives In Social Psych,

Hollander 4 Hunt 3rd edit S-S7M

WRITERS

Writers! Have you scripts suitable for

TV* I would be interested In production

Bra RasaeU MS-3MI between 4 aad 7.

MS
SERVICES

"Term papers" far all subjects Low
rates. N-ithmal Writers Coop Call 253-

7332.

Ms
Amheral Audio services, stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. 147

No. Pleasant st . 25S-4133.

tfsem

FLYING MACHINES

SALLY "MASH" KELLFRMAN 4
BID (ORT TAKK OFF< ! ) FRIDAY
r \KMNGIN BRFWSTFRMcCLOlD
vi/Ut AH.4: 34-*: 34-14: M. DIRECTED BY
ROBERT ALTMAN iMASH).

Ml
TERMPAPERS

(JualKy reference material — original

work aad copies. Term papers of Amherst.

Rm 117. Amherst. Carriage lna. N.

Pleasant St. 2S4-4IM
112-24

Exceptional Apportunlty

for Married Couples
Earn extra money part time.

Tremendous potential. No obligation, (all

Mrs. Norrls for appointment I-5SS-43Q4

Ms
LECTURE NOTES

Note* for Botany IM. Econ 125, Geol IM.

Phil 105. Gov IM. IM. Soc 141. 2M. 2S7. Zaa
nil i l.-mn sale In Room lis Student I nton.

•Ml

SES Notes for Micro 144. Hlsl IM. Econ
I2S. Psych 101. 2S2. 2S3. 245. 270. 2M. Ml.

Xfla, 270. 2M. 301. 323 and Food Scl 141. Rm
3 IK Student If. Lobby

If -2-23

' .

ai3jvs oaDiw «rnd
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Continued from page 13

Delta Phi "Winter Frolic" 7:309, Pi

Beta Phi "Fondue Party" 7-8:30 at

Beta Kappa Phi house on Pleasant

St., Sigma Delta Tau "Folk Party" 7

8:15, and Sigma Sigma Sigma
"Bobby Sock Rock" 7 8.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Can SHL serve you better? Come

and discuss why or why not! Bring

Ideas, Suggestions, Comments and

Criticisms. New people and ideas are

always welcome and needed! Help us

to help you! 7:00 pm CC 165. For info

call 545 0154.

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB
The Korean Karate Club will meet

this afternoon at 3:30 in the Com
monwealth Rm of the SU New
members are welcome no experience

is necessary.

usee
There will be a meeting Thurs. nite

at 7:00 in the center section of the

RSO center.

ZOOL STUDENT-FACULTY BAG
LUNCH
Wed Feb. 23, John Staley will show

slides "Daily Life in India" 12.15

1:30 Morr 349.

NOTICES
MCGOVERN AID TO SPEAK
John Rendon, Mass. Students for

McGovern Coordinator and a close

aid to Sen. McGovern, will speak

tonight at Smith College in Wright

Hall at 8:00.

OUTING CLUB
Meeting Mon., 6:30 in 165 CC.

Lecture on frostbite and will discuss

the upcoming sale and future trips.

LOST
Two gold bracelets of extreme

sentimental value around Campus
Pond or Franklin DC. One has in

cription D.L.M. and birthdate. Call 5

2412. Ask for Ken in 315.

Lost Very Serious. Small bronze

Bayle Mask. This small old mask was

lost on Mon. in region of CC and

Hasbrouck Hall. Of religious and

ritual value. If found please call Mike

Thewell, 5 2751.

Lost gold loop earring. Between

Goessman and Hasbrouck. If found

please notify Pat, Rm 104, 5 2513.

Wallet containing I.D and per

sonals. Please return to CC Lost and

Found or call Bob 6 6103.

Turtle 4" wide in Quad. dorm. Call

6 1131 if you know whereabouts. Eats

sliced ham if you intend on keeping

but please return.

FOUND
Debbie your keys were found Wed.

in Boyden 253. Check with CC Lost

and Found.

Ladies gold caravelle watch found

Feb. 10 near Hamlin dorm. Long,

narrow face, unusual band, if yours

call Ginny at 549 6362.

superficial

smiles'

"get these clothes

out of here!'

sale
VESTS

30 Now 12.00

25 11.00

I
JERSEYS

4 Now 2.00

5.50
" 2.50

6
" 3.00

7.50
" 4.00

12
" 5.50

TIES

6 7 Now 2.00

3.50 Now 1.00

SKIRTS
8 Now 4.00

12
'• 6.00

25 " 12.50

DENIMS, CORDS
DRESS FLARES
AND KNITS

6 6.50 Now 2.50

7 7.50 3.00

8 8.50 3.50

9-9.50 4.00

10 4.00

12 5.00

14 6.00

17 7.00

DRESSES
8 Now 4.00

10 " 5.00

15 " 7.50

20 " 10.00

25 " 12.50

SHIRTS
13 Now 5.00

5
" 2.00

7 • 3.00

HATS

3.50
Now 1.50

6

2.50

" 2.00
" 1.00

5.50
" 2.50

BELTS
5 Now 2.50

7
" 3.00

8
" 3.50

ALL POSTERS. ..50C

ALL PATCHES. .50c

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

Taurus, at times, prefers seclusion

These natives can M determined to the

pomt of stuooorness They have an ap
preciation o< material floods, but art

tenacious when it comes to holding onto

principles Temperament is no stranfler

to Taurus, but neither is creative ability

These persons, when they achieve sue

cess, usually do so in the face o' ob
stacies Some famous Taureens include

Barbra Streisand. Joe Louis and Glenn

Ford

AHIES (Marc* 71 April 19) Part

nersnips. special relationships may be

put to test Many preconceived notions

art overturned You advance through

darmg. originality, ability to be versatile

Move with times Welcome progress

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Some
restnetons ultimately work for your

benefit Oon't force issues Steady pace

gets you where you're going Check facts,

figures Machines now can go haywire
Intelligent inquiry can save you money
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Some

friends now exhibit tendency to talk too

much Be sure you get your own point

across ignore one who tells tales out of

school Special message is highlighted

Be analytical Take nothing forgranted

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Situation

at home requires attention Domestic

arta >s accented Make concession to

family member You gain through
diplomacy You lose if unreasonable

Don't permit pride to block progress You
will understand
LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Hold off on

travel decisions You require eddiionai

information Long range plans are

subiect to change Pisces is involved See

m light of reality Don't become victim of

wishful thmkmg Relatives disagree

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) You gain

msight mto financial transaction You get

chance for advancement But try to delay

money arrangement You do better now
by reviewing, utiliung past experience

Don't jump at first offer

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Tear down in

order to rebuild Don't be awed by

tradition Time has come to break from

past Future is what you make it and

opportunity >s present Know this and

respond accordingly Aries is involved

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): You

discover new ways of accomplishing

Stress original approach Bring forth

creative resources Be independent in

thought, anion. Avoid excess Remember
recent resolutions concerning health,

diet

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Lover's quarrel occurs If you art im

pulsive Don't create situation which

later will require apology Avoid being

too harsh with young persons Follow

miut on One who taught you much makes
reappearance
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 1»)

Business conditions art unsettled Ex

pansion is due But there art numerous
details which require personal attention

Aim toward security Don't be in too

much of a hurry Sagittanan plays key

role

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 11) Obtain

valid hint from Leo message Some
neighbors, relatives are misinformed

Don't believe everything you hear Be

thorough Check reports Avoid becom mg
nvolved in wild goose chase

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Protect

assets Some would like to be reckless

with your money Get accounting Get tax

returns in order Your holdings require

review Dealings indicated with Gem in i

and Virgo individuals. Stick to facts

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are a natural executive You art at your

best when self employed You can set

policies You inspire confidence Many
trust you with their valuables By Oc

tober, you receive break which enables

you to expand You art due to gain more
pleasure from life

Copyright Gen Fee Corp 1972
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Room-To-Move Benefit

Concert Given Tonight
The James Montgomery Blues Band comes to the UMass Campus

Center Auditorium tonight at 8:00 to perform at a benefit concert for

Room To Move. Accompanying the Montgomery Band will be the

Colwell-Winfield Blues Band, a widely recognized Boston-based blues

Admission to tonight's concert is $1.00, with proceeds going to Room To

Move, which will then turn the money back to the UMass community

through its referral and counseling services

U1MUA
TONIGHT ON 91.1 FM:
3:15 p.m. - 7:00 Rock

7:00 p.m. News
7-30 p m. JOB MATCH - this program provides the service of finding

jobs for people who need them and finding applicants for people who

want to hire. Call in type format allowing listener to leave name, type

of work desired, etc.

8:00 p.m. CYCLEBREAKER takes a look at many unusual people and

things, lone hour)

9 00 p.m. MARC'S BLUES - Marc Dashevsky brings two hours of blues

to MUA featuring many different artists.

11:00 p.m. News
11 :30 p.m. Rock and other good sounds til 3 with Carol Wiik

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

28 Exist

29 Ship channel

31 Ethiopian title

33 Mountain pass
34 Fat about the

kidneys

T

ACROSS

1 Shade
5 Snake
8 Word of sorrow
12 Pintail duck
1 3 By way of

14 Gull like bird

15 Likely

16 Is afraid of

18 Large bird

19 Note of scale

20 Cultivated land

21 A continent

(abbr.)

23 Symbol for

silver

24 Looks
condescendingly 27 Piece of cut

26 Waver in lumber
opinion

28 Place in line

29 Idle talk

30 Possessive
pronoun

32 Communists
33 Uncouth

person
34 Girl's nam?
35 Dutch town
36 Temporary bed
37 Heals
38 Baker's

product
40 Lean-to

41 Parent (colloq )

43 Exist

44 Vegetable
45 Pronoun
47 Number
49 Chief artery

51 Distant

52 Announcements |35
55 Youngsters
56 Mature

57 Woody plant

DOWN

1 Former
Russian ruler

2 Urged on

3 Openwork
fabric

4 Symbol for

tellurium

5 Declares

6 Old name for

Thailand

7 Equality

8 Near
9 Confederate

general

10 Movable part of

motor
11 Serenely

comfortable

16 Journey forth

17 Supercilious

person

20 Marshes
22 Symbol for gold

25 Downy duck
26 Parent (colloq.) 36 Tidy

37 Swindle
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46 Gaelic

48 Goal
39 River in Siberia 50 So{ttrt
40 Bristles

41 Protective ditch

42 Girl's name
44 Ship's prison

45 Horse's neck
hair

American wood
sorrel

51 Preposition

53 Pronoun

54 Pronoun

IT
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I didn't like it, though,
KCAi/^E THE AUTHOR NEVEl?

MENTIONED 660K6E uJASHlN6T0N

AND I'VE AILjAYS BEEN ZOKTOf
INTERESTED IN6€0r&E uJA5HlN6T0N

nc

by Johnny hart

QFOR ALL- OCCASlcPNS f

• r«M tain* Mien, lew. W*t

THE WIZARD OF ID

. PKK£TiCALLY
i

MATS TTH6 C*rA€ie>N ?

f HOWS THE \
[
-STRIKE aftON* )

f*~
by Brant parker *nd Johnny hart

..&/eicYtime t
THREATEN THEAA
with a. vyalkdut;
r &er A THIRTY
MINUTE,STANDING

CT\/ATk?N.

Girl Gymnasts Face Canadians Girl Hoopsters Lose

International

By STEVE CARY
This Saturday, at 7 p.m. in the Cage, the Women's

Varsity Gymnastics Team in a tri-meet arranged by

Mrs. Kitty Kjeldsen, the Administrative Coach of the

Woman's Team, will host the Vaundrenil Silhouettes

of Montreal, Canada, and Clarion College of Penn-

sylvania. The Silhouettes, who have contributed

performers to the National Team of Canada, will be

making their fourth trip to UMass in a meet

that always provides the area with the finest in

women s gymnastics, uanon will be making its first

trip to the University.

The undefeated Massachusetts team, headed by

Co-captains Margie Combs of Colorado and Betsy

East of Virginia, is determined to remain unbeaten

and is highly regarded in the Eastern Regionals and

annually competes in the National Championship

Meet. Miss Combs, a Sophomore English major,

leads in the all-around, an Olympic event consisting of

Floor Exercise to music, Side Horse Vaulting,

Balance Beam and Uneven Parallel Bars, and is

joined by Junior Marina Rodriguez of New Jersey,

and formerly Cuba, and Freshmen Jeanine Berger of

Pennsylvania, Gail Hannan of Delaware and Thanne

Poth of Guatemala. Miss East, a Sophomore pre-med

major, specializes in Vaulting and Uneven Bars while

Ann Vexler of New Jersey, also a Sophomore and a

National place holder in Floor Exercise rounds out

the UMass team.

The Silhouettes, led by exciting Lise Oullette are

younger girls, those fifteen years old being Senior

members of the team. They defeated Massachusetts

for the first time last year and never fail to please the

crowd with their daring but graceful routines. Clarion

has recently sent two of its members to the Pan Am
Games tryouts. These girls are dedicated to the

discipline and perfection of gymnastics as are the

UMass girls, and the meet should be an extremely

close contest well worth watching.

The UMass varsity girls'

basketball team blew a good

chance to capture their first game
of the season as they were overrun

by a mediocre Keene State squad

at Keene, 44-31 This loss drops

their record to 0-6, with only 5

games left in the season.

As has been the pattern all

season, the first half was close and

quick with both teams enjoying hot

streaks But by halftime Keense

sat on and 11 point lead, 29-18,

insurmountable by no means. The

consistent scores by Beth Fay and

the playmaking leadership of Vicki

Pagel held UMass's offense

together for the most part.

The last two periods lagged

considerably as the pace slowed

and play became sloppy for both

teams. UMass was barely out-

scored in this last half, 15-13, as

their steam of the previous periods

disappeared completely. The final

buzzer ended a somewhat
lackluster game, 44-31, and left

Coach Farr to venture "What's

wrong?" Very good question

Beth Fay's 12 points was high for

UMass, followed by Vicki Pagel

with 5 and Jeanne Abrahamson's 3.

Pat Bash, Chris Eugin, Marilyn

Ritz and Pat Flispen each hit for 2

points, and Chris Molonea rounded

out the total with a 1 point con-

tribution.

A possible broken nose may put

Vicki Pagel out of action for a

while which would be a blow to

UMass when they try to re-group

forces to face Springfield Thur-

sday.

Intramurals
COURT TIME

* 15

f HJVI UAVI v. *±r+, a-w -•"-— * ____ v

Seaver Signs For Bunch
ST PETERSBURG. Fla. (AP)-Tom Seaver became the highest paid

player in New York baseball history Wednesday when he signed with the

Mets for a reported $120,000.

When the 27-year-old righthanded pitching ace reached agreement with

General Manager Bob Scheffing. he became the youngest major leaguer

to reach the $100,000 plateau.

Scheffing also announced the signing of right-handed pitcher Gary

Gentry. Gentry, 12-11 in 1971, reportedly got $40,000.

•I didn't sign for the figure I actually wanted," Seaver said following a

fifth and final meeting with Scheffing. "You never do."

But. added Seaver, T would be 100 per cent happy if I had signed for

HIMM Mllll Rookie of the Year in the National League in 1967 after

posting a 16-13 record After a 16-12 year in 1968. he recorded a 25-7 mark

in 1969 as the Mets won the pennant and went on to upset the Baltimore

Orioles in the World Series

In 1969 he was named the Cy Young Award winner as the best pitcher

in the National League and also was voted the Hickok Professional

Athlete of the Year. . . .

After signing and before joining the other Mets pitchers and catchers in

a workout, Seaver telephoned his wife Nancy, who also is in St. Peter-

chill* S?

Asked what her reaction was to his making more than Willie Mays did

in New York or Babe Ruth. Joe DiMaggio or Mickey Mantle. Seaver

replied: . . ,.___ ,„

"She said. "Don't forget to bring some paper towels home

Csonka Upset By
"Super-Jock" Nixon

New York. February 14

"President Nixon may identify

with football players, but I don't

identify with him. and I haven't

met a player yet who does." Miami

Dolphins' running back Larry

Csonka asserted today in an article

in the current issue of SPORT
magazine

'The man upsets me with his

role as a super jock. Csonka says

of the President "Here he is. the

one man in the world who has, at

his fingertips, all the information

and the influence to make a lot of

peoples' lives better But what's he

doing calling football players on

the telephone and giving pep talks

to teams?
"He isn't going to help anybody

It just brainwashes people more,

makes people think football is a lot

more important to them than it

really is

"He's either hung up on the

violence, or else he's pulling off a

master con job on a lot of sports

fans He's implying that he's one of

them and he's hoping to get their

votes in return."

Csonka, who visited with

American servicemen in Vietnam

in Januarv 1971 . says in the SPORT

article that he's changed his mind

about the war: "I used to think that

what we were doing in Vietnam is

right, giving the people over there

Democracy, and all that Now I

think it was all a tragic mistake

and the Vietnamese don't really

give a damn if we're over there or

not

The Miami star said he felt guilty

about being an athlete who had

escaped the war when he was

among the men who were fighting

for real

INTER CITY
RELOCATION SERVICE
Moving? Right from your

living room we can contact a

reliable Realtor anywhere in

the U.S. He'll find you a new

home, inform yoo of your

new community, meet you at

the train or plane. No
obligation to you. Our Miss

Intercity will handle all the

details.

D.H. JONES
Real Estate Agency

549 3700

TONIGHT

GOOD CHILD
(great new group in the area)

at

®hr -Englta!? ¥uh
Dancing

9:30

7:15

IS

9 IS

10 IS

TEAMS

Pharts vs. Bombs
BSI vs. Cance

Zonkersvs. lO'ers

Libtoffsvs Lovers II

MA vs. Goats
Trojans vs. Superstars

Martinnes vs. Lovers
Misfits vs Micks
Gapos vs. Tri Sig

Johnson 4 vs. Dressed Beet

Zeroes T vs. Burners

Maulers vs. School

Tigers vs. Education
Flaps vs. Mouse
Bucks vs. Zots

Eyes vs Acme
Rams vs. Troians

Barracudas vs Trout s

SAE vs PSO
PLPvs APO

Brother vs. Condors
Oildoughs vs. Troop

Risers vs indies

Lions vs Colts

Cans vs Tails

Raiders vs. Heads
Calamity vs. Lovers

Jocks vs Troians

BS II vs. No Names
Burns vs Lemons
Food vs Gunners

Civil vs Guys
Flies vs Edsels

Platoon vs Zonkers
Redney vs Kamikaie
Mohawks vs Fellas

KAT vs Bears
3M's vs Raiders

TEPvs BKP
SPEvs PSK

Tubes vs Stouts

Munchkms vs Dodos
Jacks vs Prot 70

Squad vs Bohemians
Raccoons vs Deacons
Wilburs vs Smokers

SAMvS ZN
TCvs DC

PMDvs LCA
Coolidgevs Houps

INN! VEXLER. shown here on the Balance Beam, is one of the

top performers on the gymnastic squad.

Ten Pin

BOWLING
ricyden Gym
MONDAY —
SATURDAY

4:30- 10:30p.m.

(except during
league play)

mm
BASEMENT SALE

LAST DAYS!!

JEANS only $2.99

JERSEYS only $1.99

Cords

while they last

plus Final Reductions on:

Knits, and Dress Pants - Ridiculous Prices!!
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Skaters Nipped In OT
By TOM PLANT

The names Guy Smith, Gordie

Clark, and John Gray will not soon

be forgotten by most UMass
hockey fans. This trio showed why
they are practically the whole
scoring force of the UNH hockey
team, as they got together to score

all four goals in the Wildcats'

Haihj (Sjollrnian

SPORTS
thrilling 4-3 overtime victory over
the Redmen last night

The loss dulled a brilliant effort

by the Redmen, and a spectacular

performance by goalie P.J
Flaherty.

At 1:34 of the third period, the

Redmen quickly jumped ahead, 3-

2. on a pretty goal by Brian
Sullivan Sullivan dropped a pass

to Pat Keenan at the blue line, and
Keenan fired a perfect pass back to

Sullivan who put the puck in the

net.

UNH had an excellent op-
portunity to tie it again and when
the Smith, Clark, and Gray line

dazzled the Redmen defense with
some fine passing, but passed once
too often. John Gray had the puck
in front of an open side of the net.

but, amazingly, chose to pass
again and sacrifice a sure goal.

But, at 12:25 of the period, they
made no mistake about it, as Gray
took a drop pass from Clark and
fired a perfect shot past Flaherty.

This tied the game at 3-3.

A minute later. UNH had a two
man advantage for almost two
minutes, but couldn't put the puck
past Flaherty. During this power
play New Hampshire used their

five best forwards, including their

"terrific trio
."

With only 34 seconds remaining
in regulation time, the Redmen
drew a crucial holding penalty,

giving UNH the power play ad-

vantage for the rest of the period

and into sudden death. This proved
to be the killer as the UNH top

scoring line went to work. Thirty-

three seconds into the overtime

period Guy Smith stole the puck in

the UMass zone, and flipped it to

Clark who had all the time in the

world to put it bv a helpless P.J.

Flaherty

Wildcat captain Dick Umile saw
very limited action due to a
shoulder injury He and John Gray,

incidentally, have recently been

drafted by the New England
Whalers of the World Hockey
Association. UNH now has an
overall record of 15-7. Their only

loss to a Division II team came

second period. Riley of UMass took

the Wildcats' Smith into the

boards. Smith retaliated and
started the scuffle. Four players

joined in the pushing and shoving

and high sticking penalites were

incurred by both Riley and Smith.
These penalties were worked off in

the third period

The pucksters are home this

Friday night and meet the Colby
Mules at the usual time for face off

1

)

UMass

2) UMass
3) UNH
4) UNH
5) UMass
6) UNH

7) UNH

SUMMARY
1

Nickerson (Keenan, Reidy)
2

Waldron (Donovan. Coleman)
Smith (Gray, Clark)

Gray (Smith)

3

Sullivan (Keenan)
Gray ( Clark >

OVERTIME
Clark (Smith, Gray)

SAVES
UNH Smith - 31

UMass Flaherty - 30

10.19

16:29

17:43

18:15

1:34

12:25

33

CLOSE. BIT NO BANANA--P.J.
Flaherty, who made :to saves against the

Division I New Hampshire Wildcats, is

shown here stopping ("Nil scoring threat
John Gray. Gray, along with linemates (iu>

Smith and Gordie Clarke, had a hand in the

scoring of all four I Ml goals. This one
didn't quite make it. (MDC photo b> Pete
Manera)

tSraWJCiSSCtSvv^--r-Jg<*

against Vermont, which isn't

Pat Keenan scooped two ten

minute misconduct penalties in the

game, to go along with his two
assistants. He assisted on goals by
Al Nickerson and Brian Sullivan.

Mike Waldron scored the other

Redman goal with assists from
Jim Coleman and Charley-
Donovan.
An interesting melee occurred at

the buzzer signaling the end of the

A Luncheon
Beat All

To

The "Need Basis"
A Case Of Bad Timing

B> EARI.E BAKKOI I

It was only a week ago last Sunday that the Boston
Globe ran the three-inch story pertaining to the new
"need basis" policy that the Presidents of the Yankee
( onference had voted in favor of Oct. 18. 1971 Since

that time this three-inch column has ballooned into a

near-book of pros and cons and uncalled-for hard-

ships for the men who will suffer with the con-

sequences of the decision, the coaches and Athletic

Directors themselves.

Now the question pops up as to why it was an
nounced during the course of the heavy recruiting

>ons for the two sports it will effect most, football

and basketball. Granted this policy will not effect the

scholarships for this year but it does sound a death

note to any aspirations of progressive com-
petitiveness that recruits are looking for today.

ey will think twice, perhaps not even think at all,

oi coming to UMass with the notion that "regression

is on the way ." As Asst. Coach Ray Wilson, chief

architect of the UMass basketball team has said, "We
have many contacts with the best high school

basketball players in the Boston area, but as soon as

they heear of this, they may be thinking other places

than UMass."
During half-time of Saturday's game at UConn. I

had the opportunity to speak with the Athletic

Director of that School, John Toner, who is one of the

chief opponents of the "need " policy He pointed out a
very important aspect which has not been made
public yet - "there is much unfinished business to

determine with this need policy. Each school has until

January to reply to the Presidents Council if they can
have a need policy at their school for athletes."

And for this reason he said, "I'm very disappointed
with this decision It was a premature announcement
and a very unnecessary one at this time Personally,
we should not regress to the need policy...we should
make what we now have better by increasing the total

and fixed amounts of aid to athletes."

On the bus ride back from UConn, a dejected coach
Jack Leaman said that this has been a trying time for

himself, mentally, with the basketball season in its

present stage, the selection for the new Athletic
Director still up in the air and now the need policy

fogging up his recruiting program
There are three more sets of coaches in the Yankee

(onference feeling the same pressures the UMass
coaches are experiencing. Toner described himself
as "only one voice in the Conference " But it was
perhaps Mrs. Sandra MacPherson. Coach "Mac's"
wife, who came up with the best thought when I told

her after the game what Toner said. "Maybe he
should yell a little louder," she said

For the sake of the Conference, much louder.

Bucks ' Prexy Moves On
NEW YORK <AP> — Ray Patterson, who in three

years turned the Milwaukee Bucks into champions of

the National Basketball Association by winning a coin

flip for Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and trading for Oscar
Robertson, was named president of the Houston
Rockets Wednesday.
Patterson, who held the same position with the

Bucks, tendered his resignation, effective May 1,

although he will conduct the April draft of college

players for his new club.

At the press conference announcing his move from

Milwaukee to Houston, Patterson put his stamp of

approval on Coach Tex Winter, saying, "I have no

reason to entertain thoughts of a new coach," and

said he felt the Rockets "are where Milwaukee was

three years ago."

Three years ago the Bucks were as young as the

Rockets, who moved this season to Houston from San

Diego. But Patterson won a coin flip with Phoenix for

the No l draft pick and the Bucks selected Jabbar,

than a UCLA senior named Lew Alcinder.

Later. Robertson was brought in as a steadying

factor, and the Big O and Jabbar led the Bucks to the

NBA championship last season.

One of Patterson's last trades was with the

Rockets, a deal in which the Bucks acquired Curtis

Perry and a No. 1 draft choice for Greg Smith.

Houston has been criticized for the transaction.

Patterson takes over a Houton club that has been

having considerable difficulty, first because of the

shift from San Diego and second because of head-to-

head confrontations between Winter and his star,

Elvin Hayes.

The club, which met the New York Knicks Wed-

nesday night, currently is in fourth place in the

Pacific Division. Under realignment plans, the

Rockets are scheduled to move into the Midwest

Division with Patterson's old club, the Bucks.

By EARLE BARROLL
On a day when meat was forbidden and churches were crowded it

was ironic that so many hams turned out yesterday at the Newman
Center for the weekly Varsity M Club luncheon.

Complete with the cameo appearance of channel 22 and the can

didness of a basketball coach who went through a disasterous skid

last week and said. "It's great to be here after a long winning
streak", this was a luncheon to beat all luncheons even an Ivy

League luncheon
If it wasn't for the fact that Jack Leaman was there tor maybe it

was Jim Mulcahy > one would have sworn that channel 22 was in

the wrong neighborhood ..but that's sports for you You win a big

one 1 1 12-89) and riches and fame are right around the corner
After a few minutes of filming the hams, cameras and all exited

and Leaman entered with two of his mainstays this season Tom
McLaughlin and Al Skinner

All three agreed on one thing it's great to be home leaman said
that games like Tuesday nights are very advantageously placed in

the schedule, especially when road games this year have been
anything but fruitful.

McLaughlin and Skinner called home, "the best place they've
ever played basketball in

"It generates you and makes you do things you couldn't normally
do." McLaughlin said "You kind of owe it to yourself to win at

home On the road you have no one to answer to. but if you lose at

home you've got to face 5,000 people.
For Jack Leaman the nightmare of last week still lingers and

it's perhaps UConn which bothers him the most "This is the first

time in four years that UMass has lost at UConn," he said "But I'll

guarantee you we won't lose to them down there again
After that game we got together and dedicated ourselves to the

last seven games of the season. During this bad stretch we played
with more finesse and less enthusiasm and this was probably the
biggest problem for us.

"This is why we went with the younger players against B.U.I was
especially pleased with the job Charlie Peters did on Garvin, their
big center

."

Rhode Island is next on the schedule and according to Leaman.
If we didn't worry about them before, we're certainly worried

about them now." He was referring to the Rams upset over
Providence on Tuesday.
Leaman described URI along with Harvard as the two best sub

.500 teams he's seen in New England. The Rams have indeed had a
strange season just check the following out and it'll give you an
idea of what type of season they've had.
Against Richmond last week. URI was eight points ahead with 25

seconds left and lost in regulation time...One game later at B.C.
they were ahead by three with seven seconds to go and had a one
and one. but again lost And against Providence they were 12 up
with 1 : 25 to play and Marvin Barnes had a shot at the "buzzer to tie.

Strange"' To say the least but pretty normal for this weekly
segment of the Varsity M Club winter luncheon series.

30, 000 For Wilt
PHOENIX. Ariz. ( AP) — Wilt Chamberlain of the Los Angeles Lakers

scored his 30,000th career point Wednesday night on a goal tending call

during the Lakers Phoenix Suns National Basketball Association contest
Chamberlain's milestone basket came with 2:09 to play in the third

period giving him 16 points for the game and an even 30,000 in his career.
Chamberlain tipped a missed Laker shot, then the ball was hit by a

Pheonix player and the call was made.
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A fine time was had by all as they say at last night's concert by the James Montgomery and Colwell Winfield Blues Bands. It was a benefit for Room To

Move. (MDC photos by Al Jagoda
) _____
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Fac Sen Looks To Unionization
ByJIMDEMPSEY

An important special meeting of

the Facility-Senate met yesterday

afternoon, to discuss a possible

unionizing of the faculty here at

UMass. Three guest speakers were

invited to present their views on

collective bargaining in higher

education today. The speakers

representing: the National

Education Association (NEA), the

American Federation of Teachers

(AFT), and the American
Association of University

Professors (AAUP). spoke of the

results of unionization at their

universities, while also relating

what they feel are the advantages

of their particular organizations.

Senator Timothy Bornstein

opened the meeting by describing

Nixon Goes To China
See page 4

Hughes Goes To Nicaragua
See page 5

Amherst Election Round-Up
See pages 6 & 7

Poor Richard's
See page 8

collective bargaining as a new
frontier for faculty members He
railed it a new procedure for

decision making He noted that, in

a country where collective

bargaining has been the national

labor policy since the depression,

only 25% of its public employees

now belong to labor unions

"Exclusive Recognition"' and
"Good Faith Bargaining'' were
cited as the two basic methods of

negotiation The first allows one

organization authorized by a

majority vote to speak for all

regarding wages, hours, and
working relations While the

second involves top administrators

and faculty meeting around a

negotiation table

The first speaker was Dr Belle

Zellar of the Colleges and
University of New York, who
predicted tremendous expansion of

collective bargaining in education

during the 70s. She spoke of the

\K\ as providing the fair,

systematic machinery for af-

fecting higher wages, hetter

working conditions, sufficient

funds for coping with bread and-

hutter issues, increased

promotional ranks and expanded
pension and health benefits. The
NEA's vice- president, president-

elect cited the complaint category

of their contract as the key to the

solving of many problems. One of

the most fruitful advantages of

organized faculty unions, she has

found, is the power of political

pressure, which a staff gains

through affiliation with a national

organization It also promotes I

spirit of cooperation and unity

while building morale
Dr Israel Kugler, representing

the American Federation of

Teachers, saw his organization as

a means of escaping the

bureaucratic jungle that controls

our universities today He pleaded

for a restoration of balance in

education, as we had during the

middle ages when schools were

controlled by the students and

faculty.

When faculty members are fired

they are entitled to know the

reasons. Kugler said It is a part of

a teacher's civil rights Ad
ministrations have twisted these

civil rights around to use them as a^

weapon of secrecy. We are on a

road of deterioration when one

assistant professor in one

department is paid more than a full

professor in another department

This gap must be bridged between

faculty and students Kugler
emphasized the grievance

procedure as being the key
element in this effort. Like the

M-:.\ contract, it guarantees to

some extent a stride towards

(Continued on Page 2)
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StudentsSeekSupportFor Prim
By JOHN DONNELLY

On January 16,*the local McGovern supporters held

a caucus in Northampton for the First Congressional

District This District represents 88 cities and towns

in western Mass. Six Delegates and four Alternate

Delegates were elected at the caucus for the

McGovern slate. Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen was one of those Alternates. Also on

January 16, a Muskie caucus was held. Nominations

were collected and one week later the Muskie

Headquarters appointed Judy Gill, Chairman of

USCC, as one of the District Delegates. The reasons

for the differences in each caucus were because the

system of Delegate selection was unprecedented.

After the 1968 election, McGovern called for new

Delegate election rules. The bill which contained

these rules was defeated by the Massachusetts

Legislature. Despite this the Democratic Party

decided to use them for their own Primary.

At the Primary elections on April 25, voters will

choose their Presidential preference, 20 Delegates at

Large who represent the State, and 10 District

Delegates. A delegation needs 500 supporting votes to

run. Each Presidential candidates, Lindsey, Muskie,

and McGovern, has his own delegation, and there is

also a separate uncommitted delegation. The

McGovern rules state that each delegation must

contain 40 per cent women Delegates, one Delegate

from the under 30 age bracket, and one Delegate from

each minority group constituting more than ten per

cent of the population.

If either Gill or Sandwen get the necessary votes at

the Primary, they will represent the youth vote from

this area at the Democratic Convention. They have

campaigned at many of the 14 area colleges. Ms. Gill

has held coffee hours dedicated to discussing the

Delegate Slate and Muskie. Sandwen however has set

up, with the help of other McGovern supporters, a

conference table at the Campus Center. Both hope

that the UMass students, who have lived in this area

for more than six months, will register to vote here.

Sandwen added, "The ballot this year will be the

longest and hardest to use." He expressed a hope that

the inevitable confusion will not force the people to

vote only for their Presidential preference.

Sandwen has said that, "McGovern is the best of

the significant candidates, and he has been opposed

to the war since 1963." However Gill maintains that,

•Muskie is not a one issue candidate." She believes

that a candidate's stand on all issues should be the

most important concern of the voters."

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

FacSen Continued

equality in the decision-making

process.

Reading from an AAUP contract

manual. Kugler blatantly named
discrimination complaints as one

outstanding difference between the

AFT and the AAUP It seems that

the AAUP makes no allowance for

hearings regarding
discrimination.

Spokesman for the AAUP was
Professor George Horton of

Rutgers University He was called

as a last-minute substitute, when
their unions representative was

unable to attend the meeting

Morton traced the development of

the Rutgers association with

unionism which led to the current

administration faculty

cooperation He described it as an

exciting, wonderful experience

Discussion of a whole range of

problems around a negotiation

table had produced a number of

effective solutions He said the

University Senate was a very

important and helpful ingredient in

ohriag many of these problems

The AAUP has found strikes, job

actions and the like to be quite

unproductive and generally un-

necessary. They believe that when
the administration is presented

with a sound, rational case -they'll

listen to you
The floor was then opened up to

all for questions Regarding the

yearly costs of each organization,

for the individual: dues for the

NEA are $10 a month ; $84 per year

for AFT (for full-time faculty);

and $60 per year for the AAUP.
This money is then divided among
the federai. state and local levels

To the question, do contracts

generally have no-strike clauses.

Kugler answering for the New
York State System, said it was a

>t i ndard element of their contract

They operate on the no contract, no

work basis Horton said that New
Jersey public employees were not

allowed to strike His faculty,

however, expresses little interest

in strikes

Concerning student involvement

in personnel decisions. Zellar said

her board had recently passed a

resolution saying there must be

evidence of systematic evaluation

by the students before ap-

pointments could be made
Although the NEA contract allows

for peer evaluation, it is silent on

student evaluation Although in

favor of student evaluation, Kugler

mentioned the varied student

experience factor as a negative

aspect Incoming freshmen, he

felt, could not be as reliable in

evaluating faculty members, due

to their inexperience. He admitted

that it's a knotty problem The

AAUP makes no mention >of

student evaluation of faculty in its

contract. But the Rutgers' student

body do publish an annual booklet

containing student evaluations of

the faculty

Beginning at 7:00 p.m.. further

discussions with each union

representative, were scheduled for

the Campus Center. The final

decision for the UMass faculty of

whether to "unionize" or not would

appear to be many weeks away.

Nixon's China Trip Criticized

( AP) - Rep. Paul N. McCloskey. R—Calif., criticized President Nixon's

China trip Thursday as a "gimmick" while another presidential hopeful.

Democratic Sen. Vance Hartke, expressed concern about the trip's

potential impact on U.S. imports and employment.

McCloskey said in a radio interview in Berlin, N.H . that the trip was "a

gimmick to divert people's attention just before the election away from

the problems at home." and he warned it may backfire.

"I think the Chinese are smarter than we are. and they are going to

take advantage of this visit They're going to drop Mr Nixon's trousers

neatly around his ankles and he may never even know it," said Mc-

Closkey, challenger to Nixon in the March 7 New Hampshire primary.

Hartke voiced his concern in a challenge to Sen. Edmund Muskie,

D—Maine, to take a public stand on the possible repercussions of Nixon's

trip, as pertains to U.S. employment.

"I have not gotten a peep out of Muskie on my plan to close the tax and

tariff loopholes that are helping export American jobs to Taiwan and

other low-wage countries," Hartke said in a statement released in

Manchester. N.H

"Now that the President is on the verge of opening the gate to a whole

new flood of goods produced by Communist slave labor, I think Muskie

has an obligation to the voters to take a stand on something meaningful to

American wage earners," he said

The senator did not address himself directly to Nixon, nor did he

elaborate on what he thought the trip's impact might be

In New Hampshire, Sen. George McGovern, D—S.D., discounted polls

that show him trailing Muskie in the state, saying. "They don't measure

the degree of commitment ... to a candidate."

"I'm willing to make a very substantial wager with anyone that we will

do better than the polls are indicating," he said in a radio interview at

Lebanon. ...

JUDY GILL LEE SANDWEN

Salzman Offered Job
BOSTON (AP)-UMass Boston has announced an offer of a 3-1/2 year

fulltime appointment to its faculty to Dr. Freda Salzman whose discharge

as an associate professor of physics two years ago triggered protests

Chancellor Francis Broderick said a decision on tenure would be

made by June 1<T74, thereby giving UMass Boston and Dr. Salzman an

extended opportunity for a fresh look at one another prior to the crucial

tenure determination.

There was no immediate indication whether Dr. Salzman would accept

1

She^osTher job in 1969 because her bushand held a tenured ap-

pointment in the same department.

Broderick said that when Dr. Salzman received a partime appointment

in 1965 virtually everv college and university in the country either

banned' or discouraged the employment of husband and wife in the same

school.

New Parking Lot Needed
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Jets Down
Over N.Vietnam

SAIGON < \P>—The U.S.

Command said Friday that three

Air Force jets were shot down
Wednesday and Thursday by
surface-to-air missiles during

heavy raids over North Vietnam

The six crewmen were listed as

missing.

The command earlier had

reported one Air Force F4 was

downed Wednesday. It reported on

Friday the two additional planes

were lost Thursday.

The downing of the three were

the heaviest U.S. air losses over

North Vietnam since last

December 26-30 when three planes

were reported lost.

The losses of a second F4 and an

F106 "Wild Weasel" had been

withheld pending a search-and

rescue mission which proved
unsuccessful, the command said.

At the same time, North Vietnam

claimed its forces shot down seven

U.S. aircraft and damaged many
others, killing or capturing a

number of pilots

i

The command said all three

supersonic jets were lost in an area

less than 15 miles above the

eastern portion of the

demilitarized zone.

The two days of heavy raids

ended Thursday. They were

directed against Soviet-supplied

long-range artillery and an

tiaircraft defenses inside North

Vietnam.
The U.S. Command reported

planes-which flew about 150

strikes-met intense fire and more

than a dozen surface-to-air

missiles, or SAMs.

Bv MICHAEL PATTERSON
According to the parking office,

by next September there will be a

parking problem on campus unless

something is done within a couple

of months. A number of alter

natives have been suggested to

alleviate the problem

William Lambert, the resident

architect here, suggested building

a new parking lot directly West of

the physical plant behind the

baseball field The lot which would

have a capacity of 5,000 cars will be

open to all students, faculty, staff

and visitors

In order to generate money for

this project it has been proposed

that student parking fees be raised

from one dollar to ten dollars

Robert Ferriter. one of the

parking coordinators, stated that

with the additional money it might

be possible to operate a shuttle

system over sidewalks and closed

roads on campus similar to the one

in operation at Disneyland, in

California

The shuttle cars would be bat

tery operated, cheaper to run than

a bus and far more versatile than

the public transportation now in

use on campus.

Ferriter and his associates

stated that they helped in the in

stalling of such a system at the

Gilbert and Barker Manufacturing

I
'.. with cars programmed to stop

at various places in their plant

Mr Ferriter is planning a trip to

Disneyland in the near future to

ascertain the costs of such I

venture at UMass.

r Financial Aid applications for the Summer of 1972 and the 1972-73

academic year are now available in the Financial Aid Office. Room
232. Whitmore

Applications will be available from now until 5:00 P.M.. Tuesday.

February 29 and must be filed no later than March 1. Whether or

not aid has been received previously, a new application must be

filed each year for all Loans. Scholarships. Grants and Work Study.

Faculty,

now you can have the

Daily Collegian

delivered

to your door *

every morning for

only 5* a day.

Call

545-0344, 0992

* Buildings Delivered to:

Arnold, Bartlett, Chenoweth, Engineering,
Hasbrouck, Herter, Holdsworth, Graduate Research
Center, Goessmann, Machmer, Morrill, Public
Health, S. B. A., Skinner, Stockbridge, Thompson.
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State To Appeal

Summer School Cutback Likely
Beic

uiertown Decision
... • a _ •_ " -* *~ w.n a-)i.e-i fa in _ -. ...

By JAMES E. GOLD
Despite rumors to the contrary, UMass will

definitely have "some form of summer school" this

year, according to Robert L. Gluckstern, Vice

Chancellor for Academic Affairs. Emphasizing that

no final decisions will be reached for several weeks,

he stated in an MDC telephone interview yesterday

however, that the scope of the program may be cut

back. • .,

According to Dean of Students William Field,

Governor Sargents' first budget figures showed that

there is not "enough money to do everything we

would like," therefore, a cost study has begun.

Cutting back on summer school is only one of the

alternatives being considered, he said.

Prof. John Moore of the Psychology Department

stated in an interview that he received word that

there would be no money for teaching assistants and
'

' to proceed" on the basis of no summer school"

When asked about this statement, Dean Field

replied that it does look like money will be tight and

that no promises of hiring are being made because

availability of money is so uncertain.

John T. Conlon, Dean at the School of Business

Administration stated that SBA is exploring all

possible ways of adapting to a new summer program

For example if the summer school is completely

eliminated, he said, seniors might be able to do in-

dependent study projects in order to graduate in

August. He stated that they are committed to letting

changes have a minimum impact on students.

Gluckstern stated that the whole problem is finding

out how to reduce expenses in the face of tightening

money. "We'll have to take a look at our obligations",

he said. He would not rule out the possibility that

summer school be held only for freshmen.

Other implications of cutting back summer school

programs include a loss of revenue from fees and

business in the Campus Center, according to Gerry

Scanlon, Campus Center Director. He pointed out in

an MDC interview that the Campus Center Fee which

students pay during the year is prorated and paid by

summer students, also. These fees he stated go

towards the amortization of the building.

Explaining that only &D0 of last summer's 4600

student population lived on campus last summer,

Scanlon went on to say that business in the C.C. and

Student Union restaurants would suffer from large

losses in revenue if summer programs are dropped or

reduced. ,. , .

Income from the bookstore would also drop

proportionately to any cutbacks in the summer school

said Scanlon. When asked if any layoffs could occur,

he stated that work problems could probably be

solved merely by having employees take their

vacations in the summer.

Seeks

The New England Coalition on

Nuclear Pollution is an

organization of people of diverse

interests who are concerned about

nuclear pollution Just under

or not these plans are in their best plant that should be aired and

mterlst U is their belief that looked into BEFORE the plant is

everyone can learn and understand allowed to operate The position of
everyone *-«» *»

. r._ lit :_n «. nft. for or aeainst
enough to reach a personal

decision on this issue—"we are not

vear old the Coalition is growing in all experts, but that does not mean

schools and towns in New England

Catalyzing its formation is the

Vernon nuclear power plant at

Vernon, Vt -however, there is a

more fundamental concern, too.

New England, according to current

A.E.C. and utility plans, will have

the highest number and con

the issue should be mystified to us

and we be left out of the decision

making process." They have

scientists working with them, as

well as a nuclear engineer and an

environmentalist

Currently the Vermont Yankee

Nuclear Power Corp. is seeking an

centration of nuclear power plants operating license for "* Vernon

of any region in the country The Vermont reactor, which theyjctaun

sitmg and construction of many of is ready to operate Public

these plants will begin within the hearings are going on. at u>t«vais.

next five to eight years, and in Brattleboro. Vermont The

therefore the Coalition feels it is Coalition is an intervener m heseSS for the people of New hearings because they feel there

Sandto rapidly become in are many unanswered .questions

forSed eowii to decide whether pertaining to the operation of the

the Coalition is not for or against

the plant. They want to make sure

the plant is safe.

Because this is a Coalition of

New Englanders they solicit

citizen participation and interest.

"We urge you to inform yourselves

and we are glad to help. If you

support our questioning attitude,

please help with our effort. With a

little help from many people, we

can do a lot - we've come a long

way in stimulating public interest

but we still have a ways to go at

arriving at a rational energy policy

for New England" Those in

terested can get further in-

formation and literature at the

C.E.Q. office in the Campus
Center

The state is planning to appeal a

decision by a federal judge in

Boston ordering an evaluation of

conditions at Belchertown State

School and barring admissions and

transfers from the institution.

Sources in Boston said the

decision to appeal, which may be

announced formally today, was

reached at a meeting Wednesday

attended by Asst. Attys. Gen. Hugh

B. O'Malley and Walther H. Mayo,

3d, Deputy Mental Health Com-

missioner Wilifred H. Bloomberg,

and representatives of Peter C.

Goldmark, state human services

secretary.

The Department of Mental

Health is planning to appeal the

decision to the U.S. Court of Ap-

peals, according to the Boston

sources.

Ernest M Haddad, top legal aid

to Human Services Secretary

Peter C. Goldmark, said any

decision on an appeal would be

made by Atty. Gen Robert H.

Quinn.
Last Friday. Judge Francis J W.

Ford issued a temporary in-

junction in U.S. District Court.

Boston against the commonwealth

in the suit brought by 28 parents of

retarded residents of Belchertown

The Boston sources said the

appeal is to be based on the

grounds that Judge Ford "abused

his discretion in allowing the

preliminary orders" mandating

reform at Belchertown.

Mental Health Commissioner

Milton Greenblatt reportedly left

for a two-week vacation early

Friday, the day of the decision.

Bloomberg, who is in charge of

the department in Greenblatt's

absence, reportedly said one part

of Judge Ford's order - giving

physical examinations to all

residents within 30 days - would not

be carried out without additional

instruction from the court.

In Springfield yesterday,

Belchertown Supt. Roland Nagle

said none of the court orders was

being carried out at Belchertown

He said he had been ordered not to

comment on the suit, and was

awaiting instructions from Boston

on the court order. He said he has

not received a copy of the order

Boston sources said most of the

persons at yesterdays meeting

were in favor of appealing Judge

Ford's decision

If an appeal is filed, legal

authorities said it would receive a

hearing "probably within 24

hours" after filing.

If Judge Ford is reversed, the

parents would have only one

avenue of appeal open, the U.S.

Supreme Court
(Reprinted from Springfield-

Union)

Busing Protest Jams Highways

WASHINGTON <AP>

Congressmen were buttonholed

and highways were jammed
Thursday as thousands of

Virginians took a colorful, orderly

and smooth school busing protest

to the federal government

Henrice County. Va.. police said

3 261 cars carrying an average of

four Richmond area residents

each traveled the four hour round

trip through falling snow to

Washington for a half-hour drive

through the city.

Signs saying "Save Our

Freedom" picturing a traditional

little red school adorned the

vehicles.

At the same time, approximately

120 residents of the city of Rich

mond and Henrice and Chester

field Counties. Va .
broke

Thev specifically protested the

Jan 10 decision of U.S. District

Judge Robert R Merhige Jr

consolidating the mostly black

Richmond schools with the

overwhelmingly white Henrice and

Chesterfield County schools.

"The decision disregards

completely the sovereign govern

mental life of the counties." said

Bob Isner of Henrice County

One of their immediate goals

was to win new support for a

discharge petition that would

extract from the House Judiciary

Committee a proposed con

stitutional amendment banning

busing to achieve a racial balance

Only two additional House

members signed the petition

Thursday, bringing the total to 145

It takes a simple majority of 218 for

L'roups ofWand visited offices of the petition to take effect
groupunw - - — ' The anti husine lobbvi
over 300 members of the House of

Representatives.

They sought support for

congressional efforts to outlaw

busing as a means of achieving

racial balance in public schools

The anti-busing lobbyists said

they found overwhelming support

for their position But. they

reported, many congressmen are

balking at the discharge petition

route.

Jackie 's Trial.

Just A Laugh
NEW YORK (AP)-Jacqueline

Onassis testified Thursday that she

was not aware that she is a public

figure nor that the people of the

world wanted to read and see

pictures of her comings and

goings

A packed courtroom erupted in

laughter and Mrs. Onassis grinned

back.

Mrs Onassis. widow of the late

President John F Kennedy, was

testifying in a complex-case of

suits and countersuits being tried

together, without jury, by a federal

judge
She seeks an injunction against

free-lance photographer Ronald E
Gallella, charging that he has

harassed her and her two children

B.U. Dean Says

Legalize Grass
BOSTON ( APi-Dean Stephen J. Trachtenberg of Boston University has

proposed that marijuana be legalized in order to raise money for sub-

^W^SSZ -drugs Wednesday at BU Medical Center th»t

he thinks marijuana should be regulated at least as closely as alcohol and

to

Tr£J>tenberg said legalization would save the , ->st of trying to police

illegal traffic a task which he said was impossible because of widespread

useof marijuana He contended indications are that use of marijuana is

mcrea^ and there appears to be a trend of public opinion toward

le

Dr
h
Herbert L Posin. Boston University psychiatrist, disagreed with

Trachgenberg on legalization. He said before he could support such a

move, he would need to know the costs of legalization

ulvp) p'«presents

"BILL VEECK
AS IN WRECK"

Wednesday — February 23

8:00 — S.U. Ballroom

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also, a

complete typing service.

OCEANOGRAPHY
UNDER /J SAIL

Aboard 100 ft. ship. Research

for Woods Hole, Scripps,

Smithsonian. 4 wk./8 wk.
expeditions SlOOO/mo. (lmtd.

selrshps.) (all or write: S. E.

A. 'non-prof, org.) Box Ytfl

Lake Forest, 111. 00045 < lei.

3I2-D4-47S7)

Your Man in Amherst

ELECT

FRANK DECKER

SELECTMAN

Tuesday, February 22

12-8 p.m.

Students and Faculty tor Frank Decker
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Nixon Begins "Journey For Peace"

WASHINGTON (AP)
President Nixon began his

"journey for peace" to China

Thursday -a historic mission he

said he was undertaking for all

mankind in search of a common
ground with the long-hostile and

isolated Asian Communist power.

As he embarked for the first

face-to-face summit meeting ever

between U.S. and Chinese Com-
munist leaders, he tempered his

words of hope with words of

caution.

"We are...under no illusion that

20 years of hostility... will be swept

away by one week of talks," Nixon

told some 8,000 persons attending

farewell ceremonies at the White

House. Then he and Mrs. Nixon

winged westward to Hawaii on the

first leg of his 20,395-mile, 13-day

journey.

"We will have great differences

in the future," he said. "What we
must do is find a way to see that we
can have our differences without

being enemies at war."

From the White House, where

school children, Cabinet officers,

congressional leaders, government

employees and tourists bade him
farewell from the winter-faded

South Lawn, Nixon flew by

helicopter to nearby Andrews
Force Base, Md.
There he boarded his blue, silver

and white presidential jet, "The

Spirit of 76," for the 10-hour

nonstop flight to Kaneohe Marine

Corps Air Station on the northern

shore of Oahu.

as he talked- Nixon added that he

iC without a topcoat to ward hoped "all these young children

off the winter chill, the President there" would have a chance "to

His departure, which came as

light snow fell from slate-gray

skies, was televised live nation- oft M^^T^V^'/m- to
g"row up in a world of peace."

wide-a prelude to the extensive .-J^^aSaSrtU remarks ^Before turning to walk aero*

live television coverage planned dpbver his brief farew*%e„T * ^ nar~>t hPtween a milit

In Brief...
Ginzburg to Prison on Obscenity Charge

LEWISBLRG, Pa. (AP) — Publisher Ralph Ginzburg surren-

dered today to begin serving a three-year federal prison term for

sending obscene literature through the mails. As he entered a

federal building he threw a copy of the Bill of Rights into a nearby

ash can.

In throwing away his copy of the BUI of Rights, he said, "Every

day I remain behind bars the Bill of Rights is a meaningless piece

of paper " He said he was going to prison for printing "something I

believed in."

JDL Member* Seek Exchange for Soviet Jews

WASHINGTON (AP) — Nine Jewish Defense League members

from New York, seeking to exchange Attica convicts for Jews

imprisoned in the Soviet-Union, spent part of the early morning

hours in jail Thursday after a seven-hour sit-in at the office of Sen

Ted Kennedy, D-Mass.

An aide to Kennedy said that about 30 league members entered

the office about 4 p.m., and presented a letter from an Attica in-

mate proposing the prisoner exchange.

The inmate, a member of the "Attica Liberation Faction", wrote

that inmates of the prison would be willing to live out their lives in

the Soviet Union
"

Humphrey Leads in Labor Polls

(AP) — Sen Hubert H. Humphrey is running ahead of other

presidential hopefuls in three polls of key AFL-CIO local leaders

The AFL-CIO's Committee on Political Education (COPE)

revealed results Wednesday of polls it took among conference

delegates in Atlanta. Dallas. Cincinnati and Florida. Humphrey led

but received less than a majority in the three cities, with Sen.

Edmund S Muskie of Maine running from less than 2 to 13 per

centage points behind and Sen. Henry M. Jackson of Washington

third

live television coverage pla

for his eight days in China.

After a 45-hour stay in Hawaii,

recommended by his physician to

readjust to time zone changes, the

President flies to Guam on

Saturday for an overnight stop.

With his wife and an official

party of 13 White House and State

Department advisers, Nixon will

arrive in Peking on Monday-

Sunday night U.S. time-and

become the first American
president ever to set foot on

Chinese soil.

Before returning to the United

States Feb. 28, he will have an

open-ended series of talks with

Chinese leaders Mao Tse-tung and

Chou En-lai. attend a lound of four

banquets in three cities and visit

the Great Wall and other Chinese

shrines and historic sites

Nixon met for 45 minutes

Thursday with Democratic and

Republican congressional leaders,

giving them what House GOP
Leader Gerald R Ford of

Michigan described as "a realistic

appraisal of the possible results
"

He promised to brief them upon his

The President recalled his

statement of July 15-when he

announced that a secret summer

mission to Peking by his foreign

affairs adviser, Henry Kissinger,

had set up the unprecedented

summit meeting.

"That statement was, as you will

recall, that this would be a journey

for peace," he said

Nixon noted, too. a toast offered

by Chou when Kissinger was in

China.

The American people are a

great people." he quoted the

Chinese premier as saying "The
Chinese people are a great people

The fact that they are separated by

a vast ocean and great differences

in philosophy should not prevent repeatedly that he

them from finding common
ground

"

Nixon said if his talks with

Communist leaders bring progress

toward finding that common
ground "the world will be a much
safer world."

And. mentioning to the hundreds

of school children on the lawn

manv of them chattering excitedly

across a

red carpet between a military

honor guard to the helicopter, the

chief executive said: "If there was

a postscript I hope might be

written in regard to this trip, it

would be the words on the plaque

left on the moon by our first

astronauts when they landed

there:

"We came in peace for all

mankind.'"
About 200 Americans-including

87 accredited news media per

sonnel-are flying into China with

Nixon, joining about 100 already

there making advance
arrangements.

In the months prior to the day of

departure, Nixon stressed
had no ex-

resultspectation of spectacular

from the trip.

He spoke after of increased

communication between mainland

China and the United States-

perhaps through an exchange of

athletes, scholars, scientists and

students.

Raids

Economists Say Phase II Failing

RAMON (API — U.S. warplanes

ended two days of heavy raids

Thursday against Soviet-supplied,

long-range artillery and an

tiaircraft air defenses inside North

Vietnam
The U.S. Command reported

planes-which flew about 150

strikes-met intense antiaircraft

fire and more than a dozen surface-

to-air missiles-SAMS.

"The area where we struck just

north of the DMZ is heavily

defended." a command spokesman

said. "A lot of effort was expended

in antiaircraft suppression,

keeping down the SAMS and the

antiaircraft fire so that other

planes could look for the long

range artillery guns
"

One Air Force F4 Phantom was

shot down, and its two-man crew is

missing, the command said. Radio

Hanoi claimed North Vietnamese

forces shot down seven U.S.

planes, capturing and killing a

number of pilots, the US Com-

INTER CITY
RELOCATION SERVICE
Moving? Right from your

living room we can contact a

reliable Realtor anywhere in

the U.S. He'll find you a new
home, inform you of your

new community, meet you at

the train or plane. No
obligation to you. Our Miss

Inter-City will handle all the

details.

D.H.JONES
Real Estate Agency

549-3700

mand refused to comment on the

report.

Command policy is not to reveal

aircraft losses until search and

rescue operations for any downed

pilots are completed, on the

grounds that such a disclosure

could endanger the search

The command said 10

"protective reaction" strikes were

flown against antiaircraft and

missile sites in an area just north

of the eastern part of the DMZ
It said only about 100 American

advisers and technical personnel

were within actual range of the

guns at Quang Tri and South

Vietnamese fire bases just south of

the DMZ

WASHINGTON (API — Business

economists predict that big federal

deficits and easy money will th-

wart President Nixon's effort to

reduce inflation to a 2 to 3 per cent

rate this year.

A consensus report from 20

economists representing major
industries was delivered Thursday

to nearly 100 top industrialists at a

closed meeting of the Business

Council with Phase 2 officials

A summary of the panel's

forecast, released to newsmen,
said a majority of the economists

'voice strong concern about the

continued stimulation of the

economy resulting from monetary

and fiscal policy and the effect this

may have in the form of more
rapid inflation this year and in

19T73
"

The industry experts foresaw "a

strong economy through 1972 and

into 1973" but anticipated a growth

of inflation across the economy
averaging 3 to 4 per cent.

That matched the 3 5 per cent

inflation forecast issued Wed-
nesday by economists of the

National Planning Association,

except that NPA said inflation

could not be held even to that rate

unless "the administration sue

ceeds in making the Phase 2 price

and wage controls more effective."

The NPA report went on: "This

will require marked improvements

in the performance of the Price

Commission, whose actions to date

have certainly not been consistent

with its announced target of 2 5 per

cent of even the 3.5 per cent in

flation rate projected here
"

The NPA is a privately sup-

ported research organization with

members from industry, labor and

education
Price Commission chairman C

Jackson Grayson and Pay Board

chairman George H Boldt ad

dressed the Business Council

session at which the report of the

panel of economists was presented

Announcing the Opening of

THE COLLECTOR
nouvelle gallery

frame shop

coins stamps

bicycles et cetera

11 bridge street, northampton

586-1580

New
nguins
tyour
Dus bookstore

ALCHEMY: Science of the Cosmos, Science of the Soul.

Titus Burckhardt. A revealing book that aims to destroy

modern misconceptions about alchemy, and to open
vast and unexpected spiritual horizons. $1.45

ECOLOGY OF DEVASTATION: INDOCHINA. John
Lewailen. A detailed account of how the war has affected

the ecology of Indochina, particularly Vietnam. Plus a

startling forecast of what will happen to the area's

ecology if the war continues. $1.95

FOR THE LIBERATION OF BRAZIL. Carlos Marighela.
Translated by John Butt and Rosemary Sheen. With an
introduction by Richard Gott. A collection of writings —
by a leading opponent of the repressive Brazilian re-

gime — showing how the guerilla struggle has devel-
oped since the death of Che Guevara. $1 .45

THE PENGUIN BOOK OF LATIN AMERICAN VERSE.
Edited by Enrique Caraccioli-Trejo. With an introduc-
tion by Henry Qifford. A bilingual anthology of the best
poetry from fourteen Central and South American na-
tions. $2.95

MAGIC AND MYSTERY IN TIBET. Alexandra David-
Neel. An objective account of supernatural experiences
in a remote and mysterious land. $1 .45

DICKENS: THE CHRISTMAS BOOKS. Edited by
Michael Slater. All of Dickens' Christmas stories in two
volumes, with the original illustrations. Volume 1: A
Christmas Carol and The Chimes. Volume 2: The Cricket
on the Hearth, The Battle of Life, and The Haunted Man.
$2.95 each

THE PENGUIN BOOK OF COMICS (Revised Edition).
George Perry and Alan Aldridge. Published in a big,
8V2" x 11" format, with a colorful vinyl-coated cover,
this richly illustrated book provides a delightful history
of the comics since comics began . . . the artists who
created the characters . . . and the characters who took
charge of their creators. $4.95

PENGUIN BOOKS INC
7II0 Ambossodor Rd Boltimore. Md 2I207

Power Crisis Hits

Northern Ireland

LONDON-PoUce brace themselves against struggling coal-miners, who are on strike, as they arrived

Tuesday at the English Houses of Parliament with their supporters. The strikers intended to lobby

members of Parliament. (AP)

Hughes To Visit Nicaragua
MANAGUA. Nicaragua <AP>-

Howard Hughes has abandoned his

seclusion in the Bahamas for a

visit to Nicaragua and possibly a

later trip to the United States.

Sources here and in Las Vegas.

Nev., said the 66-year-old recluse

arrived Thursday in this Central

American capital.

The office of President Anastasio

Somoza. himself a

multimillionaire, announced that

Hughes had acdepted his invitation

to visit Nicaragua.

Informed sources said Hughes*

visit to Managua was arranged

Wenesday night by the U.S. am-

bassador to Nicaragua, Turner

Shelton. who reportedly has a

home in the Bahamas and is a

friend of the U.S. billionaire.

An Eastern Air Lines Jetstar.

which was believed to have

brought Hughes to this Central

American republic, landed at the

Nicaraguan air force strip near the

municipal airport at 9:15 a.m.

There was speculation that

Hughes was staying either at

Shelton's residence or Somoza's

ranch outside the city.

Sources in Washington said

Hughes had arrived at Miami.

Fla . at 430 a.m.. EST. Thursday

on board his yacht from the

Bahamas.
Other U.S. sources said Hughes

visit to Nicaragua would be brief

They added he might return then to

the United States for a meeting

with the news media.

Hughes's sudden departure from

his hotel suite in Nassau,

Bahamas, comes in the midst of

New York court hearings on

Clifford Irvings purported

"Autobiography of Howard
Hughes ", a book that has been

called a hoax by Time magazine

The Las Vegas Review-Journal

in Nevada quoted Hughes sources

as saying it wasn't the billionaire's

intention to stay long in Nicaragua.

"This is just a temporary stop.

We expect him to arrive in the

United States shortly and there is a

good chance he will hold a face-to-

face press conference.

Another Hughes source in Las

Vegas said Hughes eventually

plans to go toMexico to live per-

manently.
The announcement by the office

of Nicaragua's president quoted

Somoza as saying: "In view of the

business conversations that we

have been having with

representatives of the Hughes Tool

Co., I am very pleased that Mr
Hughes has accepted my invitation

to come to visit us
"

State Department sources in

Washington said they understood

Hughes has business interests in

Nicaragua
Somoza had alreadyleft

Managua by the time of the an-

nouncement for a previously

scheduled official visit to Panama.

It was believed Hughes would

remain in Nicaragua until the

president's return Saturday or

Sunday.
The Somoza family has run

Nicaragua since 1936, except for a

four-year interim.

Somoza's interests include

shipping, the national airline,

cattle ranches, fishing, plywood,

textiles and buildings.

Nicaragua lies on the Central

American neck between Honduras

and Costa Rica It is only about

half the size of Nevada, where

Hughes last lived in the United

States.

The country is the largest-50.193

square miles-and the least densely

populated-2 million people-of the

so-called "banana republics" of

Central America.

In his usual manner, Hughes

slipped secretively away from his

hotel in Nassau where he had been

secluded for 15 months.

A caro plane carrying a hospital

bed. blood plasma stand, bottled

water and many other items from

the Hughes' ninth floor suite in the

Britannia Beach Hotel new early

Thursday to Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

then on to Managua

PARIS HELSINKI MOSCOW

LONDON (AP)-Britain's power

crisis spread to Northern Ireland

for the first time Thursday, adding

an order for four daily electrcity

cuts to the province's troubles.

At the same time, the govern-

ment warned that power cuts

already hitting homes and fac-

tories across Britain for up to 12

hours a day will be increased next

Wednesday unless the crisis is

settled. The blackouts in Northern

Ireland begin at 7 a.m. Friday.

Industry Minister John Davies

told Parliament that even with

these further cuts, power plants can

be kept running only until the end

of next week.

After that, a shutdown of all but

emergency services is inevitable,

he said, halting the bulk of British

industry.

Hope of averting additional cuts

depends on an early settlement of

the six-week-old coal miners'

strike that has starved electric

generating plants of fuel supplies.

Davies added. The power cuts have

been ordered to conserve
dangerously low supply levels.

A government-named inquiry

into the miners' pay dispute

planned to work into the night to

ready a proposed settlement

formula by Friday as promised.

Employment minister Robert

Carr asked leaders of the miners

union and the state-run Coal Board

to be in his office Friday morning

to look at the outlines of the inquiry

board's recommendations.

The Coal Board has promised to

honor any suggestions drawn up by

the mediators.

The miners have said only that if

the recommendations are ac-

ceptable to the union leadership,

the pickets outside power plants

can be called off immediately and

new coal supplies let in.

But the actual end to the strike

will have to await a ballot by the

union's 280,000 members, a process

that should take at least a week
Removal of the pickets would lift

the threat of a nearly complete

power breakdown halting British

industry. But further delays in

getting the miners back to work

are expected to keep coal supplies

below normal for many months.

Industrial shutdowns from the

power shortage already have sent

the nation's unemployment total

soaring above 2.5 million and

Davies said the figure could reach

3 million next week.

Davies told Parliament the cuts

ordered so far had reduced electric

output to about 65 per cent of

demand. He refused to disclose the

size of the further cuts planned for

Wednesday Industry is now on a

three-day week.

Soviets Await Release
ANCHORAGE. Alaska ( AP)-Three Soviet fishing officers await release

today after a month in U.S. custody on charges of illegal fisheries support

activity in an American fishing zone.

The men were fined $80,000 in U.S. District Court Wednesday after

changing their pleas from innocent to no contest. A finding of guilty was

directed after the change.

G. Kent Edwards, U.S. attorney for Alaska, said the officers would be

released after their fines were paid. The money was expected co be for

warded _to the Justice Department from the Soviet Embassy in

Washington.
Edwards also announced Wednesday that an out-of-court agreement

had resulted in a $170,000 assessment against the two Soviet fishing

vessels which were seized by the Coast Guard Jan. 17 The vessels had

been liable to confiscation.

Vladimir Artemov, master of an 80-ship Soviet herring fleet working

the Boring Sea, and Igor Bovtun, skipper of the 362-foot factory ship

Lamut, were fined $30,000 each. Nikolai Pavluk, master of the trawler

Kolyvan. was fined $20,000

The Soviet ships were seized by the cutter Storis about nine miles from

St Matthew Island, an uninhabited dot about 200 miles off the western

Alaskan coast.

The Lamut then attempted to flee but was recaptured.

MONACO BRUSSELS BE L GRADEGEN E VA BUCHAREST OSLO

FLY SUPERCHEAP
Spring in NASSAU from $179

March 24-31, includes round trip jet and accommodations at the Montagu Beach

Hotel or Pilot Houso. Flight only tickets can be purchased on request.

Summer in EUROPE, From $185

Come together

at the

Chopping Block g

Flt.l

BL522
BL41
BL47
BL412
BL421
BL627

Carrier

Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian

Route* Dates

B/L/B 5/22-4/27

B/L/B 4/1-7/11

B/L/B 4/7-9/12

B/L/B 4/12-9/3

B/L/B 4/21-8/29

B/L/B i/27-8/1S

Cost to

us Adm. Total

* Boston/London/Boston

c

26 Main St., Amherst
253 9293 & 253-9271

S9JflH!09

s

Also available T9 Eurail, Britrail, and Student Rail passes, car leases, rentals and

chases, and many more helpful travel services.

for more info., call ST EVE GERMAN, 253-3359

or

American Student Travel Association

27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
BOSTON, MASS. 02115

Tele: (417)534-2511,534-7843

Open only to 5 college students, faculty, staff and immediate families

8
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! 1972 Amherst Election Fa

Fighting The 'No-Vote' Theory

Perhaps, the easiest political philosophy to espouse, is the "no yote"

theory. The decided difficulty of choosing a candidate that
y<*J

*>*lieve
o

deserving of your ballot, is rather easily sloughed off; if, mjleea, one

practices (?) this current philosophy. What is more natural than doing

nothing? . . , .

Change, the goal we are seeking, or waiting for, can be obtained in a

variety of ways. Possibly, the only method, yet untried, is the power ot

the vote. Have you ever entertained the thought, of the power possible, u

an honest attempt were made? It is possible to exchange, what now

exists, by utilizing a commmunity approach towards voting. In tnis

communitv, the point is evident. The possibilities are startling.

Becaus* Lbe vote is so system, the controllers, the protectors of Wis

system have no doubt that apathy and disinterest will elect our new

aristocracy. ...

.

In Amherst, important issues of housing, discrimination, child-care

centers, recreational facilities, and community control of the police are

but a few cases in point.

If you consider Amherst your residence, and you don't like the ways

things are, then it is your responsibility to change them. You must

register to vote, because, if you fail, you can't pull the lever on election

day. When election day comes be aware of the candidates, and what or

who they represent. Enter the booth. If i»o one appeals, vote against them

by not pulling any, but the main lever.

Do something though! Don't just sit in the Hatch.

Register to vote.

Voter Registration Committee

Why
The question asked to the four candidates for selectman by Susan Roy,

Special Assistant on Voter Registration was:

In your opinion, why is it important that students vote in town elections?

Bob Garvey

A student spends the better part of four

years of his life in Amherst, therefore, it is

very important that during this period he is

heard in local government A vote many
times represents his only defense against

the conspicuous exploitation of students

Mv platform is based on a commitment to

better representation for all constituents

within our community.

Frank Decker
The students should register because it is a

privilege and a duty to exercise the right to

vote and something to be very proud of.

Another reason why students should

register is in order to vote in state and

national elections If they wish to par-

ticipate in the town elections they should

take into consideration the impact that their

collective vote may have on the town,

bearing in mind that they are possibly

transients The results of their vote may be

in effect long after they had left the campus.
If they want to vote in town elections, they

should take particular care to be informed

as to what's going on in the town. If they

want to work in the town government, they

should make it known to the town officials

that they want to work. say. on the town

boards. There has to be a report. The
student voice should be heard so the

students can take voting in town elections

seriously.

Leo Bouchard Stephen Keedy

No system of government has ever
responded to a constituency who did not

make its desires known. Students of voting

age comprise the majority of residents in

Amherst If they want to be heard, it is

essential that they participate in the town
election process.

In a democratic society all members should

participate. I do not differentiate between
groups with in the local community. It is my
belief that it is important that all groups
within the local community participate, so

that local government will be truely

representative and function for the good of

the total community.

How, When,
and Where

PRECINCT POLLING PLACES
IN

GENERAL ELECTIONS
TIME 12 noon till 8 o.m.

Precinct l North Amherst Parish Hall
Precinct ll Fire Station
Precinct ill Odd Fellows Hail. Kellogg Avenue
Precinct IV Masonic Hall, Main Street
Precinct V Grange Hall, Main Street

Precinct VI Munson Library
Precinct VII Lutheran Church, N Pleasant St.

Fraternity-Sorority Park E. Pleasant St.)

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Phi Mr Delta
Chi Omega

(Southwest Area and West of North Pleasant)

The Mechanics Of Voting

Precinct 1

Emerson
Melville
Patterson
Pierpont
Thoreau
John Quincy Adams
John Adams
George Washington
Beta Kappa Phi
Delta Chi Colony
Lambda Chi Alpha
Theta Beta Tau
Tau Epsilon Phi
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Precinct 2:

Cance
James
MacKimmie
Moore
Crampton
Coolidge
Prince
J F. Kennedy
Alpha Chi Omega
lota Gamma Upsilon
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Phi Sigma Kappa
Theta Chi
Zeta Nu

( Northeast, Central, Orchard Hill areas, East of North Pleasant St.)

Crabtree Van Meter
Dwight Brett
Johnson Chadbourne
Knowlton Greenough
Thatcher Wheeler
Webster Sigma Delta Tau
Field Kappa Sigma
Sigma Phi Epsilon Butterfield
Leach Gorman
Lewis Hills
Mary Lyon Lambda Delta Phi
Hamlin Alpha Tau Gamma
Grayson Sigma Alpha Mu
Dickinson
Brooks
Baker

Precinct 7: (Sylvan Area) North of Eastman Lane)
Brown
McNamara
Cashin

The fraternities and sororities may be changed in some cases; this list is

based on last year's addresses as published.

By RICHARD M. HOWLAND
On February 22 the Town of Amherst will elect two

Selectmen, a member of the School Committee, the

Moderator, a member of the Housing Authority and
one-third of the representatives to the Town Meeting.

Over a thousand students have registered to be

eligible to vote in this election and I wonder how
many will actually vote at all, much less vote in-

telligently.

As I see it, the democratic principle enjoins any
thoughful person from criticizing another's decision

to vote ignorantly or not at all. To cast a vote without

knowledge is an inalienable right; it reflects an in-

dividual's perhaps unconscious determination to

react to the stimuli of life subliminally. He chooses,

usually, the candidate who has the most money by
putting his name in the voters' way most persistently.

My own disagreement with this type of decision is

that by analogy this person's involvement with

politics is kind of like sex with vegetables -a very

plastic and unrewarding experience in the long run.

The person who chooses not to vote at all makes, I

suppose, the more valuable decision. He does not vote

stupidly (defined here as against his own views and
interests) and does not louse up anybody else's sin-

cere effort to make the human political system work
(no matter how fruitless that may from time to time

appear). He or she at least does not cast a vote

against progress. The vice here seems to me to be

that slavery, even of a voluntary nature, is ob-

jectionable and tactly abhorred by the Constitution if

not the people. Another consequence which is

somewhat irrelevant, I suppose, is that the non-

participant really isn't entitled to glorify his wret-

chedness by claim to the term "victim" or

"casualty" of the system

The extension of the right to vote to younger people

substantially at any logical place they may be in-

clined to vote is really a terrific philosophical victory

for progressive causes. The triumphs are twofold:

one, younger, active people have the opportunity to

express themselves within the system, if they choose

to; and, two, all people, young or not student or not,

have the opportunity to vote easily where they find

themselves.

The decision to vote in Amherst is really a matter of

comparative alternatives. If the potential voter is

usually in a town, most of the year, probably it is

sensible to vote there. At any rate, if the potential

voter is seldom or never in another town it makes
pretty ridiculous sense to vote there. Personal con-

siderations may suggest deffereing results.

However, Amherst certainly is the community
where a vast number of students live, work and, to be

sure, play. If it is unresponsive to the needs of this

vast population it is not now nor will it hereafter be

the fault of the town or its folk, at least not alone The
burden for whatever guilt is levied upon Amherst will

be shared by those who live here and either do not

register or register and do not vote or register and
vote without taking the modest amount of time
required to vote intelligently. Those for whom the

citizen relationship with Amherst as a town and
community is predictably less than total and long

term nevertheless serve in many ways as guardians
for those who will inevitably follow in their path. It

seems to me that those who have gone to the trouble
to register and now don't vote are in fact condemning
their fellows now and in the future to a role of silence
and non-effect on the local scene. I hope, sincerely,
that they won't fail to consider their responsibility
and then to vote their views and opinions on February
22 and thereafter again and again.

. . . Continued
LEO BOUCHARD
2t3 Middle St.

Master electrician

QUALIFICATIONS?
"My experience on various town

committees and my active in-

volvement in civic affairs for many
years in Amherst has enabled me
to appreciate the town's ad-

vantages as well as its problems. I

feel that working with interested

citizens has permitted me to

demonstrate an ability to provide

direction. My time is flexible

enough to devote the long hours

necessary for the performance of

the duties as selectman."

PROBLEMS?
"I feel that the most urgent

problems facing the town officials

today are growth-related. It is my
opinion that the town can properly

regulate and direct the necessary

growth, if we apply the concept

that we have an obligation to

provide for the needs of all people

and the right to insist on the

protection of the environment. 1

would favor improved planning,

leadership by selectmen and

citizen participation in the

resulting action."

FRANK A. DBCKER JR
K46 Fast Pleasant St.

Personnel consultant

t)l AIIFK ATIONS?
"I have been a resident and

taxpaver in Amherst since 1951.

My education at Williams College

and the Federal Technical In-

stitute (Zurich*, military service

as a Captain in the U.S. Army, and

varied management and personnel

positions provide the experience

needed for a position on the Board

of Selectmen In Amherst. I have

been a Town Meeting Member,

chairman of the Development and

Industrial Commission, a member
of the Center School Complex

Committee, and active in the North

Amherst Church My present

position as a personnel consultant

allows a flexible schedule..."

PROBLEMS?
"Many of the problems facing

the town are related to the ex-

pansion of our educational in-

stitutions. We need to be prepared

for the immediate and future needs

of our town. Development should

proceed on a planned and orderly

basis. One of the consequences of

growth will be the need for new or

expanded town facilities — water,

sewers, roads, housing, recreation,

and conservation. The optimum for

each tax dollar spent must be

obtained by careful consideration

and equating requirements with

availability."

ROBERT I GARVEY
til Spaulding st.

Health, environmental education

QUALDTM ATIONS?
"I have lived in Amherst 34

years and have been very in-

terested in ... town government. I

feel that I would bring to the

position a great deal of enthusiasm

and a desire to try new ideas .1

have had the opportunity to

organize and serve on many active

committees which have been

concerned with specific ecological

problems of this area.

"It seems to me... important that

a selectman be willing to study the

various programs being spon

sored bv the town."

PROBLEMS?

•I see the rapid growth of

Amherst as one of the most

pressing problems facing the

town...The Board of Selectmen

must play an active role in seeing

that expansion is still in keeping

with the original intent of the

town...We must be prepared to

provide the town with additional

water and sewer services, as well

as traffic arteries.

"Finally. I feel we must become

increasingly aware of...programs

to help us alleviate the financial

burden on the taxpayer."

STEPHEN F. KFFDY
M Salem St.

Insurance agent

01 AIIFK ATIONS?
"Six years as a Selectman of the

town of Amherst. Sixteen years as

an independent business man. A

life-long resident of the town of

Amherst. An understanding of

Amherst's past, a participation m
Amherst's present and un

derstanding of what is needed for

Amherst's future.

The time demands required for

this position are continually in

creasing At the present time I

would estimate 1 spend eight to 12

hours weekly. I am prepared to

give the time required to this

position if reelected

PROBLEMS?
"The most pressing problem

facing Amherst today is the sup-

plying of municipal services

i water, roads, refuge disposal,

sewers, schools, recreation.

c onservation, police and ire

protection), in a growing com-

munitv while trying to maintain a

level real estate tax rate and an

excellent living environment, to

this end I would hope that SCOG
would give the Board of Selectmen

the direction the town wishes to go

and I would work to implement the

mechanics to achieve these end-

s...Long-range planning must be

used and must be continually

reviewed and updated..."

RITA B. KROPF
50 ML Pleasant

Housewife
COMMITTEE DUTIES?

•School Committee members

should become familiar with

background information...should

investigate problems on location

when necessary, and should visit

other school systems... School

Committee members should also

be available to (and take the

initiative) to talk with parents,

teachers and students

"My experience includes that oi

a teacher, parent and member of

parent teacher groups, member ot

SCO. officer and active participant

in the League of Women Voters of

Amherst..."

KATHERINE H SCHOEN-
BERGER
143 Gray st.

Housewife

COMMITTEE DUTIES?
"Members should attend school

activities, such as concerts, plays,

sports and exhibits, to get the feel'

of students, faculty and parents as

people, not just statistics. As a

parent of three students. I am
familiar with the changes in

teaching, curriculum and facilities

that have occurred in the past eight

years. As a woman. I can add a

point of view lacking in an all-male

committee."
(Reprinted from the Amherst

Record I

Cse pages Wei compiled by Susan Roy. the Student Senate Special

tSZlSS* Presidenffor Voter Registration, the Student Senate and

Student Attorney Richard Howland. ^^^
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Paul Simon

Got To Be There

A Nod Is As Good

As A Wink

Madman Across Teaser and
The Water The Fire Cat
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Santana

Led Zepplin

Meaty Beaty

Big and Bouncy

Nilsson Schrhilsson

Carol King Music
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There's A Riot

Going On

American Pie Rockin' the Filmore

Wild Life
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Lofty Cat

The deeds of Torolloque Sung
from mountain white breast dung
sung from mountain turtleneck

at the feast of fibular

sand in time of isdufarrunning

through the under brush hiding in

the grass
Torolloque pack pride best

knower of the ancient ways
He who banished meadledo
He who bested popifor

He who slew the aged dumf
Killed him with his mighty

teeth
dragged him down from

his high clack

shook him with his head

Torolloque Battle scared

Sat with meadlemu the fair

Saw her eyes caress his

fur

Saw her love supprest in

side as she stroked him

with her paw
saw her wanting

saw her knowing

saw her sitting

watching loving

Lofty cat known to me
in my house purring purring

lofty cat known to me
lying on the floor purring,

lofty cat

being rubbed from head to toe

wanting more
always begging purring purring

lofty cat catcher of mice
birds - anything that isn't wary

Torolloque King

Sat Tight

Lord of the pride

keeper of dreams
slaver of isdufa

slaver samicak

son of romonligar

keeper of dreams
lord of the pride

slaver samicak
son of sooliu

thrice

thrice

Neil Coleman

Supersession

I had been thinking about writing an article on the

plight of our exiled Americans in Canada for some

time, but other things have always intervened. Now I

see that I have been superceded in that task, but the

editorial which appeared in Tuesday's Collegian was

not what I had in mind. So I will cast aside my
reading of John Hersey's Hiroshima and give you

some of mv own thoughts on the subject.

Six years too late for fifty thousand Americans and

countless of Vietnamese, we can at last see the light

at the end of the tunnel in Vietnam. It has been along

and tragic war for everyone involved and thus its

consequences too could not help but be tragic

Perhaps one of its supreme ironies is the fact that If

Eisenhower had allowed free elections to take place

in 1956 as called for in the Geneva Accords, as Mr.

Nixon now seems willing to do, the war might never

of happened, but all of that is too little and too late

now. The fact is that American Liberalism went to

war in 66-67 covering its tragic error in a cloak of

patriotism only to find in the end after three years of

war that might does not always make right.

Whether it is stated or implied a majority of the

American people now recognize that the war was a

mistake, but this was far from being the case in the

beginning. Yet even at the start there were a few who

viewed the war as a mistake and when the time came
when they too would be forced to participate in this

mass madness they had the difficult choice between

jail and exile Some followed Thoreau's example and

sacrificed three to five years of their lives within the

decayed dens of inequity that America calls prison.

Their own moral example could only be ironically

and tragically enhanced by the fact that those who

killed unarmed women and children in Vietnam were

given lighter sentences than they, if they were sen-

tenced at all. There were others who for varying

reasons choose a different course Perhaps they

thought of the well-being of their parents, of their

wives and children , and concluded that they could

not afford to spend five years in prison making a

moral statement while their relatives worked or went

on welfare Perhaps they considered the stigma that

a prison record would leave and the trouble they

would have getting a job after they got out Yet most

of all perhaps they were disillusioned and angry at a

country which forced them to make such a choice.

Whether they left before they were inducted or

whether they deserted after they had been in Vietnam

and saw what it was really or whether they were

Black and could see no logic in going to Vietnam to

kill Asians while Blacks were being killed in

Mississippi, or for whatever reason, they were the

victims of the American Dream that stated this was a

nation of liberty and justice for all which had turned

into the American Nightmare under the pressure of

War.
Those who support amnesty can cite precedents

going back to Ancient Greece. But it is not my pur-

pose here to bore non-history majors, so I will cite

only one example. While the incident itself is not the

same, for history does not repeat itself, the precedent

is the same. It is a fact that the conclusion of the

American Civil War witnessed only one war crimes

trial. Not one of the thousands of Confederate

soldiers, some of whom were former union officers,

congressmen and judges, who betrayed their duty to

uphold the constituion in favor of destroying it, were

ever brought to trial. At the conclusion of the Civil

War both Lincoln and congress turned to bind up the

nation's wounds, "with malice toward none; with

charity for all." I would humbly submit that if

traitors who fought to destroy the nation and uphold

slavery can be forgiven than perhaps people who took

the position that they could not take part in an im-

moral war, a position which a majority of the country

now supports, mights also be forgiven. It is time that

we set about binding up the wounds that were in-

flicted by this war and I believe amnesty is a step in

that direction

Those who oppose amnesty usually base their case

on the sanctity of the law I agree with the sanctity of

law, but I am struck by the irony of a law which

punishes people for refusing to participate in a war

which most people now agree to be immoral I am in

favor of a government of laws and not of men, but I

realize that when a law makes a conscientious act a

crime, it undermines its very foundation You have

but to look at Prohibition to see the fate of laws which

override reasonable desires In conclusion I would

like to quote from His Honor Judge Charles Wyzanski

Jr:
• When the state through its laws, seeks to override

reasonable moral commitments it makes a

dangerously uncharacteristic choice. The law grows

from the deposits of morality. Law and morality are,

in turn, debtors of each other...The true secret of

legal might lies in the habits of conscientious men
disciplining themselves to obey the law they respect

without the necesssty of judicial and administrative

orders When the law treats a reasonable con-

scientious act as a crime, it subverts its own power. It

invites civil disobedience. It impairs the very habits

which preserve the law.''

Art Buchwald

The Red China Lobby Crowd

WASHINGTON -Whether President Nixon planned

it or not. his trip to China has created an elite White
House press corps that has split the correspondents in

Washington asunder
By choosing 87 TV commentators, technicians,

newspapermen and columnists out of 2.000 ap-

plicants. Mr Nixon has conferred the nearest thing to

knighthood on the correspondents making the trip.

For the past week the White House press room has

been divided between those who got their cholera

shots and those who didn't.

"The Red China Lobby Crowd." as they are bitterly

referred to by the newspapermen who aren't going,

were easy to identify because they kept waving the

Little Red Books of Mao Tse-tung during last week's
press briefings

They also could be found in the Executive Office

Building cafeteria eating their chili and beans with

chopsticks.

In fairness to the Red China Lobby Crowd, they

tried to keep a low profile once the list of those who
would accompany President Nixon was posted. Many
went out of their way to be nice to those who hadn't

been chosen. One of them gave out free fortune

cookies during Henry Kissinger's briefings. Another

served jasmine tea during a poker game in the

lounge. Others handed out bowls of rice to their news-

hungry fellow correspondents

But despite this outward display of friendship,

there was a feeling on the part of those who weren't

going with President Nixon that the Red China Lobby
Crowd was patronizing them.

There was nothing anyone could put his finger on.

but there was little things that added up. One
correspondent who was making the trip refused to

take off his quilted Mao jacket in the press room.

Another had his name in Chinese plastered on his

portable typewriter, and still another man kept

referring to those who weren't going as "counter-

revolutionaries."

Adding insult to injury, the 87 elitists did exercises
every morning in front of a portrait of Mao on the

White House lawn. This was followed by a 10-mile

swim down the Potomac, where they shouted slogans
of support for the Cultural Revolution.
As if this weren't enough, some of the Red China

Lobby Crowd started to confess their sins publicly in

front of Ron Ziegler and asked to be sent to state

farms after their trip so they could be
"rehabilitated."

One White House correspondent who had been
turned down said, "I don't give a damn how the

elitists behave now But it's when they come back
from the trip that they'll be insufferable. After eight

days in China they'll all be experts, and God help us
when they start spinning their tales of what happened
to them when they visited a tire factory in Peking."
Another disgruntled White House correspondent

said, "I can just hear future White House briefings

when every question by the elitists will be preceded
by Ron. when Chou En-lai told us...' or As you recall,

Ron, you denied in Shanghai...'"
It is obvious that the White House press room will

never be the same again. By making his trip to China,
Mr Nixon has beenable to destroy the morale of the
press corps forever. Using divide-and-conquer tac-

tics, he has managed to turn brother correspondent
against brother.

When the elitists return from their trip and start

talking down to those who didn't go. there could be a
lot of blood spilled on the White House press lounge
floor The President may not have resolved his

diplomatic problems by going to Peking, but he has
put the men covering him at the White House in

disarray and that, as Vice President Agnew would
agree, is worth all the tea in China.
Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times
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Did you ever think that

Dick's China trip is really a

plot between Agnew and the

Chinese to take over the

country They kidnap Nixon.

Agnew declares a state of

emergency and cancels

elections. Actually. Clifford

Irving is behind the whole

thing.
*****

It has been reported that

Howard Hughes has tran-

sported himself to Nicaragua

which probably doubled that

country's financial assets.
*****

It's spring training time

again and Carl Yastrzemski is

once again touting the Red Sox

as a pennant threat. Yaz has a

lot in common with Jean Dixon

which is to say that one right

guess doesn't make you a

prophet < though it made Carl a

profit )

.

*****

Now that JOE is gone maybe
people will begin to realize that

things got stolen before the

program began and will in the

future.
*****

We wonder if Harvard. BU
and BC feel punished now that

Secretary of Defense Laird has

decided not to let any career

officers attend these schools

because of their militancy. It's

sort of like having your supply

of cod liver oil cut off.

Letters To The Editor

WMPIRG
To the Editor:

Krausman's letter on Thursday attacking WM-
PIRG's tax concept misses the point Precisely

because so many of the groups which harm the public

interest in our society have institutional access to our

resources regardless of our opinions, that such a

broad resource base is vital for effective public in-

terest groups WMPIRGs tax may superficially

appear as a similarly involuntary method, but the

important difference is that it is voluntary Not only

that, WMPIRG will be completely democratic and

prevented by its charter from affiliating with other

groups To deny an interest group access, especially

voluntary access, to its constituency's support, in a

pluralistic society which operates largely on interest

group influence and the bargaining process to

develop policy, is to effectively cripple that group in

its attempt to truly influence the public policy

process.

The appeal to "freedom of action" in Krausman s

letter concerns the weakest interest; the public, as

opposed to the government and private interests

which have enormous control over our resources In a

situation wherein large powerful interests dominate

policy processes, the ideal situation of simply

reducing their power won't just happen" without the

rise of a counter-balancing power Obviously WM-
PIRG won't have millions of dollars and the aid of

many retired regulatory officers to influence public

policy as manv industries have, but Nader has shown

that this nation is not yet so corrupt or cynical that

facts have no force

Almost any industry you name has trade

associations, or is oligopolistic -concentrated enough

to act in concert, or is an outright monopoly -like

utilities These solidified interest groups have access

to our resources through their pricing power Your

electric bill not only contains costs of producing

power and administrating the process, but also the

costs of influencing rate commissioners, of using

lengthy legal processes to intimidate challengers, of

influencing political appointments, and orienting

public opinion through advertising campaigns to the

view of the industrv The oligopolistic auto industry

The Letter

Dear Mr Stoneham:

We of the Rents and Fees Committee of the Student

Senate unanimously feel that any increase in board

cannot be borne by the student body as a whole.

We hope that vou can find a means by which you

can maintain the present board fees We would also

appreciate your notifying us of any changes in food

service which may be necessary to maintain the

present fees.

Rick Savini

Food Service Representative

Rents A Fees Comm ittee

(Ed. Note: This is a copy of a letter sent to Joel

Stoneham. Director of Food Services for this cam-

pus.)

Solution

To the Editor: . _

To justify the WMPIRG issue by a comparison to a

democratic voting procedure is absurd I have never

heard of an election that was run in which the voters

had to go to the polls to get their vote back

The solution to the WMPIRG problem seems ob-

vious Let WMPIRGs request for $2 per student be

placed on the tuition bill and let the students pay it if

they please. This would allow those who do not want

to pay the $2 and also don't think that another line to

wait in is worth $2. to keep their money At the same

time it would provide a convenient channel for tnose

who are interested in WMPIRG to contribute while

removing most of the coersive nature of the tax as it

now stands. _. . _
4 . - -

Edward Stutsman

and highway lobby team offers us no real basic choice

in transportation modes and so we must work

especially hard to counteract their all-embracing

influence.

When we are denied access to and challenge of

dossiers concerning ourselves, it would be absurd for

us to cripple our attempts to reestablish personal

integrity by giving those we oppose access to social

resources while preventing a movement on our behalf

somewhat similar resources.

The basic difficulty is between individual or group

identification I see no problem. The pursuit of in-

dividual goals through groups, like it or not, is a

hallmark of mass societies. The trouble comes when

people refuse to recognize that individual goals can

be effected through groups simply because of an

attachment to an individual style.

Sign for WMPIRG.
Frank C. Olbris

Professional

Assessment
To the Editor:

The column, "Just Keeping Them Under Control

in the Feb 2nd issue dealing with the use of certain

medications with children deserves comment It is a

common matter, not often pondered on. that any idea,

event or assumption can be presented in whatever

way the writer wishes, more or less consciously,

reflecting his biases, ideology or ignorance and its

public statement creates a certain impact. When

names and quotes are used, the article has a con-

vincingly authoritative finality, and ends in raising

emotions ranging from fear to outrage As a matter of

fact this article is biased and lacking basic in-

formation and objectivity about certain medications

for children with the hyperkinetic syndrome

I do not question durg companies making profits

from the drugs they manufacture; this is not news

All one has to do is to watch TV. read medical jour

nals and note the endless expensive advertising

brochures to realize that it is not a unique plot in-

volving Ritalin (as it is correctly spelled
>

In a

merchandising, profit making culture, that is the way

it is

Nor do I question that there are misues of drugs and

I refer to the present fad of young people using am-

phetamines and other drugs heedlessly and

dangerously But 1 do hold that misuses with children

are far more rare than this article claims to be the

case Most pediatricians practice their profession

with meticulous responsibility for the well-being of

the child and are not pawns of rigid, manipulating

teachers The hysteria that resulted from the lurid

expose in the Washington Post two years ago (and

then picked up by non-medical "experts" I has led to

confusion and blind emotion in the lay public - who at

times takes upon itself expertise that they would

never do if one had ulcers, a pain in the lungs or a

broken leg. .,. ,, ....

These medications do NOT "tranquilize children,

they do NOT turn them into zombies IF this is the

proper medication for those certain children They, in

fact, become happier with themselves because they

can direct themselves and make decisions The

medication is not used unless appropriate, discorv

tinued at once if found inappropriate (as it would

make them even more boistrous) It is not addictive

according to those physicians who have studied the

drug for many years. Misuse and overdose are not the

drug's fault and no responsible person would ad-

vocate its use as a way of dulling children to poverty

and its disastrous effects

If the reader wants a sound professional

assessment, I suggest that he send for the official

report of the ad hoc committee from HEW authorized

bv Congress after the already referred to scandal

Julia B. Leonard

Letters To The Editor
must be typed at sixty spaces, double-spaced and absolutely no

longer than two pages in length. All letters must be signed and the

author's address and telephone numbers must be included. No

letter will be published without this information. Also, no letters

will be printed without the name of the author Please note this

change in policy.

All letters are subject to editing either for content or space ac-

cording to the judgement of the editors. Also, due to space

limitations, we do not guarantee that all letters will be printed

THE EDITORS

Take-Qff
Over Minnesota you have to put on heavy pants

Because the air gets nippy.

But then, as we get to Mississippi

The wind dies down, the cold has no chance,

And my body knows your heat.

Your breath is really sweet.

This state of close affairs

Should never really end.

I think it quite appropriate to defend

My flight against all hidden corsairs.

Subject or free.

Wherever they may be.
Jerome Clifford Nathanson

Note
Well. I've been a rockin and a rollin, need a shot of

rhythm an blues

A rockin and a rollin, need a shot a rhythm an blues

Political Organization

To the Editor: . .

Individuals rights desperately need to be advocated in today s cor-

porate society I suspect that the programs of WMPIRG could be a

significant step toward that goal However, the proposed funding by

mandatory refundable student tax is wrong and should be changed The

reasons for this follow:

1 Previous correspondence notwithstanding, non-partisan does not

equal non-political
" (Political, adj Of or pertaining to the exercise of

the rights and privileges or the influence by which individuals or groups

of individuals seek to determine public policy."-Webster's ^nd In-

ternational) WMPIRG is a political organization

2 The proposed refundable tax is extortionary. It would force students,

at the risk of not being able to register, to surrender money to an

organization, money they can only regain after additional nuisance I see

little distinction between the proposed funding procedure and a student

walking up to me with a club in his hand saying, "Give me a dollar I need

it for a good cause Otherwise 111 floor you!" And as he runs away, he

hollers over his shoulder, "Hey joker, if you want it back go, to the

cashier's office sometime " (Admittedly, a round trip to the cashiers

office may only take 45 minutes I depending on lines > but there is a strc ng

principle involved here. A minority has a right not to have money ex-

torted from it for a use it either doesn't support or doesn t know if it

supports, even with a "money-back guarantee".

3 What actions are in the "public interest'"' Every attempt to answer

this question will evoke a strong disagreement from some section of the

•public" Even indications of majority agreement, such as sought in the

present petition campaign, does not necessarily imply validity For how

long did the majority of this country support slavery
1

* One man s public

.nterest is another mans oppression Further, in any funding scheme

other than direct solicitation, WMPIRG will not have to define its concept

of "public interest" or its proposed activities to every holder of a $2

receipt It will be up to the student to go out of his or her way to determine

if WMPIRGs cause is good, rather than the burden of proof being on

WMPIRG to prove its worthiness to potential contributors

4 The apology seen in recent Collegians that "no mandatory tax will

mean no public interest group" is both obfuscatory and ludicrous Are we

to accept a statement that abrogation of individual rights is ok. because

WMPIRG maintains that its tax the "only viable" way to achieve its

goals It seems clear that WMPIRGs mandatory funding mechanism is

in direct conflict with its own goal of public interest protection.

5 There is an established procedure for the funding of student

organizations through application to the Student Senate for RSO funds

Do we want to establish the precedent of taxes for specific student en-

deavors being added to every bill?

Unfortunately, WMPIRG has embarked on its campaign with an un-

comfortable amount of self-righteousness The organizers should admit

that perhaps their program represents a segment of the public interest

and their will should not be forced on others. The course of direct

solicitation for funds or an optional fee at registration may be

possibilities The point is. that, although easier, a mandatory refundable

tax is not fair and not honest and must not go forward lest we have a

group advocating individual rights which is predicted upon ignoring

individual rights ^ .

< hnstopiier Greene

Ai3dvs oaDiw «rnj
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MalikHakim Object Of Manhunt
BOSTON (AP)-Gov. Francis W. Sargent said

Thursday he gave Roxbury community leader Malik

Hakim a chance to turn himself in because he was

afraid there might be violence if he left the arrest up

to the police.

Sargent signed extradition papers for Hakim

Wednesday and then privately informed Hakim's

lawyer.

Instead of giving himself up, however, Hakim

dropped from sight and has been the object of a state

police manhunt.
Hakim fled before he could be taken into custody to

face charges in Missouri of violation of parole, rape

and attempted murder. He was charged under the

name of Albert Bradford.
>(

"My reaction is that it's unfortunate he did this,''

the governor said. "I suppose Hakim's reaction was

the jig is up. I better get out of here.' " Sargent told

newsmen that he had promised to tell Hakim's

lawyers when he reached a decision on whether to

sign extradition papers. He said he told them of the

signing about an hour before he made it public.

The governor said he was told by one of the

lawyers, William Homans Jr.. that Hakim would

surrender.

Hakim's failure to do so. Sargent said, was a source

of "consternation and embarrassment'' to Homans

He said he did not believe that Hakim was "in-

tentionally tipped'' that the papers had been signed

Sargent said he feated that "physical damage

might result'' if police moved in to make the arrest.

Gene McNary, St. Louis County prosecutor, said it

was the third time Bradford fled to escape

prosecution. "I wonder if the governor Sargent would

go to bat for him now...we don't look at him as any

kind of hero," McNary said.

Hakim, recognized by many as an effective leader

and worker in the black community, was arrested in

Boston May 17.

Several groups urged Sargent not to sign the ex-

tradition papers, but, after a long delay, he did.

Hakim subsequently was released by Suffolk

Superior Court because of a technicality involving

identification.

A second set of extradition papers was delivered

last Friday.

Sargent wrote Missouri Gov. Warren E. Hearnes

that Hakim "had earned a place in the community

here."

He said in the letter that he signed the extradition

papers "because the charges against this man are too

serious for me to do otherwise. The state of Missouri

has the right and the responsibility to its citizens to

prosecute the rase it has prepared."

"Further, the accused deserves his day in court, his

chance to refute the charges leveled against him,"

Sargent wrote

Navy To Curtail Graduate Study Programs

Gilday Removed
From Courtroom

BOSTON (AP)-William Gilday Jr., on trial for the slaying of a Boston

policeman, was ordered removed from the courtrrom for the second day

in a row Thursday after he tried to question a witness himself.

Judge Walter H. McLaughlin ordered Gilday locked up in a cell directly

beneath the courtroom where he could listen to the proceedings over a

loudspeaker. ._, L
.

During the 10-minute exchange, the judge asked Gilday to sit quietly in

the dock, and Gilday interrupted him, but neither raised his voice.

Gilday is charged with killing patrolman Walter H. Schroeder during a

$26,500 robbery of a branch of the State Street Bank and Trust Co. in Sept.

1970

Gilday insisted that he be allowed to sit with his attorney, Daniel

Featherston, because "I make all the final decisions."

The judge warned that he would not allow Gilday "to be a loud,

boisterous participant in this trial."

Gilday replied, "I will stand up for my rights in this matter. The jury is

prejudiced against me. You had people prospective jurors come in here

and deliberately lie under oath."

Ater Gildays remarks, the trial proceeded, and a former teller of the

robbed bank took the stand.

However, Gilday began to question him, and McLaughlin ordered

Gilday removed.
Later in the proceedings, a surprise government witness testified that

Gilday admitted that "he had robbed the bank and killed a police of-

ficer."

But before the witness, Alan McGrory, testified, the judge ordered the

jury out of the courtroom. The testimony will not become a formal part of

the case unless the judge rules that the jurors may hear it.

McGrory, a student at Northeastern University , said Gilday told him

that he was "in a thing, a revolutionary cause"

\\ ISHINGTON (AP» -Secretary

John H Chafee says the Navy is

pulling out of graduate study

programs at up to 15 colleges and

universities, primarily in the Ivy

League, at the direction of the

House Armed Services Committee.

Chafee quoted House Armed
Services Chairman F Edward
Hebert. D-La . as indicating

Congress might prohibit the ser

i ires by law from sending officers

to graduate schools where ROTC
trainir h s been stopped by law if

the services do not phase out their

programs at such schools on their

own
Chafee made the comments in a

letter to Rep Robert F Drinan. D
Mass . who had asked whether it

was true that the Navy was
prohibiting any new enrollment of

jPizza Party]

IALL YOU
CAN EAT

$1.25
EVERY

SUNDAY NIGHT

BRUM'S
PIZZA

corner of

Main & Triangle 256-6676

its officers at 15 colleges and

universities

Without confirming the number

or the list of colleges and univer

sitiesthat Dnnan provided. Chafee

replied that the congressman's

information was •essentially

correct

Drinan charged that it was
outrageous for the Navy to take

such a step at the insistence of one

House committee or its chairman

Its vindicative. coerci\«-

retaliatory and it cuts off our nose

to spite our face." Drinan said

He said the list of colleges and

universities to which a Naval of-

ficer told him Navy graduate

students are no longer permited to

apply the list Chafee called

essentially correct included

Boston
' College. Boston

University, Brown University,

Colgate University, Columbia
University, Dartmouth. Harvard.

Hobart arid William Smith College.

New York University, Pratt In

Financial Aid applications

for ihe Summer of 1972 and the

|§72>71 academic year are now
ax.iilahle in the Financial \id

Office. Room 2.V2. Whitmore.
\pplicatinns will be

.mailable from no* until ."> <m»

P.M., Tuesday. Frhruary B
and must he filed no later than

March I. Whether or not aid

has seen reedves* srevtesety, a

nev\ application must be filed

each year for all Loans.
Scholarships. <. ranis and Work
Studv

stitute. Princeton. Stanford. State

University at Buffalo. Tufts

University and Yale
Chafee 's letter said "I share with

your concern for the loss to the

Navy and the nation of the ex-

cellent relationships previously

experienced with the institutions
"

But Chafee said the reason the

Vi\\ is phasing graduate student

officers off those campuses was a

House Armed Services Committee
report last year saying 'it is

morally wrong for the military to

spend dollars sending students to a

particular college or university

which has chosen not to cooperate

with the military services."

Chafee quoted the Dec 7 Hebert

letter as saying in part It is our

hope that it will not be necessary to

place a flat prohibition against

sending students to these

universities which have withdrawn

from the ROTC program when we
consider the procurement bill next

year but if it is necessary to

legislate on this subject, legislate

we will."

159 NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
Next To The Poet Office

SALE
Good Used Workshirts

3 for $1.50

...BY HIGH AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY
Avoid downtown Spfld parking headache- in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 368 MEMORIAL AVE
Opp Century Shopping Pla/a' rree parking for over 100 tar*'

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST
Next to O

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

OOP- N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIFW
184?\MEMOR!AL DR.
On North South Hwy

u
EVER, fT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

HOI.YQKt 205 HIGH ST Next to Holyoke Natl Bank

N.H. Bombing Suspect Jailed

MANCHESTER. N.H.-SILENT DEBATE-Sen. Edmund S.

Muskie debates with himself whether to purchase jewelry or hand-

bag for his wife's birthday, in a Manchester. N.H.. store. Muskie, one

of five Democrats entered in the March 7 New Hampshire

presidential primary, is on a campaign tour of the Granite State.

MANCHESTER. N.H. <AP>-

Jaan Karl Laaman. 23, charged in

connection with what a state of-

ficial said were political bombings

that also were planned for

President Nixon's New Hampshire
primary headquarters, was
transferred from ahospital to jail

Thursday.
Laaman, of Buffalo, NY., also

listed as Karl A. Laaman, had been

hospitalized with a hand injury

following his arrest Wednesday
night with a woman after three

bombs blew out the windows of

police and fire headquarters. A
fourth bomb failed to go off. No
fireman or policeman was hurt.

Laaman, an organizer of the

University of New Hampshire

chapter of Students for a

Democratic Society and former

inmate of Atica State Prison, was
first taken to police headquarters.

Only his left hand was finger-

printed because his right was in a

cast A torn and bloodied glove was
found at the site of the explosions,

police said.

After being photographed by

police, he was taken to the nearby

Hillsboro County Jail where
Kathryn A Holt, 21, with addresses

in Buffalo, Boston and Portsmouth

and Dover, N.H., was incarcerated

Wednesday.
Both face a Feb. 25 preliminary

hearing on a variety of state and

federal charges. A total of $60,000

bail has been set for the pair.

Atty. Gen. Warren Rudman said

letters intended for newspapers

taken during the arrest and in-

dicated the "People's Liberation

Army" had planned the bombings,

including the blowing up of Nixon's

primary headquarters in the

state's largest city. He said the

attacks also were connected to an

anti-war demonstration at the

headquarters Saturday in which 12

persons were arrested during a

talk by George Romney, secretary

of housing and urban development.

Rudman said security at

headquarters of various can-

didates in the city had been in-

creased but declined to go into

details. He said Treasury and FBI

agents had joined the in-

vestigation.

In Buffalo, police said they

wanted to question the woman and

Laaman in connection with a

bombing Jan. 5 at the General

Donovan State Office Building.

Laaman, who was an organizer

of the first SDS chapter at the state

university, and Miss Holt had

dropped out although university

officials gave no reason for their

withdrawal.

In an interview in November of

1969, Laaman said that "the SDS
does believe in justified militant

action." He had noted that "we're

an organization of the left and this

includes Communists. We do not

deny them membership."

(AP)

Mobe
Teach-in

On Monday. Feb 14 the Student

Mobe met to further plan the Feb.

23 UK WAR TEACH-IN The

teach-in will be held in room 163 in

the Campus Center from 12.00 to

3 00 p.m in the afternoon and will

feature a special slide-show con

cerning the increased bombings

and air attacks on Vietnam. The

show was prepared by a team of

American Friends Service Com-

mittee and describes the con-

tinuing air war in Indochina and

the nature, use and effects of the

Electronic Battlefield (E.B.)

WARM YOURSELF IN THIS SHEEP'S CLOTHING
Make your own jacket of genuine Wyoming

shearling using my complete kit. It con

tains sheepskins cut to your size, leather

punch, rawhide lacings and complete step

by step directions. No sewing. The jacket you

make in one evening would cost over $100

in a store. In kit form: Only $49.95!

Th: Sand m. your tha.p.k.n f.ck.t kit I am •nctoftmf chick or

m/o for $4995 plus $150 postaga & handling (Total. $51.45)

Nam* — •
-.-——.

Add r««« -~-

City SUtiJ Z'P

Collaga

Circla applicable »il*:

M.I. 32 34 36-38 38-40 40-42 Jackal MM
F.m.la 5-7 910 1214 1*18 *—•*>
E.clu.iv.ly fram: THE BOOTED «MEEPHE*DE*. Francaatawn. MH 03O43

FRIDAY KJl^HT

PIZZA

<

GWMKRS

SPAGHETTI

LASAGM r2:30**

AT THE BLUEWALl

PARKING GARAGE

RATE CHANGE
Effective Monday, Feb. 14, 1972

15c per Hour — 1st thru 5th Hour
75 f Maximun for 1 2 hours which means

6th thru 12th Hours — FREE

13th thru 17th Hours — 15* per Hour

$1.50 MAXIMUM FOR
24 HOURS PARKING
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Boston Prices Come To Amherst

A MIDNIGHT SALE
sale starts promptly at noon Friday and ends Saturday at 5:00 p.m.

RECORDS: —
All Records in Stock
List: $4.98 C $2.94

5.98

6.98
7.98

9.98

D
E
F
G

3.60
4.29
5.20
5.84

Plus the Super Specials:

Bangladesh $9.66 (Limited

Supply)

Chicago IV $7.29

Hot Rocks $5.84
Chicago III $4.99
McCartney "Wings" $2.88

TAPES:
$4.69 each

50% off
on all Memorex
recording tape.

This is not o clear out the crop sale! Amherst Audio received a special shipme nt prior to this sale

Demo and Used Equipment Priced To Go:

.«•*£
axt»«

Rabco SL8-E vertical tracking servo tone arm (used)

Lloyds AM-FM 8-track receiver with speakers (used)

Realistic 7A7 monophonic reel to reel recorder (used)

Toyo 4 channel 8-track player, 20 watts RMS 4-A7 speakers

Rek-O-Kut turntable with base and tone arm (used)

Aztec dulane speaker system list: $169.90 (DEMO)

Craig 2603 portable cassette list: $53.95 (DEMO)

Four channel adapters need no secondary amplifier (new)

$109.00
$70.00

8 Bucks
(new) $150.00

$20.00
$110.00
$33.95
$14.95

NEW STUFF:
Raw Loudspeakers, top quality for do it yourselfers, etc.

American made: 8" woofers - $7.80 each 6 x 9 $5.55 each 5" High Compliance $4.50 each

3" tweeters $2.99 each . . sneakers
Craig Model 3123 floor mount car stereo List: 109.95

D , ^ CDl „ +
..

$9500 w,tn
*•£JJJ

Garrard SL55B changer with base, cover, and fabulous B & D SP14 cartridge $75.00

PE2038 automatic turntable including wood base, dust cover, and B&O^artndge
^ ^ $139.5o

Amherst Audio's own A-7 acoustic suspension speakers, large cabinets $60.00 the pair.

Stereo Systems Worth Buying:
Harmon Kardon 330A, 42 watt R.M.S. FM-Stereo Receiver

Garrard SL55B Changer with Base and Dust Cover

Grado Cartridge
A 7 Loudspeakers C/\-T/\nfl

List. $360.45 *270 Complete

Pioneer SA500 Amplifier

A-7 Loudspeakers
Garrard SL55B Turntable with Grado Cartridge and Base

List. $260.00
$ 195°° Complete

Pioneer SA-800, 80 watt R.M.S. Amplifier

Aztec Picasso Loudspeakers (floor standing)

PE2035 Automatic Turntable, with Base and Dust Cover

B&O SP14A Cartridge

List; $657.45 $47900

GREAT EUROPEAN DREAM MACHINE
B&O Beomaster 60 watt R.M.S. Receiver

B&O Beovox 3700 Bookshelf Speakers

B&O SP12 Magnetic Cartridge (The Best)

Thorens TD150 Mark II Turntable

List: $770.00 $695°°

Pioneer SX990 56 watt R.M.S. FM Receiver

B&O 2700 Bookshelf Speakers

PE 2038 Automatic Turntable equipped, wood base and dust

cover
B&O SP14A Magnetic Cartridge

List: $607.45
$49800 Complete

Four Channel Equipment by

PIONEER on display

FOR THE SERIOUS MUSIC LOVER
Harmon- Kardon Eleven and Twelve Amplifier & Preamplifier

Garrard Zero-100 or Thorens TD150 Turntable

EPI model 100 Loudspeakers
Marantz Model 110 FM Tuner
B&O SP12 Elliptical Magnetic Cartridge, Manual Parastat

If purchased separately, the combined list would be over

$1150.00

980°° Completewith normal installation
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Egbal Ahmad
To Speak

Eqbal Ahmad will be in the

Springfield area this weekend to

speak on "The Trial of the

Harrisburg Eight".

He is one of the eight accused of

conspiring to kidnap Henry
Kissinger, blow up the heating

systems in Washington and raid

draft files. As an Asian and a man
of conscience, he has been com-

pelled to consider American policy

and acts in Indochina.

His visit to the Springfield area is

part of a nationwide celebration in

support of the "Conspirators for

Peace". On Saturday, February

19, at 8 p.m. he will be speaking at

"Off The Runway", a G.I. center

located at the corner of Main and

Cabot Streets in Holyoke.

On Sunday, February 20, at 9:30

a.m. he will be speaking at the

Trinity United Methodist Church,

361 Sumner Avenue, Springfield.

The public is invited.

Swiss Pianist

To Perform Here

CALCUTTA. INDIA-Sen. Edward Kennedy, right, is greeted by

young men and girls as he enters a public hall Tuesday in Calcutta to

attend a recital by musician Ravi Shankar. Man in foreground is

offering Kennedy a bouquet. The senator is returning from a visit to

Bangladesh. (AP Wirephoto by Cable from Calcutta)

C-rotft Co-Of»

i^tfcc Feb. \
All*/ Zl+ll> T

Fellowship Awarded Here
A $5000 fellowship to develop synthetic polymers for purification of

water has been presented to the UMass department of chemical

engineering by the Diamond Shamrock Corp. of Cleveland.

The chemical engineering department will use the grant to study the

preparation and evaluation of new membranes from synthetic polymers

to be used for the purification and recycling of waste water in

municipalities and industry. The research will be directed by Prof.

Robert W. Lenz.

Diamond Shamrock is a diversified producer of chemicals, oil and gas,

and minerals. It is one of the 250 largest industrial companies in the

nation, with sales in excess of $550 million.

It has a broad program for support of higher education, which includes

financial aid for capital fund programs, undergraduate scholarships, full

graduate fellowships, and partial summer fellowships, and a Gift Mat-

ching Program for employee gifts to colleges and universities

The prize-winning, young Swiss

pianist Fernande Kaeser will give

a piano recital at UMass where she

is an assistant professor in the

music department.

The concert will be Wednesday,

Feb. 23, at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. As part of the

University's Faculty Recital

Series, the event is open to the

public, free of charge.

Miss Kaeser, who gave her first

concert when she was 10, started

her musical studies at the age of

seven at the Institut de

Ribaupierre of Vevey. She has also

studied under the late famous

pianist Dinu Lipatti at the Con-

servatoire of Geneva, from which

she graduated in 1949 with highest

honors. Later she studied with

Paolo Denza in Naples and Bruno

Seidlhofer in Vienna.

In 1951, the gifted young pianist

was the only prize winner for piano

at the International Music Com-

petition of Geneva. Three years

later, she was awarded, by

unanimous decision, the first prize

at the International Music Com-

petition of Munich, becoming the

only Swiss pianist ever to have won

this prize.

Fernande Kaeser has performed

widely in Europe, making two

national concert tours for the

Jeunesses Musicales of Swit-

zerland, and performing in concert

and on radio with the greatest

European orchestras, such as the

Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
and the London Philharmonic

Orchestra.

On the program for the Feb. 23

recital are works by Galuppi,

Beethoven, Schubert, Mozart, and

DeBussy.

iscover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February

Combine accredited study with

educational stops in Africa, Aus-

tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000

students from 450 campuses have

already experienced this interna-

tional program. A wide range of

financial aid is available. Write

now for free catalog:

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC12, Orange, Cal. 92666

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

ItfS Plymouth good con*. Power
steering and breaks. Urea good condition

vsinlerlied bucket seala MM. Call Karen

evenings M4-4IM.

Newfoundland, female. 2 I /I yr* old.

champion pedigree (all after 1. II7-M7-

UMI

Must sell «S VVt New eng

new frt end. firm ISM l-MM1»4 or I-S4J-

S2I«. Ml
(heap IM3 Falcon. New Urea automatic

V* engine, need* minor repair. Beat offer

.all eve* MMH!
aim

si Bernard puppies Beady In leave

mother Females AKC paper*. g«*d

pedigree I7S and I IM Call S4»-*MI or SM-

gMJ inn

For aale foreign car part* Alfa parti

and service new Mknelm and Pirelli

snows, regular — cheap, (all l» p.m. — I

a.m. VU-JS3* Try often
If2- in

M Bamkler — Xmeriran • cyl.

rubber Need* *ome eng. work, tune up

( all after S p m Man l* or day S4S-*444

ask for Jim Want I2M.
tn-ii

l.tfe-tlme guarantee IZ-tott battery I >r

old Call S33-WM after S.

trz-u

l*M Volvo 122* automatic Radial Urea

1 7M or best offer Call MS-23M after 4.

112 23

large screen Mack * white TV Ised

far Cancc In—ge. Good condition Price

negotiable Call Ell. «M1S. Perslaf
U2-2S

VW Bus. new. I

after S p.m SM-1472

rack * radio. Call

Mi

Rawer Model 17 hockey skate* Brand

new . Site ». Call Wayne 2S3-2»7»

if: .•:

FOR RENT

AUTO— ASTROLOGY

With the sun In Aquarius squaring

Saturn in Taurus — the Ume has come to

deal with your car! In particular, brake

adjustment and liming. Come Im-

mediately to Spencer » Mobil Service nest

to Post Office.

Mi

BASSIST - DRUMMER
Wanted to Rock and Roll Dig the Stones,

anthlng that moves. Some original tunes

Own equipment. Call Pete or Rich Rm tin

MM. Mi
PHOTOGRAPHIC

Photographer wants open-minded and
very liberal female model* to work 4-5

hours weekly Good hourly pay. will

receive percentage also Exp. not nee., but

mini be willing and attractive \lao In

tere«ted in hearing from girls int. In

photography as aaat. Only sincere apply

Write give details. Box 122 Granny. Mom.
Mat

t/2 II

APARTMENT FOR RENT HIGHTIMES

Greenfield. • rm* . 1 bedrooms , living,

dining rm and kitchen . Kent and hot water

included. No pel* tl*S/mon Call 773-

Mgl after 5M p m
U2-1I

Come hear Happy * Arty Traum of

Woodstock. VY. ( apttol recording artlata

in concert lonlle. Amherst Folklore

(enter. 12.
2-11

Sublet I bdrm. IIM mo.. Includ utll. Mt-

1MC after a.

U2-II

Two-Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. •> month lease

tIKS/month. Includes uUI Call MS 32M

days or «*.V3S7S nltes
114-14

l.reg Rullen plays Sal nlte at the

Kotklorr (enter, across from Lord Jeffrey

Inn (.ood food offered, too. Mare Info —
MMaW.

2-11

WRITERS

Two huge rms. all elec. — carpeted —
mod kitchen, bath disposal— stor.sp Off

Hi m. Montague Ready Mar. I. llJS/mo

( all M7-2MI
U2-23

Writer* I Have you scripts suitable for

TV? I would be interested in production

Kro Russell S4S-3MI between I and 7

tf2-ll

TRAVEL SERVICES
EIROPE Till* SI MMER Call for

outstanding rates and dates M4-SI7I or

MM.
U2-2S

IMS Porsche coupe, eng rebuild.

clutch, tires, battery, brakes: elec

sunroof Must sell, bent reasonable offer.

«*S-43M after * p.m
If2-23

Apt. available, all utll. tarn or unfurn

Call 2S3-2MS or SM-aiWt after at*.

Ml HELP WANTED

M"RI\(. IN AC API LCO IIM H days 7

nights via Inlv Jet IK «. Open only to

student*, employee* and lamllles of I

colleges (all SM-SI7C Mi

Term papers" for all (objects. Low
rale* National Writers (nop (all 253-

7332. Ml
Amherst Andlo services, stereo com-

ponent*, tape deck* for home or car M
No Pleasant it . 2M-HI33

tf*em

WANTED

Bulch. cond .IIM (all 2S3-72SI

U2-22

New member* far the Distinguished

Visitor* Program Application* at Student

Activities Office thru Feb II. Apply

IMTT Ford Falcon. Very good condlUon.

interior and exterior ISM with tape deck

(all 323-7gM ask far Jake or Joyce.

y'
KMH

Women age »-» lor Psychological

study of female cycle I* hours paid

participation over three month* Prefer

non-contraceptive pill users Call Mrs

Cotton. S4223S4. «:M-4:M.

Spring vacation N days on Spanish

Riviera I2*t Rndtrp Jet. hotel, etc Call

lover Krensky »7Wneeler. S4S-24I2. 2*13.

or 242*.
tf2-S

hi \ W Bus with I month old rebuilt

engine, gas healer, good tires (iood shape

inside and out Only M7S (all 2SM2W
2 I*

Female roommate — IM/mo. Includes

all Quiet, comfortable. S mln to campus

No leaae. Call 2M-MSI.
liz-lf

TR4 great mech condition complete Ign

replacement rebuilt carbs and gen. 4 new

radials. rebuilt trana. ISM. Call 2S2-M77.
U2-2S

Need to bay - Physic* 141-2 book by

Sear* * Zemanaky Will talk an price. Aak

for Kathy in 424: MM WML

Oversea. Jobs for students. Australia

F.urope. S. America. Africa, etc All

professions and occupations. I70« to I3.*M

monthly Expene* paid, overtime,

sightseeing. Free information Write. Job*

Ovrr*ea». Dent Q3. bos 1M7I. Son Diego.

IfMI

«..i South spring break Bermuda —
rrreport - Acapuko — Puerto Rico. «-

dav package* from DM. Escape In-

ternational, call Peggy 2SMM7
tfZ-2*

nUTERNVTIONAl. JOBS Furone. So

\mrrtca. Asia. Australia. 1 .8.A.

openings in all fields - Social I I

Itusiness Science* Fngrg Educ etc

Maska construe * pipeline* work ISM
wkl> Summer or perm Pd e»pen

bonuses, travel Info 13 Money back

guarantee Write International Km
plovmrnl. Ho» 721 MSI« Peabody . Ma»*
iil'l

I 21-24 II I*

ROOMMATES WANTED

American Youth Ho* tie* Trips to Japan,

depart Oakland June M or NYC July M.

all or eight weeks. Call 253-MM for In

formation
tf2-24 FLYING MACHINES

FOR SALE

Fireplace wood 4-anle apple * hard-

woods. 1/2 cord lot. H 123. Call M»Ml k>

Thar*, for delivery the following week.
t/2-24

Artisans, cmftamen: The Cotlecttr. II

Bridge St. Northampton, ha* workshop

and display space available for leaae. SM-

ISM
U3-I

Honda 3Mc I or c b 2or3yrs old. good

or repairable cond Call Pete 2M-M73
2-11

Skis - Roaalgnol Strati* IM cm..

Salomon M4 binding*, both brand new with

gaarantee. IIM or make offer. Call Paula

M"*3
112-22

PERSONAL

Harman Kardon 630 Twin Powered 60 Watt R.M.S. Receiver
PE 2038 Automatic Turntable with Wood Base and Dust Cover
B&O SP14A Cartridge
EPI 100 Speakers

List: $635.00 $500°°

Very large antique track. 1121. white.

not running bat reatoraale Located

Orange Coanty. NY. IIM. Amherat. M»-

l**2

Thanks. Jake. yaaYe a real asrell gay

The rm* was fantastic. Lave. Ann. Aad

drop dead while vou're at It

112-11

Female roommate wanted for Rolling

Gr. IM-7S Call 2S3-7MI. Ml
F roommate wanted, avail. Mar. I.

isa/mo . Include* utll Rolling Green Call

*" «-"»»
U2-22

Hrand new apt at River Glade to share

with one person. Rent Is very reasonable

MM a can anytime 2S3-2U7. Its very nice

Apt. »'«
tf2-22

SUBLET

Z bdrm. 2 bath, din g * IK g rm. ht . 4

water Inrl Can fit 3 to 4 sla. On CM bus

route Call after S:M at S«*2M. Avail

March I. Mi
Sublet large eft. modern appliance*

mrludes all utUitle*. Country living. II2S.

pr. mo. Call M74SS7 after • p.m
Ml

SAI.I.Y MASH" KEI.IFRMW *
BID CORT TAKE OFF< '. > FRIDAY
KVENING IN "BBEW8TER Mel LOt D
*IAIIAR.«:JWI:2a-M:2». DIRECT ED BY
ROHERT ALTMAN (MASH l.

U2-2S

TERMPAPERS

To all the Mexicans on 3N-A boar I* a

pig. with taaka!
2-11

F roommate wanted to *hare frahed S

room apt In Northampton Own bdrm ITt

« utll Call Lax M4-4M3 day*.

Sublet. I bdrm IIM. ma Includ utll 149-

3M< after «.

U2-22

3Smm Yashlca Electro. 3S model., plu* 1

3x Telephoto and «x wide angle lenses

leather case* far all. Excel cond. Call t
iK7t ... ..112-22

( reatlve writers, artlat needs orig

material to lllus for art project. Please

help Call Chrtstln S4HMU dafly. Pax

Vobl^um

2 F roommate* wanted. Maat be willing

to live In Soath Deer. Appra* 145 a month

t all 317-gMf M-F 1241

TRUMPET INSTRUCTION

Prof, trumpet instruction, all level* —
aspect, of Improv. ft harmony. Lessons In

my N-Hamp. *ndla. CaH S27-4WI74 bet

II am- -a. ^
Snow Tire* Sempertt Radtol PaVM,

mounted on M( .B dtac wheela IM pr Call

S4t-M«7 or S4S-2SM and aak for Gib

Jacques — Have I kept you walling

Vour secret life ht *afe with me. Ren-

dervmr*? I'm willing Reply In classifieds

112-22

LOST TYPING

AMHERST AUDIO
Royal portable typewriter, w/carrylng

case, new ribbon, owners manual, top

condition. I IS. see at 313 South College. S-

0*21. G. Wilson

Janet Wllaon Happy Twentieth from the

Pub Mahaa.

lost brown pocketbook Wed . MS SBA
or 227 Boyd. Please return soon V
llarrop. Reward!

112-22

Typing — the«e*. dissertation*, etc.

fast: accurate. Proofreading, editing if

desired. Have Greek A Science symbol*.

2S3-3MI.
tfsem

REFRIGERATORS ENTERTAINMENT BOOK WANTED

Rrown suede afgan «••• m,0> m
Turkey, asking IM. Call *-«M2 never

If2-11

S year guarantee made by Delmonlco, 3

ruble foot. IIS: S cubic foot IM. Call Gary

SM-7R33. Mi

3 tickets and ride to Jonl Mitchell 2-2S-73

Music Hall. Call S4»-«2I2 after I.

H2-23

Current Perspectlvea in Social Psych.

Hollander * Hunt. 3rd edit.. *-S7M.

Quality reference material — original

work and copies Term paper, of Am herst

.

Rm 117. Amherst. Carriage Inn. N.

Pleasant St. 2M-4IM
U2-2S

Exceptional Appoiiunity

for Married Couples
Earn extra money part time.

Tremendous potential No obligation CaH
Mr*. Narrl* for appointment l-M«-4£»4

112-22

LECTURE NOTES

Note* far Botany IM. Econ 125. Geol IM.

Phil l«S. Gov IM. IM. Sac Mil. 2M. 217. Zoo

1*1. CIS on sale in Room 31* Student In Ion

tf-2-23

SES Nate* for Micro \m. Iltot IM. Econ

121. P*ych 1*1. »2. 2*3. 2*5. 270. 2M. Ml.

32S. 27». 2M.MI. 32Sand Food Sri 1*1 Rm
3IR Student 1 1. Lobby

UMI
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ACTION LAB:
GED tutors and seminar directors:

we will leave for the jail Mon. nite.

The bus leaves Whitmore at 6: 15 p.m.

We will not be working with the in-

mates but all those who plan to tutor

must attend.

BAHA'I ASSOCIATION:
Baha'i Assoc, meeting, very im-

portant! Tues. Feb. 22, 7:00 p.m, Rm.

164 171 CC.
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
The bus for the school will be

leaving Whitmore at 12:45 on Sat.,

Feb. 19. It will leave Belchertown at

3:30. All are welcome to come.

DEBATE UNION:
Debate between U.R.I, and UAAass

on Resolved: That force is the mid

wife of every old society pregnant

with a new one. Debate will be held

on Tues., Feb. 22 at 8 P.M. in 104

Thompson.
GORMAN HOUSE BABYSITTING
SERVICE:
Do you

Availables

House. Call

HILLEL:
Fri. evening services. Tonight 7:30

p.m. Hillel Rooms.
Israeli Dancing: Sun. night 7:00

p.m. Hillel Rooms.
MELVILLE COFFEEHOUSE:
A benefit coffeehouse with Ed

Vodas and the premiere of Chuck and

Craig. Sat. 19 at 7:00 p.m. in the

Melville Date Room. All are most

welcome.
MERRIAM WEBSTER
Friend a person attached to

another by Respect and Affection.

MOBE:
The next MOBE meeting will be

Mon., Feb. 21, at 8:00 p.m. in the

Franklin Rm., 2nd floor S.U. All are

welcome.
MUSICIANS:

Entertainers will be needed for a

Newman Club coffee house, Sat.,

Feb. 26. If interested, call Ralph at 6

8658 after Mon.

OUTING CLUB:
Meeting Mon. 6:30 p.m. in 165 CC.

There will be a lecture on frostbite

and we shall discuss upcoming trips.

PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP:
Herald Feinstein, nationally known

photographer is offering a 10 session

workshop at UMass for beginners

and advanced amateurs. Enrollment

NOTICES
free. Two sections limited to 20

students each. Come to the old

library in the School of Ed. today,

2:30 p.m.

PICO SKI TRIP:
Anyone wishing to ski Pico Peak

Sat., Feb. 26, call Grant at 546 6800 or

Chris in Rm. 422 at 545-2302.

RECREATION MAJORS:
Attention Rec. Majors or other

interested people The Rec. Society

will hold an open Coffee Hour, Feb. 22

at 8 p.m. in CC 904 908. Come talk

with the professors, block student

and other majors or just take a coffee

break.

SIGMA ALPHA MU FILMS:

Can "Brewster McCloud" really

fly? Find out you sly fun loving dog.

I ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
need a babysitter?

registered in Gorman
5464546.

SYDKrYOMAM-

Sally Kellerman and Bud Cort star

Fri. evening, Feb. 25, Mahar Aud.,

6:30^8:30 10:30.

We all live in a Yellow Submarine.

March 4.

THETA CHI HAPPY HOUR:
The Brothers of Theta Chi will have

Happy Hour Festivities before the

'Hockey Game on Fri. evening, Feb.

18, from 4:00 to 6:00. Alt are

welcome.

SWINGING SINGLES:
Tonight bi monthly party for all

persons interested in good talk,

music, drink, and the opposite sex. At

9:00 in Alumni Hall. Slight admission

charge. Free refreshments!

THETA CHI RUSH:
The Brothers of Theta Chi

Fraternity cordially invite all in

terested University Men to come and

meet us on Tues. evening, Feb. 22,

7:00 9:00 p.m.

LOST:
Prose Friction notebook lost. Need

notes. Please call Carol 253-5223 and

restore my faith in mankind!

Green and white scarf. Sentimental

value. Call 6 6069 or 6-6524.

FOUND:
Some keys in Boyden Men's Locker

Room on Feb. 17. Call Dick at 546

9829.

PINNING:
Marilyn Moos, 74, 413 Van Meter to

David Wheeler, 74, 304 Field.

ENGAGEMENTS:
Sherry Makepeace, 70, Radcliffe to

Richard J. Maclnerney, 70, UMass.

Mary Ellen Radziewicz, 74, Van

Meter So. to Paul Dumanowski, 71,

St. Anselm's.

Susan Keane, 72, U. Park Apts. to

Harold Streeter, 73, U. Park Apts.

Krystyna Borowski, 72, Brooks to

Kevin Wallace, 73, Harvard.

MARRIAGE:
Karen Rood, 72, Brooks to Robert

Clark, 71, Fairfield, Conn.

superficial

smiles'

"get these clothes

out of here!
9

sale
VESTS

-

30

25

Now 12.00
" 11.00

JERSEYS

4

5.50

6

7.50

12

Now 2.00
" 2.50
" 3.00
" 4.00
" 5.50

The classical Virgo wants to be
of service-can help those in

trouble and can know what is

good or otherwise where health is

concerned. Virgo can also be
neat to the point of exasperation.

A reader named Janet writes

from Chicago to complain that

her Virgo mother is so neat that

"she even puts paper under the

cuckoo clock."

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Public reaction to your efforts is

sudden and intense. Not so good
now for partnerships marriage
and other important relation

ships subject to change. Maintain
equilibrium. Keep sight of goal

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Deal with elements, persons that

cause you to feel confined. Break
free; express yourself. Com
municate. Teach and learn. Co-

operate in project that gets you
inside and on ground floor. You
will comprehend
GEMINI (May 21 June 20):

Strive to reach understanding at

home. You will need moral
support. Quick changes occur.

There is much speculation, but

not so much in way of factual

information. Hold off on long

range commitment.
CANCER (June 21 July 22):

What appeared settled may be
due for somewhat of an
upheaval Many of your views
change Basic concepts could

undergo transformation. Pisces

is involved Be aware of property

values. Get appraisal.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Steer

clear of one who is erratic driver.

You are likely to be on the move.
Carelessness now can result in

accident Stick to proved
methods, familiar paths. Gain
shown if you adhere to con
servative course.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22)

Don't hang on to losing

propostion. You are not com
mitted to bear another's burden
or loss. Emerge from emotional
cocoon You have a life of your
own to live. Get rid of foolish

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22)

Circumstances seem to take

over. Key now is to make your

own way. Revere your in-

dividuality. Don't follow crowd.
Various complications will

unravel. One close to you ac
tually does want to understand.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21):

You make discovery which can
result in future gain. Realize you
have something of worth. Don't

sell short. You don't have all

necessary information. Be wary
about confiding to friend.

Discretion is important.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec.

21): Friends act in unorthodox
manner. It doesn't pay now to

heed one who is impulsive. You
may be attracted, but this could

be very temporary. Meaning will

come across. Opposite sex is

involved. Emotions strive to

dominate.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan.

19): Invest in your own beliefs

Crystallize ideas. Take a chance
on abilities Stick to what you
know, despite temptation to do
otherwise. Study Sagittarius
message Emotional logjam will

be released.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

Not favorable for travel. More
planning is required. Change is

necessary, but it need not be
abrupt Base actions on facts, not

fantasies. Look ahead to

foreseeable opportunity. Realize

that further analysis is needed
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20):

Financial affairs ara activated

Family responsibility is em
phasized Question of loans and
payments are likely to arise

Remove mystery clouds. Get to

heart of matter. Frank
discussion should be advocated

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIR
THDAY your humanitarian
instincts ara outstanding. At

times, however, you feel you
know what is best and insist on
doing things your own way
Mostly, you are right. Always, it

could be said, your motives are
noble. Upcoming months may
find you caught up in social

whirl. The month of May could be

most significant.
Copyright 1972, Gen. Fea

Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Limb
4 Smallest

number
9 Anger
12 Anglo Saxon

money
13 Bury
14 Conjunction

15 Long, deep cuts

17 Climbing
device

19 Metal fastener

20 Bluing

21 Hurried

23 Preposition

24 Taut

27 Conducted

28 Planet

30 Cook slowly

31 Paid notice

32 Common
mineral (pi )

34 Symbol for

tellurium

35 High

37 Command to

cat

38 Equality

39 Girl's name

41 Hebrew month

42 Cronies
(colloq)

43 Native of Asia

45 Electrified

particle

46 Young lady

48 Declares

51 Guido's high

note

52 Reason
54 Falsehood

55 Existed

56 Go in

57 Resort

DOWN

1 Piece of cut

timber

2 Period of time

3 Panted for

breath

4 Hold on
property

5 Abstract being

6 Near
7 Of the same

material

8 Characteristic

9 Set in. as
margin

10 Fish eggs

1

1

Be mistaken

16 Concealed

18 Frock

20 Native of Africa

21 Writing tablet

22 Foot lever

23 Paddles

25 Bristlelike

26 Pitchers

28 Parent (colloq.)

29 Pierce

32 Consecrate

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

lAlSlP

33 Latin 45 Roman road

conjunction 46 Condensed

36 South moisture

American 47 A state (abbr

)

animals 48 Employ

38 Jury lists 49 Tear

40 Female relative 50 Ocean

42 Vessel 53 Guido's low

44 Wolfhound note
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Gymnasts Face Nav
In Home Finale

By JANE CROOK
The UMass Varsity Gymnastics team will make their last home

appearance of the 1971-72 season tomorrow afternoon in the Boyden

Auxiliary Gym when they host Navy, in a meet slated to get un-

derway at 2 p.m. UMass, currently sporting a 5-2 record, is looking

for a big win, following a feeble, although winning, performance

over Syracuse last weekend.

As was anticipated, as in all "easy meets, the team was not as

sharp as they were against Springfield. Saturday will have to be a

different story. Coach Bill Savering's Midshipmen, now 2-3 in

Eastern League Competition, have been improving steadily all

season, and could prove to be a serious challenge for the Redmen.

Although we defeated Navy by a 153.25-148.00 score last year, a

much closer meet is anticipated tomorrow afternoon. This team,

the best one Navy has had in years, is capable of scoring in the 154-

155 range. This means everyone is going to have to come through

for UMass if we are to emerge unscathed, with another win to carry

to Temple.
Leading UMass on Saturday will be senior co-captains Ton Vacca

and Dave Genest. Both gymnasts are seasoned competitors and

E.I.G.L. medalists. Shoulders willing, Vacca will pace the Redmen

in the all-around event, with Steve Scuderi and Rich Seikunas

supplying the added depth. UMass will go basically with the same

specialist line-up that scored 155 at Springfield. Coach Kjeldsen will

be relying on strong routines from John Calabria and Jack Berner

on floor, Lenny Aubrey and Steve Nelson on sidehorse, Jay

Aronstein and John Oliver and Tom Myslicki on high bar, all of

whom were outstanding in the close Springfield meet.

Vital scores for the Redmen will come from Vacca, who despite a

hampering shoulder injury, had strong performances on the floor,

vaulting, and horizontal bar at Springfield, and from Scuden who

won the all-around there and a first on high bar. Coming off of a

promising performance at Syracuse, Lenny Aubrey will be an

integral part of the all-important sidehorse score.

Event for event, sidehorse and vaulting look to be decisive. Navy

boasts a dynamite sidehorse duo. the best in the East, possibly the

country Swanson and Worthington have scored around 9.4-9.5 in

competition this year. Floor Exercise will be a toss-up. but UMass

should win rings, giving us a slight advantage at intermission.

The second half will be reaUy tight. The teams are very evenly

matched on parallel bars and high bar, making the outcome im-

possible to predict The home court and crowd should give the

Redmen an edge. —
Hopefully the team is on its way out of an injury and illness

slump, and will get it aU together on Saturday It'll be a close one.

-r-^***************^*^^

Commentary

Is The World Hockey
Association For Real?

By STEVE TRIPOLI
Last Monday the newly formed

World Hockey Association held its

first player draft, drafting not only

some promising young amateur

talent but also many of the

National Hockey League's greatest

stars. This somewhat bizarre

situation immediately brings the

following question to the minds of

many hockey fans: Can the WHA
really expect to successfully pull

such a move off?

There are of course those among
us whose first reaction to such an

idea would be to laugh, except

somehow we can't forget that there

once was an organization called

the American Football League

which was the source of much
derisive laughter as late as five

vear ago.

But there are a few obvious

differences between the AFL of old

and the WHA of today While the

WHA has been purportedly

dangling some huge amounts of

cash in front of a few of the

"name" players of the National

Hockey League, it is doubtful that

they possess the kind of money that

the original AFL owners had

Furthermore, the AFL (this also

applies to a similar situation facing

the ABA ) was smart enough not to

tangle with the far and away more
powerful NFL when the new league

began, even if it meant the in

dignity of playing their games in

such places as the old Polo

Grounds in New York City (the

original home of the present New
York Jets)

In this somewhat humble
manner the AFL managed to avoid

the early death that would surely

have been theirs had they decided

to tangle with established power

While everyone was laughing, the

front office people of the league

quietly molded a legitimate

football force which stummed the

sports world one day in early

January 1968 when the New York

Jets took on the "invincible"

Baltimore Colts in Super Bowl III.

But the WHA has decided to

challenge the big money from the

word go. This course of action will

inevitably lead to its death. This is

not to say that the almighty power

of the NHL should not be

challenged, but the fact of the

matter is that like it or not it is the

power to reckon with in the hockey

world, and the WHA has chosen to

reckon with this power in a self-

annihilating way.

Instead of wasting its time

drafting big name NHL stars, few

of which will even seriously con-

sider the offer, the WHA should be

concentrating on getting some

good young talent into the fold. In

this manner they might be able in a

few years to pull the kind of sur-

prise that the AFL pulled off in

Super Bowl III. As things stand

now, the WHA is chasing pie in the

sky and their inane and unrealistic

policy is going to net them very

scanty returns.

So the WHA starts out with a

double edged disadvantage. They

are challenging a power that is too

big for them and they are blowing

the chance to get some good talent

by reaching for unrealistic goals.

Add the two together and it's not

hard to see that by trying to gain

too much too fast the WHA will end

up with nothing at all.

Women's B-Team Gymnasts Win
Bn STKVKCARY

In the tri-gymnastics meet held

Wednesday, our women's B team,

the gymnasts' equivalent of junior

varsitv. found themselves on a

higher level of competition than

either Salem State College or the

University of Connecticut The

respective team scores of 76.35.

51.25. and 50.25 clearly indicate a

"meet within a meet" between

Salem and UConn. but in view of

superior performances from

Ten Pin

BOWLING
Boyden Gym
MONDAY—
SATURDAY

4:30 10:30pm.

(except during

league play)

UMass. it was an interesting

contest at best Women's training

coach Virginia Evans is now

primarily concerned with the ten

more points our B-team will have

to find to comfortably compete in

approaching events.

It is notable that of the possible

twelve top places, that is the

highest three scores in the four

rvents (floor exercise, sidehorse

vaulting, balance beam, and

uneven bars). UMass took ten

Beginning with floor ex.. Thanne

Toth's finely styled execution won

easily at 7.55. with Candy Gross

second at 7.3. and Marion Kulick

third, with a possibly over

exhuberant 7 05. Side horse

vaulting was won by Judy Cardozo

with a 7 05. and then came Salem

State second and third with

D'Augustino at 5 5 and Casper at

5.35. Balance beam, the event

which demands the most con

centration for success, was won by

the surprise performance of Diane

Metzler with 6.45. who was

followed by Judy Cardozo at 6.05.

with Candv Gross and Marion

Kulick tying at 5.8. Finally,

unevens closed the evening with

the best routine of the meet per-

formed by Thanne Path at 7.6,

followed by injured teammate

Heidi Armstrong at 6.0. with Judy

Cardozo in third at 5.4.

Although out of ten possible

points these scores seem low. they

must be judged in accordance with

the level of gymnastics these

performers have achieved B-team

work is an important part of a

gymnast's career and taken as

seriously as the higher levels by

the concerned performer This

team's line-up will certainly be

improving and contributing

positively to this university's

gymnastics.

THANNE POTH of the women's gymnastics squad is shown here

in part of her floor routine.

fuoinvEisALDC8jeTCALL:584 5 171 O r 586 2440
Only 40 seat, iv.ilabl. open only to .todenu, •»"P,0V«« «"d ffT!1^*

• f 5 collet also: EUROPE

™

,sSUMMER
CALL rot 001 00TSTAm>«« RATES AM) DATES TO BW0F1 TIM SDMMEK

GET RICH

WHILE YOU SLEEP

emzw

Now?

Call about our wookly Infottmoni Somtaart,

586-2211

NEW ENGLAND REALVEST

It may be the most important call you ever made

BASEMENT SALE
LAST DAYS!!

JEANS only $2.99

JERSEYS only $1.99
while they last

plus Final Reductions on:

Cords - Knits, and Dress Pants - Ridiculous Prices!!

35SS
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Weekend CardJsFuU
Runners Vie For Title

By MDC STAFF
Tomorrow the UMass trackmen

seek to dethrone the defending

indoor champion Huskies of UConn
in the Conference Championships

at Orono. Maine. This year's meet

should be the best balanced

competition held in recent years.

With the addition of Boston

University and Holy Cross as well

as the upgraded program at the

University of Maine the perenial

powers, UMass and UConn should

O'Brien. "It will be a tough test

physically for a young team but

I'm more aware of the mental

pressures on a team that has 17 out

of 30 people who have never been to

a conference championship meet.

We should trail by a large point

spread early, due to the order of

events and our strengths and

weaknesses. We are aware of this

and we'll keep our poise so that it

doesn't affect our performances in

our strong point scoring events. We

IM)l 1 I 0*CONNELL AND MIKE MCLL'SHER will run the 2 mile in

the YanConuhile Bill Cillin (third in line) will run the mile. Photo by

Tom Derderian who sat that race out but will run the 2 mile

tomorrow also

conference champions in cross

country, have proven their ability

and only have to do it one more

time. Junior Rich Barry and fresh-

man Randy Thomas have no

conference experience but have

proven that they are great con-

petitors against tough Ivy League

opponents.

Doug O'Connell, Mike
McLusher. Bill Geller and Tom
Derderian are all potential place

winners in the two mile and run

very well together in the big meets.

Steve Levine and Steve Cuminan

look for fast times in the 600, and

face New England champion Rich

Comeau from Holy Cross who must

be a decided favorite. Levine and

Cuminan join Graves and fresh-

man Tom Beland in the mile relay

that will surprise a lot of opponents

since they have not yet run as a

team.
The 1000 yard run now finds

seven men within a second of each

other in the rankings. Al Mangan is

a senior; placing in the conference

880 for two years. Arnold Muse and

John Maloney have placed in the

conference middle distance events

in the past two years and together

with milers Rich Barry and Randy
Thomas will form a two mile relay-

event that will be the final event of

the afternoon

We could surprise in the

jumping events.'' said O'Brien.

Ed Shaughnessy. Steve Bradley

and Mike Geroghty have been

narrowly missing on long jumps

that will place them this week
Shaughnessy and freshman Mark
Hughes have looked bery good in

the high jump, an event where 4

inches separates 10 competitors.

receive a stiff challenge for the

team title

Maine could be considered the

darkhorse" relates Coach Ken
ii Bnen Five years ago. at Maine

they surprised e\ cry one and easily

won the championship This

the Black B«WI have a new tartan

track in their spacious field house

and the Maine trackmen have

ponded with quality per

formances With the fine com-

petition and one of the best indoor

field h kfl New England,

nearly every meet record is in

leopardv

I would think it will take fifty

points to win the meet and we have

the strength to do it." continued

know that as the meet progresses

we will be scoring at a faster rate

than anyone else We could score

ten points in the last event alone

and we want to do all we can early

to make these points count
"

Among the point scoring

potential, the Redmen posses

talented array of sprinters and

hurdler

Tony Pendleton. Dennis Busa.

Ed Haywood and Ron Harris are

all veterans of conference com
petition and its great to have ex

perience in the sprints where one

mistake can be disastrous Jim

Groves is another veteran and the

top hurdler in New England
"

The distance men already

gaily ©nUpgian

SPORTS

Hoopsters Host URI
By EAHI.E BXRROI.I

Rhode Island basketball has

been nothing less than an out and

out bummer this season Ac
ling to preseason basketball

magazines they were given their

pick of post season tournaments on

a silver platter, they were given

the Yankee Conference title by

default of the others and they were

giv«n the New England title with

little more than a token struggle

But some twenty games later,

the Rams are a struggling ball club

with only one goal in mind, that

being to capture the Yankee
( onference title and try to save a

minute portion of the face they

have already lost.

Tomorrow at 2 p.m., that's right

2 p.m., these same Rams will be at

Curry Hicks Cage to battle the

Redmen for the lead in the Yankee
Conference both teams are 4 1

t RI coach Tom Carmody is big

on transfers and this season he

ui-nt all out and imported the finest

ones around in Don Blackman
from Duke. Tom Barao from

Wisconsin. Tom Leone from
Tennessee and Robbie Young from

the junior college ranks

But as coach Ray Wilson of

I Mass has pointed out. "You can't

expect to bring in material from

other schools and have a closely

put together team right off the

bat."

This has indeed been the

problem for Rhody this season Too

many one-man shows, too much
selfishness and in the main too

much inconsistency.

Right now URI is struggling just

over the .500 mark but is coming

off a big upset over Providence and

this shows just what type of team it

is uhen it can ship the Friars and a

team like Duquesne < 20th ranked

at the time) and then come back

and play poorly against Boston

College. Richmond and lose to

Maine at Orono
There is no doubt that they will

pose a serious threat to UMass
Their size alone is awesome. 6'8.

6'9.6'6 up front and 6'3. 6'4 in the

backcourt The best two players

come right from the Rhody system

in Steve Rowell at forward and

Phil Hickson at guard The other

starters will be Blackman, Young
and Barao

Skaters Busy
By TOM PLANT

The UMass Redmen hockey team will be hosting a pair of Maine

colleges as their opponents in this weekend's hockey action.

Colby College will face-off against the Redmen at Orr Rink

tonight at 7:30, and a very strong Bowdoin College sextet will be

here for an afternoon game tomorrow at 3:00.

The Colby club hasn't played any of its games out of Division II

thus far in the season, and have compiled a record of 8-8-1. In their

first meeting, UMass swamped Colby by a score of 6-1, but that

showing by Colby can not be considered significant in relation to

tonight's match. It was only their second game of the season while

the Redmen had already had seven games under their belts. And

THE LAST L- .E of defense is the goalkeeper and I Mass has a

great one in P.J. Flaherty. The Redmen face a big weekend with

three games in four nights and the senior goaltender is going to be a

busy man. (MDC photo by Pete Manera)

Colby's first game was three weeks previous to the UMass game
So. the Redmen tonight will be playing a considerably better tean.

than the one they met way back in December
The Bowdoin College Polar Bears don't want anything more than

a big victory over UMass tomorrow. Now that it has been an-

nounced that Bowdoin apparently won't be defending their Division

II title because of the ECAC decision, the Polar Bears will be out to

prove their championship status.

Along with Vermont and UMass. Bowdoin has only one loss in

Division II play, and would still have an excellent chance to take

the top seed in the race.

The New England Small College Athletic Conference, which is

composed of Bowdoin. Colby, Amherst, Hamilton, Middlebury, and
Williams, contends that because of the amount of travelling that

would be necessary in the eight-team playoff system, participation

would be too much of a burden on studies.

Coach Canniff gives this example, "If Bowdoin should fail to

draw a bye for the first game, it would be conceivable that they

would have to travel to Buffalo on the first Saturday, and then

possibly to Oswego. NY. for the second game on Wednesday, and
then to somewhere else on the next Saturday. Three long trips in

one week could be too much."
This is the feeling of the NDSCAC presidents, but Coach Canniff

believes that there is still a very strong possibility that Bowdoin
will be in the playoffs, perhaps due to student pressure at the

college Either way, Bowdoin 's going to be flying high tomorrow
The Redmen will be coming off a strong performance on Wed-

nesday night when they were edged by UNH in overtime.
By the way, if for some reason you can't make it down to Orr

Rink for Saturday's game, it will be televised by the educational
network on Channel 57.

i

UMass will have to run against

this team Without the big guys of

past, this year's team has been at a
loss for rebounds and to negate this

they will have to try to tire the big

team down.
Rhode Island is really hard to

compare to any team UMass has
played this year They're a big

disappointment like Harvard.
They're extremely big like B.U or

UConn. but there's something
about those transfers that set it

aside from the rest.

If they put it together, like on

paper, they are man for man as

good as there is in the east But

they haven't, it might take another

year... Carmody is thinking of

scrapping the transfer program for

he has already died a thousand
deaths during this season

UNH A "Hold" In Grapplers' Countdown
Ky JOHN ROCK

The countdown is on for the

I Mass wrestlers as the New
England Intercollegiate Wrestling

Association (NEIWA) Tournament

is only eight days away The

i ountdown must be held, though,

because of a match The last one ol

the season and the one that should

tell the Redmen what to expect of

thi last Yankee Conference team

thty must wrest

k

"he Wildcats of New Hampshire

are the eighth ranked team in the

NEIWA poll and could be really up

for the match. It is a long journey

to Durham and the Wildcats are

not any pushover team, as justified

by the fact that they are on the

toughest schedule in New England

They offer Larry Woods at 167

pounds as the Captain and
probably best competitor. Woods
hails from Pittsburgh. Pa and

wrestled his high school days in

one of the best wrestling areas in

the country. The Redmen have

Mike Duffy stepping onto the mat
against him Mike has an im-

pressive wrestling pedigree. State

Runner Up in New York and an

excellent freshman record.

The rest of the New Hampshire

team is primarily boys from the

state and they have done a

respectable job this season. They

gave Dartmouth a run for the

money before finally losing and did

the same against Central Con-

necticut.

The team has had some harder

than usual practices in preparation

for the tournament Some weight

lifting has been added to the

workouts to accompany the

drilling and conditioning The

Redmen may exhibit signs of this

added training device in much the

same way as they did last year

before the New Englands. They
wrestled the Engineers from MIT
and did not look impressive due to

soreness In fact the MIT coach
came up to Coach Barr after the

match and said "I think we could

have beaten you." Such was not the

case the following week, however,
as the UMass grapplers did not

lose one bout to a man from MIT.
A different lineup will be

boarding the bus for Durham this

Saturday. It will have at 1 18 pounds
Barry Godowsky, who has
wrestled most of the season at 126.

Barry made the decision to godown

for the New Englands in hopes that

he will be closer to a title. In the

spot that Barry has vacated will be

Mike McGlaughlin who has seen

most of his action at 134. Mike feels

much better at 126 because the size

and strength factors are a little

more in his advantage
At Itt the Redmen might have to

give (Nil six points for a forfeit

because it is doubtful that anybody

can make weight for this sport. A
possibility is moving Dave Amato
into the 126 berth and letting

McGlaughlin go back to 134 for one

more.

Poor Richard's
"the compendium for the spirit..." A Weekly Magazine

THE HASSLES OF A SUPERSTAR

Federalizing The Holyoke Range
Bv CYNTHIA F NADREAU

The waters are remarkably pure

and light I ry where pure, potable

The beautiful river " - early 19th

century.
The Reverend Timothy Dwight,

President of Yate College 179ft, went on

to enumerate the beauty of the hills,

bluffs, and mountains He wrote of the

many towns, villages, and hamlets with

their neat schoolhouses and lofty church

spires, all of them works of prosperity

and improvement ' Throughout the

recorded history of New England, much

has been written about the significance

of the Connecticut River, of its im-

portance to the Indian and to thi'

Colonial settler, and to all those who

have followed < >ne theme runs con-

tly throughout thi' history the

landing beauty of the valley

In more recent times, equally

descriptive observations have been

made though not necessarily is

irable One of those, a study called

the Connecticut River National

Recreation Area study in IW9,

ionized the beauty of the river and

the need to preserve the once peaceful

setting

It took eons to build the beauty of the

Connecticut River Valley The slash of

bulldozers can rapidly take it away
only constant vigilance safeguards our

natural heritage-only tar sighted

planning will make sure that future

generations will enjoy the- precious
till retain today We I

act to safeguard the future

Senator Ribi<

\ffer collaboration between Slate and

local officials, planning agencies

private organizations and others and
after factors relating to the present and

future use of the Connecticut Valley

were reviewed, including land use

geology, current and anticipated

recreation participation, socioeconomic

characteristics stei quality, and
portation, a bill was introduced to

ite a Recreation P. irk

"For a region which now has no

national park, 1 recommend the study of

Connecticut River National

Recreation \re.i along New England's

larg" r in the

Hampshire Vei monl
and ConiM

President Johnson

Con f on page three
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Aardvarks

The Overthrow: Part Four
Nick and I floated out of Kennedy Tower after making our visit

with Franklin the Great (Vender of the Allusive canabis sativa).

Scraps of the dialogue left behind in that infamous room were still

sifting there way through my head.

"You've got to let the energy flow through your body, man. The

energv from the Universe has got to flow easily. You've got to eat

LSD " That was Franklin the Great and his methodology for living.

•cat LSD", he continued, "bum out. blow your mind. 'Cause when

vour mind is bummed out and blown away, man, all the bad vibes

and concentrations of bad energy get blown to pieces. " He added as

an afterthought "Your mind comes back later, man, but it comes

back in a completely new design. LSD is the key. eat it."

Now, Franklin ispractically a vegetable. He's harmless as long

as vou don't buv any of his acid. Buy his dope though. It's second to

none I should add that Franklin is a bit touched in the prefrontal

lobe when it comes to revolutionary causes. He was willing to give

us fifty ounces for "the cause". When you figure that there are only

about two hundred students in the English 125 program that gives

each a quarter of an ounce He also wanted to lead an attack on the

Campus Center (calling it "that great barf-burger in the sky) but

we ignored him and smoked a joint of the stuff he was going to give

us

We did literally float out of Kennedy after smoking one joint of

Franklin's stuff Both silently agreeing that it was some of the best

shit we had ever smoked, we ricochetted into Nick's room in

MacKimmie I noticed the fog machine in the middle of the floor.

Without saving a word, Nick turned it on. In about five seconds his

tub-size single was filled with a white odorless smoke. The only

thing we could see after ten seconds was the beams of light rays

coming through the window Any movement by us made the fog

shift and everything quiver, after about a minute of this, Nick had

enough presence of mind to bellow. "Let'sgetout ofhere!"

We bolted from the room with the fog maker. Once in normal

atmosphere again we seemed to drop from the clouds. Making our

way to F Lot. we put the machine in a big cardboard box in the back

of Nick s old Ford Country Squire. We proceeded to the rear of

Bartlett and made our way, box and all. to the second floor landing.

There we stopped and shook hands, then pulled knitted ski masks

over our faces i we got the idea from "Dirty Harry" I and pulled the

machine from hiding.

Bursting through the doors. Nick stood guard right there at the

doors while I went into the main office for Undergraduate English. I

tilled the room full of smoke as Erma fainted. Then, running up and

down the corridor. I filled very room that was open There was no

• aming, only an occasional grunt of astonishment When I was

dom there was only silence.

Nick and I stood at opposite ends of the corridor surveying

what we had accomplished. Professors started coming out of their

ottues Bewildered and shocked they kept bumping into each other

and tailing over piles of last semester's final exams. All of a sudden

the screaming started.

The sky is falling, the sk> is falling ". bellowed Jonathan Quick

making one of the few coherent statements from the babbling profs

The rest of the screaming was unintelligible with Oh, rosy fingers

ol dawn being a favorite among the English 125 professors.

Kllsworth Barnard I we were lucky to catch the Ombudsman in his

ran up and down the hall waving his hands and shouting,

iffer little children to come unto me" From the professors lying

on the floor, there came mumbled words of Shakespeare. Faulkner,

and LBJ.
For Nick and I. it was an emotional moment, this This was

victory Nick went downstairs to pull the car around, eyes aglazed.

I stayed to gloat some more. Without warning, like a fullback on the

move. Erma came careening from her office and barreled up the

corridor shouting. "I will not allow violence against this house" I

didn't stick around knowing the import of those words and the

consequences if she got a hold of me.

In the car. heading back to Southwest (the fog machine safe and

snug in the back-back) Nick turned to me: "Boy, am I stoned." I

couldn't believe he said that after what had just happened. I started

laughing and couldn't stop. Nick joined in (straining to keep the car

on the road > We turned the corner at F Lot, and. as the laughter in

the car continued to rise, I thought to myself that anyone who saw

the two of us now would easily recognize us for the deviates we
were, and I laughed harder.

to be continued...

Poor Richard's

Vol. I number fourteen

Comp -l.'ri w-i'kly l>y Bob Nesti

This week's stad Frank Baglione, Ken Sulin.

Jane Lockard, Jim Lavrakas, Bill Densmore, Mike

Kostek, Nathaniel Hayden, Frank Johnson, Mary

Lou Gordon, Cynthia Nadreau. Gary Gomes, Karen

Walsh. Steve Ferber, Steve Feld, and Steve Colwell.

Photo credits pg 1, Ken Sulin, pgs. 8 and 9, Jim

Ldvrakas and Jim Gold

Drawing on page 3 by Steve Ruberti

Poor kicrwtrd's >s the wekly rrMq^/inp of the MDC Con

tnbut'ons r«nd comments rrwiy ho riol>vrrrd to the MDC office

Prospective *t*M mrmlmrs may contact Bob Nesti

"Rip And Clout"

In the Fifties it was Big Time Wrestling

and Haystack Calhoun and Gorgeous

George had the highest Neilson Ratings of

the day along with packing 13,909 in the

Garden on every occasion. And in the

Sixties sandwiched between your favorite

bv Leslie Gore and Chubby Checker came

blasting SUNDAY, SUNDAY, SUNDAY AT
BEAUTIFUL NEW ENGLAND
DRAGWAY and the racing car fad peaked.

Then rather innocuously towards the

middle of the last decade a sport grew out

of San Francisco and Joannie Weston

skated into our lives.

Her sport, the bastard of professionals,

came to Cage last Saturday night and Poor

Richard's was there en masse braving

skates in the face and arrogant skating

superstars to cover this event. The results

of the efforts are found in our centerfold

where Kennv Sulin and Steve Ferber report

and Messrs. Sulin and Lavrakas capture on

film the essential moving image of Roller

Derby.
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page eight & nine

Tales of Trick E. Dixon
From Portnov's Complaint to Our Gang

Philip Roth now makes the transition from

psychopathology to absurd political satire

that just does not make it. Gene Walz

discusses just why Philip Roth had best

stick to the autobiographical stuff anc

leave the biting satire to those who don'

fool around with "tarbabies". It seems that

Mr. Roth hath written in a rage and the

total time spent writing this wee volume

-could have been better spent brushing his

teeth. See whv the tales of Trick E. Dixon

and Company fail in their attempt to jar

that great Nixon image and end up as a

nonconstructive harangue.

Those with Restricted Diets

The following note was found in Weight

Watchers Magazine: "Film cultists who go

to see a particular picture 10 or 20 times are

becoming more and more prevalent. One

New York movie house shows a horror film

called Night Of The Living Dead at a

midnight showing every Saturday night

and nearly the same crowd shows up every

week." This dietary delight has finally

made it to our area and Bob Nesti discusses

the film on page 13. From all reports it's

not the most aesthetic film ever made but it

will assuredly frighten the daylights out of

you. You're dared to go throw a rose on

Emily Dickinson grave after seeing this

one.

"NIGMI

LivftG
DEAD
page thirteen

For Your Edification

and Delight

Did you know that Marcel Proust wore
mink lined clothes and lived in a corked

room 9 That piece of trivia is about the only

thing Proustian about the rest of Poor

Richard's which continues on page 4 with a

welcome addition: a WMPIRG column

have you signed the petition 1 explaining

all about the controversy of the Montague
Plains Could this be the end of the Con-

necticut River? Wait and see. Books, in

addition to Our (iang is Karen Walsh's

review of A Sort of Life, the Graham
Greene autobiography. Then scythe your

way through the second part of Nathaniel

Havden's story of refracted colors and

minds, all on 6 and 7. Albums are on 10 and

11 and do we have a scoop for you: our

professional correspondent Steve Feld may

have the good, unexpected news on a new
Beatles album. Yessah. the kid's on the

ball. In addition Steve Colwell talks about

King Crimson and Mike Kostek discusses

the Firesign Theatre phenomenon. Then
films, two this week, one Night Of The

Dead and the latest by the loveable Otto

Preminger, Such Good Friends. Mary Lou

Gordon gives it its rightful due, on page 12.

Then top your evening off with Frank

Johnson and his bedtime fable about

loudspeakers. Attempt the Crossword and
see if it's right, a bit of a clue: drop an "S"
and the whole thing will work. It's there on

page 5. Weekend at the back and one our

left Part of our own intracampus espionage

scandal. Is Erma really Mi
Moneypenny?

Federalizing the W
J™

Holyoke Range
(Cont'd from page one)

But, a majority of the people

of the area felt that a recreation

park would be too much of a

development at the expense of

natural beauty. Others were
concerned that federal land

aquisition would interfere with

land owners' rights or that too

much land would be preserved

for aerthetic reasons while the

community lacked recreational

facilities. A Citizens Advisory
Committee was appointed in

1970 to make suggestions to the

National Park Service. In June
of 1971, Senator Edward Ken-

nedy introduced legislation

which would achieve "as nearly

as possible the delicate balance

between preservation and
recreation; between continued

waste of natural resources and
loss of tax revenue; between
individual property rights and
the greater community
welfare." The plan stresses low-

impact development using

many of the historic features

and facilities already existing

on the Holyoke Range in

Amherst and Hadley and on the

Connecticut River in Hadley

and South Hadley. The proposed

Federal park would be a major
determinant of future land use

and development in the towns of

Amherst. Belchertown. Hadley,

Granby. and South Hadley.

The proposal, called "The
Connecticut Historic River-

way," would include three

sections. These are the

"Gateway Unit" in Connecticut,

the Mount "Holyoke Unit" in

Massachusetts, and the "Coos
Unit" in Vermont and New
Hampshire Specifically, the

Mount Holyoke Unit consists of

about 12,400 acres plus 750 acres

of unzoned river waters. The
area, under the proposed plan,

has been divided into three

zones: Public use and
Development. Preservation and
Conservation, and Private Use
and Development.
The Public Use and

Development Zone would
consist of about 1.100 acres and

would be purchased outright by

the Department of the Interior

at fair market value, according

to a report of the Mass Citizens

Advisory Committee. Most of

this would be a buffer area

surrounding the facilities

located on about 300 of the

acres The visitors' center

would be at Tinker Hill on the

North side of the Holyoke

Range. From here, visitors

could ride or walk to a tram

base and where they would be

conveyed to the top of Mount
Holyoke where there would be a

scientific and historic in-

terpretive facility, and a

restaurant. Picnic sites and
trails that now exist would
continue. However, no cars will

be allowed to ascend the

mountain. Ecological and
geological processes could be
viewed by proposed river tours

by boat to Rainbow Beach.

Winter sports, such as limited

skiing, tobogganing, sledding,

and skating, hiking, hunting and
fishing, and even swimming
would be provided for when
anti-pollution measures make
the river safe. "While it in-

cludes recreational facilities, it

also preserves the most
beautiful spots for the en-

joyment of nature and the peace

and solitude which it often

brings", stated Senator Ken-

nedy "In the minds of some,
'recreation' means hordes of

visitors in the summer months,

noise, traffic jams, gaudy
concessions selling over priced

items, and rampant over-

development." Instead, this

legislation outlines well-

planned and coordinated
recreational facilities designed

to protect and maintain
preservation of the area.

The Preservation and Con-

servation Zone, the bulk of the

unit, will be maintained as it is.

According to the Mass. Ad-

visory Report, landowners
could either keep their lands

secured against future

development by a legal

easement appended to their

deed titles, or they could
require that the government
buy all or part of the land

outright at fair market value.

Land secured against
development by easement,
together with existing struc-

tures and usages, could con-

tinue to be used today, be sold

on the open market, or willed to

heirs. The extension of trails for

hiking, riding, bicycling, cross

country skiing are the only

plans for development in this

zone.

A future single-family

housing development could

occur in zone three, the Private

Use and Development
However, any future com-
mercial development would not

be permitted The rising costs of

land anywhere in the north-east

and its coversion into

residential or commercial
development is recognized as a

factor for immediate action.

- '/

stated Mrs Janet Dakin.

Amherst's Representative for

the Mount Holyoke Unit

The legislation also provides

for the Mount Holyoke River-

way Advisory Committee
composed of members
representing the state govern

ment. regional planning

commissions. towns and
municipalities, and the Federal

government It establishes a

clear and concise policy of

cooperation between state and

local agencies to provide

safeguards against pollution of

the Connecticut River

The Conservation Action

Committee at Mount Holyoke

College has asked area

residents interested in per-

serving the Mount Holyoke

Range. to write their

congressmen in support of the

Mount Holyoke Unit of the

Proposed Connecticut Historic

Riverway
In January of 1972, Mr Dakin

by appointment of the Amherst
board of selectmen, was sent to

Washington to act in support of

the Mount Holyoke Unit Along
with her, John Olver, chairman
of the Massachusetts Advisory
Committee, attended the
Washington Conference. Until

the Connecticut and
Massachusetts Units can be
incorporated into a single

proposal, the bill will not be
considered by the Senate. Sen.

Abraham Ribicoff's bill for

Connecticut is substantially
different from Sen Kennedy's.

Also, the resulting bill must be
bi-partisanly sponsored by both

states or no legislation will

occur this year
According to the master plan,

several thousand people live

and make their livelihood in the

park area, which includes

woodlands, farms, villages,

residences and narrow country

roads. "Unless the open areas

within the park remain free of

further residential, com
mercial. and industrial

developments, they will no

longer continue to serve as

valuable open spaces for scenic

and recreational enjoyment,
and as natural and cultural

amenities for public benefit

The purpose of the park is to

retain the appearance of the

area 'as it now exists The

master plan proposes to

facilitate this task with a

minimum of disturbance to the

present resid"ntial occupation

A major program will be

carried out with visitors and

local groups stressing en

vironmental education and
preservation of the cultural and

environmental amenities of the

park and surrounding area
"

Feiffer
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The Montague Plains Controversy

News Feature: Proposed

landfill at Montague Plains

ByJANELOCKARD

The proposition to construct a

sanitary landfill at Montague
Plains has resulted in warm
praise as well as harsh
criticism from public and
private sources. The report by
Whitman and Howard, Inc.,

which was submitted to the

DPW, claims that a landfill

located at the Plains would not

cause any detrimental effects to

the environment. This report

also states that strict sur-

veillance would be maintained
during the operation of the

landfill in case any unexpected
environmental hazards should

appear.

The main source of informed

criticism against the landfill is

Dr Ward S. Motts, a

hydrogeologist at UMass. Dr.

Motts belives that construction

of the landfill would seriously

threaten the quality of the

Connecticut River, Lake
Pleasant, Green Pond, the Fish

Hatcheries, and the Montague
Delta. The possible con-

tamination of Lake Pleasant is

of critical importance since

public water supplies in the

Montague area are obtained

mainly from the lake.

State Rep. Thomas G. Simons
and concerned citizens of the

Montague area are requesting a

complete investigation of the

proposed landfill. They are

asking that an independent

study, by an agency other than

the DPW, be conducted to

examine discrepancies between

the Whitman-Howard report

and the report by Dr. Motts.

In the construction of a

sanitary landfill, wastes are

deposited in beds of uniform

• -t-
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'a landfill" more harm than good?

thickness and are covered each

day with at least six inches of

compressed fill. This covering

is used to exclude rodents and to

prevent odors and fires from

spreading. The compressed fill

is later increased to a thickness

of at least two feet as the landfill

reaches its capacity level. A

primary advantage of the

landfill method is that the filled

area can be employed for

recreational or industrial use.

A bulletin issued in 1965 by the

DPW Dept. of Sanitary

Engineering confirms that the

landfill method has the ap-

proval of State and Federal

public health officials. This

bulletin also recommends that

the landfill be located close to

the community which it will

service in order to prevent long

hauls of garbage. The Plains

landfill would be stocked with

garbage from Boston which

does not comply with the above-

mentioned recommendation.

The chief concern of Dr.

Motts and his supporters is the

possibility of seepage of con-

taminated matter into ground

waters beneath the Plains. The
possibility also exists that a

considerable amount of water

could flow over the top of the

landfill deposit Two preventive

measures have been employed
in the past to allay such

dangers. One of these methods
is to ensure the natural

existence of clay and silt

filtering beds. The other is the

use of clay and plastic seals to

prevent overflow and seepage.

Dr. Motts points out, however,

that the sealing method has

been proven insufficient

protection. In addition, the

Montague Plains do not have

the natural filtering beds to

eliminate leachates.

It has been noted that all

ground water under the Mon-

tague Plains eventually flow

into the Connecticut River.

Therefore any seepage of

contaminants from the sanitary

landfill will directly affect the

pollution level of the river. Lake

Pleasant and the Fish Hat-

cheries could also be

detrimentally affected in a

manner similar to that of the

Connecticut River. Fur-

thermore, the Montague Delta,

a unique scenic feature of the

Conn Valley, would be

eliminated.

Dr. Motts urges that careful

consideration be given possible

alternatives to the Montague

Plains Project He suggests the

possibility of the use of high

temperature incineration

Operating costs are about $7 a

ton but can be reduced to about

$3.50 a ton if the by-product of

steam is sold for heating and

power generation. In contrast,

the cost in a sanitary landfill

project is about $l-$3 a ton

However, the advantages of the

incineration unit are relatively

negligiable and the percent of

combustion is greater than 99.5.
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Books

"The Complete Story Always Escapes"

Hy KAREN WALSH

A Sort of Life

Graham Greene

•Memory is like a long

broken night. As I write, it is as

though 1 am waking from sleep

continually to grasp at an image

which I hope may drag in its

wake a whole intact dream, but

the fragments remain
fragments, the complete story

always escapes."

Though fragments they may
be. the bits and pieces

assembled here by Graham
Greene compose an immensely

readable and interesting

autobiography The reader does

not come away with the whole

story, as Greene readily ad-

mits, but rather with insight

into the personality of the

author. It is more a character

study than a chronological

listing of events, interesting as

much for the types of memories

and incidents that Greene has

chosen to include as it is for the

actual progression of his life.

Greene does not include so

mundane a thing as his bir-

thdate, but a bit of observation

and subtraction will fix it at

1904. His birthplace.

Berkhamsted, England, and his

parents, relations, houses and

grounds are another matter,

however - these are detailed

with typical Greene description.

His father was housemaster,

later headmaster, of the

Berkhamsted School, an aloof

and intelligent man ("...we

were regarded as the in-

tellectual Greenes") Graham
eventually found himself in the

uncomfortable position of son of

the headmaster, dividing his

loyalties between peers and

authority and making his

schooldays just that much more

miserable. And miserable they

were, enough to lead the thir-

teen-year-old boy to four half-

hearted, but seriously intended,

suicide attempts. Of the time.

Greene writes: "I wondered all

the way back to my hotel if I

would ever have written a book

if those years of humiliation had
not given me a desire to prove

that I was good at

something...". It was during

these years that he began what
he calls his "lifelong war
against boredom". Truancy
became his way of life until, at

age sixteen, he tried to run
away and was summarily put

into psychoanlysis. The
following six months were
"perhaps the happiest of my
life", and he was sufficiently

restored as to be able to return

to school and go on to Oxford.
I

He had already begun to

write, and at Oxford became the

editor of the school paper, but

the unrelenting boredom led

him to secret attempts at

Russian roulette for the very

thrill of death's closeness, to

excessive drinking ("For
nearly one term I went to bed
drunk every night and began
drinking again immediately I

woke"), and to a tangle with

German-French espionage that

gave him brief hopes of life as a

double-agent. He became a

member of the Communist
party during a school vacation

in Paris, with the wild hope of

somehow winning a trip to

Moscow and Leningrad. In the

end, of course, he finished at

Oxford, stumbled through a few

unsuitable jobs and settled as

an apprentice on the Not-

tingham Journal.

It was during this time that he

began working on a novel, and,

since he was engaged to a

Catholic girl, began in-

vestigating the religion. "I had

no intention of being received

into the Church. For such a

thing to happen I would need to

be convinced of its truth and

that was not even a remote

possibility." He was baptized in

1926, in spite of himself, and the

following month was accepted

as a sub-editor of The Times.

Had his third completed novel

The Man Within not been
published in 1928, Greene ad-

mits that he would have been

happy working on The Times
for the rest of his life. Still, his

deepest desire was to be a

writer, and the hint of success

promised by publication

resulted in his leaving the

newspaper to devote himself to

writing, a decision he was to

regret. His following two novels

were failures, his boredom
returned, his debts mounted
and only his desperation drove

him on

"If there are recurrent
themes in my novels it is

perhaps only because there

have been recurrent themes in

my life. Failure seemed then to

be one of them
'

' . And it is on this

note of failure that Greene has
chosen to close his book, since

he feels failure is "a kind of

death". Again, he argues,
success is always temporary for

a writer, only a delayed failure.

But Greene remains a highly

successful writer, in spite of his

beliefs to the contrary. It is

almost ironic to read from the

jacket of one of the editions of

his The Power and the Glory:

"Graham Greene's name is the

best assurance there is of great

reading and great Action."

Indeed, this autobiography
illustrates the point. Greene's

carefully controlled style, his

observations, his almost un-

conscious perceptions into the

events and forces whicl

profoundly influenced his fir

tion, all bespeak a mastf,

Especially impressive is the

insight he has into himself as

writer. He mentions a time
when he was hospitalized and
chanced to witness the death of

a young boy. All of the

surrounding patients hid behind
radio earphones to block out the

cries of the mourning parents-

all but Greene. "There is a
splinter of ice in the heart of a

writer. I watched and listened.

This was something which one

day I might need..." Further

on, he writes: "A writer's

knowledge of himself, realistic

and unromantic, is like a store

of energy on which he must
draw for a lifetime." This book

gives evidence both to Greene's

deep knowledge of himself and
to his ability as a writer; it is a

fascinating record of a

fascinating man.
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Books

BY GENE WALZ
Our Gang (Starring Tricky and His

Friends) by Philip Roth. 201 pp. New
York: Random House. $5.95.

Several years ago during LBJ's lame-

duck period Art Buchwald worried

about what was going to happen to satire

during Richard Millhouse Nixon's

tenure in office. He was afraid that LBJ,

a larger-than-life character whom
people feared and who, therefore, was
ideal grist for the satirist's mill, was
giving way to a nameless, faceless

crowd of unsatirizable politicos. Since

then that incredible collection of goofs

and gorgons with which Nixon has

surrounded himself has provided more
than enough material for the covey of

satirists hovering around Washington.

David Levine, Herblock, Jules Feiffer,

David Frye, Buchwald and others have

had a field day; there's more material

now than they can use.

But what has happened is that things

have reached a saturation point; what

we now have is overkill. Nixon and

company are so eminently satirizable

that they have become unsatirizable.

This can be termed the Tarbaby stage of

satire. Like poor old Brer Rabbit in the

Uncle Remus tale, the more the satirists

clobber Nixon, the worse for them.

Nixon doesn't suffer because of the

ridicule anymore (if, indeed, he ever

did); he just sort of sits there oozing

pitch and waiting for unwary satirists to

trap themselves by taking pokes at him.

Tarbaby-ism is probably the main

thing that's wrong with Philip Roth's

book Our Gang.

It's a book prompted by a Nixon

speech: "From personal and religious

beliefs I consider abortions an unac-

ceptable form of population control.

Furthermore, unrestricted abortion

policies, or abortion on demand, I

cannot square with my personal belief in

the sanctity of human life - including the

life of the yet unborn. For. surely, the

unborn have rights also, recognized in

law, recognized even in principles ex-

pounded by the United Nations " And it

is dedicated to the proposition that all of

Nixon was created evil. Our president,

renamed Trick E. Dixon, is stupid,

sentimental, hypocritical, cunning,

political without principle (in other

words, nothing we don't already know)

In fact, because he has such a penchant

for public self-revelation and always

wishes to make things "perfectly

clear," Tricky admits this in the last

section of the book - when he's in hell

campaigning for Satan's job: "To in-

terject a personal note, you know I was

born an opportunist, out in California,

and during my years in public life I had

the privilege of wheeling and dealing

with other opportunists as well. And I

think I speak for all opportunists when I

say that Satan has been a constant

source of inspiration to us from time

immemorial, in good times and in bad.

Surely I would want it understood

throughout this campaign, that I respect

not only the tenacity with which he lies,

but his sincerity in lying. And, of course,

I would hope that he would agree that I

am just as sincere in my lying as he is in

his"
All the way through Tricky is fran-

tically trying to make sure that he isn't

just a one-term president. That's why he

makes that "unborn fetuses" speech -

it's part of his plan to allow all unborn

babies to vote - for him, of course. This,

however, prompts the Boy Scouts to

descend en masse on Washington to

denounce Tricky as a sensualist in favor

of sexual intercourse ("effing"). The

president and his advisers don football

uniforms and go underground to plan

counterst rat egy They decide to concoct

an elaborate conspiracy (rather than

have Tricky confess to homosexuality)

involving the five J's: Joan Baez, John

Lancelot (Mayor of New York), Jimi

Hendrix, Johnny Carson, and

Jacqueline Charisma Colossus, plus the

Berrigans. the Black Panthers, Hanoi,

Jane Fonda, and Curt Flood.

Eventually they single out Flood and

blame the Boy Scout uprising on his

lawsuit against baseball and his

emigration to the Pro-Pornography

government of Denmark. But in a sneak

helicopter raid of a Copenhagen Farm to

capture Flood, the marines and the CIA

end up seizing a black dog. Back in the

U. S. Tricky enters a hospital to have the

sweat glands removed from his upper

lip so that the American people will trust

him. In the hospital he is mysteriously

assassinated - drowned in an oversized

baggie. Everybody in America tries to

Nixon As A Tarbaby
confess to the murder to FBI director J.

Edgar Heehaw, evangelist Billy Cup-

cake delivers the eulogy, and Tricky

winds up in hell running for devil,

bragging about how bad he was as

president, and berating Satan for

working for God in the Job incident.

I didn't laugh much when I read Our
Gang -- no guffaws, no chortles, no

snickers, maybe a wry smile or two.

(I)wight MacDonald claims he roared

out loud -- either 16 or 13 times, I've

forgotten the number.) I just sort of

flowed through it. Roth's inventiveness

and cleverness in manipulating in-

cidents and extending things to their

absurdest points and drawing fantastic

equivalents to real-life events intrigued

me. But I wasn't overwhelmed by the

book or even that fascin? t «d by it. I just

read along at a nice clip knowing that it

wou»d be over quickly (it's a short and
fast took) plagued by that inveterate

occupational disease called Biblioter-

mina (I can't Not finish a book I pick

up).

In retrospect Our Gang seems funnier

than it was going through it. Thinking

back on the book makes it more
amusing. There's a certain mind-
numbing plausibility in everything
which now impresses me and brings

several scenes back to mind. Tricky's

press conference statement, for in-

stance: "But let me remind you, and all

Americans, because this is a fact that

seems somehow to have been
overlooked in this whole debate: I am
no Johnny-come-lately to the problem of

the rights of the unborn. The simple fact

of the matter, and it is in the record for

all to see. is that I myself was once

unborn, in the great state of California.

Of course, you wouldn't always know
this from what you see on television or

read in the papers (Jmpish endearing

smile) that some of you gentleman write

for, but it happens nonetheless to be the

truth. (Bach to serious business) I was
an unborn Quaker, as a matter of fact."

His statement about the crippled

Vietnam Vets is a classic: "Now it was
one thing when those Vietnam soreheads

came down here to the Capitol to turn

their medals in. Everybody knew they

were just a bunch of malcontents who
had lost arms and legs and so on, and so

had nothing better to do with their time

than hobble around feeling sorry for

themsel\Ws. Of course they couldn't be

objective about the war - half of them
were in wheelchairs because of it. But

what we have now isn't just a mob of

ingrates - these are the Boy Scouts!"

His rationalization of the death of three

of the demonstrators is another good

example: "But let there be no mistake

about it . quick on the trigger as I may be

with compassion for the innocent

families, I am equally swift in my
condemnation of these three guilty

Scouts. And I say 'guilty' because if they

were not guilty they would not be dead.

That is not the kind of country we live

One final noteworthy example is his

explanation of the inhuman conditions of

the preventative detention camp: "In

all, what might have been a nightmare

for the citizens of Chevy Chase,

Maryland, was converted into a won
derful scouting experience for the boys

themselves, and one that I'm sure

they'll remember for a long time to

come. I know that when the police vans

returned this morning to take them
away, many of the boys were reluctant

to leave the campsite. So anxious were

some to spend another night under the

stars, and away from the so-called

'comforts' of civilization such as

medical attention, lawyers, telephones

and food, that it was necessary for the

police to chase after them and literally

drag them off the premises and into the

waiting trucks. With fewer and fewer

opportunities available to our youth for

'roughing it,' this administration

naturally takes pride in what we were

able to do these youngsters last night.

Moreover, we have given them every

assurance that if and when they ever

come to Washington again, we will make
every effort to provide them with the

same facilities, or ones even more
primitive, if we can find any."

There is a nice section in which the

dunder-headed advisers (a spiritual, a

political, a legal, and a military coach)

propose poison gas as an alternative to

guns and billy clubs - so as to prevent

"bloodshed" - realize that gas would get

everybody in DC. and must find a way
to transport the protestors out of town to

be gassed. The general goes berserk at
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results. Spiro Agnew serves n

amusing leit motif - his alliterative

diarrhea inserted periodically. But this

is by now trite and is only redeemed by

his final breakdown into nonsensical

babbling a la Lewis Carroll: "If the

creeps and the cowards that crucify the

crelinion. crip after crip, and who
furthermore - and we have proof of this

- have crossbowed the cradalious ever

since the first crackadoes crusaded in

the cause of caliphony , if they think they

can cajulate and castigate and get away
with it. there will be such a cacophony of

cabs, cassanings and crinoleum through

the criss and cratch of this country, that

the cryptocallistans and the quasi

clapperforms will quiver rather than

coopt the crokes." And there is

deliciously grim irony in a newscaster's

report on the funeral of Tricky

"Reaped by the Grim Reaper before the

reaping was due. he brings us together

at last, as he promised he one dav would
do"

Spiro Agnew and this newscaster

provide an indication of the type of

humor and satire in Our Gang It's a

ephemeral and it's literary. If you're up

on current events and get your kicks

from seeing the English language

abused, you'll like the book Some
reviewers have evidently complained

that Roth's book is in bad taste and that

the humor is sophomoric My complaint

is that the book is not tasteless enough

It's too intellectual 1 kept waiting

around for R». h to do something new.

something big, something devastating.

But it never happens There is no really

inspired madness, or zaniness, or

malice, or obscenity This is not really

"moral outrage transformed into comic

art" as Roth stated in an interview. It's

rather a self-indulgent display on Roth's

part - not an incisive satire And Roth

should know better. If you're gonna

mess with the Tarbaby at all. you gotta

burn him, or stone him from afar, or

bomb him. Start taking pokes at him and

all you'll get is tarred.
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Take Two

We've Been Through

By NATHANIEL W. HAYDEN
For those among you who

missed it, here is a synopsis of

what happened last week, in

Part 1. On July 4th, 1976. an

eerie comet passed over the

United States and Canada,
causing a change in the skin

color of Black Americans to

white. As a precautionary
measure, under an emergency
internment act passed by
Congress, all of the "nuevos

blancos", as they were called,

were to be "quarantined" in

ghetto areas, to prevent the

contamination of everyone else

with some undisclosed
enigmatic disease. Here's Part

U:
"Everybody, please remain

silent and in your seats".

Man. what are we going to

do about this shit
"

1 don't believe it This whole

thing is like a nightmare."

'Gentlemen. gentlemen,

please, we've got to get our-

selves together I'm damn glad

we decided not to cancel this

meeting when the skin change

took place And
"We can't just sit around and

do nothing We've got to take

some action, right now. The

only way anybody's ever going

to put me in any concentration

camp is in a pine box. I say we

should burn down this

motherfucking country before it

literally wipes us off the scene."

"Freddie, be sensible. We've

got to get ourselves organized,

right now. right here, if we want

to survive If we go out there

trying to burn everything down.

we're the one's who will end up

getting burned
Have you all gone mad"

What are you all so worried

about ° It makes sense for them

to quarantine us for a while, just

to be sure we haven't con-

tracted some weird disease."

Bull-shit Man. I know
you've got to be sick They're

getting ready to make our

communities concentration

camps and you're talking about

playing it cool 9 You're

pathetic."

What can we do about if'

What do vou mean what can

we do9 Who the hell are we*1

Think about it All of us have the

training to take care of

burtMM Most of us have been

in combat in Vietnam. And

vou're a cop aren't you''"

"No. I'm in the National

Guard
"

"But you've had some
militarv training already,

right
?"

" Y'

"Okay And so has jusfabout

everybody else at this

meeting."
•That's right

"

'Gentlemen. ... Will you

please quiet down First, I'd like

to introduce myself for those of

you who came in late. I'm

Vincent Miller. I'm a colonel in

the US Army. Due to the

President's statement just a

few minutes ago about his plans

for our people, the "nuevos

blancos." I think we should put

aside the agenda we had

distributed to all of you to get

you to come to this meeting

instead of recruiting more of

our people for the police forces,

armed forces and National

Guard. I believe it's our duty to

recruit men and women for the

liberation struggle that we must

engage in immediately. As far

as I'm concerned, we have only

two alternatives. We can either

fight for liberation or just lay

down and die. Now what I want

to hear is suggestions as to

which is the best way this can be

handled. "Before you make

your suggestion, please state

your name, where you're from

and your occupation."

"I have a suggestion ."

"Yes, brother
'

"My name is Henry Cleaves.

I'm from Baltimore and I'm a

sergeant on the police force. I

think we ought to burn iown

banks, corporation
headquarters and railroads

serving suburbs."

You out of your mind 9 That'll

give those goons an excuse to

systematically execute our

people That's the kind of thing

they hope we'll do Experience

should tell you that. Remember
the riots in the '60's

9
I know in

some ways they helped us, but

on the other hand, think about

all of the innocent people who
died or lost their homes."

I think we should consider

every possibility
."

"How about guerrilla war-

fare""

"Larry, what are you doing?"

"Pointing my gun at you."

"You gone psycho or

something?"
"No I haven't Joe. I'm

coming to my senses. We're

taking over the precinct."

•What"'

"You heard me. Put your gun

on the desk, real slow
'

"We've been really good

buddies. Why you doing this?"

"It would be just a matter of

time before you would have

asked me to give up my gun and

quietly lock me up in my neigh-

borhood I wish it hadn't come
to this."

"There's the gun How far

"Bro. will you identify

yourself please
"

"Barry Lucas. I'm a private

in the Armv and I live right here

in New York I suggest guerrilla

warfare because that's how the

Vietnamese were successful

and also why Uncle Sam's

having such a hard time in

Bolivia today."

Yeah, but what ..."

"Will you identify yourself"
1 '

I think we're spending too

much time identifying our

selves and not enough time

making suggestions 1 was
about to ask what about our

wives and children. How are we
going to protect them and

conduct guerrilla raids at the

same time" The immediate

»..*oblem is how we're going to

prevent those idiots from
making concentration camps
out of our communities

"

"You got any suggestions""

Yes I think all of us should

attempt to take over all of the

arsenals in the country. Like,

the policemen among us can

seize their precinct houses,

guys who are in the National

Guard can take over the ar

mories and those of us in the

armed forces can take over

missile bases and the like I'm

sure we could also slip people

into the top security missile

areas too."

"How can we get away with

something like that" Won't they

be watching us""
"No. because they think we're

the "good niggers". They think

we'll all just meekly go along

with their plans to institute a

salient form of genocide,
because we've always been so

quiet in the past when they

played games with the lives of

our people."

"How can we coordinate

activities""

"We can deal with that later

Right now we've got to decide

on a definite plan of action and I

believe the one I just mentioned

is the most sensible one. Why
don't we vote on it?"

"Okay"

do vou think vou' 11 be able to go

with all of this" The Army will

probably be through here

soon."
That's right But we've got

control of the Army now Are

you forgetting the fact that

since the Army became all

volunteer, blacks have become

a majority in it""

"Come off it They wouldn't

join any conspiracy like this
"

"Conspiracy" This is a

revolution, not a conspiracy."

"Larry, this is treason.

"Oh yeah" You better rethink

that statement If you stick to it.

what you'll really be saying is

that the American Revolution

was led by traitors."

"That was different
."

How""
"... You really believe you're

going to get away with this"

"Of course. We have no

choice We can either take oyer

or get wiped off the scene."

"... Where's everybody

else""
"The same place you're

going Let's take a ride over to

the detention hall
"

• • •

"Good afternoon Al Who are

all of these guys""
"Gentlemen, this is Morris

Maxwell Morris, this is

Lieutenant Claude Brooks from

the 27th precinct police

headquarters and Sgt. Fred

Simmons, also from ..."

"What happened" Why are

you here?"
"They've come to give you

some news."
"Why" We get all of the news

from the teletype and repor

ters
."

"They have something really

special to tell you. Gentlemen""
"You will no longer be the

anchorman. Mr Vann here will

take over that responsibility."

"You can't be serious. Didn't

you hear President Russworm's

statement night before last

quarantining all "nouveaux
blancs?"
"That's why you will no

longer be able to report the

"...recap of this hour's

again discovered skin color had

news Mr. Maxwell. We'll have

to take you down to the station."

•Hey, what is this""

•We're taking over, it's as

simple as that."

•Stop trying to insult my
intelligence. You couldn't

have."
"Listen Maxwell, we've got to

round up a lot of other people.

We don't have the time to stand

here and explain something to

you that should be obvious."

"This is a nightmare This is a

nightmare. Things like this

don't happen in the United

States
"

"Morris, I'm surprised. As a

reporter you more than anyone

else should know by now that

any and everything can and

does happen in the United

States Isn't that what you used

to say" This is merely the

realization of the American

Dream, anybody can do

anything in America."

I refuse to believe this
"

"Mr Brooks, I guess you

have no choice. If he refuses to

cope with reality you'll have to

take him to a mental hospital."

"Guess so."

"On the news tonight I'll have

to let the public know the truth.

Mr. Maxwell just couldn't take

it any more and had to be

committed."
"Do what you believe is

best
"

"Okay When do all of their

guns have to be in""

"Tomorrow afternoon. If we

find any of them with one after 4

P.M. tomorrow, they'll face a

thirtv vear prison sentence"

"Don't forget that you're not

supposed to tell them about the

new government and the rest of

it until we have all of the guns.

We'll call you at about five

tomorrow."
"... And now the news with Al

Vann"
"Good evening By executive

order today the President

declared from 7PM tonight

until 4 P.M. tomorrow
'Firearms Impoundment
Period." This action is being

taken, according to Secretary of

the Interior Jack Stevenson,

because of the high number of

accidental deaths, homicides

and slaughter of rare animals

and birds that result from the

easy availability of firearms

There will be an extremely high

penalty if aryone is found in

possession of firearams after

tomorrow afternoon.

The President also announced

that he has cancelled Executive

Order 7785 which had

authorized the quarantine of all

•nuevos blancos" because he

says there is no proof that the

•nuevos blancos" may con

taminate anyone. He said there

is no need for alarm.

I regret to report that our

anchorman, Morris Maxwell,

has been taken to a sanitarium

due to his inability to cope with

reality. Unfortunately, it looks

as if we will be there for quite a

while I'll be back with more

news after this word from

"Groove".
•

«

"Are you joking?"

"No I'm not. And the

President's name is Raymond
Henning."
"That's such a fantastic

story. When are you going to tell

the public?"

"Tomorrow, after all guns

have been confiscated."

"Are they going to try to seek

revenge for the injustices of the

past""
"I have no idea. Except they

carted Morris Maxwell off to a

mental institution because he

refused to believe that they

were taking over."

"Things have changed so

quickly."

"It's hard to absorb it all
"

"... Oh. One thing I forgot to

tell you is that they're also

going to seize the old white's

bank accounts and redistribute

the money "equitably."

"Even the millionaires""

''Especially the
millionaires."

"I find it hard to believe that

they're going to develop a

socialist state. There's always

going to be somebody on top and

somebody on the bottom
"

"You're right But what

they're going to do is bring

those extremes closer together

In other words, they intend to

make it so that the difference
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Some Changes -Part Two
biggest news, millions of Americans

upon awakening that their changed . .

.

between the poor and the rich

will be negligible."

"No, it sounds like just

another wild dream."

"At one time if anyone had

said we would eventually take

over this country people

would've said he was living in

a fantasy."

"Yeah, but look at the

changes we had to go through

before it became possible."

"Sara, it was just a matter of

time before this had to happen.

The fact that we turned vhite

helped it a little that's all."

"How will all of this affect us

and the kids, since by all

criteria, we've already, in

quotes, made it into the middle

class."

"We will of course be part of

the upper echelon in this new

social order."

"Somehow it seems as if

nothing has really changed at

all."

•Just wait and see what

develops, okay?"
• • •

"I'm proud to present our

Acting President. Raymond
Henning."
"Salaam I would like to

announce at this time the

existence of a new America.

The United States shall hen

ceforth be known as the

Republic of Liberated America

Within the past few days we. the

nouveaux blancos, depending

on your preferences, liberated

this decrepit nation and are in

the process of rebuilding it

At this time I will announce a

few of the fundamental changes

we are instituting You will get

a complete listing of all changes

in your local papers tomorrow

morning.
First of all. we're going to

collect some dues. We intend to

redistribute all capital within

the next few days.

We're going to ship ap-

proximately 15.000.000 of you

"old whites'' to those

quarantine compounds you

intended to lock neuvos blancos

up in

We're going to make it illegal

for any old whites to attend

-. hool.

We're going to brand all of

you with the word 'devil .".

"We're going to have a dual

legal system. Whenever one of

you devils is arrested, you'll be

considered guilty until proven

innocent.

You will be required to wear

only coarse clothing that has the

word devil stitched into it.

These are only a few of the

goodies in store for you people

All of these changes are going to

begin tomorrow morning

There's no use trying to run. All

of your areas are being

carefully watched It'll be very

unhealthy for any of you to go

out tonight at all."

"O vay, first the camps, now

this. We got to get up the money

to go to Israel."

"How can we9 They're going

to seize everybody's bank ac-

count."
"Don't you think they'll make

any exceptions'' I mean won't

they care at all about the fact

that we've never oppressed

them?"
"Sylvia, they're not going to

put everybody in a camp, just

fifteen million."

"Since when can you say just

fifteen million9 You forgetting

about Auschwitz, Buchenwald.

Dachau, ..."

"I know. One is too many. But

we've got to be realistic...

We've got to hold onto our

sanity." . ,

"Yeah I can see you grimly

hanging on to your sanity while

they're dragging you to a camp

We can't let that happen agaur

We've got to get organized and

fight any way we possibly can."

"They've got the guns.

They've got the ammunition."

"Suppose we try to go up to

Canada tonight?"

"How are we going to do that

when they've got armed guards

watching the neighborhood?"

"Are you sure they do?"

"Positive. I saw a couple of

troopers with machine guns

standing on Central Avenue

when I was getting off the

train."

'There's gotta be something

we can do."

"We can pray."

"Pray for what John9 "

"Pray for a miracle, unless

vou have something better in

mind."
"I don't feel in the mood for

praying right now."

"Let's go to bed instead

then."

"Is that an invitation
9 '

"What do you think 9 "

"Well, well, well. It's been a

long time since ..."

"Enough".
"... This is too much, carrying

me and all You're acting as if

this'll be the last time you'll be

able to do it."

"With the world changing as

quickly as it is. who knows, it

just might be Let's make it

memorable."
"Hey move a little so I can get

up
"

K -"Aw come on, stay here.

"I told ya I got to be in early

today."
"Why9 The world's coming to

an end and the only thing you

can think of is going to work
"

We've still gotta live."

"Okay, okav Want some
eggs?"
"Naw III just grab some

orange juice
"

oh yeah9 I've got something

right here you can grab right

now Satisfaction guaranteed
"

"Naw."
"Turn around. Come on. turn

around and give me a kiss at

least, or was I too much for you

last night
9 "

Sylvia Oy... I don't know

how to tell ...

Whaaaat 9 "

"... You're black and so am
I"

"Come on I've heard of

jokes .."

"Look in the mirror."

"No. no. no Why9 And look

at this hair It's so crinkly

•And I used to think the

Twilight Zone was something.

This is a grim fairy tale
"

"... And look at my nose. I

didn't like it when it was

crooked but it looks sick flat and

wide."
"We've got to cope with this

rationally."

"Okay genius, what's the

rational explanation for all of

this shit 9"

"Our bodies probably had a

delayed reaction to that comet.

That's what it is."

"Is it just us or was
everybody affected 9 "

"How the hell should I ..."

"Turn on the radio and find

out."
"... recap of this hour's

biggest news, millions of

Americans once again

discovered upon awakening

that their skin color had

changed Due to the ex-

periences of us "neuvos blan-

cos" a few days ago. the

reactions were easily predic-

table. Some folks had to be

carted off to the looney bin

because , to quote the ver-

nacular, they "got totally

freaked out" Some folks really

think it's cool, and many others

ask the unanswerable question,

"Why me?". Of course, none of

these reactions means much of

anything. What really counts is

what Brother Henning and his

liberation forces think of it. Let

me just say this for myself. I

think it's really hip the way you

counterfeit niggers have slid

into your nigger duties. It was

nice of you to make yourselves

black to make it seem more

natural. But if it were up to me,

I'd say that ain't enough. I'd say

you'll have to go through a lot

more changes before we'll

consider you cured of your

oppressive nature. Besides that

.. What? .. Right now?" In just a

second Brother Henning will

have a few words to say about

you, ah ... nouveaux noirs or

counterfeit niggers". Before he

starts, I'm going to make it

crystal clear to ... what's that?

Okay. Here's brother Henning.

He's also on the tube if you want

to see the man."
"... only a few brief

statements. First, no one will be

placed in -a relocation center

Second, no one will be forced to

move to a ghetto home. Third,

blacks will have equal rights to

everything.

Fourth, my office will be very

involved in solving our basic

problems; poverty, illiteracy,

crime, environmental pollution,

and major diseases If after

three years of my term in office

you are dissatisfied with my
accomplishments or lack of

them. I will step down.

Fifth, we would be the worst

hypocrites of all time if we were

to degrade you as much as you

have degraded us. Vaya con

Dios. Go with God.
• • •

"Al-bert".

"Wha-aat?"
"Come here dear."

it's only six. I've got another

half hour to sleep, what is it
9 "

"Take a look in the mirror
."

WERE BLACK AGAIN "

YES WE ARE"
"Damn A week ago we

became white Two days ago

whites became black and

TODAY WERE BLACK
AGAIN".

i don't know what it was. but

I'm happv it's all over I didn't

particularly like getting up each

dav and shocking the hell out of

myself whenever I looked in the

mirror."
What did you learn from the

experience though'
1

I don't want to moralize 1 11

leave that up to the historians
."

"Well, do you really think our

government will change the

priorities the government has

had so far9
"

"1 think Henning is a good

guy, basically. I think there is a

better possibility for tranquility

to exist in America now that

everybody is black."

"Don't forget Within ten days

of your child's tenth birthday,

he must have in his possession a

Citizens Worth Grade Card

Otherwise, he or she will

automatically be placed in CWG
5."

"Come on Bobby, we've got to

get you one of those cards."

"What does it mean, mom?"
"Well, ... look, read this:

Dear Parents:

Your son (daughter) Bobby

will be ten years of age as of

July 30. 1976. It is extremely

important that you register

your child because his position

in society will be determined by

it. Your child should be taken to

the Citizen Worth Testing

Center on Concord Avenue in

order to be given the the mental

and physical tests necessary to

determine his fitness for

meaningful involvement in

society.

Here is a list of the grades and

what they mean:
CWG — Citizens Worth Grade

CWG 1 - Your child has the

"...I think all of u* should attempt

the country..."

capability to become an at

torney. physician, scientist,

psychologist or become
engaged in a managerial

position in business, the

government, etc.

CWG 2 - Your child has the

capability to become a teacher

(high school or college), writer,

or become engaged in a low

managerial position in business

the government, etc.

CWG 3 - Your child has the

capability to become an

elementary school teacher,

clerical worker or other office

worker Your child can also

become a policeman or

fireman
( WG 4 Your child will only

be capable of doing menial work

such as that done by a janitor or

laborer

CWG 5 Your child is men

tallv and/or physically in

competent to serve any useful

function The child will have to

be placed in a custodial unit for

his own benefit

CWG 6 - Children under 10.

•You mean they're going to

tell me what I can be when I

grow up and all that stuff
9

"Yes
"

"That's scary What if 1 don't

want to be what they tell me I

should be9 "

"Then they'll lock you and I I

never see you again Don t

worry, they'll pick what's best

for you
"

to take over all the arsenal* in

"What grade is dad in
9 "

"Your father and I are in

grade two."

"Do you like it
9 "

"Yes, that's why we have this

nice big house If we were in

grade four or five for example,

we wouldn't be able to live

here."

•Why9 "

"Because we wouldn't be able

to afford it. Put on your hood,

it's cold outside
."

What will happen to me if I

don't do so good on the test 9
"

"You won't be able to live in a

house like this You won't be

able to eat in many restaurants

You won't be able to go to see

any plays Things like that
"

"Why" can't people just be

whatever they want to be9 '

Because it's more
democratic this way This way

if a poor boy is really smart, the

government can send him to a

special school for smart boys

That way, the governments

make sure nothing will interfere

with him getting an education

It's very important for only the

people who are the most in-

telligent to get the best jobs
"

"Was it always like this? I

mean did the government
always tell kids what they could

be when they grow up9 "

"No son. They've only started

doing that recently There have

been a lot of changes recently I

think."
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Social Phenomena

"Rip And Clout, Rip And Clout, Tear His Goddam Eyeballs Out 11

The Bastard Of The Pros

By STEVE FERBER

"Good everning ladies

and gentlemen and welcome
to Bowker Auditorium"
would have been the more
proper introduction to last

Saturday night' fiasco at

Curry Hicks Cage. Roller

Derby, not Redmen
basketball, held center

stage, and for most of the

2500 onlookers, it was a

night full of vicarious thrills.

Most, if not all of the

Winter Carni audience, had
never seen a live Roller

Derby contest, but by 10:30

that night, those who
managed to stay had had

more than a dose of the non-

sport sport.

After waiting nearly 45

minutes, "Our Chiefs" took

the stage, and as they

warmed up the people who
had asked, "What the hell is

Roller Derby" were getting

the idea. All those saying, "I

wonder if it's as violent as

on TV" were quickly fin-

ding out that it was.

All tha violence, the

punching and kicking, and
stomping and shoving, the

like mad, minutes later.

Not to say that the whole

Roller Derby match ap-

peared to be a fraud. Why in

the first 48 minutes one

couldn't help but think that

the animosity was for real.

The action lent itself

towards fighting and both

the Chiefs and the Jolters

made sure the crowd was
aware of that.

The fact that skaters were

racing around at high

speeds, coupled with the

understanding that they

object was to stop others

from passing you, made all

the fighting rather realistic

;

but b> the middle of half

number two, the scenes

started to lose a little

something, nd the whole

plot seemea to fall into

place.

The plot went something

like this: propagandize the

crowd by telling them that

the Chiegs were "Our"
Chiefs. God knows why the

Chiefs were ours, what did

we do to deserve them?

Were they the New England

Chiefs, was Curry Hicks

Cage perhaps their home

the dubious action

throwing and belting and

jumping and kneeing, all

made the game seem like on

big fight; and through it all

no one seemingly got in-

jured. Mighty strange,

wouldn't you say?

Yes. that was the oddity,

no one really got hurt.

People were getting

knocked on their ass,

seemingly writhing in pain,

then bang, there they were,

some miracle drug on the

bench had revived them and

they were skating around

areana to which they were

returning after a 10 year

absense, having been on a

country-wide tour? Who
knows, but the Chiefs were

ours, so the least the Curry

Hicks crowd could do was

root for them,
Just to press a point, the

colors on the rink's guard

rail matched the colorful

yellow and green outfits of

"Our Chiefs." And in case

anyone in the Cage still

didn't know who to root for,

the announcers added a

little extra, though the use of

some slanty commentary.

Yes, audience par-

ticipation was a key con-

sideration in this

"production." The blue-

uniformed Jolters, the

multicolored Chiefs, the

programs the book, the

announcers, all intended to

get the audience into the act.

They did quite a good job.

The fact that Roller Derby

consists of both men and

women probably increased

the excitement. After all,

how often is it that you get to

see two women throwing fist

for fist? Whether they were

out to maim each other is

another story entirely, but

malicious intent or not, it's

an infrequent time when an

audience gets to see women
performing the most manly

(unwomanly) of acts.

As the plot unfolded,

objective two was simple:

Establish realism. Lead
actress Ann Calvello en-

tered stage left. The act was

split into two scenes

(commonly referred to as

halves) with Calvello

leading out the "visiting"

Jolters. If at Bowker she

would have received a

standing ovation; while at

Curry Hicks she created

such a furor as to have half

of the Cage rising and

cheering her, and the other

half rising and booing her.

Somehow the crowd had

been propagandized ef-

fectively enough so that the

entire group joined voices

whenever Calvello went

down or was hurt. She was

the actress to whom the

crowd was addressing their

animosities, and she played

the part well, taking an

extra fall here and there,

giving the crowd all they

wanted to see, and then

some.
The fact that acting

seemed to pervade the

sincerity of the sport really

leads to the question of what

Roller Derby is? A sport?

Somehow it just doesn't

make it. The category of

entertainment medium fits

the bill much better. True,

points are scored in Roller

Derby, but is that alone

necessary for the category

of sport? True, there are

records held, there is a

divisional set-up, there are

leading scorers for the

league, and there is even a

handbook out on the

"sport's" past history, one

couldn't help but be im-

pressive by the seeming

legitimacy of the "sport ". In

fact the pre-game com-
mentaries were so out-

-standing that many in the

audience was wondering
why they hadn't heard more
about it.

But the acting involved

ruined the image of Roller

Derby. As one fan observed,

"Roller Derby isn't really a

sport, or if it is, it's as much
a one as professional

wrestling." Most everyone

knows the word is out about

wrestling. It begins with

"F" and it's spelled either

Fake, Fix, or Fraud. Ad-

mittedly, the roller skating

marvels make it much more
believable that do the

a family affair.

wrestlers, but there were
just too many things

"wrong" with the contest to

label it "sport".

Many will way, sure there

are fights in Roller Derby,

but look at the other

professional sports. And it's

true, that hockey and
basketball and football have
their share of bouts every

now and then. So why not in

Roller Derby Realistically,

there is no reason to deny
the possibility, but the

striking parallelism falls

apart when we begin to look

at the consistent frequency

of the fighting taking place

in Roller Derby. The fights

last Saturday started right

away, which seemed sort of

suspicious to begin with.

Still it was hard to tell if

the gme was a big fraud. It

became evident that only

single fights were taking

place. No teammates were
jumping in to help out, every
bout was one on one, and
how often do you see that,

teammates standing by and
watching? Still though, it

was hard to tell, because
even in hockey a third party

is unlikely to join in because
of the new rule about third

party's.

Then between periods,

while the opposite sex took

the rink, the teams watched
cooly and calmly. Now if

two girls, or two guys for

that matter, were really

really mad at each other,

can't you see a fight erup-

ting during their rest

periods. Yet none arose,

they seemed content to

watch their opposite sex put

on the show, until it was
again their turn to perform.
Doubts still lingered over

the farcical nature of the

"sport", maybe, just

maybe, they all had quick
tempers, and calmed down
quickly. And when Jolter

Calvello stepped on one
girl's face with her roller

skate-what could one think?

This couldn't be fake! Yet

somehow, miraculously,

this girl arose quickly and

was skating around minutes

late as if nothing had hap-

pened. Time and again this

same sequence of events

took place. A skater would

get hurt, would cringe and

grimace, would appear to be

mortally wounded, only to

return to the bench and

return to the action some 30

minutes later.

Throughout the 96 minute

act. skaters were holding

their sides, their backs,

their heads, while skating

around.. And as soon as

attention had been suc-

cessfully diverted, the

hands stopped and the ac-

tion rolled on.

It would seem impossible

for Roller Derby to continue

if the violent acts were

really hurting people, unless

of course there were yearly

breaks in between each

match allowing the par-

ticipants to rest up.

Thus the "sport" aspect of

Roller Derby seems lacking,

not to deny that it's a

wonderful bit of en-

tertainment. If that's the

sort of thing you're in for, it

was an enjoyable and

skillful night of action. Like

boxing it provided the thrill

of seeing someone knocked

apart, and everyone knows
they just love to see a fight,

whether in a hockey match
at a basketball game or a

Roller Derby contest (I

guess that's man's basic

nature, one of pent up

anxieties, getting released

vicariously!).

It's really a shame that

the promoters of Roller

Derby neglected to bring

some ketchup with them,

just imagine how much
more legitimate the contest

would have seemed.
But as an entertainment

medium Roller Derby was a

marvelous production. In

fact having seen past

productions made it a highly

predictable evening.
Throughout the night we

were given the whip, the

block, the under-the-legs

move, and the around the

outside and inside moves.

But having seen past shows,

I knew the through the arms
maneuver was yet to be

used. And sure enough, not

five minutes from the end

there he went, a jamming
Chief boomed through two

Jolters for a quick two

points.

Predictability went a bit

farther, too, until it reached

out to the actual scoring of

points. The plot devised was
to keep the visitors out

ahead, to evoke as much
emtion for the Chiefs, (oops,

for Our Chiefs) as possible.

This was done superbly, as

the Chiefs would close in and

the Jolters would score

some go ahead points. One
time near the end, the

Jolters had a five point lead,

and it appeared that the

Chiefs simply HAD to score

some points. And what
happened??? Why two
Jolters somehow "missed"

their blocks, and whoosh,

there were the Chiefs right

back in the contest.

The plot's third objective?

Keep the score close and

excitement high. As suc-

cessive as the propaganda

objective was, so was the

final Derby goal. In fact,

excitement hit its peak in

the final minute. The Jolters

led by three going into the

final minutes, and a Chief

scored two points, and was

still going as time ran out.

Even if, by some fluke of

misinterpretation, the

Roller Derby contest was

for real, there couldn't have

been a better master plan

than what evolved.

The entertainers gave the

crowd a little of everything,

a few people flying over the

guard rails, one skater

jumping off the rail onto two

of his opponents, and a good

old fashioned slugging

match featuring two of the

more unwomanly women.
The act was so well

performed that the audience

left with a strong feeling of

hatred for the lead actress,

Ann Calvello, and nothing

pleased the audience more
than seeing her take licks

throughout the night.

The entertainment had a

unique twist in that women
participated, and fights

amongst women are about

as rare a phenomenon (at

least in public) as seeing

President Nixon and Spiro

Agnew kissing.

The propaganda was
brilliant, and one couldn't

help but laugh as the an-

nouncer repeated time and

again, how "Our Chiefs"

were the number one team

in the league, and "Our

Chiefs" were losing and

"Our Chiefs" were scoring

points, it really was rather

comical.

If a criticism were to be

voiced about the en-

tertainment quality of the

derby, it would have to be

along the lines of false

advertising, or perhaps lack

of advertising. Many were

coming to see something

different, and weren't

particularly pleased by the

violence involved. Most of

those people left Curry

Hicks Cage at halftime, as

they ranged in feelings from

disgust to boredom. Ob-

viously those people didn't

know what they were in for,

but those who managed to

last for the hour and a half

match were treated to a

masterful production.

As a sport, now way' as

entertainment, O.K., as the

establishment of realism

loomed as the only objective

to fail miserably. The whole

crew that Roller Derby sent

to UMass seemed more like

a company of actors who
travel from town to town

performing for an audience.

They performed very well,

and should be complimented

on an excellent show. But if

Roller Derby was in Bowker

Auditorium, where was
Bluebeard taking place?

A Static Extravaganza

By KENNETH SULIN

Last Saturday night

Roller Derby hit the Cage
for its first time resulting in

a flurry of mixed emotions

and impressions. Probably

for most the deepest they've

ever got into the sport was
an occasional viewing on

Channel 56; however, the

event turned out to be a

success for those who were
hungry for similated

violence.

As we all know things like

Roller Derby and big time

wrestling are pretty comical

at times with their attempts

at convincing the audience

of a purely natural sporting

event, free of any fixing or

faking out. What we wit-

nessed was good and may
even come across to be

realisitc, but you can be

sure half of it was merely a

put-on to attract the

audience's attention.

To the surprise of most of

the track seemed unusually

small, hardly large enough

to support the entire cast of

players; however, it

evidently sufficed as the

show got underway. The
skaters themselves were
relatively young looking

which made one wonder
why anybody would make a

career of such a thing -

probably the speculative

$800 per player was the

answer.
The crowd began coming

in around 6 P.M. and by 7:30

the stands were about three-

fourths full. Only two people

skated around the track to

keep everyone happy, but

soon they left and people

started becoming impatient.

Clapping and foot-stomping

resulted, but nothing came
from it. Finally the home
team, the New England

Chiefs, made their debut for

warm-up procedures--the

Jolters followed and at last

things got underway.
A look at the individual

members showed a various

assortment of contestants

stretching from make-up
plastered girls to worn-torn,

scar-faced men. The women
proved to be the more in-

teresting likely due to the

lack of women's par-

ticipation in contact sports.

As it turned out, the girls

started things off with a

minimum (at first) of

poking and jabbering,

kicking and falling. All eyes,

nevertheless, fell on one

particular member of the

Jolters by the name of Ann
Calvello. Ann was the center

of attraction for the entire

evening, looking as if she

had just popped her head

from a bottle of make-up,

this only to be over-

shadowed by her striking

semi-shagged bleached

blonde hair. She was the

ringleader-the villianess

extravaganza who
inevitably kept the show

going. As she circled the

track she was jeered by the

spectators on one side and

cheered by the other;

however, all seemed to

remember her the most.

The men were sly and

tactful, but seldom proved

to be convincing. If you were

close enough you may have

been able to catch a smile on

the cupped face of a player

who was sprawled on the

floor supposedly in the ut-

most of pain. For the men, a

Chief named Charlie

O'Connor was the audien-

ce's favorite and such

chants from his cheering

section from 5 Webster West

were:
Go Go Charlie O
Bite his nose and rip

his toes.

The men seemed overly

brave and audacious, the

little guys took on the big

guys without batting an

eyelash, again kicking,

pulling and chasing them

around and through the

track.

As the teams proceeded to

the locker rooms, something

not overly surprising, but

unusual enough occurred. If

you happened to be sitting in

the east sidestands you

probably noticed the players

pinching any girl that

happened to be standing

nearby

.

When many thought the

game had finally come to a

close, they were over-

whelmed that half-time had

onlv been reached, and

they'd be in store for

another hour of animated

brutality

The women began again,

only their tempers were

flaring just a bit more than

in the previous half. One

could "now see punches land

that looked terribly

authentic and
maneuverings that sent

skaters flying through the

air with the greatest of ease,

unfortunately only to hit the

deck or be dangled on the

outer railings. In fact, a

number of team members
were completely hurled

from the track, but boldly

climbed back on for a return

to the action.

There were a variety of

scraps and brawls much to

the crowd's enjoyment. One

fight occurred during the

women's session in which a

small Chief knocked a tall

six foot Jolter to the floor-

her punch never really hit

anything but thin air;

however, to make it look

impressive the Jolter

squirmed on the floor

writhing in pain and agony.

The men were violent at

times; as we could see a

little Chief climb upon the

railing and throw his entire

body on two opposing team
members who were already

strung out on the floor -there

was no way this incident

could have been acted out.

The audience was having

a pretty good time and the

Cage activities were usual-

the promoters went as far as

having hawkers peddle their

banners, emblems and
programs throughout the

crowd to make it seem even

more realistic.

There were an array of

photographers including

Jim Gold, editor of the

Collegian, who was nearly

scared out of his pants when
the infamous blonde
snapped at him for snapping

her picture.

As the event continued we
could see the same
repetitious mannerisms that

prevailed in the first half.

For those unacquainted with

the sport, it was becoming a

boring evening. The only

activities which stirred the

spectators were obviously

the fights and battles,

otherwise it remained
rather dull.

After the game had
concluded half-serious
autograph hounds were
bugging the skatcrs-

surprfsingly enough they

complied in giving their

signatures. These people, as

ruthless as they seem, were

just happy-go-lucky par-

ticipants all but welcoming

their share of bruises from

the night's performance.
They're terrific actors and

they know it. They seem to

enjoy riling the crowd, but

underneath they're just like

everyone else.

Fiery Ann Cavello, or The Passive One
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Exclusive! New Beatles Album In Offing

By STOVE FELD

Apple Records issued an

official statement a little over a

years ago which informed us

there would be absolutely no

new material recorded by the

Beatles. All that was recorded

was released and everyone just

better forget the idea of any new
Beatles' album. It was a short

statement, and directly to the

point. Maybe this is why most of

us accepted it without any

questions, failing to realize that

this remark couldn't possibly be

true.

While they were together, the

Beatles made eighteen record

albums. This number fluctuates

because many of their releases

came out under different names

in England. Although there are

different songs on their English

albums, they were all, sooner or

later, released in America. For

awhile, such songs as "Nowhere

Man" and "Drive My Car"

wereonlv available in England,

until they finally were released

here. The English Revolver had

the three new songs that were in

the American Yesterday. And

Today. Consequently, there was

no Yesterday . And Today-

released in England. The same

is true for Magical Mystery

Tour All the tunes from the TV
special were released on an

Extended Playing record in

England But. in the end. there

weren't any Beatle songs that

were released in England that

weren't -eleased here

The last record made by the

Beatles was Abbey Road. It was

released before Let It Be. but

recorded after it Abbey Road

was contemporary because its

last words made a fitting

epitaph for the Beatles

gravestone: "And in the end.

the love you take, is equal to the

love vou make " Abbey Road

sounded slick, but in reality it

was just a convenient way of

gathering bits and pieces of

songs that were just "hanging

around. " either on tape or on

paper

Aobev Road is representative

of tne fact that not all of the

Beatles' music is on their

records If the Lennon-

\*
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McCartney relationship was

sped up just a few months, it

would be doubtful if Abbey

Road would have ever been

recorded, and by that time most

of Side Two was already in the

can. just waiting to be pieced

together None of that material

would have been released.

Apple would have made sure of

that.

There have been with the

Beatles, as with every recor-

ding artist, numerous out-takes

during the actual studio time.

These include the early stages

of a developing song, just

fooling around (sometimes with

interesting effects, witness the

movie Let It Be", and actual

songs thought of as not up to

par I. personally, have a tape,

about one minute long, of an

out-take of "Hey. Jude"

Needless to sav. it is incredible

I

Lennon sings on some of it,

McCartney literally screams

the ending, and George Martin,

their producer, offers com-

ments to Paul throughout it

McCartney surely couldn't have

written the song more than a

week before. In fact, there are

some lyrics that are just

mumbled, they weren't written

by then.

This is just one small example

of what is sitting around in some
executive's vaults. There is

undoubtedly more.

Yellow Matter Custard is a

bootleg record of thirteen

previously unreleased songs,

and one already recorded song,

by the Beatles. The title is taken

from a line in Lennon 's "I Am
the Walrus": "Yellow matter

custard dripping from a dead

dog's eye". Yellow Matter

Custard is the early Beatles. It

sounds more like Introducing

The Beatles than any other

album. The voices, harmonies

and guitar licks all hint of the

early days.

The album is a demo tape,

something made up to give to

the record companies as an

example of the group's sound

Among the fourteen songs is

"To Know You Is To Love You",

an old standard featuring John

and Paul in harmony, much like

on "Two of Us" from Let It Be.

Also is the previously recorded

rocker "Slow Down" It is

considerably less wild and John

sings it, as he does on the album

Something New. Also out-

standing is a minor-key blues

song featuring John on lead

vocals and excellent back-up

harmonies by Paul and George.

This, as are all the songs, is

nameless. There are no titles or

songwriting credits given. It is

very possible that only a few

were written by the Beatles.

Also possible is "that Pete Best,

not Rongo. was the drummer
These are definitely the

Beatles, though, there is ab-

solutely no mistake about it.

The quality of the record is

poor, worse than your typical

bootleg. It is in mono with just

the side number on the label

The record itself is on red vinyl.

The cover is in shaded yellow

and it exalts the phrase

"Previously unreleased studio

material" underneath the title

of the album and the group's

name In the upper right corner

is a circle around which is

written "Trademark of

By STEPHEN COLWELL
King Crimson's newest

album. Islands, could quite

,l)lv be their finest in terms

of musical creativity. Once

again, the talents of Robert

Fripp and Peter Sinfield

combine to produce an album

that is musically and ar

tistically a work of genius But

works of genius are not meant

to be experienced by everyone,

and are not capable of being

enjoyed by everyone. So those

of vou out there who like Rod

McKuen. and smile buttons, and

who think that "Who's Next"

was the best album of 1971. you

may as well stop reading this

review because I'm not talking

to vou. Besides, you're past the

point of no return. For the

others

:

As you may or may not know,

Robert Fripp and Peter Sinfield

have been looking for a lead

singer and bass player ever

since Greg Lake (now with

Emerson, Lake, and Palmer)

left the group. The addition of

Boz Scaggs, formerly with The

Steve Miller Band, fills the gap

admirably. Gordon Haskell,

featured as lead singer on the

Lizard album, is gone and his

loss to the group is nothing to

mourn. Andy McCulloch, also

featured on Lizard, whose drum

playing left something to be

desired, although it was not

nearly as bad as Michael Giles,

whose pounding ruined the

second Crimson album, In the

Wake of Poseidon, is also gone

King Crimson Islands
from the group, having been

replaced by Ian Wallace

The album itself is comprised

of six songs, three a side, and

carries a general theme of

sailors, islands, and love All

the lyrics were written by Peter

Sinfield. Formentera Lady and

Sailor's Tale, are run together

and concern a sailor's love

affair with a dancer in spa in

The third song on side one. " The

Letters.'' relates how the

sailor's Spanish lover writes to

the wife of the sailor, informing

her of their love affair, and ends

with the wife killing herself as

well as her husband.

Side Two starts with a song

about groupies, called "Ladies

of the Road," and features some

nice harmony, the kind that the

Beatles used to sing "Song of

the Gulls,'* is the prettiest song

on the album and an in-

strumental done in classical

music style. "Islands," the final

song of the album is a beautiful

love song about two people,

islands in the sea of people

around them , who meet and join

hands forever, remembering

and learning from the sailor's

tale of side one.

Musically, this album, like all

of King Crimson's, is not six

different songs, but one song

with six parts Robert Fripp

wrote all the music, and is,

without a doubt, the best

musical composer alive. People

could argue that Justin

Hayward, Ian Anderson, or

Stevie Winwood are musical

geniuses, but they really don't

come close to Robert Fripp. I

realize that's a dangerous

statement to make, but it's true.

The music is to all extents and

purposes, indescribable in

words You have to listen to it to

appreciate it. But, as I stated

earper. the music isn't meant

for evervone. At least, some of

you out there should know what

I mean
Anyway, all I can really say is

listen to the album, but listen to

the album alone If you don't see

that King Crimson is quite

possibly the only group on the

world that can make an equal

relationship between music,

your own thoughts and the

outside world, just try to get rid

of the album. If you can see the

relationship, thin don't let the

secret out. don't bring this

Quality." Inside the circle is a

pig. The inner spiral contains

the pressing number: BBL 513.

And this is all that is known

about the epic Yellow Matter

Custard. All that is left is

speculation.

Yellow Matter Custard is

thought of as coming from

California. It costs $10,000.

There is just one copy known

existing in this area and I,

unfortunately, do not own it.

Coming at a time when

bootleg records are all but

nonexistent, Yellow Matter

Custard is unbelievable. It is the

first concrete proof of anything
|

new from the Beatles. Capitol

Records has admitted to

possessing tapes of the Beatles

live at the Hollywood Bowl and

also live in Europe. But they are

stubbornly sitting on them,

waiting for God-knows-when
before they officiaUy release

them Attention record pirates:

these tapes are in Capitol's

vaults in Hollywood, California

among hours and hours of

never-before-heard Beatle

music.

Through press releases,

nosey reporters and by ac-

cident, it is known that these

songs do exist. Among them are

George Harrison's "Not
Guilty," recorded during the

sessions for the White Album,

and Lennon-McCartney's "Zero

is Just Another Even Number."
Also recorded is the Beatles'

rendition of Harrison's "All

Things Must Pass," the title

song from his solo album which

was written two years before

his album came out. About

three years ago it was reported

that Paul McCartney cancelled

all his appointments because he

felt that he had written another

"Yesterday" and wanted to

stay at home and work on it.

Nothing has been heard about

that song since.

Hopefully. Yellow Matter\

Custard will be the spark that

set the fire There is just too

much material and its doing no

good lying around in some fat

cats office. Either way. I'm

sure that we haven't heard the

last from either bootleg records
|

or the Beatles

album lo a party, and don't dare

play it more than once a week
King Crimson could very well

be so musically advanced, that

they won't achieve the

recognition they deserve for

another decade, so "Like
marron-glaced fish bones. Oh.

Lady hit the road."
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Who
By MIKE KOSTEK

Dear Friend* -The Firesign Theatre;

(Columbia, specially priced two record

set).
,

How long can they go on? Four ot

America's most perceptive, talented

and entertaining people came together

about five years ago to form a new art

form those roots are steeped mainly in

radio, but reach back to W.C Fields,

and dip productively into Lord Buckley,

Bob & Ray. Ernie Kovacs, the Marx

Brothers and R. Crumb. They recorded

albums with a keen vision into the

nuanaces of all of our daily lives. Wether

it be writing their material, or per-

forming their material, The Fire Sign

Theater works its craft perfectly.

Their first album, Watting For The

Electrician Or Someone Like Him isn't

very good. It has too many ideas and

theme that just weren't given enough

attention, but still there could be seen,

something new and tremendously ex-

citing in the way that you played this

"comedy" album over and over again

(especially side two). What did you do

with your other comedy albums up to

that point'' After you're played Bill

Coby, Rusty Warren. Don Rickles. Bob

Newhart et. al. a few times for yourself

you'd put them on the shelf and drag

them out for friends ("Oh, you've

simply got to hear Allan Shepards new

album!") and parties (All right, who

here hasn't heard Geroge Karlan s

album ? ) One look at all of these albums

will tell you why you laughed the first

five times you heard the record, then

smiled on subsequent listernings. All

these records were made with one

person in front of a mike and usually in

front of a live audience so you'd be sure

to know when to laugh. And so Bill, Bob,

Redd, Rusy Allan would tell their jokes,

the audience would yukitup and there

you are How many times can you hear

the same joke? A very hot medium.

Very show bizzy.

The only exception to this were Lord

Buckley, Lenny Bruce and Don

Rickles (yes). These three talked so fast

with such complex and different

material that they stood up under being

frozen on vinyl and played over an

over. Still, there was a giant spare <

this area that remained unfilled.

The Firesign Theatre creates novels,

movies in your mind. The listener

becomes more than another yukker in

the audience, he sees panoramas, he

hears the characters moving in time and

space He realizes that reality is being

used, misused and abuse. For the first

time there is multi-tracking of primary

characters as well as extensive use ( and

sensitive use) made of panning. That is,

the main characters have a habit of

talking at the same time or are upstaged

by sound effects and move back and

forth from speaker to speaker. It will be

truely unbelievable when the Firesign

comes out in quadrasonic, as then they

will be able to pin point areas of sound

anywhere in the area enclosed by the

speakers.

"This is the freest medium for us.

Movies and television are too com-

plicated and restricted. This is a way we

can express this round table and sent it

out "--Dave Ossman of the Firesign.

•••

How Can You Be In Two Places At

Once When You're Not Anywhere At

All? was their second album and

featured two different unified sides, one

dealing with the extreme odyssey of

someone who buys a car and winds up in

an Egyptian pyramid being told

America's vitures in word, movie and

song It is an excellently insane blend of

used car commercials, W.C.Fields, old

war movies, Elvis Presley, you name it.

The second side features "The Further

Adventures Of Nick Danger, Third Eye"

and is an impaccible spoof of private eye

radio shows in the '30s and '40s. The

Firesign's characters usually get caught

up in the trappings of their medium.

Nick Danger flashes back to the past

and can't remember what he's supposed

to do to get out of it. Our friend who buys

the car on the first side tries his climate

control (Tropical Paradise) and finds

himself in one. On the second side we are

listening to lesson six in our study of

Turkish (on Waiting For The Elec-

trician) when we are transported to

Turkey.
"The one mind that seems to have the

same vision as ours is R. Crumb His

cover to the last Whole Earth Catalogue

is a kind of visual representation of the

Firesign mind. "--Peter Bergman of the

Firesign (the Bald One)

•••

Don't Crush That Dwarf, Hand Me

The Pliers is the first unified concept

album, with the same characters and

story running on both sides. Don't Crush

That Dwarf is a brilliant story of the

near future, with echoes of the past, our

past and our present, running through

the story This is an electronic novel, but

with far greater possibilities for full

realization of texture and character

identity than the printed page Don't

Crush That Dwarf received a Hugo (the

Oscar of the science fiction world) and

was the first time the Firesign's talents

were fully realized. A tremendous

record, both funny and frightening in its

implications.

/ Guess We're All Bozos On This Bus

was released last spring and although

certainly less successful than Don't

Crush That Dwarf, has a certain charm

and flavor all its own. Bozos deals again

with a square and squared away future

but without the grim humor and fun of

its predecessor.
.

Dear Friends is the latest offering

from the Firesign, and is the same, yet

different from their previous albums.

On the back cover of this "Specially

priced two-record set" it says that Dear

Friends is "Some of the best from their

avant garde radio religious series".

From 1966 to 1971 the Firesign appeared

sporadically on four different Los

Angeles radio stations, their last series

being known as "Dear Friends!" and

was syndicated to various radio stations

around the country, including WMUA
This album is bits and pieces from these

broadcasts. Listening to this alburn is

disturbing at first because of the lack of

the wacky continuity found on their

other works. If Don't Crush That Dwarf

and Bozos are full length novels, then

Dear Friends is collection of scenes,

sketches and individual episodes that

could easily fit into a longer story

It is certainly a varied collection of

routines (some improvised), ramng

from "The T.B. Guide" timed at 5:50 to

a nifty commercial, "Balliol Bros." at

1 45 Some cuts feature elaborate sound

effects, others are merely at the mad

four delving into unprecidented depths

on some imprompty subject. Any im-

promptu subject And there lies the

problem Imagine if this had been their

first album What would be the reaction

to if Not much. There are 29 cuts on

here They deal with the usual Firesign

subjects, tongue-tied announcers.

"Duke Of Madness Motors ", pompous

announcer pastors, a great satire on the

commercial selling those 40 Great

Melodies, J. Edgar, flipped out Chicanos

( It was the Firesign that paved the way

for Cheech 4 Chong) ,
talk show an-

nouncers coping with leaky guests and

sunthetic chinchillas, those idiot insipid

parade announcers, all the usual in-

competents that invade our lives

through radio and TV. One nice feature

is that for the first time individual credit

is given to each voice (Phil Proctor is

the Pooper). By the way. total album

time is 74:05.

"We work in language. We're so good

with our language instruments that we

practiced on so long that wp can make a

sentence of eight or ten words that's so

loaded-just like we are-that you hear it

first and you hear it second and third

and you begin to work it together "-Phil

Austin of the Firesign.

"We also use sounds for their

associative value, in terms of memory

and the way the brain functions. That

why we operate from pun, and what

people call the destruction of words to

create associations between words that

are in essence a manifestation of the

way the brain really works. Cause

that's how it locks things together. -

Phil Proctor.

•••

The sound of the Firesign is musical

The seemingly disparate and dissonant

sounds they put together form a music, a

music of sounds. If you're a Firesign nut

and you hear the "Shoes For Industry"

commercial from Don't Crush That

Dwarf, your mind will find itself hearing

the sounds to come at the end of the

commercial, just as in a symphony.

Poets of sound, telling us about

Kinetic Heat Ratios, and we love it.

They play with the sound of words

("Toad Away"), and with the sound

made by a string of words, much like

Captain Beefheart's poetry. I love the

way they say their lines "Where do you

go when you're toad away?"

•••

"We talk about the radio shows, the

pure improvisation, with sometimes

nothing but a newspaper or book to start

things off. And this leads to that very

thing happening at the table Sombody
introduces a word or phrase, maybe
reads from something nearby, then

somebody else picks it up and runs it for

a while, maybe leads it off in his own

direction until somebody else knows

where it should go and takes it Voices

change to suit the mood and situation. "-

•••

Those of you that love the Firesign

Theatre, this album will give you a good

insight into facets of these folks that we

haven't seen before. Those of you that

haven't heard the light yet. go borrow

your neighbor's copy of Don't Crush

That Dwarf. You'll hear.

Jcrrv Lewis Twin Cinema

'

Irtamp Shopping •""(n*"' toBlgY)|

Route 5. Northampton. 586-3200

bogAAt classic
film festival

NOW SHOWING,

Bogart and Robinson. An obviously

symbolic stl-to directed by Huston

from the Maswell Anderson play.

Bacali. Lionel Barrymore. Claire

Trevor. Thomas Gomez are featured.
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THRU FEBRUARY 29

Petrified Forest
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Steal the scene from both
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Slick and Snickering Melodrama

By MARY LOU GORDON

Such Good Friends

Written for the screen Dy

Esther Dale, from the novel by

Lois Gould; produced and

directed by Otto Preminger,

starring Dyan Cannon,

Lawrence Luckinbill, and

James Coco.

Such Good Friend* is a

visciously comical vignette of

two swinging New York couples

that occasionally oversteps the

boundaries of comedy to

become a mock parody of a

basically lopsided and

grotesque situation. The

snickering cynicism that is

worked into this film loses some

of its comic properties and

effectiveness by a parallel level

of seriousness that adds

sporatic touches of hard reality

to the playful situations

described It seems as if Otto

Preminger couldn't decide

whether he wanted the movie to

be a plainly funny situation

comedy, a perverse and satirical

farce, or a good working

melodrama, so he incorporated

aspects of all three into the film.

The plot is cliched and rather

boring, as it deals with an un-

iaithful husband and his un-

suspecting wife who learns the

shocking news in a most cruel

manner. The movie is no high-

powered dazzler or super-

cinematic experience, but there

are enugh unexpected twists

anc unusual circimstances to

sustain interest in the film,

regardless of the slow pace and

simplicity of plot

The movie is concerned with

Julie and Richard, who are

married, and Cal and Miranda,

who are not, and the cir-

cumstances that make their

relationships become closely

entwined and intermingled. The

basic emphasis though, is on

Julie and the crisis she un-

dergoes throughout the film

At the outset. Richard is going

to the hospital to have a mole

removed from his neck, a

process which is described to

Jule by Tim, a doctor and close

friend, as being very simple and

routine H turns out that the

surgeon cuts a vein in Richard's

neck, and he has to be given a

blood transfusion from which

he has a severe allergic reac-

tion, and goes into a coma. He

has to undergo a complete

transfer of all his blood, after

which something goes wrong

with his liver and then his

kidneys. This takes up a great

part of the movie, with many
scenes in the hospital and in

conferences with doctors. The

humor which lies here deals

with bustling hospital con-

fusion, medical malpractice

and incompetence, but it is

often not very funny because of

the seriousness with which Julie

is affected. She is becoming

emotionally and physically

drained by all of this, while the

blundering doctors continue to

bumble their way through

verbose rhetorical ex-

planations, claiming no real

responsibility and expressing

no real concern for her plight

At the point where Richard is

at his worst, Julie discovers a

little black book in his desk that

has many dates, symbols and

drawings in it. She regards it as

nothing, until she is confronted

by Cal with the news that

Richard has been cheating on

her with his girfnend Miranaa

for over a year now. Julie, who

is devastated by this, confides

in Tim, who lets it slip in con-

versation that there have been

others besides Miranda. Julie

goes back to the Uttle book and

figures out the code to find that

he has been cheating with just

about every woman that they

know. She talks with Miranda,

who tells her that Richard has

nroDOsed to her if she will ac-

was a virgin until just prior to

her marriage to Richard,

resisting him as long as

possible, giving in only when

Richard took her by force. We
are shown flashes even further

back in time, to Julie's early

and awkward adolescent

stages, where we see her

theatrical and cold mother

degrading her physical ap-

Richard compare in bed to

me?" The picture zooms back

to the present with Julie an-

swering both questions for us

with her answer to the first -

"Better."

Preminger has given us the

portrait of a woman who grew

up feeling psychologically in-

ferior as a female, was involved

in a seemingly homosexual

DYAN I -\N\o\ AND LAURENCE LUCKINBILL

eept So with the possibility of a

divorce as soon as Richard is

well, Julie returns to the

hospital the following day to

learn that Richard has just had

a breathing failure and is dying.

With Cal and Miranda at her

side, she accepts quietly the

final news of his death, and

returns home with the others, at

which point the film ends as we
see Julie leave the house with

her two young sons and enter

the park across the street.

The dramatic moments in the

film are effectively portrayed

and carried by Dyan Cannon

as Julie, who lends warmth,

charm and actuality to her role.

The numerous scenes we have

of her lying alone in bed. fearing

for her husband and thinking

back to the days when they first

met and were deeply in love,

were executed with a sensitivity

that makes her seem such a

lonely, almost pitiable woman,
that the movie becomes, for a

while at least, very real and

very sad. The news of Richard's

betrayal hits her hard, and she

reacts with the horror and insult

indicative of any human in such

situation.

But Preminger doesn't keep

her sadness constant, as we
later see her in two of the

funniest scenes of the movie,

one where she becomes drunk

with Cal the night that she finds

out about Richard, where she

poses nude for him and ends up

being seduced in a comical

attempt that doesn't work out

too well She later goes on to

seduce Tim, by pulling off him
clothes and orally arousing him,

while he is very collectively

trying to talk to a patient on the

phone. She vascillates between

feeling an open wound of pain

and injury over Richard and an

opposing nonchalant attitude

that says if he can do it, so can

she.

Through flashbacks early in

the movie, we learn that Julie

pearance insteau of giving her

the usual motherly com-

pliments and encouragements.

There is also one obscure little

flash to a group of girls who

have the appearance of private

school preppies, with Julie

talking to a very lesbianish

looking girl, who is telling Julie

how pretty she is. We see this

woman come into the hospital

near the end of the movie and

approach a shocked and much
taken back Julie with the

question, "How's Richard

doing'''' Without Julie's an-

swering, we are flashed back to

a scene with Julie sitting in bed

and the girl on her knees beside

the bed asking, "How does

relationship early in life that

could have resulted from or in

an instilled fear of men, and

who has been having a not too

fulfilling sexual relationship

with her husband. Julie's

determination to prove her

sexuality and desirability after

finding out about Richard is a

deplorable attempt at con-

vincing herself, the two men

involved, and her husband that

she really is a sexually ap-

pealing woman, but she is

resolved to such a pitiable state

that while her overt actions,

such as those with Cal and Tim,

are highly funny, her real

situation is not.

Laurence Luckinbill. for the

short time that we see him

before he goes into a coma for

the duration of the film, is very

funny and refreshingly witty.

His sharp sense of humor and

personality work well in con-

junction with James Coco, who

can make comedy out of the

most trite dialogue. Jennifer

O'Neill, who plays Miranda,

does little more in the film than

look pretty, act seductive and

smile sweetly.

The secondary charactrs in

this film are well worth notice -

they are comprised of an

amazingly large
conglomeration of clearly

defined types, and with a group

of glamorous, cosmopolitan

New Yorkers, imagination has

no limits We see the very

dramatic and stagey looking

hustlers, a young and hip

chickie who is trying to find out

what its all about and get it all

together, a tall, skinny, short-

haired intellectual, the super

chic and Vogue-ish looking

women who never crack smiles,

beauties who have been tran-

sformed by nose operations,

and those who have turned to

fake beauty marks, along with

flabby old men who wear gir-

dles and old women who
frequent Elizabeth Arden's to

have their thighs waxed.

Such Good Friend* is not an

excellent film nor is it wor-

thlessly bad.. When the movie is

funny, it is joltingly wicked and

hard, executed with the grace

and slickness of a con-artist.

The mode of expression in this

film is often tastelessly bad; the

satirical force of the jokes made

of the love-marriage-adultery

triangle is frequently harsh and

difficult to laugh at because of

the simultaneous reality of pain

and injury that is going on. The

loaded satire that is injected

into bittersweet reality makes

the film sway between two

poles, where a more con t ant

tone would have rendered the

intentions with more clarity.

The slightly obtuse point of view

that Preminger chooses to stand

on seems to be a significant

deterrant to the film, in addition

to the lack of zest and
smoothness of pace needed to

make it an outrageously good

film.

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY WEEKEND

Entertainment

Friday — D.J. — 9:30

Saturday — THE RAIL — 9:30

Sunday — CLEAN LIVING — 9:30

THE CHEQUERS
Irv our all new Italian Menu
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No One Admitted Without A Vomit Bag
By BOB NESTI

Night of the Living Dead began with

$6000 and a vague idea director George

Romero had of transforming an

allegorical story he had written into "a

real blood and guts film." The results

overwhelm the viewer with a series of

grotesque images unequalled for their

sheer audacity by any film within

memory. The major distinction if that

the film makes explicit the gore we've

always wanted horror films to show, and

without exaggeration has claims to

being the most gruesome and

frightening film ever made.

The transformation from the vague to

the specific is the film's most

distinguishing characteristic and this

genre finally gets the right jolt of

tastelessness needed to completely alter

the form. Prior to Night horror films

often left audiences disappointed. They

would suggest behavior, imply the

grotesque, and finally resort to

cinematic trickery to gloss over the

specific grossness of their situations.

Few filmmakers were audacious enough

to skirt the public's taste in order to

shock them, and. interestingly enough,

the horror films which are clearly

remembered as being masterful ex-

cursions into pure shock have also been

graphic enough to be called tasteless.

Psycho is the most obvious example.

Hitchcock once doesn't shirk from the

inherent perverse possibilities of his

material. Rather he exploits them to

their full potential.The story of a young

man with a double personality, one

basically meek and the other homicidal,

wasn't unknown from films; what made

it specifically odd and frightening was

Hitchcock's brashness. a brashness

which allowed for the leading lady to be

murdered in a scene of overwhelming

brutality within the first reel.

Psycho exploits our raw emotions.

Night of the Living Dead does even

better. It is a brilliant idea realized on

film, a huge sick joke acted out in

complete seriousness and executed with

unusually astute cynicism. The idea is

what would happen if one night the

recently dead came alive and stalked

the country murdering the living, not

only killing their victims but eating

them, sometimes both at the same time.

The premise is as absurd as it is

frightening, and it is pretty scary for we

witness our own worst fears come true.

When the initial premise of ghouls

murdering people and devouring the

flesh is accepted, the raw emotional

power Night elicits has a numbing

quality. Witnessing the film is like being

caught in a snare the more you may try

to escape the raw grip, the tighter a hold

it gets.

The hold comes immediately in the

creepy opening sequence which takes

place in a cemetery on a late afternoon.

A rather dimwitted blonde named

Barbara and her snively brother have

reluctantly come to visit their dead

mother's grave As they bicker, a

disheveled, middle-aged man wanders

in the distance, slowly moving toward

them. When they come to pass each

other, the man unexpectedly attacks

them, knocking the brother to the

ground and his death Barbara escapes

and finds shelter in a near seemingly

abandoned tarmhouse. She quickly

learns she isn't the only refugee from

the growing number of ghouls outside as

here she meets Ben, the film's strong

black lead. Together they barricade the

house from the flesh-hungry onslaught

outside. Unexpectedly from the cellar

come the remaining cross-section of

American life locked inside the far-

mhouse: Judy and Tom, a young

married couple, Helen and Harry, an

unhappy, middle-aged couple, and their

sick daughter, Karen, who has been

bitten by one of the living dead. The

tension increases as the hostilities

caused by jarring personalities placed

in an intolerable situation become ap-

parent. Ben and Harry argue. Helen and

Harry argue, Barbara falls into shock;

more importantly they learn through a

found television that the ghoulish figures

outside the door are the dead returned to

life who intend on eating them.

Their bond of strength, already

weakened through personal friction,

finally crumbles when the young couple

Judy and Tom attempt to escape and are

barbecued when their truck explodes.

From this point through the an-

ticlimatical epilogue. Night of the Living

Dead becomes an exercise in

unrelenting terror Elements merely

suggested, here and in traditional horror

films, are made vivid. First the dead

devour the remains of the thoroughly

grilled couple which would be absurd if

it weren't so grotesque. This is where

the inherent power lies for these scenes

are so foreign to human experience that

the audience can't even divorce itself

through ridicule. There is no detach-

ment, only complete involvement in

these poor souls' plicht. The insane

Cadavers on the march
' — "

conclusion is tasteless, is horrible, is

brutal, yet cleverly exploits the

suggested theme and leaves the viewer

not only emotionally drained, but unable

to visit a cemetery for months.

Much of the coarseness of Night

comes from it being a low-budget

quickie made in. of all places, Pitt-

sburgh. For the most part, the film has

the endearing quality a grade B epic

always possesses: grainy black and

white photography, simple shots and

angles, sparse production details, and

mostly unknown actors. In this case,

these all work out as unintended plusses

as the gritty realism is only accentuated

by lack of glossness. and the acting,

although earthy, is bad enough to offer

the audience a release from the

burgeoning tension inherent in the

situation Night would never work as a

Hollywood product It is too coarse in

both theme and design to be studio

produced Only the audacity of an in

dependent filmmaker could possibly

exploit all the gross power that is found

here and director George Romero revels

in the gore with sadistic delight One of

the films most unappreciated virtues is

its understated wryness The scenes of

the television reporter telling people

that there really cant be anything they

can do to give their loved ones a proper

funeral and burial are richly ironic

There hasn't been a better horror satire

since Roger Corman's classic Little

Shop of Horrors and where that was

mostly forced, overstated, and only

mildlv frightening, this film tears at the

gut while exhibiting an unusually subtle

wit

Director Romera has said he enjoys

constructing films like jigsaw puzzles

and Night does have a rather im-

personal, interlocked quality The
theme is acute insanity in an absurd

situation and despite the passion of the

events, the camera consistently remains

coldly analytical The characters are. at

best, ordinary, even the hero Ben hasn't

any distinguishing qualities. At their

worst, the rest are pitiful, unable to

handle any situation without the prat-

falls of human stupidity and ignorance

Much of the tension between Ben and

Harry is racial; Helen is blissfully

ignorant of the seriousness of her

daughter's condition despite the war-

nings of the television ; and even Ben, in

the unhappy ending, finally loses any

semblance of sanity in dealing with his

situation. Night is thoroughly anti

human, keeping its allegorical roots in a

completely frightening context

Romero talent cannot be denied. First

he had the shrewdness and perception to

see that by being graphic he could cover

more ground than any horror film

before him He was detached enough

from his material to infuse black humor

and ironv when necessary, and finally

left his film rough, cold, superficially

unprofessional The acting, for the most

part, is hardly worth noting, (there was

supposedly one professional actor in the

group), and the script simply and d
fectively tHls the story This is nothing

distinguishable about the parts

although their whole makes for a near

traumatic cinematic experience You

may sneer at the rough edges, but to

deny the power of Night of the Living

Dead is to ignorr talent and the ability of

the visual image to scare the living hell

out of an audience
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Basic Audio

By FRANK JOHNSON

And now, after weeks ot

discussing purely electronic

devices, we turn to the final link

in the audio chain- loudspeakers

from where the sound

ultimately emerges. A good

deal of subjective appeal is

accorded loudspeakers, and this

first article will try to explain

how design can influence this

appeal.

The operation of loudspeakers

in not overly complicated, and

they can be viewed as tran-

sducers operating in reverse.

(For an explanation, see Poor

Richards, 11/19/71) There are

two types of loudspeakers in

common use: the electrostatic

speaker and the dynamic
speaker. Of the two, the

dynamic is more widespread,

forming about 95% of all

loudspeakers used in stereo

systems and it will constitute

the bulk of our discussion here.

The electrostatic loudspeaker,

while used in some rather good

high frequency designs, does

not tend to reproduce bass

frequencies very well and its

application has been restricted

to a few rather esoteric types.

Undoubtedly most of us have

inspected a dynamic loud-

speaker in some form or

another . most probably the one

seen came out of an old auto

radio or table model that had

seen better days Although this

loundspeaker most of the time

is simply referred to as a

"speaker", it is designed, for

economic reasons, to handle

only a fairly narrow segment of

the audio spectrum-the

midrange The quality of the

equipment originally powering

this speaker did not necessitate

a wide response capability If

the manufacturer wanted to

enlarge this response, he

probably would have in-

corporated more than one

speaker.

Multi-speaker designs are

necessary because it is difficult

to manufacture a single speaker

that will respond well at high

and low extremes of musical

demands If we offer 2 loud-

speakers- one for the high treble

and another for the low bass, we
can optimize each design and

get better overall frequency

response. Because the

wavelength for the treble is

smaller or shorter than the

bass, the treble speaker must

likewise be smaller than the

bass reproducer It is ap-

propriately called a 'tweeter"

The bass speaker, utilizing

similar onomatopoeia, is known

as a "woofer" When operating

in tandem these speakers are

usually not connected in

parallel because high and low

frequencies must be separated

to avoid distortion that would

occur if they were mixed in the

respective speaker. Thus, a

woofer and a tweeter are

separated by a "crossover

network" An inductional coil,

known as a choke, will not pass

low frequencies very well;

conversely, a capacitor will not

pass high frequencies ef-

fectively These components

are incorporated in a crossover

network to separate the two

speakers.

The respective response ot a

woofer and a tweeter may

further be optimized by an

interim speaker, a midrange. to

take care of the middle

frequencies. It also must have a

tap from the crossover network

when it operates with the other

two speakers. However, the

number of speakers used in a

system does not increase the

quality necessarily; it has been

my experience that many two-

way systems sound better than

other three-way systems

Nevertheless, a well-designed 3-

vay system using a midrange is

theoretically a further

refinement

It is also possible to allow a

Loud Speakers-Part I

woofer to accomodate both the

highs and the lows. The tweeter

may be mounted across the

woofer's face, in which case the

speaker is called a "coaxial"

speaker (or coax, for shot), or

else another smaller speaker

can be directly coupled to the

center of the woofer. This latter

type is called a "dual cone"

speaker. However, these

designs are falling out of favor

at present, and they are in-

cluded here for the sake of

from a paper-asphalt com-

position, the spider nowadays

consists of chemically-treated

cloth. Both the spider and the

surround constitute a very

critical area of the speaker,

because they supply a form of

mechanical resistance or

damping, without which the

thrusts of the cone would be

uncontrolled and rather

distorted. More will be said of

this later on.

However, after examining the

completeness.

Although a woofer is

physically much larger than a

tweeter I
necessitated because it

has to move more air), its

design principle is identical.

Both speakers run according to

electromagnetic induction- the

same property that makes
turntable motors and phono

cartridges operate If an

alternating current is fed into a

coil, some magnetism will be

generated. If this energy is met

by a similar and opposing force,

and coupled to a radiating

surface, sound will be produced

This is the principle surroun-

ding the "dynamic " speaker

The face of the speaker, which

is usually a large circular

surface, is called the "cone",

and this is the radiator which

distributes the physical energy

and pushes the air molecules so

as to convert it into acoustical

energy
At the apex of the cone, there

is a small cylinder on which coil

windings of metal wire are

wound. This is known as the

voice coil. It surrounds a per-

manent magnetic structure

whose magnetic field is sup-

plied by a magnet at the op-

posite end of the voice coil. For

permanent magnetic proper-

ties, a metal alloy such as alnico

(aluminum, nickel, and cobalt)

is used so that the magnetic

field will not gradually become

less intense over a period of

time, a decay process known as

hysteresis loss.

The cone is not rigidly at-

tached to the rest of the

speaker It is suspended by a

flexible material called the

"surround" at its widest

diameter, and around the voice

coil it has another, stiffer

suspension called the "spider"

( because originally it was made
out of plastic and it resembled

the legs of a spider). Unlike the

cone, which often is constructed

dynamic loudspeaker, we see

that the cone's surface has two

sides, both of which radiate

sound When the speaker

operates out in the open, the two

sides interfere with each other

and tend to cancel themselves

out No matter how well

designed the speaker is. it will

have a rather restricted range

when it operates in this manner

Placing the speaker on a board

to separate the front from the

rear will help, but cancellation

will be minimized by mounting

the entire speaker in an en

closure This is why speakers

are enclosed or "baffled" when

one buys a complete speaker

"system".
Most simple table radios and

sometimes even the more ex-

pensive consoles have their

speakers enclosed by an open

baffle. But in this case the rear

of these speakers is still left

open to the air, and very little

low bass will be generated. To

enhance the sound, we need to

totally enclose the speaker in an

airtight box, or enclosure, and

put some acoustical damping

material (such as fiberglass) on

the inside to damp out internal

vibrations, caused by sonic

reflections within the enclosure.

The enclosure should be con-

structed of heavy material such

as thick plywood so that the

interior does not resonate or

"ring"' when struck. When
totally airtight, the enclosure is

called an "infinite baffle".

The only problem with this

design is that it must be rather

large if the internal volume is to

be great enough for the very low

bass, which necessitates a large

volume because of its greater

wavelength. We can diminish

the size of the enclosure by

either opening a small hole in

the enclosure and "tuning" it

tin which case it becomes a

"bass reflex" enclosure > or else

using a different kind of woofer

Either method, as we shall see.

has its advantages.

The bass reflex enclosure

takes into account the rear

radiations from the speaker

cone and uses some of them to

reinforce the front of the

speaker by way of the port or

vent formed by the hole But the

actual size of the port must be

determined by many variable

factors and computed with

math and test equipment when

it is "tuned" for the smootheset

response In addition, to sup-

press the internal resonances

which occur because the port is

open, a tube or duct must be

employed and its length must

also be computed according to

the enclosure's size, the

speaker, and the speaker's

"resonance" The resonance is

defined as the frequency at

which the speaker's impedence

rises to its highest value- for-

ming greatest opposition to

alternating current and this

happens usually in the low bass

The resonant frequency is

important to keep in mind

because the low limit of useful

bass response is somewhere in

the neighborhood of the

resonant frequency.

Bass reflex designs were once

quite popular, but they are now

falling out of favor One reason

concerns speaker change over

an extended period of time

Woofers become more efficient

as they grow older, and this

means that their resonant

frequency will drop. The port

and the duct of the bass-reflex

enclosure must then be

recomputed. and most
audiophiles are not equipped to

do this themselves.
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These problems, and many
others, are eliminated with the

very popular "acoustic

suspension" design for woofers.

This principle employs air as a

damping medium in a rather

small enclosure. The spider and

surround are made to be very

flexible, more so than ordinary

woofers. The speaker or

speaker system is mounted in a

fully airtight enclosure, in

which the entire inside is

packed with damping material.

When the rear of the cone

radiates, the interior of the

enclosure forms a very stiff

resistance, and this obviates a

restrictive spider or surround.

The acoustic damping material

further nulls the rear radiations

quite effectively.

By this method very small

enclosures are possible, and

they can be considerably

smaller than bass-reflex

designs These systems can be

placed on bookshelves or other

small spaces. Their greatest

advantage, however, is a great

reduction in bass harmonic

distortion which still persists in

other designs, because the bass

can be effectively controlled by

the internal air resistance and

not mechanical restraints such

as the surround, a more precise

method For these reasons,

acoustic-suspension speaker
systems have become quite

popular. The only problem with

acoustic-suspension types
concerns their rather low ef-

ficiency The previous issue on

amplifiers dealt with speaker

efficiency vs. amplifier power,

and their relationship is im-

portant Most conventional

speaker systems have about 5-

10% efficiency Acoustic

suspension types are usually 1%
efficient or less. Consequently,

they demand more power for

the same level of loudness, and
this means a more expensive

amplifier Even the cheaper

acoustic suspension designs

require at least 15 watt-

s/channel RMS or more, and
most need at least 25 watts The
shopper should keep this in

mind when he considers

speaker purchases

Although we've discussed
speaker design and operation, a

lot about listening and testing

remains to be divulged, and it

will follow in the next issue

TNIS WEEKEND AT

THE TOP OF THE CAMPUS

Amherst

Jazz Concert

9-1

Emotions

with Gwen Cooper

DINNER

U: - Fri. 5:30 - 9

Saturday 5:30 - 10

9-1
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sick behavior. Dustin Hoffman piays an

American mathametician who runs

from the violence of his homeland to

provinciality of his English wife's

country town. He can't escape the gore

and Peckinpah reveals it in a climax

of unrelenting brutality. Beyond the

various forms of murder, there isn't

much here. The film's principal virtue is

the performance of Susan George as the

nasty bitch Hoffman marries, other-

wise, a bleak, strident film.

Such Good Friends (Campus

Cinemas, Northampton)

A savagely tasteless comic

melodrama about a woman who. while

her husband lies dying, discovers he had

numerous affairs with many of her

tnends The humor often comes through

gross juxtaposition or plain rank fun;

still under the unusually slick hand ol

( )tto Freminger and a fine screenplay by

Elaine Mav « using a pseudonym), the

film often is good, dirty fun. The digs are

manv. from hypocritical chicness to

medical malpractice and done with

slapstick flair by a large cast led by

Dyan Cannon, Laurence Luckinbell. and

James Coco Reviewed on page twelve.

The Thin Man (Saturday. 7:30 and

10:00. Merrill Science Center. Amherst

College) ™. »» ••

The first of the six "Thin Man

movies, this one. which appeared in 1932

deals with a murderer and the Thin

Man. who is his first victim William

Powell portrays detective Nick Charles,

the Thin Man. and Myrna Loy plays his

wife Nora. Their marriage makes the

first time that an affectionate

relationship was realistically shown on

the screen, and the pairing of Powell

and lx)\ made for one of the most en

deartag teams ol the thirties.

\ span- OMyoeej (Showcase

Cinemas. West Springfield)

Unquestionably one of thetmcst tilms
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of recent vears and the best space epic

ever. Stanley Kubrick's twelve million

dollar Modern Odyssey is the

surrealistic journey ot Man's evolution,

from Monkev to Man to Superman The

film is visually the most complex in

recent vears. a cosmic Marienbad. and

the special effects are stunning beyond

belief It is loosely structure in tli:

parts with more along thematic lines

than a linear plot, yet is never boring.

containing perhaps tin- most interesting

MEDEA

pop philosophv ever filmed The music

score, ranging from Richard Strauss to

Ligeti to Johann Strauss, is one of

positive brilliant, the script is downbeat

black humor, and the direction is lm-

peceable Kubrick, visually complete

and beautifully done by Americas finest

director _
X.V. and Zee Wednesday. Showcase

Cinema . ,.,

The most inanely titled film quite

tome time is this bitchy, romantic

Poor Richard's Puzzle

This Week: The Forties

melodrama that reads like Modern

Romance written by Edward Albee The

story concerns unhappy middle aged

marriage in contemporary London and

the way three way affair employed to

save it It stars Susannah York as |

young botique owner who has an affair

with Michael ('aim- but has tendencies

for bis wife Elizabeth Taylor whose

medusa like presence makes for her

most grotesque appearance sin. e

Boom' to be reviewed.

Across

1 The 1940 romantic espionage

thriller starring Bogart and

Bergman
5. The singing sensation ot the

Forties

8. Defunct luxury car

9 Mr. Ayres

10 What Sally Rand and Anne Corio

did well

12 Forties movie actor who later

became an important Republican

13 World War II war correspondent

15 Speed of boat m popular Frank

Loesser song of the Forties

16 First name of South Carolina

senator who ran as a States Rights

Candidate for the Presidency <n 1948

18 Hall of Fame Shortstop, managed

Red Sox in the Forties

21 Barbara and Betty, they both

were noted celebrities with the same

last name.
22. Where most of our fathers ended

up in their early twenties

23 Lana Turner's sweaters accented

this part of her anatomy

24 Feeling how all America felt on

December 7. 1941

27 Now defunct middle ranged car

whose demise came m the last

decade
31 Euphomsm first popular m the

Forties, now popular when

discussing one's mobility

32 Miss Grables insured item

33 Magazine of the Arts which

emerged in the Forties and was

35. Star of "Carnival in Costa Rica"

and "The Gay Cavellero"

37 Child star

38 Ann danced and Glenn played the

clarinet, but they both shared the

same last name
39 She sang "Tangerine"

40 Bandleader with many, many

wives

own
I. Popular magazine

2 On With The

3 Mentor of Janis JopMn, this blues

singer died in unfortunate cir

cumstances Albee wrote a play

about her death.

4. Interest in Carmen Miranda,

Vera Allen, Eve Arden can be

described with this word.

6. "On The — —
" '

Topeka, and the Santa Fe."

7. Sister act. (sic)

8. Type of heel popular in the For

ties.

II. Loudmouthed comedienne

14. Hollywood composer whose work

was first heard in the Forties.

17 First name of "the sweater girl"

18 City in popular song Dy 7 down

19 At times what the Allies could

only rely upon

20 Common link name between a

suave leading man (first name) and

a popular dancer (last name).

25 Ms. Midler and Davis

26 What we all had in Roosevelt

28 Comic book company.

29 Dance Cole Porter song begins

30. She went into seclusion after

"Two Faced Women".
34. What hair was never allowed to

do
36. "Better to have and Inst,

than to have never at all."

Harold Stassen, 1948
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andBOBNESTI

Theater
A Delicate Balance
Edward Albee's play about some

intelligent, witty, and quite desperately

lonely people. The theme is serious but

the play often is humorous. Tonight, and

tomorrow, at Theater 14, Smith College.

i$)

Blazing Guns at Roaring Gulch

A Classic melodrama of a western

horse-opera, presented by the Thespian

Troupe No. 133. The production is

directed by Rory Johnston and Peter

Taylor, and is at the Amherst Regional

High School Aud. The play runs from

Fridav to Sundav. with a show at 8:00 on

Friday and at 2:00 on Saturday and

Sunday. <$)

No F.xit and the Denouement

Two modern dav versions oi what it is

like to be trapped in Hell-Satre's No ExM

concerns three people locked in a room

that appears to be Hell, and Thomas

Murray's Denouement personifies the

hell caused bv the interaction of five

people Directed by David Miller and

Lauren Robertson and performed by the

Thespian Troupe No. 1333. the per-

formances are at Amherst Regional

High School from Friday to Sunday at

8.15. ($)

Music

Amherst Folklore Center

This weekend, the center is featuring

Happy and Arty Traum. folksingers.

Friday at 8:00. Greg Bullen. singer and

songwriter Saturday at 8:00. and an

Open Hoot. Sunday at 2:00 On Tuesday.

February 22 at 8:00 the center presents

Jim Kweskin in concert <$>

( .ib.uel

The weekly excursion in the musical

the - performed by the Lion s

Share Company in the Blue Wall every

urday evening at l:SQ and 10:30 this

time around, presents the music and

lyrics from the off-Broadway hit You're

A Good Man. Charlie Brown. The

conrpany performs well enough, the

surroundings are pleasant, and the

sound system quite good Liquor is

ved for those who are eligible,

otherwise soft drinks and pizza <$>

Films

\drifft .Cinema X. Springfield-

Directed by Jan Kadar. it is a

dramatic and provocative tale of a

Czechoslovakian fisherman and his

wife and the circumstances that change

their lives when he saves a beautiful girl

from drowning in the river The themes

of lust guilt and love weave this movie

into an absorbing drama of a man torn

between his wife and the strange ne

woman The film is skillfully

photographed, and stars Rade Markovic

and Paula Pritchett

Dirty Harry « Showcase Cinema. West

Springfield)

Detective Comics in Panavision. with

Clint Eastwood as a San Franciscan

counterpart to crime fighting the

superhero comic strip characters. A
shrewd, taut, well-made thriller that

pits Eastwood as Dirty Harry against

insane murderer named Scorpio Harry

ometMng to be seen as he sing

handedly quenches B bank robberv

without even sweating and Scorpio often

s Harry one better in this sharp

fantasy thriller It has a simplistic

theme about liberals and their mealy-

mouthed ways; which is all but glossed

ovei by the firm, ingei indol Don

Seigei.

| , (Idler on the Kool Show case

Cinemas, West Springfield)

A mundane version of the longest

running musical in Broadway history

The disappointing epic comes away by

director Norman Jewison who has

employed needless flashy techniques in

the transition. The musical becomes

bottom-heavy and static when blown up

on a Super Panavision screen and

blasted out of twelve stereo speakers.

The show itself has grace, charm and a

natural warmth that are all but

eliminated here. Instead every momen

reeks with phony folklines and cornball

routines The excellent Bock-Harnick

score has been homogenized in musical

interludes embarrassing at best, even

Topol generally considered the best ot

the stage Tevves, becomes a glaring

caricature of a poor. Russian peasant.

An overrated, ill-conceived, charmless

musical, with Norma Crane as the

dutiful Goldie, andMolly Picon as Yente

the Matchmaker.

The French Connection (Campus

Cinemas. Hadley)

A fact-based account of how polite

track down a shipment of heroin in New

York Citv which is a fast, flashy, and

fascinating thriller The grittiness and

chaos of New York City is captured at

breakneck speed and brutality by

director William Friedkin who has

fashioned perhaps the stylish and finest

thriller in some time Gene Hackman

plavs a boorish detective who. as the

antisocial, antihuman. detective,

somewhere between Bullitt and Joe. the

latest film cliche.

The Good, The Bad. and me i n«>

Wednesday. Campus Center Aud. 7 & 9)

The American West during the Civil

War is beautifully portrayed in this epic

spaghetti western directed with unusual

aplomb bv Setgie Leone. The story

meanders through the prolonged

relationships between three decisable

outlaws; Lee Van Clift plays a sadistic

murderer. Eli Wallach plays a nasty

scoundrel, and Clint Eastwood is

something of the anti-hero of the film as

the Man With No Name. The

photography evokes of the dirty,

sparseness of the time superbly and the

film itself is unusually good for a

spaghetti western

The Hospital (Show case Cinemas.

West Springfield)

The world of a big city hospital is

brought to life in this grim but often

funny film that deals with bizarre and

exaggerated situations of medical in

competence, the violent aspects of New

York Citv life, and the bitter story of a

middle aged doctor who is suffering

from the termination of a bad marriage

The film stars George C Scott. Diana

Rigg. and is directed by Arther Hiller.

with script by Paddy Chayefshy (To be

reviewed)

lohnn> Got His (,un (Amherst

Cinema I

\ remarkablv dramatic epic of a

World War 1 soldier that tells the story of

I young boy who is victimized by war

and military power Joe Bonham is left

armless, legless, speechless and par

tiallv faceless to exist as a vegetable,

and "left with only his mind he tries to

communicate to the doctors and nurses

who now comprise his world Contrast is

made between his hospital existence

which is photographed in black and

white, and his pleasant memories which

are in color It is a soul searing ex

perience. starring Timothy Bottoms.

Jason Robards. Diane Varsi. and

directed by Dalton Trumbo

Key largo I Jerry Lewis Cinemas.

Northampton)
Bacall Bogart, Barrvmore and fc>d

ward G Robinson in this preachy,

pretentious melodrama about gangsters

hiding out in a remote Florida Hotel.

The intention, it seemed was to say

something about Post World War I

conditions and it docs some hat

resemble its prototype The Petrified

Forest Still well worth seeing for he

performances of Robinson as the

relentless baddie. Bogart as the good but

ineffective hero, and Lauren Bacall.

I ,onel Barrvmore. and Claire Trevor

(Who won an« >scar ,n a supporting role k

Directed and co-authorud with Richard

Brooks by John Huston.

I he Last Picture Bfc«W I Pala< •

Cinema, West Springfield)

The Best American Film of last year

il this depressing, bleak visum of life

about the coming of age of three

youngsters in a small Texas town in

1951 Directed by Peter Bogdanovich.

the film is a straightforward well-

crafted well-acted narrative about the

2001: A Space Odyssey

perils of growing up in the finest

tradition of the great Hollywood

directors. The film is nostalgia in the

negative sense and despite some near

melodramatic plotting is the most

poignant film in quite some time. The

acting is superb by a cast of mostly

unknown character actors led by Cloris

Leachmen. Timothy Bottoms. Jeff

Bridges. Eileen Brennan. and Ben

Johnson. The film won four NY Film

Critics awards and finished second in

voting for Best Picture behind a Clock

work Grange, an often searing film

The Lswea «»» Isadora (Friday. Hooker

Auditorium ML Holyoke. 8)

The life of Isadora Duncan, the insane,

romantic free spirit who was a legend m
the early part of the century, is

beautifully rendered by Vanessa

Redgrave < Mherwise this truncated film

is choppy and confusing because of the

cuts Warner Brothers found necessary

for commercial release .1 Karel Reisz

often does have his grip on things and is

well worth seeing for the magnificent

acting of Redgrave.

Made For Fach Other (Showcase

Cinemas. West Springfield)

Staring Renee Taylor and Joseph

Bologna (levers and Other Strangers)

the film is a romantic adult comedy of

two New Yorkers leading separate lives

who decide to run from their routine

existences and find fulfillment together

in the relaxing solitude of love. Their off

beat relationship and the parental

problems arising from different ethnic

backgrounds provide the refreshing

humor. Directed by Robert Bean

Medea (Friday, 7:15. 9:30. Sage Hall.

Smith College)

A dull and emotionless attempt at a re

creation of the classic story of a

powerful and commanding woman, and

the manv lives she affects. Emphasis

here is on the visual aspects of the film,

and while some of the cinematic tricks

are interesting enough, the movie larks

passion and depth Directed by Pier

PaoloPasolmi and starring Maria Callas.

Midnight LoWfeW) Saturday

Hall, Smith. 7:30 and 9:30

John Sehlesinger's cinematic version

James Leo HerUhy's gritty and

compassionate novel about two Of

society's misfits who form a touching

laison within the brutally cruel .it

mosphere of New York City. There are

two positively dazzling performances by

Dustin Hoffman and Jon Voight. the

latter s being the finest film debut in

recent memory The story concerns a

stupid lunk of a man who travels to New

York to seek his fortune as a hustler for

rich women He quickly learns the

streets aren't paved with gold and finds

his only relationship is with a lonely,

humpback named Rico Schlesinger car.

be faulted only in the making of the film

a bit too glossy and oversentimental.

otherwise his handling of actors and

situations makes for a compelling and

moving film.

M..ntere\ Pop ' Campus Cinemas.

Had)'

A documentary of the 1967 Monterey

Pop Festival which is a clamoring feat

of live cinematography featuring Ravi

Shankar, the Jefferson Airplane. Big

Brother and the Holding Co. Jams

.loplin < >tts Redding, the Mamas and the

Papas. Hugh Masekela and others

Directed by DA Pennebaker. the film

a stylistically modern attempt at

creating a hip atmosphere, but it often

fails to pay strict attention to the per-

formers

Night of the Living Dead I
Campus

Cinemas. Hadley)

Not exactly the correct apertif to

compliment a heavy meal, pretty scary

nonetheless Looked at more closely on|

page 13.

The Petrified Forest (Wednesday.

Jerry Lewis Cinema, Northampton)

Staring Leslie Howard, Humphrey

Bogart and Bette Davis, this 1936 classic

is a take-off on Robert Sherwood's play

of a man. held captive in a remote inn by

a gangster, who gives his life to save the

other hostages Directed by Archie

Mayo, the best feature of this film is the

acting

Pocket Money (ShowcaM Cinemas.

West Springfield)

A boring and worthless lilm. whose

emblance of a plot deals with cattle

ranchers in the guise oi Paul Newman.

Lee Marvin and Strother Martin The

action is slow and directionless, for the

most part, with Newman taking a dry

and uncreative role Lee Marvin saves

the film, for all that he alone can do to

support it. and even Carole King, who

wrote and sings the title song, tails flat

of her expectations

Straw Dogs I
Campus Cinemas,

Hadley, Jerry Lewis Cinemas, Nor-

thampton)
Sam Peckinpahs essay on violence

finally becomes a celebration of some

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Nixon Sees Mao; Disagreement Hinted
PEKING (AP>—President Nixon talked with Mao Tse-

tung in an unexpected meeting at the chairman's home

Monday only a few hours after beginning his historic visit to

China.

There was a hint of disagreement, but later Nixon

suggested the United States and China can be friendly.

The hour-long discussion by the President and the Com-

munist chairman was described by the Chinese and the

Americans as "frank and serious"-indicating in Communist

terminology that the talk ended in fundamental

disagreement.

But at a banquet afterward, a warm atmosphere

prevailed in contrast to the subdued welcome given Nixon on

late morning, and there the President proposed that China

and the United States begin a long march toward peace

without compromising their principles of communism and

caDitalism.

Premier Chou En-lai suggested a normalizing of relations

despite the great gulf of differences separating this, the

world's most populous nation, and the United States, the

world's richest.

By coincidence, back home, the United States was ob-

serving the birthday of America's first president, George

Washington.
"There is no need for us to be enemies," Nixon told the

banquet in his honor.

And Chou told Nixon : "The gates to friendly contacts have

finally opened."

Nixon went to the home of Mao, the 78-year-old supreme

leader of China's communism, for the hour-long talk.

The phrase "frank and serious" was used by White House

press secretary Ronald L. Ziegleras well as the official New
China News Agency. This indicated both sides had agreed on

that description.

President and Ms. Nixon as they boarded Air Force One for their Journey * China. They arrived

Sunday night, and the President saw Mao Tse-tung yesterday morning. The reports have it they didn t

see eye to eye. Nixon's 'Journey for Peace" continues today. < AP)

The meeting, which came as a surprise so early in the

visit, had not been on Nixon's schedule and it delayed a later

formal meeting with Chou.

Although Nixon had been expected to see Mao during his

week-long visit, no time had been set. There was speculation

that the meeting would come at the end of the visit.

At the banquet, it became clear that no matter how far

apart Nixon and Mao seemed to be, the United States and

Communist China would try in the coming days to end more

than 20 years of enmity that began with the Communist

takeover of the mainland and carried through the Korean

War and the present war in Indochina.

The President and Mrs. Nixon sat with Chou at the

banquet and they ate with chopsticks while a Chinese band

played Chinese tunes and such American staples as "Turkey

in the Straw," "Home on the Range," and "America the

Beautiful."

The President had been greeted by Chou at the airport on

his arrival in late morning and they met formally in the

afternoon after Nixon's talk with Mao.

The premier toasted the Nixons in the Great Hall of the

People just off Tien An Men Square-the Square of Heavenly

Peace. The toast came after the diners finished off Chinese

fare ranging from bamboo shoots to steamed chicken in

coconuts.
Chou said the visit afforded an opportunity to normalize

relations broken off a generation ago, after the Nationalists

of Chiang Kai-shek were routed to the island of Taiwan.

"This is a positive move in conformity with the desire of

the American and Chinese people and is an event un-

precedented in the relations between the United States

and China," the premier declared.

"The American people are a great people. The Chinese

people are a great people. The people of our two countries

have always been friendly to each other But owing to

reasons known to all, the contacts between the two peoples

were suspended for over 20 years.

"Now through the common efforts of China and the United

States the gates to friendly contact have finally opened."

Chou acknowledged that fundamental differences exist

between Washington and Peking, nevertheless, he

suggested normalizing contacts on the basis of five points he

himself proposed at a conference of nonaligned Asian

nations at Bandung, Indonesia, in 1955.

These points, reiterated by Chou to Nixon, are:

—Mutual respect for the sovereignty and territorial in-

tegrity of nations

—Mutual nonaggression

—Noninterference in internal affairs.

—Mutual equality.

—Peaceful coexistence.

"We hope to gain a clearer insight into the American way

of thinking." Chou concluded, "and with this a new start can

be made in relations between our two countries."

Nixon made no specific proposals at the banquet for new

relations but he has said this subject would be one purpose of

his visit to China.

The President emphasized a belief that a Chinese-US.

friendship, in spite of fundamental differences, is necessary

for the future of world peace.

"As we discuss our differences, neither of us will com-

promise principles," Nixon said. "But while we cannot close

the gulf between us, we can try to bridge it so that we may be

able to talk across it.

"And so let us in these next five days start a long march

together. Not in lock step, but on different roads leading to

the same goal: a goal of building a world structure of peace

and justice in which all may stand together with equal

dignity, in which each nation, large or small, has a right to

determine its own form of government free of outside in-

terference or domination.

On The Inside

:

Dock Strike Ends
See page four

Town Selectmen Debute
See page two

The $18,000 Pizza Table
See page three

Today
See Town of Amherst

News Analysis

Nixon Moving Fast
( AP)-Things seem to be moving at a brisk pace in Peking.

If he hasn't already, President Nixon probably soon will have a clear

picture of what he can and cannot expect from his venture into China

The President had hardly arrived when he was received by Mao Tse-

tung. If the term "serious and frank" used to describe the talk suggested

disagreement, that could hardly surprise anybody. What did seem sur-

prising was that the Communist chief met Nixon so soon, in advance of

the President's business talks with Chou En-lai.

One explanation could be that the Chinese revolution's father-figure

wanted to signify his approval of the idea that some of the 21-year-old

barriers between Americans and Chinese should now be leveled But the

Mao-Nixon talk probably was along broad lines, with details left to Mao's

able technician. Premier Chou.

What is indicated for the Chou-Nixon talks?

The President can expect that his approach on the summit level in

Moscow will be at least complicated by what he is told in Peking

The President cannot expect help from China on the Vietnam

Indochina entanglement. At the same time, the President may find that

the Indochina situation will not necessarily impede developing

U.S.—China contacts.

Chou may let the President know that Taiwan, while it has been a

formidable issue, is not an insurmountable barrier to Chinese-American

relations
(Continued on Page two)
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Amherst Candidates Discuss The Issues

By STEVE FINE
Voters in today's Amherst elections had a

chance to see the candidates and hear them

discuss the issues last Thursday night.

Candidates for positions on the Board of

Selectmen, the School Committee, the Jones

Library Trustees and the redevelopment

Authority participated in "Candidate's

Night", which was held in Amherst

Regional Junior High School and broadcast

over cable-TV channel 8.

The presentation was sponsored by the

League of Woman Voters and moderated by

Don Freeman of WTTT radio. All of the

candidates for each position delivered a 2-

minute speech on the subject of their choice.

A question and answer period followed, with

the present audience asking questions from

the floor and the viewing audience calling in

questions.

Stephen Keedy, Leo Bouchard, Frank

Decker and Bob Garvey are the four can-

didates running for Selectman. There are

two 3-year openings on the board.

Keedy. who has served on the board for

six years, said that he believed the needs of

the community had been met through

organized community goals such as land

use, and keeping tax levels at an acceptable

level.

Bouchard said that he believed en

vironmental protection in Amherst was

important and the community should

receive support from income taxes on a

graduated level. He said that his past ac-

tivity in Amherst included working on the

Citizens Community Advisory Committee,

and other organizations involved with

community affairs.

Decker, a personnel consultant, said he

was willing to devote as much time as the

job required since he was retired and added

that he foresees no changes needed in

Amherst government because it had worked

effectively for the last 15 years and was still

working effectively now.

Garvey said in his two minutes that since

Amherst had grown, people had lost touch

with the government, and it was necessary

for it to "catch up with the people." He

suggested that this could be done by up-

dating the Town Meeting and increasing the

number of members on the Board of

Selectmen from 5 to 7. He said that although

he'd never held a public office, he had been

involved in many community activities,

particularly in the field of youth services.

Bouchard, said that salaries were im-

portant in keeping with the changing

Amherst community "I would prefer to

have an expense account, but since state

laws prohibits it, I'm in favor of having a

salary for selectman," he said.

Decker didn't feel that salaries were

necessary, because if selectman were paid,

other public positions would have to be paid.

He also said that he was in favor of some

type of pocket expense reimbursment. with

which Garvey concurred, adding that there

should not be discrimination against

working people running for selectman or

citizens who want to attend se ec man

meetings. He felt that all selectman

meetings should be held in the evening.

Keedy. said that it has been the policy of

the board to meet at times convenient for

members and the public alike. He also

added that no better people would be at-

tracted to the office if pay were °»ered

Another question concerned the can-

didates feeling on preference hiring of state

personnel to higher positions, rather than

looking for out of staters to fill the position.

Decker said "That if you're going to pay

someone a good salary, it should be the bes

person you can find, whether in state or out

of state."
, t

. m
Keedy felt that if an in-stater met the

qualifications, he should be promoted over

an out of stater, to which Bouchard said that

he approved of departmental promotions

and felt that more of this was being seen

because of incentive pay.

Garvey said he believed the best qualified

in or out of state should be hired. He

maintained that job descriptions and

qualifications should be listed in advance so

people in the department will know what the

requirements are for it.

Rita Kropf and Katherine Schoenberger,

who are running for the 3 year position on

the School Committee, spoke next.

In her 2 minute speech, Kropf stressed the

need "to take inventory and see where we're

going." She said, "We must improve

communications between parents and

teachers by seeking a better system of

grading and reporting to parents." She also

said that the school committee should set

priorities in the schools by setting guidelines

based on the success of past programs.

Schoenberger felt that the School Com-

mittee should take more responsibility in

reporting to the town, and improving line of

communication between parent and

teachers. She also said that new teaching

methods should be fully evaluated before

new programs are instituted in the schools.

Moderator Freedman then introduced

Horace Hewlett, one of the candidates in the

Jones Library Trustees race. Barbara

Carpino, the other candidate wasn't in at-

tendence.

Hewlett said the libraries in Amherst

were going under a period of consolidation.

He also said that with Amherst's population

changing in size, the library will be opened

later in the near future.

The Redevelopment Authority candidates

had the floor last They are David Mon

tague. Margaret Roberts, Willard Weeks

and Raymond Werbe, who were appointed

when it was formed The other candidate

who is running is David Matthews, a UMass

student.

Nixon To Get Clear Picture

Chou's banquet toast was in-

triguing. He used the term "nor-

malization of relations" as a goal

of this initial contact. He called the

contact a positive move. He noted

that "the gates to friendly contact

have finally been opened." All this

is going a long distance in contrast

with what was being said not too

long ago.

Chou invoked the 17-year-old

•Spirit of Bandung." The spirit

was born of an Asian-African

conference at Bandung. Indonesia,

in 1955 where Chou preached the

Asian concept of 'panch sila," or

five principles, including nonin-

terference and peaceful

coexistence Chou did that at a

time when China was weak and

had a vested interest in peace.

There may be a connection with

today's situation. China's

leadership has obviously just

undergone a purge, probably

triggered by the U.S.—China
contact. Powerful Lin Piao, who
was to have been Mao's heir, has

been eliminated.

China's top leadership all along

has had hawks dead set against

relaxation of hostility toward the

Americans.

On Vietnam, Chou has shown he

doesn't even want to discuss the

subject, much less take part in any

scheme to bring about and secure a

peace there.

China has been giving the

Vietnamese Communist arms and

other aid all along, but Chou's

efforts to soothe North Vietnamese

misgivings do not appear to have

been wholly successful. Hanoi is

complaining that Nixon is trying to

create trouble for the whole
"Socialist camp." This is as if to

suggest that Chou and Mao might

be misled by "deceptive
hypocritical moves of U.S. im-

perialism's foreign policy."

On Taiwan, Peking seems now to

be taking the long view. The

leadership has purged those

elements who would have obliged

Chou to demand of Nixon total

withdrawal of the U.S. presence

immediately, not only from
Taiwan and the Strait, but from

Indochina, Thailand, Korea and

everywhere else in Asia.

Now the Peking message seems

to be that it is taking the long view

of Taiwan and the Chiang Kai-shek

Nationalist regime there. Chou has

said publicly that once Americans

leave the island, the Communists

and Nationalists in their own good

time probably can reach an un-

derstanding.

Children Of God Face Backlash
IAN DIEGO. Calif. <AP>-A

group of worried parents have

launched a campaign to bring

home the sons and daughters who

have joined the fundamentalist

Children of God.

•We're trying to separate them

from whatever influence causes

them to do this." says retired Navy

Lt Cmdr William Rambur, one of

100 parents who have organized.

"We're convinced they're vie

tims of some form of mind

manipulation or why else their

sudden change of behavior,

wanting to destroy our institutions,

not knowing or wanting us?"

During its first convention here

last weekend, the Parents Com-

mittee to Free Our Sons and

Daughters make plans to circulate

petitions to bring public pressure

on the Bible sect.

Many of those who formed the

parents committee over the

weekend charge that the leaders of

the Children of God have brain

washed their offspring and keep

them against their will. Most

members of the radical religious

group are in their late teens and

early 20s and forsake all worldly

possession to follow Jesus.

Officials of the Children of God
were not available for comment on

the parents committee. However,

in the past sect leaders have denied

charges that they hold members
against their wills

Some members of the sect were

sent home last Thanksgiving in

what Children of God leaders

described as an effort to counter

parents' charges against the

group.
Lewis Ingersoll, a leader of the

Dallas, Tex., Children of God
colony, said the Thanksgiving

visits were designed to "disprove

some of the malicious lies spread
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by the parents" that young people

were coerced to remain in the

sect's colonies.

Six former Children of God
related their experiences to

parents at the San Diego meeting

and one of them, Linda Train, said

that about 400 of the young people

who returned to their homes last

Thanksgiving did not go back to

Children of God colonies.

Miss Train, a 23-year-old New
York City bookkeeper, said those

still with the group may not be able

to think for themselves.

"When I was a member of the

Children of God, I would feel one

way but when I opened my mouth

to speak, the opposite meaning

would come out.

"I had eaten rotten food and
hadn't bathed in two weeks, yet I

told another member that I had
never been happier.

"When I said that, I thought to

myself, 'Why am I saying that?

I'm miserable.'"

At prayer meetings, she said, "It

began with the leader saying

Everybody hate their parents' and

we would shout back. Amen'."

Rambur-who said his daughter,

Kay Robb, a 22-year-old registered

nurse, vanished with the group last

July-says a plan is being worked

out to take legal action against the

sect.

CEQ Elections

To To Be Tonight
The Coalition for Environmental Quality (R.S.O. #347) will hold its

Annual Meeting at which annual officers are elected tonight at 6:30 in

Campus Center Rooms 174-176. There are seven annual officers on the

Steering Committee of C.E.Q.; the President, Vice-President, Secretary,

Treasurer, Resource Coordinator, Projects Coordinator, and Outreach

Coordinator. The first four have usual duties associated with their titles

The Resource Coordinator is responsible for ordering books and

magazines to keep the group informed and up-to-date concerning en-

vironmental issues In addition, the Resource Coordinator is responsible

for the office and the extensive files on environmental issues maintained

by CEQ.

The Projects Coordinator has rather unique duties. In addition to

keeping track of the projects; encouraging them, and helping in any way

possible, he or she calls and chairs the monthly Project Conferences

which can elect up to six Project Delegates who become full voting of-

ficers of the Steering Committee until the next Project Conference.

The Outreach Coordinator is responsible for C.E.Q. relations with

other environmental organizations and tor assistance to any project that

involves inter-organizational activities.

All these offices are open to nomination and election by any UMass
student. CEQ. has no "official" membership, any student can attend,

run and vote. Self-nominations will be accepted from the floor during the

meeting. At the end of the regular business meeting there may be movies.

Several officers are not running, so vacancies will provide a better

chance for new people to get elected. The Project Coordinator Alan Eaton

won't be at UMass next semester and will not run for any office. The

Secretary's office was created by Constitutional amendment last

semester and therefore is presently vacant. The President, Frank Olbris

will not be running again-feeling the office should rotate. The Resource

Coordinator Richard Smarden will not be running for any office. The
other officers probably will run for some office again.

Since CEQ. was founded in the Spring of 1970, '70-71 was the first full

year of operation and was somewhat chaotic with little role definition or

tradition to guide officers. This is the second year of its existence and it

appears that a depth of leadership and a healthy amount of officer tur-

nover is seasoning the organization.

In a similar manner, the environment movement seems to be getting

down to the more structural and comprehensive task of bringing the

environmentalist ethic to bear on many local, regional, national, and
international processes. Wide ranging, intricate, and socially sensative

issues are now demanding a different type of commitment to ecology
questions. The early optimism and fervor of Earth Day 1970 has faded
and the nitty gritty of building a broad and effective movement to sustain

effectiveness remains. The foregoing of a public commitment to en-

vironmental ethics is continuing and in microcosm, here at UMass, the

quality and commitment of students developing leadership and expertise
by working in the University community will be an indicator of the future
effectiveness of the movement.

I.D. Cards

from GRADUATE and UNDERGRADUATE
REGISTRATION DAYS

may be picked up in 109 Hampshire House

You must present your temporary I.D. card along with another

form of identification, e.g., a driver's license.

The table at work. (MDC Photo bv John Donnelly).

$6,000 Pizza Table
Bv JOHN DONNELLY

If you have ever walked from the Campus Center to the Student

Union you may have noticed a very Urge Granite Table in the back

of the Hatch, used to make Pizza pies This table is one third of a

larger table, valued at $18,000.00.

The Table was originally incorporated into the design of the

Campus Center, and was located in a meeting room on the eleventh

floor of the building. In about three months the five by fifteen foot

granite slab was removed. The table was said to be impractical;

the meeting room could hold about 30 people with the table, and the

number was almost doubled without it.

Two of the three sections were put in storage for possible future

use and one section was given to the Hatch as a convenient solution

to the new Health Laws Mr Warren T. Grinnan expounded on this

by saying "We can't use wood in the Hatch because micro-

organisms might grow in the cracks." He continued. "They would

have bought a granite table anyway ...We're just trying to utilize

the impractical items which came with the (Campus Center)

building " The other sections are still in storage, and may stay

there if we don't start buying more Pizza's.

"Here She Comes...
95

Miss America. Laurie Lea
Schaefer. will be the keynote

speaker at the Miss Northampton

KickOff Luncheon to be held

Friday. March 3. 12:30pm . at the

Hotel Northampton

The luncheon will also feature

Miss Massachusetts. Deborah Ann
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S.O.S. To Meet Tonight
The second open organizational meeting of

Students Offering Support (SOS) will take place

tonight in Room 175 of the Campus Center at 7 :30.

SOS, formed only two weeks ago, will provide a

means of expressing support and obtaining funds for

the Belchertown State School class action suit. The

suit should be brought to trial within the next two

weeks.
The suit, filed by 28 parents in U.S. District Court,

charges that the State Department of Mental Health

has been negligent in the care of patients at the

school.

It is expected that the legal cost in taking this case

to court will be outstanding and that the case could

possibly be drawn out by the state in order to drain

the funds of the parents directly involved in the case.

The latest reports out of Boston indicate that the

state may appeal a federal judge's earlier decision,

and in doing so attempt to have the case thrown out of

court. If the state does take this case to the U.S. Court

of Appeals and has the previous decision reversed,

the 28 parents are fully prepared to take the case to

the U.S. Supreme Court which would entail a huge

increase in expenses

If the state ultimately wins this case it will only be

because the necessary funds were not made available

to the parents. It is also true that if the parents lose

this case the inhumane conditions and unjust policies

which now exist at the Belchertown State School will

never change.

Chairman Joe Sylvia-a UMass graduate student

and former employer at the Belchertown School-

announced the formation of an executive committee

within SOS. Members of the committee will include

Sylvia, Professor Henry B. Pierce, UMass faculty

member, Jim Gold, Editor-inChief of the Collegian,

and Lee Sandwen, president of the Student Senate.

Sylvia said SOS has begun to take on a state-wide

look in that 40 colleges in Massachusetts have been

contacted. He said student leaders within these

colleges have been asked to lend their support to SOS

and to use their influence in organizing their own SOS

on campus.
Sylvia also said that the kick-off of SOS's fund-

raising drive will begin this Thursday. The exact

details of the drive will be discussed at tonight's

meeting, he said.

Fac-Sen Commission To Discuss

Calendar In Open Meeting Today

O'Brien, and Easthampton's

Junior Miss The day long

festivities will culminate with the

crowning of Miss Northampton
later that evening

This is the first time in recent

history that Miss American has

visited Massachusetts and

presided over a local pageant

Miss Schaefer's luncheon theme

will be. "What Miss America

Means to Me and to Your Com
munity." The Miss America
national organization has awarded

more scholarships to young women
than any other organization in the

world.

Reservations for the luncheon

will be on a limited basis <250

people) and the price per person

will be $3.50. Tickets may be ob-

tained by calling 584-1900

Students, faculty and staff often

have complaints about the way the

academic calendar is set up.

Gripes are often heard regarding

Thursdays becoming Mondays,
with Wednesdays being cancelled

altogether, etc

The Faculty Senate has a

committee that establishes the

annual calendar, the Space &
Calendar Commission This group

consisting of 5 faculty members, 3

undergraduates. 2 graduates, and

the Scheduling Officer, recom

mends to the Faculty Senate that it

5%AQuorum
ll\ IKANNETTE MARTINEAl*
Last night's Senior Committee

Meeting, chaired by Margie Davis,

focused on Senior Day. tentatively

set for May 26. from 12 a.m. to 8

p m in the Quad
The Committee is also con

sidering a contribution of books to

the new library as the Class Gift

Alternatives to this idea include

reading room in the new library

and a freshman, junior or grad

student scholarship

Amendments to the Senior

Committee Constitution which

were ratified included a change in

attendance requirements for

membership, from two out of three

meetings to one out of two And 5%
of the Senior class, rather than 1%
tie 15 seniors rather than 30» is

now considered a quorum
A selection committee was also

established to chose two juniors to

be non-voting members of the

Commencement Task Force

These students would become
members of the Senior Committee

for the Class of '73 in April, and

would retain membership in next

year's Tast Force with voting

privileges.

The next Senior Committee
meeting is scheduled for Sunday.

February 27. at 7 o'clock, in the

Student Activities area

Trustees
This Wednesday's meeting of the

Board of Trustees has been

changed from The Old Mill in

Westminster to the Saltenstall

Building in Boston The Saltenstall

Bid . sometimes referred to as the

State Office Bid , is located on

Cambrdige Street The meeting

will be held in rooms 2105 and 2108

at 2:00 P.M
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should adopt a certain calendar

that the committee feels will most

be benefit to the Univesity com-

munity as a whole.

Under Faculty Senate Pres..

Prof David Booth, who was last

year's chairman, the calendar

which will go into effect next year

was introduced and passed by the

Faculty Senate. Next year's

calendar will have classes begin

after Labor Day and terminate

before Xmas There will then be a 4

week lag (in which students and

faculty can partake in 5 College

programs), and the spring

semester will be similar to those

now in effect

This year's committee, chaired

by undergraduate Student Senate

Vice-President John Hogan, will be

considering calendars for the next

three years. The reason for this is

to establish some definite plans for

the future, so that continuing

education, the Campus Center, the

Fine Arts Council. Student Ac-

tivities, and athletics can deter

mine some firm advance dates,

without fear of cancellation

The other task that the com
mittee has is to maintain a space

policy for the academic buildings

on campus
Both of these topics will be

discussed today at the group's

meeting, room 911-915 OC at 4 p m
An\ i nterestetr parties are urged to

attend to voice their preferences or

complaints

Johnson Appointed

College President
By MICHAEL PATTERSON

Dr. Lawrence Johnson, former director of the CCEBS program, and
Assistant Dean of the School of Business Administration, has been ap-

pointed the first president of Franklin Park Community College in

Roxbury.
A committee of faculty, staff, and students, under the leadership of Al

Key, is currently searching for a new director for the CCEBS program

Dr. Johnson, a former resident of Roxbury, received his bachelors and

masters degrees at Boston University, and was awarded his doctorate in

1970 at Stanford University.

Prior to joining the faculty here in 1961, he taught at San Francisco

State. North Carolina, and Arkansas A. and M.

He was the founder of the Committee for Collegiate Education of Black

Students and served as its director on this campus
The new community college will have programs leadir.g to a 2 year

degree in Medical and Dental Technology. Business Administration, Arts

and Sciences, and Secretarial studies.

The college will not only enroll high school graduates but will also have

a program for dropouts from the Roxbury community.

Minority Group Pre-Law Meeting

On Tuesday. February 22 in 114 New Africa House, there will be a

prelaw meeting for all minority students on campus. The focus of

the meeting will be to make students aware of the opportunities

available for legal training throughout tne country, the best ap

plication procedures to use, undergraduate courses that may
facilitate admission, and the place of the legal system in the lives of

minority peoples. Freshmen, sophomores, and juniors are

especially urged to attend. For more information you may call

Jerry Burrell at 5-0031 or 5-0026

presents®
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West Coast Longshoremen

Head Back To Docks

Joe Kennedy Aboard

Hi-jacked Plane

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-West Coast longshoremen

went back to work in force at premium holiday pay

Monday to mark the end of a 134-day dock strike, the

longest tieup ever in American mainland ports.

The 24 long-closed Pacific ports bustled with action

at the same hour that President Nixon symbolically

signed in Peking legislation to stop the already-ended

strike.

Some of the men who jammed union hiring halls got

no immediate job assignments. "The only problem is

there's not enough work yet," said the dispatcher at

Los Angeles Local 13.

'•We have the men, but not enough ships. He said

600 men were in 100 work gangs handling cargo on 36

ships and asserted there would be more jobs as ad-

ditional ships tie up later in the week in the Los

Angeles-Long Beach port.

At the strikes end. 218 vessels were waiting in ports

from Bellingham. Wash , to San Diego in Southern

California ...

Cost of the strike was estimated recently by Mxon

at $23.5 million daily in lost business. That would

place total cost well over $2 billion

Longshoremen went to work with a 72-cent pay

increase to $5 an hour The first day back also

brought premium time-and-a-half wages because of

the Washington's Birthday holiday

The 13,000 striking International Longshoremen s

and Warehousemen's Union members ratified their

new contract with the Pacific Maritime Association

Saturday by an overwhelming 71 per cent majority.

The Presidents signing action in the Chinese

capital - at 7 a.m. Pacific time-was disclosed at a

Washington news conference by Secretary of Labor

James D. Hodgson.

Hodgson called it a largely symbolic act and said

"Unless unknown or unexpected developments occur

it will have no force and effect."

In a statement transmitted from Peking, Nixon

renewed his call for legislation to prevent future

transportation shutdowns.

Nixon said he had delayed the signing in the hope

that the measure to end the strike by arbitration

would encourage voluntary accord

The newly ratified dock agreement provides a $1.12

hourly wage increase, a 34 per cent boost, in a span

expiring July 1, 1973.

The 72-cent boost to $5 an hour is retroactive to Dec

25 1971 Another increase to $5.40 starts July 1, 1972

The contract still is subject to Pay Board approval.

Under the contract the ILWU will be free to resume

its strike if the Pay Board refuses.

The contract also includes a guarantee of 36 hours

weekly pav for more than 9,000 fulltime

longshoremen and clerks and 18 hours weekly pay for

more than 4,000 part-time workers.

Wallace Predicts Maryland Win
Bn THE ASSOCI \TKl> PRKSS

(lov George C Wallace of

Mabama predicts he will win the

Democratic presidential primary

m Maryland but says he might

make "another third party cam-

paign for the White House if

Democrats scorn him at the«r

national convention

Meanwhile, the North Carolina

Board of Klections nominated 10

Democrats, including Wallace, and

three Republicans for the state's

tirst presidential primary May 6

The board voted Monday to ex-

clude Sen Edward Kennedy.

D—Mass . because he has publicly

declared himself out of the 1972

presidential race.

Wallace told a news conference

in Annapolis. Md . Monday that

with 10 to 12 candidates likely to be

on the Maryland ballot May 16 "we

expect to win this primary
"

He denied that he has made a

deal with anyone to forego a third

party presidential candidacy in

1972 "Let's cross a lot of bridges

when we come to them. I might get

to Miami Beach and they throw me
through the rooftop That might

make me mad. that might hurt my

In Brief...
Senate Confirms Peterson

WASHINGTON <\P> — The Senate confirmed Monday the

nomination of Peter G Peterson as Secretary of Commerce,

succeeding Maurice H. Stans.

Peterson, former head of Bell 4 Howell Co., Chicago, has been

serving as a special adviser to President Nixon on international

trade.
Assassination Attempt

1 ONDON ( \P> - Gen. Abdul Razak al-Naef. former premier of

Iraq, escaped an assassination attempt in London today but his

wife was shot - mA ..

Two men burst into the general's London home and opened fire

His wife threw herself between him and the gunmen and was

wounded twice in the shoulder Doctors performed an emergency

°P
Naef 'was named to head a 27-member coalition government of

nationalists after an army coup July 17.

Soviet Moon Probe Lands

BOCHIM. Germany <AP> - The West Germany space ob-

servatory reported the Soviet moon probe Luna 20 made a soft

landing Monday on the sunlit lunar surface.

Director Heinz Kaminski said it was almost certain from picture

transmissions monitored that the craft carried a vehicle to explore

the surface. He had no immediate details.

Luna 20 was launched last Monday.

// you want food

like Mom used to make - go home

If you want edible food - come to

Food Services Meeting

Campus Center 165

Tues., Feb. 22, 6 - 11 p.m.

feelings There's nothing worse

than a politician scorned." he said

The news conference was held

prior to a caucus Democratic

governors held in Annapolis on the

eve on the National Governors

Conference starting Tuesday in

Washington
Gov. Marvin Mandel of

Maryland, chairman of the caucus,

said it is too early to predict how

candidates will fare in his state's

primary, which will award 53

delegates to the Democratic
National Convention

Each of the persons nominated

for the North Carolina primary has

until March 6 to notify the elections

board if he wants his name on the

ballot and to pay a $1,000 filing fee

Democrats chosen for the

primary, in addition to Wallace,

were: Sens Edmund S Muskie of

Maine. Hubert H Humphrey of

Minnesota. Henry M. Jackson of

Aashington. and George S.

McGovern of South Dakota, former

Sen Eugene J McCarthy of

Minnesota. Rep Wilbur D. Mills of

Arkansas. Rep Shirley Chisholm

of New York, former North

Carolina Gov. Terry Sanford and

New York Mayor John V Lindsay

Republicans nominated by the

North Carolina board were

^resident Nixon. Rep. Paul Mc-

loskey of California and Rep

John Ashbrook of Ohio.

North Carolina's delegate votes

it the national conventions will be

livided on the first ballot on a pro

rata basis among the top four vote

getters in each primary.

BCLLET1N--NEW DELHI <AP>

- The hijacked West German

airliner with Joseph P. Kennedy

HI aboard landed safely Tuesday

at Aden, at the southern end of the

Arabian peninsula, a spokesman

for the airline announced.

NEW DELHI (AP) - A West

German jumbo jet carrying Joseph

P Kennedy III, 19-year-old son of

the late Sen Robert F Kennedy,

was hijacked early Tuesday an

hour out of New Delhi. Officials

said the plan was located later over

the Persian Gulf island of Bahrain,

but its final destination was

unknown
A Lufthansa official said an

unknown person or persons

commandeered the plane about

an hour after it took off from New

Delhi for Athens with 179 aboard

Bombav air control authorities

said they received this message

from the plane:

•Call us victorious Jidda If you

call us Lufthansa, we won't answer

vou
"

.._,.

It was not known what the word

Jidda referred to There is a Jidda.

Saudi Arabia, which is the port of

entry for millions of Moslems

visiting the holy city of Mecca.

The plane. Lufthansa Flight 649.

left New Delhi at 1 am Tuesday

-

2 il) p m EST Monday It carried

175 passengers and four crew,

airport sources said, and had

enough fuel to fly for 1 1 hours until

130 am EST.

Joseph Kennedy had been on

vacation in India for the past week

after accompanying his uncle. Sen.

Edward M Kennedy. D-Mass . and

Mrs Kennedy to Bangladesh

Mrs Kennedy also visited India

last week but had left the country

and was not on the Lufthansa

flight, authoritative sources said

Joseph had stayed in India for

sightseeing.

The original flight plan would

have put the hijacking scene at

about 100 miles south of Karachi,

Pakistan "The pilot messaged us

that he no longer was in com-

mand." a Lufthansa official said

The flight originated in Tokyo

and stopped in Hong Kong and

Bangkok en route to New Delhi. It

was due to fly to a termination

point in Frankfurt after Athens

The hijacking is the first in

volving an international airline

from New Delhi. An Indian airline

Fekker Friendship was hijacked

from Kashmir in January. 1971, to

Lahore in Pakistan.

Joseph is one of 11 children of

Son Robert F Kennedy, who was

assassinated in Los Angeles in

June. 1**8 The young Kennedy is

named for his late grandfather,

financier partriarch of the Ken

nedy clan who once served as IS.

ambassador to Britain

Young Joseph's mother. Ethel

Kennedy, spent the night before his

birth campaigning for his uncle.

John F. Kennedy was elected

president and his father appointed

attornev general His father was

elected senator from New York

when Joseph was 12.

The young Kennedy has always

been a sports enthusiast, but has

not always had the best of luck He

was struck by a boom while sailing

in 1965. broke a leg skiing at Sun

Valley the following year and got a

minor gash in the head while trying

his hand at bullfighting in 1968

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Cardinal Tisserant Dies
VATICAN CITY < APJ-Eugene Cardinal Tisserant. dean of the College

of Cardinals, died at a lakeside retreat Monday at the end of a long and

colorful career in the service of the Vatican.

The 87-year-old French cardinal suffered from a lingering illness. He

stepped down from active duty in the Curia last March, but Pope Paul VI

named him Vatican librarian emeritus "as proof of our perennial af-

faction

As dean of the sacred college, Cardinal Tisserant directed the con

claves that elected Pope Paul and his predecessor. Pope John XXIII The

outspoken French churchman issued an on-the-spot excommunication to

a group of overenthusiastic priests at the gathering that elected Pope

Just after announcement of the election, the priests broke through

barriers at the Apostalic Palace before the strict conclave secrecy was

officially lifted.

Cardinal Tisserant. walking along a palace corridor, spotted them and

shouted: "Excommunicated!" But Pope John immediately lifted the

excommunication when he learned of the episode.

In his ecclesiastical carrer Cardinal Tisserant retained something of

the military snap he took on while serving with French intelligence in

Palestine during World War I.

Cardinal Tisserant served as president of the first session of the

Vatican Ecumenical Council. He was one of the strongest exponents of

putting church services into commonly spoken languages instead of Latin

and made a speech in favor of this change early in the first session. This

tack angered New York's Francis Cardinal Spellman and others of

conservative bent.

The Cardinal was consecrated a bishop in 1937 and elevated to the

purple by Pope Pius XI in 1936.

As dean of the College of Cardinals Cardinal Tisserant accompanied

Pope Paul to the Holy Land, Asia, the United Nations, Latin America and

Australia

The Pope was informed immediately of his death and retired to his

private chapel to pray for Cardinal Tisserant's soul.
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Informer Reportedly

Thwarts Kidnap Plot

A young Cambodian girl munches on a loaf of bread after her

soldier father and family fled Krek in eastern Cambodia following

the withdrawal of South Vietnamese troops. The Cambodian troops

were charged with caring for the area but the pressure of three

North Vietnamese divisions quickly forced them out. <AP)

VC Attacks Renewed
Across S. Vietnam

HARR1SBURG, Pa. (AP) - The government

claimed Monday that a plot to kidnap presidential

aide Henry Kissinger was thwarted because a fellow

prisoner, recruited as a courier by the Rev. Philip

Berrigan, turned FBI informer.

The defense at the Harrisburg 7 trial responded by

labeling the informer a liar and an "agent

provocateur." The defense also said federal antiwar

conspiracy charges against Berrigan and six co-

defendants were false and were lodged "to stop a

movement, to silence people and to support

something J. Edgar Hoover had done."

Seeking additional funds from the Senate for the

FBI, Hoover first publicly reported the alleged

conspiracy on Nov. 27, 1970, more than seven weeks

before Berrigan and the others were indicted.

The mention of Hoover came from his onetime

boss, former Atty. Gen. Ramsey Clark.

During the day Clark was fired by Berrigan as the

latter s attorney.

Confirming this, Clark told newsmen: "The court

has not released me."
Thus, he remained the attorney, of record at least,

for the antiwar priest, described by the government

as mastermind of the purported plot to kidnap

Kissinger, blow up government property and destroy

draft records

Berrigan sought the right to circimvent Clark as his

lawyer in order to make a personal opening

statement to match the government's trial-opening

remarks by Deputy Asst. Atty. Gen. William Lynch,

another onetime aide to Clark.

An 18-page statement had been prepared by

Berrigan but he never got to read it. U.S. District

Court Judge R. Dixon Herman ruled that only a

lawyer could speak for him.

The angular, 6-foot-3 Clark eventually made an

opening statement in response to Lynch-but he did so

the name of another defendant whom he

represented, not Berrigan.

Clark sought to dismiss Kissinger's involvement in

the case by teiling the nine women and three men on

the jury: "Of course you know Henry Kissinger was

not kidnapped. He is alive and well and in Peking

today, as far as we know."

Clark went on: "The evidence will show that the

government's charges are false. There was no con-

spiracy. There was no agreement.''

Earlier, Lynch told the jury that Berrigan's prison

courier became an FBI informer, and revealed a plot

by the seven defendants to kidnap Kissinger.

The FBI informer, Boyd Douglas, Jr., was serving

time at Lewisburg Federal Pentitentiary when

Berrigan arrived in mid-April 1970 to begin a six-year

term for destroying draft records.

Douglas was allowed in and out of the prison under

an educational program for convicts. Lynch said

Douglas was recruited as a courier by Berrigan and

subsequently advised to be on the lookout for "a very

hot letter."

"In this letter the proposal to kidnap Henry

Kissinger was made," said Lynch in his 51-minute

opening statement.

"Boyd Douglas was advised that under no cir-

cumstances was it to fall into the wrong hands,"

Lynch said

Referring to two other defendants, the prosecutor

declared:

"Sister Elizabeth McAlister set up a telephone call

from Eqbal Ahmad. Mr. Ahmad called Boyd Douglas

and advised him he was aware of the contents of the

letter and very much interested in having Philip

Berrigan's views...on the plan as proposed. The plan

as proposed was simply to kidnap Mr Kissinger.'

Lynch said Douglas made a copy of the letter which

he smuggled to Berrigan inside the prison.

IAMSON < AP> - Enemy forces

launched intensified small attacks

against U.S. installations and

South Vietnamese forces across

the country Monday as President

Nixon began his visit to China.

Some observers saw the stepped

up enemy ground activity as an

attempt to discredit the Nixon

administration's Vietnamization

and pacification programs while

the President meets with Chinese

leaders

Most of the thrusts were aimed

at South Vietnamese militia and

home guard units, which provide

security for towns, hamlets and

government offices in rural areas

The increased attacks began

Saturday, about a day after the

Viet Cong's unilateral 96-hour

cease-fire for the lunar new year

ended
The U.S. Command announced

that B52 bombers flew nine

missions across South Vietnam,

eight of them against a Communist

base camp and staging area 20-25

miles south of the port city of Da

Nang
The U.S. Command added that

American troop strength in South

Vietnam dropped to 127.100 this

week from 131,200 in the previous

reporting period.

South Vietnamese forces also

took the offensive Monday on an

operation 100 miles south of Da

Nang and another near Fire Base 5

in the Central Highlands.

\ssociated Press correspondent

Holger Jensen reported from Da
Nang that South Vietnamese

border rangers smashed a North

Vietnamese-Viet Cong base camp
in a surprise raid south of Da

Nang
According to South Vietnamese

officers. 62 enemy soldiers were

killed in the attack and the Saigon

forces suffered two wounded.

In a report from Pleiku in the

central highlands. Associated

Press correspondent Richard

Blystone said hundreds of South

Vietnamese infantrymen were

ferried bv helicopters to an area

near Fire Base 5 to search for

enemv troops

IS. B52 bombers struck the

area before the troops were

brought in Small skirmishes were

reported in the area of the fire base

over the weekend

World Comments On
Nixon Trip Varied
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( \P> — The Soviet Union

mentioned it briefly and North

Vietnam ignored the event Mon
day. but elsewhere President

Nixon's first meetings with China's

Communist leaders captured

headlines around the world.

In Japan there were expressions

of regret that a Japanese leaders

didn't get to Peking first, while in

Poland Communist boss Edward

Gierek chose the occasion to issue

what amounted to a call for the

overthrow of Mao Tse-tung's

leadership

Tokyo's early editions Tuesday

carried front-page pictures of

N'ron gretting Chou En-lai. The

Ja^an Times said in an editorial

the significance of the events now

unfolding in Peking "is that an

opening has been made for a

continuing dialogue."

The paper said "lines of com-

munication will most likely be

established>*ven if nothing else is

achieved," and this could be useful

"to other nations in sizing up the

Chinese intentions now and in the

future
."

Japanese officials were reported

concerned that the Peking talks

might leave Japan on the sidelines

of future international develop-

ments
Tass. the Soviet Union's official

news agency, reported Nixon's

meeting with the Chinese leaders

in a three sentence dispatch

But the agency reflected official

displeasure at the trip by carrying

a commentary from the French

Communist newspaper.
L'Humanite. assailing the Nixon

visit as aimed at taking advantage

of the break between China's

leaders and international com
munism

Nationalist China reaffirmed its

previously expressed opposition to

Nixon's trip in a resolution passed

h\ the National Assembly charging

that it has deeply damaged the

Chinese national rights and in-

terests
"
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Handicapped Victims

Of Parking
People who don't realize what

they are doing are making life

harder for the University's han-

dicapped staff and students.

They park their cars in lots

restricted to the handicapped, or in

front of ramps which the han-

dicapped must use to get over

curbs
And during bicycle season they

chain their two-wheelers to concret

posts at the ramps, blocking the

passage for those who must use

three or four-wheelers -electric

carts or wheelchairs -or crutches

or braces If you ride a bicycle, or a

wheelchair, you're probably

familiar with those popular

"hitching posts", the red ones with

the sign attached saying NO
PARKING HANDICAPPED
RAMP TOW ZONE
A cerebral palsied graduate

student. Miss Marie Desmond.

says the lack of a parking space or

the obstruction of a ramp "throws

the handicapped person off

schedule, to say nothing of what it

does to his temper." A librarian in

the graduate English department.

Miss Desmond drives an electric

carts three to five miles daily

around campus and to her home on

Sunset Ave.

She says, "A delay of 10 minutes

can cheat me of something -like

swimming, which I need very

much."
Two ramps which Miss Desmond

has several times found blocked

are those at the northeast corner of

the parking lot alongside Whit-

more. and the path to the Student

Union near the bus stop on North

Pleasant St.

Miss Desmond says the campus

is now about 85% "ramped" and

will be 90 to 95% "ramped" by

September. Last summer she

published a guide for the han-

dicapped, describing the ac-

cessibility of campus buildings.

The guide may be obtained at the

information desk on the concourse

of the Campus Center.

According to Miss Desmond, the

physical plant staff plans to paint

the ramps white this spring, and it

may place stencils of a wheelchair

on the ramp signs, in an effort to

remind people not to block the

passages.

Pleased with what the physical

plant has done to make the campus
more accessible to the "mobility

disadvantaged," Miss Desmond,

and all those who depend on

crutches, braces, wheelchairs, and

carts, hope that students, faculty,

staff and visitors will cooperate in

keeping the ramps open

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1972 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

With this vehicle blocking one of the several specially marked

ramps on campus, a handicapped person has a problem getting by.

tars and non-motorized cycles are also often parked in such places^

Handicapped students, faculty members, and staff personnel would

appreciate it if others in the LMass community would leave the

ramps free days and nights for wheelchairs and electric carts.

Belfast Bombing Backfires

Admissions Halted A
State School In N.Y.

BELFAST, Northern Ireland

. MM — Four suspected guerrillas

accidentally blew themselves up in

a ball of flame Monday during an

apparent attempt to sneak a bomb
into battle-scarred Belfast.

They died when their car ex-

ploded into fire on a main highway

about two miles southeast of the

provincial capital In the tangled

wreckage were two revolvers of a

tvpe favored by the illegal Irish

Republican Army, policesaid.

The explosion shattered windows

in nearby homes
The four were believed victims

of a 20-pound gelignite bomb
destined for Belfast, where two

guerrillas earlier blew up a

downtown gas station, injuring

-.vera I persons

A cab driver 100 yards away

said "My car was lifted off the

ground but then just rolled on

The four bodies were blasted

beyond immediate recognition

Thousands of troops and police

went on immediate alert in Belfast

in case the bomb should herald a

return to the IRA's offensive

against the capital The guerrillas

are trying to force the British out of

predominantly Protestant Nor

them Ireland and unite it with the

overwhelmingly Roman Catholic

Irish republic

A fifth apparently self-inflicted

IRA fatality was discovered when

police stopped a hearse at Ban-

bridge, south of the capital, and

opened a coffin carrying the body

of 14-year-old David McAuley

Police said the coffin was ac-

companied by a death certificate

signed by a physician in Dundalk

that the boy had died from a

noninfectious disease. An autopsy

in Belfast showed he had been shot

in the stomach, they added

An IRA source in Dundalk said

the boy was shot accidentally.

Police belive he was accidentally

shot during weapons training with

an IRA auxiliary

His death and those of the four in

the car brought Northern Ireland's

2-1/2-year toll of religious-political

violence to 251 dead, 45 of them

this vear alone.

Lord Chief Justice Widgery.

Britain's top judge, opened his

inquirv into the Jan 30 "Bloody

Sunday" deaths of 13 Londonderry

civilians slain in a clash between

rioters and paratroopers

In the hearing at Coleraine.

about 25 miles from Londonderry,

the judge was told the troops fired

103 rounds in 18 minutes The army
denied charges from local

Catholics that the soliders in

discriminate^ fired at unarmed

civilians. It said the paratroopers

aimed only at guerrillas who at-

tacked them first.

ALBANY—Willowbrook State School for the

mentally retarded, the focus of repeated public furor

over its overcrowding and innate neglect, is no longer

accepting new patients.

An indefinite freeze on admissions has been or-

dered at the Staten Island institution to reduce the

present population of 5,100 patients to 3,000.

While dealing with this severe trouble spot,

however, state officials say their plan to open more

than 500 beds now available in newly renovated,

smaller neighborhood centers in the city has been

blocked by lack of state funds for hiring staff

workers.
Meanwhile, troubled families continue to make 40

to 50 applications a month, despite Gothic-like tales of

severely retarded children left untended in filth One

desperate man recently threatened to kill his child

and himself unless the state found room for the child,

according to Dr Jack Hammond, director of

Willowbrook.
Kmergency Cases Sent Away

Even emergency cases that used to go to

Willowbrook are being sent, instead, to institutions

outside the city after screening and review by the

office of Dr. Frederic Grunberg, the state deputy

commissioner of mental health in charge of mental

retardation.

Dr Grunberg said today that the waiting list for

Willowbrook at the time the freeze was ordered last

month totaled about 1,600 children, but of these he

estimated that perhaps 500 were in true need of in-

stitutionalization, with the rest more suited to other

kinds of care where available Last year,

Willowbrook accepted close to 300 new patients

Willowbrook's "protective wall." as one official

referred to the freeze, was ordered at a time when

budget economies by the Legislature and Governor

Rockefeller had cut the institution's staff bv 633

workers in the last 14 months, and frozen 279 other

vacancies.

The present staff numbers 2,700, with several

hundred more due to be hired under a $5-million

appropriation made last month by Governor

Rockefeller following publicity about conditions at

Willowbrook.

Dr. Grunberg said that 1,200 new workers were

needed but not budgeted for, as staff for four new

centers renovated as part of the department's plan to

relate treatment facilities more closely to local

neighborhoods One center, a renovated motel on

114th Street. Corona, Queens, is open but has staff

people for only 50 of its capacity of 200 beds, he said

The others which are ready but unused, are a 300-

bed facility on Morton Street, Manhattan, and an 80-

bed converted former yeshiva on South Second

Street, in the Williamsburgh section of Brooklyn.

For the second year in a row, money is particularly

right in Albany and the competition is strong, even

within the mental health field.

Dr. Hammond, Willowbrook's director, estimates

that if enough such alternatives as special home and

hostel care were available, about one-sixth of the

institution's present population might be released

Letters were sent to the parents of 4,930 patients in

December, 1970. asking whether any of them might

be able to take their children back home because of

the overcrowding. Dr. Hammond said. There were 24

replies, he said, and "one or two" children went

home.
It would be unfair to criticize such parents. Dr

Hammond added, because the mentally retarded

child who is overactive day and night can make a

home a "shambles."

Parent groups, in turn, criticize the state for not

providing enough funds for alternative forms of care

and for allegedly emphasizing supervisory personnel

over basic-care attendants.

(reprinted N.Y Times 2/21/72)

FBI To Investigate Extradition Case

CLAYTON. Mo. (\P» - Federal

authorities will be asked to in-

vestigate the handling of an ex

tradition case involving a former

St I,ouis man accused of robbery,

rape and attempted murder in

1968. St Louis County Prosecuting

Atty. Gene McNary said Monday

McNary, at a news conference,

contended civil rights of the

woman Albert Bradford was ac

cused of attacking are being

violated by failure of

Massachusetts authorities to bring

him under arrest

Massachusetts Gov. Francis

Sargent, in response to a second

request from McNary. signed

extradition papers last week that

would have authorized the return

of Bradford to face the Missouri

BETA KAPPA PHI

401 North Pleasant Street

Try us — you'll like us

RUSH

Tonight — 10:00

charges.

But Bradford, who has assumed
the name of Malik Hakim as an

antipovery worker in Boston's

Koxbury section, went into hiding

before he could be arrested

McNary said circumstances he

wants investigated include why
Sargent took six months to sign

extradition papers and why Boston

Police did not arrest the suspect

pending the signing

By notifying Bradford's attorney

the extradition papers had been

signed, McNary contended.

Massachusetts authorities had

done what was "tantamount to

notifying Bradford he had few

hours to escape."
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details.
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Order a Frostline kit.

We'll throw in a
free lift ticket.

The money you save on Frostline's easy-to-assemble
outdoor equipment kits can mean a couple extra lift tickets

at your favorite ski area this winter, whether it's Vail,

Killington, or Lubbock.
Like the Parsenn Jacket ($28.50). Nylon and goose down

make it one of the lightest, warmest coats on the slopes.

And the matching Warm-up Pants ($21.50). A full-length

two-way zipper lets you put them on or take them off with-

out removing skis or boots. For days that aren't so cold wear
either the Down Vest ($11.00) or Down Sweeter ($16.95).

Nylon and goose down give them a few ounces weight but
many degrees of warmth.

All Frostline kits are pre-cut and pre-labeled. Assembly
is so simple even your roommate could put one together.
All you have to add is a home sewing machine. Frostline.

The kits made in America ... by everybody.

Order direct or send a postcard for a tree color catalogue ol everything from parkas to

tents to nickel-plated grommets to Frostline /Oept CN1/ Boulder. Colorado 80302

Belchertown School-A Look Inside
Editor's Note: The horrifying

and inhumane conditions which

exist at Belchertown State School

for the retarded have always
existed, and in recent years have
been brought to light by newspaper
articles and legislative com-
missions. But, the most despicable

aspect of Belchertown is that on
the most part conditions at

Belchertown have not changed,
which is why the Collegian is

reprinting this series.

The "Tragedy of Belchertown"
was printed in the Sprii gfield

Union two years ago. Despite the

reforms which are continually
cited at the School, the staff is still

undermanned, and many of the

residents are still forced to live like

animals.

The photographs which are used

in the series were also taken two
years ago, but every scene
depicted in the photographs may
be observed at Belchertown today.

Buildings A and K-the infamous
backwards-which are mentioned
in the series have changed.
Building A has been changed into a

recreation building while slight

changes have taken place in

Building K.)

B> JAMES .M. SHANKS
First of a Series

Fifty years ago Massachusetts

had the reputation of being one of

the most progressive states in the

nation dealing with mental
retardation. It operated according

to the best and most progressive

thinking in the field.

Today the state continues to

operate according to those same
theories. But the theories are now
regarded as outmoded and
inhumane in the treatment of the

mentally retarded

The retarded are treated

essentially as 'surplus citizens."

These are people the technological

era has passed by. They are

ignored by the legislature,

forgotten by the public, and
sometimes still closeted by their

families... in this day of supposed

enlightenment.

The retarded can't continue to be

ignored. Three of every 100 born

are retarded More than six millon

retarded individuals are now living

in the United States.

That's the equivalent of a city

larger than Los Angeles, or nearly

a dozen times larger than Boston.

Seven thousand retarded call

Western Massachusetts home.
About one-third of these need some
kind of assistance from the com-

munity or state at any time-early

diagnosis centers, nursery schools,

day care centers, special classes in

school, vocational training,

sheltered workshops or group
living centers.

Few, unfortunately, receive the

nelp they need. The retarded have

another great need: to be treated

as human beings, people, instead

of freaks or subhuman "things"

incapable of thinking or feeling

Yet. the need is more often unmet
than not.

A retarded person generally and

simply is defined as one with an

I.Q. of below 75 who has difficulty,

great or small, in coping with his

surroundings and every day
functioning life.

Retardation can range from a

small mental deficiency to severe

It is not uncommon to see a group of men sitting around in the nude

at the Belchertown State School for the retarded. The main problem

at Belchertown has long been the lack of attendants to work with

residents. (Photo by Vinnie D'Addario)

mongolism or brain damage. An
adult body can be left with the

capabilities of a child of two.

Starting about 1900. the state

looked at the mental retardation

problem Four residential schools

were planned and built Each was
considered a model of Us time All

were solidly built. Few expenses

were spared, for bricks, mortar or

landscaping for the grounds.

The Juke-Kalikak theory of

retardation was in vogue then.

Retardation. or "feeble-

mindedness' ' was caused primarily

by defective heredity and in-

breeding, the theory noted. Society

had to be protected from such

people.

The Belchertown State School for

the Feeble Minded was the result

Solidly built "14 miles from
anywhere" in isolation, the men
and women were segregated to

prevent any sexual contact.

The countryside around the

institution I state school is largely a

misnomer) is rolling and beautiful.

The trees and grass provide

contrast with the red brick

structures

The buildings themselves, about

the size of large two-story country

schoolhouses. are divided into huge

sleeping rooms, day rooms, a

kitchen area, dining room, and

toilet facilities

From the outside, the buildings

look like portions of pretty college

campus Inside the resemblance is

to army barracks used nr basic

training.

Privacy was not a consideration

in construction, as it was not in

building barracks. Only the ease of

supervision was considered. At

Belchertown a small number of

people supervise a large number.

Beds crest like waves in a rolling

sea. They are placed end to end.

row after row Clothing and the

permitted few personal

possessions go in a separate

common room. The wrinkled

garments are stuffed in uniform

rows of cubicles.

Toilet facilities are modeled

after army latrines. Rows of

commodes without protective

seats are lined against one wall, a

shower, used by as many as 50

persons, is at the end of the room.

The drain is in the bathroom floor

and there is no shower curtain.

The scene outside is of natural

beauty -unmelted snow covers the

rolling hills and highlights the red

brick of the buildings.

Inside, the normal senses rebel

They recognize no beauty, only the

horrors of a human warehouse

perpetuated by the state.

A visitor next walks inside the

double-locked doors of Building K.

the terrible 'backwards." into the

stench created by 48 years of

neglect, urine and human wastes.

Smell and sight are overpowered

by the stink. But if that's bad the

sight of men-other human beings

-

but retarded, standing around

naked or holding their pants up

because the laundry ruined the

fastener, is worse Physically

grown men roll on a cold tile floor,

sit in grotesque positions

motionless, or rock rhythmically

back and forth Others are bent into

strange poses on stark prison-

made benches.

The youngest is 15. The oldest is

80 plus.

Most will probably die in

Building K. one of many buildings

on which no state official wants his

name affixed There is nothing to

commemorate here.

Other Belchertown warehouses

don't smell as bad. But the same
prison-like starkness pervades
every building housing adults-

even a modern structure a few

years old.

Buildings housing children are

more colorful. But most parents

would think twice about allowing

their children to live there. Most
have no choice, however. It's the

children of Belchertown who suffer

the most. They could be saved the

horrors if proper help were
available in the community.

' Belchertown and the five in-

stitutions like it serve as

hideaways for people who don't fit

into a modern technical society

because of retardation.

"The only difference between
Belchertown and Auschwitz is the

lack of gas chambers," com-
mented Dr. M Phillip Wakstein,

former regional director of mental

retardation for the Department of

Mental Health. To complete the

parallel, Wakstein pointed to a rail

siding coming into the institution's

warehouse. (Wakstein was fired

for revealing conditions at

Belchertown.)

Many state legislators visit the

institution each year

Some are shocked.

Many say they are shocked. Most

leave the grounds -many without

having seen the worst of the in-

stitution- then apparently forget

every detail of their visit, par-

ticularly when voting on ap-

propriations.

Dr. Gunnar Dybwad, a con

sultant to the President's Com-
mittee on Mental Retardation and

one of the world's experts, was
aghast at Belchertown's con-

ditions, especially the

dehumanization
'There is one basic principle

which should be followed in dealing

with the retarded, or the mentally

ill, or the handicapped. That is

normalization," he said.

"The retarded person should live

in as normal a condition as cir-

cumstances will allow He should

not live in an institution which is

totally alien to everyday living.

Your Man in Amherst
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FRANK DECKER
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Students and Faculty for Frank Decker

which strips his very humanity

from him," Dybwad said.

Belchertown was built for less

than 1000 people. At present it is

about one-third over capacity,

housing about 1100 residents. In

1967 there were 1650 residents.

Belchertown suffers another

plague besides dehumanization, a

sterile environment which en-

courages insanity as an escape

from stark reality. It is handcuffed

by severe staff shortages. It has

stagnated because its ad-

ministrations have been locked in

by civil service or political

patronage. Poor salaries fail to

maintainor attract the best staffs.

Those who do remain are woefully

underpaid.

Portions of the Presidential

report on retardation sound as if all

of the research was done at

Belchertown.
" ...residents in state institutions

for the mentally retarded live in

disgraceful conditions that the

states' own regulatory agencies

would not tolerate in privately

owned facilities for anyone," the

report says.

"The bad old days" in retar-

dation is the large warehouse

gi\ing custodial care to the

forgotten retarded." it continue^

"That picture, tragically and

disgracefully, is still true about

many of the nation's institutions

for the retarded."

Belchertown's greatest tragedy

is that it need not be that way.

the question each person must
ask is if he can permit such an
« M^tence to continue for another

person, or if he will-through his

own inaction and unconcern -allow

the state to turn people into caged
animals
Tomorrow. A closer look at the

realities of Belchertown.

(James M. Shanhs, the author of

the series, has earned himself a

position in the world of "advocacy
journalism" for not only his work
in producing the series, but also for

the work he has done since the

printing of the series in bringing

the conditions at Belchertown to

the public eye.)

Full range of undergraduate and

graduate courses, special institutes

and workshops. Residence halls

available.

2 sessions:

June 26 — July 29 and
July 31 -Sept. 2

(day and evening).

Phone (516) 299-2431 or mail coupon.

And next time you pass

C. W. Post . . . don't.

Come in.

You'll see one of America's

most beautiful campuses.

Summer Session Office

C. W. Post Center

Greenvale, L. I.. N.Y. 11548

Please send me Summer Sessions bulletin.

CP

Namo

Address

City

II visiting student, which collage.

Stale .Zip-
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Money Problems

Although summer school was cut down several years

ago, cutting it any farther could be detrimental to many
members of the UMass community. This eight to ten week
period of studying in under some of New England's finer

weather has almost become a regular third semester here.

It has given undergraduate students the chance to get

through this University in only three years instead of the

traditional four. It has allowed students to make up credit

lost during the fall and spring semesters. Surely, we do not

want to see it cut to the point of only serving swingshift

freshmen, nor would we want to see swingshifters cut out

of summer sessions.

Graduate students might not be able to stay because
their fellowships depend upon a certain number of credits

being reached by next January, that number of credits

determined by the students' ability to attend a summer
session.

Thomas B. Campion, Vice Chancellor for Ad-
ministrative Affairs, explained to the Collegian late last

week that if revenue from the use of dormitories during the

summer disappears, and outlays stay about the same, then

room rents may have to increase next fall to make up the

difference.

Administration sources have stated that summer school

cutbacks are only one of several ways in which they are

trying to reduce expenses because of the proposed tight

budget. We hope that they come up with a better method.

We hope that students will use their voting power to in-

fluence legislators not to cut any more from the slim

UMass budget.

Off And Running

The Play In Peking

There was a play on television Sunday night.

It was covered live by the three networks.

Everyone had known about it for weeks, indeed

months before. The whole was waiting for it, and yet

no one has realized that it's started. '•Arrival in

Peking", Act I, Scene I. It has come and passed.

If you watched Nixon's arrival in China Sunday

night, you may have been entranced with what you

saw. China. What do we know about China? Visions

ranging from the true egalitarian state to Orwell's

1984 run through one's mind with even a mention of

the world. But let's pause for a moment and look at a

brief hour at the meeting between the symbols of

East and West. The United States and China.

Air Force One taxied to a stop, the whine faded, and

the stairs moved into position. The door opened, and

for a moment, ( (five, ten seconds?) you caught a

glimpse of a camera man inside the plane at the

doorway, filming the Nixons* approach to the exit.

Then, yes. The Nixons. They took a left, and walked

out onto the platform leading from the plane,

breathing Chinese air, under a Chinese sky.

Four lines awaited them. Two were the Foreign

ministry and Peking officials, the other two were long

lines of soldiers, the "Red Army" as they are called.

One person was at the bottom to meet them, Premier

Chou-En-lai.

They descended slowly. Broad, barnstorming,

political smiles crossed their faces, and faded at the

lack of music or cheering crowds. But they

recovered. (Dick isn't the President for nothing. ) Pat

Nixon waved hesistantly. and stopped. No one was
waving back. The Chinese started to clap, and Nixon

followed, till he too was subdued. They knew
something wasn't right. It wasn't the usual political

welcome.
Can you imagine? The leaders of two of the most

powerful nations on Earth, sworn enemies for 20

years, finally meeting. It could change the history of

the world. Grasp it and turn its flesh to what those

minor characters wanted. It was the return of

medieval diplomacy. The kings meet, talk, and

decide the fate of millions. Or something out of a

science fiction book. Two alien cultures (for that's

what we are) meet. One the exuberant western.

Nixon with his back slapping and broad smile and

firm handshake. The American politician And
Premier Chou-En-lai, now what is he...

A good six inches shorter than the President.

Smaller, slimmer, a solemn face. He knew the im-

portance of what he saw, what history he was
making. This wasn't an election campaign, no, this

was a decision over worlds. A withered right arm, a

reminder of the revolution. The contrast was im-

mense. Two totally different cultures.

At first the Premier led the way to the troops, but

then fell back a pace or two, and let Nixon lead. A
test? Down the line of troops, Nixon still smiling, he is

the politician.

Then into the cars and a drive off into empty
streets. For a long moment, no one, nothing. There

was a shot that sticks in my mind. The motorcade

driving down a narrow empty street, a street that

stretched for miles it seemed, leading to an empty
horizon. A high stone wall along one side that the

camera was shooting off of, and a park with a stone

railing on the other. Trees bare in the Peking winter,

no people, not one, anywhere. Where are we indeed?

But the play ends, as it must. We, the audience go

back to our homes, out to a day's work, satiated for a

moment, waiting for the next thrill, the next glimpse

Are they still playing, but now for real?

Or is all we get the image of an American president

reviewing a line of Chinese troops stretching down to

an empty horizon, with a small Premier, his arm
withered from the Revolution? Walking silently

behind.

Tom Moriarty

War In A Nutshell

"As American troop strength is reduced, the number
of air strikes being flown by United States planes has
increased to as many as 250 a day in South Vietnam.
U.S. planes also fly scores of missions in neighboring
Laos and Cambodia."

-Feb. 16 N.Y. Times
That's the war in a nut shell, according to the

Times. News reports preceding and succeeding that

statement supports its Brim validity.

Times. Feb. 12 •American Air Force and Navy jets

flew 100 missions in South Vietnam during the 24 hour
period ending at dawn today, the largest number in

six months
."

Times. Feb. i4-"The U.S. flew the highest number of

B-52 bombing missions in a single 24 hour period,

between noon Feb. 12 and noon Feb. 13, since records
began to be kept...There were also 162 strikes by Air

Force and Navy fighter bombers."
Times. Feb. 15 The bombing campaign is also

reportedly being carried on with equal intensity

across the border in Laos and Cambodia, but the

United States command does not disclose the details of

its bombing there beyond acknowledging that

American planes including B 52s fly missions in Laos
and Cambodia daily."

On the 15th the Times also noted that the U.S. had
broken the record again for B-52 bombing missions in

a single day. In the same time period, 176 Air Force

and Navy fighter bombers flew strikes.

On Feb. 16, the war was not mentioned in the Times
until page 8.

Times, Feb. lfi Speaking of the six days from Feb. 10-

15; "The bombing campaign, which directed almost

1000 fighter-bomber strikes and 75 B52 missions ( most
missions involve more than one plane)... was equally

intensive just across the border in Laos."

"The U.S. command refused to confirm or deny
that B-52 bombers recently ordered to Guam from the

United States were flying missions over South

Vietnam. It said only that air operations 'could' in-

clude B-52s from Guam.

"It was reported elsewhere, however, that B-52s

began flying missions from Guam yesterday."
A spokesman from the U.S. 7th fleet

"acknowledged an increase in (air craft) carriers
and support ships."

Times. Feb. 17-The bombing campaign now under
way in South Vietnam, described as the heaviest in 18

months, entered its second week with no let up in

sight-
Writing from Saigon, Craig R. Whitney reported in

the Feb. 17 Times: "There are indications that the
United States command is preparing to revise its

predictions of when a countrywide enemy offensive
might begin and to keep up its intensified bombing,
for months if necessary."
Quoting 'a senior United States military source';

"We've got to do something to protect the pilots if

we're going to have them flying missions."
When the Southeast Asian people learned at a

horrible price in arms, legs, eyes, and lives, to defend
themselves against "pineapples". Honeywell Corp. of
the US. developed the "guava". Neither one of these
weapons is any good against buildings or gun im-
placements, but they tear the hell out of human flesh.

The U.S. developed electronic sensors that detect
sound, body heat, and even the ammonia in body
odor. These sensors direct bombing attacks, day or
night, to the "enemy area". A slide show depicting
these and other forms of the air war and electronic
battlefield will be shown at a Teach-in sponsored by
the Student Mobe. Speakers at the Teach-in will in-

clude Mike Best of the Econ. dept., Dick Minear of the
Hist, dept., and Jules Chametsky of the Eng. dept.
Topics to be discussed will include the economic

and political reasons for the war's continuation, and
ways to end it. The Teach-in is scheduled for Wed-
nesday, Feb. 23. from noon to 3:00 PM in room 163
(Senate Chambers) of the Campus Center. The more
we know about it, the better we can fight it.

SHIM

'INTO THE BUS, OFF THE BUS, INTO THE BUS, OFF THE BUS — MAN, WHAT AN EDUCATION!'

Letters To The Editor

Apples & Oranges=Baloney

«* 7 1-*±&*»*^>«KL_

To the Editor:

When attempting to respond to Mr. Moriarty's

editorial commentary, "Dockworkers, Miners

Strike," it is difficult to choose a starting point from

which to begin to dispel the series of false analyses,

based on incomplete and selective information,

perpetrated there. Although there are innumerable

examples of such misconceptions, this writer will

address himself to the most blatant -Moriarty's

apparent effort to create an analogous situation

between strikes in Great Britain and the U.S.. with

absolutely no recognition of the inherent differences

in industrial relations systems in these two countries.

Any students of comparative labor movements
realizes that drawing sych a comparison is like at-

tempting to add apples and oranges; the results are

always contrived, and. of necessity, spurious.

The key issue that Moriarty ignores is the varying

role of the government in the industrial relations

systems of the nations in question Although the

historical credo of both labor movements is

Voluntarism" (i.e. self reliance), this phenomenon

evolved in totally divergent directions in Britain and

the U.S. -the former, developing a strict in-

terpretation, the latter favoring a looser one. In Great

Britain, there are no co-called labor laws, leading to a

situation where there is no institutionally acceptable

means for the government to intervene in a labor

dispute In contrast, the State in the U.S. provides the

unions with their raison d'etre, that is. the American

labor movement receives most of its power and

security from a series of Federal Acts dating back to

at least the Thirties Therefore, an explicit depen

dence on. and acceptance of the role of government

exists in this country' tM only unwillingly), while it

does not in Britain

As a serious student of the labor movement, and

one who hopefully plans on devoting a career to

making union leadership more responsive to the

needs of the rank and file, it is extremely difficult for

me to defend an individual with such a checkered and

questionable background as Harry Bridges

However, a defense is necessary.

In the wake of a Taft-Hartley injunction. Bridges

Just The Facts

To the Editor:

"Truth is confirmed by inspection and delay;

falsehood by haste and uncertainty," (Tactus

Annales 11, 38), a quote brought to mind after reading

that the Graduate Student Senate was petitioned to

oppose the renaming of the Department of En-

vironmental Sciences to the Department of

Agricultural and Environmental Microbiology,

(MDC, February 16, 1972). lam very disappointed and

saddened that these "concerned" students, members
of an academic community where quest for truth

should be paramount, did not make the slightest

effort to ascertain the reasons and merits of such a

name change. Not one member of the Department of

Environmental Sciences was ever contactec by any

"concerned" student. In the interest of truth and

fairness, we should have been given an opportunity

(and these students should have demanded) to enter

into a dialogue prior to taking such a one-sided and

unfair resolution to the floor of the Graduate Student

Senate
Prior to taking any further action, I urge and

respectfully request members of the Graduate

Student Senate to get all the facts relating to the

proposed Departmental name change. They have

only to cross the street and will find my office open

Finally, I have always stressed in my classes that

truth can be determined only after the collection of

precise data and the unbiased analysis of such data

Was this procedure followed by the students who

presented the resolution.
Warren Litsky

Commonwealth Professor and

Acting Head of the Depart-

ment of Environmental
Sciences

and the entire nation were no doubt aware that the

Nixon administration was "chomping at the bit" to

take punitive action against the West Coast

Longshoremen. With the threat of new anti-union

legislation hanging over the entire labor movement
as a result of his union's actions. Bridges opted for a

more cautious route in conducting the strike In 1934,

he had chosen the other alternative as the

Longshoremen's leader, and on a day known as

"Bloody Thursday" two of his people were killed and
hundreds injured as they resisted a police attempt to

break the strike.

It is difficult to equate the winning of a jurisdic-

tional dispute over which union ( the Teamsters or the

I.L.W.U.) should have the right to handle a shipping

container upon its touchdown on a dock, with the

chance of the loss of human life or crushing punitive

legislation Mr. Bridges, a man with unionists' blood

on his hands, put in a position of bringing a "plague"

down upon all of the country's union members, made
the only realistic choice, in light of the government's

position and his personal experiences. The leader of

Great Britain's miners is faced with a similar

dilemma, but rather than the government, he must

singlehandedly contend with the welfare of his nation.

In the context of the U.S.'s industrial relations

system, his actions show gross irresponsibility But,

he is not in the United States, and cannot be judged by

the criteria that Moriarty uses to judge Harry

Bridges
Ellis Seidman

Attention

To the Editor:

Responding to the "Amherst Election Page" in last

Friday's Collegian.

Attention Voter Registration Committee re your

article. "Fighting the No-Vote Theory ''
It's too late

to lay a guilt trip on these new non-voters These

people are too hip to run out and register when you

call them "slough-offs " When you talk snide: Have

you ever entertained the thought of the power

possible bla. bla." I Non-voters don't even dig a power

trip by true liberals!) When you command
authoritarianly. "Do something though! Don't just sit

in the Hatch.''

Attention Sue Rov. Special Assistant to the President

of the Student Senate for Voter bla, bla, bla: Thank

you for proving so graphically that the new non-

voters have no meaningful choice to make among the

candidate for Selectman Bob-Garvey Frank-Decker-

Leo-Bouchard- Steve-Keedy Your Women's League

of Voters type of inciteful questions reveal that these

men all have the same basic qualifications, i.e., an

establishment- oriented concerned citizen. These

men also see Amherst's urgent problem as the same,

in sum : how to dispose of the extra excrement from

this town's population explosion so the townees can

grow richer and fatter without raising a stink

Attention Dick Howland. Student Senate Attorney: re

your essentially unreadable article on "Voting

Mechanics": Nevermind attacking the new non

voters, you concentrate your shit on the newly

registered students. E.G.. "1 wonder how many will

actually vote at all. much less vote intelligently
'

And. "...those who have gone to the trouble to register

now and don't vote are in fact condemning their

fellows bla, bla." Honorable Advocate for Students

Esquire, laying this holier-than-thou shit on young

people went out with the Civil Rights Movement in the

early '60s.

Where is it at? Students will register to vote only if

and when two conditions meet in time: 1 1 > there is a

public issue that gets to their own gut and (2) voting

offers them a meaningful prospect for constructive

change (Maybe "Community-control of Police" is

one of those issues, maybe it is not.)

Eric Walgren

Editorial Points
For all those pissed-off

people who went to see the last

show of 2001 last Friday we
offer the following: When a

movie is advertised for the S.U.

Ballroom at 7-9-11 what it

really means is the C.C.

Auditorium at 7 and 10.

*****

Howard Hughes is due to

return to the country soon. To
do what? Well we shall see

what we shall see...
*****

The word is that the

newspaper reporters who
didn't get to go pleasure

cruising with Uncle Dick are

drowning their sorrows in

bowls of cheap chowmein.

*****

Do you know where you can

buy an overpriced electric

typewriter? Do you know
where you can't buy can
openers or toothpicks? Inquire

at the University Store.
*****

Word is that Basic Foods
program is throwing out all the

overcooked vegetables and
enbalmed bread and switching

to air and water. How basic can
you get?

•*•••

The quiet and pleasant

streets of Peking are so dif-

ferent from what the streets of

our cities are like

It's Incredible

To the Editor:

I know a lot of students complain about the Dining Commons food and

people are probably tired of hearing about it. However I feel I must once

again bring up this matter Today while eating a brownie in Franklin

Dining Commons I discovered a worm in it. Granted it was very small

and even looked dead but still; a worm?
Granted the Food Services have a tremendous task in cooking for so

many people I think it would be too much to expect the food to taste as

good as home cooking and I don't. However I do think the food should be

sanitary (i.e. no more worms). Students pay a good deal of money to eat

here and I think that we deserve food which is at least edible. It is time

that the Food Services stopped supporting the motto; "If it's edible, it's

incredible."
David iHiiimu k

By BURNELL WILLIAMS
Self entertainment can create self enjoyment. Winter Carnival

was the occasion that was the main attraction for most UMass last

weekend. The activities, which included musical, cultural, and

generally entertaining events were quite appealing. But to whom*'

Perhaps to those who could afford it or to those who could enjoy it

Thus some students found it necessary to create their own special

occasion in all social circles on campus At the New Africa House

folks found what they were looking for two nights of dynamite

entertainment with a congenial atmosphere that seemed to make it

a funky affair It was something that people really got into because

it was something that could be related to. Even though the

University made an earnest effort to satisfy its community overall,

students still felt it was necessary to do their own thing This move
towards responsibility in self-entertainment is necessary to

balance the weight of the social needs and academic pressures. No

matter who you are. or what you are. you own gig is usually the

best. Part of the problem for students is involving themselves in the

solutions to their needs In our case, brothers and sisters, let's

support the New Africa House and the activities that happen there,

for this may well be our only outlet towards social satisfaction

It's For Practice

To the Editor: .
. . . .

Today the town elections will be held, and some eight to nine humdrel

of us here in Mud City will be presented with an opportunity to vote. Our

page in last Friday's Collegian was an attempt of sorts to suggest reason*

why it is important for this particular group to go to the polls and tak»

advantage of that opportunity.

I am relieved, that in my officious-sounding post of Special- Assistant-

to- the President- for- Voter Registration. I've been spared the job of

endorsing, defaming or ignoring any of the candidates I'm supposed to

be impartial. Had I been required to assess each candidate; I would have

felt that same left-handed, backward silliness that hit in '64 in high school

when the literary magazine went comprehensive on Goldwater and

Johnson. Why 9 Simple: the campaign process projected a sense of vague

importance to our lives, but somehow, on a concrete level, it was tough to

i.gure out exactly why Yes, it's true, we've been hard pressed to make

this election relevant to student voters. Discussing the pros and con's of

any candidate in this election would have to ultimately include the fact

that all of them are town-oriented, although their flexibility on the subject

of students does vary considerably.

Why then, go and vote'' Well, much of the town's power rests in the

hands of the town meeting members, who are also <a third of them in

each precinct) up for election During the annual town meeting they are

precisely the people who set out the directions for the town to take in the

ensuing year. Rumor has it that in precinct 2 (Southwest I there is one

more space than candidates for meeting member, a geed place for a

write-in of some registered student

So this year its for practice. Next year, we want more students

registered, and since precincts 2 and 3 are predominately student

residence areas, tell me why the town meeting members in those

precincts should be from the town. This is your power; for a beginning

Its not that difficult to be informed about town doings; your average

town meeting members as a working person has as little free time to be

informed. This is known as 'doin' your homework" There s no reason

whv an informed and registered voting constituency of students cannot in

future years; like next year, take on an amount of power in the town

proportionate to their actual numbers This is known as "taking care of

business". Group: it reallv can be our ball game, and we can possibly

play it as it lays. The point is that the time is ripe to get ourselves together

on this particular issue.
Susan J. Roy
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Senate Committee Calendai

I For The Week Of Feb. 22, 1972

Csrcer News

What Will You Be Doing In 1980?

;:•:•:• Committee
:*& Chairman

-• Budgets,

:john Stevens

Meeting Time and

Place

7 P/v\ CC Rm. 911 915

Tuesday.

§•$ Academic Atfairs,

j:&:Nick Apostola
•Xv.
*# Rents and Fees,

SSPam Pepper
:Xv
:
:
:
::;:

Services,

£ Elliot Sherman

•^Governmental Af

?xjtairs,

••••••William Spinn
.•.-.•

Sg Financial Affairs,

'XvChet Richardson

•:•:•:

;$v Social Action Student

X& Matters,

:•$•: Maggie Houghton
v.v
X'X

iviv Women's Committee,
:X:

:
: Mira Marshall

7 PM Rm.
Tuesday.

811 815

Main Topic of

Discussion

Funding of Harambe,

N.E.S., Action Lab,

Committee on

Poverty, Comm. on

Nutrition and Human ft$::

Needs, and Afro $£:
American Society ;§££

:•::

X%
Rhetoric j:g:::

Requirement. :•:•:•:•

7 PM
Tuesday.

Monday,
Rm 903

Rm. 165 All fees.

7.30 PM

Tuesday, 6 PM, Rm.

166

Wednesday, 5 30 PM
Rm. 177.

Thursday 8 10 PM

Monday, 6 PM, Rm
175.

All meetings are in

the Campus Center.

University Services;

security and housing; I
parking; distribution •:•:

of complaint boxes; :•:•:

refrigerators. •:•:

Committed Bills and X
Election Results.

•y.

Category changes for |:j:

RSO groups

Committee
organization

needed

People

No meeting due to

holiday.

Forum Broadcast On:
"Chile'sMarxist Experiment
Featured this week at the t'Mass

(Jrea decisions program is

"Chile's Marxist Experiment:

What Does It Mean for the

Americas
0-

' The forum will be

broadcast live over radio WFCR
(88 5 FM> Wednesday Feb. 23.

beginning at 7 30 p.m from the

\..ah Webster House Library, on

the Amherst campus

Luther A Allen. IMass
associate professor of political

science, is moderator Panelists

will include Michael H Best of the

University's economics depart-

ment Eliance Ortega, graduate

student at ML Holyoke College

and Harvey Kline of the UMass
department of political science

Pamphlet material, prepared by

the Foreign Policy Association, is

available, for $2. weekday
<>\ enings at the Webster House
Librar>

Apple Corps, a student group

from Orchard Hill residence

complex, sponsors the series and
invites the public to participate in

the weeklv discussions

By PHILIP SCHIRMER
The number of graduates of

America's colleges and univer-

sities increases significantly

between 1968 and the present

There is no reason to believe that

this trend will change appreciably

in the future. Does this mean that

the supply in the "skilled workers"

department will exceed the

demand in the job market for the

coming decade?

According to the U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor, the answer to this

question is both yes and no.

The over-all prospect holds for a

general balance of supply and

demand in the next 8 years with an

estimated 10.5 million in the

manpower force filling a projected

10 4 million vacancies. (6.1 million

to take care of occupational growth

and 4.3 million to replace other

workers^ I nfortunately. this

over all balance is achieved at

the expense of imbalance with

respect to individual occupations

Specifically, professional health

occupations, (dentists, physicians,

dietitians, etc , should continue to

experience a shortage of personnel

along with those hiring chemists,

phvsicistsm and counselors The

supply of engineers, geologists,

(and geophysicists>. and op-

tometrists should fall slightly short

of requirements while architects

and lawyers willl fill their

vacancies fairly evenly. Phar

macists will find the competition a

little tougher and those with in

tentions of becoming
mathematicians, life scientists or

teachers will find the supply

significantly above the demand

figures in this field in the nation's

universities promise a con-

tinuation of this upward trend.

As for the scientific fields, the

shortage of chemists, geologists,

and geophysicists may be

remedied somewhat by transfers

from the life science and

mathematics fields where sur-

pluses are expected.

Other areas which will probably

experience shortages in worker

supply are those connected with or

related to the planning and ad-

ministration of local governments.

These would include urban plan-

ning and social work.

So thus the enigma lies: an

adequate number of positions but

an uneven distribution of talent

and training. Perhaps it's not too

late to reconsider.

MDC Classifieds Pay

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

We'd Like to talk

about your body.

So don't let bumps and dents

and scrapes spoil its looks.

BRING IT TO

NORTHAMPTON MOTORS
REPAIR and R0DY

SPECIALISTS
in

VOLKSWAGEN
and

OTHER IMPORTS

Factory Trained Eiperts

*Body Collision Repairs
* Estimates
* All Foreign & Domestic Cars
* Insurance Work
•Towing Service

•Factory Parts

CALL 584-8620
Free shuttlebus service for Amherst customers.

Call for details.

246 King Street

NORTHAMPTON

TURE-UPS-Our Specialty

Carburetor & Ignition Repairs

Brake & Exhaust Systems

ALL WORK GUARANTEED—
FREE ESTIMATES

Mobil Tires, Batteries, Accessories

College Town Service

SPENCER'S Mobil STATION
161 N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

253-9059

Open 24 hrs. _
7 a.m. Midnight RoadServ.ce

The changing manpower
situation in the teaching fields

especially, should be given careful

attention by those considering this

field, (women primarily since they

constitute 70% of the teachers in

the US) Where shortages of

teachers were reported in 20 of the

49 states participating in a survey

hy the National Education

Association in the summer of 1966.

by 1969. only two states reported

deficiencies Present enrollment

Need

a helping

hand?

If your RSO group

needs help planning an

advertising campaign,

we have a man for you.

Come on up and see him.

Wednesdays 2 - 4 p.m. 2 — 4 p.m.

Sbr Ulaflflarhuflrtts

Batlg
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Wallace To Run
In Maryland

ANNAPOLIS. Md. (AP)-Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace said

Monday he intends to run in Maryland's Democratic presidential

primary May 16 and expects to win.

At the same time, Wallace said the Democrats "might make me mad

at their national convention in Miami Beach and propel him again into a

third-party bid for the White House.

Maryland Gov. Marvin Mandel said it is too early to forecast how any

candidate will do in his state's primary, which will award 53 national

delegates

Mandel said Wallace has a Maryland constitutency but he doesn't know

how big. Wallace rose to power in Alabama as an ardent segregationist.

Maryland is a border state.

Wallace said he will challenge the party's presidential aspirants in at

least 10 primaries

The Democrats met on the eve of the National Governors Conference

opening Tuesday in Washington. 1-Jlkl.
Wallace denied at a news conference that he has made a deal with the

Republican administration or anyone else to forego third-party

presidential candidacy in 1972.

"Let's cross a lot of bridges when we come to them, Wallace said,

might get to Miami Beach and they throw me through the rooftop. That

might make me mad, that might hurt my feelings. There's nothing worse

than a politician scorned."

Wallace said that with 10 to 12 candidates likely to be on the Maryland

ballot "we expect to win this primary."

Wallace's first primary test this year will be in Florida March 14, and

he said "every poll that they run in Florida, I'm leading."

Wallace said he also plans to enter the May 16 Michigan primary. He

said party leaders there are saying he will get 25 per cent of the vote

Wallace said that would be enough to run first in a crowded Democratic

'The Alabama governor said he also expects to be on the ballot in

Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Indiana, North Carolina, Tennessee, Rhode

Island and New Mexico.

"Jewish Life" At Smith
America ." The series, sponsored

by the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foun-

dations at Smith and Amherst

Colleges, is open to the public.

The editor of "Response", the

national magazine of new Jewish

thought and culture. Mr Novak is

a member of the Chavurat Shalom

Community Fellowship of Peace, a

religious commune in Boston. His

articles have appeared in

numerous religious publications

The series of program entitled

"Want in the Midst of Plenty: a

Critique of American Jewish Life"

continues at Smith College

Tuesday (Feb 22) with Bill Novak.

who will speak at 7 30 p.m in the

Browsing Room of the Neilson

Library-

Mr Novak will discuss the

recent trends and new directions

initiated by the young in a talk

entitled Philip Roth and Our

Situation: Growing up Jewish in

Chess Meet Tuesday

membership is not required. Play will be in two sections, one rated by the

US Chess Federation, one unrated (USCF membership not required)

Troohies and USCF membersuips as prizes

InlaS Tuesday s simultaneous exhibition. USCF Master Dr Stephen

Jones played nineteen opponents, defeating sixteen^ Bob Corwin and

Barry Cohen drew him, and he was upset by Mike Stankiewicz.

S.E.S. Fourteen Week

LECTURE NOTES
PROGRAM

January 31st through May 12th

Weekly distribution of lecture notes in select courses.

ALL SECTIONS available for.

Botany 100

Economics 125

Economics 126

Food Science 101

i.eolony !«0

History 150

Microbiology 140

Philosophy 105

Political Science 100

Political Science 150

Psychology 101

Psychology 262

Psychology 263

Psychology 265

Psychology 270

Psychology 280

Psychology 301

Psychology 302

Psychology 325

Sociology 101

Sociology 256

Sociology 257

Zoology 101

Zoology 135

Subscriptions for the first seven weeks of notes are now being sold

in ROOM 318. Student Union Building Lobby.

Coupes with two 50-minute lectures per week - $3.50/half

CemtwMi three 50-minute lectures or two 75-mlnute lectures per

weelt _ s l/half semester

For further information on the program come to room 318 in the

Student Union Lobby or call 545-2683. Our office is open everyday.

Monday through Friday, from 9: 30 a.m. to 3: 30 p.m.

Some say the natural beauty of the Orchard is at its best in the winter, those who have visited it

recently have noticed the addition provided by the construction crews. Isn't it nice to enjoy the scenery

knowing that relief is close at hand. MDC photo by Steve Quigley.

Enjoysummer this school

Summer sessions at the

University of California

offer college students and

teachers some of the best

choices of courses, lan-

guage institutes and spe-

cial programs for credit in

the nation.

Plus, they offer college

students and teachers the

California summer With its

beaches. Its mountains. Its

lakes. Its perfect weather.

Summer sessions will be

held at Berkeley, Davis,

Irvine, Los Angeles, River-

side, San Diego, Santa Bar-

bara and Santa Cru/. All

of them start in mid-lune

but vary in length from

campus to campus Fees

range from $90 to $200

For more detailed infor-

mation about the various

summer sessions on the

UC campuses, fill out this

coupon and mail it to us.

J please send mc Information about U( mnwnei seuioni

'
I ,im .i Student or Icuhc r ,il

N.imr

Ai!(lrr*«

i '.
s: ,!,

« M.ul lo -,7() Univrrs.ly Hall. Una .»i f ..I
.
Urrk.-l«-\ Cd '" "<>

|
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Miners Get 20%
Pay Increase

LONDON (AP)-The government has warned British labor unions who

are seeking higher wages not to expect big increases like those won by the

m
Asthe

r

nSon's 280,000 miners prepared to vote on acceptance of the pay

package offered them after a six-week strike that crippled the country in

a power crisis, Employment Minister Robert Carr served notice Monday

that the government was determined to hold the line against further

inflationary wage hikes. .

The miners extracted pay increases averaging 20 per cent in a deal that

blasted a gaping hole in the government's unofficial wage hike ceiling of 8

npr cent

Claims now are pending from railroad unions, nurses, teachers and

London transport and building workers. Their leaders are expected to use

the "special case" argument which was the lynch-pm of the miners

"
Although the miners have lifted their picket blockade on power stations

and around stockpiled coal, they are not due to vote on the offer in

national ballot before Wednesday and a resuption of work is not expected

™Ze?l?Z*%toc* have reduced industry to three^yr«*<and

cut electricity supplies to millions of homes on a rotating basis still were

nerceTraTand industry Minister John Davies forecast in the House of

Commons the cuts would continue at the same level for some time and

that it would take a month for the situation to return to norma

The National Coal Board Monday commandeered every available truck

train and ship to rush stockpiled coal to fuel-starved pmm«*to-.UP to

80 000 tons was shifted over the weekend, after miners leaders accepted

the recommended pay boost early Saturday

Women workers pack candles as they come off conveyor belt at

Price's Candle Works In Wandsworth. London, Wednesday. The

I ondon blackout, caused by a coal strike, has activated a boom in

candle-making, with this particular firm alone producing a half-

million candles a day. (AP)

NOW'S

t*&r

HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Students, Faculty, Staff support

LEO BOUCHARD
for SELECTMAN

He HAS worked for Amherst
He WILL work of for Amherst

TV Skaters Edge Deerfield
«*/ .. .- .__. Sr* ii « rnrnhined at 13:10 toknc

Richard Howland
Laurence Marcus
Sidney Myers
John Olver
Philip Eddy
Raymond Werbe
Larry Roberts

George Dersham
Nelson Jaeger

Brian O'Connor
McGarreh
Harold Gatslick

Peter Lillya

Florence and Joseph Frank

Harold Rauch
Alice Friedman

Dorothy Moreau
Carl Dennler

John George
William AAoebius

Arthur Wright

Mary Cameron
Mike Sullivan

Harvey Friedman
Lee Sandwen
Henry Tragle

John Dittfach

Allan Austin

William Mullin

William Darity

Richard Talbot

Robert Fowler

Robert Shanley

John L. Roberts

Joseph Langford

Stephen Michael

Gordon Wyse
William Venman
Gareth Matthews
Irene Kavanagh
Margaret Lindeman
Mason Davis
Peter Graham
Susan Brynteson

Gordon Sutton

Bob Wellman
Mort Appley
Marvin Rausch

By ROY LYONS
Yc I've heard of Dennis and

Bobby hull and Phil and Tony

Esposito, but have you heard of

Jay and Kevin Connors? Deerfield

Academy has, and they're not

likely to forget them for awhile.

The Arlington natives had a hand

in all four goals as the skaters

edged Deerfield, 4-3 in a game
played last Thursday night at

Deerfield.

As the score indicated, it was a

closely contested struggle with

neither team able to mount a

sustained offense. Although unable

to contain I^eerfield's high scoring

line which featured Kevin Carr

centering for Joe Anderson and

Tim Hausmann, John Binkoski

completely stymied the rest of the

prep school squad in the UMass
nets.

The Redmen opened the scoring

at 2:12 of the first period when

Vote Progress-

Vote Bouchard-February 22

Polls open 12-8
Susan Brynteson, 14 Red Fox Lane

combined at 13: 10 to knot the score

again. Ellis set it up with a brilliant

rush. He simply overpowered the

Deefield defense on the rink long

dash before leaving the puck for

Connors. Kevin snapped a quick

wrist shot over Lake's left

shoulder.

The third period saw both teams

playing defensive hockey with a

total of only eight shots being fired

on net. The only goal came at the

three minute mark and proved to

be the clincher. Kevin Connors fed

a perfect pass to his brother Jay

who jammed it past Lake. The

Redman defense combined with

Binkoski to thwart the Deerfield

attack the rest of the way.

Coach Russ Kidd's post-game

attitude was highly ambivalent. In

view of Deerfield's noted tenacity

on their home ice, he seemed

pleased to come out on top.

However, he did appear to be

dismayed with the squad's con-

tinued inconsistency.

New!
Puts your lashes
in the thickofthings

AND THE

ARE COMING!

WED. FEB. 23

center Jim Murphy rammed home
a rebound after a scramble in front

of Deerfield goalie Grady Lake. It

was a power play goal with Carr off

for elbowing.

Hausmann evened the score at

3 : 28 with a deft tip-in of a Carr slap

shot from the right point. Binkoski

never had a chance.

The tempo picked up in the

second period. Anderson
registered a power play goal for

Deerfield at 1:11 with Brian

Mulcahy off for tripping. The

penalty was carried over from the

first period. Binkoski seemed to be

partially screened on the low drive.

Jay Connors scored the first of

his two goalsfat the 5:50 mark with

Murphy getting an assist. It was

the final power play goal of the

night. Doug Taylor was serving a

two minute minor for slashing.

Carr sent the home team ahead

at 10:48 with a backhander from a

tough angle that broke off

Binkoski's stick.

Mike Ellis and Kevin Connors

Pats Name PR Director
New England Patriots general manager Upton Bell has announced the

appointment of veteran Boston newspaperman Pat Home as the club s

Director of Public Relations

Home recently retired from the Hearst newspaper in Boston, the

. Record American - Sunday Advertiser, after more than 25 years service

that started as an office boy and culminated as the paper's pro football

writer for the past eight years.

A native of County Cork, Ireland, Pat had experience in every phase of

the newspaper's editorial operation and won a number of awards for his

coverage of the sports scene. Before moving to the pro football beat, he

served for 15 years as schoolboy sports editor and college writer for the

Record American. He has covered every major sporting event in Boston

from World Series to Stanley Cup playoffs, from NBA championships to

tennis tournaments.
.

Educated in the parochial schools of Boston, Pat is a decorated veteran

of four years service with the Army Air Corps during World War II and

spent 26 months in the China-Burma-India theater of combat operations^

One of the founders of the New England chapter of the Pro Football

Writers Association of America, Home has been the New England

representative on the Pro Football Hall of Fame board of selectors.

In expressing the Patriots view of Homes addition to the front office

staff general manager Upton Bell declared, "We are very fortunate to

secure a person of Pats caliber, talents, and background to join our

organization and head the important public relations department

Pat resides in Weymouth with his wife (Arlene) and three daughters.

Frosh Hoopsters

Take 13th Straight
By MDC STAFF

The mighty mights of the UMass freshman basketball team-Mike

Flanagan, Bill Endicott and Jim Burke-came to the forefront Saturday

when the big Redmen couldn't contain the big guys from Rhode Island

and rescued a 98-80 win to keep their unblemished record alive at 13-0.

UMass center John Murphy had his problems with Rhody center Bill

Bird (6'10) and picked up four quick fouls in the first six minutes... this

set the stage for the heroics of "mighty mights incorporated."

Against the towering Rams-6'10, 6'7, 6'1 up front-this scrappy trio

outshot outran, and rebounded with the taller guys from Kingston.

Between the three of them they raised more havoc for the Ram frosh than

the weather did on what had to be an unpleasant ride home for them.

After an early deficit the little Redmen came running back to grab a six

point lead at half time. However in the early moments of the second half

Rhody dominated and took back the lead. But frustration lead to

frustration for them as mighty might incorporated went to work and dealt

the Rams out of the game.

Just to rub in the aggravation a little more, Murphy entered early in the

half and outlasted Bird who fouled out after a series of three quickies

from the ref.. His knees were bruised from fouling the little guys from

UMass.

AUTOS FOR SALE

•<m \olh»wagon tailback (rood ron

dttion low -mileage Call «!«• after (

p.m.
1/2 24

ISC2Che*y Novocanvertibk Rood body

new lire* and toff) Kminf needa work. Call

253-9N82 a»k lor Jill.

W 24

19*8 Hataun 3*8* ro»v 5 speed, only

I warn ml II2BB8 or best offer 253-7537

lf224

hi (hew Maltbu auto trans Cood

MMditton Must sell 125*. 7*24)318

112 23

19*8 Yolvo 1 22a automatic Radial Urea

1758 or brat offer ( all WW after «

112-23

\ W Bun. new. 128*0* rack * radio. I all

after 5 p.m. 54*1472
tf222

its.. Porsche coupe eng. rebuild. new

clutch. Urea, battery, brakea; elec

sunroof Mast sell, beat reasonable offer.

i*-, im after « p.m
If 2 23

TEKOA
Avoid downtown Spfld parking haadachas in

'WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Ctnlury Shopping Plaia! Fraa parkinj for over 100 can

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to PO.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N'hamp. Jr College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR
On North South Hwy

i

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

. Next to Holyoke Nat'l.
H01Y0KF 205 HIGH ST.

Bank

Builds body onto your lashes the way that

protein formulas build body onto your hair.

Makes even skimpy lashes look thick, thicker,

thickest! Unretouched microscopic photo proves

Great-Lash Protein Mascara greatly increases

the diameter of every lash. And the Great-Lash

method is so easy! Builder-Brush applicator delivers thicker cov-

erage, more first-stroke color. No smearing, sticking, or lumping.

No waiting to dry. Just keep brushing on formula until lashes are

as thick as you like.

//
Left Before Great Lash
Right: After Ureal Lash
Photo 40 time* actual «irr

•2Rulck.goodrond.SlM (all 253-7251

U2-22

TR4 great mech condition, complete ign

replacement, rebuilt carba and gen 4 new

radial*, rebuilt Iran* 1300 Call 2S3-P077

H2-25

FOR SALE

Fireplace wood 4-aak apple * hard

wood. 1/2 cord lota 9 123. Call M»l by

Thurs for delivers the following week
H2-24

St,|, - Roaalgnol Strallx 185 era.

Salomon 44>4 binding* both brand new with

guarantee 1180 or make offer, (all Paula

35 mm Yaahica Electro. 35 model., plua I

. tx T elephoto and 8x wide angle lenaea

Leather caaes for alt. Excel cond Call •-

S872.
U2-22

Snow Tlrea Semperit Radial I8S-W.

mounted on M(iR disc wheela. ISO pr. Call

548-8087 or 545-2550 and aak for Gib
112-25

large acreen black * whRe TV laed

for (ance lounge. Good condttlon. Price

negotiable Call Ell. 8S8I5. Peralat!
U2-2S

Rauer Model 87 hockey skates

new. Site 9. Call Wayne 253-2*7*.

Brand

tf2-22

The lincst in eye / »Ua\.kc-up, yet sensibly priced.

I double bed IW. matching deak and

bureau 15 each. All fine condition, (all 25*-

tf2-28

hot mecrtfcail

\not Baosa^e
hafvi

ftfast be«*

pastra-mi

TuN A

80

io

fr;e «J oo»or\

«rie<4 f*TP«5
f»w*Yiroo«v>

y*>*iArett*-'

rto.tVNV>OC3

ataVHaa%>
rNnc\no»A*S
pCff€CCJri»
0O.COO •

•

H*v*Movj«-ia\ , on * ovvjs

e»w j Vi rottivxS, P*P»?er3 3 95

630=1X59 at TMe •.TFa^ one alto• **>e Coffee Shop

MDC CLASSIFIED
Tranamiaaion rear end and other

avtorted part* for Sunbeam Alpine. Call

MOT.
2-22

Head 3*8 akla 21* can with Marker bind

tag* 19*; I auge boot, aite I* 1/2 1*5 Bob

< ottle 54C-453B
U2-23

REFRIGERATORS

5 year guarantee made by Drimonte*. 3

rubk fatal. *»: 5 cubic foot |M. Call Gary

544-7833.
U228

APARTMENT FOR RENT TOA.P.O.

Two Bedroom Apartment* for im

mediate rental. •-month leaae.

I tv, month Include* util Call 8*5 3248

daya or 4K5-3575 nltea.

at441

AUTO— ASTROLOGY

Discount atereo equip and acceaa. 8-

track tape* 12.9* Diamond needle* Reg

1749 now I3.t». mag. carta. »-**\ off.

tu nile.

Taperer. -Roberta 778X I \ka»> San S

plaw and recorda both reel and cart. Also

Minumu* II *pkr* toaell aa ayatem or sep

MMM4
tf2 25

The Min kt now In Piacea *c tilling

Jupiter In ( aprtcom \n ideal time to

confront and productively aotve your car a

problem* Particularly auaplcloua for a

tune -up t ome to Spencer'* Mobil neat to

po*l oilier
2-22

BASSIST DRUMMER

Two bpge run. all elec — carpeted —
mod kitchen, bath diapoaal — ator. ap. Off

Kt t.i. Montague Ready Mar 1. 1135/mo

(all 3C7-2MI.
U2-23

TRAVEL
EIROPE THIS SIMMER Call far

outalanding ratea and dale*. 5B4-SI7I m
aafMMP.

tf2-25

\K( Iriah Setlera. II weeka. ahota.

wormed 2S3-22XI.
112-24

Wanted to Rock and Roll Dig the Stonea.

anthing that move* Some original tune*

Own equipment, ("all Pete or Rich Rm 110

5-2424).

U2-22

Where there a amoke there 'a fire < and

the cup > ; We ain't pledges . yuk! ytak!

Mik ( aatar Polla aliaa Elmo Parsley.
2-22

WORK WANTED
Utewthan Mothers, will babysit okdays

la my home age* 1-4. 7S« an hr. Please call

jSfc-HH" Lincoln \pt
2-23

Painter turned atudenl. Ikg for pt lime

wk afta.. eve.. *kd» Very reaaonable

rate* (all Kev 4«7-4»7« i Granby l after «

p.m
fJMa

LESSONS

Male Siberian lluakv. needa good home,

la mo $7:. ( all Bill »«7-3MR
2-22

LOST

FOR RENT

At* available, all util. turn or unfurn

(all 253-2t»S ar 5g*4)IM after si*

WANTED

lost brown pocketbook Wed.. MS SBA
or 227 Boyd Please return soon Y
Harrop. Reward'

U2-22

OM army field Jacket and content* tted

nitr at Boy den coed volleyball Need the

VVt Kev»! Help *\-72»3 Mark
2-22

si'HIM. IN ACAPCLCO. lit* « daya 7

night* via Iniv Jet DC«. Open only to

vtudenla. employee* and families of 5

colleges Call SM-SI7I.
112-25

Spring vacation. H daya on Spanlah

Riviera S2M. Rndtrp Jet. hotel, etc. Call

Jovre Krenaky 3*7 Wheeler. S4S 2412. 2413.

or 2424).

U2-a

i .o South spring break Bermuda —
Kreeport — \rapuko — Puerto Rico, g-

dav packages from t la» Escape In-

ternational, rail Peggy 2S3-ttK7.

tf22»

Recorder l.eaaona! Beginner — Inter —
Knsemble coaching (all Ered 253-53U

tf2-23

HIGH TIMES
Remember Jim Kweakln" ( ome hear

hka new musk tonight at the Folklore

(enter, acroaa from Lord Jeff InnMM
2-22

SERVICES

Loral Bluea Band deaperately

place to practice. Will pay (all Mike. 542-

:»34.
H2-27

ENTERTAINMENT

Amheral Audio aervlcev atereo com-

ponenta. tape decka for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant at.. 2SsV«l33.

tfs

Xrtial wanted to do a portrait from

picture* only. Price' (all Steve at 253-

!»23P.

U2-23

l ticket* and ride lo Joni MRchell 2-28-73

Musk Hall Call S4»-4)2I2 after 5.

tf2-23

Amerkan Youth Hostles Trips to Japan

depart Oakland June 3» or NYC July M
alx or eight weeka. Coll 2S3-a*»t for In-

formation

Xrtiaana. craftamen The Collector. II

Hridgr St. Northampton, haa workshop

and diaplav space available for lease. 58*-

15MB
if3-1

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted for Rolling

Or. IM-75 (all 253-7848.

U2-22

SUBLET

PERSONAL
F roommate wanted avail. Mar. I.

ISt/me.. Includes util. Rolling Green. Can

\nne 253-7251.

2 bdrm. 2 bath, dln'g < llv'g rm. ht . 4
water incl. Can fH 3 lo 4 at*. On I'M bus

route (all after 5:88 al S48-8284 Avail.

March I.

H2-I8

FLYING MACHINES

Mill "MASH KEI.LERMAN A

RID (ORT TAKE OFF(!i FRIDAY
K\ FNINt. IN BREWSTER Mc( I.OID

M AMAH. 8:3*4: 3* 18:38 IHRE( TED BY
ROBERT Al.TMAN (MASH).

If 2 25

TERMPAPERS

PR! See you at the Bluew all tomorrow

The quealksn la — will you be able lo see

us' Happv drinking! We'll be there —lave

R A ft.
2-22

U2-22

F roommate wanted to ahare frnhed S

room apt. In Northampton. Own bdrm $70

tV util (all Lin 584-4*83 days.
If 3-1

Thank* for the smile Tweetie-pk

patches make it Please call Jay 8-4254.

U2-23

2 F roommates wanted. Must be willing

to live In South Deer. Approx ICn month

(all 3*7-858* M-F 12-8.

U2-23

Sublet. I bdrm 1158. mo inclod util. 548-

35*8 after 8.

tf222

TYPING
Typing — theses, dtaaerlattona .

etc

faat: accurate Proofreading, editing if

desired. Have Greek 4 Science aymbola.

253-3*81.
Ifsem

Quality reference material — original

work and ropie*. Term paper* of Amheral.

Km 117, Amherst. Carriage Inn. N.

Pleasant St. 258-8188.

If2 25

Exceptional Apportunity

for Married Couples
Earn extra money pari time.

Tremendous potential No obligation. Cat
Mrs. Norrls for appointment l-5*8-83*4

tf2-22

Where la the SINema
BOOK WANTED

2-22

Creative wrltera: artlat needa orig.

material lo lllus for art project. Please

help Call ( hristln 545-0118 dally Pax

Yoblsrum.
tf2-22

Brand new apt. at River (ilade to share

with one person. Rent la very reasonable

(iive a call anytime 253-2857. Its very nice.

Apt. 1112
H2-22

Current Perspectives in Social Psych.

Hollander 4 Hunt. 3rd edit 8-57*8.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

LECTURE NOTES

Nates for Botany 100. Econ I2S. Gesn l«*.

Phil 1*5. Gov 1*8. 158. Sac 181. 258. 257. Zoo

181. l35onaalein Room 318 Student L'nkaa.

If -2-23

Jacques — Have I kept you waiting

Your secret life Is safe with me. Ren-

den ou*' I'm willing Reply In classified*

tf2-22

Roommate wanted for Colonial Vlllagr

\pi Own room. *eml furnlahed Rent 190

plus IISO security deposit Call Paul 253-

:,:m weekdays.
U2-2t

\ct early. I.lat of 88 Weskrn National

Park Employera — experience un-

necessary. 25* PJS 708C 1*00 Plaia. State

College. Pa 1*801

afM

SES Note* for Micro 148. Hlsl 158. Econ

128. Ptych 181. 2*2. 2*3. 2*5. 27*. 288. 3*1.

325. 278. 288. 381. 325 and Food Scl 101 Rm
318 Student I Lobby

tf 2 23
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Notices

AL LOWENSTEIN:
Feb. 23, 10:00 p.m., Mahar, former

congressman from New York.

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB:
There will be a meeting Feb. 22 in

Rm. 903 CC at 7:30 p.m. New
members always welcome.

BAHA'I ASSOCIATION:
Baha'i Association meeting: very

important! Tonight 7:00 p.m. CC

Rms. 164 171.

BANDS WANTED:
Any band that is composed of 50%

or more of UMass students is eligible

for competition in Battle of the Bands

at the S.U. Ballroom on March 11.

Call 253 3790 or 253 3313.

BETA KAPPA PHI:

Beta Kappa Phi invites all

University men to an informal

smoker (bull session) tonight at 10: 00

at 401 N. Pleasant St.

C.E.Q.:
Annual meeting at which yearly

officers will be elected (seven of

fices) tonight at 630 in CC 174-6. Any

student can run self nominations

accepted. We may have films after.

CHRISTIAN NURSES:
A fellowship group to discuss

common problems and interests.

Meet with us Thurs. in 115 Johnson

House at 7 30 p.m.

COFFEE HOUSE:
Sat , Feb 26 Cance Houses p.m.

25c adm. Refreshments! Help and

Entertainers needed! Call Eli 6 5015

Persist!

DEBATE UNION:
Tonight: A debate between URI

and UMass at 8 p m. in 104 Thomp
son

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
Meeting 7 p.m. Rm. 169 CC in

formal talk by Dr Borton on the

horse industry today. All welcome.

FENCING CLUB:
The Fencing Club will meet Tues.

and Thurs. from 7 30 to 930 in Rm. 8,

WoPE. All members, old and new,

must attend

OUTING CLUB:
If you need a ride to the sale

tomorrow night, meet in the Hatch at

9 p.m.

FOOD SERVICES COMMITTEE:
Tired of eating the same old

? Well, come to Food

Services Committee Meeting 6:30

p.m. tonite CC 165. Things can be

changed if you try.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
The regular square dance will be

held tonight, but will begin at 8.30

rather than 7:30, at the CCA. There

will be an executive board meeting at

800 at the CCA also.

RECREATION MAJORS:
Attention Rec. Majors and other

interested people the Rec. Society

will hold an open coffee hour Tonight-

at 8 in CC Rm. 904 908. Come talk

with the Professors, Block Students

and other majors or just take a coffee

break.

THETA CHI RUSH:
The Brothers of Theta Chi

Fraternity cordially invite all in

terested University Men to come and

meet us on Tues. evening, Feb. 22,

from 7:009:00.

THE TRUTH HEALING TODAY:
Tonight the healing truth is

testified to by people living with the

(. Spfld

- -ml***.

Fiddltr on tht

Roof G

Hospital
GP

Dirty Harry

|Pocket Money
GP

Made For

Each Other gp

ACRf- fRFF PARKING

ROCKFR IOUNGERS
. MAffGl » ''-lp M( KM.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAMt«

Christ Science. Selected readings

also. CC Rm. 803, 6:45-7:45 p.m.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUN-
DATION:

Feeling alone? Help us form a

Christian Community, discovering

what we believe and who we are.

Tues. 6.30 p.m. CC 801.

WMPIRG PETITIONERS:
Tomorrow night, Wed., there will

be a Mass Meeting for ALL
PETITIONERS. 7:00 p.m. in 903 CC.

Please everyone attend.

ZOOL. DEPT. STUDENT-FACULTY
BAG LUNCH:
Wed., Feb. 23, John Stalley will

show slides "Daily Life in India"

12:15 1:30 Morr. 349.

LOST:
White wool mittens last week in CC.

Contact Claire Weckel 107 Crabtree,

please, my hands are cold!

Pierced earring with large blue

turquoise like stone. Great sen

timental value. Call 665 3581

evenings.

Green and white scarf. Sentimental

value. Call 6 6069 or 6 6424.

Brown shoulder bag, long fringes,

Wed., Franklin. Finder keep $2.00,

but bring the rest to the CC lost and

found. No questions asked. Thanks.

Capricorn is capable of getting

into "hot water." However, natives

of this zodiacal sign can also ex

tricate themselves. They seldom are

completely helpless A Capricorn

can be wary and canny. These
persons can stalk and can pounce
and climb and eradicate the

negative in order to create the

positive. Some famous persons born

under Capricorn include Henry
Miller, Edwin Newman and Loretta

Young.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): ideas

now can be translated into gam,
profit Key is to be bright with future

and wise with past. You will com
prehend. Be selective. Avoid one

who constantly complains. Stress

versatility, humor
TAURUS (April 20 May 20):

Synthesize information. Get com
plete story. Put puzzle pieces
together Finish proiect. Refuse to

be doormat for one who is

aggressive, inconsiderate. Financial

dealings are highlighted.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Lunar

cycle coincides with new op
portunities, greater self expression

Personal magnetism soars. Op
posite sex is drawn to you. Stress

original approach in all areas. Trust

your own judgment.
CANCER (June 21 July 22): One

behind the scenes may be making
plans which involve you Strive to

keep informed. Activity indicated m
connection with hospital, in

stitutions, charitable organization.

Adhere to Golden Rule
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22):

Stimulating period You receive

compliments. Sense of humor is

active and appreciated. Some
special desires are fulfilled. Social

activity abounds. Go places see and
be seen. Come out of emotional rut.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22) Iron

out details connected with goals,

ambitions. One in authority is

keeping close watch. Carelessness

now is costly Know this and respond
accordingly. You could be honored

by professional associate.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-

are going places
-Oct. 22): You
This may be

literally or 'otherwise. Means you

grow, mature and may actually

embark on journey. What concerns

you is potential, philosophical

concept, principle. You'll achieve
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21):

Review investment procedures.
Money situation spotlighted. Get

backing from family member You
will need moral support. It is

available. Taurus and Libra in

dividuals figure prominently. Be
diplomatic. _, v

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21):

Lie low. Play waiting game Ob
serve and refine; get rid of that

which is superfluous. Trim away
wasteful procedures. Emphasis is on

marriage, partnership. Joint efforts

are most apt to succeed
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Improve relations with co workers,

associates Those who perform
special services should be praised

and paid. You gain now by
acknowledging debt of gratitude

Act accordingly Another Capricorn

is involved. m .

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18).

Creative effort enables you to

successfully conclude assignment
You gain added recognition
Member of opposite sex plays im
portant role You can be happy '«

you give yourself a chance. Message
will be clear.
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): You

get to heart of matters. Basic issues

now can be resolved What was a

dilemma is eradicated. Aquarian is

in picture Hunch pays off; you are

right place at right time. Follow

through on advantage.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you were on your own at relatively

early age. This is true in sense that

you were at least psychologically

separated from parental authority

You now are going through a period

of self discovery if single, news of

marriage is upcoming, with plans

being made in October and the

"event" occurring in 1973.

Copyright 1972, Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Friday's Puzzle

ACROSS

19

21

28
29

31

34

1 Protective ditch

5 Preposition

9 Wager

12 Girl's name

13 Silkworm

14 Period of time

15 Hay spreader

17 Chinese mile

18 Pose for

portrait

English baby

carriage

Partners

23 Instructed

27 Exist

Handle

Pair

Man's

nickname

Preposition

35 Weirdest

38 Negative

39 Fondle

41 Ocean

42 Coins

44 Three toed

sloth

46 Flight of steps

48 Savage

51 Slave

52 Parcel of land

53 Baseball

position (abbr

)

55 Surrounded

59 Southwestern

Indian

60 European

capital

62 Bacteriologist s

wire

63 Without end

(poet.)

64 Preposition

65 Places

DOWN

1 Small rug

2 Number
3 Conjunction

4 Baby frog

5 Wild

6 Rail'oad (abbr.)

7 Lubrirate

8 Cripple

9 Defeated

10 Great Lake

11 Makes lace

16 Wears away

20 Interpose

22 Hebrew month

23 Trade
24 Quote

25 Pronoun

26 Owing
30 Relating to the

singing birds

32 Pilaster

33 Inquisitive

(colloq )

12

15

28

19"

48

52

63

« T9

25

iij

77 44

*:

4^

36 Things in law

37 Shipworms
40 More tense

43 Compass point

45 Pronoun

47 Gray

48 Color

49 Repetition

7

:•:•:

35

13

16

XT* 41

45

T1-I

~~

—

rm

X

36

_^_
50

53

60

64

46

w

17

26

12

50 Unbleached

54 Dude

56 Command to

horse

57 Superlative

ending

58 French: of the

61 A state (abbr

)

F5

n

30

5'

U.
54

-r^r-

61

47

4?

22

27

37

1 4

•8

IT

-V:

55

, . •

6;

65

1 1

3T

43

56

b\ I'nited Feature Syndicate. Inc.

STtt

57 S8

/TH£KeiTl$!A
' ViNE-COVEREP

CmTA6c:U)lTaft)Sc

5v^e*,Au)iiiQ;*)

viftEeANP a picket.

Theke it stance, just as

I HAP IMAGINE? IT i OH,

MISS 6U)EET5T0KV, I'VE

FOUND VOU AT LAST !

DHEN 5HE ANSWERS THE
POOR I'LL REMOVE MV POto

Pish as if it u)ere a hat,

,'ll bou) and in a verv
Pl6NiFlEP MANNER I'll SAV,
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Pucksters Split Weekend Pair

Seven Redmen Score In Rout Over Colby Bowdoin Rolls, 8-4
_,... ... . . . ii „u iu„ . ....... r.A ,,,.^,,.A A» lil'^ll EVonlr fTtronc W3C imu in llii' iin

By TOM PLANT
The UMass Redmen hockey

team went up against a young
aggregation from Colby College on

Friday night, and for the second

time this season they mauled the

Mules, this time by a score of 7-1.

The Redmen defeated Colby by a 6-

1 margin at the Williams In-

vitational Tournament back in

December.
The Mules' roster was filled

mostly with freshmen and
sophomores, and their relative

inexperience in comparison with

the more polished Redmen juniors

and seniors eventually made the

difference in the contest. The

Mules could not muster any real

pressure in the entire game.

Both teams started slowly,

resulting in a rather unexciting

first period. The Redmen got on the

scoreboard first at 6:59 when Dan
Reidy, after taking a feed-in pass

from Captain Brian Sullivan at the

point, shoveled a backhander past

Colby goalie, Scott Ryerse. A
minute and ten seconds later, the

Redmen made it 2-0, as the shot by

Bob Bartholomew from the point

trickled into the net after bouncing

off the skates of Charlie Donovan

Neither team could do much of

fensively after that, until with only

seven seconds remaining in the

period, Colby's Dan Heaney took a

shot from the left face-off circle,

that was stopped by P J Flaherty,

but Peter Boone was perfectly

positioned to flip the rebound by

the off-balance goaltender

The Redmen definitely began to

dominate the action about halfway

through the second period. At 10:50

of the period Jack Edwards
enlarged the lead to 3-1, as the

Redmen put great pressure on

Ryerse. After making three or four

good saves through a crowd around

his net, Ryerse was finally caught

out of position as Edwards
slammed in a rebound from ten

feet out. And Colby still had not

applied any pressure on the

Redmen defense. At 15:25, and a

power- play in effect, UMass
scored its fourth goal on a pretty

play begun by Al Nickerson

Nickerson carried the puck out of

his defensive zone, hit Eric

Scrafield with a pass at the blue

Frank Evans was now in the goal

in place of Ryerse, as the Redmen
continue to find the range on the

Colby net. On another UMass
power-play, some good hustle by a

Colby forward almost caught
Flaherty off-guard, as P.J. had

skated halfway to the blue line

when the player stole the puck, but

his shot was wide of the open net.

At 17:23 Don Riley finished off the

scoring a nifty play from behind

the Colby net. Riley, with the puck

behind the play from behind the

Colby net. Riley, with the puck

behind the net, faked in one

direction, which brought goalie

Evans to his knees, and Riley then

line, and Scrafield in turn passed skated around the other side to flip

perfectly to Chico Shea, who was
alone about twenty feet in front of

the net. Shea fired it through

Ryerse's pads to make the score 4-

1. Mike Waldron made it 5-1 before

the period ended, with assists

going to Donovan and Don lx>we.

Flaherty had to make only four

saves in the second period, as all

that Colby could do was dump the

puck into the Redmen zone and

chase it down, and they did this

unsuccessfully

The third period was simply a

continuation of Redmen
dominance of the action. At 6:23.

the Redmen scored again with a

Colby player in the penalty box

Chico Shea held the puck un

challenged for five or six seconds

to the right of the Colby goal

setting up the power-play Finally.

Eric Scrafield made a quick move
and tipped Shea's perfect pass by

the Colby goaltender Freshman

in the backhander, making the

final score 7-1. Evans made twenty

saves in the third period, to only six

by Flaherty.

Team
UMass
UMass
Colby

UMass
. UMass
UMass

Time
6:59

8:09

19:53

10:50

15:23

17:37

Period
1

1

1

7 UMass
8. UMass

Goal
Reidy
Donovan
Boone
J Edwards
Shea
Waldron
Riley

623 3

17 23 3

Assists

(J. Edwards, Sullivan)

(Bartholomew, Waldron)

(Heaney, McCann)
(Keenan, Reidy)

(Scralield, Nickerson)

(Donovan, Lowe)
(unassisted)

Saves UMass 19 Colby 37

By ALAN WRIGHT
The UMass varsity hockey team was purely outclassed on the ice

during its last game of a four-game homestand Saturday afternoon.

Bowdoin College (who has let everyone know that they won't be defending

their Division II crown in the playoffs) brought busloads of fans from

their Maine school to see the Polar Bears blitz the Redmen 8-4 and retain

a "sentimental" #1 standing. -

Maybe it was because the game was being televised live over WBBL
Channel 57, or maybe Bowdoin was just psyched up to show UMass who is

the better hockey power, but the boys from up North really played their

best game all year. The game was extremely physical, and for almost

two full periods, it was a well- played tilt at Orr Rink. But then Bowdoin

tucked UMass in their back pockets and controlled the rest of the game by

scoring seven straight goals.

The first two scores of the game were UMass ones and they occurred

nearly simultaneously at 2:09 and 2:52. The intial marker was scored by

Jack Edwards on assists from Dan Reidy and Pat Keenan while the latter

tally was attributed to sophomore Jim Coleman on an assist from Charlie

Donovan. . ,

Bowdoin connected at 9:51 to close out scoring for the first period.

UMass came out pressuring in the second stanza and Coleman scored his

second goal of the afternoon at 10:30. At this point, Bowdoin College

began perfecting on their precision passes, and sparked by the verbally

partisan crowd, started to control and scored at 18
: 35 and 19: 35 to tie it up

3-3

In the third period, Bowdoin came right back relentlessly to fire goal #4

at 109 The UMass line of Waldron, Donovan, Lowe, Sullivan and Keenan

were working hard, but Bowdoin started picking them apart by scoring

their fifth and sixth goals at 6 : 15 and 6 : 36 respectively.

It soon became evident that Bowdoin Colleges hockey team was just

plain better conditioned than UMass and they really showed their

overpowering ability in that final period.

Another Bowdoin score came at 11 : 59 and it looked like it was all over

for the Redmen Lonnie Avery saved face for UMass a little by hitting on

a slapshot at 17 : 49 on an assist from Jim Lynch and Al Nickerson.

Bowdoin added insult to injury by scoring a final goal at 19: 34 to make it

8-4 When the Polar Bears had left with their multitudes of vivacious fans,

pep-band and hockey hoopla, it was difficult not to ponder the fact that

Bowdoin College played better at our Orr Rink on Saturday afternoon

than they had played all year After all, this same Bowdoin club was

beaten earlier in the season by Merrimack 5-4 in overtime. The Redmen

had soundly beaten that same Merrimack club a few nights later 8-3. But

then, who knows what will happen in the hockey battles of intercollegiate

athletics.

Gain
B\ I AN E CROOK

The UMass Varsity Gymnasts

closed their home season here

Saturday with a decisive, though

Navy.
The meet, originally scheduled

tor I p.m.. was postponed for four

hours because of the heavy snow

but despite the delay, the team

played "psyched ". and the meet

went on at 6 p.m with only two

judges officiating The win was a

BIG one for UMass. giving the

team added incentive for crushing

Temple next week Obviously, the

home floor gave the Redmen an

edge, but most important it prov-ed

UMass could score 155 plus, and

now holds a 6-2 slate to carry to

Temple
Saturday's meet was a little too

close for comfort Although UMass
won five out of six events, the

difference between scores was

always less than one point Once

again UMass showed it had the

needed depth, placing at least two

men in each event, excluding side

horse.

Leading the Redmen in the meet

was senior co-captain Tony Vacca.

whose fantastic all around per

formance netted him a 51.10 total

and top honors Vacca had con

sistently strong routines on all six

events, placing on four of them,

and taking first on the parallel

bars Seemingly recovered from a

serious injury and illness bout.

Vacca's scores proved crucial for

the UMass victory, with everyone

of his event scores counting toward

the team total Coming through on

each single event, Vacca had one of

his most satisfying all-around

nights since his shoulders gave on

him in early February

other strong performances for

Massachusetts included John

Calabria and Jack Berner on floor.

Jav Aronstein and John Oliver on

rings. Jay Thompsen and Steve

Scuderi in vaulting. Dave Genest

on parallel bars, and Tom Myslicki

and Scuderi on high-bar.

Event for event, floor exercise

got I'Mass off to a great start, as it

out tumbled Navy 26 35-25 60

Calabria captured the event with a

strong 9 05 After coming back

from an ankle injury early in the

season, it appears "Zip'' has

finally stabilized his exciting

routine in the 9-plus bracket. In

previous meets his performances

have always been so close, only to

have one shaky segment keep his

score in the 8's. Jack Berner

followed with a nice 8 8 exercise

good for second place Hess of

Navy took third with an 8 7.

All one can say about sidehorse

is that the fans thought it would be

Navy's event, and it was. As w;i>

expected, the dynamite sidehorse

due of Swanson and Worthington

easily walked away with first and

second places Swanson's

amazingly clean, trick packed

9.55 routine awed the fans as well

as the UMass gymnasts Wor

thingtons 9 15 left little doubt that

the Midshipment would carry the

event
Vacca's best sidehorse effort this

season was pretty exciting for the

Redmen His 8 45 gave him third

place, and proved to be a vital

score for UMass in an event where

they couldn't afford to lose much

ground The rest of the Redmen
sidehorse effort had disappointing

and unexpected breaks, giving

ym jjr*%!k

Navy a 1.75 lead going into the

rings

UMass won still rings, but not by

enough to regain the lead Jay

Aronstein led the Redmen again,

taking first in the event, but a

shakv straight arm shoot kept his

score at 8 75 John Oliver also

stored lower than usual, touching

out. and receiving an 8 4 Benesh o!

Navy also tied for second with an

8 5 '

Then came vaulting, and the

N'ginning of a strong comeback

that would see (Mass sweep the

last three events UMass cleaned

up on the longhorse. placing first,

second, and third Jay Thompsen

per usual, paced the Redmen
executing one of his highest vaults

scored at 9 25 Scuderi's 8 8 gave

him second, and Vacca followed

closely with an 8 75

Parallel bars were next, and

IMass led by 1 of a point, an edge

too slim to relax over when just one

serious break on either of the last

two events would jeopardize its

win
IMass again proved it had (he

depth, sweeping all three places,

and picking up an additional 85 of

Tonv Vacca won the event with an

8.7. followed by senior co captain

Dave Genest and Scuderi who tied

for second with 8.65's.

Finally the fans could breathe i

little easier going into high bar

one of the Redmen s strongest

event*, with | 95 of a point lead

Scalar Tom Myattcki opened the

scoring for the Redmen with i

strong K8 routine Then Steve

Scuderi, second to last man up for

UMass. psyched Navy out with his

outrageous 9 2 effort Scud's in

credible trick laden, tremendously

executed routine, highlighted by

amazing dislocates, practically

wrapped it up for the Redmen who
still had another man coming

Navy*1 Jaeobson just grabbed

second with an 8 95.

Last man up for the event, and

for I Mass was Vacca Coming
through with his fifth high 8 score

of the day. Vacca hit for an M
without his double twisting

flyaway to solidify the UMass
victory

This was an extremely im

portant win for the Redmen A los-

here would have killed its chances

for a second place finish in the

East But now more doors are

open On paper I Mass, Tempi •

Navy, and Springfield are ill

within a point of each other

meaning any team can win on an>

given day A win at Temple could

make second a reality!

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also, a

complete typing service.

««»••"

STEVE SCUDERI, shown here on the pommel horse, was a key

figure in the UMass victory over Navy.

Don't Miss

JIM KWASKIN
Tonite

Amherst Folklore Center

16 Spring St., 8 and 10: 30 p.m., $ 1.50

The Brothers of

THETA CHI

Fraternity

cordially invite

all interested university men

to come and meet us on

Tuesday Evening,

February 22, from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m
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Runners Capture Third YanCon
Special To The Collegian

After months of practice in

Currv Hicks Cage, the UMass

Track team took advantage of the

spacious Maine Fieldhouse to

break five school records on their

way to capturing their third con-

latlg ©qUMatt

SPORTS
secutive Yankee Conference
Championship Heavy pre-meet

favorite Connecticut was left in the

starting blocks as the Redmen
scored early and often to avenge

the 31 point loss they had suffered

at the hands of the Huskies in

Storrs just two weeks earlier.

Upset momentum started in the

early events of the program The
Redmen sprinters and hurdlers

advanced through the qualifying

trials with ease Senior Co-Capt

James Graves coasted to a 60 yard

high hurdle victory in 7.6 seconds

after earlier qualifying in 7 5. one

tenth of a second from the field

house record established by

Engla Js Olympic Gold Medal

winner. Dave Hemer\
Two veteran sprinters took the

line against the 1971 champion Dan
Weed from Rhode Island For 80

vards the three men ran as one

and it was Senior Ron Harris up-

setting the Ram's defending

champion with a great lean at the

tape as junior Redman Tony

Pendleton was edged for second by

the same margin. All three runners

were timed in 6.3 seconds which

are lifetime bests.

The turning point of the meet

came in the one mile run UMass
junior Rick Barry and freshmen

Randy Thomas were ranked fifth

and seventh milers in the con-

ference before the meet After a

conservative start. Barry and

Thomas moved with the leaders

and with a quarter of a mile to go.

favorite Alan Shorey of New
Hampshire had a six yard lead

over the closing Barry and

Thomas.
Urged on by their team mates

who had encircled the track,

Thomas burst past Shorey with a 60

vard sprint to the finish in a new

field house record of 4: 12 9 Shorey

dove at the tape to nip a fast

closing Rick Barry and both were

timed in 4:13.2. Thomas's time

broke the UMass freshmen record

held by eventual New England

Champion Ron Wayne by eight

seconds and was his lifetime best

by that margin Barry's 4:13.2

represented an improvement of

five seconds over his personal

record.
I 'Conn's hope to pull even was in

the middle distance events. Holy

Cross ace Rick Comeau won a

torrid 600 race in 1:11 .2. UMass
junior Steve Levine came from the

unseeded heat to place third and

N>phomore Steve Crimmin placed

fifth Both runners were timed in

l 12 3 for a new varsity 600 record

and all S runners were under the

old Yankee Conference mark held

by Olympian Jeff Bannister

l Conn's Jin Yerdon won the

KKK) yard run for fi points but these

linckly offset by the M

Boys" from UMass Senior Co-

Capt. Al Manga, Arnie Morse and
Soph. John Maloney finished

second, third and fifth places

respectively for eight more team
points. Freshmen Devon Croft ran

2: 15.9 good enough for a new fresh

men record, and his lifetime best

by five seconds, however not

enough for the top five in this star

studded field.

The Huskies retaliated with one-

two in the High Jump for ten

points. UMass freshmen Mark
Hughes shared fifth place with 6'2

and senior Ed Shaughnessy. last

years runner up was forced to

withdraw due to an injury in the

long jump.

Any ideas of making a run at the

Redmen's commanding lead was
dispelled in the two mile run Three

I Mass distance aces Mike Mc-
Cusker, Doug O'Connell and Bill

Gillin shadowed pre-meet favorite

Rick Crook of Holy Cross for a mile

and one half. With two laps to go

O'Connell and McCusker roared

away from the rest of the field to

finish one two. and in the last 200

yards freshmen Bill Gillin sprinted

from fifth place to third place Only

three seconds separated the three

UMass runners who were engulfed

by a screaming mob of team mates
almost before they crossed the

finish line.

Freshmen Thomas had the

fastest split on the two mile relay-

to add to his earlier record and

Graves, and Levine ran the quick

legs on the mile relay With the

relays kicking in 5 points, it was
frosting on the cake Sophomore

Steve Bradley and freshmen Peter

Ryan kept their poise while many a

long jumper lost theirs Their

lourth and fifth places were good

lor three points Junior Barney
Schneider had his best day in the

shot, placing sixth, only six inches

Irom third place

The finals score was UMass with

57 points. UConn with 49, with some

outstanding individual per-

formance, Maine edge Rhode

Island 31 1/2-31. Holy Cross.

Yermont and New Hampshire

followed with 19. 10 and 9 points

respectively.

In what Coach Ken O'Brien

called a super effort - we couldn't

have done better" the UMass team

left the crowd buzzing with

remarks like "the most spirit I've

seen in anv team in a long time"

and "an outstanding performance

Redmen Six Upset
B\ Bll.l.BAI I <>l

Manchester, Ml Alter the two

hockey teams, had skated off the

about M guys brandishing

brooms took their places The two

hocke> teami were st Aavelin'i

and UMass, and the :w guys with

the brjoma had come to play a

ne known as broom hockey

The net in broom hockey
measure^ flvt square feet more
than the net in ice hockev and the

UMass Redmen rould have UBSd

the live extra leet as they hit the

post and missed numerous op-

portunities on their way to a ."> 4

loss

St Anselm's. a team composed

solely ot freshmen and
sophomores delighted a small

crowd at Kennedy Coliseum in

Manchester. N H by registering a

major upset win over the Redmen
The Saints were led by Jim
"Mercury'' Morris who assisted on

four of trie five St Anselm's goals,

and literally skated rings around

the lethargic UMass defenders

Chief sniper for the Saints was
Mike Murphy who fired home the

first goal of the game and the

eventual game-winner. The victim

of the St Anselm's assault was
sophomore goalie Chick Rheault.

starting his first varsity game of

the season in place of P J

Flaherty
Rheault played brilliantly the

first two periods, but had a

troublesome third period when he

let two Saint goals slip him him.

However, it was a creditable

performance for the soph, as he

stopped 20 of 25 St. Anselm's shots

The game was played under less

than ideal conditions; for example,

when UMass arrived in its

"dressing room ". the team

discovered that the "dressing

room" consisted of little more than

three toilets and a closet, forcing

sorre of the team to dress on the

bus and the rest to dress in shifts.

Anc after the second period, senior

center Dennis Grabowski came

down with severe stomach cramps,

but a doctor couldn't be found, and

hr had to suffer. It was that kind of

night

St. Anselm s did anything but

suffer, as the Saints parlayed great

goaltending by little And) McNutt)
and I two-man advantage into a H>

lirst period lead on a goal by Mike

Murphy at 3:fl

The Redmen then came stor

ming back with two goals in the

second period to t 1 lead

Jackie Edwards scored with a two-

man advantage at 3 M and Charlie

Donovan followed up shortly

thereafter with the second UN'

goal
Steve Daigle hit for the Saints at

in 25 to send the game into the

final period deadlocked at 2-2.

At :? 19 things looked bright for

I Mass when Al Nickerson made a

brilliant solo dash to feed

sophomore Jim Coleman for the

go-ahead goal However. St An
selm's came back just 37 seconds

later

That seemed to break the

Redmen s collective back, and the

saints scored two goals within the

space of 51 seconds about halfway

through the period to take a two

coal lead Jim Gavin and Mike

Murphy were the culprits, both

coals being set up beautifully by

Morris.

Dan Heidy's goal at 12:07 served

to spark the Redmen. but try as

they might they could not beat

McNulty for the typing tally

The ioss makes this a truly

disastrous weekend for the Red

men A good showing could have

gone a long way to cinching the top

seed in Division 11 playoffs.

However, the third period blues

against both Bowdoin and St

Anselm s has put UMass in the

position where they must, as Eric

Scrafield said, "get it together

They can t afford to waste any

time

that will do a lot for track in

Maine". They also left most op
posing athletes talking to them
selves and wondering how a team
that lost 12 of the top 16 men last

year could come so far - so fast

As Coach Ken O'Brien summed
it up "We have 20 rookies who have

never seen a conference cham
pionship on this years team
However WO have 10 veterans, who
pass on a great tradition, and have

taught these rookies what to expect

and how to win."

Randy Thomas ___

A LOOK OF DISGUST shows on the face of Pat Keenan as his shot

is deflected high above the net against Bowdoin. (Photo by Dan

Kamal)

Hoopsters Roll

Over Rhody
By FRANK WOSIKWICZ

Last Saturday afternoon, a blizzard hit Amherst and when the

flurry had cleared, Rhode Island coach Tom Carmody sat in

disbelief of the final score-a 109-64 humiliation for the Rams. URI, a

team which had beaten Providence only a few days earlier and a

preseason favorite for the Yankee Conference title, was literally

hustled right off the court in the first six minutes, as the starting

five of Charlie Peters, Tom McLaughlin. Al Skinner, Peter Trow,

and Mike Pagliara, amassed a 21-4 lead.

A small, wet, but vocal partisan crowd trudged to the Cage to see

the Redmen play their finest game of the year. Metawampee's
warriers so overwhelmed the beleaguered Rams with their

pressing, hustling, and stealing game, that Rbody forgot how to

perform its wizardry and were constantly running into each other

and throwing the ball away. RI committed 12 turnovers as opposed

to just five for UMass in the first half. Within the first fifteen

minutes, two of the big Rams, Steve Rowell and Don Blackman.
were in serious foul trouble with four each. The halftime score, 59-

29, was similar to that of last year's NIT massacre by North
:

Carolina over the cagers. RI hit only 9-26 fieldgoals and 11-22 free

throws, as opposed to 22-40 and 15-18 for the Redmen in the first

half

For all practical purposes, the game was over at halftime. A
bank of lights over the home stands dimming, a canister of Coke
fizzling and the RI cheerleaders arriving were the high spots of the

second half, as the dejected Rams resorted to the tactic of taking

their frustrations out on the opposition, instead of setting up an
offense. Though Rowell. Blackman and Robert Young fouled out of

the game early, there was no doubt that they could not stop the

Redman express.

Coach Jack Leaman after the game, sat back and breathed a sigh

of relief, very pleased with the way his cagers had rebounded from
three consecutive losses to once again regain a one game lead in the

Yankee Conference. Leaman said. "Rhode Island was not ready to

play They were in the clouds after beating Providence and hearing
of our losses, they were not ready " In reference to his own team,
Coach Leaman said, "Peters, Skinner, and Mac did a fantastic job

on the boards early in the game." He went on to say, "We had
balanced rebounding and the team rebounding as a team was what
we needed to get to win." Coach Leaman also had praise for the

executation which was near perfect which caused as Leaman said

"RI to lose their cool."

Balanced rebounding and scoring really was the story, as six

Redmen had between six and eight rebounds each, and six hit

double figures in scoring. The leading scorer was McLaughlin with

22, followed by John Betancourt with 20. The Redmen hit a sizzling

46.8% from the floor and 81.4% from the charity stripe, as opposed
to 38.1% and 53.3% for the Rams. UMass is now 13-8, while RI falls

, to 10-10.
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Oh man that', no road ! It take, tome pretty .tiff wind, to make drift, like that If I were you I'd head the other way. Doable back maybe. No. I don t think you should.

Goplow right through and dontever look back. It's theonly way. (Photo by Barbara Brecher)

S.O.S. Plans Belchertown Support
By CHARLEY BERKOW

It was billed as the second

organizational meeting for the

newly formed Students Offering

Services, but the meeting in the

Campus Center last night turned

into more of a rally, building

motivation in the students who
came.

SOS is a student group trying to

find ways of helping the class

action filed recently by 28 parents

of patients at Belchertown State

School for the mentally retarded.

Joe Sylvia, chairman of SOS, said

that the suit amounts to the

assertion of human rights for the

retarded.

He described SOS as "A
collaboration effort of students,

faculty, and the community to help

children."

On The Inside

:

Election Results
See page two

Nixon in China
See page four

Culternatives
See page six

SOS is supporting the suit in two
ways.

One way is money. SOS is

kicking off a fund-raising drive

tomorrow on the concourse level of

the Campus Center A table will be

set up on the concourse level of the

Campus Center where slides will

be shown of the state hospital from

9 in the morning till 4:30 in the

afternoon. Funds and volunteer

workers will be solicited.

Also, in the near future, a raffle

will be held.

The other support will come in

the form of getting endorsements

of the suit from students, faculty,

and community leaders. Student

Senate President Lee Sandwen,

MDC Editor-in-Chief Jim Gold,

State Representative John Oliver

of Amherst, among others, have all

endorsed SOS.

"The support is there," Sylvia

said. "All we have to do is gather

it."

There are three task forces at

work gathering support. One is

working on students, another on

faculty, and the third on the outside

community. The task forces will all

be recruiting members at the SOS
table tomorrow and on Friday.

Recently SOS sent letters to 40

editors of college newspapers in

Massachusetts. They were asked

to support the organization Mike
Aguda, Editor-in-Chief of the

Greenfield Community College

Forum is forming another SOS at

that school.

SOS is trying to publicize the

suit. Said Sylvia, "The more people

know about it, the more support we
will gather."

Articles about the suit have

recently appeared in the Boston

Globe, the Springfield Union, the

Hampshire Daily Gazette, and the

Amherst Record, in addition to the

MDC. * The suit is also getting

coverage in the electronic media,

including WMUA.

In his pep talk, Sylvia said, "The
parents have done something that

has never been done before," when
they challenged the inhumane
conditions at Belchertown State

School investigations have been

saying for 100 years that the

mental institutions in this state are

inhumane..."

Sylvia pointed out that since a

legislative commission found the

conditions at Belchertown to be

intolerable, another legislative

commission had found conditions

at the Monson State Hospital to be

just as bad.

He said that suits to grant rights

to similar patients are underway in

three other states, but none have

gotten as far or been as successful

as the Belchertown case, which has

passed through the State courts.

Sylvia also said, "If students

ever wanted to get involved, if

students ever really wanted to

make a change, this is their

chance."

He said that the Belchertown

case could have nationwide im

plications. "I don't see this thing as

small peanuts... It can become a

big thing It has to."
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Women'sEconomyRole Discussed
Rk~ »_..^ir Afivars and women's iobs. like

A young and responsible voter of the I Mass student offers a nice

smile to one of the voting matrons at an elections polling place

somewhere in the midst of our community yesterday. (Photo by Alan

Chapman)

Volunteer Army
Unit In Training

By JEANNETTE MARTINEAU
Carol Jusenius, Assistant Professor of Math,

Statistics, and Economics at Smith College, and

Peggy Howard, Assistant Professor of Urban

Economics at Hampshire College, spoke at last

night's colloquium on "Women in the Economy" on

Orchard Hill.

"Education for women is considered con-

sumption," Prof. Jusenius began, "for men it's

considered an investment in human capital...so that

he is able to earn more money."
"38% of women finish their education on the high

school level, as opposed to 31% of the men. Only 7% of

the women finish at the college level, while 12% of the

men finish here."

"The fact that a college degree is not viewed as

essential for women is evident in the drop-out rates.

Men don't finish because of financial reasons, or lack

of interest. Women quit to get married."

Professor Jusenius explained that "college

education for women is more specialized... in fields

that are considered socially acceptable for

women... like education, English, and psychology."

"47% of the women are in the labor force," she

continued, "and 60% of these women are supporting a

family."

She further explained that women make a "double

entry into the labor force...60% of 18-25 year old

women work, before they get married and have

children...and 60% of the women 40-55 years old, who

have children in high school or college."

"Women are secondary income earners," she

continued, "White women don't bother to collect

unemployment insurance when they get laid off...-

they tend to just drop out of the labor market

altogether."

"This will come as no surprise to you, but it does to

some economists," Peggy Howard began, "there are

men's jobs and there are women's jobs. ..men's jobs,

FORT MX, N.J. The 187 men in

B Company, First Battalion.

Second Brigade, now in the seventh

week of their basic training here,

are making history of a sort

The unit, to the Pentagons

knowledge, is the only basic-

training group in the Army con-

sisting entirely of Regular Army
volunteers-men who have enlisted

for two or three years.

B-l-2 gives the Army the unique

opportunity to study the possibility

of the all-volunteer Army that

President Nixon has said he wants

by July. 1973.

Even after B-l-2 disbands as a

training unit next week and the

men go their separate ways to

different units and specialized

training schools, the service

performances and the reenlist

ment possibilities of the men will

inder scrutiny, according to

spokesmen here

The Army wants to find out if

these voung men will reenlist at the

end of their first hitches. Many
have said they enlisted only for the

technical training that will serve

them outside of the Army, and

others have said they enlisted

because they had low lottery

numbers that made then

vulnerable for drafting

Will men continue to enlist

without the threat of the draft*7 Are

recent pay increases, liberalized

benefits and looser disciplines

making the Army so attractive

that an all-volunteer force will

become a viable concept The

Armv would like to know.

At the Fort Dix Training Center,

which greets entrants with two

signs proclaiming the 30,000-man

post as a volunteer Army center

and an equal-opportunity em-
ployer, the Army says that B
Company, First Battalion, Second

Brigade "just happened; we didn't

decide to create an all-R.A

group"
It suggests that the unit "hap-

pened"' as a result of months of low

Selective Service calls that cut

drastically the numbers of draftees

inducted into active duty

The units' company commander
is a 26-year-old Pennsylvanian,

Capt Howard K. Fisher, a

graduate landscape architect from

Pennsylvania State University and

etnam war veteran. Of its 187

men, 63 come from New York, 35

from Connecticut, 32 from New
Jersey and 37 from Pennsylvania

Most of the remainder come from

other northeastern states.

B-l-2, also called Bravo Com-
pany, has 128 high school

graduates, seven men with college

degrees and 30 with at least one

year of college The rest have

attended high school for two years

or more. The average education

level of Bravo Company is 11 3

years of schooling.
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Wednesday — February 23

8:00 — S.U. Ballroom

Amherst Ele<
(Editor's Note: These results are as of Midnight.

Tuesday. February 22. More details in tomorrow's

Daily Collegian. Results obtained from Town Clerk's

Office.)

Selectman: Leo Bouchard 1403

Bob Garvey 1364

Stephen Keedy 1266

Frank Decker 988

School Committee: Rita B. Kropf 1359

Katharine H Schoenberger 1282

Moderator: William Field 2093

Trustees: Oliver Smith Will: C. Clifton Winn*2083
Jones' Library: for 3 years

Horace W. Hewlett* 1700

Barbara A. Carpino 758

for 1 year
Isabelle L Gonon 2009

Housing Authority: L. Joyce B. Austin 1892

like truck drivers. ..and women's jobs, like

secretaries. Men are hired as supervisors, and

women as operatives...the split is rationalized. There

may not be any major job differences, but the

segregation is arbitrary."

"There are more women white-collar workers than

men white-collar workers," she said, "but the women
white-collar workers are not business executives but

secretaries and clerical workers."

Among the more popular excuses for this, Professor

Howard said that employers felt that women were

"less steady workers, irresponsible, they quit to have

kids, they don't take their jobs seriously."

"Statistics show, however," she continued, "that

when they have been standardized for jobs, women
don't quit...and that the turnover rates for men and

women civil service employees is about the same.

The absentee rates...including child-bearing... is one

half day per year more for women., hardly

significant."

"During the War, men went into the service, and

women took over men's jobs in factories. War took

precedence over gentlemen's agreements. When the

War ended, men couldn't stand for unemployment.

This drove women back into the homes," she con-

tinued, "where they had babies with a vengeance, in

the late 40's and early 50's."

"There has been a long-term increase in women's

labor participation since 1947.. with the kinds of jobs

increasing."

Professor Jusenius then commented that "in our

culture working in the home is not valued. Many
functions performed in the home, if done by

specialists would require college-educated

people...nurse, teacher, chef. If housewives were to

demand $10 per hour, .how many men woc'd switch

jobs. It all depends on your system of economy...what

determines values...and we live in a capitalistic

•ystem."
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Charles E. Carver, Jr.*
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Neil R. Coleman
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Mary Barkowski*
Thomas W. Fox*
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Larry S. Roberts*

Richard A. Ryan*
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Nathan S. TiUey*
Marilyn A. Gonter
Lawrence R. Marcus
K.J. Moran
Mary V. Szala

'candidates for re-election

Meeting For NPAC
Jerry Gordon, national coor

dinator of NPAC, will be speaking

at the SMC Indochina teach-in held

today in room 163 of the Campus
Center from noon to 3:00 p.m. Mr
Gordon, who has visited North

Vietnam, gave up a law practice in

Cleveland to work full time in the

antiwar movement. He will also be

a keynote speaker, along with

Noam Chomsky of MIT, Arthur

Galston of Yale, and Fred Branf

man of Project Air War, at the

SMC Conference in New York this

weekend. All are urged to attend.

Commuter
Elections

Declared
Null And Void
The Student Senate Executive

Committee last night declared null

and void last week's Senate
Commuter elections. Senate
President Lee Sandwen stated the

reason for this action resulted from
"flagrant and deliberate violations

of election rules by some can-

didates through campaigning in

front of election booths ." Because

of this ruling, the 11 victors for the

Commuter seats will have to run

again with the losers in new
elections scheduled for March 2.

Rhetoric

The Chairman of SOS. Joe Silvia, offers a comment on drumming

up support on the Belchertown Class Action Suit. See pg. 1. (Photo by

Alan Chapman)

Dodge Appointed To
Conservation Group
By CHARLEY BERKOW

Dr Wendell Dodge was ap-

pointed to the Amherst Con-

servation Commission in yester-

day's Board of Selectmen's

meeting. This meeting was the last

one attended by H. Hills Skillings

as a Selectman.

The Selectmen seemed in a

hurry to end the meeting, as they

refused to resolve a conflict bet-

ween the School Building Com
mittee and a farmer who wants to

keep his cows in a barn on the

building site Instead, they ad

journed into a reception in honor of

Skillings. who is retiring after

twelve years as a Selectman

Earlier, Dodge was nominated

for the Conservation Commission

position by Town Manager Allen

Torrey. who said. "We feel that he

will give us a good professional tie

with the University, federal

agencies and wildlife
"

Dodge replaces Dr. William

Sheldon, who has been on the

Conservation Commission since its

inception in 1962 Dodge will also

replace Sheldon as the head of the

Massachusetts Cooperative
Wildlife Research Unit, in the

College of Agriculture here at

I'Mass
As requested by Selectman

Nancy Eddy, Torrey agreed to

have a letter written to a con-

tractor building apartments off

East Hadley Road, concerning

excess litter from the construction

site.

Torrey also said that he will

study a proposal by Ms Eddy for a

mobile glass and paper recycling

center for residents unable to

make it out to the recycling center

at the town dump
The Selectmen also dealt with

minor licensing and budget

problems.

By NATHAN GORENSTEIN
Whether or not to continue the University's rhetoric

requirement and what substitutes are viable was

discussed last night at the weekly meeting of the

Student Senate Committee on Academic Affairs.

Subjects included defining the reasons for a

rhetoric requirement, possible substitutions for the

requirement, the effectiveness of the program as it

now stands and ways to gather the opinions of

students now taking required rhetoric courses.

Walker Gibson, the head of the Rhetoric Depart-

ment express the program's basic job as being, "Not

work in the area of teaching grammar, but teaching

the student how to express himself." That is he,

explained, teaching the student how to let others

know what he is thinking in a clear manner.

Joe Frank, head of the English Department said

Rhetoric 100, the basic rhetoric course, was one of

"the hardest courses to teach. You are not tran-

smitting information, but theory, telling people how

they can communicate."
Mark Solin, a student on the Committee said the

theories were fine, but the teachers tried to do too

much, "ending up with nothing. The teachers will go

off on different tangents, facing a vast difference in

the students they are teaching. The students, with the

exception of a few, are uninvolved, disinterested and

have no idea what was going on."

Gibson admitted that there were problems in the

courses, one of them being the large number of

sections (97 ) . He said they were trying to improve but

needed more information. "Unless we know our

hands are tied."

Specifically he said the training for the graduate

student TA's was being improved, and despite the

program's faults, it was good.

It was pointed out that the complaint most heard

from professors in all departments was that their

students did not know how to write well.

Malcolm Sillars from the Speech Department

suggested a writing lab where professors could send

students who they felt were in need of help. The

writing lab concept, he said, would be for students

from all departments and could possibly take the

place of required rhetoric courses He went on to say

that this approach had been tried at other colleges,

and had met with varying degrees of success At one

he said, "the sciences kept on sending their students

who they felt needed help, while the social sciences

soon stopped, assuming that the kids just couldn't

write."

Gibson said the rhetoric department was under

"some pressure from the Dean's Council to back

away from the approach we use now and go back to

teaching pure grammar. Some kind of remedial

course. Wed like a little support to keep the program

free-swinging and open, with options that have some

c
essor Talks

On Vietnam
Profi

Tom J Farer, Professor of Law
at Rutgers University Law School

will discuss "U.S. War Crimes in

Vietnam: Is there a case for

prosecution of military and civilian

leaders*''' Thursday, February 24

at 8:00 p.m. in Sidney D Gamble

Auditorium at Mount Holyoke

College

Mr Farer was formerly

Associate Professor of Law at

Columbia University Law School

He has written a great many ar-

civil strife,

and the ap-
ticles concerning
guerrilla warfare

plicability of humanitarian laws of

war.

intellectual advantage.

'

Gibson expressed his desire to "share ambitions

and problems. The courses are wide open. We are

ready to expand the number of new options and in-

crease the number of options in existing courses. We
already have a number of fairly inventive struc-

tures."

Both Gibson and Frank denied they were fighting

the removal of the rhetoric department from fear of

loosing jobs or having the budget cut. They stated

that jobs would be available for those professors who

now teach rhetoric if the requirement was abolished.

Student Senator Gary Gomes brought up the gap

existing in the CCEBS rhetoric program. Having

taken a CCEBS rhetoric course himself, Gomes felt

that it failed to reach the black students in the class.

While it helped the white students, Gomes said the

course had a nullifying effect on black students.

"They were not being helped. ..they were running into

a system that was trying to imprison them in a way of

writing-a way white society wrote, something that

isn't relative to themselves."

Sillars saw the problem as being not just a matter

of language. "If you take people from one subculture

and put them into another (the University) how do

you give them a meaningful education?"

Parts of the discussion concerned whether or not to

have requirements at all.

Nick Apostola, Chairman, suggested that perhaps

what the students needed was not required courses

but better counseling.

Sillars took issue with him saying that "students

don't take advice. It's there if they want it," he said,

"but they don't take it." Alec Vashin, a student said

the advice given was of low quality that they didn't

know what was offered at the University. A swift reply

came from Frank. "The English Department has 16

advisors, who are all underworked." He said the

advisors were picked by both students and faculty.

He felt it was one of the best counseling programs on

campus.
While there was some sentiment against a

questionnaire, most of those presented seemed to

agree that it would be of value in determining where

the program succeeded and failed. It was suggested

instead that all the rhetoric classes be assigned to

write an essay evaluating their classes, the specifics

being decided beforehand The Council asked if the

paper could be assigned and due before semester

break, to facilitate evaluation There was some

debate as to whether or not this was feasible. No

definite decision was reached, but at the close of the

meeting it seemed likely it would be done.

Others in attendance were Jerry Allen, Dean of

Arts and Sciences. Seymour Shapiro, a previous Dean

of Arts and Sciences, and Micheline Dufnu. Chairman

of the French Department.

Peace Corp Featuring BudgetCuts
~ . _i .4 .. aiwKc »h»> news would have turned

The lecture is the first of a series

on Criminal Justice sponsored by

the Mount Holyoke College Lecture

Committee.

The full-time voluntary

programs in this country -Peace

Corps and VISTA-are threatened

with budget cuts that would have

the effect of dismantling the

programs
Last year it was VISTA This

year Peace Corps was faced with a

cut that would have forced a return

of about half of the 8.000 volunteers

now overseas and the total

elimination of programs in a dozen

or more countries.

Travis Gamble, a former Peace

Corps volunteer, who will be on the

University of Massachusetts

campus in Amherst on February 28

through March 2. talked about the

effects these proposed budget cuts

have on morale, inside the agency

and with applicants

"We were probably less

paranoid than we've been in past

budget crunch experiences." the

representative said, citing several

things that helped to keep the

people he works with from feeling

that they were on a sinking ship

"First, we kept getting

reassurances throughout that

Congress has always gotten it

together and given both Peace

Corps and VISTA the monies they

need
"

The representative claims that

more important to their combined

psyche was the reaction from the

public and especially from people

who were thinking about applying

"In our dog years date 60s)

when applications were way down

and nobody seemed to care muctLj

guess the news would have turned

people away.
"This year, throughout the news

of the possibility of a Peace Corps

budget cut. people kept on ap-

plying I think the common attitude

was I want to do it and I'm not

going to be put off ". he said

Gamble noted that a renewed

interest in both Peace Corps and

VISTA began to surface over a

year ago

S.E.S. Fourteen Week

LECTURE NOTES
PROGRAM

January 31st through May 12th

Weekly distribution of lecture notes in select courses.

ALL SECTIONS available for:

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also, a

complete typing service.

Botany 100

Kconomics 125

Kconomics 126

Food Science 101

Geology 100

History 150

Microbiology 140

Philosophy 105

Political Science 100

Political Science 150

Psychology 101

Psychology 262

Psychology 263

Psychology 265

Psychology 270

Psychology 280

Psychology 301

Psychology 302

Psychology 325

Sociology 101

Sociology 256

Sociology 257

/oology 101

Zoology 135

Subscriptions for the first seven weeks of notes are now being sold

in ROOM 318. Student Union Building Lobby.

Prices

:

Courses with two 50-minute lectures per week — 13.50/half

semester
Courses with three 50-minute lectures or two 75-mlnute lectures per

week — $4 /half semester

For further information on the program rome to room 318 in the

Student Union Lobby or call 545-2683 Our office is open everyday.

Monday through Friday, from 9: 30 a.m. to 3: 30 p.m.
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon Trip Bridging China-American Gap
PEKING (AP) — President Nixon and Premier

Chou En-lai apparently have plunged into the heart of

discussions to span the gulf left by 22 years of

hostility. . . , ,.

Nixon said before he arrived that he expected his

meetings with Chou would last two hours, but

Tuesday's session went on for almost four. Only their

close advisers were present.

The Chinese left little doubt they attach great

importance to Nixon's mission. On Monday, he met

unexpectedly with the usually remote Mao Tse-tung

Then the Chinese press broke its silence on Nixon's

visit and splashed the story with pictures of Nixon

with Mao and Chou.

And Tuesday evening, Chiang Ching, wife of Mao,

with Chou and his wife, took the Nixons to a ballet

with a revolutionary theme. Chiang Ching, firebrand

of the cultural revolution in the late 1960s, sat at

Nixon's left. On his right was Chou, who has ex-

pressed hope that the presidential visit could lead to

normalization of relations between their nations.

On Monday, Nixon and Chou held a largely

ceremonial meeting in the Great Hall of the People

Tuesday, the meeting room was small. Chou and

Nixon faced each other across a rectangular table

only a few feet wide.

Nixon was accompanied only by a translator and

Henry A Kissinger, presidential adviser on national

security. Secretary of State William P Rogers held a

separate conference with China's foregin minister,

Chi Pen-fei.

Chou and Nixon were jovial and friendly. They

laughed while posing for photographers. Then the

doors closed behind them.

No statement came out of the meeting except the

expected announcement that Nixon and Chou are

continuing their discussions Wednesday.

The ballet was held in the third-floor auditorium of

the Great Hall of the People.

There unfolded a three-hour ballet in the manner of

Chiang Ching 'The Red Detachment of Women.'

Mao's wife had promoted and sponsored the modern

ballet. It featured the struggle of a poor peasant girl

who finds salvation in the People's Liberation Army

from the tyranny of a landlord.

The ballet in six acts ran for nearly three hours

before about 2,000 spectators. Then the Nixons bade

farewell to their hosts and left for the government

guest house assigned to them.

Mrs. Nixon began her sight-seeing with a visit to

the kitchens of the famous Peking Hotel. She com-

plimented the chefs and tasted a few dishes.

Later she toured the Summer Palace 12 miles west

of Peking, admiring the lacquered throne room of the

Dowager Empress and the jade flowers.

Mrs. Nixon also paid an unexpected visit to the

Peking Zoo, and while looking at the pandas disclosed

that Chou is giving a pair of the rare animals to the

United States. Nixon is giving the Chinese a pair of

musk ox. largely unknown in China.

Peking-Soldiers of the Peoples Liberation Army parade through

Tien An Men Square. In the background is the Great Hall of the

People where President Nixon is meeting with Chou En-lai. < AP) Discrimination Ban Bolstered

In Brief...
House-Senate Committee Agrees to 13.2 Billion Appropriation

WXSHINGTON < AP) — House-Senate conferees agreed Tuesday

to a $3 2-billion appropriation for foreign aid and related agencies

Sea William Proxmire. D-Wis . called the figure a real disap-

pointment . but Rep Otto Passman. D-La .
described it as fine.

The bill would appropriate $2.6 billion for military and economic

assistance itself, and $72 million for the Peace Corps, a split bet-

ween the Senate's $77 2 million and the House's $68 million

It would restore $86 million to the United Nations' own foreign-aid

program for which the House had cut all 1972 money.

South Vietnamese Harassed in Central Highlands

SAIGON (AP) — Enemy troops harassed South Vietnamese

forces in the central highlands Tuesday. In the Northern provinces,

Saigon forces claimed some gains against Communist-led in

filtrators

Most of the attacks in the central highlands were minor and

aimed at rural villages and hamlets, which are protected by militia

men and People s Self-Defense Force units

These forces, often poorly trained and equipped, are an easier

target than regular South Vietnamese troops

Young Kennedv Among Passengers Freed by Arab Hijackers

ADEN l %P) -'Arab hijackers freed all passengers aboard a

commandeered German jumbo jet Tuesday, including the eldest

son of the late Sen Robert F Kennedy

"It was just too much." Joseph P Kennedy III said of the ordeal

as. tired and ruffled, he tottered into the airport lounge with 119

other male passengers.

Women and children and one elderly man were released hours

before and Lufthansa airlines said most left by plane for Beirut

Some of the women said at least one passenger had been pistol

whipped and that the hijackers wired the doors with explosives

before the plane landed
Witness Says Gilday Fired Gun at Bank

BOSTON < AP) — A Brookhne man testified in the murder trail of

William Gilday. Jr .. Tuesday that he saw Gilday firing a gun at the

front door of a bank the day patrolman Walter A Schroeder was

shot to death there.

WASHINGTON (AP) — After

nearly five weeks of debate, the

Senate overwhelmingly passed a

compromise bill Tuesday to

strengthen a federal law banning

racial and other discrimination in

employment.

The legislation would provide

new powers to entorce the law and

onng additional millions of em-

ployees, including those of state

and local governments, under its

protection

Passage came within three hours

after the Senate voted 73 to 21 . or 10

more than the required two-thirds

majority, to put its filibuster-

breaking cloture rule into effect.

Two earlier attempts to cut off

the debate, prior to adoption of a

compromise on the key issue of

enforcement powers, had fallen

short of the necessary two-thirds

margin

The bill would strengthen the

enforcement powers of the Equal

Employment Opportunity Com
mission, created by a 1964 law

banning job discrimination based

on race, religion, sex. or national

origin.

It also would bring state and

local employees and employees of

educational institutions under the

law for the first time and extend

coverage to employers and labor

unions with as few as 15 employees

or members, instead of 25 at

present

A bill passed by the House does

not extend coverage.

Sen James B. Allen. D-Ala , and

Sen Sam J Ervin Jr . D-N C , led

the fight against the bill, which had

been before the Senate since Jan

19 Members had been closely

divided on it until an amendment
was adopted last week striking out

authority for the EEOC to issue

cease-and-desist orders.

That amendment, sponsored by

Sen Peter H Dominick. R-Colo

.

provided instead that the EEOC
would have to bring suits in the

federal courts to enforce its fin-

dings of job discrimination

The EEOC now is limited to

trying to effect voluntary com-

pliance with the law. although the

Justice Department may bring

suits when it finds a pattern or

practice of discrimination by

employers or labor unions

Even after the third cloture

moved succeeded Tuesday, an

unexpected parliamentary
maneuver by Allen and Ervin had
threatened to ensnarl the

legislation in further delays.

Their move would have enabled

a filibuster to go on unless cloture

was invoked a second time.

Is ihe war really winding down ?

Indo-China Teach-in
Today!

sponsored by the Student Mob i

1

iza t i o n Committee

- Air War Slide Show

- Speakers

Mike Best, Jules Chametzky, NPAC Representative, Dick Minear

163 CAMPUS CENTER 12:00 - 3 00

WE HAVE
THE DIAMONDS
YOU THOUGHT
YOU COULDN'T
AFFORD

Ring styles that range

from Antique to

Contemporary . . , all

designed, handcrafted,

and guaranteed by

one of the country's

leading diamond ring

manufacturers.

And since we sell direct

from the manufacturer

you pay far less than

you'd normally expect.

You save the "jewelry

store" costs

Call your campus
representative today . . .

and see his whole

collection.

TOM WEIKLE
546-6834

AMERICAN
CAMPUS SALES
ASSOCIATES
payment plan available

IRA Avenges
"Bloody Sunday

5 ?

\l DKKSIIOT. England (AP)
Seven persons including five

women and a chaplain died at

Britain's biggest army base
Tuesday in a bombing aimed at

avenging Londonderry's "Bloody
Sunday."
The Chaplain killed was a

Roman Catholic who had been

decorated for risking his life

working for peace in Northern

Ireland

Nineteen persons, including 12

officers, were injured in the attack

on the headquarters of Britain's

elite 16th Parachute Brigade at

Aldershot, "the home of the British

army."
In Dublin the Leftist official wing

of the Irish Republican Army said

the blow was to avenge the deaths

of 13 Londonderry civilians in a

Jan. 30 clash with paratroopers

from this brigade. It claimed a

triumph for its "successful

retaliatory operation" but

regretted the civilian casualties.

One male civilian was killed in

addition to the five women.
A stunned House of Commons

heard Home Secretary Reginaul

Maudling condemn "this outrage"

and vow a massive search for the

bombers.
Police surrounded the base 40

miles southwest of London.

The priest biown to pieces with

the other dead was Capt Gerry

Weston, 38. He recently received

the MBE-Member of the British

Empire.
The 1st Paratroop Battalion of

the 16th Brigade was involved in

the clash with Londonderry
rioters. It is still in Ulster. The
army rejects charges that the

paratroopers fired in-

discriminately at unarmed
civilians.

Repeating the stance, the army
told a British court of inquiry in

Ulster that the troops fired only at

suspected guerrillas and only after

snipers fired at them first.

The inquiry in Coleraine, about

25 miles from Londonderry, is

being conducted by Lord Chief

Justice Widgery, Britain's top

judge. Tuesday it went into what
happened on "Bloody Sunday."

Elsewhere in Northern Ireland,

troops clashed' with rioting

mourners at the Belfast funeral of

a 14-year-old IRA junior guerrilla,

victim of an apparent training

mishap
Troops beat rioters with trun-

cheons and fired rubber bullets to

drive back the surging crowd.

The trouble began when the

soldiers tried to arrest about 40

uniformed junior IRA men after

shots were fired over the boy's

body in a traditional IRA salute to

its dead.

Howard Hughes Wins

High Court Hearing
\\ MHNGTON < AP) Howard R

Hughes, the secretive billionaire.

Tuesday won a Supreme Court

hearing in his bid to wipe out a

record default judgment against

his Hughes Tool Co
The $165-million judgment, more

than M times greater than any

other Judgment in an American

court and gathering $900,000 in

interest each month, was awarded

Trans World Airlines in 1968

The appeal to the court was

Hughes's last hope in the case

since two federal courts in New
York City had approved the

judgment, recommended by

Herbert Brownell. a former US
attorney general who served as a

special master He concluded

Hughes Tool violated antitrust law

because of its failure to purchase

jet aircraft for TWA in the 1950s

The award resulted from a

default judgment against Hughes

Tool in 1963 when he refused to

appear as a witness and produce

certain evidence.

The case will be heard by the

justices next winter At the time of

the alleged violations Hughes Tool

owned more than 78 per cent of

TWA stock

Returning from a four-week

recess, the court granted a hearing

also to attorneys for Sen Mike

Gravel, the Alaska Democrat who

is trying to scuttle a grand jury

investigation into arrangements

for publication of the Pentagon

Papers. At the same time,

however, the court announced it

would hear an appeal by the

government, which is trying to

broaden the inquiry

At the moment, under a ruling by

the IS Circuit Court in Boston,

the grand jury there may not

question Gravel or his assistants

about the arrangements but may
ask his aides about their own'

conduct before they went to work

for him
Gravel, a critic of the Vietnam

u.ir. disclosed portions of the war

study last June at a midnight

meeting of a Senate subcommittee

He later arranged for publication

of a four volume edition by Beacon

Press, the publishing arm of the

I nitarian Universalist
Association

At issue before the court is the

meaning of the constitutional

provision that members of

Congress "shall not be questioned

any other place" for "any

speech or debate
."

On another front, the court took

on a case from San Francisco in

which a group of white tenants

brought suit against their landlord

charging that he was keeping

Negroes out of the apartment

complex
The tenants, backed by the I

Department of Health, Education

and Welfare as well as the Justice

Department, are relying on federal

civil rights laws of 1866 and 1968

which prohibit racial

discrimination in the sale and

rental of housing The question for

the court is whether the tenants

have the legal right to sue The

apartments are owned by Park

merced Corp

TONITE
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Pat Gets China Perspective

PEKING ( AP)-After two days of sampling Chinese

culture and cuisine, Pat Nixon is geting an inside look

at how the Chinese masses live and work.

She pays a visit Wednesday morning to the giant

Evergreen People's commune in Peking's nor-

thwestern suburbs, where 40,000 persons live in 9,000

households.

In the afternoon she tours a Peking glass factory

employing 530 workers.

She'll rejoin President Nixon for an evening

gymnastic persentation at Peking Capital Field.

On Tuesday, the First Lady made a tasting tour of

the kitchens of the famed Peking Hotel, visited the

elaborate Summer Palace on a frozen lake outside

the capital and watched a revolutionary ballet in the

Great Hall of the People.

She also paid a surprise call on the Peking Zoo and

announced that Premier Chou En-lai is giving a pair

of pandas to the United States in appreciation for two

Canadian musk oxen the Nixons are sending their

hosts. The gifts will provide the United States with its

first pandas in decades.

Then in the evening the First Lady joined her

husband and went to a revolutionary ballet with the

wife of Mao Tse-tung.

The ballet was "The Red Detachment of Women,"
which tells the story of a peasant girl who joins the

People's Liberation Army and finds salvation from a

tyrannical landlord.

At the Peking Hotel earlier, Mrs. Nixon maintained

a tradition of kitchen diplomacy when she nibbled at

Chinese delicacies in a spotless kitchen.

The hotel's 115 chefs whipped up goldfish in white

sauce, egg rolls in seaweed, steamed baby birds in

noonday session.

"The President loves Chinese food," Mrs. Nixon

told the wives of top Chinese officials who ac-

companied her on the kitchen tour. "I'd love to try

some of these dishes on my friends but I'm afraid I

don't have the right equipment."
She finally turned chopsticks down on further

sampling, and said, "All I seem to be doing all day is

eating. I don't want to buy all new clothes when I get

back."
The President and First Lady were feted Monday

night at sumptuous eight-course banquet followed by

rounds of toasts.

Mrs. Nixon's visit to the commune affords her the

opportunity of seeing one of the pillars of China's

program to further the revolution.

A commune is an organization of as many as 100

villages with a population sometimes numbering

50.000 or more. It is a political unit in itself, with its

own government, military and judicial systems.

Kickbacks Plague House Buying
WASHINGTON (AP)The total

price a house buyer must pay in

many parts of the country to get

possession of his new home are run

up unreasonably by charges and

kickbacks which aren't related to

services given. Housing Secretary

George Romney says.

Romney also blamed what he

called fast-buck artists for many of

the woes that have descended on

the government "s programs to help

inner-city residents buy or rent

decent housing

Romn*»y told the House sub-

committee on housing Tuesday

that state action is needed to get

settlement costs down to a

reasonable 'evel And he said the

problem of inner-city housing

being allowed to go to the govern-

ment by foreclosure-or simply

abandoned-cannot be solved

without attention to "all the social,

economic and physical problems

now afflicting our urban areas
"

Quoting from an < \tensive study

of settlement cost"* commissioned

by his Department of Housing and

Urban Development and the

Veterans Administration. Romney
said "costs are unreasonably high

in many areas, but not in all

A major problem, Romney said.

iv that whatever competition exists

in the business of closing

residential real estate transactions

"is directed toward other par

ticipants in the industry and not

toward the home-buying public
."

He continued:

"Lenders compete to get

business from realtors or escrow
companies Title companies
compete to get business from at-

torneys, brokers and lenders

"Frequently, this competition

takes the form of an elaborate

system of referral fees, kickbacks

or commission..."

INTER CITY
RELOCATION SERVICE
Moving? Right from your

living room we can contact a

reliable Realtor anywhere in

the U.S. He'll find you a new
home, inform you of your

new community, meet you at

the train or plane. No
obligation to you. Our Miss

Intercity will handle all the

details.

D.H.JONES
Real Estate Agency

549-3700

TUNE-UPS-Our Specialty

Carburetor & Ignition Repairs

Brake & Exhaust Systems

ALL WORK GUARANTEED-
FREE ESTIMATES

Mobil Tires, Batteries, Accessories

College Town Service

SPENCER'S Mobil STATION
161 N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

2539059

Open 24 hrs.

7 a.m. Midnight RoadServ.ce

IS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELORADEOENEVA BUCHAREST OSLO|

I FLY SUPERCHEAP
i Spring in NASSAU from $179
- March M-31, includes round trip |et and accommodations at the Montagu Beach

• Hotel or Pilot House. Flight only tickets can be purchased on request.

s Summer in EUROPE, From $185
<
z
o Cost to
2

Fit « Carrier Route* Dates us
>•

BL522 Caledonian B/L/B 5/22-4/27 S150
y BL61 Caledonian B/L/B 4/1-7/11 $147

z BL67 Caledonian B/L/B 4/7-9/12 $200
< BL612 Caledonian B/L/B 4/12-9/3 $200

BL621 Caledonian B/L/B 4/21-4/29 $200

< BL427 Caledonian B/L/B 4/27-1/15 $200

Adm. Total

9:30 - Close

• Boston/London/Boston

O
Also available art Eurall, Britrail, and Studtnt Rail passes, car leases, rentals and pur-

3 chases, and many more helpful travel services.

9 for more info., call ST EVE GERMAN, 253-3359

J
American Student Travel Association

o 27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
BOSTON, MASS. 02115

| Tele: (417)534 2511,534-7043

Open only to 5 college students, faculty, staff and immediate families

o

DUBLIN MONROVIA EDINBURGH ATHENS MADRID SAN MARINO WARSAW PRAGUE_Q]
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Bar Students Get
Standard Exam
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Dav School has 2 spaces available in their afternoon session for pre-schoofers. The Day

School is a daycare center open to children aged two years nine months to five, whose parents are

students or nonprofessional staff in the University. ~— . .

Tht teachers trv to create learning opportunities for the children. Because the center .s nU lMl l i fcy

the Student Senaies and by the University, the fee is somewhat reduced: $100 for one semester, four

h

°Z:J who'*j£JLXLi fee. free to call the Day School (S45-2466). or to visit. The school is

locate!! in Bowditch Lodge, the small green Four-H lodge on the Southwest corner of campus. ( Photo by

(.ib Fullerton) __^

s

J

WASHIN(iTON-For the first

time in the history of the United

States legal profession, candidates

for admission to the bar in various

states will take the same test when

the first multistate bar

examination is given to law

graduates in 19 states next Wed-

nesday.
The event is being hailed by

some lawyers as the first step

toward a national admissions

standard that would authorize any

licensed lawyer to practice in all

states. Others are bemoaning it as

an erosion of the tradition of local

control over local professional

standards.

But the trend seems clear, as the

number of participating states is

expected to rise to 26 by the time

the second semi-annual test is

given next July.

The test, prepared by the

Educational Testing Service in

Princeton. N.J . under a $125,000

grant from the American Bar

Endowment, is an objective,

multiple-choice examination

requiring six hours to take and

covering five subjects-contracts,

criminal law, evidence, real

property and torts. Each state will

follow with a second day of essay-

type questions involving the state's

laws and procedures.

Traditionally, the board of bar

examiners in each state prepared

questions eliciting essay-type

answers, and usually stressing the

peculiarities of the state's laws.

The tests varied greatly in content

and difficulty, with New York's

test widely regarded as the

toughest.

Reformers protested that this

system was too archaic for the

modern mobile local profession

They also pointed out that uniform

laws were erasing many of the

differences between states' laws,

and the large, highly-rated law

schools were teaching standard

law to students who intended to

practice in many states.

(Reprinted from the New York

Times 2/21/72)

Boltwood Wants Culprit

Graham Gets Back To Rock
Eight months after the closing of

his Fillmore East in New York,

rock impressano Bill (iraham is

moving back into the large-scale

production of rock music Mr
Graham, in association with

Tomorrow Productions. lac will

produce- three large concerts-one

in May and two next fall that will

ied via closed circuit

tele\ ision to 70 theaters throughout

the country
\tter Mr (iraham's

disillusioned references to high

king coati varadom agents

ind •rrofanJ performers at the

time- (il the Fillmore s closing his

return to < major production en

'.rprise is surprising

Consider this I
<>nd

. hoice '" he said "II it were

nblc to put performers into

h ot these towns personally

-hat would be my first choice But

t s not possible There just aren't

main l.unt Fontannes among

major rock stars performers who

M in love with what they re

lomg that they will spend a

lifetime on the road playing Peoria

and Boise and Cucamonga
."

Mr Graham feels that the next

logical step in the presentation of

rock music will be an effort to

make it available, on a large

screen, concert-style basis, to

audiences who have never before

been reached by tours that con

centrate on major cities

I have great confidence that the

technical problems can be solved,"

nd '•( mr job will be to come up

with programs that are heavy

enough to attract audiences at both

the live location and the cable

locations And try to keep the good

vibes we had at the Fillmore 1

think we can do it

."

NO doubt Mr Graham can But

he was more vague about some of

the other problems involved in

siieh a large, pioneering un

dertaking Will the sound systems

in the Kii satellite theaters not

always the same theaters-be

adequate for the proper

reproduction of rock music' Are

there enough perfomers even

among those who can translate

their concert presence into the

EM. LOEWS 781 4890
ALACE CINEMi

ROUTE 5 WEST SPRINGFIELD

EXCL AIR HO
tOCKEIS —
Acros of from

Ltghlod Forking

quite different demands of a large

screen Will it be any easier to deal

with arrogant perfomers and in-

transigent managers now than it

was a year ago''

Mr Graham is considerably less

ebullient in his replies than he

might have been a couple of years

ago But he still is the closest thing

to a Sol Jurok i or even a Barnum >

that the rock generation has

produced, and his energy in action

can be a marvel to behold

Look, he said, 'this is 1972.

and if this is where rock music is

right now and I think it is then I'd

like to see it produced with the

same loving concern for detail that

had at the Fillmores in New

York and San Francisco I have

s.i id that rock was dead, but I think

it's moving into another phase, and

I expect to be a part of it

In Mas ll,tle ,ess tnan a vear

after the Fillmore East marquee

read Thank You and Farewell.

Bill Graham will once again be

very much "a part of it
." It was a

^hort retirement

( Reprinted from The New York

Times 2/21/72)

Friday evening. February 11 at

the "Boltwood Sock Hop'' on the

Amherst College campus, an

unidentified person kicked a panel

out of the front door of the house. It

has since been deemed irreperable

by the College Maintainence. and

ordered replaced The house must

bear the cost of replacing the door

After paying the costs of the "Hop"'

the house members feel that our

resources are too low to cover the

entire cost We do not want to take

any money from the gaU receipts,

which go to charity, but we may be

forced to if we cannot locate the

person who caused the damage
Anyone who could give any in-

formation as to the identity of the

person would be greatly ap
predated Please contact Bolt

wood House in person, by phone

(256-6823). or by mail (62 Boltwood

Ave.. Amherst>

IHMml

See Page 12
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THE FRATERNITY OF ALPHA CHI RHO

Every Thursday night from 7:30 to 8:00 p.m. a

special kind of program gives everybody in the area

who needs a job or needs people to do a job a break.

During that half hour you simply call the JOB

MATCH number and they do the rest.

JOB MATCH

on

I11MUA
91.1 FM

free form / informative radio

Founded 1895

announces

Formation of a NEW Chapter

MEETING

6-10 p.m.

February 23, 1972

The Campus Center, Rooms 904 - 908

All interested undergraduates, please attend

J I

Informal Coffee, etc.

Belchertown School -A Look Inside
(Editor's Note: The following is

the second of a six-part series

which was originally printed in the

Springfield Union two years ago.

The series--"The Tragedy of

Belchertown"--was authored by

Jim Shanks, staff reporter of the

Springfield Union.

Since the original printing of the

series, slight changes have taken

place at Belchertown. Building A
has been changed into a recreation

building while the number of men
in K Building has been reduced to

65. Also women residents at the

school are no longer forced to eat

out of pots.

But, as far as changes are

concerned at Belchertown. the

staff is still undermanned, and

many of the residents are still put

in an environment in which most

people wouldn't even let their dogs

live in. It is for this reason the

Collegian is reprinting the series.

An interesting aspect of the

aeries is that Dr. M. Phillip

Wakstein who is mentioned in the

series was fired as regional

director of mental retardation for

the Department of Mental Health

for revealing the inhumane con-

ditions at Belchertown to Shanks.)

In Massachusetts it's a "crime"

to be born with less intelligence

than the average person.

Belchertown State School for the

Feeble Minded proves this. It

treats its patients as if they were

prisoners in a reformatory.

Every door is heavy. Every door

is locked inside and out with a

large brass key
Residents cant walk about the

grounds without a pass

The condition of the institution

takes the very humanity away
from the school's charges It forces

them to escape into insanity in

many cases and to hide the dreary

sterility, the stench, the monotony

of their existence.

Rep Alan D. Sisitsky, D-

Springfield. was horrified and

shaken by his visit to Belchertown

"The conditions are so shocking

that the initial reaction is one of

numbness." he said.

Sisitsky claimed that "Dante's

•Abandon hope, all ye who enter

here' immediately comes to mind

Sisitsky blamed the Legislature

for the conditions of horror at the

institution

"Since we (the Legislature)

appropriate the funds and possess

the authority to correct the

situation at Belchertown. we are in

t-nse ultimately responsible for

the conditions that exist To a

lignl] icant degree the problem is

MM ol financial resources.

"

Sisitsky said.

But the residents of Belcher

town called "children even

though they may be in their 80s-

don t vote and can't write their

legislators Lacking political

pressure, their needs are generally

ignored

The conditions resulting from
Belchertown's position as an ad-

ministrative stepchild can barely

be described. The institution

resembles a 19th century "insane

asylum" more than a so-called

"residential school."

Forty years of neglect have
resulted in a stench at some
buildings which assaults the

senses, makes some visitors so

nauseous they enter the hall of a

building then retreat hastily back

The toilets sit side by side, no

partitions separating them, no

wooden seats for comfort, just cold

porcelain to sit on. But the people

are retarded and can't protest, so it

doesn't make any difference.

Three attendants supervise and

care for the 120 residents of

Building K, men with the mental

abilities of a two-year-old child in

the body of a full-grown man. At

night there are only two.

The attendants are responsible

for getting the men up, showered

Privacy for the residents at

practically non-existent. (Photo

into the open air Sisitsky did just

that

Mental health commissioners

want no memorials to their ad-

ministration.

These are the buildings few

politicians have seen, places where

tour groups of 'interested

citizens" are not taken to visit,

wards where the "incurable" are

placed and all hope abandoned.

Death is usually the only escape.

About 120 men are warehoused in

Building K The population until

recently was 157 Beds are jammed
head to foot, a narrow aisle about a

foot wide separates each man from

his neighbor

There is no place in the dor

mitorv rooms for personal items

and clothing These are stuffed in

cubicles in another small area,

everything open for the eyM "I

others Dressers have apparently

never been heard of

l'n\ ,n \ anywhere il

nonexistent There are two

bathrooms in the ward, each uith

six toilets. shower Kepeated

shower^ and attendant humidity

cause the ceilings falling in

the Belchertown State School is

by Vinnie D'Addario)

and dressed each morning Each
attendant handles 40 individuals.

They must get the night soilings

dumped into the toilets, the

laundry and linen sent out. and the

residents fed They are responsible

for sorting the bagged laundry

when it returns None are easy

tasks.

Until a few months ago the

residents of Building K ate.

li» ally, like dogs All food went

into an aluminum pot -soup. meat,

vegetables and dessert going into

the deep bowl at once

With great effort and a short

Itaff, the chief attendant worked

for more than a year teaching the

men to feed themselves Now
everyone eats like a normal per

son. from a plate with utensils

Eattag il one of the few human
,tppea ranees maintained in the

It ward In other areas of daily

living the men have I

dehumanized systematically

,uise..i tteMafl shortage the

men are not trained During the

dav they sit on wooded benches, or

he on the Moor in strange and

grotesque positions, sometime^ in

pools of their own waste.

The only outside stimulation is a

television set boxed into the wall.

Sometimes interference makes the

picture a rolling blur, but that

makes little difference. Their eyes

remain glued to the tube.

Many of the men are nude. Some
don't want to keep their clothes on.

Many have soiled them. Those who
have gained weight on the starchy

food, worn out the zippers, or had

the clasps mangled by the

Belchertown laundry, grab
desperately with their hands in an

often futile attempt to keep their

trousers up.

Others are more fortunate. They

have pants with elastic tops. These

don't have to go half nude. At

Belchertown under the pants there

is no underwear.
Most of the residents need

shaves. Because they are retarded,

some with self-destructive ten

dencies. they can't be given razors.

Electric shavers could be used but

the legislature doesn't feel that is a

necessity

Across the grounds, on the side

used for women, is Building A, the

women's back ward. Conditions

are about the same, but the women
still eat like animals from a pot

A common practice in the in-

stitution was evident, though Two
women were "restained" in the

dining room Restraint is a polite

word for tying somebody up

The attendant said the women
"took food from the other residents

so we had to tie them up."

One woman was tied in a

grotesque and uncomfortable
position One leg was bound to the

bench, the other leg was crossed

over the first A rope was tied to

her arm. then tied again to the

bench Her other arm was tied

behind her to the back of the bench

The other woman was in a

homemade strait jacket, one leg

also bound to the bench A
Department of Mental Health

official told the attendant the

women were illegally restrained

His order was ignored

Another practice is "seclusion
"

It's the Belchertown word for

solitary confinement.

The walls of the "seclusion

rooms" aren't padded No bucket

is provided for human waste. An
official commented the residents

would rip down the padding

anywa>
Seclusion though, is the only

HATCH
GRINDER
SPECIALS

• HOT ROAST B£Bf
• ITALIAN SfiuSA6£

• GERMAN SALAMI and

PROVOL0NE cneesa
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59
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way a resident receives privacy.

There is another form of punish

ment, however. The brighter

residents who "give trouble" to the

attendants have been known to be

relegated to the "back wards."

Anyone walking off the grounds

of the institution is considered an

"escapee." He is ordered into

seclusion for a "minimum of three

days" and must wear striped

overalls for a month so he can

easily be identified Movie and

grounds passes are restricted.

Prison officials no longer use

solitary for punishment of

escapees anymore.
The worst .case of punishment

known at the institution recently

came to light

A Springfield man. considered

intelligent and able to repair radios

and televisions, walked away from

the grounds several times He
wasn't attempting escape, just

scavenging the town dump for

electronics parts.

He was ordered sent to Building

K where the "two-year old men"
live for an "indeterminate sen

tence" as punishment He was sent

into the filth, squalor and

monotony of subhuman conditions

for exhibiting his intelligence

This "prisoner" remained in

Building K for two years, his plight

coming to light only after his

family called Dr Phillip Wakstein.

then regional administrator for

retardation, to ask why he wasn't

allowed home for the Christmas

holidays.

Presently the man is out of

Belchertown He spends five days

each week in Worcester at a

training school and sheltered

workshop for vocational training

The other two days he is home with

his family in Springfield

The rules of the department say

restraint or seclusion for an

escaped resident is illegal Only

special types of restraints not

strips of rags or pillow ticking

strait jackets—may be used

Despite the low pay and the

crowded conditions, many staff

members have managed to make
major contributions to the training

and welfare of their charges

But conditions remain snch that

a flophouse owner, if he attempted

to operate his lodging house in the

same manner, would be im-

mediately shut down by the State

TOMORROW':— < hildren siiffri

most at RHchertoun.

We'd Like to talk

about your body.

So don't let bumps and dents

and scrapes spoil its looks.

BRING IT TO

NORTHAMPTON MOTORS
REPAIR and RODY

SPECIALISTS
in

VOLKSWAGEN
and

OTHER IMPORTS

Factory Trained Experts

•Body Collision Repairs
* Estimates
All Foreign & Domestic Cars
* Insurance Work
•Towing Service
* Factory Parts

GALL 584-862Q
Free shuttlebus service for Amherst customers.

Call for details.

246 King Street

NORTHAMPTON
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The Trustee Show
We expect that the trustee meeting today in Boston to be

very eventful, maybe even productive. Rumors persisted

in this area yesterday that the more interesting parts of

the meeting will be happening outside of the trustee

meeting room and Saltonstall Building (also known as the

State Office Building) in Boston.

The meeting was first moved earlier this week from The

Old Mill in Westminster. Supposedly, it's easier to keep

outsiders outside of this building. And many outsiders are

expected.

A group offering support for Ms. Frieda Salzman will be

protesting against the trustees Ms. Salzman is expected to

accept (with reservation I an offer for her reinstatement

made by Chancellor Broderick (UMass-Boston) late last

week. She will also denounce the University's practices

regarding sex discrimination and the trustees' secret

actions.

On the agenda a report from the Joint Ad Hoc Com-

mittee on Counseling, Advising and Support Services is

scheduled. (We understand that this is Dr. Gage's com-

mittee on counseling programs for minority groups.)

Early rumor says that this report will call for such

sweeping changes that some of the trustees won't un

derstand it. Also, a dispute over its acceptance may
develop between Dr. Broderick, who doesn't like it, and

President Wood, who does like it. Since Chancellors may
only speak at trustee meetings by the invitation of the

President, Dr Broderick might not have much to say there

today.
Another group, made up mostly of Veterans, are ex-

pected to protest the trustee's decision to void the ban on

military recruitment at the Boston campus.

Student Senator Larry Ladd termed today's meeting

surrealistic. We shall see.

We certainly hope that the trustees are not planning to

bar all young looking people (except of course, for the

student trustees) which is another rumor that has come

our way.
We would like to hope that today's meeting will prove to

be productive and not just a show.

WASHINGTON~One of the biggest businesses in

this country right now seems to be the production and

sale of college term papers. Described by New York

Atty. Gen. Lefkowitz as a multimillion dollar in-

dustry, the selling of term papers, essays and theses

has made it possible for many college students to

pass courses and earn degrees never dreamed of 20

years ago.

While there has been criticism of this by some

educators, my friend Elias Flimflam of the Institute

of Instant Plagiarism defends the practice of buying

and selling term papers as essential to a modern

education.

"The term paper industry not only gives college

students an opportunity to participate in a great

capitalist enterprise," he said, "but it provides jobs

for thousands of moonlighting professors and

graduate instructors. If you cut out the sale of term

papers and require students to write their own, many
teachers would be unable to afford to remain in our

schools."

•But." I said, "Atty. Gen. Lefkowitz is trying to

outlaw term paper companies on the grounds that

students are obtaining degrees by fraudulent

means."
"Nonsense. All the term paper companies are

doing is providing a service to students that wasn't

available a few years ago. Most college students have

too much to do when they're in school. The pressures

are great and as the work load increases they become

more and more depressed. This leads to anger and

alienation from the mainstream of our society.

if they can purchase a term paper or an essay or

even a thesis and hand it in as their own, these

students are happy, and they don't want to tear down

the system anv more.

The question the attorney general must ask

himself is does he want contented students who don't

do their own work, or does he want an honest

homework program that could tear this country

apart'

Is there any"danger that if students cheat in school

they will continue to cheat in life?"

"Cheating is a very strong word," my friend said.

"Let's say that Prof. Applebaum assigns a paper on

The Abstract Theory of Solid Gas.' This might

require 10 hours of research in the library, plus three

hours of writing, not to mention typing fees. It takes

the student two hours to find a parking place near the

library, and another two hours reading magazines

before he gets around to the research. This adds up.

It's time that could be must better spent exchanging

important ideas with other people in the student

union, or playing touch football against another

fraternity.

"The problem we have to address ourselves to is,

why are kids in school? Is it to get an education which

they will never use, or a degree which will open up a

new world for them?"
Flimflam continued earnestly. "What we do is take

the sweat out of college By selling term papers to

students we are removing competition from the

classroom. Thanks to us it's possible for a mediocre

student to compete with a brilliant student on his own

level.

"For as little as $10 an ineffectual student no longer

has to worry about the person sitting next to him

getting a better grade. If this isn't a service to

mankind, I don't know what is."

"You make a convincing case for the sale of term

papers," I agreed, "but what happens when the

student gets out of school and starts his profession?

He could make a lousy doctor, lawyer or engineer, if

he bought all his work in college."

It's a good point, and we've been concerned about

it. So what we're doing is starting a post-graduate

service. We plan to sell lawyer's briefs, doctor's

diagnoses and engineering blueprints to anyone who

wants to continue his education once he gets out of

school."

Copyright l'.»72. Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

Tom Derderian

On Amateurism
How much would you pay to watch Marina

Rodriguez perform on the balance beam suspended

across the Grand Canyon or perhaps to see Jim

Graves race a kangaroo over the 120-yard high

hurdles'' Where does Jim Ryun end and Evel Kneivel

begin'' What's the difference between circus per-

formers and athletes'
7

I think the difference is bet-

ween commercialism and professionalism. I'll ex-

plain.

Marina risking her neck over the Grand Canyon 6

years from now because the baby's crying and she

needs a buck; after all, she is a good gymnast, is

commercialism. She would not be allowed to compete

in the next Olympics and. she could very easily break

her neck. But, if she wore a shirt in her next com-

petition that said Tony Vacca's Mobile station and got

25 dollars for it, that's professionalism. If she fell off

the beam she would lose one point not her life, but she

still would not be able to compete in the next Olym-

pics because of America's multi-millionaire Avery

Brundage.
Professionalism is, as I define it here, a freedom on

the part of the athlete to make his living any way he

wants, to advertise products, to be financed by

business or to work at a job other than his sport and

still be able to compete. So anyone can participate in

Olympic and other international competitions so long

as he proves, by a simple chromosome test (46) that

he is human.
So far, it's pretty simple: open competition for all

people. But, what will keep out the exploitation of

Stomachs Unite!

athletes when money can be had staging conte-

Profiteering! An insurance is needed for the athlete

to protect them from what Ed Bryant calls "Slave

labor in Sapporo." There must be a protection from

the commerical exploitation of athletes by contest

promoters which may take on a circus-entertainment

gladiator format. For example:

1. Excessive prize money offered for extraordinary

competitions, Grand Canyon stunts, should be

prohibited.

2. Some sort of profit-sharing on a percentage basis

of gate receipts for athletes. A large per-

centage...50%?
3. Legalized gambling on all athletes events. (This

will insure a greater turnout to increase gate receipts

and player's income so he will not need to fix com-
petitions. It goes anyway illegally.)

4. Profit-sharing by officials also.

5. A tax on profits to be used for research on sport,

physiology, drugs, and kenisiology

6. Boards of directors for the different hereto

"Amateur" sports composed equally of current

competing athletes and promoters.

7. A recreation tax on profits to promote com-

petitions on an open public developmental level to

provide opportunities for all people to participate in

sport.

In these ways, athletes can seize control of their

bodies to prevent their exploitation and still the best

athletes can meet and not have to worry about falling

into the Grand Canyon

&UK* ***> WMMMHr

By MARK VOGLEK
Have you dining commons critics got something to

beef about? You're darn tooting you do. After all, the

food leaves much to be desired. The glasses and

utensils (particularly in Worcester) need a darn good

once over with a dish rage, not to mention the coke

machine that splatters cough syrup in your cup.

The jello serves as an adequate stomach settler, for

one it's in your stomach, your stomach can't move.

And how about those milk machines when they run

dry -those in a rush have to drink their cow juice

vicariously. Students often scorn those "special"

nights when the dessert often takes the place of the

main course.

You can tell that the bread just came out of moth

ball reserves. And talk about basic foods, the only

thing that is basic is a simplified mess. And once

you ve finished a fine meal, you need a traffic

director in order to deposit your tray and maneuver

your way out the door.

Although grossly satirized, there are unpleasant

conditions of this sort prevalent in the University

dining commons.
Aside from all this madness, meet a more

menacing threat to the well being of the dining

common patrons. They come in droves and they're a

double dosage of the problems that plague students in

their everyday quest for a decent and civilized meal.

They're worth writing a book about -maybe as an

opposite version of George Orwell's Animal Farm.

The worst part about it, they're of the student, by

the student, and against the student as honest Abe

would chime in. They're small in number, but are

more so a nemesis than the malfunctions of the dining

commons. The only way to describe them is in-

considerate, mannerless, and annoying.

Maybe you bumped into one today while you were

trying to get through the obstacle course without

losing your tray. Perhaps some galute cut in front of

you or reached his paw over your shoulder in order to

beat you to the punch for seconds while you cour-

teously permitted people waiting for firsts to move

on.

Ever lose your salt or pepper off your table without

the asking? The infantile behavior of loudmouths and

chemists who like to concoct new formulas with their

food is certainly a sight to behold. And you sure can't

exclude those Frito-Banditos who love to hoard

anything from bread and milk to silverware and

dishes.

The lack of respect and impatience for the people

who work in the dc's is one valid reason for the

irritable old crabs that greet you from behind the

counters. There ought to be a law for those lazy

students who don't bring their trays to the washroom.

Yes, how about devising a parking fine for their kind?

Isn't it ironic that you get out of life what you put

into it? And this very well applies to the situation at

hand. After all, if students want to act like animals,

shouldn't they get treated as such? The quality of the

food and service indeed have their shortcomings. But

they've got some legitimate excuses -investigate and

you'll find them. But what are the alibis of you lunch-

line lunatics?

What's the matter, has the cat got your tongue? Or

are you stuffing your face with the very "slop" you

curse at? Think about it the next time you're in the

dining commons bickering about the meals or the

service. It's certainly food for thought.

Editorial Points
Changing the menu won't

alter the fact that every night

is Polish Night at the Dining

Commons.
*»•

Maybe the food would have

tasted better if it had been

made on the $18,000 granite

table that's used for pizzas in

the Hatch.
»*»

While we're on the subject of

the Dining Commons, let us

make a suggestion for the next

special meal. In honor of

President Nixon and his ad-

ventures, it would be nice to

have eggroll and chowmein-

perhaps a little caviar. And

how about Vodka to wash it all

down with?
«»

We hope that the Trustees

won't let a ruling on the

Salzman case ruin their lunch

today.
*»

The best part about Polish

Night was that there were no

seconds.
•••

Today's trustee meeting was

moved to Boston because it is

easier to police.
•••

If heavy snow can cause the

elimination of pizzas from the

Campus Center menus, think

what sunshine could do to the

dining commons menu.

'I THINK YOU'tl SUPPOSED TO THROW IT BACK TO HIM.'

Letters To The Editor

Insurance Needs? Bah]
ement can provide the

protection available with life insurance. The word

"invest", used by Mr. Nathan, suggests the selling to

students of policies with a large investment element.

Even if students do need life insurance, they seldom

should purchase high-priced policies with a sub-

stantial investment element Mr. Bouchette's letter is

so loaded with contradictions and misinformation it is

difficult to evaluate with less than a detailed line-by-

line analysis

In summary, the main mission of life insurance, as

stated in the Consumers Union article, is to protect

families against the loss of income caused by the

premature death of the bread winner. Most students

are not bread winners, nor do they have a wife or

children dependent upon the Consequently, the

majority of students are not in dire need of "investing

in a life insurance policy" The married student with

children does need life insurance and this need may

be critical. But the low income of the typical married

student argues against the purchase of the in

vestment policy (whole life or 20-pay life) so often

recommended. Such a student should buy a term

policy at one-third or one-fourth the price of a whole

life policy. lij m
The married student with no children is often

supported by a working wife. If either member of the

couple needs life insurance in this case, it may be the

wife and not the student husband The single student

with debts may need life insurance to repay the loans

in the event of death, or the student may wish to

relieve parents of the expenses associated with death

by purchasing a small policy. However, almost aU

students are subject to a loss of health which may

prevent them from purchasing life insurance when

needed Protection against this problem may be

obtained by a supplementary rider to a regular policy

which provides that insurance up to five or six times

the amount of the base policy may be purchased in

the future at regular rates, without regard to the

health of the policy holder at the time of purchase

But even this very desirable protection can be pur-

chased in conjunction with a $10,000 policy for ap-

proximately $75 a year, rather than the $300 package

which is too often foisted upon the unsuspecting,

uninformed student. .

Oh yes my students insisted that this note be

concluded by reminding all that the best protection

against ignorance is knowledge. Vital knowledge

pertinent to insurance may be obtained by enrolling

in FINANCE 230 Principles of Insurance and

FINANCE 231 Life Insurance
Grant Osborne

Professor of Insurance

To the Editor:

My students and I have read with interest the

recent series of articles and letters in the Daily

Collegian on life insurance. This reply should have

been written earlier, but each succeeding edition of

the Daily Collegian shed more humor than light on

the subject and we didn't want to stop the flow of

laughs. First, a brief comment on each of the two

articles and the first letter . .. M

It s true, the Consumer's Union article is devoted

primarily to a condemnation of campus selling

practices rather than to the tonic suggested by the

title "Students Don't Nee«i Life Insurance

Nevertheless, the selling of an overpriced (in

relation to the need of the consumer I pohcy to clients

with little need for life insurance should be censored,

and the agent who compounds this problem by put-

tine pressure on the poorly-informed student to

borrow to purchase the largely-unneeded policy

should be boiled in oil Admittedly, companies such

as Fidelity Union and College Life are safe and ef-

ficiently managed, and the policies may be fairly

priced But these polices are loaded with goodies

(which proved to be "badies" for tne student >.

resulting in a very high priced policy. It's analogous

to selling Cadillacs with every option to a student

who really needs nothing more than a bicycle.

Mr Nathan, the agents' association spokesman,

criticizes the above Consumers Union article since it

is written by an "organization that earns its living by

rating and ranking hair dryers..", then proceeds to

devote one-third of his article to a quote from Better

Homes and Garden, a magazine "that earns its

living" from writing about flower arrangements and

the growing of carrots. However, the crux of his

article is contained in the sentence which condemns

the Consumers Union article for fading to mention

"one valid reason why a young man or woman should

not Invest (underlining supplied by this author) in life

insurance". Too many life insurance agents on and

off the campus, over emphasize the role of life in-

surance as an investment in contrast with the more

important role of providing protection. In many

ways, life insurance is a poor investment, but no

In Defense Of
(Editor's Note: The following article first appeared

in the Hartford Courant. Feb. 13. 1972. It was brought

to our attention in defense of Mr. Ronald J. Nathan's

criticism of a Consumer's Union report.)

By ROBERT S. ROSEFSKY
In preparing for my forthcoming special series on

life insurance-which will be published in just a few

weeks I've been keeping a keener eye than usual for

items on that subject. One such just came to light.

and I thought it worthy of mention outside of the

scries

It was an article in the January issue of Consunrier

Reports entitled "Caveat Emptor on Campus." and it

dealt with the sale of life insurance to college

students CU's view on the subject, stated very

bluntly by them, was "Don't buy_

The article quite amazed me in its lack of ob-

jectivity and almost complete one-sidedness

Regretfully, it might cause me to look upon their

future efforts with a bit less trust than I had

previously had.

I quite agree with them that the buyer of insurance-

of any kind-should beware, and also should be aware.

Whether college student or workingman, the

prospective buyer should know his own needs

(present and anticipated), should study carefully the

details of the plan and compare it with other possible

plans and should know the reputation of the company

and agent with whom he is working.

But I must take issue with their virtual con-

demnation of college students buying life insurance

under any circumstances. At the age of roughly 21, a

young man's health (and thus his insurability) is at

its peak, and the rates for life insurance will never be

lower for him. This factor was totally ignored in the

article

I'm not pushing life insurance. I'm just urging

clear thinking and a fair look at both sides of the coin

I appreciate being told when I've been guilty of not

doing so. Maybe CU will too.

Control Your Body
To the Editor: , . .. „

Will Massachusetts women have the right to control their bodies.

Tomorrow at 9:00 a.m. open hearings begin beiore the Social Welfare

Committee in the Gardner Auditorium of the State House in Boston^

These hearings cover a bill introduced by Senators Jack Backmen and

Royal Boiling to repeal Massachusetts repressive anti-abortion laws

The first hour legislators will debate, and successive alternating hours

will hear pro and con debates from the floor. Many women from New

England are attending to fight for the bill which win be later voted on by

the House and Senate. Groups such as WONAAC. MORAL, and PSC will

be at the State House en masse.

Last March 23rd, a Boston Globe poll revealed that 62% of the

Massachusetts voters wanted the anti-abortion laws repealed but the bill

was defeated in the male, Catholic dominated House and Senate. It is

time women controlled their bodies.

The bill introduced Feb. 22nd to repeal contraceptive laws will be voted

on in March, as is also likely for the abortion bill. If you cannot be at the

State House Thursday, please write to your legislator and the Social

Welfare Committee There is still time to be heard before the vote m
March

Rita Moi.

Shades of 1984
How much control does the State have over your life*' The State does

possess manv regulatory powers which determine individual behavior

However there are built in mechanisms that do provide citizens with a

voice in governmental affairs. One of these mechanisms is the Public

Hearing of a bill

A Legislative bill can be submitted by any citizen of the Com-

monwealth The sponsor bnngs his bill to his local Representative who is

required to see that it is formally submitted The bill is then delegated to

the appropriate committee, either in the House or Senate An appointed

date is set for a hearing on the bill

The hearings are open to the public and anyone interested in a par-

ticular bill can testify in front of the Legislative Committee in favor or in

opposition to that bill. In this way Legislators have the chance to get tne

public's view on the issue in question.

In order that students be informed of what bills will be coming up for

hearings USCC will publish weekly a list of hearings for the forecommg

week Any student that has any interest in any bill can and should attend

the hearing USCC also has copies of all the bills filed for the legislative

session These are available in RSO office 123 ^^

idling I

This

To the Editor: . , . . ,. ,

How often have you left a dining commons and thought how delicious

the meal was- Food quality is one of the biggest gripes tr*t students on

this campus have You shrug your shoulders and wonder, What can!

oV" Use your crying stomachs as inspiration towards improving looa

quality We need people to work and uncover ripoffs and txrrectify them

Everyone bitches, but no one is willing to do anything The commi tee

began last faU with fifty people. Where have you all gone? At our last

meeting we had five people There is too much to be done and five peop e

cant do it all. Our aim is to improve the food and maybe even find wa>s to

save us all money ; but we need help So grab your roommate and come to

our next meeting Stop griping and do something!
Mike I ipp

Donita White

(Co-chairmen, Food Service Committee)

To the Editor:

I would urge you the concerned voter or the non-

voter to consider this article.

There is a Congressman, Representative Paul

McCloskey from California, though littie known who

dares speak out against the injustices that the

government has committed against the American

people, our environment, and the world.

Mr McCloskey does not use the same liberal

rhetoric as his coUeagues; he does not seek quests

that are unattainable, but, sets his goals high, and

demands greatness from the American Public He is

not running a campaign based upon charisma, or

popularity, but on facts and issues, with solutions to

these issues. . ,

Paul McCloskey needs the help of you the American

people both young and old, voter and non-voter to help

in his drive to obtain the Republican nomination for

Prpsiiipnt

Put an end to the Nixon Administration's lies and

place faith in an honest man dedicated to his beliefs,

and bold enough to oppose his party's encumbent, the

President of the United States. Join the bandwagon

support Paul McCloskey for the nomination in the

New Hampshire primaries on March 7th. He needs

each and every one of you for support Please come

out and work for a candidate who has Peace, Love

and Freedom as major issues See you in New

HampShirC
Mark R. Block

ai3jvs oaDiw «rnd
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Resting comfortably in front of the warm, blazing fire, you somehow manage to raise yourself to the

window. Looking out. vou see what winters all about. Vast expanses of snow, interrupted only by trees

and an occasional house. Gray clouds above warn of another.Anyway.be appreciative ...soon it will all

be mud. (Photo by Barbara Brecher)

Darity Named To Drug Council
Dr William A Darity. head of

the UMass Department of Public

Health, has been named to a new
National Drug Abuse Council set

up by four leading foundations.

The council has been established

to provide information, evaluation,

research and leadership in the

drug abuse field Four foundations-

Ford, Carnegie, the Com-
monwealth Fund and the Henry J

Kaiser Family Foundation - have

pledged $2 5 million for the

council's first year They are

expected to invest from $10 to $15

million in the council over the next

ten years

The select 15-member council

includes Dr Albert Bowker.
chancellor of the University of

California at Berkeley; Dr Daniel

Freedman. head of the University

of Chicago psychiatry department

;

William R Hewlett, president of

Hewlett-Packard Co ; Eleanor
Holmes Norton, chairman of the

New York City Commission on

Human Rights, J Henry Smith,

president of the Equitable Life

Assurance Society of America;

and other nationally-known

leaders Bethuel M Webster, a

past president of the New York

Citv Bar Association, is chairman

THE

GOOD
THE

BAD
THE

UGLY
Clint Eastwood

lTONIGHT#ONLY
CCA. 7:00 & 10:00

Dr. Darity has been at UMass
since 1965 and head of the Public

Health Department since 1969. He
received his Ph D degree from

the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill and spent 10 years with

the World Health Organization, a

specialized agency of the United

Nations, before joining the UMass
staff. He is presently affiliated

with several voluntary
organizations, including the

Planned Parenthood Federation of

America, the Sex Information and

Education Council of the U.S.

(SIECUS), the Society of Public

Health Educators, the

Massachusetts Tuberculosis and
Respiratory Disease Association,

the Hampshire County Public

Health Association, and the

American Public Health

Association

Dr Darity has delivered papers

before many different

organizations and has had
publications in both national and

international health journals His

main research area is attitudes

and barriers to family planning

-i

inancial Aid
Financial Aid applications for

the Summer of 1972 and the 1972-73

academic year are now available

in the Financial Aid Office. Room
232. Whitmore.

Applications will be available

from now until 5:00 P.M., Tuesday.

February 29 and must be filed no

later than March 1 Whether or not

aid has been received previously, a

new application must be filed each

year for all Loans. Scholarships.

Grants and Work Study.

Lowenstein Will

Give Speech
Allard Lowenstein, the man who

talked Eugene McCarthy into

running for the Presidency in 1968,

will speak tonight at 8 p.m. in

Project 10 on "The 1972 Election:

The Issues and the Candidates."

All interested persons are invited.

Lowenstein, a former

Congressman and currently the

national chairman of the

Americans for Democratic Action,

has been spending much time

recently in New Hampshire,

following the candidates and

working with student groups.

A former President of the

National Student Association

(before its CIA. funding),

Lowenstein was once Dean of

Students at Stanford University

and is a graduate of Yale Law
School

The meeting is in the Main

Lounge of the Project, in Pierpont

House, on the southwest corner of

Southwest Residential College.

Lowenstein is a Guest Fellow of

Project 10 this semester.

Sex For The Halibut

AUBURN, Ala. ( AP) — Like people, fish have their sex problems, says

Dr. Wayne Shell, and sometimes that's the reason they won't bite.

They'll stop eating, maybe two or three weeks at a time. And they're

grouchy.

"Sex problems worry them," says Shell, a professor in the fisheries

department at Auburn University.

As a matter of fact, he said in an interviews, "they do a lot of things like

people. They change their feeding habits. They get angry. They worry a

lot about their enemies; bass do, particularly. And they run for cover

when a storm hits."

Take salmon, for instance. They feed voraciously at sea, Shell says, but

when they start their sex migration upriver in the spawning season, they

stop eating.

Other species, such as bass, do the same. When they're "on the bed

guarding the eggs, they'll go without food until the new arrivals are

hatched.

Shell and others on the fisheries staff headed by Dr. H.S. Swingle have

spent years on marine research and have traveled around the world

teaching hungry people to grow fish for food.

They have learned a lot about the things fish do and why they do them.

But they don't have any sure-fire answers for the inquiring sportsmen

who try to figure out how to land the big ones with rod and reel.

Records For
Registration

In an attempt to motivate young

people to register and vote, A&M
RECORDS will be releasing a

special double LP record set to be

used as an incentive item for the

voter registration campaign. The

LP. which will be distributed in

carlv March, contains select cuts

from A&M's recent releases,

featuring such artists as Cat

Stevens and Carpenter^

The LP will be free to anyone

with a voter registration receipt,

and will be available at many of

the voter rer.stration booths, or

through the mail

A&M will also be releasing a

special voter registration singlr in

March entitled "Use the Power (

18)". which will be sent to DJ's all

across the country. A&M presently

includes a register to vote slogan in

its advertising

The voter registration drive is

being co-ordinated through An-

drew Meyer, director of the college

promotion department at A&M
RECORDS

Pick up your

SPECTRUM
The general interest
magazine of the University
of Massachusetts,

on FEBRUARY 23 24

in the
STUDENT UNION

and the Concourse level

of the
CAMPUS CENTER,

or you can pick it up
in the

SPECTRUM OFFICE,
S.U.407

See Page 12

LOSE 20 POUNDS
CM TWO WEEKS!

Famous US. Women Ski Team Diet

During the non-*now off season

the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet

to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.

That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days!

The basis of the diet is chemical food

action and was devised by a famous

Colorado physician especially for the

U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is

maintained (very important!) while

reducing. You keep "full" - no
starvation - because the diet is de-

signed that way! It's a diet that is

easy to follow whether you work,

travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically

successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.

Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per-

mitted to use it! Right? So, give

yourself the same break the U.S. Ski

Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,

proven way. Even if you've tried all

the other diets, you owe it to your-

self to try the U.S. Women's Ski

Team Diet. That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.

Order today. Tear this out as a

reminder.

Send only $1.00 (SI. 25 for Rush
Service) cash is O.K. to: Ski

Team Diet, P.O.Sox 15493. Dept.

ST, San Diego, Calif. 92115
Don't order unless yoifexpect to lose

20 pounds in two weeks! Because

that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!

Holyoke Horse Show Held

By MAUREEN MEISTER
A horse show is going to be held

at Mount Holyoke College next

Sunday, and the public is invited to

both watch and participate. The

show will begin at 10 Sunday

morning in the indoor riding ring,

and is expected to continue until

four in the afternoon Spectators

will be welcome at any time during

the day.

Instead of having the usual

professionals, riding clubs, or

stables sponsor the show, students

from the Mount Holyoke Boots and

Saddles Club are organizing the

program entirely by themselves

Show chairman is Barbara Jensen.

The Open Horse Show is the

second one to be held at Mount
Holyoke College since September.
Three shows are held at Holyoke
each year, and the next one won't

be held until spring.

The show itself will be divided

into seventeen different types of

competitions which are called

classes. Each class involves a

different talent and a different

level of skill. One, called "Maiden

Equitation", is only open to those

riders who have not yet won a

single blue ribbon in an equitation

class. Riders entering this class

are only required to walk. trot, and
canter

Wild Horses couldn't drag me away. Wild Horses, we'll ride them

someday. (Photo by Alan Chapman)

Other classes require con-

siderably more skill, however, and

they should offer greater appeal to

those who have come to watch.

One class is descriptively called

'Knock Down and Out". Each
contestant jumps his horse over as

many fences as he can, until the

horse has finally knocked down a

fence The challenge is that the

fences are arranged so that they

become progressively higher as

the horse continues. No judging will

really be required for this com
petition as the winner will be

determined simply by seeing

which horse cam jump the highest

in the series of fences.

Another competition which
promises to be interesting for

spectators is called "Open Handy
Hunter" It too tests jumping
ability, but the style of the jump is

more important than the height

reached Each horse is required to

jump over a course of eight fences

which are placed at angles to each
other The fences are all only three

feet high, but the quick turns which

the horse must make requires a

different kind of coordination from

that which is needed for high

jumps The outcome of this con

test, like the majority of the con-

teats, will be determined by the

verdict of the judge. Frank Flynn

For each competition, six ribbons

will be awarded.

Those interested in entering the

show must register at least one

class period before the contest in

which they wish to compete.

The Boots and Saddles Club

emphasizes that it is anxious to

have people from other colleges

and the community attend and

participate in its second Open

Horse Show of the year

PARTICIPATION FORM
Spring Marathon April 18-21, 1972

School of Education University of Massachusetts

Please return to Tom Paquin, Room 225 A, School of Education, UMass by

March 15, 1972 for inclusion in preliminary scheduleor April 11, 1972 for listing

in final Marathon schedule, events received after April 12 will be listed in a

supplementary schedule.

TITLE OF PRESENTATION:
,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EVENT(as you would like it to appear in final

schedule) : ___________ — —

—

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON(S) GIVING THE PRESENTATION:

LENGTH OF TIME NEEDED FOR THE EVENT: 1
hr

HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU WANT TO MAKE THE PRESENTATION:

SCHEDULE AT THE FOLLOWING TIME: Tues Wed Ihurs Fri __

BETWEEN THE HOURS OF: 8 a.m. 12 noon— 12 noon 4 p.m.__4 p.m. 7

pm.«J p.m. 10 p.m. _______

DESCRIPTION OF AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT NEEDED (If you have

access to your own, please use it): _ _____________-——-

SP
nneinAiT
o — IVC d
8 DAYS

1 NIGHTS

™ wro-MAi n. JH r all 584-5 1 71 or 586 2440
Only 40 -.« >v.ll.bl. - op* °_^«"d-""' ^'^SmoM

"5 col !<.*«• also: EUROPE™sSUMMER
call rat ooi wmnumm _*tb un!_——»

THE FOX
is

coming.

7: 30 and 9: 30

Feb. 25

SI B

RSO GROUPS
Maybe we can be a little more creative.

Please send copy of Fall '71 Marathon schedule

NAME ADDRESS:

PHONE (Where you can be reached to confirm scheduling):

More participation forms are available at the Marathon Office, Room 225 A

School of Education, UMass. Phone ^13 545 1585.

J

Dick And Jane

Become Victims

\K\V YORK When we show our

slides and make our speeches, we

make an impact." Joan Bartl said,

fanning herself with a thin, report

•Dick and Janes as Victims

If you have a daughter, the

slides, the speeches and the report

from the women on words and

wisdom task force of central New
Jersey NOW I National

Organization for Women > may be

of more than passing interest

Women usually are shocked."

Ms Bartl of Princeton. N J . said

in an interview 'What we are

exposing is concrete sexism in IS4

elementary school books."

The green covered report, in

progress since 1970. contains an

analysis o. Ml stereotyping in

school books

•'Girls are damaged by this

Ms Bartl said, but so are boys

They ;ire taught that they can't be

sissies or cry and that they must

always be strong
."

The school books from 14 major

publishing companies were

selected from among those in three

suburban New Jersey towns

'Dick and Jane as Victims,

shows that the typical girl in any

reader is a frilly little thing with a

smile on her pretty face and a

passive attitude toward life."

And the boy'' As the reader-

portray him. he's one with a look

of stern concentration

He is busy preparing to be a

man
"

"At specific issue," Ms Bartl

said, is the way in which mrls arc

portrayed the activities in which

they engage, the attitude- tin >

display, the way in which people

treat them, the generalizations

which tre made about them M
contrasted with the treatment of

Imivs."

Statistics cited by the task force

and based on an analysis of 27»>o

stories in the 134 txxiks are M
follows

liov centered stories to girl

centered stones, i to 2: adult male

main characters to adult lemalc

main characters. I to 1 male

biographies to female animal

stories 2 to 1 . male folk or fantasy

-tones to female folk or fanta-y

stories, 4 to 1.

"Particularly appalling is the

M ircity of female biographical

stones." the task force BOted

there are L'7 stories ar>out only 17

different women, whereas there

are 119 stones about K« men
An anahsis of content of stones

h cording to the task force shems

clever girls 33 times But dCVOT

bovs show up 131 times

the task tone also lound what it

describee as the eecond

theme nice ^irls finish last

< Reprinted from The Springfield

In ion J/.M/72I

*** Fi*r. W
You have worthwhile

projects. YES

So why give the student

body boring ads?

Creative ads are not only

aesthetically pleasing to the

eye, but often much more

effective. Ask the Volkswagen

people.

There is now an ad consultant in the collegian office

on Wednesdays from 2:30 - 4:00. Drop by. See what we can do

BEAUTIFY THE COLLEGIAN

*;3

...BY HIGH AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Sptld parking headache* in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE

Opp Century Shopping Pla/e' Eree parking for over 100 car.

WESTFIELO NORTHAMPTON JflSE dr

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

HOLYOKE 205 H,GH ST . . Next to Holyoke Nafi Bank

TEKOA

L

• •
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Culturnatives

Struggling For Self-Determination
By GILBERT J. SALK

One of the major problems we
face in attempting to make
changes in our lives is the fact that

we are constantly confronted with

huge, faceless, nameless in-

stitutions. We find over and over

again that there are no responsible

people, no avenues of appeal, no

guides.

It's not really a matter of some

malevolent force plotting to rob us

of our freedom; instead, it's the

crushing weight of expediency,

efficiency, and bureaucracy.

People who want to move against

the flow get swept under because

they don't have the skills to fight

the current, which moves ahead

blindly and inexorably.

What is needed is new tools, new

strengths, new information, new

communication. We all share

many frustrations, be they about

^K

KING STREET
(ACROSS FROM HAMPSHIRE LINCOLN-MERCURY)

NORTHAMPTON
Ponderosa Great steaks at easy-going prices. Service as sizzling as

the steaks. And always with a pleasant smile.
rrtlnrinn hooks

A place to take a family. Highchairs and western b.bs. Coloring books

and take-home toys. . _i

Coffee cups kept full. Refills of Coke, orange, lemonade and tea. ai-

W
And

ff

atove all. those dehc.ous Ponderosa steaks. Whole delicious

steak dfnners with baked potato, crisp tossed salad and roll The k nd

of steak dinner you wouldn't mind paying a whole lot more for. But you

don't have to. Ponderosa is here!

We re glad to be here. Stop in and you II be glad. too.

-

r
}

T-Bone Steak Dinner. _ -

Sirloin Steak Dinner.

Family Steak Dinner —_ —
Open Face Steak Sandwich and French Fries.

Chopped Steak Dinner.

$2-49

Chopped Steak Sandwich and French Frlea_ _ » •*•

Ail Dlnnae* Inch** **•* '<«*ho potato, • loaaad |nm aaiad and ovan w*nu «*

£1

uXWELLS'
ISLAND 1

*fV FCOOUOOE
MEMORIAL
MIDOE

PONDEROSA

i THRM-
COUNTY

I FAIR GROUND!
DOWNTOWN

PONDEROSA STEAK BOUSE
where tender things are dvva/s happening

school, jobs, interpersonal

relations, materialism, sexuality,

boredom, or any of a thousand

other possibilities. For most of us,

that frustration is ultimately a

very lonely thing. We feel it as our

own problem, and don't have ac-

cess to ways out.

The first step out is the

realization that the loneliness is

self-imposed, that there are others

sharing our frustrations, and that

we may find ways to join with them

to work through the problems. If

we can create for ourselves a kind

of support group (or series of

support groups) then we no longer

have to fight the current alone.

If we can find others who have

worked out their own paths, and

can demonstrate success, that will

add to our strength If we can learn

that we can make demands as

individuals or small groups, and

that our demands have legitimacy

over and above the demands of

institutions (because we are the

people the institutions were
created to serve) then we can push

aside negative responses until we
have our needs met.

This requires the willingness to

ignore negative responses, or at

least to remain undiscouraged by

them, a service which support

groups can greatly assist with

Support groups also provide a

means of pooling information. For

example, suppose you're into

communes. With a support group,

you can immediately pool the

factual information you already

have, and at the same time pool the

questions you have. After sharing

the task of getting the answers

together, your list of unknowns

about things such as land pur

chasing, farming, building,

maintenance, group norms,
finances, animals, child-raising.

etc., is greatly reduced. And with

the unknowns reduced, your own

internal strength to deal with

setbacks and frustrations will be

greater.

All of this is building up to a

proposal. Some people have spoken

to me about a possible information

clearinghouse for alternatives. It

will collect and disperse in-

formation on who's into what kinds

of things, who has info to share,

who needs advice, what alter

natives are being tried or who
wants to experiment, and similar

things. The idea sounds good to me,

and I'd be willing to put some time

into it if the interest is there.

This would provide a kind of

support group for support groups,

helping people get together with

other people and with information.

If anyone is interested in putting

some time and effort into an idea

like this, get in touch with me and

let's sit and rap for awhile. I can

usually be found in the draft

counselling office in 923 Campus
Center during the day Stop by

INTERESTING SPEAKER
For those of you interested in the

back to the land movement, or just

interested in one person's ex-

perience with alternative

lifestyles, a true pioneer will be on

campus next week Mildred

Loomis has been into

homesteading and communes
since the 40s She is the editor of

f'.reen Revolution, a magazine put

out by a Maryland commune and

dealing with cultural alternatives

She'll be speaking Tuesday. Feb

29. in 162 CC at 7:30 p.m. under the

sponsorship of this column and the

United Christian Foundation I

invite vou all to come.

PEACE.

Mon. and Tues., Feb. 28 and 29

Bowker Auditorium — 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UAAass Undergrads $1; Other Full-

Time Students $2; UAAass Faculty/Staff $3; General Public

$3.50

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter, Tel. 545-0202

Presented by the UAAass Fine Arts Council
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Meet A Maverick Tonight
Baseball's "incorrigible maverick", Bill Veeck. the

former owner of three major league teams, comes to

the Student Union Ballroom tonight at 8 p.m. under

the auspices of the Distinguished Visitors Program,

The topic of Mr. Veeck's lecture will be "Veeck-As

In Wreck
"

Baseball fans will never forget the day a midget

came up to bat in an American League game. In fact,

Bill Veeck may well go down in history merely for

that moment in 1951 when he sent Eddie Gaedel in for

the St. Louis Browns in asurprise move that rocked

the park.

But Bill Veeck's team-winning record stands a good

chance of being remembered too. When he took over

the Cleveland Indians, they went on to win the

American League pennant and the World Series in

1948. setting an all-time baseball attendance record of

over 2 1/2 million. He also achieved an American

League "first'* by hiring a Black outfielder, Larry

Doby. Later he brought in the oldest rookie in

baseball history, the 48-year-o'd Black pitcher

LeRoy( Satchel) Paige.

After selling the Indians and the Browns, Veeck

bought into the Chicago White Sox, another team that

won the American League pennant for him in 1959.

The Chicago Cubs and Milwaukee Brewers are two

other clubs with which he has been associated.

A promoter with a flair for entertaining the fans (he

introduced the exploding scoreboard) , Bill Veeck now

devotes much of his time to writing. An injury

received as a marine in World WarTTcost him a leg

but dampened none of his enthusiasm and vigor. He

makes frequent appearances on ABC-TV's "Wide

World of Sports. " He also has a syndicated five-

minute, five-day-a-week radio show of sports com-

ment, "Bill Veeck Views the World of Sports." His

syndicated columns and book reviews appear in

newspapers throughout the country in such cities as

Chicago, Denver, Detroit, Cleveland and Baltimore.

The Saturday Evening Post, Esquire, Sports

Illustrated and Reader's Digest are but a few of the

magazines that have carried his by-line.

The Phillips Academy (Andover), Los Alamos

School and Kenyon College-educated author has also

published an autobiography, "Veeck-As In Wreck,"

and (with Ed Linn) "The Hustler's Handbook," a

colorful and entertaining book on baseball and

promotion. He has a well-earned reputation as an

outspoken critic of "stodgy" baseball management.
In November of 1968, Bill Veeck became President

and Chief Executive of Suffolk Downs, the Boston

racetrack. As Arthur Daley of the New York Times

put it, "Now horse-racing, which desperately needs

crowd-appealing showmanship, has the master of the

art!" Veeck resigned this post in 1971.

A native of Illinois who now resides in Maryland,

Bill Veeck is married to a former publicity director of

Ice Capades. They have a large family and have

traveled so much around the country that each of

their children was born in a different state.

Bill Veeck. author of "Yeeck-ls A Wreck", will speak in the

Student Union Ballroom tonight at 8 P.M. Mr. Veeck has been on the

circuit man> ) ears, and maybe can fill vou in on some details of your

past baseball greats.

Teach At Day School

Chamber Or
Will Play Here Next Week

.. ..«-.• .rl • kl Ul e<E/Wjnn Donoiinlnil link

The University Day School has

ial spaces available to their

teaching team program, at various

times in the week. The Day School

offers an educational day care

HAPPY

21st

BIRTHDAY

PATTY

Luv & Kisses

program tor preschool children of

University students and staff

The teams teach either once or

twice a week, in four hour sessions,

and also meet for one hour plan-

ning groups The teams are made
up of students from Human
Development and Education, as

well as Psychology. Sociology and

other departments Some of the

team members receive pay from

work study, while others receive

credit, either from their own
department, or from Modular

Credit. Anyone interested in

toining a teaching team should call

the School. 545 2466 Team
eachers generally find their

-signment hard work, but they

.Iso insist that its good work

The Paul Kuentz Chamber Or

chestra of Paris will appear at the

I Mass Amherst for two concerts

under the auspices of the UMass
Fine Arts Council

The concerts scheduled for

Monday and Tuesday. Feb 28 and

29. in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

will introduce one of France's most

distinguished ensembles to Con

necticut Valley audiences.

The Orchestra has traveled

extensively throughout the world,

with a repertoire which spans

three centuries, from 17th century

Vivaldi to 20th* century masters

such as Albert Roussel

In this tour, the Paul Kuentz

( hamber Orchestra will be joined

l)v soloists. Barbara Schlick.

soprano, and Jean-Francois Dion,

on trumpet
Two different programs will be

offered at UMass. Monday. Feb
2H. the program will include

Mozart's "Erne Kleine Nacht-

musik;" Vivaldi's Concerto for

Four Violins and Orchestra;

Cantata No 51, "Jauchzet Gott in

Allen Landen" by Bach; Fanfares

from the Suite No 1 by Jean-

Joseph Mouret; and "Sinfonietta"

by Albert Roussel

The concluding concert.

Tuesday. Feb. 29, will include

Handel's Concerto Grosso in C
Major ("Alexander's Feast");
Bach's Concerto for Violin in A
Major. Scarlatti's Cantata for Solo

Voice and Trumpet "Sy le sponde

del Tebro;" Concerto for Trumpet.

Strings and Harpsichord in D
Major; and Serenade for Strings

by the contemporary composer.

Daniel Lesur
Reserved tickets for the concerts

are available by contacting the

Fine Arts Council. 125 Herter Hall.

University of Massachusetts.
Amherst. Mass 01002. telephone

545-0202. Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Box Office one

hour prior to each concer t

Buy One
\Get One Free

every

Wednesday
Night

BRUM'S
PIZZA

Corner of

Main & Triangle

256-6676

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

m \olkswagou Faslback l.ood con-

.in mm, low mileage ( all 5»-a4t* after *

p m
1*1-24

l'»i.2l hew Now convertible, good bodv

-w lire* and (op F-ngine needs work ( all

- i.' ask \>h Mil

tf2-2<

Discount slrreo ea.uip and accesa »-

tra.k tape* I2.W IKamond needle* Beg

f.4* now 13 W. mag r» r'» *-•%
, Mi-awn nite

tunning in mrm room. Mary I. yon In-

formation rail Mar> 211.

2-a

TRAVEL LESSONS

Tape rec - Roberts INK Vkai S on S

plavs and records both reel and carl \N<>

MinumuN II spkr* lo sell as *vstem or sep

5l5-a*7l
ii j n

I hrislopher Dennis vou have a secret

jdmirrr The Phantom
2-23

MHOI'K Till- -» MMKR (all lor

..uisianding rati* and dale*. SM-SI7I or

a3aV***>.
112-25

Recorder l.eswjn*

I rM-uiblr coaching

Beginner — litter —
(all Fred 2S3-S.ll*

H2-23

Thank* far Ihe smile Tweetie-pie

patches make It Please rail Jay 6-42S4

H2-23

t>t»* Italian 2**a couv •» speed, only

ml llJana or best offer 2S3-T.V1T

H2-2I

\M lush srttrrs * weeks shots

wormed 2.YI-22M.
If. J

i

REFRIGERATORS

i.l ihru Ylallbu auto Iran*

iiMiitllinn Must sell IK TH2-»3|g.

<..«x1

112-23

Super k movie camera — \n«comatlr

ST-iaa. «-l rallo room esel cond Main

cslra* I all Pete in :«• al 545-23**.

112-23

". scar guarantee made by Delmonlco, 3

cubic loot. IHS 5 cubic fool Iff Call f.ary

:'*-1Ka
lfI-2.

ENTERTAINMENT

iMWXotvn 122s automatic Radial tire*

|;:« or best odrr (all .W-XTM aflrr I

If 2 23

lid I'nrMhe coupr fng rrhuild. n*»

dutch, tlrrv hatlrr* . brake* fire

.urn onf Mu«t MaV br*l reasonable offer.

HO IF* afler « p m
tf2-23

TK I greal merh condHlon. complete ign

replacement, rebuilt carba and gen I new

radial!, rebuilt Irana I3P» Call 2S3-W77

Letting married" Diamond engagement

nng half-caral. reasonable (all H*V23»!

"«'r ""
U2-2S

I Ikbeta and ride to Jonl MHchell 2-2H-73

Music Mall (all Mf-a2l2 after S.

112-23

l<Mi.-. Jeep W agoneer « c > I 4 » d p Ji..7fl.

plo« law mileage »ery good condition,

many extra* IINM 2S3-24I2
tffoMal

ROOMMATES WANTED

I ilac Point Siamese hlllens n week* old

( all afler S p.m.. :>»-«»i»

If 2 -23

K lo *hare room in 1 bdrm PuffIon

I argr room, roommate not there often

I Ml in /mo Immed occ or March — June.

MfcVaaa*.
112-25

spkim. IN \( \IM I t ii lia g day* 7

nights tia I ni\ Jet IX I Open only la

xtud.ni* employee* and families af S

.ollegr. (all SM-SI7I
U2-2S

Spring \acalion. * day* on Spanish

Kiviera I2*». Kndtrp jet. hotel, etc (all

lover Krensky »7 ".heeler S4S-24I2. 2413.

or 24241.

tf2 2t

i ..i South spring brrah Bermuda —
treepart — Arapuko — Puerto Rico. «-

das package* from lit*. Karape In-

ternational, call Peggy 2S3-4MM7

lf2-2t

American Youth Hostle* Trip* la Japan,

depart Oakland June 3* or NYC Jals M.
tig or eight week*. Call 2S34M4 far in

formation
If 2 24

SERVICES

\mherst \udio rrsice*. stereo com-

ponent*, tape deck* for home or car 1*7

No Pleasant ftt . 2SC4I33.
tf»em

FLVINO MACHINES
SAI.I V MASH" KKI.I.KRMAN *

Bill (ORT TAKK OFFl ! I FRIDAY
I \>MN(,IN BRKWSTI-.RMcl l.OID

»i Ml \K s *> « 3* I* 3* DIRM TK.D BY

ROBKRT UTMIN 'MASH)
1/2-25.

TERMPAPERS
i|ulh> reference material — arujina

work and copies Term paper* of Amherst.

Rm 117. Amher»l. ( arriage Inn. N

Pleasant M. 2S«-*l*fi

U2 2S

LECTURE NOTES

1. 1 VH - dependable transportation but

n.cds clutch work Mini sell (all afler I

""' *•" „2-2S

12 Yell aulo battery . good cond. Priced

for quick sale. IS.** ( aH UayneMM
.,,er:,pm ^

Housemate's' wanted m or f. own

room. 7 ml lo campus, center of Sun-

derland IS" mo plus elet & phone ( all

Doug. Karen. I>ana B4W-4I 7K

TYPING
Typing - Ike***, dissertations, etc

last accurate Proofreading rdltlng if

desired llase (ireek 4 Science symbols

ail.
Isrm

MM |1> mouth Behedere sia wgn

standard trans . « cyl. (all 54«-»«34. 1225
1(2-24

WANTED

\ M bus new turn, rack * radio, (all

nfler 5 p.m 51*1472.
if z a

I oral Blues Band desperately need*

place to practice Will pa\ (all Mike >42

mu
, .
U2-27

I roommate wanted to share frnhed I

room apt in Northampton. Own bdrm 17*

& mil (all I. in Sii4-4u*3day».
If 3-

1

BOOK WANTED

Note* for Botany la*. Kcan i25. Geal l*t.

Phil HI'.. <k.\ IM. IS*. Hoc 1*1. 2M. 2S7. Zoo

1*1. i .is on sale in Room 31* Student In ion

li-2-23

MCI Notes for Micro 14*. Hist IS*. r>oa

12*. Psych 1*1. 2*2. 2*3. 2*5. 27*. 2M. 3*1.

323. 27*. 2**. >M. 325 and Food Sri 1*1 Rm
31* smdenl I lobby

If-2-a

FOR SALE

Kurplace wood l-sale apple A hard-

w«mU 1/2 cord lot* <g 123. (. *U MI26I by

Thurs for dellyer\ the following week.
H2-24

\rlksl wanted to do a portrait from

picture* only Price" (all Sieve al 253

*23H.
1(2-23

' r roommate* wanted Must be willing

to lisr in South Deer \ppro* 1 45 a month

(all 3K74I50* M-F 12 S
U2-23

< urrrnt Perspectives in Swial Psych.

Iliill.in<l. i A Hunt Ird edil .
t^37ufl

TUTORING

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Spanish and Portuguese.

\merica lor I 1/2 vears

conversation I all 1*!

Snow Tires Semperlt Hadial 1*5-14.

mounted on YKiB dl*c wheels. 15* pr (all

:,tv>4»n; or 545-2S5* *nd ask for (lib

lf2-7.i

\rtisans. craftsmen: The Collector. II

Bridge St Northampton, ha* workshop

and displav space available for lease 5*fi-

.13-1

Koommalc wanted for » olonial Ylllagc

\pi Own room, semi furnished Rent **•

plus 1 1 5* securilv deposit (all Paul 2>:i-

"> lux weekdavs.
1(2-24

Id earlv list of ** Western National

I'j.k Kmplovrr* — experience on

„,., .ssiirv tat.riK 7«1>K !«•*» Pla/a Slate

t ollegr Pa l**»l
tf^

I Ivedm I atln

Cmphasis on

112-24

SUMMER SUBLET

I urn I bdrm apt in ( olonial Yil, Jun I

In \ug II » ouple prefered. $l55/mo
1*2-251

STEREO EQUIPMENT

l double bed !». matching de»k and

hui caul 5 each. Ml fine condition t all 2S«-

,f2-2*

line guKar for beginner (all Ii 30-7 p.m

™ :-"
,12-25

APARTMENT FOR RENT

PERSONAL
I arge screen Wack * white TY I »ed

for ( ance lounge, (iood condition Price

negotiable (all Fli *5*i:v Per»i*t:
1(2-25

Two Bedroom Xpartment* for Im-

mediate rental. S-month lease.

lls-./month. includes ulil (all **S-J24«

davs or RS5-3575 niles.
If I II

WORK WANTED Dvna ISt power amp IWwattarm* 12a*

— hi « 1 1 211 ik best offer (all Bob W15-24**
.... . .. j »-«

Mtention Mothers will habvsit wkdavs

in mv home ages 1-1. 75* an hr Plea*e call

Hm Hs;: i imoin \pi.
2-23

JOB OPPORTUNITY

L

Head 3fl» »k*« 21* cm wllh Marker bind

ings UJ»i I ange boot* *iie I* 1/2 145. Bob

( oltlr HHH
tf2-23

Patlv* You made it: llappv 21st: Wis

orders! Don't vou dare come back to Mil

sober or vou II never get in: Happy Bda>

>* *J*. _ _
2-23

Two huge t ms. all dec — c*rpeled —
mod kitchen, hath disposal - stor sp <HI

HI ill Montague Ready Mar. l.H3S/mo

Painter turned student Ikg for pi lime

wk afln . eve . wkds \erv reasonable

rates i all Kev Ifi7-«I7S ifiranby I after fi

Pm
tf2-2S

Kcologv minded" Needestra I" New co

Retail, wholesale ft top management
openings No esper nee No obllg. For

details 527 1733

It22*

I ost Marv Mitchells slippers. Last seen

- •
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- Notices

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
The UMass. Amateur Radio Club

will have a meeting tonight at 7:00

p.m in Rm 175 CC. All Hams or

people interested in Amateur
welcome.

BANDS WANTED
Any band that is composed of 50*o

or more of UMass students is eligible

for competition in "The Instant

Karma Tournament" a battle of the

bands to be held at the S.U. Ballroom

on March 11. Call 253 3790 or 253 3313.

BICYCLE CLUB
Buy bicycles at a discount through

the UMass Bicycle Club. Come down
to our table in the CC today or contact

Lynn Avery. 546 6498

COMMUNITY CONTROLLED
POLICE
Table in CC, wed and Thurs , 11

am to 3 p m Police abuse stories

needed, anonymity oKay, tape

recording at table Ghostwriters

and press agent wanted, as well as

grass roots organizers, signatures,

contributions, questions welcome

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING
The Amherst Conservation

Commission will hold a public

hearing at 5 00 this afternoon in the

Town Room of the Town Hall

DICKINSON HOUSE
Sat Feb. 26 at 1 .00 p.m Dickinson

House is sponsoring a Whist Tour

nament for all Orchard Hill

residents For more info contact Jim,

6 6577 and watch for signs

ENVIRONMENTAL ARTS
ASSOCIATION
Meeting, 5 30 p m Skinner Hall

GREAT DECISIONS
Tonight is the fourth in a series of

it Decisions Programs All are

invited to attend at 7 30 m Noah

Webster main lounge

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT MAJORS
Organizational meeting of H D

Student Faculty Coordinating
Comm Sun Feb |7 at 7:30 rm 903

CC All interested students and

faculty, please attend

NEWMAN CLUB
There will be a Lenten Service

tonight at 7 00 p m Come

NAIADS
Holiday practices rescheduled for

Sat. Feb. 26. All times same except

Trio at 1.00 and Mixed Duet at 3:00.

Run thru at 5:00. All members must

attend.

N.E.S. TUTORS
The Thurs. bus to Springfield will

leave every week at 2 30 due to

recreational programs

OUTING CLUB
If you need a ride to the sale

tonight, meet in the Hatch at 9 p.m.

PICO SKI TRIP
if you want to ski Pico Peak Sat.,

Feb 26. call Grant 546 6800 or Chris

in Rm 433 at 5 2302 or come to the

RSO office in CC Thurs. 9 3

POVERTY COMMITTEE
There will bean important meeting

tonight in CC Rm. 803 at 6:00. All

interested are welcome.

PRE SOCIAL WORK STUDENTS
The Director of Admissions from

Smith College School for Social Work

will be on campus to talk with

students on Tues., Feb. 29 at 2:30. If

interested, please call the CASIAC

office (545 0974) and leave your

name.

SCUBA CLUB
Meeting in Curry Hicksat 700 p.m.

Bring bathing suits. Tanks may be

filled before the meeting We need a

Secretary! Any volunteers?

STUDENT ART ASSOCIATION
First General Meeting: All in

terested parties new members

welcome, film to be shown;

discussion of events planned for this

semester; Rm 165 169 CC at 7:00 p.m.

Wed. Feb. 23.

STUDENTS FOR MCGOVERN
There will be a meeting of students

for McGovern tonight at 8 p.m. in CC

903. All interested invited to attend.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Meeting 7 00 p.m. in902CC. Please

attend if you are interested in the

future of this club.

LOST
Male cat, Amherst/Sunderland

area Red white tiger; striped tail;

torn ear. Call 549 6227 day or night.

Pierced earring with large blue

turquoise like stone. Great sen

timental value. Call 665 3581

evenings.

Green wallet lost. Please return to

Renee, 430 Cance, 546 5125. Sen

timental value. Very important.

I lost my maroon and white striped

scarf last Fri. night somewhere
between Pierpont ice rink and the

Pond. Please call Sandy 68513

Green striped wool scarf lost Fri.

area of Paige Grinnell. Please call

Beth 253 3825.

Shoulder bag, brown, Wed.
Franklin. Finder keep the $2.00 but

bring rest to CC Lost and Found. All

Checks are stopped. Please, I am
broke. Thanks.

'73 class ring outside Greenough

Snack Bar Joe 6 7126 or 6 4529

FOUND
A scarf, found Sat. around Wor

cester Dining Commons. 105 Brown

65618. Ask for Pancho.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJUt*

L'Dra is innately shy These persons are

powerhouses, but they hold oaO. often

q ving the appearance of oemg weak Bo'

Libra can plan and can succeed no

matter what the obstacles if you want

my counsel, don't bet agamst Libra

Some famous persons born under this

fascinating todiacal sign include Johnny

Carson Charlton Heston and Rex Reed
• *

ARIES (March 21 April W) Vou gam
recognition from surprise source What

Appears a setback can boomerang m your

tawor You art able to finish, to find your

own st yle and ntar your own voice Check

household requirements
TAURUS (April K May JO) New

approach required m dealing with close

relatives Assert yourself be honest

about /our needs Stress independence

w.tnout being arrogant You get benefit of

new deal Take advantage of N

GEMINI (May Jt June JO' Money
<>.tuei>on is activated You succeed 'f

capable of rising above petty details

Otherw.se. there is delay with possiD'i >v

of loss Choice is your own Brooding.

leaiousy are destructive

CANCER (June J1 July JJ) You reach

agreement with one who opposed you

Siress versatility Have alternatives at

hand Be willing to expand Standing still

-vot add to security Legal decision is

due to rebound n your favor

LEO (July J3 Aug JJ) Maintain

steady pace You art able to eliminate

wasteful procedures Those who were

aided in past will return the favor Ob
st acles are overcome Maintain balance

and dedication You can achieve

VIRGO (Aug J3 Sept JJ) Friends

provide chance for you to make cnange

md progress Some wishes art fulfilled

Avoid the sensational Be analytical ana

seieci've Accent is on coming to terms

member ot opposite sen Do so

tiBRA (Sept JSOct JJ) What ap

peared a loss could boomerang m your

behalf You are concerned with goals and

now ambitions aMect domestic situation

Key is to keep harmony at home
Diplomatic approach results in Co

operation

SCORPIO (Oct J3 Nov ID You could

experience change of philosophy

Message from distant place has much to

do with your thinking See persons,

situations m light of realty Pisces is

involved Stop deceiving yourself

SAGITTARIUS (Nov JJ Dec 21)

/Vtore responsibility >s due You also get

chance to improve financial status

Accept special or overtime assignment

Family money discusston is m order

Those m authority will back you

CAPRICORN (Dec J2 Jan l»>

Recognize end of situation or relation

ship Finish rather than initiate proiect

Don t fail for sob story You have right to

hte of your own Message will become

increasingly clear

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II) Yougam
access to valuable information Leo aids

Be receptive Throw aside false pride Do

what must be done and do it efficiently

Visit on who is confined to home, hospital

Sinve for greater self confidence

PISCES (Feb !• March 20) Follow

through on hunch Learn by teaching

Means share knowledge Friend may
mean wetl but also could be misinformed

Suck to game plan Aquarian will offer

merestmg proposition Consider

carefully

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are perceptive creative, attractive to

opposite sex Th is could be a banner year

You gam emotionally and financially

September indicated as outstanding

month You have ability to seek and

obtain facts end put them together m
fascinating manner
Copyright 1»72. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Cut of meat
4 Caudal

appendage
8 Watch pocket

1

1

Mountain in

Crete

12 Lease
13 Jump
15 Entrance

17 Beam
19 Negative

20 Range ot

knowledge
21 Witty remark
22 Man s

nickname
23 Toward shelter

25 Chapeau
26 Pellet

27 Encountered
28 Aeriform fluid

29 Man's
nickname

30 Paid notice

31 Ties

33 Symbol for

calcium

35 Damp
36 Period of time

37 Novelty

38 Cook slowly

40 Exist

41 Doom
42 Chicken

43 Distress signal

44 Stroke

45 Babylonian
deity

46 Ventilate

47 Coniunction

50 Delineate

52 Sailors (colloq )

54 Guido's high

note

55 Sodium
chloride

56 Handle
57 Tear

DOWN

3 Offer for sale

4 Coniunction

5 Be ill

6 Negative
prefix

7 Dormouse
8 Insect

9 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

10 Trite

14 Take a vote

16 Golf mound

18 Near

21 Experts

22 Pronoun

23 Wine cup

24 Conducted
25 Possesses
26 Dance step

28 Ship channel

29 Nahoor sheep

31 Indefinite

number
32 Before

33 Household pet

IT
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34 fruit drink

35 Benign tumor
37 Parent

38 Lean to

39 Rips

40 Chief artery

41 Obese
43 Spanish for

yes

44 City in Italy

46 Shoemaker's
tool

47 Bitter vetch

48 Man's name
49 Knock
51 Cooled lava

53 Indefinite

article

Reflections:

Richard L. Bresciari

sm^tMmtntssgMg^MW^Msaagggg^^

Dick Bresciani was fired from his position as

Assistant Director of Sports Information at the

University of Massachusetts. The person who

fired him tired at first of pass it off as an

economy move. Later when this ruse wouldn't

wash, the same person drummed up one lame

excuse after another.

Many have come to Dick's aid to try to reverse

this decision-a decision fast becoming known as

one of the worst personnel actions ever. Earle

Barroll's fine recap and search for the facts

behind the incident is one of the more recent, fair,

and yet, apparently fruitless quests for the

rationale of this disgusting blunder. (See Collegian

November 15, 1971.)

In any case, Dick's dismissal is one of the most

disheartening events that I have ever known.

Since I heard of it, my emotions have run the

gamut from disbelief, to puzzlement, to rage, to

tears.

Dick's achievements in sports information have

been lauded long and loud over the past few

months. It is really sad that formal recognition of

his works as sports writer, official scorer, sports

data bank, a Varsity M Club prime mover and its

only recording secretary, and UMass booster

extraordinary, has come under such dire cir-

cumstances.
I've had the pleasure of knowing 'Bresh" since

we were freshman roommates in 1956. Besides the

usual things that make strong friendships, we had

sports as a common interest. For me, sports was

the heroics of a few stars, like Ted Williams and

Bob Cousy; a few memorized batting averages;

and a loyalty to the home town teams. But for

Bresh, sports was, and is, his reason for being.

Sports reporting is not so much Dick's livelihood

as it is his way of life.

The Sporting News came to the dorm weekly

and Bresh devoured it as he has done each week

since he was 12 years old. If you wanted to know

who was doing what in the majors or minors, what

his stats were, and who shined his shoes-Bresh

knew. In rehashing a game of any type, Bresh

could recap the circumstances, sequence of

events, and participants on any given play

Bresh's sensational gift of observation and

recall has become widely known-virtually

legendary. Of the hundreds of times I've mar

veiled at his skill, there is one time I remember

most. That was the time that Bresh ticked off

without hesitation the names of the four winning

pitchers in some obscure World Series of the

1920s, to a roomfull of unbelieving fraternity

brothers who then chased Dick from the room as if

exercising a warlock. Old "facts and figures

Bresciani could really do his thing.

Dick had a sports news program on WMUA for a

couple of years. His fine editing of the wire service

releases provided some good listening. Oc-

casionallv I would go with Dick to the station and

Id be the one with butterflies in the stomach when

the on-the-air" sign appeared. In his own sure,

basic style. Dick would carry it off beautifully,

scoff at the butterflies, and then head back to the

dorm to hit the books or to write a sports article for

a Boston newspaper (about the only coverage we

got then.)

To bring reality to his dean's list journalism

major and to prepare himself further for what had

to be-a career in sports writing-Bresh took a

summer job on a local newspaper. He gave me a

tour of the newspaper office and then we headed

for -what else, a Milford Legion baseball game.

"See that third baseman", Dick said. "I'm trying

to get him to go to UMass. He's got great hands

and a good bat. Tony Williams is going to play

third base for UMass some day." (He did too.)

Dick has always related well to athletes. He

knows them not only as statistics, but as people.

Ask these athletes; they know him. Or read some

of Dick's articles which have appeared in the

Alumnus over the years. Two of my favorites

especially reflect Bresh's basic knowledge of the

man behind the athlete- "The Big Guy" (Pete

Guyeska) and "Blood On His Knees" (Joe

DiSarcina). And there are other articles, news

releases, publicity brochures, and the like which

give not only the bricks and mortar but also the

heart and soul of the athletic program at the

University of Massachusetts.

You know, the years 1956-1960 were not exactly

the "big" years in the history of UMass sports. But

you wouldn't have known it by Dick's attitude.

Whatever the final score, the record books were

kept in top shape, the games' standouts extolled in

Bresh's sport editorials in the Collegian, and most

of all his hope for the future yearned for. The

"future" seemed to begin with the 1960-1961

football season. The team had a winning record

and a sweet victory over Harvard. It was the high

point in our five years of watching UMass

athletics. It seemed to forecast a fine beginning

for Dick in his new job.

For the previous two years, Dick had been

working part time in the Office of Sports In-

formation as a much needed assistant to Richard

Page. Now in 1960 Dick had his opportunity to

channel his skills and aptitudes into what he liked

to do best And for 12 years he has done what he

likes best better than most will ever know how

Bresh and I have maintained contact over the

years. It has always been a pleasure to be witness

to the pure joy in his voice or pen as he raved about

the development of the UMass athletic program

the great coaches, the superb talent of the players,

the super teams, the spirit of the fans-.

And so. I cried when I heard of Dick's ludicrous

firing. You see, I know the man. He will remain

the most perfectly matched person to his

profession that I have ever known

Post Script: These reflections may help to

describe just how complete a professional is Dick

Bresciani. But there are practical matters which

these comments cannot resolve. The now-retired

Director of Athletics was allowed to save face by

not rehiring Dick The Directors action is pitiful

and inexcusable in itself But perpetuation of an

error was bad as his borders on administrative

malpractice by the University of Massachusetts

Conrad P. Ferrara

Class of 1960

Women Gymnasts

Remain Unbeaten
By STEVE CARY

For the first appearance in the Cage of the women varsity gymnasts,

the snow on Saturday did no good. Clarion College was snowbound in

Pennsylvania, reducing the scheduled tri-meet to a dual, and the men s

meet was postponed until 6 p.m., dividing the anticipated audience an

hour before activities were to begin. Add to this the long weekend with its

vacant campus, and the gymnasts felt lucky to see the Cage only sparsely

populated for their most exciting win of the season.

The Vaudreuil Silhouettes of Canada have been the only guests of the

University this year on a comparable level of gymnastics with the UMass

women They have annually brought a team of tiny people here since

1969 led by Lise Aresenault and Daniele Bergeron, the only original

Silhouettes remaining. Their spirit and mature conduct on as well as off

the floor of competition make them a pleasure to watch, and although

they lost this meet by 1.15 points, the gracious attitudes set an example of

sportsmanship few teams follow.

Excepting a team disaster on the Balance Beam, UMass performed

confidently, scoring approximately one point above the Silhouettes on the

remaining three events. The beam was reportedly "unsteady on the

floating basketball floor, and at one point or another each UMass girl lost

it and fell, but the Canadians were like glue while treating the four inches

of wood beneath them as a plank. They led by a tenth going to the final

event Uneven Bars. Here the stronger women from UMass corrected

nicely, however, and brought the meet in the end to 93.80 for themselves

with 92.65 totalled by the Silhouettes.

Lise Aresenault won the All Around with a 34.00, and Margie Combs

was second at 33.25, with Daniele Bergeron third scoring 29.50 Placings

on the individual events were on Floor Exercise, Lise Aresenault first-

8 45 Anne Vexler second-8.15, and Margie Combs third-7.9; on Side Horse

Vaulting Lise Aresenault- 8.8, Combs-8.7, and Manna Rodriguez-7.9; on

Balance Beam Areseneault-8.5, Anne Burroughs-7.85. and Combs- 7.8;

and finaUy on the Unevens Margie Combs-8.85, Betsy East-8.55, and once

more Aresenault -8. 25.

These scores speak for themselves relative to the competition that

evening, but in comparison to last week's team total of 102, it is good to

understand that these ratings were more severe Although each routine is

ideally analyzed by four judges according to a perfect ten points,

discrepancies in routine scores can be noted over a period of weeks due to

the imperfect objectivity of the judges.

This objectivity is affected by a variety of circumstances, such as a

judge learning the routines and becoming more meticulous in grading

them a judge being impressed by what he or she sees in warmups, a

previous performance, good or bad, being recalled, or an enthusiastic

crowd making its presence felt, with all of this determining to an im-

portant extent the consistency of the scoring. This consistency in the

evaluations of routines in turn lends the outcome of the meet its validity

Tonight in the Springfield College Fieldhouse at 7 p.m. this all becomes

relevant The UMass women are the guests there of the present In

tercollegiate National Gymnastic Champions.

WMUA Covers
UMass Hockey
Tonight from the Boston arena,

Dan Kamal and Bill Rallou will be

bringing you all the action as the

Redmen skaters meet Boston State

in a key Division 2 match. Air time

is 7:50 p.m on 91.1 fm, the Voice of

UMass Sports

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344
Order a Frostline kit.

We'll throw in a
free lift ticket.

^^r 12vrenVr^rtr
n
wmter.

P
whether its Vai,.

Killington, or Lubbock. dQwn

And the matching Warm-up PanttlKVSO) A tun eng^n

out removing akia or taota- For daysma

3K and gTse ZSfiffirZ a tew ounces weigh, bu,

ma
All$

eSe 'k"s

a
aTe

h
pre-cut and pre-labeled Assembly

?he
y
k.ts made ,n America ... by everybody.

Ordermm or-* . P°.-d
J"

"
Jj-gJJ"^T^WZZXSSF.-„i.i«n,ri.«|.Dl«tedarommet» to Frostnne 'lwpi ^

GRACEFUL MARINA
RODRIGUEZ of the UMass
Women's gymnastics trams shows

the perfect form that has made her

one of UMass' best on the balance

beam. Tonight Marina and her

teammates will be at Springfield to

challenge the defending National

Champions.

W.C. FIELDS in

'My Little

Chickadee
SAT.. FEB. M

soc - SUB 7andtp.m

»i

exhibition
and sale

tents to nickel plated grommets to l

original
QrdpillCS purchases may be charged

University of Massachusetts

Campus Center

Wednesday, February 23

11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

CHAGALL, BASKIN, ROUAULTJAUMIER ANO MANY OTHERS

F3
ARRANGED BY FERDINAND ROTEN GALLERIES

BALTIMORE. MARYLAND

Eftry

Wednesday Night

GOOD M0RGEN

8:30 50*

Happy Hows
Daily

7 - 8 i
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MatmenPinned;Trackmen Impress
By JACKIE BOCK

The snow UMass experienced over the weekend brought

many surprises for many people, such as late busses,

spoiled weekend plans, dormitory depression, etc. But the

biggest surprise it brought the sports scene was the manner

in which the number one team in New England, UMass,

went to wrestle the number twenty ranked team in the

nation, the U.S. Military Academy.
The wrestling bill was to be New Hampshire on Saturday

afternoon at Durham, but weather conditions forced a

cancellation in those plans. Coach Barr, not wishing to waste

the preparation the team had put into the match, saw his

chance to get together with West Point for a dual match that

would really test the team's metal!

The Cadets happened to be in the area for a match with the

Springfield Chiefs and it was no real problem to run down to

Springfield for the match. The Cadets polished off SC 20-12

and were ready for the Redmen at 3:30. Their

lineup consisted of those wrestlers that had put them in

national acclaim and had gotten them the number five

ranking in the East.

The West Pointers, like their Navy and Air Force coun-

terparts, are a physically strong, well-conditioned team that

displays an aggressive attitude from the start of the match.

So it was to this that the Redmen had to shift their gears

from easy victory to extremely hard match.

The Cadets caught UMass at a good time because the boys

have been working extra hard in preparation for the New
Englands and were in good shape for the bouts which lasted

six instead of the normal eight minutes.

At 118 West Point had Jerry Hamilton, an able veteran

that was filling in for Larry Baltezore, sixth in the nation in

1971. UMass had Barry Godowsky, recently down from 126

pounds and ready to grapple. Hamilton had beaten Bob

Meyer of SC earlier in the afternoon and expected an easy

match with Barry, but suddenly found himself fighting for a

draw. Neither man could take the other down or ride the

other out, but both escaped and thus tied 1-1

Mike McGlaughlin met Jim McArdle of West Point in the

126 pound bout and saw why McArdle had beaten previously

undefeated Buddy Fenton of SC, as he lost 4-1. At the whistle,

McArdle came jumping off the mark, but Mike kept his calm

and stayed on the defensive long enough to set up an arm
drag. He missed the drag by a narrow margin but in the

process cooled McArdle off. It was only temporary, though,

as the Cadet escaped and took Mike down in the third period

and then saw Mike escape but remain behind as McArdle

had riding time and one point more.

The 134 lb. match sent freshman Dick Muri against West

Point's NCAA placer Bill James. James dominated the

match with two takedowns, an escape, and riding times.

Dick spent a lot of time keeping James from pressing his

advantage, but came through with a fine effort against a

very experienced wrestler. The final score was 6-1.

Clay Jester started off his bout by taking down Army's Ed

Hetrick but made the mistake of not bringing him to the mat

quick enough in the second period and was reversed and

ended up on the short side 8-2.

Captain Shelly Goldberg was out of the lineup, still feeling

the effects of a cold, but was ably replaced by Peter Rock.

Peter wrestled Bill Webb of Army and was very aggressive

but lost the takedown on a mistake in movement. He

reversed Webb at the end of the first period and received a

point for having his uniform pulled, but fell behind by virtue

of a reversal, predicament and riding time.

The 158 pound match was the bright spot in the afternoon

as Chris "Konan" Cadwallader bested Craig Nell 3-1. Chris

has established a reputation in New England with his

dexterity at a crab ride (which involves immobilizing the

opponent's hands and legs with your hands and legs in an

extended position) and he used it to good advantage as he

rode his man for the point after reversing him in the second

period. With Konan's victory the score stood 14-5, Army.

Mike Duffy was robbed in his match with Nage Damas
Duffy took Damas down and put him on his back and should

have received four points, but the referee only signaled two

and that made all the difference as Duffy lost 4-2, instead of

a tie or win.

Bruce Buckbee ran into the meet of the lineup as he came

on for the 177 pound bout against Ray Ritacco, a three year

veteran and one of the top men in his weight class in the

East. Bruce worked hard but was out-maneuvered a few

times on the way to a 9-3 defeat. It should be noted that at the

end of six, Ritacco was breathing hard while Bruce was only

mildly winded.

TWO-M1LER MIKE McCUSKER storms into his last

quarter mile in Saturday's UMass Yankee Conference track

title performance. Mike finished second to teammate Doug

O'Connell in this race. (MDC photo by Tom Derderian)

Dale Morgan of West Point dropped from heavyweight to

190 this season and is also one of the men to beat in the East,

plus being Army's best upper weight class man. Good as

Morgan is. he was still amazed at the perpetual motion

machine UMass calls John Connolly. John found Morgan
strong and determined, but never quit moving, as he lost 11-

3. In the locker room after the match, Morgan exclaimed.

"I'd sure like to get ahold of the vitamins they feed that

kid!"

For Carl Dambman it was an off the beam day as he

wrestled Mike Alden to a 0-0 draw in the heavyweight bout.

Carl was close to getting takedowns, but he was at the same
time close to the edge of the mat and out of bounds. He came
very close to picking up a reversal at the end of the second

period and came close to being reversed at the end of the

third.

In Coach Barr's words. "A 25-7 loss to West Point is better

than a shut-out against New Hampshire. When our boys

wrestle stiff competition like the academy their per-

formance improves 50%, in some cases, the next day."

When queried as to how often he would like to see UMass
wrestle teams like Army, Barr's reply was,"At least once a

week."
The team also felt that it was beneficial to wrestle the

Cadets and were of the same opinion voiced by Barry
Godowsky, "I think it really helped me for the New
Englands and we should do it again."

By EARLE BARROLL
While the UConn athletic department is dead set against

need the track program may deviate from the norm and ask

for need basis...that's need for a win over UMass in Yankee

Conference championships. On Saturday at Maine the

UMass tracksters derailed UConn for the third straight time

in championship competition dating back to last spring'*

and this past fall's track and cross country titles.

UConn coach Bob Kennedy was snowed in at Storrs and

was not able to make the long haul to Orono. The night

before he was the head official at a high school meet and

expected to make the trek on Saturday morning. It must

have been quite a shock to him when he picked up the phone

after the meet was over and his assistant coach told him

UMass had put it to them again.

For UMass coach Ken O'Brien this had to be a satisfying

moment for him, reminiscent of the cross country season

when he took a likewise young and inexperienced team all

the way to the conference title.

O'Brien has pointed to the total putting together of all the

good parts of this past dual meet season as the key to vic-

tory. "During the season some events were strong in some

meets and other events were strong in other meets and we

were very happy that we were able to put all the per-

formances together for this one meet," he said.

As a team the tracksters had probably the best overall

times for every event in the history of UMass track and it's

very encouraging when you figure that the majority of these

performers will be around for at least another two years.

It was perhaps the performance of co-captain Al Mangan

that exemplified the total effort on Saturday. During the

course of the regular season Al had not scored a point as the

captain. He felt pretty bad about it, but his performance on

Saturday redeemed his previous efforts.

He recalled, "I was in the unseeded heat of the 1000 and as

the gun went off, I could hear coach O'Brien's voice over the

rest of the crowd yelling 'you owe me this one' and this

really set me going to the entire race."

He finished second overall in the 1000 yard run in the

Conference.
•••••

Former UMass cross country ace Ron Wayne, who is now

a track aide for O'Brien, finished second in the 20 mile Silver

Lake Dodge marathon on Sunday. The one-time New

England collegiate cross country champion has been on the

comeback trail since late fall when he completed a six

month stint in the reserves.

His time of 1:51.15 was some three minutes behind the

winner Terry Gallagher, a former University of Kentucky

runner and left Wayne with a lot of enthusiasm for the up

and coming Boston Marathon on April 17.

Ron has been training 100 miles a week and his time for

this Sunday's race was equivalent to a 2:23 marathon which

would easily qualify him for the Olympic trials in Oregon

during the summer.
Wayne and Gallagher pulled away from the pack early

and led through 13 miles before Gallagher began pulling

away through the snow and slushy roads leading from

Hopkinton to Newton. At the 15 mile check point Wayne
Frongello from Boston State, a noted distance runner passed

Wayne, but three miles later found himself on the receiving

end of Wayne's finishing kick which nailed him second

place.

According to basketball coach Jack Leaman, if his team
wins its remaining five games then a third straight berth in

the N.I.T. is not out of the question. Their record will be 18-8

Saturday's shocker over Rhode Island was indeed a big,

big win as the Rams were coming off a big victory them-

selves over Providence. Remaining for the Redmen are four

games on the road and one at home with Maine this Satur-

day.

Leaman and his team will step into zoos at UNH, URI,
Maine and Fordham before the season ends. Right now
UMass is back in front in the conference as a result of

Saturday's trouncing, but Rhodey and Maine are right on

their heels with two losses.

Saturday night's game with Maine will be senior night for

Mike Pagliara, John Betancourt, Rich Vogeley and Chris

Coffin. These four were along with Julius Erving the first

pioneers in the UMass basketball surge to a place of

prominence in the east.

Boston
ByBILLBALLOU

Probably the favorite

recreational activity for the group

of budding hockey stars that now
find themselves around five years

of age is not hockey but sliding. In

fact, with the nice, new snowfall, a

lot of people have begun sliding

again.

In spite of the renewed interest in

the winter sport of sliding, there

are at least 20 or so people involved

in the UMass hockey program

doing their own "sliding" and not

liking it in the least

The Redmen, who were the

scourge of the Division up until a

week ago, ran into some tough luck

against UNH last Wednesday and

since then have gone straight

downhill. They beat Colby 7-1,

despite playing rather poorly, and

then dropped consecutive games to

Bowdoin and St. Anselm's.
So UMass now stands at 14-3 in

Division II, a good record but still

behind Buffalo with just one defeat

and Vermont with only two.

All this brings us to tonight and
Boston State. State, if you
remember, came into Orr Rink

earlier this season and scored

three goals in the first three

minutes before finally bowing to

UMass by 8-3. Their home games,
however, are played at the Boston

Arena and its egg-shaped ice

surface. Playing at the Arena,

according to Coach Jack Canniff,

"Is a big disadvantage."

But. since the Redmen could only

take two out of four on their recent

homestand, they have put them-

selves into the position of being

forced to win on the road.

The current skid has come at a

less than opportune time, as the

playoffs draw close. Canniff is not

particularly happy with the

Baily (Eqljfnian
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current tenor of things, but doesn't

plan any wholesale changes.
"We're down right now, no

question about it. But jeez, at this

point you've got to stick with what
you've got and ride this thing out."

If the Redmen do "ride it out"
against Boston State, they're going

to have to do it without the services

of goalie P.J. Flaherty who is out

indefinitely with a sprained ankle.

Either John Kiah or Chick Rheault
will start in his place. Also on the

doubtful list is Dennis Grabowski.
who spent yesterday in the in-

firmary undergoing tests to

determine what was wrong with
his stomach.
The main problem the redmen

seem afflicted with is lack of

scoring, brought on by poor
shooting. Canniff realizes this and
points it out.

"Just look Our leading scorer

(Pat Keenan) hasn't had a goal in

four games and just look at these

stat sheets. Every game we're

taking a load of shots, but we just

can't put them on goal We're only

putting half, sometimes less than

half, on the net."

Canniff is not an emotional man,

but he can't help but feel the

pressure of this little slump.

"I hope we break it soon," he

said, "because it'll be a lot easier

on my stomach."
Yours and Dennis Grabowski's,
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Weather

Snow, clearing today,

highs in the 20's. Windy.
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All hell broke loose 25 minutes after the opening of the Trustee meeting when members and supporters of Veterans Against the War disrupted the proceedings of
All hel broke loose. ... m'^*'* "*"*"'

,,uees to reconsider a motion from their last meeting which voided a ban against military recruitment on the Boston campus.

meeting room. Below them are the Trustees. (MDC Photos by Ann Gurnett)

Budget Cut, Trustees Confronted
^-J r-. _ ,,»,,, ;_: i u., ,u^ itu,cc. moriiatpiv following the meeting obligation to our students and

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
Boston-UMass President Robert

Wood at the monthly meeting of the

Trustees formally announced here

yesterday that the University has

been requested to take "sharp

reductions from our budget

requests in dollars and in teaching

positions
."

Wood's announcement was not

the only happening of the afternoon

as the proceedings suffered the

second major interruption in as

manv meetings Twenty-five

minutes after the opening of the

meeting. approximately 30

members and supporters of

Veterans Against the War <VAW>
disrupted the meeting At the last

meeting the supporters of Freda

Salzman staged a demonstration

during the meeting in order to

express their views to the

Trustees.

On The Inside : I

Nixon in China
See page 4

Trustees
Commentary

See page 8

Campus Carousel
See page 13

The VAW. joined by the I'Mass-

Boston-Dorchester Alliance

demanded that the trustees ad

dress themselves to the immediate

issues at hand such as the

recruiting policies on the Boston

campus, the Freda Salzman case

and the UMass-Boston-Dorchester

issue.

Chairman Joseph Healey ruled

that the protestors were out of

order and directed Trustee George

Pumphret to continue with his

particular business and to ignore

the loud, steady chants of the

demonstrators.

The Trustee's quickly finished

their business and prepared to deal

with the demonstrators At this

point the main issue at hand ac-

cording to the demonstrators was

that the meeting was a public

meeting, yet more than 30 people

were forced to remain outside, and

approximately a dozen police

officers were present outside of the

meeting room.
The Security Director of the

building ruled at this point that the

room was filled to capacity and

under no circumstances would he

allow more people in to the room or

allow the door to be opened in order

to accomodate the people outside

of the meeting room
Wood in a press briefing im

mediately following the meeting

said the real problem in the budget

cut is that it involves a "reduction

in money and a freeze on faculty

positions as enrollments go up
."

The trustees last August in their

budget presentation to the

Governor requested $89 million,

but this figure has now been cut to

72.5 million The trustees normally

expect a 10% cutback when they do

make a budget presentation such

as the $80 million requested last

year and the $65 million actually

received.

The problem is that the $16 5

million cutback this year

represents a 20% loss Wood ter

med this doubled reduction as

representing a "crisis" to the

I'niversity.

On the effect of the budget

cutback in relation to the average

UMass student. Wood said: "With

a growing enrollment next fall, the

figure of $1 ,550,000 < the executive s

recommended appropriation this

year for financial aid and for aid to

disadvantaged students) means
.lid per student will drop7%- while

costs increase and needs grow

As far as the freeze on faculty

positions is concerned. Wood
stated. We will work for the

restoration of faculty positions that

will permit us to fulfill our

obligation to our students and to

maintain the good name of the

l diversity."

The three year-old Salzman case

appears to be entering a new
dimension The Trustees latest

means of handling the case is to

eventually send the issue to their

own sub-corn mittee-the Committee
of Faculty and Education Policy

The Trustees within the week
will determine the exact issue

which will be heard before the

committee At this point they will

also make arrangements for an

open hearing in front of the com-
mittee for Ms Salzman
Mr George Salzman demanded

that the Trustees give him access

to files which contain allegations

against Ms. Salzman. These
allegations were cited by Chan
cellor Broderick of Boston when he

rejected the Tenure and Grievance
Committees recommendation to

reappoint Ms Salzman
"For over I year now, the

Trustee- ind the President have

Ignored rm repeated requests lor

access to setr« allegations against

me allegations which I am certain

are slanderous and which I ob

Piously must have an opportunity

to rebut By preventing my appeal.

the Trustees demonstrated that

(continued on page 2)
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Veeck-Baseball Needs A Change, As Do We
By MARK VOGLER

Sporting world personality Bill

Veeck entertained a crowd of about

200 last night in the Student Union
Ballroom by unloading a barrage

of baseball anecdotes before
making a joint proposal to

revolutionize the national past

time sport and the American way
of life in general.

"Baseball has fallen into evi!

ways of late," remarked Veeck. It

has fallen from the professional

national game to a sorry second.

And the grateful way of saying this

is that it has actually become dull

"Part of the fault has been the

refusal of the baseball organization

to recognize the need for change in

sportsman Bill Veeck entertained a crowd of 200 last night with his

talk on the game of baseball and the American way of life, i MIX
photo by Carl Nash)

SOS Starts Funds Drive
Students will be given a direct opportunity today to rectify the

horrifying and inhumane conditions which now exist at the

Belchertown State School for the retarded.

Students Offering Support (SOS) will man a table in the Campus
Center concourse level between 9.00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. in order to

solicit support and funds from students who are interested in

supporting the class suit filed by 28 parents in U.S. District Court

which would alleviate many of the inhumane conditions and unjust

policies at Belchertown.

the society. It was a game that was
beautifully adapted to the 90's and

20's, but football, basketball, and

hockey have become more
dominant now, Veeck continued.

"It's rather a shame too,

because baseball is the only game
left open to a man of average size.

Basketball requires a fellow to be

seven feet tall and football requires

a man of the same width. The

difference is that these sports are

in a continuous state of change,

change that has been calculated to

make the game more interesting

from the fan's standpoint.

"Now I'm not saying that

baseball hasn't made some
changes too. Well, I can't think of

'em off hand -oh yes. The giant

strides in the future. ..they've taken

the collars off the uniform, you

can't throw a glove on the field

anymore, and you're not allowed to

wear white kangaroo shoes."

Some of the changes that Veeck
pointed out for the betterment of

baseball included installing a
permanent offensive unit using a

steady pinch hitter. and
designating a special man to pinch

run ( "It's ridiculous They ought to

get someone like Jesse Owens who
can run It's better than watching
some guy waddle from 1st to

2nd")

After elaborating on baseball

and its needed changes for a spell.

Veeck directed his attention to the

establishment and the way it

discourages change of any kind

"I didn't mean to harangue you
with baseball.'' the speaker told his

audience. "I've come here to

Trustees Discuss

Budget Reductions
(continued from page 1)

they were not seriously dedicated

to their own supposed principle

that all personnal reviews should

be "full, fair, informed, and im-

partial ." said Ms. Salzman

The veterans were en masse at

the meeting since the Trustees in
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their January meeting and voiced

a ban on military recruiting on the

Boston campus
John Hopkins, a representative

of VAW and a UMass student,

addressed the Trustees and called

for the trustees "to lead the fight

against the war."
"We oppose military recruit

ment on campus." said Hopkins

who asked the trustees to take an
immediate vote on their position

concerning recruitment on cam-
pus The Trustees decided to

reconsider the recruitment vote at

their next meeting
Mike Levi, a representative of

the UMass-Boston-Dorchester
Alliance and a UMass student, said

that student influx in the Dor-

chester area because of the

opening of the UMass Boston
complex at Columbia Point without

sufficient student housing, would
cause a high rate of eviction

notices and a rise in rents to

residents who come from the lower

income bracket.

Levi asked the Trustees to delay

the opening of the Boston project

until a comprehensive plan for

student housing could be for-

mulated in the Dorchester area.
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recommend change in the

homogenized, computerized, and

mechanized world which traps us

all I'm here to open cells to oppose

bigness, numbers, and machines in

insidious ways.

"Did it ever occur to you what

you could do to an IBM card with a

pin? We have a right to be people,

to be human, not to. become

numbers. If you don't fight this

right, then you'll become
syphers."

Besides his message to those on

hand, Veeck kept everybody in the

i rowd in stitches with his hesitant,

but hilarious tales of baseball lore

and his clever insertions of puns

throughout the evening. He spun a

dandv yarn about Early Wynn. the

former Chicago White Sox hurler

who won over 300 games in his

career.

Early Wynn was the only man
to throw his curve ball high and get

away with it," recalled Veeck. "He
wasn't the meanest pitcher, but he

certainly was one of the most
miserable out there

I remember the day when he

u;ts pitching to his son. and the boy

knocked the ball right over the

fence The ball went further over

the fence on the next pitch Then
the boy hit the dirt and his helmet

went flying off as daddy tried to

skull em. I called out to him:

What are you doing that for. that s

your kid! ' He snapped back : What
difference does it make the bumb
had a bat in his hand, didn't he?!"

"The point that I'm trying to

make," said Veeck. "is that Early-

contested everything You students

out there should contest more
often Change is the most im-

portant thing thatyou can create.

The best way is not always the way
that it has been done before. One
thing more that I better add is be a
little late than Early."

Veeck opened up his ad-libing

talk on the rightnote by comically

lamenting over the small turnout.

Speaking in behalf of his old

beloved St. Louis Browns, one-time
patsies of the American League,
Veeck put it this way: "Well, I

actually didn't expect a crowd this

large tonight. For crowds this

large we'd had played a double

header

"You know, the St. Louis Browns
were really ingenious. We never
lost a ball game the same way. We
used to celebrate a winning streak

of one straight

"One thing we had was
character, though I don't think

that you can develop character and
win Winning isn't the most im-

portant thing- it's the only thing

Not everything about the Browns
was bad, unless you watched
everyday And no one did."

One of the questions that made
the night was in regard to how
Veeck would handle the Boston

Red Sox if they were his own. He
wag ready lor this one The
speaker chuckled a bit and then

gave the response short and sweet

:

"How much time do you ha\o"

May I start with Tom Yawkey and
work right down from there'' If you
think that I feel that the recent

trades will help the Red Sox get

closer to the Orioles, no. I don't

But it's certainly a nice change of

faces
"

A question and answer period

followed the talk, along with a

coffee hour in the Colonial Lounge

A Better Way To Spend Your Date ?
By CAROL CHRISTIANSEN

"Go petitioning with your date," was the

proposition made at a WMPIRG (Western
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group)

meeting attended by about twenty students last night

at seven o'clock in the Campus Center.

The purpose of the meeting was to organize

volunteers to collect the 2000 signatures still needed

to put the bill for student funding of WMPIRG before

the Board of Trustees. Carl Sapolin and Alan Yelsey

of WMPIRG expressed optimism that this goal would

be reached within two weeks, but volunteers willing

to make a commitment to petition are needed.

The reasons for employing a semi-coercive method
to collect WMPIRG money were also explained at the

meeting. It would cost twenty cents per student to put

an optional check box on the fall semester bill' if

money were collected next year by donations the

process would be long and tedious; incoming fresh-

men will not be familiar with WMPIRG Those
students not willing to donate the two dollars may
collect their refund beginning the third week of the

semester.

Several alternatives for making refund collection

easier for students are being considered. Students

may be able to receive their money fron their heads
of residence, or from a central office in each dorm
complex.
Following the meeting, which lasted half an hour,

volunteers were organized into groups to petition in

Southwest.

Ken Kesey To Speak At A.-C. Tonight
"A Spit in the Ocean" will be the

topic of a lecture by novelist Ken
Kesey at Amherst College on
Thursday, Feb 24.

Sponsored by Amherst FORUM,
the student lecture committee, the

event will take place at 8 p.m. in

Johnson Chapel. It is open to the

public without charge

Kesey's writing career began in

1962 with the publication of "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,"

described by one critic as "an

honest, claustrophobic,
stylistically brilliant first novel

which makes us shiver as we
laugh. .. paradoxically, it keeps us

'in balance' by revealing our

madness."

Utilizing his own style. Kesey
describes it as a "style of change
...I do not want to write like

anybody else. I do not want to be
part of the Movement. I want to

keep moving."
Following the talk in Johnson

Chapel, there will be a reception

and dance for Mr Kesey in the

Alumni Gymnasium, featuring the

music of the Holy Modal Rounders,
the nationally known country rock

group, and the Buffalo Chips

Southwest

SINema

Endless
Summer

Hamden Commons
Fri., Feb. 25

Sand 10 p.m. 50€
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Mobe Funding Refused Again
By MARY SMITH

A motion to rescind an earlier

decision not to fund the University

Mobilization Committee was
defeated at last night's Student

Senate meeting. The 42-25-3 vote

was recorded after a heated
discussion, which included the

presentation of a slide show
depicting the continuing role of

American involvement in Indo-

China.

Also at last night's meeting, the

Senate, in a Special Business

Motion, condemned the Board of

Trustees for their handling of

recent issues relating to the Boston

Campus. The bill, presented by

Vice-President Larry Ladd and co-

sponsored by Senator Nick

Apostola, instructs Senate

President Lee Sandwen to submit

specific motions to the Board

regarding theFreidaSalzman case,

the expansion of the Boston

Campus into the Dorchester area,

and the Trustees' vote to overrule a

student decision to ban military

recruiters from the Boston

Campus.
The debate concerning the

funding of MOBE followed the slide

show produced by the American
Friends Service Committee. The
show, presented as debate infavor

of MOBE, deals with U.S. com-
plicity in the air war in South East

Asia. Because of a ten-minute limit

imposed by the Senate, the slide

show was reduced to less than half

of its usual length.

Vice-President Larry Ladd
opened discussion in favor of

MOBE by citing MOBE's con-

tinued activism in the anti-war

movement. Ladd argued that the

question of funding MOBE was one

that gave the Senate an ethical

perspective of what a student

government is and what interests it

should represent.

Following Ladd, MOBE Co-
chairperson Chuck Kenyon
reminded the Senate of the vital

service MOBE has performed in

educating the University com-
munity. Citing the various Teach-
ins and organizational work in

conjunction with the National
Peace Action Coalition, along with

the work done in surrounding
areas, Kenyon refuted charges
that the MOBE was not functioning

in an effective manner Also

voicing support for funding were
Senators Whalen and Stevens, who
deplored the immorality of the

killing in SE Asia.

Opposition to the motion was led

by Senator Robert Waters. Waters

claimed that the tactics used by the

MOBE were simply propaganda,

showing little intelligence, and

similar to those used by Joe Mc-

Carthy in his Communist
allegations.

Also opposed to the motion were

Senators Tackeff and Casper.

Tackeff questioned the validity of

the slide show, proposing that the

wounded children pictured in the

slide could have been wounded by

North Vietnamese forces. Senator

Casper opposed the motion on the

grounds that he agreed with the

aims of MOBE, but not with

the tactics they employ.
Tom Moriarty, former co-

chairperson of MOBE, was allowed

to defend the organization.

Arguing that organized opposition

to the war is necessary and that

simply wanting the war to end

would accomplish nothing,

Moriarty reminded the Senate that

the SMC is the only effective peace

group on campus He refuted the

charge that the MOBE is not in-

teracting with the community by

citing the extensive leafletting

done in Amherst, Hadley,

Greenfield and Northampton.

Senator Bill Staton summed up

the opposition to the MOBE.
Claiming that a difference exists

between agreeing with MOBE and

agreeing to fund the Committee,

Staton stated that he did not feel

that the funding of MOBE coin-

cided with the interests of the

majority of the student body. The

question was called and defeated,

yet the negative vote does not

preclude the possibility of MOBE
resubmitting an additional motion

for funds.

The Special Business motion

concerning the Board of Trustees

resulted from yesterday's heavily

policed Trustee meeting. Repor-

ting on the meeting, Vice-

President Ladd stated that the

meeting was deliberately held in a

room which allowed only a limited

number of spectators. The motion

instructs President Sandwen to

submit three motions to the

Trustees. The first would require

the Board to hold open hearings on

the Freida Salzman case. The
second bill urges reconsideration

of a recent Trustee ruling that

overturned a decision by the

Boston Student Senate to ban
military recruiters from the

Campus The final motion instructs

the Trustees to hold additional

public hearings concerning UMass
expansion in Dorchester.

In other business the Senate

defeated a motion to fund the

Fencing Club. The Senate also

passed a motion to support SOS, a

state-wide organization formed to

support the Belchertown State

School class suit

Nick Apostola addresses Senate Meeting about yesterday's Commentary
Trustee meeting. (MDC Photo by Al Jagoda.)

Panelists Disagree

On Children Marxism

Amherst Elections Follow Trend

Bv ETHEL HARRIS
"Chile's Marxist Experiment:

What Does It Mean For the

Americas?", the fourth in the 1972

Great Decision series, was the

topic of last night's panel

discussion in Webster Lounge

Discussion centered around the

effects of the recently elected

Marxist government of Salvador

Allende upon the United States and

other Latin American nations.

Moderator of the panel was

Luther Allen of the UMass political

science department Panelists

included Michael Best. UMass

economics department Harvey

Kline. UMass political science

department; Arthur Gillette of the

UMass School of International

Education; and Eliance Ortegon, a

graduate student of Mt Holyoke

College
Professor Kline stated that he

favored the Allende government,

but was doubtful that it would

succeed. He explained that the

Socialists have previously been in

power as the Popular Front during

the 1930s. Previous parties, ac-

cording to Kline, supported the

status quo; yet the Communists

and Socialists neither favor sub-

version, nor advocate change

through violence

Kline also cited problems which

the Allende government would

face Chief among those were a

coalition government and no clear

majority in Congress, a very high

inflation rate <35% in the past

year ) , nationalization of the copper

mines, and a concentration of

domestic capital in the hands of a
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few.

According to Michael Best, the

reason for the change in govern

ment was largely economic He
explained how "capitalism inhibits

underdeveloped countries ";

because an underdeveloped nation

depends on trade with other

nations, it must also be politically

subordinate to them Increasing

inequalities within underdeveloped

nations cannot be solved without a

redistribution of wealth or an in

crease in wages. Best claimed, but

neither is happening in the

capitalistic countries

Ms Ortegon commented on the

reactions of the students at

Catholic University in Santiago,

where she had been teaching, to

the Allende government She

stated that many university

students opposed the present

regime
One of the reasons for students'

lack of enthusiasm for the Allende

government, according to Ms
Ortegon. was their annoyance over

the attempt of the government to

control the university TV channels,

the only one not pro-Allende This

point was disputed by Arthur

Gillette He claimed that only one

station was shut down, not to stop

opposition, but because the station

was in violation of anti-sedition

laws, and the previous goverment

had refused to renew its license

Gillette also cited problem areas

with which Allende will have to

deal, chiefly with problems of

health and education. He also

stressed the importance of unity

within the Allende coalition of

Communists and Socialists

Questions from the audience

related to the nature of the Allende

coalition, the policy and programs

of the Christian Democrat Party,

and the possibility of combining

democracy and socialism in one

nation

(Editor's Note: We will try to get

part two of this article, a

discussion of the student vote on

the elections in tomorrow's
Collegian.)

Bv CHARLEY BERKOW
Voters in Amherst clearly opted

for change in Tuesday's town

elections, the first since the voting

age was lowered to 18.

But the change in the non-

partisan Board of Selectmen
elections followed a trend started

last year, and student effect on the

election is debatable (literally).

In short, the young (relatively;

this means 30-40 as opposed to 50-

70). progressive candidates for

selectmen won this year.

Bob Garvey, a winner and the

second highest vote getter in the

town-wide four man selectman

race, had campaigned on a plat

form of change for the town

government structure

Frank Decker, a retired per-

sonnel consultant, campaigned on

a platform of non-change in the

town government structure, and

finished last.

Leo Bouchard, a Master Elec-

trician, and former Democratic

Town Committee chairman,

finished first in the balloting He

was endorsed by Student Senate

President Lee Sandwen, and was

considered a liberal

Stephen Keedy, an insurance

agent, mentioned by a high town

official as having a more con-

servative image, came in third in

the balloting; he lost He is a

veteran of six years as a Select-

man, and was the only incumbent

running

H Hills Skillings. the other

Selectman who was up for re registered Republicans in

election this year, and also the Amherst Just a few years ago, he

bearer of a conservative image, said,, the Republicans out

has retired numbered the Democrats two-to-

one.

"Two years ago," said a town

official, "the Board was all older,

more conservative Republicans."

Last year. Norman McCloud. the

Chairman of the Board, lost in a

race with Nancy Eddy and Michael

Sullivan. Jr.. both younger, and

considered to be more liberal and

Democratic. The other incumbent,

also older, had retired.

But the new members were still

outnumbered on the board. 3 to 2

Now, the balance of progressives

to conservatives has shifted to 1 to

4.

All the votes I have witnessed in

about 10 Board of Selectmen

meetings have been unanimous

It's fine that 5 people can agree so

often on so many things It seems,

though, that the Selectmen are

persuaded in the meeting to vote

with the majority, or that the

bickering goes on behind closed

doors One indication of this is

suggested in a recent rules change

passed by the Selectmen The

change, proposed by Nancy Eddy,

restricts the matters that can be

discussed in executive session

-

behind closed doors.

Selectman Michael Sullivan, Jr.,

elected last year, thinks that the

changes in the Selectmen come

from basic changes in the com-

munity. He noted that registered

Democrats now outnumber

Sullivan thinks that the party

shift is part of a shift in the con

stituency to younger more liberal

people

Selectman-Elect I>eo Bouchard

agrees. He told the MDC yesterday

that he thought that "the change in

the composition of the Board of

Selectmen reflects a change in the

character of the town
"

The Town Manager, Allen

Torrey. was appointed by the

Selectmen in 1954. when the Board

was still composed of a majority of

Republicans However, his position

is probably not in jeopardy, even

with the shift of the composition of

the Board to the younger, more
progressive Selectmen Nobody

has spoken of replacing Torrey;

most Selectmen appear satisfied

with his work

Given the recent trends though

one has to wonder if Merle Howes

will be able to retain his position as

Chairman of the Board of Select

men He is up for re-election for his

third three-year term next year.

A veteran of five years, he is the

most senior of the Selectmen. He
tends to be associated with the

more traditional Selectmen in

Amherst, and they have not been

doing too well lately, judging from

Tuesday's election.
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China Talks Hint Improved Relations
PEKING I A P) President Nixon

and Premier Chou En-lai held

another long session Wednesday,
and more friendly Chinese over-

tures lent hope that the leaders are
charting ways for improving
relations between their nations

Before the opening of the second

four hour meeting in as many
days. Chou indicated tome
American correspondents could

>t.ty on for a look at China after

Nixon leaves next week.

After the meeting. Chou escorted

the President and Mrs. Nixon to a

sports show at Capital Stadium and

about 18.000 waiting Chinese ap-

plauded as the presidential party

entered At the gymnasium, Nixon
u;is seen by the largest live

audience since he arrived Monday
This added to his public exposure,

already underscored by the sellout

of the People s Daily when it gave
lavish display to the first accounts

of his visit

Another gesture regarded sj

friendly was the fact that the da) 's

meeting between Nixon and Chou
was held at the guest house where
the Nixons are staying The two
previous sessions had been held in

the Great Hall of the People

Again the atmosphere was
friendly Nixon and Chou laughed

^^pn>

STUDY IN CONTRAST smart looking American stewardess is led

by Chinese woman official of Shangai Revolutionary council to

Shanghai airport terminal. (API

and joked Before the doors closed

Chou told the waiting reporters, "If

the press wants to see any more

places, they can apply to the

Department of Information. You

don't have much time here."

How are you all?" Chou asked

the American correspondents.

'They're better than they

deserve. the President in-

terjected.

Nixon asked Chou if the snowy

weather would prevent the visitors

from seeing the Great Wall outside

Peking Thursday The premier

predicted that the weather would

"turn fine
"

No word of what is under

discussion has come from behind

the closed doors But it seemed
certain they were covering ideas

cultural and scientific ex-

ehanges a Nixon goal, and
perhaps had discussed Vietnam

No one expects the Chinese to

give on Nixon's peace plan tor

Indochina Chou made clear bet ore

the President arrived in China that

the plan was unacceptable.

Possibly reflecting Hanoi's
certainty on this. George Wald. a

Harvard antiwar professor, said in

Hong Kong on his arrival Wed-
nesday from North Vietnam: "I

think the Chinese are going to hold
the linp on Vietnam." But Wald

added that the North Vietnamese
"have had the same feeling of

uneasiness as the American peace
movement in the past few months
about which way China might go."

Nixon's plan calls for a complete
U.S. troop withdrawal from
Vietnam within six months of an
agreement, and new elections in

South Vietnam with President
Nguyen Van Thieu resigning a

month before the vote. In return

North Vietnam would release all

war prisoners.

The North Vietnamese so far

have avoided any press or radio

mention of Nixon's trip.

Behind the show of Chinese
friendliness may be a desire to

worry the Russians. The Soviet

leaders are well aware that the

remote Mao Tse tung. in an almost
unprecedented gesture, sau Nixon
on his first day in Peking. They
know that Chou has made an
outward show of friendliness to

Nixon after therather low-key
reception at the airport upon the

President's arrival.

The Kremlin also is aware that

People's Daily splashed a

propaganda-free account of

Nixon's Tuesday complete with

pictures of the President with Mao
and the premier

In Brief...
Social Srcuritv Increase?

WASHINGTON <AP) — A 20 per cent Social Security benefit

increase-instead of the 5 per cent provided by pending legislation-

was started down the legislative ways Wednesday with a powerful

shove from Rep. Wilbur D. Mills.

The Arkansas Democrat, chairman of the tax-writing Ways and
Means Committee, introduced a bill that would make the increase

effective June 1.

IRS Issues Candidate Guidelines

WASHINGTON <AP) — The Internal Revenue Service issued

temporary guidelines Wednesday under the new Campaign
Financing Act and disclosed candidates must file forms if con-

tributions for their campaigns are to be eligible for a tax deduction

or credit

In addition, the IRS said, individual taxpayers must get a written

receipt from a candidate or campaign committee to substantiate

the tax deductions or credit to be allowed for the first time on 1972

returns.

Kennedy III Happy To Get Out
\ I ill \> \l'i Joseph P. Kennedy III. free from an ordeal of

captivity aboard a hijacked jumbo jetliner, stopped here Wed-
!ay on his way to Frankfurt "It s great to be out." he said, and

placed a five minute telephone call to his mother in the United

States.

Young Joe. eldest son of the late Sen Robert F Kennedy, and 117

other male passengers were freed from the hijacked Lufthansa jet

Tuesday night.

U.S. Resumes Paris Peace Talks
P \RIS < APi-The Vietnam peace

talks, suspended for a week by the

Cnited States, resume Thursday
under the shadow of the U.S.-

Chinese summit meeting in

Peking
Despite disclaimers by both U.S.

and Chinese officials that the

Vietnam war can be moved toward
settlement in Peking, observers

here assumed that the subject

would come up in some form and
the discussions between President

Nixon and Premier Chou En lai

might have a major influence on

the conflict.

Asked if they are concerned that

the war might be settled behind

their backs in Peking, one of their

principal allies. North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong delegates to the

Paris talks point to official Chinese

statements of support and
assertions that Paris is the place to

settle the war.

China has repeatedly voiced

support for the Vietnamese
Communist peace plans They call

for total IS. withdrawal from
South Vietnam by a fixed time
limit, repatriation of prisoners and
the ouster of President Nguyen
Van Thieu of South Vietnam
The Cnited States and South

Vietnam, in their peace plan.

promise I S withdrawal within six

V.C Continue Attacks

Priest Busted For Speech
ISHLAND, Wiv I \P> The Re\

James E Groppi, charged earlier

in the day with disorderly conduct

for an allegedly obscene remark
during a speech Tuesday night,

said Wednesday the accusation

was "unbelievable
"

"Sounds like I walked into a

pretty conservative area," the

civil rights priest said in

Milwaukee, where he is an
associate pastor at St Michael's

Catholic parish

Dist. Atty William Chase of

Ashland County in the far northern

tip of the state said the summons

being forwarded to Milwaukee
orders Groppi to appear before

Ashland County Judge Walter H.

• ate March 1 to answer the charge,

which was brought by John
Chappie, a newsman for the

Ashland Daily Press

Groppi indicated that he would

comply, but would have to confer

with his attorneys first

SAIGON . \P i Enemy troops hit

military positions and villages in

South Vietnam again Wednesday
while in the central highlands
rangers battled a North Viet

namese company in the Chu-Pa
Mountains
Most of the North Vietnamese

and Viet Cong attacks were limited

to small rocket and mortar
mlts The hit and-run shelling

tactic has been the pattern of the
attacks since the enemy forces

stepped up ground activity
Saturday.

In another development,
military sources in Pleiku said four
Chinese manufactured copies of

the powerful Russian 160mm

mortar have been located in dif-

terent area* ol the central
highlands near Fire Base 5. nor
thwest of Kontum
The UKHi-pound mortar, which

has a range of more than four
miles was used against the French
in Indochina in 1953 It is moved
about on wheels.

months of an agreement, which
also calls for new presidential

elections with Thieu resigning a

month before

Thursday's 145th session of the

talks normally would have been
held Feb 17 But U.S. Ambassador
William J Porter balked at holding

a meeting then because of an in

ternational anti-war conference in

nearby Versailles Feb 11 -13

Porter called the Versailles
gathering a horde of Communist
controlled agitators" and refused

to attend a meeting of the peace
talks in the atmosphere he said the

conference created
The Versailles World Assembly

i>t Paris for Peace and In-

dependence of the Indochmese
Peoples backed the Communist
peace plan>
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Supporters for Angela Davis gather in a parking lot across the street from the Santa Clara Superior

Court. Demonstrations had been banned near the courthouse but a permit was obtained for this rally.

(AP)

Hartke Senate Seat Contested
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Supreme Court Wed-

nesday cleared the way for a recount of Sen. Vance

Hartke's narrow victory over former Rep. Richard L.

Roudebush in 1970.

The 5-2 decision held a second counting of contested

ballots in 11 Indiana counties would not usurp the

Senate's authority to be the final judge of the

qualifications of its members.
Justice Potter Stewart rested his majority opinion

on the constitutional provision that the states

prescribe I the times, places and manner of holding

elections. "A recount does not prevent the Senate

from independently evaluating the election any more

than the initial count does."' he said.

Roudebush, now an official with the Veterans

Administration, said the ruling was expected and it

pleased him. "Not to allow a recount would be in-

conceivable to me because there would be no local

method of investigating any election irregularities,''

he said.

Hartke, campaigning in New Hampshire for the

Democratic presidential nomination, was expected to

issue a statement later

A Democrat, Hartke retained his seat over

Republican Roudebush by a plurality of 4,383 votes

out of more than 1 ,730,000cast-a margin of about one

vote a precinct.

Two weeks later Roudebush asked for the recount

in 464 precincts scattered through 11 counties in-

cluding populous Marion County Indianapolis.

However, a federal district court granted Hartke an

injunction. He was seated by the Senate for a third

term "without prejudice'' to the outcome of

Roudebush s appeal.

Stewart stressed that the Senate is free to reject

Hartke or Roudebush, however the recount turns out.

and conduct its own tally. But, he said, "a recount is

an integral part of the Indiana electoral process and

is within the gambit of the broad powers delegated to

the states."

In a second ruling and by the same vote the court

held tenants do not have a constitutional right to hold

back their rent until landlords fix their dilapidated

dwellings.

"We do not denigrate the importance of decent,

safe and sanitary housing," said Justice White in

rejecting a Portland couple's challenge of an Oregon
eviction law. "But the Constitution does not provide

judicial remedies for every social and economic ill."

The couple, Donald and Edna Lindsey, were or-

dered evicted from their house when they refused to

pay their $100-a-month rent until the landlord made
repairs. The house had been declared unfit for

habitation by city officicials.

White said the Lindseys could have sued the lan-

dlord in a separate action, but there is nothing in the

Constitution that guarantees tenants "access to

dwellings of a particular quality or any recognition of

the right of the tenant to occupy the real property of

his landlord beyond the term of his lease without the

payment of rent..."

justice Douglas, in dissent, described the state law

as feudal and said it is rooted in agrarian society.
•

' In the setting of modern urban life, the home, even

though it be in the slums, is where man's roots are,"

Douglas wrote. "To put him into the street when the

slum landlord, not the slum tenant, is the real culprit

deprives the tenant of a fundamental right without

any real opportunity to defend."

In a third ruling, a unanimous court protected

workers who assist the National Labor Relations

Board in investigating unfair labor charges against

their boss.

The decision came in the case of four men who were

fired by an electrical contractor in Springfield, Mo.,

after they gave statements to an NLRB examiner.

In a fourth ruling, the court admonished federal

judges to rule promptly on appeals by servicemen for

discharge as conscientious objectors once their

claims have been rejected by military authorities.

Davis Gets Bail

After 16 Months
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP)-A judge ruled Wednesday that Angela Davis

could be freed immediately on bail after 16 months imprisonment on

murder-kidnap charges, the prosecutor in her case said.

Assistant Atty. Gen. Albert Harris Jr. told newsmen after a closed-

chambers hearing that Superior Court Judge Richard E. Arnason had set

bail at $102,500.

The judge also ordered that Miss Davis' trial on murder, kidnap and

conspiracy charges open here Monday as scheduled, Harris said.

Earlier, Miss Davis' chief attorney, Howard Moore Jr., left the hearing

and told newsmen and about 100 supporters of the black revolutionary:

"We got what we came for."

The group responded with a loud cheer and Moore departed, saying he

was going to prepare necessary legal papers.

The defense won the hearing on bail on grounds that the California

Supreme Court last week ruled the death penalty unconstitutional. Under

state law, capital crimes such as murder have been nonbailable offenses.

Harris told newsmen that the prosecution agreed that Miss Davis would

be eligible for bail if the high court decision stood.

In no case, Harris argued, should Miss Davis be freed before the

decision became final in 30 days.

He said that the attorney general's office plans to ask the Supreme

Court to rehear its decision filed last Friday.

Asked how Arnason responded to the prosecution argument, Harris

said : "He feels no good purpose will be served by delay."

"I think what he is doing is contrary to law," Harris said, but he added

that the state plans no appeal.

Miss Davis, 28, is charged in the Aug. 7, 1970, shooting that claimed four

lives at the courthouse in San Rafael, north of San Francisco.

She is accused of furnishing four guns used in the shooting. The four

victims were a judge, two convicts and a youth who helped the convicts in

an escape attempt.

Harris said Arnason stipulated that Miss Davis could be freed on the

posting of $2,500 cash and a $100,000 bond.

The National United Committee to Free Angela Davis had announced

before the hearing it was prepared to post bail.

"We have Miss Davis' bail ready should it be set today. We also have a

place for her to live. All arrangements are confidential," the committee

said in a statement.

The committee said Miss Davis had decided to grant no news in-

terviews for at least three weeks.

Harris said the jud>_»e stipulated that Miss Davis could not leave the San

Francisco Bay An . while on bail. Specific boundaries were not im-

mediately defined

Prior to the state Supreme Court ruling, Harris had opposed several

defense petitions seeking bail for Miss Davis.

He had argued that California law prohibits bail in capital cases where

there is a strong presumption of guilt or evidence the defendant might

flee.

Arnason denied bail on that basis last June 15. However, immediately

after the state court announced its death penalty ruling, Arnason said it

•certainly changed entirely the restrictions I felt were compelling when I

ruled on the bail."

Miss Davis was arrested Oct. 13, 1970 in a N (>w York City motel and was

returned to California two months later.

China Trip Costs $300, 000
WASHINGTON <AP> -President

Nixon's trip to China is costing

taxpayers at least $300,000 for

transportation alone Total costs

could be several times that

amount
The White House says it hasn't

calculated the trip's cost. Some
estimates can be made, however,
based on such known expenses as

the hourly operating costs of the

presidential jet

But the cost of the taxpayers is

dwarfed by the multimillion dollar

outlays being made by the
television networks and other news
organizations to provide coverage
of the President's trip. Media
expenses include, for example, 10

cents a word for dispatches
transmitted from China
Probably the biggest single

government expense category is

transportation

Herald TravelersThreatened

By WHDH License Loss
BOSTON ( AP>-A lawver for WH-

DH, Inc., said loss of WHDH TV-

operation of Boston's Channel 5

would result in the loss of one of the

city's newspapers, presumably the

Herald Traveler

WHDH. Inc . is a subsidiary of

the Boston Hearld-Traveler Corp.,

which also publishes the daily

morning newspaper. The Boston

Herald Traveler.

The statement on the loss of the

newspaper came from William J

Dempsey, attorney for WHDH.
when he moved in the U.S. Court of

Appeals Tuesday for a stay in a

Federal Communications Com-
mission order giving Boston

Broadcaster. Inc , BBI authority to

begin broadcasting on Channel I

March 19.

Dempsey said that:

"The termination of WHDH TV
operations on March 10 will result

in a loss of established TV service,

with consequent injury to WHDH
stockholders and will cause
disruption between WHDH and

many community organizations,

advertisers and other parties with

whom WHDH is presently dealing

and has dealt with over the past 14

years and would result in the loss

of one of Boston's two standard-

sized newspapers."

SALLY KELLERMAN — BUD CORT

"BREWSTER
McCLOUD"

(1971 — in color — with William Windom)
Brewster lives in the Houston

Astrodome, can he fly?

Directed by Robert Altman (AA.A.S.H.)
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Parking rate went up recently in an effort to allow the garage to

operate without a deficit. ( MDC photo by Al Jagoda

)

Petition To Circulate

On Improving Commons
By LAI K A Dl BOVVSKI

At a one-hour meeting in the Campus Center Tuesday night, the

iate Food Services Committee decided to circulate a general

petition about improving existing conditions of the food depart-

ment.
Led by Chairwoman Donita White and Co-chairman Mike Pipp.

the committee discussed plans to notify the student body about

Food Services, arranged to post announcements in the dorms about

the petition, and agreed to attend the bi-weekly food testing days.

It was ascertained that the petition would include requests for

better food, cleanliness, and an overall improvement in the at-

mosphere of the Dining Commons. Five hundred petitions with

space for 50 names on each will be printed up this week and

distributed to the volunteer petitioners at the next weekly meeting

At this time, the decision will be made as to what day to petition and

where to petition ( at the Dining Commons or in the dorms I

At the meeting, attention was pointed at the lack of knowledge

most students have about the Food Services Special note was given

to the fact that the Committee meetings are no longer held with

members of the Administration (the heads of the Food Depart-

ment!, as they were in the past Now Food Services is affiliated

with the Student Senate and possesses power It was also brought to

light that many students remain unaware of the fact that the price

of meal tickets is going up next semester.

The handful of committee members who attended the meeting

approved of the idea to place announcements on the floors of all the

dorms on campus. This would serve to inform the students of the

)d Services plan to circulate the petition and tell them of their

tentative plan for a one-two-or three meals a day ticket

Arrangements were made for committee members to attend the

food-testing days held every Tuesday and Thursday These tests,

open to the public, are usually given from 2 : 30 to 3 30

It was the general consensus at the end of the meetings that every

effort should be made to increase membership and involvement in

the Food Services

r
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Parking
The Parking Office requests all

students with cars parked on the

Central Area Mill to move their

vehicles for the day, today, so

that the Physical Plant can plow

the road. Students can tern

Doranly move their cars to either

Clark Hill Rd. or the Area 2

Parking Lot. In addition, the

Physical Plant is planning to

plow E Lot on Saturday morning,

and they again request students

with cars parked in this lot to

move them to Clark Hill Rd. or

Area 2 for the day.
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Tuition Workshop Held
A conference of all State and Community Colleges

dealing with the tuition issue at State Schools was

held at UMass last weekend. The Conference,

sponsored by the University and State Com-

munications Council (USCC), was primarily a

workshop to inform all schools of the present status ot

the tuition issue and to air student sentiment per-

taining to this issue.

After lengthy discussions, the college represen^

tatives adoptd the stance that none of the proposed

legislative tuition bills were acceptable or sup-

portable at the present time because no study has

shown what would be the actual effects of a new

tuition policy on students and on the schools them-

selves.

The bills that the conferees discussed are ones that

have been filed in the State Legislature calling for a

rise in tuition at all state institutions of higher lear-

ning There are two ways in which the tuition can be

raised at Massachusetts schools. First, the Board of

Trustees of that particular school has the power to

raise the tuition fee at that school. However, this

prerogative has very seldom been used. The State

Legislature is also given the power to raise tuition at

state schools. Some members of the Legislature have

filed bills calling for an increase in tuition fees.

Why do some people feel an increase is warranted/

students now pay $200 a year in tuition fees. This

money goes into a general fund of the State. This

means that all money going into the fund does not

necessarily have to be put back into education but can

be distributed to some other department in the

Commonwealth.
It has been said that this year it is generally con-

ceded that Massachusetts is in an economic bind.

Many Legislator are inclined to view a raise in tuition

fees as a possible source of extra revenue. This ac

counts for most of the bills filed dealing with tuition

hikes.

Bills already filed call for a deferred tuition plan,

where the tuition would be raised to a maximum of

$1200 but up to $1000 of this cost could be paid back

after graduation. Another bill calls for an increase in

tuition for those who can afford an increase. This bill

bases the tuition fee on the ability of an individual to

pay
A third set of bills calls for an increase of tuition

anywhere between 35% to 60% of instructional costs

at a particular school. For UMass Amherst this would

mean tuition could be raised to between $800 and

$1400 annually. This increase would be on top of

regular room, board and activity fees

Because the effect of these bills on student

enrollment has not been studied, the Conference

members felt that they could not support any of these

tuition bills at the present time.

The Joint Education Committee will hold hearings

on tuition bills in Boston on March 7. After hearing

public sentiment on the bills, the Committee will give

positive or negative recommendations for passage

The bills will then be voted on by the House and the

Senate.

Members of the Conference felt that the most ef-

fective way of letting legislators know student feeling

on this issue would be to encourage their respective

student bodies to either visit their Legislator or write

him a personal letter explaining exactly how a tuition

hike would effect him personally. It was also agreed

that letters to hometown newspapers would be an

effective way of publicizing student viewpoints.

Another meeting of the State and Community
Colleges w ill be held this Saturday at Quinsigamond
Community College in Worcester.

Garage Rates Up To 'Break Even'
By srs.w HUBBARD

'Parking rates have increased

as of February 14 in the Campus
(Vnter parking garage in order to

reach a break even' point in

garage funding.*' states Donald

Witkoski. manager of the Campus
(enter Hotel and Garage
Rates for parking increased

from $10 per hour to $15 per hour,

with $ 75 being the maximum fee

for a 12 hour period The monthly

rate for student parking increased

from $1000 to $15.00

rs from parking go toward the

maintenance of the garage as well

as toward payment of construction

expenses Temporary financing

and municipal bonding are em
ployed in the payment of these

original building costs

Nil student funds were involved

in the construction of the Campus
Center parage

First proposed in October '71. the

new rate increase was given final

approval |ust recently

After such a proposal for in

ised parking rates is made, it

must be submitted to a parking

committee for study, then pass the

Rents and Fees Committee of the

Student Senate and be approved by

the Board of Trustees.

( oncerning traffic in the garage.

Witkoski said that the number of

vehicles using the facility has

increased during the past school

\ear However, the rate increase

will only bring the garage up to the

self maintaining level.

In the future, we project

$:>o.oooon worth of operating costs

and approximately $250,000 00 for

payment on the municipal bond
yearly.'

-

said Witkoski.

According to William Hogan.
\ssistant Comptroller, temporary
financing of the parking garage
will be in effect at least until

December '73 Permanent bonds

may be issued after this date

No additional rate increases are

anticipated in the near future \

long as other parking conditions

remain the same, the garage rates

will remain competitive." ob-

served Hogan.
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Belchertown-Children Suffer Most
(Editor's Note: The following is

the third in a six-part series on the

Belchertown State School. It was
originally printed in the
Springfield Union.)

Belchertown State School is hell

for adults.

But it's the children who suffer

most. They are the victims of

legislative neglect and inhuman
treatment practiced by the state in

the name of economy.
A child's intelligence is formed

in large part by the time he is

seven.

"They have a genius for lear-

ning'' one preschool learning
center puts it.

The President's Committee on
the Mentally Retarded says "the

range of an individual's in-

telligence is largely set in earliest

childhood. It can be blunted in

those same early years by a

limiting, harsh, negative en-

vironment

"

largely because the staff budget

and needed construction have so

long been ignored by the

legislators, Belchertown provides

such a harsh negative en-

vironment Experts say this can
make a child more retarded.

And Belchertown can also make
a normal child, placed there by

mistake, a retarded individual.

Being placed in Belchertown

from early childhood almost
guarantees a child will never

develop into a person capable of

limited self care, said Dr. Phillip

Wakstein
Early placement practically

insures that an individual will

require an estimated 65 years of

full institutional care. At a current

cost of $3800 per year, that's a

lifetime.

The staff itself can't be blamed
for the conditions at the institution

Most are dedicated to children

Some have performed near-

miracles with the young
The General Court bears much of

the blame. Its short-sighted

programs saving a few dollars

now, but resulting in the $250,000

cost over the life of a retarded

person at Belchertown
Many of the children at

Belchertown could be with in

tensive individual work —
educated so they could live outside

Belchertown as near normal
persons

But the children at Belchertown

mostly ignored, l«'ft to amuse
themselves in any way they can.

Many rsCSPC the humdrum life

through insanity, just as their older

counterparts »l-ewhere on the

grounds, leaving children both

retarded and seriously disturbed

emotionally

To develop to their highest

potential, the children need a lot of

individual attention, someone to

play with them in ways that will

expand their limited minds and

learning power
But one staff member isn't

availabe to work long hours with

four to six children Instead there

are three attendants during the

day in Nursery II. a building where

34 severely retarded youngsters

aged 6 to 12 live.

Without constructive programs, children such as this cerebral

palsy victim are forced to play alone. (Photo by Vinnie D'Addario)

These people spend perhaps two
hours per day working with the

children The rest of the time they

spend on housekeeping chores and
routine things like taking children

to the bathroom.
Nursery II itself is a smaller

version of the huge warehouses for

adults, beds placed end to end in a

sea of child- sized bunks.

The day rooms, where children

spend most of their waking time,

are disgraceful There is a large

room with a terazzo floor which
easily can injure a young head or

knee.

Hard wooden benches, replicas

of prison made seats in the adult

buildings, ring the walls Prison-

made benches, are much cheaper

than soft little chairs.

The television set is in a glass

and steel cage, along with a couple

of old auto tires and some empty
plastic bottles for the kids to play

with

Mary Donoghue of Holyoke
teaches at Belchertown. an

example of the young and
dedicated staff now coming to the

institution.

She complains she has too many
i hildren to teach and not enough

time to spend with each one stir

can't do ;»n effective jol> because

each child needs a lot ot individual

attention,

'The lants can't do
anything either.' she ^aid How
can they, with meals to take care

of. cleaning up. getting everybody
to the bathroom and everything

dee?"
Miss Donoghue teaches in a

basement classroom at Nursery II.

something that would not be

permitted at a normal school The
classroom is called the "Westover

Room" because the Officers Wives

Club at the air base donated

equipment and painted the room,

adding bright murals to the walls.

To reach the classroom, the

children must walk down a narrow.

dark concrete stairway which
twists and turns Many of the

children must be carried down
because they are too scared to

walk down the stairs themselves

The other staff people must take

laundry and other material up and
down the same stairway, the

laundry bags often as wide or

wider than the passage.

Conditions are a little better at

Tadgell Nursery, one of the few

buildings at Belchertown where
someone was willing to have his

name attached But the building,

opened in 1963, was designed to

continue the same warehousing
of people

The walls have been painted in

pastel colors, but the same endless

sea of beds and the same hard-floor

day rooms are there, too. There

are more people to care for the

children, mostly because the in

fants and young children must

have more care.

Because there is a larger staff,

more teaching can take place

Nursery school classrooms are

located in the building S<

adults supervise and teach 48
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children during meals. Most of the

children can feed themselves and
some are learning the alphabet and
other things, like numbers.

Intensive long-term play therapy

is not available. A jungle gym and
other playthings are in the day
room, but most of the kids just sit

on the floor. They don't have
anyone to teach them what the

jungle gym is for.

In the infirmary, where the

multiple handicapped live, star-

tling strides forward have been
made. But conditions are far from
ideal.

Mrs. Marion Wadsworth,
assistant director of nursing and
director of the federal grant
program, has directed major ef-

forts in rehabilitation

In one section, children who used

to be completely bedridden now
walk, crawl or sit in wheelchairs.

The nursing staff has taught

many to feed themselves. Others in

the infirmary are making progress

never before believed possible at

Belchertown.

Other positive things include

occupational therapy in ceramics,

with many awards and blue rib-

bons given to residents at fairs and
shows A shop area produces

brushes made entirely by hand, a

complex operation the residents

are able to learn.

But for most of the children

living in Belchertown, the chronic

staff shortage and the philosophy

that warehousing of the retarded is

the cheapest and best way to treat

them means they will not reach

their maximum potential

Until Dr. M. Phillip Wakstein.

former regional director of mental
retardation for the Department of

Mental Health, put a new policy

into effect less than a year ago,

death was almost the only exit

from the institution.

It still is no easy task to be

discharged from Belchertown
Nearly three years ago two 4-year-

old children were admitted. One
year later they were diagnosed as

deaf — not necessarily retarded. It

took more than a year after their

deafness was discovered for the

two children to be released.

Fortunately the character of

Belchertown is starting to change,

though slowly. Admissions have
been curtailed for all but

emergency cases in an attempt to

reduce the overcrowded con-

ditions. The institution is now
about 30 per cent over capacity.

Because of new state-supported

programs, all but the most
severely retarded can be kept at

home or in their own communities.

Unfortunately, because of a lack

of appropriations, many people

who would benefit by these

programs are still being in-

stitutionalized.

Eventually, Belchertown will

become strictly a long-term
residential care center, the
trainable residents who now help

operate the institution giving way
to an entirely paid staff

But Belchertown should not now,
or in the future, continue to be an
institution which blunts the
development of the very children

and adults it should be making self-

sufficient

It should be a crime to strip the

humanity from its residents,
warehousing them like cold-

storage eggs, forcing them into

insanity as an escape from the

humdrum existence the com-
monwealth forces upon them
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Bored of Trustees

Another play in the theatre of the absurd took place

yesterday on the twenty-first floor of the Saltonstall

building. The Trustees had their monthly meeting. As time

passes, though, it looks as though the actors have become
more serious. Imagine-yesterday's meeting was so an-

ticipated as to cause the trustees to forego lunch

!

More seriously, though, the trustees seem to possess as a

body very little to interest students. Any work of major

importance that comes before the Board is handled in

secret meeting before the Board makes their monthly

public appearance. When the trustees do get around to

letting the press and the students have a peek at what's

going on, anything crucial to student or academic affairs

has already been dealt with. They feed their constituents

the crumbs of their lunchtime discussion and. one and one-

half hours later, having fulfilled their duties as Trustees of

the University of Massachusetts, they retire, yawns
hidden behind self-righteous smiles.

Where does this leave the student 9 Impaled on the sharp

end of the stick, so to speak. You may well get a group

together and go to the meeting with hopes of disrupting it

and getting something constructive done. But it hardly

seems worth it. Between the police and the monotonous

red tape, you'll find yourself yawning, too.

Were Postponing The Sheriffs Talk On Law V
Order, Kmmalee, And Holding Our School

Boycott Rally Tonight Instead*

MA6NG.L ir\

Three groups entertained the trustees at their

monthly meeting held yesterday at the Saltonstall

Building in Boston. The meeting, which was

originally scheduled to be held in a restaurant at

Westminster was moved to the Boston site to both

allow more people in to see it and because it is easier

to secure a state owned building than a private

restaurant.

The meeting was called to order by Chairman

Healy, who stated that the different protest groups

would be heard in their entirety after the scheduled

agenda was completed.

After accepting the minutes of the previous

meeting, President Wood made his statement, which

will have the most immediate impact on all con-

cerned, with the University: The University will

operate under a 'standstill" budget of $72,530,052.

The trustees originally asked for $88,822,775.

President Wood stated "no new faculty positions are

authorized for any of our campuses." and that the

total enrollment will grow by 1.684 new students.

He indicated a pattern of "large classes and litUe

leeway for innovation" in the future will result from

tight budgets. He also stated that financial aid per

student will drop seven per cent, even though costs

are rising.

As the other items on the agenda were taken up, the

protest groups present began to grow restless. After

circulating a ballot among themselves, they decided

that enough of the usual items were taken care of and

that it was time to go on to the more important

matters of the day: military recruiting on the Boston

campus, the local housing conditions at the Dor-

chester area (near the new home of UMass-Boston),

and the Frieda Salzman case.

The trustees wanted none of these disruptions out of

order and continued their meeting while several

members of the protest group started speeches on

their own Much of what was said by both sides was
lost to the stale air of the room
The trustees' reactions to the hubbub ranged from

amusement to resentment Most remained amused in

an all of manner
When the trustees finished their business, the

student groups began theirs Protestors were heard

in a slightly more orderly fashion. They were
rightfully resentful of the many State Capitol Police,

small meeting room, and large numbers of jour-

nalists and photographers in attendance

Apparently. President Wood had previously or-

dered an orderly meeting. As people first entered, the

man in charge of security was telling people where to

sit Because of his decision in placement, i.e. straight

looking people sitting in the front, the student

protestors would probably have liked to tell the

security chief where to sit.

John Hopkins, a UMass-Boston student was per-

mitted to address the trustees on their decision

voiding the ban on militarv recruitment at the Boston

campus. As is usually done, the trustees promised to

make a further study of the case.

Hopkins probably turned off some of the trustees

when he accused them of their complicity in the

Vietnam War. Some of them were just not able to

relate to the idea that on campus military recruiting

adds to the war effort.

Speaking for a group who think that Dorchester

rents are being raised and poor people are being

evicted in favor of higher paying college students

near the Columbia Point campus. Mike Levi, a UMB
student, stopped just short of accusing the trustees of

a conflict of interest in profiteering from land

holdings in that area. President Wood calmly shot

Levi down by asking him the current eviction rates in

that area. Wood went on to say that a study in that

area had already been made. Levi asked if the rich

trustees could understand the problems of the poor

Dorchesterites. The question was successfully

evaded.

Several times when audience participation

threatened to get out of hand, five to seven additional

police officers entered the room, quickly to be shooed

out again by their superior officer Once, the crowd
shouted "cops out. students in."

In what was probably the only well presented

speech. Ms. Frieda Salzman accused the trustees of

being unresponsive to faculty members and all

rational appeals. She asked that the trustees charge

the Faculty and Educational Policy Committee of the

Board to hold open hearings on her case

George Salzman directly asked the Board why his

wife could not see what was held in her secret files

That went unanswered
After watering down a motion by Lee Sandwen,

Student trustee and Student Senate President, the

board agreed to release the main issues to be decided

in this case. George Salzman appeared satisfied that

he got to say what he said even though he was never

directly answered.
The meeting went about twenty minutes beyond its

usual ending time of 3:30. The real nitty-gritty work
supposedly took place at the secret meeting held a

half hour before the public meeting
When it was all over, police were lined up in the

hallway outside the meeting room. Students,

especially those of the long-haired type, felt abused
But that did not matter to the trustees, who ap
parently felt very secure.

Ed Bryant

OnDiningWithAl Lowenstein

v

(Herhlork is on vocation)

In more formal societies, the guest of honor is

seated to the right of the host Everyone dines

sumptuously, and later over brandy the guest star is

approached by each of the guests, who say nice things

to him immediately, and quote him later to impress

their friends. Unless the guest is a woman, in which

case they quote her. (See Sexual Politics. Semantics. >

Project Ten is hardly a formal society Dave

Hoffman's apartment seats four people around the

table for dinner, and there were about twenty people to

feed The sumptuous dinner included roast beef and

pastrami sandwiches, no brandy, and was consumed

from the lap on various couches and chairs. Billed as

Dinner with Allard Lowenstein," it was turning into

dinner with Bonnie Patch, or Tina Stromstead. or if

you were really lucky. Rich Dinkin. All the dinner

participants knew each other, except for our guest,

who was known by everyone, but familiar to few. How

does one make easily the transition between Project

Ten Colloquv and Conversation with Allard

Lowenstein'' No matter how nice a guy he is. and he

is, it's hard to begin a casual, suitable-to-dinner talk

with someone who is, after all. (I will say it boldly)

famous. Most of us are still affected in a curious way

by fame. Famous people are famous, and we do quote

them, or at the very least drop their names unless we

have some remarkable quality which I lack. (Tricky

Dick Nixon will probably boast to Chou En-lai that he

actually MET Vida Blue. That should get him about

as far as his "long march to peace" bullshit.) And

anyway. Al was sitting over in a corner of the room

with Lee Sandwen and a few other people, so that

those of us sitting in the couch/chair horsehoe part

of the room would have had to violate the ethics of

cool to try to talk with him.

As a result, the dinner part of "Dinner with Allard

Lowenstein" differed from an ordinary dinner only in

that Hoffman did the shopping. I for one was worried.

( I worry a lot. I What if the affair falls flat on its face?

It didn't.

Everyone finished eating and there was some

moving around. The conversation which was most

open to newcomers, and most promising, was over at

the feet of Charles Adams, our peerless Director who

looks like Stanley Kubrick (the director). Charles

was talking with Jim LaMacchia(you know Him),

Reb Howe (editor of Genesis), and Dave Michaelson

(see Editorial Points) about Kubrick's new film, A

. Clockwork Orange (Jim says "See it! " So does Dave.

Charles has only read the book.).

During this time Al Lowenstein had moved to the

chair next to Charles, in perhaps the one seat in the

one room from which one can comfortably talk to

twenty people without addressing them. The
dynamics were now such that a proper lead might
turn the thing into what everybody wanted in the first

place. Giving credit, David Duncan was the first to

pose a transforming question. (A transforming
question is one which causes the transformation from
a room in which there are several private con-

versations going on between people who see each
other every day into a room where people listen to a

guy who knows a hell of a lot about this country, how
its run, how it could be run differently, and how to get

from here to there.)

We talked about the election, whether it was im-

portant, whether most people could be persuaded to

believing it was indeed important, whether Pete
Rozelle and Ed McMahon was indeed a preferable

ticket to Nixon-Agnew. Everyone who stops and
thinks about it realizes that Nixon has already ap-

pointed four people to the Supreme Court, and could

appoint two more in the next four years. This wasn't

mentioned. Al did mention in the same vein the

regulatory agencies of the federal government whose
memberships are appointed by the President, which
don't regulate under Nixon. The perfundity of day-to-

day government operations is elusive, because what
we the public see of it is bureaucratic busywork, but

the President does not exist in a vacuum, and what he

has by way of Executive Department manpower
determines whether he will execute the law, as

required by the Constitution, or ignore it, as Nixon

does in a dozen ways every day. The point is that the

difference is greater than it seems to those of us who
see no difference between Nixon and his opponents.

I admit that if Edmund Muskie is elected

President, Angela Davis will probably not be freed.

The Pentagon will probably not be brought under
Presidential control (See Bureaucracy, workings of).

But I believe that if everyone listened to Al Lowen-
stein once, they would vote for Muskie, if it comes to

that, to get rid of Nixon. It's not a matter of charisma
Let Lindsay bring the charisma, Lowenstein brings

the facts. If you didn't hear him last night at eight,

you missed something you shouldn't have missed.
It was a successful "After-dinner With Al

Lowenstein." Thanks for inviting me, Dave. Shalom.

I REALLY DON'T KNOW HOW TO ADVISE YOU ON YOUR SCHOOL BUSING PROBLEM—IF I

I RtALLT »^A'

NT TQ BU$ p|OPL| SOMEPLACE, I JUST OO AHEAD AND BUS 'EMI'

Letters To The Editor

Department of Environmental Sciences

To the Editor:

Professor Warren Litsky asks whether precise data

was collected to determine the truth about renaming

the Department of Environmental Sciences to the

Department of Agricultural and Environmental

Microbiology (MD C February 22. 1972). Our critic

should suffer his own admonition and be less hasty in

assuming that he is the sole possessor ot truth

In drawing our petition to the Graduate Student

Senate, signed bv all the Department of Microbiology

laduate students, we had in our possession

memoranda from Dr Litsky to Dean Spielman. Dean

Buck to the Academic Matters Committee, and

Provost Gluckstern to various deans and department

heads These and further conversations with an

Academic Matters Committeeman and Dean Gentile

and subsequent to the proposal-Dean Edds. fully

satisfied us that we understood the substance and

illusive essence of the proposal to which we objected.

Our proposal to the Graduate Sentate contained

three points. First, since the Department of En-

vironmental Sciences is not now a -legitimate

department the proposed 'Department of

Agricultural and Environmental Microbiology

involves the creation of a new department on this

campus We do not feel that there is any real

academic justification for a proliferation of depart

ments in this time of fiscal stringency. Second, the

name of the proposed department will conflict with

the already existing Department of Microbiology

causing confusion which would "unfairly detract

Who Are You?

To the Editor:

Can you consider yourself really you -or someone

else'' From my observation lately. I've just come to

realize how phoney people really are Why do we have

to plav so many roles in our society" Don't you think

that if we stopped playing such games with our

selves and others, we would have more sen

confidence and we could face ourselves for what we

are instead of what everyone wants us to be People

can see right through you! Be yourself Be real

Marilyn Krivitskv

Editorial Points

Thank You
To the Editor: . . .

I just wanted to write to publicly thank the girl who

returned mv pocketbook last week. Not only was it

good to have the monev and license back but it did a

lot "to restore my faith in human nature" al.a time

when I really needed it. Who says UMASS is an

apathy and crime? Thanks again
Ginger Harrop

Polish Jokes

To the Editor: , . .

I was offended by Editorial Points in yesterday s

paper Being myself a Polish-American. I grow

wearier and wearier as I hear each new and

sparkling Polish joke If you people have to slur us

Polacks. as you probably call us. why can t you do it

in private, where we could settle it like men, or in

some other way restrain from printing your in-

dividual prejudices? ...

Last summer my wife's sister Blance came to visit

us. The little tart had been run out of town '<>r

sleeping around, and she had the nerve to call ME a

Polack' I guess I showed her. Any way. you smart,

you print no more Polish jokes. ^^^^

from the nationally acknowledged quality implied by

a degree from the Department of Microbiology,

University of Massachusetts at Amherst." The third

point was amply outlined in the February 16, 1972

MDC. It expressed the feat that a National Institutes

of Health Training Grant currently held by the

Department of Microbiology might be unfavorably

reviewed if another department of microbiology were

created at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst
Finally. Dr Litsky fails to mention in his letter that

he declined a personal invitation from the Graduate

Student Senate President to address the Senate

which is still in the process of confirming Truth "by

inspection and delay."
James (Wander Wyk

John B. Kowalski
Joseph L. Staneck

Lawrence A. Baker

Stealing MDC's
To the Editor:

It was a clear day The sun made the frozen snow

sparkle. It wasn't the type of day that one would

expect such a disastrous occurence as 1 was about to

witness Walking back from my one o'clock class

-

minding my own business, like all good students~I

couldn't help but see -God forgive me-David Booth

steal a Daily Collegian That's right America! I saw

David Booth STEAL the student newspaper right in

front of at least a hundred UMies in the Student

Union Lobby -of all places!

I don't know if I was the only awe-stricken plebeian

to catch this Master of Deceit, but I very likely was. I

followed Him from Machmer Hall- where they teach

the Science of Political Deception -straight into the

Student Union Lobby If it were not for my great and

humble respect for this Master of Masters. I wouldn t

have caught Him red- handed, as it were

At anv rate. He stopped right by the stairs leading

to the Hatch, and as I approached cautiously for an

audience. I SAW HIM- 1 still can't believe it -like a

magician of some sort, reach down and rip-off one of

the Daily Collegians

Have you ever read the Autobiography of Malcolm

X" The' part where Malcolm found out that Elijah

Mohamoud had had intercourse with one of his

secretaries" Malcolm X was flabbergasted, his faith

destroyed That's exactly how I felt when I saw the

Faculty Cahouna commit this act of larceny and

deceit

It was just sitting there, in its little box with the rest

of the Collegians, for the students who pay for them.

Who would have thought that a Faculty member,

never mind their Leader, would stoop so low as to rip-

off the Student Newspaper" ! I wouldn't have been so

surprised if it were the New York Times or something

of eoual status. That would have been more suitable

for a faculty crook -BUT THE DAILY
COLLEGIAN??!! How low can this Slayer of

Academic Dragons go??

Stealing a Daily Collegian!! A newspaper that

students in their own humble way strive to create five

days a week with student money for student con-

sumption. I would ask Chairman Dave to pay for the

stolen paper but I wouldn't think it worth money to

someone of His stature, but then again I wouldn't

expect it to be worth the effort of stealing for Him

fliinflff

I hope this sort of thing doesn't catch on with the

rest of the faculty. Think of the expense to the

students, but even more importantly think of the

integrity of the faculty.

I submit this article-or whatever you choose to call

it -with full awareness of Chairman Dave's Right of

Divine Retribution. And I am willing to subir-it

myself to that punishment if it is His will -but then

again if He doesn't steal any more Collegians I won't

have to worry about that, will I? . . Good night, da vid.

John Stevens

Student Senate

No jokes tonight about the

Dining Commons
*«*

If you have tractionless

shoes, don't try to run across

the campus. You just might

break your other leg.

»*•

On February 12, we learned

that every fourteen-year-old

girl in Boston goes to bed at

night dreaming ofBobby Orr.

What, we wondered, did

thirteen year-old girls do? Now
we know, they go swimming at

Mount Snow in February.

Last night Allard Lowenstein

called David Wheelock Duncan
America's most astute political

prognosticator. And they said

flattery was out of vogue.
»»»

Sometimes a waterbed just

isn't enough.
»»»

Cowards die a thousand
deaths, the brave publish

poems.
*»»

It is a safe assumption that

Charles Schulz would never

allow Charlie Brown romantic

happiness But what about

Linus"

Wood's Statement
Statement of President Robert Wood to the Board of Trustees on the

Educational Consequences of the 1972 Executive Budget Rf^8^
On January 26, the General Court received the executive budget

requests for fiscal year 1972-73. Last week, specific details of the request

for the University became available and were carefully reviewed by the

campuses and in my office.

Putsimply. it is a standstill budget. It increases funds only to cover the

increased cost of what we do now. But, we are expected to enroll sub-

stantially more students. As now constituted, the budget threatens the

-The^ta* request the Trustees transmitted last August of $88,822,775 has

been reduced to $72,530,052.

-No new faculty positions are authorized for any of our campuses,

although the enrollment of 1,684 additional students has been accepted^

Together with state and community colleges we have been requested

to take sharp reductions from our budget requests in dollars and in

teaching positions. .
t

.

These reductions constitute double jeopardy for quality education.

Thev fail to provide sufficient revenue to meet present needs and com-

mitments. For the years ahead, they threaten to establish a pattern of

large classes and little leeway for innovation.

The budget represents a sharp break with the pattern of financing

customary for over ten years. In doing so. it imperils the goodname of the

University. Offers to faculty for 1972-73 have been made in good faith and

in the donfidence that there would be new positions in response to in-

creased enrollment. They have been accepted in good faith

With stand-still funding and frozen positions comes a third restraint:

inadequate scholarships and financial aid. For the third year the

recommended appropriation for financial aid and for aid to disad

vantaged students is $l,550.000--in contrast to the real need request the

University made of $5,414,000 plus $282,000 for tutorial programs With a

growing enrollment next fall, the figure of $1,550,000 means aid per

student will drop 7%- while costs increase and needs grow

The University is fully conscious of the financial plight of the Com-

monwealth We are taking every possible step within our means to effect

economies and to stretch dollars in areas where the quality of education

is not impaired But, we will work for the restoration of faculty positions

that will permit us to fulfill our obligation to our students and to maintain

the good name of the University. We must work for a financial aid

program that meets at least the minimal needs of our students.

We can acknowledge the growing costs of welfare to the state. But. we

know that the welfare load will never be effectively reduced by subsidy

alone-although we all know that subsidy today to be presently justified. It

will be reduced primarily when every person who desires an education

receives as much education as he or she can possibly absorb This is the

task of the University, in company with the other segments of public-

higher education. It is a task for which we must find more resources this

year.

Great Leaps Forward

(Herblock k a» vacation^
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Final Amherst Election Results

The following are the final results

of the Amherst Town elections held

Tuesday.
Selectman:
Leo Bouchard I 403

Bob Garvey 13*4

Stephen Keedy (D) 1264

Frank Decker (D) 988

School Committee:
Rita Kroph
Kath. Schoenberger (D)

Moderator 1

William Field

Trustees:
Oliver Smith Will:

C. Clifton Winn
Jones Library:

3yrs. : H. Hewlett

Barb. Carpino(D)

1 yr. ; IsabelleGonon

Housing Authority:

Joyce Austin

Redevelopment Authority:

5yrs : Willard Weeks
4yrs. Margaret Roberts

David Mathews (D)

2yrs: David Montague
1 yr: Raymond Werbe

Town Meeting Members:
Precinct 1

!

Morris Bates

Frank Bukoski

Barbara Cavanaugh
Kerby Hayes
Kenneth Padelford

Stephen Puffer

Charlotte Staab

Harvey Sweetman (D)

Sarah Berger (D)

William Mullin (D)

Sydney Myers
Victor Zumbruski
Richard Howland(2 yr term)

David Yarington (D)

Elizabeth iveyd yrterm)

Precinct 2.

George Mingins
Lucy Benson
Charles Carver

1359

1282

2093

2063

1700

758

2009

1892

1838

1718

1220

1714

1498

202

162

206

213

186

198

182

138

158

137

159

170

163

82

131

162

214

187

Fredrick Edwards
Lewis Maimer
Norma McCartney
Gilber Simpson
Perry Thompson
Christan Hosford

Neil Cotemand yrterm)

Eliot Sherman
Precinct 3:

Alfred Boicourt

Robert Chisholm
Asbury Dunn
Paul Judson
Phyliss Paige
Her bet Rollason

Karol Wisnieski

Jack Wolf
Sandra Knightly

Ruth Rauch
John Sherman
Julius Fabos(D)
DonaMotts(D)

Precinct 4:

Theadore Bacon
George Bain

Mildred Veals

Elizabeth Beebe
Patricia Fisher

H. Harvey
Mitchel Jacque
Ann Whalen
Evelin Goldenberg
Herbet Homme
Joan Logan
Mary Pritchard

Lester Whitney (1 yrterm)
John Ratted yrterm)

Precinct 5:

Robert Brooks

Susan Vrynteson

Hanna Conway
Joanne Copeiand(D)

Duane Cromack
Maryann Crossman
Brett Foley
Arthur Pickering

Donald Thayer
Henrey Walas
Randall Dahl(D)
Harold Gatslick

David Mathews (D)

184

195

196

173

201

174

192

5

264

263

249

240

314

258

297

223

284

251

227

176

222

302

283

306

310

286

307

310

330

260

255

253

292

283

49

231

225

228

188

255

266

202

255

250

250

137

247

168

Judith Owen
Robert Tuthill

Fred Wentworth
Jennie Worthy (D) (2 yr.tm)

Helen Whitbeck(2 yr term)

Precinct 6:

June George
Horace Hewlette

Simon Keochakian

Lewis Mannheim
William Meade
James Scott

Dana Snyder
William Zumbroski
Mary Bernhard
Alice Epstein

John Eysenbach
Paul Healy
Tracy Mehr
Gertrude Weir

MaryLou Theilmand yr tm)

Precinct 7:

Mary Barkowski

264

200

224

166

167

373
350

299

353

282

267

326

259

263

295

258

335

273

255

252

187

Thomas Fox
Fred Jeffery

Larry Roberts

Richard Ryan
Cecil Thompson
Nathan Tilley

MarylinGonter
Lawrence Marcus
K. Moran
Mary Szala

226

202

203

188

198

212

155

149

160

157

David Kuzneski (D) U5
Alexander Chajes(D) 130

Eric Einhorn(D) '8

Keith Keneta (D) 130

Question: Should Beano be allowed in

Amherst:
Yes: 1009

No: 460

(D) indicates defeated

MDC Classifieds Sell

University of

Massachusetts
Geographical Association

presents

Prof. Richard Peat

Clark Univ.

on the

Geography of Poverty

Campos Center

Rm. 605 • 809

Thors., Fob. 24, 1972

Every Thursday night from 7:30 to 8:00 p.m. a

special kind of program gives everybody in the area

who needs a job or needs people to do a job a break.

During that half hour you simply call the JOB

MATCH number and they do the rest.

JOB MATCH

I11MUA
91.1 FM

free form / informative radio

vtfis$& \ &l wto

>^9f,/^ ;

ONCE, A KNIGHT PREPARETH

TO WASTE A PPAGON,

WHEN MIS HAMP WAS SFAYEP

BV AN OFFERING...

0\* % *&U gr" *V

#/*.

THAI PROMISE TH GREAT

PICHES ANP THE ACCLAIME

OF ALL...

ENTRANCE? BECAME THE KNIGHT,

ANP HE PURCHASETH THE KIT

FOR THE TWO SIX- PACKS OF
SCHAEFER BEERE HE CARRIEP...

ANP HE WORKETH ON HIS

ACT FOR MANY HOURS..

BEFORE GOING OFF TO
AMUSE THE KING WITH

HIS FIRST JEST...

We>

WHICHE ALSO WAS HIS LAST
f> Af a r

OKJ £[£!££>£223^323023
.
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Neil Weinstock, a California Yale student and Sharon Sorokin. a Hartford, Connecticut high school

senior, braved a New Hampshire blizzard to garner votes for Senator George McGovern. D-S.D. The two

volunteers were part of a busload of 40 Connecticut high school and college students talking to voters of

this lakes region city. (AP)

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Inflation shoved the cost of

living upward in January for the second month

following the price-wage freeze, but the price push

was less painful than December's.

The Labor Department reported that consumer

prices increased 0.1 per cent in January, a month

when they usually decline. When adjusted for such

seasonal trends, the rise was at a rate of 0.3 per cent

or 3.6 per cent a year.

This encouraged White House economists who, a

month ago, had forecast a repeat of December's 0.4

per cent increase, or worse, they long have predicted

a Phase 2 bulge lasting several months

The 3.6 per cent annual rate compared with less

than 2 per cent during the freeze and 4.1 per cent in

the six months before President Nixon's mid-August

order clamping a 90-day lid on prices, wages and

rents.

The 3 per cent inflation took 3 cents out of every %

10 bill. It sent the consumer price index up to 123.2 per

cent of the 1967 average, meaning that it now costs a

city family $12.32 to buy what $10 bought five years

Meat and new cars were among the major ot-

fenders against price stability. The upsurge in meat

prices, which has sparked consumer protests in

Washington and elsewhere, amounted to 1.5 per cent

New-car prices jumped 16 per cent as price boosts

approved by the Price Commission took effect, but

used-car prices followed the usual downward

seasonal pattern by declining 18 per cent

The food price index as a whole declined 0.2 per

Going
cent in January despite the contrary movement

meats and dairy products

This was an important shift in trend for family

budgets. Food prices had risen 0.7 per cent in each of

the two preceding months. Curiously, the reversal

was largely attributable to two foods which are

exempt from price control, eggs and fresh

vegetables.

Despite the usual splurge of January white sales

and post holiday clearances, the price index for all

non-food commodities declined only 0.3 per cent, less

than the usual seasonal decrease.

The January sales did reduce the costs of apparel

and textile housefurnishings, however. Other im-

portant decreases were reported in gasoline and

shoes.

But housing costs went up Home-ownership costs

rose 0.6 per cent, partly because of increased

property taxes, and rentals rose 0.2 per cent Tran

sportation costs also climbed; transit fares rose in

New York and elsewhere.

But the income tax relief provisions which took

effect Jan 1 eased the continued climb in prices The

spendable earnings of a married worker with three

dependents, rose by 62 cents in January because of

the smaller tax bite out of his paycheck His average

weekly pay as $115.61. or 6 9 per cent higher than a

year ago.

When adjusted for price increases, the real spen-

dable income of such wage-earners in January was

0.5 per cent above the December level and 3.4 per

cent above a year ago.

Cigarettes Down ; Small Cigars Up
WASHINGTON <\P> The

tobacco industry is manufacturing

fewer cigarettes while sharply

increasing production of small

cigars, a report by the internal

Revenue Service shows

In one month alone, last

December, production of small

cigars more than doubled over

December 1VT70 while the number

of cigarettes manufactured

declined, the report said.

The statistics may foreshadow a

new fight over the little cigar,

which anti-smoking forces have

labeled "a cigarette in brown

paper"
The little cigar not only is

exempt from the federal ban on

te'eviseil cigarette ! dvertising but

is taxed at a lower rate than

cigarettes.

Charles already have been made
on Capitol Hill "that the tobacco

industry is attempting to cir

cumvent the ban on cigarette

advertising by pushing the small

cigar.

Sen Frank Moss. D-Utah. said

Congress should consider ex-

tending the ban to little cigars.

But the report shows the small

cigar still is a long way from

replacing the cigarette.

IRS said the tobacco industry

manufactured 39.8 billion

cigarettes last December com
pared with 42 3 billion in December

"AUSTRALIA NEEDS
YOU"

$1000 given for settling in,

partial air or boat fare given,

employment directory. Send

$1.50, Field Employment, Box

81, Easthampton, Mass. 01027.

fWANTED

SHOWCASE

CINEMA

College

Group

Representative

Student film buff for PR
contacts and set up
distribute free student

discount cards for showcase

cinemas.

WRITE JOHN LOWE

P.O. BOX 580. WEST SPFLD.

'fe&S; tSWW

See Page 12

Tropics Coming

To Southwest
By PAMELA PHILLIPS

Picture people walking around

with tropical plants in their hands

and smiles on their faces. It is

happening this week at the South-

west Environment Concerns Class.

They have been selling small

potted plants in Southwest dorm
lobbies. And that is not all they

have been up to.

The Environmental Concerns 390

class, under direction of Raymond
Werbe. has started, completed and

planned many projects since its

beginning last semester. Werbe.

the Director of the Office of En-

vironmental Concerns, offered the

three-credit course upon demand
due to the huge success of a similar

colloquium last Spring. The
enrollment of 40 in the fall jumped

to 104 this semester and Mr. Werbe
would like to see further growth

Based on theory and practica, the

course is designed to let the

students work on projects to im-

prove their environment while

being exposed to the basis of good

design, architecture and other

factors.

"The aim of this course is to

make the environment more
responsive for the people who live

here," said Werbe. The students

decide on the areas they want to

better then, working with the

University, get to work. The
Physical Plant officials and other

members of the University have

been more than cooperative,

lending not only the facilities but

helping hands
One of the most successful of the

projects has been the skating rink

and warming hut or yurt behind

Pierpont
Even though winter was slow in

coming, now that it's here -the rink

is getting plenty of use. The
students work closely with the

Physical Plant personnel and are

in constant touch with Ken Billing,

head of grounds, as to the main-

tenance of the rink

1970 But the number of small

cigars rose to 150 million from the

68 9 million in December 1970

In the six months that ended

December 1971. the report noted

that the industry made 288 4 billion

cigarettes, down from 297 billion in

the six months that ended
December 1970.

E. C. 390 made the tropica

plants available to Southwes'

students for 35< instead of th<

normal cost of 60-90, hoping to adc

a little life to the otherwise Meal

winter weeks ahead. The idea wa-

a success, and 2.000 plants wen
sold in the first two weeks.

Last Fall, the 390 class sponsors

'Southwest Bay". That Saturdas

300 to 400 students took part in th

planting of some 4,000 bulbs an

the painting of the background t<>

graphic art in the Southwes

tunnel This Spring, Southwest Wtl

be blooming with crocus, daffodil

and tulips. Students will be walkin

under Mass Ave through

brightly designed tunnel.

William Lambert, UMass lam

scape architect, recommende
where the bulbs should be plante

and arrangements have been mad
for maintenance of these beds an

others that will be added th

Spring.

The group has some excitin

plans for Southwest when tr

weather breaks this spring and

hoping for the same enthusiasi

that it received in the past from tr

residents of Southwest

Mr Werbe is assisted by sever;

specialists in teaching his clas

The team is made up of Charier

Lydiard, industrial designei

Mark Haber. an MIT architec

Maryanne Rumney. a Yale le<

turer and graphic designe

William Copperthwaite, yu

designer; and Henry Wood

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

m

Mon. and Tues., Feb. 28 and 29

Bowker Auditorium — 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UMass Undergrads $1; Other Full-

Time Students$2; UMass Faculty/Staff $3; General Public

$3.50

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter, Tel. 545-0202

Presented by the UMass Fine Arts Council
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Best Issue Raises Questions
_n_,4os4 on onnnintmPtlt for In hlS ODlIUOtl. We IT!

By DOUGLAS PATCH
Last year, following a lengthy

controversy, Michael Best of the

Economics Department received a

reappointment for one year.

Although the Dean's Council of the

College of Arts and Sciences

Professor Michael Best

(MIH Staff Photo)

recommended an appointment for

two years, the provost vetoed it

and called for a one year ap-

pointment. The reasons for this

veto included a question of Best's

competence in researching and

publishing material and a con-

troversy within the Economics

Department itself.

With the one year appointment

expiring this year, the entire issue

will be raised again. The issue,

however, seems to involve factors

of great importance to the

University and to education as a

whole
ProfessorBest feels that it raises

the question of a teachers com

mitment to diversity, to providing

what he calls 'a vibrant and

stimulating environment" for

education According to him. the

purpose of education is to "develop

people to their fullest intellectual

potential." a purpose, which he

feels, is not being achieved, but

which every student should

demand and expect to get The

achievement of this goal Best

believes is next to impossible when

a professor has 1600 students over

his first four semesters of college

teaching, as he did

In his opinion, we must build up

the content and the quality of the

undergraduate program, and work

toward "tearing down the barriers

to student-faculty interaction."

When academic professionalism

has been replaced by true com-

mitment, Prof. Best feels that we
shall be closer to realizing the true

purpose of education.

Nursing Students To Meet
Candidate For Dean Today
There will be a meeting at the

School of Nursing Conference

Room on Thursday, February 24,

1972, from 3:30- 4.30 p.m. All

nursing students are invited to

meet Dr. Ingeborg Mauksch, a

candidate for Dean of the School.

Punch and cookies will be served

and there will be a chance to talk

informally with Dr. Mauksch.

Dr. Mauksch is a graduate of

Massachusetts General Hospital

School of Nursing in Boston, and

obtained her Ph.D. from the

University of Chicago. She is

currently Associate Professor of

Nursing, Department of Physical

Medicine and Rehabilitation,

School of Medicine, University of

Missouri. Columbia.

Debaters Tie Rhody
By STEPHEN FISHER

Last night an exhibition debate

between the University of

Massachusetts Debate Team and

the university of Rhode Island

Debate Team ended in a tie The

outcome was decided by an

audience vote.

The UMass team argued af

firmatively that "force is the

midwife of every old society

Delicious

Pizza, Grinders,

Spaghetti

B.Q. Chicken,

A 1 - Roast Beef

BUY 4 PIZZAS.
GET 5th FREE (small)

CAMPUS
PIZZA

20fi Russell Street

Hadlev. Mass.
Telephone 586-3880

STORE HOURS
Sunday -Thursday

11 a.m. -l a.m.

Friday -Saturday
II a.m. -2a.m.

next to Walter's
ofHadley,Route9

pregnant with a new one." They

contended, more specifically, that

women are the controlling force in

any society They stated that

women control men first mentally

They are the primary teachers of

children, instilling their values in

those who actually conduct the

alteration of a society They also

control men physically, using their

physical and intellectual guile to

influence males The team used the

examples of Sampson and Delilah

and Adam and Eve.

The speakers from U.R.I .

debating on the negative side of the

topic, pointed out that women are

generally excluded from positions

of power They also contended that

guile and indirect influence are not

actual force It was claimed by the

U.R.I, debaters that societal

changes are brought about by

economic and political factors

These points were argued by both

teams throughout the debate

Representing UMass were Roger

Legendre. a junior, and James
Lane, a sophomore. The visitors

from U.R.I, were Bonnie King, a

sophomore, and Stephen Erickson.

a junior. All debaters are Political

Science majors.

The U.R.I, team, under the

direction of Professor Richard

Roth, is presently making a

debating tour of the Universities of

Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine,

and McGill University in Montreal

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE

Opp Century Shopping Pl«a' Free park.ng for ovtr 100 c.r.

TEKOA

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST
Next to P O

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N hamp. Jr College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR
On North-South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency
... _ l_ . ju -*• I

L
HOlYOKF 205 HIGH ST Next to Holyoke Natl Bank

f5S§ISs§^

a

^K
«r^

KING STREET
(ACROSS FROM HAMPSHIRE LINCOLN-MERCURY)

NORTHAMPTON
Ponderosa. Great steaks at easy-going prices. Service as sizzling as

the steaks. And always with a pleasant smile

A place to take a family Highchairs and western bibs. Coloring books

and take-home toys.

Coffee cups kept full Refills of Coke, orange, lemonade and tea. al-

And above all. those delicious Ponderosa steaks Whole delicious

steak dinners with baked potato, crisp tossed salad and roll. The kind

of steak dinner you wouldn't mind paying a whole lot more for But you

don't have to. Ponderosa is here!

Were glad to be here. Stop in and you'll be glad. too.

T-Bone Steak Dinner.

Sirloin Steak Dinner

_

Family Steak Dinner.

Open Face Steak Sandwich and French Fries.

Chopped Steak Dinner.

Chopped Steak Sandwich and French Fries .,
,

.1 -M

All Dinner* Include baked Idaho potato, a toeeed proon salad and oron warm roll.

PONDEROSA

DOWNTOWN

PONDEROSA STEAK BOOSE
where tender things ore dvvOys happening

Campus Carousel

The Sensual Way Of Doing It

Spock Says To "Wise Up"

To Nixon's Salesmanship
By TONY GRANITE

THE SENSUOUS STUDENT is

the title of a clever bit of satire by

"MJ" that helps students "to

realize the potential of all his

senses and how to use them in the

classroom."
It appears in the Georgia State

Signal

Some advice: "The Sensuous

Student must learn to dress like his

professor most prefers."

"The student should take

precautions to brush his teeth,

gargle with mouth freshener, and

use a strong deodorant."

"Those that sit at the front of the

class get the best grades."

Practice such simple exercises

as "Chew a pencil. This exercise

will improve the motions of your

jaw and will allow a greater sense

of freedom when you speak
"

*****

NEWEST STUDENT MEDIUM
at Central Washington State is a

monthly newspaper that tells what

American Indians are all about.

According to a dispatch in the

Campus trier, "The Native

American staff hopes to publish

1.500 copies of their newspaper and

distribute them on campus, in

Yakima Valley towns, other

colleges, prisons and refor-

matories."
And the truth shall make them

free.
*****

BOOZE POWER was displayed

in a recent issue of the Ball State

University's Daily News with a

one-line editorial.

It was the Indianapolis telephone

number of Governor Edgar D.

Whitcomb.
The occasion : pressure of church

groups and others urging the

Governor to veto a bill lowering the

drinking age for Hoosiers to 18.

The wire services carried the

item. And we found it in Indiana U.

Daily Student.

They have a thirst.
*****

EIRE POWER of The Daily

Reveille at Ixmisiana State U.

showed up on its front page, lately

Seems that an investigative team
of three student staffers found 60

violations of state fire prevention

laws and so reported to the Ad
ministration.

When there was no local action

taken, the report was filed with the

state fire marshall's office The
result is an impending visit by a

team of inspectors.

One campus official told the

Reveille that "the University was
exempt from state laws which

require school buildings to have

fire alarms because the buildings

were built before the laws were
passed."
A front page story tells that the

University did move immediately

to correct some discrepancies not

in the Reveille's expose piece.

"A new license plate, a new fire

extinguisher and two refilled ex-

tinguishers have appeared on the

campus fire truck."

The power of the press is to be

reckoned.
*****

El'ZZ ACADEMY is being set up

at Middle Tennessee State, ac-

cording to a story in Sidelines, the

student newspaper there.

The four-year degree program is

being funded by the Tennessee

Law Enforcement Agency,
beginning Spring semester 1973

BOSTON (AP) — Dr. Benjamin

Spock Wednesday said the Nixon

visit to China has "positive points"

but that the American people

should not believe that the U.S. has

a new Asian policy.

"Trips like this one to China will

please the American people," said

the noted pediatrician and antiwar

advocate "We like to see our

leaders greeted ceremoniously."

But Spock said he "hopes the

people will wise up" and realize the

United States is still in Asia with

old policies.
• Nixon is a good salesman of his

policies," Spock said, "and things

like Vietnamization' lead people to

believe we are disengaging in

Southeast Asia."

The People's Party presidential

candidate said U.S. ground troops

are being withdrawn from Viet-

nam but air and naval forces are

being increased He said the war

isn't winding down but "just

shifting."

In other matters, Spock told a

press conference that poor people

contribute more to society in taxes

and services than they receive

from welfare.

"The poor are being asked to pay

for the prosecution of wars," Spock

said.

He said that payment was
through taxes, poor social services

and through men from poor

backgrounds being drafted in what

he said was out of proportion to

their numbers.
Spock said the federal govern-

ment did not raise taxes to pay for

the Southeast Asia war but instead

cut back "unnecessary expenses,"

which he said are in the form of

health care and social services

Spock cited a 1969 study made by

the Institute for Policy Studies in

Washington which he says shows

that the poor carry their fair share

in this country

Newman Coffehouse Opens
Looking for a change of pace9 A warm and smiling room which offers

you a chance to meet people, rap, and sing-along to your favorite music?

The monthly Newman Coffee House opens its doors this Saturday night,

February 26. at 8:00 PM. It will be happening in the Newman Social

Lounge.
This coffee house will be free and open to everyone. Anyone who wants

to perform is welcome, as well as those who just want to sit back and

relax. Meet some old friends and make some new ones. Floor cushions,

candles, and free refereshments will be provided. Promoters say a great

opportunity for an enjoyable evening will be available. They hope you'll

come down and have a "fun time", and ask you to bring a friend or a

guitar, or both.

Program Council Presents

CATCH - 22
Thursday, Feb. 24
$1.00

S.U. Ballroom
$1.00

7:00
9:30

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

IMM hev Impale. V'-« engine, new snow

lire* 4 batters gd condition, power

strering. automatic Iran*. After S caB S4»-

***** SOW
ltt-1

IMS l>l> mouth. good cond power
steering A brake*, ttret good cond .

winterised, new brakes A battery, bucket

seat*, asking |4S*. S4*-4IS*

u-z-a

1*7* Maverick, excellent condition,

optional nasdea car top carrier (all 549-

tf3-l

19*9 school bus. ten nnoA condition

ideal for camper or store on wheel*. IS**).

t all Vrnotd V«M3*
H2-2S

1/2 cord lot* 9 •» ('all MMI by

Than for delivery tbe following; week.
U2 24

I double bed I •« matching desk and

bureau ISeach VII fine condition, t all 254-

937*.

If2 2*

Large screen Mack 4 white TV. tsed

for (once lounge <-ood condition Price

negotiable (all HI «S9IS Persbtt!

112-25

Tape rec — Roberts 77IX < Vkai > Son S

plats and record* both reel and cart. Uso
Minumus II spkrs to sell as system or sep

ls%V4VM
lf22S

S . ubic ft. refrigerator 179. used I

semester Call Jim. Room 222 5-241*.

U2-2S

Hair 7.35 x 14 stud snow tires IIS. ski

boot* < 19). wood skis and poles, cheap

(all Ken 549-3731.

tf2-/s

REFRIGERATORS
-. year guarantee made by Delmonlco. 3

cubic foot. IRS: S cubic foot 1*9. (all Gary
544-7I03.

U2-29

^ROOMMATES WANTED

EMPLOYMENT TERMPAPERS

Job* on ship*' Men women No eg-

perienee lequired. Exc. pay. world travel,

send 12 for info. Seafax Bos 1239—MB
Seattle. Washing. 9HIII

3-4

Quality reference material — original

work and copies Term papers of \mherxt

.

Km 117. Amherst. Carriage Inn. N.

Pleasant St. 2S*-CI*«

tf2-2S

FOR RENT

Mulet room, walking distance I Mass .

phone 2S3-S997
3 1

\h< Irish Setters,

wormed. 253-229*.

M weeks, shots.

if.'.'i

r to share room in 1 bdrm Pufflon

I arge room, roommate not there often

139 *«/mo Immed occ or March — June

M94I929
tf2-2S

«S Mustang ( ons red. at. pa. « cyl

imma< inl . good est .
good boots A »now«

stereo KM opt ( ontact Jon 221 Dwlght I

239S. keep trybv

Super m movie camera — Anscomatlr

ST-I<h>. *VI ratio loom exel cond. Mans

extras (all I'ete In 399 at S4V23"*
tf2-25

Housemate* «• wanted m or f. own

room. '• ml to campus, renter of Sun

derland ISO mo plus elec A phone, (all

IWiug. Karen Dana **5-4l7*

l-bedronm house excellent condition,

immediate occupancy (all between «:99

shibiski Real Kstate

34

LOST: REWARD
Pierced earring with large blue

lurqnoisr like stone (treat sentimental

talue Reward call kw.V3.i9 1 evenings
28

AUTO-AST ROLOGY

The sun Is in Pisces squaring Neptune in

sagilarriu*. If sour car is acting

strangely, don't follow >our present ten

denes to avoid dealing with it Perhaps the

drive (rain needs attention Come to

spencer s Mobil - next to Post (Xfke
2-24

ENTERTAINMENT
Hani an evening of thrill packed ex-

iMiajiglT Floor rarty. I«th floor.

Washington I eh .'1 ,1 39 p m - (.ame*.

fun. prires — Re there
2 25

tfVI

1909 \uslin Vmerira i*peed automatic,

low mileage, radio, snows new. 25 mpg
isking If* (all '.49-«339 after 9.

2-24

Letting married ' IMamond engagement

ring, half-carat, reasonable (all S4.V2S9I

after five
112-25

U2-2S

\ W 15*9* *. deluxe sedan, sunroof, exc.

<ond . xtra Ures A snows 1*9*. Call 5**-

P**J
1122*

rtS5JeepWagoneer.9ryl.4wd.ps J ft

plow low mileage very good condition

many extras. 11990. 253-2112

tfZ-29

m Xnlkswagon Fa*lba« k (,ood con-

dition low mileage (all 549-9499 after S

p.m.
112-24

I. liar Point Siamese kittens 9 weeks old.

(all after I p.m.. 549*999
H2-2S

19*2 (bevy Nova convertible, good body

new lire* and lop Kngine needs work. Call

2S3-9K92 ask for Jill

U224

12 Volt auto battery, good cond. Priced

for quick sale. 1599. (all Wayne 9*5-3293

after 5 p m
U2-24

Roommate wanted for ( olonial Village

\pt Own room, semi furnished Rent I**

plus 1 1 VI securils deposit (all Paul 233-

VUIK weekddts
tf2-2l

I- roommate wanted to share frnhed 5

room apt In Northampton Own bdrm 171

A util ( all I. in MI-4093 days
tfVI

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Redroom Apartment* for im-

mediate rental. fi-month lease.

IIH5/monlh. Includes util Call 6*5-3249

dav* or •S5-3575 nites

If 4-14

WANTED

I9SM Datswi 2909 conv. '. speed, only

MUM mi. 1 12*99 or be*l offer 253-7S37.

tf2-24

Local Wues Rand desperately needs

place to practice Will pay (all Mike 542-

wi t

112-27

TRAVEL

TR4 great mech condition, complete ign

replacement, rebuilt carb* and gen. 4 new

radial*, rebuilt Iran* 13**. C9ll 2SJJJ977.

tf2-2S

Vrtisans. crafUmen: The Collector. II

Bridge ». Northampton, ha* workshop

and display ipwr available for lea»e. 5*4-

l">N9
UJ-l

g.1 vw — depend9ble tr9n*portatlon but

need* clutch work Mu»t sell (all 9fler 4

p.m 594-9JM*.
aTl'oa

One guitar for beginner. Call 4: 39-7 p m.

"*"*
112-25

19*5 Plymouth Relvedere *l*. •in-

standard trans . • cyl. Call S**-«CM. 122V

VW bus. new. I29J*. rack A radio. C9ll

after :. pm. 549 1172
tlZ-21

Amateur Photographer '• Model. N*
experience necewary. 125.99 an hour. Call

Hon Immediately V92I9
2 24

PERSONAL

FOR SALE

l»*S Jeep Wagoner. • cyl.. 4 wd. p*. 7 ft.

plow, low mileage very good cond. many

extra* I IMM. Call 253-2412.
tf3l

I knew the m9ll wa* alow, but thh is

ridiculous. Wbere've you been? —
Jacque.

Snow Tire* 8emperlt Radial ltt-14.

mounted on MOB dhvc wheels. ISO pr Call

,49-**87 or 545-25*9 and a*k *»»

( hrlstopher Dennis, you have a secret

admirer The Phantom
2-24

Fireplace wood 4-**le 9pple A hard

Happy Rlrtbday. Roop Hope you are

ready for celebrating!
2-24

Kl'ROPr: THIS SIMMK.K Call for

outstanding rate* and dale*. 5*4-5171 or

.*ew»- £ 4 *»w .

If2 25

SPRING IN ACAPI'LCO. 1 1*9 * stays 7

nights via Ink Jet DC*. Open only to

students, employees and families of 5

colleges. Call 5M-5I7I.
112-25

Spring vacation. R day* on Spanish

Riviera I2M. Rndtrp jet. hotel, etc. Call

Joyce Krensky 3*7 Wheeler. 54V24I2. 2413.

or 2424).

tf2-2*

<.<> South spring break: Bermuda —
Kreeport — Vapulro — Puerto Rico. *-

day package* from 1 1*1. Escape In-

ternational, call Peggy 2S3-9**7.

112-29

American Youth I Jostles Trip* to Japan,
depart Oakland June 3* or NYC July 2*.

six or eight week*. Call 253-MPt for In-

formation.
tf2-?4

Last chance: Travel to Bermuda
deluxe 1 279 or economy 1219. All taxes and
tips included, guaranteed reservations

(all 253-**39 anvtlme
2 25

s.mal| brown leather change pur*e. ring

enclosed of obvious value (•enerous

reward offered If found call KA5-24M

immi di ilel\

IfVI

Male cat. \mheisl /Sunderland ares,

red/white liger striped tail, lorn ear ( all

-.N-«227 das or night Reward.
tfZ-29

TYPING
Tsping — these*, dissertations, etc.

fast; accurate Proof reading, editing if

desired Have (.reek A Science symbols

tfsem

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Vet early. I isl of 9* Western National

Park Employers — experience un-

necessars 25f IMS :nxt |(W9 Plata. Stale

( oOegr Pa l*WI
tfl-*.

TO GIV E AWAY
'. month old pupps needs good home,

pail Lab A Beagle (all iMxid VOVII3*.

after I* p m.
225

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1 molorrscles - both 1971 Bridgeslon. *j

IT
-
. <c used little and in ex« client < on

dHton.nneisa fulls modified ram Paul «

'is ;

'

2-»

ROOMS AVAILABLE

(•rad student Srh of r.d needs people to

share 5 room apt. center Nhampton. low

rent, no lease (all Ken Bell MS-4I7R

TUTORING

WORK WANTED

Painter turned student. Ikg for pt lime

wk aftn.. eve., whd*. Very reasonable

rales, (all Kev 4*7^*7* (Granby I after «

U2-25

FLYING MACHINES

Spanish and Portuguese Lived In Latin

vmerira for 3 1/2 year* Emphasis on

conversation ( all S**-»I3.
U2-24

SUMMER SUBLET
rurn I bdrm apt in (olonial VII. Jun I

to Ang 31 Couple prefered ItSS/mo
mm

STEREO EQUIPMENT
SALLY "MARH" KELLERMAN A

BID (ORT TAKE OKK !) FRIDAY
KVFNINGIN RREWSTKRMcl LOID
sivilAK. •: »*: 24M*: 24). DIRECTED RY
RORERT ALTMAN (MA8H)

U2-2S

SERVICES

Amherst Auwlo service*, stereo com-

ponent*, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St.. 25**133
tf»em

Dyaa 12* power amp 129 watt* rms 1200

new 1129 or be*l offer (all Bob •*V24*»
2 2S

JOB OPPORTUNITY

Ecology -minded ! Need extra I* New co.

Retail, wholesale A top management
openings. No exper. nee. No ©btig For

detail* 527-4733
tf2-2*

4 /
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-Notices

ANGEL FLIGHT:
Angels meet in Dickinson at 7 p.m.

tonight. Important meeting we must

plan rush activities. Bring your

ideas!

ATTENTION JUNIOR WOMEN:
Junior women with cum of 3.0 and

above, who did not receive a letter

about Mortar Board and feel they are

el igible, please call Kathy at 6 7469 or

Maureen, 6 5690.

BLUES CLUB:
Meeting at 6:30, 911 CC.

BRIDGE CLUB:
There will be bridge play tonight at

700 p.m. in Rm. 904 CC.

CAMPUS SCOUTS:
There will be a meeting March 1 at

700 p.m. in Rm. 168 CC. Officers

meeting at 6:30 p.m., Rm. 168. All

members please attend.

CONCE RT COMMITTE E

MEETING:
Rm 175 CC, 9.00 p.m. tonight.

Reports due on research into various

areas of planning. Structure of

committee. All welcome. For further

details contact Gary Gomes, 6 8677.

FALL FREE:
If it doesn't snow again! The

competition will be this Sat. at

Turners Falls Airport See what

SKYDIVING'S about! RSO 318.

FENCING CLUB:
There will be an important Fencing

Club meeting Thurs in Rm. 8 WoPE
from 7 9 p.m We want to organize a

club rating tournament so can all

members please attend

FINNISH CLASSES:
Orchard Hill offers a course in the

Finnish Language Advanced Group

meets Thurs 230 pm in Herter 114;

the beginners meet Mon nights 7 30

in the Grayson 4 North Lounge. All

interested welcome.

GEOGRAPHY OF POVERTY.
Prof Richard Peat, Clark Univ

will speak on the geography of

poverty Thurs., Feb 24, in CC Rm.

805 809 Open to all.

KARATE INSTRUCTOR
Wanted to teach 15 hour course in

dorm Please call 546 4504.

MAROON KEYS:
Meeting Sun., Rm. 901 CC at 7 30

p m Please attend, especially Gorf

MEDITATION AND INNER UN
DERSTANDING COLLOQUIUM:

First meeting will be held tonight

in Moore House Private Lounge at

7 00.

MUSICAL BANDS WANTED:
Any band that is composed of 50%

or more UMass students is eligible

(or competition in "The Instant

Karma Tournament" to be held at

the S.U. Ballroom March 11. Call 253

3790 or 253 3313

N.E.S.:

The Thurs. bus to Springfield will

leave at 2 30 every week because of

recreational programs.

PLAY PRODUCTION:
interested in dramatics? You can

still join the O H. Colloquium "Play

Production" Meeting tonight in

Grayson Lounge at 7 00.

POETRY READING:
The Graduate Poets Alliance will

present the first of a series of poetry

readings this Thurs at 8.00 in Mem
Hall. This first reading will feature

James Tate, William Mailler, and

Chris Howell. Admission and

refreshments free All urged to at

tend.

PRE-SOCIALWORK COMMITTEE:
There will be a meeting on Sun,

Feb. 27 in Rm. 178 CC for all students

interested in forming and being part

of a social work club and possibly

establishing a major with field work.

Please attend.

RUGBY CLUB MEETING:
No practice Thurs. afternoon,

meeting at 6 p.m., in 905 909 CC

Thurs. Business will concern Florida

trip, so if you plan to go be there.

SCROLLS:
Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Rm.

174 CC. Call 6 8240 if you can't attend.

SKI PATROL:
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in rm. 162

CC.

SRI CHINMOY LECTURE:
Sri Chlnmoy, renowned Indian

Spiritual Master, will speak on the

Upanishads, and conduct silent

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

Research now indicates that the

composition of human blood can

be altered by sunspots. Magnetic

disturbances coincide with cer

tain planetary positions.

Psychiatric admissions, in turn,

increase during magnetic storms.

The ultimate contribution of

astrology to knowledge about

ourselves and the world in which

we live can and will be great in

deed Humorously, as each

astrological factor is accepted,

astronomers attempt to label it

"astronomy."
•••••

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Practical issues dominate. You

can get things done. Build on solid

base Leave wishful thinking to

others Creative endeavor sue

ceeds if you are prepared. Means
discard hapahzard methods. Be

serious about success.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20):

Accent on short journeys,

messages, relations with close

relatives. Older woman may
make demands. Be willing to

learn. H patient, you receive

surprise of pleasant variety You

may be called upon to explain

position. _-

„

GEMINI (May 21 June 20):

Emphasis is on what you own and

how you utilize assets Debts can

be paid and collected. In

formation is available. Be

selective. Avoid trying too much,

too soon Obtain hint from Taurus

message
CANCER (June 21 July 22)

Lunar cycle high; judgment
improves You perceive what is

needed and you can do something

about it Take initiative. Make
new starts in new directions

Stress independence, originality

Buy new apparel •

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): You
succeed by working in con

junction with organization, civic

or charitable group. Routine
changes Intellectual curiosity is

sparked You come alive. Be

involved You'll be happier as

result
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) :

Adjustment occurs in domestic

area Friendlier atmosphere
prevails Some of your desires can

be fulfilled. Surprise gift is

highlighted. Socialize. Improve

public relations. General gain is

shown. t

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22):

Accent on ambitions, aspirations.

You may have to realign

priorities. One you respect pays

tribute. That's fine, but don't fall

victim to false flattery. Get

agreements, promises in writing.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21):

Good lunar aspect now coincides

with long range plans, success

which comes from past efforts.

Keep communication lines open

You get credit for efforts. This is

overdue, but avoid any display of

bitterness. — _
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec

21): Investment pays off; your

views are vindicated. Study

Scorpio message. Put finishing

touches on project, assignment

Money discussion is on agenda.

Be frank but understanding.
Mate, partner is involved.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Let others show their hands. Take

special care with legal papers,

procedures. Time is on your side

You will gain access to additional

information. Don't rush decisions.

Playing waiting game now is

winning game
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18).

Go slow. Obtain hint from
Capricorn message Steady
progress should be advocated

over sensational gains One who
advises otherwise is ill informed

Give credit to friend who per

(orms special service

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20):

Favorable lunar aspect now
means you can fulfill creative

urge Break free from rut,

emotional or otherwise. Ex
citement of greater self discovery

is featured. Be ready for change,

variety, possible travel.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIR

THDAY you have sense of har

mony You are poetic,

imaginative, capable of making
abstract ideas come to life. For

you, love can be all -and, by

August, there will be constructive

outlet for emotions. Some basic

relationships are subject to

change Don't hang on to past.

Copyright 1972, Gen. Fea. Corp

meditation Wed., March 1, Engin.

East Aud.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:

No meeting tonight Cabaret party

Sat, Feb. 26, 8 p.m. AB Lounge

Hampshire College. Call 545 0154 or

come to S.H.L. office 413 E.S.U. for

THE TOPMOST YOGA SYSTEM:

A class for 1 credit, time 5:15-7:15,

EVERY MONDAY NITE in Cance

Lounge. Spiritual food, chanting, full

of knowledge and bliss. Hare Krsna.

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION:

Individual checking every Sun. 2-5

CC 905909 or 805 809. Advanced

lectures, tapes of Maharishi,

discussion of Meditation every Sun.

night, 8:00 at above rooms. All

meditators are urged to attend.

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB:

The Korean Karate Club will meet

this afternoon at 3:30 in the Com
mnnwvpalth Rm. of the S.U. New

Crossword Puzzle
3 College degree

(abbr.)

4 Flock

5 Fairy in "The
Tempest"

6 Endorse

7 Sunburn

8 Ascend

9 Indefinite

article

10 Pounding
instrument

12 Negative

14 Gave portions

of medicine

17 Go by water

20 Danish island

23 Cooled lava

24 Note of scale

25 Shade

27 Body of water

30 Weird

32 Cries like a cow

members are welcome no ex-

perience necessary.

ZOOL STUDENT-FACULTY BAG
LUNCH:
Wed., March 1, Dr. Kllngener will

show slides on Latin America 12:15-

1:30 Mor. 349.

LOST:
Two Kodak carousel trays of slides

labeled "Foreign Games" removed

by mistake from 153 WoPE between 6

and 6:30 p.m. Tues., Feb. 22. Approx.

150 slides taken from around the

world and cannot be replaced. Owner

needs for classroom instruction.

Please return to Secretary, WoPE.

No questions asked.

'73 class ring outside Greenough.

Call Joe, 6 7126 or 6 4529.

ID 9314640. Call 6 7081 or 6 4529.

FOUND:
Men's gold watch. In first floor

men's room Morrill, Noon 23 Feb.

Call Dave 549 0048

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Priest's vestment

4 Exclamation

6 Strip of leather

1 1 Having less fat

13 Ached
15 Postscript

(abbr)
16 Prayers

18 Conjunction

19 A continent

(abbr)

21 College official

22 Dines
24 Pedal

extremities

26 Speech
impediment

28 Beverage
29 Eagle's nest

31 Weaving
machine

33 Man's
nickname

34 Number (pi )

36 Underground
part of plant

38 Sun god
40 Allowance for

waste
42 Burdens
45 New deal

agency (abbr )

47 Distance
measure

49 Pintail duck

50 Part of church

52 Father

54 Printer's

measure
55 Note of scale

56 Platitude

59 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

61 Tavern

63 Makes into law

65 Leases

66 Symbol for

samarium
67 Footlike part

DOWN

1 High mountain

2 Holder of lease

35
37
38
39
41
43
44
46
48

Periods of year

Domesticate
Bellows
Come into view

Decorate
Lower in rank

Compass point

Coniunction
Evaporates

51
53
57
58

60
62
64

Black
Girl's name
Decay
Babylonian

deity

Worm
French article

Candle power

(abbr

)

PEANI is

A Biography of

Helen Sweetstory

HOO'RZ PACK ! UWEN DIP *0V

£ET BACK ? PIP 40U MEET MlSS

5U)EET$W?0tP fOU INTERVIEW

HER ? WHAT 16 6HE LIKE ?

PIP -6HE AN5UEK ALL V0UR

£|JE$TI0N5 ? UA< £WE NICE
7

EARN

$50
A NIGHT

by
singing & playing

good

drink along

sing along

music
on

piano or guitar

interested parties

call Ed at 545-2090

i

Betancourt-Pagliara Combo Started With Showdown
By MARK VOGLER

It was just another high school

basketball game for the majority

of the folks on hand. But for the

captains of the Ramapo and
Westwood High School squads, it

meant a little more.

Being highly sought after college

prospects in the state of New
Jersey, the opposing floor generals

performed their best before a

Rutgerscoachwho had attended the

game for recruitment purposes.

The contest went right down the

wire. There was a loose ball and

the two captains scrambled for it.

It was rather fitting to have the nip

and tuck battle develop into a

showdown between the game's top

two scorers.

In the midst of the scuffle, one of

the players finally got hold of the

ball and lofted in a ten foot

desperation shot as the horn

sounded, thus giving Ramapo a

one-point edge. The young man
who turned in the heroics was Mike

Pagliara, a 5'10" guard who would

later draw a basketball scholar

ship to the University of

Massachusetts. The player he beat

on defense was John Betancourt, a

backcourt standout of identical

in the same league that Pagliara

participated in. The fact that

Broaca had know the two players

from a summer league helped to

establish sound relations which
would reward his freshman
program the following winter.

As it turned out, Betancourt and
Pagliara, who were just

acquaintances, discovered they
were going to the same university.

Finding they had things in com-
mon, like their major (Business

Administration), they made a

request to the coaches that they

might room together. They've done
so for four years now, and have
established a strong friendship in

the process They pledged together

at Kappa Sigma fraternity and
have spent many hours playing

basketball together.

That's how it all began. Now, just

four years afterward, Pagliara and
Betancourt have mushroomed into

one of the finest backcourt com-
binations that UMass has ever

seen, and Head Coach Jack
Leaman will be the first to tell you
so.

In a school that has a history of

good backcourt men. these two are

probably the most successful that

UMASS CAPTAIN MIKE PAGLIARA pumps a Jump shot over the

head of a Rhode Island defender. I MDC photo by Gib FuUerton)

size who would also attend UMass
via a scholarship.

The man who was directly

responsible for their recruitment

was UMass freshman coach Peter

Broaca. who had by the way.

piloted Pascock Hills High

( Montvale. N.J ) two years earlier

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also, a

complete typing service.

we've had I think that Pag is a

steady, team leader, floor general

type who rarely does the spec-

tacular but always does the job he

has to do
"John is the spectacular, crowd

pleasing type who loves to gamble

And sometimes his gambling will

hurt you. He's one of the greatest

street players I've ever seen. And
when he gets the hot lick, he'll put

the ball in from anywhere on the

court. And he has a tendency to

play well in the very important

games."
They compliment each other just

perfectly Both are unselfish Mike

realizes when John has a hot lick

and gives the ball to him. John

respects Mike for this, but wishes

that Mike would shoot the ball

more often. Together they make a

very fine pair. And certainly if they

were fill" or 6' 2" they'd be with

some of the finest guards in the

United States
."

As freshmen for Coach Broaca

s

unbeatibles < 1968-69) who compiled

a 15-0 mark. Betancourt and

Pagliara paved the way in the

backcourt. averaging better than

13 points apiece. Both credit Coach

Broaca, who was appointed as

head hoop mentor at Coast Guard
in the spring, for molding them into

complete ball players.

Pagliara said of his former

coach: "Neither of us were ac-

tually good on defense until Coach
Broaca made us realize that for

two guys as small as us to play on a

collegiate level we'd had better

learn to play defense. Not many
teams have a pair of short guards

starting."

Betancourt recalled: : "When we
came here as freshmen we were

one-man teams. Coach Broaca

taught us to play as a unit. I had to

adapt from the high school style of

playing zones to the UMass way of

doing things -which was man-to-

man And Coach Broaca showed

me how."
Living together with another

athlete does have its advantages,

• specially if you play on the same
athletic team Besides getting

familiar with a guy's playing

techniques and style, you are able

to come to a mutual understanding

as Pagliara points out:

"Rooming with John for so long

has probably made basketball a lot

more enjoyable I've gotten the

reputation of the ball handler, and

he the scorer It nets so every time

I give em a good pass, he thanks

me for it We get to understand and

interpret each others moves on the

court

"It's been a real pleasure

playing with him. We're developed

a better friendship because of this

I have a lot of respect for him as a

player and a person
"

The players' evaluation of each

other now as compared to the night

of their schoolboy march-up is

quite similar

Pagliara: "John used to throw

'em up from everywhere when he

played And he didn't play for a

very good team either He was an

excellent deep shooter, he didn't

take the ball to the basket They'd

set up picks for him That's the

same way he is now You get 'em

open and he'll stick it in With

Coach Broaca's help he has
developed into a verv fine defen-

sive player He has always been a

hustler up here."

Betancourt: "Offensively. Mike
drove a lot and forced plenty of

fouls on the opposition He could

shoot from the outisde and shoot

really well, but he'd go one-on-one

to the bucket for the most part He
didn't do badly either His

defensive game wasn't as equally

impressive.

"Right now I consider him an

excellent ball handler, a good

defensive player, he could score

more points - but he goes to the

other guys more often than

shooting himself He's not allowed

to drive because he's considered

too small I think it's a mistake

because I know Mike can do it

well"

TUNE-UPS-Our Specialty

Carburetor & Ignition Repairs

Brake A Exhaust Systems

ALL WORK GUARANTEED-
FREE ESTIMATES

Mobil Tires, Batteries, Accessories

College Town Service

SPENCER'S Mobif STATION
161 N PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

253-9059

?
pen 24

AA
h
iH

S

riia ht Road Service
7 a.m. - MidnignT

MfrtL;
JOHN BETANCOURT drives hard for a bucket in another big

game performance against t RI ( MDC photo by Gib FuUerton

)

When you talk about Pagliara.

you have to mention Betancourt

And when you speak of Betancourt

you mustn't exclude Pagliara.

That s the way it has been now for

the past three years Julius Erving

certainly a boon to the ball

dub, but you've got to equate some
of the success to the cogs who
make the I 'Mass backcourt go

Check UMaM credentials during

their varsity career and you'll see

why.
As sophomores the two guards

aided the Redmen to a New
England championship and their

hrst NIT bid with an 18-7 log. Last

vear they helped spearhead UMass
to a second NIT berth and a school

record of 23-4. not to mention an

undefeated Yankee Conference
season This year team success has

slacked off without the services of

Erving. but there still remains a

very slim chance of a tourney

entry -but UMass faces a must
win-all situation as team captain

Pagliara elaborated:

"We have to win all five

remaining games, and even if we
do that we're not assured of

making the NIT this year But then

again. I believe that there's still a

chance There are not too many
good teams in New England this

year Providence will certainly

take an NCAA ticket

"If we don't go on and do well,

then we won't even be considered

But if it comes down to us and Holy

Cross, we'll probably take it

because of the fact that we beat

'em in regular season play But

we've got to win the conference

and beat Rhody That goes without

sayini

Prior to the UNH game Betan

court ranked 11th in scoring on the

all time UMjmm list with vnw career

points Tim Edwards §7 ( 1022).

Pete Bernard '64 (f7t(, and
( "harley ( t'Rourke '6f> .<I24 I are still

within his reach of overtaking

ire his collegiate days ter

mmate With 281 assists the All

YanCofl veteran is just II shy of

Raj Ellerbrook's ( '70) mark Joey

ireina '69i hold that record

safely with \\\

Pagliara's personal statistics

aren't quite as impressive until you

take into consideration that he

sacrifices his shooting skill for the

sake of passing, ball handling, and

defensive tasks He has scored 508

points and has made 203 assists

during his career thus far

With Erving to uncork some
magnificent passes the previous

two years. Pagliara and Betan

court were often the key men to go

to on the break aways But with

Julius what can you do ' Betan
court substantiated the situation on

the fast breaks: "No rebounds this

year We're certainly not

rebounding as well. We're not

getting consistent efforts off the

boards Can't blame everybody for

that You sure can't run the ball

when you don't have it And that's

just what it amounts to."

captain

in

« 4

W.C FIELDS

My Little

Chickadee
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Boston State Easy Win for Skaters
Bv DAN KAMAL

BOSTON--U looked to be a tough

evening.

UMass, in a recent tailspin which

has had them lose two Division II

encounters in the last four days

and heading into the egg-shaped

rink that usually plays havoc on

the visiting teams seemed to be in

for a hard night. It was anything

but that as the Redmen scored a

surprisingly easy victory over the

Boston State Warriors in a near

empty Boston arena last night

The handful of fans saw a

penaltv filled game in which

UMass scored four power play

goals Boston State opened the

scoring at 3:20 of the first period as

Kick Mattel), a defenseman. let a

long slapshot go from the blue line

with his team shorthanded and the

rising shot beat P J Flaherty

cleanly

It was not indicative, however, of

how the rest of the game would go

as I Mass tied the score a minute

and a half later with Mike Waldron

scoring the first goal of his three

,1 hat trick That was all the

.coring for the first period

Boston State took a lead they

would seoon relinquish at 1:51

when Frank I.egro scored from in

doaa r .

r.Mass answered that with rive

conaecuUve goals as it completely

took over the game Goals by

Idron. Jack Edwards. Dan

Reidy, Waldron again, and Don

Lowe made the game a Redmen
runaway.
This flurry of UMass scores was

answered by only one Warrior goal

by Duncan Campbell who moved in

alone on P.J. Flaherty and

knocked in his own rebound after

P.J. had made the intial stop. This

score came late in the second

laily (jlollrgtan

SPORTS
period and UMaaa led after two 6-3.

Don Riley increased the I'Mass

lead to four goals at 5 : 52 of the final

frame as he took a pass from Eric

Scrafield in the slot and beat

Warrior goalie Doug Brooks. A
couple of minutes later Reidy

scored his second goal of the game
again on a rebound to close out the

UMass scoring for the night. As it

turned out, it was not necessary.

Campbell closed out the scoring

for the game at 16:41 as he put a

rebound by Flaherty. It was,

however, quite meaningless.

It would appear that the Redmen

have escaped from the doldrums

as they turned in a fine hockey

game. The defense was more than

adequate, especially on penalty

killing The offense, which has had

its trouble in the last couple of

games, came alive last night as the

Redmen combined a slapshot-

from-thc goal by Lowe, a tip in by

Waldron from the blue line, two

rebounds bv Reidy, and in-close

goals bv Riley, Waldron (two) .

and Edwards, the latter's coming

on a pass directly off the face-off

by Pat Keenan

Another important factor in this

game was the Redmen's ability to

score with a man advantage,

something they have not done very

well all year

An interesting sideline to the

game- Keenan was called on an

intent to injure penalty late in the

contest and is automatically

suspended for the next game.

After the humiliating defeat by

St. Anselm's Monday. Erie

Scrafield noted that the Redmen
had to put it back together It

appears as though they have

Road Perils Await Redmen
•m' ^^»^ w^rm^ . ______ iivau «ttnmrved UNH at the

By EARLE BARROLL
The perils of Yankee Conference road games await

ihe UMass basketball team as the Redmen head into

their stretch drive for a fifth successive Conference

Right now there are four games remaining in the

YanCon for UMass. three are on the road and if

history is anv indicator. UNH. URI and Maine will be

anything but resembling a welcoming committee for

the Redmen when they step into these away zones

Tonight obstacle number one confronts the Red-

men in the form of New Hampshire. Last year at

Durham, the Wildcats came within three points of

duplicating the Springfield upset the previous week

Earlier in the season UMass stomped UNH at the

Cage, but this is a common occurrence in this con-

ference, win at home and hope on the road

Since that time the Wildcats have gone from the

depths of depression to a relatively stable state of

success and just recently they knocked off UConn at

Storrs, 73-65 to run their record to 12-7.

It is also since that time that UMass has gone from

a three game tailspin to right back into a possible

N I T position as a result of big bombing of Boston

University and a complete and shocking demolition of

Rhode Island The record stands at 13-8

Game time is I p.m. WML A will be on hand to cover

all the action with air time at 7:50.

The Time Has Come
Bv JOHN B<HK

The time has come, my friends,

to talk of many things Of cabbages

and carpenters and whether

UMa_U can win the New Englands

again 'Besides not rhyming, any

fan of Mm- <n Wonderland knows

that Lew^ I arroll did not write of

the UMass wrestling team in his

tale of a journey through the

Wonderland
But the time has come indeed to

discuss whether or not the I'Mass

grapplers can retain the title they

usurped from Springfield a year

ago Come on the journey back

through the season and decide if

the Redmen can remain number

one in the NEIWA
Bleak was the beginning of the

season as the team finished 3-5-1

before semester break Wins over

nn (28-12). MIT i27-8>. and

WP1 I 36-9 1 were far overshadowed

bs losses to Yale (23-12). Lock

Haven 1 29-7 1. California State (20-

11 I . Columbia I 29 1 1 > . and Harvard

(20-1D The only tie came from

Central Connecticut. coin

cidentally this year's host of the

New England Tourney

Of course, those were the days

that the team had not settled their

weight problems, school problems

and a myriad of other things that

seem to beset a wrestler at the

start of the season Performance

wise the team came to depend on

veterans Godowsky. Buckbee.

Dambman. Jester and freshmen

Chateauneuf. McGlaughlin,
( adwallader. and Rome
The "second season'' was a

resounding success as the Redmen
romped over Oswego (27-11 >.

Springfield (17-16). Coast Guard

(25-5). Dartmouth (3607), URI <20-

17), Maine (39 3). and UConn (31-

2) . The only loss was to 20th ranked

Army The change in team attitude

was remarkable, though, as

Goldberg was in the l.neup to stay.

Mike Duffy entered at 167 and

allowed Conan Cadwallader to go

to 185. and weight problems were

solved for most of the team, thus

allowing them to wrestle without

worry.
The time of the tournament has

arrived and the team has prepared

in what can only be said to be

"blood, sweat and tears'' The

seeding meeting was held and after

returning from that Coach Barr

said. "We need at least three upset

wins, because on paper Springfield

is the favorite But. then if you

want to be the champ you got to

win 'em all
"

JV Baseball
There will be a meeting of all

interested candidates for JV

baseball in Room 251 Boyden this

afternoon at 4:30.

ITS A FAKE and go. and. an elbow as I'Mass center Pat Keenan

,s M-en trving to outmaneuver his Williams opponent but seems to

have run into an obstructing elbow (MIX Photo by D.ck Mc-

Connell.)

Track Rumblings

Hit Varsity M
Bv EARLE BARROLL V

Move over Sam Silverman. Jim Mulcahy s on the way

Yes once again the finest matchmaker in Western Mass
.
Varsity M

Club President Jim Mulcahy brought together another great card at

vesterdays luncheon at the Newman Center
"

The timing couldn't have been better the rumblings from
_
Maine art

still shaking this campus after the UMass track team shocked UConn

over the weekend. ... ._. -_..--_.

But it was Mulcahy himself who engineered the schedule months before

which brought the architect of the UConn ambush, track coachKen

O'Brien and two of the villains, co-captains Al Mangan and Jim Graves to

speak vesterday before a large gathering. .. . ,_ . .

And not to slight the woman's program, O'Brien brought along *.th

him two of the finest woman runners in the United States Charlotte LeUis

and Kathy Lawson They spoke last. As O'Brien put it. 1 11 save the best

""craves, who won 60-vard hurdles on Saturday, destroyed any ideas that

track was the individualistic sport that so many have thought it to be

"All I'd have to do is take the critics up to Maine last Saturday and

show them what team work is all about.'' he said "It was the most

beautiful thing I've seen

"No one gave us a chance before the meet, but every member ottne

team gave so much effort to motivate each other during the meet They

lined the track and cheered on their teammates and it grew so loud that

the Maine fans were drowned out

'

And just to prove his point a little more he said. "UConn hardly uttered

a word during the meet and they finished second."

Mangan explained the victory in terms of the "Puzzle Theory

"Three parts make up this theory-training, motivation and ngh

timing Against Brown earlier in the season we had the motivation, but

lacked the physical strength and timing so early in the schedule

"When we faced Northeastern and UConn recently we had the training,

but lacked the motivation and timing But when it came to the conference

meet we put all three ingredients together and this was the story of the

success

Ms. Lettis has had probably the fastest development of any woman

track star in the country. "One of the main reasons for running is because

I'm a woman." she emphasized.

"For me, running's a discipline I started running in June when I used

to smoke three packs of cigarettes a day (she has stopped) and in the

beginning there was a lot of success as I won the New England cross-

country championship only four months later.

"But now its a lot of work and on Friday night 111 be running the mile

at Madison Square Gardens against the big people."

Ms Lawson is a world class woman sprinter, and one of the odds-on

favorites in this summer's Olympics in the 200-meter sprint. This past

summer she was the number one woman sprinter for the U.S. on the

European tour and she will also be at Madison Square Garden on Friday

to try to qualify for the American-Russian meet next month in Richmond,

Virginia. . ,

And then came the architect himself. Ken O'Brien Perhaps his biggest

compliment of many he gave to his team was the following: "It's nice to

go to practice when you have a team like this waiting for you."

Indeed it is. O'Brien pointed to the fact that during the dual meet season

the emphasis was more on working with the personalities of the

tracksters and preparing them for the Conference meet and the New

Englands rather than going all out week after week for dual meet glory^

"We trained for the end." he said. His methods may be patented around

New England track circles.

And if it's any consolation for the rest of the conference, when spring

track rolls around here's the pre-season prognostication from O'Brien:

"With the added sprint and eight events to go along with what we have

now, wo should be stronger outdoors."

Gulp!!! (So says UConn.)
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Weather
Which I wish to remark
And my language is plain

That for ways that are dark

And for tricks that are vain

The heathen Chinese is

peculiar
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They packed them in at the Cage last night.

Bromery Hits University Budget Cuts

ByJIMDEMPSEY
Acting Chancellor Randolph

Bromery told yesterday's meeting

of the Faculty Senate that

Governor Sargent's proposed
budget would not halt the growth of

the university but rather "erode"

the quality of education on this

campus. Vice-Chancellor
Gluckstem then went on to give

details of the Governor's budget

for fiscal 72-73.

In other Faculty Senate

business, the Chairman of the

Students Offering Support. Joseph

Sylvia asked for Faculty-Senate

support in the Belchertown unit

Also, the Transportation Com-
mittee presented its final report

and a motion concerning depart-

mental autonomy as related to the

Ms. Freida Salzman case, was
tabled.

In his address before the faculty

body. Gluckstem emphasized the

importance of savings in this

year's budget. These savings occur

when faculty vacancies appear.

This year's allowance for savings

is $1,700,000, as compared with $1

million in 1972 and $600,000 for 1971

.

Sources are now being sought out

to meet the additional$700.000 in

savings.

"We're exploring what
minimum resources are necessary

to meet these obligations,"

Gluckstem said. He went on to

name substantial reduction of the

On The Inside

:

China News
See page 4

Angela Davis Freed
See page 5

Poor Richard's
See page 8

scope of the Summer School
Program, reduction of part-time

student help pay increases and
once again faculty vacancies as

possible sources of savings. He
said there are many difficulties

associated with the reduction of

savings and that it is now being

discussed. He added. "We are now
in a hold position We will adjust as

time goes on to further information

that appears."
Whistles and moans and general

disbelief filled the hall when
Gluckstem quoted figures con

cerning the UMass Medical School

in Worcester, and the Boston

UMass campus. Worcester has

been asked to take a 40% student

body increase, as well as 20 new
courses with the addition of NO
new faculty. Boston will receive an

18% student body increase with NO
additional faculty.

The situation here at Amherst is

just as dangerous and potentially

detrimental to the quality of

education. Vice-Chancellor
Gluckstem fears that we will

sacrifice quality education with

such a low budget.

Responding to a question of what
the faculty can do about this

shutdown of new faculty positions.

Gluckstem said that such a

situation "may mean that some

teachers will be asked to teach

additional courses and that many
courses may be loaded We must
take some posture that the quality

of education under these cir-

cumstances will be eroded."

Answering another question,

Gluckstem admitted that we might
be asked to share the increased

burdens of the other campuses,
because "we have a greater
capacity to absorb additional

students." He assured the

audience that "a cost of living

raise will be accompanied by a

separate accommodation
"

The Ad Hoc Transportation
Committee presented its final

report to the meeting, listing its

conclusions and recommendations.
Professor Paul Shuldiner cited the

following as necessary for the

solution of UMass parking
problems:

1) establishment of a $2 50 base

charge for each registered vehicle;

2) surcharges for additional

services;

3) meetings with Univerity

authorities to assess and retain

parking fees;

4) the parking policy be made
part of the comprehensive plan

ning for the physical development

of the University;

(Continued on Page 2)
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Uting Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery speaking to the Faculty

Senate yesterday.

F/IP SPTl < Continued from Page II

establishment of a single

administrative group to govern

this matter
President of the Student Senate

Lee Sandwen questioned Shuldmer

about the identical prices charged .

for lot 6 and V lot when there is an

obvious difference in their near

ness to the central campus He also

mentioned that students park in V
lot. where faculty use 6 Sandwen
cited the Committee's recom
mendations as preserving the

existing situation Shuldiner

retorted. Not necessarily

Senator Ellen Gerber added to

the discussion on the parking

uation. You re asking us to

approve a basic fee If we vote on

your recommendations we give the

whole thing back to the Ad
mimstratio
Shuldiner said that the Tran-

sportation Committee's recom-
mendations would provide for the

representation of the Faculty

Senate and students Pressured

once again for an answer regar

ding the injustice of the parking

fees. Shuldiner replied. regar

dless of their status, they pay for

what they get'' A motion for

dismissal of the Committee was

then passed
\ motion by Joseph Burroughs

asking that the Faculty Senate

endorse the principle of depart

mental autonomy in matters of

hiring, promotion, granting of

tenure, principles of due process

and open hearings on grievances

tabled This was specifically

related to the I)r Freida Salzman
case.

A Special Report proposing a

Master of Special Studies Degree
designed primarily for part-time

off-campus students, won the

general approval of the Senate

This will now be referred to the

Curriculum Committee of the

Graduate Council and to the

Academic Matters Committee for

study and action

Mr Joseph Sylvia, chairman of

Students Offering Support

organization asked the Faculty

Senate for its support in the pen-

ding Belchertown class-action suit

He asked for 100% backing in

working towards this just cause
."

He reminded them that the Student

Senate had already granted his

organization its full support Sylvia

spoke of this suit as being

representative of not only the 28

mentally retarded children in

volved in the suit, but all the

mentally retarded at Belchertown

and in the state of Massachusetts

as well He cited two objectives for

the plan 1 > to gain friends of the

court: 2 > to gain funds for the suit

No action on Sylvia's request was
taken
A presentation by Professor

Matthew Zunic of the Physical

Education Department was in

terrupted in favor of a written

summary to be presented to each

Senator He was speaking on

athletic ineligibility on campus and

outlining his personal history with

this deceit of the students on

campus
."

The meeting was recessed until

next Thursday when further

business, not acted on yesterday,

will be taken up

Commentary

Student Vote Makes Difference ( ?)

By CHARLEY BERKOW
The Daily Hampshire Gazette said that the Student

vote didn t make much of a difference in the upset

results of Tuesday's local elections in Amherst I Only

98 votes separated Selectman-Elect Bob Garvey from

defeated incumbent Stephen Keedy.)

A campaign worker for Selectman-elect Leo

Bouchard said that the election was so close that a

hundred votes could have made a big difference.

More than a hundred students probably voted.

Estelle Matusko, town clerk in Amherst, said that

she was disappointed by the student turnout. But it

was a bad day all around for voting, as only about

2.800 people voted out of more than 7,000 registered

voters

It is difficult to determine just how many students

voted Workers for Leo Bouchard conducted a survey

of how many students voted Tuesday They found that

34 newly registered voters living in dorms in precinct

2 voted, just four voted in precinct 7. and 54 voted in

precinct 3.

However, many students live off-campus. And they

might be expected to take a greater interest in

Amherst politics, since they pay rents and utilities in

Amherst It is hard to tell how many of these students

voted

But the total student vote was probably well over a

hundred
The vote in general, followed a trend, of sorts,

established last year before students became eligible

to vote, of young, liberal candidates defeating older

candidates and incumbents

However, in the caucus I
primary) voting on

January 19th, Stephen Keedy. who lost his bid for re-

election to the Board of Selectmen Tuesday, finished

first Selectman-elect Bob Garvey, who finished

second on Tuesday, finished second in the caucus.

And Leo Bouchard, the top vote-getter on Tuesday,

finished third in the caucus

Ben Surner and John MacGillivray, a student,

finished last in the caucus, and didn't make the ballot

for Tuesday s election MacGillivray got over 300 of

the approximately two-thousand votes cast in the

caucus. .

The caucus was on January 19th, during the

semester break, when many students could be ex-

pected to be out of town.

The Spark, an underground newspaper that popped

up this month, claimed that the caucus was purposely

held during semester break so that student can-

didates would not make the ballot. Stephen

Gluckstern, an Amherst College student running for

School Committee, was also knocked off the regular

election ballot in the caucus.

However, Estelle Matusko, the town clerk, said

that it was "absolutely impossible" for absentee

ballots to be available for the caucus, if it were held

any earlier. New state law makes it illegal to hold

primaries before absentee ballots are available.

Election rules prevented it from being held later.

Stephen Keedy won in precinct 2 ( containing South-

west) in the caucus. On Tuesday, he finished third

there, behind Bouchard and Garvey.

Frank Decker won precinct 7 (containing Sylvan.

Puffton Village, Colonial Apts., etc.) in the primary.

Leo Bouchard, endorsed by Student Senate President

Lee Sandwen, won it on Tuesday.

Not to be forgotten are the three students elected to

the town Meeting from precinct 2, George Mingins of

41 Phillips Street, Neil Coleman, of 367 Moore House,

and Elliot Sherman, of 2016 John Adams, who

received 5 votes-enough to win-in a last-minute write-

in Campaign.
The students did have an impact on the town

election.

Town clerk Estelle Matusko expects that student

participation in the presidential primary will be

greater She thinks that students have a greater and

more deeply rooted interest in the national elections

than in town elections. Another voter registration

drive is scheduled to be held on campus in March, in

time for the presidential primary when students who

came to the area in September will have lived here

the requisite six months for official residency.

Quinn Opposes Abortion Change
BOSTON <AP>-Atty Gen Robert

F Quinn told a legislative com-
mittee Thursday he opposed ef-

forts to change the state's 126-year-

old abortion laws for legal, not

moral, reasons

He told the joint legislative

Commmttee on Social Welfare that

he spoke against bills to revise or

repeal the law not on religious or

moral bases, but as a lawyer and

public official
."

Changing the law "is not

medically necessary and no
physician in this Commonwealth
can seriously maintain otherwise

To subject the unborn life to the

arbitrary judgment of the only

other life with which it has any
relationship the mother is a

terrible injustice and contrary to

the priniciples of our Com
monwealth and the nation

Two of the five woman members
of the Massachusetts legislature

testified against the bills and a

woman lawmaker from Maine
went before the committee in

support of them
Both of the Massachusetts

women represent heavily Catholic

Somerville Both are Democrats
Rep Marie E Howe said she

opposed the moves to revise the

laws because "I am totally op-

posed to the legalization of murder
in Massachusetts

."

"The 20th century had one

madman who tried by genocide to

eliminate a race: by opening up
abortion in Massachusetts you will

allow genocide on all the unborn
children in this state

"By opening up abortion in

Massachusetts you will allow

genocide of all the unborn children

in this state." she said "One
madman a century is more than

enough Let's not have any laws

depicting a madman's actions

Rep Mary E. Fantasia, a former
Democratic National Com
mitteewoman. told the committee
she opposed the bills because, if

she did not. "it would be
irresponsible execution of my
office as a legislator ."

Two Films Shown Today
"Clown" and "Why Man

Creates" will be shown today at

3 00 in Marks Meadow Auditorium
at the School of Education The
showing is one hour long and is

open to the public. The films are
presented by the Center For
Human Potential They are free.

Both films have won numerous
awards among them are: The

Oscar. The Gold Hugo Grand
Award, The Chicago International

Film Festival Award. The New
York. San Francisco and Moscow-
Film Festival Awards The Venice

Gold Mercury Film Prize.

American Film Festival Award
First Prize and the Best Screen

Writing Award.

Issue Editors:

Meeting Sunday afternoon at 5 p.m.

Lowenstein Urges Students To Vote
Bn imki.dxrk.jak

Speaking to an audience of about

50 UMass students on Wednesday
night in Pierpont dormitory. Ex-

Congressman Allard Lowenstein

urged young people to get out and

vote.

"Almost no bosy feels Nixon

should be President.'
-

Lowenstein

commented But. If only the

people who vote are for Nixon, then

the system won't work Nixon's

situation is virtually foreclosed if

people vote
"

Lowenstein attacked the current

I don't care about politics" at-

titude "You have the idea that

things are impossible and so no one

works and so things are im

possible." he said.

Most of you have luxury that

enables you to say. "I don't care

who's elected president" You
don't live in a village in Laos If

you let Nixon get away with his
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deceptions, the people in Indochina

will go on dying." Lowenstein

pointed out

Lowenstein stressed the im-

portance of electing someone the

people can trust. There is a dif-

ference between an occasional lie

and a systematic deception like

that of Johnson and Nixon
Lowenstein talked briefly about

several of the 1972 presidential

candidates "McCloskey has a

great deal of courage and decency

Muskie was late learning what he

was for but that's not the same as

still being for the war. He is

completely honest about what he

thinks. And McGovern-there's a

few things you can't admire about

him." he said.

Lowenstein ended his talk by

pointing out that the 18-21 year old

vote can make a big difference

"There are 25 million newly en

franchised voters. We should

remember that Nixon was elected

by only one half million votes over

Humphrey."

HATCH Spaghetti SPECIAL

Heaping Plotter

of

Hot
Spaghetti
covered with

Meat Sauce
plus

Hot
Garlic Bread

ONLY

59 Strvdtntt*

Student
Union Hatch

*vtry Saturday from $ p. m. I P- ">•

C.C.BuildingComm.Asks Support
By ANNE SMITH

What would you as a student of the University like

to see changed or adjusted in the Campus Center

Building, which serves the college community? Have

you some ideas on how the building could be used or

improved? If you do have thoughts on the subject, the

Campus Center Building Committee, a subcommittee

of the Student Union Governing Board would be in-

terested in hearing any ideas you have.

The committee, formed when the building was

opened two years ago, has been working on im-

provements and ways of utilizing the building. In

explaining the function of the committee, John Bar-

baro, chairman, said that "all physical

modifications, and all work orders must go through

this committee, and that this gives students a check."

Meeting once a week in the Campus Center on

Wednesdays, policies concerning the use of the

building are made. The chairman also commented
that the "Potential for that committee is fantastic,"

but feels that more student backing is needed to make
the committee more effective. "With a low student

"I guess I did it because I'm kind of crazy. I guess that's why he

married me in the first place." That was Mrs. Chuck Wilson's

comment when asked why she had chosen to inform her husband

that she was having a baby by having his drink served in a baby

bottle at the Top of the Campus last night. "I still don't believe it"

was all the incredulous Mr. Wilson could say.

The incident started yesterday afternoon when Mrs. Wilson in-

formed the Collegian office by phone of her plan. With the aid of a

cooperative waitress (and a Collegian photographer in the wings)

the whole plan came off just as anticipated. Mr. Wilson probably

hasn't recovered yet.

Student Busted Here
Yesterday afternoon at about 5:15 University Police, acting alone

( NOT with State Police help as was first reported) , conducted a narcotics

raid in Pierpont House.

Accused of possession and possession with intent to sell narcotics is

Daniel C. Finer of Glen Eagle Drive, Mashpee and of Pierpont House.

University Police told the Collegian that a search warrant was issued

yesterday afternoon and that the raid netted "a substantial quantity of

narcotics and harmful drugs."

Arraignment is tomorrow in Northampton District Court. The in-

vestigation is continuing

S.O.S. Drive Today
Students will be given a second

opportunity today to rectify the

horrifying and inhumane con-

ditions which now exist at the

Belchertown State School for the

retarded.

Students Offering Support (SOS)

will man a table for the second day

in a row in the Campus Center

concourse level between 9:00 a.m.

and 4 :30pm The object of the two-

day drive is to solicit support and

funds from students who are in-

terested in supporting the class

action suit filed by 28 parents in

U.S. District Court which would

alleviate many of the inhumane

conditions and unjust policies at

Belchertown.

L.A.O.S. To Hold Tea
The Laymen's Academy for Oecumenical Studies (LAOS), an Amherst

based organization for the promotion of ecumenism, will hold an Author's

Tea at the Academy's Religious Book Center, 16 Spring Street, on

Saturday afternoon in Amherst Dr. Sten Stenson, professor of religion at

Smith College, will be the author featured at the 3:00 P.M. event Dr.

Stensons book. Sense and Nonsense in Religion, won the Abindgon Award

for its contribution to the field of religion two years ago.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also, a

complete typing service.

Financial Aid applications

for the Summer of 1972 and the

1972-73 academic year are now
available in the Financial Aid

Office. Room 232. Whitmore.

Applications will be

available from now until 5:00

P.M.. Tuesday, February 29

and must be filed no later than

March 1. Whether or not aid

has been received previously, a

new application must be filed

each year for all Loans,

Scholarships. Grants and Work
Study.

imput, it's a hard job," he said.

The committee members are John Barbaro (grad.

student) chairman, Paul Bigelow (Asst.

Management), Jim Riley (Student Activities Staff

Member), Barbara Aldrich (Scheduling Desk), and

Rod Tripp, Steve Breed, and Mark Fitzgerald

(Students).

In the past, the committe has worked on in-

novations such as approving the building of a

plexiglass slide next to the escalator leading to the

first level of the Campus Center, the addition of

pinball machines, and approving budgets for buying

items such as cushions for chairs, and tables. They
are also in charge of the Craft workshop, located in

the old section of the Student Union. This committee

"tries to enact acts passed by the Campus Center

Governing Board" said Barbaro.

Topics discussed at this week's meeting concerned

policies on the RSO tables on the Concourse Level of

the Center. The budget will be among the topics to be

discussed in the future meetings.

Ouster

BOSTON — A special com-
mission probing Monson State

Hospital Tuesday sued an interim

report calling for the ouster of the

institution's superintendent Dr.

Marlin H. Roll. The commission,

headed by Sen Philip A. Quinn, D-

Spencer, and Rep. Alexander
Lolas, I) Monson. is charged with

investigating both the Monson
facility and Belchertown State
School. It issued a highly critical

report on the latter institution last

year. The report issued Tuesday
was the group's first on the Monson
facility.

"This special commission has

become convinced that unless the

present superintendent (Roll)

resigns or is replaced, there will be

no chance for substantial im-

provement at Monson State

Hospital," the report said

It reiterated earlier blasts at the

Department of Mental Health,

headed by Commissioner Milton

Greenblatt

"In our most recent report, we
concluded that reform of structure

of the Department of Mental

Health itself was necessary. Our

experience at Monson State

Hospital confirms that finding."

the report said.

It indicated the commission's

intent to file legislation in the

current General Court session

providing for "a comprehensive

reform" of the DMH
The commission earlier issued

two scathing reports about con-

ditions at Belchertown State

School

The first report, a massive

document, led to the early

retirement of Supt. Lawrence P
Bowser The second contributed to

the demotion of Dr. William

Fraenkel from assistant com-

missioner of mental health and

acting superintendent of

Belchertown to regional ad-

ministrator.

The commission was formed

following a series in The Union

"The Tragedy of Belchertown.''

which exposed inhumane living

conditions at the institution

The report maintained Roll's

efforts at reform at the institution

since he was named superin

tendent last May have been

superficial and publicity oriented.

"While on the surface there

appears to be activity, careful

inspection reveals the record of the

administration to date to be un-

professional and indicative of

incompetence and neglect," it

said.

"in recent months," it declared,

"the administration has sponsored

accelerated publicity in the media
concerning the hospital (at

Monson). giving the appearance of

change where little change has

taken place."

The committee said "one of the

most leading" publicity plays was
the recent publication of results of

an "alleged poll of employes of the

institution by the Department of

Mental Health.

"The results supposedly in-

dicated there was high morale

among the employes." the report

said. "What the news release failed

to mention was that the (employe)

union publicly opposed the survey,

that the members of the ad-

ministration and the social service

department of the hospital per-

sonally requested employes to fill

out the questionnaire, and that a

majority of them, at that time. 750

employes who were approached on

this matter."
The commission concluded that

"In view of the opposition of the

union and the personalized

requests to fill out the question-

naire made by the administration,

it is obvious that many employes

expressed their low morale and

dissatisfaction with the ad-

ministration by refusing to answer

the questionnaire
"

The commission charged that

Roll had recruited many new
employes at the hospital, has been

praising and promoting them and

ignoring and discouraging veteran

employes.
"As to the future, unless the

administration makes a clear

commitment to improving the lives

of the paients and not to factions of

employes, 'incidents of patient

abuse among the favored few will

increase and patient care will

generally decline." it said "This

cannot be allowed to happen. The

administration must tighten up its

disciplinary procedures and apply

them equally to all employes."

The report also sharply

criticized the conduct of the DMH
and the MSH administration

toward the Quinn Lolas com-
mission. It charges the ad-

ministration "has used its in-

fluence in a most direct manner to

hamper our efforts to obtain in

formation The administration has

SEND TODAY FOR
FREE CATALOG ON

YOUR SEMESTER

AT SEA

Academic Credit.

Financial aid available.

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC11, Orange, Cal. 92666 J

attempted to stifle the flow of in

formation and testimony to the

special commission, and has

treated it with a lack of candor

These efforst have intensified with

the passage of time."

The report charges the ad-

ministration "has inferred im

proper motivation on the part of

members of this special com
mission and has resorted to in

nuendo relative to the press and

politics."

The report heaped extensive

criticism on the DMH ad-

ministration's effort at

"unitization" of authority lines at

MSH as a means of reform. The

program involved massive moving

of patients at the hospital for

retarded epileptics.

"As a direct result of the move
and the manner of the move," it

said, "employe morale has been

further lowered and patient care

has been severely compromised
"Living conditions have been

worsened in many buildings.

Conditions on the "back wards'

have deteriorated seriously. By
reason of the move, programming
for the residents has not only been

interrupted, but for many, it has

come to a complete halt Many
residents have regressed Health,

welfare and safety of the majority

of the residents is presently for the

first time very connective.''

Supt. Roll, who took the job after

efforts to recruit a new superin-

tendent by the state failed, had no

comment last night

Roll said he had not seen a copy

of the report and first learned of

the commission's recom
mendations when contacted by The

Union.

William J. Gauthier. president of

theMonson parent's organization,

said an emergency board meeting

is being called for Sunday to

discuss the report and issue a

statement
"We're all for reform in any way

that can make Monson a better

faciltiy." Gauthier said "We
endorse any moves which will

improve conditions at Monson or

anywhere else in the state, but

want to read the full report before

making additional comments."
(Reprinted from the Springfield

Union

)
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Full Diplomatic Ties Hinted In Peking
PEKING ( A P) After four closed-

door sessions with Chou En-lai,

President Nixon was described

Friday at aiming at eventual

restoration of full diplomatic
relations between the United
States and mainland China-
whatever the repercussions in

Taiwan
An informed American source

said Nixon and Henry A. Kissinger,

the President's national security

affairs adviser, are talking with

Chou about big-picture issues

involved in establishing what the

premier has termed "normal state

relations."

While the top American and
Chinese leaders formulated broad

policy. Secretary of State William

P Rogers, his Chinese counterpart

Chi Peng-fe and their associates

were working out nuts-and-bolts

questions of how to effect summit
policies.

While no U.S. officials involved

in the talks would discuss matters
of substance, there was good
reason to believe Nixon and Chou
had embarked on setting up
cultural exchanges, limited
tourism between the two countries,

a system for handling Chinese-

American trade and means for

establishing regular contacts short

of full diplomatic relations in-

volving an exchange of am-
bassadors.
While no one would talk about the

means likely to be employed in

continuing the dialogue between
the two nations on a diplomatic

level, there would be precedent for

establishing consular relations

without setting up embassies.
Britain, for example, has

In Brief...
Foreign Aid Bill Passed

WASHINGTON (AP)-Tl:e House today passed a $3.2-billion

money appropriation for foreign aid and related agencies-the last

step in Congress' four-month foreign aid battle-and sent it to the

Senate for final action.

Sen. William Proxmire indicated the Senate might vote on

sending the bill to President Nixon before the end of the day.

Hormones Linked to Intelligence

WASHINGTON (AP)-A medical scientist reports evidence

suggesting that a genetic or accidental excess of certain sex-

related hormones in prenatal life may increase significantly the

intelligence of the child.

Dr. John Money said he has found "a remarkably high proportion

of individuals with high IQ" in a group of children and adults known
to have experienced such excess hormone exposure while still in

their mothers' wombs

Kennedy Back in U.8.

BOSTON (AP)-A gaunt and smiling Joseph Kennedy HI arrived

in Boston Thursday, ending a three-day adventure that began when

his plane was commandeered by five Arab hijackers.

Kennedy. 19, son of the late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, was greeted

at the airport by his mother Ethel, his older sister. Kathleen; a

younger brother. Courtney, and a dozen friends.

Curb on Bussing Passed

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate Thursday adopted the Man
sfield-Scott compromise amendment designed to put some limits

on school busing for desegregation purposes but to allow it when
local school officials approve.

The compromise proposal offered by the two Senate leaders was
denounced by Southern Democrats and others opposed to busing as

worthless and a hoax.

U.S. To Recognize

Bangladesh Soon
RAWALPINDI. Pakistan (AP)-The United States has told President

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto it plans to recognize Bangladesh, informed Pakistani

and American sources said Thursday.
The sources said Bhutto was assured Washington will not announce its

recognition before the end of February. Given this promise, they added,

Bhutto raised no objection.

The announcement presumably would not come until after President

Nixon returns from his visit to China.

In Washington, a State Department spokesman said the question of

U.S. recognition of Bangladesh is still under "active review" without a

decision having been reached. He recalled that President Nixon said

before his China trip that a decision would be made in March.

There was no official comment from the Pakistan government or from

the U.S. Embassy in Islamabad, the official capital neighboring

Rawalpindi.

Kleindienst Approved
WASHINGTON (AP)-Without a

dissenting vote Thursday the

Senate Judiciary Committee ap-

proved President Nixon's

nomination of Richard G. Klein-

dienst to be attorney general

The 13-0 vote, with three com-

mittee members absent, opened

the way for Senate confirmation

next week of the conservative 48-

year-old Arizonan, now the deputy

attorney general.

He is to succeed Atty. Gen. John

N. Mitchell, who has resigned

effective March 1 to direct Nixon's

re-election campaign.

The committee also unanimously

approved the nomination of L.

Patrick Gray of New London,

recognized mainland China for 22

years-but it continues to have a

consulate on the Nationalist

Chinese island of Taiwan.

One American in a position to

know said Nixon ultimately seeks

full and formal diplomatic ties with

China's Communist government.
However, he emphasized that the

path in that direction would have to

be navigated a step at a time.

Rogers and his Chinese coun-

terpart, were conducting
significant talks aimed at carrying

the process forward in practical

ways, this informant reported.

In the matter of diplomatic

relations, the question of the

Nationalists is not easy to resolve,

since Nixon has said he has no

intention of abandoning Taiwan.

Nixon spent three more hours

Thursday in private conversations

with Chou. In their four sessions,

they have been together 12 hours,

but much of this time was taken up
with the translations of in-

terpreters.

They meet again Friday. In all,

Nixon and Chou have spent 24

hours together this week.

Presumably, somewhere along

the line the vexing subject of In-

dochina has come up. Unless one

side gives, little can be expected

Chou made plain before Nixon

came to China that the U.S. peace

plan was unacceptable. Nixon has

said aspects of the Vietnam war
were on the agenda.

In far off Paris, North Vietnam
and the Viet Cong walked out on

the peace talks Thursday,
protesting recent U.S. bombings of

North Vietnam. Conference
sources saw the walkout as a token

of North Vietnam's independent

stance in any bargaining between

Conn., now an assistant attorney

general, to take Kleindienst's place

as the No. 2 man in the Justice

Department.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,

D—Mass., and other liberal

Democrats on the committee who
have been critical of the depart-

ment's policies in the field of civil

rights and individual liberties,

joined in recommending Klein-

dienst's confirmation.

Kleindienst, who has been a

persistent and at times con-

troversial champion of these

policies, indicated in two days of

hearings on his nomination that

critics could expect no major

•hanges if he were confirmed.

Nixon and Chou on Indochina.

Thursday evening Chou was host

in the General Hall of the People to

the Nixons and members of their

party at a two-hour dinner. The

menu featured Peking duck,

China's most vaunted delicacy.

Presumably, Chou and Nixon

exchanged toasts, but what they

said was not known because the

American press was excluded

from the private dinner. As a

consolation prize the leaders of

China's official press treated

visiting reporters to a duck dinner

at the Restaurant of AU Combined

Virtues.

Friday is the Nixons last day in

Peking, before going on to

Hangchow and Shanghai. The
Chinese arranged for them to visit

Peking's Forbidden City, a 65-

year-old royal enclave now known
as the former imperial palaces.

Once reserved for emperors and

their families and servants, the

enclave totaling more than 9,000

rooms is described by the govern

ment as demonstrating "the

wisdom, talent and highly ac-

complished building technique of

China's ancient laboring people."

This made the second day of

sightseeing for Nixon. On Thur-

sday he cast aside the cares of

state to see the Great Wall of

China, built 2.200 years ago to keep

out barbarians

From the ramparts and looking

away to where the wall stretches to

the far horizon, Nixon in a

philosophic mood observed that

there should be an end to "Walls of

any kind between peoples
"

Implicit in his statement was a

hope that he could pierce the wall

of hostility that has been erected

between the two nations since Mao

Tse-tung came to power in 1949.

Nixon looked at the massive Da
Ling Gate on a nearby mountain
and continued: "We will not climb
that mountain today. We are
already meeting at the summit in

Peking."
The words were addressed to

Deputy Premier Li Hsien-nien,

who with Foreign Minister Chi
Peng fei accompanied the
presidential party on the tour. Li

thanked Nixon for "a great
speech" and added: "The
American people are a great
people."

Nixon used a visit to the nearby
burial vaults of the Ming emperors
to express a hope that many
Americans will have a chance to

visit China.
"We have not known Asia well

enough," he commented. "Com-
munications have been badly
neglected."

A sour view of this week's

proceedings came from William F.

Buckley Jr., editor of the con-

servative National Review. He is in

the press party in Peking despite

his announcement last July he was
suspending support of Nixon
because of the President's China

Policy.

Asked what he thought the trip

had accomplished, he replied:

"Well. I think it is much easier to

talk about what hasn't been ac-

complished... All the rhetoric to

which we and others have been

subjected has been a rhetoric that

stresses friendship between the

American and Chinese people

Now, in the first place, there was
no lack of friendship that I know of

between the people.

Federal "Bugs" Challenged

WASHINGTON (API—Attempts
by the Nixon administration to

remove judicial checks from
electronic eavesdropping of

domestic groups could lead to the

political persecution of anyone who
disagreed with the President, the

Supreme Court was told Thursday

"The power which the attorney

general seeks here would
legitimize a wide-spread dragnet

of political opposition," attorney

Arthur Kiney told the high court

"That's what they're asking for

here-the power to suspend con-

stitutional guarantees
"

Both Kiney and Justice

Department attorney Robert C.

Mardian appeared before the high

court Thursday to debate whether

federal agents may "bug"
domestic groups suspected of

subversion without first getting

approval from a neutral judge.

The U.S. circuit court in Cin-

cinnati has ruled that the Fourth

Amendment prohibits govern-
mental surveillance of American
citizens without prior court ap-

proval. The Justice Department is

appealing.

The department argued the

President can take whatever ac-

tions he deems necessary to ac-

complish his constitutional

mandate to insure domestic
tranquility and protect the country

from foreign and domestic
enemies.
Both sides agree the government

may use whatever surveillance it

finds necessary against foreign

enemies but they split over
whether this surveillance can be
extended to domestic foes without

violating the constituional ban
against unreasonable searches and
seizures.

Kiney told the high court
Thursday the televised remarks of

Presidential aide H. R. Haldeman
several weeks ago pointed up a

problem in giving a politician the

final decision over who should be
watched.

Haldeman accused opponents of

President Nixon's war policy of

consciously aiding and abetting

the enemy.
"Would these critics be included

in the scope of domestic sur-

veillance7 " Kiney asked, adding
sarcastically "They are aiding and
abetting the enemy."

He told the court affirmation of

the Justice Department's position

would "erase the Fourth Amend
ment from the domestic life of this

country" and would lead to a

"stifling of the political freedoms
guaranteed by the First Amend
ment.
Mardian earlier had told the

court the attorney general best

could decide who should be placed

under surveillance because he had
access to all the information

gathering facilities of the govern
ment.

The case before the high court
involves government wiretapping
of a conversation involving
Lawrence Plamundon, a White
Panther accused of bombing a
Central Intelligence Agency office

at Ann Arbor, Mich.
Both the U.S. district court judge

and the circuit court ruled the
wiretap was unconstitutional
because it was not approved by a
court.
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HARRISBURG. PA..-Four prosecution witnesses enter the

federal building in Harrisburg for the conspiracy trial of seven

defendants after their attorney announced they plan to refuse to

testify in the trial and will invoke the fifth amendment. (Top photo)

Zoia Horn, left, former But knell University librarian and Patricia

Rom. present Bucknell librarian. (Bottom photo) Jane Hoover, left,

and Betsy Sandel. both former Bucknell students. (AP)

Walk-Out At Paris
PARIS < API-North Vietnam, with a wary eye on the Peking summit

meeting, led a Communist walkout from the Vietnam peace talks

Thursday and the future of the conference remained in doubt.

The action was said to be a protest against recent U.S. bombings and

other "extremely serious cts of war" against North Vietnam.

But it also appeared that North Vietnam and the Viet Cong, who joined

in the walkout, wanted to underline their independence in dealing with the

United States at a time when rumors flew that Vietnam may have been

one of the subjects discussed by President Nixon and Chinese leaders in

Peking.
. „a_

North Vietnam and the Viet Cong have insisted that Communist China

is solidly behind them in their peace proposals and their contention that

the war must be settled at the Paris conference. This has been their

answer to questions as to whether they feared the Chinese and Americans

might try to settle the war behind their backs in Peking.

The United States and South Vietnam charged that the Communist

delegates violated long-established conference procedural rules in

walking out of a meeting before all delegates had finished speaking

The meeting lasted 17 minutes, the shortest of the 145 sessions held

since the talks began Jan. 25, 1969

Freed Berrigan Renews Crusade
DANBURY, Conn. (AP)-Daniel Berrigan, the

pacifist priest, released from prison Thursday after

serving 18 months for destroying draft records says

he will press his crusade against the Vietnam war.

"The war is still the first fact of life for the living,"

he said. "There is no issue conparable to the death of

the innocent -not the economy, not good fellowship in

China, not cancer."
But the 51-year-old Jesuit said he would shun the

methods of protest that put him in jail.

Rejecting the use of violence if it meant doing

physical and psychological damage to human beings,

he said. "I would do immense physical and
psychological damage to draft records if this were
the right tactical moment, but it is not."

Berrigan, wearing a cross made by a fellow

prisoner, appeared graying but chipper despite

various illnesses as he emerged from the prison. He
smiled broadly to the cheers of 200 supporters who
had waited in 15-degree weather outside the federal

prison.

After embracing his brother, Jerome, he turned

and waved to prisoners huddled around the prison

windows.
Berrigan went first to an ecumenical service at a

nearby church then to Syracuse, N.Y., for a visit with

his mother. He plans to live at the Jesuits' Woodstock

College in New York City.

The poet and writer won parole halfway through a

three-year term for destroying draft records at

Catonsville, Md., in 1968.

Also jailed for the Catonsville protest was his

brother Philip, a Josephite priest now one of seven

defendants on trial in Harrisburg, Pa., for alleged

conspiracy to kidnap presidential adviser Henry A.

Kissinger and for other antiwar plots.

Daniel Berrigan originally was named an unin-

dicted co-conspirator in the Harrisburg case, but his

name was later removed.
Berrigan was asked at a news conference if he

gained anything from prison life. He replied: "More
gray hair and more bright thoughts."

Berrigan was said to be troubled by an ulcer and a

hernia and reportedly suffered an adverse reaction to

novocain while undergoing dental treatment at a

prison last summer.

Davis Claims "Victory
5 5

SAN lOSK. Calif. (AP) A
beaming Angela Davis said

Thursday she feels better than

she's felt in the last 16 months and
called her freedom on bail Wed-
nesday "a victory for the people

."

The 28-year-old Communist and
former UCLA philosophy in-

structor told a crowded news
conference that "a larger victory

in my own case has to be attained.

"

She referred to her trial Monday on

murder, kidnap and conspiracy

charges.

Miss Davis, in a brief statement,

said she was "deeply grateful" for

sacrifices by her supporters to gain

her freedom. She said she

regretted not being able to thank

them all personally because of a

court order banning her par

ticipation in public gatherings.

The black militant said her

freedom was "a victory for the

people not only in the sense that

political prisoners cannot now be

held indefinitely in jail in an at-

tempt to "break their will to fight
"

She said the California Supreme
Court ruling that held capital

punishment unconstitutional would
not have been possible without the

struggles surrounding the prison

movement, the "Massacre at

Attica... and the murder of George
Jackson."
"We have to intensify the effort

to free all political prisoners," she

said, and singled out the Soledad

Brothers among others Two
Soledad Brothers, accused of

helping Jackson kill a prison

guard, are on trial in San Fran-

cisco.

Capsule Has First Space Letter

CAPE KENNEDY. Fla. (AP)-On

the remote chance that intelligent

outer space creatures might one

day find it wandering in space, a

spacecraft scheduled for launch

Sunday will carry a plaque that

tells in scientific symbols where

and when it was launched and by

what kind of beings.
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Included on the Pioneer 10

plaque are the naked figures of a

man and woman, the man's right

hand raised in a gesture of frien-

dliness.

In order to get the message,

members of another civilization

would have to capture the pay load

Space agency officials said the

odds are slim that anyone will find

it. But they note that Pioneer 10 is

the first man-made object intended

to escape our solar system and that

it will travel through other

galaxies for millions of years.

perhaps for eternity. No one knows
for certain if other civilization

thrive out there.

The main mission of Pioneer 10 is

to be the first spacecraft to probe

the planet Jupiter, the largest in

the solar system with more than

1 .000 times the volume of earth. To
reach this distant planet, the

payload will be rocketed away
from earth at 32,000 miles per hour,

nearly 8,000 miles faster than any
previous space vehicle.

Launch time Sunday is 8:52.

Dwight House brings back

The Marx Brothers

this time in

MONKEY BUSINESS
MONDAY NIGHT 7: 00, 1:30 and 10:00

STUDENT UNION BALL ROOM MX

Miss Davis answered only two
questions from newsmen To one
about her health, she responded:

"I feel fine. I feel better than I have
in 16 months. The real reason I feel

better now is that I can give more
of myself to help my brothers and
sisters."

Throughout the news conference.

Miss Davis, wearing a green knit

dress, striped shawl and large

silver earrings, beamed at

newsmen and about 50 supporters

packed into the storefront office of

the National United Committee for

Free Angela Davis.

American Communist party
chairman Gus Hall, scheduled to

be at the news conference, was
delayed by a late flight

Miss Davis, freed Wednesday
night on $102,500 bail, earlier

canceled a planned visit to the trial

of the Soledad Brothers, whom she

is accused of plotting to set free

A spokesman for the National

United Committee said the trip

was canceled because "there was
too much of a chance it would
violate the court order" granting

her bail.

The order signed by Superior

Court Judge Richard E. Arnason.

who will preside at Miss Davis'

murder, kidnap and conspiracy

trial which starts Monday,
prohibits her from attending public

rallies or meetings without prior

court permission

The committee had announced

that Miss Davis would attend the

trial That announcement was

made Wednesday night two hours

after she was freed from the Santa

Clara County Jail in Palo Alto,

about 20 miles north of here.

Committee spokesman
Stephanie Allan said Miss Davis

and her supporters discussed the

matter into the early morning

hours and decided to ask Arnason

s

permission first so as not to

jeopardize her freedom.

Miss Davis is accused of fur

nishing four guns and helping plot

the abortive escape attempt at the

Marin County Civic Center Aug. 7,

1970, in which a judge and three

others were killed. The prosecution

contends the escape try was part of

a plot to free the Soledad Brothers,

three black convicts charged with

the murder of a white prison guard

Jan 16. 1970

Convict author George Jackson,

one of the three, was killed last

August in violence at San Quentin

Prison John Clutchette and Fleeta

Drumgo, the two survivors, have

been on trial in San Francisco

since December.
Miss Davis, who had been

working actively to free the

Soledad Brothers before the Aug 7.

1970 shootout, spent her first hours

of freedom at a large dinner party

Rodger McAfee, 33. a partner in

a farm cooperative who put up 405

acres of farm land near Fresno as

collateral for Miss Davis' $100,000

surety bond, said the evening

"culminated 16 months of

struggle."

McAfee, who placed a gross

value of $330,000 on the acreage,

was at the jail when Miss Davis

was freed. He said he put up the

collateral because "promoting the

issue of Angela Davis" is "the

most important thing in the world I

could be doing right now
"

•at least five job opportunities for which they will be qualified.

-where H.D. lab fees go and what they are used for.

-if they are required to teach, at least one alternative program for

off-campus teaching.

what Merrill-Palmer is and where it it located.

-what the faculty-advisee ratio is and its implications.

•that in less than three year*, the number of H.D. majors has been

multiplied by thirty.

-that the number of males in the department is less than 1%.

Are you interested in learning more? Can you add more? We are

a young group and welcome concerned students and faculty to an

organizational meeting. February 27, 7:30 p.m. in room S03CC.
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SEE THE RETURN OF

THE RAIL
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War,Remember TNam?

V
By STEVE SCHMIDT

Wednesday afternoon the

Student Mobilization Committee

held a Teach-in on the continuing

war in Indo-China. The small size

of the crowd testified to the fact

that most UMass students either

believe that the Nixon Ad-

ministration is actually "winding

down" the War or that there is

nothing new for them to learn from

such gatherings. The speakers,

however, told quite a different

story Dick Minear. of the History

Dept. Jules Chametzky of the

English Dept. and Mike Best of the

Economics Dept. all gave their

impressions of the political, moral,

and economic implications of the

continuing and actually expanding

war in Southeast Asia.

A slide show entitled "The

Automated Air War" distributed

by the American Friends Service

Committee and narrated by Frank

Dorman. a local clergyman,
followed the speakers. This

presentation graphically showed

that not only is the war continuing,

but that it has entered a whole new-

phase.

Utilizing miniature sensors

connected to a bank of computers

the Air Force is able to bomb in-

dividual villages or even persons

by an automated "remote con

trol
" These sensors, of course,

cannot distinguish between friend

and foe and the bombs do not

distinguish between men. women,
and children

The planes at upper left are part of the air war In IndoChina which has increased while the ground war

has been lessened. The results of .uch bombings are shown at lower left. In the HP«"JflJ2 ^
-Pineapple" (left) and the "Guava" (right). These are both anti-personnel bombs which upon ex-

plosion spread hundreds of steel pellets flying in all directions. Human flesh I. he only mHtorj

Urget" damaged by these weapons. The boy at lower right was a victim of similar an .-personnel

tablets. General Westmorelan;Tpictured below, was instrumental in esUb ishing the automated air

waTso as to cut losses of U.S. troops while continuing the war. ( Photo compilation by Steve Schmidt

)
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FINE ART SALE
Date: SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1972

Exhibit: 8 p.m.
Auction Begins: 9 p.m.

At: COLONIAL HILTON
1-91 & Route 5

in Northampton, Mass.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Featuring magnificently framed lithographs,

etchings, oil paintings, watercolors, engravings.

ALL OF THESE OUTSTANDING PIECES

WILL BE OFFERED FOR SALE AT PRICES

STARTING FROM $1.00 to $25.00

The art selection will encompass many new
artists including works by: Chagall, Dali,

Haymonson, Matulay, Miro, Moscowiti, Roualt,
Russell, Silva, Soyer, Buffet and many more to

numerous too mention.

Bring a Friend 1 1 1 ! 1 1 Door Prizes
Free Admission Terms: Cash or Check

DON'T MISS THIS FANTASTIC SALEI

SOPHOMORES

Belchertown -New Programs Unused
By JAMES M. SHANKS

The cost of keeping a person at

the Belchertown State School is

$3800 per vear. or $250,000 over a
lifetime -a lifetime of being

treated as something less than

human.
There are alternative programs

which keep a retarded child in the

community. Some of these help

make him functioning member of

society, often able to earn his own
support, which cost one-fourth of

that amount-or about $1000 per

year
But the programs are faltering.

And the General Court is to blame
because it has not appropriated

funds to develop them.

Some are already operating, but

under the level needed because of

lack of funds Others are being held

up because the legislators have not

assigned them a high priority.

The , new wave" of mental

retardation treatment revolves

around early diagnosis of retar

dation Also brought into play are

nursery schools and day care

centers, special public school

classes, sheltered workshops, and

eventually community work and

living centers.

These plans call for Belcher-

town-a modified Belchertown-to be

used only as a last resort, a long

term total care center tor those

persons so severely retarded they

cannot live in the community even

with special care and services

Because of the apparent lack of

concern by the Commonwealth,
private agencies such as the

Hampden County Association for

Retarded Children and Sunshine

Village have also been forced to

offer alternate programs and

provide services normally supplied

bv the state.

The difference between
Belchertown and a community
program such as the nursery

schools is so marked as to be

shocking
The programs are under the

jurisdiction of the Department of

Mental Health just as is

Belchertown But regulations

require at least one teacher or

assistant for each six pupils and a

maximum of 12 pupils per school

The children at a nursery school

and at Belchertown are the same
retarded-but conditions are like

dav and night

Every child receives individual

attention, and lots of it His

problems are worked with, he is

stimulated, plays with educational

playthings, is encouraged to be

creative and advance in any way
possible

Cnhke the kids at Belchertown.

these children are not starved for

affection because they live at home
and receive love and attention at

nursery school as well When a

visitor enters they are curious But

Qualifying tests (Part 1) for 2-yr. AFROTC Program, February 29, 6 - 9 p.m., Room 206, Dickinson Hall

Call 545-2437.
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The children at the Belchertown State School for the retarded are often forced to live in an en-

vironment which often resembles the type of atmosphere found in a prison, (photo by Vinnie I) Addario >

they don't run to embrace him as

they do at the institution.

There are strict qualifications

for the teachers Education and

experience and essential-but so are

a love of children and an ability to

deal with them on their level of

understanding
Seven nursery schools are in

operation in Region I. two in

Springfield, one each in Holyoke.

Westfield. Pittsfield. Chicopee and

Amherst Money for an additional

seven was requested from the

legislature last year None was

received

In Hampden County, one nursery

school is paid for by the state The

Hampden County Association for

Retarded Children pays generally

for the rent, insurance, telephone

service, food, equipment and a

teacher aide at the other four in the

county
The state pays for the teacher,

sometimes an assistant.

But of a total budget for the

nurserv schools in the county, the

Association pays $40,000, the state

$18,000. to operate state facilities

Nursery school for retarded

children is similar to that for a

normal child, but tailored to

special needs Experimental play

a formal teaching period (called

story time">. snack, rest period

and outdoor play make up the

schedule five mornings per week

Table manners and eating skills

are taught at snack time Talking,

colors and the world around the

child are learned during story

time Play periods with

educational toys helps coor

dination and mental development

Art teaches coordination and
expression Outdoor play develops

muscles and coordination.

From nursery school, the

children are able to go on to special

classes for the retarded in the

public schools The children are

prepared for school, but there are

only seven nursery schools The

most optimistic or lowest-estimate

of the number needed for the area

is 21.

If a child is too retarded or

emotionally disturbed to be ad

mitted to public school at the age of

seven, he can go to a day care

center until he is 17 If there is a

day care center.

These centers are limited to an

enrollment of 12 also, but the

maximum teacher pupil ratio is

one to four

Most of the children at Day
Care I in Springfield, located in a

church basement, did not attend

nursery school They tend to be

more retarded-an indication of the

success of nursery schools

Some will be able to go to work in

sheltered workshops Others will

eventually be forced to go into an

institution such as Belchertown

because no community supervised

living quarters are available

Each year a child attends a

nursery school or day care center

it costs someone-in theory the

state-$1000 But the state is saved

$2800 over the cost of Belchertown

If a child can go to nursery

school he is many times less likely

to end up in Belchertown If the

state eventually builds group living

centers and a solid network of

sheltered workshops is established

the Massachusetts stands to save

about $200,000 over one persons

lifetime.

Public school "special

education" classes have been
expanding and improving over the

years but many school superin-

tendents seem reluctant to commit
themselves to these programs.

Many schools have been accused

of using their 'special classes" as

dumping grounds for unruly

students, discipline problems and

blacks

Dr M Phillip Wakstein. former

regional director of retardation for

the Department of Mental Health,

told of one New York superin-

tendent who said he used his

special classes as an aid to teacher

recruitment
"He told them." Wakstein said,

that their classe would have no

troblemakers. only mostly white

youngsters The others were
placed in the special classes

"

Springfield has been accused of

the same practices.

Although the state will pay about

50 per cent of the costs of special

education classes. Wakstein says

the money is often used to reduce

the costs of the classes to nothing

instead of for enrichment and

tailoring them to the special needs

of the retarded

Because of the abdication of

financial responsibility for

programs, private agencies have

taken on added burdens, or

shouldered the entire respon

sibility in some cases

Sunshine Village

Sunshine Village in Chicopee is

just such an example

Friends of the Retarded
Children" incorporated in July of

1967 as a non-profit agency with

goals of meeting area needs.

Sunshine Village is the result, a

large many - faceted building

complex on Litwin Lane in

Chicopee Falls next to the Litwin

School. With volunteer labor and
contributions, more than $500.00 of

facilities have been constructed.

Included are two large heated

swimming pools, a multipurpose

building, ball diamonds and
classrooms.

A summer recreation program
was operated ther last year, and is

due to begin shortly this spring

Retarded individuals are trained

for work, or employed at Sunshine

Village, both producing and ear-

ning income The Chicopee School

Department is also cooperating in

educational programs at Sunshine

Village.

Mothers Are Helped

On of the main goals is to enable

a retarded child to have some kind

of recreation and learning ex

perience at the same time giving

the mother some relief from the

daily burden of care.

Those few hours a child is in a

program can often make the dif-

ference between a family keeping

the child at home and sending him

to Belchertown
This lack of relief for parents is

another reason the nursery schools

and day care centers are needed in

the area If the pai°nts can be

relieved from the burden of care

for a few hours, for rest, shopping,

doing housework or whatever, the

physical and emotional drains of

caring for a retarded child are

reduced immensely
Centers for the early diagnosis of

retardation are also a primary

need according to Wakstein and

Dr Gunnar Dybwad, consultant to

the President's Committee for

Mental Retardation

Because a child's most rapid

period of learning is between birth

and the time he enters school, pre

school programs are vital if the

child is to stay out of an institution

The child can't be placed in these

programs without knowing if he is

retarded Some children who
appear retarded may instead be

deaf, have learning or perceptual

difficulties, or emotional problems

which look like retardation

Wakstein has requested a team

of 14 people be transferred to

Springfield as the nucleus of a

proposed regional diagnostic and

community service center The

jobs were created by the

legislature in 1964 as an outpatient

department for Belchertown but

the people have not been hired yet

As it now stands, privat

organizations pay for and furnish

the services the state should and

technically does provide, while the

legislature complains about

finances and appropriates little

money for the retarded, "the

forgotten people of the Com-
monwealth,"
Monday. Retarded children do

grow up.

Program Council Presents

Clint Eastwood in —

"HANG 'EM HIGH"
and

Yul Brynner in

"THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN"
Sunday Feb. 27 S.U. Ballroom

one show only — 7:00 p.m.
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Healy In Chicago?
In a manner reminiscent of Chicago in 1968,

President Wood and his Board of Trustees held its

February meeting. There were plenty of police to

ensure that the Board meeting would be held, and

plenty of verbiage to ensure that the issues would

never be discussed. Whe discussing the tactics used

at Wednesday's meeting, it would oe helpful to

remember that the distinguished President was a

member of LBJ's cabinet when the 1968 Democratic

Convention was held.

I don't think that it is all that absurd to draw a

parallel between the two for the cases are extremely

similar, even though one was on a smaller scale than

the other Three groups appeared before the Board

that dav. Actually they were given an audience, as

Chairman Healy so quaintly put it. He said that the

Board would not be holding a public hearing and that

the Board would conduct its normal business. This

was an obvious over-reaction to last month's show.

He even referred to the students and faculty who had

come to the meeting as the "audience'' in what would

seem to be a preparation for the theatre that would

follow. The Board, like the Democrats in Chicago,

tried to ignore what the people were saying to them

ind what the people wanted the Board to do.

Part of the problem at that meeting of the Board

was that at least two of the groups didn't know how to

approach the trustees They didn't realize that

decisions are made by the President and the other

members of the administration before it ever reaches

the Board. It is there where the mistakes were made.

The groups should never have come to the Board,

simply because the administration would never be

overruled by them. Even when the Board was con-

fronted with the fact that they are rubber stamps for

the President, they refused to admit it This was

dramatized when "a Boston University professor

raised a question concerning the Salzman case and

the President, while avoiding the question, told the

Board how to act The professor, in an unusual

displav of honesty, turned to the "audience'' and said.

"Do vou see how the President is trying to tell the

Board how to vote'' But even when confronted with

the fact and the whole sham out in the open, the

President chose to answer in more rhetoric and cover

up his previous bullshit with more
The entire meeting was like an Arthur Miller play

The Vets, who were there to protest military

recruiting on the Boston campus, were not prepared

tor the Board dealing with them in any manner But

of course the Board wouldn't really deal with them,

they would just tolerate them. The Board placed

them at the bottom of the agenda, and told them that

the Board had more important business to ac-

complish But even with that feeble attempt at

placating the Vets, the Vets didn't know quite which

way to turn, so they did the democratic thing, and

decided to vote

The outcome of the vote was to disrupt im-

mediatelv The spokesman for the group got up and in

a loud voice told the Chairman that the group wanted

to speak now. not at the end The Chairman, in his

usual paternalistic way, told them to be good boys

and girls and wait until the grown-ups had finished

the important business Now this is where the theatre

of the absurd came in Firstly, the Vets had decided

in a democratic manner what they were going to do,

while the grown-ups were running their oligarchy at

the front of the room. Secondly, the Vets started to

give their presentation while the meeting, which the

Chairman and the President insisted would go on,

went on. So at the same time, in the same room, if you

can imagine it, there were two meetings going on.

Zero Population

Me*, iwhile, outside ot tne meeting room there were

at least 14 armed police keeping the students who had

come to speak and listen in order. Inside there was

one policeman guarding the door and two plain-

clothesmen keeping an eye on things. Very spon-

taneously, a girl from the back of the room said that

she thought that the people outside should be let into

the room. The Chairman solemnly stated that there

were "health regulations" that had to be upheld and

that the room was filled to capacity. Then the girl

pointed out that there was plenty of room for ad-

ministrators, the press, and the police but there was

no room for the students and faculty who had come to

deliberate with them. The Chairman kindly pointed

out that that's the way it is baby, and if you don't like

it leave.

But after this incident the Chairman conceded that

maybe those three goups should be heard after all,

and so the Vets started their rap all over again. They

said that bv letting military recruiters on campus

they were supporting the war. He condemned

Chairman Healy for upholding the "health

regulations'* of the Commonwealth while in the same

voice supporting the vehicles that kill 300 South East

Asians a day. He told the Board that they were afraid

to face what could be Blackballing from Federal

funds, by supporting the UM/B Senate's stand. To

this the Chairman replied that there was nothing he

could do about the war. Then the speaker suggested

that the Chairman was more concerned about his

banks than the Asians that were dying. To this the

Chairman delivered a homily about the moral at-

titudes of the Board and how much they hated the

war. And the question of recruiting still remains

unanswered.
But the problem is deeper than what happened at

Wednesday's meeting Wednesday was only a

svmptom of a sickness that has plagued the

University for about a year Surely the Trustees

cannot be solely blamed for the outcome of the

meeting. They didn't pick the high-security building

for the meeting, nor did they pick the small room

where it was held They were not largely responsible

for the 16-odd police present They cannot be blamed

for being kept ignorant of the feelings of the UM/B
acultv and students about military recruitment on

campus and for the conditions in Dorchester. Surely

no one can blame them for allow ing the Salzman case

to drag on for three years But you can blame them

for hiring the administrators who would allow that to

happen You can blame them for sitting by and

allowing students and faculty from the University to

be treated with abuse You can blame them for not

fulfilling their obligations to the Commonwealth and

the Citizens of the Commonwealth by allowing their

rights to be abrogated You can blame them for not

giving the students and faculty a fair hearing -a fair

hearing as defined by the faculty and students, not by

the Trustees
Wednesday's Trustee meeting depressed me and

made me irate Depressed to think that this type of

thing could happen in a University which is dedicated

to hearing every side and allowing reason to prevail

Irate to think that those people sitting piously in the

front of the room didn't even understand why the

students and faculty needed to disrupt the meeting to

be heard. They are so lost in mush that they can't

hear, see, or feel any longer. The President and his

Board of Trustees have never handled anything so

badly But it seems that this method of keeping the

"radicals and masses" in line will continue, for just

remember what kind of president we have in

President Wood.

WASHINGTON -The latest news from the

Census Bureau is that younger women are

refusing to have children, and the United

States is fast approaching a "zero

population growth" rate. This means the

death rate and birthrate figures in the

country will soon be even.

Disturbed by this information, I sought

out three young ladies in a coffeehouse to

find out what had gone wrong. Their names

were Fern. Clara and Mary Jane, and they

were sitting with three boys -Harry, Fred,

and Claude.

"Ladies." I said. "I have just read in the

newspapers that women in this country only

had an average of 2.4 children in 1971 as

opposed to 2.9 children in 1967, and if the

trend continues they will be down to 2.1 in a

few years which could mean zero population

growth. How can you explain it?"

•Who wants kids ". Fern asked.

"But "
I said, "that is the role of won:en-

to reproduce their own kind."

"That's the point," Clara said. "Who

wants to reproduce people like us?"

"I don't understand," I said.

Clara said, "It's a generation problem^

Your generation had a high opinion of

yourselves. You thought you were wonderful

people -brave, strong, honest, law-abiding,

productive and God-fearing. Therefore you

wanted to reproduce more of the same.

"You assumed that your offspring would

be just like you and you wanted to flood the

country with little copies of yourself.

"Well it didn't work out that way,' Clara

concluded. "You produced an entirely

different breed and we've decided we Jon t

want any more like us because we can t

stand each other."

Why should we make babies who are as

unhappy and miserable as we are?" Mary

T«inp cisKcd

"I don't want any kids like Harry," Fern

said.

"But." Harry protested, "you're my
girlfriend."

"I don't mind you as my boyfriend, Fern

said, "but I couldn't stand you as my son."

"It's true. I could never think of raising a

Claude or a Fred. I wouldn't have the

stomach for it."

"That isn't a nice thing to say," Fred said

defensively.

"Well," Clara replied, "Would you like to

be the father of Fern or Mary Jane or Harry

or Claude?"
"I wouldn't even want to be the father of

me," Fred said.

"If I understand you, ' I said, "the reason

why you don't want to have babies is that

you're afraid they 11 all turn out like vou."

"You got it, Pops," Fern said. "We know

what we've done to our parents, and we're

not about to let our kids do that to us."

Clara said, "I couldn't hassle with my kids

the way I hassle with my mother I'd go up

the wall."

"But." I protested, "if all of you feel that

way, the American people--the greatest,

most magnificent and wondrous people the

world has ever seen -could go down the

drain."

"It's not our fault," Mary Jane said

"We're physically but not mentally
equipped for it."

Fern said, "Once the country gets down to

zero population growth, I might reconsider

the whole proposition But at the moment,
I'd rather take the money it costs to raise a

child and go to Europe."
"Even buying a Honda motorcycle,"

Harry said, "would be more fun than having

a kid like me."
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times

CERTAINLY I FIND NOTHING WRONG WITH YOUR IRRESISTIBLE URGE TO RUN FORJWMMNTI
EVERYBODY WANTS TO RUN FOR PRESIDENT! I AM ANNOUNCING MY CANDIDACY TOMORROW!'

Letters To The Editor

Amazed and Amazed
To the Editor:

1 was amazed and somewhat amused by the gross

inaccuracies in the alleged statements of Judy Gill

and/or your reporter in your February 18, 1972 issue

The first assertion, that the reasons for the dif-

ferences in each caucus (McGovern. Muskie > were

because the system of delegate selection was "un-

precedented", is another pro-Muskie cop-out similar

to Muskie's recent stand on amnesty for draft

resisters Last vear the Democratic National com-

mittee set forth a brochure on the procedures for the

delegate selection in each of the 50 states.

Senator Thomas Eagleton <D-Mo.>. who is

favorable to Muskie. averred, in the Democratic

replv to Nixon's State of the Union speech on

nationwide TV . that these brochures were availabe

to all This material could be and can be obtained

from the Democratic National Committee Certainly

if Judy Gill didn't know about this. Ed McColgan and

the rest of his leadership coterie did I will quote the

appropriate section

KNOW THE RULES
Bar automatic delegates no part of the proc*

mav begin before January 1. 1972 Adequate public

notice of the meetings must be given maximum ot

10% selection by any committee..

International Living

To the Editor:

Questionnaires will be distributed to the campus

population this week to ascertain different interests

which might be incorporated into an International

House The center is to open in the Spnng of 1973 in

Hamlin House. For the staff of the International

Programs Office and several of the committe-

members, this represents the culmination of a thret

vear search for suitable facilities.

As now proposed. Hamlin would be a

conglomeration of language corridors, cultural and

academic interest groups, cultural exchange

organizations and campus agencies dealing with tne

effective development of cross-cultural exchange

between American and foreign students The center

would serve a varied constituency To language

specialists on campus it will offer the atmosphere,

facilities and direction necessary' for the develop

ment of their language groups To the campus

population, native and foreign, it will offer tne

programs and facilities for effective cultural in-

terchange .

The International House committee is now seeking

more information in order to determine the final

composition of the center Student participation on

the committee as well as student interests are being

sought Any student wishing to help plan this new and

exciting venture in international living is asked to

contact the international Program Office, Rm 239

Whitmore. Tel 549-0019 Questionnaires will also be

availabe there to the campus population.

Larry Carpentier

Letters

Ed McColgan's Muskie slate was 100% selected by a

still unnamed committee, as were the other slates

except the McGovern group, which was elected. Why
did only the McGovern slate follow all the rules in the

First Congressional District ? -Maybe they believe in

reform
On the question of a one-issue candidate -Senator

George McGovern is the only candidate who has

issued complete position papers on every major

issue, and he will issue papers on all issues before

long

J udv -Please read Time magazine. February 14.

1072, "page 14 or A.I). A.\ World, page 1 of the

Februarv issue.

From Time McGovern is undoubtedly ahead

among the current Democratic contenders in the

thoroughness with which he has worked out his

positions

We all know Muakta was very, very late on the War
issue McGovern doesn't have this credibility gap to

overcome.
John D.I-aw lor. Jr.

So Sorry
To the Editor:

Yesterdav - « .illeman reported that I told tne

Student Senate that the Board of Trustees has

•deliberately' met in a small room in order to limit

attendance To correct the record. I did not say

whether their decision was intentional or not. since I

cannot read the mind of Dr Wood
Larry Ijdd

Ode To UMass

As in previous vears the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor. The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length. All letters must be signed and the author's

address and telephone numbers must be included

No letter will be published without this in-

formation Also, no letters will be printed without

the name of the author. Please note this change in

policy. .. ... ,

All letters are subject to editing either for

content or space according to the judgment of the

editors Also, due to space limitations, we do not

guarantee that all letters will be P d̂
DIT()RS

Editorial Points
By the way things are

developing, it looks as if

Snoopy is going to pull a

Clifford Irving in writing the

biography of Miss Helen

Sweetstory without ever

meeting her. In innocence is

found the profound.
*****

The parking conditions up

here are so bad the

Collegian decided it was

time to make a suggestion

for the improvemenTof the

situation. Everyone should

go home Friday afternoon.

Special snow removal crews

will take over campus and

clean up where our own
illustrious Willy Jeeps
missed Then, on Sunday.

everyone can come back

and find parking spaces.

The only catch is--what if it

snows Sunday night?
*****

The Faculty Senate looks to

be about as useful as the

Trustees.
*****

Quote of the week: "Go
petitioning with your date",

as WMPIRG transcends the

lines of local politics and

women's lib.

*****

Winter always comes when
you least expect it. then it

takes you by your earmuffs

and numbs you from head to

toe.

To the Editor:

As a foreign student in the Graduate School here at

UMass. my impressions are condensed in this song

(remembering Romans 12:12- "Rejoice in your hope,

be patient in tribulation, and constant in prayer >.

Ode to I MASS

O Father, fortunate am I in my friends and my

fnmilv

My hope, my land, my love and my country. O

Father

O Father, let me now forget those who have not as

ST and in my happiness let me never, never forget

them.

There are those who have no home,

No place to call their own.

No land where they can stay and rest

There are those in misery,

To whom life is full of fear,

To whom hope seems a thing of the past

Everywhere in the milling crowds.

As nations meet on common ground.

And towers of steel and concrete have no end

Everyone is a number now.

Yet a" smile is a blessing somehow.

That the basic goodness of man is not an end.

Winding ribbons that lead no place.

Teaching clasr.es that go nowhere,

Where in here can I find my way?

In the waters, and in the air.

There is talk, only talk all there.

Just a run to live another day.

Yet in here I rejoice in Hope.

Am patient in tribulation.

And constantly I find a helping hand

Even here there are a few who care,

Care enough to make my day,

And with them, I glory, in your land

Help Save Alaska
To the Editor:

, ._. . . .

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971, passed last

December, placed a statutory freeze on Alaskan public lands only until

March 17 1972. And it granted the Secretary of the interior full power to

continue their protection thereafter. One man alone -our Secretary of the

Interior the Honorable Rogers C. B Morton -can make decisions now to

save these lands. The opportunists and private interests are ready to

participate in a giant land grab. These lands are the most beautiful,

sensitive, unspoiled lands remaining on our earth.

Much of Alaska is so fragile that it can break if it is touched So delicate

is the tundra ecosvstem at the top of our world that a tractor tread made

todav is an uglv scar in five years time; a deep eroding ditch a hundred

vears from now. So vulnerable is its balance of life that even the smallest

disturbance can be tantamount to ruin There are millions of caribou,

mountain sheep, moose, ducks, geese, deer and salmon. But wolves,

polar bear falcons and other threatened species can survive only in this,

a last remaining habitat. A third of all North America's water fowl come

to Alaska to rest and nest and feed This land is their land And it s our

land Not the oil company's . or the miners' or the developers If the oil

wells are drilled, the land stripped, the forest leveled, the asphalt poured-

-this wondrous land and much of the beautiful life within could well perish

"Rogers C B Morton has to act before March 18 to protect 50 million

•cm of public lands from exploitation and to preserve 80 million acres

for tne establishment of National Parks. Wildlife Refuges, and Scenic and

Wild Rivers The Coalition for Environmental Quality urges you to write

to The Honorable Rogers C B Morton. Secretary of the Interior. Interior

Building. Washington. DC 20240. telling h.m you want these lands

preserved If vou don't have time to write a letter, send a postcard, or the

coupon CEQ w ill have in the paper Wednesday and Thursday or sign the

petition we will have at tables on the Concourse Wednesday and Thur

sda% Help MVC Alaska

And Public Service

To the Editor: , . ,, • •. /

I don't suppose that anvone at the Amherst campus of the I niversity of

lUlll I Ilium
1
would contradict a statement criticizing the food served

at anv one of the dining commons I don't think anyone would say. that

given a choice between a dinner cooked by his mother and one by the

d.ning commons, he would prefer the one cooked by the dining commons^

But compare our predicament with the situation the students of a

Massachusetts' state school for the mentally retarded must em.ure. I

would rather wait in line to be served in one of the dining commas than

be called ins.de to the basement of a dilapidated building I would rather

stand ,n line, able to chat with my friends, than to sit on a hard wooden

bench amusing myself with visions of the outdoors and fresh air or hav ng

no visions at all I would rather have the two choices offered by the dining

commons .including the fluorescent roast beef, than be confronted day

after day with the same starchy paste with a few non descriptive bits of

meat which would probably not reach the standards required of a cheap

dog food I would rather be given the choice to sit with my companions

and eat at my leisure than to be told with whom I eat and where I eat

would rather be able to have the right to leave the table than to be forced

to sit without a word of protest until told to go back to sitting on the

wooden bench in the basement I would rather eat at Berkshire Hamp-

shire Hampden. Franklin or Worcester than to eat in any of the buildings

on any of the grounds of the state schools for the mentally retarded

One could possibly rationalize the gross difference between the two

state institutions by commenting that the students of a state university

also pay tuition, board and room each semester But I would answer that

the students of the state schools for the mentally retarded have been

paving for over a 100 years When are they going to receive some service
*^- B Knstlne Jones

N. Haridasan

Public Service

To whom it mav concern:

We ripped off your motorcycle from the lot near Berkshire

CommonlYou had not re-registered it. and were letting it rot away

in the snow and rain. You were not taking proper care of it. and we

had a use for it. However, if you are in need of it. and have plans to

use it. we feel that you should have it back. Therefore, we propose

th

If you want the motorcycle back, write a letter to the Collegian

stating that, and giving the serial number of the engine Sign your

name and give a Telephone number If you do this, we will contact

you at that number and tell you where you car, find your bike If you

are not going to use or take care of the bike, please aH us keep it, as

we have a need for it. ,. M -

The people who ripped your cyke
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Spock To Run For President

The sides of the mountains were covered with trees, the banks of

the brooks were diversified with flowers; every blast shook spices

from the rocks, and every month dropped fruits upon the ground. All

animals that bite the grass, or browse the shrubs, whether wild or

tame, wandered in this extensive circuit, secured from beasts of

prey by the mountains which confine them."' (Photo by Alan

Chapman. MIH Pastoral Staff)

BOSTON (AIM Famed baby-

doctor and antiwar critic Dr.

Benjamin Spock entered an appeal

in federal court Thursday seeking

permission to campaign for the

presidency at Quonset Point Naval

An Station. R.I.

Spock. the candidate for

president on the Peoples' Party

Ticket, joined Socialist Workers

Party presidential candidates

Linda Jenness in an appeal in U.S.

District Court in Rhode Island

seeking to overturn the base

commander's denial of their

petition to campaign on the base.

They asked for permission to

campaign on the base in a joint

letter dated Jan 19 Capt. R.W
Frame, the base commander,
answered them in a letter dated

Jan 27:

it is the policy of the Depart-

ment of Defense to avoid conduct

that either directly or indirectly

endorses or selectively benefits or

favor any political group, or is

associated with the solicitation of

votes in a political election.''

In a news conference here Spock

denounced the denial, saying. "The

election lawas are being used not to

help the people, they are being

used to keep any parties but the

I h-mocrats and Republicans off the

ballot
"

Spock said the Peoples' Party is

coalition of local independent

parties put together last summer
in meetings in Albuquerque. N.M..

and Dallas He listed examples as

the Independent Party of New
Mexico, the Peace and Freedom

Party in California and the New
Party, which exists in several

states, including Florida.

Me said the California party has

cornered as much as 11 per cent of

the vote in local elections and as

much as :i per cent in statewide

elections. The New Mexico party

ran a slate in the 1970 general

election, including a candidate for

governor.

Spock and Miss Jenness claim

that because of their minority

party status, they do not have

funds to mount expensive cam
paigns in broadcast or print media,

and that by denying them access to

a segment of the voting population,

the Department of Defense is

denying them their rights under

the first and fifth amendments to

the VS. Constiution

Secretary of Defense Melvin

Laird and Frame are the defen

dants in the action

Spock said his party has raised

about $10,000 in contributions

toward his presidential campaign,
and that last year he has spent

about $8,000 of his own money in

the campaign
He said he has campaigned in

California. Utah. New Hampshire,

Maine and Kentucky.

He also denounced the

Massachusetts requirement that

his party obtain 56,000 qualified

signatures to get on the ballot here,

saying that for a minority party he

felt that was an excessive number.
Spock also renewed his cam-

paing against the Vietnam war.

saying, "i think nuclear war is

going to destroy the whole world if

we don't disarm
"

He said, 'The President has

spoken of honor' in the Vietnam
context. He may think that honor

lies in using at least tactical

nuclear weapons in Vietnam."
Spock said he feared that attacks

by the Viet Cong and the North

Vietnamese during the withdrawal

of American troops might prompt
the use of nuclear weapons by the

U S to prevent a defeat.

Financial Aid applications

for the Summer of 1972 and the

1972-73 academic year are now
available in the Financial Aid

Office. Room 232. Whitmore
Applications will be

available from now until 5:00

P.M.. Tuesday. February 29

and must be filed no later than

March 1. Whether or not aid

has been received previously, a

new application must be filed

each year for all Loans.
Scholarships. Grants and Work
Study.

Open Hou

Lambda

se Tonight at

Chi Alpha

374 N. Pleasant St. — 8:30

12 oz. Bottle Schlitz — 25*

Hard Drinks — 45*

Saturday, Feb. 26

YAHOO BAND
8:30 50

Happy Hours Daily 7 - H

SATURDAY NIGHT
Superbad Productions proudly presents

February 26, 1972

8:30 and 11:30 p.m.

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE

Main St., Springfield

Early Show $5

Late Show $6

Tickets at Amherst Audio and Music City, Springfield
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State House Log
COMMITTEES AND DATES FOR BILLS BEING HEARD BEFORE
THE MASS. STATE LEGISLATURE THE WEEK OF FEB. 28 TO
MARCH 3

DATE COMMITTEE BILL NO.

Feb. 28 Education S-324

Election Laws

H-1873

H-4491

Feb. 29 Education

Public Safety

Social Welfare

Mar 1 Education

Election Laws

•Govt. Regulations

Judiciary

Social Welfare

Taxation

Urban Affairs

Mar. 2 Urban Affairs

S-5

S-641

H-2179

H-3690

S-389

H-316

S-747

H-2179

S-980

H-1841

DESCRIPTION
certain colleges be responsible for

students living off-campus

transfer county training schools to

control of Commonwealth
Presidential electors be required

to vote for Pres. candidate that

received highest number of votes

in Mass. Presidential election

extend training programs for

mentally retarded children to

grade 12

provide for inspection of exhaust

emissions
mental health facilities

state reimbursement of cities and

towns for transporting pupils who
reside in depressed areas

( bussing

)

investigation of violations of

campaign spending laws, also,

public funding of campaigns
lower drinking age to 18

enforce consumer protection laws,

establish consumer section within

district courts

mental health facilities

tax incentives for pollution control

by industry

increase supply of low and middle

income housing

S-1070 regulation of zoning laws

Sarge : Economy Vs. Ecology

WASHINGTON (AP) - Gov

Francis W. Sargent of

Massachusetts today called for a

balancing" of the legitimate

demands of business and the en

vironmentalists.

In a speech prepared for delivery

before a plenary session of the

National Governors' Conference

winter meeting. Sargent said

"environmental concern must go

hand in hand with economic

development if we are to achieve

more than token protection."

Sargent proposed four principles

"to guide any governor who is

dedicated to the achievement of

balanced society - a society that

provides for goods and services

while it maintains a quality en-

vironment."

The Massachusetts Republican

said the ecological approach"

should be adopted as "the fun

damental premise for all public

decision making
"

He said we must build an ex-

panding set of human values. No
growth comes from replacing one

set of values with another
"

Sargent also said a higher

priority should be placed on long-

term values than on short term

gains, and he called for public

participation in governmental

decision making

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til S

INSURANCE AGENCY

A.o.d downtown SpfW !>•*'"€ >**» *
Au_

WFST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE

J^
S

C.n«u ', Shopp-n, M Fr.. p.*.n« for o~, 100 cr-

TEKOA

I

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N'hamp. Jf College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR.

On North-South Mwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST Next to Holyoke Nat'l. Ban*

Fun Mirrors

Reg
1.59 99c

Modess

Flushable

Napkins

34*Res
43c

Slephan

Shampoo

S77 e

l»ut a little fun in your
life! Brightly framed
mirror, cute sayings'

Box of 12 biodegradable 15 oz. unbreakable plastic

napkins Very absorbent. bottle. $2.50 size,

deodorant protection. ^^^

Waterman Bic

3 Pack Pens

Package of 3 pens.

1 fine point. 2 medi-

um, in colors.

Reg
44c 29

Yellow
Legal Pads

Package of 2 ruled

pads, size 8 by 12 1 *

inches.

Reg
54c 29

Fine Quality
Typewriter Paper

Bond finish, size

8 1 ? by 11 inches.

200 sheet »

Reg
79c 44

Ruled College
Composition Book

Wi rebound 5 sub-

ject book of 200 -y9 / /
sheets, fine quality # §

Reg
1.19

The Last

Whole Earth

Catalogue"
By Stewart Brand: biggest, best, last you'll ever get!

Pub. List

5.00

, «\

Caf

Caldor's Top Ten

Record Hits

3.49I59fl

•Don McLean - "American Pie

"

•Carole King * "Music"
• Led Zeppelin - Their 4th album
e Elton John - "Madman Across the

Water"
e Santana - newest hit

e Yes - "Fragile"
• Rolling Stones - "Hot Rocks
e Cat Stevens - "Teaser and the rirecaf
• Bob Dylans Greatest Hits - Volume II

• Faces - "A Nod is as Good as a Wink"

(ONNKTlCUT

• Avon • Nomd.n • * ,v*, *,d*
11

• IroMord • Mon«Ke»»er • «©<l«y **'"

• Donbury • Norwolk • Slumlord

• Fairfield

NIW Y0»K MASSACMUSfm

• Tocrinoton • *««Mord Mill, • ?",!'"*,.?.
• Wall.ngford • Kingston • Northompton

• Woterbory • Poet**""
• Wappingen

roll,
.

SALE FRI
and SAT
Open Lett

Ivery Night
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Health Education

Cancer In Women
Question: What types of cancer do women get?

Answer : Women can develop many types of cancer, but the twoleading

types are uterine cancer and breast cancer.

Question : Are these types of cancer curable?

Answer: If they are detected and treated early, uterine and breast

cancer are highly curable.

Question: How are they detected?

Answer: You doctor includes tests for them in your annual physical

checkup. In addition, each woman should do a Breast Self-examination

regularly.

Question : What test is done for cancer of the uterus?

Answer: The PAP test. This is a simple, painless, and unbelievably

important test. It was named after the man who developed it. Dr. George

Papanicolaou.

Question: What does the test involve?

Answer: Your physician takes a sample of cervical cells and smears

them on a glass slide. He then sends them to a cytology lab, where a

specially trained pathologist examines the cells under a microscope. He

can detect abnormalities in the cells months or years before actual

symptoms would have occurred. If the tests how that a woman does have

uterine cancer, early treatment could make it almost 100% curable. (30

years ago. it was the leading cause of cancer death among women.

)

Qmsiion: How is breast cancer detected

Answer: 95% of all breast cancers are discovered by women them-

Bdvet. That's why Breast Self-examination is so important Your doctor

a ill show vou how to do this at your physical checkup, and then you

should make it part of a regular monthly routine. Most masses felt in the

breast are NOT cancer. But if one is cancerous, and it's treated properly,

it is also highly curable

Therefore, a regular health checkup is a must for every woman. And, in

between them. Breast Self-examination should be practiced every month.

Thousands of women die needlessly every year, when a few minutes of

their time could have saved their lives.

Ml questions should be directed to the UMass Health Services.

Due to the increased number of applications being processed for

the fall semester, staff limitations, and the extra burden imposed

by a quota system, the Graduate School has found it necessary to

ciose the Graduate Admissions Office one day a week. Effective

February 25 the (Graduate Admissions Office will be closed for

business on all Fridays through April 14. Telephone inquiries and

requests for admissions materials will be handled on those days by

the receptionist in the second floor lobb> of the Graduate Research

tenter.

Jews To Celebrate Purim
By GEOFFREY LEVINE

On Monday, February 28th, the Jewish people will

celebrate the holiday Purim. Jews around the world

will be reading from the Megillah which recounts the

story of the Jews' escape from a power mad official in

the court of King Ahasuerus in the city of Shushan.

According to tradition, there are four "mitzvots" or

good deeds that are required on Purim. The first is

the reading of the Purim story, the second is the

giving of presents to friends, the third is the giving of

gifts to charity, and the fourth is to get rip-roaring

drunk.

The purpose of the wine on Purim is to obstruct the

participant's vision to the point where he can no

longer tell the difference between the holy man
Mordecai and the power made Haman. It is in-

teresting to note that G-d is not mentioned once in the

book. The ancient rabbis tell us that this is to teach

that the Lord, blessed be His Name, acts

miraculously through the natural.

On Monday night, February 28th, at 7:30 p.m. in

Room 420 of the Student Union, Purim will be

celebrated according to the mystical practices

developed over the four thousand year history of the

Jewish people.

On Tuesday night, in keeping with the humorous
spirit of Purim, a debate will be offered between

Professors Arthur Elkins, Joe Marcus, and Lucien

Miller. The topic of the debate is: "resolved: That the

custom of giving raw food gifts on Purim had more
significance than the custom of giving cooked food

gifts." This event will also be in Room 420 SU.

Come enjoy Purim with us. Learn with us. Look in

the mirror and laugh with us.

Beer Banned At Schaeffer

BOSTON I API — Police and
officials of Schaeffer Stadium have
urged that a ban on beer brought

from home be continued at the

Foxboro home of the New England
Patriot! of the National Football

League

Philip Fine, a trustee of the

stadium, told the joint legislative

Committee on Government
Regulations Wednesday that

drunken football fans are getting

that way on beer brought into the

stadium illegally.

He said officials know how much
beer is sold and the problem of

drunkenness results from beer

snuck in.

When it was discovered that

people were bringing the beverage
to the stadium in home coolers, the

coolers were banned. Fine said.

"Now they're bringing it in in their

pockets."

Fine testified against a bill filed

by Rep. Donald T Bliss. R
Attleboro. to allow fans to bring a

six-pack of beer into the stadium.

Foxboro Police Chief Daniel W.
McCarthy told the committee that

one of the greatest problems
concerning the stadium has been
drunks, which, he says, the town
does not have facilities to handle

After the Patriots-Miami
Dolphins game last season, seven
people were locked up for being

intoxicated.

"It's worse if they win the

game." he said.

No one appeared to support the

bill.

"AUSTRALIA NEEDS
YOU"

S1000 given for settling in,

partial air or boat fare given,

employment directory. Send

$1.50, Field Employment, Box

81, Easthampton, Mass 01027.

INTER CITY
RELOCATION SERVICE
Moving? Right from your
living room we can contact a

reliable Realtor anywhere in

the U.S. He'll find you a new
home, inform you of your
new community, meet you at

the train or plane. No
obligation to you. Our Miss
Intercity will handle all the

details.

D.H. JONES
Real Estate Agency

$4t-3700

Pizza Party

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

$1.25
EVERY

SI NDAY NIGHT

BRUM'S
PIZZA

corner of

Main & Triangle 256-6676

<*fc

aarcia-Jerry
Garoa ^WsSon

-*Wsso" Baby , m A Want^ _

«A'%

*<*«

'©*»*>

%. *

HERE WE GO AGAIN!

RECORD

* $2.99 *

<***
#»

,vH°*
.<*

**s V
^^ to 15 Selections of ^ ^*/^ OUR reg. $4.33 ^ ^

\ *.

% %
e*.tf

r
Jr g

V

i

&
On Sale

Afa<*
ft

">e/j Ac

Am,

r<xs Th

\ Friday and Saturday Only

e
>-ka

*kK
Ati,

*ter.

er/cg
£/f,on M,

While They Last
**

*<*'
wed
ASt*

i

\$&a**"
i«
**°

\*i

American We

:'6fc.

The Discount Dopmrtm&nt
JfWIN

Madman Aero**

Tha Water

Women To March
Wed. Feb. 23-8:00 p.m

"Women and Resistance"

Anne Berrigan < niece of Phil

and Dan I Gamble Hall Mt
Holyoke

Thurs. Feb. 24-8:00 a.m.
Celebration lor Dan
Berrigan's release Dan-
bury. Ct

Sun. Feb. 27-2:00 p.m.-Concert-

Lecture by Frank Growling

Bear of American Indian

Movement of Resistance
opposed to assimilation into

American Society Gamble
Hall Mt. Holyoke 99c

Tues. Feb. 29-7:00 p.m.-

Stratification. alientation.

racist & sexist

discrimination in the

University by Prof. Gloria

Joseph-School of Ed.

Dickinson I 'Mass

Sat. March :i -Mass civil

disobedience at Pease
A.F.B New Hampshire

\lon. Marrhi;-1:00& 7:00 Multi

Media Show photography

exhibit open talk 'Art. Film

& Photography" Hampshire
lecture Hall

X:0«-Poetry Reading
Hampshire Lecture Hall

Tues. March 7-1:00-1:00 p.m.

Open House SW. Women's
Center J.Q.A Lobby

7:00 p.m "Women in

African Liberation
Struggles" slides and talk

by Klmar Seibel

x: no Poetry Reading read

and written by women
Berkshire Room SW

\\rd. March x-< Women's In-

ternational Day)
il:on- 12 -.no-Women march

thru campus (make

placards)

I2:00-:5:00-Womcn's Rally

with women speakers at SI!

Ballroom. Speakers will be

Eileen Stewart (SW
Women's Center) Jean
Williams (Flower Citizen's

Conspiracy)i Pat Sachrey
(Women's Institue) Lois

Penny (Chisholm for Pres.)

i::to-SU Ballroom Anne
Bowen's Rock Group

7:00 p.m. -Pat Bonner-
Lyons will speak on "New
Politics: Role of Women and
Youth" Only black woman
to run for Boston School

Board, Delegate to Mass.

Coalition to elect Shirley

Chisholm; Member of the

YWLL
Thurs. March I 10:00 a.m.-

Campus Center Poetry
Reading (free child care)

Fri. March lo-all day-Craft

Demonstration at Smith
s: on-Sage Hall Smith Folk

& Rock Festival Women
Musicians.

8:00-Women's Film
Festival at Mt. Holyoke.

Sat. March il-l:00-Women's
Film Festival Mt. Holyoke

BttB> it's Alright to be a

Woman" Women's Theatre.

A must' $2.00 benefit Valley

Women's Center Marks
Meadow Gym by School of

Ed
Sun March 12 Rosa Luxem

berg's Birthday. Film
"Wanda" an Appalachian
woman-effect of culture,

povertv and husband on her

life

Mass Spanish Face Race Discrimination
. . . . . i i I rrn - m *»» tU„ amnlmnno tha QnQ rtich-cnnalrinrJ anH Pll*»rtr» Ripan

BOSTON (AP)-A report released Thursday to the

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights says Massachusetts

Spanish-speaking residents are victims of

discrimination in jobs, housing, schooling and health

care.

The 104-page report by the Massachusetts State

Advisory Committee to the commission asserts the

state's 24 federally-funded antipoverty agencies aim

chiefly to aid black residents.

The report says the language barrier is the chief

bar keeping Puerto Ricans from a better life, and

makes 66 recommendations to ease the problem.

The include:

—Increased state hiring of Spanish-speaking

employes.

—A state census of Spanish-speaking public school

pupils.

—Increased help for the Spanish-speaking by an-

tipoverty groups.

—A federal probe of hospital hiring practices.

"If state and local governments are deficient in

Kuentz Orch.
At Bowker

The Paul Kuentz Chamber Or-

chestra of Paris, an ensemble of

fourteen prize-winning in-

strumentalists, will appear at

Bowker Auditorium on the UMass
Campus on Monday and Tuesday,

February 28 and 29 at 8:00 p.m. as

the fourth event of the Celebrity

Series sponsored by the UMass
Fine Arts Council.

The Orchestra's Amherst
programs will include works by

Mozart. Vivaldi. Bach, Handel.

Scarletti. Telemann and other 17th

to 20th century composers. Joining

the current North American tour is

the distinguished French trumpet
virtuoso. Jean-Francois Dion and
soprano soloist Barbara Schlick

Reserved tickets for the evening

performances are available in the

Fine Arts Council Office. 125

Herter Hall. Telephone 545 <C02

employing the Spanish-speaking and Puerto Rican,"

the report says, "a lion's share of the blame must rest

with the Civil Service Commission," since public

agencies hire from civil service lists.

The report says Puerto Ricans get chiefly low pay,

unskilled jobs, and "if the Puerto Rican remains in

school, he is destined to an education which will

prepare him only for a nonprofessional' job."

The Committee also asserts Boston school officials

do not know how many Spanish-speaking youngsters

are not enrolled, and says Boston and Springfield

school systems need much better bilingual courses

and teaching for pupils to whom English is a second

language.

The report estimates the number of Spanish-

speaking Bay State residents at 50,000 to 100,000 in-

cluding up to 50,000 in Boston and 15,000 in

Springfield.

The report by the 27-member committee followed

hearings last May 11-13.

Engineers' Week Begins
The UMass School of

Engineering will present

Engineers' Week Convocation
Thursday, Feb. 24 at 4 p.m. in the

Engineering Building East
Auditorium.

Dr. Gordon S. Brown, Dugald C.

Jackson Professor of Engineering

at Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, will speak on

"Engineers -Makers of Hardware
and Software for Society."

Author of 50-odd technical

papers on automatic control, ar-

ticles on engineering education,

and other. Dr. Brown received the

President's Certificate of Merit in

1948. and holds honorary doctor of

science and engineering degrees

from Purdue and Dartmouth
I niversities. the Technical

University of Denmark. Southern

AUTOS FOR SALE

IMK( hrv Impala. V-R rutin* new snow

ur.s a bailer). gd condition, power

steering, automatic Iran*. Mler S call 549-

TH

19*5 Plv mouth, good cond
otrrrran 4 brakes. Urea good

winterised, new brake* A batter>.

oral*. asking I IS*. S44-4IM.

power
cond..

bucket

(.citing married 1
' Diamond engagement

ring. half<arat. reasonable, (all «4S-2S9l

after five.

•a
I9&S Jeep Wagoneer tcyl. iwd.p s 7 It.

plow, low mileage, very good condition,

manv rxlras. IINM. 2S3-24I2

If2-a»

I Mar Point Siamese kittens R weeks old.

(all after S p.m.. hn-mm
az-zs

MDC CLASSIFIED

1979 Maverick, excellent condition,

optional wooden car top carrier, (all 549-

HR37
IfJ-

1

WANTED

1959 school bu*. vrrv good

idral for camper or »lore on wheel*

t all Xrnold MOL
ISP*

tfZ-ZS

i« MuMang ( on\ red. at. p*. • cyl.

immatint . good r«l *ood boot* * snow*,

stereo KM opt ( onlact Jon Kl llwight :>-

r»V keep tryta.
in-

1

\ H l.'iMK 'tudrluxr *edan. Minroof. etc

cond . mra lire* * *now». INM ( all -**-

:ttS2.

tf2»

TK4 great meek condition, complete ign

rrplacemenl. rebuilt carbs and gen t new

radial*, rebuilt Iran*. I3H. (all 23.1-PBT7

If2-2S

'.I \ \\ — dependable transportation but

nred* clutch work Must *ell (all after I

p.m. 'ihm*i«
02-25

I oral Hlue* Hand desperately

place to practice Will pa> (ill Mike. MJ
MM.

11227

\rti*anv craftsmen The Collector. II

Hridgr St Northampton, hat workshop

and displat spare available for lra*e UMV

IV«
U3-I

tmc guitar for beginner (all lia-7p m
.u. :rm.

(fZ-XS

-. cubic ft refrigerator I7«. used I

N.in.slrr ( all Jim. Itoom 222 V2IIR.
112-2.1

I'air 1M \ M »lud *now lire* IIS. *ki

kajajg ' «)'. wood ski* and pole*, rheap

I ill hen MM ITU
U2-2S

PERSONAL

\ \\ bus new. I2NM. rack * radio

after '• p.m Ml lift.

I all

tf2-»

t arnlvn. a breakthrough is due soon

Hut tr\ losrpuratr *our drram* from \our

nikIiImi.im-s I \nnr
2-2S

Hl7d Tovota ( orolla. (iood condition

\M-KM radio. Hadial lire* (all asMM
d»\s or .>M-«27fi niles.

If I I

i.i Triumph Herald Need* brake work

lte*l offer. .\W-Wn2.
tf:i-2

rrrshmrn cord* beware of Oappcr Dan

l hi- stud man
2-23

KK III' from Ibe F-ville delegation!

||..» s x our oulie" Save it for me' \ rener-

t.nis ;il H Wa»ne- Miss you mucho' l.uv

I.IMlllls
2-25

i'mj. \ \\ Musi sell

713-1772.

Rest offer taken. I-

tfZ-2»

t Irar Sky at Van Meter! Snl

x *V HYOB ** co-sponsored

North and Van Meter North

. Feb. ».
h% Hills

FOR SALE
2-25

IMS Jrrp Wagoner. R cyl.. I wd. ps. 7 ft

plow, low mileage, very good cond. many
rstras SIMM, (all 2S3-2II2.

tfJM

Snow Tires Semperlt Radial I*S-I4.

mounted on MOB disc wheels. ISO pr. Call

-.W-ggm or MS-2SS0 and ask for Gib
U2-25

I. JJJT, Happy Birthday. Love Pogo
2-25

Nancv — l>onl look so confused —it was

v.mii hirOiday - the tth floor crew.
MB

I double bed \». matching desk and

bureau IS each Ml fine conditksn (all 2SR

H:,7^
U2-2R

llappv Xnnlversary creep. I hope we get

to Ihr second love. Klhel FUon alias The

Jock
2-25

Large screen black It white TV tsed

for ( ance lounge. Good condition. Price

negotiable (all EH. «MIS Persist!

Hrv marshmallow we donT like u. never

haxr and never will' But happy B-da>

The banana bread Is almost ready

Sidhathra and Paces.

Taperec— Hoberts HRX i Akai )
SonS

plav* and records both reel and cart Uso

Minumu* II *pkrs to sell as system or sep

»IMM4,
U?_2J

K S andevervone! It finally happened

Than* for the greatest birthday evrr'

l.ovrPB

REFRIGERATORS

Super N movie camera - Anscomatlc

ST-IIPJ. «-l ralte loom esel. cond Man>

• xlras (all Pete In M at S4S-2»H.
1 1 Z - ««•">

S year guarantee made by Delmonlco, 3

cubic fool. IKS: 5 cubic foot l»». Call Gary

r

ROOMMATES WANTED
K. to «har .mm in 3 bdrm Puffton

Large room, roommate not therr often

t vi Mi urn Immed. ore. or March — June.

MMMfc
tf2-2S

Housemaleis) wanted m or f. own
room. 7 mi. to campus, center of Sun-

derland IS* mu plus rlec 4 phone Call

Itoug. Karen. Dona SR5-4I7K

tf2-2S

LOST: REWARD

f roommate wanted to share frnhed 5

room apt in Northampton Own bdrm I7«

a, mil (all Lai 5AMM3 days.
(fJ-l

Immrdiatrlv I Moiling t.rren Man apr

Mav. fififmo. (all 2Sft-ftfi3l after S p m
Ma

2 I roommate* to *hare large 2nd

IhiImii In nrw country apt. 173 rarh inr

*l\ ulil Call Tina 323-IPS2 weeknHe*
tfi-l

Hiiusi- need roommate until Junr

i in nrar campus 1*2. St per month
ill -117*

Irwn

tall

id 4

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartmrnts for im

mrdiair rental. t. month lease

IIKS/month. Includes ulil (all R«S-:I219

dav* or RKS-3S7S niles.

If til

TRAVEL
P.l HOPK THIS SI MMKR ( all f.^

iHttvlandina rale* and dale* SNI-SI7I or

Mat-IMs1

H2-2S

spitiNt. IN \t MM I ( n HiiftNda\s7
nights lit I nit Jrl IN « II|mii onl\ to

stiiili-nis i iii|iloM-i-s .mil families ol "

lollf-Kl-s ( .ill -.•* I -
."» I T l

tf.'.JS

N|iiinit ta«»lion. * days on Spanish

KiMiiii IM Kndlrii h-I hotel. <lc ( all

lo\ci- hnnskx UI7 Whnlrr Mt-SIIS, 2113.

or .'12a

If2»

l.o South spring hrrak Bermuda —
I- rrrporl — \capuicn — Puerto Rico. R-

da\ packages from I IgR Km apr In

inii.ilion.il call Prggv 2S340S7.

\ti-»

l.asl chance: Travel to Bermuda:
drlunr 1 27<i or rconom > 1219. Ml tasrs and
tip* inrludrri. guaranteed reservation*

Call J
-

, i-'ikpi anvtime
225

EMPLOYMENT
Job* on *hlps! Men women. No ex-

perience required. Kxc pay. world travel.

sinn 12 for info. Srafas. Bos 1239—MB.
Seattle. Mashing Mill

3-4

FOR RENT

(Miel room, walking distance

phone BMaV)
I Mass .

3-1

l-hedroom house, excellent condition,

immediate occupancy ( all between « «0

-«:»p m SRt-312R. Skibiski Real F.state

3-U

Pierced rarring with large blur

lur<iuoisc-llkr slonr l.rral smlimrntal

valur Itrward. call «SS-:iSMI evenings
2 29

small brown leather change pursr ring

i-iu losi-il of ..hMous \alur tirnrrou*

rrward offer rd II lound call R«S-2Me

immrdialrU
US-

1

Male tal laasWfM Minderland arra.

red/white ligi-i stniHilirfil lorn rar. Call

-iry-*2-': H.n im main Ki »jrd
112-29

TYPING
It ping — theses dissertations, etc.

I j sl Mceuutr Pnwfrrading editing if

ilrsiiecl llrfve l.ierk 4 Science symbols
_•'.

: imii

tfsem

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
\. I earl* I i»l of 9R Hestern National

Part I miilinri. — experience un

n.i i ss^rx m IMS rant loan Plata. Slate

< ollege Pa IKNHI

stM

ENTERTAINMENT
I i.un Itrlhel to Xllamoni The Birth

..ml lie.ilh of a Woodstock Nation Tonight

on \\ \MH. m .S FM at 9 *• \ dorumrn
I.HX

2-25

Paaiy! s*turda% .'Mh Brown House at

7 m midnite I l*r hand
2-2S

\\.uil an evening of thrill parked ex-

• ii •iiK-nt '* Floor party. IRlh floor

W.islnnglon Feb 2S. R 39 p m — dames.

Inn prirr* — Br thrrr.

2 25

TO GIVE AWAY
i. month at

li.nl I nh * Bragle
.iftei IH p m

need* good home.
( all David SM-ltSR.

225

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE
_> mulorcvele* — both 1971 Rridgestonrs

i;-i ci. used little and in excellent con-

dition one is a full* modified rarer Paul ft

MSI
2 28

BLUES
Sal nilr Patty Nunn. of Wlldflowers

I oik Music (oop pla>* Country Blue*

PJ the Folklore ( entre. II. U Spring St

22S

Hear Frank (lark play Blurs and

Bottleneck t.ultar lonite at the \mherst

I olklme (entre. across from Lord Jeff

Inn.
2-25

INSTRUCTION WANTED
Piano lessons wanted chords, scale*,

rock, blues. Jan. Already some basic

knowledge Call Andree S*>2Slt or 7 rm
• 129 Leave mes.

If 3 2

LOST

Lost I pair wire-frame glasses silver

Near south college area last Saturday.

Call SRI-I7IS after 7 p.m
U2-2*

Methodist University, and Stevens

Institute of Technology.

He is a Royal Melbourne
(Australia) Technical School

graduate and a former MIT dean of

engineering He received his

bachelor, master and Ph.D.
degrees from MIT
Dr Brown is the founder and

former director of Ser
vomechanisms Laboratory at MIT.

vice chairman of the

Massachusetts Science and
Technology Foundation, and
director or former director of eight

corporations and industries, in-

cluding I'nited Carr and Gillette

He is a former member of the

President's Committee on the

National Medal of Science and a

member of the National Academy
of Engineering

HOUSE TO SHARE

I 4i ge bedroom available in \mhersl

House .ihoul M.Vmonlh. in. I ulil prefer

uiiiiun oxer H Call 253-7VIM

02-29

I s j ml foreign coins and stamp*

bought, sold, traded Fslimates and ap-

praisal* Bob Murrin. 221 Hamlin House or

I* tt Bo* mi \nihrrst
U3-2

Pioneer SX-779 Receiver, excellent

condition l« months left on warranty

ins an or best offer Tins 123 tISR

lf3-2

Prison for compulrr analy of data

cannrd and fortran Vour own hour*. 323-

7.SR2 irvrs i

tf 2 a

MOVIES
Friday al Ihr Hlue Hall tmjectivr

Burma ' with Frrot Flvnn and Xrsenlc

und iMd I are starring ( arv t.ranl

2-2S

Furn
to \UK
I2R*

bdrm apt in ( olonial Ml Jun I

II t ouple prrflrred llSS/mo. 253-

If2-2R

TERMPAPERS
(hialitv relerence material — original

work and copies Trrmpaprrtof \mhrrst.

Km II". \mhrrsl ( arriagr Inn. N

llrasant S| .«%», him.

If2-r

WORK WANTED
Painlrr turned student Ikg for pi line

wk afln rvr
. wkd* \rry reasonable

rates < a || Rev W7^n7« ( Granby i aftrr •
P.m.

If2-2S

FLYING MACHINES
*>M I \ MXSH KFI.I.FRMAN 4

Bl It f MRT T\Kr ttFK l-RIIMV
I \FNIN(.IN IIRF.MSTFRMct LttlD".
»l tll\n ft Si* 39-lfl 19 DIRFt T Fit BY
ItllllFHT II TMAN 'MASH/

MM
SERVICES

\mherst Audio services, stereo com-
ponent*, tape decks for home or car 197
No Pleasant si.. 2Sg-g|33.

tfsrm

ROOMS AVAILABLE
t.rad student Srh of Fd needs people to

share 5 room apt. center Nhampton. low

no lease (all Ken Bell «gS-4l7R

2 29

STEREO EQUIPMENT

Irvna I* power amp I J9 walls rms. 1299

nrw 1129 or best offer (all Bob sssVsNM
2-25

JOB OPPORTUNITY

I , ..log > minded- Need extra I* New co

Retail, wholesale 4 top management
openings No exper nee No obllg For

detail* 527-4731
tf2»

ai3jvs oaDiw «rn^j
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Notices

ACT NOW ROCK BANDS:
Groups composed of 50°o or more

UMass students are eligible for

competition in the "Instant Karma
Tournament". A battle of the bands

sponsored by the UMass Musicians'

Society. Call 253 3790 or 253-3313.

APPLE CORPS:
Markwood Coffee House needs

performers. Anyone interested in

doing anything March 4 contact Joey

at 546 6681.

ATTENTION JR. WOMEN:
Junior women with cum of 3.0 and

above who did not receive a letter

about Mortar Board and feel they are

eligible, please call Kathy at 6 7469 or

Maureen at 6 5690.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
There will be a party for the

residents this Sat. in the Com
monwealth Rm. of the S.U. Anyone

who wants to help out meet the bus at

Whitmore at 12.00.

CHRISTIANS:
Bus leavinj for Florence Cong.

Church Sun from the Newman
Center at 8 30; the bus station opp

Morrill at 8 32. Hamlin at 8:35 and U.

Dr at Emerson in Southwest at 8:40

All are welcome
COFFEE HOUSE:
The Newman Club Coffee House is

back and living tomorrow at 800

p m in the Newman Social Lounge

Everything is free, so bring a friend

or a guitar or both!

CONCERT LECTURE:
Sun , Feb. 27, 2:00 p.m Concert

Lecture by Frank Growling Bear of

American Indian Movement of

Resistance opposed to assimilation

mto American Society Gamble Hall,

Mt Holyoke 99c

COUNTRY COMFORT COFFEE
HOUSE:
Coffee House Sat night Feb 26, 8

p m Crabtree Basement in the Quad

its free and all are welcome, in

•erested performers call Sogo, 545

2303 Rm 409.

ENGLISH EDUCATION:
All applications for student

teaching English next Fall are due in

Bartlett 252 by March 1.

GOD'S FOREVER FAMILY:
Family Time 6 30 p.m. tonight in

CC 917. Don't wait till you get to

heaven to meet all your brothers and

sisters Come and share your joy!

GORMAN HOUSE BABYSITTING

schools to which this year's Seniors

have applied. In this regard, would

you either please let us know where

you have applied, where you have

been accepted, and which schools

have refused to accept you.

MIRKWOOD:
Anyone wishing to play at the next

Mirkwood Coffee House on March 4

please contact Joey 6 6681.

MUSICIANS' SOCIETY:
UMass Musicians' Society a newly

formed R.S O. which was organized

to provide services to rock, folk, jazz

and soul musicians on campus seeks

new members. Come down to our

table at CC next week.

OPEN HOUSE:
Open house tonight at Phi Sigma

Kappa, 510 No. Pleasant St. All

welcome.
OUTING CLUB:
Traying on Sugarloaf tonight! Meet

in the Hatch at 8 p.m. Mt. Greylock

Day Hike Sun. leaves from Clark Hall

at 8 a.m.

SERVICE:
Do you

Availables

House Call

need a babysitter?

registered in Gorman
546 9537 or 546 4546

HAMPSHIRE GAY FRIENDS:
Cabaret Party Sat , Feb 26, 8 p.m.

AB Lounge Hampshire College For

info call 545 0154 Come and enjoy

meet people

HILLEL:
Israeli Dancing Sun, 700 p m.

Hillel Center, 420 S U All welcome

Friday Evening Services tonight at

7 30 p m Hillel Center, 420 S.U.

Sleigh ride Sat, 8 00 pm Mt.

Holyoke, Dartmouth, Amherst and

UMass Call 5 2526 for reservation

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
MAJORS:
Organizational meeting of the H.D

Student Faculty Coordinating Comrrv

Sun., Feb. 27 at 7.30, Rm 903 CC. All

interested students and faculty,

please attend

LAW SCHOOLS:
It is imperative that the Pre Law

Advising Staff be made aware of the

r
EARN

1

$5000

A NIGHT

by
singing & playing

good

drink along

sing along

music
on

piano or guitar

interested parties

call Ed at 545-2090

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
•fr 4y SYDNEY OMAM«

Betty, from Santa Monica,
Calif., writes to complain that this

column has been unfair to

Scorpio. "I was born under that

sign," she says. "But after what

you have written, my boyfriend

threatens to break off our

relationship. Can you make
amends?" All right, Betty Here

goes Scorpio women are

glamorous, secretive, sexy and

love to spend money These

women can be flirtatious, jealous

and, at times, complain about

nothing. I hope, Betty, that this

will set your boyfriend straight.
*****

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Steer clear of legal complications.

Question of property ownership
could arise. Old agreements may
be broken Trust your own hunch.

Taking word of too many people

now can be risky and costly.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20):

Surprise due in area assocated
with employment, basic needs.

Stress alternatives. Be flexible

Don't be in too much of a hurry.

Give ideas time to develop.
Mature approach now is a
requisite. Act accordingly.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20).

What you desire may be at a

distance. There will be quick

changes Don't waste money Size

up situation Take inventory If

observant, you find what is

needed Be aware of details.

Thorough approach is necessary
CANCER (June 21 July 22)

Family member deserves change
of scenery. Accent is on building a

more solid relationship Com
municate Express feelings Don't

permit home area to become
battleground Review property
nghts
LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Ideas

are plentiful. Key now is to be
selective Relative or neighbor
will co operate. But you must give

m order to receive Message will

become increasingly clear. Ob
tain valid hint from Cancer
message
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22):

Protect valuables. Some persons

now covet what you possess. See
situation in realistic light Don't

take unnecessary risks with

capital. Friend with unorthodox
idea can aid in solving dilemma.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): You

get chance to capitalize on
unusual situation. Hallway

measures will not suffice. Know
this, act accordingly. Accent is on
presenting new format. In per

sonal life be ready for sudden
changes
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21):

You gain access to confidential

material. Use it intelligently.

Make future plans involving
travel, writing, publishing. Best

now to complete projects rather

than to start something new. You
will understand.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec.

21): Strive to make your own
imprint. Following others now
would not be beneficial. Unusual
alliances are formed. Don't fear

the unorthodox Be willing ex

periment. If inventive, definite

gain results
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

You are given choice. Two offers

occur simultaneously. Key is to be

receptive Avoid display of

temperament. Questions con
cerning marriage are paramount.
Cancer individual plays
prominent role.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18):

You can take solid steps toward
making a bright future. Open new
horizons. There are no real

limitations except those which
are self imposed. Accept social

invitation, it could lead to im
portant contact.
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20):

You face test. It is not as difficult

as might first be imagined. Key is

to do first things first. This in

eludes keeping promises to loved

ones, including children. Get
some investment counseling.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIR
THDAY you are introspective,

serious. Few persons know the
real you the one who is spiritual,

sensitive to plight of underdog.
This year will find you tackling
new projects, becoming more
independent and happier. July
could be most significant month of

1972
Copyright 1972, Gen. Fea. Corp.

PRE SOCIAL WORK COMMITTEE:
There will be a meeting on Sun.

Feb. 27 in Rm. 178 CC for all students

interested in a Social work club and

possibly establishing a major with

field work.

PSYCH MAJORS WANTED:
Canvas all psych courses to cir

culate a petition. The petition is in

regard of changing Psych Labs from

two credit hours to at least three. Call

68853.

SUMMER SESSION:
Applications for Summer Session

Student Assistants (Counselors) are

available in Central Area Office in

Baker House. Applications are due no

later than March 15.

T'AI CHI CHUAN:
Only 3 places left in T'ai Chi Chuan

class taught by Master Liang on

Saturdays at 2 p.m. at Hampshire

College. 10 lessons, $30. Contact

Demian, 253 5171.

TALK TO A CONGRESSMAN:
Congressman Silvio Conte will

speak at Wright Hall at 2:00 p.m.

Sat., March 4.

THE TOP MOST YOGA SYSTEM:
Classes offered every Monday

night for 1 credit in Cance Lounge.

Spiritual Food, Chanting, come be

blissful and receive True Knowledge.

Hare Krsna. Time 5-7.

LOST:
2 Kodak carousel trays of slides

labeled "Foreign Games" removed

by mistake from 153 WoPE Tues.,

Feb. 22. Owner needs for classroom

instruction. Please return to

Secretary, WoPE. No questions

asked.

FOUND:
5 6 mol old female Irish Setter. On

campus. Call Bill, 586 3423.

A watch found in Hicks gym
nasium, Sat. night. Call Mimi, 5-2516

or 5 2517 after 7.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Small lump
4 Near
6 Crucifix

1 1 Places tor

combat
13 Sovereigns

15 Note of scale

16 Carton

18 King of beasts

19 Chart

?1 Native nv»tal

(pl)

22 Indefinite

article

23 Perceived by

the senses

26 Organ of

hearing

29 Foray

31 Army meal

33 Parent (colloq )

34 Stamp ol

•pproval

3^ High mountain

38 River in

Scotland

39 Printer's

measure

40 Note of scale

41 Beer ingredient

43 Lease

45 Vessel s curved
planking

47 Totes

50 Babylonian
deity

52 Approach

53 The sun

56 Semi precious

stone

58 Doctrine

60 Note ol scale

61 Impel forcibly

63 Spiritual

wisdom

H Band v.orn

,nd hair

66 r:.»llepe t
b»

)

67 Abstr.irt bein^

DOWN
Heat
Region
Prefix: down
Man's name
Former Russian
rulers

Having a top

piece

Symbol for

ruthenium
Spanish pot

River in France

Theater sign

(abbr

)

12 A state (abbr )

14 Symbol for tin

17 Athletic group

20 Greek letter

24 Kind of cheese

25 Compass point

27 So be it'

28 Rage
29 Decays
30 Related

32 Withered

8
9
10
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36

37

46
48
49

100.000
rupees
Set in ground
(Or growth
Woody plant

Worm
Long for

Roam
Girl's name

51 Singing voice

54 Norse god
55 Defeat

56 Exclamation
57 Product of

inflammation

59 Preposition

62 Behold 1

64 Compass point

1 i 3 .-.-.

§8
4 5 £?6

222

7 8 9 10 !•!-!
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11 12 v£l3 14
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43 44
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PFANtTS

Helen Sweetstory was born

on a small firm on April5,i95o

I THINK I'LL. b'KlP ALL THE
STUFF ABOuT HER PARENT* ,W
oRANWAREnT*..THAT'S ALU)AVS

KIND OF B0KIN6

I'LL ALSO SKIP ALL THE STUFF

ABOUT HER STUPlP CHILDHOOD .

I'LL 60 RIGHT TO UHEtfE THE

ACTION BE6AN.

.

It was raining the night

of her hi^h-scliool prom.

Forwards On The March
By MARK VOGLER

In two weeks or so, it will all

be over. No more practice

sessions to attend, no more
basketball games to play in.

The agony of defeat and the

sweetness of triumph will have
ended.
For senior forwards Chris

Coffin and Rich Vogeley, only

the jubulious memories of two

NIT berths, a New England
basketball championship, and

the honorable distinction of

having played along side the

incomparable Julius Erving

will linger on. The if's will be

left to ponder upon in close, but

dejecting defeats that were
determined at the buzzer to

such teams as Providence,

Harvard, Fordham, and
Boston College.

Their years on the UMass
basketball team were marked
by success for the most part

From the school's best fresh-

man hoop squad ever
assembled (15-0), they helped

continue the winning tradition

on the varsity with consecutive

years that may never be

reproduced ( 18-7. 23-4).

But it wasn't all roses for

Coffin and Vogeley. There

were times in their careers

filled with hard luck and
disappointment, and the

breaks just seemed to go

against them. Coffin's plight

was a financial one. Coming
from an area where the brand

of basketball was not too fine,

limited his chances of attaining

a scholarship. For three years

he was actually a fringe benefit

to the squad in that he might

put in as much playing time as

a player on scholarship while

he had no such aid.

Coffin, however, was
receiving partial financial aid.

After landing down a starting

position last winter, he was
rewarded a complete
scholarship for his final year.

But the fact remains that the

task of proving himself prior to

the scholarship was a tough
one.

Vogeley, in contrast to

Coffin, didn't have to prove
himself right in from the start.

During his freshman year he

Rich Vogely
ranked close to Erving as a

sharpshooter. His single game
frosh record of 36 points

against Rockwood Academy
still stands But the highly

heralded hoopster seemed to

have reached his peak before

he ever entered the varsity

ranks. Coach Jack Leaman
could best point out the

misfortunes that befell him
"'It has been unfortunate that

rregWTrrre .
bfmm^ '' Jn.^:i»:»Tiw**»«»«»«««i

»>»i«***

Rich has been hampered in two

previous seasons by pesky

illnesses that have limited his

opportunities. He has
possessed the tools to have
become an outstanding
basketball player, but un-

fortunately he has never had
the physical well being to go at

it.

"This year he has been

healthy. He's an outstanding

player and the kind who seems

to have the knack of coming off

the bench and doing a very fine

job."

This being his final year of

ball and being in the finest

health he's ever been in,

Vogeley can't be at all too

pleased with the way things

have gone for him He's not

even considered a starter.

When asked whether he was
satisfied with his basketball

life at UMass, his response was
frank.

'As a team player, yes. As
an individual, no I don't think I

ever reached the potential I

could have Looking back in all

honesty. I do believe that I was
given an equal opportunity. I

feel that whoever was assigned

to play should have played.

It seems now that I just lost

interest in the game After my
freshman year it didn't mean
much to me anymore Maybe I

should have given someone
else a chance to play, but I've

never been a quitter What kept

me going was mainly the

satisfaction of seeing

something through
"

Coffin credits former Red
man freshman coach Peter

VHM

Broaca with giving him some
personal incentive to climb his

own hurdles to his present

stature.

"Coach Broaca really got me
off on the whole thing,

remarked Coffin. "He sort of

prepared and told me what I

had to do to play college

basketball on the varsity level.

He understood my situation

and gave me confidence and
desire to go on and play. He
thought that I had the ability to

play and I proved myself by

acquiring a full scholarship in

my senior year.

Chris Coffin
"Having played in high

school against a low caliber of

ball. I had really no aspiration

of piaying at college And then

to have come this far has really

been a personal ac-

complishment for me."

Coach Leaman has high
words of praise for Coffin's

defensive ability. "Chris is

probably the most under rated

basketball player to ever play

at UMass. He's by far the finest

defensive forward in New
England and always plays the

best men of our opponents.

"Chris has the ability but

lacks the confidence to be a

complete ball player. But we
would not be where we are

today without the work of Chris

Coffin on defense. When you

talk about team players,

people who give their all for the

team and forget team glory,

you talk about Chris Coffin".

When asked to select the five

best players that he has ever

played man on-man against.

Coffin chose Fordam's Ken
Charles, PC's Jim
Larranagua, UConn's Bob
Staak, Villanova's Chris Ford,

and Harvard's James Brown
Coffin says that he plays them
all the same way.

For the aggressive and
scrappy type of hustler's game
that Coffin plays, he's con

stantly in foul trouble. He's

undoubtably fouled out more in

the past two years than

anybody on the squad
The way I feel about it."

says Coffin, "is that if I lay off

a kid, I shouldn't be in the

game As long as I'm in there I

do my thing and I do it the best

way I know how.

"The only time it bothers me
when I foul out is if we lost by

two or three points Then I feel

I could have done something

and still been in the game."
While at high school Vogeley

had the opportunity to play

against .Julius Kr\ ing, his team
managed to win one game out

of three
»««aa»?ECgJ<«3CS*<S«<SC««*«*«g»trcg«««3g«

mnasts Women Swimmers Triumph
By STEVE CAR

Y

Wednesday, in the cold

fieldhouse at Springfield College,

the UMass women gymnasts
sustained their first loss of the

season to the National Champions
106.40 to 101.00 Springfield

presumably used their strongest

lineup which consists of no all

around performers, lessening the

competitive load for each girl, and

clearly dominated the evening's

event. UMass' five member team
with its three all around people

scored competitively on all the

events excepting Balance Beam
In the past two meets UMass has

experienced difficulty completing

beam routines under the pressure

of competition Wednesday they

lost nearly four points in this event,

which put an otherwise close meet

out of their control. Co-captain

Margie Combs led the IMass
effort with a 34 65 all around score,

FACES
EARTH
159 North Pleasant St

Amherst

Ntxt to th« Port 0fflc9

INCENSE

ESSENTIAL OILS

PIPES

and gained much support with a

surprise 33.06 all around total from

injured Jeannine Burger.

Springfield tumbled strongly to

win the Floor Exercise, ac-

cumulating 26.95 to a Mass 26.50

Their Kathy Kolemainen won the

event with a 9.1, Margie Combs
took second at 9 05. and Debbie

Dunkley was third with an 8.95

The scoring always seemed to

leave the UMass girls behind

Springfield by any where from only

five hundreths to two tenths of a

point. Perhaps our screaming

group of supporters just didn't

have enough volume to affect the

judges.

On Side Horse Vaulting it went

the same way. with Margie finding

herself five hundreths of a point

behind to take second again

Kathev Kolemainen won at 9.2. and

Margie got the 9 15 Third was a

happy Jeannine Burger with a 9

The Beam was swept by

Springfield with Judi Markell first

8 85. Kate Raffery second -8 .8. and

I tie between Lucy Miller and

Debbie Dunkley 8 35 The Uneven

Bars went to Springfield by .35. as

they displayed about that much

more amplitude, with Miss

Dunklev high scorer of the meet at

9 3 Margie Combs close for second

a third time at 9.15. and Patti

Corrigan third rating 8.85

These scores were high as I was

told by a non participating

professional judge, but they were

consistent enough to dispel any

doubt of the outcome The constant

tenth of a point or so that

Springfield enjoyed all evening

could have easily fallen under the

judge's safeguard, general im-

pression, which determines one of

the possible ten points per routine

By JANIS AHMADJIAN
"We Won'" "Doesn't it feel

Great
'

" The first win of the season

is always a big moment for an

athletic team and the U. Mass
Women's Swim Team is certainly

no exception The long hard weeks
of practice finally paid off as the

swimmers downed U.R.I. 60/51

last Wednesday afternoon in a

tense, extremely close meet. Team
confidence and a strong w ill to win

pulled U Mass through the tight

spots of the meet held at U R.I.'s

new {pool complex
It was nip and tuck for U Mass in

the beginning The 200 yard Medley

Relav team consisting of Sue

White. Bridgett Adams. Mary Beth

Stanne. and Roxanne LaCoste was

defeated

Jan Heid. Jams Ahmadjian. and

RoxanM LaCottC swam for

l Mass in the fast M yd

Freestyle Jan Reid placed first

with I time of 29 9 seconds

Int the third event the 200 yard

Freestyle. Claire Briana pulled a

•icend.

In the third event the 2<h> yeard

Freestyle. Claire Briana pulled a

set ond
Swimming tor U Mass in the .">((

yd Backstroke uer Sue White and

Laurie Seluk who placed first, time

:?4.7

In the M yard Breaststroke Mary
Beth Stanne gained a first place.

while Bridgeet Adams nabbed a

third . _
The next event. 50 yard But

terfly. Laurie Seluk grabbed a first

with a time of 32 1 seconds and Jan

Reid a second pulling UMass into

the lead 27/24

Sue White performed some

excellent dives in the one meter

Diving Competition She out

classed the U.R I divers in style,

poise, and performance. However,

due to a misunderstanding on one

of her dives she received only third

place.

After the dining a strong "give

them all you've got' attitude

prevailed, and that is exactly what

we did

In the 100 yard Individual

Medlev Laurie Seluk placed first

w ith a time of 1 38 8 and Mary Beth

Stanne a second U Mass. in the

lead 36/33

Claire Braina and Jan Reid

swam the 100 yard Freestyle for

I Mass Jan Reid grabbed a first,

time 1:75

Next event, the 100 yard
Backstroke-Roxanne LaCoste won

.•cond place with Karen Bor

nheim also swinnmg
U.Mass was in the lead by just

one pont 44/43 at the start of the 100

vard Breaststroke Claire Briana

won a first place and Bridgett

Adams a third.

Tension really built up during the

grueling 100 yard Butterfly Mary
Beth Stanne gained a second place

However, this was not enough to

pull I Mass out ot danger We
were ahead 53/51 but everything

depended on the last event the III

vard Freestyle Rdnj

TUNE-UPS-Our Specialty

Carburetor & Ignition Repairs
Brake & Exhaust Systems

ALL WORK GUARANTEED—
FREE ESTIMATES

Mobil Tires, Batteries, Accessories

College Town Service

SPENCER'S Mobil STATION
161 N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

253-9059

Open 24 hrs.

7 a.m. Midnight Road Service

ATTENTION

JUNIOR WOMEN

Mortar Board, the Senior Women'
;
*~*g*5WSS

Us selection process for new me"^ J"n '°r

*,f£ve been se„t to

of 3.0 are eligible and letters about Mortar Board MJ^^^ ^

junior women with a cum. of 3 .0 ox
.

a™ve
t Kathv at 6-7469 or

letter and feel that you are eligible please contact *a y

Maureen at 6-5690.

Have you tried the all new

CHEttUERS
with the Italian Menu??

YOU'LL LIKE ITU
Serving Dinner til 10 p.m.— The Endless Knights— Sat. Nite
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UNH Reverses The Script

Senior Night Saturday
By EARLE BARROLL

Durham, N.H.-If youre not a devout believer in the

home court advantage you should have been here last

night as New Hampshire gave UMass some of its own
medicine in pulling off a 61-56 upset that dashed any

hopes of an NIT bid for the Redmen this season.

Head Coach Jack Leaman summed it up best when
he said, "We were atrocious." And if you can find any

other synonyms that are comparable to Leaman's
description then use 'em...they fit the atmosphere

that prevailed here last night

The beginning of the end started midway into the

first half when UNH broke a 13-13 deadlock (the

fourth tie to this point) with a five-point surge that

mounted continuously in the remaining minutes of

the first half and UMass found itself down by a dozen

at the half to an inspired, well coached and well

disciplined Wildcat basketball team.

To call this first half a nightmare is an un-

derstatement. It was more, a display of ineptitude

that UMass basketball has not been accustomed to

during the past couple of weeks. The chief architect of

the UMass demise during this opening segment were

a little pesty guard by the name of Erie Feragne and

forward Dave Pemberton who was not the same
Pemberton who played at Amherst in the first

meeting between these two ball clubs.

Between the two of them they scored twenty-one

out of their team's thirty-one first half points and

combined with the supporting efforts of their

teammates the Wildcats hit a red hot 63% from the

field as compared to 39% for the Redmen.
If the first half wasn't enough of a nightmare the

BiZSZZVttl^*&*tt***iZti2*i*&tt^

second half just aggravated the situation even more

as Feragne and Pemberton burst quickly from the

blocks with an explosive shooting performance that

turned the game into an out and out rout at 40-22 with

about fifteen minutes left to play.

At this point, the momentum changed to the UMass
side, as seven quick points brought the lead down to

eleven, where it fluctuated for the next ten minutes

until Pemberton fouled out with four minutes to

go.the remainder of the game was "a ballgame." Al

Skinner hit for seven points, Tom Austin added a

bucket, and suddenly UMass was down by two just a

minute later UNH was not to be denied as it fought

off the Redmen point for point and it was only when

UMass was forced to foul in the last minute that the

Wildcats were able to ice the game.
The UMass record in the conference now stands at

5-2. Once again Rhode Island is let off the hook, Maine

is back in the ballgame and all three have two losses

each, and in the next two games the conference

should be decided.

Maine is at the Cage tomorrow night, and the

Redmen travel to Rhody on Tuesday night.

Scoring Summary
UMass UNH

FGFTPTS
Betancourt 7 14 Feragne 6 6 18

Pagliara 1 1 3 Peters 1 1 3

Coffin 1 2 Cormier 4 8

Skinner 5 5 15 Minkwitz 2 5 9

Trow 5 10 Pemberton 9 5 23

McLaughlin 2 4

Austin 3 2 8

Satlg (tnUrqmn

SPORTS
WHAT A BIRTHDAY PRKSK\T-Bruin<> center Phil Ksposito

slams a rebound past his brother Tony during the Bruins showdown,
Sunday, with the Chicago Black Hawks. It was Phil's 30th birthday

and he celebrated w ith a pair of goals and an assist

Grapplers Go For Two

WHAT DIDN'T HAPPEN often enough last night. Peter Trow is

| shown scoring over two UNH players. In background is Tom
i Mclaughlin awaiting a possible rebound. Trow and McGlaughlin

along with Al Skinner and Tom Austin will be returning next year to

lead the varsity squad but some of the players won't be seen in a

UMass uniform after this Saturday night. The game against UMaine
at the Cage will be the farewell to seniors John Betancourt. Chris

Coffin, Rich Vogelev. and Mike Pagliara.

Vida 's Blue Notices
OAKLAND < AP) — "If I could sit

down and talk to Vida Blue, I think

I could sign him," said Oakland

Athletics' owner Charles O. Finley

Thursday.
But Finley and his 22-year-old

pitching star were far apart, in

more ways than one. when the A's

opened their spring training camp
in Mesa, Ariz., Thursday.

Blue, baseball's biggest success

story of 1971, was home in Man-

sfield, La., holding out for a lot

more than the $50,000 being offered

by Finley.

"Vida has requested that all

negotiations be handled through

his attorney,'' Finley said, "and I

think maybe he the attorney has an

axe to grind."

Blue's attorney. Robert J. Gerst

of Los Angeles, denies that. He

says Blue should get at least

$92,000 because "he is at a

minimum one of the 10 best pit-

chers in baseball and should be

paid accordingly."

CO-RECREATIONAL
BOWLING-Co-Rec Bowling entries

are due today.

SWIMMING-This Saturday only,

swimming will be held at the hicks

Pool from 1 PM to 4 PM

Men's and women's Intramural
swimming entries are due
tomorrow.

SENIOR NIGHT-This Saturday
evening, the UMass varsity

hoopsters tap-off against the

University of Maine in the final

home game of the season. The

night is being billed as "Senior

Night" and marks the final ap-

pearance on their home court of

John Betancourt, Chris Coffin,

Mike Pagliara, and Rich Vogeley.

The game starts at 7:30 before

what should be a capacity crowd at

the Cage.

Bv JOHN BOCK
it should be a great tournament

These are the words that head Coach Homer Barr

used to describe the 26th Annual New England In

tercollegiate Wrestling Association Tournament to be

held at Central Connecticut State College in New
Britain today and tomorrow. The tourney is the

highlight and finale of New England college wrestling

and always brings some surprises with it.

Take last year, for instance. That is when the

UMass Redmen wrestled the NEIWA Crown away
from Springfield College, 20 year King of New
England Wrestling. Definitely not the favored team.

Barr's boys took three firsts and many of the con-

solation places to outpoint SC and gain fame and

fortune.

There are some not so remarkable similarities

going into this year's tourney. The Chiefs are once

again the on-paper favorites by virtue of the fact that

they have copped four of the ten top seeds. Top seeded

for SC are Bob Meyer at 118, Buddy Fenton at 126,

defending Champ Steve Gaydosh at 158, and John

Porillo at 167. The rest of the Chiefs come in at least in

the top five seeds.

Another similarity is that the balance of the team is

better than the Redmen, but perhaps not as good as

URI, another tourney favorite.

Just how did the Redmen fare when the seeding

committee met on Wednesday and made their pick of

the best in the NEIWA?

UMass was not disappointed as both defending

NEIWA Champs received top seeds Senior Captain

Shelly Goldberg, last year's Champ at 134, is looking

for his third New England title. Junior Carl Damb-
man, surprise heavyweight winner in '71, returns to

defend his crown after a seesaw season at 190-

heavyweight. Both Goldberg and Dambman are the

favorites of the tournament. Shelly complains that

the referees are not amongst his more devoted fans,

and that they may give him a lot of trouble with his

style of wrestling.

Second seeds for the Redmen include Dave Amato

at 118 and Bruce Buckbee at 190. Amato, last year's

NEIWA runner-up at 118 and this year, would like to

win all the marbles this time around. It looks to be

Amato and Meyer in the finals and the winner should

depend on takedown ability. Bruce Buckbee moves

up to 190 after wrestling steadily at 177 this season,

because it is there that he appears to be able to

wreath his kind of match, a defensive first period

and emphasis on riding His top seeded opponent is

over the-hill neighbor Gary Sklaver from Amherst

Sklaver seeks his fourth New England Championship
this year and is heavily favored to get it. The final at

this weight class should be Sklaver-Buckbee

In the third seeded category is senior 142 pounder
Clay Jester. Clay has shown remarkable progress in

the last weeks of practice and is using his uncanny
strength to the best advantage. Top seed in this

weight class went to Rod Tater of Central Con-

necticut, with second seed honors going to Charles

Catania of URI. Catania was the pre-tourney choice

but was bested by Tater in a recent URI-CCSC dual

meet The other third seed UMass is blessed with

comes in the form of Russ Chateauneuf Russ has one
of the highest seeds of any fresh wrestling in the

varsity level and certainly has demonstrated his

capability this season. It has been a long battle for

Russ to drop his weight to 134, but he has made it and
shows good promise. The number one seed went to

Joe Savino of URI , who recently pulled out a decision

in the last thirty seconds from Mike McGlaughlin,
then wrestling 134 for the Redmen.

Rounding out the seeds for the UMass varsity are

freshmen Mike McGlaughlin sixth at 126, Chris

Cadwallader sixth at 158, and John Connolly eighth at

177. Sophomore Mike Duffy received the sixth seed

position at 167, probably due to the fact that he has

only wrestled since the beginning of the second

semester and he could be a good bet to pull one of the

upsets that UMass needs.

A surprise seed is Charles Estim, sophomore whiz
from Dartmouth, who has apparently beaten last

year's 177-pound Champ Ted Thompson, and he was
awarded the top position at that weight.

One of the things that makes the NEIWA unique
among the many conferences in the nation is the fact

that it holds a tournament to decide the best freshmen
in the New England area. It is held at the same time
that the varsity is held and has the same number of

matches (quarter, semi, and consolation rounds).
The only top seed for the UMass frosh is Steve Rome,
the Hercules of Springfield Gassical. Steve was
undefeated as a Freshman wrestling in the JV
matches and did well in those Varsity matches he
wrestled in.
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"the compendium for the spirit..." A Weekly Magazine

a happy dichotomy...

Christ On Campus: Camping The Crusade

ByJEFFCLAYTO
••What deviant amongst us will risk

eternal damnation to write some

splashy copy about a distinct animal

called a Jesus Freak' —Bob Nesti.

Editor.

•Ill do it" —Jeff Clayton. Flunkey.

The first thing to get clear on is that

what WC have here at UMass is a serious

and chronic shortage of J.F.'s. That is.

there aren't any Even maniacs of other

descriptions tend to be sort of small

time around here, but as for real, hir-

sute Bible-waving NUTS. well, nut

gatnerers are just doomed to disap-

pointment that's all Do you begin to

some of the advanl • oston

campu
Boston canvasser probably i

their problems too. Nuts, like man)
people quite often feel thai their time is

(letter spent someplace other than

school, 8 feeling I share by the way. so it

you think you qualify I suggest you put

down the paper and get moving Keep
the middle section for the bus. And if

you're a real religious nut. and I

overlooked you. I apologize You can

,v a firej cross or somethin

I'll loo!

thing M<

i bad Then
number I

sell

Christian fanatics and revolutiona

,, round and I talked to a handful of

them, and if you'll just follow along

you II see how it went While some
seemed to lack the true revolutionary

spark to a degree, they all had their

points, some of them in common They

point in their lives

w he: imethii

tterly,

aight to mean IXM

and well balanced; not given i<

tremes, relative!) well-satisfied with

interpreted by the Average

rican we all appeal to when ex

plaining straightness you know.

straight. For example, thev uould not as

con't on page three
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Aardvarks
The Overthrow: Part V

It was a fine Monday afternoon. Saturday's "largest snowfall of

the year'' had blasted a substantial amount of the white stuff onto

the campus to make the normally flat landscape roll with billowing

dunes. I had smoked a couple of joints with some friends when all of

a sudden, my mind like cement, I realized that I had to get to class.

I ran out of the building, a copy of The Odyssey under my arm.

My progress was slow as little had been done in the way of snow

removal in the last two days. My heart warmed, though, when I

passed Whitmore, and there, before my very eyes, was the entire

UMass highway maintenance crew working their little tails off to

clear the rampway to Whitmore. Then I turned and made my way

to the main entrance to Herter.

Ever since the start of my walk to class I had had the nagging

fear in the back of my mind that something was wrong. By the time

I got to room 205 there was no doubt of it -something was definitely

wrong. There was not a soul in the room. In the same moment that I

excused this fact another one hit me -I hadn't seen a soul since I left

Southwest!

I dropped into a chair with the sudden worry that this was like a

scene from The Revolt of The Triffids when I heard footsteps in the

hall which announced the entrance of the lumbering carcass of

Big'' Chuck L'blinski, a fellow classmate.

'Hey. huh'" he said in a typical eloquent salutation. "Kinda

cold, huh'' Colda than a witches tit". He guffawed and I almost

puked.

It was 2.30 and "Nobody else had arrived. More footsteps

sounded and I sat up expectantly. Bursting into the room in her

typical bustling style Mrs. Edwards let off with her usual, "Goouud

arfter -nooooon!" (which is English for "good afternoon. "Ah

hah," vou mav say. "there's more than one English accented

woman working for Undergraduate English at this illustrious in-

stitution." And I'll reply to that: "Yep. that's what makes our

English Department so unique." Unlike Erma, however, you can

tell that Mrs Edwards is for real >

Anyway, without even looking up she immediately got pissed off

that no one as opposed to Nohbdy '

I had made an answer to her

greeting Well, to tell the truth both "Big" Chuck and myself felt

like complot.' a>sholes sitting there all alone, so we remained

silent She repeated her greeting and I. in my best Texas accent 1

1

figured the contrail would be interesting), answered: "Howdy

ma'am?" She refused to hear such a vugar tone of voice aimed at

her. so she ignored me and. without yet looking up, started her

harangue alias 'lecture

For a tull thirty minutes she did not let up Continually sucking on

r she went on and on about the "n
of life." and aesthetics and ap-

iling the "finer things in life". Then she did a favorite thini-

urd extreme by telling us all

Rembrant. et al «ne
peculiarly o
oung thi

om boiling

from i
tiouted in my best Oxford

Humbug :iuch humbn
own kind contradict her was enough to m

top right out of her head But to have her

in her own classroom in such a man:

too much to rebul Bed and was about to topple to the

r.i in a voice tremulous with emotion burped out,

1 know what ya mean I hate Motzart and his da da. da.

dum dum. lie de here he butchered Moizart's Jupiter

mphorty), but I loooove Homer."
Revived with these medicinal words she propped herself up and.

for the first lime, looked across the classroom at Ublinski With an

endearing smile she said in a most proud voice "Oh, Right On

I blinski, Right on" With that she slumped back into her chair, out

ltd I guess too many revelations at one time was just too much for

her

Snarling al Big Chuck I stalked out of the room and into the

boom 1 was anticipating a meeting on stragety that was to take

place with Big Louie and Nick in half an hour Then I remembered

what dav it was! I was wrecked before and it was just a beautiful

Monday. Non it was really MONDAY! Washington's Birthday

While chuckling on one hand about how ridiculous the whole

situation was. I couldn't help being infuriated more and more as the

backward teachings of English 125 continued to manifested

themselves I tramped across the snow more intent on revenge as

ever, looking forward to the forthcoming abduction of the head of

the English 125 program ^^
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Comp I. rl w-okly Oy Bob Nosfi

This week's staff Frank Baglione, Ken Sulin, Ji

Lavrakas, Frank Johnson, Mary Lou Gordon, Gary

Gomes, Steve Ferber, Steve Feld, Steve Colwell, Rick

Milliken, Jeh Clayton, Rich Davis, Steve Cline,

Christine Sullivan, Donald Robadue

Photo credits

Lavrakas
pg. 1, Al Chapman, centerfold, Jim

Poor Richard's is the w> okly maqfl/me o< thr MDC Con

tnbut'ons rind comment', may bo delivered to the MDC ofder

Prospect vc staff members may contact Bob Nesti

Poet Laureate of the Ounter-Culture

Each age has been distinguished with a

novelist who somwhow reflected the

eluxive spirit of their times. Fitzgerald

captured the Twenties, Steinbeck the

Depression, Salinger the complacent

Fifties, Mailer the Hectic Sixties, and the

list seems without end. From some reports

the Seventies may be the generation of a

young man named Richard Brautigan

whose works Trout Fishing In America and

The Abortion have received a wide,

popular readership. Despite what you may

hear about Norman Mailer, HP.
Lovecraft, or Tom Wolfe, this bearded,

unassuming looking young man is the "in'

novelist of the day. Frank Baglione may

just have the reason why on page five.
page five

Can George Do It?

The Democratic party is becoming more

and more of a chaotic issue these days as

primary elections near at a rapid pace.

Reid Fishman has presented a factual

resume of George McGovern's ac-

complishments and personal ambitions

that show exactly why he should be elected.

McGovern's attitudes and ideas con-

cerning such things as the draft, drugs,

volunteer armies, etc. are taken up as well

as plans relating to any campaign

procedures.

Can McGovern win This is the big

question. All indications say it may be

possible and the reasons lie within I

Fishman describes the participation in

student support not only here but

throughout the country along with its vital

and ever increasing need in New Hamp-
shire.

*
page seven

Defining American Culture

It just isn't any good anymore to believe

in rock, revolution, or some magical
stairway to success. Whatever our high

school dreams, or present life

disillusionments, it we don't look and see
what life 'out there' is really like, we're
going to spend the rest of our lives won-
dering what the hell happened when we got
kicked out the door. We complain that our
parents live in the past, and criticize the
lives they have made for themselves out of

the despair of the two World Wars. But we
too are living in the past—in an end-of-the-

road hostility or a misty eyed hope toward
the future that we have cultivated in our
childhood. In Part One of this series Donald
Robadue, Jr. dispels some of the myths and
fantasies we have been led, and have led

ourselves, to believe about the outside.
pages eight and nine

With Gobs and Gobs in Store

And rummaging through the bowels of

our issue you can continue on page four

where you may learn of one of the most

interesting and important women of the

ceutnry : Anais Nin. Then learn more about

the Montague Plains Controversy on page

6. From McGovern and the centerfold

move onward to our album reviews. Here

Steve Feld dissects the latest by Neil

Young, has the dear boy lost his touch? Our

own injured lad happens to think so. Kenny

Sulin discusses Jim Messina and he too,

isn't quite as good as he should be. All on

pages 10 and 11. Films this week highligni
an lengthy analysis of Dirty Harry by
Patrick Sullivan which states there are
more inherent dangers to the film than
meet the eye, and Mary Lou Gordon ex-

plains why .Johnny Got His Gun is a stirring

film achievement. Bafflin' Frank Johnson
discusses speakers on page 14, a new puzzle

appears on 15, Weekend on 16, and on our
left the latest installment in our attempt to

make a celebrity out of Erma Forader and
get her out of Bartlett 252 and onto the

Cavett Show.

SRSSBM S3SE

Camping The Crusade
(continued from page one)

a group be inclined to run fatalistic and
possible fatal experiments with dope,

sex, booze, crime and any of your
favorite pastimes. They would be
concerned about the future of natural
things in the world today (that's

ecology, right? Oh, ecology!) They
would not do anything direct about the

situation any more than you would. They
do not kick the pinball machine even
when sorely provoked. In fact, when
sorely provoked, they don't get sorely

provoked.
Two of these four common symptoms

(guess which two) are directly at-

tributable to the fact that these people

sincerely try to "put Christ first in their

lives." Either that or all four symptoms
point to the kind of person who would be

inclined to try actually putting Christ

first to begin with. See? We're a very

objective press, huh?

Now that we have an idea who we're

dealing with, who are we dealing with?

First of all, John Fitz. It was only logical

to start with someone administering the

Campus Crusade on this campus. John

is originally from Georgia if I remember
right, and his accent still indicates

something like it. He graduated from

MIT not so long ago, and now wears a

sporty moustache and a Bible. He
speaks: "We're concentrating on in-

dividual contacts now. We've got about

200 firm members and we're spreading

out from that one by one, by word of

mouth." The idea, he said, was to reach

the freshmen who are not only soft and

impressionable but are likeliest to stick

around to receive more Word per capita.

Blanket coverage like those Bibles last

semester (remember those'* The one

you leveled your stereo with? I is out for

the time being at least. Who paid for

those Bibles? "Donations " A large one

coming from John Fitz, I learned later

on He backs his word.

Ah, well. Christianity is a missionary

faith, don't forget. If you're going to

follow Christ's teachings you're going to

be an evangelist That was one of Our
Lord's last words to his disciples, and it

means laying your message on your

brother whenever the opportunity af-

fords. In face-to-face situations this is all

to the good. You may not arrive at a

shattering Pentecostal awakening, but

in a give and take situation you're liable

to clarify a few concepts for each other

at the very least Okay There are those,

however, for whom this isn't enough, so

they print pamphlets

Now, I don't know who does the layout

on some of these giveaways but I feel

pretty sure that the concept and the final

approval come right back on sincere

faceless men in Hollywood and Valley

Forge who really think they're reaching

* the hide ^ell. maybe not, because it's

fairly obvious that their true goal is

selling the kinds, but a lame-er more

pathetic attempt is pracUcally off the

scale, imagination-wise. I have here in

my hand Exhibit A. a glossy brochure

Feiffer

60PHAP6 MAO
IM W? IMA66

with a purpie-and-blue spiral on the

cover running down a black ground and

converging on a rather peculiarly at-

tired youth who is opening his mouth and

acting distressed. Across the lowerer

half of the cover, the lend: WAYOUT.
We note the valiant attempt at an

imitation of psychedelic poster let-

tering, and we ask, "How long has it

been since you responded positively to

psychedelic poster lettering?"

With rising gorge, we turn the front

page of this, our WAYOL'T magazine.

We see a young man with sandles, white

levi cords, slicked down hair and four

bristles on his upper lip, a real

everyteen, right, looking insincere and
brandishing ten arms (in slick sand-

wiched- negative style; a subliminal cut

at eastern religions? You bet!) filled

with money, knives, bottles, cigarettes,

flowers (flowers?), other symbolic
devices. He sits on a purple plaster

pedestal, with "I Love Me" taped to it.

Directly across from this gentleman is

the word SIN done in crimson and violet,

five inches high. Complete text: "Who
says SIN is not lying, stealing, cheating,

making-love?" Jesus Christ! Pardon

my language.

Following pages cover SEX. DRUGS.
WAR in equally good style Its all very

visual, the kind of stuff a hermit in the

wilds of Arkansas might look at and say

"Why. that's PSYCHEDELIC - isn't it?"

It's such a pitifully transparent

camoflage-job that by the time you get

around to the pitch on the last page you

regard the whole deal as a moral

outrage instead of a bad joke. They
could have done better. I can see it now.

Two fourteen-year-olds are poring

over a magazine the size of Life. But its

not Life. On the cover, a naked, slightly

flabby woman in a blond wig and ratty

garter belt is tpreadeagled on a rayon

plush leopardmkln. Below her, the words

LOVE IS. What a hot one! Our horny

little subjects turn the page. They read:

Love is not the problem? The problem

with love our own inner human nature.

What do we mean by "Love?" By
"Love" Christians mean..Wow! Tell

vour friends!

You don't think it's the same? Why
not? The taste is only one peg lower.

Consider Andre Kole. What's his real

name? Never mind that. He's a

Christian magician, er, illusionist. I

missed his set here last semester, but I

caught it in England last Spring. He
visited my art college, and he brought

his advertising with him. Do the dead
return??? "Unmasking the Unknown"
is the title Mr. Kole gives to this in-

triguing presentation in which, among
other things, he will give a visible

demonstration of the fourth dimension."

After a short time in our culture,

people should be experts at detecting the

approach of a shuck. Do you smell one

coming? Do you see that all you need for

a visible demonstration of the fourth

dimension is a $9.00 Timex? The fact is,

and I humbly admit it, that I don't have

the vaguest idea how Mr. Kole chose to

demonstrate the fourth dimension. I saw
him appear in a blue suit coat, a red-

checked shirt and a string tie, heard him
introduce himself in a -was it-Texas

accent, and watched aghast as he pulled

out a deck of cards and asked for a

volunteer... I left. I would have stayed

on, even then, but the girl I was with

kept elbowing me in the ribs. There was
just no competition.

I tried to explain this as respectfully

as I could to John Fitz. He told me I

should have stuck around until Andre

warmed up. He does a series of

progressively more mystifying tricks,

which he always "unmasks" af-

terwards, and then presents a talk on the

Miracles of Christ. And I get this

creeping feeling that the Crusade is

aiming at the lightest mental light-

weights they can find.

"Isn't it strange how all the more in-

telligent people you know are in the

Crusade."
"How long have >ou been in the

Crusade?"

"Oh. about two weeks. I joined because I

was so impressed with Andre Kole."

That was a rough rendition of an
actual exchange Later on I ate supper

with a small group of Christian students

in a dorm room. Hamburger spiked with

pineapple wedges and a sweet-sour

ketchup sauce, like you might find

written up in Family Circle I asked

about Andre. "Well, Andre Kole appeals

to some people, and to some others he

just doesn't "
I asked about "Explo 72"

a Christian convention scheduled for

this summer in Dallas Why Dallas, a

city of what you might call Negative

Vibes? Because, they said, it's centrally

located East- West (I checked a map,
that's exactly true) and it has good

convention facilities. "And there's local

support 7 " "And there's local support."

When not parading around the Cotton

Bowl, they will be training seriously for

their missionary roles More and more
they tend to be well-drilled and eager to

argue, and it shows up in discussion.

Unfortunately, there's a tendency to get

the same answer, almost word for word,

from different people on the same
question. It's not just parroting back,

it's more like interpreting a manifesto,

and the variety suffers Ask "How do we
know. ..?" and you get a twelve-part

plan.

I tried a different tack. "Is it true that

the Crusade is just a vast conspiracy on

the part of Southerners and Mid-

Westerners to take over the world? Why
is everybody from the South and Mid-

West 7 " Dennis, from Ohio, laughed and

said no, no conspiracy, just coincidence

My roommate asked them if they

thought maybe God was really Maynard
G. Krebbs. who meant so well and blew

it. That one went right past. Next. Case

Histories? All very normal, very sin-

cere. One girl had been kicked per-

manently out of her home because of her

belief, though They've all taken some
abuse.

Did they have pamphlets? They had

armloads. They agreed some of them
were pretty rank. Dennis produced a

snapshot of Derek and Sue in a com-

promising position. Derek and Sue

protested. Dennis pointed to his recent

growth of hair and beard. Did he know of

any real weirdoes, hairy Bible-wavers I

could talk to, for spice? No, but he of-

fered to beat me with a brass-bound

Bible and exorcise my demons for me. I

thanked him very much. Someone
pointed to a black object of undefined

origin hanging in the window looking

like an old radio condenser, whose
purpose is to ward off Satan. "Look how
straight I am," said Sue. "Look how
long my skirt is." It was around mid-

thigh. Like I said, average. "I'm really

straight now. I wasn't always— I used to

be in trouble...but I'm really straight

now."
Did anyone know the Navigators?

Sure. What were they like? All big.

really healthy types from the Mid West;

I'd know one by the way he crushed my
fingers in a handshake Was that right?

Yes
The next day, I met Chuck Stritt

matter of the Navigators, and

organization that began by ministering

to the armed services and has since

branched out They've been called

"tough-minded '' "Actually.'' Stritt-

matter said, "you know how they've got

the Special Forces in the Army, the

Green Berets7 " He looked to see if I was

following "Well, that's us. We're the

shock trooDS in the movement
"

They'd brought down Russ Johnson,

Christian Revolutionary, who had
spoken at Mahar the night previous. I

would have been on hand, except for

Temptation which came to me in the

guise of a billiard ball, and so I shot

snooker instead I met Johnson face-to-

face at last, and he crushed my hand and
gave it back I apologized for missing his

speech. "Well, buddy," he said, "you
really missed something'

I read their literature. It was hard-

nosed and definitely male-oriented, but

readable and believable This was too

solid and reasonable. Did they know of

any good J-Freaks? They allowed as

how I had the wrong bunch of fellas.

Yeah. That much was pretty clear.

Whether you like it or not, this is the kind

of people associated with the Backbone
of Our Nation, nothing more or less. A
Parable: back upstairs in the dorm, I

offered to lend Dennis a copy of Lord
Buckley's hip Jesus-monologue "the

Nazz." He didn't have a record player.

None of them did. I guess that cuts out a

lot of tensions. What does it mean? I

refuse to speculate, and I feel like I

should apologize to all these folks for

bothering them
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The World of Anais Nin

By RICHARD DAVIS

It seems an impossible task to

faithfully reproduce the essence

of a dream in the world of

words. No matter how many
image provoking adjectives you
seem to commit to paper you
still feel frustrated; you still

realize that this is only a poor
replacement for that nocturnal

phantasy. And the frustrations

that this attempt brings with it

are the same ones that emerge
when an effort is made to

describe the world of Anais Nin.

Her world, which is a fusion of

the dream state with daily life,

is contained in her diaries. The
language of the diaries is very
much like river that flows down
from the mountaintops to

nourish a valley of life below.

And certainly the mystery,
miracle and rhythm of this flow

is Anais Nin the woman, the

writer, the artist She is also a

mother who is constantly giving

birth to a language of the

emotions and the senses.

Anais Nin was born in 1903 in

Neuilly, a suburb of Paris. Her
father Joaquin Nin was a

compose pianist and as a young
child she accompanied him on
many of his concert tours.

Early in her childhood her

father became a transient
member of the family. His

absence from the Nin household

was one of the seeds of Anais'

diary. She relates "The genesis

of mine (diary) began with

desire to keep a channel of

communication with a lost

father It was intended for him
and continued as the travel log

of a child in a new country, as a

record of family life, of books,

of observations of people
"

This diary became her garden

of continually blossoming

flowers She gave it all her love

and attention but was not

merel\ content to see life on the

surface, to see the result of a

subterranean gestation Her

dairv had not only to tell what

she "experienced but what this

experience meant and how it

related to the world around her

i voung girl, caring for

flowers in her backyard in New
York she would remove the

earth around them as they were
growing. She was not satisfied

with the final products. She

wanted to watch the mystery of

their growth, to see the

"significant roots" as she called

them.
As flowers die new seeds are

live through many seasons.

Henry Miller is one flower

that Anais gives a great deal of

attention to. Miller enters her

life as the cactus flower

reaching out for life in a black

spring. His shell grew out of a

necessity to survive the street

life. Anais attempts to break

Anais Nin as the author (center) surrounded by her variable

forms.

quickly planted. Each person,

each incident, each relation that

she absorbs and passes through

her diary is a flower whose
course of life she sensitively

watches while it lives in her

garden Some die quickly others

through this shell It was from a

distance that she first perceived

Miller in Paris in the 1930s At

such a distance only his surface

features seemed visible but

reading her first impressions of

Miller one senses Anais'

overpowering drive to begin the

search of this man's soul in-

stantly "When I saw Henry

Miller walking towards the door

where I stood waiting, I closed

my eyes for an instant to see

him by some other inner eye. He
was warm, joyous, relaxed,

natural."

"He would have passed

anonymously through a crowd.

He was slender, lean, not tall.

He looked like a Buddhist monk,

a rosey-skinned monk, with his

partly bald head aureoled by

lively silver hair, his full sen-

suous mouth His blue eyes are

cool and observant, but his

mouth is emotional and

vulnerable His laughter is

contagious and his voice

caressing and warm like a

Negro voice."

Since it is her sensitivity to

people and situations that is her

life, her diary; her first im-

pressions need not settle in her

brain to be distorted by the

demon of speculation. She has

earned the right to no longer be

conscious of the passage of time

in her relations with her garden
and her flowers. Henry Miller

walks into her life and as she

relates the first impression of

aman that she only knew as a

conglomeration of brutal,

violent, farcical literary

escapades she feels life Here
was a seed that was carried by
the wind and fatefully fell into

the rich soil of her garden
Miller could not have entered

her life any other way.

Anais spends a great deal of

her sensitive energies exploring

the world of Henry Miller The
composer's daughter meets the

tailor's son They nourish each
other with their mutual drive to

be a vital part of the world that

they are attempting to put into

words. Miller sees a violent

world that needs to be hit with

sexual farce and Pantegruelian

word play Anais sees this

\iMon of Miller's and un-

derstands how important it is

for this man to be taken

seriously Throughout the

diaries they explore each others

world. Anais is introduced to the
Parisian prostitutes that Miller
has befriended and Miller
begins to see how the dream
world is an essential part of the
waking state. But they are
strong personalities who must
be master of the creation of
their vision of the world. By the
Summer of 1947 (fourth diary)
they have both spent time
apart, creating the worlds that
they feel confortable in. These
worlds are universes apart and
Anais and Miller are no longer
capable of the intimate ex-
change of new perceptions that
colored their growth together.
While travelling around
America, Anais stops in to visit

Miller at his home in Big Sur.
She stays only a few hours and
finds it difficult to converse with
this new Miller that she is not
familiar with. "I should not
have visited Miller. As soon as
one ceases to know a person
intimately, the knowledge of
them is from the outside, as if

you stood at a window looking
in From this day on I would see
Henry from the outside, in that
sense I call not knowing.
Through other's eyes, through
his writing, or through his wife
Other Henrys. Knowing is in-

timacy Intimacy takes trust

and faith That was over."

Henry Miller is only one
flower in Anais' garden He is

given attention in many pages
of the diaries but there are
many others present who make
it possible for Anais to say what
she felt was important. Without
relation, in every sense of the

word, there would be no Anais
Nin Why was she so compelled
to write her diaries? What was
she trying to say1 These an-

swers are repeated in every
word of her prodigous personal

outpourings To take a passage
out of its matrix of the diary and
use it as proof of a generality of

purpose is tantamount to

Faustian sin. Proteus would
only laugh deceptively while he
displayed yet another form but

Anais allows the reader to see
the form of the moment and feel

it as much as is possible in the

act of reading

A Factual Low-Keyed Approach to Good Nutrition
By STEVE CLINE

Diet For A Small Planet

Frances Moore Lappe

This book shows you how to get

adequate, quality protein in your daily

diet from non meat sources, and it also

shows you why you should think

seriously about doing so Whether your

reasons for turning away from meat

might be ecological, ethical, spiritual, or

economic, this book will give you solid

evidence to help substantiate your

position Even if you have no intention of

ever becoming a vegeterian. you owe it

yourself to read this book and hear the

no-meat argument stated logically and

factually. Lappe has documented and

researched her position well.

Lappe says on page three, "What I

will be suggesting in this book is a

guideline for eating from the earth that

both maximizes the earth's potential to

meet man's nutritional needs and, at the

same time, minimizes the disruption of

the earth necessary to sustain him It's

as simple as that
"

She starts out by destroying some of

the myths concerning meat and diet that

are so pervasive in this country most

Americans do not realize they are

myths. The first part of the book is full of

amazing, and disgusting, information:

livestock, in the U.S., are fed eight

pounds of protein for every pound of

protein it produces i in beef the ration is

21 to 1); one half of all harvested

agricultural land in the U.S. is planted

with livestock feed crops (89% of the

corn crop goes to livestock); and

perhaps most condemning, the amount

of protein we waste each year, by

feeding most of our plant protein to

livestock, is enough to make up ninety

per cent of the entire world's yearly

protein deficit! The first section is

bursting with similar facts about
American dietetic and agricultural

practices.

Part two of the book is an explanation

of protein, how we get it. what we use it

for. and how we can get it without eating

meat.
Protein is made up of amino acids.

There are eight amino acids which the

body cannot synthesize, and of these,

there are four that are most likely to be

missing in non-meat sources. The
problem is that the body does not store

amino acids, and if the right amino acids

are not present in the right proportions,

all excess is converted into car-

bohydrates Legumes, grains, and seeds

and nuts are not all deficient in each of

the four amino acids. Instead, the

members of each of these groups have

similar strengths and weaknesses, and

the groups themselves vary. What this

book does is shew you how to com-

plement plant protein, how to match up

the strengths of one item with the

weakness of another, for example,

cornmeal and beans, or grains and milk.

By complementing protein, more total

protein is made available than if the two

items are eaten separately at different

times. The increase can be dramatic,

sometimes as much as forty three per

cent, as in the case of rice and legumes

The third section is the application of

part two. In it Lappe sets up a simple

system by which you can do your own
protein complementing It's fairly easy

to do, and she not only supplies charts.

but gives the reader enough information

to feel confident enough to try it.

The last section, half the book, is

comprised of recipes The recipes range

from salads to main courses to deserts,

and they all make use of complementary
protein relationships Some of the

results can be surprising. Two corn-

meal-soy waffles (which are delicious)

supply 30-36% of the average minimum
protein allowance.

Unlike most other books in this area.

Diet for a Small Planet is factual, down
to-earth. and low key It fills the gap that

now exists between the growing
awareness of our society's misuse of

food resources and attempts at per-

sonal, practical solutions It is a book
worthy of everyone's attention, par-

ticularly those interested in a saner

approach to living on our small planet

And, for $1.25, it's worth a million times

the price, literally.
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Books A Funny, Not Funky, Sweet Story
By FRANK BAGLIONE

The Abortion: an historical romance
j 966 by Richard Brautigan 226 pp. Simon
and Schuster (paper) $1.95.

When Richard Brautigan first ap-

peared on the literary scene it was as the

merchant of gimmicky little tracts and
collections of poems-all very strange,

few any good. Behind the ornate facade

of titles like Trout Fishing in America
and fa Watermelon Sugar stood a

stagnant prose that perplexed the un-

wary reader expecting these shallows to

give up some hidden brilliance.

Brautigan's first novel, Trout Fishing

in America, was hailed as "a funny

funky sweet and valuable book about the

joys of wandering about in the world."

Funky it was, but I have always been

suspicious of things that are "funky";

valuable it was not. Unless of course one

is looking for a mindless bit of

distraction during a long plane ride or

something to read while at the laun-

dermat. Brautigan's book was the

Readers' Digest of the youth culture.

The style that of a modern day

Bohemian, a hippie wandering about

American in a stupor picking up on all

the "wow'' and "far out" things to see

and comment upon in this land.

Trout Fishing in America, my in-

troduction to Brautigan. was a collection

of silly, unrelated stories, part

recollections and part fantasy whose

only theme -undeveloped and oblique-

concerned trout fishing in America,

sometimes an event and often various

people The literature, like the book's

characters, was ragged and im-

poverished, simple and unimposing At

its best, it was a story about nobody

doing nothing nowhere in particular,

and doing it in the most boring manner
possible. I should have never read past

the dedication. "For Jack Spicer and

Ron Loewinsohn." who my experts tell

me were two poets that had been writing

and publishing in "Little Mags'" for over

ten years The late Jack Spicer was the

better poet and is said to have influenced

several contemporary poets that most

people (outside of a small cadre of

aficionados and students in esoteric

English classes) have never heard of,

and with good cause.

Given all this, it is not surprising that

certain critics, refugees from reality

and post-adolescent street urchins

hailed Brautigan as a "gifted innovator

in our literature." If this were the case,

innovation would mean obliqueness,

gimmicky writing and a contrived

esoteric style Once again what is

bizarre and grotesque is misnamed

creative I no one wants to admit having

overlooked talent should it be there).

Surprisingly, in Brautigan's The

Abortion, talent did appear It did not

come in choppy, unrelated, confused

little stories, nor in smug, silly

descriptions or falsely ingenuous ob-

servations like in Trout Fishing. Rather

it appeared in a wistful, unpretentious

story about an abortion The Abortion is

actuallv about what the title says It is

not a great book, but considering the

author's history it is a delightful and

dear piece of literature

Written in the first person

autobiographical. The Abortion begins

with an introduction to the storyteller,

an unnamed man thirty-one years old

who has for three years been the

librarian of an interesting sort of

library. "We don't use the Dewey

decimal classification or any index

system to keep track of our books. We
record their entrance into the Library

Contents Ledger and then we give the

book back to its author who is free to

place it anywhere he wants in the

library, on whatever shelf catches his

fancy. It doesn't make any difference

where the book is placed because
nobody ever checks them out and
nobody ever comes here to read them.

This is not that kind of a library. This is

another kind of library."

The first author we meet is an old

woman who has brought her book on

"Growing Flowers in Hotel Rooms by

Richard Brautigan

Candlelight " Other titles accepted that

day included My Trike by Chuck, a

pictoral of the child's tricycle. The

Culinary Dostoevski by a man who

claims the recipes are picked out of

Dostoevski's books; your Clothes Are

Dead; and The Egg Layed Twice. Not

all the books that are brought in to this

small San Francisco library for

"losers" are kept on the premises; at

various intervals a man named Foster,

who we meet later in the book, comes in

his van to collect books for storage in

some caves up north

As the librarian lovingly reviews the

titles brought to him that day and at all

hours of the night (you ring a little bell

after hours to gain admittance) his

girlfriend Vida sleeps in the back room

Vida is described as an extraordinarily

beautiful woman. "She had very large

fully realized breasts and an incredibly

tiny waist and large full hips that

tapered down into long majestic legs.

Her body was very sensual, inciting one

to think of lust, while her face was

Botticellian and set your mind voyaging

upon the etheral."

The librarian had first met Vida some
months back when she had come late at

night to bring a book to the library. At

that time beneath flashing black hair

was an awkward unhappy girl with a

book about her body-she hated it. "It's

too big for me. It's somebody else's

body. It's not mine." The librarian tries

to cheer her up with a candy bar, then

some Gallo sherry, then, he being such a

good lad, she spends the night with him,

then every night. There is no drawn out

glorified sex scene. Vida likes our

librarian because he desires her without

grossness, without lechery like all the

other men she battles off day after day.

The absence of lasciviousness is in-

sufficient a protection against con-

ception, however, and the couple soon

faces parenthood. The modern day
solution? -"The decision to have an
abortion was arrived at without bit-

terness and was guided by gentle

necessity." Necessity comes clothe in

some rather shallow and self-serving

excuses. Like some frightened idiot

child of an undergraduate. Vida whines.

"I'm not ready to have a child yet. I love

children but this isn't the time If you

can't give them the maximum of

yourself, then it's best to wait.There are

too many children in the world and not

enough love. An abortion is the only

answer ." Heavens! Who wishes a child

you can't love? The couple decides to

use the pill in the future

The abortion is arranged through

Foster, a large, long-haired blond who
stores the library books in the caves up

north He arrives in his van after having

contacted a doctor in Tijuana who had

taken care of an Indian girl Foster had

playfully caused to become pregnant in

the past Foster reluctantly agrees to

take care of the library in the couple's

absence.

The trip to Mexico is artfully

described by the librarian who has not

been outside his library-home for three

years. Vida drives the van to the airport-

-the librarian has never flown before:

"It was grey and cold outside without

any hope for the sun. We were now

taking off. We started moving down the

runway, slow at first, then faster, faster,

faster: my God! I looked at the wing

below me The rivets in the wing looked

awfully gentle as if they were not able to

hold anything up The wing trembled

from time to time ever so gently, but

just enough to put the subtle point

across...From time to time we hit in-

visible things in the air that made the

plane buck like some phantom horse."

The couple takes a bus from San Diego

to Tijuana. "Our hands were together in

our hands as our real fate moved closer

to us. Vida's stomach was flat and

perfect and it was going to remain that

way" The librarian constantly reminds

us of Vida's startling beauty Every

pass, every whistle, every man that

walks into something while looking

longingly at her (and just about every

man does including a priest I is carefully

noted. Dr Garcia alone is not smitten

Their friendly, industrious Mexican

abortionist had his mind on other things

Vida is one of three women that will

have an abortion that morning There is

a young American girl with her parents-

"Though she possessed a narrow
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budding female body, looked as if she

were too young to have an abortion. She

should have been doing something else."

Another woman, who the librarian never

sees, arrives later with her stern, tense

husband. The abortions are handled

quickly and simply. Dr. Garcia: "I

won't hurt you and it will be clean.

Nothing left after and no pain, honey.

Believe me. I'm a doctor." The doctor

was assisted by two teenage Mexican

youths, one boy and one girl. The boy

was the last one to see "the fetus and the

abortion leftovers." "I heard a toilet

flush and water running from a tap and

then the sound of water being poured in

the toilet and the toilet was flushed

again and the boy came back with the

bucket.

"The bucket was empty."

Vida makes a quick recovery and the

couple return to San Francisco. The

librarian discovers that a woman who
had been bringing in her book took over

his job (much the same way he had

taken over the library three years ago).

The librarian is distraught, but Vida is

pleased that now they can begin living

like "real people ." In a somewhat poor

conclusion we find Vida, Foster and the

ex-librarian living together. Foster finds

a Pakistani girlfriend and a job with a

steel company; the librarian mans a

table at Berkeley; and Vida gets a job as

a topless waitress and is saving her

money to go back to school She

probably makes them all rich

These amateurish touches occur
throughout the book whenever
Brautigan is unable to make a tran

sition. His chronicling style is rich in

detail but continually comes up with lose

ends Rather then guide us into their

new lives he simply drops us into them,

a little deus ex machinathat swoops up
the characters and arranges them in ;i

new setting But even with the abrupt

ness and undeveloped portions of the

plot, the story manages to hang together

quite well as a whole It is light and \«-t

substantive Brautigan catches you

smiling every once in a while with some
cute observation or description The
occasional leaps are not so noticeable in

this fast moving book.

More important. Brautigan succeeds

in getting the reader genuinely in-

terested in his characters They are

approachable and entertaining and very

interesting. One finds themselves

wanting to know more of their past lives

and more of their future Their is a small

tinge of regret when the final page is

reached -a sweet story has ended. A

funny sweet story, and. happily, this one

is not "funky."
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By RICK MILLIKEN

Last week in our first WM-
PIRG column, we discussed the

background and basic

geological facts of the Mon-

tague Dump controversy. This

week we start to look at some of

the underlying conflicts that

make the Montague Dump stink

more than it should. Also we
shall look at how a small town

such as Montague-Turners
Falls went about fighting the

proposed landfill and their

relative success.

The Montague landfill if

passed would be the largest

landfill operation in the world

It would b*. able to take in 500

tons of refuse ? day for twenty

years. Landfill dumps are ugly

They often do more harm than

good, scarring the landscapes,

polluting lakes, streams and

wells, bringing rats and

sometimes disease.

To many interests. Montague

Plains is a perfect site for a

landfill The B&M railroad

owns the landfill site through a

subsidiary Charlestown
Waterfront inc The site is on

the railroad's main line It v,

originally acquired to use as an

ultra modern switching yard

and the town of Montague

backed the plan, giving the

railroad a cost break in

acquiring the land In 1969. the

B M wrote a short proposal on

the possibilities of a landfill in

Montague Plains An in-

teresting quote from that report

was that transportation of the

refuse was "not to be made
unnecessarily difficult by a

variety of methods" B&M
would make money through the

sale of the land and also from

the transportation of the refuse

from Boston to Montague and

the reverse trips of sand and

gravel from Montague to

Boston This is quite an

economic boost for the

beleagered B&M.
This brings us to the D.P.W.

who also believe Montague is an

ideal location It hired the

consultant firm of Whitman-

Howard to research the site.

Whitman-Howard heartily

agreed with the B & M study

The DPW was so pleased with

the Whitman-Howard Report, it

tried to ram the report down the

throats of the Public Health

Commission and Natural

Resource Commission a week

later Without the two depart

ments concurring the landfill

could not go through Why
would the DPW act so hastily

What do they have to gain9—
Only 600 million dollars worth of

sand and gravels to be dug out

from the Montague Plains

The DPW has over twenty

other sites for landfills in the

Western part of the state. Ob-

viously Montague Plains is the

most desirable site for its

profitable sands and gravels

and its value to the B & M
railroad The DPW has kept

these other sited a well kept

secret although it is the public's

right to know their locations

The Perils of Montague

JHE -fegius^y MQNflflUg'

boston citizens do not care

one way or the other. Landfills

are not a topic of conversation

around Boston dinner tables. As
long as the refuse goes
somewhere-anywhere.
Everyone gains from the

Montague Plains Landfill ex-

cept for the citizens of Mon-

tague and Western Mass The
private interests are in a

powerful position to lobby for

the site, and it would be difficult

for the citizens of a poor town

such as Turners Falls to fight

them They were up against a

stacked deck.

Dr Ward Motts. a LIMass
hydro-geologist, undertook an

independent study of the

Montague Plains His work
concluded that the site was
totally unfit He stated the area

was a loadstone of fresh water

which if disturbed would cause

a loss of a billion gallons an-

nually He further stated that

the Whitman Howard Report

was poorly done The site would

ruin the water supply of the

town of Montague. Lake
Pleasant and the state Fish

Hatchery He concluded that

more extensive studies are

called for

With Dr Motts' report as a

base the town of Montague
began its fight against the

landfill They formed a citizens'

group called DUMP- Don't

Upset Montagues' Plains This

army of protestors was led by

Walter T Kostanski. Franklin

County Register of Deeds.
Kostanski is a former
Republican Whip and a veteran

of skirmishes involving the

environment DUMP contacted

environmental and public in-

terest groups Citizens flocked

to help. Committees were
formed
Their Scientific Committee

was under the direction of Dr
Frank Kaminski of the UMass
Engineering Dept. For the

further studies of the Plains

that Dr Motts suggested, it

would cost about $30,000. DUMP
decided the best course of ac-

tion would be to put the burden

of proof on the DPW since

Montague could not afford the

expense of the new studies.

High school students began a

petition drive and wrote letters

to the Governor and other in

fluent ial agencies

There were reports that the B
& M was so confident of having

the landfill approved that they

were moving in new rails for

extensions into the Plains To
guard against immediate action

by the DPW and B & M. DUMP
decided to obtain the services of

a lawyer skilled in injunction

proceedings The lawyer would

cost $15,000 but the town felt his

services were worth the price.

An injunction could hold the

DPW for six months.

Representative Tom Simons

from Turners Falls was
working through state house

channels to arrange a meeting

with the Governor DUMP
believed this was the most ef

fective course of action to have

their scientific arguments

r :>*

heard An intense publicity

campaign was undertaken Dr

Motts and Mr Kostanski were

able to meet with Ralph Nader

during his speaking tour ol

Western Mass for WMPIRG
Newspapers, TV. and radio

were contacted People around

the state were eventually made
aware of the plight of Mon
tague Petitions were signed,

editorials written, influential

people began to speak out

questioning the state's action

Finally, February 15. the

leaders of DUMP met with

State Secretary of the En
vironment Charles Foster The

meeting was also to be with

Secretary of Public Health

Peter Goldmark who was
curiously missing His

department is in charge of

landfill operations He did not

even send a representative

from his department Although

DUMP had sent numerous
letters to him and his depart

ment. he had never replied

The meeting was held in a

friendly atmosphere in the

Senate Waiting Room DUMP
presented Secretary Foster
with the petitions and its

scientific testimony While the

meeting was in session many
state representatives dropped
bv to register their opposition to

the landfill

Bverymt agreed that the

state should not he looking

julii chmsTiE

ftUlNbATES.

toward landfills as a solution

Secretary Foster sprue of the

state's research into recycling

The state was also investigating

the possibility of a high tern

perature incinerator much like

the one used in Montreal

Foster stated hat he did not

have the power to stop the

landfill for he was only a

cabinet member but he would

report back to the Governor H«

encouraged the people from

Montague with the news that

there was a moratorium on

landfills Nothing would lu

moving forward at the Mon
tague site A new study

reevaluating the state s

methods of selecting landfill

sites and the whole question of

refuse disposal was being un

dertaken It would be on the

Governors desk that Fnda\

and that Montague should sit

tight" until the report is made
public Secretary Foster did say

that Montague will be

relieved" at some of the

recommendations of the report

He said also that the report

would examine the possibilities

of getting maximum citizen

participation into landfill

incinerator site selection The

people of Montague now must

wait for the Governor's dec i son

and prepare for perhaps

another battle
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Politics

By REID FISHMAN
"The current dilemma in

Vietnam is a clear demon-
stration of the limitations of

military power. Our policy

there is a policy of moral
debacle and military defeat."

Those words were spoken on

September 24, 1963, by the

freshman Senator from South

Dakota. By doing this, George
McGovern became the first

United States Senator to speak

out against American military

involvement in Southeast Asia.

Now, almost nine years later,

George McGovern is still

speaking out against that very

same war. But others have

jumped on the bandwagon, and
the ears of an unresponsive

administration still refuse to

listen Because of this, and
many other reasons, George
McGovern has decided to run

for the office of President of the

United States

The announcement was
formally made on January 18,

1971. It was an unprecedented

early announcement, but

necessary in order to conduct

the campaign with candor, and.

at the same time, to make up
lost ground on his opponents.

Since then, he has not only

made up lost ground, but has

been gaining support and now
expects to receive at least 25%
in New Hampshire. As of now,

all indications prove this to be

very possible.

Senator McGovern is not just

a "one-issue candidate", as

many people feel. It is true that

he has been in the forefront of

the Vietnam issue ever since he

took office, but that is definitely

not his only issue

In fact, for over twenty years,

and throughout his

Congressional career,
McGovern has advocated a

basic re-examination of

American China policy He has

always advocated any effort to

recognize the Peoples Republic

of China as the sole legitimate

government of China, and for

twenty years he has suggested

the basic steps that the

president is just taking now.

Senator McGovern also

believes in a re-ordering of

national priorities. As far back

as 1963. McGovern introduced

the first bill designed to aid the

transition to a full employment
peacetime economy. Since then,

he has introduced numerous
other bills to change our
national priorities

George McGovern has always

been a leader in the fight

against hunger and
malnutrition both at home and
abroad He was the first

director of President Kennedy's

"Food for Peace" program to

provide food relief for the

world's hungry. As chairman of

the Senate Select Committee on

Nutrition and Human Needs, he

has virtually led the fight
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against malnutrition here in the

United States. As author of the

Food Stamp Act, he has said,

"If Americans can set a

deadline to put a man on the

moon, there is no reason why we
cannot set a deadline to end
hunger."
Concerning drugs, McGovern

feels that the judicial system
should be changed to provide

rehabilitation for drug addicts,

rather than punishment. He has

also recently supported stands

to make the laws concerning

marijuana similar to those

concerning alcohol

come for California farm
workers, and he believes in

equal representation and op-

portunities for all Mexican-
Americans. He is the only

presidential candidate to

support the efforts of the

Women's and Gay Liberation

movements to combat
discrimination because of sex

or sexual beliefs. As former
chairman of the Senate Indian

Affairs Subcommittee, he
worked extensively to better the

plight of the American and
Alaskan Native. On April 3,

1971, he said, "You cant plaj

George McGovern

As far as the FBI is con-

cerned, McGovern was the first

Senator to question the

authority of J Edgar Hoover

as director of the organization

To quote Senator McGovern
"Responsible to no one, Mr
Hoover has become irrespon

sible. Unchecked by Congress

unsupervised by the Executive

the Hoover regime has resulted

in an American tragedy."

McGovern has cited instances

of definite discrimination and

corruption within the FBI. He
advocates a full investigation

into the activities of the FBI
Senator McGovern has been

at the front of the battle for

equal rights and opportunities

for over ten years He was the

only Senator to support the

( ongressional Black Caucus
Program and various other

Black programs He advocates

full support of Cesar Chavez in

his efforts to insure a fair in-

games with people anymore.

You either give them what they

deserve, or they will give you

what you deserve."

Concerning the Draft.

McGovern has always ad-

vocated an all volunteer army
and has introduced many bills

to further this conviction. He
feels that young men should not

have to choose between fighting

in a war they oppose, or going to

jail

These are just a few of the

many issues on which George

McGovern takes a definite

stand I think most of you will

agree with me that he is the best

candidate, but what are his

chances of winning 9
If someone

were to ask me that question

one year ago, I would have said

that he didn't have a chance

But every day that statement

becomes more false and his

chances increase greatly

For instance, last month, in

New Hampshire, two polls were

taken two weeks apart. In the

first, McGovern scored a mere 4

percent, but in fourteen days his

standing increased one percent

per day, so that in the second

poll, McGovern scored 18

percent.

In other situations, McGovern
topped polls at the University of

Florida, the University of New
Hampshire, Yale University,

the University of Missouri, and

Fresno State College. He was
endorsed by state caucuses in

Massachusetts, Florida, and
Pennsylvania, and showed well

in those of Iowa and Arizona.

In an article in this week's

New Republic magazine, Ar-

thur Schlesinger Jr. cites why
he feels McGovern is the best

candidate. He states,

"McGovern's is not only the

right candidacy—it is also a

realistic candidacy."

Other McGovern supporters

and workers include former

Senator Gruening ( who was one

of the two U.S. Senators to

vohagainst the Gulf of Tonkin

Resolution), Aaron Fox,

William Sloan Coffin, and
Robert Drinan
Here on campus, McGovern

support is growing rapidly. The
Students for McGovern group

has almost seventy five active

workers, and a group called

Faculty for McGovern is

currently being formed. There

have been and will be various

voter registration drives and all

students are urged to register

on campus so they can easily

vote in the primary on April

25th. When Senator McGovern
came to UMass., he received

standing ovations both before

and after his speech from an
overflow Student Union
Ballroom crowd of some two

thousand persons

There are also McGovern
organizations either already

formed, or currently being

formed at the fourteen other

schools in the first district

Each is meeting with

tremendous success

Funds for the McGovern
campaign have come almost

entirely from small con-

tributions Most of these con-

tributions have come through

the mail or from local volunteer

groups going door-to-door

asking for money. This allows

Senator McGovern to conduct a

impaign without owing
political favors to large con-

tributors and corporations, as

do most of the other candidates

Thanks to student

organizations, over 500 students

canvass door-to-door for

McGovern in New Hampshire

MIDNITE
MOVIE
FOR
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ONLY

each weekend and over 70,000

New Hampshire homes have

been canvassed already. This is

many more than Gene Mc-
Carthy had canvassed in 1968,

at this stage of the campaign.

The future of the McGovern
campaign depends on the

primaries. In order to win,

McGovern should finish at least

third in the New Hampshire
primary, and show fairly well in

the Florida primary. In that

case, he should do well in the

Wisconsin and Nebraska
primaries, and then,

Massachusetts will be the test.

Whatever the case, the

McGovern campaign will have

shown without a doubt that it is

possible to conduct a campaign
without being dominated by big

business. It will have proved

that honesty and candor can be

a part of politics. It will have
shown that the student vote is

an instrumental new part in

American political activity, and
it will have shown that a can-

didate has to have more than

good looks and charisma to win

under our political system
The McGovern campaign

might show that the American
people can tell when it's time

for a change It might show that

an underdog can make it to the

top. It might show that the

students can unite behind a

candidate and determine the

outcome of an election, and it

might show that the American
people are capable of electing a

president that they can be proud

of.

It's up to each individual to

decide the fate of the McGovern
campaign. Each penny
donated, each smiling face

received at a lonely door, each
vote will tell what the

McGovern campaign will show
"To remain silent in the face

of policies that one believes to

be hurting the nation is not

patriotism, but moral cowar-

dice. Backing our soldiers in

Vietnam does not mean
cheering them on to their deaths

in aquiescence to what one

regards as a dangerously ill-

conceived course. Criticism of

public policy does not weaken
the nation: rather it serves to

refine, correct, and strangthen

our national course If the

policy is sound, it will become
better understood and therefore

more effective under the

searchlight of honest debate; if

not sound it can best be

remedied by constructive

examination and frank

dist ussion."

George McGovern
July. 1968
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American Society Explained In 5,000 Cliches Or Less

Part One: The Economy And Thereabouts

By DONALD D.

ROBADUE, JR

ew if any of us, are able

to stretch our heads up and

out of the foxholes of our

largely subjective views of

the world and look, to use a

dirty word in contemporary

art, objectively at the giant

organizations and in-

stitutions by which our

society orders its existence,

and to notice the profound

changes that are occurring

in this society.

Unfortunately, popular

writers on the subject don't

seem to do much better than

us in examining the outside.

For example, Alvin Toffler.

who wrote Future Shock,

was the first to tell us, using

a carefully numbered
bibliography of 359

references, that we all are

reeling and spinning down
the magical linear timespan
that transports us into the

future and being knocked off

our feet by the 'shock' of this

experience. This is how
Toffler got to coin his very

own cliche - future shock,

which, ironically enough,

people don't seem to use

much. And there is Charles

Reich, who wrote The
Greening of America, a

book that bubbles over with

liberal truisms and, in its

peculiar way, expounds
upon the popular view,
among writers at least, that

America is in need of or is

experiencing a 'revolution'

in its society.

Essential changes in our

society are indeed occurring

and need understanding.
But for the time being these

and other popularized
versions of the process will

be set aside in favor of some
largely unnoticed and
perhaps more reliable books
on the subject.

Peter Drucker, who has
written a lot of books about

man, management,
technology, and the future,

published The Age of

Discontinuity in 1968. I was
first attracted to the book

because it happened to be

sitting right next to another

book on the library shelf

entitled The New American
Society, published in 1971,

written by Joseph Bensman
and Arthur Vidich. In 1950

Vidich & Bensman had
written what is now the

complementary volume to

their present work, Small
Town in Mass Society,

which dealt with the

pressure exerted by
American society to bring

change to small towns.
Drucker and Bensman &
Vidich deal, in a mutually
consistent way, with the

significant changes that are
occurring in the structure of

American society.

The first big change,
coming after WW II. as

Drucker maintains and
Bensman & Vidich more or

less confirm, is that the

economy is knowledge and
technology oriented. The
new growth industries don't

make dishwashers and
transformers and cars, they

make TV's, telephones,

computers, endless reams

of reports and research

projects, new materials,

plastics being the only

widely marketed new
material of the century,

teachers, and other

products and services using

technology developed in the

last fifty years. The old

giants are slow to get in-

volved in technologies that

will be important in the

future, outside of buying

new companies up.

The second change is one

that nobody is surprised at:

we are a society of

organizations, not simply of

people. There is an
organization for every
purpose that at one time in

history, the family took care

of, beyond the traditional

duties of the government to

protect the people from

outside aggression. Now
people are educated by
schools, cured by doctors in

hospitals, amused by TV.

find meaning in life through

participation in

organizations, serviced in

every imaginable way by

A lecture in Mahar. "We don't really want to be here out of any profmmd low of knowledge, as some professors might hope,

we merely sit like lump* and listen uncaringly."

"it may make a revolutionary feel really radical and powerful

when he denounces such a thing, but that doesn't make him more

right in his position.

repairmen and
professionals, and for some,
even supported by the state.

We are employed by large

organizations and governed
by the grand-daddy of
bureaucracies, the Federal
government.
Understanding what is

going on in America means
understanding its in-

stitutions, which include its

economy. Contrary to

Reich's view that it is the

artists, writers, and
students who know what is

going on and 'what is to

come', the highly subjective

intellectualizing done by
these people is of little value
in understanding change.
This task requires the acute
perception of occurences
that are and will be different

from the experiences of the

present day that a student,

for example, might base his

subjective dreams or
nightmares about the world
on. A case of this is the now
passe belief that the United
States is run by a military-

industrial complex. It may
make a revolutionary feel

really radical and powerful
when he denounces such a
thing, but that doesn't make
him any more right in his

position.

Our economy is not a war
economy, it is a knowledge
economy. America does not

produce anywhere near as
much money manufacturing
military hardward as it does
in what can be considered a

government-philanthropic

foundation-university

economic complex'. The
people who are and will be
running America politically,

economically, and socially

are not the lost and 'silent

majority' of Agnew country,

or the Nixonite middle class

businessman and
bureaucrat. It is the college

educated professional
Whatever-ist, who crawls
through the cracks in every
wall of the Federal
government; reigns in

foundations such as
Rockefeller and Ford; is

employed by and runs
business; and coats the

stomach linings of the
universities, where he is

born and raised. The
'working class', comprised
of the guys who stick things

together on an assembly
line, is declining and con-

stitutes only about 30% of

the labor force. The
'common people' of

America are and will be
technicians, professional

Whatever-ists, and the
people who use technology
and knowledge, government
and the businessmen.
Drucker points out that

nearly fifty percent of our
economy is based on the

research and dissemination
of information. This in-

cludes education, all forms
of mass communication,
government and foundation
supported research,
business research,

telephone, community TV
antenae, computers and

data processing. Bensman &
Vidich outline the char-

acteristics of the new
middle class that is arising.

It is the intellectual class,

consisting of the college

educated people who deal,

one way or another, in the

production of knowledge.

They hold high paying jobs

in corporations as well as in

the government-foundation-

university complex.

This class of knowledge
workers exists, say Ben-
sman & Vidich, not because
the demand for them is

necessarily so great, as
Drucker believes, but
simply because college
educated people exist in

large quantities and must be
supported somehow or
other. The intellectual class

is reaping the benefits of a

Keynesian view of

economics which advocates
the use of government
spending as the way to keep
the economy expanding.
The government does

indeed spend a lot of money
to support the people of the

new middle class. Drucker
states that 80% of all

scientific research is paid
for by the government. Yet
only one fifth of new ideas,

inventions and knowledge
are the result of this work.
Small private business is

vastly superior in

generating productive
knowledge. Big research by

the government or business

is unproductive because any
big organization, he

maintains, is incapable of

major innovation.
Bureaucracy gets in the way
unless provisions are made
in its structure so that the

management part of an

organization does simply

that, manage, while the rest

of the organization is left to

change and innovate freely.

In this light, it is ironic

that the Federal govern-

ment is constantly looked to

for the solution of social

problems when time after

time it has proven itself

incapable of innovation or

intelligence. Certainly, it

appears to be the only

organization large enough

and sufficiently omnipotent

to do large scale things

involving large scale

problems in a non-partisan

way. But the government is

essentially conservative and

protective. It is hardly a

disinterested force, the

politics are simply done

behind closed doors. In-

novation and change are the

antithesis of stability in such

an organization. Great
Britain, the socialist wonder

of the post WW II era, tries

to support, with government
money, industries that are

soon to be outdated, such as

steel. The Soviet Union can

improve its agriculture only

by changing its entire

ideology, which it won't do.

The political stabilization

of the intellectual class is

wrought by the institutions

in Bensman & Vidich's

economic triad in a process

they call 'co-optation'.

Universities are the sources

of rebellion for any country.

It is easy to get a hold on the

intellectuals and
professionals that are being

produced in increasing

numbers thereby offering

them positions practicing

their interest for a decent

salary. Once a part of the

intellectual establishment,

earning a respectable piece

of the action', they no

longer care to fight against

it, or any other establish-

ment they may believe in,

while they are at work.

When they go home at night

they can do anything they

please and nobody will say

anything to them, as long as

they did their work well.

Organizations, contrary to

our nightmarish view of

them, don't care to regulate

anything about the

knowledge worker beyond

what he produces for them.

Along this line, both

Drucker and Bensman &
Vidich point out that

organizations are nothing

but names on legal

documents. People use them
and run them, not nameless
faces in a Kafka novel or in

somebody's existential

nightmare. Letting oneself

be taken over by an
organization occurs because
one is empty to begin with.

Without a sense of self it is

easy to become wrapped up
in machinery for its own
sake. The three writers see

organizations as existing for

the individual, and are to be

used by the individual.

Drucker writes: "A society

needs to be able to allow the

individual to opt out and

lead a 'private life' . But this

is not freedom. This is in-

difference. In a free society,

the citizen takes respon-

sibility, above all, for his

society and its institutions."'

Knowledge workers cannot

afford to maintain a posture

of amorality and disinterest

in their work. Scrapping for

grants may be an economic
necessity for the university,

but the eagerness to work on

most anything the govern-

ment offers, and the

willingness of all of us to let

the government be the one

to solve our problems are

irresponsible.

A belief in the sanctity of

organizations and in-

stitutions rather than in-

dividual utilization and
challenge of them runs
rampant at UMass, and
probably in most other
universities. We remain
ignorant of what our world

is, and get stuck in the*

educational ruts we hide

ourselves in. Political

science, economics,
sociology, psychology,
literature, the fine arts, and
philosophy all have to do, to

a certain degree, with the

same thing, man, par-

ticularly the kind that runs

around in the United States.

How can a student be
tremendously interested in

literature and strive to

become a writer without

caring to know what the

society is actually like,

preferring, as most con-

temporary 'artists' do, a self

indulgent subjectivism that

never enables him to crawl

out of Southwest? It seems
insane to study economics
or government to the ex-

clusion of sociology, when
the former are merely two
social institutions out of

many studied by the latter.

Likewise, to study sociology

while remaining ignorant of

the economy and politics is

absurd. Yet we think

nothing of it, accepting
subject matter divisions as

some kind of highest Truth.

To be even more general

in this accusation of

irresponsibility, how often

do we, as students,

challenge the authority of

our professors ; how often do

we understand enough of

what the professor is

talking about to challenge

him; and why do we sit

blatantly uncritical of the

stuff being thrown at us

when it is bad and we do

know it? There is fussing

from time to time about

teacher evaluation by a few

people in the Student
Senate. The classroom is

where education is supposed

to occur, and where teacher-

student interaction is highly

valued. We go to lecture day
after day after day and sit

passively as the professor

expounds material we
blindly trust to be true and
accurate. In accepting this

routine we support a system
that stagnates by its own
nature. We let tenure be a

professor's prime concern

before he gets it, and his

pleasure once he does. We
let ourselves be co-opted by

believing that what we too

want is a job with a nice

salary and tenure, and the

chance to hide away, pur-

suing our pastimes as a full

time occupation. We are

corrupt and irresponsible

because we demand others

to be responsible, rather

Both Drucker, and par-

ticularly Bensman & Vidich

criticize students. It is well

past the time to crawl out of

our holes of subjectivity and
get into the mainstream of

society. But they recognize

that being kept in a

university for four years,

(and I believe most of us

aren't here because we want
to be), makes it hard to find

adult responsibilities to be
concerned about, so we end
up in a state of suspended
adolescence while we wait

our turn to become
productive members of the

society. We cannot be ab-

sorbed as uneducated and
unskilled workers. There
are too many of us for the

economy to support in that

way. We don't really want to

be here out of any profound
love of knowledge, as some
professors might hope, we
merely sit like lumps and
listen uncaringly.

To this condition Bensman
& Vidich suggest political

commitment and action to

make the university and
every other organization
and institution responsive

rather than authoritarian.

Drucker advocates personal

responsibility in the same
direction.

Bureaucracy and
organization in business,
government, and elsewhere,

scares us. Nobody who
spends twenty years of his

life trying to break free

from home and the

responsibilities there likes

the idea of dealing with

hierarchies that make their

family look like a single

grain of sand compared to

the rest of a beach. But if we
know and understand what
is happening to us we will be

capable of the action and
responsibility necessary to

overcome our fears and
groveling.
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Neil Young Finally Comes Around
BY STEVE FELD

HARVEST-NEIL YOUNG (Reprise

Records)

Ever since Neil Young started

working on Harvest, one and a half

years ago, it has been plagued by a

myriad of problems. First of all, the

album was to originally include two live

numbers but this idea was aborted when

Young had reoccuring back trouble. He

had to cancel all of his performances

and, ergo, the album was greatly

delayed. Then, there was a conflict over

the artwork for the album, which set

back the release date another four

months. And finally. Neil insisted on

inspecting the already pressed record,

one from each of the three Warner

Brothers pressing plants, to insure the

best quality possible for his fourth solo

record.

It's because of all these hassles that

Harvest comes across as being so

uneven unstructured and not fully

realized. First of all. the album is in-

substantial and leads one to believe that

it became more and more aggravating

as production dragged along. There are

only ten songs on the album and they are

relatively short There can't possibly be

an excuse for this except either laziness

or apathy, because Neil Young is con-

stantly writing new songs.

Harvest is sure gold for Young.

Everyone of his solo albums have

brought him closer to superstar status

till finally After the Gold Rush, riding

mainlv on the impetus of "Southern

Man"" exploded into a million seller and

likewise did the same for Everybody

Knows This is Nowhere and Neil Young.

Harvest is a potpourri of production,

including electric, folk, country and

western, pseudo-Bob Dylan and the

London Svmphony Orchestra. All these

modes just tend to remove any

cohesiveness and the album just fails to

get off the ground.

For those who own either Live On

Sugar Mountain or Young Man's Fancy.

two of the Neil Young bootlegs, parts of

Harvest will already be familiar to you.

Four of the ten songs are on here. and. in

what has to be a coincidence, they are

among the best on the album

The album starts off with exactlv the

HMM riff as in "Southern Man" and

"Cowgirl in the Sand" Now. shit. I'm

sure that Young has enough guitar-

playing talent in order to think up some

other kind of introduction to what is a

good song. "Out On the Weekend".

Backing him up in this song, and in just

about every other, is the Stray Gators

among whom are the familiar names of

Jack Nitzsche and Kenny Buttrey They

are a country oriented group and

likewise influenced the album.

For some strange reason, the title

songs of Neil Young's albums are

always among the weakest cuts on the

Knows

Nowhere" couldn't hold a light to most

of the other stuff on that album, and

-After the Gold Rush" was a terrible

song after you heard it for the fifth time.

In this grand tradition, "Harvest"

follows. Nothing special here, we have to

look elsewhere.

"A Man Needs A Maid" is, thankfully,

much like "Helpless" and hearing the

song a couple weeks from now will be

ardupus. Until then, though, I'm gonna

dig "Heart of Gold."

David Crosby and Graham Nash are

around for "Are You Ready For the

Country?", but they don't help what is

already a hopeless cause. Young wears

i

Neil Young

a superlative song. On his bootlegs, he

talks about it: "I wrote this song under

weird circumstances. I usually don't

write my songs too fast, but all of a

sudden I found myself not being able to

move around too much and my mind
started wandering. And when I got home
I kept hearing this song over and over in

my head. I didn't know what it meant
when I first started hearing it- I'm just

starting to see what it means now
."

"A Man Needs A Maid" is a moving

song with many dramatics. Here, also,

is the London Symphony Orchestra.

They work with Young instead of

against him. and help bring about the

full potential of the song. It is very

personal, to the point of being esoteric,

and defies any interpretation. It took

Neil Young months before he could

understand it

By now. we all know "Heart of Gold",

is a Neil Young classic. Sounding so very

much like Bob Dylan without being any-

less original. Young, with the backup
voices of James Taylor and Linda

Ronstadt is at his best here. I fear

though that the effects are ephemeral.

the hell out of the three chords that

make up most of the songs and the

tuning up bit in beginning suggest that

this is just a big bash with little or no

thought as to how to implement it in any

constructive way.

Neil Young on "Old Man": "This is a

song I wrote about my ranch when I

moved up North, out in the country.

When I bought the place there was this

old man who was working there for the

people I bought it from He was about 70

vears old He helped with the cattle, or

something, and now he was too old to do

much of anything

Also helping on this song are. again.

Mr Taylor and Ms Ronstadt There is a

banjo that adds a country feeling to the

tune and the backing is simple and

unobtrusive "Old Man" impresses me
as Young's answer to Stills' "4 20"

The Ix>ndon Symphony Orchestra is

present again in "There's A World",

only this time, it doesn't work. Instead of

adding something to an already great

song, like "A Man Needs A Maid" it

tries to replace the unsuccessful effects

that are prevalent within the song. It is a

weak song and the uneventful attempt to

put some life into it only manages to

beat the dead horse even more.

"The Needle and the Damage Done"

is a song with a message. "It's a kind o

a serious song about some people that I

know, some people you know and some

people that neither one of us knows. It s

about heroin addiction. And somewhere

in the universe there's probably a place

where all of the great artists that didn t

get out sort of a museum of incredible

art that never got out because of heroin.

It's probably somewhere."

"The Needle and the Damage Done"

is a live cut, the only one on the album,

that was recorded at a gig at UCLA.
Noteworthy is the jump splice from the

applause into the thundering beginning

of "Words/ (Between the Lines Of

Age)".

"Words" tries so hard to be like its

heavy, electric predecessors such as

"Southern Man", "Down By the River"

and "I've Been Waiting For You".

There is a nice time change, from four-

four to three-four, with a beat lost

somehow during the transition, but it

does little for this otherwise mediocre

sons All the smoke generated by the

musicians seems forced, and the song

ultimately goes nowhere. Hopefully,

Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young will be

able to augment it in live performances.

The same, therefore, has got to be true

for "Alabama" because this is such an

obviously blatant attempt to recreate

"Southern Man" that it is em-
barrassing. "Alabama" will turn out to

be a song that Neil Young will wish he

had never written

Unfortunately, half good and half bad

isn't anywhere good enough. What is

even more unpleasant is that the songs

that don't make it are an attempt to

recreate something that has already

happened. Rather than to experiment

with the talen of song writing, Neil

Young instead has been regressing.

Harvest, clad in a rustic album cover,

with lyrics on genuine parchment, fails

to distinguish between antiquity and

repition If there's a less to be learned by

Harvest. Bob Dylan learned it some
time ago; "Don't look back".
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Jim Messina Quietly Returns

By KENNETH SUL1N

•'Sztttn In" - Kenny Loggins and Jim
Messina Columbia Records

In the early fall of 1971 Jim Messina,

with little in the way of notification or

reason, suddenly decided to call it quits

with Poco. Where did he go? And what

paths did he follow since his all but

abrupt divorce from the group'' The tale

goes as this: Messina found himself in a

rut with Poco, especially on tour and

abroad. Consequently he choose to moor
himself away from the group and

become nothing but a mere studio

musician. Touring, evidently, had
become more than he could handle,

while his positive attitudes toward

concert performances dwindled to

obscurity. This tendency of tediously

putting up with concert touring plagued

other fine musicians -Nicky Hopkins,

Peter Green just to name a few-so the

case of Messina was not a rare one.

Although he'd left Poco, one could be

sure his name would pop up again

sooner or later and so it has

"Sittin In" is a new Columbia release

featuring song-writer Kenny Loggins

and. naturally, one James Messina. The

record can be nothing but a lazy addition

to the over-saturated volumes of country

music, sorry to say. This is Loggins'

album and Messina, playing his new role

of studio musician, is featured here

primarily to give Loggins a boost, rather

a helping hand to a spot of public

recognition However large that boost

may be is certainly pending since the

album itself by no means salutes

Messina at his best.

Kenny Loggins is virtually unknown

as far as popular music goes Perhaps

his one and only claim to fame was as a

songwriter producing unnoticed com-

positions for the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band;

otherwise, his name has seldom been

heard.

The record has undoubtly reproduced

a breeze of the Poco sound only with a

calmer base and more serene, gentle

tone. Messina is obviously responsible

for the main guitar progressions and

leads while Loggins contributes with a

second guitar and nearly all the vocal

work. The individual selections are of

the mellower sense, very light, very

quiet and often sleepy or timid sounding.

Unfortunately, they lack expression, not

that each song is stagnant, just that the

melodies and rythms become more or

less unnoticeable so that you'll have no

harmony remaining with your thoughts

after the tune's completion.

Along with the two guitars, keyboards,

bass, horns, and drums provide the

almost negligent backing music.
Messina and Loggins have, however,

combined in some excellent harmonies

which, again, issue a wave of calmness

and serenity. Messina performs both

with electric and acoustic guitars, while

Loggins fiddles usually with the

acoustic. "Fiddles" may well be a poor

choice of words since Loggins himself is

a fair guitarist, but hardly a master as a

musician
As for the individual tracks we are

offered an array of so-called American
Heritage type selections. In other words

homey tunes of the purest sense that

reek of country airiness-something they

would like to deny is involved here.

Only once on a particular cut entitled

"Vahevella." the pattern changes to a

semi-Latin American tone. The song is

terribly unauthentic and on first hearing

it one would imagine seeing Chiquita

Banana pracing across stage with a

headdress of gayly colored fruit

Messina, as expected, was the

producer of the album: nevertheless, his

individual talent is by large sliding and

may well eventually slope downward in

Messina in suspenders, Loggins behind the wheel.

the future. This may be the way he

wants it. just sitting back and finally

enjoying his work rather than foreseeing

the thankless job of actual concert

performances. It's a strange thing

however; most work for years in the

studio before they're able to make it on

their own. Messina, on the other hand,

reversed tracks and has directed

himself on an opposite road

Again the selections are sweet, but no

catchy tunes make the record ad-

mirable The best suggestion would be to

listen at a low volume in order to keep

from hearing Columbia's hazy tones

which is brought out on a good number

of their albums The songs are not

drawn out. but the record exhibits no

fancv guitar playing; accented by its

use of usual chords and simple

arrangements There seems to be a

minimum of impressive work done here,

and you can categorize the album as

"typical middle-of-the-road."

"Sittin In", although perspectively its

loggins' album, must be Messina's as

well. Sadly it will become just another in

the long line of folksy records sparsely

peppered with country flavor, seldom

moving and far from enthralling.

A Sound That Was Not Heard

By GARY GOMES

Although I am but a paltry

reviewer of records in this great

universe of ours, allow me a bit

of philosophy about sounds and

your relationship to them

By now you must surely be

aware of the idea that if there is

a noise made in a forest, and no

one is around to here it. then it

has never existed (because

there is no one to report its

existence > The same theorem

applies to music, and there is an

added risk here--if that sound is

finally discovered, and the

sound is unfamiliar, then it will

be categorically rejected (the

old rule of "that which is alien

to a life form is automatically

rejectedt" And then, if you

disappear for any extended

period of time. people

automatically assume that you

have stopped functioning

("Whatever happened to so-

and-so" "> The thing, dear

friends, is to keep the image in

the public eye. and if that image

is not commercially successful.

to shuck aside the image or the

product As soon as you realize

that what you listen to is

determined by a bunch of ad-

men in New York, and that your

personal taste is chosen for you.

the better off you'll be

Family has suffered from the

above afflictions for quite some

time now. First, they were

cursed with having a very

strange lead singer in the form

of Roger Chapman, whose voice

comes out somewhere between

that of Cat Stevens' and a stray

goat's, they were stranded by

the wayside when Ric Grech left

to help form Blind Faith, and

Fearless" is their first album

to be released in the U.S. in

almost two years It might take

Family a considerable amount

of time to catch up. if this is a

comeback for them in the

States.

At first listening. Family

might seem to be just another

rock group with a strange lead

singer Close listening will

reveal more and more as you go

along You know it's there, but

vou can't quite put your finger

on it right away then you hear

it. as if each part were a well

crafted work of precision and

timing, each instrument chosen

to convey a unique listening

mood
All the members of the group

are surpassing musicians, with

Chapman's bizarre voice

leading the way Poli Palmer's

solos on vibes are unique and

interesting. John Whitney, the

guitarist of the group, is very

able, but it is his use of acoustic

guitar and mandolin within the

context of a highly amplified

unit that makes Family
somewhat unusual John

Hildas
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Wetton helps Palmer with

keyboard and electronic duties

on the album, provides filler for

Whitney's guitar work, and his

smooth, clear vocalizing acts as

a good foil for Chapman's often

fierce and thick voice. Rob
Townsend. the drummer, while

not virtuosic in technique, has

unique ideas that help round out

the group. If he were sub-

stituted, you'd know it

Perhaps Family's main
strength, however, is their

lyrics They are excellent for

imagery and for fitting the

mood of the songs, while they

interact with, and don't over-

shadow, the musical ventures of

the group
"Between Blue and Me", the

opener of the album, starts off

slowly and subtly, like the

reminiscence it is intended to

convey. The song builds in in-

tensity until it becomes a reality

to the teller of the tale, filled

with anguish, and then

gradually drifts back into a fond

remembrance "Sat'dy Barfly"

is self-descriptive and sly The

voung bon vivant. stopping in at

his local bar on a Saturday

night, living it up with his

favorite girl The French horn

in the song gives it a comical

air. and Chapman treats the

lyrics with a snide attitude,

backed by a barrelhouse piano,

and ends the song with the male

chauvinist remark "Whose

place Iouise. yours or mine
"

The group moves next to a

jazz like chant. "Lark and

Sing." written by Poli Palmer,

who might prove to be as good a

lyricist for the group as

Chapman Excellent group

harmonies and a sad but bouncy

beat characterize this piece

Here Chapman nearly whispers

the lyrics, all the raspiness of

his voice gone The lyrics tell of

the strain of a long-suffered life,

but the inevitable triumph is.

expressed: "Losing sometimes

means you win. if you let the

true you thru..."

The next cut 'Spanish Tide"

starts off with a gentle harp

sichord backing, and moves

through unorthodox chord

changes into a Spanish mode, a

short electric guitar solo, and

Wetton offering his vocal ser

vices, first alone, then with

Chapman A fine vibes solo by

Palmer carries it along, until it

falls back into its original

setting leading the song out

'Save Some for Thee" seems

to be a joyful song, with bouncy

horns However, the mournful

lyrics belie this-better times

are coming.
"Side two starts off with the

most adventurous thing that

Family has ever done. "Take

vour Partner" The song begins

with bizarre electronics over a

funky rhythm, sliding organ,

going into Chapman's already

strange voice, which is elec-

tronically modified on this

track, and the voice leads into

some advanced chording by the

guitarists, which then moves

into a rather straight sounding

guitar solo by Whitney, backed

by brass I the Ladbroke Horns I

and then moves back into

Chapman's vocal (extremely

odd timing*, and the electronic

effects are brought in by a Moog
this time Excellent

"Children" follows shortly

thereafter, backed by Chap-

man's acoustic guitar playing,

and the song has a bit of a John

Sebastian flavour to it "Crinkly

Grin", a little gem about a

minute long, follows, and this

gives Palmer a chance to show

off his talents on electronic

vibraphone From his playing. I

would venture a guess that the

multi instrumentalist <he also

plays flute, keyboards, and

percussion) has picked up on

some of Gary Burton's work on

that instrument r'Vibrafinger"

on "Good Vibes", for exam-

ple i

The lext piece. "Blind" is

beautiful in an eerie sort of way
It gives the feel of a sailor's

chant, in heavily pronounced

(i/8 time, starting with an eerie

sound from the organ

(Somewhat like the organ

shriek on America from the

Nice's "Elegy" album) The

piece is accentuated by Whit

ney's slide guitar work. Then an

excellent solo on either musette

i a relative of the bagpipes) or

violin- I can't yet determine

which-ensues. and the song

fades out It is Chapman at his

most volatile on this track, in

searing voice from beginning to

end
The album ends with "Bur

ning Bridges' . a song of despair

on which Chapman uses a

Kustom "Bag" to make his

voice sound like an organ

Whitney does a superb job on

mandolin here, adding to the

mournful quality of the piece

Whether this album provides

Family's long overdue
breakthrough into popularit> in

the United States remains to be

seen They really don't need it.

and have stopped making
American tours, because, as

one of the members of the group

has said. "I guess we're too far

out for the States " They con

tinue to finish near the top of the

Melody Maker poll consistently.

and are earning about 20 to 30

thousand pounds a month
touring Europe The American
release seems to be a mere
formality, and it would be

foolish of them to attempt

another financially serious tour

of the States, especially con

sidering their immense
popularity in England, and even

more so if it meant risking the

quality of their music, which

would seem to be I necessity lor

success here Family, take heed

of Poli Palmer's lyrics on "Larf

and Sing": "loosing Sometimes
means you win. if >ou let the

true you thru "
It doesn't seem

as though Family are going to

stop letting their "true you"

show
This album is dedicated to

all the people who have pulled

strokes for or against us for

they shall be called fearless"

i.ids the buck of the album

cover But. in the lower right

hand corner there is a little

rabbitlike creature uttering the

words "Daft I call it
" So do I.

SSSS! ass
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Emotionally Staggering Anti-War Film Glorified Homocidial Depravity

Bv MARY LOU GORDON
Johnny Got His Gun
adapted for the screen and

directed by Dalton Trumbo,

from his novel; starring

Timothy Bottoms, Diane Varsi,

Jason Robards and Donald

Sutherland.

Johnny Got His Gun is a

thematically awesome and

emotionally staggering anti-

war film that presents the

atrocities of war in the form of a

young injured soldier and the

fate that war and cruel cir-

cumstance have prescribed for

him Joe is left armless, legless

and partially faceless, a broken

shell of a man who. according to

hospital diagnosis is no more

than a vegetable, a mutilated

torso that breathes, but has lost

all possible control of his mental

faculties of thought by ex-

tensive brain damage. The

pathos and tragedy of the film

lie in the fact Joe is mentally

alive, but due to his physical

limitations he cannot com-

municate the existence of his

thoughts or feelings beyond the

limits of his own mind.

Joe is deaf as well as sightless

and mute, and he lives in a

hellish nightmare of dark

confusion as to what has hap-

pened to him. and he is not even

,. ware of the extent of his

phvsical damage All that he

CM realize is that he is in a

hospital and for some reason

the doctors have amputated his

arms and legs He cannot plead

for mercy or cry for help all he

can do is lie in his bed and exist

as a freak of medical history

wtttM existence consists of

being a model for observation

and tests that might open new

doors of medical aid for other

badly injured soldiers

In Joe's terrifying world, he

has only memories and fan-

tasies to live on - he has no real

concept of his present reality

and in his dreams he begins to

confuse his past experiences

with his present situation He
imagines circumstances where

he prophetically sees himself as

being armless and legless, and

he gradually begins to confuse

different time sequences in his

past, until his memories
become fantastically surreal

Joe is kept locked and hidden

away in a remote utility room of

the hospital, where the windows

are shut so that no one will look

in and discover him He is given

virtually no attention and the

only time anyone enters his

room is to see if he is still

breathing or to hook him up to

his food bottle Joe gradually

learns to recognize the entrance

of people by the vibrations he

feels when the door opens and

they walk towards him. and

when he tries to signal his

awareness of them by tossing

his head about the pillow, he

finds that they think his muscles

are having a spasm, and they

sedate him.

Joe is given a minute piece ot

happiness by an old nurse, who

orders the windows opened and

the body moved into the

sunlight The sunlight becomes

something wonderful to Joe,

and by its warmth he can tell

day from night and gain a small

where a medic fails to that this

is an attempted message and

not a muscle spasm. There is

soon an assemDiage ot army

and hospital staff gathered

around the bed as Joe's

message is being translated.

They tap the question "What do

grip on time from which he can
keep track of the passage of

days and weeks

The only person in the

hospital who feels any com
passion or shows any real

kindness towards Joe is a young
nurse, played by Diane Varsi.

She is the only person em-
pathetic enough to come near to

Joe out of humaneness and not

for obligatory, clinical pur-

poses She alone realizes the

possibility that this medical

curiosity might be mentally

alive and in need of un-

derstanding and love She
strokes his head, kisses his

forehead and even manually

takes care of his sexual needs

At one point she spells out

Merry Christmas to Joe on his

chest", and as he frantically

shakes his head about, they

realize that they can com-

municate to each other

Near the end of the film, Joe
begins tapping morse code to

the nurse, and she realizes

vou want us to do for you1 '' on

his forehead, and he tells them

to either kill him or put him in a

carnival side show. The

realization that Joe has been

mentally alive for the past year

shocks the staff into incredulity,

but at the same time they show

no real sympathy for his

situation. When they leave, the

nurse blocks off Joe's air tube,

but is stopped from fulfilling his

wish by an officer who stops her

before Joe is dead. The end of

the film comes with Joe's final

statement on his situation,

where he expresses deep anger

and hatred for the people who

are responsible for his situation,

along with the bitter resignation

that he can't even do anything

to help himself because he

doesn't even have the "arms to

kill himself or the legs to walk

away ." The scene fades with

Joe's quietly calling out an SOS

to the world that rings inaudibly

to an empty room

Johnny Got Hia Gun is a

powerfully monumental film

that carries us along in the

wake of it's shocking story in a

mixed state of horror, anger,

fright, sadness and bitterness

The acting in the film is ex-

tremely well done Timothy

Bottoms, who plays Joe. is

shown in his memories as a

very sweet and frightened

young man who doesn't want to

go to war, but has no choice, and

he effects this personification

perfectly As the voice of Joe in

the hospital, he has done a most

effective job of presenting

deeplv personal soliquies that

are laced with fears and

emotions far removed from

what the average person ex-

periences in his lifetime. Diane

Varsi portrays the com-

passionate nurse with a

strength of emotional control

that becomes a highly

creditable piece of acting Her

sensitivity to Joe is handled

with a poignancy that makes

her as helpless in her concern

for Joe in the face of the higher

medical eschalon as Joe himself

is. Jason Robards plays Joe's

father, who in flashbacks to

Joe's childhood, is the voice of

true America in his righteous

belief of a young man's duty to

the military When confronted

by young Joe with the question

of will he make him go to war.

Robards answers. "For
democracy, any man would
gladly give his only begotten

son." Robards plays a man who

realizes the terrible fate

awaiting his son, but feels that

his son cannot prove himself as

a man unless he willingly goes

to war, and Robards adapts

himself to this lovingly cruel

stance with all the great powers

of acting that he is capable of.

Trumbo has used the full

potential of photography to

create emotional levels that

that suspend us in a taut line

between colorful expressions,

memories and impressions of

life, and the black and white

realities of the anesthetic utility

room Trumbo works with the

contrasting features of color

and black and white to his ut-

most advantage, and through

the photography the mood
fluxuates between establishing

a sense of living warmth and

vitality and a deadened chill of

sterile and vacuous despon-

dency. The editing is rough and

abrupt in the earlier stages of

the film, but as it progresses,

the transitions are made with a

flawless control and proceed in

a rapidly changing flow that is

consistent with Joe's quick train

of thoughts.

The sense of victimization

with which this story is ex-

pressed is coupled with such a

strongly eminating feeling of

hopelessness that the incredible

fate of Joe becomes a reality

whose dimensions are almost

too large to grasp The impact

of this film is paralyzing, and

the power it contains lies in its

ability to chip savagely at our

emotions and sensabilities by

presenting the heinous situation

ot a boy who stands as the

ultimate symbol of all men who
have been unjustly defiled by

war The film is a horrifying

testament to the violations of

human rights and dignity that

war imposes, and on the callous

apathy that develops in medical

personnel in times of war

towards the individual. Dalton

Trumbo has created a film from

his novel out of a need to

visually expose a shameful

truth of war. and the film is one

whose anquishing realization

will not easily be forgotten

BOY WONDER RECORDS

Coming Soon

W. C. Fields and Mae West
in

"MY LITTLE CHICKADEE"
FULL LENGTH FEATURE

SAT., FEB. 26

50< S.U.B.

7 and 9 p.m.

Campus Cinemas

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Have you Heard about the New Student Admission Card? It entitles a

Student to a 50c reduction at all Showings except when a Dollar

Admission is Charged.

Another great Happening is a New Group Policy Program. Put a

group together and then contact Mr. Merck at the Theatre for a

special rate.

The Campus Cinemas under its new management will be increas-

ingly responsive to the interests of the community.

Please feel free to contact Mr. Merck at the

theatre with any suggestions or comments.

By PATRICK SULLIVAN
Dirty Harry seeks to en-

tertain us with a medieval

world of sin. It is not the actual

physical violence of the film

that is indicative of this sense of

sin but the way in which

humanity at large and in-

dividuals in particular are

perceived. The film works in a

skillful and sustained manner to

make the audience take special

pleasure in this pervasive sense

of depravity. It goes un-

challenged, even unqualified:

when the police chief says

"There are no animals out

there," the audience along with

Harry look past him implacably

to the irredeemable depravity

of the killer at large who will

either kill or be killed.

The police chief stands there

benevolent and even paternal,

but as the film shows he is more

a politician now than a law

enforcement officer. And the

film wants us to feel if not really

understand that law en-

forcement has some very real

problems with the likes of the

Escabado and Miranda

decisions. The trouble with this

easy antiliberalism is that its

own test-case is one of glorified

sado-masochistic homicidal

depravity To attempt any valid

comment on legal protections

afforded defendants under

recent Supreme Court rulings

with this case at hand is not to

be serious-minded in the first

place and to play with several

audience fears and fantasies as

well

So the film leaves me with

more than a bad taste in my
mouth. I am distressed as well

with the rampant popularity of

the film The tide of popular

taste ebbs and flows, and the

likes of Dirty Harry may not

find a market again. But 1 can't

feel that optimistic or resigned

This film moves with a

brilliance of pace and

photography which makes its

several messages all the more

insidious Moreover, small

children in Amherst.

Massachusetts walk down the

street to see a billboard read

Dirty Harry back by popular

demand Their look of marvel

and excitement should make us

wonder if the new gladiators in

the coliseums of our cinemas

are not dangerous sport indeed

Then too. these days any film

coming back "by popular

demand'' is worthy of note

It is a fact that after the

assassination of John Kennedy

the film The Manchurian

Candidate was removed from

circulation. It is a fact that the

1930s film M explored society's

complexity in the frightening,

murderous compulsions of the

child killer It is a fact that in

Kurosawa's Seven Samarai the

violence is presented in the

manner which guarantees the

audience's awareness of its

horror, its barbarity, its basic

ingloriousness And it is a fact

that next to any of these three

films Dirty Harry appears

cheap and diseased

But this harsh response will

ring true only if one does not

accept several of the film's

premises, premises which allow

the film to operate on its own

simplistic logic The first of

these premises concerns the

inevitability of fire-arms

themselves. The film shows how

our society is capable of being

terrorized by a homicidal killer

In the face of loop holes in the

law and an increasingly per

missive political climate, the

killer is all the more free to

orchestrate his bloody circus of

death on that society. In

presenting such a phenomenon

to be more than possible, the

film indirectly testifies to the

need for severe gun control

legislation, which would cut into

the likelihood of such night

mares occurring But the film

also directly testifies to the

unlikelihood of such action

being taken at this time. For the

film throws it support instead to

the legitimacy of meeting fire

with fire. In the exchange

between Harry and the Mayor
in his office, Harry speaks of

shooting a rapist charging his

victim: he says he shoots when
he sees a man attacking a

woman with a butcher knife.

The implication is that he shoots

to kill. And a further im-

plication is that if he doesn't

have the approval of the law, he

has the approval of the society.

We are back to Harry's

fundamental assumption that

you must deal violently with

appetite for pornography and

an appetite for violent acts, so

there may be a similar

dissociation between an ap-

petite for violent films of one

kind or another and a societal

tendency in actuality to endorse

or even celebrate such acts of

violence. In other words, what's

the fuss? Movie critics like Paul

Zimmerman endorse the idea

that man needs rights of

are players on it. And the stage

in Dirty Harry is supposedly not

a fantasy one: we follow Harry

into the Mayor's chambers, we

travel in helicopters around San

Francisco, we witness ner-

vously the District Attorney

haranguing Harry for his illegal

entry to the killer's room. The

crisp, realistic film style por-

trays the real world supposedly

on its own terms. Then again,

scenes like that before the huge

cross on Mt. Davidson, the

vicious beating of both Harry

and the killer at different points

Clint Eastwood as Harry. "His pugnaciousness, intolerance, cynicis

charmed circle of speedy effectiveness."

m enables him to live within a

violent acts The possibility that I

you disarm violent actors, that

,

society finds ways to control,

even to help its destructive)

members is simply a possibility

never allowed to be considered

in this film. The case of the

homicidal Zodiac killer allows

the film-maker to generalize

about contemporary society

and its condition in ways which '

are irresponsible and even'

malicious The film will in-

!

dicate that Harry was
reprimanded for shooting the

man attempting rape, that he

acted extra-legally But it will

everywhere support the idea

that Harry is essentially right

And in doing that, the film

breeds its own sense of futility

and chaos exemplified by Harry
himself in the final minutes of

the film when he removes his

police inspector's badge and

tosses it into the briny water

where the killer floats Is it here

suggested that Harry really

doesn't want anymore of this

carnage, that he is finally

sickened by his life and what he

must do? The film, judging by

its popularity has not reinforced

those feelings in us the

audience, however. More than

likely, too. Harry leaves the

force for other reasons as well.

On the other hand, do films

like Dirty Harry really have
these social, political, and
ethical implications I assume
they do in such a case as this''

Do audiences seeing such a film

really succumb to the covert

kinds of teaching that are

suggested? A counter argument
might be made that in fact Dirty

Harry represents another
aspect of the pornographic
movie Instead of nudity et al.

the film "turns people on" by its

various forms of pronographic

violence and identification with

the killer With literature

anyway there seems to be a

tenuous relationship between an

violence and film maker
Stanley Kubrick insists that in

cinematic fantasies such as A

Clockworte Orange the audience

has a chance to play with its

subconscious and ventilate in a

harmless form its appetites

Taken to its extreme, this

argument would suggest that

there is no relationship between

the visions of art and the real

world where people actually act

out their lives Still with Dirty

Harry there are clear con-

nections to be made between the

values the film glamorizes

(which is quite different from

exploring fantasies) and

operating national charac

teristics which, riddled with

fantasy though they be. have a

strong life of their own and

continue to generate beliefs and

behavior we must face down,

and change:
A Marlboro man who
doesn't smoke7 The heir

of Daniel Boone and

Davy Crockett. Honest

Abe and General Lee.

the builder, tinkerer.

woodsman, cowboy,

athlete The muscular

Christian (without

knowing it); the Lone

Ranger, Jack Arm-
strong, Captain Mid-

night, frank yet cautious,

shrewd yet credulous,

positive yet skeptical,

confident yet shy.

Physically a fine man.

The qualities of his

character and country

were fused and confused

in a mixture of

"history", mythology

and fact which makes

the separate elements

indistinguishable

( Peter Schrag in The Decline of

the Wasp is here discussing a

Henry James character!)

The governing metaphor in

drama as well .is in life is that

all the world is a stage, and we

in the film, the various episodes

ot shooting have about them a

kind of numbed impact, a

stylized quality that does not

make the audience flinch or

recoil as "realistic" portraits of

violence do
The principle reason for this

is because we know the sources

of the violence the violence

issues either from the bad and

ugly killer or from the good

invincible revenge figure who is

Harry In a world, then, which

is generally ugly and a world in

which the good and the bad are

pictured in distinct and opposite

roles, it is quite easy for an

audience to be comfortable with

violence The society may have

collectively given up a shared

belief in an after life of hell, but

in a film like Dirty Harry the

related belief in fundamental

human depravity is a necessary

ingredient And as long as the

film leaves that belief

unquestioned, the necessary

killing of the killer can go un-

challenged. The film is quite

successful in keeping the

viewer's attention away from

other points of view For in-

stance, in case the viewer

midway through the film

develops any more complicated

response to the actions of the

killer, the film provides the

easiest means of condemning

him as unhuman scum: he

captures a fourteen year old girl

and in the police chambers

articles of her underclothing

are exhibited A quick, obvious,

and crude response to criminal

acts of a sexual nature insure

that the killer will remain a

simple object of violence And

therefore the melodramatic
appetite for terror can be un

complicated by such emotions

as sympathy or efforts of

analysis

The same distance from

identification and sympathy is

ireely withheld from the

protagonist however. The film

shows Harry comfortable with

violence, and even eager for it

on occasion. But we learn that

he lost his wife at the hands of a

drunken driver. And the film

works hard to convince us that

Harry is fundamentally con-

cerned about individual human
beings like the kidnapped girl

when police officials, the

Mayor, and others are fun-

damentally protecting their

image within a more abstract

kind of social order. In the

climatic scene, Harry's single

expression of defeat turns out in

fact to be an expression of

anxious decision making as he

chooses to fire his gun at a time

of maximum risk. So if Harry is

ostensibly callous, in fact the

film supports at every turn the

fact that in reality he is not, that

he is actually a highly

emotional, complicated, and

suffering individual.

Those qualities are secondary

to the chief quality he displays,

however: his ability to act. His

superheroic stature is due

primarily to this facet of his

character (he has a

monotonously wooden per-

sonality): he doesn't retreat,

vacillate, intellectualize. or in

general complicate a situation

He acts in a direct and usually

violent manner, but his chief

virtue here, his "charisma", is

his effectiveness To his

superiors he angrily asks.

•When are you going to start

dealing with .?"

Here lies Harry's magnetism

and the chief reason. 1 think for

the film's popularity His

pugnaciousness. intolerance,

cynicism enables him to live

within a charmed circle of

speedy effectiveness It is

precisely in the way in which he

avoids all the more messsy,

problematic responses to ex

perience that he buys the

audience's allegiance The
society outside the movie
theater with its complexity

frustration, lack of simple and

direct answers to its problems

weighs he,t\il> on the

audience s minds In the light of

Mich a burden the almost

magical life of the violent

modern warrior can seem to

exercise these demons of

ineffectually, confusion, and

frustration which are so much a

part of our contemporar>
sensibility.

But how much is exorcism

and how much is rein

forcemenf This is no urban cop

thriller in the style of The

French Connection. There's no

way one can see John Wayne |

shadow around Paddy Doyle

But is it not a fact that the

mould in which Harry is cast

resembles astonishingly well

the likes of John Wayne, the

super machismo Western hero

figure And Harry, like John

Wayne, insistently reviles the

complexities of modern urban

life forcing changes in behavior

and attitude unthinkable in a

world where the good and the

bad are still clear and distinct

and quite vicious - ideas Few
western heroes possess the

grimness and the antisocial

features of Harry the cop On
the other hand, Harry's disgust

at the demise of the old west

standards plays the major part

in his throwing away his badge

And the movie as a whole

makes us feel that the world

loses something in closing the

frontier to the likes of Harry,

who alone was really a man.

really in charge Such self

deceiving, destructive images

of manhood we scarcely need,

can scarcely afford any longer
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Loudspeakers - Part Two
By FRANK JOHNSON

Last time we looked at the com-

ponents of a loudspeaker system and

how these devices work Today well

turn to the measuring aspects of

speakers, for this is how they are

evaluated.

The wide variety of loudspeaker

systems on the market today means that

people are willing to buy quite a lot of

different-sounding speakers. This in

itself introduces a problem with speaker

testing, because if everyone agreed as to

how a speaker should sound, the matter

would be simple Unfortunately, the

many different designs and types of

speakers dictate a myriad of good-

quality devices and that means we have

to bend a little in our opinions of how a

speaker should "sound" and realize that

hi-fi. as 1 have maintained throughout

these issues, is a very subjective art.

Probably no where is there greater

likelihood of subjective appreciation

than in a loudspeaker, because although

most speakers are constructed ac-

cording to the same principle, very few

sound quite the same.

With this premise in mind, we will

turn to an example of one loudspeaker

design that is quite a departure from the

ordinary The speaker in question,

which is designed to radiate in a non-

omnidirectional speaker; these types

have become rather popular in the last

few years Basically the individual

woofers and tweeters in these systems

are virtually identical to those used in

other designs, except for the fact that

they are positioned so that the sound is

directed into some sort of a reflector, or

else a bulk of the sound reaches the

listener indirectly by being bounced off

the wall first Lacking any specific

criteria for these "omni" designs, we

can call the first type "passive reflec

tive". because the reflection principle is

self-contained in the system, and the

second varietv "active reflective",

because it requires placement in front of

a wall to do the job.

The sound from both types of om-

nidirectional speakers, when operated

in stereo, tends to be rather spacious

and exciting These speakers build up a

stereo image with a minimum of dif-

ficulty, and although room location is

critical with the active type, general

location in the listening environment

does not have to be anywhere in par

ticular If the components in these

systems are made well, they should be

no less satisfactory than conventional

designs'. The drawbacks to "omni"
sound concern a rather exaggerated

spatial perspective and a somewhat

uneven overall frequency response. This

is due to several factors, one of them

being ipso facto: reflected sound cannot

rival direct sound for purity and clarity

because high frequencies follow a very

narrow axis and if they are beamed

around a reflector, they will sound

unnatural. A good many omni designs do

not have a smooth overall frequency

response, whether this is due to

inherently non-liner components is

difficult to ascertain, but it seems to be a

problem in general The opinion of this

writer is that because most sound is

unreflected to begin with, these designs

should be avoided, especially if they

suffer from an unnatural frequency

response. If accuracy in your listening is

any criteria, you would be far better off

with conventional designs, particularly

if you listening concerns classical music

or master taping- two choices deman-

ding the utmost accuracy

We said in previous issues that an

amplifier is most efficient in the

midrange frequencies, and this ef-

ficiency drops off a frequency extremes.

A loudspeaker has a similar problem

reproducing these extremes, and

although the problem is alleviated

somewhat by using a separate woofer

and tweeter for the bass and the treble

(or a midrange in between), some

woofers do a better job than others. Bass

frequencies in particular are difficult to

reproduce; the woofer has to be

relatively large and it must also have a

compliant surround (see previous ar-

ticle) to push the massive air volumes

that accompany bass. As volume in-

creases, the woofer has to move even

more air, and to meet the demand for

high volume bass, it usually does two

things: it begins to distort somewhat,

and it gets less efficient, demanding a

great deal of power from the amplifier

If the amplifier is very high powered to

begin with, and the speaker is efficient,

there is a risk of damaging the speaker.

This is why many speaker systems are

fused when used in conjunction with

superpower amplifiers. A "super-

power" amplifier includes those am-

plifiers which put out in excess of

60watts/channel RMS, and they are

becoming quite common nowadays in

desired. To find this out accurately, the

speaker is placed in an environment free

of any extraneous resonances (an

anechoic chamber is best for this) and a

microphone selected for a very wide and

smooth frequency response is em-

ployed; capacitor microphones usually

fulfill this requirement. Two other

pieces of equipment are essential: a

Typical tool* of the lab: a graph or epeaker'e frequency reeponee »heet<£•*£
quality microphone. The upper lute U the epeaker'e actual reeponee; the lower line

ehowe the impedence curve. ^^ fey^ Quthor)

the race for the "perfect" amplifier.

Many speakers have specifications

which indicate their ultimate power

handling ability, but many of these are

inaccurate and tend to also confuse the

buyer Theoretically, a speaker is

"rated" at a certain wattage before

which it will deliver rated acoustic

output at relatively low distortion levels,

also, it will be safe when used with

amplifiers whose power output falls

below this figure If a given speaker is

rated at "50 watts power handling

ability", the specification should mean

that it might be unsafe to use the

speaker with a 90-watt amplifier but that

perfectly satisfactory results might be

obtained with a 40-watt amp I say

"might" because the ratings vary from

speaker to speaker, and also amp to

amp. A rule of the thumb would be to

know for sure the ultimate power output

of the amplifier (via the convenient

RMS indicator) before selecting a

speaker, regardless of the wattage

ratings of the speaker Because many
acoustic-suspension speakers need at

leat 20-25 watts RMS even to drive them,

they may need about 4 times that

amount to work at the required transient

level, and because of their inherent

inefficiency they will not be damaged by

these transients Keep in mind that in

many cases where a speaker is "burnt

out" by an amplifier the fault lay in an

accidental cause such as dropping the

phono tone arm with the volume turned

up very high, or else the speaker was

very efficient and used in conjunction

with a superpower amp, a potentially

hazardous combination

Most readers probably realize that the

size of the woofer will give a rough in-

dication of how well it will perform with

a very low bass By and large this is

quite true, but one should not turn away

from all smaller woofers because many

of them are designed to reproduce even

very low bass despite their small size.

The term "small" includes 8" woofers

and smaller, the term "large" indicates

10" woofers and larger A large speaker

cone can move more air, to be sure, but

if a smaller cone has a flexible surround

so that it is "compliant" (moving very

easily), both speakers may well move

the same amount of air and be equally

as efficient in the low bass frequencies.

On the other hand, tweeters should be

constructed rather small. High

frequencies have a very short

wavelength, and a speaker reproducing

the higher notes won't move very much

air but the sound will be very localized

at the areas on the cone that vibrate.

Smaller cones handle these high

frequencies better than larger ones

Although woofer sized should be at least

8" or larger for low bass reproduction,

tweeters should be at least 2-1/2" or

smaller to handle the treble.

When speakers are measured in the

laboratory, some means of indicating

the overall frequency response is

signal or audio generator capable of

reproducing very pure sine-wave tones

is fed into the speaker, and an accurate

volume-unit (VU) meter is connected to

the microphone During a "sweep",

when the tones vary from the lowest to

the highest frequencies, the meter will

indicate when the speaker's response is

not smoothe or linear. For a very ac-

curate graph of the speakers response,

some labs use an automatic graph

directly connected to the signal

generator If the microphone's response

is perfectly flat, and the speaker's

performance is rough and uneven, then

we know that the system suffers from

spurious resonances which will add an

unnatural character to the sound Other

testing methods include the oc

casionally-used "tone bursts", sudden

peaks at different frequencies which are

viewed with an oscilloscope. Tone burst

displays which indicate some "ringing"

or continuation at the end of the burst

generally mean that the speakers

response is uneven and that the woofer

or tweeter is not properly damped.

But a logical question should arise at

this point from readers who neither have

laboratory test equipment nor care

about the ultimate results: how can tests

be made with the most important piece

of equipment the ear? I propose four

simple but important test that can be

made in any audio showroom Most

dealers will demonstrate their speakers

by cranking up the volume and swit-

ching the input from speaker to speaker-

a technique know as "A-B'ing". This

compares one speaker's sound from

another, but if the sound is unnatural to

begin with (amplified music is an

example) or else the speakers in

question are unnatural, this method

doesn't indicate ultimate quality very

Instead, use any or all of these tests.

Remember that overall bass and treble

response should be smooth. To ascertain

smooth bass output, locate an FM
station which is broadcasting an an-

nouncer's voice. It should come in

tonefully but not harsh or overem-

phasized. If the announcer's voice

sounds perhaps a bit too deep and

resonant, it may indicate a peak in the

100-cycle region which can give a boomy

or uneven "Juke-box" quality,

anathema to true high fidelity. After

this, locate a pure organ tone in the low

bass. The opening to "Also Sprach

Zarathustra" by Richard Strauss is a

well-known example; others such as

"Lieutenant Kije Suite-Troika"

(Prodoviev) and Saint-Seans Symphony

No. 3 for Organ are not so well-know but

equally useful The speaker that does

the best on these low organ notes will be

excellent for true low bass.

To evaluate treble response, de-tune

an FM station to the interstation noise

and hiss between channels. It should

sound like a soft rush, not a harsh hiss

which means peaky treble. For music

tests, select stringed instruments such

s violins in an orchestra. They should

sound soft and airy not shrill^ or

squeaky. Specifically, the "Lieutenant

Khe Troika" is excellent for this; other

symphonies which include a tr.angeL

bells harpsicord or solo violin also show

off a good (or bad) tweeter

Thirdly, bring along a well-know

record or tape for your listening. You

will know how the disc sounds or at least

should sound, and the speaker which

does the best job is the one for yo^This

example perhaps best DMriMl the

term "Subjective appeal ,
for no

method of lab testing will tell you how

music should sound A very exacting

test is to directly compare a speaker to a

live music source such as a piano or a

concert Attend one before you do your

speaker shopping

Finally, purchase one of the several

excellent audio test records avadable

from CBS labs or Stereo-Review^

Besides a very comprehensive check of

other equipment, speaker evaluation is

also featured by a thorough series of

sweep tones and test reference

frequencies. Its like having many of the

facilities of a testing lab without the cost

or the complicated equipment.
But know

your ears before you test your speakers

if you can't hear notes above 16 kHz

because you're 40 or older, don t blame

it on the speaker blame it on Father

Time, because gradual treble loss is

function of old age.

After your shopping is done, make

sure you know how to place speakers m
a room for the best effect. Remember

the simple rule that speakers sound best

when placed along reflecting surfaces

(not in front of them) Speakers located

near the floor or the ceiling have better

bass response than those placed in the

center of the room Put your speakers

near the floor and against (but not

touching' the wall for more bass. The

most bass is produced when speakers

are located in a comer, but too much

bass might be produced in this case;

another problem arises from a general

lack of convenient corners for this

purpose and also a potential loss of

stereo image from an extended spread

Keeping these thoughts in mind, select

the area in the listening room that gives

the best overaU result-this however may

not be the most aesthetically-pleasing

location, so compromise a little.

On the basis of the high cost of in-

dividual speaker components these

days plus the problems of optimized

design and testing, I don't recommend

that you buy speakers "in the raw" and

install them in your own speaker

systems. Most manufacturers have very

fine testing procedures that optimize

each system before it leaves the fac-

tory; you probably will be unable to

duplicate these tests yourself Although

carentry can be a lot of fun for those who

are good at it, it can be a dreadful

nuisance for those who are not < myself

included! ), and without a well-equipped

workshop, it is a major problem Buy

speakers already enclosed in systems if

you want to insure your getting the best

quality for your money, unless you're

confirmed tinkerer who enjoys

designing his own enclosures and

working with wood

Two final notes: first, many speaker

systems come equipped with treble

adjustment controls on the back of the

cabinet. I will discuss these controls

fully in a later issue, but let it suffice- for

now to say that they should be left in

their "normal" settings, obviously,

when listening to speakers in a store. If

one system has these controls turned up,

and another system has them turned

down, the second system may have
apparently less treble than the former.

Unscrupulous salesmen fool around with

these controls when they want to sell

their own brand and not someone else's.

Treble controls may be useful when you
want to cope with room response
variations, but my opinion tends toward
leaving them either at the "maximum"
settings or the "normal" settings,

depending on the room, the speaker, and
the listener.

Also, for those of you who caught my
mistake in the last issue concerning
crossover networks, my apologies. I

stated that a choke blocks low
frequencies and a capacitor blocks high
frequencies. It should be the other way
around.
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Weekend (cont'd)

unknown character actors led by Clods

ichmen. Timothy Bottoms. Jeff

Bridges, Eileen Brennan. and Ben

Johnson The film won four NY Film

Critics awards and finished second in

voting for Best Picture behind a Clock-

work Orange, an often searing film.

The Magnificent Sc\en (Sunday.

Student Union Ballroom. 7)

John Sturges' Americanized version

of the classic Japanese film The Seven

Samuari and an extremely odd, yet

often beautiful and effective Western

The film transfers the plot of that

Japanese classic to a Western setting,

keeping the plot intact. The story con-

cerns a group of mercenaries who

defend a village from plundering of

bandits. The film is extremely well-cast,

with Eli Wallach as the villainous

Mexican, and Yul Brynner. Charles

Bronson. Steve McQueen, and Robert

Vaughn as some of the mercenaries

Sturges' direction often borders of the

off-beat, but is beautifully photographed

and equally finely scored with

memorable music by Elmer Bernstein.

Monkev Business (Monday. Student

Union Ballroom, 7 and 8:30)

The Marx Brothers, once again, in

another vintage comedy from the

Thirties

Mr. Smith (.oes To Washington (Friday,

Merrill Science Center. 7:30 and 10)

Perhaps the finest crafter social

comedies of the Thirties which manages

a particularly strong message while

being thoroughly entertaining The film

concerns an idealistic young Senator

from Wisconsin who stands against a

perpetration of evil. The film was the

first to ingrain social conscience with

good-natured humor and the character

of Mr. Smith, and the film itself are

irresistible. James Stewart won the NY
Film Critics award of MM as Best Actor.

and he is ably supported by Jean Arthur.

Claude Rams. Guy Kibbee. and Thomas
Mitchell.

\\\ Little Chickadee Saturday SI

Ballroom. 7 and 9) _ ..
The teaming of W.C. Fields and Mae

West made for a rather disappointing

match and a startling unfunny Western

satire The story concerns a wanton

wench played by Mae West who hooks

an unsuspecting shlump. played by

Fields, as protection in a western town

The humor is often flat and the

chemistry between Fields and West

doesn't quite cohese.

objective: Burma (Friday. Blue Wall

Rathskellar, 8)

How Erol Flynn won the Second World

War single-handedly without little

assistance from the British, who spited

Hollywood by refusing to show the film

in England.

The Petrified Forest (Jerry Lewis

Cinema, Northampton)
Starring Leslie Howard, Humphrey

Bogart and Bette Davis, this 1936 classic

is a take-off on Robert Sherwood's play

of a man, held captive in a remote inn by

a gangster, who gives his life to save the

other hostages. Directed by Archie

Mayo, the best feature of this film is the

acting.

Pocket Money (Showcase Cinemas.

West Springfield)

\ boring and worthless film, whose

semblance of a plot deals with cattle

ranchers in the guise of Paul Newman.

Lee Marvin and Strother Martin The

action is slow and directionless, for the

most part, with Newman taking a dry

and uncreative role. Lee Marvin saves

the film, for all that he alone can do to

support it. and even Carole King who

wrote and sings the title song, falls flat

of her expectations

Directions

Incorporated in the 900 letters are names of 50 musical

groups. None of them include names of people such as Dave Clark

Five The groups read any of 8 ways: either from left to right right

to left, top to bottom, bottom to top, or diagonally from the top left to

the bottom right, from the bottom right to the top left bottom left to

top right, or top right to bottom left. See if you can find all 50 groups

(there might just be 51, but I did that by accident) Good

luck ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 1 1 ! ! I

Last Week's Answers

h r.n/iN t r

The Touch Academy of Musk. Nor-

thampton!
A probable disappointment for

Bergman fans is his first English

language film about a married couple

and the disruption of their relationship

bv an American intruder The revolving

triangle is done with specious depth and

the acting, specifically by Elliot Gould

as the intruder, is disappointing There

is much to this film, as in all of

Bergman, but here it's obscure or

simplv designed.

WR: Mysteries Of The Organism

(Campus Cinemas. Hadley)

A film of some notoreity of late due to

the fact that all three of the Boston

dailies refused to accept ads for it. The

Herald refused to take any "X" ad-

vertising, the Globe insisted the WR of

the title specifically refer to William

Riech, the controversial psychologist

whose work this film derives it satirical

punches, and the Record thoughtfully

assumed its readers would confuse

AMHERST
CINEMA 253-5426

•orgasm" with "organism" and I

thought of such an occurrence would

;t t<«) much lor its readers to handlt

This film, which premiered at th-

York Film Festival looks at the mode.-* ot

personal expression in the Communist

world and Americ
\. V. and

1 Zee (Showcase Cinemas)

The most inanely titled film quite

some time is this bitchy, romantic

melodrama that reads like Modern

Romance written by Edward Albee The

story concerns unhappy middle-aged

marriage in contemporary London and

the way three way affair employed to

save it It stars Susannah York as a

young botique owner who has an affair

with Michael Caine but has tendencies

for his wife, Elizabeth Taylor, whose

medusa-like presence makes for her

most grotesque appearance since

Boom! to be reviewed.

LATE SHOW

The
MOLUCTIOW*

Altar-ofiyst

RATED S ADULTS ONLY

Fri., Feb. 25 »t»3o
Must be 21

WANTED!

SHOWCASE

CINEMA

College

Group

Representative

Student film buff fo- I'H

contacts and k up
distribute fre .udent

discount cards fo. 'aowcase
cinemas.

WRITE JOHN LOW!
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Weekend
By BOB NESTI

and
MARYLOU GORDON

Theatre
Cabaret
This week in the Rathskellar, the

musical theater production features an

abridged version of Jacques Brel Is

Alive And Well And Living In Paris.

Poor Richard's went en masse to the

previous performance and thinks it

would be more aptly titled Jacques Brel

Is Alive And Smells And Reaking In The

Rathskellar. "It needs work." - Jim

Lavrakas. Brel is perfect cultural pulp

for the masses as his quint -essential

"schtick" music and lyrics, apologies to

Judith Crist, supposedly make for

sardonic, intensely romantic ballads.

Unfortunately they capture emotions

with a feyness that passes for profun-

dity, and a sentimentality that passes

for pathos. The production is given its

due tomorrow night at 8:30 and 10:30 in

the Blue Wall Rathskellar The per-

formers trv their best, but at times seem

woefully weak and should realize that

music is written to be sung and not

spoken Works under the assumption

that if vou get a few drinks into an

audience, they'll enjoy just about

anything, and they do. they do <$>.

Kscurial

On Friday, Saturday and Sunday the

Smith College department of theatre

and speech will present "Escurial."

play by Michel de Ghelderode,

•Escurial" is a play which explores

the enigma of the theatrical experience

through the medium of a psychological

puzzle. On one level, it is an account of

the love-hatred existing between two

men, the last of the Hapsburg kings of

Spain and his court jester, a member of

the oppressed people of Flanders

Beyond this is a study of the realities of

experience and performance in which

truth is arrived at sometimes only

through masks, disguises and games It

is a theatre piece about theatre, an

actor's analysis of his art

Music
Amherst Folklore Center

Tonight at the Folklore Center. Spring

Street, will feature blues singer Frank

Clark and folk duo Jean and Kim. at 8.

Tomorrow night, same time, country

blues singer and guitarist Patty Nunn

will perform. Pleasant surroundings

and usually good music can be found at

the Center some reeknights and every

weekend. ($>

Five College Composers

A premiere performance of two woi .:?

by local composers. Lewis Spratlan and

Allen R Bonde. will be given at Amherst

College, Saturday at 8:15 p.m.. Buckley

Recital Hall The works being per-

formed for the first time are "Summer

Music for Five Instruments" by Lewis

Spratlan (Amherst College) and "Ten

Rather Short Pieces for the Precocious

Pianist Series I," by Allen R. Bonde

I Mount Holvoke College I Also included

in the program will be "A Little Bit of

Music for Two Clarinets" by Robert

Stern and "Reverberations for Organ

and Electronic Sounds" by Ronald

Perera UMass
Marital Home
Soprano Marilyn Home will give a

recital this coming Wednesday. March

1, 8: 15 in John M. Greene Hall at Smith

Miss Home is a singer of unique ver-

satility possessing ability to move from

Bach to Mahler with remarkable ease

and having sung with every major opera

company, from the Met to LaScala, and

every leading symphony Her program

will include three songs by Henry

Purcell. a group of four songs by Hugo

Wolf, the Rossine aria "non Temper

dun Basso Afeto". and songs by

Debussy and de Falla <$>

Pattl Kurnt/. Chamber Orchestra

The Paul Kuentz Chamber Orchestra

of Paris will appear at UMass Monday

and Tuesday at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium. One of France's most

distinguished ensembles, the Orchestra

has traveled extensively, with a

repertoire which iree centuries,

from 17th-centu; to 20th-

century matter* The Orchestra is

composed of H prize-winning in-

strumentalists On this tour, the Or-

chestra will be joined by soloists Bar-

bara Schlick, soprano, and Jean-

I'rancois Dion, trumpet. Monday's

urogram will include works by Mozart,

Vivaldi. Bach. Joseph Mouret and

Albert Roussel. Tuesday the program

will consist of Handel. Bach, Scarlatti,

and Daniel Lesur ($>

Films

Arsenic And Old Lace (Friday, Blue

Wall Rathskellar, 8)

The prime instance of success black

humor during the Forties is Frank

Capra's 1944 film version of the im-

mensely successful stage comedy about

two kindly, elderly murdering sisters

and their bewildered nephew. The pace

of the film is unrestrained and the

caricatures are appropriately large,

although the humor itself seems a bit

thin by today's standards. Cary Grant

plays the harried nephew, Josephine

Hull and Jean Adair repeat their stage

roles as murdering aunts, and
featured in two humorously goulish

supporting roles are Raymond Massey

and Peter Lorre.

Blow-Up (Wednesday, Campus Center

Auditorium, 7 and 9)

A purposively ambiguous, downright

baffling study of the real and imagined

that remains one of the superlative

cinematic enigmas of the Sixties. David

Hemmings plays a mod, bored, London

photographer who takes some pictures

of an idyllic scene in a park only to later

realize he was witnessing a murder. As

his interest increases, his evidence

becomes more and more inconclusive.

The film is a beautifully photographed,

often striking look at the aimless high

life of contemporary London as well as

being an interesting philosophical

mvstery. The film was the first English

language film of Michaelangelo An-

tonioni and is remarkably subtle and

thoughtful, with a beautifully expressive

performance by Vanessa Redgrave as

the so-called murders.

Brewster McCloud
The film Robert Altman made bet-

ween M*A*S*H and McCabe and Mrs.

Miller is a delicious black farce that

seemed to have slipped everyone's

attention. The film is modern retelling of

the Icarus myth which takes place most

of the time in the Astrodome and con-

cerns the often criminal exploits of a

young man's (named Brewster Mc-

Cloud) efforts to fly. He is assisted in his

quest by a kindly fallen angel played by

Altman regular Sally Kellerman. The

satire is flawed in design, taking on a

rather ill-conceived love affair to keep

the mythic conventions intact, and is

sometimes uneven in execution. Still

Altman is best when jabbing satirical

points home and there are many that

work superbly. But Cort is effective as

Brewster and the rest of the zany

caricatures, from super patriots to

super cool detectives, is well played by a

large cast, featuring Stacey Reach,

Shelley Duvall. and Margaret Hamilton

Diabolique (Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

The teaming of the wife and mistress

to do away with the man who has sup-

posedly- done them wrong is what this

minor classic 1954 French thriller is

about There are enough twists in the

plot to raise it above the morbidly in-

teresting, and is spellbindedly directed

by Henri -Georges Clouzot and
beautifully performed by Simone
signoret and Vera Clouzot.

Dirty Harry (Campus Cinemas. Hadley)

Detective Comics in Panavision with

Clint Eastwood as a San Franciscan

counterpart to crime-fighting the super-

hero comic strip characters. A shrewd,

taut, well-made thriller that pits

Eastwood as Dirty Harry against insane

murderer named Scorpio. Harry is

something to be seen as he single-

handedly quenches a bank robbery

without even sweating and Scorpio often

does Harry one better in this sharp

fantasy thriller The theme of the film is

simplistic dribble about how liberals are

responsible for letting culprits like

Scorpio out on the streets and the

message maj aid on a bit too thick at

the end. still th^.e apparent flaws are all

but glossed over under the firm,

ingenious hand of director Don Seigel

Tin I ndl«ss Summer 'Friday

MacKimmie Lounge, 7 and 9)

Bruce Brown's beautiful documentary

about surfing with the chills and spills of

that sport captured with all the fun and

excitement the sport possesses. Brown

traveled the world filming the adventure

of oung surfers' quest for the

world's best surfing and the visuals of

the African. Asian, Pacific, and North

American beaches are quite

breathtaking. .

The Fox (Friday. Student Union

Ballroom, 7 30 and 9:30)

Adapted from the novella by D. H.

Lawrence, in name only, this film is an

occasionally lewd, more often boring

New England's &P MuBBUtlpxatUB

My Little Chickadee

and heavy-handed examination of

sexual politics at play in a desolate

Canadian farmhouse. Two women have

escaped their hometown to manage a

farm in the Canadian wilderness until

their tranquility is broken by a male

intruder. The film gained notoreity as

being the first to portray a homosexual

relationship, here between the two

women, with any degree of explicitness;

the problem with the film is that it does

little more than that The Lawrencian

undertones are pretty silly with such

subtleties as huge trees falling on the

guilty party and a male fox raiding the

hens The cast includes Anne Heywood.

Kerr Dullea, and an unusually strident

Sandy Dennis whose untimely end

comes about six reels too late.

The French Connection (Wednesday.

Academy

»

A fact-based account of how police

track down a shipment of heroin in New
York City which is a fast, flashy, and

fascinating thriller The grittiness and

chaos of New York City is captured at

breakneck speed and brutality by

director William Friedkin who has

fashioned perhaps the stylish and finest

thriller in some time. Gene Hackman
plays a boorish detective who. as the

antisocial, antihuman. detective,

somewhere between Bullitt and Joe. the

latest film cliche

Fiddler on the Roof I Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield)

A mundane version of the longest

running musical in Broadway history.

The disappointing epic comes away by

director Norman Jewison who has

employed needless flashy techniques in

the transition The musical becomes

bottom-heavy and static when blown up

on a Super Panavision screen and

blasted out of twelve stereo speakers

The show itself has grace, charm, and a

natural warmth that are all but

eliminated here Instead every moment
reeks with phony folklines and cornball

routines. The excellent Bock Harnick

score has been homogenized in mu>
interludes embarrassing at best, even

Topol, generally considered the best of

the stage TV becomes a glaring

ature of a poor, Russian peasant.

An overrated, ill-conceived, charmless

musical, with Norma Crane as the

dutiful Goldie, and Molly Picon as Yente

the Matchmaker.
Th«' Go-Betweea (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley

)

A distinguished drama that excels in

presenting marvelous rendering of

Victorian England, some superlative

acting, beautiful photography, and is

competent enough in all other areas.

Still, in the end it seems a bit too com-

petent for its own good. It may have a

cache of prizes under its belt and be on a

goodly share of Ten Best Lists, it still

remains a distinctly cold experience.

Hang Km High (Sunday, SU Ballroom.

7:30)

Another Clint Eastwood spaghetti

western, this one an occasionally in-

teresting film marred by needless

violence. The story has Eastwood

seeking revenge on some strangers who
nearly lynched him The supporting

performances are strong especially

those by Ed Begley and Pat Hingle. but

the violent flavor is distinctly

distasteful.

The Hospital (Showcase Cinemas,
Springfield)

The world of a big city hospital is

brought to life in this grim but often

funny film that deals with bizarre and

exaggerated situations of medical in-

competence, the violent aspects of New
York City life, and the bitter story of a

rniddle-aged doctor who is suffering

from the termination of a bad marriage.

The film stars George C. Scott. Diana

Rigg. and is directed by Arther Hiller,

with script by Paddy Chayefshy.

It Happened One Night (Friday, Merrill

Science Center. 7:30 and 10)

One of the best remembered films of

the Thirties which features Clark Gable

as a wandering journalist who meets up

with Claudette Colbert as a runaway
heiress for one of the most endearing

combinations ever in a romantic
comedy. The pace is fast, the humor
often sharp, the performances are

marvelous, and despite some age about

the edges, still a wonderful comedy The
film was the first to win Oscars in all

major categories as it won the 1934 Best

Picture, Best Direction (Frank Capra.

his finest work). Best screenplay, and

Best performances by an actor and

actress. Gable and Colbert

The Last Picture Show ( Palace Cinema,
West Springfield

»

The Best American Film of last year

;his depressing, bleak vision of life

about the eomi. e of three

i a snicili :own in

1951 Directed by Peter Bogdanovich,

the film is a straii'h. rd well-

ed, well-acted narra'ive about the

perils ol growing up in the finest

tradition of the great Hollywood
directors. The film is nostalgia in the

negative sense and despite some near

melodramatic plotting is the most
poignant film in quite some time. The
acting is superb bv a cast of mostlv

(cont'd on page fifteen)
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Weather

Aw, shucks.
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Making the scene on the UMm Campus after Friday nights snowstorm was this buxom Women's Lib answer to the snowman - Ms. Snowoman. (MDC

photo by Emory Rounds. Siberia Staff. >

Wood To Appeal University Budget Cuts
Bv ROBKRT MEDEIROS

UMass President Robert Wood,

analyzing Gov. Sargent's

recommended cuts of almost 20 per

cent in budget requests by the

University for the next year, said

he will appeal the governors

decision to the state legislature

Wood told the MDC last Friday

that he would take his case to the

Ways and Means Committee where

he expects to receive a "sym-

pathetic hearing." There has been

no date set for his hearing before

Ways and Means-a combined
committee of the Massachusetts

House and Senate.

Asked whether his efforts to

restore the cuts would affect at-

tempts by some individuals to

increase tuition. Wood said,

"tuition will be handled as a

separate matter," and in no way
will tuition be drawn into the issue

of budget cuts.

Wood said a tuition increase

"can't significantly help the state,

since it would involve only an extra

4 or 5 million dollars to the state's

financial problems
Acting Chancellor Randolph

Bromery in an MDC interview last

Saturday said the people who get

caught in the governor's recom-

mended cuts are the students. He

said the 15-1 faculty to student ratio

at the University is threatened

Wood in an earlier statement

said, "No new faculty positions are

authorized for any of our cam
puses, although the enrollment of

1,684 additonal students has been

On The Inside

:

Trustees At Pierpont
See page two
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See page four

ACTION Here Today
See page eleven

_

accepted." The freeze will sup-

posedly affect 100 faculty positions

in the University.

Bromery said that the UMass-

Amherst campus is committed to

accepting an increase of 860

students which under previous

policy would involve the creation of

58 new faculty positions.

The UMass Board of Trustees

last August in their budget

presentation to Sargent requested

$89 million, but this figure has now
been cut to $72.5 million. The ac-

tual cutting of the $16.5 million is

done by the governor's Office of

Finance and Administration.

Bromery said "restoration is

minute" compared to the gover-

nor's recommended $2 billion

budget. He added that it would be

unfortunate if the cuts were
allowed to "erode away quality

education for such a small amount

of money."
On the question of none-state

monetary support, Bromery said

that input from non state sources

will also be tight this year As he

sees it, financial support from

sources in this area has been going

down in the last couple of years

According to budgetary policy,

Amherst is required to make
savings in the final budget which is

presented to the University

Essentially this means that a

certain amount of monies must be

saved and not spent from the

budget
In 1972 the allowance for savings

at the Amherst campus was $1

million while the allowance in 1971

was $600,000 The allowance for

savings for the fiscal 72-73 budget

is $1.7 million which means an

increase of $700,000 over the

previous year.

Since the University may be

operating under a "standstill

budget," future cuts will have to be

made in the overall budget In the

past faculty vacancies have
provided much of the savings

According to Bromery. there

were 70 vacant faculty positions

last year, but because of the

financial state, fewer and fewer

vacancies can be expected to oc

cur. He said that under the

governor's budget the number of

faculty positions to meet the

required amount of savings would

have to increase to approximately

110.

It is for this reason that Vice-

Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Robert Gluckstern told the Faculty

Senate last Thursday that Sub-

stantial reductions may have to be

made in the scope of the summer
school program and in part time

student help funds He also men

(Continued on Page 2)
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Wood

President Wood and Chancellor Bromery discuss Sargent's decision to the State legislature on

Budget cuts. Bromery said that this would threaten the 15-1 faculty to student ratio. Wood said that he

would appeal the Governor's decision.

Trustees Meet At Pierpont;

Experimental College Proposed
B> DAVID IIOFFMW

In a special meeting 6 members
of the Board of Trustees

challenged the Faculty Senate to

take positive action to implement

the idea of residential colleges on

the Amherst campus. Sunday
afternoon in Project 10.

The Board has been informally

discussing the progress made at

the University since the founding

of Orchard Hill in developing

academic programs for the living

areas The students of Project 10,

the self-styled "experimental
college" of the University, based in

Pierpont House in Southwest,

invited the Board to visit the

Project to hear about the "living

learing" concept of education.

Acting through Student Senate

President and Trustee Lee Sand
wen, a Project member since its

founding in 1968. two Board
committees. Faculty and
Educational Policy and Student

Activities, decided to hold a special

meeting with the students and

faculty of the Project

About 30 people gathered for

lunch in the Pierpont Main Lounge,

including Trustees Lee Sandwen.

Alan Shaler. Ms Caroline

Rowland. Dr Frederick Troy.

Nathanael Chandler, and Dr.

Abrams. along with Acting

Chancellor Bromery. Vice-

Chancellor Gluckstern and Vice-

Chancellor Gage. Present from the

Project were faculty members
Klaus Schultz and Gerlad Piatt,

Project Director Charles Adams,
and the Master of Southwest, John

Hunt

Gathered at small tables with

students in the Project, the con-

versation quickly turned to the

subject of the problems in creating

alternative and innovative

curricula at the University, im-

plementing the recommendations

of the Future University report

specifying diversity of options for

the UMass undergraduate.

One such proposal, soon to go

before the Faculty Senate, is the

idea advanced by students and

faculty in Project 10, many of

whom live in Pierpont. to develop

an "experimental college" par

tially based in residence halls and

providing the benefits of a small

college within the large University,

similar to "The College Within" at

Tufts University and the "Inner

College" at the University of

Connecticut

given partial assignment to a

"college" emphasizing seminar

and independent study, and in-

dividually-negotiated degrees,

working with the present program
in Bachelors Degree in Individual

Concentration The Project, with

particular emphasis on the

student-advisor relationship,

would seek to design a new fresh

man year. Regular core

requirements and grades would be

eliminated, replaced by a portfolio

of evaluations and a review board

of outside examiners.

Trustee Abrams spoke of his fear

that faculty would not wish to take

part in such a program, and others

agreed that in addition to disin-

terest from many faculty there is

the real problem of the slender

weighting in the reward system

given to teaching in special

programs

(Continued from Page 1)

tioned faculty vacancies as

possible sources of savings.

An interesting aspect of the

Governor's proposed budget is that

it increases by approximately $7

million, the amount received over

the previous year. But, said

Bromery, there is a 6 per cent cost

of living increase which involves

an extra $3 million. He also cited a

6 to 7 per cent increase in inflation

which eats away another 3 or 4

million dollars of the proposed $7

million increase.

The president in last Wed-

nesday's trustees meeting said the

budget "imperils the good name of

the University" in recruiting

faculty. Bromery said in order to

recrui't faculty it is necessary to

recruit before the exact amount of

funds available for recruiting is

known
Bromery said 20 letters have

been sent out to faculty members

of other institutions confirming

positions for them at UMass next

year. In other words these 20

faculty will have to be accepted

into the University payroll despite

the lack of necessary funds. To do

otherwise would hurt the

reputation of the University when

it came time to recruiting faculty.

Bromery said

Wood has been accused of

making a political blunder in that

he did not pad the budget. Bromery

said it was not a blunder since the

governor and the legislature know

who is "padding budgets " He said

it would be a political mistake to

pad a budget at this time since the

state is facing a financial crisis,

and any action of this type might

undermine future efforts in

making budget requests.

In a related development, it was
reported that Sargent is expected

to file major legislation within the

next month that would "base
tuition for all 80,000 public college

and university students in

Massachusetts on their family's

income."
Secretary of Education. Joseph

Cronin said over the weekend, "It's

quite possible the governor will

have a message and a bill relating

to scholarships and tuition within

the next three weeks."
President Wood at Wednesday's

trustees meeting said, "For the

third year the recommended ap-

propriation for financial aid and
for aid to disadvantaged students

is $l,550,000--in contrast to the real

need request the University made
of $5,414,000 plus $282,000 for

tutorial programs. With a growing

enrollment next fall, the figure of

$1,550,000 means aid per student

will drop 7 per cent—while costs

increase and needs grow."

On a tuition increase Bromery
said. "I personally am an advocate

of low tuition because the public

university is the only educational

vehicle that provides access to

higher education to a sizable

number of low-income students.

"Even if you increase tuition and

then provide adequate scholarship

aid, it still requires a certain

amount of sophistication to obtain

these funds, therefore putting

pressure on low-income groups."

continued Bromery. "The net

effect is loss of accessability to

low-income people."

Seminars

The Project proposal asks for a

number of faculty members to be

Writer's Semin
No. 4 The Interview

7:007:30 p.m.

Al Oickle's Office

(JS 201 Students

Need Not Attend)
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But Project 10 Director Adams
mentioned the letter by Vice-

Chancellor Gluckstern of last

spring recommending merit and
promotion considerations for such

participation, and that a change
was beginning to take effect.

Both Ms Rowland and Dr Troy

stated that that the Board was
awaiting Faculty Senate recom
mendations but were favorably

inclined to opening up a diversity

of options in "both living and

learning, such as Project 10. and

similar programs
"

In the packed gathering in the

Main Lounge, many students said

they wanted to see real changes
emerge in what they described as

"a 1950s oriented curriculum
"

Shaler Mid that simply to bring a

few courses into the residence halls

and call that a "residential

college" is a sham, and that much
more faculty participation is

needed.

Troy, a former professor of

English at UMass.. put it more
bluntly.

"The University should have

actually built facilities which could

house such an idea," he said,

adding that more classrooms in the

residence areas should have been

built.

"The time for a strong

University commitment to

residential colleges is here,"

Sandwen said; "we need a reor-

dering of some of our priorities so

that we can guarantee the quality

in residence hall programs that our

students and faculty are deman-

ding."

The New England Center, an

Amherst growth center founded by

School of Education faculty and

graduate students, is sponsoring a

series of workshops arid seminars

for couples. The first of these

workshops will take place next

week on the University campus.

An introductory evening session

entitled "Enhancing a Growth
Relationship" will be held Wed-
nesday. March 1st at 7 p.m. in

room 127 of the Graduate Research

Center The evening's activities

conducted by Jack Canfield and

Susan LaFrance, will focus on the

central issues of building

awareness in a pair relationship-

issues such as sharing feelings,

making decisions together,

resolving conflicts (fighting), and

encouraging the uniqueness ol

each individual while developing

an interdependent relationship.

The cost of the evening will be six

dollars per couple

On the weekend of March 4-5.

Jack Marvin will conduct a

workshop entitled "Couples and
Others-A Gestalt Encounter ." This

workshop is designed for couples

who live, love or work together and

for individuals who have been part

of such a coupling. The workshop is

designed to help people explore

their interactions as part of a

couple, how they can become
closer and yet maintain their in-

dividuality as separate persons.

Marvin promises to help par-

ticipants stay honest with them
selves and to experience new
behavior for a more nourishing

relationship.

Marvin is the co-director of a

growth center in Boston, a past

fellow of the BU Human Relations

Center, a past Assistant Director of

Vermont's Division of Mental
Health His most recent work has

been in the area of Gestalt therapy

with couples, both individually and

in groups.

For further information on either

of these workshops, contact the

New England Center at 253-9686

Ad
Deadlines

For
Poor

Richard's

Tuesdays

4 p.m.

Consumer

Protection!

Hear Attorney General

ROBERT H. QUINN

Speak Thursday, 7:30 p.m.

at S.U. Ballroom

Coffee Hour to Follow Program Council

RFC To Petition Whitmore

S.O.S. (Students Offering Support) completed their two day fund

raising drive on Friday. For two days the newly formed organization

collected donations from UMass students at a table set up in the

Campus Center. S.O.S. Chairman Joe Sylvia termed the drive an

overwhelming success and said that the drive marked the beginning

of a crusade to bring humane conditions to the patients at Belcher-

town.

What's Happening?

(Call 545-2566)
Now your fingers wont have to do the walking Just pick up your phone

and dial < 54 )5-2566 for a daily recording of Five CoUege events

This information phone number brings Five College information within

the reach of all students in the valley It is one of many Five College

services provided by the Five College Student Coordinating Board

(FCSCB).

The FCSCB is a group of 18 students each of the five area colleges,

whose purpose is to further and promote five college cooperation and to

coordinate activities and projects to this end

At this time there are two vacancies for representatives from L Mass

The Board is seeking hardworking and dedicated people, who jnd he

idea of Five CoUege cooperation exciting and who wish to help develop

new and better Five College programs

The Board conducts informal weekly meetings and members may

participate in ongoing projects such as planning the Five College in-

formation booklet, the information phone. Five College buses, or he or

she may develop a new proposal

If you are interested in becoming a Board member, call Nancy

Mazonsa at (54)5-2418. If you are interested in current information on

events in the Five CoUege area, call (54)5-2566 for 24 hour information

service.

Corrected Grades Ready
,,. ...I —
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By JAN LIVA
Anticipating increased student fees next semester,

the Rents and Fees Committee (RFC) asks for

student support in petitioning the Whitmore Ad-

ministration. A spokesman for RFC, Ms. Pam
Pepper, said that the petition is a "protest prior to the

fact." u .

The petition gives students an organized method of

voicing their displeasure concerning any possible fee

hikes, Ms. Pepper said. It tells Whitmore that "the

students can't afford to pay increases" she said.

The petition drive is in the Campus Center on the

Concourse level and will continue all week. Com-

mittee members are expecting about 5,000-8,000

signatures. They will then be sent to Whitmore,

where the RFC hopes the petitions will make a

significant impact.

Written in letter form, the petition reads:

"Dear Whitmore,
As a student of the University of Massachusetts,

already heavily burdened with exhorbitant rates, on

services which do not seem to give me my "money's

worth," and threatened with a tuition increase, I

cannot possibly pay an increase in Rent, Board,

Campus Center or other various fees.

I also firmly support the actions of the Student

Senate in its attempt to prevent said fees from in-

creasing.
Sincerely,"

Presently, various annual fees at UMass-Amherst

include: room-$610(the median prices range from

$550-$700); board $613 (15 meal plan); athletic fee-

ISO; Campus Center fee-$60; Fine Arts fee-$6; and

Student Activities tax-$40. RFC feels that any of these

fees may increase next year

Unofficial reports claim that some room rates may
increase by as much as $60 per year and the Campus

Center fee may go up an additional $15 annually. But

this is speculative.

An administration spokesman, Mr. Charles

Hampton, feels that prices for service can't go down
without the quality also declining. About price • in-

creases, he said, "I can't even make a prediction,"

adding that it would be wiser to wait until late March
or early April to make a statement. By that time the

UMass budget will be completed.

Reasons cited by the RFC for a possible dormitory

rent increase include:

Low occupancy. Since occupants are the main

source of income for a dormitory, fewer occupants

means fewer people dividing the same costs. This

means higher prices. Levels of 95% occupancy hold

their own financiaUy. But this year occupancy has

been as low as 88.5% and presently hovers at 90%.

"Sylvan is an example of a dorm that is not paying for

itself," said an RFC spokesman.
Rising maintenance costs. Janitorial service

costs amounted to almost $1,000,000 this year. Dor-

mitory damage alone costs $20,000 per year.

Utility costs. UtUity costs will be going up to

approximately an additional $13,000 over last year.

Government service discontinued. Beginning in

September, the Postal Service wiU cease delivering

mail to the dormitories. Mail will continue to be

delivered but it will cost the students an additional

$60,000 annually

RFC is a committee composed of Student Senate

members. The RFC works with Mr. Thomas Campion
and the Office of the Vice Chancellor For Ad-

ministrative Services. Mr. Campion's office presents

the UMass budget to the RFC and both groups decide

where budget cuts can be made. The RFC,
representing the student viewpoint, strives to keep

prices at their present level.

Senate To Issue Concert Ballots

By NATHAN GORENSTEIN
This week the Concert Com-

mittee will be distributing baUots

to students in an effort to discover

which groups the largest number

of students would prefer to see

perform at a Spring Concert.

The ballot will list ap
proximately 10 groups for students

to pick from. These include J.

Geils. Dave Mason. Mountain with

Jack Bruce, Buddy Miles, King

Crimson and Quicksilver. Students

will also be able to write in a group

they would like to see perform The

baliot will be distributed by the

Student Senate.

Student copies of the Fall 1971

semester corrected grade reports

will be available in the Registrar's

office. Room 213. Whitmore.

beginning today. The Parent copy

will be mailed on Friday, March 3

ID when calling for grades

Much material is mailed from

the Registrar's office to the

student's local address. So that this

office may deliver the service to

which the student is entitled, it is

reported promptly to the Housing

office. Room 315, Whitmore.

EARN

$5000

A NIGHT

by
singing & playing

good
drink along

sing along

music
on

piano or guitar

interested parties

call Ed at 545-2090

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

J

The concert will be held in the

Stadium, some weekend at the end

of April It will be five hours long

with an expected attendance of

5.000 to 7.500. It will be free In

addition to outside talent they hope

to have a number of local bands

playing "We are trying to get good

local groups. Probably they would

be unpaid, maybe a small fee for

expenses
."

Student Senators Gary Gomes
and Bill Staton explained that at

this time the Concert Committee

has $8,000 which would be enough

to get one of the bands listed above,

or another of student choice,

providing that the bands cost was

no more than $8,000. The cost of the

groups above range from $3,500 to

$7,500. It is unlikely that a well

known group, such as those that

have been rumored, the Who or

Rod Stewart will perform.

Staton and Gomes explained that

the $8,000 the Committee has now

is enough, with a small amount of

extra funds, to hire one of the

groups listed, and provide for

security (estimated at $1,800), and

other necessary expenses

The Committee hopes to raise

the extra funds needed by having a

coffee house, asking the area dorm
governments for contributions, or

perhaps having a series of free

concerts in the SU Ballroom where

the Committee could ask for

donations. Gomes and Staton

stressed that, "The more money
we get, the more groups we can

get."

The proposed concert still must

get final approval from the ad-

ministration, but both Gomes and

Staton think this will not be a

stumbling block They pointed out

that Vice-Chancellor for Student

Affairs Gage has come out in favor

of a small, free concert; the type

the Committee how plans to put on

A meeting between the Committee

and the administration is

scheduled for this afternoon

The Committee's security

proposal would have Campus
Police only outside the stadium to

direct traffic. In the stadium the

security would be provided by

student marshals. Staton said he

foresees no trouble.

"The concert is set up for people

to have a good time." he said. "We
don't expect any rowdiness, or

people causing damage. There

won't be any reason for it."

Gomes and Staton also an
nounced that the Concert Com
mittee is now officially linked to

the Student Senate. At the last

Senate meeting it was made a sub-

committee of the Student Matters

and Social Action Committee of the

Student Senate Previously it has

been an independent body.
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APPLICATIONS
for Senior

Speaker at Commencement

art available now

at Student Activities Counter.

Program Council Presents

REV. W. L. JENKINS

of Jackson, Mississippi

"Catching up to your Dreams

Tuesday — February 29

8:00 S.U. Ballroom

Hear Rev. Jenkins Tonite

•The Voice of Biack America"

WFCR Radio 10: 00

99
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In The Nation

Nixon Sees Trip As World-Changing

SHANGA1 ( AP) — His visit over,

President Nixon flew homeward
Monday with the vision of a new

era in relations for the billion

humans who populate China and

the United States.

The President spoke of his eight

days on Chinese soild as "the week

that changed the world."

Before embarking on his 8-1/2

hour flight to Anchorage, Alaska,

the President said goodbye to

China Premier Chou En-lai spreads his arms beside a smiling

President Nixon in Peking. Nixon is returning to U.S. today. (AP

Wire photo)

Boston Company Begins

Four-Day Work Week
BOSTON \P> The four-day

work week is coming Monday for

4 th«- 7.(KKt home office em-

ployes of the John Hancock Mutual

Life Insurance Co as an ex-

periment
The company, one of the largest

insurance firms in the nation, said

the experiment will continue

through May 26

Salaries of the participating

employes will not be changed,

although their work week will be

shortened from 37-1/2 to 35 hours.

Their work day. however, will

increase by 65 minutes. They will

work from 8:15 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

instead of from 8:20 am to 4:30

p.m
The work week for the affected

employes "will be staggered." said

Russell Keith, the compai
public relations director

><>me people will work Monday

to Thursday, others Tuesday to

Friday, and others will have a da\

off in "the middle of the week." he

said

Employes will be questioned

during the experiment, and "we

expect to get a lot of different

views on this thing." Keith said.

He said the company expects to

evaluate the program during and

after the 13-week experiment and

determine later to what, if any,

extent a four-day work week will

be instituted

Employes involved are in the

record services, direct collection,

mail and data preparation

divisions of the company.

Premier Chou En-lai. The two

leaders joined in a 1,750-word

communique highlighting their

countries' differences but agreeing

on an overall pledge to work

toward peace and to foreswear any

attempted domination of Asia by

either Washington or Peking.

Both sides affirmed there can be

only one China, and Nixon

promised that the United States

will move toward withdrawing all

its forces from Taiwan.

There was no agreement on

Indochina, but the President

foresaw the withdrawal of all

American forces "in the absence of

a negotiated settlement
"

Here are the viewpoints of the

United States and People's

Republic of China as expressed in a

communique summing up five

talks between President Nixon and

Premier Chou En-lai last week in

Peking
THE WORLD

The United States: Supports

individual freedom and social

progress for all the world free of

outside intervention or pressure

Favors improved communications

between countries of differing

ideologies. Countries should treat

each other with mutual respect and

none should claim infallibility over

others: all nations should re-

examine their attitudes for com
mon good
China "All nations, big or small,

should be equal; big nations should

not bully the small and the strong

nations should not bully the weak

China will never become a

superpower " Peking supports

struggles of "all oppressed people

and nations" and maintains that

all have a right to choose their own

In Brief...
Berrigan Witness Leaves Seclusion

HARRISBURG. Pa. ( AP)-The government's chief witness at the

Harrisburg 7 conspiracy trial comes out of hiding this week to

testify how he kept the FBI informed about an alleged antiwar plot

to kidnap presidential adviser Henry Kissinger

Boyd Douglas, Jr disappeared 13 1/2 months ago, immediately

after he was paroled from prison, and went secretly before a

federal grand jury that later indicted the Rev Phillip Berrigan and

his six codefendants on conspiracy charges centered around their

opposition to the Vietnam war.

Jupiter Probe Launch Postponed

CAPE KENNEDY. Fla. (AP)-The first attempt to launch a

spacecraft to prove the planet Jupiter was postponed Sunday night

for two reasons: loss of electrical power in tne blackhouse and

launch area and high altitude winds

No new launch date was set immediately

U.S. Troops Hit In South Vietnam

SAIGON (AP)-For the second day in a row, American troops

were bloodied in South Vietnam by enemy forces, the U.S. Com-

mand announced Sunday.

Every Monday Night

ED VADAS
and the

Off White Blues Band

8:30
50*

social sytems "All foreign troops

should be withdrawn to their own

countries."
INDOCHINA

The United States: The In-

dochinese people should be allowed

to determine their own destiny

without outside interference. The

U.S. government favors a

negotiated settlement on the basis

of the eight-point U.S. -South

Vietnamese proposal of January 27

calling for elections and

resignation of President Thieu of

South Vietnam a month before

balloting.

China : Peking supports the Viet-

Cong 7-point proposal, including

immediate withdrawal of U.S.

forces and dismantling of Thieu's

regime as elaborated by the Viet-

Cong earlier this month

JAPAN
The United States: It places the

highest value on friendly relations

with Japan and will continue to do

so.

China "It firmly opposes the

revival and outward expansion of

Japanese militarism and firmly

supports the Japanese people's

desire to build an independent,

democratic, peaceful and neutral

Japan."

KOREA
The United States It will

maintain close ties with South

Korei and support efforts for a

relaxation of tension and increased

uuiimunication on the Korean
peninsula

China It supports North Kon
proposals for reuniln ation oi the

two Koreas and for the withdrawal

of tht ' N Command in Korea.

INDIA AND PAKISTAN
Both agreed that India and

Pakistan should withdraw their

military forces from both sides of

cease-fire lines in Jammu and
Kashmir. The United States said it

suppggrts "the right of the peoples

of South Asia to shape their own
future in peace, free of military

threat and without having the area
become a subject of big-power

rivalry." China said it "firmly
supports the Pakistan goverment
and people in their struggle to

preserve their independence and
sovereignty and the people of

Jammu and Kashmir in their

struggle for the right of self

determination."

I .S.-CIIINESE RELATIONS
Both acknowledged essential

differences remain, but agreed
that regardless of their social

systems the United States and
China should conduct relations on

the principles of respect for

sovereignty and territorial in

tegrity of all states, of

nonaggression. of non-interference

in internal affairs of others, on

equality and equal benefit and
peaceful co-existence Both agnail

that it is against the interest of

world peace for any major country

to collude with another against

other countries or for major
countries to dnide the world in

spheres of interest They proposed

continuing contacts between the

United States and China thro

science, culture, technolo

sports, journalism and tra<le I

ted periodic diplomatic

ncrete consultat

on normalizing relations between
\\ ashington and Peking

Irish Rally Ends Peacefully

LONDONDERRY. Northern

Ireland (AP)The first mass
demonstration in this troubled city

since 13 civilians died on "bloody

Sunday" four weeks ago ended

peacefully Sunday, avoiding
confrontations with British troops

who had cordoned off the Roman
Catholic Bogside district with

armored cars.

More than 3,000 Catholic

militants, their numbers restricted

by driving rain, defied a ban on

parades to retrace the steps of the

fateful Jan 30 march they were
commenorating. That occasion
ended in riots and gunfire, leaving

13 men and boys dead
This time the parade moved into

a meeting in the Bogside to hear

speeches without major clashes

Shots were fired at two army
posts on city walls overlooking the

Bogside near the start of the

march, and at a helicopter circling

overhead, but army spokesmen
there were no casualties and no

fire was returned.

The stench of tear gas hung over

the two-mile parade route from
canisters set off during the march
But the army said they had not

fired them
The procession was organized by

the Derry Women's Action Com-
mittee, a militant Catholic group,

with the backing of Sinn Fein,

political branch of the outlawed

Irish Republican Army.

It was boycotted by the more
moderate civil rights leaders of the

Catholic community here, in-

cluding John Hume, who
represents the Bogside in the

provincial parliament.

Bernadette Devlin. fiery

member of the British Parliament
in London, spoke at the mass
meeting By that time the crowd
had dwindled to only a few hun-

dred.

Speakers made these demands:
1 Release of Irish political

prisonei

2 Withdrawal of British troops

from Northern Ireland

3. Abolition of the Protestant

controlled provincial parliament

During the open-air mass

meeting, youths tried to break

away and make trouble They were

stopped by stewards controlling

the demonstration
once the meeting was over

however, the youths moved out to

confront the troops at several

points, hurling stones and bottles

( )ne soldier was taken to a hospital
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Mid-East Mobilizes
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Israeli guns, war planes, tanks and commandos
were reported hammering Palestinian guerrilla

positions in southeast Lebanon Sunday for the third

straight day.

Lebanon said its own army troops and tanks had

joined the fight. Syria announced its antiaircraft guns

fired on Israeli jets sweeping over the Golan Heights.

Egypt's Middle East News Agency reported from

Damascus that Syria's 100,000-man regular army had

been put on full alert by President Hafez al Assad.

President Suleimen Franjieh of Lebanon sum-

moned his National Defense Council into urgent

session Yasir Arafat, overall leader of Arab

guerrillas, was invited

Israeli Phantom and Skyhawk figher-bombers

attacked shortly before noon and witnesses reported

from the area that rockets and bombs set several

fires. Israeli bulldozers, shielded by tanks, crossed

the border from the occupied Golan Heights of Syria

and continued work on a new road into the Arkoub

area on the Lebanese slopes of Mt. Hermon,

guerrillas reported.

The Lebanese said an Israeli armored column

drove into southern Lebanon in the wake of an air and

artillery bombardment.
"Our forces are locked in savage hand-to-hand

fighting with enemy commandos." the guerrillas

reported to Beirut, Lebanon's capital.

Helicopter borne Israeli troops fought their way

into the little mountain town of Rashayya, four miles

inside Lebanon, to blow up several houses suspected

of being guerrilla hideouts, according to the wit-

nesses. Nearby villages were the scene of similar

fighting.

A Lebanese army communique reported waves ot

Israeli plans and heavy artillery bombed and shelled

the Arkoub region since early morning.

An Israeli armored column, estimated at battalion

strength, crossed the border from the Golan Heights,

the communique said.

"Our heavy guns engaged the enemy,'' it reported.

A Lebanese dispatch said Israeli Skyhawks made

a seven-minute bombing raid on a Palestinian

refugee camp at Nabatiye, 10 miles from the frontier

The camp houses about 3.000 refugees It was the

deepest attack yet made into Lebanon Palestinian

officials said six children were killed and 10 other

persons were wounded.
Witness accounts from Lebanon said at least 20

Israeli tanks and armored personnel carriers crossed

the Hasbani River, eight miles from the border, and

within mortar range of a Lebanese army garrison

shortly before nightfall.

Lebanese tanks were ordered into battle positions

and traded shellfire with the Israelis, witnesses said.

Thousands of Lebanese villagers and peasant

farmers, carrying belongings on their heads, fled the

embattled area.

The Israeli military command in Tel Aviv said its

ground forces jabbed into Lebanon in a search-and-

destroy operation against Arab guerrillas.

A military spokesman claimed the raid was

touched off by guerrilla gunfire from southeast

Lebanon.
The fire was silenced and several houses believed

harboring the Arab commandos were blown up, he

said.

Two Israeli soldiers were wounded in the assault,

he said. The Tel Aviv command said Israeli jets

struck eight miles inside Lebanon, strafing what it

called "the general headquarters of the terrorist

organizations in southern Lebanon."

The planes made "accurate hits" and all planes

returned safely to base, a spokesman said.

The military command said Defense Minister

Moshe Dayan and the chief of staff, Lt. Gen. David

Elazar, visited troops in the Mt. Hermon region,

apparently while the battle was in progress.

Israel claims 5,000 Palestinian guerrillas are based

in southern Lebanon.

The U.N. Security Council met in New York

Saturday night to discuss a Lebanese complaint of

Israeli aggression, but failed to reach a decision or

set a date for another session.

Guerrilla leader Arafat said Sunday the new Israeli

road being built into Lebanon is aimed at establishing

military control over guerrilla bases and their supply

routes from Syria.

Arafat said in a press statement that 18 guerrillas

were killed and 34 wounded in the three days of

fighting.

Benefits Increase Expected

WASHINGTON < AP) - Almost

no one on Capitol Hill now doubts

that the election-year Congress

will enact a big boost in Social

Security benefits before Novem
ber.

But a question affecting all 27

million beneficiaries remains to be

resolved:

—Will the increase be spread

impartially to all of them as Rep

Wilbur D Mills. D-Ark . proposed

in his surprise 20-percent-raise

legislation

•r will there be a sliding scale

favoring the low end of the income

spread, on the principle that no

Social Security recipient should

remain below the poverty lever

The graduated approach is

favored bv influential members of

the Senate Finance Committee

Senator and presidential hopeful

Hubert H Humphrey also has

embraced it with an announcement

he will offer an amendment
There is no single figure ac-

cepted throughout the government

as representing the poverty level

For comparative purposes, the

Senate subcommittee on aging

uses a "poverty threshhold' figure

that works out to a national

average of about $154 a month for a

single aged person. $194 for a

couple.

The present Social Security

minimums. $70 40 and $106.60. are

clearly below these figures.

The 20 percent across-the-board

boost proposed by Mills, chairman

of the House Ways and Means
Committee. would produce

minimums of $84 48 and $126.72.

still well under the "threshhold."

Humphrey's proposal would

shoot the minimums up to $165 and

$215. appreciably above it.

Arguments for an even

proportional increase include

—Among those receiving

minimum Social Security benefits

is a substantial proportion not

dependent mainly on the system;

for example, government workers

who retire on Civil Service pen

sions who also qualified for the

Social Security minimum.
The argument goes that it is

hardly fair to those who have paid

into Social Security during a

working lifetime to scale down

Food 2 t Mrs. a Day MOVIE, Deposits Taken for Trips

The Brotherhood of

SIGMA ALPHA MU
cordially invites

university men and women to

RUSH Mon., February 28 8:00 p.m

387 North Pleasant Street

Come find out what $ AAA is.

For Rides Call

545-0845 bA/ 253-9957

their added benefits for the ad-

vantage of those more loosely

attached to the system The benefit

scale already has some bias

toward lowest incomes.

—From its inception in 1936.

Social Security has been wage
related, with benefits generally

proportioned to contributions, thus

preserving the pride of the

retirees.

The defenders of this concept say

the more the system is tilted in

favor of the low end of the scale,

the further it departs from the

wage relationship and the more it

comes to resemble welfare.

If Congress should look for a

compromise between the two

approaches, as appears likely, the

House passed legislation now
before the Senate Finance Com
mittee offers alternatives

This bill contains welfare reform

and a 5 percent Social Security

benefit increase, now apparently to

be superceded
Among its provisions is a new

federal welfare scale for the aged

and disabled, guaranteeing higher

individual benefits The govern

ment would pay the whole amount

to those receiving no Social

Security payments or other in-

come, or make up the difference

for those with lower Social Security

benefits and other resources.

Adjustment of these guarantee

figures could be a way to bring

recipients up to the poverty level

without arousing fears that Social

Security was being transformed.
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Communique Studied

By Taiwan's Gov't.
forces and military installations

must be withdrawn from Taiwan."

The United States has usually

agreed that Taiwan is part of

China-because Nationalist Chinese

President Chiang Kaishek, too,

claims it is-and repeated that

position in the communique.
But the Nationalists were left not

knowing where they stand,

because the meaning of "China"

has changed.

It used to mean Chiang's

government. Now it means Mao's,

and the difference means the

Nationalists may have had the rug

pulled out from under them
What has people here even more

worried is that while agreeing

Taiwan is part of China, the United

States also agreed to govern its

relations with Chipa according to

Chou's five principles of peaceful

coexistence, one of which is non-

interference in the internal affairs

of other states.

The American promise in the

communique eventually to with-

draw "all U.S. forces and military

installations" from Taiwan makes
this even more alarming to the

•people of Taiwan, even though U.S.

force reductions have been ex-

pected for months, particularly as

the Vietnam war winds down.

TAIPKI. Taiwan (AP) — The
Shanghai communiqueraises major

questions about the future of

Taiwan but for the moment, the

Nationalist Chinese government is

not even going to try to give any

answers. A Foreign Ministry

spokesman said a statement on the

Nixon-Chou communique is being

delayed.

"There will be no comment
today," he told reporters, "and I

don't know if there will be any

tomorrow."
Sources close to the ministry

suggested the delay was to give the

government more time to study the

communique, which one called

"very important but very com-

plex " They said the decision to

delay comment was made by of-

ficials "above the Foreign
Ministry level

"

The communique was issued in

Shanghai Sunday by President

Nixon and People's Republic of

China Prime Minister Chou En-lai.

In the communique, Chou's

position couldn't be clearer:

"The Taiwan question is the

crucial question obstructing the

normalization of relations between

China and the United States.

Taiwan is a province of

China The liberation of Taiwan is

China's internal affair .. All U.S.
^

U.S. Position Precarious

In The Mediterranean
WASHINGTON <AP> — The Soviet Navy has free access to seven

major ports in the Mediterranean, and its fleet is using an additional six

anchorages in that area, a study on "Soviet Advances in the Middle East"

reports. _ lW ...
"The balance between the Soviet Mediterranean fleet and the U.S.

Sixth Fleet in 1971 thus appeared to be precarious," Prof George Lenc

zowski of the University of California, Berkeley, said in the study

released Sunday by the American Enterprise Institute, a private group

"In purely legal sense these facilities available to Soviet armed forces

were not formally granted bases," the California political scientist said

The Russians, he said, "avoided concluding formal lease-hold

agreements These might have had a connotation of imperialism and

might have exposed the Soviet Union to dangerous comparisons with

Western powers..." , . .,

The study listed the seven docking and bunkering facilities available

for the Soviets as follows: Lattakia in Syria; Alexandria, Port Said and

Mersa Matruh in Egypt; and Algiers, Bone and Mers el-Kebir in Algeria

The six Mediterranean anchorages are in the Gulf of Hammamat off

the eastern coast of Tunisia ; the Gulf of Sirte off the coast of Libya
;
in the

Sicilian Channel between Sicilty and Tunisia; in the seas off the Greek

Islands of Kytherea and Antikythera south of the Peloponesus, off the

island of Karpathos; and for submarines off the Spanish Alberan island,

just 135 miles east of Gibraltar

This latter. Leczowski said is "particularly well placed for Soviet

submarines to watch movements of NATO ships between the

Mediterranean and the Atlantic."

The growing number of air bases in Arab states on the southern shore of

the Mediterranean strengthened the Soviet naval position and "coun-

teracted the power of American aircraft carriers, he reported.

Should the Soviets acquire the Wheelus Airbase in Libya, evacuated by

the Americans two years ago, this would shift the balance of power in the

Mediterranean in favor of the Soviets, he added.

There is, however, little chance that Libya "with fresh memories of

massive foreign presence" on its territory, would permit the Soviets the

use of Wheelus. the study said.
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Plan Would
Sargent j* expected to

<%ihl*U'jn within the next

month that -Aould r>aMr tuition for

all HO '//j public college and
students

UMrtU on their farn

A "confidential memo from the

mg the proposal «
now iting among the boards

A the 30 state and

BHMBMUt) CoUegei ar^ Mi*M

While the member* of the

and education

y's staff who developed

the plan emphasize that it is still

ftty say the

-won is certain to be Ued to

ly income
-gent in a major education

speech last April hinted at the

,me-based tuition plan It is

M said to allow the

dren of the rich to attend a

state college or university for the

.argei* that are paid by the

n of the factory worker
."

Kevin Harrington president of

the Senate hah supported similar

n the past and says he is

the same frame of mind

this >ear

EOttCatioa Secretary Joseph

I romn *hil«- flfclining to corn

m«nt Oil ttH 'Mails of the proposed

plM Mid an NKMM based plm is

"ever so much fairer than an

across- the board increase for

voryMM
We hope we can link a selective

increase for those able to pay with

increase in scholarship aid.'

Mnin said

In past years, the governing

hoards of the public colleges and

universities have vigorously op-

posed an increase in the flat \Vf>

tuition fee that has been in effect

since 1959 But as public education

costs have risen so that the

pressure for tuition increase Some
i ns and educators think this

be the year for a hike of some

kind
The college boards and their

staffs are hastily trying to reach

sorr mmon position on

gent s plan and other tuition

proposals by March 7. when the

legislat, mittee on education

will hold a tuition hearing

The boards including the

coordinating Board of Higher

Lducation have serious reser-

vations about the draft version of

Sargent s plan

This version calls for students
with family incomes below $5001 to

pay no tuition at all Those incotnet

from WM) to $15 000 would pay the

same $<J00 tuition now in effect

Those with famil> incomes greater

than $!'> Ml would pay $500 tuition

ham
nee*

70

&IUEWU

;, *,] r,f Of

d»co^

#*»sj-. • p*f*e*^

1
1

a

i

l

i

J 75

m m * i • Coffce^w>

Developers of the plan say that

these levels will probably be

modified to make the transitions

between income groups smoother

Other features of the draft plan

include raising out-of-state

students" tuition from $600 to $1200

This would bring an estimated S4

million income, which would be

earmarked for a new public higher

education scholarship fund that

would provide 20.000 scholarships

for needy students

The $8 million scholarship fund,

administered by the Board of

Higher Education, now gives $1 5

million to public colleges and $6 5

u, private colleges This would all

be allocated to Massachusetts

students attending private colleges

and would aid an estimated 12.000

students and also provide some

help for hard-pressed private

colleges

Another provision of the draft

would use the $10 college ap-

plication fee for a graduate

scholarship fund The provision,

however, seems likely to be

QfODOCO
According to the proposal, extra

income from the increased out-of-

•.e tuition and the $500 from top

income brackets would balance the

additional money needed for

scholarships for low and middle

income students The additional

cost to the state would be only

$350,000 It is estimated that about

10.000 students would pay no tuition

at all. and another 20.000 would get

full tuition scholarships This

would mean that 40 percent of all

public college and university

students would go to school tuition

free

State higher education officials

see several weaknesses in the

draft They argue that a family's

Astronomy
Colloquium

Mount Holyoke College

Department of Astronomy will be

host to this week s Five College

roaomy Colloquium Thursday.

February 24. at 4:30 pm at

Willis ton Observatory

Dr Waltraut Seitter of Smith

I ollege will speak on "Model for

i Delphini 1967 From Its

ilar Spectrum " Tea will be

ed at 4 pm All interested

persons are invited.

ability to pay, which include*

number of children and Oftlf

fetor*, should be used rather than

a flat income flgUN

They also contend thai ih<- m

come from additional out of ftUU

tuition is over estimated (There

are about 3100 out-of slate studei

which would yield $37 million *

Another problem with this figure,

one univenty official said is thai

with l»-vear-olds registering to

vote where they go to loBof MN
is some question about who is * out

of-state
'

But bv far the most serious

objection, and the «.ne used in the

past agaiast tuition increases, is

that thev will raise more barriers

to higher education for low income

groups A study done for the Board

of Higher Education last year

estimated that an increase of just

$100 would keep about 4000

potential students out of public

colleges.

Scholarship funds are now

described as "woefully

inadequate to meet the need This

year there were 14.000 applications

for freshman scholarships Only

2500 could be granted This year

there is $8 million in scholarship

money For next year, Sargent has

recommended only $4 6 million

In his testimony before the

education committee last year.

University of Massachusetts

President Robert Wood said the

promise of scholarhip aid often

•fails to materialize, or if it does, it

never catches up with the need

created by the new tuition-let alone

the need that existed already
"

Despite their reservations.

Need

a helping
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needs help planning an

advertising campaign,
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however public higher education

official! b'-heve Sargent's

proposal, or something similar,

may be enacted this year.

"This year, of all years, a change

m tuition is being seriously con

Idered Patrick McCarthy,

Ctinf I
h.mcellor of higher

.-.location told his board recently

Were past studying this sub-

let wi ie at a point where we've

t
'.,t to m.ike up our minds."

The board voted to hire Tufts

economist Arthur Corazzini, who
„,.,<!<• I., i year s tuition study, to

quickly analyze the tuition

ronomm that will come up for

boaring March 7 The hope is that

the board -«long with the gover-

ning l>oards of state and com-

munity colleges and UMass, will be

able to agree on a joint position by

that time The legislative com-

mittee of the state college board

reportedly already has agreed to

support a $100 tuition increase.

In addition to whatever finally

emerges as Sargent's proposal the

boards will have to decide on

dozens of other tuition bills, in-

cluding one drafted by the

Massachusetts Taxpayers
Foundation and filed by Rep
Laurence Golden <D-

Framinghami The bill, similar to

one filed last year by the foun

dation. calls for tuition based on 35-

55 percent of the per student cost at

each of the colleges and univer-

sities Sample tuitions, based on

1971-72 operating coats, would be:

community colleges, $390 to $615,

state colleges. $515 to $810; UMass
Boston. $715-11125; UMass
Amherst $810 to $1430

MDC Classifieds Sell

Mon. and Tues., Feb. 28 and 29

Bowker Auditorium — 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UMass Undergrads $1; Other Full-
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Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter, Tel. 545-0202
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When
(Editor's note: This is the fifth in

a six-part series on the conditions

at the Belchertown State School for

the Retarded. It was first printed

two years ago in the Springfield

Union. However, conditions at the

school have changed little from

that time. The series was written

by James Shanks.)

Retarded children grow up.

Contrary to a popular myth, they

do not remain "children" forever.

Although many parents are able

to care for their retarded children

until adulthood, a serious problem

exists for them once that child

reaches majority.

When a parent who has managed
to care for a retarded child for

many years dies or becomes too

sick to continue, this produces a

truly traumatic experience for the

family and the retarded son or

daughter.
Almost the only solution at

present is Belchertown, the

human warehouse, the place

without affection, the place which

turns people into vegetables or

caged animals.

The majority of retarded adults,

however, can be nearly self-

sufficient and semi-independent,

able to earn a largeportion or all of

their needed income, IF—
If, there is an adequate number

of sheltered workshops and group

living centers. But there isn't!

A sheltered workshop is a place

where the retarded (or, in other

contexts the handicapped or blind)

are employed, either permanently

or in training to take regular jobs

in industry.

A group living center is a home,

boarding house, apartment

complex or whatever which

provides an independent home
atmosphere with needed super-

vision It could be described as a

sheltered sorority or fraternity

house or college dormitory.

Yet, Goodwill Industries now

operates the only sheltered

workshop for the retarded in

Springfield. The Northampton
area has one, with a workshop

recently opened in Greenfield.

Others are urgently neeOvJ in

Springfield, Holyoke, Westfield

and Chicopee.

The workshops are vital not only

because they provide employment,

but because they train persons who

can go into private industry.

Matthew Petoniak, director of

the Occupational and Vocational

Development Center for the

Handicapped in Florence, em-

phasized the adaptability of the

retarded for work in industry.

"Given the proper pre-training,"

he said, "the retarded can do

almost any repetitive assembly

line job. It's amazing the other jobs

they can also do in industry, more

than the simple assembly line or

non-complex task.

"They can be taught to operate

producing something, to learn the

importance of punching a clock out

on his break and punching it in 15

minutes later — not 20 or 25.

"The abilities are there,"

Petoniak said. "We must develop

and bring them out so the retarded

person can function as a member
of the community and the in-

dustrial society."

Petoniak's organization is

associated with the "Flame of

Hope," a Kennedy Foundation

project which makes jewelry and

candles at 13 centers throughout

the country.

Florence is unique in producing

two expensive perfumes, in-

troduced in late 1969 and sold at

quality department stores around

the country.

Some 30 persons work in

Florence. About 10 are being

evaluated to determine their fit-

ness for industry or sheltered

workshop employment.

Some may be found unfit for any

machinery, lathes, grinders, drill work. They will be referred to day

presses, many other things. care centers or to institutions such

"But " Petoniak emphasized, as Belchertown because there is

"they must first be taught now nowhere else for them to go.

something the ordinary person Seven to nine persons are un-

knows immediately - respect for dergoing personality adjustnient to

the machine work out emotional problems

"We know a whirring blade will which keep them from working

Privacy at the Belchertown State School for the retarded is

practicallv non-existent. Residents at the school are forced to put

whatever "personal belongings they may have into open cubicles.

(Photo b« Vinne D'Addario)

With these two alternatives to

institutionalization, the retarded

adult is capable of becoming a

productive member of society and

a taxpayer instead of a heavy drain

on society.

For many people now residing in

Belchertown. it opens the way for

release into an environment where

they can once again become

human — and productive, further

reducing the drain on tax

resources

cut off a finger if we touch it The

retarded person must be taught

that
."

One of the most important things

a workship teaches is the values of

work
"We must, as our first task,

teach the retardate a whole new

value system,'' he said.

"He must be trained to arrive on

time, to learn the value of

effectively.

The remaining dozen are

working on an extended basis of

eight months to a year in hopes

they will eventually be placed in

industry after training They will

probably be placed in the larger

plants around Northampton which

can "carry" them for a period of

(Continued on Page 10)
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Plan Would
Gov. Sargent is expected to

submit legislation within the next

month that would base tuition for

all 80,000 public college and
university students in

Massachusetts on their family's

income.
A "confidential memo from the

governor "outlining the proposal is

now circulating among the boards

and presidents of the 30 state and

community colleges and univer-

sities.

While the members of the

governor's and education

secretary's staff who developed

the plan emphasize that it is still

only a rough draft, they say the

final version is certain to be tied to

family income.

Sargent, in a major education

speech last April, hinted at the

income-based tuition plan. "It is

foolish." he said, "to allow the

children of the rich to attend a

state college or university for the

same charges that are paid by the

children of the factory worker
"

Kevin Harrington, president of

the Senate, has supported similar

plans in the past and says he is

still of the same frame of mind"

this year.

Education Secretary Joseph

Cronin. while declining to com-

ment on the details of the proposed

plan, said an income-based plan is

"ever so much fairer than an

across-the-board increase for

everyone."
"We hope we can link a selective

increase for those able to pay with

an increase in scholarship aid,"

Cronin said.

In past years, the governing

boards of the public colleges and

universities have vigorously op-

posed an increase in the flat $200

tuition fee that has been in effect

since 1959. But as public education

costs have risen, so that the

pressure for tuition increase. Some
politicians and educators think this

may be the year for a hike of some

kind.

The college boards and their

staffs are hastily trying to reach

some common position on

Sargent's plan and other tuition

proposals by March 7. when the

legislative committee on education

will hold a tuition hearing.

The boards, including the

coordinating Board of Higher

Education, have serious reser-

vations about the draft version of

Sargent's plan.

This version calls for students

with family incomes below $5000 to

pay no tuition at all. Those incomes

from $5000 to $15,000 would pay the

same $200 tuition now in effect.

Those with family incomes greater

than $15,000 would pay $500 tuition
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Developers of the plan say that

these levels will probably be

modified to make the transitions

between income groups smoother.

Other features of the draft plan

include raising out-of-state

students' tuition from $600 to $1200.

This would bring an estimated $4

million income, which would be

earmarked for a new public higher

education scholarship fund that

would provide 20,000 scholarships

for needy students.

The $8 million scholarship fund,

administered by the Board of

Higher Education, now gives $1.5

million to public colleges and $6.5

to private colleges. This would all

be allocated to Massachusetts

students attending private colleges

and would aid an estimated 12,000

students and also provide some

help for hard-pressed private

colleges.

Another provision of the draft

would use the $10 college ap-

plication fee for a graduate

scholarship fund. The provision,

however, seems likely to be

dropped.
According to the proposal, extra

income from the increased out-of-

state tuition and the $500 from top

income brackets would balance the

additional money needed for

scholarships for low and middle

income students The additional

cost to the state would be only

$350,000. It is estimated that about

10,000 students would pay no tuition

at all. and another 20,000 would get

full tuition scholarships. This

would mean that 40 percent of all

public college and university

students would go to school tuition

free.

State higher education officials

see several weaknesses in the

draft. They argue that a family's

Astronomy
Colloquium

Mount Holyoke College

Department of Astronomy will be

host to this week's Five College

astronomy Colloquium Thursday,

February 24, at 4:30 p.m. at

Williston Observatory.

Dr Waltraut Seitter of Smith

College will speak on "Model for

Nova Delphini 1967 From Its

Nebular Spectrum " Tea will be

served at 4 p.m. All interested

persons are invited.

ability to pay which includes

number of children and other

factors, should be used rather than

a flat income figure.

They also contend that the in-

come from additional out-of-state

tuition is over estimated. (There

are about 3100 out-of-state students

which would yield $3.7 million.)

Another problem with this figure

one univerity official said, is that

with 18-vear-olds registering to

vote where they go to coUege, there

is some question about who is "out-

of-state

But by far the most serious

objection, and the one used in the

past against tuition increases, is

that they will raise more barriers

to higher education for low-income

groups. A study done for the Board

of Higher Education last year

estimated that an increase of just

$100 would keep about 4000

potential students out of public

colleges.

Scholarship funds are now
described as "woefully

inadequate" to meet the need. This

year there were 14,000 applications

for freshman scholarships. Only

2500 could be granted. This year

there is $8 million in scholarship

money. For next year, Sargent has

recommended only $4.6 million.

In his testimony before the

education committee last year,

University of Massachusetts

President Robert Wood said the

promise of scholarhip aid often

"fails to materialize, or if it does, it

never catches up with the need

created by the new tuition-let alone

the need that existed already."

Despite their reservations.

Need

a helping

hand?

If your RSO group

needs help planning an

advertising campaign,

we have a man for you.

Come on up and see him

Wednesdays 2 - 4 p.m. 2
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however, public higher education

officials believe Sargent's

proposal, or something similar,

may be enacted this year.

"This year, of all years, a change

in tuition is being seriously con

sidered," Patrick McCarthy,
acting chancellor of higher

education, told his board recently

"We're past studying this sub-

ject...we're at a point where we've

got to make up our minds."

The board voted to hire Tufts

economist Arthur Corazzini, who
made last year's tuition study, to

quickly analyze the tuition

measures that will come up for

hearing March 7. The hope is that

the board, along with the gover

ning boards of state and com-

munity colleges and UMass, will be

able to agree on a joint position by

that time. The legislative com-

mittee of the state college board

reportedly already has agreed to

support a $100 tuition increase.

In addition to whatever finally

emerges as Sargent's proposal the

boards will have to decide on

dozens of other tuition bills, in

eluding one drafted by the

Massachusetts Taxpayers
Foundation and filed by Rep

Laurence Golden <D-

Framingham). The bill, similar to

one filed last year by the foun-

dation, calls for tuition based on 35-

• 55 percent of the per-student cost at

each of the colleges and univer-

sities. Sample tuitions, based on

1971-72 operating coats, would be:

community colleges. $390 to $615;

state colleges. $515 to $810, UMass
Boston. $715-$1125; UMass
Amherst $810 to $1430.

MDC Classifieds Sell
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Mon. and Tues., Feb. 28 and 29

Bowker Auditorium — 8:00 p.m.
V

Reserved Tickets: UMass Undergrads $1; Other Full-

Time Students $2; UMass Faculty/Staff $3; General Public

$3.50
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Belchertown -When
(Editor's note: This is the fifth in

a aix-part series on the conditions

at the Belchertown State School for

the Retarded. It was first printed

two years ago in the Springfield

Union. However, conditions at the

school have changed little from

that time. The series was written

by James Shanks.)

Retarded children grow up.

Contrary to a popular myth, they

do not remain "children" forever.

Although many parents are able

to care for their retarded children

until adulthood, a serious problem

exists for them once that child

reaches majority.

When a parent who has managed
to care for a retarded child for

many years dies or becomes too

sick to continue, this produces a

truly traumatic experience for the

family and the retarded son or

daughter.
Almost the only solution at

present is Belchertown, the

human warehouse, the place

without affection, the place which

turns people into vegetables or

caged animals.

The majority of retarded adults,

however, can be nearly self-

sufficient and semi-independent,

able to earn a largeportion or all of

their needed income, IF—
If, there is an adequate number

of sheltered workshops and group

living centers. But there isn't!

A sheltered workshop is a place

where the retarded (or, in other

contexts the handicapped or blind)

are employed, either permanently

or in training to take regular jobs

in industry.

A group living center is a home,

boarding house, apartment
complex or whatever which
provides an independent home
atmosphere with needed super-

vision. It could be described as a

sheltered sorority or fraternity

house or college dormitory.

Privacy at the Belchertown State School for the retarded is

practically non-existent. Residents at the school are forced to put

whatever personal belongings they may have into open cubicles.

(Photo by Vinne D'Addario)

With these two alternatives to

institutionalization, the retarded

adult is capable of becoming a

productive member of society and

a taxpayer instead of a heavy drain

on society.

For many people now residing in

Belchertown. it opens the way for

release into an environment where

they can once again become

human — and productive, further

reducing the drain on tax

resources

Yet, Goodwill Industries now
operates the only sheltered

workshop for the retarded in

Springfield. The Northampton
area has one, with a workshop

recently opened in Greenfield.

Others are urgently needed in

Springfield, Holyoke, Westfield

and Chicopee.

The workshops are vital not only

because they provide employment,

but because they train persons who
can go into private industry.

Matthew Petoniak, director of

the Occupational and Vocational

Development Center for the

Handicapped in Florence, em-
phasized the adaptability of the

retarded for work in industry.

"Given the proper pre-training,"

he said, "the retarded can do

almost any repetitive assembly

line job. It's amazing the other jobs

they can also do in industry, more
than the simple assembly line or

non-complex task.

"They can be taught to operate

machinery, lathes, grinders, drill

presses, many other things.

"But," Petoniak emphasized,

"they must first be taught

something the ordinary person

knows immediately — respect for

the machine
"We know a whirring blade will

cut off a finger if we touch it The
retarded person must be taught

that
"

One of the most important things

a workship teaches is the values of

work
"We must, as our first task,

teach the retardate a whole new
value system," he said.

"He must be trained to arrive on

time, to learn the value of

producing something, to learn the

importance of punching a clock out

on his break and punching it in 15

minutes later — not 20 or 25.

"The abilities are there,"

Petoniak said. "We must develop

and bring them out so the retarded

person can function as a member
of the community and the in-

dustrial society."

Petoniak's organization is

associated with the "Flame of

Hope," a Kennedy Foundation

project which makes jewelry and

candles at 13 centers throughout

the country.

Florence is unique in producing

two expensive perfumes, in-

troduced in late 1969 and sold at

quality department stores around

the country.

Some 30 persons work in

Florence. About 10 are being

evaluated to determine their fit-

ness for industry or sheltered

workshop employment.
Some may be found unfit for any

work. They will be referred to day

care centers or to institutions such

as Belchertown because there is

now nowhere else for them to go.

Seven to nine persons are un-

dergoing personality adjustment to

work out emotional problems
which keep them from working

effectively.

The remaining dozen are

working on an extended basis of

eight months to a year in hopes

they will eventually be placed in

industry after training. They will

probably be placed in the larger

plants around Northampton which

can "carry" them for a period of

(Continued on Page 10)
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Fighting The End
Every once and a while you pick up a newspaper and

somewhere in the back pages there is a story about

someone predicting an ecological catastrophe within the

next ten or twenty years.

They say the oceans will die from the poisons we are

daily pouring into them; that the average temperature

across the face of the earth will rise, a symptom of all the

pollution we blow into the atmosphere; or some other

scenario for our doom.

The one thing no one ever considers is that it's true. We

are well along the way to killing ourselves off and few

seem to care.

However, the few that do care are doing something

about that and all the technological plagues that haunt our

nation and the world. One group that has just been formed

and is actively working in this area is WMPIRG. (Western

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Groups)

They are trying to do something about the things that

everyone complains about but do nothing to stop.

Pollution, food additives, the ecological tape of our

country, dishonest politics-all the things that got us into the

trouble we're in now, and that are pushing us along the

road to more.

WMPIRG is trying to stop all that. They deserve our

support.

WASHINGTON -President Nixon is prepared for

any emergency that might arise while he is in China.

His staff has been working for months on every

contingency the President might face. I can now

reveal that the President, after hearing that Mao Tse-

tung writes poetry, is carrying poetry of his own in his

briefcase to read to Mao when the occasion presents

itself. These are the poems that Nixon could spring on

Mao Tse-tung at any time:

If I must fly in a Chinese plane,

will Air Force One be far behind?
*•*

I stand at the Great Wall

with Pat at my side.

And as 1 breathe the centuries of history,

the New Hampshire primary looks very small.

«*•

There are no clouds in the sky,

the wind is but a whisper in the trees,

lakes sparkle as birds sing,

it's a good day to bomb Cambodia.
•••

The journey of a thousand miles

must begin with one single step.

Unless you go to school

and have to take a bus.

••*

Daybreak comes quietly,

sneaking up on the dark.

The sun finally commands the earth.

I hope Kissinger had a good night.
*•*

A dog barks, an eagle cries.

The birds take flight,

the deer stand frightened.

I told them Phase II would work.

***

The streams rush down from the mountain

washing the rocks with blue.

The woods are filled with buds

as spring wipes the frost from her eyes.

I wonder if it's too early in the year

to call a football coach.
•**

I made this journey into yesterday

because I must think about tomorrow.

If I should trip or lose my way
111 deny it.

•••

When I look at the universe, I am nothing

When I look at a rose, I am nothing.

When I look at a newborn baby, I am nothing.

When I look at the ocean, I am nothing.

When I look at the polls, I am 49%.

•*•

As the sun sets over the Yellow River

and the moon rises in the China Sea,

I reach to the stars with both hands

knowing I will be on American TV.

Campus Housing
By EDWIN MATYSIKWU Z

This year is probably the

beginning of an era of fiscal dif-

ficulty for UMass (forecasted for

higher education by Newsweek >.

Campus housing which is a ser-

vice, operates with very marginal

reserves unable to absorb large

increases. The Sylvan area and a

90% occupancy rate have resulted

in a revenue deficit of over

$300,000 This means $300,000 of

revenue did not materialize in

dormitory accounts because of low

occupancy Therefore, if spending

is continued at its present rate,

housing will be $300,000 in the red

in the expense Budget at the end of

the semester
The revenue budget was

calculated on a occupancy rate of

95% as is university policy.

However, the base number of beds

included two in a counselor's room
and beds in rooms which have been

taken out of service (snack bars,

dark rooms, etc.) Therefore a

more realistic base number for the

revenue budget calculation must

be adopted In fact, the 95% rate

has not been achieved for several

years.

The 90% occupancy rate has

several causes Recent relaxation

of off campus housing eligibility

rules has made off-campus housing

available to more students The

relative high cost of on campus
housing of $70 month for half a

dormitory cubicle is very unat

tractive when compared to sharing

an apartment at the same or

usually lower cost The choice for

the eligible student is easy, off

campus housing is just a simply

better buy at this time As on-

campus housing costs continue to

rise, more students will move off-

campus and then on campus
housing will have to again raise

rents to compensate for lower

occupancy rates. This vicious

cycle will be further aggrevated

next year by the University -ac-

cepting 1800 junior and senior

transfers from Community
Colleges Many of these transfers

will automatically be eligible for

off campus housing, and will

probably exercise this option once

they realize what off-campus
housing offers in relation to on

campus housing.

The other major fiscal disaster is

Sylvan area The actual costs far

exceeded the projected con-

struction costs and as a result the

rent does not cover the bills for the

area. Presently deficits in the

Sylvan area will be supported by
transfers of money from Southwest
projects with agreement of the

building authority.

The on-campus housing picture

is very gloomy and doesn't look as

if it will become any brighter. One
large cost area which is constantly

rising is PP (Physical Plant)

services, (janitorial, maintenance,
and rennovation). Presently the

services are done by University
employees which are relatively

costly For example, a person that

gets paid $2 50/ hour, with fringe

benefits added, costs physical

plant $3.20/hour Then with the

usual 38% surcharge by PP. actual

billed labor costs to dormitories is

$4. 32/hour
The relative high cost of PP

services as in the example of

$4 32 hour in comparison to the

cost of student labor hired by the

business manager at $* 75/hour is

very high, almost three times as

much
There is not only the high cost of

PP services, but also there is a

problem of PP management
Presently when maintenance is

done in dorms, area business

managers cannot supervise or

oversee the work as is current

management practice in many
colleges Now when questions of

job progress arise with the present

management structure, area

business managers are helpless to

reduce man-hour waste. What we
have now is a PP persont>1

supervisor in each dorm area

Currently when a PP supervisor

becomes too friendly with the

students or people in the area

directors office, he gets switched

to another area as part

management practice so he won't

•stagnate". This present

management system is a large

contributor to the housing

problem Maintenance supervisors

who report directly to business

managers would mean more ef-

ficient management.
In Canadian Colleges it is

common practice to hire students

for janitorial, maintenance, and

rennovation of campus facilities

Several collages in the U.S. are

similarly run with good results, (ie

Harvard). I believe that campus
housing could and should be

cheaper In light of decreased

financial aid (7%) for students. I

believe that more service jobs

should be done by students. I would

appreciate campus comment

* uJiUt tmc cat's AuMy.

Letters
As in previous years the MDC will continue to print letters to the

editor. The only requirements are that they be typed at sixty

spaces, double-spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length. All letters must be signed and the author's address and

telephone numbers must be included. No letter will be published

without this information. Also, no letters will be printed without the

name of the author. Please note this change in policy.

All letters are subject to editing either for content or space ac-

cording to the judgment of the editors. Also, due to space

limitations, we do not guarantee that all letters will be printed.

THE EDITORS

AIR FORCE ONE HAS LANDED ... THE DOOR OPENS ... HE COMES BOUNDING AND
BEAMING DOWN THE RAMP ... I STEP FORWARD TO GREET HIM-ZONO!

Letters To The Editor

Sportive Profits For The Amateur

To the Editor:

In reading Mr. Derderian's column, ' On

Amateurism'' (Wednesday, Feb. 23), I was both

amazed and dismayed at not only his rather vague

and confusing beginning, but also at the conclusions

and recommendations he makes. First, the title of the

column is "ON Amateurism", and yet the word is

only mentioned once throughout the entire article,

and even this is in no way connected to any definition,

which is ultimately the crux of his whole article, as

much as he'd like to think it isn't. The article

primarily deals with trying to distinguish between

"commercialism" and professionalism", a strange

way indeed to discuss "amateurism".

Secondly, Mr. Derderian seems to want to have his

cake and to eat it also, in his definition of

•professionalism", as it appears to combine the best

of both the amateur and professional aspects of sport.

The idea of an athlete being both an amateur and a

professional at once in the same event is mind

boggeling. to say the least.

Finally, Mr Derderianexplains that the best, in-

deed the only way to keep the athletes from being

"exploited", or "Slave labor in Sapporo ', is to em-

ploy "profiteering" To accomplish this, he suggests

seven policies that might be instituted to achieve this

goal I should like to give my own thoughts on these

proposals Mr Derderian states that "excessive prize

money for extraordinary competitions" should be

prohibited Would he care to tell us what excessive

money or an extraordinary the stunt, the more money

an individual should receive for it (Anyway, the

government has prohibited Mr Kneivel from at-

tempting his jump of the Grand Canyon anyway, so

why worry about it, unless one is embarrassed

because Mrs Kneivel is getting more for his feat than

someone who runs a hundred yards or jumps a bar )

Mr Derderian than comes to the crux of his position

namely profit sharing by the athletes This is all well

and fine, but does he realize that athletes salaries are

already the largest single items on most professional

budgets? Also, he seems to think that all teams are

even making money-does he realize that this is not

even close to being true (example- about only four or

five basketball teams in the NBA are turning a profit,

the rest no way ) ; in all fairness, if the athletes share

in the profits, they also ought to share in the losses, so

that if a team loses money, they should pay the team

to play. How many athletes, Mr Derderian. would

agree to this?

Mr Derderian next proposes to legalize gambling,

in order to increase turnouts, and then gate receipts^

This he feels, will increase the athletes' salaries and

they won't fix games any more. I can only ask what

It's Real

To the Editor:

I was really amazed at how true the article about

Belchertown really was. A month ago I could never

have imagined how the conditions really were. It s

easy to draw a picture in your mind but it will never

really be real until you see for yourself. A few weeks

ago I started volunteering with a friend of mine who

works there as an attendent nurse. Because there

were only three attendent nurses (plus a head at-

tendent nurse) out of a possible seven, I worked the

entire shift with hex. We spent more time as

custodians than we did with the patients.

Except for the fact that I was in a women s

building, the article described the conditions per-

fectly I wish more people could see Belchertown as i

really is. Maybe then something would be done about

it#
Carole Weiner

basis of proof there is for this chain of thought? Why
should anyone be more inclined to attend a game now
that it is easier to bet on it? And besides, in the words
of Saint Peter Rozelle. "I would hate to see

the hometown fans boo the team because it was

simply sitting on a lead and run out the clock, and not

trying to beat the point spread ." Also, if gambling is

legal, won't players bet on games like everyone else?

As for cutting the officials in on the profits, don't

you think they might be influenced to keep the contest

close in order to keep attendance up? Let us not

forget that officials are human, also

Two of Mr. Derderian's last three points concern

themselves with placing a tax on tickets to games, to

help research on sport and related subjects. Perhaps

he has not taken a good look at the last ticket he

bought to a Red Sox game, or indeed to a UMass
football game, but if so, he will note that there is

already a tax being collected, and for perhaps more

worthy causes than he suggests. How many taxes

would Mr. Derderian like to see added to the price of

an athletic ticket ? There is only so far one may prices

and still hope to sell the maximum number of seats

available.

I agree with Mr. Derderian that athletes should be

on directing boards in amateur sports, but not to the

extent he does 1 50% I , simply because I do not believe

they have the expertise to warrant such strong

representation.

Finally, I must voice strong disagreement with Mr.

Derderian's belief that athletes are exploited or that

they have lost "control of their bodies". To admit

this, is to admit that athletes have had a gun put to

their heads in order to force them to compete, and I

would have to question an athlete's true motives if he

submitted to this; if an athlete allows himself to be

exploited, he has no one but himself to blame
Warren E. White

Dollars For Spring

To the Editor:

The Concert Committee has been meeting since the

first semester in order to work out a viable plan for a

concert to be held in the spring It will not be possible

to hold a ticketed concert (as originally planned), as

the administration has declined to accept the

responsibilities and liabilities that such an event

would cause. However a free concert is feasible But

there is a difference between a ticketed concert and a

free one. All the expenses of a ticketed concert would

have been covered by the ticket sales With the free

concert, we must have whatever monies we have. At

this time, the committee has approximately $8100.

which the Student Senate appropriated for our use_

After expenses (which aren't as great as they would

be for a ticketed concert), we don't have as much

money as we would like to have. This is why we have

turned to the area governments for financial help.

The money that we hope to receive from the govern-

ments will probably determine the quality of the

groups that we can contract to play. A student poll

will appear in the Collegian with the names of groups

that we may contract. However, we need money. I

urge all students to contact their representatives in

area government, and let them know that you support

a spring concert Urge them to donate whatever

money they can to the use of the committee. I would

also urge the commuters to attend the next general

meeting of the commuters (which will be soon), and

to let themselves be heard Whether or not there is a

good concert will depend on you in the end You

elected these people to represent you. Please make

sure that they do.
Jeff Willner

Editorial Points

Why did the chicken cross

the street? (To get three

modular credits from the

School of Ed.)
»»»

Maybe the UMass basketball

team should invest in a por-

table Cage to take with them
wherever they go.

*»*

Guess who went to lunch at

Pierpont yesterday? At the

invitation of Trustee Lee
Sandwen, Trustees Rowland,

Troy, Abrahams, Chandler,

and Shaler, not to mention

Acting Chancellor Bromery,
Vice-Chancellors Gluckstern

and Gage, some faculty, some
freaks, and six dogs met for a

beef stew wine-Italian Garlic

bread feast. As Sandwen said

afterwards, "Far out!"
***

We certainly hope the

University Staff Secretaries

enjoyed their free dinner last

Wednesday in the Campus
Center, paid for out of student

funds.
»**

UMass should capitalize on
its assets. In a few weeks when
all the snow has melted and the

campus is reduced to a

mudhole, someone should open
up a beauty spa specializing in

mudpacks. Now, if we could

only get a mineral water

spring...
•••

The Clifford Irving mess has

died out of the news-do you
suppose that's prophetic?

Support The Concert

To the Editor: ...
In the course of the past month the Student Senate has appropriated i

total of $8112 to be used for a free concert to be held here at the universitj

in the Spring If you have followed the sequence of events than most o

you know why we plan on having a free concert as opposed to a tickets

style admission concert. For those of you who don't know why let m«

explain briefly. To begin with a free concert is less expensive than at

admission-ticket concert because you don't need the additional secuntj

or student marshal or usher staffs. Nor do we have to provide tickets am
extensive advertising, etc. There are additional benefits also to be gaine<

by the free concert style some of which are unlimited admissions so tha

any student, so desiring, could attend as well as the fact that persona

injury would be minimized because of the free psychological atmosphen

and the lack of a cause that could create hostility and anxiety, etc

Having reached the decision to provide a free concert the Studen

Senate contributed as much as it was financially able to contribute Thi:

however is not sufficient to provide a good all day free spring concert tha

would include at least one or two popular feature attractions We an

presently, faced with the problem of generating or obtaining additiona

funds There are a number of areas or means to obtain these additiona

funds The first source that we have attempted to obtain funds from wen

and presently are all the area governments Presently, we have en

countered many problems with this approach Orchard Hill's Are*

Government would like to fund or help fund the concert but they hav«

spent or promised to spend almost all of their entire budget which is i

total, as in the case of all other areas, of four dollars per student South

west Assembly have made some gestures of attempting to aid the concer

but as of this time have not voted to do so. Central Area is also in favor o

funding but have not had a quorum which is necessary to approve th<

appropriation. Sylvan Area government has not been approached as the;

are still in the process of forming that government The Commute

Assembly has been asked for an appropriation of $1,500 but they hav«

decided not to fund the Concert and to keep those funds in a "slush" fun*

for future use or as I am told for a beer blast at the next General Meeting

of the Commuter Assembly I might add that if commuters are interests

enough and sincerely desire to have a good concert, they should eithe

come or request the executive committee of that body to hold a meetinj

at which time a proposal of an appropriation could be made. Any com

muter can make a proposal and any commuter can vote at the genera

meeting Finally, we have not as of yet approached the Northeast Are;

Government, but I assume that they too have a financial crunch

And so we have several opportunities. One chance is to charge a dollai

for a ticket Another possibility is to ask for contributions Both of thes.

will take great efforts Please. IF YOU, THE STUDENTS OF THI!

UNIVERSITY WANT A FREE CONCERT, GET OUT TO YOUR ARE/

GOVERNMENTS OR HELP WITH PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
Elliot Sherma

Oh, Inflation Again

To the Editor:

Oh the cost of inflation! With the entire nation experiencing ou

sickened system of economics, we find it easier to sympathize witi

faculty and staff position freezes, yet the recent stoppage of studenl

dormitory refurbishing monies already appropriated through ren

revenue leaves us only with revulsion.

It's been quite a while now since the budgetting procedures fo

dispersing some $33,000 allocated to Orchard Hill for improving ou

dormitories began. We regret that expenditures involving the UMas

Physical Plant have been sluggish in evolving Notwithstanding

whatever the rationale for this freeze, we maintain that an

mismanaging or blundering of the budgetting should not result i

penalization of our student body. Moreover, we maintain that as th

source of refurbishing revenue, the students have every right to spen

these monies for student-designated purposes at student-designate

times. The freeze, therefore, we consider to be dissonant with thes

rights

The clandestine posture taken by our budgetting staff is particular!

distressing. Indeed, our staff communication system appears rathe

bleak when the only information line between the Area East Busines

Office and the nerve center of Orchard Hill has grapes on it.

We of Orchard Hill, sense the entire campus in a budgetary dilernm

and consequently have called a general meeting at the Webster Hous

Lounge at 7 :00 Thursday night to find out why we wont be able to resolv

this situation. . _ . _ m . m
Joseph J. DeSousa et a
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Bill Spinn
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Monday and Tuesday Funding of Juvei
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posted by the elevators, tension, Outing

R.S.O , Amateur

Club (Mond. );
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Education. jjjjx
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:
:
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highest priority
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Bills, and R SO Con gxj

StitutionS l$g:

Tuesday 7
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Thursday,
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Wednesday,
177 CC

Tuesday, 7pm

Monday 6 p m 175 CC

Sunday, 6 p.m., 802 CC

Physical :*:

&WM
-XX

v.v.t-xcw.'.wav.

WFCRTo
Amnesty
B> B1LLDENSMORE

This morning from 10.30 AM to

12 30 PM. and Tuesday morning

from 9:30 AM to 12.30 PM. WFCR
(fin) will broadcast live from

Washington, DC. the Senate sub-

committee hearings on amnesty

for draft evader- WFCR <fm> is

the public radio station of the Five

College community, and broad-

its on a frequency of 88 5 Mc

Witnesses scheduled to testify

during the two days of hearings

,ired by Sen Edward Kennedy
1) Mass >' today include: Draft

Director Custis Tarr, Jack Shat-

tuck of the American Friends

ommittee, and Arlo

Tattum. author of The Con-

scientious Objector's Handbook

and member of the Central

Committee for Conscientious

Objectors.

When the hearings continue

Tuesdav witnesses will include:

David Harris, husband of folk

singer Joan Baez and recently

released from prison as a draft

evader: Sen. Robert Taft <R-

ohioi; and Henry Commanger.

Professor of History at Amherst

College When reached last Friday

afternoon Prof Commanger in

dicated that he would urge in his

testimony Tuesday "complete

amnesty without any conditions"

in order to "rid ourselves of these

running sores"

(Continued from Page 7)

time.

"There is still quite a gap bet-

ween working here ana in in-

dustry," Petoniak said. "It takes

time to again train the person for a

specific job and get his produc-

tivity up."

Everyone in Petoniak's program

lives at home. They must have

someone to give them limited care

and attention, but the home
situation does not encourage in-

dependence. Parents eventually

die.

The death or disability of a

parent usually means Belcher-

town, even if the person is em-

ployed, the result of training and

years of learning to live in the

world.

Petoniak plans an experimental

"boarding house" approach to

community living. Cooking and

other needs will be taken care of by

"house parents," who will also

provide the needed amount of

supervision.

Dr. M. Phillip Wakstein. former

regional director of retardation for

the Department of Mental Health,

is a strong advocate of group

homes.
"They've been a hell of a success

in Connecticut." he said. "The

department there is now working

on a 28-unit apartment complex in

the Hartford area and have several

others in operation."

Most of the costs of these homes

have been borne by the retarded

residents themselves. They con-

tribute a portion of their earnings

for rent and food The state hires

and trains the "house parents" and

any other staff needed. It also

provides any other services which

may be necessary.

Such complexes could be con-

structed new and paid for with the

savings of costs as compared to

Belchertown — about $1,000 per

year for the homes compared to

$3,800 for Belchertown

Legislative appropriations, or

lack thereof, are again the cause of

the lack of such centers and

workshops. The appropriations are

also the cure

With the overcrowded conditions

at Belchertown and an increasing

population (more retarded per-

sons > new facilities will have to be

constructed at some time.

Dr. Gunnar Dybwad. a con-

sultant to the President's Com-

mittee on Mental Retardation and

a world-renowned expert, says

group homes can be constructed

for about half of the "hospital-

type" institutional construction

costs.

Dybwad suggest modified houses

with about eight residents each,

possibly in clusters. He points to a

state school under construction

near Chicago which is using this

cottage pain for its entire layout,

not for group homes.

He has pictures of homes in

Seattle for the adult retarded,

located in the community, which

would be the pride of any architect

or homeowner, modern homes

anyone would be proud to live in.

Two persons usually share the

rooms there, with built-in Danish

type bunks which convert to sofas

for daytimeuse. There is a central

living room and kitchen, with baths

shared by the residents

Scandinavia, Dybwad says,

presently has the world leadership

in treatment of the retarded. They

have many such group homes

scattered throughout the various

countries, with small equivalents

of our "state schools" located

within cities and towns.

"The people are treated here

like any human being, as normal

as his condition would permit," he

said. "There is not the stigma

attached to retardation that there

is here The retarded are allowed

to come and go as they please, even

marry and have children.

"The government even teaches

birth control More importantly,

the retarded people can learn birth

control."

He contrasted the buildings with

Belchertown. an institution whose

conditions he finds shocking.

Scandinavia and Seattle have

brightly colored walls, simple but

attractive furniture, curtained

rooms, privacy, and people who
care. The retarded have individual

or shared rooms not a single

dormitory with beds crowded
together in a sea.

Meals, he said, are usually

prepared in the units and provide a

variety, not fixed in a central

kitchen and shipped in to the in-

dividual units in quantity.

The difference, he points out, is

that Scandinavia, Seattle, and soon

the Chicago complex treat the

retarded as human beings. They

are not warehoused like cattle

because of a lack of money. Nor

are they denied living like human
beings by a legislature which

pinches pennies on care and
squanders millions because the

care is substandard and self-

perpetuating.

Tomorrow : At Belchertown, fire

escapes are locked and there are

no sprinkler systems.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

All Electronic Repairs

Tape Players, 8 Tracks,

TV's, Stereos,

Car Radios.

ALL BRANDS

L&HTV
13 Bridge St.

Northampton

584-2000

CALL

545-2566

rOHDBBOU STUI HNS
where tender things cue oWjvs hoppenng

King St.

NORTHAMPTON
( across from Hampshire LlncotrvMercury)

Action Reps

Here Today

invirNTintF IN MOVING-TWa UHaul truck was sliding merrily along over Ihr atwMlrn snow

whenlhi. v«"mKwSZS. '
«°l»™ »""*~« " ,MDC Vh"° by A

'
'" g<,d' ,

Panel To Discuss China Policy

Featured this week in the UMass Great Decisions

program is "Our China Policy: How c^ar and How

Deep the Thaw?"

The forum will be broadcast live over radio WFCR
(88 5 F.M.) Wednesday, March 1, at 7:30 p.m from

the Noah Webster HHouse Lounge, UMass.

Luther A. Allen, UMass associate professor of

political science, is moderator Panelists include

Franklin W. Houn of the UMass political science

department; Barry Keenan. Mt. Holyoke College

history department; and Ray Moore, Amherst

College historv department.
Pamphlet materials are prepared for these weekly

sessions by the Foreign Policy Association, an

organization founded in 1918 to inform the public on

international efforts. The materials are available in

the Webster House Library weekday evenings for

persons wishing to participate in the live audience

broadcasts each week
Apple Corps, a student group from the Orchard Hill

residence complex, sponsors the series.

Representatives of the new agency, ACTION, which includes Peace

Corpi and VISTA, will make their Spring «"*^̂ **™Sig
February 28 and 29 and March 1 and 2 in spite of the fact that Peace Corps

budget has been severely cut by Cdngress.

"Late last week we finally got the word, after almost two months of

waiting, that Congress has given Peace Corps $72 million to operate on this

fiscal year," said Seth Kurn, an ACTION representative

In December, when Peace Corps was threatened with the possibility of

having to live with a budget this size (the original request was for $82.2

million) , the Director said that the only way this was possible was to bring

home about half of the volunteers early and cut completely programs in 15

of the 55 countries.

•Without getting into all the accounting reasons, this cut is a lot larger

than it seems," said Kurn, who claims that the agency faces the

equivalent of a $30 million reduction between now and June 30.

The representative says the only way to absorb a cut of this size is to pull

back a lot of people. "Other Federal agencies do it on paper, reducing

things like contracts and so on, but we have to do it with people.

With these cuts, why is Peace Corps trying to recruit Pfople atUMass

this week? Kurn says that people who apply now will not be affected by

this budget cut.

•It may seem strange that we're telling people to join at the same time

that we're bringing people home," said Kurn, who went on to say that the

budget problem is a temporary one. . . .

Tm not a budget planner and I can't think like one, but as I understand

it we have to make up the difference between now and tneend
I

of this

fiscal year, or June 30. Next year, because we're a part of ACTION, we 11

have our own budget and not get messed up in foreign aid appropriations

Ironically, the proposed budget cut for Peace Corps comes ft a time

when enthusiasm for volunteer programs, both Peace Corps and VISTA, is

beginning to show again on the college campuses.

Kurn said that ACTION recruiting efforts last semester were more

successful than any in the previous five years

Joining Kurn at UMass wiU be George Ulbrich, Ginger Getman, Travis

Gamble and Bill Brown The representatives are especially interested in

talking to students with majors in education, math/science, agriculture

home economics, business, and civil engineering, although students with

other skill backgrounds are also encouraged to stop by the booth in the

Campus Center from 9 to 4 any of the four days.

Debate Team Successful
The UMass Debate Team did

well in a national tournament held

last weekend at Harvard

t'mversity.

Karin Kramer. Celia Hooper.

D;i\e McCaffrey, and Paul

l.amarche competed against the

best teams from over 100 schools

across the nation By the end of the

weekend. Kramer and Hooper had

defeated teams from the

University of North Carolina.

Wake Forest McNeese State, and

West Point, going 4-4.

Meanwhile McCaffrey and

INTERESTED
IN AN

OVERSEAS
CAREER?

Lamarche came within one ballot

of winning a trophy with a fine 5-3

record They beat teams from the

University of Pennsylvania. West

(.oorgia. St John's. Auburn, and

Emerson.

Juniors Bruce Murphy and John

Day traveled to Bowling Green I

in Ohio, to be one of the DSR'TKA
National Honor fraternity

representatives in competition

with rival Pi Cap fraternity teams

Both are debate fraternities and

the results were that DSR'TKA
won again as in past years.

Members of the novice team

were away at Kings College in

Pennsylvania There Richard

LeBlanc. Mark Dunn. Ed Pepyne.

and Denny Keyes prepared

themselves for future novice

competition by debating on the

varsity level

WANTED
PEOPL E Who Would L ike to Use More of Their Minds

You Are Invited to Attend a Lecture On

SUVA MIND CONTROL
the science of tomorrow, today and learn

about a course which in just 48 hours of instruction

Teaches ALPHA BRAIN WAVE FUNCTION

•Better Memory
•Better Attitude

•More Success

•More Energy

Better Health
' Better Intuition

'More Happiness
'More Friends

•Better Sleep

•Better Learning Ability

•More Self-Confidence

•More Creativity

Date: Wednesday, March l

Time: 8:00 p.m.

Place: Hotel Northampton

Northampton Tuition: $3.00

Tues., March 14

Seven Gables Motel

Boston Road
Springfield

BERT E. TRENTHAM

will be on the campus

THURSDAY, March 2

to discuss qualification* for

advanced study at

THUNDERBIRD

GRADUATE SCHOOL

and job opportunities

• in the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401
J

The Silva method is the first and only method supported

by over 26 years of scientific research.

SUrt.ng our .econd year in the New England .re. Over .0.000 gradual* ,n New England

For Information call (617) 965-1975 or 739-1825

SILVA MIND CONTROL INTERNATIONAL INC,

Interviews may be scheduled at

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE

OFF THE HAMANS!
Come

Monday Night:

Downhome, Un

THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL

OP
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Glend.le, Arizona 85301

AMilitted with

Th. Amerie.n M.n.gtm.nt Awoci.tion

Celebrate Purim With Us.

bridled, Mystic, Purim Celebration.

Tuesday Night:

Debating, Screaming, Your Professors on Punm's

Constipation.

Both events at 7:30 in Room 420 of The Student Union
.

I

f .
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Food Services

United States' First Lady. <AP Wirephoto)

Radical Studies Group Formed
A "Joint Radical Studies Group

of Orchard Hill and Project 10" has

been formed by a group of I' Mass

students and faculty from both

residential areas

The group has been created out

of the desire to have a more

organized and coordinated set of

course offerings, action programs,

speaker programs, and other

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also. a

complete typing service.

activities, to bring together radical

students and faculty, and to

provide an alternative to the

•mass training program" at the

l'niversit>

The program is now only in its

formative stage, but already a

number of plans have been made

for Fall. 1972 First, the group is

going to create some of its own

courses, which will be basic

seminars in radical politics and a

foundation for further study

\t fall two three-credit

seminars will be offered: 'Beyond

Corporate Capitalism and

Twentieth Century Socialist

Ik-volutions Besides these basic

seminars, the Radical Studies

Group will offer a number of

courses next fall, including

Radical Perspectives in Law:

Radical Psvchology. Literature

and Society; Black Perspectives:

Ethics; The Military Industrial

Complex; Introduction to

Economics, and others

Also there will be an evening

i ((|l(X|Uium of speakers and films

on areas of interest to radicals, and

olloquium of speakers and films

on area* >t interest to radicals, and

• illoquium in guerilla theatre.

both of which will be ways in which

students can earn University

credit

Third, the group intends to help

students find other courses of in-

terest to them by publishing a list

of all courses to be given at Project

10. the Orchard, or anywhere else

on campus or in the area, that will

contribute directly to education in

a radical perspective.

The question of how to define

"education in a radical per

spective" is to be answered

democratically by all members of

the Radical Studies Group in

ongoing discussion, with equal

participation of students and

facult\

For further information about

the Radical Studies Group contact

Allen Davis at the Masters' Office

in Orchard Hill, or Charles Adams

or Dave Hoffman at Project 10

People are needed to help with

organizational work, suggestions

for activities and courses to in

elude in the program, and in

formation about courses we should

publicize on our lists.

A general meeting of the Radical

Studies Group is being held Friday.

March 3. at 4 00. in Eugene Field

lx>unge Plans and policies will be

discussed, and beer will be served

Students Test Taste Food
By JON SNOW

and
BETSY PEET

In the first article written about the University Food Service Depart-

mlnt the many opportunities a student has to actively participate in he

uiprovenaTnt of Fowl Service were stated. The last article described he

Zuons of the recently organized Marketing Division of Food Service

and n this article another possibility for a student to become invoWedim

the development of Food Service is going to be described - The Food Test

P
ThP nhilosoDhv behind the Test Panel is to try as many new products as

hf^S either new"items can be put on the menu for more variety,

Commons. This Taste-Test Panel is open to any student who wishes to

^Tooe a participant in the Test Panel is very *£**-»" sign
,

up ona

Tor each item me participant filled out an evaluation form and rated

the product on a scJfe from extremely like to extremely dislikes^ac-

cording to ap^arance, texture, tenderness, flavor and over,iUlowmon.Jn

addition to that, comments were written and the parUcipant sta ed

whether he felt that particular item should or should not be served in the

*tSr
<

SSSm. were tasted, coffee and cake were served. The items

™ tip T^t Panel complaints about the food, and procedures of the

^2££~nES5& Ttie Test Panel lasted approximately

0n
The°Food Test Panel is one of the best opportunities a student has to

nek devX, ami improve the University Food Service Department A

studemalsThas a chance to meet with managers of the various divisions

oftood Service and discuss the problems that exist. You (the student)

have™ othgaUon to yourself and the university community to aid ,n the

Movement of the University Food Service Department.

SENIOR PHOTOS

RESITS

and

MAKE-UPS

Sign Up This Week

Taken March 6 • 10

Index Office, $.0. 401

UMass Fine Arts Council Presents

AFRICAN FILM

FESTIVAL

FRIDAY, MARCH3-HERTER HALL 227/231

7:00p.m. - 12:00a.m.

Films: "Mandabi" and Medina Boe"

Panel. "African Liberation"

Art Exhibit: West African Sculpture

SATURDAY, MARCH 4-STUDENT UNION
2: 00 p.m. -10: 00 p.m.

Films: "New Images, Art in Changing African Society/'

"Duro Ladipo," "Black Girl," "Phela Ndaba" and

African Village Life"

Panel/ Discussions: "Ousmane Sembene — Writer ana

Film-maker," "Apartheid in South Africa"

Music: African Music Workshop/ Demonstration

Art Exhibit: West African Sculpture

Film Series Ticket: Each Day ( All Films)

UMass Undergrads $1.00

Others $2.00

Tickets Available: Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, Tel.

545-0202 (On Sat., March 4, Tickets available in S.U.

Ballroom Ticket Office.)

Free Admission to all other events

Tonight
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TeamTeaching Tested
The Advanced Learning

Group in School Ad-

ministration visited the

Rockland Junior High School

(Rockland, Massachusetts), to

observe an innovative

education program in Team
Teaching and Team Gover-

nance.
The teaching staff and ad-

ministration of the Rockland

Junior High School launched a

comprehensive team teaching

and team governance program

last September. Each team is

staffed by four major subject

area teachers and an intern,

with each team supported by

the special subject teachers.

There are approximately one

hundred thirty-five (135)

students in each team,

assigned to their respective

teams alphabetically and
heterogeneously. The teams

plan their own programs, do

their own scheduling, carry out

their own discipline and
generally function as five

schools within a school. The

team leaders assist the

building principal in the ad-

ministration of the school.

Academic Calendar
1972-1973

1972

Graduate School Registration

Undergraduate Registration

Undergraduate course changes

First day of classes

Holiday

Holiday

Monday class schedule will be followed

Counseling period begins (classes not suspended)

Counselling period ends

Thursday class schedule will be followed

Thanksgiving recess begins after last class

Classes resume
Last day of classes

Reading day
Final examinations begin

Last day of final examinations

Semester ends at 12:30 p.m.

1973

The purpose of the visit is explained to the students to solicit their

candid appraisal of the new Team Teaching program at Rockland

Junior High School.

Reformation' At Smith
naneing Pictures of the Reformation- will be the topic of a lecture to

be g.ven at Smith College by Jaroslav Pelikan. professor of religious

St

Ttteclur^b^Say « Feb » I at 8 p m in Wright Hall. ,s open to

all interested persons

Mr Pelikan. a graduate of Concordia Seminary, received his PhD in

194« from the University of Chir-igo, where he taught from 1953 to 1962. In

1962 he was named the Titus Street Professor of Ecclestiastical History

at Yale University, and last vear became professor of religious studies

Graduate School Registration

Undergraduate Registration

Undergraduate course changes

First day of classes

Holidav
Monday class schedule will be followed

Spring vacation begins after last class

Classes resume
Holiday

Mondav class schedule will be followed

Counselling period begins (classes not suspended)

Counselling period ends

Last day of classes

Reading day
Final examinations beging

Last day of final examinations

Commencement

JewishNew Year 9/9/72; Yom Kippur 9/18/72; Jewish Passover 3/17/73;

Good Friday 4/20/73; and Easter 4/22/73.

Wanted: Nixon's Panda Bears

Tuesday September 5

Wednesday September 6

Thursday September 7

Friday September 8

Monday October 9

Monday October 23

Wednesday October 25

Monday November 13

Friday November 17

Tuesday November 21

Wednesday November 22

Monday November 27

Wednesday December 13

Thursday December 14

Friday December 15

Saturday December 23

Saturday December 23

Monday January 22

Tuesday January 23

Wednesday January 24

Thursday January 25

Monday February 19

Friday February 23

Friday March 23

Monday April 2

Monday April 16

Thursday April 19

Monday April 23

Friday April 27

Saturday May 12

Monday May 14

Tuesday May 15

Wednesday May 23

Saturday May 26

B> THK IMOCtATED PRESS
A pair of giant panda bears may well turn out to be

the most-wanted item President Nixon brings back

from Peking. The clamor from zoos offering the

animals a home is increasing

The Brookfield Zoo in Chicago says it should get the

pandas because of its central location and because it

had the last pandas ever seen in the United States

The last one died in 1953

The Honolulu Zoo says it should get the pandas

because thev eat bamboo and Honolulu has more

bamboo than any other zoo Besides, the zoo says, it's

got a Chinese keeper to tend the huge bears, native to

China.
The National Zoo in Washington. D.C., says it

has tradition on its side The zoo, says a spokesman,

has been the repository for more than 80 years of

such gifts from other nations."

there MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

I9«* ( hrv Impala \ 4 engine new snow

tires 4 ballerv ltd condition power

steering automatic Inns Vfler 5 call S49-

. ...i ItriMi

If J-

1

(.ibson Do\e — Six Siring (.uitar chrrrv

sunburst finish, adjustable bridge

« Urhcrafl ca»e l2M/offer 253-39*3

If3-3

2 F roommates lo share large 2nd

hedrm in new country apt 173 each Inc

.11 ..nl t all Tina 323-4052 weeknltes
If3* I

INSTRUCTION WANTED ROOMS AVAILABLE

, plv mouth, good cond power

steering 4 brake*. lire* «ood cond.

vvmleriied new brake* 4 batter* bucket

seat*, asking It* itw-tlM
if-2-m

Harmons amp rexerb-tremelo. (.ensen

speakers. : chanl* . in brand new cond

I ost interest New. coat o\er 1 408 \*k

I am Joe MM

House need roommate until June than

im near campus |«2Sa per month Call

Piano le*»on* wanted chorda, icalea.

rock blues. »•»• Already »ome basic

knowledge (all \ndree 545-2511 or

• i.ii I.rate

rm.

t.rad sludent Sen of M needs people to

share 5 mom apt. center Nhampton. low

rent, no lease (all Ken Bell 9SS-4I79
I

U32
HELP WANTED

LOST

WANTED APARTMENT FOR RENT

l»7a Ma\erick. excellent condition

optional wooden car top carrier Call :>»

"W,T
tf3-l

I oral Blues Band desperalelv needs

,.la< r to practice Will pax (all Mike. S42-

ii
. I

if: n

Two-Bedroom Apartment* for Im-

mediate rental. «-montb leate

1 1*:, /month Include, utll Call «S-M«
day* or 9*5-3575 nlle*

tf t -14

I oat I pair wire-frame glasses rilver

Near south college area la»t Saturday

< all \K4-I7IS after 7 p m.
U2-29

Pressman needed lo run Davidson 9*» in

t ( Print Shop. Moat be exper on Oil* or

sim offaet pre**. 2»-49 hr* /wk Apply at

Punt Shop
If1-3

TRAVEL

Mustang (on* red. at. P* * cyl.

immacint good exl good boot* 4 snows

stereo KM opt Contact Jon 221 Dwight 5-

kecp irxln

\rtiaans. crafUmen The t ollector. II

Bridge St Northampton ha* workshop

..no displax space axallabie for lea»e M«-

ivai

EMPLOYMENT

tin

PERSONAL

Jons on ship*! Men women No ex-

perience required. F.xc pay. wmrld travel

send 12 for Info Seafax. Box I23»—MB.

Seattle Hashing Mill
1 4

SPKIM. IN XCAPUM Oll(» »day» 7

night* via Inlv IX ft Jet. Open only to

students, employee* * tamllle* of *

( idleges (all 594-5171
tf 3-3>

Mother* — can't find a reliable

hahvsitter" Tired of high fee*' (all The

Child (are F.xrhange in*- 2224 for further

information
fJM

STEREO EQUIPMENT

\ V* IS*** •«* deluxe »edan. sunroof, exc

innd xlra tires 4 snows $«•" (all»
KM

To the box s In 217 - sleep defen»lxely

I

FOR RENT

\merlcan Youth Hustles Trip* to Japan,

depart Oakland Jun 30 or NYl July 26. 6 or

k week*, (all 2S3-»»4 lor information

Kis.ount Stereo Kqulp 4 acceaa T-

Table*. Kpeak*. Receiver*. Diamond

Needle* I3.WI. Magnetic (arts V «>\ off

Harry :>44Wa*«3.

vvx hti*. new. $2«»o. rack 4 radio (all

after "» p m M* l»T-

tft-S

Wanted' l WK. must be oxer 21. for WM
n into Scotch 4 1120 Call anytime 4 J0-«

p m \*k for Dee-Jay.
tf 1 1

IMtiet room, walking dlaUnre I Mm.,
phone 2S.T-MH7

l-i;n Toxota ( orolla (.ood condition

\M TM radio Hadial tires (all 2SMS»4

d»\s or S»-«;7fi nlte*.
tf3-3

Ml men who moxed out of ( hadbourne

in Jan and did not moxe to Hamlin notifx

Marcus bx Mar m if >ou want lo return in

^P«

tfl-3

t bedroom house, excellent condition

.mmediate occupancx (all between «:••

., m p m lat-n^H. SklbUkl Heal Kstate

3~fl

Spring vacation. H day* on Spanish

Hixiera tarn Kndtrp >et. hotel, etc. ("all

loxi r Krensky »7 VMieeler. S4S-24I2. 2413.

or MM.
11228

I ..night at the Bluewall -
Mountain Hoad with (.reg Bullen

\ilmission

Bad
Pne

2-2M

LOST: REWARD

tut South spring break Bermuda —
Preeporl - Arapulco — Puerto Rko. *-

day packages from llf». Kacape In-

ternational, call Peggx MM
112 29

hi Triumph Herald Needs brake work

Best offer .'»194»)02

tf3 2

FOR RENT

I'M* \M Must »ell Best offer taken

7H 1772.
tf2-

\pt Sunderland not ( llffslde or o(her

anonxmous building Big ap( Immediate

occupancx (all «I7 M4-2M3. keep trying

,,S" tf3-l

Pierced earring with large blue

lurqunise-tike stone (.real sentimental

value Heward. call fi*:»-r,HI evening*
- 2* HOUSE TO SHARE

ENTERTAINERS WANTED
Karn J * < night by *inging and playing

drink along, ring along music on piano or

guitar f all Kd at MV20M
U3-I0

•70 VW green, sunroof rad. 4 heat. I new

snow tire. \»klng 1 127V (all M»4»HI4

If 3-3

REFRIGERATORS

Small brown leather change purse, ring

in. losed of obvious value f.enerou*

reward offered If found call MMM
immediately

Large bedroom available in Xmherst

House about Kj/mnnth. incl ulil prefer

woman over 21 (all 253-7!»:W

if- STUDENT POSITION

FOR SALE
T, year guarantee made by Delmonico 3

cubic fool. Ml I cubic foot 199 Call (iarv

ri,B ™ n
|f2.»

Male cat. \mherst /Sunderland area,

red /white tiger striped tail, lorn ear (all

MMSH dav or night Heward
tf I 29

t H and foreign roins and stamp*

bought sold traded Kstimates and ap-

praisal* Boh Murrin. 221 Hamlin Howe or

P O Box nil \mher»l.
U3-2

IIH.i.leep Wagoner, hrvl.. 4 wd. ps. 7 ft

plow low mileage, very good cond. many

rxtras IINtHI ( all 2M-2II2.

__^__ tf3-I

i double bed I to matching desk and

bureau ISeach Ml fine condition (all -'*

•t:i7K

m-a

student position Table Monitor for

Scheduling Office. § a.m. to 2 p.m .
m-f,

must be available 2 or more days Apply In

Urn. in 919 ( ampus (enter »n Tuesday.

Peb. 2»th
2-»

TYPING

ROOMMATES WANTED

l*«s Jeep W agoneer « cyl . 4 x*d p Ji .
. 7 ft

plow lox\ mileage, very good condition

manv eriras. IHW0 MM).

M to share room In I bdrm apt at

Hnlling l.reen l«o/mo incl. utilllle*. Call

MM*
,n.,

Typing — theses dissertations. »tc

fast, accurate Proofreading, editing if

desired Have (ireek 4 Science symbols

.•VI-IMWI.
tfxem

Pioneer SX-770 Receiver, excellent

(ondition. 16 months left on warranty

I mi imi or best offer Tim 3ZI IC.H

tf3-2

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Person for computer analy of AjU.

canned and fortran Your own hour* 323-

STUDY ESPERANTO

Album* 4 Tape* — Brillah Albums.

American Albums. Bootleg Album*. H-

Track stereo tapes 1299. all the latest

Save! .t««)fi3 nlte
tf3-2

Roommates needed to share two

bedroom apt. prefer C student Fur

nlshed. cloae to campus 1»B Crestview

Avail March I (all Hein S49 1*44

\rl early I 1st of 9H Western National

Park Kmployers — experience un

net essary . 25c. PJS 70M 1900 Plaia . State

< nllege Pa IAMI
tf3-«

MOVIES

Kosslgnol Strato'* 21 S cm. with l.ook-

Nevada bindings IIS or be*t offer. Call 8-

9222 or come to 2101 Washington. A*k for

,K,n
(X3-I

P roommate wanted to share frnhed 5

room apt in Northampton Own bdrm 170

4 utll (all I. In -.Hi.pmi davs
ataVI

Immediately I Rolling (ireen Man apr

Mav ftRlmo (all 2VUHWI after 5 p.m
tf2-a

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

2 motorcycle* - both 1971 Bridge«tone*

IT, cc u*ed little and in excellent con

Hit ion ..n r it a fully modified racer Paul «

Ml
2 .a

Purn bdrm apt In Colonial VII.. Jun I

to \ug 31 Couple preffered llSS/mo. 253-

xzw
11229

Sludy P.»peranto. the international

language, in Portland for credit, this 12-29

lulv then attend Inlernallonal Kaperanto

( nngre** here » July to I Auguat A

unique opportunity to learn this beautiful

language Information Summer Sessions,

t of Portland. Portland. Oregon 97213.

W3-I

JOB OPPORTUNITY

SERVICES

Amherst Audio service*, alereo com-

ponents, tape deck* for home or car. 117

No. Pleaaant St.. 251-9133.

Prolog v minded" Neederira I* New co

Retail, wholesale 4 lop management

openings. No exper nee No oMIg. For

details S27 4733
t(2-2»
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- Notices

BIBLE STUDY:
Where did I come from? Where am

I going? Why am I here? We'll an

swer these and more Mon. nights

7:309 in CC 904 908. Bibles provider

or bring your own. Free.

COMMUTERS:
Rerun of Commuter Election for

the Student Senate will be held Thurs.

Mar. 2 in the Dukes Rm, S.U. 9-5:30.

FIVE COLLEGE INFO.:

Call 545 2566 for daily listing of 5

college events. If interested in

working on 5 College Student Coor

dinating Board as U. Mass.

representative, call Nancy at 545

2418

IMPORTANT EVENT:
On Tues. Feb. 29 the President of

NAB. A., Rev. W. L. Jenkins will

lecture in the S.U. Ballroom. All

interested students are urged to

attend this very important presen

tation. For info call 66984.

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FOLLOWSMIP:
Very important meeting for all

members CC 801, 9:30 p.m. Please

come, everyone.

JOBS WITH SECURITY:
Peace Corps and Vista need

graduates from many different skill

areas to fill requests domest'cally

Financial Aid
Financial Aid applications for

the Summer of 1972 and the 1972-73

academic vear are now available

in the Financial Aid Office. Room

232. Whitmore.
Applications will he available

from now until 5:09 P.M.. Tuesday.

February 29 and must he filed no

later than March 1. Whether or not

aid has been received previously, a

new application must he filed each

year for all Loans. Scholarships.

Grants and Work Study.

and from overseas. Info booth Feb.

28 Mar. 2. 2nd level CC.

LIVESTOCK CLASSIC:

Meeting of all persons showing

horses in the Classic tonite at

Grinnell Arena. 7.00 p.m. list of

person's showing horses in Stock

bridge reading room.

MOBE: .

The Student Mobilization tonight.

End the War will meet at 7:30 in the

Franklin Rm, 2nd floor S.U.

MUSICIANS SOCIETY
Groups composed of 50% or more

U. Mass. students are eligible tor

competition in the "Instant Karma
Tournament" a battle of the bands

sponsored by the UMass. Musician's

Society. Call 253 3790 or 253 3313.

OUTING CLUB:
No meeting tonight. There will be a

meeting next Mon. at 6:30 p.m. in 165

CC, where you can pick up your

membership cards. There will be an

important budget discussion.

PRESOCIAL WORK STUDENTS:
The Director of Admissions from

Smith College School for Social Work

will be on campus to talk with

students on Tues., Feb. 29 at 2:30. If

U. Mass. stuoents are eugioie ^p^^-^^^^^^^m^m^m^m^

I ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

interested, please call the CASIAC

office (5450974) and leave your

name.

SENATE Bl ELECTION:
Openings from James Mac

Namara, JQA Lower, Thatcher,

Fraternities, Sororities, Johnson,

Coolidge Upper, and Knowlton. Take

out nomination papers in the Senate

Office.

SKI CLUB:
Meeting tonight, 8 p.m. Mahar

Aud., film, deposits taken for

weekend and spring trips.

THE TOP MOST YOGA SYSTEM:

A l credit class being offered in

Cance Lounge. Time 5 7 every Mon

nite. Spiritual food, Chanting, Full of

Knowledge and Bliss Hare Krsna.

U.MASS. TAE KWON DO CLUB:

The Korean Karate Club will meet

this afternoon at 3:30 in the Com
monwealth Rm of the S.U. All new

members are welcome to come no

experience is necessary.

LOST:
To the 1970 Chevelle owner who left

me off at the red mailbox across from

Hadley Car Wash, I desperately need

my books and notes that I left in your

back seat Please call 586 3672.

Blue, olive and rust striped scarf.

Call 6 8128. Green and white fringed

shawl. Please bring to CC Lost and

Found. Very, very precious to me.

L(
|r

t

ish

/

Setter half grown no collar

answers to "Dynamite" Call MJ*? 7

lan fuzzy mitten lost. Please

contact Barb, 110 Mary Lyon. Thank

you.

PICTURE YOURSELF AS
A PAULIST.

First,

picture a re-

ligious Com-
munity. A
Community
founded by

an Ameri-
can convert
in. and for. the

benefit of
North Amer
ica.

Picture a

founder who
was a century

ahead of his

time. A man
with a vision

that came true.

A man with

a belief that

a Community could be modern

and flexible enough to meet the

needs of the Church in every age

as they arise. A Community thai

wouldn't lag behind the times on

leaden feet. A Community that

would communicate through the

spoken and printed word and one

that wouldn't be hampered by

specific activities when new needs

arise.

Next, picture the men in this

new Community. They would be

flexible. Fach one would use his

own individual talents in his own

way and would be given ihe free-

dom to do so.

These are the Paulists. The

modern religious Community.

Keeping pace wilh the times.

Concerned. Involved.

If you can picture yourself as

a Paulist. why not write for more

information to: Rev. Donald C.

Campbell, C.S.P., Vocation Di-

rector, Room No. 400

poulfetfafriers.

Leo and Aquarius can vie with

each other when it comes to em
bellishing stories. Nothing simple

seems to occur with these natives

Going shopping can turn into an

adventure where Leo or Aquarius

are involved Members of those

zodiacal signs can tell a story, can

write and create and often get

themselves "emotionally tangled'

because they want to "see what

will happen." Leo and Aquarius

can have boisterous tirnes

together but staying together but

staying together is not exactly an

easy matter
•••••

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Full

moon position and •»»>•«'»

spotlight your work, ability to

communicate. Tendency now is for

others to misquote you. Make
position clear Outline plans Get

promises in writing. Check fine

^TAURUS (April 20 May 20) I
You

require new understanding with

family, associates. Quarrels swirl

around you Be skillful enough to

express view in calm manner
Then you emerge with greater

prestige Libra person is involved.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20):

Many avenues may
,
»PP«» r

blocked. Key is to see realistically

Delay need not be regarded as

setback Avoid any tendency to

fool yourself. Property should be

appraised Then do some double

Ch
CANCER (June 21 July 22); Be

aware of rights and permissions

One who has had experience can

properly advise you Avoid for

ming conclusions based on irrr

pulse Relatives, neighbors could

be quarrelsome. Delay short trip.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22)

Financial affairs need appr a. sal

Take inventory Get rid of dead

wood Refuse to be possessed by

possessions Special relationship is

put to test, individual with childish

notions makes shrillydemand
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22)

Break loose Means find outlet for

creative expression. You get

chance to be more independent in

thought, action Original ideas

succeed Those in positions of^

authority may disagree. But you

will benefit. ^
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Teach

and learn get off sidelines and into

game Means assert yourself. All

may not agree, but you ultimately

make favorable impression
Disregard pessimism of some
neighbors and relatives.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21):

Stress versatility. Obtain hint from
Libra message Broaden horizons

imprint your own style. Friends

who argue may try to involve you

Sense of humor can become great

ally. Don't take sides.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec
21): Use imagination in con

structive manner. Don't brood

You get what you want if approach

is thorough and you are

dedicated Don't bluff Say what

you mean mean what you say

Aquarian is involved.
CAPRICORN (DOC. 22 Jan. 19):

Full moon emphasizes travel and
crystallization of ideas. Some
concepts will be discarded Don't

block progress Know that change

now is beneficial. Gemini and

Virgo persons figure prominently.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18).

You benefit now through
assocation with Sagittarius. In

vestment procedure needs review

Stress diplomacy Money comes
from unorthodox source Family

ties can be strengthened. Be

^PISCES (Feb 19 March 20):

Don't force issues. Maintain low

profile You do best now by

listening and observing. Avoid

extremes. Be wary in dealing with

one associated with law Take
nothing for granted Let others

show their hands
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIR

THDAY you art sensitive, in

dependent, a creative thinker

Most significant month this year

could be April You art attractive

to opposite sex and you love to be

flattered Many claim you are

impossible to really know. At

times, you agree You simply are

not going to be satisfied with status

quo and that may be all to the

ooocJ
Copyright 1972, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

1 Fruit drink

4 Exists

6 Contests

11 Widow
13 Worn away

15 Indefinite article

16 Well educated

18 Sun god

19 Supposing that

21 Pintail duck

22 Ireland

24 Refuse from

grapes

26 Brazilian

estuary

28 Dine

29 lucid

31 Separate

33 French article

34 Ancient region

in Asia

36 Fat of swine

38 Prefw down
40 Cease
42 Smallest

number
45 Bitter vetch

47 Appellation

of Athena

49 Woody plant

50 Lure

52 Sea eagle

54 Symbol for

tantalum

55 Coniunction

56 Reinstate

59 Symbol for

ruthenium

61 Rumor
63 Lead

65 Ceremonies

66 Babylonian

deity

67 Definite article

DOWN

Macaw
Negation

Spanish article

Frosts

Trample

6 Army officer

7 Exist

8 Fashion

9 Man's
nickname

10 Continued story

12 Negative prefix

14 Italian poet

17 Harvest

20 Liberate

23 Note ot scale

24 Master of

ceremonies
(abbr)

25 Uncouth
persons

27 Sea in Asia

30 Roster

32 Allowance

lor waste

35 Troubles

37 Arrow

38 Exclude

39 Rubber
on pencil 53

41 Saucy 57

43 Hunt tor 58

44 Symbol for 60
tellurium

46 Spanish 62

for "yes" 64

48 Positive pole

Jog
Silkworm
Before
Teutonic deity

Southwestern
Indian

Greek letter

Latin

con|unction

Gymnasts Trek To Temple
By JANE CROOK

The UMass Varsity Gymnastics team and their

loyal vociferous following will make the six hour trek

to Philadelphia today for their last dual meet of the

1971-72 season. Tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m. the

Redmen will take on Temple University in a decisive

meet that could very well determine both teams' final

placing in the Eastern League. A win at Temple

means at least a tie for second in the East for UMass,

depending of course on a performance of equal

calibre at the Easterns later in March.

Coming off of an exciting 155.4-153.8 win over Navy,

the Redmen should have the edge at Temple, but,

one! . ...

Temple is one of the four eastern teams, along with

UMass, Springfield, and Navy, all crowded around

second place, all scoring within a point of each other.

So far this season, Temple's highest score has been

154 1 compared to UMass' high of 155.4 last Satur-

day But a team that is potentially better on paper

can't rely on mere potential to win the close meets.

Temple currently holds a 5-1 league record, losing

only to might Penn. State, but its win over Springfield

is deceiving. It came on an extremely off day for

Springfield, as they only managed to score 146.

UMass rides into Temple sporting a 6-2 record, their

losses coming at the hands of Penn. State and

Springfield. _ . . .

The Temple gymnasts appear to be a well-balanced

team without any particular sensational events, but

with three solid all-around men in Mel Hill. Dennis

Siedel and Blane Nasveschuk. Junior Mel Hill is

especially good on floor and vaulting. From a team

perceptive, floor and high-bar look to be then-

strongest events, while specialist- wise Rich Tobin

Gymnast Coach Erik Kjellsen Co-Captains

Dave Genest (L) and Anthony Vecca (R)

Sanderson Censors Self
BOSTON (AP) - Derek San

derson. the modish star center of

the Boston Bruins, has had his less^

than-one-minute part in a X rated

film deleted from showings in the

I nited States. ,,

The film Loving and Laughing

has been a hit in Montreal where it

is being shown with Sandersons

part included It is scheduled to

open here Wednesday, but at

Sandersons request, without the

segment showing him

The segment shows Sanderson

going to a rock party claiming to be

a scout for a girls hockey team

Maurice Attias. associate

producer and public relations man

for the film. said. -Sandersons

part is not the least bit offensive

But the movie itself is a con

troversial one. and I think that

Derek had second thoughts about

and Mark Musy will bolster the Owl line-up. Musy

will work rings, p-bars, and high bar, while Tobin will

pace the floor team.

Leading the Redmen Tuesday will be co-captains

Dave Genest and Tony Vacca. This is the last dual

meet for Genest and Vacca, as well as three other

senior specialists on the team; John Calabria, Tom
Myslicki, and Len Aubrey. Vacca will work the all-

around, along with Steve Scuderi. Basically, UMass

will go with the same specialist line-up that scored

155.4 against Navy. We'll be relying on strong

routines from John Calabria and Jack Berner on

floor, Steve Nelson and Rich Seikunas on sidehorse,

Jay Aronstein, John Oliver and Danny Spies on rings,

Jay Thompson in vaulting, Dave Genest on p-bars,

and Tom Myslicki on high bar.

Event for event, the middle section of the meet

looks to be critical. Floor Exercise will be a toss-up,

both teams averaging in the mid-26's. Pommel horse

will be close, too, both sidehorse teams being

somewhat erratic, scoring in the mid-24's. Temple

tends to have a weak ring team, scoring in the low

24's compared to our low 25s, so this is the place

where we'll have to pick up those valuable extra

tenths. The second half will be another nerve-racking

and tight one for the Redmen. Both teams have good

vaulters, and are very evenly matched on parallel

bars and high bar, making the outcome impossible to

predict.

It appears to be another one of those meets where

every score will be important, and the hitting per-

centage will be crucial, because a serious break

anywhere could blow it. either team is capable of

winning on Tuesday. The team that shows the most

consistency and depth will emerge the victor.

Intramural News
Bv GEOFFREY Kl RINSKY

Intramural Sports and Activities

developed as an outgrowth of

student interest, and this interest is

proven in the large number of

participants involved in the

programs

The 11th annual Intramural
Wrestling Tournament is un-

derway with more than 260 par-

ticipants competing for titles in

nine weight classes. The action

began on Tuesday. February 22,

and will culminate with the

championship matches on March
2.

Defending champion, and winner

three of the last four years. Phi Mu
Delta will face stiff competition

from among the 30 units

representing the Fraternities.

Residence Halls and Independent

teams, who will be trying to

grapple the team title away from

them The fraternities have always

fared well in this event having won

all seven team titles that have been

awarded

appearing in it."

The filming of Sanderson's part

was done in one day in Montreal in

Augusta. 1970. when he was in a

salary dispute with the National

Hockev League team
He reportedly received a four-

figure salary for his work in the

film.

He impressed me as a quiet,

serious student who showed great

interest in his work." Attias said

He got along extremely well

with everyone in the set and

became close friends with the star

Andre Lawrence
"He is more interested right now

in continuing his hockey career as

opposed to becoming an actor But

he did say he had a lot of fun on the

set and felt he had acting talent."

Attias said

Talk Of Erving

Jumping To NBA
NEW YORK—The National and American Basketball

Association talent war may cost the ABA another of its prize

rookies.

Julius Erving of the Virginia Squires is the latest in a group of pro

and college players caught in the bidding war as the planned

merger between the leagues remains at a standstill.

Erving, unhappy with his four-year $500,000 contract that is

spread over a seven-year span, has switched negotiation

representatives. He has asked Earl Foreman, the Squires owner,

to renegotiate a new contract, "For a lot more money. The 22-

year-old Erving admitted he has been contacted by several NBA

teams.

Erving left the University of Massachusetts after his junior

season to join the ABA. Walter Kennedy , commissioners of the NBA,

said Erving and Ralph Simpson of the Denver Rockets, will be

eligible for the April 10 college senior draft since their classes will

graduate in June. Simpson dropped out of Michigan State two years

ago and signed with the Rockets.

Erving, who attended Roosevelt, NY. High School was one of the

nation's leading college scorers and rebounders at Massachusetts

He is a leading contender for ABA rookie of the year honors. He is

averaging 26 points a game.

Bob Woolf . the Boston sports lawyer, represented Erving in his

contract negotiations with the Squires. Last Sunday Erving^swit-

ched to Irwin Wiener, the 39-year-old manager of Walt Fraaer

Enterprises a company that handles many athletes, including

Archie Clark and Mike Riordan of the Baltimore Bullets.

"I was naive when I decided to turn pro. I didn't know much

about contract negotiations and my college coach (Jack Leaman)

recommended Bob. I'm happy playing with the Squires, but the life

of a pro athlete is a short one and after hearing about the money

that is being tossed around. I don't think my contract is a fair one I

have proven myself and I don't think I'm being paid the market

value for the type of player I think I am. I deserve considerably

more money. My contract needs restructuring so that I can receive

more money now."

Would Erving be willing to jump to the NBA if he were drafted

and his contract demands were unresolved? NBA representatives

have talked with me," said Erving. "I'm willing to wait and see

what happens in the draft and what comes of it. If I should get a

solid offer with protection and security, I would weigh jumping

When Erving was reminded his present contract with the Squires

had three years remaining, he said. "That remains to be seen I will

be watching the outcome of Jim McDaniel's case very closely.

McDaniels jumped from the Carolina Cougars of the ABA to the

Seattle Supersonics of the NBA, two weeks ago The former

Western Kentucky 7-footer expressed unhappiness with his 1.5

million contract that was spread over a 25-year span. He continues

to play with the Sonics while his case is in the courts

(Reprinted from the Springfield Republican)
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In the 197 pound category. James

Brown of the Butterfield lemons

will be vieing for an unprecedented

third straight individual title

Brown took the 187 pound class in

1970 and outclassed the field in the

197 pound last year Two other

defending champions will be back

trving to repeat, both in higher

weight categories this time Robert

seconu iiiuufcuu -»

Conigliaro Will Not Attempt
— baseball, but this time I can t fight

it
" the Times quoted Conigliaro as

Tve been through two

Comeback

Parent of The Team, defending

champion in the 128 will be com

peting in the 137 pound grouping

Jason Kantor of the Chadbourne

Maroons will be wrestling in the

177 pound class he took the 167 last

time around Last year's runner up

in the 128. Mike Leffler. will be

looking for all the marbles in that

event this time around.

The preliminary matches are

being held in the Boyden Wrestling

Gvm and the Auxiliary Gym Ihe

finals on Thursday will be held in

the Auxiliary Gym

Volleyball is the most popular

intramural activity on the campus

With more than 210 teams par

ticipating in Men's. Women's, am
Co-Rec action the numbei o

students participating numnor

over 2000 Preliminary matche

are presently going on wit

championship matches schedule

within two weeks

WHANT. Mass. < \P> - Tony

Conigliaro went into seclusion in

Connecticut Thursday after an eye

examination confirmed that his

sight is too poor to try a baseball

comeback, according to his

brother. Billy

Conigliaro. once considered a

budding superstar with the Boston

Red Sox. said his baseball career is

over, according to a story in

Friday's editions of the Los

Angeles Times
"1 feel I'm nothing without

saying • —
comebacks already and I can t do

it again."

He was hit in the head in a 1967

game by a pitch thrown by Jack

Hamilton of the California Angels

He missed the entire 1968 season

He came back in 1969 with nearly

normal eyesight and had two more

good seasons with the Red Sox

before being traded to the Angels

just before last season

Dwight House brings back

The Marx Brothers

this time in

MONKEY BUSINESS
MONDAY NIGHT 7: 00, 8: 30 and 10:00

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM50<

He never was able to pull out of a

season-long hitting slump, and on

July 10 announced at a dawn news

conference that he *« retiring,

saying. "I'm losing my sight and

am on the verge of losing my
mind."

Billy said from the family home

in Nahant Friday. "He went in the

hospital yesterdayThey said his

eye was the same as it was last

July"
Billy, traded from the Red Sox to

the Milwaukee Brewers after the

1971 season, said his brother

wanted to concentrate on business

activities.

Dr Charles Regan of the

Massachusetts Eye and Ear In-

firmary said Thursday's

examination revealed that the

vision in Conigliaro's left eye was

only 20-100. compared to 20-30 in

1970.

Conigliaro told the Times that

Reagan's report said in part.

"There is no indication he can play

baseball more effectively now than

he did last July."

$33
ATTHfi
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Redmen Six

Edge Hamilton
By TOM PLANT

The UMass Redmen hockey team won their sixteenth game of the

season Saturday afternoon at Orr Rink as they barely defeated the

Hamilton College Continentals by a score of 3-1.

The game turned out to be an exciting showdown of goaltending talents

between the Continentals Greg Root and P.J. Flaherty. Each netminder

matched the other with spectacular saves throughout the game, ex-

cepting one slow reaction by Flaherty early in the first period accounting

for Hamilton's only tally. .,,.*»*•
The first few minutes of the opening period revealed the frustration

that the Redmen would suffer at the hands of the Hamilton junior goalie^

On successive partial breakaways, Root stubbornly stood his ground and

stifled the shots off the sticks of the starry-eyed Redmen. And then, at

3 55 Hamilton's Rick Santa passed from the left face-off circle to Dave

Gillmore behind the Redmen net. Gillmore passed the puck out front to

freshman John Hutchins. who snuck it past the surprised Flaherty^

Flaherty has been hampered in the past couple of games with a sprained

ankle and on that tirst goal, some excuse was necessary That was the

only scoring in the first period as the Redmen could not get anything

going due to some excellent forechecking by Hamilton.

At 1 25 of the second stanza. Dan Reidy was finally able to penetrate

the goaltending of Greg Root, as he slammed a rebound home from in

close with assists going to Jack Edwards and Dennis Grabowski. to tie it

at 1-1 Grabowski. who had been suffering from stomach ailments, did a

fine job of filling in for Pat Keenan. The Redmens leading scorer missed

Saturday's game because of an "intent to injure'' penalty he incurred in

the Boston State game This penalty carries with it an automatic

suspension from the following game.

Again in the first few minutes of the period the Redmen applied great

pressure Jimmv Coleman fed Mike Waldron with a beautiful behind-the-

back pass to send Waldron in on a breakaway, only to have Waldron slip

and fall before he could get the shot away Hamilton's Brian Morin came

right back with his own breakaway, but P.J. was equal to him and came

up with a great save. Hamilton's persistent forechecking controlled the

Redmen offense..and forced Flaherty to be outstanding in goal

With half of the third period gone, it looked as if the 'third period

doldrums were back for the Redmen. as they slopped along until the

12 08 mark There. Hamilton's Dave Gillmore drew a highsticking

penalty, and the Redmen turned on their power-play. UMass put

tremendous pressure on as the Hamilton defense swarmed around their

net desperately trving to keep the Redmen out. Greg Root made in-

credible saves, one* after another Then at 13:27. Coleman passed to Bob

Shilalie at the left point, who fired a slap-shot into the crowd in front of the

net Root made the save, but Bob Bartholomew was there to flip the

rebound for the winning goal.

With less than a minute to go, Hamilton tried to get sustained control of

the puck so they could pull the goalie At 19:21, Root skated off to be

replaced by an extra forward, but only seconds later the move backfired

as Eric Scrafield hit the open net for the clincher, to make it 3-1.

Greg Root had 38 saves in the game, 19 in the third period, and P.J.

Flaherty made 21 stops.

The win gives the Redmen a record of 15-3 in Division II. while they are

16-6 overall On Wednesday night at Orr Rink, the Redmen will play their

final regular season game against Division I Providence College, with the

jV'sin their final outing preceding the Varsity game at 6: 15.

WrestlersBowIn NEs
By JOHN BOCK

New Britain, Conn -Weekends

have not been kind to the UMass
wrestling team this year. All six

losses came on those weekend

away duals or triangulars.

Reflecting on this one might

consider it an omen or perhaps the

omen came in the form of the

number of upsets witnessed at the

tournament here this weekend

Wherever the hand that wrote on

the wall came from when it

stopped it had written that

Springfield College had once again

taken the NEIWA Tournament

trophy home with them Hes, the

Chiefs left no doubts as to who had

the best individuals in New
England wrestling as they

achieved 102-1/2 points for first

place while UMass could only

manage 83-1/2 for second. This

may seem to indicate a rather poor

performance on the part of the

Redmen until compared with the

third place team, URI, who came
in with 53-1/2.

Points are achieved in the

tournament by advancing men into

the finals and by pinning and

superior decisions < decisions over

ten points) . Rounding out the top

five were Central Connecticut, the

host team, with 47 points and

Dartmouth with 43.

The Chiefs were the favored

team going into the tournament

and came through in good style by

taking five of the ten cham-

pionships. Their top seeded men
proved their worth to the Seeding

Committee as they moved right

through the tourney brackets with

63SC
UMass at least came up to ex-

pectations of taking second In so

doing, however, the Redmen

Hoopsters Roll
^^" ... i i ..U Cr\*tt <?<vr»nitric loft

By EARLE BARROLL
'Senior Night has always been

an emotional night for my teams.

Its tough for the players to get

going, but they've always been

successful on this night." -Jack

Leaman
For the sixth straight season

Jack Leaman's seniors parlayed

an emotional pre-game ceremony

with the basketball whammy of the

Cage to destroy Maine, 100-66,

Leaman was right when he said

his team had troubles getting

untracked on this festive night, but

thanks to two catalysts known as

Peter Trow and Tom Austin the

Redmen busted the game open as

the first half ended and romped as

the second half unfolded.

Trow, who does things that 6'4

guards are not supposed to do

(unless you're John Havlicek) like

take rebounds away from 6'7

centers or tap in a rebound from

few seconds left.

The stage is now set for UMass at

Rhody on Tuesday night. The
conference title is on the line as

both teams have only two losses.

The UMass record is now 14-9,

but 9-1 at home which leads

Leaman to say, "It amazes me that

we play so well at home and so bad
on the road and I'm looking for a

solution to this problem before

Tuesday night at 8."

vaBc w ««.»•.. v<7 ».-— , — — - centers or lap m a icwuuu »«••• uma
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proved that the days when
Springfield could walk into the

gym and out the other side with all

the trophies are gone It was a

struggle for the Chiefs to win in the

finals and they only managed one

upset in the tourney.

The tournament was divided into

four rounds ranging from quarter

finals up to and including finals

The UMass team breezed through

the quarter final round losing only

one man. John Connolly, after

pinning his man in the preliminary

round, found out why Estin of

Dartmouth was first seeded as he

was pinned in 2:32. The rest of the

team wrestled very well, bringing

in four pin points as they advanced

nine men into the semi-final round

It was at this point that the UMass
grapplers were ahead of the Chiefs

by virtue of the fact that the Chiefs

only had seven in the semi's.

The quarter final round provided

the tournament with one of the

most stunning and unexpected

upsets in tournament history, as

Gary Sklaver, three time NEIWA
Champ and Most Valuable
Wrestler in '71 lost 3-0 to Dart-

mouth's Conterato. Conterato was
unseeded and unknown until he

bested Sklaver in a match that was
scoreless until the last period for 3

near fall points. This was a big

break for UMass 190 pounder

Bruce Buckbee. who. as the second

seed was expected to wrestle

Sklaver in the finals.

The NEIWA Freshman Tourney
was in progress at the same time

and it was here that the freshman

were cleaning up as five out of the

seven UMass entered advanced to

the finals.

Follow-up tomorrow...

2800

This was the last home game for

Mike Pagliara, John Betancourt,

ChrisCoffin and Rick Vogeley. ..the

pioneers (along with Julius Er-

ving) of the UMass rise to

prominance in Eastern basketball

circles.

Their coach had this to say about

their contributions to the program

immediately following the game:

"I think this is going to be the end

of an unmatched era of basketball

here at UMass.
The program was very low

when they came here as freshmen,

but they filled the Cage at 5:30 for 6

p.m. freshman games and the

program is too strong now for

anyone to be able to have the op-

portunity these players had.

They're terrific people and have

done more for the program than

anyone ever did at UMass This

only proves that when Peter

Brciaca and I started five years ago

recruiting quality kids who were

good athletes and would be here for

four years we knew what we were

talking about.

"Everyone who has been

associated with these four, in-

cluding the players, the fans and

the coaches will miss them
dearly

"

On a night that was set aside as

"theirs" the four seniors con-

tributed a great deal toward this

Rick Vogeley has his best night of

the season with 22 points and 12

rebounds to go along with a

mammoth job on the offensive

boards. He was forced to play the

center position due to a shoulder

separation to Charlie Peters

sustained in the New Hampshire

game which finishes him for the

season.

Mike Pagliara and John

Betancourt (you just can't

separate these two) combined for

24 points and in only 14 minutes
including a couple of big ones when
the score read 90 and the crowd
yelled for more.

Intramurals

with the Black Bears while he was

in there.

Austin's performance was his

best since the Quaker City Tourney

and he likewise did things he's

really not supposed to do like

MASS

6 McLouahlln
i5

I 3 11

COURT TIME TEAMS
3 6:15 BX vs. 8 Balls

4 Roaches vs. Nuts
5 FNA vs. 2 Team
6 Stains vs. Heads
7 The Team vs. Bafos
8 Orgs vs People

Checkers vs. TGU9
10 Moe vs. Starters
11 Nurdsvs. Co
12 Libs vs. SOT

3 7*15 Hoovers vs. Hi lo's

4 Redwoods vs. Oaks
5 Maroons vs. Lemons
6 Cougars vs Bulldozers
7 Ironmen vs. Monuments
8 Terrors vs Academics
9 Frogs vs. Gang
10 Whalers vs. Avengers
11 Pos vs. Team
12 JQA vs Patterson

3 8:15 Math vs. Zeroes
4 Zool vs. Boys
5 Hustlers vs. Psych
6 Dutch vs. Vaga
7 Ruggers vs. Bunch
8 YY vs Bunkers

AMERICAN POSITION
9 1 vs. 2

10 3 vs. 4
11 GSS vs. Kappa
12 ACO vs Theta

3 9:15 Bulldogs vs. Spunks
4 Blazers vs. Chuckers
5 Smargeasvs. Fabus
6 Neckties vs. Gang
7 Middlesex vs Bisex
8 Goons vs. Deacons
9 Kumquats vs. Acs
10 Spikersvs. Gwimps
11 Gang vs. KSPP
12 Vibes vs. PBP

BERKSHIRE POSITION
3 10:15 1 vs. 2

4 3 vs. 4

5 All Stars vs. Lifers
6 Mice vs. Lovers
7 Floridians vs. Jesters
8 Boos vs. 7 11

9 Amazons vs. Beavers
10 Limes vs. Stars
11 Cack vs. Geneishans
12 Corp vs. Jokers

Cottin
Skmntr
Betancourt
Poqiiaro

5 5 IS Austin
10 2 22 Vooeley
4 1 Trow

1 Olsen
1 2 Lev.nr.

40 20 100

MAINE
B F PtS.

PGovett 4 1 9
Su*i 4 8

Sterling 4 1 9
BesMy 2 4 1

Morrison 4 3 11

AGovett 2 2
Stinson
Hamlin 3 2 1
Lone 2 1 5

Hlllnwi 1 4 6MUM

Senior John Betancourt. at his final home basketball game, hits a

fall-away shot late in the second half, adding two points to the 100

that the Redmen scored over Maine Saturday. (MDC photo by

Barbara Brecher)

muscle underneath and tip in of-

fensive rebounds for hoops

But between both their

idiosyncracies and the consistency

of the seniors, UMass went from a

10-8 lead six minutes into the game
to a 36-26 lead at half and then

annihilated Maine with a 12-0 burst

which busted the Black Bear
bubble and sent them back to

Orono.
During both these uprisings

Maine was crushed up front where
their somewhat celebrated front

court of Nick Susi, Peter Gavitt

and John Sterling (averaging 6'6)

was practically non-existent.

Vogeley. Austin, Coffin and Al

Skinner (Leaman was extremely
pleased with his performance)
dominated both boards and it was
only the semi-consistent shooting

of the Maine backcourt of Paul
Bessey and Dan Morrison that

enabled Maine to use the Cage
scoreboard ..and they too were
contained by Pagliara. Betan
court and Trow.
Leaman took the seniors out with

three minutes to go, but in no time
the 100-mark crept into the pic-

ture... in came the seniors and
moments later after two Coffin

sneak-away layups the Cage went
beserk with greed for points as the

motive.

Skinner went solo down the court

for a spinning three-pointer. The
only question that remained was
whether Trow would get the 100th

point as he has done all season.
Tom McLaughlin spoiled Trow's
quest with two free throws with a

Notices
Women's Intramural Swim Mm

entries will be accepted through
Wednesday, March 1, 1972. Events
include 100 and 50 yard freestyle,

50 yard butterfly, 50 yard
backstroke. 50 yard breaststroke.
200 yard medley relay, 200 yard
free style relay, and diving. Entry
forms are available in the In-

tramural Office 215 Boyden.
There will be a meeting of all

members of the golf team tonight
at 8 p.m in the Conference Room
in Boyden, 223.

Frosh Five

Win Again
By RICHARD GR1MARD

The Little Redmen won their

fourteenth game without a loss

Saturday night, as they downed a

tough St Thomas More team, 87-

77, at the Cage.

The Freshmen fell behind early

and spent most of the first half on

the short end of the scoreboard. St.

Thomas More's well disciplined

offense worked the ball in well for

good percentage shots, and their

pressing defense forced several

Redmen turnovers.

UMass came back to tie the

score at 25 behind the hustle of

Mike Flanagan and Jim Burke

The teams traded baskets and the

half ended in a 34-34 tie.

John Murphy had a poor first

half in both scoring and reboun

ding, but played a strong second

half and finished with a game high

28 points.

In that second half the Little

Redmen came out running They
built a ten-point lead, which was
eventually the winning margin.

Tom Gillams grabbed ten

rebounds and scored 11 points to go

along with an outstanding all

around game. Bill Endicott

pumped in 18 points and played his

usual tough brand of basketball

This was the Freshmen's last

home game of the season They
have impressed a lot of people and

will provide a strong nucleus for

next year's varsity team.

umass frosh
ifph
S 1 11 Gllloms
4 1 Flonooon
12 4 20 Murphy
t 2 II Endicott
3 2 • Burke
1 2 4 Boron
2 1 5 Dibble
2 4 Crimes

Guiowikl
1 1 McBride

37 13 V

ST. THOMAS
B F PtS

Odumj 7 10 24

Nichols 9 18

McAndrewS 7 7 21

Sweeney ' 3 5
Conway 2 2 6

Cot novate I
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Weather
Seasonal temperatures

with a high in the lows with

probable precipitation and
scattered sun followed by
nightfall.
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If you look far off in the distance you can see a small shape In the center of the picture. We don't know what it is. but it's coming towards us. (MDC photo

by Steve Schuster)

Governor Cuts Belchertown Funds
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

Gov. Sargent's recommended
budget for the Belchertown State

School, representing major cut-

backs in funds, projects -a $300,000

cut on the previous fiscal '72

budget a 40 percent on the

requested budget for the fiscal 73
budget.

Hardest hit by the governor's

proposed cuts are the student in-

ternship and Boltwood programs
which may now be abolished unless

the necessary funds are restored.

The internship program is aimed
at students who are interested in

pursuing a vocational form of

study at Belchertown. The Bolt-

wood Program is essentially a

volunteer program funded by
student organizations in the five-

college community to assist in the

care of patients at Belchertown.

Lee Douchkoff, head of the

Boltwood Program -an
organization made up of ap-

proximately 300 students-termed

the governor's action "absurd"'

On The Inside

:

Nixon Returns
See page four

SES Bought
See page three

SUG Board
See page three

and said the cuts would tend to stop

student involvement at the school.

UMass Professor Ben Ricci -

president of the Belchertown
Friends Association and organizer

of court action against the State

Department of Mental Health -said

the governor's decision "flies in

the face of the suit" filed against

the state.

The class action suit filed by 28

parents in federal court charges
that the state has been negligent in

the care of patients at the school.

Ricci learned of the decision

yesterday at the superintendent's

weekly meeting, he said.

As Ricci sees it, "The staff at

Belchertown was demoralized and
is justified in being demoralized at

the recommendations."

The cuts by the governor's Office

of Finance and Administration will

directly affect 40 students in the

student internship program. The
requested budget made provisions

for an increase of 60 students while

increasing the number of hours

worked by the students from 10 to

20. The governor recommended
that all funds in this area be cut

The Boltwood Program -the

majority of students in the

program coming from UMass is

indirectly affected in that under

the cuts the 10 supervisors, who
coordinate the program, would not

be paid because of the lack of

funds
Alan Sklover, Amherst College

student and one of the 10 Boltwood
supervisors said, "Doing away
with these funds will do a great

deal in the direction of doing away
with Boltwood."

The governor's recom-
mendations have touched off

renewed protests against con-

ditions and policies surrounding

the Belchertown school. In the

wake of the governor's proposal,

testimony will be heard this

Thursday in U.S. District Court in

Boston concerning the suit.

The state is not appealing an

earlier decision by a federal Judge
The Judge ordered the state to

undertake certain steps at

Belchertown concerning alleged

"inhumane conditions and unjust

policies" at the school. Ricci said

the parents in the case will block

proposed amendments by the state

concerning the issuance of a

temporary restraining order.

Douchkoff said he will appeal the

governor's proposal to the Ways
and Means Committee of the state

legislature. Ricci said that Dr.

Roland Nagle. superintendent of

Belchertown. can be expected not

to appeal Sargent's decision
because of the politics involved in

the decision.

In a related development, it was
reported that the Parents
Association of the Fernald State

School were prepared to file legal

action against the stage similar to

that action filed by the Belcher

town Parents Association.

"It just confirms my opinion that

we continue to be hypocrites in

Massachusetts," continued Ricci.

"The governor is going to balance
the budget at all costs. He would
rather balance the budget than

provide humane services for the

retarded."

Joseph Sylvia, chairman of

Students Offering Support -an

organization formed to express

support and obtain funds for the

Belchertown suit-said. "It is a sad
realization to be confronted with

the fact that the mentally retarded

are once again the victims of

politics.

"The system is showing that

unless have public support change

will not occur," continued Sylvia.

"They are not going to do it

automatically This is the way the

retarded have always been treated

in Massachusetts"
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The Reverend W. L. Jenkins will be speaking tonight at the S.I

Ballroom. (MDC photo by Robinson)

Catching Your Dreams
By MICHAEL PATTERSON

Rev. W. L. Jenkins, pastor of the New Hope Church in Mississippi

and president of The National Alliance of Black Americans, will be

speaking about the problems of Black students on previously white

campuses tonight at 8 in the Student Union Ballroom.

His speech tonight, titled "Catching Up to Your Dreams", will be

the last part of a 17-day tour which started at George Washington

University in Washington, DC. Rev. Jenkins has also addressed

students at Smith and Mount Holyoke colleges while in this area.

The National Alliance of Black Americans, of which Rev. Jenkins

is the head, is a union of college students, high school students,

professionals and just everyday people who are tired of being

oppressed and want to work for change.

Rev. Jenkins is also the narrator and founder of The Voice of

Black America, which is the first radio program of its kind and also

the most powerful black programmed station in this country. More

than 350.000 Blacks in Mississippi and Arkansas tune in regularly to

Rev. Jenkins" program, a talk show supplemented with music,

concerned with how Black People relate to the system

Rev. Jenkins has encountered considerable opposition in his fight

against institutionalized racism in this country He has been

threatened and shot at. He was denounced and thrown out of the

Methodist Church when he spoke out against exploitation by the

bishop of the church members.
The people from this church left with Rev Jenkins and together

they formed the New Hope Church, now one of the largest

congregations in Mississippi.

Rev. Jenkins says, "Institutionalized racism has too long denied

Black People's rights in this country." He and his organization are

doing something about it.

Athletic Council To Meet
The University's Athletic

Council will be holding its monthly

meeting today at 7 p.m. in Room
223 Boyden The Council's

meetings, which have long taken

place in the quiet of the Campus
Center's 10th Floor, has been

moved to the larger Boyden room

to accommodate the expected

large student turnout.

Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen has invited all interested

students to the meeting. At its

previous meeting the student

turnout partially disrupted the

normally calm setting A large

number of students are expected to

continue the effort to increase the

influence of the Student Body in a

program that the Senate have

suggested they should control

The Council will be considering

Freshmen eligibility, off-campus

scheduling for basketball and

hockey, progress on an ice facility.

•Recent Emergencies", and its

annual tutorial report on student

athletes. The most controversial

item will be a discussion of Athletic

financial aid based on need, and

the recent decision of the Yankee
Conference The Student Senate

has endorsed the Yankee Con-

ference action, which some fear

will destroy UMass' intercollegiate

program.
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Student Senate Committee

To Hear Student Gripes
By HUGH OWEN

"We have got to get out of our ivory tower, to come

down and better serve the people we represent,'' said

Elliot Sherman.
In hopes of achieving this goal the Student Senate

Services Committee will be on the Concourse Level of

the Campus Center Thursday, March 2, from 9-5. Vice

Chancellors Campion and Gage, and members of the

Student Senate Rents and Fees Committee will also

be on hand to answer any questions students may

have.

Whether it is a problem concerning parking

problems or the dime you just lost in the coke

machine, everyone is welcome to come and air their

gripes. "We want to hear what the students have to

say. We will try to answer any questions they have,

and the ones we cannot answer we will look into and

see what solutions we can come up with," said

Sherman.
Sherman went on to say that he expects the main

complaints students will have will be concerned with

food services, housing, and parking. In anticipation of

these problems, steps have already been taken

toward finding answers to them.

A committee has been formed to find some

solutions to the food services problems. Some

suggestions are a five meal ticket, meal tickets which

are valid in both dining commons and school run

snack bars, and refunds to the students for the meals

they did not eat but pay for. The main problem with

housing is that many dorms are not fully occupied.

One solution is to consolidate students and shut down

any dorms that might be left empty. The money

which was previously used to keep these empty

dorms running can then be used to keep the fees down

on the other dorms. Land for a new parking lot has

already been graded and will be finished as soon as

the necessary money is funded.

Some other services the Services Committee has

undertaken are the control of UMass bus tran-

sportation and the newly acquired SES notes. In

general, they look after any service offered for

UMass students.

Complaint boxes have also been set up around the

campus so that students can let their complaints be

known in this way. These boxes are in places such as

Whitmore, Goodell Library, the Campus Center, and

resident areas.

Chess Team Keeps Championship

In the New England Intercollegiate Chess Championship, held in the

Campus Center last weekend, UMass teams took the first two places in a

successful defense of their New England title. Finishing first in team

competition was UMass "A", consisting of Barry Cohen, Mark Ordung,

Rod Stackelberg, and Bob Corwin. The second-place team was UMass

"B", including Marty Laine, Mike Stankiewicz, Jim Lane, and Lou

Manrique. In singles competition, Cohen's New England championship

was wrested from him by Dave Timberlake of Greenfield Community

College. Class prizes were won by Ordung, Stackelberg, and Vern Rand of

UConn.

Concert
By STEPHEN FISHER

Yesterday afternoon the ad-

ministration gave their approval to

the Spring Concert committee to

begin coordinating plans for the

concert. Vice-Chancellor for

Student Affairs Robert Gage, Dean
of Students William Field, Director

of Student Affairs Jerry Scanlon

and Director of Security David

Johnston met with committee
members Elliott Sherman. Bill

Staton, Steven Barbanel and Gary
Gomes to discuss preliminary

plans for the concert.

It was decided at this meeting

that the concert will be held in

Alumni Stadium during late April

or early May. The participating

bands will be decided upon by a

poll of the student body. The
concert will be free, eliminating

many security problems that

would accompany a ticketed

concert.

Estimated costs are as follows:

Entertainment $ 8.000

Security 2,000

Escrow Bond 1.000

Miscellaneous 1,000

Total $12,000

The Student Senate will provide

$8,100. Area governments will be

petitioned for additional funds. If

more money is still needed, the

committee will rely on coffee

houses, small concerts and student

donations

Security inside the stadium will

consist solely of student marshalls

Outside the stadium and on the

campus uniformed security guards

and Campus Police will handle

traffic and other problems. They

will work for seven hours, in-

cluding one hour before and after

the concert at a rate of $240 per

hour for forty officers

The entire stadium will be used

during the concert It was
generally agreed that it would be

impossible to keep spectators off

the grass on the playing field

Trash barrels will be placed at

strategic locations around the

grounds in order to keep littering

at a minimum The Student Senate

will be held responsible for any

damage to the area.

The possibility of holding Spring

Day and the concert

simultaneously was discussed, but

was dropped on the grounds that it

would be too difficult to coordinate

the two events.

Consumer

Protection!

Hear Attorney General

ROBERT H. QUINN

Speak Thursday, 7:30 p.m.

at S.U. Ballroom

Coffee Hour to Fol low Program Council
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and

MAKE-UPS

Sign Up This Week

Taken March 6-10

Index Office, S.U. 401

SUGBoardAt Impasse
With Administration

By DON BISHOP
In an action taken two weeks ago, the Student Union Governing (SUG)

Board voted by 10 to 2 to delete the veto power of Acting Chancellor

Bromery over actions of the Board. The action of the SUG Board in-

dicates the present state of strained relations existing between the Board

and the Administration in Whitmore.
While an attitude of mistrust permeates the dealings of the Board, the

Management of the Campus Center complex and Whitmore, attempts are

being made at this time by both sides to reach some kind of settlement on

the issues which have led to the impasse and general feeling of mistrust.

The central issue in this case seems to relate back to a fundamental

question of student decision-making and policy power over student funds.

The Campus Center building is the only building on campus whose

amortization costs (construction costs) are to be paid off by University

students. In addition, students, through their Campus Center tax are

currently paying roughly 87% of the yearly operational costs of the

Campus Center and Student Union.

With the overwhelming majority of funds for the building being sup-

plied by students, it would seem that students would be allowed some

measure of directive power over the complex. Here exactly is where the

members of SUG Board have come into conflict with the building

management and the Administration.

The present officers of the Board: Barry Cohen, Lisa Mandell, and Rick

Nelson and Board member Guy Ross have expressed the opinion that

SUG Board can do what it wants only so long as management and ad-

ministration agrees to it, while the management and administration can

do what it wants unhindered.

As defined in its constitution, the Duties and Powers of the SUG Board

are as follows: The Board shall establish all policies for the Complex and

shall communicate all policies to the Campus Center-Student Union

Manager or the Coordinator of Activities for the implementation, as

appropriate. All action of the Board however, as is also defined in the

constitution, is subject to the review and approval of the Chancellor, who

at his discretion, may veto any and all actions of the Board, by informing

the Chairman of the SUG Board to that effect.

In recent weeks, the Acting Chancellor has exercised this power on a

number of occasions, to which the Board in evident frustration, has

responded to by attempting to delete this veto power of the Chancellor

from the constitution. Cohen, Mandell, Nelson, Ross, and others on the

Board feel that the Chancellor has become too arbitrary in his use of this

power and they cite cases where they feel that the Acting Chancellor has

stepped into the policy making (as defined in the SUG Board Con-

stitution) realm of the SUG Board.

One such incident relates to the Acting Chancellor's veto on February

15th of an action taken by the Board on February 10th in which the Board

tried to define "student space" and "management space" in the RSO

section of the Campus Center in deciding where to place some recently

purchased equipment. The majority of SUG Board members see this

particular action of the Chancellor as one which interferes with a strict

policy making decision of the Board. The majority do not accept the

argument of the Chancellor and other Administrators, that the Board's

original decision interferes with the management of the building, and

therefore had to be vetoed.

Part of the problem, in addition to the arbitrariness and unac-

countability of the Chancellor's veto, according to Secretary-Treasurer

Nelson, is what he defined as the "dotted line syndrome " This, according

to Nelson, is where the management officials in the building are reporting

to < and in certain cases recommending that vetoes of SUG Board bills be

made) the Chancellor instead of to the SUG Board, out of whose funds

their salaries are paid. He and others on SUG Board feel that theirs is a

serious question of responsiveness and accountability to SUG Board on

the part of some of the Campus Center management.

The difficulties arising out of the present situation come right down to

the questions of how much actual power does SUG Board have at the

present time (do they in fact have policy power as defined in their con-

stitution), how much power it can legally have through sanction of the

Administration and Board of Trustees, and finally how this question of

power can be resolved satisfactorily for both sides and a trustworthy

working relationship can be established between the Board, the

Management, and the Administration

Senate Buys S.E.S.
By NATHAN GORENSTEIN ^0% of the time or better

Student Educational Service, (SES) was bought

last weekend by the Student Senate for $5,300. The

purchase took place at the Hampshire National Bank

on Saturday.

SES was bought from George Cheah, a former

UMass student. Skip Olmstead, Student Senate

Treasurer, said Cheah sold the business because he

has moved and is now working in New Hampshire.

While Cheah is still head of a corporation called SES
he no longer has the rights to the business. All control

has been sold to the Student Senate, and the program

has been renamed the "Student Senate Lecture Note

Program."
Equipment purchased from SES includes a

collator, a stitcher, five typewriters and eight

cassette tape recorders.

Olmstead will run the program for the remainder of

the semester. He foresees no organizational changes

in the immediate future, though what will happen

next year is still unclear. Frank Baglione, the present

manager of the program, will stay on in that

capacity.

Skip Olmstead explained that the reasons behind

the purchase were threefold. One, that the Senate felt

that the service was beneficial to students. Olmstead

said that students whom the Senate had talked to

"favored the notes."

Second, that SES, not being a student organization,

had run into trouble with some professors and the

Administration. One professor who SES had ap-

proached felt that the service was a "rip-off", while

other professors whose classes SES had taken notes

on felt that the editing of the notes distributed to their

students was of low quality. Olmstead said that

professors had complained that factual information

was misinterpreted in the processing of the notes

Olmstead said that one of the first steps the Senate

will take will be to deal with that problem

Other objections heard from professors were that

students are using the notes as a substitute for

classes. Asked if he thought that charge had any

validity Olmstead replied, "No, not true. A poll taken

by SES (last semester) indicated that a large per-

centage of students using the service attended classes

As a result of this the administration has been

pressured by some professors to have the operation

terminated. However, Olmstead said that

negotiations were held last semester with the ad-

ministration to alleviate the problem. Assistant

Provost David Bishoff will be sending a letter to the

faculty asking them to cooperate with the program.

"Bishoff feels the program is worthwhile," Olmstead
said.

The third reason for the Senate taking over the

operation, Olmstead felt, was the fear that "If the

Senate didn't take over the program now, the

program would cease to operate, students would lose

the notes, and 20 students would be out of work. The
Senate would then find it very difficult to start over

again as it would lack the experience needed to run

the operation without those presently in the

organization."

For the rest of this semester the program will be
functioning more or less as it has been so far. They
hope to make some changes concerning the accuracy
of the notes. This would be done by employing
students who have either taken the course or are

majoring in the subject to take the notes. They also

hope to be able to give the professors teaching the

courses a copy of the notes for their comments.
Olmstead stressed that the new organization is

open to any suggestions anyone might have to better

the quality of the service. This he said, includes

students, faculty and administration.

While they hope to expand the service next

semester, there are no concrete plans drawn up at

this time. However, several professors have proposed

that they type the notes for their own lectures and
give them to the Senate Lecture Note Program for

duplication and distribution.

At this time the program covers 40 sections in 26

courses. There are slightly more than 20 people

working for the program, all students or spouses of

students. The notes are given either by shorthand or

recorded on cassette recorders. The person taking

the notes then transcribes them and gives them to the

note service for duplication and distribution.

Jackson State College Trial Begun
BILOXI. Miss. ( AP)-An all-white

jury was seated Monday as trial

began in a $13.4 million damage
suit stemming from the May 14,

1970, shooting at Jackson State

College in which two black youths

were killed.

Nine men and three women were

sworn in before U.S. District Court

Judge Walter L Nixon. Jr., along

with two male alternate jurors.

The judge recessed the trial until

Tuesday at the request of Ralph

McAfee, an attorney for the

plaintiffs, who said he needed time

to prepare.

The trial is expected to last four

to six weeks.

The case consolidated five suits

seeking damages from 55 defen

dants. including former Gov. John

Bell Williams.

It is the first time accusations

based on the shooting have been

before the court.

A lawyer for the plaintiffs, who
asked that he not be named, said

out of court that the effort to show

that police over-reacted when
called to the campus during a

disturbance is more >rtant

than the actual damages sought

Federal and state grand juries

issued no indictments after the

shooting. A Hinds County grand

jury said the burst of gunfire was
justified.

the LIONS SHARE Co.
presents

W^M^i
by

Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt
the creators ot Fantasticks
directed by Judith Anderson

March 2-8:00
March 3, 4, 10, 11 - 7: 30 & 10: 00

Tickets — Student Union Box Office

545-2006

Students $1.50 — Others $2.00

Cabaret Style

Beverages Served
UMass Campus Center
Auditorium

TONIGHT

Bowker Auditorium — 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UMass Undergrads $1; Other Full

Time Students $2; UMass Faculty/Staff $3; General Public

$3.50

Fine Arts Council, 12S Herter, Tel. 545-0202

Presented by the UMass Fine Arts Council
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Nixon Back From China
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Nixon returned

home Monday night from an epic journey to China,

proclaiming that his mission launched the long

process of bridging the gap left by years of hostility

and laid the foundation for a new structure of world

peace.
Addressing a crowd of several thousand jammed

into an airport hangar-and a national television

audience-Nixon traced the details of the communique
issued after his unprecedented talks with Chinese

leaders.

He repeated a phrase he used several times in

China-' Peace is too urgent to wait for centuries. We
must seize the moment and move toward that goal

now."
"That is what we have done on this journey," Nixon

said.

He expressed hope that as a result of his trip "our

children will have a better chance to grow up in a

peaceful world."

Nixon noted the devotion of the Chinese to their way

of government, but said: "I come back to America

with an even stronger faith in our system of govern-

ment."
He said-without giving specifics-that a procedure

had been set up to continue discussions with Chinese

leaders in the future.

The object, Nixon said, is to "talk about differences

rather than tight about them."

There were no secret deals of any kind" reached

during his talks, Nixon said.

"We do not bring back any written or unwritten

agreement that will guarantee peace in our time," he

continued. There is no magic formula, Nixon said, but

"we have made some necessary and important

beginnings."

He invoked the "seize the moment" statement-

similar to Chairman Mao Tse-tung's phrase "Seize

the hour'-when he talked of an American redwood

sapling planted in China by the U.S. party.

The growth of a redwood takes centuries, Nixon

said, "so we hope that the seeds planted on this

journey for peace will grow and prosper" into a more
enduring peace.

As President and Mrs. Nixon stepped from the blue-

and-white presidential jet, the "Spirit of 76," the

Army herald trumpeters sounded ruffles and

flourishes, followed by "Hail to the Chief," the

national anthem and other martial music with five

other service bands joining in.

Then. Vice President Spiro T. Agnew. at their side,

they walked along the ranks of congressional leaders.

Cabinet officers and diplomats to the platform where

Nixon faced the television cameras and the crowd

jammed into the large hangar.

Agnew. in welcoming Nixon, said "Because of your

visit, the Chinese and American people stand further

removed from the confrontation the world has feared

for decades We feel easier tonight because of your

trip
"

Israeli Guerrillas

Halt Attack On Lebanon
Bv THE ASSOC IATED PRESS

Israeli forces withdrew from

southeastern Lebanon Monday

after four days of attacks on Arab

guerrilla havens near the border.

Israel claimed about 50 guerrillas

had been slain and nearly 100

wounded. Guerrillas
acknowledged losses of 20 dead and

36 wounded.
Leaflets distributed to villagers

in the fighting area warned of

further Israeli assaults unless

Lebanon clamps down on guerrilla

activity.

The attacks were in retaliation

for guerrilla raids last week that

killed an Israeli couple and three

soldiers.

The U.N. Security Council

demanded that Israel halt the

fighting and pull out of Lebanon.

Israeli officials first declared they

would not heed the resolution

adopted early Monday, calling it

'one-sided and cynical."

Military sources in Tel Aviv

reported later that Israeli ground

and air forces which pounded the

area near Biblical Mt. Hermon had

withdrawn, leaving the guerrillas

"in complete disarray."

Lebanese witnesses said the

withdrawal began about noon,

when Israeli forces pulled out of

the village of Hibbariyam, in the

Arkoub region which had been

controlled by guerrillas. The bulk

of the troops crossed back into the

Golan Heights section of occupied

Syria by midafternoon and the

withdrawal was completed by

nightfall, they added.

A Israeli military spokesman
said 11 Israel soldiers were
wounded in the fighting.

Guerrilla communique >

acknowledged losses of 20 dead and
36 wounded. Lebanese sources

reported two civilians and l<»

Palestinian refugees killed

The Lebanese army began
moving into the 100-square-miU'

area formerly occupied by the

guerrillas after the Israelis pulled

out.

"This time we intend to occupy

the guerrilla position and keep

them." said an army colonel.

In Brief...
.Animal Restrictions Aired

BOSTON ( AP)-State residents would be prohibited from keeping

in\ pet which, in its natural environment, is wild, dangerous or

ferocious" under a bill aired Monday at a hearing before the

legislature's joint Committee on Natural Resources.

Court to Decide

WASHINGTON (AP)-Thc Supreme Court agreed Monday to

decide whether radio and television stations are required to

broadcast paid advertisements on matters in public dispute.

Boyd Douglas Takes Stand

it ARRISBIRG. Pa' I \P)-Star government witness Boyd

Douglas took the witness stand Monday and said he prepared in

advance his betrayal of the Rev. Philip Berrigan so authorities

"would realize the threat of these people to the United States
"

Douglas said he turned FBI informer against Berrigan partly

because as a strict Catholic he was concerned about the actions of

the militant antiwar priest and six codefendants on trial with him

on federal conspiracy charges. All but one also are Catholics.

Amnesty Dangerous and Unfair

WASHINGTON <AP> -Selective Service Director Curtis W Tan-

told senators Monday that granting amnesty to Vietnam War draft

resisters would be unfair and set a dangerous precedent.

Tarr told Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's judiciary subcommittee

that the induction system could be wrecked by granting total

amnesty now to those who chose exile rather than fight in Vietnam.

Italian Election Crisis
ROME (AP>-Italy, with its

government defeated and
parliament dissolved, has plunged

into 70 days of political cam-
paigning for new elections to end

the country's worst political crisis

since the war
The elections. Sunday May 7. will

test how much the strength of

Italy's rival political parties has

shifted in the past four years and
indicate what if any new coalition

could put together a majority

government.
President Giovanni Leone

dissolved parliament Monday, a

month and a half after the breakup

of the Roman Catholic -Socialist

coalition which had ruled this

Atlantic Alliance country for a

decade

S. Viets Launch
New Drive

S\IGO\ I AP>-The South

Vietnamese army launched

another operation inside Cambodia
and reported nine battles with the

enemy in that country and in South

Vietnam. Units of the U.S. 1st Air

Cavalry Division reported two

clashes with enemy soldie:

Monday only 30 miles northeast of

this capital.

The Saigon command said the

fighting between its forces and

Communist command troops ha^

killed or wounded nearly 200

soldiers on both sides. The nine

battles, the command said, took

place Sunday from Eastern
Cambodia to the South China Sea

coast.

In the engagements, the com
mand claimed 136 North Viet-

namese and Viet Cong troops were
killed while Saigon forces suffered

20 killed and 37 wounded. The
South Vietnamese forces had air

and artillery strike support.

The new drive into Cambodia,

the command said, started Sunday
with nearly 1.300 infantry, ranger,

militia and armored troops in an

attempt to halt infiltration of

enemy soldiers into South Viet-

nam The operation is taking place

about 130 miles northeast of Saigon

and three miles from the border
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Nationalists Suspect

Secret Taiwan Agreement

SHANGHAI-Presidnet Nixon eats with chopsticks at dinner in

Shanghai Sunday with Premier Chou En-lai as he wound up his China

visit. (AP)

A. Davis Jury

Trial Selected
SAN JOSE. Calif. (AP)The trial

of black militant Angela Davis on

murder, kidnap and conspiracy

charges opened Monday with jury

selection in a tightly secured

courtroom here

The 28-year-old Communist sat

unsmilinglv and silent, as the

names of the first 12 prospective

jurors were drawn from a wooden

drum They were five men and

seven women. Four were under the

age of 21 -all students. All 12 were

white.

Prosecutor Albert Harris, Jr.

later reread a list of 104

prospective witnesses he plans to

use to show what he describes as

Miss Davis' role in a 1970 cour-

troom escape try at the Marin

County Civic Center that left four

men dead. The list includes John

Thorne of San Jose, attorney for

slain Soledad Brother George

Jackson, and Jackson's mother.

Georgia Jackson of Pasadena.

After Miss Davis entered the

courtroom and gave a clenched fist

salute to supporters. Superior

Court Judge Richard E. Arnason

delayed the trial start 45 minutes

while he conferred privately with

attorneys.

Early in court proceedings,

prosecutor Harris put into the

record his protest against a ruling

by Arnason last week that

prospective jurors not be

questioned on the death penalty.

The prosecutor claimed that a

California Supreme Court decision

Feb 18 ruling capital punishment

unconstitutional is not final, so

should not affect the trial

Harris also asked that one of 13

overt acts detailing the alleged

conspiracy be stricken from the

indictment It accuses Miss Davis

and Jackson's 17-year-old brother

Jonathan, slain in the escape try,

of having advocated the release

from lawful custody" of the

Soledad Brothers at a Los Angeles

rally June 19. 1970

Defense attorney Leo Branton

objected, and Arnason denied the

prosecution request without

prejudice.

During the noon recess. Harris

said he made the motion because

"we're not going to prove it
."

Miss Davis, wearing her hair in a

large Afro style and long, gold-

bangled earrings, used a nan

dkerchief repeatedly She had been

reported suffering from a cold

Among courtroom spectators

were the defendant's mother. Sally

Davis of Birmingham. Ala.; two

brothers, Ben and Reginald, and

Ben's wife. Sylvia Ben is a

defensive back for the Cleveland

Browns pro football team

TAIPEI (AP)-Chiang Kai-shek's

government declared on Monday it

will consider null and void any

public or secret agreement
President Nixon may have made
with the Chinese Communists
affecting the rights and interests of

Nationalist China.

The statement indicated the

Nationalists suspect there may
have been some Taiwan
agreement in Peking last week

that was not mentioned in a joint

US-Chinese communique Sunday

in Shanghai.

A government statement issued

by the Foreign Ministry also said

the Taiwan question can be settled

only when the Nationalists take

back the mainland.

Marshall Green, the U.S. assistant

secretary of state who ac-

companied Nixon to China and is

now on a tour of some Asian

nations to explain the outcome

The Nationalists are particularly

concerned that the United States

may be leaving them open to

takeover by the Communists on the

mainland. One indication of this

concern showed up Monday on the

Taipei stock exchange where
prices took a dip.

The government statement

focused chiefly on a section in the

joint communique saying the United

States acknowledges there is but

one China and that this is

something for Chinese themselves

to settle. It said U.S. military

forces on Taiwan would begin

leaving gradually as tensions in

this area diminish.

The Nationalists themselves

have always maintained there is

but one China-the one headed here

by President Chiang

At the same time, it called the

President's agreement for people-

to people exchanges with the

Communist Chinese "tantamount

to inviting wolves into one's

home
"

However, the statement on the

outcome of Nixon's eight-day visit

to China seemed a reiteration of

past Nationalist positions It is

doubtful the government will move
much further on the subject until it

hears later in the week from

Jack Lemmon

THE OUT OF TOWHERS

7, 9, 11 S.U.B. Fri., March 3

SAINT LOUIS SYMPHONY

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld parking headache* in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Ctntury Shopping Plata' Frae parking for over 100 ear*!

WESTFIELD NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIEW

10 BROAD ST 160 PLEASANT ST. 1847 MEMORIAL DR.

Next to P.O.
" Opp Nhamp. Jr. College On North-South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST. . Next to Holyoke Natl. Bank

TEKOA

WALTER SUSSKIND
conductor and music director

Performing Mahler's Symphony No. 9 and

Mozart's Symphony No. 40 in G Minor

Monday, March 6, 1972 - 8 P.M.

CURRY HICKS CAGE
(University of Massachusetts, Amherst)

TICKETS: UMass Undergraduates $1 .00; Other Full-Time Students $2.00;

UMass Faculty/Staff $3.00; General Public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE, 125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202

Office Hours: Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Remaining Tickets Available: Two hours before performance,

Curry Hicks Cage Main Entrance, Tel. 545-2480

Presented by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council
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Kesey's Third Party
By ALLEN KOENIG

In one of those strange ways in which the earth

moves, Ken Kesey (Prankster prime minister), Ken

Babbs (second- in-command), Paul Sawyer

(Unitarian minister and friend of the Pranksters)

and Kansas Kathy appeared in Amherst last week.

On a swing through this part of the country, Kesey

spoke to a full house at the Amherst College cage on

Thursday night, hoping to plant some seeds for a 3rd

party. (Yes, you heard correctly -tricky dick goes to

Peking, Bobby Seale comes out in favor of working

within the system, and Ken Kesey, although denying

the possibility, is a potential 3rd party presidential

candidate.)

Although there's still a lot of the Electric Kool-Aid

Acid Prankster in them, it is apparent from talking to

Kesey et al that the people Tom Wolfe wrote nearly

400 pages about have changed. That movie is history.

As Kesey said, "We'd look like Jimmy Durante if we
were doing those things today." The Pranksters have

moved on- towards a philosophy and life style aimed

at lessening the economic ties this society lays on.

This means a deep involvement with the land, the

most basic means of production. Kesey and his people

have done much in their own area in recent years

towards this end. including work with the Whole

Earth Catalogues and with other west coast people's

projects.

This change in life style is perhaps the key issue in

their politics. If people are to be self-supporting, this

country has to be turned around from the decline in

individual ownership of land. As Kesey pointed out, a

strange thing has happened in America ; the land no

longer supports you; you must support your land. If

one is to own land, one must by necessity become
politically involved, because the cards are heavily

stacked against such ownership. With subsidization

and various tax breaks for the fanning monopolies

versus piddling returns and a poor tax situation for

Art Buchwald

the small farmer, some 40,000 small farms go under

each year. When these farms go on the block, they are

picked up by Safeway, Bank of America, and other

creeping corporations. Ownership is thus being

concentrated in a few hands, and it is a process of

positive feedback, with increased holdings resulting

in political power directed towards enactment of

legislation that aids and abets more of the same.

There are two ways to reverse this trend:

revolution or political evolution. Revolution does not

appear to be de rigeur this year, at least not in the

sense that we all thought of it such a short time ago.

This year, it's politics.

Could this amount to a campaign platform for a 3rd

party? Kesey said that people are starting to speak to

each other through the land; they don't intend to be

politically bullshitted by anyone who hasn't paid

some real dues. This paints a picture that could fit

some of our romantic notions concerning the men
who settled this country. Kesey and Babbs and many
others, American cowboy-farmer-lumberjacks,
thinking about recreating a frontier, but not just a

frontier of land. These people deal as much with

changing thought as they do with changing

economics, and that's a crucial issue.

In attempting to convey impressions, it is im-

portant to point out that there is still a lot of Ken
Kesey and the Merry Pranksters, early sixties folk

heroes to the psychedelic movement, involved in this

story. It's great fun to see these people, and
remember what you read about the acid tests, the

bus, the pranks...but things have changed. One is

tempted to talk of idealogical maturation...but who
knows? It has all the makings of a very strange and
interesting 1972, I think. And let us not forget Ken
Kesey, in the middle of his northeast campaign
swing-"...we'll know that something's up for sure if

Nixon starts throwing the Ching."

Mao Comes To America
WASHINGTON -Every one of us

who has been glued to the TV set

since President Nixon and his

party arrived in China now knows
more about the People's Republic

than he dared dreamed he would

Thanks to our able TV
correspondents, we are now aware
of what a hat costs, what kind of

leather people wear on the soles of

their shoes, how people walk in a

park and how many bricks it takes

to build a brick teahouse.

One can't help projecting into the

future, when Mao Tse-tung makes
his first visit to the United States

and his activities are beamed back
via satellite to the people in China

:

"Good evening, comrades -this

is Wo pang of the Anti-Imperialist

Television Network Broadcasting

System, bringing to you live and in

red color the banquet that

President Nixon is giving in honor

of our beloved and venerated

leader. Chairman Mao. and his

beloved and venerated wife.

Madame Mao
Ba Ba Rah. what do you make

of all of this so far?"

"Wo. the thing that impressed

me the most was the reception the

American people gave our beloved

Mao. I was told by my interpreter

that no one had received such a

reception in Washington since

Mayor John Lindsay joined the

Democratic Party. The people

seem very pleased to see Chair-

man Mao "

"Did you see many
schoolchildren waving to Chair-

man Mao
'

"No. I didn't, but the interpreter

told me that was because most of

the children go to school on buses

and it's hard to see them waving.
Wo. what impressed you the most
so far about this trip?"

"I think the thing that impressed
me the most is that the U S Marine
Band had managed to learn the

Chinese national anthem I believe

The Big Wheel Run By Faith

By MARK VOOLBI
Around, and around, and around

she goes, and where she stops

nobody knows-OR CARES!!!
Apathy, in many respects, is like

a wheel. The rim can be said to

represent the important issues at

stake. The spokes are emblematic

of the unconcerned population. As
the rim of the wheel increases in

velocity, the spokes start to

multiply -but the two never merge.

Interpreting this symbolism into

terms of scientific logic

(Newtonian Law of Apathy), the

greater the number of issues at

stake, the higher your level of

apathy becomes.

Let's put this concept of apathy

into use on the university level by

taking the case of a recent student

senate election that was held in a

particular dorm Apathy is the

word which could be used for the

percentage of the electorate that

exercised their right to vote.

Less than a third of the residents

(90 out of 308) cast ballots. The
victor emerged with a

sorry majority of 49. What made it

even more sorry was the fact that

32 students on his corridor took

part in the election. The runnerup

secured 28 votes, and in fact his

corridor was the second most

active in the election. Apathy, my
friends, apathy.

When asked why some didn't

vote, the common response was
that: "I didn't know the candidates

who were running." Well sure as

hell make it a point to know them.

It's evident that the electorate

can't entirely be blamed After all.

the candidates who campaign for

office, don't give it their all to

make themselves known. There

secret formula for winning is by

painting the dorm up with hand-

bills. The more you display, the

more you'll collect at the polls. But

what is more relevant at this point

is that a great many students could

give a hoot what the issues are and

who are the policy makers-in this

case, the student senators

Then you hear that cock and bull

story that the senators aren't

worth a plug nickel. They stand for

what they are, a bunch of grungy

hippie lobbyists who crave some
kind of prestige. Why vote? Why
even have a student senate? It's

not going to accomplish anything.

It's just plain tokenism used to

pacify the students in order to

make them believe they have some
power. There's no way you're

going to fight this establishment.

Well, I guess if that's the type of

defeatest attitude one wants to

possess, then that's his hang-up.

And as long as he wants to conform

to the traditional mode of the

system, then he's going to be en-

trapped among those spokes for a

long time.

Granted there is stringent

control exerted on us by the so-

called big wheels who make
everything go on this university.

However, the student body can
throw a roadblock and get things
rolling in the right direction. But
it's up to the students to mobilize
into a strong entity, to know what's
going on, to get more involved, to

advocate change for the better,

and to make it happen.
Start with what you've got and

build upon it (senate), don't tear it

down. Tokenism is just a
frustrated myth. Apathy breeds
apathy Whitmore may be like the
Rock of Gibraltar But if a unified

and fortified legion of students
keep pecking away at it, it will

start to crumble our way. If you
have some legitimate grievance
pertaining to something on this

campus, then investigate and act.

Get out of this rat race. Don't be
a guinea pig Make the wheel move
forward instead of being content to

have it remain stationary. Strip the
spokes and mount the rim -it's

better than going around in circles.

this is a very good sign for future

Chinese-American relations

They're starting to eat now. Do you

have any idea what they're eating,

Ba Ba Rah?"
"I have the menu right here in

front of me. the first dish is fruit

cocktail, which is supposed to be an

American delicacy
"

"It is. Ba Ba Rah. I had some for

breakfast and I can assure our

Chinese viewers it is very

delicious. Our beloved Mao is now
eating his fruit salad with a

spoon
"

"Yes. Wo. Chairman and
Madame Mao have been practicing

for months with a spoon and fork

and knife They both seem to be

handling them very well.'

"Quite well. Ba Ba Rah
Chairman Mao looks very much at

ease. Who is that he is speaking to

next to him
"

"My interpreter says that is

Billy Graham, a minister who is

the second-most-important man in

the Administration. The man
speaking to Madame Mao is Bebe

Rebozo. a friend of President

Nixon's who is the third-most-

important man in the Ad-

ministration."

"Chairman Mao is now talking to

a woman. Who is she?"
"That is Martha Mitchell, who is

considered the most important

woman in the Administration."

"Billy Graham seems to be

handing pamphlets to Chairman
Mao. What do you suppose they

are9
"

"I don't know. Wo. but my in-

terpreter says he believes Mr.

Graham may be trying to persuade

Chairman Mao to become a

Christian."

"Now Bebe Rebozo is handing

pamphlets to Madame Mao. What
do they say?"
"My interpreter says that Bebe

Rebozo is probably trying to sell

Madame Mao some Florida real

estate."

"Who are those people who have

just come out on the stage. Ba Ba
Rah*>"

"They are the American en-

tertainers. They are called the Ray
Coniff Singers."

"One of the women is pulling a

sign out of her bosom. Is that

unusual 9 "

"Oh, no, Wo. My interpreter

informs me it is always done when
somebody entertains at the White

House."
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles

Times

'WHO WAS THAT ILDIRLY, BALDING CHINESE GENTLEMAN WITH LICHARD NIXON?'

Letters To The Editor

People Die In Schools
To the Editor:

"The only difference between schools and old-age

homes is that more people die in schools."

Bob Dylan

Dylan's words only began to express the feelings of

helplessness and anger I felt as I walked out of

Thursday's School of Education School Council

meeting. The major issue discussed there was

whether or not to institute The Completely Modular

Curriculum (CMC). Although the published proposal

claims to be a "report to the community," how many

of the School's 3,000 undergraduates are even aware

that such a program is in the making?

What angered me most is that parts of the proposal

and, most importantly, the strategy of instituting the

proposal has been characterized by disregard for the

undergraduate's interest. In answer to this,

proponents of the program only succeed in being

hypocritical.

First they say that they held open meetings in order

to summon undergraduate input. But these meetings

were publicized only at the School of Education—the

Collegian did not carry any notices. Unlike the

faculty and graduates who spend most of their day at

the School, undergraduate majors spend most of their

days and have most of their classes out on the campus

proper. While they were claiming to initiate un-

dergraduate involvement, at the same meeting the

same people also said that undergraduates were not

notified in the extensive planning days of the CMC
because it would be "too confusing for them." The

CMC staff now plans to get the proposal through the

School Council and then do a rush job of notifying

undergraduates through summer mailings, pre-

registration notices, etc.

Now that a few undergraduates on the Council and

on the Academic Matters Committee have had the

opportunity to examine, criticize, and discuss the

Report, we find ourselves with less than a week left to

scramble around and amend it That is. if amend-

ment is possible at this stage. I felt pressured by a

sort of ultimatum at the Council meeting: "If it s not

passed now, it never will be...Funding is im-

portant...Time is important... Competency,

evaluation, and advising will grow with the program

once it is instituted...Pass it, we can amend it later.

One of the major criticisms of the proposal is in its

advising component Graduates would hold the bulk

of this enormous task. Besides defining and setting up

a course or workshop, just where does the respon

sibility of the faculty member lie in the new

program? I am sure that the problem of trying to

arouse faculty interest in advising undergraduates is

not solely limited to the School of Education. It is a

problem felt throughout the University, and too.

certainly not all faculty members, lack initiative in

advising. But in the School of Education especially, it

is sad and ironic to see far too many educators locked

up in their own ivory towers writing books, papers,

chairing innumerable committees and working on

various grants and projects with graduates.

In the School of Education these grants, books, and

papers are done on educational research to better our

educational systems, yetoutisde the door, across the

campus, undergraduates do not have the opportunity

to meet those who theorize and define. We did not

have the proper chance to give meaningful input to

the CMC. Although "The CMC promises a much more

meaningful educational experience for the student,

and although "Modularization means a wider

selection of courses and an opportunity for highly^

motivated students to design a personal program of

study which will stimulate their intellectual and

human growth," I personally cannot believe this. I

see the proposal as it now stands (Feb. 24th) as a

doctoral or graduate research project rather than a

"Stimulation of intellectual and human growth for

the undergraduate student. How can one be expected

to grow through new educational experiences if he

has not been part of the shaping of those educational

experiences in the first place?

Faculty, we are your students-if you let us die

through neglect and disrespect, just remember we

are the ones who in a few years will be teaching your

children in the same death-inducing manner. If you

feed us hypocrises, we will cough, we will spit, but

being highly outnumbered in such representative

areas as the School Council, we will be forced to

swallow what educators decide are "meaningful

educational experiences." So we will digest them and

they will become part of us...and they will poison us.

The major point stressed in the Council meeting

was that the decision us to whether the CMC will be

implemented next fall must be made now. Due to the

limited outside funding and the impetus that may be

lost in a year of delay, we may never ha/e the

resources to put it into effect again. They proposal as

basically good potential; however, it neglects the

problems already existing in the School of Education.

Unless students can participate in building

curriculum for themselves, and unless the faculty

can develop a larger interest and involvement in

student advising the proposal should not be im-

plemented.
Barbara Ann Boulden

Editorial Points
Let's hear it for those people

who suffered through the

mudbath in front of South

College yesterday.
•**

The wait at the Infirmary

has caused people to get sicker

and to forget about their

sickness and leave.

Did you ever wonder if there

were more yes's or no's in the

world.
*•*

A grinder is above all other

things a submarine and soda is

tonic. Ask anybody who lives in

Boston.

If Pres. Nixon can give up on

Taiwan, imagine what William

F. Buckley could get away
with.

Apathy's just another word
for nothing else to lose, or

What can I do?' depending on

how you look at it.

»«»

If it wasn't for TV. Mr.

Nixon's trip could have been

handled by a junior diplomat.
*•*

Could Food Service please

submit menus for the following

day so we could print them and
give us something to look

forward to.

If the Quad is considered

Northeast section of campus
what is the Sylvan area? N.

Northeast?
aaa

Today is the tomorrow you
dreamed about yesterday

J

Attaboy Ralph

To the Editor:

The growing student commitment at the University

of Massachusetts and other coUeges in the area to the

formation of a Western Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group (WMPIRG) should be en-

couraging to all citizens interested in developing

knowledgeable citizenship The hardworking and

idealistic students leading this effort know that

building the institutions of citizen research and action

is the basic pioneering need in this country Other

statewide groups in Oregon and Minnesota have

already voted to contribute a few dollars per student

per year to retain their full time lawyers, scientists,

and other skilled professionals to advance the forces

of genuine progress and justice in helping to solve

serious problems besetting many Americans and the

nation. . .
.

Many students today want to correct injustices and

apply the resources and intelligence in the nation to

the enormous problems that prevail now and which

will loom even larger in the future Everyone knows

about these problems such as poverty, unem-

ployment, discrimination, pollution, consumer in-

justice, threat of war. concentration of power in

fewer corporations and larger governments and the

growing futility of the dollar to respond to people s

npp/jc

Students can do something about these problems

while they are students They can research them,

develop strategies for change and participate in their

implementation. This is the most intensive

educational experience for it challenges the intellent

and the value system of the student in tandem and

motivates effort and dedication. One of the main

purposes of education is to develop the capacity and

will to be effective citizens, whatever their respective

value systems may be. A diversity of viewpoints

indeed renews and invigorates responsible citizen-

ship What is needed is a student directed institution

which will act as a catalyst for opportunities which

students can take hold of and direct toward problem

solving. Before most forums of decision-making -

corporate, or union -special interests are well

represented but the public or broad interest is not

The establishment of WMPIRG would provide

students with an effective professional voice before

these forums and enlist enormous student par-

ticipation, by way of research, laboratory testing,

and other skills both during the school year and

during summer vacations. Citizenship experience

should be an integral part of educational attainments

It is hoped that more students will support the

WMPIRG proposal and help create a constructive

and dynamic force for good in the state.

Ralph Nader

Senseless Training

To the Editor:

If Professor Simon of the School of Education is genuinely unaware of

the difference between requiring people to undergo sensitivity training

and, say, to take introductory zoology or a foreign language, it may be

useful to draw his attention to some of the differences. (See his letter in

the February 16 issue of the MDC.)
1 The worst thing that can happen to a student who is required to take a

course he is not interested in (or in badly taught ) is that he will be bored or

waste time or get a bad grade which lowers his/her average. To be sure,

all such outcomes are undesirable but a great pressure and the in-

competent tinkering with the personalities and personal values of people

which occur when people are pressured into sensitivity training guided by

incompetents. "Unfavorable reactions" to sensitivity training, often

associated with dubious schemes of personality improvement or change,

imposed upon an unwilling individual can be far more devastating than

courses which are designed to impart some clearly defined area of

knowledge or information however ineptly taught.

2. Most courses taught at the University are taught by competent

people insofar as competence can be assessed or ascertained by

processes of professional certification (such as exemplified by the Ph.

D

degree), professional peer judgment and more recently student

evaluation It is easier to assess a person's competence in teaching a

course oriented toward the acquisition of some specific form of

knowledge or skill than to evaluate skills required for sensitivity training

In most units of the University people are given teaching responsibilities

on the basis of some ascertainable skill or competence, not on the basis of

their own beliefs about their own competence or profession of good in-

tentions. ( If Professor Simon would counter this point by suggesting that

conventional processes of certification do not guarantee competence, one

can simply point out that while this is true, they are a lot more reliable

than by-passing such standardized procedures or substituting intuition

for the assessment of competence. However, in view of the efforts of the

Ed School to have its own Ph D degree program, evidently the belief in

the value of conventional certification is not totally rejected. I

3 His question as to why can't all courses be voluntary is in part an

swered in my first point which at least suggests reasons why it is more

important to make sensitivity training voluntary But. obviously, there is

more to this question and it may still be asked why should not everything

be made voluntary This is an issue which underlies the differences

between the Ed School philosophy and members of the faculty who can

find reasons for requirements The rationale for requirements rests on

the assumption that the acquisition of knowledge, competence or specific

skills (as opposed to the deepening of sensitivity, self expression,

character improvement, joy in life, etc.) is not a totally haphazard or

spontaneous or completely individualized process but one which requires

a measure of discipline, organization and guidance and that those who

are more knowledgeable in a given field of learning (i.e. the faculty I are

in a better position to establish procedures for the acquisition ol

knowledge in that field (or see more clearly what is required for com

petence in that field) than those who are less knowledgeable, i.e

students This modest proposition. I fear, may strike Professor Simon a>

arrogant academic elitism or authoritarianism in view of our seemingly

different premises about the relationship between education, knowledge,

competence, character improvement, religion, psychotherapy and other

matters.
,

.

.

We are also likely to disagree about grading but let me try to answer his

question as to why grading should be required. It should be required for

several reasons and if I substitute the word "evaluation" for grading

(since grading is a form, a standardized form of evaluation) the issue

becomes clearer. Even Professor Simon might agree that some form of

evaluation of students by faculty may be useful, especially for the

students themselves. Evaluation is also legitimate because graduate

schools and future employers wish and have a right to ascertain the

competence of applicants. Grading (or some form of evaluation) is also

necessary as a device for screening out those who are not qualified (or

motivated) to attend institutions of higher learning and whose place

might well be taken by others who are -this is a simple matter of

distributive justice as long as not everybody, regardless of ability or

motivation, can be admitted to institutions of higher tearing. Finally, it is

also possible, although this is more debatable, that students, or a high

proportion of the, are more highly motivated when their performance is

evaluated than when it is not I certainly have never seen a highly

motivated student lose his motivation because he was graded while I

have seen many students who were motivated by grading -impure as

such motivation might be. In any event, it seems that the Ed School itself

believes in motivating some people by evaluation, hence, the rigorous,

mandatory evaluation of their faculty by students In this practice one

may discern a curious double standard or two conceptions of human

nature one of which is applied to teachers whose performance can

evidently be expected to improve by rigorous and standardized

evaluation by students, and the other which is applied to students who

motivation is believed to wither once their performance is similarly

evaluated by teachers! ,__
Paul Hollander

Associate Professor

Sociology
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Desolate paths leading off into the wilderness. Where they lead in

the midst of a storm is for no one to know. What does it mean. More

snow. (MDC photo by Steve Schuster)

'Focus' On N.H. Primary
Tonight at 10 P.M. on WMUA's Focus" program, commentator Ken

Mosakowski will take a close look at the Presidential Primary race

shaping up in New Hampshire for the Granite State's first-in-the-nation

primary election next Tuesday.

Entered in the Democratic primary are Edward Coll. an anti-poverty

worker from Connecticut; Senator Vance Hartke of Indiana; Senator

George McGovern of South Dakota; Senator Edmund Muskie of Maine;

Congressman Wilbur Mills of Arkansas, and Mayor Sam Yorty of Los

Angeles. California. Entered in the Republican primary are

Congressman John Ashbrook of Ohio; Congressman Paul McCloskey of

California; and President Nixon.

A number of students from the Amherst area are expected to campaign

in New Hampshire this weekend on behalf of McGovern, McCloskey, and

\>hbrook

Draft Counselor's Corner
^>.ct J

Counseling Course Offered
*-?» n...i ... i^ikMua tyiiici x,r»n M/nnlH hp able to clai

Alternative Lifestyle

Speaker Tonight

Career News

Coming Attractions
By GILBERT J. SALK

One quick news flash: A lot of

folks have been requesting a draft

counselor's training course. Now,

duo to the courtesy of Southwest

the course will be offered-with

credit ! The class will meet for four

consecutive Tuesday evenings,

starting next Tuesday, March 7

Each class w ill meet from 7-10. The

colloquium will be offered on a

pass-fail basis for one credit. There

will be a five-dollar charge for

materials (books), but the fee will

be negotiable for those whose

finances are shaky. The course will

be open to both male and female

members of the University com-

munity, and will be taught by Gil

Salk, the coordinator of Draft

Counseling Services. Those in-

terested in registering for the

course should call Wally Silva in

the SW Area Office at 545-2803.

The new draft regulations create

a new deferment which may
provide a simple alternative to the

draft for many of you. The 4-G is a

'surviving son" classification

which goes well beyond the limits

of the old 4-A "sole surviving son''

statute.

Under the old regulations, you

qualified for a deferment if either

your father, brother, or sister died

in or as a result of military service,

and if you were the only living son

in your family. If you met these

two qualifications, you were
automatically eligible for a 4-A

deferment
Now. if you meet the above

criteria, you automatically receive

a 4-G. but there are additional

ways of getting the 4-G. If a father,

brother, or sister, since December

SI, 1959, died in or as a result of

militarv service, you qualify for

the 4-G, even if you have a living

brother

In addition, you may also qualify

for a 4-G if a relative is either a

prisoner of war or missing in ac-

tion In all cases, the 4-G defer-

mcol must be given you if you

notifv and can substantiate to your

board any of the above in

formation The exemption can be

taken away only in time of

declared war or national

emergency
You should note that the law does

Lecture

On American
Military

Dr Samuel P. Huntington.

Professor of Government at

Harvard University, will give a

lecture and discussion on the topic

The American Military: Present

Crises and Future Challenges'' on

Thursday. March 2, at 8:15 PM in

Mahar Auditorium Dr Huntington

has been at Harvard since 1951 and

has done extensive research and

writing on political and military

relationships He has chaired the

Council on Vietnamese Studies,

Southeast Advisory Group from

1967 through 1969 He has authored

The Soldier and the State and The

Common Defense and has edited

Changing Patterns of Military

Politics. Dr. Huntington's lecture

is sponsored by the Department of

Air Science and is open to all

students and faculty in the Five

College area

not specify that your relative must

have been shot in a battle. The

death does not have to be the result

of hostile action. If, for example,

your father contracted malaria

while serving in the Phillipines in

the 50s, and died as a result of the

malaria anytime after Jan. 1, l%0.

then you would qualify for a 4-G.

This would be true even if you

happen to have 8 living brothers.

On the other hand, if he died before

1960 and you have living brothers,

you would not be eligible for

"deferment. If he died before 1960

and you have no living brothers,

you would be able to claim a 4-G.

As with all other possible

deferments, it is a good idea to

consult a dratt counselor if you

think you might qualify for a 4-G

deferment The counselor will help

you to compile any needed

documentation to send to your

local board, and inform you of

other possible deferments for

which vou might qualify.

PEACE

Free draft counseling is available

irom Draft Counseling Services in 923

Campus Center.

UAAass Fine Arts Council Presents

AFRICAN FILM

FESTIVAL

FRIDAY, MARCH3-HERTER HALL227/231
7:00p.m. - 12:00a.m.

Films: "Mandabi" and Medina Boe"

Panel: "African Liberation"

Art Exhibit: West African Sculpture

SATURDAY, MARCH 4— STUDENT UNION
2:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.

Films: "New Images, Art in Changing African Society,"

"Duro Ladipo," "Black Girl," "Phela Ndaba" and

African Village Life"

Panel/Discussions: "Ousmane Sembene — Writer and

Film-maker," "Apartheid in South Africa"

Music: African Music-Workshop/ Demonstration

Art Exhibit: West African Sculpture

Film Series Ticket: Each Day ( All Films)
UMass Undergrads $ 1.00

Others $2.00

Tickets Available: Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, Tel.

545-0202 (On Sat., March 4, Tickets available in S.U.

Ballroom Ticket Office.)

Free Admission to all other events

Tonight

Mildred Loomis, editor of the

Green Revolution, will speak on

communes, back-to-the-land, and

alternative lifestyles tonight at

7:30 p.m. in 162 CC.

Ms. Loomis has been involved in

the back-to-the-land movement for

over 30 years. She was education

director for the School for Living in

Brookville, Ohio, and was the

construction foreman on a two-

story building at the School.

She had led conferences on

alternative life styles, and is the

author of Go Ahead and Live and

Clarifying Economics of Peace. In

addition, she has studied with and

assisted Ralph Borsodi. who

started writing about decen-

tralization in the late twenties and

early thirties, and whose books are

now being published.

Ms. Loomis offers both the in-

sight of one currently involved in

experimenting with new lifestyles

and the perspective of one who has

been both living and studying

alternatives for more than 30

years.

A discussion period will follow

Ms. Loomis' address, which is open

to the public without charge.

Ms. Loomis' appearance on

campus is sponsored jointly by

CULTURNATIVES and the United

Christian Foundation.

By PHILIP SCHIRMER

Following is a list of some of the activities planned

by the Career Planning and Placement Office for the

remaining weeks before spring recess. (This list is

admittedly vague and incomplete-more detailed

information may be obtained from the placement

office and from the "Career News" bulletin.)

Interviewers from the Pittsfield and Winchester

Mass. Public School systems will be conducting

group meetings during the weeks of March 6 and 16

respectively. Sign up in the placement office if in-

tprfslpfl

On March 10, a representative from the School of

Business of the State University of New York at

Albany, and . on March 13 a representative from the

Boston College School of Business will be on hand to

discuss their various programs.

The Thunderbirds Graduate School of International

Management, (in Phoenix Arizona), will be here

March 2 to talk to anyone interested in a career on an

international level.

If law is your bag, check out the possibility of

becoming a Lawyer's Assistant by signing up for an

interview with a representative from the Institute for

Paralegal training who will be on campus March 16.

(Candidates should have the potential for graduate

work, be prepared for the tuition involved and be

able to go to Philadelphia for the course.)

The extended list of future activities includes

representatives from the school systems of seven

states, a bank, an insurance company, an accounting

firm, a department store, two government agencies

and a hospital, (to name just a few.)

A DICTAPHONE Designed

with your BUDGET in mind

A Total System

for less than $300.00

for more information, call or write

©Dictaphone corporation

1355 LIBERTY STREET
SPRINGFIELD— 7343616

I

ROOM TO MOVf

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

TW£3.

•r

r$e+ loaded on -^

*°&Sni^KXBt^Ss^^ ;n kU pro<ess
j^ **> t t /a

on actentore o«nv^ ,f a u/uflZ A/e ten*
Ignber pqjH,n<l *x**y*dds m HieGS&y

Undergraduate Student Senate

BI-ELECTIONS
Rerun of commuter election will be held on

Thur. March 2 in the DUKES room
in the Student Union 9 - 5 : 30

.€>0

Nomination papers are now available in the Senate

office for the following seats:

JAMES MACNAMARA JOA LOWER

THATCHER FRATERNITIES SORORITIES

JOHNSON COOLIDGE UPPER KNOWLTON

These papers MUST be returned to the Senate

office no later than 5 p.m. March 3 in order to be

eligible for the March 9 election.

ocn
MDC CLASSIFIED

a*** r*_tl *** MCTI atftas*- \ n m — .,

AUTOS FOR SALE

|«r*t hev Impai*. \ -Mengtne new snow

lire* & battery, gd condition, power

-irrnnit automatic Iran* After 5 call M9
> MM.

tn-i

l*7u Maverick, excellent condition.

notional wooden car lop carrier. Call S4»-

•H37.
tfJ-1

t.uitar *alr: tt% — m% tit m all

guitars \coustlcs. electric*. cla»»ical»

\ccrssories. strings, and case* al»o Call.

"*-*7i m *>b
U3-,

Pioneer SX-770 Receiver, excellent

condition IK months left on warrant)

I wi mi or best offer Tim 323-44S*..

MM

Mil 8rt.no Call 2S*-»Wt after 5 o.m
112-3

roommate* to share large aid

in nrw rounlrv apt 173 each Inc

i all Tina 323-4»32 weekmtes
tfl-l

TRAVEL APARTMENT WANTED

spring is *u UHLCO tug* days :

night* via Iniv IKK Jet Open only to

student*, employee* A families of S

t oiteges 1 all SMUT I

U3-3D

Apt. wanted — 2 bdrm in I urn prl* nomr
— Amh. *xrea for married couple 1 child

Walking dlat to town & campus Need for

Sept 72. Ken S44-4440
IfJ-J

House need roommate until June

rm near campus S&2.50 per month

-.n I47X

Own
(all

tf3-2

WANTED

65 Mustang tons. red. at. pa. • cyl.

immacinl good est . good boots ft sawwi.

stereo KM opt. Contact Jon St Dwighl i-

23*>S. keep trym.
tfl-l

Person who would be interested in

renting the IB darkroom lor about 5 hrs. a

week Must have good equipment IWKI

MM

VW bus. new. I

after 5 p m MP-W72
rack & radio. < all

if:-a»

I earn lofl> at IMim with pay Serve In

\lr Force lor si* years at up la I IS.aaa per

tear (all 543-2437 or 345-2151.

MM

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. smonth leaae.

lis. month includes util Call *fc3-324*

davs or sw5-3S7S nKe*.
If 4-14

EMPLOYMENT

\meriran Youth Hosties Trip* lo Japan,

depart Oakland JunWor NYl July26.6or

n weeks. Call 2S3-t*»l (or information

MARRIED COUPLES

spring vacation. * days on Spanish

Itivierj I2T». RtstHrp Jet. hotel, etc. Call

Josre Kreosk* 3*7W*eeier. S4S-24I2. Mil.

or : !-»• Ml

trxrepttonal opp*rtunil> I Earn eslra

m.inr\ part lime Tremendous potential

No obligation (all Mrs Norris for ap-

point mrnl vw^tagt.
MM

MOMI -

197a Tovota Corolla, (iood

\W KM r»wh*. Radial tire*, ("a* 2S2-MM

davs or MP-CTTK nites

MM

\rtiaans. craftsmen: The Collector

Undue M Northampton, has w

and displa> spare available for lease

II

. on skip*' Men women No e»-

perience required. Ksc. pay. world travel,

send 12 for info Sealav Box I23»—MB.
Seattle. Washing Will

3-4

(.o South spring break: Bermuda —
I r report — Xtapuleo — Puerto Rico. «-

da> packages from lis*. F.srapr In

lemalional. call Pe«y 2SJ-»t*57.

112 2*

SERVICES

1 uoight at Use Blue Mall Boftart in "All

Through The Nlghf and John (.arfield in

"Air Korce
Mi

RIDE WANTED

II
in -i

FOR RENT
Kl Triumph Herald

Rest ofler MMMZ.
brake work

tfl-2

PERSONAL

IMC VW Muot sell. Be*t ofler taken 1-

753-1771.
If2 a

•7* VW. green sunroof, rad. « beat. « new

snow lire*, \sking 11275 (all S4»-MI4

MM

Jacques Qwe tu e* tre* drole — Je

\oudrais de ronnaitre plus Kcrlvei? Box

•MM . Belchertown.

(jutet room, walking distance

2S3-Ssa)7

Amherst Audio »ervlce*. *t*reo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car 117

No. Pleasant St.. 2M-4I33.
tUem

Ride wanted lo Honda March vacation

Will share expense* (all Bev or Jen at

Ml-«72l. , .MMI

3-1 ROOMS AVAILABLE

tf3-2

Rosey these late nites are

hemming a habit, what you need

asm hey. The French Connection

really

is your

2-a

l-teedronm house, excellent condition,

immediate occupancy (all between •:••

- S: 3* p.m. J*4-34». Sklbtski Real Kstate

M

t.rad student Srh of Kd needs people lo

share I room apt. center Nhamptoa. low

rent no lease ( all Ken Bell «*S-4I7H

2-29

WANTED TO BUY

C.X. and foreign coins and stamps

bought, sold, traded Kstlmates and ap-

praisals Bob Motrin. 224 Hamlin House or

I'd Box 1*4. Amber*!.
MM

lf*7 Falcon * cylinder standard Ex-

cellent condition With tape deck IMP. Call

:lZl-7l**« ask lor Jake or Joyce.

l.ove — As the sun

lose grows stronger.

gets brighter, my

2-a

\pt. Sunderland not Cllffside or other

anonvmou* building Big apt .
immediate

occupancy (all •l7-M4-2*». keep trying

IMS. MM

HELP WANTED MARRIAGE IN MIND?

FOR SALE

Wanted: female ski companion for

March 13-1$ Destination undecided. Rich

253-7*3.
as-

1

LOST: REWARD

Pressman needed lo run Davidson «•» In

I C . Print Shop. Mint be exper on this or

iim offset pre**. 2«-40 hrv/wk Apply at

Print Shop
MM

Diamond engagement 4 wedding rings

Buy direct Irom leading manufacturer

Quality, high fashion completely

guaranteed rings (all S4*V*»34.

tfl-2

!<••.-. Jeep Wagoner. «c> I . 4 svd. P*. 7 ft.

plow, low mileage, very good cond. many

extras ll"**. Call 253-2412
tf3-l

Hey Srherpl. thank* for the

weekend l.ove ya Jeannle p.s

real nut

fanlastlr

you're a

If3-1

Pierced earring with large blue

turquoise-like stone t.reat sentimental

value Reward, call MS-3MI evening*.
2-3

Mothers — can't find a reliable

babysitter? Tired of high lee** Call The

t hild (are Exchange 5M-2224 for further

information
MM

SUMMER SUBLET

l»*5 Jeep Wagoneer . «cyl. 4 wd. 9*
J
B.

plow, low mileage, very good condition,

many extras IIWH 2S3-24I2

Album* & Tape* - Britl*h Albums.

\mcrican Albums. Bootleg Album* It-

Track stereo tape* I2»». «" the latest.

Save! :»4«W*n«3 nlte.
If 3-Z

Rossignol Strato* 215 cm. with look

Nevada bindings !•»> or best offer ( all 6-

•1222 or come to 2101 Washington. Ask for

Don
tfw

looking lor a girl int. in going to Kla

over Spring Vac ! ! Will be sharing exps

with three others. Call Steve 4H4II.

MM

HOUSE TO SHARE

Kemale student wanled to share room In

house with I girls. |M monthly Including

ulilils (all evenings 233474)0.

tf3-IO

large bedroom available in Amherst
House about s. month inrl. util . prefer

woman over 21 Call 2."i3-7S3«.

tf2-»

Spall brown leather change purse, ring

enclosed ot obvious vahse Generous

reward oflered. If found call «4»-244«

immediately.
MM

Kum I hdrm apt In ( omnia I VII. June I

to Aug. 31. HWm* Call 2S3-22MI eve*

tf2a

STEREO EQUIPMENT

Male cat. Amherst /Sunderland area,

red/white tiger striped tail, torn ear. Call

->4»-*227 dav or night. Reward.
tf2-a

TYPING
Typing — theses, dissertations, etc.

fast; accurate. Proofreading, editing if

desired Have (ireek & Science symbols

::>:\M»\.
Ifsem

Discount Stereo Equip * acce**. T-

Tables. Speaks. Receiver*. Diamond
Needles I3.W. Magnetic (aria 3»-4»% off.

Barrv SHWMWtt
If3-2

ENTERTAINERS WANTED
Earn IS* a night by singing and playing

drink along, sing along musk on piano or

guitsr Call Ed at 545-24HJ0

tf3-IO

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Gibson Dove - Six String Guitar cherrv

sunburst fln».h. «««uW' *L-,e -

w/\r«hcralt case. 1250/ofler 2S3-304O

ROOMMATES WANTED

Harmony amp. reverb-tremelo. l**K*

speakers I ch.nl. . In br.nd new cond

lost interest New. co.t over 144)0. A»k.

I2IMI Joe o-«*5fl
113-2

Mirarord pwSO turntable new $150. Will

sell for lion. Call 540-4BIT

tf3-3

M. to share room in 3 bdrm apt. at

Rolling Green, loo/mo. Incl. utilities. Call

tSS-MB.
tf3-l

F roommate wanted to share frnhed .'i

room apt in Northampton. Own bdrm 170

A util. (all I in SN4-4O03 days.

MM

Act earlv I.I.I of 0« Western National

Park Fmplovers — experience un

nerrssars . 23C IMS TOW I0O0 Plata. State

( ollege. Pin ItUOM
tf3-«

STUDY ESPERANTO
Study r spersnto. the International

language, in Portland lor reedit. this 12-Zt

lulv : then attend International Esperanto

( ongress here • July to ". August \

unique opportunity to learn this beautiful

language. Inlormatlon. Summer Sessions.

I ol Portland. Portland Oregon *7».l

MM

SUBMARINE RACES

THAT'S BIGHT FOI.KT IT'S THE
BEATLES' "YELLOW SI BM ARINE"
SAT. EVENING. MAR. 4. MAHAR. «. «.

10. MIDNITE. BRING A FRIEND* A

(.(HID TIME FOR ALL.
MM

AUTO-ASTROLOGY
Saturn Is in Gemini trlning Pluto In

Libra A time of natural perserveranre So

an excellent time to remedy any dlf

hrulties with your car. Eapeeiallv check

air and oil filters, they may need changing

( ome lo Bsywatfr -. MoWl next to Po.1

Office
2-a

WANTED

INSTRUCTION WANTED HELP WANTED

Wanted! 1 WF. must be over II. for WM
n into scotch & lia (all anytime 4:24>-«

p.m. \.k lor Dee-Jay.
113-

1

Immediately I Rolling Green Man apr

Piano lessons wanted chords, scales,

rock blues. Jair Already some basic

knowledge Call Andree 545-2SI6 or 7 rm

M20. I eave me*. ^.

Person for computer analy of data

canned and lortran Your own hours 323-

73*2 l eves, i

tfl-2

Ml men who moved t it of ( hadbourne

in Jan and did not mov. to Hamlin ;
noUf >

Marcus by Mar. 10 If ym want to return In

MM
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Notices

ACT NOW ROCK BANDS:
Any band composed of 50% or more

UMass students is eligible for

competition in the "Instant Karma
Tournament". Call 253 3790, 253 3313,

or come down to table at CC.

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLE
LECTURE:
Lecture on back/to/the/land and

lifestyle alternatives by Mildred

Loomis, editor of GREEN
REVOLUTION tonight at7:30p.m. in

Room 162 CC. Discussion will follow.

BLOW UP:
Due to circumstances beyond our

control, Blow up will not be shown.

Watch for details of next Wed
nesday's movie Butterfield

Productions.

CAMPUS SCOUTS:
Meeting, March 1, at 7 p.m. Room

168 CC. Officer's meeting 6:30. All

members please attend. Semester

activities to be planned.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:
You're invited to visit the Christian

Science meeting tonight at 6:45 p.m. •

7:45 p.m. Room 803 CC. Students and

everyone else is invited to testify to

truth of God's omnipresence in their

lives.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Monthly meeting of club will be

Wednesday, March 1, at 7:30 p.m. in

Rm 165 169 CC. Constitution and

activities will be discussed. Please

come.

ENGLISH OEPT. UN-
DERGRADUATE COUNCIL:
Planning meeting on Wednesday,

March 1. There will be a meeting of

all those members interested in

planning the Occupational night

schedules for March 16th Please

come. The meeting will be at 7:30 in

Bartlett Lobby.

FENCING CLUB:
The Fencing Club will meet

Tuesday and Thursday, 7 9 p m. in

Rm 8 WoPE. This will be the start of

the club tournament.

FOOD SERVICES COMMITTEE:
Are you interested in getting better

food from the Dining Commons, and

stopping an increase in costs? Food

Services wants you Meeting 6 30

tonight Rm. 162 CC.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA:
Meeting at 6 : 30 p m . tonight in Rm

809 CC Call Mary Mai if you can't

make it Exec. Board at 6 p.m. and

Pledge Class at 7 30 p.m.

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD:
Tonight's meeting is the first

chance students get to look at the

Health Services Budget as a whole.

Be there at 7 p.m. in Rm. 903, CC to

offer comments and criticisms of

where the money's going.

Financial Aid
Applications

Financial Aid applications for the

Summer of 1972 and the 1972 73

academic year are now available in

the Financial Aid Office, Room 232,

Whitmore.
Applications will be available from

now until 500 PM today, and

must be filed no later than

March 1 . Whether or not aid has been

received previously, a new ap

plication must be filed each year for

all Loans, Scholarships, Grants and

Work Study.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
The regular square dance will be

held from 8:30 10:30 p.m., probably

in the Student Union 2nd floor lounge.

Meet in front of the S.U.B.

McCLOSKEY VOLUNTEERS:
It's the last weekend before

Primary - Volunteers needed. Those

interested in canvassing or want

further information call 546 9108 ask

for Albe.

N.E.S. TUTORS:
The Thursday bus to Springfield

will leave every week at 2:30 due to

recreational programs.

NEW ROCK POLITICAL PARTY:
If people nominated at Ken Kesey's

rally last Thurs. night will get in

touch with Judi 586 3254 or Eric 253

3066 we'll have a meeting tonight.

PROGRAM COUNCIL:
Meeting tonight in Rm. 169 CC at 7

p.m. All members plan to attend or

excuse your absence.

STUDENTS FOR McGOVERN:
There will be a meeting of Students

for McGovern tomorrow night at 8

p.m. in Rm. 917 CC. It Is an Important

meeting and all students interested in

working for McGovern should attend.

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIM . Also, a

complete typing service.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

SUMMER SESSION:
AoDlications for Summer Session

Student Assistants (counselors) are

available in Central Area Office in

Baker House. Applications are due no

later than March 15.

WEDNESDAYS AT NOON:
On Wed., March 1, at 12:10 at

Grace Episcopal Church on the

Common in Amherst, Lucille

Jonason, soprano will perform. The

public is cordially invited.

WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL DAY
MARCH & RALLY:
There will be a table In CC for all

women to make a list of demands

today through March 8.

ZOOLOGY STUDENT-FACULTY
BAG LUNCH:
This Wed., March 1, Dr. Klingener

will show slides on Latin America

12:15-1:30 Morrill 349.

LOST:
A mu It i colored hat, basically navy

blue. Lost by F lot in Southwest. If

found, please contact Robin in

Pierpont 318 or phone 6 5222.

FOUND:
The girls who left a ring at the

silver table on Friday in Concourse

may call Don at 549 7584 to regain

same.

SYDNttOMAJft*

Author Lawrence Durrell, born

under Pisces, is now embarked on a

new hobby: the study of astrology

Durrell, whose works are read the

world over, became interested in

astrology after meeting me. "You
are," he said, "either a great mind
reader or there is a great deal to

astrology." Durrell intends to find

the answer.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You
will be able to analyze, make correct

determinations. Welcome changes.

Give full play to creative thinking.

Member of opposite sex is impressed

and lets you know it. Good news
where work, health, enter picture.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Lunar
aspect now coincides with romantic

interests, greater chance for self

expression Greater personal hap
piness manifests. Family member
makes gesture of reconciliation.

Accept Get on better terms with

young persons.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Accent

on basic issues, security. Stress

practical matters. Temptation is to

skip details if you do, you lose Read
between the lines. Someone is

making offer but you deserve better

Know it; respond accordingly.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Plenty

of action, movement a time for

decisiveness Adhere to policy which
is based on ability and experience

Gain shown through exchange of

calls, messages. intellectual

curiosity is activated.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Money
position improves. You are able to

reach more people. Utilize innate

sense of showmanship. And don't

forget ingredient of humor, either.

Aries person plays prominent role

Live up to fine potential.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Get

going Be a self starter. You can

make right decisions. Take initiative.

Appearance improves. Many com
ment on apparent vitality. Self

confidence makes comeback. You're

going places and doing things.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Much
that occurs may be hidden, obscured.

Key is to perceive beyond the im

mediate. Your intuitive intellect can

provide answers. One who taught you

in past makes reappearance. Get

efforts organized.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21):

Friendships are formed Social ac

tivity increases. You have greater

feeling of well being Obtain valid

hint from Leo message. Don't sell

yourself short. More people like you

than might be imagined.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21):

Standing in community is enhanced.

Special honor is distinct possibility.

Study chance for professional ad

vancement. Make room for yourself

at top No need to settle for second

best. Act accordingly.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19):

image desired situation. Emphasis is

on travel, communication. Barriers,

restrictions can be removed. Teach

and learn. Aquarian figures

prominently. Make inquiries con

cerning future vacation or journey.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18): Co
operate with Capricorn individual

investment procedure can be

clarified Domestic adjustment is

due Reach better understanding at

home. You can do it and you will be

happier if you do
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20):

Partnership, legal procedure,
marriage these now are spotlighted

See clearly. Means avoid wishful

thinking. Perceive what others are

trying to see When you get message.

be discreet. Then you earn con

fidence.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are intuitive to point that many
claim you possess an abundance of

ESP One close to you is due to aid in

financial area. April should be out

standing where this is concerned.

Aries is likely to be involved.

Copyright 1972, Gen Fea. Corp
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ACROSS

1 Moccasin
4 Possessive

pronoun
8 Cushions
12 Beill

13 Region
14 Genus of olives

15 Artificial

language

16 Surrounding

18 Pertaining to

the navy

20 C
of hearing

21 Babylonian

deity

22 Conjunction

23 Verve
27 Worm
29 Emmet
30 Midwestern

Indian

31 Chinese mile

32

33

Attempt

Possesses

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzie

Opera by Verdi

Herb (pi.)

Call

Sea eagle

Late

Dinner course

8 Own
9 Mohammedan

name

10 Lair

1

1

Sink in middle

17 Conjunction

19 Cooled lava

22 One. no matter

which

24 Note of scale

25 Exchange
premium

26 Seines

Verve

Storage pit

29 Macaw
30 Paddle
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27

28

32
33
36
37

38
40

Playhouse
Chapeau
Preposition

United
together
Deliberate

Style of

painting

Note of scale

43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Symbol for

tellurium

Malay canoe
Weary
Break suddenly

In favor of

Land measure
Dutch town
Goal

34

35

37

38

39

40
41

42
44

47

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Pronoun

Hawaiian
greeting

Prohibit

Race of lettuce

Not one

Ship channel

Preposition

Solar disk

Liquid

measure (pi )

One who makes
talse claim

Fish limb

Was borne

City in Nevada

Period of time

River in

Germany
Icelandic

writing

Corded cloth
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1 Ache DUtr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. H

Helen Sweetetory was born

on a small farm on Apri 1 5, mo.

It was raining the ntfiit of

her High -School prom.

• later That wm&l sue u)A6

THt?Jk)N FROM A HORSE ..A TAIL.

DArf*. STtfANoEK CARRiEP HER
BACK TO THE STADLES...0A* THhS

THE LOVE SHE HAP 6EEN 56&CIN6 ?

TuX3 HeAfc LATER, IN PAtftf, SHE

lNpARrS?.'U)HAT
APOOT THE TALL,
PARkSTRAN6£R

?

40u NEVER GO
INTO DETAIL!

' Talents Hamper
By Lack Of Home Ice

!

By BILL BALLOU
One of the main reasons for the success of the

UMass varsity hockey team this season has been

the fine play of their defensive corps consisting of

Brian Sullivan, Al Nickerson, Don Lowe, Bob

Bartholomew, and Bob Shilalie.

Bartholomew in particular has had a good

season, and is the leading point-getter among the

Redmen blueliners. UMass is lucky to have a

player of Bartholomew's ability, but it's rather

unfortunate that a talented player like him isn't

given the opportunity to sharpen his skills to an

even finer edge.

The main reason for this is the simple fact that

UMass does not have a rink for its hockey team to

practice in and play its home games in. As a

player, Bartholomew has his own feelings about

the desirability of a rink, but is also able to look at

it from a student's point of view.

"The main thing about it," he said, "that I want

to get across is that you shouldn't go around

calling it a hockey rink, but rather an ice or even

better just an athletic facility. People don't want

to spend money on just a building for hockey, but a

rink can be used for so many things that it's really

versatile. They've got a beautiful rink up in

Vermont and use it for concerts in the warm
weather; the same could be true of this facility.

"A lot of rinks can also be used as indoor tennis

courts and the locker room facilities can be ex-

panded to include a lot of different sports."

The senior defenseman also figures that the

possible new building could also have a salutary

effect on the individual player. He pointed out how

the lack of a rink and being forced to practice at

Amherst's Orr Rink doesn't give a hockey player

the proper chance to develop his weak points.

"Where it's really hurt me is in that extra half

hour after practice that we don't get," he ex-

plained. "Whereas most teams have a two-hour

practice session and time after practice to go out

on your own to work on your shot or skating or

anything you want, we just get an hour and a half

and then right off the ice. That way I'm not able to

use that extra time and work on anything that I

want and figure I should practice.

In spite of the rather difficult practice situation

"Bart" and his teammates are put into, he says

that over the four years he's been here there has

been great improvement shown by a lot of people

on the team.
"Everybody works hard and Canniff (head

coach Jack Canniff) has done a fantastic job in

developing players. I played against some of the

guys in high school and prep school and the im-

provement is really noticeable."

In spite of the great improvement in the current

crop of Redmen, without a rink and better practice

facilities, you can't really expect an equal amount

of improvement from the present crop of JVs.

"The JV's get what practice time thev can.

usually that's left over after our needs. And

they're the guys who really need the time so they

can improve. In my freshman year, we were lucky

and got a whole lotof ice time and it really helped.

But these guys coming up don't have that ad-

vantage."
UMass is very lucky to have a Bob Bartholomew

on its defense, as his mates and P.J. Flaherty will

attest to. When Bob was being recruited, his

choice came down to between Boston University

and UMass and he made his decision while on a

tour of Europe. But when he made that decision to

attend UMass, he was under the impression that a

rink was coming soon. At least, that's what the

then Dean of Physical Education, Warren

McGuirk, told him.

Bartholomew has no regrets he attended

UMass, although he says that "I'd be a better

hockey player if I had played with a Division I

school, simply because the competition would

have been better."

But it's too late to give Bob Bartholomew that

rink he deserved, and it's too late to make up for

all those half hours after practice he would have

liked.

But it isn't too late to look toward the future.

Ms. Lettis 9th In Nationals
ByTJD

Charlotte Lettis, sophomore theater major, ran 5:01.5, her best, for 9th

place in the mile women's mile in the National Indoor track meet held in

She found that them "Big Kids" kick and elbow.

Charlotte drew lane three, a good starting position, much to the dismay

of Debbie Heald an experienced miler who had to start behind Charlotte.

When the gun went off, Ms. Heald charged ahead with elbows flying

causing Charlotte and two other runners to fall on the first turn Since

they fell on the first turn, the race was called back and restarted^

Charlotte received a spike wound in the shin and started for the second

time bleeding slightly.

"I started very cautiously, confidence lay scattered all about the track

near the first turn." Charlotte's time at the half-way point was 2:25 within

a few seconds of the leader Ms. Doris Brown of Seattle, Washington, who

won with a time of 4:44. Ms. Brown holds the women's indoor world

record for the mile run, 4:40.

Charlotte was the least experienced runner to make the finals in the

mile. All the other runners had been competing for 2 years, the 21-year-

old Ms . Lettis has only been running for 8 months

Charlotte plans to compete in long New England road races, ten miles

and longer, during the month of March, and possibly a marathon.

Freshman sprinter Kathy Lawson ran a fast time in the first trial for

the 220 dash, 24.7, then failed to qualify in the semi-finals, and was

eliminated from the competition.

Hooptvomen Finally Triumph

TJa-zxx-x&tss^^

Skiers Win Osborne Division Trophy
The UMass ski team completed

its series of eight Osborne Division

ski races at Mount Whittier in

Ossipie. New Hampshire, by

winning the AIC slalom in a

blinding snowstorm on Saturday

and finishing second in the Boston

University Giant Slalom under

clear skies and on beautiful snow

on Sunday.
In the eight races against the

same seven colleges the ski team

finished first five times and second

three times for an overall division

record of 53 wins to 3 losses In

division standings Northeastern

was second. BC third. BU fourth.

Amherst fifth. Tufts sixth. AIC

seventh, and Bentley eighth

In the eleven years that it has

been in the New England In

tercollege Ski Conference. UMass

has won the Osborne Trophy four

times. The four top teams from

each of the three divisions will

All Electronic Repairs

Tape Players, 8 Tracks,

TV's, Stereos,

Car Radios.

ALL BRANDS

L&H TV
13 Bridge St.

Northampton

584-2000

meet for league honors on March

10 and 12 at Cranmore in North

Conway. N.H UMass is the

defending NEISC champion team

and hopes to successfully defend

its championship in both slalom

and giant slalom events.

In the AIC slalom the Redmen
'won big" using the two run times

of Tuck Woodruff who finished 5th

overall. Jerry Curran who was

llth. Kurt Syer who was 13th and

Dick McWade finishing 15th among
the 80 racers on the hill. The

UMass "best four" team times was

321.8 seconds. Northeastern was a

poor second with 332 1. Amherst

had 334.0. BU 341 9. Tufts 342 9.

BC 389 2. Bentley 511 5. and AIC

624 1 It was a soggy wet race in a

heavy snowstorm but the Redmen
managed to find their way sue

cessfully through the gates.

After the slalom Saturday the

racers packed out the new snow on

some steep terrain which Snow

Cats could not negotiate to make a

longer, faster race on Sunday

Sunday was a bright, cloudless,

beautiful day with the best snow of

the winter It was less than a

perfect day for UMass inasmuch

as four of the six man UMass team

had trouble

Tuck Woodruff put two good ones

together and finished 6th overall.

Dick McWade, the dependable

freshman, had two good runs and

finished 10th. Dave Ferris who had

an excellent first run skied off the

course in his second but finished

13th anyway. A small child on skiis

got past the course police and was
in the track when Jerry Curran

ran. He narrowly avoided the

child, but had to stop and was given

a re-run. The experience broke his

concentration and his next two

runs were only fair.

Both Kurt Syer and Dave Rutter

fell. Northeastern's "best four"

was 398.7 seconds while the Red-

men had 400.9. UMass was only 2.2

seconds out in spite of a lot of

trouble.

Next week-end will consist of two

hard practices at Haystack
Mountain as the team prepares for

the NEISC Championship

Need

a helping

hand?

N.A.B.A. is here.
National Alliance of Black American!

HEAR REV. W.L. JENKINS

We can no longer be driven to our blackness by hate for the white

tan , but rather, we must be drawn by love for the Black man.

T0NITE

S.U. BALLROOM - 8:00

"When yer hot, yer hot I

'

' was the

cry from the UMass bench last

Thursday at Smith College where

the girls earned their first victory

of the season, 52-16.

This game featured many firsts

for UMass, the first time the of-

fense has broken the elusive 50-

point barrier in scoring, the first

time their offensive unit really

clicked, and most important, the

first time the girls had won all

season.

UMass maintained a fast pace

throughout the game, clearly in

control all the way. They worked

defensively with a press and

concentrated on making their

offensive plays count for scores

By the half, the lead belonged to

UMass, 20-6, and technically, the

game was already won. But in-

stead of slacking off, the third

period five-some of Pat Glispen,

Marilyn Ritz, Vicki Pagel, Sue

Chapman and Beth Fayput on the

finest display of UMass basketball

this season, pouring in 19 points

and piling up an incredible 70%
shooting percentage for the period

Prints
Sale & Exhibit
Isaiah Thomas

concourse level campus center

Feb. 29, March 1 ,1

If your RSO group

needs help planning an

advertising campaign,

we have a man for you.

Come on up and see him

Wednesdays 2 - 4 p.m.
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UMass, URI In Title MPC Sports

Showdown Tonight Grappling Trio
By PRANK WTOSIKW1CZ

Today is the day of reckoning for

the UMass basketball team, as far

as the Yankee Conference is

concerned, because a UMass win

will clinch at least a tie, but a loss

will put Rhode Island in the

driver's seat with a 1/2 game lead

and two home games left (Maine

and UNH).

It all boils down to. as Coach

Jack Leaman so aptly puts it. "the

whole season rolled into one

game'* The cagers travel to

Kingston. R.I , for a rematch

knowing that this game will not be

as easy as the slaughter of the

Rams. 109-64, in the Cage ten days

ago

The Rams to date have had an up
and down season with an upset

over Providence, and losses to

Maine and Boston University.

Recently, R.I was beaten by over

40 points by both the Redmen and
Temple University, but have
rebounded to even its record at 11-

11 with a win over UConn. The big

men for Rhody are 6'8 Don Black

man. 6'6 Robert Young and 6'4

Steve Rowell. along with 6'4

sharpshooter Phil Hickson

The picture as to who will start

for the cagers is still muddled with

Tom McLaughlin. Al Skinner and

Rich Vogeley with the inside track

up front, and Captain Mike
Pagliara, and either John
Bttancourt or Peter Trow in the

backcourt Charlie Peters may
also re-enter the picture, as what

was thought to be a shoulder

separation, turns out to be a bad

bruise

Coach Leaman plans to continue

pressing, which made things so

difficult for the Rams at the Cage,

knowing that his team will have to

use their quickness to combat the

bigger Rams They key to UMass
success will have to be the

neutralization of Blackman.
Rowell and Young by the team
rebounding and quickness of the

Redmen Only time will tell, but

tonight's showdown will go a long

way towards the determination of

the Yankee Conference Champion

The UMass freshmen will also

take on the Rhody frosh in quest of

their fifteenth consecutive victory

prior to the varsity game. Ten days
ago at the Cage, the yearlings won
convincingly, a 98-80 decision over

the little Rams Game time is 6

p m

The keys to the URI attack are
6" 10 Bill Bird and 6'6 Jerry Minetti

who combined for 55 points and 19

rebounds in their last outing

against the Redmen.

Coach Fan Gaudette expects to

start the same quintet of Bill

Endicott. Jim Burke. Mike
Flanagan. Tom Gillams and John
Murphy, that has demolished the

opposition so far this season by

outscoring their opponents by an
average of 20 points per game The
l Mass frosh have just two more
road games. URI tonight, and
Brown Saturday, standing in their

path to an undefeated season

Pucksters Seeded Second;

Hosts St. A 's In Opener
By BILL BALLOU

The ECAC released the seedings for the Division II

playoffs yesterday and to everyone's surprise, there

are no surprises save the low position given to Buf-

falo

The seedings contained good news for the UMass
hockey team, giving them a tentative second seed.

Vermont was given the first seed on the condition that

they beat Norwich Wednesday night. The game is

being played on Vermont's rink, so the chances of a

Norwich victory are next to nil

So. given that Vermont is going to be the top seed,

and given that UMass will be second seed, the playoff

situation looks like this:

1 Vermont (1 1-2-1 821)

2. UMass (15-3-0 .833)

3 Merrimack <1 1-4-0 .733)

4. Boston St (14-8-0 .636)

5. Buffalo (10-2-0 .733)

6. Salem St (8-10-1 422)

7. St Anselm < 7-6-0 .538)

8. New England (7-4-0 .636)

The system that will be used to play the games is a

1-8, 2-7, 3-6, 4-5, setup, and thi& means that the op-

ponent for UMass in their first playoffs game on

Saturday is going to be St. Anselm's.

Although the Saints don't have an impressive

record, one of their seven wins is a 5-4 decision over

the Redmen. This win. although attained under
atrocious conditions was a well-deserved decision

and St Anselm's gave every indication it will be a
tough customer. One factor in UMass' favor is that

the game will be played on home ice, although exact
details haven't yet been worked out.

The main significance of a top seeding position,

beside the fact that the Redmen get to play a sup-

posedly inferior team is in game location. The team
with the higher seed gets the home ice advantage,
and since the only team with a higher seed than
UMass is Vermont, then the Redmen are assured of

first game home ice advantage and if they get past

that, then second game home ice advantage.
If UMass manages to get to the finals, then it can go

either way. If their opponent is Vermont, then they
must travel to Burlington and play in Vermont's rink.

Anyone beside Vermont and the final is at home.

The playoff dates are Saturday, March 4, for the

first round; Wednesday, March 8, for the semi-finals;

and Saturday, March 11, for the finals. No one knows
who'll paly who in the second and third rounds, but

the opening round stacks up like this:

1 Vermont vs. New England at Burlington, Vt.

2. UMass vs. St. Anselm's at Amherst

3. Merrimack vs. Salem St. at Billerica

4. Boston St. vs. Buffalo at Boston

WMUA
Tonight from Kingston. R.I.,

Ken Best and Marty Kelley will

cover all the action as the

UMass basketball team faces

Rhode Island in a showdown
for the Yankee Conference

Championship. Air time will be

7:50 over WMUA, 91.1 fm, The
Voice of UMass Sports.

•••••

The Athletic Council will be meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 223,

Boyden. The public is invited.

Take N.E. Tides
Bv JOHN BOCK

New Britain. Conn- The casual

observer might have noticed that

red was the predominant uniform

color in the finals of the NEIWA
tournament held in Kaiser Gym on

the Central Connecticut State

College campus. But that is where

the similarity ends as five of the

uniforms were worn by UMass
grapplers while the other six were

worn by the Springfield Chiefs.

Nine Redmen had advanced to

the semi-finals while only seven

Chiefs made it. The balance shifted

thereafter and the fans clustering

around the charts noted that

UMass would be represented by

Dave Amato at 118 pounds, Russ

Chateauneuf at 134, Shelley

Goldberg at 150. Bruce Buckbee at

190. and Carl Dambman at

Heavyweight
Three Champions came from

these five in the forms of

Chateauneuf. Buckbee. and
Dambman The story of their

success begins a few weeks back.

At that time. Bruce was
wrestling 177. Carl was wrestling

heavy but making a stab at 190 and

Russ was trying to get down to 134.

Bruce had made the decision to go

190 because his chances were

better. Carl decided to stay at

heavy because he thought that the

weight loss would rob him of

strength. And Russ wasn't sure he

could make it with his school load

and the short period of time to do it

Coach Doug Parker of SC
mentioned that he had seen the

best wrestling in seventeen years

at this year's tournament It is

quite possible that he was right

because none of the Springfield

Sports Notices
Tickets for Saturday's Division 2 quarter final hockey game between

UMass and St. Anselm's at Orr Rink will go on sale tomorrow at 1 p.m. at

the ticket office in the Boyden Building.

Admission for students if $1.50 with general admission $2 .00. There is a

practice that the opponent has the option to pick up 30% of the tickets, so

this leaves 1050 tickets for sale, first come, first serve.

was here at 150 pounds that the

upset of the tournament was seen.

Springfield's Stan Southerdon
bested Shelly 7-1 in the final match

and ended the college career of

UMass' greatest wrestler.

"I can't believe it. I choked, I

guess. The pressure on me was too

much and then Stan wrestled a •

great match. Win or lose, life goes

on and I'll still keep wrestling.''

The pressure Shelly was
referring to was the fact that a

recent NCAA ruling declared that

to qualify for the NCAA's, you had

urine Buckbee-190 lbs.

wrestlers had easy finals matches.

The 118 pound match saw Bob
Meyer of SC tilt against Dave
Amato for the Redmen, fulfilling

the pre-tourney hopes. Meyer
scored the first takedown, but

Amato escaped and continued to be
the aggressor. In fact, once Meyer
got ahead he stalled for dear life as

Dave continued to press him Dave
scored a takedown right in front of

Coach Barr and the referee
blithely called it out of bounds.

Dave was awarded one point for

stalling on Meyer's part but that

wasn't enough and he lost 4-2. Said

the plucky grappler from Rhode
Island. "1*11 be back next year, just

wait."

The next UMass wrestler to step

out on the mat was freshman Russ
Chateauneuf. The announcer took

about thirty seconds announcing
Russ' opponent's titles and just

made mention of the fact that Russ
was from Lowell, Mass., and was a

state champ. His foe was two-time

New York State Runnerup Joe

Savino from URI. Eight minutes

later, Russ became the first fresh-

man in the history of the NEIWA to

win the varsity title. It was
Chateauneuf all the way as he used

his famous Granby roll to pick up
four points and then a near leg

cradle, that had picked him up
two pins in the earlier bouts, for

five more. When it was all over,

Russ was victor 15-7 and Savino

was on the bench in shock.

Captain Shelly Goldberg-UMass
wrestler extraordinaire, un-

defeated in two years competition,

and two-time NEIWA Champ. It

Carl Dambman-Ilyt.

to be the Champ. This, plus the fact

that Shelly was the tournament
favorite to repeat for the third

time The NCAA will see the error

of their ruling when Goldberg does

not show up at Maryland this year,

as he was expected to put on quite a

performance.

At 190 pounds it was Bruce Buck
bee, senior from East Greenbush.

New York, going against Conterato

of Dartmouth, the boy who had

upset Amherst's Gary Sklaver.

Hawaii Five-0 (Bruce's

nickname) certainly made Con-

terato wish he could have been on

the sands at Waikiki as Bruce

power switched him twice and then

rode the daylights out of him for

the 5 3 decision and the Cham
pionship "It made me about as

happy as I can be because after

last year's layoff. I didn't think I

had a chance, especially with

Sklaver in the same class " The
team was happy for Bruce to and

then so was Bruce's financee in

Hawaii to make it complete

Carl Dambman was the top

seeded choice at Heavyweight In

the afternoon match, his finals

opponent pinned Walsh of Brown,
the man who beat Carl in the NCAA
qualifiers last year. Bob Hill of SC
was to be Carl's toughest match of

the tourney, but instead wound up
helping Carl win the Most Pins

trophy, as the Drexel Hill, Pa.,

junior decked him in 4:46. Carl and
Coach Barr sat in conference for

quite awhile going over things to be

wary of. Top of the list was Hill's

bear hug which he had used to

Russ Chateauneuf-134 lbs.

devastate three opponents. Carl

stayed away from that and took the

top position in the second period

and then applied the pressure.

"I think I wanted to show Hill

that I could really beat him instead

of just beating him like I did in the

dual match."
This was the last year for the

NEIWA Championships as next

year there will be a University and

College Division Tourney that will

qualify men for the NCAA's.
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Weather

Pretty buds will

blossom into beautiful

flowers. Cloudy last

night, cloudy today,

S.E. winds. 20% chance

of rain.
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Commentary

When Do We

Index Loses A Round

By ROBERT J. CALLAHAN. JR.

In the past few weeks, much coverage has been given to the fund

raising attempts of both the Concert Committee and SOS. (Students

Offering Support) by the Collegian and the other media in this area.

The Concert Committee has been given $8,112 from Student Senate

funds and is now trying to acquire up to $4,000 more in funds from the

Area Governments on campus. Meanwhile the funds collected by SOS.
are quite meager-a two day drive in the Campus Center only netted $95, a

mere drop in the bucket.

As can be seen from the figures quoted above, the financial situation of

these two organizations differs greatly.

The money spent on this free concert purportedly to be held some time

this April, will be for a five hour long event. When it is over, the money

will be gone, the fun will be over, and the students on this campus, this

hotbed of apathy, will return to their everyday lives continuing to com-

plain about the problems of the society in which they live.

Meanwhile, a few miles away in Belchertown State Hospital, people are

still living in conditions unfit for human habitation. Inadequate care and

the dehumanization of those who live in the state school is a common

everyday experience.

In Monday's Collegian. Carole Weiner wrote about how true she found

the articles about Belchertown to be and that she wished that maybe

more persons could see what the conditions there are really like.

On the same page were two letters from two so-called student leaders

urging the University community to get behind their efforts to provide

them with a concert'in the spring Asking for money and support for a

concert seems a little odd while we have a chance to provide money and

support for the Belchertown suit.

Absurd is the only word that 1 can use to describe the priorities of the

students on this campus. Student leaders asking support for a concert

when a few miles away people, young and old. live in inhumane con-

ditions which need change now

Monev is needed now by SOS It is expected that the legal cost in

taking the case to court will be outstanding and that the case could

possibly be drawn out by the state in order to drain the funds of the 28

parents bringing suit.

Which does the University community consider more important ? Does

it favor an abandonment of the Concert Committee with the funds going

to SOS. which I consider a more worthy cause? Or does it continue its

support for the Concert Committee and our selfish needs for fun and

entertainment while SOS. stumbles along lacking the student support

yJAMESGOLD
UMass "students came a step

closer to losing their yearbook last

night when the Budgets Committee

of the Student Senate voted. 4 3-1.

to recommend funding the Index in

the amount of one dollar.

According to Walter S Sobzak,

this year's Editor-in-Chief, two

plans were proposed. The first was

a hardcover edition which would

cost about $50,000. The second was

to publish a three-volume

paperback.

The vote came as an amendment Jack Koch. Index's Business

while the Index representatives Manager, said that the second

were presenting their total budget option would allow for as a savings

for next vear of UP to 45% over this year's

Quinn Coming
See page two

SUG Board-Part 2
See page three

Anti-Busing

Defeated
See page four

budget This allows for only

Seniors receiving volume three

(the senior section I Plastic slip

covers for these paperbacks would

add $15,000 to the costs, he said

If this budget is accepted by the

full Senate later this month, no

Index would be published next

vear.

Paul Doran stated in an MDC
interview his reasons for making

the motion which wiped out the

funds: the Senate agreed in con-

cept to fund the Index so that "a

new and different concept'' would

be presented to the committee. "As

presented, it was not." he said

Doran also expressed a personal

opposition to the Index and stated

that most people to whom he has

spoken do not want an Index

Sobzak called the committee's

action "not representative of the

student body.'' "We tried to cut as

drastically as we could and still

resemble a yearbook." he stated.

Koch pointed out that earlier

actions by the Senate were only

agreements to "listen to a budget

recommendation"
Speaking generally, Doran said

that Student Activities Tax Fund

money is "spent on too many
things." It was much lower several

years ago, he added, "and I would

like to see it back at that state."

When asked about other compus

publications, Doran said that he

thought they were all right.

Koch said that Doran did not

consider 45% to be a substantial

savings over this year's budget. He

added that using the smallest most

inexpensive option presented

would give students a yearbook for

about two dollars each.

I ask those who have publicly supported the SOS program and the

Concert Committee to issue a public statement to the Collegian giving

their opinions on the idea of abandoning the Concert Committee, and re-

allocating those funds to aid in the suit by the 28 parents who have had the

courage to fight the state in order to correct an evil that has existed for

too long This will be an ideal chance for the students of UMass to show

that they really care about the world in which they live

What will it be? A five hour entertainment fest for ourselves or much

needed help for those who are unable to help themselves.

Pondering a difficult amendment in the Budgets Committee are.

from left to right Chairman John Stevens. John Whalen. Pau Doran.

and Rita Tonucci. The students discussed whether or not to fund tne

yearbook. (Photo by Bruce MacConnell)
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Robert H. Quinn, Attorney General of Massachusetts, will speak to

the University community in the Student Union Ballroom on Thur-

sday, March 2. at 7:30 p.m. His talk will concern consumer protec-

tion and his role, and its affect on the people of the University of

Massachusetts. A question and answer period will follow his ad-

dress ; and a coffee hour in the Colonial Lounge is planned.

Chavez-Coke Agree
MIAMI (AP) — Cesar Chavez of the United Farm Workers union and

the Coca Cola Foods Division of Florida announced an agreement

Tuesday that provides for a three-year contract for 1,200 citrus grove and

harvesting laborers.

The agreement is the first breakthrough in the California-founded

union's eight-month effort to obtain recognition for Florida's estimated

150,000 seasonal and migrant workers.

Announcement of the pact drew response from citrus interests which

clearly indicate they are not inclined to follow suit.

•We are proud of the contract-the first agreement in Florida and the

southern part of the United States-and we hope it will open the gates with

other companies and farmers in the state," said Chavez, who founded the

union after years of strikes and boycotts in California vineyards,

vegetable farms and fruit orchards.

The contract with Coca Cola covers 300 full-time and an estimated 900

seasonal agricultural employes at the company-owned Minute Maid

Corp fields in Auburndale. Fort Pierce, Indiantown, Avon Park and

Frostproof.

It will go into effect Jan. 3, 1973.

Chavez said the present salaries for full-time workers ranged from

$1.80 to $2.25 an hour. These would go to an hourly minimum of $2.25 up to

$3 70

Fred Adkinson. president of the Citrus Industrial Council, which

represents virtually the entire industry, said of the pact: "I think it will

prove very unpopular with the harvesting people in our state."

Student Trustees In Boston
Governor Sargent's tuition in-

crease plan Informed sources

have indicated that Cronin wants

an endorsement of the Governor's

plan, in order to release it with

"student support"

Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen and five other student

trustees from the Commonwealth
will be meeting today with

Secretary of Education Joseph

Cronin in Boston for a discussion of

Ever get the feeling nobody wants to listen?

Services Committee wants to hear the voice of the

student.

Are yoo completely satisfied with the services the

University is providing?

If not, tell the SERVICES COMMITTEE.

All-Day Gripe Session

on the

Campus Center

Concourse Level

March 2

Speak up — we can't hear you if you keep it to

yourself!

(ftp JUuaarittWtta Bally ttollrgtan

Th*of»icf ol lh« DAILY COLLEGIAN i» onlh* i«cond floor of the Sludont Union

on the ctmpus of the Unlv«r»ily of M«»»«cnu»ott». lip coo* 01082 Ttfophotm: 54*

MS0 (n«w»). MS 0344 <%porti>. 5454)731 <btrt»noM)
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Monday through Friday during the ocatftmic year, tucopt during vocation, exam

periods or holidays Accepted for mailing under the authority of an act of March I.
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semester or 110 00 p«r year

Quinn Here Thursday
Attorney General Robert H.

Quinn of Massachusetts will ad-

dress the UMass community
Thursday evening, March 2, 1972,

in the Student Union Ballroom at

7:30 p.m.

The Attorney General will speak

on consumer protection, his role,

and its relevancy to UMass
students, staff, and faculty. A
question period will follow his

address, and a coffee hour in the

Colonial Lounge are planned.

Robert H Quinn is the thirty-

seventh Attorney General of

Massachusetts, first elected in

1969. He directs the activities of

eighteen divisions and sections in

his department, and as Attorney

General he serves a threefold

function -lawyer for the people,

legal counsel for constitutional

officers and agencies, and chief

law officer of Massachusetts.

Quinn is currently chairman of

the Committee on Law En-

forcement and the Administration

of Criminal Justice, Chairman of

the Eastern Region of the National

Association of Attorneys General,

and a member of its Executive

Council, Chairman of New
England Attorneys General and a

member of the American,

Massachusetts, and Boston Bar
Associations.

From 1957 to 1969 Quinn served

in the Massachusetts House of

Representatives serving as

Majority Whip (1963-1965),

Majority Leader (1967), and House
Speaker (1967-1969).

The Attorney General is a

graduate of Boston College and

Harvard Law School, and served

as Law Clerk to Justice Harold P.

Williams of the Massachusetts

Supreme Judicial Court.

Attorney General Quinn's speech

is being sponsored by the Campus
Center Program Council.

Food Services Committee
Petitioning During Meals

By HARRY STAVRO
A meeting of the Food Services Committee decided

last night to petition students at all dining commons

during the dinner meal Thursday March 9 to raise

support for their organization.

Two members of the committee, Donita White and

Mike Pipp, said that one purpose of the petition was to

inform students that someone is working for them to

better the food servicing.

The second goal of the petitions is to demonstrate to

Joel Stoneham, director of the Food Services

Program, that students are dissatisfied with the

dining commons and its food. The committee plans to

"bombard Stoneham's office" with the petitions

They hope for ten thousand signatures.

Another goal is to encourage student attendance at

their weekly Tuesday night meetings in Room 903 of

the CC. A bigger turnout will boost the imput of new
ideas to better the Food Services Program.

After the petition drive, more concrete plans and

options to change the Food Services Program will be

developed. Currently, a five meal plan, a refundable

meal ticket plan, and student-run dining commons
are being considered.

Berrigan Informer Sought Bounty
HARR1SBIRG. Pa. (AP) —

Boyd Douglas Jr. sought a tax-free

$50,000 reward from the FBI as its

informer against the Rev. Philip

Berrigan and six other antiwar

militants, it was disclosed

Tuesday.
The revelation led to a defense

charge that the federal antiwar

conspiracy trial of the so-called

Harrisburg seven is 'a frameup."

In a mystery letter to a person

addressed only as "Molly,"
Douglas, a 31 -year-old ex-convict,

said he was asking that $5,000 be

paid me the first week in

December 1970 and the rest of it at

the start of the trial or when things

are blown wide open

In return Douglas pledged to

"help the government obtain

enough evidence to prosecute these

people concerned."

Berrigan and his six co-

defendants are accused of con-

spiring in the summer of 1970 to

kidnap presidential aide Henry A.

Kissinger, vandalize draft board

files in several states and blow up

an underground heating tunnel in

Washington, DC.
The "Molly" letter came to light

when the defense asked the court

"to compel the government to

reveal the records of any money
transactions between Douglas and

the Federal Bureau of In-

vestigation or any other agency of

the U.S. government.

"Motion denied," ruled U.S.

District Court Judge R. Dixon

Herman, who heard the matter in

the absence of the jury.

In a subsequent news conference

the defense claimed "Molly' was a

cover man for FBI agent Delmar

H. Mayfield Jr Mayfield was one

of two agents who initially

prevailed on Douglas to turn FBI

informer during a June 1970 ren-

dezvous in a picnic area near the

Lewisburg. Pa , campus of

Bucknell University

This looks increasingly like a

frameup instead of a judicial

case," said one of the defendants.

Eqbal Ahmad "We are not told

whether the demand was met fully,

partially or in what way."

The letter was dated Oct. 3, 1970

At the time. Douglas already was

four months involved as an FBI
informer in the alleged smuggling

of letters in and out of Lewisburg
federal penitentiary on behalf of

his fellow convict. Berrigan.

The antiwar priest was begin

ning a six year term for destroying

draft records Douglas was win

ding up a stretch for interstate

transportation of fraudulent
checks and assault on an FBI
agent He way paroled Dec 16.

1970

At the time the government says

Douglas was a courier for

Berrigan. Douglas was a study

release student at Bucknell and
was permitted to leave and re-

enter the penitentiary daily to

attend classes.

ATTORNEY CENERRL
Robert H. Quinn

Buy One
Get One Free

every

Wednesday
Night

BRUM'S
PIZZA

Corner of

Main & Triangle

256-6676

wM apeak on

"Comumtr Protection"
MOML

Bajai Hour To Foiow

Reverend W.L. Jenkins addresses his audience in the Student

Union Ballroom last night on a wide variety of topics dealing with the

Black minority, from slaves picking cotton to drugs in the ghetto.

(MDC Photo by Gib Fullerton)

Jenkins Claims

Systematic Racism
By BRENDA C.RAY

Covering many aspects of the life

of the Black minority, from slaves

picking cotton to drugs in the

ghetto. Reverend W.L. Jenkins

stated in a Student Union Ballroom

speech last night that in 1972, only

a few Blacks have been allowed to

succeed in the system. The other

millions are held down by a system

in which racism is in-

stitutionalized

His opening statement

proceeded as follows "What ever

happens to a dream deferred''

Dreamers are the saviors of the

world. Black people have not found

fulfillment of their dreams and

that racism is going to exist as long

as the Black community has no

power to control its own destiny."

Rev. Jenkins also feels that

education has not solved our

problems.
In 1930 Black people made an

exodus to the north from the south

looking for a fulfillment of their

dreams but soon they found out

that the only difference between

Mayor Richard Daley and the

politiciaas of Mississippi is that his

tenure is longer, he said. Rev

Jenkins went on to say that "Adam
Clayton Powell was pushed out of

Congress because he was said to

be, by the white press, flamboyant

and sassy. Something that white

folks just couldn't deal with " He

also spoke of professor Angela

Davis, saying that, "when did it

become a crime to have a

philosophy that is contradictory to

White Americans
"

The Rev. Jenkins spoke to an

audience of mostly black people

naicksiKSr

Every

Wednesday Night

GOOD M0R6EN

and the right-ons were heard quite

frequently. The fact that 30 billion

dollars was spent on a moon
mission and black people are still

being treated in an inhumane way
bothered him greatly and he felt

that blacks must become aware of

what is happening to their r ce.

He also mentioned that "75% of

the people in prison are Black and

they are only 11% of the

population The only way for the

Black people to have their dreams
come true is to realize that they

very future of their children

depends on what they do "Blacks

should know the difference bet-

ween experiential blackness and

academic blackness Still Blacks

are the last hired and the first

fired" With the economic con-

dition in America now. Blacks will

find it even more increasingly

difficult to find employment.

Rev Jenkins feels blacks should

"hold on" and not turn to drugs,

which is only an escape from

something that still exists when
you come down from your high. To
run away from a problem is not

solving it. "Some Black folks are

dangling in two psychological

states of existence."

SUG Board-How Much Power?
By DON BISHOP

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, Robert Gage,

feels that the current atmosphere of mistrust and

discord between the SUG Board and the Ad-

ministration is symptomatic of an "adversary

situation" where "each side is trying to find out how

much power it can have." As far as SUG Board is

concerned, Gage feels that no one has really taken the

time to define "what decisions the SUG Board can

legally make."
In an MDC interview, Vice-Chancellor for Student

Affairs, Robert Gage, has expressed the opposing

side to the SUG Board's view of the present dif-

ficulties.

Gage agrees that with the overwhelming majority

of SU-Campus Center funds being supplied by

students, students should have considerable policy-

making power regarding the complex. He feels that

the SUG Board at present has more policy-making

power than it realizes, and that instead of exploring

possible avenues of authority, the Board, by at-

tempting to remove the Chancellor's veto power, has

probably worsened relations between Administration

management and Board.

In yesterday's Collegian, an attempt was made to

describe the present difficulties between the Student

Union Governing (SUG) Board, the Management of

the Campus Center, and the Administration and the

reasons for them. Briefly, a majority of the members

of SUG Board feel that Acting Chancellor Bromery,

along with other Administrators, have infringed upon

the policy-making rights of the SUG Board through

"misuse" of the Chancellor's right of veto over action

of the Board.

The current problem over the Chancellor's recent

frequent use of his veto option has a number of ex-

planations, according to Gage. The Vice-Chancellor

explains that one of the Acting Chancellor's vetoes

was a mistake and has been rescinded. Another veto,

relating to the SUG Board's ban on military

recruiters in the Campus Center, has also been taken

back, due to the Board's continued feelings against

having recruiters in the complex.

In Gage's opinion, other vetoes have resulted from

the Board's "interference with the management
decisions of the Campus Center." It is around this

point that the Administration and Board have come to

disagree most often, with the SUG Board viewing

some of their decisions as being strictly "policy"

while the Administration sees them as incurring into

areas of "management". Gage feels that no Board
such as the SUG Board should be involved in the

management of the building, and he feels that this is

the present agreement between Board Ad-

ministration and management as defined in the

existing SUG Board Constitution.

Dr. Gage feels that there will eventually be a

solution to the present difficulties, but for this to

occur, serious discussions between the opposing

factions will have to take place. Gage claims that his

office is ready to begin on discussions immediately, if

the SUG Board is willing to approach the issue

without over-politicizing or publicizing it.

TA Program Funding Explained
By JEANNETTE MARTINEAU
Vice Chancellor of Student Af-

fairs, Robert Gluckstern, and
Associate Dean of the UMass
Graduate School, Arthur Gentile,

explained the funding of the TA
program and the creation of the

new Teacher Associate position to

the Graduate Student Senate

Monday night.

According to Vice Chancellor

Gluckstern: "The Governor's

budget recommendations allow for

no new faculty positions, no new

clerical positions ." It does provide

for new maintenance "because of

the increase in footage with the

new buildings."

The University payroll.

Gluckstern explained, tends to

have a "certain leftover at the end

of the year." This savings is

estimated and deducted at the

beginning of the year. Con-

sequently the University must plan

on vacancies in order to ac-

cumulate a deficiency budget

The TA's. particularly for the

summer sessions, run sub-

stantially over their budget from

the 03 account (i.e. part time

employees) The creation of

Teacher Associates as "high-level

assistants possibly as lecturer.

...from the Ol account.

Gluckstern concluded, "would

allow for greater autonomy in

transferring money from one

personnel account to another."

The Teacher Associate positions.

which would involve a stipend of

$3800 as opposed to the $3400 for

next year's Teacher Assistants,

would be "allocated to each
school... to be awarded on the basis

of seniority, experience, ability."

Both Vice Chancellor Gluckstern

and Dean Gentile urged the Grad
Student Senators to volunteer in

helping to select the Teacher
Associates in their respective
Departments. Dean Gentile
described the new position as

"incentive, ...an opportunity to

grow in his job."

In other developments at

Monday night's meeting the issue

concerning the establishment of

the Department of Agriculture and

Environmental Microbiology was
abled and sent to committee for

recommenda tions

.

Also Joe Sulvia from SOS ex

plained the purpose of his

organization to the Senate. "It's

the system that we're attacking."

The Senate proposed a motion to

give SOS their support

PRINTS
Sale and Exhibit

Msiah Thomas
Coocoarse Level

CAMPUS CENTER
FEB. 21. MARCH 1. 2

Tonight at the

rustv
(formerly the

Meadow Inn)

Enjoy "Lyn Holoway

with "The Mixed Emotions"

99

Every Wed. - Sat. 2 bands
for dancing & listening

Open 'til 2 a.m.

The finest, most
professional entertainment

in the area.

Huppy Hours
D.iily

7 - H

Fantastic sandwiches served all night

I Take Rt. 116 North to 1st set of lights. Go left. Take the 1st right

after the Auction House. Go to end of road. Take right on Rt. 47, and

we're one mile down on the right.

SUMMER JOBS FOR JUNIORS

IN

PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY

AND ENGINEERING

The Department of Engineering and Applied Science of

Yale University is offering a limited number of Special

Grants to college juniors who would like to gain ex-

perience in advanced research this summer.

Available projects include work involving air pollution

instrumentation, surface chemistry and catalysis,

gaseous electronics, plasma physics, heat and mass
transport, computer science and data processing,

physics of fluids, ultra high speed photography, chemical

physics, high pressure chemical synthesis, solid state

physics and electronics.

Stipends will be in the range $100*120 a week depending

on experience, and will be awarded for a 12-week period

from June 12th through September 1st, 1972.

For further details and application forms please contact

your department office, Dean's office, or write to:

Summer Research Program
Department of Engineering and Applied Science

Yale University

New Haven. Connecticut 06520

or call 203: 436-3630.
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In The Nation And T
Chou En-lai To Ask
Senators To China

WASHINGTON (AP)
President Nixon won congressional

leaders' support Tuesday for the

results of his mission to China. And
he disclosed that the two top Senate

leaders have been invited to visit

Peking in a continuation of Sino-

U.S. contacts.

The White House said Nixon

received substantial support from

the bipartisan leadership of House

and Senate on his historic journey.

This was borne out by comment
from the congressional leaders

who were briefed at the White

House.
It was announced that Nixon

feels he already has adequately

filled in the American public on his

accomplishments and impressions

with China's leaders and seven

days in that country.

DELETE ABOVE PARA.
It was announced that Nixon

feels he already has adquately

filled in the American public on his

accomplishments and impressions

after summit meetings with

China's leaders and seven days in

that country.

Press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler said the President was on

nationwide television-radio with

his statement Monday night and
will have "no further report as

such to the nation
."

The big news at the White House
Tuesday was Nixon's an-

nouncement to Senate Majority

Leader Mike Mansfield, D-Mont.,

and Minority Leader Hugh Scott,

R-Pa., that Chinese Premier Chou
En-lai plans to invite them to visit

China at a time that will be

mutually convenient.

Both Mansfield, who served as a

U.S. Marine in China in 1921-22 and
was a professor of Asian history,

and Scott, a collector of Chinese

and other Oriental art, have
previously expressed an interest in

going to mainland China
Ziegler said that at the last

meeting with Chou in Shanghai,

when the question of people-to-

people contacts and exchanges
between the U.S. and China was
discussed, the premier said he

knew of the interest of Mansfield

and Scott-in coming to his country.

In Brief...
Women's Rights Amendment Hears Committee

WASHINGTON (AP)-The proposed women's rights amendment

to the Constitution cleared the Senate Judiciary Committee

Tuesday by a 15-1 vote after all attempts to water it down were

rejected

Approved by the House last October by a 354-23 vote, the

amendment provides that equality of rights under the law shall not

be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on ac-

count of sex.

Soviets Tow Disabled Sub
NORFOLK. Va. (AP)-A Soviet nuclear-powered submarine

apparently disabled in the North Atlantic 600 miles northeast of

Newfoundland was taken in tow Tuesday by a Soviet tug, Atlantic

Fleet headquarters reported

Fleet headquarters received the report from a NATO maritime

patrol plane flying from the NATO air base at Keflavik, Iceland.

McCloskey Calls Nixon Trip

"A Travelog On National Television"

PLAISTOW. N H (AP)-Rep Paul N. McCloskey said Tuesday
that President Nixon "conducted a travelog on national television"

during his China trip and "diverted the public's attention from the

crucial issues of our times."

The California Republican told audiences at three southern New
Hampshire high schools, "I respect the goal of this trip. I am glad

to see the President beginning to break down the wall between us

and the Chinese."

No Test Ban This Year
GENEVA (AP)-The United

States told the 25-nation conference

on disarmament Tuesday there

can be no agreement on banning

underground nuclear test this

longer can be considered an ex-

clusive Sovet-American province.

The United States and the Soviet

bloc have been at odds on how to

police an underground test ban

vear The statement appeared to ever since negotiations on nuclear

spotlight the emergence of Red

China as a nuclear power and its

growing influence on issues of

major import.

The U.S. delegate, Joseph
Martin, Jr., made this statement

as the conference resumed its work

in Geneva. At almost any time up

to now his statement might have

been regarded as routine in the 14-

year-old international search for

underground explosions. But in the

light of President Nixon's visit to

China, the test ban question no

testing began in the British-Soviet-

American talks early in 1958 The

gulf remains despite a 1963

Moscow pact banning atmospheric

and other tests long considered

unimportant for continued nuclear

weapons development

Anti-Busing Act Halted
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate, with most of

its absentees back in town, reversed itself Tuesday

and rejected the Griffin amendment to strip the

federal courts of power to issue busing orders in

school desegregation cases.

The vote against it was 50 to 47, which compared

with the 43-40 tally last Friday to adopt the proposal

of Sen. Robert P. Griffin, R-Mich

Three of the five Democratic presidential con-

tenders who had been absent Friday returned for the

test and furnished the margin of victory for civil

rights advocates to reject Griffin.

The victory was not final, however. The Senate will

continue to debate the higher education-school

desegregation bill up to 2 p.m. Wednesday and

another version of the Griffin rider or other stringent

antibusing amendments still could be offered.

After rejecting the Griffin amendment, the Senate

voted 63 to 34 to adopt again the plan offered by the

Senate leaders, Mike Mansfield, D-Mont., and Hugh

Scott, R-Pa., as a compromise. Later it sealed this

into the bill 66-29.

It contains some mild restrictions on busing but

does not challenge the power of the federal courts to

continue to issue busing orders where the judge

decide these are required to end state-imposed school

segregation.

The three Democratic hopefuls who voted were

Sens. Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, Hubert H.

Humphrey of Minnesota and George S. McGovern of

South Dakota. Each voted against Griffin and for the

Mansfield-Scott compromise.

Opponents of the Griffin rider had described it as

an unconstitutional attempt to deprive the courts of

the right to use an important remedy for school

segregation.

The rider had a second provision which would have

killed a key section of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

This provision would have forbidden federal of-

ficials to withhold or threaten to withhold federal

funds to induce use of busing in a desegregation ef-

fort.

Southern senators continued to describe the

Mansfield-Scott compromise as meaningless. Some
said it actually would produce more busing.

The compromise would leave it up to local school

boards to decide whether to ask federal funds for

busing to carry out desegregation orders and would

bar use of federal money for this purpose when the

busing would risk the health of the children or im-

pinge on the educational process.

It also would prohibit federal officials from in-

ducing local officials to use busing where students

would be moved from good schools to poor schools,

and it would stay until all appeals had been exhausted

the implementation of any court order for busing

across school district lines.

Blue Shield Cites Overcharge
WASHINGTON (AP)-Of every

$25 collected by doctors last year,

$1 was overcharge, new statistics

indicate, and the grand total of

excessive physician fees topped

$500 million

The National Association of Blue

Shield Plans refused to pay 4 per

cent of total doctor charges in 1971.

$40 million worth, on the ground

that they were too steep

The overcharge works out to

more than $500 million when the

Blue Shield findings are applied to

the $14 billion paid from all sources

for physician services last year.

The larger estimate is properly

drawn, health economists said in

interviews, because of Blue
Shield's representative ex-

perience.

The $40 million Blue Shield

figure, made available to The
Associated Press, is the first

statistic to shed light on the issue of

doctors fees.

Blue Shield, controlled largely

by doctors, objects to the word
overcharge. A spokesman insisted

instead on calling the disallowed

fees "reductions
"

Asked for comment, the

American Medical Association

said in a statement:

"We would agree with Blue

Shield that the word overcharge is

misleading because it tends to

create the erroneous impression

have set out to deliberately

defraud Blue Sheild and the

public."

An "overcharger" is defined as a

physician who bills in excess of the

highest fee that doctors in his area
consider and that Blue Shield

therefore pays in full under its

most comprehensive contracts.

The $40 million Blue Shield
reduction is the amount of charges

rejected because they exceeded
the limit negotiated by the carrier

with physicians or their medical
societies.

The AMA did not challenge Blue

Shield's figures, but added that a

survey some years ago "indicated

that physicians were donating

annually upwards of $600 million in

free care."

No accurate count exists of

overcharges But economists,
medical leaders and insurance
executives offer the rough
estimate that they number perhaps
2 per cent of the country's 279,000

practicing physicians.

Blue Shield also has a critical

eye on the doctor who piles up
unnecessary charges with a bat-

tery of diagnotic tests where a few
would suffice; with too many visits

to hospitalized patients; or with

excessive injections and other

treatments.

Citing "overutilization", Blue

Shield plans regused to pay, or

recouped, $25 million from doctor

bills last year, 2.5 per cent of the

total received.

Reductions for overutilization

nationwide amounted to $63 million

in 1971. Blue Shield estimated The
figure is in addition to the $40

million in overcharges.

Some critics say Blue Shield's 4

per cent estimate for overcharges

is too low One of them. Max Fine,

executive director of the Com
mittee for National Health In-

surance, maintains that doctor

fees are inflated 20 to 30 per cent

Fine cites two surveys by the

government's Bureau of Labor
Statistics. One found that a third ol

all physicians raised their charges

an average 21 per cent on the eve of

Medicare for fear of susequent cost

controls The other showed fees of

all physicians increased 39.7 per

cent in the past five years, com-
pared to a 25. 1 per cent increase in

the Consumer Price Index for all

goods and services.
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Soviets Attack Nixon's Trip
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet

Union issued Tuesday its first

sharp attack on President Nixon's

trip to Peking, accusing China of

"entering a dangerous plot with

the ruling circles of the U.S.A."

An article in the Soviet trade

union newspaper Trud dismissed

Nixon's journey to China as a

publicity stunt to capture votes in

this election year.

Trud was the first of the con-

trolled Soviet press to deviate from

a cautious handling of the Nixon

trip.

The thrust of the article was to

portray Nixon and his Chinese

hosts as conspiring to decide the

fate of the North Vietnamese. The
article said Nixon was counting on

Peking for support of his Viet-

namization policy in return for

certain concessions.

"The whole world condemns the

crimes of the American military in

Indochina but is watching intently

the activities of the Peking ruling

Circles," Trud asserted.

"They are avoiding anything

which would look like a criticism of

the U.S.A. The leaders of China

broke all records during Nixon's

visit to ingratiate themselves to the

United States. They tried to create

a favorable impression of them-

selves in the eyes of those who
guide the foreign policy of the

largest imperialist power.

"This they have achieved. But

they have also achieved something

else: The entire progressive world,

along with the condemnation of the

activities of American imperialism

against the peace and freedom of

peoples, also condemns the

Maoists for having entered a

dangerous plot with the ruling

circles of the USA.''
Trud's commentators castigated

Nixon's Vietnamization policy and
said it prompted the Chinese

leaders to invite him to Peking.

"The fact is that they count on

using the American policy of

setting Asians against Asians for

their own great power aims," the

paper said. "It is characteristic

that long before, during and after

the visit, Peking did not even once
condemn the acts of aggression of

the U.S.A. in Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia. Isn't it striking that

Nixon's visit to Peking was ac-

companied by the rumble of bomb
explosions?"

PALO ALTO. Calif -ANGELA FREE-Angela Davis grins as she

enters car of a supporter outside Santa Clara County Jail facility in

Palo Alto. (AP)

U.S. Supports

Satellite Expansion
WASHINGTON (AP) — A delegation of U.S. officials is en route to

Europe with White House orders to reassure allies that the United States

supports international cooperation in expanding satellite com-

munications.

The journey comes a month after the White House rejected plans for a

$140-million satellite system jointly owned by U.S. and European

governments to improve air navigation on overseas flights-a decision

that reportedly irked European allies.

The six-member delegation headed by Dr. George Mansur, deputy

director of the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy, is

seeking to soothe ruffled allied feelings and redefine cooperative

programs using satellites to improve air-traffic control.

Officials said the delegation, which included representatives from the

departments of State and Transportation and the Federal Aviation Ad-

ministration, conferred with Canadian officials in Ottawa Tuesday. Then

the group left for Spain, where talks with aviation ministry officials are

planned for Thursday.

Although the officials did not disclose a precise itinerary, they said

stops also are planned in West Germany, France and Britain. And, they

added, a trip is planned in the near future to Japan and Australia.

The U.S. government is reported to be conducting a major review of its

future satellite communications needs Officials have indicated that even

if a new cooperative plan cannot be worked out with European allies, an

independent agreement might be reached with Asian nations.

Flood Devastates W. Va.

High Court Urged

To Assume Pollution Role
WASHINGTON (AP)

Pollution is becoming so dangerous

to health, the Supreme Court was
told Tuesday, that the high court

should assume an immediate and
commanding role in some in-

terstate fights over dirty air and
water

In three cases involving more
than 30 states, the court was urged

to assume jurisdiction before the

legal battles move through the

lower courts.

In one. Vermont wants New York

to remove or cover over a moun-
tain-sized sludge bed sitting in the

middle of Lake Champlain, which

borders on both states.

Vermont claims the 340-acre

heap of decaying wood chips and

organic material creates a great

public nuisance which trespasses

on Vermont's portion of the lake

bed
Also named in the suit is the

International Paper Co. which for

45 years discharged waste into the

lake from a now-closed plant at

Ticonderoga. N.Y.

Though a new plant replaeing the

old one apparently is generating no
fresh pollution, the sludge heap
continues to consume oxygen, kill

fish, inhibit boating and float in big

ugly globs to the shore of the lake,

the high court was told.

In a second case, 18 states are
suing all of the major auto-makers,
seeking to force them to install

antipollution devices on 18 million

cars built between 1953 and 1968

when federal law first required
such devices on new autos.

UAAass Fine Arts Council Presents

AFRICAN FILM

FESTIVAL

MAN. W. Va. ( AP) — A National

Guard spokesman has predicted

that the death toll from the flood

which devastated 16 coal mining

camps here probably won't exceed

90. Seventy are known dead

Col. William F. Maroney voiced

the opinion Tuesday while the

Guardsmen under his command
continued to search Buffalo Creek

Hollow for the estimated 250

persons still listed as missing or

unaccounted for.

"Most of those that were

reported missing are probably

alive," but have not come out of the

hollow, he said.

Guardsmen estimated there are

now about 1,000 persons living in

hillside houses which escaped

Saturday's flash flood. Before an

earthen and slate dam at the head

of the winding Appalachian hollow

gave away and sent water raging

down it, approximately 5,000

people lived in that area.

Throughout the 17-mile hollow,

or valley, National Guardsmen

sifted through the debris in search

of more bodies Tuesday If they

didn't find any, they set fire to piles

of debris.

Red Cross workers tediously

tried to respond to the needs of the

residents, touring one area of

Lundale to take names of family

physicians in an effort to restore

lost medicine to some of the people.

INTER-CITY
RELOCATION SERVICE
Moving? Right from your
living room we can contact a

reliable Realtor anywhere in

the U.S. He'll find you a new
home, inform you of your
new community, meet you at

the train or plane. No
obligation to you. Our Miss

Inter-City will handle all the

details.

D.H. JONES
Real Estate Agency

549-3700
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And what about looking back

into the future?

SAVE ALASKA

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971,

passed in December, givas the Secretary of the In-

terior until March 17 to decide which lands in Alaska

will be preserved from exploitation as National

Parks, Wildlife Refuges, and Scenic and Wild Rivers.

This land belongs to all of us and our descendants. Wa
must save them now. Write a letter today to the

Secretary of the Interior; sand a postcard at the

C.EQ. table outside the University Store Wednesday

or Thursday; or sand the coupon below.

TO THE HON. ROGERS C.B. MORTON,
Secretary of the Interior

Interior Building
Washington, D.C. 20240

Mr. Morton:
I do not believe that the public Interest will be

served by turning over 80 million acres of Alaskan

public land to private industry. I urge you to act

before March 18 to protect this land.

(signed)

( Address).

FRIDAY, MARCH3-HERTER HALL 227/231

7:00 p.m. -12:00 a.m.

Films: "Mandabi" and Medina Boe"
Panel: "African Liberation"

Art Exhibit: West African Sculpture

SATURDAY, MARCH 4-STUDENT UNION
2:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.

Films: "New Images, AH In Changing African Society,"

"Duro Ladlpo," "Black Girl," "Phela Ndaba" and

African Village Life"

Panel/ Discussions: "Ousmane Sembene — Writer and

Film-maker," "Apartheid in South Africa"

Music: African Music-Workshop/ Demonstration

Art Exhibit: West African Sculpture

Film Series Ticket: Each Day ( All Films)

UMass Undergrade S 1.00

Others S2.00

Tickets Available: Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, Tel.

545-0202 (On Sat., March 4, Tickets available In S.U.

Ballroom Ticket Office.)

Free Admission to all other events
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Belchertown: Funds Needed For Reform
The following is the final

segment of the "Tragedy of

Belchertown" series which was

printed in the Springfield Union

two years ago. The series was

authored by James Shanks.

In the event of fire, most of the

Belchertown State School would
become a crematorium.
The problems of staffing,

overcrowding, and justifying new
buildings would suddenly be
solved. But the concern left in it

wake about the mentally retarded

would shake the Legislature.

There is no doubt funds for

alternate programs such as nur-

sery schools and sheltered

workshops would immediately
become available.

Yet a tragedy such as this should

be avoided. Funds are needed to

prevent it from happening. Money
is needed to end the human
warehousing of residents and the

stifling of their development.

Appropriations are essential for

new programs which will prevent

the institutionalization of the

retarded and enable them to live

near normal lives.

In most areas of Belchertown

only two attendants-sometimes
only one-are on duty to care for an
average of 100 residents during the

night.

Two or three dormitories are in

use in each of the buildings. Each
has locked fire escapes. Most of the

dormitories are on the second

floor

There are no sprinkler systems.

The beds are jammed together

head to foot, up to four deep
Aisleways are often less than a foot

wide Little imagination is needed

to understand what a fire would do

under these conditions. What
chance would people have who
often are unable to dress them-

M-lves

Rep. Alan D. Sisitsky, D-
Spnngfield, has called for

legislative involvement to correct

the problems of Belchertown
There are many problems

which the Legislature must deal

with." he said. "But the conditions

of institutions like this are the

foremost priority

We need new buildings, more
professional administration, ad-

ditional staff, and more im
portantly a greater sensitivity and
concern for what is going on at

places like Belchertown," he said

"People seem to be forgotten

because of lack of staff. Not enough
legislators have made this into a

crusade. Most reform comes from
legislators willing to work until

improvements are made.
'I realize," he said, "that

becoming aware of the problem

and developing effective solutions

takes time.

Legislators will have to stand up

and be counted in Massachusetts

before we have any improvement,
he said.

A number of legislators visited

Belchertown. They appeared
horrified. They did nothing.

Relatively minor problems
plague Belchertown because of a

lack of legislative appropriations

A new laundry should be built.

People should also be hired to

operate it. Residents who once did

the laundry are not entering the

institution in force because they

are trainable and some are for-

tunate to remain in the community
on other programs
The laundry now sterilizes and

mangles clothes, returning

finished work unironed in large

bags. Attendants spend an average

of two hour per day sorting clothes.

This takes away time which should

be spent working with the

residents.

Herbert Burrige, head nurse at

Belchertown. confirmed that many
residents at Belchertown are

seriously emotionally disturbed.

Most are psychologically normal
when they enter. They develop the

psychotic tendencies to blot out the

humdrum life they must lead after

they arrive at the institution

"If you spent any time as a

patient here, you would develop

severe depression within the first

two weeks Then you'd probably

become severely disturbed after a

longer period of time." commented
Dr M. Phillip Wakstein. regional

director of mental retardation.

To bring Belchertown up to the

minimum standards of the

American Association for Mental
Deficiency, a group similar to the

American Hospital Association,

more than 160 nurses and at-

tendants must be hired That's an
increase estimated at nearly 50 per

cent

The staff shortage is a per-

manent problem Turnover
averages 30 per cent Until a few
months ago. just hiring the staff

permitted was almost impossible

because of the low salaries paid

Vacancies sometimes amounted to

nearly a quarter of the allotted

staff

A pay raise from $85 to $105

weekly was approved, causing the

vacancies to be filled. But the

number of employes permitted by

Steak
for lunch

A great Chopped Steak or delicious Family Steak.

You choose. And with it, a crisp tossed salad and
roll. Quite a lunch. Quite a special, Monday
through Saturday from 11 to 4, at Ponderosa.

PONDEROSA STEAK BOUSE
where tender things are always tampering

King Street

NORTHAMPTON
(•cross from Hampshire Lincoln Mercury)

Many of the residents at the Belchertown State School for the retarded have never known real privacy,

(photo by Vinnie D'Addario)

the Legislature is far below the

number needed to give quality care

and education.

Staff quality has also been a

serious problem The low pay has

hurt staff morale. Pay for

professionals needs sharp im
provement. Presently there are

only 28 registered nurses attending

1300.

Some 68 positions for licensed

practical nurses are now filled by

attendants because nurses cannot

be found at the present salary

level

Only two doctors, including tnt*

superintendent. Dr Lawrence P
Bowser who devotes his time to

administrative duties, are fully

licensed to practice medicine The
others have licenses good only for

working in state institutions

There are no occupational
therapists, trained recreational

therapists or speech therapists

professions vitally needed by the

retarded There are only two
psychologists for the entire school,

neither with a doctoral degree.

Salaries for the doctors are low

The maximum for the chief

psychologist or doctor is $17,000

per year. Anyone in private

practice can earn three times that,

or much more
Wakstein, Burrige and other

experts in the field believe

Belchertown should be eliminated

in its present form.

Buildings now housing residents

should be converted to sheltered

workshops employing and training

the retarded, who would live

outside the institution in their own
homes or special group living

centers.

They would receive training and
make money at the same time,

contributing something to their

own support instead of being a

$250,000 drain on the state during

their lifetime in an institution

Wakstein believes 90 per cent of

the retarded now requiring some
type of service from the state are

able to live in the community The
remainder would require, because
of their severely limited abilities,

long term residential care.

The experts say this should be in

"cottages" or living units of about

eight persons with two or three

staff members. This setup would
make the most of their limited

potential It would also guarantee

their treatment as human beings

Such programs cost money With

the states reaching the limits of

their taxing powers. Sisitsky calls

for a massive infusion of federal

funds.

'As these situations become
aggravated, a reordering of these

priorities from the federal

government becomes critical. The

federal government cannot ignore

conditions of the states and the

whole range of domestic problems

which day by day become more
serious."

U.ikstein summed up the at

titude of the Commonwealth m
developing new programs in the

community such as nurser\

schools group living centers and

sheltered workshops as one of

"options."'

"They say we can do these things

some day, some week, some
decade, that the options are alv

open. The options for other things

besides Belchertown in state funds

take precedence.

"But the options just aren't there

anvmore
."
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Wildlife Meets
World Wednesday

WASHINGTON (AP)-The snow
soon will melt in the high country,

opening up narrow passes. Trees
and shrubs will begin budding.
Wildlife will begin moving with the

warm spring breezes. And millions

of people will invade the national

parks, hoping to find the solitude

and relaxation that only nature can
provide.

Another season has begun, but no

ordinary one for the national park

system. Wednesday is the 100th

anniversary of the founding of

Yellowstone, the nation's first

national park. And in this cen-

tennial year the park system faces

problems of overcrowding,
bumper-to-bumper traffic, smog,

drugs and crime.

Hundreds of thousands of acres

have been added to the national

park system since President

Ulysses S. Grant signed into law on

March 1, 1872, a bill to preserve the

scenic wonders of Yellowstone.

But. says George B. Hartzog, Jr.,

director of the National Park

Service, "I think we need a great

deal more.*'

The park service controls over 30

million acres They include natural

areas such as Yellowstone in the

West and Acadia on the Maine
coasts, historical sites such as the

Gettysburg battlefield, and
recreation areas such as the In-

diana Dunes National Lakeshore.
But some parks are strained to

their limits^
The park service recorded over

200 million visits last year and
more people are expected this

year. They arrive in autos, in

campers and on toot

"I think we've got to face up to

the fact that in some national parks
we won't have any more
recreational vehicle camping,"
Hartzog said in an interview.

Campers, he added, "are at the

root of a great deal of our problems
of crowding and congestion today
because they're building these

recreation vehicles ever larger and
larger."

Private autos already have been
banned in some sections of heavily

visited parks. A concession-
operated bus system transports

people through the Mariposa
Grove of ancient sequoia trees in

Yosemite National Park in

California.

Even at Mount McKinley
National Park in Alaska, the

service plans to ban private autos

on the single highway leading to

Wonder Lake and substitute a
shuttle service. "That many autos

going up and down that road will

drive the wildlife into the high

ground," Hartzog said

Sarge Says He's

Being Watched
BOSTON (AP)-Gov. Francis W.

Sargent Tuesday said a newspaper
report that he has been under
surveillance by the Army was the

first indication he had that he has

been investigated.

Sen. Sam Ervin Jr., D-N.C, in a
brief filed with the Supreme Court

alleged that Sargent was among a

number of civilian officials under
surveillance by the Army at some
time between 1967 and 1970.

At a news conference Tuesday
afternoon, the governor said, "I

clearly don't understand what this

is all about."

Sargent said after reading the

report that he got in touch with

Sen. Ervin's subcommittee which
has been studying Army in-

telligence operations. He said he

received no indication of why he

might have been under sur-

veillance.

The governor told newsmen that

those listed in the brief who
allegedly came under surveillance

were investigated "apparently

because they spoke out about the

war in southeast Asia or on civil

rights matters."
Sargent said he doubted that the

Army could have bugged his office.

He also said the state police

periodically check his telephone at

his Dover home, and at the State

House.

Governor Sargent claims that he is under surveillance by the

Army. Sargent doesn't believe his office is bugged. He says the

Police check to make sure.

Undergraduate Student Senate

BI-ELECTIONS
Rerun of commuter election will be held on

Thur March 2 in the DUKES room
in the Student Union 9 - 5: 30

Nomination papers are now available in the Senate

office for the following seats:

JAMES MACNAMARA JOA LOWER

THATCHER FRATERNITIES SORORITIES

JOHNSON COOLIDGE UPPER KNOWLTON

These papers MUST be returned to the Senate

office no later than 5 p.m. March 3 in order to be

eligible for the March 9 election.

••We smoked our brains the night before on cigarettes and songs

that we'd been pickin*..."

A career in law ..

.

without law school.
When you become a Lawyer's Assistant,

you'll do work traditionally done by lawyers
— work which is challenging, responsible

and intellectually stimulating. Lawyers
Assistants are now so critically needed that

The Institute for Paralegal Training can

offer you a position in the city of your choice
— and a higher starting salary than you'd

expect as a recent college graduate. Here

is a career as a professional with financial

rewards that increase with your developing

expertise.

If you are a student of high academic
standing and are interested in a legal

career, come speak with our representative.

Contact the Placement Office.

A representative of The Institute

will visit your campus on:

THURSDAY, MARCH 16

NOTE: If the above date is inconvenient for you.

please call or write The Institute for information

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
13th floor. 401 Walnut St.. Phila . Pa. 19106

s (215) WA 5-0905

PARIS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELORADEOENEVA BUCHAREST OSLO
j

FLY SUPERCHEAP [

Spring in NASSAU from $179
March 24 • 31, includes round trip jet and accommodations at the Montagu Beach

Hotel or Pilot House. Flight only tickets can be purchased on request.

Summer in EUROPE, From $185

i
Fit. I

BL523
BL41
BL47
BL612
BL421
BL427

Carrier Dates
Cost to

Adm Total m

Caledonian B/L/B 3/22-4/27 $150

Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian

B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B

4/1-7/11

4/7-t/12

4/12-t/J
4/21-4/2?

4/27-4/15

Boston/ London/ Boston

s

Also available art Eurail, Britrail, and Student Rail pastas, car leases, rentals and pur-

chases, and many mora helpful travel services.

for more info., call ST EVE GERMAN, 253-3359

or

American Student Travel Association
27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

BOSTON, MASS. 02115

Tele: (417)534-2511, 534-7443

Open only to 5 college students, faculty, staff and immediate families

DUBLIN MONROVIA EDINBURGH ATHENS MADRID SAN MAR^NO_WARSAW_PRAGUE^
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Sarge Is In Charge

The Collegian condemns Gov. Sargent for his mysterious

policies in dealing with UMass and the Belchertown State

School for the retarded. In the true spirit of Massachusetts

politics Sargent has released his recommendations for the

fiscal 1973 budget which includes major cut backs in the

requested budgets for UMass and Belchertown.

Sargent has crawled out of his hole of isolation at the

State House to recommend a 20 per cent cutback on the

requested budget for UMass, and almost 40 per cent

cutback on the requested budget for the Belchertown

School It is unfortunate that the leading politician in

Massachusetts is prepared to sacrifice quality education

at UMass in order to balance his $2 billion budget. It is

obvious that the governor doesn't care whether the present

15-1 faculty to student ratio at UMass increases to 20-1 by

1980.

It is the height of hypocrisy when the governor would

make close to a 40 per cent cut on the requested

Belchertown budget without even visiting the school

during his administration. It is shocking that Sargent

would balance his almighty budget at the expense of

humane living conditions at the school-unfortunately for

the students of UMass and the children of Belchertown,

"Sarge Is In Charge."
Hopefully, Gov. Sargent will be facing a concerned

group of students when he speaks on campus March 7.

Reform in the Massachusetts Penal correction

system has been slow and tedious. State Represen-

tatives and Senators don't move unless pushed, thus

student help is desperately needed.

The bill repealing the so-called 2/3 parole law

proposes that time deducted for good behavior be

taken from the minimum sentence rather than, as is

done at the present, from an inmate's maximum

sentence. Contrary to the arguments against the bill

this would not result in the early release of many

dangerous criminals. The time would be credited

towards a prisoner's eligibility for parole; it is not

that he would be granted parole.

The reasons for crediting good behavior to the

minimum sentence are compelling. In many cases,

the structure of the current two-thrids law denies

consideration of the psychology of rehabilitation. To

roughly 15% of the inmates in our institutions, parole

is meaningless because the day when they become

eligible for parole will come after, or very close to,

the day when they will be released at the ter-

minations of their sentence. This is in spite of

statistics which have proven that the paroled inmate

is less likely to be a repeat offender than the one who

The repeal of the 2/3 law would encourage the in-

mate to achieve good behavior time by giving him the

'hope" of parole Next to food, hope appears to be an

inmate's main staple. Without it he languishes in

;onfinement, gradually becomes more embittered

Art Buchwald

i Find Travel So Broadening .

and hardened, and, once released, is more likely to

return to prison.

In 1969 Parole Board Chairman Joseph Mc-

Cormack resigned and called the present 2/3 law the

worst piece of legislation he had to deal with in his

term of office. The reason was that the current

statute goes against an accepted theory that it is

better to have more discretionary power within a

correctional system, providing flexibility and the

capability of handling exceptional cases. This new

bill would increase the discretionary powers of the

Parole Board by making more prisoners eligible for

parole at an earlier point in their sentence.

Undoubtedly, some opponents of the bill will reduce

the vote to a question of law and order versus per-

missiveness. It will be inaccurate and unfortunate

because it is merely an attempt to rectify the

inequities and weaknesses existing in the current

There is no doubt in my mind that the passage of

this measure will bring us one step closer to a sound

system of correction and one step further away from

the desultory Devil's Island attitude of embittering,

unreasonable confinement.

Any students who would like to defeat the present

2/3 law please contact Bill Manburg (5-2550),

Representative Jonathan L. Healy (Room 489, State

House, Boston), or write your state representative

and state senator.

The Spirit Of Peking
WASHINGTON-The "Spirit of Peking" has had

more of an effect on Americans than anyone would

like to admit. For example, my Uncle Leo and Aunt

Zelda, who live in Brooklyn, had broken off

diplomatic relations with my Uncle Harry and Aunt

Gertrude, who live in New Jersey, about 20 years ago

No one is quite certain what caused the break,

though rumor in the family had it that Uncle Harry

had sold Uncle Leo some hospital insurance and

Uncle Leo had been unable to collect on the policy

because of some small print which Uncle Harry had

neglected to mention to him.

Aunt Zelda called Uncle Harry a crook and Aunt

Gertrude declared both Aunt Zelda and Uncle Leo

personna non grata in the entire state of New Jersey.

The other day Uncle Leo's son, Henry, pointed out

to his parents that if President Nixon could go all the

way to Peking to normalize relations with Mao Tse-

tung. they could at least take a crack at making peace

with Uncle Harry and Aunt Gertrude.

Surprisingly Uncle Leo and Aunt Zelda agreed to

open negotiations, and Henry went on a secret

mission to the mainland of New Jersey to arrange the

details

Uncle Harry and Aunt Gertrude agreed to a state

visit from Uncle Leo and Aunt Zelda, but they warned

Henry not to get his hopes up over one trip. Henry

went back to Brooklyn and reported he thought the

climate was right for the visit, even if it did no more

than to break the ice, which New Jersey had a lot of

this year.

The date for the historic journey was set for last

Sunday, and because of lack of transportation and the

shortage of accommodations, I was the only

newspaperman accredited for the trip

Uncle Leo and Aunt Zelda brought along a staff

consisting of their three children and their spouses.

We arrived at noon, New Jersey time. We were all

disappointed to find there were no crowds in the

streets as we drove up to the house, but when we got

out of the car. Aunt Gertrude and Uncle Harry were

there to greet us with their four children.

We went inside the house where we were each

served a glass of California wine. Since no one had

been to New Jersey for 20 years, we were amazed at

the many changes that had taken place. Everyone

seemed well fed and well clothed, and Aunt Zelda

mentioned that Aunt Gertrude had even bought a new

sofa since the last time we had been there.

The first thing on the agenda was dinner, and Aunt

Gertrude served 14 courses. Uncle Leo and Aunt

Zelda pretended they were enjoying every moment of

it though Aunt Zelda had made everyone eat before

we left Brooklyn because she said, "You never know

if they're going to feed you when you go there
"

After dinner Uncle Leo made a toast in which he

said that it was nice to be in New Jersey again after

all those years, and while there were great dif-

ferences to be setUed in the family, particularly the

question of what type of insurance Uncle Harry sold,

he hoped the visit would bring about new relations

between them.

Uncle Harry responded by saying that anyone who

doesn't read an insurance policy is an idiot, but there

were more important things in life than whether you

can collect when you go to a hospital.

After the toasts Uncle Harry's 9-year-old grand

daughter provided the entertainment by playing 14

numbers on the piano. Uncle Leo and Aunt Zelda

applauded politely.

The highlight of the trip was a visit to Uncle

Harry's "great" wall, which he had built in the back

of his house to keep his neighbor's dog out It was 4

feet high and 30 feet long, and Uncle Leo said he

thought it was one of the great wonders of the world

Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times

Community Auditions

(Herblork L% on vacation)

By NEAL M. FELDMAN
Throughout the country higher education is being

examined. One of the recurrent themes is the im-

provement of undergraduate teaching. The Report of

the President's Committee on the Future University

of Massachusetts cites the improvement of un-

dergraduate teaching as a key objective. Committee

suggestions for accomplishing this objective include:

1. A reward system which will give

more weight to teaching ex-

cellence than was given in the

past.

2. Improvement and broadening

teach evaluation procedures.

3. Availability of faculty self-

improvement apparatus, i.e.,

video tapes, a library of

materials on college teaching,

and seminars and workshops on

teaching.

4. Establishment of a university

Professoriate.

Each of these suggestions is intended to measure or

improve the quality of teaching. Implied in the

suggestions is the notion that bad can be made good,

and good can be made better. This approach con-

centrates on improving the undergraduate teacher. It

must be supplemented by better methods of choosing

the undergraduate teacher. Bad teachers are hired

more readily than they are fired or reformed. Once

we have opened our classrooms to inept teachers we
have a fait accompli -for at least a year.

To a considerable extent, teaching is a performing

art Performance is the measure of the artist. With

most performing artists, training, research and

creativity are culminated in the performance. Before

receiving a contract the actor or musician must

demonstrate adequate ability to the prospective

employer. This is done at an audition. The medical

practitioner has a longer audition called an in-

ternship. The college teacher is not auditioned. I can

think of no other profession which hires people on a

term contract with so little knowledge about their

performance potential.

Any candidate for a teaching position should be

auditioned. If he is being considered to teach Psych.

125, he should deliver a lecture to a regularly

scheduled class in Psych 125. Judgment of his

proficiency could be made by a committee of faculty

and students using standards of adequacy that are

appropriate to the Psychology Department's ob-

jectives. When it is not feasible to bring the candidate

to campus for an audition, he should be auditioned by

submitting a videotape of a lecture delivered on his

own campus. This same procedure of auditioning

prior to contract, is appropriate for our graduate

students who are teaching undergraduate classes.

Editorial Points
After thinking it over, the

Collegian decided that it might

not be such a good idea to run

dining commons menus in

advance. It seems that the

element of surprise is the most

attractive part of a DC. meal.
*****

As reported earlier in the

Daily Collegian, the buildings

at the Belchertown State

Hospital are unnamed. Why
not name a few of these

buildings after State House
personalties? Perhaps then

those whose names are at-

tached to the buildings may
take steps to correct the

conditions in the buildings

bearing their names.

They Loved It

Letters To The Editor

Don't Eat The Daisies

To the Editor:

See the trampled grass Hear about decaying

ecology Maybe you even speak about it. You see the

trash, garbage and waste. Aren't you sick of it? There

is environmental destruction all around. Don't go

very far See it here in UMass, your present en-

vironment, the carelessness of people, of everyone

who says "who cares," "it doesn't matter," "as if I

care " and other old and staid cliches. And you feel

sorrow for the land, for the birds, the creatures, the

people, for yourself and for your children.

When you see Nature's heritage being consumed,

never to return, maybe a tear rolls down your cheek

Do you care? Show that you care; for. once lost, you

may never get it back again.

I cannot gripe about the environment's quality in

our forest-lands and waterways, unless I am ready

and willing to start with my present situation The

only way we can make All America Beautiful is by

starting with this campus - our dorms, centers, of

fices, buildings and walks.

There is behavioral insensitivity of institutions to

environment systems. Maybe a straight line is the

shortest distance between two points, but there are

times when this maxim just cannot be followed. The

patches of green looked so beautiful early last fall

Now they are trampled into the cold, hard ground by

cold, uncaring feet. Please help save our grass - it is

the little bit of nature in this 'city of towers of steel

and concrete." .

The question "why are recreational parks kept

clean and not our campuses " has been answered

with the satirical statement that the parks are for

recreation while the campuses are not Is that a fair

way of looking at things Maybe this affluent society,

having made a mess of the urbanized areas does

neeif recreational park to see the country s beauty

and wonder. But wont it be more fulfilling to bring

that natural beauty into our city parks and campus

environment After all, how much does it take to put

litter into its proper place, than throwing CM*
bottles, papers, cigarette packets and the like all over

campus? How much does it cost us to bring, even

from our dorms, the recyclable paper and put it into

the marked cartons kept for that purpose in the

Student Union and the Campus Center, than to throw

it into the refuse Help us save our trees. This land

has some of the richest forest areas in the world
I

- let

us keep it that way. We talk about Do we need the

goods ' as opposed to our wanting them. Uver

consumption is the attitude of the American shopper,

but just because were best at it, it does not absolve us

from the blame " We talk about waste; let us prevent

wsstc now
Katherine Lee Bates' America, the Beautiful' does

not have to be restricted to out-of-town-hmits. in-the_

middle-of-nowhere, lost-in-the-woody-wonderland

kind of paradise, but it is up to us as a part of society

to make it a reality here.

Show that you care, Care for the Environment's

Quality. It is your only heritage. Maybe you don't

know where to start. Maybe you are unsure of what

you could make your role in society, in this campus.

You can be a creative participant, it won't take very

much of you; but that little will go a long way when

everyone is important. "No man is an island, no man
alone can be free ; for every man is a part of the main,

and a loss of any part is a loss of me."

Do you care? Care to be a volunteer? Have you got

an idea, a suggestion? Drop in for a rap - we are in the

Coalition for Environmental Quality at 124 Campus

Center, or call 545-0618.

After all, who's environment is it?

N. Haridasan

Domino Theory

Slide, Kelly

To the Editor: -
In accordance with a motion passed by the Campus

Center, Student Union Governing Board on February

3rd the Building Manager of the Campus Center has

been directed to make impassable the "s ide bet-

ween the escalators in the concourse level.

The "slide", while quite popular with students, has

resulted in many serious injuries, broken bones and

sprained backs. Also, there is an obvious danger to

people walking in the lower area of the escalator

when people are sliding.

Therefore the SUG Board has reluctantly taken this

action to have the slide closed.
UsaMandell

To the Editor. «iw«*s«n
Last Thursday, Feb. 24th, testimonies on abortion

law repeal were heard before the Social Welfare

Committee in the State House The galleries were

crowded with Catholics in uniform-nuns, priests, and

nuris Women from WONAAC, PCS. MORAL, and

NOW spoke for repeal of Massachusetts ambiguous

and repressive abortion laws.

Mass laws now say that it is illegal to have an

illegal abortion. Court decisions have made abortions

legal in cases where women can get a board of doc-

tors or psychiatrists to decree physical or mental

danger in pregnancy or childbirth. Both fides in

testimony pointed out the hypocrisy of his^ On y

wealthy women have the money and contacts to apply

these court decisions. Dianne Krane of MORAL

testified that between July 1. 1970. and March 31 1971.

1142 Mass women went to NYC. for legal abortions^

She also reported that New York statistics show that

the death rate is 4.4/100.000 women in ^abortions,

while the maternal mortality rate is 35/100,000

All day women told the stones of their lllega

abortions where they received no proper^rned'cal

care or were in great anguish because of the secrecy

and danger involved. When one woman began You

men (oflhe committee) will never have to go through

U," a committeeman replied, "We have to shave!

On the anti-abortion side, Rep Mane Howe

associated abortion on demand with fascism -

outnght slaughter - "next comes the slaughter of old

People
' Catholic leaders emphasized the rights of

Se embryo and fetus from the moment of conception

as a living human person. They protested to women

having an abortion at their "mere whim or con-

venience - having an untrammeled right to do as they

please with thiir bodies." Some people in the

galleries were appalled at the selfishness of women

who testified that they did not, at certain periods of

their lives, desire to bear children.

Senator Dorothy Doyal of Maine spoke of Catholic

lobbying power. Her bill to repeal abortion aws in

Maine harbeen defeated in 1967 and 1969 although

the defeat margin has greatly decreased She said the

money and power of the Church in working against

such bills which effect individual women was

sometimes "beyond the realm of good taste

It is very unlikely that repeal bills. Senate 842 and

House 635, will pass this year in Massachusetts,

considering the heavy male, Catholic domination in

the Legislature. But women all over New England

are demanding this right to control their bodies and

if the domino theory ever worked, we will make it

start here and knock down repressive laws

everywhere.
Riu Molr

Monday February 28th, the "Editorial Points" expressed hope that the

University staff secretaries enjoyed their free dinner the previous

Wednesday in the Campus Center, paid for out of student funds. I would

like to join them in their wish and at the same time explain the rational

which justified this occasion.

Actually the "dinner" was lunch and a working lunch, to be sure.

Further, it occurred Friday, not Wednesday.
AalaaataA

These secretaries are the people on campus most frequently delegated

the job of booking special functions on behalf of the department and the

professors or administrators for whom they work. Since it is all but im-

possible to talk to these secretaries at length except at lunch Ume we

invited them to lunch and at this Ume we introduced them to the Campus

Center as a special function facility for both Food Service and Hotel

rooms. We introduced them to the people with whom they would be

dealing when they book special functions and we distributed the price

lists and booking procedure for the functions at the Campus Center

As there is no University policy which commits all University function

business to be held in the Campus Center, I feel it is imperative we seek

this business using positive action. This Catering business, as well as that

brought to us by student groups, conferences and Alumni orgamzatitms

is a major part of our budgeted sales. In turn, it should be noted that

profits derived from the Catering business serve to reduce student fees

for the Campus Center.
Michael S. Eg.n

Director of Food Service

Campus Center

First Class UMies
To the Editor: „ , ,

. . .

We are Apathetic Umies, First Class, but even we can t let this issue

just die We always figured before, well what the hell, we give Mobe our

four cents or whatever their share of our student fees are, but we're too

busy with other things to do more, and anyhow, they always manage to

find someone to crank the mimeograph handle

Yeah, well now they won't even have paper for the mimeograph and we

hope its not too late for us to do what we should have done before

Nixon has finally begun to pay Up service, with his "limited with-

drawal" and "peace proposals", to the antiwar feelings of the majority of

voters in this country. He knows which way the wind is blowing But now

is the time to let him know that we demand Out Now we mean Everything

and every person out right now this minute - and what do we do but with-

draw our support of the most active antiwar group on this campus.

I hope some Mobe worker will publish the when and where of the Senate

meeting which will reconsider the funding issue, because we'll be there

early to have a talk with our representatives, and stay late to make

ourselves heard It's the least we can do to help stop the murder done in

our names in S. E.Asia We hope it's not too late

Maureen Phelan &
Charlie Donnellan

Take A Walk

Take a walk Through Southwest, Orchard Hill, or perhaps Northeast

It doesn't matter You pass by the icy trees, under the street lamps,

hearing the animated talk of those who pass, '"to the complexes them^

selves looking into windows, into the rooms, with their bright decorations

and painted walls, hearing the music, maybe even tasting the popcorn or

grinders satisfying those late night munchies You see faces, smiling, or

fad but alive/even though ,t is chilly outside; you know you 11 soon be

back in your room, talking with your friends, safe, sound, and secure^

your records at your fingertips. You know you're at a state-suppor. ed

school, but somehow it really doesn't seem to matter

Take another walk, through another state-supported school
;
this om is

,n Belchertown. Pass under the large trees, over the ™** ft™™^
and feel your own shadow chase you in the eeneness of what seems

another world. Listen to the quiet, smell the antiseptic of a state school

taste the tasteless meal eaten for supper Look into the windows, and find

no bright decorations, no popcorn or grinders, no plastic electric en-

tertainment. And pass, you dare, those out walking, and see not the

smiles, or even the tears, but the blank look of thofe who may never be

3
Then return to your room, and argue over the din of J Geils. Dave

Mason, Mountain, King Crimson, or Quicksilver, about which group you

want to see in concert here, the mustard hanging from your chin to drip

onto your brand new vest, thinking not about the $12,000 to be spent, spent

to fill the mouths of those who least need it. spent to fill your head

with that live music you will leave, only to go back to your room, to play

your stereo anyway. And so away travels your money, painlessly,

quickly, uselessly.

And while you're sitting there griping about the State, and all those nice

trite 1984-type fears floating around in those fine liberal minds, there are

some people working to change the inhumane conditions at the

Belchertown State School. They are students fighting in the courts to

settle an issue, to help those unable to help themselves, those unable to

listen to a record, those people hardly able to worry over how to waste

$12 000. But these people, in the form of the Students Offering Support

(SOS) Committee, need money to continue the battle; and at this point.

$12,000 would be awfully useful. .

I am not trying to preach a cause - such is not my intent I am "J^reiy

trying to press a point home, attempting to present in some way tne ut-

terly absurd show of hypocrisy as represented by the MDC, an hypocrisy

undoubtedly practiced by too many of us students on this camPus ;
'"'

eluding those in the Student Senate - that dichotomy of wppjwnf
.

rom

one side of the mouth the nobility and necessity of the SOS battle, wnne on

the other side debating a concert. It just doesn't make sense

Take a walk, and do some thinking, if only for once in y ^'^ Roundg

^
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Action Against Poverty
By MARY GOODYEAR

"Students are being given the

opportunity to alleviate poverty,"

said Dr. Ruth Bergen, director of

the University Year for ACTION
(UYA) at UMass, in an MDC in-

terview on the student volunteer

program.

The basic objective of the UYA,
said Dr. Bergen, is "to alleviate

poverty through the application of

a university's resources to the

problems of poor people in the

communities which surround it."

Secondly, the UYA is designed to

assist universities in providing

their students with an experience-

based curriculum. The objectives

are achieved by having students

receive academic credit for

working in poverty areas.

Each of the students involved in

the UYA program receives thirty

credits and $3,000 for his expenses,

which include his tuition at the

university he is attending, for his

full year of work Funds for UYA
are supplied by ACTION, the

government program, under which

are also the Peace Corps and Vista.

In many cases, the money allotted

to the students does not meet their

need and they must find additional

work.

Students participating in UYA
come from all major fields. The

students involved at UMass come
from such study areas as health,

speech, physical education,

government, history, Afro-

American studies. English, and

agriculture. The jobs to which they

are assigned cover even a greater

variety and hit upon teaching,

tutoring, giving legal aid, and

aiding in youth recreation

programs

At UMass, there are now 84

students working in the UYA credit

program, 50 started last Sep-

tember when the program was
first put into effect. The per-

centage of undergraduates is about

equal to the percent age of

graduate students working in the

UYA. Students are selected for

participation in the program ac-

cording to the amount of money
available from the government. At

UMass, Boston, 30 students are

enrolled in the program, tackling

poverty problems in the Boston

area.

Technically any full-time student

at the University who is passing

academically is eligible for par-

ticipation, but Dr. Bergen added:

"I feel from my vantage point and

as others feel, that a student needs

to be here for two years to get a feel

in those two years of what he wants

to do. We usually start at the

Junior level and on up." Ex-

ceptions can be made through the

use of references of faculty ad-

visers.

The two year wait before en-

tering the program is mainly for

the protection of the student, and is

a time for him to build up the

strength and confidence

necessary. Also basic University

requirements should be fulfilled

prior to participation in the UYA,

as "graduation is paramount,"

according to Dr. Bergen.

Students come to the University

to graduate and that is what she

wants them to do. Some students

get so involved in the program they

don't want to return to campus and

finish their academic
requirements. Dr. Bergen said

with emphasis. "I don't want to see

that happen
students."

to any one of our

Free University

Set Up For Jews
The effectiveness of UYA cannot

be measured until at least August

when the first students involved

will have completed their year of

service. Further expansion of the

program will occur as soon as the

funds are available. Dr. Bergen

remarked, "we would like to ex-

pand so we can include a

significant number of students on

campus." However effective the

program is in alleviating poverty it

should prove to be an invaluable

experience to the students in-

volved.

By CAROL MacGREGOR
UMass has a new "free

university." One which has been

set up for Jewish students.

The courses offered cover the

Hebrew alphabet, keeping Kosher,

leading a service, pacificism in

Jewish tradition and also Black

Jewish history. Merkabah
University, a "Free University of

Electric Jewish Thought", offers

training in these and other subjects

pertinent to the Jewish com
munity.
Merkabah University began its

program Feb. 14. According to its

coordinator, Geoffrey Levine, the

response has been "tremendous,

relative to previous years". "Many
of the students involved have

condemned the American Jewish

establishment and hate the idea of

the Jew as money-monger," said

Levine. Of the 24 courses offered,

the most popular has been "The

American Jew, or Jewish

American", which deals with

Jewish identity problems in

America and with anti-Semiticism.

Film

Share An Evening

With Lions Share
The Lions Share Co. is the area's only resident musical theatre com-

pany making its home at the Campus Center UMass. On March 2 the

Lions Share will begin its presentation of Tom Jones and Harvey Sch-

midt's CELEBRATION which is much on the same line as their r aim

TASTICKS CELEBRATION'S theme of nature versus urban corruption

is augmented by its stylized characters, dynamic mime ensemble work

where the actors cause a change of mood or scene, and its exciting,

current percussive music and dance This musical will be performed in

cabaret style in the Campus Center Auditorium with beverages served

The Lions Share Co. which was founded in Boston three years ago by

Frank and Judi Anderson, performs every Saturday night.at the Blue

Wall with musicals such as CHARLIE BROWN. JACQUES BREL and

STOP THE WORLD Starting April 3 they will Hgnattenpof V*

Campus Restaurant with a dinner theatre presenting JACQUEb bKtL

YOUPRE A GOOD MAN CHARLIE BROWN. STOP THE WORLD and

MAN OF LA MANCHA. .

CELEBRATION will open on March 2 with a performance at 8:00 ana

continue on March 3, 4, 10, and 11 with 7:30 and 10:00 performances each

nieht Tickets can be obtained through the UMass Student Union Ticket

Office. 545-2006. Students with ID's-*l .50, all others $2.00. Tickets can only

be purchased at the door.

Counseling

Applications
Applications for Summer Session

Student Assistants (counselors)

are presently available in the

Office of the Central Area Director

in Baker House Basement Ap-

plications must be in no later than

March 15. 1972.

Boatlos

"YELLOW

SUBMARINE"
in color

•Plus Demian's
"LEGGO"

SAT. EVENING
MAHAR 6-8-10-12
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Clataa I »i > w *»»
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± Campus A

k V»MI MS f MAIM ! '
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For »dultt Only
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nt C .I'd '<

I f K
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McCabe and Mrs. Miller
rt JULIt CHRISTIE - NomlMttd B»»t AcItmi

,"" WARREN t-EATY „„„, R
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Cinema III

STUDENT

DISCOUNT

CARDS!

Cill Thcatreor
Atk *t Boa Oilier

We want your body
In New Hampshire.
This week.

And not for skiing.

The New Hampshire presidential primary is on March 7.

That's Tuesday of next week.

We're not going to try to sell you on Sen. George

McGovern for President.

But if you already understand that Sen. McGovern

represents the last, best hope for sanity among the Demo-

cratic candidates. .

.

Then we want your body in New Hampshire this

weekend.
The work's not difficult or unpleasant . . . just hard.

Evenings, you're on your own. (They call it "apres-ski" in

New Hampshire, and it's not exactly boring either.) If you

can show up before the weekend and stay through Tuesday,

you're golden with us, but any time you've got, we'll take.

And we'll take you anytime . . . starting right now. Call

us at 723-7913 and we'll arrange to truck you on up to New
Hampshire. (A bus is leaving from Boston City Hall at 8

a.m. on Saturday . . . other times, we'll make arrangements.)

You don't need a dime to join this crusade. No cost for

food, lodging or transportation. ( But if you've got a sleep-

ing bag, bring it.

)

Call us right now and tell us you're joining hundreds of

others who will bus to New Hampshire this week to elect

a President.

President McGovern.
You can't afford to'wait another four years.

President
McGovern

'72
President
McGovern

'71

1 Union St., Boston. Mass. 02108

The warm body's not available . . . here's $

.

cost of the project.
.towards the

Name.

Address.

iMiwimi K Jwtajr. 222 Khs! GMtaffl si . IkircktiAar, Mass <>2i2r>

Mandabi will be shown Friday at 7 p.m. in Herter Hall, this Friday.

•DURO

FRIOAY. MARCH 1. Wl-MIRTKR MALL

7:00 p.m. Film: "MANDABI" by Ousman* S«mbtnt, Hartar M7 (X)

Film: "MEDINA BOE," Hartar 237 (X)

Panal Discussion: "African Libaratioo," Hartar

Film: "MANDABI" by Outmana Sambana. Hartar 231 (X)

Film "MEDINA BOE." Hartar 231 (X)

Art Exhibit Watt African Sculpture, Lobby

SATURDAY, MARCH 4. Wi-STUDENT UNION

2 OOp m Film*: "NEW IMAGES. ART IN CHANGING AFRICAN SOCIETY

LADiPO." Ballroom (XX)

2 OO'P™ SlidaPra*«ntafion -Africa Myttw and Raalitiaa." Commonwaalfh Room

Film» A »ar ie» of film* on African VillaoaLifa, Council Chambao
Film: "BLACK GIRL" by Ou*mana Sambana, Ballroom (XX)

Slide Praaantation "Africa Myth* and Raalitla*." Commonwaaith Room

l_actura/Di*cuuion "Oo»mana Sambana Writer and Film maker"

Thomas Ca*»irar, Franch Dept . UMiu, Council Chambar*

4 00pm Slide Plantation: "Africa Myth*and Realitia*." Commonwaaith Room

5 00 pm Damon*tration/Worh*hop. "African Mu»ic" by Marcia Parkin*. Com

monwaalth Room (Limit 23, may be repeated at 6 00 p m .
I Sign up in 125 Herter Hall

7 OOP m F,lm* "NEW IMAGES ART IN CHANGING AFRICAN SOCIETY." "DURO

LAOIPO," Ballroom (XX)

• 00pm Film "PHELA NDABA" (End of the Dialogue). Ballroom (XX)

»00p m Panal Di*cu»»ion "Apartheid in South Africa," Ballroom

2 1 pm Art Exhibit West African Sculpture. Aux Room

(XMXX) Daily Saria* Ticket UMa»» Undergrad**! Other»S2

:30p.m

IS p m.
:30pm.

11 OOp m
6 10 p.m

2 00 p.m.

J OOp m
3 OOp m
4 00 p.m by

A two-day African Film Festival,

featuring films, slide presen-

tations, panel discussions and art

exhibits will be held Friday and

Saturday. March 3 and 4, in Herter

Hall and the Student Union. This

Festival is sponsored by the UMass
Fine Arts Council in cooperation

with the Center for International

Education, Dept. of Education.

UMass.
On Frdiay, March 3. the classical

"Mandabi", by African writer and

film maker Ousmane Sembene
and the politically oriented film,

"Medina Boe" will be shown in

Herter 227 at 7:00 p.m. and 8:30

p.m. The films will be repeated at

9:30 and 11:00 p.m. A panel

discussion on "African Liberation"

will be held in Herter 227 at 9:15

p.m., led by Mr Dingaan Maleka,

Political Science Dept., Boston

State College, and other UMass
African Students. A display of West

African sculpture from the

collection of Elmar Siebel will be

on exhibit in the lobby.

The Festival will move to the

Student Union Building on Sat.,

March 4, for a full day of activities

Starting at 2:00 p.m.. the films

"New Images, Art in Changing

African Society.'' and "Duro
Ladipo," a documentary on the life

and activities of Duro Ladipo. the

founder, director, playwright,

composer, and principal male

actor of the Duro Ladipo Traveling

Theatre Company of Oshogbo,

Nigeria, will be shown in the S.U.

Ballroom. At the same time, a slide

presentation, "Africa: Myths and

Realities" will be shown in the

Commonwealth Room of the Union

and a program of films and

discussion on "African Village

Life" will be presented in the

Council Chambers Room
At 3:00 p.m., the film "Black

Girl" by Ousmane Sembene will be

shown in the S.U. Ballroom. It will

be followed by a discussion of the

work by Ousmane Sembene as

writer and film-maker led by

Thomas Cassirer. Classics Dept.,

UMass, in the Council Chambers
Room at 4:00 p.m.

A Demonstration/Workshop on

"African Music" will be led by

Marcia Perkins in the Com
monwealth Room at 5:00. The

workshop will be limited to 25

persons, and those desiring to

attend should sign up in the Fine

Arts Council Office, 125 Herter

Hall.

The films, "New Images, Art in

Changing African Society" and

"Duro Ladipo" will be repeated at

7:00 p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom. At

8:00 p.m., the powerful political

film, "Phela Ndaba" (End of the

Dialogue) will be shown in the

Ballroom The final event of the

African Film Festival will be a

panel discussion on "Apartheid in

South Africa," led by Miss

Sebiletso Mokone, Com-
munications Dept., Graham
College, Boston

Admission to the films will

require the purchase of a daily

ticket, allowing the holder en-

trance to all films shown on that

day. UMass Undergrads $1.00;

others $2.00. The slide presen-

tations and discussions will be open

to the public, free of charge. Daily

tickets are available in the Fine

Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, Tel

545-0202. Remaining tickets will be

available at Herter and the Student

Union Ballroom one hour before

the start of each day's programs

SAM
RUSH

TONITE

8:00 p.m

TONITE
the

Harrison

Injured

London (,\P) - Former
Beatle George Harrison and his

wife Patti were injured Monday
night when their car struck a crash

barrier dividing a super highway

near London.
Harrison. 29. had blood

streaming down his face and his

wounds were stitched at Main-

denhead Hospital Patti. 27. was

treated for a concussion

A hospital spokesman said:

"They have had a lucky escape.

The injuries do not appear to be

serious."

The accident occurred during a

power blackout that doused high-

way lighting systems

James Montgomery
Blues Band

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME Also, a

complete typing service.

at

9:30
50f cover

theLiONS SHARE Co.

presents

Good things come
in small packages.

look info a Volkswagen and you'll

find adiustable front bucket seats, a

four-speed synchromesh transmission,

four-wheel independent torsion-bar

suspension, and an air-cooled engine

that gets about 27 miles a gallon.

Northampton Volkswagon $

(MIIMH

Free Shuttlebus Service

for Amherst Customers
Call 584-8620

«UTMO*tffO
rrnn

by
Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt

the creators of Fantasti ks

directed by Judith Anderson

March 2-8:00
March 3, 4, 10, 1 1 - 7 : 30 & 10 : 00

Tickets — Student Union Box Office

545-2006
Students $1.50 — Others $2.00

Cabaret Style

Beverages Served

UMass Campus Center

Auditorium

Ai3dvs oaDiw «rnj
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St. Louis Orchestra
Will Plav Monc

The UMass Fine Arts Council

Celebrity Series will close its

1971/72 season Monday, March 6,

with a concert by The Saint Louis

Symphony Orchestra under the

direction of Walter Susskind.

The concert will be at 8 p.m. in

Curry Hicks Cage on the UMass
campus.
Maestro Susskind has selected a

program designed for both

students and non-students, and

including Symphony No. 9 in D by

Gustav Mahler and the Symphony

No. 40 in G Minor by Mozart.

Recognizing the international

resurgence of interest in the music

of Mahler, particularly among
voung people, the University's

Fine Arts Council prevailed upon

the Orchestra's management to

include this major orchestral work

on the program. The Orchestra

agreed, in spite of the necessity to

fly an additional group of brass

players to Amherst for this con-

cert, since the work will not be

performed elsewhere on The Saint

Louis Symphony's eastern tour.

Tickets for .the Saint Louis

Symphony Orchestras concert are

available bv contacting the Fine

Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall,

University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Mass. 01002. Telephone

(413) 545-0202. Prices are $1 to

UMass undergraduates, $2 to other

full-time students, $3 to UMass
faculty/staff and $3.50 to the

general public. Mail orders for this

concert will be accepted and
should be mailed to the above

address with checks made payable

to the UMass Fine Arts Council.

Please enclose a stamped, self-

addressed envelope for ticket

return, and allow 10 days for

mailing.

PARTICIPATION FORM
Spring Marathon April 11-21, 1972

School of Education-University of Massachusetts

Please return to Tom Paquin. Room 225 A, School of Education. UMass by March 15,

1972 for inclusion In preliminary schedule or April 11. W2 for listing In final Marathon

schedule, events received after April 12 will be listed In a supplementary schedule.

TITLE OF PRESENTATION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EVENT (as you would like It to appear In final schedule)

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON(S) GIVING THE PRESENTATION:

LENGTH OF TIME NEEDED FOR THE EVENT: 1 hr 2hrs, hrs

HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU WANT TO MAKE THE PRESENTATION: __
SCHEDULE AT THE FOLLOWING TIME: Tues._ Wed._Thurs_J rl.

.

BETWEENTHE HOURS OF: t a.m. 12 noon 12 noon 4 p m. _4 p.m. -7 p.m.

p.m. «__
'p.m. -10

DESCRIPTION OF AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT NEEDED (If you have access to your

wn. please <«* iti

Please send copy of Fall '71 Marathon schedule.

NAME . ADDRESS:
PHONE (Where you can be reached to confirm scheduling)

More participation forms are available at the Marathon Office, Room 225 A, School of

Education, UMass Phone 41*545 1S*S.

Tfc&iesday ni9ivt
Coweertouse...
Anyone GvhvPldle*.

trust cancer
$t_g*s-aoso_

The St. Louis Orchestra will play «t the Cage Monday at 8 P.M.

Come on down to dig their vibes.

Student Art Meeting
SAINT LOUIS SYMPHONY

The Student Art Association is

holding its first general meeting

this evening at 7:30 in the Campus
< Vnter room 175 The program will

include two films and a discussion

of the events forthcoming this

semester. The first film. The

Daybooks of Edward Weston.

How Young I Was", portrays his

soft-focus portrait period, his

abstract motifs, and the work he

did in Mexico. The second film.

"Visions of William Blake"

illustrates the poetry, prose and

pictures of the artist.

In April the Association is

planning a student art show, mixed

media. There will also be a Spring

'Happening*', and all meetings

will include either films or panel

discussions with both graduate
students and faculty. Anyone in-

terested in joining please attend

this first meeting

All Electronic Repairs

Tape Players, 8 Tracks,

TV's, Stereos,

Car Radios.

ALL BRANDS

L&HTV
13 Bridge St.

Northampton

584-2000

nouvelle gallery

cordially invites you to attend

our public opening

featuring the work of

Armando Balboni

and

Idahlia Stanley

Sunday afternoon, the fifth of march

from two o'clock

eleven bridge St., northampton

(in the Collector Building on rt. 9)

WALTER SUSSKIND
conductor and music director

Performing Mahler's Symphony No. 9 and

Mozart's Symphony No. 40 in G Minor

Monday, March 6, 1972 8 P.M

CURRY HICKS CAGE
(University of Massachusetts, Amherst)

TICKETS: UMass Undergraduates $1 .00; Other Full-Time Students $2.00;

UMass Faculty/Staff $3.00; General Public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE, 125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202

Office Hours: Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Remaining Tickets Available: Two hours before performance,

Curry Hicks Cage Main Entrance, Tel. 545-2480

Presented by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1, 1972 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 13

Nursing Meeting
There will be a meeting at the

School of Nursing Conference

Room on Thursday, March 2, 1972,

from 3:30-4:30 p.m. All nursing

students are invited to meet Dr.

Eileen Flynn, a candidate for Dean
of the School. Punch and cookies

will be served and there will be a

chance to talk informally with Dr.

Flynn.

Dr. Flynn is a graduate of the

Johns Hopkins School of Nursing

and obtained her Ph. D. from New
York University. She is currently a

Research Fellow in a Health

Services Project
University, Institute

Science. Please come
her!

at Yale
of Social
and meet

fun«nMALDc-»JCT CALL 584-5 171 or 586 2440
Only 40 mtt available - open only to students, employ*** end families

of 5 collet e- also: EUROPE ™*SUMMER
call rat an octstannus kates amb datm to bjmw to mom

Ah. yes friends. A day on the slopes. Blue sky up above, corn snow down below,

you beat it for the price, folks? ( MDC photo by SleveBarber)

.endless lift lines. Can

Third French Lecture Tonight
. -;~*. ~f u.i,,rUc ih<> litoivitiirn inH fivi1i7ation of the Thpsp lectures are

The third in a series of lectures

on French civilization reflected in

literature will be given Wednesday

evening. March 1, at 8:00 in Herter

231 by Professor Christian Garaud.

Professor Garaud is a specialist in

the literature and civilization of the

17th century France- -the French

•grand siecle" or "classical age"--

and he will speak on the image of

man reflected in French classical

literature

These lectures are being given

in response to student request,

they are aimed at a student

audience, not an audience ot

specialists.

CALL

-2566

AUTOS FOR SALE

l!M*< hev Impale. V -6 engine, new snow

nr.-N At battery. gd condition, power

sterling, automatic trans After Seal J49-

KM04 fejMV
MM

197a Maverick excellent condition,

optional wooden car top carrier. Cell S49-

"* i;
tea .tf3-l

65 MuttanK Conv. red. at. p». 6 cyl.

immacint good est . good boot* * snow*,

stereo KM opt. Contact Jon 221 Dwlght

It7e Toyota Corolle. <»ood condition.

UaVTM redlo. Redlel tire* Call 253-9504

riavs or S49-4276 nlles
lf3-3

U Triumph Herald. Need* brake work

Best offer S46-4902
tf3-2

7e VW. green, sunroof red. ft beat. 4 new

vno. tare*. Ashlag 11275. Call: S44-0914

U3-3

IM7 Folcoei • cyltader standard Ex-

, client condition With tape deck 1559. Call

:;23-7094 e«k lor Jeke or Joyce

44M*llbu.mech exc body it ok would

like to tell toon. ISM — It negotiable

Ftoher teayerglett »Scm good condition

lie 253-9934. Ed.
tfJ-3

Dateaa Sport Coteae ItM. ex

Viking I9M (all Made 774-3995. Green

field
tfJ-7

IM3 Plymouth Knry. Good engine and

transmlerion low mileage Will negotiate

price Call 549-4344 after ell.

MM

~FOR SALE

IMS Jeep Wagoner. «cyl.. I wd. pt. 7 fl.

plow, low mileage. \er> good cond. many
extras tlWM. (ell 253-2412.

MM
Uhums A Tapee - Brltlth Album*.

American Albumt. Bootleg Albumt. »-

Track ttereo tape* I2.»». all the latett.

save! sio ooan nlte
113-2

Hottlgnol Strelo't 21 S cm with look

\evade binding* 19.'. or best offer Cell 6-

0222 or come to 2191 Washington Atk for

Don
tf3-t

(.ibton Dove -Six String Guitar, cherry

sunburst flnlth. adjuttable bridge.

w/Xrchcreft cete. 1250/offer 2533063
tf3-3

Harmony amp. reverb-tremelo. i.rnsen

speaker*. 2 rhanle.. In brand new cond

Lost interest New. co»t over 1400 Ask.

I.imi toe Matt,

Miracord pwSO turntable new 1150. Will

sell for $100 (ell MMilT.
if3-3

MM* sale 10% - 40% off on ell

gutter*. Acoustics, electric*, classics*

Accessories, string*, end enses elso. Cell.

546-7072 209 Web.

Pioneer SX-779 Receiver, excellent

condition. l« months left on werrenty

I no .on or best offer. Tim 323-4450.

MM

63 VW convert. All new engine parts,

cerb. tire*, muffler, irons, conVt top.

must sell immed. Call MMM *«gj

MDC CLASSIFIED
Man's while leather fringe Jacket in

excellent condition coet 1115 new. esklng

170. or best offer Call 549-0671 lea\e

mestege.

Wanted: female tkl companion for

Merch 13-15. Destination undecided. Rich

253-7393.

MM

Small brown leather chenge puree, ring

enclosed of obvious velue. Generous

reward offered If found cell 665-2140

immediately
MM

If3-7

Complete hockey pads. Columbia

women » bike excel, cond. 12*. Open cell

loam <50«7s*i. R.>. Cell 2S3*4«
tf3-3

Hey Scherpi. thenkt for the lentettlc

weekend Love ye Jeennie. p.*. you're s

real nut.
If3-1

Male cat. Amherst /Sunderland area,

red /while tiger striped tail lorn eer. Cell

549-4227 day or night. Reward.
MMI

lis* School But Good condition, no

teal*, make greal camper or store on

wheels. ISO* Arnold S-043B

MM

looking for e girl int. In going to Ha
over Spring Vac : I Will be sharing exps.

with three others. Call Steve «V4411.

MM
HOUSE TO SHARE

TYPING
Txping — theses, dlstertatlont . etc.

last: accurate. Proofreading. edIUng il

desired Have Greek ft Science symbol*

233-364)1.

Zenith 25" color T\. stereo turntable

AM/KM Tuner /amplifier. Low price. Coll

5494344 efler • p m
If3-3

T R2S* — 1946 excel . condition Best offer

oser lieee . call SaMHI.
If3-3

WANTED
Person who would be interetled hi

renting the IB darkroom lor about S hr* a

week Mutt ha>e good equipment 544-SR24.

MM

Femele ttudent wanled to there room in

house with I glrlt. f SS monthly Including

utility. Call evenlngt 253-6749.

113-10

ROOMMATES WANTED
M to there room in 3 bdrm apt. a%

Rolling (.reen IM/mo. Incl. utilities Call

BMM.
MM

K roommate wanted to chare frnhed S

room apt. in Northampton. Own bdrm 170

« utll Call Lta SM-4M3 day*.

MM

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Act early. 1.1*1 of *R Western National

Park Employer* — experience un-

necessary. 2S«. PJS 700C iooo Plate. Stale

College. Pa ICMI
lf3-«

INSTRUCTION WANTED

I. earn la fly at I Mat* wBb pay Serve la

Mr Force for »ix year* at up la I IS.060 per

yeer Call S4S-2437 or S4S-24SI

MM

2 F roommate* lo »here large 2nd

hedrm. in new country apt. 173 each lac.

all utll. Call Tlaa 323-40S2 weeknlte*

MM

Piano leseont wonted chord*, scale*

rock, blue* Jatt. Already eome baric

knowledge Call AndreeMM ar 7 ras.

#420. Leave me*.
if3-2

\rtl»*n* craRemen The ( ollectar. 11

Hridge St Northampton, ha* woriUbap

and ditplav »pece evelleMe for leeee. Saa-

113-1

Route need roommate aaUl June. Own
rm near camput $C SO per month. Call

tf3-2

TRAVEL

Male vocallet far Ja" rack band chic, be

M t He. Call Merit *-aa«2 Anytime call

Dick M».
a„

Wanted' I WF. mu»l be over 21. for WM
21 Into Scotch It H24) Call anyUme 4:30-«

p m A»k for Dee-Jay.
tf3-l

Ml men who moved out of Chadbourne

in Jan and did not move lo Hamlin :
notify

Marcus by Mor. I* If you went to return in

MM
ENTERTAINMENT

See e "Reelly Good Shew" el the

Wednesdev Nighl Coffee House — tonight:

3-1

PERSONAL

James Happy Birthday Love Dorothy.
3-1

Dear Starkle. we have a question at lo

your identity. By the wey who he* been

celling you?
3-1

Wanted I w. f. must be over 21 into

Scotch l< 1120. Call M*3* between 4.30 —
0:00 p.m. esk for Dave.

113-3

Mommy, mommy. I cant breathe:

Brother' Thle le serious: > Whet's e

mother to do? Try Mercu* Mitten. MD.
You'll like hlmV

3-1

Reward: For the one who brings back

my beautiful green & white ehawl. No

question* — only smiles. Call Krleten S4»-

I4SR evenings.
If3-3

To Field end Grayson

return' Others beware!
•Oreo" will

113-2

Jacques. Que lu es tree drole — Je

\oudrai* de connettre plus Kcrlvei? Box

<MMS.. Relchertown.
113-2

M ar F roommate at Rolling Green

Price negotiable 2S3-7S24)

U3-7

"apartment for rent
Two Bedroom Apartments for im

mediele rental. 0-month lea*e

liHS/month. Include* utll. Cell a*S-324»

day* or fifi.vr.7S niie*

If 4-14

To sublet or lease avell. June I 2-bdrm

(urn apt. All utll*. swim pi. 7 mln. from

campus Cell aMM eve*.
113-2

EMPLOYMENT
Jobs on ships: Men women. No ex-

perience required. F.xc. pay. world travel,

send 12 for info Seafex. Box 1230—MB.
Seattle. Washing 901 1

1

3-4

FOR RENT

Quiet room, walking distence I Meet.,

phone 2r>:i-SM7

31

l-bedroom house, excellent condition.

immediate occupanc> . Call between 6:00

i. *i p in SMt 3120. Skibiskl Real Fstale.
3-8

Apt. Sunderland not ( lifftide or other

anonymous building. Rig apt., immediate
occupano Call 0I7-S44-2O63, keep trying

lisn.

MM
limited no. tingle rooms comp. furn.

full kitch. fee l.v. ell utll. 2 mln. walk to

I'niv. Mark 549-1233 deye.

MM
t harming 4 rm apt In 200 yr. old houee.

sugarloer St.. So. Deerfleld. 10 mint, from
Cnlv lis* month call 0-4S23.

U3-3

LOST; REWARD
Reward for I pr boots lo*! Sat. eve 2/26

at S: 30 p.m. In Boyden men* locker room
IIS no question* Call 253-7291 or via note

at CC L * F.

MM

SPBING IN ACAPULCO Ilea I days 7

night* via L-alv DCS )et Open aaly to

student*, employee* A famine* ef I

Caftajaa. Cell 5*4-4171.

\mrricen Youth Hoetle* Tripe to Jepen

depert Oakland Jun 39 or NYC July 26. 6 or

H weeke. Call 2S3-94b>4 lor Informetlon

Pen Am World Airwaye youth fare,

hotelbu*. and group retee. Call Campue
Hepre»eotallve S49-OO02

U3-I4

<.o South Spring break; Bermuda —
Freeport. Acapulco. Puerto Rico. I day

package* from Ilea. Eecape International

(all Peggy 253-au«7.

MMI

INSTRUCTIONS

t.uitar help if your beginning or Just In e

hole. I'll gel you going. Bluet - lolk - rock -

junk funk. IS/hr 527-6212

If3-19

SPENCER'S MOBIL

(Nl changet. tune up*, repair*, while you

sleep Open 24 hr* Certified mechenlc on

duty. At Spencer* Mobil next lo Poet

Office.
If3-3

ANNOUNCEMENT
Groe* National Producllone is coming . .

1-1

SKIING

Ski Killlngton — *Uy at the Troika

Lodge - 17/nl - !30/«kl week. Full kit

chen privelege*DEI.ETE
Ski Killlngton — etay al ihe Troika

Lodge — 17/nt — 139/ ekl week. Full

kitchen privilege* lac Call <»2> 422-3491

for reservation*.
MMI

SERVICES

Amherst Audio »erv»ce*. ttereo com-

ponent!, tape deck* for home or car. 197

No. Pleaeenl el.. 256-0133.

tftem

HELP WANTED
Pressman needed lo run Davldeon 900 la

I .( . Print Shop Must be exper on thit or

iim. offset pre**. 20-40 hrs wk Apply at

Prial Shop.
MM

Mothers — rant find e reliable

babysitter* Tired ot high lee*? Call The

Child (are Fxchange S06-2224 lor lurtber

informetlon.
MM

Person lor computer enaly of data

canned and lortren. Your own hour*. 323-

7SH2 (eve*.)

MM

ENTERTAINERS WANTED
Earn 159 a night by singing and playing

drink along, ring along music on pleno or

gutter (ell Ed el MS-2MM.
113-10

STUDY ESPERANTO
Study Fiperanlo. the international

language. In Portland for credit, thr* 12-20

July : then attend International F.speranlo

Coagre** here 9 July lo 5 Auguat. A
uaicjue opportunity to learn thle beautiful

language Information Summer Neaetoa*.

I of Portland. Portland Oregon 97293

MM
STEREO EQUIPMENT

Discount Stereo Fajulp. *V aeceaa. T-
Table* Speaks. Receiver*. Diamond
Needle* 13.99. Magnetic Carta 39-99% aft

Barry 544-9963

If3-2

APARTMENT WANTED
\pt w anted — 2 bdrm la (urn pri\ borne

— Amb Area far married couple *> child.

Walking dial la town A campue Need for

Sept. 72. Ken 546-4440

MM
MARRIED COUPLES

Exceptional opportunity' Earn exlre

money pert time. Tremendous potential.

No obligation Call Mrs. Norrtt for ap-

pointment S96-639I.

MM
RIDE WANTED

Bide needed from Northampton, i: 39

am and S p.m Monday through Friday.

Will pav (all Marjory. 506-3394.

MM

LOST

Red * gold brocade eyeglass case

containing brown -rimmed glasses and a

Blc pen Thurs nltr In the SI Contact 544-

6725.

MM

WANTED TO BUY

t S and foreign coins and stamps
bought, sold, traded Ksttmates end ep-

preieels Bob Murrin. 224 Hamlin House or

P.O. Baa 194. Amber*!.
tf3-6

MARRIAGE IN MIND?
Diamond engagement * weddiug ring*

Buy direet from leading manufeclurer

Quelltv. high fashion, completely

guaranteed ring*, (all 546-4034.

MM

UBMARINE RACES

JAT'S BIGHT FOLKS: IT'S THE
ATLE8- "YELLOW SLBMARINE
r KVENING. MAR. 4. MAHAR. 4. 0.

.«.. MIDNITF BRING A FRIEND: A
MW1D TIMF. FOR ALL

If3-3
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Notices

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Accounting Club meeting tonight at

7:30p.m. in Room 120 SBA.Movie and

speakers from Touche Ross

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION
There will be a meeting tonight in

Rm 803 of the C.C. at 6:30 p.m. This

will be the most important meeting of

the semester. Please attend. Many

important topics will be considered.

ARABIAN NIGHT
join Ali Baba and his forty thieves

for Arabian food night. Sponsored by

the over 21 club. Friday, Mar. 3 in

Farley Lodge. Call Betsy 253 2834 or

Penny 253 2937.

BOLTWOOD MEETING
There will be a meeting tomorrow

night at 9 in the Boltwood House. All

Boltwood and Student interns should

attend.

CE.Q—ALASKA PIPELINE
Dr. Lee Watson, a physicist for-

merly at Amherst College, now with

the Environmental Defense Fund,

will speak on the Trans Alaskan Oil

Pipeline, today at 4:45 in Merrill

Cneter Room 204, Amherst College.

COMMUTERS
Rerun of Commuter Election for

the Student Senate will be held

Thurs., March 2 in the Dukes Room

of the Student Union 9 5:30.

ENGLISH EDUCATION
All application, for student

teaching English next semester art

due in Bartlett 252 today.

GREAT DECISIONS PROGRAM
Another in the series of great

decisions programs is being held

tonight at 7:30 in Webster House

Main Lounge Everybody is invited to

attend

KRSNA
The top must Yoga Systems A 1

credit class being offered every

Monday night in Cance Lounge 5 7

come and be blissful and receive full

time True Knowledge. Chanting,

spiritual food, slides. Hare KRSNA

NEWMAN CLUB
A Bible Vigil will be held in the

Newman Center Chapel at 7 tonight.

Theme! Trusting in God's

Providence. Everyone is invited.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Talent show is this evening from

7 308:30 at the hospital. Bus leaves

Hasbrouck Lab at 6:30, Patterson

House at 6:35.

REALITY FOUNO
Ecumenical Bible Study and

Prayer group for students on Wed
nesdays at the Campus Center Room

902 from 12 12:50 beginning on March

1. Come and bring your lunch.

MIRKWOOD
Play an instrument? If so we could

use you to perform at the next Mlrk-

wood Coffeehouse. For more in-

formation call 6-6681, ask for Joey.

PSYCH MAJORS WANTED
To canvas all psych, courses to

circulate a petition. The petition is in

regard to changing two credit labs to

at least three: call 6 8853.

SCROLLS
No meeting tonight plans

underway. Set aside next Wed.

Rooms 811 815 C.C. Instead!

still

6:00

SOUTHWEST COLLOQUIUM
COMMITTEE
Hank's Class will meet at the same

time and in the same place. 7 p.m.

Thursday. Come as you are.

SOS.
Meeting of all chairman involved in

student solicitation Thursday, March

2 Room 911-915 10 p.m.

SRI CHINMOY LECTURE
Sri Chinmoy renowned Indian

Spiritual Master will speak on the

Upanishads and conduct silent

meditation tonight at 6:30 in

Engineering East Aud.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
No meeting tonight. All people

planning on attending the Eastern

Student Conclave must come to the

meeting next Wed., March 8.

LOST
A pair of gold wire rim glasses in

pool room, basement floor of Baker.

Please contact Dave, Rm 221 if you

found them.

I have lost a notebook and an I.D.

card. If you have found one and/ or

the other, please call Pat Roberts at

546 4119. Thanks.

Lost one black men's wallet

somewhere between Marston and

Southwest on Sunday-need I.D. if

found call Ken 68919.

LANGUAGE MAJORS
Questionnaires concerning the

proposed International House can be

obtained Thursday anytime in the

main elevator lobby.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
$YW€f

Don 'tForget:

All Financial

Aid Forms

Due Today

Sefliffariu*, at time*, give* imprewlon of

knowing all t»>e answer* Paopla react in

war tows way* Soma ara ra»anttol. but soma

admire appearance ol contidanca. Vary faw

persons T9 indittarent whara Saojttarlans

ara concerned Sagittarius is aspacialiy

good in inancial araa for thoaa born under

Scorpio There is attraction between

Gemini and Sagittarius which oftan leads to

marriage. Some famous parsons born

under Sagittarius inciuda William Buckley,

Ramsay Clark and Maria Caltaa.

ARIES (March Jl April!*): Protactwhat

is dear to you Marrtaga. home, spacial

relationships mesa now require delicate

handling In business, contracts ere sublect

to change Maintain sansa of vaiuas.

Patience now becomes great ally

TAURUS (April 70 May JO) Long

standing debt could be repaid Accant is on

relations with co workers, how you achiave

basic purpose Maintain steady pace Avoid

extremes. Ba moderate in eating, drinking

Slow and aasy should be theme

GEMINI (May 11 June JO) Lovers

quarrel >s on agenda if you so permit it

use energies in more constructive manner.

Don't argue with parsons who »rt

frustrated, angry Live up to obligations.

responsibilities Capricorn is m picture.

CANCER (June J) July JJ) Domestic

routine could ba disrupted Some

relationships are reaching conclusion

Don't feel you must hang on to past The

world is out there m front, not back stap

forward toward a new. vibrant Ufa

LEO (July JJAug JJ) Hold off on

journey, proiect which comes about

through suggestion of relative Necessary

now for you to draw upon own resources

Creative energy will flow if you remove

mental block Be yourself

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 2J> You may have

to give up something to gain momentum

rake a step back m order to take many

steps forward Finances improve, but first

you have to streamline procedures. Tear

down so that you can rebuild

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. JJ): What was a

restriction is dissipated There now can be

greater freedom of thought, action Get

around See and be seen Impressions you

make are definite And you could impress

one wno will play meaningful role in your

life.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. J1>: Shake off

tendency to be fearful. Meetings that occur

behind your back actually will be

beneficial. Hold something in reserve.

Means don't reveal all you know Join In

community proiect Lao. Aquarius parsons

ere involved.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. JJ Dec. ID: Some

friends confide preposterous notions Don't

cast first stone Be analytical in actuality,

someone is handing you something on

proverbial silver platter. Accept social

invitation Obtain hint from Libra massage

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jen It): One who

attempts to dominate his ulterior motive.

Realite this and respond accordingly

Protect self in clinches. Keep promises to

family member Taurus and Libra persons

figure prominently

AQUARIUS (Jan JO Feb !•> Unusual

communication could start chain of unusual

events Accent is on communication, travel,

writing Pisces person can aid Plans

subiect to quick change Have alternatives

at hand. You will be stimulated

PISCES (Feb 1*March JO) Take care

with investments One who talks of sure

thing is actually beset by doubt Fulfill

goals by being responsible Shortcuts now

are costly Mate, partner maybe misguided

in money affairs.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

an original, creative thinker Your life

takes new turn in t*7J, with March and

December indicated as key months. If

single, marriage is likely If married, there

could be an addition to family Married or

single, you will be happier there will be

travel and greater recognition Creative

endeavors succeed

Copyright 1*71, Gen Fee Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Heals

6 Sour
11 Swimming

12 Eagles' nests

14 Conjunction

15 Weary

17 Reverberation

18 Corded cloth

20 Fops

23 Possessed

24 Fur-bearing

mammal
26 Power

28 Note of scale

29 Mistake

31 Duties

33 Sound a horn

35 Fight

between two

36 Replace

39 Wide

42 Near

43 Retail

establishment

45 Epic story

46 Loafer (slang)

48 Barrel slat

50 Make lace

51 Mental image

53 Smaller
amount

55 Symbol for

tellurium

56 Mock

59 Lifts

61 Hebrew
festival

62 Twists

6
7

8

9
10

11

Cooled lava

Symbol for

cerium
Before

Opulent

Support

Pertaining to

Norway

13 Soft drinks

16 Prepare for

print

19 Separates

21 Mild expletive

22 Bush

25 Pilfers

27 Rows

30 Underground
parts of plant

32 Drift about

34 Jog

36 Enthusiastic

37 Musical

studies

23uu aon as __

osrati (jails rage
aaaD aaaa ania

38 Pertaining to

an era

40 Semi precious

stones

41 Tropical

fruit (pi

)

44 Turn
inside out

47 Simple

~F31

49 Brother of

Jacob
52 Succor
54 Title of respect

57 Prefix: down
58 Teutonic

deity

60 Symbol
for tin

DOWN

Calling

Guido's
low note

Rodent

Wife of

Geraint

Play on banio

Girl Skiers Second
At Mittersill

t2XS2*ZZ*ft& HttHttt&Htttt

This weekend, February 26th raced at Mittersill. Due to poor

and 27th, the women's ski team weather conditions Saturday s

Coach Bill MacConnell displays the Osborne Division Trophy won

by the UMass Mens Ski Team with a 53 to 3 win-loss ratio in division

competition against B.C.. B.U. Northeastern. Tufts. Amher»t. AIC

and Bentley College.

JV Girls Lose
This season definitely has not been kind to the UMass J.V.s as they fell,

literally, to the Mount Holyoke J.V.s Monday night, 35-18.

The game produced more basketball ineptitude than is polite to men-

tion-suffice it to say the winner was the team who stayed on their feet

longer and made fewer mistakes. ...» _* anA k»
The game progressed normally enough through the firs period and by

the hatf it was even fairly close UMass trailed by a mere 11 points (26-15)

and were psyching themselves for a comeback.

But Holyoke opened the third quarter with a scoring binge thatleft

UMass bewildered. They could find their own
1

£****"£*&!"°™
durinc the whole period and at the same time had considerable cui

Sfes* s^ing « .heir fee. Ank.es eoUapseOee. came «.t from

under DeoDle players charged into opponents, teammates and an oc

cas,onara!ciaC
y
r7o for alasketball exh.b.Uon that^was tju^jjuj

All the UMass frustration was reflected from the scoreboard at the end of

the quarter, 35-16.

Either out of sheer exhaustion or extreme panic the finesse of the

pre^ous£e*~ abandoned in the last quarter t. a more gugtao

tvDe olav which in turn, became a comedy of errors Bawc skuw sue
n
as

drSng^nd passing were forgotten in the^gSX^^^Sd
fnr nninK Holvoke was held score ess in this last frame but UMass iaiiea

!„StSiZleTSLThUUng for only 2 polo* themselves, ana absorbing

the 35-18 defeat.

Fairly decent first half performances^UMaM
aî

re
H^e

e
n
v%^e

Higgins with a top total of 5 points, and Lorraine Harvey, Sherne

Kowarsky and Kathy Dowd with 3 points apiece

The J V 's will tackle (not literally we hope) UNH in their final game 01

the season on Monday, March 6, in Durham.

giant slalom was cancelled.

Sunday the two run was held, and
the team placed Second, with UNH
1st, Bradford 3rd, and BU 4th.

Christie Sweeney won and Cindy

Rosati and Barbara O'Reilly

finished with good times, making
the three people needed for the

team score.

For the past few weekends, the

girls have been competing against

eight other colleges in the Women's
Intercollegiate Ski Conference.

The season started out with several

training days at Berkshire East,

followed by a racing clinic,

Saturday, and a two run slalom,

Sunday, February 6th at Berkshire

East. The team placed Seventh,

but individually, Christie Sweeney
won. The other girls on the team
are Diane Evans, Jean Hayden,

Barbara O'Reilly, Marcie
Packlick, Mary Frances Sullivan,

Pat Visnicki. and Co-captains

Barbara Eaton and Cindy Rosati.

On the weekend of February 12th

and 13th, the girls were at Round-

top. Saturday's competition was a

one run slalom in which Christie

Sweeney placed 2nd, Barbara
Eaton 17th, Cindy Rosati 18th, and
Marcia Packlick 19th. As a team,

they took Third, with UNH 1st, BU
2nd. and Wellesley 4th. A two run

slalom was held Sunday with

UMass placing Fourth, while UNH
was 1st. Merrimack 2nd, and
Wellesley 3rd. The UMass team
placings were Barbara O'Reilly

6th, Marcia Packlick 7th. Christie

Sweeney 15th. and Jean Hayden
20th

Next weekend, March 4th, the

women's ski team will compete in

its last two races of the season, at

Pat's Peak.

Playoffs
The first playoff game at home in

the history of UMass hockey will be

played this Saturday at Orr Rink

The UMass opponent will most

likely be St. Anselms Game time

is going to be 3 p.m.

Tickets for this game are

available at the ticket office in

Bovden and prices are $1.50 for

students and $2 .00 for General

Admission There are a limited

number of tickets available on a

first come, first served basis.

Prevent Rent & Fee Increases

Help the Student Senate, help

Rent & Fees Committee . . .

Help YOURSELF!

Sift 1—t ••• *• •**

1.9mtint to prttttt.

Table in Campus Center - Concourse

Commentary
The Seals' Deal

By ROY LYONS
The question mark the California Seals recently acquired in the

person of Reggie Leach is hardly intriguing. It's obvious that the

Seals feel the young right wing's potential can be fully developed

with more ice tim^. Much more bewildering is the future of Bob

Stewart, a minor leaguer whose departure seemed to have little

impact on Boston fans.

Stewart's problem this season has been his inability to curb a

violent temper. The braves' season opener against the Cleveland

Barons was barely underway when he erupted at the expense of a

hapless Baron. (Unlike Keith Magnuson, Stewart wins his fights.)

The pattern was established, and it eventually cost him a demotion

to Oklahoma City in the Central Hockey League. In Boston his zest

for body contact frequently led to needless penalties. It also led to

an abandoning of positional play at critical times, leaving Brave

netminders to contend with unguarded opponets. In short, his play

typified the Bruins of ten years ago, when games were seldom won

and fights seldom lost. Indeed, Bob Stewart would have thrived in

the pre-Orr atmosphere of Boston Garden. He probably would have

endared himself to the Boston fans just as such notorious brawlers

as Reggie Fleming and Orland Kurtenbach did.

Occasionally there is a real need for a team policeman on a

professional hockey team. Clearly, that was the role Fleming

played in Chicago before the Blackhawks traded him to Boston. It

was the role John Ferguson played for the Montreal Canadiens.

Unfortunately for Stewart, this is hardly a necessity in Boston

where both the Braves and Bruins have enough rugged individuals

to compensate for the absence of a team cop.

There are numerous cases of players who found themselves in

Stewarts dilemma. Such celebrated "reformers" as Vic Hadfield

and Derek Sanderson soon found that their value to the team did not

lie in pummeling opponents in fistic encounters. Some players,

however, never do reform. Howie Young's temper kept him firmly

mired in the minor leagues, despite obvious major league ability.

Bob Stewart is young and it's very possible that he will follow in

the route of Hadfield and Sanderson. If that happens he may
replace Leach as the trade's real sleeper.

Stilt's Bed "Launched"
NEW YORK ( AP) — When they build a bed for Wilt Chamberlain they

don't just throw together a mattress and a headboard They launch it.

The way they launch ships

Such was the case Tuesday when Marriott's Essex House, where

President Nixon occasionally stays, announced that it was com-

missioning a bed made especially for the 7-foot-l pro basketball star of

the Los Angeles Lakers.

They did everything but bust a magnum of champagne over the bed

JXISt

APPLICATIONS
for

Speaker at Commencement

art available now

at Student Activities Counter.

Need

a helping

hand?

If your RSO group

needs help planning an

advertising campaign,

we have a man for you.

Come on up and see him

Wednesdays 2 - 4 p.m.

Qtyt *ajB0arips0rttJ

latin (Mlematt
i i.
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UMass Loses YanCon Lead

REAL HIGH: Al Skinner goes high for a rebound in a recent game
at the (age against Boston University . The classy soph led the

Hedmen in scoring last night at Kingston despite fouling out early.

(Photo by (iib Fullerton)

Ms. Proell Favored

In World Cup Skiing
sot Til LAKE TAHOE, i alif.

I \V< Annemane Proell of

Austria has everything but an
< >ly mpic gold medal to prove she's

the worlds best woman Alpine

skier

The 18 year old Austrian is

expected to clinch her second

straight World Cup season
championship Wednesday on the

slopes of the Heavenly Valley ski

resort She has 233 points in the

landings and needs just one more
to formally be crowned champion
The women's giant slalom, with

one run only. Wednesday morning

will open the four days of racing

here.

Barbara Cochran of Richmond.
Vt . stamped herself as an Olympic

i»old medal threat a year ago by

sweeping the women's events-a

slalom and giant slalom-at

Heavenly Valley

At the recent Winter Olympics in

Japan. Miss Cochran won the

slalom and MarieTherose Nadig of

Switzerland upset Miss Proell in

the giant slalom and downhill

events
Miss Nadig is fourth in the

current World Cup Standings, with

89 points, and Miss Cochran is loth

Francoise Macchi of France is

second with 187 points but is out for

the season because of a leg injury

differed before the Olmpi
It is unlikely the men's World

('up championship will be settled

here Jean Noel Augert of France
has only a 11 41 (to lead on second

place Bernhard Russi of Swit

zerland. and Henri Duvillard of

Franee is third with I

Last year's champion. Gustave
Thoeni of Italy, is sixth with 82

points He won both men's events

here on last year's tour

The ladies' slalom is scheduled

Friday and the men's slalom
Saturday Then the skiers travel to

Kurope for the final three World
Cup stops of the season

Hammerin' Hank Signs
vn.WTX < \P> Hammerin'

Hank Aaron, estimating "it will

probably take three years" to

equal Babe Ruth's career record
home run aggregate, signed a

three year contract Tuesday with
the Atlanta Braves, speculation
placed the figure at a major league
high of $200,000 annually

"My contract does represent a

lot of money.'' said the 38-year-old

Aaron. "But I feel like I've been
compared with other players as

equal or better than they are. only

the salaries didn't match up.

"Now I'm on an equal basis

there, too."

The slugging outfielder heads

into his 19th spring training camp
with 639 homers behind him. 47 of

them last year. Seventy-five more

will tie him with Ruth's 714 career

homers.

Aaron agreed that the nervous
pressure would increase as he
narrowed the home run gap But
the main thing, he said, "is staying
healthy for the next three years

."

The day-to-day grind of playing
right field will undoubtedly get
tougher. Aaron conceded, and he
said Manager Luman Harris may
want to play him at first base for

occasional rests

Notice
Women's Intramural Swim Meet

entries will be accepted through

Wednesday, March 1, 1972. Events
include 100 and 50 yard freestyle,

50 yard breaststroke, 200 yard
medley relay, 200 yard freestyle

relay, and diving. Entry forms are
available in the Intramural Office,

215 Boyden

Bv FRANK ANTOSIEWICZ
KTNSTON.RI -UMass falls one-

half game behind the University of

Rhode Island as a result of last

night's loss by the score of 71-63.

The whole story of the game
centered around the following

situation: URI hit 29 free throws as

opposed to seven for the Redmen.

UMass did not have a single two

shot foul situation throughout the

whole game, while Rhody con-

tinually capitalized on charity

stripe points.

Chris Coffin and Mike Pagliara

played a strong second half to

make the affair a close one. Al

Skinner fouled out of the game two

minutes into the second half with 15

points. His counterpart. Bob Young
of URI fouled out 10 minutes later

with 10 points.

The first half was all Rhody and

they ran up a nine point lead, 37-28

at halftime. Skinner had 12 points

in the opening half to make it a

ballgame, but in the process picked

up four fouls. The Rams also ran

into foul trouble early, with Young
collecting three fouls in three and
one-half minutes.

A rock-'em-sock-'em affair

characterized the first half as each

team resorted to the slow-down,

drag-out type of game. The Red-

men intended to run, but the bigger

Rams controlled the game, sur-

prisingly enough, with a 50%

average from the floor as opposed

to UMass' 34%.

What was expected to be the key,

rebounding, was neutralized as the

Redmen had 18 and URI 17 in the

first half.

The Rams played totally dif-

ferent in their home territory than

they did in the Cage 10 days ago.

Rhode Island native Steve Rowell

led the home team with 20 points,

followed by Phil Hickson with 14.

Skinner was high man for UMass,

followed by Mike Pagliara and

Chris Coffin with 10 each.

The loss drops the Redmen one-

half game behind Rhody with only-

one Conference game left -in

Orono, Maine next Wednesday.

URI has two more Conference

games, both at home, against

Maine and New Hampshire.

I Mass once again displayed a

frustratingly consistent inability to

win on the road The hoopsters are

now 5-9 on the road as opposed to 9-

1 at home.

The un-
defeated fresh-

men remained
so last night as

theydowned the

Rhody frosh by
a score of 94-

86...more
that

tomorrow

on
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Skaters In Final

Tune-up For Playoffs
By BILLBALLOU

If you've ever watched late night

movies starring Jimmy Cagney
and Edward G. Robinson, then you
know how they always seem to end

with the murderer getting a last

minute reprieve and ending up
living happily ever after

Well, not making any in

sinuations. the UMass hockey-

team is in much the same situation

those movies
The Redmen have been playing

rather poorly as of late, and with

the first game of the playoffs

coming up Saturday featuring a

team that beat the Redmen in their

only previous encounter by 5-4, it is

imperative that Coach Jack
Canniff's skaters "get on the

stick '

This is where the aforemen
tioned reprieve comes in The
Redmen have one game coming up
before playoff action starts and it's

tonight versus the Division I

Providence Friars The Friars are

currently battling for one of the

two remaining playoff berths in

their Division and are at the top of

their game, with a recent 6-2 win
over powerful New Hampshire
evidence of this.

So. if the Redmen have any more
bad hockey in their collective

systems, they have one more
chance to rid themselves of it

before it becomes too late

"Too late" means that there is no
way the UMass playoff seed can be
changed in any direction save
upward, but. the playoff system is

a single elimination setup and one
loss means that title hopes are

kaput for at least another year.

The UMass' opponent for the

postseason opener is St. Anselm's.

and against the Saints the Redmen
came up with their worst per-

formance in recent history.

However, that performance
notwithstanding, this is looking to

be a true grudge" match for both

teams.
UMass. of course, still has that

memory from the Manchester

fiasco where not only did they lose

on the scoreboard, but to add insult

to injury were treated like bum
pkins from the sticks who wouldn't

know the difference between a

locker room and an outhouse Add
to this the fact that there were a

couple of shoving matches during

the game and that several of the St

Anselm's players were ticketed for

UMass and couldn't get in and you

have all the makings of a rip-

snorter.

One thing that should be in favor

of UMass is that St. Anselm's is a

team composed of just freshmen

and sophomores while the Redmen
are considerably more ex-

perienced. UMass also has

previous playoff experience while

St Anselm's has none, and ex-

perience is a major factor in

playoff hockey
But this is all in the future and it

can't erase the fact that the

Redmen aren't playing well Their

main problem has been the

inability to put the puck in the net.

and after all. that's the name of the

game.
This problem is accented by the

inexplicable dip in the scoring of

all time point leader Pat Keenan.

w ho just a couple of weeks ago tied

his own record for goals in a season

with 28 That was six games ago
and as of tonight the Junior center

still has 28 He has been picking up
issists and the fine play of left

winger Dan Reidy has served to

take up some of the slack, but the

1 Mass attack still keys around the

scoring of Keenan
Also presenting a problem and a

surprise is the practically nil

output produced by second line

wingers Chico Shea and Eric
Scrafield. Between them they have
accounted for just 14 goals on the

season, and just haven't been able
to find the net in recent weeks

THBUk to SSNtO*l U)l»-c

9e AH>t**i*t in Titem last

KE6.Ul.Alt SEASON HOMC
6*/t€ TONHHT. OUT TM**}..

the "Play-offs!!

Shea, a junior, has had incredible

luck around the net, hitting more
posts than a nervous driver in a

snowstorm Scrafield, a notorious

late starter, just never got started

in time and the extent of his goal

scoring in recent games is an open

net goal against Hamilton
Mike Waldron s hat trick versus

Boston State, the brilliant

^oaltending of P J Flaherty
anainst Hamilton, and the con

tmued emergence of sophomore
center Jim Coleman I

dangerous man around the net

have been the chief rays of hope in

an otherwise lacklustre stretch for

the Redmen
Providence has good goalten

ding, great potential and a reason

to play their best hockey. UMass
has had trouble beating Division I

teams this season and will face a

tough time of it tonight Playoff

hockey is not a one man game and

individual heroics won't be enough

UMass had better get going as a

team tonight or chances are their

season will have a premature

finish.
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Weather

Partly cloudy, chance
of showers. Highs in the

60's.
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John Stevens was at a loss for words. ..but only for a minute, as he spoke in favor of a bill establishing a

committee authoriied to investigate the feasibility of establishing a half-way house. The Senate did

vote to establish the committee. (MDC Photo by Carl Nash.

)

Senate May Fund SOS
By MARY SMITH

A bill requiring the Student

Senate to transfer the funds in the

controversial Spring Concert

account to the Students Offering

Support was presented at last

night's Student Senate meeting

Co-sponsored by Senators Doran,

and Hamel, Vice President Ladd

and Senate President Sandwen. the

bill would involve the transfer of a

total of $8.112 00 previously ap-

propriated to the Concert Com-

mittee

The bill came as the result of a

petition circulated on Campus
Wednesday afternoon Demanding

the transfer of funds in order to aid

the twenty-eight parents of the

Belchertown State School who

have filed a class action suit

against the State Department of

Mental Health, the petition was

signed by 1,640 people within three

hours.

Debate on the bill concerned the

legality of spending student tax

money on an off-campus project

Vice- President John Hogan
claimed that a state law prohibited

the spending of student money on a

project not directly affecting the

UMass campuS. President Sand-

wen refuted Hogan's claim, stating

that the ruling was actually an

Administrative decision The bill

was committed to the Finance

Committee for consideration and

will be debated next week.

In other major business, the

Senate voted to establish a com
mittee to investigate ways of ef-

fectively dealing with the drug

situation on campus. The com
mittee. to be appointed by the

Senate President, will consist of

four students, two ad-

ministrators/faculty members,
and two members of health ser-

vices. The committee is

S.O.S. Starts

Petition
See page three

Poetry & Pictures

Special
See page twelve

specifically charged with in-

vestigating the feasibility of

establishing a halfway house for

members of the University com
munity who desire long-term

counselling or health services.

Opposition to the bill was based

on the argument that the necessary

counseling and health services are

already available to students

Larry Ladd. a co-sponsor of the

bill, refuted those claims, stating

that the present services are

"crisis oriented", and offer no

provisions for those who require a

more permanent type of service.

Senator John Stevens also spoke in

favor of the bill. Stevens stressed

the fact that the service would be

open to anyone who felt that they

needed or wanted such help The
house would enable students to

receive help without leaving the

University. Lee Sandwen
reminded the Senate that, at

present, only a committee was

being established, and the bill was
passed.

Three other major committees

were dealt with in the course of the

meeting. The first bill creates a

nine-person Advisory Committee

on Teacher Evaluation to be

composed of students, faculty

members and one graduate

student The main purpose of the

committee will be to assist the

Provost's Office in the planning

and administering of the teacher

evaluation questionnaires

The second bill provides for the

establishment of an Ad-Hoc
Committee on the Student Ac-

tivities Staff The committee, to be

named by the Senate President,

will determine the official

University policy for the staff,

what functions the staff performs.

(Continued on Page 2)

Quinn - "Students

Are Apethetic . .

."

ByNEILGIROUX
Special to the Collegian

Boston -Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn said Wednesday night that

"students at the University of Massachusetts are, by and large, apathetic

and unconcerned" about the future of Massachusetts state government.

Quinn, at a fund-raiser for Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, (D—Maine), said

that a "wide variety of factors contribute to student apathy at the state

school."

"Students are unsure about the future of state government, but they are

also unsure about themselves," Quinn said in an interview.

"Many students today are quite cynical about government, and this

causes them to sit on their hands and be cynical about government

leaders," Quinn said.

"State leaders must insure students that the proper priorities are being

followed toward solving serious social problems," he said.

Asked what he considers to be last year's most important step in in-

cluding students in participation in state affairs, the Attorney General

said that his ruling that "students on campuses should be allowed to vote

in all elections at the campus." had the most far-reaching effect.

Quinn ruled that the recent U.S. constitutional amendment which

allowed 18-year-olds to vote meant that students should be allowed to vote

at their school locations, if they wish

"It is most important that students who have keen insight into the

serious problems affecting our society, should have an equal force with

all others in determining the directions of their government," Quinn said

"But students seem unsure and sometimes too cynical in regarding

their state government," he said.

"Wtih the extreme amount of taxes which state government consumes,

and with the important areas such as housing, consumer protection, and

racial harmony, with which state government deals, students have a far

greater stake to uphold." Quinn said

Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn, from all indications, is presently leading

the Democratic party for the 1974 gubernatorial nomination.

Quinn, a former Speaker of the House, was elected Attorney General in

1970 by a near-record plurality, after spending two years replacing for-

mer Atty. Gen. Elliott L Richardson, who resigned to join the Nixon

administration as Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare

Others mentioned for the top Democratic spot are House Speaker

David M. Bartley (D-Holyoke), and US Rep. Michael Harrington (D-

Mass.i. a former state representative from Salem.

The Republican opponent for Quinn or one of the others is expected to

be incumbent Gov. Francis W Sargent or Lt. Gov. Donald R. Dwight.

Some senators appeared bored, and were observed knitting in the

back of the meeting room. Not so with this eager senator, though.

(MDC Photo by Carl Nash)
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Move To New Library Planned

B) DOUGLA8PATCH
r'inal plans are being made for

moving into the new library in July

of this year. With the deadline for

ordering furniture, carpeting, and

other new fixtures set at March 15,

the Director of the library, Mr
BoyIan, is presently working on

preparing the final list.

The new tower library, designed

by Edward Stone, who also

designed the Kennedy Center in

Washington, is the third most
expensive library built in the

country since 1960. at a cost of $16.8

million There are presently in the

country three libraries larger in

gross square feet than ours: at the

I niversity of Chicago, N.Y.U. and

Indiana University. According to

Mr. Boylan, the tower format is the

form that most new libraries will

take over the next decade. With

limited space becoming a key

problem in construction, the tower

is one of the most economical

building formats

At first, the new library will

house a total of 1.150.000 volumes,
to be increased eventually to 2.5

million. It will be the only library

to have the layered effect of two

Police Study Group

Sets Its Directions
By MDC STAFF

After much disagreement as to procedure and coverage, Amherst's
Law Enforcement Study Committee decided what directions it should

take last night at their third meeting in the Town Hall.

The committee had been formed to generate input ideas for a report to

be developed on the Amherst Police Department by John C.H. Horder, a

civil management consultant.

At their next meeting, each member of the committee will present a

short statement on selected topics The committee will then "digest"

what has been said and vote its acceptance or rejection of each recom-
mendation at the fifth meeting
The topics include recruitment, training and educating policemen;

arrest procedures and due process by policement, the composition of

members and their relations to the community, civilian controls and
reviews, and where the department should be going.

The decision came after arguments started by Eric Walgren. from the

Bill of Rights Committee at UMass, as to the composition of the com-
mittee and whether or not to hear testimony from people who have
received police abuse.

Others in attendance included Deputy Chief Donald Maia, Bob Pat-

terson, Joseph Demaradzki, Donald Thayer, Rev. Arnold Kensith. Atty.

Rosemary Sprague, Ms. Sue Woodfork, John Tegley, Harvey Stone, and
Jose Garcia.
Answering criticism of Walgren's complaints of a "lackey, establish-

ment" group, Demaradzki stated that individuals on the committee are

from all walks of life and reassured the group that his mind was open to

all suggestions.

Walgren had suggested the removal of all police officers from the

committee. Demaradzki is an auxiliary officer.

SOS Seeks Concert Money
(Continued from Page 1)

and make recommendations
concerning the staff to the Senate,

after holding at least one public

hearing
The third bill charges the Rent

and Fees Committee with com
piling a cost analysis of the student

occupied space in the Campus
Center and the Student Union The
purpose of the bill was to provide

students with an awareness of the

costs incurred by the Campus
(enter and Student Union It was
originally desired that the report

would be available before the

Campus Center/Student Union fees

are increased by the Ad-

ministration, but it was decided

that such a deadline was im-

possible for the committee to meet.

Also passed at last night's

meeting was a bill to rewrite the

Student Code of Conduct The Code
has not been fully revised since

1966.

In a special Business Motion the

Senate voted to endorse Women's
International Day. Wednesday.
March 8. Sponsored by various

women's groups on campus and in

the surrounding communities, the

day will be aimed at uniting all

women. Activities scheduled at

UMass include a march to begin at

11am and a program of speakers

appearing in the Student Union
Ballroom from 12 to 3 p.m.
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floors of stacks followed by one

study floor. The collections will be

arranged according to depart-

ments as much as space allows

Five high speed elevators will

service the twenty-six floors

available to public use.

The new library will alleviate

what Mr. Boylan calls "an im-

possible situation" in Goodell

Library. Although it should house

only 500.000 volumes with a staff of

sixty, Goodell presently contains

800,000 volumes with a staff of two-

hundred. This situation has come
about as a result of an astonishing

increase from 200,000 volumes, the

amount which the library housed

six years ago

Mr. Boylan said that since the

state legislature allots a sustaining

fund of only $200,000 per year when
it should be close to a million, the

library can not meet the standard

of 2.8 million volumes set for a

university of this size by the O.E. A.

Although it is difficult to project

ahead on a campus developing at

so fast a rate as ours. Mr Boylan

said that he hopes that the new
building can offer the service that

a campus of this size deserves. In

his opinion, the important thinn Is

to be able to admit that something

does not work, and to strive toward
changing it He hopes that this

policy will be followed in future

complications that may arise

THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 1972 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

The new library is now being fitted for its proposed July opening

B.autiful, isn't it? For its cost of 16.8 million it had better be. ..but

what about that crane? ( MDC Photo by Al Chapman)

Ute Indian Speaks To History Class
By MARKVOGLEF

An American History class made
its week complete last Thursday

evening when it invited a full

blooded American Indian to speak

in regard to his tribe's past history

and his purpose for pursuing an

education here at the university

The meeting took place in Herter

Hall with about 50 in attendance

and was arranged by lecturer Stu

Davis and discussion leader Marty
Pasternack.
Charles Redfoot. 36. and a

Charles Redfoot (MDC
Photo by Jim Robertson)

prominent member of the Ute
Indian tribe of White Rocks. Utah,

is presently enrolled in hotel and
restaurant management courses

He has been on campus since last

semester and hopes to resume his

position as assistant hotel manager
to the Bottle Hollow Resort after

completing his training period next

January His secretary. Francis

Poowegup. is also a Ute Indian

studying at UMass
Bottle Hollow is nicknamed after

an area upon which the cavalry

disposed of empty bottles after

consuming alcoholic beverages

The resort opened up seven months
ago and has since become the

biggest enterprise that the tribe of

1600 has engaged in

Redfoot told the students that the

Ute tribe had lived in Denver.

Colorado before the cavalry came
and drove them off. but throughout

the years nobody knew for sure

their exact origin.

"My ancestors knew how to live

in the wilderness.'" Redfoot
proudly stated. "In the winter

months they used to migrate. My
people would go wherever the

game would go They would follow

the big game animals such as deer,

elk. and buffalo. If it wasn't for

them, they wouldn't have survived,

since the utilized these animals for

food, clothing, and shelter
"

Redfoot budgeted a great deal of

his time to a question and answer
period which enabled room for

many and varied topics

When asked what political figure

had aided the Indian cause the

most, the guest speaker replied:

"Robert Kennedy He was one of

the main ones who was helping us

out. He was the one who had helped

open our voting rights and got part

of the land and oil back that was
taken away from us

"

The Ute Indian did not seem to be
bitter with regard to what the

white man had done to the Indian

civilization in the past He seemed
unmoved by questions probing for

his personal animosity towards

white people and he suggested that

he had none whatsoever
"The only time that I have a

dislike for a white person is when I

fight with one.'' kidded Redfoot

"But myself and many of my
people don't hold any grudge

against the white man and what

happened a while ago We don t

dwell on the past We think of the

future instead."

But as far as the Indian culture

being lost forever due to the

possibilities of integration within

the American civilization, he

remained steadfast. "No matter

what they do. I don't think that

they could ever take our culture

away from us And if it ever

happens, we'll fight it all the way
"

What does Redfoot see as his

ultimate goal of the entire Indian

race and his tribe in general"

Here's how he elaborated: "I hope

that all Indians get what they want

in this world and what they're

striving for A lot of different tribes

have different problems to solve

The main concern for my own

people is education We want our

vounger generation to go out and

attend colleges That's the most

important concern of our council

members."

Jack Lemmon and Sandy Dennis in

The Out of Towners
7, 9, and 11 p.m.

Friday, March 3

S.U. Ballroom

Only 50 c

Sponsored by the

Newman Club

S.O.S. Petitions Support

By BOB CALLAHAN
A three hour drive to collect

signatures showing student sup-

port towards the transfer of funds

from the Concert Committee to

SOS. (Students Offering Support)

netted over 1,600 signatures

yesterday.

A commentary and letter

proposing the idea of transferring

the funds to SOS. appeared in

yesterday's Collegian Shortly

after the appearance of the article

a drive was organized by the S.O.S.

committee to seek student support

on the proposal Volunteers can-

vassed dormitories, classroom
buildings and the Campus Center-

Student Union complex in search of

student support

As of 7:00 last evening, SOS.
Chairman Joe Sylvia reported that

in three hours 1,640 signatures had

been received supporting the idea

of transferring the funds.

In a meeting held yesterday

afternoon between several

members of the Student Senate and
organizers of SOS., it was decided

to present a motion to the Student

Senate at their Wednesday night

meeting asking that the funds be

transferred. The motion was
presented to the Senate by Student

Senate President Lee Sandwen,
Vice President Larry Ladd and

Senators Paul Doran and Paul

Hamel.

Bob Medeiros, Collegian

reporter, said in an MDC interview

last evening that an important

meeting of all SOS. members will

be held next Monday evening.

Commentary

QuinnAnd Issues

According to Medeiros the meeting
will be held to discuss future

strategy.

Speaking about the proposal,

spokesman Medeiros said "We
realize that in order to expect the

Governor and the Legislature to

change their priorities that we as

students must change our

priorities We would be hypocrites

if we demanded the Governor and

the Legislature to give us more
money for the kids at Belchertown

when we spend $12,000 on a five

hour fiasco which includes almost

$1,700 for security to direct traffic

during the concert
"

"In order to make SOS. work it

is obvious that we need the full

backing of all students who are
willing to bring justice to

Belchertown It should be clear to

all students that the only thing that

talks in Massachusetts is un-

fortunately money," Medeiros
continued.

In making his plea for student

involvement, Medeiros asks that

interested students contact him
today and tomorrow at the

Collegian Office.

Bv ROBERT MEDEIROS
U.S. District Court Judge

Erancis J W. Ford issued an in-

junction ordering the state to begin

major reforms at the Belchertown

State School for the retarded on

Feb 11. Judge Ford in issuing the

injunction gave the state 30 days to

comply to his orders.

Twenty-three days have now-

gone by since the Judge's decision

and to the surprise of no one. the

state has refused to act on the

injunction At 11:30 this morning

the state -represented by Atty.

Gen Robert H Quinn's Office-will

request a modification of the in

junction The changes, if granted,

would definitely "gut most of the

provisions."

It has also been reported that the

state is prepared to appeal the

entire case to the IS Court of

Appeals with the intention of

having the case thrown out of

federal court In fact, the official

decision may be released in Boston

today Any appeal of this type will

directly involve Quinn who has. on

the most part, staved in the

background The fact remains that

guinn is now in an excellent

position to control the direction of

the appeal

The Attorney General on the

other hand, is scheduled tonight in

the Student Union Ballroom to

tackle the problem of consumer

protection Politicians in

Massachusetts have few subjects

which they are willing to discuss in

public consumer protection just

happens to be one of the subjects.

Another similar subject is en-

vironment-the subject Gov
Sargent plans to discuss next

Delicious

Pizza, Grinders,

Spaghetti

B.Q. Chicken,

A 1 - Roast Beef

BUY 4 PIZZAS.
GET !Uh FREE (small)

CAMPUS
PIZZA

206 Russell Street

lladley. Mass.

Telephone 586-3880

STORE HOURS
Sunday -Thursday

II a.m. - 1 a.m.

Friday - Saturday

II a.m. -2a.m.

next to Walter's

ofHadley.Route9

Work Study Students

Continue On Security
By MARK VOGLER

Despite recent moves by area directors to restrict security

receptionist positions to dormitory residents on State 03 funds, it

appears very likely that work study students will continue to be

employed in the coming academic year.

According to Whitmore sources, dormitory security requests of

State 03 funds should approach about $200,000 which would relieve

all those hired on work study. But an expected cutback on the funds

makes the possibility improbable now. This year $90,000 was

allocated to dorm employed receptionists while the work study

payroll constituted another $50,000.

Dan Fitzpatrick, Associate Dean of Students pinpointed dif-

ficulties encountered in the past as major reasons for the efforts to

coordinate security with the dorms.

As Fitzpatrick put it: "People have often condemned work study

people as bad for security, but this is certainly not born out from

the results. A majority of the students have been effective, yet

there seems to be a better supervisor relationship between heads of

residence and receptionists working on 03 funds.

"In some cases though.'he continued "some students on work

study just didn't pan out. They were just mismatched for the job. I

think that's where we had our problem. Some of the receptionists

didn't even live in the dorm in which they were assigned, and a few

of this type felt little responsibility to the head of residence. Since

the student was on work study, the task was difficult to remove him

if he performed below expectations."

"The chances of the dorms coordinating their own security is

possible, stated Fitzpatrick. "but improbable It isn't going to

become a reality, it can't The state isn't going to give us the excess

funds If the 03 funds are reduced, then we may have to rely more

heavily on work study receptionists in the future."

VISTA Looks For Workers
Tuesday on campus. Quinn has

said that UMass students are

"unconcerned about the future of

Massachusetts state government."

It will be interesting to see if the

Attorney General exposes himself

as a hypocrite tonight by dodging

the issue which is of the upmost

concern to UMass students: the

Belchertown class action suit.

Quinn finds it difficult to un-

derstand why students are

"cynical about government
leaders." Maybe he can explain

why Gov Sargent recommended
that the University's requested

budget be cut by 20 per cent and the

requested Belchertown budget be

cut by almost 40 per cent. The main

question is what would the At-

torney General have done in

Sargent's position.

Hopefully, Quinn will address

himself not only to the inhumane

conditions at the Belchertown

School, but also to what he intends

to do in the future concerning his

role as Attorney General in

relation to the Belchertown suit

It should be interesting to see if

Quinn will be coming on as a

Massachusetts politician who is

running for governor, or a

Massachusetts politician who is

willing to face the issues which are

most -relevant" to the majority of

UMass students

Larry

To Perform

At Pierpont

Plans were finalized Wednesday

night at the Project 10 community
meeting for a Little Latin Larry

concert Saturday. April 22

Jim Gilbert, community Head-

of-Residence. said. "Given the lack

of University support, the Project

has realized that it must generate

its own resources to implement its

own academic community."

By BARRY STAVRO
Fred Druck, one of the

representatives of the Peace Corps

and VISTA programs who have

been recruiting students here this

week said. "We are more in-

terested in applicants with work

experience than college degrees."

In an MDC interview Druck said

the question is "What have you

done with your life outside of

academia''"

He mentioned that the Peace

Corps is currently involved in

agricultural recruiting, as the

population rate has forced many
countries to look towards modern
agricultural methods to survive.

Many retired farmers have joined

the program

Druck himself served in

Micronesia, a small South Pacific

island in which the populus had to

change from hunters to growers of

food because of the high

population Druck said. "80% of

the world is playing catch up

agriculture ." The modern methods

have been developed, he said, but

they need to be transferred by

mouth to the isolated farmers

When asked what type of people

volunteer for VISTA and the Peace

Corps. Druck replied. "There are

as many reasons as volunteers

You are the Peace Corps or VISTA
You're an individual and you don t

represent US policy overseas
."

Currently, over a hundred ap-

plications have been received here

at UMass Twenty is generally the

minimum age limit

Druck was asked what the

programs have accomplished He

said it was hard to say in concrete

terms, as in foreign countries,

most of the population does not

read or write Therefore the

volunteers "Are depositing in-

formation and these people aren't

going to forget it." They will

transfer it by word of mouth over

future generations.

Also foreign countries have their

own cultures that are sensitive to

imposed and sudden changes
Progress therefore will be slow

Druck said, "Sometimes you have

to use reverse psychology" with

the people

VISTA's accomplishments and

its purposes are best summed up

by what the letters stand for

Volunteers in Service to America

tries are served

VISTA has 4600 volunteers
serving in 49 states. Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands They serve

for one year.

Druck mentioned that this years

budget of 75 million dollars is not

as high in past years, but he did not

feel that the programs would be

phased out He said that "Foreign

Aid is being completely re-

organized anyway Before there

were so many beaurocrats (in-

stead of workers I that you couldn't

do anything
"

The Peace Corps was initiated in ,„„_. . ,. D n ...

1961 Since then, the volunteers VISTAandthePeaceCorpsw.il

have risen from 800 to 9000 continue to recruit applicants

Presently some 60 foreign coun through this afternoon

Angels Care . . . Angel Flight

TUNE-UPS OUR SPECIALTY
Carburetor and ignition repairs, brake and exhaust systems.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED—FREE ESTIMATES

OPEN 24 HRS.
leave your car in the evening, pick it up in the morning.

College Town Service

Spencer's Mobil Station

161 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
253-9059

ROAD SERVICE

nouvelle gallery

cordially invites you to attend

our public opening

featuring the work of

Armando Balboni

and

Idahlia Stanley

Sunday afternoon, the fifth of march

from two o'clock

eleven bridge St., northampton

(in the Collector Building on rt. 9)
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In The Nation And The World

Kleindienst Will Answer Charges
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate

Judiciary Committee will take sworn
testimony Thursday from Deputy Atty. Gen.

Richard G. Kleindienst and others on

allegations that the Justice Department
dropped an antitrust case after the defen-

dant pledged funds to help finance the

Republican National Convention.

Specifically, the panel will examine
reports by columnist Jack Anderson that the

antitrust action against International

Telephone & Telegraph Co., was dropped

after an ITT subsidiary pledged $400,000 for

the GOP convention next August in San

Diego, Calif.

Kleindienst, whose nomination to succeed

Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell already has

been unanimously approved by the com-
mittee, requested the unusual hearing,

Chairman James O. Eastland, D-Miss., told

a reporter Wednesday.

Other witnesses, Eastland said, will be

Anderson, Richard W. McLaren, former

head of the Justice Department's Antitrust

Division and now a federal judge in Illinois,

and a representative of ITT, a giant

conglomerate.
Kleindienst met Tuesday night in the

office of Republican leader Hugh Scott of

Pennsylvania, a Judiciary Committee
member, with Eastland and Sen. Roman L.

Hruska. R-Neb., the ranking minority

member of the committee.

Hruska told a reporter that Kleindienst

gave them "a very complete and
satisfactory answer" to the allegations.

Similar statements were made by Scott and

Eastland, who said they see no threat to

Senate confirmation of Kleindiest's

nomination

. The committee reported the nomination to

the Senate late Tuesday. Eastland explained

the Thursday session does not constitute a

reopening of the nomination hearing

because that could be done on y if the

committee recalled its favorable report

from the Senate.

He said that after taking the testimony

about the settlement of the antitrust cases

against ITT, the committee will decide what

to do. . .

Mitchell, whose resignation to direct

President Nixon's re-election campaign

became effective Wednesday, has denied

Anderson's reports. So has ITT.

Anderson, in columns Tuesday and

Wednesday, sought to link settlement of the

antitrust cases to a pledge by the Sheraton

Corp of America, an ITT subsidiary, to help

finance the convention And he pictured both

Mitchell and Kleindienst as taking part in

the negotiations

An out-of-court settlement was announced

by the Justice Department last July 31. It

permitted ITT to keeppart of three firms it

sought to acquire by merger, principally the

Hartford Fire Insurance Co., if it would

divest itself of certain other holdings.

Kleindienst met Wednesday with three

Democratic liberals on the Judiciary
Committee, Sens. Birch Bayh of Indiana,

Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts and

John V. Tunney, California.

In a statement after the meeting, Kennedy
said Kleindienst "agreed with us that the

public interest would be best served it

tomorrow's hearing is as thorough and
complete as possible...

"He assured us that he does not want to

assume the position of attorney general

under a cloud, and that he understands our

obligations require us to call all the relevant

witnesses and to acquirel all the relevant

materials."

In Brief...
Sec. Connally Warns Congress on Selling Gold

WASHINGTON (AP) — Treasury Secretary John B. Connally

urged Congress Wednesday to resist, at least for now. the temp-

tation to allow Americans to buy and sell gold.

Amending a dollar-devaluation bill to permit U.S. citizens to own

gold bullion for the first time since 1934 would be misunderstood

overseas in nervous financial markets. Connally said.

There are other things the people of the United States can

gamble on." he told the House Banking and Currency Committee.

Thev don't have to have gold to gamble on
."

Mujibur Rahman Talks Economics in Russia

MOSCOW « AP) — Prime Minister Mujibur Rahman of

Bangladesh met for three hours Wednesday with Premier Alexei N.

Kosygin and Soviet economic experts, apparently butlining the

need for Soviet aid to his young nation.

The meeting began in the Kremlin a few hours after Mujibar

arrived in Moscow.
Tass news agency said the talks covered questions of cooperation

and "topical international problems of mutual interest " It

reported the atmosphere was warm and friendly.

No details of the first session were reported, but there was little

doubt that the economic woes of Bangladesh were high on the

agenda
New President of I raguay Vows War on Leftists

MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay (AP) — Juan M Bordaberry. a ran-

cher-politician who has vowed unyielding war against leftist

guerrillas, became Uruguay s 55th president Wednesday in sub-

dued ceremonies with none of the pageantry of the past.

He took over for a five-year term from President Jorge Pacheco

Areco. a fellow Colorado party member
Police and military patrols were out in force to guard against

terrorists.

The Tupamaro guerrillas, Uruguay's oldest and most active left

wing band, even surprised authorities by freeing one of four

prisoners Tuesday night.

Beirut. Lebanon-People hold mass funeral for several Palestinian guerrillas who were killed by

Israeli troops. In Syria, jets bombed Israeli territory in retaliation.

Israel Bombs Syrian Guerrillas

Syria Bombs Israeli Position

BroadensF
WASHINGTON CAP) — The

Supreme Court Wednesday
broadened the Federal Trade
Commission's power to move
against unfair or deceptive mer-

chandising practices

In a 7-0 decision, the court said

the regulatory agency's authority

not limited to providing

protection against antitrust

violations

Justice Byron R. White said the

FTC may go beyond the letter or

even the spirit of antitrust laws and

combat an apparently limitless

array ol immoral or unfair trade

schemes.
The expansion of FTC's field of

action could make the agency a

more potent watchdog for the

American consumer.

There was no immediate
reaction from FTC officials, who
said they wanted to read White's

opinion before expressing a

judgment.
The court acted in a case con-

cerning the Sperry & Hutchinson

Co.. the largest and oldest trading

stamp firm The FTC charged

antitrust viola tions in the S&H
restricted redemption and ex-

change of the trading stamps,

some one trillion of which have

been passing them on as bonuses to

consumers since 1896.

A cease-and-desist order entered

by the FTC in 1968 was reversed in

1970 by the I'.S. Circuit Court in

New Orleans in a 2-1 decision that

found no antitrust violation by

S&H Since the FTC did not

challenge this point the Supreme
Court upheld the ruling in favor of

the trading stamp manufacturer.

However, the FTC won a bigger

point when the high court agreed

with its argument that its action

against a merchandiser need not

be pegged to the antitrust laws.

The S&H case was sent back to

the FTC for further proceedings.

In a second ruling, the court

barred the states from suing for

damages to its citizens under

federal antitrust law*

( AP) — Syrian jets bombed
Israeli positions in the occupied

Golan Heights Wednesday in

retaliation for new Israeli air and

artillery strikes on guerrilla

huloouts in Arab territory

Syria claimed its MIGl7s in-

flicted heavy damage on the

heights, seized by Israel in the 1967

Middle Fast war
Israel said the attack caused

neither casualties nor damage It

said the attack by the Soviet-made

jets was the first Syrian air in

cursion against Israel since last

September
Damascus radio said the air

strikes were in reprisal for Israeli

air and artillery attacks earlier in

the day against guerrilla bases in

three villages in southern Syria

Syria said three guerrillas and a

civilian were killed in the attacks

on guerrilla havens about 60 miles

south of Damasucs, Syria's

capital

The Israeli military command
said all its planes returned safetly

despite Arab claims of heavy anti

aircraft fire

Israel said it pounded seven

guerrilla bases in the Syrian desert

to retaliate for attacks by Syrian

based commandos on the Golan
Heights

The heights are close by the

Arkoub region of southeastern

Lebanon, where Israel has flushed

out Palestinian commandos in its

biggest anti-guerrilla action since

the 1967 war. i he four-day
Lebanese operation ended Monday
but guerrillas claimed Israeli

space in the attack on the southern

end of the Golan Heights.

The command said the MIG

17s-the type of plane used by the

Communists in the Korean War

flew low. dropped their bombs,

then sped back across the cease

fire line

Israeli planes tired to intercept

the MIGs and anti aircraft guns

opened fire but there was no

contact, the command said

The targets of the Syrian attack

were "nahals," settlements

inhabited by voluntary army

planes attacked two villages inside recruits working the land as part of

Lebanon Wednesday There were their military service

no reports of casualties Earlier in the day. Israel sent

The military command in Tel waves of fighter bombers into

Aviv said Syrian planes penetrated Syria for the first time since Jan

three miles into Israeli held air 24.

V
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Bombing, Murders In N. Ireland

BELFAST (AP) -Terrorists marched a Northern

Irish militiaman from his home Wednesday and shot

him to death, minute after assuring his sobbing wife

he would not be harmed.
Militiaman Tommy Fletcher was in his farmhouse

only 100 yards from the border with the Irish republic

when the terrorists-presumably an assassination

squad of the Irish Republican Army-entered an took

him away.
Hours later a giant bomb rocked Londonderry,

wounding at least 15 persons, including two soldiers,

and causing the city center's worst damage in more
than two years of violence.

The bomb, estimated at up to 100 pounds of

gelignite, exploded in a parked taxi and damaged all

50 shops on Ferryquay Street.

Persons in the area were evacuated after a warning

but even hundreds of yards away behind army cor-

dons they were hit by flying glass.

Fletcher, 43, was kissing his wife before leaving for

his regular job. He was bustled into a nearby field

where three bullets were pumped into his head.

His wife, who heard the shots, said the gunmen had

told her Fletcher would not be hurt.

Fletcher, a private in the Ulster Defense Regiment,

was the second militiaman to die in less than 12 hours.

Two hooded gunmen burst into the Lurgan home of

Harry Dixon and shot him dead Tuesday night. His

1 1-year-old daughter was struck in the leg by a bullet.

The slayings raised Northern Ireland's death toll to

253 in 31 months of sectarian violence.

Both deaths were blamed on the Irish Republican

Army-IRA-which is waging a guerrilla campaign to

wrest the Protestant-dominated north from British

rule and unite it with the overwhelmingly Roman
Catholic republic.

In Belfast, the British army said it captured an IRA
bombmaker high on its wanted list after raiding a

house in the capital's Catholic Andersontown quarter.

An army spokesman said an army squad which

raided the area after a tip found the man huddled in

an attic.

The spokesman did not name the captive but

claimed he was a "provisional'' IRA officer who had

escaped when troops raided another house in the

same area earlier this year. He had been holding a

bomb instruction class for seven IRA recruits who
were arrested.

Security forces believe Andersontown, where the

IRA enjoys powerful support, is a virtual explosives

factory for making many of the bombs used in the

terrorist assault in Belfast.

N.J. High Court Declares

Abortion Law Unconstitutional
TRENTON I \P)-New Jersey's

121-year-old abortion law was
declared unconstitutional Tuesday

by a panel of three federal judges

on the ground it violates a woman's
right to privacy in the use of her

own body.

The ruling leaves the state

powerless to prosecute anyone for

abortions under the present law

unless it can overturn the ruling on

appeal, which must be filed

directly with the U.S. Supreme
Court'
A spokesman for Atty Gen

George F Kugler, Jr.. said the

lUtC had not received his copy of

the decision and therefore had not

decided whether to appeal. Nor

could Kugler say whether abor

tions were now legal in the state,

the spokesman said.

The ruling, in which one judge

dissented, also held that the law

was unconstitutionally vague
because it does not protect

physicians from possible

prosecutions for treating their

patients or giving them advice.

The majority opinion was
written by Judge Philip Foreman
and joined in by Judge George H
Barlow Judge Leonard Garth

dissented from major portions of

the opinion, including the con

elusion

We held that a woman has a

constitutional right of privacy

under the 9th and 14th amend
ments to determine for herself

whether to bear a child or to ter

minate a pregnancy in its early

stages, free from unreasonable

interference by the state." Judge

Foreman wrote.

Although the majority declined

to enjoin the state from enforcing

the law. legal sources said that any

arrests for violations would un-

doubtedly result in an injunction

Judge Garth said he agrees

"generally that there is a fun-

damental right in a married
woman to determine whether or

not to bear a child, once conception

has occurred ." But he said that the

state has such a compelling in

terest in the preservation of life,

including fetal life, that even the

fundamental right which I have

acknowledged must be subor-

dinated to the state interest
"

Garth noted that the New Jersey

State Supreme Court has ruled that

a person does not have a con-

stitutional right to choose to die

The ruling by the three judges

stems from two suits filed in

I >ecember. 1970. by the New Jersey

branch of the American Civil

Liberties Union on behalf of a

number of plaintiffs

Ed. Bill Passed ; Anti-Busing Riders Rejected

W \SHINJ.TON (\l»» The Senate

Wednesday passed a $23-billion

higher "education-school
desegregation bill after rejecting

all attempts to add tough an

hbusing amendments
The measure was passed on an 88

tn (i roll call vote

Musing foes made a last gasp

effort to set the stringent Griffin

amendment back into the bill but

failed on I 49-48 vote

The amendment, which would

forbid the federal courts to issue

busing orders in school

egrcgation cases, was offered

b) Sen Robed Dole. F -Kas .
the

Republican national chairman.

just before the nssegc vote

It lost when all senators present

voted as they did when it was

beaten 50-47 Tuesday The dif

tcrence was that two opponents of

the proposal Gale McGee, D-Wyo.,

and Robert T. Stafford. R-Vt .-

were missing this time

Vice president Spiro T. Agnew

came to the Senate to take over the

chair he had on the two previous

occasions when the proposal of

Sen Robert P. Griffin. R-Mich

uas voted on There was
speculation he would have to put

the amendment over had there

been a tie vote

Alter seven days of acrimonious

debate, the far reaching bill was

sent to conference with the House

which attached three strong riders

aimed at busing when it passed the

measure last November.

The major section of the bill

contains broad new kinds of aid for

college students and institutions of

higher education

Colleges and universities suf-

fering financial crises have been

pleading for such assistance

Another major part of the bill

would make available $1.5 billion

asked l>\ President Nixon to help

schools districts facing

desenrenation problems

Karlier. the Senate defeated K7 to

H M amendment offered by Sen

miii Ki vm I) N C to deny federal

officials authority to prevent any

child from attendmu the school

nearest his home

FRANK D.

LAWRENCE
Realtor — Insurance

AUTO and CYCLE

INSURANCE

STUDENTS and

UNDER 25 drivers

584-0164
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Open
9:30-5

177 Bridge St. (Rt. 9)

Next to Fairgrounds

In Our New
Store

at

187 North Pleasant St., Amherst

Paratroopers, in Crosby Lanes. England, carry the flag-draped

coffin of Father Gerard Weston, the Roman Catholic Chaplain, who
died in a terrorist attack at Aldershot army headquarters last week.

IP)

Curtis Miffed By Spying
Alt. I STA. Maine I AP)-Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis told the Secretary of

the Army Wednesday he wants a full explanation of why he was spied on

by Army intelligence agents in 1969.

A copywrited story in th? New York Times Tuesday said Curtis was
among numerous top government officials whose political activities

came under Army surveillance from late 967 to 1970.

Curtis said in a telegram to Army Secretary Robert F Froehlke that

his name was on a computerized report circulated in the comestic war

room of the Pentagon on Oct. 15. 1969

The cryptic language of the report is not clear, nor apparently is the

information contained of an accurate nature." he said.

'But this is beside the point The implication of surveillance of private

citizens by a military body without the knowledge of consent of those

citizens runs counter to every hallowed tenet of free expression contained

in our American heritage
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Democratic Senator Vance Hartke of Indiana, campaigning in New Hampshire for votes in

presidential primary. (AP)

Campaign Trail

McCloskey Calls For More Hearings
( AP) — Republican presidential hopeful Rep. Paul

N. McCloskey called for the Senate Judiciary

Committee to reopen hearings on the nomination of

Richard Kleindienst as attorney general to learn

about an alleged $400,000 pledge to help finance the

Republican National Convention. (See story page 4.)

The committee will hear Kleindienst under oath

Thursday but has said it is not reopening his

nomination hearing.

McCloskey, the California Republican who is

challenging President Nixon's renomination. told

newsmen in Concord, N.H., Wednesday that former

Atty. Gen. John N Mitchell should be called along

with Kleindienst to "appear before Congress under

oath."

Meantime, the Judiciary Committee said in

Washington that Deputy Atty Gen Kleindienst would

testify under oath Thursday as it examines reports by

columnist Jack Anderson that the Justice Depart-

ment dropped antitrust action against International

Telephone & Telegraph Co.. after an ITT subsidiary

pledged $400,000 for the GOP convention next August

in San Diego. Calif. (See story above.

»

Kleindienst. whose nomination to succeed Mitchell

has already been unanimously approved by the

committe, requested the unusual hearing. Chairman

James O. Eastland. D-Miss.. told a newsman Wed-

nesday.

Mitchell and ITT have denied Anderson's

allegations

McCloskey also reported receipt of $129,163 in

contributions and $136,310 in expenses for his five-

month campaign in the New Hampshire primary and

said that Nixon had an obligation to make similar

disclosures.

Meantime another administration appointee,

presidential aide Henry Kissinger, came under fire

from one of the Democratic candidates in the New
Hampshire presidential primary, Sen. Vance Hartke

Hartke said in an interview in Dover that national

security adviser Kissinger has assumed powers that

are not his and should be fired. He said Kissinger's

power "is an example of what's wrong about our

government. His power is not his. He is not the

secretary of state. He should be fired
."

Kissinger has conducted secret diplomatic

missions for Nixon to mainland China and the Paris

peace talks on Vietnam.
In other political developments Wednesday:

HUMPHREY -Sen Hubert H Humphrey, D-Minn
appeared before the Pennsylvania AFL-CIO con-

vention in Pittsburgh.

YORTY In Milford. N H . Los Angeles Mayor Sam
Yorty. also campaigning for the Democratic
nomination, told a service club meeting that he

blamed his "left wing Democratic presidential op-

ponents as well as ecology extremists for killing the

SST program and the subsequent loss of 50,000 jobs
'

ASHBROOK Rep. John Ashbrook. R-Ohio, said in

Newport. N.H., that with Nixon's trip to China "the

countdown has already started for Taiwan." He said

Nixon's statement that it was America's intention

eventually to withdraw troops from Taiwan was "a

rather poor diplomatic way to handle an ally

MUSKIE-Sen Edmund S. Muskie of Maine,

frontrunner for the Democratic nomination, was
endorsed by 29 New Hampshire state legislators and
nine state labor leaders

U.S. Planes Hit Viet Cong Attack Bases
SAIGON (AP) Enemy forces

attacked in the central highlands

Wednesday and U S planes

bombed and strafed bases believed

used to launch the assaults

The US Command reported 13

B52 missions, seven of them in

areas from one to eight miles of

KireBase r> northwest of Kontum in

the central hihglands, scene of

recent clashes.

Two missions were flown against

target areas 26 and 36 miles south

west of Da Nang in the north,

where fighting broke out this week
The port city and Kontum have

been mentioned by senior U.S.

officers as possible targets for a

North Vietnamese offensive.

A South Vietnamese spokesman
in Pleiku reported at least three

engagements with Communist
command troops in the highlands

in the past 24 hours, including

veral enemy rocket attacks

In one action near Ben Het on the

border, the spokesman said, thi^o

many soldiers were killed in a

clash with a unit of the 47th In

fantry Regiment The South
Vietnamese reported no

casualties

To the east in coastal Binh Dinh

Province, the South Vietnamese
claimed killing four enemy
soldiers in a fight seven miles

northwest of Phu My while suf-

fering no casualties

The U S Command reported that

American forces were reduced by

4,900 men Wednesday, dropping

the number of U.S. servicemen in

Vietnam to fewer than 120.000 in

the second largest troop cut of the

war. American troop strength

reached a peak of 543.000 men in

April. 1969

Ever get the feeling nobody wants to listen?

Services Committee wants to hear the voice of the

student.

Are you completely satisfied with the services the

University is providing?

If not tell the SERVICES COMMITTEE.

All-Day Gripe Session

on the

Campus Center

Concourse Level

March 2

Speak up — we can't hear you if you keep it to

yourself!

GOP To Return
Funds To IT&T?
WASHINGTON (AP)-Republicans planning the party's convention this

summer say they will not accept a disproportionate share of financial

contributions from International Telephone & Telegraph Co. or any other

sinsle source

Chairman Richard L. Herman of the GOP Arrangements Committee

planning for the August convention in San Diego said Wednesday the

party would not accept "such a disproportionate share of the expenses

from one source" as $400,000.

Herman said his committee, which is handling financial arrangements

for the convention, will look into cash payments from San Diego groups

that are expected to pay $600,000. ^
Hermans statement to newsmen dunng a meeting of the Republican

National Committee here came during a dispute surrounding the

reported pledge of $400,000 to the GOP from ITT.

Columnist Jack Anderson has reported that ITT promised the $400,000

gift to help finance the convention in return for an agreement last sum-

mer that the Justice Department go relatively easy on the huge

conglomerate in a then pending antitrust case.

ITT has denied ever making such an offer and the Justice Department

has denied discussing it.

Last December it was disclosed that the Sheraton Corp. of America, an

ITT subsidiary, did give $100,00 to help finance the convention and ear-

marked another $100,000 for the same cause.

The Senate Judiciary Committee is holding a special hearing Thursday

to examine Anderson's allegations.

Herman said Wednesday that none of the Sheraton money has been

received by the Republican National Committee.

"If we have knowledge that a disproportionate amount comes to us"

from a single source, Herman said, "we won't take it."

Herman said also that only $100,000 of a total cash payment of $600,000

from San Diego-area business groups and San Diego County has been

received by the Republican National Committee.

Herman said the original ageement between the Republicans and San

Diego civic groups called for a $200,000 payment by last Aug. l, a second

$200,000 payment by Jan. 1 of this year and a third $200,000 payment by

April 1

Other Republican sources privately indicated considerable doubt that

the remaining $500,000 in cash will be paid to the national committee.

Herman said he is allowing San Diego groups to partially meet the

remaining $500,000 obligation by selling advertisements in the convention

program, starting at $10,000 per page.

Al Klein Sues For Libel

Great Decisions

A si.">o million libel suit has been

filed in State Supreme Court against

New York Magazine and one of its

contributors over an article

alleging that part of the proceeds

from a benefit record album for

Bangladesh was 'unaccounted
for"
The suit was brought bv Allen

Klein, president of ABKCO In-

dustries, which manages the af-

fairs of three of the Four Beatles

Two of the singers. George
Harrison and Ringo Starr, were
involved in the Madison Square

Garden concert that was recorded

on the album, and Mr Klein has

been responsible for the

distribution of the recording. "Th«-

Concert for Bangladesh," and

management of the revenues from

it

In announcing the suit. Mr Klein

contended that the article—by
Peter McCabe in the current New
York- was inaccurate in giving

the disposition of the proceeds

from sales of the record album,
which sells for $12 98.

RTTORNEY GENERAL
Robert H. Quinn

will speak on

"Consumer Protection01

7:30 P.M.

CoffM Hour To Folow

Sponsartd by Campus Cmnkmr

U.S., China Policy Discussed
By ETHEL HARRIS

"Our China Policy: How Far and
How Deep the Thaw?" was the

topic of the fifth panel discussion in

the 1972 Great Decisions series.

About thirty persons attended the

discussion last night in Webster
House lounge. The program was
taped by WFCR and will be

broadcast at a later date.

Moderator of the discussion was
Luther Allen of the UMass political

science department Panelists

included Franklin Houn of the

UMass department of political

science; Barry Keenan of the

history department of Mt. Holyoke

College; and Ray Moore of the

history department at Amherst
College.

Professor Keenan spoke on

developments leading to the

thaw" in Sino-American
relations. In 1968. when President

Nixon had won the elections, China

offered to initiate discussions on

'peaceful coexistence". The Soviet

invasion of Czechoslovakia and

buildup of Russian troops on the

Chinese border may have been the

reason for this timing, according to

Keenan
In 1969. Nixon first permitted the

purchase of Chinese goods and

quietly withdraw the Seventh Fleet

from the Straits of Taiwan. At the

same time, the U.S. agreed to

renew talks with China The in-

vasion of Cambodia in 1970 led to

Chinese cancellation of these talks,

but later in the year the late

American journalist Edgar Snow
was received favorably in China

The State Department also lifted

its travel restrictions at this time

In 1971. Chinese-American
relations improved quickly with

the visit of the American ping-pong

team to China, the secret trip of

presidential advisor Henry
Kissinger, the lifting of the trade

embargo on Chinese goods, and the

announcement of President

Nixon's trip to the Peoples
Republic.

Professor Houn attempted to

explain why the reapproachment
between China and the United

States had taken place. He cited

the growing power of Soviet

Russia, trade competition and the

"unspoken fear" on the part of

American government officials of

Japan's growing power, and the

"futility and irrelevance" of the

containment policy which the U.S.

had pursued for twenty years.

Houn also mentioned the changing

relations between China and the

Soviet Union, and the American
desire to "open up" China
gradually.

Houn emphasized the new
perceptions of the Chinese people

which Americans were receiving,

and discussed specific points of the

joint communique issued three

days ago In particular, he men
tioned the U.S. position on relations

between the People's Republic and

Taiwan, and expressed the feeling

that secret peace plans on In-

dochina may be in the making, and

might be announced when
President Nixon visits Moscow.
Professor Moore began by

stating that the United States

toward China was "historically

mistaken '. and that Americans
have applied the European
'containment policy" to Asia, a

course which is not presently

justifiable Moore mainly con-

cerned himself with US relations

with Japan He claimed that

economically little would change.

but that we have created a "crisis

of confidence" by not consulting

with Japan about the Peking

mission.

Claiming that most Japanese

were presently not happy with the

current security treaty. Moore
nevertheless stated that the U.S.

should not take the initiative in

ending the treaty If the treaty

were ended, the Japanese might

respond by building up their

military strength, especially the

Navy; the Chinese might react

harshly to this buildup, according

to Moore.
Moore saw the role of the U.S. as

one of allaying Chinese fear of

Japan. The United States should

also try to get the Chinese

government to learn more about

modern Japan, he said.

Questions from the audience

included something on the

problems of American forces on

Taiwan and when they would be

removed, as well as our future

relations with the People's

Republic, and the President's visit

as representing the end of the

"Cold War" era.

The next Great Decisions

discussion will be held on Wed-

nesday. March 8, in Webster House

lounge on the topic of "Poor

Nations and Rich Nations; Can the

Gap Be Narrowed?"

Mass Joins Against

Offshore Drilling

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — New
York and Connecticut took on two

partners-Rhode Island and
Massachusetts-Wednesday in their

fight against offshore drilling

along their coastline.

The loose alliance of the four

states was announced after a

meeting of the Bistate Legislative

Committee on Coastal Marine

Resources.
New York Assemblyman Peter

Costigan of Setauket and Con-

necticut State Rep Francis Ciampi

of Waterbury were named
cochairmen of the bistate com-

mittee
Costigan said that although the

bistate group is concerned with all

facets of protecting the shoreline

environment, it had decided to

concentrate first on the threat

posed by possible offshore drilling

for oil and gas

Administrator Reacts To
Senate Takeover Of SES
AMHERST — Acting UMass Amherst Chancellor Randolph Bromery

this morning reacted calmly to the news that the Student Senate had

taken over the operation of a note taking service here.

Bromery said, however, that legal counsel would be sought before a

university-wide posture is taken on the matter.

Over the weekend, the UMass Student Senate purchased $5,300 worth of

note taking equipment from a former UMass student who has run the

service here for the past several years.

The purchase comes close on the heels of the formation last week of a

company which plans to sell term papers in the area. Representatives of

the area's five colleges have expressed strong opposition to the term

paper company.
In reference to the note taking service, Bromery said that "As long as

the student learns the information, it would be alright with me."

"At least it keeps the money on the campus," he laughed.

Dr. Robert Gage, acting vice-chancellor for student affairs, said that he

was 'rather in favor" of the Student Senate taking over the note taking

service. He explained that he would be "relatively uneasy", however, if

someone outside the university ran the service.

With the Student Senate running the service, according to Gage, the

money returns to the senate and the university.

"I just don't think it's a big issue," Gage continued. He said he did not

think it made any difference whether a student received lecture in-

formation "live" or "canned."

Gage did state his opposition to the term paper service which he

described as "deceitful, misleading, and not appropriate."

"The senate wanted to take over the service because lately the other

people hadn't been producing a good product and we wanted it done our

way," said President Lee Sandwen, who defended the purchase.

"This is not for students who want to cut all their classes. Many

students are poor note takers. It is better for them to listen to the lecture,

then go to the notes later. They can learn more that way. The faculty have

actually helped with this service for the past few years."

Most of the notes are written from cassette tapes recorded during the

lecture.

This official sanction for what might still be considered, in some

quarters, as cheating, is in contrast to administrative reaction to the

introduction to the five-college area last month of Termpapers of

Amherst, a service run by Frank Baglione of Amherst, a UMass graduate

student in history.

Linked to similar term paper sales operations in the Boston area, the

Amherst service offers term papers on specified subjects at the rate of $2

per page and up. .
t .

Student authors are paid about $1 less per page to produce the

manuscripts. . ^ .

"This is clearly in violation of the whole intent and spirit of our

educational program," was Dean Richard Lyons reaction at Hampshire

College, Amherst. _ . ^ _»

•A violation of our intellectual ethics." said Dean Robert Ward at

Amherst College. .... ,, ...
This is certainly something that no academic institution could look

upon favorably,'' said Smith College Dean Margaret Waggoner

Atty. Gen. Robert H Quinn's office is investigating all such term paper

services in the state.
(Reprinted from the Daily Hampshire Gazette 3/1)

Could you afford to pay $800 for 9-months rent?

Could you afford to pay $80. for 9-months use of the Campus Confer?

Could you afford to pay $800 for 9-months of Dining Commons food?

. . . and still afford to go to school buy books . .

.

H not sign the letter below to let the odministrotion know, becouse they HAVE roised the fees

before and they CAN DO IT AGAIN. AND AGAIN, AND AGAIN, AND

Help stop Whitmore before it STOPS YOU.

Sign the letter ond drop it off ot the Student Senote Rents & Fees toble Compus Center

Concourse Level before Friday.

Sponsored by the Student Senote Rents & Fees Committee

Dear Whitmore:

As a student of the University of Massachusetts, alreody heovily burdened with exorbitant rates,

on services which do not seem to give me my "moneys worth", and threatened with a tuition

increase. I may not be able to pay an increase in Rent, Board, Campus Center or other various

fees.

I also, firmly support the actions of the Student Senate in its attempt to prevent said fees from

increasing. Sincerely,

an-ivq nmw irn-i
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Perspective On Cuba: The Revaluation In Education Puerto Ricans Plan Political Prisoner Conference

(LNS) - Having realized that a

free society is impossible without

an informed and educated people,

in 1959 Cuba embarked upon a

massive educational campaign.

Even before the Revolution came
to power, when Fidel and his

comrades were fighting in the

Sierra Maestra Mountains, in-

formal schools were set up to teach

the local farmers and their

families to read and write.

When the Revolution did come to

power, education went into high

gear The great Literacy Cam-
paign of 1961 almost abolished

education? How should it con-

template the matter of the for-

mation of man? It has been said

that the ideal society of the future

is that from which the caste dif-

ferences between manual and

intellectual workers disappear, in

which everyone is both a manual

and an intellectual worker.

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO THINK
OF MAN ONLY AS AN IN-

TELLECTUAL, JUST AS IT IS

IMPOSSIBLE TO THINK OF HIM
ONLY AS A MACHINE.

Is this perhaps a Utopia? What

do we do with certain men"' Do we

for all human beings to participate,

with their hands, in the creation of

the wealth man needs if he is to

live.

We don't want our university

graduates to become an in-

tellectual elite divorced from the

realities of life, divorced from the

spirit of the workers. Naturally,

this is a problem we can speak

about today because the in-

tellectuals are a minority, the

consequences are all to obvious:

they're something like tribal witch

doctors, medicine men. magicians,

the ones who know something.

In our country, it was general

practice to elect doctors as mayors

or quite frequently as Represen-

tatives. Thev were the ones who

had the privilege of having some

sort of knowledge. And right awa>

they became rich and were to

sorted by the bourgeoisie This

wm one of the problems vshich we

faced over tte years until we

found the solutions which, in our

opinion, will solve this problem

In the University we established

uhat was known as the I'niversitv

Reform However, we realized

later that the reforms we had put

into effect were along the lines <>!

the demands posed for university

reform within a bourgeois society

These included the old aspirations

of the University, such as

autonomy and full-time teachers,

plus some aspects of an economic

nature.

Afterwards, all that turned out to

be inadequate When we spoke of

university reform 12 years ago, we
didn't have even the slightest

inkling of what our present ideas

would be like.

We were running the risk of

replacing papa with the state

illiteracy During that one year

over 700,000 people were taught to

read and write. School con-

struction and teacher training

have always been among the

highest priorities of the

Revolution Today there are over

2.300,000 people studying in Cuba
To increase the availability of

education was an important first

step But Cuba feels that it must go

much further The fundamental

character of education must be

changed to meet the needs of a

Revolutionary society.

Tremendous discussion has gone

on among students, parents,

teachers, and Government and

Party leaders as to the goals and

methods of a truly revolutionary-

education
Prime Minister Fidel Castro Ruz

spoke about some of these goals

when he visited Chile last

November The speech that follows

is taken from his address to

Chilean university students. Parts

of it have been rearranged to

preserve continuity:

How should the society of the

future contemplate the matter of

condemn them to be intellectuals

for life? And what do we do with

others Do we condemn them to be

animals for life? Some of them will

have to be down in the depths of a

coal or copper mine, or doing some
kind of physical work, while others

will spend the day shut up in a

room, working with their minds.

And of them will be unhappy It is

impossible to think of many only as

an intellectual, just as it is im-

possible to think of him only as a

machine And there's no question

about it that, throughout history,

from a physical standpoint, man
has been essentially a machine.

Society was divided into classes,

and it was divided into these two

types of workers.

INTELLECTUALS ARE
SOMETHING LIKE TRIBAL
WITCH DOCTORS, MEDICINE
MEN, MAGICIANS. THE ONES
WHO KNOW SOMETHING.
We believe that every human

being in the society of the future

should have the opportunity to

develop his mental faculties to the

maximum. But in order to make this

possible, it will also be necessary

• • ••

THE,

serving LUNCH
Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:30

MMRRV HOUR

lfcsigSew
SERVING OWNER

Mon. Thurs. 5:30-10
Fri.andSat. 5:30-11
Sunday 12 noon -9 p.m.

Mon.-Fri. 4: 30*
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

from the Rusty Scupper Lake Tahoe
— Now Featuring —

RICHARD and BECKY STOVER
for the Month of Ma rch

529BELCHERTOWN RD. ( Reservations for the
|

AMHERST 256 8551 5: 30 sitting only)

Before, it was papa who paid all

the expenses for the student, and

afterwards it was the state that

paid all the expenses. But the

student didn't change. A lot of

revolutionary talk, a lot of political

instruction, a lot of indoctrination.

if you wish: but in the end, man is

not simplv speculation or abstract

ideas. What makes a man is his

life, his habits, his everyday ac-

WHAT WE WANT IS FOR IN-

TELLECTUAL WORKERS TO
LOOK JUSt LIKE ALL OTHER
WORKERS

We are headed toward a goal:

the combination of study and work

at all levels in junior high schools,

in the senior high schools and in the

universities And we are air-

building elementary schools where

the fourth graders will en.

productive tasks Now what we

want is for intellectual workers to

look just like all other workers.

What does "to educate" mean?
What is it? It means preparing

man -from the very moment he

begins to have an awareness of his

most elementary duties to society-

to produce the material and
spiritual goods that society needs

and to produce them equally, with

the same share of responsibility for

everyone.

Do you think a university can do

better than a factory as a center of

education A university can be an

excellent center for theoretical

teaching In fact, it may be even

more, a university may have
laboratories and tenters of in

igation, but it will n<

educate a man (tetter than a fac

torv will

EVERY WORKER A STUD1
AND EVERY STUDEN1 \

WORKER

Sat. Nite — March 4th

Dance — Live Gig

"ONE WAY OUT
Refreshments

8:30 Hampden D.C.

(Southwest)
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SAINT LOUIS SYMPHONY

Pablo "Yaruba" Guzman, (lower left). Minister of Information for

the Young Lords Party in Puerto Rico, leaves Federal court with his

father (lower right) after his trial for draft evasion in Puerto Rico.

(Photo bv LNS).

WELCOME TO PEPPERLAND!

"YELLOW SUBMARINE"
in color

The Beatles
* Plus "L EGGO" by Demian featuring Stones'

"She's A Rainbow"

Sat. Evening — Mar. 4

Mahar Avd., 6 - S - 10 - Midnita

"The only crime that I have

committed in my life--and I am
willing to commit it again, if that is

called a crime-is to love my
country."

Carlos Feliciano, Puerto

Rican political prisoner

(LNS) With repression
growing stronger, several different

Puerto Rican groups have issued a

call for a conference in New York

City on Puerto Rican political

prisoners. The general meeting

will be held on March 19.

The conference will include

workshops on the Third World and

its struggle for liberation as well as

discussions on particular political

prisoners. It will be preceded by

subconferences that will be held

around the New York-New Jersey

area to bring the problems of

political prisoners to the local

level

Keeping in mind the need for a

coalition that can maintain strong

support and pool resources more
efficiently, the objectives of the

conference will be:

*To denounce the colonial status

of Puerto Rico and the political

repression that is systematically

being carried out against its

people

To develop a campaign using all

Press Passes
(LNS) In a surprise tur-

nabout February 15, the San Diego

Police Department granted the

San Diego Door, a local un-

derground paper, police press

passes "It was a pretty far-out

victory." said one member of the

Door staff, which recently opened

up another office in Los Angeles

"We were expecting a long court

battle although we were pretty

confident that we would win in the

end
"

available resources to secure

general amnesty for those brothers

and sisters that are on trial for

political "crimes."

To educate the Puerto Rican

people, the North American people

and all the Third World nations

about the circumstances of these

cases and their historical context

and consequences.

To share experiences,

knowledge, techniques and

resources among the different

existing defense committees for

political prisoners.

To help in the creation of an

organization to deal specifically

with Puerto Rican political

prisoners.

Conference sponsors plan to

have a book about Puerto Rican

political prisoners coming out of

the experience They will also

write pamphlets about the best

ways to organize defense groups

The conference committee is

stressing the historical importance

of the struggle to make people

realize that since the intervention

of the U.S. in Puerto Rico in 1898.

and especially from 1950 on, the

Puerto Rican people have been in a

state of war with the U.S. colonial

powers.

Some Puerto Rican political

prisoners have been in jail since as

long ago as 1950 when there was an
armed insurrection that was
crushed by Puerto Rican police

acting on orders directly from
President Truman's government.
At the present moment, there are

more than 34 Puerto Rican
political prisoners. They come not

only from the island but also from
struggles that have been rapidly

developing for the past three years
among Puerto Rican communities
in the United States.

Among the most famous are

Lolita Lebron, arrested in 1954

after she led three men in an ar-

med attack on Congress to draw
attention to the Puerto Rican
struggle; Humberto Pagan, ac-

cused of killing a Puerto Rican
policeman during the con-

frontations in March 1971 at the

University of Puerto Rico; Carlos

Feliciano, charged in 1970 with

having conspired a bomb several

places in New York; and most
recently, Pablo "Yoruba" Guz-

man. Minister of Information of

the Young Lords Party, charged
with draft evasion and now facing

a ten year sentence.

Dwight Flix Ink is proud to present

JASON ROBARDS, JR. in

A THOUSAND CLOWNS

Monday Night 6 March at 9:15

ONE SHOW ONLY

Student Union Ballroom 75*

rram)OTra«B

WALTER SUSSKIND
conductor and music director

Performing Mahler's Symphony No. 9 and
Mozart's Symphony No. 40 in G Minor

Monday, March 6, 1972 - 8 P.M.

CURRY HICKS CAGE
(University of Massachusetts, Amherst)

TICKETS: UMoss Undergraduates $1.00; Other Full-Time Students $2.00;

UMass Faculty/Staff $3.00; General Public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE, 125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202
Office Hours: Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Remaining Tickets Available: Two hours before performance,
Curry Hicks Cage Main Entrance, Tel. 545-2480

Presented by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

PSSSTT.' BEATRICE.

HEY!
YOU'RE NOT BEATRICE.'

WHAT HAVE YOU PONE
WITH HER?

WELL. ONE MIGHT SAY SHE'S

OUT TO LUNCH RIGHT NOW..

YOUVE EATEN MY BELOVED!

WHILE THE KNIGHT IS ON HIS

WAY UP, LET ME MENTION
THAT WITH A LIGHT SNACK
OR EVEN BY ITSELF, SCHAEFER
BEER IS PELICIOUS... TRULY
THE ONE BEER TO HAVE WHEN
YOU'RE HAVING MORE THAN ONE

.

I SUGGEST YOU TRY IT.

NOW IF YOU'LL EXCUSE ME...

VV O O P M A V

AH,YES.

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A
KNIGHT WITH BEATRICE.

ctcej 25fflTOG22MEK3 (233
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Up From Silence

Something is happening!

There's a strange tense quiet on campus that seems ready to start

erupting.

This quiet started just after the Kent and Jackson State massacres

when, in fear perhaps, we all crawled into our holes to dodge the bullets,

both verbal and real, flying over our heads.

The year and a half following was marked by what many called the

return to apathy". Who could deny it. We all lay in our burrows, minds

clouded in blue smoke, afraid to speak out for fear of being shot at.

Now, with this "silent age" revealing what happens when the govern-

ment runs unchallenged, students are beginning to talk and question

again
That apathy produced "Spring Concert" and the Yearbook Now

concern fund SOS. and "The Friends of Belchertown
"

That apathy elected Nixon and Sargent Concern can elect McGovern

and. at least, challenge Sargent.

The time is ripe for us to turn things around Belchertown is ready to be

turned around. As the Collegian pointed out yesterday the Spring Concert

is NOT more important than that human zoo.

Students can help change Belchertown by signing the petitions now

circulating asking the Student Senate to transfer the funds now reserved

for the Spring Concert to SOS
Attorney General Quinn is speaking tonight at the SU Ballroom.

Shouldn't' we tell him that it's his duty to protect the innocent at

Belchertown, that his anti-abortion feelings are wrong1

Next week Governor Sargent will be here Shouldn't we tell him that we
won't sit idly by and watch him destroy higher education in

Massachusetts; that a 40% budget cut at Belchertown is "inhumane

treatment"?

If we don't speak-out things will only continue on the same course.

Change is needed and we can start it.

Let's begin ...again.

Ah Come Fum Alabama Wif A Banjo On Mah Knee'

Ed Bryant

After Bathing At Phillips Street

Idealism fired the breast of every American college

student in May of 1970. We were on strike, to stay on

strike until Panthers were freed and wars were en-

ded If the cause called for silk-screening teashirts,

painting slogans on buildings, and smoking dope in

the ROTC building, well, we were ready to make

those sacrifices. Mv friends and I were very loyal to

the strike. Except for the week I took off to drink soup

and read comic books in the infirmary, we were out

there doing our proverbial bit. Only once did we

abondon our comrades-in-arms, and then only for a

very noble purpose We were out to fulfill in our own

lives the dream that has burned in the brain of every

student ever to bed down for the night in all the

Hamlins and Melvilles of higher education: we went

to find an apartment off-campus.

Naive and impressionable we were. Burdened with

a background of great wealth and general opulence,

we were not about to settle for an unfashionable

address. None of us hailed from Nob Hill. Sutton

Place, or Louisburn Square, but we did after all come

from places like Waverly Avenue in Watertown, Alba

Road and Abbott Road in Wellesley Hills, and the

exclusive Goat Hill section ofBeverly. We simply had

to be in a suitable neighborhood in one of Emerald

City's more pleasant suburbs. (At the time we didn't

expect that the land of Oz would see revolution within

three semesters. One can never be too careful just

before the Revolution, Right, Anastasia 1
)

Off we went in search of such an address. We had

the name of a realtor, Dennison H Jones and Sons,

who were reputed to have something suitable. We
were immediately gratified to find that they would

rent to no one making under $10,000,000 a day They

had no choice, really, if one was to pay their rents.

Fortunately they were able to offer us what we were

looking for. Though none of us had yet reached

adulthood, we had already made it to the top; we now

lived on Phillips Street.

Oh. the joy of Phillips Street living. Even the

cockroaches had class. How can I describe the

dynamic thrill of sharing a six room apartment with

such distinguished company: Rich Dinkin. well-

known connoisseur of wine, women, and song, and

bullshit artist extraordinaire; Peter Massa, master

chef, trivia expert and bon vivant; Dave Duncan,

chronicler of Napoleon's Campaigns and ace bridge

player; all this plus my humble self Upstairs dwelt

Peter Pascarelli, editor of Emerald City's most in-

fluential daily newspaper, and Mark Silverman, his

trusty sidekick. Each night I said my prayers to God.

thanking him for letting me live on Phillips Street.

Reality soon set in. When September came there

returned to Emerald City and twenty thousand

students of Oz State University. They returned to

their modest homes in developments called South

west. Orchard Hill, Northeast, and Central. They did

not seem to know that Phillips St. even existed. What

is the point of being on top when they can't see you

from below, and don't even know they want to''

Everyone who read the Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test

knew that Perry Lane was the place to live in Palo

Alto (before they tore it down), but who knew about

Phillips Street?

Having gained control of the Commuter Assembly,

we were still unknown. Into the breach stepped Rich

Dinkin and Dave Williams. A bust in Southwest

caused a protest meeting. By this time, Dave
Williams was Managing Editor of the Emerald ( it\

Collegian. He was also among the first Phillips Street

aficinadoes. Rich Dinkin discoursed on the matter of

busts-, and the photographers closed his shutter for

one immortal moment. Williams knew raw sex ap-

peal when he saw it, and the next day's paper

featured a front page blowup of Rich Dinkin. The

caption of course mentioned his address as Phillips

Street.

From there it was all down hill. Dinkin was cast in

the role of Dinkinus of Phillippi in Decline And Fall..

(MDC, 2/22/71) and the public knew that Phillippi

referred to Phillips Street. Acting as Attorney in the

LaMacchia cause celebre, Dinkin became overnight

a cult hero to millions. All to the greater glory of

Phillips Street.

There were other signs Dave Williams couldn't

begin an article without mentioning the bartender.

Peter Massa of the "Phillips Street Revolutionaries.'

When the Commuter Assembly held an election to fill

two vacant Senate seats, the Senate ads proclaimed

The 33 Phillips Street Gang" in huge, headline-sized

letters, and the fact that we were holding an election

in small type. In his book. The Making of A

President. 1971. Theodore White expresses his

opinion that the impetus for Lee Sandwen's victory

was a letter of endorsement from 33 Phillips Street

Many seek the public eye; few attain it. Those who
docling to it oftentimes. We stayed at Phillips Street.

right9 Wrong. We left. It was kind of a lousy place to

live. Shalom

Tom Moriarty

NSAC Keeps United Front

(Herblock in on vacation)

A major breakthrough was realized at last

weekend's National Student Antiwar Conference held

in New York City. Attending and participating in the

conference were representatives of Youth for

McGovern, Youth for Lindsay, and Youth and
Muskie. They supported the proposal of the Student

Mobilization Committee to build and participate in

national demonstrations for immediate withdrawal,

planned for April 22 in New York This development
will add signifigant forces this spring to the in-

dependent antiwar movement
A number of important political points were raised

and clarified at that conference. To begin with, the

principles of the SMC were questioned on two oc-

casions At the start of the conference there arose a

ground swell among certain sectarian groups to

exclude the Muskie, Lindsay, and McGovern
representatives. The YSA and the SWP were in the

forefront of defending the right of any individual or

group, willing to fight for immediate, total and un-

conditional withdrawal of all US forces, to par-

ticipate Their arguments in favor of maintaining a

principled, non-exclusionary stance carried the vote

and the conference continued. At another point, a
small grouping called the Workers League proposed
that the conference endorse the Socilaist Workers
Party presidential ticket of Linda Jenness and An-
drew Pulley. Pulley himself took the floor to make a
counter proposal. He said that he and Linda ap-

preciated the proposed endorsement, and invited

individual conference participants to support the

campaign. However, Pulley said, it would be in-

correct for the anti-war movement to endorse any
party or candidate because that would destroy the

movement's independence. Such a move would ob-

struct the active participation of supporters of other

candidates and those not committed to any can-

didate, thus undercutting the strength of the

movement. Pulley's counterproposal, that the an-

tiwar movement reassert its independence and build

the April 22nd demonstrations in a strictly non-

partisan basis, was carried.

The conference was an object lesson in the theory

and practice of a united front. A united front is a

political formation built around a single demand or

particular goal, on which diverse political groups can

agree to work together. Each organization that

participates retains the right to raise its full program

within that united front. This formation differs from a

popular front in which the programs of the par-

ticipating groups are subordinated to the politics of

the front. Literature tables were set up by every

group in the lobby of the conference hall, their politics

were out in the open, and discussion was brisk, to say

the least.

As has been quite clear on this campus, and all over

the country, the YSA consistently opposes the

campaigns of capitalist candidates of the Democratic

and Republican parties through the SWP campaign of

Linda Jenness and Andrew Pulley. Campaign in

terventions, debates, leaflets, speaking tours, and

literature are only a few of the methods involved in

this year's political confrontations. The fight has

often been bitter, as might be expected, considering

the issues at stake. However, as parties to the dispute

testified last weekend, our vast political differences

will not divide us on the question of the war in

Southeast Asia.

As far as I know, none of the presidential can

didates except Linda Jenness have stated that their

position on the war question is for immediate, total

and unconditional withdrawl of all US forces from

Southeast Asia. But the fact that their organized

youth support have openly advocated that position as

their own, and have agreed to help build national

demonstrations this spring, is a great stride toward

ending that war.
The fundamental political differences between the

YSA and the supporters of capitalist candidates, far

from ending, will undoubtedly sharpen as we ap-

proach November. However, we in the Amherst YSA
invite supporters of McGovern, Lindsay, Muskie, and

others to join us in working with the UMass Student

Mobilization Committee. The next Mobe meeting is

scheduled for Monday, March 6th at 6:30 PM in the

Mobe office. Everyone in the SMC welcomes the

addition of new forces into a principled unity and a

concerted effort to fight for immediate withdrawal.

'STRANGE! I'M SHOWING SIGNS OF GROWING UP . . .

Letters To The Editor

Open Letter From Pan-African

To the Editor:

An open letter from Pan-African students union to the

Fine Arts Council.

To the Director:

This letter comes to you from the Pan-African

Students Union at the University concerning the

proposed two-day African Film Festival, featuring

films, slide presentations, panel discussions and art

exhibits.

In view of the total ignorance on campus con-

cerning African political, economic, and social

issues, we appreciate your effort in undertaking such

an endeavor It is needless to emphasize the urgent

need of keeping the University community informed

of both the explosive and harmonious developments

that are unfolding in this world. We hope that such

activities will be geared towards unmasking the

usual 'benign-neglect' policy of the West towards

Africa in general, and the Liberation Movements,

that are waging an uncompromising struggle against

fascism and its NATO backbone in particular

However, we wish to express our utmost and

unequivocal indignation to your deliberate exclusion

of the Pan-African Union from the decision of what is

and what is not to be presented and discussed during

the Film Festival. Taking into consideration the still

rampant attitude of many "Africanists" (the "we

know what is good for them'' policy) towards

Africans, it is not hard to imagine why you chose to

present our case in this manner. If nothing else, you

at least owe it to the public to see that the party

directly concerned is consulted before hand. What
makes us more furious is the fact that you went and

fully scheduled the program you found appropriate,

even after a member of our Executive Committee

had cautioned you not to finalize any plan without our

knowledge. The least you could have done was was to

let us know of your decision to be the sole spokesman

of Africa. The fact that you did not, openly

manifested the respect you have towards Africa and

the Africans you are so "proudly" to present.

Please be content that you are not the only one

operating in such a manner. It is almost a classical

case that "big powers'" refuse to acknowledge the

existence of those that they do not particularly favor

till the hour of desperation!

While we again condemn the way the whole thing

was planned, we never the less have decided not to

boycott the Activity this time, and further urge the

general public to come to the discussions, etc.. so as

to acquaint themselves with such monstrosities as

Apartheid and Western imperialism that operate on

our still enslaved motherland.
Sincerely,

Pan-African Students Union

Hotbed Of Apathy

To the Editor:

The writings in the MDC of Carole Weiner (Feb.

28), Bob Medieros (Feb. 29) and Bob Callahan (Mar

1) are an appeal that any person cannot bypass

without some honest thinking and soul searching.

It looks as though all the spiel about "UMass- the

hotbed of apathy" must be real. But $12,000 for a five-

hour concert is not only unbelievable, it also shows an

insight to the mentality and characteristics of the

mob society' as exemplified by the students of

UMass.
4 .

After the spree when the students return to their

dorms and when they get back into the rut of life,

they will then follow what seems to be their favorite

pastime - griping, and a height of disinterest in the

society around them.

It is surprising that this affluent society which

moves so much in trying to help the Third World,

finds itself unable to help her own people (It is

equally surprising that you have noticed this kind of

apathy among foreign students in their disassociation

with your society.) The ones who want to prevent war

on the other side of the globe, cannot bring peace in

their own backyard. The self-styled experts on world

politics and international brotherhood, who want to

develop the poor, underdeveloped nations', do not

find a purpose in bettering the inhuman conditons and

stark poverty that the lesser fortunate here have to

face

Of course, selfish motives always to get the better

of the students, whether it is in grabbing for a spring

concert using the pinball machines, stealing from a

departmental library or Goodell, or following the

Western honorable profession* of ripping-off what-is-

not-yours. ^^

Editorial Points
Tuesday was Sadie Hawkins

Day. Rumor has it that Stupifyin'

Jones was unable to land the man
of her choice. All is not well in Dog
Patch

* *

»

Calling someone a "ninth-rate

Teasdale" is like calling him the

Mike Taliaferro of Pee Wee
football.

» *

»

Breaking out of Hampshire
County Jail must be easier than

getting in to visit.

Letters to the Editor must be typewritten at sixty spaces. The editors reserve the right to edit any and

all letters No letter will be published without a valid signature. Deadline for letters is five p.m. on the

day prior to publication. No letter will be published without a valid signature. Deadline for letters is five

p.m. on the day prior to publication.

Spiral Agnew got in trouble for

making a reference to "the fat

Jap." Six Muskie is in trouble for

calling Franco-Americans
"Canucks. " Richard Milhous

never gets in that kind of trouble:

he holds all minority groups in the

same esteem.
» »

*

Non-bears of the world unite!
» * *

I love every movement, there's

nothing I would change. She
doesn't need improvement, she's

much too nice to rearrange

Escapism was never a way of life, and apathy,

disinterest, avoiding-the-issue, and varied excuses of

time all fall under the same category. You cannot

complain about a situation if you are making a

practical attempt yourself to bring in a solution. It is

not right that you gripe about a 0.5* increase in soft

drinks if you are going to squander twelve grand.

Ethically it is very incorrect that the Governor should

cut back a 40% in requested funds if he has never ever

visited that place. What a shame that you UMies do

not care!

It would be interesting to see your reactions when

you are faced with a $300 or more hike in fees next

year It would be fascinating to hear your comments

when the dining commons raises its charges the next

time.

You talk about impersonalisation on this campus.

What are you doing to ease it? How have you been

instrumental in helping the children in the Boltwood

project? You talk about an unfriendly society. When

did you last befriend anyone? When did you last be a

friend to a lonely person? This is your land, these are

your people. Do not be a stick-in-the-mud. Get to

know whats happening and play your part to create a

better world for your children. START NOW. Don't

wait until one of your children has to be put in

Belchertown State Hospital. Don't wait until Gov.

Sargent pushes up your fees another three hundred

bucks. Start now and care. Don't be dead to the

community. This is your chance to show the world

that you care.

What is your choice - a concert for five hours & a

life-time of human destruction, or a helping hand for

the helpless?
N.Haridasan

Letter From Howland
To the Editor:

I have just learned that a representative of a company called Linen-

crest Inc. of Indianapolis, Indiana has been offering students the op-

portunity to buy linens and other dry goods for about $450.00 on a finance

type of contract. At the bottom of this contract there is a statement as

follows:

"This contract Non-Cancelable and no refunds made."

According to the Attorney General's Consumer Protection office this

Statement renders this contract void.

THIS CONTRACT IS IN VIOLATION OF MASSACHUSETTS LAW
CHAPTER 93 SECTION 48 AND OTHERS AND MAY BE RESCINDED
BY THE CONSUMER.
To rescind and void this contract students should write to the company

within three days declaring the contract void and demanding a refund

Keep your copy of the contract. This can be done through my office for

any student wishing me to do it.

I also suggest that so long as this company is disinclined to conform

itself to the Laws of Massachusetts that its representatives be refused

admission to the campus and the dormitories.
Richard H. Howland

Campus Center Board
To the Editor:

The article in the Collegian on Wednesday by Bob Callahan asked the

Concert Committee to justify why the money should not be spent on the

SOS. Project. He calls for the Student Senate to justify where its

priorities are really at.

I find the Student Senate and the Concert Committee acting in a

hypocritical manner. The other day there was a booth sponsored by the

Student Senate asking students to note that they felt that there should be

no fees increases for the coming academic year. The Student Senate and

the Rents and Fees Committee have consistently attacked the ad-

ministration because of what they feel are often exorbitant and wasteful

spending of student fees. They have told the administration that the

present fee levels must be maintained because of the increasing financial

burden that the students are carrying. They are now through USCC
lobbying to maintain the present rate of tuition.

I feel as does Mr. Callahan that the spending of student fee for an

outdoors concert is both selfish and hypocritical. It is my belief that if the

Concert Committee and the Student Senate continue in their preparation

for the concert they will further erode any basis for maintenance of the

present fee structures. There are a number of ways that the money now

allocated to the Concert Committee could be better used to benefit both

the students and the community. If the students are going to argue for fee

maintenance and tuition stability then they must treat there own tax

money wisely. If you put the merit of a five hour concert on the same level

with a tuition increase or such worthy projects as SOS. or the Boltwood

Project then you deserve to have your fees increased accordingly. So

perhaps some of you will have fun this year but because of your fun this

vear. how many won't be able to make it back next year?
Robert Nims

F.U.EJ.T.

To the Editor:

The article entitled Free University Set Up for Jews appearing in

Wednesday's Collegian was a misleading and inaccurate report. In hope

that the misinformation will be cleared up the following is provided.

Within the past few years the melting pot dream of the great American

empire has given way to a surfacing of ethnicity The hope of American

society no longer rests on the projected assimilation of all its diverse

elements into one unified, homogeneous body. Indeed, the trend has given

way to a new reality which is almost the reverse. The hope of America's

future depends on the ability of her people to assert their ethnic origins

while learning to live with tolerance and sensitivity towards the ethnicity

of others It is of utmost importance that we not allow ourselves to

become insensitive to today's existent ethnic realities

It is to this end that the Free University of Electric Jewish Thought was

founded. Merkabah University is open to peoples of all origins who are

interests in some aspect of Judaic thought. We are a clearing house for

young people, particularly of Jewish origin who wish to interact within a

common framework; people who have become disaffected with the false

stereotypes imposed on them by others, as well as the pathetic

acquiescense to commonly held anti-semitic ideas by contemporary

Jewish institutions.

We have been in operation for three weeks. It has come as no surprise

to us that two our our most popular courses have followed the rising in-

terest in this country in mysticism. The most successful course had dealt

with the problems young Jews have confronted in a secular world. The

impact of the Jewish Holocaust on the world has not yet been defined and

this has been validated by the interest in the course dealing with the

1 1 *
» ] r^~> Q I ICt

Merkabah University's courses are offered Monday through Thursday

nights in room 420 of the Student Union. Stop by and pick up a brochure or

call 5-2526. m _ . ,

Geoffrey Levine
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Second Coming
The dawn, sprinkled with honeydew,

maintains a sort of peace

where once she sat, holding

a rosary to her lips.

The fences are old, now;

the shadows of hummingbirds

cling to their bottoms

and the rustle of an oak

imbibes the music of her fallen laughter.

It is not easy to be a goddess.

It takes time, imagination, and money.

That is why, perhaps,

she fled from style and persecution

so long ago, not giving any of the flowers

around her time to mature.

That is why, perhaps, she

sips tea in Akron now, immune

to the canopies and gargoyles
,„„,.«,

memories and moonlight may surely manufacture.

It takes time to kill the memories,

time to manufacture lovesongs

where once white travesties of monuments

stood still for spring cleaning.

It takes time to cleanse the air.

time to disinfect the lilacs

of their dismal autumnal decay.

The dawn, sprinkled with memories,

maintains a sort of pose:

a crass dereliction on this Sunday,

filled with hypocrisy and tea-stains.

If it rains in Minnesota, it rains here.

weather is immune to discrepancy;

the November tides play no favorites.

So she dines, and prefers to forget

the wonderful novicaineof another year

when ribbons and valentines were things of the future.

She will finger no more rosaries, and

if one small bead does catch her eye,

n^e Lions Share Company
presents

r

she will kill it with a sponge.

Untitled

Blame The Rain
Swallow the vomit
Enbody the funeral wails

Dam the funnel of tears

until the governor
steps before those still living

lamenting in words no kin can speak

finding no persons to call savages.

Then the vomit should

splash on his glassy shoes

sour his nostrils

knot a human choke

to stop his own vomit

The funeral wails and funnel of tears

should sear his mind
once alive when words, and thoughts, and walks

and faces were new . .._ „..„.
and when money, family name and title did not

define faces. .

The tears can blanch this amplmed
bellv worm wriggling through

post script sorriness.

The energy producers

the coal mine owners
the out of state capitalists

who telephone area code MM
to adjust the rate of extraction

to adjust the rate of extraction

the rate of pay
the rate of work
the rate of hate

the rate of death
.

escape the stinging smell from bloated. ™"»n«Jg*^ miners
mothers of miners
lathers of miners

escape the slushy slag saturated by tears

escabe the scarred stares from sleepless kin

escape the whispered fear of more breaking dams

the clinking ice cools their scotch

three days of torrential rain

BLAME THE RAIN
Three hundred years of torrential pain

Pass hurnedlv from the first page of the New York Times

• Aftermath of West Virginia Flood^ photo

mav provoke memories of Yungay*

but" the mountains were not man-made there

CARE was there and in Bangla Desh

but not in Nelson County in 69 or Logan County in 72

Pity, the 9th Natural Wonder of the World

is in abundance c ..

and the owners swallow their meek pang of pity

on their way to finding the page of profit forecasts.

The miners have suffocated in collapsing mines

the miners have choked to death from coal dust^^ ^^
the miners have burned in exploding mines

miners and families starving at home
starving in jail

starving on the picket line

scabs starving

so little pay for such a short life

The companies have dug the grave

slag scoop by slag scoop

Who will pav the funeral directors'
1

causing many deaths

mona
mona lisa

mona sleaza

pirouetting in black

first

showing your cupid hands

against ebony velvet

then

halved, you twist within your

a carousel in strobelight

now fal

now fa

now
falling to both sides

and gane

and gone

Jerome Nathanson

tapestry of Bengal tigerheads

Christopher Agar

frame

Untitled

the lithe witch of March afternoons

inspecting Spring

damp fledglings

empty shells

Klee trees

giggling eyes

wet toes

muddy fingers

soaked, brown furrows

birthing lime-yellow seedlings

as sickly, white fronds unfurl

in dank shade.
Christopher Agar

Tom"Jones

Harvey Schmidt
-the creators of

FANTASTI KS

directed by

Judith AndersoK/

Virginia

'i U
TTBS.

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Friday
Saturday

Aarcr\ 1
r^arch 3
fAarch «+

/Aarch 10

/Aarch 11

4TER AUDITORIUM
8.00 pm.

130*10:30
T'30no:30

130? 1 030
7.30?|030

TICKET INFORMATION

&1.50 students

$200 others

TicKet office- S.U- lobby

AT THE DOOR
PRIOR TO PERFORMANCE
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Porno Clubs Vanish From Copenhagen

COPENHAGEN (AP)-This Danish capital is no

longer a mecca for seekers after sin. The live sex

shows and the porno clubs have all but vanished.

Pornography still is unrestricted in Denmark, but

the police and the tax collector have struck the seats

of sin a deadly blow.

The police have closed about 60 shows and clubs

since they began a drive just before Christmas

The reason behind the campaign against sex is that

the criminal underworld muscled in and was chan-

neling the lush profits into narcotics, stolen goods and

smuggling. . .

Today, of the few porno clubs known to exist in and

around Copenhagen, one is 25 miles out of town.

The campaign was kicked off by the police license

department It found the clubs either had no license

or had violated requirements for a listed member

The license fee in only about $10 but many clubs

chose not to apply since this would make them known

to police To qualify as a private club a regularly

elected board is required and members must sign up

at least 24 hours before attending club activities

Then the tax collectors arrived. They demanded

prompt payment of income and sales taxes.

The procedure is reminiscent of one used in the

United States in the Roaring '20s against Al Capone

Unable to obtain evidence of him on an income tax

evasion charge and sent him to prison.

Heavy fines and payment of tax arrears dealt a

crippling blow to many Danish clubs. Panic ensued

when police began indicting club owners, taxi

drivers, hotel doormen, travel agency clerks, porno

shop salesmen and others.

Charges ranged from tax evasion to illegal sale of

tickets to live shows and sex clubs.

To anyone venturing into Copenhagen's porno and

sex club world, it was evident that it was dominated

by the underworld. There were gangland-style fights

between rival clubs.

Police spokesmen said they were convinced many

clubs were financed by underworld figures who used

revenues to finance criminal activities.

Maine Gives 18 Year Olds Full Rights
XKilSTX. Maine I \P> On a 17

13 roll call after a brief debate, the

Senate Wednesday enacted

legislation giving full adult rights

to 18 year olds Maine's present

age of majority is 20

The bill, sponsored by Rep Jon

Lund, R-Augusta, is expected to be

signed Thursday by Democratic

(;ov Kenneth M Curtis It will

become law 91 days after the

current special session adjourns

Eighteen year olds have had the

vote since ratification of a federal

constitutional amendment last

year Lund s bill will give them all

rights, including thosi- of pur-

chasing liquor and entering into

contract-

The measure was redrafted to

protect minors enrolled in public

schools by allowing them to con-

tinue their education tuition-free

until they are 20 Presently, adults

must pay to attend regular public

schools

The chief opponents of the bill

were Republican senator Walter N.

Hichens of Eliot and Bennett D.

Katz of Augusta Teaming up to

support the measure were Wakine

G. Tanous. R-East Millinocket and

Floyd L Harding. D Presque Isle.

"Let them be kids until they're

20 They'll be adults for a long long

time."' said Hickens who attacked

the provision lowering the drinking

age as the bill's greatest

drawback.
Liquor is the most commonly-

used drug today, and is the start

toward hard drugs for many
teenagers."' added the first-term

senator, who claimed youths he

had talked with were against

Lund's proposal

for students only

Weekend
Special

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also, a

complete typing service.

The Colonel lowers the cost of weekend eating.

You get:

•1 pieces of finger lick in' good Kentucky

Fried Chicken

* Golden sweet corn on the cob

•Mashed potatoes and gravy

*A hot buttered roll

* Plus a soft drink

Ktntudcif fried Ikiitat

Rt. 9 across from Zayres

Hours: 11 - 10 weekdays, 11-11 weekends

Telephone 256-8745

* Ask for the Student Special

Informer Testifies

At Berrigan Trial
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) The

Rev. Philip Berrigan's initial

priority as a militant antiwar

chieftain was the blowing up of

heating tunnels in Washington,

according to an FBI-intercepted

letter read Wednesday at his trial.

"The District is still the elusive

golden fleece;' the Catholic priest

wrote Sister Elizabeth McAlister

June 29. 1970.

The letter was turned over to the

FBI by informer Boyd Douglas,

star government witness at the

federal conspiracy trial of

Berrigan and six codefendants,

including the nun
"Since resources appear

available for the subterranean

project in the District this should

have priority for the winter of 1970-

1971.'' Berrigan is quoted in one of

more than a dozen letters read into

the trial report by Asst. Atty. Gen.

William Lynch.

However, less than two months

later, the government claims, a

purported plan to kidnap

presidential aide Henry A.

Kissinger threatened to push the

tunnel bombing scheme into the

background
"Why not coordinate it with the

one against Capital utilities
"

Berrigan was quoted as writing in

an Aug 22. 1970 letter that is part of

the indictment against him and the

others.

Lynch's reading of the letter was

timed to reach its climax with the

August 22 missive, one of many

exchanged between Berrigan and

Sister McAlister. She was

allegedly his chief lieutenant

outside the walls of the Lewisburg,

Pa., federal prison.

Berrigan. 48. entered Lewisburg

in the spring of 1970 to begin a six-

year term for destroying draft

board records.

Douglas testified that he was

recruited by Berrigan to smuggle

letters in and out for the priest.

Douglas, a 31 -year-old convict, was

able to leave and re-enter the

prison daily as a study release

student at nearby Bucknell

I'niversity. He was paroled Dec

16, 1972 from a term for tran

sportation of fraudulent checks

and assault on an FBI agent.

He turned FBI informer while

serving as Berrigan's courier.

Douglas testified, and provided

copies of the letters to the federal

agency
The defense is seeking to sub-

poena FBI Director J. Edgar

Hoover to produce voluminous

records relating to Douglas'

criminal record and his work as an

FBI informant A government

motion to throw out the Hoover

subpoena was taken under con-

sideration during the day.

UMass Fine Arts Council Presents

AFRICAN FILM

FESTIVAL

FRIDAY, MARCH3— HERTER HALL 227/231

7:00p.m.- 12:00a.m.

Films: "Mandabi" and Medina Boe"
Panel: "African Liberation"

Art Exhibit: West African Sculpture

SATURDAY, MARCH 4— STUDENT UNION
2:00p.m.- 10:00 p.m.

Films: "New Images, Art In Changing African Society,"

"Duro Ladipo," "Black Girl," "Phela Ndaba" and
African Village Life"

Panel/ Discussions: "Ousmane Sembene — Writer and
Film-maker," "Apartheid in South Africa"

Music: African Music-Workshop/ Demonstration
Art Exhibit: West African Sculpture

Film Series Ticket: Each Day ( All Films)
UMass Undergrads $1.00

Others $2.00

Tickets Available: Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, Tel.

545-0202 (On Sat., March 4, Tickets available in S.U.
Ballroom Ticket Office.)

Free Admission to all other events

{Draft Counselor's Corner

I Election Fever Raises Clouds
By RICHIE GEFFIN

Up until elections in November,

Iwe can safely assume that all

Ipressure is off as far as draft calls

[are concerned. Now what does that

mean for us? Does it mean that we

can all sit back and say no sweat,

I'm a free man? Does it mean that

we should forget about the people

who are still dying in Vietnam or

the guys that had to go to Canada

because they were morally op-

posed to war? Or, does it mean that

we should forget about the

possibility that when (?) Nixon is

re-elected he Could re-escalate in

Vietnam and resume draft calls?

All three of these things are im-

portant to consider in an election

year where the 18-21 set could do a

hell of a lot if they only got their

shit together.

A congressional committee
recently has been looking into the

possibility of amnesty for the guys

that split to Canada. President

Nixon in his state of the union

3 Co-Eds Enter Pageant
Three UMass students have entered the Miss Northampton Scholarship

Pageant being held tomorrow night at Northampton High School.

Susan Atwood, a freshman, will compete in the Pageant performing a

musical monologue.

A Human Development major who plans to teach exceptional children,

Ms. Atwood sings in the University Chorus. She was first runner-up in the

1971 Wareham, Mass., Junior Miss Contest.

Geraldine Misa, in her Junior year, majors in Speech Therapy. She is a

Northampton resident and works part-time at the Big Y.

Ms. Misa was voted to represent Holyoke Community College in the St.

Patrick's Day Parade in Holyoke.

Patricia Tompkins, who will graduate this spring, is a member of

Mademoiselle Magazine's College Board Staff and works at the Campus

Police Department as a Security Assistant.

Ms. Tompkins would like to continue her education at State University

of New York at Albany for a Masters in Criminal Justice.

Tickets for the Pageant may be obtained from the Greater Nor-

thampton Chamber of Commerce, Northampton National Bank, Radio

Station WHMP. and Hotel Northampton

Are You Planning

Marriage?

Catholic

Marriage Course

Newman Center

U. Mats

Beginning

THURSDAY, MARCH 2nd
8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

address talked about showing

compassion to our "boys'" that left

the country. Everybody all of a

sudden is getting election fever.

What does that mean for us? It

means that we have to show

support for our brothers in Canada.

First of all, they have done

nothing wrong, so we shouldn't be

talking in terms of amnesty. If they

must play semantics and they

insist upon calling it amnesty

allright -but it has to be un-

conditional amnesty. We are the

ones that are going to pave the way

to bringing them back.

What about Vietnam? The war is

by far not over. Nixon could very

easily bring our boys home ( "wind
down the war") and continue

fighting it with our jet bombers.

We can't forget about the people of

Vietnam, because the shit is still

flying over there.

A third thing to think about is,

what is going to happen when
Nixon is re-elected (or Muskie is

elected -basically they are in-

terchangable parts)? What is to

stop them from re-escalating and

resuming draft calls'' We have to

i>e prepared.

I'm saying that we shouldn't sit

back and think that all our

problems are solved just because

there is no immediate danger to us.

Look beyond your own problem

areas, and do a little speculating as

to what you see for the future of

this country.

One quick note: There will be a

draft counselor's training course in

Southwest, on Tuesday evenings,

starting March 7. Each class will

meet from 7-10 for four weeks It

will be offered on a pass fair basis

and will be offered for one credit

The course will be offered to both

male and female members of the

UMass community and will be

taught by Gil Salk. co-ordinator of

the Draft Counseling Services

There will be a five dollar fee for

materials, but it is negotiable for

those whose finances are shaky

Those interested in registering for

the course should call Wally Silva

in the SW Area Office at 345-2803

PEACE

SENIOR PHOTOS

RESITS

and

MAKE-UPS

Sign Up This Week

Taken March 6-10

Index Office, S.U. 401

MDC Classifieds

^AwiJhqutT
—UPTOWN—

Pigging

the Hew Fun Gear!

The Fashion Tftud

For Spring

Fashion in layers to give you the look you want.

Start with the newest in Jeans. . .top'em off with

a sleeveless Jacket, Blouse, or Sweater.

DIG ALL THE NEW
FUN GEAR HERE!

sJhnJhfitC
• Uptown . . . Amherst •
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The Border Star. left, was dwarfed by the Delta Queen, but the

spunky stern-wheeler beat the Delta Queen during a race on the

Arkansas River. Several thousand persons lined the banks of the

river to watch the race. (AP)

Heart Specialists Diet
_ -J *l „_„ V,

CHICAGO < AP) — What do heart

specialists eat to avoid increasing

the risk of heart attacks''

Those attending the annual

meeting of the American College of

iiology chose their lunches

here Wednesday from menus
designed to reduce the cholesterol,

and calories which are con

sidered to contribute to the

development of heart disease

The menu: chilled apricot

nectar, baked filet of Boston scrod

with lemon sauce, braised celery,

imported Belgian carrots, baked

apple in cider, and coffee

That provided 475 calories The

average business luncheon totals

1.500 calories, one cardiologist

nd
Cardiologists at a news briefing

Id this is the first major medical

meeting at which alteration of

diets has been tried and the\ tt

pressed the hope that other

medical groups will follow their

ample
Dr Robert F. Zelis of the

Innersity of California at Davis

who worked with the Conrad Hilton

Hotel in developing the special

Selectmen Begin Reorganizing

menus, said they are based on

elimination of all meat fats, egg

\olks. butter and pan drippings in

cooking and baking

Unsaturated margarine made of

liquid safflower oil or corn oil is the

fat substitute used in pastries,

gravies and sauces and on the

table Margarines made of

vegetable oil or coconut oil are not

used
Salt and sugar substitutes also

are used on the table.

Lecithin, a naturally un-

saturated fat. is substituted for egg

yolk, giving foods the consistency

and some of the color of yolk

Lean meats trimmed of fats

before cooking are used, and cold

cuts-especially pressed meats-are

ruled out Skins are removed from

chickens before they are cooked

Skim milk is used instead of

whole milk As a cream substitute,

a combination of skim and
powdered milk, mixed a day in

advance, is used.

Most desserts are fruit dishes,

and no chocolate or ice cream is

served

By CHARLEY BERKOW
The Amherst Board of Selectmen, with two new

faces this week, made moves towards a

reorganization of itself and towards the eventual

establishment of official operating procedures, m
their meeting Monday night.

The board also dealt with complaints from citizens

about several matters, including a dog and a

proposed town acceptance of certain privately owned

streets, and met with the town manager about new

developments presented by the Special Town Meeting

of Feb. 14.

This was the first Board of selectmen meeting

attended by Leo Bouchard and Bob Garvey. They

were elected to the board last Tuesday.

Under a temporary organization plan submitted by

Selectman Michael Sullivan Jr., the board elected a

chairman (Selectman Merle Howes), a Vice-

Chairman (Sullivan) and a clerk (Selectman Nancy

Eddy), all unanimously.

Howes was authorized to appoint a 3-member

subcommittee to study the boards operating

procedures. The sub-committee, chaired by Sullivan,

is to report back to the board on March 27.

The selectmen decided to meet weekly on Monday

evenings, except for Monday-holidays, when they will

meet on Tuesday morning. This will allow the

quickest coverage by the Amherst Record, a weekly

with a 12 p.m. Tuesday deadline.

Ms Yarrows, the secretary, was asked to write to

the state attorney general's office about policy with

regard to character approvals, which are required

for people trying to incorporate. Ms. Yarrows also

asked to look into rubber stamp bearing the select-

men's signatures. Such stamps would save time in

the meetings, as the selectmen have to sign all license

approvals.

Donald Grant, a developer, appeared before the

board claiming that proposed street acceptances by

the town would jeopardize his bargaining position

with respect to some of his land holdings in the area.

The board modified the proposals to restore Mr

Grant's bargaining position. It then recommended

acceptance by the Town Meeting of several streets in

newly developed areas.

The selectmen gave the School Building Committee

control of the school building site. This will allow the

committee to forbid Emory Howe from keeping his

cows in a barn on the site, which he has been doing for

several years.

The School Building Committee says that con-

struction on the site will begin before the cows are

removed from the barn, and they would be an un-

necessary complication.

It is not known what will happen to some hay that

Mr. Howe has in the bar. He had intended to feed it to

the cows.

Ms. Dorothy Miller, of Columbia Street, asked the

board to issue a restraining order against a dog in her

area which after it did.

Town Manager Allen Torrey explained some of the

effects of the bills passed in the Special Town Meeting

of Feb. 14th and the problems that they would bring

up for the board.

He also explained some financial matters due to

come up in the future.

In response to a question from Merle Howes about

policies regarkng door-to-door salesmen in Amherst,

Torrey said that the town has no rules about them. He

said that such rules might lend a legitimization from

the town to salesmen who complied with them.

He said that he will check into how other towns deal

with problems concerning door-to-door salesmen.

The selectmen elected to discuss various matters,

on the warrant for the next Town Meeting, at the

League of Women Voters information meeting on

Wednesday, March 6.

In other business, the board granted various

licenses, received two letters and authorized

Selectman Bob Garvey to represent Amherst in the

Saint Patricks Parade in Holyoke

GAIN 8
MIGHTY POUNDS

OF SOLID FACT

STORENAME'S
BOOKSTORE
In cooperation with COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
PRESS is giving away each week throughout the

month of March on* copy of the Columbia En
cyclopedia (retail value 1*9 SO) To be eligible.

just fill out the entry form below and drop It In the

box at the Columbia paperback display if your

ticket is drawn, a copy of this greatest of one

volume encyclopedias Is yours absolutely free. No
purchase necessary. The name of each week's

winner will be posted after the drawing

WHY ARE WE
RUNNING THIS
CRAZY LOTTERY?
It's our way of getting you Into the bookstore to look

at our great collection of Columbia paperbacks,
including the Leaders of Modern Anthropology
Series, stunning and Inexpensive illustrated books
from the British Museum, the Columbia Essays on
Modern Writers, the contemporary poetry of the
Frank O'Hara Award winners, and a tremendous
array of others In art, drama, history, literature,

political science, and sociology. From the
Babylonian legend of the flood to the No theatre of

Japan to the poetry of Stephen Crane, from
Chaucer's world to the world of the Chinese
Communists.

Com*.
litterHit OOntett. Browse and enjoy

COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY

at the Columbia paperback display In tht UNIVERSITY STORE before
1/1/71. If drawn thU ticket entitles the person named below to one fret ropy of tht Columbia

- No I

-

STATf

TCLfPHONt MUMtaCK .

!•".
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Campus Carousel

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
17

Enema Bandit Strikes Again
Bv TONY GRANITE

HEADLINE OK THK WEEK
comes from THE NORTHERN
STAR of Northern Illinois

University: "Masked attacker

dispenses enema to Champaign

coed."

page of advertisements to be in-

cluded. ***

*****

GREEKS BEAK GIFTS in the

form of their own yearbook at the

University of South Florida, ac-

cording to a piece in the Oracle

newspaper there.

IFC prexy Bob Milhoan is quoted

as making the decision after a

dispute with the college yearbook

concerning page and photo

allotments.

Organizations will pay $25 for

double page spreads and sell one

CIIERCHEZ LA FEMME. it

happened at Washington State that

a frat lost its status as a recognized

campus living center when they

moved in four women students as

paying non-members.
Frat officers said it was trying

out the coed living program
because it was in financial straits,

according to the WSU Daily

Evergreen.
*****

ART COLLECTORS relieved the

Indiana University art museum of

$55,000 worth of treasure, the Daily

Student reports.

The nine classic bronze sculp-

PRINTS
Sale and Exhibit

Isiah Thomas
Concourse Level

CAMPUS CENTER
FEB. 2ft. MARCH 1. 2

tures and a stone carving were

pocket-size. They were taken

during museum hours by a thief

who removed the screws which

secured a transparent plastic case

enclosing the art objects.
*****

FIRE POWER of the Daily

Reveille of Louisiana State U.

showed up on its front pages,

lately. Seems that an investigative

team of three staffers found 60

violations of state fire prevention

laws and so reported to the Ad-

ministration.

When there was no action taken,

the report was filed with the State

Fire Marshal's Office. A team of

inspectors verified the violations.

One campus official told the

Reveille that "the University was

exempt from state laws which

require school buildings to have

fire alarms because the buildings

were built before the laws were

passed."

A front page story tells that the

University did move immediately

to correct some of the

discrepancies noted in the

Reveille's expose.

"A new license plate, a new fire

extinguisher and two refilled ex-

tinguishers have appeared on the

campus fire truck
"

*••**

WFCR Opens Funds Drivel
Amherst, Mass -WFCR, the Five-College public service FM station at

the University of Massachusetts, opened its annual March fund drive

vesterdciv

The station is suppored by UMass, the four neighboring colleges

(Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke and Smith), and its listeners. This

year WFCR is making an appeal throughout the month of March for

approximately $40,000 to maintain its operating schedule.

WFCR's essential financial needs may be broken down this way:

personnel costs of $18,300, (between March 1 and the end of the fiscal year

June 30) which includes salaries for 20 full and part-time staff; out-

standing bills of $13,500 ; and current operating expenses of $8,200.

A number of features, fund-raising editions of regular programs and

other special events are planned for the month. Tonight at 8:30 p.m., for

example, Managers' Report No. 1 will feature WFCR Manager Charles

Keenan and Business Manager Godwin Oyewole in a discussion of why

WFCR needs listener support. They will answer listener questions on the

air

Sunday March 5, will be an all-request day. Listeners who pledge a tax-

deductible donation of $15 or more may hear the musical selection of their

choice as long as it runs less than 20 minutes. Sunday at noon, Godwin s

Mbari Mbayo African and Carribean music program will be aired in a

special fund-raising edition. On Sunday night at 11, the concert program

Nachtmusik will feature telephone requests.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

W VW B'i. I monlh old rrbuilt engine

Rat heater. Rood condition in and out. $575.

a i •»_»<u.

H3-3

Mini white leather fringe Jacket in

excellent condition coat $115. new
.
asking

$70. or heat oiler. Call 549-0671 I'ave

message.

tll-7

I ooking for a girl int in going to Fla.

over Spring Vac! ! Will be sharing expa.

with three others (all Steve 4-4411.

MM

INSTRUCTION WANTED

HOUSE TO SHARE

Piano lesson* wanted chorda, scales,

rock. blue*. Ja»i Already »mf baiic

knowledge Call Andree 545-2518 or 7 rm.

' 1.11 I raw mri.

( Print Shop Musi be exper. oa this or

,im offset press. 26-44) hra /wk. Apply at

I'rinl Shop
tfl-3

lf3

1966 Ford Fairlanr Coupe Mint aell.

Paid $600. Will sell for $4©« Need money

Tel 6-9440. 360 Hills South
tf3-0

< ompletr hocke> pada. Columbia

woman * bikr excel cond $20 Open cell

foam <SO*7aq. It >. Call USetfJ.
If I!

female student wanted to share room in

house with I girls. $55 monlhl> including

utilitv t all evenings 253-4740.

113- !•

TRAVEL

• Opel Raltye Fastbark. 4 sp

radial*. B mpg.. 1900 engine, dependable.

cxc. condition $950. Koger 527-15211.

MM

Its* School Bus fiood condition, no

seals, make great camper or store on

wheels. $500 Arnold S-0136.
U J*»

ROOMMATES WANTED
Koommate wanted, modern country apt.

overlooking Lake Arcadia. 7 mile* from I

Maes. I all 3J3-4652
lfl-7

SPHINf. IN M V'tl (0$l»Hdaxs 7

night* via Inn IK | jet Open only to

student*. emplo>ec* A families of 5

I ollegrs (all 564-5171.

MMj

1965 Mustang 2*» standard. 4 speed with

Hurst shifter, blue, black interior, new

rubber This car will sell for $550. Call 3**-

.77 » .lack.
If3-3

Zenith 25 color TV. stereo turaJaMe.

\M KM Tuner /amplifier. Low price ( all

519-4344 alter 4 pm
House need roommate until June Own

rm near campus $42.54 per montli Call

If
I

\merkan Youth lioslles T rips to Japan,

depart Oakland Jun 30 or NYl JulyM.6or

n weeks (all 233-9*91 lor infc.malion

MM

Mothers - can't find a reliable

Main sitter" Tired of high fees* (all The
t hild (are I .change 5H6-222I for further

information.
If3-0

Person lor computer anal* of data

canned and fortran Your own hours 323-

U3-2

ENTERTAINERS WANTED
I am $.*• a night bv singing and playing

<li ink along, sing along music on piano or

guitar t all Id at .45-2090

113-10

south lore.

1970 Tovola (orolla. Good condition.

\M KM radio. Radial tires Call 253-4344

ila\s or 549-6276 nites.

MM

T R 25ii — 1966 excel condition Best offer

over $l«00 (all 254-6254
tt3-3

M or r roommate at Rolling Green

Price negotiable 2S3-7M4.
113-7

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Pan Am World Airways

hotrlbus. and group rate*, (all ( ampu*
Representative 549-0492.

113-14

STEREO EQUIPMENT

63 Triumph Herald Needs brake work

Best oiler 549.0902
tf3-2

WANTED

7«i \ W green, sunroof, rod. * heat. 4 new

snow tire* Xsking $1275 Call S44-081I

MM

Person who would be Interested in

renting the IK darkroom for about 5 hrs. a

week Must have good equipment 546-6624

If3-2

Two-Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. 6-month lease

$mVmonth includes ulll. Coll 445-3244

day* or 445-3573 nitea.

tf 4-14

i .•> South Spring break Bermuda —
Kreeport. Arapulco. Puerto Rico. $ day

package* from $109 Escape International

(all Peggy 253-04)67

113-20

Discount Stereo F.quip A ecces* T-

Tables. Speaks. Recelxers. Diamond
Needle* $3 99. Magnetic ( art* 30-60% off

Harr\ 546-0063

MM

APARTMENT WANTED

INSTRUCTIONS

66 Mallbu mech exc. body lo oJi. would

like to sell soon. $540 - *o negotiable

Usher superglaas 205cm good condition

$40 253*34. Ed ^

I earn to n> at IMaas wKh pay Serve In

Air Force lor six years at up to $ 15.000 per

year t all 545-2437 or 545-2451

MM

Ta sublet or lease avail June I 2-bdrm

fum. apt All utlls swim pi. 7 mm from

campus, (all 665 3646 eves
tfl-2

i .uilar kelp If vour beginning or lust In a

hole. Ill get you going Blue* folk rock

junk - funk $5/br 527-4212.

MM$

Apt wonted — 2 bdrm In fum priv home
— Amk Areo far married couple A child

Walking dial lo lawn A campus Need for

Sept 72 Ken 546-4440
tfJ-3

MARRIED COUPLES

Datsun Sport Cc

Asking 1900. (all I inda 774-

field

ex
•5. Or

Male vocalist for Jan rock band chk. bo

A t etc (all Mark 4-4S82 Anytime call

IHck MM.

EMPLOYMENT SPENCER'S MOBIL

lf37

1963 Ply mouth Kury Good engine and

transmission Low mileage Will negotiate

price (all 549-4344 after six.

tf3-3

\ll men who moved out of (hadbourne

in Jan and did .;* move to Hamlin |
notlfv

Marcus by Mar 10 If you want to return In

MM

lobs on ships! Men women No ex

perience required Kxc pay world travel

send $-• lor info Seafax. Box I23»—MB.

Seattle Washing 96111

(Ml changes, tune up* repairs, while you

sleep Open 24 hra Certified mechanic on

dutv \t Spencer* Mobil next to Post

Office
tf3-l

Ivicpttonal opportunity • Mm extra

monev part lime Tremendous potential

No obligation ( all Mrs Norris for ap-

pointment 594-4304.

MM
RIDE WANTED

FOR RENT
SKIING

FOR SALE

If vou have a 40 or 50 hp VW engine for

sale, please call 445-3212.
tf3-3

Klec stove $65. and refrig $30 for sale

Old hut in fine working order. Call Gil 545-

0NI3 or I-340-4O97 eves
MM

PERSONAL

Have vou got what it lakes lo be an

Anger Angel High!
2-2

I bedroom house, excellent condition,

immediate occupancy, (all between 4:00

- 6 39 p m 564 3126. Sfclbiskl Real K.stale

3-8

( olonlalVHI .2bedrm Xpr I or sooner

option lorenew lease In Sep! (all Bob 2«J-

"**
113-6

Mavtag washing machine w/20' extra

drain ho*e. excellent condition. $40

delivered. $SO pick-up Coll 527-1972

weekend* . .MM

Kllen A Co. Thankx lor the bed A board

Said Id pay you back Sometime again

Eric M-%

One bedroom apartment Pufflon

Milage immediate. $166 (all 549-4707

200 MM Samigon I. ens $40:

Stereo Camera $50. 542-5354.

Revere

3-2

Musi sell beloved 66 Shelby OT 350. hand

built in Texas factory, all ( obra goodys

Xsking $ 1700. (all Ken at 545-0045 or after

5-546-7535. , .MM

Kvery Friday nlte movies at Hampden

D ( This week lee Marvin. Jane f onda

in CfM Ballou plus Road Runner Short,

showing at 6 * 10.

limited no single rooms comp furn.

full kitch fac. It all utll. 2 min walk to

Iniv Mark 549-1233 days.
113-2

Ski Klllmgton - slay al the Troika

lodge — $7/nl — $30/«kl week Kull kH-

chen prlvelegesDKI.ETE
Ski Kllltngton - *lav at the Troika

I odge - $7/nl — $30/ ski week Kull

kitchen privilege* Inc (all i aj2) 422-3491

for reservations.
113-21

SERVICES

\mhersl \udio *ervices. *tereo com-

ponent* tape deck* for home or cor 197

No Pleasant si.. 254-6133

tfsem

MOVIES

Hide needed from Northampton. 6:30

a m and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday

Will pay (all Marjory. 5M-3394
MM

AUTO-AST ROLOOY

Mar* Is in Taurus sev tiling the sun in

Pisces This allows for a smooth con-

trolled, practical energv \ fine time lo

ihnk vour car's pollution -control valves

and also the carburetor — it could be

giving vou unnecessary trouble Come lo

Spencer * Mobil, next to Post Office
3-2

APT. SUBLET

Fred Thoma* where are you" Call 527-

1526 or drop in. Rog . HI Charly. "C.J.

you're nice people.

(harming 4 rm apt In 200 yr. old house.

Sugarloaf St So Deerfield 10 min* from

Iniv $l vi month call 6-1523

If3-3

LOST: REWARD
Albums * Tapes - Rrltlah \lbums.

American Album*. Bootleg Albums 6-

Track slereo tapes $2.99. all the latest

Saver 546-6063 nite.

To Rapid Robert. I love you very much

from your loyal and devoted 'pef.
3-Z

Gibson Dove - Six String Guitar cherry

sunburst finish, adjustable bridge.

w/\rchcrafl case. $250/offer 2S3:»«3

(' D Aren't vou even curious? If I had a

«ecrel admirer, Id be curious Let's tee

some Initiative! The Phantom.

Reward for 1 pr boots lost Sal. eve 2/26

•t 5: 30 p.m. In Boyden mens locker room

$15 no questions. Call 253-7291 or via note

at IC 1. * F.
H3-3

Don't fight the crowds al the SI ( ome
to Hampden l)( . on Frl . Mar 3 See (at

Ballou and Road Runner Cartoon Al 6 A
10

113-3

TERM PAPERS

Duality Research and Reference

materials. Originals and copies IPX.

Rm 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 V
Pleasant St 256-6106

tf3-24

F.rho Hill Townhouae available now.

sublease until Aug 39. Faculty -staff

preferred (all 515-0400. Ext. 25 during

normal working hrs.

M
LOST

Red A gold brocade eyeglaas case

containing brown-rimmed glasses and a

flic pen Thur* nlte in the S.I ( ontact 544-

4725
MM

Harmony amp reverb-tremelo. Gensen

speakers. 2 chanls . In brand new rood

l^st interest New. coal over $400 Ask

$200 Joe 6-6659 g^

Jacques: Que tu es Ires drole - Je

voudrais de connaitre plus Ecrivei" Box

Small brown leather change purse, ring

enclosed of obvious value (ienerou*

reward offered If found call 445-2440

immediately.
If3-1

LOST AND FOUND

LOST: LOST! FOl/ND??" To the

person who gave ride to 3 bitch hikers

Mon.. we left a bag In the Volvo Please

call 544-7162 or 544-7140.

MM

WANTED TO BUY

IS and foreign coins and stamps
bought, sold, traded K*tlmate« and ap-

praisals Bob Murrin. 224 Hamlin House or

P.O. Rax 104. Amherst.
MM

_ MARRIAGE IN MIND?
'««.. Belcherlown.

tf3-2 TYPING AARDVARKS

Mlrocord pwSO turntable new $150 Will

sell for $100. (all 546-4017

Wanted I w. f. must be over 21 Into

Scotch A H20. Call 4AM9 between 4:30 -
6:00 p.m. oak for Dave.

Typing — theses, dlasertollons. etc.

fast: accurate Proofreading, editing If

rlesired. Have (ireek A Science symbols

.53-3001.
tfsem

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS IS

COMING TO GET YOL . .

3-2

Diamond engagement A wedding rings

Buy direct from leading manufacturer

Quality, high fashion completely

guaranteed ring*, (all 544-4434

Pioneer SX-770 Receiver, excellent

condition. 16 months leR on warranty

I Mi mi or best offer Tim 323-4456.

Reward! For the one who brings bach

my beautiful green A white shawl No

questions - only smiles. Call Krlaten 549-

1456 evenings.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
STEREO EQUIPMENT

63 VW convert. All new engine parts,

carb. tires, muffler. Iran* convl top

must sell Immed. Call 549 6336 birfita.

To Field and Grayson

return! Others beware!

"Oreo" will

in:

Act early. List of 9H Western National

Park Fmployers — experience un-

necessary . 250. PJS 70M 1000 Ploia. State

( ollege. Pa. 16601
tf3-6

Kenwood 90W Receiver, excellent

condition. $150 or best offer. Call S-0IIS.

ask for Ira.
MM

HELP WANTED

SUBMARINE RACES

THAT'S RHiHT FOLK*! IT S THE
BFATLES YELLOW 81 BMARINF
SAT. EVENING. MAR. 4. MAHAR. 6. 6.

14. MIDMTE. BRING A FRIEND! A

(.(MID TIMF. rOR ALL.
113-3

Pressman needed to run Davidson i In
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Notices
ANGEL FLIGHT
Angles Important meeting tonight,

i

7 p.m. Dickinson. To complete plans

(or Rush and Movie.

AUTOMOTIVE WORKSHOP
Come help start a student Senate

funded automotive workshop. 1st

meeting tonight, S.U. old bookstore

across from the Hatch. 7:30.

BAHA'I CLUB
Meeting Sun. March 5 at 5:00.

"Road Show" rehearsal will follow at

7:00 in CC. Check schedule for Rm f.

BRIDGE CLUB
There will be bridge play tonight at

7:00 p.m. in Rm 904 CC.

CAFE SABRE
Coming soon.

C.E.Q.
Table will be set up in CC Thurs.

Help do something to save 80 million

acres of Alaska land.

CHEMISTRY 210 Fall 72

Students please drop your water

analysis results in Dr. Siggia's office

as soon as possible.

CIVILIAN MILITARY RELATIONS
LECTURE
Or Samuel P. Huntington, Prof, of

Gov't, at Harvard to speak on

"American Military Power: Present

Crisis and Future Challenge" Thurs.

March 2 in Mahar Aud. 8:15.

COMMUTERS
Today is the rerun of the Com

muter election for the Student

Senate Vote in the Dukes Rm of the

S U 95:30.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Very important meeting AM in

vited. We'll see what we can do about

SOS Please come. CC Rm. 175 9

p.m. For more details, contact Gary

Gomes, 6 8677

CUSP
Psych majors There will be a

meeting Thurs. night at 7 30 in

Rent-Fee

Committee
Notice

The Rents and Fees Committee
of the Student Senate is currently

kirn student feelings on the

possible fee increases for next

yetf Any students opposed to an
increase and would like the

committee to fight them are urged

to sign the letter requesting such

action You may sign at the

committee table on the concourse

level of the Campus Center
anytime during the rest of this

week or cut the letter out of today's

< ollegian and bring it to the table

Bartlett 15. All welcome We're

always looking for new ideas.

FENCING CLUB
The Fencing Club will meet tonight

in Rm 8, WoPE from 7 9. All mem
bers must attend.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Community dinner fruit, nuts,

cheese. 19th floor JQA. Thurs. at

5:30. Dinners are every other Thurs.

New women welcome.

HANK'S CLASS
Will meet at the same time and in

the same place. 7:00 tonight. Corneas

you are.

HILLEL
Meeting tonight, 6:30 Hillel Center

All welcome.

JUMP INTO SPRING
The snow's soft now, but the spring

is warm! Come see us at Turner's

Falls Airport or leave requests in

RSO 318.

LECTURE
Dr. John R. Elkins from Bluefield

State College, Va., will speak about

"A Chemical Approach to Chestnut

Blight" at 11:00 a.m., Tues. Mar. 14

at Fernald Hall.

N.E.S.

The Thurs. bus to Springfield will

leave at 2:30 every week due to

recreational programs.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Harold Feinstein's photography

workshops will meet at 1:30 and 6:30

Fri. in the old library of the Ed.

School.

POETRY READING
A poetry reading, Mar. 2, 8:00 p.m.

in SBA 120. Four poets from

Wisconsin: Stephen Lewis; James
Hazard; Roger Mitchell; Susan

Firer. Sponsored by MFA in English.

SIGMA A M FILM
We all live in a "Yellow Sub

marine." Come and join us Sat.

evening, Mar. 4 in Mahar with the

Beatles and maybe even the Rolling

Stones! 6008:00 10:00 and midnite.

SKI PATROL
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in CC 162.

Fred please bring the catalogue.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
7 p.m. Rm. 917 CC Mini seminars

on various aspects of Gay Life in

eluding workshop for new members.

All welcome.

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM
Anyone interested in Ayn Rand's

philosophy is invited to meet in Rm
801 at 7.30 Mar. 2.

STUDENTS OFFERING SUPPORT
Meeting of all members and

students interested in the Belcher

town State School Mon. night at 7:30

in the S.U. Dining Rms.

SUMMER CAMP INTERVIEWS
Interviews for Jewish Summer

Camp Counselorships will be Fri.

Call Tina, 549 1365 for info.

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION

Individual checking every Sun. 2-5

p.m. in CC. Check Info sheets or the

info desk to find out where. Advanced

meetings are discussions on

Meditation and a lecture each week.

Sun. 8:00 CC. Check daily schedule.

UMASS TAE KWON DO CLUB
Meeting this afternoon at 3:30 in

the Commonwealth Rm., S.U. All

people interested in learning the art

of Korean Karate are welcome to

attend. No experience necessary.

usee
There will be a general meeting on

Sun. at 7 in the Colonial Lounge.

Tuition plans will be discussed.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYW*Y

Aquar.us requires the stimulus ot

challenge Nat.ves ot this rodiacal sign

are never finished with the learning

process No matter what the

chronological age. Aquarius can remain

constantly youthful through study and the

investigation ot metaphysical subjects

Astrology >s a special favorite ot

Aquarians Some famous persons born

under this sign include Tom Smothers.

Paddy Chayevsky and Carol Charming
• • •

ARIES (March Jl April l»> Don't be

deceived by apparent rebuM You are

making headway M personal and

professional areas Key .s to understand

one who seems gruff You are being

tested Listen, observe and learn

TAURUS (April 70 May ?0) Tread

l,qhtly Maintain low protil Get basic

issues settled in quiet efficient manner

Avoid extremes Dealings with Capricorn

indicated EMorts made m recent past

could provide fulfillment

GEMINI (May Jl Jurie 70) Don't

permit those who lack imagination to

dampen your creative urges You have

chance now to broaden sphere of m
fluence Anes figures prominently Make

amends to young person for recent,

unintentional slight

CANCER (June 21 July 17) if you

nsist on old methods, you will find

yourself m rut Different, original ap

proach is necessary for progress Act

accordingly Leo is m picture Check

property including plumbing and other

basics

LEO. July 71 Aug ??) Co operate with

Cancer born individual Accent is on

movement, ideas, intuitive intellect

Answers are found m out of way places

Forqet qrudge against relative You'll be

happier as result Message w.ll be

clarified

VIRGO (Aug 73 Sept 77) You ad

versary now is tendency to be en

travaqant Key is to try many avenues of

•ssion However, strive to focus on

scattered Conserve assets Donf give up

something of value tor mere promise

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 77) Check

details Apparent minor matters may be

more important than imagined You have

fine opportunity to straighten out

property dispute Key is to present case

with air of quiet confidence Family

member will concede

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Make
changes without throwing out past

lessons Be creative, not confused Speak

up. but don't promote senseless

arguments People now confide in you

Maintain dignity Be a good listener

Then you make solid gam
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

What appeared a financial problem will

be resolved You are not without allies

You discover meaning of goodwill,

friendship You are aided because you

helped someone m recent past

CAPRICORN (Dec 77 Jan 19) You

may be trying to e»pand too quickly Get

realistic picture Accent now is on how to

achieve goal Professional superior is

willing to lend helping hand Pisces is in

picture You can streamline procedures

AQUARIUS (Jan 70 Feb 18) Path is

cleared tor you Older persons take a

i.mng and you get proper credentials

Express appreciation in writing Plan

advertising program Spread message

Loved one has right to degree of privacy

PISCES (Feb 1» March 70) You gain

by ioinmg forces with Capricorn

Friendship can blossom Money situation

improves Communication lines are

opened What was a mystery is solved

Delve beneath surface indications

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are musical, sensitive to moods of others.

capable of expressing yourself through

written word and dramatic qesture

Home adjustment is indicated, with

possible change of residence September

and November are key months for you m
1V77

Copyright 1977. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

PEANUTS

those years mFhris were to

be among the finest of her life.

Looking back, she once nemark»?4

"Those years in Paris were among

the finest of my life." That was

what she said when she looked

back upon those years in Paris

ACROSS

1 Tartan

pattern

6 Desert

dwellers

11 Vulgar

12 Intertwining

14 Repetition

15 Backbone

17 Man's

nickname

18 Anger

19 Bogged down

20 Away

21 Pronoun

22 Mans name

23 Beverage

(pi)

24 Built

26 Waste

silk fibers

27 Raised

28 Muse of

history

29 Plumlihe

(ruit (pi )

31 Wider

34 Containers

35 Liberates

36 A state (abbr

)

37 Beam
38 Solos

39 Outfit

40 Indefinite

article

41 Iroquoian

Indians

42 Countenance

43 Longs for

45 Chooses

47 Cut of meat

48 Eats

DOWN

1 More indigent

2 Tardy

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

13

16

19

20

22

23

25

26

28

29

Exist

Exists

Fondly hoped

Foreign

Part of shoe

High card

Prefix: twice

Traps

Felony

Sheen

Urge on

Partners

Inundation

Land
measure (pi )

Assumed
name
Black wood

Masses of

floating ice

Folded

Wander
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30 Climbing
plants

31 Kind of

cheese

32 Ejects

33 Rants

35 Search

a person

I

38 Wild buffalo

ot India

39 Speed
contest

41 Before

42 Marsh
44 Near
46 Chinese

mile

Distr. by I'nited Feature Syndicate. Inc

where she spent some of the

finest years of her life.
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Gymnasts End Season In Big Way
BvJANKCKOOK

PHILADELPHIA-The UMass
Varsity Gymnastics team closed

their dual meet season Tuesday

night by crushing Temple, 152.9-

148.65. In doing so, the Redmen
have greatly enhanced their

chances of a high finish in the East.

The meet was surprisingly one-

sided, with UMass winning four out

come away with such an over-

whelming victory. Temple's low

team score was due mainly to

specialist Mark Musy's absence,

leaving an irreplaceable gap in the

Owl line-up. Overall

Massachusetts had some disap-

pointing breaks, but fortunately

the underclassmen came through

with important scores, giving the

JOHN CALABRIA is shown here in midair as he goes through his

floor exercise.

of six events by large margins, and

rapturing twelve of eighteen

places The Redmen were ex-

pected to have a slight edge at

Temple, but the 4-plus killing was

totally unpredicted

A decent effort by the Redmen.

coupled with Temple's below-par

performance, enabled UMass to

Redmen the necessary depth to

win. and definitely an optimistic

outlook for next year

Due to injury and line-up

juggling, UMass entered only two

men in the all around event

Temple's sensation Mel Hill won
first place honors with a 50 55 total,

followed by Scuderi's 49.05, and

Vacca's 48.85.

High scorer for UMass was Jay

Thompsen. who had a beautiful 9.2

vault. Right behind him was
cocaptain Tony Vacca earning a

9.15 on longhorse and a 9.0 on the

high bar. One other Redman
bettered the 9.0 mark as Jay

Aronstein won still rings with a

9.15.

Floor exercise started off pretty

shaky for the Redmen where they

scored a full point below their

normal event score. John Calabria

and Jack Berner led the Redmen,
each scoring 8.75, placing them in a

3-way tie for second. Mel Hill of

Temple hit for a clean 9.1 in his

best event to take first. In an event

where UMass can usually hold

their own, they lost .3 of a point,

and since the entire meet was
expected to have been decided by

as much, it got pretty tense!

The sidehorse team proved a

little erratic again, scoring only

24.0 points, but Temple could only

manage a feeble 23.15. Rich

Seikunas and Steve Scuderi turned

in nice 8.25 and 8. '5 routines;

Seikunas' good for first place.

UMass picked up 55 of a point

here, a lead they would never

relinquish, but continually in-

crease on each event.

Still rings was all Jay Aronstein:

His sensational 9 15 was a full .65 of

a point away from his nearest

competitor. Danny Spier came
through for the Redmen with a nice

8.5 performance, trying for second

place with Temple's Rich Tobin

The UMass vaulting team had a

fantastic night, totalling a high

27.25. and picking up another .55 of

a point. Jay Thompsen led the

Redmen, sticking his 9.2 vault,

closely followed by Tony Vacca's

9.15. Temple's Nasveschuk tied

with Vacca for second with an

equally fine vault.

Parallel bars was surprisingly

weak for UMass, as they only

scored 24.85, but Temple's
outrageously low total of 22.8 gave

it was about two points below

average, but the Redmen's more
balanced attack of Scuderi, Vacca,

and Genest enabled them to pick

up a full 2 points.

Massachusetts lost the high bar

event, scoring only 25.80, which is

low for them on usually one of their

strongest events. Tony Vacca tied

for first with Temple's Nasveschuk

JAY THOMPSEN, shown here in gymnastics action, played a big

role in the important UMass win over Temple. He led the way in

vaulting with a 9.2.

Could This Be Eddie Kasko

the Redmen fans plenty of

breathing room.

Temple took first and third in the

event with their all-around men.

Mel Hill and Dennis Seidel scoring

8 9 and 8 2. but didn't have a decent

third team score, making their

event total so low UMass' p-bars

wasn't exactly sensational, in fact

with a 9.0, beautifully mailing his

double-twisting flyaway. Dennis

Seidel from Temple took third with

his 8.75 routine

This was an extremely im-

portant win for the Redmen A loss

here would have killed their

chance for a second place finish in

the East

By ROY LYONS
The eternal optimism that

pervades the warm and sunny

climates of Florida and the far

southwest has made its annual

emergence. Spring training is

getting underway, and as usual the

pie in the sky aspirations are ap-

parent everywhere. In many
respects it is quite understandable

Defeatist attitudes seldom result in

winning seasons, and Horatio

Alger stories are not unknown in

the annuls of major league

baseball.

Ask anyone who helped tear up

the turf in Shea Stadium in '69

when the Miracle Mets won it all

Ask anyone who was in Kenmore

Square five seasons ago when the

Red Sox on the pennant Carl

Yazstremski had just concluded a

season that made Horatio's feats

look like kids' stuff. Men of lesser

fame and. not coincidentally, less

ability all seemed to perform as

destiny had predicted.

Jose Tartabull will never be

mistaken for Hank Aaron, nor Jim

Lonborg for Tom Seaver Un-

doubtedly these miraculous once in

a lifetime achievements have a

great influence on the perpetual

optimism of the major league

managers, but aren't their rosy

outlooks getting rather trite? Just

once I'd like to see some
refreshingly different dialogue

Maybe something like this:

REPORTER: You were a real

pennant contender last season. Do
you think this might be the year

you put it all together9

MANAGER: Are you kidding9

OPEN
HOUSE

With the problems we have, we'll

be lucky to make the first division.

REPORTER: Why do you say

that9 What about that super trade

you made in the off season?

MANAGER: Yeah, that was

great. A rag arm pitcher and a

stone fingered first baseman for

half our starting infield.

REPORTER: I saw the squad

doing sprints yesterday. They

seem to be in terrific shape

MANAGER: Sure, the ones you

saw are. Trouble is most of the

starters weren't there They were

all in the sauna trying to get off

enough extra baggage to start

sprinting

REPORTER: What about your

exhibition record? You're ten and

one so far Two days ago I saw you

guys beat Baltimore What about

that?

MANAGER: Oh. we beat them

all right. Except for Robinson,

Belanger, Powell. Hendricks.

Blair, and Buford they had their

starting line-up in there against us.

Phys Ed. Schedules

WOMEN'S PHYS.
DRIVING RANGE
Monday through Friday

Saturday
WOMEN'S PHYS. ED. GYMNASIUM
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday

Saturday

ED. WEIGHT TRAINING ROOM/GOLF

3:30p.m. to6:00p.m.

7:00p.m. to9:00 p.m.

1:00p.m. to4:00 p.m.

7:00p.m. to9:00 p.m.

1:00p.m. to4:00 p.m.

t^i^uw^uwtw^^
OPEN HOUSE
Phi Mu Delta

Frat/Sor Park

Friday, March 3

8:00 p.m. — 2 a.m.

at

ZETA
NU

MIDNITE
• If

** *S,

Thursday, March 2

8:30 — ?

•

HjY

MOVIE
F0I MILTS ONLY

Box OH let Open* at 11:30

Admission Price: Students with

Discount Card S 1 .00— Everyon* else 1 1 .50

'A Fun Drama About a Swinging Lady I

"

Judith Christ— N.Y. Mag.

VIXEN
:****!«

Call 256-6411

CAMPUS Amherst-Had lay Lir

CINEMA

A13JVS OaDIW »ffH
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PC Bombs Skaters, 7-3

NIXON WAS THE ONE-That's PCs Jeff Nixon guarding his

domain in front of goaltender Brian Reynolds. It looks like Reynolds

is ready to guillotine I Mass' Lonnie Avery, but is really waving to

the crowd. (MIX' photo by Alan Chapman)

Frosh Hoopsters Win
_ ......... i Ianlira ..„.>nkac Kn» Uhrwtv was esnec l.illv
Bv FRANK ANT081EWM /

Last Tuesday evening, before the

continuous heckling of a ram-

bunctious Khody corner, the UMass
freshman basketball roared over

the Rhode Island frosh. 9-J-86. in a

record setting performance A long

standing team record held by the

1964 85 freshman unit, which

avenged BIO points/game, was

masta the present

frosh. which needed just n points

in two games seored M with still a

,me to go The little Redmen
have been averaging a sensational

pts g. while limiting their

vie tims to 71 8 pt-

The frosh took control right from

the start amassing an early 16-7

lead, with Mike Flanagan suppling

the early firepower: but the tough

Rams forged back, behind the NtV
Jersey boys. 6'3 Randy Hughes and

Minetti, to creep within

lour at the half The little Redmen
had some trouble guarding the

taller Rams, allowing them to stay

close, but not take the lead.

In the second stanza, after a slow

start, the frosh cagers pulled away

to a nine point lead behind the

leadership of sharpshooter. Bill

Endicott The defensive ability of

the Redmen shone through in the

second half, as the taller Rams
were denied the chance to close the

scoring gap Dave Dibble, once

again came through in the clutch,

replacing John Murphy, who was

in foul trouble, and aided the cause

by chipping in with 3 buckets and a

fine defensive effort.

This rematch of next year's

varsity Yankee Conference foes,

was a very rough and tightly

contested battle, but the dribblers

coolly continued to retain the edge

which they never relinquished

Fouls, added to the woes of both

coaches, but Rhody was especially

hard hit as four of five of their

starters fouled out. as compared to

onlv two. John Murphy and Jim

Burke for UMass The Rhody frosh

have a tendency to leave the game
early, as can be seen by the fact

that BUI Bird. Hughes and Minetti

fouled out both times they have

ad the hoopster

Balanced scoring and reboun

ding which has become the

trademark of the frosh. once again

uled All five starters hit

double ligures while, four had

either six or seven rebounds

Kndicott led all scorers, canning 24

points, followed by Tom C.illams

and Flanagan, with 18 api*

Burke's 16 and Murphy's 12

rounded out the scoring of the

starting five Minetti. with 21. and

Hughes, with 20. led the Rams
charge The frosh hit a

phenomenal 56% of their field goal

attempts and startingly enough,

canned 30-33 charity hoops.

So. the devastation of the op-

position continues as the high

flying little Redmen travel to

Brown to take on another talented

Rhode Island based team, on

Saturday, in quest of the elusive

"undefeated season
- '
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By BILL BALLOC
Maybe it was because the game

didn't mean a thing. Maybe it was
because they were looking forward

to the playoff game on Saturday vs.

St Anselm's Maybe it was
because everyone was in a holiday

spirit with "the good weather.

Whatever it was, the UMass
varsity hockey team had it. and it

caused them to suffer a severe

case of the giveaways and literally

hand a 7-3 decision to the

Providence College Friars last

night at Orr Rink

There was no question that PC
had the Redmen in several

departments, the most obvious

being skating ability, but by no

means were they superior by four

goals. Some defensive lapses,

some non-existent backchecking,

and a couple of assists from the

famed Orr Rink backboards
resulted in the sad tale of woe.

I'nder normal circumstances,

one would look at the seven goals

on the scoreboard and im
mediately think evil thoughts

toward whoever was in goal. Well.

P J Flaherty was the man in goal

for UMass. and the only people

thinking evil thoughts toward him
were some frustrated Providence

shooters

The senior goaltender was
brilliant in the first two periods,

facing 33 shots and stopping 29 of

them However, he can't really be

faulted for any of the four goals

and some of his saves were on the

spectacular side

His counterpart. PC's Brian

Reynolds, was also brilliant in the

goal, as he stopped 25 of 28 UMass
shots during the course of the

game
Reynolds, a senior who hails

from Calgary in Canada, had come
into the match with the reputation

of being one of the top two or three

goaltenders in the East and he did

nothing to make I Mass fans think

any differently

He set the tone of things to come
when at the 2 50 mark of the first

period he made a big save on left

wing Dan Reidy who had come
busting in alone off the left side

In fact, the opening minutes of

that first stanza served more as a

showcase of skills for the two

opposing goalkeepers than a

display the tight playoff style

hockey that both teams will have to

play when the big post season

games roll around.

Despite the great goaltending,

each team was able to find the net

one time, with PC's John Martin

scoring at the 6:12 mark and Jack
Edwards getting that one back on a

power play at 19:32.

Edwards continued to fly as the

second period started, and missed

on a breakaway at 1:28 before

finally stuffing a three footer past

Reynolds at 2:13 to give the
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Nicklaus Is Tourney Favonte
MIAMI AP-Jack Nicklaus

primed and ready to take over

Arnold Palmer's spot as golf's all

time leading money winner,

loomed as the man to beat in the

$150,000 Doral-Eastern Open,
beginning Thursday
The 32-year old Nicklaus, now in

his 11th year on the pro tour,

pushed his career total to

$1,447,030.86 with his second place

finish in Jackie Gleason's In-

verrarry Classic last week and now

is within one big step of overtaking

Palmer

Notice
Reservations are required at all

tines for use of the Women's
Physical Education Gymnasium
and may be made one day in ad

vance Example Make reser-

vation for Thursday on Wed
nesday, for Saturday on Friday

Morning and for Monday on Friday

afternoon All reservations must

be made in person at the Women's
Physical Education Main Office,

starting at 8:30 am Reservations

for Monday can only be made after

1 :00p.m. on Fridays Reservations

are limited to one per day per

group

Redmen a 2-1 lead, their only lead of

the game.
From that point onward, it was

all downhill for UMass. Len Alsfeld

trickled in a five footer at 5 : 23 to tie

the game up and Dave Kelly put

PC ahead 3-2 on a fluke goal at the

6:25 mark
On the Kelly goal, the puck was

dumped into the UMass zone from

center ice and was traveling

around the chain link fence above

the boards when it hit a stanchion

at an odd angle and bounced right

out in front of the net to Kelly

Flaherty was still waiting in back

of his cage to stop the puck as it

wt:it by and had no chance.

With just 22 seconds left in the

middle period the Friars scored

what proved to be the w inning goal

as the puck took another weird

bounce off the boards right onto the

stick of PC's Sean Shanahan This

time Flaherty was in position but

couldn't stop the freshman forward

and it was 4-2

The third period was an exercise

in futility for Flaherty and his

mates as they virtually handed the

Friars three" goals and the game
Even so, there was some good

news in this final period of the

regular season and it came off the

stick of Pat Keenan
The junior center, who had

scored a record tying 28 goals

coming into the game, fired home a

forty foot slapshot on a power play

at the 5:39 mark to record his 29th

goal and break the record he set

last year
It not only marked the record

breaker, but marked the end of a

six game scoring drought that

through two periods had shown

signs of continuing. But Keenan
rammed home the shot off the

inside x>f the post to Reynold's

glove side and the pressure was
finally off.

Keenan's solo goal, and Edwards
two were hardly enough to offset

the seven PC scores. With the

playoffs coming up and every

game being more or less "sudden

death", the Redmen can't afford
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SPORTS
the luxury of giving up seven goals

This was their last chance for

mistakes, as the playoffs start this

Saturday at Orr Rink against St.

Anselms. Game time is 3 PM.

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

NO. IT DIDN'T go in. and in fact it didn't even stay in the rink. Pat

Keenan of the Redmen. who later scored a record breaking 29th goal,

completely missed the net on this breakaway and put the puck in the

crowd. (Photo by Alan Chapman)

Leaman Hopes For Rhody Help

The Golden Bear must win to do

it.

He trails Palmer by $24,185.97 on

the all time list. First prize here is

$30,000.

And Palmer, stung by one of his

poorest performances in recent

years, is taking the week off

Palmer. 10 years older than

Nicklaus and now in his 18th

professional season, won only $400

last week and beat only one man in

the field with finishing rounds of 80

and 79 The 80 was his highest score

in almost three years

By EARLE BARROLL
Dave Pemberton of New Hampshire was terrible

when the Wildcats played the Redmen at the Cage a

couple of weeks back. Peter Gavitt of Maine was
likewise just as bad when the Black Bears were

smothered at the Cage last week.

But this has been the trend of the Yankee Con

ference this season. No team and no individual has

been able to master any form of coherent play on the

road.

However, if the UMass basketball team is to have

any chance of catching Rhode Island for a fifth

consecutive Conference Championship, the two

players mentioned above and their teammates are

going to have to change the course of history.

That's what Jack Leaman was hoping at yester-

day's Varsity M Club luncheon, a day after his team

lost the lead to Rhody on a "normal night" on the

road.

"We're in trouble with Rhode Island at home

against New Hampshire and Maine," he said. "Twice

this season we let them back into the race and maybe

they'll be kind to us and return the favor we gave

them."
If not, "This will be the first time in five years that I

won't be able to put a plaque on the wall in my of-

fice," Leaman said. "I've been making room for it all

season and I just may have to put a picture of Jim

Mulcahy (Varsity M Club President) up in its place.'

Leaman is pretty amazed at how well his team has

played at home and how poorly they've played on the

road. "It must be a mental situation," he

hypothesized. "We just can't generate any movement
on the road. It's really something that we can score

over a 100 points at the Cage which everyone is trying

to tear down and yet not be able to score 60 points in

the new gyms we play in on the road."

As for the Rhody game itself, Leaman felt the

turning point was wherr Al Skinner fouled out two

minutes into the second half In the first half Al had 15

points and his board work was exceptional against

the big Ram front line. And without him, "We lost

what offense we had up front all night," Leaman
noted.

Optimistically Leaman said, "I don't think they're

(URI) a team that can't be beaten. I'm just hoping

that Pemberton and Gavitt have big games."
He also cited the UNH travesty as the big game that

led to Rhode Island's taking over the league lead.

"Rhode Island was coming off two big 40-point losses

to us and Temple when we went up to play UNH," he

said. "Their next game was at UConn and I was
looking for them to have a let down there.

"But as soon as we lost to UNH (on a Thursday) it

gave tnem the incentive to play well at Storrs on

Saturday."

Leaman brought his two "body guards" with him,

centers Charlie Peters and Tom Austin...two com-
pletely different ball players, but Leaman just may
have the solution to finding the complete center:

"I have too find a machine and put these two in,

scramble them up and hope that either Peters' body

comes out with the speed and agility of Austin or

Austin's body comes out with Peters' aggression."
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Fac-Sen OK's Teacher Evaluation Comm.
ByJIMDEMPSEY

A motion from Vice Chancellor

Robert Gluckstern, establishing an

Ad Hoc Committee on Teaching

Evaluation and Improvement, was
passed yesterday by the Facutly-

Senate.

In their Thursday afternoon

session, the Senate also endorsed a

motion strongly urging the

Governor, the State Legislature

and the University Administration

to maintain tuition at its present

$200 annual level for in-state un-

dergraduate students, and heard a

program report from the Chan-

cellor Search Committee.

The Ad Hoc Committee would
serve as an advisory body for the

Provost's Office on matters of

teaching improvement, reporting

their findings four times each year.

It would also develop plans for

administering student question-

naires for the evaluation of

University teaching and establish

criteria for judging the results of

such polls.

Professor Solomon Barkin
proposed an amendment to this

motion to eliminate the evaluation

aspect and focus more attention on

teaching improvements. "Until we
work to improve teaching here.

evaluation wouldn't be useful,"

Barkin complained
His amendment would work to

rechannel evaluation time, money,
and energy. Citing the "brash,

immature evaluation
proceduress" of the past, Barkin

noted the need for either new
methods or none at all. The
statistical department was named
as the major beneficiary of an
evaluation. It would annually
provide statistical students the

opportunity to improve their

proficiency in this area -as did last

year's publication.

Barkin's feeling was that

Massachusetts Atty. Gen. Quinn met with students in the S.U. Ballroom * s
V
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mer protection has made significant strides .... but it still has a long way to go." (MDC Photo by Alan

sumer protection

Chapman)
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The Senate endorsed another

motion, that will be presented to

the Massachusetts Legislature on

Tuesday-urging the Com-
monwealth's top officials to retain

the current $200 per year tuition fee

for in-state undergraduate
students.

This also provides for the

assignment of all fees collected

from Out-of-State students to be

assigned to a trust fund for

scholarship aid. This would benefit

students attending public in-

stitutions in Massachusetts.

Chairman of the Chancellor

Search Committee, Professor

Harold Gordon informed the

Senate that of an original 80 can-

didates for the Chancellor's post

here in Amherst, there are seven

nominees remaining. The
Screening Process was completed

by several subcommittees. With

the deadline three weeks away,

meetings with the nominees have

been scheduled The seven, from

various colleges across the nation,

have been invited to visit the

campus. One candidate was in

town yesterday.

Professor Warren Litsky issued

a vibrant "Hallelujah", as two

years of debate and lengthy

discussion came to an end The
name of the Department of En-

vironmental Sciences was for-

< Continued on Page 2)

responses to previous question-

naires have not been self-

generated by the students. Their

opinions have been influenced by

the views of others, such as the

campus leaders and University

officials.

Senator Ellen Gerber, arguing

against Professor Barkin's

statements, thought the proposal

was valid, if only for the fact that it

was establishing an office "to do

the job right " Last year, the task

was a rather haphazard affair,

involving a certain amount of

injustice, according to Gerber.

Professor Zina Tillona added her

support, welcoming the idea of a

specific office to organize and

operate evaluation procedures.

She firmly believes in student

questionnaires, but strongly

disapproves of "bad" question-

naires

Professor Terence Burke urged

the Faculty Senate to accept such

an ongoing evaluation, assuring

those faculty members who felt

threatened by the proposal, that it

would 1 ) leave its initiation at the

faculty level; 2) provide for ad

ministration of procedures by the

Committee; 3) provide for this

Committee to be responsible to the

Senate on these matters

Professor Barkin's statement

was defeated and Vice Chancellor

Gluckstern's original motion was
passed

Quinn Says Budget

Cuts Unjustified;

Consumerism Growing
Bv MARK VOGLER

Massachusetts Atty. Gen." Robert H Quinn told a crowd of 200 in the

Student Union Ballroom last night that consumer protection has made

significant strides in the past, but still has a long way to go

"Consumerism is not a fad." Quinn said to his audience "It's not a

campus craze that will be in here one eyar and out the next We can't rely

on government alone to do the job. we need the help of volunteering

groups from all over."

In reply to the inquiry of whether or not Quinn endorsed Gov Francis

Sargent's recommendation that UMass' requested budget be cut by 20%

and if the Governor was justified, Quinn answered: "I think that he was

less justified in cutting back the Belchertown budget requests to 40% But

I don't think that he was justified in either case

Quinn proudly asserted: "There was a time when a fellow by the name

of Quinn was Speaker of the House in Massachusetts And UMass didn't

have any budget cuts then, whether the Governor wanted them or not.'

Quinn, who made the statement the previous night that "students of the

University of Massachusetts are, by and large, apathetic and un

concerned" about the future of Massachusetts state government, made a

slight reference to his point to open his speech.

As he put it very bluntly: "Thank you for your more than apathetic

applause Judging from the size of the Student Union Ballroom, you don't

seem to constitute a very large audience."

Quinn said that the office of Attorney General was threefold in nature.

"It's a job of chief law enforcement officer of the Commonwealth, one as

lawyer for the government as representing the apex of legal argument

since most of the important issues must be resolved in high court, and

finally one of being a lawyer for the people- the government should and

does have an obligation to take a solid stance on behalf of the people", the

attorney general stated. ^
Quinn pointed out that there has been a change of attitude in the

government in regard to the consumer "The job of our office becomes

more and more challenging all the time. My office receives 300 com

plaints a day in regard to consumer protection. It becomes so crowded

that vou don't know whether you're in a suburb or an office," he said

"But it's going to need the cooperation of every citizen We're not out to

intimidate the businessman or landlord, for good practices on his part

will help him out. If you keep your customer happy, naturally he'll keep

coming back," the attorney general said.

In what appeared to be a very vague and dull speech on the topic of

consumerisn, was brought to life with a hot and heavy question and an-

swer period which featured an extensive dialogue between Quinn and

SOS. chairman Joe Sylvia.

Mentioning a hearing that took place in the Attorney Generals office in

the morning concerning Belchertown. Sylvia asked why the con-

stitutional rights for treatment cannot be predicated on a system of

voluntary admission.

(Continued on Page 2)
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Bromery Meets With SUG Board

Bv CHARLEY BERKOW
Acting Chancellor Randolph

Bromery indicated last night that

he would be in favor of setting up

meetings with representatives of

the Student Union Governing

Board to work out guidelines for

the use of his veto power over SUG
Board decisions.

Bromery spoke to and answered

questions from SUG Board

members for about 45 minutes last

night, most of that time spent

during open meeting.

Bromery appeared at the SUG
Board meeting to discuss his veto

power over the board's decisions.

In recent weeks, Bromery has

vetoed several amendments to the

SUG Board constitution.

Chairman David Booth recognizes a question from the floor at

yesterday's Faculty-Senate meeting. (MDC Photo by Alan Chap-

man)

Faculty Senate (Continued from Page 1)

mally changed to the Department

of Agricultural and Environmental

Microbiology, later in the meeting

Doctor Thomas Lessie strongly

opposed this motion, arguing that

the creation of a second
microbiology department on

campus would be seriously con-

fusing

The motion was passed in view of

the fact that the Committee on

Academic Matters had deliberated

on this issue for two years

A different version of a motion

by Professor Joseph Burroughs

concerning the Doctor Freida

Salzman case was tabled

Basically it would provide for a

hearing of the Salzman case. The
Senate body requested it be tabled

until a thorough study of the im-

portant related documents could

be conducted.

Atty. General Quinn
(Continued from Page 1)

Quinn denied any accusation of the sort and replied: "I and my staff

are very committed to the constitutional rights of those committed

voluntarily or otherwise. I don't believe that anybody in my office

released such a statement It happened on the best information that you

have which is second hand. To the best ofmy knowledge, it didn't happen

All I can say is that if I'm not doing my job, then I don't deserve to hold

office."

The S.O.S. chairman kept firing questions at the Attorney General, and

Quinn tried to shake them off until finally he asked Sylvia: "Are you a

prodige of Richard Howland? Because if you're not, you're doing a very

good job."

|

Quinn was asked how he contemplated running for governor. His

response Today I want to be the best possible attorney general that I

know how, and I think that 1974 will take care of itself."

Grass Drivers Are Better

PROVIDENCE (AP) — A for-

thcoming federal study indicates

that persons who drive autos under

the influence of marijuana are

more cautious and less aggressive

than drivers under the influence of

alcohol, according to the director

of the Injury Control Research

Laboratory here.

Dr. Robert McKelvey, says

further tests are planned to

determine the vigilance of

marijuana smokers over a 3 to 4

hour period behind the wheel of an
auto simulator machine

McKelvey says the tests, com-
pleted last June after a 10-month

study, do not mean that persons

under the influence of marijuana

are safer drivers than persons

drinking alcohol. "It's quite

possible that they are not as alert,"

he said Tuesday.
Complete findings of the study

will be released for publication in

a few weeks, after policy clearance

by the U.S. Department of Health.

Education and Welfare under
which the research lab operates.
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Bromery said that he would like

some type of constitutional

amendment which would allow

him to return SUG Board decisions

to the board for reconsideration.

In response to a question on

whether or not it would be possible

to make a provision for some type

of override to the Chancellor's veto

over SUG Board actions, Bromery

said that it is the Chancellor's

responsibility to the Board of

Trustees to exercise his veto when

necessary.

He said that he would not ap-

prove of his veto being restricted to

matters of fiscal responsibility, but

added that the veto should be used

only when there would be major

repercussions on policy issues.

Barry Cohen, Chairperson of

SUG Board, said later, "I don't

think that much can be done in a

full meeting." He said that the

major result of the meeting was to

let Bromery know what SUG Board
members were thinking and
feeling, and to let the members get

to know Bromery. Cohen felt that

most of this was accomplished

during the question and answer
period.

In other business, the board
agreed to budget about over $200

for telephones near the scheduling

office. It also discussed and
enacted several by-laws. Principle

among these was one to set the

quorum for standing SUG Board
committees at 50% plus 1.

2001 Came Early This Year

CAPE KENNEDY. Fla. (AP) — Bearing a

message for alien civilizations, America's Pioneer 10

rocketed away from earth Thursday night to start the

longest space flight ever attempted-a 21-month

odyssey to giant, baffling Jupiter and eventual

escape to travel forever through distant galaxies.

A 13-story tall, Atlas-Contaur rocaet Hashed

brilliantly in the night sky as it burst away from its

launch pad at 8:49 p.m. EST to thrust the payload

away from its home planet. The shot had been

postponed three times this week by strong high

altitude winds.

The three-stage rocket was to accelerate the

spacecraft to more than 31,000 miles an hour, nearly

7,000 miles faster than any previous space vehicle.

"All systems look good. We're proceeding on the

normal program," the launch control center reported

as the rocket rose toward space.

The National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration said it expected to know about an hour

after liftoff whether Pioneer 10 was on the proper

course to Jupiter, largest planet in the solar system.

If all goea as planned, Pioneer 10 will set many
space records.

It will be the fastest manmade object in space. It

will be the first to penetrate the asteroid belt, the first

to explore Jupiter and the first to leave our solar

system. It will relay radio data from a record

distance.

Unless it crashes into a space body or is captured

by outer space beings, scientists say it will wander

for eternity through other star systems, streaking

even farther from Earth.

On the remote chance it might one day be in-

tercepted by intelligent creatures of any other

civilization, it bears a gold plaque that tells in

drawings and scientific symbols when and from

where it was launched and by what kind of people.

Included are the figures of a nude man and woman,

the man's right hand raised in friendly gesture.

Four months into the flight, the 565-pound payload,

which is powered by four nuclear batteries, is to fly

into the asteroid belt which is composed of billions of

pieces of debris that orbit the Sun at distances from

170 million to 345 million miles. They range from dust

size to a 480-mile<liameter rock named Ceres.

The probe is to reach the vicinity of Jupiter on Dec.

2, 1973 As it skims to within 87,000 miles during a

four-day pass, 13 instruments are to probe many
secrets of this massive body, most of which are

concealed beneath dense, swirling clouds which form

pink and blue bands to give it the appearance of a

brightly-colored beach ball.

Scientists aren't even sure Jupiter has a surface.

Some feel that because of its high gravity, it may go

from a thick, gaseous atmosphere, down to oceans of

liquid hydrogen, to a slushy layer and then to a solid

hydrogen core.

It has more than twice the mass of all the other

planets combined, and it has violent, dynamic in-

ternal processes. Pioneer 10's chemical analysis

might shed some light on a theory that Jupiter may
be in a stage paralleling an early phase of Earth's the

stage when life began to appear.

In 11 or 12 years after launch, the craft would

become the first manmade device to escape the solar

system after it passes beyond the orbit of Pluto.

NASA hopes it will continue sending radio data on

interstellar space for five or six years after it leaves

Jupiter.

Concert Comm. To Support S.O.S.

The Concert Committee
proposed and unanimously sup-

ported a bill last night which called

for a "benefit concert" with the

Committee members "promising

to collect funds for SOS. (Students

Offering Support)."

Tn chairman Eliot Sherman
expressed hopes that this proposal

would replace a bill now before the

Student Senate to transfer $8,112

for the Spring Concert to SOS II,

however, the original bill is passed
next Wednesday night, the Concert
Committee will call for a student

referendum

The Southwest Assembly has
transferred $500 to the Concert
Committee, bringing the total

amount allocated to $8,621. The

expected budget is $12,000

Sherman believes that tran-

sferring the concert money to

S.O.S. is an "injustice to the

students " He stated. "It is

morally right and good to try to

clean up society, but there is no end

to the cleaning up that should be

done Students pay an activity tax

to be used for their own benefit and

this can best be accomplished here

on the UMass campus."
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Students For McGovern
Urged To Campaign In N.H.

The UMass Students for McGovern held their

weekly meeting on Wednesday night in the Campus
Onter UMass coordinator Held Fishman called

upon the members of the group to go to New Hamp-
shire to canvas again this weekend. He stressed a

need for people to get to the Salem area to bring out

support for the senator.

Ken Mousakowski, Western Mass. Student Coor-

dinator, told members that because of the recent drop

of popularity of Senator Muskie this is the time to

bring McGovern's stand to the people. He related

stories of how Muskie canvassers have had doors

slammed in their faces recently-this he said is

because of New Hampshire voters' negative reaction

to Muskie's emotional outburst on Saturday.

After Ken spoke, Reid introduced Javien Brey, who
is in the United States to work on an experimental

educational program. Mr. Brey hopes the program

will design, deliver, and evaluate the training of

volunteers engaged in the Massachusetts presidential

primary campaign. He explained that most volun-

teers do not know their work and vote directly helps

give their candidate the party's nomination. This is

the first time a training program of this type is being

offered. A similar program was done in 1968 in

Minnesota working with Gene McCarthy's volunteers.

That program did not use part-time volunteers but

the full-time workers found it very successful.

Next to speak was Mary Lavin of the Student

Mobilization Committee who talked about the

National Student Anti-War Conference held February
25-27 in New York City. Twenty people from UMass
attended the conference. Mr. Fishman then spoke

about the March 8 Women's International Day
March. He asked for a show of support for the March
and the vote was unanimously in favor. He reminded
the group that the next meeting will be held on March
8 at 8 p.m. in Room 917 of the Campus Center and that

all are invited.

Commentary

Rents And Fees, You Pay
Bv MICHAEL GREGORY

The Rents and Fees Committee

of the Student Senate is conducting

a drive for student support of their

efforts to try and stop fee increases

next fall. Unfortunately, not many
students understand the severity of

the situation.

All indications right now point to

an increase in room, health.

Campus Center, and telephone fees

along with possible increases in

board. For example, the 95%
projection of room occupancy has

not been realized this year and it is

doubtful it will be obtained next

year. This means that those who do
live in dormitories will have to foot

the bill for those who don't.

Recent increases in the rates for

telephone service will leave the

University about $40,000 in debt at

the end of this academic year

When the issue of the Campus
Center funding was discussed a

few years ago, the fee was ex-

pected to rise from $60 to $90 over a

four-year span

Judging from the response of the

students so far. it appears that the

committee's feelings are not the

feelings of the students on this

issue After four days of cam-

paigning only 3,500 signatures have

been received. Despite the poor

showing to date, it is the hope of the

committee that more students will

act soon.

The committee recognizes the

reasons for the increases,

especially those for housing but

they are seeking alternative ways
of raising money beside student

fees. Combining these possible

increases with a possible increase

in tuition, the committee feels an
excessive burden is being put on

the student

The time to act and have any
effect is upon students now If no
action is taken until the fees come
before the Trustees, there is very
little that can be done So, if

you have any sympathy with the

committee actions, please stop by
their table in the concourse level of

the Campus Center tomorrow and
sign the letter to Whitmore. Next
fall is too late to complain.

School Of Education

"Meeting Of The Minds'
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The first "meeting of the minds'"

of all interested in a general rap

session will take place this Friday

evening at 7 p.m. in the School of

Education Faculty Lounge.
Brother Russel. a graduate student

in Mass Media, will preside over

the session which is to be video-

taped for possible incorporation

into the first Television Special

Productions

The goal before the minds in

volved is to "present con-

temporary life as it really is " John
Langworthy. sponsoring the

project, in an interview, en-

thusiastically described Brother

Russel as "an up-and-coming film

Students Study

Nuclear Site

The site of a nuclear power plant

in Vernon, Vermont, will be the

object of close scrutiny by a group

of UMass students on Saturday.

March 4th

Polly Plimpton, a trustee of the

New England Coalition on Nuclear

Pollution, explained that the

Vernon plant is an object of con-

cern due to its possible effect on the

environment .'he nuclear reactor

is located 28 miles from the

Amherst area.

The students plan to study such

problems as the daily release of

low level radioactive gasses into

the air; the storage and disposal of

high level radioactive wastes; and

the possibility of serious accident

_ within the plant.

producer comparable to Mayer

and Goldwyn in their early years."

He stressed that all types of people

with all types of talent are

welcomed, for assistants are

needed in every capacity: script

writing, camera, scenes, and

acting.

The use of the facilities of a

Holyoke television station has been

set up. and all that is now required

is the real participation of people to

produce neo-modern en-

tertainment When the films have

been produced and distributed,

profits are anticipated on a con-

signment basis upon the success of

the endeavor

Due to the increased number of

applications being processed for

the fall semester, staff

limitations, and the extra burden

imposed by a quota system, the

Graduate School has found it

necessary to close the Graduate
Admissions Office one day a

week. Effective February 25, the

Graduate Admissions Office will

be closed for business on all

Fridays through April 14.

Telephone inquiries and requests

for admissions materials will be

handled on those days by the

receptionist in the second floor

lobby of the Graduate Research
Center.

Comm. Assembly Results

Eleven candidates were
elected in yesterday's rerun of

the commuter bi-election for

the Student Senate. This new
election replaces that of

February 17, which had been

contested on the grounds of

campaign violations. Voter
turnout was less than 10%.

Results are as follows:

Student deposits vote in

Ballot Box for the Senate bi-

election which was held

Thursday. The new election

system has replaced the old

one on the grounds of cam-
paign violation. (MDC Photo

by Jim Reardon)

Mark Levine 225

Francis L. Hannigan III 208

John Murphy 204

John M. MacGillivray 201

Art Shelley 200

Terry Shaw 193

Patty Asack 187

Ray Kildisas 186

Michaels. Mancuso 179

Francis X. Cotter 178

Thomas Merluzzi 172

OmbudsmanSearchOpened
By LAURA DUBOWSKI

An eight-member search committee, comprised of both faculty and

students, is accepting applications for the position of University Om-
budsman.
The position is open due to the retirement (on June 1, 1972) of the

present Ombudsman, Dr. Ellsworth Barnerd.

Four faculty members, one graduate student, and three un-

dergraduates for the council are seeking the new campus Ombudsman. It

is their wish to change the existing requirements for the post of Om-
budsman. As it stands now, a Board of Trustees' meeting decided on

October 18, 1969, that the candidate for the office must be a UMass faculty

member. He will obtain released time from his duties, and if necessary,

also receive the help of a student co-Ombudsman. Both are salaried

positions.

The committee desires to return to the original Adhoc decision that

was to open the office to either faculty, students (both grad and un-

dergradi, administrators, or to non-community people considered as

educators. (Although the Adhoc decision was the first to be approved, it

was later altered by the Board of Trustees.)

In acting towards this objective, the staff will send a letter through

Acting Chancellor Bromery to President Wood requesting support for the

change.
With this in mind, the committee will accept all applications from in-

terested faculty, students, administrators, and non-UMass educators.

The deadline for filing applications is March 18, 1972, and they may be

submitted to any of the search committee members. They are Dean
Field. Harvey Friedman. Labor Relations Professor, Betty Mitchell,

grad student, or Bert Emmons, Paul Hamel, and Pat Suprenaut, un-

dergraduates.

One of the main functions of the Office of Ombudsman is to aid in the

settlement of grievances. Ombudsman are appointed for a two-year

term, and they are unable to serve more than two consecutive years.
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Kleindienst Denys Anti-Trust Charge

WASHINGTON (AP) — Acting

Atty. Gen Richard G Kleindienst

denied vehemently Thursday that

the settlement of an antitrust suit

against International Telephone

and Telegraph Corp. was based on

political considerations

Kleindienst also told the Senate

Judiciary Committee he did not

know of reports that ITT com-

mitted $400,000 to the 1972

Republican National Convention

until six months after the antitrust

settlement was made.

'I would like to say categorically

and specifically that not until

December 1971 did I have any

knowledge, direct or indirect, that

ITT was being asked to make a

contribution for the Republican

National Convention.'' he testified

At the luncheon recess, com-

mittee chairman James O.

Eastland. D-Miss., said when
asked for comment on Klein-

dienst's testimony: "He's guilty of

nothing."

In Brief...
French Heroin Bust

MARSEILLE. France (AP)-French customs agents made the

world's largest recorded seizure of pure heroin Thursday-425 kilos,

or 937 pounds, concealed in the bilges of a Caribbean shrimp boat

In Washington, U.S. Treasury officials said the cache would be

worth $200 million to $450 million on the streets of New York

depending on how much it was cut with other substances. They said

lOO-milligram doses with 5 per cent heroin would bring $450 million.

Bombers Nail V.C.

SAIGON ( AP)-U.S. B52 bombers hammered at suspected enemy

troop positions and supply lines in saturation raids in the central

highlands Thursday.
A South Vietnamese officer at Fire Base 5 in the highlands north

west of Kontum said the heavy strikes were necessary "because

the North Vietnamese have too many positions in this area."

Bugs Fumigate People

LOS ANGELES (AP)-The Automobile Club of Southern

California, after testing 107 pre-1963 Volkswagens, reports

"dangerous leakage of carbon monoxide into the passenger

compartment" in some of the car*.

Peking-Taipei Ties Revealed

Former Atty. Gen. Mitchell,

whom Kleindienst was nominated

to succeed, is scheduled to testify

Friday.

The Senate is still to act on

Kleindienst's nomination, which

has been approved by the

Judiciary Committee. Kleindienst

asked that the judiciary hearings

be reopened for testimony about

the ITT case.

Kleindienst has been accused by

columnist Jack Anderson of

participating in negotiations to

settle the ITT case during secret

meetings with Wall Street finan-

cier and ITT director Felix

Rohatyn

Anderson has alleged that the

administration agreed to a com-

promise settlement of federal

antitrust charges against ITT in

exchange for a $400,00 contribution

to defray costs of the GOP con-

vention next summer.

Anderson cited a confidential

memo from ITT's chief

Washington lobbyist, Mrs. Dita B.

Beard to W.R. Merriam, head of

ITT's Washington office. It is

quoted as saying, in part: "Mit-

chell is definitely helping us but

cannot let it be known."

Mrs. Beard was subpoenaed to

testify. Sen. Eastland said, but she

had not been located.

Kleindienst, U.S. District Court

Judge Richard W McLaren, then

an assistant attorney general for

antitrust matters, and Rohatyn

appeared together as witnesses

Each denied knowledge of the

ITT commitment to San Diego

until after the settlement was

completed last July 31

The out-of-court settlement

terminated suits in which the

Justice department challenged

several ITT acquisitions, including

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.

The 48-year-old Kleindienst, then

deputy attorney general, said he

acted for Mitchell in the case

because the former attorney

general's law firm had been in-

volved in litigation for ITT.

In replying to questions by Sen.

Phillip A. Hart, D-Mich , Rohatyn

described Kleindienst as a

"passive participant" in meetings

held with Justice Department
lawyers.

Asked about Mrs. Beard's

memo. Kleindienst replied

"categorically, no" to having

knowledge of her conversations

with Mitchell

PARIS (AP) — Andre Malraux

said today there has been a long

standing agreement between
Peking and Taipei that Taiwan will

come under Communist Chinese

control after the death of Chiang

Kai-shek

Malraux, French intellectual

and specialist on Communist
China, made a special trip to

Washington last month to talk to

President Nixon in advance of the

President's trip to Peking.

When asked during an interview

with the French news agency.

AFP. if he had been surprised by

the Chinese- American com
munique summing up the bilateral
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talks, or of concessions by

President Nixon on Taiwan,

Malraux replied:

"I was not. since Nixon was
not I do not think that Nixon gave

up anything on Taiwan because

there has been between Peking and

Taipei, an agreement for at least

five years linked to the death of

Chiang Kai-shek But they did not

think Chiang Kai-shek would live

so long

"I am convinced of the existence

of this agreement under which

Nationalist China will again

become Chinese when Chiang Kai-

shek dies The form of this tran

sformation will certainly be subtle

But we can count on the Chinese for

subtlety I told Nixon this.

"Fundamentally, the Americans

had a fixed idea on this Good
Let's not get excited about this. It

is subtle. They know that they will

not fight for Taiwan and the

Chinese know it too To what extent

is Taiwan an aircraft carrier for

the Americans'' Apparently, in the

long run. Taiwan is no longer an

aircraft carrier With this said,

what importance has the rest"*"
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Berrigan Praises FBI Informer

HARRISBl'RG. Pa. (AP) -
Philip Berrigan was quoted

Thursday as praising informer

Boyd Douglas' devotion to the

antiwar Catholic left, some 10

weeks after the latter had secretly

betrayed him to the FBI.

"Our charge emerges in truly

outstanding fashion." the Rev.

Berrigan allegedly wrote Sister

Elizabeth McAlister in a letter

read into the record at the federal

conspiracy trial of the priest, the

nun and five others.

"The value and concerns that

occupy us are beginning to con-

sume him." the 48-year-old priest

went on. "He's thinking

movement Mark my words he will

be one of our best people
"

Douglas. 31. testified that he was

referred to as the "charge d'af

faires" by the defendants The

seven are accused of plotting to

kidnap presidential aide Henry A.

Kissinger, blow up heating tunnels

under Washington. DC, and

vandalize draft centers.

A fellow convict with Berrigan in

the Lewisburg, Pa., federal

penitentiary in the spring of 1970,

Douglas said he defected to the

Draft Resistors

Morality Questioned
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Pentagon has told a Senate panel studying

possible amnesty for Vietnam draft resisters and deserters that only a

tiny percentage of those who desert each year are prompted by moral

objections to the war. , . .

A law professor, disagreeing in part, says the deserters he interviewed

overseas had to a large extent become disillusioned over the contrast

between what they had been told about the war and what they saw with

their own eyes.

Pentagon and Justice Department officials told Sen. Edward M
Kennedy's Judiciary subcommittee Wednesday there are now more than

50 000 deserters and alleged violators of Selective Service law

Mai Gen. Lee Benade, assistant secretary of Defense for personnel,

said however, that of the 30,000 men listed as deserters, only 2.323 have

fled to foreign countries. And, only 4.1 per cent of those are believed to

have been prompted by political or antiwar feelings

A Justice Department spokesman said a large number-up to 80 percent-

of those refusing induction later have a change of heart and voluntarily

submit to the draft, an act which washes out criminal action against

Dr Joseph L. Sax, law professor at the University of Michigan,

testified that he was surprised to learn how many deserters had not been

opposed to American policy on entering the Army, reflecting instead on

conventional acceptance of the war.

But he said answers to the question, "Why did you desert? frequently

emphasized "the sharp difference between what the man had heard and

what he saw with his own eyes after he was exposed to the reality of war
'

Extension of general amnesty, especially to deserters, was opposed by

the Pentagon, and by John H Geiger, national commander of the

American Legion.

FBI in the course of smuggling

mail in and out of the penitentiary

for the priest. More than a score of

these letters have been identified

by Douglas and read into the court

record in the last three days.

Douglas testified that after his

defection he remained known to

the unsuspecting associates of

Berrigan as 'Phil's friend inside

the penitentiary."

Referring to three of Berrigan's

codefendants. including a husband
and wife who are an ex-priest and
former nun, Douglas testified:

"Anthony Scoblick told me that

Joseph Wenderoth has been in

contact with him concerning the

destruction of the tunnel system
He told me Joseph Wenderoth told

him I would be in charge of the

explosive ..

"Mary Scoblick said to me, 'I'm

glad we have someone who knows
the use of explosives so we won't

blow ourselves up'
"
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Running vouths hurl stones at a British army barricade in Londonderry. Northern Ireland. The attack

occurred after more than 3,000 Catholic militants defied a ban on parades to retrace the route of the

•Bloody Sunday" march in which 13 civilians were killed Jan. 30. The demonstration was peaceful, but

one soldier, injured in the stone throwing, was taken to a hospital. < AP)

Castro Warms To U.S.

Troops Find Bomb
In N. Ireland

BELFAST (AP) — Northern Ireland's biggest terrorist bomb so far

-

300 pounds of gelignite packed inside a stolen auto-was exploded by

British troops Thursday as new blasts rocked the bloodstained province

and a soldier was gunned down. ^^
Bomb disposal experts abandoned attempts to defuse the huge boooy

trap charge planted outside a gasoline station at Newry near NorUiern

Ireland's border with Ireland. Troops cordoned off the area and the

detonation wrecked the gas station.

The bomb was found as a British government inquiry in London urged

stricter control over the interrogation methods used by security forces on

terrorist suspects. Prime Minister Edward Heath immediately banned

tough interrogation methods.

A tribunal probing the hooting of 13 Roman Catholics in Londonderry s

"Bloody Sunday" heard a scientist testify that paraffin tests showed six

of the dead had been using guns when civil rights demonstrators and

British paratroops clashed.
.

London sources said that Britain's conservative government still is not

ready to launch an expected political initiative to defuse the crisis in

Northern Ireland, where the outlawed Irish Republican Army is waging a

guerrilla war against 15,000 British troops.

The soldier shot was hit when terrorists fired from Ireland at a border

patrol near Clady in County Londonderry The army said he was not

seriously hurt. , . ,. . . ...

The deaths early Thursday of two Belfast youths -believed killed in a

shoothout between guerrillas and troops and police in the capital -raised

the provinces death toll to 257 in 31 months of sectarian bloodshed.

Russia To Aid Bangladesh

WASHINGTON (AP) — Cuban Prime Minister

Fidel Castro is telling intimates he no longer is op-

posed inflexibly to resuming a more friendly

relationship with the United States.

Diplomats attuned to Castro's thinking say there

has been a decided change in his views since last

September, when he declared that Cuba has "no

intention or desire of resuming relations with Yankee

imperialism."

The first evidence of the emergence of a new

Castro" came in Chile last Nov. 25 when he declared

that an era of US-Cuban friendship might be

possible after the Nixon administration leaves office

In private conversations, Castro has made it known

that the statement was no slip of the tongue. One

diplomat, who asked not to be quoted by name, spent

45 minutes with Castro not long ago and said Castro's

position toward a dialogue with the United States is

unmistakably more flexible than it was just a few

months ago.

Another Castro expert who has detected a change

in the prime minister's attitude is Prof James D.

Theberge, director of Latin-American studies for the

Center for Strategic and International Studies of

Georgetown University.

Theberge said he has received information in-

dicating that Castro is "astoundmgly well informed"

about the position of a number of U.S. newspapers

and editorial writers on US.-Cuban relations.

In an interview, Theberge said that Castro's con-

cern over the viewpoint of U.S. opinion makers could

be aimed at giving him a "feel of the possibilities of

resuming a dialogue."

—Theberge said Castro's apparent reappraisal of

his hardline anti-American stand stems primarily

from a desire to free Cuba from what has become an

almost total dependence on the Soviet Union.

In the economic sphere, Theberge said, the

Kremlin is demanding more and more say on how

Soviet economic resources are to be used in Cuba. He

said Castro might find the Soviet presence more

tolerable if Cuba showed some signs of economic

progress. In Cuba, even sugar is rationed.

US officials say Castro has given them no direct

signal of a desire for resuming a dialogue and there is

some questions whether the Nixon administration

would agree to talks prior to the November elections

Nixon administration political strategists,

recognizing the anti-Castro sentiment among Cuban

refugees remains strong, says that a show of

flexibility toward Castro before November could cost

the Republicans thousands of votes.

According to Theberge, another of the reasons for

Castro's apparent policy switch is that he is obsessed

with the fear that the Moscow summit meeting could

produce a U.S. -Soviet understanding at the expense

of Cuba's security interests.

Syria Expells Israeli Warplanes

BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israeli warplanes attempted to

enter Syrian air space over the

Mediterranean port city of Latakia

Thursday but were driven off. a

Syrian military communique
claimed
"Our planes and antiaircraft

batteries intercepted the enemy

planes and forced them to flee."

said the communique broadcast

over Damascus radio

Military sources in Lebanon

reported earlier in the day that five

Israeli Skyhawk jets flew over the

southern Lebanese town of Mar

j'Uyun. apparently headed for

Syria. The sources said the planes

circled low over the village on their

return from Syria.

The Israeli military command
refused to confirm or deny reports

of the flight. Military spokesmen in

Tel Aviv said no military or

guerrilla activity was reported on

the Lebanese or Syrian frontiers.

Israel and Syria exchanged fire

Wednesday, as Israel continued its

campaign against guerrillas in

Arab territory and Syria retaliated
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MOSCOW < AP> — Sheik Mujibur

Rahman signed an agreement with

Kremlin leaders Thursday to

release $42.2 million in Soviet aid to

the impoverished nation.

Bangladesh sources said.

It was the first concrete public

result of talks the Bangladesh

prime minister has had with Soviet

officials since arriving Wednesday

to seek massive economic aid.

The sources said the funds had

been set aside for projects in

former East Pakistan, now
Bangladesh, under economic and

technical assistance agreements

the Soviet Union had made over the

vears with Pakistan

with raids onsettlements in the

occupied Gowlan Heights

It marked Syria's first air strike

against Israel since June 1970 and

Syria vowed Thursday to retaliate

against any future Israeli raids

Syria has officially rejected a

peaceful settlement of the Middle

East conflict but until now has

tacitly observed the 19-month old

Arab-Israeli cease-fire.

They said the funds were
unofficially forzen just before the

India Pakistan war in December,

which created Bangladesh

The funds are for such projects

as a thermal power plan, an

electrical manufacturing plant, oil

and gas exploration and radio

equipment.
The Bangladesh sources said

another agreement has been

drafted for technical, industrial

and other kinds of assistance to the

war torn nation

The second agreement is to be

initialled before Mujib ends his

visit to the Soviet Union on Mon
day
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Committee Favors

Lower Drinking Age
The Legislature's Committee on Government Regulations gave a

favorable nod yesterday to proposed legislation to lower the drinking age

in Massachusetts from 21to 18, after three hours of testimony over-

whelmingly in favor of changing the statute.

Also winning approval was legislation to lower the legal age for the sale

and purchase of alcoholic beverages to 18-year-olds and permit them to

be employed on premises where alcoholic beverages are sold.

The legislation passed last year in the House but killed in the Senate,

would open hundreds of jobs to teenagers, particularly in the summer.

Yesterday's hearing, attended by 80 teenagers, was in sharp contrast

the a year ago when former Registrar of Motor Vehicles Richard

McLaughlin, now secretary of public saftey, personnally pleaded against

the measure. .
t

. f

Neither he nor present Registrar David Lucey turned up to testify.

They were represented by Joseph Walsh, who opposed the lowering of the

drinking age, noting that alcohol is involved in many accidents. He said

the officials do not oppose 18-year-olds working where liquor is served or

Rep Robert Ambler (D-Weymouth), chairman, said the bills will be

introduced to the Senate. Last year the committee approved a bill to

reducing the age to 19. The House amended this to 18, and the measure

was killed in the Senate.

Arlene Boyce, 20, of Peabody, a waitress, said it is difficult for minors

to get well-paying waitress jobs because the law does not allow them to

serve drinks

"We have to share our tips with older waitresses who serve our

customers drinks,'' she said.

Reversing himself. Rep. William F. Hogan (D-Everett), who opposed

lowering the drinking age. last year, supported the 18-year-old bill

because "youngsters have become adults by legislation and should be

made responsible for their acts''

Rep William W. MacLean Jr. (D-Fairhaven), who as last years

committee chairman pushed for the 19-year-old measure and now

Democratic whip, also favors this year's bill.

"It amazes me that people are worried about kids having a drink while

they can buy dope on any corner...'' he said, noting he first sipped beer at

home when he was 15.

McGovernForecasts"CHffhange
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DURHAM, N.H. (AP)- Sen. George McGovern is

forecasting a cliffhanging finish in Uie New Hamp-

shire presidential primary as he and Sen. Edmund s_

Muskie begin their final drives for votes in the March

7 balloting. „ . fK .

Muskie and McGovern, virtually certain to be tne

one-two finishers in the Democratic race, both

planned five days of New Hampshire campaigning

until election eve.

"A small number of votes one way or the other can

decide this election.'' McGovern said Wednesday

night in asking some 800 University of New Hamp-

shire students for support.

"I don't think it's going to be at all surprising if this

election here turns out to be .. a cliffhanger. the

South Dakota senator said.
. ,

McGovern's strategists contend that if Muskie s

New Hampshire campaign is to be judged a success,

the Maine senator should poll substantially more

than a majority of the vote, in a race with five names

on the Democratic ballot and an active, expensive

write-in campaign under way for Rep. Wilbur D.

Mills of Arkansas.

It is part of the primary election gamesmanship for

a political manager to set the opposition goal high

while keeping his own public claims modest and

more easily attainable.

But an outcome approaching the kind of cliffhanger

McGovern envisioned would be a major and unex-

pected boost for the underdog entry from South

Dakota.
, , . . .

Muskie, speaking at a $500-a-plate fundraismg

dinner in Boston Wednesday night, said he believed

the people of New Hampshire would judge him fairly

in the primary and won't head the "veritable

drumbeat of venom" from conservative publisher

William Loeb.

He made clear that he is ready to return to the

attack, if necessary, against Loeb, whose Manchester

Union Leader is New Hampshire's largest daily

newspaper.

He said the New Hampshire primary is par-

ticularly important because "if I can't do well here,

the rest of the country ought not to be asked to con-

sider me."
Muskie said he once won an election by one vote,

but added, "I haven't been able to persuade the press

that that's a sufficient margin. If I don't do so, I may

be in trouble next Tuesday."

Mass.Unemployment Jumped

7.5 Per Cent In January

OPEN HOUSE
Phi AAu Delta

Frat/Sor Park

Friday, March 3

8:00 p.m. — 2 a.m.

BOSTON (AP>—Unemployment
in Massachusetts jumped to 7.5 per

cent of the total work force during

Januarv. it was reported today by

the state Division of Employment

Security.

The unemployment rate in

December was 6^8 per cent, with

181.300 persons out of work In

January, the division said, some

194.900 persons were out of work

Adjusted to remove purely

seasonal factors, the unem-
ployment rate for Massachusetts

in Januarv was 7 per cent, com
pared to 5 9 per cent nation wide

Total employment in the state

dropped to 2.408.800 in January, the

division said, some 69.400 less than

the number reported working in

December
Herman V LaMark. out going

director of the division, said the

last January in which the unem-

ployment rate reached 7 5 per cent
|

was in 1959

In January. 1971. the division!

said, the unemployment rate was|

M per cent

The heaviest employment losses]

this January occurred in non-

manufacturing industries, whichl

lost some 52.300 jobs, the division]

said.

The urban area with the greatest

unemployment rate was Lowell,

with 11 7 per cent of the job force

out of work Next was the I

Lawrence-Haverhill area. 10 per

cent; New Bedford. 9 7 per cent;

Fall River. 9 6 per cent; Brockton.

9 per cent; Springfield-Chicopee-

Holyoke. 8 5 per cent; Worcester.

7.4 per cent, and Boston, 5.9 per|

cent
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Big Brother Is Watching You
NEW YORK (LNS)-"More in-

vestigations are in order. ..for

plenty of reasons, chief of which

are it will enhance the paranoia

endemic in these circles and will

further serve to get the point

across that there is an FBI agent

behind every mailbox. In addition,

some will be overcome by the

overwhelming personalities of the

contacting agent and will volunteer

to tell all -perhaps on a continuing

basis."

from an internal FBI
newsletter called "New Left

Notes -Phila." ripped off with

the other documents in the

spring of 1971 from the FBI
office in Media, Pa.

In New York they call them-

selves the Security and In-

vestigation Section, in other cities

they go by the name of the Anti-

Subversive Squad, the Intelligence

Unit the Civil Disobedience Unit or

other aliases. Most everybody else

calls them the Red Squad.

If you've ever been to an

demonstration you've seen them
there-straight-dressed mid
die-aged men knowingly eyeing

everyone or trading slightly

menacing quips with people

they've seen before. Then there are

their not-so-conspicuous cronies

who sometimes manage to look

and dress like everyone else or

those who carry fake press passes

and cameras with a TV station?

initials on it.

They exist in some form in every

large or medium sized urban area

and form the local links to the hugh

intelligence network that includes

20 federal agencies such as the

FBI Armv Intelligence and the

Secret Service The network and

the paranoia stalking along with it

are growing so rapidly that pretty

soon people are going to think that

there is an agent behind every

mailbox ( the Post Office in fact nas

an intelligence division of its own.)

Recently a group of New York
people including three people who
were making a film on the Red
Squad, Panthers, a lawyer, Abbie

Hoffman, members of Computer
People for Peace and a member of

the Gay Liberation Front filed suit

against the NY. Red Squad to stop

it from further infiltration in-

terrogation electronic surveillance

and the use of informers.

While the whole process of filing

a suit and going through the

clanking legal process is not

something that most of the

plaintiffs believe in, they initiated

the suit to bring the Red Squad,

who like to stay out of the spotlight,

out in the open.

In recent years, the NY. Red
Squad (or BOSS -the Bureau of

Special Services -as it used to be

called) has had quite an active

career. According to a number of

people who have watched it (and

have been watched by it) since the

sixties, its tactics since that time

have changed "At the beginning of

the Peace movement in 1968, it was

the shock troops of the cops." They

used karate and brass knuckles

and 'beat the shit out of people"

They would drive down the street

and pick a key point in a demon-

stration, dive in and split the

demonstration into smaller parts

In New York, BOSS is an elite

corps, that according to oneob-

server, "cops are tearing down the

walls trying to get into. They can

walk into any precinct in the city

and are treated like visiting

dignitaries."

Israeli
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Come and Learn

Gradually over the years their

tactics have switched to cameras

and some of the agents have

become almost celebrities

Probably the most famous

example is John Finnegan -a slick,

silver haired Red Squad man who

has become so prominent at

demonstrations that many New
Yorkers recognize him and swap

comments Finnegan. when not on

official business, can be found

moonlighting as a male model He

once appeared in an ad Tor the

Chemical Bank with the caption.

'What an international banker

with unlimited vision can do for a

business with unlimited potential."

But Finnegan is a diversion

Two of the plaintiffs found out

very painfully. Jonah Raskin and

Bob Riley were in an anti-Nixon

demonstration in December of

1969. They were pointed out by

BOSS agents to some other cops as

"veteran radicals" and were taken

to a local station house and beaten

by cops while BOSS agents stopped

in to see how things were going.

A group of film makers called

the Pacific St. Film Collective

started filming BOSS at demon-
strations and decided to make a

film about them-almost as a joke

But the joke soon turned into a

serious project when BOSS agents

started snooping around their

house, hanging on their doors,

warning their relatives about them
and talking to the employers.

Despite these difficulties the film

should be out soon

BOSS' reputation for infiltrating

organizations in New York is well

known The organization was using

infiltraters < Red Squad people who

are specially trained to infiltrate

an organization) long before the

FBI who were only relying on

informers < people who were part of

an organization and then decided

to sell out ) It is well known that a

number of the BOSS agents who
testified at the Panther 13 trial

were assigned to the NY. Black

Panther Party at its inception in

fact before most of the Panthers

who were on trial had even joined

That is probably the most famous

case but there are numerous

others

In the case of the Family Trust

( six people who were caught late in

1970. about to firebomb a bank>

Boss wiretapped phones, bugged

rooms and cars, and used body

mikes too The agent assigned to

the Family was chosen for his

experience dealing with ex-

plosives.

Mechanical Heart

Development Announced
WASHINGTON (AP)-Development of a totally implantable complete

artificial heart and a nuclear-powered assistant heart, both world firsts,

was announced Thursday by government scientists.
uatinnal

Both devices have been used so far only in calves But the National

Heart and Lung Institute scientists said they eventually could help suf-

ferers from cardiovascular disease, which kills one million Americans

annually and ranks as the nation's No. 1 killer disease.

Dr Lowell T. Harmison, the project chief, told a news conference:

"The last part of the decade seems a reasonable target for the first

human use of the devices. The project has been under way since 1964.

The artificial heart has been tested successfully in 75 calves during the

past six months, but the tests so far have been only for 2 to 10 days.

Also, the devices used have been powered electrically, requiring

periodic recharging of the implanted batteries
.

But Harmison and Dr. Theodore Cooper, director of the institute said

the artificial heart also can be operated by the same type of nuclear-

powered miniature steam engine already at work pumping the assistant

heart of the calf that underwent surgery Feb. 14. The nuclear system

requires no recharging for a period of at least 10 years.

Dr Cooper said a complete artificial heart might cost a patient bet-

ween $5,000 and $6,000, plus hospital and surgical costs comparable to

those of a heart-transplant operation. „_..._

Harmison said that not all heart disease sufferers would be suitable

candidates for an artificial heart, because many have other concident

diseases, for example. But he said that if the device is perfected!*

human use, between 15,000 and 100,000 Americans per year could benefit

l

tor!S^^ -re could be helped by auxiliary

hearts boosting their own ailing hearts

Music Club Wants Members
The newly formed UMass.

Musicians' Society is now looking

for musicians interested in any

area of popular music The society

hopes to bring people together who

would like to meet and jam with

other musicians. All UMass
students with any interest in

playing contemporary music are

eligible for membership.

President Bruce Paynter has

stated he wants an organization

that provides the same services to

popular musicians as those

already available to classical

musicians. These would include

rehearsal rooms for both groups

and individuals, as well as in

struction in theory and playing.

Members will also receive a

musicians file listing the in

struments played by those

belonging to the group This will be

useful in forming bands or just

playing together.

Another possibility mentioned by

Paynter is the purchase of a four

channel stereo tape recorder

Musicians could make quality

tapes for possible record-cutting.

Anyone with questions or

suggestions is asked to attend the

first organizational meeting,

Monday March 13 at six-thirty in

room 163 Complex, Campus
Center

BOSS is considered low-key

compared to the much more

aggressive and tough Chicago Red

Squad for example But the fact is

the files in their inconspicuous

Hudson St office include dossiers

on an estimated 250.000 people in

New York right now The city's

squad includes 200-250 overt agents

who go to public activities like

demonstration (not counting in

formers and undercover agents

who infiltrate organizations*

Their budget is estimated at about

$3 million

Porno Merchants Cleared

BOSTON <AP)-The state Supreme Court has overturned obscenity

convictions of four Springfield area booksellers, ending a two-year legal

battle

Set aside in a ruling handed down Wednesday were convictions of Gus

Bitsacos Jr., 40, of Agawam. former owner of Phoenix News Room, Main

Street. Springfield, and his former sales employe. Darlene Billings, 24, of

Springfield Also overturned were the convictions of Anthony J. Lala, 41,

of Springfield, and Louis J Calabrese. 31, of West Springfield Calabrese

is the owner of Walker Book Shop on Main Street. Springfield, and Lala is

a clerk

All four were arrested by Springfield police Jan 17, 1969. and charged

with possession of obscene magazines for sale All four appealed District

Court and Superior Court convictions.

Ttie Supreme Court based its ruling on recent extension of the first

amendment by the U.S. Supreme Court, allowing sale of publications

Showing nude males and females together. __
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The General

Attorney General Robert H Quinn presented his performance in

Consumer Protection to the students at UMass. We do agree with what he

has been doing in that area and support his effort continued efforts in the

tight for the consumer.

He came across as a friendly person, someone who would be your good

buddy However, when it came to answering certain specific questions he

was often evasive

When asked twice about his running for the governorship, he replied

that he is concentrating on being a good Attorney General, and the future

will take care of itself.

He stated at dinner with members of the program council that he is

prepared to fight federal court action concerning the Belchertown law

suit all the wav through the United States Supreme Court

While agreeing that there should be humane treatment at Belchertown.

he never stated that he would use hisoffice to see those conditions come

about there

He enjoved the coffee hour session in the lounge where he could have

more personal interaction with questioning students. However, it would

not be hard to construe his motives as merely trying to come across to

students as someone that they could trust in office -be that as Governor or

Attornev General.
Attributing his political successes so far to his luck in working up

through the State House, he emphasized that he is not indebted to any

political groups because of campaign contributions

We think people students should take what he says while remembering

that Quinn would like their votes

By PHILIP R. CHRISTENSEN
As Director of the Completely Modular Curriculum

(CMC) Planning Project, I read with concern Bar-

bara Ann Boulden's letter to the editor about

modularization at the School of Education (Tuesday,

February 29). I have spoken with Ms. Boulden on

several occasions about her worries. The basic

frustration which she expresses is an important one;

we are neither unaware nor uncaring about it. Un-

fortunately, her analysis of the situation is highly

inaccurate one. Many of the "facts" which she cites

in her letter are simply not true. In order to set the

record straight, and perhaps to allay some of Ms.

Boulden's fears, I would like to respond to her in some

detail. . , .

Ms. Boulden accuses the CMC of 'disregard for the

undergraduate's interest.'' This is far from the truth,

as can easily be seen by examining the specific points

she makes. She states that the open hearings on

modularization were publicized only at the School of

Education. On the contrary, each of the three

meetings was announced in the Collegian. One of

those meetings was specifically directed at un-

dergraduates. Indeed, the hearings were purposely

scheduled at different times of the day so that it

would be possible for interested students to attend,

whatever their class schedules.

Ms. Boulden claims that because the School of

Education is now deciding whether or not to im-

plement the proposal, there is no time left to revise or

amend it. On the contrary, what the School is now

considering (and what the University will soon

consider) is the basic concept itself plus a set of

models for administering it. After approval is ob-

tained, the final details will be hammered out It is

during this time that the kind of issues raised by Ms.

Boulden can be most effectively considered. During

the implementation/revision stage, we have every

intention of obtaining as much input from un-

dergraduates as the UMass student body is willing to

provide Such responses can focus on the nitty-gritty

issues which affect the daily life of students at this

Universitv

Ms Boulden suggests that the CMC neglects

existing problems at the School of Education, such as

advising On the contrary, from the very beginning of

our planning work we have focused on those aspects

of the School which seem to need the most im-

provement The Completely Modular Curriculum

proposal is not only a means of expanding the

flexibility of the School of Education, but also a way

of correcting existing faults A major part of the

report to the community, for example, deals with our

advising system This one component represents a

more carefully planned and potentially more ef-

fective advising system than the School has ever

before considered.

Finally. Ms Boulden accuses the CMC of not

allowing* students to participate in "building the

curriculum for themselves and preventing faculty

from becoming more involved with students On the

contrary, modularization will facilitate both of these

tasks A modular structure will make it easier than

ever before for a student to build a personally tailored

course of study from experiences offered by the

School. The proposal also contains a clearing house

concept, which involves an office solely devoted to

helping students design their own learning ex-

periences when nothing appropriate is being given

by the institution itself. Furthermore, when faculty

members are freed from the rigorous confines of the

semester mold, they will be able to plan their own

program to allow in-depth contact with many dif-

ferent tvpes of students.

Not only are there factual inaccuracies in Ms.

Boulden's letter, there is also a major incorrect im-

plication. Her tone suggests that the Completely

Modular Curriculum is another major change at the

School of Education, which will cause hardships for

students, faculty, and administrators.

Modularization is not a major substitute for existing

School of Education programs, but rather a basic

restructuring of those programs in order to allow a

more efficient accomplishment of existing goals. The

primary purpose of the CMC has always been to offer

undergraduates some of the flexibility now enjoyed

only by graduate students. The CMC offers a new

system of record keeping, with supporting ad-

ministrative mechanisms, as a way of accomplishing

this. Most of Ms. Boulden's basic concerns relate not

to modularization, but to existing difficulties at the

School of Education. The CMC is one attempt to solve

these problems.

It would be foolish of me to say that we could not

have done a better job of soliciting undergraduate

input during the initial planning stages of the project.

But it is simply unjust to say that no such efforts were

made Through the medium of open hearings,

through individual consultation with undergraduates,

and through contact with those students already

participating in our limited modular credit program,

we received a number of suggestions and criticisms

from undergraduate students at the University. All of

these played a part in the production of our report to

the community Once we are sure that the project will

be implemented, we will go even further to both

orient students and obtain their advice.

The door of the Modular Credit Office is always

open to any student Perhaps Ms. Boulden would

enjoy talking to a few of the dozens of undergraduates

who have expressed their excitement and surprise at

the benefits which modularization offers them. I

invite her, or any other interested student, to drop by

Room 227-C in the School of Education, or to give us a

call < 5-0944 >--to chat, to pick up their own copy of the

report to the community, to ask questions, or to offer

constructive suggestions as to how we can improve

our plans.

The CMC is not the greatest thing to happen to

education since Thomas Dewey bubble gum cards,

but it is. we feel, a significant step forward,

especially for the School of Education's un

dergraduate program 1 hope my fellow students and

other interested members of the University com
mumty will judge these claims on the basis of the

facts, not inuendos.

Art Buchwald

"How Come You Never Have A Recession?**
State's Cover Is Blown

Uu f»»r p<«n»<x

WASHINGTON -One of the best kept secrets of the

Nixon Administration was blown during the

President's trip to China last week. The American

people discovered that there is a highly confidential

organization advising the President on foreign affairs

which is called the State Department. The head of

this secret apparat is a lawyer named William

Rogers, an old friend of President Nixon

This is how the existence of this undercover agency-

was revealed When President Nixon went to China,

he was seen in the company of a sandy haired man
who rarely left the President's side. Most reporters

on the trip assumed he was a Secret Service man and

paid no attention to him.

But then the President went to visit Chairman Mao
Tse-tung. and the newspapermen discovered that the

sandy-haired man did not accompany Mr Nixon.

This knocked out the theory that the mysterious

person was a Secret Service agent

When questioned about what the person was doing

on the trip, Ron Ziegler reluctantly admitted that the

man's name was William Rogers and he held the title

of secretary of state, and he has something to do with

foreign affairs, though Ziegler refused to go into it

any further.

Meanwhile, back in Washington, reporters were

trying to find out more about the State Department

and where it fitted into the diplomatic picture

The White House seemed very disturbed about the

leak, and J. Edgar Hoover has been ordered to find

out who blew Mr. Rogers' cover.

A White House spokesman told me. "It does no good

for the security of the nation to talk about the role of

the State Department in foreign affairs The people

who revealed the existence of Mr. Rogers and the

agency he represents may believe they were

'•eporUng news hut In effect they are only giving aid

and comfort to the enemy."

"Does the revelation of the State Department mean
that Henry Kissinger is not running the entire foreign

policy of the United States''"

"It means no such thing. All policies on foreign

affairs are still made by the 'Department of

Kissinger' or, as we call it here, the DOK. The State

Department, and I'm not confirming there is one,

mind you, is sort of a backup organization which

provides the President with information he might

miss from his usual sources."

"If this is true, why all the mystery about the

organization Why hasn't the country heard about the

State Department before'' And why has the identity of

William Rogers, as head of it. been kept a secret?"

"The President believes that there are certain

agencies that can operate better if they are not

publicized. If people knew what Mr. Rogers did, he

would not have the freedom of movement that he has

now He can go anywhere in the world without being

recognized. The President can assign him missions

that would be impossible for someone as well known as

Henry Kissinger to take. The State Department,
because of its anonymity, has been able to perform a

great service to the nation."

"Do you believe the gamble of taking Mr Rogers to

Peking was worth all the trouble that the State

Department is now in?"

"That's Monday morning quarterbacking From
the beginning we were aware that it was a calculated

risk to allow Mr. Rogers to be seen in such close

proximity to the President. But at the time the

decision was made, we had no idea that the President

would meet Mao Tse-tung. and Rogers wouldn't."

"Will the State Department be dismantled, now
that its role is out in the open?"
"That decision is up to Dr. Kissinger."

Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times

Editorial Points

A week ago a student was
busted by campus police-NOT

by State" Police (as originally

reported) You people ought to

know your enemy
***

Isn't it strange that the

physical plant's smokestacks

seem to smoke only at night'
»**

Or maybe the sun makes the

smoke invisible during the

day...
***

Where did Kesey's third

party go to-or how can you be

two places at once when you're

no where at all?
**»

Rejoice when it rains as any

fool can do so when it snows
»*»

Certain sprays on the market

are supposed to reduce certain

odors on the skin When applied

on the skin, these sprays leave

97% hexachlorophene The
punchline is: the bacteria

causing these odors aren't

affected in the least by

hexachlorophene Ha Ha...

YOU COULD SAY "IF ELECTED I WILL 00 TO TAIWAN"

Letters To The Editor

On Students Offering Support
To the Editor:

Recently, a federal judge decided in favor of a class

action suit filed against the State Department of

Mental Health, by the Friends of Belchertown. He

halted all admissions and discharges until a set of

proposals were begun to be implemented (he gave

them thirty days). The State is now appealing that

decision .

In the heat of all this an organization was formed,

called Student Offering Support The purposes of this

organization are to spread information as to the

condition of the Belchertown State School (we can

safely assume that all state training schools are in

approximately the same condition) and to provide

support to the parents involved in this class action

suit. . .

What are we asking for'' Basically we are asking

for human rights for the retarded in state training

schools We are asking that they be given the chance

to live a decent life, that they have the right to per-

sonal possessions, the right to privacy in living

quarters and toilet facilities, the right to be protected

against cruel and unusual punishment, the right to

proper medical care, and the right to a decent

education and/or proper physical training^Tne state

is denving these people their inalienable rights

because of a lack of funds. This is not a con-

stitutionally adequate reason to deny people their

rights and by far is not a humane reason considering

how much money is wasted on useless trivia in this

state.

Friends Needed
To the Editor:

.

... . -

The media has recently contained much criticism

of the deplorable conditions in State Hospitals and

local ones m particular Present state and federal

funding to alleviate such conditions is grossly

inadequate As far as national priorities are con-

cerned, mental illness probably ranks near the

bottom of the scale. ...

Obviously, adequate care of the mentally ill will

require rearranging priorities to provide funds
,

for

additional professional services and the necessary

improvement and enlargement of physical facilities.

However, there is another form of assistance that is

desperately needed and which connot be provided by

public funds; it is the help and support that can be

supplied only by a "friend". There are hundreds of

people in our hospitals who are not incurably ill. One

of their greatest sufferings occurs during periods
^
of

lucidity It is then that they feel most alone, alienated

and discouraged by a sense of their own inadequacy

and helplessness. .

•The greatest good we can do for others is not just

to share our riches with them but to reveal theirs to

themselves" Volunteers are needed to spend an hour

or two of their time each week just talking witn

patients in a helping relationship Helping another

who is hospitalized to feel wanted, accepted dignified

and able by sharing a few moments of pleasant

conversation with them may provide the one ounce of

strength needed by many to start them down the path

of recovery. _ T.

But what will vou receive for your efforts l he

return may be small. However, a clearer un-

derstanding of mental illness, the joy of bringing

reassurance and comfort into the life of another and a

fuller appreciation and deeper gratitude for our own

physical and emotional health may be a com-

pensation which far surpasses our meager efforts.

Mav I commend many of my fellow students for

their concern and activity on behalf of the mentally ill

at BeLheitown and Northampton State Hospitals.

Mav we call upon the generosity of many more in the

University community to share an hour or two of

themselves by attempting to bring a little solace into

he lives o» other people less fortunate than ourselves.
11

Brother Jerome

Governor Sargent in the middle of this controversy

decided that it was time to play politics and cut the

funds for Belchertown. It's about time that they

stopped playing politics with people's lives. We are

going to win our case, but as is already obvious it's

going to be a hard fight for an organization with little

resources to fight the state Court cases involve ex-

tensive financial resources A gross injustice would

be committed if this case were lost due to a lack of

funds needed for the legal process.

The Student Senate will be voting next week on

whether to transfer the concert funds to SOS. Talk to

senators that you know, sign our petitions that are

being circulated and if you want to do more come to

our meeting next Monday night Retarded people for

too long have been treated as second class citizens

and have been thrown into institutions and forgotten

about It's about time we put an end to it.

Richard C.effin

Saving Best For First

To the Kditor:

On February 24, I noticed a feature story by

Douglas Patch entitled "Best Issue Raises

Questions." This story was a brief one summarizing

Professor Michael Best's controversial reap-

pointment to the faculty of the Department of

Economics. This man is apparently to be used as an

administrative political football as often as they

consider and refuse to allow a student-organized and

supervised spring concert.

I watched with great interest last year as the issue

took shape As the days progressed and the M.D.C.

earned letters and stories presenting the problem for

student reaction, it became obvious that Professor

Best had quite a lot of support

I can foresee the whole question arising again this

spring so I would like to make an early statement.

I am a junior and have taken approximately 30

three credit courses (at the conclusion of this

semester) I had the good fortune to have Professor

Best for an introductory Economics course last year

and I can say without hesitation that he is one of the

four best (excuse the word choice) instructors that I

have had at the University His interest in his field

and related political concern is obvious through his

choice of reading material and his method of lec-

turing These things are communicated effectively to

the student and he gives life to what is potentially a

•down" course to other than economic majors

Last spring, petitions were circulated by concerned

students asking the Provost to consider carefully

before making what appears to be a blatant political

move I would suggest to the Provost this year that he

search harder among the old guard for "professorial

dead wood" and consider revision of the existing

publish or perish" and tenure rules. Perhaps for a

novel and refreshing change, the opinions of the af-

fected students should be considered
Jonathan Steimen

A Letter To The People

Approximately one and one-half years ago I graduated from the

University of Massachusetts. Several weeks after that I received a draft

notice Because of a personal religious belief that no man should kill

another man and because the United States military accepts killing as a

means to an end I informed the local Selective Service (draft) board of

mv being conscientiously unable to be a part of its organization I also

informed the board of my willingness to serve this nation and earth as a

conscientious objector in a non-violent civilian capacity

After reviewing my request the local board refused to reopen my

classification to grant me the conscientious objector status Fur-

thermore, according to Selective Service laws, I presented my claim too

late to appeal the local decision to the state board.
.. .__ M

I was then faced with the following alternatives-join the United States

Army and ignore my conscience or refuse to join the United States Army

and follow mv conscience I decided to refuse to join the Army

With letters supporting my sincerity from a Catholic priest, a Catholic

nun and high school principal, a high school teacher and teaching

supervisor a veteran United States military officer and candidate for

Congress a longtime friend, a public high school principal, a director of a

non-profit institution where 1 was employed, a mayor of a city and a

superintendent of public schools where 1 was employed I approached the

American court system with my case. All these individuals knew- me and

worked with me and. although they were not conscientious objectors,

thev felt that I should be classified a conscientious objector

Now a vear and one-half after first receiving a draft notice I have been

found gui'ltv of refusing to submit to induction, classified as a felon in

American society and sentenced to begin a year jail sentence in an

American prison' I learned of this decision through a news release in the

local newspaper and not from the United States Court of Appeals that

upheld the decision of a lower federal court.

I have found the entire experience interesting. I sense it to be the result

of the chaning times I am a part of and the beginning of an exciting new

era for man. earth and cosmic order ^ ...

I write this to publicly thank my parents, relatives and friends^both

personal and those ideologically associated with me-whose ava.lab.lity

has been immeasurably reassuring. I also write this to encourage con-

tinued non-violent resistance to the forces of anger and ear that exists in

societv Celebrating life as life's most precious gift and loving every man

without exception must be no only the goal but more importantly the

means of a life of peace and brotherhood.

Strive on and refuse to be a tool of negativism and destruction Develop

a sense of being a part of mankind and follow your conscience ac-

cordingly Peace
Steven A. (.mar.

To Be Read

Letters
As in previous years the MDC will continue to print

letters to the editor. The only requirements are that

they be tvped at sixty spaces, double-spaced and

absolutely no longer than two pages in length All

letters must be signed and the author's address and

telephone numbers must be included. No letter will be

published without this information. Also, no letters

will be printed without the name of the author. Please

note this change in policy.

All letters are subject to editing either for content

or space according to the judgment of the editors

Also, due to space limitations, we do not guarantee

that all letters will be printed

THE EDITORS

To the Kditor: .„_..

Whether or not the SOS. obtains the ten thousand signatures the>

desire is irrelevant They have given far to little information on the court

cases they intend to use the concert funds for.

Will the people in Belchertown State Hospital benefit in reality by the 28

parents winning their case, or will it turn into only a way of getting back

at the state'' Do we have a large number of students jumping on the SOS
bandwagon because of the state's failure to appropriate funds to the

Boltwood Program
It was not made clear by the petitioners that this was a class action suit

and these 28 people would not run off with a large sum of money b>

winning the case. It is important to remember that the concert money is

desired to help bring charges against the state and the patients at

Belchertwon might never see any result from this money

Another question that must be raised is the one of whether or not this is

a valid way of raising funds What if some group decided it would b<

better to do something about poverty with the money appropriated for the

Daily ( ollegian
1
' It could be said it's better solving problems with the

mon'ev than reading about them

We "are given no indication of the wealth of the 28 parents, or the

number of their other sources. Our concert money might not be needed at

all If it comes to it. a campus wide vote should be taken on this issue

Petition names are not really significant in that some people will sign

anything It might be wise for many people to take a more pragmatic look

instead of being totally blinded by Humanitarian desire We would like to

point out that the front page editorial hy Robert Callahan. Jr
,
tended to

raise issues that did not exist We are asked to make a choice between our

selfish concert interests and the suffering in Belchertown We see no good

reason for such a choice to be made. Why was not funding asked for

directlv from the Student Senate*'
frnU!noA

We think also that the use of the front page editorial should be frowned

upon since William Loeb has sole rights to it. ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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SOUND IDEAS:
Quality Components at the Best Price Possible.

THE ALTERNATIVE

There were four stores selling stereo components in the Amherst area.

Now there are five. So.mH Ideas is a student owned and operated audio shop.

For our opening, we are featuring these special systems for the period ending March 11;

a . N„ 1 the STANDARD 158U Amplifier, 7 watts RMS/channel BSR 310X Turntable, with eueing.

System iNo. 1 . . . me aiA^w**w r {OAn cniTNn IDF A
anti-skating CREATIVE 22 Speakers. Two-way air suspens.on systems l..t $240 a SOUND 1DLA

at $139 (also available with the more powerful STANDARD 403 amplifier, 15 watts RMS/ehannel,

for $20 more)

Sv«te«n No 2 the BSR RTS-20 Stereo system, with FM/AM Receiver, full size BSR changer with eeramic

'

cartridge and two wide range air suspension speakers list $189 a SOUND IDEA at $135

System No. 3 . . . the STANDARD SR-207 Receiver, 10 watts ™^*™^\1^
BSR 310X Turntable, with above and SHURE magnetic cartridge CREATIVE 77 3-way air

suspension system w/ 10" woofer list $370 a SOUND IDEA at $199!!

Sv.tem No 4 . . . the SHERWOOD S7100 Receiver, 25 watts RMS/channel, remote speaker switching,

interstation muting, high filter and front panel tape dubbing jack BSR 610X Turntable, with

synchronous motor, viscous damped cueing, 3* lb. platter, fully counterbalanced tone ami and

SHURE M93E cartridge, dust cover and base ADC 303AX Speakers, Consumer Reports Best Buy,

two-way acoustic suspension with 12" woofer, list $600 a SOUND IDEA at $399!!

Remember, these are limited time, limited quantity offers, so hurry!!

Sound Ideal will alto specialize in buying and selling good used equipment.

Here is just a sample:

SHERWOOD SEL200 Receiver

HEATH AR-15 Receiver

AKAI VTR100 Video Rcdr.

IfIRA CORD 50H Turntable

SONY TA-1120 Amplifier

SANSUI TU-999 Tuner

list

$600

$579

$1100

$225

$400

$279

sale

S400

3325

$900

$120

$225

$200

Ask about our unique

used equipment warranty.

We carry the folllowing lines:

SAE
ADC
NIKKO
SHERWOOD
UTAH
INFINITY

REVOX
DUAL
KENWOOD
GARRARD
AR
KLH
THORENS

CREATIVE
BSR
METROTEC
STANDARD
TEAC
RECTILINEAR
RABCO

2 Cook Place

In the Alley

Next to the Country Store

SHURE
B & O
DYNA CO
TDK
SCOTCH
AGFA

AKG
CROWN
MIRA CORD
HARMON KARDON
CITATION SERIES

JVC NIVICO
PHASE LINEAR

Health Services

Shot Clinic Open
In recent weeks there has been a large number of inquiries regarding

the availability of immuizations at the Health Services. Particularly, who

is eligible to receive them, and when they are given.

Most immunizations are made available for students and covered

under the prepaid health program. For faculty and staff, immunizations

are made available for special work-related hazards and for travel when

it is related to University responsibilities. This, however, does not apply

to their dependents.

The Health Center has been designated the Yellow Fever Immunization

Clinic for Western Massachusetts. This is a public service and is

available to area residents on a charge basis. The charge if $1.50 which is

paid at the Pharmacy (Room 106) prior to receiving the immunization.

All immunizations are given by appointment only which can be made

by calling 545-0057 (on campus phone 5-0057). Regular immunization

clinic hours are Wednesday, 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. The Yellow Fever im-

munizations will be given only between 2:00 and 3:00 p.m. on Wed-

nesdays. ... ....
Due to the increased volume of immunizations given during the spnng

months, from April 1 to May 28, immunization clinic hours will be:

Wednesday, 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. and Thursday, 8:00 to 12:00 noon and 1 :00 to

400 p.m. "and are also by appointment only.

Abernathy Attacks The System

PROVIDENCE (AP) — In a broad attack on the

American political and social system, the Rev. Ralph

David Abernathy has declared the country "guilty of

murder and kidnap" for its policies in Vietnam and

its past treatment of blacks.

Rev. Abernathy also defended Angela Davis, now

on trial in California in connection with the shooting

deaths of four persons, before an audience of about

200 persons at Brown University Wednesday.

Rev. Abernathy, successor to the late Dr. Martin

Luther King as head of the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference, claimed that "Angela Davis

is on trial simply because she is black."

Miss Davis, also charged with conspiracy in an

August 1970 shootout in the Marin County Civic

Center which left tour persons dead, "is on trial

because she is a black intellectual who did not hide

behind a desk somewhere and because of her

beliefs," he said. She is an avowed Communist.

Questioning of Miss Davis can get a fair trial

anywhere in the United States, Rev. Abernathy said.

"Already she's been tried in the public news media

and already found guilty by the President of the

United States."

"We must fight for the freedom of Angela Davis,

but cry that America must be free of all political

prisoners," he said in his talk sponsored, in part, by a

group backing Miss Davis.

In attempting to support his murder charge against

the U.S., Rev. Abernathy said the military has

dropped more bombs in Vietnam than it did

throughout World War II and the Korean War com-

bined.

The country was guilty of kidnaping, he said, when
its sailors began the slave trade.

Rev. Abernathy challenged government spending

priorities that paid "thousands of dollars to send Vice

President Spiro Agnew around the world passing out

state."

"Instead, if he wanted something to do, he should

have been in Alabama, Los Angeles or even

Providence passing out bread to hungry children," he

said.

His travels around the country, Rev. Abernathy

noted, are part of an attempt to forge a coalition of

poor people to create a political force that could turn

President Nixon out of the White House.

"We have the opportunity to seize nonviolently the

government by marching on the ballot box," he said.

'We have the responsibility to evict from the White

House Richard Milhous Nixon."

"We have a chance in 1972 to change the course of

American history and we have to do it all the way
from the court house to the White House," Rev.

Abernathy added.

She turned quicklv and started running. I called but she didn't hear

me The train was rumbling overhead and the noise was deafening. I

never saw her again, and thinking back now. I don't think I want to. I

have a date with Helen tonight. I MDC photo by Don Saint-Pierre)

School Of Nursing To Meet

There will be a meeting at the School of Nursing Conference Room on

Monday. March 6. 1972. from 3:3(M:30 p.m. All nursing students are

invited to meet Dr Sara Archer, a candidate or Dean of the School

Punch and cookies will be served and there will be a chance to talk in-

formally with Dr. Archer.

Dr Archer is a graduate of Washington Sanitarium and Hospital School

of Nursing and obtained her Ed D from Boston University^ Currently,

she isTL.ate Dean at Vanderb.lt University. Nashville. Tennsessee

Please come and meet her.

MDC Classifieds

THE,

Mi Sculps;
SERVING LURCH SERVING PIRRER

Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:30
Mon. Thurs. 5:30-10

Fri.andSat. 5:30-11

Sunday 12 noon -9 p.m.

HAPPY HOUR Mon.-Fri. 4:30*
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

from the Rusty Scupper Lake Tahoe
— Now Featuring —

RICHARD and BECKY STOVER
for the Month of March

529BELCHERTOWN RD. ( Reservations for the

|

AMHERST 2568551 5: 30 sitting only)

Worcester's Hospitals May Expand
SIIKKWSBl RY. Mass. (API —

Gov Francis W Sargent said the

State Public Health Council would

meet in special session today to

consider a plan permitting im-

mediate expansion of services in

Worcester area hospitals.

In a statement prepared for

delivery at a news conference,

Sargent said. "The plan will

provide for extended health ser-

vices consistent with rational

health planning

"In this way, we will avoid the

unnecessary costs of duplication
."

Program Change
Amherst. Mass -The Great

Decisions forum originally

scheduled for broadcast over radio

WFCR (88 5 F.M.i Tuesday night.

Feb 29. has been rescheduled for

Friday. March 3, at 7 p.m.

Technical difficulties prevented

the broadcast earlier this veek,

but the panel discussion was taped

for broadcast Friday night

Featured on the U Mass-Amherst

program will be "Our China

Policy : How Far and How Deep the

Thaw''"
Luther A Allen. UMass

associate professor of political

science will be moderator.

Panelists will include Franklin W.

Houn of the UMass political

science department; Barry

Keenan. Mount Holyoke College

history department; and Ray
Moore. Amherst College history

department
The one and a half hour program

will preempt the Louis Lyons show

The
Bamboo
Hut

Finest
Oriental

Cooking
in

Western Mass.

and

Wiggins

Tavern
The Best

of old

New England

"A Unique Experience"

Both at the

Hotel

Northampton

Two weeks ago, the governor

asked the Public Health Council to

delav action on expansion ap-

plications submitted by Worcester

area hospitals

"I did so," the governor said,

"because with the existing plans

for a 400-bed teaching hospital at

the University of Massachusetts

and its impact on all other intended

plans for expansion of health

services, it was important to bring

all the parties together

"We needed to establish a

comprehensive plan and a con-

tinuing mechanism to assure
quality health care without im-

posing unnecessary costs on
taxpayers and health insurance

subscribers

Following two weeks of

meetings, Sargent said,

satisfactory agreements have been
reached which will "provide for

the expanded health care at lower

costs without sacrificing quality of

medical care."

OPEN HOUSE
at

T E (j>

Friday, March 3,

418 No. Pleasant St.

8 to ?

for students only

Weekend
Special

99<
The Colonel lowers the cost of weekend eating.

You get:

*2 pieces of finger lickin' good Kentucky

Fried Chicken

* Golden sweet corn on the cob

•Mashed potatoes and gravy

*A hot buttered roll

* Plus a soft drink

Kentucky frfed ^hidcen

Rt. 9 across from Zayres

Hours: 11 - 10 weekdays, 11 - 11 weekends

Telephone 256-8745

* Ask for the Student Special

Ai3dvs omiw «rrt^
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<W)PIONEER
when you want something better

Systems and Items of Unusual

Value in Limited Quantities

in Our Northampton Store Only!

Shop Thursdays to 9 - Other Days until 5:30

FULLY PROFESSIONAL

Kempp
Audio II Speakers

Guaranteed
Five Years

Pioneer SX-440 AM/
STEREO RECEIVER

2 Kempp Audio II

Speaker Systems
( Enclosures— Oiled Walnut)

COMMITTEE DATE
Education March

Election lawsMarch

TPCIQJ

STEREO
HEAD
SETS

Garrard 40-B

Record Changer

Grado Cartridge

Diamond Stylus - Bast

and Dust Cover

Three-way 8 inch Celesta

Co-Axial Utah Speaker

•Tone and Volume
Slide Controls for

each ear cup
•25 ft. Coil Cord

One Pair Per Customer
No Dealers, Please

Three-Way Celesta

12 Inch Co-Axial

Utah Speaker
Model C12P3 3B

Latest Engineering
Techniques in Cone
Suspension

* Shallow Profile only

5 11/16" total depth

Model C8JC3B

•Shallow Profile, only

3 9/16" total depth

•Latest Engineering
Techniques in

Cone Suspension

•1 Voice Coil
30 Watts
Peak Audio

• Frequency Response
35/20,000 (CPS)

If purchased separately, 24.95 ea

•l 1/2" Voice Coil
•45 watts
Peak Audio

* Frequency
Response
25/20,000 (CPS)

if purchased
separately
$39.95 ea.

State House Log

Tuition Talk
COMMITTEES AND DATES FOR BILLS BEING HEARD BEFORE
THE MASSACHUSETTS STATE LEGISLATURE DURING THE W^EK
OF MARCH 6 TO MARCH 9.

BILL NO. DESCRIPTION
7 Tuition Bills

6 H 2954 To eliminate campaign contributions to

more than one candiate campaigning for

the same office.

H 2956 All unused campaign money escheat to the

Commonwealth.
H 3155 Prohibit labor unions from making cam-

paign contributions.

H 4086 Prohibit use of campaign contributions for

the personal use of candidates.

Let phone company list phone numbers
without addresses.

To set up an Investigative commission on

telephone service.

To set up an investigation commission

relative to constructing regional state

incinerators.

Provide facilities for the elderly.

To waive educational requirements in

certain health fields if applicant has been

an armed forces health technician.

To investigate the need for developing a

program of assistant physicians and

paramedical educationfor delivering health

services to rural and low income urban

areas in Massachusetts.

S 984 To make clarifications in income tax laws.

H 3469 To repeal the law providing for construction

of low or moderate income housing in cities

and towns not withstanding local

restrictions.

Govt.

Regulations

Natural

Resources

March 7 H 1530

H 3534

March 6 H 967

Social Welfare March 9

March 7

S 30 38

S 887

H 829

Taxation March 7

Urban Affairs March 8

Kemp2AK
Speakers

Guaranteed Five
Years

COTT.Ho.357
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

25 Watts per channel at 8 Ohms — (continuous power (RMS) both channels

driven

2 Kempp 2AK Speakers Garrard 40-B Record Changer
( enclosures

oiled Walnut)

Grado
Cartridge
Diamond
Stylus

Base and
Dust Cover

If purchased separately $450.60

w^|£4'2 \a r<i

• Items
Listed
Above
on Sale

in Northampton
Only!

Women March
Women's International Day will

be celebrated here, March 8, with a

campus march led by the Orchard
Hill Colloquim: Women in Politics

and Economy. The march is

designed to dramatize demands for

improved status of both working
and student women at UMass.
The march will begin at 11:00

A.M. leaving from these three

places: Orchard Hill; Amherst
Town Commons; and Soutwest;

followed by a rally at noon in the

S.U. Ballroom.

An all-women roster of speakers

is scheduled to voice demands that

include: 1 ) Free 24-hour University

supported day-care centers; 2) A
pay-hike for women janitors at the

University bringing them to the

same pay level as men janitors;

and 3) uniform admission stan-

dards to UMass calling for ad-

mittance of more women, blacks,

and foreign students.

The coordinator of the O.H.
colloquium, Zoe Best, said that

"W. I. D. is important all over the

world as a time when women are
honored for their struggles and the

work they do. UMass women will

share this feminist spirit as they

exchange demands and feelings on
current conditions of work and
political issues with each other."

By CHARLEY BERKOW
MDC Junior Weather Assistant

Cloudy and rainy this morning with temperatures reaching the

50's. Partially clearing this afternoon, winds 15-20 out of the west.

(Beware of the western wind.) Clearing and cooler tonight. All the

slush will freeze. Watch out when you're driving late at night,

especially if inebriated.

Partially cloudy tomorrow with winds shifting to from the North-

west. Temperatures between 30-45. Be careful when you're driving,

especially if you see flashing blue lights.

Sunday, it will be clear until mid-afternoon, when a snowstorm

will come out of the northwest, pushed along by 25-mile-an-hour

winds. Approximately 15-20 inches. Temperatures in the teens.

Libbers Dust "Ladies' " Photos
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) — The University of California Art Museum

agreed to close for one day a display of prostitutes' photographs after the

exhibit was picked by women's liberationists.

Ellen Sander, national secretary of the National Organization of

Women, and about a dozen other women marched outside the museum
Wednesday where the E.J. Bellocq photographs, showing prostitutes of

1912 in various stages of dress and undress, are on display.

Museum official Bonnie Baskin said, "They are beautiful-some of

them appear the way your grandmother would have as a young girl.

"These pictures are about as lascivious as a dog food ad," she added.

Bellocq, of French origin and believed to have died in 1938,

photographed the girls in New Orleans brothels.

Most are fully clothed, naturally posed with flowers and pets, but some

are nudes.

The demonstrators said they perpetuated the degregation and ex-

ploitation of women.
"Why don't you have any photos of the male buyers?" yelled one of the

demonstrators.

Miss Baskin consulted with other museum officials and agreed to post

the demonstrators' letter of protest next to the display, and to close it on

March 8, which is International Women's Day.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

M VW Hui. I month old. rebuilt engine

gat beater, good condition In and out. IS7S

Mat
MM

ISM Ford Falrlane C
Paid SUM. Will sell (or I4M
Tel. *-»4M. Ml Hill* South

Must tell.

Need money

tn-8

• Opel Rallye Fastbark. 4 speed,

radial*. a mpg . IMM engine, dependable

MC. condition ItM. Roger SZ7-ISM.

lfJ-3

IMS Mustang. ZM standard. 4 speed with

Hurst shifter Mae. Mack interior, new
rubber. This car will tell for ISM. Call SM-
S773 Jack.

If3-3

T(i VW . green, tunroof . rad * beat. 4 I

mow tires Vaklng IIZ7S. Call SMM14
If3-1

ItM Toyota ( oroHa Good
\M-FM radio. Radial Urea. Call

davt or VM-CZ7S nltes

HMM
U3-3

MMallbu.mech exc M
like u> sell soon ISM -

Usher superglass MScm
Its 2S3-M34. Ed.

ly la a.k. wonid

la negotiable

tfl-3

IM1 Plymouth Fury. Good engine and

traasmlsalaa. Law mileage Will negotiate

price, fall S4P-4344 after six.

tf3-3

Ii7a Datsun Sport C
\sklng IN*. faU I.

field

IIM. t%-
77I-3MS Green-

tf3-7

IMS Ptymoutk Rararuda V. gd. rand

po«rr steer * brakes New Battery *
brake* Racket Seals Vutomatk Asking

Ira S4C-4IM.
3-3

IM7 Falcon • cylinder standard. F»

< rllrnt condition. Mast sell. ISM with tape

deck 323-7BM ask far Jake
3-3

IMM V* Squarrbark Mast sell IIIM.W
or best offer. S4H-I7M.

UJ-4

FOR SALE
Flee stave Its. and refrig l» for sale.

Did but in fine working order (all Gil S4S-

MMI I or I -MS-M47 eve*.
tfl-4

Maytag washing machine w/M' extra

drain base, excellent condition. IM
delivered. IM pick-up fall S27-II72

weekends
MM

Must sell beloved M Shelby GT 3M. hand

built in Texas factory, all f obra goody*

Asking I I7M. fall Ken at S4S4MS or after

l-MMMa.
MM

Gibson Dove —Six String Guitar, cherry

sunburst finish, adjustable bridge.

w/Archcrafl case. I ZM /offer ZSJ-M4J3.

MM

Miracord pwM turntable new I ISO

sell for IIM. fall S4A-MI7.

Will

if .1-1

Pioneer SX-770 Receiver, excellent

condition, is months left on warranty

I miM oi best offer. Tim 3Z3-44M.
MM

VW convert. All new engine parts.

carb. tires, muffler, trans, convt top.

must sell Immed. fall S4I-I3M bargain'
tf3-3

Mans white leather fringe Jacket in

excellent condition cost I IIS. new. asking

170. or best offer, fall S4t-»«" leave

message.

U3-7

fomplete hockey pads, folumbla

woman's bike excel, cond •» Open cell

foam < SM/sq. R.l . Cat 2S3-#4nS.
tfi-i

l»M School Has. Good
seats, make great camper
wheels. I Ml Arnold S-1438

or store on

tf3-3

Zenith Z5" color TV. stereo turntable

AM/FM Tuner /amplifier. Law price. Call

S4t-«344 after • p.m
t/3-3

TR2M— IMS excel condition Best offer

aver I IIM. fall 2M-SZSM
tO-3

Rollei 3S camera IM. Mlnox "B"
camera ISS. Kastle skis IM. b * w film M
esp. Me. Write Gunler. Bag HUI Rd Ath-

fild.

3-3

Rosemount Fasthacb sM boots, slie I

used only once, fast new I 1 17S.M selling

ins at (all SM-M37 eve. aft 7:M p.m.
tf3-7

ski* Head Masters in amatlng
condition fall Dave SM-43II.

Reward! Far the one who brings back

my beautiful green A white shawl. No

questions — only smiles, fall Krtsten S4»-

I4SH evenings.
MM

Looking for a girl Int In going to Fla

over Spring Vac! ! Will be sharing exp*

with three others, fall Steve s-*4U.

MM

HOUSE TO SHARE

Female sladent wanted to share room la

house with 4 girl*. ISS monthly including

utility, (all evenings 2S3-I7M
UJ-II

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted, modem c ountry apt

overlooking Lake Arcadia. 7 mile* from U.

Mass fall 3Z3-MS2.
MM

M or F
Price negotiable

at

ZS3-7SM

3-3

Green

lfJ-7

Pan Am World Airways youth fare.

hoteibus. and group rates, fall Campus
Representative SM IMZ.

if3- 14

Go South Spring break: Bermuda —
Freeport. Vaputco. Puerto Rico. R day

pat >.a„.-. »r»wnl IM. Eacape International

fall Peggy ZS3-MI7
tf3-M

INSTRUCTIONS

Gaklar help If > our beginning or Just in a

hale. Ill ge< you going Bines - folk - rack -

Junk funk IS/hr. SZ7-«ZIZ.

U3-1I

Recorder lesson*' Play the fairest la

ilniment of the Renaissance and Baroque

Private. Beginner* and up Call Fred 2S3-

S3lt.

MM
SPENCER'S MOBIL

MARRIED COUPLES
Kxcrptional opportunity! Earn extra

money part time. Tremendous potential

No obligation fall Mrs. Narrts far ap-

pointment SMsM L
tf>4

RIDE WANTED

Framus (.rand Star elec. ac'stic guitar

» hard case. Asking I3M. fall Lance s-

MI7. Leave aame A « phone if I'm out.

MM

Gibson stereo guitar, excellent con

dttion. New IIM. asking IZ7I or best

reasonable offer Also Fender Band

master Amp. II7S. S4I-I7M
If3-1

Large sunny roam available la Amherst

House shared by 3 gays * I woman Prefer

woman aver Zl. IM.M/month faU ZS3-

7SM.
tfJ-T

(Ml changes, tune ana. repairs, while you

sleep Open 24 hrs Certified mechanic on

duo At Spencer's MsMI next to Post

Office.
tfJ-3

SKIING

WANTED

I7M Roiling Green Z bedream apt. Im-
med.. ulU Incl. fall S4S-M47. Rent Inexp

U3-4

fharming 4 rm apt in ZM yr. aid house

Sugarloaf St.. So. Deerfleld II mint from

I'niv. list month call S-4S23.

MM

Sfci Killtngton — stay at the Troika

lodge — 17/m — IM/sM week. Fall kit

•hen privelegesDELETE
Ski Killlngton — stay at the Troika

Lodge — 17/nt — IM/ ski week. Full

kitchen privileges inc. Call (MZ) 422-341

I

far reservation*

IM7 or later VW Transporter engine

Must be la excellent condition at

reasonable price Call Dave MS-4S4I ar

Ml TMI.
tf3-4

Learn to fly at I Mass with pay Serve in

\h- Farce for six years at up to I is.MO per

vear. (all S4S-Z437 or S4S-Z4SI.

MM

APARTMENT FOR RENT SERVICES

Two Bedroom Apartment* far im-

mediate rental. l-month leaae.

I IMS/month. Includes ntll. faU MS-3ZM

days or MS-1S7S nltes
U4-I4

Amherst Audio services,

ponenls. tape decks for baa

No. Pleasant St.. ZSn-4133.

stereo com-
le or car. H"

tfsem

MOVIES
EMPLOYMENT

All men who moved out of ( hadbourne

la Jan. and did not move to Hamlin; notlf>

Marcus by Mar II If yon want to return In

IfJ-J

Job* on thins! Men women. No ex-

perience required . Exc . pay . world tra v el

.

send 12 far Info Seafax. Box IZM—MB.
Seattle Washing. Mill

3-4

FOR RENT
Male vocalist for Jait rock band chk. M

A I etc. fall Mark «-«S»2 Anytime call

Dick S-7M3.
MM

If you have a M or SI hp VW engine for

sale plea.e call MS-32IZ.
113-3

PERSONAL

I -bedroom house, excellent condition,

immediate occupancy, fall between «:M
-« M p.m SM4-34ZM, Sklblskl Resl Estate

3-«

Colonial VIII.. 2 bedrm .. Apr 1 or sooner

Option to renew lease In Sept fall Bob 2S1-

MM

Howdy Doobs. I Love You.
tf3-7

Rosie - beware of tke fhacko's Ire -
Dirty Harry.

3-3

Joey . I II trv to be a substitute for home

!

Happy Rlrthday. Love. 1 Love You.

Donna.
3-3

One bedroom apartment Puffton

Village, immediate. HM. fall SM-I7I7.

LOST: REWARD
Reward far I pr boots lost Sat. eve Z/M

at li M p.m. in Boyden mens locker room

I IS no questions, fall ZS3-7MI or via note

at fC L A F.

MM

To "A Brother" who returned my ID —
thanks, but who are you? Paula.

TYPING

3-3

Happy Birthday Tommy
girls in apt. » 3.

B love, the

3-3

Typing — theses, dissertations, etc.

fast; accurate. Proofreading, editing If

desired Have Greek A Science symbols

OHM,

Don't fight the crowda at the 8 1 fome
to Hampden D C on FrL. Mar. 3. See fat
Hallou and Road Runner Cartoon At I A
II.

MM

TERM PAPERS~

Quality Reaearch aad Reference
materials. Originals and copies. TPA.
Rm. 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. Z33 N.

Pleasant St. 2S4V4IM
tfJ-24

LOST AND FOUND
LOST! LOST! FOUND??? To the

person who gave ride to 3 hitch hikers

Mon we left a bag In the Volvo Please

call S44-7IH2 ar S443-7IM.

MM

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Kenwood MW Receiver, excellent

condition. KM or best offer, fall S-I1IS.

ask far Ira.

tf3-3

HELP WANTED
Pressman needed to run Davidson Ml In

( .('
. Print Shop Must be exper . on this or

<lm. offset press. »-M hrs./wk. Apply at

Print Shop.
MM

Ride needed from Northampton :»
» m and S p.m Monday through Friday

Will pay f•« Marjory. SMJ3P4
MM

APT. SUBLET
Echo Hill Townhouse available

sublease until Aag. M. Faculty-staff

preferred. faU SIS MM. Ext 25 daring
normal working hrs.

M
LOST

Red A gold brocade evegla** caw
containing brown-rimmed glasses and a

Blc pen Thurs nlte In the S.U. Contact SM-
I7ZS.

tf3-3

WANTED TO BUY~
I * and foreign coins and stamps

boogbt. sold traded. Estimate* and ap-

praisals. Bob Murnn ZZ4 Hamlin House or

P.O. Ros M4. Amherst.
MM

IS and foreign coin* aad stamps

bought, sold, traded estimates aad ap-

praisals. Boh Murrla 224 Hamlin House or

fu Box 114. Amherst.
3-3

SUBMARINE RACES

THAT'S RIGHT FOLKB! IT'S THE
HEATLER' "YELLOW SUBMARINE"
SAT EVENING. MAR. 4. MAHAR. I. I.

II. MIDNITE. RRING A FRIEND! A
(..mil TIME FOR ALL.

MM

ENTERTAINMENT

At last! Ml mi Farina A Tom Jans at The

Bluewall Wed.. March IS. Tickets on sale

in H2l C C from l:M-3:M p.m. Limited

tickets.
If J- IS

GUITARS

Gibson B-ZS dk. M. sunburst finish

w/case sm. concert site fast action I ISS.

l I ft -ft IIJi fl| * 4 r»-qr^ i n

MM

Goya N-M Dred. Mod. db. br. sunburst

finish w/case I ISS. Mt-MSft or SM MM.
tf3-7

CONCERT
Edgar Winter and White Trash in

concert North Adams State College Mon .

Mar . I. R p.m . Tickets 1 3.M. Interested call

( arai 1-749.
3-3

WARNING

Ellen A ( o Thankx for the bed A board

Said I'd pay you back. Sometime again

Eric
. .MM

Every Friday nlte movies at Hampden

D.f. This week Lee Marvin, Jane Fonda

In (at Hallou plus Road Runner Short,

showing at M A II.

SUMME R EMPLOYMENT
Art early. List of IN Western National

Park Employers — experience un-

necessary. 2Se. PJS 7DMC IIM Plata. State

l ..liege Pa. IMII.

MM

TRAVEL

Fred Thomas where are yen? fall S27-

1SZH or drop In. Rog.. HI f harty. "C.J."

you're nice people.
tfl-1

SPRING IN Af APULfOIIMldays 7

nights via Unrv Df I Jet. Open only to

students, employees A families af S

Colleges. CaH SM-SI7I.
tf3-M

Wanted I w. f. must be over Zl Into

Scotch A 1124 fall «-«M between 4:30 -
fi:on p.m. ask for Dave.

tf3-3

\merlcan Youth llostles Trips to Japan,

depart Oakland Jun or NYf July M. 6 or

x weeks, (all Z53-M94 for information

MM

Mothers — can't find a reliable

babysRter? Tired of high fees? fall The

Child (are Exchange SM-Z2Z4 for further

information.
tf3-4

ENTERTAINERS WANTED
l am IM a night by singing and playing

drink along, sing along musk an piano or

guitar (all Ed at S4S-MM.
U3-1I

APARTMENT WANTED
Apt. wanted — Z bdrm In furn priv home

— Amh. Area for married couple A child.

Walking dltt to town A campue. Need for

Sept 72 Ken S44-4MI.

MM

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUfTIONS
IS COMING TO BLOW YOUr mind . .

.

3-3

HIGH TIMES

Sal nlte. Roger Sahwm plays his songs

with his band at the Folklore Centre. Only

one dollar (iood snack* ton.

3-3

Boogie with Fat tonlte at the Folklore

Centre. Last rock'n'roll gig kere. Only

IIM II Spring St.. across from Lord Jeff

Inn
3-3

FUR COAT
Raccoon coat exc. cond. for med.-sm

M»e wo IM will bargain. SM MM S4AMM
MM
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BAMA I ASSOC. CLUB
Meeting this Sun Mar 5 at 5.00 In the CC.

•Road Show" rehearsal following at 7:00.

Check schedule for Rm. #.

BELCMERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
There will be a bus leaving Whitmore at

12 4S on Sat. 3/4 for the State School It will

leave the school to come back at 3:30. All in

terested are welcome.

BOOGIE
Boogie with "Rush" at Crabtree on Fri. 3/3

from 9 to 1. Only S0«. Let's get it on!

CHRISTIANS
Bus leaving Sun for Florence Cong Church

from the Newman Center at 830; the Bus

Station from Morrill 1:31; Hamlin 8:35.

Emerson on U. Dr. at 8:40 All invited.

CONGRATULATIONS
A dinner honoring Chris' recent ac

comphshments will be held Fri. 3/3 for all

sisters concerned Well done. Chris

COUSCOUS
What's that? Come and find out. Tonight at

8 30 in Farley Lodge Si 00 for all you want to

eat liquid refreshments on hand of course!

GOD'S FOREVER FAMILY
Family Time 6 30 p m. in 9U CC

Fellowships for all Christians in 5 college area

We'll be sharing from 1 to 7.

GORMAN HOUSE BABYSITTING
Do you need a babysitter? Avaiiabies

registered in Gorman House Call S44 °5J7 or

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
The regular monthly dance will be held

tomorrow. Sat 3'4, at the Worcester Dm.ng

Commons from 8 11 All club members should

attend if possible

HILLEL
Elections Pick up nomination papers in

Hillei Center Israel. Dancing: Every Sun 7 00

superficial

smiles'

"get these clothes

out of here!
9

sale

p.m. Hillei Center, Free instruction. All

welcome.

Services: tonight at 7:30 in Hillei Center.

HISTORY GRAD STUDENTS
There will be an important meeting for all

History Grad Students on Sun. 3/5. at 7:30 in

the 6th floor Lounge of Herter Hall.

MACKIMMIE MOVIES IN SOUTHWEST
Movies will be shown every Fri. in Hampden

Commons at 8 and 10. This week Lee Marvin

and Jane Fonda in Cat Ballou.

OUTING CLUB
Note the change in time The Morris Cave

trip will leave at 830 am from Clark Hall

Remember there will be a meeting Mon. at

6 30, 165 CC

PEACE VIGIL
Every Sun. 12 1 p.m. on the Amherst

Common A silent but eloquent witness against

the war Come and bring your friends.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Harold Feinstems photography workshop

will meet at 1:30 and 6:30 Fri in the old library

of the Ed. School

SISTERS
Florence Luscombe. 85 yr old sufferagist.

will be with us on Mon. 3/6 at 10 p.m. in Rm 162

175 CC to share her experiences from the

sufferage movement, her impressions of how

far we've come and her ideas about where we

ought to head. Join usl

JoAnne Taschetta, 74, Cambridge to John H. Melissa Ann Sutton, 74, B.U. to John J.

Monahan Jr , 72, 202 Hamlin House. Tu,,v
' 72> pi Lambda Phi.

ALfcXAXWvR somiKsrrsT.W!•• I • i.n a **»

WMPIRG
WMPIRG Petitioners bring

WMPIRG office by Mon. 3/6.

petitions to

LOST
Black male labrador retriever, friendly,

named FidO. Call 253 3563 or 584 9554.

Wedding band, man's white gold, inscription

VCF to WJM. 545 2337.

6 mo. old puppy tan with black tip on tail.

Answers to "Prophet". Call 546 8006

FOUND
Full grown amber colored male cat found in

Machmer Hall Wed. evening. Would owner

please contact 253 3798.

PINNING
Kathy Fraser, 74, Pi Beta Phi to Doug

Somerville. 72 Bndgewater State College

ENGAGEMENT
Oagmar Belitsky, King Phillip Apts., to

Robert Rue, 72, King Phillip Apts

Gwen DeVeuve, 72, Pi Beta Phi to Timothy

Whaien, 73, Lambda Chi Alpha, Colgate.

pSMWrtflntt
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MID MITE MOVIE

For Adults Only

THIS .V!l«

"VIXEN"
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GABE & MRS. MILLER
JULIE CHRISTIE WARREN BE.UTY,

NO*
Hit' '. <

Cmem* III

STUDENT

discount

cards:

C i*l' r hejtr* Of

) CMIitr

VESTS

30 Now 12.00

25
M 11.00

JERSEYS

4 Now 2.00

5.50
a

2.50

6
a

3.00

7.50
a

4.00

12
a

5.50

TIES

6 7 Now 2.00

3.50 Now 1.00

SKIRTS
8 Now 4.00

12
a 6.00

25 a
12.50

DENIMS, CORDS
DRESS FLARES
AND KNITS

6-6.50 Now 2.50

7-7.50
// 3.00

8 8.50
// 3.50

9 9.50
// 4.00

10
a 4.00

12
a 5.00

14
a 6.00

17
a 7.00

DRESSES
8 Now 4.00

10
//

5.00

15
a

7.50

20
a

10.00

25
a

12.50

SHIRTS
13 Now 5.00

5
//

2.00

7
//

3.00

HATS

3.50 Now 1.50
a 2.00

2.50
a 1.00

5.50
a 2.50

BELTS
5 Now 2.50

7
// 3.00

8
a

3.50

ALL POSTERS.. .50<

ALL PATCHES. . 50c

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM«

Libra can be a world beater but needs a

cheering section" Natives ot this

zodiacal sign thrive on flattery The

classical Libran can overcome odds and

succeed if a "special person" has faith

and puts it on record. Libra harmonizes

with Leo. Sagittarius. Gemini and
Aquarius There is attraction where Aries

is concerned, but caution should be

exercised with Capricorn and Cancer

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Marriage,

partnerships, special relationships »rt

spotlighted Sudden changes occur

Protect image Concentrate on public

relations You can now receive

recognition that is overdue. Be a gracious

winner.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Unusual

procedures due to succeed Strive tor

originality Look to future instead of

brooding about past Your efforts will be
appreciated Employment picture is

subiect to favorable change

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Romantic

interests »rt featured Write tetter which

reveals your true feelings Be creative

Break barriers ot emotional restriction

Be yourself adhere to personal style Let

others imitate you

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Trust

hunch intmtive intellect is honed to razor

sharpness Changes occur in home,

domestic mrt4t investment aimed at

building security pays dividend Op
timism replaces recent skepticism

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Plenty of ec

tiyity indicated, including trips, replies to

messages and special communications

Versatility, entertainment are

highlighted Social life accelerates

Obtain valid hint from Cancer message
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Financial

situation fluctuates Gain shown if you

stick to basics What you seek is

available But don't neglect essentials

Tendency now is to be impatient

Requisite, however, calls for adherence

to routine

LIBRA (Sept 230ct. 22): Publicity

could accompany efforts Don't try to

hide light under proverbial bush Shine

forth with abilities, desires Member of

opposite sex could prove valuable ally

Respond accordingly Recognition is due

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Areas that

have been concealed »rt made available

You »rt able to successfully utilize

lessons learned in past. Some shakeups

are due On the whole, these benefit you.

Welcome progress

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Unusual procedure can be utilized to

make gams via professional endeavors

Friends, hopes and wishes blend and you

are happier Pisces figures prominently

Don't be afraid to be romantic

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Accept

responsibility, including overtime

assignment Rewards now can be sub-

stantial Your own unique style is ap

predated Don't change it or copy others

Aim high, value yourself and others will,

too

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Travel

opportunity and desire is activated

Your philosophy concepts gain wider

attention You are appreciated Your

counsel will be sought Those at a

distance get in touch Put ideas on paper

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) New
approach breaks financial logjam Get to

heart of matters Articulate desires

Reach understanding with mate, close

associate Trying to hide things now

would be error Know this and act like you

know it

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

hav« sparkling sense of humor You can

handle large prelects, but often fad down
when it comes to handling details By

October, you will be r«flng high you will

overcome emotional setback and will be

o» your feet

CopyrigM 1972. Gen Fee Corp

Crossword Puzzle

i

5
9

12
13
14
15
17
18
19
21

23
27

28

29
31

34
35

37

39
40
42
44
46
48

50
53
54
55

57
61
62

64
65
66
67

ACROSS

Insect

Liquefy
Music
as written

Nobleman
Mr Khayyam
Sunburn
Release
Greek letter

Skill

War god
Mediterranean
island

Tunelessly
South
latitude (abbr )

French
revolutionist

Affirmative

Man's
nickname
Preposition

Letter of

alphabet
Spread tor

drying
French article

Stitch

Soak up
Solos
Part of "to be'

Period of

the new moon
Journeys
Resorts
Chapeau
Hypothetical

force

Make certain

Exist

Chestnut
with white
interspersed
Short lacket

Marry
Sea eafjtes

Musical
instrument

8

9

10

11

16

20

22
23

24

25

26

30

32

Book of facts

Roadside hotel

Printer's

measure

Once around

track

Decorate

Bogs down
Fruit cake

Pilaster

Talks idly

Crafty

Conjunction

Mans name
Melody

Conjunction

SHU

Sailor

Turkish

regiment

Imswer to Yesterday' s Puzzle
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38 Article of
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JV 's Make It

A Happy Ending
By ROY LYONS

The UMass jayvees capitalized on a shorthanded situation

midway through the second period Wednesday night and went on to

smother the UConn jayvees 10-1 at Orr Rink. The Redmen scored

two unassisted goals while Kevin Thompson was serving a two

minute minor. Left winger John Muse got the first shorthanded

tally at 12:52, outracing the defense on a breakaway and then

stuffing a backhander behind the sprawling UConn goalie. Ron

Smith followed this up a minute later with a mid-ice fluke that

completely disheartened the UConn squad. The issue was never in

doubt after that.

UMass dominated the first period with Kevin Connors providing

the impetus. Following defenseman Brian Mulcahy's opening

marker at 5: 12, Kevin closed out the scoring for the period with two

goals, one at 7 : 28 and the other at 19: 39. He rang the first one off the

far post after working himself in position with some clever stick

handling. It was a power play goal with Breig off for tripping. On

the second he caught the UConn defense flatfooted as he circled the

net and jammed it home. John Binkowski made a tremendous save

at about the four minute mark, robbing a UConn forward who

walked in alone.

UMass coach Russ Kidd pulled Binkoski with the game half over

and inserted Steve Moran, as he made an effort to give everyone

some ice time in the team's final contest. Kevin Connors potted his

third goal at 18 : 12. Jay Connors set up his brother's hat trick with a

perfect centering pass. A breakaway bid by Bill Mintiens was

turned aside on a brilliant save by the beleagured UConn

goalkeeper, and the period ended with UMass in command 6-0.

The action in the third period remained one-sided. The Huskies

continued to simply dump the puck into the UMass zone, a tactic

they pursued throughout the game. Paul Allen, Dave Keough, and

Wayne Douglas ran the score to 9-0 before Nekowitz broke the

shutout bid with the only UConn goal of the night. Allen's wrist shot,

following a brilliant shift at the blue line, broke off the goalie only a

minute and a half into the final period. Keough was set up by

Douglas, who did some tough digging behind the net to get the puck

in front. It came at 3:06. They traded places at 12:53 with Douglas

scoring and Keough assisting. Nekowitz then lifted a high wrist shot

past Moran at 13:13 to put UConn on the board, but Thompson's

power play goal, the final one of the game, put UMass into double

figures two minutes before the final buzzer.

Besides the spark provided by Kevin Connors, who was flying all

night long, the Redmen blue-liners all put forth a determined effort,

particularly Brian Mulcahy The victory gave the team a final

mark of 6-6-1.
FIRST PERIOD

Goal Assist

Mulcahy <J Connors)

K. Connors <J Connors)

K. Connors (Thompson)

SECOND PERIOD
Mum
Smith

*

K Connors (J. Connors) (Thompson) KB
THIRD PERIOD

Allen (Edwards) JjJ
Keough (Douglas)

J-JJ
Douglas (Keough, Ellis) «-"

Vjlt-lJl*lMti********l*1rr~~~' "" n""

Gymnasts In Boston
By JANE CROOK

After having compiled a 7-2 record in dual meet

competition this season, the UMass Varsity Gym-
nastics team will compete in the 5th Annual New
England College Invitational Gymnastic Cham-

pionships this Saturday, to be held at M.I.T.

Preliminary competition will get underway at 11 a.m.

and run until 5 p.m., determining team standings, all-

around winners, and qualifiers for the finals, which

will be held later that evening.

Last year the Redmen finished a disappointing

second, losing to Springfield by only .2 of a point. The

meet was one which saw UMass, who was in last

place in their division after floor exercise, continually

strive to chip away at the Springfield lead, only to

lose by such a narrow margin. Thus UMass scored

an amazing 157.1, and collected 14 individual medals,

their effort to topple the Chiefs from the number one

position in New England had failed.

Coach Erik Kjeldsen's Redmen, tied for 2nd place

in the Eastern League will compete in the University

Division against Southern Connecticut and

Springfield. Teams entering the meet will compete in

one of two divisions. The University Division consists

of teams having scored 125 points or more in a dual

meet this season, while all other New England teams

will compete in the College Division.

The meet will include both team and individual

competition. The top five performers in the

University Division and the top three in the College

Division in each event will compete in the finals,

which will begin at 7:30 pm.
During the regular season, UMass defeated So.

Conn. 152.45-144.60, but the Owls are expected to be

stronger now. They are led by all-around man John

Crosby, who scored a surprisingly low 48.55 against

the Redmen in December.
UMass' biggest rival will be Springfield College, as

the Chiefs are the only N.E. team to have defeated the

Redmen this year. On February 9th, the Chiefs

downed the Redmen 156.2-154.7. UMass has the

potential to avenge the loss, but must compete as a

team to do so. The hitting percentage looks to be

crucial again.

Massachusetts will enter Tony Vacca and Steve

Scuderi in the all-around. Last year Vacca finished

fourth in this grueling event, as well as placing

second on the high bar.

Other Redmen standouts will include Jack Berner

and John Calabria, who placed fifth on floor last

year; Steve Nelson and Rich Seikunas on sidehorse;

Danny Spier, John Oliver, and Jay Aronstein, who

placed fifth, on the rings ; Jay Thompsen who finished

second in vaulting in the division; Dave Genest who

tied for first on p-bars; and Tom Myslicki on the high

bar.

The Redmen squad will be seeking to improve their

second place finish of the past two years, as both

times Springfield College has edged them for top

honors.

Frosh Go For Perfect Season

Team
UM
UM
UM

UM
UM
UM

UM
UM
UM

Time
5:12

7:21

19:39

12:52

13:57

By FRANK ANTOSIEWICZ
Tomorrow night, the unbeaten

freshman basketball squad travels

to Providence, seeking their six-

teenth consecutive victory against

Brown University For the 1971-72

yearlings, this will be their last

obstacle of the season, as they

attempt to duplicate the un-

defeated season of those that are

presently seniors

Brown, which has lost only two

road games, to Boston College in

overtime and to Dartmouth, will

present a stiff challenge to Coach

Fan Gaudette's cagers. The Brown
freshmen, emphasizing quickness,

are considered one of the top frosh

units in New England
Coach Gaudette expects to start

the same fivesome that has

terrorized the opposition all

season. So far. John Murphy leads

the team in points and rebounds

with 20 9 p/g and 13.3 rb/g Bill

Endicott is next on the point

parade with 18 1 p/g, followed by

Tom Gillams with 16.5, Mike
Flanagan with 13.5 and Jim Burke

with 11.9 The stats are com-

parably impressive when it is

noted that Tom Gillams follows

Murphy closely in the rebound

column, averaging 12.5 rb/g and

the two guards. Endicott and

Burke had 7.1 and 6.2 caroms per

game.
Thus, the statistically im-

pressive cagers face their last

challenge of the season.

GOVERNOR SARGENT

"Environmental Policy
>»

Tuesday, March 7, 1972

S.U. Ballroom

8:00 p.m.

Program Council

WMUA
This Saturday. WMUA. 91 1 FM,

"The Voice of Redmen Sports,"

presents a big doubleheader

featuring both varsity hockey

and basketball.

At 2:45 Saturday afternoon, Dan
Kamal and Bill Ballou will be

calling all the action from Orr

Rink as the second seeded

Redmen take on seventh seeded

St. Anselm's in opening round

Division II playoff action.

At 7:50 Saturday evening, (CQ)

Ken Best and Marty Kelley wiU

be in New York to bring you all

the action as the UMass hoop-

sters play the Rams from

Fordham.
So be sure to tune in this

Saturday for all the UMass
sports on WMUA, at 91.1 FM.,

"The Voice of the Redmen."

Notice
There will be a most important

organizational meeting of all

women interested in trying out for

the women's varsity softball team

on Thursday, March 9, at th*»

WoPE lounge

HOWS

HIGH AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. HI 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld partunf MwUcHoi in

WEST SPRINGFIELD «t 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Ctntury Shopping Ptoxa! Tnm pprtinf for «nw 100 ewit

TEKOA

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL OR.
On North South Hwy.

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST. . . . N««t to Holyok* N«t*l. Bank

nouvelle gallery

cordially invites you to attend

our public opening

featuring the work of

Armando Balboni

and

Idahlia Stanley

Sunday afternoon, the fifth of march

from two o'clock

eleven bridge St., northampton

(in the Collector Building on rt. 9)

AMHERST AUDIO is still the best place to buy a stereo system
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Pucksters Host St. A's
By BILLBALLOU

This is the time of year that is

most unpleasant for hockey
coaches. By the time the month of

March has rolled around, a coach

has found himself in one of two

positions. Either he has suffered

through a dismal season and
missed the playoffs, or he has had

a successful year and faces the

opportunity to participate in post

season action.

However, being in the playoffs

generally means that a coach finds

himself walking around thinking

horrid throughts about getting

knocked out in the first round, finds

that his palms are sweating
profusely, and finds that his

stomach has a funny little feeling

Boot Hill Relived

At Fordham
By EARLE BARROLL

Home court advantage?...Like you've never heard it before!!!

UMass basketball has seen it on the road, they've experienced it

themselves at the Cage, but when it comes time to separate the home

court from the home court, you had better start right at the top with

Fordham University.

Tomorrow night at 8, the cagers step onto the wildest and most for-

midable away court they will havet>een at this season when they take on

the N.I.T.bound Fordham Rams.
The Rams have not lost at home in two years, a home court that goes by

the name of Rose Hill, but which Jack Leaman calls through experience

"Boot Hill."

The rise of Fordham to a position of eastern prominance has been

hashed over time and again. Last year, Digger Phelps, in his first year,

inherited a 10-15 team from the year before and in one season took them to

the eastern regionals of the NCAA tournament and a 26-3 record including

an 87-79 win over the Redmen here at the Cage.

Phelps has left for Notre Dame. Charlie Yelverton, their all-American

is now with the Portland Trailblazers. But Fordham has gone on and gone

on big again under the leadership of Dr. Hal Wissel from Lafayette and

another small yet extremely quick Fordham team.

Their credentials are imposing to say the least: The NIT. committee

hit them on the initial day the bids went out Their record is 16-8 including

a super win over then nationally ranked Princeton, who earlier in that

week (last December) upset North Carolina (This was done on eastern

TV at Rose Hill). And while UMass was in Philadelphia, the Rams were

runners-up to second ranked Louisville at the Holiday Festival at

Madison Square Garden. This included a win over Providence on their

way to the finals

Wissel and Leaman are no strangers to each other. While the new

Fordham was at Lafayette he ran a summer camp in the Poconos and

Leaman was a special guest during the summer to lecture, teach and

show films.

What came out of this was that Wissel took all of Leaman's plays he

used at UMass back to Lafayette and now they're at Fordham. As

Leaman says, "We don't have to scout Fordham. It will probably be

something like a ping-pong game."
Both teams will zone press each other. Fordham made the press

famous around the east last season. The Rams are not as big up front as

the Redmen but they're leapers and tough and aggressive.

This game is very important to Leaman and his team. "We have got to

get us believing we're a good basketball team." he said. "It's much better

to be 16-10 than 14-12 ."

For this to happen the Redmen will have to have the last serve at Bo-

er -Rose Hill

inside of it from the time he wakes

up until he finally falls asleep.

UMass head hockey coach Jack

Canniff is no different from any

other coach. He feels the pressure.

The smile is still there, but it's a

little forced There's still a

chuckle, but it's a nervous one.

The playoffs start for UMass
tomorrow at 3 PM in Orr Rink and

marks the first of what Canniff

hopes will be three winning playoff

games. The Redmen lost to St. As.

5-4, a couple of weeks ago up there,

but they still rate as favorites to

win this one and advance to the

second round.

In fact, Canniff thinks his club

could go all the way. He's not cocky

by any means, and he's just as

concerned about this upcoming
game as he could possibly be. But

he knows his team and his talent.

"You just hate to look ahead," he

stated, "because in a single

elimination series all it takes is one

game and Bang! you're hanging up
vour skates for the season."

"But 111 tell you this; when

we're right we're as good as

anyone in this division. We can do

it, there's no question about it;

we've got the horses."

Canniff says he has the horses,

and he's going to take these playoff

games one at a time. He also says

that the Redmen are going to offer

"no excuses."

But. and it's a big "but", the

Redmen do have physical

problems. Bob Shilalie, Mike
Waldron, and Don Riley have some
degree of injury, although it ap-

pears that Shilalie is the only one in

danger of missing the game. Pat

Keenan and Jim Coleman, both

centers, have been complaining of

feeling "run down" as of late and

are being tested in the Infirmary.

Hopefully they'll be able to play on

Saturday.

Playoff hockey is usually con-

servative, tight-checking,
defensive hockey. UMass has not

been playing like that as of late. If

they hope to go anywhere they

must, as Canniff diagnosed,

"tighten up."

There's something special about
playoff hockey This playoff game
starts at 3 PM Saturday at Orr
Rink. Be there for a treat. If you
can't, tune in on WMUA.

It could be the start of something
big.

Satlg fflqllpgian

SPORTS

THAT'S PC'S BRIAN REYNOLDS stopping Eric Sera field of UMass. Chico Shea looks for a possible

rebound. (Photo by Alan Chapman)
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Notice
All volleyball teams in the

volleyball playoffs may pick-up

schedules today in the intramural

office in Boyden Gym

Frosh Grapplers Second
By JOHN BOCK

New Britain. Conn -There were two tournaments

going on simutaneously at the Central Connecticut

State College campus and both teams that par-

ticipated under the UMass flag, took seconds

The story of the Varsity struggle with Springfield

has been told and all that remains is a post script in

the form of a salute to those wrestlers who hung in the

consolation matches and picked up valuable points

for UMass.
Wrestling in the 126 pound weight class was Mike

McGlaughlin. one of four freshmen that wrestled

Varsity in the tourney. Mike picked up an easy win in

the preliminaries, decisioning his Boston Univ. op-

ponent 7-1, and thus earned the right to advance In

the quarter finals Mike pulled out an 8-4 decision in

overtime, besting Silva of Bowdoin in one of the best

bouts of the tournament. The next day Mike lost to

Hamilton of Central Connecticut 6-4 and put himself

in the consolation semi-finals. In his first march he

won 5-0 over the boy from Wesleyan, but lost in the

finals to Pressman of URI 5-2, thus earning a fourth

place trophy and two team points for the Redmen.

Chris Cadwallader lost to Steve Gaydosh, who

would take his fourth New England title at 158, after

decisioning two opponents in the preliminaries and

quarter finals. It was Conan Cadwallader 8-3 over

Raphaelson of Brown and 7-2 over Kuentz of MIT In

the first round consolations Conan pulled out a pin in

the verj last second of the march as he decked Darrin

of Bowdoin in 5:59 (Consolation matches were six

minutes in length). Bob Wickwire of CCSC was the

third seeded man in this weight class and true to his

seed beat Cadwallader 5-0 in the consolation finals.

In the same gym, on other mats, the NEIWA Fresh-

man Tournament was being held to coincide with the

Vgrsity. UMass had only seven entries, aside from

those freshmen that wrestled varsity and were

ineligible. The seven entries were John Mulvihill at

113, Dick Muri at 126, Don Bergeron at 134, Allan

Elmont at 142. Steve Rome at 150, Jack Beaudry at

158 and Steve Schwartz at Heavyweight.

Mulvihill, Beaudry and Schwartz failed to place as

the lost in the first round of both the regular and

consolation bouts. None went down without a fight,

however, as Mulvihill lost a tough one to Tobia of RIC
4-1. Beaudry lost by a big margin to Swanson of

Brown and then lost a last second heart breaker in

overtime to Wise of LTI. Schwartz was pinned in the

first round by Halpin of LTI, but came roa.ing back

in the first round consolation to decision his opponent

Grasso of MIT 10-0. The semi-final round proved to be

disastrous as Schwartz was clamped by Conway of

Amherst.
The frosh had five out of seven in the finals and two

proved to be the best. At 126 Dick Muri. showing the

experience gained in wrestling a few varsity mat-

ches, came from his fourth seed position to upset top

seeded Cole of SC in the finals 8-1.

Don Bergeron also came from a low seed in the 134

pound class but didn't upset anybody, being

decisioned in the finals 10-2 by Coleman of Williams.

Al Elmont proved that no one at the tournament

could hold him down as he spent a total time of thirty

seconds on the bottom in three matches. But escapes

didn't win it for Al as he was taken down a few times

to lose 10-4 in the finals to Seymour of Coast Guard.

About the only thing that can be said about Tony

Rome is that the only kids he upset in the tourney

were the ones he beat which amounted to everyone he

wrestled. He demolished Turker of Coast Guard 12-2

in the finals and took the trophy he has been working

for all year. Watching him wrestle is a good reminder

that a little muslce never hurts.

John Nickerson came from a fourth seed position to

meet Capacci of Coast Guard in the finals. John beat

the Springfield boy in a brilliant performance in the

semis, but seemed to have run out of steam in the

final match as the Coast Guard man pinned him late

in the second period

The final team standings are Coast Guard, UMass,

MIT, UConn and Williams. Coast Guard won the

tournament for the second time in a row as they

wrestled a 11 of their freshmen varsity during the

season in preparation for the Freshman Tournament.

Some of the boys will be participating in the Army
Invitational Plebe Tourney to be held at West Point

on March 18, 1972.

PlayoffPicks
The Division II hockey playoffs start on Saturday and will con-

tinue through to completion on the following Saturday. MDC sports

polled its vast reserve of hockey writers and came up with the

entire story on how this edition of the Division II playoffs will go

SATURDAY, MARCH

4

LOWELL TECH 1 at VERMONT 8 -Tech is only in the playoffs

because New England College couldn't participate. UVM is too

strong all over the ice for the Engineers and should have no dif-

ficulty in handling them.

ST. ANSELM'S 3 at UMASS 6--The Hawks beat the Redmen up in

Manchester by 5-4. but can't expect UMass to play as poorly as they

did up there. If the Redmen tighten up on defense they should be

able to handle St. Anselm's fairly easily.

SALEM STATE 3 at MERRIMACK 6 -Merrimack has been playing

extremely well as of late and they own a big 5-4 upset win over
Bowdoin. State could be a sleeper but chances are they just don't

have the horses.

BUFFALO 4 at BOSTON STATE 3--Buffalo is the question mark
surrounding the whole shindig. They only picked up two losses on
the season but play a different schedule than New England teams.
Boston State has been on the skid lately and has a horrible defense.

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 8
If those predictions come true, then this is how it will be played on

the following Wednesday night. The highest remaining seed will
play the lowest seed and the two in the middle will play each other
Here's how it'll probably stack up.

BUFFALO 3 at VERMONT 5-The Bisons are still a question mark,
but their roster is impressive and chances are they'll give the Cats
a fight. However, home ice is worth a couple of goals, especially in
Vermont

MERRIMACK 1 at UMASS 4-The Redmen aren't facing the same
club they walloped at home a while back. The score could go higher
either way but chances are both teams will be playing it extra
cautious.

_ SATURDAY, MARCH 11
IF things are still following the script, then it will come down to

UMass vs. Vermont in Burlington on Saturday Here's how it

should all end.

UMASS 2 at VERMONT 4-The heart says UMass, but the figures

I'm
{ T

u
he Cats have been P,ayin8 super hockey of late while

UMass hasn't The Redmen beat UVM in OT early in the season
with a great performance, but this Vermont team has improved.

I

It'll probably be ended by an' empty-net' goal
^^^^^^SASOAXiS^^

I

Poor Richard's No. 16
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"the compendium for the spirit..." A Weekly Magazine
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working hard for your salvation.

WMPIRG: To The Rescue?
By JIM LAVRAKAS

This country has more problems

than it should tolerate and more

solutions than it uses. Our society has

the resources and the skills to keep

injustice at bay and to elevate the

human condition to the state of an en-

during compassion and creative

fulfillment."

Ralph Nader and Donald Ross from

Action for I Chang*

The statements of an idealistic man.

and one of the few among the throngs of

idealistic men throughout the ages who

has been turning throughts into creative

action And one of the vast, untapped

resources that Nader describes is the

potential power that exists in student

organization. Nader's plan to realize

this potential takes the form of a PIRG
(Public Interest Research Group) which

would deal with the social and economic

problems in a particular area

Anyone who has been accosted by

dive bombing WMPIRG <a Western

Massachusetts PIRG I petitioners is now

fullv ware that PIRG has hit the

campus My first contact with these

people has made me immediately

allergic to the letters w-m-p-i r-g when

placed in that, or any other order

If WMPIRG, as a corporation, is going

to keep itselt immune to the kind of

corruption and dirty dealing that it is

supposed to investigate there must be

safe guards and checks built into it to

make this kind of reverse objective

impossible to happen. What has Nader

built into this group to insure their

immunity and how is WMPIRG carrying

out Naders guideline

"Except in rare cases a single

campus PIRG is undesirable..."' says

Nader. "They must build the in

tercampus relationship They must

clearly deliniate lines of authority and

control to insure fair representation
."

He mentions that this is hard to do

before the PIRGs in the area are legally

recognized, but he says 'a clear idi

organization (of the different

PIRGs) should be formulated at the

outset
' The idea of more tfian one

campus with a PIRG also insures that a

monopoly of any kind will not exist

I spoke with Arnold Millette. an

organizer of WMPIRG, about this verj

point that Nader touched upon He said

Con't on page four
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The Overthrow: Part VI
We were waiting for him, Nick, Big Louie and I, as he walked out

the front doors of Bartlett and headed towards his car on the other

side of Herter Hall. We had planned this all week and had coor-

dinated each step of the operation down to the last second. Big

Louie carried the "tools" in a briefcase under his arm.

The man opened the passenger door of his car and threw his

briefcase in the back seat. We were waiting for just this point. As he

got in the car and started to slide over in the seat I hopped in beside

him, opened the back door, and, as Nick and Big Louie jumped in

the back I we were all wearing the now famous knitten ski masks) I

ordered: "Drive." Everything was going without a hitch.

This was "Operation Reprogram". The object was to try and

force a complete reversal in the policies of the English 125 program

by brainwashing the head man without anyone else discovering the

sabotage. And it was coming off; this was intracampus espionage

*> its ht?st

'

I realize that the old proverb "you can't teach an old dog new

tricks" was never so apt as in the case of a Commonwealth

Professor of English, especially this one. We figured that our

brainwashing operation was going to call for some drastic action.

We had planned for that.

We were heading down N. Pleasant St and right opposite the

pond Nick went into "phase two" of the plan. He slipped the "An-

nihilator" over the man's head and I grabbed the wheel (I will

explain to "the less astute among you" - as Mrs. Edwards would

say endearing smile and all - just what the "Anmhilator" is. You

take one jet pilots helmet, hook it up to a waterpipe I the bigger the

better we had the best) and you have in your hands one of the truly

great innovations of the age. an "Annihilator". It knocked him in a

daze in about half a minute We slid him out of the drivers seat,

Nick took his place, and I held the waterpipe. I said I was going to

get my revenge on this man and now let the festivities begin!

•What is vour name"
'

Howard Brogan" The verv name made me boil in rage

Do you run the English IS program" He answered in the af-

firmative Then I let him have it.

"Do \ou pick your to<

In uh wha. wha, what""

I )o \ ou pick vour toes in Poughkeepsie
9 "

I leared at him

Now vou have to realize that this is the first time that this man. a

fiftv plus vear old man, had ever been stoned A traumatic ex-

perience if there ever w.i> OM Plus, remember, plus, how would

>ou react to the insinuation that you pick your toes, and in

Poughkeepsie, no less!

He went ape There was nothing we could do with him, he was a

total vegetable We parked the car at the School of Ed and left him

(here mumbling to himself I was joyous that we had left him in

such | state but was worried that we had blown the whole plan. I

was quiet ._. . . ., ..

English 125 is now without a leader! "cried Big Louie. I thought,

hev. that's right
,

If only he can hold on as a cabbage brain for another week we

CM forge onward to our main attack. Without their guard up and

their leader incapacitated victory is assured
"

We let out a cheer With the forthcoming mam assault in mind,

under the auspices of Brogans mental inactivity, we came closer

to Southwest We HoChiMmh hopped our way through the tunnel of

Southwest in the most animated of spirits

to be continued...
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Nixon's The One!

The president's startling trip to China

has jolted many people into taking a

realistic look at the events of the first

Nixon term of office. He has disap-

pointed many people who have been

waiting for the inevitable blunder, the

old Nixon's loss of restraint. As the

Chinese seem to have acknowledged,

you can teach an old running dog new

tricks. In a rarely seen attempt to ap-

praise the Nixon performance fairly and

sympathetically Frank Baghone

examines the moods and trends of the

President's administration. Turn to

page five for one person's opinion of

why, in the battle for America,

President Nixon has the lead over his

critics.

page five

Viewed Through The Perverse

Does the architecture of this campus

tease your subconscious like a Russ

Meyer Horn flick? This question

amongst others of a similar ilk are

explored at length and with illustrations

in our centerfold where Richard Davis

holds sway. His piece may read a bit

much into the architecture, if not we

have discovered the most audaciously

pornographic show since the heyday of

Dirty Alice. And, unlike that legendary

Miss, you can get your rocks off daily

without really trying; just look up,

around, and all about you. The truth is in

the looking and if you give it a chance

you may decide that Marcel Brever is

an old letch too.
pages eight and nine

An Ill-Begotten

Doesn't anyone like anything about

the past anymore? In Harold Pinter's

screenplay of HP. Hartley's The Go
Between, the past (Victorian England)

is a foreign land, "they do things dif-

ferently there.'' But in Joseph Losey's

direction of this film "different" means
"wrong." In a visually pleasing film the

Victorian character is once again given

a sound trashing (ho-hum). In his

review of The Go Between on page

thirteen, Bob Nesti has some criticisms

suggesting where this film might have

gone astray. Somewhat more sym-

pathetic to the characters than Losey,

Nesti's film review spots the

weaknesses in plot and theme that

diminished the completeness of the film.

page thirteen

And Further True-Life Adventures

Do you pick your toes in Poughkeep-

sie 9 The wily, curlied haired youth asks

on our left and it's the first of many such

egnimatic questions raised in this

weeks issue. On the next page, for in-

stance, is an inquiry into the character

and life of Sylvia Plath as presently is

being reflected in her best -selling novel

The Bell Jar. Then on page six is the

question of John Lindsay, does the

master of the media and the metropolis

have much of a chance in the big time?

Read on. Albums? Have we got albums

you may ask. Hendrix, the live variety

for starters is gone over, and there are

more on pages ten and eleven. Made For

Each Other, is it, as some have said, the

best American comedy in quite some
time? Well, Poor Richard's happens to

think so and Patrick Sullivan tells us

why on page twelve. Ever wonder about

headphones, well always willing to

please Frank Johnson may have some
clues into that essential audio part on

page. 14. Then, may you ask, what is the

answer to the Puzzle. Well it's here, in

full on page 15.

Then Weekend, on page 16.

A WE EKLY MAGAZINE

Correspondences With Poor Richard's
Dear Editor:

Referring to Jeff Clayton's

article Christ On Campus:
Camping the Crusade, I find

that he missed the theme on two
important points: first, I

disagree with him on certain

aspects, but second, I agree
with him on many more
aspects.

You don't have to be Bible

waving nut, a long-haired,

dirty, hobo to be a Jesus Freak.

Christianity is a missionary

faith but that is not the end all.

Putting "Christ first in your

lives" as you put it, doesn't

mean shoving Christ into the

lives of everyone you come
across, and 'ulterior' motives

like squashing "soft, im-

pressionable" freshmen is not

what the Good Book says. Being

a Christian means living like

Christ, and He was not known in

His time so much for His Words,

as much for His works He had a

smile for everyone, a time for

everyone, and a helping hand
for everyone.

Jeff, these on campus may be

JFs. in that every time they

have a meeting, they are there -

not alone, but with their famous

little notebooks taking down
notes, making sure they get

everything what the speaker

says. The result What happens

in any course when you are

taking down notes all the while''

You miss the personal rapport

with the teacher and with the

subject Likewise here, and

don't tell me that it is not so

To be one of them means to

take LT< s (Leadership

Training Courses) - without this

vou are not a full, ready per

son' Monday through Sunday,

(hey don't have time for anyone

or anything outside their little

circle They are the elite of

society Their valuable time is

spent so much in attending

Bible studies, rap groups. LTCs.

feeding from the Word, that

they quite forget about feeding'

others they have no time for a

word of friendship, no time to

help a needy neighbor, no time

to just sit and chat. The biggest

kick is when it boils down
dating: you spew the little

booklet at your date and down
his guts.

Say man. the other guy on the

street is also a human, he too. is

flesh and blood. He has

problems also, he would like to

relax, have a clean, happy, fun

time. If my date started shoving

the four laws' down my throat,

I would beat Superman in a

getaway.
The other girl, she just wants

to cool it on a date, relax and

rest, away from the routine of

Feiffer

everyday life. She knows that if

she is with me, what she will get

is a happy, quiet evening, what

she won't get is the 'four laws

piledriver'.

Christ said, "You are saved of

grace, not of works, lest any

man boast", and He went on to

say "Let your manner of life be

worthy of the Gospel", and "Be

ye in the world, but not of the

world". (Jeff, these here are not

in the world, they are out of this

world.) Did He tell you to cut

yourself off from society, or to

work in society?

Wake up to reality? Before

Christ rammed the four laws

down people's guts, he gave

them food, clothing and shelter.

He healed them, rapped with

them, played with their kids,

mixed with their people, helped

them in their immediate,

personal or material needs.

What does your' Christ tell

you about Boltwood Project,

Room to Move, Mental Health

Services. Students Offering

Support, the Health Services

Student Advisory Board, Food

Services Committee, WM-
PIRG, Coalition for En-

vironmental Quality, Nor-

thampton Volunteers - just to

mention a few of the

organizations run by students on

campus, working towards

solving people's problems - your

people's problems9 Does He tell

you to disassociate from them,

to be a self-centered, in-your-

own-group-egocentrist, not to be

a part of the working society9

Boy. if He tells you that, then

you must be having a different

Christ, not the Christ of the

Bible Does He tell you to take

away my book and then feed me
lies like "I don't know where

you stay! "? Man, what brand of

Christ are you selling
9

The Christ of the Bible cared -

cared for His people, for His

society. Where there was
sorrow, behold. He was there.

Where there was trouble,

problems, hunger, sickness,

disease and death. He was

there He wasn't there to gripe

or to talk; anybody can do that

He was there to care for them,

look after them, and help solve

their problems.

No. Jeff, you are right, there

is a serious shortage of JFs

here These people aren't JFs

Jesus Freaks care, they care

for their brother, for their

neighbor. The good Samaritan

did not give the injured

traveller the four laws, he gave

him his care. I If you who know

the Lord' think this story does

not apply to you, think again,

because exceptions are few and

far between.) Since parroting

verses back and forth seems to

be a basis for their doctrine,

let me give you a couple of

closings: "They shall know you

by your deeds", "For he who
knows how to do good, and does

it not. it is sin". "What you do

unto the least of my brethren,

you do unto me", and "Woe to

you, you scribes and

Pharisees,., you preach, but do

not practice".

Not good works to earn

salvation, but because you have

it by grace
Yours,

N. Haridasan

To the Editor:

Steve Feld's latest plunge into

the pratfalls of the superstar

(Neil Young Finally Comes
Around-Poor Richard's,
February 25, 1972) once again

proved his inadequacy as a

music reviewer. He revels in

the esoteric, so much so that we
are more conscious of Feld the

Supergroupie than Feld the

objective interpreter of the

body of Young's work. Feld

makes the statement that "half

good and half bad isn't

anywhere near good enough,"

but he misses entirely the fact

that After The Gold Rush often

fell in to the same lifelessness,

and Young has gained his

"superstar" status only through

a small number of his songs.

Since Young's work is con-

sistent, what is wrong with

Harvest'' When he's good on

this album, he's excellent. "Old

Man" shows a welcome side of

Neil Young with its picking

banjo but Feld's allusion to

Stephen Stills "4 and 20" shows

ability to make connections that

aren't really there. The con-

nection seems to be made more
out of the fact that Young and

Stills have played in musical

groups together and, naturally,

their personal lives would gush

forth in their works and they'd

be eternally linked. This again

only shows Feld's obsession

with the "groovy" image.

This same sort of idolration

which reaks in pseudo-hip fan

magazines like Circus and is

beginning to creep into Rock.

The image is all that matters, to

hell with any knowledge of the

music and performance. The
fact that Mr. Feld reads these

journals (plus the rock cultist

bible Rolling Stone) shows in

the incidental details of his

work. Instead of perceptive

analysis, we get gossip. Judith

Christ does much the same with

her film reviews, in fact neither

are reviewers at all they're

cultists, plain and simple, and

the evocation of the "super-

star" image cannot compensate

for the inanity of the prose.

William Tannett
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Books A Prelude To Breakdown
The Bell Jar: a review by David Rit-

chkoff

In "The Bell Jar" Sylvia Plath finally

got to be herself. Although Ms. Plath

may seem to be thrice removed (the

book being written by Plath under the

psuedonymn of Victoria Lucas about a

girl named Esther Greenwood), it

seems justifiable to discuss the book as

an auto-biographical piece. The Bell Jar

allowed Sylvia Plath to pour out the

early years of her life, the confusion, the

doubts, the "psuedoness" of the

brilliant, vivacious college girl. What
the reader receives, in turn, is a book

that is as personal as any book can

possibly be. We are allowed to enter

Plath's mind and walk with her through

a whirlwind guest editorship summer at

"Mademoiselle Magazine" in New York

to her attempted suicide on returning

home and her time in a posh, private

asylum back to recovery. This journey

through Greenwood/Plath's mind is an

especially powerful one for the student,

because it hits close to home and

crystalizes feelings that are common in

the falseness of the academic world.

Esther Greenwood has been the

picture of success in terms of in-

telligence, education, and rewards. She

is a brilliant young writer, poet, and

student attending a large woman's
college on the east coast (Ms. Plath

attended nearby Smith College,

graduating "summa cum laude" in

1955. ) ; but behind this glistening facade

is the real material for The Bell Jar.

Esther Greenwood is enclosed by a

transparent prison, a "bell jar" in which

she breathes and rebreathes her own

"sour air". She begins to be aware of her

failure to develop her humanity by

locking herself behind a row of straight

There is no place for her ; she hates the

stupidity of her college, the dating, the

fakery behind the grades. It is tne

realization that she can do nothing about

her situation that begins her downfall.

Little by little Esther slips from reality;

she can no longer stand up to the

A drawing

A's and academic honors. She forces

herself to become part of the inanity of

society's picture of a "woman" and
loses ground quickly.

by Sylvia Plath.

shallowness expected of her in all areas

of life. And thus, she tries to end it. The

description of an off-balanced mind

might well categorize The Bell Jar as

strictly a psychological exploration like

/ Never Promised You a Rose Garden;

but Sylvia Plath is doing much more by

merely giving us a diary of her thoughts

and pulls her book closer to the reader

as she pulls the story deeper within her

mind. There is something terribly

simple as well as something powerful in

her description of her attempted

suicide: "I felt the darkness, but nothing

else, and my head rose, feeling it, like

the head of a worm. Someone was

moaning. Then a great, hard weight

smashed against my cheek like a stone

wall and the moaning stopped." As the

struggle for reality comes into play for

Esther Greenwood the prose becomes

somewhat detached and cold. Ms. Plath

uses her language to create the actual

feeling of an exhausted brain ; the sanity

is still somehow there, but emotion is

gone. Nothing bothers Esther anymore;

she has learned to simply not care.

Knowing that Sylvia Plath committed

suicide in 1963, we can look at The Bell

Jar as a prelude to that second and final

emotional breakdown. Small successes

again failed to put her mind at peace.

Read The Bell Jar, then her Ariel poems
to realize the full extent of her torture.

She is still the Smithy, caught up in the

inadequecy to be a debutante and

socialite in The Bell Jar. She is a woman
in Ariel, stripped of any facade-ripping

the masks off herself. It is almost a

waste to read The Bell Jar alone; it is

only a one-way trip. Read Ariel for the

return.

WMPIRG To The Rescue (Con't.)
that WMPIRG was made up of three

different college areas -Springfield

Area. Five-College Area, and the "Out-

West" Area Colleges (which includes

Williams College. Berkshire Community

College among a host) which have all

been keeping in touch. It seems that

lately, however, that several smaller

colleges have fallen by the wayside

while UMass has concentrated on its

blitzkrieg to establish a PIRG at home.

Millette said that it will be UMass' job to

get these struggling colleges on their

feet once again.

WMPIRG (in its proposed bylaws)

indicates that it will be a non-profit,

nonpartisan-political organization. By

doing this the problem of "conflict of

interest" and directly biased political

influence is all but eliminated.

There is still the problem, however, of

another aspect of "conflict of interest"

Whether or not this organization is

designated "nonpartisan" or not it is

still a fact that they will have political

influence (although it may not be

directly biased) This is a natural thing

for any growing corporation with a

group of professionals working in the

heart of political-social-economic

problems.
However. PIRGs are set up with a

most democratic structuring and it is

possible to remove an undesirable

governing board < in WMPIRGs case the

Local Board) through a student vote. I

asked about this voting process and

received some hazy answers: "I'm not

sure about that process," one WMPIRG
organizer said. Like all voting processes

this one should be safeguarded by

students by a consistent and massive

turn out at the polls. It is up to the

student in this case to guard himself

The question of whether or not the

term "coercive" can be aptly applied to

the "voluntary fee increase with a

guaranteed refund" method used by

PIRGs for funding has been the rage of

topics to get into a rage about on cam-

pus. It is pointed out by Nader that the

two other alternatives would be im

practicable because they are either

"wastefully exorbitant" (the "check off

system" of marking a card at

registration for which the university

charges a 15-20 per cent fee of the total

amount collected to cover the costs of

handling), or "shamefully coercive"

(the mandatory fee system where a

student is forced to "pay or leave") The

perspective for looking at the voluntary

fee with refund has been made inviting

by presenting this biased form of "the

lesser of two evils"

However, when this method of funding

is presented to the campus body in the

form of a petition it becomes more and

more democratic to the eye It is pointed

out that a petition campaign needs

hundreds of workers to make it suc-

cessful, whereas, the alternative

referendum method can be carried out

by "a handful of glib students". This

method of funding and gaining student

support, therefore, guarantees that at

least a hundred people are involved, that

it is not a careless, mindless
"Potemkin" organization. Nader also

demands that there be a good cross-

section of students on the campus doing

the petitioning. In this WMPIRG has

stuck close to Nader's guidelines

The origins of WMPIRG. its past

funding and its future budget are

questions that may be bugging the

reader at this point WMPIRG was set

up in October of last semester. Its funds

since its birth have come from a $3500

grant and a loan of the same amount
given by the Rockerfeller Foundation

I

*

A forlorn pirger.

supported Connecticut Valley Com-
mission. WMPIRG, since October, has

grown to include twenty colleges (in the

three areas already mentioned). From
the 40,000 students from these colleges

that WMPIRG estimates will be the

main source of funding a budget of

$160,000 per year is planned.

And what about the student? What
other benefits can he reap besides

having a constant, year-round sur-

veillance on the environment,
discrimination, university policies,

community needs, etc? Arnold Millette

drove home the fact that any student can

get credit for the work he does for

WMPIRG for a course in which WM-
PIRG work is connected: "This is a

chance for students to get credits for

something they enjoy doing, and, in the

end they will have something that will

not sit in a box somewhere but will be

read and evaluated for action
"

Okay So WMPIRG looks pretty safe

structurally but how about the action

side of it? How do they stand up to the

things that Nader has said they should

direct themselves towards'' And what

about the way in which they present

themselves to the public eye9

In Nader's "manual" he stresses the

need for PIRGs to look in all directions

to investigate. Right now. Allen Yelsey,

who heads research, has about sixty

students working on problems for in

vestigation Several operations they are

taking part in are court-watching in

Chicopee, and research on rural

poverty Their research, by the way, is

earning them academic credits And of

course there has been research done on

the Montague Plain Landfill

WMPIRG has devoted its first two

columns in POOR RICHARD'S to the

controversy involved with the landfill

they insist that "we have been keeping

on the outskirts of the Montague thing."

What they have done then is to use this

controversy as a boost to their campaign
to gain the attention and support of the

campus at large "We are not elected,

so, right now we are making no

policies." Allen Yelsey said. The fact

remains that both articles contained a

visually biased perspective of the
controversy. The first article contained

a picture of a waste-strewn stream with

the heading "landfill more bad than

good?" It is certainly true that "we
cannot afford the economy of landfill"

as Dr. Robert Livingston, ecologist in

the Botony Dept. put it On the other

hand he also realizes that if landfill is

the only viable solution for the disposal

of refuse then it had better be put into

operation The second article contained

a four column cartoon depicting the

Western Mass citizen being run over by
the money grubbing B&M Railroad. The
article itself contained faults that
bordered on emotional harangue. For
example, the idea that a landfill should

not be set up in Montague because the

garbage comes from Boston and not

from Montague is the kind of blind

emotionalism that WMPIRG should
watch out for What about the Amherst
landfill off route 9 that is within three

miles of the town's water supply? There
is no outcry about the dangers there.

I think that what this kind of confusion
about policies points to is a general
confusion and lack of communication
that is only normal in the beginning
stages of such a vast enterprise. The
reader may have gotten the impression
that this EMPIRG report has oscillated

between pro and con while trying to put
forth certain facts about the WMPIRG
presence on campus.

What may have seemed like in-

decision to take a stand was, in fact, an

expose of the different sides of this new

phenomenon that has hit the western

part of the state (there is also an EM
PIRG in the process of development in

the eastern part of the state; the division

of the state into two PIRGs makes for

more concentrated action, by the way)

The very idea of PIRGs is an idealistic

thought if ever there was one. Looking

critically at it then is a way to guard

yourself from the hurt that has resulted

from the failure of by-gone idealisms It

is in the students of this country that

Nader places his faith for success of

PIRGs The hope is that finally, there

will come from the idealistic spirit a

concrete. productive. working

organization that is the embodiment of

that spirit
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He took what he wanted,

but I enjoyed it...
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Politics

Teaching An Old Running Dog New Tricks
By FRANK BAGLIONE

There was a time in the

Roman Empire when a mad-
man held the title of Emperor.
He built a birdge from his home
to a temple so that he could be a

neighbor to the gods, and he

once nominated his horse for

consul. He reigned only a few

years, and when his bizarre

reign ended some people,

looking for something positive

to say about the period, were

encouraged by the fact that the

large empire had been able to

survive the administration of a

demented emperor It not only

survived but functioned

properly.

When Richard Nixon
ascended to the presidency of

the American Empire in 1968

there were many who felt that

with such a man in the nation's

highest office our system would

not survive, or, in the least,

would cease to function

properly. It was, after all, the

year in which this nation

changed its mind on the latest

attempt to block the advance fo

communism Fed by this fact, it

was the year in which those

seeking a second American
Revolution gathered their

greatest strength. A tremen-

dous social revolution was
gathering; the nation's

economic system was stretched

taut; threats of an ecological

disaster had begun to be heard;

the largest political party in the

country had been assaulted ; the

drug culture was peaking;

liberation movements
abounded And Richard Nixon

seemed to be the man who could

only aggravate these sores.

Yet America is not a nation to

be trifled with, not by the Black

Panthers. not by SDS
(remember them), not by the

parasitic offspring of the middle

class who were secure and

comfortable enough to be bored,

not by ecological prophets of the

apocalypse, not by unwashed
drop-outs America is a great

and impersonal sponge -push

against it and it gives way.

throw yourself against it and it

absorbs you If only for the

incredible way it changes its

form and remains the same, if

only for its utter disregard of

threats for immediate change,

we must stand in awe, overcome
with respect

Richard Nixon did not

aggravate the nation's sores, he

numbed them Nixonism is an

overpowering anesthetic, a

down, to some, a bummer
Whatever, with a benign neglect

of the black civil rights

movement he cut the impetus to

create turmoil in that area by

withdrawing government
concern In 1972 we find the

Congress passing anti-bussing

bills that should seriously slow

the process of school in-

tegration. With de-escalation

and Vietnamization he made
the end of the Vietnam war a

matter of patience (which is a

virtue). In 1972 we find America

firmly committed to total with-

drawal and ready to talk about

the end of Thieu, and a coalition

government. Anti-war groups

find themselves with useless

picket signs. The government is

making corporations move
toward meeting anti-pollution

standards; Nixon says amnesty

for war resisters can be con-

sidered after the troops and

POWs come home. And the

government's stand against the

legalization of marijuana is as

suspect as was its stand, its

firm stand, against wage and

price controls The opposition is

continually crashing after its

pre-Nixon high.

Perhaps everyone un-

derestimated Mr Richard

Nixon, that "out-of-time man''

who looked at 1968 through 1952,

that man who thought and spoke

like the lamest of the lames. For

nearly four years we have stood

stunned at the way he bumbled
his way through every

catastrophe -Haynesworth and

Carswell, the Cambodian
"incursion" (how lovely he uses

the English language); the

battle with the labor unions; the

defeat in the U.N. over
Nationalist China-and still

managed to come up smelling

like a rose. Even when Richard

Nixon stepped off the plane in

Peking and the "peoples'

revolutionary band" standing

behind Chou En-lai struck up
the "Star Spangled Banner"! !

!

could most people believe our

president fully realized or

the right wing's dream of

recapturing the Chinese
mainland for the forces of good,

deserted by an old friend, a

friend who had pledged to

defend Taiwan's off-shore

islands back in 1960 when a

young Massachusetts' senator

ahd said they were not worth

fighting for. It may be that

there is no "new Nixon," that

one's character cannot be

changed, but what we have here

is a Nixon whose behavior has

certainly been modified. It is a

Nixon that walks smoothly and
cunningly between the changing

worlds.

Chou-En-~Lal greets President Nixon during his recent China

visit. "How was it that America'* number one champion against

communism should Journey so far into the enemle's camp and the

only tangible diplomatic result of the visit is America's pledge to

withdraw its troops from Taiwan?"

planned the coup he had
engineered.

This is why Nixon is infallible.

We expect segregation and we
get a mild, benign neglect We
expect a Vietnam war of at-

trition and get American with-

drawal and concession. We ex-

pect unbridled capitalism and

wake up to a frozen economy.

And we expect a Kennedy or a

McGovern to thaw the cold war
only to find Richrd Nixon

shaking Mao Tse-tung's hand

As a CBS correspondent

remarked, the message is clear

-you can teach an old running

dog new trucks

Nixon in China was spec-

tacular True, by comparison to

the gentle looking little Chou

En-lai. our president's lack of

grace in speaking and his un-

sure grasp of a courteous

demeanor was apparent And

yet there he was making a trip

of greater impact than the

journey to the moon (also ac-

complished in his term of of-

fice). If he was not the most

pleasing and affable am-
bassador he nonetheless

displayed a graciousness and

taste that seemed beyond his

ability in the past.

The results of Nixon's trip

were greater than seeing a U.S.

president strolling along the

Great Wall, or watching the

First Lady perform the duties of

a somewhat awkward am-
bassador of good will. In Chou

En-lai's expressing China's

desire to seek a normalization

of relations with the United

States, in Nixon's unhesitating

concessions to China's foreign

policy wishes here were the

amazing results of the

president's trip to China. How
was it that America's number
one champion against com-
munism should journey so far

into the enemy's camp and the

only tangible diplomatic result

of the visit is America's pledge

to withdraw its troops from

Taiwan? Old Chaing Kai-chek

After four years of Nixon we
find the United States still

solvent, still powerful, still a

nation whose sins are not so

great after all -after

Czechoslovakia, after Northern

Ireland, after Pakistan. It is

difficult for any nation to cast a

single stone. At home we found

the idealistic young were not

above bloodying their hands

either. Nixon's attempts to save

face in Indochina by refusing

demands for an immediate
withdrawal of U.S. troops did

not justify bombings where

innocent people could be (and

were at Madison ) killed by the

terrorist's bomb Social in

justices do not allow for the

random killing of policemen

Occasional malfunctions and

lags in the society were hardly

sufficient provocation for the

shrill and hysterical speech and

actions of morally aggressive

radicals In many cases where
Nixon's conduct was little more
than mediocre and hollow, the

conduct of others made him
seem the epitome of honesty

and good, solid, common
American sense.

As said before, there were
those who believed a few years

of Nixon-Mitchell conservatism

and "repression" would expose

the "corrupt capitalist system"

for the "Fascist racist state"

that it was. in their minds, and

lead to a revolution of the

people, by the people, and for

the people, so to speak. As of

this writing, this has not hap-

pened. While there will always

be a number of odd-balls who
mind the store while the

revolution is postponed, it

should be evident to most by

now that the system has ac-

cepted just about all the change

it can tolerate at this moment
Indeed, there are some in-

dications that in some areas a

normal and limited reaction, or

counter-revolution if you must,

is taking place It is happening

in civil rights most obviously

-

that particular question has

been with us some time now.

The process should continue in

other areas soon. If Nixon did

not bring us together, he cer-

tainly did show us how to relax.

It should be safe to say that

few found Nixon's first term in

office exhilirating, he does not

practice the politics of joy. But

he showed himself to be a man
of ability, resourcefullness,

inventiveness, strength and
luck (if you will not allow him
judgement) . He earned people's

respect by doing more than was
expected of him, and doing it

rather well. He earned his share

of the people's respect by

standing up to the hysterics, the

ridicule, the threats, the vicious

and sometimes frenzied

derision. He held up under the

pressure of his job, a situation

most Americans have them-

selves experienced and ap-

preciate. And he lasted; he is

not only going to cross the finish

line, but he seems to be doing it

coming on strong, with good

style and showing little fatigue.

Richard Nixon seems to be on

the verge of outlasting his op-

ponents, and that includes the

press who thought they weren't

going to have Dick Nixon to kick

around anymore.

Richard Nixon has handled

his four years in office well. The
metaphors and imagery of

football plays in which he

speaks to describe his govern-

ment's handling of certain

problems is quite accurate. He
has been a good coach and has

trained a fine team. Each
player has his specialty, each

man makes the runs, or blocks,

or tackles with precise timing.

Or like the President's other

favorite metaphor, each flank

of his forces moves up on

command; every fight, every

skirmish, every pitched battle

is timed and executed to

precision. His most impressive

weapon is the way he uses

surprise How many times have

we believed he was to be run

from the field -in Supreme
Court nominations, in the

economy, in the Vietnam War,
in the battles over his two China

policy -only to find that he

snatched victory from his foes

each time. The Supreme Court

does look more conservative, he

has executed his foe's remedies

for the economy, the war
dwindles, two Chinas seem to be

one

And now we come upon the

battle for re-election. From the

looks of his splintered op-

position, from the proliferation

of lunatic third party can-

didates, from the way he has

timed and handled his recent

travelling, who seems to be the

most representative candidate?

Richard Millhouse Nixon is the

only man running as himself,

taken for whatever that is

worth. Only Muskie of all his

opposition looks anything like a

representative American
candidate. We have people

running as anti-war candidates,

as anti-bussing candidates, as

communists, as socialists, as

conservatives. We have a black

woman to understand the

blacks and women; we have a

big city mayor to understand

the urban problems, we have

all kinds of candidates with

their own personal hussle. But

where is the man running as

himself? Where is the candidate

with wide identity but lacking

the desire to shove a particular

ideology down our throats?

Richard Nixon is such a man
This is not an easy thing to say

at a time when every editor of a

college newspaper is personally

calling down the president,

when every comic finds his only

salvation in ridiculing him,

when nearly our entire in-

telligentsia snobbishly derides

this homely man, and we are all

familiar with the knowing
smiles that appear on the words

"Tricky Dick." No doubt even

shoe-shine boys can give you

five minutes on the indignities

of having Richard Nixon as our

president Yet though this be

the case, we should be able to

recognize an amazing feat of

survival if nothing else. We
should be large enough to admit
that we have been disconcerted

by Nixon's ability to give the lie

to our constant depreciation of

his policies. Richard Nixon may
not be the man we all vote for

(certain forces forbid such a

thing in the state which gave the

world John and Robert Ken-

nedy ) . but certainly fair minded
people can at least appreciate

the fact that we have all grossly

underestimated the man And it

should be that if we cannot give

him our support, we can at least

give him our hand.

Perhaps for one moment
before the real heat of the

campaign begins, that camp
which has such great preten-

tions to morality, hunanism and

peace can stoop to find some
small bit of humanity in

Richard Nixon, and then con

tinue to try and tear him to

shreads lest they be forced to

suffer his presence another four

years.
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The Candidates

Lindsay: The Great Urban Hope
By JOAN GHIRALDIN1

John Lindsay served ten

years in Washington, in both the

executive and legislative

branches of the Federal

government, and he found life

there relatively sedate

•It's pretty easy to make
speeches, throw bills in the

hopper, and cast votes." he said

recently to a group of the

Massachusetts State House
Press Corps Association.

•But any single week as

mayor of New York, con-

fronting crime, disease and

stunted lives, confronting the

same reality 1 have seen in

dozens of towns and cities and

suburbs, has taught me more

about America than all my
years in Washington." Lindsay

claimed
And that experience as mayor

of New York for the past six

vears is • what distinguishes

John Lindsay's presidential

candidacy from the five

Democratic senators vying for

the party's nomination

For the last 40 years, since the

election of Franklin D
Roosevelt, every President with

a political background has

come from Washington, as does

every major Democratic
contender this year

I believe it is again time

America sent a President to

Washington instead of letting

Washington send a President to

us," Lindsay stated when he

announced last December he

was entering the March 14

Florida Primary.
It is time for a President

who has seen and felt first hand

the anguish of imposed scar-

city, who has been forced to

chose between teachers in our

schools and doctors in our

itals N>tween cleaning our

ng for our sick

because th<- funds we need are

:u-d away into a mindless

m and into pockets of the

leu. he said

Lindsay has held the job of

Hoverrmm New. York since 1966.

od during which the urban

rs in this country first

n to feel the crises that

ington has failed to meet
ill the job of New York

ttond toughest in

\nd for good

,n Ther "'.000

empl' • • ing a ( -it >

large as Chicago I»s Ang<

-n Miami and Hou
ined No other candidate

for rillidfrt can match that

,ce in solving the

of under the

tremend' • ssures that go

along with the modem urban

es

Some people say John Lind

sav has failed as mayor of
*

York But the fact is he has been

one of the city's most successful

mayors fighting some of the

toughest problems ever to face

an\ American Ctty There is a

long list of accomplishments of

LtM Lindsay Administration
Here art- some of them

I nder the Lindsay Ad
ministration New York City

had one of the lovM-st

unemployment rates of any

major city in the country, and

lowest joblessness among
minority groups

—John Lindsay created the

cit\ s firM full time Office of the

Aging His special tax relief

program helped 14.000 elderly

keep their homes while special

rent exemptions spared 30,000

elderly tenants from rent in-

creases
—To stimulate the economy

in the ghettoes. he had $8

million in city funds deposited

in ghetto banks
—Under the Lindsay ad

ministration, the number of day

care children in New York has

doubled. Lindsay also initiated

Family Day Care, which

enables welfare mothers to

work
—John Lindsay returned the

John Lindsay

city's parks and streets to

people He closed the major

parks and some streets to

traffic and sponsored a wide

range of cultural, educational,

and sports activities- from
Philharmonic Concerts to art

shows to bike races.

—John Lindsay restructured

New York's health care system

into a public benefit cor-

poration, with 18 hospitals

serving the needs of individual

communities
—The Lindsay administration

also decentralized New York's 1

million pupil school systems.

shifting control from a nine-

member board to 31 locally

.•lected boards with respon-

sibility for local schools

Lindsay established the

first Department of Consumer
\t fairs in the country and ap-

pointed Bess Myerson to head

it

.John Lindsay as a

spokesman for the American
nties has publicly opposed the

Vietnam War since 1965 He has

seen money desperately needed

by the citi- -d in Vietnam

and spoken out

The list of Lindsay's ac-

• omplishments can go on for a

lot longer, but in the job of

mayor of any big city you take a

lot of heat for what you do and

there s no buffer between you

and your constituents You
listen to people whether you like

or not You hear about their day

to day life and death struggles

for jobs, decent housing, for

!e streets, for clean air

Nobody stands between you and

the facts

That s what John Lindsay has

had to do in New York and he

has met that challenge with

courage When the streets of

Harlem were ready to flare up

in the hot summer nights of the

1960s. Mayor Lindsay went into

the neighborhoods and talked to

the people And he has been bold

enough to sharply criticize

Nixon's much heralded trip to

China, claiming the president is

more willing to travel to China

'but not to Harlem or Watts or

Appalachia . to the places

where Americans wait for

help
"

He has stood up before the

generally conservative Florida

Legislature, a state where
George Wallace is expected to

top the primary ticket. And
unequivocally spoke out for

busing of school children—
"because the alternative of

perpetuated racial segregation

is worse, far worse." he said.

Last month. Lindsay went

into Rep Louise Day Hicks'

district in South Boston and

talked about "the darker kind of

destiny, a destiny of sorrow and

suffering and needless. death

that links us all from what

happened at Kent State to

what's happening in Vietnam

and Derry."
One woman in the audience

later complained that the

mayor should have stayed on

his intended topic- civil rights in

Northern Ireland and not

discussed Kent State and
Jackson State and Vietnam
But her husband a retired

policeman, disagreed. "I like

the way he brought out about

the blacks and the way

Washington is being too

tyrannical, " he told Judith

Michaelson of the New York

Post.

In Florida. John Lindsay has

been the only candidate to meet

the threat of George Wallace

head on On January 21, he

challenged the Alabama
Governor to a statewide

television debate. Wallace

backed down.

He has stated throughout his

campaign in Florida that

Wallace stands for "everything

that's wrong" with America, a

statement that does not lie well

with the large percentage of

voters that Wallace is believed

to have.

On Vietnam, Lindsay has

consistently opposed the war

since 1965 and refuses now to let

the Nixon Administration off

the hook for perputating the

killing in Indochina under the

guise of winding down the war

"It doesn't take an eight point

plan, or a four point plan or a 2

point plan. (to end the war).

That takes only a one point

plan: Bring all the troops home
now." he told a gathering of

1,500 students at Northeastern

1'niversity on Feb. 3.

On civil right and civil

liberties, on women's rights, on

the problems of minorities and

the poor, on the amount of

military spending, — John
Lindsay has been on the

forefront of liberal causes.

But it's the thrust and em-

phasis of his candidacy that

allow him to stand apart from

ilir nihci Democrats in the

,ace BoctOfl City Councillor

John Joseph Moakley, an-

nouncing his endorsement of the

mayor, called Lindsay the

'urban warrior'' And for

|H-ople like Moakley who have

fought the battles of urban

crises and know that that is

where the priorities of this

country must lie fin used, John

Lindsay ' candidacy is allowing

tbc electorate to respond to

those problems

When announcing his in-

tention to run in his state, the

mayor termed the primary

critical to his future

presidential plans He plans to

bring his candidacy to as much
of a cross section of Democratic

voters as possible,-- to the

retired policeman in South

Boston, to the students of the

University of Massachusetts.

".
. I'm not going to win and

you're not going to win." he told

that group of Northeastern

students, "if we bicker over

who's further to the left or plan

tactics to get closer to the

middle. We're only going to win

if all those people who this

administration has slammed
the door on get together We're

going to win when the unem-

ployed technician on Route 128

starts talking to the Welfare

mother in Roxbury - because

this administration had kept

them both from working
"
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American Society Defined In 5,000

Part Two: Th« Five Thouaand
Cliches, and More

By DONALD D.

ROBADUE, Jr.

It just may be pretty bleak out

there in the working world.

Have you been thinking of all

those faceless organization men
and women in mechanical of-

fices doing mechanical tasks,

and how you'll be one of them?
Chances are you haven't, and
maybe its time you did. Unless,

of course, you shelled out $1.95

for a paperback copy of Charles

Reich's fantastic money
making success The Greening

of America, in which he not only

tells of Consciousness III, love,

togetherness, and nonprofits,

but he made a bundle to boot.

Then you won't have to think at

all, because you are part of

Consciousness III, the New
Generation, and you are where
it's all at.

That's right, friend. There is

nothing out there for us at all.

It's bad and ugly and organized

and profit making. But we re

poor, with no responsibilities,

we're together, some of us are

doing dope, we live on rock

music, we love each other,

we're honest, and we know
what's going on. And we're

going to change America with

our new consciousness.

What's the matter? You mean
-you don't feel like you know
what the hell is coming off, and

you wish that you did have some
purpose? Nonsense! Charles

Reich really knows what we're

up to: "Young people today

insist upon prolonging the

period of youth, education, and

growth. They stay un-

committed; they refuse to

decide on a formal career, they

do not give themselves fixed

future goals to pursue."

Maybe that is what we're

doing, but I doubt that it is

voluntary. It is only the infants

among us that aren't frustrated

by the state of suspended
adolescence that we are in. One
can live in a dorm for just so

long before one reaches the

point where it becomes a

growth and maturity retarding

environment. Have you ever

wondered what happens to you

when you become a senior? And
seniors, do you know what is

happening to you? I think it has

something to do with finding a

job and giving up the friendly

dorm community and stereo

music all day and night. I

suspect that it is a quick rush of

air out a door, and then a whole

new way of life on the other

side, once the door has slam-

med shut. It makes one wonder

about the strength of the Truths

one used to believe in college. A
few years after that it is

nostalgia on the wonderful days

at UMass, marriage and

children, and soon enough you'll

be dead.

These things are cliches, but

they also make up a large part

of the lives we will lead past the

age of 21. (Life does exist

behond then.) The Greening of

America takes our university

lives as the standard of a new

way of life and a new 'con-

sciousness' of the world con-

sisting of spring days and rock

festivals that, it maintains, will

last forever. The book gives a

glowing account of the thoughts,

feelings, and intentions so dear

to us students and turns it into a

vision of perpetual adolescence.

Reich is a good astrologer:

his conception of the New
Generation (us), contains

something for every student

who needs self assurance that

he is O.K. and that the screwed
up mess he is living has a

mystical-intellectual

justification. Reich spends five

pages explaining the im-
portance of our clothes, twelve

pages on the importance of

music, but less than one page on

careers and work. After all, that

is the proportion of energy that

we spend on the three items.

It is easy to understand why
page after page of the book is

the middle classes that gorge

themselves with the results of

our affluence. He, like many of

us young reformers, seems to

forget, if he ever knew, that if

products aren't produced to be

sold, then the money doesn't

exist. Money isn't a magical

substance that people seem to

have a lot of by working at

imaginary jobs having nothing

to do with production or ser-

vices. It exists because people

are producing it through
products and labor and mainly

through capital investment,

which is the seed of the

production of new money. If

there is no production or pur-

chase of the middle class man's
'material goods', there is no

money to put in anybody's

pocket, let alone the poor's.

Reich's brand of 'revolution'

turns out to be the latest version

loaded with ignorance,

misinterpretation, and fantasy

about the economy, so-called

class distinctions, social

problems, and the direction our

society is heading. That is

because it mirrors our fan-

tasies, ignorance, and growing

pains about the society. We
don't like to be evaluated and to

compete, not because of an

intellectual stance, but because

we are lazy and incompetent. In

support of our feeling, Reich

attacks the meritocracy system

and says that everyone should

be accepted for what they are,

and shouldn't be made to feel

inferior. Feeling inferior is what

getting a job only on merit does

to the flunkeys and in-

competents who didn't make
the grade. (Massachusetts state

government is years ahead of

its time in accepting zeroes and

incompetents into its ranks). I'd

not care to go to a doctor or

have a lawyer who was given

his license so as not to hurt his

feelings, even though he flunked

his exams.
Reich says that all the money

that is in the private sector of

the economy is being spent on

luxury goods, and that it should

go to the poor, and to build new
housing. This can be done with a

change in the consciousness of

of a century old myth, the class

conflict theory of Marx. Marx,

as you know, is quite in vogue

among intellectuals, mainly
because he makes no sense at

all anymore, and intellectuals

go for things like that. The
'Corporate State' is the catch-

all term this time, and also the

oppressive bad guy. We, the

oppressed, must put human
values back into the inhuman
bureaucracy that governs us

and that has taken over and

continues on its own energy,

totally out of human control.

Remember that last phrase, its

important. Reich spends half of

his book building up this

monolith, only to show how it's

crumbling and how everybody

is revolting against it and how
we will put back in some
mysterious thing called 'human
values', and make it respond to

'human needs'. This is done, not

through individual action and

utilization, but through
something more 'human'. This

comes off if you are willing to

believe that bureaucracy is

'inhuman' and unnatural. If you

have had the typical set of

student nightmares, you'll

accept it.

But if you ever gave it any

thought, you'll see that

bureaucracy and organization

is as inhuman as music, art,

literature, gardens, clothing,

and houses. Man creates and

maintains every one of them, so

where is the inhumanity? Oh,

it's not that kind of humanity,

you say, it's the kind one learns

in college. It's the real

humanities like poetry and
sunny days and getting together

and love and peace.

Bureaucracies have no pity,

respect, kindness, or

forgiveness for just existing and

wanting service, or for in-

competence and lethargy. They

are harsh and 'scientific'. But

the fact of the matter is that

they are human. In the end all

Reich says is that we should

combine both aspects, which is

certainly a cheery and sensible

position, but hardly the basis for

a Marxist brand revolution.

Consciousness III consists of

one giant class of humans
rebelling in a nonpolitical,

nonviolent, and nonaction way
against the oppressor class,

which happens to be a collection

of organization blueprints used

to get things done or to preserve

existing practices and policies,

good or bad. It is a revolt not

against technology, but against

everything that humans do to

make use of technology. It

wants the harvest of science

and industry, but without the

nasties that offend and outrage

the humanists, such as

organization, efficiency,

competence, and competition.

They see the corruption, in-

competence, inefficiency,

unresponsiveness, and robbery

that goes along with

organization as faults of the

system, not human weakness.

We want music, for example.

Music is the heart of the New
Generation, says Reich, so he

spends twelve pages on the

meanings of our favorite songs.

But the story behind our music

is full of bloodthirsty com-

petition, corruption, money and

more money, technology, vinyl

whose production fills our air

with deadly hydrocarbons,

electronics, and giant cor-

porations whose hierarchies

repress and dehumanize.

But this is a revolution of

consciousness only, so we can

buy technology and support the

vultures and the dehuman-
ization economically
while we groove on the Stones

with our $500 stereos smoking

Mafia dope, and sitting around

believing in ourselves. We
don't have to actually act

against environmental damage
that we and others do, nor act

against government stupidity

and misdirection, or take any

real political action against

what we may hate about what

the government does, or in

favor of what we like about it.

To quote him: "Most of the

Consciousness HI people are

notably unaggressive, non-

violent, uninterested in the

political game, absorbed by

their culture, and its

possibilities and mainly ask to

be left alone . There is nothing

worse than having to forego a

beautiful outdoor day in order to

attend a meeting."
We don't have to be selective

consumers and not support the

And More
'Corporate State' with what it

runs on, our dollars. We don't

have to say a word. We just

keep on doing what we're doing,

turn our parents onto rock

music, togetherness, and sunny

days, just like they had in their

youth, and tell them they don't

have to work eight hours a day.

In the meantime we are

forced to drop out of school, that

is, Consciousness in, because

our parents finally realized that

it was a waste of their lives to

work hard to keep us in school

when they could be grooving

instead. So then we have to find

a job, grubbing for money and

ending up too pooped and

hungry to enjoy the fruits of

Consciousness III. It's time for

some of our parents to do that

anyway, but the question is,

what then of our philosophy? Go
ask Charles Reich, maybe he

knows. Better yet if you get

frantic enough, ask a

psychiatrist, and in that way
support the new intellectual

class that produces books like

Greening of America.

No doubt we need a different

attitude toward life, one that

combines technology and
organization with a 'con-

sciousness' of what we are

doing and some idea of where
our civilization is going. We
can't expand industrially and in

population in the same way
forever, and with the work of

groups such as Zero Population

Growth and the new awareness

of many students and adults of

the environment we live in, my
hope is that we won't continue

on the same course. We need to

know the effects and costs of our

expansion. The knowledge
economy demands training of

us that puts us in a position to

know about more than just a

single-minded area of study.

The university is there, if we
care to use it.

There are two basic ap-

proaches, maybe more, that one

can take toward the university

experience. There is the cult of

subjectivism, one branch of it

led by Reich and Consciousness

HI. In this approach one feels

resentful of having to take any

course outside one's major, and

in certain cases, resentful of

taking any courses at all. Rules,

regulations, and laws are op-

presive and exist only to tor-

ment one. All organizations and

hierarchies are inhuman and

need to be changed, but one is

never quite certain how.

Griping and hating are sub-

jectivism's main intellectual

activities.

On the other hand, one can

make the best advantage of

wherever one is and whatever

one is doing, providing one is

not a POW in a North Vietnam
concentration camp. This ap-

proach makes the best of what

the university has to offer while

trying to improve it and suit it to

oneself at the same time.

Organizations and institutions

exist to be exploited to our full

advantage. This is nothing new,

and sounds rather hateful and
imperialistic but that is what
making organizations
responsive to human (our)

needs means.

Program Council Presents

"A Fistful of Dollars"
— Starring Clint Eastwood

Sunday, March 5
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Campus Aesthetics

Seen Through The Eyes Of The Perverse

By RICHARD DAVIS
"Didn't sit on the toilet long

enough this mining? Didn't give it

a chance. Patience. Sit, think,

create. Gotta walk around all day

fulla shit, just no time anymore to

let it out, just no time to let it slide

out, gotta use those muscles;

tighter, harder, harder, so hard it

will never come out."

"Walking by the Campus Center

with those smelly bowels, no

wonder it looks like a waffle.

Yesterday's breakfast is still in

there; the muscles are so tight they

pushed up instead of down.

Diagnosis: Ocular Colitis.

Prognosis: Good if the muscles

loosen up."

"Hey man! What kind of a rap

are you layin' on me? You think I

don't see those buildings when

walk around all day? I see them. I

walk by them every day and I know

the guy who planned 'em was the

one who was fulla shit. Just look at

em. The Campus Center, ya that's

a far out building; so far out why
didn't they leave it out there where

it belongs. And that new library.

Just what we need; a big prick in

the middle of this fuckin' campus.

Now Goodell, that's what a library

is. Whata we need the Empire State

Building to keep all those books for

anyway? And did you see that ana!

extension onto Bartlett? Just a big

ugly prolapse rectum for the

English and Psych and whatever

other people there are in that

building to tickle the asses of the

jocks over there at Boyden."

"Wait a second man. Calm down.

I'm sorry I got you so excited. Is

that what you really see when you

look at those buildings?"

"Ya And I see more shit than

that too."

"O.K. O.K. But will you listen to

me for a second? Didn't mean to

come down on you so hard but I'm

really pissed off about attitudes

like yours. Not that I don't think

you're justified, but I see

something else. Will ya listen to me
for a while? Let me tell you how I

feel."

"I'm in a hurry but if ya talk fast

I'll listen. C'mon, c'mon let's hear

it. I aint' got all day. Hit me with

it."

"The Campus Center. A waffle? I

can't buy that. You complain about

just being a number here, just a

little speck that keeps getting

pushed under the carpet. Well this

building justs reaches out and

grabs you and yells "Look at me,

I'M an individual. I got four faces

and they all have a different ex

pression." That's the persona)

touch. But then you say why that

dull white lifeless concrete. It's the

only logical Kali Yuga material.

Dig? Wood just doesn't make it

anymore and besides we gotta tune

into the tree problem. So what is

the most abundant material? What

reflects the life of the space baby

age? And besides did you know that

it takes a hundred years for con-

crete to harden, to come to

maturity. It's alive. It waits before

it hardens: more than a lifetime.

That could teach us a thing or two."

"And then there's the shape of

the Campus Center, at least how we
see it from the airside. You got a

space there in the middle of the

campus and Breuer and Berckhard

had to do something with it. I think

they did something interesting but

you gotta sit on your little bowl out

there for awhile and think on it.

The Campus Center. "It's compact and fits together like a puzzle and you can feel that

when the puzzle was put together, you couldn 't take It apa rt.

'

You can get the feeling, you know

like that old Gospel inspiration,

that those architects carved out a

big chunk of air there. That

building is solid. I mean it's

compact and fits together like a

puzzle and you can feel that when

the puzzle was put together you

couldn't take it apart. Never. And it

ain't one a those big puzzles ya

gotta spread out over a big table

either. It's compact. You really

can't say that they were too

elaborate, that they were strung

out on some dreamy beauty trip.

No. They were practical. But I do

think they were waking old Noah

Webster up a little and making his

word beauty fit into their plan.

They were making beauty

relevant. Ya relevant, you can dig

that can't you? And to make beauty

relevant they had to change the

spelling of the word security so it

could be close to beauty in the

dictionary. Ya, they had to,

because part of that clear light

aesthetic blissful aura type

projection that comes from that

building, you know, what it makes

you feel when you look at it, is

security. Especially when you look

at the sides of the building.

But I gotta give you concrete

examples why I see a big baby

blanket up there. Well man, I look

at the sides and I see this chunk of

concrete that says "This is my
space. I live here." And like I said,

it is compact. It don't reach for the

sky. It stays close to the earth and I

haven't heard that Chicken Little

changed the rap to "The earth is

falling!" And you know something

else? This compactness idea also

makes me think of the word ef-

ficiency. Ya, that's a 3000 mile wide

patch of land between Europe and

Asia. People here really dig ef-

ficiency. If they know that this new

pill will stop diarrhea instantly,

they feel secure. And this Campus
Center here just takes up enough

space to do what the students want

it to do. Why those architects even

stayed faithful to their heritage.

They kept the stairways toward the

outside of the building so people

can move around more efficiently

inside. Those bulges on the sides of

the building; they're stairways

that only take up space from the air

outside. You know that's cool,

that's efficient."

"And the windows. Yeah the

windows. They really suck you into

that building. They're like a big

attraction, just like when the bra-

less look came into fashion. But

these windows don't bounce
around, they don't get your mind to

thinking about little Peter rising

down there in Florida. You gotta

tune into art for awhile to see

what's happening there. Those two

sides with the windows; they're

functional sculptures. You can see

the light when you want, when you

look out onto the campus and when
you're outside you can dig the

sculpture. It's the face of the

building, its the personality right

there. It's not dull. You got dif-

ferent size windows in different

size rows. And the concrete around

the windows just isn't flat all the

way around. But it isn't silicone

that makes the space around the

windows interesting; it's the

variation in dimension. I mean
some windows got slits around

them, some got flat borders and

then you can see how the windows
get sucked in sometimes or just are

flat to the surface. You know like

that thing there is breathing."

"Then you say to me it just don't

fit with the rest of the campus. Well

lemmie ask you if the Indians
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The Library. ••What do we need the

anyway?

thought that those houses the

colonists were building fit into their

land. It's a hard question to answer

but we just can't be happy with no

change. You know how happy your

mother is when she gets all that

change from a dollar when she

buys her aspirin at the new

discount patent medicine center.

The change has to be made and

someone or something has to do it.

We got the Campus Center to help

us see where we're going if we
relax the eyelids so they can open."

"You're a real fuckin' turkey. I

think you're crazy. You expect me
to stand here and listen to anymore
of this shit? You must be puttin' me
on. You're doin' a Psych ex-

periment, right?"

"No I'm for real. Please just

listen a little more."
"Well I guess if you are serious I

betta listen, 'cause if you don't get

all of that shit out of you you'll

probably explode pal. Hit me with

some more."
"Good I'm glad you'll listen. I

have a little more to say. I've been

thinking about that new library

lately; the one you called a big

prick. I guess it is a big prick, but

not one from a man but an animal.

You know, more function and less

Empire State Building to keep all those books for

pleasure. Dig? I've been looking at

the floor plans for it and I think

what's happening on the inside is

more important than what's

happening on the outside. Like

when a woman's pregnant you see

her get fat around the bread basket

but you keep thinking that all kinds

of amazing things are happening

inside. But that big belly is in-

teresting too. It's a simple curvy

shape and you can even find a little

bit of Nirvana in that simplicity^

You know it's easy to understand

and that's like the outside of that

new library. You got a rectangle

that goes straight up for 28 stories

and since it's a long trip for the

eyes maybe Mr. Stone the architect

put those red bricks there so he

wouldn't be hit with any law suits

for hypnotizing any people. The

color keeps your eyes in theba"

game. And since he has a little

more control of the surface than

the pregnant woman has over her

outside belly shape, he threw in

some snub nose triangles goin up

the sides, just to show that maybe

there's even hope for the old an-

cient rectangle."

"But I hear everybody say me
building's so big. It don't look like a

library." What's a library sup-

posed to look like anyway? Maybe
if we had more room on the campus
they could spread out this big

bedroom for the books and make
everybody know they were looking

at a library. But you gotta realize

that we only got so much space on

the earth. It's just as easy to get

pregnant in a twenty second story

apartment as it is on your own 200

acre piece of land. That's where it's

at. We gotta remember the space is

going fast and the architect's gotta

be "sensitive" to that."

"So he solves the problem of

taking up too much space right off.

You won't see the campus cops

giving parking tickets to any

buildings; at least not for awhile

anyway. Now this dud Stone stops

worrying about the outside and

puts all his energy into the inside.

You know like Superman who can

transcend the material problems of

the universe right before your

eyes."

"Wait a second man. You're

really flippin' out now. Slow down.

Cool your fuckin' head off. Take it

easy."
"I'm sorry. I got a little wound

up. Let me continue. So now I got

Stone diggin' on the inside of his

library. He starts talkin' to him-

self. "I gotta make it interesting

but I gotta remember that dollars

per square restriction. People

gotta move around in the building

easy and I gotta stick all those

damned books in good places."

What happens next? After a lot of

nightmares and wet dreams old

Stone man sits down at his table

and lays the practical architect rap

to his drawing board. You students

and assorted others are gonna have

a fountain surrounded by plants

and flowers on the main floor of the

building. Dig it. A little bit of

nature on the inside for a change

just to help you digest your yogurt

and brown rice a little better. It U

be a first for this campus. Then

there's the rest of the building. I

don't know what the book storage

problem is like but I trust this

school enough ( I hope I'm not being

too naive) so that I think the library

people worked out their book

storage situation with Stone so that

all the book people on campus can

feel that their friends are resting

comfortablv."
"Now movin around in tne

building. You gotta think a that. In

Goodell you drive your own

chariot: you go where you want

when you want. But in the new

place you gotta depend on the

relatives of Mr. Otis' baby. So the

period of the intellectual gladiator

on this campus is gonna die. We're

gonna have to learn to depend on

our technology. The elevators are

gonna be like the baby's nipple

They're gonna have to nurse us into

this new age, but we gotta feel

secure sucking on em. I hope they

come through with the goods. And

we're gonna have five big nipples

to carry the load. If you don't

wanna be breast fed, if you don't

wanna rework some of your old

oral hangups, then you can use the

stairs. They're well planned and

designed but you'll only be sucking

wind while you're trying to find

that book and cursing to yourself

about those new-fangled ideas in

buildings."

"So do you have anything to say

now? You listened O.K. but I didn't

hear you say anything. What do ya

think?"
"I don't know. Maybe I really

didn't really look at those buildings

the way you did. I guess what you

say isn't all shit."

"You know that new building,

Tobin Hall? What about it? Do you

still think that it's just a prolapse

rectum?"
"Ya I still do, but I think I see

more too. But I don't even know

what they're goin' to use it for, how

could I talk about another man's

prolapse rectum?"
"That's allright, just tell me

what's there besides the prolapse

rectum."
"Well here goes. But I still think

you're a little fuckin' crazy, but

maybe you'll feel better if I play

your game with you for awhile. Ya
know I think I saw that living

sculpture you were talking about in

the Campus Center. Ya, but Tobin

Hall's different. The two long sides

with all the windows there, they're

all the same size but they ain't

boring to me because they breathe

like you said. They're sucked into

the building. I like that idea. And

the cement around them is not all

flat either, it makes the windows

less boring. But that's it, that's all

there is just alot of windows and

concrete."

"Well there is more there but I

think you're learning to see more

things. What about those stairways

on the front and back and the walk-

way around the building that

connects them? It reminds me of a

Greek temple a little bit but it's

sorta like seeing Charlton Heston in

street clothes. It looks strange at

first but you know everything's

cool ; he does fit into the 1970's. And

ya know something else? I think

Tobin Hall's a very sexy building."

"I guess I haven't helped you.

You've flipped."

"No. Wait a second, just listen.

Let me tell you why I think it's

sexy. I don't get horny when I look

at it but the idea of it is sexy from

my viewpoint. You got a middle

part of that building; that's the

body. And it's separated from its

legs by those columns that look like

they don't want the body to get

together with the legs. The building

isn't reaching up high but looks like

it's reaching back for the earth.

Except the columns won't let the

body get into motion with the legs.

If the columns weren't there the

body could fall down on its belly

and move in on Mother Earth. And

what kinda things do you do in a

position like that? But Tobin Hall

doesn't grab you as quickly as the

Campus Center unless I guess you

can think of some perversions like

me. But it's not in the middle of the

campus and doesn't have to be such

a showpiece. It's in a little

peripheral area and can be a little

more subtle than the Campus

Center. One more thing about

Tobin, just as a parting shot. The

corners are pretty sexy too. I gotta

say this even though my Women's

Liberation type conscience says

it's a no-no. Those corners of the

building are like bellows that let it

breathe, but I'm also diggin' the

way they used those triangles to

make the corners. Sometimes they

make a shadow inside the crevice

where they meet. That's the

mystery of the crotch that this age

has eliminated. Maybe the ar-

chitect still enjoys the mystery of

his wife's corners, maybe he was

feeling some of that old classical

love and beauty when he got to

setting his plans down. I can dig

that. I'll still let myself take to the

nipple if it means I can grow with

this new world."

Tobin Hall: "It reminds me of a greek temple a little bit but its sorta like seeing

Charleston Heston in streetclothes." __^^____—
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By MIKE KOSTEK
(In The Wft-Jlml Hendrix-

Reprise 2049)

What we have here, friends,

are some highlights from three

Hendrix concerts: some fine old

vintage stuff from one in San

Diego (with Noel Redding on

bass) ; more cuts from the May
30th, 1970 Berkeley concert (cf.

Rainbow Bridge $ "Hear My
Train A-Comin' "); and some
stuff from bis last performance

at the Isle of Wight Festival.

The Facts: Personnel: Jimi

Hendrix, guitar and vocals.

Mitch Mitchell, rampant drums.

Billy Cox, bass (Berkely ft

Wight), and Noel Redding, bass

(San D. ) . So we've got Jimi with

his original three-man Ex-
perience-maker format, and

here we gooo. . . .

Rap intro (Isle of Wight is the

scene) and Jimi comes out

sounding really enthusiastic,

and exhorts the audience to

"stannup fo' yore cuntry, an*

start singin' " and then presents

them with a hardly viable

alternative to singing. Then into

"The Queen" (British National

Anthem) keeping it pretty

straight, however twisted, and

without the feedback intervals

found in the Woodstock "Star

Spangled Banner". Musical

liberties are taken, but it does

kick things off well with some

nice vibrating notes, and Mitch

starts a drum introduction (one

of the very few times I've ever

heard drums used as a primary

instrument in a Hendrix song)

and they lurch into -surprise !-

"Sergant Pepper's Lonely

Hearts Club Band" This is a

rolliking, extremely loose

version that doesn't catch in

any niche; the important thing

here is not how he did it (fuz-

zily), but rather the simple fact

that he did indeed perform it.

One note of interest: it sounds

like he sings, "I'd like to in

troduce to you/ The one anc"

By GARY GOMES
Yusmf Tatemf

"The Gentle Giant"

(Atlantic Record*)

Yusef Lateef has been around

the Jazz scene for as long as I

can recall. His work in the past

has influenced such jazz

luminaries as John Coltrane,

Pharaoh Sanders and Prince

Lash a While other musicians

fooled around with Eastern and

mid-Eastern music (like Don

Ellis), Lateef has investigated

and utilized their conventions

years earlier. He, like Art

Blakey, was in the forefront of

investigating the rhythms of

African Music (less than

Blakey; this could be explained

from the fact that Blakey is a

drummer, while Lateef was a

reedman). While never a

revolutionary of the status of an

Archie Shepp or an Ornette

Coleman, he was discovering

the foundations of the new

eclecticism in Black Music and

having a profound, if not highly

publicized, affect on Black

Musicians.

Lateef's new album, G«ntJ«

Giant, does not betray Lateef's

eclecticism-it has enhanced it.

While never being over-

whelming technically, his

playing reflects wisdom,
knowledge, and a profound love

for what he's doing. His playing

(especially on flute) draws

from a great many resources,

including Roland Kirk's bluesy

rasps, middle Eastern modes,

and African chants. These

might be included in the course

of one solo. Lateef never

overbears, his playing is tasty,

and taunting, a lick of this, a

lick of that, but- making sure

that the solo comes out as a

coherent whole (as any really

good musician should).

His choice of instruments is

fascinating, though not to the

degree of exoticism that Roland

Kirk is prone to. His selection of

instruments on this album are,

only Billy Shit," but my friend

Joff , who should know, says it's

only his accent and not his

peculiar sense of humor, se he

really is saying "Billy Shears."

We hear Sgt. Pepper end, then

they blow into the beginning of

•Spanish Castle Magic", but

FADE. . and come up into—

"Little Wing". One of Jimi's

most gorgeous songs, this from

San Diego, and he plays it

almost straight from Axi*. Bold

As Low. It is really nice to hear

Jimi play the complicated intro

and gently enhance the song

with some nice wah-wah at the

Jimi Hendrix
end. Derek and the Dominoes

tried hard with their version,

but nobody can add to the

awesome simplicity of "Little

Wing", and even Eric Clapton

and Duane Allman together

don't equal Hendrix's playing

here. This one song makes all

the pompous platitudes of

pretentious groups like the

Moody Blues and King Crimson

seem really ridiculous in

comparison
"Little Wing" ends, and "We

call this the blues and we call

this one Red House," Jimi

says. What follows is a thirteen

minute touFcle force of blues

guitar playing. Clear, crisp,

clean, always inventive and

innovative, Hendrix has never

before played such a long blues

number on record. His vocals,

as always, add another in-

strument in the song, and here

he sings with feelin.

Flip over to side two -

Berkeley. "We'd like to do a

loose jam type of thing. I dunno,

•Johnny B. Goode', what the

hell." And with Chuck Berry's

immoral guitar riff they shoot

into this classic. And it moves.

It cook*. Yes, dear friends, it

ROCKS! This is what Johnny

Winter and countless others

have tried to do, but only Jimi

succeeds in updating this

warhorse with his own unique

guitar playing. The vocal is

blurred and frenzied, but this

only adds to the power and

impact of it all.

Applause,

Then right into something

called "Lover Man" which is

almost identical to "Rock Me,

Baby" as found on the Hendrix-

Redding Monterey album.

However, "Rock Me, Baby" is

credited to B.B. King and Joe

Josea, while Jimi now gets

credit for "Lover Man", the

same tune with new lyrics.

Anyway, "Lover Man" is not

played as hard and as fast as

"Rock Me, Baby" but is still a

nice job. FADE
A mumbled introduction by

Jimi as Ed Sullivan and then a

strange riff version of "Blue

Suede Shoes". Some nice

guitar, but the song never really

gets going. A poor ending, as

either Jimi fades or is faded out,

and then the clapping fades in.

Rank.
Directly we go to "Voodo

Chile" (as it reads on the label

and the cover). This is a pretty

staid and almost casual run-

through, with none of the firey

emotion of the "Voodoo Chile"

Gentleness With Impact
flute, bamboo flute, pneumatic

flute, and oboe (a very difficult

instrument to master, seeing as

how it's a double reed in-

strument.) On this album,

Yusef concentrates on the flutes

to great effect.

The first songs on sides one

and two, "Nubian Lady" and

"Jungle Plum" are soul-rock,

combined with jaxz syn-

copations and accents. On these

tracks Lateef is featured laying

down some joyful flute-work.

"Nubian Lady" shows a gentle

flow into different streams of

music on the flute over the

vibrant undercurrent. The

Roland Kirk-like singalong

style is employed, with a shift to

a mid-Eastern scale, punc-

tuated by Lateef's pauses to

breathe or hum the melody (for

a wild example of this, listen to

Motorhead Sherwood's grunts

and snorks interrupting his solo

on the Mothers' version of "king

Kong" on the "Uncle Meat"

LP.) For the most part, these

flute performances show a clear

tone, and a mature mastery of

the instrument, and a

thoughtful, contemplative

nature about what is being

played. The engineering on

"Jungle Plum" is excellent, and

Lateef's playing wanders from

speaker to speaker, jokingly

taunting you to follow. These

tracks are particularly

rewarding over headphones.

One of the delights on this

album is the inclusion of

Kuumba (Albert) "Tootie"

Heath in the proceedings, one of

the most consistent musicians I

have ever heard. His drumming

on the album is consistently

strong and tasteful, while not

overbearing. On two of the

tracks, he plays flute with

Lateef. The songs are African

inspired (one of them,

"Lowland Lullabye" is an

African folk tune arranged by

Heath). The songs are gentle

and plaintive. Back to the roots.

I see.

Lateef makes a play for the

"younger generation" with

"Hey Jude". Or does he? The

song features Yusef on oboe and

includes singers, and the other

players on the cut building up

into a controlled cacophany of

sound (on "Hey Jude"?
Blasphemy!). The song builds,

stops for about ten seconds,

then comes blasting out again,

and just as suddenly stops

completely. (Perhaps this

explains the warning on the

hner notes "DO NOT ADJUST
THE PLAYBACK LEVEL ON
YOUR AUDIO EQUIPMENT-
READJUST YOUR MIND." A
worthy sentiment.)

The album closes with three

relatively straight numbers.
"Queen of the Night" shows

some of Lateef's eclecticism, in

which he incorporates a

European melody over Black

rhythms.
The closer of the album is a

relatively strange piece called

"Below Yellow Bell" ends the

album with Lateef doing some

smooth and exotic 'scat'

singing, proving to be in fine

voice and well done.

The album is mellow, but that

is a fault as well as an asset. No
question about it, Lateef is a

fine musician, but although I

don't doubt his honesty, much of

his work is mellowed to the

point of being bland, unlike the

mildness implied in his work.

Granted, plastic excitement can

be much worse. However, this is

music that you have to dig into

to get something out of, which

may be just as well. It is easy on

white ears, and could be
compared to a succulent steak

rather than the spiciness of the

work of such people as the Art

Ensemble of Chicago or Archie

Shepp. It opens new horizons

without that much work to do to

get into it. It would be an ex-

cellent album for pseudo-jazz

buffs to turn onto, because it

interests without being

frightening. Contrasts, colours,

and the eclecticism of Lateefs

music might be a good vehicle

for some of the more timorous
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Coming Soon— "THE GO-BETWEEN"!

on the Live At L.A. Forum
bootleg, which really sears with

energy. At Woodstock, Jimi

announced "Voodoo Chile" as

his "new anthem." At Berkley

he put too much finesse into it,

and it never reaches the sound

climax (get it?) that anthems

must have, and that the Electric

Ladyland and L.A. Forum
versions contain. In fact, this

rendition doesn't really end, but

merely fades weakly out with

Jimi chucka chuckin' away
funkily That's all very nice, but

it doesn't fit as the concluding

piece on the album. I find the

feedback onslaughts of the

other versions more satisfying.

And that's it.

So now I would like to put the

hurts, as it were, on the people

who designed the album
package. Hendrix in tht Wost?

San Diego, Berkely and
England? Chure! Western
Hemisphere maybe.

Is "Voodo Chile" (usually

known as "Voodoo Chile") so

named because this version

doesn't end, but merely fades

out? On the jacket it reads both

"Voodo" and "Voodoo",

leading the buyer to believe he's

getting two songs, one a bizarre

version, and the other the real

thing.

The song order on the outside

and inside of the jacket is all out

of order from what's on the

record, and what's more, we get

individual pictures of Jimi,

Mitch and Noel, with no picture

of Billy Cox, although he plays

bass on five of the eight cuts.

In any case, Hendrix in the

West (or wherever) is 40:43 of

the best in blues, hard rock, love

ballads, you name it, played

live in concert (with fine sound

quality, and what a relief to

hear the drums and bass after

those one-mike bootlegs) by the

man who blazed musical trails

with his guitar that nobody has

even begun to follow.

souls among us to get into the

mood of the heavier Black

Music. Not a bad album, and

able to stand on its own two feet,

but not as adventurous as I

would like. But keep on ex-

ploring, Mr. Lateef; you've

helped pave the way before, and

you can do it again.

Again remember, this is only

a good jazz album, but it's got

ten times the content, thought,

quality, and joy of most of the

rock you're listening to now.

You can quote me on that.
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Back To The Real Roots - Osibisa

BY KENNETH SULIN

WD YAYA~Osibisa-(Decca Records)

In the spring of 1971 an assembly ot

seven men were noticed in the nooks and

crannies of a shabby London theater

rehearsing and pampering with their

music; later they were to be recognized

as a group going by the name of Osibisa.

The ingredients of their sound are

complex, yet at the same time

astonishing; in fact, there is nothing in

the music industry today that can

compare with the style Osibisa has

progressed through, and now, main-

tained. Yes, they have made it big -big

enough so few can question any limit to

the authenticity and accuracy of their

talent.

Decca records has now released their

second album entitled Woyaya which

proves to be even more magnificent

than the first. A brief history of Osibisa

may make you realize why they have

become so unique. The seven members

are all Blackmen -four from Africa,

three from the West Indies. They are a

representation of the Reggae cult which

is England's band of Blacks, having

slowly migrated to Britain eventually

producing the underbelt of Black music.

Many groups have attempted to use the

Reggae music as a type of backing

sound; however to little avail. Ginger

Baker took the greatest interest and

consulted the Africans on the use and

mannerisms of playing this kind of

rhythm, but it just couldn't come

naturally. Finally Osibisa occurred;

spontaneously breaking into national

recognition both in England and, of

course, the United States. The music is a

direct representation of their native

lands. They are screaming warriors,

and you may be assured their sound is

excellent.

Woyaya is not strictly a rock or soul

record. It is an improvisation of tribal

music closely meshed with content

resembling jazz. The combination is

extremely complicated; however, the

GARCIA -Jerry Garcia
(Warner Bros. Records)

By STEVE FELD

Coinciding with lengthy ar-

ticles in Rolling Stone and

Playboy Magazine, Jerry

Garcia's first solo effort was

hardly unexpected. On Garcia,

the leader of the Grateful Dead

plays all the instruments except

drums, and ends up sounding

like the names Phil Lesh, Bob

Weir, and Pig Pen never

existed!

Garcia is a good record The

only difference between this

album and a Grateful Dead

record is the rich harmonies

that were inherent in the Dead's

last two studio efforts,

Workingman's Dead and

American Beauty. Garcia's

overdubbed harmonies are

effective, if not superb. He has

an enchanting voice, one of the

finest in contemporary rock.

Rather than to warble, scream

or shrill, Garcia tends to talk-

sing his songs. This type of style

is put to its best advantage on

songs that try to tell a story or to

explain his philosophies. This

archetypical bridge connects

Garcia's vocal style with that of

Bob Dylan. The major
discrepancy lies in their roots,

Garcia's being blues, Dylan's

being folk. . .

Everything about the album

is immensely enjoyable. The

album's opener "Deal" is pure

Dead, as is "Loser". In contrast

to the Dead, they sound stark

and you can't help to think of

how the Dead could have

supplemented them with their

harmonies. This is more of a

creative sounds are powerful and

driving. Osibisa says all this is done

"through the spirit of their ancestors"

and not for one second will you wonder if

it be so.

On stage you may witness something

completely unexpected. The excitement

and liveliness of the group is brought out

at its best here-they are wildmen,

uncontrollable ravens dancing, singing,

chanting and being overly energetic

with each performance. With bulging

muscles and thumping bare feet,

Osibisa approaches the audience donned

in silk garments, earrings and dark

glasses. They are voo-doo kings from the

word go, frightening yet inspiring. The

problem Decca faced was to contain this

force on record and with Wcyaya they

have nearly done the job.

The tirst record, which sold 10,000

copies in London on its first day of

release, displayed the music well, but

not the attitude. Woyaya, on the other

hand, has fulfilled both aspects with its

profound power and gaiety. The mixing

of a bellowing tenor sax, a wailing guitar

and a satiated flood of percussion can

only show they love their music as much
as anything else. With the sound of

storms and jungle hysteria, the

pulsating drumbeats and stabbing bass

lines will echo in your mind-Osibisa is

for real, they do not play games. As

Wendell Richardson, lead guitarist, puts

it, "we have the rhythm of the soul,

something nobody can match."

The album's individual selections

range from tribal songs to jazzy ones,

Osibisa originals to Roland Kirk. The

record opens with "Beautiful Seven",

displaying a storm's progression only to

be overcome with drumbeat and sax.

The drum is the major factor in Osibisa

and, through their use of percussion,

they are able to mysteriously entrance a

listener with little effort. It is not by any

means an annoying sound, rather a

luring one that will have you paying

more and more attention upon each

listening.

In between songs one may hear soft

tribal chants that grow to convulsions,

strange talking in a foreign tongue that

seldom can be understood and, of

course, the sounds of Africa's jungle.

"Move On" is a Wendell Richardson

song with an overwhelming guitar piece,

playing note for note with Teddy Osei's

saxophone. The electric guitar seems

hardly an adequate instrument in such

music; however, it is an integral part

and further separates Osibisa from

other groups.

Osibisa see themselves as new
musicians and really new. When
compared to the likes of Ornette

Coleman, or Sun Ra, Loughty Lasisi

Amao, saxophonist for the group,

replied that that was old music listened

to today--"we're new."

Osibisa can move. They can perform

to near perfection and, as said so many
times before, they are completely

unique. Woyaya is an album that should

be an immediate success. It is in-

credibly spiritual and won't let you rest

a second upon listening.

Garcia Immensely Enjoyable

Jerry Garcia

personal gripe than a critical

observation, though.

"Bird Bong" has some
touches of "Black Peter", from

Workingman's Dead, and a

little "St. Stephen ", from
Aoxomoxoa, which was largely

Garcia's album. In fact, this

album comes across as soun-

ding more like Aoxomoxoa than

any other Dead album.

Garcia'8 main fault lies in its

self-indulgence, the most

common pitfall for the con-

temporary solo artist. The risk

of musical self-indulgence is

considerably multiplied when

the musician is working alone.

Garcia said in his Rolling Stone

interview that he wanted to take

full control and see what hap-

pens. The result is that

"Spidergawd" ends up being

another "Revolution #9". Both

these electronic cacaphonies
reek of self-indulgence, where

the musician tries to become an

Artist, capital "A".
Preceeding "Spidergawd"

are the pulsars of "Late for

Supper", a sound effects freak-

out like that on side one of

Anthem of the Sun, the Dead's

second album. This cosmic

turn-on exemplifies the San

Francisco science-fiction made
popular by Paul Kantner on his

solo efforts. It ultimately leads

to the omnipotent "Don't

think".

"EEP Hour" is a refreshing

instrumental designed to relax

the frenetic pace created by

"Late for Supper" and

"Spidergawd". It's stiH in a

science-fiction vein, though and

has interesting similarities with

"Momma Miss America", an

instrumental from Paul Mc-

Cartney's solo debut.

"To Lay Me Down",
"Sugaree" and "The Wheel"

best show Garcia's musical

directions. Filled with expert

musicianship and Robert

Hunter's (Jerry Garcia's song-

writing partner) forever-

cryptic lyrics, they are the most

popular and the most out-

standing on Garcia. "To Lay Me
Down" uses the same riff that is

on McCartney's "Let It Be",

and the song, on the whole,

creates an atmosphere similar

"Sugaree", meanwhile, has a

chunky rhythm guitar that

manages to imitate the

croaking of a bullfrog. It's a

most interesting effect,

bringing back memories of

other notable guitar work, such

as George Harrison's horn-like

guitar, and Paul Kantner's

solar fuzz -tone. "Sugaree" has

instant appeal as Garcia wails

"Please forget you knew my
name, my darling Sugaree."

"An Odd Little Place" is a

piece of music where a piano-

drum duet explore free-style

music. The two instruments are

playing from different charts,

two different patterns, and

granting a little artistic license,

it pulls through. "The Wheel"

closes things up in fine fashioii

for its a stunning song,

musically, lyrically, and in-

strumentally. It is laden with a

Phil Spector-type echo and is

the most ominous Garcia-

Hunter song since "New
Speedway Boogie" on

Workingman's Dead. "If the

thunder don't get you -the

lightening will", Garcia warns

in a philosophical sense. "The

Wheel" aids in understanding

the mystifying album cover if

just a bit, expressing one's

insignificance in the universe

and man's mortality.

Garcia is everything we could

have hoped for, in the end.

Most, if not all the songs, can be

related to previous Grateful

Dead songs, shedding a dif-

ferent light on what is already

one of the most versatile bands

around today. What is lacking

on Garcia tends not to be the

fault of Jerry Garcia, but rather

of the band he is in and what it

could have offered.

In a time when the solo artist

has proven to be alienating and

too often dissappointing, Jerry

Garcia maintains his cosmic

equilibrium throughout.
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By PATRICK SULLIVAN

Made For Each Other

Written for the screen by

Renee Taylor and Joseph

Bologna directed by Robert B.

Bean; starring Joseph Bologna

and Renee Taylor.

What this country needs is

more movies like Made For

Each Other. It is never sweet,

neat, saucy; it is fresh, serious,

comic. I do not want to an-

tagonize any reader with high

flown claims about this film's

comic seriousness." All too

often comedies are deprived of

their essential vitality by critics

who cannot manage to explain

or describe why the film is first

of all funny. So what I have to

say about Made For Each Other

had best be read as an af-

terword to a viewing of the film

itself, or as a means of en-

couraging as thoughtful and

responsive a viewing as

possible. I think the film can be

a very happy event for everyone

who sees it, and I highly

recommend it.

The leads in the film, Renee

Taylor and Joseph Bologna,

who also wrote the script, give

warm and moving per-

formances as early 30's persons

who have not yet found either

themselves or someone with

whom they can discover real

intimacy. The film covers one

painful, hilarious, ambiguous

week in their lives as they first

try to escape from their

problems with one another and

end up fighting together for the

freedom to love. The film also,

by means of flashbacks and

contemporary collisions with

their parents, conveys in both

astringent and loving terms the

tenacity of family ties and

history. Someone coming from

this movie and seeing the poster

which reads "This is the first

day of the rest of your life"

might well laugh in wry
amazement at the posters

willful naivete. Made For Each

Other is a strong and healthy

film because it accepts the

complicated history of each

individual's life.

That complicated history

often includes between parent

and child love without un-

derstanding along with warmth

and hostility rendered in-

distinguishable by the politics of

family bonds. The film says in

numerous ways that we are and

are not our past, and that it's

one hell of a struggle to sort out

where we really are.

So much of the beauty of the

film depends on this

imaginative and insightful

couple who have both written

and penormed in a movie that

goes close, very close, to the
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Delight In Rediscovery

Renee Taylor and Joseph Bologna

pains as well as the pleasures of

love. We don't have any easy

comic sterotypes to rely on

here. Pandora Gold is a

frustrated night club performer

who still cannot accept that she

is a poor performer. Gigi

Panimba is a confused man
trying to accept his fears and
frustrations with women. They
tell us separately and together

that it takes a long time to grow

up, and the process is in turn

starkly ridiculous and com-
passionately comical. No two

people could be more different

from the likes of Rita Hayworth
and Glenn Ford, two
prototypical Hollywood images

we witness Pandora imitating

in her teens But the two are

immensely likable, and hardly

the comic grotesques which

their parents are often shown to

be. Part of this film's ex-

ceptional interest is a careful

comic concentration on two

individuals' struggle to over-

come sexual stereotyping.

Pandora Gold has to give up
emulating Betty Grable, Rita

Hayworth, and Marlene
Dietrich. Whether she will ever

be able to entirely is, however,

left up in the air. And Gigi

Panimba remains very much
his father's son in the final

moments of the film.

But Pandora and Gigi are also

very different from their

parents. They have not found

themselves closed out of the

other person's life in the way
their parents were with their

mates. The film in no way is

harshly critical of the parents:

in fact the film shows that for a

host of reasons these persons

had loveless lives, yet remain in

most ways innocent as well as

thoroughly unhappy. Bergson's

maxim that laughter and

emotion can't mix doesn't

survive the test of this film.

Parental defenses and hostility

remain intact; their love,

vulnerability, and honor con-

tinue nevertheless to shine

through.

So what makes Pandora and

Gigi lives less susceptible to

repeating the mistakes of the

past? Well, for one thing,

neither of them are clinging to

the beliefs of their parents. Gigi

lost the self-binding faith of his

mother in late adolescence. And
Pandora is obviously not

superstitious in the manner of

her mother. So one of the

reasons their lives are so dif-

ferent from their parents is that

they must discover values

rather than blindly assert or

pervert them. Furthermore,
they are ahead of their parents

as well in their own emotional

maturity, if not stability; the

fact that the elders cannot

admit mistakes, cannot

recognize their immobility of

character, cannot change their

lives offers a complete contrast

to Pandora's and Gigi's hopeful

willingness to work with their

deficient selves and accept the

necessity of self-knowledge.

But such a process is a thorny

and ambiguous one, and there

are no dogmatic certitudes that

serve as beacons. Yet clearly

Pandora and Gigi are con-

cerned about being responsible

and about self-satisfaction

within the context of happy

relationships. So the film lets us

accept love in different ways,

not only in the likes of Gigi and
Pandora but in the likes of their

parents as well. There is a

timeless eloquence to the

painfulness of love, and in

several moments of this film

that painful lyric note of life is

captured visually in wise and
unexpected ways. Made For
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Each Other is a product of two

creative souls rendering the

raw, abrasive materials of their

own lives into the artistic

distillation of film. When
Pandora concludes her dreadful

night club routine with an

imitation of Dietrich singing

"Falling In Love Again," we in

the audience hear echoes of

loneliness, heartache, and

courage so far removed from

the original sensuality, deceit,

and decadence in The Blue

Angel. Then again, the pathos

and quiet terror in ordinary life

and love, yoking man to a often

frightening destiny, establishes

an emotional continuity bet-

ween these two films and

registers the degree of

thoughtfulness that went into

the script and performances of

Made For Each Other.

Five years later Taylor and

Bologna made Made For Each

Other, and villainy isn't so

easily mocked any more or

comic triumph so easily earned.

This to me means that we have

progressed. Instead of being

stuck inside Benjamin's bored

and boring head, we are put in

close contact with kinds of in-

teraction, kinds of exchanges,

kinds of realities that no longer

rely on latter-day fairy tale

worlds for plot dynamics or for

resolutions. Next to Made for

Each Other, The Graduate

comes off looking limited,

impish, and romantic in a

rather faint hearted say

(decidedly anti-sexual too).

Taylor and Bologna have
discovered comic territory past

where Mike Nichols and Elaine

May achieve their harsh and

telling satiric point of view (a

point of view whose eventual

sterility is indicated in Nichol's

Carnal Knowledge). Taylor and

Bologna are not satirists and in

a sense are more pesimistic

than Nichols and company. For

the former recognize the need to

accept much in order for

humanity to affirm more. Gigi

can yell at Pandora, "How can

you be so perceptive about me
and so stupid about yourself?

!"

and at such moments we can

feel the difference between

satiric analysis and comic
celebration of life. The climatic

New Year's Day dinner fiasco

at Gigi's parents' house has

about it an ethnic verocity, a

felt history, a comic complexity

a second viewing more than

reconfirms. As society as a

whole these days talks more
about retrenchment and
rediscovery rather than

revolution, a movie like Made
For Each Other makes for some
happy self-examination and
self-acceptance which just

might be the key to accomplish

both the long march and the

new dawn.
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A Beautiful Evoked Vendetta
BY BOB NESTI

The Go-Between
written for the screenby Harold Pinter,

from the novel by H.P. Hartley,

directed by Joseph Losey; featuring

Julie Christie, Alan Bates, Margaret

Leighton, Dominique Guard, Edward
Fox, and Michael Redgrave.

Throughout The Go-Between
Michelle Grand's ponderous, ornate

score numbs the mind into a pronounced

dislike for the style of Victorian

England. It, like much of what is

designed in this film, accents what we
consider the ugly, lumbering quality of

popular culture at the turn-of-the--

century and points to what's so clearly

wrong with the film. On the visual level

The Go-Between is a perfect rendering

of upper class British life during its

apogee; the lawn teas, the obsessively

mannered lifestyle, and most of all the

snobbish class attitudes are effectively

portrayed. Yet after so beautifully

recreating a setting, director Joseph

Losey and scriptwriter Harold Pinter

never cease to pervade it with snide

comment. Next to Death In Venice, they

have created the loveliest example of

thematic diarrhea in recent memory.

Here the problem is much less

pronounced, but still is as equally

dissatisfying as in Visconti's flawed

work Instead of a stinging indictment

against the social mores of Victorian

England, we get a simplistic, rabid

vendetta that's neither instructive or

enjoyable. The moral atmosphere is

sharply black-and-white and

established as to leave little in-

terpretation of events and characters.

They merely act as foils in this arty

piece of social comment. Worse, there is

hardly a moment respite from being

reminded that the, social millieu por-

trayed is ludicruous, anti -democratic,

and most importantly dehumanizing. In

short we are told this period was ruled

by self-righteous hypocrites who cared

more for social proprieties than human
needs. The irony is this moral climate

seems right out of a turn-of -the~

century dime novel and once sym-

pathies are laid to rest, the film becomes

a predictable piece of social dribble.

The script is adapted by playwright

Harold Pinter from the novel by HP.
Hartley and concerns a twelve year old

boy's three week visit to his wealthy

school chum's country estate during the

hot July of 1900 The boy Leo

(Dominique Guard) is at first made
uneasy by the borish. snobbish remarks

of his young hosts, but finds some solace

in his notoriety as a magician and his

immediate rapport with his host's older

sister Miriam (Julie Christie). She is a

beautiful, but unhappy and meekly

arrogant young lady who feels her

personal life much infringed upon by her

social station She is to be married, not

by choice but by design, to the young

vicar of the town Hugh Trimingham

(Edward Fox), yet secretly loves the

estate's tenant farmer Ted Burgess

i Alan Bates"

Young Leo becomes involved in their

cloistered romance when, following a

minor accident at his farm, Ted asks

voung Leo to be the liason between the

class-bound lovers. He does so, naively

and dutifully, not realizing the im-

plications of his actions and rather

blindly falls in love with Miriam. When

he begins to realize what is happening

about him he is at first crushed, as only

a twelve year old can be, to learn that

Miriam and Ted are lovers. Yet he

continues to be their messenger out of

fear of what Miriam might think if he

should refused and by Ted's uneasy

promise to tell him the facts ef live.

Throughout the central portion come;,

the annoying device of flash-forwards

utilized by Losey to bridge past and

present. Here we witness the older Leo,

now a paunchy, sallowed face man

retracing his steps decades later and

reliving the story visually being por-

trayed. At first not only do they jar the

visual framework but also only confuse

the story line. When the two threads

merge and the flash - forwards make
some sense (at least we realize who the

people are), they only manage to ask

other questions, and answer them. The

older Leo and the elderly Lady Miriam,

now Lady Trimingham, piece together

what remains of the plot and pound

home the dire effects the events had on

Ted, Miriam, and specifically Leo. The

boy never spiritually survived that

summer. He becomes a hollowed man
lost to the past.

Yet there's little empathy for Leo. or

anyone for that matter. Instead we are

confused, a bit dazed, and distinctly left

apart from Leo's small tragedy. This

coldness is only one of the film's major

problems and points to how a major

error in thematic judgement managed

to retard an otherwise exquisite

cinematic rendering. Leo's traumatized

experience is based upon psychological

reasoning that wallows in I
dimestore

Freud and denies the complexity of

existance and the possibility of human

change We don't feel for Leo because

we are given no legitimite reason too

Nor do we sympathize with the lovers

Thier romance hasn't any depth, it

doesn't stand independent of the anti-

Victorian stance, but rather in reaction

to it Any love there may have been

between Miriam and Ted is vaguely

hinted at What we see are two people

flaunting the social conventions of the

day for purely carnal pleasures. In the

end when Lady Trimingham tells the

older I^eo to deliver one final message,

this one to her grandson telling him the

entire sordid mess, we do not believe her

illicit affair was "a beautiful thing
"

From what we've seen the remark

seems ironic; instead of a tragic con-

fession of a tormented woman we hear

what sounds like the mindless ramblings

of one senile old lady who has perferred

to gloss over the ugliness of her youth

There are other points that are

squashed by the inane sociological and

psychological assumptions. We never

understand what the black magic is all

about. Immediately preceding the

climax, where the lovers are discovered

and the damage done there's a scene of

young Leo preparing a hex. He never

tells us for whom, nor does the film and

it makes sense? in the end only by

stretching things quite a bit. Other

points are simply vague. The death of

Ted is so understated that it passes by

most viewers during the event- filled,

confusing climax. Apparently Losey and

Pinter assumed their audience would
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have enough knowledge of the British

caste system to conclude that Ted had

no other course. They, for the most part,

don't, and even if they had an inkling of

the reference, it so meshed in loose ends

it wouldn't persuade of anything the film

maker's may have intended to tell us of

Victorian England.

There is no weight to the theme

because it's so unconvincing, but there

is a good deal of weight to the manner in

which it is presented. Joseph Losey's

direction takes the enterprise so

seriously we feel as if we are watching a

film masterpiece if only be design.

Losey has always considered himself

master of the British art film and his

talents are, at best, erratic. The man
who could make such a flawed piece of

brilliant cinema as The Servant, can

also be blamed for both Secret

Ceremony and Boom!. His concern for

art has always intruded on his ability as

a filmmaker and with this film the high

class artist becomes a bloody bore by

trying too hard. He fills Leo's story with

techniques that were all fired from

trendy television commercials with

hopelessly "chic" boom-shots of Leo

wandering about the huge estage. Also

the flash-forwards are a needless

mistake in judgement. First they seem

oblique, introducing a divergent point

-

of--view without much reason or

necessity, then, in the end are only to

hammer home the real implications

without any restraint.

Pinter's dialogue is filled with the

contemporary elitism which un-

deservedly demeans the characters who

possess the Victorian attitudes Quite

often the family in the film look and

sound absurd, not because they were,

but because they are made to appear

that way They often exemplify aspects

of Victorian culture so well that Pinter

and Losey can't resist to make fun of

them The vicar Lord Trimingham is

rather badly abused for his genuine

affability is undermined by the unkind

way he's presented The only reason

why we don't like him in the end is

because he personifies the ideal Vic-

torian Male so perfectly The same can

be said for Miriam's mother whose near

hysterical action at the end seems

villianous only because they are purely

Victorian Trimingham is effete,

snobbish; the mother is self-righteous,

deceitful, and both are cruelly por

trayed because they exemplify the

morals of the age which are antithetical

to the snobbish social liberalism of ours

today.

The thematic sickness cannot fully

undermine the visual beauty of the

production. The magnificent estate is

beautifully recreated with an im-

peccable concern for detail and a

respect for the age missing from the rest

of the work. The art direction and

photography captures the elegance, the

style, the grace of this period with

remarkable delicacy. The acting, too, is

nearly always first-rate making the

film consistantly interesting viewing

despite the appalling mistakes in

judgement. Dominque Guard as the

young Leo is one of the acting finds of

the year and is particularly effective as

the confused youth. The supporting roles

are all equally finely portrayed.

Margaret Leighton as the mother single-

handedly convinces us the specious

climax makes logical sense. Her per-

formance is one of the finest of last year

and makes the film worth seeing. The

two major roles, though, aren't quite as

successful as the supporting ensemble.

Alan Bates plays Ted Burgess without

the charm of originality which made his

similar role in Women In Love of such

interest Here he waits to be the martyr

and his death isn't even very well

presented as it becomes the most am-

biguous point of this genuinely per-

plexing film The major flaw in casting

comes with Julie Christie who seems far

removed from the action as Miriam, her

ambiviance of character doesn't accent

rather hinders her characterization

Upon first seeing The (Jo-Between, I

overheard a young man loudly telling

his date that it was the finest film he has

ever seen and the cache of prizes it has

garnered I including the Grand Prize at

Cannes) prove somewhat its credibility

as art Still it strikes me as amazing that

Losey and Pinter have pulled such a

snow job on viewers and critics The

film looks like art, sounds like art, even

convinces itself of its own weighty

worth; but has enough glaring flaws in

plot structure and thematic judgement

as to best be considered trash It is

literate, pretty, finely crafted, well

-

portrayed, but in the end is as trashy as

Michel LeGrand's pompous music score

which may have you wishing never to

hear an over-amplified, over-dubbed
harpsichord again.
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Basic Audio

Headphones: A Useful Accessory

BY FRANK JOHNSON
When headphones first became

popular shortly after the advent of

stereo, the reaction of many serious

audiophiles was muted and they tended

to regard this new augmentation as

something of a toy. Taught to believe

that speakers must be large to sound

good, the skeptics scoffed stereo

headphones as merely elaborations on

the old headsets people had to wear

before speakers were available in

radios.

This unfavorable reception was in

certain cases quite justified. Many
poorly-constructed headphones were

little better than the 1920- style models,

and they were about as comfortable to

wear However, the evolution of quality

since those early days has been rather

constant throughout the audio world,

and headphones have likewise profited

from the improvement. The market for

headphones has blossomed to the extent

where a full discussion of audio gear

would hardly be complete without a

section on headphones. Following the

articles on loudspeakers. today*s

column will focus broadly on uses and

applications of headphones, rather than

a theoretical or construction-oriented

discussion which was true with the

earlier column on loudspeakers. The

reader who thus desires additional in-

formation in this area is free to return to

the earlier column if he wishes to do so.

First off, a definition of the term

•headphone" is very much in order

These devices have been accorded a

variety of nomenclature, ranging from

"phones" to "earpieces" For the

purposes of this colum. we will establish

the distinction between a headphone and

an earphone in terms of size: a head-

phone is far too large to fit inside the ear

be put ahead of good frequency

response. It is sometimes better to put

up with a slightly less superb frequency

range if the phones are comfortable to

wear, but this incidental consideration

nevertheless should not deter the buyer

from the performance goal in mind.

When looking at headphones it may be

seen that a good measure of comfort is

derived from the lack of tension on the

headband and also the overall weight of

the phone assembly. The tension con-

tributes to lateral pressure, and while it

may help in sealing out external noises

to favor what is being played, it can also

lead to fatigue and headache. Excess

headphone weight tends to localize at

to arise from the middle of the head. The

initial aversion is easy to shake loose,

because the enhanced stereo effect more

closely approximates "perfect" speaker

placement without the problem of

conflicting room acoustics or reson-

nances. As for the monophonic "center

of head" problem, it can be minimized

by good design which places the speaker

elements slightly further away from the

ear. Learning to live with the "head-

phone sound" is one of the initiations

incumbent upon audio engineers, for it is

they who must wear the phones when

auditing a master tape or disc during the

mixing process. The right channel must

conform to the left channel, and head-

The Superex STPRO-B. one of the better headphones on the market, feature! a

separate woofer and tweeter in each phone assembly. The photo shows how each phone
structure and thus forms a cup around separate woofer and tweeter in each pnone assemoiy. n* p^u

T^*n1*!X<*W * inserted to pivots and therefore may easily be adjusted for the most comfort.

varying degrees inside the auditory

canal. Further, a headphone is different

from a "headset" qualitatively;

although the two terms may appear

similar, headphones are designed for

critical use in terms of reproducing the

musical range, while a headset is

concerned mainly with reproducing

speech and need not have such a side

range. It should also be pointed out that

a headset is designed primarily for

monophonic operation, while head-

phones employ a 3-lead connector so that

they may be used for stereo I although

they can of course be used

monophonically) So, throughout this

column we will use only the term

headphones when evaluating this kind

of audio component.
Headphones are actually small

loudspeakers which are designed to

operate efficiently with very low voltage

and wattage levels. This means that,

with few exceptions, headphones should

never be "jumped" along the leads from

the amplifier to the speaker, because the

high wattage output is likely to burn out

the small speakers in them Because

they need very little current to drive

them, their current draw can be derived

from low-voltage sections on tape

recorders and tuners without the need

for separate preamplification, which is

why these devices are now beginning to

offer headphone outputs. As they are

miniature loudspeakers, the same
performance criteria applies to them

that applied to wide-range speakers:

headphones should have wide, smooth

response with a minimum of distortion,

and they should be constructed so that

the high frequencies do not "beam" or

follow a narrow axis.

But there is one very crucial matter

regarding headphones that is not im-

portant to the loudspeaker buyer: they

should be comfortable to wear No set of

headphones is very useful if the owner

can't place it over his head for very long,

and this criterion in many cases should

(photo by the author)

the top of the skull over a period of time;

the better headphones have some sort of

padding at the center of the band to

minimize the problem. Several designs

have inflatable sections on which the

bulk of the set's weight rests on a

cushion of air. Others make do with

foam rubber padding Whatever the

method employed, the one that feels the

most comfortable is the one to buy

One very important aspect of head-

phone design concerns sealing out ex-

ternal sounds to emphasize program

material The efficacy of this seal is

often determined by the construction of

the earcup It should surround the ear so

that it fully encloses it without im-

parting too much pressure. Some
models have fluid-filled earcups that

conform to the shape of the head, which

sometimes allows them to flop around

when in motion Whatever the method, it

should be constructed so that the

position of the phones is fully adjustable

in all directions. The headband should

be separate but connected from both the

phone assemblies, and if it isn't, then

adjustment as to comfort might be a

future problem Also, the cord should

originate from one phone only, to

eliminate the potential restriction of a

junction that might later form a loose

connection. Each phone assembly, by

the way, should be clearly marked as to

left and right channels. If not, then the

cord should at least stem from the left

phone to permit this sort of iden

tification. Sometimes all that is needed

is a colored strip of tape to identify the

proper channels.

When neophytes first put a headphone

over their ears, they are apt to exclaim

over the spaciousness of the sound, or

even the overemphasized quality of

stereo that results from a speaker lying

over each ear. One distraction arises

from using headphones in mono
operation: the sound sometimes seems

phones allow tne most ready and ac-

curate form of analysis. Recording

artists are also using headphones a lot

too. as pictures of Steve Winwood
(Traffic, 2nd album) and Carole King

(Tapestry) will attest

At the moment, a new headphone

design is finding its way on to the

market: the electrostatic phone (I did

not discuss its cousin, the electrostatic

speaker, fully in the last column,

because its use is not so widespread.)

Electrostatic speakers work on the

principle of electrostatic attraction and

repulsion They consist of two plates,

one that moves and one that does not

Different changes in the electrical

potential between the plates causes the

moving one - the diaphragm plate - to

vibrate and give off sound. Whereas

large electrostatic speakers have a hard

time with low bass, because they must

move a lot of air, electrostatic head

phones need only move a small amount

of air and thus they can have a very wide

range. This range can frequently be

better than that of conventional head-

phones

At the present time electrostatic

headphones tend to be rather costly,

bulky, and dependent on a separate

control box which encloses a power

supply. Many electrostatic phones are

not efficient and need external power

supply voltage to build up the potential

between the plates, this adds to bulk and

cost. Sometimes the plates are fragile;

voltage surges may damage them and
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so protective circuit breakers must bt

installed - the cost continues to mount.

As they are developed, nevertheless,

electrostatic phones offer a potentially

very good quality, and they should at

least be considered when shopping.

The uses for headphones are many.

The most obvious one - high-volume, late

night listening, has permitted many

confirmed decibel enthusiasts to enjoy

music without bothering neighbors or

incurring landlords' evictions. If the TV

and the stereo are in the same room, the

stereo may be enjoyed without

bothering the TV watcher But aside

from these conveniences, there are

many other practical uses. Live

recording makes headphones a must:

professional tape recordists need a

"monitor" to make sure about the

quality of the recording during the

process itself, and built-in speakers

usually aren't of high enough quality for

the job ( they can also be drowned out by

the music) Providing the tape recorder

has a low-impedence output jack

( headphones usually are rated at 8 oh-

ms, the norm for loudspeakers), any

recorder whether it is a deck or a self

contained unit - may be used. The

microphones' output also needs to be

checked: do it with headphones for the

most accurate results. Have you just

bought an expensive amplifier and can't

afford a pair of high-quality speakers

Buv a good pair of headphones in the

meantime and continue to save; you can

always use them until you have enough

for the speakers Do you have a stereo

set in one room but want to listen to it in

another room'' Get a headphone ex

tension cord and take the phones with

you; up to 100' is quite possible. Need

accurate tape editing9 Use headphones
- they're better than speakers for this

job

I am not maintaining that headphones

should be used instead of speakers,

however In addition to sometimes being

uncomfortable to wear, very few of

them can match the tonal brilliance of a

speaker, nor the proper dimension

Four-channel operation has presented

some problems for headphones,

although newer designs are being

promoted to accomplish this end. It's

also easy to kink and trip up on the cord.

Further* many amplifiers don't lend

themselves too well to phone operation,

because their noise becomes very ap-

parent when wearing headphones even

though at normal levels it may be

comfortably low. Residual hum is a

particularly peristent problem with

headphones used with some tube-type

amplifiers having noisy low-level cir-

cuitry Some headphones are fragile and

can be easily damaged The in-

disputable point, however, is that

headphones are a useful accessory that

complement any good hi-fi system. You
will have to be the judge as to their ef-

ficacy.

When purchasing phones, always

select the most comfortable ones to

wear. Look for good, clean bass

response and clear treble - it should not

be muted or exaggereated. Use the

same tests described in the last speaker

article. Try as many different brands as

you can to get an idea of what design

appeals to you. A salesman can be

helpful, but don't let him tell you what to

wear. After all, you have to live with the

phones.
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Instructions
Incorporated in the 900 letters

art- names of To vocalists, some
first names, mostly last names.

This time we decided to list the

70 1 below) names, as we found

that last week's puzzle became
relatively unsolvable without

the names of the groups As in

last week's puzzle, the names
read in any one of eight dif-

ferent directions Either from

left to right, right to left, top to

bottom, bottom to top. or

<tiauon;ill; from top left to

bottom right, bottom right to

top left, top right to bottom left,

and bottom left to top right.

Finish in under six hours and

you're golden. Good luck and

have fun! !
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The Groups

Animals
Association

Badfinger

Band
Beach Boys
Beatles

Bee Gees
Blues Magoos
Box Tops
Bread

Buckmghams
Chicago
Climax
Doors
Fifth Dimension

Four Tops
Grassroots

Guess Who
Hollies

Jackson Five

Kinks
Left Banke
Lemon Pipers

Lovin Spoonful

Markettes
Monkees
Moody Blues

New Seekers

Ocean
Raiders

Rascals
Rolling Stones

Royal Guardsmen
Sandpipers
Searchers
Sea Train

Shondells

Spinners

Stone Poneys
Supremes

Temptations
Three Dog Night

Turtles

Union Gap
Vogues
War
Wings
Winstons
Yardbirds
Yes
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Weekend
By MARY LOU GORDON and

BOB NESTI

Music
St. Louis Symphony
The St Louis Symphony Orchestra

under the direction of Walter Susskind

will present a concert at 8 p.m. in Curry

Hicks Cage on the UMass campus on

Monday.
Susskind has selected a program

designed for both students and non-

students, and including Symphony No. 9

in D by Gustav Mahler and the Sym-

phony No. 40 in G Minor by Mozart.

Recognizing the international

resurgence of interest in the music of

Mahler, particularly among young

people, the University's Fine Arts

Council prevailed upon the Orchestra's

management to include this major

orchestral work on the program The

orchestra agreed, in spite of the

necessity to fly an additional group of

brass players to Amherst for this con-

cert, since the work will not be per-

formed elsewhere on the symphony's

eastern tour

Theater
Celebration

The Lions Share Co is the area's only

resident musical theatre company

making its home at the Campus Center

I Mass On March 2,3,4, 10 and 11 the

Lions Share will present Tom Jones ann

Harvey Schmidt's Celebration]

which is much on the same line as their

Fantastic* It will be presented in

cabaret stvle with beverages served

Celebration theme of nature

versus urban corruption is augmented

h\ its stvlized characters, dynamic

mime ensemble work where the actors

cause a change of mood or scene, and its

exciting current percussive music and

dance
Little Mary Sunshine

The I Mass Theatre will present

Rick Besovan's Classic spoof. Little

Mar\ Sunshine in Bartlett Auditorium

on March 10-11, March 16-18 at a :30 p m
with afternoon matinees on the 11th and

18th at I'M Tickets are now on sale at

the Bartlett Box office or may be

rved ti% calling 545-25

I Ittlr Mar> Sunshine is a musical

comedy tor the whole family It WU Bl

duced in Neu York in

n captivating audiences all over the

since Anyone who has -

thorugh ^uch operettas as Rstcawk
will find Little Mary Sunshine a

hilarious parody The plot concerns

Big Jim Warrington (our hero' who is

pursuing the evil " Indian. Yellow

Feather our villain', and with his

trust j e innpany of Forest Rangers he

comes upon the Colorado Inn. which is

owned by Little Mary Sunshine <our

heroine NeedtoH '" M) complications

arise hut one must never fear for

honesty and goodness prevail and

ever\one lives happily ever after

Mix h \do About Nothing

A comic play about love,

Shakespeare's "Much Ado About

Nothing."' will be presented in a unique,

new production by the Amherst
Masquers at 8:30 p.m. on March 3. 4. 5

and 10, 11. 12 at Kirby Theater on the

Amherst College campus
The comedy concerns the wittiest of

all Shakespeare's couples. Beatrice and

Benedick These two spend so much

time in verbal duels, using clever puns,

similes, and epigrams to put each other

down, they never realize they are madly

in love with each other. A second, more

conventional romance is carried on

between Claudio. Benedick's best

friend, and Hero. Beatrice's cousin The

comedy is completed by the racy pun-

ning of ladies-in-waiting, the antics of a

slapstick constable and his bumbling

watchmen, double entendres by almost

everyone, and even the meaness of a

villain

films
The African Queen 'Friday. Saturday.

Merrill Screare Center. Amherst
roller •. 7:30, 10)

The totally entertaining and en

clearing film version of C.S. Forester's

story about a hard bitten skipper and a

spinster who become heroes and lovers

during a perilous escape down an

African river in 1915 The film was made

on location in Africa under the skillful

hand of John Huston and further abetted

fcy a fine script by novelist and critic

James Agee and two matchless per-

formances by Humphrey Bogart and

Katherine Hepburn Bogart won an

Oscar for his performance and it stands

ud todav as his most likeable role.

Anatomv Of A Murder (Sunday,

Gamble 'Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke

College, 7)

Otto Preminger at his slick best in this

tightly-made, consistently interesting

adult melodrama about a murder trial

which concerns an Army lieutenant who

killed his wife's rapist. Beyond being a

striking melodrama, the film is an in-

sightful study of the American system of

trail by jury and the workings of law.

The acting is strong by a memorable

cast that includes James Stewart, Lee

Remick. Ben Gazzara, Arthur O'Con-

nell. Eve Arden, Kathryn Grant, George

C Scott, and Joseph N. Welch.

Preminger's reputation as a director

rests with this work which shows a

consistant talent missing from his

recent films.

A Thousand Clowns (Monday, Student

Union Ballroom, 7 and 9:15)

Herb Gardner adapted his own hit

Broadway play into an endearing film

which concerns a TV writer who is being

investigated by Child Welfare to

determine his fitness as guardian of his

twelve year old nephew Jason Robards

is excellent as the television writer and

Barbara Harris glows in a supporting

role The script itself is funny and

touching without being contrived and

corny, the performances good, and the

film itself an unappreciated delight

Cat Ballou (Friday, Hampten Dining

Commons, 7. 8 and 10)

An affectionate Western parody that's

managed to ridicule the West without

bitterness and makes for the best film of

its genre in quite some time Jane Fonda

plays Cat Ballou. a proper young lady

who becomes an outlaw to avenge her

father's death and forms the wildest

Hang of Western cliches to ever hit the

screen Lee Marvin won an Oscar in his

dual role of twin brothers who both

become outlaws, and his performance is

remarkablv tunny carcicature The rest

of the cast, including Michael Callan.

Dwavne Hickman. Stubby Kaye. and

Nat Kinfl Cole handle the often hilarious

material with the right drollness

Claire's Knee I
Thursday. SI

Ballroom. 7 and I

The fifth of Eric Rohmer's five moral

tales is by far his best, a film ot constant

charm and insight into human foibles

that ranks with the best of the year It.

like this French director s other films,

concerns the problem of choice and

staction. this time in the case of a

Wg man's flirtations with two young

girls

The tilm is a wonderful blend of witty

conversation and small truths which

Rhomer has blended in a script blessed

with impeccable taste, intelligence, and

warmth It takes place during the

summer in the Alps as the lovely visuals

complement the genial quality of Roh

mer's story, and nearly everyone in the

cast possesses a magic sense of in-

nocence and beauty.

l>air\ Of \ Mad Housewife (Saturday.

Sage Hall. Smith College. 7:30 and 9:30)

\ storv that deals with jet-set New

Yorkers, and the emotionally crippled,

non-communicating relationship that

exists between a husband and his wife.

Carrie Snodgress effectively portrays

the bored and oppressed wife, who seeks

refuge from her tyrannical and petty

husband by sleeping with another man
The film runs at a slow pace, and while it

is interspersed with comic overtones,

the overall effect is one of disparing

sadness The film is directed by Frank

Perry, and also stars Richard Benjamin

and Frank Langella.

Dirt\ llarrv (Campus Cinemas,
Hadley)
Detective Comics in Panavision with

Clint Eastwood as a San Franciscan

counterpart to crime-fighting the super-

hero comic strip characters A shrewd,

taut, well-made thriller that pits

Eastwood as Dirty Harry against insane

murderer named Scorpio Harry is

something to be seen as he single-

handedly quenches a bank robbery

without even sweating and Scorpio often

does Harrv one better in this sharp

fantasy thriller. The theme of the film is

simplistic driOble about how liberals are

responsible for letting culprits like

Scorpio out on the streets and the

message may be laid on a bit too thick at

the end. still "those apparent flaws are all

but glossed over under the firm,

ingenious hand of director Don Seigel

Fiddler on the Roof 'Show case

Cinemas. West Springfield)

A mundane version of the longest

running musical in Broadway history.

The disappointing epic comes away by

director Norman Jewison who has

employed needless flashy techniques in

Diary Of A Mad Housewife

the transition. The musical becomes

bottom-heavy and static when blown up

on a Super Panavision screen and

blasted out of twelve stereo speakers.

The show itself has grace, charm, and a

natural warmth that are all but

eliminated here. Instead every moment
reeks with phony folklines and cornball

routines. The excellent Bock Harnick

score has been homogenized in musical

interludes embarrassing at best, even

Topol. generally considered the best of

the stage Tevye's, becomes a glaring

caricature of a poor. Russian peasant.

An overrated, ill-conceived, charmless

musical; with Norma Crane as the

dutiful Goldie. and Molly Picon as Yente

the Matchmaker
The French Connection (Campus

Cinemas. Hadley)

A fact-based account of how police

track down a shipment of heroin in New
York Citv which is a fast, flashy, and

fascinating thriller The grittiness and

chaos of New York City is captured at

breakneck speed and brutality by

director William Friedkin who has

fashioned perhaps the stylish and fin-

thriller in some time GtJM Hackman

pla .Hirish detective who a- the

antisocial antihuman. detects

new hero between Bullitt and Joe, the

latest film cliche

TheHHMiom Chronicle (Wednesda\

Student L'ninn Ballroom. 7:<K> and 1:30)

A motion picture documentary about

war. murder, cannabalism. fornication

and sexuality in a society that many of

us have probably never paid too much
attention too It is a brilliant and

beautifully done story of insects, who
prophetically may become the new-

inheritors of the earth. The film focuses

on the ability of insects to live in har

mony. the formula that may enable

them to outlast men and beasts The

close-up photography is visually-

breathtaking, but the rather corny

narrative by Lawrence Pressman
detei s from the overall effect

It Happened One Night (Sunday.

Wright Hall. Smith. 8>

( >ne of the best remembered films of

the Thirties which features Clark Gable

as a wandering journalist who meets up

with Claudette Colbert as a runaway
heiress for one of the most endearing

combinations ever in a romantic

comedy. The pace is fast, the humor
often sharp, the performances are

marvelous, and despite some age about

the edges, still a wonderful comedy.

The Hospital (Showcase Cinemas.

Springfield)

The world of a big city hospital is

brought to life in this grim but often

funny film that deals with bizarre and

exaggerated situations of medical in-

competence, the violent aspects of New-

York City life, and the bitter story of a

middle-aged doctor who is suffering

from the termination of a bad marriage.

The film stars George C Scott, Diana

Rigg. and is directed by Arthur Hiller.

with script by Paddy Chayefshy

The Last Picture Show (Palace
Cinema. West Springfield'

The Best American Film of last year

is this depressing, bleak vision of life

about the coming of age of three

youngsters in a small Texas town in

196] Directed by Peter Bogdanovich the

film is a straightforward well crafted,

well-acted narrative about the perils of

growing up in the finest tradition of the

great Hollywood directors. The film is

nostalgia in the negative sense and
despite some near melodramatic

plotting is the most poignant film in

quite some time The acting is superb by

a cast of mostly unknown character

actors led by Cloris Leachmen, Timothy

Bottoms, Jeff Bridges, Eileen Brennan,

and Ben Johnson

Met a he and Mrs. Miller (Campus

Cinema)
Robert Altman has given the Western

its first jolt since The Wild Bunch and,

instead of gaining the honor through

overdone violence and gore, he does it

with delicate lyricism The film has the

effect of a ballad, as action sequences

interspersed with a doleful song by

Leonard Cohen The film does have

some annoying faults, the script for

instance has the annoying characteristic

of being purposively inarticulate a bit

more than is necessary Still Altman is

probably the finest American director in

recent years and his work often tran-

scends his material MeCabe parallels

the demise of a small mining town with

that of a weak but likeable man The

tone is gritty and melancholy, with

hardlv any compensation One of the

film's major strengths is the pairing of

Julie Christie and Warren Beatty in the

two leads

The Out--Of--io\uicrs Knda>. SU
Ballroom. 7. I, and 11)

Neill Simon's not very funny

polemic against citv life that has Jack

l.emmon and Sandy Dennis play two

Miduesterners who visit New York and

discovered the city to be a living

nightmare The situations are woefully

stale and the wisecracks are, well,

wisecracks Neil Simon excells in. Still

weak in idea and strident in delivery

with Lemmon looking harried and

Dennis being herself which. I might say.

is about as snively as an actress dares to

appear on the screen without being

embarrassed
Snow Job (Calvin Theatre, Nor-

thampton and Amherst Cinema)
A boring and useless film that proves

nothing more than the fact that Jean

Claude Killy is still the greatest skier

alive The semblance of a plot involves

romance with a cops and robbers

escapade that takes place on the slopes,

employing some fine skiing shots that

make a valiant attempt to compensate

for the bad acting and the film's

weaknesses.

X. Y and Zee (Showcase Cinemas)
The most inanely titled film quite

some time is this bitchy, romantic

melodrama that reads like Modern
Romance written by Edward Albee. The
story concerns unhappy middle-aged

marriage in contemporary London and
the way three way affair employed to

save it. It stars Susannah York as a

young botique owner who has an affair

with Michael Caine but has tendencies

for his wife. Elizabeth Taylor, whose
medusa -like presence makes for her

most grotesque appearance since

Boom! to be reviewed.

Yellow Submarine (Saturday. Mahar.
fi. 8. 10. 12>

A fanciful and animated visual

odyssey that features cartoon carictures

of the Beatles and is supplied with plenty'

of their songs. The film concerns Pep
perland. home of the Lonely Hearts Club
Band, and the submarine escape that

occurs when Pepperland is attacked by

the Blue Meanies. The film is an

ingenuous visual trip that provides

plenty of action and contains a good

amount of clever comedy. Directed by

George Running J
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Muskie-McGovern Debate Their Honesty
DURHAM (AP) — Democratic

rivals in the New Hampshire

presidential primary met in

televised debated Sunday night,

with Sens. Edmund S. Muskie, and

George McGovern disputing who
was first in disclosing sources of

campaign money.
The 90-minute, five-candidate

session broke no new ground in the

campaign for the nation's leadoff

presidential primary Tuesday.

Instead, it provided a televised

forum for a restatement of the

positions and arguments the

candidates have sounded across

the state.

Muskie said after the debate he

did not know how it would affect

Tuesday's voting, while McGovern
said, "I'm not sure it will have

much of an impact.

"It is difficult to get a clear test

when you have five candidates

dividing up the time," said the

South Dakota Democrat, Muskie's

closest challenger.

Aides to both Muskie and
McGovern said they were pleased

with the way things had gone

The debate was broadcast by

WENH, the educational channel in

New Hampshire. It was to be

shown later by public broadcasting

stations in major cities around the

country.

The format was a four-minute

opening statement for each entry.

a series of questions put by a panel

of four newsmen and finally a

three-minute windup statement.

Muskie used his windup time to

challenge McGovern's repeated

campaign charge that the favored

senator from Maine has refused to

disclose anything about his

campaign donations.

McGovern made public a week
ago the names and donations of

more than 42,000 people he said

have provided $1.26 million for his

campaign.
As the candidates' debate ended,

he again challenged his rivals to

list campaign contributions. He
said that every person who seeks

the presidency should publicly

declare "the source of every dollar

contributed to his campaign..."

Muskie has refused to make a

disclosure of current contributions

matching McGovern's, and the

South Dakota senator has made
campaign ammunition of the issue.

"I have disclosed the sources of

contributions to my campaign for

the presidency," Muskie coun-

tered. "I was the first candidate to

do so, and no other candidate

followed my lead until almost two

years after my first reports were

filed... I did so in 1970."

But Muskie said he stopped filing

public reports after that because

nobody else did so. "I decided we
needed a policy that applied to all

candidates, including the

President," he said.

Muskie noted that this will

become the law effective April 7.

"Now, if I may turn to the real

issues in this campaign," he said,

dismissing the disclosure dispute

as something less than that

The debate formats gave equal

time to Muskie, McGovern, Los

Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty. Sen.

Vance Hartke of Indiana and
Edward T Coll of Hartford, Conn ,

who is 32 and ineligible to be

president anyhow
Eight questions were put to the

candidates during the program;
each of them got one minute to

respond
"The biggest fight seems to be

over where Sen. Muskie's money
comes from, and why he won't

publish it." said Yorty, adding.

Of course, this is no debate
"

McGovern didn't mention it in

the debate, but he has repeatedly

quoted to New Hampshire
audiences a statement attributed

to Muskie that he would be out of

the campaign if he disclosed all his

contributors.

One other point that stirred a

heated controversy was the

question of when the Democratic

contenders became the critics of

war in South Vietnam McGovern.
Muskie and Hartke all advocated

total US withdrawal from the war
zone.

"I took a position against this

war in 1963 when the polls showed

that it was very unpopular to op-

Muskie savs he was first, but who's to tell? (MDC photo by Bill Dickinson

)
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pose our involvement in Southeast

Asia," said McGovern.
Muskie said the voters can select

a candidate who denies mistakes,

or admits them and tries to correct

them.
"The three senators who are

here all voted for the Gulf of

Tonkin resolution," Muskie said

That measure, adopted in August,

1964, was cited by former President

Lyndon B. Johnson as

congressional authorization for

expansion of the war.

"Furthermore," Muskie said,

"they all voted against repealing

the resolution in 1966." He said all

three senators "have a different

view of the war now." He said it is

a mark of responsiveness to the

wishes of the people that their

views have changed.

When McGovern got the op-

portunity, he disputed that.

"There is a difference between
senators," he said. McGovern said

the Tonkin resolution was
misinterpreted and misused by the

Johnson administration.

But he said that as late as the

1968 Democratic National Con-

vention Muskie was "defend. ?g the

Johnson war plank while I was
trying to end the war."

The five man debate included

only the Democrats on the Tuesday
ballot; another entry. Rep Wilbur

D. Mills of Arkansas, is seeking

write-in votes in an expensive

radio and television advertising

campaign
Mills campaigned at a reception

in Manchester while the other

Democrats were preparing for

their debate at the University of

New Hampshire
"I am now officially a candidate

for U.S. president,'' said the

chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee But he said

nobody asked him to take part in

the debate
Mills said he intends to cam

paign actively in the

Massachusetts and Rhode Island

primaries, and intends to enter

others

I think I've got just about as

much chance of winning as
anvbodv in the field. " he said.

Sen. McGovern claims to have been tne first uemocraiic candidate

to disclose the sources of his campaign funds. <MDC Photo by

Barbara Brer her)
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Orgies And The Girl With Toothpaste
(Yesterday's Boston Globe carried an article by

Madeleine Blais which proported to be an acount of
co-ed living at Amherst. (See story below)

That objectivity was obtained is somewhat
questionable. Becuase the Globe is one of the papers
which many parents use as the Truth, an interview

with the author was thought to be in order. Not only to

discover the reasons for its being but to uncover the
workings of the individual behind it.)

By DON SAINT-PIERRE
Ms. Blais was phoned at her Cambridge apartment

and asked the reasons behind the assigning of the

story.

She explained that the Globe (her editor) "thought

that co-ed living was the most important single

aspect in university life that has developed during the

last few years." And that her editor wanted her to

contrast her college experience with that here.

She graduated in 1959 from the College of New
Rochelle, a Catholic woman's college in New York. As
she said, "It was a contrast of extremes."

The Collegian had received some reports stating

that she did not identify herself as a reporter when on

campus which she denied. But she said that she did, at

first, say she was writing a socialogical report,

saying it was her editor's idea, and that those people

with whom it was used weren't too impressed so she

just said she was a reporter.

Because the story leaves many questions unan-

swered in ambiguity, she was asked what her per-

sonal feelings were on what she saw. She said that the

co-ed approach to educational housing is "the trend of

the future and that most schools which don't

presently have it will eventually." She mentioned

that in Sweden, where co-ed dorms have been a

reality for many years, the trend is now towards a

floor-to-floor separation rather than the room-to-

room. She feels that "this is to satisfy that aspect of

our culture which demands the hen-talks and man-to-

man conversations."

She doesn't feel there is any possibility of the story

producing a write-in campaign by parents to the State

House demanding change of the situation. She em-

phasized this by mentioning a conversation she had

over the weekend with some "middle-aged people",

who when asked for comments on co-ed living said

"There's nothing we can do about it."

She felt that the "psychological problems" en-

countered by students at Southwest are probably a

result of that area being so much like a large urban

city. That students chose Amherst because it was an

opportunity to escape to the country and when faced

with the tower concept of housing became distressed.

When asked about the rather quick ending to the

article, she said that space had forced the editor to

cut the last two paragraphs which, she feels, prove a

more complete ending.

She dictated the following as her ending to the

story:

"Is this (co-ed living) the first step in a brave new
unisexual world, where all the important sexual

differences are being down-played to the point of

extinction? i.e. the re-writing of biology perhaps?

"Or does co-ed living merely harden...the phasing

out of the wolf whistle as part of the vocabulary

between men and women?
"Have Betty co-ed and Joe college finally come into

their own shunning the old sexual norms and forging

new identities?"

Many interesting and important questions. One

wonders what the Globe's answer might be.

*%J*
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Field House, one of the dorms visited by the Globe correspondent

who wrote the story below.

The Globe Looks At UMass Co-ed Living
(Editors note: Once again sex at

UMass is in the Boston
newspapers. The following story is

re-printed from yesterday's Boston

Sunday Globe. Also on this page is

an interview with the reporter who
authored the work.)

By MADELEINE BLAIS
Intent on discovering whether

sexual freedom and academic
pursuits can coexist felicitously, I

trundled off to the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst.
Disguised as a student (a pair of

dungarees and a scorn for

cosmetics served the purpose

nicely). I dorm-hopped for three

nights at coed residence halls

Some things about dorm life

haven't changed The bathrooms
remain damply reminiscent of the

last shower taken there.

The vending machines in the

recreation rooms hawk the same
candy and soda, and the tables are

still awash with crumbs you can't

even call your own.
Privacy is, as ever, at a

premium.
My first night was spent in a

dorm called Eugene Field.

"They used to call this dorm
"Frigid Field,' " said one girl, "but

not anymore."
Like most coed dorms at UMass,

Field is structured to cater to

varied tastes in coed living. One
floor is occuped entirely by
women, another is room to-room

coed, and several are divided so

that one corridor belongs to men
and another to women.
My hostess at Field lived in a

room that was far less politely

pastel than the rooms at the

women's college I entered in 1965.

Even a short seven years ago.

women's colleges were believed to

mysteriously provide a sure route

to good breeding At that time. I

believed that it was advantageous
for women to pursue knowledge as

a sex. without being undermined

by f • distracting presence of men
I at rived at college in possession

of one pair of soft-soled slippers
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The college handbook had gravely

advised that such apparel was
absolutely essential to tranquility

in the dorms. Demur decors in the

rooms made sense in that setting.

But at UMass, the rooms do

more than store wardrobes. They
are the focus for socializing.

"Just walk into any room with an

ajar door." my hostess urged

'That means company is

welcome."
The chief distinction between my

school in 1965 and UMass today is

that behind those ajar doors,

students of both sexes mingle

freely.

"Orgies? Here'''' said one
student, eager to discredit

rumored debauchery "How could

I have an orgy with a girl I depend

on for toothpaste
''

He was sprawling on the bottom

bunk in a classmate's room The
classmate, a girl dressed in the

weathered jeans and jersey that

practically qualifies as a uniform

for UMass females, fetched beer

from a small refrigerator in the

room An electric frying pan and a

hot plate rested on top of the

fridge; the room was outfitted like

a fall-out shelter

Where's your roommate'''' I

asked the girl.

"Oh. she spends every night with

her boyfriend He lives on the

adjacent corridor
."

That can be a rough deal," her

male guest explained. "Everybody
on the corridor keeps a fishbowl

watch on everybody else, and it

can be really traumatic if you
break up

."

"We have one couple on our

corridor." the said "But they're

just like an old married couple

Always yelling at each other
"

"What about the university," I

said, "what about its in loco

parentis' mandate to maintain

propriety?"
"The University doesn't care

They don't officially encourage

coed roommates, so coed room-

mates don't officially exist on this

campus," the girl answered.

"Besides," said her male friend,

"there's great pressure on the

students to avoid sexual contact.

The kids here consciously try to

assume a sibling format to their

relationships."

"Like us," the girl responded, a

trace wistfully.

At my school, men were a

weekend phenomenon and we
bravely bridged the haitus between

Sunday evening and the following

Friday by studying and by

speculating over the surprises a

single phone call might bring

On the whole, the students ac-

cepted coed living as a natural

function of campus life. It strikes

them as infinitely less sensational

than the leering public might

assume.
"The main result of coed living,"

one boy commented, "is that now
the girls see us all the time and

they know we're useless,"

dismissing the topic as worthy of

only humorous consideration.

From a reporter's point of view,

his remark was a cut above the

scores of students who thought

questions about coed living weren't

worth answering.

"Let's talk about something
controversial." they would
suggest. "Let's talk about the food

here."

Even the heads of residence

were surprised that so routine a

matter would deserve scrutiny, if

the kids are going to get together

sexually, they will. There's no
correlation between coed living

and promiscuity." said Luther

Allen, head of Webster dormitory
I moved over to the least leafy

section of campus, called "South
west" or, unofficially "Concrete
City," for the remainder of my
visit. I stayed in Washington, a
huge 22-story high rise.

This is the part of campus where
alienation flourishes The students

brand the high rise "an insult to the

environment" and "a miracle of

architectural insensitivity."

it's like having a freeway
running through your living

room," one student complained
In the high rises, thefts are

con
has

greater, stereos compete more
aggressively for sonic supremacy,

the graffiti is bawdier, and the

omniprescence of marijuana

threatens the obsolescence of beer

Despite whatever un-

pleasantness prevails in this

section, the students have

eluded that coed living

upgraded conditions there.

"If it weren't for the girls, this

dorm would be unbearable," one

male stated.

After parking my backpack in an

empty, eighth floor room. I strolled

toward the bathroom.
The bathroom, I discovered, is

"liberated," or coed
While 1 washed my hands, my

peripheral vision took mental notes

on the young man swaggering

toward the showers, towels

wrapped around their waists

1 asked a girl what she thinks of

sharing the bathroom with men
"On, you get used to it." she said

"My father thinks I'll lose mv
femininity, but it makes no dif

ference to me whether the shoes in

the next stall belong to a man or a

woman."
"Whenever my parents visit

either my mother or I have to scout

the bathroom to make sure then-

are no women here before my dad

will use it." she continued.

For her. the only disadvantage of

coed bathrooms is the unwritten

rule that some minimal modesty
be maintained

"It's a pain to mouse out of my

Continued on Page 14
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Governor Francis Sargent will speak here tomorrow night on the

environment. Reports state that he will not allow any question-

answer periods or a press conference. Many students have expressed

a desire for him to address himself to problems that have arisen

since he was invited to speak here, such as Belchertown and UMass
budget cuts. (MDC Photo by Joe Casey)

SOSOpen Meeting Tonight
The third open organizational meeting of Students Offering Support

(SOS) will take place tonight at 7:30 in the Dining Rooms (Dukes and

Berkshire rooms) of the Student Union.

SOS provides a means of expressing support and obtaining funds for the

Belchertown State School class-action suit. The suit is now in U.S. District

Court
The suit, filed by 28 parents, charges that the state Department of

Mental Health has been negligent in the care of patients at the school.

It is expected that the legal cost in taking this case to court will be

outstanding and that the case would possibly be drawn out by the state in

order to drain the funds of the parents directly involved in the suit.

The State of Massachusetts argued last Thursday in court that persons

who are voluntarily admitted to a state school for the retarded have no

constitutional right to demand treatment

Thursday's motion by the state also asked Judge Francis Ford to

dismiss the case for lack of jurisdiction, or to abstain from exercising

jurisdiction in it Judge Ford took the motion under advisement

Chairman Joe Sylvia--a UMass graduate student -announced the

formation of another SOS organization, this one at Bentley College in

Waltham

Flood Death Toll Rises,

Guardsmen Find Coal Camps
MAN, W. Va. (\P) The death

toll in flood devastated Buffalo

(reek Hollow rose to 103 Sunda;

National Guardsmen unearthed

eight more bodies from the

wreckage of coal camps all but

destroyed more than a week ago

\l)out 70 persons were still

missing and there was little hope

many of those survived the flood of

some 175 million gallons of water

loosed when a Buffalo Mining Co
dam gave way at the head of the 17-

mile valley

A government geologist. William

Davies. said Sunday he did not

think regular checking of the coal

mine waste structure would have

prevented the disaster He said

such dams should be engineered

completely differently.'"

Davies. interviewed on WSAZ-
TV in Charleston, said a weak

foundation may have lowered the

top of the dam and allowed the

water to crest it. He stated that

geologists had seen no evidence of

an explosion and said reports of a

blast before the flood possibly were

prompted by steam generated

from the spontaneous combustion

in the slag heap

In 19fi6. Davies headed a survey

of 38 coal waste banks in southern

West Virginia Four of the banks

"showed signs of instability.''

according to the survey, but

University Store Ripoff

Penalty Is Suspension
By STEVE TRIPOLI

It's going to cost a lot more than it used to if you're

caught ripping anything off from the University Store

in the future.

That's the word from Student Attorney General

Henry Bouffard. In an interview last Thursday

Bouffard told the Collegian that due to the amount of

losses incurred in the University Store ($80,000 last

year, more this year) the penalty for stealing had to

be increased.

"To date the penalty has been a couple of semesters

probation and sometimes a letter of censure. This

hasn't deterred anyone."

The new penalty is much more severe. Bouffard

D. i vies said the one in Buffalo

Creek was not among them
Still missing are entire families,

including a woman and her five

children

Wo can still hope some of them
are alive, a military official

said "But hope is all it is. and it

can't be much hope at this point
."

To aid in probing the tons of

wreckage guardsmen have begun

using a 50-ton crane to hoist the

debris and drop it back to the

ground If no bodies fall out. the

debris is burned.

At the high school in Man. and at

another refugee center at Wharton,

more than 300 persons whose
homes were destroyed continued to

sleep on cots They were among the

estimated 4.000 left homeless by

the flood

Amnesty
\V\sill\GTO\ (AIM Robert C

Ransom and Martin Kelly lost sons

in the Vietnam war Ransom
strongly supports amnesty now for

draft resisters and Kelly

vehemently opposes the idea.

Their conflicting testimony last

week before a Judiciary sub-

committee headed by Sen Edward
M Kennedy. D-Mass.. reflects the

deep division on the issue.

outlined the system:
"First offense - no matter how small - we expect a

one semester suspension. If suspended you lose all

money paid for that semester, and if the suspension

occurs near the end of a semester it applies for the

whole next semester."

Bouffard also made clear that if a student ever is in

dire need of something and can't afford it, he can

always come to him in Room 921 Campus Center.

"I'll arrange for it or refer the matter to the proper

authority. I know suspension is harsh, but the way it

is now, the whole student body pays for ripoffs (and

there's been twenty-five a week on the average) in

the form of an increase in their Campus Center fee.

Rally Supports Five
The pre-trial hearing of five area individuals arrested on drug charges

last October 31st is scheduled for tomorrow morning at approximately 10

at the Hampshire County Superior Court in Northampton. A rally on

behalf of the defendants: Ronald Kosnicki, John Miller, Harry Gold,

Charles Volkman, and Lome Lyon has been planned by the Amherst Bill

of Rights 'Committee.

The Committee was formed out of alleged police malpractice

(primarily on the part of Officer Edward Montleon) in the arrest and

subs* v en! detainment of the defendants. The Committee contends that

the i./. -.si procedure used by Montleon "constituted an act of illegal

sea re • and seizure". If it can be proven that the narcotics to be used as

evidence against Kosnicki and the others was obtained illegally, all

charges against the five would have to be dropped.

Stemming from this allegation of illegal police procedure, a separate,

civil action has been filed in the name of Miller, seeking $100,000 in

damages from Officer Montleon for false arrest and imprisonment.

Those individuals wishing to attend the hearing itself are reminded of

the Courtroom requirement of proper dress

G.M. Predicts Quick End

To Lordstown Strike

Student Shot

In Dormitory
Jonathan Golub, a UMass

senior, was shot in his dor-

mitory room in Cance House 8

a.m. Friday morning
Golub said he opened his

door in response to a knock and
was shot and wounded above
the right eye by a small caliber

bullet. The wound was not

serious. Golub was treated at

the Cooley Dickinson Hospital

in Northampton, and released

to the UMass Infirmary.

At this time, no motive has
been discovered for the
shooting, although the incident

is under investigation.

Reportedly, the Amherst
police have put out an alert for

a black male, 5 feet 8 inches.

This has not been confirmed.

Golub, from Canton, is a

psychology.

LORDSTOWN. Ohio (API — A
spokesman for General Motors

Corp predicted an early set

dement as negotiations continued

Sunday in an effort to solve

remaining grievances involved in a

strike at the huge GM Lordstown

complex.
"Significant progress" was made

during talks that started Saturday,

he said

A spokesman for I nited Auto

Workers Local 1112. which went on

>tnke at 2 am Saturday, agreed

that there was progress during the

bargaining but said some major

issues remained unresolved

Negotiators for GM and the

union were divided into teams

working with various grievam

M

The strike by 7.700 workers at the

Vega automobile and Chevrolet

truck assembly plants brought to a

head a five month dispute over the

speed of assembly lines

The walkout so far has not af-

fected production since the lines at

the two facilities have not operated

on weekends for the past month
Some 500 grievances have been

filed by the union since Oct. 1.

when assembly operations were
consolidated under GM's
Assembly Division. About 800

employes have been laid off since,

but the union claims the company
has insisted on maintaining the

same production pace as under the

former setup

GM has accused the workers of

sabotage and shoddy workmanship
which it said led to a backlog of

repairs before vehicles could be

shipped out. resulting in workers

being sent home early from their

jobs on numerous occasions.

The union has denied the ac-

cusations It says that with the

layoffs and no slowup of the

assembly lines, the workers
remaining do not have to do their

work properly.

Pioneer 10 Past Million-Miles

V \s \l)KN \ ( \P) - Pioneer 10.

streaking toward Jupiter at 20.500

miles per hour, completed two

critical maneuvers after passing

the one-million mile mark, space

officials said Sunday.
The spacecraft successfully test

fired thrusters which will be used

for Tuesday's planned midcourse

change, and spacecraft controllers

activated a craft-rotation system

that keeps Pioneer linked to earth

with a thin radio beam, officials

said.

Scientists also turned on the

sixth of 11 instruments in Pioneer

10 in the Saturday night

maneuvers, a spokesman for the

California Institute of

Technology's Jet Propulsion

Laboratory said The instrument is

a cosmic ray telescope that began

sending back data on the galaxy's

high enery particles Sunday
Pioneer 10 was launched on its

21 -month odyssey to Jupiter from

Cape Kennedy. Fla . last ihursday

and was speeding toward the 1.5

million mark of the 620-million

mile trip Sunday night

Tuesday's maneuver will

determine the spot where Pioneer

10 will fly by Jupiter One of the

possible target points is Io.

Jupiter's orange moon, which
some scientists believe has an
atmosphere

Nixon Reaches
White House
WASHINGTON <AP>

President Nixon returned to the

White House Sunday night and

scheduled a Monday meeting on

school busing and financing of

education.

The President called together his

Cabinet committee on busing,

made up of Acting Atty. Gen
Richard A Kleindienst. HEW
Secretary Elliot L Richardson and

George Shultz. director of the

( iffice of Management and Budget

Also expected to join in the

meeting, which was described as

one to hear an exchange of views

and options on busing, are Nixon s

chief domestic adviser, John
Khrlichman. and three blacks in

the Nixon administration

Neal Ball, deputy news
secretary, listed the three as

Samuel Jackson. assistant

secretary of Housing and urban

Development; Robert Brown,
special assistant to the President

and Norman Houston, deputy

assistant secretary of Health.

Education and Welfare

Ball said no final decision or

presidential position on busing is

expected to come from the Monday
session He called it part of a

process by which Nixon is arriving

at a decision

Nixon announced last month he

was asking the committee to make
recommendations on how the

administration should proceed on

the busing issue.

"Lovers And Other Strangers"
Movie 7,9,11 p.m. S.U.B. Fri., March 10

OUTRIGHT PROLONGED LAUGHTER

comes your way in

A Thousand Clowns
Tonight! ONE SHOW ONLY

9:15 p.m. Student Union Ballroom 75*

presented by Dwight Flix Ink
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Ammunition
SAIGON ( APi-l.S warplanes attacked

antiaircraft defenses inside North Vietnam

for the fifth successive day Sunday, military

purees said

All U S. planes were reported to have

returned safely

The raids were described as "protective

reaction." following a US policy under

which planes are authorized to attack North

Vietnamese targets considered a threat to

reconnaissance aircraft flying over the

north or bombers operating over neigh-

boring Laos
Eleven protective reaction strikes were

reported by the U.S. command in the four

day through Saturday

the North Vietnamese Foreign Ministry

issued a second statement in two days

claiming that the United States 'continued

to send aircraft to attack many populated

areas committing many more crimes

against the Vietnamese people

In ground fighting. North Vietnamese and

Viet Cong troops attacked a South Viet-

namese infantry position near the provincial

capital of Vi Thanh in the Mekong Delta.

about 110 miles southwest of Saigon Six

government soldiers were reported killed

and 11 wounded in the predawn assault

Sunday.
The Saigon command said the enemy

assault force was repulsed. Eight enemy
troops were reported killed in that action

and another eight in the same area later

Sunday
In the northern sector of South Vietnam,

enemy troops fired 28 rockets into base

camps Fuller and Carroll, which are part of

a line of defense along the demilitarized

zone The Saigon command said there were

no government casualties

Fifteen enemy soldiers were reported

killed in a clash about 20 miles south of Da
Nang One South Vietnamese soldier was
wounded, the Saigon command said

A powerful explosion ripped through a

South Vietnamese nver convoy near Saigon

Sunday morning, sinking three barges

loaded with 300 tons of ammunition, in-

cluding bombs and artillery shells Two
other escort vessels were damaged
Three men were reported missing and six

injured. .

The convoy was moving up the Doug >ai

River apparently headed for the Bien Hoa

air base. 15 miles northeast of the capital

Reverberations from the blast shattered

windows and glass doors in Saigon, w.ere

many feared a Viet Cong terrorist attack

was underway Military police scurried

about but found nothing

The South Vietnamese military command

said it believed an underwater mine set off

the blast

But IS Navy advisers at the nearby Cat

Lai base said they suspected a bazooka-type

rocket was responsible.

We found a piece of what looked like the

part of a tail assembly of a B41 rocket," one

adviser said

The South Vietnamese said the convoy

included three ammunition barges, a tug,

two medium craft-presumably

minesweepers-and two nver patrol boats. It

reported the three barges and one medium

craft sunk and the tug heavily damaged

However, the U.S. Navy advisers reported

a minesweeper was flooded and had minor

damage in addition to the sinking of the

barges They said the tug sustains! maja
damage
Action elsewhere in South Vietnam on

Sunday was reported light and scattered

In the air war, the strikes over North

Vietnam on Saturday marked the fourth

successive day of raids over the North and
raised to 78 the number of "protective

reaction" missions reported by the U.S.

Command this year

The targets of the attacks were at points

60 to 90, and 110 miles north of the

demilitarized zone The results were not

known, the command said It denied a Hanoi
claim that a U.S. F4 jet was shot down
For the first time in several weeks, there

were no US. B 52 raids reported in South

Vietnam during the 24 hour period ending at

noon Sunday.
But the US Command reported B52

strikes against enemy supply lines in both

Laos and Cambodia Saturday

Soviets Pledge Bangladesh Aid
MOSCOW (APiThe Soviet

Union has pledged financial and

technical assistance to

Bangladesh in an agreement
signed in Moscow Tass reported

Sunday
The agreement was concluded

by visiting Bangladesh Prime
Minister Mujibar Rahman ant

Soviet Premier Alexei N Kosygin

and its details were sketched out in

a joint declaration reported by

the official news agency The
dollar worth of the Soviet com
mitment was not revealed through

some diplomats described it as

.bstantial
"

First of all. Kosygin promised

Mujib that Soviet projects planned

or under wav at the time

Bangladesh was still East

Pakistan will be carried on These

include an electrical equipment

plant, a thermal power plant radio

stations and an offshore oil

prospecting project Funds
totaling $45 6 million were un

blocked for these projects

In addition the joint declaration

said the Russians will help in the

reconstruction and development"

of Bangladesh 's merchant and

fishing fleet and of the nation's

railway lines badly damaged
during the civil war preceding

Bangladesh independence
Besides direct financial or

material aid the Russians com
mitted themselves to "training

national cadres for various

branches of industry and
agriculture" and for providing

"consultative services" to

rehabilitate Bangladesh industry

On political matters. Soviet

leaders said they would back

Bangladesh's request for U.N.

membership
Mujib arrived in Moscow last

Wednesday on his first official visit

outside the Indian subcontinent

Soviet treatment of him from his

lodging in the Kremlin to his

meetings with all the top leaders

and his reaction to it all indicated

the Russians have succeeded in

strengthening their political

bridgehead in southern Asia

XOMOYt-XRRIN XL HONORS-Skeia Majibar Rahman rigkt

prise taiatrter of Baagtadeta and Soviet Premier \letei N

K«* gin inspect the military a—r gaar4 at Mo*ea« airport The

BaagtaoVsh leader arrived for talks expected to cooceolrate oa

Soviet aid for the «ar-tora iafaat state. The maa at ceater rear is

aaJdentifttd ta this photo \P Hrephoto

Kleindienst Inquiry

Moved Up To Today

In Brief...

M\SHINGTON <AP> In as unexplained surprise

move the Senate Judiciary Committee announced
Sunday that its inqunrjr otto accusation against

Arty Gen Richard G Kktnmenst will be
Monday morning. aaTtead of Tuesday

rhe committee counsel. John H HoUoman III

but dedmrd to say who will

urnitwawl
Maaam .r. *

after ITT had
-.

the Ln-

T'ltffraph Corp was
jo the tag congkimerate

tt* jW* to help finance the

arventjoa in San Dines next

August
Kleindienst requested the hearing and in testimony

last week denied that there was any Link between the

settlement and the pledged contribution, or that he

even knew of the latter until after the out-of-court

agreement was reached
It seemed likely that one key witness, Dita Beard,

would not appear either day although she has been

subpoenaed
Mrs Beard is a Washington lobbyist for ITT and a

keystone piece in Anderson's accusations against

Kleindienst and Mitchell is a memo she prepared for

her Washington boss

She left Washington* last week as Anderson's

allegations were pubUshed and the committee was
unable to serve a subpoena on her. She was located in

a Denver hospital Saturday and a subpoena was
served on her late Saturday night.
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GtlD SERMCE

STARTS IMMEDIATELY
CALL TODAY

DEAL BOSTON AFTER DARK
ON CAMPUS

THERE WILL BE NO MORE FREE BAD'S ON CAMPUS THIS
YEAR BUT YOU CAN BUY BOSTON AFTER DARK HAWKER
COPIES FOR 5c AND SELL THEM FOR 25c. WORK WHEN AND
WHERE YOU WANT PAPE RS GO ON SALE TUESDAY, MARCH
7th CALL BOSTON AFTER DARK COLLECT AT (617)536-5390

AND ASK FOR JOHN TO FIND OUT WHEN AND WHERE YOU
CAN PICK UP YOUR PAPERS

Candidates Gather For N.H. Primary

Sen. Edmund S. Muskie in New Hampshire campaigning for the

presidential primary to he held Tuesday. (AP Wirephoto)

Report Urges UN
Join Ecology Fight

UNITKD NATIONS ( AP)-A report prepared here proposes a new U.N.

body to coordinate a world fight against pollution, partly along lines

suggested by President Nixon. The 39-page report issued Sunday was

directed to the U.N. Conference on the Human Environment to take place

in Stockholm, Sweden, June 5-16.

Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim had it circulated on the eve of the

fourth session of the 27 nation preparatory committee for the conference,

the last before the event itself The report, drafted by the conference

secretariat, also suggested an Environment Fund made up of voluntary

contributions from governments to help finance international en-

vironmental activities.

That paralleled the proposal Nixon made Feb. 8 in his annual en-

vironmental message to Congress, calling for a $100 million voluntary

U.N Fund for the Environment

The U.N. report said a "central environmental body" is needed to spot

trends, guide research, coordinate the monitoring of pollutants, promote

international agreements to fight the. collect and disseminate in-

formation on the environment and foster education on the subject.

"There seems to be general agreement," it said, "on the need for an

intergovernmental body to perform these functions."

This body, it went on, might be a subsidiary of either the General

Assembly or the Economic and Social Council or might report through

the council to the assembly.

It said the unit would need a secretariat and should make use of

scientific advisers

Governments, it said, "may wish to consider" financing the ad-

ministrative costs of the new body out of the regular IN budget, and

suiting up a voluntary fund to pay for international environmental aid

programs
The preparatory committee is expected to be two members short when

it convenes Monday to finish its work The Soviet Union and

I /t'choslovakia have notified the conference secretary-general. Maurice

strong, that thev will boycott the committee session

Moth are upset because the General Assembly left East LJermany off

the invitation list for the conference by limiting it to countries in the

United Nations or specialized agencies

Btcaon of that, there are fears that the whole Soviet bloc will stay

away from the conference.
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...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld parking headachas in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE
Opp Cenlury Shopping Plaia' Fr»« parking lor over 100 tan'

WESTFIELD NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIIW

10 BROAD ST 160 PLEASANT ST
I?

4 ? MEMORIAL OR.

Ne»t to P.O. Opp N'himp. ir College On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KF 205 HIGH ST Next to Holyoke Natl Bank

DURHAM, N H. <AP)-

Democratic rivals in the New
Hampshire presidential primary

squared off Sunday after a

televised debate as they bid for

votes in Tuesday's lead-off election

in 1972.

Five entries were to appear

jointly for 90 minutes in a question

and answer debate broadcast by

WENH. the educational channel in

New Hampshire.
Public broadcasting stations in

major cities around the country

were to show the debate later,

providing a national forum for the

confrontation featuring Sens.

Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, the

favorite, and George McGovern of

South Dakota, his closest

challenger.

The other New Hampshire
candidates are Sen. Vance Hartke

of Indiana, Mayor Sam Yorty of

Ix)s Angeles and Edward T. Coll, a

social worker from Hartford,

Conn.
In addition. Rep. Wilbur D Mills

of Arkansas is seeking write-in

votes with an expensive radio and

television campaign.
Muskie, whose New Hampshire

rating dropped in a poll published

by The Boston Globe, said that

"there is no one primary I can see

that has an apocalyptic effect'' on
'

the campaign for the Democratic
nomination.

Muskie has said that his cam
paign probably could not survive

an outright defeat in New Hamp-
shire. No one expects that.

The Globe poll, conducted by

Becker Research Corp., rated

Muskie at 42 per cent, down from

65 per cent reported in a similar

poll completed on Jan. 24.

McGovern received 26 per cent

in the last sampling, the other

entries trailed far behind, with 20

per cent of the voters reported

undecided.

President Nixon's challengers in

the Republican primary. Reps.

Paul N. McCloskey of California

and John Ashbrook of Ohio, made a

joint appearance on television, too.

Both said that given present

administration policies they

probably would not support Nixon

in November.

"There's no way I could support

his policies," said Ashbrook. The
Ohio conservative said he might
vote for the President but would
not campaign for him

"I can't even begin to support the

President if he continues this

bombing in Laos and Cambodia."
McCloskey said.

They appeared on separate
segments of the CBS-TV-radio
program "Face the Nation."

Ireland LaunchesMan-Hunt
BELFAST (AP)-Security forces launched a

massive search of Northern Ireland Sunday for the

terrorists who bombed a crowded Belfast restaurant.

The Roman Catholic primate of all Ireland con-

demned the bombing, which killed two persons and

maimed others.

A security spokesman in Belfast delcared: "Make

no mistake about it. We are determined to catch the

perpetrators of this dastardly crime."

A spokesman in Dublin for the nationalist

"Provisional" wing of the outlawed Irish Republican

Army-IRA denied responsibility for the blast. Police

said the IRA did it, but the IRA spokesman blamed

Protestant extremists.

There was no word from the leftist "official" wing

of the IRA The IRA guerrillas seek to end British

control of Northern Ireland and unite it with the

predominantly Catholic Irish republic to the south

Saturday's blast at the Abercorn Restaurant,

packed with 200 persons, mostly women and children

taking a tea break from shopping, killed two women
and wounded 136 other persons-27 of them gravely.

Some of the 27 are dying, Royal Victoria Hospital

said.

Five persons lost limbs, including one 20-year-old

who lost both legs and an arm Three others each lost

an eye.

The Roman Catholic primate, William Cardinal

Conway, took to the pulpit of St. Patrick's Cathedral

in Armagh to assail the bombers.

"Everyone with a spark of human feeling will have
been horrified by the news of yesterday's explosions

in which so many innocent people were killed or

unjustly maimed," he said.

A bomb blast wrecked the mess hall of a British

army brigade in Aldershot, England, Feb 22, killing

five waitresses, a gardener and a Catholic chaplain

The official wing of the IRA said after the blast that it

was in retaliation for the killing of 13 civilians on

"Bloody Sunday" in Londonderry in January Both

wings of the IRA have vowed to kill 13 British soldiers

as revenge
There was no indication the restaurant bombing

was a "Bloody Sunday" revenge act.

A spokesman at the Royal Victoria Hospital said

eight operating theaters were in constant use

Saturday for six hours treating victims A number
had compound fractures. Some were badly burned.

One of the surgeons said it was "the most dreadful

night since the troubles started" 31 months ago
The deaths of Anne Frances Owens. 22. and her 21

year-old friend Janet Bereen. brought Northern

Ireland's toll of lives in that period to 263

The surgeon, who for professional reasons declined

to give his name, said some of those he had treated

would be maimed for life. One man and two women
lost both legs
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Angela 1

SAN JOSE (AP) — Supporters of Angela Davis

throughout the world have rallied to the cry "Free

Angela" for the last 16 months.

Thirteen days ago, the 28-year-old former UCLA
philosophy instructor walked out of the Santa Clara

County jail in nearby Palo Alto-free on $102,500 bail.

Instead of foling the "Free Angela," campaign,

supporters of the black militant announced during a

break in her murder-kidnap trial last week that they

were shifting into "higher gear."

As a first order of business, the National United

Committee to Free Angela Davis and All Political

Prisoners announced a nationwide campaign to

remove her court-imposed bail restrictions.

Committee co-chairman Franklin Alexander said it

is unconstitutional to prohibit Miss Davis from

traveling outside the six counties of the San Fran-

cisco Bay area and speaking at public meeings or

rallies without court permission.

Alexander said Miss Davis wants to be free to

travel during breaks in her trial on murder, kidnap

and conspiracy charges stemming from the Aug. 7,

1970, shootout at the Marin County Civic Center in

which four persons were killed.

A tentative panel of eight women and four men is

undergoing intensive questioning, but jury selection

is expected to take at least five or six weeks. The trial

started last Monday.
Miss Davis' supporters said freedom to speak and

travel would enable her to participate in the massive

fund raising campaign for her defense.

"Pretrial publicity has prejudiced every living soul

in this country," Alexander said. "The only way it

can be removed is if they see her in the flesh."

The committee also called on the public to demand

that the $744,000 security network for the trial-

including a 10-foot wire fence, special lights and

metal detectors be scrapped.

But the committee said its overriding goal now is

full and complete freedom for Miss Davis.

Last year, the committee raised and spent $100,000

"for helping to build a mass movement around

Angela and all political prisoners," Alexander said.

The committee operates from a storefront office in

downtown San Jose and has offices in several major

cities.

Among those listed as "national sponsors" are the

Rev. Ralph Davis Abernathy, Georgia Rep. Julian

Bond, Bernadette Devlin, actress Jane Fonda, actor

Elliott Gould, Coretta S. King, and Communist party

chairman Gus Hall.

Douglas Cross-Examination

This Week In Berrigan Trial
HARRISBURG. Pa. <AP) — Government witness

Boyd Douglas is expected to face vigorous cross-

examination this week into his role as FBI informer

which led to the indictments of the Rev. Philip

Berrigan and six others on federal antiwar con-

spiracy charges.

The chief defense attorneys, Leonard Boudin and

Ramsey Clark, have indicated they will attempt to

discredit Douglas.
In his opening statement several weeks ago, Clark

accused Douglas of being an impersonator and

making up stories. The defense is expected to em-
phasize that the prosecution has presented no wit-

nesses to corroborate Douglas' testimony.

Douglas, 31, returns to the witness stand Monday to

wind up direct examination by government
prosecutor William Lynch.
The government's star witness, Douglas has

testified that Berrigan and his codefendants plotted

to kidnap presidential aide Henry Kissinger, blow up
Washington heating tunnels and destroy draft

records at various Selective Service centers.

Douglas says he acted as a mail courier for

Berrigan and, when discovered, became an informer

for the FBI.
During Friday's trial sessions, letters reportedly

written to and from Berrigan and intercepted by

Douglas were read to the jury.

The Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra.

Orchestra Concert Tonight
The Saint Louis Symphony

orchestra concert in Curry Hicks

Cage tonight, March 6. will feature

Mozart & Mahler
The concert is sponsored by the

University of Massachusetts Fine

Arts Council at 8 p.m. in Curry

Hicks Cage as the final event of the

Celebrity Series.

Included in the concert will be

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's

Symphony No 40 in G Minor and

Gustav Mahler's Symphony No 9.

Concert tickets range in price

from $1 to $3.50, and may be
purchased at the Fine Arts Council

Office, 125 Herter Hall, Tel 545-

0202 Though remaining tickets will

be on sale at the main door of the

Cage immediately before the
concert, the early purchase of

tickets will assure quick ad-

mittance and seating

Founded in 1880. the 95-member

orchestra is the second oldest

symphony in the United States It

has maintained an excellent
musical tradition in St Louis for

nearly a century, in addition to

having taken its place among the
world's foremost orchestras.

Women's Cultural
Week Calendar

Mon
3/6

Tue.

3/7

Wed
3/8

Thur
3/9

Fri.

3/10

Sat

3/11

Sun.

3/12

Tue
3/14

Sat

3 18

7:30 p.m. "Abortion" Panel, Britt Guttmann. Dr.

Callahan, Rev. Sam Johnson, Wright Hall, Smitn, 50c.

8:00 p.m. Women's Poetry Reading, Jani Sherrard, Gail

Herman, Elana Nachman, Priscilla Warner, Gayle Le

Tourneau, Dana Tracy, Annette Townley, Zoe Best.

Academic Lounge, Hampshire College.

1 :00 p.m. Open House, S.W. Women's Center, JQA Lobby,

musicale and skits.

7.00 p.m. "Women in African Liberation Struggles",

filmstrip, records, discussion with Elmar Seibel, 2nd

floor, New Africa House.

1000 a.m. "Literary Assumptions About Women", Jones

Lib, Amity St.

11:00 a.m. Women's Marches from Southwest, Orchard

Hill and Amherst Center.

12:00 S.U. Ballroom, all invited, only women will speak.

TOPICS: Harrisburg Trials, Socialist Platform on

Women, Welfare, Carnival Queens, Women's Institute,

Gay Women, Nepotism and Discrimination, Status of

Women, Class Barriers Among Women, woman's

collective, Abortion, Chisholm for Pres., McGovern on

Women, Women workers at UAAass, Radical Feminism,

Women in the Antl war movement.

EXERCISES: Break in talks for T'ai Chi Ch'uan

led by Teresina Havens who lived In China.

8:00 p.m. "New Politics: The Role of Women and Youth"

topic of Pat Bonner Lyons, only black woman to run for

Boston School Committee; delegate to Mass. Coalition

to elect Shirley Chisholm; Member of YWLL.
Engineering East.

800 p.m. Women's Poetry Reading, Berkshire Club

Room, Southwest.

1000 a.m. Women's Poetry Reading, Campus Center,

same readers as for Mon., free child care.

800 p.m. "The Concept of Radical Feminism" Roberta

Salper, Academic Building, Hampshire College.

2 00 p.m. "Sisterhood" Sheila Tobias, MLH, Hampshire

College.

800 p.m. Folk and Rock Festival, Women musicians,

Sage Hall, Smith. Arts and Drafts demo all day at

Smith.

100 p.m. Women's Film Festival, Mt. Holyoke, 6 films.

Hooker Auditorium.

8 00 p.m. "It's All Right To Be Woman" . Professional 11

member, NYC women's theatre. Marks Meadow Gym,

by School of Ed., $2.00.

2:00 p.m. Student Union Ballroom, Film: "Wanda",
effect of Appalachian culture, poverty and husband on

her life.

Rosa Luxumburg's birthday.

7:00p.m. "Women in the Prison System" Johnnetta Cole,

Dickinson, UMass.
1:00 p.m. SU Ballroom Appalachian Mountain Music
Double projector slide show with music on strip mining.

culture destruction, etc , Morris Bros and 5 member
WOMEN'S STRING BAND, The best spoon piave

the country, piano, flute, banjo, guitar, fiddle, man
dolin. au foharp Handciapping, footstompmg allowed
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Zulfikar Appointment

A Move Toward Peace
DACCA < AP) - President

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto s appointment
of Gen Tikka Khan to command
the Pakistani army appears to be

the ironic first major step toward a

peace settlement on the sub-

continent. Bengali sources who
have been close to Bhutto and the

army suggested Sunday.
They say the appointments of

Tikka to replace Lt. Gen. Gul
Hassan Khan and of Air Marshal
Zafar Choudhury to replace air

force commander A. Rahim Khan
mean that for the first time since

Gen. Mohammed Ayub Khan
commanded the army in 1951.

service chiefs are accountable

directly to a civilian ruler

Bhuttos show of force in firing

two men who last Decen
played a major role in making his

president apparently gives him a

strong position over national

Awami league President Khan
Abdul Wali Khan, the Pathan

leader who has been Bhutto's

principal critic and with whom
Bhutto now is meeting in

Rawalpindi
Bhutto's moves in the past week

also for the first time put him in a

position to consider trading terms

for 93.000 troops and about 12.000

West Pakistani civilians captive in

India.
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Peking Expanding g
Foreign Assistance

WASHINGTON, March 4 — Peking is reportedly providing con-

siderable new economic aid to developing countries around the world as
well as reactivating suspended programs elsewhere under its in-

creasingly active policy of asserting leadership of the "third world."
In addition, according to newly available data, China continues to

supply military and economic aid to North Vietnam, and, for the first

time since 1953, is giving military assistance to North Korea. Arms are
also being shipped to Albania and, under a recent agreement, to the leftist

Government of the former French Congo, in Brazzaville.

During 1971, China also sharply raised the level of international relief

aid dispensed by the Chinese Red Cross with a total of more than $10-

million in donations to disaster-struck nations from Afghanistan to Chile

and Turkey.
In 1970, China became the Communist world's principal supplier of

economic aid to developing countries, greatly outstripping the Soviet

Union, as she resumed the assistance activities interrupted by the

Cultural Revolution.

According to a study issued last December by the State Department's
Bureau of Intelligence and Research, the Chinese aid commitments to

developing nations reached $709-million in 1970 compared with $204-

million by the Soviet Union.

A preliminary survey of the Chinese foreign economic assistance for

1971, made available in Western intelligence quarters, showed that while

total commitments last year were below the 1970 levels, the flow of aid

has become highly diversified, even including countries with which China

has no formal diplomatic relations.

The pattern in 1972 appeared to be basically unchanged in growing

economic assistance and selective military aid.

In the case of Pakistan, for example, China converted $100-million of a

$200-million loan, granted in 1970 for development projects, into an

outright grant when President Zulfikar Ali Bhutto visited Peking early

last month Premier Chou En-la i also deferred the repayment of the

balance of the loan and promised additional lending as required.

Specialists in Chinese affairs note that during the last year Peking has

signed aid agreements for the first time with Chile. Guyana and Peru in

South America; Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopa, Mauritania. Sierra Leone,

Somalia and the Sudan in Africa; Iraq in the Middle East, and Ceylon in

Asia.

Whereas the bulk of the 1970 assistance was made up of the $200-million

Pakistani loan and of $200-million loans each to Tanzania and Zambia for

the Tanzam railway, the credits last year were spread widely.

Ethiopia, for instance, received an $80-million loan for agricultural

development and Iraq $40-million for industrial expansion. The Sudan

was granted $40 million in credits for mining and agriculture in addition

to a $40- million loan given the year before

Peru—the first non-Communist Latin-American country to obtain aid

from China — was given $42-million in aid. mainly for the mining in-

dustry Peking has supplied assistance to Cuba since 1960.

In most instances, trade agreements and the exchange of permanent

trade missions accompanied the aid pacts Western specialists assumed

:hat Chinese advisers would be sent to the countries where Peking

-

inanced projects are underway.
Peking's aid to its Eastern European friends. Albania and Rumania, is

ilso believed to have grown in 1971

While no figures are available, Peking was reported to be granting

\lbania interest-free loans for her 1971-75 five-year plan

Three protocols were signed with Rumania last year for the disbur-

sement of a mjaor interest-free loan, estimated by specialists at $244-

million. formally granted in November. 1970 In October. 1971. another

loan for an unknown amount was granted Rumania for industrial

development _______^——

—

Governor

Francis W. Sargent

"Environmental Policy

Tuesday, 8:00 p.m. S.U. Ballroom

Campus Center Program Council

French customs agents seized 937 pounds of pure heroin-described as the biggest haul in history-

Thursday aboard this shrimp boat. Caprice des Temps, in Marseille. The dockside price was estimated

at $4.25 million to $5.1 million with the final value if paid for by users set at $106.25 million. ( AP)

Island Of Love On Verge of War
NICOSIA (API — Cyprus, the

legendary island of love on the

verge of civil war through political

hatreds, is a welter of con

tradictorv confusions.

secretly to Cyprus from banish-

ment in Athens last September and
has been organizing a do-or-die

campaign for enosis-union with

Greece.

The involution of local politics is President Archibishop Makarios
such that nothing is clear.

At any given moment, opposites

join sides, those in agreement
become opposed and the in-

betweens become extremes.

This beautiful, prosperous and
predominantly Greek
Mediterranean island has been

brought to the brink of civil war
again by Gen George Grivas. the

former leader of the Greek Cypriot

EUKA underground

The 74 year-old general returned

and the ruling junta in Greece
agree that enosis is unfeasible

because Turkey threatens to go to

war if it is attempted A fifth of the

island's population is of Turkish

background.

So Premier George
Papadopoulos. of Greece and
Markarios pursue a publicly

proclaimed joint policy for a

compromise settlement of the
Cyprus problem.

But Papadopulos. anxious to

restore relations between Atlantic

ThieuSaysWarin'New*Stage
SAIGON ( AP) — President Nguyen Van Thieu says the Vietnam war is

entering a new phase in which government forces must put more em-
phasis on counter guerrilla warfare to fight for and hold territory.

In ordering special stress on the war in the populated countryside.

Thieu has chided province chiefs for laxity and laid down new rules for

improving government security and control at the local level.

Among these is a decree that village and hamlet chiefs are "absolutely

forbidden"' to sleep anywhere but in their own villages.

It has been common practice for officials in insecure areas to spend

only daylight hours there, for fear of nighttime assassination by the Viet

Cong
Many U.S. advisers contend that the best measure of a village or

hamlet's security is whether the chief stays there at night

"If a hamlet chief abandons his hamlet, this hamlet must be regarded

enemy." Thieu said. "A hamlet chief who leaves, to protect himself is a

hamlet chief who connives with the Communists
"

Thieu's orders were issued in meetings during the past week with

regional military commanders, chiefs of the 44 provinces and other of-

ficials to study the military and political situation.

Alliance partners Greece and
Turkey, which have become
strained by the Cyprus problem,

has lost patience with Makarios.

The Greek premier wants to oust

Makarios or turn him into a pup-

pet, because the Archbishop
refused to make more con-

stitutional concessions to the

Turkish Cypriot side Makarios

fears acceptance of Papadopoulos'

terms might lead to partition

Yet, oddly enough, the staunchly

pro-enosis Grivas faction in

Cyprus, which is against Makarios
because he wants to compromise
with the Turkish side, is en

thusiastically backing
Papadopoulos. who wants to oust

Makarios because he is not going

far enough
At the same time, the Greek

junta backs Grivas against
Makarios. though Grivas has

stated he is determined to achieve

enosis at any cost, presumably
even if this meant a Greek-Turkish

war.

Makarios won an overwhelming
95 per cent of the vote when he was
opposed by a pro-Grivas. pro

enosis candidate four years ago In

an ultimatum to Makarios last

month, however, the (J reek junta

demanded that he form a govern

ment of national unity, to include

representatives of the Grivas
faction

The Greek Cypriot public

regarded this as a truly bizarre

move For the Greek junta, which

seized power in a coup in 1967, has

not only rejected demands for the

formation of a national unity

government in Greece, but has

jailed former politicians for

making such a suggestion
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ADAM 26 Exposes Federal Agency
JL . - i^. ,„hnip was to consistently advocate the use

(LNS) — Eustacio Francisco Martinez,

former chairman of the National Chicano

Moratorium Committee, recently revealed

himself as former agent (code Name)

ADAM 26 for the Alcohol, Tobacco and

Firearms Enforcement Division of IRS of

the US Treasury Department (ATF).

At a news conference conducted last

month by two Los Angeles organizations,

Casa de Carnalismo (Brotherhood House)

and the Citizens Research and Investigation

Committee (CRIC ) , Martinez said " I stopped

working for the government when I realized

how corrupt they are, how they're really

against the people. I once thought I was

doing the right thing by working for the

government and against these organizations

(Chicano activist groups) but now I see they

are really only trying to divide the people."

Among the many charges of illegal ac-

tivities carried out by ATF, the FBI and the

Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD),

Martinez pointed to the myth that the ATF

was established to control liquor and

prohibit drug traffic. He asserts that ATF is

really "not interested in stopping drugs but

in perpetuating them so our people will not

unite as a working force. They hire addicts

to disrupt the people's movements and

support their habits."

Chief Special Investigator Alfred l.

Sutlick of ATF refused to admit or deny that

Martinez worked for them or to answer any

question saying, "Washington. DC, has

ordered us not to make any comment.

During the news conference, Marilyn Katz

of CRIC spoke of the ever increasing

"repression; provocation whose purpose is

to destroy legitimate, legal organizations

and movements of people fighting for

change; fighting against the status quo

Martinez' intricate story was also un-

folded at the news conference. In Oct. 1971,

he contacted Isabel Rodriguez, mother of

seven members of Casa de Carnalismo, and

told her he was an "informer and agent

provacateur for ATF" and was willing to

give evidence for the defense in the case of

Los Tres del Barrio-three Chicanos

recently framed and convicted in L.A. for

shooting a federal narcotics agent.

Martinez was subsequently interviewed

by defense lawyers and prominent members

of the Chicano community. Mike McCarthy

of CRIC went to Houston, Texas where

Martinez got his start and checked out part

of his story. All those directly involved with

Martinez corroborated the essence and

many details of the story.

Martinez was arrested in Houston in July

of 1969 for illegal possession of a weapon. He

had just been released from a mental

hospital for "a nervous breakdwown,"

following a tour of duty in the Army as a

•foot soldier."

Tito Garcia contacted the 21-year-old

man. identifving himself as an agent for

ATF. Garcia allegedly told Martinez that he

would not be charged with anything if he

would work as an informant and agent

provacateur for that agency.

For more than a year, Martinez did just

that, infiltrating the Houston and Kingsville,

Texas chapters of the Brown Berets and

Mexian American Youth Organization

i MAYO), the initial forces behind La Raza

Unida Party.

He freely admits to "acts of provocation

and violence" in his role as a "militant

Chicano leader " Martinez and Garcia tried

to set up a gun purchase at the University of

Texas A&M with members of the local

MAYO Martinez created dissention within

the Brown Berets and MAYO throughout

Texas. He burned a cross in front of the

home of Katie Brooks' a Vista worker in

Houston Later he burned down her whole

^During protest marches in Alice, Texas in

September 1969 called to bring attention to

SaUonai problems of Chicane, Martinez

tried to disrupt activities by jumping on a

car and trying to cave the top m. He wanted

S direct the march away from its course

Martinez used this tactic again in Last

L A. in Oct. 1970 while disrupting a speech of

Senator John Tunney a "Kennedy libera

He not only attempt to cave in the top of a

car driven by one of Tunney s aides, but he

also kicked Tunney and beat the assistant

Then he shut off the sound system causing

chaos and disrupting the whole rally.

As a result of his work in Texas and

because of growing suspicion about ms

activities, Martinez was transferred to Los

Angeles by ATF in Oct. 1970, a few weeks

after Ruben Salazar's death (Salazar was

the journalist shot by the police during a

Chicano moratorium demonstration whi e

sitting in a bar* Martinez told newspeople

that Salazar's death was looked upon by

ATF and LADP agents, whom he got to

know afterward, "as part of life."

His new assignment was to "infiltrate and

disrupt" the national office of the Chicano

Moratorium, an effective anti-war Chicano

organization

Martinez was immediately able to

establish himself as a "militan no-nonsense

Chicano" and was able to discredit Rosalio

Munoz (a big leader of the Chicano

Moratorium) by spreading false rumors

about him. Agent Martinez was soon made

chairman of the Moratorium committee. He

also became a major leader in the Brown

Berets and because of his important

position was able to supply intelligence

information to ATF and LAPD.

Martinez said that one of his assignments

was to consistently advocate the use of

illegal weapons and acts of violence. During

the period some of his activities included:

causing the arrest of a woman demonstrator

by creating a disturbance on a picket line at

Hollenbeck Police Station, stealing letters

and other documents from the Moratorium

office, and parading in front of the

Moratorium office, Nov. 4, 1970 with a 410

caliber shotgun, provoking a police raid on

the building. During the raid one

Moratorium worker suffered a fractured

skull, several other Chicano youths were

injured, and many arrested and sub-

sequently given jail terms.

His last assignment was to infiltrate Casa

de Carnalismo. Martinez was to help

"identify leading militants" whom his

supervisors, ATF agents Jim Riggs and

Fernando Ramos, contended were both

Carnalismo members and "CLF" (Chicane

Liberation Front) members bent on

destroying "the system by violence and

bombings."
Martinez learned that Carnalismo's

members were "peaceful and law abiding"

and that their program "was one of serving

the people: ridding the community of drugs

and educating everybody Whenever I would

tell this to the ATF they would laugh at me."

What cinched Martinez' doubt about his

assignment was when he was ordered to

infiltrate a narcotic addict known as

"Nacho" into Carnalismo.

Martinez also talked about an "in-

ternational conspiracy of 'law enforcement'

agencies " He said that the United States

not only aided the Mexican Police in their

"massacre of 500 students during the

Olympics there" but that "in exchange"

Mexican federal agents participated in a

raid in East L.A. for training purposes
"

Collins Fights Draft Prosecution

TKXAKKAVV Tex. <IASl -
Although the establishment press

has shown increased interest in

amnesty for draft resisters in

Canada and Sweden, there has

been considerably less discussion

of those draft resisters in federal

prisons across the country

one of the earliest and most

militant black resisters against the

Vietnam war. Walter Collins, is

now one fourth the way through a

five \e;tr sentence in this Texas

facility Since the l S Supreme
Court has rejected his appeal.

Collins hopes for release before

1975 rest on a new

appeal against the army's failure

to explain that he could apply for a

I
< ) discharge after induction or on

some form of amnesty
Collin- oM .tftnist in

t)M black liberation movement.

lost his student deferment in

soon alter he began organizing

inst the Vietnam war Alter

l«-in^ given 'he wrong information

when he applied for his CO. he

showed up at his induction center

twice and passed out anti draft

literature

I '

'

He was later indicted on six

counts of refusing induction and

convicted of five. Collins received

two five year sentences, to be

served concurrently, and a $2000

fine

Collins appealed the conviction

on the grounds that the board was
all-white and improperly con

stituted Of the five board mem-
bers, only one lived in the area that

it served and the chairman lived in

another county -in direct violation

of the Selective Service Act

But like Lee Otis Johnson and

John Sincliar. Walter Collins was a

troublemaker who had to be put

awa\ \- earta as tftt, he was
involved in sit ins in the South He
later worked in voter registration

drives across the deep South in

places like Laurel. Mississippi In

1966. he began organizing resitance

to the Vietnam war in the black

community of New Orleans Since

then, he served as a staff member
ol the Southern Conference

educational Fund (SCBF) and
Southern regional director for the

National Association of Black

Students (NABS).

SAINT LOUIS SYMPHONY

59 songs
your mother never taught you

There's more than one way to skin an eco-catastrophe.

As the shouting dies down let the singing rise up—from

the only book with a song for every disaster: war, radia-

tion, smog, overpopulation, DDT on the dinner plate.

Songs by Seeger, McLean, Reynolds, and Paxton (and

their peers). With guitar chords and savage illustrations.

Only $4.95— Mother would approve.

The Sierra Club survival songbook
Now at your campus bookstore.

WALTER SUSSKIND
conductor and music director

Performing Mahler's Symphony No. 9 and

Mozart's Symphony No. 40 in G Minor

TONIGHT

CURRY HICKS CAGE
(University of Massachusetts, Amherst)

TICKETS: UMass Undergraduotes $1.00; Other Full-Time Students $2.00;

UMass Faculty/Staff $3.00; General Public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE, 125 Herter Hall, Tel. 545-0202

Office Hours: Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Remaining Tickets Available: Two hours before performance,

Curry Hicks Cage Main Entrance, Tel. 545-2480

Presented by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

Guerilla Leader Killed,

Mexican Movement Grows

"It does frighten one. It is the special file
»*

Army Women
Speak Out

(LNS Editor's note: The
following article is excerpted from

Army Dependents Speak: Women
and the Miliarv.)

WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS
ABOUT WOMEN WHO JOIN THE
MILITARY, AND WHAT ARE
GI'S ATTITUDES TOWARDS
WOMEN WHO JOIN THE
MILITARY?
You can't talk about women in

the military without talking first

about the officers who have life and

death control over all enlisted men
and women. In Andy Stapp's book

I'p Against the Brass he talks

about a "pig party." When officers

graduate from Officers Candidate

School, there is an initiation, like a

fraternity initiation, where the

officers go into town near where

they are stationed and they find

what they consider the ugliest girls

that they can and invite them to

this party. During the party, the

head of a pig is presented on a tray

fn who thev consider the ugliest

girl there.

This is the attitude officers have

toward women, and they are the

people with power in the military.

They judge us on our looks as

though we're objects, not human
beings, and they feel they have the

right to do this.

How you are treated depends on

the rank of your husband-the

power of the man you're with. They

say "officers and their ladies, non-

commissioned officers and their

wives, enlisted men and their

women." Male supremacy exists

in all parts of society, and this

includes enlisted men, but the

officers purposely play upon this

when training enlisted men, to

make them more hostile towards

women.
I think this is done purposely, to

keep GIs demoralized, separated

from women, and confused so that

they will do the army's work, and

won't organize with their families

and their sisters in the military.

(LNS Editor's note: The present Mexican govern-

ment boasts about its liberal ideas~
u
let's go back to

enforcing the revolutionary laws"-but has hardly

kept its promises. Mexican president Luis

Echeverria, who was minister of interior in the past

government, was the man directly responsible for the

massacre at Tatlelolco in October of 1968 during the

demonstrations against the Olympics.)

Meanwhile the guerrilla struggles in the coun-

tryside and cities of Mexico have just begun to con-

nect with each other. But because of an effective

news blackout, most North Americans don't know

anything about them.

There are guerrilla movements in Chihuahua, the

central region of the north; Nuevo Leon, which

borders with the southern part of Texas; Vera Cruz in

the Gulf of Mexico, and west of Mexico City; the

Yucatan Peninsula; Aguas Calientes, in the central

part of the country; and most recently in the state of

Chiapas, which borders with Guatemala.)

MEXICO CITY (LNS)-Genaro Vazquez Rojas, the

strongest of the guerrilla leaders in Mexico, was

killed by government forces at dawn on February 2

while driving on the highway between Mexico City

and Morelia (about 150 miles apart).

Since 1969, Vazquez Rojas had been carrying out

rural guerrilla actions in the state of Guerrero, the

home of Acapulco, located south of Mexico City. He

was commander in chief of an organization called the

Asociacion Civica Nacional Revolucionaria (National

Revolutionary Civic Assoc.), known among the

people simply as the guerrilleros Vazquez Rojas. The

campesinos gave him tremendous support and the

government was unable to crush him despite many

efforts. In 1971, half of the Mexican Army was sent

out to destroy his forces but they failed.

According to information received from Prensa

Latina (the Cuban press agency), national highway

police killed Vazquez Rojas on February 2 in an ar-

med clash near the city of Morelia. His body was

secretly flown on a military airplane from Morelia to

an air base outside Mexico City. That same plane

brought two persons who were in the car with him and

who were not identified. They were taken to the

hospital, in serious condition.

The government has given another version of his

death They say that he died from injuries caused by

a car accident. Two autopsies were performed on his

body, the second one by military doctors, who say

that they found no bullet wounds in his body. The

government used mis report to support the official

account of his death -but the people do not believe this

story.

In the last few years, and especially the last few

months, guerrilla struggle has increased tremen-

dously in many parts of Mexico. In October, 1968,

during a demonstration protesting the Olympics,

government forces shot down students, workers, old

men, women and children at Tlatelolco in Mexico

City, killing at least 300 and wounding more than

1,000. Many people then decided that it was im-

possible to bring about any real change except by

underground actions and armed struggle. They also

deciced it was necessary to increase action by both

campesinos and workers-not only students.

Some people went into the countryside while others

carried out actions in the cities, such as assaults on

banks and other commerical institutions. Last year,

urban guerrilla warfare increased to the point where

many banks had to be protected by soldiers and

police.

Genaro Vazqquez Rojas, 38 years old, was born in a

Guerrero village, the son of a campesino leader. He

went to study in Mexico City and while he was there

he never lost contact with his people.

Because of his successful organizing activity amont

the campesinos, the local government forces arrested

Vazquez Rojas in 1966 and he was sentenced to life

imprisonment. His lawyers were threatened with

death. Plans to kill him inside the prison failed

because the people always managed to warn him in

advance.
In April, 1968, the Asociacion Civica Nacional

carried out a commando attack on the prison and he

was freed From that time on, the government fought

his forces and tried to kill him. In an interview

published in the Mexican magazine Por Que? last

July, Vazquez Rojas explained the goals of the

Asociscion

.

They are: overthrow of the government of big

landholders and big capitalist companies; creation of

a popular government of campesinos, workers,

students, progressive intellectural and working

people in general; full economic and political in-

dependence; establishing a just society that will

benefit the working peoples who form the majority of

the Mexican population The Asociacion also seeks

solidarity with other peoples in other countries who

are fighting U.S. imperialism.

About 10 days before Vazquez Rojas was killed, his

wife was kidnapped and imprisoned. Their 6 children

were left in the care of elderly relatives His wife was

released recently.

After Genaro was killed, hundreds of people came

to her to express their sorrow. She has said: "The

heritage left by my husband is the memory of a father

who put aside all his personal interests in order to

struggle for the poor people
"

W.M.P.I.R.G.
Over 50% of the students have already signed. If you wish to give us

your additional support, sign this petition and leave it in the

WMPIRG office (112 Campus Center) or in boxes provided around campus.
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We, the undersigned, resolve that a Western Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

(WMPIRG) be established:

-WMPIRG shall be a non-profit, non-partisan corporation organized pursuant to both Mass.

chusem and federal pertinent laws, representing the concerns of college student, m western

lESmm* and shdl work for soc.al change for the benefit of all western Massachusetts

citizens.

-WMPIRG shall concern itself with consumer protection, resource planning occupational

safetT^rotection of natural areas and environmental quality, racial and sexual *******
,

Sna health care delivery and other areas of concern to the people of western Massachusetts.
,

J^cl&IE^Si™ TO ADHERE TO NON-PARTISAN, NON-POLITICAL .

ACTIVITIES
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'-It shall be financed by a special fee of $7 PFH STUDENT PER SEMESTER to be added to

tuition payment.

-Any student not wishing to participate, may obtain a full refund during the th.rd week of

each semester from an established public office on campus.

We students registered at the University of Massachusetts, hereby petition the trustees of

theEXSToiMassachusetts to authorize that such a fee be collected by our school and

transmitted to WMPIRG.

Name:
Address:

Student No.
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On The Up and Up
We urge you to join in a drive to let your legislator know

where you stand on the issues of a tuition increase at this

University and other state colleges.

Tomorrow morning the Education Committee will hold

hearings on these bills. Your state legislator will have the

final say, however. Let him know how you feel, he should

act in accordance with his constituents' views.

According to USCC, there are four types of bills being
presented to the legisature: Tuition based on percentage of

instructional cost, income of family or student, in-

structional cost percentage with deferred payment, and
free tuition.

When choosing which to support, if any, one should
remember that money from tuition increases will not

necessarily be earmarked for education. And even if this

year's legislature so earmarks tuition funds, future

legislature might not.

To make it possible to get to your legislator, the

Collegian and University and State Communications
Council will publish this week, a current list of all state

legislators and the district which they represent. Also, a
sample form and additional information on tuition in-

crease bills will be presented.

Find out what its all about, then let your legislator know
how you feel about it. .

"How'd This One Get In Here? 'Re-Elect NixonT

'

&fiS2t

Larry Ladd

Faith in Good Will of The People

It may come as a surprise to some, but the Student

Senate has very limited resources. This has become

most blatanUy apparent in the dispute over whether

the $8000 now allocated to the Concert Committee (for

a free Spring Concert) should be instead allocated to

Students Offering Support. SOS is a student group

raising money to pay legal expenses for a class-action

suit against the Belchertown State School. Because

the Senate does have limited resources, the issue has

been reduced to a very difficult choice that will test

the true values of the whole student community.

Taken at face value, the issue may seem simple.

The contrast between helping suffering children and

engaging in a self-indulgent musical orgy is ap-

parent, and most people of conscience and goodwill

would choose the former. But the issue just isn't that

simple.

Behaving muce like religious fanatics, advocates of

a free concert and advocates of SOS have attempted

to convert the heathens to their own particular

persuasion. Few people have been seriously trying to

find out how the issues can be reconciled to the

satisfaction of both parties.

In order to approach the issue with some degree of

rationality, we first must dispel some myths. The two

most prevalent myths are: (a) all students want a

concert instead of SOS funding, and (b) all students

want SOS funding and don't want a concert. Like all

consumer-oriented Americans, we want both. Both

would be important to the student body, although

each for different reasons. SOS merits students

support because it translates our good intentions into

firm commitments. The Concert Committee deserves

support because a good time is fun, and fun is

beneficial to everyone's mental health (especially in

an institution as joyless as UMass. ) There is a strange

Puritan ethic at work in the minds of SOS supporters,

who seem to really believe that self-indulgence is ipso

facto criminal. If that was so, we should ban all forms
of entertainment (including dope and liquor) and
demand that all the money we would spend for it go to

social service agencies. In practice, none of us

subscribe to that notion.

Another myth that must be dispelled is the notion

that an individual student with a cause speaks on
behalf of the student body This becomes painfully

apparent to me when confronted with leaders from
SOS and the Concert Committee. Even though they
hold contradictory positions, they can both offer

convincing arguments and evidence of strong student
support. Neither can presume to speak for all

students.

If the Senate allocates the $8000 outright to SOS, we
are opening a Pandora's box of issues. Student tax

money is technically state money. Legally, it is a

state tax, just like the sales tax. By using that money
to support a suit against the state, we will be on

questionable legal grounds. At the very least, the

money so allocated could not be spent until extensive

negotiations are conducted with the administration,

or the Board of Trustees, or perhaps higher

authorities. Aside from those difficulties, we will be

creating state-wide political hassles for the univer-

sity at precisely the time we are appealing to the

state government to refrain from increasing tuition

and to restore the recent devastating budget cuts.

That is a high price to pay. If we decide to pay it, we
must be willing to take the consequences.

By shifting all of the funds to SOS, we are also

giving a stern slap in the face to the many students

who have worked and dreamed since October to

make a free Spring Concert a reality. Driven only by

vision and enthusiasm, these people have negotiated

and negotiated with recalcitrant administrators and
have squeezed, like water from a stone, the necessary

funds from the parsimonious Student Senate. We
cannot flippantly turn our backs on these people.

Because we are facing these very real difficulties,

several members of the Senate have been engaged in

the difficult process of forgoing a compromise bet-

ween the absolutes presented by the concert ad-

vocates and the SOS advocates. Those efforts have
been largely successful, so that next Wednesday's
Senate meeting will consider three alternatives:

(1) $8000 to SOS; No concert.

(2) No SATF funds to SOS; the free concert would

be a benefit for SOS with voluntary contributions

solicited from those attending the concert.

(3) $6000 for the Concerts; $2000 to SOS for

organizational purposes but not for legal fees; the

free concert would still be a benefit for SOS-

contributions could be used for legal fees.

These are the choices. In the light of the above-

mentioned problems, the third alternative seems to

be the best way to have a good Spring Concert and
still make a major commitment to SOS (without legal

hassles > The seond alternative is the second-best

option, since it keeps the concert and still gives

significant voluntary support for SOS. The first

alternative supports SOS, but invites intense political

and legal conflict over use of state funds and denies

the student body a concert.

I have faith that the Student Senate, as the

representative body of students, can resolve the issue

fairly. I only hope that the Senate can avoid the un-

necessary parliamentary hassles and ego-tripping

that too often obstruct its deliberations

Art Buchwald

My Set Is Broken

•». UWI ftr »nr»riLa

(Herblock is on vocation)

WASHINGTON -It was two days after President

Nixon's return from China and the family went into

the living room after dinner to watch television.

My wife turned on the set and said, "That's funny.

There seems to be something wrong with the TV. I

can't get Nixon on the tube."

"Try another channel," I suggested.

She switched to another channel and got a private-

eye program. "He's not on this channel either."

I rose from my chair and started fiddling with the

dials myself. I tried all the channels-no Nixon. "Who
has been messing around with this set?" I shouted.

The kids were very defensive. "We didn't touch it,"

my son said.

My daughters also denied having done anything
with it. "Dammit," I said, "we could turn on this set

any time day or night on any channel and get a pic-

ture of Nixon. Now we can't even get him on
educational TV."
"Maybe the cleaning woman did something

wrong," my wife suggested. "I told her not to touch

it."

Fuming, I called up my TV repairman, George
Cury. and asked him to come over right away.

He asked if it could wait until the next day.

"Not on your life," I said. "I haven't missed Nixon

on television in three years, and I'm not about to start

tonight."

George came over with his tool kit. "I can't un-

derstand it," I said. "Nixon has been coming in loud

and clear on prime time every evening. But tonight

all I can get is a movie, Dean Martin and a Lucy
rerun."

Mr. Cury said, "Let me try." He flipped the dial

back and forth. "You're right. There's something

definitely wrong. Maybe it's in the aerial."

Mr. Cury climbed up on the roof and came back

down. "The aerial seems to be all right. It's pointing

toward China. You say you have had no trouble up
until this week?"
"Right," I replied. "We watched his arrival at

Andrews Air Force Base loud and clear in living

color."

"Maybe it's in the tube," Mr. Cury said.

"What would a TV tube have to do with it?" I asked.

"Well, what happens is that when these tubes are

installed they emit a very strong Nixon signal; but as

time goes on the filament wears thin, the tube gets

weaker and weaker. On some of the older sets people
can't get Nixon at all. But this is a fairly new one, and
you should be able to receive an image of Nixon even
if it's only a shadow of himself."
Mr. Cury checked the tube and shook his head. "It's

not there. Maybe there is something wrong with your
horizontal adjuster. On some sets when Nixon starts

fading from the screen the trouble can be found with
the horizontal dial. Tell me. The last time you saw
Nixon was he standing up or lying down?"

"I think he was standing up," I said.

"Then maybe, it's the vertical dial." Mr. Cury
worked for three hours on the back of the set while we
all waited nervously for him to fix it. Finally, he
turned it on again. We got Dick Cavett, Johnny
Carson, Perry Mason and an old Wallace Beery
movie. But still no Nixon.
Mr. Cury shook his head. "There's nothing I can do.

You're going to have to throw away the TV."
"But it's only a year old," I protested.
"It's not my fault you got a lemon," he said. "It's

obvious there is a weak Nixon fuse somewhere, but I

can't fine it."

"What will you give me on a trade-in?" I asked.
"Are you crazy?" he said, "fora set that can't even

get Nixon in the daytime, I wouldn't give you a
dime."

Letters To The Editor

Jump On The Bandwagon

To the Editor:

I would like to write in reference to Mark Dlugosz's

letter in Friday's Collegian. First of all, a federal

ludge has ordered the state to implement 16 proposals

that were written into the suit. The state is now ap-

pealing that decision. If it stays in court (the only

reason why it wouldn't, would be a financial one),

then the state has to follow the directive of the court.

If they don't, they have to answer to the federal

government, as well as a growing number of com-

munity supporters.

Maybe, some students are jumping on the band-

wagon because the governor cut Boltwood's funds.

Why shouldn't they? The governor is trying to curtail

student involvement in state institutions; partly

because of what we are doing and partly because he

wants to avoid other scandals that could possibly

arise as a result of student involvement.

This is a class action suit, brought against the state

by 28 parents of residents of Belchertown By the

nature of a class action suit all members of that class

will benefit if the case is won. Also this could be an

important precedent to other similar cases. Court

cases require extensive financial resources;

especially one that involves publicity to state of-

ficials. They are going to stall as long as possible until

our funds are diminished. Twenty eight parents alone

couldn't possibly finance this case no matter what

their resources are.

Why the concert? First of all because there is ab-

solutely no other money available in the Senate for

this semester. Secondly, because it would be a nice

idea if we gave something that we would really want,

to help people who are in desperate need.

Effective-and How

To the Editor: ,

In view of the recent events concerning S.O.b. ana

the Concert Committee I can only agree with sen-

timents already expressed, the situation is absurd

Upon evaluating and weighing the purposes and goals

of the two groups it is contemptible that the Concert

Committee gets handed 8000 plus dollars, while S
j
O b.

must beg and scrimp for 95 dollars-to plead for

support to affect the lives "of those that can t help

themselves.
M

The real shame of the whole thing is not that SOS.

has to expend enormous amounts of time and energy

raising money to attack the injustices at one state

"Hospital", but that there are scores of other

"Belchertowns" outside our pampered community

There are innumerable instances of social injustices

yet to be corrected, yet to be even realized. If the

SOS situation seems outrageous, we have yet to

open our eyes. What is the answer? "When do we

begin to help our children?" And How? Is it by

cancelling concerts, sporting events, boogies, etc. for

the next century? ,

This situation has clearly demonstrated to me, and

hopefully to the entire student population, that if we

are going to EFFECTIVELY change society by at-

tacking existing injustices we must have EF-

FECTIVE and readily available means and

resources with which to work as well as the com-

mitment , -„..

The answer seems to lie with the proposed WM-

PIRG or Western Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group. It is imperative that we the students

support this idea as it can provide us the support we

desperately need to remove the "hotbed of apathy

St

BuTdo we really need WMPIRG? Should you sign

the petition? Should you support this organization

Ask those struggling and scrounging for S.O.b. better

yet, ask those at Belchertown ^ ,

Editorial Points
Then again, how could a guy

have an orgy with a girl he

depends upon for toothpaste?
*•*

Is that really green mold on

the water fountain in the

Student Union? Or is it

something that we would
rather not know about?

*•*

If you named the parking lot

in front of the Student Union,

more faculty would probably

park there. But we wonder
what it should be named.

•*•

"The Urban Crisis and
Middle America" might at

some time be reviewed in Poor
Richard's. It was written by

none other than UMass
President Robert C. Wood.

If you are in the dining

commons one day or night, and

you are just about to enjoy a

bowl full of Jello, the Jello-

slurper of Franklin Dining

Commons may come by and in

one fell swoop, slurp up vour

Jello. But don't worry, it hurts

him more than it hurts you.

You see, it comes down hard.

The bigger the bowl, the harder

it falls!

Misprint

There is a very good reason for us to "give up our

selfish concert interests" to ease "suffering at

Belchertown". Just the fact that there is suffering is

reason enough. People being deprived of their basic

human rights and needs is reason enough. Children

not getting the help they need to get themselves out of

the institution (eventually) is reason enough People

not getting proper medical facilities or nutritional

and sanitary meals is reason enough. Any one who
has ever been to Belchertown knows that I could go on

forever.

If we keep up our fight through the court, then we
will win and the people at Belchertown ultimately will

benefit. We can't win without your support That is all

we are asking
Richard C. Geffin

Bittersweet Sylvan

To the Editor:

Life is not sweet in Sylvan, especially since the new

emergency system was installed in the elevators. For

the lucky people who are not acquainted with this

ingenious system, every time the "emergency"

button is pushed both elevators go to the first floor

where they remain until someone from the Physical

Plant comes up (the next day) to fix them The

emergency button is right out in the open, with an

inviting IN EMERGENCY. PRESS AND TALK"
inscribed below it.

The elevators remain dormant at least five times

per week, in each dorm Needless to say, everyone in

the area is fuming. For close to a month, the only

thing the area government has done is to tell the

residents that it's not nice to push the button I do not

know who is pushing the damn button ; I do know that

I am very tired and angry from walking eight flights

of stairs, every day, for no valid reason It is my
opinion that if anyone is to blame it is they who have

installed this idiotic system. I have heard the

arguments about why, by law, the system must stay

They are hard to believe, but, even so. they do not

justify the constant elevator breakdown If the

system must stay then let's have some im-

provements!! A temporary solution would be to in

stall a "break-glass, pull lever" set-up similar to fire

Many Sylvan residents were put here involuntarily,

we pay more money to live here than anywhere else

on campus It is about time we received something in

return! . __
Donald McGilvray

Who Will Answer?

To the Editor:

Are we apathetic, as the Attorney General, Robert

Quinn suggests 9 Will Governor Sargent get away

with his 40% cut of Belchertown's budget? Who will

answer these two supposed leaders of our com-

monwealth?
Will the three hundred volunteers of the Boltwood

Project be left in the cold as the governor apparently

wishes'' Will they be forgotten by us, in the same

manner that the children they love are being

forgotten bv the state? Who will answer for them?

The parents of the children need thousands of

dollars in their fight against the state Who will an-

swer their needs? By giving our money for the Spring

Concert to SOS. we can reply. We can answer Our

answer should be that we care. Will you answer? Will

you care7
m ...

To the Editor:

The second sentence in the second paragraph of my letter published on

February 29, in the Massachusetts Daily Collegian was quite meaningless

since a part of it was omitted by mistake, I assume. It should have read:

"To be sure all such outcomes are undesirable by a great deal less

damaging than the violation of privacy under group pressure and the

incompetent tinkering with the personalities and personal values of

people which occur when people are pressured into sensitivity training

guided by incompetents." (The part underlined was missing from the

printed version.)

There were some other minor misprints which hopefully interfered less

with the substance of the letter.

Paul Hollander

Barker Street Barons

To the Editor:

In my neighborhood in the south end of Hartford, I belonged to a gang

called the "Barker Street Barons." I was twelve then. We were all

twelve, thirteen, or fourteen, and not a very formidable group of

warriors. In fact, the other gangs used to call us the "Barker Street

Babies," an epithet that led us to receive many challenges of street

combat, but the epithet was closer to the truth of things than what our

name suggested, and we seldom accepted challenges, taking to heart the

maxim about sticks and stones. But we did have values, we did have a

code even at that age. It concerned snowballs: we threw only at each

other or at other gangs or at policemen

Now snowballs, perhaps, do not seem a very important subject, but if

one walks down fraternity row, the importance becomes quite evident

And codes, too. because some of the good things about clubs, gangs, and

fraternities concern the passage of the adolescent into manhood. They

can help the adolescent in this passage If the organization is strong

enough, if the organization is not corrupt. I mean, fraternities do try to

affirm the traditional values of our society, and I think a lot of the values,

such as truth and honor, should not be treated as vestiges of a dying

society. But perhaps I am getting to far afield of snowballs

When one walks down Pleasant Street (fraternity row) and becomes

the target of vollies of snowballs (remember, fraternities are organized I

and, if one is a woman, the target of insults, of shouted propositions, one

thinks: those damn fraternity boys! Emphasis not on "damn" but on

"boys" And one is right, those are boyish, insecure acts I remember at

this mellow age of thirty having participated in snowball fights, even in

one with over a thousand people, but everyone was willing to throw and be

thrown at. and that's a big difference And I knew I was being "boyish"

then, and it was fun There was no "machismo" involved, which takes us

to the insults to passing women, if I may be allowed a measure of

amateurish psychology Now insults seldom get dates And prowess with

women is a fraternity image Whether this is. in fact, true, is another

matter, but it is the image And what does one know about the insulter'

That he is a little afraid of women Forgive me Freud. Jung. Fromm,

Miller, and Tom Simone.

So I am suggesting that the fraternities "get together" and hash the

matter out: do you want to be considered men or boys? I think that there

are a great many more men than boys involved, and I think the men will

prevail.
Frank E. Keyes. Jr.

Suggestions

To the Editor:

I feeel that the Spring Concert is the right of the students of the

University of Mass (they have paid fees and deserve the concert) I also

believe that it is a sin to spend $8000-11200 on a cencert and ignore the

plight of Belchertown State School. In an effort to solve this dilemma I

would like to offer the following proposal: CHARGE A MODEST AD-

MISSION TO THE CONCERT, 50f-$1.00, AND DONATE THE

PROCEEDS TO BELCHERTOWN STATE SCHOOL This proposal will

provide the students with a good concert at a minimal charge and con-

tribute funds to Belchertown There is additional utility to the proposal

because: 1 ) if the concert is for "charitable" or "benevolent" purposes

there is the possibility of getting a performer or group to donate their

time or perform for a reduced salary; 2) those people who are not

members of the University community that are planning to attend the

concert will also be contributing to Belchertown; 3) a precedent may be

set and the possibilities for future concerts may be enhanced because of

the dual function
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Barefeet

and

Ice Cream

It looks like the Physical Plant

men are going to have to get off

their shovels once more, as the

barefoot and ice cream weather of

last week has come to an end. in

favor of slush and snow. The

question becomes, when will the

front of the Student I'nion look this

good for keeps? (MIX' photos by

Gib FuUertoo)

Good things come
in small packages.

look into a Volkswagen and you'll

find adjustable front bucket seats, a

four-speed synchromesh transmission,

four-wheel independent torsion-bar

suspension, and an air-cooled engine

that gets about 27 miles a gallon.

Northampton Volkswagen @
Free Shuttlebus Service

for Amherst Customers
Call 584 8620

Save up to $3.00!

Major label LP's! Top artists!

Many, many selections in this special purchase. Classics included!

Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

Sale starts today!

UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

Sale Ends Saturday, March 18

Get your favorites at Big Discounts!

Vuwma*Ojul. Kaail^'

Exclusive

* ritAVY

*WElCfHr

This lamb noses around flowers at the Children's Zoo in Franklin Park Wednesday in Boston as March

arrived with temperatures soaring into the 60's.

Busing Issue Helping Wallace

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Gov. Reubin Askew of Florida said Sunday that an

antibusing resolution which he opposes has en-

chanced the chances of Alabama Gov George

Wallace winning next week's Florida primary.

Wallace had "a good chance of winning without the

busing issue.'' Askew said. "It (the resolution)

enhances his standing."

Askew was interviewed on the NBC TV-radio

program "Meet the Press
"

Askew said a Wallace victory would be "a setback

in a certain sense for what I've been trying to

achieve."

But he declined to criticize the Alabama governor

or take a stand for or against any of the 11 candidates

in the primary
Askew has urged defeat of the antibusing

resolution, which asks voters if they favor a con

stitutional amendment to prohibit forced busing

It has no legal weight, nor does a companion

resolution forced on the ballot by Askew This asks

voters whether they favor equal educational op-

portunity for all children.

Askew said also a statement from President Nixon

on the busing issue would have a great effect on the

March 14 Florida voting and he added he would

welcome such a statement if Nixon opposes the idea

of a constitutional amendment to ban busing.

Sen. George McGovern of South Dakota, mean-

while, discounted the importance of the Florida

primary, where he said there were "11 candidates all

running around trying to say who knows the most

However, McGovern said this Tuesday's voting in

New Hampshire is very important because it will

give the "first clear indications of grass roots"

feeling toward him and Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of

Maine
McGovern would not say how much of the New

Hampshire vote he feels he needs

McGovern appeared on the ABC TV-radio program

"iMMl and Answers."

TUESDAY
Something special going on at Ponderosa

iS

^J

A great steak dinner

Ponderosa's regular $1.39 great Family Steak Dinner. Served with

baked potato, crisp tossed salad and roll. All for 99C. A delicious

bargain for you. Every Tuesday from 4 o'clock on, at Ponderosa.

PONDEROSA STEAK BOUSE
where tender things ore dwoys hopperng

rS3wsos&[

King Street

NORTHAMPTON
(across from Hampshire Lincoln-Mercury)

FITS GUYS AND GIRLS

Sizes 28/30 to 38/30

we will fake special orders

UNIVERSITY
STORE
Campus Center

LEE
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Boys And
Continued from Page 2

door in the morning, scanning the

corridor to see whether a bathrobe

is necessary," she complained.

The showers all have curtains

and discretion is the order in most

coed bathrooms, I was told. I had

expected the Woodstock nation to

be free of such prudish con-

siderations.

Later on, 1 stopped by a lounge

where some students were playing

cards and others were engaged in

chit chat.

"I think the freshmen are

studying more than we ever did,"

one card player said.

"Yuh, there are sick people in

every society." his partner in

bridge rejoined.

When the game was over, I

butted in. claiming to be new to the

dorm I asked whether they ever

had any trouble with their room-

mates when they anticipated late-

night trysts.

your

Dosome
have

more fun?

girls

Some girls do have more

fun than others. They're

always on the go. Love

hiking, camping, all active

sports. If you're that girl,

"Oh, no. You just warn

roommate in advance."

"We've grown pretty adept at

diplomatic disappearances and

well-timed illnesses."

"If your roommate isn't un-

derstanding, you can always plot to

have him flunk out," said one

young man.
"If advance warning is out,

certain signals will do," a girl said.

Like scotch tape over the keyhole

or the proverbial tie lounging on

the doorknob.

"Do some students still prefer to

live in single-sex dorms?" I asked

the group.

"Yes, but it's hard to say why. At

least coed dorms are remotely like

real life," someone answered.

"In mens dorms, the guys tend

to be grosser. There's a lot of

rough-housing. And the girls tend

to be more catty in female dorms.

There's also a lot more beauty-

parloring," a student said.

"All-male dorms are the only

place where you can still find guys

willing to pile into a phone booth or

swallow goldfish." he continued.

Single sex dorms were
repeatedly characterized as a

refuge for students who consider

panty raids an indispensable

aspect of college experience.

Just before I left UMass. I

stopped by Butterfield. which

prides itself on being the closest

thing to Utopian coed dorm.

While no student there wanted to

you probably use Tampax

tampons. The internal

sanitary protection that

| solves your monthly prob-

lems. Lets you be as active

as you please. The silken-

smooth container-appli-

cator makes Tampax

tampons comfortable and

easy to insert. Go ahead,

be the girl that has more

fun. There are millions of

girls just like you. All

Tampax tampon users.

Our only interest It protecting you.

exchange coed living for sexual

seclusion, one young man ad-

mitted, "Sometimes my lesser self

longs for the old bravura between

men."
"Coed living certainly kills the

romanticism between the sexes," a

girl said. "Dating has gone down
the drain. I know a girl who has a

date lined up for a few weeks from

now. She has to wear a dress, the

whole bit. She's petrified," she

said. Nevertheless, she stressed

that the retirement of romanticism

was a small price to pay for more
relaxed communication between

the sexes.

And so, while coed living has

resulted in the passing away of

panty raids and formal dating, it is

also sounding the requiem for

certain aspects of the feminine and

masculine sexual mystiques.

The behavior codes which
compel women to passively await

the attention of men and prompt

men to back-slap and booze

together, treating each other to

hyperbolic accounts of sexual

conquest, are no longer

fashionable.

Gone, in other words, are certain

social masks In their stead, young

men and young women are living

together, with reckless disregard

for the stereotypes which used to

tyrannize the male-female mating

dance.
< Reprinted with permission from

the Boston Sundav Globe)

Down
In N. Ireland

DUBLIN < AP) — Hotel owners

and tourist authorities warned

Sunday that Ireland's turmoil is

scaring away visitors, threatening

many establishments with

bankruptcy.
The Irish Hotels Federation

reported many cancellations, both

by private tourists and by in-

ternational conferences and

congresses
Tourism is Ireland's second

largest money earner, after

agriculture. It brought in more

than $265 million last year British

tourists contributed 33 per cent of

it

Bookings from Britain are

falling away and the federation

said many hotels will be forced to

close down unless the Irish

government helps out with cash

"Over a month ago we sent out a

circular to our 500 members asking

them if they thought they would be

forced out of business through lack

of cash." F X Burke, director of

the federation, told a news con

ference "Ninety-three of them,

about 20 per cent, said yes and

gave details of the cash they may
need."

If these hotels are to remain open

by the end of the year the Irish

government would have to give

them up to $2.6 million, Burke said.

British businessmen also are

dropping Ireland from their

conference lists; nine British

conferences have recently been

canceled in Dublin, the Irish

Tourist Board said

In 1971. 1,115.000 visitors from

Britain came to Ireland to spend a

total of about $85.5 million, and

325.000 came from Northern

Ireland, the third best market,

after the United States.

"British people appear to be

staying away for patriotic

reasons.'' a tourism board

spokesman said. "Unfortunately

thev have an exaggerated im

pression of what is happening here.

The quarrel is with the policies of

the British government on Nor-

thern Ireland and is in no way
reflected on the British as in-

dividuals

"

Tourist officials estimated

Ireland stands to lose about $52

million if the British and

Americans stay away. And it could

be more.
American tourists are expected

to come in lesser numbers The

board expects a drop of 5 per cent.

But West European visitors are

still attracted by the emerald isle

West German tourists are ex-

pected to rise by 20 per cent on last

year and Italians by 5 per cent.

Back in the '30s. the state got some funny ideas about where to put

a new reservoir for Boston. In the process they flooded thirty-eight

and a half square miles, wiping out four towns that used to be about

ten miles from here. Who knows, maybe that's where the Pentagon

got their Vietnam policies from. (Photo by S^ye.Sfhn^d.V.

"s^nato Committee Calendar for the week of March 6-March 12

Committee I Chairperson Meeting Timt and Place

Women's Committee Monday. 4 p.m. Rm 101 CC

Mira Marshall

Main Topic of

Women's Day
Reports

Discussion

Progress

Academic Affairs.

Nick Apostola

Budgets,

John Stevens

Tuesday. 7 P m Rm 162 CC School of Education

Monday 7 p m Rm 105 CC

Tuesday. 7 p m. ?UCC

•:?:*

1

Rents and Fees.

Bob Chiller

Finance Committee
Chet Richardson
Governmental Affairs,

Bill Spinn

Student Matters.

Maggie Houghton
SUBCOMMITTEES
Food Services,

Michael Pipp and Donita

White
Concert Committee.

Elliot Sherman, Bill Staton.

Tuesday, 7 p m Rm 14S CC.

Wednesday
177 CC
Sunday. March
Rm 802 CC.

Thursday, I pm
CC

530 pm Rm

12. * p m.

Rm 175

Tuesday * 30 p m
Rm W3 • CC

Thursday. • P m
Rm 175 CC

Student Automobile
Workshop. Attorney
Generals Office, Science

jjggg

Fiction Society, Boltwood &j*j

project S:*:m
Student Homophile League, J.:.;.;.

Senate Transit Service, D§£
Senate Women's Com KjSg:

mittee. CCEBS, Black Mass gg.
Communications.

Fee increases !>>*

Category changes v.v.

RSO (Recognued Student ;£|:|:

Organization) constitutions ;"v|:j

Student Code of Conduct {jft£

P
investigation of Food »>v

Tasting procedures
Discussion of Petitions

Funding, procedures for ;£!

selection of groups, etc. &
Gary Gomes

ALL STUDENTS ARE ACTIVELY ENCOURAGED TO PARTICIPATE IN ALL

STUDENT SENATE COMMITTEES
FOR APPLICATIONS, SEE JOHN HOGAN OR GARY GOMES IN THE

FICE. FIRST LEVEL CAMPUS CENTER

.•.••

:•.-.

Ofvf ior«f> »r » OOetO*

now vtce •» xitiiom or »«i«

theNew
WEIGHT WATCHERS'

PROGRAM
IS HERE!
r- •-

AMHERST V.F.W., 457 Main Strett

Wed 7:00 pm.

WEIGHT „
WATCHERS

mpc omr •» TANfM rncoero*at«, PMMB, immJ

UNIVERSITY STORE

CAMPUS CtHTtft

9 A13J1TS 3«3l-» Tfli
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Candidates Lose Jobs

Dr Edmund S. Crelin. Jr., of Yale holds skulls of modern man

(left) and Neanderthal man (right). He says the flatness of surface

of Neanderthal man indicates he couldn't speak-a sharp difference

from the deep depression at the center of the roof of the mouth of

modern man. The finding, says Crelin. rules out the possibility that

Neanderthal man was anything more than a distant cousin of

modern man. (AP)

CheongsamBiginHongKong
HONG KON(; <\P> - Adap-

tations of the coolie pajama. the

classical mandarin gown, the slit-

skirt cheongsam and the Mao-type

peasant jacket vied for honors in

the Chinese Look spotlight Sunday

as Hong Kong opened its fifth

annual ready-to-wear festival

Coming only a week after

President Nixon's China trip made
headlines around the world, the

festival has attracted nearly 300

foreign buyers from 30 nations

Here in this city of four million

Chinese, say sponsors of the event,

the buyers are 'seeing what the

China look should look like-fashion

adaptations of past and present

Chinese garments
"

Among the three-score styles

presented at Sunday night's

opening show:
A coolie pajama like no coolie

» vcr wore, close to it in style but

with the top made of tan suede

lr.it her and the pants in smooth

black leather

A richly brocaded, floor-length

red CMMM •-ilk gown in the

classic al mandarin style, with high

neck and long. Dotting sleeves.

A Mack, wide-sleeved jacket,

tied at the waist with a black

leather cummerbund, and worn

i h (juiltcd velvet floor length

skirt in patchwork purple, red.

black and white

—A Japanese motif 'kite dress'

with huge Japanese Kabuki actor

faces stenciled onto panel wings

that dropped from outstretched

sleeve to the floor.

—A slinky green and gold floor-

length evening dress slit to the hip.

with high collar topping a narrow,

high, sleeveless and backless

bodice.

—And. for men. a black velvet

dressing gown, its entire front

ablaze in a huge paisley pattern in

turquoise and yellow embroidery

The bulk of the sales, however.

are expected to be in styles

somewhat more subdued "The

< hinese look will be present but not

quite so extreme.'' in the words of

one festival official

This more or less subdued
-tvling is what most of the buyers

are expected to be ordering in

quantity for ready to wear stores

and shops in North and South

America and Kurope
Festival week and follow up

orders could hit 110 million to $12

million maybe more -but even

that would be only a fraction of this

tiny British colony's ready to wear

business for the \ear Last year.

January to December. Hong
Kong s ready to wear experts were

vahwd .it -lightly more than $1

billion

LOS ANGELE1 (AP) —
Comedian Pat Paulsen is running

for president of the United States,

population 200 million. Actor Ed
Nelson wants to be a councilman in

suburban San Dimas, population

15,000. It's keeping both off the air.

The Federal Communications

Commission has ruled that

television networks must give

political opponents of the two men
equal time whenever either ap-

pears on the tube in any capacity.

"I believe it violates my rights,"

Nelson says. "IT MEANS THAT
TO HOLD PUBLIC OFFICE I have

to give up my professional oc-

cupation."
Paulsen was a tongue-in-cheek

candidate for president in 1968.

This year he says he is seriously

seeking the Republican

presidential nomination, and the

FCC has ruled he must be con-

sidered a serious candidate.

Paulsen filed suit in the 9th U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals last

Tuesday claiming that after he

declared his candidacy he "began

to suffer, almost immediately,

severe economic damage." He
asked that the FCC be prevented

from enforcing its equal time

ruling against him when he makes

a "nonpolitical professional ap-

pearance."
Nelson says he is considering

filing a similar appeal.

The television blackout is

A career in law . .

.

without law school.
When you become a Lawyer's Assistant,

you'll do work traditionally done by lawyers
— work which is challenging, responsible

and intellectually stimulating. Lawyer's

Assistants are now so critically needed that

The Institute for Paralegal Training can
offer you a position in the city of your choice
— and a higher starting salary than you'd

expect as a recent college graduate. Here

is a career as a professional with financial

rewards that increase with your developing

expertise.

If you are a student of high academic
standing and are interested in a legal

career, come speak with our representative.

Contact the Placement Office.

A representative of The Institute

will visit your campus on:

THURSDAY, MARCH 16

NOTE. If the above date is inconvenient for you.

please call or write The Institute for information.

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
13th floor. 401 Walnut St., Phila . Pa. 19106

(215) WA 5-0905

national for Paulsen, who is a

candidate in Tuesday's
presidential primary in New
Hampshire. The blackout is only

local for Nelson, but that's no

comfort to him.

Nelson's troubles began when
the National Broadcasting Co.

showed a segment on its Night

Gallery program called "Little

Girl Lost" last Wednesday night.

Nelson portrayed a mental

patient's security guard in a role

he said consumed 12 minutes.

Charles Wilson, one of the other

six candidates for the April 11 San

Dimas city council election,

subsequently requested equal time

during the 10 p.m. time slot

"We are aware of the fact. ..that

Ed is a candidate." said an NBC
spokesman in Los Angeles.

Women *s Lecture Today
"The Changing Role of Women in America" will be the topic of a lec-

ture given Monday morning, 10-12 a.m., Room 162 of the Campus Center

in conjunction with the Women's Cultural Festival to be held here March

6-12.

Florence Luscomb, a former suffragette, is being sponsored by the

Southwest Women's Center as part of their role in the festival. Ms.

Luscomb has been active in peace and labor movements and has been a

delegate to several international peace conferences.

According to Eileen Stewart of the S.W. Center, UMass. women will

sponsor skits, folk singing and a movie Tuesday, March 7, 1-4 p.m. in the

Berkshire Clubroom. The movie, entitled "Anything You Want To Be" is

a study in channelling of ambitions through sex-typing.

"Anything that Nelson is in will not

be aired while he is still a can-

didate."

Nelson, who played Dr. Rossi in

the television soap opera series

Peyton Place for five years, also

has a role in a two-hour NBC movie

scheduled to be shown March 20 as

the pilot for a new series.

But NBC said the movie won't be

shown in the Los Angeles area

while Nelson is a candidate.

Nelson said he couldn't drop out

of the city council race under state

law because he has already filed

nomination papers.

The 43-year-old actor also claims

his situation is somewhat different

from Paulsen's because unlike the

comedian, he doesn't portray

himself.

fiAIN &
MIGHTY POUNDS

OP SOLID FACT
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Food Services

Art Warren Is
By BETSY PEET AND JON SNOW

We have received some letters in response to our

Food Service column, and we are hoping to receive

many more from those who wish to comment on their

dining commons or the Food Service Department. We
too enjoy getting mail.

While we are waiting for the mail, we would like to

tell you about Mr. Arthur Warren, who works as the

Assistant Director of Food Services. He is another

direct channel towr tl implementing your ideas or

solving your problems.

Art, as he is better known around the department,

really spends a lot of time talking with students in a

public relations manner. He sees many students

every day. Some have specific personal problems

related to the Food Services Department, while

others might have problems of a more general

nature. Art Warren is in a good position to help

students with unusual requests.

Exceptions to stated policy may be requested. Mr.

Warren can speak for the Food Services Director and

There To Help
interpret policy matters. "Food Services attempts to

be as flexible as possible within the broadest con-

straints," states Mr. Warren.

He is warm and interesting to talk with. Unlike

some people in administrative positions who talk with

the public and view it as an unpleasant task, he

genuinely respects the other person's views and

listens attentively.

Warren's background in Food Service includes

working in many positions with organizations such as

the Schrafft's chain of restaurants and the Hilton

Hotels. Around the Food Services Department, he is

known as the "Food Coach" as a result of his close

friendship developed with many members of the

Boston Patriots, while they trained last summer at

UMass. _,.„. It .

This is the man to see if you have any difficulties

with your meal ticket. Either stop in at his office in

Worcester Commons, or call 546-2472 if you have any

questions. Mr. Warren will help you.

Soda
Students seem to prefer convenience to ecology

This is the conclusion the Coalition for En-

vironmental Quality (CEQ) has made, after in-

vestigating the soda vending system at UMass.

Three years ago, the Coke Bottling Co. of Nor-

thampton, which handles soda vending on this

campus, changed from using paper cups to plastic

ones due to student complaints. People affiliated with

Health Center Forum To Focus On Wealth
The sixth in the series of eight Panelists this week will be Achlyn

forums in the University of Lynch, associate professor Afro-

Massachusetts-Amherst Great American Studies. UMass; Bruce

the machines got roughly four to five complaints due

to soggy cups per day.

Today the move for greater convenience is on

again, this time toward aluminum cans. There are

now 16 Coke can machines on campus and seven

dorms have requested new ones be installed to

replace cup machines.

Is it the food, the constant complaints, or maybe a combination of

both? Whatever the reason. Arthur Warren. Assistant Director of

Food Services finds use of a good deal of Bromo Seltier. (MDC photo

by Alan Chapman)

Loan Service
Do you have any orthopedic

devices which you are no longer

using"' Would you like to donate

them to a good cause? The

Physical Therapy Department at

the" Health Center (Infirmary) is

starting a free loan service for its

patients who can't afford items

which the health fee does not

cover
If you can help, bring the items

to the Infirmary-Second Floor

Physical Therapy Department.

thank vou

NES
Decisions program will feature

"Poor Nations and Rich Nations:

Can the Gap be Narrowed?"
The broadcast, which will be

heard live Wednesday, March 8. at

730 p.m overradio WFCR (88.5

F.M.). will originate from the

Noah Webster House Lounge on the

UMass campus
Moderator of the series is Luther

A. Allen, associate professor of

political science at UMasi

Morris, dean, School of Home
Economics, UMass; and Ernesto

Zambrano. UMass School of

Education.
The public is invited to attend

and participate in the discussion

series sponsored by Apple Corps,

an Orchard Hill student residence

organization on the UMass cam-

pus. Study material for the

discussions is prepared by the

Foreign Policy Association

MDC CLASSIFIED

The Northern Educational

Service program is in danger of

folding. The Office of Economic

Opportunity has not promised to

renew its funds The program is

also in danger of failing here on the

campus due to dwindling support

"We are unable to find people

willing to work on the co-ordinating

committee" Daryl Foster said

next semester, of the four, five

present committee members will

be practice-teaching. Steve

Nazzaro, a graduate student, will

also be leaving

Shifting responsibilities have

thrown increasing work loads on

the committee The Springfield

NES centers used to assign tutors

and tutees at the outset of each

semester The committee now does

this

"The irresponsibility of the

tutors consumes the most time,"

Judy Malone said.

AUTOS FOR SALE

<U Pontine Grand Pris, IIM. Hat rndio

backet M*. PS PB (all Mil al S4P-4MC7

or M» 1MB after •:•• p m.
tll-7

PERSONAL
m< ludrd (all l«

tre-4

Hi J P Champ! It's my party

cry I I want to Now >mi km**. I

made yon smile

III

at

\*

HOUSE TO SHARE

Pas \m World Airways >outh fare,

hotelbus ami group rale*. Call » ampu.

Representative Sal P4»2
UJ-U

RIDE WANTED

IMC Ford Falrlane Coupe Mast tell.

I'atd SUM Will tell (or I4M Need money

Tel M4PJ. im Hllla Bant*
MM

ItTt Dauun Sport Coupe IMP. es-cond

Ashing IMP. Call Linda 774-3MS Green

field
tfl-7

IPtt VW Squarebeck Muat tell 1 1 lot Pi

or best after S4P-I7W.
aTM

Phantom - Irom the Tier of Ike Tea**

Projection; speak to me of rlattlOed

admiration — CD. M

Female student wanted to thare room hi

house with I girts. ISS monthly Including

utility (all evening! 233-P70* Ml
ROOMMATES WANTED

Go Sooth Spring breah: Bermuda -
rut port Acaptdco. Puerto Rico. • nay

packages from I IPJ. Escape International

Call Peggy VU*m. Mi

Hide wanted to Washington DC spring

vacation, one or both ways, share driving.

expenses. S4P-4P2P Andy
IfM

APT. SUBLET

Would like to meet masculine gay

student for honest relationship, not hist

ses trip Expect discretion. Writ*

Springfld. Bos is:

l

tfS-N

Roommate wanted, modern country apt.

overlooking Lake Arcadia. 7 miles from I'.

Mass (all KHPSJ
tfl-7

INSTRUCTIONS

M or F roommate at Rolling

Price negotiable 2U-7UP
Green.

Cottar help If yaw beginning or Jwst in a

hole III get yon going Blues - folk - rock -

funk 15/hr S27-«212 M

hcho Hill Tawmkonae available now.

sublease untU Aug. 38 Faculty-staff

preferred Call f>4S-P*M Eit. » during

normal working brs.

LOST

UJ-7

FOR SALE

Her starve It*, and refrtg IX for sale

<Hd but in fine working ardor. ( all Gil S4S-

PRI3 or I-MP-4M7 eves
MM

Mommv Mommy I caul breathe' la*

bother' This to sertous! I What » a mother

to dorr Try Marcus Mitten MD. You'll

like him!

Large tunny room available In Amherst

House shared by J guys * I woman Prefer

woman over II I** ••/month CaU K3-

7SM.
tfl-7

Recorder lessons' Play Use fotreat ha

u rumen t of the Renaissance and Baraonr

Private. Beginners and np. CaU Prod 2S3-

"'•
if*.

Red * gold brocade eyeglass case

containtug brownrimmed gtaatet and a

We pen Thurs nlte hi ike 8 1 Contort Mo-

ms.
MM

SKIING
WANTED TO BUY

Hev Hamlin - El Somra Sake M

Man'* while leather fringe Jacket In

excellent condition coat IMS. new. asking

%-m or beat offer Call MMtll leave

Jewish gbrt in Crabtree. I can! flgnre

vou out MD

tfl-7

Pioneer SX-77P Receiver, excellent

condition. IK months left on warranty

IM.M or best offer Tim 323-44S8

IfM

Rosemounl Faslbark ski boots site 8

used only once. Cost new I • ITS on selling

Inn im (all: S4*-SP17 eve. aft. 7.M p.m.
tfl-7

Jnne P
love you

please call your parents.

its Roiling Green 2 bedroom apt. la-

med.. utH tori. CaU S44-PM7 Rent tnesp

MM
Roommate* wanted for 2 bedrm twnks

apt .avail tmmed Swim pi .partly (urn .

5 mln. from ( ampus CaU anytime 2S1-

tn-«

Howdy Daoba. I LOT You. APARTMENT FOR RENT

Ski Kintugton stay at the Troika

I „dge - 17/nt - !3»/skl week. Full kit

chen priveiegcsDELETE
Ski Killlngten - stay at Ike Troika

I odge - 17/nt - I*/ akl week. Full

kitchen privileges Inr (all (MX) «l-34PI

far reservations Ml
SERVICES

is and foreign rooms and stamps

nought, sold, traded Estimate* and ap-

praisals Boh Murrin. 124 Hamlin House or

P.O. Bos lot. Amherst.
MM

AUTO-AST ROLOOY

tf!7

Fllen * Co. Thanhs for the bed A board

Said Id pay you bach Sometime again

Kric MM

Two-Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. g-month lease

I m, month Includes irtll Call MS-324»

days or 4*5-3575 nlles

Amherst Audio services, stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. H7

No Pleasant si.. 2SS-8I33
tfsem

mn TERM PAPERS

Framus (.rand Star elec ac'sllc guitar

w /hard case Asking I3M Call Lance @ «-

M17. Leave name * iphene if I'm owl.

Ifl-t

Looking for a girt tnl In going to Fla.

over Spring Vac ! I Will be sharing exps

with three others (all Steve 8-8411.

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED

lobs on ships! Men women No ex-

perience required. Exc. pay. world travel,

tend $2 lor Info Seafax. Box IJ3P—MB.

Seattle. Washing SKIM
3-4

Duality Research and Reference

materials. Originals snd copies. TPA.
Rm. 117. Amhersl Carriage Inn. 231 N

Pleasant St. 2M4IM.
H3-24

(.ibson slereo guitar, excellent con

dltlon New Ins*, ashing I27P or best

reasonable offer Also. Fender Band

master Amp. 1175. 54P-I7M.

Skis — Headmasters 2PS cm — I4t. CaU

tfl-7

Albums * tapes — British albums.

Bootleg, albums. Mrack tapes I2.M

Guaranteed all the latest, save! 54o-gM3

nlte*
MM

Sierra Designs. Inyo Down Parka, med..

2 lbs. orange. 2 mos old 14* Call S4P-P785.

tfl-7

IM7 or later VW Transporter engine

Must be In excellent condition at

reasonable price Call Dave e«S-454l or

MM.
FOR RENT

Learn I* fly at I Mass with pay Serve in

\ir Force for sis years at up to I is.ono per

year (all 545-2437 or S4S-24SI.

tf3-«

House to rent within 38 miles of

\mherst Write Steve Krauier. 131 Mas*

\vr Vrlington. Ma. or call 8I7-M8-W2S
113-17

l bedroom house, excellent condition,

immediate occupancy (all between g:M
- ft M p m SM-342*. SklMskl Real Estate

(olonlal VIII .2 bedrm. Apr. lor sooner

Option to renew lease In Sept. Call Bob 253-

sjgg.

tf3-«

LOST AND FOUND

LOST! LOST! FOl'NDrrr To the

person who gave ride to 3 hitch hikers

Mon.. we left a bag In the Volvo. Please

call '.»« :is; or S4g-7I40.

MM

HELP WANTED

TYPING

Mothers — can't find a reliable

babysltlerr Tired of high feesr (all The

( hild (are Exchange SM-2224 for further

information MM

Mercury has moved Into Aries and la

*exliling Saturn In (iemlol. For yon and

your car. II It a good Umr to act on your

present feeling of tound conscientiousness

and have your ignition system checked

\lso an excellent time to get new points

and plugs ( ome to Spencer's Mobil, nest

to Post Office
1-4

Grow Your Own Organically

Rent a garden for the season, tilled,

water, organic fertillter . tool storage. SM-M
ifl-t*

ENTERTAINMENT
GRUBS NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS

IS ( OMING TO LAY WASTE...
M

At last! Mlml Farina * Tom Jans al The
Hluewall Wed . Marrh IS Tlcketa on sale

In »2I ( .( . from l:M-3:W p.m Limited

tickets.
If]- IS

Rectilinear 3'S — 1390; Macintosh stereo

«<»W -1175; \R table. Stanton cart IM.

Mall phone I — Denenberg. RFD. S.

I leerfield MM

(Julet 10 yr. father with f* yr son needs

home to share. Handyman services ex-

changed for light babysitting M5-1410

evg*

Typing — theses, dlstertallont. etc.

fast; accurate. Proofreading. edlUng If

desired. Have Greek k Science symbols

MM.
tfsem

ENTERTAINERS WANTED

STEREO EQUIPMENT SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Earn ISA a night by singing and playing

drink along. *lng along music on plsno or

guitar (all Ed at 545-2PM
tfS-IP

GUITARS

Skis — Head Masters in amazingly good

condition Will discuss price. Call Dave

auMMt.
|fJ_7

Mscount stereo Equip * Access.. T-

Tables. Speakers. Receivers. Diamond

Needle* I3.M. Magnetic Carts »-•»% off

( all nlles 54«-«M3
IfV*

Act early. List of H Western NaUonal

Park Employers — experience un-

necessary. 2.M. PJS 7»»X IM9 Plata. State

College. Pa l«H»l.

MARRIED COUPLES

l.ibvon B-25 dk br tunburtt finish

w/case im concert site fsst action I ISS.

-,!C-oMS or S4«-4S)5*

tf3-7

Order any h track stereo tapes on the

market for only 12.75. Call Rick 54«-«tH7_

H3-7

Winch. M speed racing bicycle. Raleigh.

\sklng «W. (all Lew 2S*-*4M.
MM

Realistic Tape Deck, auto mounl con-

verter for II* voHs. tape case, IS tapes. 4

speakers Asking I ISP. Call Lew 2S«-o«8.

MM
Pair of slereo cabinets, fine sound for

the price, asking 1175. thirty good albums

TRAVEL
SPRING IN AC API LCO IIP* 8 days 7

nights via I niv IX 8 Jet Open only to

students, employees * families of S

Colleges (all SM-SI7I.
t*3-9

Exceptional opportunity! Earn extra

money part time. Tremendous potential.

No obligation, (all Mrs. Norris for ap-

pointment .vm-MBI
MM

SEWING

Need any mending or sewing done" (all

Chris 54P-IMI.
tfl-10

Goya N-28 Dred. Mod dk br sunburst

finish w/ca*e I ISS S4g-4»S8 or 54*gP4».

MM

FUR COAT

Raccoon coal etc cond for med. -am

site wo. IM will bargain. S48 PHI S4g-4»S8

If3-
-

.
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Notices

ACT FAST ROCK BANDS:
Room <or only one more band to

play at "Instant Karma Tour

nament" a battle of the bands to be

held at the S U Ballroom on Mar. 11.

Call 253 3790 or 253 3313

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB:
Meeting 3/7, 7:00 p.m. Youngstock

barn Lab on fitting and showing o<

sheep Open to all interested,

especially those in Classics.

BAHA'I FIRESIDE:
Informal discussion and refresh

ments. All welcome. 109 Main St.,

Amherst Tonight at 8:00 p.m

BIBLE STUDY:
Where did I come from? Where am

I going? Why am I here? We'll an

swer these and more Mon nights

7 30 9 in CC 904 908 Bibles provided

or bring your own. Free

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL:
Meeting Wed. 3/8 at 6: 00 p.m in

Student Sena>* Office Area

GEOG. ASSOfJr^
The UMW Geographical

Assoc is showing a film on Pleasant

Life in Rural India Mon 3 <6. 7 30

p m Morrill Aud

HANDWRITING COURSE:
Jeffery M. Leighton, Master

Graprtoanalyst, will teach a course in

handwriting analysis, basic per

sonality, adolescent counseling,

vocational analysis, forged

documents More info. FEEC Box 81,

Easthampton, Mass

MOTORCYCLE RIDERS!:
Interested in doing street and trail

riding with a Club' Interested in

discount on parts, or a place to work?

Call Al Kelley, 586 2434

OUTING CLUB:
There is a meeting tonight at 6 30

p nv in 165 CC We shall discuss the

budget, upcoming White and West

Va trips, and the party.

PEACE CORPS MOVIE
Ag Ec Society will sponsor a slide

show of Kenya and a Peace Corps

Summer
Counselors

Applications for Summer Session

Student Assistants (counselors)

are presently available in the

office of the Central Area Director

in Baker House Basement. Ap-

plications must be in no later than

March 15, 1972.

Movie Volunteers will be relating

their experiences too Everyone
invited to Rm 917 CC, 3/6 at 7:30.

REGIONAL INSTITUTE:
New England Hillel Regional In

stitute at URI, Mar. 17 19. For info

stop by Hillel office (Rm 420 S.U.) or

call 5 2526.

RUGBY CLUB:
Meeting for all those who plan to go

to Fla please bring deposits. Wed

nite, 6 30 CC 165.

SENIOR COMMITTEE:
There will bean important meeting

of the Senior Day Committee Mon
3'6at 7:30 p.m. in Rm 178, CC. Please

attend

SISTERS:
Florence Luscombe, 85 yr. old

suffragist, will be with us on Mon.,

3/6 at 10 p m in Rm. 162 175 CC.

THE TOPMOST YOGA SYSTEM:
A 1 credit course being offered

every Mon. nite 5 7 in Cance Lounge.

Come and be blissful and receive

True Knowledge. Chanting Spiritual

Food. Hare Krsna.

U MASS. SPORTS CAR CLUB:
Tonight at 6: 30 in the Brown House

Lounge, constitutional meeting. All

welcome.

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL:
There will be a most important

organizational meeting for all women

interested in trying out for the

women's varsity Softball team on

Thurs., 3/9 at 430 p.m. in the WoPE
lounge.

LOST:
Would the person who took my

govt, notebook by mistake please

return it to me. Call Tom, 6 7771.

Male black Labrador retreiver,

answers to "Fido". Call 253 3563.

Gold ring with Jade stone near

Worcester dining commons If found

please return call SOGO RM 409, 5

2303.

A woman's gold ring with a pink

square stone lost in Morrill or

Goessman vicinity. Has personal

value only. If found please contact

Linda at 6 5270.

Gold link with large black stone on

end. 584 5962.

FOUND:
Dark brown wallet with various

id's, photos, etc., belongs to Martin

Evans. Call 253 7632 after 4: 30.

One Ring. Call Cos. 6 7609.

MONDAY, MARCH 6, 1972
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
svttar oMAift*

Cancer perions generally ara loyai won

derful during times of emergency end usually

are capable of making a rtoute a home Native*

of this zodiacal sign harmonize with Taurus,

v.rgo. Scorpio and Pisces There is attraction

to Capricorn, but the relationship is not

without problems Cancer should be wary m
dealings with Libra and Aries Cancer will

protect family interests and usually will have

something put aside for proverbial rainy day

Some famous persons born under this sign

include Barbara Stanwyck, Dave Garroway

and Bill Cosby

ARIES (March Jl April if) interests now

range tar and wide But don't spread eMort* to

thm One at a distance may make special

request Repay past favor Avoid tendency to

brood Delay m travel plan is temporary.

TAURUS (April » May 10) Your ability to

sift through and obtain facts is emphasized

You can impress and make sofid gams But

you will have to do this despite opposition from

one who is envious Social contact results in

ultimate profit

GEMINI (May 71 June JO) Lie low Listen,

observe and learn Don't rush in where others

fear to tread includes signing of legal

agreements Wait and pet lay of land There

will likely be hidden clauses Added pressure,

responsibility indicated

CANCER (June Jl July JJ) Obtain hint

from Gemmi message Maintain low profile

You get what is needed, but ont on a silver

platter Some ediustment* are required Make

concession Refuse to let pride stand in way of

progress

LEO (July J3 Aug J2> Domestic adjustment

is required Take nothing for granted Let

family member know that you are aware Be

especially considerate of young person who

confides problem Don't cast first stone

Message will become crystal clear

VIRGO (Aug 13 Sept JJ) Delay could

ultimately work In your favor Family

members could quarrel Don't be drawn into

d>spuie Those who ask your advice may

merely be going through motions Pisces

person plays key role

LIBRA (Sept J3 0ct JJ) Forces tend to be

scattered Avoid wild goose chase It might be

best to postpone iourney. There ere respon

sibihties close at hand Check reservations,

cans, messages Capricorn .s involved.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov Jl) Finish proiect

Expand horizons Resist urge to borrow or lend

money Take inventory Get accounting

Collect debts Don't carry burden not rightly

your own You do have a right to live your own

life.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov JJ Dec ID: Pert

nership. marriage areas are "weighty "

Means you will have to face music However,

you will really be dancing to your own tune

New policy is put into effect. You are

beneficiary Message win be clarified.

CAPRICORN (Dec 2J Jan. If) Seme of

humor is invaluable ally. This is especially

applicable now associate may make threat

Laugh rather than cry Then you turn tables

and apparent setback will boomerang in your

favor

AQUARIUS (Jan 10 Feb U) Hopes.

special desires are spotlighted You get what

you want, but not in merwver expected Older

individual exerts influence Be receptive

without being weak You ere going to learn

valuable lesson

PISCES (Feb If March 10) Stress prac

tical approach Take cash and let credit go Be

sure to obtain promises in writing. Then you

avoid needless dispute Build on solid base

Correct safety hazard which might exist at

home
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you have

natural sense of harmony. Your voice is

unusual and you have real epprecietion of

music, the arts You art entering cycle now

mat w.H be r,ch in opportunity. Be more m

dependent, confident By July, you will have

feeling of fulfillment Keep the faith

copyright if71. Oen Pea. Cer#.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to last Fridays Puzzle

20

21

22

ACROSS

1 Buckets

6 Avoid

11 Clandestine

12 Sea nymph

14 Great Lake

15 Evaluates

17 Artificial

language

18 Cover

19 Striped

animal

Knave

at cards

Mans
nickname

Treks

23 Manufactured

24 High school

(abbr.)

25 Poems
26 Rabbits

27 Pedal digits

28 Tropical fruit

Parts of

fireplaces

Nerve

network

A continent

(abbr.)

Paddles

35 Animal

enclosures
Note of scale

Mature

Carried

Article of

furniture

40 Sun god

41 Metal tubes

42 Toward

shelter

43 Traps

45 Singing voice

(pl)

47 Retail

establishment

48 Narrow,
flat boards

DOWN

1 Dangers
2 Sour
3 Anger
4 French

article

5 Hits

6 Poker stakes

7 Swerve

8 Bitter vetch

9 Note of scale

10 Angry outburst

11 Musical sign

in Psalms
13 Cupolas
16 Matures
19 Rise and fall

of ocean (pl.)

20 Peel

22 Cries of

derision
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23 Partners

26 Detested

27 Weary
28 Hates
29 Floats in air

30 Heathens
31 Repetition

32 Guides
33 Assistants

35 Thtcket

38 Row
39 Blemish
41 In favor of

42 Collection

of tacts

44 Near
46 Spanish

article

29

31

32

34

36
37
38

39
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IM V-Ball Champion

To Be Known Soon
By GEOFF KURINSKY

UMass braves and squaws came out in large numbers this year

to participate in the Intramural Volleyball tournaments. More than

220 teams entered the three events and 42 have qualified for playoff

action in Men's, Women's, and Co-Rec groupings. Playoff matches

will be going on all this week culminating with the championship

finals on Thursday night.

The teams that have survived to qualify for the playoffs in the

Men's action have come a long way--but must go a lot further if

they have any hopes of making off with the title. In the Fraternity

Division Sigma Alpha Epsilon is an odds on favorite to survive but

Phi Mu Delta or Kappa Sigma could pull a surprise or two. The

winner of the Frat division will meet the winner of the Residence

Hall Division where the teams are pretty evenly matched. The

winner of this contest will face the Independent champion for the

campus championship. In the Independent grouping the

Kamikazes have played brilliantly in five previous outings and look

like the team to beat. They'll play the Ranches Monday night in the

first round of the title route. The Kamikazees could be challenged

by either the Hills South Assorted Nuts or the Racoons who also

have the smell of victory before them. Men's action will be held at

6 15 on each of the four nights.

From the more than 40 teams entered in the Women s event, 14

have qualified for the playoffs. Women's matches are held im-

mediately following the Men's at 7:15. Kappa Alpha Theta is the

favorite in the Sorority bracket but Tri-Sig and Gss have also

looked quite strong. The winner of the Sorority division will tap-off

against the winner of the Residence Hall bracket for the Campus

Championship. The teams with the best chances of representing the

Residence Halls in the final are the Whalers or the Lovers.

Co-Rec action has proven most exciting since the matches began

back in early February. The field has been narrowed down to 14 in

this event where five guys and five gals are featured on each side of

the net The AC's look like they have the talent to go all the way to

the title but they better look out for the Bim Bams who have looked

strong and could present the AC's a stiff challenge Another team

that looked strong in earlier action was the Brett Black Bears They

could be considered the darkhorse of the event rallying around

their stars Peter Brooks and MaryLou Londergan. At any rate, the

results will be known after the tinal has been played on Thursday

"The name of the game is volleyball but what it reaUy is is ex-

citement. If your studies are boring you or, whatever, come on

down to the Boyden Main Gymnasium for some exciting volleyball

action
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Colonels ' ABA Title

Worth "Small Change
LOUISVILLE (AP)-There was

champagne in the Kentucky

Colonels' locker room after they

clinched the Eastern Division title

of the American Basketball

Association but there was only a

little enthusiasm for their

achievement.
"Heck, this was worth only a few

hundred bucks," said star forward

Dan Issel after the Colonels

whipped the Dallas Chaparrals 98-

88 here Saturday night.

For winning the regular-season

title, the Colonels will divide $5,000

among themselves. It will come to

wtf

something less than $500 per share.

"We're saving the noise for the

big one-the playoffs," Issel said.

Guard Louie Dampier said

winning the title with a month to go

in the season "is really rewarding.

Now we've got to get ready for the

playoffs."

The Colonels players said they

still have some goals in the

remaining weeks of the regular

season.

For one thing, they want to keep

their won lost percentage higher

than that of the Western Division

leaders, the Utah Stars. Last year

the Colonels lost the ABA title to

Utah in a seven-game series in

which the home team won every

contest.

If the Colonels keep ahead of the

Stars they would enjoy the home
court advantage if the series went

to a seventh game.
Issel added another incentive

during the remaining games:

"We still must keep winning,

first of all for our pride. The
playoffs are a whole different

season It's good we've got a whole

month to prepare for them."

McLain
POMPANO BEACH. Fla. (AP)-Denny McLain left

the Texas Rangers Sunday to join the Oakland A's,

ready to work every fourth day on the mound and at

the organ the other three if that's the way his new

hosscs W3nt i

McLain, his organ and the problems that go with

them, went to the American League West champions

Saturday in a trade in which the Rangers acquired

only two minor league pitchers-Don Stanhouse and

Jim Panther-for the one-time 31-game winner.

That fact, however, didn't disturb the un-

perturbable McLain. He couldn't have been happier,

joking with As owner Charles Finley in a telephone

conversation about playing the organ and firing a

parting shot at Ranger's manager Ted Williams

"I'm delighted I'm going to have a chance to pitch

again with a contender," McLain said. "Last year I

realized how much I missed the Kalines and the

Northrups," the stars of the teams when he was at

Detroit. "Now I have the bandos and the Jacksons

"I've talked to Mr. Finley. He welcomed me to the

club and sounded enthusiastic We've already talked

about my playing the organ out there. He asked if I

could play on the days I'm not pitching He was

joking-I think.

"I'm sure if they got me they're going to use me I

think Mr. Williams out there will hand me the ball

more often than the Mr. Williams here."

That was a reference to the fact McLain expected

As manager Dick Williams to use him every fourth

day as opposed to the five-day schedule the Rangers'

Williams had him on.

McLain and Williams feuded about that the entire

year, McLain insisting he should work every fourth

day Williams working him every fifth. That, said

McLain earlier in the week, was one of the reasons for

ras 10-22 record last season.

"The disagreement with Williams had a lot to do

with last year-a tremendous amount to do with it,"

McLain said. "I kept thinking He'd come around. But

he didn't. I lost my desire to play after the All-Star

break. I just didn't feel like trying to make a pitch.

"It was a totally embarrassing situation
."

McLain has known those situations before.

A 31-game winner and most valuable player in 1968

with Detroit, McLain was suspended three times

during the 1970 season-twice by Commissioner Bowie

Kuhn and once by Tigers' General Manager Jim

Campbell.
At the end of the season, he was traded to

Washington in an eight-player transaction

engineered by Senators' owner Bob Short. McLain

has been grateful to Short for that ever since.

"I was a border-line basket-case at the time,"

McLain explained. "My nerves were going on me. I

was an irritable SOB to be living with Short gave me
peace of mind when he traded for me-he probably

saved my sanity."

While Short saved McLain's sanity he couldn't save

his team McLain was neither the winner nor the

attendance draw Short expected and, with the club

moved to Arlington, Tex., and words with Williams

still being fired, McLain apparently had to go

Ifyouwant to do something to take

a little ofthe insecurity out of this world,

you mightbe happier at^Etna.

If you have a gift for people, want to help

them build a better life for themselves. ,€tna

would like you to consider taking an administra-

tive position with us.

Why insurance? Because insurance was

invented to give people security. Why ^tna? Be-

cause we have an excellent record in doing just

that. Today, 27 million people look to us to help

them build a more worry-free life. And that

number is growing rapidly.

/Etna has a variety of administrative jobs

open today, both in the field, and in the home

office. Jobs that pay substantial salaries right

from the start. They're challenging jobs in a

fast-growing, innovative company.

We suggest you read the /Etna brochure

"The Whole Truth" that's in the Placement Of-

fice. Cover to cover, it's an honest picture of an

honest business.

There's a special section in it called "Ad-

ministration and Service" which gives complete

detailed descriptions of jobs for you. Some will

have you dealing with firms, some with the pub-

lic, some with individuals. But all put a premium

on versatility, sound judgment, and the ability

to originate and carry out plans and programs.

Coming with /Etna could give you an excel-

lent chance to help thousands of people, young

and old. Including yourself.

OUR CONCERN tS PEOPLE

LIFE & CASUALTY

We are an equal opportunity employer.
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TOM GAVIN. St. Anselms goaltender. had a fine afternoon Saturday despite his team's 5-3 defeat at

the hands of the Redmen. In the top photo. Gavin stops Chico Shea (20). In the bottom photo Don Riley is

the victim of another good save by the fine netminder. By the way. if you can't pick out the puck ui the

bottom photo, that's what the arrow is for. UMass will face Merrimack College in the semi-finals

Wednesday night. (Photos by Alan Chapman)

Skaters Win, 5-3
By TOM PLANT

Wait 'til next year.

Leo Durocher said it. Dick Williams probably said it Richard Nixon

must have said it. too. And. no doubt, St. Anselms Coach Frank

Harrington said it after his team was beaten by a hustling Redmen six on

Saturday afternoon by a score of 5-3.

Coach Harrington has much reason to be hopeful about the next season

or two since he'll lose only one player this year, and only two more after

next year. So St. A's will definitely be a team to watch in the future

But this year, the more experienced UMass skaters overpowered the

St As six to move the Redmen into the semi-finals for the ECAC Division

II Championship. Playoff experience was a big factor in the game,

considering the fact that St. Anselms beat UMass about three weeks ago.

But the Redmen were flying on Saturday.

The pattern of the game was set early in the first period when at 3:38

Joe O'Brien's stick caugh Pat Keenan in the left eye, sending the Red

mens leading scorer sprawling on the ice. Keenan had to leave for the

rest of the period, and O'Brien went to the penalty box for 5:00 with a

slashing penalty. This was only the second of the game's nineteen

penalties. . .
4 . ,. .

At 10:52, Don Riley put the Redmen on the scoreboard with the first of

his two goals. He made two good moves at half-ice, using the boards

nicely to get around the defenseman. then fired a slap-shot, beating goalie

Tom Gavin on his stick side Riley played what was probably his best

game of the season, and would have to be given top star of the contest

Linemate. Chico Shea was also in top form

Less than two minutes later, Dan Reidy put the Redmen ahead 2-0, as

he poked the puck past Gavin and an outstretched defenseman. Riley was

the playmaker again at 17:27 when he dug the puck out of the corner,

skated behind the St. Anselms net and slid the puck out front, where

Chico Shea tipped it in to make it 3-0. With only seconds left in the period,

Riley had a partial breakaway, but Gavin came way out of his net to

make the save, and caused a wild collision and pile-up as he tried to coyer

up on the loose puck. Tempers flared momentarily, as they continued to

do so throughout the game.

P.J Flaherty had to make only three stops in the first period as the

Redmen dominated.

Hockey as a "contact sport'' began to be emphasized greatly in the

second period, as a few sticks were coming in contact with a few heads

First a St As player than a UMass player, skated off dripping blood, as

tempers continued to boil. At 3:58 Al Nickerson made it 4-0 with a long

slap-shot on which Gavin again came way out of his net. unnecessarily,

only to have Nickerson's shot go between his pads.

Then the hitting and the penalties started to dominate the play. At 6:46 a

hooking penalty to St. Anselms Leo Shanahan; then, only six seconds

later St. As John Lindberg and Pat Keenan both went off for slashing, as

they apparently couldn't wait to get at each other. Jack Edwards took an

unbelievable check moments later, and he took a while to get back up.

Coach Canniff had to do some quick shuffling of lines to compensate for

the injured or penalized. Eight penalties were given in the last eight

minutes of the period, as each team took turns at applying its power-play.

But, neither was able to capitalize. ,.,.,_
Early in the third period, it appeared as if Eric Scraficld had poked in

the fifth goal, but the referees nullified the goal saying he had already

blown his whistle Finally, at 5:07, St. A's got on the scoreboard when

Steve Daigle's shot ricocheted off the boards behind Flaherty, right on to

the stick of the streaking Jim Morris, who fired it home. Twelve seconds

later Bob Bartholomew was handed a ten-minute misconduct along with

a two- minute slashing penalty. Add another ten seconds and St. A's

auickly cut the score to 4-2 when Joe O'Brien tipped one In. St. Anselm s

wa; hustling now and had the Redmen worried for awhile, but their

momentum was broken as they collected three successive penalties

beginning at 9:41. The Redmen couldn't penetrate Gavin during their

lone power-play, but at 18:53, Don Riley came through again, as he stole a

clearing pass in the St. Anselms zone and put the moves on Gavin for an

unassisted goal.
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Hoopsters Keep

Tune To Road Blues
By EARLE BARROLL

RRONX N Y -Rose Hill was as antiquated as the Cage and for some 30

minutes here Saturday night the UMass basketball team played with the

magic of Curry Hicks.-But the next three turned into a "road game and

N.I T -bound Fordham University built up enough of a cushion to hold off

the Redmen in the last seven, 77-76.

The closeness of the score indicates what type of game it was:

frustrating but great. It was marred though by the inconsistencies of the

men in striped shirts to a point where both coaches, Jack Leaman and Hal

Wissel termed one of the men a "zero."

Mike Pagliara had his greatest game as a Redman as he scored 27

points and handled the entire UMass floor show'in a complete game

Performance. It was Pag himself who handled the vaunted Fordham

press flawlessly by going between, under, over and anyway needed to get

^But^thi^wTnot enough to offset the 41 points of Ken Charles, a Ram

junior, who through the ineptitudes of his teammates to find the basket

was called on to handle the bulk of the Fordham offense which he did with

"pifihES* were also not enough to counter the disaster of that three

minute slump that brought Fordham back into the game and onward to a

lead that the Redmen were unable to completely negate.

While Charles created the Fordham action himself, Pagliara had a

couDle of effective accomplices in Al Skinner and Charlie Peters.

Skinner was a picture of consistant fluidness throughout the evening as

he battled the Rams to the tune of 15 rebounds down their end of the court

and pitched in with 12 noints down his own end, including three slithenne

whealings and dealings down the lane.

Peters was a more offensively minded center, helping out on breaking

the press and setting up the offensive sets in the middle on offense. His

board work was super, but three quick fouls, another loo-loo by the ref

early in the second half and another great one later on sent him to the

The first half was all UMass With Fordham shooting only 33% the

Redmen did not have to face the Ram press often and in the time being

they ran with missed Fordham shots to hit on 51% of their own.

At 12-9 UMass the Redmen went on a 12-4 burst on the strength of five

points by Peters! jumpers by Betancourt and McLaughlin and a layup by

Padiara
This was carried to the half where UMass led, 40-33, in their finest road

half of the season and perhaps one of their finest half* m »«. —
In the second half. Fordham began to click offensively with some

regularity and the Redmen were forced to contend with the press which

caused some problems, turnovers and missed shots down their own end

(36%)
Charles after a 20 point first half, lay dormant for the opening minutes

of this half while his teammates cut the lead to nothing with 12 minutes to

g
°But the dormant one arose and ignited the spark in the Fordham attack

that in turn, fired up the Rose Hill clan into a complete zoo that caused

UMass turnover after turnover, errant pass after errant pass UMass

had experienced the "road" for the first time in the game.

The lead built to 12 at 70-58, but in no time UMass snuck right back and

forced Fordham to freeze the ball with just over two minutes to play and

the Redmen down by five.

Charles and Tom Pipich (twice) missed one of their free throw at-

tempts on one and ones and the gap closed to three as Pag hit a layup at

the buzzer. .. . „ _'._ ..

Fordham is 17-8 on their season, UMass is 14-11 including 5-10 on the

road.
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Frosh Lose Game,
efeated Season At Brown

Bv FRANK ANTOSIKWICZ
Providence, Rhode Island -You

win some, you lose some. Every

streak has to end sometime, and

that is what happened as the

UMass freshman basketball team

lost for the first time this season to

a stronger and quicker Brown club.

115-100.

Hit 52% of your field goals, take

more shots than the opposition,

make six less turnovers and score

100 points. Throw that together,

and the ingredients usually in

dicate an easy victory but in the

strange case of Brown vs the

UMass frosh. this was not the

story.

In the first half, the running and

gunning Brown Cubs ran up a lead

which hit 14 at one point. With 5' 10

guard Eddie Morris keying the fast

break and 6'5 jumping jack Phil

Brown grabbing the caroms, an

offensive display reminiscent of

the old Celtics, delighted a partisan

crowd of 2000. The Cubs totally

controlled the boards,

outrebounding the Redmen 25-7 in

the first half. They also hit a

phenomenal 64% of their shots

enroute to a 57-46 lead at the half It

was not that the Redmen played

badly but just that the Cubs shot so

fantastically. John Murphy and

Bill Endicott tried vainly to close

the bag but could not cope with the

fine shooting Cubs. Bruce

Guzowski. filling in for Tom
Gillams who had 3 fouls and a sore

ankle, also performed well in

keeping the Brown frosh from
' making it a rout

The second stanza began with

the twisting and turning Somer
ville native. Bill Endicott. bringing

the Redmen within five, before the

elusive duo of Morris and Brown
once again took a commanding
lead of 12. Soon afterwards, within

five seconds of each other, Gillams

and Murphy fouled out of the

game The tandem of Guzowski

and Dave Dibble, though they

played well in relief, could not

counter the aggressive, inspired

play of the Cubs. The Brown
varsity cheerleaders, in a style

similar to Ike and Tina Turner,

excited the crowd and Cubs to an

unbeatable state of mind.

High scorers for the Brown frosh

were two New Yorkers, Morris

with 25 and Brown with 24. Leading

the UMass attack was Endicott

with 25 points, follwed by Murphy
with 20 and Mike Flanagan with 19

Carom snatcher Phil Brown
grabbed a game high total of 14

rebounds, while Murphy was high

for UMass with 6. The Cubs
drastically outrebounded the

yearlings 51-28.

The Brown frosh outshot and
outrebounded UMass in the first

half, and then held on in next frame

to put the game away from the

charity stripe, as the dribblers

were faced with a one and one foul

situation with over ten minutes to

go. The Cubs canned 31 free throws

as compared to only 18 for the

Redmen The little Redmen finish

the season with a 15-1 record, while

the Brown Cubs are 16-2 with two

games to go.

John Murphy set a new
average/game scoring record,

which was formerly held by Tim
Edwards who averaged 20.1 p/g,

enroute to canning 20 to cap the

season averaging 208 p/g The
future is bright next year for the

hoopsters. who were observed by

future foe. Pennsylvania Coach

Chuck Daley
BOX SCORE
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Weather

A little sunny, a little

warm, this time it

should be right
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Signs of the time appear to be changing place at this corner in Northampton. <M IK photo by Pete Manera

Emergency Committee Meets On Budget
By NATHAN GORKNSTEIN

In their first meeting since the

Student Strike of 1970 the

Emergency Affairs Committee
discussed last night what effect the

Governor's proposed University

budget will have if passed un-

changed by the legislature

The Committee was created to

receive opinions on important

matters from a broad spectrum of

the University community. Its

members are composed of faculty.

students and administrators ap-

propriate to the issue under
discussion.

After introductory remarks by

Acting-Chancellor Bromery. Vice-

chancellor for Academic Affairs,

Robert Gluckstern, told the council

what tye proposed budget meant
and what affects it will have on the

University.

Gluckstern said there is some
hope that the budget cuts will be

restored, notably money for new

On The Inside

:

N.H. Primary
See page five

SOS Compromise
See page three

Tuition Bills
See page eight

faculty, in the House and Senate

Ways and Means Committee If

that does not materialize there

would be two options open to the

legislature on the matter of

faculty. The funds for faculty

positions could be restored, or the

University could be given the

faculty positions but not the

necessary funds. He added,

however, that the Governor could

veto any decision.

That no new faculty positions

were authorized for fiscal 73

marks the end of an informal

understanding that has existed

with the state government since

the University started to expand in

the late 1950s Gluckstern said

That was that as more students

were enrolled the number of

faculty would increase

correspondingly to maintain a 18 l

student-faculty ratio This, he said,

was the basis for the University's

major development.

An additional problem
Gluckstern pointed out was that

even if the budget cuts were

restored in the legislature it would

not come until June or later; too

late to hire qualified faculty for the

upcoming academic year. He said

that at most 25 or so extra TA's

could be positioned. With 864

students being added to the 1973

entering class this would do little to

hold the 15-1 ratio at its present

level.

One effort that could be made to

make up some of the cut positions

if the budget is not restored would

be to make cuts in other areas of

the University and use those funds

to fill the 70 faculty positions now
vacant on campus
Faculty vacancies are created

yearly by the legislature. It

estimates how much unused salary

will accumulate through the fiscal

year and cuts the requested budget

by that amount, (these cuts are

called savings) while approving

positions equal to the amount cut

without funding. The University

can then fill these extra positions if

there is any money left in the

faculty salary account at the end of

the fiscal year The faculty ac-

count, or category is termed 01

This year the savings amounted

to fl,2M,0M Therefore.

Gluckstern said, if the University

budget is not restored, those 70

faculty positions could be filled

with $800,000 taken from other

University accounts.

If that must be done the funds

will most likely come from the

University's 03 account which

covers such things as the summer
school, student services and TA's.

While a shift such as this requires

legislative approval, Gluckstern

said it probably would be possible

to get However, he emphasized

that this was merely stripping one

portion of the University bare to

cover the other.

If the cuts in the 03 account must

be made they would come in the

summer school, the number of

TA's hired for the next year and in

money academic departments MM
for special programs
Summer school funds would be

cut from $900,000 to $400,000. This,

according to Gluckstern. would

limit summer school enrollment to

swing shifters and seniors;

allowing seniors to take only those

basic courses needed to graduate

It would cut the graduate school

back to offering only those courses

that candidates for masters
degrees would require.

The TA budget would be cut 4-

o%, or $150,000 The schools and

colleges in the University would

loose a total of $150.000-$200,000

marked for special or innovative

programs
All these cuts would provide

approximately SHOO.ooo. enough for

the 70 faculty positions, but still

below what is needed, Gluckstern

said.

In other areas, the hearing

budget was raised from $1,900,000

to $2,800,000 ( It was figured wrong

last year) . Travel is the same, as is

renovations and equipment The

printing budget was raised,

operating supplies were dropped

$120,000 from $1,000,000 and office

supplies were raised $75,000 to

cover telephone costs

Gluckstern called the total

budget, "standstill at best."
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'Career News

Job Prospects Looking Up

Employment prospects may be

looking *up--at least slightly -for

this year's college students. But

the outlook still is far from bright,

even compared with last year

when college recruiting activity

dropped to its lowest point in a

number of years.

The extent of this year's im-

provement varies with degree

level according to the statistics

furnished by the College

Placement Council to which

UMass belongs

The mid-year report shows that

activity at the bachelor's level is

-71. Although accelerating

somewhat over last year's figures,

the volume remains less than one-

third of what it was as recently as

two vears ago
Perhaps the most significant

finding in the current report is the

rapid turnabout at the master's

degree level In January, volume

was down 16% from a year ago In

this report, volume has jumped

28% ahead
By curricula, at the bachelor's

level accounting has attracted the

most offers by far with a 53% in-

crease over last March Although

both electrical and mechanical

engineering are down about 18%,

they are still next in volume.

followed by business with ap-

proximately the same number of

offers both years. The only

discipline, other than accounting,

with a substantial increase in

volume is marketing and
distribution, up 46% over a year

ago. The humanities-social

sciences category is at about the

same level of activity as last

March, while all of the engineering

and science disciplines have drawn
fewer offers than a year ago

At the masters level, MBA
candidates with a non-technical

background continue to attract the

most offers, followed by MBA's
with a technical undergraduate

degree and electrical and
mechanical engineers, all up in

volume from a year ago.

The tight nature of the job

market continues to be reflected in

the small increases in dollar value

of offers. At the bachelor's level

beginning salary offers over the

two-year period since 1969-70 have

gone up only 1% -3% in contrast to

">% -6% boosts recorded annually

in the late '60s I Business majors

have experienced the largest gain

in salary increases at 2.9%
followed bv civil engineers at

I 7%.)

Women's Cultural
Week Calendar

Mon
3 6

Tue.

3 7

Wed
3/8

Thur
3/9

Fri

3/10

Sat

3/11

Sun.

3/12

Tue
3/14

Sat

3/18

7 30 p.m "Abortion*' Panel, Britt Guttmann, Dr

Callahan, Rev Sam Johnson, Wright Hall. Smith, 50c

8 00 p.m Women's Poetry Reading, Jani Sherrard, Gail

Herman, Elana Nachman, PriscMia Warner, Gayle Le

Tourneau, Dana Tracy, Annette Townley, Zoe Best

Academic Lounge, Hampshire College

-i -00 p.m Open House, S W Women's Center, JQA Lobby,

musicale and skits.

7 00 p m. "Women in African Liberation Struggles",

(ilmstrip, records, discussion with Elmar Seibel, 2nd

floor, New Africa House.

1000 am. "Literary Assumptions About Women", Jones

Lib, Amity St

11 00 am Women's Marches from Southwest, Orchard

Hill and Amherst Center.

12 00 S U Ballroom, all invited, only women will speak.

TOPICS: Harrisburg Trials, Socialist Platform on

Women, Welfare, Carnival Queens, Women's institute,

Gay Women, Nepotism and Discrimination, Status of

Women, Class Barriers Among Women, woman's

collective. Abortion, Chisnolm for Pres., McGovern on

Women, Women workers at UMass, Radical Feminism,

Women in the Anti war movement.
EXERCISES Break in talks for T'ai Chi Ch'uan

led by Teresina Havens who lived in China.

8 00 p.m "New Politics: The Role of Women and Youth"

topic of Pat Bonner Lyons, only black woman to run for

Boston School Committee, delegate to Mass. Coalition

to elect Shirley Chisnolm, Member of YWLL.
Engineering East

800 p.m. Women's
Room, Southwest

1000 am Women's

Poetry Reading, Berkshire Club

Poetry Reading, Campus Center,

same readers as for Mon , free child care.

8 00 p.m "The Concept of Radical Feminism" Roberta

Salper, Academic Building, Hampshire College.

200 pm "Sisterhood" Sheila Tobias, MLH, Hampshire

College

8 00 p m Folk and Rock Festival, Women musicians.

Sage Hall, Smith Arts and Drafts demo all day at

Smith

100 pm Women's Film Festival, Mt. Holyoke, 6 films.

Hooker Auditorium

8 00 pm "It's All Right To Be Woman" Professional 11

member, NYC women's theatre Marks Meadow Gym,

by School of Ed., $2.00.

2 00 p.m. Student Union Ballroom, Film: "Wanda",

effect of Appalachian culture, poverty and husband on

her life.

Rcsa Luxumburg's birthday.

7 00p m "Women in the Prison System" Johnnetta Cole,

Dickinson, UMass.
1:00 p.m. SU Ballroom Appalachian Mountain Music

Double projector slide show with music on strip mining,

culture destruction, etc., Morris Bros and 5 member
WOMEN'S STRING BAND, The best spoon player in

the country, piano, flute, banjo, guitar, fiddle, man
dolin, autoharp. Handclapping, footstomping allowed
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Credit For Counseling Course

BvGILBERTJ.SALK
Although the draft is, at the moment, a minor

Inreat to most people, it is far from being a dead

issue. It is safe to assume that once the elections are

over, the draft will return with increased vigor, and

your lives, and the lives of your brothers, will once

again be fucked over by the war machine.

Many of you may escape immediate hassle by

getting through on this year's lottery, but I hope that

won't mean that you'll forget that there's still a war

going on, that our brothers are being drafted and

forced into kill-or-be killed situations, and that many

others still have to face the draft which you've

managed to escape.

You can ignore the situation, or you can make up

your mind to spend some time and effort helping

others find legal alternatives to the draft.

Starting tonight, there will be a 1-credit, pass-fail

colloquium on the draft. It will meet for four con-

secutive Tuesday evenings from 7-10 p.m., in the

Cance Lounge in Southwest There is a distinct need

for people who are informed about how the SSS

works, and what can be done about it, in order to

counteract the myths, rumors and misinformation

currently circulating. If you are willing to help. I'd

urge you to take this course, both for your own in-

formation and to possibly become a draft counselor.

Needless to say, the course will be offered to both

men and women (women do make fine counselors)

and it can be taken without credit if you prefer. If you

want credit for the course, you should get an ADD
card at either the registrar's office or from Wally

Silva in Southwest (phone 545-2803). Get the needed

signatures and bring the card with you tonight.

There is a $5.00 charge for books and other

literature, which is negotiable if you're short on

bread. AND for all my fans out there in Collegian

land, I'll be teaching the course, so here's a wonderful

chance to see if I really exist in real life. (No eggs,

please.

)

Potential draftees need your help, so please try to

take the course. The draft you end may save your

neck.

Peace.

McCarthy Students Seem

Indifferent Over Primary
DURHAM. Nil, <AP> - While

the nation's eyes focus on New
Hampshire for Tuesday's

presidential primary, students-a

potent force in the campaign of

Sen Eugene McCarthy in 1968-

seem almost indifferent

Sue Roman, coordinator for the

campaign of Sen. George S.

McGovern. DSD., on the 9.300-

student University of New Hamp-
shire campus, says a frequent

comment she hears is. "I don't

care who's elected
"

The so-called "Children's

Crusade" of 1968 is credited with

Administration

Calls Bangladesh

'A Reality'

N \SIII\(.TON (API - The
Nixon administration conceded
Monday that Bangladesh is "a

reality.'* but said political con-

siderations must be weighed
before extending diplomatic

recognition to the war torn Asian

nation.

Christopher Van Hollen. deputy

assistant secretary of state, urged

the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee to delay action on

resolutions calling for recognition

of Bangladesh, formerly East

Pakistan
Recognition of the new govern-

ment, which declared its in-

dependence following the two-week
India-Pakistan war last Decem-
ber, is only one element of an

overall tudy to develop "a new set

of relationships" with the Asian

subcontinent. Van Hollen said

Sen Frank Church. D Idaho,

presiding at the hearing, declared

that 47 nations have now
recognized Bangladesh and "I

should have thought we would have

been the first."

No Maiden Name
On Drivers License

Says Supreme Court

WASHINGTON <AP> - In a

unanimous ruling, the Supreme
Court today held that married

women do not have a right to be

issued drivers' licenses in their

maiden name.
Without elaboration, the court

agreed with a panel of federal

judges in Alabama who tossed out

a suit brought by an Anniston

woman and agreed with state

officials that married names
should be used for identification

purposes.

The woman, Wendy Forbush.

had an agreement with her

husband. Ronald P Carver, whom
she married in 1970, that she would

use her maiden name in personal

and business dealings

much of the push which garnered a

large block of the Democratic-

primary vote for McCarthy
Shortly afterward Lyndon B
Johnson decided not to seek

another term as president.

But the stridency of 1968 ap-

parently is gone

"I would guess that 50 per cent of

the students are still undecided

about who they're going to vote

for." Miss Roman said. "Some of it

I can understand; the students are

busy studying."

She said that when she began

working for McGovern she was
told "to shoot for 4.000 votes out of

the campus for McGovern. Now I

think we'll be lucky to get 4.000

votes out of the campus-period
."

Her assessment was upheld by

political science instructor Bob

Craig, who said that "probably

only a fraction of one per cent of

the students are actively involved

in the primary."

Craig, a supporter of Sen. Ed-

mund S. Muski. D-Maine, added,

however, that "the ones who are

involved are as dedicated as any

that can be found anywhere
."

Campaign activities tend toward

the traditional-canvassing of

dormitories and downtown homes,

urging citizens to register and
\otr

A Sample Of What
MayComeTo Pass

BULLETIN: DIXVILLE
NOTCH. N.H. i AP> — President

Nixon took all 11 Republican votes

cast at the tiny resort community
of Dixville Notch, leading off the

first balloting in the 1972

presidential campaign.
The six Democratic voters went:

I for Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of

Maine and one for Sen George

McGovern of South Dakota.

Governor

Francis W. Sargent

"Environmental Policy

Tuesday, 8:00 p.m. S.U. Ballroom

Campus Center Program Council

GOVERNOR SARGENT HERE TODAY AT THE SUB. 8:00 P.M.

Gov. Sargent HereTonight
Governor Francis W. Sargent will address the UMass community

tonight in the Student Union Ballroom at 8:00 p.m.

The Governor will speak on "environmental policy."

Francis W. Sargent was first elected Lt. Governor of the Com-

monwealth in 1966 as the running mate of John Volpe. When Volpe

went to Washington to serve in President Nixon's cabinet as

secretary of transportation. Sargent took over as Governor in 1969

In 1970. Sargent defeated Kevin White of Boston for Governor in the

Massachusetts general election. Before being elected Lt. Governor,

Sargent served as Commissioner of Massachusetts Department of

Public Works.

Governor Sargent has received honorary degrees from

Southeastern Massachusetts University, and Framingham State

College He graduated from Massachusetts Institute of Technology

in 1939. receiving a special degree in architecture

The Governor has received the Annual Award from the National

Wildlife Association, the Annual Award for a beautiful America

(Holiday Magazine), the Annual Award from the Trustees of

Reservations, the Annual Award from the New England Outdoor

Writers, and the Award from the Boston College symposium Oon

Conservation and Recreation

Governor Sargent's speech is being sponsored by the Campus

Center Program Council and CEQ.

Illinois Fireworks Plant

Suffers Fromm Explosions
OKI,AND PARK. HI 'APi A

series of explosions leveled a two-

milesquare fireworks
manufacturing complex Monday,

killing three persons, blowing out

w indows and cracking walls up to

12 miles away on Chicago's South

Side

Firemen from a dozen com-

munities took several hours to

control the fires ignited by the

midafternoon explosions at

Melrose Display Fireworks Co. At

one point police, fearful of more

explosions, evacuated homes and

offices within I two-mile radius of

the complex and barricaded roads

within a five-mile radius

Fourteen persons, including two

policemen involved in early rescue

attempts, were listed as injured,

none seriouslv A full work force

estimated at about 100. was on duty

SOSAcceptsCompromise Motion

By MDC STAFF
Students Offering Support (S.O.S.) voted last

evening to accept a compromise motion which

proposes that the Student Senate fund both the

Concert Committee and S.O.S.

The motion asks that the Senate appropriate $6,000

to the Concert Committee to enable them to provide

for a Spring Concert and to provide $2,000 to S.O.S.

for organizational expenses. The motion also made
clear the fact that the Spring Concert would be a

benefit with funds collected going to S.O.S. to pay for

legal expenses of the 28 parents who have brought

suit against the State Dept. of Mental Health for

negligence at Belchertown State Hospital.

The motion accepted by S.O.S. reads as follows: to

provide $6,000 for the Concerts; $2,000 to S.O.S. for

organizational purposes but not for legal fees; the

free concert would still be a benefit for S.O.S. and the

contributions derived from the Concert could be used

for legal fees.

SOS. Chairman Joe Sylvia told the Collegian that

he feels the compromise accepted by S.O.S. should be

acceptable to all of the students at UMass. Sylvia said

that since there seems to be a group of students who
have expressed a sincere interest in having a concert

it is not his intention to prevent them from having

one. He feels that abandoning the idea of a concert

would perhaps alienate some students.

SOS. had originally asked the Student Senate last

Wednesday to transfer the entire Concert Committee

account to their group. But it was brought out that

this would be impossible because of the legal issues

involved.

Student Senate Vice President Lawrence R. Ladd,

present at last night's meeting, reported that there is

a legal question of using student funds to finance a

court suit. Ladd, who met with Student Senate At-

torney Richard Howland to determine the legality of

the motion to transfer the entire $8,112, reported that

if the motion were passed, the University could refuse

to sign the check over to S.O.S.

The new motion asking for $2,000 for organizational

expenses for S.O.S. would be legal according to Ladd.

Also money collected at the Concert could legally be

used to pay for legal fees in the case.

At last night's meeting, Chairman Sylvia reported

that by holding a benefit concert to aid the mentally

retarded at Belchertown, the Concert Committee

could receive a very good reaction from the faculty at

the University and from residents of the Amherst

area.

Starting today and continuing up to the time of

Wednesday night's Senate meeting, members of

S.O.S. will be circulating petitions at Dining Com-
mons, the Student Union and at a table in the Campus
Center seeking student support for the new motion

drawn up at last evening's meeting. It is hoped that

6,000 names will be collected to present to the Senate

at their meeting on Wednesday night.

WMPIRG Petitioning Reaches 50%

at Melrose when the blasts began
State police said three bodies

were found in a search of the

complex and adjoining fields

Sheriffs office police said two

persons were known to be missing

Authorities could give no cause

for the explosions, or even the

number, although some persons at

the scene said they heard 12 blasts

The explosions left only two of

the complex's 14 one story con

crete block buildings standing
Some of the storage structures, all

with wood roofs, were said to have

contained dynamite, but it was not

known if they exploded.

As darkness fell, fire-fighters

linked their trucks in a pumping
brigade to extinguish brush fires in

the open area around the wrecked

plant. 25 miles south of downtown
Chicago.

An official spokesman for

WMPIRG, the Western
Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group, announced last

night that the group has now
received signatures from over 50%
of the student body in their drive to

create a special, refundable tax to

fund WMPIRG Petitioning will

continue this week in order to gain

a larger percentage of signatures.

The actual amount of 8,500 <out

of 16.000 plus undergraduates* was
collected last Friday night but

WMPIRG decided to hold off an-

nouncement until they had been

checked over, counted and locked

up. Asked how much longer

petitioning will go on. the

spokesman said. "At least another

week What we want is to collect

another 2. ooo names so that we will

have a good solid majority of

students backing us when we go

before the Trustees."

SeniorDay

Barbecue
Date Set

The WMPIRG petition is an
endorsement of a two-dollar per

student per semester refundable

fee to be added to each students'

next semester The money will go

to hire a full-time staff of public

interest professionals -lawyers,

scientists, economists, etc.. and to

fund WMPIRGs projects The
money will be refunded the third

week into every semester to those

not wishing to support the group

I Mass joins four other Western

Massachusetts student bodies that

have already endorsed the WM-
PIRG funding procedure. A
majority of signatures have been

gathered at Greenfield C.C .

Hampshire College. Our Lady of

the Elms in Springfield and Nor-

thampton Junior College "There

are about another 12 schools that

are now running petition drives but

haven't yet reached 50%" the

spokesman stated. In the Five

College area all the schools but

Smith seem to be going well and

should be finished by the middle of

March "Smith is having its own
problems with its administration

and their Student Senate which is

trying to abolish itself."

Wednesday. WMPIRG comes
before the Student Senate to ask for

its endorsement and approval of

the funding plan The proposed bill

supporting the Western Mass
PIRG promises to spark some
lively debate Validation of the

petitions will be done by the

Student Senate Governmental
Affairs Committee before Wed-
nesday night.

\sked what will happen now. the

spokesman said. "Well we have the

student support and that's what's

essential Now we have to rally

support from other areas faculty,

the administration, and the

legislature. Once we have all our

supporters behind us. we will

present the idea to the Trustees.

After that, we'll have some
campus- wide elections and start to

work doing projects and hiring the

staff"

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

U1MUA
91.1 FM on your dial:

630 a.m. - 9:00 Music and information.

9:00 a.m. News
9:15 a.m. Eric Benjamin Show - music

12:00 News
12:15 - 3:00 Music

3:00 p.m. News
3:15 p.m. John Buckley Show - music

7Z o m THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES - Tonight

Sherlock aids a voung lady whose legacy from her uncle's estate has

led her into a terrifying experience.

8 00 D m. LIVE MUSIC M
in no n m FOCUS - Tonight moderator Ken Mosakowski will present a

special program on the New Hampshire Primary with some early

returns, tone hour, live)

11:00 p.m. News
11:30p.m. -3:00a.m. Dave Stankus Show - music.

ByMARYGOODYEAR
The Senior Day Committee, at a

meeting last night, tentatively

decided to hold the Senior Day
barbecue set for May 26 in the

central area of the quad.

The aim of the committee is to

use the quad area, but not the

dorms Tight security will have to

be maintained to keep students out

of area dorms. In case of rain a

room of Worcester dining com-
mons will be set aside for senior

use. Even though these alternate

plans will be made. Art Warren,

assistant director of food services,

said at the meeting, "don't let it

rain, it would be a real fiasco."

A major problem of the com-

mittee that went unsolved at the

meeting concerned the number of

guests that each senior can bring.

Jill Corcoran, the advisor to

student affairs, brought up the

point that "the basic reason per-

mission was granted for this event

was that it is to be for graduating

seniors and not an open party."

The stipulations made by the board

of trustees were that someone over

21 must take the responsibility for

any underage guests and that it

must be a closed party.

Other areas discussed, but about

which no definite decisions were

made, include the menu and ticket

sales.

Luncheon Specials

March 6 - 10

CHAR BROILED OPEN FACED
SIRLOIN STEAK SANDWICH

CHICKEN POT PIE

BROILED HAM STEAK HAWAIIAN

SEAFOOD OMELETTE

Choice of: Peas Francaise or
Ranch Style French Fried Potatoes

For Reservations Call

549-6000

^#©'^^
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In The Nation And The World

Intent Of ITT Memo Disputed
WASHINGTON (AP) — A physician testified

Monday that Mrs. Dita D. Beard was under severe,

periodic mental stress at the time she prepared a

memo involved in accusations against the In-

ternational Telephone and Telegraph Corp. and of-

ficials of the Justice Department.

Mrs Beard, a lobbyist for IT&T, is in a Denver

hospital.

The IT&T controversy has delayed Senate action on

the appointment of Richard G. Kleindienst to succeed

John N Mitchell as attorney general.

Mrs Beard's doctor, Dr. Victor L. Liszka, a heart

surgeon of Arlington, Va., said that she denied to him
that she meant to imply any connection in the memo
between an antitrust suit against IT&T and an IT&T
pledge of $400,000 to the Republican National Con-

vention

!n testimony before the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee, Liszka said he has been treating Mrs. Beard

for what he described as a serious heart ailment. He
said she frequently combined alcohol with

tranquilizers to overcome mental depressions

brought on by her heart trouble

The memo, which Liszka said Mrs. Beard

acknowledged as being hers, was written to her boss

and later was published by columnist Jack Anderson.

Kleindienst, deputy attorney general under Mit-

chell, won unanimous Senate Judiciary Committee
endorsement before Anderson's allegations were

published last week. He has been acting attorney

general since Mitchell stepped down last Wednesday

to take charge of President Nixon's re-election

campaign.
At Monday's hearing a statement from Solicitor

General Erwin Griswold was read, describing a

meeting Griswold had with then antitrust chief

Richard L. McLaren and Kleindienst in the Justice

Department last April 18 or 19.

Griswold said in the statement, requested by Sen.

Edward M Kennedy, D-Mass., that he was sum-

moned to Kleindienst's office and asked how far along

was legal action in an antitrust action involving IT&T
and its subsidiary Grinnell Corp.

Griswold said he told Kleindienst a 10-day ex-

tension of plans to file a court suit was possible if good

reasons could be shown.

52 Injured In Belfast Bombing
BELFAST. Northern Ireland

<AP> — Fifty-two persons, most of

them women, were injured

Monday by a bomb that exploded

behind a big movie theater and

rocked central Belfast. Minutes

later, another blast wrecked a

Londonderry hotel

The Belfast explosion panicked a

matinee audience at the Ritz

Cinema. People ran out

screaming Ambulances took the

injured to hospitals

Only a few of the moviegoers

were hurt when the bomb went off

outside a hijacked truck. Most of

the injured were shoppers and
office girls bloodied by shattered

windows and suffering from shock.

The blast smashed windows in

the Europe Hotel, Belfast's newest

and biggest, and other downtown
buildings up to 300 yards away
The terrorist attack came

despite pleas for peace after two

girls were killed and 136 persons

injured Saturday in the bombing of

a crowded Belfast restaurant

In Brief...
Job Discrimination Bill Passed

WASHINGTON <AP>—The Senate Monday passed 62-10 the

compromise bill giving enforcement powers for the first time the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission-EEOC-to move
against job discrimination

WASHINGTON (AP)— In a unanimous ruling, the Supreme Court

today held that married women do not have a right to be issued

drivers' licenses in their maiden name.

Without elaboration, the court agreed with a panel of federal

judges in Alabama who tossed out a suit brought by an Anniston

woman and agreed with state officials that married names should

be used for identification purposes

College Freshman Wins Election

\KU.\GTON. Mass. (AP) — Charles H. Lyons, an 18-year-old

freshman at Boston State College, has been elected a school

committee member and town meeting member in his first bid for

office.

Parochial Aid Unconstitutional

BURLINGTON. Vt. (AP) - A panel of U.S. District Court judges

ruled today that Vermont's year-old parochial aid law is un-

constitutional and issued a permanent injunction against its im-

plementation.
Harvard Protests

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) — Five hundred black crosses were

placed in the snow in Harvard Yard Monday to protest Harvard

University's ownership of Gulf Oil Co. stock.

Members of the Pan-African Liberation Committee and the

Harvard Radcliffe Association of African and Afro- American

Students said the crosses represented blacks who died "at the

hands of the Portuguese" in Angola, Mozambique and Guinea-

Bisseau during the last two years.

The four-story Ardowen Hotel in

Londonderry, Ulster's second city,

was wrecked by a bomb but no one

was reported hurt.

Three masked gunmen planted

the bomb and gave the staff 25

minutes to leave. There were no

guests in the hotel at the time.

Meanwhile, 29 victims of

Saturday's attack on the Abercom
Restaurant remained in hospitals.

Seven were reported "'very

seriously ill."

Police said a vague telephone

warning only 60 seconds before the

bombing was traced to a bar in the

Roman Catholic Lower Falls

district The area is a stronghold of

the outlawed Irish Republican

Army.
The IRA. which is fighting a

guerrilla war to wrest Ulster from

Britain and unite it with Ireland,

disclaimed responsibility for the

bombing and blamed the attack on

Protestant extremists.

In Enniskillen, fiery protester

Bernadette Devlin was cheered

and carried shoulder high by a

crowd chanting "IRA forever"

after she and other militants won
postponement of a court hearing on

charges of staging an outlawed

parade.

The tiny, 24-year-old member of

the British Parliament, who was
sentenced to six months in jail last

month in a similar case, was ac-

cused with more than 70 other

persons of marching Feb. 13 to

protest the internment without

trail of IRA suspects. She pleaded

innocent.

High Court Rules On
'Secret Tag' Status

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Supreme Court Monday agreed to rule on

the scope of the government's authority to put a secret tag on documents

and keep them from Congress and the public.

The test case concerns nine reports and letters prepared for President

Nixon in advance of an underground nuclear test in Alaska.

The federal appeals court here has ruled that an entire file cannot be

classified and kept secret simply because some of the material in it is

sensitive.

The Justice Department objected, saying this kind of judgment belongs

exclusively to the executive branch of government. The dispute will be

argued next winter and a decision reached by June 1973.

The file was assembled for Nixon by a committee headed by Un-

dersecretary of State John N. Irwin. It contained reports on potential

consequences to the environment, national defense and foreign relations

of the test known as Cannikin and conducted last November on Amchitka

Island.

When word leaked out that some government officials disapproved, 33

members of Congress headed by Rep. Patsy T. Mink, D-Hawaii, sued for

release of portions of the file.

Meanwhile, the high court acted to speed up consideration of attempts

by a grand jury to question assistants of Sen. Mike Gravel, D-Alaska,

about publication of the Pentagon Papers. This case also would have been

heard next term, but Solicitor General Erwin N. Griswold sought and won

promise of a ruling before the end of June.

Griswold told the court that not only was the grand jury in Boston

slowed down but that the government might be deprived of important

evidence needed for the prosecution of Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony J.

Russo. They go on trial in Los Angeles May 9 charged with theft of the

once-secret study of the Vietnam war.

NewOperations NearDMZ
Opened By S. Vietnamese
SAIGON (AP) — South Viet-

namese forces have opened new
operations near the demilitarized

zone and the old imperial capital of

Hue. field sources said Monday.

Fighting increased in neighboring

Laos, where informants said

government forces were in "full

retreat" after a heavy North

Vietnamese counter-attack on the

Plain of Jars.

Cambodia's high command
reported a sharp clash on an island

in the Mekong River with heavy
casualties on both sides.

The South Vietnamese field

reports said about 1,500 men of the

Saigon government's 1st Division

began a sweeping operation
Sunday west of Hue.
A second operation disclosed by

the sources involved 1,500 soldiers

from the South Vietnamese 3rd

Division on a sweep just south and
west of Quang Tri City. It began
last Friday. Quang Tri is just

below the demilitarized zone that

divides the two Vietnam

s

Officers in the field said both

operations were designed to

"sweep old enemy base areas to

see if they still are being used."

Little or no contact has been

reported in either drive, the

sources said.

7.50 wjumJ^:

Commission Reports On
State Funding OfSchools
WASHINGTON (AP) — State governments should assume the major

burden of financing public education, reducing reliance on the local

property tax, a presidential commission recommended Monday after a

two-year study

President Nixon's Commission on School Finance said the federal

government should help speed the process by providing incentives to

state governments to help them switch over to state-financed education

within five years.

But the federal role in financing education should only be sup-

plementary, the 18-member commission said. It was a recommendation

that runs counter to those of many private educational groups which have

urged an increasing federal role.

The commission said incentives to smooth the path to greater state-

financed education could be set up in several ways, with the cost to the

federal government estimated at $4 billion to $5 billion over five years of

transition.

As the report was released, Nixon held a 75-minule meeting on school

busing with his Cabinet committee. A spokesman said the President will

be holding more meetings before making his position known on the bi.

issue. No statement is likely before Tuesday, he said.

The school-financing panel urged an additional outlay of $1 billion a

year to help inner-city schools through a federal matching program.

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
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TEKOA
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY
Avoid downtown Spfld. parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGHFI.O at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.
Catrtttf) Stopping Plaza! Free parking for over 1P0 cars'
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EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency
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Top Quality Cowhide
Made in Texas

Made For
Guys and Girls

available at the

UNIVERSITY STORE

Campus Center
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Primary
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP)-While New Hampshire

voters prepared to cast the first presidential primary

ballots in 1972, Sen. George McGovern accused Sen.

Edmund S. Muskie Monday of desperation tactics in a

dispute over disclosure of campaign finances.

Muskie countered that it was he, not McGovern,

who made the first financial disclosures and "I'm the

one he has chosen to attack."

Muskie, the front-running favorite, and McGovern

are the leading entries in a New Hampshire field of

five on-the-ballot candidates and one write-in cam-

paigner for Tuesday's Democratic primary. On the

Republican side, President Nixon is expected to

defeat easily his two challengers.

Voting hours vary, with the polls closing as late as 8

p.m. EST.
In some New Hampshire hamlets, voters gather at

midnight to cast the first tricle of ballots of the

presidential year.

Estimates of the Democratic turnout range from

60 000 to 70,000 votes in a contest that has over-

shadowed the Republican presidential preference

primary.

In that one, the polls indicate Nixon holds a massive

lead over two challengers, Reps. Paul N. McCloskey

of California and John M. Ashbrook of Ohio.

The other Democratic entries are Sen. Vance

Hartke of Indiana ; Mayor Sam Yorty of Los Angeles

;

Edward T. Coll, a social worker from Hartford,

Conn, and Rep. Wilbur D. Mills of Arkansas, a write-

in candidate.

Senator Muskie ended his campaign in Berlin,

across the border from his native Rumford, Maine,

seeks a landslide New England sendoff for his

primary campaigns across the nation.

He has avoided setting any percentage goal in New
Hampshire. "I don't make predictions," he said

Monday.
McGovern has said a 25 per cent share of the vote

would be a respectable showing for him.

In separate balloting, New Hampshire voters will

award the 18 nominating votes at the Democratic

National Convention, 14 at the Republican con-

vention. Muskie and Nixon are expected to sweep the

delegate contests.

The campaign finance controversy flared after

Democratic candidates met Sunday night in televised

debate, with McGovern contending that only he had

disclosed his sources of income. Muskie replied that

he filed reports in 1970 but stopped because nobody

else did so.

Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, Maine, accompanied by his son. Stephen,

sets out for another day of campaigning at the head of Manchester's

Show shoe Parade Sunday morning. (AP wirephoto)

Boyd Says Hoover

Ended Berrigan Plot
IIAKRISBl RG. Pa. (AP)-J. Edgar Hoover's disclosure of an alleged

antiwar conspiracy by a militant group of Roman Catholics brought an

end to plans by the Rev. Philip Berrigan and six others to kidnap

presidential adviser Henry Kissinger, FBI informant Boyd Douglas

testified Monday He said a plot to blow up Washington heating tunnels

also collapsed. ^ M , ~
Douglas 31 . also said, as he wound up a week of testimony under direct

examination, that in the aftermath of Hoover's Nov. 27. 1970 statement

he was accused by defendant Elizabeth McAlister. a Catholic nun, of

leading information to the FBI director

He told the jury of nine women and three men trying Berrigan and the

six others on federal antiwar conspiracy charges, that Sister McAlister

"alM told DM as EM as the kidnapping <>l Kissinger WM concerned, that

only the inner circle knew about the kidnapping; that she could count the

number of oersons on her hands
"

_

™w we£a member of the inner circle"" asked IS District Court

Judge R. Dixon Herman . . . ,.

•Yes
" said Douglas who served as a courier for Berrigan when both

were inmates at Lewisburg Penitentiary and. when discovered, became

an informer for the FBI

Leading House Rep Resigns
WASHINGTON <AP) Rep

William Colmer said Monday he

would not seek re-election, opening

the way for the House Democratic

leadership to establish a tighter

grip on the important House Rules

Committee.
Colmer, 82. a Mississippi

Democrat, now heads the mer-

curial committee and leads a

conservative coalition which, from

time to time, has dominated the 15-

man panel and frustrated

legislative plans for the liberal

leadership.

Although its makeup is 10

Democrats and five Republicans,

Colmer and two other Democrats

occasionally combine with the five

Republicans to give the con-

servatives an 8-7 voting edge.

If tradition were followed. Rep

Ray J. Madden, 80, a liberal from

Indiana, would succeed Colmer in

the chairmanship of the committee

which plays a large role in a

determining what legislation

reaches the House floor.

And the leadership would be in a

position to back another liberal as

Colmer's numerical replacement,

thus minimizing the possibility of a

conservative coalition prevailing

on key votes.

The committee currently is

holding up clearance of a

minimum-wage-increase bill on

which the leadership wants to let

the House vote.

Only last month, over

Democratic leaders' opposition, it

sent to the House floor a bill to halt

the dock strike.

Colmer has been the com-

mittee's conservative leader since

January 1987. when he succeeded

Howard W. Smith, D-Va., as

chairman.

IFKEE FUN
TUES.

Draft Call Set At 15,000

WASHINGTON (AP)-Issuing the

first draft call in five months.

Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

Laird announced Monday that

15,000 men will be drafted into the

Army during April, May and June

The call was the first since

October when the Pentagon closed

out 1971 with a 10.000-man quota

spread over the final three months

of the year.

No draft calls were issued during

the first quarter of 1972 as Pen-

tagon officials waited to determine

whether more than $3 billion in new
military pay increases generated

enough volunteers to fill its

manpower needs. Another factor

was a congressional order to trim

70,000 men from the Army by June

30.

The administration is trying to

achieve an all-volunteer force by

mid-1973. The Army exceeded

slightly its 15,000-man enlistment

goal for January but fell short by

more than 3,000* in February
'We're making progress," Laird

told the winter meeting of the

Veterans of Foreign Wars. He said

the draft was 300,000 in 1969, the

year he took office; 200,000 in 1970,

J8.000 last year, "and this year we
will reduce those calls to 50,000 or

less."

This will enable the Nixon ad-

ministration to fill its military

needs in an election year with the

smallest draft since before the

Korean War The last time draft

calls fell below 50.000 was in 1949

when 9.781 men were inducted.

\fcs,there are a lot of
good reasons forwomen

to quit smoking*

Find yours.
) That "Smoke Pretty" ad makes me fun

ous. Whoever made that up knows where the

money is— fewer women than men are quit-

ting. But they won't get rich over my dead body.

( ) My closet smells rotten, my clothes smell

rotten; I'm sick of it.

( ) Lung cancer deaths are twice as high

among women who smoke as among those

who don't.

( ) I'm still young. The longer I smoke, the

harder it will be to quit and my chances of be-

coming a real heavy smoker go up.

( ) It's one kind of air pollution I can do

something about. People in the room with me

shouldn't have to breathe dirty air.

( ) I want to be a teacher. How can I dis-

courage kids from smoking when I smoke?

( ) I seem to be sick a lot. I also smoke a lot.

Women who smoke like me have more chronic

illness, lose more time from work, are sick

more often than those who don't.

( ) I know my father's been trying to quit.

How can he with me still puffing away?

( ) I want to wake up feeling fresh and clean

again. I've had it with nicotine hang-over in

the mornings.

( ) The thing that appeals to me most is:

If I quit and stay quit, in most cases, it can be

as if I never smoked. There's something about

this that absolutely knocks me out. A clean

slate; a real second chance. You just dont get

many of those.

Ar the, aC^WALUz^TARI^^Tja 1

( ) I quit once for 10 days and, frankly,

I felt pretty good about it. 1 like that feeling;

this time I'm quitting for good. Lord knows,

I've done a lot harder things in my life.

( ) So many people I know have quit, I'm

beginning to feel stupid about smoking.

( ) There's something very cool and self-

assured about women who don't need

cigarettes.

( ) I thought it was hopeless; I quit once and

went back. But someone told me a lot of people

had to quit over and over before it took. I'm

trying again. It can't hurt.

( ) If I quit, HI save 50* a day. That's $3.50

a week, $14.00 a month, $182.50 a year. That

buys almost 2 gallons of gas a day. A record a

week. Seven movies a month. After a year, I

can fly to -and back on

cigarettes I didn't smoke.

( ) Somewhere in the back of my head I've

been nursing the illusion that smoking is really

only dangerous for men. I've just seen the lat-

est statistics. The death rate for women who

smoke is more than 20% higher than women

who don't. We've come a long way baby, but

I'm not going any further.

Now all you need is help and encouragement.

Send a postcard today to: Women and

Smoking, Rockville. Md. 20852. And we'll

send some booklets to help and encourage you.

I S Department of Health

This space contributed
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Who's In Charge?
We would like to say that apparently Governor Francis

Sargent will be allowing a question and answer period

after his speech in the Student Union Ballroom tonight at

7:30.

Originally Sargent was only going to deliver his speech

and leave, according to his office aides. Now that he will be

staying a little longer, we hope that all the students here

will turn out and press Sargent on all the issues which have

arisen since he was invited here to speak on environment.

We do not particularly feel that cutting the UMass and

Belchertown budgets are any way to legitimately balance

the state budget. After all, is sacrificimg humane treat

ment for the mentally retarded and destroying quality

higher education for all state colleges and UMass really

where the priorities should lie?

Is it really fair of the governor to propose a new tuition

hike which wont necessarily be used for higher education?

Is a 20% cut in the UMass budget really result in sub-

stantial savings for the taxpayer of the Commonwealth?

These are just some of the questions to which we hope

Sargent will also address himself. Yes, everybody wants a

safe environment, but many politicians have just started

to use that because it sounds good.

There are many animals that make up this world,

and one of the lowest animals is the individual who

deals in termpapers. He is the pimp of the pnnted

page, the pusher of illicit goods. He is like the sharpy

who gives young girls from the slums a few of the

luxuries they don't have in return for the dignity and

self-respect they sacrifice at the feet of well-heeled

patrons who can afford the $50-a-shot price tag. A
middleman who provides a market for those who

produce and those who demand, he is unconcerned

with the society his actions undermine or the people

he feeds off. Satisfaction is his pockets filled with

money.
According to an article in the Collegian (3/2/72),

one of these animals is cultivating his garden right in

the university's backyard. From the exclusive

Amherst Carriage Inn, a UMass graduate student is

heading Termpapers of Amherst, an organization

which is linked to the major termpaper companies in

the Boston area. The company buys papers at about

$1 per page and sells them for $2 a page, a 100% profit

for the operators. Deans from surrounding colleges

have spoken out against this operation, but I would

like to know what is being done to stamp out this

company for the dangers of a termpaper service are

obvious.

Even though a grade for a termpaper is never the

sole determining factor of a semester grade, it can

make a great deal of difference in borderline cases. If

we accept that success in college is determined by

one's grades, then the wealthier student will have a

much better chance of being successful than the

poorer student. This additional chance at success

rests solely on the student's financial resources and

not on his intellectual resources.

Further, individuals who run this type of operation

are like contagious diseases. If they are not treated

immediately they spread their sickness to other

areas of the society. The successful sale of term-

papers could lead to an expansion of services. Take-

home finals could be produced, students could be

hired to take examinations, and the entire integrity

and credibility of the academic world would be lost.

I feel that this integrity and credibility should be

preserved. Since university officials will probably be

handcuffed in their attempts to eradicate Termpapers

of Amherst, its ultimate success or failure rests

solely with the students of the university community.

We can preserve the integrity of the academic system

by asserting our personal integrity and refusing to

prostitute ourselves in support of a leech who is eager

to suck his sustenance from the needs of students

The price you pay for a termpaper is much more than

$2 per page: it costs you part of your character

Is It Worth Two Bucks?
By JACK KOCH

Last Tuesday night the Student Senate Budget

Committee, after brief discussion, voted to fund next

year's INDEX one dollar Since this action not only

means no yearbook for the class of 1973. but also the

setting of a precedent for the future yearbooks at

UMass, I hope to present as unbiased a view of the

INDEX budget proposals as possible

On February 9th, when the Student Senate

authorized INDEX to present a 1972-3 budget, it was

with the understanding that the 1973 yearbook would

be considerably different They retained the option

that if it were not. the budget could be reduced to $1

INDEX presented two budgets, one for the

traditional type yearbook and one for a paperbound,

as mentioned at the Student Senate This was to allow

the Senate to determine the format of the book

If the committee had opted for the hardbound

version, it would have been a 320 page black and white

book printing 13.000 copies. This meant appropriating

$49,560.00 from the Student Activities Tax Fund,

about 18% savings from the current SATF of

$600.565 00 ($3.83 per student)

Had the committee opted for the paperbound

version, it would have consisted of three volumes; the

first two of 100 pages each for all students that paid

the tax. Volume three would be the senior section of

120 pages and would be in magazine format in black

and white, resulting in a savings in printing,

distribution, and cover The cost would be $34,060.00

from the SATF. a savings of 44% over the current

appropriation An optional slip case was presented

with this budget which would increase the cost

4 15,500.00. Although it is easier to keep three

magazine type books together in a slip case, it was

not mandatory
At the very minimum, the 1973 yearbook would be

transformed from a hardbound to paperback, from

some color to none, from 384 pages to 320 pages, from

a senior section for all to one for seniors only, and a

44% reduction in SATF
The charge that the book is not different is reduced

to one of nearsighted perception

Provided that there is no change in the SATF rate

next year, the INDEX would cost each student less

than $2 Think of what you now get for your $35.50 tax

Collegian. Spectrum. Yahoo, and possibly Drum
There is still time to notify your Senator I if you know

who he is) to speak for or against a 1973 yearbook. Is

an INDEX worth $2 to you''

Nixon And The Electronic Battlefield

BvlHHOLAS HANSON
"War is no longer the desperate an-

nihilating struggle that it was. It is a

warfare of limited aims This is not to

say that...the conduct of war. has

become less bloodthirsty or more
chivalrous. On the contrary...But in a

physical sense war involves very small

numbers of people, mostly highly

trained specialists. The fighting takes

place on the vague frontiers whose

whereabouts the average man can

only guess at..." George Orwell, 1984

Under increased troop withdrawals from

IndoChina and reducing the casualties to a

politically "tolerable" level, Nixon has

increased bombing with no noticeable

reaction from the American people still set

on pursuing a military victory in IndoChina.

While still not fully realizing the potential of

the ELECTRONIC BATTLEFIELD, Nixon

has replaced the human element with the

machine or the Electronic Battlefield for the

troops. As Gen. Westmoreland puts it "We
are making unusual efforts to avoid having

the American young man stand eyeball to

eyeball, toe to toe even rifle to rifle with the

enemy."
Since Nixon took office over 2,700,000 tons

of bombs have been dropped on IndoChina,

more than were dropped on two continents

during World War II and the Korean war

combined. The U.S. has dropped 300 pounds

for every man, woman and child in In-

doChina or has dropped 22 tons for every

square mile of land.

The Electronic Systems Divisions at

Hanscom Field has combined space-age

technology, not far from Orwell's war. for

destroying human beings "Igloo White",

code name for the automated destruction of

supply routes currently being used on the Ho
Chi Minh trail, is a product of this

technology gone wild Supporters boast that

it is "entirely air supported-it requires no

troops" It is comprised of battery operated

sesmic sensors. SPIKEBUOY, ADSID. and

acoustic sensors, ACOUBUOY. ACOUSID,
which are either imbedded into the ground

as the sesmic sensors are or hung in trees

like the acoustic sensors Acoustic sensors

transmit noise in the vicinity, while the

sesmic sensors transmit only ground

vibrations. Sesmic sensors like the ADSID
are more commonly used because they need

less energy to transmit a simple beep for

vibrations than the acoustic sensors need to

transmit sound. These transmissions are

relayed through circling drone planes,

which are unmanned, to two IBM 360^5

computers situated far from danger in

Nakhon Phanom, Thailand. The computers

analyze the information, printing out the

data by time and place. A display map is

projected for the section under suspicion

and shows the movement by a moving blip

commonly called "the worm" The com-

puter printout is relayed to an intelligence

coordinator. ISC. or to the Battlefield

Control Center, which sets up the attack

Everything is automated including flying

the plane, the fighter pilot receives coded

coordinates which he punches into his on

board computer and sits back, bombs are

released automatically, finishing what he

calls "the most boring of all combat

missions " A feature of Igloo White is that it

can't distinguish between a truck and a cart,

friend or foe, civilian or soldier, adult or

child or man or animal and with cold

precision programs destruction for

whatever crosses its path. Over two billion

dollars have been spent on Igloo White in the

last 5 years "Air Force officials consider

the program to be successful and env ision a

world-wide deployment capability in 1976.

the 200th anniversary of the American
Revolution -The New Republic.

"I can assure you that my words are those

of a devoted pacifist My very hardest job is

to give out medals of honor If I lived in

another country that wanted to be sure and

retain its right of self-determination. I

would say. Thank God that the United
States exists at this moment in history.' We
are not bent on conquest or on threatening

others. But we do have a nuclear umbrella

that can protect others. This is the moral

force behind our position We could be a

terrible threat to the world if we were to lose

that restraint."-Richard Nixon, interview

with C.L. Sulzberger. New York Times,

March, 1970.

Igloo White is a close brother of the

system now operating in Laos and Cam-
bodia, code name Commando Hunt. Its

purpose is to cut supply lines by destroying

all distinguishable targets such as bridges,

power stations and dams. In order to hit

these targets laser and t.v. guided bombs
are used The laser guided bomb follows a

laser beam that is directed on the target by

another plane while the t.v. guided bomb
can be "flown" by the pilot to its desired

target. It was first used in Laos, 1969.

Anti-personnel mines and anti-truck

mines are another essential part of Com-
mando Hunt. One of the newest anti-truck

mines explodes when anything comes
towards it. WAAPM are anti-personnel

mines which explode on contact, shooting

out small bomblets with trip wires attached.

Anything that disturbs the wire is destroyed.

CBU-24 are bombs the size of baseballs and
are the "favorite" bomb on immediate
reaction strikes Hundreds are loaded in a

normal bomb which, when released, splits

open sending the bomblets spinning. One
bomb will cover a football field with 250.000

pellets with the force equal to a half dozen

sawed-off shotguns. A newer version has a

time delayed fuse which after the initial

attack is over will continue exploding

randomly making it difficult to care for the

wounded or repair damage.
"The bombing in Laos contributes to at

least 75% of the refugees" -Sen. Edward
Kennedy, Subcommittee on Refugees
Hearings April 21-22, 1971

"All refugees talk about the bombing.
They don't like (it) . But even if you found an
example in which it was proven conclusively

that houses were bombed, so what?"-J.
Williamson, USAID refugee relief chief,

Vientianne, Feb. 2, 1971.

Ya, so what?

The Student Mobilization Committee to

End the War meets every Monday in the

Franklin Room to build opposition to this

war and works through mass, legal,

peaceful demonstration to accomplish its

aims of immediate and total withdrawal of

all U.S. troops and material from In-

doChina
Materials used to research this article

were taken from the IndoChina Chronicle

published by the IndoChina Resource Center
in Washington, DC, Octo. 15, 1971, an ar-

ticle from Military Aircraft, 1971 by George
L. Weiss, and The Automated Air War by
William Haseltine, reprinted from the New
Republic.

YOU COUID SAY "IF ELECTED I Will OO TO TAIWAN"

Letters To The Editor

Black And White Controversy

To the Editor:

After having considered and discussed extensively

the arguments presented by both sides in the S.O.S.-

( oncert Committee issue, we feel that we can no

longer remain silent on this question. Student funds

must not be transferred by the Senate for use by

SOS.. Friends of Belchertown, or any similar group

While we feel deeply concerned about the utterly

degrading condition of so-called "mental health

facilities" such as Belchertown, we also feel that

SOS. is distorting the issues involved, and that if the

Senate were to transfer the monies it would ac-

complish little, if anything

First, the Senate would be establishing a dangerous

precedent by any such action. Scores of groups with

very commendable goals could quite plausibly seek

funds from the relatively limited coffers of student

government; our objection is that these groups are

essentially outside, non University ones Fur-

thermore, misappropriation of funds could serve as

an invitation for litigation against the Student Senate

in the outside courts, removing the decision from the

cases.

It has been charged that the proposed concert is an

extravaganza" which students should forfeit for a

higher cause This is outright distortion When SOS.

initially began seeking funds. Concert Committee

funds were the only ones available, thus some

rationale had to be found for pro-S.O S .. anti-concert

This most likely would have occurred regardless of

what the available funds were being proposed for

Hard and fast value judgments simply cannot be

made It would be just as easy to argue that we should

transfer Student Union funds, because people are

hungrv in Appalachia while we have color TV's and

piped-'in music in the Union. In reality, the concert

monies represent less than 1-1/2% of the total the

Senate has to work with

SOS. has given no indication of how .
specifically,

the funds they want will be used, or of the financial

status of the plaintiffs bringing suit, or whether any

more viable alternatives have been sought, such as

assistance from the Mass Civil Liberties Union

SOS. has. through its publicity, portrayed the

situation as black and white; the state as evil and

actively fighting reform. SOS. as the enemy of this

evil. Armchair attorneys should not jump to con

elusions as to the reasons for the Commonwealth s

move for dismissal of the present suit in federal

No Hope Left

To the Editor: . . ....

I had just walked out of Consumer Survival SKius

class and my head was throbbing with pam-having

been bombarded with Gross National Prod"ct -

conglomerates, government spending, and other

irritable nitty gritty facts of life. I found myself

trodding into the recreational room of Dickinson

House where some sort of meeting was going on as i

approached, I noticed about thirty to forty girls wno

were apparently listening to a late, middle-aged man.

Behind him I spied a neatly folded pile of fabric or

perhaps dresses lying on a table Intrigued l was.

having never seen a fabric show or whatever it was

so I slid into an end seat in one of the last rows, trying

not to disrupt what was going on. The only man
i

in

attendance, (beside myself) was in charge and im-

mediately focused his eyes on me and asked inwa

in the market for a hope chest. I said no. but asked in

could stay and listen. My request was turned down.

The loud tittering which followed disheartened me

and I meekly left, muttering something to mysen

about how erotic it must be to look at fabric

As I sit back and think now, I distinctly remember a

nice shade of yellow which would make a very

colorful patch on a pair of worn out dungarees

court. We are not saying that the state is all-good, far

from it. but they should be given the chance to begin

to remedy their own problems before any federal

intervention. We are not saying that SOS. should not

exist, but that they have made their debut at the

wrong time and are mischannelling their efforts.

Lastly, we must protest the monopolization of the

press by such SOS. advocates as Mssrs. Callahan

and Medeiros, both Collegian staff members. We
question the propriety of the extensive pro-SOS.

coverage in a non -private, publicly funded medium
J. Harrington
Marc Halperin

Bill Ballou

Michael Gregory

No Guarantee

Editorial Points
To sum up the Globe's article

on co-ed living on campus:
"Gentlemen cry peace, peace;

but there is no piece, not even

in a co-ed dorm."
*****

Bet all you editorial point

fans were surprised today ! Ha
ha herman, if you know what I

mean.

*****

An improvement on the

marshmallow scene which
greeted Humphrey a couple of

years ago: all you people who
go to see Sargent tonight,

throw the jars instead. You
might say it was food for

thought...

There And Back Again

To the Editor: m m . , tU
Through doing volunteer work at Belchertown State School over the

past year, I have become well aware of the subhuman living conditions

that exist at this institution. I'm sure that most students at our university

have also become aware of these conditions through various articles and

editorials written in the Collegian However, I'm not quite convinced that

all of my fellow students fully realize what is behind such words as

"subhuman or inhumane living conditions." __ . .

I recently read the brief submitted to the court by the Friends of

Belchertown in their class action suit against the state. I feel that some

quotes from this brief may be appropriate, in that they will show how

inhumane and substandard these living conditions are.

Concerning the unsanitary conditions at the institution:

•In one case, larvae commonly referred to as maggots were found

nesting in an open sore behind a resident's ear
"

•In the infirmary, immobile and helpless residents have been sub-

jected to flies and cockroaches crawling on them Rats, mice and ants are

also present."

Concerning lack of medical attention:

•Serious medical problems go undetected. Plaintiff— went home for

the weekend and was hospitalized for internal bleeding by his family

doctor Plaintiff broken nose was not noticed until he went home and

the plaintiff s son died of a condition that was easily rehevable.

Concerning maintenance of the buildings.

•Due to the lack of screening, residents have fallen 15-20 feet over

second-story railings to the ground."

These quotes were, of course, chosen to churn your stomachs and

hopefully vour minds. They simply show the worst of what is "inhumane

or*ub-human" They are the result, as all the problems at Be chertown

are of a lack of funds The court case in which the Friends of Belcher-

town are fighting the department of mental health may force the

legislature to appropriate the funds needed to alleviate these conditions

This court case will be expensive I should hope that all of you feel this

situation is grave enough to warrant some of your time and financial

support Think it over ......>.—

.There is a rumor that the governor will not entertain questions from

the floor tonight Come on down and see.)
David K. Hinds

Election Year Issue

To the Kditor: . .

Paul Hollander s letter of 2/29 is a clear example of

faulty thinking and a lack of understanding about the

process of learning Aside from missing the basic

point made in Dr Simon's letter of the 16th. he made

some serious allegations that cannot go un-

challenged .

His first point is that the worst that can happen to a

student who takes a typical university course is that

he will be bored or waste his time. However in the

pursuit of a degree, the average student spends abou

1 800 hours in the classroom. To disregard the brutal

results of wasting any of these precious hours is far

worse than the so-called dangers in learning about

the self that are often cited about humanistic

education . «.... ._.
To even consider learning apart from feeling is a

denial of a most fundamental aspect of the learning

process There is no learning without feeling or

feeling without learning Plato said that reason must

have an adequate emotional base if education is to

accomplish its purpose. If there is no remotional

base or if it is an ersatz one, very little of significance

can happen to a learner, except in the most negative

terms The four years that a young adult spends m

college are years that must be spent in growing.

quesnon.ng
y
exper.menting, and living These are

years that are far too important to waste^

The second point that I question is about grading

Not many would disagree that evaluation
JJ

im-

portant to learning. But evaluation of what? For

What? And by Whom? It is clear that self-evaluation

is the most powerful and useful type of evaluation for

learning Evaluation by others can be useful, but not

when it is forced on an individual Rather than being

helpful to learning, it works to destroy it

More importantly, grades are not a useful form of

evaluation. It is erroneous to assume that one implies

the other The letter "B" received on a grade card,

for example, says nothing of what was well done

what needs improvement, how to improve, what

future decisions must be made, and how to begin

making them, the primary functions of evaluation.

There is much written about grading and evaluation

so I won't elaborate here Let me just add that

nothing makes the brutality of wasting time at the

university so effective as having to receive a grade

°The notion about credentials is another topic that

merits some discussion. However, as seen by the

simplistic and narrow view of learning shown in Or.

Hollander's letter proves that professional cer-

tification (Ph.D.'s) is no guarantee of knowledge

about learning , . _ ,

Richard L. Curwin

To the Kditor:

There are manv issues in this election year The one in which we are

specifically asking your assistance is achieving peace in Southeast Asia

and securing the release of our Prisoners of War and an accounting of our

men who are missing in action

A Non Partisan Political Action Committee, consisting of families and

friends of POWs/MIAs. has been formed to keep this issue before the

public throught the candidates, during the 1972 election campaign.

The POW/MIA issue, for better or worse, has become the focus for the

settlement of the war A negotiated settlement will deal with this We are

asking the students in American colleges and universities to make this a

vital campaign issue We think our interests lie together The war is an

issue - for the POW/MIA families, for the nation, and for the people of

Southeast Asia This is the third Presidential election that POWs some

young enough to be our classmates and some old enough to be your

fathers - have been imprisoned in Southeast Asia

This year. 1972. is an eventful year in our country It is the first time

that 18 year olds will have the opportunity to express their opinions m a

national election Your views will have a great impact on our entire

population Because of this, we are writing for your support and

assistance It can be invaluable to us There are 115 million Americans

between the ages of 18 and 20 who have previously been shut out of the

nations political processes This year the young voter has the op-

portunity to have a major impact on the outcome of the elections. Help us

and our men by: .-.%.„
1 Writing letters to the candidates who are running in your state asking

them what they are going to do if elected to settle the war and to gain the

release of POWs and an accounting of the missing in Vietnam, Laos, and

Cambodia. .

2 Appearing at rallies of each candidate who comes to your area asking

him publicly where he stands on the issue of the war and how he proposes

to achieve peace in Southeast Asia

3. Contacting or writing the delegates to the Democratic and

Republican conventions urging them to state their positions on achieving

peace and securing the release of our POWs and an accounting of the

missing.

4 Contacting the Representatives and Senators who are running your

State The issue of the war and POW/MIAs will spill over into the House

and Senate races running concurrently with the Presidential campaign

It can be equally as important to contact them as to contact the

Presidential candidates.
.

5 Writing to the state Democratic and Republican party chairmen

stating your views on achieving peace and the POW/MIA issue This can

have an effect on the party platform.

Our goal is to elicit a clear statement from each candidate as to what he

intends to do - a position on which he is willing to be judged at the polls

By election time we hope that all ambiguities in each candidate s plan

will have been removed.

Please let us hear from you if there is anything that we can do to aid you

in helping us in our campaign. We would be interested in knowing of any

contact that you have made with candidates or delegates and what their

response was to you. _
Your involvement in this issue can be a strong moral force VOlfc rim

HIS LIFE. REGISTER NOW.
Joan M. Vinson

Mary Anne Fuller

ai3jvs oaDiw irnj
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Upping The Tuition Bilk Analyzed

Should students be taxed to pay for their education

Should a student whose father makes $20,000 a year

payV same tuition fee as a student who works 30

hours a week to put himself through school?

These questions are pertinent when discussing the

issue of a tuition hike. Basically, tuition is a means of

taxing a student to pay for a part of his education. At

UMass-Amherst the total instructional cost of an

education is $2400 annually. Students are required to

pay only $200 or 9% of the total cost plus room, board

and other fees.
tM

. A __

This year Massachusetts, along with many other

states, is experiencing a financial crisis Evidence of

this can be seen in Governor Sargent s budget cut for

this school and for Belchertown State Hospital. Many

people in governmental positions and some in the

Legislature see a tuition hike as a possible means of

raising new sources of revenue for the stat. The

argument runs that by raising tuition more money

would be available for scholarships and the

remaining money would go to the State. However,

money for scholarships and loans is not now, nor ever

has been enough to meet the needs of students

During the school year 1969-70, 72% of the un-

dergrads at UMass-Amherst applied for scholar-

ships, only 9% were granted any aid. Furthermore aU

money generated by a tuition hike would not be

earmarked specifically for the use of institutions of

h.gher education but goes into a general fund from

which monev is delegated to all Massachusetts

departments Money from a raise in your tuition

could therefore go into paving Route 128 near Boston

or providing an extra bonus in a welfare cheeky

The University and State Communications Council

,USCC> has been working actively to represent

student viewpoint on this issue. A conference of State

and Community Colleges was held recently. Many

representatives felt that students (especially those at

community colleges) could not all afford the in-

crease, but would probably go into debt to pay as

there was no organized means of protesting. At the

end of the conference, students felt that they could not

support any of the bills presently before the

Legislature because no study has been conducted to

determine what the affect of a higher tuition would be

upon low income students. It was decided that the

best way to demonstrate student sentiment to

Legislators would be to encourage students to write

their individual senators and representatives and

explain to them their financial situation and how a

tuition increase would affect them.

It is your Legislator who decides whether you will

pay a higher tuition next semester. There is a variety

of bills which deal with tuition, ( see related article on

these pages), some of which would raise the annua

tuition fee to $800 or $1400 or even $2400. If you feel

you can't afford an increase of these proportions or if

vou can but have some reservations about supporting

it write or talk to your Legislators. A sample letter

appears elsewhere on this page and can be used as a

model for writing your Representative. USCC will be

sponsoring a booth in the Campus Center lobby next

Thursday and Friday. Fact sheets on tuition and

arguments against a higher tuition fee will be

available If you have any questions regarding this

issue, stop by the table or come to RSO Office 126 any

afternoon.

In any case USCC and the Collegian urge you to

write your Representative or Senator. The listing

appears on this page Direct communication is the

most effective way of letting him know your feelings.

Let him know exactly how a tuition increase will

effect vour chances of graduating from UMass.

Sample Format
-he following Li a sample letter that might be useful in writing your State

Legislator WrtU to his office °<^
sentative John H . Smith

State House
ton, Mass 02133

Date

The Honorable Rep Smith

Stat*' Ho
Boston, Maos 08133

Dear Representative Smith

M» ciaar.y no* proposed MOW .ag.»ia..onWh you and *ow N MM MMd v<» Bapi.in

*my you oppose »avor or question a ra>»* H »u».on»

iI^cilTH«f«r«om.»MDi»ctotm.biii Mentor, vov area constituent othnS:.^ legator, are elected .0 act som M« a*.t act.on you wou-d «. h.m to

take A*k for an answer Vou are enf.tleo to know where he stands

Sincerely,

name
address

About
The Series
The Collegian and the University

and stale Communications Council

ire presenting the information on

theac pages in an effort to facilitate

students MUCHing support from

their legislators

Due to space limitations, the list

of legislators will have to be

released in several parts during

this week.

Let vour legislator know how you

feel

(USCC Analyzes the bills.)

There are presently four dif-

ferent types of bills before the

State Legislature which provide

for changing the tuition levels for

in-state undergraduate students in

Massachusetts' state colleges and

universities. They include bills

calling for tuition based on per-

centages of the instructional costs,

the income of parents or students,

percentages of instructional costs

with payment deferred, and free

tuition. There are also other bills

which could raise tuition for out-of-

state undergraduates and

graduate students.

House Bill 1890 would set tuition

between 35% and 55% of the in-

structional costs of attending a

public school. Instructional costs

at UMass-Amherst are estimated

to be $2400, thus conceivably

making tuition between $840 and

$1320 per year on this campus.

Another bill calls for percentages

between 40% and 60%. The main

purpose of this bill is to make the

costs at public and private

universities more competitive.

House Bill 2814 bases tuition on

the income of the students or his

parent. It would set tuition at $2000

for those who could afford it. For

those who could not. tuition would

be determined by first deducting

$4(100 from their parental or their

own total annual income, then a

$2000 deduction for every child; ten

percent of this final total would be

the tuition rate. For instance, a

family of 2 adults and 3 children

has a yearly income of $15,000

First $4,000 would be deducted

bringing the figure to $11,000. Then

$2000 for each child or $6,000 is

deducted, bringing the total down

to $5,000. Take ten percent of this-

$500 and this would be the new

tuition rate for one child in that

familv to attend UMass.
Income alone however is not a

fair basis for tuition. Other factors

such as the number of college age

children and the number of

working people in the family must

be taken into account.

House Bill 2945 also calls for

tuition based on percentages of

instructional costs, between 40%

and 60%. No tuition would be

allowed to exceed $1,200 with up to

$1,000 being deferred. Repayment

would begin once income rose

above $7500. However, it is not

guaranteed that the amount of

grants for this program will equal

the need, nor have the

qualifications for need been

established. It may well end up

that students would be given very

little aid and a $1,200 tuition rate.

House Bill 1510 would provide for

free tuition at all state colleges and

universities. This bill, filed by Rep
Craven of Boston, has been

defeated in the past and is given

very little hope of passage this

vear.

Out-of-state students may be hit

with a large increase this year

One bill calls for payment of tuition

equal to what a Massachusetts

resident would pay at the state

university of the out-of-state

student. Graduate students may
get an increase to $600 for tuition

HUMPHREY BOGART
and

KATHERINE HEPBURN

AFRICAN QUEEN
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8 S.U.B

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

I9C* VH Camper. good condition

I onkin«lof rra*»nable offer i all Jerr> al

KosenMwnl tailback tkl boots, alte *

ted Ml) once Coat new : • ITS.f* »*«'»«

I mi no (all: MM"*! r\r all Ml P m.
tf3-7

Needle* 8JJ8. Magnetic Carta »-4t\ off

< all nite* MMW.
TRAVEL RIDE WANTED

IMS Fortrhe (o»f. re*««M e»g N'»

.Intra, lire*, batter) . eler » unroof lutl

rack Maintenance record* a»all fIZSi or

be,, off HMM.

I- ramm f.rand Star rlec ac ilk guitar

» /hard ca*e \sktng 83n» Call l.ance 9 *
IT. leave name A • phone If I'm out

MM

Kealtelir Tape Heck, aulo mown con-

verter lor Hi »olt». tape ca»e. IS tape*. *

speaker* Viking |IS». Call Lew 2Se-«4»B

tfJ-a

sI'KIM. IV \CAPll.COll8R8daya
'

night* via I nlv IX 8 Jet Open only to

vtudenU. employee* * famiHe* of S

College* (all 5M-SI7I.
113--

Kide wanted ta Washington DC spring

ration, one or both way*, share driving

'xpenvet *•-•» Andy
MM

HOUSE TO SHARE

Sfcl* — Headmasters 95 cm — •*» Call

Km >4»-aaee,.

tf3-7

ISMf.VH \ an new tires, carb. muffler

rat***, fuel pump rec tuneup runs well

mm* 8«v ** ,or , ',rv n'* t 6ooT

I- rmale student wanted to share room in

house with t girls. ISS monthly Including

utilltv < all evenings 2S3-07S8.

tf3-1*

Pan Am World Airway* yowth fare,

hotelbus. and group rate*. Call Campu
Representative S4»-4dB2.

tij-aa ,~~ Grow Yoor Own Organically

\lbum* A tape* - British albums

Ho»tlr«. albums. Mrack tape* I2.t».

Guaranteed all the late*t. aave! H4-4M3

tfM

ROOMMATES WANTED

t.1 Saab <«. red. exrellent body A In

t,nor t-ood brake*, new exhaust system 5

Pirelli* Mum *ee to believe Call Dannie

*"* US-IS

sierra I»eslgns. Inyo Down Parka, med.,

jib* orange 2 mo* old. •*» Call M»-n7«S

tf3-7

Koommale wanted, modern country apt

overlooking Lake Arcadia. 1 mile* from I

Mass Call 323-4QS2.

(,o South Spring break: Bermuda —
Kreeport. Acapulco. Puerto Rico. A day

package* from SUA. Escape International

(all Peggy 2S3-H«7.

Krnt a garden for the season, tilled,

water, organic fertiliser . tool storage. SM-

SMZ.
tl3-M

ENTERTAINMENT

INSTRUCTIONS

IMP Austin Vmerka 4-*peed auto., law

mileage new snow*, radio, front wheel

drive Asking H**C a* Mp-«33» after «pm
If J-aW

Krclllinear r«— S3Ba; Macintosh stereo

MIH —1175; AR table. Stanton cart If*.

Mall pbane f — Denenberg. RFD. S.

.wrfield

M or F roommate at Roi.lng Greea.

Price negotiable 2S3-7SJt.
tf3-7

S4 Pontlac (.rand Prls. IMd Has radla.

bucket seats PS. PB Call Bill at S4M««7

or S*t-IMtt after • -.«• p.m.
tf3-7

Skis — Head Master* In amailngly

condition Will discuss price Call Dave

sw-AJia U3. 7

Large sunny room available in Amherst

House shared by 3 gays * I woman Prefer

woman over 21. 888t*/month. Call 2S3-

7S."M
IR-7

Itta Ford Falrtajse Coupe Muat »ell

Paid l*hV Will sell far S«M Need money

Tel MM**. Ma mil* South

Order any » track stereo tape* on the

market far only 82 TS Call Rick S4WM87
U3-7

Roommates wanted far 2 bedrm twnhs

apt avail. lmmed.Swlm.pl.. partly furn..

I mm from Campu*. Call anytime 2S3-

*ftl*. TM

1970 Datsun Sport Coupe IM0. e*<

V*klng Itaa Call Linda 774-3»*5 Green

n"d
U3-7

2«liwU. ;n "»eed racing bicycle. Raleigh

Vsking 170 Call lo* 2S»-«4ag
tf3-8

F ta share Ig. room m 3 bdrm Puffton

Koommale not there often %» So/mo

Immediate occ. June I or summer If you

want MM**

GuiUr help if your beginning or Just In a

bole. Ill get you going Blues - folk - rock -

Junk funk. SS/fcr S27-UI2.

Ma
SKIINO

ski Killlngton — stav al the Troika

Lodge - 17/nt — 130/skl week. Full kit

chen prtvelegesDFLETE
.Ski Killlngton — stav al the Troika

Lodge — 17/nt — 13*/ ski week. Fall

kitchen privilege* taw. Call (862) 422-34*1

far reservations
1(3-28

SERVICES

VI last! Mimi Farina A Tom Jan* at The

Hlurwall Wed . March IS. Tickets on sale

in 821 ( C from l:a*>3:a» p.m. Limited

tickets
tf3-lS

GUITARS

t.tbson B-25 dk br. sunburst finish

w/ca*e sm. concert site fast action $155.

•V4jV*4aMaV ©I" *4w-*)gp5u». M
(.ova N-28 Dred. Mad. dk. br. sunburst

finish w/case 1155. 544MMS8 or 5U t»at

tf3-7

FUR COAT

PERSONAL

FOR SALE

Candle wax now 2 75 for 18 lbs. People s

(raft Co-op. in the Alley i past the Leather

Shed). Beautiful handmade things

Happy 2lst to the Phantom o' 2N Field

from Pig Beba Louie. Paulk. El Clo.

( anurks Inc.. and Nlkkl.

Responsible F to share apt Nton

(enter, own room already furnished Rent

low I :»X utilities rarely exceeds I la. After 8

:•H, •*7'," H3-.0

Amherst Audio services, stereo

ponenls. tape decks far home or car. 117

Na. Pleasant St.. 258-81 33

tfsem

TERM PAPERS

Raccoon coat e»c. cand. lor med -cm

kite wo I3f will bargain MMMI S4ggat8

MM

12 String (iuitar (iibson — $22i with case

and extras I Retail value 1385 ) (kvlng to

Furope and need money (all Tom 54*-

"* 113-1.

Surprise Dickie Happy 21! Thl* I* your

dav so celebrate! Drink A be Merry!

Much Love your Shlkkor

APARTMENT FOR RENT

(iuality Research and Reference
materials. Originals and copies. TPA.
Rni. H7. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 N.

Pleasant St. 2SA-8IM
U3-24

MOVIES

Howdy Hoobs. I Love You
tf3-7

Two-Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. 8-month lease

IIHS/month. include! utll. Call 8*5-3249

day* or 885 3575 nltes.
tf 4-14

Free Funky movies at The Hlurwall

Tonight : "Raider* of the Seven Seas" and
"Okinawa" with Pat O'Brien Free. free.

3-7

ENTERTAINERS WANTED
PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIP.

1959 School Bu* Good condition (iopd

for camper or store on wheels ISO" or best

offer Arnold .^«»H

Would like to meet masculine gay

vludrnl for honest, relationship, not Just

*ex trip Expect discretion. Write

SpringHd. Box 1821.
tfl-10

FOR RENT

Ift-Speed Bike Must sell Raleigh Super

« ourse" under 2 mth old Hevnolds 531

ube* $125 or best offer Call Bill :»l«-5464

,fte, .« P.m.
ifM

WANTED

Ised Ifl speed bicycle in fairly good

condition Call 5H8-I728 after 5:38
tf 3-8

l-bedroom house, excellent condition,

immediate occupancy Call between 8:80

_ r. » p m mum, Skibiski Real Estate
3-8

Colonial Vill. 2bedrm .
Apr. I <>"»"'/_

option to renew lease In Sept ( all Bob 253-

:ts«4.
tf3-rt

TYPING
Mans white leather fringe Jacket In

pxrellent condition < osl $115 new. asking

%-.» or best offer ( all MMf*1 leave

message.

113-7

STER EO EQUIPMENT

Hisrount Stereo Equip. A Access .
T

raaim. Speakers. Receivers. Diamond

T vping - theses dissertations etc Fast

nH curate Proofreading, editing if

desirrd Have t.reek and science svmbols

m-3**i.

Karn $50 a night by singing arid playing

drink along, sing along music on piano or

guitar (all Ed at 545-2090

tf3-IO

SEWING

Need any mending or sewing done? Call

Chris 549-1881

rfS-M

APT. SUBLET
I i hi. Hill Townhouse available now.

subleasr until Vug M. Faculty-staff

preferred (all 515-0800. Ext. 25 during

normal working hr*.

3-8

Kor sale — t.af Super H movie proj A
zoom ramera. Cannon Sup 8 camera.
Knwa 35mm Reflex has meter and timer,

(all Jerry al 253-9221

tf3-l3

MUSIC

t.HOSS NATIONAL PROIHCTIONS
IS COMINGTOHIPOLT YOl'R CUTS.

3-7

List Of State Legislators
The following is a list of Senators

and Representatives of

Massachusetts. To find the name of

your Legislator, locate the town in

which you are registered to vote or

your hometown.
'When writing to your Legislator

to explain your feeling on a tuition

increase, write him via the State

House, not his home address.)

STATE HOUSE ADDRESS:

REPRESENTATIVE JOHN H.

SMITH
STATE HOUSE
BOSTON, MASS 02133

ABIHCT0M (12)
Sen. James F. Burke (0)

Rep. John R. Buckley (0)

ACTON (3)

San. James DeNormandie <R)

Rep. Chester G. Atkins (D)

ACUSHbET (12)

Sen. Mary L. Fonseci (0)

Rep. William Q. Maclean, Jr. (0)

ADAMS (1)

Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo (0)

Rep. Anthony P. McBride (D)

AfiAWAM (1)

Sen. George 0. Hammond (R)

Rep. Edward W. Connelly (R)

AIF0RD (1)

Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo (D)

Rep. Sidney Q. Curtiss (R)

AMESBURY (•)

Sen. James P. Rurak <D)

Rep. Albert E. Elwell (R

AMHERST (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R

Rep. James R. Nolen (0)

Rep. John W Olver (D)

AND0VEI — Precincts 2, 4 (S)

Sen William X. Wall D'

Rep. William G. Arvanitis (R)

Precincts 3 (S)

Rep. Edward J. Grimley. Jr. (0)

Rep. Gerard A. Guilmette (0)

Precincts 1 , 5. C (S)

Sen. William X. Wall fOi

Rep. James P. Hurrell (0)

ARLINGTON — Precincts 1-3. 5 (7)

Sen. Philibert I. Pellegrini (Dl

Rep. Eleanor M. Campobasso u

Rep. William A. Pickett D

Precincts 4. 6, 7, i, 11. 13 (7)

Sen Philibert L Pellegrini (0)

Rep. Edward J. Oever, Ir. Di

Precincts a. 10, 12. 14(7)
Sen. Philibert L. Pellegrini (IV

Rep. John F. Cusack D

ASHBURNHAM (3)

Sen Joseph D. Ward (D)

Rep. Robert 0. Wetmore <b

ASHIV (3)

Sen. B Joseph Tully (0)

Rep. George W. Shattuck (R)

ASHFIEL0 (1)

Sen. John D Barrus (R)

Rep. Jonathan L. Healy iR,

ASHLAND (4)

Sen. Edward L. Burke (D)

Rep. John C. Losch (R)

ATNOL(I)
Sen. Philip A. Quinn (D)

Rep. H. Thomas Colo (D)

ATTLE 808)0 (10)
Sen John F. Parker (H)

Rap Donald T Bliss (Rt

Rep. Max Volterra (D)

AUBURN — Precincts 1. 3 (2)

Sen. James A. Kelly. Jr., (D'

Rep C. Vincent Shea (D)

Precincts 2. S (2)

Sen lames A. Kelly. Jr. (0)

Rep. Richard I. Dwmeli (D)

Rep. Albert I. Nash (D)

Precinct 4 (2)

Sen. James A. Kelly. Jr. (0)

Rep. Joseph 0. Early (D)

Rep. Charles F Engdahl (0)

AVON (11)
Sen. James F Burke (0)

Rep John J Mooney (0)

Rep. Maurice E Ronayne. Jr. (0)

ATER (3)

Sen.
Rep.

B. Joseph Tully (0)

Felix R. Perrault (D

BARNSTABLE (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. John J. Bowes (R)

BARRE (1)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn (0)

Rep. Robert D. Wetmore (D)

BECKETd)
Sen. John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Sidney Q. Curtiss (R)

BEDFORD (5)

Sen. Ronald C. MacKenzie (R)

Rep. Edward M. Oickson (R)

BELCHERTOWN (2)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn (0)

Rep. James R. Nolen (C

Rep. John A. Olver (D)

BELLINCHAM (4)

Sen. James A. Kelly, Jr., (D)

Rep John F. St. Cyr (R)

Rep. George L. Woods, Jr.. (R)

BELMONT — Precincts 1-3 (/)

Sen. Francis X. McCann (D)

Rep. Edward F. Galotti (D)

Precincts 4-6 (7)

Sen. Francis X. McCann (D)

Rep. Paul C. Menton (D)
'

Rep. Pasquale Sclafani (D>

Precincts 7, • (7)

Sen. Francis X. McCann (D) ..

Rep. Charles F. Flaherty, Jr. (D)

Rep. Timothy W. Hickey (D)
'

BERKLEY (10)

Sen. Mary L. Fonseca (D)

Rep. Manuel Raposa, Jr., (D)

BERLIN (3)

Sen. Edward L. Burke (D) .

Rep. Robert C. Reynolds (R)

BERNAR0ST0N (1)

Sen. John 0. Barrus (R)

Rep. Jonathan L. Healy (Rj *

BEVERLY — Wards 1-4 (S)

Sen. Kevin B. Harrington (D)

Rep. Thomas Bussone R)
'

Wards S, S (6)

Sen. Kevin B. Harrington (D)

Rep. Francis W. Hatch, Jr. (R)

BILLERICA (3)

Sen. William X. Wall (D)

Rep. Michael E. McLaughlin D

BLACKST0NC (4)

Sen. James A. Kelly, Jr. (0)

Rep. Thomas E. Creighton <D

Rep. F. Leo Kenney (D)
'

BIANOFORO(I) •

Sen. George 0. Hammond (R)

Rep. James A. Adams (R)

BOLTON (3)

Sen. Edward L. Burke (D)

Rep. Robert C. Reynolds (R)

BOSTON — Ward 1 (S)

Sen. Mario Umana D

Rep. Mimie B Pitaro (0)

Rep. Emanuel Gus Serra D

Ward 2

Sen. Denis l. Mchenna '0

Rep. Anthony J. Scalli (D)

Ward 3 (t)

Sen. Mario Umana
Rep. Joseph A Langone, 3rd (0)

Wards 4. 10 (•)

Sen. Jack H Backman fO)

Rep. William A. Carey

Rep. Francis K. Dwyer (0)

Ward S (I)

Sen. Mario Umana (0)

Rep. Maurice E. Frye. Jr. (Rl

Wards 6. 7 (•)

Sen. William M. Bulger (D>

Rep. Michael F. Flaherty (0

Rep. Raymond L. Flynn (D)

Wardsi. «. I2(t)
Sen. William M. Bulger (0)

Rep. Royal L. Boiling

Rep. Franklin Holgate (D)

Wards 11, lt(«)
Sen. Robert L. Cawiey (D)

Rep. James J. Craven, Jr (D

Rep Arthur Joseph Lewis. Jr. (D)

Ward 13 (•)

Sen. William M. Bulger D

Rep. James F Hart (D)

Ward 14 (•)

Sen. Samuel Harmon (D)

Rep. Carter 0. Kimbrei (0;

Rep. I. Edward Serlin (D)

Ward 19(1)

Rep. Norton C. O'Brien (0)

Wards IS, 17 (•)

Rep. John J. Finnegan

Rep Paul Murphy (0)

Rep Joseph B Walsh (0)

<$Mf^
fj :. 1

im iuuiM i t iiiii

'Easter in the Caribbean with Music and Friends.

The FIRST IKTERNLATIONAL Puerto Rican Bop Festival

April 1,2,3,

aaaaajaaji m conctm . _—j>,

lALICE COOPER. ALLMAN BROS.. B.B. KING, BLACK SABBATH!

BLOODROCK, DAVE BRUBECK, EMERSON. LAKE & PALMER

FACES with ROD STEWART, RONNIE WOOD.
RON LANE. IAN McLAGAN

FLASH CADILLAC, FLEETWOOD MAC. HERBIE MANN
J GEILS BAND. MALO. OSIBISA, POCO. POT LIQUOR

ROBERTA FLACK. SAVOY BROWN. PLUS MORE!

. in. . s • o*""

Jor more information cai

rtMiw^MWiiaaaaiitiae^aa**

$149.

(617) 26.1 2819.

Ward 18 (11)

Sen. Samuel Harmon L

Rep. Daniel W. Carney D

Rep. Michael Paul Feeney (D)

Rep. Joseph M. Kearney (D)

Ward 20 (11)

Sen. Robert L. Cawiey (0>

Rep. Francis X. Coppinger (D)

Rep. Charles Robert Doyle (D)

Ward 21 (8)

Sen. Jack H. Backman (3)

Rep. Michael J. Daly (D)

Rep. John F. Melia (D)

Rep. Norman S. Weinberg (D)

Ward 22 (S)

Sen. Francis X. McCann (D)

Rep. Michael J. Daly (D)

Rep. John F. Melia (D)

Rep. Norman S. Weinberg (D)

BOURNE (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Richard E. Kendall (D)

B0XB0R0UGH (3)

Sen. James DeNormandie (R)

«ep. Felix R. Perrault (D)

B0XF0R0 (S)

Sen William L. Saltonstall (R

Rep. Robert C. Buell (R)

B0YL5T0N (4)

Sen. Edward L. Burke (D)

Rep. Anthony P. Grosso (R)

BRAINTREE (11)

Sen. Arthur Tobin
Rep. William j. Oignan (D)

Rep. Donald J. Laing (R)
'

BREWSTER (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Howard C. Cahoon, Jr. R

BRI0CEWATER (12)

Sen. John F. Parker (R)

Rep. David L. Flynn (D)

BRIMFIELO (2)

Sen. Philip A Quinn (D)

Rep. Alexander Lolas (0)

BROCKTON — Wards 1. 2, 4, I (11)

Sen. James F. Burke (D)

Rep. Robert S Creedon, Jr. nil

Rep. Paul M. Murphy (D)

Ward 3 (11)

Sen. James F. Burke (0)

Rep. Carl R. Ohlson (R)

Wards 6, 7 (11)

Sen James F. Burke (D»

Rep. Peter George Asiaf u)

BR00KFIEL0 (2)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn (0)

Rep. Frederic W. Schlosstein, Jr. D

BR00KLINE (8)

Sen. Jack H. Backman D
Rep. John A Businger D

Rep. Martin A Lmsky (R)

Rep. Jon Rotenberg (0)

AUCKLAND (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus R

Rep. Jonathan L. Healy (R)

•URLINCTON (S)

Sen. Ronald C MacKenne R',

Rep. Robert A. Vigneau D

CAMBRIOCE — Wards 1.2.4(8)
Sen Mano Umana
Rep. Michael J. Lombard)
Rep. John J. Toomey D

Ward 3 iBi

Sen. Dennis L. McKenna D
Rep Michael J. Lombardi D

Rep John J. Toomey D

Ward 7 (S)

Sen. Denis L McKenna <D>

Rep. Charles F Flaherty, Jr (0)

Rep. Timothy W. Hickey (0)

Wards S, S, S (8)

Sen. Francis X. McCann (D)

Rep. Thomas H D Mahon y (0)

Wards 9 11 (S)

Sen Francis X McCann (0)

Rep. Charles F. Flaherty, Jr. (D)

Rep. Timothy W. Hickey (0)

CANTON (11)

Sen. Samuel Harmon (D>

Rep John J. Mooney (D)

Rep Maurice E. Ronayne. Jr. (0)

CARLISLE (S)

Sen. Ronald C. MacKenzie ,R

Rep. Michael E. McLaughlin

CARVER (12)

Sen John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Charles A M*cKen/ie. Jr. (R)

CHARLIMONT(I)
San. John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Jonathan L. Healy (R)

CHARLTON (2)

Sen. Philip A Quinn (D

Rep. Richard J. Dwinell (0)

Rep. Albert L Nash (D)

CHATHAM (12) „
Sen John F Aylmer (a)

Rep. Howard C. Cahoon, Jr. (R.

CNELMSF0R0 (S) .

/Bi
Sen. Ronald C MacKenzie (R)

Rep. Bruce N. Freeman (R)

CHELSEA — Wards 1, 2. 4. S (7)

Sen. Joseph J. C. DiCario (0*

Rep. Robert F. Donovan (D)

Sen Joseph J. C. DiCario D

Rep. Joseph Del Grosso (D)

Rep. William G. Reinstein (0)

CHESHIRE (1) . _ „ /m
Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo (0)

Rep. William Kitterman (D)

(Continued Temorrawr)

XK«U fTNOOrVTrv
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TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also. a

complete typing service.

Available at the

University Store

Campus Center
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Notices

ALPHA PHI GAMMA
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in 171173

CC. We'll work on things like Press

Day, Career Day, spring initiation.

ATTENTION CHESS PLAYERS!
There will be a meeting tonight at

7:00 in the New Hatch. Everyone is

welcome to come and play serious

chess.

CAREER PLANNING NIGHT
Tues. 3/7 in Mem. Hall at 8:00 p.m.

Representatives from the Placement

Office and the world of business will

discuss placement. Refreshments!

THE DEMONSTRABLE TRUTH
You're invited to a Christian

Science Meeting for the entire college

645 7:45 p.m. CC. 803, tonight.

ECOLOGY ANYONE?
Meeting of CEQ tonight 6:30 in the

Student Activities Area of the CC
New people welcome

FENCING CLUB
The Fencing Club will meet Tues.

and Thurs. of this week from 7 9 p.m.

in Rm 8, WoPE. All members please

attend.

FOOD SERVICES
We'll be going over the petitions at

this weeks meeting. Please come if

you're willing to improve the Food

Services on this campus 903 CC 6:30

p m

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting tonight starts at 6:00 p .m.

in 809 CC If you can ! come call

Mary.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
There will be no square dance held

tonight The next dance will be on

Tues. the 21. On that date

nominations and election of new
officers will be held

HILLEL ELECTIONS
Pick up nomination papers in Hillel

Center

Career Planning

The Management Club will

present a Career Planning night on

Tuesday, March 7, at 8:00 P.M. in

Memorial Hall. Guest speakers are

Mr. Clarkson Edwards of the

Career Planning and Placement
Office and a representative from

the professional world of business.

Discussion will focus around
placement and how the University

Placement Office attempts to

facilitate this, as well as the view

of the corporation in the placement

operation.

Refreshments will be served.

N0W..Y0UtCN0KI0F f

cX^R^5-W. Spfld.

Hhddler on the

Roof g

i

IS 1

*4 Hospital
; J Gp

Pf Dirty Harry
R

Mark of

tho Devil x

I, T i Zoo

METAPH YSICS-TH E NEW
RELIGION
Lecture and discussion on Un-

derstanding the Psychic World as a

Religion, Tues. 3/7, 8:00 p.m. CC 174.

Free.

NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR
AUTISTIC CHILDREN
The Berkshire County Chapter, will

hold its monthly meeting Tues., Mar.

14 at 8:00 p.m. at Miss Hall's School,

Holmes Rd., Pirtsfield, Mass. The
public is invited.

RUGBY CLUB
Fla. trip deposits collected Wed.

nite 6:30 Rm 165 CC.

SKI CLUB MEETING
8 p.m., Mahar Aud. movies,

deposits taken for upcoming trips.

SDT RUSH
Sigma Delta Tau invites all in

terested University women to our

"Sundae Smorgasbord", 78:15,

Tues., Mar. 7. 409 No. Pleasant St.

WOMEN'S CENTER
All women interested in organizing

a Central Area Women's Center

please contact Debbie, 6 6514.

WOMEN IN AFRICAN
LIBERATION STRUGGLES
Via filmstrip and recordings on the

second floor of New Africa House at

700 p.m. Elmar W. Seibel, a UMass
student, travelled in Africa, will be

speaking.

Tower, 12th floor Lounge. Meditation

by a disciple of Sri Chinmoy.

LOST
A green fur lined coat at the dance

at Hampden, Sat. night. Call 6 6950.

Brown hat and gloves lost in green

Camaro going to Puffton last Tues.

(29). If found please call 546 9534.

Year old altered male cat, long

haired grey tiger, white stomach and

paws, double pawed on front,

wearing red collar with 2 jingle bells.

Call 549 1405.

Male black Labrador Retriever,

answers to "Fido". 253 3563.

Blue Parka removed from the Pub.

Please return to Lost and Found at

CC or to anyone at the Pub.

FOUND
German shepard dog in Sun-

derland Rt. 116 and 47 area. Call 665

3213.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

YOGA
Tues. 3/7 at 8:00 in Washington

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM-

A reader named Cra'g, from Washington,

D C . write* to ask "is it true you once served

as an astrologer for the armed services?"

Answer Yes. During World War II, I was
borrowed" from the Air Force on Okinawa to

conduct an astrology program for Armed
Forces Radio Service I became the only

American soldier given full time duty as an

astrologer
• • •

ARiES (March 21 April 19) You have

chance to "make dream come true." You can

create, wr.te and get favorable response for

efforts Pisces person plays prominent role

What appeared a mere illusion looms large in

horizon of reality

TAURUS (Apnl 20 May 20) One who makes
flamboyant claims need not be taken

seriously Hold off on maior investment You
may not be seeing too clearly Friends now
tend to speak without knowledge of tacts Wait

and see
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Others may

show reluctance to fulfill contractual

obligations Do some personal investigating

Intelligent inquiries will bring response. Virgo

individual can aid Don't be in awe of one at

top

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Change in work
routine is upcoming Greater harmony in

domestic arta will be result. You can now
successfully combine imagination with

practicality Where door was closed, it I* open

for you and opportunity

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) Romantic interests

art emphasized. Nothing is apt to occur

halfway now where emotions art concerned
Know this and don't play games Give logic

equal time with impulse Young person may be
irrational

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) One you care for

has right to make certain requests. These

involve home, security, future plans Strive to

hve up to obligations Check property values

Someone may try to see you something wor

thless

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Ideas need time to

crystallize Don't iump to first offer. Finish

one project before beginning a new one Avoid

scattering forces Neighbor, who has nothing

better to do may start rumor. Ignore it Stick to

facts

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Money may
have way of slipping from your fingers. One
who sweet talks may actually have nothing to

offer Protect possessions Don't sell yourself

short State needs in forthright manner
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) You can

perceive beauty now where others see noth mg
Strive to be optimistic One who is envious

tries to discourage you. Stick with creative

proiect you need not oe confined Live your

own life

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan \9) .
What

happens is apt to occur behind the scenes

Subtle touch is necessary. You may be called

upon to represent group, organization in

special appearance or broadcast Be co

operative.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb IS). Friend may

act m deceptive manner Protect yourself in

clinches. Means don't be careless where
possessions art concerned Business in

vestment may be discussed You need ad
ditionai information
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20) Those who

purport to know much may be whistling in

dark Ask questions Obtain answers Reject

evasions You have right to know investigate

Be analytical Give full play to intellectual

curiosity

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you art

introspective, an individual who values m
tegrify Many art drawn to you for spiritual

guidance What has been blocking your

progress is due to be removed trtis year Oc
tober could be the most significant montti of

1972 for you
Copyright 1972, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS 3 Mohammedan

chieftain

4 Let go
5 Initial

6 Preposition

7 Music
as written

8 Domicile

9 Lances
10 Warm
11 Heraldry:

grafted

16 Diners

20 Brother of

Teleus

22 Negative

23 Seasoning

24 Malay canoe

25 Chinese mile

26 Rodent

30 Marked with

holes

32 Imitated

33 Cushions

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

1 Fright

5 Seafood

9 Pronoun

12 Rim

13 Preposition

14 Writing

implement

15 Trader

17 Part of

to be"

18 Dine

19 Direction

21 Growing out of

23 Splash

27 Conjunction

28 Get up

29 Once around
track

31 Weaken
34 Behold'

35 Eccentric

38 Parent (cotloq.)

39 Scottish cap

41 Man's
nickname

42 Cornered

44 Pronoun

46 Prophesies

48 More sagacious

51 Want

52 Abstract being

53 Babylonian
deity

55 Newspaper
executive

59 Bishopric

60 Dry

62 Pitch

63 Spread for

drying

64 Army meal

65 Leak through

36 Knock
37 Ascribes

40 Overlooked

43 Printer's

measure
45 Symbol for

tellurium

47 Musical
instruments

48 Direction

49 Arrow poison

50 Paper measure

54 Exist

56 Pedal digit

57 Number
58 Corded cloth

61 Exists

DOWN

1 Gave food to

2 Dutch town

1 2 3 4 SE
v.-.-•..

5 6 J— 8 .;.-.;

" '.'a

9 10 1 1

12
^—

v.".
*

14

15 16
rri;

17 '.•'.-.

'."."«

18

Si tt•'.''.''

19 20 • • <

• * •

• > i

21 22

TT 24 25 26 1" •
- 4 27 :«:•":« '<:•

28 i • . 29 r30 1 • 1

. .

LAj&J

ii 37 33

34 55a 35 36 37 . . .

* * *.

38

39 40 58
;:.

41

LVJ

42 43

Hm 44 45 46 47

48 49 50
:
TT

:

" 51 $ . . i - «

52 .V."
::•:

53 54 •:•:: 5* 56 57 58

?o 60 61 •VS. 6!

:

;

:

;

:

:

63 64
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Women Gymnasts

Defeat Westchester
By STEVE CARY

Last weekend in southeastern Pennsylvania, the

Varsity Women Gymnasts defeated Westchester

State College, 97 to 92. Missing the performances of

co-captain Betsy East and all-around competitor

Marina Rodriguez, the younger members of the team

worked to the satisfaction of Coach Evans in con-

tributing to their fourth win of this season.

Freshman Jeannine Burger led this meet with an

all-around score of 33.30, and wins on the Side Horse

Vault, and Uneven Bars. She is apparently recovered

from an ankle injury in late February, and has

managed to improve consistently as well. Second in

the all-around was Westchester's Darlene Rose who

totalled 32.80, and carried the major competitive load

for her team that evening, and at 31.95, Margie

Combs was third, suffering a minor illness.

On the Floor Exercise, Anne Vexler took a first for

UMass at 8.65, which was her highest placing this

year. Anne generally improves consistently as the

season progresses toward the championship meets,

scoring her best under the most pressure. Margie

Combs made second five-hundredths of a point

behind Anne at 8.6, and Darlene Rose was yet another

five-hundredths in third at 8 55. Jeannine Burger won

her first event on the Side Horse Vault with an 8.65,

with Darlene Rose in an 8.55 second, and Margie

Combs third scoring 8.2. Anne Vexler took a second

win on the Balance Beam with a low 7.65 It seems

that the beam was again "unsteady" as it has been in

the previous two meets. Gymnastics is to an extent

dependent on the quality of the equipment available.

Jeannine Burger managed a second here with 7.35,

and Darlene Rose made third a 7.2. Finally, on a set

of uneven bars that required the weight of four people

on its corners to keep it relatively stable, Jeannine

Burger finished her fine evening's work with an 8.9 to

win the event. Darlene Rose and Margie Combs then

made it close for second and third *ith 8.55 and 8.50

respectively, and the meet concluded.

Next weekend the team will be at its full strength

again. They travel to Towsend State College in

Maryland for their final dual meet of the season. Last

year Towsend was coached by this year's UMass

coach, Virginia Evans. Towsend has never won a

match with UMass, and should not begin this year.

With the Eastern Championships at Springfield on the

following weekend, this meet will serve as the final

test before the most important trial the women will

have to face so far this year. They appear to be ready

for a win at the Easterns, so plan to go to Springfield

the weekend after next to support their effort.

Girls Lose To Plymouth
Although UMass played their

game, close, defensive and for the

most part, hustling, they came out

just 8 points shy of a victory over

Plymouth State last week, 49-41

Those eight points reflect con

siderably more than just a victory

margin enjoyed by Plymouth; they

represent a set pattern that the

UMass girls have been trying

desperately to break all season

long. This game, like so many
others this season, was un-

believably close throughout, with

one and two point leads exchanging

hands until well into the fourth

quarter And then, suddenly.

UMass found themselves behind by

ten and struggling just to keep it at

that. Although they had more than

their share of foul shot ttempts.

The game moved at a not-so-fast

pace, by half-time it was
Plymouth! 24-22. UMass briefly

held the lead during the third

quarter, but Plymouth came back

to nose ahead. 32-29.

Play resumed in the forth and

the see-saw battle continued.

About half-wav through the

quarter. Plymouth burst the game

open with a ten point surge and

never looked back. It ended in a

frustrating defeat for UMass, 49-

41.

Beth Fay and Pat Glispen led

UM scorers with ten points each,

with Marilyn Ritz close behind,

adding nine points and an all-

around good game. Vicki Pagel

and Chris Molonea contributed 4

points each and Sue Chapman and

Jeanne Abrahamson chipped in 4

between them.

Hope Lies In Sox Pitchers

WINTER HAVEN. Fla. <AP> — Pitching,

specifically the lack of it. is the Boston Red Sox" No. 1

problem annually Maybe, just maybe, things will be

different in the American League race this year

Manager Eddie Kasko has 18 pitchers in camp, and

only one or two jobs are open The regular season

opener in Boston April 6 is a long way off. but nine

spots seem assured.

Kasko feels the current edition is the best team he

has had since he took over as manager in the fall of

1969 He likes the new speed and versatility He ikes

several promising youngsters. But most of all. he

likes the added depth in his pitching staff

"I think we really helped ourselves m getting

Marty Pattin and Lew Krausse. in addition to Tommy

Harper in the trade with Milwaukee." Kasko says

•Pattin and Krausse are established pitchers. Any

team would like to have them." .- - .

Pattin who had a 14-14 record with the lowly

Brewers last season, will step into a regular starting

role Krausse was figured upon originally as a spot

starter and long reliever, but the 28-year-old right-

hander is bidding for a berth in the regular starting

BanfaM injuries, or a possible trade, seven other

pitchers seem assured of jobs in Boston this summer

They are veterans Ray Culp, Sonny Siebert Gary

Peters, Sparky Lyle. Bill Lee. Ken Tatum. and young

prospect Rogelio Moret.

"I would prefer to take only 10 pitchers when we

leave Florida, but circumstances may force us to go

with 1 1 at the start of the season." Kasko says.

Rookies Len McGlothen, Terry Barr. Dick Pole and

Terry Williams, all outstanding prospects for the

future, appear to be at last another year or two away

That leaves three veterans and a pair of rookies

battling for no more than a pair of jobs, possibly only

one if the top nine pitchers stay healthy

Of course, anything can happen at spring training

And things just have a way of happening around the

Red Sox. However, the five fighting to stick are Bob

Bolin, Luis Tiant. and Mike Nagy. all right-handed

veterans, and rookies Mike Garmen, a right-hander,

and Jack Curtis, a left-hander.

Bolin had a 5-3 record in 52 appearances with the

Red Sox last season while Tiant had a disappointing 1

7 mark. Nagy, who won 12 games a rookie in 1969. has

divided his time between Boston and Louisville of the

International League, failing to live up to his first

year promise.

Garmen. a Red Sox' No. 1 draft choice after

graduation from high school in 1967, needs only to

conquer control problems to win a major league

berth. He throws just about as hard as anyone in

baseball Curtis is a fringe player getting another

shot and definitely has to prove he belongs in the big

time.

I EW KRAUSSE AND Marty Pattin. two new

pitchers for the Boston Red Sox this year, go

Through their back bending exercises during

fining campt at Winter Haven. Fla. Obtained

from Milwaukee for five Boston players, Krausse

and Pattin are among the 18 pitchers manager

Eddie Kasko is expecting to lead the club to the

pennant this year. (AP Wirephoto)
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Gymnasts Vie For Title
By JANECROOK

The top college gymnasts in the

East will be in action this weekend,

March 9-11, as Penn. State hosts

the 45th Annual Eastern In-

tercollegiate Gymnastics League

Championships. The three day

season finale will decide individual

champions, finalize league stan-

dings, and determine the league's

representatives to the National's,

as well as selecting individuals

from the East for the NCAA
Championships to be held at the

I'niv of Iowa in April.

Participating teams will include

UMass, Springfield, Syracuse.

Pittsburg. Army. Navy. Temple,

and Penn State Last year's

winner, Penn State, is presently

undelrated in competition, and is

heavily favored to regain the

league title UMaat is going to have

to come up with some stupendous

pertonnaiKvs to even come close

to Penn State's MMSiag last year

total of I8S

In individual competition each

school has several competitors

who will be vying for top honors

idi Erik Kjeldsen's Redmen are

capable of placing a number of

performers in the finals, and

should place several medal win-

ners Last year UMass fared very-

well scoring 158 1. qualifying

seven men for the finals, winning

tour medals, and sending one man.

Dave Genest. to the Nationals.

This year in the all-around

competition Tony Vacca and Steve

Scuderi will pace the Redmen
Vacca finished second in this

r s New England s. and fourth

in the Easterns last season. He also

qualified for the Eastern finals last

year on longhorse vaulting and

highbar, but had to scratch due to a

shoulder injury sustained the

previous day. They will receive

stiff competition from Penn.

State's sensational Marshall

Avener. A strong candidate for the

Tony Vacca
72 Olympics. Avener was a

member of the US team to the

World Games, and a member of

the l S National team which

hosted the Japanese last month

The Redmen's John Calabria

will be the top floor specialist for

the team He finished second in the

New England's this season, as well

as placing sixth in the East last

year, and is looking for a strong

finish to his varsity career Jack

Berner will also be a strong con

tender on floor for UMass.

On sidehorse Steve Nelson and

Rich Seikunas will be challenging

performers such as Navy's

Swanson and Worthington. Wor-

thington is the defending pommel
horse champion. Seikunas turned

in an impressive performance at

the New England's taking third

place.

Jay Thompsen, the Redmen's

most consistent vaulter, will be

representing UMass' hopes for a

medal on the long horse Thompsen
led all competitors in the optional

vault last year with a 9.45 score,

but missed the finals because of

trouble with his compulsory.

Junior Jay Aronstein. the

numl>er one ringman in New
England, will be trying to follow a

brilliant, well controlled per-

lorniance of this past weekend

After having placed fourth in the

Easterns last year and missing the

Nationals by 15 of a point. Aron-

stein has an excellent chance of a

high finish this week With still

another year of competition

remaining he could develop into

the top ringman in the East. Junior

Donny Spier will strengthen the

I Miss ring team after a strong

performance and a fourth place

finish in the New England's.

Co-captain Dave Genest will be

carrying the Redmen's hopes for a

strong showing on the parallel

bars. Last year Genest was the

highest I Mass finisher as he won
p-bars with a final total of 18.15. In

becoming the Eastern League

champion he qualified to compete

in the Nationals in Michigan last

April In the Eastern's awards

ceremony. Genest was flanked on

all sides by members of Penn.

State's team, as they took second,

third, fourth, fifth, and sixth in the

event, making the competition look

extremely tight this year.

Providing his back is willing,

Tom Myslicki will be top specialist

The Rink ' 'First Priority
9 9

By BILL BALLOl
"There is no question that our first priority as far

as athletic buildings go is to get ice on campus. Now
whether or not it's an indoor facility or outdoor

facility is another question."

David Bischoff is the Acting Athletic Director and

one ot his chief concerns, as he indicated in the

preceding statement, is to bring some semblance of

ice to a campus that has none. The lack of an ice

easy.

"We could use the money we currently pay out for

ice rental toward a new facility." said Bischoff, "but

that is not the answer. Basically we look toward three

possibilities for financing The first is some kind of

legislative funding, the second some sort of help from
alumni, and friends of the university, and thirdly,

some student input."

The term "some student input" is sure to raise

r

THAT'S P.J. FLAHERTY, who gives two people fits: his coach and opposing shooters

facility has always been a problem on a campus of

this size and prestige, but the problem has become
especially acute in recent years with the advent of

quality hockey at UMass and the boom in hockey-

playing, figure skating and other ice sports.

For these and other reasons it has become apparent

that using the ice time provided by Amherst College

in the form of Orr Rink is simply inadequate

Something must be done
Bischoff is working on a solution and right now that

solution seems to lie along the lines of an outdoor

facility, hopefully a temporary one

"We must have ice and right now we're pointing

toward an outdoor facility," Bischoff said. "With

refrigeration and probably a chain link fence around

it, sometr .ng along these lines From there, we'd like

to go to a covered building, but our main objective

right now is simply getting ice."

All of this talk of rink, outdoor or indoor, depends on

the financial situation, of course, but at best an

outdoor rink can really be considered only a stop gap

measure The ideal would contain "minimum seating

for 6,000 students, bleacher style, with connected

locker rooms that could also be used by other sports,"

according to Bischoff

All the talk about a rink, indoor or outdoor, is fine,

but the main concern right now is not determining

whether or not one is needed, but how to finance any

kind of facility. Getting the money is not going to be

W%?W&
•r. n» *

Crosby as Aronstein won the still

rings event with a 18.4 total. Dave
Genest finished a close second to

Crosby on parallel bars with a total

of 18.1. Going into the finals Crosby

had a .1 of a point lead over Genest

and held on to it for first place

honors.

UMass had a good day overall as

they scored 155.45, and placed

eight men in the finals. Co-captain

Tony Vacca captured second in the

all-around with a 50.3 total, and

tied for second on the high bar.

Vacca also made the finals on long

horse (5th) and parallel bars(4th).

Other Redmen qualifying for the

finals were John Calabria, who
placed second, and Jack Berner on

floor; Rich Seikunas, who took

third on sidehorse. Jay Thompsen
on longhorse; Danny Spier on

rings; and Steve Scuderi, who tied

with Vacca for second on high bar

The team leaves tomorrow for

Penn. State with competition

beginning Thursday night with

compulsory exercises being

conducted in all events. Friday's

session will feature optional

routines, as team and all around

totals will be decided. The final

session on Saturday will highlight

the individual finals in all events

UMass will be hoping for a strong

finish in the team standings as well

as the individual placings. The
Redmen will be looking for a clear

second place finish ahead of

Springfield and Temple. The
Easterns will provide a chance for

all interested to see outstanding

performances of some of the top

gymnasts in the nation.

questions such as how much input and what's to keep

this thing from becoming a campus center?

Since there are no specifics as of yet concerning the

fact that there is enough money to even build a

facility, there can be no definite statement on what it

would cost the student. Bischoff is talking of

something in the vicinity of five to ten dollars each,

but can't make any definite statement. He can make
a definite statement about what won't happen,

however.
"There definitely won't be any kind of open-ended

financing where the student is taxed so much one

year and then something else the next. It is our policy

to set one fee and then simply charge that for per-

petuity." Bischoff went on to cite the stadium fee as

the way these things are handled by the athletic

department.
Money is hard to come by, and by no means is a

rink anything likesa sure thing. But Bischoff has

established it as the number one priority for new

buildings, certainly a step in the right direction. He's

worried about where the money is going to come from

and sees an outdoor rink as a temporary measure.

But at least progress is being made. All the plan-

ning and hoping will not bring a rink without the

proper financing. The evidence for a rink has been

hashed and rehashed in previous MDC stories, it is

very one-sided.

This university needs a rink.

for the Redmen on high bar. Last

year. Slick's final total of 17.125

earned him fifth place in the East.

This past weekend in Boston.

(Mass placed second in the New
England's behind a surprisingly-

strong So. Conn, effort The sen-

sational Johnny Crosby led the

Owls with his incredible 55.05 all-

around total and five first place

finishes. UMass' Jay Aronstein

« as the only competitor to edge out

V-Ball Team
Takes Third

Springfield College repeated as the New England volley ball

champion last Saturday when the top six New England teams met

at the Springfield College fieldhouse in double round robin tour-

nament.
This marked the first year the University of Massachusetts was

represented in such competition The team which was only formed

last November, made a good showing and finished third. They are

currently ranked number three in New England, behind Yale and

Springfield College.

UMass opened the tournament with impressive victories over

Boston State (15-2, 15-2), and Westfield State (15-8, 15-4) to set up

the early pace with Springfield College, who was then holding a 4-0

record, after blanking URL and Western State Then the Redmen
ran into trouble. A hot URL team surprised them 2-0 (15-8, 15-11),

after the Redmen had to sit out for one hour, drawing a bye. UMass
bounced right back, taking U.N.H. by 15-4, 15-4.

This set the ground for a dramatic finale against S.C., which was
8-0 at the time. Two Redmen victories would have created a three-

way tie (S.C., URL, UMass), forcing the tournament into playoff

games. But S.C. was too much for the young UMass team to handle.

After leading last year's NCAA finalists 4-3 early in the game, they

suddenly folded, losing 15-8. The second game turned into a seesaw

battle, with the Redmen leading most of the way, but nevertheless

losing 19-17.

Rhode Island finished second, with an 8-2 record. UMass, 6-4,

captured third place, followed by Westfield State. Boston State, and

U.N.H. Yale University was unable to participate due to an

automobile accident suffered a few days before.

Player-coach Yorgos Courmouzis was selected on the first team
all-New England. Paul Slack made the second team, with Bruce

Simpson also receiving the votes.

+ M I . —!.

Notices
There will be a meeting Wed-

nesday night. March 8. at 7:00

p.m.. in the Audio-Visual Room in

WoPE for all women interested in

Women's Rowing. Films will be
shown.

There will be a most important
organizational meeting of all

women interested in trying out for

the women's varsity softball team
on Thursday, March 9, at 4:30 p.m.
in the WoPE Lounge

The Boyden pool will be
available Tuesday, Wednesday.
Thursday, Friday, and Monday
from 4-6 p.m. for Intramural Swim
Team practice. All teams entered

in the intramural meet are en-

couraged to make use of this

available pool time.
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Sarge Halts Montague Dump
By MARK VOGLER

Gov. Francis W. Sargent told a crowd of 1200 in the

Student Union Ballroom last night that he intended to call an

immediate halt to the Montague Sanitary Landfill Project

until a total environmental analysis of all aspects of the

proposal has been completed and a master plan for solid

waste disposal throughout the Commonwealth has been

drafted.

i want to make it clear that from now on, no state site will

be approved without a complete environment review and

full public participation," the governor said.

"But the public must continue to pressure government, to

look over the shoulders at every move we make. And

government must make every decision with one eye on its

environmental impact," Sargent told the crowd.

The University budget and Belchertown were brought up

during a sometimes heated question and answer period

following the Governor's speech. Sargent promised to visit

Belchertown State School within a month to view the con-

ditions there. Questionned on budget cuts for the school, he

promised to look into the matter.

On the budget cuts he said that overall the University

budget was upped seven and a half million. The fact that no

new faculty positions were authorized in his proposed

budget for fiscal '73 he said would not effect the student-

faculty ratio at the University. Sargent said it was now 13-1

Governor Sargent in the midst of a crowd of students after his speech. His welcome varied
;
the crowd

at times clapping or shouting complaints. (MDC Photo by Bruce McConnell

)

and his proposed budget would up that to 14-1, still below the

key 15-1 figure.

Sargent's figures contradict those from Whitmore which

show a 15-1 ratio now, and predict a 16-1 ratio for next year if

the Governor's budget is passed by the General Court un-

changed.
The Governor said he would file with the General Court a

legislative package providing for the mandatory formation

of solid waste regional districts. The enactment of such

legislation would give the state the authority to mandate

solid waste districts and to assist cities and towns within a

district for the costs of operating this district.

As for the Montague problem, Sargent said that the

situation reflects our own difficulties and is echoing across

the state. The Governor incited a spontaneous reaction of

applause and verbal agreements from the audience by

elaborating on the magnitude of the problem.

'Every day each of us throws away about seven pounds of

refuse. In a year, the state must rid itself of seven million

tons of waste. In 10 years, we could bury the entire city of

Boston-43 square miles-under a pile of garbage 100 feet

high.

"And not only is there simply too much refuse Our

current methods of disposal are a failure ecologically and

financially We have a system called sanitary landfill In

reality, landfills are nothing more than open dumps, dumps
that are a threat to the health and an insult to the senses of

everyone," the Governor stated.

Four weeks ago, the Governor established a Solid Waste

Council, comprised of his Secretaries of Environmental

Affairs. Transportation, and Human Services. He asked

them to forward a list of recommended actions to him

Gov. Sargent, after reviewing the Montague crisis in

relation to the entire Commonwealth, disclosed his "master

plan" In establishing a Special Office of Environmental

Protection, the Governor feels that the development of a

solid waste master plan will be observed, and that a detailed

environmental review of all proposed sites for disposal will

be conducted
The Raytheon Service Corporation is currently doing a

comprehensive study of present disposal efforts in the state

and is expected to reach completion in three weeks The

findings of the corporation will serve as the basis to the

foundation of the master plan Adoption of the plan is ex-

pected to take place the first of next year.

In closing his speech to the university community, Gov.

Sargent urged the Massachusetts citizenry to get involved.

"Government decisions cannot be made any longer in the

vacuum of a given department's special interest It will

require more than one kind of expert to answer questions

like the disposal of our waste

"We must recognize that effective, long-range pi/inning

incorporating citizen participation is no longer a luxury in

solving environmental problems It is a necessity
"

As was anticipated by those in attendance last night who
had also heard Atty. Gen. Robert Quinn speak in regard to

consumerism, the question and answer period that followed

(Continued on page l»oi

Muskie Takes It, But Lacks Majority
MANCHESTER. N.H. < API Sen

Edmund S. Muskie captured New
Hampshire's leadoff presidential

primary Tuesday night over the

strong second-place showing of Sen.

George McGovern
It as a victory short of the

towering expectations Muskie

called his phantom opponent.

With 60 per cent of the an

ticipated Democratic vote counted.

Muskie was polling 48 per cent of

the ballots cast, well ahead of

McGovern and the field, but short

of an absolute majority on his New
England home territory.

President Nixon scored an easy

Republican victory over two op-

ponents, who scored 30 per cent of

the GOP vote between them

Nixon's rivals congratulated each

other on cutting into the

President's vote.

"I think I did very well indeed,"

said Muskie. He said his showing

had to be measured against the

fact that his campaign is spread

thin across all the primary states,

and he faced the opposition of New
Hampshire's biggest newspaper,

the Manchester Union Leader.

Muskie. a blackboard behind

him showing his vote total at less

than 50 per cent, said the voting in

the New Hampshire presidential

primary showed the "people want

a definite and clear cut end to this

war."
The principle competition for the

Maine Democrat during the

primary campagin came from Sen

George S. McGovern. DSD., the

most emphatic peace candidate in

the five-man Democratic field

McGovern's name on the black

board behind Muskie's speaker's

podium showed the South Dakotan

with 34 per cent of the vote, far

better than had been expected by

political observers

"The people of New Hampshire

believe not only that the war is

wrong, but that the war stands

between us and our future,"

Muskie told a hotel ballroom

jammed with his confetti-covered

backers.

"I intend to take that message on

to the primaries in the other

states." he said.

The important objectives for his

campaign, Muskie said, was "to

put together our total resources

over the 24 state primaries in such

a way that we are going to win our

objective in July. Our ultimate

objective is to elect a new
president of the United States."

McGovern said his showing in

the New Hampshire primary
Tuesday was "a victory for the

Democratic process in this

country
."

"We have every cause to be

pleased." he said. "I don't think

Muskie is going to get 50 per cent."

Early returns showed him doing

better than the 25 per cent of the

Democrat vote that he had said

previously would be a respectable

showing.
"What the voters have

demonstrated is that they will not

be dictated to by the pollsters and

sloganeers." McGovern said

"They listened to what I had to

say They heard my continual

insistence that we must end this

miserable war in Southeast Asia
"

For the some 500 youthful sup-

porters who were jammed
shoulder to shoulder in a small

motel ballroom, it was a victory

statement
McGovern also said he had

gained headway in his quest for the

Democratic nomination

Sen. Henry M Jackson, one of

the corps of rivals awaiting Muskie

in the Florida presidential primary

a week away, said the front-runner

had failed to make a good showing

in New Hampshire.
Jackson said that "indicates the

Democratic nomination is wide

open."
Democratic National Chairman

Lawrence F. O'Brien said in New

Haven, Conn , he thought

McGovern and Muskie had both

done well.

He said McGovern demonstrated

a "basic strength" not reflected in

national polls, which rate him th»-

presidential choice of only 6 per

cent of Democrats

O'Brien said h<> had expected

(Continued on page twn>

Although Muskie received 4K% of th* vote. McGovern showed a

great deal jf strength by receiving 35%. Now it's on to Florida for 22

more. (Photo by Steve Schmidt)
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Governor On Budgets

Governor Sargent answers one of the many questions posed to him

concerning the situation at the Bekhertown State School for the

Mentally Retarded. (Photc by Bruce McConnell)

Governor Says Aid

Needed For Hospital
Bv DONMINT-PIERRE

Governor Francis Sargent said

last night in a conversation after

his speech in the SL' Ballroom,

that in the future the state must

•provide assistance" to hospitals

in Worcester in their plans for

future expansion

His response was made to a

question regarding the current

t risis the Worcester hospitals are

facing as construction begins on

the l' Mass medical school hospital

The new 4(io-bed hospital, which

will »*• used to train the future

doctors, comes at a time when the

existing hospitals already have a

Mirplus of beds

>.irg«Mit said the situation arose

from lack of communications
between the existing hospitals in

planning their individual M
pansion He said there mi an

extreme amount of duplicity there

and that his office had already

begun making arrangements

between them to eliminate this

He said he has asked the

Memorial Hospital not to add their

planned additional floor, and that

other extra X ray facilities and

special treatment rooms would

now be used jointly

'The problem is apparently a

result of lack of communications

between the hospitals and lack of

foresight in past administrations

when the medical school and its

hospitals were being planned."

Sargent said

Construction was begun on the

medical school last year and

ground breaking on the school's

hospital is due to begin shortly

Two months ago. the Boston

Globe disclosed the surplus bed

situation saying the already

existing hospitals were not being

used to capacity I discounting the

surplus required for emergencies >

The article also said that, even

with the surplus, the hospitals were

continuing to expand

Shortlv after the Globe article.

Sargent called a freeze on con

struction of the medical school

hospital saying that he would

review the situation
"

(Continued from Page 1)

Gov Sargent's well prepared address was the

^Ce'^tfrestively few significant questions

which prodded the credence of his proposal-

Many of the questions fired at Gov. Sargent
;

pur

sued the hotly contested budget cuts at UMass and

Belchertown and the proposed M™ »"c
*J* t and

"There's a difference between cutting a budget ana

cuttinTa budget request," replied ^Govamar
"And in the case of UMass, we have been forced to

cut back the budget request, but the university
'
« not

losing since they are getting seven million dollars

more than they got last year. „»—

n

•In regard to Belchertown, where the occupancy

has dropped in one year from 1400 to 1100, I want to

see it reduced even more and more. We ve got to get

the mentally retarded out of huge institutions of this

sort and into community base centers where they can

get better attention and a more intimate relation-

blurted out from the audience. "Those were budget

cuts, not request cuts," the unidentified party said_

Sargent said that he wasn't aware of the matter and

that he would check into it. j>

Joe Sylvia, chairman of SOS, asked the Governor

his opinion on a case in federal court pertaining to the

Belchertown State School and the constitution

rights of the residents of the school. Sargent said tha

as Governor he could not involve himself in a legal

case of this type.

The Governor, in response to another question from

the floor stated that he would check into an alleged

cutback by his office of $200,000 of funds relating to

food services at the state school.

Someone asked the Governor would he care to take

a guided tour of Belchertown in order to stress the

noor conditions of the institution.

The Governor's response: "I've been there before

and I'm looking forward to going again. I can't go

tomorrow, but maybe I'll get there sometime within

the next month or so. I'll be there, but I just don't

want to guarantee any particular day"

A young lady drew a healthy ovation when she

challenged Gov. Sargent with the inquiry of whether

the industry runs our government or the people run

our government. The Governor was unclear in his

defense and obviously uncomfortable and caught off

guard on this one. But he muttered something to the

effect that "If you would go to an Industrial meeting

with me you would see that they raise more hell with

me in regard to government control and certain

restrictions."

An important question arose on the topic of tuition

in a press conference after his speech. The Governor

was asked "If you want a graduated tuition in

mcrease which you said would require more

scholarship money, why is it that your scholarship

money for next year was not increased when the plan

is due to go into effect if passed''"

Gov Sargent's answer: "Scholarship money will

come from increased tuition of high income students

and out- of-staters."

Toward the end of the inquiry, the atmosphere in

the ballroom grew tense. At times, stray shouts

emerged from the crowd indicating dissatisfaction of

the Governor's answer for a particular question. And

every time a student openly put the Governor on the

spot the crowd showed its recognition. It seems that

the question and answer period diverted from the

major primaces of Governor Sargent's speech, and

the Governor was not equal to the challenge

Muskie Fails To Get Majority

Last week, the Governor's office

announed that the schools hospital

would go ahead as planned and

that plans had been worked out

with the private hospitals in their

expansion plans

Sargent said that "in the future,

the state would have to provide

assistance to Worcester's hospitals

in their planning This would

eliminate any possible reoc

currence of the problem
"

BOSTON
in less
than . .

.

Special weekend buses

direct to and from the

campus and Boston

take only 1 hr. &
55 mins. That's
convenience.

Eotnr Ran.
\^l^ Student Union Tel. 545-2006

(Continued from Page 1)

McGovern "would show strength

beyond the figures shown in the

national polls and he's certainly

done that tonight

In separate delegate selection

contests. Muskie entries were

leading in incomplete returns for

all 20 Democratic national con

vention seats at stake in the

primarv
In the Republican primary, it

was evident from the outset that,

as his old campaign slogan had it.

Nixon was the one

His supporters led for all 14

Republican convention votes

With 47 per cent of the expected

vote counted, the tally was: Nixon.

33.071 . or 69 per cent Rep. John M.

Ashbrook of Ohio. 1.338. or 10 per

cent

McCloskey told his supporters he

expected to continue his

presidential campaign, which he

had said would end if he failed to

get 20 per cent of the vote.

"On to Massachusetts and then

to Rhode Island.'* he said,

referring to two later primaries

"I think we showed the President

something.'' liberal McCloskey

told conservative Ashbrook

"We showed just the tip of the

iceberg." Ashbrook replied He

said dissatisfaction with the ad-

ministration "runs even deeper

than what we've seen here."

In the voting for Vice President, was the second place choice of

Sp.ro T Agnew won the en- Democratic voters

dorsement of the New Hampshire
h

Republicans for re-nomination Peabody put his name on me

Tuesday nilit. Endicott Peabody. primary ballot and campaigned for

a former Massachusetts governor, the job
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Tuition Hike Debated

I Mass President Wood testifies before the Joint Committee on

Education, at the State House in Boston, concerning the new tuition

hikes affecting students. (Photo by James Gold)

l Commentary
\

Talk Doesn

By DON BISHOP
(BOSTON)-Gardener Auditor-

ium in the Massachusetts
State House was the scene

yesterday for a morning and af-

ternoon of debate on the subject of

tuition increases for state college

students next year. A Joint

Committee of Education heard

testimony from legislators, school

officials and students on a variety

of bills all dealing with this subject.

UMass President Robert Wood
and Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen delivered the major
addresses against the move to

raise tuition for in-state students.

Both spoke in specific opposition to

the two major bills at yesterday's

hearing, presented by Rep.

Charles Long, and by Rep. Martin

Linsky (for a bill from Rep.

Francis Hatch).

Hatch's bill would create what is

called "deferred tuition" where a

student could postpone payment of

tuition over $200 until after he is

finished with college and earning

$7500 a year Long's bill in a sense

would base tuition for in state

students on 'ability to pay". Here

conceivably many low income

students would be paying no tuition

whatsoever, while students who

parents are in the upper income

brackets could pay up to a ceiling

level of $2000.

In addition to the statements

made by Wood and Sandwen,

others peaking in opposition to

B% KOBKRT MEDEIROS
As was expected. Gov. Francis

W. Sargent's prepared speech on

environment was overshadowed by

the question and answer period

which on the most part dealt with

Despite what the Governor said

last night, the fact is that the

Sargent administration has

refused to push for reform at

Belchertown Actions are more

important than words, and
which on the most pan aeau m ... ££ .

recent recommendations
the Governor's recommended cuts ^**™

bud t cuts c ,early
the requested budgets for ^SmSmmZmdZ

school have been inadequate and

hypocritical

On the question of the UMass
recommended budget, Sargent

responded that there was indeed a

cut on the requested budget, but he

increased the fiscal '73 budget by

$7.5 million over the current

on
UMass and the Belchertown State

School Sargent covered three

major topics last night; the

Belchertown School. UMass and

the environment Unfortunately.

Sargent's politically motivated

remarks mean that the people of

Massachusetts will be the ones who

lose out in the end To say that
lose out in the ena io say u.™

appears someone forgot

Sargent has reused to cope with budget it ppe^ ^^^
the issues at hand would be a gross

understatement
•The retarded are going to be

treated better and better." said

Sargent to a question concerning

his policies at Belchertown It is

not surprising for a Massachusetts

governor to make a general

statement of this type The fact of

the matter is that Sargent

recommended in his budget to the

state legislature that the

Belchertown requested budget be

cut by almost 40 per cent

Sargent has not responded to the

definite need for change at the

school during his administration A

special commission of the

Massachusetts House and Senate,

formed to study conditions at

Belchertown. said in their report of

March. 1971. "We are totally

dissatisfied with the manner in

which Belchertown is being ad-

ministered

to tell the Governor that there has

been not only a 6 per cent cost of

living increase, but also a 6 to 7 per

cent increase in inflation In other

words, these increases will eat

away practically the whole $7.5

million before it can even be put to

use for new programs

Sargent has presented UMass

with a standstill budget which

increases funds only to cover the

increased cost of what the

University does now Sargent said

last night that the University is

currently operating under a 13-1

faculty to student ratio, and under

his cuts, the ratio would only be

increased to 14 1

The UMass hierarchy has said

that the University is presently

operating under a 15-1 faculty to

student ratio The point is that

whatever the ratio under Sargent's

recommendations. 860 additional

students will be accepted to the

CHAMPION TERMPAPERS
636 Beacon Street ( #665)

Boston. Mass. 02US

Research Material for Termpapers. Reports. Theses, etc. Lowest

Prices. Quick Service.

For information, write or call: (617)536-9700

Action
UMass-Amherst campus and no

additional faculty positions will be

provided to meet the increase

Students will be severely hurt by

the cuts in that they will be faced

with still larger classes and. of

course, less individual attention. It

is difficult to believe that the

Governor is not leading UMass

toward a second-rate reputation as

a public university.

In regard to sanitary landfill

projects. Sargent's remarks did

not hold great promise in the area

of fighting pollution on a wide-scale

basis He said. "I am afraid that,

for the time being, we must face

the fact that sanitary landfill and

incineration are still our most

desirable and primary methods of

disposal "
It is unfortunate that

when many states are now moving

in the direction of resource

recycling, that our governor feels

that landfill projects are still our

most primary and desirable means

disposal If Massachusetts is to

face the environmental crisis, it is

obvious that we start fighting

pollution now. and not in the future.

It would indeed be a shock if

Massachusetts were to do

something innovative in the area of

fighting the social ills which now

lace our society While we're still

talking about landfill sites and

projects, other states are talking

about recycling It was a pleasure

to learn that the governor has

ordered an immediate halt to the

Montague sanitary landfill project

pending the completion of a total

environmental analysis. But. if

Massachusetts is to wage an ef-

fective campaign against

pollution, then it is clear that

Sargent must order an immediate

and binding halt to all future

landfill projects pending an in

depth study of available recycling

methods for the state.

these bills and for the most part to

the issue of tuition increase in

general included: Rep. David

Leiserman, the President of

Worcester State College, a

representative from the American

Federation of Teachers, Prof.

Joseph Burroughs of the UMass
Faculty Senate, Student Trustees

from various state schools, and

David Coleman from the UMass
Young Republicans Club.

Highlights from Pres. Wood's

speech follow below:

"I speak today as chairman of a

special ad hoc committee of the

Advisory Commission to the Board

of Higher Education.

"...Efforts to increase tuition for

public higher education are not

new. Except for the deferred

payment features of H 2945 and

the new proposals of Governor

Sargent which are not before you

today, these bills are very similar

to those of a year ago and a year

before that We opposed them then

and we oppose them now We
continue to believe in low tuition

public higher education.

"We are keenly aware~as 1 know

this Committee' is also-of three

conflicting pressures, each of great

weight, at work on the tuition

issues:

-the deepening financial

crisis facing the Com-
monwealth with growing

demands in many sectors of

public activity;

-the precarious financial

stability of many private

institutions; and

-the need to offer educational

opportunity to all

Massachusetts residents,

thousands of whom find

existing cost levels at public

institutions a barrier to at-

tendance.

We respect the efforts of the

Governor and others to seek

equitable solutions to these

dilemmas The Ad Hoc Committee

Pizza Special
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increase may well be in order.

"...All available studies indicate

that most high income suburban

high school students are already

going on to college. Our state

colleges and universities are going

to draw their increased

enrollments from families of low

and lower-middle incomes.

"Tuition is only a fraction of the

financial support required to en-

sure educational opportunity for

these students The average

stipend for disadvantaged students

at the University -from State funds

alone -is $720 on the Boston campus

and $910 at Amherst. The average

cost of attending the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst

-

tuition, fees, room and board-is

$1,747: which places it, in-

cidentally, 19th among the 85

largest public universities If the

tuition increased only $100. it would

be 10th -the 10th most expensive

public university in the entire

country
"...To attach a "sliding scale" on

tuitions this high is merely to

compound the problem Equitable

assessment, again, would involve

almost individual determination.

based on family size, savings and

financial assets, and other

variables Many students are

"emancipated" and their personal

incomes are very low. regardless

of their family incomes How could

this situation be treated fairly 9

"Deferred payment alone is not

an answer, but it deserves study

and we welcome the chance to

consider it Pending such study we

would only point out that it is the

students with greatest need who

would be most reticent to incur

debt obligations, even when these

are theoretically tied to future

earning power.

"...We close as we began In all

of the debate and discussion over

who should pay for what, let no one

forget where we stand on the basic

issue: in a democratic society, it is
niipmmas I ne f\a nut \_uiiiihh«.«^ .«-—- — __—__
djrSUe to study .0 prowls £Jte-Mi ««* - W»*
with considerable care. We are

prepared to recommend to our

Boards that they review most

seriously the present tuition

charges in effect at all levels As

reflected in several bills before

you. tuition for out-of-state

students is one area where an

low-tuition public higher

education
"

Highlights of Lee Sandwen's

speech included:

"I oppose the pending legislation

because of the harm it could do to

the state's committment to public

(Continued on page seven)
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n The Nation And The World

Rogers Sees Peace But Hits Soviets
^^

in i<T72 which he said "is U.S. support toward

APi-Secretarv of State administration is very near to recognizing «W| »"
• -

irh with the The 10th point abouWASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of State

William P. Rogers said Tuesday 1972 holds

fresh opportunities for peace, but he coupled

a 10-point outline of foreign policy optimism

with some hard words about the Soviet

Union.
In his introduction to the State Depart-

ment's annual report on foreign relations,

the secretary looked back on last year to say

"few years will see the innovations or the

fundamental changes of 1971. Nevertheless,

I look forward to 1972 as a year of more than

ordinary progress."

The 621 -page report covered the same

ground, although in more detail, as

President Nixon's State of the World

message, but there were a few new elements

and movements from previous positions

Rogers, for instance, for the first time

gave high US officials acknowledgement in

writing that the former Pakistani province

of East Bengal "is now separately gover-

ned."
This, combined with his first use of the

name Bangladesh indicated the Nixon

administration is very near to recognizing

the new nation.

In a briefing with newsmen, the secretary

would not provide details on the con-

siderations concerning Bangladesh

recognition, but he said the presence of

Indian troops was an important factor in

determining the timing on recognition.

The report, sent to the House Foreign

Affairs Committee and the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee, signaled also that the

administration wants to expand the concept

of the current Strategic Arms Limitation

Talks now going on with the Soviet Union.

"The initial agreements, as significant as

they will be," Rogers said, "must be the

start of a process of regulating nuclear arms

in the interests of peace-a process now

taking place primarily between the Soviet

Union and the United States but one which

should in time extend to others as well
"

State Department officials indicated while

this referred in general to all nuclear

nations, it was aimed in particular at China.

It was China that led off Roger's 10 points

for progress in 1972. which he said

already the year in which with

President's visit, we have broken the pat

tern of hostility between the United States

and the People's Republic of China.

The next two points dealt with optimistic

assessments of Nixon's May trip to Moscow

and the possibility of reaching US -Soviet

agreement on limiting strategic arms.

The year also will see, according to the

secretary, a "sustained effort" to continue

the Mideast cease- fire and reach an interim

settlement; enlargement of the European

community and "movement toward

reconciliation among all the nations of

Europe."

There will be more attention paid to the

Western Hemisphere, including a

presidential visit to Canada and high- level

trips to Latin America. Rogers said. He

predicted advances in world economic

conditions and added more will be done

about solving such problems as drugs

Ropers said the United Nations will get

U.S. support toward efforts at reform.

The 10th point about 1972: "And it could be

a year, if North Vietnam were to agree to a

cease-fire in Indochina and to the release of

our prisoners, in which U.S. troops could be

totally withdrawn from South Vietnam."

The cloud over much of this is U.S. un-

certainty about Soviet intentions, which

Rogers indicated could lead to instability.

After saying Moscow showed respon-

sibility in negotiating on arms control,

restraint in the Berlin talks and cooperation

in many other economic and social matters,

Rogers added: "I cannot say, however, that

the Soviet Union exercised great restraint in

South Asia. It was not helpful in promoting
peace in Indochina." And its record in the

Middle East was at best mixed.

"Our relations will not be harmonious,
therefore, until further evolution in Soviet

thinking overcomes its temptation to exploit

explosive situations for national ad
vantage."

In Brief...
Douglas Wanted Tax-Free Reward

HARRISBURG. Pa. (AP) — FBI informer Boyd Douglas, Jr.,

acknowledged today he asked the goverment for a tax-free $50,000

reward for evidence he obtained to prosecute antiwar priest Philip

Berrigan and six others on conspiracy charges. He said his request

was turned down.

Douglas, testifying at the Harrisburg Seven conspiracy trial, said

an FBI agent told him "If my thoughts were along those lines I

should forget about it."

Irving Goes to Court

NEW YORK ( AP ) — Author Clifford Irving went before a federal

grand jury again today, presumably to tell more about his

"autobiography" of Howard Hughes.

Both the federal jury and a county grand jury were reported

ready to take joint action in the case this week, sources close to the

proceedings said.

Government Gets Last Word

WASHINGTON (AP) — Just when you get used to spelling good

old monofluorotrichloromethane, the goverment wants to change

it.

Somebody in official Washington realized you've been doing it

wrong all this time. Now some of the best minds in government are

pondering whether to change the word in official publications to

trichloromonfluoromethane

.

States Urged To Assume
School Finance T

Plane Hi-jacked To Cuba
MIAMI. Fla. <AP>Two men

armed with shotguns and revolvers

shot and wounded a pilot and an

airline mechanic Tuesday and

hijacked a two-engine seaplane to

Cuba.
They forced the copilot to take

off following an exchange of
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gunfire with policemen on the

ground
Five passengers who had

boarded the Chalk International

Airline plane for its scheduled

flight to Bimini. in the Bahamas,
were aboard the craft, flown by

copilot Bob Wall is

A sixth passenger jumped off

and sounded the alarm.
The hijackers shot pilot James

Cothron, 49. and Douglas
MacKenzie, 48, an electrical

engineer, in commandeering the

craft at the airlines island station,

between Miami and Miami Beach.

WASHINGTON ( AP) A
presidential commission urged

today that the states assume the

prime burden for financing public

schools and said much less

reliance should be placed on local

property taxes for this purpose

The Commission on School

Finance, appointed by President

Nixon two years ago. also

recommended the federal

government distribute incentive

grants that would reimburse the

states for part of the cost of

financing elementary and
secondary education.

The report was issued as Nixon

met with top domestic advisers to

discuss how the administration will

fight forced busing of school

children

Deputy press secretary Neal

Ball said the chief executive called

the meeting to discuss 'a variety

of views and options" on busing

The Commission, which en-

visions a five-year program of

federal grants to ease transition to

full state financing, said it was its

"best judgment that between $4

billion and $5 billion will be

required to provide incentives..."

In an appendix, the commission
said it did not think it appropriate

"to offer recommendations af-

fecting national tax policy in-

cluding, among other things, new
revenue sources such as the value-

added tax

The report itself did not mention

such a possibility. The commission
was headed by industrialist Neil

McElroy, who was secretary of

Defense in the Dwight D.

Eisenhower administration.

The panel said the nation's

education system is "in serious

trouble, and if we fail to recognize

it. our country's chance to survive

will all but disappear."

In a 147-page final report sub-

mitted to Nixon yesterday, the

panel noted that localities spend

nearly half their tax revenues or

education and that 80 per cent of all

local education outlays are

financed through the property tax.

The traditional means for

producing the bulk of school

money-local property taxation-has

become inadequate to do the job."

it said

Should the states assume the

major part of the burden, it

suggested many of them would

have to increase state sales and

income taxes-with the federal

government providing sup-

plemental funds through incentive

grants and through various forms

of the Nixon administration's

proposals for sharing federal

revenues with state and local

governments.
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for the Spring Issue.
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SPECTRUM,
RSO 102, Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts 01002
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Commission Explores

Kleindienst's ITT Role

MBBl.ER-RichardG. Kleindienst. acting attorney general whose

nomination to fill that post is before the Senate, appears before a

second day of hearings into his role in the Justice Department's

settlement of an antitrust suit involving a merger of International

Telephone & Telegraph Corp. Kleindienst told the Senate Judiciary

( ..mmittee he had no knowledge of an ITT subsidiary pledge for

runds for the Republican convention. (AP)

WASHINGTON (AP) An attorney for In-

ternational Telephone & Telegraph Corp. was quoted

Tuesday as predicting the Supreme Court probably

would agree to break up the conglomerate unless the

Justice Department backed off from an antitrust suit

last spring.

A letter from Lawrence E. Walsh, an outside legal

consultant to ITT, was released at a Senate Judiciary

Committee hearing reconsidering the nomination of

Richard G. Kleindienst to be attorney general.

The letter and accompanying memo arguing the

economic damage which would result from a strong

antitrust judgment against ITT were cited by

Kleindienst as the principal reason why the govern-

ment postponed filing its case with the high court.

Instead, an out-of-court settlement was reached

which allowed ITT to hang on to the Hartford Fire

Insurance Co.. an agreement columnist Jack An-

derson says is linked to a $400,000 commitment by

ITT to the 1972 Republican National Convention in

San Diego.

"Looking back at the results of government an-

titrust cases in the Supreme Court," Walsh wrote

Kleindienst last April 16, "one must realize that if the

government urges an expanded interpretation of the

vague language of the Clayton antitrust Act, there is

a high probability it will succeed."

As the committee continued to explore Klein-

dienst's role in the case, there were these other

developments

:

—Contrary to his testimony last week, former

antitrust chief Richard McLaren said he went

through a White House aide to obtain the services of

an investment banker as an adviser in the ITT case.

Last week, McLaren, now a federal judge in

Chicago, denied he consulted with White House aide

Peter Flanigan in selecting Richard J. Ramsden, to

join lawyers and economists who eventually worked

out the ITT agreement.
Acknowledging a study Ramsden did on the

economic impact of the ITT case, McLaren said his

memory, until refreshed, was hazy on whether he

talked to Flanigan.

"It now appears there was some consultation,"

McLaren said though describing Flanigan as "simply

a conduit for my request to secure Ramsden."

McLaren said economists within the Justice

Department were not consulted either because of a

lack of expertise or to keep those knowledgeable

about the case to a small number.

—At the start of the afternoon session. Kleindienst

told Sen Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., that he

would not turn over to the committee the complete

file of the ITT settlement case. He said the file con-

tained certain material which, if made public, could

possibly cause harm to third persons and is of a

confidential nature.

Supreme Court To Decide

Government Secrecy Power
WASHINGTON (AP) The

Supreme Court agreed today to

rule on the government's power to

classify its documents as secret.

The test case, accepted for

review next term, concerns nine

reports and letters prepared for

President Nixon on the Cannikin

underground nuclear test

Last October. Judges Harold

Leventhal and Charles Fahy of the

U.S. Circuit Court here cleared the

wav for the possible public release

of some of the documents

At issue is the government policy

of classifying all documents in a

particular file as "secret" or "top

secret" if one of them contains

material considered sensitive

In other actions today, the court:

—Refused 7 to 2 to pass on

whether the Vietnam war is con

stitutional The majority has so

held in half a dozen prior cases
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since 1967

—Prevented thousands of

prisoners, convicted before 1970.

from challenging their convictions

on grounds they had no lawyer at

their preliminary hearing

—Set the state for an early ruling

on the allocation of natural gas

supplies to homeowners during

periods of shortages

—Cleared the way for a ruling

this term on whether a federal

grand jury may question aides of

Sen MikeGravel. D Alaska, about

publication of the Pentagon

Papers
Ruling in a suit brought by Rep

Patsy T Mink. D Hawaii, and 32

other members of Congress.

Leventhal and Fahy ordered U.S.

District Court Judge George Hart.

Jr.. to examine the Cannikin

papers and determine which of

them "are separable from the

secret remainder."

The Justice Department said in

appealing that this "judicial

inquiry into matters which are

peculiarly within the province of

the executive" is inconsistent with

provisions of the Freedom of In-

formation Act of 1970

That law generally makes
government records available to

the public, but has several ex-

ceptions, including material the

executive branch finds should be

kept secret "in the interest of the

national defense or foreign

policy
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Inmate Policy Changed
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Federal Bureau of Prisons has

quietly changed its policy on

prisoner contacts with the news

media and says it now permits

convicts to send uncensored letters

to newsmen.
In a three-page directive.

Bureau Director Norman A.

Carlson said letters to newsmen
are to be forwarded "directly,

promptly, sealed and without in-

spection."

incoming correspondence from

the news media," Carlson added,

'will be inspected solely for

contraband, or for content which

would incite conduct which is

illegal
"

The new policy went into effect

Feb. 11 A bureau spokesman said

no general announcement was

made, but added "we've made the

statement available to anyone who

has asked."

The spokesman said informing

prisoners of their new right has

been left up to the wardens of the

separate federal prisons.

The new policy statement says

newsmen will not be permitted to

interview inmates

But it says newsmen are en-

couraged to visit federal prisons to

report on conditions and "con-

versation mav be permitted with

inmates whose identity is not to be

made public if it is limited to the

discussion of institutional

facilities, programs and ac-

tivities."

Previously, federal prisoners

have been allowed to send un-

censored letters to "officials such

as congressmen, jud' _s and other

government official."

The bureau spokesman said

sealed correspondence with

lawyers up to now has been

prohibited, butjhat this policy, too

will be changed soon

He said prisoners will be per-

mitted to send uncensored letters

to their attorneys of record and

that return mail will be inspected

only for contraband
The spokesman said three suits

have been filed by prisoners

seeking freer contact with

newsmen, but that the change in

policy resulted from a routine

review and not from the legal

action
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After 72 years of marriage. Joseph and Frances Henry still hold hands.

They were married in 1900 when he was 27. and she was not yet 17. They claim that they still are very

""cco'rdingTo Ms. henry, the way she kept her man was. 'We've always stayed together and we still

sleep together. That's reason why he stayed home." ( AP)

Mental Health Column

Investigating Your Head
... ... ^.w-^ mi Mil Annitm hie Aril

Editor's note: This mental

health column will be a regular

feature in the Collegian. It will

appear every Wednesday.

Bn DHS. Mi( ASIIIN AM) KLEIN
Q Tm really worried, recently

I've been having some strange

experiences. When I go to sleep my
ej .lids flutter or I see vivid images

iii my mind Also the other night

m hen I was with some people I felt

funny chills, saw lights flashing

and felt intoxicated after only one

beer l*ve done some acid but I

.•n't had any in over four

months These experiences leave

me feeling upset Sometimes I

think I'm going crazy

A The experiences you mention

can be pretty frightening They

embk some of the many per

Ctptlial sensory and bodily 'flash

back" reactions that have been

Racism
Jtudy At

Smith
]' jrt of the School of

Education University of

Massachusetts effort to combat

institutional racism the students

,n American Identit)

course arc presenting I displ.i

Smith College of photographs

posters and other material

depicting the historical and ton

temporary experience of Asians in

America The exhibit is entitled .

lan Perspective on American

Racism.'' and it consists of

numerous photographs mounted on

sculptured cubicles that recount

the World War II experiences of

110,000 Japanese Americans in

U.S. concentration camps The

display is located in the lobby of

Wright Hall. Smith College The

exhibit will be on display from

March 6th through the 16th

associated with LSD use. These

experiences can run from mild to

severe and depend on one's per-

sonality and the amount of ex-

ternal stress that a person has to

cope with at any given time. Some
people suggest that the quality of

the 'trip", whether it was good or

bad. also influences flashback

phenomena l sing other

psychotropic drugs such as alcohol

or marijuana can precipitate LSD-

like episodes These reactions can

occur repeatedly up to two years

following the discontinuance of

LSD ingestion Many people report

that the reactins disappear within

i year or less LSD has the ability

amplify" one's experience, be

it good or bad This can occur in

flashback > i> well A person's

discomfort with himself or a

situation, which would ordinarily

cause an unpleasant negative

experience, can l>e heightened in

the form of an LSI) FLASHBACK
These reactions do not mean a

l ra/y ". but if they in

•re with your leOM of well

u >ou might want to

professional evaluation or drug

counseling

q M\ lather is an alcoholoic

Although he has over the years had

brief unproductive relationships

with doctors psychiatrists and

Alcoholics Anonymous. he

FRANK D.

LAWRENCE
Realtor — Insurance

AUTO and CYCLE

INSURANCE

for

STUDENTS and
UNDER 25 drivers

584-0164

5840475

Open
• :30-5

generally denies his drinking is a

problem, or blames things on the

family (especially my mother) I

find it more and more intolerable

to be with him He disgusts me but

he is my father -what can I do to

help him?"
A. Probably the most difficult

part of living with an alcoholic

parent is coming to grip with the

reality of one's helplessness in the

situation Ultimately, only the

alcoholic himself can make the

decision to change and therefore

become accessible to the help of his

family, of professionals, and of

self help groups like A.A The
sense of disgust you feel is a

rational one and does not suggest

that you do not love your father,

nor that you are being disloyal to

him It miRht well be helpful to let

your father know that you are

willing and eager to relate to him
hut only when he is reasonably

sober and to back up that

statement with action This might

be the motivation he needs to drink

less often and less heavily as well

.is making things more tolerable

for \oii.

Drs IfcCashin and Klein will

ept questions in strict con-

fidence for possible appearance in

"Your Head ' Send or bring your
inquiri- Mental Health

Machmer Hall.

177 Bridge St. ( Rt. f

)

Next to Fairgrounds

The Lord Jeffry Inn
Amherst, Mass.

Phone: 253-2679 4 - 9 p.m.

OPEN REGISTRATION
for

Sculptors
Workshop
BEGINNER COURSES in

• Woodcut (print making)
• Woodcarving

• Whittling
—Morning — Afternoon — Evening Sessions

—Small Classes — Individual Instruction

—Tools Supplied

Sculptors Workshop

Lord Jeffry Inn

Amherst, Mass.
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Please call

4 • 9 p.m.

Phone 253-2679

The University Store
Campus Center

-CAM CHANGE YOUR IMAGE.

As the snow begins to melt and

winter racoon, we all rejoice over

Mother Nature comes out of her

Spring's first coming. (Photo bv

Alan Chapman)

Tuition Hike Debated
(Continued from page three)

higher education for all. It is my
belief that tuition for in-state

students should remain at its

present level.

"I feel that the proposed

legislation is based on miscon-

ceptions about the conditions at the

University of Massachusetts, the

financial base of its students, and

the ability of these bills to ac-

complish their goal; to provide

equal opportunity for higher

education to all the citizens of the

Commonwealth.
"...Deep financial sacrifices are

undertaken by both students and

parents to afford the high cost of

higher education at state-

supported schools Financial aid is

highly inadequate. Although

almost 72% of the undergraduates

of UMass-Amherst applied for

scholarships in 1969-70. only 9%
were granted any aid Presently,

over $4.3 million would be required

to equal the amount of need in the

entire student body of UMass
Fully 76% of the undergraduates of

UMass-Boston work while at

tending school A survery of the

parents of the class of 1973 at

UMass-Amherst has shown:

a.) 39% planned to go into

debt to finance their

children's education

b. ) 35% of the mothers

planned to get a job for the

first time

Vermont Court Voids
Parochial School Funding
BURLINGTON. Vt. (AP)-A panel of Vermont

federal judges has ruled unconstitutional the state's

11-month-old parolchial school aid law, leaving in

confusion at least eight towns operating under the

law
Senior Judge Sterry Watterman, formerly active

on the U.S. Second Circuit Court of Appeals, said the

statute was 'violative of constitutional limitations."

Judge Waterman wrote the opinion for the three-

judge panel that heard arguments on Dec. 28, 1971.

The other judges were Bernard J. Leddy, of the U.S.

District Court, and James L. Oakes, of the Court of

Appeals.

Judge Leddy died Jan. 9 before the opinion was

written, but Judge Waterman said he agreed with the

decision and as much of Judge Leddy s thinking as

possible was included in the opinion.

The court said "the Vermont act will thrust the

state not only directly into the physical plants of the

parochial schools, but also into their operation and

control. As such, it truly involves excessive en-

tanglement between government and religion."

The Vermont parochial aid law, passed in early

April of last year, allowed local districts to provide

teachers and supplies to church-related schools and

then collect 50 per cent reimbursement from the

state.

The teachers were hired by the public school

district, were under the control of the district's

superintendent but worked in the parochial school.

"On its' face," Judge Waterman wrote, "the

statute will create within the established hierarchy of

the parochial school administration a unit of teachers

whose loyalties do not run to the school ad-

ministration, but rather to the superintendent of the

public schools."

He said, "through the state control of teachers in

the church schools, government control would

become entangled with the existing religious control,

and the day-to«iay instructional administration

would of necessity be the result of close cooperation

between the school's administration and the public

school administration."

Judge Waterman said the law also provided for a

similar entanglement of the church in the political

process, especially in the choice of teachers and

allocations to the church school.

Let Your Fingers

Do The Walking . .

.
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Concourse
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c.) 21% of the fathers hoped

for a "moonlighting" job.

The cost of an education at the

University of Massachusetts is

high and great...

"...The University of

Massachusetts and the other state

colleges were founded on a prin-

ciple of low tuition The public

colleges and universities serve to

assure access to higher education

to those unable to afford private

education's high cost Any increase

in tuition will eliminate a larger

proportion of the public from a

college education because of ex-

penses."

The members of the Joint

Committee on Education (Reps

McColgan. Dwyer. Gannett,

Matrango. Daly. Boverini. Young,

Senator Fonseca) while they

generally remained aloof from

making specific statements for or

against tuition increases, seemed

to carefully consider the many-

arguments against raising tuition

for in state students

The subject of increased tuition

for out of state students is a dif-

ferent story altogether, and there

is a far greater likelihood that out

of staters will be hit with a con

siderable tuition increase

From today's open hearing, all

tuition increase bills will go to

closed sessions of the Joint

Committee on Education The

Committee can either report

favorably, unfavorably, or not at

all on the various tuition bills. The

committee will also have to study

the tuition recommendations of

Governor Sargent, which are not

fully known at this time.

Any final decision on tuition

must come cooperatively from the

Governors Office, the State

Legislature, and the Board of

Trustees

Nutritional

Mobile Unit

HereThursday

The Cooperative Extension

Service mobile unit will be on

campus Thursday. March 9 and

Friday. March 10 The mobile unit

incorporates a variety of

educational media for teaching

nutrituin to inner-city families in

the Commonwealth The campus

community is invited to visit the

mobile unit at the following

locations: Thursday. March 9. 9:30

am -5 p.m. Lot 5 between Curry

Hicks and Munson Hall Friday.

March 10. 9:30 a.m. -5 p.m. In front

of Holdsworth Hall. J R Beattie. 5-

2715

Where can you get: birth control

information'' Health foods'' Draft

Counselling" Cheap child care"

Volunteer work Legal aid° and

many other things

A group of people from the Five

College area and from Springfield

College are compiling a People's

Yellow Pages directory for the

Pioneer Valley area. You will find

the answers to the above questions

and many others in the directory

If you have a group, an

organization or co-op. or you want

your individual services to be in the

People's Yellow Pages, call

Rumford Clark or Jean Williams,

549-0131.

PARTICIPATION FORM
Spring Marathon April 18-21. 1972

School of Education University of Massachusetts

Please return to Tom Paquin, Room 225 A, School of Education,

UMass by March 15, 1972 for inclusion in preliminary schedule or

April 11, 1972 for listing in final Marathon schedule, events

received after April 12 will be listed in a supplementary schedule.

TITLE OF PRESENTATION: ____-__——

—

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EVENT (as you would like it to appear

in final schedule):.. _ —

—

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON(S) GIVING THE PRESEN
TATION: .

LENGTH OF TIME NEEDED FOR THE EVENT: 1 hr 2

hrs _hrs._
HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU WANT TO MAKE THE PRESEN
TATION
SCHEDULE AT THE FOLLOWING TIME:

Tues Wed. Thurs, Fri

BETWEEN THE HOURS OF: 8 a.m. 12 noon 12 noon 4

p m 4 p.m. 7 p m 7 p.m. 10 p m
DESCRIPTION OF AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT NEEDED (If

you have access to your own, please use it) i _ ..

Please send copy of Fall '71 Marathon schedule

NAME: ADDRESS:
PHONE ; (Where you can be reached to confirm scheduling)

:
_____

More participation forms are available at the Marathon Office,

Room 225 A, School of Education, UMass Phone 413 545 1585

Good things come
in small packages.

Look into a Volkswagen and you'll

find adjustable front bucket seats, a

four-speed synchromesh transmission,

four-wheel independent torsion-bar

suspension, and an air-cooled engine

that gets about 27miles a gallon.

Northampton Volkswagen @
Free Shuftlebus Service

for Amherst Customer*
Cell 584-8620

jkUTMOttlft*

in '•

Last year
over

3 million

-i

bought ',

front-
I

wheel 5

drive cars.!
i

What
do they

know
thatyou
dorft?

Find out what they know.

Send to address listed

below for our free inform-

ative 20 page booklet:

Why Front Wheel Drive?

Mr Mm Mr

Addft\»

Oy M Zip

Worlds largest producer of

front-wheel drive cars.

Write or come down to

Non-Con Motors

57 KING ST.
NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

( next to Friendly 's)

RENAULT TRIUMPH
PEUGEOT

SALES & SERVICE
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It Adds UpTo Power
UMass exists and is alive and living, if not so well in

Amherst, so Governor Sargent and Attorney General

Quinn have discovered in the last five days. For too many
years, the only forum for government officials to speak

were located in Eastern Massachusetts. Hopefully,

Sargent, Quinn, and other state officials will come to

UMass often to discuss our future, and the other issues of

the day. Not only are we an important constituency

politically, but we are the eventual source of answers to

the state's problems. We, as students must continually let

these men know that long gone are the days of Mass
Aggie!

Let us not be naive about the potential power students at

this University possess. The Governor and Attorney

General can add very well. Twenty thousand students,

forty thousand parents, two thousand faculty and staff,

and an equal number of wives and or husbands, all adds up

to POWER. It would be nice to have everyone write a letter

to their state representative and senator, but by showing

Governor Sargent a packed Student Union Ballroom last

night, and pressing him on issues like Belchertown,

UMass, and the environment, he knows we mean business,

that we must be heard, and that we must be reckoned with

in the future. If the Governor will not change his budget

request this year for UMass and Belchertown, he will have

to increase the money and priority in next year's budget.

'Sputter . . . < limk . . . Cough . . . Ping . . . Thwark*

Nathan Gorenstein

Anyway, He Sounded Good

Perhaps the one thing the Governors visit here

proved was that we still can't beat a politician at his

own game.
It all sounded so nice. A halt to the Montague dump

pending full public study; a promise not only to look

into the situation at the Belchertown State School but

to visit there within a month; his quote that the

University budget was increased seven and one-half

million overall and that the teaching ratio, despite

Whitmore's cries to the contrary will stay below the

15 to 1 ratio.

Most of us up here are unable to cope with promises

and quotes like that beyond expressions of emotional

rage. The Governor knows what's going on better

than any of us will ever. True, he was in some tight

spots along the way when being pressured for con-

crete figures and promises, but you don't forget the

applause at the end. Humphrey didn't get that.

However, there were holes in his speech, some
obvious, other not so.

Yes. the University budget was increased by the

seven and a half million amount, but over a million of

seven went to heating. (Doesn't improve education

very much does if) Other portions of it went to in-

creased costs in services and supplies, some went to

cover the results of inflation in existing University

services and programs. Little or none went to

education But it sounded nice.

The teacher-student ratio is much the same the

Governor figures that we now have a 13-1 student-

teacher ratio. Whitmore says it's at 15-1, and next

year will go higher. Well, if the Governor figured in

all faculty his figure is no doubt correct. But all the

faculty up here aren't teaching. Some are doing

research, some are on sabbatical, others are simply

sick. All of which cuts down the number of faculty,

actually sitting in front of classes.

Whitmore's figure of 15-1 is probably based on the

number of teaching faculty, the number that counts.

If a teacher isn't teaching playing with figures

doesn't put him in a classroom.

Belchertown was the stickiest part of the evening

for the Governor. His reasoning behind not ap-

propriating more funds for positions there ( that the

number of patients was being reduced) fell flat in it's

face with the reply shouted from the crowd, "How,
starve them?" that referred back to an earlier

question pointing out to Sargent that food funds had
been cut $200,000 from last years figure. That he
promised to look into, a standard reply meaning
little.

The question about cuts in the Belchertown intern

program < Boltwood) got him, but not through direct

fault of his own. The Boltwood budget was cut by
Whitmore in it's effort to scrounge money for faculty

positions denied by the Governor for fiscal 73. That
blame can be spread around some.
Montague dump and Sargent's other en-

vironmental programs announced last night have
higher degree of credibility. He has been involved in

ecology long before the word was ever coined. An
early member of the Sierra Club, he has done more to

preserve the state's resources than any politicians in

state government, past or present. His pushing for a

ban on high sulfur-content fuel oil his attitude

towards industrial pollutors and his attempts to have
gas tax money used for mass transit are stands most
politicians only talk about ; few take the political risks

inherent in fish hag industry.

The Governor won't do all he can or could, for the

environment. We can't forget that he is a politician.

But perhaps his plea for student involvement last

night was more than political rhetoric. If public

pressure is put on pollutors it can achieve results that

the politicians can't (won't) because they are
politicians, and business is where the campaign
money flows from.

The Governor made alot of promises last night.

Whether or not he keeps them will be good standard
to measure him by. But the necessity to have those

promises carried out is too important to be left to the

Governor's good faith alone. If things don't start

happening soon it will be all our jobs to see that they

do

James Gold

A Look At Hikes

(Ih'rhltM-k it <m vitiation

)

In past years, tuition increase
bills usually dealt with flat, across-
the-board hikes. Arguments
against these were that even a

slight increase in tuition would
result in a large number of

students being forced to drop out of

school

Many of the bills taken up at the
Education Committee hearing at

the State House in Boston
yesterday approach tuition from a
different angle.

Realizing that new taxes would
be very unwelcome to their con-
stituents, members of the General
Court have devised new ways to

help fill the Commonwealth's
coffers

Coming in some form of in-

creased income from students
attending state colleges and
universities, tuition bills this year
have built-in guilty complexes.
One exception is the bill filed by

James J. Craven. Jr. of Boston
House #1510 provides "no tuition

charge will be made to any student
who is a resident of the Com-
monwealth at any state college
including the University of
Massachusetts ." The students'
feelings probably move with this

bill more than any other One local

UMass administrator has been
known to favor this, also.

The free tuition dream ends
when one realizes that this will

never become a reality within the

next few years in Massachusetts.
Assuming that all students could

be convinced of the correctness
that $200 per year per student is not
enough to pay for higher education.
Governor Francis W. Sargent has
filed a bill which would increase

the out-of-state tuition rate while
creating financial aid assistance
for in-state students.

In other bills filed, in-state

students would be charged ac-

cording to their family income. It

would be most likely that students
who had declared financial in-

dependence from their parents
could base these costs on their own
income
The House Minority Leader's

office has also entered one bill,

which it will revise over the next
one or two weeks. In its ideal, it

would end up that Massachusetts
residents may have their tuition,

room, and board deferred at any
public or private college or
university by the state govern
ment Repayment, with no in

terest. would not begin until the
student started earning $7500 per
year This bill also would increase
charges for public education to 40-

60 per cent of the total instructional

costs of the state.

The first reaction to this bill is

how would the state keep tabs on
all the graduates and how would it

enforce payment by those who
move out of state Spokesmen for

the bill say that an insurance
policy would cover the defaulters
As it was filed with the House, this

bill contains many restrictions

The revision may do away with
them.
A bill which carries the en

dorsement of the Massachusetts
State Employees Association calls

for free tuition for the state em-
ployees children attending state
colleges or universities.

What appears to be an attempt to

stifle protest over tuition hikes is

one" bill which would require the

hikes to start with next year's

incoming Freshmen. The defense

for plans like these is that students

here now have always felt that the

costs would be whatever they now
are each year The new Freshmen
could just come expecting to pay
higher amounts, not ever missing
the lower rates.

By the way, in case you are
wondering what the estimated
costs per year of attending UMass-
Amherst, President Robert C.

Wood gave these figures at the

hearing: $1,747. including tuition,

fees and room and board. "If the

tuition is increased only $100, it

would be 10th -the 10th most ex-

pensive public university in the

entire country," he said.

Soon the Legislators will make
their choice of which, if any, bills

should be accepted. They will

probably hear many more times
opposing arguments on the tuition

issue 'Students should carry
more of their share of the costs of

higher education." "The state

should continue to provide a high

quality, low cost education."
Students from high income

brackets keep students from low
income brackets out when they
ailend public school, therefore
the higher income student should
pay more than the lower income
student, allowing both to attend."

"Higher education is a benefit to

the society as a whole and
therefore should become free to all

who want it."

Let your Legislator know what
you think

'AMNESTY FOR DRAFT RESISTERS. INDEED! EVERYONE IS ALWAYS TRYING TO MAKE US
LOOK BAD!

Letters To The Editor

Leaven For Institutional Change
To the Editor:

On February 14 of this year the Department of

Health, Education & Welfare informed Columbia

University that it was withholding $13.3 million in

federal contracts because the schools "affirmative

action plan" had failed to meet legal requirements

for equal employment opportunity. The Depart-

ment's Office of Civil Rights has initiated formal

proceedings that could terminate all federal con-

tracts with Columbia and bar it from future con-

tracts. Seven other universities have been warned of

similar actions including Harvard, Cornell and the

University of Michigan.

The action was initiated under a longstanding

executive order prohibiting discrimination because

of race, color, sex, religion or national origin in the

employment practices of any business or institution

holding a federal contract. It is administered by the

Department of Labor but HEW was instructed to

monitor the employment practices of educational

institutions. HEW has required all such institutions to

file with the Department "affirmative action plans"

containing complete statistical information needed to

determine whether discrimination exists.

In compliance with the order President Wood has

initiated a University Affirmative Action Program

which would increase "efforts" to assure equal op-

portunity for all members of the University com-

munity." He has asked the administrations of the

three campuses to "make the development of an

affirmative action plan a top priority for ac-

complishment and implementation."

President Wood has also noted that the President's

Working Group on University Counselling, Advisory,

and Support Services has made several significant

suggestions during the course of its work. The

Working Group, or Gage Committee, has, during the

past several months submitted draft reports con-

taining evaluations of the University's present

situation and recommendations for an effective plan

to eliminate institutional racism in the University. A

fundamental principle underlying the Gage Com
mittee's report is that by improving and placing

special emphasis on counselling and other support

services for minority students, it will insure that

resources necessary for the advancement of services

for the entire student body will be realized.

The Gage Committee, aware of the "stark reality of

serious social problems" has attempted to create a

role for the University in the solution of these

problems by making recommendations in the

following areas: 1) recruitment and admission of

"Food Coach
5 5

To the Editor:

The article of March 6th concerning Mr Warren

blew my mind! I could hardly believe this man has

undergone such a drastic change of attitude since I

had the privilege to converse with him in October. I

surely must meet with him again; the extent of his

psychical transformation seems to be of momentus

proportions. Why, only a few months ago he answered

my desperate plea for a Commons exemption with

the statement. "Listen there are a lot of people higher

than me who make the rules." As you mentioned,

though (and I am not one to disagree), comments

such as these reveal his willingness and cheerfulness

in dealing with students, and indeed, a truly sym-

pathetic ear. Yes, we need more people like "Food

Coach" in high places at UMass-an institution where

individuals rights are often inhibited by impersonal,

bureaucratic channels. It is my contention that

without men like Mr. Warren fascist organizations

like the Dining Commons might collapse, an oc-

currence which would undoubtedly throw UMass into

a state of unbridled chaos, the likes of which this

university has not seen since the Humphrey travesty.

In closing, may I add simply that it is only right and

just that exceptions to our free enterprise system, a

typical institutions, i.e., those with a real interest in

how their subjects feel, men of courage willing to

question authority, and implementation of different

political methods, in this case fascism, be embodied

here at the university in the Dining Commons and

their concerned spokesman-Mr. Warren.
Jay Allain

more minority students; 2) a complementary
financial aid program to allow this goal to be
realized; 3) a meaningful and effective career
planning service; 4) improved academic advising

with concentration on the student's perspective; this

includes a "Drop-Out" center for students who may
find their present educational experience
unrewarding, which would aid them in determining
alternative goals; 5) boosted recruitment of minority
staff in residential areas; 6) expansion of and in-

creased support for the CCEBS program; 7) shift in

program emphasis and philosophy in the Mental
Health Service from crisis intervention to a com-
munity based preventive health model.

While these proposals have been set forth for the

Amherst campus, UM/Boston has been unable to

produce specific program objectives because of a

"critical gap in communication and credibility

between administration and minority staff and
students ". Chancellor Broderick, while expressing a

desire to bring in an outside consultant to scrutinize

the Boston situation, has also expressed misgivings

with the Gage Committee's placing so much em-
phasis on minority needs while seemingly ignoring

the needs of other students.Mr. Broderick seems to

have misused the fundamental objective of the report

which was best articulated by Prof. Acklyn Lynch of

the Afro-Am Department, "...minorities (can)

provide the leaven for institutional change."
Lee Sandwen

Ed Voci

Human Decency?
To the Editor:

Punitive, specific, and repressive action is too

commonly the proposed solution to situations

disliked. Specifically the new penalty for University

shoplifting and the reaction to the establishment of a

term paper service in this area exemplify this ap-

proach. ,

Admittedly an estimated $50,000.00 shoplifting loss

is unacceptable. But the disruption of a student's

academic career is hardly a suitable response

Though I hesitate to propose the establishment of a

committee, such an action seems to be in order. In-

terview shoplifters: who and why. Clearly, however,

the present measures are an affront to simple human

decency.
Another clear example of repressive style is the

ranting and raving over the violation of 'academic

ideals and integrity' as shown by the statements of

various administrators, here and elsewhere, a

pending Student Senate bill condemning the sale of

research papers, and a Collegian editorial (3/7/72),

though the polemical character of the last was so

severe as to question the serious intent of its author

First, I contend, the entire notion of academic ideals

or integrity is spurious. An ideal is a denial of what is

;

it perpetuates mystification. Better to look at the

situation and discover why there is a profitable

market for peddled papers at outrageous prices.

Second, I doubt the grevious nature of this matter.

Learning is an individual endeavor. The loss, if any,

is to the student who purchases the paper. Further

the seriousness of this matter is rendered

questionable by the language of moral outrage:

suitable perhaps to excite emotion (read fear and

trembling) but hardly consonant with reasonable

inquiry. Third, the matter must be viewed in its total

context. Professors who do not know their students,

and often seem not to care; professors who lack

imagination and excitement to teach interesting

courses promote these activities One hardly need

cite huge class sizes as a contributing factor. I

suggest acquired term papers are possible only in

this context. Fourth, the amount of energy expended

on this matter serves only to obscure the real

violations of individual integrity that are a com-

monplace at this university. Discord and dislike

within and without the constituencies of this campus-

students, staff, faculty, administration -are symp-

tomatic of a more basic rot.

Perhaps our criticisms and actions might be better

focused, but then again these other matters are less

suitable for unsustainable outbursts
Alec Vachon

Editorial Points
In 1984, when the govern-

ment got rid of you, your entire

life records were destroyed. In

Russia you are committed to

an insane asylum. Sure that's

frightening, but Dita Beard is

going thru an identical

situation now. Thought you

were scared before, eh?
*****

Men! Check out today's

letter to the editor about the

ordeal your girlfriend goes

thru at the Infirmary. And next

time you're together, don't be

so quick to play super-male

you-know-what.
*****

The word is out on this

weekend Black Rep per-

formance; if you are looking

for an evening of spirituals,

blues, and dynamite acting,

these people have really got

something.
*****

When asked about the

growing friendship between

Spiro Agnew and Frank
Sinatra, who has been
suspected of connections with

the underworld, Agnew's press

secretary replied, "Show me
an indictment, a conviction,

anything but a lot of crap in the

papers." Who said that after

Spiro they throw away the

mold?
*****

Caught with their pants down
twice by Jack Anderson, the

Nixon Administration will

undoubtedly tighten its belt.
*****

WMPIRG wants $4 from
everyone; SOS wants $8,000.

for Belchertown. Both are
within the state Government's
domain of responsibility.

Whatever happened to the

notion of making the govern-

ment do its job rather than us

doing the job of the govern-

ment.
*****

Politicians have a way of

putting social injustices in the

"right perspective
"

*****

"God-damn the termpaper
man."

It's A Common Goal

To the Editor:

I would like to write in reference to the J. Harrington et al letter in

Tuesday's March 7 Collegian.

First of all you seem to be overly anxious about as you put it "a

dangerous precedent" and a "misappropriation of funds". Your letter

unfortunately was a bit premature on this point. We fully realize the legal

hassles involved had we planned on donating student money to an outside

legal defense fund. At Monday night's meeting we talked about and ac-

cepted the compromise proposal to give only $2000 to us for operating

expenses ( which we qualify for as an RSO group) and use only donations

to support the legal case.

It has been stated many times in letters to the Collegian why the case is

going to involve enormous expenses. The Belchertown Friends is a small

organization with limited funds. They are fighting the state, which has

unlimited resources. We can't possibly win unless we can afford to fight

them at their level.

The Mass. Civil Liberties Union has refused to deal with the case.

Most important I would like to address myself to your final point. You
stated that the state "should be given the chance to begin to remedy their

own problems ". How long do we have to wait? A State Legislative

Commission in 1968 stated that the conditions in Belchertown were

degrading and inhumane. They stated proposals that needed be dealt

with. What has happened since then? The place is still unbearable and

unfit for human habitation. Everything else has failed. That is why we're

trying what we feel to be the last resort. We do have a strong chance of

succeeding. We are getting very active student and community support.

If you feel that we are mischanneling our efforts, then please help us. We
are very open to suggestions.

We are all working for the same thing. We in SOS feel that we are doing

the right thing.
Debbie Sawyer

Up The Infirmary

On the subject of women and their bodies and internal exams, etc ,

THE INFIRMARY SUCKS. Thousands of women are processed through

there every week and the great majority of them leave with the same

ignorance and fear that have kept women quiet and oppressed for all of

History.

The routine vaginal exam runs something like this : The doctor ( always

male) takes down a brief record of "why you're here" He leaves, so that

the nurse can come in and ask you to take your pants off, wasting

ridiculous amounts of their godknowsprecioustime. As soon as you are on

the table, the nurse insists on putting a sheet over your "EXPOSED"
lower half. The standard lrrationale is "modesty" WHOSE? ? The

doctor proceeds to stick his finger, three instruments, and a light up your

hole; what is he missing out on?? And surely women have seen their own
pubic hair before!!

The only sad result of such medieval attitudes is the continued

ignorance and fear of women concerning their own bodies. It's impossible

to see what the fuck he's doing!

!

The same attitude prevails over "ASKING QUESTIONS". It is greatly

discouraged. It takes too much time. (The same amount of time it took for

him to leave the room while you took off your pants.) What physicians

seem to misunderstand is that if women were informed to begin with, of

the whys and wherefores of vaginal-reproductive functions, they would

be coming less often to the infirmary for "no good reason" or could be

treating themselves for vaginitis.

Or are male scientists insecure about answering questions, because

they know so little. They can set up incredibly sensitive technology to

send people to the moon and destroy countries by radar, but no one seems

to know or care very much about researching women's bodies No one

seems to know where vaginal infections come from or how to prevent

them. No one yet knows how the I.U.D. works. There is still no painless,

cheap, safe, or 100% effective birth control method There are only

dangerous, and potentially lethal, methods of aborting unwanted fetuses

WOMEN OF UMASS., refuae the sheet-shameful-attitude of our in

firmary. Don't leave until all your questions are answered. Refuse to sit

through moral lecturing. (One doctor handed me a set of pamphlets

which included "why girls should wait" and "how to keep your figure and

personality well-groomed to catch a guy'-I had asked him for the names

of books I could read for an in-depth description of my insides-hormonal

balance, infections, side-effects, etc., etc.)

MAKE YOUR GRIEVANCES WELL-HEARD! !

!

Suggestion: go with a friend who's having an internal. Get to see-feel

what your insides are like.

ANITA PEPI
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Culternatives

Landing Good Land
By GILBERT J. SALK

Spring is getting close, believe it

or not, and with it come thoughts of

land, plants, building, growing.

Some of you will be graduating,

some splitting. And a few might

jus* decide that it's time to try

something new A farm, perhaps,

or a commune, or just a cabin in

the woods. But, inevitably, the

question: Where's the land, and for

how much?
Now that you're into the topic

(assuming you haven't thrown

your copy of the paper away) let's

talk some about locating good land

The first problem is figuring out

exactly what you're looking for.

There's a big difference between

land which is suitable for sub-

sistence farming and that which

can provide a paying crop. You

should make a careful assessment

of your need for other people,

either as neighbors or as suppliers

of helpful hints and Tiecessities.

How near to a city do you want to

be'' What do you plan to do to keep

yourself alive'' If kids are in-

volved, what about the availability

of a doctor or hospital Wifl you be

sending the kid to the local school"

I'm sure you can think of other

questions The important ones

involve having a clear idea of what

you hope to do. what skills you

have at hand and what skills are

lacking, what your needs will be.

and how you hope to relate to the

local folks

Once you get your head straight

about all that, you can start your

search Obviously, you're not

limited to this country, but my
information is, so I'll talk about

searching within the U.S.

There are two large national real

estate agencies which have local

representatives all around the

country. Each comes out with a

huge catalog of land, farms,

homes, stores, camps, and so on at

least twice a year This catalog

lists everything from huge

acreages costing over a million

dollars to small lots costing less

than a thousand dollars. Given the

range offered, you are sure to be

able to find the amount of land

(and buildings) you want for a

reasonable price, and there are

some real bargains

If vou want to get on the mailing

list (FREE! ». just send a card to

United Farm Agency. 612 W. 47th

St.. Kansas City. Mo 64112, and

ask for their catalog Do the same

with Strout Realty, 521 E. Green

St . Pasadena. Cal. 91101.

Thes two catalogs will give you a

fair idea of land costs in any area

you think might be suited to your

"needs. You should know that most

of the listings are sent into the

central office months before the

catalog is printed and mailed, so

most of what you see has been sold

already But it does give you some

working idea of what's real

As a push for buying your own

land, let me share some of the good

things about the place we bought in

Conway. There's the birdfeeders,

for a start. I've really started to

groove on birds, and have seen

some this year that I've never seen

before. There's the planning that

goes into starting an organic

garden this spring, learning to

compost, reading about mulching

and natural control of insects.

There's looking out the back

windows and seeing only trees and

hills There's the drive home from

campus on Rt. 116 every day

between steep hills and along a

clear, cold, snow-covered stream.

There's the post office where the

postmaster knows all about

everyone and everything that goes

on in town so you don't need a

newspaper and you don't feel as if

your privacy is being invaded.

There's learning to find and use

new information. Try it. It's fun

I want to share some access with

you in the form of a few books

"related to land and building, but

first let me ask for some help and

report on the CULTURNATIVES
Clearinghouse idea. So far, only

two people have indicated a

willingness to work to put a

clearinghouse together That's not

enough There's work to be done if

the thing is going to happen, so if

you thought the idea was good,

"please get your name to me.

Now. the appeal for help I'm an

amateur photographer, and I've

been taking a lot of pictures lately.

including some nudes. But now I

need a moderately insane woman
( or two women with similar builds I

who would be willing to model nude

outdoors in the snow There's no

way I can make it worth your

while, but I can offer you copies of

the pictures and a couple of

enlargements Somebody, please''

If you're into either the

clearinghouse or the modeling.

please contact me in 923 CC or call

545-0613 days. And now. on to the

books.

Let's assume for the moment

that you've got your land, and

you're ready to start working

You're out in the woods, and you

want to build a log cabin Check out

The Wilderness Cabin by Calvin

Rutstrum ($5 95. Macmillan Co.,

NYC). Rutstrum has built several

log cabins himself, and shares his

learnings in a clear, interesting

manner He is obviously a man
who appreciates nature and

craftsmanship, and he is anxious to

communicate his feelings and his

skills. If you're on a back-to-the-

woods trip, this book should help

If you're into communes or in-

tentional communities of any kind,

and planning to build from scratch,

vou might find it helpful to see how

some small communities have

evolved on a natural-selection

basis, if only to give you some

jumpingoff points for planning

your own village Douglas Fraser's

Village Planning in the Primitive

World ($2 95. George Braziller.

Inc. NYC) describes several

primitive villages, including Mbuti

pygmies. Cheyenne Indians.

Trobriand Islanders, and others.

Most are illustrated with photos

and line drawings, and the func-

tions of building design -and

relationships to each other . is

described. If you're building your

own community, or just interested

in architecture as a social art, you

might be interested in this book.

No matter what you build, you

will need materials, and they

usually cost money. It can help

greatly if you can estimate well

ahead of time what you will need,

and about how much it will cost. An

excellent aid, Simplified Carpentry

Estimating by J. Douglas Wilson

and Clell M Rogers ($5.95, Sim-

mons-Boardman Publ Corp..

NYC) tells you how to figure what

you're going to need to do almost

"any kind of building It includes

foundations, framing, finishing,

and hardware. There's all kinds of

charts helping you determine how

much material you'll need to finish

a job. and explanatory stuff to help

vou use the charts.

Once you've got the lumber

together, of course, you'll need

tools and the knowledge to get the

best out of your tools. Leo Mc-

Donnell's The Use of Hand
Woodworking Tools (Delmar

Publ. Inc. Albany. N.Y.) is an

excellent book on the care, use and

feeding of vour hand tools If you

care about" the things helping you

do your work, you'll want to treat

them right That means using them

only for the right kinds of jobs,

keeping them sharp, or balanced,

or whatever, and storing them

properly This book will tell you

how.
PEACE

Women's Day

Rally Calendar

11:00 Marches:
12 °° from Southwest Women's Center to S.U.

from Orchard Hill to S.U.

from Amherst Town Common to S.U.

Speakers tor Rally in Student Union Ballroom:

,200 Isabel Arnold. Northampton. Valley Women's Center

Elinor Flexner, Northampton, wrote Century of Strwwle

Sister Judith La Femina, AM. Holyoke C. Harrlsburg Trials

Maggie Houghton, UMass student, Socialist Platform on women

Michele Aldrich, Smith, McGovern platform on women

Lois Penny. Smith student, Chisholm for President

Fran McNulty. Northampton, Running for state Demo Comm.tteewoman

Ann Dumphy, Northampton, Muskie on Women

1 00 Marie V. Cappadona, Sunderland, Mgr. of Mktg and menu services

Carol Drew, Pres. of UMass union, women workers at UMass

Barbara Burn, UMass. Status of Women -i—-i—iMtie*
Amy S.izmann. daughter of Fre,da. UMass Boston Prof. Mjy^""

—

Mary Wyatt. Belchertown, Read poem from Angolan, woman f .ghter and more

Ann Drenginis. UMass student, Breaking down class terrier, among women

Teres.na Havens who lived in China will lead all present ,n T a.ChlCh uan. Chinese

exercises with Mao Phil.

DVP Presents Pituitary Researcher
. . • . . «_-»»_ i :„„ ,i...,,t l«vtnrp

The great anatomist Vesalius

(1514-64) believed that the

pituitary gland, a pea-sized body

located at the base of the brain and

weighing only one-sixteenth of an

ounce, was an organ for the

secretion of waste material.

Today, the pituitary, one of the

smallest of man's hormone
producers, is know to be the

master gland, because most of the

hormones it secretes tell other

hormone-producing glands what to

do. So, in a sense, it is the director

of the body's entire chemical

factory.

Because of this, the

Distinguished Visitors Program

las invited Dr. Choh Hao Li, head

2 00 Francis Crowe, Northampton, air war In IndoChina

MaVione Swann. Ashby. won .n.ernationa. Peace Award trom war Resistors League

Working Toward a Non violent society

-ean WUI.ams, Leverert, Daughter Sull and Power City Consp.racy

Mary Lavin, UMass student, Women ,n the enti war movement

Mary Murphy, P.ttstieid C.ty Council, No more carnival queens

Pat Sachrey, Northampton, Women's Institute

Kay Raymond, UMass student. Gay Women

EMeen Stewart, UMass, S W Women's Center

Ann Brenthnger, UMass, Radical Feminism

Robin Duard, Amherst, Women and Health Care

Elaine Frazier, UMass, Abortion

Sandy Liilydohl. Amherst, Welfare

Amherst Women's Collective

of the Hormone Research
Laboratory, University of

California Medical School at San
Francisco, to speak on "Pituitary

Hormones, Growth and
Reproduction." Dr. Li has studied

the pituitary gland for over thirty

years. He has discovered and

purified six of the seven known
hormones secreted by the anterior

love of the pituitary (the seventh

having been isolated by a scientist

who was once a student of Dr. Li.

)

He found the chemical sequence of

ACTH, useful for the treatment of

arthritis, and he found and syn-

thesized the HGH (human growth

hormone), a compound of 188

amino acides, one of the largest

synthesized molecules to date, and

of immense medical application.

Dr. C.H. Li's lecture "Pituitary

Hormones, Growth and

Reproduction" will be held at 8: 15,

Thursday, March 16, in the Mahar
Auditorium. Everyone who is

interested in knowing about

his/her own bodily functions in

general, and the endocrine system

in particular, is welcome. And

informal coffee hour will be held in

the Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union immediately after the

lecture. There will also be a

Biochemistry Seminar, led by Dr.

Li, entitled "The HGH Molecule,"

at 4:30 that afternoon in Peters

Auditorium of Goessman
Laboratory.

Applications for Summer
Session Students Assistants

(counselors) are presently

available in the Office of the

Central Area Director in Baker

House Basement. Applications

must be in no later than March

15. 1972.

Transcendental

Meditation
A Film and Introductory Lecture

March 9th — Thursday

8:00 Campus Center 171

Feel like you're living in a cell?

Tired of eating D.C. food?

Do you want a home and not just a

place to sleep?

If you want a place to belong to you

belong at Sig Ep

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
9 Chestnut St.

Wed. and Thurs. Call 5-0070
7-9 p.m. For Rides

Qsrv*.

WED, MAR- IS

9'00
AT YHEBLUEWAil.
QjjJWittd- tick**

<m mJ» ox ti-sop

Elks Receive
SelectmanOK

MIDDI.EBORO. Mass. <AP> —
Selectmen have certified the Elks

lodge as eligible for a beano license

despite an attempt to delay action

on the matter
Selectmen voted the certification

Monday night.

The Rev William M MacKenzie,

secretary-treasurer of a com

mittee to integrate the Elks and a

member of the lodge, said the club

bars non-whites from membership

and did not deserve certification.

"You sit in judgment of an issue

that affects the common good of

this town," Father MacKenzie, a

Roman Catholic priest, told the

selectmen.

He said the Elks should not be

allowed to profit from beano until

they permit non-white members

BUTTERFIELD PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

HUMPHREY KATHARINE

B0GART HEPBURN

TONIGHT ONLY
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM 6:30 - 8:15 - 10:00

Women's Cultural
Week Calendar

Wed. 10:00 a.m. "Literary Assumptions About Women", Jones

3/8 Lib, Amity St.

11:00 a.m Women's Marches from Southwest, Orchard

Hill and Amherst Center.

12:00 S.U. Ballroom, all invited, only women will speak.

TOPICS: Harrisburg Trials, Socialist Platform on

Women, Welfare, Carnival Queens, Women's Institute,

Gay Women, Nepotism and Discrimination, Status of

Women, Class Barriers Among Women, woman's

collective, Abortion, Chisholm for Pres., AAcGovern on

Women, Women workers at UMass, Radical Feminism,

Women in the Anti war movement.
EXERCISES: Break in talks for T'ai Chi Ch'uan

led by Teresina Havens who lived in China.

8:00 p.m. "New Politics: The Role of Women and Youth"

topic of Pat Bonner Lyons, only black woman to run for

Boston School Committee, delegate to Mass. Coalition

to elect Shirley Chisholm; Member of YWLL.

GAIN 8
MIGHTY POU

OP SOLID FACT
mmMUMigiiigAB

Poetry Reading, Berkshire Club

Thur
3/9

Fri.

3/10

Sat

3/11

Tue
3/14

Sat

3/18

Sun.

3/12

Engineering East.

800 p.m. Women's
Room, Southwest.

1000 a.m. Women's Poetry Reading, Campus Center,

same readers as for Mon., free child care

8:00 p.m. "The Concept of Radical Feminism" Roberta

Salper, Academic Building, Hampshire College.

200 p.m "Sisterhood" Sheila Tobias, MLH, Hampshire

College.

8:00 p.m. Folk and Rock Festival, Women musicians,

Sage Hall, Smith. Arts and Drafts demo all day at

Smith.

100 p.m. Women's Film Festival, Mt. Holyoke, 6 films.

Hooker Auditorium.

800 pm "It's All Right To Be Woman" Professional 11

member, NYC women's theatre. Marks Meadow Gym,

by School of Ed., $2.00.

7:00 p.m. "Women in the Prison System" Johnnetta Cole,

Dickinson, UMass.
1:00 p.m SU Ballroom. Appalachian Mountain Music

Double projector slide show with music on strip mining,

culture destruction, etc., Morris Bros and 5 member

WOMEN'S STRING BAND, The best spoon player in

the country, piano, flute, banjo, guitar, fiddle, man

dolin, autoharp. Handclapping, footstomping allowed

2 00 p.m Student Union Ballroom, Film: "Wanda",

effect of Appalachian culture, poverty and husband on

Ker life.

Rosa Luxumburg's birthday.

BOOKSTORE
In cooperation with COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
PRESS is giving away each week throughout the

month of March one copy of me Columbia En
cyclopedia (retail value 1*9 50) To be eligible

lust fill out the entry form below and drop It In me
box at me Columbia psoerbock display. If your

ticket Is drawn, a copy of mis greatest ot one

volume encyclopedias is yours absolutely tree No

purchase necessary The name of each week's

winner will be posted after the drawing

WHY ARE WE
RUNNING THIS
CRAZY LOTTERY?
If s our way of getting you into the bookstore to look

at our great collection of Columbia paperbacks,

including the Leaders of Madam Anthropology

Series, stunning and inexpensive illustrated books

from the British Museum, the Columbia Essays on

Modern Writers, me contemporary poetry of the

Frank O'Hin Award winners, and a tremendous
array of others in art. drama, history, literature

political science, and sociology From the

Babylonian legend of the flood to the Ne theatre of

Japan to the poetry of Stephen Crane, from
Chaucer's world to the world of the Chin

Communists.

Nursing Meeting Today
There will be a meeting of the

School of Nursing Conference

Room on Thursday, March 9. 1972.

from 3:304:30 p.m. All nursing

students are invited to meet Dr

Lillian Goodman, a candidate for

Dean of the School Punch and

cookies will be served and there

will be an opportunity to talk in

formally with Dr Goodman
Dr Goodman is a graduate from

the Pete* Bent Brigham Hospital

School of Nursing and obtained her

Ed I). from Boston University

Currently, she is Acting Dean at

University of Massachusetts

School of Nursing. Please come
and meet her.

WHY OTHERS COME AND GO
Some Demo and Used Systems from

AMHERST AUDIO
Pioneer SX990 56 watt R.M.S. Receiver- List $269.95 ( DEMO)
EPI Model 100 Loudspeakers (the best all-around speaker available — List

Dual 1219 automatic turntable ( Dual's best, complete w/pickering 750E) -
List $268.00 (Used)

Original List $716.00 $460.00 complete

Pioneer SX990 ( 4 mos. old full warranty by us) L
i

s
J
5269.95

Aztec Picasso Loudspeaker system great rock List $219.00 ( New)

Thorens TD150 Manual Turntable complete w/B&O SP14 cartridge - List

$170.00 (DEMO)
Ust$* .oo $399.00 COMPLETE

Harmon-Kardon 33045 watt R.M.S. receiver List$199.95 ( DEMO)

Garrard SL55B automatic turntable w/base dust cover and cartridge

Aztec Picasso floor standing speaker system List^$ 21 9.00 (Used)

Original List $520.00 $310.00 COMPLETE

INDIVIDUAL USED AND DEMO SPECIALS

Toyo Four Channel Cartridge Player, L ist $ 169.95— $50.00 ( Demo)
Realistic Automatic Turntable, Mag. Cartridge, Dust Cover — $5.00

(Used)
Aztec Minuet Book Shelf Spkrs., original list $69.95 — $55.00 the pair

(Demo)
Harmon-Kardon 230 Receiver, original list $ 169.95— $84.00 ( Used)

Sony TC — 352D Reel to Reel Deck, List $189.95— $129.00 ( Demo)
Craig AM-FM Stereo Cassette Receiver, List $239.95— $49.00 ( Used)

Lloyd's AM-FM Stereo 8-track Receiver with Speakers, List $199.95 —
$60.00 (Used) ... .,

Sansui AU 222 Amplifier 10 & 10 watts, original list $99.95 — $45.00 ( Used)

All Used Equipment 7 day money-back guarantee.

Lots of Unadvertised Equipment
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Notices

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA:
Important information and

planning meeting for all Sophomore

members, Wed., 3/8 at 4:00 in the

School of Business, Rm. 5. Please

rr >ke an effort to attend.

ANGEL FLIGHT:
Freshmen and Sophomore Women

:

looking for your identity? Come help

shape ours. ..Angel Flight is

changing! Join us Thurs. evening,

3/9, 79 o'clock in the Colonial

Lounge, S.U

APPLE CORPS MIRKWOOD
COFFEEHOUSE:
Thanx to everyone who came last

Sat. Anyone interested in performing

Mar. 18 please contact Joey at 546

6681.

CERTIFIED SCUBA DIVERS:
ice dive Sun Mar. 12 Senior dive

credit available for further info call

AQUQPRO Dive School, 1 736 1614.

CHRISTIANS
A Bible Vigil sponsored by

Newman Club in the Newman Chapel

tonight at 7. Theme: Following

Christ. All invited!

ENGLISH DEPT. UNDER GRAD
COUNCIL:
Tonight at 7 30 in Bartlett Lobby,

there will be a meeting of all those

interested in ti.ializing plans for Mar.

16 After Graduation What? Educ

members required, all Eng. majors

welcome.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
There will be a meeting tonight at

7.30 p.m. in Grinnell Arena on

"Grooming and Showing the halter

horse"

GSS WORK DAY:
GSS, a service sorority, is spon

soring a work day, Sat. Mar. 11 from

10 a.m. to 4 p.m Will do odd jobs at

reasonable wages. For more info call

546 8130 or 546 8054 by Fri., 3/10 by 4

p.m.

GEOGRAPHY ASSOC:
Prof Brian J.L. Berry, U. of

Chicago, will speak on "Monitoring

and Evaluation of Desegregation

Strategies in Chicago" Wed. 4:00

p.m. Rm. 804808 CC. All welcome.

GROUND SCHOOL:

Flying Club Ground School will

meet at 700 p.m in Rm. 162 CC. Will

start introduction and pref light.

HATHA YOGA:
A class in Hatha Yoga in the CC, 7 9

p.m in Rm 904 only Free. All

students are welcome.

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD:
Tonight we will be meeting to

discuss various problems, projects

and ideas. Diverse opinions are

necessary to do a good job. Come to

Rm 803 CC at 7:00 to see what is being

done.

HEED 120-FIRST SEMESTER
STUDENTS:
Please join us for a "Coffee Career

Hour" in Skinner Lounge this Thurs.

evening, Mar. 9 at 7:30 p.m.

COOL HAND LUKE:
Mahar Aud 7:309:45 March 11.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
MAJORS:

Brief meeting of H.D. Student

Faculty Coordinating Committee,

Sun. Mar. 12 at 730 p.m. in 911 CC.

All members please attend, new

members welcome.

JULIUS IS HERE:
The disciples of the prophet Julius

are in the 5 college area, conveying

the message of God's most beloved

servant Julius. Watch for signs.

LIVESTOCK CLASSIC:
Publicity meeting 3/8 6 p.m. in the

front of the Hatch. Important

meeting.

LOC FLOWER SHOW:
Bus leaves for the Landscape

Operations Club Worcester Flower

Show, Mon., Mar. 13 at 1.30 p.m. in

front of Wilder Hall. Sign up and

leave your money with the

secretaries in Wilder Hall. $2.00 for

active members and S2.50 for non

active members.

MAROON KEYS:
All hands on deck, 7:30 p.m., Sun.,

Mar. 12 in Rm 901 CC. Naglin's turn

to get his name in.

NORTHERN IRELAND:
if you are interested in attending

the New Univ. at Ulster in Northern

Ireland next fall, see George Urch,

Rm. 215 School of Educ. for info and

applications Application deadline is

Mar. 15.

OUTING CLUB:
There will be a West Va. pre trip

meeting at 6: 30 p.m. in the Hatch. All

interested should attend.

SCROLLS:
Important meeting tonight at 6

p.m. in Rms. 811 815 CC. Finalized

plans for coffee house to be made so

please attend!

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting in Curry Hicks at 7 p.m.

Certification course starts at 5:30.

Bring bathing suits. Dues should be

paid as soon as possible.

STUDENTS FOR MCGOVERN:
There will be a meeting tonight at 8

p.m. in Rm. 917, CC. All interested

please attend.

STUDENT STRUGGLE FOR
SOVIET JEWRY:
The New Slavery Album will be

played this Thurs. evening at 7:00.

Report on the National Conference in

Washington will be given. Spring

activities discussed Rm. 420.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY:
Everybody even thinking of going

to the conclave MUST attend the

meeting tonight 7 30 p.m. Rm. 305

Holdsworth.

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL:
There will be a most important

organizational meeting for all women
interested in trying out for the

women's varsity softball team on

Thurs., 3/9 at 4:30 p.m in the WoPE
lounge.

YEAR OF STUDY IN PARIS:

There will be a meeting Thurs. at

1 : 30 on the 3rd floor lounge of Herter

for all those interested in studying in

Paris. We will talk about the

program, interview candidates. It Is

also open to non French majors.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS:
Meeting tonight in Rm 178 CC at

7 30. We will discuss upcoming

speakers.

FREE KITTEN:
Free baby kitten to give away to a

good home. Female, 8 weeks old, all

white, affectionate. Call 549 1753.

LOST:
Will the 2 guys who borrowed a

shovel Wed. 2/23 down in F lot please

return it to 150 Patterson or Call 546

9608

A silver bracelet with several blue

rectangular stones was lost between

the TOC and the Quad. If found

please call 546 5450.

A blue leather wallet; contains

important I.D.'s. please return, no

questions asked. Call Marcia, 546

6521 anytime.

Gold watch, blue band, WoPE gym.

If found please contact Irene, 305

Dwight.

Red wallet Sat. 3/4 near Berkshire

Dining Common and JQA. If found

call Eileen 546 8470

FOUND:
Keychain with 3 keys found near

Brooks. Medallion with "Sullivan" on

chain. Call 6 1165.

Full grovt ,i amber colored male cat

found in Machmer last Wed. Would

owner or anyone else interested

please call 253 3798 anytime.

SENIORS

Deadline for Applications for

Senior Speaker at Commencement

due at RSO Office

by this Friday, 5 p.m.

PARACHUTE:
Parachute jumps every weekend at

Turners Falls Airport Come on out or

check RSO 318 for details.

PRE SOCIAL WORK STUDENTS:
Mrs. Freund from the Family

Service Agency of Northampton will

be giving a slide show and discussion

about the agency Thurs. Mar. 9, 8:00

p.m. CC 174 176. Everyone welcome.

RUGBY:
Collection of deposits for Fla. trip

Wed. nite 6 30 Rm 165 CC.

RUSH PARTY:
Tired of DC. food and dorm life?

Come to Phi Mu Delta Wed. and

Thurs. night at 7.00 p.m. Just to see

for yourself what we are like.

SOUND IDEAS:
Quality Components at the Best Price

In the alley

Open 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Mon. - Fri.; 10:00 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sat.

THE ALTERNATIVE
There were four stores selling stereo components in the Amherst area. Now there are five.

SOUND IDEAS is^s^u^enj^wned^and o^e^a^e^aua^o^shop^

ToTour opening we are featuring this special:

$100.00 off this system
The standard 158U Amplifier, 7 watts RMS/channel BSR 31 OX Turntable, with cueing,

anti-skating. Creative 22 Speakers, two-way air-suspension systems.

List price $240.00 B Sound Idea at $139.00(also available with the more powerful

Standard 403 Amplifier, 15 watts RMS/channel, for $20.00 more).
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Ms. Lyons To Speak

On Politics Of Women

Patricia Bonner-Lyons

Manager and/or Salts Personnel

for Record ft Tape Store

Apply today at former Tower Restaurant

Tonight, International Women's

Day, Patricia Bonner-Lyons will

speak on "New Politics: the Role

of Women and Youth."

She is well known in

Massachusetts as a young militant

who recently ran for election to the

Boston School Committee and
drew 53,000 votes; the closest any
black person has yet come to being

elected to that committee. She ran

as a member of the Young Workers
Liberation League, on a platform

of community control of the

schools. In January, she was a

delegate for Shirley Chisholm at

the Massachusetts Coalition. She

recently sponsored a bill with

Royal Boiling in the Massachusetts

Lend A Foot
Do you have any orthopedic

devices which you are no longer

using Would you like to donate
them to a good cause? The
Physical Therapy Department at

the Health Center (Infirmary) is

starting a free loan service for its

patients who can't afford items

which the health fee does not

cover.

Bring the items to the Infirmary
- Second Floor - Physical Therapy
Department.

House for community control of the

schools. Her talk is being co-

sponsored by women in the

Economy and Political System and

the Women's Caucus of the School

of Ed.

Ms. Bonner-Lyons is a Boston

hospital worker and mother of one

child.

Ms. Bonner-Lyons speech is part

of a program on International

Women's Day, which includes a

march from the common to the

University Student Union at 11

a.m., and a rally in the Student

Union from 12 to 3 p.m She will

speak at 8 p.m. in the Engineering

East Auditorium.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

INFORMAL RUSH

Wednesday and Thursday

at 7:00 p.m.

Phi Mu Delta

Come see for yourself that we have the best living ex-

perience on Campus.

Call for rides 253-9034 — 549-0250.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

i'h.ii vw Cimprr. good condition.

Looking for reasonable offer Call Jerry at

253-0221.

If3 13

IMS Porsche ( oupe . rebuilt eng Nr»
Hutch, tires balterv . r\n -.unroof lugg

rack Maintenance record* avail. 11250 or

best off SOS-43M.
tfl-13

IMC OnC Van new Urea. carb. muffler,

valve*, fuel pump rec. tuneup runt well

MB .mum. 1025 Ask for (iary next door

pwrple.
tfs-o

04 Saab M. red. excellent body * in-

terior i •ood brake*, new rxhaust lyatem S

PirelliV Must aee to believe ( all Donnle

545-0170.

U3-IS

1Mb Austin America 4-speed auto . low

mileage, new mow a. radio, front wheel

drive Ukingnw.t all:i»-«33* after Sp.m.
tf3-20

Hl-Speed Hike Must sell Raleigh Super

( ourse" under 2 mlh old Reynold* S3I

tube* 1125 or beat offer (all Mil 540-5404

after 10 p m
tf3-0

Framu* Grand Star eler. ac'stk guitar

w /hard raae. Asking 1300 (all Lance • •-

MI7. Leave name A »phone if I'm out.

MM

Vlbum* J< tapes — British albums.

Hootleg. albums, x-track tapes I2.M.

Guaranteed all the latest, save! 540 0M3
nltes

MM

Rectilinear 3*S— I3M: Macintosh stereo

SOW — 1175: AR table. Stanton cart IM.
Mail phone • — Denenberg. RFD. S.

Deerfield
MM

-•« inch . 10 speed racing bic> cle . Raleigh

Asking 17a. (all Lew 25*4400.

MM

old Incl 2 mike*. Only I IM. Call Rick 253-m Mi
HOUSE TO SHARE

Female student wanted to share room in

house with t kirls. 155 monthly including

utilit % ( all evenings 253-0700

tf3-IO

"roommates wanted

SERVICES

(ape Cod roommates wanted for house

in Denniaport. May IS — Sept 5. I2M.

Prefer upperrlass/grad stu. Call Dave

after S. 005-2221
in-*

PERSONAL

Male wants female roommate. S?e

(ierrj at #105 Cltfiside apts. Sunderland

No phone yet 17S.M a mo. Prefer neat.

easy going person
tf3-l0

Roommates wanted for 2 bedrm twnhs

apt. at ail immed Swim, pi . partly furn..

5 min from Campus Call anytime 253-

MM,

IM2 Plymouth.
1150. S40-4M74.

1970 Opel Kadetl

condition 11350. Call

p.m.. MS-3531.

Vickie, the VW was nice but I thought

\ou were nicer.
HI

Fxpert auto A. cycle repair, specializing

in foreign cars, call 253-3740 aak for Jrrr>
1(3-19

\mherst Audio services, stereo com-
ponents, tape decks lor home or car. 1*7

No. Pleasant si.. 2SO-OI33

tfsem

TERM PAPERS
Quality Research and Reference

materials. Originals and copies. TPA.
Rm 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 N.

Pleasant St. 250-OIM.

If3-24

Termpapers highest quality lowest rates

National Writers Coop. Call 253-7332.

MM

ENTERTAINERS WANTED
Karn ISO a night by singing and playing

drink along, sing along music on piano or

guitar (all Ed at S IS MM.
t13-10

PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIP.

for sale — (.af Super m movie pro) A
zoom camera. Cannon Sup X camera.
Kowa I'.mm Keflex has meter and timer
( all Icrrv at 2534221.

MMa

LOST

'70 Chvlle w bind haired driver left me
off acr. frm. Had cr. w«h. Th 24 Feb. I left

tlphd. slat bk notes In bk seal. Please callMM
MMd

Loat: Rlark. male Labrador Retriever.

answers to Fldo Reward 253-3503

M
FOR RENT

To sublet or lease avail. Jun I. 2 bdrm
furn apt. All mil Swim pi 7 mln from

campus Call 005-3040 eve*.
113-0

MM
mi. Excellent

(ieorge after von

tf3-IO

Thank you — To the person who

returned my purse. I really appreciated

vour thoughtfulnes* and honesty. Mary

Lou. MM

F to share Ig. room in 3 bdrm. Puffton

Roommate not there often. ISO.SO/mo

Immediate ore June I or summer if you

want 540-M8.

MUSIC MATCH

SEWING

W Fastback VW. low mileage, very good

condition Must sell 11350 Call after A

p.m.. SOMMM.

"The Nut" appreciated your letter —
please call — Bruce

IfW

Responsible F to share apt Vlon
(enter, own room already furnished Rent

low IV> utilities rarely exceeds 1 10. After •

MMMsV
tr.i-ia

Need any mending or sewing done? Call

( hris 549-IMI
113-1*

Reach Nirvana at the instant Karma
Tournament" — A battle of the bands at

(he S |) Ballroom on Sal Mar II 1 1 on

If3 I*

SEX

APT. SUBLET

113-10

04 VW Bus with I month old rebuilt

engine, new tires, gas heater (iood shape,

inside and out. 1575. Call 25342*4.

MM

M s svveenv : I think Id like to get to

know v ou better ... but. .

.

MM

APARTMENT FOR RENT

FOR SALE

Deb-I>eb we've become strangers. I

need to speak with you. Marc-Marc.
113-11

Pair Hart Javlin skis — also new Lange

ski boots — used once everything — 1 150 or

negotiate seperalely for each. Call 340-3KIS

mornings.
MM

(.Ibsen m. std .-if. guitar. Must sell.

Best offer over I2M Also Yamaha FG 3M
folk guitar 115*. Call Dave 0-04SI.

MM)

M Cougar 302-4V ps. many extra* 1 IM*

Call Ray after 5 p.m.. 540-4211

113-10

"Health AR-IS most sensitive FM
tuner /amp tested" say* HI-FI. 1025 new. 3

yrs. old. Make an offer! Call (ieo S40-IC7*

nlte. 545-2573 day.
MMf

Old time radio programs on tape. Amos
4 Andy. Superman. Sgt. Preston. Call

Steve 54C-M7I.
MM

• OW Bourn PA amp MM) A Good cond.

175 or best offer. Coll Erik 540-0300.

If3-10

Candle wax now 2.71 for 10 lb*. Peoples

(raft Co-op. in the Alley I past the Leather

Shed i Beautiful handmade things

MM

To the blonde In hot pants at the

MarKimmle Party on Sat. we give the title

of "Mia* Cock-Tease of 1072.

"

M
Would like to meet masculine gay

student for honest, relationship, not Just

sex trip. Kxpect discretion Write

spring fid Box 1821.

If3- I*

WANTED

Used I* speed bicycle in fairly good

condition Call 5M-I72* after 5:10.

tf3-0

Two-Bedroom Apartments lor im-

mediate rental. «-monlh lease.

I IMS/month, includes ulil. Call MS-3240

days or M5-357S nlte*.

FOR RENT

l-bedroom house, excellent condition,

immediate occupancy. Call between *:M
— C: 30 p.m. 504-3420. Skibiskl Real Kstate.

M
Colonial V ill . 2 bedrm .. Apr I or sooner

Option to renew lease in Sept. Call Bob 253-

3504.

MM

TYPING
Typing — theses. dissertation*. etc. Fast

and accurate. Proofreading, editing if

desired. Have Greek and science symbols

253-3001.

Frho Hill Townhouse available now.

sublease until Aug. 30. Faculty -staff

preferred (all 545-nOM. Fxt. 25 during

normal working hr». M

Reward — 125 for information leading to

leasing I plus bdrm round \ home 20 mi.

Write K Stutsman 315 Puffton VIII.

\mhrrst. For June I.

3-14

2 Bedroom Puffton Village Apt. avail.

June I 1215/month. includes utll. Call 540-

3K0I
H3-I4

EMPLOYMENT
Hawkers: SHI THE SPARK in dorms,

dining commons, etc. Earn l.»» for each

paper you sell, (all 504-1030 and get March
issue.

M3-I0

MOVIES

See "House on Haunted Hill and Little

Shop of Horrors" tonite at Amherst
Folklore Centre shown at 7 and f: 30 p.m.

only II.
3-0

NOTICE

(.ROSH NATIONAL PRODKTIONS
IS COMING WHETHER YOC LIKE IT

OR NOT . .

FOUND

Interested in buying or renting block

prints, etchings, sllhscreens. etc. Coll

Kathi at 0-4AM
U3-I0

TRAVEL
RIDE WANTED

Found — German Shepard dog In

Sunderland — Rt. I Hand 47 area. CaU 005-

3213

If3- 10

ROOM WANTED
Male journalist 23. seek* rm. in apt. *r

house with profs, or students — com-
muting distance of GreenfkL Walt. 772-0201

exl. SO or X03-M20
tn-ii

Photo rnlarger and dark room supplies

(all anytime for Sam or Peggy at 2S3-DM7.

MM

SPRING IN ACAPVLCOllOolday* 7

nights via Inlv DC! Jet. Open only to

students, employee* * famille* of 5

Colleges Call 504-5171.

U3-20

Honda SI. 350. 00-70. Call 540-0475.

tf3-IO

12 String Guitar Gibson — 1220 with ca*e

and extra*. (Retail value 13*5.) Going to

Europe and need money. Call Tom 540-

1020
113-10

STEREO EQUIPMENT

Discount Stereo Equip, * Access., T-

Tahles. Speaker*. Receivers. Diamond
Needles I3.M. Magnetic Carts 30-00% off.

Call nltes \ir. *i«.i

MM

Pan Am World Airway* yosdh fare,

hotelbus. and group rate*. Call Campue
Representative 540-0002.

U3-14

Go South Spring break: Bermuda —
Freeport. Acapulco. Puerto Rico. day

package* from 1 100. Escape International

Call Peggy 253-0M7
U3-20

Ride wanted to Washington. DC spring

vacation, one or both ways, chare driving,

expenses. 54S-002O Andy.
MM

Hide wanted for 3 male* to Fla week or

3/27. Leave 3/24. 540-0223 or 540-0227 snare

II
U3-I0

BABYSITTING

19.10 School Bus. (iood condition, (iood

for camper or store on wheels l5Morbe*t

offer Arnold 5-043H
H3-9

Realistic Tape Deck, auto mount con-

verter for 110 volts, tape rase. 15 tape*. 4

speakers Asking I ISO. Call Lew 250-0400

MM

Ampex 52 stereo cassette

player /recorder deck. In exc. cond. I year

INSTRUCTIONS

Guitar help If your beginning or Just In a

hole. I'll get you going. Bines - folk • rock -

Junk funk. IS/hr. 527-0212.

113-10

Grow Your Own Organically

Hrnt a garden for the season, tilled,

water, organic lertillier. tool storage. 504-

5M2.
t'3-10

ENTERTAINMENT
At last! Mimi Farina * Tom Jans at The

Hluewall Wed.. March IS. Tickets on sale

in 021 CC. from i.no-.i-on p.m. Limited

ticket*.

H3-IS

Will babysit — student's wife will

babyait evenings — over 21 experienced —
mother — former teacher — own tran-

sportation 540-3030.

If3- IS

AUTO ASTROLOGY

Today Mercury la In Aire* squaring.

Jupiter in Capricorn You probably feel

strongly that your opinions are justified in

reality there Isn't much reason behind

them. So don't take chances with your car.

if there is something wrong, get M checked

immediately, especially the brakes. Come
to Spencer's Mobil next to Post Office

3-0
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Faculty Musicians

Will Grace Bowker

Julian Olevsky and Estela Kersenbaum Olevsky will play tonight with cellist Leopold Teraspulsky in

concert in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. All three are members of the UMass faculty. Why don t you

come down and groove on the music. It doesn't cost a penny.

The husband and wife team of

violinfet Julian Olevsky and pianist

Estela Kersenbaum Olevsky will

join with cellist Leopold

Teraspulsky for a concert tonight

at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

The three performers are faculty

members of the University's music

department.

Included in the concert program

will be the premiere performance

of Frederick Tillis' "Music for

Violin, Cello, and Piano (1971)."

Also in the program will be

Mozart's "Trio in G Major K. 564,"

Bloch's "Three Nocturnes," and

Brahms "Trio in C Major Op. 87

As part of the music depart-

ment's Faculty Recital Series, the

event is open to the public without

charge.

fWUs
CWfOCp
Irtle ©per

Hon-

—

L

UlMUfl ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

91.1 FM
FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO:

6:30 a.m. -9:00 Music and in-

formation

9:00 am News
9:15 a.m. Music
12:00 News
12:15-3:00 p.m Bob Mulvey Show-

music
3:00 p.m -News
3:15 p.m -7:00 p.m. Paul Wanner
Show-music

7:00 p.m News
7.30 p m SIGHTS ANP SOUNDS
8:00 p m UJAMAA DRUM black

music and information til 11.

1100 p.m. News
11:30 p.m. -3:00 a.m. Eric Ben-

jamin Show-music

^[MiHBSTj

253-5426

Eves: 7.00 9:00

Adult 1.50 Child .75

„ Richard

Chamberlain

YvethMimieux

JOYINIHE
Morning
Mim Oswhmiu *m»

Bargain Nites

Mon. Tues.

All

Seats Si

LATE SHOW
FRIDAY at 11: 30

All Seats $1.00

SYDNEY OMAM
Pisces persons require a certain amount ot

seclusion A quiet, calm place enables natives

of this zodiacal sign to discover themselves

Pisces women have -fascinating eyes." Pisces

men often complain about "aching feet."

Pisces harmonizes with Capricorn, Taurus.

Cancer and Scorpio There is strong attraction

to Virgo, but caution should be exercised in

relationships with Gemim and Sagittarius.

Some famous Pisceans include Jackie

Gieason, Lawrence Durrell and Elizabeth

Taylor

ARIES (March 21 April 1»> Deal with those

who exercise quiet authority Mean* steer

clear of those who talk much, do little Accent

is on long range goal Catch up on

correspondence Write and communicate

Expand views and ambitions

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Be perceptive.

Reject superficial explanations Dip deep for

information Friend could help you obtain your

fair share of money dispute Check legal

document Ask to see tor yourself Get to heart

of matter

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Settle domestic

differences Seek greater harmony at home
Partnership. m»rr\»g« disputes should be

aired if diplomatic, you earn respect One who

had been alienated makes conciliatory

gesture Accept.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Be willing to

change routine Avoid undue pressure by

granting credit to one who aided in project

Pisces >s likely to be involved Complete basic

tasks Steer clear of apparent shortcut

rYiertuxfS

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Nothing now is apt to

occur halfway Involvements tend to be

serious If you wish it otherwise, be especially

cautious Curb tendency to be extravagant

Capricorn may be in picture Romantic

complication is not unlikely

VIRGO (Aug 23- Sept. 22): Finish assign

ment Be sympathetic toward one who seeks

guidance The more aid you give the greater

reservoir of pood you will build Specifically, a

family member is confused and turns to you

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22); Strive for original

approach Some will claim you are a new

person Coming from some, this will be a

compliment Others will be giving vent to

resentment Key now is to be flexible

Disregard relative who complains.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Hunch can save

you money if you follow through Learn by

teaching Means share knowledge Accent is

on money and how to obtain more of it Social

contact can lead to profitable venture Be

aware
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Cycle is

such that you can break from restrictions.

Emphasize independence Some around you

are beginning to get idea that you are an m
dividual Means you are coming into your own

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. It); Take
nothing for granted, including promises

There are some who want you to mlscue

Protect your interests. Get accounting, take

inventory Be considerate toward Individual

who is temporarily incapacitated

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II) You can

learn, make gains Key is to know that

business and friendship may not mix Gemini,

Virgo Individual plays prominent role Money

picture is brighter than might be apparent

Beneficial change occurs.

PISCES (Feb if March 20) Vitality makes

a comeback You »eel more alive, vigorous

Ambition returns You have greater sense of

direction Accept challenge Family will back

you Gift purchase is favored Show ap

preoation to loved one

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you ere

creative, a fine executive, but not so good at

faking orders Project begun in lfTO is due to

bear fruit this year Social activity ac

ceierates You will be happier, with May In

dicated as an outstanding month.

Copyright 1972 Gen Fee Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Fabulous bird

4 Document
9 Doctrine

12 Fuss

13 Stage whisper

14 Born
15 Pronoun
16 Quantity

ot yarn

17 Make lace

18 Ethiopian

title

20 Girl's name
22 Urge
24 Golf mound
25 Region
28 Distress signal

29 Dawn goddess

30 Biblical

mountain
31 Think

33 Warning
device

Struck

Number
Slave

Cut

Assistant

Sorrowful

The self

Hail!

Vision

Catch

Transgress

Thick

Mohammedan
name
Chapeau
Mohammedan
prince

Fall behind

6 Fragments
7 Roman

magistrate

8 Rockfish

9 Universal

10 Ocean

1

1

Encountered

19 Near

21 Foray

22 Conjunction

23 Resounding
noises

24 Pedal digit

26 Having ears

27 Three toed

sloth

29 Compass point

30 Carpenter's

tool

32 Roman road

33 Tier

34 Compass
point

w
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35 Calm

37 Compass
point

39 Seraglio

40 Symbol for

silver

42 Icelandic

writing

43 Hebrew month

44 Residue

45 By way of

47 Peer Gynt s

mother

49 A state

(abbr.)

50 Large

r

Roberts
Recalled

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
Boston Bruins have called up right

winger Doug Roberts from their

Boston Braves farm club for a

National Hockey League game
against the North Stars Wednesday
night.

Roberts had to fill in for Ken
Hodge who had to be scratched

from the traveling roster Tuesday

because the ankle injury which has

sidelined him since Feb. 3 was too

sore.

Coach Tom Johnson said the

Bruins may also be without John

McKenzie who went to Calgary

because of the unexpected death of

his brother.

"I don't want to take any

chances on being shorthanded,"

Johnson said "This game is too

important to us in the first place

fight with New York."

He said McKenzie is expected to

be on hand for Wednesday's game.

Hodge had been able to skate the

last couple of days without trouble,

but the injury flared up again.

In 65 games with the American

Hockey League Braves, Roberts

has scored 31 goals and 33 assists.

He was acquired from California

last summer after playing three

seasons with the Seals as a

defenseman.
The Minnesota game is the first

of a two-game road trip that winds

up Saturday night in Pittsburgh

Boston returns home for a game
against the Penguins Sunday night.

Boston has won their last seven

road games, and have equalled

their own NHL mark of 24 road

victories in a season.

Gerry Cheevers, unbeaten in his

last 26 starts, will start in the goal

High-flying Dave Cowens of the Boston Celtics snares a rebound

away from Cincinnati's Sam Lacey in a recent game at the Garden.

Don Chaney is looking on. Cowens and Chaney are just two reasons

why the Celts arc back in the play-offs.

The Intra-murals people have introduced a new sport to their

already large list. It's called Wrist Wrestling and is open to men,

women, individuals and teams.

There are four weight divisions in both men's and women's

competition. There are trophies for individual champs and run-

ners-up, as well as a trophy to the team champs.

Entries are due Monday, March 13, and matches will begin on

Monday, March 20. Practice sessions will be held in Boyden

beginning at 7 p.m. on March 14-16.

Commentary

A Question

Of Balance
By ROY LYONS

The realists in the hierarchy of the World Hockey Association are

resigned to the fact that they cannot expect miracles when play

commences next October. This is especially unfortunate because of

the platform on which the WHA is being erect - a promise of keen

competition. Undoubtedly the WHA owners are hoping to capitalize

on the frequent absence of competition which has plagued the

National Hockey League since the coming of expansion. It's

frustrating to realize that the narrow-minded NHL owners will be

able to ignore the challenge and turn their backs on the problem

once again.

The problem is caused by a distinct lack of overall team balance.

It was disregarded when the league doubled in size overnight. It

was ignored again when Buffalo and Vancouver were admitted for

the 1970-71 season and apparently will be neglected yet again when

Long Island and Atlanta begin operations next season.

And won't the Deep South receive a warm welcome to the

National Hockey League if teams like Boston and New York invade

Atlanta on successive nights? The fans there would probably be

wondering if General Sherman didn't have hockey skates slung

over his shoulder when he marched through the South a century

earlier. Could you blame them?

When the Eastern Division (Montreal and Boston) won four

consecutive Stanley Cups against the hopelessly outclassed St.

Louis Blues, Chicago was shifted to the expansion division to insure

a more competitive play-off finale. Wasn't that an admission by the

owners that they do not intend to attack the real problem? It was

considered a major accomplishment that Minnesota was able to

stay in the race with Chicago for even half a season. If Chicago

Coach Billy Reay ever turns around in late March and sees anyone

within shouting distance, he'll likely be rubbing his eyes in

disbelief.

Maybe someday the National League owners will make an at-

tempt to solve this problem, and hockey fans will be able to see a

combination of the best talent and the keenest competition. Un-

fortunately, the owners seem to regard that possibility as having

your cake and eating it, too.

ttsa&xz&a

Nicklaus Passes Palmer In $

RICH LOL'SSARARIAN AND MIKE MAUUfcN are shown here

throwing a block against URI in the New England Volleyball

Championship. Watching the action is Paul Sleuk. The 1lto*MTtook

third In the competition and now advance to the ECAt Cham-

pionship.

NEW YORK (AP) — Jack Nicklaus has forged

ahead of Arnold Palmer as pro golf's all-time leading

money winner.

The 'Golden Bears'' $30,000 victory Monday in the

Doral-Eastern Open Tournament pushed his career

earnings to $1,477,200.86. Palmer, the game's first

million-dollar winner, did not play Doral and his

$1,471,226.83 earnings remained unchanged.

Nicklaus' first prize also sent his season's total to

$94,037, well above the pace of his record $244,490 last

year Tom Weiskopf is second in this year's earnings

with $63,067, followed by the veteran Bob Rosburg

with $57,187.

Nicklaus also tops the 1972 Exemption Point

Standings with 92,223.3, followed by Weiskopf and

Rosburg. The points are awarded on the basis of

performances.
The money leaders released Tuesday by the PGA

Tournament Players Division: 1. Nicklaus, $94,037; 2.

Weiskopf, $63,067; 3. Rosburg. $57,187; 4. Grier Jones,

$53,385; 5. George Archer, $51,377; 6. Bob Murphy,

$47,248; 7. Lanny Wadkins, $44,277; 8. Paul Harney,

$37,951; 9. Miller Barber. $37,856; 10 Johnny Miller,

$36,830.

NO Excuses

After Today!!

If you haven't had your

SENIOR PHOTO

taken yet, today is

POSITIVELY THE LAST CHANCE

to sign up.

No more sessions this year!

!
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Skaters Face Second Hurdle
BvBlLLBALLOl

In the beginning there were eight

teams involved and eight games to

plav

But the beginning was Saturday,

and as of tonight there are just four

teams left and three games to play

The aforementioned references,

biblical and otherwise, are about

the ECAC division II playoffs that

arc now currently being played to

determine the Divisional cham

Sathj ©oUfgwrn

SPORTS
pion Saturday's quarter-final

round eliminated the •chaff" from

tlw "wheat" as far as the playoffs

go and left Vermont. I'Mass.

Merrimack and Buffalo to fight it

out for a chance to advance to the

finals

The semi-final round involving

these teams will be played tonight

and the opponents will be Vermont-

Buffalo at Vermont and I'Mass-

Merrimack at Orr Rink

The odd thing about these

pairings is that with the way the

divisional seeds are supposed to

work, the best team should meet

the "worst" team, with the two in

the middle playing each other.

The problem arises when it is

realized that Buffalo, although

seeded two places below

Merrimack, is really the better of

the two teams. But being the low

seed of the four remaining clubs,

they are scheduled to play the top

seed. Vermont. That leaves UMass
to play Merrimack.
So we're left with UMass having

the easier of the assignments.

In spite of the fact that the

Redmen can consider themselves

fortunate to have drawn the

"easier" assignment, they have by

no means a free ride.

Merrimack is a good team, a

team that has been improving

steadily since the beginning of the

season They defeated Salem State

4 2 in their quarterfinal match, not

an impressive decision, but one

that does indicate an ability to play

defense The Warriors most im-

pressive credential to date,

however, must rate as the stunning

5 4 overtime victory against

Bowdoin
When you compare that score

with the 8-4 shellacking that

Bowdoin gave I Mass just a couple

of weeks ago, it becomes apparent

that Merrimack possesses the

strength to deal Redmen playoff

hopes a rude setback

As for the Redmen hopes, they

are, of course, still flourishing, and

after some encouraging signs on

Saturday it appears UMass is

finally ready to play hockey again

Probably the most encouraging

of these signs was the emergence

of the second line as a scoring

threat The trio of Eric Scrafield.

I

READY REIDY-Dan Reidv. fine Redman forward, took advantage of a defensive miscue (yes.

Virginia, falling down is a miscue. and flipped a shot past St. AnselmsgoaRender Tom Gavui in the

opening game of the Division II playoffs. Reidy plays left wing on the line which has Pat Keenan at

center and Jack Edwards at right wing. ( Photo by Gib Fullerton

)

Don Riley, and Chico Shea had

been suffering through an
abominable season scoring-wise

hut on Saturday clicked for three

goals and had a fourth disallowed

Center Don Riley was the big gun

for that line as he hit for two goals

while picking up an assist. But just

as important was his continued

fine play on the penalty killing

combo and his work defensively

Also encouraging was the good

work on defense of I'Mass captain

Brian Sullivan Sullivan was forced

to sit out the last regular season

game against Providence because

of stomach cramps and his ab-

sence was really felt in that 7-3

His main asset is an ability to

skate the puck out of the zone and

quarterback the Redmen offense

while he's on the ice.

The I'Mass bench, consisting of

Grabowski. Jim Lynch. Lonnie

Avery, and Bob Shilalie is going to

have to come through if the Red

men are to go all the way
But first they must tackle

Merrimack, and they can't afford

to look past this game
Ask the Bowdoin College Polar

Bears.

Long, Long Season Ends Tonight In Orono
By E ARLE BARROLL

Entitle this one "UMass to Orono or Bust."

Us quite a note on which to bring the basketball season to

an end, but perhaps it's more symbolic of the character of

the 25 games that preceded this trip... it was definitely a

long, long season

Much more than the six hours it takes to get to the campus

..t I Maine, much more than the aggravation and hardships

that have befallen the hoopsters this year It was longer,

much longer and much more., it was a long trip to Virginia-

more than six hours by car. but for a pro shorter by air-that

made this ride longer than was anticipated

This is the type of game that you play just for the sake of

completing the schedule. It means nothing to the future in

terms of laurels for the Redmen as Rhode Island easily

disposed of Maine and New Hampshire last week to break

the four year dominance of UMass in the Yankee Con-

ference.

But it is better to finish 15-11 than 14-12 and for UMass to

accomplish this Maine might have to act abnormal The

Black Bears have not been beaten at home this season and

this includes an early season stunner over Rhode Island that

set the trend for the home court dominance that prevailed

this s€dson
They just sit up there in their little castle that seats 3500

and turns away another 1500 and wait for the opposition to

finally weed its way through the wilderness and then give

them the old "step into my den said the spider to the fly"

trick

If vou just take into account the complete turnabout in the

outcomes of Redman games against URI and UNH on their

own courts then you have an idea as to the different picture

that will be painted most likely at Orono tonight ..a 34-point

win is out of the question

Last year UMass went to Orono with that big guy from

Virginia and the NIT phoned the morning of the game with

l Mass' second straight bid. That night Maine went beyond

its capabilities and almost knocked the Redmen off. ..-

strange things do happen at Orono
An interesting note about the Maine court is that it's ten

feet shorter than normal. This obviously causes problems,

but thanks to the St. Louis Orchestra that performed at the

Cage on Monday. UMass was forced to practice at Hopkins

Academy . which just happens to have a court that's ten feet

shorter than regulation.

Great scheduling

All this tonight beginning at 8 p.m.
•••

The Yankee Conference All Academic basketball team

was announced last week and Redman John Betancourt was

one of the five picked on the first team.

To qualify for this mythical team a player must maintain

a B average or better, either for his academic career, or for

a full year and must be a starter or a "sixth man" on his

team.
Also selected to the first team were forwards Peter Gavett

of Maine, and Don Blackman of URI and guards Doug

Melody of UConn and Dwight Peters of New Hampshire.

Redman Charlie Peters and UConn's Bob Parsons, a

couple of centers, won honorable mention in the voting
•••

In case you haven't heard yet the following teams have

been picked for the N.I.T.: Fordham, St. Johns, Syracuse.

Niagara, Jacksonville. St. Joseph's, Texas at El Paso, and

Princeton.

The remaining eight berths will come from the runners-up

in the major conferences around the country.

•••

Providence College was given one of the three at large

berths for the eastern regionals of the NCAA, basketball

tourney. On Monday night the Friars went down to

Jacksonville and rolled over the Dolphins. 90-76.

Keeping with tradition. New England has been given

another easy first round opponent. Remember the past two

seasons with UMass' opening round draws in the N.I.T.?

Well, Providence only drew the second ranked team in the

nation in the latest national poll, Pennsylvania. And to top it

off the game will be played at St John's which will most

likely be swarming with Quakers. . not the quiet, serene type

either.

»••

PS...The commentary is coming.

r
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WMUA
Tonight at 7:50 p.m., Dan Kamal and Bill Ballou will bring you all

the action of the semifinal playoff hockey game between UMass
and Merrimack College live on WMUA, 91.1 fm The Redmen won

the first game of this single-elimination series against St. An-

selm's. 5-3. Should they win tonight, they will play the winner of the

Buffalo-Vermont game, also being played tonight. All indications

point to a tough contest this evening as the Warriors of Merrimack

have been playing fine hockey of late. So be sure to stay tuned to

"stage two" in the UMass drive to the Division II playoffs.

i J
Notices

IN UNISON THEY CAME.IN UNISON THEY LEAVE-Tonight will be the last gamefor* UMass

basketball careers of (l-r) captain Mike Pagliara, John Betancourt. Chris Coffin and Rick Vogeley. Is

that a fly in Pag's eve or is it a tear (said very quietly)? (MDC photo by Barbara Brecher)

There will be a meeting Wed
nesday night. March 8. at 7:00 p.m
in the Audio- Visual Room in WoPE
for all women interested in

Women's Rowing. Films will be

shown.

There will be a most important

organizational meeting of all

women interested in trying out for

the women's varsity Softball team
on Thursday, March 9. at 4:30 p.m.

in the WoPE Lounge

All Stockbridge students who are

going on Placement please return

all Gym equipment to the cage in

Boyden locker room before March
23. 1972. You will be billed for any

equipment not turned in The

school will not be responsible for

items left in the baskets after that

date

New England's

Largest

College Daily

Shf massarlmdrtts

latlg (ttallegtan
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Weather

Sunny, cold, wear warm
socks.
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SOS, Concerts Funded; WMPIRG Approved

As part of the Women's Cultural Week, women marched from Southwest. Orchard Hill and the

\mherst Town Common to the Student Union Ballroom, held a rally and heard speakers on Women's Lib

and other Comments. See story on page six. ( MDC photo by Al Chapman >

Bulletin-In late action at last night's meeting, the Student Senate en-

dorsed the funding of WMPIRG and directed Trustee Lee Sandwen to

present the WMPIRG petition to the Board of Trustees and move its

adoption.

By MARY SMITH
Two compromise bills insuring funds for both Students Offering Sup-

port and the Concert Committee were passed at last night's Student

Senate meeting. Initially presented as one motion, both bills were altered

considerably before passage.

The first bill requires the Concert Committee to hold the Spring Concert

specifically as a fund-raising event for Friends of Belchertown. The bill

also provides for a fund-raising campaign to be started immediately,

proceeds to be divided evenly between the Concert Committee and SOS.

An amendment to the bill charges the Committee with the task of con-

tacting a record company concerning the possibility of contracting

recording rights to the concert. A major portion of the proceeds would go

directly to SOS.
The second bill authorizes the transfer of $1297.95 from the Campus

Chest to SOS Originally the bill called for the transfer of the entire

Concert account. A compromise version reduced the amount to $2,000.

The final version passed by the Senate utilizes funds left over from the

class governments and leaves all the funds previously allocated to the

Concert Committee intact.

The major opposition to the bill was voiced by Senator Paul Doran

Doran urged the Senate to defeat the motion in favor of the earlier bill

which would take the money directly from the Concert Committee ac-

count. Doran claimed that to accept the Campus Chest version, as

recommended bv the Finance Committee, would defeat the purpose of

the bill

Doran stated that the earlier version would clearly demonstrate the

students' willingness to give up something of their own in order to aid the

Belchertown suit After the Campus Chest amendment was accepted.

Doran withdrew his sponsorship of the bill.

Proponents of the bill argued that the bill would give an adequate

amount to both groups With the added $2,000 the Committee, it was

argued, would be able to produce a better and larger concert The larger

concert could result in greater contributions to SOS Following the ac

ceptance of the SOS budget, the bill was passed by a roll call vote of 56-13

10

In other business the Senate passed a motion dealing with the present

penalties concerning illegal removal of University property. Instead of

the present policy which empowers the Judiciary to suspend a student for

a first offense, the bill recommends that the Court consider suspension

only in extreme cases when involving a first offender, and as a sanction

when dealing with the event of a multiple offense.

The bill grants the Student Judiciary with the power to levy a fine of a

minimum of $5 and up to three times the value of the stolen article The

bill also requires the Judiciary to recommend appropriate medical help if

the defendant is determined to have a problem associated with mental

health An amendment to the bill requires that the money collected from

the fines be returned to the Campus Store

In budgetary matters, the Senate voted to fund the Nursing Club The

rationale presented bv the Club proposes a number of services such as

familv planning, parent education, mental health agencies, and day c are

centers to be performed by the club The motion to fund the Nursing < 'lub

was passed by a one vote margin, and withstood a later motion to

reconsider the vote

Discussion on the bills followed opening remarks by Senate President

Lee Sandwen Sandwen stated that students will be able to beat a major

tuition hike this vear if thev are willing to actively work towards this goal

Sandwen also announced a new Voter Registration Drive to be held in the

I .unpus Center on March 16.

On The Inside

:

Miller Trial
See page three

Trustees On Tuitior
See page three

Muskie Gets Delega

See page four
m^^ v ^p^ ^a^wwa » ^«™ —» — — ———

Paul Doran. a student Senator, speaking against SOS being funded

with money out of the Campus ( nest. The bill was passed IMDC
photo by Barbara Brecher)
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Great Decisions

Foreign Aid Debated

The Town

By F/THEL HARRIS
The problems of American

foreign aid and American in-

volvement in foreign governments
were debated in the Great
Decisions panel discussion entitled

"Poor Nations and Rich Nations:

Can the Gap Be Narrowed?". The
discussion, sponsored by the Or-

chard Hill Area Government and
broadcast over WFCR, was held in

Webster House lounge last

evening.

Moderating the panel was Luther

Allen of the UMass department of

political science. Panelists in-

cluded Bruce Morris of the UMass
economics department and dean of

the School of Home Economics;
Ernesto Zambrano, visiting

professor from Columbia at the

School of International Education;

and Achlyn Lynch of the Afro-

American Studies department.

Professor Morris stated that the

gap between rich and poor nations

could not be fully narrowed.
Rather he defined the issue as

whether "a comfortable existence

can be attained by the masses."

Although he agreed that the un-

derdeveloped nations must in-

dustrialize. Morris emphasized the

importance of "human develop-

ment" -training for specific skills

and more effective manpower
planning

Morris also suggested that

agricultural techniques in un-

derdeveloped countries must be

improved, as 60% to 80% of the

population still live on farms He
-tressed the need for foreign aid in

the form of capital funds and
technical aid As a very small

portion of the American GNP goes

to foreign aid. Morris suggested

cither increasing aid or con
centrating it in a few nations He
emphasized the need for aid with

no strings attached", and for the

to expect no immediate
economic benefits from this aid

Friday
Night
Dinner

Friday,
March 17

6:00 p.m.

for reservations call

5-2526

by March 16

$1.50 Hillel Center

Professor Zambrano agreed that

foreign aid to underdeveloped
nations was necessary, but that

many nations give foreign aid out

of their own self-interest. He also

stressed the problem of private

foreign investments in the un-

derdeveloped nations; for

example, roughly fifty per cent of

the manufacturing industry and
eighty per cent of the mining in-

dustry in Latin American is in the

hands of American business.

As a result, there has been an
increased demand for the

nationalization of basic industries,

according to Zambrano. Fur-
thermore, because foreign aid

causes resentment in un-

derdeveloped nations, the

developed countries are unwilling

to give assistance.

Professor Lynch referred to

'overexploitation" in the un-

derdeveloped nations because of

colonial policies in Europe and
American expansion after the

First World War. He claimed that

because these nations are primary
producers of raw materials they

must pay high prices for

machinery produced in the West,

but cannot achieve a balance of

trade due to the low prices of raw
materials on the world market.

Lynch also criticized "cultural

oppression" of the Third World
nations because of Western Control

of the school systems and means of

mass communication. He cited the

problems of countries such as

Jamaica, which depend on
tourism, and how the "cultural

ethos" of that country has been
affected by commercialization

In regard to foreign aid. Lynch
claimed that resources of the

underdeveloped nations are
limited, and cannot be generated
without some outside help Yet he

stated that many countries would
not give aid unless they felt it

would be necessary for defense. He
also pointed out that aid was
reaching the wealthy elite, and not

the masses.

All panelists agreed that to some
exten t the foreign policy of the

United States was unsuccessful

Morris stressed the need for multi

national aid. while Lynch em-
phasized the need for aid without

putting nations in a "position of

subservience". Zambrano stated

that most nations who give aid do
not admit their motives -such as

defense or economic interests-for

doing so.

The next lecture in the Great
Decisions series will be held March
15 on the topic of "Guns and/or
Butter: What Price National
Security

"
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Selectmen Prepare For Town Meeting
By CHARLEY BERKOW

The Amherst Board of Selectmen spent most of

their meeting this week preparing for next Monday s

Town Meeting. They hammered out their stand on the

budget, amended by the Finance Committee, which

will be presented to the Town Meeting.

In other business in their four and one-half hour

meeting on Monday night, the Selectmen amended

the proposed farmland assessment by-law in hopes of

making it constitutional, met with members of the

school committee, announced the settlement of the

state tax account, and heard the town manager's

appointments to the Council on Aging.

William Connolly, of Potwine Lane, brought a

petition signed by residents of every dwelling unit but

one on Potwine Lane in opposition to proposed land

takings along that street.

The town wants to increase the legal-right-of-way

to 50 feet from 33 feet. Town Manager Allen Torrey

said that this will force builders to build houses far

enough away from the road to make it easier for the

town to increase the width of the road, should it

decide to do so.

Torrey said that this does not mean that the road

will be widened in the near future.

The residents want to keep Potwine a quiet country

road, and feared that widening it would ruin the at-

mosphere of the area.

The Selectmen voted 3-2 to support the Finance

Committee's recommendation that the Town Meeting

appropriate money to pay for the land-taking on

Potwine Lane. The two new Selectmen, Bob Garvey

and Leo Bouchard, a resident of Potwine Lane, were

the dissenters.

The Selectmen decided not to support the Finance

Committee's recommendation that the Selectmen not

be given salaries. The Finance Committee had

amended the Selectmen's budget requests to not

include funds for the salaries.

The Town Meeting will be voting on the Selectmen's

budget, as amended by the Finance Committee. This

raised the question of whose budget the Town
Meeting would be voting on-the Selectmen's or the

Finance Committee's.
The Selectmen agreed that it was their budget,

although the current practice made it appear to be

the Finance Committee's They decided that it was
too late to change this practice by Monday night's

Town Meeting, but to look into it in the future.

The Selectmen voted. 3-2, not to support the

Finance Committee's recommendation that the

library budget be increased by 43.2%. The Selectmen

supported the requested 57.6% library budget in-

In another split vote, the Selectmen supported the

Finance Committee's recommendation that the town

pay a professional personnel consultant to make a

study of the town's personnel classification system,

salary schedule and personnel record system.

Selectmen Michael P. Sullivan Jr. and Garvey

dissented, saying that the Personnel Board and the

Town Manager could do a good job more cheaply.

The Selectmen earlier tried to make the proposed

farm land assessment by-law constitutional. They

amended it to become effective only after approval

by the state Attorney General and a town referendum

scheduled for November.
They decided to mail copies of the revisions and a

legal opinion on the constitutionality of the by-law to

Town Meeting members, along with a letter ex-

plaining what was sent.

The School Committee met with the Board and

asked them to switch $10,000 from the proposed

School Building Account to the School Account. The

money is to be used to remodel a cow-barn on the

building site.

A School-Committee member explained that the

proposed use for the money had accidentally been left

off of the bond issue, not yet voted by the town. He
said that the state will now reimburse some of the

remodeling money, which it wouldn't before.

The state payment-in-lieu of property taxes on

University property will increase by $123,978 over

last year. The payment will be $365,513.

The amount of the payment is adjusted every five

years. The increase is due to an increase in the value

per acre and an increase in the state tax rate.

Torrey announced the appointment of Ms. Mary
Gatslick and Mr. Arthur Miedeck to the Council on

Aging. Ms. Eviline Sears was reappointed to a new
three-year term, leaving all vacancies on the Council

filled.

The Board heard a report by the DPW on the North

East Bypass plans. The Board also discussed giving

the Secretary, Ms. Yarrows, time off in return for the

time she spends at the Board of Selectmen meetings,

and discussed the Hampshire County Selectmen's

Association Spring Meeting, which they will host.

The Selectmen granted several licenses, including

one to the UMass Campus Center for six new pinball

machines.

Save up to $3.00!

Major label LP's! Top artists!

Many, many selections in this special purchase. Classics included!

Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

Sale starts today!

UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

Sale Ends Saturday, March 18

Get your favorites at Big Discounts!

Patricia Bonner-Lyons appealed to youth and women yesterday to

change the way things are being run in America. (MDC photo by Jim

Robinson

)

Women And Youth Lead

ressive MovementsProg]
By PEGGY KENNEDY

Patricia Bonner-Lyons, a militant who recently ran for Boston

School Committee said last night that the New Politics is Peoples

Politics that reaches the small people.

She was speaking on the "New Politics: the Role of Women and

Youth.'' in the Engineering East Auditorium.

Traditions of our present politics are traditions of monarchy, she

said Politicians are white, Anglo-Saxon, and supported by cor-

porate and big-time agricultural friends.

"The trouble with todays politicians, " she says, "is that they re

so busy trying to decide between sharp and cheddar cheese that

they don't "think about what they're going to put the cheese on We

need bread!"
Youth, she says, can change these ideas; they can near the

problems in this country. "It's young people who'll make sure we

get out of Vietnam" she says. "They're the ones who went to

Washington last spring." "Its young people who recognize the

wage freeze for what it is -a President telling people they don t

have a right to strike at the same time he's raising the cost of food

and rent. , t . .

Ms Bonner-Lyons stressed the importance of the vote in

changing the system. "If we don't vote, were just part of Spiro

Agnew's Silent Majority," she said

Women's role is one of leadership, too. according to Ms. Bonner-

Lyons "Most progressive movements have been led by women,'

she says Women have done aU the background, backbreaking

work for the Peace, Welfare, and Civil Rights Movements .
it's time

we started to take some credit."

Ms Bonner-Lyons speech was sponsored by Women in the

Economy and Political System, the Women's Caucus of the School

of Ed and the Young Workers Liberation League.

Miller Evidence Thrown Out
By MARDY HAHNE

A Hampshire County Superior Court judge's ruling

has apparently left District Attorney John M.

Callahan with little evidence in a drug case. Judge

Francis Lappin ruled Wednesday in favor of a

defense motion to suppress evidence the DA
presented the court to uphold his claims.

John D. Miller, 32, of Wendell has been indicted on

charges of possession of drugs with intent to sell

including 12 pounds of marijuana and large quantities

of both cocaine and LSD.

Wednesday's ruling leaves the district attorney and

the Amherst police, who brought the original charge.

10 days in which to decide if they will appeal. An
appeal would take the ruling to disallow the evidence

to the Massachusetts Supreme Court. Atty. Callahan

indicated he is considering an appeal.

Complicating the case is a civil suit for $100,000

filed in Hampshire County Superior Court Monday

by Miller against Amherst Police Officer Edward

Montleon. That case will be heard independently of

any criminal action before the court.

Judge Lappin on Wednesday asked the Springfield

Daily News, Daily Hampshire Gazette and

Massachusetts Daily Collegian not to publish any of

the testimony given Tuesday before the judge, on the

motion to suppress evident from Defense Council

Harry Miles. Reporters for city papers indicated

stories prepared for Wednesday included some

testimony. After the judge's request, the Springfield

and Northampton papers withdrew their stories.

In essence, the testimony by Amherst police of-

ficers described how the vehicle in which Miller was a

passenger was entered and the alleged illegal drugs

removed. The defense contended that the law

covering legal search of a vehicle without a warrant

did not apply in this instance and therefore the rights

of the defendant had been violated.

Although Miller was the only defendant involved in

the hearings over the past two days, the driver and
other three passengers of the vehicle were also

charged with drug offences and are awaiting trial.

Harry Gold, Ronald Kosnicki and Laura Lyon have
all declared drug dependency, their cases are

postponed pending therapy. Charles Vokman was not

present at the time of the hearing.

A bold new venture in scheduling

which is expected to motivate

students toward an enthusiastic

attainment of end-of-course goals

has been adopted by unanimous

approval of faculty and ad-

ministrators of Northampton
Juinor College.

The scheduling is anticipated to

allow the students a greater

flexibility in arranging their

academic »ime. as "ell as

facilitating their learning

processes.

Sister Bloithin Sullivan, dean of

the college, states that the

academic year will be divided into

fall, winter, spring and summer
terms of varying lengths, with

units of three, six and 12 weeks. A

student may elect to take courses

all these terms, which would allow

him to earn an associate degree in

1-1/2 years without undue

academic stress.

Other students may prefer to

choose a schedule whereby they

can have a mixture of work ex

perience and courses With this

flexibile schedule, there are

numerous options possible.

One of the most novel in-

novations which will be initiated at

NJC in September will be a

seminar format type course which

will enable the student to con

centrate on just one subject for a

period of three weeks before going

on to the next course. In other

words, the student registers for

just one course at a time, and

likewise this is the instructor's only-

assignment for a period of three

weeks.
The instructor is responsible for

Northampton Tries

Flexible Scheduling
meeting the student within this

three-week period for the same
number of class hours as he met
with students in the traditional

three-hours-a-week for a 15-week
semester. Since there are no

conflicts with other classes, the

decision on classroom days and

hours is made by instructors and

students together The only

requirement is that together they

honor the total number of class

hours required for the course.

( ither options open to the student

are the selection of taking two

courses at a time, completing each

pair of six weeks, or in mixture of

one pair of two six-week courses

followed by two single three-week

courses.

A second semester innovation

built into the system will be the

introduction of individual process

courses. The instructor sets up the

behavioral objectives for the

course, establishes the units of

work for the course, and presents

to the student a variety of ways to

achieve the objectives. The student

moves throught the units at his own
pace and requests a check-point

evaluation whenever he feels he

has mastered the stated ob

jectives.

One of the most exciting aspects

of the new scheduling is the

possibility of incorporating

academic internships and work-

experience programs into this

flexible program In any of the sub-

units of three weeks or six weeks, a

students may combine actual work

experience with his classroom

work since he can now work full

time during any of these time units

without interfering with his other

course work
This option is open to the

secretarial skill areas and the

business administration areas but

can be used also by liberal arts

majors who wish to do field work in

education and other professional

fields.

(Reprinted from Greenfield

Recorder!

McGovern Students

To Raise Funds
Fresh from Senator George

McGovem's strong showing in the

New Hampshire Primary Election,

the Students For McGovern met

last night to plan new efforts

McGovern. who captured 35% of

the Democratic vote on Tuesday,

will be returning to New England

next month for the Massachusetts

Primary Election

To raise funds for their continued

efforts, a concert will be held next

Wednesday evening. March 15. at

K ih) p.m. in the Student I'nion

Ballroom
Admission will be one dollar

There will be two bands per-

forming for your entertainment

the Barrel House Blues Band, from

the local area, and another group

to be named later

Suppo

State College Trustees

rt $100 Tuition Raise

Notices

The State College board of

trustees indicated yesterday that it

is willing to raise tuition from $200

to $300 for the 28,400 students in the

11 colleges under its jurisdiction.

The board's position, outlined in

a statement submitted to the joint

legislative committee on education

during a tuition hearing yesterday,

was the first break in what has

been a solid wall of opposition to

tuition increases by public higher

education leaders

After warning that any sub-

stantial tuition increase could keep

large numbers of low income

students out of college, the

statement said the state college

hoard recognizes the pressure for

an increase and would be willing to

raise tuition to $300.

Of course, such an increase

would have to be contingent upon

comparable adjustments by the

universitv and community college

sectors." the statement said It

also said the new rate should not

begin until the fall of 1973.

Currently all 80.000 in-state

students in state and community

colleges and the university pay

$200 tuition

The statement was prepared by

Mrs Janet Murphy, a state college

staff member, on behalf of the

board and provost. Dr. Lawrence

E Dennis.

The state college statement,

which was not read at the hearing,

was in contrast to positions taken

by University of Massachusetts

president Robert Wood and

Patrick McCarthy, acting chan

eel lor of the board of higher

education

Both men said their boards

sympathized with the financial

plight of the Commonwealth and

might be willing to consider out of

state tuition increases but opposed

in state hikes because they would

keep low-income students out of

college.

Wood said most of the bills

areproposing tuition increases

similar to last years' bills

"We opposed them then and we
oppose them now." Wood said.

"We continue to believe in low-

tuition public higher education
"

Both men said their boards

would carefully study Gov.

Sargent's proposal, released

yesterday, which would base

tuition on the family's ability to

pay That bill will be heard later at

a special hearing A major tuition

bill supported by the

Massachusetts Taxpayers
Foundation, which would base

tuition on the actual per pupil cost

o! education was heard earlier by

the education committee
Yesterday s subdued and

spared) attended session was in

sharp contrast to last year's

hearing when the Gardner
Auditorium was packed with

students who had come to oppose a

tuition increase.

Representative Charles F
Flaherty. Jr.. Chairman of the

Democratic State Committee, will

be the guest speaker at an open

meeting today at the V.F.W. in

Amherst at 8 00 P.M.

This meeting is sponsored by the

Amherst Democratic Town
Committee and Attorney Janet

Howe Ducan is Cha

As the first of a series of lectures

on current problems in Asia, the

Lectures and Films Committee of

the Asian Studies Program of

UMass will feature His Excellency

Mr Akram Ziki. Minister of the

Pakistan Embassy in Washington.

DC. this afternoon at 4 p m I

Rooms 174-176 Campus Center ,

TONITE

CAT DANCE
50 8 : 30

Happy Hrs. Daily > - 8 p.m

UMass
Fine
Arts
Council
Presents

JUILLIARD STRING QUARTET
'Represents the very model of modern quartet

playing at its best." — Harold C . Schonberg,

New York Times

Friday, March 17-8 p.m.

Bowktr Auditorium

Tickets: 125 Herter Hall

Telephone: 545-0202
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n The Nation And The World

Muskie Leads In N.H. Count

Sen Edmund S. Muskie campaigning in New Hampshire, leads

the Democratic Primary delegation count. He won 15 out of the

possible delegates. <AP)

in

20

MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) — Sen. Edmund S.

Muskie of Maine pulled ahead in his fight to gain a

majority of New Hampshire's Democratic National

Convention delegates as the votes were counted

Wednesday. ,_. . . _
It was Phase 2 of a Tuesday presidential primary

Muskie won with 48 per cent of the vote, while Sen.

George S. McGovern of South Dakota was

strengthening his rival White House bid by scoring an

unexpected 37 per cent.

With 91 per cent of the state's precincts reporting,

Muskie held a 15-5 lead over McGovern in the

balloting for delegates.

The clcse race for the delegates was even more

surprising than McGovern's preferential primary

showing, as Muskie managers had expected a sweep

of the 20 convention slots. New Hampshire will cast 18

nominating votes at the national convention in Miami

Beach, Fla. Each delegate elected in the Tuesday

balloting will get 9-10s of a vote.

Muskies preferential primary vote fell short of an

absolute majority of the ballots cast in New Hamp-

shire, and the outcome provided a less than over-

whelming New England sendoff for his primary

campaigns across the nation, with a tough Florida

contest coming up next Tuesday

Both McGovern and Muskie are entered there, and

both of them Wednesday downgraded the

significance of an 11-way race which Alabama Gov.

George C. Wallace is favored to win.

McGovern said he had scored "both a moral and a

political victory."
. .. .

Muskie claimed "a good, solid victory, considering

all the problems we faced in New Hampshire

He said "We deliberately sacrificed the possibility

of a maximum showing in order to have some

resources left for the other primaries."

But the political psychology produced by

McGovern's potent challenge to Muskie on his own

northern New England t2rritory was sure to en-

courage Muskie's rivals.

New Hampshire's verdict makes the coming

primaries-22 to go-the more crucial, for it now ap-

pears Muskie will have to wage Tuesday battles all

spring long if he is to capture a nomination his

managers once had hoped to lock up early in the

game.
, 4 ...

President Nixon, who captured 69 per cent of the

Republican ballots cast and swept past two

challengers-Rep. Paul N. McCloskey and John

Ashbrook-won the 14 GOP nominating votes at stake

in New Hampshire.

In Brief...
Anti-Busing In Aid-For-Education Urged

\\ \sill\GTO\ < \P> — The House for the second time in four

months insisted Wednesday on inclusion of strong anti-busing

provisions in an aid-for-education bill.

Bv roll-call vote of 272 to 139, it instructed its conferees on a

Senate-House conference committee to stand firm against weaker

Senate busing provisions.

The busing provisions have held up congressional action on a

five-year $24 billion higher education bill Final action may be

further delayed if the Senate refuses to bow to the House position

FAA Grounds Sky Marshal Program

\\ASHIMiTON (AP) — The Federal Aviation Administration

said Wednesday the sky marshal program, as such, will end April

On that date all but 220 of the 1.300 customs security officers who

have been serving as sky guards will be pulled off flight status and

placed on duty on the ground.

Flights thereafter will be monitored by armed guards only on a

selective basis, FAA airline security chief James Murphy told a

news conference.

Committee Told Hartford Prison On Minimum Staff

HARTFORD. Conn. (AP) — Robert Wambolt, a captain of

guards at the prison, told the legislative committee that security

was at its weekend 'minimum'' level when the disturbance oc-

He aiso said one guard was slightly injured when violence broke

out in the prisoners' dining hall.

SI COming Up HCXl lucauoy.

Indians Claim Total Victory
GORDON, Neb. (AIM - Leaders

of an Indian demonstration here

claimed a "total and complete

victory*' Wednesday and agreed to

leave this community after local

and state officials joined them in a

statement calling for a federal

investigation into the death of

Raymond Yellow Thunder
The statement was signed by-

leaders of the band of 1,000 Indians

that came to Gordon Tuesday, and

by Sheridan County Attorney

Michael Smith. Gordon's Mayor
Bruce Moore, and Clive Short,

personal representative of Gov.

J J. Exon.
The joint statement called for a

"federal grand jury investigation.

congressional investigation and

Justice Department investigation

of the Raymond Yellow Thunder

case."
Nebraska's Legislature earlier

in the day ordered the state at-

torney general to investigate the

death of Yellow Thunder, whose

body was found more than a week

after he was allegedly attacked

outside an American Legion Hall

Russell Means of Cleveland.

COOL NMD
LUKE

starring

Paul Newman

Mahar Auditorium

7: 30 & 9: 45 p.m.

75c at door
or at Hillel Center

Lovers And

Other Strangers

Ohio, and Dennis Banks of

Washington, national coordinators

of the American Indian Movement,

expressed complete satisfaction

with the outcome of a meeting with

state and local officials.

In addition to the investigation,

the statement said Smith would

furnish a complete autopsy report

on Yellow Thunder's death to Dr.

Jesse Samuels of Hartford. Conn

The Indians are bringing Samuels

to the Pine Ridge. S.D. Indian

Reservation to conduct a second

autops\

It was also agreed that Smith

would attend the new autopsy, that

a Gordon Human Relations

Council, with half-Indian, half-

white membership, would be

created, that Indians would be

aided in participating in the

electoral process and in seeking

public office, and that officer John

Paul would be suspended from the

Gordon police force.

Paul's suspension would be ef

fective pending the outcome of an

investigation of charges lodged

against him by the Indians that he

was mistreating Indian women
Two Indians who had been

booked Monday night for

drunkenness and jailed in nearby

Rushville also were released as

part of the agreement
Smith termed the statement

"fair" and said "some good will

come from this if we can have a

better understanding."

In Lincoln, Nebraska. Indian

Commissioner Robert Mackey said

he has unofficial word from
Bureau of Indian Affairs sources in

Washington that a full-scale in

vestigation of Indian affairs will be

launched in Nebraska
Mackey said the investigation

later •would branch into other

areas of the state" and would not

be limited to criminal matters. He

said it would include employment

and "other atrocities."

The purpose of the state attorney

general's probe would be to bring

recommendations to the

legislature for possible action

Sen Terry Carpenter of Scott

sbluff. sponsor of the motion, said

the legislature has a duty to let

Indians who feel aggrieved know

"that we are concerned."

The motion passed in Lincoln by

the legislature specified that such

an investigation should not in

terfere with or preclude a grand

jury investigation

USE US
The Student Homophile is a

group of people meeting to

help others as well as them-

selves — to find answers

through information and
experiences — to find people

to support each other, to know
each other.

If you cannot come to our

meetings, call and just talk to

us. This gay community is for

all.

S.H.L. OFFICE
413ES.U.

545 0154

50*

S.U. Ballroom

7, 9, 11 p.m.

Fri., March 10

o^

Pizza Special

AT THE BLUEWALL
Wed. - Thur. - Frl.

MOZZARELLA PIZZA

off*

Regularly $1.40 Special Price 99 C

For those who have not yet tried our pizza we are offering a LARGE
Mozzarella Pizza at a LOW, LOW price.

AT TMft BUIEWA&.1-
.15
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Nixon Reforms Document Classification
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon,

declaring that bureaucrats have been using

secrecy stamps too often, ordered sweeping
new procedures Wednesday aimed at ending

'the many abuses of the security system."

In essence, Nixon directed that fewei

documents be classified in the future and
that those already designated "top secret,"

"Secret" and "confidential" be made public

more quickly than in the past.

In a statement issued as he signed an

executive order for the first major overhaul

of classification procedures since 1953,

Nixon said:

"The many abuses of the security system

can no longer be tolerated. Fundamental to

our way of life is the belief that when in-

formation which properly belongs to the

public is systematically withheld by those in

power, the people soon become ignorant of

their own affairs, distrustful of those who
manage them, and -eventually -incapable of

determining their own destinies."

The President contended that the old

setup "failed to meet the standards of an

open and democratic society, allowing toe

many papers to be classified for too long a

time." He said, "classification has
frequently served to conceal bureaucratic

mistakes or to prevent embarrassment to

officials and administrations."

Aides acknowledged that the impact of

Nixon's directive could only be determined

after it goes into effect on June 1. But they

predicted a significant reduction in

governmental secrecy because the

President is sharply reducing the number ol

officials authorized to impose the "top

secret" classification.

In like vein, the top-secret designation in

the future can be used in only a dozen

departments and agencies plus the

executive office of the president. Under the

old rules, 24 departments and agencies had

such powers.

A key Nixon proviso sets up automatic

timetables for down-grading and eventually

declassifying all secret documents except

the most sensitive. In most cases,

documents are to be made public in from 6

to 10 years after being classified.

The aim is to release secret information

after 8 years and confidential documents

after 6 years.

Even where the most sensitive in-

formation is concerned, automatic
declassification is called for after 30 years

unless the head of the department involved

states in writing that it should continue to be

withheld on grounds it is essential to the

national security or its disclosure would

place an individual-typically an intelligence

agent- in immediate jeopardy of physical

harm.
In the future, classification stamps can be

employed only if unauthorized disclosure of

a document "could reasonably be expected"

to damage the national security. Heretofore

material could be classified if there were
any expectation of damage, however
remote.

The top-secret classification would be
reserved for items that could cause grave
damage to security if made public. The
criteria for a secret designation would be
serious damage and for confidential, simply
damage.

To monitor the system, the President
designated the National Security Council,

and, in addition, set up a small Inter-agency
Classification Review Committee "with
extensive powers to oversee agency im-

plementation of the new system, and to take
action on complaints both from within and
from outside the government on the ad-

ministration of the order."

TWA Jet Explodes
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) — A

bomb ripped a hole in an unoc-

cupied Trans World Airlines

jetliner here Wednesday, the

second bomb in two days at-

tributed by authorities to a $2-

nnllion extortion scheme against

the airline.

The incidents were the first time

bombs actually placed aboard

jetliners in an attempt to extort

money, airline sources said.

The bombing triggered an in-

tensified search of TWA's 238

planes at airports all over the

world. At some airports all

passengers boarding all planes

were searched, as was baggage

and freight

Some airports employed X-ray

machines to check luggage, metal

detectors to scan passengers and

dogs to sniff for explosives inside

planes

Some travelers cancelled

reservations as delays of two hours

or more were reported in TWA
flights.

The bomb aboard the Boeing 707

exploded at 3:55 a.m.. about seven

hours after the plane arrived

nonstop from New York City with

10 passengers and a crew of seven

The blast blew a large hole in the

front fuselage, throwing debris

about 100 feet at McCarran In

ternational Airport It was parked

about 300 yards from the main

terminal
Tuesday, a plastic explosive

device was sniffed out by dogs in a

cockpit of a TWA jetliner called

back to Kennedy International

\ir|»ort in New York from a flight

to lx)s Angeles

An anonymous caller had

warned of the bomb and directed

officials to an airport locker where

they found a note saying that four

TWA planes would be blown up at

six-hour intervals unless $2-million

ransom was paid

The succeeding deadlines passed

without incident. The bombing in

Vegas came an hour before

one of the six hour periods.

The FBI. TWA and local

authorities have refused to say if

they would negotiate with the

extortionist or whether any money
has been paid.

Sources close t ) the investigation

said authorities were checking

TWA personnel records for any

employee experienced in handling

explosives or with a possible

grudge against the company
Airline personnel had access

before the flights to both the New
York plane and the Las Vegas

It-timer.

The bomb that exploded aboard

the Las Vegas jetliner was
somehow smuggled aboard even

though the plane was searched in

New York and Las Vegas and

armed guards were standing

nearby.

It apparently was planted in the

cockpit or in the rest rooms behind

it. authorities said

Irish Bomb Goes Off

As Father Saves Child
LONDONDERRY, Northern

Ireland IAP) — While a 60-second

time bomb ticked, a father rushed

into a garage here Wednesday and

rescued his 12-month-old child

strapped to a seat in a car.

Seconds after he came out with

the baby in his arms, the bomb
went off. wrecking the garage and

two dozen cars

The drama came as guerrillas

launched a full scale bomb assault

on Londonderry.

Police said both father and child

left immediately after the garage

blast

A police spokesman said the

unidentified man had just driven

into the garage when two youths

armed with submachine guns burst

in and dumped a package beside

his car.

Thev shouted: "It's a time

bomb' You have 60 seconds to get

out."

Garage workers fled, but the

man ignored the ticking bomb and

for vital seconds grappled with

safety straps holding the baby to

the seat.

Belfast was like a city under

siege. Security forces, alarmed by

weekend explosions which claimed

nearly 200 casua It us including two

dead, enforced a big clampdown
In the Northern Ireland's

Parliament. Prime Minister Brian

Faulkner interrupted a debate to

break the news of the illing of an

Agriculture Ministry official on the

border with the Irish Republic.

Faulkner said three men. two of

them carrying guns, crossed over

from the republic and shot the man
dead near a customs post at

Middletown in County Armagh.
Faulkner told Parliament the

incident showed 'A regrettable

lack of control" by authorities in

the republic

The Northern Irish government

has repeatedly accused the

republic of allowing outlaws of the

Irish Republican Army to operate

against the North from bases south

of the border.

The agriculture official was
identified as Joseph Jardine. 44. I

Protestant who also was
militiaman Police said his

assassins fired 42 shots at him

from close range
He was the 264th person killed in

Northern Ireland's U months of

violence.

Four bomb explosions rocked

Londonderry, Northern Ireland's

Meaod city and a hotbed of Irish

nationalism

The blasts caused heavy damagr
but no casualties.

The biggest blast came from a

1^(» pound gelignite charge planted

in a stolen taxi It blew out the front

of the city's main post office

hotel and two other buildings

FACES
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151 North Pleasant Street

Next to the Poet Office
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A career in law . .

.

without law school.
When you become a Lawyers Assistant,

you'll do work traditionally done by lawyers
— work which is challenging, responsible

and intellectually stimulating. Lawyers
Assistants are now so critically needed that

The Institute for Paralegal Training can
offer you a position in the city of your choice
— and a higher starting salary than you d

expect as a recent college graduate. Here
is a career as a professional with financial

rewards that increase with your developing

expertise.

If you are a student of high academic
standing and are interested in a legal

career, come speak with our representative.

Contact the Placement Office.

A representative of The Institute

will visit your campus on:

THURSDAY, MARCH 16

NOTE If the above date is inconvenient for you.

please call or write The Institute for information

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
13th floor. 401 Walnut St.. Phila , Pa. 19106

(215) WA, 5-0905

lr. Jane

Van Zand! Brower

"The Connecticut Basin —
A New Perspective"

Featuring the Film

'THE FLOODING RIVER"

March S 7:00 p.m.

Mahar luditorium

Sponsored by C . E.Q.

UMass

Fine

Arts

Council

Presents

THE ALVIN AILEY

AMERICAN DANCE THEATER

4 Performances

Two Different Programs

Tuif.-Fri., March 21 - 24

Bowker Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: 125 Herter

Telephone 545-0202
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If Women's Lib Could
Rename The Buildings

T H U R SPAY, MARCH 9, 1972

BvJANLIVA
If Women's Lib. at UMass has its

way, the new 28 story library will

be named the Mother Jones

Library. The group, which is

petitioning for such a move, ex-

plained at yesterday's Women's
International Day Rally in the S.U.

Ballroom that Ms. Jones was a

communist agitator who walked all

over West Virginia in the 1930s

agitating.

Women's Lib is also petitioning

for Dickinson Hall, (the ROTC
building) to be renamed Emma
Goldman Hall. Ms. Goldman, also

an agitator, was vocally active

against J. Edgar Hoover in his

younger days. A spokesman
"remarked that the building should

be transformed "from a place for

killing training to living training-a

day care center."

These remarks and others were

made yesterday by various

Women's Lib speakers as a part of

the continuous events of the

Women's Cultural Week. Other

topics discussed at the end of the

rally included the role of the

workingwomen, women in political

movements and lesbianism

A woman, identifying herself

merely as "Ann," said that women
must fight to achieve decent wages

and working conditions. She

criticized the system that forces

women to work in the factories in

Northampton for minimum wage.

Ann also pushed for abortion

repeal stating that "they should be

made available to those who
cannot afford them " She added

that day care centers are crucial to

all women, especially the working

woman.
The small audience, composed

mostly of females with a few males

present, listened next to a lesbian

speaker. Surrounded by placards

declaring: "All You Sexists Go To

Hell," Free All Political

Prisoners," and "We Are Lesbains

and We Are Beautiful." the

speaker said. : "For too long we've

let men define what a woman is.

Now is the time that women must

come out and speak out " She

added that UMass has the Gay
Women's Caucus, which sponsors

informal dinners for women, and

the Student Homophile League has

literature about the gay women.

Women's Cultural
Week Calendar

Thur
3/9

Fri

3 10

Sat

3 11

Sun.

3 12

Tue
3/14

Sat

3 18

1000 a.m. Women's Poetry Reading, Campus Center,

same readers as for Mon., free child care

8 00 p.m. "The Concept of Radical Feminism" Roberta

Salper, Academic Building, Hampshire College

2:00 pm. "Sisterhood" Sheila Tobias, MLH, Hampshire

College.

8 00 p.m. Folk and Rock Festival, Women musicians,

Sage Hall, Smith. Arts and Drafts demo all day at

Smith.

100 p.m. Women's Film Festival, AAt. Hoiyoke, 6 films

Hooker Auditorium
8-00 p.m. "It's All Right To Be Woman" . Professional 11

member, NYC women's theatre. Marks Meadow Gym,

by School of Ed , $2.00.

2.00 pm Student Union Ballroom, Film. "Wanda",

effect of Appalachian culture, poverty and husband on

her life

Rosa Luxumburg's birthday.

7 OOp.m "Women in the Prison System" Johnnetta Cole,

Dickinson, UMass
1 00 pm SU Ballroom. Appalachian Mountain Music

Double projector slide show with music on strip mining,

culture destruction, etc , Morris Bros and 5 member

WOMEN'S STRING BAND, The best spoon player in

the country, piano, flute, banjo, guitar, fiddle, man

dolin, autoharp. Handclapping, footstomping allowed

PINCH

ENTAILMENT

Bartlett adit.
Call 545-2043

Matintat March 11 aai IS 2:00 p.M.

fa/dor
STUDENT
SPECIALS!

The Dynamite Hit!

Neil Young

From Warner Brothers

2.99
Most wanted album of the year' Includes "Old

Man and Alabama He is joined by Crosby.

Stills Nash & Young, and James Taylor.
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Petri Hll

SLR Camera

Our Reg.

153 60 119
a

RCA 12" Diagonal

Past 1.8 lens; tally interchangeable

Petri I IKK BLR (;iinci;i 13977

Portable TV

74s*Our
Reg.

86 70

Lightweight but powerful portable
TV ideal dormitory si/e Durable
acrylic finish.

Sport Premium

Volkswagen Whitehall Tires

Blackwalls
available

$1 OFF each
tire

$16
560x15
Reg 20.99
Plus 1.73

FET.

600x15 Reg. 22.99 Sale 018 Plus 1.89 FET.
560x13 for v\v beetles, 600x15 for larger fasl and

square backs Buy now and SAVE!

North King Street

NORTHAMPTON

State Legislators Listing (Continued)
*^ u/.rri q nni i' ._>... n D» rl ,c ir^ Sen. Geo

SALE:
THURS. thru SAT.
Open Late Every Night

In an effort to get students to

write to their legislators, the

( ollegian and the University and

State Communications Council

continues this listing of State

Senators and Representatives. In

Tuesday's paper, in alphabetic

order were listed the towns from

Abington to Cheshire.

CHESTER (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R)
.

Rep. James A. Adams (R)

CHESTERFIELD (1)

Sen. John 0. Barrus (R)

Rep. Edward A. McColgan (D)

Rep. Louis J. Morini (R)

CHIC0PEE — Wards 1-5 (2)

Sen. Roger I. Bernashe (D)

Rep. Mitsie T. Kulig (D)

Ward 6 (2)

Sen. Roger L. Bernashe (0)

Rep. Steve T. Chmura (0)

Wards 7-9 (2)

Sen. Roger I. Bernashe (0)

Rep Richard H. Demers
Rep. Francis C. Lapointe (D)

CHIIMARK (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Gregory Mayhew (R)

CLARKSBURG (1)

Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo (0)

Rep. Frank J. Matrango (0)

CLIMT0M (3)
, „

Sen. Joseph D. Ward (0)

Rep. Thomas F. Fallon (0)

C0HASSET (12)

Sen. Allan R. McKinnon (D

Rep. George C. Young (R)

COUMINO)
Sen. John Barrus R

Rep. Jonathan L Healy (R)

CONCORD (3) _, „
Sen. James DeNormandie (R

Rep. Chester G Atkins (D)

CONWAY (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Jonathan L. Healy (R)

CUMMINGT0N (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R*

Rep. Edward A McColgan u

Rep. Louis J. Morim R

DALTON(I)
Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo (D)

Rep. Anthony P. McBnde (0/

DANVEftS (6)

Sen. William L. Saltonstall (RI

Rep John G. King D

DARTMOUTH (12)

Sen. George G Mendoma D

Rep Raymond S. Perk

DE0HAM (11) „ ,

_
Sen Robert L Cawley tD

Rep Charles M. McGowan D

0EERFIEL0 (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus -R

Rep Jonathan L. Healy «

DENNIS (12)

Sen. John F Aylmer R

Rep Howard C Cartoon, h R

DIGHT0N (10)

S«-n lohn f Parker R

Rep Antone S Aguiar. )r u

DOUGLAS (4)

Sen. lames A. Kelly, Jr. (0)

Rep. Thomas E. Creighton (0)

Rep. F. Leo Kenney (D)

DOVER (10)
Sen. David H. Locke (R)

Rep. Charles W. Long (R)

DRACUT (5)

Sen. B. Joseph Tully (D)

Rep. Nickolas Lambros iD'

DUDLEY (2)

Sen. James A. Kelly. Jr. (0)

Rep. John Peter Ivascyn (D)

DUNSTABLE (5)

Sen. B. Joseph Tully (D)

Rep. George W. Shattuck (R)

DUXBURY (12)

Sen. Allan R. McKinnon (D)

Rep. Roger Sumner Babb (R)

EAST BRIDGEWATER (12)

Sen. John M. Quinlan (R)

Rep. Robert E. McCarthy (0)

EAST BR00KFIELD (2)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn (D)

Rep. Frederic W. Schlosstein, Jr. (D)

EAST L0NGMEAD0W (2)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn (0)

Rep. Vernon R. Farnsworth, Jr. (R;

EASTHAM (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Howard C. Cahoon, jr. (R)

EASTHAMPT0N (1)

Sen. John 0. Barrus (R)

Rep Edward A. McColgan <u

Rep. Louis J. Morini (R)

EAST0N (10)

Sen. John M. Quinlan (R)

Rep. John S. Ames III (R)

EDGART0WN (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep Gregory Mayhew (R)

EGREMONT(I)
Sen George D. Hammond (Ri

Rep Sidney Q. Curtiss (Ri

ERVING (1)

Sen. John D Barrus (R)

Rep. Thomas G. Simons (R)

"SEX (6)

Sen William L. Saitonsta

Rep. James B. Moseley p)

EVERETT — Ward 1 (7)

Sen. Denis L McKenna <D)

Rep William F. Hogan D

Rep. George Kevenan D

Wards 2-6 (7)

Sen. Joseph J. C. DiCario D

Rep. William F. Hogan D

Rep. George Kevenan >D

FAIRHAVEN (12)

Sen George G Mendonca (D)

Rep. William Q. Maclean Jr (0)

FALL RIVER — Wards 1-3 (10)

Sen Mary L. Fonseca iDi

Rep Matthew ) Kuss D

Rep. Carlton Viveiros

Wards 4. 5. 7 (10)

Sen. Mary L. Fonseca (0)

Rep James A. O'Brien. Jr. (D)

Ward 6 (10)

Sen Mary L. Fonseca (0 1

Rep. John J. Long D

Ward I (10)

Sen. Marv L. Fonseca D
Wilfred C. Dnscoll

Ward 9 (10)

Sen. Mary L. Fonseca (D)

Rep. Manuel Raposa, Jr. (0)

FALMOUTH (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Richard E. Kendall iD)

FITCHBURG — Wards 1-3 (3)

Sen. Joseph D. Ward (0)

Rep. George J. Bourque (D)

Wards 4-6 (3)

Sen. Joseph D. Ward (0)

Rep. Gerald P. Lombard (D)

FLORIDA (1) . j ,..

Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo (D N

Rep Frank J. Matrango (D)

F0XB0R0UGH (10)

Sen John M. Quinlan (R)

Rep. Robert S. Aronson (R)

FRAMINGHAM — Precincts 1-4, 6, 8-10 (4)

Sen Edward L. Burke (D)

Rep Robert A. Belmonte (R) .

Rep. J. Laurence Golden, Jr. (o>

FRAMINGHAM — Prtclncts 5. 7 (4)

Sen Edward L. Burke (D)

Rep. Walter T. Burke (D! «

Rep. Louis R. Nickinello (0)

FRANKLIN (4)

Sen. David H. Locke (R,>

Rep. John F. St. Cyr (R)

Rep. George L. Woods, Jr. (Ri

FREETOWN. (10)

Sen. Mary L Fonseca (D

Rep. Raymond S. Peck (0)

GARDNER (3) , „
Sen. Joseph D. Ward (Di

Rep. Raymond M. LaFontaine (D)

GAY HEAD (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Gregory Mayhew (R)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Thomas G. Simons (H)

GLOUCESTER — Wards 1-4. 6, 7 (61

Sen. William L. Saltonstall (R)

Rep. Richard R. Silva (R)

Wards 5, 8 (6)

Sen William L. Saltonstall (R)

Rep. James B. Moseley (R,

GOSHEN (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Edward A. McColgan (0)

Rep. Louis J. Morini (R)

G0SN0LD (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Gregory Mayhew (R,

GRAFTON (4)

Sen. Daniel J. Foley (D)

Rep. Louis P. Bertonazzi u

Rep. Nathan Rosenfeld (R)

CRANBY (2)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn (0)

Rep. James R. Nolen (D

Rep. John W. Olver (D)

GRANVILLE fl> . „ , .„,
Sen. George D. Hammond (R)

Rep. James A. Adams (R)

GREAT BARRIN6T0N (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Sidney Q. Curtiss (H)

GREENFIELD (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Allan McGuane (D)

0R0T0N (5)

Sen. B. Joseph Tully (D)

Rep. George W. Shattuck ik

GROVELAND (6)

Sen. James P. Rurak (D)

Rep. Albert E. Eiwell (Ri

HADLEY(I)
Sen. Roger L. Bernashe (D)

Rep. James R. Nolen iD
'

Rep. John W. Olver (D)

HALIFAX (12)

Sen. John M. Quinlan (R,

Rep. Robert W. Gillette (R)

(More Tomorrow)

GEORGETOWN (6)

Sen. William L

Rep. Robert C.

Saltonstall (R)

Bueil (R)

FACES
EARTH

151 North Pleasant Street

Next to the Poet Office

Good Used

Corduroy Jackets

$4.95
Rep

The Lord Jeffry Inn
Amherst, Mass.

Phone: 253-2679 4 - 9 p.m.

OPEN REGISTRATION
for

Sculptors
Workshop

BEGINNER COURSES in

• Woodcut (print making)

• Woodcarving

• Whittling
—Morning — Afternoon — Evening Sessions

—Small Classes — Individual Instruction

—Tools Supplied

Sculptors Workshop

Lord Jeffry Inn

Amherst, Mass.

Please call

4 - 9 p.m.

Phone 253-2679

TONITE
From New York

Richie Havens'

Prote'ge'

BOB BROWN
at

Eimlislj $ub
Exclusively on Stormy Forest — MUM
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SOS And WMPIRG
The Student Senate last night passed a motion to support

WMPIRG and present its case for a two dollar student tax

to the Board of Trustees.

That motion is fine and good and we wholeheartedly

support it. We urge the Trustees to accept that motion and

allow WMPIRG to collect a yearly tax of two dollars to

support its activiies. If anything on this campus deserves

total student body and total support from the community

at large, it is WMPIRG and other groups like it.

Another matter we would like to commend the Senate on

is the passing of the motion to fund SOS. It, like WMPIRG,
is an organization that is doing something to help people

that need help. Hopefully SOS and those that support it can

push the state of Massachusetts in the right direction in

treating the retarded.

While there are inherent problems in funding groups of

the nature of WMPIRG and SOS whose work is not on

campus and does not directly effect student life, we feel

that in these two cases, the Senate took the appropriate

course of action.

Windmills

Larry Ladd

Your Move
The Faculty Senate's decision to endorse the

establishment of a campus-wide Office of Teacher

Evaluation and Improvement has far-reaching

implications for the quality of education we receive

here. It is a decision that should not go unnoticed.

Along with the vote to reform the Athletic Council, it

indicates that the faculty is beginning to breakout of

its self-imposed shell of isolation and intransigence.

Faculty arguments against teacher evaluation

have been ludicrous, or, to go a step further,

schizophrenic. The arguments against evaluation are

the same arguments that students use when arguing

for the abolition of grades. It is quite a leap of logic

for professors to contend that teacher evaluation is

subjective and imprecise, since they daily inflict

students with a grading system that is far worse than

the evaluation methods they are condemning.

In essence, the decision makes evaluation bilateral.

Not only will students face evaluation from their

teachers (by the archaic grading system) but now

students will be able to judge the value and ef-

fectiveness of a professor's teaching.

Until very recently, the university has judged the

worth of professors with one real criteria: scholar-

ship. If a professor was able to engage in original

research and thinking within his own academic

discipline, he was regarded as competent to teach.

But anyone who attends classes here knows that

while the faculty may have a great deal of knowledge,

many professors are incapable of communicating

that knowledge to students. We cherish that rare

teacher who brings excitement and intellectual

challenge to the classroom , but it is a sad comment on

education that we remember such teachers precisely

because there are so few of them.

Teacher evaluation will give the faculty the op-

portunity to receive constructive criticism from their

students, so that they can see their strengths and

weaknesses and then strive to improve. Now we will

have the opportunity to judge our instructor's

competence in much the same way that instructors

judge ours.

But evaluation will not merely be "constructive

criticism" that a professor can ignore if he wishes

Teaching ability will become one of the three ways to

judge whether a professor deserves tenure,

promotions, or salary increases. It will take its place

beside the other measures: scholarship and service.

Good teachers will be rewarded; bad teachers will be

discovered. The poor teachers will find themselves in

other endeavors, so that they will no longer be able to

inflict their incompetence on unsuspecting students.

All of this means one thing: the quality of un

dergraduate teaching will improve.

It took students many years to achieve this victory

for better education. It took hard work from several

"generations" of strong-willed individuals, mostly

from the Student Senate Academic Affairs Com-
mittee. Their committment to change did not grab

any headlines, but it will have more educational

consequences than most of the stories we read in the

Collegian.

The next task must be to reform the way student

themselves are evaluated. Our present grading

system could be called a farce, if it didn't have such a

destructive effect on students and our futures. For

the next several years (it may take that long! ) we
must direct our attention to that issue.

Socialist Perspective On Women
(Ed. note-This is the text of a speech Maggie

Houghton gave yesterday at International Women's

Day.)
. ,.

I
;

d like to explain a little bit about the socialist

perspective on the women's movement The basis of

that perspective is self-reliance and independent

action. I know you've heard these terms before, but

the political meaning behind them is of decisive

importance in the struggle for our liberation. We as

women wage a day to day battle against the most

deeply engrained, the most pervasive psychological

and social oppression imaginable Women have been

taught nothing but dependence from their first pink

dress to the last check from their husband's life in-

surance policy Many of us. though, have renounced

inevitable economic dependence on men. We no

longer accept social dependence in the form of

commercial beauty, and intellectual impotence We
cannot allow ourselves, now. to submit to political

dependence on candidates, male or female, or on the

political parties that perpetuate our oppression, the

Democrats and Republicans

Counterposed to the candidates of those parties is

the campaign of Linda Jenness and Andrew Pulley of

the Socialist Workers Party. Instead of appealing to

women to support her campaign as the road to

liberation. Linda actively helps to build the mass

independent women's movement, encouraging us to

organize ourselves to fight our oppression. It is when

we as women refuse to subordinate our struggle to

that of a political candidate: it is when we really only

on ourselves that our strength will grow and our

movement succeeds. It is our fight, and no one can

win it for us. We must ask ourselves when the

Democrats and Republicans began to address

themselves verbally to the problems of women? We
must ask ourselves. When was the women's Political

Caucus formed? Before the independent education,

organization, and mobilization of women in struggle?

or after?

We cannot surrender the initiative now. For one: It

is neither liberalization nor reform of existing ar-

chaic abortion laws that will place control of our own

bodies in our own hands It is repeal of these laws that

will leave the decision of whether or not to have

children up to us. We want equal pay for equal work

We want equal job and educational opportunities. We
want free 24 hour child care service. These demands

are undeniably just. . constitute between 34 and 37%

of the work force How many women, if these

demands were met, would seek economic self-

reliance, social independence, and political power?

As our economy stands now, well over 6% of the work

force is umemployed. What would added millions of

active, able, unemployed, and angry women mean
for our present system? Inflation continues to rise

today while women are forced to work for lower

wages. What would equal pay for equal work mean
for the American corporate system, which is having

trouble even now competing with Europe and Japan

What would women's liberation mean to the

economic and social structure of the United States

today These are the questions that show us our main

enemy.
The tasks we are faced with in the women's

movement are enormous, but our potential for

struggle has barely been tapped. Our spirit and

determination will never be broken. Our social

position and political activity can be decisive. While

we welcome the support of any and all political

figures and parties to our activities, we must never

subordinate the independence of our movement. To

do so would destroy our only guarantee of victory.

We should invite Rep. Chisholm. Senators

McGovern and Muskie, Mayor Lindsay, and others to

endorse and participate in Abortion Action Week.

May 1st thru 6th. These actions were called at the

Women's National Abortion Action Conference

recently held in Boston. Women from all over the

country met and decided upon these national acti

vities around the demands: All anti-abortion laws-
No forced sterilization—No restrictive contraception

laws. Although we at this University have a good

birth control program, we should keep in mind that

more women from Mass. go to NY. for abortions

than from any other state; and that we won't reside at

i Mass forever.

Our contribution to this fight, here and now, is in

the best tradition of one of the first slogans of the

women's movement: "Free our sisters-Free our-

selves". This week's activities, the enthusiasm

generated in the 5 college area, and the number of

different groups participating today are evidence of

the large and growing number of women involved in

the struggle. The potential human and material

resources of this area are tremendous. Among the

concrete results of our efforts this week, I would like

to propose the formation of an Abortion Action

Coalition to help organize and build the movement in

this area. The question of abortion is central to our

own liberation, and is clearly the major arena of

struggle today. If we cannot control our bodies, we
cannot control our lives.

Absurd Dilemma

(HerbUnk is on vacation)

Health was returning, warm arms were spreading

over the wooden benches, bathing in the new sun.

maybe spring would start over again, melting the

cold snow and shooting up the lawn. People were

removing heavy jackets for the first time in what

seemed a long time, thinking perhaps about their

work, or a friend or where they would spend the next

vacation. They read in the paper about the absurd

dilemma I argument) between SOS. and the concert

It didn't really matter what happened. Whether we
were entertained like Romans at the Colliseum or

whether we did some helping, who cares? So what if

some crazy people got aid or we had a crazy time in

April. Maybe an afternoon's concert might have

helped us forget it all anyway, like upsetting final

papers, a "good" friend who suddenly said-no good,

no way, or the dismal fact that the only job for the

summer was tended by a rotten factory hand. Didn't

we all want to be mindless for a while, too. Coldness-

escape-apathy-chills surrounded this new spring.

Maybe if there had been a way to support Belcher-

town more and still have a concert, this spring would

have been different.

At last someone would have benefited...

Editorial Points

GOODNESS! WHAT ON EARTH

Letters To The Editor

The Budget Quabbin

To the Editor:

Governor Sargent answered questions concerning

cuts in the financial aid budget for the academic year

1972-73 The University and State Communications

Council (USCC) feels that certain items should be

presented so that the students at UMass will un

derstand the facts of the situation.

1.) Financial aid appropriations for 1971-72 were

$1,550,000 ... M
2 ) Financial aid requested by the University for

1972-73 was $5,696,650 This was the first time that the

figure requests represented the actual total

financial need of the students. Requests in the past

were only a portion of the actual need.

3.) The Governor has recommended that only

$1,550,000 be appropriated for 1972-73.

The Governor has not actuaUy cut financial aid but

ia fact financial aid next year WILL DROP. With 860

additional students at UMass next year financial aid

needs will increase yet the Governor wants the same

amount appropriated as last year This means that

financial aid will drop 7% per student next year

4 ) The Board of Higher Education spent $8 million

last year for financial aid They have requested the

same amount for 1972-73. The Governor has

recommended $4 5 be appropriated

5 ) The Governor commented on his tuition bill He

stated it would generate more funds for financial aid

At the same time his bill would possibly increase the

total financial needs of the students Students with

parents ea-ning over $15,000 a year will pay more

next year and it is likely that some will fall into the

need" category because there is no allowance made

for family size, number of dependents and ex-

tenuating circumstances.

Tuesday night the Governor used the political

cliche i don't know what the legislature will do to my

bill ' This is a tactic commonly used by an executive

to place blame on the legislature However, in the

past the state legislature has shown more sympathy

for the plight of the students

USCC feels that each student should consider these

items in evaluating the Governor's performance. We

also urge you to contact your state legislators con

cerning your feelings on the other proposed tuition

increases.
, , ., . - t

. m
University and State

Communications Council

Sylvan Apathy

""This' "Inference ,„Ml McGi.vrays MM.
which aDDeared in Monday's Collegian. Un

roritateTMfMcGilvray has a,
valic.l^omp aint

concerning the Elevator Emergency Distress System

nstaU^n the elevators in the Sylvan Area. I would

^e to comment on the position of non-involvement

Sfl|^ McGilvray^ad he taken the time*

approach the proper peopte fg+J**?^
channels with an inquiry about the purpose of the

emergency system and subm£^X 've either
native^ to the present^^^£S^Z^Z
had his questions answered or performed '

service*

his fellow residents in the Sylvan Area un

fortunately Mr McGilvray has been struck with that

strange malaSy that is sweeping across campus^

inSS/ As far as I know there is one cure for this

Tang
y
e« and no one has statec1

it more

precisely than James Brown. Get Up, Get Into it, uei

Involved! Mickey E.Harris

President Sylvan Area
Government

To the Editor:

I was somewhat bewildered when I read the caption

under a photograph of the Enfield Look-Out sign in

the March 6 M.D.C.

The editor's attempt to cuttingly discredit the

rationale behind the planning and construction of the

Quabbin Reservoir shows no regard for the im-

portance of this water supply reservoir and its vital

role in the ecology of the Swift River Basin and the

well-being of the people of Mass

The dying towns of Greenwich, Prescott. Dana, and

Enfield (total population 2,500 > were displaced with

little protest by, and due compensation to, all lan-

downers Now. the Quabbin Reservoir and the

surrounding lands owned and controlled by the

Metropolitan District Commission, serve as a wildlife

refuge as seen nowhere else in Mass Deer, beaver,

otter and even eagles now populate the land areas of

this reservation, not to mention the high quality fish

life living in its crystal clear waters

Ecological considerations aside, most students on

this campus and their families have, for much of their

lives depended on the water stored in this reservoir

to fiil their every need At the present time, the

Quabbin Reservoir serves 38 greater Boston com-

munities and 4 western Mass townships In all,

nearly 2 million people depend on this reservoir for

their water.

Even with the availability of this reservoir, we are

now beginning to feel the pinch of a water crisis here

in Mass as more and more demands are placed on

present supplies Within the last 3 years at least 5

eastern Mass communities have requested ad-

mission to the Metropolitan Water District to help

relieve potentially serious water shortages

We are all interested in ecology, and the merits of a

quality environment should be obvious, but not nearly

as obvious as our need for plentiful supplies of clean

Water
J. S. O'Reilly

SOS

Lyndon Johnson once said

that in the New Hampshire
Primary, 40% is a majority,

50% a mandate, and 60%
unanimous. Sixtus Muskie
seems to have stretched these

figures a bit.
*****

Rumor has it that Acting

Attorney General Kleindienst

wishes to extend the no-knock

law. Under the new terms, the

Justice Department seeks to

protect the police for having to

pay you to replace your front

door.
*****

Whv was there air?

*****

If you have never read I Am
Waiting. by Lawrence
Ferlinghetti. you should read

it.

*****

If you're under 21 and wish to

enter the Blue Wall Bar in the

afternoon, just walk in

carrying a beer pitcher. They

don't question a pitcher ID.
*****

They say there's seven

wonders in the world, but what

they say is out of date. There's

more than seven wonders in

the world. 1 just met number
eight

To the Editor:

Recently there have been letters and editorials in

the Collegian concerning the tranfer of funoVfrom the

concert committee to the newly formed SOS

As a human being I find the conditions existing at

Belchertown a true disgrace to mental health and

agree that indeed some kind of action should be

taken; but. as a student, I find taking money from the

concert committee also an injustice.

True SOS has received a large amount of

signatures from students wanting the transfer of the

funds yet I feel these students have been misin-

formed Many, I'm sure, sign the Belchertown

petitions in the belief that they are helping to improve

the conditions at this institution, yet in truth the

money will be used for organizational ends The funds

will be used to start a statewide campaign

I agree this is a worthy cause, yet why is it that SUb

cannot begin an intensive fund raising campaign, just

as the concert committee has and must continue to

do9 Has UMass become an organization to aid all

causes and eliminate student desires? A concert

would be something for the student, in fact the

students' funds would be used for their benefit. The

concert committee has tried to reach a compromise

with SOS by agreeing to give SOS a small amount of

money and co-sponsoring fund raising events with the

organization, yet SOS still wants a large amount of

the concert money.

I ask-why can't the students who are truly behind

SOS join us in fund raising work and replace their

signatures with action?
Cynthia Swindell

Free And Responsible?

To the Editor: , .

In the past many meticulous readers, readers of the Collegian have

undoubtedly seen the phrase "A Free and Responsible Press on your

letterhead. I believe that the Collegian is indeed a somewhat free press,

but I seriously doubt the degree of responsibility you have achieved in

your reporting , ,

A case or two in point will serve my purpose well. Last Sunday 3/5,

Josh Gordon submitted an article for publication on the can/cup vending

vending controversy on campus. On Monday, 3/6, an article appeared

which had been cut and edited beyond the recognition of even the authors

The imagination and intellectual "sting'' of the article was completely

destroyed. . .

Fortunately for the university community, the article on the can/cup

controversy will be repeated in its entirety in a forthcoming issue of Poor

Richard's. ,

One can see, in retrospect, many other such occurrences of over

editing poor reporting, and unconscious misrepresentation of the facts

When for example, Ralph Nader was on campus in February some

reporter from the M.D.C. wrote that the Cage was filled to capacity

Unfortunately, this representation of that event was far from the truth

In short. I ask that the staff of the Collegian either live up to its self-

imposed motto, or if this is not possible, curtail its operations and leave

the editing and reporting to the wire services. If campus news cannot be

reported well, it perhaps should not be reported at all.*^
John J.Kirkpatrick

Greeks Defended

To the Editor: __ _ .

I would like to dispel some of the rumors concerning the Greek system

since many of the hostile opinions expressed to me are, at best, blind

opinions not based on experience In defense of the Greek system I must

say that they do not consider themselves elitist or exclusive as has been

alleged They are open to all members of the academic community

Recent efforts by some (in their final determination to reach out to

potential members) have brought them on a door-to-door recruiting

campaign.
In a large universitvsuch as this, campus life is exceedingly complex

Intense involvement and interpersonal gratification which have become

the finer traits of fraternity and sorority houses, can provide an outlet

from this feeling of complexity.

There are those who would consider the pledging but who dislike the

formal ceremonies and traditional rites. There are obvious merits to this

type of program They encourage friendship and interdependence where

there might not have been one before They also encourage honor and

moral integrity Those who cannot stand up to the system usually defect

(with still many returning).

Fraternities and sororities inculcate a sense of security, responsibility

and above all, brotherhood These values have been, more often than not.

the very soul of their existence Most houses do not cater to special "in-

terest groups" though one may seem more predominate than the other

They welcome any and all member-aspirants.

Within the structure of the Greek system the new member is given the

opportunity to participate in extracurricular activities that are not

normally available (or as readily accessible) to the student on campus

Though there are some disadvantages they are far outweighed by their

advantages. The system has had its liberalizing effect.

So if you haven't already been approached then go to a rush on your

own initiative so that you will have experience on your side You will find

that joining a fraternity or sorority is a small price to pay for all the

benefits that can be derived from it.

Dennis Perry

Vadnais Trade

To the Editor: .
.

We will get right to the point. For the last five seasons, we have been

paying customers at home games of the Boston Bruins During that time

we have watched the Bruins closely, and would like to call to your at

tention certain facts Weston Adama. Jr , is trying to ruin the team. We

would not make so bold an accusation without proof, and so for the longest

time we held our tongue. Now we can be silent no longer

Consider the trades First Jack Norris, Gilles Marrotte, and Pit Martin

were handed to Chicago, along with a perfectly good pair of dirty

sweatsocks. That was not all Ron Schock. Dan Schock, Tom Williams.

Gary Doak. Eddie Shack. Wayne Carleton. The list goes on Andre (nil

Bob Woytowich, Don McKinney. Dean Prentice Not to mention the local

athletes who were allowed to slip away: Rich Hebner. Larry Pleau, Bot

Sheehan, Stu Irving. Bill Guild Last time we checked Hebner was

playing baseball, and Irving was playing in the Japanese League

It really hit the fan, though, when they unloaded Reg Leach for another

dandy in a mustache Something must be done
* Forbes K«*nned>

Bob Dillabough
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PERSONAL

LISTENING

"Adjusta Phone"

HEAD PHONES

3

Systems and Items of Unusual

Value in Limited Quantities

in Our Northampton Store Only!

Shop Thursdays to 9 - Other Days until 5:30

SONY,

MODEL ADJ

l

— 22 ONLY-
LIMIT: ONLY

1 PER CUSTOMER

®

HST-110 AM/FM Stereo

Receiver System
with 2 speaker inputs end provisions

for tape monitoring

2 Kempp Audio II Speakers

BSR McDonald 4800 Record Player

Diamond Stylus, Magnetic
Cartridge, Base and Dust

Cover.

*3 1/2" speaker in each ear cup
•Foam padded extra wide
Headband with adjustable

earcups
* Fixed, deep foam ear cushions

for comfortable sound seal

FREE men's or
women's Sioux
Mox leisure

footwear. Four
styles. Complete
choice of sizes.

$10.00 retail

value.*

10 Worth
of Free "Foot Fun" with

Cassette Player/Recorders!

Hmtftrr no* al our ttare for big

national prliea In Bell a
Howell's Avalanche of Value*

Sweeptake*. and for hun-

dred* of additional prixe*

we're awarding locally.

\nd. don't mlaa

Jean-Claude Kllly. the world *

greatest akler. In "Snow

Joto." his first full length

motion picture, from

Warner Bros.

Ampex Tape Decks
Model 755 — (2 only)

JBL Aquarius 4 Speaker Systems

Oiled Walnut enclosures — (4 only)

PROFESSIONAL
RECORD-ALL

KIT
MODEL
309SK

$79
•You get a built-in condenser mike

that picks up all the ear can hear,

plus an external remote control

windscreen mike — ideal for

recording "live" outdoor events.

'Phone pick-up for recording

important phone calls, or direct

from most speakers.

'Automatic shut-off prolongs life.

'Plays pre-recorded rassettes.

Complete with batteries, blank

cassette, built-in condenser mike,

external remote control windscreen

mike, remote stop/start hand switch,

earphone. DC adapter, phone pick-up

with Vekro fastener < In States where

legal).

LIST CALL - BARGAIN COMER! >

Many — 1 of a kind — brand new — demonstrators —

all are outstanding buys I J—
M28M

MM

comp.

24?.95

comp.
$114.00

comp.
$ 32f.esFisher AM/FM Stereo Receiver

Model 250 T (2 only)

KLN Stereo Player with 2 Speaker Systems comp. *148
Model n W (2 only)

Scott 312-0 AM/FM
Stereo Tuner

comp.
»2ff Now M59
CASSETTE TAPE
RECORDER t|||-

Microphones *3™ up

Scott 384-AM/FM
Stereo Receiver

<1 88comp. $359.95 Now

Most popular tandem and
single point — finest quality •

Diamond Needles 1

Only a partial list of many, many outstanding buys. . .quantities limited — sold on
first come first served basis I

Mt. Holyoke-Amherst

Orchestra To Perform
By MAUREEN MEISTER

The Mount Holyoke-Amherst
Chamber Orchestra will present

their third concert of the year this

Saturday evening. The program
will begin at 8 o'clock in the

Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst
College and the public is en-

couraged to attend.

Included in their performance

will be the premiere of a work by

Amherst professor Donald
Wheelock. Two pieces by Mozart

will also be presented.

Lewis Spratlan will conduct the

orchestra of nearly 50 members.
Most of the instrumentalists are

students from Mount Holyoke and
Amherst; however several others

are from the community.
The following day, the orchestra

will travel to Union College where

it has been invited to perform the

concert.

Donald Wheelock's con-

temporary work, entitled "Three

Pieces for Orchestra" promises to

be most interesting for students. It

will consist of three movements,
including a fast allegro, an
allegretto which is a little slower,

and a maestoso which is like a
march. The entire work has been
dedicated by Wheelock to Lewis
Spratlan for the orchestra.

Two Amherst students will be

featured in the two Mozart pieces.

The first is a lilting clarinet con-

certo which will include a clarinet

solo by Robert J. Yamins. The
concerto is written in three

movements-one slow movement
and two fast allegros.

The longest piece will be
Mozart's Divertimento #2 in D
major. Wier Chrisemer, who is an

Amherst student and a timponist

with the orchestra, will conduct the

performance. A light, cheerful

work, the divertimento consists of

a series of short movements, in-

cluding a minuet. A number of

French horn solo passages will also

be featured throughout.

WFCR Auction Tonight
The WFCR March fund drive rolls on this week with an auction starting

tonight at 8:30. Such items as art objects, tickets to fine arts events, food

and drink coupons and records will be on the block.

Bids will also be taken on the art object featured on the cover of this

months' WFCR Program Guide, a bronze wall hanging by Greenfield

sculptor Homer Gunn. The work is fashioned from sheets of flat bronze

and has a musical motif Among Gunn's other works are the War
Memorial in Greenfield, the main gate sculpture at Tanglewood and the

entrance sculpture at the Basketball Hall of Fame in Springfield

The auction works this way: the listener who telephones in the highest

pledge for the WFCR fund drive gets the item being auctioned. The Five-

College public radio station at UMass is making an appeal to its listeners

for approximately $40,000 to maintain its operating schedule.

All-request programs, special shows and other events are scheduled at

the station throughout the month Sunday, March 12, for example, will be

virtually an all-request day. On the three major musical programs, any

listerner who pledges $15 or more may have a request played if the

selection is under 20 minutes

WFCR broadcasts at 88.5 F.M. to a six-state area and is a joint project

of UMass and its four neighboring colleges (Amherst, Hampshire, Mount

Holvoke and Smith)

MEN'S COLORED 1MKRUEAR
50To aacror, polyester 5o% cotton ktVits

Athletic

tank
Shirt

$1.39 each piece

or 4 for $4.15

colors — blue, green, gold

available at the

University Store

CAMPUS CENTER

Debate Team Returns With Trophies
By JUDY BENNETT

Recently the UMass Debate Team attended

tournaments at Columbia University, Southern

Connecticut State College, Navy and Dartmouth.

They returned with the top speaker award and
quarterfinal trophy from Columbia, the Sweepstakes

Trophy from Southern Connecticut, and experience

competing against top teams from throughout the

country, gathered at Dartmouth and Navy.

Competing at the Columbia Tournament were
Karin Kramer, of Levittown, Pa., and Celia Hooper,

of Ann Arbor, Mich. Karin was the top speaker in the

tournament and received a gavel for this. As a team,

the two achieved a 5-1 record by defeating teams

from St. John's, Jamaica's, Slippery Rock, Dickin-

son, Pace, and Merchant Marines. Their fine record

got them into the quaterfinal round against URI,

where they lost a close decision, but nonetheless

returned with a silver mug. Also attending the

tournament wre Harry Feinzig of Brookline, and

Gary Jakacky of Pittsfield.

At Southern Connecticut, two teams debated off-

topic, the subjects this year dealing with legalized

prostitution and foreign policy. The teams of John
Hogan, Debbie Farrell, and Paul Drager and Betsy

Kohler participated in this, each achieving a 4-2

record. Debating "that greater controls should be

imposed on the gathering and utilization of in-

formation about U.S. citizens by government
agencies" were varsity members Jill Peltin and

Harry Feinzig, who went 3-3, as did novice members
Joel Kassimir and Dianne Petcher. For Joel and
Dianne this was their first collegiate debate and they

did great.

Taking part in special speaking events at the

tournament were Paul Drager, Jill Peltin, and Betsy

Kohler. Finally this year UMass brought home the

Foley Sweepstakes trophy, which is given out yearly

for the best cumulative performance. After six years

effort, we had more points in speaking events than

any other school attending Southern Connecticut

tournaments. The points are given out according to

how many events you are in and how well you do in

each.

In competition at the Dartmouth Tournament were
Paul Lamarche, Dave McCaffrey, Terry Hofmann,
and Roger Legend re Dartmouth is noted as a high

quality tournament, with teams competing from
throughout the U.S. Of equal caliber is the Navy
tournament, which Roger and Terry also attended.

Coming up are tournaments at Wayne State,

Liberty Bell, and the UMass Novice tournament,

which will be held on campus.

GREAT VALUES ON ™n
RECORD AND TAPES

ALL

•NILSS0N

•JOHN DENVER

•GUESS WHO

itcsi
fieRie

John Denver

VICTOR

STEREO LP'S

•JEFFERSON

AIRPLANE

JUST RELEASED

3rd HOT

TUNA

ALBUM
NO* IN STOCK

NEW RELEASES INCLUDED

CASSETTE & CARTRIDGE TAPE

LP Series 696 4.94 each tape

ALL RCA RED SEAL CLASSICAL LP's

RUBENSTEIN • CABELLE • PRICE • 0RMAHDV • CLIBURN

and many, many more!

CHOOSE FROM OUR HUGE SELECTION)

NOW!
Series

ONLY 598 3.44
each
LP

•SALE THRU SAT. MARCH IN

m LISTENING POST
25 SO. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST 186 MAIN ST. NHPTN.
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Committee Discusses Tuition Increase

By MICHAEL GREGORY
The Rents and Fees committee

of the Student Senate met Tuesday

to discuss the upcoming battle over

possible increases in fees. Among
the issues discussed were the

feasibility of replacing

professional workers with student

help, an attempt to make dorm
i .sidency optional for all students,

and the proposed Health Services

budget for the fiscal year 1973.

A bill filed in the Senate that

would urge the Administration to

fill all student capable positions

with students instead of the current

policy of rehiring non-students was

tabled so as to allow the committee

to come up with guidelines and

could be used by such departments

as the Physical Plant and the

Campus Center.

Another bill, filed by Sens.

Stevens and Marshall, would end

the mandatory dorm residency for

all students now compelled to live

in dormitories. The committee

voted against the bill with the main

rationale being it would have too

great a cod to expect the

remaining dorm students to bear

However, alternative ways of

providing for the end of mandatory

residence ill be considered and

any studen opinions will be gladly

accepted ! considered.

Stemn rom the disap

Our Rents and Fees Committee. < MDC Photo by MacConnell)

pointment of the committee to the

response given by students to their

recent petition drive, it was
decided that this Thursday
members of the committee will be

seeking additional signatures in

the dining commons It is the hope

of the committee that they can get

another 2.000 signatures

Student Senate by laws require

ill fees to be presented to the

committee for their approval The

first of those fees for next year to

come before them was the

University Health Services

proposed budget for fiscal year

1973. A member of the Student

Heaith Service Advisory Board,

Sue Keane, presented the budget

which called for a $3.50 per

semester increase in the current

$35.00 fee.

The reason for the increase is the

hiring of nine full-time positions

and other part-time help. This will

help to speed up the waiting time in

out-patient service as well as an

increase in other services.

The increases also provide for

additional dental care as soon as

the additional wing is built and

furnished. Major improvements

will be found in the mental health

area, an area now very deficient

according to Barry Averill.

Director of Health Service

A major point expalined to the

committee was the increased fee

will cover not only increases in

costs in fiscal year 1973 but also in

1974. After some debate the

committee voted in favor of the

budget

Hillel Looks Ahead
"This has been a very active year for the B'nai Brith Hillel Foundation.

Brunches, Deli Suppers, Friday night dinners, and Sunday night Israeli

Dancing have been successful mainstay programs this year." according

to Elliot Margolis President of Hillel

Margolis went on to describe some of Hillels planned activities for the

rest of the semester. They include a United Jewish Appeal campaign,

including a raffle in conjunction with the Amherst Jewish Community, on

March 11 "Cool Hand Luke" starring Paul Newman is being shown, and a

Friday night dinner as well as a New England Regional Conference at the

I niversity of Rhode Island is planned for the weekend of March 17th.

"Hillel has extended its boundaries a bit this year." said Margolis,

"sponsoring events with Mount Holyoke and Amherst College such as

Cafe Sabre which will be held in April Also this year Hillel has sponsored

a separate Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry campaign and Merkahbah

University, a free university of electric Jewish thought."

Hillel elections will be held March 22-24.

The Hillel Center is located in Room 420 S.U.
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COMING MARCH 22nd" THE GODFATHER'

available at the
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Weekend
Special

Ktottuwkm
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The Colonel lowers

the cost of

weekend eating.

lYOU GET:

• 2 pieces of finger

lickin good

Kentucky

Fried Chicken

Golden tweet

corn on the cob

»Mashed potatoes

and gravy

•A hot buttered

roll

•Plus a soft drink

Kentucky

Fried

Chicken

Rt. 9 across from Zayres

Hours:
11 - 10 weekdays,
11-11 weekends

Telephone 256-8745

* Ask for the
Student Special

Brower To Speak

On Conn. Basin

Campus Carousel

Superchicks And Mod Fuzz

Dr. Jane Van Zandt Brower will

speak on "The Connecticut Basin-

A New Perspective" at Mahar
Auditorium tonight at 7 P.M. A
film, "The Flooding River,"

produced by Dr. Lincoln Brower,

will be shown The public is invited

free of charge

Dr. Jane Van Zandt Brower is a

director and co-founder of the

Connecticut River Ecology Action

Corporation (CREAC) and Science

Advisor to the New England

Coalition on Nuclear Pollution

(NECNP). She is an Executive

Committee member of the New
England Chapter of the Sierra Club
and Chairman of its Connecticut

River Basin Committee.

Dr. Brower is the author of

position papers on issues including

out-of-basin water diversions,

pumped storage hydroelectric
plants, the energy crisis, and
floodplain management.

Picasso:

Ceramics and Posters

till March 17

Student Union Gallery

Sponsored by C.C. Program Council

By TONY GRANITE
HEADLINE OF THE WEEK

comes from the Amherst Student.

It topped a satirical piece on
solutions to the institution's fiscal

problems. "College Low On Bread,

Kneads Dough."
*****

SEXIST ADS are bringing
reactions from readers of the

campus press. A case in point is the

Indiana Daily Student, which drew
the ire of coeds with an ad for

"Chicken Unlimited."

The text which flunked the test of

the WLF said, "Rated X-tra
delicious! Even if you're a Leg
Man' you've got to admit that

every part of SUPER CHICK is

indescribably good!"
And the art work was of a curvey

chicken dressed in a formal gown.
Kids reacted to the letter com

plaint by advising four alter-

natives: (1) write a letter to the

editor (which one gal did); (2)

cancel her subscription to the

newspaper; (3) boycott the of-

fending advertiser; (4) write a

letter to the advertiser.

Seems reasonable.
*****

ANOTHER EXPOSE made the

lront page of Lex, the student

newspaper of the John Jay College

of Criminal Justice in New York
City, recently.

A pardoy of the newspaper, titled

"Less", appeared on campus,
produced by a faculty duo who
were critical of the administration.

They added injury to insult by

charging the cost of publication to

the Student Activities Association.
*****

A FURTHER EXPOSE is

revealed in the pages of the Nor-

thern lowan of the University of

Northern Iowa, which is ad
vertising lists of student senators

who have demonstrated
"irresponsibility" by missing

meetings of the Senate.
*****

MEANWHILE, at Central
Michigan University, the Life

there reveals that the campus fuzz

have gone mod on two counts.

First, they call themselves the

Department of Public Safety;

second, they have recently pur-

chased a snowmobile and sled to

patrol wooded areas of the cam-
pus.

**•••

JOB-HUNTERS at Georgia State

are being invited to a workshop
titled "How to Apply For A Job,"

according to the Signal newspaper
there.

Dwight Flix Ink presents

MARLON BRANDO ROBERT BEDFORD
and JANE FONDA in

Arthur Penn's

THE CHASE
13 MARCH — MONDAY NIGHT

7: 00 and 9: 45 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM — 50*

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

l \ \\ Camper K»od condition.

I ixikiim lui reason ible nffei ( .ill .lrrr> at

_•'. i-tj.'i

MM)

I'",. I'orsrhe t iilipiv ..limit • n tt Si«
i lull h llres. hatters .In sunroof, lugg

rack. Mainlrnantr records avail $ I.'Mi or

best ..II M>'. I m.
It 1-13

i.l Saab 'it. ii-'t rxcellenl bod> A in

lerim t.ood brakes, new exhaust svslem .">

Pirelli's Must see to believe t all Donnie

M. 41 1 76

tf3-IS

i'ii.'i \uslin \merlca l-*peed auto . low

mileage. nr« snow*, radio, front wheel

iIiin. xskingieio Call 549433X after 6pm
1(3-20

1962 l'l\ mouth
SIM 5494474

Hood running condition

197* thael Kadetl KM mi. Fxcellenl

condition I nun. (all (erorge after S40
pm 965-3531.

ifJ- in

tPFaslbark VW. low mileage, very good

condition Mint aril ll.un. (all after 6

p.m.. 5494499
1(3-10

• .I \tt Itus with I month old rebuilt

engine new tires, gas heater <<ood shape.

inside and out $".75 (all 25347*4

MM
'•I Hull for sale gra\ need* muffler.

f inn or bent offer (all Darrell Ml S94».

H3-I3

I979( heselleSSom. i.pd .pool. 359 h.p..

low mileage, only 29.900 mile*, tun tarh A
stereo tape \ew MT tire*. l2ono 6 9190

KMI

'94 (hew — >er> good hods

jnts. new shock*. H & II ll mi

6717 rses.

new hall

- call SZ1-

ifi il

I94W liaison 3MM cons . 19.000 actual ml .

1 1 200 or best offer. IS3-7S37.

If3- IS

III Scout I wd. ft* plow, hrdtop. 24000

mile*, good rond not abused f t Tim W
Ward. Bo* II.Conwav.Ma 369-4073 after

6.

113-17

1965. blue VW sedan. Rebuilt engine, new

generator and brakes ISO or best offer.

HMM
If3- IS

Must sell! I dr «2 Bulck l.e Sabre. VI.

auto . power steering 4 brake*, good

running condition, highest bid. 253 7251

call after l mi p.m
tf3-IS

FOR SALE

Pair Hart Jaslln ski* — also new l.ange

ski hoot* —used once eserything — llSflor

negotiate seperatels for each, (all MHM
morning*.

t(34

t.ibsnn St. std eler guitar Mu*l sell

Best offer over 1200 Also Yamaha PC 390

folk guitar I ISO (all Dave 64451.

tfJ-13

BK( ougar 302-4V p*. many extras Iihoo

(all Bay after S p.m.. 544V-42II.

If 3-10

"Health AR-15 most sensitive KM
tuner /amp tested" says Hi-Fi. 1625 new. 3

yr* old. Make an offer! (all Ceo 549 1679

nite. SI.V2S73 day.
(13-14

Hid lime radio programs on tape. Amos

& \ndy. Superman. Sgt. Preston, (all

Steve :,lfi-HB7l
tf3-9

OW Bogen H\ amp M6U.Y (tood cond

17:. or be*t offer, (all Krik :.4f.-«3IB

1(1 Hi

12 Siring t.uilar (iibson — 123) with rase

.mil eslras I Itetail \alue I II.:..' t.oing to

I anjaj and need mones . (all Tom 544V

u.."i

MM!

pi vi School Bus (.itod condition t.oud

(or camper or store on wheel*. I Son or best

oiler \rnold MOI
U3J»

Vlbums Ik tape* — British albums.

Bootleg, albums Mrack tapes 12.99.

t.uaranteed ail the latest, save! 5H t»«3

niles

1134

Framus (.rand Mar eler ar'slic guitar

v. hjnlu.r \*kingl3M (alliance a 4V

9917. Leave name 4» • phone if I'm out.

MM

in Nw'-d Bike Musi sell Baleigh Super

( ourse under 2 mth old Beynolds S3I

lubes 1125 or best offer (all Bill .46 VIM

after in p.m.
t(3-9

New i ires all sites al discount prices,

(all John ft-4»2l. keep trying
lf3-IC

Tenor sal. good condition student

model f 159 or best offer Tim. t-«5H3

KMI

PERSONAL

Vn» \salon Hill Wargame Players at

I Mas** I need an opponent Bllti DDuy.
s4. \K Bulge W 4oo. others Sieve S4«4»».

If 3- 19

lies Shawdow
bourne

- Eat Shit (had

34)

llapps Birthday Hon * Beautiful Blchle

from Fourth Floor. Washington
3-9

t.oing to (fueber for weekend and we

would like ano(her female to Join «•»

srriousls interested call $4t4)i24J

3-1

Brian — It was a great party and I'm

still smiling. What an up: Thanks. The

t hamp.

Scare the hell out of vourself. ( ome see

the ( realure from the Black lagoon. Fri.

March 10. Hampden ( ommons at 8 A 10

tfl 10

llapps Birthday l.inda'

M Bird \lex. Ph. Wal

lance.

I.ove Jo. Vah.

Krlc. Duncan.

34

T of the T P alias CD Id like to think

sou re a Pisces but a Pisces wouldn't hase

replied \re sou' The Phantom (TP»

(.rin
34»

llapps Blrthda>. ( hlco I.ove. ( hlcette

34

Thank vou — To the person who

returned my purse I really appreciated

sour thoughtfulne** and honesty. Mary

l.ou.
tf34

"The Nut" appreciated your letter —
plea»e call — Bruce

1134

MS Sweeny: I think I'd like to gel lo

know vou better but
If34

lleb-Oeb we've become strangers. I

need lo speak with you Marc-Marc.
ti3-ll

Would like to meet masculine gay

student for honest, relationship, not Just

sex trip. F.xpect discretion. Write

Springfld. Box IH2I.

H3-I0

WANTED
Interested in busing or renting block

in ints. etchings, silkscrern*. etc. (all

kalhi at MM
If3- 10

I'd. >i.i rnlarger and dark room supplies

I all anytime for Sam or Peggs at 2534M7.
tf34

Honda SI. 359. S9-70. (all 5M
tfl- 10

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Discount Stereo F.quip & Access.. T-

Tables. Speaker*. Receivers Diamond
Needles l:i<ei Magnetic (arts 3940*4 off

(all nites .V4&4943.

MM

\mpex SZ sieieo cassette

plaser /recorder deck Inexc cond. I sear

old In. I .'mikes t>nly $100 (all Hick 253

394U.

H3- 19

HOUSE TO SHARE
Female student wanted lo share room in

house with I girl*. fSS monthly including

utility, (all evening* 253474M.

t(3-l«

ROOMMATES WANTED
I ape ( od roommates wanted for house

in liennisporl May IS — Sep. S. 1249).

Prefer upperrlass/grad slu. (all Dave
after V MU-2221

1(34

Male wants female roommate. See

(.errs at < IflS ( llffside apis. Sunderland
No phone vel I7S.00 a mo Prefer neat,

eass going person
H3-I0

F to share Ig. room in 3 hdrm Puffton

Roommate not there often. IV* Mi mo
Immediate occ June I or summer if you

want IssHMsV
MM

Responsible F to share apt N'ton

( enter, own room already furnished. Rent

low lt> utilities rarely exceeds 1 10 Mler 6

>Hl47nx
HI Hi

Own room. Puffton Vlg. 190 — two
people, share room $S0-|SS apiece. 549-

ojjm,

1(3-17

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Xparlments for im-

mediate rental. i. month lease.
lis. month includes utll. (all 6S5-3249

das* or WS-357S nile*

If 1-14

"FOR RENT

Black & while TV rental* I so per day —
Ifidav minimum (olor TV rentals II. per

das — 30 day minimum. TV (enter 55 N.

Pleasant 253-5100
1(4-5

I bedroom house excellent condition.

immediate occupant) Call between 9:00

h lip m 5M4-342II. Skibiski Real F.slale

34

(me bedroom apt . Puffton Village,

immediate. 1 1945 Apt 394V (all 5494767
1(3-14

Sylvanla 21" table model TV 135. Zenith

table model color TV 1159. TV (enter. 55

V Pleasant St . 2nd floor. Amherst 253-

5100

tf.3-15

To sublet or lease avail. Jun. I. 2 bdrm
furn apt. All util. Swim pi. 7 min from
campus, (all 665-3646 eves.

1(34

RIDE WANTED

Poughkrepsie area. March III after 1:30,

one or both ways. NY thurwas goes thru

them SI6-7993 Nickl. keep lrs*ing

34

Need ride Mar 23 lo Arkansas or

Miinitx I ex. Okl Mi Tenn etc Will

share dr and exp (all Martha aaHITI.
tfl M

Two girls would like ride lo Florida

spring vadium Will share driving and
expenses (all MM 47

1

If3- ID

Ride warned lo Washington. D.C spring

sat ation. one or both was*, share driving,

expenses. 5494020 Ands

MM

Ride wanted for I males lo Hi week or

1/27 Leave 3/24. 5464223 or S464227 share

It.

H3-I0

"typing

Typing: Pica or Hue proofreading and

copies free editing if requested 40f /page

Fast, accurate, (all Ann S4C-7443 or —
7439.

H3-2I

T» ping — theses. dissertations. etc. Fast

and accurate Proofreading, editing if

desired Hase (.reek and science ssmbol*

253 3*9) I

.

TRAVEL

Summer sublet. I bedroom. Puffton

\ illage apt with option for (all I lo off

regular monlhls rent. . all 549-:MV4N.

1(3-13

HORROR MOVIE

I his week I realure in.ui Ihe Black

l.agnon. Plus a Hoadrunner cartoon al

Hampden Common. Fridas . March III at H

and 19.

tf9 III

ENTERTAINMENT
Tonight at the Bluewall Shotgun

Mies", a new band to the area and well

worth seeing
34

M last I Mimi Farina & Tom Jans at The
Kiuewatl Wed.. March IS. Ticket* on sale

in M2I ( C from 1. 99-3:99 p.m limited
ticket*.

H3-IS

EMPLOYMENT

M'HINl. IN U \P( I (O 1 199 It days 7

nights via I niv IX 9 >rt Open only to

student*, employee* A families

Colleges (all 594-3171.

II3-:

of 5

Hawker* Sell TIIK SPARK in dorm*,

dining common*, etc. Karn ISf for each

paper sou sell, (all 5*4-1930 and ge( March
issue.

1(3-10

Grow Your Own Organically

Rent a garden for the season, tilled

water, organic fertiliser, tool storage 594-

1(3-19

LOST

Fan \m World vlrwass south tare,

hotelbu* and group rale* (all Campu*
Representallse 549-049)2

1(3-14

'79 ( hslle w bind haired driver left me
off arr dm Had rr wsh Th 24 Feb I left

< Ipbd stat bk notes in bk seat Please call

SN6-3972.
1(3-14

(,o South Spring break Bermuda —
Frreport. \rapulco. Puerto Rico. K day

packages from 1 199 Ktcape International

(all Peggy 23344*7
If 3-20

Male, black large dog. answers lo the

ame "Fido" Reward 253-3563 or S-030H

H3-22

INSTRUCTIONS

(.uKar help If your beginning or Just in a

hole. I II get sou going Blues - folk - rock

junk - funk 15/hr 5274212.
1(3-10

"services

4 s perl auto & rscle repair, specialising

in (oreign car*, call 25:1 1740 ask for Jerrs

tf.3-10

MUSIC MATCH
Reach Nirsana al the "Instant Karma

1 nurnament" — A bailie of the hands at

the S I Ballroom on Sal Mar II 1 1 (Ml

tn-io

SEX

xmhersi Audio *erslces. »lereo com-

ponents tape decks for home or car. 197

No 1'leasanl *C. 256-MI33
Ksem

Reward — 12'. for information leading lo

leasing I plus bdrn. country home 20 mi
Write F. Stutsman. 315 Puffton Mil

\mhersl For June I.

3-14

TERM PAPERS

quality Research and Reference
materials Originals and copies. TPA.
Rm 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 N
Pleasant St. 2564106

1(3-24

Termpapers highest quality lowest rales

National Writer* Coop (all 253-7332.

tf34

FOUND
Found —

Sunderland
3213.

t.erman Shepard dog In

-Rt. HI and 47 area. Call 6*5-

H3-I0

ROOM WANTED

ENTERTAINERS WANTED
Farn I Mi a night b\ singing and playing

drink along, sing along music on piano or

guitar (all Fd at 545-2090
til 10

SEWING

Need any mending or sewing done? Coll

t hri* 549-1661.
H3-I9

Male journalist 23. seeks rm in apt or

house with profs or students — com-
muting distance of t.reenfld Walt. 772-0291

ext 50 or K634626
1(3-13

PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIP.

For sale — t.af Super h movie proj a
zoom camera. Cannon Sup N camera.
Kowa l'.mm Reflex ha* meter and timer,
(all Jerry al 2S34Z2I.

tf.i-13

BABYSITTING
APT. SUBLET

I Bedroom Puffton Village Apt avail

June I 1215/month. include* util (all 549-

3991
tf3 14

Will babysit - student* wife will

babysit evenings —over 21 experienced —
mother — (ormer teacher — own tran-

sportation 549-3H30

MM!

Bide wanted to Newburg —
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Notices

Messenger Comes

To Central Area
"Central

ANGEL FLIGHT:
Angels care, have fun. .and enjoy

both! Angel Flight invites you to find

out how! Thurs. evening, Mar. 9.

Colonial Lounge, S.U.

BRIDGE CLUB:
There will be bridge play tonight at

7 00 p.m. in Rm. 905 CC.

CUSP:
Psych majors There will be a

meeting Thurs. night in Bartlett 15 at

7 30. Please try to attend. All Psych

majors welcome.

FENCING CLUB:
The Fencing Club will not hold it's

regular Thurs. meeting tonight.

Anyone wishing to go to Springfield to

fence be in front of WoPE at 7 p.m.

sharp.

HILLEL CAFE SABRE:
Coming closer

JOE TO MEET:
The Juvenile Opportunities Ex

tension will have an organizational

meeting tonight in Rm. 169 CC at 7:30

p.m. All interested students please

attend.

SKI PATROL:
There will be a meeting for all

members at 6:30 in Rm. 162 CC.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:
Come and rap with people from the

Counseling Center first newsletter of

this semester will be available. Help

us plan Gay Festival for May Rm.
917 CC 7 p.m.

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM:
Anyone interested in Ayn Rand's

philosophy is invited to meet in the

Dukes Room, S.U at 7:30.

KOREAN KARATE:
The UMass. Tae Kwon Do Club will

meet this afternoon at 3:30 in the

Commonwealth Rm. S.U. All people

wishing to learn the art of Korean

Karate are welcome to attend. No
experience is necessary

C.E.Q. SPEAKER:
Dr. Jane Bower "Connecticut

Basin A New Perspective" 7 p.m.

Mahar Aud. Film, "The Flooding

River" will also be snown. Everyone

is invited.

LOST:
Beige keycase lost in the vicinity of

Education and Franklin Dining

Commons. Please call Linda at 6

6515.

Green fur lined coat at the dance at

Hampden Sat. night Call 6 6950

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

The newest student publication to appear on campus is the

Messenger", a four-page, tabloid-size weekly news magazine.

EdSd by a staff directed by Cynthia Nadreau 74 the 'Messenger

will distribute 1,300 copies of its first edition, March 22, to *e 12 dor-

mitories that make up the Central Residential Area. A meeting is

scheduled for Thursday, March 9, at 7:31iljj^^SS^^S^
interested people who would like to submit articles, apply for staff

positions, and get ideas for stories.

The publication includes Area news items, as well as items of campus-

wide interest. Poems, stories, editorials and photographs will be ac-

Ce
-We*re trying to produce a balanced magazine that will not only en-

courage communication between students and the power structure; it

will also provide a literary outlet for students who find difficulty being

published in other campus media,'' explained editor Nadreau.

Financed by the Central Area Council, the "Messenger is an

educational vehicle for students who can earn one academic credit tor

participation on its staff. Arrangements for such credit may be made

through the editor. ,„ .

•We're not giving away credits, by any measure, shesay^ What we

are trying to do is to find good people to write for us who would otherwise

not have the time. And aUowing one credit will help to relieve the

academic strain." __^

The Idea Mart

. . .a specialized business

service to inventors.

To participate, write for

brochure:

The Idea Mart

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR«

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle 1

253-5426

Eves: 7:00-9:00
Adult 1.50 Child .75

Aquanam often art iwtd by those born

under Leo The classical Aquarian is con

stantly m search o« an ideal In many in

stances. Leo seems to fill the bill and Aquarius

hero worships Both Leo and Aquarius can be

stubborn Unless there M plenty of laughter

present m this relationship, it could head for

proverbial rocks Leo and Aquarius are drawn

to each other and often become business or

marital partners or both
• ••••

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Ambitions can

t>e fulfilled Be dynamic and inquisitive

Member of opposite sex is involved Aim high

Don t settle tor substitutes Career receives

boost Your standing is elevated

TAURUS (April JO May 10) Fine for study,

adding to knowledge, publishing Travel plans

should be completed Keep lines of com
mun.cation open You gam through one who is

at distant place Key is to be receptive, willing

to learn
GEMINI (May 21 June K) Agreement is

reached in connection with iomt enterprise

Mate, partner play hey roles Some who try to

divide and conquer are exposed Fine chance

now to collect what is due
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Obtain valid

hint from Gemini message investment seems

headed tor profit Emotional involvement

should be taken seriously Stakes ere too high

tor playing games Get off sidelines and into

action

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Conditions at work,

home improve You have reason to stand up

and cheer Vitality returns Your efforts are

recognized Some who rejected M oast now do

about lace You can be happy you permit

yourself to be
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Romance

Dtooms What may have appeared an in

significant relationship develops into

something of value Pleasure indicated

through children Stress creative approach

Welcome change and challenge

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Property in

creases m value. Your intuitive intellect

serves now as reliable guide You art able to

nuiid on solid base Security is enhanced

Home lite improves Relations with close

relatives will be more harmonious

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Short journey is

on agenda ideas are developed You now can

envision complete format Gam shown through

writing Get thoughts on paper Give full rein

to intellectual curiosity Answers art ob

tamable
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Financial

situation improves You may be recipient of

windfall Don't permit others to dissuade you

Remain true to personal convictions Collect

what you need Solid research pays dividends

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 1«> Take

mtiative Element of timing now favors new

starts m new directions Stress original ap

proach Be independent m thought, action

Change, travel and variety of experiences art

featured Go to it

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18! Benefits

accrue through group, organization, in

stitution You can br.ng together those with

divergent views Diplomacy now becomes

valuable ally Taurus and Libra persons figure

prominently
PISCES (Feb 1» March 20) Accent on

transforming hopes, wishes mto realities

Friend you aided m past is due to return the

favor Be optimistic Reward indicated as

result of professional efforts You gam added

recognition

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

abie to aid those m distress Your view is large

as opposed to petty You are drawn to the arts,

law and medicine April and August art m
diceted as outstanding months for you in lf72

You may be much involved with an Aquarian

Copyright 1»72, Gep F— Corp

ACROSS

1 Perch
6 Collect

11 Gnef
12 Assistant

i4 Pronoun

15
17

6

7

8

9

10

11

Exclamation

Pronoun

Everyone

Blemish

Following first

Hindu guitar

Out
Disease of

cattle

18 Sailor

(colloq )

20 Breaks
suddenly

23 Small child

24 Indonesian
tribesman

26 European
28 A continent

(abbr

)

29 Puzzle

31 Sea nymphs

33 One opposed

35 Dock

36 Comes back

39 Flicker

42 Paid notice

43 Buckets

45 Antlered

animal

46 Peruke

48 Lingers

50 Be mistaken

51 Greenland
settlement

53 Masculine

55 College degree

(abbr )

b6 Mend
S9 Newest

61 Monster

62 Occurrence

DOWN

1 Spin

2 Conjunction

3 Anglo Saxon
money

4 Seeds

5 Nasal tone

in speech
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MIS
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8
1

GH A T AIM £|E "1 L A

13 Rosters

16 Darning cotton

19 Clerical collar

21 Sly look

22 Fine cross

stroke on letter

25 Dawn
27 Ship bottoms

30 Stalk of grain 40 Most unusual 54 French for

32 Angry 41 Long legged "summer"

34 Dolph.nhke bird 57 Maiden loved

cetacean 44 vapid bv Zeus

36 Less cooked 47 Stare 58 R«g'*<* red

37 Prepared for open mouthed nurse (abbr )

print 49 European 60 Printer s

ya Slender 52 Cut of meat measure

1M
I

, I nit«-rl Feature Svnrltrate. Inr

„ Richard

Chamberlain

YvhteMimieux

JOYINTHE
Morning

AHltUR Ktwenr OswHowiit » tim

Bargain Nitet

Mon. Tues.
All

Seats SI

IM Wrestling Results
By BARBARA HERN

After several nights of

preliminaries in which Fraternity,

Residence Hall, and Independent
Championships were decided, the

1972 Intramural Wrestling
program came to a close last

Thursday night when the Campus
champions were decided. In what
proved to be an exciting evening of

wrestling skill and determination,

nine matches were held, nine

championships were decided, and
much cheering was done by the

large, enthusiastic and highly
vociferous crowd present. Results

of the matches were as follows:

In the 128 lb. weight class,

Cressor of Kappa Sigma pinned

Wiley of Thacher at 3:52 in an
extremely close, hard- fought

contest. The 137 lb. class was won
by Parent of the Spunks as he

decisioned Bannick of SPE by the

score of 2-0. The win was Parent's

second title in as many years.

Wilson won the 147 lb. class by

forfeit. His intended opponent,

Charlie Hardy of Phi Mu Delta was
unable to compete as a result of an
unfortunate injury received in his

semi-final bout. In the 157 lb. class,

Hannor, who like Wilson was
competing unattached, fought a

convincing , determined match but

was decisioned by Fyma of

Lambda Chi Alpha by a score of 3-

0. Castricore of the Spunks
decisioned Delmaestro of Kappa
Sigma, also by the score of 3-0, in

another tough battle in the 167 lb.

class.

Carl Liuders of Phi Mu Delta and
Kantor of the Maroons made it to

the finals of the 177 lb. class. The
final match was a close one with

Kantor winning a decision from the

referees by 4-0. Hazel of the Spunks
won by an identical score over

Peter Berg of Phi Mu Delta in the

187 lb. class. The final at 197 was

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME Also,

complete typing service.

<ftti/rruj

<&U3/UrtlOJ
OtndL

WED., MAR- 15

9:00
ATTMEelWEWAa
QMAMmCAdL tUkMZ*

<m jo/* at tL5op

i* A*w*. 923 C**fi(A+

won by a forfeit as Mays of the

Munchkins was declared champion
when Mika from Kappa Sigma was
forced to withdraw due to an in-

jury. In what is typically the

feature bout of the championship
matches, Marino of Kappa Sigma
and Paul St. Onge of the Dudes
went against each other in the

unlimited class. Audience response

was particularly enthusiastic here

as St. Onge overpowered Marino
with a pin at 1:43.

The evening was concluded with

the presentation of the trophies.

The all-campus team cham-
pionship was awarded to the

Thacher Redwoods to end the

ceremonies, the evening, and the

season.

Rugby Returns
The mild winter has coaxed the UMass ruggers out of hibernation to

prepare for the spring Rugby season. The UMass Rugby Football Club
begins this season with a trip to Florida. The University of Florida at

Gainesville hosts the Third Annual Gator Tourney. The UMass club was
invited along with Notre Dame, LSU, Cornell and Michigan State The
other clubs in the tourney are Spring Hill College, Vanderbilt, and host,

Florida. The ruggers look forward to a successful season with more than
ten games scheduled, opening at URI on March 18, followed by Van-
derbilt in the Gator Tourney.
The UMass Rugby Football Club begins the fifth year of its existence

and has grown into one of the stronger collegiate clubs in New England.
In the fall season, with largely novice players, the ruggers showed its

opposition good hard rugby.

Rugby at UMass is a unique sport among intercollegiate athletic

programs. Last fall over seventy ruggers played ball in the UMass colors.

The club fielded three sides many weekends during the fall, but for this

spring they expect to field four sides. This means that over ninety

athletes will play rugby for UMass this spring.

Girls Lose To UNH
Last Monday, the UMass girls ended a disappointing season with a loss

to UNH, 61-49. This game, like so many others this season, was close,

exciting basketball through the first half as the unusually high half-time

score 31-31 indicates.

But somewhere between the opening whistle of the third quarter and
the final buzzer, the UMass team missed the boat and let a probable

victory slip out of their hands.

Beth Fay and Vicki Pagel, who have powered the offense all season,

came through again to share top point honors with thirteen each. Fresh-

man Pat Glispen played her best game of the season collecting twelve

points, ten of which kept UMass in the game during the hectic first half.

Another freshman, Marilyn Ritz, played her usual aggressive type

game, leading the defense and adding six points to the finai score, Chris

Molonea and Jeanne Abrahamson, who always work well together,

turned in a decent defensive effort and scored five points between them.
Overall, Coach Fan* said of the season, "It obviously has been a

rebuilding year for us." (Four key varsity players were freshmen and
two of them were regular starters.) She added that, "One major problem
has been the lack of bench strength; they repeatedly get mauled in the

fourth quarter simply because there are no substitutes."

The JV's were wiped out in their version of the UNH game, as they blew
a 28-26 third quarter lead and lost by a 50-34 score. UNH coasted through
the final stanza with 24 points to UMass' 6 and gained the win after

struggling through three extremely close periods.

For UMass, Sheila Higgins and Sherrie Kowarsky were high scorers
with 10 and 6 points respectively. Sue McNamara had a fine game on
defense and hit for five points.

All in all, it wasn't a bad set of games for UMass as they gave New
England Regional-bound New Hampshire some good competition. The
UMass varsity ends the season with a 1-10 record.
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THE RUGBY SCRUM Is the means of putting ball in play. (Photo

by Gib Fullerton)

Practice sessions have begun and are scheduled three times weekly-

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays at 4:30 p.m. The new rugby

player, that is, any athlete with an interest in a low pressure contact

sport, is more than welcome. Details about rugby and the rugby program

can be obtained by simply coming down to the practice sessions in front of

Boyden.

NAIADS, the University Synchronized Swimming & Aquatic Art group

will have it annual performances on Thursday, Friday, Saturday, March

16, 17, 18 plus a show for University Children on Monday, March 13. The

one-hour program will include mixed groups, duets, trios and large

groups in Communal Interlude; Yin & Yang; 23; Float Patterns; Straight

Line Deviations.
. .

All performances are in WoPE pool and begin at 7:30 p.m. Admission is

by free ticket available at the Campus Center & WoPE, March 8-15 from

1-4 p.m.

INFORMAL RUSH
Tonight at 7:00 p.m.

Phi Mu Delta

Come see for yourself that we have the best living

experience on Campus.

Call for Rides 253-9034

549-0250

Program Council

Presents

"CLAIRE'S KNEE

7 and 9:30

S.U. Ballroom

...BY HIGH AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

...id downtown Spfld parking headache* m
WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE
Opp Century Shopping Plan! Free parking for ovtr 100 ear*'

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp. Nhamp. Jr College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL OR
On North South M«y.

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST Next to Holyoke Natl Bank

3JVS OrjDIW irrii
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Pucksters Triumph ,
4-2

Final Saturday vs. Buffalo

Bv TOM PLANT
For the' first time in UMass

hockev history, the Redmen will be

playing in the finals for the ECAC
Division II championship. By

virtue of their 4-2 victory over the

Merrimack Warriors last night,

the Redmen move into Saturday's

final versus Buffalo State, who

surprised the Vermont

Catamounts in that semi-final

game.
The Redmen played an excellent

defensive game, losing a shutout in

the third period, and finished with

a near errorless night The Red

The first period began to shape

up as battle between the Redmen

offense and Merrimack goalie Pat

Finch Finch, who was named to

last weeks ECAC Team of the

Week for Division II. put on a

glittering goaltending demon-

stration for most of the period, as

the Redmen kept constant

pressure on the Warriors defense.

At 5:41, Merrimack's Pete Krussel

skated to the penalty box with a

charging minor, giving the Red

men their first power-play of the

period. Finch robbed Pat Keenan

from about 10 feet out, and seconds
a near errorless nigm. »"* ™" ,"

DuUed off a fantastic glove
men picked up only 4 penalt ,es>ta later pu l«a o ^^^
the game, two of which were

concurrent with Merrimack

penalties, while the Warriors

committed ten minors altogether

Some fine work by the Redmen

penalty killing squads resulted in

virtually no power-play for

Merrimack

save off the stick of Jack Edwards

from verv close in. The continued

UMass pressure caused more

penalty woes for Merrimack, as

they quicklv picked up two more

minors, giving the Redmen the

man advantage for four more

minutes of the period But Finch

Hoopsters Edged

By Maine
OKONO The UMass basketball team joined the ranks of the "You

can 11 beat the Black Bears at Orono" club here last night as it ended its

inn0pc| waiMi jn five vears with a thud. 83-79.

Thu \tZ completed its home sweep of the Yankee Conference and

probably Mggff to them was the fact that they tied the Redmen for

,,nd Dlace in the Yankee Conference at 6-4
_j ;„

Tor the Redmen this .s something that has not been experienced in

Jnet ime- olin m Maine- and ,t led Jack Leaman to comment after the

|ame It > discouraging to see our program dip so low to lose to I Ml

"li^Jttrt—-* Oi the seasonal trend that has been

UMaVESetbril. "Only oneJ^wa^&BittWS
.„„ and noing to the N I T Leaman said. And its been w r>

iii«-mir-ieinathewa\ we've plaved the last few games
dT2 n^nt is here at Orono The Redmen

i

fought back

throuSnut the ganiefroni as far back as 12 points early in the second half

£ 44* where they were within a point at 64-63 with just over six minutes

to

TW»
y
wM as close as they came the rest of the way Another^basket

eluded the Redmen Another basketball game lost at the threshhold of

rt

'.\s'a matter of fact. Ma.ne expanded this lead to eight at 78-70 with

thm- nu ut- t () plav. but the Redmen made a final rush that fell short

mZ given the opportunity to tie or w,n when the Black Bears missed free

throw after tree throw down the stretch

M a.ne n„,d off qu.ckly at 1-7. but the Redmen came» charging back

tl> within a pom. a, 17-lfi midway mto the first hall It was here that Ma ne

left the Redmen for the next IS m.nutes with an 8-2 burst that earned

them to a 37-32 bulge at the halt

\ \ as anticipated the Black Bears were not the same team that
,
at-

t.-mote It, perform at the Cage a couple of weeks back. Couple this with aS: th proh hits oubof-state referee, for basketball games and

in llowmg quote Irom Leaman "It 's pretty rough when the kids work

so hardI and have two fellows who don t do a creditable job
.
and maybe

vmiranHeewttt the Black Bears have been unbeaten at home

N „ o d m red t Maine, the) played well especially a couple of guys by

the , es „f .lohn Sterling and Paul Bessey The former had a game h gh

V .- ^.r.t< Mhit.. Rpssev chiDDed in witn 18 and along with DacKcoun

li;.ffn M-JriJ>I.,.* fiSSSU" and John Betanconr, ou, of ,he

Tt££ '"nlmued hi, cns.s.-n.ly Cnod performances in leading the

Redmen with 21 points and 17 rebounds

I'Mass finishes the season at 14-12.

was unbeatable. Finally, at 18:57,

the Redmen took a 1-0 lead on a

play set up by Jimmy Coleman.

The slinky Redmen center eluded a

Merrimack defenseman with a

nice move along the boards, passed

to Bob Shilalie at the point, whose

slapshot was tripped by Mike

Waldron for the goal. Finch had 18

saves in the period while

Merrimack put only 6 shots on the

UMass goal.

At 2:32 of the second period, the

Redmen made it 2-0 when Pat

Keenan gathered in a pass from

Jack Edwards from behind the

Merrimack goal, and made no

mistake about it as he fired the

puck into the upper left corner of

the net. Golden opportunities for

both teams went by the boards, as

Merrimack's leading scorer Barry

Wassick. had a clear shot from

close in and fored wide, as well, a

partial breakaway by Eric

Scrafield was snuffed by Finch.

At 13:07. Merrimack's Mark

Petit picked up his fourth penalty

of the game and the Redmen power

play crew turned it on. Edwards

and Keenan was the combination

again, as Edwards hit the UMass

leading scorer with another perfect

pass about twenty feet out, and

Keenan was right on target again

Penalties continued to hurt the

Warriors as Dave Kroemien

earned 2:00 for tripping at 16:32

and twelve seconds later the

Redmen were ahead 4-0 This time

it was Dan Reidy who tripped it in

with assists going to Keenan and

Shilalie.

Three minutes and fifteen

seconds into the third period, P.J

Flaherty lost his shutout bid when

the Warrior's Otto Tingley made it

4-1 Tingley, a freshman, got the

rebound of a Scott Cole shot and

tipped it over the sprawled

Flaherty who never had a shot at

the save. Merrimack hit again at

5:28 on a goal by Phil Youngclass,

as the Warriors were taking ad

closer to the high flying Redmen'

s

net.

P.J. Flaherty made 29 saves in

the contest, with a great night in

the goal, while Finch collected 35

saves in a super-duper per-

formance.
So, the stage is set. Buffalo, a

very strong team that was seeded a

lowly fifth for the playoffs will

meet the Redmen at Orr Rink

Saturday night for the cham"yjESLTSSSMrt Pi—* game Buffalo has played
\aniage oi uic«-iiata^v tpams from Western New
period Redmen slump.

With only 50 seconds left,

Merrimack pulled Finch in a

desperation move that is always

done in a do-or-die contest, but an

extra skater didn't bring them any

SUMMARY

mostly teams from Western New
York and haven't been seen much
in eastern New England but the

Redmen will certainly have their

hands full.

FIRST PERIOD
1) UM
SECOND PERIOD
7) UM
3) UM
4) UM
THIRD PERIOD
5)

6)

MERR
MERR

Waldronl Shilalie, Coleman)

Keenan (Edwards, Reidy)

Keenan (Edwards, Sullivan)

Reidy (Keenan, Shilalie)

Tingley (Cole)

Youngclass (Boucher)

11:57

2:32

13:50

16:44

3 15

5:»
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SPORTS
Dan Reidv scores 4th I Mass goal as he tips in a shot by Bar-

tholemew. (ioal was merely icing on the cake which gave I'Mass a 4-

I lead at the time. Merrimack's third period rally fell short giving

I Mass the finals vs. Buffalo. < Photo by Ann Gurnett >

UMass Grapplers In NCAA

utami

MDC Sports

Feedback

In the past month. MDC sports has been saying that an ice

facility is needed on campus. Our position is obvious. The form

below gives vou a chance to express yours. If you think a rink is

needed, fill out the form and say so. If you're against a rink say

that Fill out the form and return it at suppertime to any of the

RENTS AND FEES tables found at any one of the dining commons^

Or return to the SPORTS DESK in the MDC OFFICE on the second

level of the Student Union

Are vou in favor of a rink being built on campus':

If so. wh;it kind
1

' Indoor Outdoor _
Would you be willing to pay some sort of tax to support a rink

If so~~then how much would you be willing to pay° 0-5$
.

5=_

10$_ : more

B> JOHN BOCK
The Forty Second NCAA

Wrestling Tournament gets un-

derway today at the University of

Maryland's Cole Field House.

Representing the University of

Massachusetts are senior Im-

pounder Bruce Buckbee and junior

Heavyweight Carl Dambman.
For the fourth consecutive time

in the six vears that Homer Ban-

has been head coach, he is taking

some of his proteges to compete

with the toughest competition in

the nation

Both Bruce and Carl are recently

crowned New England In-

tercollegiate Wrestling Association

have two defending NCAA champs

and the potential to win two more

this year and so they have become

the teamto beat at Maryland.

Roth top seeded men in the 190

and heavyweight class are Iowa

State men Ben Peterson is big.

strong, quick, and confident These

attributes, plus an undefeated

season make him a very sure bet to

repeat at 190

At heavyweight is former

National Junior College Champ.
400-pound Chris Taylor. Yes.

FOUR HUNDRED pounds of

undefeated bulk will flatten a lot of

guys this year One he has already

beat is defending heavyweight

Champs and thus qualified for the NCAA Champ Greg Wojciechowski

Year of Graduation

^~^««*«^»*«sw«^^

nationals. This will be the second

year that the tournament is to be

held on qualification basis.

Previously, any wrestler that was

on the team of a member school of

the NCAA was eligible to par-

ticipate regardless of his per

formance in his conference

tournament Only the champion

from the NEIWA could qualify this

year due to a special NCAA rule.

A team championship is

awarded each year and for almost

half of the forty-two years the

Oklahoma State University

Cowboys have walked away with

the trophy They are the detending

champs again this year, but are

definitelv not the favorites to win

The Iowa State Cyclones have been

number one ranked since pre

season and have enjoyed a season

marred only by a 17 16 loss to

University of Washington, the

second ranked team The Cyclones

of Toledo University

How do Carl and Bruce feel

about the possibilities of grappling

with such a twosome?
Bruce, in a reflective mood after

practice earlier this week,

reflected on the nine years that

wrestling has been part of his life

and said, "When 1 was at the

tournament two years ago. I was
awed by the wrestlers. This year, I

don't feel awed but proud and

privileged to have earned the right

to go. especially after four years of

kicking around and feeling at times

like I'd never win anything.''

When queried about his success

this year, Bruce replied. "If I have

to attribute my success to any one

person then that person has to be

Jada."
The Jada Bruce spoke of is his

fiancee from Hawaii who was a

student at UMass for the first

semester and is now back at

UHawaii
Carl Dambman is going to the

tournament in disguise as he has

shaved his debonair mustache and

some of his curlv locks to comply

with the NCAA hair length rule

This is Carl's second trip to the

NCAA's and he is looking forward

to it just as much as last year even

though he would rather be at 190

That is only understandable with

Tavlor one of the 32 that Carl could

meet in the first round How does

he feel about Taylor9

"I'd like to meet Taylor in the

second round this year because I

want to win one this time.

Wrestling him wouldn't scare me
because I would have everything to

win and nothing to lose If he beat

me then I could follow him through

in the consolations. I feel that there

are only five or so wrestlers that I

am really unable to beat and

providing I don't see one of those

five right away I think I may be in

it for awhile.''

To talk of the NCAA's and leave

out Coach Barr is unthinkable as

the Coach was fourth, third, and

second in the NCAA's along with

losing only one dual match in his

career.

"Every year they get tougher

The fish aren't there any more and

the balance in each weight class is

better. If you want to wrestle and

win. you' have to be ready

physically, mentally, and other

wise. To go is a privilege that you

have to work for and that is what

Carl and Bruce did."

Hopefully their work will pay off.
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"The less power
a man has
the more he likes

to use it."

(Details page 6)
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It was a place wherein one time hor.es roamed free and trees grew in fields and fence was an unknown

word But fte wire and concrete, stronger sooner yet weaker longer, came and conquered; and we wait

for a new sun. <MDC Photo by Alan Chapman)
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SUG Board Votes

Itself Control Of C.C.

Staff Hiring-Firing
By DON BISHOP

In a move designed to increase student decisional power in the running

of the Campus-Center Student Union Complex, the Student Union

Governing Board voted unanimously last night to accept a by-law

change, which if approved by Acting Chancellor Bromery, would give the

SUG Board the power to hire and fire the management personnel of the

Campus Center.

The Manager of the Campus Center, Gerald Scanlon, announced at last

night's meeting that he will oppose this change, and recommend to the

Acting Chancellor that it be vetoed. This by-law change in a sense

climaxes recent attempts made by SUG Board to change what they feel is

their current status as the supposed governing body of the complex. They

believe that they have been relegated to the position of a "rubber stamp

organization" in regard to the decisions of Administration and

Management.
The by-law change, according to SUG Board Chairman Barry Cohen

will, by giving the Board the power to hire and fire management staff,

"structurally change the SUG Board from an advisory capacity to a

governing capacity with respect to the management staff." Any decision

to hire or fire a staff member would always be subject to the approval of

the Chancellor and the Board of Trustees.

The change itself comes in Article 7 of the SUG Board By-laws. This

reads:

"Personnel Procedures: The Board Chairman will receive from the

Director notification of openings of any professional positions. The
Chairman will at that time appoint a search committee of not less than

three (3) Board members to nominate to the Board the candidates to fill

the position.

Procedures for dismissal of a staff member may be considered by the

Board in executive session. The Board may, if it chooses at this time,

create a committee of not less than three (3) Board members to in-

vestigate the pending dismissal. A staff member may be dismissed by a

two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Board members. Such actions are to be

considered in executive session if requested by the staff member under

consideration."

The members of SUG Board stressed that they will not be infringing on

the power of the Adminstration and the Trustees in personnel decisions,

by adopting this change. The Board apparently hopes to make the

building management more responsive to the Board itself and students in

general Students pay the salaries of the management staff through their

Campus Center tax. This is included in the roughly 85% yearly

operational costs of the complex that students pay.

Chairman Cohen also stressed that SUG Board by this change will not

be ruling out management input into the governing decisions of the

complex. According to Cohen, SUG Board does not want to interfere in

the day today operational decisions of the management, and they realize

fully their non-expertise in this realm.

SUG Board hopes they will not have to fight the Acting Chancellor over

this move. They would like to feel that he will be reasonable when
reviewing their decision, and be "cognizant" of the discussions that have

gone on between Administration and SUG Board over the whole question

of the SUG Board "governing power".

IJJJMMI

The children, unknowing of all that was before, played amid the

ruins, seeing it as life and expecting no more.
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Brower Says Connecticut

River Threatened By Dams

Dr. Jane Van Zandt Brower, (above), speaking last night at Mahar

Auditorium on "The Connecticut River Basin-A New Perspective".

(MIX" Photo by Alan Chapman)

By LAURA DUBOWSKI
"What happens to the river?" was essentially the

topic of ecologist, Dr. Jane Van Zandt Brower s

speech, delivered to a very large crowd at Mahar

Auditorium last night. Sponsored by C.E.Q.

(Coalition for Environmental Quality), the talk

presented by the leading New England ecologist, Dr.

Brower, was entitled, "The Connecticut River Basin-

A New Perspective." Illustrating the lecture was a

film, "The Flooding River" produced by her

husband. Dr. Lincoln Brower.

The movie and Dr. Brower's speech emphasized

the need to allow the natural flooding of the Con-

necticut River, as opposed to water diversion-which

would include dams for both flood control and power

purposes.
.

Dr. Brower's opening remarks included the

philosophy that "in diversity there is freedom". She

stated that "freedom implies a choice", and that the

choice of the future will be constrained by the misuse

of what we have at the present. The actions of man

today could eliminate his choice in the future.

It was noted that the natural cycle of flooding is

becoming over-controlled. Dr. Brower referred to the

fact that man, interfering with the Connecticut

Rivers natural floods can change the eco-system on

which man totally depends Natural flooding allows

for the diversity of life and for the life cycle to be

maintained.

She said that various proposals by the Army Corps

of Engineers include plans for the construction of 200

dams on the Connecticut River. Some of these dams

would be utilized for flood control. These would serve

to keep the flood waters out of the flood plains. Then

the flood plains could be used for land development.

With the advent of this urban renewal and the hard

top and shopping centers that accompany it there

would be need of more dams to control the floods.

Thus, Dr. Brower explained, there would be a "never-

ending vicious circle" of dams to keep back the

floods. Dr. Brower states that the development of

these fertile flood plains would be detrimental, as the

plains contain rich soil. She believes a valid alter-

native would be the management of flood plains. Wild

life areas, land for hunting or hiking, and seasonal

recreation were ideas expressed.

Other types of dams proposed by the Corps of

Engineers would be those for low-flat augmentation

and power dams. Some ecological dangers in-

creasing the temperature of the water and en

dangering fish.

"What happens to the river" is the concern of Dr

Brower, who along with C.E.Q., believes that action

should be taken now One way to act they said, was to

sign their petition. This petition is to protest the plans

being developed to divert the polluted Tully River's

waters into the Quabbin. The petition circulated after

the speech will again be circulated Thursday, March

16 on the concourse level of the Campus Center.

Next Tuesday C.E.Q. will hold a project conference

at 6:30 at the Campus Center.

WMPIRG
Endorsed by Senate

By MARY SMITH
In late action at Wednesday's Student Senate meeting, the Senate voted

to endorse the Western Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

and its funding procedure. The bill further instructs Senate President and

Trustee Lee Sandwen to present the petition to the Board of Trustees and

move for its adoption. . ...
The bill, co-sponsored by Senators Apostola, Stevens, Rider and Voci

resulted from the WMPIRG petition, signed by over 50% of the student

body The petition calls for the Board of Trustees to levy a $2 refundable

tax per semester on each student.

Debate on the issue concerned an amendment proposed after he

passage of the original bill Sponsored by Senator Neil Mulligan, he

amendment called for a referendum on WMPIRG to be held before the

Senate officially endorses the group. Although half the student body has

alreadv endorsed WMPIRG. Mulligan stated that a simple petition was

not a valid indicator of student seritiment. Claiming that many students

did not fully understand the petition when they signed it. Mulligan urged

the Senate to adopt the proposed amendment Mulligan further reasoned

that if the referendum was favorable to WMPIRG. the Senate would then

be able to give a unanimous endorsement The question on the amend-

ment was called and passed.

Following the favorable vote, Senator Bob Chiller made a motion to

reconsider the amendment Chiller argued that a referendum on the issue

would only undermine the efforts of the WMPIRG petitioners Stating

that most referendums draw a total of only 10 to 25% of the student body.

Chiller maintained that a referendum would actually be a minority voting

on an issue that the majority had already endorsed. The question on the

WMPIRG petition was caUed again and this time the referendum motion

was defeated The Senate vote means that the bill will be enacted as it

was initially presented WMPIRG has been officially endorsed by the

Senate and" Senate President Sandwen will present the petition at the

next Board of Trustees meeting

Sargent's Speech Questioned
The chief reaction Wednesday to

Gov. Francis W. Sargent's an-

nounced moratorium on state

landfill development appeared to

be in the form of a question:

"What's next?"

Sargent announced a halt to

plans for state-developed waste

dispoal studies pending a thorough

environmental impact studies. He
delivered his speech Tuesday at

UMass.

In Montague, which has been

threatened with a proposal to

locate a huge landfill operation to

serve the metropolitan Boston

area, the governor's an-

nouncement attracted both

criticism and a note of optimism.

Chairman Donald Skole of

Montague selectmen, who was

named to the post Tuesday, made

it plain he was not all that happy

with Sargent's speech "In fact it

kind of tees me off." he said,

"because now we don't know what

to do-he just put the whole thing off

nine months."

Skole said he fears the "buildup

of the importance of the speech

merely caused people to read

something into it that simply

wasn't there once the speech was
made "

He also fears the delay "could

create an apathy in the people

who've geared up to fight the

Montague plains proposal but

maybe that's what was intended."

"We have our own particular

problems with rubbish disposal

and if we'd had a definite answer

from the governor on some course

of action, we'd know which way to

turn, but now our own study will

just be delayed, and our own plans

jeopardized
"

He agreed with Rep. Thomas
Simons that there will probably

have to be changes in the state

bureau of solid waste disposal

Simons said he "hopes the public

will be given a chance to take part

in the creation of any statewide

master plan."

Dr. Frank Kaminsky of

Shelburne Falls, a member of the

UMass faculty on Engineering and

Operational Research and a

member of the Montague citizens

committee fighting the state

landfill proposal, gave a somewhat
different view, of the reason for the

governor's speech.

"It is my impression that the

governor does seem to come
around eventually to supporting

proper environmental planning,

and I feel he has been getting bad

advice from the DPW, which has

been concentrating too long on

landfill and rail haul."

it may be coming late, but

when the public sounds off, he does

seem to listen."

(Reprinted from Springfield

In ion)

Spiro Does It Again

Room To Move
Drop-In Center
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\\ tSHINGTON ( AP)-Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew strongly

defended Greece's controversial

regime Thursday against criticism

he said was spawned by "the
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fiction built up by a few dissidents

most of whom have Communist

leanings."

In comments as he met with six

representatives of a Gree-

American organization, Agnew
said the military regime in Athens

is taking very substantial steps to

restore a fully functioning

democracy.

He said most Greek-Americans

stand solidly behind those efforts

and that only "a very small

fraction, are displeased."

The vice president, whose father

was born in Greece, did not further

identify the few dissidents nor

elaborate on his reference to

Communist leanings" as he talked

with officials of the American
Helenic Educational Progressive

Association

At the urging of critics of the

Greek military regime. Congress

voted early in February to cut off

all military aid to the country But

last week President Nixon waived

the ban and ordered assistance

resumed.
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Hamlin International

Center Proposed
By CHRISTINE OLTHOFF

A proposal to make Hamlin House an International

Center next year has been drawn by the International

Programs Office. The proposal provides for changing

Hamlin into a co-ed dormitory and a cross-country

meeting place designed to attract foreign and

American students interested in contact with

students from other countries.

Larry Carpentier, a senior who is an educational

administrative intern in the International Programs
Office, said, "Many students at UMass would be

surprised to find out that there are 700 foreign

students here. At present there is no one place for

contact between American and the foreign students

because everyone is split up in separate dorms."

He went on to explain that most other large

American universities provide such a facility for

cultural and personal contact between foreign

students and Americans, and that many of the foreign

students on this campus feel that a similar facility at

UMass would aid them in establishing much-desired

contact with American students on this campus.

Hamlin House, located in the Quad, is presently

occupied by Chadbourne residents while Chadbourne

undergoes renovations. However, these students will

return to Chadbourne next semester, and Hamlin will

undergo renovation beginning in June. It will be

ready for occupancy in January of 1973.

Hamlin will then serve two purposes in its capacity

as an International Center. It would serve as a place

where students from anywhere on the campus could

go to meet foreign students and to become acquainted

with the different cultures through the media of

displays, folk dancing, sampling foreign foods, and

cross-cultural workshops. The I.P.O. feels that this

would be especially useful for those students who are

planning to study abroad.

Hamlin will also be a co-ed dormitory designed to

house foreign and American students, both un-

dergraduate and graduate. Carpentier emphasized

that the intention of the I .P.O. is not transform

Hamlin into a foreign-student dorm. Rather, it is

hoped that a 50-50 ratio of Americans to foreign

students will result. This ratio would best serve the

interests of cross-cultural contact.

The I.P.O. will set up a table this week on the

Concourse level of the Campus Center where any

student interested in moving into Hamlin next year

can pick up a questionnaire dealing with preferred

living arrangements, what type of recreation and

study rooms would be needed, etc.

The Zig-Zag man in Hamlin House. Wonder if he goes in-

ternational. (MDC photo by Carl Nash)

Fac Sen Endorses Salzman Hearings

ByJIMDEMPSEY
The Faculty-Senate yesterday endorsed a motion to

hold hearings on the Ms. Freida Salzman case and

received a final report from the Ad Hoc Committee on

teaching Loads
The Senate also heard comments by Acting

Chancellor Randolph Bromery on Governor Francis

Sargent's address to the UMass student body this

week-
A motion which specifically recommends the

holding of public hearings on the Salzman case, was

unanimously passed by the Senate at their Thursday

afternoon meeting. This is an endorsement of a

motion presented by Student President Lee Sandwen

to the Board of Trustees two weeks ago. The motion

provides for an investigation into both the nature and

the justice of administration procedures used in this

case.

Professor Joseph Burroughs, speaking in behalf of

Sandwen's motion, named four administration policy

provisions which guarantee this investigation: 1) the

right to appeal; 2) the right to academic freedom in

matters of tenure and dismissal; 3) the right to an

open hearing; and 4) the right to the use of grievance

machinery.
Lee Sandwen won praise and applause from the

Senate members when Professor Burroughs cited his

determined gall and bold efforts before the Trustees

Burroughs said, "He has greater courage of our

convictions than we have."

The Ad Hoc Committee on Teaching Loads

presented its final report at yesterday's session,

recommending guidelines for the future. Included in

these guidelines is a 12-hour average faculty teaching

load This refers to approximately seven classroom

hours plus the additional time spent on thesis and

honors project supervision and other forms of in-

dividual instruction.

Professor Robert Wagner. Chairman of the

Committee said one of the reasons the Committee

was formed was because other states passed laws

saying that faculty members should be required to do

twelve hours of teaching He also mentioned that 2 1/2

courses per teacher was the present average here at

UMass. . k . ,. ...

Professor Ellis Olum summed up the feelings of the

Facuhy to the report when he said ' Tba teachers do

not want to take on any new work." Debate on what

actions should be taken to implement the guidelines

of the report, was cut off.

Acting Chancellor Bromery opened the meeting by

clarifying two points made by Governor Francis

Sargent when he spoke here this week. The current

Student-Faculty ratio was cited by Sargent as being

14-1. Bromery explained that this figure was arrived

at by including vacancies and teachers on leave, as

well as working faculty members.
Sargent also claimed that next year's budget

request was actually an increase over this year's

budget, rather than a decrease. Bromery emphasized

the fact that this increase would dwindle away

"almost to the penny" when inflation, cost-of-living

hikes, additional enrollment, and the increased

savings allotment are considered.

Bromery also mentioned that the Administration is

working diligently on the subject of rent increases.

In other business, the Senate voted to hold a special

meeting very soon to hear arguments against the

proposed enrollment of the Faculty in one of three

national teachers organizations: 1) the National

Education Association (NEA); 2) the American

Federation of Teachers; and 3) the American

Association of University Professors (AAUP).

Last month, three guest speakers presented the

favorable aspects of their organizations, at a special

Faculty-Senate meeting. In the interests of fairness

and equal time, there will be a second special

meeting.

The Faculty-Senate approved a motion presented

by Professor Solomon Barkin, requesting their en-

dorsement of a State Senate bill now before the

Massachusetts Legislature, concerning financial

assistance for higher education. This is one of two

bills before that body.

The bill in the State House of Representatives

provides for financial assistance on a per-capita basis

of student attendance. In the State Senate, the bill

provides for financial aid according to a cost-

educating formula, which would direct aid to in-

stitutions where federally aided students choose to

attend.

The meeting was recessed until next Thursday

afternoon when the remaining agenda business will

be taken up.
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Innocent Man Sought

To Receive Compensation
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) —

Court officials here have lost

contact with a Puerto Rican man,
jailed for nearly eight months and

then found innocent, who is owed
an estimated $1,000 compensation.

Domingo Marrero, 21, whose last

address was in Holyoke, was jailed

April 15, 1971, and charged with

manslaughter in the death of

Armando S. Rodriguez, 33, of

Bridgeport, Conn.

Rodriguez' body was found along

a road in Suffield, Conn. In

testimony during his trial in

January, Marrero admitted killing

Rodriguez with a tire jack, then

dumping his body. He said he acted

in self defense on behalf of the dead

man's wife, Mrs. Ada Rodriguez,

and their 10 children, when
Rodriguez allegedly visited his

estranged wife at her Holyoke

apartment and threatened them

with a razor and kitchen knife.

State statute provides that a

defendant can collect com-

pensation when found innocent.

The compensation starts six

months after indictment. Marrero

was indicted May 18, 1971, entitling

him to 48 days compensation,

calculated on the basis of an

average day's pay.

Because Marrero was a migrant

tobacco worker, his defense at-

torney, chief public defender

Edward McBridge, believes

Marrero is entitled to about $1,000.

The problem is that Marrero was
so anxious to return to freedom

after his acquittal that he rushed

out of court, with no coat, and has

not been heard from since, Mc-

Bride said. He was never informed

of his right to seek compensation,

McBridge said.

Marrero had been held in jail

because he could not find anyone to

sign for him as a security risk. His

mother sent $250 from Puerto Rico

for the required 10 per cent

payment for a $2,500 surety bond.
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In The Nation And The World

Irving And Wife Indicted

NEW YORK (AP)-Clifford Ir-

ving and his wife Edith were in-

dicted by federal and county grand

juries Thursday on charges of

fabricating taped interviews,

forging documents and engaging in

other schemes in a plot to obtain

$750,000 for a bogus autobiography

of billionaire Howard Hughes
The indictments spelled out in

minute detail how the Irvings and

their researcher, Richard Suskind,

carried out the alleged hoax which

duped two major publishers.

Irving and Suskind are accused

of taking turns playing Hughes in

simulated interviews of the

billionaire, recording their an-

swers and later offering these to

McGraw-Hill, Inc., as tapes of

unprecedented conversations with

the eccentric recluse.

The 24-page indictment charged

the Irvings with mail fraud and

conspiracy It named Suskind as a

co-conspirator but not a defendant

The county grand jury charged

the Irvings and Suskind with grand

larceny, conspiracy and possession

of forged documents.

In Brief...
Indians Body Not Tortured

RAPID CITY, S.D. (AP)-A second autopsy on the body of

Raymond Yellow Thunder. 51. a Sioux who died last month in

Gordon, Neb., showed no evidence of mutilation or torture, a

lawyer said Thursday.

John Echo Hawk of Boulder. Colo., an attorney for the Native

American Rights Fund, made the announcement and said the

family of the dead man is fully satisfied with the results of the

autopsy.
Nigeria's Hoodlum Priests

OWERRI. Nigeria (AP)-Police in Nigeria's East Central State

have more hoodlum priests than they can handle. Rogues in

priests' clothing are plundering churches, duping unsuspecting

citizens and even robbing real clergymen at gunpoint.

In recent months 12 priests, 2 nuns and 2 bishops have been

victims in and around Owerri. a Roman Catholic stronghold which

suffered heavilv during Nigeria's civil war
Douglas Waited For Berrigan

H\KR1SBIRG, Pa. (AP)-The Rev. Philip Berrigan's defense

claimed Thursday that FBI informer Boyd Douglas was waiting

impatiently for the antiwar priest's arrival within prison walls,

with extortion in mind
I asked another inmate to notify me when he arrived," Douglas

testified at the federal conspiracy trial of Berrigan and six

codefendants He denied any intent to extort money.

Three Killed In

N. Ireland Accident

In addition. Irving and Suskind

were charged with perjury-Irving

for swearing he had met with

Hughes in such places as

California, Mexico and Florida and

Suskind for saying in an affidavit

he was present at such a meeting in

California where Hughes gave him

"an organically grown prune."

Dist. Atty. Frank S. Hogan said

the 25-count county indictment

alleges the Irvings and Suskind

thought they could "successfully

defraud McGraw-Hill based upon

their belief that Hughes was either

deceased or not of sufficient

mental or physical capacity to

denounce the autobiography as a

fake."

The three were arraigned on the

federal charges before Judge John

Cannella who set next Monday for

pleading after Irvings lawyer.

Maurice Nessen. asked for "an all-

purpose adjournment."

As told in the indictments, the

story starts in December. 1970.

exactly one year before McGraw-
Hill arid Life Magazine startled the

publishing world with the an-

nouncement that they had title ot a

Hughes autobiography.

This is the case alleged against

the Irvings and Suskind:

The author and his researcher

met in December 1970 on Majorca,

a neighboring island to Irving's

home in Ibiza off the coast of Spain.

There they 'formulated the

scheme to defraud McGraw-Hill."

The first step to bring the hoax to

fruition came on Jan. 3 when Ir-

ving sent a letter to Beverly Jane

Loo. an editor at McGraw-Hill,

which had published his previous

book "Fake!" Irving told Miss Loo

he had sent Hughes a copy and

"received a warm response."

Toward the end of January,

Irving wrote Miss Loo that Hughes

had expressed an interest in doing

an autobiography.

At the end of the month, the

indictment said, Irving forged

three letters in Hughes' hand-

writing, using as a model samples

of Hughes' handwriting contained

in the Dec. 31, 1970 issue of

Newsweek magazine.

He took these to New York where

he met with McGraw-Hill
executives on Feb. 10 and

discussed with them how he would

compile the autobiography.

During those months, Irving also

persuaded his wife to help in the

plot.

On May 10, Irving altered his

wife's Swiss passport, changing

the name to Helga R Hughes and

the final figure from a zero to an

eight.

He also changed the photograph

for one he had taken of his wife

wearing a black wig and horn-

rimmed glasses.

Thus disguised Mrs. Irving

opened an account at the Swiss

Credit Bank in Zurich writing the

name "H.R Hughes" on the ap-

plication form
They agreed, too . to keep the

money intact "to insure its return

in the event that the hoax was
exposed."

So far as is known, $650,000 was
deposited, of which the Swiss have

recovered and impounded $422,000

No explanation is given for the

remainder
Four days after making the

original deposit. Mrs. Irving went

to the home of her former

husband's wife. Hanne
Rosenkranz. in Wuppertal. West

Germany, and stole her identity

card. She used it to open an ac-

count at the Swiss Banking Corp

under that name
On May 28 she took 184,000 Swiss

francs about $46,000 from the

account and gave it to her husband

on Ibiza.

During this time, Irving

executed a contract granting

McGraw-Hill exclusive rights to

publish the book and fixing the

financial arrangements. Mean-
while, Suskind flew to New York

where he did research on Hughes

at the New York Public Library, in

the confidential files of Time, Inc.

and even in the files of McGraw-
Hill.

On April 13, Irving met with Miss

Loo and with Ralph Graves,

managing editor of Life, and on the

same day McGraw-Hill gave him a

check for $97,500 for advance

royalties, $50,000 of which was to

be paid to Hughes. Irving had

already received $2,500.

To set this up. Irving had spent

four days in San Juan during which

he forged Hughes' signature to a

letter of agreement, dated March

4, 1971. "purportedly granting

Irving exclusive rights to write and

publish the autobiography
"

Irving told McGraw-Hill "he had

met with Hughes in San Juan and

that Hughes had signed the

document in his presence."

On a trip he took with Baroness

Nina van Pallandt. a singer.

Irving travelled to various places

in Mexico for the purpose of

deceiving McGraw-Hill Inc that he

was meeting with Hughes."

There were other trips, including

one to Paradise Island in the

Bahamas where Hughes then

lived, to gather information and to

presuade McGraw-Hill that the two

men were meeting "when in truth

and in fact. Irving did not meet

Hughes."
Irving took material from the

Library of Congress in Washington

dealing with a congressional

hearing on war profiteering, where

Hughes had appeared, and also

obtained material from the

Defense Department and the

Atomic Energy Commission.

BELFAST, Northern Ireland

(AP) -Three terorist bomb makers
blew themselves to pieces

Thursday in the accidental ex-

plosion of an Irish Republican
Army gelignite dump in the heart

of Belfast, the army reported

armv reported
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The explosion demolished two

homes and injured three men and a

woman in the Northern Ireland

capital's Lower Falls Roman
Catholic enclave
A British military spokesman

said the blast was caused by a 30-

pound charge of gelignite which

the dead men were priming in a

house on Clonard Street.

The bomb went off as thousands

of Protestant workers paralyzed

Northern Ireland's industry with a

sudden strike to protest the

violence that has racked the

province since August 1969.

Security forces said the three

men injured in the bomb blast were
on the army's list of wanted IRA
suspects.

Clonard Street is in the midst of

an IRA stronghold where civilian

police dare not venture and the

British Army -which has 15,000

men fighting IRA guerrillas in the

north patrols only in armored cars

But on Thursday, the troops and

local Catholics forgot their mutual

hostility as they clawed at the

rubble to drag the injured clear

The three deaths increased the

fatality toll in Northern Ireland in

the last 31 months to 267-61 this

year

Bill To Fight Diseases Introduced

WASHINGTON (API-
Congressional authors of the new
cancer-attack law introduced a

$1 3-billion bill Thursday to in-

tensify the battle against heart

lung and blood-vessel diseases

America's leading killers.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass., and Rep. Paul G. Rogers,

D-Fla., said the new legislation is

aimed at arresting diseases which
annually cause more than half of

the deaths in the United States

Kennedy and Rogers are the public

health subcommittee chairmen in

each branch who guided the $1.6-

l»i 11 ion anti-cancer program
through Congress last year.

From both sides of the political

aisle, other senators and
congressmen promptly joined in

signing as co-sponsors of the new
legislation to provide a three-year

upgrading of federal programs of

disease control and research.

Current programs against the

diseases received $232 million this

year, Rogers said.

Under the legislation, there

would be community-based cen-

ters for screening and education as

part of a disease-control program

;

there would be 15 new clinical

research and demonstration
centers for cardio-vascular disease

and 15 new clinical research

facilities for pulmonary diseases

There would be a speedup in the

federal grant process and a

national plan would be required

with annual recommendations to

Congress on money and staff

levels.

Federal activities would be

coordinated through inter-agency

technical panels on heart, blood

vessel, lung and blood diseases
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A TWA 707 Jetliner stands at McCarmn International Airport in Las Vegas. Nev after a bomb blew

apache pics compartment. Tbe crew and passengers had deplaned before the blast and no one was

injured. <AP>

Nixon Favors ITT In Suit

WASHINGTON ( AP)-An ailing lobbyist was quoted

Thursday as saying President Nixon told former

Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell to go easy in a pending

Justice Department suit against the International

Telephone & Telegraph Corp.

Brit Hume, an aide to columnist Jack Anderson,

said he heard of Nixon's alleged role in the case from

Mrs. Dita Beard, Washington lobbyist for ITT.

Hume said he confronted Mrs. Beard with a memo
she wrote linking a $400,000 pledge from ITT to the

Republican National Convention in San Diego and the

eventual out-of-court settlement of the antitrust case

against the firm.

Hume quoted Mrs. Beard as describing her con

frontation with Mitchell at a reception in the Ken-

tucky governor's mansion following the Kentucky

Derby last May.
.

Here is what Hume told the Senate Judiciary

Committee, which is re-examining the nomination of

Richard G. Kleindienst to succeed Mitchell as at-

torney general: . , ,

•He Mitchell, said at the party in Kentucky he had

received a call or had been contacted by the

President to lay off ITT." ..«„,,

•You mean this is what the President said 9 Hume

said he asked Mrs Beard, who is now hospitalized

with a serious heart ailment in Denver.

In answer to that, Hume said Mrs. Beard softened

the President's intent to mean that Nixon wanted

Mitchell "to make a reasonable settlement.''

Former Republican Kentucky Gov. Louis Nunn,

who was host at the Derby reception, told the com-

mittee Tuesday that Mrs. Beard collapsed in a stupor

during the reception.

Earlier Sen. Edward Gurney. R-Fla.. sharply

questioned Anderson about where he obtained the

Beard memo.
Declining to name his source, Anderson offered to

make a copy and return it to ITT officials, drawing

laughter from the mostly tense and packed hearing

room.
"If a newsman's source can be hauled before the

government then the First Amendment is absolutely

useless,'' Anderson said in answer to an accusation

from Gurnev that the memo was stolen property

Anderson said that Kleindienst was directly

responsible for the failure to carry an antitrust suit

against ITT to the Supreme Court and is unfit to

replace Mitchell.

Kleindienst. who asked for the new hearings after

Anderson published three columns on the ITT case,

has denied he played any role in the final settlement

which permitted the conglomerate to keep the

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.

Nixon Orders Tight

Hijack Security
(AP)-President Nixon has ordered the nation's airlines, hit by a spate

of bomb hoaxes, to implement tighter security controls in the tense af-

termath of a $2-million extortion plot against Trans World Airlines.

The airlines already had reacted to the plot with taut security

procedures and experienced numerous delays as a result There were

forced landings and other delays because of bomb threats throughout the

d3
Nixon ordered on Thursday "immediate steps by every carrier to

prevent or deter weapons or explosives from being carried aboard its

aircraft to prevent or deter unauthorized access to its aircraft; to

tighten its baggage checking procedures, and to improve the security of

its carao and baggage loading operations."

At least two airborne planes had to land after bomb threats were

received. On the ground, planes were searched repeatedly, and some

were kept under guard in the glare of floodlights.

The discovery Tuesday of a bomb in the cockpit of a TWA plane in New

York City plus the explosion the following morning that blew apart the

cockpit of a TWA craft in Las Vegas spawned the hoaxes and spread

anxiety among airline officials and passengers alike.

There was no confirmation of published reports that TWA was

negotiating with an extortionist but had lost contact with him.

TWA officials denied a New York Police Department report that a

plane carrying $2 million was sent to Atlanta, Ga, on Tuesday night but

that no money was turned over to the extortionists

On Thursday, bomb scares delayed flights of planes operated by

Eastern, Western, American and Delta Airlines.

Arrivals at Kennedy Airport were from 20 minutes to 2 1/2 hours late

At Chicago's O'Hare. departure delays averaged 15 minutes At

Columbus, Ohio, security measures caused flight delays of up to 30

"TsMkesman for the Federal Aviation Agency said at least a dozen

unfounded bomb threats had been made to airline offices and FAA

facilities in Kansas City in two days.

Security took various forms mm^md
In Cleveland. Ohio, off-duty policemen stood guard over parked

jetliners that were floodlighted overnight. An increased number of city

policemen were posted at the airport in Philadelphia. In Columbus. Ohio.

onlv passengers were allowed beyond the terminal lobby.

Meanwhile, the International Air Transport Association warned

airlines to be wary of a new extortion attempt .

NaderChallengesITT Merger

S*- p-™™* ?»%*r 2K£ '°^ ™Xr
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Despite Aid Cuts Taiwan Defensible

TAIPEI (AP)-The military

forces of Nationalist China are. by

most estimates.well able to defend

Taiwan despite cuts in aid from the

United States

U.S. advisers say the

Nationalists' ability to defend the

island in the future, however,

would be threatened by any halt in

American aid and sales credits

The subject has been raised in

Taiwan because President Nixon

in his communique with Premier

Chou En-lai of Communist China

announced that U.S. forces

ultimately would be withdrawn

from Taiwan.
American leaders have told

Taiwan that the withdrawal would

take place only if the Nationalists

reach some kind of accord with the

Chinese Communists This

presumably pleases the

Nationalists because they regard

an accord as impossible

Fewer than 400 of the 8,300 U.S.

military men on Taiwan are

engaged in the denfese of the

island The others work in units

related to the war in Indichina or

on Pentagon communications

projects.

The Nationalist military budget

is secret but estimates indicate the

government spends about $600

million a year on its armed forces

This represents just under 10 per

cent of the gross national product

U.S. aid reduction already has

led to debate within the govern-

ment over the value of its large

armed forces Some cuts have been

made in the forces, but not in

military spending

The army has been cut 45,000

men to 335,000 The navy has

remained steady at 72,000 and the

air force at 82,000 Some of the

savings from army cuts has gone

into increased purchases of

military equipment from the

United States

of International Telephone &
Telegraph and Hartford Fire In-

surance Co could be nullified

through a state court suit initiated

by Ralph Nader
Superior Court Judge Walter J

Sidor has not indicated when he

will rule on the suit

Nader, a consumers' advocate,

filed his challenge in June 1970.

shortlv after the merger was ap-

proved by the state insurance

commissioner
The state law under which Nader

attacked the merger, said to be the

largest in the nation's history,

regulates takeovers of Con-

necticut based insurance com-

nsurance corporations

During a Superior Court hearing

in January. Nader argued that

certain facts about ITT finances

and promises the company made

to Connecticut officials were not

made public as required under the

statute

Nader also alleges that former

state Insurance Commissioner
William R Cotter was under

political and economic pressure

that affected his decision May 23.

1970. to approve the merger

Cotter, now US representative

from Connecticut's 1st District,

testified that he indeed was under

pressure, "but not political
."

The pressure came, the

brokerage houses and stockholders

who wanted to know when his

.decision would be announced

A Senate committee is taking

testimony concerning charges by

columnist Jack Anderson that a

settlement favorable to ITT w;i^

arranged after an ITT subsidian.

purportedly pledged $400,000 to

help cover expenses of the

Republican National Convention

Under the settlement announced

by the Justice Department last

July. ITT would divest itself of

several subsidiaries and in return

the antitrust suit against the ITT

Hartford Fire merger would be

dropped
Due to Ihc increased

1 number
of applications being processed

for the fall semester, staff

limitations, and the extra

burden imposed bv quota

s\stem. the Graduate School

has found it necessary to close

the Graduate Admissions

Office one day a week. Ef-

fective February 25 the

Graduate Admissions Oflice

\%ill be closed for business on

all Fridavs through April II.

Telephone inquiries and

requests for admissions
materials will be handled on

those days by the receptionist

in the second floor lobby of the

Graduate Research Center.

Voter Registration Committee of Senate

.«** oeoole to help with information and posters on

JegisterTng to vote in Amherst, not much time required,

m?sTly information for one or two dorms per person. Come

to

Meeting

Hon., March 13

it 7 p.m.

in Senate Office

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also.

complete typing service.

FRIDAY Wls}HT

PIZZA I,,

GRINDERS

SPAGHETTI

LASAGNn i*:so*

AT THE BLUEWALL
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BOSTON (AP) — Hospital

representation in Masschusetts

Blue Cross has been ended after 35

years by a change in the health

insurance agency's by-laws.

Robert Sheffield. Blue Cross

manager of information services,

said the purpose of Wednesday's

action was to make the agency

"more consumer-oriented."

The by-law change removed the

Massachusetts Hospital Assocition

from Blue Cross membership. The

Association represents 180

hospitals across the state. Twenty-

five hospital officials were

removed from the agency's list of

111 voting members.
Among the latter were Dr John

H Knowles, former general

director of Massachusetts General

Hospital, and Dr. Leonard W.

Cronkite, Jr., general director of

the Children's Hospital Medical

Center.

Blue Cross voted to add to its

voting members a representative

of the Massachusetts State Labor

Council. AFO-CIO.

1 1 Acquitted in Woburn
BOSTON ( AP) — A federal court

jury has acquitted 11 defendants in

connection with a series of

firebombings in Woburn last

summer. They were charged with

conspiracy to make firebombs and

had been on trial for seven days.

Judge Charles E. Wyzanski, Jr.,

in his charge to the jury Wed-
nesday said that if the prosecution

had failed to prove beyond a

reasnable doubt that the defen-

dants should have known it was
wrong to make a firebomb, then

they could not be found guilty.

The judge also said the cases did

not belong in the federal court.

The charges could have been

adequately handled in state

courts," he said.

Institutions Don't Reform
ELMONT, Mass. < AP) — State

Youth Services Commissioner

Jerome Miller says tnat big in-

stitutions for juvenile offenders fail

at reform because their inmates

are from poor families without

"economic or political clout."

"A kid from Wellesley who gets

in trouble doesn't end up in our

system," he told a seminar at

McLean Hospital Wednesday.
When the parents of such a child

make enough fuss, he's referred to

an alternative program. Miller

said.

"It's the rejected, not-pretty kids

at the other end of the social

spectrum" who wind up in in-

stitutions, he said

BBI News Team
BOSTON (AP) — If Boston

Broadcasters. Inc., BBI takes over

Boston's television Channel 5 from

WHDH, Inc., on March 19 as now
scheduled, virtually the whole

news and sports broadcast team of

WHDH-TV will move over to the

new station, WCVB-TV, a

published report said today.

The Boston Globe said newsman
Jack Hynes and sportscaster Don
Gillis have agreed to three-year

contracts, and John Henning, Bill

O'Connell and possibly Chet Curtis

are near final terms with BBI.

The newspaper said Hynes and

Gillis will handle 6 p.m. and 11 p.m

newscasts Mondays through

Fridays, and Henning and
O'Connell will handle Saturday

Sunday shows at the same hours.

Curtis' role is not yet clear.

The Globe said WHDH TVs Red

Sox broadcasting team of Ken
Coleman, Ned Martin and John

Pesky will move to WBZ-TV but

will remain on WHDH radio,

shifting every three innings as in

the past.

<.ilda> Accused by Witness

BOSTON <AP) — An admitted

member of a gang that robbed a

bank at which a policeman was
killed has testified that William

Gilday drove one of three cars used

in the holdup

I

Full range of undergraduate and

graduate courses, special institutes

and workshops. Residence halls

available.

2 sessions:

June 26 -July 29 and

July 31 -Sept. 2

(day and evening).

Phone (516) 299-2431 or mail coupon.

And next time you pass

C. W. Post . . . don'f.

Come in.

You'll see one of America's

most beautiful campuses.

Summer Session Office

C. W. Post Center

Greenvale. L. I..N.Y. 11548

Please send me Summer Sessions bulletin.

Name — '

CP

_Stat«_ -Zlp.

*> college-

Gilday, 42, of Amesbury, has

denied he took any part in the 1970

robbery of the State Street Trust

Co. branch bank in Brighton or the

slaying of Patrolman Walter

Schr,oeder.

Robert Valeri, 26, was called to

the stand Wednesday as a rebuttal

witness for the second time. He

denied he ever told a defense

witness that he had made a deal to

turn state's evidence against

Gilday and "cop out" on a man-

slaughter plea.

Valeri told the Suffolk Superior

Court jury that he also took part in

looting the Newburyport National

Guard Armory, shortly before the

bank robbery, along with Gilday.

Stanley R. Bond, 26. of Somerville,

Katherine Power. 23, of Denver,

Colo., and Susan Saze. 23. of

Albany. N.H
Both Valeri and Bond are under

indictment on the same charges as

Gilday. The two women have not

been found.

Another rebuttal witness called

by the prosecution, Michael

Fleisher. 24, of Philadelphia-under

indictment as an accessory-

recounted how he had met the

three men and two girls at Bran-

deis University in Waltham The

two women were students who
were active in war protests and

Bond and Gilday were taking

courses there.

Fleischer said he told Bond he

agreed society should be changed

but said he didn't believe in killing

or robbing banks to finance revolt.

Gilday has testified earlier it was
Fleischer and not he was in a

lookout car across the street from

the robbed bank

The state contends that the shots

which killed the policeman, who
was responding to a bank alarm,

were fired from that car from a

semi-automatic weapon Gilday

had bought in a Dover. N.H., GUN
SHOP

Bank Locked by Man
WARRKN. R.I. (AP) — Police

said Richard Lavey. 27. recently

discharged from the Marine Corps

placed a lock and chain on the

doors of a branch of the old Stone

Bank Wednesday and then ex-

plained he did it because he had

been having a running battle with

the bank for about two months.

Police said they wanted to

question Lavey "to see if there is

any charge we can bring against

him." But Town Solicitor P^oquale

T. Annarummo said Lavey had not

violated any state laws or local

ordinances.

Lavey said his feud with the bank

began in January when the Warren
branch refused to cash a check for

him because he had no account

with the bank. Lavey said he did

have an account there "but the

computer had written me right out

of the bank."
After Lavey produced his bank

book, the error was found and

corrected, but the bank still would
not cash the check The ex-Marine
said it was a fairly large one from a

Providence attorney.

Lavey said he too* the check to

another bank where he also had an

account and there it^vas cashed

By DON BISHOP
(MDC Junior Weather Man

)

Clear and cold today, with temperatures in the mid-30's. A few hi$

clouds will drift in from the west, but they will be too high, and too thin

do anything. (Besides, they're just drifters.)

The sun is expected to set some time later in the day, whereupon it wi

begin getting dark. Then the temperature will secretly and silently si

into the teen's. (Watch for Venus in the western sky, it means good luck

Towards morning, the sun will rise again, but you'll all be home in

so it doesn't make any difference.

usee

Phosphate Regulatioi
LIST OF BILLS BEING HEARD BEFORE
WEEK OF MARCH 13 TO MARCH 17.

COMMITTEE DATE BILL NO.

Education Mar. M H-310

H-524

Govt. Regulation Mar m H-2964

Judiciary Mar 13 S-533

Mar IS H-280

Nat. Resources *ar " H^»727

Mar is S-567

Public Service Maris H-631

Social Welfare Mar u H-1025

H-1219

Mar u H-143

H-637

H-2591

Taxation M. r ,3 H-4428

THE STATE LEGISLATURE FOR THE

DESCRIPTION OF BILL
Concerning state aid to private

|

colleges.

To set up an investigative]

commission relative to the ef

fects of eliminating the property

tax as a source of funding fori

local education

To establish a system of state^

owned and operated liquor

stores.

Concerning the abolishment of
|

uncontested separation and
divorce.

Relative to the voluntary recital

of the pledge of allegiance.

Legislation to protect the inland

wetlands and floodplains of Mass
To regulate use of laundry

detergents containing
phosphates.

Relative to the retirement rights

of certain veterans.

Concerning a two year residency

requirement for welfare

assistance.

To impose controls and a ceiling

on the Dept. of Public Welfare.

To establish a Rubella birth

defects program.
Concerning the feasibility of

using unused police barracks as

foster homes.

To determine the feasibility of

allowing non-married persons to

apply for adoption of certain

children.

Constitutional amendments to

grant to cities and towns the

power and authority to impose

and levy certain taxes.

Old Weird Harold's
NEW ITEMS AT O.W.H.

New Colored Jeans
New Blue Work Shirt

New Midi Dresses
Backpacks
Back Packs

and
REGULAR STOCK

OF
Used Jeans
Leather Jackets
Suede Jackets

Rt. 9 bet. Amh. and N. Hampton
586-3727

10a.m. -6:00p.m. - M. - Sat.

DRAWING

$25 Free Clothes Every Sat.

Open Fri. & Sat. Night til 9 p.m.

6.00

3.50

5.00

5.00

5.00

2.50

15.00

8.00

Pizza Special
AT THE BLUEWALL
Wed. - Thur. Fri.

MOZZARELLA PIZZA

Regularly $1 .40 Special Price 99 c

For those who have not yet tried our pizza we are offering a LARGE
Mozzarella Pizza at a LOW, LOW price.

Left to right: Felix Monarca. Maria Quinones, Luis Medina,
Senora Linda Trujillo, Jaime Snatiago, Rafael Otero, Armando
Moraces. Pedro Rodriguez.

Bilingual TV At UM
The first Bilincual Educational

Television Workshop given at

the University of Massachusetts is

now underway involving students

who want to express themselves

through TV in their mother tongue
Spanish. The students follow the

same format used in the basic

Educational Television Workshop
course at the School of Education;

the only difference is that all

programming and class discussion

is done in Spanish

During the Fall of 1971 a group of

Spanish-speaking students, most of

them Puerto Ricans. met to

discuss the possibility of forming a

television course directed to their

special needs and desires One of

their most pressing wishes is to

bcromr m> proficient in television

that they will be able to produce TV
programs for the Spanish speaking

community
They asked the two Puerto Rican

members of the Media Center of

the School of Education Dr Juan

< .ban and Mr Clodomiro
I il>ana> to M't upja TV course for

them Both CabaTias and Caban
have I strong TV_background Mr
Clodomiro Cabanas is a Masters

candidate and television

professional with nine years

commercial experience in Puerto

Rico, and Dr Juan Caban is u
-t.int professor, co-producer

and director of Que Tal Amigos.

TV". I series of five Spanish

language television programs that

originated at Channel 24. WEDH
Public Television in Hartford

during the Spring of H«71

Student enthusiasm is high at the

classes Each student is working

out his ideas for the final individual

programs. The short exposure to

TV has already proved to be a

stepping stone to television op-

portunity : one of the students has a

part time job as week-end
cameraman on Channel 40.

Springfield, doing the evening
news. For most of the students,

their lack of fluency in English has
been a handicap in other courses,

but not in the Bilingual
Educational Television Workshop

Due to the increased number
of applications being processed

for the fall semester, staff

limitations, and the extra

burden imposed h> a quota

svstem. the draduate School

h;is found it necessarv to close

the Graduate Admissions
Office one day a week. Ef-

fective Februarv 2"> the

<.i .id ii. lit Admissions Office

will be closed for business on

all Fridays through April 14.

Telephone inquiries and
requests for admissions
materials will be handled on

those days by the receptionist

in the second floor lobby of the

(irduate Research Center.

/:

FACES
EARTH

151 North Pleasant Street

Next to the Pott Office

SKIRTS
Corduroy Mini $4.95

Corduroy Maxi $7.95

Donim Mini $4.95

Denim Maxi $5.95

Ted Ewters

Oregon Prim.
SALEM, Ore. (AP) Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
was entered today in Oregon's
Democratic presidential nrimary
election May 23.

Secretary of State Clay Myers
listed Kennedy among 10

Democrats, despite Kennedy's
written request that his name not

be included.

Myers has the power to decide
which names go on the ballot, and
The other Democrats listed by

Myers were:

Rep Shirley Chisholm of New
York, Sen. Hubert Humphrey of

Minnesota, Sen. Henry M. Jackson
of Washington, Mayor John. V.

Lindsay of New York City, former
Sen. Eugene McCarthy of Min-
nesota, Sen. George S. McGovern
of South Dakota. Rep. Wilbur D.

Mills of Arkansas, Sen. Edmund S.

Muskie of Maine, and George C.

Wallace, governor of Alabama.
In addition Rep. Patsky Mink of

Hawaii will go on the ballot by
filing petitions.

Myers listed three candidates on
the Republican ballot:

They are President Nixon; Rep.
Paul N. McCloskey of California,

and Rep. John M. Ashbrook of

Ohio

STUDENT UNION HATCH

Saturday
11:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m.

HOT SLICED ROAST
SANDWICH with

FRIED CLAMS
FRENCH FRIES
COLE SLAW

BEEF
French Fries

Saturday

00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Heaping Plate of

SPAGHETTI & MEAT
with Hot Garlic Bread

SAUCE

Sunday
11:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

TURKEY with Dressing

& Brown Gravy
Whipped Potato

French Green Beans
Roll & Butter

CHICKEN in

French Fries

Roll & Butter

a BASKET

SIRLOIN STEAK
French Fries

Tossed Salad

Roll & Butter******
Treat Yourself at the

Natch ice Cream Bar —
LUSCIOUS SUNDAES
BANANA SPLITS
MILK SHAKES

FLOATS— CONES
Open daily 11:30a.m.- 10:30 p.m.******

Macrobiotic Foods
Served Mon.- Fri. 11:30 a.m.

for Only 35"

2:00p.m.

You can get a SANDWIC H on fresh, hand sliced, dark

Rye with:
MUENSTER CHEESE

CUCUMBERS, TOMATOES,
and CARROTS
Made to Order

STUDENT UNION HATCH
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Running The Show
The Student Power issue is back in full swing, especially

when it comes to governing the Campus Center and

Student Union.
.

If accepted by Dr. Randolph W. Bromery, Acting

Chancellor, a set of by-laws passed by the Student Union

Governing Board would allow SUG Board to decide who

will fill vacancies of any professional positions in the CC-

SU complex. The Boards decisions would be subject to

review only by Dr. Bromery. Also, a two-thirds vote of the

Board would cause the dismissal of staff members.

We urge Dr. Bromery to accept these by-laws, thus

allowing students the right to run the building for which

they pay.
. , ._ M

Figures brought out at last nights Board meeting showed

that 100% of the building amortization costs and 85% of the

operating costs are paid for directly by students through

the Campus Center fees.

Students should govern that for which they pay. This will

be a major step forward in such governance, only if Dr

Bromery allows it. We cannot urge him more strongly to

let the students have the power which rightfully belongs to

them.

This Calls for a Study'

WASHINGTON~One of the biggest cliches o

American politics is that politicans are no different

from anybody else. -They put on their pants one leg

at a time." Everyone has accepted this without

question, and while I hate to destroy another myth l

can now reveal after some very difficult research

that politicians are different from other people, at

least when it comes to putting on their pants

The first clue I had to this was when I read a book

about Lyndon Johnson and how he dressed when he

was President. Mr. Johnson had two Secret Service

men hold his pants as he sat on his bed, and he put

both legs into them at the same time. This certainly

made him different from the rest of us and I decided

to pursue the subject of other political leaders.

President Nixon, for example, has his valet lay his

pants on the bed, and then the valet leaves the room

so the President can make his decision in private. He

keeps a yellow legal pad by his bedside where he

writes out all the alternatives Will it be better to put

his right leg into his pants first, or will it be better to

put his left leg" What will be the political reper-

cussions if Jack Anderson finds out how he puts his

pants on Will the electorate think less of him if he

puts his pants on like everybody else'' What would

happen if he didn't put on his pants at air

Occasionally he might ask Henry Kissingers

opinion or cail up John Mitchell wondering how he

should do it, but the final decision has to be Mr.

Nixon's. It is probably the loneliest decision that any

President of the United States has to make.

When it comes to putting on his pants, no one

agonizes more about it than Sen. Edmund Muskie

Since he doesn't want to offend either the left or the

right he usuallv sticks his foot into the center of his

pants, this, of" course, causes complications as it

takes him over an hour to put them on and makes him

late for his appointments all day long. Sometimes Se.

Muskie gets so angrv when he tries to put on his pants

that he is short-tempered all day long. His staff has

been working on this and hopes to have a solution to

the problem before the July convention

Sen. George McGovern has a different problem. He

has only one pair of pants and he has to be careful

when he puts them on so that he doesn't tear them.

Before becoming a presidential candidate he alwasy

put on his shoes first. But when Frank Mankiewicz

took over as campaign manager he persuaded

McGovern to put on his pants first and then his shoes.

This changed McGovern's image overnight and he

has lost his serious demeanor, and seems much more

relaxed as a candidate.

Gov. Wallace, on the other hand, goes through three

pairs of pants before he gets one on. What he does is

jump out of bed in the morning and he is so excited to

get going that he rips the pants as he is trying to get

into them His people have tried to persuade him to

take it easier when he's getting dressed, but Wallace

says "Nobody, not the Supreme Court, nor those

Eastern Establishment press lords nor those

Washington bureaucrats are going to tell ne how to

put on my pants."

Sen. Hubert Humphrey had been identified with

President Johnson's hard-line pants policy until late

in the 1968 campaign, and many people feel this cost

him the election. This year Humphrey no longer has

to worry about Johnson and he has let it be known

that when it comes to putting on his pants he's his own

man He has told audiences, 'At least now when I put

on mv pants I no longer have my foot in my mouth.'

Sen. Teddy Kennedy refued to say how he puts on

his pants in the morning as he was afraid that people

would think he was a candidate for the Presidency

But people close to him told me that if there was a

deadlock in Miami at the Democratic convention.

Kennedy would be willing to put on his pants and

accept a draft.

Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times

A "Student" Is....

A student, as defined by Webster's, simply means

one who studies; a pupil; or a scholar.

Yet the definition, when applied to the college

setting of UMass. or any other college for tha

matter is very broad and loosely used. To put it

plainlv. students can easily be classified according to

species. Lets take a glance at a few.

For the social seeking major of ABC courses (so-

called gut or Mickey Mouse), the academic week

starts on Tuesday morning and ends Thursday

evening-he's obviously an advocate of the four-day

weekend His college objectives are to obtain the

minimal requirements with minimal effort and

without infringing upon his social life. Brand this

student the apathetic, got-to-have-a-good-time joy

rider

Then there's the pseudo student, the max

muscleman who hauls around a knapsack of books

just for the sake of saying; "Hey look at me I do a lot

of booking " The only problem is that he hikes all the

way to the library in order to use the reading room as

a girl watching station or to get in a gabfest with

some of his friends. Naturally, he does take to

booking'' since that cum is the basis of his ego.

However his announcement to the world that he

studies is indeed a fallacy. Check out his courses and

you'll generally find that they're not exactly brain

tpssfrs

What would a college community be without the

bookworm -that crazy character whose life is geared

to a watch And if he studies five and a half hours one

night instead of the usual six. his daily efforts went

for naught. Facts related to his field of study hell

rattle off with the precision of a computer. But an

essay 9 It's out of the question-his brain doesn't deal

with data of that sort It would take too long for his

memorv banks

No offense to Phys Ed majors (there are many

dedicated student athletes), but there are a few of you

at large who are so obsessed with sports that if you

were handled a ballot for the presidential elections

todav you'd probablv write in Brooks Robinson It

seems that the onlv obstacle in the way of securing

that diploma is a 1.6 cum. But there are allowances

made to the exceptional athlete, so long as he

produces game-time. But what a waste when his

athletic eligibility expires -just another number in

the files. And who knows, that sheepskin may be

blank. . . . f ,

Hats off to the vet' You have to have a lot of ad-

miration for these guys who come to school fresh

from the service. Their world views have already

been shaped, for the most part, by the rude

awakening imposed upon them in military life They

know what they're here for and they go out and get it

Yet, their ideas may tend to be a little more con-

servative than others...And where some of them are

at odds with other students in their unwillingness to

bend, thev seem to lead too structured a life.

And how about the "sleeper" -the fellow who abides

by the "better late than never" philosophy. Most

lectures are such a drag for him that the only thing

that saves him from missing his next class (Why

bother anyway? I is the alarm that reminds him that

the class he slept through is over.

Draft dodgers are a breed of their own. The concept

of education is used as a deferment alibi. And if the

war in Vietnam were to end tomorrow, they d

probably drop out.

The psychedelic gets turned on by books, just one of

manv get-high aids. But he has the unique impression

that the burning desire for education can be rewarded

by dropping capsules to unlock the "real world".

One could go on in great length analysing the

varieties, blends, and different combinations of

students You could probably come up with an en-

cyclopedia on the subject, there s really no such

term as the "typical student ". just as there's no

definite reason for attending college. Th^ role of the

student depends on an individual's life style, his

goals, and his motivations to those goals.

It is not here to condemn, nor to condone the many

types of students. Neither is it proper to determine

whether or not they're in the proper context with the

meaning of education-if such a term exists.

It is rather here to suggest that we re-examine

ourselves individually and seriously consider

whether we are spending our four years wisely,

whether we have a purpose in mind, and whether we

are pursuing it to the best of our capabilities.

Are you approaching personal expectations that

you established when you came here 9 Are you getting

the most you can out of your college career? Are you

satisfied with the results ' Why are you here, and

what do you want out of college 9

Maybe you're just passing the time, maybe you re

not But whatever type of student you consider

yourself to be, make a realistic appraisal of yourself

today and find out for yourself whether you re getting

the most mileage -it's your education.

Editorial Points
How many people will have

to fall on their ass or break

their neck <or both) before the

University does something

about the obstacle course just

off of Eastman Lane, by the

Sylvan Dorms 9 The "Hump"

(as some area residents so

foppishlv call it) has been no

laughing matter since the

beginning of winter, yet con-

tinues it's dangerous existence.

Since this is the year for

spending money, why not just

start a student helicopter

service
9

*****

It seems that everybody

knows what vour money should

be doing but you. Maybe

somone will rally a petition to

give it back to you thopelullv

before it's all gone). Alas. I

Student Activities Fee. I knew

him well''
*****

So far, there have been

nothing but good reports aboil*

this weekend's Black repertory

production. "Natural Man''

The word is that it's something

you won't want to miss.

Everything is everything.

If

*****

everyone was truly

ecology-minded as they

professed, they would stop

contributing to the every

growing mudbath here at

UMass, stick to the sidewalks,

and allow grass and dandelions

to bloom again

Letters To The Editor

Check This One Out
To the Editor:

Town Clerk. Estelle M. Matusko. has once again

scheduled a Voter Registration Session on the Con-

course Level of the Campus Level of the Campus

Center for Thursday. March 16. 1972 between noon

and six o'clock The Massachusetts Primary will be

held on April 25. 1972 and the last day that anyone can

be registered for this Primary is March 25. 197£Of

course any qualified citizen may register at Town

Hall in the Town Clerk's Office during working hours.

The questions that most frequnelty arise, since

Attorney General Qumn's ruling permitting students

o register where they attend school, revolve around

insurance, taxes and residency for purposes other

^Personsl^o have the opportunity to select between

alternative voting residences, as most students can.

should make the decision based upon accurate in-

formation. There has been much talk that the-effect

of voting in Amherst will be to eliminate students as

tax exemptions, change car registration deny in-

surance coverage under parents polices and so forth

Students should understand that voting

residence" is an independent legal concept from all

otherlegal concepts. Confusion results because o en

all the "residences" are the same for an individual

Consider, however, the following rules:

Car registration: depends upon license of operator-

owner, and business considerations as well as

principal garage;

U.S.A.F.

*K«k*m?f*M

T
°The

e

Nixon administration has been trying, with a

certain amount of success, to defuse the war n

VtaSL aTapol.t.cal issue He has done nothing to

stop the devastation : the war planes are constantly n

ligh dropping their deadly payloads onto.the.people

below But the American involvement '" the uar haS

become very impersonal, ^f""*^.^^.
bullet with a computer controlled air strike inis

depersonalization of the fighting has made theja

lesV of a volatile public .ssue. and in the mood of

relative calm the military is once again Irving to

mler onto campus its agents of deception, the

re

Unde
e

r

r

the guise of free choice these duty bound

soldiers coml to offer money, training, trarel. and

Xr pavoffs inducing you to join them in waging war

Jainst the people of Indochina. The military must

not be al owed onto campus to bribe people into being

the cannon fodder for the war The recruiters have n0

right" to be here The military - Armv Navy, Air

Force and Marines is an organization that op-

presses its own so.d.ers by denying them their basic

democratic rights, and P^ram* ^.^^
destruction of Indochina It has no right to send its

recruiters onto the campus.

Air Force recruitment is exceptionally noxious, not

onlv because the Air Force has assumed the major

Sting role in the war. but also because anyone

acVeptfn he r bribes may be asked to perform

crSaTacts. The international laws of the Geneva

Convention of 1949. the Hague Convention of 190/ and

the Nuremburg principles are binding on aU U.S.

citizens, laws which the Air Force has continually

violated. In the wanton bombing of villages and

hamlets throughout Indochina, in the use of chemical

and biological poisons, and in the callous disregard

for human life (by use of wide area antipersonnel

bombs) the Air Force has been acting against in-

ternational law. mrcing its pilots to perform criminal

acts The university must not condone such gross

violation of law and morality by allowing recruiters

to appear on the campus.

The Student Mobilization Committee opposes an>

military recruitment at the university We support

Se actions of the UMass Boston VVAVV in preven ,ng

military recruiters from appearing on the Boston

campus And we in the SMC. will not tolerate any

attTpt by the military recruiters to jeopardize the

hves and morality of the students onWjgjg^,

Car insurance: depends upon principal garage (a

clue to the principal place of operation);

Tax dependency: who pays a prescribed per-

centage of the bills for another person;

Real estate tax: where the land lies, and who owns

Personal property insurance: who owns and

controls the property; who is best able to protect it;

where it is most likely to be;

Voting: where a person has a sufficiently iden-

tifiable political interest and there may be only one at

anytime. ,

Those persons who will be eighteen years of age or

older on April 25. 1972, who have resided in Amherst

ton or off campus) for six months by April 25. 1972

i for instance most freshman) amy register to vote in

the Massachusetts Primary in Amherst any day at

Town Hall or on March 16 in the Campus Center on

March 16 or may be obtained from the Housing Office

in Whitmore. Remember that voting residence does

not necessarilv control any other residence purpose

mentioned here and that you may always change

vour voting residence when appropriate.

Richard Rowland

The Senate In Action

°I would like to thank the student senate for giving

me the privilege of attending their meeting this past

Wednesday. March 8th. I really cant see how the

student population can validly complain of no en-

ertainm^nt on this campus, when there are thing

hke student senate meetings at least once a week^

The senate meeting was by far the best example of

political satire that I have ever seen and I would ike

To congratulate the senators on their obviously fine

sense of humor The meeting was characterized bv

n^ne points of parliamentary procedure, ridiculous

Sckermg about whose name was to be put on what

bill and in some cases, senators speaking neither for

or against a bill, but still taking up a lot of valuable

U
However this is all a trivial part of their fine and

almost professional performance. Their greatest and

most impressive situation comedy was proving to the

Tpectators (audience, that the student senate was in

no^wav a representative body This was best exem-

plified in a moving speech by one of the senator^

Since there were three thousand seven hundred

signatures on a referendum to take last semester for

the concert and only five thousand five hundred

'signatures asking the senate to take^ from.the

concert and give it to SOS. this senator so nghJullv

concluded that the students didn't want the mone>

taken from the concert committee. I was very glad to

sie tha the senate could mock and fuckup what was

meant to be a democracy without the practice that

o^r professional politicians have had I urge everyone

on campus to get down and see the senate in action .

U ,s bv far the best performance of a non-professional

acting company that has ever hit ^«jj^

3rd Party Movement
T
Vfhird

d
party is coming into being in Amherst. A ??»***"**

people who were present at Ken Kesey's recent talk at Amherst College

hPkI their first meeing Friday. March 3. A sauna bath and roll in the fresh

snow b^gin th

m
rven,ng so "that people could get to know each other

Among those present were persons originally chosen by popular vote at

th

Th?g%uMec
e

,de^ to initially involve themselves with local polity

us ng b?th the vote and popular pressure to implement our programs In

5is?5ssing a Platform. £ focused on four issues. Community Control of

Police Growth Control. Women's Issues, and Decent Housing

We are holding an official Birthday Party for the new party im-

minent! VVe will decide on specific platforms and tactics, and will name

oTseVves Erie Walgren. a member of the-group who-was
i

elected a co-

chairman at Kesey's talk, wants to call us the Rabbit Party

Anyone interested in the party should contact Eric VVa gren at 2^3°06

or Judv Stvhano. 586-3234. or write care of the Universal L fe Church of

UMass, RSO .902, Campus Center, UMass, Amherst °1002

,

Gross Injustice

T
Vednes

d
daTn,ght. the Student Senate acted as a true representative of

th^uden? bod "it refused to sanction a referendum to allow the

ImdiSsSexmSs their views on WMPIRG's two dollar tax

T^!^^^^^^^ REGISTER the only true

Semiratte method to determine the true opinion of the student body

The*n^ « s r-ss
had

alreadS herons by signing the original petuion However

£2 hat if WMPIRG in truth has the students support, then thev

louW av o a re, SSdum whTch they . ,n fact, strongly opposed I
since a

rSSSSum won onlv serve to strengthen their stand when the^petitmn
reierenaum o

Trustees If. however, many of the signatures

«
isS« 1^^^^"du; cons »derat,on

' n Hr
students

wlsheVTo reconsider . then they should have the opportunity todo:so

A referendum will also be the first chance that those opposed to WM-

P1RG and"heTnta ling two dollar tax have to expiw their opposition.

you. whatever your views, to express them and VOTE when the

referendum is held MaH Karnisl

Paul Dor in

Attention!

As in previous vears the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor The only requirements

STre that thev be tvped at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length All letters must be signed and the authors

address and telephone numbers must be included

No letter will be published without this in-

formation. Also, no letters will be printed without

the name of the author. Please note this change in

DOllCY

All* letters are subject to editing either for

content or space according to the judgment of the

editors Also, due to space limitations, we do not

guarantee that all letters will be P™! e

F
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Program To Advise

Future Transfers

More Jets To Vietnam
Even More Legislators Listed (con't)

The 1 150 transfer students new to

i Mass next tall will be faced with

several problems, including the

transition from a small school to a

large one and the possible loss ot

academic credits earned thus tar

at other schools

To minimize such problems

about w representatives of I Mass

state colleges and state community

colleges conducted a curriculum

articulation seminar at IMass

recently At the seminar, the

representatives discussed working

toward cooperative programs

beneficial to transfer students

throughout the state colleges and

universities.

Welcoming the group were
Acting IMass Chancellor Ran
dolph W Bromery and Acting

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Robert W Cage

Cagey Hawk

Snatches Hats

HIGHLAND PAR, III I U»l An

elusive retailed hawk that has

cooping from trees and

has divided this

Chicago's North

I)r Ernest W Heals. I Mass

director of transfer affairs, said his

office hopes to help transfer

students with a smoother tran-

sition to the larger tour year in-

stitutions According to Dr. Heals,

there will be 47,085 student

vacancies in state and other

colleges and in universities in

Massachusetts in fall. 1972,-10,000

Of these vacancies reserved for

transfer students.

Of the 10.0(H) transters. 2650 or

M - per cent will enroll in IMass.

Southeastern Massachusetts
Technical I'niversity and Lowell

Technological Institute and 19 7

per cent or 1985 will enroll in nine

four year state colleges

(Reprinted fr»m Springfield

I n ion

»

snatching hats

community on

Shore

Police and tome residents

•ul ol children being injured

I the bird destro ''her

d«!it> who nave ted the

predator from their back door-

stepi protest the death penalty No

injuries have been reported

Michael Lichtwalt, animal

rden <>l Highland Park, said

attempts to capture the hawk have

n futile and there may be no

choice but to shoot the bird

He - too smart for traps.
- '

LichtwaH said "Evidently, he's

n caught before He stays away

from them Even to shoot him

might be difficult He thes a wide

and extensive range, usually

hitting the same spots but his

times vary
"

1 ichtualt said he's one ot several

per sons who have been victimized

by the bird during the last month

He said the bird dived from a tree

itcned his tur trimmed leather

cap and dropped it about a block

awav.
Highland Park police records

shmv three similar incidents

reported by citizens

TRY OUR

14"
Grinder

for

$1.35
(half for 70°)

PIZZA PARTY]
All You Can Eat

$1.25
EVERY

SUNDAY NIGHT

BRUNI'S

PIZ7A
C en Daily

I
- 1 a.m.

Main & Triangle
256-6676

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

s\m.o\ tAP) U S. fighter

bombers raided antiaircraft

positions in North Vietnam lor the

eighth straight day. the U S.

Command reported Thursday.

The U S Command said Air

Force F4 Phantoms bombed an

tiaircratt artillery sites Wed
nesdav at two locations about a

mile apart inside North Vietnam's

half of the demilitarized zone and

at another point about 40 miles

north of the zone. It claimed the

enemy fired on unarmed recon

naissanee planes.

The results of the strikes, the

command said, were not known,

but there was no damage to the

\merican planes.

The command has a policy of not

disclosing the number of fighter

escorts with each reconnaissance

plane Other sources said the latest

attacks were carried out by flights

of two to four F4s each

Fach raid is counted by the

command as one protective

reaction strike even though more

than one plane participated. The

I S Command has reported 90

such raids this year

In a delayed report, the com-

mand said one F4 was shot down

Tuesday by ground fire while at-

tacking North Vietnam's Ho Chi

Mmh trail in southern Laos The

two crew men are missing, the

command said

IS B53 bombers continued to

pound the northern region of South

Vietnam bekw the demilitarized

/one. in an area 3] miles southwest

| Da Nang, and in the central

highlands.
Sources said the bombers

missions were against suspected

enemy troop concentrations, in-

filtration routes and base camps in

an effort to slow down what

American officials say is a con-

tinuing buildup by the Communist

command.
in another development, the

aircraft carrier Kitty Hawk
arrived off the Vietnamese coast,

bringing the CS 7th fleets carrier

force to tour It marked the first

time since November 1970 that the

fleet has had four carriers com-

mitted to the war. although only

two of them now are engaged in air

operations over Indochina.

Fri.

3/10

Sat

3/11

Sun
3 12

Tue
3/14

Sat

3 18

Women's Cultural

Week Calendar
2 00 p.m. "Sisterhood" Sheila Tobias, AALH, Hampshire

College

8 00 p m. Folk and Rock Festival, Women musicians,

Sage Hall, Smith. Arts and Drafts demo all day at

Smith.

1:00 p.m. Women's Film Festival, Mt. Holyoke, 6 films.

Hooker Auditorium.

800 p.m. "it's All Right To Be Woman" Professional 11

member, NYC women's theatre. Marks Meadow Gym,

by School of Ed., $2.00.

200 p.m. Student Union Ballroom, Film: "Wanda",

effect of Appalachian culture, poverty and husband on

her life.

Rosa Luxumburg's birthday.

7:00pm. "Women in the Prison System" Johnnetta Cole,

Dickinson, UMass.
1.00 p.m. SU Ballroom. Appalachian Mountain Music

Double projector slide show with music on strip mining,

culture destruction, etc., Morris Bros and 5 member
WOMEN'S STRING BAND, The best spoon player in

the country, piano, flute, banjo, guitar, fiddle, man
dolin, autoharp. Handclapping, footstomping allowed.

WE HAVE

upliftingSOLUTIONS TO ^^
EVERYDAY PROBLEMS.

In this instance, we are lifting a complete house to

demonstrate a new concept of aerial delivery of as-

sembly line-produced dwellings from factory to home-

site.

But . . this same Sikorsky' helicopter could have been

effecting a rescue mission off a wallowing tanker in a

North Sea gale. It could have been airlifting food and

supplies to starving villagers in flood-ravaged Tunisia

or transporting equipment for on-the-spot control

of off-shore oil pollution.

Obviously, what we're pointing out is the impressive

record and adaptability of our helicopters in solving

really important human problems.

There's much more to come in our world of exciting,

advanced VTOL aircraft systems. For example. Heavy-

Lift Skycranes' and Tilt-Rotor Transports. And just

around the corner are our High-Speed Commercial

Transports-designed to ease short-haul mass trans-

portation headaches

Does this kind of engineering attitude stir your sense

of responsibility and imagination? Then you should

talk careers with us. There's ample opportunity for

innovation in: autonavigation systems • avionics •

computer technology • electronic test • materials

engineering • mechanical analytical design •

structures engineering • systems analysis . . . and

more.

Female, minority group and veteran applicants espe-

cially welcome.

Consult your College Placement Office for campus
interview dates-or-write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Pro-

fessional and Technical Employment.

Sikorsky Pircraft
STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 06602 An Equal Opportunity Employer

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

Yes, the list goes on, there's a lot

of towns. Anyway the University

and State Communications Council

and the Collegian do urge you to

find out who your legislators are

and tell them how you feel. More on

Monday.
HAMILTON (I)

San. William I. Saltonstall R

Rep. James B. Moseley (R)

HAMPDEN (2)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn (D)

Rep. Alexander Lolas (Oj

HANCOCK (1)

Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo (0)

Rep. Thomas C. Wojtkowski u»

HANOVER (12)
Sen. Allan R. McKinnon (0)

Rep. Robert w. Gillette (R)

HANSON (12)

Sen. Allan R. McKinnon (0)

Rep. Robert W. Gillette (R)

HARDWICK (1) _.
Sen. Philip A. Quinn (0)

Rep. Robert D. Wetmore (0)

HARVARD (3) m /n<
Sen. James DeNormandie (R

Rep. Robert C. Reynolds (R)

HARWICH (12)

Sen. John F Aylmer (P)

Rep. Howard C. Cahoon, Jr. (R)

HATFIELD (1)

Sen. John Barrus (R) ...

Rep. Edward A McColgan (D)

Rep. Louis J. Morini (R)

HAVERHILL — Wards 1, 2, 4, S (Si

Sen. James P. Rurak (D)

Rep. William H. Ryan (R)

Wards 3, 5, 7 (S)

Sen. James P. Rurak (D)

Rep. Francis J. Bevilacqua (D)

HAWLEV (1)

Sen. John 0. Barrus (R)

Rep. Jonathan L Healy (R)

HEATH (1)

Sen. John 0. Barrus (R)

Rep. Jonathan l Healy (R)

HINCHAM (12)

Sen. Allan R. McKinnon (D)

Rep. William J. Spence (0)

HINSDALE (1

1

Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo ID'

Rep. Sidney Q. Curtiss (R)

H01BR00K (11)

Rep. William J. Dignan (0

Rep Donald J. Laing (R)

HOLDEN (A)

Sen. lohn J Conte (D)

Rep. Edward 0. Harrington, Jr. (R)

HOLLAND (2)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn (D>

Rep. Alexander Lolas (D)

HOLLISTON (4)

Sen. Edwaid L. Burke (D

Rep. John C. Losch (R:

HOLYOKE — Wards 1,2(1)
Sen Roger L. Bernashe (D)

Rep. Richard H Demers (0)

Rep. Francis C. Lapointe (0)

Wards 3, « 0) . . _
Sen Roger l. Bernashe (D>

Rep. David M. Hartley D
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Wards 4, 5, 7 (1)

Sen. Roger L. Bernashe (D
1

Rep. James E. 0'Leary (D)

H0PEDALE (4)

Sen. Edward L. Burke (D)

Rep. Thomas E. Creighton (Dj

Rep. F. Leo Kenney (D)
"

H0PKINT0N (4)

Sen. Edward L. Burke (D)

Rep. John C. Losch (R;

HUBBARDST0N (1)

Sen. Joseph D. Ward (D)

Rep. Robert D. Wetmore (D)

HUDSON (3)

Sen. James DeNormandie (R

Rep. Wilfred C. Balthazar (D

HULL (12)
Sen. Allan R. McKinnon (D)

Rep. William J. Spence (D)

HUNTIN0T0N (1)

Sen. Roger L. Bernashe (D)

Rep. Edward A. McColgan (D)

Rep. Louis J. Morini (R)

IPSWICH (6)

Sen. William L. Saltonstall (R)

Rep. James B. Moseley (R)

KINGSTON (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Alfred Almeida (D)

LAKEVILLE (10)

Sen. John F. Parker (R)

Rep. Charles A. MacKenzie, Jr. (R)

LANCASTER (3)

Sen. James DeNormandie (R)

Rep. Thomas F. Fallon (D)

LANESB0R0UCH (1)

Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo (D)

Rep. William Kitterman (D)

LAWRENCE — Wards 1. 2, 6 (5>

Sen. William X. Wall (0)

Rep. Edward J. Grimley, jr. <D>

Rep. Gerard A. Guilmette (D)

Wards 3. 4 (9)

Sen. William X. Wall (D)

Rep. Anthony R. DiFrusoa (D)

^^MALDEN — Wards 1 , 5-8 (7)

Sen. Fred Lamson (R)

Rep. James S. Conway (U)

Rep. David S. Liederman (D) .

Wards 2-4 (7)

Sen Fred Lamson (R)

Rep. William R. Callahan (D)

MANCHESTER (S) „ _
Sen. William L. Saltonstall (R.

Rep. Francis W. Hatch, Jr. ( R

MANSFIELD (10)

Sen. John M. Quinlan (R;

Rep. John S. Ames III (ft)

MARBLEHEA0 (6)

Sen. James J. Carrigan
Rep. J. Hilary Rockett (R)

MARION (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Charles A. Mackenzie, Jr. (R)

MARLBOROUGH (3)

Sen. Edward L. Burke (0)
'

Rep. John J. Navin (0)
'

MARSHFIELD (12)

Sen. Allan R. McKinnon (0)

Rep. Roger Sumner Babb (R)

MASHPEE (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Richard E. Kendall (D)

MATTAP0ISETT (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R) .

Rep. Charles A. MacKenzie, Jr. (R)

MAYNARD (3)

Sen. James DeNormandie (R)

Rep. Wilfred C. Balthazar (0)

MEDFIELD (10)

Sen. David H. Locke (R)

Rep. Charles W. Long (R)

MEDF0RD — Wards 1. 7 (7)

Sen. Denis L. McKenna (0)

Rep. Paul J. Cavanaugh .0

Rep John J. McGlynn 0)
'

Rep. George L. Sacco, Jr. (0)

Ward 5 (5)

Sen. William X.

Rep. William G.

Wall (D)

Arvanitis (R)

LEE(1)
Sen. Andrea f. Nuciforo (D'

Rep Sidney Q. Curtiss (R)

LEICESTER (2)

Sen. Daniel J. Foley D

Rep. Richard J. Dwmeli (D)

Rep. Albert L. Nash (0)

LENOX (1)

Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo (D)

Rep. Dennis J. Ouffin (D)

LEOMINSTER — Wards 1. 2. 4. 5 OH
Sen. Joseph D. Ward (0)

Rep. Angelo Picucci (0)

Ward 3 (3)

Sen. Joseph D. Ward (D)

Rep. Thomas F. Fallon (D

LEVERETT (1)

Sen. John D Barrus (R)

Rep. Thomas G. Simons (R)

LEXINGTON — Precinct 1 (9)

Sen Ronald C. MacKenzie (R)

Rep. John F. Cusack (D)

Precincts 2-« (3)

Sen. Ronald C. MacKenzie (R)

Rep. Lincoln P. Cole, Jr. (R)

LEYDENO)
Sen John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Jonathan L. Healy (R)

LINCOLN (3)

Sen. James DeNormandie (R)

Rep. Edward M. Dickson (R)

IITUET0N (3) _ _,
Sen. James DeNormandie (R)

Rep. Felix R. Perrault (D)

L0N6MEA00W — Precincts A, E (2)

Sen. George D. Hammond (R)

Rep. Alan D. Sisitsky (D)

Precincts I. C. D (2)

Sen. George D. Hammond (Rl

Rep. Vernon R. Farnsworth. h. (;

LOWELL — Warts 1. 2, 9. 10, 11 IS

Sen B Joseph Tully (0)

Rep. John J. Desmond (0)

Rep. Raymond F. Rourke (D)

Wards J, 4, S • (9)

Sen. B. Joseph Tully (D)

Rep. Cornelius F Kiernan (0)

Rep. Paul J. Sheehy (0) "

Ward f (S)

Sen. B. Joseph Tully (D)

Rep. Nickolas Lambros (D)

LU0L0W(2) ...
Sen Stanley John Zarod (D)

Rep. Steve T. Chmura (0)

LUNENBURG (3) . _,

Sen. Joseph 0. Ward (D)

Rep. Gerald P. Lombard (D)

LTNN - Wards 1-4 (•>

James J Carrigan
Hep Walter J. Bovenni (D

Rep. Philip N. Carney D

Warts 9-7 (G)

Sen James J Carrigan

Rep. Thomas W McGee (0)

Rep. James E. Smith (D)

LVNNFIEL0 (G) n>
Sen. Kevin B. Harrington (0)

Rep Robert C. Buell (R)

Wards 2 6 (7)

Sen. Philibert L. Pellegrini (D)

Rep. Paul J. Cavanaugh (D)

Rep. John J. McGlynn (D) '.

Rep. George L. Sacco, Jr. (D)

MEDWAY (4)

Sen. Edward L. Burke iD

Rep. John F. St. Cyr (R)

Rep. George L. Woods, Jr.

MELROSE — Wards 1-4, G (7)

Sen. Fred Lamson (R)
'

Rep. William G. Robinson (R;

Ward 9 (7)

Sen. Fred Lamson (R,

Rep. William R. Callanan (D)

Ward 7 (7)

Sen. Fred Lamson (P.)

Rep. James S. Conway iu.

Rep. David S. Liederman (0.

MEN00N (4)

Sen. James A. Kelly, Jr. (D) .

Rep. Thomas E. Creighton (O)

Rep. F. Leo Kenney (D) 8 °

MERRIMAC (G)

Sen. James P. Rurak (0)

Rep. Albert E. Elwell (R)

METHUEN — Precincts 1. 3, 9 (91

Sen. James P. Rurak (D; -

Rep. Nicholas J. Bugllone (D)

Precincts 2, 4, B (9)

Sen. James P. Rurak (D) -

.

Rep Anthony R. DiFruscia (D)

MIDDLEB0R0UGH (10)

Sen. John F. Parker (R)

Rep. David L. Flynn (D)

MI00LEFIELD (1) _
Sen. John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Edward A. McColgan (D)

Rep. Louis J. Morini (R)

MI00LET0N (G) _ _,
Sen. William L. Saltonstall (R)

Rep. Robert C. Buell (R)

M,L^n
0(

J

4
.
,

mesA.K...y.Jr..(D)
Rep. Louis P. Bertonazzi (0)

Rep. Nathan Rosenfeld (R 1

MILLBURY (4)

Sen. Daniel J. Foley (D)

Rep. Richard J. Dwinell (D)

Rep. Albert L. Nash (D)

MILLIS (10)

Sen. David H. Locke (R)

Rep. John F. St. Cyr (R)

Rep. George L. Woods, Jr. (R)

MILLVILLE (4)

Sen. James A. Kelly, Jr. (D)

Rep. Thomas E. Creighton (D)

Rep. F. Leo Kenney (D)

MlLT
S?n

(1

George V. Kenneally, Jr. (D)

Rep. M. Joseph Manning (D>

Rep. Joseph J. Semensl (D)

MONROE (1)

Sen. John 0. Barrus (R)

Rep. Jonathan L. Healy (R)

M0NS0N (2)

Sen. Philip A. Ouinn (0)

Rep. Alexander Lolas (D)

MONTAGUE (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Thomas G. Simons • «

MONTEREY (1)

Sen George D. Hammond (R)

Rep. Sidney Q. Curtiss (R)
*

MONTGOMERY (1)

Sen. George D. Hammond (R)

Rep. James A. Adams (R)

MOUNT WASHINGTON (1)

Sen. George D. Hammond (R)

Rep. Sidney Q. Curtiss (R)

NAHANT (G)

Sen. Charles V. Hogan (0)

Rep Walter J Boverinl (0)

Rep. Philip N. Carney (0)

Rep James J. Carrigan (D)

Create a jail cell.

We've done it.

Not because we like prisons, but because people live in

them and we design for people.

We're a college called Parsons School of Design, part

of a University called The New School for Social Research.

Our students and faculty worked with the city to design

the cell blocks in the new Women's House of Detention,

here in New York.

In fact we have an entire program devoted to Urban

Design part of our Department of Environmental Design.

It's taught by professionals who are truly concerned with

social, cultural, and ecological design problems.

Our students have designed drug treatment centers,

mental hospitals, zoos, parole offices, slum renovation

projects and an awful lot of private homes.

We teach communication design, environmental design,

illustration, fashion design and the fine arts. If using your

vision to make ideas work interests you, Parsons is some-

thing for you to think about.

This coupon will get you a catalog and an application.

Transfer students with one year of liberal arts and one year of studio

credit can complete the.r BFA degree in two additional years.

Parsons School of Design

66 West 12th Street. New York, New York 10011

Name „

Street and Number

Oty. State and Zip

Start with
Four (count them) (4) Utah Speaker Systems

Add 1 Standard 158U Amplifier

1 BSR 310X Turntable

Stir, bring to a boil and groove.

This system has to be heard 1

*45'«*
*f0

Only
s25000

SOUND IDEAS
in tkt A lltt

Quality Components at the Best Price

Open 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon. - Fri.

10 a.m. -7 p.m. Sat.

Ttl.fthoft. 253-5942

«v

N - • rrii
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 1972 Juilliard String Quartet To Perform Here
Health Services

Infirmary Can Use You
The Juilliard String Quartet will consecutive season, at 8 p.m.

appear at UMass for the sixth Friday, March 17, in Bowker

Now just a minute. When I went to bed last night I put those sugar

tubes right out here in the middle of the coral so I would be sure to

find them this morning. Where the hell did all this white stuff come

from?" (MDC photo by Alan Heath Chapman. Horse Staff).

Baha'i New Year

Q How can I get involved in the Health Services?

A Students have two vital means of participating in

the Health Services - the Student Advisory Board and

the Student Interview Panel.

Q. What is the Student Advisory Board?

A The Student Advisory Board is made up of

students, undergraduate and graduate, who meet

with representatives of the Health Services staff.

Q. What does the Advisory Board do?

A. The Board members
1 participate in policy-decision-making activities;

2. express complaints, suggestions, and questions

they have received from other students;

3. participate in projects that benefit the student

body Some of these projects include:

-expanding the route of the infirmary car to all

areas of campus;
-setting up an information table and suggestion

box in the Campus Center last fall;

-working on the new budget proposal for the

health Services;

-working on the new Student Health Insurance

policy; , .. .

-increasing the visiting hours for inpatients;

-organizing a student evaluation of care at the

Infirmary; _. .

-starting this weekly Health Education column

in the Collegian.

Some future projects are being planned, in-

cluding:

-starting a display and suggestion box in the

Infirmary lobby;

-sending a representative to the American

College Health Association meeting in Atlanta,

Georgia, in April, to exchange ideas with other

Health Services.

Q. What is the Student Interview Panel?

A. The Interview Panel allows for student par-

ticipation in the selection process for new staff

members. Four or five members meet with each

candidate for an informal discussion. The students

then have a chance to evaluate his or her

qualifications (i.e. Will this person work well with

students? or Is the applicant willing to consider

issues that are important to students? ) The students'

evaluations are considered along with those of the

professional staff.

Q. Are the Student Advisory Board and the Student

Interview Panel open to any student 9

A. Yes. The groups should represent as much as

possible the interests of the entire student body. Both

groups welcome new members.

Q. How can I join these Student groups?

A. The Student Advisory Board meetings are

published in the "Notices" in the Collegian. All

Students are invited. If anyone wants to find out more

about the Advisory Board or the Interview Panel, this

information is available at the Health Education

Office, Room 251, at the Health Services (545-2492).

March 21st is the first day of the

year, according to the calendar of

the 110 year old Baha'i World

Faith It is celebrated in over

56.000 localities, by peoples the

world over The beginning of

spring is a time of happiness, hope,

8Hi Annual
Art Exhibition

Wastfiald S+«t« Collega

April 10-22. 1972

$1,500.00

Awards * Purcbasa Prhat

PAINTING — GRAPHICS

for information and entry

forms writa: Art Dept.

Westfald Stata Colleqe

Westfield. Mast. 01085

and expectation: the renewal of

life to the cold and dormant earth

This year, the week of March 13th

to the 18th has been designated:

IT'S A NKW DAY!, and will

feature daily evening talks, on

diverse topics, in the Campus
Center at 7:30; Saturday the 18th

will be a joyous day-long

celebration of UNITY and FAITH
The purpose to share the positive

messages of the Baha'i Faith

Many have found the teachings of

BAHA'U'LLAH. its Founder, and

their effects, like a bright light

shining into a dark room: brilliant,

logical and relevant Like the

spring, they bring Ufe. but in-

wardly to our hearts and lives You

are invited drop in to the weekday

talks, and on Saturday's day-long

festival of the springtime of a New
World Order, and a New Race of

M.n A world- wide springtime of

I NITY. and JUSTICE on our tired

earth There will be music, talk,

and refreshing new films Race,

class, age. are all artificial

barriers clouding essential Unity:

'The earth is one country, and

mankind its citizens.'

(Baha'u'llah) For more detailed

information drop in at the "NEW
DAY" booth in the S U lobby Be

Happy'

Any orthopedic devices which you are no longer

using? Would you like to donate them to a good

CftlISC?

The Physical Therapy Department at the Health

Center (Infirmary) is starting a free loan service

for its patients who can't afford items which the

health fee does not cover.

If you can help, bring the items to the Infirmary

- Second Floor - Physical Therapy Department.

ROOM TO MOVE

rMTOOT

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WIIK

ONCE, A DRAGON CHALLENGED
A KNIGHT TO A GAME OF QUOITS,

FOR THE WA6ER OF 3 CANS OF
SCHAEFERBEERE...

WHENCE THE KNIGHT F0RGETHE
QUICKLY INTO THE LEAD, AND
AGREED TO DOUBLE THE BET...

BUT ALAS,WHEN VICT0RIE WAS
ALMOST HIS, BAD LUCK FALLETH
UPON HIM, AND HE LOST ALL
HIS BEERE TO THE DRAGON...

PROVING THAT SOME GUYS
JUST DONt KNOW HOW TO
QUOIT WHEN THEY'RE AHEAD.

I

C3353 £312333033
Sch»«f*' Brewer.es, New York and Albany, N Y Baltimore, Md

,
lehifh Valley, P».

MID ITE
FOR ADULTS ONLY

(FRIDAY NIGHTS ONLY)

• •

V
its humor starkly original,

its style marvelously

nonsensical...

and lots of

nudity:
3k

i»»

tOS ANOtltS Ml RAID I XAMiNtR

TheTelephone Book"
(The story of the greatest obscene phone call.)

SOXOFFICC OPENS AT II M

CAMPUSc

House
of Wax

Mahar 6:30. 8:15. 10:00

ADMISSION (IS*

Amh.nl HadteY t-MW

CALL ISAA.11

Auditorium.
The engagement is the fourth of

five concerts in the 1971/72 UMass
Fine Arts Council Chamber Music

Series.

The Quartet will perform Luigi

Cherubini's Quartet No. 1 E flat

major, an 18th Century work in-

frequently heard in concert doay;

String Trio, Opus 20 (1927) by

Anton Webern, and Johannes

Brahms' Quartet in A minor. Opus

51, No. 2. This program, typical of

those being presented by the

University's Fine Arts Council,

combines major works of the

contemporary period, a staple

from the traditional repertoire,

and a relatively unknown work.

The Juilliard String Quartet

includes in its membership Robert

Mann, first violin; Early Carlyss,

second violin; Samuel Rhodes,

viola; and Claus Adam, cello. The

Quartet schedules concerts

throughout the United States,

Europe, and Great Britain, and is

Great

Italian Food
at

THE CHEQUERS

also resident quartet of The
Library of Congress, Washington,

DC. , where the members perform

a major series for the nation's

capitol and an even larger in-

ternational radio audience. In

addition, members of The Juilliard

Quartet are members of the

faculty of The Juilliard School in

New York where they give private

instruction and coach chamber
music ensembles.

Reserved tickets are available

by contacting the UMass Fine Arts

Council Office, 125 Herter Hall.

Remaining tickets will be available

at Bowker Auditorium one hour

before the concert.

A telephone reaching both ticket

offices is (413) 545-0202. Ticket

prices for this concert are $1 for

UMass undergraduates; $2 for

other full-time students; $3 for

UMass faculty-staff, and $3.50 for

the general public.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

C.H. Li o
• ; J //UAU" '

Dinner tiMO nightly

ACTH
LTH
CSH who discovered "HGH"—

FSH the Human Growtn Hormone

Q \-\ will speak on

LPH "Pituitary Hormones, Growth

and Reproduction'
1

Thursday, March 16, at 8:15

Mahar Aud. Mahar Aud.

Coffee Hour Following in the Colonial Lounge

cf

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

rum \ \\ ( amprr. good condition,

looking (or reasonable ofler tall l«rr\ a(

mi.
t(3-n

ISCi I'wwhf ( oupe. rebuilt eng New

dutch, lire*, battery; elec sunroof, lugg

rack. Maintenance record* avail. 112.10 or

best oil 845-4394.

113-1

3

New tires all »»ies at discount price*

(all John 6-4421. keep trying.
1(3-14

Tenor tax. good condition, itudent

model liMnr brat oiler. Tim. 4-4583.

If3- IS

TV I* In. excellent cond. M0. Telephoto

Ira* — Takumar. 200 mm. new. 149 445-

1774.
U3-I4

:t Bedroom twnhse. spacious apt avail

May IS. Sq VIII. take over l*e. pool, etc

665-4774.

if3-14

For rent April I. 2 bdrm apt. Rolling

(ireen 1 19* Call Jane or Anne 253-7251

113-15

Modem 2 br apt. pool. a/c. all con-

venience*. Sublet thru July, option to rent,

(all in*-3*52 p.m.
t/3-IS

Amherst Audio service*. »tereo com-

ponent*, tape deck* (or home or car. I»7

No. Pleasant at.. 254-8133

tl»em

TERM PAPERS

Quality Research and Reference
material*. Original* and copies TPA.
Rm. II". Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 V
Pleasant St. 254-4144.

U3-24

MUSIC MATCH
Reach Nirvana at the "Instant Karma

Tournament" — A battle of the bands at

the SI Ballroom on Sal Mar II. 1 1.00

If3-1*

SEX

M Saab 94. red. excellent body A in-

terior < .ood brake*, new exhaust sy*tem 5

PirelliV Must see to believe (all Donnie

r> 15-0 1 76.
113-15

Reward — $25 for information leading to

leasing 4 plus bdrm rountrv home 20 ml

Write r Stutsman. 315 Pufflon VIII

Amherst. For June I.

3-14

1948 327 Chev. for sale — Low mileage,

excel, cond. Best offer. Also parts from 43

( hev Convert. Call Mike 254-4408

t/3-14

FOR RENT

IM0 Austin America 4-speed auto., low

mileage, new snows, radio, front wheel

drive Asking N80( all 549-4338 after 4 pre.
1(3-20

PERSONAL
>v Ivan's entry (or Mis* Cock-Tease 1*72

Peggy M.
3-10

Black * white TV rental* I St per stay —
l«day minimum. Color TV rentals 11. per

day » dav minimum. TV Center St N.

Pleasant 253-5100

MM

ENTERTAINERS WANTED

one bedroom apt.,

immediate. IIM. Apt.

I07O Opel Kadett 32444 ml Excellent

condition 113*0. Call George oRer 5:44

p.m.. 445-3531
U3-I0

Barbara, yea"re not getting older —
vou're getting better. Have a Happy'

3-10

Pufdon VUlage.
MO Coll 540-4767

U3-I4

00 Fostbark VVv . low mileage, very good

condition Must sell II3S0. Coll after fi

p.m.. 549-4449.
113-10

Any \valon Hill Wargame Players at

I Mass? I need an opponent Bliti D-Day.

SG AK Bulge W-Ioo. others. Steve 541 Mo.
ti3-IO

•II Bug for sale, gray needs muffler.

1 100 or best offer Call Darrell 544-S44B.

tf3-l3

Orb l>eb we've become strangers. I

need to speak with yon Marc-Marc.
113-11

Sylvanla 21" table model TV 135 Zenith

table model color TV IIM. TV (enter 55

N. Pleasant 91.. 2nd floor. Amherst 253-

5100.
If3-15

RIDE WANTED
Need ride Mar. 23 to Arkansas or

vicinity. Te«. Okl. Ml. Tenn. etc. Will

share dr and exp. Call Martha 544-3379.

113-15

Karn ISO a night by singing and playing

drink along, sing along musk on piano or

guitar Call Ed at 545-2444.

"sewing

Need ony mending or sewing done? Call

Chris S40-IWI.
If3-M

FOUND
Found — German Snepard dog In

Sunderland — HI. Illond 47 are. ( all 445-

3213.
U3-I0

ROOM WANTED

APT. SUBLET

2 Bedroom Pufdon Village Apt. avail

June l 1215/month. Include* util Call 540

Male journalist 23. seeks rm. In apt. or

bowse with profs, or student* — com
muting distance of Greenfld Walt. T72-O20I

rxt. 50 or 843-4424
tfl-13

m
t/3-14

l»70(hevelle SS300. 4spd. pool. 350 h*..

low mileage, only 20.000 miles, sun tach &

stereo tape. New MT Urea. I2000. o-§44».

tt3-!5

Would like to meet masculine gay

student for honest, relationship, not Just

sex trip. Expect discretion. Write

Springfld. Box IR2I.

tf3-IO

Two girls would Hke ride to Florida

spring vacation. Will share driving and

expenses Call 544-1474.

tf3-IO

Summer sublet 3 bedroom. Pufflon

Milage apt. with option for fall. 140 off

regular monthly rent. Call 549-3448

IT3-I3

PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIP.

•14 Chevy — very good body, new ball

Jnts. new shocks. R 4 H. IISo - call 527

•747 eves.
tf3-!3

WANTED

1968 Oatiun 2000 conv .. 11.000 octual ml.,

tl 200 or best offer. 2S3-7S37.

tf31S

Interested in buying or renting block

prints, etching*, sllkscreens. etc. Coll

Kathl at 4-449*.
113-10

Ride wanted for 3 males to Flo week or

3/27. Leave 3/24. 544-0223 or 544-4227 share

II.
If3- 10

Kor sale — Gaf Super 8 movie pro] •

room comero. Cannon Hop 8 camera.

Kowa 35mm Reflex has meter and timer

(all Jerry at 213-4221.
If3-13

BABYSITTING
ENTERTAINMENT

TYPING

I II Scout 4 wd. '4*. plow, hrdtop. 2toon

miles, good cond. not abused. 11744. W.

Ward. Box 41. Conwoy. Mo 340-4073 ofler

tf3-l7

Hondo SI. V». 00-74 Coll 544-8475

113-10

STEREO EQUIPMENT

I445 blue VW »edan. Rebuilt engine, new

generator and brake* 450 or best offer

544*3.2. tmJ

Ampex 52 stereo cassette

plaver /recorder deck. In exc.cond. I year

old Incl 2 mikes. Only 1140. Coll Rick 253-

HMit
U3-I0

Must sell! 4 dr II Buick Le Sabre. VI.

auto., power steering * brakes, good

running condition, highest bid 253-72SI

call after 4 44 pm
1(3-15

HOUSE TO SHARE

Typing: Pica or Elite .
proofreading and

copies free . editing If requested 440 /page

Kasl. accarate. Call Ann 544-7443 or —
7438.

tf3-2l

Typing — theses. dissertation*. etc. Fast

and accurate. Proofreading, editing if

desired. Have Greek and science symbol*

BJaMsW.

TRAVEL

Tonight "Electric Cowbay " at the

Rluewoll and tomorrow night the great

Yahoo Band" also at the Bluewall Fine

entertainment ^|f

At last ' Mlml Farina * Tom Jan* at The

Bluewall Wed.. March 15. Tickets on *ale

in 021 C.C. from 1:44-3:44 p.m Limited

,kh'U
U3-I5

Female student wanted to share room in

house with 4 girls. 155 monthly Including

ulllitv Call evenings 253-4740

If 3-10

SPRING IN ACAPL'LCOIIHIdays 7

night* vio Inlv DC! jet. Open only to

student*, employee* A families of 5

Colleges (all 584-5171.

tf3»

EMPLOYMENT

FOR SALE ROOMMATES WANTED

Gibson 8G std elec guitar Must selL

Best ofler over 1200 Also Yamaha KG 340

(oik guitar 1150. Call Dave 4*451.
HdVIJ

48 Cougar 302-4V ps. many extras 1 1800.

(all Hay alter 5 p.m.. 544-4211.
1(3-10

Male wants (emale roommate. See

titer) at 1105 ( llffside opts. Sunderland

No phone yet 17500 a mo. Prefer neat,

easv going person.
1(3-10

Pon Am World Alrwoys youth fore,

hotelbus. and group rates. Call Campus
Representative 549-0442.

If3-14

Hawkers: Sell THE SPARK in dorms,

dining commons, etc. Earn 150 for each

paper vousell. (all 584-1030 and get March

"W
H3-I0

Health AR-IS most sensitive FM
tuner /amp tested" says HI-FI.MM.new .3

vrs. old. Make an offer! Call Geo 544-1479

nite. 545-2573 day.

HOW Bogen PA amp M0OA. Good cond

175 or best offer. Call Erik 540-4384.

113-10

Responsible F to share apt. Vton

(enter, own room already furnished Rent

low 1 35 utilities rarely exceed* 1 14. After 6

584-4708.
1(3-10

Own room. Puffton Vlg. MO — two

people, shore room I $44 55 apiece. 549-

tf3-17

(.n South Spring break: Bermuda —
Freeport. Acapulco. Puerto Rico 8 day

packages from 1149. Escape International

(all Peggy 253-4447

tfJ-20

INSTRUCTIONS

Guitar help If your beginning or Just in a

hole. I'll get you going. Blues - folk - rock •

junk - funk. 15/hr. 527-4212.

tf3-l4

Grow Your Own Organically

Rent a garden (or the season, tilled.

water, organic fertillier. tool storage. S«4-

9JBX,
tf3-IO

Will babysit - students wife will

bahvsit evenings — over 21 experienced -

mother - former teacher - own tran

sporUtion 544-3830

AUTO—ASTROLOGY
The moon I* in ' aprlcom providing you

with the energy to give your Idea* concrete

expression In relation to year car. a

natural time to become aware of it*

general running, special attention should

be given to timing, ball joint* and
automatic choke. Come to Spencer'* Mobil
— next to Past Office

3-M

HELP WANTED
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS IS

COMING TO TICKLE YOCR FANCY

3-14

PRIVATE ROOM
Room on Lincoln Ave. share bath and

kitchen Private entrance, (all 253-3421.

113-14

LOST
HIGH TIMES

APARTMENT FOR RENT

•7il ( hvlle w hind haired driver left me
offacr.frm.Hadcr.wsh.Th 24 Feb. I leR

clphd. stat bk notes in bk seat Please call

384-3472.
tf3-!4

( ome to an oldtlme contra and square

dance to-nlte at The Amherst Folklore

f entre Hence with 100 people at once!
3-10

12 String Guitar Gibson -1220 *«h"«'

and extras .Retail value »j£> Off.1

£
Europe and need money, tall Tom 546

l«2». UJ.W

Two-Bedroom Apartments for im-

mediate rental. 4-month lease

I IKS /month. Includes util. Call 445-3249

davs or 445-&S75 nltes.

if 4 14

SERVICES

Expert auto * cycle repair, speclalliing

in foreign cars, call 253-3740 ask for Jerry
1(3-18

Male, block Urge dog. answers to the

name "Fldo". Reward 253-3543 or 5*344.
1(3-22

Paul Gerem la Blues singer, guitarist

and song writer play* Sat nite at The
rolklorr (enter, across from Lord Jeff

Inn 11.54.
3-10
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— Notices

BA'HAI ASSOCIATION MEETING
Sun., March 12, Rm. 901 CC at 3:00.

See you there.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
The bus for the Belchertown State

School will be leaving Whitmore on

Sat. 3/11 at 12:45 p.m. It will return to

c* mpus by 4:00. All interested are

welcome to come.

BOLTWOOD CONF.
The meeting (or 3/11 is cancelled.

CHEMISTRY 210 (FALL 1971)

Reminder! Students please drop

your water analysis results at Dr.

Siggia's 0((ice as soon as possible.

Thanks.

GORMAN HOUSE BABYSITTING
SERVICE
Do you need a babysitter?

Availables registered in Gorman

House. Call 544 9537 or 546 4546.

HILLEL:
Friday Night Dinner-3/17/72 at 6:00

p.m. Reservations must be made by

3/16/72. Call 5 2526. Services at 7:30

p.m.

Israelo Dancing Sun. 7:00 p.m

Free instruction.

HOUSE OF WAX
Terror strikes as madman Vincent

Prixe, (ervently transforms his

victims into the horrors o( the House

0( Wax. Fri. 6:30, 8:15 and 10:00 at

Mahar Aud.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT MAJORS
Brie( meeting of Human

Development Student Faculty

Coordinating Committee, Sun., Mar.

12, at 7:30 p.m. in 911 CC. All mem
bers please attend, new members
welcome.

MOVIES IN SOUTHWEST
Movie this week is the Creature

From the Black Lagoon plus Road

Runner cartoon. Hampden Commons
Fri. Mar. 10 at 8 and 10.

PRE-SOCIAL WORK COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting of the Pre

Social Work Committee Sun, 3/12, in

178 CC at 8 p.m.

SENIOR COMMITTEE
Important meeting Sun., Mar. 12,

at 7 p.m. in Rm. 1102 at the Top of the

Campus. Please attend.

SERVICES COMMITTEE
Meeting 8:00 Sun. nite. Place will

be posted in the CC. Discussion of

Automatic Vending Machines Trust

Fund. For more details: Elliot

Sherman, 6 8886.

SDT SPECIAL TREAT
Mon., Mar. 13, the Sigma Delta Tau

pledges will sell homemade
chocolate chip cookies beside the CC

Store from 10:30 2:00.

SIMS
Individual checking Sun. 2/5 CC

904 908. Advanced Lecture, Tapes,

questions on technique answered

Sun. 8:00 CC 904 908. Rm. 801 is

available 4 6 daily (or quiet evening

meditation.

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
Zeta Nu the place where the Irish

go on Mar. 17.

ZOOL. STUDENT FACULTY BAG
LUNCH
Wed., 3/15, the new Dean of

Natural Sciences, Dr. Mac Edds will

speak on "Future Prospects of

Biology", 12:15 1:30, in Mor. 349.

PINNINGS
Theresa A. Lubus, 72, Bay Path

Junior College to Gary J. Zarcone, 72,

Alpha Phi Omega.

Beth Goldberg, 74, lota Gamma
Upsilon to Fredric Stern, 72, 12

Rolling Green Apt.

Maureen Fitzgerald, 74, JQA
Lower to Paul F. Foley, 74, Psi

Upsilon Cornell U.

ENGAGEMENTS
Valerie Cramp, 75, Cashin to

Richard Riley, Wenham, Mass.

Claire King Weckel, 73, 107

Crabtree to Charles Steele Wilson, 72,

Amherst College.

LOST
Small white case with 2 blue

contact lenses lost sometime since

Mar. 2, anywhere on campus to

Pu((ton Village. Call 549 0074.

Suede coat in Boyden Gym. Mar. 7.

Please return, it's cold. Call 6-9186.

No questions.

One unlined grey suede glove.

Excellent for keeping left hand

warm. Call Phil 546 5062.

Diving Watch with no band, gray

dial face. Call 546 7782.

Longhaired grey tiger cat with

white stomach and paws wearing red

collar with 2 jingle bells. Please, I'm

desperate. Call 549 1405.

"WANDA" HILLBILLY
LIBERATED?
Barbara Loden: The first OS.

woman to write, direct and be

featured in "Wanda". Won Venice

Film Award in 1970. S.U. Ballroom,

2:00, Sun., March 12. Free!

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY

T
There will be a very im-

portant meeting of the Third

World Alliance meeting on

Monday. March 13. 1972 at 7:30

P.M. at SBA 120

This meeting will deal with

the proposed organizational

structure for the Alliance; it

will report our constituent

progress from the last general

meeting of February 2, 1972. it

will attempt to define priorities

of concern. And it will identify

work assignments in ac-

cordance with those who have

volunteered their time for

responsible participation

THE PRESENT IS A TIME
OF STRUGGLE; THE
FUTURE IS OURS

A rtatier named Peggy write* from

Oakland, Calif., to inform ma: "it it

always best to criticize Virgo and to

flatter Leo and Libra. I make this a rule

o« thumb." she says, "and it always

works " Keep it up, Peggy. Virgo can

take it and Leo and Libra deserve It.

• e

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You make

money doing what you like to do. Prestige

is enchanced You get what you need

Family member makes peace Gift

purchase now would work wonders. /Ac*

accordingly Taurus and Libra are in

volved.

TAURUS (April 20 /Way 20) You gat

action Your works are received, even

acclaimed Be confident and original

Adhere to your own style. Pisces person

understands Take care In traffic and

around electricty.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Persons

you may have given up on make ap-

pearance And they let actions spaak

loudar than words on your behalf Older

^dividual lends benefit of experience

and capital You're going placet.

CANCER (June 21 July 22); Friend can

show you the way Be receptive. Don't

force issues. Accent on finishing, com

pietrng proiect. Legal transaction is

featured. You are concerned with ar— of

marriage, partnership. Protect interests.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): You get aid

from one who served youinpast. Be in

dependent without being arrogant Dance

to your own tune, but show appreciation

to loyal individual Another Leo figures

prominently.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept.22); Creative

forces break through to surface you gain

through change, travel, variety

Relations with opposite sax v in

tensified Nothing occurs halfway. It's

apt now to be all or nothing.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22rEmphesis on

who owns what and you may come out

with more than anticipated. Remain

flexible. Element of timing favors your

efforts. Be aware of proberty rights and

values. Sagittarius may be involved.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): Be active.

Make contacts. Sand message*. Your

efforts will be well received. Know this

and act accordingly Short journey could

provide key to advancement. Ask and

answers now can be provided.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Dec.2D:

Money area is activated. Efforts bring

favorable results Key it to get going

Delay now would be error. Time it right

Longstanding debt could be repaid

investigate. Find reasons why
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. HI: Puiile

pieces fall into place. Family harmony

can be restored. Your views are vin

dicated Be a gracious winner Personal

magnetism soars. You get what you want

But be sure you know what is really

needed
AQUARIUS (J*n 20 Feb U) See

throug pretense Get to haert of matter

Check leases. Promitet should be

committed to writing. Secret agreement

is spotlighted Be prepared Obtain ex

pert counsel. Don't be you own lawyer

PISCES (Feb. If March 20): Friends

who had dispute are reunited You are

likely to play key role. Emphasis on gain

Those in positions of authority bestow

favors There is no need for shyness.

Stand up and be counted.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

art creative, a natural innovator This

year features opportunity through change

and travel If single, relationship could

lead to marriage Married or single, you

will be happier. March and December

will be outstanding months

Copyright lf72. Gen Fee Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Church bench

4 Time gone by

8 Grate

12 Silkworm

13

14

15

16

18

20
21

22

23

27

29

30
31

32
33

34

35

37

38

39

40
41

42
44

47
51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Girl's name

Cry of

Bacchanals

Yellow ocher

32nd President

Attack

Man's name
Hypothetical

force

Simian

Be defeated

Army officer

(abbr)

Bitter vetch

Parts of stoves

Conjunction

Stroke

Beverage

Indefinite

article

Boundary

Mournful

Mature

Fuel

Deface

Man's

nickname

Sense

Measured

duration of

Leave taking

Native metal

Sacred image

Short iacket

Nahoor sheep

Remove skin

Lease

Number

DOWN

3 28th President

4 Saucy
5 Fuss
6 Looks pryingly

7 Experience

8 Spin

9 Hail!

10 The sun

11 Fondle
17 Latin

conjunction

19 Man's
nickname

22 Skill

24 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

25 Projecting

tooth

26 Slave

27 Outdoor game
28 Great Lake
29 Dine

30 Ancient

32 Trap
33 Swiss river

36 Parent (colloq )

Answe to Yesterday' s Puzzle

s
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T A Rs N A P 5 T o T
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A N T 1 p 1 E RHH
R E T U R N sp F L A R E
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w 1

'g W A 1 T
A
SB E R R

£ T A H BT-* L E E E

R E P aJ> fc L A T E 's T

E mJoIm e V 6 h*lT

ai

37 Greet

38 Nearly

40 Measuring
device

41 Three toed
sloth

43 Teutonic deity

44 Temporary
shelter

45 Sea eagle

46 College official

47 Plunge

48 Dutch town

49 American
essayist

50 King Arthur's

lance

r

1 Mexican coin

2 Ireland
Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

The
Bamboo
Hut

Finest
Oriental
Cooking

in

Western Mass.

and

Wiggins

Tavern
The Best

of old

New England

"A Unique Experience

Both at the

Hotel

Northampton

Swimmers Third
In YanCon

Swimming and snowstorms don't usually go together except if it's the

Saturday of the Yankee Conference Swimming Relyas, as this past

Saturday was. But the cold outside didn't seem to affect the heated

competition inside. The Yankee Conference in swimming is made up of

teams from UConn, Holy Cross, Maine, UNH, and Vermont, and UMass.

The first event was the 400 yard freestyle relay. THE TEAM OF Peter

Ouellete, Dick Blaisdell, Ian Emberson, and Jack Tyler put forth a good

effort taking third for the Redmen.
"

In the 400 yard backstroke relay, Bob Okolita, Kevin McGinn, George

Kwicien, and Captain Herb Schuster swam hard to take a second third

P
UMass took another third place in the 500 yard crescendo relay with the

team of Tyler, Ouellete, Blaisdell, Dick Hagins, and Joe Hebert. The 500

yard crescedo is a freestyle relay in which the first swimmer swims 50

vards the next 100 yards, then 200 yards, 100 yards, and 50 yards

Kwicien Okolita, Schuster, and Tom Smith took a fourth for UMass in

the 200 yard medley relay, which is 50 yards each of backstroke,

breaststroke, butterfly and freestyle.

In the one meter and three meter diving, UMass divers Mike Queen and

Dick Hagins took two thirds. The relay diving, however, differs from the

usual dual meet competition where each diver competes individually

doing six dives at each height. In relay diving, two competitors from each

team perform three dives at each height, and the team score is the total of

the two divers. _ .

The next event was the 400 yard individual medley relay, where each

swimmer swims one length each of butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke,

and freestyle. Taking fourth place for UMass were McGinn, Schuster,

Okolita and Smith.
. , _,

In the 200 yard freestyle relay, OueUete, Hebert, Blaisdell, and Em-

berson took still another third place.

The final event of the meet was the 400 yard medley relay in which

Kwicien Smith, Emberson, and Ed Johnson took fourth place.

In the final results, UMass took third place in the Yankee Conference,

bowing to strong teams from UConn and U Vermont Unlike dua com-

oetition a relay meet depends upon a lot of team effort. It s not the in-

dividual performances which count, but the combinations of winning

individuals, and UMass displayed great team effort.

ChiSox Threaten

To Strike

£££?£ fo'UTun^K^^
wiS an Lcepiable increase for the players' current pension agreement

ete^e
ar
v

C

rwas the first taken by a^J^^«
*SS£ ZtttoSS of the

g
med,ca. portions^ffttZZiZ

up $105,000 annually and the owners in January had a^ * *»y ™
increase However he said in a meeting Wednesday in Tampa, the

Lne« renewed1 on the agreement and instead are willing to pay an

overall$S winch is iTv.OUO less than the annual cost of the medical

Dlan that has been in effect the last three years.

M.ller said the strike could take several forms and could be no v.ork

arrives in their camps on his annual spring tour.

Cooney To Lift

At Cornell
This weekend Cornell University will provide the auditorium for

the top college weightlifters in the country. The National Collegiate

Championship, held once a year, marks the high point of the season

for those Olympic lifters who are undergraduates in a four year

institution. The Collegiates are tough, not only for the high

qualifying total necessary to compete, but also for the pressure

foundi in a national meet.

Doug Cooney, a junior, will be the only entry from UMass This is

the first time in the history of UMass that someone will wear

Redmen colors in the National Collegiates and in the Olympic lifts.

Although this will be the first time in National Competition for

Doug he is well known among the New England circuit. As a

fresman Doug captured the Junior New England AAU cham-

pionship, bringing the title back to UMass.

The weekend is March 11-12 and the stage is Cornell University in

Ithaca N Y. There the best collegiate weightlifters will do battle. It

is there that UMass* lone entry will be vying for the crown.

Doug Cooney
fcsgsaass$^r?**?;??««*»<«»»*»»*

Women 's Crew

Golf
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP)-Balding.

drawling Bobby Mitchell boted

through blustery winds with a 6-

under par 66 Thursday and

established the first round lead in

the $150,000 Florida Citrus Open

golf tournament
The 29-year-old Mitchell.

FACES
EARTH

151 North Pleasant Street

Next to the Poet Office

Good Used

Corduroy Jackets

$4.95

since he was a 15-year-old in

Danville. Va.. held a one-stroke

lead over big Chris Locker, one of

the last to finish in the cook, gusty

wind
, . .

Lee Trevino. still seeking his

first victory of the season, headed

a quartet tied at 68. 4 under par on

the 6.877 yard Rio Tinar Country

Club course.

•I made some putts I've got the

right speed and they're starting to

fall
*' said Trevino. who has been

plagued with a balky putter most of

the season

He was tied with Babe Hiskey.

Jerry Abbott and veteran Tommy
Aaron. . „. .

Gary Player, the South African

who always ranks as a major

threat in any event he enters

headed a group of a half-dozen at

69 three strokes back

Also at that figure were George

Johnson, rookie Allen. Miller

Jerry McGee. veteran Tommy Bolt

and Rod Funseth

Jack Nicklaus. 59 year-old San

Snead and Masters champion

Charles Coody were in another big

group at 70

A well attended meeting was

held Wednesday night to discuss

specific proposals concerning

Women's Rowing. Varsity Coach

Mike Faherty conducted the

session which began with a

discussion of the various problems

the group would face in the first

year Women's swimming coach

Pat Griffin, Freshmen crew coach

Charles Leonard, and Roger

Williams, a surgeon in the Air

Force stationed at Westover.

expressed interest in working with

the neophyte organization The

possibilities of a spring racing

schedule and participation in a

women's nationals were discussed

The Women's Collegiate Cham
pionship to be held for the first

time this spring in Connecticut will

feature over 20 schools including

Smith. UPenn. Columbia. Pnn
ceton. URL Williams and Trinity

The following schedule of events

for the next few weeks was

established to orient all those in

terested in the sport of rowing The

WoPE tank room *9 will be open

Monday thru Friday from now

until vacation between 9-11 am
and Monday. Wednesday and

Thursday nights 6-7:30 p.m. In-

struction in rowing on the tank will

be given and suggestions as to a

physical fitness program outlined

On Sunday. April 9. an open house

for all women will be held at the

UMass boathouse in Hadley.

Transportation will be provided

Any women interested in receiving

more information or getting in-

volved in rowing should attend

some of the tank sessions.

Everyone is invited -no experience

necessary -no obligations, just a

learning experience

Happy 21st

Birthday

Coach Casper

Uncle Al

The Heads
Guys from 31 8

TRY

THE CHEQUERS
This Weekend for

CHAMPION TKRMPAPFRS
636 Beacon Street ( #605)

Boston. Mass. 02115Boston. Mass. 02115

. r Tormnaners Reports. Theses, etc. Lowest
Research Material for Termpapers. nepui

Prices, Quick Service

.s«n uriteorcall: (617)536-9700
Kor information, wrue »i ««"

GREAT ITALIAN FOOD

Dinner til 10 nightly

for students

only

Weekend)

Special

Kmntuek*

The Colonel lowers

the eost of

weekend eating.

YOU SET:

• 2 pieces of finger

lickin good

Kentucky

Fried Chicken

•Golden sweet

corn on the cob

• Mashed potatoes

and gravy

•A hot buttered

roll

•Plus a soft drink

Kentucky

Fried

Chicken

Rt. 9 across from Zayres

Hours:
11 - 10 weekdays,
11-11 weekends

Telephone 256 8745

* Ask for the

Student Special
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Skaters Ready For.

"The Big One" Tomorrow
By DAN KAMAL

Assistant Athletic Director

Robert O'Connell was in Boston

yesterday... to pick up the trophy

that will go to the winner of

tomorrow's Division II cham-
pionship game between UMass and

the University of Buffalo. One of

the teams will earn the right to

take that trophy to its campus. The

winning team's captain may even

skate around Orr Rink with it.

There are 10 seniors on the

UMass hockey team. They were

the first group of seniors recruited

by Coach Jack Canniff, and they

could very well be the first group of

seniors to bring the ECAC Division

II Championship to this campus

As Canniff said, it's pretty fitting

for them to have this opportunity."

So the opportunity is th<

tomorrow night at Orr Rink at 8:00

p.m and the opposition is there--in

the form of I University of Buffalo

club that went up to Vermont, a

brutal plate to play for a visiting

club, and convincingly beat the

Catamounts. 4

The fact that Buffalo was able to

beat Vermont at the hitter's home

rink was a mild shock -couple that

with the fact that they were seeded

a lowlv fifth in the Division II

playoffs, and it becomes a major

upset.

Buffalo is the phantom of the

playoffs as far as UMass is con-

cerned The Redmen have never

played the Bulls as the upper state

New York contingent plays area

teams in the bulk of its scheduling

There is only one report on the

team that is the only thing standing

between UMass and the Division

crown
That the Bulls were given such a

low position in the play-off analysis

has got to be an added incentive for

them. The Division II seeding

committee (yes, there is such a

thing) obviously did a haphazard

job in looking over Buffalo's

credentials.

The Redmen are playing good

hockey. It appears that they have

finally broken out of a puzzling

slump that saw them play such off

and on hockey over the last month

or so. In the quarter final game
against St. Anselm's , the line

centered by Don Riley accounted

for three of UMass' five goals. In

Wednesday's semi-final against

Merrimack, Pat Keenan's line

tallied three of the four goals with

Mike Waldron of the Jim Coleman

line adding the fourth

So the offense has been well

distributed, and the defense has

for the most part played extremely

well despite two short lapses one in

each game that allowed the op-

position to close within two goals in

both cases In explaining the

lapses ( 'anniff said. "We let them

heat us to the puck It's a question

of our lying back and thinking

instead of reacting We've got to

keep out of those letdowns

Saturday
The UMass game is to be

aggressive, and to begin lying back

has proven near fatal in both

playoff games, so Canniff's con-

cern is well founded.

The Redmen have some bruises

according to Canniff. but they are

basically more healthy than they

were a week ago when the playoffs

started

Buffalo is a big team; in fact,

they are the only team in the

playoffs that compares to the

Redmen physically They may
even be slightly bigger overall

MIKE WALDRON (5). is shown here tipping in a shot by Bob Shilaiie for the first UMass goal against

Merrimack. The senior from Auburn has had a good year, scoring 12 goals including this big one against

the Warriors. (MDC photo by Alan Chapman)

They are also faster than the

Redmen -two good aspects in

which to have an advantage.

But bigger, faster, or whatever

doesn't mean too much on paper,

?specially in a game like this This

is it; this is the final "single

elimination" This is the game
where mistakes are magnified to

the nth degree This is the game in

which the "goat" gets as much
recognition as the "hero

"

When asked his feelings on

playing the Bulls instead of arch-

rival Vermont. Canniff said, "The

only difference is the home ice If

we can't win here, then it wasn't

meant to be."

Whether it was "meant to be" for

either team remains to be seen

The game shapes up as a very

close, tense affair This is the way

all championships should be It

adds to the aura of the words

r??tti**92 t*Sii***m*itt**t

•Championship Game."
Buffalo will be arriving

sometime today. Not many people

thought they would come this far

Only Merrimack coach Tom
Lawler gave any inkling that the

Bulls were a team to be reckoned

with Vermont Coach Jim Cross

can be added to the list.

Jack Canniff will be able to judge

more accurately some -around

10:00 p.m tomorrow night.

umiio

Sailii Gtallrgtan

SPORTS

l M \SS OOALTBNOn PJ. FLAHERTY is shown making a save

against Merrimack. Flaherty has had a great playoff series and will

have to be in top form when he plays his final game as a Redman

tomorrow. (MIX photo by Ann Gurnett)

UMass Baseball

Clinic Tomorrow
The University of Massachusetts Athletic Department will conduct its

fifth Baseball Clinic on Saturday, March 11.

UMass Coach Dick Bergquist has announced that registration for the

Clinic will get underway at 8:45 a.m. in the Auxiliary Gymnasium of the

Frank L. Boyden Physical Education Building Assistant UMass Coach

Al Barber will present "Fundamentals of Catching" at 9:30, using the

varsity catching staff as his demonstrators. At 10: 15, Bill Thurston, Head

Coach at Amherst College, will discuss "Hitting" and will also present

several drills for hitting practice.

The morning portion of the Clinic will conclude with a presentation by

Coach Bergquist on "Pitching Fundamentals" with several pitchers from

the nationally ranked UMass staff on exhibit.

Afternoon sessions will be held in Curry Hicks Cage where actual

practice routine and drills will be demonstrated. At 2:30 there will be

informal sessions on various aspects of the game with the discussion

leaders being: Coaches Barber and Thurston, as well as Len Merullo,

Cuds Scout; Tom McDonald, Red Sox Scout; and Bob Hansen, former

UMass star now with the Milwaukee Brewers organization.

The Clinic will conclude at 3:30 p.m. and is intended for all players of

high school age and coaches at all levels

Futher information may be obtained from the Clinic Director, Coach

Dick Bergquist at UMass.

' 'Big One"

On WMUA
This Saturday evening, from

;

Orr Rink, Dan Kamal and Bill
j

,»allou will be calling all the

action as the Redmen take on

the Buffalo Bulls in the

division II championship
qme This is the first-

cnampionship game ever

played at Orr Rink and the

home of the Redmen, with its,

limited capacity of 1,200 is sure'

to be full for the climax of this
;

season Air time is 7:45 PM on;

WMUA, AT 91 1 FM. "The:

Voice of the Redmen"
And on Sunday night, at

10:00. Marty Kelley and Kent
j

Best will host Sport Talk on
f

WMUA. Guests will be Head
Basketball Coach Jack

Leaman and Capt Mike
Pagliara

IM Notice
Anyone interested in officiating

Intramural Softball or Soccer,

please si^n up in Room 215 Boyden

Softball will be played from 5:15

to 11:15 and Soccer from 4:40 to

6:00.

PropheticQuoteMarks

\Mulcahy 'sMunchclub
By EARLE BARROLL

It's really a shame that Jim Bouton beat me to it.

But maybe one of these days I'll finally get to publish my answer

to Bouton s zanny world of baseball. I'm calling it Mulcahy's

Munchclub". the weekly happenings, printable and otherwise, that

eminate from the Halls of the Newman Center during the one hour

each Wednesday they call "Varsity M Club Luncheons."

It's zanny, it's serious, it's a lot of different meanings to many,

but you couldn't spend a better lunch hour on campus in lieu of what

takes place behind those seemingly steady walls facing Mahar
Auditorium
This past Wednesday featured the UMass hockey team, only

eight hours away from the opening face-off of their semi-final clash

with Merrimack.
After this luncheon, the game that night was anti-climatic.

Could you imagine the nerve of a prophetic defenseman by the

name of Al Nickerson saying, "I hope Buffalo beats Vermont so we
play for the championship at home."
Could you imagine a forward by the name of Eric Scrafield

saying, "UMass has a chance of becoming a national power in

hockey." Or could you imagine freshman coach Russ Kidd

disclosing that, "Of the top 20 high school players in eastern Mass.,

of the ten or twelve that have applied at UMass, eight will be

rejected."

And then go on to say, "The Ivy Leagues are accepting boys we
couldn't get in here at UMass."

Well, it all happenedl this Wednesday as the hockey team en-

joyed their final noontime before taking to the ice at Orr Rink.

Head coach Jack Canniff was in Boston recruiting and was
unable to make the luncheon, but the chores of presenting the

program travelled effortlessly from Tom Peters, a former UMass
player and now graduate student at UMass and public relations

man for the puckster, to defenseman Bob Bartholemew who
handled intros and his monologue with ease.

Scrafield pointed out that the only thing separating UMass

hockey from the top teams in the nation is an ice facility. "We could

have been national contenders even now if we had had ice time and

a home facility during the past couple of seasons," he emphasized

Both Peters and Scrafield lauded Canniff for the outstanding job

he's done over the past five years which led Peters to say of the

program, "It's hit a zenith this year."

Kidd, who coached the freshman to a 6-6-1 record, cited the

Harvard Athletic Bubble as a possible model for a new ice complex.

The only stipulation is "No one sticks a pin into it."

In looking to next season, Kidd invisioned pre-season as a "blood

bath", but went on to say, "This creates a healthy situation for the

team.
"My team this year has five or six forwards and two or three

defensemen who will help the varsity next year."

But when it got to the subject of goalies. Kidd had a great one

here when he said, "Goalies are the boobs of the classroom."

P.J. Flaherty, who happened to be sitting at the head table, just

shook his head and nibbled away at the crust of his blueberry pie.

ZZZ&AZZZZZ*S&i!&&ZS2Z*tttZZ^^
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"the compendium for the spirit..." A Weekly Magazine

Geshundheit!

The Radio Plays The Music
byBILLDENSMORE

Chris sits in front of a slanted brushed

aluminunm console Right arm poised

above his head, left arm extended

across the desk to a large knob to the left

side, he looks through the glass to Andy

who sits in the next room, ready to start

a record playing at Chris' signal

"This is WMUA in Amherst." mur-

murs Chris into a cigar shaped

microphone His right hand falls; left

hand turns the knob counterclockwise;

Andy's hand moves over the motionless

record; then the Ip turns; Chris' meters

jump, he throws the switch with his left

hand and the speakers explode into

Jerry Garcia's "The Wheel"
I stood against a panel as two men in

blue work shirts and carrying olive-

green tool boxes strode to a ceiling high

two-foot-wide panel filled with knobs

and meters of all sizes, jacks, cables,

and an FM radio Chris rose from his

station, removed his headphones and
squeezed past me Smiling, he hefted

twenty or thirty lp's under his arm and
maneuvered his way past the two in-

truders through a door to the console

and turntables where "The Wheel"
turned

Wondering at the apparent intrustion.

I asked the nearest station member
what had happened I was told that "Bell

was putting in lines for the new tran-

smitter." Thus the final steps for the

long anticipated WMUA power increase

are being completed

About a vear ago WMUA. the

student-run 10 watt non-

commercial FM station at UMass
received a "construction permit" to

make all necessary engineering changes

for broadcast at 1,000 watts in stereo on

01,1 megacycles There were problems,

like finding a location for the station's

new antenna tower, which had to be as

high as possible, yet still near the I Mass
campus After much discussion and a

promise to residents of Dickinson House

on Orchard Hill that television in

terference was virtually impossible, the

Staff Of WMUA located a new (ran

smitter 'the opposite ol a radio takes

sound and converts it into radio waves'

and broadcast antenna on top of

Dickinson House in the eighth floor

ironing closet To carry the stereo sound

from WMUA's studios in the engineering

Con't on page four
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Aardvarks

The Overthrow Part VII

This was it the night of the big operation. Bigger even than The

(heat Fog when Nick. Big Louie, and I got to thinking about what

we were up to this evening the adrenalin flowed last and furious^

What we were about to embark upon was an adventure that could

mean an ultimate coup d'etat of the English 125 program.

Two o'clock in the morning and we had picked up the marijuana

[fifty ounces, remember) from Franklin the Great (amidst great

pomp and ceremonv from that great personage > Making sure that

we attracted little attention (as little as three masked-men could

attract I we made our way to the Physical Plant Building Nick

carried the tools" for the operation in a briefcase.

Now I'm not sure whether vou go around checking out the

buildings on this campus (unless, of course, you're perverted and

like to make pha Muses out of pillars, and rectums out of connecting

passageways I but if vou ever looked at the book depositary you will

have noticed that there are no windows in that building I something

like a vagina, mavbe. Rich". We would have to make our way

through the insides* of the Physical Plant into the depository

out of the scope of the spotlight on the top of the building we

pushed Big Louie s froggy little body through a small window. Then

we waited. The Midget I Big Louis, if you want to be formal) came

around to the door and we sneaked in fast.

Hev look at this shit". Big Louie pointed to the wall laughing 1

couldn't believe my eves; it was like something out of my Boy Scout

(amp days from the bygone past There before us. shining like a

nolden-toothed monster was a huge mahogany board with little

brilliant plates that notated the innumerable -Outstanding

Physical Plant Employee*' If you don't think that this greatest

monument to banality "actually exists take a little walk sometime

down to the Physical Plant

We made our way upstairs to the books and easily found the

English 125 section We were going to start work on Ten Plays by

Euripides as most sections would be reading that in a couple of

W.- worked bv flashlight, first spraying the pages of each book

M we napped the pages over very quickly with a quick-drying

glue Working about an hour on this phase we finished - a tribute to

our teamwork I and took a break We had worked in silence up until

this point
, ,

"All these wordi around us", said Big Louis in a rare moment ot

philosophical meditation .referring to the books all around us).

and no no

Terrific This was no time to get mushy. I thought back to

work. 1 ordered

While Nick and 1 worked hard at cutting out the now laminated

pages of th. cutting with Exacto knife and ruler Big Louie

worked even harder bagging the two hundred quarter-ounce bags

J

Everythingwas going like clockwork when all of a sudden a light

shown off in the direction of the stairway With piles of pages from

Euripides strewn about and hundreds of little bags of dope lying

around I amounting to the number of years we would probably have

to spend in a penal institution if we were caught I we felt trapped I

don't know what vou'd do- I'm sorry to say that Big Louis panicked

He ran right out the front entrance of the depository with the

security guard hot on his heels The minute they were out I rasped.

"Let's finish up
\ .ry quickly the baggie job was finished and even more quickly

thev were stuffed into the hollowed books We cleaned up our mess

I never let it be said that this group of revolutionaries were lit

tcrbugsi and sneaked out the back

ick in Southwest we went to Nick's room in Mackimmie and

who should we find relaxing like it was 5:00 in the evening < it was

5 00 in the morning* but the Midget himself, intact from his close

call

'where ve vou all been " he asked "Been waiting for you for

the longest time " We told him to shut up. and we sat down feeling

the post revolutionary blues coming on

Bvthewav Big Louie said. "I managed to appropriate a little

ot the action
" And as he pulled out a huge bag of dope he went on:

•

I thought vou said there wasn't any .

We patted him on the back and shook his hand sitting down in

anticipation of our very imminent voyage to <as Rico and Carl

would say) the "State of Oblivion."

to be continued...
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Muskie: Down And Out?

Will last Tuesday's New Hampshire

primary results adversely effect Ed-

mund Muskie's Lincolnesque image.'

Have the Granite State's "independent

voters found a leak in Honest Eds

seeminglv solid character On pages six

and seven, Barry Rubenstein offers an

in-depth analysis on the Maine Senator s

campaign and points out what possible

long-term damage might have been

inflicted bv Muskie's reaction to the

attacks by the Manchester Union

Leader. At the same time the author

questions what possible political

mileage might be gained by the other

Democratic contenders. Are they

fishing in a lifeless lake Or has

Muskie's momentum been abruptly

halted

page six

Only The Lonely Marched...

Everyone has their day. Italians have

Columbus Dav\ Lovers have Valentine's

Day. Patriots have V -J Day. Groun-

dhogs have Groundhog Day. and now

the Women have one of their very own.

The hallowed occasion took place, if you

happened to have missed the parade

and subsequent show in the Student

I'nion Ballroom, this past Wednesday

and hot off the presses is Frank

Baglione's subjective report of the

event Poor Richards resident social

columnist questions whether the early

peaking of the Women's Movement

might not now be spelling its end And

might the fall of Lib's momentum be

somehow tied to the decline of the

idealistic "movement" as a whole Turn

to pages eight and nine for what

promises to be a sharp look at a

seemingly unfiery struggle.
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UMi^oflte in Hisfaftu

UEMllff
pages eight and nine

Busby Berkeley Lives Again

Some years back a young lady named
Twiggy turned the fashion world on end

and many people couldn't quite un-

derstand why Then a fellow Britisher

Ken Russell made a name for himself

with his sensual film interpretation of

D.H. Lawrence's Women In Love. They

both began to sink in self-deserved

oblivion from such fine beginnings that

is until director and star joined forces

for a film version of Sandie Wilson's

pastiche The Boy Friend and the

resulting combination hasn't been

equaled since the beguiling days of Fred

Astaire and Ginger Rodgers. With

Twiggy as star the film is a constant

delight as it ingeniously camps the great

film musicals of the Thirties Busby

Berkelv is alive and well and living in

the mind of Ken Russell, and the treat's

now yours at your neighborhood

theater For more on The Boy Friend

see page thirteen.

page thirteen

And More Tempting Tasties

Ever hear what James Joyce in-

structed his wife to do to their

correspondences' Well hopefully no one

on the opposite page would want it done

to theirs, instead we print them and if

you have something to say. follow

instructions at our right. Then move on

to page five where Philip Christopher

attempts a distinct perspective on this

current period in our history through the

use of Henry Kissinger as the major

protagonist. After more politics, both

national and sexual, jump to our

reviews Records first, John

McGlaughlin and Spirit, an eight and a

five respectively on scale of ten. on

pa^es ten and eleven Then Celebration

the Lion Share Company's production is

somewhat damned on page twelve.

Then Frank Johnson continues his epic

saga behind the scenes in high fidelity,

hack on page fourteen. A New Puzzle

this week on film titles on page fifteen

and Weekend, what to do in these parts,

so to speak, is on page sixteen.

=s

Correspondence!© Poor Richard's

Dear Sir:

There are presently 24 million

unregistered potential voters, between
the ages of 18-24 years of age, in this

country. It would seem that we all share
a common responsibility to provide the

information and impetus to make people

aware of the opportunity to become
involved in the selection of future

political leaders.

A&M Records is very much com-
mitted to the voter registration cam-
paign We are in the process of pressing

a special double LP. featuring songs

from our recent album releases, which

has been specifically designed as an
incentive item for voter registration.

Such artists as CAT STEVENS. CAR-
PENTERS. JOE COCKER, PAUL
WILLIAMS. LEE MICHAELS. BILLY
PRESTON. MIMI EARINA & TOM
JANS, etc will be featured on the

album
The album will be given free to anyone

who has a voter registration receipt

which was obtained during our cam
paign. Thousands of copies of this album
have also been given to the STUDENT
VOTE, a national voter registration

organization, to be distributed to local

registration booths around the country

\\\1 Records is also releasing a

special tingle about voter registration

.is a pubtk service to radio stations

around the country The song, entitled

The Power It", bj an artist named
MUSTANG bi a very sincere and

powerful plea tor everyone to realize the

importance ot this campaign
We would like to urge that every radio

station newspaper and community

organization become involved in the

present voter registration drive Many
radio stations art- running present voter

registration drive Many radio stations

are running voter registration

marathons and are opening registration

booths at their stations

Public service announcements, in-

cluding \oter registration information.

could be run continually throughout the

das Newspaperi could be providing

similar information through I special

column providing voter registration

data

The \oter registration campaign is

something which is ot vital importance

to allot us Its ramifications are more of

I social rather than a purely political

nature; the opportunity to vote in this

country is a basic premise upon which

our democratic system is founded

Let s all work together on this project

Thanks for listening

My beat,

ANDREW MEYER
DIRECTOROFCOLLEGE

PROMOTION
A&M RECORDS

To the Editor.

In reference to Mr Baglione's

Teaching An Old Running Dog New

Tricks." allow me to stand speechless

for a tew minutes Clib Mr Baglione

seems to have even achieved the im

possible ot out ghbbing himself.

Our capable author of antics seemed

to be talking as much about his own
persecuted past as be was about that of

Mr Nixon
At home WC found the idealistic

young were not above bloodying their

hands either." he so aptly stated Yes

since Pilate, many figures have had

bloodied hands and even Mr Baglione is

often seen in some corner of the campus
washing stained fingers under the

soothing flow of water

What stains " Well. now. where shall

be begin"" How about the dedicated Mr
Baglione shouting down the Hump
and later offering to soothe the image of

our dear President Nixon

Or what about Mr Baglione's fervent

support of the Women's movement . .

now demoted to writing what promises

to be no glowing centerspread

Or what about his connection with the

pimps of the printed page " those nasty

termpaper dealers who promise to

canonize with good marks all those who
dare to enter their office

^ . s, Mr Baglione's rhetoric certainly

reveals much
Janet Longret

Dear Editor

Without trying to bestow a fool's

portion of flattery upon Poor Richards I

must admit I am an avid reader of it

Since its advent as a rather obscure four

page supplement to the Collegian I have

watched it blossom into a successful and

interesting sixteen page "compendium

for the spirit

The Staff of Poor Richard's is made up

of approximately twenty people, and

this staff works hard to consistently

present a publication to the t'Mass

campus that provides commentary,

interpretation, and information con

ceming contemporary music, movies

and literature, as well as a guide to

activities in the five college area It is

the kind of publication that this campus
has been in dire need of for quite some
time.

Recently I went up to the Collegian

office to investigate into the operation of

Poor Richard 's Magazine. I was very

surprised to find out that the entire

operation of it is confined to two desks

cramped into a corner of the office The

two desks were obviously inadequate to

support the burden of publishing a

sixteen page paper They must serve the

purpose ot writing and typing artici*

collection of all the ads and copy, laying

out the pages and a host of other details

that go into the process of delivering I

newspaper to the public

Poor Richards has asked lor ad

ditional space allocation from the SI <.

Board and its request has met con

siderable opposition If the BUG Beard
deems it necessary for semi annual

publications such as Yahoo and Spec

trum to occupy rather large individual

offices, why does it ignore the request of

a weekly publication that serves the

campus in more fruitful way'' (This is

not to mention the "'patronizing' space

allocation to groups such as the Outing

Club and the Science Eietion Club ) I

suggest that the SUG Board use more
integrity as well as objectivity in

allocating space to campus groups. If

this campus wishes the continuation of a

useful publication such as Poor
Richard's then something must be done

to vastly improve the conditions under

which it operat

•

Thank you.

Betsy Eraw ley
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The Radio Plays The Music (Cont'd)

building more than a half a mile to

Dickinson for broadcast requires two

good quality telephone lines thus "Bell"

telephone last week began installation of

the lines at the main studio during Chris'

show

Although the new broadcasting

equipment is fundamentally operable,

there are some technicalities that must

be worked out by the engineering staff of

the station before the transmitter can be

operated properly from the Marston

Hall studios As' Chief Kngineer Ja>

Mallard explains, "When everything is

working right, a field engineer from the

K('C office in Boston will come out and

inspect everything, then we will be

issued a temporary license to operate at

1.000 watts. Ninety nine and ninety nine

one hundredths percent of the time, once

vou receive that temporary permit, the

FCC m Washington will give you a

permament one within a few months.
- '

When asked how soon WMIA would be

operating at 1,000 watts with the tem-

porary permit. Jay replied, looking

down, it's impossible to say. I don't

know." Through further discussion it

was indicated that the power boost may
come within three or four weeks But

stereo may be awhile" says Ballard.

In the past. W\ll A could only be

received in mono for a few miles around

the I Mass campus Now although 10

watts to 1.000 watts does not mean a

correspondingly large boost in distance

reception of the station. WMIA will be

easily receivable in stereo for fifteen to

twenty miles in each direction, and will

erve the communities of Springfield,

Holyoke. Greenfield and Northampton,

M well as Amherst and Belchertown

This means that the station will have a

potential listening audience of about

900,000 people, of which less than one-

iifth are college students. In the past.

WMUA's audience has been primarily

I Mass and Amherst College students-

now it will include a ten or fifteen mile

stretch of the heavily populated Con
necticut River valley

Since WMUA's potential audience at

1,000 watts will be mainly non-college

students, one would expect that its

programming should be altered to suit

the tastes and needs of its new non

college audience. But according to Jim
Concannon. Acting Program Director of

WMIA. the only change at 1.000 watts

will be "a more stressed degree of

professionalism" on the part of the

station staff Concannon said last

Monday that WMUA's responsibility

will remain "Primarily to the students

as a whole."

In his job. Concannon will be

"programming for what people want to

hear to reach the facets of the

University community" When asked

how he could tell what people wanted to

hear he replied. "That's a problem You
should have a basic idea of how you want

your programming to go There's

definite underlying structure." <in the

programming of WMUA) He termed

that structure as "free form in-

formative", but said that "we do have a

general, common sense rule that one

half your show should come from the

play list because the music on the

play list is new and people want to hear

it
' A play list is a listing of twenty or

thirty new album releases compiled

weekly Some new releases are excluded

from the list, if, in the opinion of the

Music Director they are not good enough

for air play "We don't want to be oldies

radio." said Concannon
When asked his definition of public-

affairs programming. Concannon an-

swered, "the kind of programming you

have to do to make your audience aware
ol what's happening in the community

."

Then he cited the "Week in Review",
CBS Massy Lectures", "Cycle

Breaker" and "Focus" as examples of

'public affairs" programming. Also

included were "I jamma Drum", jazz

and classical music, and news as

examples of cultural public affairs

programs
"

Martin J Waters was Program
Director of WMUA until last week at

which time he resigned to lake a position

at another radio station. His

programming philosophy is similar to

Jim Concannon's "Vou should appeal to

some segment of students all the time.

Nothing is done primarily for mass
appeal." When asked how he stayed

responsive to what people wanted to

hear day-to-day he responded. "Phone
calls People will call and say Why isn't

the hockey game on?', or Why is the

hockey on, play some music!" He said

that "anything recorded goes" so long

as there were no swears contained in the

material He said that as Program
Director he was always open to

depends ultimately on a simple test -

how it sounds on the air. who listens to it,

and why? Air quality depends on three

factors -money, facilities, and per-

sonnel. WMUA is one of the best

equipped college stations in New
Kngland as could be shown by a com-

parison study WMUA is endowed w ith a

budget of about $45,000 yearly (not in-

cluding purchase cost of a new tran

smitter) from the Student Senate. It

could also be shown from a comparison

Joey, nee Fred, at the controls.

reasonable suggestions from outside

people. In considering a program for

broadcast he would consider "how it's

goin' to fit in with other things we're

trying
"

Richard Muller. Asst Prof, of Com-
munications Science at Hampshire
College offers a third purpose of college

and non-commercial broadcasting in

general It should "give the community
a forum for discussion of current

issues." and T think it's perfectly ap
propriate for WMUA to conceive of the

people it serves as the University

community."

Prof Muller stressed a second pur

pose of college radio as being to teach

staff members techniques of remote

recording and broadcast journalism

"One of the things wrong with playing

disc lackey and thinking up a cute line of

patter is that you don't necessarily learn

very much." said Muller.

There is evidence that WMUA has a

large listening audience--at least of

UMass students. In an "audience sur-

vey" conducted by telephone by Martin

J. Waters for his Speech 228 course last

semester. WMUA had a significantly

larger listening audience among UMass
students that any other station, in-

cluding WCCC. WDRC. and WHCN. all

of Hartford. But the survey did not at

tempt to poll any other segment of the

Amherst community and only involved

responses To quote the first paragraph

of Mr. Water's report:

"This project was developed

with the intent of determining the

effectiveness of WMUA's
programming within the station's

primary audience group-the un

dergraduate students of

UMass/Amherst. These are the

people who paid $55,000 dollars last

year alone to keep WMUA on the

air This is the group which the

station was intended to serve when
its license and charter were
granted in 1949 Yet no survey of

the sort undertaken here has been

done for at least seven years."

The measurement of quality and level

of performance of a broadcast station

BSBsafiSBaafisnaHansanEsssaRanMHB

study that such a budget is more than

necessary for the operation of a college

station similar to WMUA. Therefore, it

is up to the personnel of WMUA, the

student otticers which are

paid $6,000 annually from the budget of

the station, to push the station towards

the goals suggested by Ms. Concannon,

Waters and Muller.

WMUA appears to be wasting money
and space allocated to it by the students

of the University. During some long

range planning a year ago, WMUA was
allotted a considerable amount of space
including several offices on the third

floor of the Student Union. Apparently

WMUA has made little or no use of that

space since they were allotted it. While
interviewing Sheldon Katzman,
Business Manager of the station, the

subject of the Student Union space was
mentioned, and one member of the

station present quipped to Katzman,
You've got an office you never

use! "Indeed. John Zizis. Station
Manager explained away some $2,230.00

in McCurdy studio equipment to be

purchased from the 1972 budget as in

tended for the SU offices "We've got to

start doing something with that space,

or we'll lose it," said Zizis

Arnie Chairman of the SUG
Board Space sub-committee suggests

that University students should call for a

re evaluation of the space available in

the Student Union if WMUA does not use

the space allotted soon Station Manager
John Zi/is lays the space will be used for

offices and studios of WMUA, but a

move from Marston Hall to the Student

Union will require funds that the station

does not have available WMUA has

been unsuccessful thus far in obtaining

a grant for such a move

A similar inflation of the station

budget seems obvious. Examples in

elude $500.00 for the purchase of sul>-

scriptions to Rolling Stone, Billboard.

Newsweek. The Globe. The New York
Times, and The Springfield Union M
well as other books and publications;

$1,560 for a salaried "technical

assistant" i the station already retains a

student Chief Kngineer at $25. wk>;
$400 for "photo services"; $660 for a

top-of-the-line RCA monitoring
system which could consist of

a simple stereo receiver with

speakers: $100. for a voltmeter that

the University Engineering Department
could provide; and $1150. for the two
new turntables I The station already has

five.)

WMUA is doing a creditable job with

the abundant resources available-it is

up to the station staff to do an excellent

job What the station most needs to

develop is a core of responsible, com-

petent, and hard working students in-

terested in the production of community
oriented stimulating journalistic studies

for broadcast to the University com
munity. And that, with the exception of a

few hours a week, seems to be lacking

••••••
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His Hands Are In Everything
BY PHILIP CHRISTOPHER
"He and his ever-growing

National Security Council staff

are making policy. . he's taken
over the functions of the State

Department. He's flown off on

12 or 14 secret trips. He's got a

string of 25 or 30 starlets he

takes out. He seems to pack 36

hours into every day where the

rest of us have only 24."

Although accusing Henry
Kissinger of pre-empting the

State Department's traditional

role in foreign policy making.
Representative Wayne Hays'

(Dem. Ohio) quote nevertheless

comes off sounding like the

advance man preparing for the

impending arrival of his

superstar candidate.

Of the spices necessary in

brewing a fair history, clearly

"time" is essential in adding a

proper perspective Yet. now
and then, an exceptionally

strong trend or character
emerges to influence the con-

temporary scene to such a

degree M to insure earning

more than just a footnote

Henry Kissinger is such a

character.

During the past few weeks.

Kissinger has been lauded as

the principal architect of the

now fabled China visit of

President Nixon. Yet this

frosting praise has only served

to cover the true substance of

the cake Behind the obvious

success of the jaunt to the East

lies an even more stunning

diplomatic coup in which Dr.

Kissinger emerges as an in-

disputable historical figure-to-

be
Much like the diplomatic

figure he so admires. Met
ternich. Kissinger, by accepting

the post in the Nixon ad-

ministration, had been charged

of opportunism and reactionism

by the progressive community
in the United States. A com-

munity an intelligencia, of

w hich he was once an intregal

part But unlike his counterpart

on the domestic scene. Pat

Moynihan. Kissinger did not fall

in the face of Liberal criticism

On the contrary, by ignoring

his critics, he managed to ac-

crue an amazing influence over

the nation's chief policy maker
Richard Nixon So much so that

Congressmen like Wayne Hays

and William Fulbnght now fear

that the Stale Department is on

a serious path of decline from

which it may never recover.

Compounding this animosity is

the fact that Dr Kissinger has

repeatedly refused to appear

before Congress to testify on

matters of foreign policy

For one man to effectively

downgrade the importance of

an American institution such as

the State Department is no

small deed. And to have done it

in three short years, with a

brilliant record of his own
achievements to fill the void left

by the faceless State, adds all

the more magic to the myth

which is presently being

created in the basement of the

White House
Paralleling Kissinger with

Clemens Prince Metternich

perhaps may shed some light on

the future path of American

diplomacy, or at least aid us in

explaining the moves of the past

couple of years

Metternich, for over 30 years

the foreign minister of the

Austrian Empire, rose to power

at a time when all Europe

trembled before the advancing

armies of Napoleon Yet, with

his ability in weighing ad-

vantages and devising com

promises. Metternich managed

to placate Napoleon on one front

while at the same time

negotiating, with other

European powers whose pur

pose was to halt the defeat the

armies of the French Emperor

After the abdication of

Napoleon. Europe's major

ers entered into a struggle

of repartitioning Europe. In the

forefront of this battle was
found Metternich.

Sir Llewellyn Woodward has

written that the Austrian's

greatest talent was a "sen-

sitiveness to the existence of

general European interests."

He firmly believed that con-

flicting national interests on the

continent would have to be

reconciled in order to achieve

general peace and stability His

genius lay in being able to

produce the formulas that made

unstable political maelstrom.

Today, the stage is not

restricted to Europe. It is much
larger for it includes the whole

world. The characters, also, are

different. Yet the script is

similar, with balance of power
diplomacy lacing the plot.

Onto this stage three years

ago stepped Henry Kissinger.

As Metternich did, he quickly

solidified his positions of power
and influence within his own
government. And with equal

swiftness began to mold and

Henry Kissinger and Richard Nixon.

such reconciliations possible. At

the same time, he was fully

aware of rising and threatening

powers, and was especially

weary of Alexander's Russia

Many historians now hold that

Metternich was a reactionary,

fearful of liberalism And it is

true that he put down potential

revolutions in Italy and the

fragmented German states.

Others point out however, that

Metternich's policies against

the liberal movements
throughout Europe were based

more on a fear of disrupting the

tenuous balance of power which

then existed on the continent

His primary concern, then, was

not to prevent revolutions for

the sake of preserving the social

status quo. but to prevent them
because they were instruments

that could, and later did. throw

Europe into a dangerous and

develop what is today being

hailed as Nixonian diplomacy,

of which the crowning
achievement to this point has

been the China trip

Contrary to the charges of

many Democratic presidential

candidates, the China trip was
not a political move on the part

of Richard Nixon. As in the case

of each and every diplomatic

exchange, a series of very real

circumstances led to the re-

opening of relations between the

United States and China In

short, both countries, for very

different reasons, felt that the

balance of power was being

threatened The threat, oddly

enough, came from that same
nation that had so worried

Metternich in the early lMh

century the Soviet Union.

In the past decade. China's

two major armed clashes have

occured with neighboring

states, the Soviet Union and

India. In its 1969 clash with the

Russians, a very real threat to

its security emerged. Regar-

dless of population figures, the

USSR is infinitely more
powerful than China. Had any

major conflict broken out.

China would not only have been

exposed to an aggressor on the

north, but to an enemy in the

south, an unfriendly Japan to

the East, and, for good
measure, half a million

American troops also to the

south One can imagine the

scenarios in Peking that winter.

Within six months of the Sino-

Soviet border incident, the

American ambassador to

Poland. Walter Stoessel. was
formally meeting with Lei

Yang, the Chinese charge
d'affaires, in an ittempt to

move toward the normalization

of relations, as President Nixon

then stated to Charles de

Gaulle, the initial middle-man.

Vet this is not to be simply in

terpreted as a move by a

threatened and frightened

China The United States also

had its reasons for welcoming

the re-opening of talks

Just after being nominated by

his party in 1968. Richard Nixon

witnessed the invasion of

Czechoslovakia which seriously

unsettled Europe for the first

time in a decade The Soviet

Union had effectively re-

established its tight control over

Eastern Europe At the same
time, other 'threatening''

moves by the Russians included

the supplying of Arab countries

w ith military and economic aid.

the building of a Mediterranean

fleet and more recently, the

signing of a non aggression and

mutual aid pact with India and

the building of still another fleet

in the Indian ocean

By the time Richard Nixon

stepped from the "Spirit of '76"

onto Peking soil and returned

the handshake that Dulles had

refused Chou En lai in 1956. the

lines were clearly drawn In

fact. most, if not all, of the work

had been done
In July. 1971. Henry

Kissinger, feigning illness while

in Pakistan, swept secretly into

China for long talks with

Premier Chou En lai In Oc

"Cabaret"

It the

tober of last year, Kissinger

made still another trip to

Peking. In the words of Time
correspondent Hugh Sidey, who
covered Nixon's China trip:

"There is a feeling that Henry
Kissinger and Chou En lai put it

all down on paper months ago.

then stamped their chops on the

agreement, shook hands and
just waited for the actors to

come onstage and do their

parts."

And so as Dr. Kissinger

dropped into the background.
Richard Nixon stepped to

center stage and completed the

script which had been three

years in the making somewhere
in the basement of the hite

House Yet Kissinger did not

disappear completely He was
present at virtually all the

meetings with Chou En lai.

accompanied Nixon to the home
of Mao and was the major
American draftsman of the

joint C S Chinese com-
munique, leaving observers
with no further questions as to

who w as the number one man in

American foreign affairs

It was Kissinger, also, who
was chosen by Nixon to meet
the press and explain the points

outlined in the joint com-
munique And several points

within that paper might even he

clues as to what Dr. Kissinger is

going to do for an encore.

It is stated: "The two sides

agree that they will stay in

contact through various

channels, including the sending

of a senior U S representative

to Peking from time to time for

concrete consultations to fur

ther the normalization of

relations between the two
countries and continue to ex

change views on issu*>s ol

common interest

It has not been revealed who
that representative may be but

it has been announced in the

past week that Dr Kissinger

will fly to Tokyo in April lor

high level talks

Kissinger's China policy now
begins to bloom Not only have

relations been informally

opened between the two
superpowers but President
Nixon's visit and Premier
Chou s warm welcome can be

interpreted only as i warning
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"Since the days when the rail splitter from Illnois made tall and homely synonymous with

honesty, every aspiring politician has made some effort to play Horatio Alger!!"

Muskie Down But Not Out
BY BARRY RUBENSTEIN
While most Presidential

candidate! launch their cam-
paign in widely cowed press

conference! in tuc cities <»r ta

caucuses with partv leaden,
the candidacy ot Kdmund
Si\tus Muskie was horn in. of all

unlike)) spots Washington.
Pennsylvania And while
1 ieorge Md iov crn hroke all the

rules In announcing his can

didac) a year before the

flection Muskie - future ap-

peared certain .ilmost four

yean age There were no ex-

perts there no Larry O'Brien'*

<>i \l Lowenstein'i to plan the

Rtrateg) Instead > college kid

named Hick Brody who w.i>

trying to redide Muskie lor his

stance on the war ironically

transformed the Maine Senator

into the leading Presidential

candidate lour yean later

The future oi defeated Vice

(idential candidates is

usually a political wasteland

Neither Hill Miller nor Henry
Cabot Lodge nor even EstCS

Kefauver ever rose from the

ashes ot their abortive qui

tor ulory to the prominem
our hero Hut for a twist of his

rhetorical wrist the Maine
Democrat might be no more
threat tor a November \ictory

than some ol Ms opponents in

the New Hampshire primary

As the only candidate ot the 1988

campaign who even had the

ability to handle a heckler.

however. Muskie ran away with

the rookie of the year honors

with future greatness only a

year or two or four away
Such a break as the Hrody

incident has been no stranger to

Muskie throughout his career

In 19r>4. he was elected

Governor ot nil state against a

Hepuhlican who argued that

Maine didn't have any poor

people He elevated himself to

the Senate in 1958 with the aide

of the Sherman Adams Bernard

(midline scandals And. if the

opposition in 1968 hadn't made
him look good by comparison,

the events of Chappaquidick all

but wiped out the hopes of his

most powerful competitor

All of this is not to say that our

champion has had it easy To do

so would be heresy and would
also belie the Lincolnesaue

background his supporters so

proudly claim for him Since the

lays when the Rail Splitter

from Illinois made tall and
homely synonymous with
honesty. every aspiring

politician has made some effort

to play Horatio Alger Few.
however, have been as sue-

es>ful as Muskie who often

-l>eaks of his father. Stephen

Marciszewski, who 'tore

himself out of his home life.

away from a family he would
never see again, to go to a

foreign land with only five

.ears formal education, with a

newly learned trade ai ,i tailor.

to find opportunity for himselt

and lor children who wi

unborn And the year before he

died, his son became the first

Polish American ever elected

Governor of an American
state To complete the in.

Muskie shyly admits that his

mother, though 81 years old.

still sometimes takes in the

neighbor's laundry

The tall, homely candidate

who, ;is one observer noticed

speaks at a rate almost twice

as slow as that of any other

candidate tor President'' has a

tew other things going for him
besides his background. In a

year in which the names of at

least ten men have been

mentioned as candidates for the

Democratic Presidential
nomination, it remains obvious

that only one of them can finish

the race in front While most of

his opponents battle for

students, or blacks, or the

unemployed. Muskie has been
content to out-middle the op-

position, a skill he no doubt

acquired in the 1988 campaign
He has displayed a great deal

of political strength throughout

his career, particularly within

the last year when he made the

statement that he would not

have a black running mate
because he did not feel the

country would elect him with

one Though he was criticized in

many circles for the comment,
most people realized that what
he had said was true and that he

had been very courageous to

come out and say it

For the liberal voter, the

situation looks this way Muskie
is not as satisfactory on the war
issue as McGovern i he sup-

ported it for many years), but

better than Jackson
Though he can't match Hum
phrey's record on civil rights,

he is again better than Mills or

Wallace On his credit side must
be listed the facts that Hum
phrey has already blown his

chance and that everyone
seems to think that McGovern is

a one issue candidate As for

Lindsay how can the

Democrats trust him"
^[H'aking of trust, that seems

to be the issue that has stir

"d all others among the

Democrats In fact. Muskie has

spent the early part of his

campaign "establishing
credibility which led a group
of reporters to compose a song

which includes the line Being
ugly sure beats thinkin' "

Although he promises that this

phase of his campaign is almost

over. Muskie seems content to

let his competitors fight over

the issues

NEW HAMPSHIRE
While New Hampshire may

have removed some of the quiet

cockiness of the Muskie thrust,

it by no means will cause panic

in his camp Though primary
elections can be important for

underdog candidates to build

strength, the front runner who
has done his political homework
cannot be completely crushed

by a poor showing in a single

contest Although he didn't

formally announce his can-

didacy until a few months ago.

his organization has been at

work for many months speaking

to the political leaders across

the country Though the

McGovern Commission report

has made some significant

changes in the delegate
selection systems, the true

power still lies w ith a few people

in each state and Muskie has

touched all bases in this area

What the results of Tuesday's

primary do mean however is

that Muskie is going to have to

really go to work in the states

where he has not been able to

get committments As Muskie's

political coordinator Jack
English put it. "There was only

one tactic: go across the board

in every state and tell them.

Hither you're with us or

against Just tell us now
Because if you're against us. we
have to run a primary against

you'"
As it now stands. Muskie is in

47 states and is the only can-

didate with a mathematical
chance of pulling the 1.509

delegates needed for

nomination on the first ballot

But the frontfunner knows that

he hasn't got that many votes

locked up and that a series ot

early setbacks could cause a

snowball effect for McGovern
or Humphrey So there will be

some hard work to do in the

future

The results of Tuesdav 'l New
Hampshire primary must be

disheartening for Muskie With

the first contest coming in his

own back yard, many observers

felt it would be a golden op-

portunity for him to dump a few

of his competitors right away
As it turned out, however, the

Granite state has dealt theMaine
Senator what could possibly

turn into a phyrric victory

For the last month or so.

predictions of Muskie's results

ranged as high as 56% with

general agreement focusing on

the 90% figure as a reasonable

result On the other side, the

McGovern forces were openly

admitting they would consider

anything around 25% a good
showing.
The final tallies, however,

showed Muskie with less than

half of the vote <48%> and while

he may claim that as a victory,

only a view of his post-election

announcement was necessary

to see that he was definitely

worried and disappointed. In

the McGovern camp, the at

titude was one of surprise and
elation with the South Dakota
candidate garnering about 10%
more votes (37%) than many
were expecting and at least 5%
more than the candidate really

felt he needed to put some
pressure on Muskie.
Muskie. meanwhile, con-

tinues to claim victory,

politically as well as

numerically, in New Hamp-
shire:

"You know my skepticism

about polls and especially in

primaries, and I don't really

think that northern New
England people are that volatile

that they can shift that violently

when I get 50% of the vote

with. well, how many other

rivals did I have, four or five, in

a Democratic primary, and a

powerful newspaper publisher,

all campaigning against me. I'd

say mat's a pretty good en

dorsement
"

But in every newspaper that

hit the streets on Wednesday
morning, the headlines read.

Muskie is the winner, but

While Muskie scoffed at

McGovern'l claim that New
Hampshire was a moral victory

for him. he surely realizes what
these early primaries are all

about McGovern knows that he

cannot beat Muskie head to

head right now What the im-

portant thing about these early

tests is not how many delegates

can be acquired, although that

must be taken into con-

sideration, but whether or not

Muskie can emerge from the

primaries with the image of a

winner
Muskie knows that he must

make strong showings in the

March and early April battles

so that he gains money and
support in non-primary states

and eventually reach the magic
number of 1.509 delegates
needed for nomination Cer-

tainly Muskie's image of being

a strong candidate must be
tarnished by the New Hamp-
shire shows Next Tuesday, he
must face the likes of Wallace.
Humphrey. Lindsay and
Jackson in a primary he knows
he cannot win
More than anything else then.

the New Hampshire primary
has made Florida more im-

portant, not so much for

McCiovern as for Muskie. At

this time. McGovern is not

primarily trying to show that he

alone can beat Muskie but that

Muskie can be beaten. Although

he realizes that he cannot make

a strong showing in Florida, he>

also knows that Muskie must.

Wallace will win in the

Sunshine State. But as usual in

these primaries, the winner is

not always all that the title

implies The key battle to watch
will be between Muskie and
Humphrey, who has made a

strong effort in this state. If the

former Presidential candidate

can come out ahead of Muskie.

the road may be all downhill for

him. To add to his problems,

John Lindsay has also made a

major effort here as has

Senator Henry Jackson. While

Muskie was spending the last

week trying to prevent disaster

from happening in New
Hampshire, Humphrey. Lind-

say and Jackson have been

shaking hands and baby-kissing

on the streets of Miami It may
turn out that Muskie has lost on

both fronts

Acting in Muskie's favor in

Florida is the fact that the

campaign has been so inun-

dated with candidates that

many people feel that the

results will be politically

useless. And though the issue of

bussing may force the

Democratic frontrunner to drop

the campaign of trust, it will

also cloud the significance of

the results

While it would be inaccurate

to characterize Muskie's recent

fortunes as a demise, he cer

tainly cannot be as confident as

he one was.

Whether the Politics of Trust

can carry Muskie to the White

House is a question a lot of

people are beginning to ask,

especially in the last few weeks.

One issue which has hurt

Muskie has been his failure to

divulge the sources of his

financial support, as McGovern
and McCloskey have done

Many observers feel that a

revelation of his financial

backing would cause many-

voters to have second thoughts

about the names of several big

businessmen w ho are thought to

be important contributors to the

Muskie effort Also. Muskie

men claim that several

Republicans, including Nixon

fund-raisers, appear on the

lists There is no doubt that the

issue of campaign expenditures

hurt him. but it is difficult to say

how much His counter claims

that he revealed his ex-

penditures in 1970 while

McGovern failed to seemed to

be glossed over with people

wondering, if then, why not

now"
The sad part of the New

Hampshire result is that

William Loeb, editor and

publisher of the Manchester

Union Leader, probably did as

much damage to the Muskie

campaign as anyone. It was he

who raised the questions of

Muskie's attitudes towards

French Canadians (a large

percentage of New Hampshire

Democrats), and of his wife's

statements in an interview with

Women's Wear Daily

Although the readership of

the Union Leader is the largest

in the state, Muskie would

probably have been better off in

not responding to these charges

at all. or at least in a more

restrained manner than the

tear-studded performance

which he gave Though being

human should eliminate no man
from consideration for the

White House, the New Hamp-

shire voters seemed to judge

Muskie's actions less than

favorably

But all of this can only be

speculation What caused the

New Hampshire voters to cast

their ballots as they did is not

the most important item to

emerge from the primary. The

fact that the vote turned out as

it did is. however, significant

Hopefully, the credibility

phase of the campaign is over

for Muskie In Florida, he wil

be entering an arena where one

key issue, bussing, envelopes

the whole campaign, an issue

that he cannot afford to ignore.

For the first time in this election

year, the Maine Senator will be

"forced to take a stand

Whatever position he takes, he

realizes that he will alienate

some voters while attracting

others However, the one's he

will hope to attract will already

have been exposed to the views

of Lindsay and Humphrey and

Muskie will have to solicit some
of these voters as well as a large

percentage of the undecided

group to finish in the second

spot

While Muskie can rightfully

boast that he has spread himself

across more of the primaries

and made a greater nation-wide

effort than any of his com
petitors, it may be possible that

he has spread himself too thin

Only time and the results of the

primaries will tell

Of primary importance for

Muskie right now is to maintain

the image that he is the

strongest candidate, in effect,

that he is a winner. If this

picture starts to fade, even

George McGovern

Muskie's powerful
organizations around the nation

and his myriad committment
from political leaders from

coast to coast may not be able to

save him. And remember, it

took Richard Nixon eight years

to rid himself of his losing

image.
To put all that has gone before

in the proper persepective, let

us say once again that Edmund
Muskie is the frontrunner for

the Democratic Presidential

nomination and the man for all

the other competitors to beat

What he has going for him more
than anything else, is that he

has shown in all the polls that

he. more than any of his

Democratic rivals, could give

President Nixon a battle for the

Presidency Many people have

to figure that it is better to vote

for Muskie. a candidate who can

win. rather than another man
who will be defeated in

November Muskie is banking

on it

The next few weeks should

tell the story Muskie will likely

concentrate his efforts in the

kev states and try to solidify his

position as frontrunner

Meanwhile, the other can-

didates will direct their attacks

at him and may just knock each

other off. At least, that's what

the Muskie people hope will

happen.
The major difficulty Muskie

may face is not the other can-

didates but the fact that a lot of

people consider him similar to

the current President As New

York magazine put it. "Ed
Muskie is a kind of likable

Richard Nixon They are both

men with a firm grip on

America's past and no clear

vision of a different future But

there is something real about

Muskie . .

."

Yea, there is something real

about Muskie but so far he has

kept it hidden beneath the

comparisons to Lincoln and his

credibility campaign Only his

statement about a black run

ning mate has seemed more
than political strategy in recent

months. Perhaps, Muskie's
campaign has tried so hard to

glorify the simple goodness of

the man that it has lost the

essential qualities of the Down-
Easterner to the image makers.

Muskie is simply not as ef

fective on television as he is in

person If the medium is the

message. then perhaps
Muskie's whistle-stop campaign
through Florida was done for a

reason.

New Hampshire and Florida

notwithstanding, the political

future of Ed Muskie appear to

be very bright, at least until

November If there is a contest

between Muskie and Nixon.

though, many will claim, as

they did in 1988. that there is no

choice

If Muskie acts now. he can

probably avert such an event

from taking place But the time

has come for him to stop

worrying about the image and

to start giving some thought to

the issues The politics of trust

must be exchanged for the

politics of truth Only then can

Muskie make people believe

that he offers alternatives to the

present administration and to

some of his competitors If the

New Hampshire primary has

forced him to take such

initiative, perhaps his cam-

paign will once again reach the

heights it had attained only a

few weeks ago. Once the

momentum builds, it may be

difficult to stop the Muskie
bandwagon.

HATCH Spaghetti SPECIAL

Heaping Platter

of

Hot
Spaghetti
covered with

Meat Sauce
plus

Hot
Garlic Bread

ONLY
Served In th«

Student
Union Hatch

•vary Saturday from ip.m. •• p.m

Ai3dvs oaDiw »rrH
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Social Phenomenon

by FRANK M. BAGLIONE
In the short but fiery history of

current radical movements in the

United States, there is no group
which has been as unstintingly

ignorant of the need for proper

organization and discipline as the

women's liberationists. This
resistence to the traditional means
of organization, carried to the point

of perversity, was, in part,

responsible for the dismal outcome

of last Wednesday's "Women's
International Day" here at the

University <>t Massachusetts
"Women's International Day

- '

began at 11:00 am on the Amherst
Town Commons when M women
and three men began a march into

the university campus Small
though they were, the numbers
included all the elements that

usually make up this kind of group

For the most part they were young
women neat, well scrubbed coeds

and slovenly, flea-bit street people.

But there were also a couple of

silver haired ladies, older women
who in their desire to remain with

the young had abandoned
maturity, discretion and dignity,

the gifts of age. And as always,

there were the men whose lack of

balance and feelings of in-

sufficiency cast them unceasingly

into the camp of the discontented.

The women came into campus
carrying signs which read. "I am
not a Hole," and "We are lesbians

and we are beautiful." As they

walked through the campus center

and student union buildings they

chanted, "Free our sisters, Free
ourselves. All you sexists go to

hell " It was the same silly antics

that most of us had begun to feel

foolish about years ago. People in

the buildings stopped eating their

lunches to watch the marchers
pass. The mood was one of humor.
People reacted by laughing and
turning to one another with smiles

that were nearly blushes. They
were embarrassed for this small

band of women crying oppression

to the people in the hamburger line.

As the women filed out the crowd
applauded out of respect for people

willing to suffer public humiliation.

There was no ridicule-that would
have been a cruel deed done to the

defenseless.

The program that the women had
planned was in itself sufficient

cause for the day's failure-a one

hour march followed by over three

hours of speeches. No genuine

speakers rose; merely a bunch of

talkers Dull, silly, repetitious,

each confused set of chatter

following the next until the

ballroom crowd which had peaked

at seventy-five persons dwindled

down to hardly thirty. At the

beginning a woman named "Tina"

to say she would like some
men to supervise an informal day

care arrangement in the adjoining

room so that the women would be

free to attend to business. Three
men. who were ultimately proven

to be bright where they thought

they were only being noble,

sacrificed the speeches for

children.

The first talker was Isabel Ar-

nold of the Valley Women's Center.

She was a greying, middle-aged

woman who gave off an air of

suburbia. Dressed in what can best

be called a patrician's play suit,

Mrs. Arnold treated her audience

to stories of her meetings with

Vietnamese women. Interesting

topics included how North Viet-

namese children were taught to

like work She did not say what
field of work, but then that is not

important, the statement was
meant to say more about the North

Vietnamese system vs. our own
regardless of the fact that they are

hardly comparable economically,

socially or culturally.

After a brief ad for a "non-

sexist" day care center recently

established in the area, the

proceedings moved ponderously

towards one of its highlights. On
the program it read, "Amy Salz-

man, daughter of Freida," much
like the marquis at a theatre

showing the sequel to a successful

UWomen In Revolt!
w

-

The marcher, take on the Campus Center. "No man with any sense of personal dignity and self-respect could remain a supporter of a movement so pregnant with hate.
'

A liberated miss makes her placard. "Cries of Male Chauvinist Pig' and 'Sexist Go To

HelV now display not only poor taste, but also childlessness. They belong in the rubbish

heap along with 'Pinko' and Honky'."

ii i rrrfT

horror flick. Amy, daughter of

Freida, turned out to be a thin

young lady with kinky red hair and
thick-rimmed glasses. She seems
unsure of what her mother's
problem was, but it all was boiled

down to discrimination against

women. The brightest part of her

talk was when, in comparing her

parerts she said, "They got their

education at the same time, they

got their degrees together, they

even lived together!" This ex-

clamation was followed by some
laughter and Amy, daughter of

Freida, added with a blush, "being

married."
Drama followed when Eileen

Stewart of the Southwest Women's
Center addressed the gathering.

She was dressed in a green pant

suit (everyone wore pants or long

skirts) and looked like the type of

person who, had she not discovered

women's liberation, would have
been beating at the sorority house

doors. She told, somewhat
emotionally, how she had suffered

the loss of friends and an easy life

to become a stalwart of the

movement. It sounded like an
essay on "How I Lost My Friends

by Being Morally Correct." Yet if

her testimony hinted at

shallowness, it also was the most
spirited of the afternoon. Un-
fortunately, Miss Stewart's energy
was a brief spark in the damp.
As at all radical meetings, the

Young Socialist Alliance offered a

speaker. YSA prides itself on

having a finger in every pie. A
cheap panderer to all the different

organizations. YSA looks for

support and influence from any
group that might help it attain

power -Women's Lib, the black

movement, the MOBE. anything,

anyone can find a home in this

socialists' Salvation Army.
Representing YSA this time was

Maggie Houghton, a matronly,

sweet-smiling young lady. She is

slightly incongruous in the role of a

socialist, but she does exude the

gentleness and kindness of a

Salvation Army worker. Yet she

leaves no doubt about the choice

she has made when speaking about

abortion. "It (abortion) is the

major issue," Miss Houghton said,

"We must control our bodies " No
one pointed out, however, that by
the time you are in need of an
abortion you have already lost

control of your body.

To lighten the modd a bit the

comedy team of Shields and Penny
was introduced. Lois Penny and
Sonny Shields are two women
working for the election of Shirley

(hisholm as the first woman
President of the United States.

Davorting about the stage, the two
casually and sometimes fervently

told about their campaigning
trials. At one point while Miss
Shields was asking for con-
tributions. Penny, then sitting in

the audience, lept to her feet and
cried, "Ask your aunts and uncles;

get dollars, dimes, anything; get

money!" And later in their routine

Penny did a rather nice bit about

the "Jockocracy" that dominates
our TVs, complaining bitterly, like

many a woman before her. about

the constant barrage of sports

programs on the air.

The activities of "Women's In-

ternational Day" were co-

ordinated by Mrs. Michael Best,

wife of the economics professor

who has been the center of con-

troversies in previous years
himself Mrs Best was reluctant to

talk about the small turnout except
to say she was surprised that the

women at the University had not

responded to the group's efforts.

Perhaps Mrs Best overestimated
the womens' capacity for punish-

ment, or perhaps she failed to see
that she was slightly out of time.

Some years back at the height of

young people's "commitment
stage," a day of activities such as
these might have produced some
spark, but today the demands seem
hollow, there is no flint left to that

great boulder of morality and
concern which we rolled over and
over the bad guys. Times, tactics

and attitudes have changed.
A look at the groups that spon-

sored Amherst's Women's In-

ternational Day should give some
clue to how great these changes
have been -The Valley Peace
(enter, the town of Amherst's
righteous banded together to stand
at a peace vigil every Sunday af-

ternoon. The war, the world and the

traffic passed them by. Support
from the Valley Peace Center is

like an endorsement from the

Wendel Wilkie fan club. The
Student Senate Committee on
Women -as soon as the Student

Senator's discovered there was an
oppressed group that they hadn't

given money, they set up this

committee to try to generate in-

terest in the women's issue in the

hopes of an organization
developing that would need funds

for leaflets, buttons and abortions.

Sometimes student senators must
go around saying to themselves,

"If only we were in the grown-ups
Senate, then priorities would be set

straight
"

Then, of coqrse. there is the

Faculty Senate Women's Caucus.
From Wednesday's turnout Mrs.

Best seems to be the caucus. It is

not clear if the faculty's women's
caucus is an imitation of the

student senate's women's com-
mittee or a creature of the latest

fad in radical chic. Certainly it was
the voraciousness with which the

School of Education devours

anything new that led to that

department's sponsorship through

its women's caucus. The school of

ed is a fine playground and won-

derful mother to any collection of

individuals looking for a free ride.

A review of these groups brings

us to the seonc reason for the day's

poor turnout That is, behond the

inability of the radical women's
groups to organize ffectively, the

women's issue is clearly not in the

hands of these groups any longer.

Like the civil rights movement,

like the peace movement, the

struggle for an adjustment of the

system in the favor of women has

fallen to the liberal politicians. It

is. in the sense of any kind of

participatory democracy, out of

the hands of the people Whatever

is to be done about job

discrimination, about abortion,

about equal rights, will be done in

Washington or in the state capitals.

We have been saturated with

demonstrations and that concept

and tactic needs to lie follow, to

undergo a period of regeneration.

It is unfortunate, for the radical

women, that their movement
peaked at a time when the great

reform movements of the last

decade were reaching their

maturity. The fire and ferocity of

the black and anti-war movements

had nearly been spent by 1970. the

year the women's movement began

to jell. At that time radical

feminism was characterized by an

overweening bitterness toward

everything male, i.e., most all of

our existence since men are an

important part of our society. It is

here that they developed two of

their fatal flaws

The first error the women made
was. as previously mentioned,

their rejection of the traditional

method of organization-

leadership, loyalty and the division

of labor. Since most institutions are

male run, leadership meant male
leadership, loyalty therefore was to

the male leaders, and the division

of labor gave lower order jobs to

women. This, the women said, was
dehumanizing and oppressive.

Equality could only come through

equality in the group-the sharing

of responsibility and all types of

work (hence the concept of "non-

sexist" day care centers where
men and women rear the child).

This type of reasoning was
irrational and displayed the

radicals infatuation with Com-
munism. Rather than change the

bad water in the perfectly good

bowl, they dumped out the water

and threw the bowl away.
The second major error the

radical women made (and one of

their own, Betty Freidan, recently

chastised them for this) was the

ease with which they slipped from

hating the male dominated system

to hating males The arrogance of

the women in dealing with men, not

allowing men to take part in their

work, demanding men perform

only menial tasks, and generally

exhibiting an animosity to males in

their actions and speech, soon

produced the inevitable result-

men became the enemy. No man
with any sense of personal dignity

and self- respect could remain a

supporter of a movement so

pregnant with hate. Many women
in the fever of their new found

freedom barely regretted the

men's desertion, for by this time

they had embarked on the ultimate

women's liberation trip-

lesbianism.

If the movement at its peak was
virulent and sordid it was at least

spirited at that time. Hate and

bitterness and abandonment can be

powerful unifiers for a while. But

only so many women could be

captured by this, the rest still

wanted their men, still believed in

the system, or were not discon-

tented with their position. Left with

only constructive goals, many

FREE

ALL

Political

PWSONtiS

radical women lost their spirit,

many of the issues became bogus
ones, and if all white males were
not the enemy then much of the

focus was lost. The rally this

Women's International Day was
much the less man-hating and
bitter than previous ones, and
correspondingly less spirited.

The rhetoric, however, has not

been toned down along with the

man-hating. Cries of "male
chauvinst pig" and "sexists go to

hell" now display not only poor

taste, but also childishness. They
belong on the rubbish heap along

with "pinko" and "honky ." Where
once these epithets stung they now
only evoke embarrassment for the

person spitting them out. People

are no longer intimidated by name
calling.

The women's movement will no

doubt continue to make gains for its

cause, but like its predecessors in

the civil rights movement it will

have to begin to do so more
quietly -and it will have to learn to

compromise. The period of moral
arrogance is passing, the

generations are changing. As we
become older we gain insight into

the desire of our elders to maintain

traditions and "things as they

were." More emphasis must be

placed on how to shoulder the

burdens our race or sex places

upon us rather than attempting to

throw them off as if they were
imposed upon us by one generation

of incredibly evil men. Justice and
freedom are not achieved by
condemning and negating the past,

even if this were possible, nor by a

fanciful leap into the future.

Women's International Day in

Amherst was an embarrassment,
an anacronism thrust into a

changed 1972. It was an attempt to

sustain our adolescence for yet

another semester. And that is what
made the result so pathetic the fact

that so many women refused to

come out and play, that some had
chosen to become a grown women,
and not "sisters" any more.

The male contingent. 'And as always, there were the men whose lack of balance and

feelings of insufficiency cast them unceasingly into the camp of the discontented.''
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Rush, Farina On Campus This Week

OTISRUSH

The word "underrated" is often used

to describe musicians who have talent

but haven't achieved the fame which

they deserve. If the word "underrated"

can be used as an adjective for any

musician in this country, then, it is

applicable to Otis Rush.

Otis Rush was born in Philadelphia,

Mississippi on April 29, 1934. Although

Otis learned to play at a very early age it

wasn't until 1948 when he moved with his

family to Chicago, that Otis began to

take playing seriously. In 1953, at the

age of nineteen, Otis formed his first

band and landed a gig at the Club Alibi.

Willie Dixon persuaded Otis to sign a

recording contract in 1956 with Cobra

records. This contract resulted in 16

sides by Otis, including "I Can't Quit

You Baby" (recorded by Led Zeppelin)

and "All Your Love." (done by John

Mayall with Eric Clapton on guitar).

Cobra records folded in 1958 and Otis

signed with Chess records, but he

recorded only ten sides in the next

twelve years Recently, Otis recorded

an entire album produced by Mike

Bloomfield and Nick Gravenites for

Cotillion records. Vanguard records has

also recorded several sidesby Otis.

Otis has developed into a highly

imaginative guitarist. He plays left-

handed holding the guitar backwards

and upside down, but not reversing the

strings to correspond with his left-

handedness Often Otis performs very

unique-sounding chord solos At times

he plays single note runs, using his

guitar to counter or embellish his superb

voice B B King is famous for playing in

this manner
Otis Rush has gone virtually unnoticed

Otis Rush

bv blues fans in tins country for several

reasons. Since Otis has seldom toured,

few people outside of Chicago are aware

of the brilliance which he clearly shows

when he performs live. His most recent

records are not, on the whole, indicative

of his talents Although many of his

Cobra sides are excellent, they are

scarce-only being currently available on

an English album.

The Otis Rush Blues Band will per-

form at the S. U. Ballroom at 8 p.m. on

Monday, March 13

MIMI FARINA* TOM JANS

The warm-up act for the individual:

Mimi Farina and Tom Jans. Their

music is good and strong with traditions

of folk music and emotional activism

behind it

Mimi Farina is the singer-songwriter-

guitarist whose past is now the legend of

Richard and Mimi Farina, while Tom

Jans is a singer-songwriter-guitanst

from California whose background is ot

Sixties college turbulence. He is young

and his time is coming.

Mimi's sister, Joan Baez introduced

Tom to Mimi in 1970. Mimi was at that

time beginning to write songs and

looking for a partner to perform them

with. Tom at this time was writing his

own songs, performing them at clubs,

coffee houses and benefits.

The pair immersed themselves in the

task of making music for people for over

half a year beginning at the Big Sur Folk

Festival. "We spent 6 or 7 months

singing in clubs on both the East and

West Coasts," says Tom, "It built a good

foundation for us before we recorded

with A & M." Both Mimi and Tom are

individual songwriters. Mimi has been

developing the talent recently, while

Tom is a little more seasoned, having

written about 300 songs before turning

twenty.

The music of Tom and Mimi is not

traditional, but it has its share of roots.

Both are fine guitarists whose influences

include folk, rock and country styles.

Mimi's clear and lovely voice blends

well with Tom's for harmonies while the

guitars create melodic interplays.

Mimi Farina and Tom Jans will ap-

pear at the Bluewall on Wednesday,

March 15. at 9:00 P.M. They will play

two show sets rather than two individual

shows. Six hundred tickets will be sold

entitling the bearers to stay for the

entire evenings entertainment. The

tickets are $1 50 for students and $2.00

for non-students and may be obtained in

room 821 Campus Center from 1:00 to

3:00 PM. Only people with advanced

tickets will be allowed in until 9:15 P.M.,

at which time standing room and ad-

ditional space tickets will be sold. Do

not miss these two fine performers.
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Spirit Mere Ghost of Former Self

BYMUCEKOSTEX
( FEEDBA CK- Spirit • Epic-

KE3U7S Time .14 3* y

( )ni' of the most inventive and

imaginative bands that existed

in the exciting, embryionic

period of the late 60s was a

ume. obscure band called

Spirit l,ooking back on this

period, it now seems an in

cndibh a< -ti\e flowering time

of musical innovation

highlights by sgt. PepfMff and

including the early days ol

many tint* groups Country Joe

& The Fish Jefferson Airplane.

Grateful Dead. Canned Heat.

Quicksilver Messenger Service

what promise they held' I
The

Mothers Of Invention. Buffalo

Springfield and more. I'm sure.

This was a time of musical

exploration in which the listener

fell that these people were out to

I reate I new music, which

contrasts so jarringly with

today's period of rampant

trendism
Spirit was, and rightly so. one

of the lesser-known groups of

this period 1 have a pet theory

which has arisen by watching

their album progress and it goes

like this: they made one cloudy,

half realised album. Spirit,

replete with fresh, clear har-

monies, well done melodic

changes and progressions, and

.*>d son.

Spirit came closest to

realizing their potential in their

ond album. The Family That

Plays together with fine songs

played well, nicely enhanced by

MOM carefully chosen M>und

is presenting a wide

range of rock, pop and

ingenious conbmations of both

While Spirit had only moderate

sale- Family That Plays sold

much better due in large part

to the single success <»i one <>t

the songs on the album. 1 <><»t

\ Line tin You", which still gets

golden oldie airplay Spirit s

s.»ngs weft mostly five or six

minutes long The Family '

were mostly under five

minutes, and on their next

album. Clear Spirit, they were

shorter yet The boys were

turning away from the ad-

venturous type of songs that

marked their first two albums

Of course sometimes their song

experiments wouldn't quite

work, but you still had to give

them credit for trying

Clear Spirit was all right, but

thev were trying too hard for

another hit single which would

hopefully "break" the band in

terms of nationwide exposure

The final chapter in the original

Spirit story took place last year

with an album called The

Twelve Dreams of l>r. Bai

dorm us Despite its promising

title it wound up as 1971s tenth

biggest disappointment

cording to last year's Kibit/er

Rock Poll Almost nothing

worked out right on Twelve

DreaSM and the album failed

artisticallv as well as tman

ciallv due to the fact that it

med that they tried to make

every track a Top 40 hit

In any case, you could take

two or three cuts from the

tour albums and make one

terrific record

Whether from running out of

inspiration or money Spirit

broke last year into two groups

Bd < assidy, the drummer, and

.John LoekO, kevboards. stayed

in with the name Spirit, while

Jay Ferguson, the group s main

songwriter, and Mark Andes

went into a group called Jo Jo

Gunne The other member, and

the one with the best name.

Randy California, hasn't yet

checked in with anybody oi

anything.
So it was left for Ed and John

to carry on Spirit Houexer.

time has shown us that the

drummer and/or the keyboard

player do not dominate any

group, unless your name is

(linger Baker and or Brian

Auger
Therein lies the difference

between our two Spirits Two

brothers Al and J Christian

hlev were inserted into the

s and lead guitar spots

respectively, with \\ singing

lead with J Christian doing

adequate backup! And since Al

wrote 61/2 of the ten songs

leavingJohn Lockewith or*

verse and two nice in-

strumental Feedback comes

off more like a Staehley

Brothers record The only

remnant of the beautiful

electric music adventure that

Spirit started is in Locke s three

numbers that feature that

wonderful old time Spirit touch,

the linear fuzz tone guitar lines

\s for the Staehleys per

formance. J Christian pla

simple lead that combines with

his brothers vocals as the

dom i na nt sound on the record

Albums

The Spiritual Charisma of John McLaughlin

H\ KKNNKTHSULIN

(The Mahavishna Orchestra with John
McLaughlin-Inner Mounting Flame-
Columbia KC 31067)

There is such an overabundance of

run-of-the-mill performers these days

that one hardly knows which albums to

buy and which not to buy. As you stroll

into a record store you 11 look around

and probably find yourself leaving with

an album by a standard everyday group

so as not to waste your three and a half

dollars on an unknown record The

talent usually of the well-known groups

not much more than half-rate and the

only reason they've lucked out by being

backed by a wealthy Producer. What is

trying to be said here is many of the less

talented musicians have dollar signs on

their pajamas, whereas, the true per-

fectionists and best qualified for such

high praise remain in obscurity.

Perhaps the name of John

McLaughlin has never crossed paths

with vou Ix'fore. but here you may
I lecome acquainted with one of the finest

guitar players living today

McLaughlin began, as a child, with

classical music He later moved his way

to |azz and vet later found his position

with a guitar and blues. Although still a

teenager, he traveled to London only to

play his first recording sessions with

(.inger Baker, Jack Bruce, and Graham

Bond Tonv Williams then gave John a

call from New York The next day Miles

Davis used John for more studio work

and finally Tony Williams' Lifetime was

formed McLaughlin caught on quickly

and started, as many do, working on his

own solo albums which received little

public recognition outside his ring of

admirers. Finally. McLaughlin has

assembled a group he calls the

Mahavishnu Orchestra Their first ef-

fort on Columbia. The Inner Mounting

Flame, has now become one of the most

intricate and concise examples of

popular music found in any collection of

the industry thus far.

The music of Mahavishnu Orchestra

BYBILLDENSMORE

Peter Bardens 'Write My Name in the

Dust" (Verve Forcast)

This is Peter Bardens second album

to appear in the US, the first one. "The

Answer" was released about a year ago

If vou haven't yet heard of this young

English organist it's not surprising

-

"the Answer" received little airplay and

is hard to get. Nevertheless, if Mr
Bardens meets with rather limited

commercial success you have only to

wait, he won't be put off forever.

"Write My Name in the Dust '

I built

on the performance of one man
"Write My Name in the Dust" is built

on the performance of one man and his

virtuosity on the organ Mr. Bardens

produced, wrote, and sings all the songs

on it. I cannot imagine anyone else

performing his songs, they demand his

unique style. Bardens' organ soars and

echoes at a speed which is almost im

possible to follow, and with the help of

equally adroit guitar work by Vic Lin-

can be classified as electric jazz; then

again, at times it even defies jazz almost

punching and jabbing at it from the

outside periphery For a group that has

only played together for eight months,

McLaughlin has certainly been well

equipped in practice of combining his

guitar with his bassist Rick Laird,

violinist Jerry Goodman formerly of

Flock, drummer Billy Cobham and

pianist Jan Hammer. The sound is

probably better labeled, the "new jazz"

since it is the junction of classical, blues,

rock and non-western music all in-

tegrated into a single unit.

The aspect of McLaughlin's presen-

tation that has not yet been mentioned is

his deep immersion in Indian

philosophy Through this and only this

does his music speak Mahavishnu is the

name of an Indian cosmic god and it

means great divine compassion, justice

and strength This name was given to

McLaughlin by his spiritual teachers.

The Mahavishnu Orchestra does not

plav merely for listening pleasure but

rather to communicate spiritual beliefs

which McLaughlin states as the sole

ingredient of any sound they produce.

Singh he doesn't try only to proficiently

play his guitar, but to use it as a basis of

presentation to the Supreme Being The

relation of spiritual beliefs with music

results in an uncanny absorbtion of

energv which directs McLaughlin

further and further toward his goal, the

search for the highest Ideal.

Each of the eight selections on The

Inner Mounting Flame is a step closer to

McLaughlin's communications of spirit

and music. The songs are fast and loud,

deeplv religious and shiftingly unusual.

One cut entitled "The Noonward Race"

is appropriately named carrying on a

rapidly excelling pace in which

McLaughlin and Goodman stab each

other with their breaking rhythms and

torrid excursions

Nevertheless, in "A Lotus on Irish

Streams" we can also find the solemn

and serene touched with a very, very-

soft violin and acoustic. The

Mahavishnu Orchestra is complete;

every possible type of music, every

arrangement, is tracked into one in-

tersection of tightly knit recordings,

something that has exhausted the extent

of musical aspects on two sides of an

album

McLaughlin's music gives off certain

wave effects, closely meshed patterns of

sound that stream together and blend to

perfection. The individual instruments

fit together like pieces of a puzzle They

are taut and nearly unbreakable so that

The Inner Mounting Flame becomes a

collection of each instrument prodding

the other four and resulting in over

whelming and progressions and

Eulogy of an Unknown

ton. the album achieves an ethereal

quality. If it is possible to assign music

to a time of day then this album cer-

tainly should be kept for the darkest

night

"North End Road", an instrumental,

opens the album. It is a minute and

twenty-five seconds of humor with a

piano on each track and a couple of slide

trombones, and serves as a comical

introduction to "Write My Name in the

Dust", the title track On this cut Bar-

dens uses a chorus of five well-scored

women and an organ sounding like it

was lifted from the first Led Zepplin

album, to create a potent composition

which varies dynamically from com
parative calm to cathedral-like heights

"Down So Long". "Tear Down the

Wall ". and "Feeling High" are

showcases for Bardens' raucous organ,

and with the exception of "Feeling

High" are coherent, listenable songs

"Feeling High" is the only song besides

"Write My Name in the Dust" in which

Peter Bardens uses a female chorus, but

in "Feeling High" the chorus is nothing

more than synchronized screams.

on "Sweet Honey Wine" Bardens uses a

vocal style remarkably similar to Mick

Jaggar around 1965 "Simple Song" is a

bawdy English drinking song - or at

least a polished attempt to imitate the

style, and sounds rather like "Mother's

Lament" by Cream

derivations

John McLaughlin is easily recognized

as a master with a guitar Some think

he's the best, some think one of the best

However, he is excellent His relations

with the Indian religion have all but

enhanced his sound as his music

repeatedly becomes more and more
alive-ne is continually striving for a

goal using his only known means, that of

music. As McLaughlin combines his

profession with spiritual content he

states: "If you aspire for the highest

ideal, everything else will come
"

Anybody interested in writing record reviews

for Poor Richard* contact Kenny Suhn at the

Collegian oHice.

Lyrically. Peter Bardens is simplistic

and unpoetic. telling prose stories to

music, and even if what he says is

prophetic, its impact is lost, because this

is overwhelmingly an album of mu
not words Recommended highly for

organ freaks and other heavies.

•••••••••••••
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• OF SMITH COLLEGE
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NORTHAMPTON MASS

Only Area Showing
Sat Sun Mon Tue

at 7:00 & 9 OS

Dwight Flix Ink presents

MARLON BRANDO ROBERT BEDFORD

and JANE FONDA in

Arthur Penn's

THE CHASE
13 MARCH — MONDAY NIGHT

7: 00 and 9: 45 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM— 50*
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CANNES
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Receivers: The Easy Way To Hi-Fi

by FRANK JOHNSON
In an earlier column, the

distinction between a tuner (a

device which extracts tran-

smitted information from the

airwaves but does not amplify

it) and a receiver (a self-

contained unit which in-

orporates both a tuner and an

amplifier on the same chassis)

was made. In this column, it

was implied that there was

some confusion between a

simple radio and a receiver; the

former rarely was of hi-fi

quality and there was a great

cost differential between them.

However, the previous article

made no pains to fully evaluate

a modern stereo receiver, and

therein liea the reason for

today's column
If one were to make an

analysis of the hi-fi market

these days, he would probably

make the following conclusions

1 - more people own a receiver

than separate components 2

more people own a cassette

recorder than a reel to reel

type, and 3 more people own a

changer or automatic turntable

than a manual model The in-

nce from these :\ con

elusions would be that people

more and more buy con

venience and packaged quality

rather than assembling a

system by themselves. With

conclusions 2 and 3. the

a^umption is certainly valid

Previous articles explained why
manual turntables and reel-to

reel recorders are apt to be

better than changers and

cassettes, in terms of ultimate

qualitv However. this

prejudice begins to fall flat

when we return to receivers In

the last 5 years especially, the

quality of receivers has steadily

risen and at the moment it

looks as if the receiver is apt to

certainly rival, and sometimes

better, separate components

The reasons for this im-

provement can be seen through

a brief historical sketch About

a decade ago. when stereo was

just becoming popular, most

audio components were

designed with vacuum tubes If

preamp, tuner, and power

amp were assembled on one

chassis the resulting unit

tended to be rather bulky, and

not much space was reser

for the sort o! components that

gave such a set real quality

These receivers were costly,

and not realh competitive with

separate components
However, about :> years ago

tube-type receivers began to

disappear from the market, and

as transistors became less

expensive, receivers became

not only less complex and

lighter, but the cost began to go

down This was the ap

proximate time when receivers'

sales began to top those of

separate components Since

then, this trend has never really

reversed itself.

The obvious question why

are receivers as popular as they

are. should be apparent from

their very nature. Because

these devices incorporate three

discrete units on a single

chassis, they can share a

common power supply and

mounting, which greatly

decreases the cost of the unit.

Interconnecting cables, which

frequently get loose and in-

terfere with the operation of a

Because multiplex is an

inherently weaker, noisier

signal than mono FM tran-

smission, distances over about

40 miles from the transmitter

result in noisy, distorted stereo

performance. Many fringe-area

listeners don't bother with a

receiver for these reasons, and

instead invest their money
wisely in a records- or tape-only

very expensive and elaborate

receiver is the answer, or else

separate components.

Still, a receiver is apt to be

your best bet if you're on a

budget. If you own no hi-fi gear

and want "to buy a complete

system, you can save a lot by

buying a system designed

around a receiver. Portability is

the biggest plus here; travelling

Typical of attractive new receiver designs is the Panasonic SA-6500 who,* preamp section features

sliding tone controls, and a tuner having a continuous frequency readout.

stereo set. are all incorporated

within the receiver. Since space

is always a problem with stereo,

a receiver reduces the allot

ments and allows more room

for a tape unit, changer, or

records, if it is available. A

receiver allows purchasing a

tuner at the time an amplifier is

desired, and in many ^ the

cost is not much more than tiie

amplifier alone In recent years

a number of receivers have

appeared on the market in the

higher priced category that

have bettered performance of

discrete (separate) components

5 years ago. vis-a-vis high

power, good tuner per

formance.andcontrolflexibilit\

These bene! its explain

receivers popularity, but they

do not denote shortcomings In

the first place. many
audiophiles do not do very much
radio listening, as tapes ard

records have usually higher

quality sound I with the possible

exception ot a live KM broad

This should be apparent

when we examine multiplex

performance, or Stereo tran

smissions To keep background

noise at a minimum, the

receiver should have access to a

sensitive, directional antenna,

which not always is available

system.

Also, no mention has been

made of receiver breakdown,

which infortunately is still

likely to occur Let's assume the

tuner section is at fault The

owner must then part with the

entire set until it is fixed, and in

the meantime he can do no hi-fi

listening With separate

components, a defective tuner

can merely be disconnected

without disturbing the other

sources Further, because a

receiver's power supply is

limited, amplifier performance

is usually <but not always)

slightly inferior to a separate

power supply, a receiver's

distortion will usually exhibit a

sharp rise in low bass

frequencies at RMS or clipping

levels, if plotted on a graph

Audio magazine publishes

graphs for this very reason

Some receivers also have a

tendency to rise in distortion at

very low power levels

especially the lower priced

models without a regulated

power supply The obvious

problem skimping on one

section to allow economical

operation of the others can still

plague receivers. For

audiophiles who are concerned

about these problems, either a

with hi-fil virtually demands a

receiver But keep these ideas

in mind: if the hi-fi system you

want is a temporary medium,

and you plan to do some, up-

grading in the future, don't buy

a receiver If you do. it means
shucking an entire system if all

you want is better tuner per

formance. or more power Also,

if you're really on a budget and

want to gradually elaborate on

your system by increments,

start out with a phono system

and work upward It's usually

the most economical to begin

with, and you won't be caught

"short if you plan to buy other

gear later.

Purchasing a receiver calls

for judicious buying, for you

will want to make sure a model

has not compromised on any

one section in the unit. It should

have good FM performance but

at the same time adequate

amplifier power for your needs.

Always keep your ultimate

requirements in mind; don't be

swayed by attractive deals or a

multitude of knobs and dials.

Remember that any good audio

component should have a

liberal warranty, which must

include both parts and labor if it

is to be of any significance

Because labor is usually the

most costly part of the warranty

if anything goes wrong, it

should be paid for by t he-

manufacturer if trouble arises

during the warranty period

Read your warranties

carefully; some manufacturers

have a reputation at stake and

want to offer very liberal

warranties to maintain this

reputation Anything less than a

minimum of one year's

guarantee on both parts and

labor infers either an unstable

unit or else an unscrupulous

manufacturer Other things to

consider in this area arc-

location of the nearest warranty

cnrhT center availability of

parts in the area, reputation of

servicing, etc Your local audio

dealer is best qualified to an

swer these questions for you.

At this time I'll give a preview

of "coming attractions". If

you're growing weary of all

this theory, stay tuned for the

issue appearing 2 weeks from

now. entitled: Maintenance and

home servicing <The British

are fond of the description: "Do
It Yourself", and abbreviate

these 3 words in the form of

"DIY" » Next week we'll look at

the 4 channel craze, and see

whether or not it really is a

craze". Some more articles on

equipment setup will follow,

and towards the end of the year

we'll have a question and an
swer column, in case any of you

run into trouble Regarding this

final offer: please don't phone

the MDC office for this in-

formation Bring the letters in

to the office and leave them in

charge of Bob Nesti The ones

most pertinent to the general

listening audience will be an
swered

.
AMHERST, LATE SHOW

FRIDAY AT 11:30

ALL SEATS ONLY $1.00

MOVIE

G00L HAND

LUKE
starring

Paul Newman

Mahal* Auditorium

7:30&9:45p.m.

75c at door

or at Hillel Center

Lovers And

Other Strangers

50«

S.U. Ballroom

7, 9, 11 p.m.

Fri., March 10

Sponsored by the Mem.ian Club RATED X, No one under 18

The Best Of Late Shows Every Friday

The Boy Friend

adapted from the stage musical of

Sandy Wilson and directed by Ken
Russell, starring Twiggy, Christopher

Gable, Tommy Tune, and Max Adrian

Ken Russell is a director in perpetual

motion whose films succeed in being the

most imaginative and stylistically

unique of any director to appear in the

past few years. With The Boy Friend he

has reached his apogee thus far with an
endearing vehicle for exhibiting his

brash blend of characters and situations

and his unique cinematic style. This

campy, nostalgic musical is an

ingeniously designed and genuinely

entertaining "pastiche" of the great

Busby Berkely film musicals of the

Thirties that adroitly pokes fun at the

stage musicals of the Twenties and the

film musicals of the Thirties

These decades are what we consider

camp" today and it's campy ingenuity

which makes The Boy Friend into such

an enjoyable spectacle. Camp, by

definition, is the affectionate ridicule of

a certain style or mode of behavior now
gone stale or extinct It mimics the

[x>pular culture of a given period The
music the style .it clothing, the popular

arts all lend themselves perfectly to

famp" for they are only transient, yet

reveal what we best may wish to

remember about a period Films lend

themselves quite well to "camp",
celluloid can capture a past reality and

vividh restore it as no other media is

able The Twenties. The Thirties, and

The Forties are decades in which

popular culture can be camped simply

because we have a means, through film,

to capture a near perfect rendering of

their specific attributes

Vet. these times, places, and per-

sonalities are fx'yond our grasp and can

\x> at best vicariously experienced

Instead we can only imitate them The
Thirties, as any devotee of "camp"' can

attest, are the most evocative and

remarkable decade in film history It

was the period when the great studios

had their heyday and the star system

firmly entrenched it sell into what is now

legend The stars themselves made it

through the beaurocratic. stifling

monolith studios and proved their own
individual worth. Bette Davis, Hum
phrev Bogart, Katherine Hepburn,
(.reta Garbo. Mae West. W C Fields all

had their initial or greatest successes

during this period. We "camp" them
today because we respect them so much
We also best remember the form that

emplified the era. the film musical and

its transformation into an unique

cinematic form The credit belongs

mainly to one man. Busby Berkeley and

The Boy Friend is a Valentine to that

man s genius In fact Russell blatantly

plagarlm memorable moments from

Berkeley's best work to accentuate this

t nnscious memory There are. for in-

stance, the girls dancing on an giant

spinning phonograph in one of the

numerous recreations of the Berkeley

production numlxTs used throughout

The moment was done before by

Berkeley in 42nd Street, when Dick

Powell sang "I'm Young And Healthy .

Kussoll even went as tar as imitating the

final shot oi the sequence with a long pan

ol the chorus line seen between their

legs ending with the two leads, here

Twiggy and Christopher Gahle. lying on

the floor starirm a< the camera in ap-

Thing
parent romantic bliss.

These recreations are more than

loving ridicules of the original, they are

cleverly designed into a charming,

unique entertainment. The Boy Friend

succeeds because rather than an

imitative mash of cliched techniques,

Ken Russell has reinterpreted the much
abused musical form. Where others,

such as the current horror Fiddler On
The Roof, are inflated for no other

the components of film to their fullest.

The colors, the production design, the

costume and brash juxtoposition of light

and dark, make for cinematically the

most interesting film of the year so far.

Russell's interest are visual, not

thematic, and with this simply mindless

entertainment the overworked themes

which marred his other films are not

present to hinder his visual brilliance.

Everything here is obvious, simple.

reason than conscious expansion, this

film uses a simple basis, that of a

cliched backstage plot, and builds from
it an intricate cinematic design. There is

a largeness here, but never does it

become clumsy or grosse. Russell

moves the film so that expanse becomes
nuance and the his ingenious synthesis

of stage action and film techniques is

always fascinating.

Russell was astute enough to realize

the frothy musical satire of the Twenties
st\le musical Sandy Wilson wrote
a. isn't quite strong enough to stand

alone Too much of its cleverness

depends upon intimacy and rapport

between actor and audience Film is

emotionally cold and such a static and
mechanical a medium as to inhibit this

communion Instead contact must fu-

made in other ways and here Russell s

\irtues m a director become so ap-

parent His camera never stops with its

BSMUl of striking images Few current

directorscm frame an image with such

style and balance Throughout the

singular Image! ne quite stunning and

the) prove Russell s ability to utilize .ill

Twiggy

and very cleverly -assembled. The Boy

Friend is essentially a film -within -a

-

film about a production of a play and its

projected film version. The loose story

concerns a touring third-rate theatrical

company touring the British provinces

with their production of a Twenties

musical called The Boy Friend. One

matinee the company learns that the

leading Hollywood musical mogul
Victor DeThrill w ill be in the House Box

prospecting the show Unfortunately

that afternoon the show's star (adeptly

played in a cameo role by Glenda

Jackson) breaks a leg and the com

panv's all-around understudy and

production assistant Polly Brown
< Twiggy > must go on in her place. This

plot has been down before, numerous

times, in nearly backstage ever filmed

from On With The Show through Dames

At Sea. This girl, of course, is in love

with the show's leading man, here

played bv Christopher Gable, whose

interests seem in the other chorines in

the company.
Polly's stage debut is at first shaky as

she is harrassed by the dishy chorus

girls and pushed about by the show's

director -producer. Finally she settles

down and the plot literally becomes non

-existance. Instead we watch the inanity

of the plav thev are performing through

a number of ways. First there's the

stage action itself performed with all the

hamminess the cast can muster. Once

thev learned that DeThrill was in the

box, they continually attempt to upstage

each other to impress him; the tap

dancing duo become warring factions,

the bit part players saboutage the leads

and take over, as cunning deceit in the

best theatrical tradition holds sway

DeThrill remains unimpressed, be is

more interested in his own virtuosity as

a director and it manifests itself

throughout in the numerous dream

sequences Russell employs Here we see

Russell's ingenuity at its sharpest as the

pleasant stage action is transformed

into glorious extravanza with the

stvh/ed Berkeley techniques

Somewhere in the montage of static

and screen effects the plot meanders

along: Polly gets her man then loses her

man. both on stage and off. The actors

trv their damndest to impress DeThrill.

finally being upstaged by the low -keyed

Polly! and DeThrill imagines some of

the neatest cinema effects found on

celluloid since the Thirties.

The performances are a

genial blend of ham acting and

professionalism. Tommy Tune is one ..I

the most affalable performers on the

current screen, his performance as the

show's lead dancer is both warm and

wonderful As the show's leading man
Christopher Gable is much better than

his wasted role in Russell's earlier The

Music Lovers Here he is charming and

unassuming and dances with the skill

only an ex- Royal Ballet star has

abilit>

The true stars of The Boy Friend are

Russell and Twiggy The young lady, in

her first film role, has what best can be

called a natural charm and an af

fectionate screen presence. The part of

Polly is hardly demanding but is per-

fectly geared for Twiggy's talents. She

sings pleasantly enought. dances even

better, and presents a welcome,
unexpected, and captivating screen

personality But even she is eclipse by

the brilliance of Ken Russell His touch

is found in every frame and never bears

down upon the viewer Instead we have
consistantly unique, imaginative and
delightful cinema The colors, the sets,

the costumes, the striking juxtoposition

of images are all work to a stunning end

The Boy Friend may be the last word in

Camp, a super extravanganza of

imaginative cinematic hijinks, and the

first work of British director Ken
Russell to rise above the mundane and

banal

JP%
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WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT

Friday Night - The Great D.J.

Saturday Night Natalie Cole
with The let

at

She lEttgltal? flub i

Easter in me Caribbean with Music and rriends.

The FIRST INTERNATIONAL
Puerto Rico Pop Festival

April 1,2,3,

ALICE COOPER ALLMANBROS BAND. B B KING. BLACK SABBA TH

BLOODROCK DAVE BRUBECK with GERRY MULLIGAN
EMERSON. LAKE 8. PALMEH

FACES
with ROD STEWART. RONNIE WOOD. HON LANE. IAN McLAGAN

FLEETWOOD MAC. J GEILS BAND. GOOSE CREEK SYMPHONY
HERBIEMANN MALO. OSIBISA POCO POT LIOUOR

ROBERTA FLACK SAVOY BROWN PLUS MORE'

A Fiesta in Puerto Rico Com
plete camping facilities '," 429

Ml front acres including over

1 mile of Caribbean Beach"

$149.

(617)884 6800/"S for more information call:
r \+mJ
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Theatre

Celebration : A Disasterous Masquerade

By JOSEPH Y. ARSENAULT
Celebration

Written by Tom Jones and

Harvey Scmidt (better known

for The Fantasticks and 7 Do! I

Do', directed by Judith An-

derson - starred in order of

major appearance Frank
Anderson. Hugh Copeland.

Susan Heuck, David Hopcroft

and Gary Blumsick

Celebration is a sophomoric

attempt at interpolating

modern reality. Comments on

the human condition with in-

sipid lvrics. mediocre tunes,

over worked themes, and

terrible puns exhumed from the

debris of the forgotten fifties. It

ihouti out the problems of our

existence, it introduces stock

cardboard characters and

pretends to call them symbols

for the modern man
Celebration is poor theatre

through and through, at the

Campus Center, it became

disastrous mascarade, suffice it

.a forged presentation of

a terrible pi

The plav begins in the dark

around a primeval fire,

surrounded bv the players who

an lis rating to the opening

Htelod) -Celebration." Hie

lights come up. the ecstatic

clapping get> harder, the

egin competing with

the Piano and drum which tor

this time i- being able to shout

over to the audience the garbled

lyrics Miss Tolka's tie died

tump suits have the curious

effect «»t emphasizing the worst

part oi the casts tlosh>

anatomies and overplaying the

mam •succulent dern*

The script a eontrontation of

vei itock cha

ents >i Peter Pan u Of

phaa a cheap Marilyn Monro.-

as Angel. Scrooge .
mder

.1 Rich; all orchestrated by a

sneaky narrator-charlatan

figure in this play called

mkin The tirst act done in

the round which has ;i measure

ol extreme difficulty proceeds

to introduce us to a poor little

orphan DO) lost in the big city

searching for his garden-

hclieving to have special grace

from the Sun and wearing the

of Qod around his neck

mkin in black, the man
about town and the world, jack

of all sorts of realities, becomes

his self elected mentor teaching

Orphan -ill about the big

deceitful city

The tone is cynical nothing is

left to irons or intelligence since

are told this valuable in

tormation at the beginning of

the second act The Orphan, in a

moment of prayer finds Angel,

a striptease blond seductress in

an electric red jumpsuit with

peek a boo holes all up her side.

yearning to be somebody

bby, egocentric Rich ap-

pears on the scene, gruff and

grin obnoxiously yelling out

T in bored, bored, bored " to

which I raised my manhattan

toasting. "Here s two of us.*'

The grand financier who made

his fortune in falsies and ar-

tificial flowers hasn't felt a

thing in years and finds himself

confronted with death, im-

potence, and fear grumbling

"You know what kid, I haven't

had an erection in 25 years-

(poor man! ).

Nevertheless to our astonish-

ment, we discover that he and

Orphan are two sides of the

same existence or might we say

steals the girl from Orphan,

flooding her with pearls and

money. Orphan is shattered,

having "mysteriously"' fallen in

love. Pining, Potemkin rescues

our hero, giving him Angel's

tender lovenote. The script has

returned to its original poor

humor pushing at us this cheap

vaudevillian human "You never

know how the tricks turn out

until the second half."

Members of the Lion Share's Company rehearse Celebration

before and after Potemkin in

order to make poor Rich feel

something beside himself

decides that Orphan and Angel

should play act a young at)

duet hoping to rekindle the fires

in the old man
The Love Song'' is dynamic,

emotional and poignant or

phan and Angel dance and sing

together artfully while Rich

.mgs of something "tickling"'

within Powerful, subtle, ef-

fective The dawning sexuality

grows in Orphan, soft ten-

derness tones down Angels

brassv hustler image and even

childish Rich mellows

All this erupts into

psvchological problems for

vone when Rich, flaming.

The second act is situated in

the lost garden of the orphanage

and begins with Orphan and

Angel singing. "I m so happy

WC each got what we wanted"

I which we all know is obviously

ironic) The choreography, as it

was throughout most of the

plav. is simple, basically a

threestep back and across the

stage, madmilling about or

following the leader The action

of the play never surmounts the

difficulties of theater in the

round; sections of the audience

see nothing but backs for many
prolonged sequences Rich

kicks Orphan out "on his ass",

defoliates the place, destroys it

with his "wintrv" influence.

which he symbolically

representes. (Of course, Or-

phan is Spring.) Potemkin
becomes Rich's right hand

man, replacing the limp

wrist ed, gypsy ear-ringed in-

terior designer; (These walking

cardboard characters are just

too much!

)

Rich now decked in his white

winter long underwear showing

his bloated stomach and ap-

propriate figleaf is ready for the

action at his new year's eve

party His henchmen entertain

him with a wild orgy which gets

chaotic enough so that even

Rich can no longer endure it.

We proceed to an interesting

scene around a human mirror

where Rich sees himself as the

orphan, but Father Time
abruptly returns in the guise of

a masked Potemkin Orphan

having watched all this from the

outskirts is ready to fight for the

right He tries to convert

Potemkin and the rest of Rich's

lollowers by imploring them to

•'behe\ e anything for all we can

dream can be" After apathy

and decadence, the force of

romantic idealism rallies to a

giant confrontation with harsh

reality, youth pitted against old

age. dreams against schemes,

innocence against experience.

in an incongruous sword duel

between Orphan and Rich

which is difficult to understand

given the pre-established

modern setting. Suddenly

feeling a spasm. Rich drags

Angel away to his retreat

screaming that he has won by

eminent domain The mirrors

close in on him. his deluded self

image disappears, he sees his

own decrepitude and final)

death claims another victim in

a pathetic and disgusting

shrieking Alas, we are

returned to the dark primeval

scene that started this misplay.

Orphan and Angel are

magically reconciled, won-

dering about the external

reality out there" The chorus

of Celebration starts up again

It's over!

The play is simplistic. The

puns are what remains of the

fifties, with the script too

mediocre to be believed

existensial The questions about

modern reality are badly posed,

if at all. the play's conscious

effort to present the forces of

evil through the tired trite and

tedious metapnor of money
ends in stereot .pical depictions

of good and bad In a more
sophisticated theater, this play

belongs in kindergarten, for it

ends up being a very poor

morality musical preaching,

screeching and not in any way

teaching.

Frank Anderson (Potemkin)

imitates with his powerful

barritone voice a cartoon crook.

His voice carries through many

of the chorus songs, his por-

trayal of the wily narrator is

entertaining, bringing to life

many of the poor puns with fine

facial expressions and

humorous timing. Un-

fortunatelv. he suffers from the

piano forte and his lyrics are

lost in the poor beat. He seems

to be a powerful force in-

tegrating and keeping the cast

together.

Hugh Copeiand (Orphan)

sang wonderfully, his pleasing

tenor was perfectly cast for the

role of the innocent school boy.

inexperienced in the ways of the

world He carried the illusion

convincingly, but he too was

often lost in the wild medleys

between the piano and the cast

His performance was most

beautiful during the Lovesong

his provocative and tender

voice was moving

Susan Heuck 'Angel) sang

breathily, and was able to

adequately project the emotions

of her role which demanded
exaggeration Her hands

brushing through her long blond

hair, her gusty wall, her ear

thiness were convincing

David Hopcroft Rich'

shrieked, his hoarse singing

though inherent to the role.

prated on my nerves His

portrayal of the evil force of

money was more than enough,

it surpassed the character He

Itwmnfl confident, poised and

experienced enough to project

the pathetic image of the

character b\ overplaying all

stereotypes He Ml Scrooge.

grating, nerve w recking but not

a totally disappointing per-

former

The chorus supported

adequately, their gyrations and

gesticulations were to be ex-

pected. The Paino sent

migraines throughout the

audience, upstaging all the

performano
If God is dead as is suggested

in this play, then everything is

permitted, and I suppose this

play is what results Nothing

much can salvage a poor script,

but overdoing the roles becomes
bad caricature in poor taste, to

Judith Anderson and the cast-

maybe next time

For Sale:

One pair of men's hiking

lMK)ts. size ten Olive green

suede From Germany Call

Christine 546 9705 or 546-9736
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Weekend (Cont'd)V T VV_Tl!r adeciuate. the execution

triangular love affair between three

friends that unravels itself around an air

of impending gloom Jeanne Monreau s

performance is close to perfect and she

transforms a sometimes bleak script

into a verv dynamic and vivid per

somfication A definitely worthwhile

film that has already become a French

classic.

The Last Picture Show • Palace Cinema.

West Springfield)

The Best American Film of last year

is this depressing, bleak vision of life

about the coming of age of three

youngsters in a small Texan town in

1951 Directed by Peter Bogdanovich

the film is a straightforward well

crafted, well-acted narrative about the

perils of growing up in the finest

tradition of the great Hollywood

directors The film is nostalgia in the

negative sense and despite some near

melodramatic plotting is the most

poignant film in quite some time ine

acting is superb by a cast of most y

unknown character actors led by Cloris

Leachmen. Timothy Bottoms Jett

Bridges. Eileen Brennan, and Ben

Johnson . _. mn
Last Summer < Jerry Lewis Cinema,

Northampton)
Frank and Eleanor Perry s

unrestrained, shocking, tautly made

about three sadistic youths and their

victim and the summer they spend

together on Fire Island. The storv

concerns a young girl who makes

friends with three inseparable peers,

two boys and a girl, and concerns he

tatter's complete domination over tne

The film has a grainy realness to it

and has two superlatively matched

performances from Cathy Burns and

Barbara Hershey as the two girls The

film is most ways is above the ordinary

and. although the premise is less than

adequate, the execution is first-rate.

, „ile Kauss and Big Ualsey Thursday.

Student Union Ballroom. 7 jk •)

A flashy and fast moving film about a

bumbling duo of motorcycle racers and

,he,r lonely traveling life that offers

them no real substance or meaning The

film often tries to be stabbingly funny

but the comedv results in little more

than undermining the emotional em

volvement we are supposed to feel for

these barren characters. The film is

directed bv Sidney J. Furie and stars

Sohert Bedford and Michael J/oUard^

Lt*«rs and Other Strangers (Friday, s

U Ballroom. 7. 9. in

One of last years better comedies
_

It

is an adult, sometimes raw look into the

follies of American marriages and

mores with a superlative cast headed by

(lie Young and Ann Jackson.

Metropolis (Monday. Morrill Science

Center. Amherst College, 8:00)

A German film by Fritz Lang, that

explores and exposes the horrors of a

mechanical society that is a future

Utopia The plot itself is a much over-

worked and often trite re-hash of the

struggles between capital and labor, but

the plot is pushed along and aided im-

mensely bv fantastically designed

geometric sets The film stars Brigette

Helm and Rudolph Klein-Rogge. with

photography by Karl Freund.

Murmur of the Heart (Cinema X.

/Springfield' , ,

A fine achievement by director Louis

Malle that is a senaative and

sophisticated treatment of a very-

delicate and provocative theme. The

film concerns a IS year old boy caught in

the awkward process ol growing pains,

who has an incestual desire for his

mother The relationship finally ending

up in a sexual encounter, and while the

film contains fine acting and direction, it

should be viewed only by those open

minded enough to accept the film s

Instructions
Assembled by STEVE FERBER

Incorporated in the 900 letters are names of 36 films, and

this time there is not going to be a list because with only 36

( and you can find most of the names in the movie section oi

the Boston Globe) it's going to be easy enough, especially

since you've had two weeks of practice with these puzzles.

Two movies I hadn't heard of were Bartleby and Dealing

from there though you're on your own.... skt.
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Last Week's Answers

controversial themes It stars Lea

Massan and Benoit Ferreux

BeeMttaMI X <-reat Notion Campus
Cinemas. Hadle>

A homey and oftentimes very un

stimulating drama set in contemporary

,*T™ ,n the creat American Northwest

4SRiS I concerns the hard and rugged

Stamper family, and a logging strike

that affects their personal relationships

and upsets their life balance It stars

and is directed bv Paul Newman, with

Henry Fonda. Lee Remick and Michael

Sarrizan. c».t#wit
The Sterile Cuckoo (Friday. Student

Onion Ballroom. 7. 9. and ID

A warming and enjoyable comedy

about love, that takes place between two

college freshmen Lisa Minelli plays the

exhuberant Pookie who chases after a

shy and sexually innocent young man,

moving film for those who can identify

with the blundering follies of young love

Wendell Burton stars as the boyfriend in

this Alan Paluka production

X Y and Zee Showcase Cinem;.

The most inanely titled film quite

some time is this bitchy, romantic

melodrama that reads ItolWm
Romance written by Kdward Albee 1 he

storv concerns unhappy middle aged

marriage in contemporary I>ondon and

the way three way affair employed to

save it It stars Susannah York as I

voung botique owner who has an affair

with Michael Caine but has tendencies

for his wife, Elizabeth Taylor, whose

medusa-like presence makes for her

most grotesque appearance since

Boom I

Yankee Doodle Dandy (Sunday,

Thompson 104. 7 & 9>

The 1942 biography of American

playwright and entertainer George M
Cohan that stars the inimitable James

Cagney and Walter Houston The story

basically lacks excitement and appeal

but is aided by entertaining songs and

good direction by Michael Curtiz

laBjiaataf Far T«a Ibb#bbif
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paukKiwnan warnmm
lee Kino mioaa saiwaan
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a Great Motion' vj3e?a»
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Every tlm« r"<
com* 10 Campos

A CRAZY 90 MINUTES OF FUN _ *
|

TTheTetephone Book"

The story of a gki who falls in love

with the worlds greatest

obscene phone cejL__ _V_L"

i
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Sun., Hon., Tutt.
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Weekend
MARY! iRDONand

STI

Music
Amherst Folklore Center

Tonite there will be a Confra Dance

with the Canterbury Orchestra.

featuring Dudley Laufinar as called.

Thursday night, March 16 at 8:00 the

center will feature Geoff and Maria

Muldaur. former members of the Jim

Kweskin Jue Band. l$>.

Beggers In Company
The latest group to present live

musical comedy readings will perform

this Sunday night in the Rathskellar at

7:30 and 10 and this week's show is

Cabaret. Cabaret opened in November
of 1967 and was acclaimed as one of the

most innovative and dramatic musicals

of the Sixties. The songs, by John

Kander and Fred Ebb. are all first-rate

and amongst the most professionally

theatrical in seasons. ^$).

Mi mi Farina and Tom Jans

Mimi Farina, once married to

Richard Farina went solo after her

husband's death; but upon meeting Tom
Jans decided to collaborate. Their

success is evident in their music and

they'll perform Wednesday night in the

Blue Wall. For further details, see page

10. ($).

Music Match
Saturday, March 11. there will be an

Tnstant Karma Tournament" featuring

Wiggy, Heavy Maggie, J.D. Mama.

Chapel. Fog and Cornbread in the

Ballroom. ($)

(His Rush
Black blues musician whose artistry is

known by just a few loyal followers This

unfortunate fact hopefully will be

remedied this Monday at 8 in the

Ballroom when Rush will play For

more see page 10. ($).

Yale Slavic Choruses

On Tuesdav. March 14 at 8:00 P.M. in

Herter 227 there will be a concert by the

Yale Slavic Chorus sponsored by the

Department of Slavic Languages and

Literatures The chorus, composed of

•hirtv women, mostly undergraduates at

Yale, was formed only two years ago

under the auspices of the mens group,

the Yale Russian Chorus

Theater
l Hebi alion

The Lions Share Co is the area's only

resident musical theatre company
making it's home at the Campus Center

I'Mass Tonight and tomorrow night at

tt 30 the Lions Share will present Tom
Jur.. and Harvey Schmidt s

( elchration. which is much on the same

line as their Fanlastics. It will be

presented in cabaret style with

leverages served Celebration theme of

nature versus urban corruption is

augmented by Us stylized characters,

dynamic mime ensemble work where

the actors cause a change of mood or

scene, and its exciting current per-

cussive music and dance. For more see

review on page twelve

little Mar) Sunshine

Little Mar> Sunshine is a musical

comedv for the whole family It was first

produced in New York in 1959 and has

been captivating audiences all over the

world ever since Anyone who has sat

through such operettas as Rosemarie

will find Little Mary Sunshine a

hilarious parody The plot concerns

•Big Jim Warrington (our hero> who is

pursuing the "evil" Indian. Yellow

Feather, (our villain), and with his

trusty company of Forest Rangers he

comes upon the Colorado Inn, which is

owned by Little Mary Sunshine (our

heroine) Needless to say complications

arise, but one must never fear for

honesty and goodness prevail and

evervone lives happily ever after

The musical will be presented tonight

and tomorrow evening at 8:30 and

tomorrow afternoon at 2. They are

either completely sold our or nearly that

way. The production will play next

weekend and will be reviewed next

week. ($).

Much Ado About Nothing

The comedy concerns the wittiest of

all Shakespeare s couples, Beatrice and

Benedick These two spend so much

time in verbal duels, using clever puns,

similes, and epigrams to put each other

down, they never realize they are madly

in love with each other A second, more

conventional romance is carried on

between Claudio. Benedick's best

friend, and Hero, Beatrice's cousin The

comedy is completed by the racy pun-

ning of ladies-in-waiting, the antics of a

slapstick constable and his bumbling

watchmen, double entendres by almost

one, and even the meaness of a

Ponight tomorrow, and Sundaj

evenings at 8:30 at the Kirby Theater,

Amhersl College. v$>.

Natural Man is a play written by

Theodore Browne and directed by Ester

Terry about the life of the famous black

folk hero JOHN HENRY. The legend of

JOHN HENRY and his ten pound

hammer has been told and sung around

the world. He shook mountains with his

powerful hammerblows and dared pit

his superhuman strength and endurance

against the new day demon.

Automation, in one final race winner

take all. The troupe has worked very

hard to capture the spirit of JOHN
HENRY as black people have related to

it The result will be presented by The

I Mass Black Repetoire Theatre at

Bowker Auditorium March 10, and 11, at

8:00 p.m. and on March 12 at 3:00 p.m.

Snowball. Lemonade, and Next

Three one-act off-Broadway plays that

deal compassionately and humorously

with the themes of loneliness and

isolation in modern society will be

presented in the Laboratory Theatre,

ML Holyoke College, Friday, March 10

through* Sunday, March 12 at 8:15 p.m.

Snowangel by Lewis John Carlino is a

gentle, funny play dealing with two

lonely people who learn that in order to

receive love one must be willing to give

of oneself. Lemonade by James
Prideaux which explores the illusions

and dreams of two midwestern

housewives, Margaret Grady and

D'Anne Hurd. who. while sitting by the

highway selling lemonade, share the

fantasies that enliven their drab lives.

Terence McNally's Nest is a hilarious

confrontation between a forty-year-old

man who has just received his draft

notice and the tough female examining

officer at the draft board. (S>.

Films
Mice's Restaurant (Jerry Lewis
Cinema. Northampton)
Arthur Penn's often funny and

touching film interpretation of Arlo

Guthrie's hassles with the police in

Mockbridge. Mass , and his draft board

When the humor is present, the film

captures the wryness of Guthrie's

humor yet when the dramatic elements

emerge, a rather prolonged subplot

concerning Alice and her marital
hassles the film becomes a

melodramatic mess of missused
octology Filmed in the area with many
of the participants in the original en-

counter
Cabaret Wednesday. Showcase

Cinemas. West Springfield)

The most acclaimed film of the year

thus far is this film version of the 1967

Broadway musical which mixes

decandent. spectacular cabaret-styled

entertainment with the rise of Nazism.

The musical was hailed on the stage as

one of the more innovative and exciting

of the past decade and has been tran-

sformed, through the skillful hands of

Bob Fosse, into a truly unique and

stunning film. The story concerns the

romantic encounters of a young British

writer in the Berlin of the early Thirties,

immediately prior to Hitlers takeover

The songs here are dispersed through

the action, not the plot, and comment
rather than further the story The effect

is the first truly unique film musical in

quite some time. The score, by John

Kander and Fred Ebb, beautifully

echoes the era as does the per

formances, chiefly those of Liza Minneli

as the legendary Sally Bowles and Joel

Grey as the epitome of decandence in

the form of the Cabaret's Master of

Ceremonies.

The Chase 'Monday, S U Ballroom. 7

and 9:45)

Somehow this mildly hysterical and

glossly melodrama about the lurid

private affairs of a Southern town is

fascinating and diverting in its own way.

The story concerns a sheriff in search of

an escaped convict whose return to the

town throws a number of leading

citizens into a panic. It is thrown

together with nearly every cliche about

the South imaginable. Still when done by

a cast headed by Marlon Brando. Jane

Fonda, and Robert Redford it makes for

entertaining dross.

Cool Hand Luke (Saturday, Mahar, 7:30

and 10)

An entertaining, if a bit overly sym-

bolic drama about a misfit in a Southern

penal colony during the Thirties and. his

struggle with his sadistic authorities.

The humor is deftly underplayed, and

thp leisurelv style blends well with the

Duck Soup
whole. The only dissonance is the heavy-

handed Christian symbolism towards

the end, which attempts to turn his af

falable victim of self neglect into an

existential martyr. Fortunately the

philosophical thickness only slightly

mars this otherwise enjoyable and

disturbing story of prison life. Paul

Newmans Luke is one of his most

lideable performances and he is finely

supported from Arthur Kennedy, who

won an Oscar, and Jo Van Fleet

Creature From The Black Lagoon

i Friday, Hampden Dining Commons, 8

& 10)

An insipid and grossly ridiculous

horror film that reeks of clumsy camera

tricks, phoney monsters and makeshift

murkiness. The creature is a

waterlogged amphibian who bumbles

around trying to be grotesque, but never

becomes more than boringly unim-

pressive.

Dirty Harr> 'Showcase Cinema. W.

Springfield)

Detective Comics in Panavision with

Cunt Eastwood as a San Franciscan

counterpart to crime-fighting the super-

hero comic strip characters \ shrewd.

taut, well-made thriller that pits

Eastwood as Dirty Harry against insane

murderer named Scorpio. Harry is

something to be seen as he single-

handedly quenches a bank robbery

without even sweating and Scorpio often

does Harry one better in this sharp

fantasy thriller The theme of the film is

simplistic dribble about how liberals are

responsible for letting culprits like

Scorpio out on the streets and the

message may be laid on a bit too thick at

the end. still those apparent flaws are all

but glossed over under the firm,

ingenious hand of director Don Seigel

Doctor Zhivago (Campus Cinemas.

Hadley)
A classy and trashy adaptation of

Boris Pasternack's novel about a man's

struggle against tyranny before and

during the Russian Revolution that

comes across as an audiences struggle

against tedium. Robert Bolt's screen-

play meanders through the book like a

hasty tour of a large museum, rendering

the original to intelligent pulp. David

Lean's ponderous and pretentious

direction slackens the pace of the film to

that of a tired snail. The film is a

daytime serial-Cassack Style em-

ploying all the razzmatazz of the Class

Hollywood Product. The only effective

aspect is the photography, the rest

comes off as vacuous as the blatantly

romantic music score of Maurice Jarre

Duck Soup (Sunday, Wright Hall, Smith,

2:30 & 4:30)

Probably the best in the Marx

Brothers genre of zany and absurd

spoofs, this one deals with spies and

respective villains. The film also

features Margaret Dumont and Louis

Calhern, with added gags by Nat Perrin

and Arthur Sheekman
Fiddler on the Roof (Show Case

Cinemas, West Springfield)

A mundane version of the longest

running musical in Broadway history.

The disappointing epic comes away by

director Norman Jewison who has

employed needless flashy techniques in

the transition The musical becomes
bottom-heavy and static when blown up

on a Super Panavision screen and

blasted out of twelve stereo speakers

The show itself has grace, charm, and a

natural warmth that are all but

eliminated here. Instead every moment

reeks with phony folklines and cornball

routines. The excellent Bock-Harnick

score has been homogenized in musical

interludes embarrassing at best.

The Go-Betwe«n (Academy of Music,

Northampton!
A distinguished drama that excels in

presenting marvelous rendering of

Victorian England, some superlative

acting, beautiful photography, and is

competent enough in all other areas.

Still, in the end it seems a bit too com-

petent for its own good. It may have a

cache of prizes under its belt and be on a

goodly share of Ten Best Lists, it still

remains a distinctly cold experience.

L* Grande Illusion (Thursday, Merrill

Science Center, Amherst College, 3:30

and 7:30)

Considered by many one of the finest

films of all times in Jean Renoir's anti-

war masterpiece It takes place in a

German prison camp for officers during

the final year of the First World War and

insightfully studies the demise of the

aristocratic class and style in modern
warfare Many points are subtle as to be

transparent, still the ironies of warfare

have never been better portrayed The
film features Erich Yon Strohiem in his

most sympathetic role as the com
mander ot the Prison of War camp and

kg one of the finest made pacifist films

ever created

Harold And Maude Calvin Theater.

Northampton)
A charmless, insipid black comedy

that, believe it or not, comes our way
with more sugar frosting than is a sugar

frosted nightmare The film features

Ruth Gordon and Bud Cort. she as an

eighty year old lifeforce, he as a suicidal

twenty year old, who have a love affair

The humor is silly or offensive, the black

elements banal, the sentimentality too

thick to cut, the performances over-

blown, the music, courtesy of Cat

Stevens flat, the direction one step

removed from a television commercial,

in short a flat, unappealing, mishmash
of clumsily drawn ideas.

The Hospital (Showcase Cinemas,
Springfield)

The world of a big city hospital is

brought to life in this grim but often

funny film that deals with bizarre and

exaggerated situations of medical in-

competence, the violent aspects of New
York City life, and the bitter story of a

middle aged doctor who is suffering

from the termination of a bad marriage
The film stars George C. Scott. Diana
Rigg, and is directed by Arther Hiller,

with script by Paddy Chavefshy
House of Wax (Friday, Mahar, 6:30,

8:15. 10)

Originally released in 1954 as one of

the first three-dimensional films, this

little macabre drama about the revenge
of a mad museum curator is a cut above

the average. Never mind its coming on a

bit too heavy, enjoy the three-

dimensional effects (which include

many perspective shots and one un-

necessarily prolonged sequence when a

barker bangs his paddle ball down your

throat ) Vincent Price is appropriately-

diabolical as the vengeance-seeking

madman.
Jules and Jim (Tuesday. Mahar. 8 & 10)

A brilliant film by the French genius

Francoise Truffant that stars Jeanne
Monreau and Oscar Werner. The story is

a sensative and provocative tale of a

Continued On Page 15
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Weather
He said he hated

mornings, he hated all

the time and wanted a

two-week paid vacation.

We buried him
yesterday. It's foggy, on

page two.
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Skaters Div. II Champs
ByDANKAMAL

It^Ts surprisingly easy.

The I'Mass hockey team
dominated the University of

Buffalo in every aspect of the

ECAC Division II Championship

final Saturday nigh! at Orr Kink

and tame away with a convincing

B 1 decision and the Division II

noun

An overflow, vociferous crowd

saw the Kedmen come out stor-

ming and never let up. It was

without a doubt the best game of

the season for the skaters It was a

good time to put it all together.

Coach Jack Canniff has been

saying all season long that he had

the personnel to go all the way in

the Division No one ever doubted

that However, the way the Red-

men had been playing before the

playoffs began, many people

doubted whether the talent within

the personnel would display itself

enough to bring the championship

to this campus
The players never doubted it As

Pat Keenan said after the game.
•We all felt that Buffalo didn't

stand a chance against us."

It didn't

\\ hen asked to say a few words
during the post-game ceremonies.

Canniff heaped all the praise on his

players He mentioned that They
played a hulluva game " He
couldn't have put it better

The second'' line, which had

such a tremendous aeries, opened

the scoring for the Kedmen early in

the first period Chico Shea, who
had an incredible string ot bad luck

late in the season took .1 beautiful

pass from Don Riley who was
behind the Hulls net. and from

about five feel out rammed it p.t-t

Buffalo goalie Mike Dunn It was to

tu the first goal ot a hat trick for

She
Five minutes later, at H 12. Chico

put I Mass up 2-0 with his second

goal, this one a tip-in from amidst a

maze ot players m front of Dunn off

I shot from the point b\ Hob
Bartholomew Riley picked up his

second ot five assist! for the game
on this goal

\t this point, the game looked

very much like the two previous

playofl games at orr Kink Both

against St Anselm's and
Merrimack the Kedmen broke out

into early leads
Keenan increased the Kedmen

lead late m the period M hen he took

.1 pass from Jack Edwards
wards swept the puck backhand

Style to Keenan who was Stationed

right near the post Dunn never

had a chance, and I Mass record

breaking scorer rammed it home.

The game began to take another

familiar turn late in the second

period however A defensive lapse

l»> 1 Mas-, gave Buffalo forward

Mike Klym the puck at the face oil

circle to* the left of PJ. Flaherty

With Dale Dolmage screening V .1

Klym unloaded a cannon shot and

it was :M
In both previous playoff games

the Kedmen had squandered leads

and it looked as if it would happen

again But at 19:33, Keenan scored

the goal that killed the Bulls

The Weston. Ontario native

stuffed a.rebound of a shot bj DM
Keidy past Dunn and. and with

less "than half a minute left in the

ond period. UMaSS had its

three goal lead back

FC ST \SV IS WRITTEN all over I Mass hockey captain Brian Sullivan's face as he skates around the

lee at Orr Msil holding the cup emblematic of the I Mass I)i\ ision II hockey championship The Redmen

went through a three game playoff series to the title by beating St. Anselms V3. Merrimack 1-2. and

Buffalo for the championship by 8-1. (Photo by Jim Cryan. photo center)

On The Inside:

SUG Board Task Force

Meets With Bromery
See page 3

Another Conspiracy
See page 4

Everett Speech Today
See page 1

To the disinterested hockey
observer, the third period might be

considered boring To the biased

throng at Orr Kink, it was ecstasy.

Eric Scralield. who also hart

trying to clear the puck deep into

scored an 'unintentional goal" at

2:08 The Red Baron, who was just

rying to clear the puck deep into

the Buffalo /one as his line went off

the ice, shot it on net and got some
help from a Bulls defensoman who
completely screened goalie Dunn

from the pi

This made the score 5 1 .
and then

Shea and Keenan completed their

hat tricks in a span of a little more
than two minutes

Scrafield had the honor ot

scoring the last goal of the season

for the Kedmen late in the game to

make the final K I

Bv this time, it had Ix'come

target practice

**•*•

In the ceremonies after the

game each member ot the Bultalo

team received runner up trophies

The Bulls deserves lot oi credit for

their stunning upset over Va
moot Bach Redman received his

version Oi the championship
tn>ph\ and Brian Sullivan took the

big silver cup and skated around

the rink, much to the delight ol the

crowd
It was the last game as Kef Imen

lor in seniors, the first senior group

recruited by Caansff Thej canst .1

long nraj

SUMMARY
FIRST PERIOD

1 UM Shea (Riley) 3 OS

2 UM She* (Riley. Bartholomew) I 42

3 UM Keenan (Edwards) 1* S2

SECOND PERIOO
4 Buff Klym (Albano) II 41

SUM Keenan (Edwards. Re.dy) 1*33

THIRD PERIOD
6 UM Scrafield (Riley. Shea) 2M
J UM Shea (Riley) 2 20

SUM Keenan (Edwards. Reidyl 4 21

9 UM Scrafield (R.leyi IS 3S

Chico Shea accepts award from Coach Jack Canniff as Most

Valuable Player of final game in Division II Playoffs. (MIX photo by

Alan Chapman)
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Joe Sylvia, standing, the Chairman of Students Offering Support (SOS), as he discussed incorporation

with members of Citizens Offering Support (COS) yesterday. (MDC photo by Jim Gold)

Irvings Due In Court Today
NEW YORK (AP) Author

Clifford Irving and his wife. Edith,

were scheduled to appear Monday
in federal and state courts to enter

pleas to indictments charging

them with a scheme to mU
McGrao Hill, Inc . a "bogus
autobiography

-

' of reclusive

billionaire Howard Hughes for

000.

After an intensive six week joint

count) federal probe, the Irvmgs

and their friend, literary n

Cher Richard Suskind. were in

dieted Thursda> on I vanet> <>t

criminal charges arising out of the

bi//.are compilation of the BO.M0
word manuscript

In the federal indictment. Irving.

41. and his 36-year-old artist wife

were charged with conspiracy and
mail fraud Suskind. 46. was
named as a co-conspirator but not

a> defendant in the federal in-

dictment
The New York County grand jury

charged all three with grand

larcem conspiracy and possession

of forged instruments

\ second county grand jury

indictment charged Irving and
Suskind with perjury The perjury

indictment stemmed from
previous state court affidavits in

which Ir\ing said he had met
Hughes secretly in motels and in

automobiles in places ranging

from < »a\ai a. Mexico, to Pompano

Beach. Fla
Suskind swore in a similar af

fidavit that on one occasion he met

Hughes and the industrialist gave

him an organically grown prune

According to the indictments.

Irving and Suskind thought such a

hoax would be successful because

they bdieved that either the

\ ear old Hughes was dead or riot

(.t sufficient mental or physical

capacity to denounce it."

If convicted. Irving and his wife

each could face maximum sen

tences of five years in prison and a

total of $10,000 in fines on the

conspiracy count, and live years

each in prison and a total of $2 .ono

on the mail fraud count

Wallace Predicts Florida Primary Win

mi \mi. Ha. i M»i George C

U all.i.f said Sunday he believ es he

will wm Florida's presidential

primary, but Sen Hubert H
Humphre) contended that would

little impact on the race for

the White House nomination
uise the Alabama governor is

not a card-carrying Democrat
Sen Kdmund S Muskie of

Maine, battling to bolster a

national campaign that shows

signs ol sagging, switched his

position and announced he will

disclose within 10 days con

tributions to his presidential bid

Florida s big held ol Democratic

entries campaigned on television

and on tour for Tuesday's 11 way
primary contest

n Henry M Jackson of

Washington claimed he is gaining

strength in the Florida race and is

Weather
Tomorrow's weather report

reports that it will be cloudy today

Late in the day. there will be a

20% to 40% chance of either rain or

snow, depending on the tern

perature
The temperature will be between

35 - 40 degrees, which would seem
to eliminate the possibility of snow,

but that s not what the telephone

said, and we all know machines are

right Right?

now all bunched up*' with

Humphrey and Muskie in .i I

for second place behind Wall

who holds hefty leads in the public

opinion polls

"I believe that I will be the

winner on Tuesday," Wallace said

in the ABC program 'Issues

and Answers | feel that we have

an excellent chance to win a

majority of the delegates in

Florida
"

Fighty one will t>e at stake in

Tuesday balloting expected to pull

a big turnout among Florida s two

million Democratic voters

Wallace said he mav campaign

m as many as 10 more Democratic-

primaries, probably including

California on June 6. and possibly

Ohio on Ma> I

I intend to go to California at

the present time if we run well in

Florida."' he said

He also claimed "an excellent

chance' ' at winning the nomination

itself, although he refused to rule

out another third-party

presidential campaign "I'm

running as a candidate for the

Democratic nomination, but I don t

totally exclude anything.'" he said.

Humphrey, on NBC's "Meet the

Press, said he expected to do very

well in the Florida race "I think

we have good momentum, and I

believe that I'm the only

progressive candidate that has a

chance to beat Mr Wallace." he

said

Hut the Minnesota senator said if

Wallace does win. it will demon
strate only that in an 11 way i

he has a solid bloe of voters

"It would do nothing to damage
m> candidacy in the Democratic
party if Mr Wallace should win

IUSC I do not consider Mr
Wallace- to lx> what I call a card

carrying Democrat." Humphrev
said

H (leorge McGovera of South

Dakota went hand shaking at a

t'niversity of Miami art show and

in a black neighborhood of Coconut

Grove

Mayor John V Lindsaj oi New
York began his campaign day with

a :. 12 mile bicycle ride, then went

to a black church to accuse his

senatorial rivals of compromising

with Wallace and retreating on the

loom <>f school busing

You're not going to beat

Richard Nixon by trying to out-

Wallace Wallace. Lindsay said

Jackson denied in CBS's "Face
the Nation" interview that his

campaign opposition to the busing

of school children for racial

balance supports the forces op-

posed to racial integration

He said a majority of black

Americans are opposed to com-

pulsory busing, too

"This is an issue North. South.

Fast and West Jackson said
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SOS Incorporation

With COS Planned
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

Representatives from the UMass and Amherst community met

yeSday to discuss incorporating their efforts for the raising o funds in

suDuort of >8 parents of residents at the Belchertown State School.

The i pafflave filed a class-action suit in federal court againstthe

state Department of Mental Health charging that the state has been

neelieent in the care of residents at Belchertown.

Students Offering Support (SOS)-A UMass student organization-

called on representatives from the Amherst community to join them in

their efforts to express support and obtain funds for the class-action suit.

The meeting was attended by 15 people.

Community Offering Support (COS) -an W™"^"^"; £
Amherst community with the identical aims of SOS-will provide the

community with a vehicle for expressing support and obtaining funds for

^YeSerdays meeting at the Belchertown State School, which included a

90-minute tour of five buildings at the institution, emphasized plans to

formally incorporate SOS and COS into one organization tomorrow at the

Amherst Savings Bank. ^..lo^cnc^mc
Incorporation provides legal protection for individuals in SOS and COS

Under Massachusetts law, only the CSOS corporation can be held

responsible for the actions of the organization.

Joseph Sylvia chairman of SOS, said m an interview that SOS and COS

despite the incorporation will remain separate in terms of responsibility

and funds He said students know they have taken on a "mammoth job

and realize the support which is needed from the community in order to

successfully support the suit. .... t « ».
Sylvia said that during tomorrows meeting, the incorporates will be

announced and officers in the organization will be chosen^

Summing up the goals of the incorporation, Sylvia said: "Students will

handle the student aspect and the community will handle the community

aspect

Sylvia said there were presently efforts in the direction of establishing

a CSOS throughout Massachusetts. He said a one-day conference is

planned for April 8 at UMass in order to acquaint aU interested colleges

and universities in the state with the issues involved in the suit and the

necessary means of establishing a CSOS on their campus.

The tour of the institution, which was organized by Sylvia included

"the best and the worst" of buildings at the school, said an SOS

representative.

Mike Sullivan, who is vice-chairman of the Amherst Board of Select-

men and a member of COS. said he visited the Belchertown School ten

years ago. He said in an interview after the tour: In ten years the

thinking at Belchertown hasn't really changed."

Sullivan found the concept of "big wards and custodial care" especially

disagreeable, he said As he sees it, conditions at Belchertown are much

worse than the conditions which are expressed in the newspapers

, ou can't become that dedicated until you have actually been through

the place and seen what it is like." said Sullivan. Students have had a

great effect in making the Amherst community aware of their respon

sibihties to the Belchertown School, he continued

UMass Professor Ben Ricci. who is president of the Belchertown

Friends Association and chief organizer of the class-action suit, showed

slides from Norway during the meeting, which he said expressed an

alternative method of dealing with the retarded.

Ricci said the Scandinavian countries have gotten away from in

stitutional care for the retarded and. instead, depend on residential living

and community work-service as the chief alternative methods

Ricci. explaining his reason for going through the federal courts, said

the governor has acted in a "perfunctory manner " He said the state

legislature has yielded some fruit, but the time for filing anenactment to

implementation is usually too long a time to wait for meaningful reform

We're still working within the system, he said.

In a related development, Federal Judge Francis J W Ford last Friday

in Boston ordered the state Department of Mental Health to complete all

physical examinations of Belchertown School residents by May

He also ordered the state to have a comprehensive treatment plan

prepared for every resident by June 10 The Attorney General's office,

w hich represents the state in the case, agreed to each of the orders

Boston courthouse sources said Judge Ford by not publicly acting on an

earlier motion by the state to dismiss the suit, indicated by his actions

that he has refused to have the case thrown out of federal court

The sources also said the state may have eliminated its right to seek a

dismissal by agreeing to the orders and may also have eliminated various

grounds for appeal.
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Study in

Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer School, a

fully accredited University of Arizona

program, will offer, July 3 to August

12, anthropology art, folklore, geog

raphy, history, government, language

and literature. Tuition, $160; board

and room, $190. Write Office of the

Summer Session, University of Ari-

zona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.
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Acting Chancellor Bromery (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton)

Committee Formed To
Study Parking Problems
A new committee has been formed to consider the manifold problems of

on-campus parking. It goes by the name of the Transportation and

Parking Council and consists of three students, three faculty and three

staff members.
Acting Vice-Chancellor Robert W Gage explained that the council was

tormed to find out what was wrong with basic parking facilities on

campus and what could be done to remedy this situation.

According to Gage, solutions might include a new improved transit

system as an alternative to the use of cars as the main mode of tran

spoliation on campus. According to Gage, this could lead to a series of

parking options, including basic registration of motor vehicles for

peripheral parking areas, and a considerable increase in cost to those

who wish to park in centrally located parking areas

As a substitute for automobile transportation facilities, it is con

* eivable that a shuttle system could be instituted combined with an in

crease over the Student Senate's current three bus transit system to a

possible eight bus svstem which would be paid for by the University

These are onlv some of the plans that the committee may come up with,

however. The Council.'' said Gage, "is different in concept.'' in that "it

is | user' committee ." There is the additional factor involved in that the

committee wants to have a concrete proposal by April, in order that it

might be viewed and commented on by the University community before

school gets out in May All interested people may contact Gary Gomes, or

call 5-0341.

Kinsey Wants Cats

Last Friday afternoon the Student Union Governing

(SUG) Board Task Force met with the Acting-

Chancellor Bromery to discuss a possible change

from SUG Board's advisory position in the Campus
Center to a governing one by increasing their

decisional power.

The Task Force meeting happened to follow up on

the regular SUG Board meeting Thursday night,

where a by-law change was passed which would give

SUG Board the authority to hire and fire the

management of the Campus Center.

The Task Force proposed to the Chancellor that

SUG Board integrate with the management of the

building.

Chancellor Bromery at first felt hesitant to the

proposal saying, "What I'd hate for us to do is to

develop a system incompatible with the workings of

the building."

SUG Board reassured him by saying that there

should not be two distinct views on policy, but rather

communication. A data exchange would be necessary

to implement his communication.

Bromery continued by saying, "I think it would be

so cumbersome that it wouldn't work; there will be a

division between the policy-maker and the person

implementing policy."

SUG Board believes that this relocation of power

would set up lines of communication so that any

problem which arises in regard to policy may be dealt

with quickly and efficiently They believe that the

management. They feel if they concentrate on the

"framework" < of organization) as it was called,

allowing for a culmination of the Chancellor's,

student's, and alumnae views, the management will

fall into place. The job of this "framework" would be

to set the goals, policy, and guidelines of the Campus

Center and Student Union.

Bromery added to this, "I don't care what the

structure is as long as it serves its function."

The Task Force later pointed out the difficulty in

implementing this sytem. The people will change

each year, so the new officers should have some type

of adjustment
The Task Force also proposed that the framework

utilize committees which could handle the day to day

problems of the Campus Center facilities such as the

Book Store, and Food Services. By this method many

of the problems, which do not infringe on policy,

would never reach the Chancellor or the SUG Board

and could be dealt with quickly.

Bromery added. T have the basic assumption that

SUG Board and the management are trying to get to

the same place. Any way in which you can get along

better is O.K. with me."
SUG Board hopes that they can make the

management of the Campus Center more sensitive to

the needs of the students without interfering with the

daily operation of the Campus Center and Student

Union.

Lottery To Begin Next Week

I ONDON I XT' Some of

Britain's lawmakers orowl cats

brought in to take care of the nine

in the mother of Parliaments

T .tm going to raise this issue

next week on the lloor of the House

of Commons. declared Joseph

Kinsey. a Conservative

Mice." he told newsmen
Sunday "are popping up

everywhere
"Yotl find them in the tearooms,

in the bars, in the olfices and along

the corridors

Its a mouse explosion

"The poison put down for the

mice doesn't seem to be tutting

down the population at all on the

contrary." complained Kinsey

"It looks to me and my
colleagues as il they're thriving on

it That's why we want a squad of

cats to take over
"

One mouse was seen recently in

the rooms reserved for women
legislators

"Oh. the horror of it." said Mrs
.Jill Knight, another Conservative

"I usuallv get close to the

Olympic high jump record when I

one about the place
"

ACTH
LTH
CSH
FSH
GH

C.H. Li o
._ _ -.; J/(LJ/MJ"who discovered "HGH"—

the Human Growth Hormone

will speak on

LPH "Pituitary Hormones, Growth

and Reproduction"

Thursday, March 16, at 8:15

Mahar Aud. Mahar Aud.

Coffee Hour Following in the Colonial Lounge

cf

Tickets for the Massachusetts

lottery-which w ill have prizes of up

to $1 million-will go on sale for 50

cents each on March 22, State

Treasurer Robert Q Crane
recently announced
The tickets for "The Game." as

the lottery will be known, will be

sold at 3000 locations in all of the

state's 351 communities.

The lirst drawing for the $50,000

weekly top prize will be on Thur-

sday. April r>. at \* am in Faneuil

Mall After that, drawings will be

held each Thursday morning at

different communities on a

rotating schedule

For each million tickets sold.

there will be. on the average. 1000

cash winners each week and 10,000

other people who will win entry

into the $1 million drawing, to be

cnown as the Million Dollar

(lame
"

The SI million drawing. Crane

said, will be held about once a

month based on ticket sales of 3 2

million a week The commission

said it hopes to sell four million

tickets a week, meaning that the

big drawing could be held even

more frequently

The New Jerse) lottery, which

was used as I model for the

Massachusetts lottery, has had its

million drawings as far apart as

nine weeks
The cash prizes in the weekly

drawing w ill range from the single

top prize of $50,000 to $25 On the

basis of one million tickets sold,

there will be nine winners of ISM
each SO winners of $250 each and

(too winners of $25 each

In addition to the $1 million prize

in the Million Dollar Game ". to be

paid at the rate of $50,000 a year for

20 years, there will be a second

prize of $200,000 I $20,000 a year for

in years), a third prize of $100,000

($10,000 a year for 10 years) and

seven fourth prizes of $10,000 each

As an extra, when ticket sales

exceed the minimum needed for a

$1 million drawing, there will be

several additional prizes of $5000

each
The state's cities and towns will

get at least 40 per cent of the lottery

receipts, amounting to between $40

million and $60 million a year.

Crane estimated

At least 40 per cent of the ticket

money is for prizes, and a

maximum of 15 per cent can be

used for operating costs.

TIIK WINNER* of the $50,000

weekly prizes w ill be those persons

who match the six-digit lottery

number on their ticket with the

winning six-digit number drawn in

the lottery

Second prizes will be paid to

those who match the last five

digits; third prizes to those who
match the last four digits; and
fourth prizes to those who match
the last three digits

The tickets will be sold in series

ot a million

Thus, if two million were sold in

a week, the winning number would

be the same for each million series

and there would be two $50,000

winners and double the number of

other money winners and
Qualifiers There could be even

three or tour 180,010 winners each
week, and a corresponding in-

crease in other winners, if enough
tickets were sold

All the week!} cash winners plus

those who match the last two digits

ut the letter) number will In-

eligible for entry in the $1 million

viame.

THOSE TICKET HOLDERS who
have been made eligible for the

million dollar game will qualify BS

semi finalists by matching their

lottery ticket serial numbers w ith a

three digit number to be drawn

The serial number differs from the

kitter) number, and is located on

the lower right hand edge of the

ticket

If the last two digits of the serial

number on the qualified lottery

ticket match the last two digits ,,t

the three digit number, the holder

wins SI on. but is not eligible for the

million dollar drawing
However, if the last three digits

Of the serial number match the

three digit number, the holdei

wins at least $500. becomes a semi

finalist in the million dollar game
and will be invited to participate in

person in the million dollar

drawing
The winning weekly lottery will

be chosen by s complex cries <>t

steps designed and tested." the

commission said, "to insure a

complete!) fair and unbiased

choice of numbers
"

These are the major steps

The last four or right hand

digits are selected, one at a time,

from the spinning of a wheal

A two digit number from 00 to

•ft is then picked to give the win

ning six digit number when
combined with the four digits

alread) selected The process

begins b) selecting numbered balls

from a drum and replacing them

on a Dost Dosition Hoard in the

order the) were drawn
( .rtilied results of 10 horse

00 are then obtained from the

State Racing Commission with

winning post position numbers 1

through 10 One of those post

jMisition numbers is selected from
another drum and the six digit

number m the same post position is

the weekly winner

Pamphlets, which will be

available to the public, giv

detailed description of the latter)

"and how to play it '

The tickets can l>e purchased by

anyone IK years or older except

employes ol the lolter\ and

members of the immediate family

living in the same household

Crane and Derrault said that i:>oo

of the more than :umhi ticket sales

agents lor the lottery alreadv had

been chosen Bach agent will get

five per cent of the gross amount of

the tickets he sells, they said and

will also get bonuses for being the

seller of the winning lottery ticket

The winning ticket will l><

published in newspapers, but

cannot l>e broadcast on radio and

television because of Federal
Communications Commission
regulations

(Reprinted from The Boston-

Herald Traveller)

Need Office Space?

The Space Allocations Committee of the Student

Union Governning Board is hearing requests for

space on Tuesday, March 14, in room 166 C.C. If it is

impossible to make this meeting submit a rational to

the SUG Board Office in room 104 C.C.

UMass
Fine
Arts
Council
Presents

JUILLIARD STRING QUARTET
Represents the very model of modern quartet

playing at its best." — Harold C . Schonberg,

New York Times

Friday, March 17 - 8 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: 125 Herter Hall

Telephone: 545-0202
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In The Nation And The World

National Primary Amendment Proposed

MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1972 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

WASHINGTON (AP)-Two of

the most influential members of

the Senate will propose Monday a

constitutional amendment
establishing a national presidential

primary election.

Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana and Sen
George D Aiken of Vermont, the

dean of Republican senators, say

the present system of separate

state primaries on separate dates

under different laws is a political

circus, unfair to the candidates and

the voters

The candidates pick and choose

state primaries in which they think

they can be successful. Mansfield

said in a speech prepared for

delivery in the Senate. And, he

said, "no two. primary tests offer

the voter or the hopeful candidates

any resemblance of similar op-

portunities
"

Mansfield said the real issue in

Tuesday's Florida primary, for

example, "has little, if anything, to

do with the matter of selecting a

In Brief...
Britain and China Will Exchange Ambassadors

LONDON » \l») - Britain and China have agreed to exchange

ambassadors, 22 years after London first recognized the Peking

government, British and Chinese sources disclosed Sunday night

The agreement came in the past few days after Britain

acknowledged Taiwan to be part of China and the Communist

government tin- lawful ruler of the whole country, the informants

said.

Xnti-I'nllution Costs Will Cause Business Failures

W \sillN(.lo\ 1 U») - The costs of curbing pollution will put

hundreds <>t small factories out of business, bringing unem-

ployment anil local recessions to the communities that depend on

them, a joint tederal report said Sunday
Nationwide, the study said, anti-pollution costs would have I

significant impact, tending to push prices and imports up. and

employment and the Gross National Product down
llclu opter Rescues Tourists Suspended in Cable Car

INTKIU.AKF. Switzerland i AP> — Seventy tourists spent a night

;>*nded over the craggy slopes of Mt Schilthorn in a blocked

cable car They were picked off the roof Sunday by helicopters and

flown two by two to the foot of the mountain
Pressure Mounts Against Future Hail Strikes

WASHINGTON \P> Another major railroad labor crisis

looms this month and Secretary of Labor J D Hodgson says

pressure is mounting in Congress and the nation to permanently

limit strikes that grow out of such disputes.

I on Nol Dismisses < abinet Furthering One-Man Rule of Cambodia

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia I \P» Marshal Lon Nol dismissed

Premier Sink Matak and the entire Cabinet Sunday and indicated

he may confirm his rule as all-powerful chief of state hy

proclaiming himself president

presidential candidate
"

Straw- vote referenda on school

busing and on equal opportunity in

education have been placed on the

Florida ballot and are expected to

draw thousands of voters who

might otherwise have stayed

home.
The Mansfield-Aiken con-

stitutional amendment would

provide that the primary be held

early in August of election years.

The respective parties'

nominations would go to whichever

candidate polled the most votes, so

long as it were at least 40 per cent

of the votes cast in each party.

If no one received 40 per cent, a

runoff between the top two

finishers would be held four weeks
Liter I'nder the Mansfield-Aiken

amendment, parties would still

hold national conventions to

nominate vice presidential can

didates and adopt platforms.

To become effective, the

amendment would have to be

approved by two-thirds majorities

in Senate and House, and be

ratified by at least 38 states

I've been fed up for years with

these circuses taking place in

various states," Mansfield told

newsmen
Mansfield noted in his speech for

Monday that the number of states

holding statewide primaries this

year is up to 25 from 14 in 1968

He said the increase does not

signify an enhancement of the

Democratic system but an attempt

to attract money and glory to a

state that can become temporarily

the center of national political

attention

And the candidate Mansfield

said is found "enmeshed in a maze
ot laws customs, and bad prac-

tices that leave him physically

exhausted, financially deflated and
more often than not, politically

defeated."

National campaign spending
limitations recently enacted for

presidential campaigns would also

apply to the national primary
under the Mansfield-Aiken
proposal

To get on a party's national

primary ballot under the proposal,

a potential candidate would need

the signatures of one per cent of his

party's vote in the last previous

presidential election.

There are also provisions to

guarantee the would be can
didates support is not just

regional He would need to m< ••

minimum petition requirement in

at least 17 states, as well .is the

overall 1 per cent figure

Senators Accused Of Conspiracy

Woman Killed In Belfast
rfi f\si 1 \p» Guerrilla

gunmen opened fire Sunday night

on a British army patrol and a

young worn.m bystander was
killed, a military spokesman said

i(WL "JOLLY 1

JaBi BULL"

^^M proudly

KjJI presents

<Mh The

jBV Oyster

^Jr Bar

Monday - Friday
: 30 - 2 : 00

Rainbow Trout S2.50

Fried Oysters 1.95

Frog's Legs S2.25

Fried Clams 1.50

Fried Scallops 1.95

Flounder Stuffed with
Crabmeat 1.95

Fillet of Sole 1.50

Fantail Shrimp 1.95

Fried Lobster Tail 2.95 1

Soft Shell Crab 2.40

Fried Haddock 1.50

Clam Chowder
Cup .30 Bowl 50

Oysters and
Cherrystones 1.50

Shrimp Cocktail 1.50

AHOVK SERVED WITH FRENCH
KK1KS AND <H R NEW OYSTER

|

HAR MUSSING

Coffee — Milk — Tea .20

THIS MEN! ' IS

SERVED IN THE
OYSTER BAR ONLY

The shooting cut short a weekend
of peace brought by a guerrilla

proclaimed ire

The military spokesman said the

army troops did not tire hack when
they were attacked in the Roman
Catholic Lower Falls area of

Belfast The city'l bomb sea rrod

Streets had teemed with strollers

earlier Sunday, the second da) ot

the cease tire due to f\pire at

midnight Monda)

The woman, hit while standing in

i shop doorway was the 268th

person killed lince this British

province erupted in strife between
the dominant Protestants and the

minority Catholics in August 1968

Lower Falls is regarded ai

stronghold ot the outlawed Irish

Republican Army's official wing.

which is not observing the 72-hour

truce called by the militant

Provisional section of the IRA

\\ XSIIIV.TON CAP) Sen

Marlow W Cook. R Kj said

Sunday, he believes Democratic
Sens Edward Kennedy and Birch

Bayh and columnist .lack An
dersoo have conspired to

discredit government officials

despite the absence of wrongdoing

ot any kind" in the ITT merger
•

Cook released I letter asking

Chairman .lames Eastland D
Miss ot the Senate Judiciary

Committee to call a closed com
mittee meeting to consider his

accusation

The committee has bean con-

ducting hearings at the request of

Richard C Kleindienst who has

been nominated to succeed John
Mitchell, who stepped down March
1 to run President Nixon's re-

election campaign
Kleindienst's nomination had

wen unanimous committee ap-

proval prior to publication by

columnist Jack Anderson of

allegations that the Justice
Department gave the International

Telephone & Telegraph Co I

favorable settlement in an an-

titrust action after ITT had
pledged M08.0B8 tor the Republican

National Convention.

Kleindienst. who was deputy

attorney general at the time of the

OUt-of-COUll settlement, asked for

the hearings on Anderson's
allegations And the Senate has

withheld a vote on it's nomination

pending the outcome of the current

inquiry

Eastland has said, however, that

the nomination stands approved.

as tar as the committee is ion

cerned. and he plans now new vote.

The hearings resume Tuesday
with Mitchell as the next witness

T am compelled by the record of

the hearings in the case to the

conclusion that a political con

spiracy exists among Sens Fd-

ward Kennedy. Birch Bayh and

Mr Jack Anderson.'' Cook said in

the letter

Cook said Brit Hume, an
assistant to Anderson has made
material available to Kennedy and
the Massachusetts Democrat has'

refused to give this to the com-
mittee

At no time did Sen Kennedy
make the information given to his

office available to other mem!
of the committee, nor even inform
them of his possession of the

same." Cook said

"The giving of notes and other

documents to a member ot a

senatorial committee which is

investigating the very subject
matter contained in those notei

serious affront to the committee
process bordering on contempt
Cook said

Kennedy said in response 'I

hope that each member of the

committee has instructed his staff,

as I have, to develop every
relevant piece ot information, and
that none of them will be deterred
t>> the diversionary efforts of those

who would rather not see this in-

vestigation proceed "

SKI CLUB MEETING
TONIGHT

For Trips to:

.si #; lit If I Ml and GI I \ ELLEN
Weekend of 17 - 18 March

Deposits taken tonight at the meeting.

8 p.m. >lahar Aud.

Convention Forms Black Political Party
GARY, Ind. (AP)-A National Black

Political Convention, mired deep in

parliamentary wrangles, voted Sunday to

set up a permanent black political

movement.
The convention also named the chairmen

of state and other delegations as a steering

committee to make the movement succeed.

"If we do nothing else today we will have
made a revolutionary step toward a black

political nation in this country and in the

world," said the Rev. Jesse Jackson, head of

Chicago's People United to Save Humanity,

PUSH
Rep Charles Diggs, D-Mich., said he

would not go so far as to call the new
movement a third party. Both he and

Jackson, however, pointed to independent

black political organizations in Mississippi,

Alabama. South Carolina and other states as

examples of what the new organization

might be able to do

An outline for the new organization was

drawn up by the New Jersey delegation

before it arrived, and was endorsed by the

black nationalist caucus two days ago.

As approved by Sunday's plenary session,

it would be made up of about 427 people, 10

per cent of the delegates registered for the

weekend's convention, and would be
directed by a steering committee of about 50

people.

"The national assembly would function

like a congressional body," said the

resolution that was approved, "but also it

could endorse candidates, support can-

didates, run national voter education and
registration drives, lobby for black in-

terests, assess black progress, make
recommendations to the national convention

and to the black community generally."

The resolution added that the assembly

"would also be a chief brokerage operation

w hen dealing with the white power political

institutions.

Sunday's session was a tumultuous blend

of debate over parliamentary procedure,

shouts from the floor by delegates who

wanted to be heard, and complaints that not

everyone understood what was being voted

on.

Among the well-known personalities on

the convention platform were Mrs. Martin

Luther King Jr., Manhattan Borough
President Percy Sutton and Rep. Ronald V.

Dellums, D-Calif.

After polling all the delegations officials

announced there were 3,341 delegates at-

tending.

Shortly before 3:30 p.m. all delegates

were asked to go to their state caucus

rooms, and the high school gymnasium
serving as a convention hall was cleared

Convention officials said privately the

reason for clearing the hall was a telephone

bomb threat

As chairman of the day, Imamu Baraka

of Newark, N.J., tried again and again to

move forward with the day's agenda

Baraka was formerly known as LeRoi

Jones
The platform committee, which had

called for a new "black political

movement," went into session again after

debating until dawn.

State delegation chairmen who met with

the platform committee until well past

midnight said their groups were happy with

the basics Qf the new "national black

agenda," which calls for "basic alternatives

to all the existing American economic and

cultural systems."
Delegates were scheduled to vote on the

document later Sunday.

There were problems with some of the

hundreds of specific recommendations in

the 12-page, tabloid size agenda
Was it possible, for example, to reconcile

the agenda's call for community control of

schools with the Virginia delegation's

position that for blacks in the South, com
munity control is "a cruel hoax," and a

return to the old system of segregation''

Jury Selection Continues

For Angela Davis Trial

Artists drawing shows America's Pioneer 10 as it will look in

December. 1973, as it flies by the planet Jupiter, seeking scientific

M-t rets of the largest planet in the solar system. See related story,

page 7. <AP>.

Star Berrigan Witness

Ends Testimony This Week
IIXKHISBlRCi Pa. (AP)FBI informer Boyd Douglas, the star

government witness in the conspiracy trial of Philip Berrigan and six

other antiwar activists, is expected to wind up this week testimony on

which the verdict eventually may rest. . . .. .

The entire case against the Harrisburg 7 is built around testimony by

the 31 -year-old ex-convict.

The trial resumes Monday after a weekend recess, with Douglas

beginning his third week on the witness stand. Four of the six defense

attorneys have cross-examined him A fifth, the Rev William Cun-

ningham, a Jesuit lawyer-priest, may ask a few questions of Douglas

New York attorney Leonard Boudin is scheduled to bring the cross-

examination to a close

Thus far Douglas has held to his story that the 48-year-old Berrigan and

the other defendants not only plotted presidential adviser Henry

Kissingers kidnapping, but also the blowing up of Washington s un-

derground tunnel heating system and the destruction of draft records in

"'i^ugtafand Berrigan were fellow inmates in 1970 at the Lewisburg.

Pa Federal Penitentiary, Douglas serving time for fraud and assault,

Berrigan for destroving draft board records As a study-release prisoner.

Douglas was free to leave daily for classes at nearby Bucknell I niver

sit v

Douglas testified he became a mail and telephone courier for Berrigan

and then turned FBI informer on the Roman Catholic priest The two

were together at Lewisburg from Berrigans arrival May 1 until he was

transferred to Danbury. Conn., Federal Prison Aug. 1970

SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP)The
battle of the blackboard and the

war of the water pitcher have

enlivened the jury selection in the

Angela Davis murder-kidnap trial

Defense and prosecution at

torneys have used the blackboard

which is actually a greenboard and

a plastic and metal pitcher to try

and explain some complex legal

priniciples to prospective furors

Defense attorney Leo A
Branton started the pitcher war by

asking a prospective juror whether

he thought it contained water, lb'

replied he thought it did

That inferem • is possible but it

could also !>«• Sewn l'p. wxlka or

ginger ale couldn't it?" he asked

The iuror agreed that was possible

Branton then explained the

contents of the pitcher w;iv ,m

example of "circumstantial

evidence" since nobody had seen

or tasted it

He further explained that • hen a

. is based on circumstantial

evidence and OM inference from

the evidence points to guilt and

another to inncx <ik e the jury is

always required to choose in

nocence
Circumstantial evidence is

expected to provide much of the

e against Miss Davis the 2H

\ ear old btock Communist charged

with murder kidnap and con

piracy in the Aug 7. l'JTo shootout

at the Marin < fount) ( Ivfc < enter in

which four persons were killed She

is accused of supplying the

weapons used In the escape at

tempt
Prosecutor Albeit Harris .lr

questioning another iuror. said

that if there are two in

terpretations from one set of facts

that were reasonable. the Jury must

accept the one pointing to in

nocenc i

But he said if one interpretation

is reasonable and the other

unreasonable, the jury would have

to go with the reasonable in

terpretation

The battle of the blackboard

started when defense attorney

Howard Moore Jr drew a thick

chalk line signifying the

presumption oi innocence the

prosecution must erase before

Miss Davis ran be convicted

At the first opportunity

prosecutor Harris erased the chalk

line and listed the charges

Shortly afterward, Moore

walked to the board and said: then circled the statement of

Some think that just by stating charges with his thick presumption

the charges, you CM erase the of innocence line

presumption of innocence He
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THE ALVIN AILEY

AMERICAN DANCE THEATER

4 Performances

Two Different Programs

Tues.-Fri., March 21 - 24

Bowker Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: 125 Nerter

Telephone 545-0202
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"Look up who your state

legislators are, and let them know
how you feel about the tuition

bills." That's what the University

and State Communication Council

and the Collegian urge you to do

By the way, this listing, which will

probably end tomorrow, is also

valid if you want to write to your

favorite member of the General

Court on other issues, too.)

NANTUCKET (12)

Sen John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Arthur I. Oesrocher (R)

NATICK (10)
Sen. David H. Locke (R)

Rep. Walter T. Burke D
Rep. Louis R. Nickinello

NEEOHAM (10)

Sen. David H. Locke (Ri

Rep Gilbert W. Coi. Jr. iK)

Rep. Richard w. Daly R

Rep. Bruce H. Zeiser (R)

NEW ASHF0R0 (1)

Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo D

Rep William Kitterman D

NEW BEDFORD — Wards 1. 2 (12)

Sen. George G. Mendonca iDi

Rep. Donald R. Gaudette D

Rep J. Louis LeBianc D

NEW BEDFORD — Wards 3-6 (12)

Sen. George G. Mendonca iD

Rep. Edward P Coury (D 1 22

Rep. Daniel F Hayes iD> 44

Rep. Ronald Anthony Pina D

NEW BRAINTREE (11

Sen. Philip A. Quinn D,

Rep. Robert D. Wetmore D

NEW MARLBOROUGH (1)

Sen. George D Hammond R

Rep Sidney Q Curti

NEW SALEM (11

Sen Philip A. Quinr

Rep. Thomas G. Simons R

NEWBURY 6

Sen William I Saltonst.'

Rep George E. Twome>

NEWBURYPORT (6)

Sen • D
. R

NEWTON — Wards 13 7 <3>

iman 'D

Rep Paul H. Guj.'i D
Rep Paul F MaHoy D

Wards 4 6, 8 3
^ D»

Re, re D Mann rf

Rep. David J. Mofenson <D,

NORFOLK (10

Sen Oavid H. Locke R

Rep. Cha>

NORTH AOAMS
# Sen Andrea F. Nuciforo D

Rep. Frank J Matrango D

NORTH ANDOVLR 6

Sen lames P Rurak D
Rep lamti P Mum

NORTH ATTLEBOROUGH (10)

Sen. lohn M Quim
Rep. Donald T. 8"
Rep. Mat Voiter-a D '

NORTH BR00KFIEL0 (2)

Sen Phihp A Qumn D
Rep Frederic W Schlosstem, Jr ,u;

NORTH READING 5

Sen. William L Saltonsta' R

Rep Nils L Nordberg R

Rep Daniel C. Tows-

NORTHAMPTON (1)

Sen John Barrus R

Rep Edward A McCoigan 0\>

Rep Louis 1 Monni R'

NORTHBOROUCH (4|

Sen Edward L Burke D
Rep Robert C. Reynolds R

NORTHBRIDCE (4)

Sen. James A Kelly, Jr 'D

Rep. Thomas E. Creighton J

Rep F Leo Kenney iD

NORTHFIELD (1)

Sen John D Barrus (ft)

Rep Jonathan L Healy iR)

NORTON (10)

Sen John M. Quinl.r

Rep Donald T BHss R

Rep Mat Voltcrra (D)

NORWELL (12)

Sen Allan R McKinnon D»

Rep. Roger Sumner Babb R>

NORWOOD (11)

Sen John M Quinian iRr

Rep David C Ahearn D

Rep Alan Paul Danovit'
•

OAK BLUFFS (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Gregory Mayhew (R)

OAKHAM (1)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn (D>

Rep Robert D Wetmore (u>

ORANGE (1)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn ;D

Rep. Thomas G. Simons (R)

ORLEANS (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Howard C. Cahoon, Jr. (R^

OTIS (1)

Sen. George Hammond <R'

Rep. Sidney Q. Curtiss (R)

OXFORD (2)

Sen James A. Kelly, Jr. (D)

Rep. Richard ). Dwinell (D)

Rep. Albert L. Nash (D)
'

PALMER (21

Sen Philip A. Quinn ,0

Rep. Alexander Lolas (D

PAXTON (4)

Sen. Daniel J Foley (D>

Rep. Richard 1 Dwmeii'iuM
Rep Albert L Nash

PEABOOY 6

Sen. Kevin B. Harrington D
Rep. Peter C. McCarthy D
Rep. John t Murphy. Jr. (D)

PELHAM (1)

Sen John D Barrus R

Rep. lames R. Nolen iD

Rep. John W. Olver (D>

PEMBROKE (12)

Sen John F. Aylmer R

Rep Robert W Gillette <

PEPPERELL(5i
Sen B. Joseph Tully D
Rep George W. Shattuck R

PERU ;1

Sen Andrea F. Nuciforo <D

Rep Sidney Q Curti

PETERSHAM (1)

Sen Joseph D Ward D
Rep H. Thomas Colo

PHILLIPSTON (1i

ph D Ward

PITTSFIELO Wards 1, 2(1)
r Andrea I D

Rep. William Kitl

Wards 3

Sen Andrea f Nuciforo
Dennis J DuHin

Wards 5 I

Sen. Andrea i

Rep Thomas C Woit.

PLAINFIELO (1)

Sen. John D Barrus R

Rep Edward fi v
Rep Louis J Morim R

PLAINVILLE 10

Sen John M. Quintan R

Rep lonn F SI

Rep. George L. Wool II R

PLYMOUTH
n lohn F A

Rep Alfred Almeida D

PLYMPTON
Sen lohn f A*lm«" R

Rep Alfred Almeida D

PRINCETON
Sen Daniel i foley D
Rep (dward Harrington. Ii R r

PROVINCETOWN
Sen lohn F Aytmet R

Rep Howard C. Cahoon. Jr R

QUINCY Ward 111
Arthur H Tobin D

Wards 2. 3 (11)

Sen lames R. Mclntyre D
Rep Clifford H. Marshall D

QUINCY — Wards 4 t (11)

Sen Arfnur ToOin
Rep Joseph E Brett D
Rep Waiter i Hannon ,R

RANDOLPH (11)

Rep M Joseph Manning D,
Rep Joseph J Semensi D

RAVNHAM (101

Sen John F Parke' R

Rep John S. Ames III Ri .

REAOING (S)

Sen William L SaltonstaM R

Rep Nils L Ncdberg R

Rep Daniel C Towse R

REHOBOTH (10)

Sen. John F Parker R

Rep Charm L. Flannery R

REVERE (7)

Sen. Joseph J C. DiCario C

Rep. Joseph Del Grosso D
Rep William G. Remstem (U),

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS .

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld perking headache* in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE
Opp Century Shopping Plan' Free parking for over 100 cart!

WESTFIELD -*- NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIEW

10 BROAD ST. 160 PLEASANT ST. 1847 MEMORIAL DR.

Next to P.O. Opp Nhamp. Jr. College On North South Hwy.

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

HOLYOKE 205 HIGH ST. . . Next to Holyoke Nat'l. Bank

RICHMOND (1)

Sen. Andrea F. Nuciforo (D)

Rep. Sidney Q. Curtiss R

ROCHESTER (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer (R)

Rep. Charles A. MacKenjie, ji. \mt

ROCKLAND (12)

Sen. James F. Burke (D)

Rep. John R. Buckley >,D

ROCKPORT (6)

Sen William L. SaltonstaJl (R

Rep. Richard R. Silva (H)

ROWE (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R)

.

Rep. Jonathan L Healy .R

ROWLEY (S)

Sen. William L. SaltonstaM (R)

Rep. George E. Twomey (R 1 '

ROYALSTON (1)

Sen Philip A. Quinn (D)

Rep. H. Thomas Colo (D)

RUSSELL (1)

Sen. George D. Hammond (R>

Rep. James A Adams (R)
'

RUTLAND (1)

Sen Daniel I. Foley (D)

Rep. Edward D Harrington, jr. (R)

SALEM (6)

Sen Kevin B. Harrington (D)

Rep. Robert E. Cahill (0)

Rep. Henry J. ODonneM lil (0) f

SALISBURY (S)

Sen James P. Rurak (D)

Rep George E Twomey (R) x

SANDISFIELD (1)

Sen George D Hammond (R;

Rep Sidney Q. Curtiss R

SANDWICH (12)

Sen. John F Aylmer R

Rep. Richard E Kendall U

SAUGUS (U
Sen Joseph J C. DiCa' o

Rep Belden G. Bly, Jr R

SAVOY (1)

Sen And'ea F Nuciforo D
Rep Anthony P. McBride I)

SCITUATE (11
Sen Allan R McKmnor
Rep George C Young *•

SEEKONK 10

Sen lohn F Pa'kf R

Rep Antone S Agu>ar |i

SHARON 10

Sen Samuel Harmon D .

Rep Robert S Aronson

SHEFFIELD (1)

Sen George D Hammond R

. Curtiss R r

SHEIBURNE (1)

Sen John D Barry
Rep Jonathan L He .

SHERBORN (II
Sen. David H
Rep Jonn C loser-

SHIRLEY 3

Sen Joseph D Ward D
Rep George .' • R

SHREWSBUR
Sen Jonn J Conte D
Rep. Anthony P Grosso R

SHUTESBURV (1)

Sen John D Barrus R

Reo Thomas G Simons R

SOMERSET — Precincts 1. 2 (Jf»

Sen Mary L Fonseca D
Rep Manuel Raposa Jr D

Precincts 1,4(11
Sen Mary L Fonseca D
Rep Wilfred C Onscoli D

Precinct 5 (10)

Sen Mary L. Fonseca
Rep James A O'Bnen ir. ,uj

SOMERVILLE - Wards 1-5 (8)

Sen Denis L McKenna (Di

Rep Mary £ Fantasia (0)

Rep Mane E Howe iD)

Rep Vincent J. Piro (D)

Wards 6. 7 («)

Sen Denis L. McKenna (D)

Rep Eleanor M Campobasso (D'

Rep. William A. Pickett (0;

SOUTH HADLEY (2)

Sen. John Barrus (R)

Rep lames R. Nolen iD*

Rep John W Olver (D~

SOUTHAMPTON (1)

Sen Roger L. Bernashe (0)

Rep. Edward A. McCoigan iD

Rep. Louis J Monni (RV

SOUTHBOROUGH (4)

Sen Edward L. Burke (0)

Rep. Robert C. Reynolds (R)

SOUTHBRIOGE (2)

Sen lames A Kelly, Jr. (D

Rep Paul J. Cornveau (R)

SOUTHWICK (1)

Sen George D. Hammond iR

Rep. James A Adams R

SPENCER (2)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn (D)

Rep Frederic W. Schlosstem. Jr. (D

SPRINGFIELO — Ward 1 (2)

Sen. Roger L Bernashe iD

Rep. James J. Bowler (D)
'

Rep Arthur James McKenna (D)

Ward 2 (2)

Sen Stanley John Zarod

Rep James J Bowler D

Rep. Arthur James McKenna iD)

Ward 3 (2)

Sen. George Hammond R

Rei> James l Gnmaidi D

Rep Anthony M. Scibelli D

Wards 4. 5 1
Sen Stanley John Zarod D

Rep James I. Gnmaidi ,D>

Rep Anthony M. Scibelli t)

Ward 6 :

Sen. George D Hammond R

Rep. Aian D Sisttsky D

tfard

Sen Stanley John Zarod i0

Rep knn P. O'Brien D

Ward 8 :

Sen Stanley John Zarod (t

Rep. Rudy Cnmuu D

Rep Dave N Vigneaut D

STERLING (3)

Sen. Jo<epn D WarO
R<

ST0CKBRI0C(

STONEHA'.'
Sen F^ed lamson
Rep Nils

J3niel C To»

STOUGHTON (11)

Sen. James F. Burke (D)

Rep. John J. Mooney (D)

Rep. Maurice E. Ronayne, Jr. ..D

STOW (3)

Sen. James DeNormandie (R)

Rep. Wilfred C. Balthazar (D)

STURBRIDGE (2)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn (Dj

Rep. Paul J. Corriveau iR)

SUOBURY (4)

Sen. James DeNormandie (R)

Rep. Ann C. Gannett (R)

SUNOERLANO (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Jonathan L. Healy (R)

SUTTON (4)

Sen. James A. Kelly, Jr. (0)

Rep. Thomas E. Creighton (u,

Rep. F. Leo Kenney (D)

SWAMPSCOTT — Precincts 1, 2. S (6)
Sen. James J Carrigan
Rep. Robert E. Cahill (D)

Rep. Henry J. O'Oonnell III (Dj

Prtcincts 3. 4 <6i

Sen James J. Carrigan
Rep. Walter J. Bovenni ,D

Rep. Philip N. Carney (D)
'

Precinct 6 (6)

Sen James J Carrigan
Rep. J. Hilary Rockett (R)

SWANSEA (10)

Sen. John F. Parker (R)

Rep. Antone S. Aguiar. Jr D

TAUNTON — Wards 1, 2, 4, S (10)

Sen John F. Parker (R) ;

Rep Charles L. Flannery R

Wards 3, S. 7. B (10)

Sen. John F. Parker R

Rep. Theodore J. Alei«c, Jr. (0)

TEMPLETON (1)

Sen. Philip A Quinn D
Rep Robert D. Wetmore ,D

TEWKSBURY (S)

Sen. William X. Wall D
Rep. Kevin C. Sullivan D

TISBURY (12)

Sen. John F Aylmer R

Rep Gregory Mayhe.-

TOLLANO (1)

Sen George D Hammon
Rep. James A Ad.ir

TOPSFIELD (S)

Sen William L Saltonst..

Robert C But-

10WNSEN0 3

Sen. B Joseph TuHv D
Rep. Ge.

TRURO |fl
Sen Jonn F. Aylmer H

Rep Howard C. Cahoon. J r R

TYNCSB0R0UG>
Sen. B. Josepn fully D
Rep. Felix R Pe"auit D

Island
\i:\V YORK HNS) Lives ol statements thrown around in the

hostages threatened Kiot caused media in reaction to the riots at

by a handful of hardcore militants' Kikers Island Prison in New York

These are just a few of the <>" February 28. What really

NEW YOKK (IAS) -As if sexism

here on earth isn't bad enough, it's

now catapulting its way through

the vast reaches of the Galaxy as

part of U.S. scientists' message to

other planetary civilizations. The

Pioneer 10 spaceship launched

February 26, is on the longest

space mission in history to date. Its

mission To send back to earth

some two years from now. close-up

pictures and scientific ob-

servations of Jupiter

And perhaps more importantly.

$2.oo Tonight i/u

OTIS RUSH
Blues Band
Sponsored by UMass Blues Club

S.U. Ballroom 8 p.m.

AMHERST
TAXI

NEW HOURS

Mon. - Thurt.

6 a.m. - Midnight

Fri.. - Sun.

6 a.m. - a.m^

the hioneer 10 will announce our

existence to possible distant

civilizations through symbols

engraved on a gold-coated

aluminum plate The two symbols

foremost on the plate are drawings

of man and woman. Man's hand is

raised in a friendly salute -and you

guessed it -the woman is standing

passively at his side

Other less controversial symbols

include one <on the top left-hand

corner I which shows the two states

of the hydrogen atom as the unit of

time (radio frequency) and

distance (wave-length) used. A

star-like diagram < center left)

shows the position of earth relative

to 14 pulsars (stars* that emit

radio pulses at regular I though in

some cases slowly changing)

rhythms. Man and woman stand

infront of a diagram of the

spacecraft (center right >
and at

the bottom of the plate there is a

representation of the solar system

which shows that the Pioneer 10

u as launched from the third planet

out from the sun.

happened is still hard to tell since

there has been almost a complete

press blackout.

What are the conditions in the

prison What happened during the

riot
9 Have there been reprisals9 At

this point, little more is available

than the New York Times picture

of a "handful of militants...defying

a surrender ultimatum... (armed

with) makeshift knives, bedspring

spears, chair legs and buckets of

hot water."

The riot occurred in the Riker's

Island juvenile jail. Located near

Manhattan in New York, the prison

also has separate facilities for

older men and for women of all

ages. Men in the juvenile jail are

aged 16-21, and are mainly black

and Puerto Rican.

Three hundred fifty prisoners

rioted and held five guards hostage

for three hours. Correction

Commissioner Benjamin Malcolm

talked with inmates over a loud-

speaker He also conferred with

Deputy Mayor Edward Hamilton

and Mayor John Lindsay about

freeing the hostages by force.

The inmates asked to speak to

representatives of the Young Lords

Party, the Muslims, the Black

Liberation Army, and reporters

The Commissioner asked the in-

mates to release the hostages as a

condition for the talks.

At five p.m., Commissioner
Malcolm gave the order (with

Lindsay's approval) to storm the

rs, »»'

I fiew scries

for the new
' awareness

The Penguin
Metapjiysicaj Ubran

I

a series o« books that can reawaken in modern man the

knowledge ot how to search for himself From diverse times and

places and from a wide variety of traditions and literary forms,

here are writings that have the common goal of orienting man

in his search for consciousness. Through these works the series

as a whole will attempt to offer new perspectives on the ultimate

purpose of human life within the boundless scope of cosmic

law ...

thf SACRED PIPE- Black Elk's Account of the Seven Bites of

the Ogiala Sioux. Recorded and edited by Joseph Epes Bro»n.

Dictated by Black Elk shortly before his death, this unusual

book show's how the entire S.oux nation sought to conform its

daily life to the divine rhythms of inner and outer Nature. ST .48

BORN IN TIBET. Chogyam Trungpa as told to Esme Cramer

Roberts The life of a young tulku of Tibet provides
,

anMllum._

nating example of living Buddhism as it confronts the realities

of contemporary America and the Western world. $195

ALCHEMY. Titus Burckhardt. This revealing work grasps the

metaphysical dimensions of alchemy and goes on to clarify its

relationship to some of the worlds great psycho-spiritual teach-

ings. $1.45

OUR LIFE WITH MR. GURDJIEFF. Thomas de Hartmann A rich

personal evocation of what it meant to be close to the great

spiritual leader G I Gurd|ieff. The Russian composer Thomas

S Hartmann and his wife carried out their quest for knowledge

at Gurdjieffs side through years of war and revolution. $1.65

STRANGE LIFE OF IVAN OSOKIN. P. D. Ouspensky. Duration,

mf.nVty and eternal recurrence are the themes of this spellb.nd-

ino novel Ouspensky was one of Gurdjieffs most br.l .ant

discip?e "and these pages express their central .deas about the

meaning and magical possibilities of existence. $145

MY LIFE WITH A BRAHMIN FAMILY. Uzelle Reymond-The first

direct repo by a contemporary Westerner on the family hie of

India's orthodox Brahmms.Describes a form of yoga touching

2l the natural relationships of everyday human experience.

$1.75

UNDERSTANDING ISLAM. Frithiot Schuon. The universal as-

p?c?s o? Wam'c belief are stressed in this interpretat.on of

Islam for the non-Moslem reader. $1.45

tmf NEW MAN Maurice Nicoll. A new view of Jesus' parables

Ind miracles Makes a fresh connection between their psycho-

logical and sacred dimensions. $2.00

These and other outstanding Penguin paperbacks

are on sale at your campus bookstore now

barricaded cell block. Several

rounds of tear gas were thrown

through the windows, and 150

prison guards stormed the en-

trance.

Twenty officers and at least 100

inmates were injured. Twenty-five

inmates were treated in hospitals.

When the former men's jail in

Riker's Island got overcrowded, a

new one was built and the younger

men were moved into the old

building. The prison is over-

crowded now ( two men are in each

one man cell) and in the summer
even more people are squeezed in.

Most of the men in the juvenile

section are awaiting trial -stuck

there because they can't afford to

pay bail They can be there for a

night, or for nine months. Some
sentenced inmates are also sent to

Riker's although they are there

only for 1-90 days. (Men with

longer sentences are sent to places

like Elmira. in upstate New York. I

The prison school can only teach

180 of the 1929 inmates. The men
get about one hour of recreation a

day. "They're just storing you

awav." said one inmate. "Like.

you have nothing to look forward

to, nothing to learn Your mind is

dormant, you don't grow at all. all

you talk about is what you did or

didn't do
"

Last year, four men at Riker's

"hung themselves", and in the past

two years two corrections officers

were indicted for selling heroin to

the prisoners. (These are the

figures the Department of

Corrections will admit to)

On April 22. 1971 over 75 inmates

fought with guards after a guard

tried to remove one inmate from

the gym. And on February 1, 175

inmates battled guards for over 45

minutes to protest the new rules

forcing prisoners to eat in isolated

groups near their cell blocks in-

stead of together in the main dining

room.
Although the recent rioting is

over now, the press is still being

denied access to the prison. A team

of Legal Aid lawyers is trying to

interview everyone The beatings

may still be going on; there have

been reports of prisoners forced to

run a gauntlet of prison guards,

who beat them severely.

CHAMPION TERMPAPKRS
636 Beacon Street ( #605)

Boston. Mass. 02115

Research Material for Termpapers, Reports. Theses, etc. Lowest

Prices, Quick Service.

For information, write or call : < 617 ) 536-9700

PAPERBOUND
At Last

Available at

The

University Store
Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center
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Help Each Other

This weekend two local organizations SOS and COS

(Community Offering Support) combined in an effort to

further the cause espoused by both groups, the humane

treatment of patients at Belchertown State School.

What makes this unification notable is not the purpose of

the groups involved but rather their make-up. Students

and townspeople. .

If this merging of groups works out, and there is no

reason to expect it won't, it will mark a significant move

towards the creation of a foundation for further

cooperation between students and town residents on

problems which concern both. •wim
The resources of the campus and town are both limited

in many areas. Time, money, expertise and[information, if

the University and town can unite on other issues tnat

involve them both it would provide a greater and more

powerful foundation that either alone could hope to build

The anti-war movement discovered this. Progress

towards ending the war has been greater since the in-

volvement of all portions of the nation in the effort

The town and campus working together on problems ot

common interest won't solve all our problems (the anti-

war movement proved that, too), but it might help. At this

point in the nation's state of affairs, all help is needed.

Open For Business

B\ LARRY in kvmtz

T.n sick ot Howard Brogan. As a resident of Or-

chard Hill, which for eight years has been struggling

o become a true Residential College. I must admit

*u this mans antics have me truly perplexed

During these past eight years, the HILL has "ever

come further towards its goals at a faster rate than

under the direction of the present Master. Leon

Barron The HILL offers over twenty courses and
1

v.11

offer twentv eight in the fall. In addition, over thirty

nvc colloquuTare being offered this semester

Perhaps for this reason, last Thursday at the Faculty

Senate meeting. Howard Brogan moved to censure

Leon Barron and Orchard Hill ,worH
Brogan is a Faculty Fellow of one of the Orchard

Hill dorms, a part time member of the hill

curriculum committee, and also a member of the

Faculty Senate Committee on Residential Colleges

In the eight years tapprox.) that Brogan has been

associated with the HILL, he has repeatedly spoken

out quite vociferously against many of the HILL

programs that have involved student input.

In the Residential College Committee, he has

published a -minority report" which stated in part

that the HILL is governed by a shifting body of

people, mostly students. To this point. I would like to

mention that'n Brogan is rarely at the curriculum

committee meetings unless something of extreme

noxiousness to him is being proposed and therefore

question the position from which he makes this

statement, and 2) The staff students, and all faculty

who have ever had anything to do with the HILL are

mvited each week to these meetings. Faculty are sent

letters in the mail, and also called Students are in-

formed though the HILL paper. THE SAGE. 3) The

bodv of the curriculum committee is in fact not a

shifting body but rather made up of a rather

dedicated core of faculty, students, and staff who

attend each week The fact that more students show

up for the meetings is an indication that students are

vitally interested in the future of the HILL. Also in the

report to the Residential College Committee were two

statements which adequately demonstrated Brogan s

reasoning. 1 1 That there are no such thing as Orchard

Hill Faculty. 2> That personnel decisions should be

decided by the Orchard Hill Faculty alone and not the

students, faculty and staff, together.

Brogan s latest complaint with Orchard Hill is that,

as mentioned above, students are members of the

Orchard Hill Personnel Committee. This committee

his the responsible of choosing one or more possible

candidates for a full time Faculty Position which has

been tentatively offered by the Provost's Office. The

composition of' this committee was decided at two

meetings, one of which Brogan attended. At the one

he did attend, he quite adamantly stated that he did

not feel that students were qualified to decide on the

hiring, promotion, tenure...of a Faculty Member

After he stated his case, and after the committee

voted almost unanimously to allow students on the

Personnel Committee, he stormed out. The rationale

for having students on such a committee was that

since Orchard Hill is an experimental and

Residential College whose purpose is to provide a

more personal and interdisciplinary form of

education for its residents, students who live there

should have a voice in determining who would teach

in the college. Furthermore, all too often in this

university, it has been the policy to hire professors

more on their merit as a scholar and their potential to

publish and acquire grants than it has been to hire

them on their ability to appeal to students through

their superior teaching.

Perhaps Brogan should peek out the top of his Ivory

Tower and consider that students are the ones who

are manipulated in this educational system, so they

should have some control in deciding their final

destiny.

The most puzzling aspect of this entire Orchard

Hill/Howard Brogan never-ending-affair is why he

continues to be associated with the HILL when ob-

viously it represents all the things that his myopic

reasoning opposes. His constant obstructionism is a

never ending threat to the realization of Orchard Hill

as a Residential College as most of its residents and

its active Faculty perceive it to be. Furthermore, his

antiquated views on students and their role in

determining their education is an ideal which does

not at all fit in with any concept of progressive higher

education, much less with the goal of an experimental

Residential College.

It's A New Day

Its a New Day "Thank God All Might, it's a New

Day. If you do not believe that life holds for you a

certain amount of satisfactions, no matter how large

or small, than life would not be worth living. Well, do

I have news for you' ! The Promised Day" has come

At first I thought this might sound a bit fanatical, but

it is not fanatical I am just telling the truth Of course

nowadays admitting truths do seem a bit fanatical

because no one really wants to face most of them But

this truth does not bother me. because it is motivated

by a force far greater than any of us

:

"Soon, will the present-day order be rolled up.

and a new one spread out in its stead. After a

time, all the governments on earth will change.

Oppression will envelop the world. And

following a universal convulsion, the sun of

justice will rise from the horizon of the unseen

realm. The whole earth is now in a state of

pregnancy The day is approaching when it will

have yielded its noblest fruits, when from it will

have sprung forth the loftiest trees, the most

enchanting blossoms, the most heavenly

blessings
."

"All nations and kindreds, will become a

single nation. Religious and sectarian an-

tagonism, the hostility of races and peoples, and

differences among nations, will be eliminated

All men will adhere to one religion, will have

one common faith, will be blended into one race,

and become a single people. All will dwell in one

common fatherland, which is the planet itself

These most eloquent words were written by two of

the Most important people to have ever shed light on

this Day; Baha u'llah. the Founder of the Baha I

Faith and Abdul Baha. his son and Perfect Exemplar

of His teachings

The effects of human degradation is far reaching,

much farther than we aU seem to realize. We are all

responsible for hungry children, war. oppression,

racism and spiritual disease. It is however sad that

mankind must be brought to its knees before we

recognize the Truth of this age.

"In this wondrous Revelation, this glorious

century, the foundation of the Faith of God, and

the distinguishing feature of His Law, is the

consciousness of the oneness of mankind."

How does one recognize the Truth By what method

can you test this truth?

A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither

can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. ..Wherefore

bv their fruits ye shall Know them."
Submitted by Roy I. Jones

Poems

i»tftf r*tr- »i*f/>»«*

(Herblock is on vacation)

The Abduction

High upon, to overlook the depth

to which is God.

The London fog

from across the sea

extends the grace and rush of life,

and offers contemplation, thus, therein.

My mist becomes that mist...

My freedom, there to fly.

A gentle cot upon to rest, to

a leaving we cannot deny.

The sleeping heave felt deep within,

and complimented, thus, by Him
The character of this, our flight.

not to be dwelt upon.

For it, my loves, is all alone.

The unawares of tripping, and

the unwitting of the mind...

the soul alone knows how to search

for what none else can find

Let not your God to lose His way.

He must be near at hand in times

of one another's mist uprising

to fog where we have climbed.

To treasure inspiration is to

treasure that which rules.

The treasure of lonely fools.

Mistake not what is loneliness

for one who knows his way.
To know the hopelessness of God
is to earn the right to pray.

The Unknown Man
What has not been

can never be again.

What has not begun
can never have an end.

What cannot be destroyed

you cannot mend.
What is not real

you cannot but pretend.

Adolf Paulin was a king

and now has ceased to be.

His immortality was not,

and now has set him free.

An island from wherein he spoke

and now wherein he dwells...

No one ever touched his mind,

so none, his story, tells.

For every stone laid into place

there's one already there.

The unknown soldier's tomb has, now,

an epitaph as void and bare

Editorial Points
If a man lives through his

work then Picasso is living in

the Student Union art gallery.
*****

Would a multi-million dollar

athletic facility insure suc-

cessful hockey and basketball

programs'' Did someone

mention need'.'
*****

Wanted: students with

shovels to fill in the "Big

Ditch" in front of Sylvan. No

experience necessary-just see

.lack the Builder in the Plan

ning office.
*****

The Collegian is looking for

junior weather assistants

Apply at the Collegian office

for an interview
*****

Did Pat Nixon marry Dick

for his good looks or for his

money? Maybe it was because

he proposed on their fj rst

date...

'I'M MAKING PIACI WITH IVIRYONI—YOU WANT SOMI ARMS?

Letters To The Editor

A Womanly Rebuttal

To the Editor:

Anita Pepi's letter in March 8th's Collegian cannot

eo unanswered. Her comments and criticisms are a

bit hasty. I think and deserve rebuttal. Firstly, as an

individual and a woman I have been to the Infirmary

for peWic examinations and have been treated with

respect and patience. My questions, when I had them

were answered carefully and completely When I had

further questions, a call to the Health Education

Office cleared up any confusions I had. The exam

itself need not be lengthy nor do most women need to

see their own bodies at that time. I Most of us shower

occasionally. I If a request were made for a different

manner or means to be employed, I m confident that

I'd get my way. My feelings, I think, coincide with the

vast majority of students on the campus regarding

physician care, particularly the women regarding

pelvic exams. . _
Secondly, however trivial or inappropriate pam

phlets may seem, they are a convenient reference

source and supplement to your doctor's information.

If the content is not especially what you want, give

them to a girl who will find them interesting or useful.

We're all different Besides, after checking with the

Infirmary, I have found that the two pamphlets

mentioned in the letter are not even given out at the

Infirmary. There are pamphlets which are designed

to help students understand their bodies and health

better but not with these titles. (You might check the

titles again!)

Lastly I think you'll find every member of the

Infirmary statf willing to discuss your complaints.

There is also the Health Services Student Advisory

Board which is there to help people who have com

plaints The Infirmary is FOR students You can help

it work too. „ . _
Brenda Rau

Silent Bigmouth Fcxxj

To the Editor:
. , MlT .. .

I am writing in reply to the article, Up the In^

firmary", by Anita Pepi in Wednesday s March 8

(

^the first place, if you don't like the treatment at

the infirmary - DONT GO. Nobody is twisting your

arm Find a private doctor that will soak you of your

"Tyou consider the small amount of time it requires

to tike care of your own body too precious - THEN

HOT
If you don't want to wear a sheet simply say, "No

thanks". Any why should a light bother you if you re

so immodest? . . OKlI!n a
If you think $12.00 is too much to ask for an UJJW., •

private gynecologist will be happy to charge you up to

M
!rL can't see what he's doing - ASK. You're the

one who complains about not getting *«*"•*»
swered but he cant answer a SKlf^wS'a
been asked Open your BIG mouth and ask What s

this for7
" "What are you doing now7

,
and wny

If you're dumb enough to sit there silent then you

deserve the swamp of ignorance you re sitting m
It is unfortunate you (one of the "thousands how

about a maximum of 200") had a bad experience at

the infirmary. The doctors and nurses are warm

understanding and welcome questions. They will

relate their own personal experiences and in-

formation to you if you sound interested.

Y™ only gel out what you put in. If you are warm

honest and friendly they will be too. But if you sit

there bitching 1 wouldn't blame them one bit for

giving you crap.
Mindy Sue Cohen

Letters

T.David Barrett

It is imperative that all letters to the editor be

signed, with telephone numbers and addresses. H

this information is not on the letter, it will not be

considered for publication. Letters should also be

double-spaced and typed at sixty characters per

line. The editors reserve the nght to edit all tetters

for content and/or space reservations. No letters

will be printed anonymously. Please note this

policy change and abide by it.
f mof »or

Also, all letters dealing with subject matter

printed in Poor Richards will be turned over to the

editors of that magazine for publication^

To the Editor: .

Thursday nights petitioning at the dining

commons didn't go over very well. People just

enioy eating the same food but continue to

gripe The Student Senate Food Services

Committee refuses to hear any complaints by

any students who refuse to sign the petition.

The petition is to show the administration

that the majority of the students don't like the

food For the money we pay. we want better

food or at least better preparation ; but without

massive support and proof of it, the ad-

ministration will continue to function as it is

and nothing will change. „ . _

The student employment at the dining

commons is afraid to sign our .petition^

Why 7-Because they're afraid of losing their

jobs 9 That's ridiculous! If every student is

afraid to sign a petition, then they are asses to

work under conditions that they don t like.

Possibly they should consider their freedom

of thought and speech, to be imprisoned by the

administration. People bitch about the food and

ask why nobody does anything about it. Then

when a few come out of their rooms and off

their beds to try to organize some action to

bring about some necessary change, where are

all those who supposedly care about what they

are forced to eat? You can say that people don t

have time to act but is it really that hard to

support others who are acting sincerely in your

interest? . . nrn
You have a chance to get what you want from

the administration if you would just get

together and back an effort to get your needs

answered. If they refuse to listen or act in our

interest, then we stop eating in the dining

commons and let the administration eat the

shit Maybe that's the only way to get the

changes that are so important to us all.

Please—everyone who feels like helping the

Student Senate Food Services Com-

mittee-come to our meeting on Tuesday from

6:30-8:30 p.m. in Campus Center Rm 903
*

Donita White

Chairperson, Food Services

Committee of the Student Senate

Mike Pipp and Bill Staton,

Co-Chairpersons

A Current Rash
T
Vhis umraference to the letter of Sylvan Area Government President

Mickey Harris which appeared in Thursday's Collegian condemning

what he called Donald McGilvrays •non-involvement concerning the

Elevator Emergency Distress System installed in the elevators .n the

S van Are™ Mr. McG.lvray chose to approach the elevator problem

through the public forum provided by this newspaper It seems to me that

f the President of Svlvan Area Government spent more time exploring

outions and proposing action to the -^jg*2*g^2%
assailing positive action on the part of people like Mr. McG.lvray there

might exisuhe possibility of stopping the current rash of elevator break-

downs
William John Broderick

For Those In Need-Write
TO
We

e

are

di

co

r

nduct,ng an unsubsidized. action-oriented study of the

character a«Extent of political repression in American colleges and

unweSit es"oday We are writing to campus newspapers throughout the

instates in an effort to locate students and teachers who are haying

difSties ,n obtaining financial support. ^fZ^SS^Zat
tainine contract renewals or tenure because of their political activities

We"LdSve tnat the widely-publicized cases involving radical activists

at Stafford Washington, Southern Illinois, San Diego, and Vermont

Represent o

d
niy a Smau fraction of the total number of instances in which

efforts are being made to force radical teachers and students out of

Amertcan collegls and universities If this proves to be the case, we hope

fo conveneaS Conference on Academic Repression in St Louis,in

ate Annl or early May In order to make it an effective working con-

ference itTs Tmportant that we hear from concerned teachers and

students as sTn^s possible Those involved in or aware of cases of

polecat repSon are asked to contact us immediately and, ,f possible,

to enclose details
Very tru ,y yours

J. David Colfax. Ph.D.

Associate Professor

(Kditors Note: Dr. Colfax can be contacted by writing to Washington

University. St. Louis. Missouri 63130)

>ortunities

Not "long ago English majors when approached with wha they

would d^a^r graduation usually felt safe leaning on the thought that if

n^ini^lse wafavailable at least they could teach But things do change

and people who are begging for teaching jobs raj^l^»»»JS

S^~£i5&SS»«S Potential English majors that there are

SnSrtSmeX good jobs with a B A in English. During the evening of

^ch 16th tnere will be a professionals, faculty and your advisors to talk

?vou and surest areas of concentration for the career you are thinking

ab^ut and thTopportunities available to you in the fields of journalism,

technical writing, publishing, law and student teaching ....
%on t run to the Placement office your lastjgg^g^£*
for a iob I doubt you will find one you want. EDUC members want to neip

you so save some time, money, and frustration-Come Thursday. March

16th, 7:00 p.m. Campus Center. Rm 168-172 ^^^

Reply To A Question

Your clitoris'' Her clitoris! The room was oven brown.

The pillows pink, the lights from the ceiling very well behaved

We brought with us a jug of wine, some poems

(The Rubaiyat, I think! ) . and of course some mints:

The night was quite profound. I recall

That her soft throat giggled when I kissed her.

And that her fingers made wet creases under my tensed-up biceps.

But the thing, really, that I really recall is that.

In our moment of rapture, a blue snow-flecked swallow

Peeked in from its position outside the window, nestling in

the rheumy breeze, ^ „ .

Entirely at peace with the elements. I flew to that bircT

I left her with my memories, and now she is a wretched whore.

Packing the black streets of New Delhi with her ragged,

anemic smile. ^,Aaar
A more deserving prostitute will not be found anywhere m> day

.

Br
Jerome Clifford Nathanson
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Operation PUSH To
Honor Bromery

Acting Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery will be among a group of

distinguished black men and women to be honored in New York City

March 26 at a fund-raising event for Operation PUSH-People United to

Save Humanity.
„ _ . _. . D .,, n_^_,

Julian and Nat Adderlev. Julian Bond. Dr. James Cheek Bill Cosby

John Conyers Ossie Davis, Aretha Franklin, Althea Gibson, Elston

Howard. Roy Innis, Quincy Jones, Gordon Parks, Jackie Robinson, Diana

Sands, Louis Stokes and Flip Wilson are some of the others in the group^

The event is 'Soul Picnic-a Tribute to Black Heroes." It will be at New

York's 369th Armory at 142nd St. and Fifth Ave. from 2 to 7 p.m. on

Sunday March 26. "It is a tribute to black heroes and heroines from

many "fields of endeavor including medicine, politics, sports, literature,

education and the visual and performing arts, according to Chairman

Pe
An

r

add?ess by Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, director of Operation PUSH, will

be featured. According to the chairman, over 5000 are expected to attend

Operation PUSH is a national organization with offices in New York and

Chicago.

pw SENATE COMMITTEE CALENDAR
FOR THE WEEK Of MARCH U-MARCH If

1
v.v.

§
§
Wv.v
v.v

Committee * Chairperson

Women's Committee.

Mira Marshall

Budgets.

John Stevens

Meeting Time and Place

6 pm, Monday 801 CC

7 pm. Monday 805 CC

Main Topic of Discussion

Women's Projects'
progress

Black Mass Com
munications, Nursing

Club, Motorcycle Club.

.v.vm
1
•Xv

v.v

v.v
:xv
v.v

Academic Affairs,

N>ck Apostoia

7 pm Tuesday 162 CC School of Education i
v.v
v.v
v.v
v.v Rents ana Fees, 7 pm Tuesday 165 CC Fee increases

v.v
Xv.

I
Bob Chiller

Financial Affairs

Chet Richardson

5 30 pm. Wednesday 177

CC

Category Changes
viv

m
Social Action Student

Matters,

8 pm. Thursday 175

Campus Center

we need people Please

Come
Xv.

ivx'
v.vm Maggie Houghton

•Xvmm
.v.\

Governmental Affairs,

Bill Spinn

8 pm, Sunday 807 Campus
Center.

Committed Bills, RSO
group constitutions

X-X

x*x
.••v.

m
!
v.v
•Xv

SUB COMMITTEES
Food Services.

Don.ta White and Mike

Concert Committee

6 30 pm, Tuesday 903

Pipp Campus Center

9 pm, Tues and Thurs

Rms 901 & 175 CC

Discussion of petitions

Tues Discussion of

Ballots

•Xv

:
:x:

•*.v
vX
Xv
vS

Thurs Bring more x*
:•:•:•: people We need to get vv

NOMORE PENCILS,NOMORE BOOKS,
NOMORE TEACHERS' DIRTY LOOKS.

going on Fund raising

The Student Senate Committees are where most of the work of the Senate is done

Todothai work, we need more students to iomg these committees Please lorn. See

John Hogan or Gary Gomes m the Student Activities OMces. first level Campus

Center, tor applications it's your Senate

Retraction
The headline to the N.xon-ITT Suit/ "not as it was ongrnal y

storv on page five in Friday's printed. Nixon Favors ITT In

newspaper should have read Suit

Nixon Kepork'dly Favors ITT In

M
ENJOY "SUMMER of 72"

AT NEW YORK'S ADIRONDACK GATEWAY

Need summer credits? Check out Utica College of Syracuse

University. UC's offering an unforgettable "Summer of 72"

FOUR DAYS OF STUDY -THREE DAYS OF FUN

In the heart of Central New York's vacation land.

UC's just a short hop in the old |alop from Old Forge,

swinging center of Adirondack action Historic

Cooperstown on shimmering Otsego Lake, home

of the Farmers Museum. Busch Woodland Museum,

and the Baseball Hall of Fame is only a half hour

away Trotters and pacers run every night at nearby

Vernon Downs New beat music fills the nights at

close by Oneida Lake, and Saratogas Famous Per

forming Arts Center is an hour and a half away by

Thruway.

There's golf tennis and baseball right on cam

pus Plus swimming, diving, basketball, volleyball

and weight training in our new $2.3 million Phys

Ed Center. Day classes end at 1:30 P.M. so there s

plenty of time for fun. Other action scheduled for

our Summer of 72 includes film, drama and music

workshops for fun and credit.

EIGHT WEEK SUMMER SESSION STARTS

JUNE 12 ENDS AUGUST 3

Courses (all in air-conditioned classrooms) are

available in Behavioral Studies. Business Adminis^

tration. Languages and Literature. Sc.ence and

Mathematics, Speech and Communications Arts, and

Graduate Education (Starts June 26).

GAIN 8
MIGHTY POUNDS

OF SOLID FACT

pep' a

:l
ustRATlONS

SEND
FOR YOUR

"SUMMER
ofTH"
BULLETIN
NOW

Please send me your "Summer of '72" bulletin:

Name

Address

LLLUSTRATION'

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
m coooerat.o* with COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
PRESS is qiving away each week throughout the

month ot March one copy ot th« Columbia En

cyclopedia (retail value %M S0> To be eligible

lust till out the entry torm below and drop it in the

box at the Columbia paperback display It your

ticket is drawn, a copy ot this greatest ot one

volume encyclopedias is yours absolutely free No

purchase necessary The name ot each week's

winner will be posted after the drawing

WHY ARE WE
RUNNING THIS
CRAZY LOTTERY?
It sour way of getting you into the bookstore to look

at our great collection of Columbia paperbacks,
including the Leaders of Modem Anthropology

Series, stunning and inexpensive Illustrated books
from the British Museum, the Columbia Essays on

Modern Writers, the contemporary poetry of the

Frank OHin Award winners, and a tremendous
array of others In art, drama, history, literature,

political science, and sociology. From the

Babylonian legend of the flood to the No theatre of

Japan to the poetry of Stephen Crane, from
Chaucer's world to the world of the Chinese
Communists.

• ITWA INTR
GETAWAY

UCES THE 1972
PROGRAM.

litter tht

-State

Director of Summer Progrems

of 9yracUoW UnivtxBtty

IMM MY 19902

UNIVERSITY
PRE*!

Kill out and deposit at the Columbia paperback display In the I'NIVKRSIT Y
STORK before 3/13/72. II drawn, this ticket entitles the person named below

to onr free ropy of the Columbia encyclopedia. No purchase necessary.

NAME
Aooeess

CiTy

STAT9

TfLfPMONE NUMBER

UP.

I

This ad wasn't written to amuse you. It was

written to gel you to think. Tb think of how few

school vacations vou may have left.

Before you know it, the 9 to 5 hassle will be

starting. So this summer may be your last real

chance to travel. To help you plan your getaway, let

us send you our free Getaway* Kit.

With the Kit you can get:

TWA\s Stutelpass.*

A coupon booklet that gives you a room and

continental breakfast in either a guesthouse or

student hotel in Europe for only $4.80 a night.

No advance reservations are needed.

Also included are free coupons that can be used

for bullfights, use of a bicycle, theater tickets,

sightseeing and more.

TWA's Bed and Breakfast Adventures.
2- to 7-day guesthouse packages to any of 50

European cities. Among them Amsterdam, where

you can spend 3 days for only $22. And Athens,

where 3 nights cost only $16.

TWA's Getaway* Card Application.

With TWA's Getaway Card, you can charge

airfare, hotels/meals, car rentals, Getaway

packages and more. And then take up to two years

to pay.

It's the most widely distributed, widely accepted

airline card in the world. And it's free.

TWA's Youth Passport* Card.

If you're 12 thru 21, you can get 1/3 off normal

domestic coach flights, on a standby basis.

Plus discounts on over 20 other airlines in the

United States, Canada, and Europe.

The card also gets you discounts at over 700 shops

and hotels around the world.

TWA's Getaway* Guidebook.
A 224-page guidebook highlighting 19 of the most

popular cities in the world.

PLEASE SEND ME
IDENT/YOUTH GETAWAY KIT.

TWA, P.O. Box 876
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

My travel agent is AA77

Service marks owned exclusively by TWA
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Food Service

Catering To You
By BETSY PEET AND JON SNOW

CommuX a^h"e need arose has%^£*%&$S%££
with a full time coordinator and manager. This was a result o™"™
bv students staff, and local organizations, for increased services no

ava able through local restaurants and food suppliers, which did not

have staff or facilities to handle large groups or »P~»»l^v.
include

Sorne of the functions which the Catering Division has served, include

==«E3E333S3?£«
Stermg D\v,s,on will serve over 250 guests at the Awards

>

Banquet

SSSSSSSBBBS

To^ose who^*—523rj5-Jfif5fi
,

s:

outing, placing an order for catering fp f\
catering.

Se^rafanlEe*A£'^sBS5A you Head

'°vS'SS^SSr for Ca.enng. has been .nva.oable

who'manages the special operations and productions, from complex

fe£e meals wiih home baked cakes, pies, pastries, and specialties sucn

'\:;''Mhn "l ^rt^Senng. but very much a resutt of Mrs Sta.fords

m.u.-st Simply can the number listed above and plan tha, spring picnic

Missing Your Bedspread?

During inc course ol this

„„,,.„, ,,-. the Universit)

Lost and round located at the

bottom Ol the escalator in the

Campus Center, has returned over

100 pairs -'i glasses

hundred pairs of mittens and

^|,n ,

•

| hats and k'

However therearestill l$7pairaal

gloves remaining, 2K pairs ot

glasses 54 BCarvei and hats 101

hooks and 23 sets of ke>s not to

mention the numerous other odd!

and ends hair dryer bedspread.

BDd records etc

The lost and found also have an

equal number of these unclaimed

items left over from last semester

\ll of these lost articles of the tall

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also, a

complete typing service.

HlUftar will he sent to charitable

organizations such as Belchertown

if they are not claimed before

Spring vacation Thi

ni/ations greatly appreciate

iving these articles however,

the lost and found realizes that

many students cannot afford to

lose " them It <>|*'n Monday

through Saturday from H a m to 10

p m and Sunday from 1pm to 10

p m

Classics Offers

Two New Majors

TWO new major! will be offered

next fall under the auspices of the

recently established Classics

Department The new majors are

Judaic Studies and Near Kastern

studies Courses involving these

tun majors will l>e offered in

Cooperation with the Five College

Program
Mrs Mary Henry, secretary to

Professor (iilbert Lawall, Acting

Head of the Classics Department,

said that the new majors will help

to broaden the new. but fast

growing Department And that

fresh and exciting things are being

developed in Classics through the

initiative of Prof Lawall and Prof

David Biddle of the History

Department.
\ brochure will be put out at the

end Of March by the Five College

Coordinator with additional in-

formation concerning the two

majors

Dwight Flix Ink presents n
MARLON BRANDO ROBERT BEDFORD

and JANE FONDA in

Arthur Penn's

THE CHASE
13 MARCH - MONDAY NIGHT

7: 00 and 9: 45 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM -aW
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WE OFFER (o

w STYLES OF SHORT
SLEEVE T-SHIRTS, A .

[TANK SHIRT, A SHORT
18LEEVE SWEATSHIRT,
AND 3 STYLES OF

,

JACKETS
THfc IMPRINT I

LETTERS ARE 1"AND 2"HfcH
ANOCOl^f in; QOlD.WHirE,

NAVY AND B'JRGUMDY.

PLAIN
IwHirt »

PLAIN
».15

MKt

PLAIN COLORS
• PUR Pit .COLD.

NAVY,RED,GRE£N,
kORAf*«E IHHT&LUI
\NfttST CRUN,
,r?0YM.BU>e

2.25

HEATHER I ^^N^U,1

/
6

COLORS w/ L VV
Solid nkkBAn^ 1**^*°
225 NSCKBAWP

/ /WHITE w/ BW£

TANK swfcr

|vl/CWTRtfT

IN61WH&.
MAVYw/ / J
WHlTt / /J.

QUO W/

pU?PLt W/GOUD

B*

ORANGE.
NAVV,
i(iHTJH/*fc

NAVY
( B(/RC0NDr|

225

5TICHIN0 J

/ r 50

. %

.ALSQJ

HAV1
SLUVi

P00TBALL
(SHIRT

jYilLPW,

NAvt.OREfM.
Rt0,vj|HTt

(

BUROuNPvl

HWLTl-
CoLORtO

PARTSH.S0
SWEATSHIRT I /

IT-SHIR^ TMfe f>Rict$ SHOWN ABOVt INCLUDE:

^^^ WHITS .CiW CARTOON *>KAU OR UP TO 5 UH6R5.
Ciy WHlTl w/coWRfcO

jJJi ADDITIONAL t«l*HK l» I0fr AND |*LTOR
NH

c IS St . H"H^M LfcTttrVb A*fc ALSO AvAHABU
f
||H

5WtATSH,RTS 2.50 QRU fc U^tRS T<>6 .

The University Store offers to visit your group or team at your residence or to

serve you in the store. If you would like our student representative to visit your

group call: pnnnHFRTY
CYNDEE RUSSELL EDDOHERTY

Univ. Store or 256-6863

545-2619

The imprint machine operates

Tuesday and Thursday 12:30 - 4:00 at the

UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

Don Angelo Sabatini, left foreground, parish priest of the Santa Francesca Romana Church, blesses

vehicles parked in front of the Colosseum in Rome Thursday, on the feast of St. Francesca Romana.

patron of all vehicle drivers. (AP)

Cornell Wins Debate
By STEPHEN FISHER

Cornell University was the winner of an intercollegiate debate tour-

nament held at UMass this weekend by the UMass Debate Union. Cornell

won in the final round against a team from Central Michigan University

Both teams were victorious in semi-final rounds against Tufts

University and Marietta College. Denny O'Connor, from Cornell, was the

recipient of the best speaker award.

The topic of the debate tournament was Resolved : that greater controls

should be placed upon the gathering and utilization of information about

U.S. citizens by government agencies. Debates were judged for the

speakers* logic, delivery, evidence, organization, and refutation. All

teams were in the novice (beginners) division.

Other schools represented were Bridgeport University, Harvard

University, Bowdoin College, Emerson College, Fitchburg State College,

Holy Cross College, George Mason College (Virginia), Miami Dade Jr.

College, St. John's University, State University of New York at Platt-

sburg, U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, U.S. Military Academy (West

Point), University of New Hampshire, University of Rhode Island, and

the University of Vermont. UMass entered four teams, all of which had

excellent records, but were ineligible to win trophies because UMass was

the host for this tournament.

Than Amnesty
STOCKHOLM (AP) Leaders

of American draft resisters and

deserters who have found refuge in

Sweden say promises of amnesty

aren't enough to bring the colony

home.
i'm not going back." said

George Meals of Atlanta. Ga.

Meals, 27, and others among the

estimated 170 I S draft dodgers

and Army dropouts living in

Sweden have discussed the am-

nesty projects under consideration

in Congress. But they say they

don't want forgiveness because

they aren't the guilty ones in the

Vietnam war.

"Every American tax-paying

citizen is a criminal for paying

taxes that provide for the In-

dochina war,'' said Meals
if amnesty was offered today

only about 2(M) ot us would think of

going back.'' said Roberto

Black Actor Speaks Today
Chestyn Everett, noted Black

actor, director, artist, critic,

essavist and teacher, will speak on

The Hole of The Black Artist in

Revolution", this morning from 11

am 1 p.m. in the School of

Education old Library. His

presentation will be sponsored by

the School of Education Committee

to Combat Racism Mr Everett's

visit on campus is sponsored by the

Black Cultural Center of the WEB
DuBoia Black Studies Department

Although he has many merits to

his credit. 1'rotessor Everett is

most prominent in the Black world

following his service as director of

the highly acclaimed Black Show

Players and his present direc

torship of the united black artist

uha will present their production

'To All Things Black & Beautiful"

in Amherst on April 21
1

Mr
Everett is presently the Langston

Hughes Professor of Black Theatre

Arts. African Studies and
Research < enter. Cornell

University

Argento, 26.

Argento. employed by the

Swedish government to work
among fellow defectors, is an
exception in the refugee com
munity
He has a working knowledge of

Swedish, good health and a regular

|oh He and Meals have been in the

country for more than three \- sail

Others in the defector ranks are

left sure of themselves They still

make the rounds ot leftist sv m
pathi/ers or girl friends, carrying

their sleeping hags from apart

merit to apartment triable to

speak the language, they are

unable to work
"Amnesty-they talk about

amnesty but I don't even have the

money to go to the movies." says a

I S visitor to a deserter gathering

in provincial Malmo.
The Swedish welfare agenc)

pays for the weekly social meeting

and free meal saving it helps

officials keep track of the deserter

community Nearly all the

deserters draw government
iM-nefits. such .is tree health care

MDC Classifieds Sell

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

rit.ii \M (imprr. good condition

I tMtking for rrasonablr offer (all Jerry at

BMftl.
SMI

fit,, 1'iHMht- Coup*, rrhuill wi« N*»
i luUh lirrv bal(rr> : rlrc sunroof. Iukk

rark Maintenance record* a\ail 1 123* or

K.sl Off M.VIPM.
Iflrl3

W Saab !•«. red excellent body * in-

terior <>ood brake*, new exhaust system 5

IMrelli's Must see to believe (all Donnie

MMUS,
tfl-IS

IM* Austin \merica t-speed auto.. Urn

mileage, new snows radio, front wheel

dri\r \skinn MM) ( all >»-4XWafter 6 p m
SMI

•«l Rug for sale, gray needs muffler.

Iiimi or best offer (all Darrell S4«-.t065

tn i3

l»70 ( het elle SK*C. I spd . . posl . 350 h p .

low mileage, only ao.OOfl miles, sun tarh A
slereo tape New MT tires. 12000 fi-94«»

If 3 IS

«t Chevy — verv good body, new ball

ints. new shocks. R 4 II. • ISO - call 527-

fi7l< eves.
U3-I3

l<MW Oalsun 2000 conv . 1*000 actual ml .

11200 or best offer 253-7537.

U3-I5

III. Scout 4 wd, SH. plow, hrdtop. 24000

miles, good cond. not abused 11700. \\

Ward. Ros II, ( onway . Ma 3W-4073 after

tfl-17

I9«:. blue \ W sedan. Rebuilt engine, new

generator and brakes. 450 or best offer.

MMSM.
tf3 15

Must sell! I dr R2 Rulck l.e Sabre. VS.

auto., power steering & brakes, good

running condition, highest bid 253-7251

call after 4:00 p.

m

113-15

New tires, all siies at discount prices

(all John B-M2I. keep trying

1(3 l«

Tenor sas. good condition, student

model |IM or best offer Tim. 6-4SK3.

tfl-IS

TV l» in. excellent cond 100 Telephoto

lens — Takumar. 200 mm. new. Ion »*5-

4771

If3- is

I'air Reclllnear XII Speakers, oiled

walnut cabinet. 10 weeks old. cost I2&5.

will sacrafice 1 100 each or best offer 25*-

I.IWI

tf3 17

APARTMENT FOR RENT

PERSONAL

Two-Hrdroom Apartments for im

mediate rental. fi month lease

IINVmonlh. includes util (all i»5-324»

davs or 085-3575 nites.

tf 4-14

I Redroom twnhse. spacious apt avail

Mav IV s*j Vill. take over l»e. pool, etc

ITU
tf3-IC

for rent \pril I. 2 bdrm apt Rolling

(.reen I iw». (all Jane or Anne 253-7251

If3- IS

Modern .' br apt pool. a'r. all con-

veniences Sublet thru July, option to rent

(all WW p.m
If3-I5

Need ride Mar
v irinitv Tex i>kl

share dr and exp

23 to Arkansas or

Mi Tenn etc Will

(all Martha 5M-3370.

tf 3 IS

MOVIE

ENTERTAINMENT
\l last I Mimi r artna * Tom Jans at The

Hluewall Wed March IV Tickets on sale

in K2I ( ( from 1:00-3 •• pm limited

tickets
It 3- 1

5

Stone your folks in Taking Off and a

mt.vie hv Hurk llenrv and W ( Helds

fri March U 7-0 II Mahar \ud S4>on* bv

the Cinema Club
tf3l7

APT SUBLET

2 Redroom Puflun Village \pt avail

June I 1 215/monlh. Includes util ( all 54t-

UWI

Tonight at the Hluewall • Punkv I'ele

new and exciting band Kree' Free' Free'

MS

Hi ii

DEAR FRIENDS

Summer sublet. I bedroom Puffton

Village apt with option for fall I to off

regular monthly rent ( all S4f J«4«

tl J* I J

To the Oddball in I5IH. Here * my
counter attack: The correct word is

'IMnk " Now everyone knows, including

vou' RIMK .

3-13

FOR RENT

Miss (ock Tease of 1972" is a prude.

M.it Kimmie. and don't you forget it' So

keep it in vmir pants! !
'

II I

RlacktwhiteTV rentals 1.50 per day —
Ifidav minimum ( olor TV rentals 1 1 per

dav — 10 day minimum T\ (enter .'•'> N

Pleasant 253-5100
tn I

HHrSHA THEATRE'S FEATVEI
HI M 7\l IIXKIMI WITH («>l N

1H\ JOE, IXMfS (,\N(.. It H \^H

I.IIHIMIN sM 1UMV. M\R 10.

M\II\R. fi 3»- :« - SlS!
tf3-l7

CAMPER FOR SALE

To sub-lrt. I bdrm apt all util .conv to

( ampus llto per mo Immedlatelv sre

Ned III Machmer or tel 253-5*50

If 3 1

7

TO SUBLET

( hielie I nitas. I>an Mctluskev. Tim
llntkcnridge. Jim Vanderswog Warning

Phase III goes into effect this week

llcware: K K K RSI
3-13

WANTED
(•iris 10 speed bike in gd . cond I Raleigh.

( ol preferred* Call Meggle ft-7447 or

leave message.
(13-14

ROOMMATES WANTED

One bedroom
immediate, tlfifi

apt.. Puffton Village.

Apt. 3M. Call 54«-«7«7.

03-14

1900 VW ( amper. unique bubble loo.

studded snow tires extras excellent

t.nidilion 124*4 or best offer SI9-1739

tf3 17

Small apt in Xmhersl Ideal lor couple

Xvailahle now or prelerahlv June I Rent

negotiable but around 1 1mi < all .''•* »30

keep.rving

LOST

Svlvania 21' table model TV 135 Zenith

table model color TV 1150 TV ( enl-r. 55

\ Pleasant St . 2nd floor Xmherst 253-

moo
H3-I5

1971 ford f:ttmollne. equipped, ttssl

miles ( all after 5pm 253-204I

If3-I4

Tii ( hvlle w hind haired driver left me

oft acr frm Had rr wsh Th 24 Keh 1 left

ilpbd stat bk notes in hk seal Please call

MM, M172
03-14

TYPING

Two bedrooms in a house in l.everlte.

immediate rental, co-ed now lake M or

I I m per mo ( all after six 253-990H

03-17

own room. Puffton Vlg, •»» — two

people, share room 150455 apiece, 54»-

03-17

MOVERS

IN KVERVONE'S LIFE THKRK Is X

si MMKK Of CROSS NATIONAL
PRIIIH'I TION

3-13

Tvping Pica or Hlte. proofreading and

copies free, editing if requested tot/page

last, an urate (all Ann 544-7443 or —
7t:w

1(3-21

Tvping — theses, dissertations, etc. Fast

and accurate Proofreading editing if

desired Have (,reek and science svmbols
Hill I

Male Mack large dog. answers to the

name HcV Reward 253-35*3 or M3M.
413-22

SEX

Reward- 125 for information leading to

leasing I plus bdrm counlrv homr 20 mi

Write I- siulvman MS Puffton X ill

Xmhersl l-or June I

314

SKIING NEEDHELP
TRAVEL ROOM WANTED

|ti«o Ford Calaxie conv. Leaving area

and must sell Make offer Call Ted 253-

24119

tf3-l7

Ski Killington - stay at the Troika

I ndgr 17/ngt — 130/ski week Full kit-

chen prlv inc (all 002-422 3491 for

reservations
H3-24

Need help in Math. (hem. or

tttinomics" (all I -7X3-2903 collect after 7

p.m.
If 3-23

M'HINI. IN X( XPIL( OlIfiSMdavs 7

nights via I niv IM K )el Open only to

students, emplovees It families ol 5

( olleges ( all 504 5171.

tf3-»

Male journalist 23. seeks rm in apt or

house with prols or studenls — rom

muling distance of dreenfld Wall 772*2*1

rat, 50 or SM-WM
tf3l3

SERVICES PHOTOGRAPHIC

1 1 X alianl . running condition .
quick sale,

verv cheap. 545-2001 days.
tf:i-i5

Income lax returns prepared. Stale and

Federal, (all Herh (.ass 6fi5-4fi.'.7

H3-I7

(.iris! Need pholos for modeling" R It W
will negotiate fee according to your

financial situation (all Herb 2S3-7H7fi

If3-I5

Pan Xm World Airways vouth fare

hoielhus and group rales (all (ampus

Representative 549-O0B2
If3-I4

PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIP.

FOR SALE

f.ibson S(. sld eler guitar Must sell.

Rest offer over 1200 Also Yamaha FO 300

folk guitar 1150 Call Have B-MSI
03-13

•Health XH-IS most sensitive FM
luner/amp tested" says Hi-Fi IR25 new , 3

W s old Xlake an offer
1 tall (.eo 549-1R79

nite. 515-2571 day
tf3-l4

Xmherst Xudio service*, stereo com
ponents. lape decks for home or car. 197

No Pleasant st .
25fi-HI33.

tfsem

TERM PAPERS

quality Research and Reference

materials Originals and copies. IPX

Rm. 117. Xmhersl Carriage Inn. 233 V
Pleasant St 25fi-filofi

03-21

RIDE WANTED
Two guys need ride to Fla — will share

expenses etc Fxp Please call Mike or

Donald a I 519-0620

If3 15

(.«) Soulh Spring break Rermuda —
l-reeporl. Xrapulco. Puerto Rico. day

packages from 1 100. Fscape International

, ... i>g«> nsesn.

lor sale — (.af Super s movie proj It

irnim camera. ( aonon Sup I tamera.

Kowa r.mm Reflex has meter and timer

I all lerrv al 2YI-922I

IfS-IS

BABYSITTING

PRIVATE ROOM

One guy needs ride to and from Fli

spring vacation I all 5 46*14 4

1

for

3-13

Room on Lincoln Ave share hath and

kitchen Private entrance Call 253-3421.

0314

\Xill hahvsil students wife will

hahvsit evenings —over 21 experienced —
mother - former leather — own Iran

spnrialion Mi MBS
113-15
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AHEA:
All members who plan to go to

Priscilla's of Boston on April 6th

please sighn up in Rm. 120 Skinner

Reservations are on a first come,

first paid ($3.50) first served basis.

BIBLE STUDY:
Bible Study that meets at CC Mon.

nites will be discontinued. For more

info write to Reach Out For Life, 6840

Eastern Ave., Washington, DC
20312.

CONCERT:
Catch the incredible blues of Otis

Rush and his band tonight at 8:00 in

the S.U. Ballroom. Tickets are $2 00

FLOWER SHOW:
Originally scheduled bus for the

Worcester Flower show has been

cancelled Cars will leave in front of

Wilder at 1 30 today, bus money will

be refunded and a slight gas charge

well be asked

GROUND SCHOOL:
Ground school will meet at 7:00

p.m Will cover preflight and prin

cipals of (light.

INNKEEPERS" CLUB:
Planning meeting tonight at 730,

Rm. 904 CC Reorganization and

plans for Boston Hotel Show

MOBE:
Meeting at 6: 30 in the Mobe office,

2nd floor of S.U

Meeting at 7 30 tonight in the

Franklin Rm., 2nd floor, SU. Come

and help organize to end the killings

in Indochina. All are welcome.

OUTING CLUB:
There is another West Va. pre trip

meeting for those who missed the last

one, tonight at 6 30 p.m. in 165 CC

There will be a slide show on caving

afterwards

POETRY READING:
j D Reed, Bill Tremblay, and

Dave Lyon will read their poems

Tues night. Mar 14, at 800 in the

Colonial Lounge of the S.U. Refresh

ments and admission will be free

SKI CLUB:
Meeting tonight, 8 p.m Mahar

Aud., deposits taken for weekend

trips to Sugarbush, and Glen Ellen.

SIGMA DELTA TAU:
Today the SDT pledges will be

selling HOMEMADE chocolate chip

— Notices
cookies besides the CC store between

1030 and 2:00.

WOMEN FREEDOM RUNNERS:
Meeting on Tues Mar. 14 at 4:00

p.m. in the Cage (Indoor Track) for

all women interested in Track or

Distance Running Wear running

clothes.

ZETA NU ST. PATRICK'S DAY:
Zeta Nu: the place where the Irish

go on Mar. 17.

LOST:
Boy's wire rimmed glasses near

Coolidge Feb. 25. Call 6 8052, 908

Coolidge

2 or 3 weeks ago, between Whit

more and Orchard Hill a pair of mens

wire frame glasses. If found please

call 6 6650 or return to CC lost and

found.

Manila envelope in CC Aud. Wed
night Contains important papers for

MEET THE ORDER THAT
IS 113 YEARS YOUNG.

Paulists are often called the

"modern" order but it isn't just

because we are only a little over

a century old. It's because of

what we stand for.

The Paulists were founded bv

t Meeker, one of the earliest

ecumenical spokesmen. Father

Heckcr, who was a convert to

Catholicism and a centurv ahead

of his time, conceived and di-

rected the first mitsjonan soci-

ety of priests established in. and

North America
I .ithcr Meeker's vision was a

community that would "meet the

needs of the Church in each ape

as they arise." For this reason

he wanted the Paulists to be flex-

ible, not wedded to specific

WOrkl A ipecial project mieht

be suitable for a particular time

and a given need, but changing

times would require different

techniques and approaches that

might differ from age to age.

That's why the Paulists are so

flexible. Whether a man is in a

parish. University Apostolate or

mission . . .whether he is involved

in a narcotic panel or the Paulist

press, radio, films or television.

he has the freedom to use his

own talents in his own way to

achieve his objectives.

Paulists are not custodians of

the past, but explorers of the

future.

Now you know why we are

called "modern."
For more information about

the Paulist priesthood write to:

Rev. Donald ('. Campbell,
CAP.. Vocation Director,

Room No. 100.

ooufisffathers.

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

Rugby club. If found please contact

Chris Meehan, 5 2418.

Beige corduroy lined coat

(McGregor) lost at dance in Hamp
den Sat. please call Fred, Rm. 208, 5

2413.

Brown wool lined leather glove in

or near Mahar during Ec. 126 last

Thurs. Call Ellen at 549 6394.

A maroon scarf of sentimental

value at the Blue Wall Cafe on Thurs.

afternoon. Call Cathy at 546 6663.

FOUND:
Woman's gold ring with initials

MAG on front. Found in Goodell

Library. Call 546 5783.

MUSICIAN'S SOCIETY MEETING:
Meeting of the Muscians Society

tonight at 600 p.m in Rm 163 CC.

THE

House
THAT

A KOWePV L«u£*
KeSCHTATtON:

5CK

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM«

r
tov. uo.c. fields

ro^dL ror\A€r cartoon
^

i

Libra can be delicately sensitive

Member of this zodiacal sign are not

always immediately appreciated But

time wears well witn Libra and these

natives can emerge triumphant Libra

can fight as well as love Libra is the

loyal opposition and the persistent ally

Libra has a finger on the pulse of the

public and is the art.st and prophet Libra

ha rmon nes with Leo, Sagittarius, Gemm.

and Aquarius There is great attraction to

Anes and often marriage results Libra

should be cautious in relationships with

Capricorn and Cancer
• • •

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Forces

tend to be scattered. Finish one task

before embarking on different assign

ment Be discreet Not wise now to reveal

all You wilt be consulted and cajoled

Mamtam balance and sense of humor

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Friend

ship and money may now be akin to oil

and water Look oof for your own in

terests Not everyone is idealistic and you

could be taken You have right to be m
dependent Protect self in emotional

clinches

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Be ready

for overtime assignment, added

responsibility Older individual displays

faith important that you also have

confidence M yourself Halfway

measures won t do Rise above the petty

CANCER (June21 July 22) Jom forces

with Sagittanan Accent is on using past

experience to make current gam Obtain

h.nt from one who is at a distance Read,

write and advertise Snake off groundless

tear

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Study Taurus

message Take special care m legal area

Check details, fine print Don't commit

yourself to project unless thoroughly

familiar with ramifications Mate, close

associate presses for answer

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Lie low

Wait, listen and observe Let others show

their hands Be discreet Answers are

obtainable if you are gmetiy persistent

Message will become increasingly clear

Gemini is involved

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Home area is

spotlighted You discover that what you

need is close at hand One who makes you

comfortable now is appreciated Avoid

the sensational Be very careful when

mailing large packages

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Avoid

lumping to conclusions Tendency now i<

to act on impulse, it would be better to

combine logic with desire See situations,

individuals as they actually exist Then

you wont be fooling yourself

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Delay works in your favor Patience now

proves fine ally Act accordingly

Capricorn can lend helping hand Don't

permit pride to stand m way of ad

vancement Show that you are ready for

more trust, responsibility

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Take

care Ml traffic Outline aims Move

toward goal rather than in circles

Relatives. neighbors may be

quarrelsome. Maintain balance You will

draw people to you who confide problems

Be fair but firm

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) New
approach proves profitable Move w.th

the times Discard outmoded methods

Guard valuables Young person is en

thusiastic but may not have all the tacts

Know this and respond accordingly Be

analytical

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Orthodox

methods may not suffice Give full rem to

imagination, creative sources Teach and

learn Get oft sidelines and into game

You can make new start to new direction

Many comment on your improved ap

pearance
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are a square shooter, frank. IN

dividuahstic This should be one of your

most dignificant years, with September

marked as an outstanding month You

make gams and, if single, you marry

Copyright 1972. Gen Fea Corp

Crosswor
ACROSS

i Shade tree

4 Pronoun
6 Imprint with a

mark

11 Dried grape

13 Expert

15 Symbol for

silver

16 Involves

18 Spanish for

"yes"

19 Hypothetical

force

21 Amount owed

22 Dines

24 Harbor

26 Soaks

28 Beverage

29 Vegetable

31 Part ot camera

33 Printer's

measure

34 Malay canoe

36 Not one

38 Compass point

40 Girl's name
42 Yelps

45 Cravat

47 Cut

49 Liquid measure

50 One opposed

52 Southwestern
Indians

54 Symbol for

cerium

55 Pronoun

56 Radical

59 Teutonic deity

61 Amend
63 A halo

65 Harvests

66 French article

67 Worm

d Puzzle
3 Note of scale

4 Intellect

5 Go in

6 Deeply affected

7 Hindu cymbals
8 The caama
9 Mountain

(abbr )

10 Pounding
instrument

12 Compass point

14 Ascended

1 7 Son of Adam
20 Fall in drops

23 Cooled lava

24 River in Italy

25 Ripped 38 Step

27 Supercilious 39 Season of year

person 41 R'ver islands

,_ D 43 Rests on the
30 Bows

knees
32 Break suddenly 44 Sain , (abbr }

35 Yearly 46 Latin
publications coniunction

37 Mans name 48 Part of flower

Answer to last Fridays Puzzle
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51 Mental image
53 Father

57 Knock
58 Symbol for

cerium
60 Ethiopian title

62 Hebrew letter

64 Faroe Islands

whirlwinr*

DOWN

1 Period of time

2 Body ot water Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate. Ine 13

PEANUTS/ All i?i(WT TEAM
/l£T$6ATh£K'Kuv!N.P

HERE ! I'VE 601 A
FEW THINGS TO

SOMETIMES I THINK 40U DON T

APPRECIATE UJHAT uJE'RE KEALLY

INVOLVED IN HEKE ! A* YOU KN0U),

0A5E0ALL l$ 0VR COUNTRY
NUMoEK-ONE £P0RT, ANP...

ACTUALLY CHAKLlE 0ROu)N. A
RECENT POLL INDICATED THAT
FOOTBALL 1$ N0U3 FAV0REP
OVER BASEBALL 3tZ TO Z\Z

by Johnny hart

EVERY TitfE IT FAINTS ]

ID M&....H6 TAKES
A PRINK .' ^J

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parker and Johnny hart

I'D UK& TO
9EE- TWE
DOCTOR

fiK<=.T, YOU tVNUGT TELL
ME YOUR sYMPT&MrS,...

THEM IF I TMlNKYOU'RE

SICK EMOUfSH, I'LL LET
YOU £E£ TME DOCTOR .
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Kidd On TV's: "I Thought We'd Do Better"
... ^^ • .i _ r- i iL- i_ -«-»-«- ...;n .11,... ...leu in. liirliriii manv Mi\ iciiiii I thi«s it annp^i

By HOY LYONS
"I thought we'd do better."

Those were the words of hockey

coach Russ Kidd in evaluating his

J.V. team's recently completed

season. Commenting further,

Kidd, a very personable guy,

regarded the season as mildly

disappointing but obviously not

disasterous.

Although the strong skating

squad possessed excellent depth

and balance, Kidd did mention

several outstanding individual

performers. The late addition of

Jay Connors was instrumental to

the team. He joined his brother and

Kevin Thompson to form the

Redmens most potent scoring line.

They knew each other's moves

instinctively, and it was reflected

in their smooth, often spectacular,

passing Mike Ellis and Brian

Mulcahy were the team's stalwart

performers on the blue line. Ellis

was the fourth leading scorer,

indicating his ability to skate the

puck out of his own end and

through center ice Steve Nims
played hustling two way hockey all

season even though his value to the

team cannot be seen in the final

statistics.

Goaltending was hot and cold,

but that seems to be more the

exception than the rule in hockey.

John Binkoski saw most of the

action in the UMass nets, although

Kidd was encouraged by Steve

Moran's abbreviated per-

formances. Varsity back-ups Chick

Rheault and John Kiah were used

sparingly Both had excellent

attitudes all season.

Freshmen comprised almost the

entire unit this season, and it ap-

pears that many will log another

season of J.V. play before moving
up to the varsity. For this reason

Kidd anticipates a more ex

perienced aggregation next

season
Several highly-touted schoolboys

have applied to UMass, notably

forward Mike Powers, goalie Cap
Raeder, and defenseman Rich

Goryl. However, other hockey

schools in the area are equally

interested in this trio, and where

they choose to go is strictly a

matter for speculation at this time.

the new rule which will allow

freshmen to play varsity hockey

next season. There will be ten

berths available on the varsity

with the departure of the seniors,

and there is always a possibility

that one or two of these could be

won by freshmen. Of course the

J.V.'s loss would be the varsity's

gain.

The Redmen J.V.'s will face

another tough schedule next
FINALSTATISTICS

RECORD

season, including many Division I

teams. Practice sessions will be

infrequent because of the squad's

low priority at Orr Rink. In spite of

this, it appears Russ Kidd will have
the talent to improve on last

season's 500 finish.

UMass
UMass
Harvard JV
New Prep

UMass
Dartmouth Fr

Boston Univ 'B'

UMass
UMass
Yale JV
UMass
Harvard JV
UMass

3 Boston College

9 Williams Fr

10 UMass
5 UMass
6 YaleFr

5 UMass
7 UMass
e Williams Fr

9 Mt. Herman
6 UMass
4 Deerfield

4 UMass

10 UConn

FINAL 4-6-1

PLAYER POSITION
Kevin Connors C
Kevin ThompsonF
James Connors F
Mike Ellis D
Wayne Douglas F

Dave Keough C
Jim Murphy C
Ted Flynn F
Steve Dee F

Brian Mulcahy D
Ned Mahoney F

'Bob Edwards D
Paul Allen F

Tom Casey D
RobQuinlan D
Bill Mintiens D
Steve Nims F

John Muse F
Brian Smith F

•Jim Coleman C
•Jim Lynch F
Tony Lyons F

•Also played with varsity

INDIVIDUAL SCORING
CLASS GAMES GOALS ASSISTS PTS

75 13 20 13 33

75

74

75

75

75

75

75

75

75

75

74

75

74

75

75

75

75

75

74

74

74

13

7

11

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

9

10

5

11

13

12

11

3

1

1

3

10

8

7

5

8

5

5

4

7

3

2

1

2

3

2

1

1

15

13

13

11

11

9

9

8

8

7

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

Totals 70 (7 157

Battle Of The Carolinas Looms
Another matter for speculation is

Wrist Wrestling

Comes To UMass
By GEOFF KL'RINSKY

Wrist wrestling is the newest intramural sport to visit the

campus. While it's not one of the four major sports, wirst wrestling

is an up and coming event which has been growing in popularity

since it was formalized a few short years ago Similar to arm

wrestling, the winner of a march is determined by one fall or by one

default.

To keep things fair contestants compete only with other ot

similar weight The weight divisions for the men are: Lightweight

(Under 155), Middle weight (156-175). Heavyweight (176-195). and

last but not least Godzillaweight 1 196 and up) Yes, women's libbers

you get your chance to wrist wrestle also. The women's weight

divisions* are: Lightweight (Under 120 lbs.i. Middleweight (121-

I40i, Heavyweight 1 141-160), and Unlimited (161 and heavier)

Entries for this event are due on Monday, March 13 and practice

sessions will be held on March 14, 15. and 16 beginning at 7 : 00 PM in

Bovden Gvm The actual matches will begin on Monday, March 20

with preliminaries on Monday and Tuesday and the finals on

Wednesday March 22.

Volleyball action came to a close last Thursday with the campus

championship matches Coming away with the mens title were the

Mousketeers who were victorious over the Terriors (2-1 >. On their

route to the final, the Mousketeers beat the favored Kamikazees

and the The Team with every match being decided by a third game

The women's title was grabbed off by the Lovers in an easy

victory over Sororitv champs. GSS GSS had looked impressive in

kocking off Kappa Alpha Theta but were outclassed in two straight

games bv the Residence Hall champions

The James Gang is the Co-Rec Champion after knocking off the

Superstars 2 1 On route to the finals, both teams upset the favorite

teams. The James Gang beat the Bimbams and the Superstars

knocked off the powerful AC's Anyway, that's the end of the

\ ollevball season, a most exciting one it turned out to be.

The spirng season will again feature a full slate of activities. The

deadlines for entering all the events is Wednesday. March 15

Softball has been one of the most popular intramural sports in the

past Last vear Lambda Chi "B" took the campus championship

and hopefully they'll be back again defending it.

Phi Sigma Delta will be back again defending their championship

in soccer after a super performance last year In Badminton ac

tion the domination of the fraternities continues with last year's

campion being Phi Mu Delta who should come back strong again,

i >ther action which will be going on this spring are Women's Slow

Pitch Softball. Women's Badminton doubles, and Team Hor

seshoes Remember, the deadlines for all these events is ap-

proaching fast, it's next Wednesday. March 15

South Carolina broke away from

the Atlantic Coast Conference, but

still can't shake North Carolina.

They met last year in the ACC
playoffs and will meet this year in

the NCAA basketball tournament

A rematch of the longtime rivals

was established by South

Carolina's 53-51 victory over

Temple in a first-round NCAA East

Regional game and North

Carolina s 7 5 64 success over

Maryland for the ACC crown

Saturday night

T stiil think we're playing for

the Atlantic Coast Conference

championship.'' said North

Carolina Coach Dean Smith,

referring to Thursday's meeting in

the East Semifinals at Morgan
town. W Va.

Smith hopes to have more suc-

cess this year than last The

Gamecocks' parting shot before

going independent was an ACC
playoff victory over Smith's Tar

Heels
The two will play opposite Penn

and Villanova in the semis Penn

advanced to Morgantown with a 76-

iii triumph over Providence and

Villanova moved up by trouncing

East Carolina 85 70 in Saturday s

first round

GRAND OPENING

Sansone TV

Marquette and Florida State

advanced in the Mideast. South

western Louisiana and Texas in the

Midwest and Weber State and Long

Beach State made it in the West in

other action Saturday.

Marquette ripped Ohio
University 73-49; Florida State

trimmed Eastern Kentucky 83-81;

Southwestern Louisiana ham
mered Marshall 112-101; Texas

whipped Houston 85-74; Weber

State crushed Hawaii 91-64 and

Ixmg Beach State turned back

Brigham Young 95-90 in overtime

The victories established

semifinal meetings for Marquette

with Kentucky and Florida State

with Minnesota in the Mideast

semifinals Thursday at Dayton.

Ohio

Tonite

Ed Vadas
Off White Blues Band
50 8:30

Happy Hrs. Daily 5-8 p.m.

EleCi
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The Story in Pictures. . .

.

Division II Champs
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1

, huo Shea „«> o„e .. his .hr« *.!. - • "»*- Buff... p.aver .ook, on !MDC phofo by Man

Chapman)

U»»«»««w=w«w«««*w«^^ W«2««5«5»*«W***«««:

Erk Scrafield stages a one-man celebration in front of the Buffalo

net after linemate (hieo Shea's goal <in opposite picture). (MM
photo b> Man Chapman)

and his second of 'hree. The Roal po. i

'"„„„„., bv Buffalo Roalie Mike Kunn. BoUom riRht >s self-

S^1S*S£taZXSjZEX «» forC .0 run ou, on .he Mb. ,
MDC phofos

h> Man (hapman)

Jack Canniff

Notice
Women's Bowling

Instruction given Monday -

Friday • • 11 A.M. WoPE Tank

Room «9 Monday. Wednesday.

Thursday. I - 7:30 P.M.

Any woman invited to try! In-

tercollegiate sport

New England's

Largest

College Daily

(Lift HHaaHarljtiBrttfl

Satlu (ttflltestan
ds^j A FREE AND RESPONSIBLE *^P^ PRESS

Weather

Spring is really

coming,but don't hold

your breath waiting.

Details on page two.

VOLUME XCIX, ISSUE 108 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 1972

Ihc (Mass Blues Club presented Chicago's Otis Bush Blues Band last night in the Student Inion Ballroom. A wailing saxist (upper left) and (His Bush him

sell « uppi !ff rtgM » helped proxide some of the better entertainment seen here this sear. (MOC photos by Al Jagoda >

Ballot Seeks Student Preference For Concert
B\ MIX ST UK

A spokesman for the Concert

Committee announced yesterday

that .i ballot will appear in the

( ollegian today i which will

entitle students to state their

preferences of groups for a free

COOCCT1 in the stadium this spring

The Committee has only tt.000 to

spend lor musical entertainment,

which narrows down the

possibilities considerably, he said

This means that supergroups

like the Stones and the Who are out

0. tin- question Also, in compiling

this list. Gary Gomes, committee
tri chairman, said that group
availabilities tor the projected date

of the concert had to be taken into

onsideration.

(They're shooting for the first

weekend in May I This rules out

groups like J Geils and Yes, who
will be on tour in Kurope at the

time, and also Mountain, who will

be reorganizing after the depar

tore of Jack Bruce from the band,

said Comes
Committee member Mitch

Press, who is in charge of booking

the groups for the concert, said

that he compiled the list of groups

by contacting various booking

r

On The Inside:

Store Rip-offs
See page three

Wallace Runs Again
See page five

Balling Is Good For You
See page four

agencies throughout the country

and checking out availabilities and
approximate prices There wen-
certain 'package deals'' offered to

him which could make the prices

less expensive, such as the Dave
Mason and Deloney and Bonnie

packages'" listed in the poll, he

said

Press also enthusiastically

remarked that he was even ap-

proached by Warner Brother s

Reprise Becords who offered the

multi-group package including

America. Pentangle. Todd Bun
dgren. Jo Jo Gunne, and Derek,

Danny. Neil. & Bateau "In ad-

dition to this. Warner Brothers said

that they would supply the entire

sound system needed for the

stadium) which would end up
costing us over $2,000 on our own*,

and possibly help out financially

with security.'' he said. 'They

desired to videotape the concert for

future purposes

During last Thursday s Concert
Committee meeting Bill Staton

emphasized the immediate need

for more funds in order to maintain

the projected budget for the con-

cert Since half the raised funds

would go to Students Offering

Support. $6,000 would have to be

raised in order to meet the budget,

he said

This money would be raised

through various means, including

dances, concerts, and coffee

houses in which a minimal ad-

mission fee would be charged The

necessity for raising money, added
< ionics is very evident, if the

Concert Committee and the

students wish to sec the money
currently in the Commit!-
IttOUnt go entirely for the hiring 0.

I good act. Instead ol it being BBtSfl

away by sound and Secunts m
pen-

At the meeting. Staton also

emphasized the tact that the

Committee will need more
members, especially for tin-

concerts and coffeehouses that

would be held as benefits for both

the Concert Committee and SOS
Gomes said that when selecting

the groups, the students should

pick five groups on a scale of one to

five in order of preference Ballots

can be deposited in either the

Student Activities office or the

variftUJ Student Senate Ballot

Boxe.s on campus Gomes asks that

the ballots be returned by Thur

day, in order for the committee to

make a final selection

Press thinks that the students

should take into consideration that

money can be saved b) selecting

the package deals offered and that

B wider variety Si entertainment

could be given to the student bod)

by selecting these packages

The committee's decision based

on the poll, should be available h\

Friday domes and Press ex

pressed the hope that the concert

will come of I successfully after all

the problems it has encountered
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Grad Sen Funds Day School

By MARY GOODYEAR
The Graduate Senate last night voted to grant $1500

from their current budget to the University Day

School.

Rejected was a motion offering support to Provost

Gluckstern's proposal of setting the salaries of

teaching assistants at $3400, and teaching associates

at $3800 yearly.

The Senate discussed the unfavorable cut in funds

for teaching assistants and would not support the new

reduced wage proposals proposed by Gluckstern.

A unanimous decision was made, without

discussion, to endorse SOS policy.

Betsy Belz, the director of the University Day

School, who was present at the meeting, claimed

there was "every assumption that the University Day

School will occupy a permanent position at the

University." Of the eighty children enrolled in the

day school, 37 are of graduate parents and 29 are of

undergraduate parents.

Pedro Consuegra, a graduate student on the board

of directors of the University Day School, said the

school has been operating with a budget about one-

half of that of any other day school of its size in the

area. An increased budget would make more jobs

available for graduate students.

This year there was a 10%-15% cut in teaching

assistants services, and a 4%-5% cut in actual funds

under last year's budget.

Mark Cheran, a graduate student whose wife is

attending the University at the undergraduate level,

said. "It really is an important thing when you're in

the situation. I just want to make a request that you

support this thing as much as possible."

As students return to the grassy areas around the campus pond, as

this one. so spring is about to return to this area. Anyway, it shouldn t

be long. now. (MIX photo by Stephen Schuster)

Nixon Out To Get Youth Vote

More Incentives Needed

For All-Volunteer Army
WASHINGTON <AP> - The Defense Department told Congress

Monday that additional incentives may be needed to achieve an all-

volunteer armed forced by July I, 1973.

"In spite of maximum efforts to increase enlistments and re;

enlistments, it does not now appear that we can beat the target date

Roger T Kelley. assistant secretary of Defense for manpower, said in

testimony before a Senate Armed Services subcommittee

Kellev reported progress in decreasing reliance on the draft in the last

s,v monthTof 1971 He said in that period seven out of 10 enlistees were

true volunteers compared with six out of 10 a year earlier
m .hK.

Combat arms' enlistments in the Army increased from a monthh

average of 250 in the last half of 1970 to 3.000 in the last half of 1971

But he said, "the fall-off in draft-motivated enlistments has been more

rapid than the increase in the supply of volunteers
l51roIiK/ww, that

•The short-run outlook, therefore, includes the likelihood that

recruiting production will be below current targets in one or more of the

services
• The Navy, in fact, has faUen short of its recruiting goals for six suc-

'To'^ve^me this. Kelley said, the Navy began offering three-year

enlistments March 1 . in addition to the customary four-year term

Kellev said it is too early to measure the effect of pay increases that

became effective Nov 14, but volunteer enlistments of men with draft

Ser™ numbers above 241 increased 29 per cent ,n December and

lanuarv compared with the same two months a year earlier

SSS^Srihe military has not yet used the enlistment bonus

authorized by Congress for combat personnel, but "at-present |t »••"
that this special accession incentive may be needed for Army s ground

^JESaUSSMRLSM:S5£—-—

*

Model 'A' Delivers Mail

WASHINGTON (AP> In a

small, w indowless office across the

street from the White House, a 30-

year-old advertising man named

Ken Rietz is organizing a

nationwide campaign to capture

the vouth vote for President Nixon

Rietz. a native of Oshkosh, Wis.,

and now a partner in a Washington

advertising firm, is director of the

Youth Division of the Committee to

Re-elect the President

His goal is to get the Republican

message across to as many of the

nation's 25 million new voters as

possible To do the job he has a

paid staff of 14 assistants, all under

30.

ORLANDO. Fla. IAP1 - It's no

Pony Kxpress. but the Model A

Ford has been delivering mail on

time for 32 years

The MMC) MMk and red Model A
,irs old when H C

CoOtN l><>iight it m 193H

It was in such good condition that

uh.-n (obi) Started carrying mail

in 1941). he put the flivver to work

And he's still serving the same

route out of Bunnell. Fla .
perking

along in the :.ame perky Model A

Cobb and his car take to the road

about 8a m for his 34 B-mile route.

six davs a week. Mail boxes, a zip

to the right, a flash of envelopes

On they glide. Cobb and his car

With HO mail boxes and 100 stops

a day. Cobb figures he gets 20 miles

to the gallon.

Its a matter of practicality using

the Model A to haul mail, he says

The top's so high. 1 can get up to

IS or 20 bags in the back."

And the front seat folds forward,

making loading and unloading

easier

It's not a showpiece. Cobb says,

it runs like a dream. Like a good

watch, built to last a lifetime.

The Weather
Yes this looks like this may be one of those days for staying m bed as if

you didn't know The friendly man said that we were going to get hit with

heavy showers and maybe even some sleet and snow. Towards sundown,

which will follow sunrise by about 11 1/2 hours, it may all turn into

thunder storms, with lightening Daytime temperatures will stay about

40. dropping to about 30 shortly after the sun drops out of sight for the

night.

Stye IHaajaarljuBFttfl Bathj Collrgian

Th«offic|of the DAILY COLLEGIAN ,»on m**ecc«d floor of the Sludertl Union

on me campu* of ihe university of Massachusetts, jt code 010W. Telephones MS

?$S0 (news). S4S0344 (sports). $45 0731 (business).

Second class postage » pa.d M Amherst THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes

Monday through Fr.day dur.ng the academic year, except during vacation, exam

per.ods or holidays Accepted for mailing under the authority of an act of March %

\%n. as amended by an act of June 11. 1941 Subscription rates are MOO per

semester or S10 00 per year

FBI Arrests

Frank Fruits
\KW YORK I \P> The FBI

arrested a man using the alias

"Frank Fruits' Monday as he

tried to flee after collecting

$160,000 from Pan American World

\irways extorted under the threat

of bombing its planes and other

facilities.

The man. who authorities said is

really named Billy Owen Williams,

was arraigned before U 8

Magistrate Gerard L Goettel on

charges of obstructing commerce
bv extortion, including threat of

violence to people and property, in

telephone calls and letters to

Najeeb Halaby. chairman of Pan

Am
Williams. 45. was ordered held in

Sim.ooo bail after Goettel said he

feU there was reason to believe

Williams was 'not merely a

dreamer launching onto the

current fad"' for threatening

airlines with bombing.

\ssistant IS Attorney James

Schrieber said the government did

not have proof that Williams, an

• scapee seven years ago from a

mental mstitutioi' near

Tallahassee. Fla. had the in

tention of carrying • out those

threats.

But. he said, "it would be

dangerous were we to speculate

whether he would carry it out The

interest of law enforcement is

served by catching people who

threaten the airlines."

No mention of Pan Am has been

made previously in the series of

threats against airlines that began

last week with a $2-million ransom

demand to Trans World Airlines,

the detection of a bomb on one of its

planes in New York and the partial

destruction of another by a bomb in

Las Vegas

A Feature Film written by

Firesign Theatre

"ZACHMIaH"
in color with

•The JAMES GANG
•COUNTRY JOE and the

|

FISH and others

•plus FLASH GORDON

SAT. EVENING. Mar. 18

MAHAR fi: 30 - 8:30 - 10:30

"We're putting together a Young

Voters for the President group in

every state.'' Rietz said in an in-

terview. The first thing we have

to do is get them registered."

For the moment, the Youth

Division is concentrating on key

primary states, and already has

set up offices in New Hampshire.

Florida. Wisconsin. California and

Illinois

If Rietz's office is small, his

budget isn't, it's more than any

Republican has put into this kind of

campaign." said Rietz. He refused

to disclose any figures except staff

salaries, which run from $5,000 to

111,080

With registration among voters

currently running 2 to-1

Democratic. Rietz and his

assistants are working 12-t<> l.">

hour days to organize a nationwide

network of volunteers for the

precinct-level jobs of ringing

doorbells and setting up

registration drives

The plan works this way In each

state, volunteers will contact

potential voters, first by phone,

then with follow-up letters The

information gathered is sent to the

Washington headquarters where it

is kept on file in computers with

other statistical data on young

voters.

Also, we plan to set up training

centers for speakers and volun

teers in each state," said Ken

Smith. 22. of Harbeson, Del. "We
want to give them briefings and

supply them with facts and

figures.

"

Smith, who has charge of

recruiting Republican speakers for

young audiences. and his

colleagues are well aware that only

one-fifth of the new voters are on

college campuses Although they

are scheduling Cabinet officers

and White House officiate to speak

on key campuses, the emphasis of

their campaign is on non-college

youth.

Non college youth are virtualh

ignored as iar as political par

ticipation is concerned." said Tom
Bell. 24. of Memphis. Tenn We
hope to contact people in

businesses and work very closely

with technical schools and business

colleges

We nope to reach people who
will go hack to their plants and

factories and reach their fellow

workers for us It's the personal

involvement we're after."

Nursing School Site

To Be Discussed
A follow up meeting has been planned to discuss the proposal for the

location of the School of Nursing. Thursday. March 16. The meeting will

be held in the Campus Center Room 174 176 from 7:30-9:30 p.m. Coffee

will be served. A copy of the proposed statement may be obtained at the

School of Nursing office by those who have not already received one. Do

come and join in the decision-making process.
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Howland,Cummings DisagreeOn RipoffPolicy

Richard Rowland, student legal counsel, yesterday stated his

he'iefs in regard to the policy that should be established to combat

the problem of shoplifting at the University store. (MDC photo by

Jim «-,i(t

ParkingWarnings Sent Out

By KEVIN KEVIT
Expressing his views upon the new University

Store rip-off policy, Richard Howland, student legal

counsel, recently stated his belief that "suspension is

far too severe" a penalty for shoplifting, and that

fining offenders would "make more sense in that it

would recover the community's economic loss."

Expressing opinions somewhat in opposition to

those of Howland, University Store manager Win-

throp Cummings hailed the new rip-off policy as

having dramatically decreased the amount of

pilfering in the store during the first few days after its

going into effect.

In defending his position, Howland said yesterday,

i am a firm believer in making the punishment fit

the crime and 1 base my outlook on any law upon

three main points: whether it is right, whether it is

just, and whether it is effective."

The extent to which a law is "right", in Howland's

opinion, consists in the measure of its justice to the

parties directly involved in the commission of an

offense, while its "justness" extends this def.nition to

include those tangentially or indirectly involved in

the effects of lawbreaking. A laws effectiveness, for

Howland, merely consists in the extent to which it

works.
Howland, in terms of his own definitions, believes

that the new rip-off policy is not right because it does

not provide for remuneration of the store's shoplifting

losses. It is not just, he stated, in that it does not ease

the economic burden of the university community,

which must pay for tip-offs. Finally, he believes that

it is not effective, since student courts are usually too

lenient to suspend an individual for an infraction like

shoplifting.

Because it has consistently been the case that a

student shoplifter, once caught, won't repeat his

offense, Howland thinks that a punishment as severe

as suspension is hardly necessary for the protection

of the university community.
Terming the rip-off policy "a reactive law meant

to offset an immediate problem", Howland expressed

hope that it will serve as the basis for the adoption of

a better law in the future.

One alternate law described by Howland would

involve fining the shoplifting offender. In order to

make well-to-do students suffer some consequence

for their actions besides writing a check, and to

provide for the cases for poor students who cannot

afford to pay a fine, he recommends that the student

be put to work serving the university community in

some aspect for the minimum wage until the amount

of the fine is earned.

Howland added, however, that "fines should be

kept at a reasonable level."

Cummings, explaining the reasons behind the new

suspension policy, said,

"The whole idea is to stop the volume of theft as

much as possible. Many people may see this policy as

heartless, but fair warning has been given to the

students."

Cummings, expressing a belief that a strong

deterrent like the threat of suspension will hold rip-

offs at a low level, offered the opinion that "there

won't be many cases of shoplifting now People will

just stop. Unless a person is troubled in some respect,

he won't knowingly play Russian roulette with his

future."

When asked for his views concerning the lowering

of the rip-off penalty for a fine. Cummings stated that

"fines won't be effective in regaining economic

losses. Even if the fine was to be set at three times the

value of the goods stolen, this would mean that we

would have to catch one third of all the shoplifters in

order to break even."

Cummings then added quickly that such an ap-

prehension rate would be "impossible."

\\\ STEPHEN USHER
Student Attorney t General Henry

Bouffard reported that ">00 war-

nings to pay parking violation fines

were sent out to those who owed

monev for previous fines. Another

-,oo w ill be sent out later this week

I »ne thousand more will be sent out

•very other week until the ap-

roximatefy lo.onn violators have

ill received warning notn

Bouffard stated that ap

.rn\imately flSCOM is owed in

•<;irkinn violation tines, some
dating from as far back as Ml
The fines are to be paid within 30

davi from receiving notices to the

District Court of Hampshire

County in Northampton The office

ol the Student Attorney General

will cheek with the District Court

at the end of the thirty day period

to see which fines have been paid

Those who have not paid will be

summoned to appear in that court

Failure to appear will result in

action by the Registry of Motor

Vehicles Violators are susceptible

to loss of their drivers' licens*

\ll money paid to the court in

fines is returned to the I'niversity

and placed in an unrestricted

scholarship fund The now per-

manent procedure of sending

warning notices and using the

District Court as an enforcement

mechanism will be staffed by

Btudentl on the work study

program Bouffard added that the

ueeoi this plan may cause as much

as CBMN to accrue annually in

the scholarship fund in the future

Conference To Consider

Residential Programs
Associate Provost Robert

Woodbury and Acting Vice-

chancellor for Student Affairs

Robert Gage have announced
plans for a conference on the

feasibility of academic programs

in residential areas, to be held at

the Northfield Inn Wednesday.

March l&

The conference is intended to be

a working session during which

students, staff and faculty

representatives from the various

residential areas. (Sylvan. Nor

theast. Central. Orchard Hill.

Project Ten. Southwest, and the

(im'k Area will meet with one

another, as well as with depart

mental and administration

representatives to discuss ways in

which the concept of living-

learning programs may be im-

plemented on the UMass campus.

The format of the conference will

include two panels each to be

followed by a series of workshops

deigned to deal with the issues

raised by the panelists. The first

panel will focus on the vision of

what residence hall based

academic programs might be,

their educational potential and

their role in the University The

second panel will discuss this

vision in the political and financial

realities of the current University

Invitations to the conference are

being extended by the Area

Director's office of each of the

residence hall areas and numbers

must be limited But it is hoped

that the thinking and enthusiasm

generated at the conference will

have repercussions among all

those on campus who are in

terested in developing living

learning programs A report on the

recommendations and procedures

of the conference will be made
available to interested persons

State Rep Olver Here Today

John Olver state representative from Amherst will speak on campus

today about student impact of voting in Amherst as contrasted to voting

in their hometowns Olver. a former professor at UMass. has been acme

in the last vear with local voter registration of students and is being

sponsored bv the Voter Registration committee of the Student Senate

Representative Olver will speak in Machmer tt -26. and a question and

answer period will follow over coffee and doughnuts in the Suffolk room of

the Student Union Members of the Voter Registration comm, tee said

that those students who are unsure as to why it might be to their ad-

vantaSTotote in Amherst come to the lecture and listen to Represen-

tee Olver in regards to the registration drive being held on Thursday

March 16 in the Concourse of the Campus Center

ACTH
LTH
CSH
FSH
GH
LPH

C.H. Li o
muru"

who discovered "HGH"—

the Human Growth Hormone

will speak on

"Pituitary Hormones, Growth

and Reproduction"

Thursday, March 16, at 8: 15

Mahar Aud. Mahar Aud.

Coffee Hour Following in the Colonial Lounge

Guns, Butter Discussed

•Guns and/or Butter: What Price National Security" will be the topic

of the seventh UMass Great Decisions program Wednesday. March 15. at

7 30 p m in the Noah Webster House lounge.

Moderator for the live broadcast over radio WFCR (88 5 FM) will be

Luther A Allen of the UMass political science department Panelists for

this week will be Mark Aldrich of Smith Colleges economics department.

Harold J Gordon of the UMass history department, and Henry I Tragle.

an assistant dean of the UMass Amherst Graduate School

Members of the Five-College community (Smith. Amherst. Hampshire

and Mount Holvoke Colleges and UMass • and the general public are

inv ited to participate in the live audience participation program.

WMUA
Tonight

Tonight at 10 P.M. on WMUA s

"Focus" program, commentator

Ken Mosakowski will take a look at

the Florida Presidential Primary

and its possible effects on the

national Presidential contest

Included on tonight's live. 60-

minute program will be a special

report on the re emergence of

Governor George Wallace on the

Presidential scene.

Friday-

Night
Dinner

Friday,
March 17

6:00 p.m.

for reservations call

5-252S

by March 18

11.50 Hillel (enter

d L

ITALIAN

FOOD

ITALIAN
ATMOSPHERE

Amazing
Prices

all at

THE CHEQUERS
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In The Nation And The World

Britain-China To Exchange Ambassadors
LONDON (AP) — Britain and China

agreed Monday to exchange ambassadors,

normalizing relations for the first time since

London recognized Mao Tse-tung's Com-

munist government 22 years ago.

The break-through came after Britain

acknowledged Taiwan as a "province of

China" and the Peking government as the

country's "sole legal government."

This represented a British climbdown. It

was made possible by President Nixon's

new policy toward China.

Since the early 1950s the British, keeping

step with the Americans, had insisted that

Taiwan's status was "undetermined."

They maintained a consulate in Taiwan

province of Tamsui. This now is being

closed.

In the United Nations they backed the U.S.

"two Chinas" policy. That has been

changed.
Because of these things Mao's regime

kept open only the most tenuous diplomatic

channels with the British. Diplomatic

missions in Peking and London were headed

by British and Chinese charges d'affaires,

officials who rate considerably lower than

full ambassadors.
But the Nixon initiative freed the British

from their old restraints.

Because the President in Peking

recognized Taiwan as part of China, the

British felt they, too, should abandon their

old stand.

But they went further than the Americans,

who still have diplomatic relations with

Chiang Kai-shek's Nationalist regime in

Taiwan.
Elevation of the two diplomatic missions

to embassy status was announced in London

and Peking.

It seemed to be part of a general Chinese

move to normalize relations with foreign

countries once branded as hostile.

Britain broke the ranks Western Unity on

Asian policy in 1950 when it extended formal

recognition to Peking. As a reward China

responded in later years by piling indignity

upon insult.

A billion dollars worth of British in

vestment in mainland China was ex-

propriated. Britons were jailed without

trial. Diplomats were manhandled. In 1967,

during the cultural revolution, Britain's

mission was burned to the ground.

Despite this the British feel they have

established a stake in the lush China trade.

Two-way business now is nearing $300

million a year.

In Washington, a State Department

spokesman said the United States was in-

formed in advance of the British decision to

exchange ambassadors with the Peoples

Republic of China.

There was no comment, however, from

press officer Charles W. Bray on the ter-

mination of Britain's consular relations with

Nationalist China.

On the U.S. ambassadorial talks with

China in Paris, Bray said State Department

personnel knowledgeable in Chinese affairs

will be sent to Paris from time to time to

assist in the meetings held by U.S. Am-
bassador Arthur K. Watson with his Chinese

counterpart Huang Chen.

However, the tentative plan does not call

for assignment of a permanent China

specialist to Paris for the talks. Bray said.

In Brief...
(.handi's Congress Party in Stunning Victory

NEW DELHI (AP) — Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's Congress

party climaxed stunning victories in India's state elections by

defeating the militant Marxist Communists Monday in their

traditional stronghold of West Bengal

Congress candidates took 95 of the 118 seats announced. The other

162 races were to be tabulated Tuesday. The pro-Moscow Com-

munist party faction, allied for the election with the Congress

party, claimed 13 seats, while their common enemy, the Marxists,

won only three.

Nixon Keadv to Announce Busing Recommendations

WASHINGTON CAP) — The White House said today President

Nixon has decided on steps he will recommend in the busing con-

troversy and will send Congress a special message calling for

"action-and action now."

Announcing this, press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said Nixon

might send the document to Congress by the end of the week but

certainly "within the next 10 days or so."

New Style of Car Seen in Anti-Pollution Battle

WASHINGTON (AP) Anti-pollution controls will attract a new

class of cars-the "sub-sub-compacts "-to U.S. roads in the next few

years, says a report prepared for the federal government.

The report estimates anti-pollution controls will cost about $300

per car by 1976.

It says anit-poUution costs will have a substantial but not severe

effect on the domestic auto industry

Soviet Jews Continue to Emigrate

MOSCOW (AP)— About 5,500 Soviet Jews have emigrated to

Israel so far this year, informed sources reported today.

They said if the present rate of departures is maintained, an

unofficial target of 30.000 for 1972 could nearly be attained. This

total was passed on by unofficial Soviet sources to Israeli officials

and is believed to reflect the Kremlin's intentions, they said.

In 1970 an estimated 1.000 Soviet Jews were issued exit visas.

Last year, replying to pressure from the Jewish community and

foreign criticism, the Soviets allowed 13.905 Jews

Black Convention Reveals
Political Disagreements

— m . >,.,: 1 m I. iknrn ffs\m » ho National An»ir»riat inn
GARY, Ind. (AP) The first National Black

Political Convention revealed fundamental

disagreements among black Americans on several

crucial issues.

School busing to improve the quality of education

was one issue that brought a shower of conflicting

resolutions, along with shouted denunciations of

integrationists. segregationists and President Nixon

from the hectic convention floor

Before it was over Sunday all the conflicting

resolutions had been tentatively adopted, subject to

further study by a convention committee.

Most of them agreed, however, on strong support

for "quality education" and "community control of

schools " They included:

A condemnation of school busing to achieve racial

integration, introduced by the Florida delegation

The South Carolina delegation's opposition to

"racial integration of schools as a bankrupt, suicidal

method...based on the false notion that black children

are unable to learn unless they are in the same setting

as white children..."

A Virginia reply that read. "We categorically

reject all efforts to return to the era of racially

segregated public education... "We strongly condemn

the injection of the phony issue of busing into the

consideration of whether or not states should be

required to disestablish racially dual systems of

public education."

The Congress of Racial Equality's description of

Nixon as a "racist" and the explanation that although

CORE agrees with Nixon's opposition to forced

busing, "it is for different reasons
."

To the consternation of many delegates, including

those from the National Association for the Ad-

vancement of Colored People, delegates from Ten

nessee. Maryland and Illinois also came out against

forced integration and for "quality education
"

••I'm not for it," said Mayor Richard Hatcher of

Gary, moments after the convention shouted its ap-

proval of the South Carolina resolution opposing

integration. "I suspect it will be mistakenly in-

terpreted as support of the President's policy, and in

my judgment, the convention would do well to

reconsider."

A J Cooper, of the Albama delegation, said his

state could not support South Carolina.

In Alabama. Cooper said, black children have no

chance for a quality education if schools are not in-

tegrated.

\ACP delegate Ivonne Price, said the resolution

definitely against the policy of the NAACP. A lot

of our people feel it was not a legal vote."

Virginia also raised the question of whether the

item had been railroaded through by Imamu Baraka

of Newark. N J . chairman of the convention's closing

session

The nation may not know the convention's final

position on the busing issue, as well as on others, until

May 19. the date set for a steering committee to

announce how it resolved the problem of the con-

flicting resolutions.

Rep. Charles Diggs, D-Mich.. one of the three-day

gathering's organizers, said that in voting earlier to

initiate a new. independent, national black political

movement, the convention agreed to refer all

resolutions to the steering committee.

Good
\K.\V YORK lAPl - "Sex is not

only here to stay." the doctor says,

it can help you stay here longer."

The doctor s message is that the

old theory holding that sex is bad

for a weak or aging heart has been

disproved.

Entertainment
Nightly

Dinner Served

Tuesday -Saturday
5-10:00

Sunday 1-8:00

UMass
Fine
Arts

ncil

r#nts

Not only that, but he is saying

that there is mounting evidence

that sex is good for the heart, and

further, that men with sexual

frustrations are more prone to

heart disease.

"During the next year." writes

Dr Eugne Scheimann of Chicago.

millions of men will suffer from

painful, often fatal heart attacks.

Ironically, many of these attacks

could be prevented by one very

simple, very cheap and very

pleasant treatment: more sex."

Scheimann. a sexologist and

columnist, discusses sex and heart

disease in the April issue of Forum,

an international journal of human
relations

Research has demonstrated an

association between heart disease

and such risk factors as cholesterol

level, blood pressure, smoking,

lack of exercise and being over-

weight. Scheimann acknowledges

But he suggests, as do others,

tension and anxiety may also play

a role.

"I believe," he says," "that the

best way a man can release tension

is by making love."

Scheimann argues that

relatively few middle-aged women
die of heart disease and observes

that these women are not worried

about sexual impotence

"A woman." he says, "may lose

interest in sex. or fear losing her

attractiveness, but the burden of

proving herself by sexual per-

formance is not hers
"

Doctors themselves seem
unusually prone to heart attacks.

Scheimman says. "Doctors have a

high incidence of trouble

marriage," he says, "and a lesser

degree of sexual freedom outside

marriage than other professions
."

Sex. Scheimann maintains, is

good medicine for the heart: "Sex

activates the thyroid gland, burns

up cholesterol and calories,

exercises every muscle in the body

and strengthens, but not overtaxes

the heart by making it pump more
blood for a short period and then

relax

"A healthy night of sex is

nature's tranquilizer, reducing

stress and creating a general

feeling of relaxation and well

being,"

APPLY IMMEDIATELY

™*30
UUtttST AMUSEMENT PUK

Weekend outdoor work now available at Riverside Park.

Working hours: FRI. 7 P.M. to closing: Sat. 6 P.M. to clos-

ing: Sun. 1 P.M. to closing: (park closes approx. 11 P.M.)

Jobs available: rides, games, cashier booths, refreshment

stands, parking attendants, grounds maintenance

Inquire at Riverside Park Bowling Alleys Weekdays 7 9 p.m.,

on Sat. Sun. 16 p.m. (must be 18 years of age or over)

PARK OPENS MARCH 25

RTE. 159, AGAWAM. MASS.

r
JUILLIARD STRING QUARTET

"Represents the very model of modern quartet

playing at its best." — Harold C Schonberg,

New York Times

Friday, March 17 - 8 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: 125 Herter Hall

Telephone: 545-0202

Democratic Candidates

Criticize Wallace

TAKING A BITE-Democratic presidential hopeful Gov. George

Wallace of Alabama bites his tongue as he waits Sunday to appear on

ABC's "Issues and Answers" from Washington. (AP Wirephoto)

MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — A corps of Democratic can-

didates hustled through campaign springs Monday,

chorusing criticism of Gov. George C. Wallace on the

eve of a Florida presidential primary expected to

draw a record turnout of voters to unscramble an 11-

way race.

Who wins may be less significant in national

political impact than the order of finish, and margins,

of the losers.

Alabama's Wallace ran through his litany of

campaign themes in Orlando, hammering on at his

opposition to school busing, his call for law and order

and a strong national defense.

"Not one of the other candidates stands a chance of

beating George Wallace except Hubert Humphrey,"

Hubert H. Humphrey, the senator from Minnesota,

told 300 Jacksonville longshoremen.

Humphrey said Wallace is never going to be the

Democratic nominee for the White House.

"I find it hard to believe in my heart the voters of

Florida are going to vote for a worn out demagogue

like George Wallace," said Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of

Maine, campaigning among senior citizens in

Orlando, and door to door in St. Petersburg and

Miami.
"He is not going to be the Democratic nominee or

the next president because he's not the kind of a man

who ought to be president of the United States," said

Muskie, battling to stay ahead of his national rivals in

Florida after his less than majority victory in the

New Hampshire primary last Tuesday

In Tampa, Sen. Henry M. Jackson of Washington

claimed he has passed Muskie in the candidate

standings.

Jackson, like Wallace, has campaigned in Florida

as a foe of compulsory busing.

Sen. George McGovern of South Dakota and Mayor

John V. Lindsay of New York battled to outdo each

other Tuesday, with the top finisher in their contest

sure to claim the showing made him the ranking

candidate of the party's liberal wing.

Rep. Shirley Chisholm of New York was winding up

her campaign, too

The rest of the Democratic ballot listed absentee

entries: Sen. Vance Hartke of Indiana, who stopped

campaigning after he managed to muster only three

per cent of theNew Hampshire vote; Mayor Sam

Yorty of Los Angeles, Rep. Wilbur D. Mills of

Arkansas and former Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy of

Minnesota.

The busing issue loomed over the field.

The voters will be registering their opinion as to

whether the U.S. Constitution should be amended to

ban the compulsory busing of school children for

purposes of racial balance. That straw vote seemed

certain to boost the Wallace showing.

While the Democrats battled it out to lead the field

of national presidential contenders in Florida, Rep

John M. Ashbrook of Ohio challenged President

Nixon in the Republican primary.

Nixon is certain to win and sweep the 40 nominating

votes at stake. Rep Paul H. McCloskey of California

also is on the GOP ballot, but he has quit the cam-

paign

Irving:

NEW YORK (AP) - Author

Clifford Irving and his wife. Edith,

pleaded guilty Monday to con

spiracv and grand larceny charges

for selling a fake autobiography of

Howard Hughes to McGraw-Hill.

Inc., for $750,000 Other charges

against the pair were dropped.

They each could get a total of 13

years "in prison and $11,000 in fines

on the federal conspiracy and state

conspiracy and grand larceny

counts which they admitted.

Irvings researcher. Richard

Suskind. pleaded guilty to the state

charges which could bring him up

to eight years in prison and a $1 ,000

fine. He had been named a co-

conspirator but not a co-defendant

in the federal case

All three remained free on bond

Other federal and state charges

against the Irvings and Suskind

which could have carried up to 100

years in prison were dismissed

These included a federal mail

fraud charge and state counts ot

larceny, conspiracy and possession

of stolen documents, plus two

counts of perjury against Irving

and Suskind.

Sentencing on all the charges

was scheduled for June 16.

The federal and state in-

dictments alleged the Irvings and

Suskind fabricated taped in-

terviews, in which Irving and

Suskind interviewed each other,

forged documents and engaged in

other schemes to defraud McGraw-

Hill.

In federal court, the lanky. 41-

year old novelist, appearing

haggard and nervous, was asked

by Judge John M Cannella what he

had done
it was that 1 conspired to

convince McGraw-Hill that I was

in communication with Howard

Hughes, when, in fact. I was not."

Irving replied

Mrs. Irving. 36. speaking rapidly

and with a German accent, ad-

mitted she had "put the money in

WANTED

Professionally Oriented Singsrs

To participate in choral performance of work* by David

Amram (UMass Artist-ln-Residence) in early May. Call

Fine Arts Council Office: 545 0202.

and out" of banks under false

names.
In state court. Justice Joseph A

Martinis accepted the trio's guilty

pleas to two counts to satisfy the

entire 14-count indictment

Martinis asked the three

defendants: "In effect, you admit

that vou conspired with each other

to defraud McGraw- Hill?"

"Yes," all three answered.

As they left. Irving declined to

comment to newsmen

Never Fear

;

Nixon's Here

w \SIII\OTO\ I \P)

President Nixon's chief economic

adviser says fears that the mm
international monetary settlement

will collapse are unjustified and

foreign countries must learn to

accept the facts of life

Herbert Stein, chairman of the

Council of Economic Advisers, was

asked in an interview how the

United States could calm fears

about the settlement and also enjoy

economic recovery at home
Stein replied that his contacts

with official representatives of

foreign governments "lead me to

think that these fears are not

shared by them, are not shared by

people who are more in touch w ith

economic as distinguished from

private finance."

MDC Classifieds

Buy, Sell, Trade

TANK
SHIRTS

HEATHER GRAYEST
HEATH** BLUE /

PURPLE \ PLAIN
NAVY /KNIT
LlOHT 8LU6/ \,<\S

purP^\r;&BED
/ <NiT

2.2S

NAVX
Q0LD

TMC UNIVERSITY STORE

CAMPUS CENTER

.

SPRING
CONCERT
POLL

please select five groups as your

preference for appearance at UMass for a

Spring Concert. Use the empty space to

designate others groups that we might not

have thought of. Please read the article on

page one for clarifications of this ballot.

Leave the ballots at the Student Senate or

in the several Student Senate Mailboxes

distributed throughout the Campus.

Thank You,

The Concert Committee

COMBINATION PACKAGE ($8000):

AMERICA
PENTANGLE
JO JO GUNNE
TODD RUNDGREN
Derek, Danny, Neil & Bateau

plus sound system and

money for security.

POCO (COLUMBIA: $7000)

KINKS (RCA VICTOR: $6000)

MANFRED MANN (Earth Band: $1750

john Mclaughlin (Columbia.
$2250 - 2500)

EDGAR WINTER (COLUMBIA: $3500)

B.B. KING (ABC: $5,000)

FREE (A&M: $3,000)

SUA NA NA ($4500)

ITS A BEAUTIFUL DAY
(COLUMBIA: $4500)

KOOL and THE GANG ($2500)

YOUNGBLOODS (RCA: $3500)

KRISTOFFERSON ($5000)

COMBINATION PACKAGE ($7500)

DELANEY AND BONNIE
BILLY PRESTON
JIM MESSINA & KENNY HODGES

COMBINATION PACKAGE ($7000)

DAVE MASON
MARK-ALMOND

CHUCK BERRY ($3000)

BUDDY MILES (MERC: $5000)

)
SEALS AND CROFTS, WALTER HEATH
and sound system ($4000) —
COUNTRY JOE ($3500) _
DON McCLEAN ($3500) -
FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS

(A&M: $2500 - 3000) -
RITA COOLIDGE (A&M: $2000-2500) _

1
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-It Wasn't Called "Forced Buying' Then; We Ju*t

Had To Get Aboard For The Segregated School"
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Art Buchwald

an
By HOWARD O. BROGAN

COMMONWEALTH PROFESSOR
OF ENGLISH

Since Larry Hurwitz seems to object to my having

any opinion differing from those of some members of

Orchard Hill and seizes the occasion to attack me
personally and at length in his column, I trust you will

see fit to print this reply.

I was the original proposer of the establishment of

Orchard Hill as a residential college ten years ago

this spring, long before Larry Hurwitz, or for that

matter Master Leon Barron was associated with that

enterprise. I participated in all the discussions that

led to establishing this college and personally drew

up the original plan for integrating it into the

University government. Among other things I

proposed the title of the College and of the Masters,

Preceptors and Faculty Fellows. Since I have been a

Fellow ever since the College was founded, I should

suppose I might be as knowledgable about how the

college does work and how it is supposed to work as

Larry Hurwitz is.

There was supposed to be a faculty consisting of the

Faculty Fellows of the four halls, which would take

the place in the program which the faculty has in

other colleges of the University, in so far as the

College offered a curriculum. Before Master

Barron's administration, there used to be meetings of

the Fellows for the whole College, in which

curriculum and other matters were discussed. We
also had for several years regular meetings of the

Fellows of Emily Dickinson, the hall with which I was

connected.

However, the year before last the Fellowship began

to be disbanded. The Preceptor of my hall was

abruptly dismissed, and a new one appointed, so far

as I know without consulting the Fellows; and the

new Preceptor-supposedly after discussing the

matter with an unspecified group of students sent

letters of dismissal to most of the Fellows without

consulting at all with their faculty colleagues.

Another of the Preceptors just announced that the

fellowship of the two halls he was in charge of was in

abeyance, again without consulting the fellows.

I protested to Master Barron on these drastic

changes in the operation of the College. However, I

continued to attend and to participate in what pur-

ported to be a Curriculum Committee, and in fact last

spring I moved approval of the present curriculum as

a member of that group.

However, new courses were set up and staffed with

teachers unqualified by the usual standards, and in

fact not members of the faculty at all, and without

consulting such Fellows as remained active in spite of

all this discouragement. The final straw for me came
last fall when I protested these actions as not having

been approved by the Curriculum Committee and

was told by Master Barron that the group I had at-

tended was not a Curriculum Committee at all: the

real Curriculum Committee consisted of the Master

and the Preceptors.

The recent establishment of a Personnel Com-
mittee by a group with not fixed membership, but

predominantly consisting of students, a Personnel

Committee which is to consist of eight students, the

Master, his Assistant and the Area Coordinator

(neither of these members of the faculty), and of

three faculty members, not elected by the faculty but

by this group predominantly of students, proceeds a

step further toward complete student dominance.

I have welcomed student participation. I do not

approve of student dominance of curriculum and
faculty personnel.

Moreover, this committee, and the procedures by

which it has been established is in direct violation of

the "Morris Report" by which the Board has agreed

that the faculty is to participate in the University

government. It is also in violation of the Statement on

Government of Colleges and Universities which has

been drawn up by the American Association of

University Professors with the help of the National

Council on Education and the Association of

Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges. This

statement has also been endorsed by the Association

of Land-Grant Universities, of which our institution is

a member.
Our faculty Senate has been trying for three years

to get the Board to accept this Statement in principle.

It seems to be unwise to abrogate it ourselves while

urging the Board to accept it.

From this experience I not unnaturally conclude

that the faculty is not playing a proper role in the

operation of Orchard Hill. Since the Faculty of every

accredited college in the nation is considered to be a

key factor in the education offered by it, I am
naturally apprehensive that the education offered by

Orchard Hill is not going to be up to the standards of

other colleges in the nation or in this university.

I respect students. However, I do not consider them
to have the qualifications of faculty members on

matters of curriculum and personnel. I do not believe

the faculty should dominate over students. Why
should students want to dominate over faculty?

Ed Brvant

Land Of Oz
Suppose there was a world where

Toto needed no leash, where
scarecrows and tinmen talked"'

Where neither the Lullaby League

nor the Lollipop Guild were on

strike for higher wages Where a

house could fall from the sky into a

busy city square and not get

ticketed during the entire movie"1

Where a midget was judged not

according to his height, but ac

cording to his ability to break into a

buck n' wing at the least

provocation Suppose there was
such a place. Do you think they

would allow Nixon and Muskie to

run for President there

Tuesday night. NBC presented

The Wizard Of Oz, as it does every

year This year it happened to be

shown on the night of the New
Hampshire Presidential Primary
From time to time New Hampshire
Primary partial tabulations would

crawl across the bottom of the

television screen. The jux-

taposition was a bit overwhelming.

Annoyed at the unwelcome in-

trusion, we silently wished the

grim reminder away,
simultaneously noting that

McGovern was doing well, and that

Muskie was not doing as well as he

was supposed to do. Then the

That Scandalous ITT

WASHINGTON The ITT
Memdienst MM.OM misun-
derstanding has many tragic

consequences One is that the

motives of one of the great

conglomerates of this country are

being questioned There are cer-

tain skeptics who believe that ITT

would never have offered $400,000

to finance the Republican con

vention in San Diego if the Justice

Department hadn't agreed to let

the conglomerate hold on to one of

its prize possessions, the Hartford

Fire Insurance Co
I can state without qualification

that n this is not the case. The
decision to donate $400,000 to the

Republican National Convention

was made in good faith by men who
felt strongly about preserving the

two-party system This is what

happened:
The Republican Party wanted a

national convention very badly,

but they had no money to hold it.

So. they went to the ITT people and

asked. "Is there any possibility of

donating any cash to the

Republican convention
''

The ITT people replied,"We

would love to contribute to the

Republican National Convention,

but we have an antitrust suit

pending with the Justice Depart

ment. and if we gave. say. $100,000.

it might look as though we were

trying to influence the Ad-

ministration to make a decision in

our favor"
'Don't worry about that." the

Republicans said. "No one will

know you gave the money except

President Nixon. Atty. Gen. John

Mitchell and H.R. Haldeman in the

White House."
"But." said the ITT people,

"suppose Jack Anderson finds out

about if He has such a suspicious

mind that he could come to the

wrong conclusion as to why we
would want to contribute $200,000

to the Republican National Con-

vention He might say that the

reason we did it was so that we
could hold on to the Hartford Fire

Insurance Co., which the Justice

Department so unfairly wants us to

divest from our conglomerate."

"You have nothing to worry

about. Jack Anderson will never

find out that you have contributed

a dime to our convention in order to

hold on to the Hartford Fire In

surance Co-how do you spell

that""
'Hartford Our company

believes its antitrust suits should

be judged on the merits of the case

alone If we contributed $250,000 to

the convention, the Senate

Judiciary Committee might call

hearings to find out whether we did

anything to influence Richard
Kleindienst. who we understand

will be the next attorney general.

On the other hand, if we lost the

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.

because of the Mickey Mouse
tactics of your antitrust lawyers, it

would be very bad for the balance

of payments of the United States,

our stock would take a beating and
it would have a serious effect on

the economy.
"That is a very persuasive case

you have presented. Why don't you

lay it out to Kleindienst and ask

him to help you? I'm sure he will

because he won't know anything

about your generous contribution

to the Republican Party."

"How can we be sure9 Even if we
gave $300,000. which we're
prepared to do. it would look as if

the gift had something to do with

the Justice Department suit
"

We don't see how people could

think such a thing The reason we
approached you is because
everyone knows that ITT has no ax

to grind. Your donation will be

looked upon as an act of faith in the

great American political system.

"Only those with evil minds and
members of the Democratic Party

would question your noble motives.

But we assure you that neither

President Nixon nor Atty. Gen.

Mitchell, not even Mrs. Mitchell,

will look upon your generous

gesture as anything other than a

gift from a conglomerate with a

heart of gold."

The ITT people nodded their

heads. "Your words have touched

us deeply. Here is $400,000 with

absolutely no strings attached. By
the way, before you go, could we
interest you in some fire in-

surance?"
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times

profanity passed, and we went

back to truckin' down the Yellow

Brick Road with Dorothy and Toto.

In the newspaper this morning.

Muskie. Nixon et ai were splashed

across Page One. No mention was
made of the death of the Wicked

Witch of the West.

When one has a job. he usually

works five days a week, and has

two days off Even a full-time job is

not a full time job But when one is

an undergraduate, asked by both

Rennie Davis and Richard Nixon to

make a better world, it is a twenty-

four hour a day task, even if you

don't do anything.

Anyone on a campus with two

good ears is constantly aware of

social injustice, ecological abuse,

psycholological trauma, and the

shortage of cigarettes after

midnight. One is constantly

reminded of the fact that

something or another is always

wrong.
I have nothing against people

knowing that something is wrong
It would be better if everyone knew
what was really going on around

them; exploitation would end. Life

would be a lot better if it were a lot

better, and without voices raised in

criticism of the wasteland, things

would never get any better. Par
ticularly in a time of potential

nuclear overkill, and ecological

apocalypse. Earth has a real need

to confront the harsh reality we
have carved for ourselves.

In four years of college. I have

seen more people who were
unhappy than happy. Existential

despair sells better than Coca-Cola

on this campus. To see a dozen

people simultaneously happy is a

rare thing. Those things which can

make dozens of people happy at

once are to be treated as sacred.

America has holidays and
weekends when people don't have

to work. Existential despair,

contemporary crises, may we
please have three hours off each

year to watch The Wizard Of Oz?

(In case you missed it Tuesday,

Dorothy made it back to Kansas

a8ain) Shalom

Editorial Points

BUT, SIR, HOW CAN WE BE SURE THIS IS THE GENUINE, AUTHENTIC, AUTHORIZED
MAO TSE-TUNG BIOGRAPHY?'

Letters To The Editor

Save Appalachia

To the Editor:

This Saturday (March 18) at 1 :00 P.M. there will be

a concert of Appalachian Mountain music in the

Student Union Ballroom. There should be some really

fine mountain music; in addition, Doug Yarrow and

Mike Kline of West Virginia will be giving a slide

show (with music) about strip mining and other

problems of Appalachia. I'm writing this letter to

urge people to come find out more about strip mining,

and also to tell about my own experience with strip

mining.
.

Last year I taught in a rural school in eastern

Kentucky. The whole mountain behind my house and

behind the school was being strip mined. Instead of

tunneling down to the coal (deep mining), the strip

miners come with huge bulldozers and shovels, and

lift up the earth, throwing it to the side until they dig

down to the coal seam Then they dig up the coal and

carry it off. make some attempt to fill in the pits they

have created, and leave. With the first rain, masses

of dirt and rock are washed down the sides of the

mountains Behind my house the rock and rubble

from the strip mine had washed half-way down the

mountainside. The streams, which used to run clear

and abound with fish, now run black from the run-off

from the strip mines Reclamation laws are not en-

forced, and in many areas the mountains are so steep

that reclamation is virtually impossible

The situation is even worse than I have described,

because, since they own the mineral rights to most of

the land in the mountains, the coal companies can

strip mine someone's land without his consent Most

families sold the mineral rights to their land a couple

of generations ago, when deep mining was the only

known method of mining. These same mineral rights

now give the coal companies the legal "right" to

come onto a family's land and virtually destroy it.

Some people in the mountains are trying to stop

strip mining. But the strip mine operators have a lot

Pass The Salt

To the Editor:

In the Second Punic War, the Romans conquered

the Carthaginians and as punishment, sowed the land

with salt so nothing would grow. This winter, the

Physical Plant has done the same, heaping over 600

tons of salt on the roads and sidewalks of this campus

The use of salt as a deicer has many adverse effects

on the environment. Not only does it pollute our

ground water, kill our trees, shrubs, and grass,

poison our wildlife, corrode our cars, paths, roads,

and steps, but it is also producing a new form of air

pollution Safety comes first, but salt isn't necessarily

the answer. According to a study done in Newton,

Massachusetts, sand alone can help reduce the ac-

cident rate and cost less in the long run.

The town of Burlington, which banned the use of

deicing salts in 1970, has actually saved over $26,000

for snow and ice controls (including sand removal).

The so-called "clear pavement" policy which this

campus adheres to often leads to deceptive feelings of

security This is due to the fact that in reality, the salt

attracts a thin film of slick moisture. Burlington's

accident rate has actually decreased! The use of sand

alone would improve the winter conditions on cam-

pus. ... .

.

Sen. John Quinlan is sponsoring S 185 which would

prohibit the use of salt products for snow removal on

public ways. Please support this bill at the state

hearing March 21. Although hopefully Spring is

almost here, it is not too soon to start thinking

about next year's stormy conditions!
Pamela Morey

of influence in the state legislatures. They also have

tremendous political and economic power locally; a

man who speaks up strongly against strip mining is

likely to lose his job. In an area with a scarcity of

jobs, few people can afford to take that risk

It's easy for people here to feel that the Kentucky

and West Virginia mountains are far away and that

it's "not our problem." But I've become convinced

that people in other parts of the country are going to

have to become concerned about strip mining in the

mountains if we are going to succeed in stopping it. So

I'm urging people to go to the concert on Saturday to

find out more about what's happening to the Ap-

palachian moutains and to their people, and I'm

urging people to ask Senators, Congressman, and

candidates for national office to take a stand on strip

mining. Unless we act soon to help the people of

Kentucky and West Virginia to save their mountains,

its going to be too late.

Joyce Olum

Not So Free

To the Editor:

Jan Liva's article on the International Women's

Day rally in the March 7th Collegian is the poorest

example of objective reporting I've ever read. Your

distorted coverage of the event is blatant anti-

feminist propaganda.

Over twenty women spoke for over three hours at

the rally on Wednesday. From these you selected only

three as being newsworthy : an unscheduled request

to sign one of the several dozen petitions being cir-

culated there; a rap on the working woman; and the

shortest presentation of those scheduled, the one on

Gay Women.
You ignored mentioning the information on the first

Black woman running for President - Shirley

Chisholm, the excellent speech on the exploitation of

women by the medical profession, or the formation of

a statewide resource center and community for

women. You choose not to mention the organizations

that are by, for and about women in the area - those

who had women there to explain the services

available at the Southwest Women's Center or the

Vallev Women's Center
Once again, the "free and responsible press

reveals itself as oppressive and ignorant. You, Ms.

Liva are a fine example of that oppression's product.

This culture has so manipulated you, as a woman,

that you can only see to report that which pleases

men Apparently, Ms Liva. you didn't hear the

presentation made on Gay Women. Not only did you

misquote me. but you totally missed the entire point

of the rap - that labels and images are applied to the

movement by men in order to discredit the validity of

the cause.

There are three basic ways in which male culture

tries to do this (since they can't deny that oppression

of women exists). One is to make the feminist

movement ridiculous sounding - as though oppression

were a joke. Another way is to paint us pink, to infer

that we are all communists since we oppose op-

pression. The third way is to classify us as sick or

perverted, making us guilty by association since we

claim that all women are sisters in their oppression,

including Lesbians.

It is interesting to note, Ms Li a, that your

coverage of the rally follows so similar a vein. You

choose to place emphasis on the petition for the

"Mother Jones" Library, the talk on the problems of

working women, and the rap about Gay Women.

Very interesting. Very sad, Ms. Liva. Maybe next

year you'll be ready to hear the truth. Well still be

here.
Kay M. Raymond

In an editorial yesterday, the

New York Times said that with

the recent Clifford Irving and
Chief Red Fox fiascos the

government may require book

jackets to contain such legends

as: "Contains 45 percent truth,

11 percent plagiarism, 19

percent pure imagination, plus

artificial flavoring." Maybe
books will be next year's

cyclamate.
*****

Perhaps serious con-

sideration should be given to

what's really going on at the

Infirmary. The debate now
seems to be who does or doesn't

like the way it feels. ( If it feels

good, do it?)
*****

The word is that WMUA is

going to have an "all-request

day" soon, for a mere five

dollars a hit. Would you pay a

prostitute for something you

could get for free?
*****

Though considered an af-

terthought by many, blackness

is still a powerful source to be

reckoned with on this campus;

in politics, social life, and all

other phases of university

endeavor.

Two-Way Street

To the Editor:

In replv to Chuck Kenyon's letter

in Friday's Collegian: I don't

really care what you oppose. But

as far as not tolerating "any at-

tempt by the military recruiters to

jeopardize the lives and morality

of students on this campus" is

concerned. I have two things to

say.

1. My life is my own and I will do

as I please with it. the S.M.C. not

withstanding
2. I don't need the SMC. as a

guardian of my morals.

Freedom of expression is a two-

way road whether you agree with a

point of view or not I strongly

object to any attempts at one-way

censorship If the military

recruiters must leave, then let the

SMC. leave with them
Arthur Lupien

Common Courtesy

To the Editor:

I own a Mustang and park it in F
lot. On two separate occasions

during the last two weeks, my
parked car has been hit by other

cars. The person! s) responsible

did not. on either occasion, leave a

name, address, or phone number.
This totally unethical behavior has

angered me more than having two

dents in my car. It is also going to

cost me the first one hundred
dollars of the repair bill, which

should rightfully be paid for by the

people who hit my car. It would be

gratefully appreciated if the

drivers of those cars or anyone who
witnessed either incident con
tacted me I also suggest that

before members of this college

community criticize the govern

ment. the administration, or

members of the "older
generation" in general, for their

lack of honesty, integrity, or

credibility, they first stop and
consider how they treat each other

Carol A. Lee
417 Patterson

:» ir>-%<m

Equal Housing
To the Editor:

I am writing this letter in regard

to the housing situation on campus
for married students.

I went to the housing office last

week and put myself on a waiting

list for married undergrads.

wondering why there was a dif-

ferent list for undergrads and grad

students. Upon asking this

question. I was informed that

married grad students are

allocated 80% of university

housing, and undergrads only 15%.

with the other 5% going to guests of

the university I was also told that

undergrads were lucky to have

15% of the housing, that the

university wanted none of their

housing to be for undergrads. but

the University Housing Committee
' made up mostly of grad students)

said that undergrads were entitled

to housing, also, so we were

allocated our 15% Very nice of

them
I know that 80% of the university

student body is not made up of grad

students, and I doubt if 80% of the

married students are grads. m>

why this obviously biased attitude

against giving married undergrads

their fair share of university

housing If it's because grad

students do most of the work on the

committee. I would be happy to

join that group, as I'm sure other

married undergrads would be too,

if it would mean a change in this

housing policy.

If any members of that com-

mittee read this letter, would you
!>» so kind as to explain why these

policies are set up this way. either

in a letter or article in the MIX"' It

would be very much appreciated I

like to at least be aware of why I

am being screwed, even if there is

nothing I can do about it

Hit-hard It. Lombard

Teaching Loads
To th«- Editor:

In the Friday. March 10. 1972.

issue of the Daily Collegian, your

reporter quoted my remarks in the

Faculty Senate as summing up the

feelings of the Faculty regarding

the report of the Ad Hoc Com
mittee on Teaching Loads, as

follows: "The teachers do not want

to take on any new work
"

Since the reported statement

was not a direct quotation of

anything I said and since it was
wide of the mark. I should like to

clarify what I did say I stated that

it seemed clear that there were two

themes running through the

discussion on the Report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Teaching
Loads: 1 1 1 there was some feeling

that existing teaching loads are

already heavy enough for some
faculty and (2) there was some
feeling that teaching loads are

inequitably distributed throughout

the faculty -some are teaching too

much and others too little

Though I did not explicate what I

meant by the first point, I think it

was clear from other remarks I

made and from remarks made by

other Senators that one should not

view teaching load in isolation

from the innumerable other duties

faculty have, such as advising,

public service, service within the

University, research, artistic

production, publication, and
service on dissertation com-
mittees Other factors are size of

class, number of teaching
assistants, whether one is in-

torducing a new course, and the

like

I also made the point that what is

needed is an intensive survey of

precisely what each faculty

member is doing. Only in this way
can one tell whether there exist

serious inequities in the

distribution of teaching loads,

inequities which are glossed over

by the gross teaching load figures

in the report I made this point in

recognition of the fact that it is

quite possible that there are such

inequities.

Ellis Olim
Human Development
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Students craftilv labor on their own projects in the workshop

located across from the Hatch. (MDC photo by Al Jagoda)

Make It, Yourself!
Bv MARILOl' BARSAM

Every weekday from ten a.m. to six p.m. at least twenty-five to thirty

students, male and female, come to the room across from the Hatch, to

involve themselves in enjoyable, creative projects.

These students are finding ways to develop creative talents, while

working with their hands. They are participating in the Craft Center

Workshop. .. _. _

The Craft Center has been open to all UMass students since November.

The response to the center has been termed great by those involved.

Before the Crafts Center was created, there was a Crafts Guild in

operation. The guild was a club, complete with membership dues, of-

ficers, etc. Eventually the guild became a dying affair

A few members of the guUd, along with the Student Activity Staff,

perceived need for a crafts center. So a member from the S.U.G. Board

the program council for the campus center, and the former Crafts build

Club formed a Crafts Task Force.

Through their efforts and plan development, the Craft Center became

reality The Program Council requested funds from the S.U.G. Board and

were appropriated a set budget for the fiscal year 71-72. Most of the ap-

propriated monev is derived from the campus center tax.

The task force* interviewed prospective candidates for the position of

supervisor, and out of this the present supervisor, Penny Worman. got the

°The first thing Ms Worman did was to put up a list of various crafts

The list requested students to indicate which particular crafts interested

them the most The results of the poll are indicated by the types of crafts

work presently available to all

A student has onlv to enter the Crafts Center and decide on a project

that he or she feels 'interested in All tools and the facilities themselves

are free. A student pays for the actual material he or she uses Penny

purchases the material" wholesale and sells it for cost price.

Students can work on silver jewelry, leather, stain-glass windows

mobiles, pendants, woodwork, candle making, block printing, or silk

screen printing . . _ ...
Penny is knowledgeable in all craft areas She and her five assistants

will instruct anyone who asks.

Jim Riley Program Adviser for Student Activities stated. ' The idea

here is that any student be he skilled or non-skilled, can come in here and

use what resources are available, to do whatever he wants in making a

crafts item
."

. . , 4 .

Ken Mello. a UMass student, spends the majority of his day at the

center He noticed the sign, which invites all to drop in and eventually he

did. For a few days he observed Then he began working with silver and

later leather .

Ken feels that. 'It's great how anyone talented or not can come in. pick

up a craft, and learn by asking others for help
."

Both he and other craft workers agree that the informal atmosphere is

great'. People help each other to express their individual creativity,

while becoming friends at the same time.

The Crafts Center is planning to offer pottery in the near future

Already three grinding wheels have been made

Also rooms are being petitioned off to serve those interested in

photography.

TONIGHT
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE FILM SERIES

presents

FRANCOIS TRUFFANTS

JULES AND JIM
with JEANNE MOREAU and OSKAR WERNER

Mahar Auditorial
at 8 and 10

Single Entries, 1.75, Season
Passes at reduced rates

ATTENTION SERIES SUBSCRIBERS: JOAN OF THE
ANGELS IS CANCELLED FOR MARCH 21. AN-
TONION'S RED DESERT WILL BE SHOWN IN-

STEAD. $ 50 REFUNDS AVAILABLE AT DOOR IF

DESIRED

UMass

Fine

Council

Presents

General Court List Ends
TYRINGHAM (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (R)

Rep. Sidney Q. Curtiss (R) C

UPTON (4)

Sen. Edward L. Burke (D>

Rep. Louis P. Bertonazzi <D»

Rep. Nathan Rosenfeld (R)

UXBRIOGE (4)

Sen. James A. Kelly, Jr. (D)

Rep. Thomas E. Creighton (0)

Rep. F. Leo Kenney (*))

WAKEFIELD (5)

Sen. Fred Lamson (R^

Rep. Bradford Pottle (R

WALES (2) „ . _
Sen. Philip A. Quinn (D)

Rep. Alexander Lolas (0)

WALPOLE (10)

Sen. John M. Quinlan (R)

Rep. David C. Ahearn (D)

Rep. Alan Paul Danovitch (R)

WALTHAM Wards 1, 6 (3)

Sen. James DeNormandie (fc

Rep. Donald J. Manning (0)

Wards 2, 3 (3)

Sen. James DeNormandie (R>

Rep Edward F. Gaiotti D

Ward 4 (3)

Sen. Francis X. McCann (0)

Rep Donald J. Manning

Wards 5. 8. 9 (3)

Sen. Francis X. McCann iD

Rep. Richard E. Landry t0>

Ward 7 (3)

Sen James DeNormandie (R'

Rep. Richard E. Landry iD*

WARE (2)

Sen Philip A Quinn D

Rep. James R Nolen D

Rep. John W. Olver D

WAREHAM (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer R

Rep. Charles A. MacKenzie, Jr. (HI

WARREN (2)

Sen Philip A Quinn D

Rep. Frederic W. Schlos:

WARWICK (1)

Sen John D Barrus <R>

Rep. Jonathan L. Heaiy ;R

WASHINGTON (1)

Sen Andrea F. Nuciforo (D'

Rep. Sidney Q. Curtiss (R>

WATERTOWN (3)

Sen. Irving Fishman (D)

Rep Paul C. Menton
Rep Pasquale Sclafani D

WAYLANO (4)

Sen James DeNormandie R

Rep. Ann C. jannet'

WEBSTER (2)

Sen. James A. Kelly, Jr iD

Rep. lohn Peter Ivascyn D

WELLESLEY (10)

Sen David M. Locke '

Rep. Gilbert W Co>. Ir R

Rep Richard W Daly R

Rep Bruce H Zetse

WELLFLEET (12)

Sen. John F. Aylmer R

Rep Howard C. Cahoon. jr R

WENOELL (1)

Sen John 0. Barrus R

Rep. Thomas G Simons R

WENHAM II)

Sen Kevin 8 Harrington D
Rep. Francis W. Hatch. )

WEST BOYLSTON (4)

Sen loin ) Conte D -

Rep Edward D. Harnnftnn. Jr. R

WEST BRIOGEWATER (12)

Sen John M Quinlan lil

Rep Carl R Ohison R

WEST BR00KFIEL0 (2)

Sen Prnhp A Quinn D
Rep F'edenc W Schiosstem, jr i>

WEST NEWBURY 6

Sen. James P Rurak D
Rep Albert I I Ml H

WEST SPRINGFIELD — Precinct* 1-7 Mi
Sen George D Hammond R

Rep John F. Coffey D

Precinct 1(1)
Sen. George D. Hammond R

Rep. Edward W. Conne'iy R

WEST STOCKBRIOGE (1

1

Sen Andrea F. Nuciforo D
Rep Sidney Q Curtiss R

WEST TISBURY
Sen. John F Aylmer R

Rep Gregory Mayhe/. R

WESTBOROUGH (4)

Sen Daniel J. Foley iD

Rep Louis P Bertonaf/i U
Rep Nathan Rosenfeld R

WESTFIELD — Wards 13, 5 (1)

Sen. George D Hammond P

Rep. Robert J. McGinn D

Ward 4 (1)

Sen George 0. Hammond R

Rep James A Adams R

WESTFORO (3)

Sen B loseph Tully D

Rep. Fein R. Perrauit '0

WESTHAMPTON (1)

Sen John D Barrus R

Rep Edward A. McCoigan
Rep LOU'S J Monni R

WESTMINSTER (3)

Sen Joseph D Ward iD)

Rep Robert D. Wetmore iDj

WESTON (3)

Sen James DeNormandie (R

Rep Edward M. Dickson R

WESTPORT (10)

Sen Mary L. Fonseca (D'

Rep. John J Long

WESTW000 (10)
Sen Robert L. Cawley (0)

Rep Charles W Long (R)

WEYMOUTH (12)

Sen. Allan R McKmnon (0)

Rep Robert B Ambler D
Rep William A. Conned, It. (D)

WHATELY (1)

Sen. John D. Barrus (P.)

Reo Jonathan L Healy R

Sample Format
The following ii a sample letter that might be useful in writing your State

office address-
sentative^ [{ ^

State House
Huston. Mass. 02133

Date
The Honorable Rep. Smith

State House
Boston, Mass. UJ133

Dear Representative Smith:

State clearly now oroposed tuition legation .merest* you and how N will effect you Explain

why you oppose favor or ques»>on a rase M tuition*.

Be spec Ilk Refer to the subject ot the bill Mention yoo are a constituent of his

Request action v ur legislators are elected to act, »o tell him what action yoo would i.ke him to

take Ask tor an answer You are ent.tled to know where he stands

Sincerely,

name
address
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WHITMAN (12)

Sen. John M. Quinlan (Rl

Rep. Robert E. McCarthy (D)

WILBRAHAM (2)

Sen Philip A Quinn D

Rep. Rudy Chmur? D
Rep. Dave N. Vigneault <u

WILLIAMSBURG (1)

Sen John D Barrus iR)

Rep. Edward A McCoigan (Dj

Rep. Louis J. Morini (Ir

WILLIAMSTOWNM)
Sen Andrea F. Nuciforo D

Rep. Anthony P. McBride (Di

WILMINGTON (S)

Sen Ronald C. MacKenjie <R

Rep. Fred F. Cain D

WINCHENDON (3)

Sen. Philip A. Quinn D

Rep H. Thomas Colo (D)

WINCHESTER (7)

Sen. Philibert L. Pellegrini (Di

Rep. Harrison Chadwick (R)
"*

WINDSOR (1)

Sen. Andrea F Nuciforo (D)

Rep Anthony P. McBride <D>

WINTHROP (7)

Sen Mario Umana
Rep. Ralph E Sirianm. Jr u

WOBURN — Wards 1, 2(5)
Sen. Philibert L Pellegrini iDi

Rep Daniel L Joyce, Jr. (D)

Ward 3 (3)

Sen. Ronald C MacKenzie (HI

Rep Robert A Vigneau (D)

Wards 4. 9, 7 (9)

Sen. Ronald C. MacKenzie R

Rep Daniel L Joyce. Jr. D

Ward 8 (3)

Sen. Ronald C. MacKenzie iR

Rep Fred F. Cain (D)

WORCESTER — Ward 1 (4)

Sen John J. Conte (D) .

Rep David J. Lionett (R)

Wards 2. 3 (4)

Sen. John J. Conte (D)

Rep. Robert J. Bohigian u

Rep Andrew Collaro (D)

Ward 4 (4)

Sen Oaniel J. Foley (D)

Rep. Charles J Buffone (D)

Wards 5, I (4)

Sen. Daniel J. Foley D
Rep. Thomas F. Farrell iD)

Ward • (4)

Sen. Oaniel J Foley (D)

Rep C. Vincent Shea (D)

Ward 7 (4)

Sen. Daniel J. Foley

Rep Joseph D Early D
Rep. Charles F. Engdahl (D)

Ward B (4)

Sen. John J. Conte D
Rep. Joseph D. Early D
Rep. Charles F Engdahl (D>

Ward 10(4)
Sen John J Conte D
Rep Peter L. Masnik (N)

WORTHINCTON (1)

Sen John 0. Barrus (R)

Rep. Edward A. McCoigan u
Rep Louis J. Monm R

WRENTHAM (10)

Sen. David H Locke R

Rep lohn F St. Cy
Rep George L. Woods. Jr. t«)

YARMOUTH (12)

Sen John F Aylmer ,R

Rep. John J. Bowes R

Tm Qa/rw

4

9"oo P.m.

Miml and Tom will play two allow arte. Rather than two Individual ahowa

we've decided to run It thie way. . . .MM tickets will be told at f I SO for t. Matt

students and 12.00 for nonotudenta entitling the bearers to stay for the entire

evening's entertainment. Only people with advanced tickets will be allowed In

until* : IS at which time standing room and additional space ticketa will be sold If

any.

THE ALVIN AILEY

AMERICAN DANCE THEATER

4 Performances

Two Different Programs

Tues.-Fri., March 21 - 24

Bowker Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: 125 Herter

Telephone 545-0202
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"ShamrodsForDystrophy"

DriveonCampusTomorrow

SOACT

Ever Turn Your Mother On?

The third annual "Shamrocks for

Dystrophy" drive will be held on

the UMass campus, on Wednesday,

March 15. Over the last two years

this drive has netted $1,000 and

$2,059 respectively.

Funds collected during the day

long campaign are sent to MDAA,
which uses them to support a

world-wide research program, and

to provide such services to

dystrophic children as diagnostic

expenses, physical therapy,

medical supplies and to operate a

summer camp for children af-

flicted with the incurable disease

District Director Donald Blais of

the Western Mass. Chapter of the

Muscular Dystrophy Associations

of America. Inc. has expressed

hopes that the UMass drive will

once again prove to be the largest

single contributor in the Western

Mass. area.

Members of Sigma Phi Epsilon

fraternity are conducting the

campus drive, with the assistance

of the members of Alpha Chi

Omega, Kappa Alpha Theta and

Kappa Kappa Gamma sororities.

Tables will be manned in the

Student Union lobby, ;n front of the

Hatch, and in the Campus Center

Concourse during the daytime. A

canvass of the dormitories will be

held at night.

Concert Features Olevskys
The husband and wife team of violinist Julian Olevsky and pianist

Estela Kersenbaum Olevsky will join with cellist Leopold Teraspulsky

for a concert Wednesday, March 15, at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

The three performers are faculty members of the UMass music

department. . t

Included in the concert program will be the premiere performance of

Frederick Tillis' "Music for Violin. Cello, and Piano (1971)." Also in the

program will be Mozart's "Trio in G Major K. 564." Blochs "Three

Nocturnes." and Brahms' "Trio in C Major Op. 87."

As part of the music department's Faculty Recital Series, the event is

open to the public without charge.

(Editor's note: SOACT will be a

regular weekly column in the

Collegian, submitted by the

Student Matters Committee.)

With involvement, this weekly

column can be used as an escape

hatch from trivia 'cuz whether

you're into a social ship right now

or just waiting for the tide to roll in,

the Student Matters Committee
hopes to high heaven that you will

find "Social Action" relevant to

your situation. SOACT's purpose of

communication is split-level,

serving as a resource-contact-head

trust of good people in the land of

Free. If you utilize the tools

provided, please fill us in on the

details and we'll ink them into

future columns because this is

reallv vour thing, and only you can

do it' Write: Student Matters

Committee, SOACT, UMass

Did you ever think about turning

vour mother on9 Yippie! It's now
possible through an address given

during a speech by Bess Myerson

Grant, heard with open Eyes at the

World Mothers' Day Assembly of

•Another Mother for Peace'

Reprints of this Middle American-

tvpe affair. "You Don't Have to

Buy War. Mrs. Smith" by the

former Miss America, can be had

lor a dime i coin) from AMFP This

non-proiit. non-partisan
MMCtetiM of individuals, which

also gets out a newsletter and

distributes pamphlets, posters,

and bumper stickers bearing the

logo, "War is not Healthy for

Children and Other Living

Things", also has available a

Consumer Action Kit which in-

cludes a listing of appliance

manufacturers who are involved in

war production. They need
volunteers. Write: "Another
Mother For Peace", 407 N. Maple
Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210.

Thinking about VISTA lately? If

you've completed an application

for that gov. group, here's a

secret: An organization of almost

half the active VISTA volunteers is

alive and well and doing fine. It's

working toward: 1) creating a

union of volunteers to negotiate

and work for community control of

all VISTA projects; 2) moving as a

catalyst toward an alliance of low-

income communities and support

groups which together take control

over anti-poverty programs. The

group informed us that they need

staff members at their national

office and people in the field to help

organize volunteers and poor

communities. Contact: National

Vista Alliance. Box 7398

Washington. D.C. 20044.

pacem in terris

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Need Office Space?

The Space Allocations Committee of the Student

Union Governning Board is hearing requests for

space on Tuesday, March 14, in room 166 C.C. If it is

impossible to make this meeting submit a rational to

the SUG Board Office in room 104 C.C.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

i.i sjjh mi, rrd. excrllrnl bod> * in-

in iiii I.mid hrakn.. nr» r\hausl s>»trm .1

I'm His Mu»t sw I" brlir\r Coll Ponnlr

Tl.

tfj-i:.

1 .ti..r »a\ good condition *tudrnl

mmIi-I I 111 or b*M nfirr Tim fi-«SICI

m»ti

I'o.'i \iMin \mrrira l-«prrd auto . low

milrjur WSJ snows radio. Iront »herl

sVWi \slon**«( oil :>»-*XW after «pm
td-ji

TV l» in. rxcrllrnl rond $« 1>l*|*©io

Irns — Takumor. 2MO mm. or*. $•• otU-

l"l
in-i6

Vmhrrsl \udio srr\lcev «l*reo com-

ponent* tape decks (or home or cor. 19"

\i, I'leasant St.. BM
tlsem

TERM PAPERS

Hide needed to Chicago sometime this

weekend Mar. 17th. Will shore e»p». Coll 5-

L'-Mit ask for Dan in MS. keep trying.
113-13

PRIVATE ROOM

liTtH hex elle>s M, l*pd post. UOh.p..

low mileage. onl> a omi miles, sun tach &

mil tape New Ml tire*. S3MW. 6-tttt

tens

IMMDatsun M» con* .
IH.ooo actual mi

II.1NI or best offer lYl-TV.T

till*.

I II Scoot I wd SH. plow hrdtop 2Mjn<>

miles good cond. not abused 11700 W
Hard. Ho*. II. ( »nwo> Ma Mi-o»7J after

ten:

I'air Heclilnear Ml Speaker*, oiled

« .limit <jhin.-l l» week* old. cost !>•>.

Mill .jiulirr lliw each or he*t offer »»-

tfJ-17

t,ualil> Ke*earch and Referencr

material* Originals and copies. TPV
Hm 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 V
i'lea*ant St 2S*-«|iifi

tf3-2t

APARTMENT FOR RENT

dn we come to Fort Worth Texas with

sou during spring vacation" Please call

Janet and Ellen S4«-*2I7
tf3-17

Koom on Lincoln He. share bath and

kitchen Private entrance, (all 253-3421

1(3-11

MOVIE

Ride needed to Wise, or anv where along

the siv. Will help drive and pay. Contort

stone vour folks in Taking Off \ ond a

movie bv Buck Henry and W.( Field*

In March I » 7-0-1 1 Mahar Aud Spons. bv

the ( inema ( lub.
U3-I7

PERSONAL

Weds ntle '3/»» lad* hitchhiker who

hates the cold and just bock from India S

» r» who are yoo* Tell Bob. he tell me. M4-

113-17

Two-Bedroom \partments for im-

mediate rental. ti-month lease.

I IMS/month, include* utll (all ««S-32I9

davs or M1"«-'IS7S nites.
tf ill

2 girls deoperately need a ride to Florida

spring vac. Will share I and driving. Call

Betsv or Jo S44-S7S3.

Tonight free Funky Movies ot the

Bluewoll Don't mlas the nest escltlng

adventure of Black Arrow. 8:oo. Free.

Free.
3-14

Peggio . . . and here I cry out for all to

hear I lose >ou for ever and ever. John

2-14

l Bedroom twnhse. spacious apt avail

Mav IS. su Mil. toke over Ise. pool. etc.

Ml 1771
tf3-|fi

HELP WANTED AUTO-ASTROLOGY

For rent \pril I. 2 bdrm apt. Rolling

t.reen I l»v I all Jane or Anne 2S3-72SI

tf3-IS

Room and board for female In apt*

adjacent to campus for assistance with

care of two school age children Call S4»-

MsV
U3-I7

The moon is In Pisces, on auspicious

lime to hove yostr oil filter chonged. Aloo

you should check your pollution — control

valves. ( ome to Spencers Mobil nest to

Post OffIce
3-1

1

lii.-. blue \ W sedan Rebuilt engine, new

generator and brakes WO or best offer

2
tfl-IS

Must sell' t dr « Buick l.e Sabre. \ V

.uilo |M»wer steering 4 brakes, good

running condition higheM bid 2S.1-72S1

call after I oo p m
If J- 15

Mi lord (•alaxie con* Leaving area

ajal must sell Make offer Call Ted
.•MM

1(3-17

1 1 \ pliant, running condition, quick sole.

*rr* cheap. HMM days.
tfaVM

WANTED
t.irl* Hi speed hike in gd cond i Raleigh

( oi preferred i (all Meggie «-7ll7 or

leave message
tl3-lt

Modern I br. apt. pool. a/c. all con-

venience* Sublet thru July option to rent

tall HMstM P .m
t(3-IS

FOR RENT

ENTERTAINMENT
APT. SUBLET

I s and Foreign coins and stamps
bought, sold, traded Fstimates and ap-

praisals Rob Murrin 224 Hamlin House or

P.O. Bos 104 \mherst Ma
U3-2I

1-3 Bedroom house (or summer June IS

— \ag. l. appro* Write Man — 1301 John

Jay. Columbia I N Y . VY 10027 or call

2I2-21W-CM4.
U3-22

Ulast: Miml Farina* Tom Jans at The

Bluewall Wed . March IS. Tickets on sole

in K2l C.C Irom 1:00-3:00 p.m. Limited

tickets.

Black Awhile TV rentals!. SO per day —
Ihday minimum Color TV rentals 1 1, per

day — 3« day minimum. TV (enter SS N.

Pleasant 233-MOO
tfl-S

One bedroom apt.. Puffton Village,

immediate. II** Apt 3HS. (all 54»-«7«7.

1(3-14

1(3- IS

DEAR FRIENDS

2 Bedroom PuHlon Village \pt avail

June I l2IS/monlh. Includes util ( all J4»-

.IWH
1(3-14

Summer sublet I bedroom Puffton

Village apt. with option for fall. 140 off

regular monthly rent Call S49-3M*
3-14

FIRF.SK.N THEATRE'S FEAT IRK
HIM X.UTIMHIAH WITH (CUV
TRY JOE. JAMES (iAM.. A FLASH
I.OKDOV SAT EVENING. MAR. IH.

MMIMC fi:»- *:M — 10:30!
^

CONCERT

hi i.hia VW — right fender crumpled,

excellent mechanically. 12.000 miles on

new ring A valve job. Call Tom S27-g774 or

24 1-fft It
1(3-20

Ittu YW Rug — good running condition,

clean Inside radio, some dents, no bum-
pers. 1350. Call S27-0774 evenings or 243-

MIS ask (or Tom
1(3-20

l»oa Austin Amer. 4-speed. auto., very

good cond. 1775 SM-3525
tf3-!7

BABYSITTING

Will hahvsit — student* wife will

hah* sit c*ening* — over 21 experienced —
mother — former teacher — own tran-

souilalioii -.tn-:iM:tH

1(3-15

ROOMMAT ES WANTED
Own room. Puffton Vlg. I» - two

people, share room MM* apiece. $4t-

tf3-l7

Sxlvania 21" table model TV I3S. Zenith

table model color TV I ISO. TV (enter. S5

V Pleasant St 2nd floor. \mhe*st 253-

SIOO.
tf3-l5

Two bedrooms In a house In Leverite.

immediate rental, co-ed now. take M. or

F . I3K per mo (all after sis 253-090K.

tf3-l7

2 Bedroom Townhouse Rolling Green

Apts Avail April 1 at 1230. all utilities

Call 2SB-4W24. Ml

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
is ( OMING. BIT TRY TO TEI.L
SOMEONE . . .

3-14

CAMPER FOR SALE

loon VW Camper, unique bubble Iod.

studded snow tires, estras. excellent

condition. I2I0S or best offer. S4t-l7S9

tfJ-17

TO SUBLET

H7I
mile*

Ford Econollne

(all after I p.m.

equipped
2S3-204I.

tf3-M

TYPING

Typing Pica or Elite, proofreading and

copies free, editing if requested sOC/page

Fast accurate. Call Ann S44V7443 or —

,f3-2.

FOR SALE

1170 Honda 350 CB E« cond . Candy

(.old with rack 1*50 or best offer. Coll •-

KH52 evenings ask for Sieve.
tf3-»

Colonial Village about IM/monlh. Own
bedroom Furnlahed. One person only.

Call Paul 253-5300. Rett time: S-o p.m.
II 3- 16

NEEDHELP

tOliH (he* engine for sale, low mileage

escel cond. Also porta (rom 03 Chev.

convert for sale. Call Mike 2SA4M08
tf3-IS

Share 7 room apt. on Rt. 110 In So

Deer field — half of rent A utilities I«5-I7n

a month. Call Guy Root at 541070 or »SS

"n
U3-17

Need help In Math. (hem. or

F.conomlcs? (all 1-7X1-2003 collect alter 7

p.m
tf3-23

PHOTOGRAPHIC

T y ping — theses . dissertations . etc .
Fast

.mil accurate Proofreading, editing If

desired Have Greek and science symbols

2.VI-IM0I.

TRAVEL

Small apt in Amherst Ideal lor couple

Available now or prelerably June I. Rent

negotiable but around 1 100. Call 2S4M030.

keep trying
1(3-15

LOST

7n (hvlle w bind haired driver left me
off acr.frm. Hadcr. wsh.Th 24 Feb. I Wt
clphd. Mat bk notes In bk seal. Please call

SHfi-:tfi72.

tf3-l4

Sansui 2000 Amp A 2 Pioneer C.S. 33

Speakers — like new. 1 300. or best offer.

(all Jeff 2S»Mt7.
3-14

SKIING

(iirlsl Need photos for modeling? B A W
will negotiate fee according to your

financial situation Call Herb 2S3-7B7S.

US-IS

SPRING IN ACAPtLCOSl00»days7
nights via I niv DC* Jet. Open only to

students, employees A (amilies o( I

College*, (all SH4-SI7I.
1(3-20

"Health AIMS most sensitive IM
lumr/amp tested "say* Hi-Fi Ifi25new 1

xrs old Make an o((er' Call Geo 5W-I679

nite. MS-SS7S day.
If3-1

4

Ski Killlngton — stay at the Troika

lodge S7/ngt. - $30 /ski week. Full kit-

chen priv inc. Call 002-422-3191 for

reservation*
H3-24

RIDE WANTED
Two guv* need ride to Flo. — will share

expenses, etc Exp Please call Mike or

Donald al SM-0B20.
US-IS

Pan Am World Airways youth fare,

holelbu*. and group rate*. Call Campus
Representative :.49-0«W2.

U3-II

Male, black large dog. answers to the

name "Fklo ". Reward 253-35413 or 5-030*1

113-22

" SEX

Reward — 125 (or information leoding to

leasing I plus bdrm country home 20 mi

Write: E. Stutsman. 315 PuHton MIL
vmhrrsl. For June I.

3-14

STEREO EQUIPMENT

SERVICES

\rw tins all slies at discount prices

Call John 8-taStl, keep trving
t(3-lfi

Income lax returns prepared. Stale and

Federal, (all Herb (.as* baaVsW.
tf.. 17

Need rir1 * Mar. B to Arkansas or

*icin*t* Tex. Okl Mi Tenn. etc Will

share dr and exp Call Martha S*fi-3379_

If .1*1 >

(,o South Spring break. Bermuda —
Ireeport. Acapulco. Puerto Rico. 8 day

packages from 1100 Escape International

(all Peggy 2'. 1 94(07

Discount stereo equip. A aceaa.: t-

tables, speakers, receivers, diamond
needles S.3.00 magnetic carts. T0-«J)% off A
track tapes 12 » 540-4W3

U3-I0

f
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Notices

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Tonite at 7.30 we'll be talking to

representatives from the School of

Education. All welcome. Rm 162, CC.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
The Astronomy Club will hold a

meeting tonight at 8.00 in Hasbrouck

134. Anyone is welcome to come.

After the meeting, Dr. Manchester

will speak about Pulsars.

BICYCLE CLUB
Anyone wanting to buy a bicycle at

a 10% discount through the Bicycle

Club get in touch with Lynn Avery at

546 6698 before Fri. Mar. 17.

CAMPUS COMMUNITY
All are invited to attend "It's a New

Day" lectures all week at 7.30 in CC
Visit the display in S.U. for details.

CEO.
Project Conference, 6:30 p.m., Rm

169 CC Open meeting, everyone

invited. Please come, we need your

help

CHESS CLUB
Come tonight to the New Hatch at 7

for a meeting of the Chess Club.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Compilation and discussion of poll

taken in today's Collegian, 9 00 p.m.

Rm 901 CC. We're getting into the

heavy work now and need more

people. Please comt.

SCIENCE AND HEALTH
Science and Health written by

Mary Baker Eddy contains the way

to understanding God and Man
better. Readings from Science and

Health and the Bible tonight, CC Rm
803 at 6:45-7:45. You're invited.

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
Free movie discount cards outside

the CC bookstore TUES., Wed. and

Thurs. afternoons, 15 p.m. Coming

soon "The Godfather" and "Clock

work Orange".

SDT RUSH
The sisters and pledges of SDT

would like to invite all University

women to our St. Patrick's Day

Party, Tues. Mar. 14, 7 8 at 409 No

Pleasant St.

UMASS SPORTS CAR CLUB
Tonight at 6:30 in Brown House

Lounge, constitutional meeting. All

welcome.

VETERANS
Anyone, Vets or not, interested in

participating in I.M. soccer, softball,

horseshoes, or badminton. Important

call today. Pete 253 7851.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS
Congressman Rep. Tom Foley will

speak for Sen. Jackson, Presidential

candidate for 1972 at the Alumni

House, at Smith College, Tues. 3/14 at

8:30. Wine and cheese will be served.

ZETA NU ST.

Open house
beer, band.

PATRICS DAY
Zeta Nu, Fri.

ZOOL. STUDENT FACULTY BAG
LUNCH
This Wed. Mar. 15, the new Dean of

Natural Sciences win spcjk on

"Future Prospects in Biology",

12:15 1:30 in Mor. 349.

LOST
3 mo. old back and brown shepard

Beagle puppy lost Sat. near Zeta Nu.

If seen or found call Gus 52162.

One pair of black leather gloves in

CC last Wed. nite. If found please call

Steve at 665 4168.

Lost in Skinner Hall or in the

vicinity, one pair of gold wire

rimmed oval shaped glasses. Contact

Fran 545 8489

Silver ring with S initial, lost

weekend of Mar. 10, Please call 546

6714 or 253 5322.

Jacket belonging to Munir Kah-

wagy. Returned to lost and found CC.

FOUND
Pair of GM keys on Allen St. Call

549 0589.

Watch found on Infirmary Hill. Call

Don at 6 6747.

1 gold Cross Pen with engraved

initials near Whitmore. Call Rick at

549 1437 evenings.

nite,

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Meeting tonite 7:30

Election of officers.

Rm 177 CC.

FENCING CLUB:
Meeting tonight in Rm 8 WoPE

from 7 9 p.m. All members please

attend

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting tonight in 809 CC at 6: 30

sharp! Call Mary if you can't make
it. Pledge meeting at 7 30.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
There will be no dance this Tues.

but there will be next week.

Nominations and elections of the new
officers will be held then.

HILLEL FRI. NIGHT DINNER
Sign up at Hillel Center by "Ihurs.

Dinner at 6.00 p.m. Hillel Center.

HONORS PROGRAM
Qualified students who wish to

apply to the Commonwealth Scholar

Program (Honors Program) should

pick up an application and return

them to the Honors Office, Machmer

E 23, before April 1st.

MOTORCYCLE RIDERSl
Interested in organized street and

trail rides with a club? Interested In a

place to work or a discount on Parts?

Call Al Kelley, 586 2434.

PUBLIC TALK TONIGHT
"Women in the Baha'i Faith" Rm

811 CC at 7:30.

SOS
Open meeting for all students and

faculty on Wed. night at 7:30 in Rm

176 CC.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDtCrOMAJK.

Arte* women, though magnetic and

synamic. hava a tendency to frown. These

women ere affectionate but often frighten

would be suitor*. The Aries woman looks

for a man but often finds one who. In turn.

is looking for a mother Women born

under this zodiacal sign are physically

attracted to Lao. often marry Aquarius

and can gain financially from Taurus

Some famous women born under Aries

include Bette Davis. Joan Crawford and

Gloria Swanson.
•••••

ARIES (March 21 April 1») I
You get

what you need by being a self starter

Those around you now tend to

procrastinate Adhere to your own style

and pace Be positive without attempting

to impose your will Subtle approach

brings results

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Emotions

fly high you know what you want and

strive to get co ordinated. key now is to

relieve yourself of tensions. Until you do.

you will be at standstill When you do.

there is progress and happiness

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) You may
be victim of another individual's fantasy

Means one who should know better is

seeing through misty eyes, key is to be

yourself If person in question really

cares, focus will be clarified

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Strive for

factual information Be aware of subtle

nuances Get to heart of matter Em
phasiie what is solid Relect notions

which »rt based on wishful thinking

Aquarius plays important role

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Be wary where

investments *r. concerned There is

difference between gamble and

calculated risk Changes for better art

due You »rt provided with valuable hint

Utiiue rather than waste it You will

understand
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Accent is on

closing transaction Be positive about

legal ground Family counsel can be

valuable if you listen Be diplomatic and

receptive One who cares is trying to aid

You will know
23 Oct 22) You are

many directions

Confusion could reign.

perceive, analyze and
is very much in

avoid excesses

LIBRA (Sept.

drawn in

simultaneously.

Key now is to

correct Pisces person

picture Be moderate

Situation will be clarified

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Refuse to

risk something of value for nothing in

return Obtain hint from Libra message

Avoid basing actions on impulse. Know
where yoJ want to go and why Reject

superficial explanations Be on guard

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21) Be

sure of facts You get called on asser

tions. statements or claims Take long

range view Don't be m too much of a

hurry Conservative course now works in

your behalf Act accordingly

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan If): In

formation given you in secret may not be

accurate Double check Obtain hint from

Sagittarius message Do some personal

investigating Puzzle pieces can be put in

place Be persistent

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb ID Share

knowledge Learn by teaching Follow

through on hunch Budget needs rein

forcing Not wise now to lend or spend

excessively Element of deception is

present Be aware, alert Check quality.

price

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20) Social

activity is spotlighted Accept invitations

Leave details to others See picture as a

whole One who talks much may actually

have little to say Know this and respond

accordingly

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have unique way of expressing yourself

Opposite sex finds you fascinating You

usually are on the move, but often

compiam about aching feet By October,

your life will be on a new, more

productive path.

Copyright 1«72, Gen. Faa Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

I Wager
4 Chair

8 Goal

11 Anglo Saxon
money

12 Path

13 Float in air

15 Pennant
17 Stroke

19 Negative

20 Bow
21 Fruit Med
22 Pertorrr.

23 Killed

25 Evil

26 Toward shelter

27 Through
28 Old French coin

29 Be ill

30 Cooled lava

31 Harvesters

33 Parent
(colloq )

35 Obese
36 Before

37 Hurried

38 Part of face

40 Vase
41 Lease
42 Communist
43 Abstract being

44 Knave at cards

45 Man's
nickname

46 Mournful
47 Starvation

50 Departed

52 God of love

54 Sodium
chloride

55 Afternoon party

56 Takes
unlawfully

57 Music as
written

DOWN

Man's
nickname
Period of time

Leather maker
Winter vehicle

Organ of

hearing

6 Indefinite

article

7 Warm
8 Superlative

ending
9 Negative

10 Frolic

14 Repetition

16 At present

18 Near
21 Very poor

persons

22 Everyone

23 Resort

24 Meadow
25 Fur scarf

26 Three toed

sloths

28 Place

29 Exist

31 Hurried

32 Sea eagle

33 Male

34 Emmet
35 Wooden pin

Answer to Yesterday s ruzzie
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37
38

39
40
41
43

44

Negligent

Steep, rugged
rock

Slave
Beneath
Male sheep
Babylonian

deity

Free ticket

46 Ocean
47 Watch pocket

48 Man's
nickname

49 Guido's high

note

51 Compass point

53 Artificial

language

Women Gymnasts

Beat Towson State
By STEVE CARY

Saturday, on their second overnight trip in as many weekends, the

«
women varsity gymnasts easily surpassed their hosts at Towson State

College, Maryland, scoring 95.25 to Towson's 81.45. This was the sixth and

final regular meet of the season, and brings their record to five won with

their only loss coming from Springfield College, the defending National

Champions.
Freshman Jeannine Burger led the team's scoring for the second week,

taking first in the Ail-Around and three individual wins to undoubtedly

make her weekend trip. She scored well above second with a 32.93; the

second going narrowly to Debra Nichols of Towson at 29.85, with Manna

Rodriguez making it that way totalling 29.27. Jeannine's firsts in in-

dividual events were Floor Ex.-8.50, Side Horse Vaulting-8.33, and

Uneven Bars-8.9.
,

Second on the floor was UMass' Anne Vexler-8.45, with third an 8.0 for

Nichols Gail Hannon, an injured and recovering Freshman, took second

on Side Horse Vaulting with an 8.0. Gail's problem has been a knee that

has threatened her with serious trouble, but which she has overcome

bravely this season. Third in the jumping were Thanne Poth and Margie

Combs tied at 7.4. At the risk of being repetitious, Margie has also been

fighting a painful shoulder injury all year.

JEANNINE BURGER of the women's gymnastics squad is shown

here at maximum amplitude on a split leap in a recent meet at

Boyden Gymnasium.

The Balance Beam, known to be a miserable event for the spectator due

to the certainty of falls, progressed normally with Miss Nichols high at

8 05 Second was Anne Vexler-7.5. and third Marina Rodriguez with a 7.35.

Much concentration in the performance of and even more work in

practice is always a necessity in this event. Unevens yielded the top score

of the meet which is beginning to go customarily to Jeannine Burger-8.9,

with second Margie Combs-8.37, and third surprisingly far away at

Debra Nichols'-7.73. . ... m .

That being the essence of the Towson meet, attention is now turned to

this coming Saturday and the Eastern Women's Intercollegaite Cham-

pionships to be held in Memorial Field House at Springfield College. To

the gymnasts, this is the season. Nationals must be qualified for here, and

in this sport that is where success is found.

Coach Evans can only look ahead with all the girls to this coming meet

where the pressure will be the greatest. Springfield has scored 106, and

Clarion West Chester. Southern Connecticut, and UMass have scoreo in

the 100 to 103 range. The meet will be exciting and worth the trip. Team

Championships begin at 9 a.m., and run all day Individual competition is

in the evening at 7 p.m. Tickets are a big $2.00. but the goal is worth it

Our University can support a Championship bid, and the loudest UMass

crowd that can make it to Springfield will have its presence felt and

appreciated by the fine women's team
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B> CHARLOTTE LETTIS
Battling the cold, and very wet

weather on Sunday. Ron Wayne,

graduate of UMass. won the 30

kilometer New England Cham-
pionships held in New Bedford.

Mass Running at a pace of 5

minutes 10 seconds per mile.

Wayne came within 16 seconds of

breaking the course record, held

by another former UMass
graduate Ralph Buschman His

time was 1 hour 35 minutes and 10

seconds.

Running in sixth place, not far

behind, was Tom Derderian. a

former New England 30 kilometer

champ at the time of 1 hour 38

minutes N seconds, a personnel

record for him In 14th and 15th

place were two other UMass

runners. Peter Crisci and Chris

Chambers Their times were

Wayne Wins
1 42:57 and 1:43:34 Out of 210

starters. 155 finished

The only woman running the

race was Ginny Collins, 27. from

Brookline. Mass Her time was

2 33:00 The race was the last of-

ficial chance to qualify for the

Boston Marathon, having to do 2:20

or better

\ext week several men and

women from IMass plan to run the

Lexington to Cambridge 9 miler It

will be of importance to the women
because of the strict ruling put on

them by the A.A I' They plan to

enter and run officially despite

opposition from many r.tce of

ficials

Heard 7th On
Golf $ List

\K\V YORK « IPl Jerry Heard's

$30,000 victory Sunday in the

Florida CttrwOpefl shot him from

20th to seventh place in this year's

pro golf money winning race

The PGA Tournament Play.

n

Division reported Monday that

Jack Nicklaus the game's all time

leading money winner, maintained

the No I position

Nicklaus. picking up (MM •*<

Orlando for a loth ptoco tie, now

has | total of $97,720 Me is follow«*d

by Tom Weiskopf . with $64,504. and

Boh Koshurn. with S:.7.1K7

Squires' Owner Warns
On Scott-Suns Case

*.fto^Ik?f. *
PHOENIX. Arif.. (API-Ignoring

a warning by Virginia Squires

owner Earl Foreman that he would

consider it evidence of a con-

spiracy, the Phoenix Suns of the

National Basketball Association

TERMPAPERS

ANONYMOUS

636 Beacon St. Suite #203

Kenmore Square, Boston

(617) 262-4342

We do research of all

kinds for papers. Call us

ANYTIME. Also, a

complete typing service.

announced Monday they had

signed Charlie Scott, the American

Basketball Association's leading

scorer

General Manager Jerry

Colangelo said the Suns acquired

the 6-foot 5 guard from the Boston

Celtics for "cash and future con-

siderations."

The considerations, he said,

depend on the outcome of any

litigation that Foreman promised

to pursue.

He termed "pure speculation,"

reports that the Celtics would get

the Suns' All-Star forward Paul

Silas.

Scott, who quit the Virginia team

Saturday in a contract dispute, will

join Phoenix against Milwaukee

Wednesday night

Colangelo. in Kansas City to

scout the NAIA tournament, talked

to Scott and his representative in

New York Saturday, then flew to

Boston Sunday to negotiate with

Celtics General Manager Red
Auerbach

"The Suns have obtained Charlie

Scott from the Boston Celtics for

cash and future considerations,

depending on whether or not there

is any litigation and whether or not

Phoenix prevails,'' said

Colangelo's brief statement.

Boston had drafted Scott in the

seventh round of the college draft

two years ago.

Scott claimed that Foreman was

in default on several clauses of his

contract and had reneged on a

promise to pay off a $26,000 loan for

him.
"That failure has damaged my

credit rating." Scott said

In Norfolk. Foreman declined to

comment on Scott's charge, saying

'courts of law are where these

issues will be decided."

Foreman also indicated the

Squires would file suit against the

Suns and the NBA to prevent

Scott's playing for Phoenix.

Last season. Scott shared rookie-

of the year honors with Kentucky's

Dan Issel. This season, he was

averaging about 35 points per

game.

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eve»., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld parking ht*dtch«t in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.

Opp Ontury Shopping «•«•• Fr«« parking lor ovti 100 cars'

TEKOA

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp. N'hamp. Jr. Collage

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR
On North-South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE •
205 HIGH ST Naxt to Holyohe Natl Bank

A134VS osdiw »rnj
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It Was A
By BILL BALLOC

It was a season of ups and downs,
of surprises and disappointments,

but as a song once said, "It was a

very good year."

The year being referred to is, of

course, the 1971-72 hockey season,

a season which saw the Redmen
skaters gain their first ever
Division II championship.
Naturally enough, in a cham-

pionship year, the high spots

predominate, while the not so

pleasant fades into the

background. There was a lot to be

happy with; a championship, the

that is an impressive defensive

record.

The high points of the year for

Flaherty and his defensive friends

had to be the two tournaments, one

at Williams and the other for the

championship.
The Williams Tourney saw the

Redmen take all three games, and

record their only shutout of the

season. For the entire tournament

only four goals were scored against

Good Year
Senior Jack Edwards broke the

record for points in a career as he

added 26 assists to his previous

mark of thirty to give him a career

mark of 56.

Sophomore Jim Coleman
emerged as potentially one of the

best centers UMass has ever had.

A great stickhandler, Coleman
must learn to shoot the puck rather

than try to skate with it too much.

Don Riley, a junior center.

Reidy, and Jack Edwards com-

bined for a total of 60 goals and 75

assists, giving them 135 points for

the season, an average of 5.2 a

game.
Reidy. the strongest man on the

team, looked like a tank on skates

and was just as tough. He did the

work in the corners and hit for 15

goals. Reidy always seemed to get

the job done without much fanfare.

But he got it done.

lathi (CflUrnian

SPORTS
breaking of several all-time

nds. some bright talent that

bodes well for the future. With this

comet the bad. but that will be

discussed later

The Division II crown, won at

home against Buffalo, rates as the

high point of the season, naturally

To say the win was a surprise,

though, would not be accurate

It was evident from the start of

this campaign that if there was
ever going to be a year to go all the

way. this was it. Coach Jack
i anniff had lost only two lettermen

trom the year before, giving his

club i\ wealth of experience with

ten returning seniors serving as

the heart of the team.

There was plenty of talent in this

ijroup. as well .i^ experience, and
the leading scorer from the

previous season, Pat Keenan, was
only a sophomore. The defense

med especially strong, with

ec «)t the lour starters being

seniors In the goal was P.J.

Flaherty, who as a junior had rated

Ml East selection in Division II.

I he captain of the team and leader

ot the defensive corps was Brian

Sullivan, another All-East selec-

tion

If defense does indeed w in titles,

then I Mass started the season in

good stead.

This defense did indeed do its

job. and was the major factor in

bringing a title to UMass. As well

as the forwards played, and as

often as thev scored, the defense

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Front row-Coach Jack Canniff, Jim Lynch. Mike Waldron. Bob Bar-

tholomew. Captain Brian Sullivan. P.J. Flahertv, Dennis Grabowski. Al Nickerson. Pat Keenan.

Manager Richie Frecchero. Back row -Statistician Michael Curley. Jim Coleman, (hick Rheault. Don

Lowe, Don Riley, Bob Shilalie. Dan Reidy, Jack Edwards, Chico Shea. Charlie Donovan. lonnie Avery,

Eric Scrafield. < Photo bv Jim Crvan. Photo Center)

and P.J Flahertv held the

collective opposition to exactly 3.00 *with a total of 115 points

goals per game In college hockey, previous record was i

the I'Mass team
The championship games

showed I Mass being touched for

just ^i\ goals, three in the first

game, two in the second, and one in

the final. Good defense

It's also true that no matter how
good a defensive corps and
goaltender are. if the forwards

don't cover their wings and back
check then trouble is bound to

come
But the main job of the forwards

is to score, and there was plenty of

scoring all season long

Junior Pat Keenan broke his own
l Mass scoring records for goals

and total points in a season as he

hit for 34 goals and 59 points He
also broke the career points scored

record bv ending up his junior vear
The

liege hocl
tzmaftazat$^^tc<«a£33»t»^^«a3»«-«<»fc«s»»*aaa1

developed into the best all-around

player on the Redmen squad Riley

killed penalties well, played a

strong defensive game, and
blossomed into a point-getter

extraordinaire during the playoffs.

His five assists in the final \s

Buffalo gave him a total of 14 goals

and 16 assists on the season for 30

points

The line that Riley centered had
to rank, scoring wise, as the

biggest disappointment of the year

for the Redmen until playoff time

rolled around. This trio, consisting

of Riley. Chico Shea, and Eric

Scrafield. simply did not produce

many goals during the regular

season. But when playoff time

rolled around. Boom! the puck

started finding the net as if it had
never left home They had it when
it counted.

The first line of Pat Keenan, Dan

Keenan was the man who put the

puck in the net He had an uncanny
knack for scoring, and except for a

late season string of six gtflM
without a goal, he could easily have
scored forty When he did break his

slump though, it came at a most
opportune time Keenan hit for five

clutch goals in the playoffs, in-

cluding a hat trick in the final vs

Buffalo

Jack Edwards has already been

mentioned in regards to his career

record number of assists. Edwards
was a playmaker. as well as a

clutch goal scorer His overtime

goal against Vermont gave the

Redmen a big win in the second
game of the season.

This trio complemented each
other perfectly, with every man
doing something special to com-
bine into an effective group. It was
the perfect line.

There were others like speedster

Charlie Donovan, who started out

on the fourth line and moved up to

the third midway through the

season. His final totals of 8 goals

and 11 assists were a tremendous

improvement over last year's 2

goals and assists.

The two boys from Auburn, Mike
Waldron and Bob Shilalie, played

the same type of game, but with

different equipment. Waldron was

a fireplug as right wing on the third

line and despite his lack of size, hit

with fury. He also picked up 12

goals including a hat trick against

Boston State.

Shilalie was a hard rock

defenseman and filled in well as

the swing man on the five-man

defensive corps. A lot of people ran

into Shilalie during the course of

the season, but not many skated

away in the same condition they

arrived.

There were disappointments
such as the lack of production from

Eric Scrafield. Lonnie Avery and

Dennis Grabowski. but Scrafield

and Grabowski more than came
through in the playoffs. Grabowski

filled in brilliantly for Pat Keenan
and Jim Coleman when they were

injured and Scrafield played his

best hockey of the season in the

playoffs, hitting for two goals in the

Buffalo game
Lonnie Avery, a junior, started

the season on the third line but was
eventually demoted to the fourth

line. Avery's potential indicates he

could be a help to this team next

year, but this season he just didn't

get going
And sophomore Jim Lynch, who

played fourth line all season, just

never got the ice time to produce

much When he did it was against

Division I Lynch needs a few more
moves to go with a lot of hustle to

become a scorer. But he showed in

a game against Providence a

willingness to hit and skate

There's always room for that kind

of hocke\ player

In a season wrap-up like this, it's

• asy to point out mistakes made by

coaches and players But this team
and Coach Jack Canniff won the

Division II title they did it all

There will be time for second

guessing in future years.

A fitting close to a season like

this is to make mention of all the

people who make things run

smooth but are never seen.

People like Richie Frecchero,

the team manager, who would rate

All-East selection if there was such

a thing for his position.

People like Tom Peters, the

team PR man and statistician, who
wore the same coat to the final that

he did to the first Vermont game
because it would bring good luck It

did

The Division II title belonged to a

lot of people, those who played and
those who didn't.

Maryland Bet In NIT Tourney

BOSTON, MARCH 12--CELTICS' ALL-TIME SCORER-Boston
Celtics' John Haviicek, center, is congratulated by Coach Tommy
Heinsohn, left, and General Manager Arnold "Red" Auerback, right,

after he became the Celtics' all-time scorer during game with the

New York Knickerbockers at Boston Garden Sunday afternoon. (AP

Wirephoto)

a»e»«^»«W!a»«!«ftg»»a»^«»ft««««»*«^<e«w

NEW YORK (AP> — Maryland,

the tallest squad with one of the

best records, was named by some
Monday as the basketball team to

beat in the 35th National Invitation

Tournament.
But the rest of the 16-team field

promises that they won't be easy

marks for the Atlantic Coast

Conference tough guys.

"I'd like to say that St. Joseph's

is the favored team," said Coach
Jack McKinney of the Penn-

sylvania school at a drum-beating

luncheon," but I'll have to go with

Maryland.
"We're much smaller than they

are-as a matter of fact, so are a lot

of teams. But we can win here if we
get good performance from our

backcourt men."
St. Joseph's. 19-8, the runnerup

in the Middle Atlantic Coast
Conference, meets Maryland, 23-5,

in one of the first-round games this

Saturday at Madison Square
Garden.
The week-long tourney gets

underway Friday night with a

doubleheader pairing Virginia, 21-

6, of the ACC against Lafayette, 20-

5, and Fordham, 18-8, paired with

Jacksonville, 17-7.

The Maryland-St. Joseph's game
is part of a Saturday afternoon

doubleheader Davidson. 19-8, of

the Southern Conference, meets
Syracuse. 20-6, in the opener.

Oral Roberst, 25-1, plays
Memphis State, 21-6, of the
Missouri Valley Conference and St.

John's, NY. 17-9, takes on
Missouri, 21-5, of the Big Eight
Saturday night The first round
closes Sunday with Princeton, 19-6,

of the Ivy League, playing Big Ten
representative Indiana, 17-7, and
Niagara. 18-8, meeting Texas-El
Paso, 20-6, of the Western Athletic

Conference.

"Maryland certainly looks like

one of the toughest," conceded
Memphis State's Gene Bartow,
whose club also must be con-

sidered a strong candidate for the

title of the nation's oldest post-

season tournament.
Hal Wissel. the Fordham coach,

agreed that Jacksonville wouldn't

be easy, either, but added: "We're
not in awe of big teams."
Lefty Driesell. the Maryland

coach, wouldn't say whether his

team is the "UCLA of the East." a

quote attributed to him earlier in

the season.

"I don't think anyone will equal

John Wooden's record out there,"

sad Driesell. referring to the

Bruins' five straight national titles.

All Lefty wants is a chance to win
the NIT. He has that

Notices
SOCCER PLAYERS: There

will be a meeting for all varsity

and JV soccer players on

Wednesday evening, March
15th at 7:00 p.m. in Room 17

Boyden If you cannot attend,

notify Coach Jack Berryman
IM NOTICES: Intramural

wrist wrestling entries will be

accepted through March 14.

Intramural entries for

men's soccer, badminton,
softball and horseshoes are all

due Wednesday. March 15.

Women's softball and bad-

minton entires are also due the

same day.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather
A revelation infested my brain

matter

Pierce the holes

make them open wide, see the other

side

Jump through. The other side

Turn with a swivel. A flash. I'm Blind
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Some of the administrators who attended last nights Rents and Fees Committee meeting. From left to

right: Gerry Grady, who explained the reasons behind Food Service's proposed $7.50 per semester meal

ticket price hike. Vice Chancellors Robert Gage and Thomas Campion, and Campus Center Manager

Terry Grinnan. who explained the Centers fiscal problems. (MDC Photo by Barbara Brecher

)

Meal Ticket, C.C. Fee

Increase Discussed

Rents and Fees Committee chairman Bob Chiller

tentively to one of the administrators present at last night

<MDC Photo by Barbara Brecher)

listens at

's meeting.

On The Inside

:

Wallace, Nixon
Cop Florida Votes

* See page four

OrgiesAnd Mothers
See page seven

By STEVE TRIPOLI
Proposed increases in the Campus Center fee and

meal ticket cost were the topics of discussion at last

night's Rents and Fees Committee meeting which

Campus Center Manager Terry Grinnan and Joel

Stoneham and Gerry Grady of Food Services at

tended. Also in attendance was Vice Chancellor for

Administrative Services Thomas Campion and Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert Gage.

After some opening remarks by Campion in which

he stressed that all business of the night would and

should be open to discussion. Grinnan explained the

technicalities of the estimated fiscal 1972 budget and

the projected 1973 budget of the Campus Center This

included the projections of the budget with a possible

five dollar and a possible ten dollar increase in the

Campus Center Fee.

As things stand now ( with the present $60 Campus
Center Fee) the surplus for fiscal year 1973 is a

projected $47,325 which is reduced to a loss of $38,675

due to what Grinnan termed "cash float". There is

also the factor that there is no money at all available

for Capital Expenditure, which Grinnan said in a post

meeting interview could cause loss of potential

business.

Grinnan explained "cash float" as the money that

is tied up in such things as inventory in the University

Store or money that is otherwise not available for

immediate use.

The proposed increases in Campus Center Fee

would bring about the following changes: With a $5

increase there would be $50,000 available for Capital

Expenditure and a projected surplus of $109,825

($23,350 when considering "cash float"). With a $10

increase there would be a reserve of $100,000 for

Capital Expenditure and a $171,825 surplus ($85,825

when considering "cash float "this is the more

realistic figure).

All of these increases would come about with ab-

solutely no raise in any of the student services in the

Campus Center complex except for food, which un-

dergoes a 5-6% increas in wholesale prices.

Gerry Grady of Food Service presented his

arguments which culminated in a request for a $7.50

per semester increase in the cost of meal tickets next

year. He explained this in terms of the following new

expenditures and decreases in revenue:

1

)

An estimeated decrease of $288,000 in meal ticket

revenue due to an increased number of seniors and

students over twenty-one years of age living in

residence halls.

2) It is estimated that more students will be

choosing the ten meal option next fall than did this

semester.

3) Wage increases for Dining Commons employees.

4) Estimated increase in cost of food purchases due

to an estimated 6% increase in wholesale price in-

dexes.

5) Expenditure on "desperately" needed

renovations in Worcester Dining Commons and

minor alterations at Hampden Dining Commons.
The total of the Food Services budget amounts to

$6,166,000 revenues and $6,302,881.13 expenditures

This leaves a deficit of approximately $137,000 in the

budget which is the basis of the request for an in-

crease of $7.50 a semester or 2-1/2%.

The committee's reaction to these proposed in-

creases is not yet known. However, investigation of

the measures is under way, with a total of six

meetings already planned in the next three weeks on

the topics and some investigation by committee

members on ways of cutting down on expenditures.

The committee is working to eliminate any need for

these increases

Thursday night the committee meets to discuss

possible rent hikes with representatives of the

Housing Office. This is where the greatest proposed

increases are expected The committee is prepared to

oppose them More on this in Friday's Collegian
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Ms. Cole Calk Women's
Prison Oppression Bold

Here. Johnnetta Cole makes an important point concerning the

prison conditions which effect women in the United States. Ms. Cole

feels that prison conditions are better in some socialist countries

than in this country. (Photo by Carl Nash)

King Commemoration

Nears Final Planning

By PAM IIYJFK
Johnnetta Cole, a teacher of

Anthropology and Afro-American

Studies here at UMass, spoke last

night of the oppression of women
as evident in women's prisons in

the U.S. Ms. Cole was speaking

before the Orchard Hill course:

Women in the Economic and

Political System, which meets on

Tuesday nights in Dickinson
Lounge.
Ms. Cole began by speaking of

the oppression seen boldly in the

prisons. She rejects the idea that

there is sigcificantly different

treatment of the oppressed outside

the prisons, as prisons are a

natural outgrowth of a capitalist

society. Supporting this theory, she

observed that the severity of penal

institutions has been greatly

reduced in socialist countries, such

as Cuba and China, where the need

to resort to crime has been sup-

posedly mitigated.

In contrast to a men's prison

The Town

where armed, uniformed guards

announce authority loudly, the

control of women in prison is more
subtle. Women are not expected to

break out of jail; they are expected

to dress neatly, to be nice women
and give up their evil ways. Beauty

shops are a common "con-

venience'' to encourage the

fulfillment of the ideal of woman
even there.

For many women, concern for

their children can cause them to be

manipulated cruelly Black women
and white women may be pitted

against each other, and disunited;

none can hope to gain anything.

Though the absence of Third World

prison guards is a current com-

plaint, Ms. Cole denied the value of

such an innovation. Rather than

reform, she called for an end to the

entire penal system.

Whole prostitution, theft,

forgery, alcoholism, and in-

volvement with drugs are the most
prevalent crimes of women, she

noted that these offenses find their

generation in society. Upon
release, women are often forced to

resume the practices for which

they were imprisoned; as nothing

has been fundamentally changed
in the society.

"Sisters in Framingham (State

Prison > sit day after day after day

and sew little flags. or shields that

say Massachusetts State Police'."

Again, women in prison, if allowed

to participate in a training

program, are offered the options of

secretary, beautician, or, in a

more advanced program, that of

keypunch operator.

Johnnetta Cole said that the lack

of press coverage of women's
prison revolts reflects what in

terests the press, as well as what
prison authorities choose to

repress.

A student committee is nearing

final stages of planning for the

annual Martin Luther King. Jr.,

Memorial Lecture Series which

will be held this year during the

week of April 4th to the 7th

The Distinguished Visitors

Program has committed itself to

sponsor the lecture series each

vear in order to commemorate the

death of Dr Martin Luther King.

Jr (April 4. 1968 1 This year some

members of DVP along with other

interested students and groups

such as Program Council. Orchard

Hill Area Government. New Africa

House, etc . has come up with a

es of three e\i iting events

which will certainly be both

educational and entertaining

The lecture series traditionally is

held in order to remind the UMMi
community of those goals and

aspirations which the

distinguished Dr King possessed

and strove for. e.g.. justice,

equalitv and a love for all

mankind It is during this week

that the lecture series hopes to

bring about a greater un

derstanding of Black people and

their goals
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The theme of this year's events is

twofold:

1 to define and discuss Dr
King's civil rights movement and

its relationship to the present

Black struggle, and. 2. to present

how Black people are redefining

themselves thru the arts

The Martin Luther King. Jr.

Memorial Lecture Series wil

present on:

April 4th, Imamu Baraka < LeRoi

Jones*. Black poet, playwright and

politician, discussing "The Civil

Rights Movement -Dr King, and

the Present Black Struggle" in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

April 5th. Edmund Gaither.

Curator of the National Center for

Afro-American Artist. Museum in

Boston, will present a slide/lecture

presentation entitled "New
Dimensions in Black Social Art" in

the Commonwealth Room of the

Student Union
April 7th. the series will end with

a dance presentation by George

Howard and the Primitive Dance

Company of the National Center of

Afro-American Artists also in the

mpM (enter Auditorium.

\ll events will begin at 8 p.m
The members of the working

committee are: Jackie Berryman.

Bob Pierce. Coleen Roche. Ingrid

White ( andi Early, Suzanne

Y\\ nn. Joel Mayer. Anne Fournier.

Mary Lou Londergan and Robert
Padgett

All event! are free and open to

the public

ENGLISH MAJORS

After Graduation - What?

Come to the Campus Center

Rms. 168 - 170 - 172, on March 16th

at 7: 00 p.m. and find the opportunities.
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The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor ol the Student Union

on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, lip code 010OJ Telephones $45
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Second class postage is paid in Amherst THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes

Monday through Friday dur.ng the academic year, except during vacation, exam

periods or holidays Accepted for mailing under the authority of an act of March I.
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Selectmen Change Meeting Date

By CHARLEY BERKOW
As a direct result of Monday night's Town Meeting

action (see page three), the Amherst Board of

Selectmen decided last night to switch their weekly

meetings from Monday to Tuesday nights.

The switch came because Selectman Nancy Eddy

said that she could not attend any more meetings on

Monday nights, as she has to pay for a babysitter.

In other action in their meeting in Town Hall last

night, the Selectmen granted several applications for

licenses, and discussed a new system for filing

reports on locally licensed establishments.

"It seems clear that the Town Meeting believes in

Noblesse Oblige," Ms. Eddy said, referring to the

Town Meeting's decision Monday night not to allow

the Selectmen salaries. "I don't."

Ms. Eddy's husband has a class on Monday nights,

and as a result cannot babysit for his children. As Ms.

Eddy cannot be reimbursed for a babysitter, she

asked that the meetings be switched to Tuesday

nights, when her husband is free to babysit.

The meetings had been scheduled on Monday

nights to make it easier for citizens to attend, and to

allow fresher coverage by the Amherst Record, a

weekly newspaper which comes out on Wednesdays.

The deadline for the record is Tuesday afternoon.

The news of the Board of Selectmen's meetings held

on Tuesday nights will be more than a week old when

it appears in the Record

Selectman Bob Garvey asked that records of in-

vestigations of establishments licensed by the Board

of Selectmen by all agencies should be kept in one

place. This, he said, would allow the Selectmen to be

more informed when they dealt with license ap-

plications

The manager of Sound Ideas, Joel Artenstein,

appeared before the Board requesting a license to

sell second-hand stereo equipment.

The Board granted the license, on the condition that

he keep records of the serial numbers of the articles

he sold and where he got them.

Town Manager Allen Torrey mentioned that there

used to be a racket in town of stealing textbooks and

selling them to used bookstores. "We are aware that

there is a great deal of theft of stereo equipment," he

said.

"No one is more aware than I," replied Artenstein.

"I just installed a $1,000 burglar alarm."

SOS To Meet Tonight
There will be an open meeting of

Students Offering Support tonight

at 7 30 in Room 176 of the Campus
Center in order to discuss plans for

incorporating with the community.

Representatives from SOS and

the Amherst community met last

Sundav to discuss incorporating

their efforts for the raising of funds

in support of 28 parents of residents

at the Belchertown State School,

who have filed a class- action suit

against the State Department of

Mental Health

During the meeting. Joe Sylvia,

chairman of SOS. called on

representatives from the Amherst

community to join SOS in their

efforts to express support and

obtain funds for the suit.

Sylvia also announced in an

interview that there were

presently efforts in the direction of

establishing CSOS throughout

Massachusetts He said a one day

conference is planned for April 8 at

UMass in order to acquaint all

interested colleges and univer-

sities in the state with the issues

involved in the suit, and the

necessary means of establishing a

CSOS on their campus

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401
1

Friday

Mght

Dinner

MARCH 17-6:00p.m.

HILLEL CENTER
5-2526

make reservations by
March 16

INTER-CITY
RELOCATION SERVICE
Moving? Right from your

living room we can contact a

reliable Realtor anywhere in

the U.S. He'll find you a new
home, inform you of your

new community, meet you at

the train or plane. No
obligation to you. Our Miss

Inter-City will handle all the

details.

D.H. JONES
Real Estate Agency

549-3700

TOIMITE

GOOD MORGEN
50' 8:30

Academic Affairs Discuss School Of Ed

Asst. Dean of the School of Education. Earl Seidman is pictured speaking before the Student Senate

Academic Affairs Committee meeting last night. He came at the Committees request, to discuss a

range of issues dealing with the School. (Photo by Barbara brecher)

In The Town

Town Meeting Hits Major Issues

By CHARLEY BERKOW
Most of the major budget articles passed the

Amherst Town Meeting Monday night with barely a

ripple.

But the Town Meeting members argued long and

hard over proposals to pay members of the Board of

Selectmen and to increase the legal right-of-way

along Potwine Lane.

The Town Meeting got through 22 of the 45 articles

on its warrant on Monday night. It will continue

tonight at 7.30 in the Amherst Regional High School

Auditorium.

In the closest vote of the night, 115 to 94, the Town

Meeting turned down a motion by Merle Howes,

chairman of the Board of Selectmen, to pay the

Selectmen
Howes said that the salaries, $600 a year for

Selectmen, and $1,000 a year for the chairman of the

Board, would serve only to cover expenses incurred

by the Selectmen in the course of their duties.

Supporters of Howes motion said that it should be

passed because it would allow for equal opportunity

of participation on the Board.

Selectman Leo Bouchard, for example, a Master

Electrician, loses a day s pay every time he has to go

out of town to a meeting, as the Selectmen have to do

from time to time.

Selectman Nancy Eddy said that because her

husband has a class on Monday nights, the night that

the Selectmen meet she has to hire a baby-sitter to

take care of her children.

In somewhat of an upset, the Town Meeting voted

down a proposal to extend its legal right-of-way on

Potwine Lane.

Town officials had wanted to extend the legal right

of-way to insure that houses built on Potwine in the

future would be far enough away from the road to

allow for a widening of the road or for sidewalks to be

Residents of Potwine signed a petition against the

proposed land-takings.

Selectman Michael P. Sullivan said that the town

had no plans at the present to widen the road

Merle Howes, chairman of the Board of Selectmen,

after the meeting, predicted that "in five years, when

half the people who live on Potwine Lane have gone

on to teach at other Universities, the people who live

there will come and ask "Why wasn't that done five

years ago?'
"

He also pointed out that Potwine is a feeder to other

streets that will be built as the area is developed.

Selectman Leo E. Bouchard, who lives on Potwine

Lane, said that the issue is whether or not local

residents can control their own neighborhood.

It also accepted 30 new roads, most of them in

subdivisions It did not, however, accept Old Town

Road, which it had planned to. because it is

University property. The University will be asked to

erect and enforce no parking signs on the street, and

plow snow from it. If it doesn't, the Town may ask the

state legislature for the rights to the road.

The Town Meeting approved five articles in short

order to raise a total of $126,000 for road im-

provements.
The Town Meeting also:

—unanimously approved motion to raise $75,000 to

construct a new bridge on South East Street over the

Fort River. . . __,,
— agreed to raise $88,650 to replace, extend, and

construct several water mains in town to be con-

structed on Potwine Lane and also appropriated

$8,000 for a sewer.
.

—agreed to raise $25,000 to be placed m the Con-

servation Fund to buy land.

—approved a proposed purchase by the town of

about 2 1/2 acres of land between East Leverett Road

and Cushman Brook for the Conservation Com-

mission. . . 4
. .

-appropriated $7,000 to support an investigation b>

local geological experts of the surface and un-

derground water resources in Amherst,

—appropriated $20,000 for sidewalk construction

-voted to restore about $6,000 to the budget

requested by the Jones Library. The Selectmen

approved the higher budget, but the Finance Com-

mittee had trimmed it. The budget for the libary will

increase by 57.6% over last year. Most of the increase

will go to salaries.

—approved the purchase of some land in

Shutesbury near the Atkins Reservoir The purchase

was designed to protect watershed by preventing

development of the area.

By HUGH OWEN
One member of the Academic Affairs Committee referred to last

night's meeting as a witch hunt. Witches were not the ones on trial,

however. Only a few of the faculty members of the School of Education.

The School of Education members were invited to the meeting to an-

swer Academic Affairs Committee member's questions. Some issues

discussed were overcrowding in the School of Ed, the new changes in the

school and what effects they had on it, the pass-fail system, and the ad-

ministrative records system.

A few years ago the School of Ed switched to the Modular Curriculum.

Basically, this sytem enables more students to take more courses in less

time than had been previously required. Now this curriculum is over-

crowded and too many students are being trained for occupational fields

which are not able to handle them

Another problem which was brought up was the opinion that the School

of Ed was advancing its programs too rapidly to deal with the problems

that might arise in these programs. Dean Earl Seidman of the School of

Ed admitted that this had happened in the past but he feels that most of

these problems have now been resolved.

On the subject of the pass-fail system, Dean Seidman said that this

move would be in keeping with the School of Ed policy of continuing to

work with experimental grading systems.

Chuck MacMillan, a faculty member of the School of Ed, pointed out

that a problem with the present pass-fail system is that a large majority

of Graduate School Deans prefer the traditional grading system He went

on to say, however, that most Graduate Schools will accept the pass-fail

system Another problem in the system, MacMillan said, was that it could

move towards a credit-partial credit, credit-no credit system and

eventually revert back to a system much like the traditional ABC
system

Barbara Bolden, an undergraduate student in the School of Ed, then

questioned whether the policy of an open records system in the School of

Ed is actually being carried out She said that when she had tried to ob-

tain some budget records they were unavailable to her She further stated

that in her opinion the School of Ed was very chaotic and that they had the

potential to resolve these problems but were not using it.

Pentagon Denies Gassing
WASHINGTON (AP)The U.S.

Air Force dropped two 50-pound

canisters of deadly VX nerve gas

on a North Vietnamese outpost in

Cambodia in 1968 to test the effects

of this weapon in combat, an

ecology magazine reported

Tuesday The Defense Department

denied this was done

The April issue of Earth,

published in San Francisco by the

Earth Publishing Corp.. said in an

article written by Managing Editor

Gerard Van der Leun that scien

tists at the Rocky Mountain Ar

senal in Denver asked for and

received Pentagon permission to

use North Vietnamese troops as

human guinea pigs

Van der Leun wrote that the

experiment was carried out under

the code name "Project Red Cap"

during the summer of 1968 He

gave no indication where he got his

information or on what it is band
A Pentagon spokesman said

"There is no truth to the

allegation " And he added:

"The United States has not

employed nerve gas or any other

lethal chemical agent against

encmv forces in Southeast Asia or

any other location."

the spokesman said the name
"Project Red Cap" never has

been used in conjunction with any

of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal

projects or any other military

project as far as could be deter

mined "Red Cap" is the standard

military acronym for "Readiness

Capability
"

Van der Leun wrote that the

target was an equipment recovery

station operated by the 94th North

Vietnamese Army Recovery
Group located about 10 miles inside

northeast Cambodia near the Ho
Chi Minh trail
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Weather

Good morning! As you may have

noticed, a lot of snow fell last night,

causing several traffic accidents.

Driving and walking conditions are

still hazardous in outlying areas,

including Orchard Hill. The snow is

supposed to turn to rain and slush

Temperatures will be in the 30 s.

Gradually clearing. Winds from

the South.
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In The Nation And The World

Wallace Primary; Humphrey 2nd

Shirley Chisholtn. one of the candidates who received a small

percentage of the vote in the primary, talks with one prospective

voter in the final hours of campaigning.

In Brief...
Nixon Expects Inflation Ease

The Nixon administration expects the post-freeze inflation bulge

to subside by Easter. But, if it doesn't, new ways to slow the price

rise will be tried, the new member of President Nixon's Economic

Advisers said Tuesday.
Marina Whitman, who was sworn in Monday as the first woman

member of the council, told newsmen that the price-control system

could be tightened to affect some of the problem areas where prices

have risen too rapidly, or other action could be taken.

Guess Who's Back

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Billionaire Howard Hughes has arrived

at an undisclosed place in the United States, an aide said Tuesday

Dick Hannah, a spokesman for Hughes Tool Co., said the

billionaire left his Nicaragua hotel late Monday night.

Hannah would not disclose the reasons for Hughes' leaving

Nicaragua, where he had gone after vacating his residence in the

Bahamas.
Board Approves Big Dock Raise

WASHINGTON (AP) — Both labor and management Tuesday

asked the Pay Board to approve a 25.9 per cent pay raise for 15,000

West Coast dock workers, the biggest one-year pay increase it has

yet considered.

They argued at a formal hearing that the raise is justified by 10

years of rising worker productivity that has saved employers an

estimated $1 billion

Primary

Results
At A Glance
MIAMI. Fla. (AP> - Here are

the vote totals in Florida's

Democratic presidential
preference primary with 99 per

cent of the 2,841 precincts repor-

ting:

Wallace 505,689-41 per cent

Humphrey 227.059-19 per cent

Jackson 164,976-14 per cent

Muskie 108.132-9 per cent

Lindsay 79.484-6 per cent

McGovern 74.286-6 per cent

Chisholm 43.384-4 per cent

McCarthy 5,848-0 per cent

Mills 4.575-0 per cent

Hartke 3.477-0 per cent

Yorty 2.560-0 per cent

MIAMI. Fla. (AP) - Here are

the vote totals in Florida's

Republican presidential
preference primary with 99 per

cent of the 2,841 precincts repor-

ting:

Nixon 356.847-87 per cent

Ashbrook 35,896-9 per cent

McCloskey 16,950-4 per cent

MIAMI. Fla. (AP) — Here are

the returns from 99 per cent of

Florida's 2.841 precincts on the

three straw-ballot questions:

Yes 1,103.856-74 per cent

No 386,724-26 per cent

Whether to provide equal op-

portunity for quality education for

all children:

Yes 1.065.393-79 per cent

No 289.839-21 per cent

Whether to allow prayer in the

public schools:

Yes 1.133.079-79 per cent

No 294.848-21 per cent

Military

Attacked

MIAMI (AP) - Gov. George C.

Wallace stormed to a landslide

victory Tuesday night in Florida's

Democratic presidential primary.

Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey ran a

distant second, while Sen. Ed-

mund S. Muskie was trounced

and far back in the field.

Among 10 defeated Democrats.

Muskie of Maine was the big loser.

He ran fourth, behind Sen. Henry

M Jackson of Washington.

As the election night count

neared completion. Wallace had 42

per cent of the Democratic vote, a

better showing than expected. With

a 19 per cent showing that doubled

Muskies total, Humphrey gained

most among candidates other than

the Alabama governor. Jackson

had 13 per cent

Muskie was back with the also-

ran entries, at 9 per cent.

President Nixon swept to victory

in a Republican primary that

never was a contest.

And Florida voters declared by a

gigantic 74-26 per cent margin that

they would like the U.S. Con-

stitution amended to forbid the

compulsory busing of school

children for purposes of racial

balance. They also voted heavily

for equal education for all children.

This was the standing on the long

Democratic ballot, with 99 per cent

of Florida's 2.481 precincts

counted

:

Wallace 511.352 or 42 per cent

Humphrey 228.850 or 18 per cent.

Jackson 166.424 or 14 per cent.

Muskie 108.849 or 9 per cent.

Mayor John V Lindsay of New
York was fifth with 80.312 votes, or

6 per cent

He had waged a contest with Sen.

George McGvoern of South Dakota

for the top spot among liberal

Democrats. McGovern finished

sixth with 74,482 votes, also 6 per

Aid Cuts

By Nixon

cent.

Rep. Shirley Chisholm of New
York was next with 44,180 votes, or

4 per cent.

The balance of the votes were
split among four absentee entries,

Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy of

Minnesota, Rep. Wilbur D. Mills of

Arkansas, Sen. Vance Hartke of

Indiana and Mayor Sam Yorty of

Los Angeles.

On the Republican side, this was
the count with 99 per cent of the

precincts in:

Nixon 357,138 or 87 per cent.

Rep. John M Ashbrook of Ohio

35,976 or 9 per cent

And Rep. Paul N. McCloskey of

California 16,982 or 4 per cent.

McCloskey quit the presidential

campaign after the New Hamp-
shire primary last week but his

name remained on the ballot.

The near-final count in the

busing referendum, which was not

legally binding, was 1,104,700 or 74

per cent for an anti-busing

amendment, and 387,073 against,

or 26 per cent.

At the same time. 79 per cent of

the ballots, or 1.066,123. were
marked in favor of a straw-vote
question which asked whether

Floridians support equal op
portunity in education. The vote

against was 290.003 or 21 per cent.
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PNOM. PENH, Cam-
bodia—Marshal Lon Nol declared

himself President of Cambodia
Commander in Chief of the armed
forces and President of the Council

of Ministers.

The announcement came on the

fourth day of a political crisis that

started Friday when Marshal Lon
Nol. who has normally been
Premier since the overthrow of

Prince Norodom Sihanouk as Chief

of State two years ago

WASHINGTON (AP)
President Nixon told Congress

Tuesday that cuts and delays in

U.S. military aid to allies "could

have a destablishing effect at a

time when calm confidence in our

support and perseverance will be

critically needed."

Nixon in a special message said

approval of his full $2.15-billion

new military-aid request, a $700-

million increase, is especially

critical "as we begin to make
adjustments in our international

role.

"Without adequate security

assistance," Nixon said, "we
cannot safely reduce our military

presence abroad."

The President sent the message

to Congress as Secretary of State

William P Rogers made the same
appeal before the House Foreign

Affairs Committee.
If withdrawal of U.S. troops

abroad is not balanced with in-

creased aid for our allies' own
defense, Rogers said, "the Nixon

Doctrine would be regarded by the

international community as

signalling an American retreat

from international responsibility."
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Mitchell Explains

ITT Dealings
WASHINGTON ( A P) Former

Atty Gen. John N. Mitchell

testified Tuesday he met for 35

minutes with the president of In-

ternational Telephone & Telegraph
Corp., even though Mitchell had
disqualified himself from taking

part in antitrust suits against the

conglomerate
Hut Mitchell told the Senate

Judiciary Committee that the

discussion in August 1970 dealt only

with ITT president Harold

Geneen's arguments that the

Nixon administration's antitrust

policy was too vigorous.

Mitchell, who disqualified

himself because his old law firm

had advised an ITT subsidiary,

said there was no discussion of the

company's court battles with the

Justice Department.
Mitchell denied knowledge also

of a reported $400,000 pledge by

ITT to help finance the Republican

National Convention in San Diego

next August.

The committee was in its eighth

day of hearings requested by

Richard G. Kleindienst on a report

published by columnist Jack
Anderson that ITT was given a

favorable settlement of the an-

titrust action after making the

pledge.

Kleindienst was deputy attorney

general at the time of the set-

tlement last July He has been

nominated to succeed Mitchell who
stepped down March 1 to manage
President Nixon's re-election

campaign.

The committee gave unanimous

approval to the nomination prior to

the publication of Anderson's

accusation. The Senate has not

acted on the committee's report

but Chairman James O. Eastland.

D-Miss., has taken the position that

as far as the committee is con-

cerned the nomination stands

approved and he does not plan

another committee vote.

Mitchell underwent rather

mild questioning from Democrats,

there were indications that some
senators will be traveling to talk

with ITT lobbyist Dita D. Beard,

now in a Denver hospital with a

heart ailment.

Mrs. Bead. 53, is the author of a

memo cited by Anderson as

evidence that the antitrust set-

tlement and convention com-
mitment are related.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass., said the committee heard a

report from two heart surgeons

who examined Mrs. Beard and

reached an understanding that

some members of the committee

would fly to Denver, probably next

week.
Mitchell said his meeting with

Geneen came at the ITT
executive's request. It's purpose,

Mitchell said, was "to discuss the

over-all antitrust policy of the

department with respect to

conglomerates.

"I assented to the meeting on the

express condition that the pending

litigation would not be discussed.

Mr. Geneen agreed to this con-

dition
"

Mitchell said he advised Geneen

that "our policy was to bring

litigation only where there was a

showing of anticompetitive

practices."

Hussein To Announce

West Bank Autonomy
AMMAN. Jordan AP)-King Hussein will proclaim

a revised constitution Wednesday that declares the

occupied west bank of Jordan an autonomous part of

his kingdom, sources close to the royal palace said

Tueday night. But they denied a report he had made a

pact with Israel for return of the territory.

Radio Baghdad said Tuesday that Hussein had

reached a peace agreement with Israel that would

make the west bank an autonomous Palestinian state

with an Arab Jerusalem as its capital. Widespread

denial greeted the Iraqi report. Israeli authorities

called it nonsense.

The king was scheduled to announce his proposal at

a news conference Wednesday.
Palace sources said the steps Hussein would an-

nounce "are purely internal... for the reorganization

of the status of the Palestinians and do not involve

any agreement with Israel."

Western diplomats in London said the king's plan,

as outlined to the United States, Britain, France and

the Soviet Union, called for union of the west bank

with his kingdom, but was not based on a peace

settlement

Sources in Jerusalem said a statement by

Secretary of State William P. Rogers that "im-

mediate developments" were expected in the

situation sent the Israeli Cabinet into hurried con-

sultation. Israel asked Rogers to clarify the remarks
he made before the House Foreign Affairs Committee
in Washington, the informants said.

Rogers told the committee he was familiar with

Jordanian intentions but did not want to comment on

them publicly because of imminent developments

that would explain the situation.

Israeli Prime Minister Abba Eban cut short his

appearance in Parliament just after a television

announcement of Rogers' comments.
In dismissing as nonsense reports of a settlement,

one Israeli official said, "We wish they could be

true." A Foreign Ministry statement denying the

rumor lacked, however, the usual disclaimer of

diplomatic meetings.

New I.R.A. Offensive

Ends N.Ireland Truce

Vietnam Victories Claimed

SAIGON (AIM The allied

commands claimed a series of

victories Tuesday along South

Vietnam's western borders in-

eluding destruction by bombers of

a major enemy headquarters in

eastern Cambodia
Field reports and communiques

claimed at least 166 North Viet-

namese killed and more than 100

bunkers and huge quantities of

supplies destroyed

Senior IS. advisers in the field

said US. B52 bomber strikes sent

about 200 enemy troops fleeing

Monday from their headquarters

in eastern Cambodia. 15 miles

across the border and about 85

miles northwest of Saigon

U.S. and South Vietnamese

tactical fighter-bombers pursued

them through the jungled base

camp Hundreds of rounds of ar-

tillery blasted at them, and more

B52 raids were made around the

headquarters at dusk.

There was no confirmed count of

enemv killed. US advisers said.

U.S. helicopter pilots reported

sighting mangled bodies strewn

across the base camp, in bunkers

and bomb craters

The US advisers believed it was

the enemy's rear service base for

operations inside South Vietnam

west of Saigon.

One adviser called it the biggest

success to date of a 7.000-man

South Vietnamese ground drive

against enemy base camps in

eastern Cambodia.
The operation was launched last

Friday, but so far there has been

no major ground fighting.

There were no South Vietnamese

casualties Ground troops did not

reach the site. A South Vietnamese

armored column was said to be

camped just south of the scene

overnight

BELFAST. Northern Ireland

(AP>-Irish guerrillas, striking

swiftly at the close of a three-day

truce, unleashed a furious bomb
and gun offensive Tuesdy that

claimed the lives of two men and

injured many others across

Northern Ireland.

At least 14 bombs blasted

Belfast. Londonderry. Strabane

and a number of other towns,

causing widespread injury' an<*

destruction.

The onslaught began within

minutes of the midnight ending of a

72 hour cease-fire called by the

nationalist Provisional wing of the

Irish Republican Army.
The two men were killed in a

short, sharp battle between British

troops and snipers on the edge of

the Roman Catholic Bogside

district of Londonderry. Security

officials said one of the dead was

positively identified as a member
of the IRA Provisionals.

Provisional headquarters in

Dublin charged both men were

unarmed and were "just walking

along a street smoking when they

were shot dead
"

A Catholic was shot to death

shortly before the truce expired.

The death toll in 31 months of

violence stands at 272.

As the battle raged through the

beleaguered province, former
Prime Minister Harold Wilson

returned from talks with political

leaders in Dublin to press the

British government for urgent

peace moves. These would involve

concessions to the Roman
Catholics of Northern Ireland who
insist they were being

discriminated against
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China's Women Still Face Inequalities

ROME-JANE DOKS HER BIT-American actress Jane Fonda

gMtWM during rall\ staged in downtown Rome Wednesday by an

Italian women's liberation organization. (AP)

New Black Party;

First Step Forward

HONG KONG. March 13-Thousands of

representatives of women's organizations attending

a rally held in Canton, capital of Kwangtung Province

in south China, to celebrate women's Day last

Wednesday, according to a broadcast from the city

monitored here

But out of the 18 senior officials listed as present,

only one was a woman.
The limited political power of women in China is

reflected in the fact that when the Ninth Congress of

the Chinese Communist party elected 170 persons as

full members of the Central Committee in 1969, only

13 were women. The Central Committee elected a

political bureau of 21 full members and four alternate

members. Only two were women.

The election of these two women, Chiang Ching and

Yeh Chun, owed more to the pre-eminence of their

husbands. Mao Tse-tung, the party chairman, and

Lin Piao. the vice chairman, than to their own per-

sonal popularity or party standing. Yeh Chun has

since disappeared from public view along with her

purged husband.

A country that has prided itself on having

'liberated'' its women long before liberation

movements gained their present universality, China

still is a man's world when it comes to political

power A series of recent articles in the Chinese

press, published to mark Women's Day. reveal that

Chinese women have reason to complain of

inequalities in other fields

The acknowledgment of these inequalities is a new

trend Women's Dav publicity in the past has been

devoted mosUy to "praise for those who were out

standing workers A catch phrase in vogue two years

ago was: "What men can do can also be done by

women."
But in Hopei Province, according to an article in

the current issue of Hung Chi. a periodical published

by the Central Committee, women have voiced «

complaint that 'the work is equal but not the pay

Hung Chi said that the struggle over equal pay for

women was "still very fierce" and revolved around

the allocation of work points, which are the basis for

calculating how much a worker earns. It stated that

some officials held the work points of women down to

7 while men could get up to 10.

Rural Problems Discussed

Problems existing in rural China were discussed in

a recent issue, of the weekly publication Peking

Review by one of China's most prominent women,
Soong Ching-ling, who is the widow of Dr. Sun Yat-

sen, China's revolutionary leader, and a sister of Mrs.

Chiang Kai-shek. Mrs. Sun is one of two deputy heads

of state in the Chinese Government but does not wield

significant political power, which is vested in the top

officials of the Communist party.

Posing the question whether the women's liberation

movement in China had come to its end, Mrs. Sun
said the answer was "definitely no." She added that

much "feudal-patriarchal ideology" still prevailed

among farmers.

"This ideology still does yield mischievous things in

the rural places and some of the small towns," she

said.

She said that in some rural areas women received

less pay than men for equal work in production. She

reported that proportionately more boys than girls

attended school because parents needed the girls to

do household work and some even felt that their

daughters would eventually enter another family and

would not need an education The dowry system still

operates, she wrote

Birth Control Advocated

Because farmers want to build up the family labor

force, she said, the birth of a daughter is considered a

disappointment The desire to have at least one son

"has an adverse effect on birth control and planned

births, she said.

( Reprinted from New York Times i

Boyd Says Called FBI 80 Times

GARY lnd. (AP) "What has happened here has been a rather ex-

traordinarv situation," said the Rev. Jesse Jackson of Chicago "We

pulled off a lightweight miracle.
'

The independent black political movement born last weekend at the

first National Black Political Caucus may not quite measure up to

Jackson's description There isn't even any guarantee it will survive

But it does mark the first step toward doing on a national scale what

blacks have been doing for several years in a handful of states-becoming

less dependent on the major parties to gain elective office

In the mid-60s, a Huntsville. Ala . dentist named Dr John Casnm

founded a tiny. black<ontrolled organization called the National

Democratic party of Alabama
Today a substantial majority of Alabama's more than 100 black

elected officials have been elected as members of the NDPA. regardless

of whether they also consider themselves Democrats

The United Partv is working to create a similar power base in South

Carolina hoping to increase the number of black office holders as it

decreases black dependence on the state Democratic party structure

Delegates to the weekend caucus encompassed a wide range of black

political thought. They included representatives of the Nationa

Association for the Adavancement of Colored People, the National

Welfare Rights Organization. Jackson's People United to Save

Humanity, the Republic of New Africa and the National Democratic

party of Alabama Also present were a black adviser from the White

House, black legislators, many Democrats, some Republicans and the

National Black Caucus made up of congressmen

The language that created an independent black political movement on

a national scale-its tentatively called "the National Assembly"gives it

even more maneuvering room than the existing state groups It could

become a third party or not. as it sees fit.

IIXKHISBl H(i. Pi. < AP>

Government informer Boyd F

Douglas Jr. said today he made

approximately 80 telephone call to

the FBI while he was spying on

antiwar priest Philip Berngan and

members o! his < atholie Left peace

movement

But he denied he ever received

instructions from the FBI on what

kind of information he should be

gathering while he and Berngan

were inmates at the Lewisburg

Pa . federal penitentiary during

the spring and summer of 1970

The 48-year-old Berrigan. now

serving a sentence for destroying

draft records, and six codefen-

dants are accused of conspiring to

kidnap presidential adviser Henry

\ Kissinger, blow up heating

tunnels to federal buildings in

Washington. D C . and vandalize

Selective Service offices around

the country

Under cross examination for the

sixth day. the M year-old a
Convict said he kept in touch with

three FBI agents .itt«r he was

discovered carrying illegal

communcat ions for Berngan in

June IfM

Douglas Kid that besides the

telephone- calU he had six meetings

with FBI agents before he was

paroled from the penitentiary on

Dec It, 1W70. three weeks prior to

testifying before a federal grand

jurv

It was during that year Douglas

was a student at nearby Bucknell

University and able to leave prison

daily for classes

Pressed to describe the purpose

i

of the meetings. Douglas said one

i oncerned his request for a I50JMO

reward, which the FBI rejected
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Your Head

And

Hem Orleans. La.-Glad To Be Alive -Giorgio Gagliardo (right)

embraces fellow crewman Danilo Piziiga after they reached the

safety of a New Orleans hospital following a 6-day ordeal in a raft in

the Gulf of Mexico. The two were members of a 30-man crew of the

l.iberian tanker San Nicolas which sank in the Gulf. Three other

crewmen were on the raft with Gagliardo and Piiziga but perished

before the rescue. The survivors are from Trieste. Italy. < AP

)

State Rep Takes
Education Stand

By DRS. McCASHIN AND KLEIN
Q: My boyfriend and I have been going together for

two years and are very much in love. Lately he has

been arguing that each of us could and should express

our genuine affection for other people sexually by

inviting our friends to bed with us. We have argued

about this a lot-he says I'm old-fashioned but I don't

feel it could be the same between us if our relatiions

included other people. What should I do?"

A- Our society is moving rather quickly away from

what has been called the Victorian sexual ethic. It

therefore does become increasingly difficult to make

neat moral judgments about specific kinds of sexual

behaviors and relationships. Nevertheless, the issue

in your case cannot meaningfully be resolved in

terms of whether or not you are "old-fashioned." The

question is "what kinds of sexual and affectionate

relationships with men are consistent with your

values and feelings''" If you feel that things wouldn't

be the same between your boyfriend and you if you

did as he suggests, chances are that they in fact

wouldn't be. Your boyfriend is suggesting that your

values and feelings are less valid than his by labelling

them "old-fashioned." This would seem to be where

the problem really lies. If in talking together you find

that it is impossible to come to an understanding that

feels right for both of you, you may have to consider

»he possibility of a more suitable partner. The MH
Service would happily meet with the two of you to see

if we can be helpful.

q- "I've always been pretty close to my mother and

she has always said that she wants me to have my
own life. Now that I've come to school my mother has

called me many times about family crises, par-

ticularly about my younger brother and sister. She

says she does this because T can understand the

younger generation." I've had to go home almost

every weekend to mediate arguments. I really care

about my family and even though I've tried pretty

hard there doesn't seem to be anything I can do to

make everyone happy."

A: In order to resolve this situation you are going to

have to give up the gratification you get from being

"close to mother," the "family mediator," and the

"expert" on the affairs of youth. When a family

member leaves home everyone is forced to readjust

their patterns of relating. Parents may become

suddenly aware of growing old, younger brothers and

sisters may vie for more attention and freedom, and

the person who leaves home has to seriously confront

the task of developing their own life. Dealing with

these realities can be stressful for all concerned and

can elicit strong feelings of guilt, anxiety and

resentment. In order to clarify your relationship to

your family, you will have to take a stand. Tell your

mother that you care about your family and that

includes a sense of respect that they can resolve their

own disputes by themselves.

If you can make your parents aware of the

demands of your life here, they will be less likely to

interpret your position as one of disinterest or

callousness.

Drs. McCashin and Klein will accept questions in

strict confidence for possible appearance in "Your

Head." Send or bring your inquiries to Mental Health,

303 Machmer Hall.

BOSTON (AP) The chairwoman

ot the legislature's joint Com
mitteeon Education said today she

will never support state control of

school costs for as long as I sit in

the state Senate
"

It would be the biggest political

donnvbrook m all the years I've

beta in the legislature." said Sen.

Marv L Fonseca. D-Fall River.

The committee today began

public hearings on several bills to

provide for complete state

takeover of public school costs or

to provide a greater share of state

aid for local school expenditures

Mrs Fonseca said, the welfare

situation in this state is a perfect

.x.imple gj what would happen it

the Commonwealth tried to take

over the cost of public school

education."

Welfare costs were taken over by

the state in 1970 The department

has come under criticism from

legislators and public officials for

its massive spending and what

they say is poor administration

( ine of the bills up for committee

hearing today would have the state

take over control of the ad-

ministration of public schools as

well as their finances.

"You can't have 351 school

boards trying to establish school

policy.'' said Rep I Edward
Serlin. D Boston, who filed the bill
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Tomorrow morning there's going to be a general

faculty meeting to consider two amendments to the

Faculty Senate's Constitution. One of these will deal

with the Athletic Council (changing the composition

of the Council to include more students and fewer

Alumni). The other will be a motion to change the

Fac-Sen's Constitution so it would have jurisdiction

only over academic matters.

The Athletic Council amendment is the one you ve

all heard so much about. While it would seem that

there would be no trouble in getting full faculty ap-

proval, that just ain't so.

There is a growing drive among some of the faculty

to kill the amendment. It could be done in two ways.

One, at tomorrow's meeting propose an amendment

to the amendment which would negate the existing

amendment (the one that would increase student

representation). While neither of the proposed

amendments will receive final approval tomorrow

(that takes another general faculty meeting), if the

amendment to the amendment passes tomorrow, we

would be forced to fight it being passed again at the

second general faculty meeting. If it was stopped

successfully at the second meeting, we would be back

where we started from. The whole process to change

the composition of the Athletic Council would have to

be started from scratch.

Well, that we don't need.

So here comes the usual plea. If you want the

Athletic Council changed (it's your money other

people are spending) GO to the general faculty

meeting. It's Thursday morning, 11:15, 227 Herter.

Getting fair representation on the Athletic Council

is the first step in gaining a measure of control over

the other fees we pay (Campus Center for example).

But before we can go on to them, we have to win the

first battle; and that one starts tomorrow.

The other amendment to limit the Fac-Sen to

Academic policy decisions (a result of the Student

Strike) would have even further reaching effects. For

one, it would remove any influence the faculty could

possibly have over non-academic campus policy.

That's sometimes good, sometimes bad, depending

on the issue. While it would perhaps have been nice if

they had had no say in the whole Athletic Council

deal, there are times when faculty support on an issue

is valuable, psychologically or materially.

Looking at it from their standpoint, it's surprising

that at this state in affairs they would want to cut

themselves off from campus and University politics.

The Governor's proposed budget will effect them, too.

This is not the time, if there ever is one, for the

representative body of the second most important

group on campus to retreat into the Ivory Tower. If

they do, it may well be stormed.

Ending Paternalism

Certain members of the UMass Faculty may continue to

be known as "fascists" who are totally unresponsive to

students' needs and desires. Only if motions and amend-

ments attempting to halt any progress for student ac-

cessability to the Athletic Council are suppressed at

tomorrows meeting will these names be dropped.

After having fought a long hard battle to obtain rights

which belonged to them anyway, UMass students should

not accept any faculty movesto thwart efforts at changing

the faculty's constitution and give students a majority

voice on the Athletic Council.

Faculty paternalism has existed for too long. Even the

state legislature is looking for ways to give 18-20 year olds

additional rights and responsibilities which should belong

to them. When will our partially antiquated Faculty catch

on that we will not let them run our lives any longer, no

matter what our age?

Students should be gratified that the Faculty have

agreed to call their two general meetings to ratify the

amendment before the end of this semester. However, we

certainly should not have had to beg in this way for favors

which are justly ours.

If the Faculty has any conscience as a body, it will do all

in its power to pass the amendment which gives students

their rightful place on the Athletic Council.

Viinthrr Visitor To Credibility Gap

Art Buchwald

The Happy Secretary

,-V»

WASHINGTON -Women's Lib organizations have

moved out of the home and are now attacking the

male chauvinists where it hurts-in the nation's of-

fices. They finally have realized something that men

have known all along -the power in this country lies

with the American secretary. And while very few

wives are willing to go to the barricades, there are

millions of secretaries who are ready to take up arms

to fight for the revolution

I am one of the few male chauvinist bosses who

takes Women's Lib's attempt to organize secretaries

seriously. I know that my sweet-smiling, Junoesque

secretary. Margi, who sits in my outer office, would

really like to be a colonel in a heavy artillery

women's brigade leading an attack on the National

Assn. of Manufacturers

But I wisely have prevented her from finding any

excuse to feel oppressed or exploited. This is how I

keep Margi happy
In the morning I always get to the office at 9 o'clock

sharp to open the mail so it will be ready for her when

she comes in around 9:30.

1 naturally wait for her to finish her coffee and talk

to the other"secretaries on the floor before asking her

if she would be interested in taking any dictation or

answering any calls

By 11 o'clock she's in her happiest mood, and we

usually get our best work done. Occasionally, when

she has to leave the office, I take her calls for her. If I

feel it's important, I'll write down the name of the

person who called and his telephone number.

But some are crank calls from department stores

asking about bills that I don't want to bother her with,

so I just listen to the person's story and try to get him

off the phone as quickly as possible.

When Margi comes back, I ask her which person

she wants me to call first for her.

The most important thing I've discovered as a boss

is not to burden my secretary with too many details. I

might tell her about my appointments,

just in case she wants to remind me
later about them. (This, of course, is strictly

voluntary, and she has no obligation to do it if she is

busy reading Women's Wear Daily.) And I try not to

bother her with IBM or Xerox salesmen who con

stantly are coming into our office to sell their wares. I

believe Margi's time is too valuable to talk to these

people While I have been accused of being brusque

with strangers who come into the office selling

postage meter machines and insurance, I would

rather have them think badly of me than of Margi

One of the main criticisms that secretaries voice

about their work is that there is no chance for ad-

vancement. This is not the case in my office I keep

encouraging Margi to become a humor columnist. I

have told her any time she wants to take over the

column it's hers This has made her feel that there is

some future here, and while she hasn't done any

humor columns yet, she is secure in the knowledge

that if she wanted to. she could go as far as any man
in the business.

Many secretaries complain that bosses are more

interested in their looks than they are in their work.

The reverse is also true, and my secretaries prefer to

work for a man who is good-looking rather than ef-

ficient

We don't have this problem in our office because

although I am good-looking, I'm serious about my
work, and Margi considers me more than just a sex

object.

It is for these reasons Margi has rejected all ap-

proaches from the Women's Lib movement. While

she is sympathetic with their goals, she knows that

Women's Lib couldn't give her any more than she has

now. It's no wonder that most militant women resent

somebody like me. By treating my secretary as I do

I've pulled their raison d'etre right from under their

feet.

Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times

It's Something To Look At

e»^w,HAwn-

(Herblmk k on vacation)

It's Something To Look At

Write only what you see,

verbatim, as written upon the

shallow glassy screen

whose voice is also lean.

Listening all the while,

and gazing,

and pondering what there is

to ponder... in search of

another line.

At once, the room, a library...

an audio and video haven,

in which to waste ones boredom.

Bookcase images, and the

stories they smile upon us

And thoughts, remembrances,
of once before. . in thinking,

that, always, there are new
Mmes coming Places, people,

and all of these to share.

But will they ever come?

No Rain!

Beyond the quiet circle of night

sighs passing stillness,

arising out, across hills,

homing not so gentle a wind.

Borning ancient warlords,

inanimate, supreme.
Cloaked in ominous gray,

disguising hoarseness...

the sky, a deep black circle,

a ceiling of the same.
Discovered, hiding the rumble of army chariots,

are distant hills, in a mist of their own agony...

all swept in black and swirl.

Nearer, darker, as if smoke...

still, a circle of smiling faces,

below a faltering sky...

the hoof-torn heavens.

Heavily, in painful birth,

the sky, the burning night, for an instant pure white,

writhed And blinded children

running circles... then tired.

Sitting circles... false innocence, defying...

Beneath an inevitable storm.

Confronting truth in vain,

demandingly, "... No Rain!! No Rain!!... ...

T. David Barrett

'THAT'S ONE

Letters To The Editor

My Mother Did Not Call Me 'Michael'

To the Editor:

The Collegian and Poor Richard's is part of the

larger, white male dominated institution, the

University of Massachusetts. Though some reporters

are very conscientious, the paper suffers. Why has it

not alternated weekly female and male editors, with

sharing of all positions and work What would be the

effect of a multi-racial staff composed equally of

women and men? The noxious caption to the photo of

the Hamlin House mural (3/10, p. 3) as well as those

accompanying the Women's Day photos, would

certainly be less frequent.

The university channels white males in all

"leadership'' and administrative positions. Males rip

off the admissions, especially to graduate school in

disportionate numbers and they cadge assistantships

and fat salaries with tenure when women are ex-

cluded. Thus on Wednesday one demand was: "We

deplore discrimination in any form including that

which is based on sex, race, class, lifestyle, or

politics. We demand that economic and procedural

barriers be broken down so that black. Hispanic.

native-American, Asian, poor and other women be

admitted in substantial numbers to UMass. as

students and faculty. We are sick of the mono-male-

monopolized culture of which UMass is a

microcosm! " If this demand were met, chairmen and

heads of departments would no longer exist, salaries

would be equalized, and those excessive salaries

going to the most viciously competitive and greedy

people could be redistributed to accommodate those

previously excluded.

Had the reporters listened to all the speeches

March 8, it would have been clear that women are

creating strategies to counter the alienating and

destructive impact of stratification, elitism ana

power A positive contribution from the women's

movement has been the Women's Institute to open in

May and to replace the repressive, destructive

(called 'corrective ") facility at Lancaster, Mass

Women from the Valley Women's Center has a year's

lease Their statement of goals points out: The

Women's Institute is committed to developing

alternatives in our society based on the values of

human equality, cooperation and sharing The in-

stitute will begin changing those aspects of our

society and culture which limit possibilities of growth

and action for both women and men ." There will be

no hierarchy, no titles, no expertise to be hoarded
;
all

salaries will be the same, consensus will be the mode

of decision making.

One of the aims of Women's International Day was

to lift the level of awareness of ourselves and others

by sharing thoughts and feelings. We did not expect

the cooks to drop their pans, the maids their mops,

the secretaries their typewriters. They were not free

to leave their male employers We merely wanted to

express our understanding of how an administrative

secretary administers for an administrator, takes

hell from those who won't confront the administrator,

takes hell from the administrator, is expected to

know all there is to do and does his work He signs his

name and rips off the title and salary. Everyone of

Iranian New Year

To the Editor:

In the March 10th issue of Collegian there was an

article entitled "Baha'i New Year" stating "March

21st is the first day of the year, according to the

calendar of the 110 year old Baha'i World Faith

Should there have been any calendar mentioned, it

must have been that of the Iranian's which was

initiated by Jamshid Jam, the king of Persia, several

hundred years B.C. Nou-Rooz. NEW DAY, the

beginning of spring is an Iranian national celebration

for the beginning of the New Year and has no religion

connotation whatsoever. **__- j ,Abbas Farazdel

the speakers at the rally have encountered this

problem in their working lives or as volunteers in the

community Both women and men workers on this

campus should have paid released time from their

jobs to attend classes or to otherwise enhance their

personal development and provide for themselves

choices to a dignified function in society.

My mother did not call me "Michael". Titles, eg.

Mrs., are divisive of women. Titles which are not

functional to the person and to an equitable society

should be abolished

One who protects the right to bigotry is less than

human and is in need of a restoration of that lost

human dignity. We invite all such people to undergo

the consciousness raising process by attending the

public events presented by women and other op-

pressed groups. Finally, "We demand of ourselves,

our sisters, to remain aware and learn of the sources

of oppression and to fight that oppression We
demand of ourselves a commitment to liberation, not

only for ourselves, but to those who are oppressed,

yes, by their sex, by their race, class, work, and

government In short we are committed to a personal

and political struggle!" Liberation, not to be in

dividualized into a selfish goal, cannot exist in a

competitive, hierarchal society monopolized in every

sphere bv one gender and one color

oNWARD!
ZoeBest

No Assurance

To the Editor:

Some correction must be made to the sexist and

racist intimidations, omissions and selective editing

done in the Collegian. 3/9. and Poor Richard"s. 3/10

Why was it omitted that the women assembled had

demanded that a building be named after Sorjourner

Truth who had lived in Northampton'' The quotes that

preceded the Women's Calendar were edited out Was

that a male decision'' Are words from women too

dangerous How can the paper print quotes from

Nixon and not from Mother Jones and Angela Davis

Because there is no assurance that the staff will

print what women submit the following is included in

my letter:

ANGELA SENDS GREETINGS TO SISTERS IN

STRUGGLE—San Jose. March 8--In a statement

issued today. International Women's Day. Angela

Davis sent "sisterly greetings across the continent

and across the world to all women, especially those in

struggle to free humanity from the yoke of im-

perialism, the scourge of racism, and the burden of

war."
"I salute the courageous women of Vietnam.

Cambodia, and Laos, the staunch women fighting for

liberation in Africa, and those of Cuba who

unhesitatingly defend their socialist revolution, the

first in theWestern hemisphere. My warmest fraternal

greetings also to such outstanding leaders of national

liberation movements as Madame Binh of Vietnam,

and Dolores Ibarurri of Spain Especially I greet my
Black sisters in the United States who have

historically played such a fundamental role in the

freedom of my people Many Black Women have

made critical contributions to our struggle for

national liberation. These contributions, however,

have been obscured by racism in history books which

are written by the oppressor."

Ms. Davis' statement mentioned Harriet Tubman,

Sojourner Truth, Rosa Parks, and Claudia Jones, a

Communist leader, who was deported to England

during the McCarthy era She also paid high tribute to

Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Mother Jones and Mother

Bloo".

Angela Davis called attention to a number of

women in jails today, among them Norma Gist in

Idabelle, Okla , and Connie Tucker in Florida

In the spirit of sisterhood.
Kathleen Reardon

Editorial Points
As if it weren't bad enough

that they make pizza on a six

thousand dollar piece of stone,

someone has removed some of

the tables which were

previously located in the Hatch

to the eieventh floor of the

Campus Center. Next time you

go to the Hatch after your 10: 10

and you can't find a place to sit.

demand to sit at their granite

pizza table That'll show them
*****

Wouldn't it be nice if the

Legislature did lower the

drinking age to eighteen The
bouncer in the Blue Wall would

get to throw out all the high

school kids after school lei out

I Am The President
To the Editor:

Through the Collegian, I would like to report to the community my
decision to seek election as Student Senate President on April 5. The

president is the principal student representative before the ad-

ministration, faculty, and Board of Trustees. The position requires ex-

perience, hard work, and some degree of intelligence and good sense.

So many issues must be faced. Academic reform has bogged down. The

dormitories are still wretched human ghettos. We pay too much in rents

and fees and are denied control of the programs we pay for. The Student

Affairs Division maintains its father-knows-best attitude. These are not

problems that will be solved merely by wishing them away, for we must

contest entrenched interests and deep-seated prejudices.

In two years of activity in the Student Senate, first as chairman of the

Governmental Affairs Committee and now as Vice President, I believe I

have acquired the breadth of experience and demonstrated the depth of

commitment necessary for the task that lies ahead.
Larry I .add

On The Outside
To the Editor:

At Ken Kesey's happening < February 24) representatives were elected

to organize a people's party. In Friday's Collegian a letter appeared

inviting anyone interested to an official Birthday Party for the new

"Rabbit" party. When we phoned one of the numbers that appeared in the

letter we were told that due to organizational difficulties concerning the

establishment of their platform, the Birthday Party, scheduled for next

week, would not be held for three more weeks

Also it seems a central committee, elected and self-elected, has

coagulated Not only is it now closed to all new members, but we believe it

is working to get itself so together that nothing the public wants will

dislodge its platform.

We are on the outside looking in on the Donkeys, the Elephants, and the

Rabbits Yes we need organization to bring a third party together for the

people, not to lead us down yet another trail My God we are led enough
Diana Lizotte

Ann Jones

Don't
To the Editor: ... .u m
The following is a suggestion to those who were planning to see the mm.

The Great American Wilderness Don't* and do not encourage your

children to see it What is advertised as a natural wildlife adventure is in

realitv a documentary of the senseless slaughter of some of the con

tinent's most rare and beautiful animals It is beyond me how this film

was ever rated family entertainment'' as this was the most obscene

fifteen minutes I have ever witnessed on film

Janet MacKlhine>

• •

More Obstructionism

To the Editor: . ,, ., .

This letter is written in reply to Howard Brogan s column in the March

fourteenth "Collegian" Mr Brogan has gone to great pains to try to

portray his side of the Orchard Hill issue lily white, while presenting the

Master of Orchard Hill Dr Leon Barron, as an irresponsible and in

competent administrator This angers me. because Dr Barron has done

an excellent job. and Orchard Hill has made great strides as a con

munity and as a Residential College under him This is due greatly toDi

Barron's sensitivity and awareness of student, staff and faculty needv

Orchard Hill has constantly been trying to break down the barriers which

have traditionally hampered full student and faculty involvement with

one another It is this barrier between students and faculty that causes

much of the alienation which many students feel in this large and many

times overwhelming University Student voices are heard on Orchard

Hill in most matters because the faculty and staff of the hill feels that it is

healthy for students to have a say in those matters which affect them If

the position of the faculty is under such great attack as Mr Brogan fears,

why have no other faculty people connected with Orchard Hill come

forward and protested I would say that it is because these people are all

dedicated to the idea of a Residential College, where students, staff and

faculty interact in ways which are more meaningful than the traditional

ways They are willing to experiment with various methods in order to

facilitate this idea of better student-faculty communication Thus, Mr

Brogans attack on Dr Barron is uncalled for Rather, it would be better

for him to attack every student, faculty member and staff member

connected with Orchard Hill, because if Dr. Barron has been irrespon

sible so have we all If attempting to break down an alienating and im

personal system through an increase in student and faculty interaction is

irresponsible, then we all plead guilty If allowing student voices to be

heard in matters which concern them is irresponsible, then again we

plead guilty But I do not feel that we have done anything wrong The

quality of education on Orchard Hill is more meaningful to students here

because we can interact on a more personal level with faculty and staff

The sense of alienation from the University which pervades the campus

seems to be at a minimum on Orchard Hill We respect the faculty people

and staff connected with the Hill because they have recognized our needs

as individuals, and not as mere numbers among so many other numbers

It has been through the vigorous efforts of Dr Barron that this com

munication between faculty and students exists, and we respect him for

So I would ask Mr Brogan to make up his mind; either he goes along

with the views of the people who live and learn in Orchard Hill, or he

makes way for someone who does, we are tired of his obstructionism.

Frank McDonough
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By TONY GRANITE
HEADLINES OF THE WEEK come from the

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Post. In the same

issue, a front page story about the campus book

stores problems was headed, "Shoplifting here

terrible'." And in the letters to the editor column

appeared this headline: "Bookstore Should Serve

Students Better.

Ya can't win.
*****

THEY CARE at the Indiana University Medical

School, according to a front page analysis in the

Indiana Daily Student.

They quote one student who took his freshman year

at another Indiana campus as saying: "There is so

much caring here. If you skip a class, you're missed.

If you're worried, someone notices. If you make a

mistake, it's right out in the open and you get help."

Sounds like Nirvana.
•*•*•

CYCLING COSTS at Louisiana State, where they're

assessing every bike owner a $1 registration fee, in

compliance with a new city ordinance. But the

campus cyclists get distinctive license plates, ac-

cording to a story in The Daily Reveille.

Prostitute Causes
Public Uproar

PARTICIPATION FORM
Spring Marathon April 18 21, 1972

School of Education University of Massachusetts

Please return to Tom Paquin, Room 225 A, School of Education,

UMass by March 15, 1972 tor inclusion in preliminary schedule or

April 11, 1972 for listing in final Marathon schedule; events

received after April 12 will be listed in a supplementary schedule.

TITLE OF PRESENTATION:
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EVENT (as you would like it to appear

in final schedule):.. — —

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON(S) GIVING THE PRESEN
TATION: —

LENGTH OF TIME NEEDED FOR THE EVENT: 1 hr 2

hrs ___hrs.__
HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU WANT TO MAKE THE PRESEN

TATION ,

—
SCHEDULE AT THE FOLLOWING TIME:

Tues. Wed. Thurv Fri.
,

BETWEEN THE HOURS OF: 8 a.m. 12 noon _._12 noon 4

p m 4 p.m. 7 p.m.——7 p.m. 10 p.m.

DESCRIPTION OF AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT NEEDED (If

you have access to your own, please use it)
:

Please send copy of Fall '71 Marathon schedule

NAME ADDRESS:

the Bwe^ail

** W**

<>Vg 8i

Co1*M* From
*fit*NYs ON

entertainment W« 1RX.-1*-**-

*****

DUKE CELEBRATES BLACK WEEK when

"black students and people in the community get a

chance to view things that are happening to black

people that they would not necessarily be exposed to

at Duke University," according to the Duke

Chronicle.
*****

MEANEST THIEF STORY The Northern Iowan of

the campus of the same name. An "Open Letter to a

Thief" read, "To a 10-year-old mentally retarded,

autistic boy named Mike Morrison, there is nothing

besides his family (a student mother and two younger

brothers) that means quite as much to him as his dog

named Cricket to which he occasionally makes

noises, and an orange, oft-broken, chUd's tractor that

usually sets on the corner of 31st and Ohio where Mike

can sit on it and watch people go by in their cars.

"The tractor, given to Mike two years ago by a

neighbor, has been broken twice and welded back

together by volunteers who wouldn't accept payment

for their services. The tractor was stolen once this

summer, but soon recovered.

CRANSTON, Kl. I AP> - Amid
a continuing public uproar over the

use of a prostitute to address a high

school class, three members of the

local school committee announced

Tuesday they would hold a hearing

to find" out what the community

thinks about the unusual guest

lecturer

The unidentified 23-year-old

woman spoke last Friday to about

40 seniors studying "victimless

crimes" at Cranston West High

School. The students are enrolled

in an innovative social studies

program, called "Economics and

Politics in the Community."
Committeeman Aram G.

Garabedian said he was outraged

and called for the suspension of the

two teachers of the class and the

chairman of the social studies

department. He criticized as "a

total whitewash" the full com
mittee's decision Monday night to

send letters of reprimand to the

teachers and their supervisor.

Garabedian said Tuesday that he

and two other committee members
would ask for the special session

PHONE : (Where you can be reached to confirm scheduling)
:

More participation forms are available at the Marathon Office,

Room 225 A, School of Education, UMass Phone 413 545 1585

Too Noisy To Study Noise
KNOXVILUE What do you do it's kind of strange when a

when it is too noisy to study noise noise-study laboratory cant

Staffers in University of Ten- function because of the noise

n.ssee's noise laboratory faced outside." said Dr David Lip-

that situation when construction scomb, laborary director,

began on an addition to the football (Reprinted from New York

stadium, in which the laboratory Times)

facilities are located ——

—

iu'\t week
"Weil let the people speak-

students, parents, clergy, the

professions, and if it has to be, I'll

come back the next day for another

meeting,' Garabedian said.

AMHERST
TAXI 253-3441

NEW HOURS
6 a.m. - Midnight

Mori. - Thurs.

Fri., - Sun.

6 a.m. - 1 a.m.

UMASS STUDENTS For
McGOVERN

present:

BARRELHOUSE BLUES BAND

and

J. D. MAMA

Tonight, Mar. 15th 8 p.m.

SUB

S 1.00/ Proceeds to McGovern Campaign

HUGE RECORD

SAVINGS EVENT!
Rock • Soul • Jazz • Classical IjJJS

NOW ONLY

Bet Gees * Jefferson Airplane

Cream * Doors
Steppenwolf Butterf ield Blues Band

Blind Faith* Eric Clapton
Vanilla Fudge * Iron Butterfly

Temptations * Supremes
Neil Diamond * The Rascals

T he Four Tops * Aretha Franklin

The Fifth Dimension * Delaney & Bonnie

Blues Image * Clarenct Carter

John Mayall * Cold Blood

Janis Ian * Rod McKuan
Judy Collins * Deep Purple
Joan Baez * Tim Hardin

Schwann Cat.

list 4.98 to OS Marie Callas

Segovia * David Oistrakah

Richter * Jamos
Star Ker

Joan Sutherland *

W. Steinberg and the

Pittsburg Sym. Orch.
Joseph Krips and the London

Sym. Orch.

Box Set Values $2.98 to $9.98
Schwann 9.98 to 44.50

cat. list

f,l SI V\ \l\lll I U • m
ul . -«roHi art)

*.

#
2.98

•» • Qatar '«.'»

SIM C*»»:»l Mil I I \SS« M l.| II \H •.*-..»

5.98

HF.KTHO\rS

5.98

!**•'

Z98

all at superficial smile
in the 103 shops on N. Pleasant St. tucked in beside dangling conversation

Opan 10 - 5 263-9662

Hormone Researcher

Speaks Tomorrow
Dr Choh Hao Li. head of the

Hormone Research Laboratory at

the University of California

Medical School in San Francisco,

will be a UMass Distinguished

Visitors Program speaker Thur

sdav. March 16.

He will lecture on "Pituitary

Hormoes: Growth and

Reproduction" at 8:15 p.m. in

Mahar Auditorium An informal

coffee hour will follow in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union.
There will also be a

Biochemistry Seminar at 4:30 that

afternoon, entitled "The HGH
i Human Growth Hormone)
Molecule" in Peters Auditorium in

Goessmann Laboratory All in-

terested persons are invited

without charge.

A 1933 graduate of the University

of Nanking in China, Dr. Li

received his Ph. D. in chemistry

from the University of California

at Berkeley.

Starting with the hormone CSH
in 1940. Dr. Li has isolated and
identified seven major pituitary

hormones. In 1971 he synthesized

the 188 amino acid HGH. the

largest synthesized molecule to

date. Dr. Li holds honorary
degrees from universities in this

country and abroad and has
received awards and honors from

the American Medical Association

and other c oups

Dr. Choh Hao Li will speak tomorrow in Mahar Auditorium at 8: 15.

He has very intenseh stu.liVd "Pituitary Hormones" and has syn-

tht-si/ed the IKK amino acid HGH, the largest one to date. Come to the

lecture. You might learn something about your body you've never

even known.

Raise Filed For, By Reps

boston I \P> The legislature's joint Committee on Public Service

today filed with the House clerk a bill to give Massachusetts lawmakers a

11 288 pay raise in two steps over a two-year period

The bill would increase the current $11,400 legislative salary to $12,027

effective Jan 3. 1973. and raise it to $12,608 Jan 2. 1974

This amounts to a 5 5 per cent increase each year

%u«&Festv

?

Faster in lire Caribbean with Music and rriends.

The FIRST INTERNATIONAL
Puerto Rico Pop Festival

April 1,2,3,

APPI AHtN«. 'N ( O** * Ml

EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER

w„h ROD STEWART. RONNlt WOOD. RON LANE. .AN McLAGAN

mffTWOODMAC J GEILS BAND. GOOSE CREEK. SYMPHONY

S?Sbiemann MALO OSIBISA. POCO. POT LIOUOR

ROBERTA FLACK SAVOY BROWN, PLUS MORE-

A F.eita in Puerto R.co Com ClAO
plete campmg facilities on 429 %\^\y.
ocean front acre* including over W
1 mile of Caribbean Beach" ...

f\ for more information oil: (617) 884^680C
)J\

A13JVS oaDiw •rn-j
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The Juilliard String Quartet will play this Friday night in Bowker

Hall at 8 P.M. They are considered to be one of Americas finest

string groups. Why not come, and lend them your ears.

Students Have A
' 'Social

'

' Assignment
Students 18 and over who get

monthly social security payments

have an important 'assignment"

due before the end of the scnool

year, according to John Daly,

social security district manager in

Holyoke.

Full-time students in school who

are 18 and over and are unmarried

can get monthly checks from social

security until they're 22-if a parent

gets social security benefits, or if a

parent has died after working long

enough under social security

"About 5H(i.ooo students in

college, high schools, and trade

schools get $53 million a month

from social security." Daly said

A reporting card is mailed to

each student beneficiary about

months before the end of the school

year. The students's •'assignment"

is to fill in the card and mail it back

to social security as soon as

possible, he said.

"This attendance report is used

to determine if the student can

continue to get monthly checks."

the manager said. "Any delay in

returning the reporting card could

mean a delay in payments for the

student
"

Any student in Hampshire
County who needs help with the

report, or information about his

benefits, can call the Holyoke

social security office at 330 Ap-

pleton St The telephone number is

586 2710. toll-free.

Juilliard String Quartet

Arrive At Bowker Friday

The Juilliard String Quartet will

appear at the UMass for the sixth

consecutive season, at 8 p.m.

Friday, March 17 in Bowker
Auditorium

The engagement is the fourth of

live concerts in the 1971 TJ I Mass

Fine Arts Council Chamber Music

Series

The Quartet will perform Uligi

Cherubim's Quartet No 1 in E flat

major, an 18th Century work in-

frequently heard in concert today;

String Trio. Opus 20 (19X7) by

Anton Webern. and Johannes

Brahms' Quartet in A minor. Opus

51. No 2. This program, typical of

those being presented by the

University's Fine Arts Council,

combines major works of the

contemporary period, a staple

from the traditional repertoire,

and a relatively unknown work.

The Juilliard String Quartet

includes in its membership Robert

Mann, first violin; Karl Carlyss.

Odd violin. Samuel Rhodes,

viola; and Clattt Adam, cello The

Quartet schedules concerts

throughout the United States.

Europe, and Great Britain, and is

also resident quartet of The
Library of Congress. Washington.

DC. where the members perform

a major series for the nation's

capital and an even larger in-

ternational radio audience. In

addition, members of The Juilliard

Quartet are members of the

faculty of The Juilliard School in

New York where they give private

instruction and coach chamber

music ensembles.

Reserved tickets are available

by contacting the UMass Fine Arts

Council Office, 125 Herter Hall

Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Auditorium

one hour before the concert.

A telephone reaching both ticket

offices is 113) >r> 02H2. Ticket

prices for this concert are $1 for

UMass undergraduates; $2 for

other full-time students, $3 for

UMass faculty-staff, and $3.50 for

the general public.

French Lit Lecture Tonight

Town Voter Information

March 25 is the deadline for voter registration in order to be eligible to

vote in the presidential primary on April 25.

Sunderland: Town Clerk is at Town Hall every weekday from 12:30-3:00

P.M. Registration books will also be open on March 25 from noon to

10:00 P.M.
Leverett: Town Clerk. Mrs. Perry, will be at the Town Hall on Monday.

March 20, from 7-9 P.M Or call her at 367-2349. Mrs. Duncan, 549-0517.

is also a registrar.

Shutesbury: Town Clerk. Mrs. Nebiker will be at the Town Hall from 8-9

P.M. on Tuesday. March 21. Or call her at 549-0485

Prlhanv Registrar of Voters, Mrs. Weaver, will be at the selectmen's

office in the Old Rhodes School on Pelham Hill from 6-8 P.M. on

Tuesday. March 21. Or call her at 253-3547.

In all towns, registration will be open on the final day, March 25. from

noon to 10:00 P.M.
FJigibilitv . Citizen, over 18 by April 25. town resident six months.

Professor Christian Garaud will

speak tonight at 8:00 in Herter 231

on the cultural backgrounds of

eighteenth centurv French
literature. The eighteenth centurv

Foster's

Democrat
Back

DOVER. N H <\P> Fosters
Daily Democrat published its

editions on schedule Tuesday
despite a fire which damaged its

business office and left the entire

four story building drenched with

water
Buddy Jenkins, managing

editor, said the afternoon paper

was printed according to routine

It didn't hurt us as far as

production was concerned.'' he

said. "It just affected the building,

not the operation
."

He said many rolls of newsprint

were lost because the fire

triggered the sprinkling system

The loss was pretty heavy."' he

said, but added that a dollar

estimate of damage wasn't

determined immediateh
Up to eight inches of water

collected in the basement where

the newsprint was stored The fire

began at about 5:30 a.m. in elec

trical wiring, in the basement, he

said.

The fire burned through a par-

tition and reached the ground floor

business office.

is known as the "Enlightenment"

to English readers, and as "L'Age

des lumieres' to the French

Professor Garaud. a specialist in

seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

tury French literature, will

examine the concept of man in the

eighteenth century as a

background to the literature of the

period.

These lectures are aimed at a

student audience, not an audience

of specialists. They emphasize

literary references drawn from the

French 171-172 course, but students

from other courses are welcome to

attend

Professor Garaud will speak in

French

Mark Shedd Will Be
At The School Of Ed.

Tomorrow. Dr. Mark Shedd. the

former Superintendent of Schools

in Philadelphia will speak on the

general topic of "Politics and

Education in Big City School

Systems" The public is invited to

hear this well-known educator The

presentation will be at 8:00 P.M. in

the Auditorium of the Marks
Meadow School

I)r Shedd' s one-dav stav at the

I niversity is one of the highlights

of an on-going distinguished visitor

program sponsored by the Center

for Leadership and Administration

of the School of Education In

terested members of ("LA and the

School of Education are urged to

join Dr Shedd in a seminar

meeting at 2 00 on Thursday in

Room 903 of the Campus Center

*.«**£Jifr. +m
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MDC
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S-2550

A Feature Film written by

Firesign Theatre

"ZACHAMAH"
in color with

•The JAMES GANG
•COl'NTRY JOE and the

FISH and others

•plus FLASH GORDON
SAT. EVENING. Mar.
MAIIAR 6:30 - 8:30 - 10:30

TOMTE

WARM COLORS
a great new acoustical group

She English. $ub

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

>**g*?
TEKOA

Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld parking headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE
Opp Century Shopping Pfaza 1 Free parking tor over 100 can'

I

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST
Next to P O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST

Opp N'hamp Jr College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR
On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

HOLYOKE 205 HIGH ST. . . . Next to Holyoke Natl Bank

UMass

Fine

Irtt

Council

I

Presents

^
THE ALVIN AILEY

AMERICAN DANCE THEATER

4 Performances

Two Different Programs

Tues.-Fri., March 21 - 24

Bowker Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: 125 Herter

Telephone 545-0202

Career News

New Teachers Face Supply, Demand Law
By PHILIP 8CHINMER

The supply of teachers from the

elementary to the college level is rapidly

equalling or surpassing the number of

available positions. According to Joseph

Froomkin, a former USOE associate

commissioner, an excess of 400,000 teachers

will exist in 1975. By 1980, the figure will

approach 800,000.

The reason is, quite simply, a leveling-off

of the population confronting a skyrocketing

supply of qualified applicants.

Secondary school enrollments will con-

tinue to rise in the future, but less rapidly

than in recent years while elementary

school enrollments are expected to actually

decline due to the recent drop in the birth

rite.

At the same time, college graduations are

continuing to reflect the upsurge in births

after World War II. The situation becomes:

more (and better qualified) graduates

looking to teach fewer students in an equal

number of schools. If young people aren't

informed of this outlook and if current

trends continue, by 1980 the supply of

teachers will approximately double the

demand.
The situation at the college and university

level is basically the same, although less

acute. The shortages in teacher manpower
in the 60s is presently being remedied.

Competition in the future will be intensified

due to a 125% projected increase in the

number of doctoral degree recipients (to

1980).

On the brighter side, an inevitable out-

come of this situation will be a higher

quality of education in the U.S. Com
munities may introduce or expand kin

dergartends, nursery schools and
curriculum for handicapped or un-

derprivileged children. Class size will

probably be reduced to accommodate more
teachers. Quality education will expand into

ghetto areas and specialized education < the

use of television media for instance) will

receive more attention.

Preprimary education will be studied

more closely by administrators if the

number of employed mothers with young

children continues to increase.

Nevertheless, the employment outlook for

teachers in general and on all levels is still

anything but favorable. If. however, you are

determined to enter this field, the Career

Planning and Placement Office in Whitmore
may be of significant help in counselling you
on the best course of studies. Come in

anytime and speak to one of the counsellors

or pick up a copy of "Career News" at the

desk.

(Statistics obtained from the Oc-
cupational Outlook Quarterly, volume 14.

number 3. fall 1970.)

UMass
Fine
Arts
Council
Presents

JUILLIARD STRING QUARTET
"Represents the very model of modern quartet

playing at its best." — Harold C . Schonberg,
New York Times

MDC CLASSIFIED

Friday, March 17 - 8 p.m

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: 125 Herter Hall

Telephone: 545-0202-

AUTOS FOR SALE

i,l Saab '••>. red excellent bod> A in-

terior Good brake*, new exhaust system I

Pirelli's. Musi tee lo believe. Call Donnie

. I '.-01 76

If3- IS

l-ii.'i \ustin \merica l-speed auto., low

in ilea lie. new snows, radio, front wheel

drive Asking 890 ( all .19-6338 after 6 p.m
ifiai

li7iHhevelleSS396.tspd.posl 350 h.p .

low mileage only 20.900 milea. sun tarh A
stereo tape New Ml tires. 12000 6-9409.

tfl-IS

I4*h Datsun 3000 con\ . 18.000 actual mi..

Ii.imi or best offer 253-7537

tf3-IS

I II Scout t wd. '6H. plow, hrdtop. 24000

miles. Rood rond. not abused. 11700. W
Ward Box II. Conway. Ml. 369-4073 after

K.

If 3-1

7

i'".:» blue \ W sedan Rebuilt engine new

generator and brakes ISO or best offer

If3-I5

Must sell' I dr 62 Buick l.e Sabre. VS.

auto . power steering A brake*, good

running condition, highest bid. 253-7251

call after I no p.m
tfl-IS

i'iw, Ford t.alaxie cons Leasing area

and must sell Make offer Call Ted 253-

.'MW
tfl-17

6.1 Valiant, running condition, quick tale,

verv cheap. 5I.VZMI days.
tfl-IS

•4 t.hia VW — right fender crumpled,

excellent mechanically. 12,000 mile* on

new ring * valve Job Call Tom 527-4774 or

2434919. M
IftS \ W Bug — good running condition,

clean Inside, radio, tome dents no bum-
per*. 13*9. Call 577-6774 evening* or 243-

9919 ask for Tom
U 3-26

196* Austin Amer 4-*peed.

good cond. 1775 566-3525.

auto., very

UJ-17

t — Pa**enger '67 Ford wagon. 6 cyl.

1625.00. Priced to tell now new lire*. Call

i mi
tfJ-17

64 Old* 66. good engine. RA H. new front

brakes, battery, starter. 1400 Bob Murrln

224 Hamlin House
tfl-21

1966 GTO. 2 dr HT. 460 cld/350 h.p.. 4

spd . engine good, need* body work.

battery. II 100; I960 Ford FI00. 1/2 ton

pickup. 1200 Bill 64S-36M
tfl-17

66 VW. good running cond . exel body.

new shocks tn. tire*, muf . rad . ball JnU

Recent tune-up A oil change 1400. Call 250-

6623.
tf3-23

FOR SALE

1970 Honda 156 CB. Ex. cond.. Candy

Gold with rack 1650 or beat offer. Call 6-

HR52 evening* atk for Steve mm
1966 (he* engine for sale, low mileagr

excel, cond. AJ*o part* from 63 Chev.

convert, for sale Call Mike 256-6408.

tfl-15

New lires. all tlies »» discount prices,

(all John 6-6621. keep trying.
U3-I6

Tenor sax. good condition, student

model I ISO or best offer Tim. 6-6563.

tfl-15

Pair Rertllnear XII Speakers, oiled

walnut cabinet. N weeks old. cost 1285.

will sacraflce fM each or best offer. 256-

i,im . .
tfl-17

TV 19 in. excellent cond 160. Telephoto

lens - Takumar. 200 mm. new. $60 665-

1771
tf3-l6

Dunham hiking boots excellent cond. 1"

solesliet. 1/2 men fltt 7-K women 1 15. Call

after 6 p.m. 665-3031

tfl-10

1964 Saab, excel, condition throughout.

best offer call 546-5391 keep trying atk for

Craig.
tfl-17

2 Epl fioi « ex. cond. 1125. Better than

Hose 901V MIST be heard. Call Bruce

5464694 before II a.m. or after 4 p.m.
tfl-17

One pair Lange Ski Boot* tlie — II 1/2.

I sed only once. Excellent condition. Call

549-3616. morning*.
tfl-16

Brand new pair of Relker Buckle Ski

Boot*, site 7 med and fur lining. Call 369

4991 In Conway after five.

tfl-21

Guitars: \roustlc Classical. Electric

New and used. Glbton SG Cople*.

Trlecatter Cople*. cases string*, ac-

cessories also. Call 546-7072.

tfl-16

PERSONAL

Wed* nlte (1/8) lady hitchhiker who
hate* the cold and Just back from India 5

yrs who are you" Tell Bob. he tell me. 544-

U3-I7

BUI wishing you much happiness and all

my love on your 2 1st birthday! . . .Kitten.

3-15

Dave of iSth Kennedy, would you model

your ankle* for a bunch of compassionate

chick*?
HI

Girl with pink ski coal and red flair*, left

of stage at Battle 1/11 w 8.1' want to meet

you. Call oa campus 6-6723.

2-1

S

Debay. we know of your fetish. Prepare

I 2nd therapy session Breakfast can be

free for you. too. . . next time. K. SAT.
Ml

llysse* love* Educ. See you all

March I6C.C. rms luS-172,

Thurt

2-IS

Happy Birthday. Lisa! You're legal

now . Sorry *o late, but we're both Place*

l.ove You. Gypsy.
3-15

Congratulation* Scoop

from the Patch:

Rocks of Ruck

3-15

Masculine Gay. Bisexual or undecided

student, would like to talk to someone with

similar Interest* * problem* Write Sprfd

Bx 1821.
2-17

Daily spirit to all PI Phi'*. Beware, your

pledges!
1-15

Happy B Day Omar — Don't let anyont

rain on your parade. Get it all together and

celebrate! l.ove Mono and Nan.
Ml

( r

Brett s entry for Cunt-Teaser of 1972:

1-15

Ahooo. Deacon! Happy B i llttex • Day
— after keep on blowtn you Drunken

Dllly! l.ove from the chickle A the

Coomb*.
Ml

WANTED
IS and Foreign coins and stamps

bought, sold, traded. Estimates and ap-

praisals. Bob Murrln 224 Hamlin House or

P.O. Box 194 Amherst Ma.
tfl-21

1-3 Bedroom houte for summer June 15

— Aug IS approx . Write Alan — 1301 John

Jay. Columbia I NY. NY 10927 or call

212 260-6364

tfl-22

ROOMMATES WANTED
own room. Puffton Vlg. ISO — two

people, share room 150-155 apiece. 549-

MM,
W3-I7

Colonial Village about ISO 'month Own
bedroom Furnished. One person only.

Call Paul 253-5308 Best time: 5-6 p.m
tfl-ll

Share 7 room apt. on Rt. 116 In So.

Deerfleld — half of rent A utilities 165-170

a month, (all Guy Ross at 5-0970 or 665-

4028
tfl-17

SKIING

Ski KiUington — stay at the Troika

I odge 17/ngt. — • 39 /ski week. Full kit-

chen priv. inc Call 802-422-3491 for

reservations.
tfl-24

SERVICES

Income tax returns prepared. State and

Federal. Call Herb Gass 665-4657.

tf3-l7

\mhrrsl Audio services, stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No Pleasant si 256-8131.

tfsem

Prof Trumpet Instruction aspects of

improv. A harmony lessons In my Nor-

thamp studio. Call S27-6874 bet 5-7 p.m
tfl-17

Spring Is on Its wa> ' Do you want new

spring clothes? Have them made by an

experienced seamstress. Call 253-3987

reas. rates.
tfl-17

Mothers — can't find a reliable

babysitter? Tired of high fees? Call the

Child Care Exchange. 566-2224 for farther

information.
tfl-21

BARGAINS

\ Islt the Slipped Date Record Shop Sth

floor Kennedy 4 98 list. 125 5 98 list. 175

OpenMon-Thur* 7 39 to 10 p m
2-IS

SEX AND VIOLENCE

GROSS NAT IONAX PRODUCTIONS
IS COMING. BIT ONLY GOD CAN
MAKE A TREE

tfl-IS

BABYSITTING
-

Will babytlt - tludent't wife will

hahvsit evenings — over 21 experienced —
mother — former teacher — own tran-

sportation 549-1830

tfl-15

FOR RENT
Black * white T\ rentals I 50 per da \

—
16 day minimum ( olor TV rentals II. per

day — 30 da> minimum TV (enter SS N.

Pleasant 253-5169.

If 4-5

Svlvanla 21" table model TV 135 Zenith

table model color TV 1159 TV Center. 55

\ Pleasant St . 2nd floor. Amherst 253-

5166
tf3-IS

Two bedrooms in a house in Leverite.

immediate rental, co-ed now. take M. or

I 138 per mo Call after tix 2S1-9998.

If3-I7

2 Bedroom Townhouse Rolling Green

rafts. Avail April 1 at 1230. all utilities

<"' »"•"
JI7H

NEEDHELP
Need help in Math. (hem. or

Economics" Call 1-733-2903 collect after 7

p m.
tfl-21

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Girls! Need photos for modeling" RAW
will negotiate fee according to your

financial situation Call Herb 253-7876.

tf3-IS

RIDE WANTED
Two guys need ride lo Fla — will share

expenses etc Exp Please call Mike or

Donald at '.19-0620

tfl-IS

Need ride Mar 23 to Arkansas or

vicinitv Tex. Okl Mi Tenn etc Will

share dr and exp ( all Martha '.86-3379

If 3- 15

Need a ride to Florida over spring break

Call Jade 5-0379.

3-IS

Two people desperately need a ride to

New York City Tues March 21 or Wed.
March 22 Will pav expenses. Call S46-S370

Ml

Would like ride to Syracuse NY. or

I icinity on March 24. Call after six. Bruce
546-1965.

tfl-16

t.lrl needs ride lo and from Fla. Spring

vac. will share driving and exp. Please call

Sue 546-6947.

tfl-17

Ride needed lo Chicago sometime this

weekend Mar 17th. Will share exp*. Call 5-

2394 atk for Dan in 495. keep trying.

tfl-IS

Can we come to Fort Worth Texat with

you during spring vacation" Please rail

Janet and Ellen 546-9247.

tfl-17

Ride needed to Wise, or anywhere along

the way Will help drive and pay Contact

Jean 6-629S
tfl-IS

2 girls desperately need a ride to Florida

spring vac Will share I and driving. Call

Betsy or Jo 546-57S3

tfl-16

HELP WANTED
Room and board for female In apt*,

adjacent to campus for assistance with

rare of two scnool age children Call 549

3651
tfl-17

students with car to perform vending

services on camaua. If Interested see Mr
Hanks C.C. Food Services after 2 p m

VII

GOOD TIME
( elebrate St. Patrick's Day at the

Rluewall Juggler*, comedian, rock 'a roll.

Big Lou. door priie*. Sullen, ting along

Begora
Ml

MOVIE

See Thing* To Come, a science fiction

thriller, and Passage To Marseille*, wtth

Bogart. tonight at the Folklore Centre 11.

US
Stone vour folks In "Taking Off", and a

m..\ie by Buck Henry and W ( Fields

r ri March I » 7-9 II Mahar Aud Soon* by

(he ( mema Club
tf.VI7

TERM PAPERS

Quality Research and Reference
materials Originals and copies TPA.
Km lit, \mherst Carriage Inn. 233 N.

Pleasant St 256-6106
113-24

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartmentt for Im

mediate rental. 6-month lease

1185/month. include* utll Call 665-3249

days or 665-3575 nites.

If 4-14

I Bedroom twnhse. spacious apt avail

May 15. Sq. VIII. take over Ise. pool, etc

665-4771
113-16

For rent April I. 2 bdrm apt Rolling

(.reen 1198. (all Jane or Anne 253-72SI.

tfl-IS

Modem 2 br apt. pool. a/c. all con-

venience* Sublet thru July, option lo renl

(all 586-3852 p.m.
tfl-15

ENTERTAINMENT
M last! Mimi Farina A Tom Jans at The

Blur wall Wed . March IV Ticket! on tale

in 821 C.C from 1:60-3 60 p m Limited

tirkett.
If 3- IS

DEAR FRIENDS

HBKSK.N THEATRES FEATIRE
FILM /« IIXRIMI WITH ( Ol N

THY U>F IAMKS (,\N(. A PLASH
..OHDON s\T RVKMNG M XR 18

MMIAR. 6:39- 8:36 - 16:39!
tfl-17

CAMPER FOR SALE

1969 VW ( amper. unique bubble loo.

studded snow tires, extrat. excellent

condition I2I9S or best offer. 549-I7S9.

tfl-17

"typing

Typing Pica or Elite, proofreading and

copies free, editing If requested. 4flf /page

Fast, accurate. Call Ann 546-7441 or —
7438

tfl-21

1 \ ping — the*e». dissertations . etc . Fast

and accurate. Proofreading, editing if

dewed Have Greek and science symbols

NO I.

TRAVEL
SPHIM. IN \( \Pl I t O 1 109 8 day* 7

nights via I niv IM H Jet Open only to

students, employees A families of 5

t ..lieges (all 564-5171.

lfl-20

i.n South Spring break: Bermuda —
Freeport. Acapulco. Puerto Rico. 8 day

packages from 1 169 Escape International,

(all Peggy 253-9667

tfl-24)

TO SUBLET
Small apt. tn Amherst. Ideal for couple

Xvailahle now or preferably June I. Rent

negotiable but around 1169 Call 254-6939.

keep trying
tfl-IS

LOST

Male. Mark large dog. answers la the

name Fh9o'' Reward 253-3561 or 541396

tfl-22

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Discount stereo equip A

table*, speakers receivers
needle* 11.99 magnetic cart*

track tapes 12 29

t-

dlamond
off 8-

lfl-16

TOSUBLET
(me bedroom apt

Immediate. 1166. Apt

Puffton Village

166. call 549-67*7

If3-17

To sub-let. I bdrm apt., all utll roav. to

campua: 1149 per mo Immediately See

Ned In 417 Marhmer or call 2S3-S6M

Ml
SUMMER SUBLET

I Bedroom Puffton Milage with fall

option Avail June I. I ISO/month utll.

included Price Is negotiable Hurry call

U3-24

Must Sacrifice Auto

71 VW (amper. Ideal for spring

vacation. Must sell bow. First reasonable

offer Perfect cond Must sell NOW. 273-

7615. Must tell now!!!
Mi

APARTMENTS WANT ED
Have an apt to rent? Having trouble

renting it" Call ( hltholm Realty Rental

Div. 549-1213 our clients may want what

you have!
tfl-16

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Rent free for rest of the month If you

sublet my one bedroom Puffton Village

Aflt. Call 549-3619
If3-I7

ROOM WANTED
(me large. Inexpensive room. 1st floor,

rooking privileges, private entrance. I

have a nice dog Call collect' l 967-3618

tfl-21

Need room In house or apt with other

females Please call Nancy 256-8147.

tfl-17
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AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC.

The UMass Amateur Radio Assoc,

will hold a meeting tonight at 7:00 in

Rm. 168-170 CC. Scheduling problems

moved the meeting up from Thurs.

Sorry.

AMHERST STAMP CLUB
Mon., Mar. 20, Public Health Bldg.,

Rm. 344, 7:30 p.m. Douglas

MacKenzieof U. of M. will show "The

Art Series of France". Interested

visitors welcome.
BROTHER JULIUS IS COMING
CC Auditorium. Mar. 17, 2 5 p.m.

CHEERLEADERS
Attention all University Men and

Women. Those interested in trying

out for a position as cheerleader on

the 72 73 squad should meet Wed.,

Mar. 15, at 7 p.m. in Boyden Aux.

Gym. For further info, or to discuss

possible practice conflict call 546

6723, or 546 9637.

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
There will be a meeting tonight at

6.00 in 178 CC
DAMES CLUB
Student wives come and join us at

Farley 4M Lodge. Chopping Block of

Amherst will be with us to restyle the

hair of several Dames. Two gift

certificates will be given away for

hairdos at the Chopping Block. Bring

Dames ID. card to be eligible for the

door prizes.

ENVIRONMENTAL ARTS ASSOC.

MEETING
Meeting tonight at 500 p.m. in

Skinner 119. Professor Freedman a

professional Interior Designer will

speak. New members welcome.

HILLEL
Friday night dinner. Reservations

must be made by 3/16/72, call 5 2526

Dinner at 6:00. Services at 7:30.

Election soon. Get nomination

papers now.
LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION
CC 911 915, 700 p.m. Dick Morse

from Earl B. Mosher will be speaking

on Landscape Construction

Notices

MASS. YOUTH CAUCUS
Meeting tonight at 7:30 Pierpont

Lodge to discuss voter registration,

fund raising, legislative lobbying or

other projects of interest.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The bus will be leaving for the State

Hospital tonight at 6:30 from

Hasbrouck Lab, and 6:35 from

Patterson

PUBLIC TALK TONIGHT
It's a New Day 7.30, Rm. 908 CC.

Come hear about "Contemporary

Social Movements".
SCUBA CLUB
Meeting Wed., Mar. 15, 7:00 p.m. in

Curry Hicks.

SINGLES CLUB
Come join us for a "Beer Blast" at

Alumni Hall, Mar. 17 at 900 p.m.

Admission is $1.00 all the beer you
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can drink!

SPANISH TABLE
There will be a Spanish table today,

Wed., 3/15, at 5:30 in Hampshire

Dining Commons followed by a

foreign travel slide presentation in

Coolidge 5th floor lounge.

LOST
UMass Pin class of '74. Sen

timental value. Call 546 1417 or 6-

6754.

Black wallet Mon. in Worcester

Dining Commons. Please take money
if you need if. I want the papers. Call

Sue 546 6511.

Gold watch with scarab band

Thurs. 3/8 somehwere around
Whitmore area. Call Melanie at 549

6362.

POUND
Some money at Boyden. Call 6 6492.

Money at Fine Arts Council Ticket

Office. Identify at 125 Herter Hall

Taxes Asked
To Be Lowered?
BOSTON (AP) — Massachusetts life insurance companies today asked

the state legislature to temporarily reduce by one-half the 1 per cent

gross investment income tax passed last year.

A Peter Quinn, Jr., of Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co., ap-

peared before the joint legislative Committee on Taxation to speak in

favor of a bill to reduce the tax.

In addition to his own company, Quinn told the committee he

represented Berkshire Life, John Hancock, Monarch Life, New England

Life, Paul Revere and State Mutual.

Quinn said the 1 per cent tax now in effect is "double the effective in-

vestment income tax of Connecticut, which is at a level much higher than

that of the other...states."

The insurance companies asked for the reduction while a study is made

of a "suitable formula for net income taxation."

"We wish to pay our share of taxes," Quinn said. "It must be realized,

however, that our future growth depends upon an ability to compete with

life insurance companies based in other states, and on our ability to

compete in certain fields, such as pension fund management, with banks

and other financial institutions."

•Unduly high taxes can undermine our ability to engage in such

competition," he added.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
srorcroMAi*'

MLTS?
t

Yvonne, the R«m. from Paramount,

Calif .
contribute* this missile for in

cius>on m this column Aries can yell and

scream. Taurus can let off steam,

Gemini can tantaine. Cancer can roll

those eyes, Leo can scratch and claw,

Virgo can fill you with awe, Libra can

pan.c and charm Scorpio can cause

"alarm Sagittarius can laugh and play,

Capr.com can slave away Aquarius can

steal the scene, but Pisces will ntvtr be

mean
• ••

ARIES (March 21 ApriM9) Some may
attempt to disrupt your plans, through

legal means or otherwise Key is to know

that you have momentum You need not

be stopped unless you do it yourself

Strive tor steady pace, with goal In mind

TAURUS (April » May JO) Practical

resolution of issues results m money gain

Be flexible Have alternative* •' hand

Bring yourself up to date by reading,

communicating Sense of humor helps

convince one whu is straddling fence

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Friend

may reveal dilemma Results in broken

promise Be practical Study Taurus

message Don t attempt to change others

Attitude of acceptance now is most

constructive Avoid forcing issues,

decisions

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Parental

disputes could be featured Change of

scenery now might be healthy Gemini

and Virgo individuals figure prominently

You may have to set sights on different

goal Avoid obstinacy

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Home en

vironment is adjusted You will be more

at peace Some startling ideas *rt

proposed by neighbors, relatives Key is

to be interested without committing

yourself PuMie will be solved

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Be wary m
dealing with one who wants something for

nothing Avoid wishful thinking Realistic

attitude is now necessary Financial

picture is subject to abrupt change Get

legal, other clearances.

LIBRA (Sept 230ct 22) You may
have to tear down in order to rebuild.

Marriage, partnership areas are af

fected You will have more responsibility

Realize it and don t play games Mean

what you say or pay the consequences

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Mainiain

even pace Finish what you start You are

due to receive attention, recognition,

publicity. Don't wait for others to reveal

plans, secrets Do it yourself Apparent

disadvantage boomerangs in your favor

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Creativity is featured You make your

mark Style impresses Be independent,

sure and confident Leo is in picture

Emtions tend to dominate Give of

yourself but also get something in

return

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 1»):

Conflict may exist between duty and

desire Family member does deserve

special consideration Adhere to pnn

ciplesof Golden Rule One who appears to

be an opponent could eventually become

ally

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II) Hold off

on journeys Take care with what you put

m writing One who makes many
promises may be setting you up Forces

tend to be scattered Get expert opinion

Read between the lines

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) You help

yourself now by aiding Aquarius Know if

and proceed accordingly Emphasis is on

money and how to hold on to it Key is to

be thorough You can handle details,

detect flaws Do so and you win

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have an appreciation for music, the arts

and have innate sense of drama When

you speak, people listen You are

beginning anew, this year you will feel

like more of an individual July could be

your most significant month
Copyright 1972, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Roadside hotel

6 Entertain

11 Staid

12 Elements

14 Indefinite

article

15 Fruit cake

17 Send forth

18 Falsehood

20 Musical
instruments

23 Dutch town

24 Organs of

hearing

26 Molar

28 Teutonic deity

29 Narrow, flat

boards

31 Trudge

33 Metal fastener

35 Mud
36 Go
39 Birds' homes

42 Note of scale

43 Mix. as dough

45 Cease

46 GukJo's high

note

48 Go in

50 Resort

51 Seasoning

53 Turkish

regiment

55 Printer's

measure

56 Emits vapor

59 Mistakes

61 Weird

62 Prophets

DOWN

1 Servile

2 Hypothetical

force

3 Make lace

4 Greenland
settlement

5 European
dormouse

6 Part of "to be"
7 Pronoun
8 Southwestern

Indian

9 Identical

10 Omits in

pronunciation

1

1

Transactions

13 Cubic meter

16 Jog
19 Muse of poetry

21 Model
22 Blemish
25 Pile

27 Leases

30 Part of play

32 Nuisances

34 Sharp

36 Newspapers,
collectively
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37
38

Tell

Facts

40 Heavy drinkers

41 Reaches
across

44 Erases
(printing)

47 Toward
shelter

49
52

Unusual
Sailor

(colloq)

Anger
Note of

scale

58 Compass
point

60 Conjunction
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Alumni
MIAMI (AP)-Pro footballs oldtimers are a bit

grayer, fatter and balder-and a heckuva lot angrier-

than when they spent Sunday afternoons as national

heroes.

'We're being cheated out of our pensions," says

John Fanelli, a Detroit Lions running back who quit

in 1953. 'Today's players are spoiled by money. They

want a legacy instead of a pension."

National Football Leaguers who retired prior to

1959 received absolutely nothing. Complicated

bylaws of the players union funnels every pension

dollar to the moderns.

"We thought we were covered," said 280-pound

lx>on Hart, the most recent lineman to win the

Heisman Trophy. "I was a charter member of the

players association and I'll get not a nickel."

The 6-foot-5 former Notre Dame defensive end

played eight seasons for the Lions, retiring in 1957.

"Marion Motley, Cleveland's great fullback of the

early fifties, and I thought at one time we would sue

for our pensions. But, now we've got 600 other guys

willing to join forces with us."

The oldsters, feeling unwanted by the NFL Player

Association, organized their own group known as the

NFL Alumni Association. Panelli is president, Hart is

vice president.

"This year of 1972 will tell the tale on our pension

hopes," said Hart, new fleet manager for America

Brakeblok Co. in Brimingham, Mich. "We have some

moves, which we won't reveal at this time, and hope

they can budge the current players association."

What the "alumni" want is a guaranteed $200 a

month for each of its 600 claimants at age 65, less than

20 per cent of what the average modern NFL player

will get at the age 55.

"What were talking about is $507,000 for the NFL
Players Association," said Panelli, also a Notre

Dame graduate who is now in the heavy equipment

business in Southfield, Mich, "that would give us $200

per man at age 65."

Hart sat forward in his chair and added. "the NFL
players now have $10 million in their fund with

another $19 million coming over the next three

years."

Ed Garvey, executive director of the NFL Players

Association, said from his Washington office, "I am
very sympathetic and think the alumni do deserve a

pension plan, but we cannot dilute what rightfully

belongs to our vested players."

Garvey said the Alumni had an idea of getting

$10,000 from each of 26 NFL teams plus a matching

total of $260,000 for the NFLPA. "That's peanuts for

the individual teams but phenomenal for our group,"

said Garvey. "We just don't have it."

Garvey said he would '"offer to negotiate with the

owners on behalf of the Alumni," but admitted he

would have no real legal muscle.

Garvey said his association had pledged an

unannounced $10,000 for the Alumni projects. The

NFL owners, Panelli said, have donated $210,000 the

past few years.

Panelli said major league baseball made its pen-

sion retroactive to 1942 and the National Hockey

League benefits stretch back to 1946.

"The more money they collect, the farther it will go

back," he said. "1 think modern pro football players

are forgetting the historical facts of who created this

great league they enjoy."

They pointed out that four Hall of Fame members
in their association are out of luck as far as pension is

concerned, too. That goes for Slingin' Sammy Baugh,

Sid Luckman, Alex Wojciechowicz and all the other

magic names of yesteryear.

Lou "The Toe" Groza, a 21-year man with the

Cleveland Browns, was there with his family. "I feel

like one of the lucky ones, hearing the rest of these

guys," he said.

Groza played nine of his 21 seasons after the pen-

sion plan went into effect in 1959. He, therefore, is

expecting about $700 a month beginning in 1979 when

he hits age 55. "George Blanda, although still

playing, will find himself similarly cut down.

"Today's players say the owners are greedy, but

we've found them more sympathetic than the young

people from an era when they talk love and helping

their fellow man," said Panelli.

The Alumni have confronted the moderns but,

Panelli said, "Their most lavish offer was to hold a

banquet for us. Isn't that nice of them?"
Panelli claimed that while he was allowed to

present his proposals at the 1971 convention of the

NFL Players Association in San Diego, but was
turned down for January's meeting in Miami.

"They don't want us around," said Hart.

Richie Goes
)me To Mother

K. C. To Have Two ' 'Royals
'

'

KANSAS CITY (AP)-The Cin-

cinnati Royals, plagued by poor

home attendance, climaxed a

three month search for a new
territory Tuesday by shifting their

National Basketball Association

franchise to Kansas City.

Only the official approval of

other NBA member clubs stands in

the way of the transfer to this city

which already has successful

sports organizations in the Chiefs

of the National Football league
ind the Koyals of the American
Baseball League A National

Hockey League franchise is also

being sought

JfC \\ilson. Royals' executive

vice president and general

manager who appeared here at a

news < -onlereni «. said it was clear

l>\ hist December the team 'was

not going to make it in Cincinnati''

and that he was able to convince

Max Jacobs, chairman of the

board, of the need for action.

We had only two choices either

• II the team or move it." Axelson

said.

Axelson, who said San Diego had

been among the other leading

contenders for the franchise,

labelled Kansas City "a great

basketball city."

"Cincinnati is not
"

Because of faltering attendance

in Cincinnati. Axelson indicated

team offifials anticipated no dif-

ficulty in gaining NBA approval for

the transfer The plan will require

approval by 13 of the 17 members
on the board of governors

He cited the success of the NFL's

Chiefs in selling season tickets as

the area's primary selling point

A statement said the Royals hope

to play "at least 21 games in

Kansas City's Municipal

Auditorium during the 1972-73

>on. and approximately 10 each

in Omaha and St Ixwis. depending

on building scheduling

availabilities
"

The Royals, who transferred to

Cincinnati in 1957 from Rochester.

\ V . had five winning seasons but

never notched a division cham-
pionship Cousy, sixth coach since

the transfer from Rochester,

aroused the anger of Royals' fans

h\ trading Jerry Lucas to San
Francisco in October 1969, and

Oscar Robertson to Milwaukee in

April 1970

In recent games in which the

NBAs best teams played in Cin

cinnati. the crowds have been less

than 3,000, Axelson said "We have

tried every promotion there is

under the sun. ..But you can't build

a crowd on gimmicks."
Axelson said he hopes to keep the

team's nickname despite Kansas

City having a baseball team with

the same title

SARASOTA, Fla. (AP)-Richie

Allen rejected the Chicago White

Sox offer of a $120,000 contract

Tuesday, asked to be traded and
said he was "going home to my
mother."

Allen, 30, whose penchant for

stirring controversy has prompted
teams to trade him three times in

three years, hardly arrived at the

White Sox spring training camp
before he was on his way again.

The Sox acquired Allen in

December from the Los Angeles

Dodgers for pitcher Tommy John

and infielder Steve Huntz Stu

Holcomb, Sox general manager,
said he spent 15 minutes with Allen

early Tuesday in the "first face-to-

face" meeting between the slugger

and the Sox.

Holcomb told writers that Allen

rejected the estimated $120,000

pact negotiated between Holcomb
and an agent and also asked to be

traded

"We weren't even close," Allen

said as he left Sarasota,
presumably headed for

Philadelphia where his mother
resides and where he spent his first

seven vears in the major leagues.

The Phils traded Allen to St.

Ix>uis for the 1970 season and the

following year Allen, who has

amassed 234 career homers, was
on his way to Los Angeles.

"I thought we were close,"

Holcomb said, i thought Allen

would be easy to sign...We have no

intention of trading Allen. We went

to considerable expense to get

him
"

Allen was 21 days late in

reporting to the Sox camp, but the

team's officials and manager
Chuck Tanner appeared unworried

over his absence
Tanner planned to play Allen

either at first base or in left field

and has been juggling players

through the spring workouts in

Allen's absence.

Holcomb said the contract of-

fered Allen was more than fair and

"anyone in his right mind .vould be

happy with it
." He added that he

would make no anempt to contact

Allen.

Holcomb added that Allen told

him in the brief meeting that he

was not happy in St. Louis or Los

Angeles because he felt he was
used only as a gate attraction.

i told him he would be treated

like any other player by the Sox,"

Hoicomb said.

Research (Term) Papers
We cover all topics — All writers are college grads

specializing in your topic.

ORIGINAL PAPERS: $3.50/page

FILE COPIES: $2.00/page
Send topic description and money order

to: PAPERS INC
P.O.BOX 12159

Hartford, Conn. 06112

OR CALL: 203-527-0631

APPLY IMMEDIATELY

UMEST AMUSEMENT PttK

Weekend outdoor work now available at Riverside Park.

Working hours: FRI. 7 P.M. to closing: Sat. 6 P.M. to clos-

ing: Sun. 1 P.M. to closing: (park closes approx. 11 P.M.)

Jobs available: rides, games, cashier booths, refreshment

stands, parking attendants, grounds maintenance

Inquire at Riverside Park Bowling Alleys Weekdays 7 9 p.m.,

on Sat.Sun. 16 p.m. (must be 18 years of age or over)

PARK OPENS MARCH 25

RTE. 159, AGAWAM, MASS.

PARIS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELGRADEGENEVA BUCHAREST OSLO

FLY SUPERCHEAP
Spring in NASSAU from $179

March 24 - 31, includes round trip jet and ai . ^..moaations at the Montagu Beach
Hotel or Pilot House. Flight only tickets can be purchased on request.

Summer in EUROPE, From $185

Fit.*

BLS22
BL61
BL47
BL612
BL621
BL627

Carrier

Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian

Route*

B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B

Dates

5/22-4/27

4/1-7/11

4/7-9/12

4/12-9/3

4/21-8/29

4/27-8/15

«-ust to

us

S150
S147
S200
S200
S200
«200

Adm. Total

Boston/ L ondon/ Boston

Also available are Eurail, Britrail, and Student Rail passes, car leases, rentals
chases, and many more helpful travel services.

for more info., call ST EVE GERMAN, 253-3359

or

American Student Travel Association
27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

BOSTON, MASS. 02115

Tele: (417)534-2511,534-7843

Open only to 5 college students, faculty, staff and immediate families

DUBLIN MONROVIA EDINBURGH ATHENS MADRID SAN MARINO WARSAW PRAGUE ol
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The Season That Was
By EARLE BARROLL

The basketball season that was to be...never

materialized as had been expected prior to last April.

It's scope of interest stretched as far south as

Virginia, as far north as Maine and as far west as

Philadelphia (relatively speaking.)

And in this geographic maze the basketball season

that was. ..materialized.

There is no doubt that Julius Erving's signing with

the Squires of the ABA last April cast a tremendous

shadow of doubt on this basketball season. UMass
was rated ninth in preseason polls in New England.

On a national scale the Redmen were being con-

sidered for preseason top ten in Sports Illustrated's

picks... until Julius left. And then it was...U-who?

But, this set the stage for what took place over the

26 games that have just past The big question that

confronted Jack Leaman and his team was: "Let's

see what you can do now without Julius Erving."

And in analyzing the season, they came awful close,

like eight games decided by a basket either way, of

being in New York this week for the NIT.
The Redmen finished with a 14-12 record,

something that basketball fanatics around campus

have not been accustomed to in recent years.

However in only one of these losing efforts was

UMass ever completely out of the ball game and this

was against Villanova at the Quaker City tournament

and yet at one time in the second half, the Redmen

closed a 26 point deficit to eight before the Wildcats

regrouped and went on to their 17-point final spread.

If a title had to be placed on this season the obvious

choice would be: "Home and Away.'' The Redmen

were 9-1 at the Cage and 5-11 on the road, the toughest

road that any UMass team has ever had to travel.

The Yankee Conference was trouble in itself, but

when you add Fordham and Syracuse (both NIT.
teams i, the Quaker City Tournament and the Boston

establishment of Boston College and Harvard the

emphasis is on consistency on the road...and this is

what the Redmen lacked during the season.

Surprisingly enough, they opened with six straight

wins, which included a couple of last minute heroics

to keep the string alive.

But then came Harvard and the season took an

about face. Three times the Redmen had the lead in

the last minute and each time Harvard got it back

and finally won by two. This broke their back. As

Leaman said: "This was the turning point of the

season It took the mental confidence that we had

through six games away from us and it also took

away our momentum."
In summing up the season Leaman said, "It was a

little bit dissappointing, but not discouraging. We
knew we'd have a tough time without Julius, but it

was a year of being close...we just couldn't get the

ringer
"

Before this season got underway Leaman's main

emphasis was to get his team running, the only way

he felt he could compensate for the loss of Erving's

power up front But there was a dichotomy here as

the season progressed...The Redmen performed this

magic at the Cage, but on the road it was a different

story.

Leaman's version goes like this: "When we ran we

scored effectively and when the opposition got behind

we were able to destroy them, but when we couldn't

score and fell behind (on the road) we had to play

catch-up. we couldn't run as the opposition slowed the

game down and we had to play their game."

Which leads to another problem, the lack of offense

which stems from an ineffective total effort up front.

Since Leaman has been at UMass, his offense has

been basically front court oriented.

But. as Leaman says, "Because we weren't scoring

up front, we had to depend on the backcourt and this

put too much pressure on Mike ( Pagliara > and John

I Betancourt I and my philosophy on this is if you have

too depend on the backcourt you can't be a winner as

it's too easy to stop the guards with the zone."

And the only remedy to this was "when Tom
McLaughlin was playing well". Leaman emphasized.

Al Skinner was the only consistant performer up front

all season, but it was too much to ask of him to do it

all

A MAN UNDER PRESSURE-John Betancourt drives for a lay-up

in victoiy over Springfield. He and Mike Pagliara were both under

pressure to produce to make up for lack of production up front this

season. The guy under the basket is Peter Trow (34) looking for a

possible rebound.

Leaman tried furiously to invent the machine to

amalgamate the aggression of Charlie Peters and the

agility of Tom Austin to come out with the complete

center.

This is what made this season the interest that it

was. Outside of the Squires' incident, there was a long

stretch when the Redmen were second in New
England after that early season poll put them below

eight other teams.

It was a season in which Jack Leaman and many
tans found grey hairs intermingled amongst the rest.

It was a season in which cardiograms became the in-

thing.

Save for two free throws by Tom McLaughlin
against Maine in the last home game. Peter Trow hit

the hundredth point probably everytime the Redmen
reached that mark this season And yes, Peter did get

an assist (or two) this year.

The little insides of this season could go forever, but

in the end. it was the close ones that determined the

outcome of this season.

Leaman's last thought: "We'll just have to win

those close games we let slip away from us next

season.''

Commentary

Reorganized Athletic Council

A Must For Student Voice

DOCTOR J-Julius Erving will be honored at a testimonial at

Berkshire Dining Commons this coming Sunday. His number 32

jersey will be officially retired into the Basketball Hall of Fame, a

replica of which will hang from the Cage rafters.

ErvingToBe Honored

On Campus, Sunday
Probably no other UMass athlete made such an impact on the campus

than Julius Erving. This Sunday evening, the countless fans Julius
;

made

at UMass will have the opportunity to honor the former Redman

basketball star at a testimonial banquet, at Berkshire Dining Commons.

The affair which has been organized by a committee of many of Julius'

friends, will begin at 5 p.m. with a cocktail party, and a roast beef dinner

at 7. Tickets will be $5. and can be purchased anytime at the Boyden

ticket office.

The banquet will be highlighted by the official retiring of Julius'

number 32, that he wore enroute to his record breaking two varsity

season with UMass. A replica of the jersey will be hung from the Cage

rafters. Also, there will be a plaque awarded to Erving.

The program will additionally include speakers who have known

Julius including former and present teammates and coaches An ad-

ditianal honor will include the placing of Erving's uniform in the

Basketball Hall of Fame, along with other college greats, such as Austin

Carr and Cazzie Russell.

The program will hopefully be an interesting and enjoyable one for

anyone who had the pleasure of seeing Erving perform over the past

years. It is hoped that many students will turn out and honor one of their

most illustrious colleagues.

ft) STEVE TRIPOLI
Tomorrow the Faculty Senate

will consider the reorganization of

the Athletic Council. The way the

council is set up now. any kind of

reorganization will be an im-

provement.
At the present time the only

qualified members of the council

are Lee Sandwen. Acting Athletic

Director David Bischoff. and
Assistant Athletic Director Robert

O'Connell. Sandwen is the only

student voice on the Council, and

Bischoff and O'Connell are the only

administrators who really know

the ins and outs of athletic affairs

on campus
The rest of the Council is made

up of faculty who get the job by

default and alumni whose only

interest seems to be the blind

school spirit of Joe College circa

1945 with little concern for reality.

Both are grossly unqualified for

the job.

A good example of the situation

is the last meeting of the Council

After a debate dominated by a

vociferous alumnus (this litany

prompted one member of the

Council to comment that there was

no better argument against

allowing alumni to sit on the

Council than listening to this man
talk) the Council voted 8-1 (Sand-

wen the only dissenter) to urge

I Mass President Robert Wood not

to come out in favor of need as the

sole basis for granting atheltic

scholarships until the NCAA should

take such action.

This came in spite of the fact that

the Student Senate had com

mended Wood for initially ap-

proving need at a recent meeting of

Yankee Conference presidents

The students' previously expressed

feelings, exactly opposite to the

Council's final decision, is in-

lathj (SoUrgfant

SPORTS
dicative of the situation on this

body which makes so many
decisions that affect us.

Acting Chancellor Bromery has

on several occasions had to veto

decisions of the Council. One of

these vetoes involved a decision of

the Council to take $6,000 from the

Athletic Trust Fund to build a stone

memorial to a UMass football

player who was killed in an auto

accident. It's not hard to see why
the Chancellor vetoed such an
unnecessary expenditure.

Council member Sandwen had a

few comments of his own after the

last meeting of the Council. On
some of the members: "They live

in dream worlds. There's so many
facts against some of the things

they're doing."

Sandwen's consternation is

certainly not unfounded But all he

can do at the present time is

frustratedly pound his fist on a

table as he did during the post

meeting interview As things stand

now he's the only student

representative on the Council and

his vote is far from being a force

against so many.
The Faculty Senate version of

the revamping of the Council is

now. after some student com-

promising, in the form of

restructuring the Council to make
it an eleven man body including

five students. This form, although

less than the students wanted, is

vastly superior to the setup of the

Council as it presently exists.

So now it's all up to the Faculty

Senators. It can only be hoped that

they will approve the resolution

and give the students a measure of

control over a body whose control

should have been theirs in the first

place.

Notices
SOCCER meeting tonight at 7

p.m for all varsity and J.V

hooters If you cannot attend notify

coach Berryman
VARSITY M Luncheon this

afternoon at 12:15 sharp. Skiing

coach Bill MacConnell and
members of his ski team will be

featured guests. Door prize, good

food, all for $1.50 The public is

welcome.

New England 's
®*?* fTOa00arl?U0rtt0

Largest
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Weather

Love is not boring

unless you watch.

Details page two.
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Executive Branch

Of Student Senate

Reorganized
By MDC STAFF

The Student Senate passed constitutional and by-law amendments

which will reorganize the executive branch of the UMass undergraduate

government last night at their weekly meeting^

The moves call for a President of the Student Government Association

who will be responsible for relations between SGA and the /acuity ad-

ministration and Board of Trustees. The changes will take effect with the

next officer elections which will take place on April 5, according to John

Hogan, Administrative Vice-President

Essential Changes

Essential changes include the following:

-The president will no longer have to be a student senator:

-The president will appoint special assistants to aid his work and appoint

with Senate concurrence members of non- Senate SGA committees

;

-With President's Council approval, the president may order a

referendum on any issue, except impeachment;

The president will have veto power over any Senate motion which may

be overturned by a 2/3 vote of the Senate;

-A Presidents Council shall be appointed by the President, ex-off.cio

members to include Speaker of the Senate. Chairman of the Campus

Center-Student Union Governing Board, and Area ^ernn
\
ent

-A new position called 'Speaker of the Seante" will be established to

replace the Administrative Vice-President post now in use;

-If the President is impeached, he or she will be tried by an Im

peachment Board appointed by the Speaker

Candidates Announce

In other business, candidacies for constitutional officers were an-

nounced These include, so far. Vice-President Larry Ladd and John

Stevens Budget Committee Chairman, for President; Administrative

Vice President John Hogan *nd Senator Bill Staton for Speaker of the

Senate and Chet Richardson. Financial Affairs Chairman and Bob

Chiller. Rents and Fees Committee Chairman, for Treasurer C andidates

have until election night to announce.

Richardson. Financial Affairs Chairman, introduced a special business

motion earlv in the meeting which passed change in the budget of the

Committee on Poverty. In question was the method of payment for a

concert lecture on poverty and strip mining in the Appalachian area

(.roups to Appear

Three groups have already been contracted to appear this weekend

under sponsorship of the committee and the Coalition for Environmental

Q
sIaton commented during negative debate. 'When was the last time

vou sat down and talked to your friends about strip mining
'

Also the funds of the Young Socialist Alliance were unfrozen by he

Senate, provided that all expenditures are under the auspices of the

Financial Affairs Committee.
Budget Presented

The entire Budget Act was presented to each senator by Stevens.

Chairman of the Budgets Committee. As it now stands, the budget calls

for revenues and expenditures of $590,787; a reduction of almost $45,000.

However, not yet figured in. he pointed out, is the Senate contribution to

the CCEBS program Also, a budget for the Index is not included yet

Starting this Sunday at 7 p.m., special Senate meetings covering budgets

only will be held _ , „

The Sylvan Area will receive $1,500 from the Area Government Coiv

tingency Fund to build a snack bar. according to another motion passed

Vlso pas^riin category changes were transfers for Room To Move and

the Senate 801 account. w.u.i.1

A referendum on 72-S167 for Sororities and Fraternities will now be held

in the Campus Center/Student Union instead of at the Fraternity and

Sorority Houses

Committee on Poverty

representative addresses

Senate on Appalachia

program. At question was

category changes to pay

performers for this weekend's

entertainment. (MIX photo

by Al Jagoda)

Miekey llarrism. Syl\an

Area President, tells the

Senate why his residential

area needs funds to establish a

snack bar. (MIX photo by Al

Jagoda)
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Great Decisions

Guns And Butter XYZ Affair
Wisconsin The Test

For Muskie Effort
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By BARRY STAVRO
"Guns and or Butter: What Price National

Security?" the topic for the Great Decisions

Programs last night was really an X, Y, Z affair, as

each of the three panelists held a different opinion on

our national policy.

Mark Aldrich, of Smith's economic department,

spoke first. He said the real question is: "Who runs

the zoo?', stating that 2% of the population owns a

third of the wealth in the U.S. This power elite, he

said, has strong controls in the government due to its

heavy campaign contributions, i.e., the I.T.T. case.

Aldrich said many of our government officials

come from this elite group. He called the National

Security Council "The richest collection of mass

murderers in history."

Aldrich felt that "The Cold War was made in the

U.S." and that there is no Communist conspiracy to

take over the world. He said, "If there is an

aggressive power in the world, it's the U.S.

He concluded his statement in favor of unilateral

disarmament, believing that disarmament has to be

an all or nothing affair. Aldrich said the current

SALT talks are "Nixon's idea of a sick joke."

Harold Gordon, of the UMass History Department,

felt that our role is hard to define today due to "A

deliberate misleading of the American public" on the

Military Budget He questioned how you can tell

whether the $75 billion budget is too high or too low

without full information.

Gordon felt that research and development which

consumes a third of the Military Budget is simply

"Under the table tinkering with hardware." He cited

a proposed $600,000 military tank which was only

good for "Fighting on the country club lawns."

He called the Nixon supported B-l strategic bomber

"A totally useless gadget." Gordon pointed out that

the costs for this project could run four times the

projected costs for the defunct ABM. system.

Overall, Gordon felt that the budget is "A catch-all

for all sorts of costs and bears little relation to true

defense."

The third speaker, Henry I. Tragle from the UMass

Graduate School, felt there is a menace to our

security. He is against unilateral disarmament.

Tragle's policy is, "In matters of defense you're

well advised to plan for the worst. I've always

preferred to be embarrassed than dead."

Tragle based his judgment on the fact that the

Russians have a secret military budget and also, "If

you can't make N.Y.C. or even Amherst safe, then

you're not likely to make the world safe either" by

disarmament.
An open discussion followed after their individual

statements with no general agreement on the

priorities of our National Security.

Campaign Monej

The Best Lobby
(Editors Note: The word lob-

byist conjures up images of

anonymous power brokers of

whom the best is none too good.

Who are these people? What do

they do? How do they operate?

Here is a report from the AP
Special Assignment Team.)

\\ vsillMlTON I
\1*» Coun

tkM strings entwine Washington

lobbyists with the federal govern-

ment, but none more compellingly

than campaign money, which the

lobbyist often has and elected

officials generally need.

For Dita Beard, celebrated

Washington lobbyist of In

ternational Telephone & Telegraph

Corp . the sum of $400,000 repor-

tedly pledged by an ITT subsidiary

toward financing the 1972

Republican National Convention

The question now being raised in

Senate Judiciary Committee
hearings is whether there was a

connection between the alleged

pledge and a subsequent Justice

Department decision to abandon

prosecution of three antitrust cases

against ITT
For Harold O. Lovre. the

American Trucking Association

lobbyist, it was $4,500 for the 1970

re-election-of Rep Gerald R Ford,

the House Republican leader In

this case, said Lovre. a former

South Dakota congressman, it was

The Weather

Mostly cloudy with rain likely in

the afternoon to late evening

today's high will be in the 40's.

fKTsonal. "we came down to

Congress together He's a friend

II thev didn't help fill campaign

purses, "said Rep Chet Holifield. D
Calil . the power of lobbyists

would be practically nil
"

The lobbyist is a major force in

the IS government. As an am-

bassador to Washington from an

interest group or business, he also

is an accepted fixture along the

corridors of power, and generally

an honorable one. Yet nagging

questions remain about the

campaign dollars at his command
Where, asks Rep Richard

Boiling. D Mo . does the legislator

draw the line in dealing with

lobbyists

"Do you or don't you accept what

purports to be a campaign con-

tribution, or what purports to be a

fee for a speech plus expenses
'

Boiling asked "What is its real

meaning
"

We are not talking about

bribery We are talking about

influence that is almost subliminal.

You don't know you are being

influenced."

There are citizens today who
associate lobbyists with bribes,

high living and nefarious ways. In

fact, all but a handful of the several

thousand Washington lobbyists are

regarded by the men who deal with

them as honest, hardworking
proponents of a cause or interest.

'Lobbying is a much misun-

derstood process, sometimes
abused and often carrying bad

connotations." said Rep Charles

E. Bennett. D Fla . former

chairman of a House Select

Committee on Ethics

Lobbying is nonetheless a vital

part of" the daily interchange

between the people and their

government 'Put it simply, it is

the represenation of a group's

interests before governmental
bodies, and it is not, of course, for

anything that is other than good for

the public."

Kep Olin E Teague. D-Tex.,

values lobbyists for their ex-

pertise.

These lobbyist-educators, as

Teague views them, include

lawyers, businessmen, public

relations men. former government

officials, and former senators and

congressmen.
Some 1.200 are registered with

Congress They represent the

interests of unions and cor-

porations, local governments and

trade associations, causes as

various as world peace and
population control.

All have an interest in what

Congress or the executive branch

can do to enhance, or harm, their

interest group The action might be

tax legislation on Capitol Hill, a

regulator proposal by the Food and

Drug Administration, or a pending

sewer grant at the Department of

Housing and Urban Development.

It is the lobbyist's job to know

what's afoot, to make things

happen, or to stop them from

happening
He may clean the paperwork

pipeline to get that sewer grant,

testify before a committee on

Capitol Hill, state his case in

private to a congressman, or

stimulate letters from important

senators in protest of a proposed

regulatory action

CHICAGO ( AP) - Sen. Edmund

S Muskie, his front-runner status

weakened bv a fourth-place finish

in the Florida Democratic

presidential primary, now turns to

the Illinois and Wisconsin

primaries in the role of a

challenger.

Muskie's first chance to regain

his stature as his party's top

presidential hopeful comes

Tuesday in Illinois' primary, in

which he is challenged on separate

fronts by Sen. George S. McGovern

of South" Dakota and former Sen.

Eugene J McCarthy of South

Dakota.
Muskie and McGovern are

competing for a share of the 160

national convention delegates who

will be elected Tuesday. Ten at^

large delegates will be selected

later bv party leaders.

In the non-binding preferential

contest which heads the ballot,

Muskie and McCarthy are the only

candidates.

Wisconsin's April 4 primary

includes all 11 Democrats who

were on the Florida ballot, plus

Rep. Patsy Mink, D Hawaii

Wisconsin voters will elect 56 of

the state's 67 delegates. They will

be chosen on a district-by-district

basis in the state's nine

congressional districts.

Richard D Cudahy. Muskie's

Wisconsin chairman, said. "He.

Muskie. is the underdog, and he is

going to come out fighting."

Muskie earlier was rated a

favorite in Wisconsin.

Muskie won only 9 per cent of the

vote Tuesday in Florida's 11-

candidate contest. Gov. George C.

Wallace of Alabama captured 42

per cent. Sen. Hubert H. Hum-

phrey of Minnesota, 18 per cent,

and Sen. Henry M. Jackson of

Washington, 13 per cent.

McGovern had 6 per cent, and

McCarthy took less than 1 per cent.

The head of McGovern's Illinois

campaign, William Rosendahl,

said, "Wisconsin is clearly a battle

between McGovern, Wallace and

Humphrey."
This Tuesday is the first time

Illinois voters can elect delegates

committed to candidates, although

at least half the spots are expected

to be won by uncommitted
delegates controlled by Chicago

Mayor Richard J Daley's

organization.

Muskie forces predicted early

that their man would win 75 to 80

per cent but have revised their

figures downward to 60 per cent.

McCarthy says that if he were to

receive 40 per cent, it would be a

victory

McGovern and McCarthy forces

are working together unofficially

to halt Muskie. Daley's regular

organization appears to be leaning

toward Muskie. but the powerful

mavor has not made any en-

dorsements and is embattled in

state and Cook County challenges

to his organization

Florida OpposedTo Busing
MIAMI (AP) - Florida residents voted 3 to 1 Tuesday in opposition to

busing of children to desegregate schools.

In two other nonbinding straw votes in Florida's presidential primary

election, they approved by margins of 4 to 1 proposals to give every child

the chance for a quality education and to permit prayer in public schools

With 99 per cent of the vote in on the busing question, 1,097,620 said they

favored an amendment to the U.S. Constitution to ban the practice, while

385,352 opposed it The ratio was 74 per cent for an amendment and 26 per

cent against.

Schcll
EXERCISE
SANDALS

Bone, Cherry, Blue — Sizes 4 to 10

available at

UNIVERSITY STORE - Camput Center

PASSOVER 1972
FIRST SEDER - MARCH 29

< Since the seders are during Spring vacation there will be

no community seder this year)

Hillel Passover Co-op

Will cover meals from Sunday supper, April 2, through

Thursday lunch, April 6. Details and costs available at

Hillel. 420 S. V.

REGISTRATION DEADLINE -MARCH 23

Program Council Presents

"Little Fauss and

Big Halsy"

Otyr OtuuarlptHrtta Bails dolkgian

The officj of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the Student Union

on the campus ot the University ot Massachusetts, tip code 010W. Telephones $45

M50 (news), MS 0344 (sports); S45 0731 (business)

Second class postage is paid in Amherst. TMB DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes

Monday through Friday during the academic yoar, e«cept during vacation, exam

periods or holidays Accepted for mailing under the authority of an act of March I.

UTf; as amended by an act of June 11. IM. Subscription rates are MOO per

semester or S10 00 per year

Thursday, March 16 7 and 9 P.M.

S.U. Ballroom 50*

Scanlon Opposes SUG Board By-Law Chang.

Gerald Scanlon. Assistant Dean of Students, and Director of the

Campus Center was interviewed yesterday to get his feelings on SI G

Boards recent attempts to gain "hiring and firing power over

management staff in the Campus Center
iiipiui^t ••« • www-- — - .

ITTAdmitsShredding
Of Dita Beard Files

By DON BISHOP
Assistant Dean of Students Gerald Scanlon

yesterday made clear his opposition to the Student

Union Governing Board attempt to gain control the

power of hiring and firing of the "management staff in

the Campus Center Student Union complex."

This attempt was begun at last week's meeting of

the SUG Board. The Board adopted a by-law change

which would give the Board power to hire and fire the

management staff, always subsequent to the ap-

proval of the Chancellor.

This change in the by-laws is now on the desk of

Acting Chancellor Bromery. He will decide whether

to accept this change, which occurred in Article 7 of

the SUG Board by-laws, or to veto the motion The

Acting Chancellor may recommend to the Board that

it re-write this particular article along with others he

has found objection with. The final decision on the

SUG Board by-laws will come next week.

Mr. Scanlon, who directs the management staff of

the Campus Center, submitted his written opposition

to Article 7 to Dr. Bromery earlier in the week. This

follows below:

"This action would totally dilute the

responsibility and the authority of management

at every level. Hiring, firing, promotions, etc.,

are essential ingredients to a managerial

function. In essence, they are the fibre of the

concept of management. In order to effectively

and efficiently implement the policies of the

Board, it is essential that management be

equipped with the necessary tools to do so. On

the other hand, it is equally essential that the

Board be an integral part of the hiring process.

Rather than recommend a vetoing of this Ar-

ticle, a rewriting of it is more desirable."

Scanlons views on the role of the manager of the

complex would appear to be considerably different

from those of the SUG Board, as reflected in their

changes in Article 7. An original draft acceptable to

Scanlon was re-written by SUG Board into its present

form. ... t

Scanlon feels that student imput into the hiring of

the professional personnel of the Campus Center has

been, and should continue to be significant. He

believes that all management professionals to be

considered for hiring should be interviewed by

committees of students.

To give student virtual power in the hiring of staff

as the present Article 7 would Scanlon feels,

necessarily meet with considerable opposition from

the Board of Trustees and the State Building

Authority, the latter of which technically owns the

complex.
.

Scanlon also feels that opposition, (in addition to

that coming from himself and other management

personnel) would again be great from the Trustees

and the Building Authority in response to any

granting of power to fire management staff to SUG
Board. For this reason and the primary reason that

he feels that hiring and firing are an integral

managerial function rather than a governing board

function, does Scanlon oppose Article 7 as presently

written.

Scanlon stated his opinion that good management

people would feel impelled to leave the Campus

Center if SUG Board gained control of the firing and

hiring of management staff. The quality of the

professional staff would in his estimation drop con-

siderably and consequently so would the entire

operation of the complex.

Scanlon feels that under the present Article 7 the

SUG Board could extend hiring and firing power into

the Food Services and the Physical Plant. This would

be unacceptable to him.

It seems highly improbable to Scanlon that Acting

Chancellor Bromery would accept Article 7 as

written in that he feels Bromery realizes the

legitimacy and validity of his arguments against

giving SUG Board the power to hire and fire

management
Dr. Bromery will act on this matter shortly,

probably sometime early next week He will have to

weigh carefully the arguments of both sides and

probably affect some form of compromise to avoid

alienating either side; thus creating a non-workable

relationship between SUG Board management and

administration.

WASHINGTON (AP)The
president of International

Telephone & Telegraph Corp

Wednesday confirmed reports that

security agents from his New York

office shredded the files of ITT

lobbyist Dita Beard two weeks ago

Harold Geneen said that after

publication of a controversial

memo signed by Mrs. Beard,

someone in his firm had ordered

the files placed in a shredder and

destroyed

The memo published by

columnist Jack Anderson drew a

connection between a financial

commitment to the Republican

National Convention in San Diego

and an out-of-court settlement of

three antitrust suits then pending

against ITT
As Geneen prepared to testify

before the Senate Judiciary

Committee. Sen. James Kastland.

D-Miss.. announced that six

committee members will question

Mrs Beard on Monday in Denver,

where she is hospitalized with a

heart ailment

Geneen told the committee that

the shredding "was a reaction to a

belief that somehow our files were

open to the public
"

Anderson has testified

other than Mrs
memo to him.

The first report of the shredding

came from Anderson aide Brit

Hume who interviewed Mrs Beard

and quoted her as saying also that

ITT officials had told her to get out

of town
Geneen said a report on the

shredding incident is under

preparation and he promised to

provide the committee with a copy

Geneen said the sole purpose of

ITT s financial commitment to the

San Diego Convention and Tourist

Bureau and not the Republican

National Committee as has been

reported, was to boost the business

and image of the conglomerate s

Sheraton Hotel chain

The company planned to build a

new hotel in San Diego and Geneen

said the Republican convention

seemed to be an ideal means

opening it

He emphasized that the ITT

commitment for the convention

totaled $200.000-$! 00,000 in cash

and a pledge for an additional

$100,000 if that were matched by

$200,000 from other San Diego

businesses

The decision for six committee

members to go to Mrs Beards

bedside resulted from a conference

call between her two heart

surgeons and Sens Edward M
Kennedv. D-Mass . and Mar low

Cook. KKv. on Wednesday

Kennedy quoted the doctors as

saving it would be at least several

weeks before Mrs Beard. 53. could

be brought to Washington and

interviewed by the full committee

in a neighboring hospital

( ommittee chairman Eastland

named Democrats Kennedy. Philip

Hart of Michigan. John V Tunney

of California, and Republicans.

Cook. Charles McC Mathias of

Marvland and Ed Gurney of

Florida to talk to Mrs Beard for

about an hour Monday.

Wednesday marked the ninth

day of hearings into the nomination

of Richard G Kleindienst to be

attorney general

The committee unanimously

Beard"passed the approved Kleindiensts nomination

before Anderson's accusations

were published The Senate has not

acted on the committee report but

Eastland says he considers the

nomination approved in committee

and he does not plan another vote

Classes Cancelled By Declaration

ByMARYGOODYEAH
Yesterday's half day can-

cellation of classes resulted from a

declaration by the university

administration calling yesterday

an essential service day."

Work and classes were cancelled

for the morning solely because of

the storm Due to the amount of

snow that fell during the night,

clearing crews were not able to

make available nearly enough

parking spaces for the students

and staff A large number of

commuting students and workers

would not have been able to get to

the campus, as many streets had

not been plowed until late in the

morning

Onlv those people necessary for

the operating of regular university

services were required to report to

work as usual Those persons not

considered essential did not need to

arrive until noon An essential"

person to the university is. for

example, an infirmary nurse or

doctor, a dining commons worker,

and the chancellor One person was

expected to be available in each

administration office to take care

of phone calls

Regular full time personnel

receiving a weekly salary can

expect to be paid as usual Part

time help, including students, who

are paid according to the hours

they work, will not be paid for

those morning hours they missed

Essential service days are not

merely limited to days cancelled

because of snow, but are also

eertain predetermined daw
throughout the year December 24,

and the day after Thanksgiving are

examples of other MMntial service

da\

No specific date will be set on the

academic calendar for the make
up of Wednesday's classes, but as

it came from Provost Gluckstern s

office, that does not mean students

will not be held responsible for

work due in yesterday s classes

Make-up procedures will be made
>rding to each individual in

structor

Wedneedaj was the first da)

.lasses were cancelled because of

snow for at least three yean.

WEST VIRGINIA'S

Women's String Band Yarrow and Kline's

"You Can't Put It Back"

Bluegrass Gospel
Old Timey Country & Western
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1:00 p.m. Sat.. March 18. S.U. Ballroom
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sponsored by all area govnt's., CEQ
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UMass
'Fine

Arts
Council
Presents

JUILLIARD STRING QUARTET
Represents the very model of modern quartet

playinq at its best " - Harold C Schonberg,

New York Times

Friday, March 17 • 8 p.m

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: 125 Herter Hall

Telephone: 545-0202
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Wallace Called Formidable Foe
MIAMI. Fla. ( AP) — Florida Democrats have sent

their party a message in the Deep South accents of

George C. Wallace, and Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey
conceded Wednesday the Alabama governor would

be a formidable foe in primary elections to come.

"No doubt about it," said Humphrey, who claimed

that a second-place finish in Tuesday's Florida

primary had installed him as the top White House

contender among progressive Democrats.

Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of Maine was an also-ran in

Florida, running fourth with a showing so weak that it

tattered his mantle as the national Democratic front-

runner and left him in desperate need of a comeback

next Tuesday in the Illinois presidential primary.

The next big confrontation of the Democrats will

come in Wisconsin April 4, when the whole field

battles again That looms now as the crucial early

test, particularly for the battered Muskie.

In Florida, Wallace gained 42 per cent of the vote in

an 11-way contest, and said that showed the people

"want me to be the nominee of the Democratic

party ' Humphrey gained a far-back 18 per cent of

the vote

Wallace has bitterly opposed busing of school

children for purposes of racial balance, and he

clearly got a boost in Florida with that issue on the

ballot!

In an overwhelming straw vote, Floridians marked

yes on 74 per cent of the ballots cast on a proposed

constitutional amendment to ban busing.

The count in nearly complete returns was 1,111,366

for an amendment to end busing. 307.193 against

Sen Henry K. Jackson of Washington who. like

Wallace, campaigned in opposition to busing, ran

third in the presidential primary, with 13 per cent of

the vote

He said he had gained a big boost by running ahead

of Muskie
Wallace swept the statewide primary vote, running

strong almost everywhere, carrying every county,

and capturing 75 of the 81 national convention

nominating votes at stake. Humphrey got the other 6

by winning a congressional district that includes the

Miami Beach area.

The Alabama governor plans at least 10 more

primary contests and in a splintered field, he is sure

to add substantially to his delegate strength.

In defeat, Muskie bitterly attacked Wallace, but

avoided any assessment of the impact of his own

showing, except to say that he had lost but would win

some battles to come.

He called Wallace "a demagogue of the worst

sort."

President Nixon, who swamped two rivals to gain a

towering 87 per cent of the Republican vote was said

by the White House to be "pleased at the strong

support he again received."

Nixon won 40 delegate votes for renomination.

Here are the final vote totals in the Florida

primary:
Wallace. 515,916 votes or 42 per cent.

Humphrey, 231,219 or 18 per cent.

Jackson, 167.667 or 13 per cent.

Muskie, 109,653 or 9 per cent.

Mayor John V. Lindsay of New York, 81,322 or 7 per

cent

Sen George McGovern of South Dakota, 74.880 or 6

per cent

Rep Shirley Chisholm of New York 44.786 or 4 per

cent.

Four other entries drew scattered votes, but none

got as much as one per cent.

In the Republican primary, the outcome was:

Nixon, 357.356 votes, 87 per cent.

Rep John M Ashbrook, of Ohio, 35.983 votes, 9 per

cent.

Rep Paul N. McCloskey of California. 16,985 votes,

4 per cent.

Commission Tightens

On FirmsGrip
WASHINGTON (AP) The Price

Commission, worried by computer

studies showing it might not hit its

2.5 per cent inflation goa, tightened

its grip Wednesday on big

manufacturing firms.

The move appears to be a first

step toward a general overhaul of

commission policies designed to

make them tighter, simpler and

more acceptable to the public.

One staff member described it as

a signal to businessmen to show

more price restraint Wholesale

and consumer prices have been

increasing sharply during the first

months of the commission's

regulations

Specifically, the commission

screwed down the lid on its Term
Limit Pricing rule, called TLP
This optional rule gives big

manufacturers blanket permission

to raise prices in return for an

agreement to hold their over all

average to a certain level for 12

months.
The old limit was a 2 per cent

average. By unanimous vote, the

commission reduced it to 1.8 per

cent and imposed a new 8 per cent

lid on any single price increase by

a TLP firm.

The new policy wont affect the

120 firms that already have TLP
agreements, or another 15 that are

negotiating for them It will affect

any firms seeking such

arrangements in the future.

The decision was made after

staff economists, using computer

models of the economy, figured

that present price rules might not

get inflation down to the com
mission's goal of 2.5 per cent.

Commission deputy executive

director Peter F. Carpenter said

the commission would review

more of its policies in weeks to

come.
He indicated the commission

might simplify such policies as

rent control to improve chances for

public understanding and com-

pliance. But he said if such sim-

plification results in looser price

controls in those areas, other areas

will have to be tightened up to

compensate.

Carpenter said the commission's

new utility regulations, which are

scheduled to be announced
Thursday morning, would give

further clues to the direction in

which the commission is going.

Because the Term Limit Pricing

policy is optional. Carpenter said

the commission could not predict

whether lowering the limit would

discourage firms from using it or

jolt them into seeking TLP
agreements out of fear that the

limit might go even lower.

In Brief...
Effort To Save

\K\\ HAVEN, Conn. (AP)-In an effort to save money, Yale

University disclosed Tuesday it plans to eliminate the jobs of

residential college attendants, except those guarding the freshman

women's dormitory, by July 1.

Indian Flection Results

NEW DELHI (AP)-Prime Minister Indira Gandhi clinched her

biggest triumph in India's state elections Tuesday, routing the left

wing and winning absolute control of West Bengal.

Fuel Leak Forgotten

BKl.t HKKTOWN. Mass. (AP)-A state water pollution official

said Tuesdav the state Department of Mental Health has been no

help at all in cleaning up a fuel oil leak from storage tanks at

Belchertown State School for the Retarded, first discovered in

November
"So far we have received an almost classical bureaucratic

response that adds up to nothing," said William A Doubleday.

regional engineer in Amherst tor the state Water Pollution Control

Division.

He said his division has spent $50,000 of its own funds to curb the

pollution of brooks and ponds while the Mental Health Department,

responsible for Belchertown State School, has "stalled
."

Defense Rests Case In

Jackson State Trial
BILOXl. Miss. ( AP) — The defense rested its case

Wednesday in a trial which has brought forth two

conflicting versions of what prompted police to rake a

Jackson State College dormitory in 170 with gunfire,

killing two black youths

The case may go to a federal court jury Monday

The trial has been recessed until then, when final

arguments will be made
The debate over whether police were justified in

loosing a 200-or-so-bullet fusillade reached formal

airing in court in the form of a $13.8-million damage

suit filed by relatives of the victims

State and federal grand jury investigations of the

incident, which occurred shortly after midnight May
15, 1970 while police were trying to quell a campus

disturbance, produced no criminal charges.

Police and state officials said the shooting was self-

defense, in reaction to sniper fire. Critics, including

the President's Commission on Campus Unrest, said

the barrage was unjustified-even if there had been a

sniper, a disputed point.

The civil suit trial lost its most prestigious defen-

dant Wednesday when former Gov. John Bell

Williams, who stepped down last January was

dismissed.
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\\I\I\V Jordan (AP)King
Hussein proposed Wednesday the

establishment under his rule of a

semiautonomous state of Palestine

on the west bank of the Jordan

Uiver. once Israeli occupation

forces withdraw
Premier Golda Meir of Israel

rejected the plan, saying it

negates the cause of peace and

l»uts obstacles in its path
."

The Palestinians and most of the

Arab world denounced the

proposal.

There was little likelihood

Hussein's statement would have

any immediate effect on the 2.270-

square mile area The Israeli

irmy there has no intention of

withdrawing until a final peace

agreement has been signed by

Jordan and Israel.

Hussein's plan calls for the

establishment of two
semiautonomous regions on either

side of the Jordan River, both

under his control

Jerusalem would be the capital

of the "State of Palestine" on the

West Bank Amman would be the

capital of the "State of Jordan" on

the east bank and of the "United

Arab Kingdom ". which would

encompass both regions

Kach state would have a

parliament, government and

governor general They would run

internal affairs under the umbrella

of the federal government in

Amman, which would have
authority over foreign affairs,

defense and security.

A Good Meal?

A Great Meal?

No!

A Fantastic Meal

ITALIAN FOOD

THE CHEQUERS

A STEALl!

"Tht Water Buffalo'

In Our New Store

187 No. Pleasant St.

British Bomb Experts

Die In Bomb Defusion
BELFAST. Northern Ireland (AP)-Two British army bomb experts

were blown to bits Wednesday night by a bomb they were trying to

defuse.

In Newry, civil rights leader Bernadette Devlin, a member of Britain's

Parliament, got a suspended sentence for defying a ban on parades.

Authorities in the Irish Republic to the south began a crackdown on

guerrilla leaders.

The bomb experts had defused two bombs in parked cars in Grosvenor

Road, a Roman Catholic district of Belfast, and were working on a third

when it exploded. An army spokesman estimated 50 pounds of gelignite

had been backed into the car's trunk.

Heavy sniper fire after the explosion delayed removal of the soldiers'

shattered bodies.

Earlier Wednesday, machine gunners cut down William Logan, a 23-

year-old Protestant policeman from an ambush in Belfast. He was the

sixth policeman killed this year in Northern Ireland.

The death toll in Ulster's 31 months of violence now stands at 275.

A courtroom crowd in Newry Northern Ireland, cheered as Miss Devlin

and 22 other demonstrators received suspended six-month sentences.

They were convicted of defying a parade ban on Feb. 6 to protest the

"Bloody Sunday" deaths of 13 Londonderry civilians killed in a clash with

British paratroopers Jan. 30.

Nineteen defendants, including Miss Devlin and other Roman Catholic

opposition lawmakers, also were fined 15 pounds, or about $39. Five said

they would refuse to pay.

Asked if she would pay, Miss Devlin, at 24 the youngest member of the

British Parliament, said: "I will see when the time comes. I've got more

important things to worry about at the moment."
She was sentenced last month to six months for another illegal parade.

The civil rights leader served four months of a six-month sentence in 1970

for incitement to riot.

In Dublin, a leader of the outlawed Irish Republic Army's Official wing

was ordered to face trial on charges of belonging to an illegal

organization.

He is Thomas MacGiolla, president of the Sinn Fein, the wing's political

arm. He also was accused of having illegal documents on Feb. 23. That

was the day after an IRA bomb squad killed seven persons at the big

Aldershot paratrooper base in Britain. The documents were not

fii^m* v l r^^Hi

Part of a crackdown by the Dublin government, the move against

MacGiolla came two days after the Official IRA chief of staff, Chatal

Goupding, was charged with incitement to blow up a transformer in Cork.

The Official wing wants to unite Northern Ireland with Ireland by force.

Anthony Doherty, a third IRA leader, was ordered to face a Dublin trial

on charges of possessing firearms with intent to endanger life. Doherty

escaped from Belfast's Crumlin Road Prison in December and was later

seized by police in Ireland.

Angela Davis Ousts

Potential Alternate Juror

Mourners cover up under umbrellas as they flank the hearse during Mondays funeral of Irish

Republican Army man Gerard Crossan in Belfast. Crossman died when 30 pounds of explosives wrecked

two houses in the capital city Thursday. (AP)

U.S. Supports S. Viet Victory

s\\ JOSE. Calif. ( APi-Angela

Davis, acting as co-counsel, suc-

ceeded in ousting a potential

alternate juror Wednesday after he

called her a "black racist*' and

said he doesn't trust Communists.

Miss Davis who took over

questioning for the first time since

her trial began, succeeded where

her attorneys had failed They had

challenged Robert Doran for cause

earlier and been rejected

The exchange concerning racism

came after lengthy questioning on

whether Doran had known any

blacks in his life.

"You know. I might look at you

as a black racist. ' Doran told Miss

Davis. He said she might be con-

cerned for the plight of blacks but

did not understand the problems of

poor whites.

"You mav not be able to see the

other side of the picture any better

than white people can see your side

of the picture." he told her

Startled. Miss Davis replied:

Tve never been called a black

racist before ..." Then she added

"Bloody Sunday"

BOSTON < AP) A former Royal

Air Force physician who watched

the BUtopriM on 13 persons killed

on "Bloody Sunday" in Lon

donderrv said Wednesday it was

probably the most horrible ex-

perience of my life
"

The 13 were killed when gunfire

erupted between Roman
Catholics and British troops in the

Northern Ireland city

that she was concerned about

blacks and others too. including

Mexican-Americans. Indians and

poor whites.

Apparently nervous, Doran
explained to Miss Davis at one

point. "You have put a strain on

mv 18-hour deodorant-Ill tell you

that'" She laughed. He was ex-

cused after he admitted if she took

the stand he might distrust her

testimony because it came from a

Communist He said he'd feel the

same about any other Communist
witnesses.

"I might be prejudiced." he said.

With an all-white jury panel

seated, attorneys were in the

process of choosing four alternate

jurors.

SAIGON (AP)-U.S B52 bombers

demolished another North

Vietamese base camp in eastern

Cambodia Wenesday, and South

Vietnamese ground forces claimed

victory in a clash just a mile away.

The bombers, supporting a 7.000-

man South Vietnamese drive,

ripped up 500 small bunkers and

destroyed two trucks 15 miles from

the South Vietnamese border,

government spokesmen reported

The base bordered another camp
where the B52s were reported to

have destroyed bunkers, supplies

and trucks on Tuesday. A IS
adviser in the field said "The
whole area is a big base camp."
Field reports on the ground

battle, about 85 miles northwest of

Saigon, said South Vietnamese

soldiers suffered one killed and 16

wounded while killing 30 North

Vietnamese.

Ground fighting also flared along

the demilitarized zone separating

the warring Vietnams In the

biggest artillery action there in

months. North Vietnamese gun-

ners slammed more than 200

rockets into base camps Alpha 2

and Alpha 4. two government

outposts guarding the DMZ

At least six South Vietnamese

soldiers were reported wounded in

the rocket attacks Tuesday But

the casualties were considered

light in view of the heavy barrage.

Field reports said the South

Vietnamese returned the fire

Wednesday with 105mm and

155mm artillery and called in

shellings from the guns of the U.S.

7th fleet in the Gulf of Tonkin.

The third major front was in the

central highlands of South Viet-

nam Government airborne

soldiers fought with a company of

North Vietnamese troops five

miles southeast of Fire Base 5 near

the border The South Vietnamese

reported killing 28 of the enemy
while suffering two wounded

Sources in the field said the

government troops found a

document in a junior officer's

pocket directing the North Viet-

namese to begin their offensive in

the highlands last Monday

Senior allied officers have
predicted for some time the

Communist command would

launch a major offensive in the

highlands Their prediction has yet

to come true on a large scale.

although action has picked up

considerably recently

The B52s also flew four missions

in South Vietnam, all in the nor

thernmost provinces of Quang Tri.

Thua Thien and Quang Nam Each
raid includes from one to three

planes

In Quang Tri. the V S Command
said one mission was flown against

an enemy base camp three miles

north of Khe Sanh

In the mountainous jungles of

Thua Thien. to the southeast, the

Br>2s struck a suspected enemy
troop concentration, the command
said Two other missions hit a

suspected enemy troops con-

centration in Quang Nam
Province, the command said, in an

area »() miles southwest of Da
Nang

Viet Cong terrorists set off an
explosive device at a primary
school for Vietnamese military

dependents seven miles south of

Da Nang The blast killed seven

children and wounded four others

and a teacher, field reports said
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Sylvan-A Lot Of Potential, But

By JEANNE BAUGE
•Potential'' was the way in

which Ken Burnham, Assistant

Area Director tor the Sylvan Area,

described the future possibilities of

the area. The Sylvan Area, the

most recent addition to residential

living on campus, is trying

desperately to achieve a unique

identity in and of itself.

The Sylvan Area has been

hearing the brunt of much
criticism lately as it struggles in its

ncial infancy Having the unique

suite lifestyle, students are faced

with its disadvantages as well as its

advantages in attempting to set up

a truh attractive social area

The area's development depends

entirely upon student support In

the words ol Ken Burnham. it's

got to he the students to do it. If

they make it They ve got it But if

it tails, it's their fault

In Sylvan alone, the students

have had to start from scratch in

making the area the way they want

it Last semester vrai considered a

mowing and planning period by

some and a period of mass eon-

lusion lor others

But the dreams ol many of the

students in the area do in tact seem

to be materializing Among the

most significiant is perhaps a

better cross s.rtion of students

with an increase in the number of

tenia le residents The area still,

however is heavily freshmen

The students living in Sylvan

were originally limited to ?

groupings There were ap-

proximately 900 freshmen. H*\

upper classmen. and SM
graduates only 19 8% of its 1120

residents during the first semester

were females

Capable of housing I9N students

at capacity. Sylvan now houses

ipproxtmatei) 1192 itudeal

Female residence is up to greater

than '.VY, The area would appear

to be changing its Image

The suite style of living is i

different structural setup than the

classM al t> DC ol dorm Some ol the

worst criticisms b> students as to

tlv concerned with the

physical layout I.ark .it aptCS is a

common cr> among students

Booms .ire considered to be far

too small and yet the number ot

singles in double rooms in the in

i> somewhat high Cashin-M
singles in doubles. Brown 47

singles in doubles. McNamara 80

singles in doubles This single

occupancy in ;i double room is held

by more females than males,

owing to the number of females in

the ai<

Man) students fad that the

dorms are too much like an

apartment house situation Al

such, the physical location of the

dorms in an area somewhat Ml
le from the rest ot the campus.

es it a true off campus appeal

tor some others, however leel

Isolated from the rest of campus

Die ai ea Is separate in itself,

'

said Burnham. and yet a real part

ol the Universit)

There were no provisions made

in the original construction for

recreational lacilities but students

are making attempts in a number

of ways to change thai

Students have taken it upon

themselves to renovate storage

areas for ping pong. etc. Plans arc-

in the making for outside

recreational equipment and a few

picnic areas.

The number of years in which

other residential areas have taken

to develop themselves cannot be

matched by the progress that this

section has made since its

beginning.

Belations Center. No longer do

students have to feel that they are

just one of the many in the crowd.

One of the accomplishments of

the Human Relations Center is the

new creation of a Learning Center.

Occupying suite 02 McNamara, it

has become an actual place as well

suites for student groupings, this

should give the dorm residents a

feeling of closer unity in the

broadcasting of local, area news

and interests.

Another form of communication

has also been established in the

form of a local newspaper called

Day in and day out. area students have to face the artistic unfinished aUempts by others to make the

area more efficient. Original plans hoped for completion around last Thanksgiving, but now students are

hopeful for June. (MDC photo by (Jib Fullerton)

•The Parchment". This weekly

publication has dreams of ex-

panding and giving Sylvan

students the coverage they need.

Once again, this project as every

other organized, has been the

result of student time and effort.

Renovating Storeroom A of

Cashin, students painted and

arranged things the way they

wanted it. This has been the case in

almost every instance

Plans are in the working stage

for a Snack Bar to be opened in the

basement of McNamara. Using

what used to be Storage Room A,

this snack shop would be on the

order of a variety sub shop In this

way. students would have some

place to go for food instead of

taking the hike to the other snack

shops on campus.

A Woman's Center is currently

one of the topics of discussion Ron

Piatt and Joan Cavanaugh have

inquired into the student desire for

such a center and what it could be

for the female population Ten

tative plans are still under in

vest igat ion and hopes are that

something will be worked out

shortly

It has been noted that a large

number ol students in the area are

Engineering Majors and that there

is a desire on the part of many
students to have a computer ter

minal If such a terminal was in

stalled in the area, it would prove

to be a great convenience to many
of the students Whereas other

areas already own a terminal, such

an appropiration for Sylvan would

have to be leased For the present,

no plans can be made due to lack of

funds

The Sylvan Area Government is

funded bv the Student Senate by

Perhaps the most significant

developments made have been in

the elections ol a young Area

Government and individual House

Governments Although just

Uetting its leet oft the ground, the

new organizations have attempted

to near all their efforts towards

student needs

Response to these needs has led

to the development of the Human

as | concept Colloquia have been

started with 11 courses already

underway Many of these courses

receive I niversity credit as well

The idea for an area radio station

took a great deal of planning and

prompting but with developments

and student interest, the station

hopes to get underway in ap-

proximately one week Operating

Irom one of the newly renovated

Celebrate St. Pat's Day early at a

Coffeehouse featuring:

"D. J."
Tonight 8:30 p.m.

Blue Room — Worcester D.C.
25« admission — "free munchies"

Sponsored by Scrolls

APPLY IMMEDIATELY

WANTED

Professionally Oriented Singers

To participate in choral performance of works by David

Amram ( UMass Artist-ln-Residence) in early May. Call

Fine Arts Council Office: 545-0202.

* St. Patrich's Day
Open House - Theta Chi - all day, then

Lambda Chi Alpha invites the campus to an all night open house

4:00 p.m. — ?

7$ at 374 JV. Pleagant St. £fi

20 c beer m

IAMCST AMUSEMENT PARK

Weekend outdoor work now available at Riverside Park.

Working hours: FRI. 7 P.M. to closing: Sat. 6 P.M. to clos-

ing: Sun. 1 P.M. to closing: (park closes approx. 11 P.M.)

Jobs available: rides, games, cashier booths, refreshment

stands, parking attendants, grounds maintenance

Inquire at Riverside Park Bowling Alleys Weekdays 7-9 p.m.,

on Sat Sun. 1-6 p.m. (must be 18 years of age or over)

PARK OPENS MARCH 25
RTE. 159, AGAWAM, MASS.

What's That Garbage Doing There ?

Some students in the Sylvan have the responsibility and the

maturity to accomplish worthwhile programs while on the other

hand some students fail to have the ability to dispose of trash

properly. Where are the ecology conscious now? ( MDC photo by Gib

Fullerton I

way of the Student Activities Fee

For each of the other areas on

campus, budgets are submitted

each year for suitable ap-

propriations. This year, the

Student Senate arbitrarily gave the

area a total of $4500 for which to

fund student area activities.

Considered a "fair" allotment,

these funds are being tapped this

semester with the various ac-

tivities obtaining monies for their

functioning Budget committees

have been established to review

House Government finances.

But. despite some of the all-out

efforts on the part of some of the

dedicated students, there appears

to be a number of obstacles still left

for them to overcome There is

much that has been done by the

students, but one freshman (who

wishes to remain anonymous)

said. "We can only do so much, the

lot of us There are things around

here which we may never be able

T0MICMT

w Happi Hour
^V

10:30 til 1:00

Jl Stye Jnb *

to change. Some here just don't

even want to try."

Many students are disenchanted

with the kitchen facilities

presented to them in an area which

is supposed to be the newest and

most modern Cashin, for one

example, has a kitchenette which

is one single compact unit which

combines range, oven, and

refrigerator This unit is

inadequate, many students point

out. for the possible dorm capacity

of 470 students.

Not having a large meeting

facility, large group discussions

appear impossible. Students are

restricted to floor meetings which

do not facilitate dorm cohesion.

In an earlier article for the

CaHeglaa, Dick Polomba. graudate

assistant to the coordinator of

academic and social problems

stated The most exciting thing is

the acceptance of the part of the

students in taking the respon-

sibility of making Sylvan better."

The majority of students seem to

concern themselves with the area

but the recent amount of garbage

seen thrown from windows might

seem to indicate otherwise

Students shudder at the thought of

spring thaw and the emergence of

a definite odor due to garbage

deca>

OB the issue of trash. Ken

Burnham remarked: "I cant

believe people do it. ..A lot of people

talk a good ecological game, but

don t play a good game" He
further went on to state that it is a

criminal act and if a student is

caught, instant suspension may
result There will be an amount of

grounds coverage once the

weather permits but the garbage

continues to pile up

The largest thorn, however, in

the side of the Sylvan students is

the dug up area known as "The

Fit" Students complain of in

convenience in access to the dorms

inasmuch as the only means is

through M-lot Expected to be

completed sometime around

Thanksgiving, students are now

told that it may be completed

sometime around June

Further disgust is voiced when

students are informed that the

remainder of the road will be dug

up when the first half is completed

Student parking for the area in

M lot is another complaint by

many Inasmuch as there is no

money left for paving it this year,

drivers can look forward to a long

time of driving around, over and

through the seemingly uncared for truly unique lifestyle, but it is up to

potholes in the lot. *hem to decide whether it is to

Students are finding that the become a garbage dump or a

Sylvan Area may in fact offer a superior residential area.

U?
veV

Dr. C. H. Li
DVP Lecture

. „

'Pituitary Hormones, Growth and Reproduction

Thursday, March 16,8.15, Mohor Aud.

Driving through M-lot. a student can hardly fail to notice the

potholes every inch of the way. At the present, the onlv way to reach

the Sylvan Area by car is through this unpaved. rutty route. Mix

photo by (iib Fullerton >

GOT
PLANE TO
CATCH?
Why fight the traffic and
the parking . . .be delivered

to the terminal door by
taking Peter Pan to Bradley
International Airport.

ENGLISH MAJORS

After Graduation - What?

are YOU interested in:

1. Teaching?

2. Law?
3. Journalism?

4. Technical Writing?

5. Career Counseling?

Come to the CAMPUS CENTER,

rooms 168 - 172 at 7:00 p.m. on

Thurs., March 16th.

The speakers will be there, will

you?

Sponsored by English Dept.

Undergraduate Council

• Amvs osdiw irnj
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The Above-Ground Plol To Ruin The Capitol

lift I'll" I. t* •»l I "' Hlfll

Do You Hear A Hump?
There is an animal creeping around the corners of

our political vision that keeps making noises (hump,

hump) sounding reminscent of the '68 presidential

elections

Humphrey came in second in Florida, Muskie

crying on the steps of William Loeb's palace of

righteousness. George McGovern s brave smiles of

confidence, and Handsome John failing in Florida.

Are we about to witness the return of Humphrey?

He lost in 1968 for complex reasons. But one wonders

if he might not have gotten in if a few more people in a

few precincts had gotten out and voted. True,

Humphrey isn't much better than who we have now,

but it's probable that he would at least have kept the

country standing still, instead of greasing the path

back to the stone age.

Come August, Humphrey may be the one

Democratic candidate to leave Miami smiling. While

it's not a comforting possibility, it may well happen.

If Muskie doesn't win enough delegates in the

primaries to give him the nomination on the first

ballot (which is good possibility) Humphrey, sup-

ported by the Democratic old guard, could drag more

and more votes from Muskie till, on the third or

fourth ballot, he is nominated the Democratic can-

didate.

Which puts all of us in an uncomfortable position.

The first reaction would be to vomit over the

television (after kicking in the picture tube), and take

the first plane to Miami with a hoard of high ex-

plosives and small arms. But that's self-defeating

and no doubt the security will be a ball-buster.

So once the nausea passes you're left with a hard

decision. What the hell to do.

Who knows? But the return of Humphrey is the best

reason imaginable for going out and registering to

vote. (Don't turn the page now.) Look it. There's

going to be a primary in Massachusetts April 25. If

you vote, it's one blow in favor of America.

(Assuming you don't vote for Nixon.) And America
needs as many blows in her favor as she can get.

If you vote on the 25th, it can give McGovern,
Chisholm or whomever you favor the edge he or she

might need at the convention in August. It's no good
to wait until November to vote. If we vote at every
opportunity we have, it smooths the way for the next

step, if only by a little. So register, and vote, vote,

vote.

Think of four more years of Nixon:
•Feds tripping over the heels of anyone who

calls Nixon what he really is.

•Another few hundred thousand lives in S.E.

Asia.

•The continuing ecological destruction of

America and the world.

•The beginning of the end of freedom.

Ed Bryant

Four No? Five Spades Seven No!

A List Of Demands Made On . .

.

Women's Intel

It was Labor Day, just after Chicago, just before

checking in here to be a college student for the first

time Carl offered to teach the three of us the game of

bridge. We tried a few hands With only one real

player and three hopeless beginners, we didn't get

far Within an hour, I forgot everything

Then I came to college, where I discovered a lot of

people playing whist, but no one playing any bridge.

Maybe the Marijuana Generation just didn't have

any interest in playing a game his parents enjoyed.

But for two and one-half years here, I never saw a

bridge game.
Maybe they came from the woodwork. Some say

they came from the third and fourth floors They

seemed harmless at first, just college kids taking

long study breaks. Their tactics should have given

them away, but it was spring, and no one feared their

presence. Little did anyone suspect that within one

year, they would have reduced half of Pierpont to a

state of addiction

Too late, the tell-tale signs were noticed. People

walking around in groups of three, withdrawing, until

they found one more person People who once were

likely to say, Til bid four. I want to see what's in the

(The following demands were

made at the Women's In-

ternational Day Rally, March 8th.

The demands were drawn up by

women of the University and the

community. They reflect the

concerns of women regarding the

conditions of all oppressed people

throughout the world. These
demands are printed in full to clear

up any misconceptions, which have

previously appeared in the Daily

< ollegian )

To the New York State

Legislature:

We demand that you end your

plans to reapportion the

Congressional District now
represented by Bella Abzug.

—From an opon letter

by Itcpresentative Bella

S. t%bng, Democrat of

New York's 19th

Congressional District,

commenting on the
reported reap-
poi tionntent plan slated

to be passed by the State
Legislature in March.

"This is to alert you to a

plan in Albany to completely

dismember the existing 19th

Congressional District while

leaving intact or expanding

the other Manhattan
districts. The politicians call

this Congressional reap-

portionment. I call it

outrageous discrimination

against the residents of the

19th CD., who have existed

as a political and social entity

for years and whom the

political bosses are now
planning to deprive of ef-

fective representation... The
gerrymandering of the 19th

CD. is also outrageous
discrimination against
women, who represent S3

percent of the electorate but

have been shut out of political

power."
Richard Nixon:

We the undersigned, demand
that you withdraw the promised

aid to Portugal and instead use

that money to help feed and home
those remaining of the families in

the Buffalo Creek Valley near

Logan, West Virginia. We demand
the end to stripmining. We demand
that the families who lost so much
in this disaster be reimbursed by

the coal companies who were

negligent.

To Judge B.M. Miller Childers,

Juvenile Court Judge of Greene

County, Albama:
We, the undersigned, support

Ms. Virginia Blair in her effort to

retain custody of her five children.

The personal and political life of an

individual cannot determine the

fitness of a mother.

•See NYT, 3/5/72, p. 57.

We demand of ourselves, our

sisters, to remain aware and learn

of the sources of oppression and to

fight that oppression. We demand
of ourselves a commitment to

liberation, not only for ourselves.

but to those who are oppressed,

yes. by their sex, by their race,

their class, their work, and their

government. In short we are

committed to a personal and

political struggle!

Topic: Free Child Care:

Whereas 53% of all non-white

working mothers have children

age 5 or under as compared to 38%
of white working mothers, we
demand of the state legislature

that they legislate resources to the

setting up of free, non-restrictive,

non-discriminatory child care

facilities, with double the number
in black and Hispanic communities

where they are needed most.

We demand free child care

facilities at UMass to ac-

commodate the many children in

this community, some of which

should be staffed beyond the

regular working hours as many
working mothers and student

mothers need the facilities during

evening hours.

To Federal Judge R. Dixon Her-

man in Harrisburg, Pa.:

We, the undersigned, petition

Judge R. Dixon Herman to lift the

contempt of court charge and

release Ms. Zoia Horn. We agree

with her position to abstain from

lending herself to the evil charade

of the Harrisburg Trials. We
recognize that she has been in-

carcerated without the right to bail

and we demand that this right be

given her immediately!

We, the undersigned, want the

kitty'' saying things like "one heart'' and "three no".

Nothing to be done but to look oneself in the face, upon
retiring at five a.m., and saying, disgust mingling

with sorrow. "You know what you are, dummy?
You're a bridge junkie."

Have you ever asked yourself why there isn't a

daily poker column in The Boston (llobe? Or maybe a

daily Risk column, Monopoly column, Frisbee

column? The answer is simple: none of these games
is capable of creating in one person the insanity

which makes it necessary to devote his life to the

game. Surely, Charles Goren enjoys not having to

work for a living, but he couldn't if he tried. Bridge is,

let me warn you, very quickly addictive.

Beware the "friend" who offers to explain to you
"point-count bidding." Watch out for the one who
offers to tell you the difference between the Dilley

Convention and the Teso Trump Unless you want to

be walking the streets in a few months, looking for a

fourth to support your habit.

There is. of course, another side to this question It

can be summed up as follows: "Try it. you'll like it!"

Excuse me, I must find a fourth Shalom.

8, 1972
native-American, Asian, poor and
other women be admitted in

substantial numbers to UMass. We
are sick of the mono-male-
monopolized culture of which
UMass is a microcosm!
We demand the end of aid and

selling of arms to all oppressive

governments some of which are

named in the following: South

Vietnam, South Africa, Portugal,

Greece. Brazil, Bolivia, Ecuador,
Guatemala
We again demand, as women in

this country have for years, that

the U.S. government end its public

and secret wars against
movements of liberation. We
demand the dismantling of its 3000

military bases. We demand life for

our sisters and their families

wherever they are on this globe.

Puerto Rico is a colony of the

U.S. Their Independence
Movement is strongly rooted.
Many have been jailed for their

participation in this movement and
for their refusal to fight Uncle
Sam's War in Indochina. We
support the Puerto Rican In-

dependence Movement and we
demand the immediate release of

Lolita Lebron, imprisoned in

Alderson for 17 years because of

her contribution to the liberation

struggle.

•See p. 141-144 in Alderson Story,

Flynn.

See p. 88-89 in If They Come In the

Morning, Angela Davis.

UMass administration to form a

search committee comprised of 1/3

women support personnel, 1/3

women students and 1/3 women
faculty to locate a woman lawyer

who could provide legal council to

women in the University of Mass.

and community.
We, the undersigned, want all

departments of UMass to offer

courses with subject matter
generated by, written by women.
Despite the emergence of a

Woman's Studies Program, men in

this University should have access

to a curriculum liberated from
male chauvinism and dominance.
We, the undersigned, want half

the buildings on UMass Campus to

be renamed commemorating
women of our history: E.G.,

Sojourner Truth lived in Nor-

thampton for awhile as did Anna
Louise Strong.

We, the undersigned, support the

efforts of the United Farm
Workers Organizing Committee.

Cesar Chavez has announced the

resumption of the boycott of non-

union lettuce. We demand that the

UMass Food Services specify in

their bids for lettuce that they will

only accept unionized lettuce,

labeled with the Farm Workers'

Eagle.

We deplore discrimination in any
form including that which is based

on sex, race, class, lifestyle or

politics. We demand that economic
and procedural barriers be broken

down so that black, Hispanic,

Editorial Points

. . THAT'S 'MIAN GENE', MISTER — NOT 'CLEAN GENE'!'

Letters To The Editor

CC/SUGB Writes

To the Editor:

At the last meeting of the Campus Center/Student

Union Governing Board we passed unanimously a set

of by-laws which I believe to be a significant first step

in alleviating a problem which has plagued the

Campus Center complex for altogether too long. The

by-laws would, if not vetoed by Acting Chancellor

Bromery, give the students greater control of the

building they financially support. The SUG Board, for

the most part, believes that students not only have the

right, but also the ability to govern the complex. I

believe that the desires of SUG Board very closely

approximate the wishes of the stddent body.

The SUG Board is the body that represents, ex-

presses, and attempts to provide for student needs;

therefore, I feel that it is most important that all

actions we engage in be performed as openly as

possible. In this way we can remain responsive to

student input But we cannot fulfill the needs of the

community until we shed our present advisory role

and assume a true governing capacity.

Acting Chancellor Bromery has forestalled the by-

laws from going into effect for nine working days for

the purpose of more study and to rewrite to his liking

certain critical areas of the document. In particular,

he will rewrite Article 7 (concerning the hiring-firing

procedures as discussed in the Collegian on March

10) . The Board expects that his wording of this Article

wili not differ conceptually from the original copy

because Dr Bromery has previously expressed

sentiments very similar to those written into the

original copy of the by -laws; however, if agreement

cannot be reached, he will veto them In my opinion

such an action would be contrary to student wishes

I urge the Acting Chancellor not to relegate SUG
Board to anything less than a true governing

capacity The students have the right to govern that

for which they pay I also urge the students to make

their feelings known to the Acting Chancellor The

issue will not die with student support.

Barry Cohen
Chairperson

Student Union/Campus Center

Governing Board

Responsibility
To the Editor:

I would like to comment in general on thp reper-

cussions of Women's International Day, and

specifically to Zoe Best's letter of 3-15-72.

First, Ms. Best undoubtedly wishes to draw

criticism from anti-feminists by her letter so that she

can then use those "male chauvinists" as a punching

bag for her frustrated ego. What useful purpose could

possibly be served by such literary reading of insults

I don't know. In any case, I am not going to give Ms.

Best the opportunity she is yearning for.

I think the feminist movement has sound basis for

protest of employment practices of many businesses

in this country. Although it would be difficult to

prove, most males or females who have worked in an

office with the opposite sex will recall instances of

real or implied sexual discrimination. Whether that

discrimination is degrading to either sex is an issue

that neither Ms. Best nor I have the qualifications to

decide, unless Ms. Best is a trained sociologist.

Second, it seems to me that Ms. Best is directing

her critical efforts to the wrong group Why doesn't

she (?) talk to the secretaries, maids, and cooks she

refers to in her letter? If, when she has conferred with

them, they feel that they have legitimate grounds for

claiming employment discrimination, then perhaps

she could help an individual bring suit against the

University. Preaching to students via "The

Collegian" will do nothing to remove the sexual bias

of the administration, if indeed there is any

!

Third, and I quote Ms Best, "We merely wanted to

express our understanding of how an administrative

secretary administers for an administrator, (and) is

expected to know all there is to do and does his work.

He signs his name and rips off the title and salary.'

Ms. Best leaves out the key concept of responsibility

in her analysis of the secretary-administrator

relationship. No matter how much of the work the

secretary may do. the administrator will be the one

who is fired should there be a gross error The ad-

ministrator is paid for carrying around the weight of

the hassles inherent in his job. and although the best

secretaries will be as concerned as their bosses that

the right decisions are made, she doesn't bear the

ultimate responsibility for those decisions

Ms Best you have the right idea, but you're run

ning in the wrong direction.

Bil Densmore

Are You A Virgin?
BroS^ RerePHes

To the Editor:
.

A friend and I stopped into the Pub Friday night

For those who frequent the Pub it was one of those

times when, after a long week, you enjoy a dnnk with

friends D.J. was singing the same old songs Most of

the time when we've seen and heard D.J. perform our

preference has been to half listen to some phrases

Friday night his songs hit a particular note, his words

were crystal clear to some. Women were obviously

being referred to on a biological or functional level.

The songs "Hokey Pokey Pussy" and the "in out in

out" finale with the closing statement, "Is this how it

is with your girl friend7 ', were particularly

disturbing. .
' . .....

You say well why go to the Pub? We say why should

we put up with such attitudes no matter where it

happens to be? Are men asked if they are virgins*'

Would they raise their hands if they were?

This is not directed at D.J. who is merely en-

tertaining and directing his performance toward the

needs and desires of some of his audience. It is

however directed toward women of this universty

who like us have "half listened" and just "put up

with such reference to our minds, bodies and souls

Perhaps another look at what the Pub has to offer

Friday night might prove eye opening if not mind

0pening
Patricia Wilmott

Susan Belonis

To the Editor:

Frank McDonough's conception of democratic

dialogue is like that of the John Birch Society
:
"If you

don't like it here, go back to Russia!" There is to be

no room for difference of opinion on Orchard Hill

Most readers no doubt noticed that he did not

dispute any of the irregularities which I reported in

my communication of March 14th, nor did he pretend

that the position of the faculty on Orchard Hill was in

harmony with University regulations or with ap-

proved professional practice.

He is quite wrong in supposing I attack Master

Barron personally, as both he and Larry Hurwitz

have attacked me Though I strongly disagree with

Master Barron's policy toward the Fellows, I have no

quarrel with him personally. In fact, I think he has

fallen into these present difficulties from being so

good-natured and so student-oriented that he finds it

difficult to resist student pressure, even when not to

do so is unwise.

In fact, he himself did not think establishing a

student dominated Personnel Committee was a good

idea He called the second meeting to reconsider the

matter, and I attended in order to support his

alternate proposal.

As for the failure of other Fellows to speak out,

most of those formerly active are so no longer. Those

who remain may not care to subject themselves to the

kind of personal abuse which some students so

liberally pass out.
Howard O.Brogan

When a boor leaves, you may
be grateful to him that you are

no longer cursed with his

presence, unless, in place of his

presence, he sends his presents

in the form of many bombs. It

seems simple enough to me.
***

If you are thinking of starting

your own craft stores, there

are some great deals this week
in Florida and New Hamp-
shire.

»*»

Laugh and snicker at Bar-

tholemew. will you 9 He and the

non-bears will show this

campus who's boss!

If lust night's mar
shmallows, which were served

with the sundaes at Franklin

Dining Commons, were any
harder, they could have been
used for making bread crumbs
from the crackers.

***

Alone and afraid, she prayed
that he'd return that fateful

night, when nothing she said

could keep her man from going

out to fight. From the moment
a girl gets to be full-grown the

very first thing she learns:

when two men go out to face

each other, only one returns

Women On MDC
On Women

To the Editor:

The Collegian coverage of the Women's International Day rally was

offensively poor. Not only was the news article covering this event on

Thursday, March 9 lopsided in its emphasis on a few of the last events of

the rally, but in place of some thorough, neutral description of the event,

we are subjected to the "subjective" account of Frank Baglione in the

Friday Poor Richard section Imagine the uproar if at the Angela Davis

rally a month ago the Collegian had as its sole coverage a subjective

account introduced by the following:

"Everyone has their day. Italians have Columbus Day, Lovers have

Valentine's Day. Patriots have V-J Day, Groundhogs have Groundhog

Day, and now Blacks, Communists, Women and Political Prisoners have

one of their very own."
The irrational nature of Baglione's arguments to show that the

women's movement and women at this rally were irrational are really so

ludicrous as to require no rebuttal. Instead, one is reminded of passages

in Virginia Wolff's essay A Room of One's Own, where, taking as her

example "Professor von X", the author of a book entitled The Mental.

Moral and Physical Inferiority of the Female Sex. she says: "When I

read what he wrote about women I thought, not of what he was saying, but

of himself If he had written dispassionately about women, had used

indisputable proofs to establish his argument and had shown no trace of

wishing that the result should be one thing rather than another, one would

not have been angry. But I was angry because he was angry." (p.34.

Harbinger Press)

Explaining to herself why the professor is angry she suggests that life

for both sexes is difficult and to edure it requires self-confidence, which

one can attain by thinking other people, "half the human race indeed"

are inferior to oneself This explanation obviously extends to Mr

Baglione, who shows his own insecurity and worries about his virility by

projecting them onto men who sympathize with the women's movement;

in particular, those who joined the rally. His crude attempts to explain

away participation by older women in the rally as due to "their desire to

remain with the young" clearly illustrates his lack of understanding of

the women's movement to all women, young or old. To say that they had

abondoned "maturity, discretion and dignity" point only to the inanity of

his own conception of these qualities. He does not even report the

speeches which connect the women's movement to systematic problems

like poverty, medical care and racism, and tunes out on the evidence that

the women's movement in the area is really dealing with these issues by

action-oriented projects His feeble attempt to spoof the whole procedure

by treating it as a fashion show and his paternalistic comments on the

issues involved are so ridiculous that they defy response

As grown women who yet still think of other women as our sisters, we'd

be glad if requested to point out other obvious blunders in the few

arguments that are presented in this article, but we're optimistic enough

to hope that not many people were taken in by them However, we must

hold the Collegian responsible not only for the poor taste and juvenile

response of one of its major staff members, but for an almost complete

lack of news coverage of the events of the Women's Cultural Festival

week Women on this campus deserve better service from their

newspaper, and we the undersigned, demand it.

Isabel Arnold. Dolly Douchette.

Marjorie Foote. Diana Diamond.

\nita Pepi, Celia Waslo.

' indy Shamban. Amy Dillenbeck.

Betsy Drinin.

Ann F. Brentlinger, Ass't Prof.. Philosophy.

Susan Holden and Toby Rood.

Karen Sonderlind and Linda Trompeter

An Inquiry

To the Editor:

Everything humans do is human.

This includes war, killing, committing suicide, hate, stupidity, cruelty,

even polluting the earth.

Everything humans do. they have a good (valid) reason for it. Radicals

bombing schools. Sure, we say we believe in change, we are radicals and

all that stuff, but violence -no, violence we cannot condone. Hurting other

people cannot be excused. What baloney! Those radicals bombing and

burning buildings, they believe they have a reason. Be it what it may.

Some principle like When it hurts somewhere, apply pressure; make it

hurt more, so that it comes to a violent head that can then be treated

Blow the problem out of proportion, so that it will get acted on'. Or any

other such reason. And who is to judge that their reasons are any less

valid than our reasons for condemning violence????

What humans do is human.
By definition. Doesn't it strike you that everything we talk about and

deal with, we insist on defining precisely, except when we are talking

about that holy, divine, miraculous homo sapiens? Why is that, eh? Let's

define the term 'human':

what
humans
do.

Ton! Farrenkopf
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Presidential Primary

Voter Information
|> „ tisan Voting Kequired: The Presidential Primary is the one

,1 .,o when a voter must vote in the party in wfoch he » enroU«l

\, the polls he must specify his party enrollment at which time he

'

'S*.'^S"«talW to change his party enrollment before the

„rm ,r he mus do so thirty .30. days before the primary

K-uon laws™pSify that a voter is no. enrolled in a party untd

"ZZZtSZ v£SL January I. »». absentee voting has

hi.cn allowed in state and presidential primaries, and at city andS pellminarv elections and primaries. A voter desiring to vote

bN absentee ballot in a primary must specify on his application for

SebXtee party with which he is enrolled or. jf an independem

voter the partv in which he wishes to become enrolled. In no case

w^ 1 the vottr be supplied with the ballot of more than one.part
y^

Again if the voter wishes to resume independent status following

thtTn'mary . he must do so in writing at the TownCterk . office.

Ketiistration Sessions Before the Primary: There will be a voter

resistration session, open to all residents, at the-Un,versUy

fmDUS Center on Thursday March 16. from 12:00 Noon to 6JM)

> M On the last dav to register before the primary there will be a

long registraUor, session in the Town Clerks office from 12:00 Noon

until l»:00 P.M. - March 25. 1972.

No» ,h„, no, a aeep. dar. monster fron^e<^^^^S^"^ " ""

corative elements in the Sylvan Area near "The Pit (MIX ph« o d> m _. _^

Debt Ceiling Hiked
u \sm\cm\ i U»i Congress

save hurry-up approval Wed
nesda) to a hike of the national

debt ceiling as the fiscal minutes

were about to run out

Without the raised ceiling the

authority of the Treasury to issue

to much as a savings bond would

vanish
The $20 billion ceiling increase to

M50 hilhon >a..s approved by the

Senate *>"> to S3 after the INUII

approval 237 to tM
The old ceiling was S430 hilhon

MDC
BOSTON ( |P»1 The Metropolitan

District Commission voted Wed-

nrmtlj to fluoridate the water

supplv of the :V2 cities and towns

within the metropolitan water

district

The commission acted after

receiving an opinion from State

\ttv Gen Robert H Quinn. stating

that the MDC has the authority to

tluondate and it can order

fluoridation if a majority of the

>>oards of health among its com-

munities vote an upward ad-

uistment of fluoride content of the

iter."

The commission, in a statement,

noted that 23 of the .\2 boards within

the district have voted for

lluoruiation during the past four

tfl

The MDC said Winchester has

bean fluoridating since 1W5 and

Newton has been since IMS.

The MDC also voted to ask the

legislature for a $1 million

let uiencv for an engineering study

f.i the fluoridation system, con-

struction and equipment costs of

the original installation and the

first year's operating costs.

The MDC announced it also has

voted to ask whether "the action of

the commission. ..must be

published in newspapers of general

and the national debt stood at

about $24 million short of that as

Congress a< ted

Before the House vote.

Democrats attempted to tie tax

reform to future administration

requests tor hikes in the ceiling.

The House Democratic caucus

adopted b> voice vote a resolution

telling President Nixon that the

next increase, due before June 30,

id tie jeopardized unless he

ks legislation closing tax

photos

Fluoridation
circulation of the water district,

and whether and how a referen-

dum in the water district may be

structured if one becomes

necessary.*
4

decorativ

Industry

Hard Hit

By Costs

WASHINGTON < AIM Small

plants in the paper and pulp in-

dustrv and the fruit and vegetable

processing industry will he hit

especially hard by antipollution

costs, says a report to federal

authorities.

Reports on these industries were

part of a general study of the

economic impact of antipollution

measures, issued Sunday by the

Environmental Protection Agency.

Council on Environmental Quality

and the Commerce Department

A study by the Arthur D Little

consulting firm of Cambridge.

Mass., told the federal agencies

that antipollution efforts would

coal the paper and pulp industry

some $3.3 billion from HTT2 to 1976.

The study said about 8;> per cent

of the impact would be felt in New

Kngland. the Middle Atlantic

region and the North Central

stfltcs

A report on the fruit and

vegetable canning and freezing

industrv was submitted by the Agri

Division of Dunlap and Associates,

consultants in Kansas City.

LITTLE LATIN LARRY

and the

Loopii Louies

with the

Latinaires, Latinettes

and starring

FIFI LABOD

also appearing Ready,

Smithline, and Baltimore

and Fort Mudge

$1.00 greased $1.25 Straight

or
White Sox

Friday, March 17

S.U. Ballroom

8:30 p.m.

FISHERMEN TAKE NOTE

FLY TYING LESSONS
Daily — Staring Mon., March 20th

12 noon- 1 p.m.

Campus Center Craft Area

for information call 545-2096

Ktf«)ie C& Mxed falwitt

The Act
sfccurr\ncj

GUINCOOK*
otv>

Friday nights

at the

*f the.

Saturday oioYrtS

Saul Alinsky Here Monday

Students Elect Fake

Radical organizer Saul Alinsky

will speak here Monday, March 20,

sponsored by the Distinguished

Vistors Program.

His talk at 7 p.m. in the Student

Union Ballroom will be followed by

coffee in the Colonial Lounge. All

members of the Five-College

community are invited.

Alinsky has made a 30-year

career of organizing people-

workers, small businessmen,

blacks, labor leaders -against the

power elite. His tools included

picket lines, boycotts, demon
strations, rallies, and stock

proxies

He is 63 years old A former

student of archaeology and

criminology, he joined John L.

Lewis and helped organize the CIO

in the 19:H)'s. By 1W0 he had left the

labor movement to organize the

Back of the Yards community in

Chicago-the area near the

dockyards He united the com-

munity on a self help program and

made it a model of community

controlled power

His Industrial Areas Foundation,

founded in 1940. has helped

depressed communities from

California to New York to build

effective organizations. Cesar

Chaves is one of the trainees. In

1968 he set up the Industrial Areas

Training Institute. He calls it "a

school for radicals" directed at

work in white middle-class com

munities.

In 1969 he entered Rochester.

NY, and helped that community
organize, using a new weapon

against the Eastman Kodak
company -stock proxies. Out of this

came Proxies for People, a group

to help the middle class seize its

share of power through stock proxy

pressure.

MDC Classifieds Pay

*©rVcHt, mar. 16

STORKS. ( 'onn. < Al'i-University

of Connecticut students have

elected a "phantom"' candidate as

president of student government,

apparently in protest over the way

the government is set up

A candidate named Bill X
Carina u.is elected by a margin of

1.641 to 737 over a student senator

to lx« president of the Associated

Student ( Government The runner-

up WM David G, Kaplan of

Bloomfield.

But there's no Bill X Carlson

listed as | I Conn student

Linda Sokolowski. chairman of

the association, noted it would be

up to the student senate to validate

the winning candidate and since

there is no Carlson at I'Conn

Kaplan probably would get the

nod

An editorial in the student

newspaper, the Connecticut Daily

Campus, said Monday it would

consider the election of Carlson as

I vote of "no confidence" in the

student government

• We're tired of endorsing I

system of government which

perpetuates elitism and senatorial

cliques Why is it. for example,

that onlv student senators are

qualified to become president and

vice president of the govern

ment°" the editorial said

Incumbent Paul Devine of

Wallmgford recommended that the

university withdraw support of the

kasociated Student government

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 50400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK other* .7$

ram ra«B

ONCE, A DRAGON OFFERED A BALD

SHEEPE TO A KNIGHT FOR THE PRICE

OF A 6 -PACK OF SCHAEFER BEERE...

AND WHEN THE KNIGHT L00KETH

ASKANCE AT SUCH A CREATURE, THE

DRAGON SAYETH 'TIS A MAGIC SHEEPE,

SIRE, FOR IT GROWETH GOLDEN

FLEECE. ANO WILL MAKE THEE RICH...'

<^9>
WHENCE IN A BURST OF GREEDE THE

KNIGHT CRIETH 'DONE.': THINKING

HE HAD AT LAST BESTED HIS FOE...

BEARING OUT THE ANClENTGREEK ADAGE

TfOPTOTT SOUVLAKTTA' OR/ HE WHO BUYS A

BALD, MAGIC SHEEPE IS CERTAIN TO BE FLEECED.'

«rK..i., Br.wer,e« N-w YorK arvt Albany. N V . B»M.mofe, Md ,
Leh-fh V»ll«y. Pa.
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Clay Appointed To Assist

UT's President Spurr

President Stephen H. Spurr of

the University of Texas at Austin

Thursday announced the ap-

pointment of David Clay, director

of libraries at the University of

Massachusetts, as assistant to the

president. He will move to Austin

this month to assume his duties

Dr. Spurr said Clay's primary

duties will be in the general areas

of academic planning, programs

and development.
"Initially, his main respon-

sibility will involve continued

analysis of the management of the

university's general library

system," he added. "That

responsibility extends to the

planning for new library facilities

and to further analysis of the

various branch libraries to

determine the extent to which

consolidation might be desirable."

Clav also will serve on a special

assignment basis under various

vice presidents "as issues evolve

concerning academic priorities

and long-term planning within the

University." Dr. Spurr said

At the University of

Massachusetts, where he has

taugnt philosophy since 1961, Clay

has been director of libraries for

more than five years. He had

responsbility for general library

operations, building up collections,

and design and construction of a

new 28-story general library

building

For the past two years, he also

has been special assistant to the

chancellor. In that capacity, he

worked on budgeting, program

planning, institutional studies and

facilities planning.

Also during the past two years.

Clay has been responsible for the

large-scale, statewide, cooperative

program of library acquisition for

all the 27 public institutions of

higher learning in Massachusetts.

Acquisitions during the last fiscal

year amounted to $4 million.

•The University of Texas at

Austin is now a mature campus,

and fewer options are open. It is

necessarv to begin thinking very

carefully about the long-term

future role of the library, its

location and the kinds of collec-

Julius Christ To Speak

tions to be developed.

"The University is building on

the basis of great strength in terms

of the quality of its collections and

general library operations. Before

all options are closed, we must

think of where we are going."

Clay was on the campus as a

consultant for one week during the

interval between the fall and

spring semesters. During that

time, he talked with senior ad-

ministrative officers and

professional staff members of the

Library, attempting to 'get a

sense of what the problems were,

the strong and weak points" of the

Library.

He said by far the strongest point

is the collections 'some very, very

distinguished, others excellent and

first-rate."

He tempered that statement with

a warning that the University is not

spending enough on "bread-and-

butter" acquisitions.

'The quality of the collections

can be eroded very quickly if we

don't keep up." he said Of the

4.000.000 items published every

year. Austin is not buying a high

enough percentage."

(Reprinted from The Austin

American 2/11/72)

Phantom Outlaw
Foils Polluters

CHICAGO (AP)-He's a phantom outlaw to polluting industnes and a

hero to those who would protect the environmenL Mmewhere
"The Fox

"
a resident of northeastern Illinois Kane County somewhere

near the river from which he takes his name, works incognito.

Over^he las three years he's gained attention through his antipollution

exSwKe included clogging smokestacks plugging sewer

ouSetfand pouring dung on the floors of corporate offices as startled

secretaries shriek.

Rut "The Fox" may be switching tactics.

Preserving fos anonymity, he spoke on a conference telephone call

Tuesday to ! subcommittee" of the secretary of date's Advisory Com-

mittee on the 1972 United Nations Conference on the Human En-

Vi

™Tnot going to say I'm never going to plug up another sewer or stuff

up anther chimney," he said. "But I'm getting more and more into what

I wanted to do in the first place-to educate. .

"t£> Fox '

sLid he's been working with youngsters recenUyorgamz.ng

writing campaigns to political representatives and generally working

witShe system . He said he hopes to continue in that direc ion but bases

any success he's had working with youth on his previous exploits.
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Julius Christ, who claims to be

the son of God, will speak

tomorrow afternoon at 2:00 in the

Campus Center Auditorium

The 47 year old preacher, who

has been preaching for over 20

vears, will attempt to turn all

hearts back to God. Brother Julius

has great power to heal and bless

all people who are true believers in

his faith

Julius is from Dover. New
Jersey and is one of two witnesses

revealed in the last book of the

Bible, said a follower. The other

witness is his wife, Joanne

During his speaking

engagement, Julius can be ex-

pected to speak on the past

prophesies he has fulfilled. He will

also relate to the next 12 years,

which a follower of Julius calls the

"years of tribulation" These years

are expected to include

catastrophes, wars and wide-

spread famine and disease, ac-

cording to this particular follower

Julius now has 300 to 400 true

followers as well as 70 apostolic

prophets He also now has four of

his expected twelve disciples

Julius expects to have millions of

followers within the next three-

An Afternoon

of

Fiddling

a n d

Foot Stamping

APPALACHIAN
BLUEGRASS
CONCERT

It's Free
—2 W VIRGINIA GROUPS—

Kline *> Yarrow
Women's Siring Band

Saturday

Afternoon

I
S.U. Ballroom

and-a half years.

St. Patrick's

Make the

vacation

circuit In an

eye-catching

SWIMSUITl

H

THE IRISH'' PUB

THURSDAY:

2V4 Happy Hours

from 10:30 til 1:00

with the

Cold Mountain Band
(country and rock)

FRIDAY:

new
designs

by

HIGH-TIDE

CATALINA

SIRENA

COLE of CALIFORNIA

BEACH PARTY

. . .and more

V

$/

THE DAY

with

D.J
playing TWICE!

HAPPY HOUR 3 to 6

and

at NIGHT 9:30 til 1:00

. . .all

pleasingly
priced — and
all bound
to please!

%

1 to 6 p.m. FRIDAY - Corned Beef and Cabbage $1.49

Jnvt.JhfX'
uptown

A Russian salvage tug conies to the aid of a Soviet nuclear-powered submarine about 600 miles nor-

theast of Newfoundland. The boat, apparently disabled by propulsion system difficulties is being towed

to the Soviet Union. This class of submarine is usually armed with three ballistic missiles and carries

about 90 officers and men.

OSCAR Pre-registration

Next Semester Available

By SUSAN HUBBARD
"OSCAR (Optional Section Choice with Assignment Regulation) is

a modification in the procedure for pre-registration which will allow

students to construct their own schedules," states UMass Registrar,

Ralph D. Jones.

Under this new system, each course section will have a unique six-digit

number and students will use these numbers to indicate exact section

preference when selecting courses.

"The student," says Jones, "instead of merely asking for a course, has

the option to request a specific section of a given course through the new

six-digit course coding. As far as possible, the student's request for

specific course sections will be honored."

Jones feels that more interest in class scheduling will be called for on

the part of students if they wish to take advantage of the new system.

Presently, it is only suggested that students construct a timetable of the

courses they wish to elect in order that they avoid choosing courses that

conflict. ,0.00 ad
This timetable formulation would be a necessity once OSCAR is

initiated, in order that students avoid being dropped from courses

because of section time conflicts. If a student has no preference as to

course sections, he would still have the option to let the computer do his

section selection as in the present system.

Additional changes will be made in the procedures for registration in

the fall. More information is due to be issued on OSCAR when Fall 1972

pre-registration materials become available in April.

AUTOS FOR SALE

rH,<i \uMin \merica l-*peed auto., low

mileage, new mow?, radio, front wheel

drive Ukingmot all 54*43311 after *p.m.
tfj-a

I II Scout 4 wd. '«*. plow, hrdtop. 24***

miles, good coad. not abused. I17M. W.

Ward. Box 41. Conway. Ma. 3t*4»73 after

I.

U3-17

IMS Kord Galaxte conv. Leaving area

iind must sell Make offer, t all Ted 253-

MfJ.
tfJ-17

•4 Gala VW — right fe«d«r crumpled,

excellent mechanically. 12.*** miles on

new ring * valve Job Call Tom S274774 or

2434*1*. gM
IMS VW Bag — good running condition

clean inside, radio, some dents, no bum-

pers. 1390. Call 5274774 evenings or 243-

**l* ask for Tom
tf3»

IMP Austin Amer 4-speed. ante., very

good cond S77S Sat-3525
U3-I7

f — Passenger '«7 Ford wagon. • cyl.

IMS.M. Priced to sell now new tires. Call

Mam
tf3-l7

M Olds M. good engine. R« H. new front

brakes, battery . starter. I«M Bob Murria

224 Hamlin House
113-22

IN* GTO. 2 dr. HT. 4** rid/34* k.p.. 4

sad., eaghse «*« ***** •** *or" i

battery. II1M: lftts) Ford F1M. 1/2 too

pickup. I2O0 Bill M5-1H1
tf3-17

M VW. good running cond.. escl. body

new shocks, sn. tires, mof . rod., ball Jnts

Recent tune-up « oil change laid. Call 2S4V

U3-23

t-t VW bus wHh 3M4 miles on rebuilt

engine, gas heater, excellent condition

thru-out. IS7S. Call 25342*4.
tf3-l7

•5 Catalbva. low mileage, very good

condition, runs like a real son of a bitch

(all soon between • * 12 noon 54*4*20

Raja^^
tf3-17

FOR SALE

1*7* Honda 330 CB. Ex cond .
Candy

(.old with rack 1*50 or best offer. Call (-

WW2 evenings ask for Steve
tf3-24)

New tires, all siies at discount prices,

(all John ft-«3i. keep trying.

tf3-l*

Pair Kectllnear XII Speakers, oiled

walnut cabinet. l« weeks old. cost I2JW.

will sacrafice IIM each or best offer. 25a-

MM.
U3-I7

TV I* in. excellent cond. lot Telephoto

lens — Takumar. 24J4J mm. new. Its **5-

1774.

if3- I*

Dunham hiking boots, excellent cond. I"

sole site 4 I il men fits 7-4 women I IS. Cad
after 4 p.m. 445-3031 Ml

1*44 Saab, excel, condition throughout.

beat offer can ms-S3»i keep trying ask for

Craig.
fJMl

2 F.pi 4il i ex. cond IMS. Better than

Hose tail! MUST be heard. Call Bruce

%4*-t*>4 before II am or after 4 p.m.
tf>l7

One pair Lange Ski Boots site — II I /*.

Used only once. Excellent condition Call

S4t-3«I4. mornings
U3-14

Brand new pair of Relker Buckle Ski

Boots, site 7 med. and fur lining. Call 3*»-

4tti In Conway after five.

tf3-21

MDC CLASSIFIED
Guttara: Acoustic. Classical. Electric.

New and used. Gibson SG Copies.

Trier aster Copies, cases, strings, ac-

cessories also Call 544-7472.

If3- It

Twelve string electric guitar, nice

shape, hollow body, case sad cord in-

cluded. Call t-4427 except wknds after

7:4*. MM
Tape dk Teak 4414A Amp. Sanaul 5444A.

4 San Spkrs 2444). pis scces. best offer. Call

7*5- 1 4*4 bfr 5 or 739-4134 aft 4.

U3-22

Very cheap
Meerschaum
after 4 p.m.

hand-carved Turkish
Call Ahmet 4-4214

413-17

'47 Honda 345 scrambler, rebuilt eng. '71.

new f. tire, colls, kick starter needs work.

• 32S. 375 Puffton Village. Mike 54*427*.

tf3-l7

PERSONAL

Weds, nlte 3/4) lady hitchhiker who
hates the cold and Just back from India 5

yrs. who are you? Tell Bob. he tHI me. $44-

tf3-17

Masculine Gsy. Bisexual or undecided

student . would like to talk to someone with

slmllsr Interests a problems. Write Sprfd

Bx 1X21

3-17

MM the big surprise Is on the way. Love

K1B
3-14

MM the Big Surprise Is on the way. Love

KIB
3-14

Chris • Linda I
Thanx for a fun nlte at

the Otis Rush Concert — Bob
3-14

The third floor of Mary Lyon regrets

with sincere sympathy the loss of Deb's

Turtle "She Is Just away."
3-14

To the Super -Shltso-Squlrrel of the PP —
Cent Bent! — Puke Maker

3-14

To the Southwest King of Sheebss — The

2nd Floor Crampton Queens say "HI"!
3-14

Dev In Patterson Hsppy Half. Memories

oft chummy heart.

Better late than never Happy Birthday.

Ugly. Love. The Creep

Oh Baby. Thursday nlte* were never

like this! Get It on at the Rusty Nnll.Rt. 47.

Sunderland.
3-14

Chrisy ! You're not getting older, you're

Just getting better. Happy Birthday. Lots

of Luv. Your Bikey.

poe Freaks unite! This Fri. at the

Hampden Common* 8W The PH and The

Pendulum. Shown at 4. 14 and 12 and a

Roadrunner Cartoon.
U3-17

WANTED
is and Foreign colas snd stamps

bought, sold traded. Estimates and ap-

praisals. Bob Murrin 224 Hamlin House or

P.O. Box 1*4 Amherst Ma.
U3-2I

1-3 Bedroom house for summer June 15

— Aug. IS appro*. Write Alan — 13*1 John

Jay. Columbia U. NY.. NY. 14*27 or call

2I2-2S*43*4.
m-22

ROOMMATES WANTED
Own room. Puffton Vlg. •» — two

people, share room 15*455 apiece. 54»-

U3-17

Colonial Village about 1*0 /month Own
bedroom. Furnished One person only.

Csll Psul 253-53*8. Best Ume: 5-4 p.m.
KM*

Share 7 room apt. on Rt. lit In So.

Deerfleld — half of rent A utilities 145-470

a month. Call Guy Ross st 54*74 or 4*5-

If3-17

SKIING

Ski Killlngton — stay at the Troika

I odge 17/ngt. — l3*/ski week. Full kit-

chen priv. inc Call 4*2-422-34*1 for

reservations.
U3-24

SERVICES

Income tax returns prepared. State and

Federal Call Herb (.ass 445-4457.

U3-I7

Amherst Audio services, stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for hom«? or car. 1*7

No Pleasant si.. 254-11133

tfsem

Prof Trumpet Instruction aspects of

Improv. it harmony lessons In my Ner-

thamp studio Call 527-4*74 bet 5-7 p.m.
U3-I7

Spring It on Its way! Da you want new

spring clothes- Hsve them made by sn

experienced seamstress Call 253-3*47

reas. rates.
tf.VI7

Mothers — cant find a reliable

babysitter* Tired of high fees? Call the

Child Care Exchaage. SM-2224 for farther

Information
tn-21

FOR RENT

Black « white TV rentals I Sfl per da v —
it day minimum Color TV rentals 1 1, per

da* — IB day minimum. TV Center 55 N.

Pleasant 2S3-SIM.
If 4-5

Two bedrooms in a house In Lever tte.

immediate rental, co-ed now. lake M. or

F . 13* per mo. Call after six 2534*04.

tf3-l7

2 Bedroom Townhouse Rolling Green

Apta Avail April I at 123*. all utilities

<"' mmu - mm

One bedroom apt., furnished. Immediate

rental, convenient Amherst location

tl5S/mo. Call 25344*5.
tf3-!7

One bedroom apt., furnished. Immediate

rental, convenient Amherst location

llSS/mo Call 25344*5
if3-1

7

NEEDHELP
Need help In Math. Chem. or

Economics? Call l-733-2**3 collect after 7

p.m
MM*

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Fla. for 3 girls over

spring vacation. Call Monule at 545432*.

3-1*

People wanted to ride to and /or sUy In s

motor home In Ft. Lsuderdale over Spring

break. Call **5-23*l
U3-17

Girl needs ride to sad from Fla. Spring

vac. will share drlvlag and exp. Please csll

Sue 54*4*47
t/3-17

Would like ride to Syracuse N Y or

vicinity on Msrch 24. Call after six. Bruce

544-14*3
If3-14

Csn we come to Fort Worth Texas with

you during spring vacation" Please csll

Janet and Ellen 54*4247
If3-17

2 girls desperately need a ride to Florida

spring vac Will share • and driving. Call

Bettv or Jo 544-5753.
lf3-l*

HELP WANTED
Room snd board for female In apta

adjacent la campus for assistance with

care of two school sge children. Call 54*-

3*53
tf3-17

Photographer wanU open-minded and

very liberal female models to work 4-5

hours weekly. Good hourly pay. will

receive percentage also. Exp. not nee., but

must be willing and attractive Also In

tcrested In hearing from girls tnt In

photography at aaat. Only sincere apply.

Write give details. Box 122. Granby ,
Mass.

U3-.7

ENTERTAINMENT

Who says you can't dance on Thursday

ntles* Do your thing st the Rusty Nail.

Sunderland. No cover!!!
3-1*

The PH and The Pendulum Is bring

shown Fri.. Mar. 17 at 4. it and 12 at

Hampden Commons Plus s Roadrunner

Cart~
t/3-17

Geoff and Maria Muldaur formerly with

Jim Kweskta Jug Band, play toulte at

Folklore Centre for only 12. across from

MOVIE

Stone your folks In "Taking Off', and a

movie by Buck Henry and W.C. Fields

Fri. March 1,74-11 Mahsr Aud. Spons. by

the Cinema Clab.
tf2-l7

TERM PAPERS

Quality Research and Refereace
materials. Originals snd copies. TPA.
Rm 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 N.

Pleasant St. 2S44I0S.
tf3-24

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. 4-month lease.

IIHI/monlh Includes llUI. Csll t4S-324»

days or MA-3575 nlte*.

tr 4-i4

I Bedroom twnhse. spacious apt avail

May IS. Sq. VIII. take over Ise. pool, etc

M5-4774.
U3-I*

DEAR FRIENDS

HRKSH.N THEATRE'S FEATURE
FILM "ZACIIARIAH" WITH COLN
TRY JOE. JAMES GANG. * FLASH
CORDON. SAT. EVENING. MAR. 14.

MAIIAR. *:»- 4:3* - I*: 3*!

TYPING

Typing I Pics or Elite, proofresdlng snd

copies free, editing If requested. 40C/psge.

Fast, accurate. Call Ann 544-7443 or —
74.3H.

U3-2I

T yplng — theses . dissertations .
etc Fast

and accurate. Proofreading, editing if

desired. Have (.reek and science symbols

JJJIfl.

CAMPER FOR SALE

IMP \W Camper, unique bubble top.

studded snow llres. extras, excellent

condition 124*5 or best offer. 54»I75».

UM1

TRAVEL
SPRING IN ACAPLLCOII4*4dayt 7

nights via Cnlv DC* Jet. Open only to

students, employees * families of 5

Colleges, (all SM-5I7I.
U3-2D

t.o South Spring breok: Bermuda —
Freeport. Acapulco. Puerto Rico. 4 day

packages from lit*. Escape International,

(all Peggy 2534*47
UMI

LOST

Male, black large dog. answers to the

name "Fldo". Reward. 253-35*3 or 543*11.

tf3-22

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Discount stereo equip. It 'ace**.; t-

tables. speakers, receivers, diamond
needles I3.M magnetic carta. 3*44% off s-

track tapes 12.9. S444M3.
113-14

SUMMER SUBLET
I Bedroom Puffton Village with fall

option. Avail June I. 1 159 /month utll

Included. Price la negotiable Hurry call

Ml
3 bedroom Puffton Village apt. avail.

June I . Option to lease in fall . Call 54*4457.

U3-24

TOSUBLET
I bedroom apt. Cllffslde available Apr.

11 13* per month, all utilities, pool tennis

Option to renew lease la Sept. Call *ts-

4722.
tf3-2l

One bedroom apt. Puffton Milage

Immediate. Ill* Apt. 3M. call 54*47*7.

If3-17

To tub-let I bdrm apt., all utll. coav. to

campus |I4* per mo. Immediately. See

Ned la 417 Machmer or call 253-5*5*

*JMI

Mutt Mcrlflct) Auto

71 VW Camper, ideal for spring

vacation. Must sell now. First reasonable

offer Perfect cond Must sell NOW. 323

7415. Must sell now!!!
U3-22

APARTMENTS WANT ED
Have an apt to rent? Having trouble

renting If Call ( hlsholm Realty Rental

Div. 54*1233 our client* may want what

you have!
U3-I4

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Rent free for rest of the month If you

sublet my one bedroom Puffton Village

Apt. Call 54»-341*.
U3-17

ROOM WANTED
One large. Inexpensive room. 1st floor,

rooking privileges, private entrance. I

have a nice dog. Call collect! 1447-3*1*

mm
Need room In house or opt. with other

females Please c all Nancy 25*4147.
113-17

GOOD TIME
At the Bluewall tonight: Jack VeronW

Band. Fine music, sood-tlme beat, tots of

everything
3-1*

RED WHITE AND BLHE

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
IS A WAY TO FULFILL THE
AMERICAN DREAM. . .

VI*

AUTO ASTROLOGY
Mercury Is conjunct the moan In Aires.

A Ume of high energy and positive 11

frantic), self-focus, a Ume far aew
beginnings. Your car probably needs Its

Ignition system checked also new sparks

aad plugs Came to Spencer s Mobil —
next to Post Office.

3-1*

TRIPS

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
-DONT KNOCK IT TILL YOU'VE
TRIED IT . . .

3-1*
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AFTER GRADUATION—WHAT?
Tonight at 7:00 in Rms. 168 172 CC,

Career Counseling will be happening

for English majors. Please attend.

ALPHA TAU GAMMA
St. Patty's Day Happy Hour from

noon to 6. Beer, band, hot dogs. Come
and see how Irish we are!

BEER BUST
We're having a great beer party

Fri. night 9:00 at Alumni Hall. What

better way to celebrate St. PatricK's

Day!
BRIDGE CLUB
Bridge play tonight at 7:00 in Rm.

904 CC.

CEQ RIVER DIVISION
Is river diversion the solution to

Boston's Shortage? Stop at our table

Thurs. in the CC Concourse

CONCERT
"The Best of the Three Worlds"

Concert Mar. 18, Sat night, S.U

Ballroom, 7:30 12:30. Rock with the

One Way Out, country music by

Hickory Wind and Debbie

CONCERT COMMITTEE
if we want a spring concert, we

need more bodies Fund raising will

be discussed plus sound systems and

expenses. Come or contact Gary

Gomes, 6 8677

There were two acts that were

available that weren't listed on the

Spring Concert Poll in Tues.

Collegian Humble Pie, $7500, and

Quicksilver, $7000.

DELTA CHI FRATERNITY
An open rap session tonight 7 30

9 30 with anyone interested in finding

out why our fraternity is different.

314 Lincoln Ave. Call for rides, 545

0195.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Dinner meeting tonight at 5 30 on

19 floor of JQA. Bring your own

spoon New women are welcome

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

Election of officers Mon night at

930 CC 801. All members please

come.

LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS CLUB
Tonight Richard Morse from Earl

B. Mosher Inc. will speak on land

scape construction. CC 911 915 7:00

p.m.
LECTURE
Professor C.H. Li from U. Cal., will

speak on "The Human Growth

Hormone Molecule" at 4:30, Thurs.

3/16, Peter's Aud., Goessmann Lab.

OUTING CLUB
Lecture tonight on Winter Moun

taineering and Glacier Travel at 7:30

tonight in 163 CC All those planning

to go on the Mt. Washington trip this

weekend should attend.

PARACHUTE CLUB
No first jump course this weekend,

but student and experienced jumping

Notices

as usual at Turners Falls Airport.

Recruitment meeting coming in

April.

SIGMA ALPHA MU FILM
Firesign Theatre's feature film

"Zacharian" in color with the James
gang, Country Joe and the Fish, NY.
Rock 'N' Roll Ensemble, and Flash

Gordon, Sat., Mar. 18, Mahar, 6:30

8:30 10:30.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Meeting tonight at 7, 917 CC. These

weekly meetings provide an op

portunity for gay people to meet and

THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1972
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDrCY OMAW

SELTS?

T\W\doO

Dorothy, a Piscean from Chicago,

shares her convictions with us declaring:

•I find Taurus and Cancer men at the

Bottom o« the zodiac I think they are the

dullest, most boring in the world I find

Aquarius the most irritating and un

pleasant I don't care tor Taurus and

Cancer people they bore me and the men
are iust too stubborn and bossy The

women aren't so bad but the men! Sulk

and pout likebabies! i worked for several

Cancer attorneys and they thought I was

wonderful But that sulking and pouting

any time they got their feelings hurt

which was often for no reason at all. My
favorites are Libra and Capricorn ."

ARIES (March Ji April l»> Overcome

obstacles by being versatile if you insist

on only one way, you invite problems

Emphasize personality, original

methods Be ready to break with some

accepted procedures Room is being

made at top echelon

TAURUS (April 30 May 20) Tread

lightly. Heavy handed methods now

cannot succeed Check fine print Per

ceive hidden meanings, detect subtle

nuances. Aquarius individual can provide

answers You aid yourself by being

thorough
GEMINI (May 21 June JO) Special

relationships are intensified Friends

tend to be argumentative Avoid

becoming involved in family dispute Be

perceptive, analytical. Some hopes,

wishes are subject to revision Be ready

CANCER (June 21 July 22) You get

help from source that may previously

have been indifferent Home environment

canoe improved Key is to be diplomatic

Don't force issues Review ambitions

Talk of property, residence is featured

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) Maintain

steady pace Going here and there could

be waste of time Sift through rumors,

reports Stick to fact, not fancy Some.

who want to appear important, try to sell

rumors Don't fall for sob story

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Pleasant

surprises due Affects financial status

Avoid lumping to conclusions Wait for

offer You may be worth more than

imagined Self esteem rises You obtain

needed backing Accept extra duty,

assignment.
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) You get into

difficulty by acting on impulse Unor

thodox approach is okay, but be sure you

are aware of potential and con-

sequences. You will be completing a

protect This is time to finish, not initiate.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Work,

health areas are emphasized Pace is

stimulating Be sure it isn't recklessly

quick Study Leo message You gam now

through new contacts Adhere to in

dividual style ignore one who forever

complains
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Friends act in way which causes some to

raise eyebrows Maintain sense of humor

What appears lost is merely misplaced

in actuality, gain is shown. Financial

picture will be brighter

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Be

aware of tendency to go to extremes

Recall diet, health resolutions Home
environment may change suddenly You

come out of any rut, emotional or

otherwise Social life accelerates. Have

tun. but take care

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb H): Con

fusion may appear to be par tor tti«

course Neighbors, relatives make ac

cusations Key is to pay attention to facts

Let rumors go by wayside Another

Aquarian figures prominently

PISCES (Feb 1» March 20) Be ready

for change, travel, variety of ex

per lences Protect valuables Friend may

be sincere but misinformed Realize this

and be cautious where money is con

cerned Gemmi and Virgo persons »r« in

picture

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are sensitive, poetic, often withdrawn,

but basically affectionate June should be

one of the most significant months of 1972

for you New start, contact will begin to

bear fruit Some ambitions art due to be

fulfilled if single, marriage is on horizon

Copyright 1972, Gen Fee Corp

relate to one another. Unitarian Sex

Ed films and tapes reviewed tonight.

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM
Anyone interested in Ayn Rand's

philosophy is invited to meet in Rm.
801 CC at 7:30.

YOUNG WORKERS LIBERATION
LEAGUE
End the boycott of People's

Republic of China; End the Blockade

of Cuba; End the War in Vietnam,

and Southeast Asia. Now!

YOU ARE INVITED
to drop in at this Sat.'s all day

"New Day Festival" for talk, music,

films: about the Baha'i Way of Life.

10 a.m. 4 p.m./7;30 midnite.

ZOOL. STUDENT FACULTY BAG
LUNCH
Next Wed., 3/22, Dr. J. L. Roberts

will speak on "Biological Cycles"

12:15 1:30, Mor. 349. Zool. students

invited to come and meet people in

the department.

LOST
UMass pin, class of '74, silver, call

6 6754 after 6.

Watch lost: Seiko chronograph

watch stainless steel band calendar

automatic winding. Given to me by

my father. Sentimental value. Call

546 4234 or come to Rm. 203 B.

FOUND
After seeing it lie on the sidewalk

for two days, I appropriated a 26"

men's Raleigh Bike, if you are

missing one. Call 256-8815.

Gold graduation ring '72 at North

Dining Commons. Inquire Grounds

and Service Dept. Physical Plant,

ask for Mark Snow or Al DiCarlo.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Opening
4 Hurry
9 Sick

12 Be mistaken

13 Wing shaped

14 Born
15 Golf

mound
16 Fiber plant

17 Large tub

18 Vigor

20 Armed
band

22 At a distance

24 Dance step

25 Actual being

28 Click

beetle

29 Writing
Implement

30 Man's name
31 Ceremonies
33 Resign
34 Happen
35 Skill

36 Tibetan

gazelle

38 College
official

39 Vessel's curved
planking

40 Gasp for

breath

41 Trials

43 Dine

44 Also

46 Might

48 Doctrine

51 Pronoun

52 Fragrant
oleoresin

53 New Deal

agency (abbr.)

54 Bitter vetch

55 Brief

56 Man's
nickname

4 Damage
5 A state (abbr

)

6 Chinese boat

7 Groups of

threes

8 Organs of sight

9 Probe

10 Meadow

1

1

Permit

19 Negative

prefix

21 Appear

22 Paid notice

23 Violence

24 Footlike part

26 Surgical thread

27 Teutonic deity

29 Through

30 Fondle

32 Melody

33 Arid

34 Hypothetical

force
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35

37

39
40

42
43

Reply

Near

Fur scarf

Parent
(colloq.)

Barracuda

Great
Lake

44

45

47

49

Definite

article

Above
(poet.)

Printer's

measure (pi.)

Resort

50 Small rug

fWN

Obtain

Exist

Liars

Duane Thomas:"! am deserving"
DALLAS (AP) — Duane Thomas is optimistic

about continuing his career in professional football

but not, he insists , at the sacrifice of his individuality

and personal pride.

"I'm going to be my own man," the controversial

running star of the Dallas Cowboys said in an ex-

clusive interview with The Associated Press,

breaking a seven-month silence.

"Life is give and take. I'm not going to give every

damn thing and not get anything in return. Money is

only part of the problem. There are also recognition

and respect. You can do the job or you can't. If you

can't, get out."

The 6-foot-l, 220-pound ball carrier who came from

a Dallas ghetto left no question that he felt certain he

could do the job for the Cowboys or any other team in

the National Football League.

"I am deserving," he said. Thomas was a pro

football sensation from the moment he came out of

West Texas State to join the Cowboys in 1970. He

averaged 7.3 yards a carry his rookie season, ran for

793 yards and 11 touchdowns last year and ripped off

95 yards in 19 carries to help lead the Cowboys to a 24-

3 victory over the then Miami Dolphins in the Super

Bowl last January.

During a large part of this period-through most of

last season and up to the present time-Duane placed

himself in a virtual isolation booth, refusing to give

press interviews and declining to answer the sim-

plest questions.

The Dallas interview by The Associated Press over

the weekend was the first of its kind since the

troubled player adopted his policy of silence.

The lengthy conversation took place in the

suburban home of Thomas' old coach at Dallas'

Lincoln High, Floyd Iglehart, a trusted friend.

Thomas, attired in sports clothes and wearing only a

slight trace of his familiar Fu Manchu mustache and

beard, was loose and relaxed.

He spoke in low, measured, tones, picking his

words carefully and at times making allusions to

music and art, in which he is deeply interested He

smiled often.

The solid, thick-necked running back described his

early days in Dallas' predominantly black south side;

his career at West Texas State, marked by

discrimination and loneliness and almost cut short by

the deaths within a year of each other of his mother

and father; then his plunge into the big, suffocating

world of professional football.

Discussing his long-time silence, Thomas explained

that it resulted from no outside advise, such as that of

ex-Cleveland star Jim Brown, as reported. He said he

basically was a loner and during this period was beset

by personal problems.

"People are different," he insisted. "Some guys

like to get before a television screen and talk. I don't.

If I read the Constitution right, it gives me freedom to

do as I please.

"There is no stipulation that says if you play

football you have to talk. I don't have anything

against reporters. I just don't like people because

they're narrow-minded on things."

Thomas admitted that some of his anxieties have

been provoked by money pressures, principally

resulting from family expenses and an inferior three-

contract which fixed his base pay at $20,000 to $22,000

a year, well below the going rate for a super star.

"Because of the things that were happening in my
own family, I thought I'd get a guy to negotiate for

me," Duane said. "I got hold of one of these slick

dudes from New York and he was too slick for me."

Thomas' younger brother, Burtrand, had severed

three fingers on his right hand in a shop accident. His

older brother, Franklin, was suffering a kidney

ailment, requiring heavy medical expenses. Besides,

Duane was paying for the support of a wife whom he

married in high school and two children-a marriage

later annulled.

Thomas said when he joined the Cowboys he had

been assured by Gil Brandt, director of player per-

sonnel, not to worry, that he would be taken care of.

So, after his good rookie season, Duane said, he

went to Brandt to ask for a new contract.

"He suddenly lost all memory," Thomas said.

He said he then went to Tex Schramm, Dallas

general manager, but was sloughed off with the

remark: "Sorry, boy, you're stuck."

"I figured they didn't dig me," Duane said. I

wasn't the stereotype of nigger who comes in and

says, 'Please, Mr. White Man. do this for me."

Thomas said he was disturbed also to read in the

paper that Tom Landry, the Cowboys coach, had said

he must change his attitude if he is to play with the

Dallas team next season.

"There is nothing wrong with my attitude, he

added. "My attitude is a winning attitude. I have felt

my attitude coincided with the goal of the team."

The powerful halfback said he got along well with

all the Dallas team members, but found "prejudice

and jealousy" among the administrators.

"I saw no appreciation from them for my hard

work, my dedication and my sincerity," he said. "All

this is being exploited. They're trying to brainwash

and castrate a person's life."

Johnny Beach waits to put the tag on Ken Boswell of the Mets. < AP

Wirephoto)

* Zeta Nu tjjl^

St. Patrick's Day

OPEN HOUSE

Friday Nite

8:00 - 1:00

Beer Band

eveianasiar Jim nnjwu.M icpun™. »«- —-
• g> T

Doctor Erring Tribute This Sunday

WQ
A UMASS TRADITION

St. Patrick's Day

at

THETA CHI

496 NO. PLEASANT ST.

6:30a.m.-*??

Bring your cups and we'll fill them with Beer!

*

Remember. Doctor J fans. Julius

E will be on campus this Sunday to

be paid tribute to The festivities

will begin at 5:00 p.m. with

cocktails, followed by a roast beef

dinner at 7:00 p.m. The place is

Berkshire Dining Commons
As most of you giraffe fans know,

Mr. Erving was the greatest

Redman hoopster ever, and his

contributions to this school are

innumerable and invaluable.

Therefore, it is hoped that

UMass people will turn out to see

*32 retired officially Many sports

figures will be there. Tickets are

$5 00 at Boyden Ticket Office

NOW \«b * £?"**

*° O30 ArA WcofH^SH°P• * ^^ ^il3r ^»

f\ A i I V AoME ON IN AA/O TRY \

IT'S A 5TEALII

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Sptld parking heidoches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE

Opp Century Shopping Plata! Ft" PM«"I <<" over 100 ear.!

DINNER and MOVIE

All This

For

Only

TEKOA

WESTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

EVERETT
H0LY0KE

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR
On North South Hwy

J. O'CONNOR INSURANCE AGENCY

205 HIGH ST. Next to Holyoke Natl Bank

$5
Par Coupli

Spaghetti and Meatballs

Loaf of Garlic Bread — Tossed Salad

and

TWO Complimentary Tickets

To the movie of your choice playing that night at the

Campus Cinema.

(either 7 or 9 showing)

THURSDAYS from S to 9

THE "New" CHEQUERS
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UMass Gymnasts Second In East
By JANE CROOK

STATE 'COLLEGE. Pa. -The

1972 UMass Varsity Gymnastics

team closed out their competitive

season with a decisive second

place finish in the Eastern League.

as the 45th Annual Eastern In-

tercollegiate Gymnastic League

championships came to a close this

past Saturday at Penn. State. The
three day season finale decided

individual champions, finalized

league standings, and determined

the league representative to the

Nationals, as well as selecting

individuals from the East for the

NCAA championships Only the top

three place winners qualify for the

NCAA'l in April

In team competition. UMass
placed second in the league for the

first time, scoring 153.2, finishing

behind an overpowering Penn.

State total of 164.65. As was ex-

pected, the junior sensation

Marshall Avener turned in some

stupendous performances to pace

the Nittany I, ions, winning the Ail-

Around, and placing in all six

.vents Penn State, under Gene
\\ hettstone. has now shared or won
the League title seven times in the

past eight years This year, in

addition to winning the League

crown, and the right to represent

the EIGL in the Nationals. PSU
took the top three all-around

positions, qualified for 85 spots in

the finals, took 21 medals, and won
in out of 12 event totals in the

compulsory and optional scores

In the all around event, two of

the six trophy winners were

Redman Co-captain Tony Vacca

and Stew Scuden t unshed tifth

and sixth, respectively in this

competition, as they continued to

represent I Mass well in this event

Both <>t these men nave been I solid

part ot the Redmen lineup all

ison. as evidenced by their

strong finish against such

established champions as Penn

State's Avener. Kruest. and Mit-

chell. Avener's amazing 107.4 two-

day total easily won him first

place.

In the individual championships,

UMass fared better than they ever

have in the past, qualifying eight

Jay Aronstein

men for the finals, and winning six

medals Highlighting the in-

dividual honors for the Redmen
was junior Jay Aronstein. who

placed third on the still rings with a

17 H5 total By qualifying for the

Nationals. Aronstein will travel to

Iowa to compete at the beginning

of April

other finalists for UMass in-

cluded Danny Spier on rings. Tony

Vacca and Jay Thompsen in

vaulting. Dave (lenest on parallel

bars. Tom Myslicki and Vacca on

high bar.

The tirst two events concluded

without Massachusetts producing

a finalist Senior John Calabria,

the Kedmen s top floor specialist

got off to a shaky start, scoring a

6.3 on his compulsory on Thursday

night. His strong 8.95 exercise on

Friday just wasn't enough to make

up the difference necessary to

make the finals, while Junior Jack

Berner's more consistent scores of

7.15 and 8.6 fell short of the

qualifying mark by .85. Mell Hill,

of Temple's, smooth exercises won

him first, with Avener and Young

of Penn. State placing second and

third.

Pommel horse was a sur-

prisingly strong team effort for the

Redmen. as they scored an op-

tional total of 25.55, their highest

this season. Rich Seikunas had a

beautiful optional routine Friday,

hitting for an 8.85, which coupled

with his 7 25 compulsory fell short

for qualifying by 4 of a point. Steve

Scuderi also had impressive 7.65

and 86 routines, as were Steve

Nelson s 7 95 and 8.1. but Navy's

Worthington and Swanson duo

made the space at the top pretty

tight Avener took third

Still ring enthusiasts were

treated to quite a demonstration of

ability as Mitchell and Avener.

both of Penn State, tied for first

with 18.025 totals The Redmen's

Aronstein had strong, well-

controlled performances on all

three days. Scoring an 8 6 com
pulsory. and a 9 1 optional, he

entered the finals in second place,

and held onto third with a 9 final

exercise Besides Aronstein on the

rings, the Redmen got some
strong, pressurized routines from

Junior Danny Spier With a 6.5

compulsory and 8.25 optional.

Spier qualified for the finals, and

came through with a final 8.5

exercise, good for sixth place

Longhorse vaulting saw two

more finalists Irom UMass: Tony

Vacca and Jay Thompsen, the

same two Redmen who qualified at

the New England's. Thompsen,

suffering from a painful knee in-

jury, had to vault without warming

up.'but still totaled a 17.60. good for

sixth place, while Vacca after a 9.0

*• V

IBaran
Dave Genest

compulsory, had trouble sticking

his second final vault, ending with

a 17.50 total for seventh place

Parallel bars turned out to be

UMass' most disheartening event.

M co-captain Dave Genest missed

qualifying for the Nationals by 075

of a point After an 8.6 compulsory

and an 8 5 optional. Genest went

into the finals in second place With

a grossly underscored M final

routine, where he was admittedly

unfairly denied any ROV points

tout of a possible 6> by the

judging. Genest dropped into

fourth place behind Avener,

Mitchell and Kruest, all of Penn.

State. It was disappointing only

because the color of his jersey

seemed to play an all too important

part when it came down to those

decisive extra tenths Granted

Penn. State has a fantastic gym
team and outstanding performers,

but a blue jersey or a big name
shouldn't guarantee an extra .5 or

.6 pt before they're even up on the

piece!

High bar was pretty exciting for

the Redmen. with both senior

•pipe-men' making the finals and

placing. Tom Myslicki turned in a

beautiful 8 15 compulsory, with an

equally strong 8.95 optional before

advancing to the finals, where his

8.5 routine earned him fourth

place, missing the Nationals by

225 of a point This past weekend

Slick ended his competitive career

with three sensational per-

formances, despite an incredible

back injury which has hampered

him all season. Vacca placed fifth

in the event. 325 pt. off the mark,

after an outrageous 9.1 optional

routine, and an 8.9 final. His 7.0

compulsory score on Thursday was

just a little too low. a recurring

I Mass fate, and killed his chances

of a qualifying position for the

N( \ As. as Penn State's Avener,

Kruest. and Kimmel captured

first, second, and third

High bar and p-bars told the

story for I' Mass The whole team
performed well all weekend, and

gave 150%. only to have the breaks

not fall their way Consistently

producing strong 8's. the 9's were

too few and too late It hurt to come
so close, and miss.

The gymnasts will continue their

dailv workouts preparing for the

USGF'i m May.

Wrestlers Finish High In NCAA

\HockeyRinkHope.

By STEVE TRIPOLI
Two of the key figures in potential plans to build an ice hockey

rink at here at UMass spoke on the possibilities of the rink in

separate interviews with the Collegian yesterday.

Athletic Director David Bischoff and Speaker of the

Massachusetts House of Representatives David Bartley both ex-

pressed a somewhat cautious optimism as to the future of the rink

Bischoff stressed that as far as athletics is concerned, the rink is

top priority ". but he cautioned that at this point proponents of the

rink should be "careful with procedure" in approaching the ad-

ministration since a rink is not top priority university-wide.

He conceded that although it is "improbable and improper'' for

the largest university in New England to have no facility of their

own. the only route to a rink in the near future is through alter-

native sources of funding Some alternatives suggested by Bischoff

include:

1) Alumni Bischoff feels that asking alumni support of the

measure "offers a unique opportunity to get alumni concerned."

2) A $5 increase in Athletic Fee with the stipulation that it can

never be raised to more than $5 for support of the rink.

3) The legislature. Bischoff considers the ideal solution to be a

combination of alumni funds and a matching amount from the

legislature.

Whether or not the idea of legislative funding for the rink is

feasible was the topic of an interview with House Speaker David

Bartley Contacted by phone at his Holyoke home, Bartley was

queried as to the possibilities.

"I'm concerned with the lack of an adequate hockey facility at

UMass" was Bartley's statement. He explained that there was no

way to tell whether legislative funding was feasible until the Board

of Trustees at UMass submitted the rink request to the legislature

for consideration.

Bartley, a UMass alumnus, has been a long time friend of UMass

on Beacon Hill He hinted at future support of the rink in reminding

the Collegian of his "99.9% track record" in supporting UMass on

the Hill

As far as physical characteristics of the proposed rink go,

Bischoff s aim is a 6,000 bench-style seat ("Spartan, but a quality

rink" in Bischoff s words) rink located north of the lights on the

Intramural field. He would also like to include some varsity team

dressing rooms for the teams that practice in those fields (lacrosse,

tennis, track)

The rink would also serve the purpose of housing intramural

hockey and skating for the student population. With these included,

Bischoff feels that the rink could be used for twenty hours a day

from November to April

But the big concern of Bischoffs is to act now. His primary goal

is to bring ICE to this campus as soon as possible. This may entail

building an outdoor rink and putting a building around it later, but

as far as Dave Bischoff is concerned, anything is a step in the right

direction.

\u JOHN BOCK
Last Saturday night the largest

crowd to ever witness an amateur

M restling match in the USA I
12.."><mi

fans» saw Iowa State University

crown three champions and walk

tway with the team title that

signifies dominance in national

collegiate wrestling

The crowd at the finals was part

ot | total of 44.000 in attendance at

the tournament that saw. in the

three <la\s of wrestling at the

University of Maryland's Cole

Field House. UMass wrestlers

Bruce Buckbee and Carl Damb-
man prove the worth of New
Fngland wrestling as they grap-

pled with the best wrestlers from

many parts of the country Their

total points amassed and the

places they finished in were the

best ever for UMass in the years

they have been at the tourney.

For Coach Homer Barr. it was a

weekend of tense excitement and

emotion as he saw his boys wrestle

conference champions. NCAA
runners up and kids that were just

plain picked to wipe the New
Fngland boys out

"Their performance was very

excellent at the tournament
Considering the size of their op-

ponents and other factors, they

came through in great form We
had Bruce, wrestling at 190.

weighing in at 180. and wrestling

kids that were a good deal bigger

and of course heavier. Then Carl

was one of the lightest

heavyweights and he wrestled two

of the heaviest
"

The tourney was divided into five

rounds for both regular and con-

solation brackets and to advance to

the consolations a boy had to lose to

someone that made it to the semi

final round.

Bruce Buckbee drew Berg of

Fresno State in the first round and

found he had drawn a Pacific Coast

Champ That didn't stop him and

he advanced to the first round

preliminaries by virtue of a 7-6

decision. His next opponent was
Johnson of Air Force, winner of the

Western Regional Tourney, and

Bruce pinned him in 5:28. Fate

dealt the tough New Yorker a

rough hand because his second

round preliminary nemesis was

F.mil Deliere of Princeton, winner

of the Eastern and eventual

runner up at 190 Deliere beat

Bruce 4 1. but pushed him into the

consolations where he lost his first

match 1 1 to Paulsen of Missouri

Carl Dambman was hesitant

about going to the tournament at

heavyweight and if hehad known

how his draws were to come out he

might not have gone Before it was

over. Hesse was to have wrestled

Dailit (Collruian

SPORTS

Ion
That was about as far as Carl

weal as his next opponent was

Penn State s two-time Eastern

Champ and last year's NCAA
runner up Dave.Joyner For those

football tans that were glued to the

TV New Years Day, they might

remember Joyner as the All

American lineman that played a

large part in the Nittany Lions

victory in the Cotton Bowl
•ranger than Fate" is how this

draw should be described because

both Dambman and Joyner have

been coached by Coach Barr Barr

coached Joyner to the Penn
s\lvania State Championship at

Heavyweight and has coached Carl

to two NFIWA titles

I saw Jovner warming up and I

asked him if Andy (PSU's two-time

NCAA 167 pound Champ and a high

school teammate of Carl's" had

told him all my secrets and he said

he had It "was okay, though,

because Coach Barr told me all of

his."

J

two conference champs, last year's

NCAA runner up and a 27-year-old

Canadian Champ In his first

match, Carl was down by four

points to Summerfelt of Nor-

thwestern and then came from

behind to win 8-5 and advance to

the preliminaries It was here that

Carl met 27-year old Harry Geris

of Oklahoma State, second in the

Big 10 to Iowa State's NCAA
Champ Chris Taylor and several

times Canada's Nation 1 Champ
When asked what Geris did to

him. Carl replied. "What didn't he

do to me'' He was all over me and

ended it in the second period with a

pin But at least he put me in the

consolations and I managed to

rally for a while."

His first consolation match was
against Middle Atlantic and for

mer National Junior College

Champ Joel Kislin Kislin. it might

be noted, bested Coach Barr in his

last appearance in active com
petition last summer at a New
York tournament. Carl, to his and

Barr's delight, handed Kislin a 4-0

That was probably the last time

Joyner will listen to Matter
because close to the end of the

second period and four points

ahead, he found himself in on his

back for the first time since junior

high, the victim of a far side cradle

applied by Carl It was only good

for three points, however, and Carl

ended up on the short side. 8 3 This

loss was good enough for a tie for

ninth place in the nation. This went
well with Bruce's fifteenth place

finish.

In the finals, there were four

sensations, two brothers winning

national titles, two teammates
from a small Pennsylvania state

college winning, two national

champs going at it. and Iowa

State's four hundred pound
heavyweight showing who is the

best

I n summary of Bruce's and Carl's

stellar performance. Coach Barr

said. "Take away Penn State's

placers. Clarion State's, Navy's

and Deliere from Princeton and

you find that Carl and Bruce

finished better than anyone in the

East."

And that is quite a finish.
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Nixon Halts Busing
WASHINGTON <AP) — Declaring that some federal

courts "have gone too far," President Nixon urged Congress

Thursday night to legislate an immediate halt to all new
pupil-busing orders. And he proposed to channel $2.5 billion

into poor-neighborhood schools.

In an address prepared for live television-radio delivery

from the White House,Nixon coupled his appeal for an end to

busing with a proposal to "concentrate federal school-aid

funds on the areas of greatest educational need"-the rural

and central-city school districts which do not match
suburban standards.

"The great majority of Americans, black and white," said

Nixon "feel strongly that the busing of school children away

President Nlxea making busing announcement last night

Chapman photo)

from their own neighborhoods for the purpose of achieving

racial balance is wrong.
The chief executive, who for two weeks had been pon-

dering what he termed "one of the most difficult issues of

our time," did not spell out exactly how long his proposed
"moratorium on new busing" would continue. Nor did he
give details of the " equal educational opportunities act" he

is submitting to Congress.

The fine print will be filled in Friday when Nixon sends

Congress a special message on busing and educational

opportunity.

The President made a direct appeal to citizens to put

pressure on Congress in behalf of his program.
The President outlined his stand

48 hours after Florida residents

voted against busing by a 3-1

margin, and George C. Wallace,

campaigning against busing,

swept the Florida Democratic
presidential primary.
The White House said Nixon, who

often has spoken out against

busing, had made his decision

before Tuesday's vote in Florida.

Asserting that states, cities and
school districts "have been torn

apart in debate" over busing Nixon
said:

"What we need now is not just

speaking out against more busing

but action to stop it. Above all, we
need to stop it in the right way in a
way that will provide better
education for every child in

America in a desegregated school

system."
Nixon said some "courts have

gone too far in some cases beyond
the requirements laid down by the

Supreme Court-in ordering
massive busing to achieve racial

balance. The decisions have left in

their wake confusion and con-

tradiction in the law-anger, fear and turmoil in local com-
munities and worst of all agonized concern, among hun-

dreds of thousands of parents for the education and the

safety of their children who have been forced by court order

to be bused miles away from their neighborhood schools."

Nixon said he is certain his proposals will not satisfy those

on the left and right extremes on the busing issue. But he
added : "I believe I have expressed the views of the majority

of Americans."
Nixon said the possibility of enacting a constitutional

amendment to deal with the question "deserves a thorough

consideration by the Congress on its merits."

However, he said that "as an answer to the immediate
problem we face of stopping more busing now the con-

stitutional-amendment approach has a fatal flaw-it takes too

long."

Estimating it would take at least a year to 18 months
before an amendment could become effective, he said,

"what we need is action now-not action two, three or four

years from now."
In outlining his program, Nixon said:

"First I shall propose the legislation that would call an
immediate halt to all new busing orders by federal courts-a

moratorium on new busing. " As for his companion measure,
Nixon said administration-drafted legislation "would
require that every state or locality must grant equal

educational opportunity to every person regardless of race,

color or national origin."

He said this would mark the first time that "the cherished

American ideal of equality of educational opportunity would

be affirmed in the law of the land..."

In reporting that his proposal would "concentrate federal

school-aid funds on the areas of greatest educational need,"

Nixon said, "That means directing over $2 5 billion in the

next year mainly toward improving the education of

children from poor families.

He said everyone knows that there are central-city schools

"so inferior that it is hypocrisy even to suggest that the poor

children who go there are getting a decent education, let

alone an education comparable to that of children who go to

school in the suburbs."

Continued on Page I

Rent Increase Proposed
By STEVE TRIPOLI

A rent increase of at least $64 and
possibly as much as $130 is on the

way, according to Chuck Hampton
of the Housing Office. He made the

prediction at last night's meeting
of the Rents and Fees Committee.
Robert Chiller, Chairman of the

Committee, doesn't see things that

way.
The two argued the point during

the meeting, which was attended

by a few other administrators

including Vice Chancellor for

Administrative Services Thomas
Campion.
After an introductory statement

by Campion in which he stressed

that the rent hikes in their most
expensive form ($130 for the Quad
and most of Central, $107 for the

rest of the dormitories) could

probably be reduced, Hampton
presented the facts and figures

behind the requested hikes.

For the Residence Hall Trust

Fund Dormitories, which includes

the Quad and all of Central except
for Gorman and Brett Houses, the

projected increase is $130 a year
per student, with an absolute

minimum of $69 in hikes which are
"out of the University's control"

according to Hampton.
The Building Authority Project

dorms, the remaining dorms on
campus, show a projected increase

in Hampton's figures of $107 a year
per student, with an absolute

minimum of $64.

Hampton suggested a number of

possible alternatives aimed at

cutting corners where possible to

ease the financial burden on the

student. The major possibilities

were:
1) The closing of one or two

dormitories in order to reduce out-

of-pocket operating costs.

2) Charging a premium on single

bedrooms in order to raise ao-

ditional revenue. The suggested

premium is $100 a year, with the

Sylvan Area not included.

3) A change in the 21-year-old

policy, making it impossible for a

21 -year-old student to move off

campus until the semester
following his 21st birthday. The
system now allows the student to

more offcampus for the semester in

which he will turn 21.

Other possibilities included a

charge for dormitory damage,
allowing single occupants of a

double room in Fall Semester to

keep it for Spring Semester at the

premium rate for a single room,

and utilizing student rooms during

intercessions and Spring vacation

to house conferences.

At this point a somewhat
angered Chiller placed before the

assembled administrators a rather

strong statement of Committee

policy The statement allowed for

discussion of Hampton's suggested

dorm closings and the premium
charge for a single room, but put

the possibility of a change in the 21

year-old policy "100% out of the
question", in Chiller's words.

Chiller also put forth the

possibility of a long-term plan

which would make dormitory
living and the buying of meal
tickets optional to all students.

But the highlight of Chiller's

policy statement was a demand for

the administration to "present us a
tighter budget." Campion objected

to this demand on the grounds that

the budget being presented was
one with all money requests in-

cluded and that he had brought it in

this form so that the committee
could help pare it down.
All of this cutting begins

Saturday in Hampton's office in

Whitmore where he will sit down
with members of the committee
and work on the budget. Housing
will be the topic before the com-
mittee once again next Thursday
and on a regular basis until all

fees, including such things as the

Campus Center fee and possible

Food Service increases are
discussed and settled on.

On The Inside

:

UMass-Amherst Economics
See page six

Longshoremen Lose
See page four

ITT And The Republicans
See page five

Poor Richard's
See page eight Chnck Hampton (left) of the Housing Office and Vice Chancellor

for Administrative Services Thomas Campion at last night's Rents

and Fees Committee meeting. Hampton presented a proposal to

raise housing costs to the committee. (MDC photo by Jim Reardon)
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)ecisionOn SUG Board By-La

Expected Soon From Bromery
*_ _ :„„.„ u;o .nnrnvai nr disar> PimAm : The Board C

Bv MIX STAFF
At the close of last night's

regular SUG Board meeting, it

appeared that the current dil

ficulties with Article 7 of the SUG
Board Bv Laws would be resolved

shortlv Certain members of the

Board along with a representative

of Acting-Chancellor Bromery
reached a compromise which they

teel will be acceptable to the other

members of the SUG Board. Dr.

Bromery. and the management of

the Campus Center.

The Acting-Chancellor will

review the new draft of Article 7

todav. and will probably com-

municate his approval or disap-

proval of it sometime today also.

The SUG Board will take up Article

7 along with the rest of their By-

Laws at their next meeting this

coming Thursday night.

The original draft of Article 7

was vetoed bv Bromery yesterday.

It had given SUG Board the power

to hire and fire the management

staff of the Campus Center, always

subject to the approval of the

Chancellor and technically the

Board of Trustees.

The new proposal for Article 7,

draw n up last night, follows below

Article VII Personnel

Procedures

person wil

It wasn't a shortage of chairs that forced this gathering of SUG

Board members around a coffee table on the 8th floor of the Campus

(enter. Bather it was a brief recess in the Thursday night meeting.

(MDC photo by Steve Quigley)

Fac-Sen OK's Vet Study,

Individual Concentration
ByJIMDKMPSEY

Approved by the Faculty Senate

yesterday were motions providing

for the formation of a committee to

study Veteran's problems on

campus and the permanent
establishment of the Bachelor's

Degree in Individual Con-

centration.

A motion by Professor Howard

Brogan concerning personnel

appointments on Orchard Hill was

withdrawn and a new credit

evaluation policy for transfer

students was adopted.

Henry Bouffard, Veteran's

representative, won the Senate's

endorsement for the formation of a

committee to study Veteran's

problems and recommend
changes. This action came as the

result of more than a year of ef-

forts by Bouffard in behalf of the

veterans.

Bouffard said that he and his

group are interested in the

financial, academic and

psychological problems of the

returning veterans-problems
which he feels are serious and

cannot afford to be neglected

Supporting the need for such a

committee. Bouffard cited the

differences between the veterans

and non-veterans on campus.
Veterans are older, have different

goal desires and are here to get as

much out of schooling as they can.

What a Senate member termed,

"One of the better educational

programs on campus." was per-

manently established by the

Senate, following an over

whelmingly successful two year

trial period. The Bachelor's

Degree in Individual Con-

centration (BDIC) was described

by Professor Joseph Burroughs, a

participant in the trial program, as

one of the most exciting,

challenging and stimulating

programs he's ever been involved

with

Under this program, any person

is allowed to choose the fields or

combination of fields he wishes to

major in. studying independently

under the supervision of a spon-

soring advisory professor.

Professor Howard Brogan with-

drew his motion requesting the

administration not to process any

recommendations from the Or-

chard Hill Personnel Committee,

until these issues have been

'The Game' Is Coming
By ANNE SMITH

After some discussion, a motion was made by SUG Board Management

Committee and passed by the Student Union Governing Board last night

to allow application for a license to sell lottery tickets at the Campus

Center at the general meeting. These tickets, sold by SUG Board will

bring a 5% revenue income. .^ .

Also discussed at the regular meeting were the SUG Board By-Laws,

which were vetoed by Acting Chancellor Bromery. Chancellor Bromery s

letter concerning the By-Laws was read, and it was decided that the By-

Laws and some amendments be discussed at next week's meeting.

The Space Committee made a motion to move the Pool Room from Km.

218 to 208L » the old University Store opposite the Hatch) and that Rm. 218

will be utilized as a card room and lounge. The motion was passed, after

little discussion. .... ,.- »u
Other Committee minutes were read dunng the meeting, and theSa^SSS problem of stray and unleashed dogs in the Campus Center was brought

up A decision was made to see about giving the CC employee currently

removing the dogs, legal sanction to remove the dogs from the building

There was some question concerning the legality of the current policy,

which is assigning the job of removing dogs to a Campus Center em-

ployee, who has not been duly appointed by any authority such as the

Town of Amherst.

studied This action came after

Vice-Chancellor Robert
Gluckstern assured him that the

Residential College committee

favored by the Administration

Gluckstern encouraged the

Residential College to identify and

provide information on faculty

appointments they feel would be

desirable, and to work together

with the existing Departments on

campus to recommend to the

University the appointment of

those people to the Residential

College

He further encouraged all units

on campus to identify such

requests and bring them to the

Administration's attention.

Brogan then announced that in

the future, the Orchard Hill Per-

sonnel Committee will deal only

with promotions, dismissals and

evaluation of the staff.

All incoming transfer students

with an Associate Arts Degree

from an accredited community

college will be given junior status

and full credit for the University

core requirements. Under this new

policy, a student can transfer to

UMass from a Massachusetts

community college without losing

credit or time. This also includes

current Massachusetts residents,

who may have attended out-of

state community colleges.

This new policy will not be

retroactive, however.

A motion concerning teaching

loads and the proposed standard ol

twelve instructional contact hours,

was referred to the Rules Com
mittee. when it was discovered

that the Committee acted illegally

Apparently they were supposed to

acquire information, not make
recommendations -as they did.

Sending it back to the Ad Hoc

Committee on Teaching loads for

action, would legitimize their

proposals.

President Robert Wood is due to

The Board Chair

receive from the

Director notification of openings of

any professional positions.

The Chairperson will at that time

appoint a search committee of not

less than three ( 3 ) Board members

to nominate to the Board the

candidates to fill the position.

The SUG Board shall have the

major role in the recruiting and

selection process for all

professional positions. If the

Chancellor should reject the

nomination of the SUG Board, the

reasons will be stated in detail to

the Board.

No appointment will be made
without the approval of the Board

or its properly designated com
mittee.

Procedures for dismissal of a

staff member may be considered

by the Board. The Board may, if it

chooses at this time, create a

committee of not less than three

(3) Board members to investigate

the pending dismissal. A staff

member may be recommended to

the Chancellor for dismissal by a

two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Board
members.

If the Chancellor should reject a

dismissal action, the reasons will

be stated to the Board in detail.

No dismissal will be made
without the approval of the Board

or its properly designated com-

mittee. Such actions are to be

considered in executive session if

requested by the staff member
under consideration.

Nixon Proposes Bills

To Help Business
WASHINGTON <AP>

President Nixon proposed to

Congress Thursday a sweeping

program of tax aids, credit help

and liberal application of the an-

titrust laws to stimulate a part-

nership effort of government and

business to develop new and usable

technologies.

In a special message to

Congress, Nixon said the fruits of

accelerated research and

development should be applied to

solving the nation's social and

economic problems and bolstering

American leadership in trade

competition.

The message listed some of the

targets:

—New sources of energy without

pollution.

—Fast. safe, pollution-free

transportation

—Measures to reduce the loss of

life and property from earthquake,

hurricanes and other natural

disasters.

—Improvement of drug abuse

rehabilitation programs and curb

drug trafficking

—Increasing research efforts

aimed at cures for cancer and
heart disease and other killer

ailments.

Weather
Kastport to Block Island-

Winds increasing to 20 to 25

knots today. Cloudy with

showers continuing throughout

the day. Variable visibility to

less than one mile in rain and

fog. Heavy fog later today.

Caution: Good Ship Lollipops

sighted off Nantucket in

shipping lanes and may cause

problems to merchant ships.

Today Is The Equinox
Today is the vernal equinox

Night and day are the same length,

to the minute. Throughout man's

history it and the autumal equinox

have held great meaning culturally

and spiritually for man.

Five thousand years ago a tribe

of Druids built in England what we

know as Stonehenge. It has three

circles of stone arches inside one

another, each stone weighing an

average of five tons. On the two

equinoxes, the first ray of light at

sunrise and the last ray at sunset

for a moment, only long enough to

acknowledge the gods. L
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Athletic Council Passes First Hurdle
The amendment to the Fac-Sen's

constitution to reorganize the
Athletic Council passed its first

presentation to the general faculty

yesterday.

Another amendment, which
would have limited Fac-Sen

powers to academic matters only

was killed.

The Athletic Council motion will

now be presented again to the

University Faculty for final ap-

proval^in mid- April.

The 90 faculty members in at-

tendance also heard the first

readings on two additional

amendments including the one

which would change the com-

position of the Athletic Council.

The faculty did adopt two
motions concerning the calling of

general faculty meetings.

Professor Robert R. Wellman,

secretary of the Faculty Senate,

said in an interview that in order

for an amendment to become
constitutional law it must first

come before the general faculty for

a first reading.

He said that after the first

reading the amendment will be

brought up to another general

faculty meeting, where a simple

majority of the members present,

is necessary to make the amend-
ment constitutional law.

Wellman said April 13 or 20 has

been set as tentative dates for the

next general faculty meeting.

As was expected, the main
discussion of the morning session

centered around the Athletic

Council proposal. The amendment
would essentially change the

professional staff-student ratio on

the council from ten-one to six-

five.

The director of athletics under

the proposal would be a member
without voting privileges. Council

meetings would also be open to the

Bernard Bussel proposing a change in the Athletic Council

amendment at yesterday's general faculty meeting. (MDC photo by

Carl Nash)

Draft Call-up Announced
WASHINGTON (AP) — Draft

Director Curtis W Tarr today

directed his 4,100 draft boards to

order men born in 1952 who have

lottery number 1 through 15 to

report for Army duty on dates from

mid-April through May 31.

The action is expectedto fill

most, but not all. of the 15.000-man

request for April. May and June.

Tarr said he will issue the June call

no later than early May.
One reason for the uncertainty of

how much of the 15.000-man call

will be filled, Tarr said, is that this

is the first time the Uniform

National Call has been used Under

this, men are ordered into service

on a nationwide basis

Previously specific quotas were

levied on individual states and

local boards. As a result, all boards

did not reach the same lottery-

number ceilings.

Selective Service officials

estimated between 11,000 and
12,000 will be called in April and

May, with the main men involved

classed ay 1A or 1AO conscientious

objectors. The latter includes those

willing to do noncombat military

duty who were in the lottery held

last August for men turning 20 this

year. It does not affect those in the

recent lottery, who were assigned

numbers for next year's callup.

CO.'s Get Break
SAN FRANCISCO <AP> - A

federal judge has ordered all

California draft boards not to

assign conscientious objectors to

civilian duty before they would

have been inducted had they been

1A registrants

tryTur
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campus community, except in

extraordinary circumstances.

The amendment provides for a

five-member alumni committee,

which would make recom-
mendations to the Athletic Council,

and promote ways of obtaining

greater alumni support for the

university's athletic interests.

Much of the discussion con-

cerning the council amendment
emphasized the fact that alumni

were being thrown pff the Council.

The amendment cuts alumni
representation from four to one,

the Executive Vice-President of

the Alumni Association being the

sole representative.

Fac-Sen member Bernard N.

Bussel made a motion to amend
the Athletic Council motion. His

amendment would have retained

the Alumni representation while

including three more students on

the Council. Bussel's motion was
defeated.

Lee Sandwen, President of the

Student Senate, said the purpose of

the amendment is not to cut down
on alumni support, but to insure

that students receive the type of

representation in proportion to

their own interests and financial

support of the athletic program
The other amendment, which

would add the president of the

University to tne Senate as an ex

officio voting member, met with no

negative debate from the faculty,

and was sent to the next general

meeting for a vote.

The first motion adopted at

yesterday's meeting would
authorize that meetings of the

general faculty may be called by

the president or chancellor, by

motion of the Faculty Senate, or by

petition of 10 per cent of the faculty

to the president, chancellor, or

secretary of the Faculty.

The second motion authorizes

that an agenda for meetings of the

general faculty be published by the

secretary of the Faculty at least

five working days prior to the

meeting.

It also stipulates that emergency
meetings of the general faculty

may be called on 24 hours notice to

faculty members through
department heads or chairmen.

Another motion, which would

change the responsibility of cer-

tifying baccalaureate and
graduate degrees from the general

faculty to the Faculty Senate, was
not brought up for consideration

since it was not placed on the

written agenda
Wellman said the motion would

be brought up for consideration at

the next general faculty meeting.

U.S. District Court Judge
Alfonso J. Zirpoli's temporary
restraining order came Wed-
nesday in a class action suit filed

by Lawrence Remley Levi of

Riverside County.

It followed on the heels of a

similar order in which U.S. District

Court Judge Charles B Renfrew
barred San Jose Local Draft Board
62 from ordering two-year work
terms for conscientious objectors

in a suit filed on behalf of Thomas
Edward Piercy.

Hear! Hear!

Telegraph Editors:

Newspapers which printed A207

of Jan. 4 from Monrovia, Liberia,

about the celebration of the

inauguration of President William

Tolbert. may wish to use the

following.

NEW YORK (AP) — The
Associated Press reported

erroneously from Liberia last Jan
4 that Billy Graham, the

Evangelist, danced the cha-cha

during an inaugural ball for

President William Tolbert.

Graham attended a banquet

after the inauguration of Tolbert,

an ordained Baptist minister, but

he left the state dinner to visit with

missionaries when the after-dinner

production began.

The erroneous report that he had

danced the cha-cha resulted from a

garble in the transmission of copy

from Monrovia.

Young Republicans Anti-Nixon

NEW YORK (AP) — Politically

conservative young people will not

work or vote for President Nixon's

re-election, says Ron Docksai,

national chairman of the Young
Americans for Freedom. Nor are

they likely to support Alabama
Gov. George C. Wallace, he adds

"Most YAF people I talk with

say they will work for local can-

didates or sit out the election,"

Docksai said in an interview.

"Nixon has completely disavowed

the 1968 Republican platform and

everything we thought he would

do"
While YAF's 60.000 members

across the country do not con-

stitute a large voting bloc, they are

hard workers.

Wallace winner of the

Democratic party in Florida,

would not be acceptable to young

conservatives as a presidential

candidate, said Docksai.

"I could not under any cir-

cumstance vote for him," he said.

"He is not a conservative. He is a

reactionary. If conservatives

support Wallace, it would even-

tually undermine the conservative

movement."
Where else can young con-

servatives go9

In the rank of Democratic
presidential contenders. Docksai

said. Sens Henry M. Jackson of

Washington and Hubert H.

Humphrey of Minnesota probably

would be more acceptable than

Nixon to young conservatives.

"The main rationale for

Jackson," said Docksai, "is that he

would not be more liberal than

Nixon. On national defense, he

comes closer to representing our

views. On economics, though, we
don't agree with him. at least we
know where he stands

"

Were Humphrey elected

president, he said, "his policies

would not be much more liberal

than Nixon's
."

Many YAF members are

working for Rep. John Ashbrook of

Ohio, a conservative challenger for

Due to the increased number of applications being processed for

the fall semester, staff limitations, and the extra burden imposed

by a quota system, the Graduate School has found it necessary to

close the Graduate Admissions Office one day a week. Kffective

February 25 the Graduate Admissions Office will be closed for

business ON ALL FRIDAYS THROUGH APRIL 14. Telephone

inquiries and requests for admissions materials will be handled on

those days by the receptionist in the second floor lobby of the

Graduate Research Center.
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the Republican nomination But

Docksai said the best that can be

hoped is that Ashbrook's can-

didacy will point out to Nixon the

unhappiness of the party's con-

servative wing.

Ashbrook. who remains the only

challenger to Nixon for the

Republican nomination, received

10 per cent of the votes in the New
Hampshire primary and nine per

cent in the Florida primary.
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In The Nation And T
Pay Board Trims

Longshoremen Raise

FRIDAY, MARCH 17, 1972 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

WASHINGTON (AP) — Braving

threats of a renewed West Coast

dock strike, the Pay Board
Thursday trimmed a 20.9 per cent

longshoremen's raise by about one-

fourth.

There was no immediate com-

ment from Harry Bridges,

president of the International

Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union, who had

repeatedly promised to shut down
Pacific ports if the board trimmed
so much as a penny from the pact.

In Los Angeles, President John

Pandora of ILWU local 13 said his

members are under orders to take

no action until Bridges gives in-

structions

The ILWU struck West Coast

Ports for 134 days to win the

contract. Both the union and the

employer group, the Pacific

Maritime Association, had urged

the Pay Board to approve it to

reward dockers for past increases

in productivity.

The Pay Board staff said

stevedoring firms saved up to $1

billion in reduced labor costs since

the union leberalized work rules in

1960.

Nevertheless, business and
public members of the board

outvoted labor members 8 to 5 to

reject the new contract as in-

flationary.

By board calculations, the

longshoremen now receive an
average of $7.43 an hour in wages

and fringe benefits. The board

figured the first year of the new

In Brief...
Two Die In N. Ireland

BELFAST. Northern Ireland ( AP) — Two persons died Thursday

night in more violence in Northern Ireland. The deaths on the eve of

St. Patrick's Day brought Ulster's toll in 31 months of bloodshed to

278.

A woman was killed in the explosion of a bomb in a public

bathroom. Casualties from separate shooting incidents were one

dead and four wounded.
Muskie Changes Game-Plan

( AP) — Sen. EdmundS. Muskie of Maine reportedly is planning a

tougher stance in coming presidential primaries following his poor

showing against Democrat George C. Wallace in Florida's primary

this week
Muskie's image as the front-runner for the Democratic

nomination was damaged when the Alabama governor, who hit

hard on busing, received 42 per cent of the Florida vote compared

with Muskie's 9 per cent.

Accident Kills 9

LUTON. England <AP) — About 150 vehicles crashed in a chain

of pileups on a fogged-in major highway Thursday. Nine persons

were killed and 51 others were injured, police said. Some of the

victims were trapped for hours in wrecked cars and trucks.

Crashes occurred along six miles of the motorway that links

London to the north of England At least 90 vehicles smashed into

each other in one of the crashes.

Nevada Wants to See Howard
I.AS VEGAS. Nev. (AP) — The Nevada Gaming Control Board

demanded on Thursday a face-to-face meeting with Howard

Hughes before it will recommend approval of licensing for top-level

executives of the Hughes Tool Co.

Control Board Chairman Phil Hannifin said past state dealings

with the recluse billionaire "have diminished the integrity and

dignity of the state of Nevada."

PASSOVER 1972
FIRST SEDER - MARCH 29

( Since the seders are during Spring vacation there will be

no community seder this year)

Hillel Passover Co-op
Will cover meals from Sunday supper, April 2, through

Thursday lunch, April 6. Details and costs available at

Hillel. 420 S. U.

REGISTRATION DEADLINE -MARCH 23

Moscow Trip May 22

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon has set May 22 as the starting

date for his visit to Moscow for his second summit talk with Communist

leaders aimed at "enhancing the prospects for world peace."

The White House announced the date Thursday and said Nixon

probably would spend a week in the Soviet Union-about the same time he

spent in Red China last month.

Few details of the visit have been announced, and it has not been said

whether the President and Mrs. Nixon will travel to any other cities in the

Soviet Union.

Arabs Protest New Plan
< AP> — Arab protests mounted Thursday over King Hussein's plan to

make the occupied west bank of the Jordan River into a Palestinian state

once the Israelis withdraw. But the Arab governments appeared unable

to agree on a joint course of acUon against the plan, which envisages

joining the new state to Jordan under Husseins rule.

In Beirut, the Palestinian guerrillas rejected the king's plan and called

on the masses to "take immediate steps to meet this grave challenge to

the entire Arab nation."

A spokesman said they differed on the question of establishing a

guerrilla-sponsored Palestinian government in exile.

"The idea was shelved, at least temporarily, to avoid intimidating

some Arab regimes." he said.

The semi-official Cairo newspaper Ai Gumhounya hinted Lgypt

might break off diplomatic relations with Jordan, but the government

remained silent.

In Jerusalem, the Knesset, or parliament, adopted a resolution which

neither supported nor rejected the king's plan.

Adopted after a speech by Premier Golda Meir, in which she dismissed

the proposal as a gimmick, the resolution said of the plan only that Mrs.

Meir's speech asserted "the historical right of the Jewish people" to the

state of Israel Israel was created from what formerly was known as

Palestine.

contract would increase that by 16

per cent in wages and overtime,

and by 4.9 per cent in management
contributions to pension and
welfare funds.

By a second vote of 8 to 6, the

board empowered Chairman
George H. Boldt to approve the

settlement if the wage figure is

reduced from 16 per cent to 10 per

cent. The entire 4.9 per cent fringe

package would be approved.

Thus the board said it would

approve a total increase of 14.9 per

cent in both wages and fringes.

This is higher than the 8.9 per cent

increase that would have been

allowed under the board's stan-

dard guidelines, including stan-

dard exceptions above its 5.5 per

cent basic guideline.

"The extra allowances were

made in recognition of the

necessity of producing the income

and retirement security which has

helped to foster efficient industry relations and enhancing the prospects for world peace."

Press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said there has been no decision on

whether Nixon will also visit another country. So far, though, Ziegler

said, there were no such plans; and he would not discuss speculation on

any particular country, including reports that Nixon might go to Poland.

Because of an eight-hour time difference, Ziegler said, the President

might make a rest stop en route to Moscow as he did on the way to Peking

but the visit in Moscow itself starts May 22.

A working delegation will accompany the President, including

Secretary of State William P. Rogers and National Security Adviser

Henry Kissinger.

Ziegler said Nixon would meet with Russia's three top leaders and "will

review all major issues with a view toward further improving bilateral

production leading to significantly

greater output with a continuously

declining work force," Boldt said

in announcing the action.

Boldt read a statement and

declined to answer newsmen's
questions.

Bridges had said that the In-

ternational Longshore.nen's
Association would join him by

striking East and Gulf Coast ports,

but ILA officials have not con-

firmed any pledge of joint action

The ILA has settled its own
contract disputes in many East

and Gulf ports with a basic

agreement calling for roughtly a 15

per cent increase in wages and

fringes in the first year. The ILA

contracts also must be decided by

the Pay Board.

The leaders Nixon will see are Leonid Brezhnev, Nikolai Podgorny and

Alexei Kosygin.

While discussions are expected on a broad range of issues from the

Middle East to European security, Ziegler said he would not comment on

whether there would be any agreement reached on strategic-arms

limitation or any other subject while the President is in Moscow.

Unlike the visit to China, which has no diplomatic relations with the

United States, Ziegler said there would be no need for Kissinger or other

top-level officials to make any advance trips. But a technical team will go

in to make arrangements.

On the Chinese trip, 87 members of the news media went along. This

time, Ziegler said, "our objecUve will be to have as many members of the

press go as possible, including represenatives of newspapers, magazines,

television and radio."

The actual members will depart in part on what the Soviet Union will

allow, he said.

V.C. Launch * 'Heavy" Drive
SAIGON (AP) - South Viet-

namese forces reported Thursday

they had destroyed another base

camp in their drive into eastern

Cambodia. In South Vietnam, the

enemy launched the heaviest at-

tacks in a month.

Field reports said the camp, the

fourth destroyed in the week-long

sweep, was a training center for

about 600 enemy troops 15 miles

inside Cambodia and 85 miles

northwest of Saigon

The Saigon command claimed

that so far in the drive, its forces

have killed 187 enemy troops, with

South Vietnamese losses at 5 killed

and 51 wounded Most of the enemy
casualties were from air and ar

tillery strikes, it added.

The government's 7,000-man

task force was sent into Cambodia

a week ago to destroy enemy bases

and upset any North Vietnamese

plans for attacks in the Saigon

area.

The Saigon command said there

were 41 enemy attacks in South

Vietnam during the 24-hour period

that ended at dawn Thursday, the

highest number since Feb. 7.

Most of the assaults were in the

coastal lowlands province of

Quang Ngai. where informants in

the field said a high point of enemy
activity was reached in the past 24

hours.

There were at least 10 different

attacks in the province, informants

said, and most of them were along

main national Highway 1.

For the most part, the targets of

the attacks appeared to be local

militia units, such as the popular

and regional forces and home
guard units known as the peoples'

self defense force.

North Vietnamese forces
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Thursday shelled a South Viet-

namese army outpost guarding the

demilitarized zone in the 12th

consecutive day of such attacks

Alpha 3. an outpost along the DMZ.
received three rounds of 122mm
rocket fire but no casualties were
reported.

U.S. B52 bombers flew six

missions in South Vietnam, three

of them in northern Quang Nam
Province and the others in Kontum
Province in the central highlands
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Bernadette Devlin. Member of Parliament for Mid-l'lster. arrives

back at Heathrow Airport in London Tuesday, three hours after

being refused permission to land at Bordeaux. France. Miss Devlin

said: "I am very angry." Miss Devlin had flown to France to attend

an Irish Resistance rally, but was quickly ousted by French police.

(AP)

Wallace Ready For Wise.

MONTGOMERY. Ala. (AP) —
Gov. George C. Wallace, victor in

the Florida primary, moves into

Wisconsin next week for the first of

12. and perhaps 13, more primaries

in his quest for the Democratic

presidential nomination.

He is counting most heavily, his

campaign people say. on seven key

states where he figures he can

make the best showing-Wisconsin

on April 4. Pennsylvania April 25.

Indiana May 2. Tennessee May 4,

North Carolina May 6 and

Maryland and Michigan on May 16.

They have a total of 623 votes at

the nominating convention in

Miami Beach.
Wallace is running also in the

Rhode Island primary April 11.

Massachusetts April 25, Nebraska

and West Virginia May 9. and New
Mexico June 6. He is on the ballot

in Oregon, but whether he will

campaign actively for the May 23

primary there is undetermined.

The Alabama govemor-who ran

far ahead of 10 other candidates in

Florida's primary Tuesday, get

ting 42 per cent of the votes and 75

of the state's 81 convention

delegates-returned Thursday to

the usual chores of his office.

Wallace's first campaign ap-

pearance of the year in Wisconsin

will be on the night of March 23 at a

rally in the City Auditorium. It was

in Wisconsin where he ran in his

first presidential primary eight

years ago and made a surprisingly

strong showing.
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POW Demands Ignored
PARIS ( AP) — The United States put six demands

to the Vietnamese Communists Thursday for

liberalizing prisoner of ward conditions, but received

no specific response.

The Communists insisted that the prisoners are

being humanely treated. The North Vietnamese

added that if the United States "responds seriously"

to the Communist peace plan American prisoners

could return home before Easter.

At the first peace talks in three weeks, U.S. Am-
bassador William J. Porter asked the Communists to

permit impartial inspection of prisoner of war
camps. He also made five other demands, all based

on the Geneva convention on war prisoners.

He added a new twist to the inspection demand. He
asked the Communists. "Would you be prepared to

accept impartial visits to prisoners in return for a

firm undertaking by both sides to refrain from efforts

to liberate prisoners from the locations visited?"

The North Vietnamese have said they fear that if

even neutral inspectors are permitted into the camps,

they will provide the United States with information

permitting new commando raids in an effort to free

the prisoners. Such a raid was made by the

Americans at Son Tay in North Vietnam in late 1970,

but no prisoners were found.

The peace talks were last held on Feb. 24 but the

Communists walked out after 17 minutes to protest

U.S. air raids on North Vietnam.

The United States and South Vietnam refused to

attend the next two weekly meetings in protest

against the walkout and an anti-American peace

meeting at Versailles.

Porter made these other demands:
Repatriation of the seriously sick and wounded

prisoners; full information "on those of our men
whom you hold captive or known to be dead; " regular

information on seriously sick and wounded prisoners

;

permission for the prisoners to correspond regularly

with their families, and internment in netural

countries of sick and wounded prisoners and those

who have undergone a long period of captivity.

Porter read into the conference record President

Nixon's proclamation March 10 making the period of

March 26 through April 1 "national week of concern

for prisoners of war and missing in action." The
proclamation said there are 1,623 American ser-

vicemen and some 50 U.S. civilians "either missing in

action or being held captive by North Vietnam and its

allies."

North Vietnam has acknowledged holding 349

American prisoners. The Viet Cong have permitted 18

American prisoners to write home, but have never

provided a list of prisoners.

Asked about this, a Viet Cong spokesman indicated

it was impossible to provide such a list because of the

continuing American bombing raids on South Viet-

nam which create communication difficulties. He
said that if the United States responds favorably to

the Communist peace plan, the prisoner issue "can be

settled rapidly."

Bangladesh Aid Tied Up
DACCA <AP) -- Rice and wheat

are so piled up in the ports of

Bangladesh that shipments from

abroad have virtually halted.

Relief officials say the clogged

grain pipeline stems from
congestion in warehouses at the

ports.

U.N. officials report 229.000 tons

of food grain-a six-week supply-is

backed up in the ports, unable to

move inland because of disrupted

communications and lack of

transport. Another 66,000 tons of

grain are in government
warehouses in the interior, where

the bulk of the new nation's 75

million people live.

The relief officials say 11.143 tons

of wheat from Switzerland and the

United States, and 18,300 tons of

rice from the United States are all

Good

that is scheduled to arrive in the

ports of Chittagong and Chalna in

the next 90 days. With the officials

hoping to keep at least 150.000 tons

of grain moving each month, this

29,443 tons will amount to only a 10

days' supply. There has been slow

response to a world-wide appeal

three weeks ago for $626 million in

aid for Bangladesh.

Toni Hagen, Swiss director of the

U.N. relief program in Dacca, has

met Prime Minister Mujibur Rah
man twice this week to discuss the

faltering program.
A week ago, Hagen said the U.N.

program and the two dozen
voluntary relief organizations

operating under its umbrella would

pull out unless the government

started unloading and moving
more grain. He says he has noted

some improvement.
Relief sources say the govern-

ment has rejected a U.N plan to

spend $6 million clearing sunken
ships from the harbors of Chit

tagong and Chalna, and apparently

agreed instead to accept a Soviet

salvage proposal outside of U.N.

auspices.

They also say that rice in private

stocks has been depleted by
widespread smuggling across the

border to India where prices are

higher. Sheik Mujib has called for

the formation of citizens' com-
mittees in the northern border

areas to combat the smuggling.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Harold

S. Geneen. president of In-

ternational Telephone & Telegraph

Corp. testified Thursday his

company's commitment to help

underwrite the cost of the

Republican National Convention

was "a damned good business

investment."

Geneen said ITTs subsidiary,

the Sheraton Hotel chain, would

have been just as willing to help

underwrite the Democratic
National Convention or a gathering

of road builders as a means of

opening its new hotel in San Diego

with a flourish

The GOP convention will be held

in San Diego next August

Geneen told the Senate Judiciary

Committee a $200.00 commitment

to the San Diego convention bureau

was "not by any means a political

contribution."

The committee is reconsidering

the nomination of Richard G.

Kleindienst to be attorney general

and probing his role as deputy

attorney general on July 31, 1971,

when ITT reached an out-of-court

settlement of three antitrust suits

with the Justice Department.

Kleindiest, who asked that the

hearings on his nomination be

reopened, has denied any improper

role in the settlement or any

knowledge of the ITT commitment
before the case was decided

The committee plans no new vote

on his nomination, but the con-

troversy has delayed approval by

the full Senate.

The hearings began after

columnist Jack Anderson
published a memo written by ITT

lobbyist Mrs. Dita Beard, which

draws a connection between the

ITT settlement and the

conglomerate's convention pledge
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In Town

OnLandlordsAndTax
By CHARLEY BERKOW

The members of the Amherst Town Meeting were asked to play judge

as well as legislature and rule on two articles of questionable legality:

farmland tax assessment and potential landlords.

They did that, and more, as they plowed through the last 23 articles on

the warrant for this year's Town Meeting.

Wednesday nights meeting was the completion of Monday night s

meeting. It lasted three hours and was held in Amherst Regional High

School

A controversial bill to change the farmland tax assessments despite

claims that it is unconstitutional was passed at the meeting.

The change is intended to preserve farmed lands in Amherst by

assessing them at their agricultural value, rather than at their

development value.

The bill would probably be ruled unconstitutional by the state, ac-

cording to Attorney Stephen Mankin. This is because it provides

preferential tax treatment to farmers.

However the bill will become effective only after approval in

November of a state-wide referendum This referendum will cover

substantially the same ground as the bill passed by the Town Meeting.

The bill also will not become effective until the town receives a

statement from the state Attorney General saying it is legal in his

°P
Themain result of the bill is to show farmers in the area that the town

supports them. The farmers will get no actual relief, if they get any, until

1974

The Town Meeting later amended a Landlord-Tenant Relations

Committee bill, which would have amended the Zoning by-laws.

Developers considering building apartments in Amherst would nave

been required to meet with the Landlord-Tenant Relations Committee to

discuss Amherst apartment standards

The measure passed allows the Landlord-Tenant Relations Committee

to request meetings with developers to discuss local apartment-letting

standards and procedures.

The meetings between the Committee and the developer will be non-

mandatory and non-binding

The Town Meeting passed an article which will require landlords

owning land in Amherst but not living in Hampshire County to designate

an agent living in town.

Landlords not designating an agent living in town will 'be deemed to

have designated the Town Clerk as such agent. .

. '

' in the words of the bill

Attorney Richard Howland explained that the agents, or the Town

Clerk, would serve only as mechanisms through which tenants or town

inspectors could serve legal papers to landlords

He said the measure would place little additional burden and no legal

liability on the agents or the Town Clerk.

He said that the bill would help to even out the legal imbalance between

landlords and tenants.

In other business, the Town Meeting:

—Defeated a proposal to hire a professional consultant to make an ex

tensive survey of the town's personnel classification system, salary

schedule personnel by-law and personnel record system;

-Appropriated $25,000 for final planning of the Center School Complex;

-Made several amendments in the zoning by-laws including rezoning a

piece of land north of UMass to allow light industry.

—Directed the Town Moderator. William Field, to appoint a committee of

people to study town meeting procedures and practices;

-Authorized the Counsel on Aging to operate a transportation project for

senior citizens;
. ,

—Appropriated $108,000 for new vehicles and vehicle improvements; and

—Voted to hold town meetings every October.
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get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages
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NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!

TEKOA
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY
Avoid downtown Spfld. parking htidiches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE.
0pp. Century Shopping Pitta! Fret parking for over 100 cart!

WESTEIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O.

NORTHAMPTON
160 PLEASANT ST.

Opp. N'hamp. Jr. College

FAIRVIEW
1847 MEMORIAL DR
On North-South Hwy.

EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KF. 205 HIGH ST. Next to Holyoke Nat'l Bank

New England

So I said to him. "Look Fred, for once in your life

listen to me. I know I've been wrong before, but

after working a farm for 35 years you just get a

feeling that your right in a case like this."

But you know Fred, he just mumbled something

about senile old man. and kept right on plowing. I

said. "Go ahead, you fool. You'll see. A half-tank of

gas II never finish that field." (Photo by Al

Chapman)

Busing Halt
Continued from Page 1

Without going into details, Nixon

said the legislation also would

"establish an educational bill of

rights for Mexican-Americans,
Puerto Ricans. Indians and others

who start their education under

language handicaps to make
certain that they, too, will have

equal opportunity."

On one point. Nixon did not have

to wait for congressional action He
announced he is directing the

Justice Department to "intervene

in select cases where the lower

courts have gone beyond the

Supreme Court's requirements in

ordering busing."

Here is a summary of President

Nixon's statement on busing

Thursday night:

MORATORIUM-He wants
Congress to pass legislation halting

all new court-ordered busing, and

requiring every school district to

provide equal educational op-

portunity for all children.

LITIGATION—He want* the

Justice Department to intervene in

desegregation cases where lower

courts "have gone beyond the

Supreme Court's requirements in

ordering busing."

MONEY—He wants Congress to

appropriate more than $2.5 billion

over the next year to improve
education for poor children

GOALS—He wants a national

commitment to upgrading central-

city schools and providing better

educational opportunity for all.

FACES
EARTH

131 North Pleasant Street

Next to the Post Office

BACKPACKS

FRAMES
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Hub Drug Program Challenged
BOSTON (AP) — A Boston city

councilor charged Wednesday that

there have been 10 deaths in five

months among young people
participating in the city's

methadone maintenance programs
and challenged proposed increases

in appropriations for the city's

drug treatment program.
Councilor Joseph M. Tierney

opposed the proposed $128,000

increase in the drug program and
budget. The city "should not be in

the drug-pushing business," he

said.

Methadone is a synthetic heroin

substitute used to allay the addict's

craving for the drug. In theory,

methadone maintenance programs
eliminate the addict's need to

resort to crime to pay for his habit

and avoid some of the debilitating

effects of heroin use.

Tierney said the city's drug

programs have failed.

Program to Help Drunk Drivers

SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) —
Convicted drunken drivers may
get back on the road at the end of

the automatic year's driver's

license suspension, and may be

better drivers when they do, under

a new program sponsored by the

Springfield Rotary Club.

District Court Judge Charles D.

Sloan is promoting the program, in

which volunteer faculty members
from Springfield College will teach

a four-week course called "driving

after drinking." Convicted wet

drivers will pay $15 for the course,

which begins April 3.

"We hope we can prevent them

from becoming alcoholics, and also

save lives," said Judge Sloan.

Instead of the punitive approach,

course graduates will be given a

crack at returning to the road

immediately after the automatic

suspension. It is patterned after a

pilot program in Phoenix, Ariz.

Living bv Thievery

WORCESTER. Mass. (AP) —
"With a great deal of reluctance,"

a special judge today appointed a

public defender for a man who
admitted in court he has made his

living for two years by thievery.

When asked by Special Justice

Joseph Goldberg in District Court

how he had made his living the past

two years. James R. Barrett

replied, i stole."

Barrett was arraigned on

charges of non-support and lar

ceny. and on a March 1971 com
plaint of assault and battery on

Worcester policeman Joseph

Guittar

Goldberg, saying he was

reluctant to do so. agreed with a

probation officer that Barrett was

••ligible for a public defender

Schools Reopen After Storm

SPRINGFIELD, Mass lAP)

Schools reopened throughout

western Massachusetts today after

an unexpected late-winter

snowstorm dropped from 8 to 14

inches of snow Tuesday and
Wednesday, forcing school can-

cellations.

At least three deaths were at-

tributed to the storm Wednesday.
The victims all apparenlty suf-

fered heart attacks while shoveling

snow outside their homes in

Wilbraham, South Hadley and
Northampton.
Many traffic accidents were

reported, but no fatalities. A
tractor-trailer truck skid on Route
20 in Wilbraham, and ended up
dangling from an overpass
abutment Wednesday, where it

was struck by a passing Penn
Central freight train. No injuries

were reported, and the truck's load

of 40,000 pounds of potatoes was
largely undamaged.
While this winter has been

marked by mild, snowless periods,

weather officials say temperatures

have averaged near normal, and
some areas said this week's storm

makes above-normal snowfall.

U.S. Weather observer David
Parrett in Chester said 116 inches

have fallen in that hill town,

compared to about 90 inches in a

normal year.

Sarge "Inept" in Hakim Case
BOSTON (AP) — St. Louis of-

ficials said today they are in-

vestigating the "inept handling"

by Gov. Francis Sargent and
others of the extradition of convict

Malik Hakim to face rape and

attempted murder charges in

Missouri.

Hakim, whose legal name is

Albert Bradford, disappeared
shortly before he was to surrender

himself last Feb. 18 for extradition

to Missouri to face the charges

which are tied to an alleged act in

1968.

St. Louis Prosecuting Atty. Gene
McNary said Sargent, Atty. Gen.

Robert H Quinn and Boston Police

Commissioner Edmund L. Mc-
Namara had been "inept" in their

handling of the case

A spokesman for McNary said

several attempts to have Hakim
placed on the FBI's "10 most

wanted" list have met with no

success. He said federal agents

have been scouring the country for

Hakim but have produced no clues

Hakim's attorney. William F.

Homens, said he has not heard

from his client since he disap-

peared.

Lotter Operation Questioned

WEST SPRINGFIELD. Mass.

I ,\P) — One week before tickets go

on sale for the new state lottery,

questions abound over the

operation of the lottery in western

Massachusetts.

Selectmen here have questioned

what Town Clerk John F. Crean

will do with the 50-cent fee the state

will pay him to validate winning

tickets. Crean has refused to meet

with the board tonight because

being an agent is "about as big a

deal as being a notary public," he

said Wednesday.
Selectmen say it could be illegal

for him to use town office for his

own gain, if he keeps the fees.

Meanwhile, Springfield Mayor
Frank H. Freedman is irked by the

failure of state lottery officials to

ask his city clerk, William
Sullivan, to serve as a validation

agent. Instead, the Springfield

lottery office will validate winners'

tickets, and the West Springfield

validation center will serve the

rest of the greater Springfield.

Lottery spokesman David R.

Ellis said validation points were
selected geographically.

Others are to be Northampton,
Easthampton, Amherst, Ware,
Greenfield and Orange.

Maple Syrup Price Doubles

ASHF1ELD. Mass. (AP) —
"There has never been a time

when the prospect was as good to

sell your product," according to an

Ashfield maple sugar producer
looking forward to a bumper crop

this year.

Linwood Lesure, a director of the

Berkshire Pioneer Maple
Producers Association, said sap

season begins during the next two

weeks and he has about 4,000 taps

connected to New England's
famous maples.

He said Canada's supply of

maple syrup is short this year.

bOING SOUTH?
Men:
and

Women: SANDALS
from $ 4*95

CONVERSE
SNEAKERS

S.-95
USUAL AND UNUSUAL ^

FOOTWEAR

In Our New Store

187 North Pleasant St.

BudgetChairmanonWMUA
Tonight For Senate SATF
John Stevens, Chairman of the Student Senate Budget Committee will

be on WMUA tonight at 7: 15 discussing the 1972-73 SATF budget. He will

be taking phone calls on the air.

The SATF budget is the money collected from the Student Activities

Tax and given to RSO Registered Student Organizations) by the Student

Senate. The total amount of money budgeted for next year is well over a

half million dollars.

Stevens will explain how the money is allocated, how the groups go

about applying and receiving the money, and the way in which the Budget

Committee and the Student Senate decides who gets what.

The Student Activities Tax for this year was $35.50. The projected tax

for 72-73 is $30, a five-dollar reduction. However, this figure is not final, as

funds for Index and CCEBS have not been appropriated.

The budgets for some of the RSO groups are as follows: Area Govern-

ments, $88,661; Boltwood, $1,575; Draft Counselling, $6,850; WTOY,
$60,595; Index, $1.00; JOE, $3,175; Room To Move, $2,885.

Stevens will discuss the entire budget tonight on WMUA.

opening up the market for New
England producers. He said he
plans to sell syrup for $9 a gallon

this year, more than double what
he got for it last.

Springfield Serviceman Dead
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) —

Funeral arrangements are in-

complete for Air Force Sgt Peter

J Ford, 21, of 435 Porter Lake
Drive, who died Tuesday as the

result of a motorcycle accident in

Bitburg, Germany. He was a

Brockton native and graduate of

Technical High School here.

International Jobs

— Europe. South America. Asia.

Australia. ISA Openings In all fields

— Social Sciences. Business. Sciences.

Kngineering, Education, et. Alaska

conslrucUon and pipeline work. Ear-

nings to 1M0 weekly. Summer or per-

manent. Paid expenses, bonuses, travel.

Complete current Information — only

i:i.o» Money back guarantee Apply

early (or best opportunities — write

now!!! INTERNATIONAL EM-
PLOYMENT. Box 721-MSU. Peabody.

Massachusetts *I»M (Not an em-
ployment agency)

Our ad experts

don't cost our customers

much money

Radio Shack

When do you drink malt liquor anyway ?

Anytime you feel like it. That is, if it's Bl'DWEISER Malt Liquor.

BUDWEISER Malt Liquor is the first 100%- malt, malt liquor around (no other

grains added). It's the first malt liquor that really is . . . malt liquor.

ANMtUSfR BUSCH IrfC 'ST LOUIS

J* malt liqUorKood enough to be
called BUDWEISER

.
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"High administration officials, undisclosed sources, reliable

government officials and unnamed White House aides gave

their firm rnmnrtment to

The following fallacious information was written in

the diary of a local journalist. It has been passed to

me by reliable confidential sources.

"The telephone rang early on April 6. It was the

Man and he said that the kids at Collegetown

University were giving him a lot of static lately and

he needed some justification for his recent budget

cuts. He suggested I dig into the sex lives of the

student body and find something that would outrage

the taxpayers I took the assignment since I was
concerned if students were really breaking old moral

barriers and creating a brave new world at the

university, or if they still adhered to the "Big Bang"
theory and saved themselves for the weekend orgy as

I did in the old days. A few minutes later I received

another call from a friendly FBI informer who in-

lormed me that he had learned of my acceptance of

the task and that there was an empty room at the end

of a corridor in Grayman Dorm and that no one would

mind if I moved in for a couple of days. With this

knowledge I packed my bag, left the secure confines

of my Amherst apartment, and invaded the fast

paced world of Joe College and Sally Coed.

Subjects for my interviews were easy to find No
sooner did I drop my suitcase on my bed than a

typcial Collegetown coed walked into my room and

lumped onto the other bed I knew she was a typical

Collegetown coed because of her distinctive uniform

of faded jeans, grey T-shirt, barefeet. and absence of

bra

"Hi! What are you doin^

Tm just moving in," I said.

No, I mean what are you moving in for''"

Well. I have some work *o do You see, I'm in-

tereated in sex
"

!>o you want a roommate
"

No no! You don't understand. I'm not interested

in sex for myself I'm interested in observing the

tial practices of students here at Collegetown I'
."

\re you some kind of pervert"1 We don't do

anything like that here You 11 have to go to

southeast They're much more liberal there. It's the

hi^> city atmosphere "

Wait, we don't seem to be communicating too

well Why don't I ask the questiu

"Sure, go ahead and ask."

Are male and female students on campus living

gather?"

1 Bl they have been for years."

I mean living together in the same rooms."

"Why sure. Right on this corridor there's Jack and
Mary, Bob and Alice, Henry and Sylvia, John and
Joanne, and Dick and myself."

"But that's only five rooms. Who lives in the room
across the hall from me?"
"Oh, I forgot. Sam and Michael."

"My goodness, only one normal student couple on

the whole floor."

"They may be coupling, but they're not normal.

Thev're homosexuals."
"Oh, I see."

"Are you sure you don't need a roommate for a few

davs? You could always call the Grayman Girls."

"Grayman Girls?"

"Yes, they're like geisha girls, only instead of

serving you fried rice, they give you a hot tamale

instead."

I bet they do. but I'll pass this time. Back to the

questions. Are you enjoying sex more and more?"
"Well. 1 haven't enjoyed it any less. What's your

angle anyway? Why are you interested in the sex

lives of students?"

"I'm trying to see if students are breaking down old

moral barriers and are creating a new life style.

Besides, if I dig up enough dirt here, I can write a real

sleezy article and sell it to one of the Boston

newspapers. The citizens of this state are concerned

with the extracurricular activities that student are

engaging in."

"I bet the Governor is. too!"

How did you know he sent me!"
"

I saw the Slarget for president sticker on your

suitcase "
1 think I'll leave I thought you were a nice

guy. bui you re too materialistic. Don't try to snoop

into anyone else's private life either It's no concern

of yours I'll tell them what you're after, and no one

will give you any information Its too bad You've got

a nice body but a messed up mind. See you around
"

Well altar that she ambled out of my room and I

decided to pick up my bag and go back to my apart-

ment since the prospect of receiving honest data for

my report seemed remote What do these kids know
about sex anyway It's never any good unless you

sneak around to get it. That's what I did in college.

The rest of this bunch are probably just like her.

With that I left Collegetown U I still wrote my
article, however, and got it published in the paper
The Man called me after it was published and offered

me a $300 bonus I told him I couldn't accept it.

however, because I had to protect my objectivity
"

Mark Vogl

Bureaucracy : Ask and You Shall Find Out
Tht Board ol Higher Education

scholarships which were entitled to

UMass applicants have obviously

d lor a month now
tudent < across the

ipus in ry out

"Whatl cholarships

Financial Aid >ources at Whit

more reported last wet | the

a ait should *u> on until the en

ch The sow aid thai the

distributing

>larshi|

iblished irlj February.
lint being the most un-

dermani in th<

By REV. DR.
JEREMl Ut TAYLOR

Bad REV. I)K.

I'M I D.RAKEFORD
It is our belief that everyone is

entitled to his or her opinion, and it

is therefore our opinion that the

advocates of Women's Liberation

should spread their communist
subversive garbage where it

belongs. I like in Russia or in

China). These people have nothing

better to do with their time than to

pollute the minds of decent
American girls who believe in hard

work in the homes and schools of

our country where it counts I

W mild like to see one of those dyke

loving perverts, who couldn't find a

man if she baited him with a

diamond mine, hold a job like

secretarial or waitress work or

, get it on as a housewife with

devotion to family and

I

tb»

s

wo.

serve hi

arrival ol the

can be anticipated

monwealth
scholars'

much La1

The Financial Aid source

ooperative as the) could be m
revealing what the) knew in

.rd to the debt) They openly

pinned the blame on the Board of

Higher Education and even hinted

ol the major reasons for the

delay that being the lack of their

own computer system and the

-hurt handed stafl

Bui there ly other

the long and
drat

Financial Kid owledgc

0l how the Hoard of Higher

Education operates in its awarding
id scholarships was scarce So thev

suggested that Conrad Kohler,

director Of Financial Aid for the

rd Ol Higher Education in

Boston, be approached oa the

Iter.

When asked in a phone COO

iatton by this < alleglaa
rter about the nature ot tht

dela) and the administrative
••dure which is conducted in

the awarding of scholarships.

Kohler snapped back impatientl)

and in a very Cold lone of voice

You must realize that we've

having administrative ditlicultv.

but we're working on i*

I can't give you I blow by blow

deal r iption ot what goes on here, il

that's what you're asking for You
must realise thai we dan'l operate

out of our own Computer system

We re working on it now and have
made all the necessarv
arrangements What more do you

want?" Kohler repi

Kohler was asked the same
question again because this

-iter w itisfied with his

answer This time he sarcastically

asked a ijiiestion ol his own.

Don't you know anything aboul

\P
with

Fire And Brimstone

* ithoul hiding behind

ma and leading

iri astray

Bible that

man to

communist countries there ain't no

religion l It really balls me to

continually be confronted with

those deluded glory-seeking

fugitives from an enslaved society

trying to bring their venom into our

tree minds ;md homes
.lust for the record, you will find

thai the greater majority of those

creeps with the loudest mouths and
so called dedication are ugly,

deformed or rejected divorcees

who are blaming their misfortunes

and inadequacies as Christian

women on the very qualities of

American life that makes
democracy such a precious thing.

Again I reiterate that everyone is

entitled to their own beliefs and
opinions, but to use democracy and
freedom of Speech as a weapon to

corrupt the very moral fibres

ordained by God dike the in-

stitution of marriage and the

sanctit) ol the homo is but

another Communist piot hatched

he devil to lead us down the

path of destruction. It further

reads in the holy scripture that the

; ol every woman is man and

the head of every man is Christ It

ori to add. i according to St.

Paul) that women should be in

subjugation to man completely
ruling out the absurd concept of

equality Man was made in the

image of God placing upon him and
NOT THE WOMAN the respon

sibility and dominion over the

Earth What then is this

blasphemous notion of so-called

sexual equality Obviously nothing

more than Satan's last ploy to join

with Mao Tse Tung. Joe In Lie.

Kosigin and all those other traitors

to the kingdom of God to graft all

the souls they can for more fuel for

the embers of hell

If it were not for the saving grace

of God's love for man those of us

who desire decency and love for

our fellow man would have (alien

victims lo the forces of Satan

Fortunately in the light of the Lord,

salvation is once again offered. It

written in the Bible and

prophecized that "Indeed these are

the last days and the handwriting

is on the wall". It is a very easy

thing to become confused and
frustrated when we think of what
horrible conditions mankind finds

himself in today The current

problems of overpopulation,
famine, disease, and war are all

but mere signs of the return of

Christ However, unfortunately
there are women who is seeking

refuge but not in God. have given
themselves up to their own vain

imaginations and have in fact

yielded to the temptations of the
Devil Instead of asking God's
mercy they have attempted to find

other solutions like that of birth

control pills and abortion These
decadent, diseased emissaries of

Satan have not only condemned
themselves to hell but seek also to

condemn with them our virtuous

maidens of rightousness
Remember, salvation is offered

only to the pure in heart and
anyone who would advocate
abortion and not consider it

murder are condemned forever to

burn in the LAKE OF FIRE AND
BRIMSTONE

administrative procedur-

parentl) you're not familiar

administrative procedures

Kohler, by this time, aaamed
quite anxious to break the con

venation A moment of silence

'uiore he pieced together

his version as to why the

scholarship mone) has been
delayed

I iiist i an't go to the bank and
ask for so many thousand dolla:

•tt scholarship fundi There's

.i complicated process arhereb) the

scholarships are documented and
approved through the govern
council and the checks are in turn

initiated h\ the State treasurer
"

rtainly there's more to it than

that Mr Kohl.

Before the conversation ended,

Kohler said that the Financial Aid

Office in Whitmore has already

been informed of the delay "We
will send the checks out as soon as

we get them hack from the State

House."
How soon*7

', can only be asked.

A scholarship w hich was originally

intended to knock $200 off the

second semester bill, now in the

middle of March, has yet to come
Many students had been counting

on that money for educational

costs

Yet. despite the delay, those at

the top remain unreceptive to the

inquiries and resent having to

formulate legitimate explanations

which the respective students are

entitled to hear Why conceal the

answers and pretend hat there's

no problem'' Why be so secretive in

dealing with scholarship
procedures? If you lay out all the

cards on the table, the cir-

cumstances could be better un-

derstood by all involved and
corrective measures could be

taken.

V0O COCfC SCC COMAT YMCf S*OK£ ijO TU©U P,r«*
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Letters To The Editor

What's Brogan Up To?

To the Editor:

1 m very sorry that Howard Brogan took my
comments about him and his relationship to Orchard

Hill as a personal attack Brogan has been the

primary antagonist to Orchard Hill in the past few

years, as I can remember it. To make a statement

concerning his antiquated views on education and

experimental colleges is to make a statement about

the man The fact that he considered my comments a

personal attack disturbs me greatly, but at the same

time reinforces my previous views about the man

I was equally disturbed when 1 read Brogan

Replies"' Brogan has presented many half-truths,

misrepresentations, and inadequately backed

allegations concerning the governance and

curriculum of Orchard Hill It is to these falsehoods

that I direct mv comments here.

Brogan charged that "new courses were set up and

staffed with teachers unqualified by the usual

standards' Furthermore, on the same topic he

remarked that Fellows were not consulted about

these courses Presumably, he referred to the

Fellows' approval of these courses. In the case of all

curriculum committee meetings, all Fellows who

were active in the College were sent written notices

informing them of the dates of all meetings

Over forty Fellows have presently been called and

sent such notices to inform them of these meetings

There is no discrimination policy concerning

membership on the curriculum committee, so

perhaps Brogan s charges concerning it are merely a

reflection of his feelings concerning the rejection of

his ideas at these meetings.

Besides being an untrue allegation. Brogan s

charge that the OH courses were taught by

School Of Ed.

To the Editor.

At present the School of Education needs

i tiguratively speaking) $100,000 worth of resources to

deal with undergraduate advising

Implementing the Completely Modularized

Curriculum in the Fall of 1972 will add but a few-

thousand dollars to that burden increasing the

resources necessary to $103,000 (figuratively

speaking). Thus, whether or not the CMC had been

passed, there still would exist the overriding problem

of undergraduate advising. What is important,

therefore, is that I) whatever the undergraduate

advising situation is has little to do with whether or

not the School of Education goes to CMC, and

although there has been significant improvement

over the last vear. there is still a huge need for un

dergraduate advising at the School of Education.

In passing the CMC by a 20-0 vote the School

Council understood this. It also knew that Dr Dick

Clark has been named Assistant Dean Designate for

Undergraduate Education with a focus on advising^

Also, the entire School of Education owes a debt ot

gratitude to Barbara Boulden who forced us to

become aware of the magnitude of this problem by

writing her letter to the Collegian and speaking out

boldly at our School Council meetings. m _. .

One of the main problems at the School of

Education has been the absence of undergraduate

voices More are needed and welcome. Barbara has

become a member of the CMC Planning Committee

and is working very hard to assure improvement m
undergraduate advising and to see tha wi-

dergraduate concerns are acted upon. She could use

some help. If you are an undergraduate at the School

of Education and would like to participate on this

committee, you can contact Barbara (219 Butterf.eld

5-2418) or the CMC Office 'Room 22/C, 0-0944)

Terry Molner

unqualified personnel was completely lacking in any

evidence. His philosophy on education and faculty is

that no one is competent to teach unless he holds a

PhD In the same way this reasoning is completely

absurd, so is his argument concerning the quality of

the Hill courses

Brogan also erroneously stated the composition of

the Orchard Hill Personnel committee as well as the

situation in which it was created There are seven

student members on the committee not eight as

Brogan believes Furthermore, the group

curriculum committee) that set up th-* Personnel

committee was not "predominantly students " as he

claims All faculty who were even remotely

associated with Orchard Hill were informed through

the mail that there was going to be a meeting con-

cerning the Personnel committee There is no

reasonable excuse that Brogan can offer why more

faculty did not show up other than the fact that he

wished they had
Probabl> the best demonstration of Brogan's short-

sighted reasoning was the following. "I respect

students However. I do not consider them to have the

qualifications of faculty members on matters of

curriculum and personnel". Orchard Hill, as even

Mr Brogan will attest, was set up as an experimental

Residential College Over the past ten years, the

concept of the HILL as a residential college has

changed as have many concepts of higher education

It is logical that as time passes, ideas that will

better accommodate newer philosophies of education

will come about The University is changing. Mr.

Brogan Orchard Hill is changing and developing

both intellectually and educationally Are You"

I BITS Horowitz

OnSGA, SES, FBI.

Editorial Points
With all the snowball fights

happening around campus last

night, we wonder if everyone

really wants the end of Winter

to come to UMass.
***

Who will be the next to reply

to letters about the Orchard

Hill Personnel Committee

affair.

So the ITT admitted
shredding some of its Dita

Beard files. That's almost like

asking the Faculty Senate to

show its file of names of those

faculty members committed to

paying students for the

Collegian, Campus Center, and
other assorted goodies.

»»*

So you've been waiting all

week to see what the Women's
Lib supporters had to say about

Frank's article, eh? Check out

today's Poor Richard's.

To the Kditor

The Student Government Association of the

University, through the Student Senate, has decided

to initiate its own Lecture Note Program The

decision of the Student Senate to undetake this

venture was largely in response to several un-

fortunate problems associated with the former note

service

One of the fears voiced by faculty members has

been in the area of copyright to the materials given in

lecture. The Student Senate's legal counsel Attorney

Richard Howland has composed an agreement which

would ensure that all copyrights will remain with the

faculty member. Another area that has been under

discussion is the fear that the students will use the

notes in lieu of attending class. This is not the intent of

the note program, but rather it is meant as a sup-

plement to the course text and other materials given

in class. The primary function of the Senate is to

allow the student attending a class which is covered

by the note program, the opportunity to devote his or

her full attention to the lecturer and not to the task of

writing notes for fifty minutes

It is the hope of the Provost's Office and the Student

Government that the faculty will cooperate fully with

the Student Senate in this endeavor We view this

program as one which can serve as a viable

assistance to the students in their class work.

If there are any objections to the Student Senate

Lecture Note Program, please forward those ob-

jections through me so that I may communicate your

diisatisfaction lo those who are running the program.

I cannot emphasize enough the willingness of the

Student Senaie to cooperate with the faculty in this

matter so that together we might find ways to provide

a better education for the students
David Bischoff

Renewal Of Faith
To the Editor:

Picture religious fellowship among Christian, Moslem. Jew, and

Buddhist! Picture, if you will, religious fellowship among the various

sects and schisms within each of these great religions! "Impossible!"

vou say.

Baha'u'llah. the Promised One of all Prophetic Cycles, reveals that the

essential principles of love, peace, unity, and cooperation are renewed as

divine commands in every Manifestation of Gods teachings. A

Manifestation is one who manifests the Attributes of God (i.e. Jesus,

Moses. Muhammadan. Buddha and so on). The essence of religion is the

same for a Christian, and a Moslem a Jew and a Buddhist

Each Manifestation of God brings a second part of His teachings which

are concerned with social order and are appropriate for the time and

place of His Revelation These divine laws consist of external practices

such as diet, marriage, and similar ordinances.

A Manifestation of God has come to our World with direction to build a

New World Order based on justice and love among all of the human

family. .

Baha'u'llah tells us in one of his books. Book of Certitude, about the

station of each Manifestation:

"Each manifestation of God has a distinct individuality, a definitely

prescribed Mission, a predestined Revelation, and specially

designated limitations. Each is known by a different Name and

characterized by a special attribute " <p 176)

In the second part of Baha u llah's teachings, the social teachings,

Baha'u llah tells mankind how they can have world unity and bring into

truition The Kingdom of God on Earth. The followers of Baha'u'llah ~re

dedicating their life energies to establishing The Kingdom of (k>d on

earth The Baha i Faith is the instrument through which Baha u'llah s

followers are working toward world unit>

The Baha i Fiath is an independent religion embodying two essential

facts The first is that the teachings of Baha'u'llah created a reality in the

world of the soul never before existing and could not have existed apart

from Him
,

The second fact is that the Faith ot Baha'u'llah. the Baha i Faith is a

religion, standing in the line of true religions: Christianity; Islam,

Judaism; and other Prophetic Faiths The existence of the Baha'i Faith.

like that of early Christianity marks the return of faith as a direct and

persona! experience of the Will of God.

Today in over 56.000 communities on our planet, rich and poor, young

and old Arab and Jew, black and white. Hindu and Moslem are working

together to build the Kingdom of God on Earth They call themselves:

Baha 'S
. , w U.
lx>la Washburn

Sylvan Pit-Gouge
To the Editor.

The MDC expose" on the "Sylvan Pit" (3/16/72) strikes a responsive

note with me For 15 years from 1952 to 1967 I worked in "watchdog"

agencies in local communities, and I came away from that experience

with a very negative reaction to the planning-contracting gam- I -oral

governments contract out all sorts of public works and 90% of IK m are

completed late in spite of severe penalties for failure to complete prn.ierta

on time, written into contracts as awarded

I read in the Springfield Union in January an article in which the

contractor on the Svhan pipeline job attributed slow progress to 1
»
"bad

weather" and (2) slow delivery of needed material because of Strike! In

the case of the UMass pipeline, the first excuse is phony m point of I

Except for two weeks immediately after Thanksgiving, December i nd

Januarv musuallv mild and snowless Not once since I came to

Amherst in 1959 has thi^ area lacked snow cover for most of Deeer

and January until this year Furthermore, we had one of the latest first

frosts on record in 1971

It seems to me that the Sylvan pipeline job is tailor-made for an in-

vestigation by local Nader enthusiasts If they do their homework, they

might come up with all sorts of interesting information about how the

University goes about planning and building, about how contractors are

paid, whether the University enforces terms of its contracts, who makes

conduction decisions, and whether or not the system as practiced con-

forms in general to the system as it is supposed to work. Such a research

project would be a worthwhile educational experience as well as making

a contribution to the science of managing capital investment.

Ed Kaynor

A Word Of Warning

To the Editor:

A word of warning

For the past week or so there have been many ads and signs posted

around campus and in the Collegian telling of a wondrous movie caUed

Zachariah. "A feature film written by Firesign Theatre in color with

Country Joe and The Fish, The James Gang* George Tirebiter" to be

shown this Saturday. March 18. This is a gross misstatement of fact

The Firesign Theatre is responsible for writing one scene in the film

which lasts about two minutes. As for the claim the George Tirebiter,

well. I would certainly love to see the Firesign's fictitious character come

to the screen, but he is absolutely not in Zachariah.

I don't know whether the sponsors of Saturday's showing are conscious

or not of the lies they are spreading, but they should certainly be

prevented from giving the Firesign any more "credit" than they deserve

for their tiny part in the making of this bomb.
Mike Kostek
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Voice Your Opinion To Legislature

The following is a list of bills that will be coming up for consideration in H2942 Mar 21 Education

thSTrSp^SSe committees in the Massachusetts State ^lature

dunng the week March 20-March 24. If you are at all interested in these

bills, the USCC urges you to write to your Representative or Senator

"Tyo^^ouTdTke further information, or copies of these bills, come to

the USCC office, RSO Room 123, in the Campus Center. H324 Mar 22 Govt. Regulations

No. Date Committee

H.690 Mar 23 Commerce & Labor

H.906 Mar 21 Commerce & Labor

H2778 Mar 21 Commerce & Labor

H295 Mar 21 Education

H304 Mar 21 Education

H1294 Mar 21 Education

Bust Victims

Get Support

At Brandeis
WALTHAM, Mass. <AP>-

Brandeis University students

voted Wednesday to contribute

$2,000 in Student Council funds

toward the defense of eight

students arrested in a dormitory

drug raid.

Waltham police arrested six

students in the raid near midnight

March 4, and two others named in

warrants surrendered later

Their cases were continued to

March 22 in Waltham District

Court The charges include illegal

possession of drugs, being present

where drugs are found and

possession with intent to sell

The student vote Wednesday was

44MS8 in favor of appropriating

the council funds to defend the

eight, and Jlft :hm to make the sum

$2,000.

2JV

rirv

LOWEST
JET FARES

TO EUROPE
Whatever your age, SAVE
money on Icelandic Airlines

jets from New York to Lux-

embourg in the heart of Eu-

rope. Our fares are lowest of

any scheduled airline.

UNDER 21?-Our round-trip

Youth Fares are $180 (win-

ter), $205 (spring, fall), and

$270 (summer), ages 12

thru 21. Also, exclusive one-

way Youth Fares.

OVER 21?-Stay overseas

46 days up to a year and

you'll SAVE $274 this sum-

mer, $247 this spring and

fall against lowest compara-

ble fares of other scheduled

airlines. Great for teachers

and grad students. See your

travel agent for valid dates,

reservations.

To: Icelandic Airlines

630 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. 10020
(212) PL 7-8585

Send folder CN on Lowest Jet

Fares to Europe.

Name.

Street.

City

—

State- .Zip.

My travel a^ent is.

All fares subic -o change

ICELANDIC

Description

Petition that Police and Firemen

be included in the provisions of

the Workmen's Compensation

lf-W

Petition for legislation to protect

locked out employees.

Petition relative to the protection

of employees in certain labor

disputes.

Petition for legislation to repeal

the Racial imbalance law.

Petition for legislation to exempt

certain schools from the Racial

Imbalance law.

Petition for legislation to prohibit

the transportation of pupils to

and from schools without the

written consent of their parents

or legal Guardians.

H4304 Mar 21 Govt. Regs.

S.573 Mar 22 Nat. Resources

H385 Mar 20 Nat. Resources

H4537 Mar 22 Petition relative to

Petition that school committees

of towns be authorized to adopt

plans for attendance in public

schools to eliminate racial im-

balance and other matters

relative thereto.

Petition for legislation to

establish off-track wagering on

horse and dog racing.

Petition that the Department of

Public Utilities be directed to set

certain labor conditions in the

continuance of a common carrier

license to Peter Pan Bus Com-

pany.

Petition for legislation relative to

improvements of the water

quality of the Charles River.

Petition to establish a division of

environmental pro-within the

department of the Attorney

General and directing the

preparation of environmental

impact reports.

prohibiting drilling for oil within

the territorial waters of the

Commonwealth.

SUPER SALE
No Demo Equipment

All Factory Fresh Equipment on Solo for Two Days at

Unboatablo Prices.

Pickering Cartridges
Model

PHASE IV AME
PHASE IV ATE
PHASE IV AT

PHASE IV AC

List

49.95

39.95

29.95

24.95

ADC Speakers
Model

ADC 303-AX
ADC 303B
ADC 404A

List

110.00
90.00
57.00

BSR Turntables

310/X
510/X
610/X

List

80.00

100.00
141.95

SALE

42.88

59.88

79.88

David Clark Headphones

100A
250
200
300

List

50.00

34.00

29.00

21.00

SALE

30.88

20.88

17.88

12.88

BASF Blank Cassettes
C-60
C-90

C-120

60 minute

90 minute

120 minute

SALE
2 for 2.99

2 for 3.99

2 for 4.99

Sale Fri. & Sat, March 17 & 18

THE LISTENING POST
25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

for students

only

Weekend
Special

186 Main St., Northampton

99'

Th§ Colontl lowtrt

tilt cost §f

vttktnd eating.

YOU 6ET:

2 pieces of

finger lickin

good Kentucky!

Fried Chicken

Golden sweet

corn on the

cob

Mashed
potatoes and

gravy

» A hot

buttered roll

• Plus a soft

drink

Kentucky

Fried

Chicken

Rt. 9 across from Zayres

Hours:
11 - 10 weekdays,
11 - 11 weekends

Having a St. Patrick's

Party this weekend? We
will cater for under,

S 1.00 per person.

Call 256-8745

Third World Alliance Begins
Through a concerted effort on the part of members

of the Black, Asian, Chicano, Puerto Rican,

American Indian and Third World foreign students in

the Amherst community, a Third World Alliance has

materialized on the UMass campus. The Alliance has

been organized to articulate interests and to im-

plement changes as defined by its constituents.

A meeting was held on Monday, March 13, 1972. In

attendance were representatives from a cross-

section of the Third World community. The meeting

was held to establish the administrational and

organizational structure of the Third World Alliance.

The Alliance will resolve around three levels which

will be responsible for policy- making, management

and operations.

After the discussion of the organizational structure

of the Alliance, the remainder of the meeting was

spent on issues presently confronting Third World

people in the community : these are the major issues

discussed at the meeting.

1. It was suggested that the Alliance strive for

more Third World Represenation on the

University Fine Arts Council. This is an effort

for Third World students to have more control of

social events on this campus.

2. After hearing of proposed termination of

funding for the on-campus COP program, the

Alliance discussed possible moves against this

decision, and aid for students unable to sustain

themselves if the COP program seizes funding

the on- campus students.

3. The Alliance feels strongly that Third World

Students should have a voice in the Chancellor

Search Committee. Third World Students

concerned with this committee are asked to

contact Jackie Berryman. (545-2751)

4. The Southwest Residential area has no

Third World Head Residence or Resident

Director. The Alliance will be working in this

area to obtain positions for Third World

posts.

5. Also discussed was the fact that Foreign

students becoming more related to the Alliance

because there is a lack of communication

(between them and the University machinery).

The Alliance will welcome any and all active

participation from Third World Peoples. Those in-

terested should contact us at 310 Mills House, phone

545-0980 or see Acklyn Lynch 319 Mills House ext. 5-

0815, Ingrid White ext. 5-2751 or Paul Chandler ext. 5-

0031.

Gorman House Goes Foreign
Gorman House will have 65

language majors and language

students living in the dormitory

next semester.

Jim Cunningham, a freshman

majoring in Russian is the

originator and organizer of the

Foreign Language Dorm Project.

He says the purpose of the living

arrangement is "to facilitate the

everyday use and pronunciation of

foreign languages
."

Cunningham would also like to

see the development of closer

contacts between language majors

and their departments and ad-

\isors. His program calls for the

holding of classes and seminars in

the dorm. Faculty would also be

invited into the dorm and to the

cultural activities sponsored by the

group

About 85-90 percent of those who
have already signed up for the

project are majoring in French.

Russian, German, Spanish or

Italian, Cunningham said.

He stated that originally,

members of the project had hoped
to use one of the smaller dorms but

their residents were opposed to the

idea. Their chief objection was that

they might be forced to move out of

their dorms.
"Gorman is suited to the project

because it will have a larger

number of vacancies in the Fall.

Members of the project will only be

moved into existing vacancies,"

Cunningham said.

Due to the increased number
of applications being processed

for the fall semester, staff

limitations, and the extra

burden imposed by a quota

system, the Graudate School

has found it necessary to close

the Graduate Admissions
Office one day a week. Ef-

fective Feburary 25 the

Graduate Admissions Office

will be closed for business on

all Fridays through April 14

Telephone inquiries and
requests for admissions

materials will be handled on

those days by the receptionist

in the second floor lobby of the

Graduate Research Center.
,

HATCH Spaghetti SPECIAL

Heaping Platter

of

Hot
Spaghetti
covered with

Meat Sauce
plus

Hot
Garlic Bread

ONLY

59 Student
Union Hatch
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The deadline for submitting applications for the University of

Massac liUM-tts Summer Program in Italy has been extended to

April 7th. Students wishing to participate in the Program which will

be held in Bologna from June 1!> - August 25, mav obtain in-

formation and application forms from the Department of French &
Italian dlerter 316)

(See story on page IS.)

JUA^r
Open
Friday
Night

the
culrvaceous

LEOTARD
byDANSKIN

Slip into this figure -

flattering LEOTARD

by Danskin...

full-fashioned in

100% stretch nylon.

It's a free V easy

fashion - suited to

dancing, sportswear

or weight-watching

exercises. Sizes:

S-M-L-XL

$6.75

MODERN
DANCE TIGHTS

WITHOUT

FEET

Full-fashioned knit

of stretch nylon.

Suits your casual

way of living

to a T. Sizes:

ABC.

85.

LEOTARDS • TIGHTS
Lingerie Dep't.

JLiAvf
uptown
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Health Education

Top Secret
Population Control Urged

Question: What information

from students' medical records

does the Health Services give out,

with or without their consent?

Answer:. The Health Service

does not give out information

without the students' informed

consent. A students' medical
records are confidential and are

not released without his written

permission unless there is a clear

danger to himself or to others in

the community
Question: What about in-

formation necessary for graduate

school or employment ap-

plications?

\nswer: No medical information

is given to graduate or professional

schools, government agencies,

corporations, parents, faculty,

administration, etc. Because
written permission is sometimes

obtained as a prerequisite for

application to a graduate school or

place of employment, it is in effect

I coerced acquiescence

Therefore, no information is

provided for screening purposes

even after the written permission

has been received until the student

has been consulted as to whether or

not he really wishes even the

minimum amount of information

supplied.

Discussion with the individual

student usually will lead to

clarification of his wishes and the

manner in which his best interest

will be served.

Questions may be addressed to

the Health Education Division of

the Health Services.

WASHINGTON (AP)-A presidential commission,

in a dramatic series of recommendations to control

America's growing population, advocates an easing

of laws restricting abortion, sex education and fer-

tility control.

The report, issued Thursday, stirred dissent even

among the 24-member commission which includes

four Roman Catholics.

In the first part of its final report to the President

and Congress, released last week, the Commission of

Population Growth and the American Future detailed

reasons why America should slow, and gradually stop

the growth of population.

Toward that end it now recommends:
—Public and private health services should pay the

full cost of contraceptives; of prenatal, delivery and

first-year pediatric care; and of voluntary

sterilization, abortion and medical treatment of in-

fertility. The total cost could be $8 billion a year, a $1

billion increase over all present expenditures, public

and private.

—States adopt laws which will permit minors to

receive contraceptive and prophylactic information

and services.

—ALL restrictions on access to voluntary con-

traceptive sterilization be eliminated.

—That "with the admonition that abortion not be

considered a primary means of fertility con-

troll... present state laws restricting abortion be

liberalized along the lines of the New York statute,

such abortion to be performed on request by duly

licensed physicians under conditions of medical

safety.

Saturday MSMt

«twd«nts •*> non-students .15

T*f4?

to ptece
CHic*go-W*>

Due to the increased number
of applications being processed

for the fall semester, staff

limitations, and the extra

burden imposed by a quota

system, the Graduate School

has found it necessary to close

the Graduate Admissions
Office one day a week. Ef-

fective February 25 the

Graduate Admissions Office

will be closed for business ON
ALL FRIDAYS THROUGH
APRIL 14. Telephone inquiries

and requests for admissions

materials will be handled on

those days by the receptionist

in the second floor lobby of the

Graduate Research Center.

Visit our new, enlarged, retail store

Everything you need in Personal ly Selecte

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
See all the newest and finest in tents.
sleeping bags, backpacking equipment. _"7

itools and accessories in our retail

store. Thousands of camping items to
choose from

Expanded facilities make shoppin
n fun wit
fully guar

fun. Camping's also more fun with
our practical, dependable
anteed equipment.

Send 25* for our new 150 page catalog

Catalog Frat with Copy of Ad

&S ^\^/ CAMPERS SUPPLY. INI

9 - 4:30

^_^_ M - Sat.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 01060

APPLY IMMEDIATELY

UUttfST AMUSEMENT PAJtK

Weekend outdoor work now available at Riverside Park.

Working hours: FRI. 7 P.M. to closing: Sat. 6 P.M. to clos-

ing: Sun. 1 P.M. to closing: (park closes approx. 11 P.M.)

Jobs available: rides, games, cashier booths, refreshment

stands, parking attendants, grounds maintenance.

Inquire at Riverside Park Bowling Alleys Weekdays 7 9 p.m.,

on Sat. Sun. 16 p.m. (must be 18 years of age or over)

PARK OPENS MARCH 25

RTE. 159, AGAWAM, MASS.

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY LIGHT WEIGHT

BACKPACKING AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT

Cross-Country Ski Clearance Sale
Asnes Tuiiangrenn, Ligno $22.95

Asncs Turski, Ligno 19 -95

Asnes Childs Langrenn, Hickory 10.95

Asnes Childs, Hickory - 150-160 cm 9.95

Asnes Childs, Hickory - 110-140 cm 795

Bonna 1800, Ligno 25.95

Bonna 2000, Ligno
EMS 10,000, Hickory

Eggen Superlight, Hickory

Eggen Light Touring, Ligno

Bla-Skia Racing, Hickory

24.95

27.95

24.95

25.95

29.95

Rottefella Fenix Binding 4.50

Villom Pin Binding 4.50

Rottefella Gull Binding 4.50

Alfa Light Touring Boots 16.95

Rieber Touring Boots 16.95

Norge Touring Boots 16.95

Trak Light Touring Boot n.50
Rieber Childs Boot io.95

VM Bamboo Poles 4.95

—20% OFF ON ALL WAXES AND ACCESSORIES—

Clothing and mountaineering Items
Poplin Knickers $12.95

Norwegian Wool Knickers 16.95

Woolrich and Knickers 14.50

Alpine Designs Down Glacier Parkas (no hood) 51.95

Gerry Down Makulu Parkas (no hood) 44.95

Sierra Designs Down Whitney Parkas (no hood) 32.95

EMS Down Gloves and Mittens 25% Off

Duofold and Allen-A Underwear 25% Off

Ht. 9 Amherst/Hadley Line Amherst 253-9504 253-9504

Smith Offers Social Work
|

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.—The Smith College for Social Work is en-

couraging applications to a special undergraduate program from Puerto

Kican college juniors interested in a professional social work career.

The school offers to eligible students a summer training program

designed to help prepare for entry into a graduate social work school.

Provided are transportation expenses to and from Smith College, room,

board, tuition, and a weekly cash stipend. Assistance in securing ad-

mission to a graduate school of social work also is provided.

The special undergraduate summer program (June 19 to August 11,

1972) is open to students who will complete their junior year of college by

June 1972. After the summer program students will return to their own
college to complete the requirements for a bachelor's decree. Those

showing aptitude for professional social work and interested in studying

for a master's degree would be assisted in securing admission to

graduate school Eligible students may be accepted by the Smith College

School for Social Work with full scholarship stating in June 1973.

For further information contact the Special Undergraduate Program,

Smith College School for Social Work, Northampton, Mass.

See Italy This Summer
And Get Credit For It

FISHERMEN TAKE NOTE

FLY TYING LESSONS
Daily— Staring Mon., March 20th

12 noon- 1 p.m.

Campus Center Craft Area

for information call 545-2096

Applications for the UMass 1972

Summer Program in Italy will be

accepted until April 7, according to

Prof. Zina Tillona, program
director.

Classes during the seven-week

session will be in the Bologna

Center of John Hopkins School of

Advanced International Studies in

the heart of the University of

Bologna and close to the center of

the city of Bologna.

Enrollment is limited to 65

students and the Program attracts

applicants from many colleges and
universities. Application materials

may be obtained from Prof. Tillona

at Herter Hall 320, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass
01002.

Although the Summer Program
in Italy is not geared to any one

discipline or language study, Italy-

its language, its history, and its

people-is the focus of all courses.

Of the five courses offered, only

one, intermediate Italian, is taught

in Italian. All others are in English.

The courses are: Italian Art of

the Early and High Renaissance,

Conflict between conscience and
country in Italy (history), field

course in cultural anthropology,

intermediate Italian, and
Classicism and Anti-Classicism in

Renaissance art and literature.

Italian majors and other qualified

students may arrange to take

independent study in Italian

literature.

Teachers will include UMass

Asst. Prof, of Italian Frank J. Fata

and James West Shaw, associate

dean of the UMass College of Arts

and Sciences.

Students will arrive in Bologna

June 20 for a brief orientation

period. The seven weeks of study

will include field trips to nearby

cultural centers. After August 10,

students will be free to explore

Italy and nearby countries on their

own Departure for the United

States will be August 26.

AMHERST AUDIO
sells

professional headphones

from $14.95 to $49.95

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

19*0 Austin America 4-speed auto., low

mileage, new snows, radio, front wheel

drive. Asking 890. Call 54»-«338 after 6 p.m.

Mi
I.I I. Scout 4 wd. '«. plow, hrdtop. 24000

miles. Rood cond. not abused 11700. VY.

Ward. Box 41. Conway. Ma. 340-4073 afier

t.

tn-n

1944 Kord Galaxle conv. Leaving area

and must sell. Make offer. Call Ted 251-

JtOH

tf3-l7

44 Gala VW — right fender crumpled,

excellent mechanically. 12.000 miles on

new ring * valve Job. Call Tom 527-4774 or

2434010. Mi
1005 VW Bug — good running condition,

clean inside, radio, some denta. no bum-
pers. I M0. Coll 527-4774 evenings or 243-

0010 ask for Tom. Mi
100) Austin Amer. 4 -speed, auto.

good cond 1775 5*4-3525

, very

tfl-17

— Passenger '47 Ford wagon. 4 cyl.

$425 oo Priced to sell now new Urea. Call

Mom
tfl-17

44 Olds 88. good engine. R* H. new front

brakes, battery, starter 1400 Bob Murrtn

224 Hamlin House.
ifi-22

I04R GTO. 2 dr HT 400 cld/350 b-».. 4

tpd eugtn* good, needs body work,

battery. illOO; 1040 Ford FI00. 1/2 ton

pickup. 1200 BUI **5-3**l.

tfl-17

M VW. good running rood . exel body.

new shocks, sa. tires, muf , rad . ball Jnts

Recent tunr-up it oil change 144)0. Call 254-

aaaaV MM
44 VW bus with 2000 miles on rebuilt

engine, gat beater, excellent condition

thru-out i57S. Call 253-0204.

If3-I7

'45 ( atallna. low mileage, very good
condition, runs like a real son of a bitch

Call soon between A 12 noon 540-4*20

Raja.
U3-17

l«M» FIAT 8.W Spider, green, excel,

mech w.inmi mi. AM — FM. 5 Radlals $750

or best offer. 414 N. Pleasant next to TEP
Frat Side Door. Ml

1070 Tan BMW 2002 Koni shocks, heavy

duly suspension new clutch — Mlchellne

XAS tires, wide rims 12.300 or best offerMM Ml
FOR SALE

1070 Honda 350 CB. Ex. cond.

(.old with rack $450 or best offer

8852 evenings ask for Steve.

Candy
Call 4-

lf3»

Pair Rectllnear XII Speakers, oiled

walnut cabinet. 10 weeks old. cost $285.

will sacrifice $100 each or best offer. 256-

filKM

tf3-17

1044 Saab, excel, condition throughout,

best offer call 544-5301 keep trying ask for

Craig.
tfl-17

2 Epl MI'i ex. cond. i325. Better than

Boae MPo! Mt'ST be heard. Call Bruce

544-9W4 before II a.m. or after 4 p.m.

Ml
Brand new pair of Relker Buckle Ski

Boots, site 7 med. and fur lining. Call 3*0-

iOOl In Conway after five. Ml
Twelve string electric guitar, nice

shape, hollow body, case and cord In

eluded. Call fi-4427 except wknds after

760
tf3-24

Tap* dk Teak 0010A Amp. Sansul SOMA.

4 San Spars 2000. pis accea. beat offer. Call

745-1404 bfr $ or 730-4134 aft 4.

Ml
Very cheap hand-carved Turkish

Meerschaum Pipes. Call Ahmet 4-4210

after 4 p.m. Ml
'47 Honda 305 scrambler . rebuilt eng '71.

new f. tire, colls kick starter needs work.

$325 375 Puffton Village. Mike 509-4270.

Ml
1045 VW Btai. New brakes a clutch.

Engine overhauled Call Karen 544-7540M
PERSONAL

Weds, nlte (3/8) lady hitchhiker who
hates the cold and Just back from India 5

yrs. who are you? Tell Bob. be tell me. 544-

1/3-17

Masculine Gay. Bisexual or undecided

student, would like to talk to someone with

similar Interests A problems. Writ* Sprfd

Bx 1421.

3-17

Poe Freaks unit*' This Fri. at the

Hampden Common* 8W The Pit and The
Pendulum Shown at 4. 10 and 12 and a

Roadrunner Cart***).

tfl-17

Dev In Patterson Happy Half. Memories

oft chummy heart.
2-17

Share 7 room apt. on Rt 114 In So

DeerfleM - half of rent 4> utilities $45-470

a month Call Guy Ross at 5-0070 or 445-

4024.
tfl-17

Roommate wanted!!! Squire VIII.

sublet your own room — all conveniences
— Immed. occupancy — 45.00 per month —
Call Ken or Pet* at 445-4707.

Ml
SKIING

Ski Killlngton — stay at the Troika

Lodge 17/ngt. — 130/ski week Full kit-

chen priv. Inc Call 402-422-1401 for

reservations.
113-24

SERVICES
Income tax returns prepared. Stat* and

Federal. Call Herb Gaaa 445-4457.

tfl-17

Amherst Audi* services, stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. 107

No. Pleasant St.. 2S4-4I31.

tfsem

Trumpet Instruction aspects of

Improv * harmony lessons In my Nor-

thamp studio Call 527-4*74 bet $-7 p m
tfl-17

People wanted to rid* to and /or stay la a

motor bom* ha Ft . I suderdale over Spring

break. Call 445-2X1.
tfl-17

Girt need* ride to and from Fla. Spring
vac . will share driving and exp . Please call
°— ua_aa47

tfl-17

Can we come to Fart Worth Texas with

yea during spring vacation? Please call

Janet and Ellen 544-0247

tfl-17

HELP WANTED
Room and board far female In apis.

adjacent to campus for assistance with

car* of two school sge children. Call 540-

3453.

tfl-17

Photographer wants open-minded and

very liberal female model* to work 4 5

hours weekly. Good hourly pay. will

receUe percentage also Kxp not nee but

must be willing and attractive Also in

(created in hearing from girls Int. In

photography as aaat. Only sincere appl)

Write give details Boa 122. Graaby . Mass
41413

tfl-17

ENTERTAINMENT

TRAVEL
SPRING IN ACAPCLCOIIOOSdays 7

nights via I'nlv DC4 Jet. Open only to

students, employees * families of 5

Colleges Call 5*4-5171.

If1-20

i... south spring break: Bermuda —
Freeport. Wapulco. Puerto Rico. 4 day
packages from $ 140. Escape International

(all Peggy 253-0047

1(320

LOST

Male, black large dog. answers to the

name ''FM*''. Reward. 253-1543 or 5*304.

113-22

I ml Seiko t hronograph watch.
Stainless »leel band. 3 dials, ant*., sen-

timental value. Reward $15 as Call 544-

4234 Deepak. Thanks.
Ml

Due to consecutive Integral multiple* of

the frequency of the fundamental yacka

has retired from service.
1-17

Happy St. Pats Buttons from Snap a

/ipp, r — a |so to E-Man from Super Jock

Ha Ha to all from L.J. Aba wheres my half

pint I am the Rack.
1-17

Spring Is on Ma way! Da vou want new

spring clothes* Have them made by an

experienced seamstress Call 29S-M7

reaa. rates
tfl-17

Mothers — cant find a reliable

babysitter? Tired of high leea? Call the

Child Car* Exchange. 5*4-2224 for further

Information.
Ml

FOR RENT
Black A white TV rentals 1 .10 per day —

14 day minimum. Color TV rentals II. per

day — 30 day minimum. TV Center 55 N.

Pleasant 253-510*.

if4-5

Richard — when you're not looking.

Kartholemew will slurp your Jello and spit

it on your lap. with my bl*ssings. Nonbear

17.
3-17

Chadbourne — It's Shadow, not

Shawdow" at least the Shadow ran spell'

3-17

Hamlin elects John C. 305. Van Meter

Cunt-Teaser of 1072. Too bad Mower,

better luck next year!
3-17

Two bedrooms In a house In l.everite.

Immediate rental, co-ed now. take M. or

I $ w per mo. Call after six 253-0004.

Ml
One bedroom apt . furnished Immediate
rental, convenient Amherst location.

1155/mo. Call 251*4*5.
tfl-17

One bedroom apt., furnished. Immediate

rental, convenient Amherst location.

• 155/mo. Call 25344*5.
U 3-1

7

that was takenWill the person

aDELETE
Will the person that has taken a

managerial acctg book from the Berkshire

Common* please return It with the note

hooks Thank you.
3-17

1st Floor. Metawampee wishes you a

llappv St. Patrick's Day.
3-17

Hyannts group rentals from II

Prime areas only Clean-modem. Call In

Am. I -4*4-3*14 Jim Reagan Box 112

Hyannls. Mas*. Owner.
If4-1

Ski Chalet vacation week Mar. 24 — Apr.

I Okemo — Killlngton area, sleeps 10. $300

Call 403-444-5534

113-23

The PM and The Pendulum la being

shown Fri.. Mar. 17 at *. I* and 12 at

Hampden Common*. Plus a Roadrunner

Carta**.
tfl-17

St. Patrick's Day Special at the

Rluewall. Live entertainment from 4p.m
till I a.m. Free!

3-17

Cricket Hill, the Prairie Oyatera —
Tues.. Mar. 21. 8.1 Ballroom. 4:00. $1

Ml
Folk singer wanted far wedding. 12

siring preferred Call collect 2*3-.*»-**«7.

tfV24

MOVIE
Stone your folks in "Taking Off", and a

nimif b> Buck Henry and W.C Fields

Fri. March 1*7-0-11 Mahar Aud Spon* by
the Cinema Club

tfl-17

TERM PAPERS
Quality Research and Reference

materials Originals and copies. TPA.
Rm. 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 V
Pleasant St. 254-4104

Ml

STEREO EQUIPMENT
Dtacaunt stereo equip * areas t-

tablea. apeakera. receivers, diamond
needles $3*0 magnetic carts 30*0% off *.

track tapes 12.2*. 544-0*43

tfl-14

SUMMER SUBLET
I Bedroom Puffton Village with full

option Avail June I. $l50/month utll.

included. Price la negotiable Hurry call

Ml
1 bedroom Puffton Village apt. avail.

June I Option to leaae In full. Call 54*-**S7.

Ma
TOSUBLET

I bedroom apt. Cllffsid* available Apr.

1.1 1 2* per month, all utilities pool tennis

0*41** to renew lens* In Sept Call 445-

4722.
tfl-2!

One bedroom apt. Puffton Village

Immediate. 1 144 Apt 3*4. call 5*0-4747

tfl-17

NEEDHELP
Happy Birthday Bill and Bash

Fin.

Love

1-17

WANTED

Need help in Math. Chem. or

Economics? Call 1-733-2*03 collect after 7

p.m.
113-23

U.g. and Foreign coins and stamps

bought, sold, traded. Estimates and ap-

praisals. Bob Murrin 224 Hamlin Houae or

P.O. Box 1*4 Amherat Ma.

RIDE WANTED

1-3 Bedroom house for summer June 15

— Aug. 15 approx. Writ* Alan — 13*1 John

Jay. Columbia U. NY.. NY. I**27 or call

2I2.M.-4H4. -M|

House or apt In a house wanted to rent

from June I write J. Klrley 18 Fairfield

He Norwalk Conn 04454 or call 203-838-

•MIHT

If

ROOMMATES WANTED
Own room. Puffton Vlg. 180 - two

people. *hare room 150455 apiece, 540-

Make yojr mother proud of you! Give

two girls a ride to and from Florida —
Spring break. Will share gas I • driving.

(all Paula 4-04*5.

113-22

Ride needed to Oregon. Want to leave
around Mar. 23. Share driving, expenses
If you can help, please call Marty 540-4341

Ml
Veed ride to Wash. DC. or vicinity

March 24. Will share dr and exp. Call
Marrv at 544-7331

Mf
Ride needed to Idaho Springs Colorado

or * trinity March 21 -25. Will share driving
and expenses Please call Kath> at 544-

::i7L'.

Ml

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. 4-month lease.

ll*S/month. includes utll. Call 445-3240

days or 445-357S nlte*.

if 4-14

DEAR FRIENDS

FIRESIGN THEATRE'S FEATl/RE
FILM "ZACHARIAH" WITH COL'N

TRY JOE. JAMES GANG. * FLASH
(.ORDOV SAT EVENING. MAR 18.

MAHAR. 4:3*- 4:2* - **>•!
tfl-li

To sub-let. I bdrm apt . all utll conv. to

campus. $14* per mo Immediately See

Ned In 417 Machmer or call 253-5*5*.

tfl-2*

CAR STORAGE

Excellent access in Amherst (enter.

( lean Reasonable rates. D.H. Jones. 549-

1700.

U4-28

AUTO REPAIR

OIL AND II BE ONLY 15.5*. 4 qts

Mobil oil Complete lubrication (heck
transmission, differential, battery and

pollution control valve with oil filter only

10.05. Come to Spencer's Mobil — next to

Post Office
tf!22

Must Sacrifice Auto

TYPING

Typing: Pica or Elite, proofreading and

copies free . edIUng if request*d 40* /page

Fast, accurate. Call Ann 544-7443 or —
7438. Ml

71 VW Camper. Ideal for spring

vacation. Muat sell now. First reasonable

offer Perfect cond Muat sell NOW. 123-

7415. Must sell now!!!
if2-22

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Rent free for real of the month If you

sublet my one bedroom Puffton Village

Apt Call 5401410.
tfl-17

T > ping — theses dissertations . etc Fast

•ind accurate Proofreading, editing If

desired lla\e (.reek and science *\mhol*

r.:i-:w» I

.

CAMPER FOR SALE

l<MM VW tamper, unique bubble loo

studded snow tires, extra*, excellent

coodit!** I.'I*t> or best offer 'it» I7.V»

tfl-17

ROOM WANTED
One large. Inexpenalve room 1st floor,

cooking privilege*, private entrance, I

have a nice dog (all collect: 1-047-341*

tf3-Zi

Need room In house or apt. with other

females Please call Nancy 254-4147

413-17
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ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS
Tomorrow night at 7:30 In the S.U.

Ballroom - "The Bast of 3 Worlds"

Rock with tha ONE WAY OUT.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
The bus for tha Belchertown Stata

School will be leaving Whltmore on

Sat., Mar. 18, at 12:45. It will be the

last time It will go to the school until

after vacation. All are welcome tc

come.

CHRISTIAN
Bus leaving for Florence Cong.

Church Sun. at 8:30 from the

Newman Center; 8:35 at Bus Station

opp. Morrill; 8:40 at Hamlin; and

8:45 on U. Dr. near Emerson in S.W.

All welcome.

CHRISTIANS
Prayer vigil from 2 to 5 p.m., 177

CC. Please come and pray. Everyone

invited.

Would you like to participate in a

weekend of developing awareness of

yourself and community? Join us on

the Community Weekend starting

tonight at 6:30 at Newman and then

proceeding to Farley Lodge.

COUNTRY COMFORT COFFEE
HOUSE
Sat, 3/18, 8-12:30. Free. All Invited

EDGAR ALLAN POE FREAKS
Tonight at the Hampden Commons,

S.W. Poe's the Pit and the Pendulum.

Shown at 8, 10 and 12. Also a

Roadrunner Cartoon.

FINNISH COURSE
Advanced class meets Mon. 9:30 In

the back of the Hatch.

Beginner meets Mon. nights, 7:30

in the Grayson Lounge.

GOD'S FOREVER FAMILY
Family time special: no talent

talent night. Come and Share the

talents you don't have. 6:30 p.m. 911

CC. All welcome.

GORMAN HOUSE BABYSITTING
Do you need a babysitter*

Baha'i Thing
Saturday. March 18. there will be

an all-day Festival (Like last

years* CAMPUS UNITY DAY). It

is sponsored by the UMass Baha'i

Association, and the entire campus
community is invited to attend.

From 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the

Student* Union Commonwealth
room, there will be Talk, Music

(With a tremendous Jazz band)

and two new films, with Seals and
Crofts, Dizzy Gillespe, and
Geraldine Jones.

The purpose: to present the

Baha'i way of life. That evening,

from 7:30 on, in the S.U. Council

Chambers on the second floor,

there will be more discussion and
music with DAWNING the new
five-college "road show".

Avallables registered in Gorman
House. Call 546 4S46or 546-9537.

HILLEL
Israeli Dancing,

Hiiiei Center.

The
Bamboo
Hut

Finest
Oriental

Cooking
in

Western Mass.

and

Wiggins

Tavern
The Best

of old

New England
"A Unique Experience"

Roth at the

Hotel

Northampton

Sun./ 7:00 p.m.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta

cordially invite all University
Women to their house on Tues., Mar.
21,7-8 p.m. and on Wed., Mar. 22, 7-8.

778 No. Pleasant St. across from
WoPE. Call 5-2435 for rides.

MELVILLE COFFEE HOUSE
Featuring Ed Vadas and Warm

Colors at 7:30 p.m. in the Melville

Date Room. All most welcome, free,

of course.

MIRKWOOD
This Sat. nite at 8:00 in Webster

main lounge another coffee house.

Come early and get a front row seat

for this one.

Notices
NEWMAN CLUB
There will be a meeting of the club

at 6:00 p.m. Sun. night In the Social

lounge. All members are urged to

attend and any Interested individuals

are invited.

OUTING CLUB
Rides to the St. Patty's Day party

tonight will leave from the Hatch at

7:00. Beginner's rock climbing trip

leaves Sat. at 9 a.m. from Clark Hall.

Eldon's Caving trip leaves Sun. at 9

a.m. from Clark Hall.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE STUDENTS
Chemical Rubber Co. Handbooks of

Chemistry and Physics 51st edition.

See Steve Finson, 423 Lewis, 6-5499 by

Mar. 24.

STUDENT STRUGGLE FOR
SOVIET JEWRY
A major five college meeting wil

be held Sun. evening at 7:30 in Rm.
420 S.U. Plans will be formulated for,

Int'l Solidarity Day on April 30.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SY»«T

in politics, the Pisces woman tends to

be conservative She feel* mat in her

heart she is right Her kind of candidate Is

one who has charisma but also is down-to

earth about basic issues Pisces women
are loyal to their party, but once

disillusioned they can do a complete

about face. It will be a wise candidate

who encourages the vote Of PISCO

women.

ARIES (March II April 1»): Practical

approach to budgetary matters is

necessary Don't be in too much of a

hurry where money enters picture

Analyze and file. Get on solid footing.

Check addresses, appointments.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Lunar

cycle high, your iudgment, intuition are

on target Take initiative in making

necessary changes. Put forth ideas

Write, read and advertise. You will be

more active than usual. And you will be

stimulated.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Family

member may rattle some skeletons

Maintain aplomb Be diplomatic Ride

with tide Co-operate In protect which

aids hospital, charitable Institution. Work
behind scenes. Do necessary research

CANCER (June 21 July 22). Accent on

friendships, fulfillment of desires. See

persons, situations as they actually exis_t

Avoid self deception One in position of

authority may be reluctant to loosen

purse strings. Don't argue.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 23): You are tested

Utilize past experience. By aiming
toward goal, you heighten chances for

success Ignore one who would sidetrack

you Stick to task at hand. Co-operate In

civic project. Accept responsibility.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22) Plan for

future travel Look beyond Immediate

indications Project. You get what you

want by obtaining overall view. Special

relationship may be finished. Don't hang

on to past. Build for future

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 23): Investment

procedures, practices come under

scrutiny. Mate, partner is much involved.

See what is there, not what should or

could be present. Stress practicality.

Take Inventory. Get accounting.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Lie low.

Play waiting game. Be sure of legal

resources. Joint effort is stressed. Be

receptive to partnership proposal. Follow

your own hunch. You may have to utilize

unorthodox approach Be a keen ob-

server.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Be

congenial to co-workers, those who
perform special services. Accept social

invitation. Best now to leave details to

jthers. Get rid of tension. Obtain second

wind. Experiment. Dp what comes
naturally.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19): Good

lunar aspect now coincides with romantic

interests. Relationship is intensified. Be

ready for change, travel. Bring forth

creative resources. Obtain hint from

Sagittarius message.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb li). One

lose to you may be stubborn. Patient

approach brings desired results. Pur

chase or sale of property is favored

investigate. Find motives. Take nothing

for granted, if thorough, you are sue

cessful

PISCES (Feb. 1* March 20) Relatives

mn in transit. You may be receiving

surprise visitors. Check messages Ex

tend hospitality. By giving now, you

ultimately will receive. Taurus and Libra

persons figure prominently.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have natural executive ability. You are

regarded by some as a maw of con

traditions, in actuality, you can be

poetic yet practical, self assured yet

sensitive to moods of others. Op-

portunities abound. May will be your

most significant month. Contacts of value

will be made through social affairs

Copyright l«7T Gen Fea. Corp.

PI-AM IS

SHE DID IT! SHE,

HIT A HOME RUN!

B. C.

AREA FOREIGNSYLVAN
STUDENTS

Dr. Daniel Clapp speaks on what
Health Services and student In-

surance plan cover for you. Hssab

and human relations canter In at-

tendance - McNamara Lounge, Mon.,

Mar. 20, 7:30 p.m.

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION

Individual cheking 2-5 Sun. CC 162,

165-169, 175 group meditation, group
chek, discussion, advanced lecture

Sun. 8:00 168-172 CC. Rm. 801 CC is

open daily from 4-6 for meditation.

Preparatory lecture Gold Rm.,
Amherst College tonight 8:00.

WOMEN FREEDOM RUNNERS
Women running from Cage every

day at 10 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. All in-

terested come, wear running clothes

or call Phyllis In 308, 545-2308.

YOUNG WORKER'S LIBERATION
LEAGUE
End the Wage Fceeze Now; Free

Angela Davis and ail Political

prisoners.

LOST
Small black dog taken from outside

Hatch Wed. Call Linda 253-3559

between 5-7 p.m. Please I)

Tan wallet in ground floor CC.

Keep money, I need alien reg. card

and others! Please return to Lost and

Found Office, CC.

Black frame glasses with brown

case in Mahar Mon. Mar. 13. Call

Mike at 6-6481.

A purple ski hat with red trim in

Herter Hall. Please call 6-9734.

PINNING
Unda T. Raag, 73, U. Me. to Robert

W. Lindsay, TEP, 72, UMass.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1

6
Turf
Part of church

(Pi)
11 Boil

12 Wanted
14 Teutonic

deity

15 Dowel
17 Tissue

18 Danish land

division

20 Lavishes
fondness in

22 Recent

23 Sailors

(colloq )

25 Lasso

27 Symbol for

cerium

28 Breaks
suddenly

30 Storage
rooms

32 Greek letter

34 Satiate

35 Makes the

rounds for

watching

38 Europeans

41 Siberian river

42 Carries

44 Vex (colloq.)

45 Knock

47 Slavic peoples

49 Organ of

hearing

50 Short (acket

52 Shore birds

54 A state

(abbr.)

55 Calm

57 Free from
restraint

Spirited horse

Warm

Unit of

Siamese
currency
Lean-to
Spanish title

Fuses
Hebrew letter

Place

Paradise

Choose
Chairs

Hoover's
Vice-President

16 Pertaining to

the ear

Characteristic

Porticos

Pastime

Showy flower

Backless seat

Weird

33 Changed

35 Openings in

skin

4

5

6
7

8

9
10
11

13

19

21

24

26

29

31

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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36
37
39

40

43

Lessens

Bristle

Sounded
loudly

European

finch

Long legged

bird

IT

46
48

51
53
56

Harbor
Plumlike

fruit

Born
Soak up
Compass
point

Spanish for

"yes"

59

60

DOWN

1 European
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New Look Red Sox;

Can Thev Win?

I

m m

WINTER HAVEN. Fla. (AP)-Manager Eddie

Kasko, starting his third season as field boss of the

Boston Red Sox, thinks this year's team is the best he

has had, but it's open to strong argument.

The Red Sox long have been known as a fence-

busting team, always short on pitching, speed and at

times defense. Now they appear strong on pitching,

speed and defense, but shy of power.

In 1967, under then rookie manager Dick Williams,

the Red Sox won the pennant at 100-1 odds. It was "an

impossible dream." Now, five years later, it probably

will take the same to even stay close to Baltimore in

the American League East.

Never a man to stand still with a lose, General

Manager Dick O'Connell has made sweeping

changes, with Carl Yastrzemski, Reggie Smith, Rico

Petrocelli and Sparky Lyle the only holdovers from

the 1967 champions.

Pitching, speed and defense have replaced Boston s

No 1 attraction over the years-sheer power.

O'Connell swung a 10-player trade with the

Milwaukee Brewers. He shipped out 1967 Cy Young

Award winner Jim Lonborg, first baseman George

Scott, outfielders Billy Conigliaro and Joe Lahoud,

lefthanded pitcher Ken Brett and utilityman Don

Pavletich. In return, the Red Sox received veteran

pitchers Marty Pattin and Lew Krausse, outfielder

Tommy Harper and a minor leaguer who has quit

baseball.

Pattin, 14-14 with the weakhitting Brewers, steps

into the starting rotation with righthanders Ray Culp

and Sonny Siebert. Krausse, a one-time big bonus

baby, was acquired for long relief, but is trying to

prove he belongs as a starter.

Veteran southpaw Gary Peters 14-11 and left-

hander Rogelio Moret, a hot 22-year-old prospect,

also are in the fight for starting berths.

Veterans Ken Tatum, a right-hander, and Sparky

Lyle and Bill Lee, both southpaws, are due back in the

bullpen, barring a possible trade.

Duane Josephson, Bob Montgomery and rookie

Carlton Fisk, all right-handed hitters, are battling for

the No. 1 catching job. The first base position is up for

grabs, with veteran Mike Fiore and rookie Cecil

Cooper fighting it out.

The Red Sox are set at second base with sophomore

Doug Griffin sparkling after an injury-plagued rookie

campaign. Luis Aparicio, now 38, is aging, but is still

spry and the regular shortstop. Petrocelli. once a

home-run hitting shortstop, should be more at home

in his second year at third.

Yastrzemski, a six-time Golden Glove winner in

left as well as a three-time batting champion, hopes

to bounce back from a nightmarish season in which

he hit only .254 with 15 homers.

Harper slumped with Milwaukee last year after

hitting 31 homers and batting .296 in 1970. The Red

Sox are counting on him to provide right-handed

power, as well as speed.

Smith, who has hit 107 homers while driving in 393

runs in five major league seasons, is a fixture in right

field.

Sox Vote For Strike

RED SOX OUT at home. Sock Keggie Smith tapped out at the plate

by Philadelphia Phillies' catcher Tim McCarver during recent

Grapefruit League game. Smith tried to score from third base on

Cecil Cooper's fly ball to left field.

NCAA Hockey
r\~ u'r„|.ii Minhl fnrnp

MIAMI (AP)-Major league baseball players will

decide whether to strike within the next two weeks

and Baltimore Oriole's superstar Brooks Robinson

says "We'll do whatever we have to do."

"Our team voted, like most others, to empower our

player representative to do whatever is necessary

before the March 31 deadline," Robinson said,

•whether it be to extend negotiations or to strike

The issue keeping the two sides apart is pension

benefit increases

Frank Cashen, general manager of the American

League champions said a players' strike might

possibly shutdown major league baseball-or at least

cripple it-for the year.

About half the teams had reported player votes.

The Boston Red Sox became the latest Thursday.

Pitcher Gary Peters, the Red Sox players

representative, said the vote was taken by secret

ballot and that he did not know who voted against the

strike authorization.

Peters originally announced that the vote was 19-3

However when he returned to the clubhouse veteran

Rico Petrocelli handed him his ballot. Peters ex-

plained that he had already reported the vote, and

that Petrocelli's vote would become known.

"I don't give a damn," Petrocelli said as he handed

over the ballot which was against the authorization of

the strike. . .

The final vote was 19-4, with the four opposition

votes being the first recorded in balloting by 12 major

league clubs so far.

Others believed in opposition included veterans

Carl Yastrzemski and Reggie Smith, a couple of high-

salaried stars.

Peters said: "It shouldn't have anything to do with

it, but I think the four "no" votes reflect on the best

owner in baseball."

He added that Miller told the Red Sox that the vote

was not to be considered any reflection on owner Tom
Yawkey

.

The players are demanding the owners kick in

$372,000 towards the health program. The owners

have offered $250,000.

The executive board of the players association will

decide final action.

BOSTON ( AP)-Wisconsin.

owning a size advantage, takes the

ice here tonight to face defending

champion Boston University in the

semifinals of the National

Collegiate Athletic Association

hockey tournament.

The game, scheduled for Boston

Garden, will pit Wisconsin. 26-9-1,

and its size against B.U.. 24-4-L

suffering from the loss of injured

goalie Dan Brady

On Friday night. Cornell meets

Denver in the other semifinal

match.
The winners meet Saturday

night for the NCAA title

Cooney Fifth Cornell

AMHERST
TAXI 2M-3441

NEW HOURS

6 a.m. - Midnight

Mon. - Thurt.

Fri., - Sun.

6 a.m. - 1 a.m.

FACES
EARTH

151 North Pleasant Strtet

Next to th« Post 0/yi©*

Piptt

and Iccassorias
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aid Essential Oils

By ADAM COHEN
Last weekend, the National

Collegiate Olympic Weightlifting

Championships were held at

Cornell University Representing

the University of Massachusetts in

the middle heavyweight division

was Doug Cooney.

As for the competition itself, the

first event was the Olympic press.

Doug opened the press with a good

lift of 250 lbs. On his second at-

tempt of 265 lbs., he was unable to

negotiate the lift as the bar was lost

forward. His third attempt with 270

lbs. was also missed forward

Thus, Doug was only given credit

for his lift of 250 lbs

The next event, the Olympic

snatch. Doug opened with a

comfortable 225 lbs. For his second

try with 235 lbs, a strong pull

resulted with the weight solidly

overhead. For his third effort.

Doug requested the bar to be

loaded to 245 lbs.. 15 lbs more than

he had every done before that day

The crowd was behind the UMass

lifter, as with a fierce deter

mination. he pulled the bar to arms

length for a splendid success. This

earned Doug Cooney a bronze

medal in the Olympic snatch

The final lift to be staged was the

clean and jerk. Opening at 275 lbs.,

Doug was equal to the task. Next,

taking 290 lbs. on his second lift, he

made a strong squat clean followed

by a solid jerk which characterizes

his great lifting ability Doug

called for 305 lbs on his last try.

which would earn him fourth place

in the overall competition. He

squat cleaned the weight, but was

unable to hold the bar as it slid off

his shoulders and crashed to the

platform
Doug's final total of 785 lbs was

a personal best, ranking him fifth

in the nation

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class
Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCE! REGISTER NOW

Ttl. 254-4M*

ThtaAd

only cost our

customers $4.00

Radio Shach

Twice

TODAY

ST. PATRICKS DAY

D .J. Twice

of Amherst

Happy Hour

and

At Night

3-6

9:30-1

elfe EngUsly |Jub

While in Europe, pick up an ugly European.

We con arrange your rendezvous with a bug (or

any other Volkswagen) in 40 cit.es in 1 5 countries.

And that includes the handling of those nasty de

toils like insurance, registration and licensing.

So all that's left for you to do is enjoy the benefits

of driving your own VW in Europe. The low operat-

ing costs, for example Or being able to go where

tour buses fear to tread. (And ItHI be only a stone s

throw away from one of Europe's 5,000 VW Dealers .1

Then, after the tour's over, we'll arrange to have

your car sent back through something we call TASP

(Tourist Automobile Shipping Progroml.

So you can keep on en,oying that ugly European

you picked up while in Europe.

While in America.

NORTHAMPTON VOLKSWAGEN
RT. 5, KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
Please send me your illustrated brochure ond o pr.ee l*t ®
Name
Address.

City
State. -Zip #.

Free Shuttlebus for Amherst
Service Customers Call 584 8620

9 to 9 daily

till 5 Saturdays

« ai3jvs oaDiw «rnd
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Mulcahy's Munchies Feature MacConnell

Skiers Got It Together
By EARLE BARROLL

March 15, 1972 will be remembered as the day Bill

MacConnell prayed for snow...and got enough of it to

paralyze the campus into Essential Service Day

procedures.

But while the classrooms were at a standstill and

the snow freaks were doing their flake dances across

campus, MacConnell put on his

skies, got his team together

(students, not huskies) and went

over to the Newman Center to

present his program at the Varsity

M Club luncheon.
Bill MacConnell is a name this

page has not seen this year. And
yet, he's the most successful coach

at UMass in terms of wins and

losses. Now he's added another

laurel to his trophy case: the

students MVP award for clsoing

down the school.

MacConnell and his team do

their thing a long way from

Amherst. Madona, Sugarloaf,

Killington. Doesn't ring a bell like

the Cage or Orr Rink.

Mountains, the toughest terrain

in New England.

This is where Bill MacConnell and his team are at

home Where the slopes are iced over, the winds are

howling and the temperatures plumet to chill factors

in the vicinity of 90 degrees below zero.

Bill MacConnell is the UMass ski coach (if you

didn't know by now). He thrives on winning, his

teams are the kings of the hill. This year his record

slipped a bit, 53-3 Pretty bad when you figure last

Batlg (EnlLegiatt

year's team was 64-0.

But then again the skiers only have to contend with

80 mile an hour speeds on the downhill, poles ready to

spear them on the slalom and polar cold hitting them

in the face on the way down the mountain.

All this is spread out over a mile and a half. ..the

only people who see these guys deal on the hill are

I
other skiers. It's no place for the

spectator on foot.

»••

SPORTS

Wednesday's luncheon was set

up as a humbling ceremony for

MacConnell by President Jim
Mulcahy who came in his stocking

cap. That's like saying Red
Auerbach lights up his victory

cigar. It just happens.

You see, when coaches are bery

successful and keep on winning the

only fun left is to see how they

react when they finally lose. Well,

MacConnell lost last weekend. Not

one of the three...they were part of

the regular season.

The New England In-

tercollegiate Ski Conference is

divided into three divisions. UMass won its division

hardily, but when the biggies came together to decide

the entire conference UMass came in second...

Mulcahy had the evidence to corner Mac at the

luncheon.

It took all of three quarters of an hour for Mul to

react. But MacConnell handled it like the perennial

champion has always been able to. "Well, here I

am," he said, very cooly...( laughter).

Curses. ..foiled again. (Mulcahy)

esoscasfcww e*£*s&*3s9*»t*g

Commentary-Vida Blue

Charlie O First To Resist
By BILL BALLOU

For the umpteenth time in his many years

connected with major league sports, Charlie

Finley has shown he has the guts to do something

different and get away with it.

The "bombshell' that Vida Blue dropped on the

baseball world in the form of his retirement from

the game because Finley would not give him what

he wanted hopefully will prove to be the biggest

bust in recent major league history.

It's about time that an owner stood up to his

athletes and stopped giving them the ridiculous

sums that they seem to feel they are worth. Too

long have owners acted like Tom Yawkey's gone

wild by pampering their "boys" with whatever

they wanted. Yawkey has won himself two pen

nants and no world championships in the forty or

so years he hasowned the Red Sox. and during this

span he has won himself countless friends with his

policies. But no world championships

Vida Blue has pitched one year and one month of

major league baseball In that short time period

he has served to spark new interest in the grand

old game and lead his team to a divisional

championship In that short span of time Blue has

proven himself to be a great pitcher.

But the key to this whole problem is the phrase

"short span of time" As great a season as Blue

had last year, he is a perishable quantity ;
a young

left-hander that relies on the fast ball.

And even if Blue were to become a star, there

remains the question : Is he worth all the money he

wants? The ridiculous war between the ABA and

NBA that is going on right now is a perfect in

dication of how "grateful" athletes are when they

get big money. The jumping back and forth bet-

ween leagues is a disgrace not only to those taking

'part but to professional sports in general.

Vida Blue has not pitched long enough to prove

that he is worth all the money he wants. He may
be But only time will tell if he is worth what he

says he is.

But an even more important issue that the Blue

affair raises is that of how much is any athlete

worth? And does the athlete need the owner as

much as the owner needs him?

The days when people gasped upon hearing of

$100,000 plus salaries are gone. In their place has

come a day when the professional athlete is

making exorbitant sums, and ticket prices are

going up. And as all this transpires, the fan sits in

his overpriced seat watching a lame dilution of

what used to be a major-league sport, brought on

by the expansion that the big leagues mustuse as a

way to get more revenue to pay their stars.

It is high time that an owner stood up for his

interests and at the same time his fans. Finley, by

drawing the line with Vida Blue, hopefully will set

a precedent to be followed by all owners in all

sports The spiral in salaries and ticket prices

must stop somewhere. Blue and the rest of the

major leaguers who are draining owners dry must

realize that they are on the verge of driving many

out of business. When the owners go out of

business then where will all these people play?

Very few people get rich owning a major league

franchise. An awful lot of people get rich playing

for a major league franchise. And an awful lot of

fans pay an awful lot of money to see some awful

sport. Ask those fans of the Cleveland Cavaliers

Good luck Charlie Finley.

UMASS SKI team Co-Captain Tuck Woodruff. Woodruff, a fresh-

man will be back next year to lead the team to what will hopefully be

a successful season. The team record this year was 53-3.

Blue Announces
Retirement

OAKLAND. (AP)-Vida Blue, baseball's top attraction in 1971, said

Thursday he is retiring from the game because Oakland As owner

Charles O. Finley has refused to raise his contract offer.

But Blue, the 22-year-old pitcher who was 24-* in his first full major

league season, giggled when he announced he would take a job in business

instead of pitching for the A's this season at Finely s $50,000 offer

Blue and his attorney, Robert J. Gerst of Los Angeles, called the news

conference at a hotel here to announce the player's intended retirement

Blue said Finley repeated his $50,000 one-year contract offer by telephone

from Chicago Wednesday night.

He said Thursday he has received an offer to work for Dura-Steel

Products of Los Angeles as vice president in charge of public relations

Blue and his attorney began negotiations with Finley by asking for

$115,000 Finley countered with a $50,000 offer and has stuck with it

throughout more than the last two months.

"I believe my requests are reasonable and that I have indicated a good-

faith willingness to compromise," said Blue, who later asked for $92,500

and, according to Finley, indicated once he'd sign for $85,000.

Blue has offered to play for $50,000 if he did not have to sign a contract

that would bind him to the same team next year.

Finley turned the proposal down along with several others made by the

pitcher, including one to have the baseball commissioner's office set up

arbitration

In Chicago Finley said:

"I'm sorry to learn that Vida has decided to retire from baseball. He
had a great year and had a great future ahead of him. As long as he is

retiring, I'm happy that he has selected the steel industry and is starting

out as a vice president. I personally spent five years with U.S. Steel in

Gary, Ind. Should Vida have a change of heart anytime in the near future

and decide to return to baseball, we would be extremely happy to have

him with us."

Finley said his $50,000 offer was his final offer. Asked if he thought Vida

was sincere, he said: "Evidently he is. I have to assume that he is."

Asked if he would try to contact Vida or Gerst, Finley said: "I just have

no further comment."

Winner
By DONALD GLICKSTEIN

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY,
March 12, 1972 -That the Virginia

Squires are mired in second place

of theABA East, 18 1/2 games
behind the Kentucky Colonels, is

not the fault of Julius Erving

Yet unknown to the growing

crowd, he casually walks on to the

court at Kentucky's Freedom Hall,

chewing gum and wearing a red.

white, and blue warm-up suit. The
jazz band colors the Hall, and the

goal tenders (cheerleaders, all

white, with teased hair, white boots

and blue mini-dresses with silver

buttons) and the usherettes (again,

all white and amply endowed,

sporting Colonel basketball shirts)

wander.
Julius Erving receives the tipoff,

loses it for a second, and misses the

Squires' first shot

Now the Squires are losing by

three. Erving is guarding Issel-an

inherently thicker man

(physique) Issel stops, shoots, and

Erving resigns himself to that Issel

basket.

But the score is 9-4, and Erving

has just won a rebound from

Gilmore.
No sooner do the Squires get the

ball, than they lose it to the

Colonels. Erving prevents the

Colonels from scoring with a steal,

brings it down court, and loses it.

Erving is fouled. He makes the

free throw.

Issel hits back and rams the ball

through twice. 21-16. 23-16.

Interlude Charlie Scott, the

Squires' other star, is not on the

roster. Rumors are, he's trying to

jump to the NBA. Virginia (the

Dominion) is reportedly no life for

a black man. Besides, my neighbor

points out, even when the Squires

are home, they're not, for they play

games in Roanoke, Hampton, and

Richmond.
Erving shoots, misses, gets the

rebound, and ups again for 2

points.

"Think he can play?" the

Louisville Times* Kindred asks

rhetorically. "He could make the
x

Fabulous 5," answers a Kentucky

official.

Still, Virginia can't get started.

The Colonels are putting on a show

for their fans a razzy, dazzy, bad,

tough one.

I see Erving fight his way

through a snarl of hands and legs

and heads, He misses his shot.

The Colonels' Simons scores as

the first quarter buzzer announces

Kentucky 31, Virginia 21.

Issel has scored again, but so has

Erving. After a free throw, Erving

stuffs another, and the score is 48-

41, Colonels. Thirty-two has his

17th point.

Thirty-six seconds left in the

half. Erving freethrows twice,

misses once, and gets his 20th

point. At 29, Erving gets his first

rest in the game when Irvine en-

ters for relief

The buzzer and the half and the

Squires are behind 55-49.

Now the score has been tied 57

all. Erving has hit.

Irvine shoots, misses, Erving
grabs and from the karate side of

his hand, the ball becomes 2 points.

He rebounds with one hand,
brings the ball up by himself,

shoots and hits for #24

Erving is under the basket, gets

a pass and jumps diagonally and to

the front, shoving the ball back-
wards into the hoop.

He outraces a pass intended for a

Colonel. That steel is worth a
basket.

Thirty-two steals another,
sprints down court and lays it up
for point 33.

Issel, too, has been connecting.

The score is 80-80 entering the

last quarter.

Like a hydra, Erving is grabbing

the ball

Like the ocean, the Colonels

surround the hydra and exchange

nourishments.

Gilmore goal tends. 90-90. But

not for long. Led by Gilmore and

Gale, the Colonels suddenly surge

to a 7 point lead.

Erving hits Number 37 and then

goal tends 2 points away to Issel.

103-98 is the score.

Erving is fouled again and closes

the gap by 2.

Another foul on Erving. He
shoots twice, misses once, and
narrows the score another point to

103-101.

The final score is 104-101. Julius

Erving has 40 points and 19

rebounds. The Squires have lost. I

stand alone in the Squires'

lost-

(Editor's note: Don Glickstein is

a member of the Daily Collegian,

but is now student-teaching in

Kentucky.)

Poor Richard's No. 18
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"the compendium for the spirit. A Weekly Magazine

Vadas's Pleasure Palace
BY CYNTHIA F.NADRFAl

I've been here at (Mass tor just

about as long as the Bluewall has (the

BHiewall opened January 2<;>. hut it was
only until recently that I wont in It has a

bar lor Club members and their guests.

but doesn't exclude those under twenty

one from patronizing the cafeteria

during the day or seeing and enjoying

the entertainment at night

Past of the reason for its success."

explained Mike Kgan director of Food
Services who runs and operates the

Bluewall. "is that it is easily accessible

hv students, and it offers good prices

and a variety ot entertainment

Entertainment begins around !» p.m.

every night featuring cither a band,

movie, performance by a local theatre

group, coffeehouse, or a large screen

R Y where events ol general interest

can be viewed; events such as sports,

election returns, political happenings

'There is almost a lull house each
Wednesday and Thursday evenings.''

said Egan as he described the weekly

audience The Bluewall has held a

maximum of 1.200 people including

those who come and go during a per

forma nee.

Bands draw the largest crowds, and

the Wednesday night coffeehouse has

proven to be quite popular according to

Manager Ed Yadas who holds auditions

and hires the entertainment The twenty

seven year old manager is a i:

tertainer himsell Mis band is called ' Ed
Vadaa Electric Blues Band He h;is

done a variety oi gigs in a variety ot

places From high school through the

service where he toured and entertained

in Viet Nam, to starting a successful

coffeehouse in Nebraska, he plays

guitar, bass, harmonica, sings and has

done stand up comedy With him he has

brought talent and an accumulation of

ideas to the Bluewall

"Origins 11) I came to school here to

be anonymous,' he said but soon got

involved in setting up a coffeehouse last

year at the Top Of the Campus, ;i type of

atmosphere which he felt was much
needed in the area and favorable

response to it proved his point The

coffeehouse concept was then going to

be moved to the back ol the Hatch or to

some other place within the Campus

(on i on page four
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The Overthrow: Part VIII

An eminent£g^X^ «
foundtX in a state of mental incoherency In a parking lot on the

""Howard' rtog-n. Commonwealth Professor of English

program director of English 125. and a ***.**#**£*«*»
Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee on W lll

j
llHrt **%**»

found by school children leaving classes he d at jfct *—"«
Education. It was reported that the «""***«" ™u

!£
bling and twitching in his parked car. The sight sent them

screaming and University Security was called to the scene.

A University spokesman was unable to account for the apparent

__UTOJI of one of the University's more notable per-

sonages.
••••••

•You rio'a deeseoryou men'a deesC" asked "Big" Chuck at the

a%*I**mm£* a week after the news about Brogan hit the

Papers'^^^i^^d^^^^TS^e have to read Euripides by next Wednesday I ******
said that he would have to go and buy a copy 2*£2"fE3
"ue for the rest of the people in the course) and I turned towards

S
°^!Z%\* Louie and Nick at "Bites and Sucks" and told them that

_««« u.nkv ctnrlpnt We chuckled and smckereo at eacn ouiw «i

^MtUeJb^ ci^r of 'Bit., .nd Suck."; «« w.it«d wth

baited breath for the week to pi»

It was that black Wednesday 'that mmjAk***^****™
Ten Plays and we were leaving our headquarters in Bites and

Sucks", Nick. Big Louie, and I We were on our way to my 2 .30

English 125 class to see the results of our devious ™A- w« "rmj
knapsacks of dining commons pudding under our arms, if all went

well we had a distinctly horrifying plan in mind.

We arrived at Herter 205 There was no one in the room and it was

close to 2:30 Mrs. Edwards came bustling with the usual greeting

U was a strange sight at the start of the class with only Nick. Big

Louie Mrs Edwards and I in the classroom. We sat silenUy way in

the back and Mrs Edwards started her ranting in the front.

All of a sudden from both sides of the room, groups of six or seven

people came stumbling into the classroom glassy-eyed and with

shit eating grins smeared across their faces. They sank way down

'"Mrs Edwards started up at their entrance and. for the first time

realized that it was just herself and us at first ;
but now the herd had

am^ed on the scene She started raving about "common decency

etT Someone burped, someone farted Then the furor really

*
"Yot ripa deese or you men'a deese". someone ( I

think it was

'

,B,

-Wea
h
re"auInXSemb^," someone declared at the top

of their lungs. The noise level continued to rise. We opened our

knaDsacks and passed out the pudding

BfcLouie hopped up on top of a desk amidst vain protest from

Mrs Edward^ he was the first to let the pudding fly with a

resounding "Let em eat cake, huh' Here, get off on tfus!

l£ the barrage of butterscotch that followed Mrs. Edwards finally

lost heT cool. "You &*%*&«%&«< 1 1
little fetuses. You 11 never

make it out of the intellectual womb!" And with those damning

words shrieked up her volume of notes and walked out of the room

^^a^sileTfor a minute, then ."ALL RIGHT' WE'VE

DONE IT'" That was Big Louie (still on top of the desk) in his

moment of victory. We were all elated, everyone else was stoned

<f

We
a
went

n
back to our headquarters and our usual table in the

corner The question on our minds at this point was what was
;

next,

and had the other classes been as successful We got the in-

formation that uY each and every section of English 125 the same

kind of chaos had erupted and order had disintegrated

There was still some stray ends that have to be tidied up before

we're through with English 125 and can move on to bigger and

better heights." Nick said.
.

•We should send Brogan some flowers, Big Louie added.

"And make our final call on Emma," I reminded

We sat then, lost in our thoughts, in our triumph, waiting and

planning the finale to the overthrow.

Next Week: The Finale

Florida's Comedy of Errors

How goes the circus in Florida? Is

George Wallace to be reckoned with as one

of the Big Four? Did the concentrated

efforts of pretty-boy John Lindsay pay off

as well as expected. Is Edmund Muskie

quickly becoming 1972's George Romney?

Did George McGovern come out behind

but unscathed? And how is Shirley's throat

coming along? With the Big Top Circus

moving on to Illinois and Wisconsin, Philip

Christopher comments and analyzes

Tuesday's stunning results in Florida. As

the Democrats approach the convention,

signs of deadlock and draft appear with

more and more frequency. And if Florida s

response at the polls show a deep con-

servative trend in American politics, will

Richard Nixon pick up all the marbles m
|

November?
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Hitting Close To Home

At one time Coke came from machines

inUtUe.biodegradablepapercups. Thendue

to student complaints the plastic version, a

little harder to recycle, came into being.

Recently even this advance in technology

is being replaced by the old-fashioned can,

this time the aluminum variety, and once

again due to student demands. Cans are

even worse to recycle than plastic cups

which were, if you've been following this,

even worse than paper cups and only

showed, as our centerfold this week states,

that UMass students are more interested

in convenience than ecology. Hit a bit too

close to home, eh? See pages eight and

nine. pages eight & nine
'

Alex Has I is Day

contact Bob Nesti.

Stanley Kubrick is the finest American

director now living, his body of work is

always exciting as well as light years

ahead of any competitor in style and

execution. His latest work A Clockwork

Orange, has been four years in the making

and, judging by the majority of the critics'

reaction, it looks to be his most ac-

complished work yet. Burgess's story

takes place in the near future where a

young man named Alex gets his jollies

from rape, mugging, and Beethoven.

When he is finally captured by the

authorities they do their damnedest to turn

him into a clockwork orange. MaryLou
Gordon reviews this often difficult, con-

troversial work on page thirteen. Little

Alex's adventures, according to our

reviewer, are vividly made real with a

sense of humor which may leave you

chuckling every time you hear "Singing In

The Rain."

page thirteen

And Hie Rest Falls In Line

Cruisin through this week's issue you

will find, first on the right, the "Women In

Revolt" controversy comes to a well-

deserved end where the extremely vocal

reaction to Frank Baglione has its day. On
page four, an old feature makes humble

return where Eating Out, epicuria for the

epicurians, talks of a lovely evening at the

Rusty Scupper. Opposite it on page five

Philip Christopher analyzes the Orwellian

overtones of the Florida Primary and the

entire Presidential race thus far. Then

some personal insight into campaigning

for George McGovern in New Hampshire

on page six and Karen Walsh reviews the

current bestseller Eleanor and Franklin on

page seven. Beyond the center-fold are

Albums; Miles Davis, Allman Brothers,

Kris Kristofferson, and Pot Liquor. Top
Forty gets their say, as does Little Mary
Sunshine, a review of which can be found

on page twelve. After A Clockwork Orange
comes our regular feature Basic Audio,

which comes our way like clockwork, so to

speak, and this week discusses Four
Channel Sound. The Puzzle this week
baffles you with album titles and Weekend
may give you a hint as what to do with

yourself this weekend, that's on page

sixteen. On our left we are nearing the end

of our infiltration into the English

Department which makes some shocking

revelations about one of the campus's
leading celebrities.

Correspondence's To Poor Richard's
To the Editor:

Lest anyone should take Bill Den
smore's disguised editorial of Friday's

Poor Richard's too seriously, I think I

should straighten out some points.

WMUA is not wasting either money or

space. There is, for instance, no
provision for "photo services'' in the

WMUA budget. This is only one of many
instances where Mr. Densmore is, shall

be put it kindly, mistaken.

The provision for a salaried

"technical consultant" is a necessity as

a qualified First Class Engineer must,

by law be available. These men do not

offer their services on a volunteer basis.

Mr. Densmore intimates that $25 per

week for a student Chief Engineer is a

princely sum. I suggest he try living on

it. The '$660 monitoring system he

mentions is not, as Mr. Densmore
suggests, for listening to ourselves; the

purpose of this system is to conduct

proof of performance" tests in ac-

cordance with FCC Rules and
Regulations, a body of law with which

Densmore is apparently unfamiliar.

As far as our space in the Student

Union is concerned, Densmore himself

made the point that we have received no

grants for our contemplated move. In

the interests of preserving the sanity of

the Student Senate, (not to mention the

Student Activities Tax), we decided not

to go to the Senate and ask for the $75,000

it would cost for the move. If Mr.

Densmore has any ideas on how to raise

this money, he did not include them in

his article.

The Student Union Governing Board,

in May of 1971 committed itself to

reserving space in the Student Union for

the future use of WMUA. Since that time

other groups have occupied, and will

continue to occupy, this space. No space

has been taken out of service because of

the WMUA commitment. Since the time

ot the space allocation I have been at-

tempting to secure funds for the

utilization of such space. The poor

economic situation, coupled with a

general disapproval of progressive rock

stations, has prevented us from ob-

taining such funds
Mr. Densmore is complaining because

we at WMUA demand quality for our

listening audience. And that, as they

say. is a strange sort of complaint in-

deed In summary. I think it should be

kept in mind that' WMUA is attempting

to present a broadcast schedule com-

patible with the interests of University

students. Mr. Densmore's article

reflects little understanding of this

premise, or of the broadcast art in

general.
John Zizis

General Manager
WMUA—FM

Further replies to Mr. Baglione'a

irticle will appear in the next edition to

be published this coming Thursday.

To The Editor:

Before Friday's issue I had been

surprised and mildly shocked by the

lack of coverage of the weeks' events

surrounding International Women's
Day. A great many interesting and
exciting events - talks, films, poetry

readings, plays - were being put on by
women in this area, on one of the

profoundest social issues: sexism, and
sexual oppression of women. But in last

Wednesday's issue, for example, there

was no article announcing the rally

planned for that day, and not even a list

of speakers and their topics ( I had to go

to the Student Union to .ind this out). It

appeared that the event was being

ignored. Again, in Thursday's Collegian,

there was no article w*;ich discussed or

gave an account of that very important

rally - just a picti're and a couple of

anecdotal stories about relatively

superficial aspects of it.

Friday's article by Frank Baglione,

then, is the main acknowledgement in

the Collegian of the events of last week.

To describe that article as "sexist" or

"chauvinist" is too mild - it was in-

sulting, ignorant, crude, and bigoted.

As a community newspaper the

Collegian has a responsibility to let

bigots have their say, as they too are

part of this community. Besides this,

however, there is the responsibility to

report events, and to gather com-
mentary from informed, thoughtful

people. It is not too late for the Collegian

staff to get itself together and give this

community an intelligent retrospective

on the fine educational and cultural

work given us last week.
John Brentlinger

To the Editor:

A response to the women screaming
"Women Unite! Rally Now°" at the

door of the Hatch during lunchtime on
Wednesday. March 8th: Instead of

promoting the feminist movement, I feel

you did it harm by reinforcing the belief

of many people that women, especially

feminists, are idiots I saw little rallying

but I did hear a lot of "it figures"

laughter

Maryanne Kuroczko

To the Editor.

Once again we (March 10) have been

treated to a misogynistic tirade from the

pen of Frank Baglione From the first

paragraph to the last, his gross

misunderstanding of the Women's
Movement and his equally gross

•witticisms." indicate that although he

may feel the movement has peaked, he

must also feel that a threat still exists;

why else would he devote two full pages

to knocking around individuals, groups,

and ideas that are "an embarrassment,

an anachronism ."???

Rather than go thru the article and

deal with it in its entirety (that would be

an article in itself), I would simply like

to deal with a few points which are

important to me personally.

First of all, the Student Senate

Women's Committee was formed, not as

another way to spend money, as was

alleged (we have no budget this year),

but because of a recognition by the

Senate that there are genuine problems

faced by women on this campus. An
effective, representative Senate has a

responsibility to address these

problems, and to try and find solutions.

I'm not sure what Mr. Baglione ws
referring to when he mentioned the

Faculty Senate Women's Caucus,

however, I think we should be cognizant

of the fact that the Faculty Senate

Committee on the Status of Women is

hard at work; and because of their work,

HEW has told the University that unless

it develops an affirmative action

program to change the bias against

women in its staffing patterns,

monetary consequences will be suf-

fered.

Second of all, to deal with the two

ideological "errors" we (The Women's

Movement - of which I am only one

person - part - voice) are charged with:

1) Rejection of traditional methods of

discipline and organization-we are

trying to create a new kind of society;

one based on a non-hierarchal system

where knowledge and skills and work

are shared, where discipline is self-

imposed, where we can break free from

limits often imposed by division of labor.

We still divide tasks amonst ourselves,

we're just learning to perform more and

different kinds; we're eliminating some

of the mystery and fear inherent in

being limbed to certain work categories

with no vision outside of these.

2) Hatred of males -why should we

hate males? < if indeed we hate anyone,

it might as well be meaningful .) Males

created the economic system which

oppresses us. they created the value

system which oppresses us, they are the

ones who receive the sexual,

psychological, and material benefits of

the institutions which govern our day-to-

day lives We cannot expect people who

have been slaves for their entire

historical existence, and who continue to

be enslaved today, not to hate those

people who have been and are today

(through psychological, economic, and

physical force), their masters.

SELF-DETERMINATION FOR ALL.
Mira Marshall
Chairperson

Student Senate Women's Committee

Mr Baglione replies: I was not sur-

prised to see. in the large volume of mail

we received concerning the article

"Women In Revolt," that my critics

were almost exclusively members of the

women's liberation movement and that

they had been far too literal in their

reading of that article. Dictated by their

narrow thought, which will brook no

shades of grey between right and wrong

positions on "their" issue, the women's
liberationists missed the entire thrust of

the article, and my impiety became, in

the bosom of the self-righteous, sin.

Thus in the eyes of a pompous John

Brentlinger, I am branded a bigot to

whom he reluctantly grants the freedom

of expression, (how could he be a liberal

and do otherwise? ) just so long as Poor

Richard s and the Collegian fulfill their

responsibility to present an event in the

manner he feels is proper. Our
philosophy professor's allegation that

the newspaper failed to properly em-

phasize and report on the activities of

"Women's Cultural Week" questions

either his eyesight of literacy in light of

the fact that the Collegian carried

notices of the event well in advance ( the

Wednesday schedule was in that mor-

ning's paper on page 10), and that

several articles reported on different

aspects of the week including two stories

on Women's International Day. If these

articles were less than satisfying or

inspiring to the professor, it was
because the events themselves were
ponderous, silly and largely ignored by

the students-like many a lecture.

As for the radical women, their hurt is

evident, they feel their own pain keenly.

Yet they still adamantly refuse to accept

their own callousness, their own
shallowness, their vulnerability to

ridicule. They totally lack the ability for

self-criticism; they cannot laugh at

themselves.

And it is with good cause that they

brood and hate. As Mary Waterbury
wrote in a letter to the New York Times
Magazine. "I think that the vague
distrust which we feel toward the

militant liberationist can be traced to an
intuitive awareness of the militant's

anger-an anger which springs not, as

she believes and would have us believe,

from her experiences of the very real

injustices which she describes, but

rather from her own terrible fear,

largely unconscious, that she, as a

woman, must destroy her very nature in

order to attain full equality with men. .

What the militant is really saying is

this: 'I preach that women are equal by
nature to men, but I really don't believe

it. I believe that women are innately and
intrinsically inferior to men and,
therefore, the only conclusion I can
draw is that if a woman wants to be
treated equally, she must stop being a

woman."
This woman's eloquent words will, no

doubt, be interpreted as the

unenlightened prose of one of the

"stupid" women, just as Jan Liva was
attacked by Ultra-liberationist Kay
Raymond for the way Liva's article in

last Thursday's Collegian captured the

inanity of the Women's Int'l Day. Yet all

these critics of militant women's
liberation actually seek is an ad-

justment of women's position without

the crude and vicious performances of

some women whose psychological

situation seems more critical than their

social one.
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The Overthrow: Part VIII
AMHERST, MASS. MARCH 17, 1972

An eminent professor at the University of Massachusetts was

found today in a state of mental incoherency in a parking lot on the

university grounds. _ ~ .

Howard O. Brogan. Commonwealth Professor of English,

program director of English 125. and a controversial member of the

Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee on Residential Colleges was

found by school children leaving classes held at the School or

Education. It was reported that the children found Brogan mum-

bling and twitching in his parked car. The sight sent them

screaming and University Security was called to the scene.

A University spokesman was unable to account for the apparent

mental breakdown of one of the University's more notable per-

sonages.

•You ripa deese or you men'a d£e?" asked "Big" Chuck at the

end of a dass about a week after the news about Brogan hit U*

pipers He wlnted to know what we had toread next ^JSTSTL
•*We have to read Euripides by next Wednesday I toldhim He

said that he would have to go and buy a copy (whic
"
J^P^ *^

?ue for the rest of the people in the course) and I turned towards

^"m* Big Louie and Nick at "Bites and Sucks" and told them that

JZ; the
g
w£k our hollowed^ would be ^ep^udown^ o

some lucky student. We chuckled and snickered at each other at

oThttle Jbte in the corner of "Bites and Suck."; we waited with

baited breath for the week to pi*

It was that black Wednesday that we had had to read Euripides'

Tea Plays and we were leaving our headquarters in Bites and

Sucks', Nick. Big Louie, and I We were on our way to my 2.30

English 125 class to see the results of our devious work. We carried

knapsacks of dining commons pudding under our arms; if all went

well we had a distinctly horrifying plan in mind.

We arrived at Herter 205 There was no one in the room and it was

close to 2 30 Mrs. Edwards came bustling with the usual greeting
'

It was a strange sight at the start of the class with only Nick, Big

Louie Mrs Edwards and I in the classroom. We sat silently way in

the back and Mrs Edwards started her ranting in the front

All of a sudden from both sides of the room, groups of six or seven

people came stumbling into the classroom glassy-eyed and with

shit eating grins smeared across their faces. They sank way down

into their seats. ~ - ......

Mrs Edwards started up at their entrance and. for the first time

realized that it was just herself and us at first; but now the herd had

arrived on the scene She started raving about "common decency

etc Someone burped, someone farted Then the furor reaUy

started

"You ripa deese or you men'a deese", someone (I think it was

"Big" Chuck') screeched. .

"We are all intellectual embryos." someone declared at the top

of their lungs The noise level continued to rise. We opened our

knapsacks and passed out the pudding

Big Louie hopped up on top of a desk amidst vain protest from

Mrs Edwards; he was the first to let the pudding fly with a

resounding "Let em eat cake, huh'' Here, get off on this

In the barrage of butterscotch that followed Mrs. Edwards finally

lost her cool "You ©*%#®«4%@*! 1 1 little fetuses. You'll never

make it out of the intellectual womb!" And with those damning

words she picked up her volume of notes and walked out of the room

splattered with brown. D ,ruT , wv-vf
There was a silence for a minute, then. . ALL RIGHT wt vr,

DONE IT'" That was Big Louie (still on top of the desk) in his

moment of victory. We were aU elated, everyone else was stoned

(for a change) . . .

We went back to our headquarters and our usual table in the

corner The question on our minds at this point was what was next,

and had the other classes been as successful" We got the in-

formation that in each and every section of Englishl25 the same

kind of chaos had erupted and order had disintegrated

There was still some stray ends that have to be tidied up before

we're through with English 125 and can move on to bigger and

better heights," Nick said

"We should send Brogan some flowers. Big Louie added

"And make our final call on Emma," I reminded

We sat then, lost in our thoughts, in our triumph, waiting and

planning the finale to the overthrow

Next Week: The Finale

Florida's Comedy of Errois

How goes the circus in Florida? Is

George Wallace to be reckoned with as one

of the Big Four? Did the concentrated

efforts of pretty-boy John Lindsay pay off

as well as expected. Is Edmund Muskie

quickly becoming 1972's George Romney?

Did George McGovern come out behind

but unscathed? And how is Shirley's throat

coming along? With the Big Top Circus

moving on to Illinois and Wisconsin, Philip

Christopher comments and analyzes

Tuesday's stunning results in Florida. As

the Democrats approach the convention,

signs of deadlock and draft appear with

more and more frequency. And if Florida's

response at the polls show a deep con-

servative trend in American politics, will

Richard Nixon pick up all the marbles in

November?
page five
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Hitting Gose To Home

At one time Coke came from machines

inlittle.biodegradablepapercups. Thendue

to student complaints the plastic version, a

little harder to recycle, came into being.

Recently even this advance in technology

is being replaced by the old-fashioned can,

this time the aluminum variety, and once

again due to student demands. Cans are

even worse to recycle than plastic cups

which were, if you've been following this,

even worse than paper cups and only

showed, as our centerfold this week states,

that UMass students are more interested

in convenience than ecology. Hit a bit too

close to home, eh? See pages eight and

nine. pages eight & nine

Alex Has I is Day
Stanley Kubrick is the finest American

director now living, his body of work is

always exciting as well as light years

ahead of any competitor in style and

execution. His latest work A Clockwork

Orange, has been four years in the making

and, judging by the majority of the critics'

reaction, it looks to be his most ac-

complished work yet. Burgess's story

takes place in the near future where a

young man named Alex gets his jollies

from rape, mugging, and Beethoven.

When he is finally captured by the

authorities they do their damnedest to turn

him into a clockwork orange. MaryLou
Gordon reviews this often difficult, con-

troversial work on page thirteen. Little

Alex's adventures, according to our

reviewer, are vividly made real with a

sense of humor which may leave you

chuckling every time you hear "Singing In

The Rain."

page thirteen

And The Rest Falls In Line

Cruisin through this week's issue you

will find, first on the right, the "Women In

Revolt" controversy comes to a well-

deserved end where the extremely vocal

reaction to Frank Baglione has its day. On
page four, an old feature makes humble

return where Eating Out, epicuria for the

epicurians, talks of a lovely evening at the

Rusty Scupper. Opposite it on page five

Philip Christopher analyzes the Orwellian

overtones of the Florida Primary and the

entire Presidential race thus far. Then

some personal insight into campaigning

for George McGovern in New Hampshire

on page six and Karen Walsh reviews the

current bestseller Eleanor and Franklin on

page seven. Beyond the center-fold are

Albums; Miles Davis, Allman Brothers,

Kris Kristofferson, and Pot Liquor. Top
Forty gets their say, as does Little Mary
Sunshine, a review of which can be found

on page twelve. After A Clockwork Orange
comes our regular feature Basic Audio,

which comes our way like clockwork, so to

speak, and this week discusses Four
Channel Sound. The Puzzle this week
baffles you with album titles and Weekend
may give you a hint as what to do with

yourself this weekend, that's on page
sixteen. On our left we are nearing the end

of our infiltration into the English

Department which makes some shocking

revelations about one of the campus's
leading celebrities.

Correspondence's To Poor Richard's
To the Editor:

Lest anyone should take Bill Den
smore's disguised editorial of Friday's

Poor Richard's too seriously, I think I

should straighten out some points.

WMUA is not wasting either money or

space. There is, for instance, no
provision for "photo services" in the

WMUA budget. This is only one of many
instances where Mr. Densmore is, shall

be put it kindly, mistaken.

The provision for a salaried

"technical consultant" is a necessity as

a qualified First Class Engineer must,

by law be available. These men do not

offer their services on a volunteer basis.

Mr. Densmore intimates that $25 per

week for a student Chief Engineer is a

princely sum. I suggest he try living on

it. The *$660 monitoring system he

mentions is not, as Mr. Densmore
suggests, for listening to ourselves; the

purpose of this system is to conduct

"proof of performance" tests in ac-

cordance with FCC Rules and
Regulations, a body of law with which
Densmore is apparently unfamiliar.

As far as our space in the Student

Union is concerned, Densmore himself

made the point that we have received no

grants for our contemplated move. In

the interests of preserving the sanity of

the Student Senate, (not to mention the

Student Activities Tax ) , we decided not

to go to the Senate and ask for the $75,000

it would cost for the move. If Mr.

Densmore has any ideas on how to raise

this money, he did not include them in

his article.

The Student Union Governing Board,

in May of 1971 committed itself to

reserving space in the Student Union for

the future use of WMUA. Since that time

other groups have occupied, and will

continue to occupy, this space. No space

has been taken out of service because of

the WMUA commitment. Since the time

of the space allocation I have been at-

tempting to secure funds for the

utilization of such space. The poor

economic situation, coupled with a

general disapproval of progressive rock

stations, has prevented us from ob-

taining such funds.
Mr. Densmore is complaining because

we at WMUA demand quality for our

listening audience. And that, as they

say. is a strange sort of complaint in-

deed. In summary. I think it should be

kept in mind that WMUA is attempting

to present a broadcast schedule com-
patible with the interests of University

students Mr Densmore's article

reflects little understanding of this

premise, or of the broadcast art in

general.
John Zizis

General Manager
WMUA—FM

Further replies to Mr. Baglione's

article will appear in the next edition to

be published this coming Thursday.

To The Editor:

Before Friday's issue I had been

surprised and mildly shocked by the

lack of coverage of the weeks' events

surrounding International Women's
Day. A great many interesting and
exciting events - talks, films, poetry

readings, plays - were being put on by
women in this area, on one of the

profoundest social issues: sexism, and
sexual oppression of women. But in last

Wednesday's issue, for example, there

was no article announcing the rally

planned for that day, and not even a list

of speakers and their topics ( I had to go
to the Student Union to .ind this out). It

appeared that the event was being

ignored. Again, in Thursday's Collegian,

there was no article wMch discussed or

gave an account of that very important

rally - just a picture and a couple of

anecdotal stories about relatively

superficial aspects of it.

Friday's article by Frank Baglione,

then, is the main acknowledgement in

the Collegian of the events of last week.

To describe that article as "sexist" or

"chauvinist" is too mild - it was in-

sulting, ignorant, crude, and bigoted.

As a community newspaper the

Collegian has a responsibility to let

bigots have their say, as they too are

part of this community. Besides this,

however, there is the responsibility to

report events, and to gather com-
mentary from informed, thoughtful

people. It is not too late for the Collegian

staff to get itself together and give this

community an intelligent retrospective

on the fine educational and cultural

work given us last week.
John Brentlinger

To the Editor:

A response to the women screaming
"Women Unite! Rally Now 9 " at the

door of the Hatch during lunchtime on
Wednesday. March 8th: Instead of

promoting the feminist movement. I feel

you did it harm by reinforcing the belief

of many people that women, especially

feminists, are idiots. I saw little rallying

but I did hear a lot of "it figures"

laughter.

Maryanne Kuroczko

To the Editor:

Once again we (March 10) have been

treated to a misogynistic tirade from the

pen of Frank Baglione From the first

paragraph to the last, his gross

misunderstanding of the Women's
Movement and his equally gross

"witticisms," indicate that although he

may feel the movement has peaked, he

must also feel that a threat still exists;

why else would he devote two full pages

to knocking around individuals, groups,

and ideas that are "an embarrassment,

an anachronismZ^^
Rather than go thru the article and

deal with it in its entirety (that would be

an article in itself) , I would simply like

to deal with a few points which are

important to me personally.

First of all, the Student Senate

Women's Committee was formed, not as

another way to spend money, as was

alleged (we have no budget this year),

but because of a recognition by the

Senate that there are genuine problems

faced by women on this campus. An
effective, representative Senate has a

responsibility to address these

problems, and to try and find solutions.

I'm not sure what Mr. Baglione ws
referring to when he mentioned the

Faculty Senate Women's Caucus;
however, I think we should be cognizant

of the fact that the Faculty Senate

Committee on the Status of Women is

hard at work ; and because of their work,

HEW has told the University that unless

it develops an affirmative action

program to change the bias against

women in its staffing patterns,

monetary consequences will be suf-

fered.

Second of all, to deal with the two

ideological "errors" we (The Women's

Movement - of which I am only one

person - part - voice) are charged with:

1

)

Rejection of traditional methods of

discipline and organization--we are

trying to create a new kind of society,

one based on a non-hierarchal system

where knowledge and skills and work

are shared, where discipline is self-

imposed, where we can break free from

limits often imposed by division of labor.

We still divide tasks amonst ourselves,

we're just learning to perform more and

different kinds, we're eliminating some

of the mystery and fear inherent in

being lin\ed to certain work categories

with no vision outside of these.

2) Hatred of males -why should we

hate males? < if indeed we hate anyone,

it might as well be meaningful. )
Males

created the economic system which

oppresses us. they created the value

svstem which oppresses us, they are the

ones who receive the sexual,

psychological, and material benefits of

the institutions which govern our day-to-

day lives. We cannot expect people who

have been slaves for their entire

historical existence, and who continue to

be enslaved today, not to hate those

people who have been and are today

(through psychological, economic, and

physical force), their masters.

SELF-DETERMINATION FOR ALL,
Mira Marshall
Chairperson

Student Senate Women's Committee

Mr. Baglione replies: I was not sur-

prised to see. in the large volume of mail

we received concerning the article

"Women In Revolt." that my critics

were almost exclusively members of the

women's liberation movement and that

they had been far too literal in their

reading of that article. Dictated by their

narrow thought, which will brook no

shades of grey between right and wrong

positions on "their" issue, the women's
liberationists missed the entire thrust of

the article, and my impiety became, in

the bosom of the self-righteous, sin.

Thus in the eyes of a pompous John

Brentlinger, I am branded a bigot to

whom he reluctantly grants the freedom

of expression, (how could he be a liberal

and do otherwise? ) just so long as Poor

Richard's and the Collegian fulfill their

responsibility to present an event in the

manner he feels is proper. Our
philosophy professor's allegation that

the newspaper failed to properly em-
phasize and report on the activities of

"Women's Cultural Week" questions

either his eyesight of literacy in light of

the fact that the Collegian carried

notices of the event well in advance (the

Wednesday schedule was in that mor-

ning's paper on page 10), and that

several articles reported on different

aspects of the week including two stories

on Women's International Day. If these

articles were less than satisfying or

inspiring to the professor, it was
because the events themselves were
ponderous, silly and largely ignored by
the students -like many a lecture.

As for the radical women, their hurt is

evident, they feel their own pain keenly.

Yet they still adamantly refuse to accept

their own callousness, their own
shallowness, their vulnerability to

ridicule. They totally lack the ability for

self-criticism; they cannot laugh at

themselves.
And it is with good cause that they

brood and hate. As Mary Waterbury
wrote in a letter to the New York Times
Magazine: "I think that the vague
distrust which we feel toward the

militant liberationist can be traced to an
intuitive awareness of the militant's

anger -an anger which springs not, as

she believes and would have us believe,

from her experiences of the very real

injustices which she describes, but

rather from her own terrible fear,

largely unconscious, that she, as a

woman, must destroy her very nature in

order to attain full equality with men. .

What the militant is really saying is

this: 'I preach that women are equal by
nature to men, but I really don't believe

it. I believe that women are innately and
intrinsically inferior to men and,
therefore, the only conclusion I can
draw is that if a woman wants to be
treated equally, she must stop being a

woman.' "

This woman's eloquent words will, no
doubt, be interpreted as the
unenlightened prose of one of the

"stupid" women, just as Jan Liva was
attacked by Ultra-liberationist Kay
Raymond for the way Liva's article in

last Thursday's Collegian captured the

inanity of the Women's Int'l Day. Yet all

these critics of militant women's
liberation actually seek is an ad-

justment of women's position without

the crude and vicious performances of

some women whose psychological
situation seems more critical than their

social one.
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Vadas's Pleasure Palace (Cont)
l

(enter Last year the Student

Governing Board appropriated

money for the cafeteria in the

rear of the Campus Center; a

bar, a sound booth, and stage

equipment were brought in.

Now, the cafeteria and bare

bring in more people con-

tinuously throughout the day

than did* the cafeteria that was
previously located there.

In an interview. Yadas said he

thought the entertainment and

prices are better than in town

While the bar pays for the free

admission nights, we must
maintain cover charges at

times, to keep the low prices for

food and drinks " Usually

enough money is made to cover

the entertainment, with a small

profit For those under twenty

one. said Yadas. "the Bluewall

is the only place in town for

them to hear a band
.'"

I attended a Sunday night

show to see a theatre group

perform excerpts from a

Broadwav musical The show

was fairly polished, yet the

audience of about forty people

was not all that receptive

Sundav nights are generally

empty, yet this can prove to be

an excellent choice of time to

view a performance in an un-

crowded. relaxed atmosphere

The week nights are more

bustling and busy, as people

flow in and out. stopping in to

divert themselves from

studying or business The en-

thusiasm of the week night

audience can compete with the

Eating Out

band, but it succeeds as a social

gathering place, where one can

meet and talk to friends, eat,

drink

The original architecture of

the room has had to be redone to

fit its present purposes. A long

bar was constructed along the

back "blue wall", a sound booth

and stage equipment worth

120,000 were installed, and three

large canvases were erected for

murals Also for decoration and

for practical purposes, drapes

were put up to dim the glaring

light and to curtain the mud
which can be seer on the out-

side The combination of drapes

and the decor of blue add

warmth and tightness to the

room The architect. Breuer.

originally designed the room to

be open. spacious. and

flowing", and since the

coming of the Bluewall all of

these concepts analogous to the

rest of the Campus Center have

been necessarily destroyed.

This, indeed, distinctively sets

off the Bluewall from the rest of

the Campus Center

A "couple of hundred dollars

per week" has been used for

advertising. including
classifieds, newspaper ads. and

hand drawn posters. Since its

opening in late January the

record for the highest at

tendance was et by Don Stover,

a well-known blue grass banjo

picker, who drew in an audience

of 1.180. The band "Clean

Living" pulled in 950-1.000 one

. \

k

night The most popular weekly

show is the Wednesday night

coffeehouse when between 400-

700 people attend

The Bluewall has acquired a

reputation for strictly enforcing

the twenty one year old drinking

law. Egan anticipates an
eighteen year old law, but until

then no expansion for the room

an afternoon at the bar...

or its tnnlities is planned In an
evening the drinkers must be

separated from the under aged
by barricades, an unseemly but

necessary accomodation, which
seems to be and has thus far

been respect ed

The policy agreed on by both

Egan and Yadas is that the

Bluewall "provides good value

of entertainment in an at-

mosphere conducive to in-

formality and relaxation— a

break away from academics
and business." It has been

created as an experiment and
shall remain in the ex-

perimental mode, subject to

change in program and flexible

in its service to the campus
community

An Adventure In Rustic Sophistication

BY PATRICIA BUCHANAN
The rapid success of The

Rusty Scupper certainly gives

evidence of the blessings of a

good advertising campaign and

a mild winter. But more credit

should go to whoever sized up
Amherst as a miniature city

eager to break free of its small

town habits and demonstrate its

sophistication. The quality of

the food at The Rusty Scupper is

secondary- it is very good, in

fact excellent-what seems
more important is the manner
in which it is served. Every
detail seems to have been
geared to maintain an at-

mosphere of casual
sophistication

The menu is unexciting, as

might be expected from a bill of

tare which is | near duplicate of

half a dozen others The food

itself, while almost too bland,

appears to be of premium
quality and to be skillfully

prepared If skill is involved in a

complete absence of herbs and
civilising sauces. But com-
plaining about plain food is

nitpicking when the quality of

each item is so high. Shall I rave

on about the firmness of the

baked potato, or tell you cheery

stories of the sprightly crisp-

ness of those humble vegetables

of the (ubiquitous) salad bar''

Nevermind all that, for the

roast of beef was prime and
perfect and tender even in the

near raw state which I prefer.

The sirloin steak will be done
just as you specify, the crab is

good, the shrimp teriyaki not

what it could be In short, the

food is ordinary, much as at

many another place within a

ten mile radius serving a

similar clientele.

So, as long as the managers
maintain the standards
established by the other
restauranteurs in this Valley

they do no harm to the air of

suburban sophistication they

have so successfully copied

from the pages of Town and

Country. Biff Barnard and
Ralph Robertson have made
full use of the advantages of the

barn they purchased Only 31

tables are spaced out across the

floor and stalls of the first story

The entire loft being reserved

as a bar and cocktail lounge as

well as a stage for the nightly

floor show with Richard and

Becky Stover

The limited number of tables

serves the purposes of both the

patron and the patronized. For

the diner experiences the rare

treat of both intimacy and

space, while the owners route

those who must wait-

sometimes up to an hour on

weekends-upstairs to their

comfortable and spacious

lounge The drinks are

somewhat thin but are priced

lower than at other establish-

ments, while the dinners are

priced higher. All vegetables,

including potatoes are separate,

as are all beverages and

desserts. But the diner may
have "all he wants" from the

salad bar the soup tureen and

the bread basket. Clearly, The

Rusty Scupper is not aiming for

the student clientele-if such a

word is appropriate for

students -nor even for a large

part of the local faculty

The atmosphere is geared to

the no-longer young who are

still generations from being old.

The members of the early

twenty crowd who do drift in

have the wistful air of first-

daters out of their league, and

are treated with doting kindne»»

by the staff Ones first im-

pression of the restaurant is

that it has captured a fine blend

of the cozy, bustling plainness of

The Grist Mill and the dusty

elegance of the Lord Jeff. But

no longer perusal this im-

pression changes to one of
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calculated country
sophistication The handmade
wooden tables have teakwood

chopping-block tops. The din-

ners are served on tasteful,

subdued pottery. The cloth

napkins are made of flour-sack

print cotton, and the young

waiters are comfortably
dressed with matching shirts

About the only mistake was the

retention of the paddles as

menus, undoubtably a carry-

over from the west coast

franchise.

Ultimately the calculation

succeeds. For it still affords the

hapless diner a chance for a
very good meal to be enjoyed at

his own pace in a quiet, pleasant

unhurried atmosphere. And
since all successful endeavors
take planning, why should we
take offense if occasionally the

calculation is obvious

The Rusty Scupper - Open an

week 5:30 to 10:00; Fridays 5:30

to 1:00; Sundays 12:00 to 9:00.

Dinner prices approx $5.00 to

$6.00. mixed drinks approx.

$1.00; no reservations after 5:30

sitting
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Politics

Animal Farm Revisited

An Analysis of the Florida Presidential Primary

BY PHILIP CHRISTOPHER

"Mr. Jones, of the Manor
Farm. had locked the
henhouses for the night, but was
too drunk to remember to shut

the popholes. With the ring of
light from his lantern dancing
from side to side, he lurched

across the yard, kicked off his

boots at the back door, drew
himself a last glass of beer from
the barrel in the scullery, and
made his way up to bed, where
Mrs. Jones was already
snoring.

"As soon as the light in the

bedroom went out there was a

stirring and a fluttering all

through the farm buildings.

Word had gone round during the

day that old Major, the prize

Middle White boar, had had a

strange dream on the previous

night and wished to com-
municate it to the other

animals. It had been agreed

that they should all meet in the

big barn as soon as Mr. Jones

was safely out of the way. Old

Major (so he was called, though

the name under which he had
been exhibited was Willingdon

Beauty) was so highly regarded

on the farm that everyone was
quite ready to lose an hour's

sleep in order to hear what he

had to say."

And so went the Florida

primary. For weeks the media
had been inundating the public

with talk of the now-famous
Floridian cross-section vote. All

results had been projected days

before the vote. The plot had
been developed exquisitely,

promising the most dramatic of

climaxes. Even Walter Cronkite

had flown down to Miami for on-

t he-spot coverage. Not a bad
show.

By midnight, the curtain was
falling on all the actors and,

unlike the case of the New
Hampshire primary, television

viewers were able to get a good

night's sleep, secure in the

thought that their figures were

final, not so prone to struggle

for the early morning edition for

an updated report

Americans have always been

fans to the circus. To see the

funny man chased by lions,

losing his pants or breaking out

in comical tears seems to strike

a touching chord in the near-

sadistic American. Last

Tuesday, the almost-Greatest

Show on Earth stopped off in

sun-tanned Florida for a taste of

the real orange juice. Some
enjoyed it. some gagged and

one even got laryngitis.

If New Hampshire didn't open

the season, Florida certainly

fired a resounding load of

buckshot. Much like in the

circus, more like on an obstacle

course, the candidates criss-

crossed the state from Tampa
to Key West, dropping millions

of dollars in their wake and

coming up with tickets to

Geroge's victory celebration.

Wallace himself hadn't even

bothered to buy a ticket.

Standing in stupor at his

Orlando headquarters, he

groped for words to explain his

resounding victory. 42%. All the

polls had called for a victory of

between 30 and 35. As the ex-

cited masses roamed helplessly

around the hall. George puffed

his jowls and announced the

date of his invasion of the North.

"A victory for the average

man..." he declared as a most

unaverage winner collected the

spoils of victory. By his side

stood his new wife, looking very

much like the perfect cocktail

waitress.

The victory of the Alabama

Governor brought to mind
images of the 1968 election. The

media, it seems, had grossly

misinterpreted the results of

that contest. Nixon didn't

simply squeak by. Combining
the votes of Richard and
George, we can clearly see that

the conservative forces

managed to get 55% of the vote.

Last Tuesday, they managed to

pile 73% in Florida.

Second best went to Hubert
Humphrey, that never-say-die

ball of joy from Minnesota.

Obviously elated at having won
back all his marbles from
former running mate Muskie,

the Hump's remarks centered

on Wallace, "...his vote is

Hubert and George, also

claimed victory. It was a night

for winners. There's very little

to say about Henry, as he
gropes for serious audiences.

One gets the impression that

perhaps he would like to preside

over the Senate rather than sit

with it. Yet even if his sights are

on the Vice-Presidency, his

bland campaign, his emerging
image of dullness, promises to

be no asset to any nominee.

While the conservatives were

holding victory celebrations,

the liberals were still arguing

Shirley Chisholm.. ..a woman or a black?

somewhat of a protest." Hubert

stated while declaring himself

the true carrier of the Greek

fire But he was unconvincing,

tired-looking, even as he
bounced from network to net-

work singing his songs of

praise. Hubert, the loser, is

doomed to play the same role as

Wallace, that of the spoiler. Yet.

with his 18%. Hubert feels he

must heed the call of the people.

And third best with 14% went

to Henry Jackson. As one

commentator stated on the eve

of the primary, "Jackson
campaigns much like he
swims ...with more energy than

form." Redwood Jackson, like
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over the crumbs, as they are

often found doing The Lindsay-

McGovern scuffle for the king-

pin status of the left was the

evening's number one comedy
Lindsay, the "slick-chick" of

politics, stood tall in his Miami
headquarters, now and then

giving the television cameras a

glimpse of his Cover Girl

mystique. McGovern. sounding

much like a preacher from the

Midwest, wanted to talk about

Wisconsin. As it turned out. it

was a 7-7 tie An unfortunate

position for both men More sad,

though, for the left They've yet

to be stricken with a vision of a

leader
Bringing up the rear was the

sad figure of Shirley Chisholm

Small, frail and speechless,

deserted by her "sisters" and
her "people," Shirley didn't

even bother appearing at her

headquarters. Laryngitis was
the reason given. The message,

the protest, that she was to

carry throughout the campaign,
seemed lost in the Florida sun.

Unable to decide whether she

was the candidate of women or

blacks, she ended up with

neither. Her 3% total included

only 18% of the blacks. Almost
half the black vote went to

Humphrey.

Saving tne best for last, we
now come to the biggest loser of

them all, Edmund Sixtus

Muskie. Stunned in New
Hampshire, forgotten in

Georgia, Muskie travelled south

to prove himself once and for

all. "We have lost." he said,

keeping back the tears but not

the intense hurt. Muskie ex-

pressed sincere concern at the

fact that so many people could

vote for a "demagogue" like

George Wallace. But it came off

sounding more like disap-

pointment in the fact that they

didn't vote for him. He spoke

only of losing to Wallace and
never mentioned the fact that

he came out on the short end of

a 2 to 1 plurality in what was to

be a close race for second. He
seemed dazed Even his suit

was wrinkled, ready for the

next dry cleaning in Illinois

The Abraham Lincoln mystique
did not work in Florida. And
some say that Muskie is leaving

Florida not only tanless. but

more importantly, on his way to

Lincoln's final burial in Illinois.

It was said that Florida would

be a good test, it being a

microcosm of the nation's

electorate. If that theory is still

to be held to. what we see is a

tired people. Tired of

politicians, sick of circus

elections, fearful of liberal

encroachment on basic civil

rights Some tend to forget that

"civil rights" is not the personal

property of the left Bussing

children is as much an in-

fringement on individual rights

as telling a Black to go to the

back of the bus

Floridians showed their

distaste for bussing, too. The
message was quite clear. 74%
against It's no wonder that

politicians feared putting the

same question on ballots in

other states.

Amazing as it may seem, the

Democrats seem to be seeking

even more punishment. One
would have thought that 1968

taught lessons to radicals and

Democrats alike. The ass is a

fitting mascot

Aside from a strong con-

servative strain, it is difficult to

predict anything after the

results of the Florida primary.

The race is obviously wide open,

but no one seems able to fill the

void. Wallace could never be

elected, neither Chisholm.
Humphrey is a loser, so too

Muskie. Lindsay and McGovern
are a bit too absolute. Jackson,

well ...and Hartke, McCarthy.
Yorty. Such an array of clowns

but no comics.

The obvious winner is

Richard Nixon. More so than his

87% indicates. Nixon's tight

control of the issues is begin-

ning to pay off. His stand on
each individual issue may not

satisfy all. yet it is nevertheless

a stand, a direction More than
anything else, America is

seeking stability after a decade
of disruption and chaos. What
we may find in November, then,

is that many more people may
choose to vote for the party that

lovelv Lindsay deserted.

Keeping this trend towards
conservatism and stability in

mind, the Republicans ob-

viously have much more to offer

the electorate. An incumbent
President that has managed, in

his first term, to quiet down the

domestic scene, disarm the

international scene, and even

make friends with the Chinese

Switch your channel now to

the Democrats. Pure chaos. The
party is like a many-headed
dog. fiercely biting at itself.

Once and a while, one of the

candidates will remember to

take a stab at the party in

power Can such an
organization hope to win the

November election Although

displaying to the public a fine

array of choices, they never

theless manage to leave one

with no option A feat possible

only for the Democrats.

"But they had not gone
twenty yards when they stopped

short. An uproar of voices was
coming from the farmhouse.
They rushed back and looked

through the window again. Yes,

a violent quarrel was in

progress. There were shoutings,

hangings on the table, sharp
suspicious glances, furious
denials....

"Twelve voices were shouting

in anger, and they were all

alike. No question, now, what
had happened to the faces of the

pigs. The creatures outside

looked from pig to man, and
from man to pig. and from pig

to man again; but already it

was impossible to say which

was which."
George Orwell
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Eleanor and Franklin

by Joseph P. Lash
'"He might have heen happier with a

wife who was completely uncritical.

That 1 was never ahle to he, and he had

to find it in some other people. Never

thetess, I think I sometimes acted as a

spur, even though the spurring was not

always wanted or welcome I was one of

those who served his purposes

Eleanor wrote these lines toward the

end of her autobiography This /

Remember in summing up her relation

to her husband, while at the Nairn- time

revealing her impression of herself This

impression is consistent with the

Eleanor RooseveM who lives la Mr,

Lash's extensive hook She is one who
served a purpose, serious, strong, moral

and modest, never willing to admit to

the great power she w lelded but using it

all the same to serve ihose things she

loved or believed in She never seemed

to believe in her own importance, and it

most interesting to contrast her

opinions of herself with the opinions Mr
lash holds of her. as in chapter after

Chapter ot superlatives she swells to

larger than lifesi/e No doubt she was a

formidable tigure. and this book dri\

home the point.

Anna Kleanor Roosevelt was born into

the height of New York Society in 1884.

Insecurit) was her earliest companion.

She found her mother aloof and more
concerned with her two younger
brothers; Eleanor was called "Granny"
because she was so old-fashioned and

homely a child. Her father was quite the

opposite, however, and Eleanor felt he

alone loved her Unfortunately. Elliot

Roosevelt was full of good intentions but

wild, unstable and given to drink, and

when Kleanor was six her mother had

him committed to an asylum for

treatment. Her mother died two years

later and her grandmother was made
her guardian, but she never gave up the

hope of returning to live with her father

He died when she was ten. and she

carried both his letters and his influence

with her for the rest of her life. She

remained with her grandmother in a

dark gloomy house, restricted, unloved

and miserable until in 1899. at age fif-

teen, she was sent abroad to Allenswood

in Paris to be educated and finished

Those years in Paris were the happiest

of her life up to that time, and finally she

felt she "belonged somewhere".
When Eleanor returned to the United

States in 1902. her uncle Theodore was
the President, and the mood of the

nation took its cue from the radiant and

reckless personality of its leader Her

Uncle Ted's disdain for society's

demands eased Eleanor's insecurities

regarding her debutante "coming out",

and his ideas about living for the ad-

vantage of one's country inspired her to

take an active part in a group of

volunteers working in New York set

tlement houses, ft was during the swirl

of society teas, dances, parties, and

shows, that Eleanor had occasion to see

her cousin Franklin with greater and

greater frequency. Eleanor was not

without suitors, but she found it un

believable that her handsome and much-

sought-after cousin should have an

especial interest in her Indeed, it was
one of Franklin's most fateful decisions

when, in 1903. the couple became
secretly engaged Franklin's mother

Sara, a strong imposing figure who had

no desire to lose exclusive control in her

son's life, opposed the match as firmly

he dared. Again Eleanor felt un-

wanted, but with Franklin's en-

couragement she tried in every way to

win the older woman's love They were

married on March 17th. 1904, in a proper

society wedding attended by all the right

people, including the President of the

United States whose appearance
completely eclipsed the importance of

the bride and groom and left them

deserted!

Eleanor at last had a "place" in life and

a sense of security, but a great deal of

her early married life was spent trying

to please her husband and her mother-

in-law. Eleanor was strict with herself, a

moralist almost to the point of

Puritanism; she had seen her father

drink himself to death and disgrace the

family with his excesses and wildness.

and she had no sympathy for that side of

life. Franklin, on the oth^r hand, was

lightheartod. flirtatious and congenial,

loud of the gay society life and good

times She was not able to accompany

this side of his nature, which was

probablv a major factor in the Lucy

Mercer affair that Kleanor discovered

sonal appearances, and she became the

foremost spokesman for the New Deal

short of the President himself. She

changed the position of the First Lady in

the eves of the country, refusing to be

cloistered in the White Mouse or limited

to hostessing activities. She was both

Mother and Teacher to the nation,

providing insights into the life at the

White House, answering hundreds upon

hundreds of letters and requests.

for she bore more than her share of the

pain in her dealings with others. It

forced her to be strong and self-reliant,

and some would call her a great woman.

The author of this book would be one. but

her personal bias aside, he presents a

many-faceted picture of Eleanor His

work is an interesting combination of

history text and diary' just as one begins

to tire of plowing through names, dates

and organizations, one is given a few

Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt during the early days of their marriage.

in 1918. Or. as Eleanor's cousin Alice

Longworth said later in justification of

her encouragement of Franklin's affair

with Lucy: "He deserved a good time.

He was married to Eleanor " That "trial

by fire", as Mr. Lash calls it. was the

point of no return for Eleanor. She was

driven into a more public life if only to

escape her mother-in-law's domination

and the pain her husband's infidelity

brought

At the start of World War I. the

Franklin Roosevelts were living in

Washington Franklin had been ap-

pointed Assistant Secretary of the Navy
in 1913 under Wilson, and Eleanor with

five children still managed to entertain

ambassadors, officials and other im-

portant visitors as well as entering into

war work with the Red Cross and the

Navy Department The labor movement
began to interest her. She immersed
herself in causes, volunteering and

organizing, asserting herself as her own
person In the 1920 election. Franklin

was on the Democratic ticket,

nominated for Vice President, but it was

Harding's victory and the Roosevelts

moved back to New York There she

began working with the League of

Women Voters, and the power of the

women's vote was something she made
use of to Franklin's advantage in the

years to come. She learned the

rudiments of public speaking and
became more at ease with the in-

tricasies of politics She became
Franklin's partner in his bid for the 1922

governorship of New York, his mainstay

and his "proxy" when in the summer of

1921 he came down with polio She kept

his name in the press while he un-

derwent the painful struggle of

recovery The hope of governorship was
abandoned then, but later realized in

1928. after years of preparation,

organizing, speeches, publications and

hard campaigning by Eleanor for the

purpose of keeping Franklin alive in the

eyes of the Democratic party. She was
always his best running mate.

From Albany in 1928 to Washington.

DC, in 1932 was an exciting, exhausting

and successful trip. Franklin was
elected to four consecutive terms of

office, a remarkable show of trust in one

man by an entire country, and not

earned without great effort on his part

as well as on the part of his wife.

Eleanor swung the women's vote; she

took interest in the pleas of the

Southern blacks, the labor question, the

youth movement, and Communist
situation; she took on a regular syn-

dicated newspaper column and a

number of lecture tours and per-

shaking countless hands as she

welcomed people from every con

ceivable area of life into the White

House She provided a direct link to the

President and had her eyes open to any

ideas that came in her direction. She
maintained from the first that she

"never wanted to be a President

wife", but she knew Franklin's am-
bitions and was instrumental in helping

him realize them As he ran for office,

term after term, she realized the toll it

was taking on him World War II was
raging, and Franklin's health was
failing, but the country seemed to feel

that only he could guide them through,

and she hoped as the fourth term began

that he could hold on long enough to win

the war. As she wrote to a friend: "Think

he faced the fact, five years ago. that if

he had to go on in office to accomplish

his work, it must shorten his life, and he

made a choice. If he can accomplish
what he set out to do. and then dies, it

will have been worth it
" When Franklin

died in April of 1945, the major part of

his work was behind him. and Eleanor

seemingly remained convinced that it

had been worth it Her cable to her sons

read: "He did his job to the end as he

would want you to do."

Whether Eleanor, too. "did her job to

the end" or not is something the reader

is not allowed to know from Mr Lash's

book. The story opens with her paren

tage back to her father's father, but it

ends before it is truly finished, with

Franklin's death rather than her own It

is subtitled "The Story of their

Relationship", and one cannot deny that

a relationship ends with the death of one
of the partners, but this reader at least

was left most curious as to what Eleanor
did with the rest of her life The book
was obviously her story, her side of the

picture and fully in sympathy with her

outlook: it acquainted one so deeply with

her as a person that the sudden break at

Franklin's death was disappointing. She
lived her life with Franklin, over-

shadowed by one thing or another,

whether it was his position as the

President, his mother, his relationship

as a husband or as a partner. She would
not allow herself credit for being a

person in her own right, and although

Mr. Lash more than supplements her

modesty with descriptions to the other

extreme, one is left wondering how the

woman felt when at last she did not have
to worry about living up to Franklin's

expectations, pleasing Sara, being
accepted by those she loved, and
presenting the proper image as First

Lady. When she could just be Eleanor,

then was she happy? One might hope so.

pages of excerpts from Eleanor's

personal letters, or quotes from in-

terviews with her friends and relatives.

• Alice Longworth was especially in

teresting in her interviews with the

author; one might wonder what axe she

had to grind!)

Mr. Lash was a personal friend of

Eleanor's, which lends a certain amount
of authority as well as bias to the things

he has to say about her He manages to

convey the sort of feeling about the

woman that surely must have run

rampant throughout the country during

the Roosevelt years She was not the sort

of public figure that one could remain

neutral about, in fact, after having

carried the book around with me for a

couple of weeks. I began to find myself

being inundated with Eleanor Roosevelt

stories by the parents of several of my
friends' She had a strong impact, and

led a full and complex life; somehow
Mr Lash manages to catch a good part

of her on paper She was straight -laced,

•-tern and disciplined, but she was ver>

loving and human as well. Or. as Arthur

Schlesinger. Jr . wrote in the Foreward
to this book: "She was. in fact, a tough

old bird who saw earth as well as stars."
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BY BOB JUDGE

By the time I returned to

UMass this semester, I was
convinced that America needed
George McGovern as its

President, f had watched him
declare his candidacy more
than a year ago which began an
arduous and frustrating at-

tempt throughout 1971 to show
people that he stood for their

interests above those of cor-

porate and military America,

that he had specific proposals

for advancing them, and that

his record had been consistent

w ith these aims for the previous

ten years. It was his honesty,

consistency, and willingness

that I found then and continue to

find now to be the source of the

support that I and many others

give him.

So I stood already convinced

as I braved the cold one night to

attend that weeks meeting of

Students for McGovern.
Chairman Reid Fishman, a

very likeable and hardworking
guy looked very official as he
faced us from an elevated head
table, ice water in hand.
Students for McGovern
meetings tend to be very

disorganized but I received the

message that we should all be

looking toward and especially

travelling to our neighbor New
Hampshire to keep the

McGovern campaign fires

burning. Ken Mosakowski even

informed us that it was "do or

die" in this first primary. Ed
Muskie's familiarity to the New
Hampshire voters was keeping

us below twenty percent there

and that would never do

So early the next morning
Marlee Hennessey and I

represented Butterfield House
at 41 Phillips St. Amherst.
McGovern's Western
Massachusetts headquarters.
An hour and a half later eight of

us in two cars arrived in Keene,
N.H An "orientation" there at

the Keene office made us real

canvassers and with a list of

registered Democrats and
Independents on eight streets

we were on our way in twelve

degree weather, twenty mile an
hour gusts.

Unfortunately, skiing con-

ditions were optimal that day

and only half of the people were

home Our approach was
something like this: after in-

troducing ourselves as volun-

teers for the Senator, we asked

for an impression of

McGovern's campaign to date,

ostensibly seeking a positive,

neutral, or negative response.

Some people looked at us as if to

say. "George McGovern, oh

veah, I've heard that name,

doesn't he live down the street

somewhere''" One guy said

nothing and slammed the door

in our face. However most

people pleaded neutrality,

explaining in occasionally

broken English that they simply

had not formed an impression of

McGovern. Others hadn't even

heard of the primary. Several

women simply offered their

husbands to us. as they always

voted the way he did. Our

second question was, "What do

you feel is the biggest issue in

this election?", and three out of

five indicated the economy,

some simply saying that

everything costs more lately,

and what was Nixon doing about

it? This made sense to me
because New Hampshire is the

poorest state in New England

and the lack of a sales tax may
make cigarettes and liquor very

inexpensive but the depressed

nature of the once booming

manufacturing interests is felt

everywhere as in Troy, a 1500-

peopled town we later can-

vassed. Its residents try un-

successfully to get by or em-

Trouping For George

(Jeorge McGovern

ployment in the factory of the

Troy Blanket Company. In

these cases I offered
McGovern's Economic Con
version plan, one which would
shift our economy from war-
time to peace time production,

and though uncomfortable with

fiscal problems. I usually got

the point across. Others ex-

pressed concern about the war
and we would point out
McGovern's active opposition to

Vietnam in 1963 There were
occasional invitation to "come
in and warm up" but most
people were busy with the kids

or the dishes and were pleasant

if direct. Images of crusty, brief

Downeasterners were on my
mind until one old guy. standing

on his porch in a T-shirt, yelled

the temperature at us and said

that Spring was on the way. We
must have seen fifty people that

day.

Back at the headquarters we
sent letters to the people we
talked to and position papers on
what they individually men
tioned to be to them important

issues. This was the effective,

personal, grassroots level kind

of campaign that McGovern ran

in New Hampshire. It is why
one feels so comfortable in the

organization, knowing that the

real power goes from the
student volunteers on the

bottom to the top, not the other

way around. It is also I guess

why people say that

McGovern's volunteers are by
far the most enthusiastic to be

found anywhere.

That night, route 91 got us

back to Amherst by dinner

time. During the week activities

included manning the McGov-

ern table in the Campus Center,

arranging publicity, recruiting

new volunteers, hassling with

the Boston office, and hearing

the same questions ("Do you

really think he can win?")
againandagain.

Two weeks later it was back

to Keene through a terrific

snowstorm. Still only McGovern

redly had students out for him.

and we were optimistic. I met a

pretty schoolteacher and she

and I took on some streets in the

town's outskirts. One
storeowner let us eat our peanut

butter and jelly there as he and

I debated the inevitability of

war and killing, he saying that

history proved it, I saying that

even if it did. I wouldn't accept

it.

Later I had to laugh as we
talked to a young couple over
the blast of a snowblower. He
and I agreed that no one man
could solve the country's
problems while his wife asked
Barbara why she wasn't sup-

porting Lindsay because of his

good looks. That day was cut

short by bad weather and
Barbara and I sat in the

headquarters, watching people

return from the battle against

weather and narrowmin-
dedness ( I never decided which
was the real enemy). Always
the questions: "How did ya do

today?", or "Do ya think we can
win Keene''", and the con-

tradictory answers,
"Terrible!", or "The people

here are sooo nice!" I kept

flashing back to the Student

Strike; the bonds between
people so quickly formed, so

easily dissolved.

The next day it was Troy,

about eight miles out of Keene
and a town where I kept looking

for "Win with Wilkie" bumper
stickers. We didn't have voting

lists so we tried every house one

by one, getting a majority of

"Sorry, we're Republicans."

There were also a lot of ob-

viously old and poorer people

that day, and a lot of trailers,

watch dogs, and Democrats
who felt that it didn't matter

who was nominated, that they

were all the same and Nixon

would win anyway. A bad day,

really. By previous agreement,

everyone canvassing in Troy

met later that afternoon in the

home of the only strong sym-

pathizers we had in Troy- a hip,

young, cosmopolitan couple

who admitted that they didn't

know why they returned to Troy

year after year. "We really

have nothing in common with

the people ", one said. We took

the long way back that night, on

routes 10 and 63, through all

those small towns like Nor-

thfield and Millers Falls.

Our last trip to New Hamp-
shire was the last weekend of

the campaign, March 4-5.

Twenty of us from UMass
divided our forces between

Peterboro and Salem. In Salem,

most of the houses had already

been canvassed and the phone

calls made, two and three times

in some cases.

Everyone was sort of stan-

ding around in a church
basement, some of them ob-

viously new volunteers at this

late stage, when George
McGovern unexpectedly
arrived. I had seen him speak

here at UMass last October but

this was different. A quiet fell

over the crowd as he came in.

Someone pointed out Ray
Shoenke of the Washington
Redskins who said a few words.

Also, a woman entered, folding

McGovern's arm across the icy

steps, and she introduced
herself as a POW's wife.

McGovern moved slowly among
his supporters and when he got

to me. he looked into my eyes,

smiled, said "Well, hello there,

what's your name?", and shook

my hand very firmly. He had
learned well the importance of

keeping in touch with his

people. He asked me where I

was from and I told him and he

asked how it was going there

and I said very well. It hap-

pened that fast, yet I felt

blushingly important

He stayed about fifteen

minutes and then he was gone,

chatting with reporters and
obviously enjoying the warmer

weather that day as he left.

I did some final canvassing
that afternoon. I was starting to

feel confident that we would do
well. We had overcome the "low
recognition factor" and the

"one issue candidate" charge,

later evidenced by our strong

showing among blue collar

workers.

Time passed slowly until

Tuesday, March 7. By 9 A.M.
people in the dorm were asking
me whether or not we were
ahead. I mentioned that the

polls stay open until 7 P.M. and
that the lack of voting machines
in New Hampshire would mean
it would be more like 9 P.M.
before anything was known.

The rest we all know. George
McGovern won that "moral
victory" in New Hampshire,
getting 38% to Muskie's 48%.

Just three weeks ago, CBS was
giving us some 18%. A
remarkable showing We like to

think that we're on our way.

By the time this comes out

George McGovern will have
finished fourth or fifth in

Florida, which is to be expected
given a number of factors there,

for instance that several can-

didates did not enter New
Hampshire and were therefore

free to put all their time into

Florida. UMass Students for

McGovern is not about to fly to

Illinois or Wisconsin, the next

primaries, but the potentially

decisive Massachusetts
primary is April 25 and you
must register to vote in it by

March 25. Beyond that, you
might even enjoy ringing
doorbells some Saturday in

April . .
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Environment
i

BY JOSH GORDON AND
JOHNKIRKPATRICK

The great environmental
awareness fad is finally over. Some
people view ecology as no longer a

movement to effect change for the

embetterment and/or survival of

mankind, but as a selling point to

be taken into consideration before

buying one's detergent. The truth

of the matter is that people worry
more about their personal ease

than they will admit.

Here on campus even the

students who in the recent past

have expressed environmental
awareness prefer convenience to

ecology. This was the conclusion of

the Coalition for Environmental
Quality after investigating the soda

vending system at U. Mass. Three
years ago the Coke Bottling Co. of

Northampton, which handles all

soda vending on campus, changed
from using paper cups to plastic

cups due to student complaints.

People affiliated with the machines
would get from four to five com-
plaints per day due to soggy cups.

Today the move toward greater

convenience is on again and this

time the trend is toward cans.

There are now 16 can machines on

campus and recently seven dorms
requested that can machines be

installed to replace cup machines.
As is typical with environmental

issues, as things are made more
convenient environmental damage
is increased. The paper cup was
least detrimental because they

possibly could have been recycled

and they are degradable. Plastic

cups are nonrecyclable and are

poorly degradable. The cans used
on this campus and in most other

locations (despite what some
manufacturers would have you

believe) are not always recyclable.

According to Mr. Louis

Bresciano, manager of the food

division of Northampton Coke, the

Iranchized Coke cans throughout

New England have only aluminum
tops and bottoms; the rest of the

can is steel. Because of this

combination of aluminum and
steel, these cans are impossible to

recycle The aluminum parts of the

can are virtually indestructable in

the environment.
As convenience increases so does

cost. Just as it costs Coke more
money to go from paper to plastic

cups, it costs the consumer more to

switch from cups to cans. Mr.

Anthony J. Leslie, head of the

vending services on campus, said

that the 10* cup of soda has eight

ounces in it and the 20c can has

twelve ounces in it. The consumer
is getting ripped off and here on

campus it is the consumer who
requests the changes.

Mr. Leslie stated that every

month U. Mass. soda machines

vend over 80,000 drinks. If the

present trend continues to its

logical conclusion all drinks will be

vended in cans, U. Mass. would be

throwing away over three tons of

junked cans monthly.

In Washington and Richmond
nonreturnable bottles and cans

have been banned. A study done in

those cities showed that this ban
resulted in considerable savings to

the consumer. If this were a

national policy it was estimated

that the savings to Americans
would amount to 1.4 billion dollars

per year.

The Great Ecology Fad Is Over

"In New York City, the Con Edition Company found it could not keep up with public

demands for power and it turned its advertising dollars into a "save a watt" campaign."

II. Cultures, Attitudes,

Etc.

Cultures evolve, compete, and
become extinct much like various

species do in Darwin's theory of

evolution. Our culture has in-

teracted with its environment for

centuries and has formed certain

attitudes and priorities which have

insured its survival and success.

Today due to the high levels of

industrialization, man's
relationship to his surroundings

has radically changed. It is im-

portant to note, however, that our

attitudes and/or environmental
priorities are not changing.

The simplest effect of in-

dustrialization is that it boosts the

per capita level of production. If

the economy is to remain stable

and balanced per capita con-

sumption levels must also rise.

America, shaped by modern day
advertising and other socio-

economic pressures, have made
Americans the world's "best"
consumers. The United States

contains approximately 6% of the

world's product. Obviously con-

sumption levels is one of the major
factors influencing environmental
impact. On a per capita basis

Americans consume twice as much
as do Europeans. Such high con-

sumption levels contribute to the

depletion of natural resources and
increases the volume of refuse and
waste at staggering rates.

When the ecology movement
began a revision of our personal
and national priorities was called

for. Today Corporate America's
top priority is to sell and consume.
This was the way it was before

Earth Day: this is the way it is

today.

The paramount thought for

ecologists is that the world is of

finite size and capabilities. This
truth runs into direct conflict with

the interests of Corporate America.

III. Power Companies

and the Nitty-Gritty

Like all other industries, the

power companies are in business to

make money. Because of this, the

power utilities would like to en-

courage the consumer to use as
much power as possible. However,
electrical power, no matter how it

is produced, causes pollution.

While selling you on the benefits of

"clean electrical living" the
companies neglect to mention the

environmental degradation caused
by the production of electrical

power.
Ads expounding the virtues of

electrical power show that the

companies are "concerned" and
are conducting research to find

new ways of producing power. The
national budget of the power in-

dustry includes 41 million dollars

for research and development of

new techniques and 320 million

dollars for Public Relations and
Advertising. One wonders where
their priorities lie.

The newest ads tell of the ex-

treme safety of nuclear power and
its possibilities for clean
"ecological" electricity. Ads ap-

peared showing a Nuclear plant

near Nixon's Florida retreat and
how these reactors would give off

A student sits on his Coke Machine: "If the present trend continues its logical con-

clusion all drinks will be vended in cans, UMass would be throwing away over three tons

of junked cans monthly."

less smoke than a match.
Because of the great influence

(political and economic) of the
power industry, the other side of
the story is rarely heard. Other
arguments do exist however. The
reactors constantly give off low
level radioactive emissions and the
effects of prolonged exposure to
these low levels of radioactivity are
not fully known. We do know that,

like DDT, this radioactivity ac-
cumulates in food chains and builds
to higher concentrations. Radiation

is also a known cause of cancer but
how much cancer is directly at-

tributable to nuclear power is

difficult to say. Drs. Arthur R.
Tamplin and John W. Gofman,
formerly radiation biologists at the
A.E.C's Lawrence Radiation Lab
in Livermore, California, in some
recent findings estimate that "the
radiation dosage which the
average citizen may legally
receive from federally sponsored
atomic energy programs will cause
52,000 deaths per year from cancer
and leukemia."

Among the other evils of nuclear

power are the thermal pollution

considerations, the possibility of

"accidents," and the disposal of

long-lived radioactive wastes.

As far as resource depletion is

concerned, it is estimated that the

earth's coal and oil reserves will be

used up in about 400 years. Thus,

traditional fossil fuel plants do

constitute a dead end. Nuclear

power is indeed the way of the

future. In the meantime, adequate

technology does exist to make
fossil fuel plants environmentally

safe. Tamplin and Gofman
realizing these facts submitted

testimony before the Pennsylvania

Senate calling for a five year

moratorium on the planning,

construction, and operation of

nuclear power plants throughout

Pennsylvania. During these years,

the A.EC. could direct undivided

attention to environmental safety

and related issues.

U. Mass. students should note

that 28 miles north of campus in

Vernon, Vermont, the Yankee

Atomic Power Company is in the

process of completing construction

of a huge nuclear plant. The
Vermont Yankee is a 43.7 million

dollar plant and it comes equipped
with an entire building full of

exhibits and P. R. men who would
like nothing better than to take you
on a guided tour. The exhibits

emphasize the safety features of

the plant and insist that the plant

will forever be a "good neighbor."

The Atomic Energy Commission
has 190 nuclear plants planned for

the New England states. Con-

struction is tentatively scheduled

to begin within the next 30 years.

Perhaps the real question is

whether we really need all of this

electricity. The power companies

argue that they must build more
plants to keep up with consumer
demands. It is true that demand is

rapidly rising: while the population

of the U. S. increases about 1%
annually, the demands made upon

the power utilities are rising at ten

times that rate. One should note

that the demands, and the in-

creases therein, can be partially

correlated with the power in-

dustry's increased expenditures on

advertising campaigns. Ads en-

courage people to leave a light

burning all night to keep away
burglars and to switch to electric

heat. Most important of all, the ads

sell the concept of clean, pollution-

free electricity. Thus anyone with

environmental concern need not

feel guilty about wasting electricity

or buying electric carving knives,

toothbrushes, vibrators, can

openers or hair brushes.

In New York City, the Con Edison

Company found it could not keep up
with public demands for power and
it turned its advertising dollars into

a "save a watt" campaign. This

new drive encouraged people to

conserve power and it was suc-

cessful in reducing the projected

power demand increase for the

area.

In America today, the high level

of consumption is the critical factor

involving environmental impact.

Thus it is worthwhile to examine
the socio-economic factors which
have brought the U.S. to such high

levels of consumption. Business

concerns are largely responsible

for introducing these factors to the

economy. A higher rate of con-

sumption means more sales, which
means more profits. Business,

especially big business, will do
everything within their power to

make you buy more goods. Their

main devices are planned ob-

solescence and advertising.

Obsolescence is where a product

is planned to self-destruct in a
certain period of time. It comes in

two forms; one is physical and the

other is psychological. An example
of physical obsolescence is the car

you bought three years ago which
is now falling apart. Another
example might be the shoes which
wear out sooner than they should.

The polite term for psychological

obsolescence is fashion. This is

where a perfectly functional

wardrobe can be deemed
unuseable due to changing styles or

when the care is out of vogue
because of its "fins." Both of these

forms of obsolescence are wasteful

sales practices: they contribute to

solid waste and resource depletion

problems.

IV. Advertising

Advertising was once merely a

way of letting the customer know
what products were available and

what costs were involved. Today
some advertising is still

straightforward and informative,

but some advertisers have gone

beyond this. In 1954 a study by the

DuPont Corporation, conducted in

supermarkets across the country,

concluded that most purchases

made in most supermarkets are on

impulse. The shoppers purchase is

less often a premeditated action

than it is a see it/want it/buy it on

the spot/affair. Impulse buying is

not a rational, explainable

phenomenon: it is largely in-

fluenced by the subconscious mind.

If a substantial amount of pur-

chases are a result of subconscious

thought, why shouldn't advertising

concentrate its efforts on the

subconscious mind? A full page

color ad reads, "You don't cop-out

-

why should your cigarette?
'

' There

is no rational message in this

advertisement. It is psychological

preparation to condition you to buy

on impulse. How this form of ad-

vertising affects you is a long,

controversial story but one thing is

certain-it works! (see Vance
Packard, The Hidden Persuaders)

Thirty years ago no one had ever

heard of under arm deodorants and

you would have been laughed at if

you had used one. Today after a

multi-million dollar advertising

campaign it is common place

Likewise, the need for cigarettes,

beauty aids, and yearly new model

cars were all created. Artificial

needs, when satisfied, boost con-

sumption rates, create waste and
help to deplete resources.

V. Cause and Effect

Ecology has fallen into the realm

of ideals, along with peace and

honesty in politics, which everyone

will support verbally, but will not

support with action. The drives and

trends of our society today are just

not conducive to leading ecological

life styles and so most people do not

lead them. Our super consumption

rates cannot continue indefinitely.

The world's resources are being

managed poorly and the stocks are

being depleted. An increase of

world-wide education is making

other countries question the

wisdom which dictates that one

country should consume 40% of the

world's resources while other

countries starve.

So basically nothing has changed

with environmental issues. Some of

the problems have been taken

seriously and a few have been

solved: most have not. We are now
aware of the problems but not the

solutions. Often times the solutions

could be had if we would be willing

to change our environmental at-

titudes and/or priorities. The
media treats ecology differently,

but only the rhetoric has changed

We are still a society and a people

whose primary mission is to

produce and consume despite the

earth's finite size.

A model of the Yankee Atomic Power Company in Vernon, Vermont: "The exhibits

emphasize the safety features of the plant and insist the plant will forever be a 'good

neighbor'."
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Kristofierson Hardly Impressive

BYBILLDENSMORE
•Border Lord" by KRIS KRISTOF-

FERSON (Monument)
Country and western music developed

separately from popular music, as did

original one-man blues. As each aged, it

grew up, straying from its original form,

and moved further from its strictly

bounded geographic area. As the

communications media and tran-

sportation services modernized, blues

and C & W were carried throughout the

U. S. and are being assimilated into

popular music. Blues has evolved from

the one-man. one-instrument (usually

guitar) form to a soulful big band with a

roller coaster rhythm. Similarly. C & W
has absorbed an assortment of in-

struments and musical styles, while still

keeping true to its original lyrical

content

Kris Kristofferson is a modern C & W
artist He started in the coffee houses of

Nashville after Oxford University in

England proved a bore. His first album
( -Kristofferson") became recognized

because other people recorded songs

from it. (Jannis Joplin. "Me & Bobby

McGee"; Sammi Smith. "Help Me
Make It Through the Night" ; Ray Price,

"For the Good Times") On "Kristof-

ferson". Kris was pure C & W— voice

guttural and sexy, almost like Johnny

(ash. pure pickin' guitar, and simple,

personal lyrics.

So along comes this third album eight

months after the second ("The Silver

Tongued Devil and I") and it's different.

It's not a country and western record

anymore. Kris has been sucked into

popular music. His voice no longer

sounds like he's about to die. but the

lyrics are still straight from experience,

revealing a religion defined by freedom

of expression and action.

Kristofferson said in an interview with

Sandra Shevey of the "Boston Globe".

It's like being a Rhodes
scholar, or the role you're sup-

posed to play, and all of a sudden,

you drop to the bottom where
everybody thinks you're dead

and a failure anyway, and then

what have you got to lose? You're

free to go out and create your

own self.

"Border Lord" is the central song

thematically on this album of the same

title. Kristofferson seems to view life as

precarious at best, with pitfalls ("Good

lookin' women every time you stumble/

Waitin' there to catch you when you

fall") along a narrow earthen path. The

path is seldom walked, the one of lost

relationships and confused reality set

apart from humanity, but it is the path

that Kristofferson chose when he

"dropped" from his role as celebrated

scholarly son of an Air Force major

general to that of a starving singer; and

it is the path he unconditionally

recommends to all who have the

pleasure of hearing the songs on

"Border Lord". He does not rely on

sentiment, rather specific images
sustain clear situations. Only on "Kiss

the World Goodbye" does Kris indulge in

sentimentality.

With the release of "Border Lord" the

music industry will try to make Kris

Kristofferson a superstar, but he's not

ready for that yet. The only recorded

women . . . Waitin' there to catch you

where you fall". She'll help you when

you're down and vulnerable, offer her

body, and set you on your way again.

But though you think you're free of the

Josies in your past, they're part of the

invisible baggage you carry. Says

Kristofferson, when carrying that

baggage, "the road's a little

colder/Every time that I leave/For

another empty place I've never been".

Kris doesn't want any relationships to

weight his travels, and there are three

other songs beside "Josie" which reveal

this conviction. One song seems to

music that will survive this generation

will be the tunes that can be heard over

and over again. After playing "Border

Lord" ten or twenty times the songs are

no longer fresh when I hear them. The

simplicity of Kristofferson's direct style

is somehow too heavy to be considered

repeatedly. He has created an album

which is so coherent in music and intent,

particularly lyrical intent, that it

becomes boring.

"Josie" is one of the "good lookin

describe Kris' own torment at choosing

to go into the music business. In the

"Globe" article, Miss Shevey quotes

Kris again. "My wife would worry about

money, secutiry, which wold make us

uptight and I couldn't compose. So I'd

grow sullen, and she'd become silent,

and pretty soon we split up." And so the

song "Burden of Freedom" ("Voices

behind me still bitterly damn me/ For

seeking salvation they don't un-

derstand") has a direct relation to Kris'

own experience.

In "When She's Wrong" Kris warns

the listener to be careful of accepting a

woman. " Cause when she's good, lord,

there ain't nothing better/But, when

she's wrong, she sure can be wrong".

Finally, "Smokey Put the Sweat on Me"

chronicles Kristofferson's failure to

follow his own advice by falling for a

raven-haired, devilish, "as wrong as can

be", Louisiana woman named Smokey:

Well, my feel wasn't ready yet

for settling down
But my soul kept tellin' me to

turn around
And the longer I tried to fight it

the harder I fell

"Little Girl Lost" is a sequel to "When

She's Wrong" and "Smokey Put the

Sweat on Me" Kris has given advice,

ignored it himself, and now gives the

advice once more, modified by his own

experience. The little girl "doesn't

understand herself", "She'll have

sixteen smiling strangers who are

handing her a line", and "that body

she 11 let anybody hold". The little girl is

is an operator, skillfully extracting what

she wants from her illegitimate lovers.

and then casting them aside. But

Kristofferson fell for her, and so sings:

But if you take her, take her easy

Treat her gentle, she used to love

DM

"Somelnidy Nobody Knows" deals

with the border in physical terms by

reference to two lost people, a barroom
whore, and an old man lying in the

gutter at rush hour This song is pain

fully reminiscent of the classic "All's

Quiet on West 23rd" in which hundreds

watched, transfixed, as a woman was
shot and killed in an empty New York
street. Unfortunately. "Somebody
Nobody Knows" is a weak song

musically, and comes off with little

force

The tiHe of this third Kristofferson

album is accurate— Kris is the "border

lord". Master of his lonely existence, he

succeeds in relating it to the listener

But that is precisely why "Border Lord"

the album won't stand the test of time,

because of its dogged, logical, and un-

sentimental toting of collective non

involvement with others. It is too much
to bear in one listening, like a preacher

gone on too long. Kristofferson may be a

pop star one day, but not with this

album, and not until he is willing to

diversify what he has to say.

Miles Ahead, As Usual
BY JEFF CLAYTON

Miles Davis. LIVE-EVIL;
Columbia G30954, 2 recs.

It's kind of reassuring to know
that Miles is back out in front

cruising toward the musical
horizons again. It was the

general consensus that he got

kind of off the edge with his

most recent Live at the
Fillmore album, an un-
coordinated rehash of the
themes from Bitches Brew. The
band extemporized for four

nights running, and nobody
reached any conclusions. Each
man took his stand and his solo

and went down alone. It was
sloppy work Live-Evil (catchy,

no'' ) is something else, released
some time back in December
and carefully conceived in the

great Bitches tradition,

flaunting the brashest "theme"
cover art since that other

spectacular double-set of two
years ago. We might want to go
into the. marginally interesting

questions that arise from
making a death-thrust at the

tootsies of the great Honk
Culture with illustrations lifted

from Life magazine, but why
don't we just see if there's room
a' the bottom
Exit the paperboy: they don't

tell you in the liner notes about

how Miles loved people when he

was working a paper route

anymore. No reference to it at

all. No reference to anything, in

fact, just twelve pictures of

Miles in a variety of related

poses: star trip, with the credits

crammed against the outside

edges until earnest music
reviewers twist the package
every which way just trying to

find out who played what when.
Or was it all Miles9

Not exactly. Not in this music
A lot of it's owing to the Miles

regulars. John McLaughlin's
guitar. Chick Corea on
keyboards, Dave Holland on
bass, Wayne Shorter's sax,

Airto Moreira's percussion. Joe
Zawinul returns after a quick

sabbatical, a nice thing, though
a few wanted to say that parting

company with that white boy
was the best thing Miles had
done in a long time. There're

also Michael Henderson, bass;

Jack DeJohnette and Willie

Cobham. drums; and Keith

Jarrett, Hermeto Pascoal and
even Herbie Hancock to make
sure Miles doesn't run short of

piano players. I can't tell 'em
one from the other, but that's

not the point. The point is that

there should be no shortages.

No. Folks, no shortages.

Everybody's loaded with ideas

on this album. Miles' basic

concept hasn't altered 8j far as

1 can see since Bitches, but I

prefer this more recent

statement of it At its most

complex, this music differs

from certain electronic com
positions only because, well, it's

not electronic. Otherwise, the

form's much the same: scale

and meter out the window,
single tone or tonal-group
leitmotifs, peculiar harmonic
structures and odd noises, just

like the real serious stuff, guys.

Generally, while the lead is

taking all these liberties and
making all this progress, the

rhythm stays pretty ortinato

and down to earth, because
you've gotta have some place to

come back down to when you
solo runs out. and because this

is jazz after all. whatever that

may be. Whether his critics like

it or not. Miles has had a lot to

say about what kinds of sound
fall under that title "Space
Jazz" a friend calls his stuff.

Okay, friend.

It's not all like that, though, in

fact it's a considerably more
diverse set than was the Brew
For the first time in a while.

Miles admits that he has his

roots in the blues, and swing,

and bossa nova for that matter,

and he even takes some
sidelong glances at rock'n'roll.

Cut 1 Side 1 is SIVAD. which
puzzle fans will quicly spot as

FUNKY spelled backwards. It's

a snappy little chromatic outing

building to a full free-blowing

climax, and surprise, surprise,

the wah-wah pedal has come to

Miles Davis. Everybody wah-
wah's on this cut; the in-

struments are all filtered to the

point where everything sounds
like McLaughlin's guitar if

you're not paying much at-

tention It's a sort of humorous
effect. Hermeto whistles, and
the Bartz saxophone beep-beeps
and whines like all kinds of

depraved dogs and loons

Next is LITTLE CHURCH,
slow, dissonant, pleasantly
inside and fading to a medley of

GEMINI and DOUBLE IMAGE
with a mean and nasty fuzztone

guitar intro. like you might
expect from Mark Farner (you
wouldn't get it), but all this

feedback from Miles9 Well,

sure. And when Miles does a

medley you can't tell where one
tune picks up and the other

leaves off. It's a case of selected

themes chopped fine and
cleanly mixed
Side 2 is WHAT I SAY, an

interpretation that really

moves, I mean it's got the

drivin' bass and the wailin' sax

and even a technically excellent

if protracted drum solo toward
the last. Sleigh bells, too.

Hotcha! The side ends with one
of those smooth and archaic
nod-to-the-past pace changers,
NEM UM TALVEZ. with lotsa

fine harmony, like vour

mommy might have danced
slow to on her sixth wedding
anniversary, but with enough
avant-garde percussion and
background vocal to remind us
it's Miles, and 1972 at that

The next side opens with
further progress on the same
take, re-titled SELIM for no
particular reason. FUNKY
TONK goes back a ways to the

old Pharaoh's Dance, with
Miles' squeaking, newly wah-
wah trumpet trading off with
the other instruments turn by
turn. It runs nearly width of the

disk, and then if I'm not wrong
continues right across the final

side as INAMORATA That's a
jam of a very minimal 44:37 in

length, rock people, and it never
lets down Sly references to old

Dave Brubeck licks give way to

a period of degenerate sax
bawling and a compelling
reading by Conrad Roberts of

his eponymous poem
Inamorata, which delivered
over an airy whoosh and tinkle

background with plenty of
reverb explains the music
better than any other words I've

found. So I won't trot it out here
Miles himself told somebody,
once, "I am one thing, a
musician; I only can do one
thing, play my "horn." That's
better than most of us ever do.

But who are you going to listen

to. me or Miles'*

Albums

Allmans Slightly Off Target
BY MIKE KOSTEK

Fat A Peach-The Allman Brothers-

Capricorn-time .69 42 "Dedicated to a

brother, Duane Allman"

Is this a bargain.' Here's the new
Allman Brothers Album, Eat A Peach
(anybody know what that means? If

anything.) with a fat list price of $9.98,

meaning that it costs about seven sch-

meers in the stores. Since the records
branch of the Kinney Corporation
i Warner Bros., Atlantic, Elektra and all

their affiliated labels) have just raised

all their list prices to $5.98 minimum
i meaning that instead of paying $3.69 for

Hot Rats, we'll now pay $4.49). Eat A
l»each can be looked at as two $4.98's in

one pack.

This brings us to a serious question of

aesthetics. How do you judge double

albums'* How much does the price tag

on an album affect your opinion of it?

TWO records tor M.49 cost as much as

most single records, so of course there is

a certain charity given in the critical

evaluation of the two records. The
M-rond record Often becomes a bonus

record' like the Grape Jam album that

was included with Moby Grape's di-

lated Wow album So it is logical that

double albums that sell tor twice as

much as one single record will be played

with harsher scrutiny by us thin-

walleted folks.

But music is still music and if it is

taken as an art or as a form of en-

tertainment it must be listened to as

being absolute, and it must be judged on

its own merits and not by the price tag

On the other hand, the Allmans'

previous release was a double called \t

Fillmore East, and carried a nice $6.98

list price, which is the same as Abbey

Itoad has Since $«.98's sell for around

live smacks in the record stores \t

Killmore East was a fine bargain

However, as music, how good is if

Would you pay $20 dollars for it? If you

realh iiked the Allman Brothers Band
would paying $20 make it a bad album?

Would $">() make it worse? If Chicago's

\t Carnegie Hall was selling for four

dollars instead of nine or ten. would the

critics be kinder toward it? Yes,

t>ecause they are now raking Chicago for

being greedy However, the group

claims that they wanted to put it out for

tour dollars ior so> but it was Columbia

that made them check in at $13.98.

The answer to the question of absolute

art versus how much it is worth to you

lies somewhere in-between, in an uneasy
compromise between the music and our

finances.

In any case, our rocking friends have
had a pretty rough time expressing
themselves well in multiple record sets.

Anytime I listen to a new double record

set I have to ask why they put it out. An
overpouring of genius that couldn't be

contained on one record? Not likely.

There are very few multiple albums
whose individual records are as strong

as the group's single album releases.

Too many double albums are needlessly

draw n out and laced with filler to beef up
the total album time. There are only a

handful of doubles that stand up as being

necessary: Tommy -The Who. Electric

l.advland Jimi Hendrix Experience,

The Beatles, Blonde On Blonde Bob
Dylan. Inch- Meat. The Mothers of

Invention.

Almost every group has tried going

double, and almost everyone has
missed The shame of it is that most
doubles could be boiled down into one

tine record, but instead are lambasted
and ignored for what they are (Dylan's

Self Portrait could have been a great

single* What most doubles need is

judicious editing

Notice also the funny list price parade
upward in relation to a group's

popularity, the best example being

Chicago's progress: first album by an
unknown band. $5 .98. Good buy Second
album by a still fairly obscure band.

H H. ok buy Third album by a smash
hit chart busting group. $9 98. Poor

album, poor buy Fourth album by this

giant group. $13.98 Ugh So it is seen

that the bigger Chicago gets, the bigger

the price So it appears to have gone

with The Allman Brothers, sad to say.

Kat \ IVach would be a good bargain at

«; one good record of new studio

tunes with a few live numbers mixed in.

and one long live jam thrown in for a

dollar more At $9 98 it is overpriced.

Side one is three studio cuts done

without their great lead guitarist. Duane
Skydog" Allman who was killed in a

motorcycle accident late last year, just

is tie was beginning to challenge Eric

Clapton for guitar supremacy Without

him the Allmans are a subtly different

sounding band Instead of having a

guitar coming out of both speakers. Dick

Kelts plays alone now . thus making the

drums, bass and organ more audible

md assume more importance as they

must now play more out front instead of

being able to lay back and play a solid

bottom of sound that gave Duane's leads

ample backing. Since it is still Dicky

Betts and Gregg Allman who write the

songs, the band still sounds familiar in

its arrangements. Outstanding on this

side are "Les Brers In A Minor", a 9:05

rigidly structured piece by Betts that is

similar to "In Memory Of Elizabeth

Reed" in its structure. "Melissa" is by

Gregg Allman. and is a beautiful ballad

that puts things like the Grateful Dead's

ballads to shame.
The other side has two cuts done live

w ith Duane at Fillmore East. "One Way
Out", a Sonny Boy Williamson song, and

Trouble No More", a Muddy Waters

song that they previously did on their

second album. Idlewild South. Both of

these songs, as well as the rest of the

side, studio tracks done with Duane. can

be labeled as nice, but lacking the ex-

citing flair that the Allmans give at their

best.

Remember on one of the long cuts

from Fillmore East at the end Duane
started picking out the riff from

Donovan's "First There Is A Mountain"

and the rest of the band began to follow

him before they were faded out and the

side ended? Well, here we get to hear

just where they went in a 34:43 jam

called Mountain Jam" It just wasn't

worth it.

Done live at the Fillmore, it must have

been a great thing to see. but all the

whole jam consists of are long, loose

solos by everyone in the band strung

together nonchalantly What's great to

see isn't always great to hear again on

record, and on repeated listenings

"Mountain Jam" is a bore.

Remember Progressive Rock? Well,

it's records like this that helped kill it.

The trouble with the jam is that it just

doesn't go anywhere. A good example of

a progressive jam that does indeed

accomplish its goals is Cream's im-

mortal "Spoonful" which remains today

as a great achievement
Dickie BetLs has a hard job to do in

covering departed Duane's solos, and it

looks here that he certainly is good, and

can even play some of Duane's favorite

licks, but he certainly doesn't have the

flash that Duane did.

Eat A Peach should" have been out

standing, as the Fillmore album had

established the Allman Brothers as one

of the best, most original and talented

bands around. The loss of Duane has

hopefully set the boys only slightly off

target, and they should be back in fine

style, but Eat A Peach is highly

overinflated

Levee Blues Elevates the Spirit

BYBILLDENSMORE

Levee Blues '. by

POTLIQUOR (Janus)

levee n. < levee, from Middle

French, act of arising, se lever-

to rise) 1 : a reception held b\ ,t

person of distinction on rising

from bed
potliquor- n the liquid left in a

pot after cooking meat or

vegetables

Indeed as the title of this

album and group might in-

dicate, within a tinely

illustrated jacket is a finely

blended and produced Ip The
recording quality is excellent,

and the material is performed

in a lively, coordinated, and

open manner.

"Levee Blues" hinges on

crisp, consistent percussion and

the gutsy vocals of George

Ratzlaff, "the lead singer of the

group who sounds much like the

Canadian David-Clayton
Thomas. Each song includes

either boogie-woogie piano, or

raunchy electric guitar, but

thankfully the two are not

combined. With a sprinkling of

harmonica, horns, or strings as

necessary, each cut on the

album has a distinct sound. For

this reason. "Levee Blues" is

alternately excellent or

mediocre.

All compositions are by

"Potliquor" except Willie

• >' *

Dixon's "Rooster Blues and

Lennon-McCartney's "Lady
Madonna". "Rooster Blues" is

a dull, lengthy, rock-and-roll

attempt at at a blues standard

which is as out of context as

Jimi Hendrix doing something

bv Joni Mitchell, (of course if

Jimi Hendrix ever did do

something by Joni Mitchell, you

can be sure it will be on "his"

next album) "Lady Madonna"

is a fine integration of the

organ, guitar, and piano of

"Potliquor" done in the minor

key with harmonies. The group

recorded this cut at the

Pot Liquor

Paramount Theater in order to

get the unique sound of the

organ there on the chorus of

"see how they run. see how they

run ..." This version comes far

closer to the feeling implicit in

the words of "Lady Madonna"
than the Beatles' performance

of the same song

"Cheer" opens the album,

and is characterized by a strong

vocal lead and clean backup
vocals. The album jacket says

"Cheer" "being included on this

album resulted from a spon-

taneous jam session in the

n

studio one night after we
thought the album was com-

plete " The cut is about as far

from a jam session as this

reviewer can imagine and in

deed the album would not have
been complete without it

"Cheer" combines the best of

everything "potliquor" has to

offer in one song "This world's

got enough sadness without the

sad, sad song/ Music should be

laughing c'mon and laugh

along/ My music has no sorrow,

I bring it free and clear/ What
you do is to take it and it will

bring you cheer".

"The Train" is introduced by

ten seconds of heavy banging

piano by Ratzlaff and promises

to be an engaging song Un-

fortunately it gets hung up on its

own lyrics, something about

togetherness "all aboard the

train" - the implication being

that sinners will be absolved

simply by riding a train to "the

River Jordan".

In contrast. "Beyond the

River Jordan" sound like

something Elton John would do.

a peaceful piano and strings

building to a crescendo. "I know
somewhere beyond the river.

I'll find a way to get back

home".

"Levee Blues" assumes
almost a religious meaning, and

despite the music, however

imposing it may be, it will leave

you feeling fulfilled The album

is inconsistent, but there are

enough well done songs to

lustify giving "Potliquor" more
than passing attention The
strongest single asset of the

group is George Ratzlaff with

his more than ample, yet

controlled voice, fine piano, and

concise compositions We will

hear more from this foursome,

perhaps in the form of a 45RPM
platter

Anyone interested in writing record

reviews may contact Kenny Suhn at the

Collegian oitica.
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Theater

BYJOEARSENAULT
Comedy seems lost, offering sac-

charine hopes to face grim reality.

Musical comedies usually suffer most

because they attempt to pretend reality,

singing songs which are so out of place

with our lives. Comical operettas are a

delightful escape if done well because

they do what so much else fail to do--

they entertain. Their world is

full of beautiful voices,

young dreams, and good
wishes. They are not as forced, for it's

not as if you had dialogue and then

suddenly a" deep breath and. as we all

know, another musical number. At least

this production seems to have com-

pletely overcome that problem, being

incredibly smooth and flowing.

Operettas combine theater and vocal

music for a new and better experience.

Evaluating them with typical dramatic

standards seems ridiculous, like judging

a Mahler symphony for the plot line.

Little Marie Sunshine gives the audience

an evening of entertainment, pulling

them into the past charmingly. With ,«

superb performance by Debbie Gibbs as

Little Mane she manages with the aid of

most ahle east to execute a complete

spoof on the Dudley Dooright. Snidely

Whiplash's of our lives. It is an evening

ol fantasy, allowing hisses at evil and

hrovado for good, it's wide-eyed op-

timism in Colorado, it's sheer fun Don't

miss it.

The lights dim. the two piano play a

modern variation of the theme,

gradually transforming it into a Western

tune, easing us into a world where good

is good, bad is bad and where justice

always triumphs. Before the actual play

starts, a young lady dressed in a chif-

fonnvpink turn of the century dress

thanks Johann Strauss for making it

possible The transition is complete, we
have been brought into another age - one

of refined gentility and proper manners

as Dudley Doorights in red forest ranger

attire court lovely damsels from

Easterchester Finishing School. The

first scene starts with falling backdrops,

sprouting flowers in the stage, with the

hotel in the background The rangers

ever loval and blue, sing and serenade

the beautiful Little Mary dressed in

vellow or the long blond hair She is

about to lose her hotel if she doesn't

meet the payments yet these affairs are

too mundane to be considered, her inate

optimism continues, looking for the sky

of blue.

The voices of the rangers are powerful

yet disciplined, the voice of Little Marie

is delicately pure, full of emotion and

honest sentiment The rangers are after

a renegade Indian This outlaw from

lustice is no less but Little Mary I

brother, long lost and assumed dead

Cpt Jim. who has just asked Little Mary

for her hand must first find the outlaw,

Little Mary is shocked, this indian had

sworn vengeance upon her for having

dishonored him to his father who

adopted her when she was a child and

whom she shelters Cpl. Billy is told to

disguise himself in indian garb, sneak in

among their braves and capture

Yellowfeather All is set for complicated

but humorous confusion

While Cpt Jim is proposing, with his

very tender voice a bit shy. a bit strong,

real, the delightful Ernestine von

Liebedich, opera singer enters the

scene. The german flavor ot her voice,

the brown suit dress she is wearing, the

Sheer Fun, Don't Miss It
I
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matronly air are carried ott very well.

She hints that perhaps Jim might

many.
Wethen meet the girls - all dressed in

colorful but still dignified Victorian

dresses Their costumes were exquisite

renderings of the period. They are

playing croquet, rather bored not having

men around but really too demure to do

anything about it Their voices are

coquettish and typical of naive young

ladies from the East. The rangers

abound the scene and everything

changes. They trap the ladies into

talking by asking-We were wondering,

whether you were pretty or nof Who
could resist, answering such a question

bv a handsome young ranger. Cpl Billy

reprimands his flirt of a girlfriend to

stop wandering, then divulges his secret

mission. Nancy is a great tease, won-

derfully naughty but still lovable and

carried off preciously. Cpl Billy is a

romantic second, only to Cpt. Jim Each
performance had a professional glamor

and style making this production ex-

cellent theater. Meanwhile, danger
beckons. Yellowfeather has been seen

and heard. Little Mary frightened for

her lover cannot avoid tears, consoled

hy Mme. Ernestine then reminded by

the cast that every gray cloud has a

silver lining You must remember that it

is done with expert tongue in cheek, we
npathise only because we have

allowed this fantasy, there are no

blatant in this acting to remind us of

reality, everything about this play is

imaginatively satisfying and precise

enough to carry the illusion

By Act II. we are at the lawn party

given by Little Mary Being a formal

tea. Miss Weiss has outdone herself. The
dresses are captivatingly beautiful, the

atmosphere sedate The choreography

of the different dances, as through all

the play, is naturally complicated but

totally undistracting. Every small

puzzle piece of this operetta fits tightly

together. The party is over, Little Mary
is confronted with Yellowfeather. tied

and saved by Cpt. Jim and the rangers.

Meanwhile, Cpl. Billy has gone out into

the forest asking Brown Bear for an

indian costume which makes the chief

believe that Billy wants to be his son. So,

he gives him Yellowfeathers old clothes.

Nancv. back at the hotel is worried,

decides to go help her lover disguised as

well. Before this she has a delightful

comic scene with all the girls in a hotel

bedroom. The girls are all about to nap,

dressed in only their under garments,

which by the way cover as much as a

dress. Nancv has a charm that steals the

show during her songs. In a turquoise

cape, she prances about the stage as

Mata Hari readying herself for her great

adventure.

The girls are jealous of her freedom,

sympathising completely with naughty.

naughty Nancy. Oscar, the old retired

general, a Philadelphia Fairfax meets

Ernestine, now dressed in a beautiful

green velvet gown, looking very much

the aristocrat. They sing together of

davs gone bv in Vienna, fall in love. Out

in the forest, all three Yellowfeathers

bump into each other. The real and the

falses chase and chase madly about.

Yellowfeather is defeated. Little Mary

sings a lovelv song to a Coo Coo bird

while awaiting Cpt. Jim. He returns, the

reprise, we discover that Gen. Fairfax is

here to give back to the Indians their

land which Brown Bear in turn gives to

Little Mary and his new adopted son Cpl.

Billy who in turn makes most of it into a

National park. All ends happily as they

sing the finale waving tiny American

flags. Bravo.

This operetta was entertaining, ex-

cellently executed. Go see it If you want

entertainment with pure unin-

tellectualizing. fun, a performance by a

very professional troupe, go see Little

Mary Sunshine. You won't be disap-

pointed.
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VACATION SPECIAL
Crown 1800 Automatic Reverse Car Cassette Deck — List $110.00

2 Utah SA530 Speakers — List $20.00

Vacation Traveling Special
$7900

EQUIPMENT
PRICES: FISHER 201 RECEIVER List$220.

AMPEX MICRO 54 CASSETTE DECK, List $150.00.

BSR R40 RECEIVER 35 watts RMS, List $159.00.

ADC 303AX SPEAKERS, List $220 pair.

DUAL 1218, BASE, COVER,and SHURE M91E, List $220.00.

RECTILINEAR XI SPEAKERS, List $160.00 pair.

KLH 17 SPEAKERS, List $150.00 pair.

Now $150.00

Now $100.00

Now $99.00

Now $150.00 pair

Now $150.00

Now $125.00 pair

Now $120.00 pair

IN THE ALLEY

Plus a large selection of new and used equipment at the best prices.

SOUND IDEAS
Quality components at the best price Telephone 253-5942

Films

BY MARY LOU GORDON
A Clockwork Orange

adapted for the screen and

directed by Stanley Kubrick,

from the novel by Anthony

Burgess; with Malcolm Mc-

Dowell.

A Clockwork Orange is a

brilliantly executed film that is

at once ugly, beautiful,

repulsive, entertaining and
compelling. Kubrick once again

proves himself to be the master

of science fiction, but in A
Clockwork Orange he moves
from the metaphysically
profound and technologically

complex world of 2001 to the not

too distant future of speculative

moral possibilities. The film is a

horrifying and bitter Orwellian

vision of a society that feels

compelled to control man's
freedom of choice, and one that

has such a vehement hatred for

criminals it remains blind-

folded to the ironic fact that its

passive conditioning treatments

are in effect as equally violent,

cruel and dehumanizing as the

most callous and senseless

beating or rape.

Kubrick brings us into

Burgess's racy jungle world of

the super-society built on
shining chrome, colored

plexiglass, bright lights, pop art

and ultra-stylistic decor. This

cold and sterile atmosphere is

representative of a society that

has spawned the new type of

arch-criminal, a carefree
hoodlum named Alex, who
wears false eyelashes on one

eye and bloody plastic eyeballs

on his shirtsleeves, and whose
"principal interests are rape,

violence and Beethoven " Alex

is the summation and
fulfillment of his societies

greatest fears and nightmares,

and he revels in the image,

performing his brutalities with

all of the gleeful joy of an un-

civilized barbarian
Alex is the leader of his pack

of Droogs. which includes Pete,

Georgy and Dim. We follow

them through numerous violent

escapades, which begin with the

senseless clubbing of an old

drunk who tells Alex "It's a

stinking world because there's

no law and order any more."
and moves to their con-

frontation with Billy Boy and
his gang Their next encounted

is the beating of Mr. Alexander

and his wife, where Alex per

forms his hollow version of

"Singing in the Rain" before

raping Mrs. Alexander. From
there they venture to the Health

Farm, where Alex bludgeons Cat

Woman to death with a giant

plastic phallus Alex is caught,

and sentenced to fourteen years

in prison, and after he is in for

two years, he is given the option

by the Minister of the Interior of

leaving in two weeks if he

agrees to undergo a new form of

treatment that the government
has devised for the most har-

dened criminals. Since his stay

in prison has done nothing more
for him than increase his

desires to return to his mur-
derous life (Alex's- greatest

vision of himself is as a soldier

scourging Christ on his way up

Mount Calvary), he agrees, and
through a combination of drugs

and an aversive stimulus-

response conditioning that

consists of showing Alex films

of horrible beatings, rapes and
tortures he is soon conditioned

to become sick at the very

thought of violence. At the same
time, and unintended by the

doctors, Alex is also conditioned

against his favorite piece of

music, Beethoven's Ninth

When Alex is released and

arrives home, his parents are

horrified to see him, and as he

realizes their repulsion to him.

he also finds out that they have

rented his room to a young

fellow named Joe, who calls

Alex a "Horrible monster."

Alex leaves to look for a place to

live, deeply hurt and in tears

and on his wav he runs into the

=====

Sympathy For A Droog
old drunk that he clubbed years
ago. The man recognizes him,
and drags him off to a flock of

drunks who attack him
viciously. Alex is at their

mercy and he cannot even raise

a hand to save himself, but he is

soon rescued by two policemen
who turn out to be none other

than his old buddies, Georgy
and Dim. Due to a fight that

Alex had with his gang prior to

the Cat Woman scene, Georgy
and Dim still feel a vengeance
toward Alex, and they take him
otf into the woods where they

beat him senseless. Dazed, Alex
crawls along the road until he

obsession with ultra-violence

and sadism, Alex becomes a

likeable character through the

inate charm with which
Malcolm McDowell affects his

portrayal. We are repulsed and
horrified by the way he gets his

pleasures from life, but our

repulsion comes more from the

idea of this violence than the

actual enactment of it. Kubrick
portrays Alex so that he plays

on our sympathies, and we end
up feeling that his violence is

definitely better than law and
order. We hardly feel any
emotion for his victims at all. In

the scene where the Droogs

lesser director would have
visually saturated the audience

with gallons of blood and
repeated shots of mutilated

flesh. Kubrick shows all of the

violence, which consists of

kicks, punches and slams with

clubs, on a plane where the

physical acts themselves
become no more brutal than in

the average run of the mill

Western. It is thematic shock

and impact that Kubrick is after

and with this film he rightfully

attains this end.

Kubrick's sequences fluc-

tuate between the stunning

coolness and subtlety of sterile

sees a familiar building where
he goes in for help. It is only
when he sees who lives there

that he realizes why it was
familiar to him. It is the home of

Mr Alexander, who is now a

cripple since his encounter with

Alex. Not recognizing Alex at

first, the man takes pity on him.

and it is only when he hears

Alex crooning "Singing in the

Rain" that he realizes who he is.

He drugs the wine that he later

gives Alex, and, knowing of

Alex's aversion to Beethoven's

Ninth. Alex comes around in an
upstairs bedroom to hear the

odious Ninth blaring full blast

Not being able to stand his

defensive and vulnerable

position any longer. Alex leaps

from a window, but fails to kill

himself, and ends up in the

hospital with two broken arms
and logs and head injuries.

Near the end of the film, the

Minister of the Interior comes
in and tells Alex that their

government has been getting

unfavorable responses from
other countries about the way
that their conditioning has left

Alex unable to fend for himself

in the world. He tells Alex that

they are going to give him a nice

place to live and a good paying

job. and anything else that he

wants to rectify his life. The
Minister tells Alex that he has a

special surprise for him. and as

the doors burst open with men
wheeling in a huge stereo

system that is blaring the Ninth,

the press flocks around Alex

and the Minister and takes
their pictures in mock poses of

friendship. The film ends with
Alex looking into the camera
with a mysterious demonic
gleam in his eye as he snickers,

"I was cured, all right
"

Alex stands for the man of

free will who is led by a

precisely calculating intellect,

and he is diametrically opposed

to the spiritless and
cosmetically oriented purists

that surround him Despite his

Malcolm McDowell as Alex.

attack the Alexanders, our

attention is focused on Alex's

talentless rendition of "Singing

in the Rain", along with the soft

shoe number he performs
between kicks to his victims'

faces and stomachs We wince

at his affliction of pain, but

cannot condemn his actions.

Kubrick tries to stick as close

to Burgess's novel as possible,

and his cries for the necessity of

violence because it is an
enactment of free will are

voiced through the mouth of the

prison chaplain who tells Alex

"When a man ceases to choose,

he ceases to be a man" And
whatever else he is. Alex is .1

man. at least until the State gets

to him. and he is the only pei

in the film who follows his

natural primeval desires in

stead of wallowing in the

complacent muck of spiritless

luxury

Our affection for Alex grows
as the film develops, and at the

end we almost applaud his

return to his former, sardonic,

and destructive self. While
Kubrick manipulates us into

making excuses for Alex's

behavior patterns, he goes on to

portray the State as not only

blasphemous, but more
outrageously cruel and
dehumanizing than any of

Alex's previous sadistic actions

In A Clockwork Orange
Kubrick brings to the screen all

of the violence that Burgess
wrote into his novel, but where a

household tranquility and the

loud brashness of Alex's world

of terror The film is a continual

work of artful imagination that

merges the futuristic with the

surreal in an array of visual

splendor that greatly surpasses

his achievements in 2001

Kubrick has overlaid the film

with heavy sexual overtones

He ranges from subtle nuances

to graphic blatancy. and the

paintings and sculptures which

flood the apartments are all

erotically designed. Kubrick's

photography is exquisite, with

his colors haung a crisp, pin-

point clarity to them that blonds

perfectly with the metallic

backgrounds
Kubrick utilizes trame space

and cinematic time so that we
only see the essential ideas of

what he is trying to convey He
IMVOT forces upon us cum-

bersome and unnecessary
detail, and the film moves along

at a rapid but succinct pace that

never becomes clamoring and

ineffective He often uses Alex

as a narrator, which not only

adds life to the more stationary

scenes in the film, but serves to

bridge the progression of time

for us with the least amount of

fuss. Kubrick employs different

cinematic techniques that vary

the rhytnm and tempo of the

film, but his continuity never
becomes garbled, boring or

confusing. In one sequence the

Droogs decide it is time to

dethrone Alex as their leader,

and as Alex proceeds to show

them the error of their thinking,

Kubrick slows down the motion

for Alex's attach on them, and

the effect is a beautiful and

graceful sequence of bodily

motion that has been turned into

a lethargically rhythmic dance.

In another scene, where Alex

brings home two twelve year

old girls that he has picked up in

a record store and rapes them

both, Kubrick has speeded up

the action to a high intensity so

that the scene, instead of being

the usual dragged-out love-

making routine, becomes a

grotesquely comical ballet of

flailing bodies that makes its

point in a short amount of time

Kubrick has set up a sound-

track that he uses to the film's

greatest advantage. The tempo
of the music sets the pace of the

numerous action scenes, and
from this he has created a film

that becomes a visual sym-

phony with the divergent parts

becoming a collective whole of

precisely timed movements
Kubrick has made claims that

A Clockwork Orange is the most
technically perfect film to have
ever been made. These claims

seem to be a bit presumptuous,
considering that there are two
noticeable flickers in the

splicing and a distracting,

reflected glare that covers the

middle of the screen twice in

one scene. When Alex beats Cat

Woman with the giant phallus,

Kubrick cuts at the point of

impact to a large cartoon of a

gaping mouth that is nothing

short of trite, and something
which one would think to be

beneath a man of his talent.

Malcolm McDowell is

brilliantly cast for the role of

Alex His versatility in this

difficult part is to be com
mended, and his vitality makes
the character come alive in a

performance that is nothing

short of spectacular He effects

the role of the hard-core sadist

as easily as he becomes the

cured and angelic reformee who
t Ties. "'I want for the rest of my
life to be one act of goodness

."

McDowell is interesting to

watch for his quick gestures and
mannerisms, and he has a

strong stage presence that

instantly grabs our attention

and holds it throughout The
of the case is equally as

good, with special notice to be

given to Michael Bates. Patrick

Ma gee. Anthony Sharp, and
Miriam Karlin

A Clockwork Orange is best

de« nhed as sadistic black

humor that is laced with terror

Kubrick has produced a film

that is perhaps the most con

tro\ersial to appear in I long

tune and whether one thinks it

is appalling or brilliant I

cinematic experience it m
becomes dull or tedious This

film raises vital mor; I

questions that cannot be easil)

overlooked and while Kubrick

,! tempting to convey his

nightmarish ideas, he ne\ei

forgets that his intent is to be

entertaining, and he often in

terjects his frightening vision

with humorous sidelines.

A Clockwork Orange is the

kind of a film whose devastating

impact must speak for itself The
film stands as a paramount
tribute to the genius of Stanley

Kubrick, and it rests as a highly

laudable attempt to create the

most thematically breath-

taking and paralyzing film ever

made

SOUTHWEST S/NEMA PRESENTS

PIT and the Pendulum
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Roadrunner Cartoon
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Basic Audio

Channel Sound
By FRANK JOHNSON

Think back, if you will, to the

year 1957. If nostalgia conjures

up pleasant thoughts, consider

the dilemma presented to hard-

core audiophiles who had just

heard about the successful

Westrex stereo disc. Long
accustomed to hearing music

out of a single speaker, they

were now confronted with the

possibility that soon they would

have to double up on their

amplifier, their speaker, their

preamp; shuck their old mono
cartridge, and adapt their tuner

for multiplex (which was
standardized 4 years later) if

they were to successfully climb

on the stereo bandwagon. The
technical problems many
audiophiles faced were enough

to prompt them to buy entirely

new rigs, for some equipment

simply could not be adapted.

Then think back a little less

further to the year 1969. Editor

William Anderson, noted for his

flowery editorials in Stereo

Review, attended one of the

first 4-channel showings.

Borrowing a line from John
Reed's Ten Days That Shook the

World, an account of the 1917

Bolshevik revolution, Anderson

stated: "1 have heard the

future, and it works. " Three

years have passed since An-

derson's comment. and
audiophiles are once again

faced with the problem of

doubling their stereo equipment

and going 4-channel. Mean
while. Mr. Anderson hasn't told

lit, now that the future is here,

whether or not it's still working

Atter attending several audio

seminars on the subject, and

reading a number of excellent

articles dealing with 4-channel.

1 have formulated an opinion

about what I feel it should ac-

complish - and also what it

shouldn t accomplish. The
object of stereo, you will recall,

is to supply sonic dimension; by

blending the sound together

from two sources, a

spaciousness results that is

unobtainable with mono
reproduction. Neither of the two

channels should be in

predominance, theoretically,

and that is why most stereo sets

have balance controls to make
sure the image is centered

accurately between the two

speakers To derive the two

channels, many recordings use

a multitude of microphones and

blend or mix the channels

together with the aid of

professional mike mixers and

multi-track tape recorders. The
finished product emerges in the

form of two-channel material,

and we can extract this in-

formation in its simplest form

by a 2-channel tape recorder;

with more complexity, a stereo

phono cartridge,and with

considerable complexity, a

multiplex FM receiver.

It has. however, been known
for some time that much of the

sound we listen to is rever-

berant sound, the intensity of

which depends on our

surroundings. If we imagine

ourselves sitting at the bottom

of a gigantic teacup, and an

orchestra playing from one side

of the cup, we can expect to

have reverberent sound
reaching us from all sides,

because the cup is reflecting the

sound on a parabolic axis. If, on

the other hands, we imagine

ourselves attending a small

string quartet concert out-of-

doors, then only the direct

sound will reach us; there are

no reflective surfaces nearby to

give us reverberant sound.

At this point you should ask:

where does 4-channel come in?

It's a fair question. In the in-

stance of an out-of-door concert,

which is now becoming a

frequent enjoyment in the

summer (New York's Central

Park Concerts are an example),

not much usefulness emerges.

The unused 2 channels, if they

are there, are wasted.

Audio engineers have
maintained that, due to

reflective sounds within a

concert hall, there is a need for

4-channel reproduction to catch

internal reverberations. They

do not all agree as to whether or

not the volume of the rear

channels should match that of

the front, and where the listener

should sit when 4 channels are

in operation. Thev also do not

seem to know whether all 4

chronization, or phase, with the

other one. Phase relationships

occur often in music, and also

quite frequently in recorded

music. Stereo speakers have to

be phased so that the "+" ter-

minal on each speaker

corresponds to the "+•" or "8 oh-

m" tor equivalent) connection

on the amplifier terminal. The

effect of a 2-channel out-of-

phase relationship is a loss of

bass and a scattered stereo

image. I will go into this in

detail in a future column.

Beyond the decoders and

matrix systems, what remains

in the 4-channel electronic

armada is in the experimental

stage. JVC (Japan Victor

Corp.) has announced a 4-

channel phono cartridge, which

utilizes a stylus called the

Shibata stylus, after its

designer. It is arranged so that

it picks up an ultrasonic,

modulated frequency (50kHz.)

to reproduce matrixed in-

formation, and in so doing it

extracts 2 extra channels from

Is the future in this man's hands?

decoder, which simulates 4-channel

speakers should be identical or

not. and they can't answer the

question about the amount of

amplifier power needed, either.

AH in-all. there seems to be an

inordinate amount of unan-

swered questions facing the

audtophile who wishes to double

his stereo system (and his

budget, to boot)

At the moment there are

Ml eral means of obtaining four

channels The simplest way is to

use a 4-channel tape recorder

that records all channels in the

same direction (most 4-track

recorders record and play back

only 2 channels per direction).

A more elaborate system would

include an 8-track recorder, so

that each direction can be used.

It should be noted that 8-track

recorders, used since 1965 in

great profusion in automobiles,

are ideal for this purpose.

(Some 4-channel auto tape

decks are already becoming

quite popular ). Each channel on

the tape head can be stacked in

a staggered arrangement
(necessary to reduce adjacent

channel interference while

being played) The one-

direction-only 4-track system,

however, is usually preferred

by purists because it is capable

of inherently better per-

formance. All that is needed is

another stereo amplifier and 2

more speakers for 4-channel

reproduction.

This arrangement, however,

restricts the medium because a

tape recorder must always be

used. For other sources, we
need a device that synthesize 4

channels by two methods: I.)

utilizing phase relationships

and extracting the two extra

channels, and 2.) matrixing, or

imprinting, phase information

by a process called encoding, so

that during the decoding

playback process 4 channels

can be created. The second

system is inherently more
accurate than the first, and it is

in this area that most 4 channel

attention is being focused.

At this juncture a discussion

of phase should make things

clearer. Sound waves are. as

you recall, sine waves of plus

and minus values: alternate

pulses of compression and

rarefaction. If we superimpose

1 sine waves over each other

and introduce a lag in one of

them, it is out of syn-

Hes holding one of the varieties of the Electro-Voice Stereo-4 Matrix

reproduction from matrixed stereo information.

The 2 types of decoders utilize

this scattering principle to

synthesize new sound sources.

The phase differences are

assorted tand in some cases,

inverted 180 I in the matrix

system, and in the simple

decoding device phase
relationships already in the

recording device phase

relationships already in the

recording are utilized.

No one decoding system has

yet been agreed on; a variety of

decoders have been patented,

beginning with the Scheiber

system, one of the first to ap-

pear in 1969. The advantage of

the first decoding system
(properly known as a •phase-

synthesis'' system) is that it

does not require another am-
plifier. One of these phase

synthesis decoders is the

Dynaco Quadapter; it also

shares the distinction of being

about the cheapest decoder

available, selling in kit form for

under $25.

3 more elaborate decoders

exist under the matrix system,

which requires another am-
plifier. (I am listing the most

common and important, though

others appear on the market

daily) The first of these is the

Electro-Voice "Stereo Quad"-4,

which was one of the original

matrix systems introduced. It

has been recently reworked so

that its rear separation is better

than before. Next is the Sansui

matrix system, an interim

device that comes complete

with balancing meters. There

are several models out at the

moment, fitting a variety of

budgets. Perhaps the most
important of the three is the

CBS? Sony system, developed

under a cooperative deal. An
agreement is pending so that

this may well be the standard

for future encoded recordings,

because it has the best rear

separation and overall per-

formance. All these decoders

share a common heritage,

although their individual cir-

cuitry may differ to a certain

extent. The audible differences

between them depend primarily

on the compatibility of each

system used. If, say, the EV
system is used with the CBS SQ
system, some rather wierd

results happen because the

phased information is un-

dergoing a different process.

those already in the groove. The
very high frequency

necessitates extremely low

tracing forces, so widespread

inexpensive use is not likely.

No multiplex 4-channel FM
system exists at the moment,

although one will probably

appear very soon Between 1958

and 1961 a "variety of stereo FM
systems were proposed, but it

took 3 years to settle on a

design, and perhaps more will

be needed for 4-channel FM.
The main problem concerns

adapting existing stereo FM

tuners for 4-channel multiplex,

and also whether or not mono
FM radios will accurately pick

up broadcast 4-channel

multiplex.

As to 4-channel sound itself, in

many cases it may suffer from

the same exaggerated
separation typical of early

stereo, which some writers

have cynically called the "ping-

pong effect". Gimmick-minded
promoters have put out 4-

channel systems which leave

the listener in some doubt as to

where the next sonic insult will

emerge; such systems have

done much more harm than

good in promoting the idea,

which is primarily reverberant

sound as an augmentation I not

a replacement) for con-

ventional 2-channel stereo.

After this discussion, it should

be quite obvious that one cannot

arrive at true 4-channel sound

by simply adding 2 extra

speakers to his stereo system!

In the final analysis, I

recommend caution in

evaluating 4 channel sound. At

the time of this writing, no one

system has been agreed upon,

and those that seem to be the

logical standard are continually

being reworked (re. the EV-4

system). There is also the

danger that certain models are

not compatible with the future

standards, and furthermore,

there is a problem with records

and FM Perhaps the best

temporary advice is to invest

your money into a good stereo

system rather than a mediocre

4 channel system. If you
already have a good system,

probably the cheapest method
of experimenting might include

the Dynaco Quadapter method,

because another amp is not

needed (although another pair

of speakers is) Because of

these unresolved problems-and

the resultant confusion - 1 leave

predicting the future to Mr
Anderson of Stereo Review, and
continue to regard the 4-channel

rage with some interest, but no

patronage.
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Poor Richard's Puzzle

Musical Maze
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Weekend Continued
elements banal, the sentimentality too

thick to cut, the performances over-

blown, the music, courtesy of Cat

Stevens flat, the direction one step

removed from a television commercial,

in short a flat, unappealing, mishmash

of clumsily drawn ideas

The Hospital (Academy of Music.

Northampton)
The world of a big city hospital is

brought to life in this grim but often

funny film that deals with bizarre and

exaggerated situations of medical in-

competence, the violent aspects of New

York City life, and the bitter story of a

middle aged doctor who is suffering

from the termination of a bad marriage.

The film stars George C. Scott. Diana

Rigg. and is directed by Arther Hiller.

with script by Paddy Chavesky

The Last Picture Show (Palace Cinema.

West Springfield)

The Best American Film of last year

is this depressing, bleak vision of life

about the coming of age of three

youngsters in a small Texas town in

1951. Directed by Peter Bogdanovich.

the film is a straightforward well

crafted, well-acted narrative about the

perils of growing up in the finest

tradition of the great Hollywood

directors

The Lion In Winter (Saturday, Sage
Hall, Smith College, 7 and 9:30)

Kathenne Hepburn and Peter O'Toole

match wits in this screen adaptation of

William Goldman's dynamic, if not a bit

too contemporary, look at the

relationship between King Henry II and

his Queen, Eleanor The performances

and the bitter rancor are marvelous to

watch, even if they are probably

historically inaccurate The story

concerns what happens when Henry
calls back to England his three sons and

his caged Queen to bitterly fight out who
the aging king's hier will be. The
dialogue sounds like misplaced A I bee

and the situations are as wry as they are

entertaining The performances are the

films chief virtues, especially when
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Last Week's Answers

Hepburn and O'Toole are center-screen.

OToole plays a much more mature and

better thought out Henry than he played

in the earlier Becket and Hepburn is her

usual fully professional, completely

camptivating self in her Oscar-Winning

portrayal The film is an large, en-

tertaining historical pageant, well acted

and plotted

Made For Each Other (Calvin Theater,

Northampton)
The people who made Lovers and

Other Strangers have returned with a

genuinely likeable comedy about two

people leading decidely separate lives

and decide to live together Their

romance is stormy, but watching this

couple, delightfully portrayed by the

film's authors Renee Taylor and Joseph

Bolgna, makes for a joyful film.

Pit And The Pendulum (Fr/riay,

Hampden Dining Commons, 8, 10, 12)

Roger Corman's richly perverse

adaptation of the popular Edgar Allen

Poe story The image the story creates

of a man locked away in a chamber with

a huge razor-sharp pendulum swinging

above him is extremely well used in the

climax and Corman, tne master of B-

movie horror, fills the rest of the story

with enough creepy sequences of horror

The story takes place in Sixteenth

Century Spain in a dank castle where

medieval torture is at its peak and

where a young man searches for his

imprisoned sister Vincent Price once

again makes for the best screen mad
man and John Kerr is featured in this

good piece of creepy entertainment

Zaehariah (Saturday. Mahar, 6:30, 8:30,

10:30)

Dribble, plain and simple, is this first

rock and roll Western It approaches

parodying the Western with about as

much wit as a revival of the 1955 Har-

vard Hasty Pudding Show The humor
insults not only your intelligence but

also your basic well-being and the final

melancholy effect is an unconvincing as

it is flat The soundtrack is the best

aspect of the film and even that is a

disappointment

SATURDAY NIGHT

THE DYNAMIC

DESSATATIONS
return

to

She Httglisli }Jub

9:30-1 Only5<X Dancing
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Weekend
By MARY LOU GORDON AND

BOB NESTI

Theater
The UMass Fine Arts Council will host

the Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theater for a one-week residency, in-

cluding four performances in Bowker
Auditorium, on the UMass Campus,
Tuesday-Friday, March 21-24. All

(See page 4.)

Two different programs will be of-

fered Tuesday and Wednesday, March
21 and 22, the program will include

"Flowers," a new work first performed

in Jan. 1971 which features the music of

Pink Floyd, Blind Faith, and Janis

Joplin; "Suspension." created in the

early 1940s on the theme of gravitation,

it shows itself to be the precursor of

avant-garde abstract dance being

performed in the American Modem
Dance field today; "Cry," a solo, per-

formed by Judith Jamison, dedicated

"for all black women everywhere-
especially our mothers" and set to the

music of Alice Coltrane. Laura Nyro and

The Voices of East Harlem; and

"Revelations." a suite that explores the

motivations and emotions of American
Negro religious music, which, like its

heir, the blues, takes many forms.

The Thursday and Friday programs

will include (see change page 4) a solo

by Dudley Williams which includes

"Hermit Songs," four small dances

based on poems translated from
anonymous Irish texts of the 8th to 13th

centuries, telling of the simple life these

men led. close to nature, to animals and

to God M>th. a new work set to

music by Igor Stravinsky (Symphonies

of Wind Instruments); and "Mary Lou's

Mass (Dances of Praise).'*

choreographed by Ailey to a jazz mass
by Mary Lou Williams. Walter Terry, of

the Saturday Review, describing "Mary
Lou's Mass", which premiered in New-

York City. Dec. 9. 1971. says. "It is a

beautiful work, filled with reverence

and jubilation, confession and humor
."

The Alley company will also conduct a

series of master classes Monday. March
p m in the WiMM Women's

Physical Education Building Saturday.

March 25 members of the company will

travel to Greenfield and Springfield to

conduct workshops, and they'll also

conduct an advanced master class at

I \1.

The Impresario

Mozart's The Impressario. a one-act

musical comedy with spoken dialogue,

will be presented Friday and Saturday

at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in

Theatre 14 at Smith College The opera

was first performed in 1786 in the court

nt Emperor Josef II Musically, the

opera is a model of dramatic precision

It concerns the problems of an opera

manager of the old school, and the

rivalry, both professional and amorous,

between an aging prima donna and a

young, ambitious soubrette.

Little Marx Sunshine

The Rick Beyosan operetta is

reviewed on page 12.

The Trial of the Catensville Nine

Political activist Daniel Berrigan

critically acclaimed drama about the

recent trial in which Berrigan and his

followers were convicted for destruction

of draft files,The play will be performed

in the Studio Theatre. South College.

Friday and Saturday at 8, Saturday

evening at 10:30. and Sunday at 3:30.

Reservations must be made in advance

through the Bartlett Box Office, 345-2579

as seating is limited.

Music
Amherst Folklore Center

March 17, 18 and 19 at 8:00 the Center

will feature Michael Cooney, who has

recently cut his first album titled

Michael Cooney or the Cheese Stands

Alone. Although relatively unknown.

Cooney has been around the world of

lolk music for quite some time, and he

has performed in over 60 college con-

certs Along with guitar and banjo.

Cooney plays about eight other in

struments. and has a smooth country

stvle that is reminiscent of Pete Seger

Countrv Comfort Coffee House

This week. Saturday, 8 to 12:30, in the

basement of Crabtree House the

featured performers will be Elegy.

Twilight Trio, Charlie Ortolani. Floyd

Fleming, Larry Brerthards, and Sogo

Wolf.

Julliard String Quartet

The Juilliard String Quartet, one of

the world's leading chamber ensembles,

will perform Friday at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium at UMass. In addition to its

evening concert, the quartet will hold a

special open rehearsal at 2 p.m.

Reserved tickets for the concert are

available through the University's Fine

Arts Council. 125 Herter Hall, 545-0202.

The open rehearsal is open to the public

without charge.

For the UMass concert, the quartet

will perform Cherubini's Quartet No. 1

in E. Flat Major, String Trio, Opus 20 by

Anton Webern, and Johannes Brahms'

Quartet in A Minor, opus 51, No. 2.

Little Latin Larry
This Friday. St. Patrick's Day, March

17, Kennedy Lower will present Little

Latin Larry and his Loopie Louies with

the Fabulous Latinaires, and the

Luscious Latinettes starring Miss Fifi

LaBod in another of the fabled Greaser

Dancesthat have been so nifty in the past.

The group is made up of none other than

Little Latin Larry, of course, Chico

DeNicole on bass, Tony Santore on

drums, Dominique Peroso on lead guitar

and Greg Gionoffrio playing organ,

piano and rhythm guitar The excitingly

choreographed Latinaires who also back

up the vocals are in reality Garabaldi

Barcelona, Butchy Meachi, and the

Sanchez Brothers Doing the dancing

and adding to the good looks and general

class of the group are Fifi LaBod and
Angel Pasta. They've been together for

almost four years and always put a

great show on for their UMass fans.

They'll be rocking in the Ballroom for

the mere price of $1.25 for straight-

dressed numbers and $1 .00 for those who
choose to come in the spirit of the Fifties

either greased or wearing white socks.

There will also be two other fine groups

entertaining: Ready, Smithline and
Baltimore and Fort Mudge, both Boston

groups The festivities begin at 8:30.

Don't miss it

Svmphonv Band Concert

This coming Sunday. March 19, the

University Symphony Band will present

a concert in Bowker Auditorium The

• nsemble will be conducted by Larry

Weed. Director of Bands Works to be

presented include the third movement of

BerliOS'l GraaiC Svmphonie Funegre et

Itiomphale and Town Piper Music by

Richard Mohaupt Also included on the

program are Svmphonv *ll by

Hovhaness and four movements of

Mozart's Serenade fit. The concert is

tree and the public is cordially inv ited to

attend

Films

The Boy Friend (Fox. Springfield"

Ken Russell's scintillating rein-

tegrates Sandy Wilson's 1954 stage

parody of the musicals of the Twenties

It is a wide eyed, colorful, affectionate

valentine to the genius of Thirties

filmusical director Busby Berkeley and
• instant delight all the way The story

blends stage and screen techniques as it

tells the tired but true story of backstage

intrigue and love, this time concerning a

third-rate theater troupe performing

their show The Boy Friend in the British

provinces during the early Thirties The

technical effects are adroitly blended,

the period feel is well portrayed, and the

performances are as much warm as

they are wonderful as their hasn't been a

bigger, more successful camp ex-

travaganza since the Musical's heyday

in the Forties. Russell is, as usual, a

victim of grosse indulgence, but here is

such an apparent virtue that the whole

film, in fact every frame, shines with his

genius. A surprise too. is the per-

formance of Twiggy in her first starring

role; she sings well enough, dances even

better, and has a most appealling screen

personality

Cabaret (Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield)

The most acclaimed film thus far this

year is this film version of the 1967 stage

musical which adeptly synthesized the

Rise of Nazism with the decadance of

Berlin in 1930. The stage musical

completely altered the form as it

brazenly used music as commentary to

the story's action On the stage it was a

serious, sharp, ingenious spectacle and

on the screen it's further accentuated

Director Bob Fosse, scriptwriter Jay

Allen, and songwriters John Kander and

Fred Ebb have sharpened the original

material and in the process have

reinterpreted the musical film. The

musical is a sardonic, accurate ren-

dering of the last days of the Weimer

Republic seen through the characters

and incidents of a young British's in-

tellectual stay there. Much of the action,

all of the musical numbers, take place in

Alvin
a local cabaret where Joel Grey's

performance as the evil Master of

Ceremonies exemplifies the era. The

film benefits greatly from the startling

interpretation of Liza Minnelli as the

amoral Sally Bowles and Grey's

haunting holdover from the stage.

Thematically and cinematically one of

the most interesting films of the season

and the first jolt the musical film has

been given in decades. To be reviewed.

Th«- Cowboys ( Eastfield Mall Cinema.

Springfield)

John Wayne as a rancher who hires

school kids to take cattle on a long, hard

trek while his regular broncs hunt gold

is what this strong, disturbing Western

The emphasis is on a slick, stylizized

Western product in the traditional

Hollywood manner and the film is light

years from Met abe and Mrs. Miller,

and the work of Sam Peckinpah It's a

typical John Wayne Western What is

disturbing about it is the manipulation of

the boys which in the end results in a

gratutious bloody melee where the boys

are judged men by the number of dirty

villians they kill. Wayne is fine, if you

can take his usual overbearing manner,

and the film is effective adventure

thanks to director Mark Rydell. Still the

twists towards the end when the boys

become murderers is a bit hard to bear

Dirty Harry (Showcase Cinema, W.

Springfield

)

Detective Comics in Panavision with

Clint Eastwood as a San Franciscan

counterpart to crime-fighting the super

hero comic strip characters. A shrewd,

taut, well made thriller that pits

Eastwood as Dirty Harry against insane

murderer named Scorpio. Harry is

something to be seen as he single-

handedly quenches a bank robbery

without even sweating and Scorpio often

does Harry one better in this sharp

fantasy thriller. The theme of the film is

simplistic dribble about how liberals are

responsible for letting culprits like

Scorpio out on the streets and the

message may be laid on a bit too thick at

the end, still those apparent flaws are all

but glossed over under the firm,

ingenious hand of director Don Seigel

Kl Topo (the Talkie. Northampton)

One of the year's most controversial

films, some have hailed it as a

significant metaphor for the plight of

modern man in the form of a

freewheeling Western, others have

called it pretentious dribble. The story

follows the wanderings of a black -clad

gunfighter who wanders about some of

the most graphically imaginative

cinematic horrors in quite some time.

The film is ladened with Biblical

references; from having the head-

shaven title hero represent Jesus to

having specific incidents seem out of the

Alley
Bible. The talent is there, in director and

star Alexandro Jodorowsky, although it

is now in a very rough form. Still, in

many ways an imaginative and im-

portant film from Latin America which

shouldn't be dismissed

Fiddler on the Roof I Showcase Cinemas.

West Springfield)

A mundane version of the longest

running musical in Broadway history

The disappointing epic comes away by

director Norman Jewison who has

employed needless flashy techniques in

the transition. The musical becomes

bottom heavy and static when blown up

on a Super Panavision screen and

blasted out of twelve stereo speakers.

The show itself has grace, charm, and a

natural warmth and are all but

eliminated here Instead every moment
reeks with phony folklines and cornball

routines The excellent Bock-Harnick

store has been homogenized in musical

interludes embarrassing at best

The (iang That Couldn't Shoot Straight

(Jerrv Lewis Cinemas. Northampton)

The film version of the very funny

Jimmy Breslin satire on the Mafia has

the only distinction of naming that group

by name, otherwise the Brotherhood

should sue for being so ineptly por

trayed The adaptation is flat, the

direction rather foolish, and the per-

formances too broad and ethnically

defined to be effective The farce isn't

funny, only stupid as this clunking satire

of inflated characters and situations

only proves that lack of restraint does

not necessarily conote hilarity. The

story concerns the rivalry between two

New York gangs, one led by Jo Van
Fleet, and the large cast features Jerry

Orbach, Leigh Taylor Young, Lionel

Sander, and Robert DeNiro.

(iet Carter (Sunday, Student Union

Ballroom, 7 and 9:30)

A story of revenge very well por

trayed. This British based film concerns

a gangster who returns to his home in

Newcastle to avenge the murder of his

brother. Michael Caine is very effective

as the man pursued as director Mike
Hodges has quite vividly captured the

underworld millieu with the right

amounts of sordidity and intrigue. The
film is well-plotted and consistantly

entertaining, despite the occasional

violent moments
Harold and Maude (Amherst Cinema,
Amherst I

A charmless, insipid black comedy
that, believe it or not, comes our way
with more sugar frosting than in most

sentimental comedies. The film features

Ruth Gordon and Bud Cort, she as an
eighty year old lifeforce, he as a suicidal

twenty year old, who have a love affair.

The humor is silly or offensive, the black
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Senate Passes WMUA And Concerts Budgets
BvCHAHLKYBKHKOW

The Student Senate passed an

amendment to increase the budget

of the Social Action Committee,

defeated amendments to decrease

the Daily Collegian budget,

defeated amendments to increase

WMUA's budget, and passed an

amendment to increase its own

operating budget to pay its of-

ficers

The amending went on at last

night's first special Student Senate

meeting, called to pass RSO
budgets.

The Senate decided to add $10,000

to the 802G Senate Social Action

account This money will go

towards the establishment of a

concert committee. It was pointed

out during debate that these funds

could be used either for

organization purposes or for

paying for a group to perform.

After debate as to how much the

state and private foundations were

giving, the Senate voted to con-

tinue its $30,000 contribution for the

Collegiate Committee for the

Fducation of Black Students

(CCEBS). This came during

debate of the Senate Sponsored

Program account.

Also debated here was the

contribution to the Five-College

Student Coordinating Committee.

On The Inside

:

Rents Budget Slashed
See page two

Walpole Riot Stopped
See page four

Senate President Lee Sandwen
moved that these funds, some
$13,895, be stricken After debate

on UMass students' participation

in the Five-College exchange, and

a motion to cut back the funds as a

token move, the original amount
was passed.

Senate Treasurer Skip Olmstead

introduced an amendment to

decrease the Collegian printing

budget by four pages on Fridays A
binding clause, also defeated,

which was attached to this

amendment, would have required

the four pages to come out of Poor

Richard's.

"Doing that is tantamount to

censorship," said Nathan
Gorenstein. Collegian Managing
Fditor
Senate President Lee Sandwen

agreed.

"It's not our. the Senate's, job to

decide the number of pages of the

Collegian or what size pictures go

on the front page," he said.

The Senate also defeated a

proposal by Mira Marshal to kill

Poor Richard's by cutting the

Collegian printing budget by

$22,000.

The Collegian budget was
amended to require the paper to

bring in $5,000 more of advertising

Olmstead noted in proposing the

increase that the Collegian has

consistently been more successful

in bringing in advertising than it has

anticipated

WMUA Business Manager.
Sheldon Katz. asked some senators

to propose various additions to the

WMUA budget They did. but most
of them were defeated, including a

proposal to pay the Director of

Personnel Management $25 per

week rather than the $15 he was
budgeted for and explained a

proposal to replace the Police

radio scanning monitor, which was
stolen.

A motion to make WMUA drop

either its UPI or AP wire service

and replace it with an "un-

derground" news service was
defeated

The Senate passed an amend
ment to its Operations budget to

pay officers. The amendment
passed 34 to 9. with 3 abstentions,

despite considerable debate.

"Anyone who needs an outside

income cannot be an officer..."

said Rents and Fees Committee
Chairman Bob Chiller during the

debate, unless the officers get paid

The President of the Senate will

be paid $200 per month, 9 months a

year. The Speaker and Treasurer

will each be paid $150 a month, 9

months a year
"This has come up in at least the

last \ years that I know of." s.ud

Senate Vice-President John
Hogan Last year, it was defeated

twice by referendum
However. Rents and K»< s

Committee Chairman Bob Chiller

predicts that it won't happen again

this year.

"The Senate is a lot closer

together this year." he explained

Last year, he said, the referenda

were sponsored by dissatisfied

senators.

A motion to pay chairmen of

standing committees $10 00 per

week was defeated.

Other budgeLs passed by the

Senate last night were:

-The Course Description Guide
$17,670 00. including $5,000 for

hiring faculty or TA's;
- the Student Senate Auto Pool

$12,864.00, mostly for the

acquisition of 3 autos:

-the Student Judiciaries $1,000 00;

the Office of the General Counsel

$25,220:

Finance Committee, $5,000;

--University and State Com-
munications Council. $3,420;

-Draft Counseling, $6,850;

Northampton Volunteers. $772; a

motion to limit this group to

transportation only was defeated;

-Room To Move, $57,060; most of

this amount. $54,175. is from a

government grant
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D.mocratu National Chairman Lawrence OBrien. who stressed

the need for south leadership in the Democratic Part> in a speech

before the Springfield Rotarv ( lub last Friday (MDC Photo by Jim

(.old'

O'Brien Stresses

Youth Activism
B\ Bll I MWBl IU.

•uth must take over the leadership of the party for the Democratic

par lies with the vouth. said Lawrence F. O'Brien. Democratic

National rhairman in an interview following an address before the

lub Friday at a $30 a plate luncheon O'Brien stated

dorm insures broad base youth participation and

decision making in the future There will be delegates to the national

are under 1 uth is disenchanted with the political

,re millions of other Americans While at this time more

registering as Democrats than Republicans. O'Brien an-

ticipat- lD voting participation to be low

.mmented that the Democratic presidential nomination is

n and it will not be decided until the convention, and that after the

convention in Miami Beach he believes the party will be "together ' The

chairman would not comment on a specific candidate, declaring he must

remain neutral

H< ned the idea of a national primary calling the concept worth

jt felt that there are many pitfalls and difficulties which

need careful review and clarification

Sp, atnck's Day in his hometown. O'Brien called for a

n American society

He said the great challenge of the 70s is not the immediate Presidential

. ampaign but the credibilitv and trust of our system which is now being

. d Where is this nation going m the 1970V asked the Democratic

rman Today millions of people question the system of ours, and

•ider if it can meet the commitments of the future

on the threshold of 1972 Americans won't tolerate a government with

no sa\ Politicians are not held in high regard by the people these days,

and according to O'Brien this is the reason for such poor citizen in-

volvement Looking to the future. O'Brien sees that political leaders

must appeal to their conscience and humanity, and not to what is

politically popular He wants the system tested head to head and he

hopes the internal reform the Democratic Party has recently undergone

will enable it to meet the challenge of the future

O'Brien has one year remaining on his four year term as national

chairman and he has 'no desire to maintain the position
."
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Housing Budget Slashed

Bn STEVE TRIPOLI
Last Saturdav the Rents and Fees Committee met

with Chuck Hampton of the Housing Office The

result of the meeting was a slash of approximately

$400,000 from the housing budget presented to the

committee at last Thursday's meeting This cuts the

proposed raise in housing costs about $40 per person

to about $70 per year

Mike Gregorv of the committee explained the cuts

Most of them came from the area of environmental

change This includes requests for furniture

replacement and kitchenettes in dormitories " He

explained that most of the cuts in kitchenette

request- were not complete cuts, but cuts from a

request tor a number of kitchenettes to an allocation

or just one kitchenette per dorm
The committee is still exploring all possibilities of

getting raises down to zero Committee Chairman

Sunnv todav high in the forties Tonight will be COM lows 25-30, so

m -till possible m be snuggle up while there's still an

prepared tor anything Spring has exca

sprung can the mud be far behind

"

Robert Chiller stressed the need for student support if

anvthing is to be accomplished

As things stand now | if no further action is taken by

the committee i the rent increase will total about $70

per person Add this to a proposed $10 per semester

meal ticket increase, a definite $:J.r>o per semester

Health Services increase already approved by the

committee in order to provide better service* and a

rv possible' , in Gregory's words, telephone rate

increase of $7-8 per semester, and the picture for next

semester is bleak

On Tuesday the committee meets with represen-

tatives of Food Services and the Campus Center in

the morning and Housing in the evening. The

meetings arc expel ted to Continue until the com-

mittee reaches some kind of accord with the people

ng for the bicn

Report SaysAmherst-UMass Happy
A commission charged with

mining the financial

arrange oetween Amherst
and the I M > it is basically

happy with the arrangement.
although it is recommending some
changes
The town is receiving some

d year from the state in

lieu of taxes on university-owned

land, the commission says Such a

system of payment is superior" to

other possibilities and we feel thi>

m is highly beneficial to the

town
"

The comments are contained in

the report of the Town-l'niver-

Study Commission, which

tented the results of its year

jdy to town meeting
•hi> week

The recent growth of the

university prompted the formation

of the commission at last ye.

town meeting The report says

\mherst has a resident population
• and the university, which

udent in 1958. now
i population o:

In addition the university in 1958

held 839 acre- ;n town Now it ow ns
•

This rate of growth has ac-

centuated the dilemma presented

the university the necessity of

providing numbers of people and
public services for grow.i.g

buildings, and the increase in tax

-npt land caused by the

property tax base for town
revenue the report says.

The commission additionally

recommended that

The town not provide special

equipment to fight fires at high-

Correction
Due to an error in copy editing

there were two mistakes in

Friday's story on the General

faculty meeting

One, the amendment to change
the purpose of the Fac-Sen was not

killed, and will be voted on at the

next general faculty meeting Two.
Bernard Bussel did not propose an
amendment to the Athletic Council

motion He asked that the general

facultv overrule the Fac-Sen
Athletic Council motion, which did

not happen

iormitones at I Mats and that

the university pay part ot the town

partment budget based on

the percentage of fire calls to the

university

—The university contribute to

the Police Department budget.

either directly or in the form of

equipment and be responsible for

special events at I' Mass that

require police supervision

-The university should not be

required to make 'set annual

payments for local schools, but

could make "direct or indirect

payments trom time to time

The university explore an
expanded public transportation

-wem to reduce the me of pri

- by members of the university

community, to reduce traffic

congestion and to slow road wear

The university begin a

program of education to reduce
unnecessary use of water to

alleviate a potential water shor

tage crisis

The report noted that the
university has made some ad-

ditional contributions to the town in

PLAZA SHELL

Open 24 Hours!

Fxclusive Foreign Car
Towing

Allstate Road Service

Professional American
and Foreign Car Repair

253-9000

Rt. !) between
University Drive and
Stop & Shop

the past These include half the

cost ot | 133,000 fire truck in 1964,

donation ot a fSSjBtS truck in 1968.

((instruction in 19W) of Marks
Meadow laboratory school for the

(Mass School ol Kducation. which
saved the town from financing a

new elementary school.'' payment
for metered water used, main-

tenance of water lines on campus
and payment of sewer use charges

The 14 page reports said it was
pleased with the present

arrangement. but added.
"Nevertheless, we do recommend
an increased dialog between
university and town officials and

tin contribution of funding and

materials by the university to the

town from time to time for events

ami eervictl which are a special

financial burden to the town, but

directly applicable to the

universitv

Iteprinted from the Springfield

I n ion

)

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

"Jerry and Abbie couldn't organize a

Luncheon, much less a Revolution."

— Rolling Stone

"Rules for Radicals"

OR: The Revolt of the Powerless People

Monday,
March 20

7:00 S.U.B

dvp
lecture series

Brother Julius, the self-proclaimed "Son of God," offers ominous

warnings about the future, during his three hour address at the

Campus Center Auditorium on Friday. (MDC photo by Jim

Lavarkas)

Brother Julius And
The Future Of Man

By SHARON McGOURTY
Brother Julius, the self-proclaimed "Son of God" spoke at the

Campus Center Auditorium on Friday from two until five p.m. to a

crowd of about 300.

Julius, a large, dark, bearded man, dressed in long brown robes

was introduced by one of his disciples who was also dressed in a

long, but white robe.

Julius took the platform and began in a quiet, low-key almost

spiritless manner and proclaimed. "I haven't come to he to you,

I've come to tell you something about God." And tell he did.

Julius Christ claims that he is God and that he came to earth once

as Jesus Christ and has now come again as Julius Christ to redeem

the men of today. He prophesized great destruction in the future

and the control of the world by a "dictator worse than Hitler" by

1980

As Brother Julius' warnings about the destruction that will ensue

became more ominous he yelled fervently from the stage of mans

blindness and shortcomings that lead to evil Julius had great

knowledge of Scripture and often cited scriptural passages as an

attempt to prove that his coming has been proclaimed in the Bible

All through his speech, Julius continued to remind his audience

that if. "you love the truth you will recognize my voice," or "I am

the one the only the true son of God." He constantly emphasized

the fact that he has the ability to heal. "If there is any malady in

your body. I can heal it.
' and "There are some of you who have

cancer in your body right now and don't even know it-I will heal

you "
All that was required to be "healed" was a belief in the fact

that Julius is God.

After speaking. Julius invited the audience to "tear me to shreds

with questions " The questions, though spirited, were generally

respectful Eventually some of the more rambunctious members of

the audience became involved in complicated and heated debates

with Brother Julius.
,

fBALO MOUNTAIN

ROAD';

SUG Board Decision Coming
By DON BISHOP

Friday morning's Collegian reported that a set-

tlement of the recent SUG Board-Administration

controversy over hiring and firing of management
staff in the Campus Center appeared imminent.

Friday afternoon produced no settlement on the

essential questions and an impromptu meeting

between representatives of SUG Board and Acting

Chancellor Bromery on Saturday morning. At

Saturday's session, another compromise on Article 7

(the SUG Board by-law which is at the center of the

present controversy) was drawn up, which was ac-

cepted by SUG Board representatives Barry Cohen

and Guy Ross and the representative of Dr.

Bromery: Russell Kraus.

Both sides were not totally satisfied with the

agreement reached at this time. The question arose

from the SUG Board members as to whether the

Chancellor had the constitutional power to appoint

management personnel to the Campus Center,

without the approval of the SUG Board. This

question, which is still unresolved, could prove to be a

major area of difficulty between the SUG Board and

the Chancellor's office.

The feelings of SUG Board Chairperson Cohen are

that the Chancellor must not have the power of

initiation of appointment procedure in the Campus
Center, rather this must remain the domain of the

SUG Board, with the Chancellor having the veto

power over SUG Board management selections. It

appears that this whole question will only come to a

head when and if the Chancellor proceeds to act on his

own in appointing Campus Center management.

The problem still at hand is whether the Acting

Chancellor will accept the version of Article 7 drawn

WMPIRG
Bx SHELLEY l At ZO\

The UMass Board of Trustees'

approval is the prime objective for

WMPIRG action, according to Carl

Sapolin. a spokesman for the

Nader-inspired group

Sapolin went on to say: "I feel

confident they will approve

WMPIRG- 1 can't see why they

won't After all. the Constitution

sayi that when the majority want-

something, minority rights an

protected
*'

•Over 55% of the student body

or approximately MM un

dergraduates. signed petitions

supporting WMPIRG." he said

Two or three graduate student-

are trving to get the mandatory

11% of that body, but it is not an all

out effort
"

l,ast week, the Student Senate

approved WMPIRG. paving the

way for the final decision by the

.ioard of Trustees Sapolin said

that a decision is expected by May.

at the latest

Immediate plans for the group

include contacting as many faculty

and Board of Trustee members as

possible to gain their support

Sapolin also said that legislators in

Boston may be approached for

their support of the group

PIRG's in Oregon. Minnesota,

and Vermont will be used as

Drugs Caused

UMass Death
The death of a Reading youth

who died Feb 25 on the campus of

the Universitv of Massachusetts.

Amherst, wasattributed Friday by

Medical Examiner Dr Sheldon

Clappof Amherst to an overdose of

opium alkaloids.

John Wristen. 19. was found by a

UMass student at fi am that day in

Pierpont Dormitory A spokesman

for the university said at the time

of his death that Wristen was not I

student thera

(Reprinted from the Dallj

Hampshire (ia/ettei

iumpim He added These are

the only three that have gone

before Boards of Trustees, and all

were approved with no problem."

\.> action can be taken by the

group until it is approved If ap-

proved. WMPIRG plans to

establish an off campus office, hire

professionals to aid in research

projects, and establish a tax refund

-\-tem

up on Saturday.

Administrator Kraus said on Saturday that he

expected to see Dr. Bromery Sunday night and get

Bromery's feelings on the latest version of Article 7,

and report back to SUG Board at that time. No word
of acceptance or rejection came iast night however,

as a definite decision was delayed until today.

Kraus on Saturday had expressed optimism that

Dr. Bromery would report back favorably on

Saturday's compromise. The postponement of final

action on it led some SUG Board members to believe

that the opposite would be the case.

The compromise resulted in the addtion of two

words to the main body of the original text of Article 7

sent to the Acting Chancellor These are the words

"broadly representative" which appear in the first

paragraph. The text follows below:

"Personnel Procedures: The Board Chair-

man will receive from the Director notification

of openings of any professional positions. The
Chairman will at that time appoint a broadly

representative search committe of not less than

three < :i » Board members to nominate to the

Board the candidates to fill the position.

Procedures for dismissal of a staff member
may be considered by the Board in executive

session. The Board may. if it chooses at this

time, create a committee of not less than three

(3) Board members to investigate the pending

dismissal A staff member may be dismissed by

a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Board members
Such actions are to be considered in executive

session if requested by the staff member under

consideration."

Trustees
sapolin also announced a series

ot lour cable television programs

dealing with the group, to be

broadcast in the near future

Produced by the Media Center and

WMPIRG, the programs will focus

on the basks ot a PIRG, its growth

and expansion in the Amherst

Montague and Route 9 area and

product quality The last program
remains undecided as yet

"When do we begin

to help our

children?"

SOS Needs Members

All University Community Students are

invited to join students offering support

to help bring about humane living

conditions at Belehertown State School.

Recruitment Meeting

Tuesday 8 p.m.

CC 805-809
L

Council

Presents

THE ALVIN AILEY

AMERICAN DANCE THEATER

4 Performances

Two Different Programs

Tues. - Pri., March 21 - 24

Bowker Aud. - 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: 125 Herter

Telephone 545-0202

ALL RESERVATIONS must be paid for

and picked up by 4 p.m. on the day of the

performance.
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In The Nation And The World

Assault Bv Guards
WALPOLE, Mass. (AP) — An assault by

prison guards to force 18 resisting inmates

into their cells at Walpole State Prison

Sunday ended with five of the prisoners and

two officers injured.

It left the entire inmate population locked

up but conditions were described as "ex-

tremely tense
"

A prison spokesman said Corrections

Commissioner John Boone had been at the

prison earlier in the day. but had not been

there since the violence started.

He returned to the institution at 8:20 p.m.,

walked past newsmen without comment and

entered the superintendent's office.

The outbreak was the second time within

two days that physical violence has broken

out at the maximum security prison.

Fridav night an estimated 150 of the 624

inmates rioted, causing an estimated

$200,000 in damage
They burned the prison library, wrecked

furniture and smashed windows

Prison Supt Robert Donnelly said at a

news conference that prison officials

decidedto lock up all of the inmates Sunday

afternoon in order to permit a conference

between prison authorities and the guards

following a negotiating session earlier with

a prisoners grievance committee.

Donnelly said the lockup proceeded

smoothly "until guards reached Cell Block 2,

where 18 prisoners barricaded themselves

on the cell block floor and in their cells and

refused to be locked in.

After three commands from Donnelly that

the prisoners enter their cells of their own

accord, an assault was ordered and a group

of guards forced their way past the

barricades and in a wild melee with the

inmates, who had armed themselves with

broken furniture and other implements,

forced all of them into their cells

Tear gas was used by guards in the

assault, but there were no reports of any

shots being fired

Donnelly said nine of the prisoners in

Block 2 had built their barrier on the ground

floor of the three tier blocks and another

nine built individual barricades at the doors

Walpole Riot
of their cells to prevent them from being

1 1 H ' W t *( 1

The guards first had to dislodge the in-

mates at the ground floor barricade and

then overcome and disarm the nine in-

dividuals who were in their cells.

The five injured prisoners, whose wounds

were described as serious although they

were able to walk from the cell block to the

prison hospital, were moved to

Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston

and to Norwood Hospital

They were identified as Fred Boyd, Ed-

ward Lillis, Donald King. Paul Tisserand.

and Ray Luce. A sixth prisoner being

treated in the prison hospital for asthma

was removed following the fracus to the

Norfolk Correction Institute Hospital after

the tear gas in the air aggravated his

ailment
The two injured guards were identified as

Mike Laws, who suffered a sprained elbow

when he fell down a flight of stairs, and

Anthony Cabral. who was hit on the head by

a thrown object, prison officials said

Donnelly said the violence was the second

incident of the day. Earlier, a shouting

match developed between one inmate and a

guard during a negotiating session over

grievances and the argument came close to

an open fight before guards separated the

two men It was after that occurrence that

Donnelly decided to enter the lockup which

began at about 3 p.m.

Block 2, where the trouble occurred, has

45 men, all in individual cells. It was

described by Donnelly as a maximum
security block.

Dominic Presti. president of the guards

union, said the 18 inmates in Block 2 who
resisted the lockup had smeared themselves

with vaseline, put stocking caps over their

heads and had taped their fists before the

violence began
It was in Block 2 that the most serious

violence occurred Friday night, when the

inmates rioted.

In Brief...
Longshoreman Leader

Quiet About Pay Board's Refusal of Raise

s\\ FRANCISCO (AP) — Longshore leader Harry Bridges

remained silent Sunday about his plans for possible reaction to the

federal Pay Board's refusal to approve full wage increases won in a

134-dav West Coast dock strike.

Bridges, in Honolulu for a meeting with local International

Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union officials over the

weekend, had no comment on reports he may not get backing from

the AFL-CIO's International Longshoremen's Association on a

possible effort to shut down all ports in the nation

Nixon AskSS For Interested

( apitolFor Minorit> Business* s

WASHINGTON I AP) — President Nixon is asking Congress for

legislation he said would provide •greatly increased capital for

minority business enterprises, at startlingly small federal cost
'

Nixon asked tor liberalization of rules governing minority-

enterprise, small-business investment companies. Under these

regulations, the private sector and the Small Business Ad-

ministration pool funds which are loaned to or invested in firms

operated by blacks. Puerto Ricans. Mexican-Americans and In-

dians.

I S \\ arplanes (over Rescue of Downed Pilots

IAIGON (API — More than 50 U.S. warplanes attached enemy

troops for 24 hours to cover the dramatic rescue Sunday of three

downed American pilots on the Ho Chi Minh Trail in southern Laos

Qu

Pompidou Meets Heath
LONDON i \P> — Prime

Minister Edward Heath and
President Georges Pompidou
brushed aside the French leader's

rail for popular vote on the

enlargement of the Common
Market and pledged Sunday to

work together for the reform of the

world mone> system

But the two leaders ended a

weekend summit at Heath's

country home near London still

divided over the future political

organization and role of the ex-

panding European community
Their meeting began under the

shadow of Pompidou s decision to

call an early referendum on the

planned entry of Britain and three

other countries into the Common
Market
This had been interpreted by

British authorities as a lunge for

the leadership of the Common
Market at a time when France's

main challengers Britain and West
Germany seem beset by difficult

domestic situations

But any hard feelings on the

matter were quickly dispelled

after Pompidou himself offered an
explanation which Heath accepted
with equal speed

BELFAST. Northern Ireland
i \p» About 10.000 demon
strators marched in a Roman
Catholic district of Belfast Sunday

at the end of a St Patrick's

weekend punctuated in scattered

areas by gunfire.

The march and rally was seen as

an attempt by Catholic civil rights

leaders to reply to the show of

strength rally by an estimated

,ii OOOProteatanti in a Belfast park

on Saturday
The Catholics demanded

reforms that would give more
power
The purpose of the Protestant

rally was to warn the British

government against weakening
Protestant power in Northern

Ireland or making reforms that

would seem to be appeasing the

(atholic oriented Irish Republican

Army IRA
Some Protestants fear that a

peace plan being drawn up in

Ix>ndon may go too far in favor of

the Catholic-based civil rights

movement
One of the speakers at the

(atholic rally was Bernadette

Devlin, a civil rights leader and

member of Britain's Parliament

She took note of a speech by

William Craig, a former Ulster

Cabinet minister, at Saturday's

rally in which he said:

if the politicians fail it would be

our duty to liquidate the enemy'

and vowed to "do or die" in the

fight against the IHA
"Let him do or die. He cannot get

rid of all of us." Miss Devlin told

the crowd
Paddy Kennedy. another

(atholic opposition legislator,

warned of a Catholic counter-

ku-klash to any violent Protestant

rising

He said Protestants are the

minority in Ireland as a whole-an

implied threat of support from

across the border in the Irish

republic for Catholics attacked in

the North by Protestants

Kennedy is currently free on bail

under a charge of promoting the

IHA cause
A gunman fired early Sunday

into the Dungannon home of Austin

Currie. Roman Catholic member
of the Protestant-dominated
provincial Parliament Currie said

he and his wife dived for the floor

and were unhurt

The incident came one day after

FACES
EARTH

151 North Pleasant Street

Ntxt to the Pot Offlc*

Corduroy
Sport

Jackets

$4.95

...BY HI6H AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

NOW'S THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

Avoid downtown Spfld park'ne hcidacht* in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE
Opp Century Shopping Plin' free pirdinf for ov«f 100 c«f»!

WESTFIELD • • NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIEW

10BROAOST. 160 PLEASANT ST. 1847 MEMORIAL DR
Next to P.O. Opp N hamp. Jr. College On North South Hwy

EVERETT J. CONNOR insurance agency

TEKOA

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST Next to Holyoke Nat'l Bank

Paddy Devlin, a fellow Catholic

opposition lawmaker, said he

escaped an assassination attempt

he blamed on "Protestant ex

tremists."

Currie and Devlin are leaders of

militant Catholic legislators

boycotting Parliament. They are

protesting the internment without

trial of suspected IRA members

&

sculpture
BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For info contact registrar

Parsons

school oi Design
MWest 12 St. New York 10011

While in Europe, pick up an ugly European.

We can arrange your rendezvous with a bug (or

any other Volkswagen) in 40 cities in 1 5 countries.

And that includes the handling of those nasty de-

•ails like insurance, registra»>on and licensing

So all that's left for you to do is enioy the benefits

of driving your own VW in Europe The low operat-

ing costs, for example. Or bemg able to go where

tour buses fear to tread. (And still be only a stone's

throw away from one of Europe's 5,000 VW Dealers.)

Then, after the tour's over, we'll arrange to have

your car sent bock through something we call TASP

(Tourist Automobile Shipping Program).

So you can keep on enjoying that ugly European

you picked up while m Europe.

While m America.

NORTHAMPTON VOLKSWAGEN
RT 5, KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
Please send rne your illustrated brt>chure and a price Int.

Name
Address.

City

©
. --oa-f|t
M«hl4

.State. -Zip #-

Free Shuttlebus for Amherst
Service Customers Call 584 8620

9 to 9 daily

till S Saturdays

A group of Arabs gather near the Old City walls in Jerusalem to

listen to the Radio Amman broadcast of King Hussein's speech on a

proposed settlement to the Israeli occupied lands on the West Bank of

the Jordan Kiver. (AP)

ITT Case Results

In Possible Bill
WASHINGTON (AP) -Saying private contributions to political cam-

paigns and consent ions give rise to scandal, as in the ITT case. Sen.

Philip A. Hart said Sunday he will propose laws to finance them with

government funds.

The Michigan Democrat said the most important lesson to come out of

| ltl . rings on the International Telephone & Telegraph Corp. antitrust case

is that the nation's system of financing campaigns and conventions 'is

verv taulty ".

Hart is a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee, which is looking

into allegations linking ITT s pledge to help underwrite the 1972

Republican convention with settlement of the antitrust case.

T don't know whether we will ever uncover solid evidence of any

wrongdoing bv anv public official, but even if we did. it wont be very

important as far as historv is concerned unless we recognize the fact that

it is the system that guarantees these kind of scandals," Hart said when

questioned about the ITT hearings.

Hart made his comments on the ABC radio program "Issues and An-

SW'

Hart added: "I am determined to develop a bill that will strictly limit

the total amount of monev that a candidate can spend and to provide out

of the Treasurv that everv candidate for the federal office shall be given

that sum of money and it should include conventions too We should have

candidates competing for votes, not for money."

Hart a member of the antitrust subcommittee, also reiterated that he

intends to introduce legi ation in response to the growing power of

conglomerates, adding "we have got to stop that trend
"

In another development, the Sunday Star of Washington said the

Justice Department has refused to supply the Judiciary Committee with

its files on the ITT case

The newspaper reported Sunday that acting Deputy Atty. Gen

L Patrick Grav III. in a letter to Committee Chairman James O

Eastland D Miss .
refused to turn over the files because "they include

confidential summaries, investigation reports and intradepartmental

communications." ... «..

The Star quoted Gray as saying that releasing such material would

verely inhibit obtaining confidential information ..necessary to ef-

fectively carry out the law enforcement policy .'

Eastland reached bv phone at his home in Huleville. Miss, said he had

not yet received such" a letter. The Justice Department declined com

ment, saying that the committee would have to release any correspon-

dence.

APPLY IMMEDIATELY

LAMEST AMUSEMENT PARK

Weekend outdoor work now available at Riverside Park.

Working hours: FRI. 7 P.M. to closing: Sat. 6 P.M. to clos

ing: Sun. 1 P.M. to closing: (park closes approx. 11 P.M.)

Jobs available: rides, games, cashier booths, refreshment

stands, parking attendants, grounds maintenance

Inquire at Riverside Park Bowling Alleys Weekdays 7 9 p.m.,

on Sat.-Sun. 16 p.m. (must be 18 years of age or over)

PARK OPENS MARCH 25

RTE. 159, AGAWAM, MASS.

Proposal Suggested For

Mid-East Border Dispute
JERUSALEM (AP)-The "Allon

Plan" to settle the quarter-

century-old border dispute bet-

ween Israel and Jordan once more

is in the Middle East spotlight as

Jerusalem's answer to King

Hussein's proposed United Arab

Kingdom
Both plans for the future of the

Israeli-occupied West Bank of the

River Jordan have points in

common.
This could be explained if press

reports about secret meetings

between Hussein and Deputy
Premier Yigal Allon and other

Israeli officials are to be believed

And most Israelis believe them.

Allon made his proposal shortly

after the fighting ended in the 1%7

war It was given a cool reception

at first but as the months stretched

into years the plan has won wide

acceptance among the Israeli

leadership and the man in the

street.

In essence, Allon envisaged only

minor adjustments to the present

frontiers-changes in strategic

areas that would not increase

Israel's burgeoning Arab
population

In exchange for a peace treaty

the estimated (120,000 West Bank
Arabs would be permitted to

choose their own political struc-

ture, whether it be a federation

with Jordan or some kind of link

with Israel

Allon also proposed a number of

security settlements-a kind of

baited crescent-running from the

occupied Golan Heights of Syria.

down the Jordan V alley and the

southern cost of the Sinai Penin

sula to Sharm el Sheikh.

The Israelis would not permit

Arab armies west of the Jordan

River but would establish a land

bridge linking both East and West

Banks.
The status of Jerusalem is still a

major stumbling block

Allon did not go into detail on the

West Bank capital But Hussein

said this should be Arab
Jerusalem Amman would be both

the federal capital and the seat of

the region of Jordan

The Israelis, in effect, annexed

the Arab sector of the Holy City in

1%7 and vowed never to give it up.

At the moment the Allon

proposal has as much chance of

being activated as Hussein's

United Arab Kingdom

LIFE Attacks Administration
NEW YORK ( APi-Life magazine said Sunday that

the Nixon administration "has seriously tampered

with justice in San Diego.''

in an effort to protect certain of its most im-

portant friends there from criminal prosecution, the

administration has in several instances taken steps to

neutralize and frustrate its own law enforcement

officials." Life said.

The article was written by Life associate editors

Dennv Walsh and Tom Flaherty

They said that President Nixon personally chose

San Diego as site of the next Republican national

convention and considered its his lucky city"

White House press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said

We re not going to have any comment on a story of

this sort
"

Life said its investigation, started last July, showed

that:

—US Atty. Harry Steward squelched an in

vestigation of reports that illegal political con

tributions were being tunneled through a company

controlled bv C. Arnholt Smith, longtime friend and

financial ally of Nixon Steward had been appointed

by Nixon on Smith's recommendation, Life said.

—The administration refused to let a federal in-

vestigator testify for the prosecution against San

Diego's Democratic mayor. Frank Curran, who was

acquitted in 1970 of charges that he took a bribe from

a cab firm to help raise taxi fares. Curran had won

office with the backing of Smith, who was part owner

of the cab company until shortly before the fare in-

crease. Life said.

—During a criminal investigation for tax evasion of

John Alessio, another prominent San Diegan. the

administration called off its grand jury presentation

and sat on the case until the statute of limitations

almost expired on a key portion Even after Alessio

wai indicted, the White House tried to get a federal

gent who was involved to circumvent his own

agency's regulations so the White House could learn

what he knew about Smith. Alessio and Steward,

according to the magazine
Life said Smith went to Washington to plead

Alessio's case with Nixon The magazine said Smith

denied ever having talked to the president about

Alessio. who is now serving a three year term in

lederal prison

The magazine said it has asked the White House on

three separate occasions for an opportunity to discuss

its investigation, but the White House has not

responded.

I lie said Steward denied he had obstructed justice

and said the decision to prosecute in tax and election

law cases rests in Washington

I'm in no position to shield anyone from

anything." Steward was quoted as having said.

Light Plane Hijacked
KEY WEST. Fla. I U*l A young

man and his blonde female com
panion hijacked a small twin

engine seaplane with three other

persons aboard during a flight to

the Dry Tortugas Islands Sunday

and ordered it flown to Cuba,

authorities said

A spokesman for the Miami Air

Traffic Control Center said the

Cessna $10 operated by Tortugas

Airways landed sately in Cuba

Sunday afternoon

Wilhelm Kuhl. an employe of the

small Key West airline, identified

the hijackers as a couple, both

about 25 Also aboard the plane

were the pilot, about 25. and a

married couple, both about 50. he

said

Further identifications of the

pilot and passengers were not

immediately available

The company spokesman said

the hijacking occurred while the

plane was en route to the tiny Dry

Tortugas Islands, an American

territory about 70 miles west of

Ke> Weal
A spokesman for the Monroe

County Sheriff's Department said

no injuries were reported

An FBI spokesman in Miami
eontirmed the hijacking, but

declined to give further details.

S F (.nsham watch supervisor

tor the Miami Air Traffic Control

Center, said the plane took off from

Key West at 11 :33 am Sunday

after filing a flight plan for the Dry
Tortugas.

If you haven 't

been to the

CHEQUERS
lately,

TR Y ITU
< You don't h;«\e to be >\ to eat

H<M»d Italian food! »

the

Entertainment
Nightly

Dinner Served

Tuesday -Saturday
5-10:00

Sundav 1 -8:00

TOMTF

ED VADAS
Off White Blues Band

Tuesday TROUT

Wednesday CATS EYE

8:30 50

Happy firs. Daily 5-8 p.m.

A13JVS obdiw »rrH
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CCEBS Seeks Support

The first I'Mass football captain

from the CCEBS special

educational opportunities program
will lead the team next fall.

He is Clarence Brooks, junior

from New Bedford (6:5 Hillman St.)

and sociology major. Like just

about all of the students in the

CCEBS program, he in all

probability not only wouldn't be

playing football but wouldn't be

attending the I niversitv at all if it

weren't for CCEBS.
The letters stand for Commitee

for the Collegiate Education of

Black Students Since IM the

committee has run a program of

economic and academic assistance

for the state's black students who
want to attend I' Mass. The
program has now branched out to

consider any low income or

minority group student who would

have difficulties attending the

University without assistance.

Brooks recalls that when he first

arrived at the University he found

he had never had to deal with so

many white people before. "I

didnt know how to handle it. but

the CCEBS program took a load off

my mind When you get here the

tutorial program really helps you

out. and you have somebody to

identify with You're not lost." he

nd.

He is now a CCEBS counselor,

one of a group of upperclassmen

assigned to help CCEBS students

•If they have a problem the

counselor can either iron it out or

point the student in the right

direction to get it solved." Brooks

-aid.

He sees the CCEBS program as

an educational experience for

white students as well as black

it's helping me educate the white

person by my just being here.
-

' he

aid Just by seeing black

students on this campus every day

the white students are being

educated
"

CCEBS now has over t.on

students at the UMaM Amherst

campus and will graduate its first

Clarence Brooks, a CCEBS counselor, says that the CCEBS
program is both educational for black and white students alike.

Brooks who is a sociology major says that any graduate from the

CCEBS program should seek to keep it continued.

class this June It is a growing,

going program that has drawn

support from a wide range-the

federal government, the Ford

Foundation, the Commonwealth,

the I Mass student body, private

contributions and others

It still needs further support

This I- I fund drive year for

CCEBS The program is seeking

support from individual members
of the University community, from

business and industry and from

other sources.

The responsibility of seeing the

program continue will also fall on

the CCEBS graduates. "A person

who finishes the CCEBS program
has to do everything he can to see

that it continues He's got to give

other people the same chance that

he got." according to Brooks

Brazil Licenses Hunters
RIO l>E JANEIRO. March

18 The Brazilian Covernment has

acted tO COMO/Ve the count

wildlife b\ licensing sportsmen

and forbidding professional

hunting

k (^*aaBBBBBBr
yrJ "JOLLY

BULL"

M? 1 proudly

BJB* presents

The

TjJ^I ^m
Oyster

ffiJFBjF; Bar

Monday Friday

11 : 30 - 7 : 00

Rainbow Trout $2.50

Fried Oysters 1.95

Frog's Legs $2.25

Fried Clams 1.50

Fried Scallops 1.95

Flounder Stuffed with

Crabmeat 1.95

Fillet of Sole 1.50

Fantail Shrimp 1.95

Fried Lobster Tail 2.95

Soft Shell Crab 2.40

Fried Haddock 1.50

Clam Chowder
C vp 30 Bowl

Oysters and
.50

Cherrystones 1.50

Shrimp Cocktail 1.50

\ sen regulation issued this

week h> the Brazilian Institute ot

lopment limited

sportsmen to specific list of biros

and to bt hunted ta

and in certain areas only Their

will be limited and !he\ will

have to pay licensi

Jaguars Otters, ocelots and

monkeys, which were hunted b\

professional killers were not in-

cluded on the list (it animals In he

hunted b> sportsmen, who will be

.•Hi.wcil tn continue to hunt doves,

wild fowl, ducks, alligators, hares

and rodents

The killing of insect eating frogs

tor commercial purposes was
blamed for plagues of grasshop-

pers that invaded northeastern

towns earlier this year
Charlt II th» \merican

operator of "Brazil Satan TOUTS,"

a travel agency that specialized in

big game hunting said "I gt

well turn to bird watch*

photographers and orchid
pick-

( IIAMPION TERMPAP1
«:«> Beacon Street < /»«).">)

Boston. Mass 02115

Research Material for Termpapers. Reports, Theses, etc. Lowest

Prices. Quick Service.

For information, write or call : ( 617) 5:16-9700

HATCH

GRINDER

SPECIALS

MOVE SERVED WITH FRENCH
FRIES AND ol'R NEW OYSTER
BAR DRESSING

Coffee — Milk — Tea

THIS MENU IS

SERVED IN THE
OYSTER BAR ONLY

.20

HOT ROAST BEEF
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
GERMAN SALAMI and
PROVOLONE CHEESE
TUNA SALAD

ONLY

59
NEW ENGLAND HOT BAKED

PORK and BEANS per serving — 25<

Served daily Mon.-Fri. 11:15 a.m. - 1 : 30 p.m.

Across from the Ice Cream Bar

STUDENT UNION HATCH

Feminist Studies

Questionaire
A group of University women including faculty, graduate students, undergraduates and

administrators is currently meeting to discuss the possibility of having a Women's

Studies Feminist Studies Program at UMass This questionnaire is an attempt to

discover the .opinions, of the student body about such a program. Please feel free to ex

press your ideas so that this program can best serve you.

l Do you think that the University, as organized today, is designed to meet the needs of its

women students and faculty? Please circle one alternative

Yes
No
Possibly

I) not. what changes would you like to see made so that the University could better serve

women?

2. Do you feel that there is a need for a Women's Studies/Feminist Studies Program at

UMass?
Yes
No
possibly

3. Would you take courses offered by such a program?

Yes
No
Possibly

4. We would like to know what courses or types ot courses you would like to see offered in

this program. Listed below are some possibilities. Please indicate your interest in each

type by circling the number which corresponds with your interest. (1 indicates high in

terest, 2 indicates some interest and 3 indicates little interest )

introduction to Sex role Awareness (Consciousness-raising) 1 2 3

Political Analysis of Women's Role 1 2 3

Theories ot Power 1 2 3

Studying Woman's Position Based on Literature 1 2 3

Alternative Life Styles 1 2 3

Women's History 1 2 3

Women's Liberation Movement Origins, Goals, Directions 1 2 3

Social and Political Action Based on Awareness of Sexism 1 2 3

Changes in Sex Roles 1 2 3

The Feminist Revolution 1 2 3

Family Relations (marriage, divorce, child care) 1 2 3

The Legal Position of Women 1 2 3

The Economic Position of Women 1 2 3

Areas of Discrimination (education, employment, etc.) 1 2 3

Please list any other courses or types of courses that you would like to see offered by this

program.

J. Would you consider a major in Women's Studies/Feminist Studies if this were offered?

Yes
No
Possibly

6 Do you have any questions, ideas or problems about women and/or women s roles

which you would like to see focused on in a Women's Studies/Feminist Studies Program?

7 Please state class year: sex

Please use this space for additional questions or comments

If you would like more information or would like to discuss your ideas with someone on

the committee, contact Trioa Coison S46 740*. Janice Gangemi 544 740a. Judy Short

sleeves 549 0072

Please deposit completed questionnaires in the boxes marked "Woman's

Studies/Feminist Studies Questionnaire" which you will find next to most Collegian paper

stands.
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Religion Talk Tonight
Experiential Religion'

-

will be

the topic of a lecture by Harvard

I niversitv Professor of Divinity

Richard R. Niebuhr at Amherst

College tonight

Sponsored by the Amherst
College Lecture Committee, the

event will be at 8 p.m in Merrill

Center Two and is open to the

public without charge

Currently Chairman of the

Committee en Higher Degrees in

The Study of Religion at Harvard.

Niebuhr is the author of

hleiermacher on <'hnst end

Religion" and 'Resurrection and

Historical Reason " He Is s

member <>f the editorial board <»t

The Complete Works of .Jonathan

Edwards' and has edited

"Christian History and In-

terpretation."' with William R
Farmer and C.F.D. Moule. and

The Responsible Self." with

James M. (lustafson

environmental

design
BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For into contact registrar

Parsons

sciiooi ol Design
66 West 12 St New York 10011

|

Food Services

Imagine: Fish Cookies

All dressed up for a night on the town, but oh no place to go. All

tied down with the kids, and no money to afford a babysitter The

l.uck of The Irish! (Photo by Alan Chapman)

Bv BETSY PEET AND
JON SNOW

On Wednesday afternoon, you will have a unique

opportunity to sample one of the newest types of

foods called "food analogs." The Test Kitchen and

Marketing Departments of Food Services will con-

duct a "blind test" of a chicken salad plate made with

real chicken and one made with a "chicken like"

flavor food analog.

The comparison test performed by those who fill

out the questionnaires, should demonstrate the

preference for either salad. This is a way you can let

your opinion be known about an entirely new type of

food source. If accepted, the "food analog" may go

into use in the Food Services Department.

Food analogs are essentially synthetic edibles

derived from soy protein. They resemble the

'original" food in taste, texture, appearance, and

smell. Analogs have been developed since 154 to meet

the needs of a rising population and a diminishing

food supply.

We have had various substitutes for natural foods

for some time. When butter was scarce in the early

1940s, margarine became one of those first

substitutes, and it has nearly captured the entire

market today. Now we have large numbers of ar-

tificial sweeteners, filled milk products, vegetable

whiteners, whips, and freeze-dried foods. Presently,

due to the astronomical cost of meat, large food

companies have been experimenting with meat

analogs in such forms as diced ham and chicken, hot

dogs, cold cuts, and hamburg. Some are already on

the consumer market. However, large institutions,

such as I Mass. have not used analogs in large

quantities.

Man Goes Bike Flying

REASON. Enuhnid tAPl John

Hotter went flying Sunday by bike.

He reached a height of 30 feet

and kept airborne tor 500 yards

before his manpowered aircraft

came down Potter was uninjured

but repairs to the plane will take a

month
The plane, called Jupiter, is one

of four with which manpowered

t light enthusiasts are hoping to win

10.000 pounds $26,000 put i by the

Royal Aeronautical Society and a

private sponsor

To win the prize the machine

must travel a mile over a figure

eight coiir-

Hotter, a Royal Air Force flight

lieutenant, was hoping to beat the

record of IM yards of manpowered

Might established in 1961 His

machine was built by Royal Air

Force apprentice
Their strongest competition

fashion

design
BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For info contact registrar

Parsons

school ol Design
66 West 12 St. New York 10011

TUESDAY
Something special going on at Ponderosa

. *-.

t*±

TOP OF THE CAMPUS *
March 20 - 24 |j

luncheon Special (I

BAKED VIENNA LOAF,
TOMATO SAUCE

OPEN FACED HOT TURKEY SAND-
WICH, GIBLET GRAVY

DEEP FRIED IPSWICH CLAMS,
TARTAR SAUCE
EGGS PANCAKE STYLE
WITH GENOA SALAMI
Choice of: Buttered Brussel Sprouts
or Hashed Brown Potatoes

For Reservations Call

549-6000

s^

A great steak dinner

Ponderosa's regular $1.39 great Family Steak

Dinner Served with baked potato, crisp tossed

salad and roll. All for 99C. A delicious bargain.

Every Tuesday from 4 o'clock on. at Ponderosa.

PONDEROSA STEAK BOUSE
whe*e tender things ore otaoys happening

,
, NORTHAMPTON

|K ^ (across from Hampshire Lincoln-Mercury)

The development of meat substitutes has

progressed to the point where it is difficult in many
cases to differentiate between the natural product

and its artificial counterpart. They are far less ex-

pensive on the institutional level and quite convenient

to use in cooking. Surprisingly enough, "meat"
analogs are almost as nutritious as the comparable
animal product, and sometimes less fattening. Some
comparisons substantiate this fact:

Beet Ground Chicken Chicken Ham Han

Subst. Beet Subst. (Light) Subst. Cann

Protein 20 24 2 206 21 6 208 18.3

Fat 40 203 8 5 3 4 93 12.3

Water 600 S4 2 646 63 8 63 6 65

Ash 3 4 13 2 1 12 2 1 3 5

Carbohydrate 12 6 4 2 4 2 9

Calories 166 286 176 166 114 1V3

In vitamin and mineral content, the analog

products are also comparable in all categories tb the

natural meat. Future experimentation with analogs

should produce similar results. Seaweed products,

fish flour and their derivatives with strange names,

like guamps and peltids, will very likely take the

place of grain, flours, milk, poultry, and orange juice.

You probably won't be able to tell the dif-

ference imagine, fish cookies!

If you want to sample some of these newest

products in food technology, be at Hampshire Lobby

on Wednesday March 22, at 4:00. Try to arrive early,

as the portions are limited. At that time, more in-

formation will be available along with the

questionnaires This experiment should be fun, and
we are looking forward to challenging your taste

buds

comes trom apprentices at the

British Aircraft Corp Their

machine called Puffin, is built

around a bicvele as is .Jupiter The

pilot pedals to get airborne and his

power is then transferred from the

bike wheels to a propeller

GAIN 8
MIGHTY POUNDS

OF SOLID FACT
tjlj|MftilMIJMMH| MM

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
in cooperat.on with CCH.UME / UNIVERSITY
PRESS is giving away eac.- >veek ih.-ou.rouf th*

month ot March one copy ot the Co •.-ibla En

cyclopedia (retail value S4* SO) To be eligible

lust till out the entry torm below and drop it in the

Don at the Columbia paperback display It your

ticket is drawn, a copy ot this greatest ot one

volume encyclopedias is yours absolutely tree No

purchase necessary The name ot each week s

winner will be posted after the drawing

WHY ARE WE
RUNNING THIS
CRAZY LOTTERY?
It's our way ot getting you into the bookstore to look

at our great collection of Columbia paperbacks,

including the Leaders of Modern Anthropology

Series, stunning and inexpensive Illustrated books

trom the British Museum, the Columbia Essays on

Modern Writers, the contemporary poetry of the

Frank CMara Award winners, and a tremendous

array of others In art. drama, history, literature,

political science, and sociology From the

Babylonian legend of the flood to the No theatre of

Japan to the poetry of Stephen Crane, from

Chaucer's world to the world of the Chinese

Communists

Inter the oorrteel Browrse and enjoy

•

COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY

PRESS

Kill out deposit at the Columbia paperback display In the I NIVEJWTI
STOW- before :l/»/7Z. If drawn, this ticket entitles the person named below

toonr free copy of the Columbia encyclopedia No purchase necessary

ne.
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Back To The Beginning
Every once and awhile we here at the Collegian try and

figure our how the administration and the various student

government organizations work. We usually fail.

Well, we've failed again.

The SUG Board and a representative of Acting Chan-

cellor Bromery, after debating who will hire and fire the

Campus Center management people for almost three

weeks now have reached a compromise which is virtually

identical to the SUG Boards original proposal. The only

change asks for a "broadly representative" search

committee to look for people to fill vacant positions. Other

than that the amendment is identical to the original one;

the one which would give the SUG Board substantial power

over hiring and firing.

A decision is expected from Acting Chancellor Bromery

today on that compromise measure. Dr. Bromery, if you

haven't already made up your mind, the Collegian urges to

accept the compromise motion before you; if you have

made up your mind, we hope to be able to congratulate you

in tomorrow's Collegian.

Jim Moran

If the Commonwealth of Massachusetts lived up to

its name and instituted the proper taxing procedure,

its financial postion would be enhanced and the

concept of free public higher education could become

a realitv And not until that happens will this

University truly be able to claim an equal educational

opportunity for all; rich and poor, white and

minorities, men and women.
Under the current tax structure of this state, new

revenue sources were necessarily established over

the past years to meet the growing budget and stop

the state from becoming bankrupt, according to State

Representative John Olver These sources included

rate increased on income tax, establishment of a

state sales tax, establishment of an insurance

company tax, and the recent establishment of a state

lottery. According to Olver (who was on campus last

week to talk to students about voter registration and

whatever else was on their minds) , the only finan-

cially sound tax program would be a graduated in-

come tax, such as the one used the Federal govern-

ment. Olver pointed out that the federal tax laws have

not changed in structure since the graduated tax went

into effect. In fact, he added, the individual tax rate

actually dropped, even through the recession of the

late sixties.

Free public higher education certainly seems more
inviting than any of the tuition increase bills proposed

this year Those will make students or their families

pay more for education now. or eventually. Their far-

reaching results would probably be to widen the gap

between the education of the rich and poor even

further than at present

r rider deferred tuition plans, rich families could

pay for their children's education at the same time

the child was in school; meanwhile, the student from

a poor family would be building up a debt of eight to

ten thousand dollars to be faced at graduation. Most

students would not look forward to such a debt, no

matter how much they expected to earn after

graduation. Thus, the poor and even those in lower

and middle income brackets would still be

discouraged from attending college.

Direct across the board tuition hikes are another

way to quickly widen the gap in the education of the

poor Increases of only one hundred dollars per year

supposedly would force about ten per cent or more of

the students now in attendance to drop out of school.

Presently, this state practices the concept of free

education for twelve years, which is really quite an

arbitrary figure. Why not make it fourteen or sixteen

or eighteen so it will include community colleges,

four-year colleges, or even graduate school? This

could not be implemented immediately under current

tax structure, which is presently causing state

bankruptcy. But if the tax laws were changed, more
revenues could probably be derived.

One barrier to free higher education is espoused by

the sentence often put forth by those against

education, 'College is a luxury, not a necessity." In

this supposedly matured society, that is an outmoded

idea.

Rather than helping to pay the cost of education,

tuition should really be looked at as a user tax,

comparable to the cigarette tax. Students' tuition

dollars are channeled into the state's general fund.

They go toward all of the states expenses, not just

higher education There is no guarantee that any

increased revenues from increased tuition would go

toward an increased University budget. And even if

this year's legislature agreed to such a plan, it would

not necessarily be binding on future legislatures.

The University Budget for 72-73 shows that

requests for financial aid funds were drastically cut.

It does not seem possible that legislature will ap-

propriate enough money to cover scholarship aid for

all deserving students to cover present costs, let

alone increased costs. (This could be called a

credibility gap-promises of aid and actual ap-

propriations. )

Free public higher education should become the

goal of this year's legislature, and the one's to follow

Those who would call such a move fiscally

irresponsible should take a closer look at its

possibilities.

When coupled with the graduated income tax,

revenues would become stable enough to perhaps

even pay for improved welfare. Children from

welfare families could also afford to attend school (if

room and board fees were not too high) and derive

increased income after graduation. These people

would not only come off the welfare rolls, but would

also pay the state taxes.

If an educated populace is supposed to be a benefit

to the state, then the legislature should not move in

any way to discourage anyone from attending

college The legislature should not pass any tuition

increases this year. It should, instead, move toward a

program of free, quality, public, higher education

Ireland-A Land Of Mad Leprichauns
I recently heard a I Mass professor s;i\

that American Irish do not deserve to be

Irish They lack the Irish revolutionary

spirit He was obviously American English

I < .in t My that he wasn't well read, but he

did overlook the fact that the money for the

i. volution that began in 1916 came from

American Irish He alsn overlooked the fact

that many Irish Americans came here to

fight in the Civil War to gain experience to

continue the seven hundred year o'd fight in

Ireland And that many of those that stayed

continued to support those that went back.

I u under what is going to happen to that

unhappy land That nation of 'Mad Irish

that could produce hero's such as St. Pat

and Fergus Blacktooth with the same quiet

admiration for the heathen as for the saint

That land that evolved feje tellers sagas of

gods from the other world stealing mortals

in glass ships into .lames Joyces that could

immortalize an average day in the life of its

citizenrv

The land of Wolfe Tones that worked for

libertv while the rest of the world talked

about it. and the Hakja and Haki of

Karlsefnu s loth century Viking Vineland

explorations who told tales of lands with

great gifts

We cm >afely assume, from what we are

taught by individuals who should know .

claim to know . who don't know any more
than the rest of us that war in Ireland will be

a total disaster

And yet it's a fact that the British political

mind only reacts to disaster They have

proved in the past as they are proving today

that the only way to reason with them is to

half destroy them It happened in the early

part of the century, it happened in the coal

miners fiasco and it may happen again in

Ireland What s the matter with them?

In the meantime, the IRA will continue

to plant bombs to blow up soldiers, and blow

upchildren instead. And they will liberate the

North like they did the South But what a

price, the means, for stupidity and ob-

st i nance on the part of Mother Kngland and
brother Finn
Because Ireland is a white nation the

figures of her dead will make a greater

impression on us than the million dead in

Bangladesh or Vietnam. Maybe Ireland is

lucky in that respect, but what does it say
for the rest of us?

"••••Happy St Pat's"*"*

Art Buchwald

Big Trouble At McGraw-Hill
WASHINGTON The great publishing

house of McGraw-Hill has had enough

nightmares in the past year to last them for

a decade First they got caught with their

advances down in the Clifford Irving

Howard Hughes fiasco Then it was revealed

last week that one of their best-selling

authors, a 101 year old Indian named Chief

Red Fox. stole a large chunk from a book by

another author. .lames McGregor, and

included it in his diary which he published

under the title of "The Memoirs of Red

Fox."
Because of this McGraw Hill had to pay a

sum of money to the McGregor heirs to

settle a plagiarism suit.

It must be very trying times at the

publishing house these days and I can

imagine the confusion reigning in the

editors' office

Okay, who's the wise guy who didn't

check out the redskin's story?"

"Look An Indian comes into my office in

full headdress. He's 101 years old and he

says he's a former chief of the Sioux tribe,

and he's written his memoirs by hand What
am I going to do-call him a liar

"

You could have at least checked out the

manuscript with somebody who knew
something about the Sioux Indians."

I checked his handwriting. It was an

authentic diary Kvery word in it he wrote

himself
."

"Including the 12.000 words he swiped

from McGregor's 'The Wounded Knee
Massacre'!"

i realize it looks bad in retrospect but

how was I to know he would steal all that

stuff out of somebody else's book? After all,

that's a lot of copying for a 100-year-old man
to do

"

"Well, it puts us in a sorry mess coming

right after the Irving book What do we do

now?"
"Perhaps we could make some capital out

of it Maybe we could say we were fooled by

Chief Red Fox because he showed us hand-
written letters from Sitting Bull which
turned out to be forgeries."

"That's a possibility. If we could only find

some women Red Fox was tied in with, it

would make us look better."

"Gentlemen, we've checked into Chief

Red Fox's sex life and because of the age
differential, he's no Clifford Irving."

"There's got to be a Nina Van Pallandt on
one of those Indian reservations he wrote
about."

"We couldn't even find a scuba diver at

Little Big Horn
"

"What about the Swiss banks9 Do they

have any accounts in the name of Helga R.

Red Fox'"
"We looked into that. As far as we know

Chief Red Fox pulled off this caper all by

himself The question is why would an In-

dian do that to the white man9 "

"I know this sounds far out. but suppose

Chief Red Fox is really Howard Hughes?"

"What if he were9 "

"It would be a great way for Hughes to get

revenge on us
"

"It's a possibility Irving said when he
saw Hughes he did look like an Indian."
"But haven't you forgotten 9 Irving never

saw Howard Hughes
"

He never saw Chief Red Fox either
"

"Gentlemen, gentlemen There is a
credibility problem here, and I don't think
we re facing up to it I believe what we
should do is announce to the press that we
were taken in by a 41 year-old swinger from
Ibiza and a 101 year-old Sioux Indian from
Wounded Knee, but it will never happen
again."

"Good idea."

"Sir. there's a man outside in a U.S.
Cavalry suit who says he's Gen. Custer and
he would like to sell us his memoirs."

"Well, buy them for heaven's sake. This
may finally be the big book we've been
waiting for."

I'LL GIVE YOU $400,000 FOR SAN DIEGO, HARTFORD INSURANCE AND CANTEEN CORP.—
AND YOU CAN KEEP YOUR SHAKY ECONOMY INTACT!'

Letters To The Editor

University Court-Papers & Wisdom

To the Kditor:

Once upon a time I was wandering around the

University Store looking to buy a roll of adhesive

tape 1 found the tape Being curious and expenental

person. I pondered the eternal question: "What's it

like to ripoff the Establishment?" So I ripped off the

roll of tape and a package of sticky-squares (the kind

that stick on both sides so you can hang up Frank

Zappa posters and India cloth in your room). The

expectation of getting away with the stolen mer-

chandise was more or less equal to my expectations

of getting caught. I was caught. My name and ad-

dress was written down, and of course the inevitable

student number. I would hear from them.

Tonight I attended court for this offense. Court was

scheduled to begin at seven o'clock. At about 7:20,

and without introduction, the three presiding judges

started the session. In the courtroom with me and two

other criminals were a couple of "floorwalkers ". as

they like to be called, a couple of Defense Counsels,

and a tape recorder that made faces at me.
Upon inquiry, I found that no one seemed to know

any of the judges' names. A few criminals didn't show

up So after about ten paper shuffling minutes it was

discovered that one was on vacation and the other two

just weren't coming.

In a half hour it was my turn to face the Formidable

Tribunal There was no Counsel available for me So

a last minute counsel was provided for me, which

resulted in a short consultation where it was

"determined" I would plead guilty When asked why

I ripped off the store, my exact reasons seemed to

utterly frustrate everybody in the courtroom. I was

questioned with: "Don't you know that "; "Do you

meantosav that "; "You stole because you blah

blah blah9

Then the courtroom was cleared and outside one of

the counsels says to me. "I think you pissed them

off!" I smiled and learned that the judges were
students who worked sometimes two jobs and did this

court work voluntarily. Now I understand what
"justifiable aggression" means. After about eight or

ten minutes the judges made their decision. I got off

with two and a half semesters of jeopardy, plus a

letter of censure...which would follow me throught

graduate school. A fair price? For me going to prison

would have been fair. To a journalist, any experience

is worth any price.

Before I left, one of the judges offered me some
sound advice. It was pure sound. "Before you take it

on yourself to experience' something of this sort, you

should make sure that it's not at the cost of the

community." I then tried to explain that experiencing

something at the cost of the community is just what

makes the experience worth undertaking. Ex-

perience lies in the nature of its repercussions No one

seemed to understand what I meant, so I lef-

t relatively satisfied with my punishment, but

highly disappointed at the actual nature of the

University Court, both in its proceedings and in its

preparation.

It first struck me that nobody there seemed to knew

what he was doing. I was wrong. Everyone knows

what he's doing, they just don't know what anyone

else is doing.
RussSether

We've Had Enough! .

.

Natural Adventure

To the Kditor:

Last night we had the misfortune of attending the

"American Wilderness" at Academy of Music

theatre. We had been led to believe by the fraudulent

advertising on television, in newspapers, and on

posters, that the movie was indeed a "true life ad-

venture," a documentary about wildlife and its

natural environment.

Nowhere in the ads was there any mention that the

film in fact converned an arrogant adventurer whose

"dedication to the wilderness' led him to slaughter

whatever wildlife was worthy to be considered

"game." This hunger's idea of conservation seemed

to be geared to maintaining species so they could

always provide sport for countless generations of

butchers.

Naturally, we walked out in disgust after realizing

what this true-death adventure actually was.

Admittedly, they are not responsible for the content

of the films they show. ( It is indeed ironic that such a

tale of blood and death should be rated "G", while

any film hinting at the slightest sexual love would be

rated unsuitable for children.)

However, because of the deceptive advertising

which this theatre shared in, we feel the least they

could do is refund our money.

Copies of this letter are being sent to a number of

local publications which carried the ads.

Sincerely,

Fred John

Julie Zellat

Editorial Points
It seems rather ironic to us

that the worst leak in the

Campus Center is located in

front of the building main-

tenance office. If only Marcle

Broeur could see them now...
*****

Rumor has it that the

renovations at the Blue Wall

cost in the neighborhood of

$23,000 Seems like that's an
awful lot of money for a lot of

blue plywood dividers. A
pleasure palace, indeed.

*****

Governor Sargent looks

more like John Volpe every

day. It's surprising what age

and politics can do to a man.
*****

What do you do when you

arrive at a dinner function

where everyone is dressed to

the teeth and you're dressed in

ski boots and cutoff

dungarees ? Just in case you

don't have your pocket version

of Emily Post, get in touch with

the lumberjack. He's got all the

answers.

Doyle Janitorial Service
To the Kditor:

Enclosed is your personalized itemized bill for janitorial services

conducted upon university property on March 5, 1972. As a reputable

service of the great and dynamic free enterprise system I feel that it is

my duty to inform you of certain structural faults of John Adams Tower.

The preponderance of my services to this university has been conducted

within room 1816 of the above mentioned tower. The major sanitary

problem of this area rests in a deluge of water which enters the living

section of the room (from the 19th floor balcony) during wet and in-

climate weather. I have been informed by various "former" residents of

room 1816 that this current unacceptable condition has existed for a

period of two years with little or no response from the institutional sectors

of the university bureaucracy.

It is for this reason that I offer my janitorial services on behalf of room

1816 to the university at greatly inflated and punitive rates. As is the

custom of your university prompt payment of this fee is demanded within

thirty days of date of billing. If the university finds itself incapable of

meeting this financial obligation within the stipulated time period please

add a five dollar ($5.00) late payment fee to the enclosed itemized figure.

Checks are an acceptable medium of payment and may be made payable

to:

The Tom Doyle Janitorial Service

c/o Thomas P. Doyle

1816 John Adams Tower
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Mass.

Your personal itemized bill:

Survey al of situation

Mopping up activities

Cost of cleaning various

rags and sheets used to

clean up mess
Minor damage incurred

on personal items within

room
Aggravation factor

Removal of snow from
19th floor balcony

Total

Time and a half incurred on a Sunday I March 5. 1972

1

$ 1.00

4.50*

1.00

1.50

3.00

1.43

$12.43

Thomas P. Do\le

Practical Help
Dear Kditor:

To those who feel concerned about the Belchertown situation, im-

mediate help can be given in the form of donating games, soft toys, and

clothing mittens, hats, scarves, and winterized footwear are par

ticularly needed Many of the volunteers who work at Belchertown on

Saturdays can attest to the fact that we often take patients for walks who

have inadequate clothing for the out-of-doors Donations can be mailed or

delivered to the Volunteer Office at Belchertown State School Any and all

gifts would be appreciated.
Carol Maclnnes

To the Kditor.

We the following, approve of Chairman John

Stevens' approach for dealing with student concerns.

Our feelings are that a Student Senate President

should be an organizer of students and act upon issues

versus working behind closed doors and that this type

of Student Senate President is the only effective type,

and has been needed for a long time.
Bob Chiller

JohnWhalen
Dave Poisson

Ric Savini

The following is a letter written by John Stevens to

all Student Senators:

As you know, I am running for S.G.A. President I

feel compelled to talk to you about my ideas regar-

ding the governing of our student body I think we are

experiencing a very crucial period; one in which not

only the student senators' role is questionable, but

also whether the Senate itself is necessary and/or

representative.

I think we are all at least remotely aware of the

vacillating nature of the Senate. But more important,

I think that we are at a point where we can "take no

more" We must re-organize, re-evaluate, but most

important, act!

!

That is why I'm running for President I want to

ACT. But first. I must prove to you that I am ready. I

want to discuss my ideas with you And I hope you can

help me deal with my disgust for apathy

I will make a concerted effort to talk to each

Senator individually, as time permits, before the

April 5th election Please make yourself available for

we are at the point where we can no longer deal with

the University's problems behind closed doors.

Teach Peace,

John Stevens

Concerned Tenants

To the Kditor: ... . j « b.

We are a group of concerned individuals who have been ripped off in

the past by off campus housing. We are now in the process of getting

together some hard core facts on off-campus housing conditions to be

used in a video-tape documentary project The finished product will be

aired on Channel 8, and will be available for group discussions, etc. To

provide a solid framework, we need information that can be documented

(holes in ceilings, etc. I from other individuals who have been ripped off

by unscrupulous landlords, agencies, et al. If you are unfortunate enough

to be one of these people and wish to help publicize the issue, please

contact Dennis at 549-3949 after six.

Dennis Collins.

RobertMarstall.etal

Apologies By SAM
To the Kditor:

On Saturday evening, Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity presented the film

"Zachariah." We had drawn our publicity stating that the screenplay was

written by Firesign Theatre from the Dunhill records soundtrack album

liner notes. Other information was taken from the catalog of Films, Inc^

We had never seen the film, and from all previous suggestions and

recommendations felt the film would be an enjoyable one.

To those who were "misled" by publicity, may we apologize To those

who came and saw the film, thank you. We hope you could find it en-

tertaining. _,
Directors

Sigma Alpha Mu Film Series
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Senate Calendar Anti-Nixon Caucus Forming
Committee & Chairperson

Services,

Elliot Sherman

Women's Committee,
Mira Marshall

Academic Atfairs,

Nick Apcstola

Meeting Time
and Place

Monday, 7:30 p.m.,

Rm. 903, Campus
Center

Monday, 6 p.m., Rm.
902 CC
Tuesday, 7 p.m., Rm
811 815 Campus Center

Main Topic of Discussion

Rents and Fees,

Bob Chiller

Financial Affairs,

Chef Richardson

Social Action Student

Matters,

Maggie Houghton

Tuesday, 7 A.M., Blue

Room, Worcester
Oming Commons,
Tuesday, 7 P.M.,

Thursday, 7 P.M., 165

Campus Center

Wednesday. 5 30 P.M.

m Room 177 of the

Campus Center

Thursday. 8 9 P M. in

Room 175 Campus
Center

Student Senate SUBCOMMITTEES

and
Tuesday. 6

Rm 905

Center

Thursday, 9

30 P.M.,

Campus

P M Rm
175 Campus Center

University Services

Women's Directory and Women's
Athletic Programs.
Old Business, the termpaper issue;

language requirement, recruitment of

Area Academic Affairs committees'

members, committee reorganization

Campus Center, Food Services. Housing

Subcommittee meets a half hour earlier

in the same room.

Category changes tor RSO groups.

Committed Agenda and financial bills.

Campus Police Issue, student code of]

conduct revision, student judiciaries,;

new members needed

Alternatives to the present meal tickets,

a look at the budget of University Food

Services.

All right, we've got some form of en

tertainment, and this is where the fun

starts Extra members needed It's your

Spring Concert

Food Services,

Donita White
Mike Pipp

Concert Committee,

Gary Gomes. Bill

Staton and Elliot

Sherman

THE MAIN WORK OF THE STUDENT SENATE IS DONE THROUGH THE COM
MIT TEES OF THAT BODY ALL UNDERGRADUATES ARE ENCOURAGED TO JOIN

IN THIS WORK TO MAKE THIS UNIVERSITY A LITTLE MORE TOLERABLE FOR US

ALL CONTACT JOHN HOGAN OR GARY GOMES TO ENQUIRE ABOUT ENTRY INTO

THE COMMITTEE YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WERE IN THE STUDENT AC
TIVI TIES OFF ICES IN THE LITTLE ROOM MARKED STUDENT SENATE

Prisoner's Exercise Bodies
Several Physical Education

majors at the University of

Massachusetts have volunteered

their efforts to organize and

conduct s physical conditioning

program at the county jail in

Northampton With the

. ooperation of the Deput) Master.

Mr Mcrton Burt and his aides,

this group of individuals from the

L'niversit) have been serving the

inmates in a much needed

capacity-a positive means to

release their daily tensions and an

opportunity to acquire an

education within specific physical

conditioning approach.

The initial phase started on Jan

10 with a calisthenics and running

program, ottered three times per

week for approximately 50-40

minutes per session Conducting

this program are the following

P E majors Paul Keating. Ralph
Ledger. .John Culley. Thomas
Murphy and Stephen Home
Recently, three of the majors

with a strong weightlifting

background visited the jail and
spoke with the inmates about a

"weight" program in addition to

the initial class This was received

with great enthusiasm and thus

kicked off phase II of the

physical activities program
Heading this latter program are

Dave Pikkarainen. Jim Kain. and

Kobetl Pena again ottering three

M-ssion:- a week
Approximately ?"i inmates are

involved in both programs 'about

one-third ol the jail population at

this date which are both con

ducted within the confines of the

pell blocks

By DEBBIE BERNSTEIN
Students opposed to President

Nixon's re-election in November
and who want to help influence the

Democratic platform in July are

beginning to organize in the Five-

College area.

Called the Massachusetts Youth

Caucus, the students are gathering

on area campuses to outline their

immediate and long-range goals.

Such a meeting last week at

Pierpont House found a dozen

students from four colleges

ranging over a wide area of politics

and their potential roles.

The Caucus was organized
January 8 in Cambridge as a

division of the National Youth
Caucus Organization which
operates out of Chicago.

The MYC does not endorse any

political candidate. It is a bi-

partisan, issue-oriented group
whose purpose is to represent

youth and issues meaningful to

them It also urges youth to

campaign actively against

President Nixon's administration

The immediate goals of the MYC
are threefold, the Pierpont
meeting was told.

MYC members have begun to

work on an intense voter

registration campaign They hope

to aid in the registration of all

eligible high school voters and also

organize the youth voters currently

not in school. A representative

from the Cambridge Youth Caucus
-tressed at Pierpont that this group
is the most unrepresented faction

in the nation

The second purpose of the MYC
is to coordinate the National Youth

Caucus efforts in influencing the

contents of the Democratic plat-

form to be adopted in Miami
This plan entails Platform

Hearings on April 22 and 2:5 Such

hearings in Massachusetts and

later across the country determine

what issues the youth voters are

interested in.

Testimony will be taken on the

subjects Of juvenile deliquency

urban problems, women's rights,

the ecomony, U.S. foreign policy,

environment, consumerism and

corporate power.

Material from these hearings

will be compiled into a complete

and coherent document. MYC
claims.

A pre-convention caucus of all

youth delegates from throughout

the nation will be conducted to

achieve unity behind the Youth

delegation of young people-defined

as people of not more than 30 nor

less than 18 years of age-and

women in reasonable relationship

to their presence in the population

of the state."

An issue of concern to the MYC
and discussed at Pierpont, is

whether a "reasonable relation-

ship'' should be based on total

population or oh voting population

Young people, 18 to 30 years of

Caucus platform and to establish a ge, constitute 19.6% of the total

also an alliance with other con-

vention groups such as the Black

Caucus and the Women's Caucus.

Through a thorough and
thoughtful platform backed by

convention votes, the Youth
Caucus hopes to push effectively

for major platform revisions.

The third MYC purpose is to

explore ways to correct im-

balances on existing slates and
delegations so as to represent

young people fairly, the Pierpont

meeting was told

The Youth Caucus hopes to be

represented in Miami by the

largest number of youth delegates

possible However, due to what the

Youth Caucus terms a narrow
interpretation of the McGovern
Commission, their hopes may be

cut short

The McGovern Commission's
report requires the Democratic
parties ol the various states "to

overcome the efforts of past

discrimination bv affirmative

population, but 29.4% of the voting

age population The Youth Caucus
argues that the Democratic
National Committee's favoring of

the former standard represents a

serious dilution of the intent of

party reforms-that is, "to over-

come the effects of past

discrimination".

The difference in interpretation

is the difference between 587

convention delegates versus 889.

The Youth Caucus claims that this

would represent a grave injustice

to the youth of America.
The MYC is represented by

student delegates throughout the

Amherst area People who are

interested in working with the

caucus or who would like more
information should contact any of

the following people:

Diane Campbell, Mt Holyoke

College. 538-2S68.

Greg Lewis. Amherst College.

542-3043

Ellen VoUinger. Smith College.

steps to encourage representation _,-,»<;. 291<>

on the national convention" ,\lhc Suiu-nas Mass . 54<i !Hl>»

PASSOVER 1972
FIRST SEDER - MARCH 29

( Since the seders are during Spring vacation there will be

no community seder this year)

Hillel Passover Co-op
Will cover meals from Sunday supper. April 2, through
Thursday lunch. April 6. Details and costs available at

Hillel. 420 S. I .

REGISTRATION DEADLINE — MARCH 23

S«4t&ut THauntctiK SfHVtU, Inc.

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY LICHT WEIGHT
BACKPACKING AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT

Cross-Country Shi Clearance Sale
Asnes Turlangrenn. Ligno J 22.95

Asnes Turski. Ligno 19.95

Asnes Childs Langrenn, Hickory 10.95

Asnes Childs, Hickory - 150-160 cm 9.95

Asnes Childs. Hickory - 110-140 cm 7.95

Bonna 1800, Ligno 25.95

Bonna 2000, Ligno 24.95

EMS 10.000. Hickory 27.95

Eggen Superlight, Hickory 24.95

Eggen Light Touring, Ligno 25.95

Bla-Skia Racing, Hickory 29.95

Rottefella Fenix Binding 4.50

\ ilium Pin Binding 4.50

Rottefella Gull Binding 4.50

Alfa Light Touring Boots 16.95
Rieber Touring Boots 16.95
Norge Touring Boots 15.95
Trak Light Touring Boot

, . , 17^0
Rieber Childs Boot 10.95

VM Bamboo Poles 4.95

—20% OFF ON ALL WAXES AND ACCESSORIES—

Clothing and Mountaineering Items
Poplin Knickers $12.95

Norwegian Wool Knickers 16.95

Woolrich and Knickers 14.50

Alpine Designs Down Glacier Parkas (no hood) 51.95

Gerry Down Makulu Parkas (no hood) 44.95

Sierra Designs Down Whitney Parkas (no hood) 32.95

EMS Down Gloves and Mittens 25% Off

Duofold and Allen-A Underwear 25% Off

Kl. 9 Amherst/Hadley Line Amherst Telephone 253-9504 253-9504

Antiwar
More than 1250 students from all over the country

crowded into Washington Irving High School in New
York to attend the February 25-7 National Student

Antiwar Conference. After two days of intensive

discussion the conference voted to build demon-
strations against the war on April 22 in New York and

Los Angeles.

The conference felt it was more urgent than ever to

answer the "lies of the government that the war in

winding down". Conference participants pointed to

the continuing escalation of the air-war as an in-

dication of the Nixon administration's real policy in

Vietnam. The conference opened with a teach-in

which described the present stage of the war. Among
the speakers were Noam Chomsky, Fred Branfman
of Project Air-War, Dr. Arthur Galston who
described the ecological destruction of Indochina, and

Ngo Vinh Long, a Vietnamese student who spoke of

mounting opposition of students in South Vietnam to

the Thieu regime.

In presenting the resolution to build the April 22

demonstrations. Fred Lovgren, the National Coor-

dinator of the Student Mobilization Committee, said

that the deceptive propaganda of the government

could best be countered by rallying in the most

massive visible form around the key demand of an

immediate unconditional withdrawal of all troops and

material from Southeast Asia. The resolution was
cosponsored by Lanny Davis, the National Coor-

dinator of Youth for Muskie; Debbie Bustin, the

outgoing National Coordinator of the SMC; Laura

Miller, a National Coordinator of Young Socialists for

Jenness and Pulley; and Vicki Raphael and John

Levine, New York State Coordinators of Youth for

McGovern.
The wide spectrum of student organizations that

attended the conference indicated that there is the

potential for a powerful organizing drive for April 22.

The conference participants came from 30 states and

Canada. There were students present from 124 high

schools and 154 colleges. 130 organizations besides

local chapters of the SMC were present. These in-

cluded Students for Lindsay, the National Student

Lobby, the Association of Student Governments,

Youth for Muskie, and the National Student

Association.

Other resolutions adopted by the conference in-

cluded a demand for total amnesty for draft resisters,

deserters, and those servicemen who have been

victimized for their opposition to the war. The an-

tiwar Gls were called the "heroes of the war who
deserved our overwhelming support". The high

school workshop voted to hold a national high school

speak-out against the war on April 19. On that day

strikes, rallies, picket-lines, and other activities are

planned by high school students all over the country.

The high school workshop also vowed to keep up the

fight for high school students' rights to organize in

their schools against the war without harassment

from school administrations.

The conference adopted a proposal to join with

other campus groups in sponsoring a nationwide

student poll, Choice '72. This is designed to gauge

students' preferences between the presidential

candidates and to allow students to express their

opinions about the key issues in the election such as

the war. A huge vote by students for "Out of S.E. Asia

Now!" will be a powerful boost to stimulating op-

position to the war throughout the population.

There was also a report from Salm Kolis of the Los

Angeles SMC saying that leaders of the Los Angeles

Chicano community are working to build a large

contingent for the April 22 demonstration in Los

Angeles.

The conference learned that the April 22 demon-

strations will take place in many foreign countries.

The World Assembly for Peace and the Independence

of Indochinese Peoples held in Versailles, France,

February 11-3, called for worldwide demonstrations

against the war to be held on April 22.

Enjoy summerthis school

Summer sessions at the

University of California

offer college students and

teachers some of the best

choices of courses, lan-

guage institutes and spe-

cial programs for credit in

the nation.

Plus, they offer college

students and teachers the

California summer. Withits

beaches. Its mountains. Its

lakes. Its perfect weather

Summer sessions will be

held at Berkeley, Davis,

Irvine, Los Angeles, River-

side, San Diego, Santa Bar-

bara and Santa Cru/. All

of them start in mid-lune

but vary in length from

campus to campus Fees

range from $90 to $200.

For more detailed infor-

mation about the various

summer session on the

UC campuses, fill out this

coupon and mail it to uv

J please send roc rofornMljpn about UC summer sessions

I ,wn .i slurlcnl or li-.u tier ,il

g Name
I
I

VI. In —
I

J
C.v &»«£ »B

• M.ul l<» ">7<H'nivrfMlvH.ill,Urm of CjI., Berkeley Ca.94720
J

L '

50%'tWa!®

50% Cotter

aim
Available at the ^_A«

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center
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Pictures talk.

Some little boys n't.

Some inner-city ghettos have special schools. For little

boys who don't talk.

Not mute little boys. But children so withdrawn, so afraid

of failure, they cannot make the slightest attempt to do any-

thing at which they might fail.

Some don't talk. Some don't listen. Most don't behave. And

all of them don't learn.

One day someone asked us to help.

Through Kodak, cameras and film were distributed to

teachers. The teachers gave the cameras to the kids and told

them to take pictures.
.

And then the miracle. Little boys who had never said any-

thing, looked at the pictures and began to talk. They said

"This is my house." "This is my dog." "This is where I like

to hide." They began to explain, to describe, to communicate.

And once the channels of communication had been opened,

they began to learn.

We're helping the children of the inner-city. And we're

also helping the adults. We're involved in inner-city job pro-

grams. To train unskilled people in useful jobs.

What does Kodak stand to gain from this? Well, we're

showing how our products can help a teacher-and maybe

creating a whole new market. And we're also cultivating

young customers who will someday buy their own cameras

and film. But more than that, we're cultivating alert, edu-

cated citizens.Who will someday be responsible for our society.

After all, our business depends on our society. So we care

what happens to it.

Kodak
More than a business.

MONDAY, MARCH 20, 1972
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 13

What may have been the last or next to the last Mirkwood was held

on Orchard Hill Saturday night. A jazz concert to be held in the Hill

bowl this spring is reportedly what is causing the discontinuance of

the popular coffeehouse. "I am the Wizard" says Ken Grenier to Flip

Ha nno (right). Ken is playing the Wizard of Oz in a sketch about the

movie. The two will appear at the Blue Wall on Wednesday night.

B.M.O.C:
Vote for the biggest mouth on

campus CC Concourse, 10-4:30 Mon.

Wed.

CENTRAL AREA NEWSPAPER:
Central Area News magazine

invites those interested in all aspects

ol journalism to submit material in

Central Office, Baker basement.

Credit is offered. Contact Cynthia 6

1423.

GROUND SCHOOL:
Ground School will meet at 7.00

p.m. in Rm. 162. We will start

Meterology.

HILLEL:
See UJA table n CC.

CHRISTIAN

Million Jobs Offered
WASHINGTON (API The

White House announced yesterday

.i program to provide more than 1

million summer jobs for youths

.^ed 14 to 21

Secretary of Labor J I) Hodgson

said more than $:H9 million in

federal funds will be provided tor

the program for summer }et)l

The number of jobs and the

federal funds are both a record

high, the administration said

Thi' lederal mimes will l>e used

lor public program- providing

734.4M lobs Another Uii.ooo N*.
will be provided by private

husiness and industrv at no federal

(TOSt. the announcement said

The puMiC l<>l)S Drill f»e provided

through the Neigborhood Youth

i orps. Federal Summer Km
piovment Program for Youth, the

Public EmptoymeiH Program and

ihe Youth Conoervation Corpi

Most of the lofts will be for nine

weeks at $1.60 an hour, it said

INTERVARSITY
FELLOWSHIP:
important meeting. Election of

officers All I.V.C.F. members please

come 930 p.m. 902 CC.

LECTURE:
Wed , Mar. 22 at noon Professor

Robert McNeal of the History Dept

will discuss Let History Judge, the

Notices
recent author Roy Medvedev. All are

invited to this bag lunch meeting in

the 6th floor lounge of Herter Hall.

OUTING CLUB:
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in 165 CC.

There should be a slide show of past

trips and discussions of future trips.

All invited.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE STUDENTS:
Chemical Rubber Co. Handbooks of

Chemistry and Physics For Sale 51

edition. See Steve Finson, 423 Lewis

House, 6 5499 by Mar. 24.

RUGBY CLUB MEETING:
Meeting in 178 CC at 6:30 on Mon.

nite. All those going to Fla. should

attend. If you are not coming to

meeting call Sam or Art.

SYLVAN AREA FOREIGN
STUDENTS:

Dr. Daniel Clapp speaks on what

health services and student in-

surance plan cover for you. Hssab

and Human Relations Center in at

tendance McNamara Lounge, 7:30

p.m. tonight.

WOMEN'S CAUSUS - SCHOOL OF
ED.:
Meeting Tues. 21 Mar. at 2: 30 room

225C School of Ed. for follow up
discussion and action on our meeting

with Center Directors for futhter info

call 5 1570.

TO GIVE AWAY:
Homely female cat. We can't stand

her. ..call 253 7632 after 4:00 p.m.

weekdays.

LOST:
Will the person who removed my

Social Stratification notebook by

mistake from the Campus Store Fri.

afternoon contact Linda, Colonial

Village. 253 7752. I need it!

y

AUTOS FOR SALE

fHW \uslin \mrrica l-speed auto .
low

milt .iir new snows, radio, fronl wheel

drive \skingWNi < all ••»-«3Wi after *pm
ill*

M (Ala VW — HglU tender crumpled

excellent mechanically I2.a«0 mile* on

new rind A valve Job (all Tom S27-«774 or

MMOat.
tn-s

IMS VW Bug — Rood running condition

clean Inside, radio. *ome dents, no bum
per* I.1ST (all S27-4774 e\enlnga or 243-

MI9 a*k for Torn
H32a

HOMiW. good engine. RAH. new fronl

brake*. battery atarter. I4M Bob Murrln

224 Hamlin Honor
1(3-22

MVH, good running cond . excl. bod> .

Ms* thocki . *n . Urea . imif . rad . ball ints

Recent tune -up * oil change I4M. (all 25*-

gg23.
H3-23

KM Kl \T M Spider, green excel

mr-ih wimmmi \M - KM > Hadialx I -

at ht-st offer IIIN Plea»anl nexl to TKP
Krat Side l»oor

til -'I

riTii Tan BMW MM Koni shock*. heavy

rlulx suspension new clutch — Micheline

\ \> Ores wide rims IUM or best offer

233-MIJ
111 It

Blur \W bug mfm rebuilt rng I ar in

\ erx good eondilion lino or best offer See

il .tl II So Prospect SI \sk for Herb No
phone

H3-24

I<Wm \ W . good transportation t ISO 2:>«-

If3-2I

FOR SALE

1170 Honda 3S6 ( B. F* cond.. Candy

(.old with rack l«50 or beat offer. Call «-

KN52 exeningt ask for Stexe
If3 20

Brand new pair of Relker Buckle Ski

Boot* alze 7 med and fur lining. Call 34»-

401U In Conway after five.

If3-2I

Twelve airing electric guitar, nice

shape hollow body, caae and cord In-

eluded (all *-4427 eaeept wknd* after

70B
U3-24

IteRS VW Bu» New brake* & clutch

Knglne overhauled (all Karen .W4-73W
tft-3

Tape dk Teak t»IOA Amp. Ranaul MIMA.

4 San Spkr* 2M0. pla acce*. beat offer. Call

7RS-I4M bfr S or 73*4114 aft «.

U3-22

I ighlly used Vender Bandmaster. 215"

\ltech l.an*ing Speaker*. Over 1700 new.

M7V Al Creative Kndeavor. C.reenfleld I

77I-2H3I
3-20

Innkeepers Club

Meeting Tonight

6:30 Berkshire Rm. S.U.

Reorganization and Plans for

Boston Hotel Show

Best i rTTrje Vfal le><

cjeooa salar*M lo

hot oiea+fcatl . 10

>not saosaye .... so
ham
r^ast bee*

pa5tca<mi

Tu N' A

10

80
10
1 o

«r«e<i rerr*»
Musrxroosvx •

>/vp*ia.reti«^

r»arv\W>or3

pcffectmi
Bacon

<*ncVxdvt«,3 .*'W9
Ha«^ (*>*_>«"*» i

on I »*\S
e*v>$Vxrx>oVex5, f«p*,er>

MS

|w:}0-li:?0 g -^LUEWWLVr^W&*&-** *

3 93

MDC CLASSIFIED
I wo excellent farms in Ware \rea call

,,„,,„„. „ jiii> Moulton Beal

I stale Ware
H3-24

SERVICES
\mherst Audio *ervkea. »t*reo com-

ponent*, tape decks for home or car l»7

\., IMrasanl st . HMaaaX
tfsem

PERSONAL
Schroder just Schroder — Meet me at

Itigrlow s and we'll celebrate your Birth

dax Imr Pumpkin
i .ii

i me il bv Thela (hi two If by Zeta Nu. oa

Ihr opposite keg I shall be' Happy 2l*t

Kirthdax Steve Muraw*ki'

sinr - i.ood work, computer-man. I

knew xou could do it' I oxe. Jo
3-2*

Mother* — rant find a reliable

babvaitter" Tired of high fee*' Call the

Child (are Exchange. SM2224 for further

information
t/3-21

Txpingthe*e».di*ertalion». report*, etc

by prole»*»onal lyplata. Call SM-IMt

Sandx s srirrlanal Serxke.
U3-24)

FOR RENT

Bide needed to Idaho Springs ( olorado

or Mcinily March 21-25 Will *hare driving

and expenses Please call Kathy at >4fi-

7372.
If 3-28

Want rider* for Ha. Leaving 3/23. (all

am.
3-2*

ENTERTAINMENT
Boggle with two ban*h: Cricket Hill,

with Helen, and Prairie Oyatcr*.

Tomorrow nite SI Ballroom at R p.m.

Only II. come'
I J"

GOOD TIMES

Tonight at the Bluewall hear (ireg

Bullen with "Bald Mountain Road" —real

talent, real fine entertainment.
Mi

SUMMER SUBLET

I Bedroom Puffton Milage with fall

option Axail June I. IIM/month utll

included Price la negotiable Hurry call

-.41MaS
tl3~24

3 bedroom Puffton Village apt. avail.

June I Option to leaae in fall. Call S44V4U7.
113-24

I < Paula from a djV— Clue • V write it

down xou pass mx street on xour way to

town as a bonus here s one more house

1 1 Itrother
i-ii

Black A white T\ rental* I JJl per day —
liiday minimum Color T \ rental* • I per

day — aidax minimum T\ Center SS N.

IMrasanl 253-.MM.
If4-S

( rkket Hill, the Prairie (>y*««T» —
Tae*.. Mar. 21. S I Ballroom. g:M. II.

tfI-21

l-nlk singer wanted for wedding. 12

siring preferred Call collect 2t)3-IUMM7.
H3-24

TOSUBLET

The .lax lew Kan (tub 1* ecstatic Their

idol was present al the Wed nile officer s

meeting We loxe you Jay Jew: Your Kan

( luh
3-20

llyanni* group rental* from 13

Prime area* only (lean -modern. Call In

\m l-4W-»l«. Jim Reagan Box 112

llxannis Ma»s Owner
t!4-3

TERM PAPERS

ith I- loor Hills - NoCock Teaser for 72:

K Moore reem us from Brick Bulldog

Kruno Bird. Bobn Buckwheat Big B

It.inih and Butts
i .ii

ski ( halet xacation week Mar 2«— \pr

I Okemo - Killlngton area, sleeps 10 1300

I all «il-«*t -.VVK.
113-23

duality Research and Reference

materials Original* and copies. TPA.
Km It- Xmherst Carriage Inn. 233 N

Pleasant St. 2Mi-*IIMi

H3-24

WANTED

I
s and Korelgn coins and stamp*

bought sold traded K.»timate* and ap-

praisal* Bob Murrln 224 Hamlin House or

P O Bo* 104 Amherxt Ma
U3-2I

(Juahhin Vat. 1 bdrm apt to sublet Jun I

thru \ug tl option to lease 1170 mo .

includes all utilities and alr-cond 323-107:

113-22

EMPLOYMENT

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom xpjrtmenl* for im-

mediate rental. •.-month least-

I l*:./ month, includes ulil (all Mt-3241

daxs or MaXatll nite*.

tf III

I bedroom apt. ( llff»We available Apr

i I l m per month . all ulllltle* . pool . lennl*

Option to renew leaae In Sept. Call MS-

4722.
H3-21

.' bedroom townhou»e Boiling (ireen

\pt* Avail April I at 1230 all ulil t all 254V

M.
U3-24

To sublrt or lease for June I J-berirm.all

utils swim pi.. 7 min. from campus ( all

MJMSM exes
tf3-2l

To sub-let. I bdrm apt., all utll. conv to

campus: Il4g per mo Immediately See

Ned In 417 Machmer or call 2S3-SaSH.

lf3-20

1-3 Bedroom hou»e for summer June 13

- \ug IS appro* Write Man — 1301 John

Jax (olumbiat NV N.Y. IM27 or call

2l2-2g«-«3»4.
tf3-22

House or apt in a house wanted to rent

Irom June I write J Kirley in Kairfleld

\xe Norwalk Conn OfiKSt or call 203-H3H-

•himT

If

ROOMMATE WANTED

\cl early 'ts Western National Park

i mploxers — experience unnecessary 25«

sell-add enxelope P.IS. 70HC 1000 Plra

State ( ollege Pa
114-3

FREE

TYPING

I \ping: Pica or K.lite. proofreading and

copies free . editing If requested 40« /page

Kast. accurate, (all Ann 3W-7443 or —
Tim

tf3-2l

CAR STORAGE

Kree mixed (rfrnun Shepard needs

home preferably in country (ientle Or

will be destroxed. Call 772-4)717.

(13-21

I xping —theses, dissertations, etc Kast

.intl accurate Proofreading, editing if

ili-sirrd llaxet.reek and science symbols

233 MH. .

Kxrellenl acce** in \mher»t (enter

( lean. Heasonable rates Dll Jone*. S4»-

:t7an

tfl-2g

AUTO REPAIR

NEEDHELP TRAVEL
Need help in Math (hem. or

economics* Call l -73:1-2901 collect after 7

" " lf3-23

Roommate wanted'! Squire \ ill

sublet xour own room — all convenience*

— immed occupancy — HVO0 per month —
(all Ken or Pete at fifiS-1707.

H3-22

RIDE WANTED

slMIINt. IN AC\PU.COll*»Htlayt7
night* xia (nix IM H jel Open only In

studints employees A families of 1

( ollege*. (all SH4-..I7I.

IfSsfJ

Oil. AND I IBK ONLY IS .30. 4 qls

Mobil oil CompIHe lubrication, (heck
iiaiisinissioii differential, battery and

i.iilliiiMin lontrnl xalve with oil filter only

!*.•».%. ( ome to Spencer's Mobil — nexl to

Post Office.
tf3-22

Must Sacrifice Auto

K lo share room in 1 bdrm Puffton

Knommale nol there often ISO.SO/mo

Immed occ Mao summer sublet wanted

H3-2I

Make xour mother proud of xou! (ilve

(wo girls a ride to and from Klorida —
Spring break Will share gas I * drixing

(all Paula fi-oass.

H3-22

i ." South Spring break Bermuda —
Kreeport. Acapulco. Puerto Rico. S day

packages from I KB. K.scape International

( all Peggx BMHI.
((3-20

71 VW ( amper. Ideal for spring

vacation Muat tell now Klr*t reoaonable

offer Perfect cond Must aell NOW, 323-

7tlS Must sell now! !

!

1(3-22

SKIING

Hide needed to Oregon Want to leave

around Mar 23 Share drixing. expenses

If xou can help, please call Marty S»-«3«l

H3-22

LOST

Male black large dog. answers to the

name "Kido Reward 2S3-3S413 or MM
tf3 22

ROOM WANTED

Ski Killlngton - stay at the Troika

I odge 17/ngt — 1.10/*kl week Kull kit

chen prix inc Call MM Ml for

i eserx alions
113-24

Need ride lo Wash 0( or xiclnlty

March 21 Will share dr and exp Call

Marcx al :.nV7:i:il

Sm Bl Hog. Taken from outtide Hatch

WeHnrsdax contact I inda 2S:i-WS9

3-20

One large. Inexpensive room, lat floor,

rooking privilege* private entrance. I

have a nice dog Call collect' I-M7MI*
If3-2I

^
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1972-73 Calendar
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Monday
Monday
Wednesday
Monday
Friday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Monday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Saturday

Saturday

13 13

Undergraduate School Registration

Graduate Registration

Undergraduate Registration

First day or classes

Holiday

Holiday

Monday class schedule will oe followed

Counselling penod begins (classes not suspended)

Counselling period ends

Thursday class schedule will be followed

Thanksgiving recess begins after last class

Classes resume
Last day of classes

Reading day

Final examinations begin

Last day of final examinations

Semester ends at 1230 pm. m.&mttmMWF 13 13 13 TUTHS
1»73

Undergraduate School Registration

Graduate Registration

Undergraduate Registration

First day of classes

Holiday

Monday class schedule w,n be followed

Spring vacation begins after last class

Classes resume

Holiday

Monday class schedule w.li be followed

Counselling penod begms (classes not suspended)

Counselling period ends

Last day of classes

Reading day

Final examinations begin

Last day of f mai examinations

Commencement ..,.„,
MyWF M 14 14 TUTHS

Good Friday 4 20 73.

13

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Monday
Friday

Friday

Monday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Friday

Saturday

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

14 14 14

September
September
September
September
October

October

October

November
November
November
November
November
December
December
December
December
December

January
January

January
January
February
February

March
April

Apr<l

April

April

April

May
May
May
May
May

*•* 'im»

22

23

24

25

19

23

23

2

16

19

23

27

12

14

15"

23

26

Jewish Passover 3/17/73.

73

One of our roving photographers

caught this shot late Friday af-

ternoon bv the pond. Are they

doing what it looks like they're

doing? (MDC photo by Alan

Chapman)

Lottery

Sellers

List
r

can vou buy lotteryWhere
tickets

"

The Massachusetts Lottery

Commission has designated more

than 3600 outlets for the sale of the

«nt tickets starting Wed-

lav-covenng every com-

munity, big and small, in the state.

Following is the official list:

ABIM.TON
Erickson s News. Abington

Liquors, Lunch's Pharmacy.

CavfccM'l Super Mkt .
Carter-

Green Auto Waters Country Store.

\( TON
Flm Aatodata Inc .. Notar s

Market Inc

\( I SI INFT
Blue Lantern Cafe. Bonvdles

Market Acushnet Pharmacy.

Komeo's Pkg Store

\|)\MS

Red Carpet Rest . Kirby's Self

Service. Convenient Store. Val's

\ anet\
\(.\\\ \M

Country Store. 00 Plaza

\gawam Pharmacy. Elbow

(Diner Package Store

\MFSBl BY
Poirier' News Inc . Quality Pkg

Store. Vermette s Inc .
Alan

Savage. Richer s

AMIIFBST
CAC Package Store. Cheese Gift

Shop. Hungrv U Inc.. Barselottis.

Augies Tobacco Shop. Randy's

Store Louis Foods Inc . Russell's

Package

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to last Fridays Puzzle

Inc .

Cafe.

Astrologer Madame Soleil is described by

many as the most famous woman m
France, ranking ahead of Bngitte Bardot

She conducts a daily radio program with an

estimated 5 million listeners, including

French President Georges Pompidou
When l make radio and television ap

pearances m the Un.ted States and Canada,

the ratings invariably reach a peak The

popularity of astrology continues to surge

and i feel this is all to the good
• • •

ARIES (March 71 April 19) Travel

arrangements require double c nechJ n_8
Reservations should be verified Don t

overlook apparent minor details Mism
formation could be supplied by neighbors,

relatives Stress self reliance

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) In making

purchase, be sure product is as represen

ted Means stick to quality Substitutes now

could prove disappointing If you stick to

factual information, you make progress

Act accordingly
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Accent on

personality, how you relate to those with

opposing views Watch public relations Be

wary m affixing signature to legal

documents F.msh rather than beg.n.

spread message Take initiative m ad

vertising, publishing

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Don't put off

medical, dental appointments Look out for

vour own welfare Do what must be done to

ensure security New contacts now will

prove beneficial Accent original approach

Adhere to your own style

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Vou may have

been asking for the wrong things Some
*,shes are due for revision Don't substitute

glamor for actual accomplishment
Aquarian figures prominently Trust

hunch Heed inner feelings

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Some persons

m positions of authority tend now to be

confused Be flexible Don't condemn until

ail facts art >r\ Sagittanan is involved

Take long range view Avoid requesting

more than you can handle.

LIBRA (Sept 230ct 22) Check details

connected with any plan involving relative

Avoid becoming involved in wild goose

chase Don't reach too far. too soon Give

,deas time to crystallize Maintain steady

pace
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Be con

servative m money matters Well meaning

persons may be misinformed And some
individuals are now willing to be reckless

w,th your finances Protect yourself Get

guarantee Take no unnecessary risks

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Tread

softly Don't insist or make demands You

gam most through diplomacy Applies

especially to dea'ings with mate, other

family members In legal matter, wait and

see What you need will be presented

CAPRICORN (Oec 22 Jan 19) Lie low

Obtain valid hint from Sagittarius message

Look benmd scenes tor wnat you require

Keep confidential matters confidential

Someone wt.o should not be listening may
be eavesdropping
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II) Be firm m

stance Refuse to be talked out of con

wictions Member of opposite sex may be

involved One who whispers sweet nothings

could be sparring for time Maintain self

esteem Like yourself and others will, too

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) You are able

to finish project Do so Don't hang on to

past key now is to widen circle of

acquaintances Valuable contact can be

made if you art not restricted Anes figures

prominently Shake off lethargy

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you art

subiect to moods You require creative

outlet You succeed when you are yourself

You tail wnen you imitiate Domestic ad

ustment. perhaps change of residence

occurs ttiis year You can be happier, if you

so permit Taurus and Libra persons are m
picture November could be your most

significant month in 1972

Copyright 1972. Gen Fea Corp

1

4
6

11
13
15

16

18
19

21
22
24
26

28
29
31
33

,4

M
38
40
«2

Uppermost
part

Near
Sharpen
Like a bear

Idler

Compass
point

Part of t lower

(Pi)
Note of scale

Earth
goddess
Wolfhound
Verve
Girl's name
Take ones
part

Mature
Old womanish
Seines
College

degree
(abbr )

Hail

A cross
Exclamation
Disturbance
Pertaining to

Norway
Fish eggs
Chimney
carbon
Part of speech

Girl's name
Labor
Parent
(colloq

)

Teutonic deity

Latticework

A state (abbr.)

Female
relative

Tour
Portions of

medicine

66 Compass point

67 Before

4 Pilaster

5 River ducks

6 Slim

7 Measure of

weight

8 Level to

ground
9 Preposition

10 Coat of a

mammal
12 Exists

14 Hindu queen

17 Principal

20 Mans name
23 Note of scale

24 A continent

(abbr )

25 Winglike

27 Short |acket

30 Ancient district

in Greece

32 Anon
35 Pilferers

37 Let fall

38 Sign of zodiac

39 Shocking
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41
43
44
46

48
51

Instrument
Blander
Half an em
Printer's

measure
Inclines

Units of

Siamese
currency

T

53

57

58

60
62
64

Units of Italian

currency

Female ruff

A continent

(abbr.)

Beverage

Conjunction

Brother of Odin

iT

K.C. Could Surprise

In AL West

Ruggers Open With Win

FORT MYERS. Fla. (AP)-Sound pitching, excellent defense and

blinding speed will be trademarks of the Kansas City Royals in the

American League race this season.

The Royals, who finished second in the AL West by a comfortable 6 1/2

games last baseball season, need a power hitter. If they come up with

one, watch out. .

Manager Bob Lemon thinks he may have one in John Mayberry, a lett-

handed first baseman whose previous flings in the majors have been

°n
&

all probability Mayberry will start the campaign at first. He has

been described as'"a young Willie McCavey." The Royals obtained him

from Houston during the winter.

•Mayberry is hitting the ball real well," says Lemon. "He s got a good

shot at it He has all of the potential you can ask for.

•If Mayberrv and the right fielder can produce, that's what we re

looking for. We need to bolster our offense."

First base and right field were the Royals big weaknesses in 1971 when

they finished 16 games behind the champion Oakland Athletics with an 85-

76 record. Lemon tried numerous players at both positions and didn t find

the snswer
•The right field spot is the most competitive spot we have." Lemon

savs •All of the plavers after the job are hitting real well."

'Bob Oliver Joe Keough, Richie Scheinblum and Steve Hovley are the

candidates. Oliver and Keough played there last year."

Scheinblum, the American Associations most valuable player with

Denver last vear. led the AA in four departments-a .388 batting average,

108 RBI lOtriples and total bases. He hit 25 home runs.

Hovley, picked up from Oakland in the November major league draft,

was with Iowa in the AA in 1971 and batted .337

Royals pitching could come close to being the best in the division. The

staff is led by Dick Drago and Mike Hedlund, both right-handers, and

lefty Paul Splittorff . The other starter in the four-man rotation likely will

^SSSSS5U- 1« and SphttorfLwhose 271 -r-dInj

average was the Royals best among the starters, 8-9. Bruce Del Canton, 8-

6 also figures heavily in the Royals plans.

Lemon says his bullpen, led by Ted Abernathy, a 39-year-old right-

hander who saved 23 games, may be the best in the league. Tom

Burcmeier is the other top reliever and was credited with 17 saves

If Mayberry solves Lemons first base problem, the infield is set. Fred

Patek, smallest player in the majors at 5-foot-4. will be at shortstop. He

^Pad Schaal. .274. who walked 103 times, will be at third base and

Cookie Rojas will play second base. Rojas will play second base. Rojas

had his finest vear last season, batting .300 and making only five errors.

Jerry May! back after a season marred by injuries, is the No. 1 cat-

Ch
Amos Otis is a fixture in center field. Otis led the Royals in just about

every department, including batting with a .301 average and RBI with IB.

lJu Piniella. who batted .279 and set a club hitting streak of 18 games in

1971. will man left field. „ .

otis and Patek. the Royals' crack base stealing combination, will be

running more than ever this year. Otis led the AL last year with

thefts, and Patek was second with 49.

Princeton Wins

By ROY LYONS
The UMass Rugby Football Club opened their

season Saturday with an impressive performance,

shutting out the University of Rhode Island A's 12-0,

at Kingston, R.I. The Redmen completely dominated

the game, played under less than ideal conditions.

The field appeared to be an abandoned cow pasture,

lacking even goal posts.

Bob Drum opened the scoring early in the first half,

powering his way through heavy traffic from thirty

yards out. Mike Donnells conversion attempt was

weak, never reaching the phantom goal posts, and the

score remained 4-0.

Donnell redeemed himself later in the half with a

twenty yard scamper, boosting the score to 8-0. He

went inpracticallv untouched, cutting brilliantly to

evade several tacklers. Mike Vogle's conversion

attempt was low, and the half ended with no further

scoring. URI never enetrated beyond the UMass

twenty-five yard line throughout the entire first half.

The Redmen lost the wind advantage in the second

half, but they continued to control play. Asa Glaser

picked up a loose ball and scooted ten yards for an

apparent score. The referee ruled otherwise,

however, and the URI defense held.

Buckley Winfoot scored the final try of the af-

ternoon He skirted the ring end with dazzling speed

and simply outraced the defense. John Ramey set the

play up with a perfect lateral. Pete Herman, who was

tremendous all afternoon, booted the conversion

attempt just wide of the mark.

Late in the game URI made their only serious

scoring threat, moving the ball within five yards of

the UMass goal line. At this point the Redmen for-

wards, who played aggressively throughout the

contest, stiffened the scrum, and the bid was th-

warted.

The B' game was even more one-sided. Led by Ed
Owens and Art Shelley, the second squad routed the

Rams, 29-0. Both scored twice.

The ruggers will leave this week for Florida to

participate in the Gator Tourney at Gainesville

Other teams entered are Valderbilt, Michigan State,

Cornell, Notre Dame, LSU. Spring Hill College, and

Florida The Redmens performance in Florida will

undoubtedly be viewed as representing the caliber ol

rugby in New England. The Rhode Island game was a

good tune up for them, and the players are thankful to

have at least one game under their belt If the>

withstand the heat and improve their record in the

conversion department, the tournament could be a

great success on the field. It's already assured that

status off the field, but that's what rugby's all about

Maroons, Chi Omega Top IM Stmm
_ . . . * l__ Ik ' L. .» j-1 skf«c->a> ifiiilAfUW II

NEW YORK ( AI'i-TVd Manakas

scored 20 points and controlled a

crucial slowdown offense in the

second half to lead Princeton over

Indiana 68-60 in the first round of

the National Invitation Tour

nament for college basketball

Sunday
The victory shot the Ivy

Leaguers into Monday night's

quarter-finals against the winner

of Sunday's second game between

Texas-El Paso and Niagara

Manakas helped Princeton pull

away from a 36-63 halftime tie.

scoring seven points in a 20-10

spurt that virtually sewed up the

nationally televised game for the

Tigers
Than, with eight minutes to go

and Princeton leading 57 50. the

Tigers went into a semistall and

froze the ball for several minutes

at a stretch.

The strategy enabled Princeton

to pick up nine foul shots in the late

going.

A tense first half duel included

six ties and seven lead changes

Identify your friends on sight.

Wear a

Golden ^
Cannabis ?

SativaPin -
It stands for ecology'

It stands for freedom'

It stands for where you are at!

$2.00 EACH
(OR S3 no A PAIR

I

Send cash, check,

or money order to:

ECOLOGY GIFTS
Post Office Box 2121

Springfield. Mass. 01 101

SHIPPED POST PAID

Manakas. taking the play away

from teammate star guard Brian

Taylor, hit for 11 first half points to

keep the Tigers even with the Big

Ten Hoosiers.

Hn GEOFF Kl K1NSKY
The Maroons. Chi Omega, and

Civil Engineering, came off with

the Men's, Women's, and Grad-

Faculty Titles respectively in the

IM Swim Meet held last week.

In the Men's division, the

Maroons, totally outclassed the

field in a super performance in

which they amassed 65 points On

their way to victory the relay team

set a meet record in their heat of

the 200 yd. Medley Relay which

they performed in 1:54.6. Runner

up for the campus championship

and Fraternity Champ was Kappa

Sigma, last year's campus
champion They finished quite a

wavs hack with 44 pts Third place

was taken by the Independent

Champions, the Heads, with the

Munchkins and TEP finishing with

SI and :W points respectively taking

fourth and fifth ( >n the route to the

title the Maroons were lead by

\ istories h\ Wilhard in the 100 yd

free style. Connors in the 50 yd

backstroke, and a team victory in

the 200 yd medley relay
••*

In Women's action, it was a iwo-

way battle between Chi < Jmega and

The Quitters uith Chi Omega
winning, going away 55 to 40.

Finishing a distant third was Van

Meter South with 19 pts. Chi

Omega took the 2(H> yd freestyle

relav and had individual winners in

Diving with Kacey Cearnal. in the

50 vd free stvle again with Kacey

Cearnal, and in the 50 yd breast

stroke with Barb Schroder The

only other team to score was

Coolidge Upper who finished with 6

pts.

***

In Grad-Faculty action the Civil

Engineers squeaked by the

Nooners 70-59 Although the only

winner for CE was Sward in the

diving, they amassed their points

while placing second place

finishers in even <' vt'nt The

By Popular Demand

Monday and Tuesday

Spec

The Colonel lowers the cost of weekend eating.

You get:

•1 pieces of finger lick in' good Kentucky

Fried Chicken

* Golden sweet corn on the cob

* Mashed potatoes and gravy

* A hot buttered roll

* Plus a soft drink

Knitudcif fried #ki<rk«H

Rt. 9 across from Zayres

Hours: 11 - 10 weekdays, 11 - 11 weekends

Telephone 256-8745

* Ask for the Student Specia I

Nooners had easv victories in both

relays, and medley and the free

stvle.

Study in

Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer School, a

fully accredited University of Arizona

program, will offer, July 3 to August

12, anthropology, art, folklore, geog

raphy, history, government, language

and literature. Tuition, $160; board

and room, $190. Write Office of the

Summer Session, University of Ari

zona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.

THIS
WEEK
MAR-20-M
AT THE

Qri

*6A
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pro iPff h<*w .
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"As They Remembered Julius"
•^ .. . „. . . ,_ . . /.-.. i. „ *Wn.nart series 'And then we'll ask Coach Al Bianchi for

FOR SOMEONE SPKCIAL-Last night at Berkshire Dining

Commons. John Betancourt presented this plaque to Julius Erving

honoring him for his contributions and records during his two varsit\

seasons at I Mass. Mike Pagliara also presented Julius with the

uniforms he wore during his Redmen career. (MDC photo b> M
Jagoda)

Editor's Note; This is the first in a two-part series

on Julius Ervings testimonial dinner Sunday night at

Berkshire Dining Commons. Part One- As iney

Remembered Julius.")

By EARLE BARROLL
He was dressed as smartly as he always had. His

dark dinner jacket and pants were accented

brilliantly by a light-blue ruffled shirt. To his right

was his college coach Jack Leamn.To Leaman's

right was his professional coach, Al Bianchi.

Toastmaster Dr Lawrence Johnson and a host of

others were having a difficult time trying to locate

the problem of a seemingly faulty PA. system that

delayed the program for a few minutes.

As they worked feverishly to find the source of the

difficulty an oversized hand reached for the

microphone, tapped it lightly and energy was

restored...Dr Julius Erving had spun the magic

that the others could not.

It was appropos that his testimonial began on this

note, as Julius Erving was being honored for the

magic that he so spun in his three years at UMass.

For the gathering of 200 plus, this was the night to

thank Julius Erving "who has done more for I' Mass

athletics than we can ever repay him for." as Dr

Johnson said in his opening remarks.

This was a testimonial out of the ordinary for

I'Mass athletics, but as acting athletic director David

Bischoff explained, •Julius Erving is out of the or-

dinary."

Bischoff also remembered Julius as 'a young man
who accomplished more in his three years at I'Mass

than most people accomplish in their lifetimes
."

Peter Pascarelli. former sports editor and editor in

chief of the Collegian remembered Julius as he was

off the court:

•Julius showed great coordination when he

dropped his bed on his foot and broke it before the

Providence game last year. He showed quickness on

the bus rides playing cards. It was really something

to see those big hands move the cards. And you

couldn't get mad at him if you lost because he

wouldn't score 30 points for you in the game.''

But in a serious vain. Pascarelli noted that the

enthusiasm in I'Mass athletics that Erving spawned

during his three years at UMass would never be

reached again.

Lee Williams, executive director of the Basketball

Hall of Fame in Springfield, officially retired Julius'

number 32 into the collegiate Hall of Fame alongside

the likes of Peter Maravich. Karrem Abdul Jabbar

.and Sidney Wicks

"And then we'll ask Coach Al Biancni for Julius'

Virginia uniform after he's named rookie of the year

in the ABA." he said. "We're glad to share him with

the rest of the nation. At least they're now seeing

what we've seen and talked about for three years."

Dr. Randolph Bromery, Acting Chancellor, said

that UMass was fortunate to have Julius here for

three years as a student, a basketball player, and

•just a hell of a guy."

In speaking directly to the big guy, Bromery said,

•Please remain the way you are in the future -a hell

of a swell guy."

Leaman, who has said about as much as can be said

about Erving said, "the true tribute to Julius has

taken place this year. We didn't have him, and the

guys still fought as hard without him. But they still

followed big Julie wherever he went with Virginia

and cheered him on. This is what he meant to this

team
John Betancourt. who started with Julius for three

seasons remembered him "as a friend, not as a

player."

During the summer, I went to see Julius play a

Rucker League game with my brother. It was raining

and they moved the game inside The gym was small

and when I tried to get in. a cop threw me out I saw

Charlie Scott going in and asked him to get Jules for

me. Julie came out and my brother and I got seats at

hall court The cop just stepped out of the way when

we went by with Julie

Mike Pagliara. who captained the Redmen this

season, noted what a real pleasure it was playing with

Julius. Whatever he did. you felt a part of it. When
he signed with the Squires, while everyone was
walking around campus with their heads low. the

basketball team was all smiles because we felt good

for him that he had this opportunity I'll always

remember him
"

Julius had meant a great deal of pride to Black

students on campus. Representing the Black Com-
munity football. Captain Clarence Brooks presented

Julius with an award "on behalf of the black students

on campus."
Julius Winf leld Erving is quite a guy. These are just

a few of the many thousand who have come in contact

with him The reaction to all is the same
And as Al Bianchi sat waiting for his star to speak.

Dr Johnson looked at Julius' pro coach and said.

We're not just doing this to honor him ..we're doing

this for Julius' renegotiation of his contract."

(Tomorrow Julius' speech)

Frosh Hoopsters Compile Near Perfect Slate
B> Kit \\K WTOSIKWICZ

Tli n ended on a sour note.

I 115-108 loss to Brown, but the

accomplishments are still

numerous, as can be attested to by

•one of the spectators at Brown
Among the notables were Penn
Coach Chuck Daley, a Providence

;t who had tried to get Bill

Endicott to attend the Rhode

Island powerhouse, and a sport-

iwriter for the NY Times Now that

I he notion is <>\er there is a

latly (SlqUenian

SPORTS
chance to reflect over the

highlights of the season and to give

<red it where credit is due

Frosh mentor Fan Gaudette. a

head basketball coach at Clark l

in Worcester for four years prior,

guided the yearlings to a near

perfect 15-1 record Along with his

assistant, Bill Greeley, a former

Redmen backcourt reserve. Coach
Gaudette overcame transportation

problems by each driving a car to

the away games Another member
of the contingent, was freshman
manager Steve Libby. who
traveled with the team looking

over minor details and sitting at

the scorer's table.

If the frosh had to be described in

one word, it would be "Balanced."

All five starters finished the season

averaging in double figures. 6'8

John Murphy led all scorers
averaging 2o I p g. breaking a

frosh record held formerly by Tim
Edwards He was closely followed

h> i, J Bill Kndicott with 18.3 and

Tom Gillams with 16 Rounding
out the livesome were .ill Mike
Flanagan at 13.1 and 6'3 Jim Burke
at 12 1 Top rebounders were
Murphy and Gillams with 13.4 and
12.3 caroms per game. To em
phasi/e the balance, the three

backcourt men Endicott. Flanagan
and Burke paced each other in

assists, uth the first two handling

Men and Burke. 79

Besides the season's production,

there were many fine individual

performances throughout the

on The Clinton skyscraper.

.John Murphy, poured in 32 points

and grabbed 16 rebounds against

IConn at the Cage before fouling

out with over seven minutes to go

He also led the cagers in their

closest game which was against

Boston College, rimming 25 and

plunking the go ahead basket with

Hist over I minute to go

Bill Endicott. another in the

continuing line of UMass athletes

from Somerville. besides running

the offense, came through to sink

21 and 24 against Rhode Island and

:T> against the Brown pressing

defense It seemed that this

sharpshooter thrived on the

toughest, most physical com-
petition to play his best games.
Mike Flanagan had his best

game against UConn at UConn
rimming 27 The Manchester.

N.H., native during the season hit

almost all his charity throws. 50-55,

for a phenomenal foul shooting

mark of 90.8% Tom Gillams. of

Uniondale. NY, thrilled the crowd

at Dartmouth. N.H.. grabbing 22

rebounds and pouring in 16 points

Tom also hit 26 against Earl Wilson

at Starrs, while performing a play

called reverse action to perfection

Jim Burke of Needham has to be

the most underrated player on the

team, as he continually drew the

top performers on the opposition to

guard, and consistently turned in a

fine showing while his teammates

did most of the scoring Two of the

men. Larry Livramento. who was
averaging If p g and Kerry
Walker, who was hitting 40 plus

(i u were held respectively to 10

and 16

others on the team included

Bruce Guzowski 'the crowd
pleasen. Dave Dibble. Hick Boron.

PetCT Grimes and Job} McBridge
Gu/owski and Dibble acted in

role similar to penalty killers in

hockey whenever the big men ran

into lOUl trouble Boron CUM
through on several occasions in

relief of the ball handlers with his

best game against Boston

University where he hit 11 point-

Notice
Intramural Wrist Wrestling

begins tonight at 6:30 pm in

Boyden Gym All team managers

and unattached wrestlers are

reminded to pick up their

schedules in the Intramural Office

by noon today.

7 *
mi Z

SATURDAY NIGHT was the final performance of the 1972 NAIADS. The syncopated water ballet

consisted of elaborate aquatic exercises, including Spiral Dance with Ronald Cooper as Satan (top left)

;

Communal Interlude-choreographed by Katherine McNerney (top right) ; Two Together with Deborah

Austin and Robert Guerenti (bottom right). (Photos by Alan Chapman)
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Weather
Spring has sprung,

grass has riz, flowers

aren't here, but the mud
sure is. Details on page
two.
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In a DVP speech. Saul Alinsky drew 550 persons to listen to tips on organizing radical groups. Alinsky

drew intermittent laughter from the crowd while downgrading the establishment. He related anecdotes

of organizing problems at his speech in the Ballroom. (MDC photo by Pete Manera

)

On The Inside:

Belfast Bombings Continue
See page five

Lecture Note Program
See page three

ITT Case Continues
See page three

Alinsky Stresses

Organization

Of Middle Class
By ROBERT Ml I >l I Itos

Saul Alinsky stressed the importance of organizing the middle class
society in America last night before 550 people in the Student Union
Ballroom.

Alinsky's past efforts in organizing the poor in America to fight for
their rights as citizens has won him international recognition.
"We have to turn to the middle class. This is where the power lies," said

the gray-haired Alinsky. "The United States is probably the first nation in

the history of the Western Hemisphere in which the vast majority of the
people are middle-class."

The 63-year-old Alinsky remained serious throughout his speech, but
brought much laughter from the crowd with his frequent barbs against
the establishment.

" I am not a guest I am here because my organization is getting paid
for me being here," said Alinsky.

In 1968 he set up the Industrial Areas Training Institute, a school for
training organizers for work in white middle-class communities.
Alinsky said the American middle-class can not be identified in terms

of income, but must be seen in terms of its identification. He said the
middle-class in the United States makes up 75 to 82 per cent of the total
population.

The middle class is now starting to move, said Alinsky. "If they don't
move toward us, they will move towards George Wallace." he said.
Continually stressing the need for organization and power. Alinsky said

before anything can happen, it is necessary to have a power base to move
on.

"Everytime you want to do something you have to organize." continued

Alinsky. "Until you organize all you'll have is rhetoric."

Alinsky, who has made a 30-year career of organizing workers, small

businessmen, blacks, and labor leaders, said, "Any movement without

organization ends up being a bowel movement.'' said Alinsky, bringing

the crowd to life.

"Impossible to have change without power,'' he said. The only way to

get the establishment to move in a desired direction is to put the power on

them, he said.

"The only way you can communicate with the establishment is not

through their ears, but through their rears." he said.

While emphasizing the need for the youth vote, Alinsky also explained

why it is important to work through the system This planet is made up of

a lot of systems, he stated. He called it a good jumping off point

He explained also, that the system usually ends up doing the

organizer's work for him. He gave as one example how no one really

knew of him in a Texas town until the Ku Klux Klan and the city council

tried to get rid of him. Then, and only then, was he asked to organize a

movement.
Alinsky said the role of an organizer is to go into a sector and to gain

power. Only by gaining this power is an organizer able to bring about

change, he said.

He pointed out students in college, who are activists, are at a

tremendous advantage since they are coming out of a middle-class

society.

On a question from the floor, Alinsky said the most important thing for

a student activist is to learn how to organize He said the college provides

for the student an excellent laboratory to be used once he gets outside of

the campus

Saul Alinsky reminds students that they should not neglect to

register and vote. (MDC photo by Pete Manera)
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No Settlement On
SUG Board Decision

By DON BISHOP

No settlement over the present difficulties between SUG Board and the

Administration concerning the controversial Article 7 of the SUG Board

By-Laws was arrived at yesterday. An Administration response to the

latest proposal for Article 7 was expected by SUG Board today, but none

was forthcoming. .

The apparent difficulties from the Administration standpoint surround

the wording of a sentence in the first paragraph of Article 7, the Article

related to "Personnel Procedures in the Campus Center, and more

specifically the hiring and firing power over the management staff of the

Campus Center by the SUG Board.

This particular sentence reads: "The Chairman will at that time ap-

point a broadly representative search committee of not less than three

(3) Board members to nominate to the Board the candidates to fill the

position
" The words "broadly representative" are seen by Acting Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert Gage as needing more

specification so that "broadly representative search committee will be

sure to include all elements of the community in the selection process.

A definite decision on the present proposal for Article 7 might not come

from Acting Chancellor Bromery or his designate until after vacation, at

which time the process of revision of this by-law will have to start again.

B Hampshire Gets NSF Grant

Nostalgia and spring fever have hit this staff all too quickly and so we thought you'd like to see a

preview of some of the probablv upcoming events tentatively unscheduled for this spring season. Who

knows? Maybe well get the Goodyear Blimp up here! (MDC photo by Helen Sweetstory

)

U.S.-Bangladesh Relations

Under Formal Review
AMHERST-Herbert D.

Spivack. IS Consul General to

Bangladesh, said in an interview

Saturday that the possibility of

formal American diplomatic
recognition of Bangladesh was
under active review.

Spivack. however, would not

specualte as to when a decision on

recognition could be expected

Moreover, he said the factors to be

considered in making this decision

had not been spelled out

The Consul General arrived here

late Friday night for a weekend
with his brother Bernard, his wife,

and family. Both Bernard Spivack

and his wife teach at the univer

sity

The diplomat said he was going to

Washington today to participate in

an overall review of American
policy in South Asia

In reference to the possibility of

recognition of Bangladesh.

Spivack said that all the great

powers except the U.S. and China

had already established formal

diplomatic ties.

Also not recognizing

Bangladesh, according to Spivack,

are the Arab countries, which are

sympathetic to Pakistan, and
many Latin American countries,

which have just not yet announced

recognition.

Spivack said that while Sheik

Mujibur Rahman, prime minister

of the new Bengal nation, and the

Bengali people resent and distrust

the Nixon administration, for its

role in the Pakistan-Indian con-

flict, no hostility is held for the

American people.

The Bengalis, he noted, merely

hope that America would see the

error of its ways and face reality

He said the general attitude of the

Bengalis was a willingness to

forgive and forget.

Spivack said the comments of

Presidential adviser Henry
Kissinger, which claimed that the

U.S.' claims of neutrality in the

war three months ago were a

sham, were printed in the Bengali

press but created little stir. He

explained that Kissinger's

remarks just confirmed what the

Indians and Bengalis had
Mispected all along.

\>ked how Bangladesh was
recovering from the devastating

war which gave it its in

dependence. Spivack replied that it

was not the "international basket

case" as many have portrayed it

Rather, he said. Bangladesh is a

country with considerable

economic potential which is now
suffering from temporary
paralysis

He did say, however, that the

surge of emotion and enthusiasm

which accompanied independence

was waning, and that it was im-

perative that the Bengali govern-

ment come to grips with the

country's many problems.

While the Bengalis adore Mujib.

Spivack pointed out that he faced a

perplexing problem: how to turn

his charm and charisma into a

formula which will get the

fledgling country on its feet.

The General Consul expressed

astonishment at how easily the

millions of Bengalis, who had fled

the terrorism of West Pakistan

soldiers in the months preceding

the war. had been reassimilated in

Bangladesh
Spivack said that 85 to 90 per cent

of these refugees had returned,

many of them bypassing govern

ment facilities and going directly

to their own homes.
However. Spivack was

pessimistic about the fate of the

Biharis. the minority Moslem
group which in many cases had

collaborated with the hated West
Pakistanis.

He noted that the mass slaughter

of Biharis by Bengalis seeking

revenge though expected by many,

did not materialize He conceded it

was still a problem
Asked about the incident at

Khulna last week, during which

several hundred Baharis were

allegedly wounded or killed by

militant Bengalis Spivack

cautioned against taking casualty
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estimates too literally, arguing

that they were always
exaggerated
He predicted the present

generation of Biharis would just

dissolve: some would go to India,

some would, as a depressed

minority descend on the economic

and social scale and the younger

people would perhaps assimilate

into the community
He said the possibility of a mass

migration of Biharis had to be

completely discounted because no

other country wanted them
The diplomat, who passed the

surrender notes between Pakistan

and India during the war. said that

he felt no sense of imminent

danger in Dacca during the

fighting because the center of the

city was bombed only once during

the conflict

And while news reporters and

other observers had concluded

from the very outset that an Indian

victory was inevitable. Spivack

said that the Paks were deter

mined to fight to the last

In regard to future Pakistan-

Bangladesh relations, the Consul

General said that because of the

two's proximity some sort of

dialogue would be required in the

near future (This process may
have been hastened with yester-

day's announcement by the

Bangladesh and Indian govern

ments that repatriation of

Pakistani prisoners of war would

not be negotiated until Pakistan

recognizes Bangladesh.)

He said that at present the

subcontinent is going through a

readjustment of balance of power
and spheres of influence The
Soviet Union, according to

Spivack. after its negotiation of the

1965 India-Pakistan war and its aid

to India during the recent outbreak

of hostilities, is a major force to be

reckoned with on the subcontinent.

Spivack. who served in a

diplomatic capacity in India.

Burma, and Cambodia before

going to East Pakistan <now

Bangladesh) last August, said that

one o! tne by products of American
recognition of the new country

.

would be a step-up in aid

(Reprinted from Daily Hamp-
shire Gazette)

AMHERST - A $28,373 grant has

bee.i awarded by the National

Science Foundation to Hamps' ire

College to aid in its summer
studies program for talented

secondary school students in

natural science and mathematics.

It is expected that the Hampshire
program will serve 108 students,

with 60 obtaining full tuition

support from the NSF grant, and

some scholarship assistance

available.

( Her 4.000 high ability secondary

school students will be par

ticipating in similar NSF
programs across the United States

Hampshire's and similar

programs seek to identify and

encourage talented studentsto

become future leaders in meeting

the nation's needs in science and

technology a decade from now
This will be the second year in

which the Hampshire summer
studies program has been funded

by NSF. the only one of its kind in

Massachusetts this year

Students will participate in

workshops, each under the

guidance of a mathematician or

scientist and an undergraduate

assistant Topics from outside the

usual secondary and college

curricula will be intensively in-

vestigated, but emphasis will be on

methods of discovery rather than

accumulation of results

A science course will be offered

in immunology, taught by
Professor David Parker, and
Professor Lynn Miller's course in

microbial ecology will develop

experimental approaches to un

derstanding the interaction of

organisms and their environment.

"Synthesis of sound." taught by

Everett Hafner. will use electronic

synthesizers and computers as

basic tools in a laboratory course

on the theory of sound
ProfessorsParker. Miller, and
Hafner are on the faculty at

Hampshire College

Mathematics courses taught by
Hampshire faculty members
Kenneth Hoffman and David Kelly,

with visiting instructors, will

emphasize methods of

mathematics, and students will be

introduced to the art of creating

and using mathematical models
A course in the mathematics ol

computers taught by Hampshire
professor John J Letourneau will

develop a mathematical approach

to the theory of machine in-

teractions, systems construction,

and the nature of computation

itself

The program will be directed by

David (V Kelly, assistant professor

in the School of Natural Science

R9d Mathematics at Hampshire,

and will take place on campus
from July .» through August 12

\ graduate of Princeton
University in 1961. Kelly holds an
S M from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and an

A M from Dartmouth College,

where he is currently completing

work on his PH.D. Before coming
to Hampshire College in 1971 he

was on the faculty of new College in

Sarasota. Florida He has worked
with summer programs for high

school students for 12 years.

Kelly is a member of Sigma Xi

and Phi Beta Kappa, and has been

a Woodrow Wilson Fellow and a

National Science Foundation
Fellow He belongs to the

Mathematical Association of

America. the American
Mathematical Society, and the

National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics
For further information and

application forms, contact David
C Kelly, director. Summer Studies

in Natural Science and
Mathematics. Hampshire College.

Amherst
(Reprinted from Daily Hamp-

shire Gazette)

Bridal
The fifth annual Bridal Fair will be held at the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center Auditorium today with two fashion show

presentations to be staged at 3 : 30 and 7 : 30 p.m.

Fashions for the bride, the groom and attendants will be included in the

spotlight of today's events. Models will be students at the university.

Many local merchants and manufacturers will be exhibiting their

products. Visitors are invited to stop and chat with company
represenatives throughout the day.

Weather

Today will be partly sunny and
partly cloudy and mild. Tem-
peratures will range around 50. It

will be cloudy tonight with tem-
peratures in the 30 s

Now that the snow is slowly

melting its way all over campus,
we suggest that youput away your
snowshoes and bring out the mud-
kickers (?).

Little thing$

mean a lot

at

Radio Shack
of

Amherst

UV.A. SWEEPSTAKES
Win a: $400 STEREO SYSTEM from the Listening Post

$50 HANDMADE LEATHER BACKPACK from Faces of Earth
$25 GIFT CERTIFICATE from the Shoe-Bin

u „ .r with 50*
Table at Campus Center or Hillel Center
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Lecture Note ProgramTirst Step'

Hiding from the snow in a telephone booth in downtown Amherst.

At least no one should be forced to do that for the next few months.

(MIX photo by Holly Boice)

Dita Beard ITT Memo
Turned Over To FBI
u \SHlM.TON i.\P> — Columnist Jack Anderson said Monday a

memo which figures prominently in his allegations against the Justice

Department has been turned over to an aide of acting Atty. Gen Richard

G. Kleindienst and now is in the hands of the FBI.

The memo which Anderson says was written by Dita Beard, a lobbyist

for International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.. is cited by Anderson to

support his accusation that ITT gained favorable settlement of an an-

titrust action after it had pledged heavy financial support for the

Kepublican National Convention in San Diego next August.

Mrs Beard has denied writing the memo.
ITT announced late Monday that it had turned over to the committee

new evidence to support its claim that the memo is a fraud.

The ITT claim is supported by affidavits from Susan Lichtman. Mrs

Beards former secretary, from W. R. Merriam. Mrs. Beards boss in the

Washington ITT office, and from Russell J. Tagliareni. an ITT security

administrator.

Mrs Lichtman. who no longer is with ITT. reported she typed a memo
for Mrs. Beard last summer which contained some of the material in the

memo printed by Anderson but without the portions linking the ITT

convention pledge and the antitrust settlement.

Merriam denied again that he ever had received the memo printed by

Anderson, and Tagliareni said he obtained Mrs. Lichtman's statement

without giving or promising her any sort of reward.

Anderson protested the committee action, picking up 4th graf and in-

serting •committee."
Anderson protested the action which he said was taken by the Judiciary

Committee without his knowledge and consent And, he added, in a letter

to the committee chairman. Sen. James O. Eastland. D-Miss ,
"as far as I

know without the knowledge or consent of the other members of your

committee." .

Anderson called the action unheard of in a congressional investigation,

and said he fears that while at the Justice Department the memo could be

damaged, defaced, lost or tampered with..."

He said the document was hand-delivered last Friday by a member of

the committee staff to John Duffner of the Department of Justice and ad

ded "Mr. Duffner. of course, is the executive assistant to Richard

Kleindienst. the very man whose nomination to be attorney general is the

subject of the present inquiry by your committee."

He asked the document be immediately retrieved and impounded by

the committee.
Eastland had no immediate comment on the letter.

Mrs Beard, from her hospital bed in Denver, described the

memorandum as a fraud and a 'hoax" in an affidavit released 18 days

after the memo was first made public in Andersons daily column.

Fake Railroad Ties Coming
retired railroad

By JEANNETTE MARTINEAU
The Student Senate Service Committee, chaired by

Elliiot Sherman, met last night to discuss the Student

Senate Lecture Note Program, "our first step in

setting up co-ops."

Tentatively agreed upon at the meeting was the

following:

"This act of the Student Government Association

shall govern the operation of the Student Senate

Lecture Note Program...to provide notes to the

students of the University of Massachusetts... to any
member of the University who has subscribed to its

service by payment of a fee to be collected by the

manager of the service anytime during the academic
semester.

The responsibility of the operation will rest with the

Board of Directors...which will.. .be responsible for

FAIRFIELD, Conn. <AP> — A
new synthetic railroad tie to

replace old wooden ties that split,

burned or rotted has been

developed by a Fairfield

businessman.
Benjamin P. Collins, president of

Collins Synthetics, Inc . and son of

engineer, said

is made of

and special

visual

communications
BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For info contact registrar

Parsons

school ol Design
66 West 12 St. New York 10011

a

the synthetic tie

processed wood
sealants

Impact tests, he said, showed the

synthetic tie withstood the

simulated wear of 2-1/2 million 100-

ton railroad cars passing over it

and survived the ordeal with less

than a quarter-inch of wear.

Collins was quoted as saying the

synthetic tie was being produced

by a Wisconsin manufacturer, but

a spokesman for Collins said

Monday night that this statement

was premature

Last Week
To Register

To Vote

hiring and firing a manager and all supervisors of the

operation."

The Board's composition being considered is to

include: The treasurer of the Student Senate, the

chairman of Services Committee, the Chairman of

Academic Affairs, three at-large members, non-

senators, preferably, appointed by the chairman, and
one faculty member.
The manager will be an ex-officio non-voting

member. The length of these terms have yet to be
decided.

Also discussed by the Food Services Committee
was the possibility of "optional meal programs."
Because of the mortgage fee, exemptions for those

who do not presently qualify would cost about $62.

The Committee is open to alternative suggestions

from the student body.

Alinsky Holds Broad Discussion
By PAM HYJEK

In his coffee hour last night. Saul

Alinsky discussed topics ranging

from education to Socialism, with a

warm, capacity audience in the

Colonial Lounge.
One point Alinsky made was on

the possibilities of establishing a

power base for teachers on im-

plement change by visiting their

pupils' parents "even when the kid

isn't in trouble." After they

recover from their "incipient

coronary." they may support you
when you have to deal with public

authority such as school com
mittees. about matters like

curriculum, and pay raises.

"There's no such thing as a

successful traitor." said Alinsky,

for we would he venerating such

people as Benedict Arnold if we
had lost the Revolutionarv War."

Alinsky declared that he was op-

posed to dropping the bomb in

Japan; he would have dropped it in

Berlin. He then went on to say that

we certainly don't have fascism

here.

We do have a powerful youth

cult, though, for "a man with a

healthy sex drive suddenly
becomes a dirty old man when he

reaches sixty." Alinsky con-

jectures that if the senior citizens

were united with the young, they

could together constitute an
organized one third of the

population He said a sampling of

senior citizen sentiment on the

Vietnam war six or seven years

ago surpassed the anti-war fervor

of even the college aged youth, and
praised Medicare.

To one query. "Do you consider

vourself a socialist
'''" he replied:

"I don't know ..the state keeps

screaming 'radical' and the name
stuck."

"Who are your enemies?" was
another curious comment; the

answer: "All those that define

themselves as my enemies-the
pentagon, all the right wing groups,

the Klan. not the John Birchers..."

Toward the end of the evening, a

young man engaged Alinsky in a

vigorous discussion of unions and
power and the economic im
plications therein.

"As much as you disagree with

me. you don't dislike me. do you'"
"No." was the reasonable
response

Then if you don't dislike me,
I'm sure you wouldn't want me to

have to spend the night in Amherst,

and miss my flight to Boston."

Muskie Trying For Illinois Vote
CHICAGO IAP) — Sen Edmund

S Muskie campaigned Monday for

an Illinois comeback from a

political slump, seeking to refuel

his Democratic presidential quest

in twin primary election contests

with Sen GerogeS. McGovern and

Kugene J. McCarthy
Well over one million Democrats

were expected to cast ballots

Tuesday, choosing between Muskie
and McCarthy in a presidential

preference primary, and among
Muskie, McGovern and un-

committed slates in separate

balloting for national convention

delegates.

The primary selects 160 of the 170

Illinois nominating votes at the

Democratic National Convention

At least 80. and probably more, of

the Illinois delegates are expected

to be uncommitted which, tran

slated, means pledged to no

presidential candidate but loyal to

Mayor Richard J. Daley of Chicago

and his Cook County organization

The polls will open from 6 a.m. to

fi p.m. Central Standard Time, in

10.858 Illinois precincts

All told, two million ballots are

anticipated, a majority of them in

the Democratic primary since

there are no significant contexts on

the Republican ballot ^^

It may take some time to

determine what happens
The preferential primary vote, in

which the stakes are purely
psychological, are on the same
ballot as the state nomination

contests and on the same voting

machines in Chicago and other

cities.

The complex delegate selection

contests are on separate paper
ballots everywhere, raising the

prospect that some voters may
skip that phase of the primary, or

inadvertently spoil ballots by
voting for too many candidates.

Muskie. who had been the

Democratic front runner,
of the vote and none of the

delegates, in the Florida

presidential primary last Tuesday

Mc came to the Illinois race in need

of a campaign boost

The Maine senator, flanked by

his newly assigned detail of Secret

Service agents, plowed through

mid-day crowds on a handshaking

tour of Chicago's State Street, but

did most of his vote hunting outside

the city, where the delegate con
ttsts are.

Muskie and McGovern both kept

hands off the heart of Daley's

domain. five Chicago
congressional districts where 56

uncommitted delegates will be

elected.
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In The Nation And The World

Soviets Worried About U.S.-China 'Deals'
MOSCOW (AP) — Leonid I. Brezhnev

displayed concern Monday over any

possible secret deals between the United

States and China But at the same time he

took an outwardly casual, wait-and-see

attitude toward President Nixon's recent

visit to Peking
The Soviet Communist party leader's

remark in a foreign policy speech before a

Soviet trade union congress provided the

most authoritative Soviet reaction so far to

Nixon's China trip

Brezhnev said that when the President

visits Moscow in May. Soviet leaders will

talk with him from "businesslike, realistic

positions'' and with the belief improvement

of Soviet-US. relations is possible.

But in apparent reference to Soviet

support of North Vietnam and the Viet Cong,

he declared the improvement would not be

at the expense of some third countries or

peoples, not to the detriment of their lawful

rights and interests."

Brezhnev's comment on Nixon's China

trip last month were the first by a top

Kremlin official and filled an authoritative

void in Soviet reaction to the summit.

He declared the dialogue in Peking went

beyond the framework of American-Chinese

relations.

'How else can one assess the statement

made at a banquet in Shanghai that 'today

out two peoples hold the future of the whole

world in their hands '' Brezhnev asked. The

statement he cited was made by Nixon in a

toast to Premier Chou En-lai.

Nixon said after his trip to China that he

had not entered any secret deals with the

Peking leadership

Noting that little was made public about

the content of the talks or the substance of

any agreements. Brezhnev said "the sub-

sequent deeds of the United States and

Peoples Republic of China will say the

decisive word about the significance'' of the

summit
"We are in no hurry, therefore, with final

assessments'' he concluded.

Concerning the Soviet Union's own

relations with China, Brezhnev said Chinese

representatives have suggested relations on

the basis of peaceful coexistence.

"If the people in Peking are not prepared

for more than that in relations with a

Socialist state, we are ready to develop

Soviet-Chinese relations on the basis too.''

he went on.

He said the Soviet Union had made
proposals "on nonaggression, on the set-

tlement of border issues and on improving

relations on a mutually advantageous

basis."

Knowledgeable diplomats here were not

aware that such proposals had been

previously disclosed in reports or

discussions on the talks being held in Peking

by representatives of China and the Soviet

Union.

It was possibly more than coincidental

that Brezhnev's remarks were made on the

day the chief Soviet negotiator returned to

Peking to resume the talks after a recess of

undisclosed duration.

Turning to Soviet relations with other

countries, Brezhnev said West Germany
faces "a choice between a policy of peace

and a policy of war" in its debate over

ratification of the Moscow-Bonn treaty. He
defended the nonaggression treaty as

realistic and said its signing in August 1970

had already improved relations between the

two nations and that ratification would bring

even greater gains.

The Kremlin leader maintained the

Middle East stalemate "cannot go on in-

definitely." He accused Israel of blocking a

political settlement, with American support,

and warned that the growing strength of

Arab countries will eventually determine

the outcome.
Soviet-Japanese relations have taken a

turn for the better recently, he said, and
Moscow is ready to cooperate extensively

with Japan to "serve the cause of peace."

Knocks
WASHINGTON AIM — Sen

I W Fulbright said Monday al'S
Information Agene> memo
regarding the Berlin Wall is

evidence the CSIA "is an agency of

the < "old War" and as such is

hampering efforts toward easing

mttrnational tensions

A memo from I'SIA Director

Frank Shakespeare to his staff

media directors last June said the

agency would "undertake a major
effort to publicize the 10th an-

niversary of the erection of the

Berlin Wall Aug 12-13, 1961.

The memo said the campaign's

In Brief...
Agnevt Undecided

ins \\(.KI.KS ( AP) Vice President Spiro T. Agnew said

Monday he has not made up his mind about seeking a second term
as vice president And he said that even if he does run. it doesn't

necessarily mean he will shoot for the presidency in 1976.

Soviet Jews Protest Closing of Radio

TEL AVIV (AP» - Twelve Soviet Jews protested to U.S. Am-
bassador Walworth Barbour today against proposals to close Radio

Liberty in Europe
The immigrants to Israel told Barbour in a letter before a

meeting in the embassy that shutting the station would mean
many people in Russia will lose their source of free and objective

information from the West
\ir Perce Starts Karlv Discharge

\\ 18HINGTON < AP) Moving to bolster its reserve forces, the

Air Force announced Monday an early discharge program for

pilots, navigators and airmen who agree to join an Air National

(iuard or reserve unit

Under the program, called Operation Chase, men who have

served one year of active duty can apply for release if they

volunteer to put two years in the reserves for every year of their

remaining active duty commitment Thus, a man who is signed up
for a four year Air Force tour and has three years remaining must
agree to serve six years in the reserves

The program is similar to one offered by the Army to get men
into its guard and reserve forces.

Canadian Pipeline Suggested
\\ \Mll\t.Tn\ < AP) An

Interior Department studv issuer!

Monday Mid an oil pipeline

throw nh Canada would peae less ol

an nviro imental threat trnm
major nil spills than a propo
unite through Alaska

In terms of unavoidable dam...

however, it might be more ot ,i

tovstip. the two year stud> con

eluded It said an overland pipeline

would prevent damage in the

but the pipeline and tanker route

through Alaska might protect the,

land more
Even the unavoidable damage

would be decreased, the report

said, if an oil pipeline shared the

right ot way ot a natural gas

pipeline likely to be built anyway,

it said The report noted that

petroleum companies including

some participants in the Alaska oil

line are considering a gas line

through Canada
The report said, however, that

none of the alternatives appeared
superior to the others in all

respects

surface theme should be the

history and significance of the wall

built by the East Germans after

they were unable to stop all those

who sought to escape to West

Berlin.

"The point of real impact should

be that Communist societies

inevitably turn into prisons where

men daily risk their lives in an
effort to flee to freedom." the

memo signed by Shakespeare said

Fulbright, chairmanof the Senate
Foreign Relations Committe.
released the memorandum at a

committee hearing The Arkansas

Democrat said such broadcasts put

out by USIA'l Voice of America
jeopardize such peace initiatives

as the Strategic Arms Limitation

Talks and perpetuate outdated

beliefs in monolithic communism
Appearing before the committee.

Shakespeare defended the policy.

>a\ing VOA broadcasts are

generally objectives

He refused to turn over field

reports the agency uses to decide

what it will tell other countries

about America.
Fulbright and most other

committee members sought what
he called the "country program
memoranda."
Fulbright said he wanted

evaluations of mood in other

countries and how they feel about

the United States and not just

access to LTSIA's broadcasts and
publications

To provide such documents.

edally polls taken over-

Shakespeare said, would risk

turning them into "political

honihshells" in the United States.

especially in an election year.

Sen ('iifford Case. KVJ. said

he thinks it would be healthier if

everything USIA did. including its

polls, were made public
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U.S. , China Envoys

Hold Second Meeting
PARIS ( AP ) — Envoys of the United States and China held their second

meeting Monday on establishing closer relations.

U.S. Ambassador Arthur K. Watson sent word through a spokesman

that he and Ambassador Huang Chen had a "fine talk.'' He gave no

further details. Huang had nothing to say for newsmen.

Like the first meeting a week ago at the Chinese Embassy, this session,

at the US Embassy, lasted a little less than an hour.

Watson had said the first meeting was a "get acquainted" session with

Huang.
Watson saw Huang through the door of the U.S. Embassy, just off the

Place de la Concorde, but ducked back inside before newsmen could

approach him.

Huang, dressed in a black Mao suit and cap, raised both hands in a

seeming gesture of futility to newsmen who sought to question him. With

two aides, he drove off in his black limousine.

In announcing the ambassadorial talks March 10, the White House said

Watson and Huang would be the channel for diplomatic discussions on

travel exchange and trade procedures mentioned in the Feb. 27 Shanghai

communique which followed President Nixon's meetings with Premier

Chou En-lai in China. Discussions of those two subjects, the White House

said, would be among the "primary purposes" of the Paris channel.

The shortness of the second session raised doubts that any substantive

decisions were reached. There was no indication from either side whether

a regular session on Mondays had now been set up.

House Changes Time Law
WASHINGTON IAP1 — The

House Monday voted to give a

dozen states straddling time zone

boundaries new power to exempt
parts of themselves from ob-

serving Daylight Saving Time.

By XVI to 7. the House decided to

amend the I96K Uniform Time Act

.ilter advocates of the so-called

Indiana plan argued that the

existing all-or-nothing
requirement for total state

exemption creates confusion and
economic hardship in states split

by time lines

Last May. the Senate passed a

similar amendment.
The House, before passing the

measure, made a three-word
deletion to correct what the

amendment's supporters termed a

technical error in the language
Thus, the amendment was sent

back to the Senate for its expected
agreement to the correction Then
the amendment would go to

President Nixon
Under the amendment, any state

divided by a time-zone boundary
could exempt all of the state lying

within one time zone from ob-

•ervtng dst.
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Bomb Kills 6, Injures 146 In Belfast
BELFAST. Northern Ireland

(AP) — A 100-pound bomb planted

in a delivery truck blew six persons

to pieces Monday and sent a huge
ball of flame rolling down a central

Belfast street crowded with
shoppers. Another 146 persons

were injured-some badly maimed.
Police said many of the victims

were lured to the scene by

terrorists before the bomb went off

outside a Protestant newspaper
office.

The police account said the

terrorists warned that a bomb

would explode on Church Street

and this sent people running to

nearby Donegall Street where the

explosive device actually had been

planted

"This was a deliberate attempt

to kill innocent people," a police

spokesman said. "The people who
planted it must have known that

people were being evacuated into

its path." The explosion was
enormous.

"I saw a huge ball of red fire

rushing up the street followed by a

pall of smoke." a witness said

"There was a huge blast, and

people were thrown all over the

place
"

It was the second major terrorist

explosion in central Belfast this

month and the worst carnage of the

year in Northern Ireland's con-

tinuing violence.

Police did not speculate on who
the bombers might be

They had blamed the Irish

Republican Army for the bombing
March 4 of a downtown restaurant

that killed two women and
wounded 136 other persons.

The IRA. fighting the British and

the Protestant dominated Nor
thern Irish government, denied it

had any part in the restaurant

bombing

Chairman C. Jackson Gravson of the Price Commission, the

•brother" of the Pa> Board, yesterday during hearings on utility

rate increases \P>

Labor Member Ready

To Quit Pay Board
\\ VSIIIMiTON ( ,\P» Floyd

Smith, one of five labor members
of President Nixon's Pay Board,

said Monday he is ready to quite

the board and will so inform other

union chiefs at a labor summit
conference Wesnesday
"Unless something comes up to

change my mind. I am prepared to

state that I'm ready to leave the

Pay Board." Smith said in an in-

terview

Smith, president of the million-

member AFL-CIO International

Association of Machinists, said he

could speak only for himself, but

that he believes AFL-CIO
President George Meany and
United Steelworkers President

I.W. Abel share his views

Meany, the nation's 77-year-old

"Mr Labor", has called the

Wednesday meeting of the 35-man

AFL-CIO Executive Council, plus

Auto Workers President Leonard

Woodcock and Teamsters
President Frank E Fitzsimmons.

The top-level labor meeting,

called in the wake of the Pay
Board's partial rejection of a West

Coast longshore contract, repor-

tedly is to determine whether the

five union members will continue

sitting on the 15-member labor-

industry-public Pay Board.

"I don't believe we're doing

much good sitting there and I don't

think it would effect us very much
if we left." Smith said

i
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i would expect to find Abel

taking the same position that it's

doing no good to stay on the Pay
Board." he added

"I think this may also be George
Meany s position.'" Smith said.

Meany. Smith and Abel are the

three AFL-CIO labor members on

the Pay Board Woodcock and
Fitzsimmons, whose big unions are

not affiliated with the AFL-CIO.
are the other labor members.
A high source in the Auto

Workers Union indicated Wood-
cock is not ready to quit the Pay
Board

Conceding labor had been hurt

by Pay Board rejections of parts of

both the longshore and aerospace

contracts, the Auto Workers source

said. "If we quit the board, we
might get it in the eye worse."

The Auto Workers and
Machinists have filed federal court

suits against the Pay Board's

orders to peel down their

negotiated wage increases.

The Auto Workers source said

the union had been able to protect

some contracts by serving on

Nixon's Pay Board
But Smith, who previously had

worked closely with the Auto

Workers to try to get approval of

the aerospace contracts,

disagreed

Victims of the Donegall Street

explosion, many of them women,
were strewn about in blood and

rubble A policeman wept as

surgeons on the sidewalk per

formed emergency amputations

Two of the dead were garbage

collectors and one was a motorist.

Another two were policemen one

Roman Catholic; the other

Protestant

Bombs went off in two other

parts of Belfast after the big blast

and in Londonderry a sniper killed

a British soldier with a shot

through the abdomen.
The Donegall Street blast flat

tened the truck it was planted in

and wrecked shop fronts.

The two policemen killed were

both off duty radio operators who
had volunteered to help patrol the

city center as part of tightened

security.

In Dublin, three IRA leaders

escaped assassination attempts

from bombs mailed to them.

Sean MacStiofain, chief of staff

of the IRA's nationalist Provisional

wing, suffered slight burns to his

hands and face when a parcel

exploded as he opened it.

Cathal Goulding, chief of staff of

the rival IRA Official wing,

dismantled a bomb sent to him and

detonated it safely

Tony Ruane, treasurer of the

Sinn Fein, political arm of IRA
Provisionals, burned his left hand

when a package bomb went off

Nixon Calls Drugs No. 1 Problem

NEW YORK (AP) — President Nixon, asserting

that the drug traffic strikes at the very heart of

American society, called Monday for "strong, tough

prosecution" to combat it.

i consider this to be the No. 1 domestic problem

that concerns the American people," he told

newsmen.
Dramatizing the campaign, for which he has asked

1973 funds of $600 million, the President conferred

here with Gov Nelson A Rockefeller, undercover

agents and top officials in the Office of Drug Abuse

Law Enforcement which he created in January

After the meeetings. which lasted 1-1/2 hours, he

went by helicopter to Kennedy Airport where he

inspected U 8 Customs procedures for hunting out

illegal drugs
The President then flew back to Washington for a

meeting with his Cabinet Committee on International

Narcotics Control which was set up last September to

help curb the international drug traffic

As part of the same wide-ranging program. Nixon

has a meeting scheduled Tuesday with Premier Nihat

Erim of Turkey which is expected to take up the

problem of opium poppy growing in that Mideast

country.

Erim's government has banned culture of the

flower-raw material for heroin-but he said last week

continuation of the ban would depend on finding

alternate crops and new industrial development. The

United States has already promised $35 million

At the New York meetings, Nixon noted that Turks

produced opium, but do not use it The government

there, he said, "is very, very tough on it
"

About 35 officers at the first meeting of the New-

York section of the Drug Abuse Enforcement office

beard the President say that the traffic was "the

most reprehensible of all crimes, it strikes at the

ver> heart of the society in which we live-it strikes at

the fabric of American life."

New York, described by Myles Ambrose, national

head of the new office, as the area with "probably the

largest concentration of heroin addicts in the nation."

is the first of nine regional centers set up in the an-

tidrug fight.

other regional offices will be established in

Atlanta. Cleveland. Chicago, Denver, Houston.

Kansas City. Los Angeles and Philadelphia.

The meeting with Rockefeller, and city and state

officials discussed 12 special narcotics courts set up

under a $7 5-million grant from the federal govern-

ment supplemented by $2.5 million from the state

S. Viets Maul 'Steel' Regiment
FIRE BASE ASTOGNE.

Vietnam < \P> - North Viet

namese survivors of an elite

Regiment of Steel were reported

fleeing southward Monday after

being mauled by South Vietnamese

infantrymen in two weeks of heavy

fighting between Hue and the A
Shau Valley.

Maj. Gen Nguyen Van Phu told

newsmen his 1st Division troops

had killed more than 500 of the

2.000 men believed to be in the

enemy force and prevented the

North Vietnamese from moving

into a jungle base camp only 15

miles west of the old imperial

capital in South Vietnam's nor

thern sector

One of his regimental com
manders. Lt Col Nguyen Bui

Quang. said government soldiers

were pursuing the retreating North

Vietnamese and had killed 30 more

in scattered clashes southwest of

Fire Base Bastogne since Sunday

Quang took newsmen on a

helicopter tour of the bomb
scarred battleground, but he

refused to land because of the

danger of incoming artillery fire.

"There was trench-to-trench

fighting for every meter of

ground." Quang said "Many of the

dead North Vietnamese were only

15 to 16 years old. indicating thev

have had replacement problems

The enemy were identified as

members of the 6th Regiment, an

elite independent unit nicknamed

the Regiment of Steel because of

the tough battles it fought in

western Thua Thien Province last

vear. and of support battalions that

included antiaircraft batteries and

a medical detachment.

Briefing newsmen at Camp
Eagle, a former U.S. installation

near Hue. Phu described how he

sent a 3.000 man government
blocking force against the 6th

Regiment in an operation code

named Lam Son 45.

"The enemy were trying to

rebuild Base Area 14," he said

"They were trying to occupy the

mountainous area, rebuild their

logistics bases and use it as a

springboard for attacks against the

lowlands They do this every year,

and every year we stop them
"

Phu said 68 enemy were killed in

the first major battle, about 20

miles west of Hue. on March 13

Another 72 enemy were killed last

Thursday, and 235 enemy were

reported killed on Saturday and

Sunday when they attacked

government forces six miles south

west of Bastogne
South Vietnamese casualties in

the three major battles were given

as 42 killed and 186 wounded. Phu

said allied air strikes accounted for

a third of the enemy dead "but we
think they killed more We just

haven't found the bodies yet
"
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Youth Vote Has No Impact

In Recent Primaries

LOS ANGELES. March 19-In the New Hampshire

and Florida primaries, young people tended to vote

for candidates who were more liberal than those the

electorate as a whole tended to support. But the

young did not vote differently enough, or often

enough, to have a drastic effect on the results.

These are the conclusions drawn from several

surveys, an analysis of the vote totals and interviews

with more than 100 young people in the first two

primarv states.

The behavior of the youth vote in these elections is

particularly interesting and important. One of the

major imponderables in this election year is the

potential impact of the 25 million young people bet-

ween 18 and 24 who will be voting in their first

Presidential election.

Students Most Liberal

Definitive statistical evidence is difficult to obtain,

but the most liberal segment of the new youth vote is

clearly the 25 per cent in college. And among this

group. Senator George McGovern, Democrat of South

Dakota, is the favorite. As an aide to Democratic

Senator Edmund S. Muskie of Maine put it:

• The socially vogue thing to do this year on campus
is to be for McGovern. It's like wearing your hair

long-you sort of fit in."

For example, in New Hampshire, the college towns

of Hanover and Durham both voted more than 70 per

cent for Senator McGovern, while he won only 37 per

cent of the vote statewide.

In Alachua County, home of the University of

Florida, the South Dakotan pulled 23 per cent of the

vote, while running second behind Gov. George C.

Wallace of Alabama. Senator McGovern also ran

second in Leon County, seat of Florida State

University, and won a pre-election poll of several

thousand Florida college students But statewide he

finished sixth, with only 6 per cent of the vote.

Mr. McGovern did not run nearly so well among
working youths. An Election Day survey done for The

Now York Times by Daniel Yankelovich. Inc.. in-

dicated that the Senator received less than 20 per cent

of the overall youth vote in Florida. He still ran

second among this group to Governor Wallace, who

attracted about one-third of the new voters.

Student Dominance Doubtful

The Florida results also indicate that students will

have a difficult time controlling elections, except,

perhaps, on a very local level. Senator McGovern
might have run second in Alachua and Leon Counties,

but he finished only fourth in the race for the con-

vention, delegates from the Second Congressional

District, which includes both counties.

Mayor Lindsay who ran well among students in

Arizona, did not catch on with youths in Florida. He

finished fifth in Alachua, for instance, sixth in Leon,

and fourth in the pre-election college poll.

Representative Shirley Chisholm of Brooklyn

showed some strength among youths, finishing third

in Leon County and second in the college poll.

The Yankelovich survey reported that only Senator

McGovern, Mayor Lindsay and Representative

Chisholm ran better among youths than among the

electorate as a whole. Senator Muskie ran about the

same, while Senators Hubert H. Humphrey of Min-

nesota and Henry M. Jackson of Washington, and

Governor Wallace, ran behind.

The impact of the youth vote is limited by the

problem of registration. In New Hampshire, where

the McGovern campaign invested a lot of resources

on college campuses, some experts estimated the

student registration at more than 80 per cent.

But in Florida, a much bigger state that attracted

fewer student volunteers, registration at the

University of Florida was only about 56 per cent. The

Secretary of State estimated that only 40 per cent of

the youths enrolled statewide

Even on college campuses, many young people

complained that they did not know how or where to

register Some just did not care about politics, or did

not think their vote would make any difference.

The problem is aggravated by the mobility of

youth Time and again, young people said that they

had moved too recently to establish residency, or had

registered at home and forgotten to request an ab-

sentee ballot Some registrars simply refused to

enroll students in college towns

(Reprinted from the NY. Times)

Feminists Stress Lost Cases

WASHINGTON. March 19-Some

recent court decision that

feminists regard as defeats for

women are expected to provide

much of the argument in favor of

the equal rights amendment when
the Senate starts serious debate

tomorrow on the issue.

Also in the forefront of the debate

will be some new studies showing

that some laws that were supposed

to protect women do not do so,

partly because they are not en-

forced.

The recent cases have involved

some victories for the women's
equality movement, too. furnishing

material for those who argue that

an amendment is not needed But

advocates of the equal rights

amt-ndment say that the victories

and losses taken together show

that progress toward equal

treatment of the sexes is so slow

and inconsistent that a con-

stitutional amendment is the only

way to achieve equality.

The amendment would in-

validate all laws-Federal, state or

hical that require or sanction

discrimination based on sex.

Discouragement in Texas

Among the new court cases that

feminists regard as particularly

discouraging is Schattman v.

Texas Employment Commission

This is the first case to reach the

Appeals Court level that

challenges a state law requiring a

woman to quit her job at a certain

point in pregnancy, regardless of

her desire to continue working or

her doctor's opinion that she could

do so without harm
The United States Court of Ap-

peals for the Fifth Circuit upheld

the law. finding it "reasonable and

rationally related to a permissible

state purpose." and thus not in

violation of the requirement of the

14th Amendment that all citizens

receive the equal protection of the

law

The loss of the Schattman case

was regarded by feminists as a

particularly severe blow, because

the plaintiff. Mrs Mary Ellen

Schattman. was an office worker

whose duties did not require her to

meet the public and whose job

required no physical exertion more
strenuous than "the lifting of file

folders."

One victory viewed as significant

by feminists was recently won in

the area of laws covering

pregnancy
The Attorney General of

Michigan issued an opinion in

validating Michigan law that

prohibited a woman from
collecting unemployment benefits

beginning 10 weeks before an

expected birth and for six weeks

after delivery

Two new studies that feminists

are quoting deal with the subject of

alimony and child support Both

studies indicate that court awards

of such financial aid to women are

not paid consistently over any

significant length of time in a large

majority of cases, regardless of the

economic status of the father or ex

husband
one of the studies, done by

Marian P Winston of the Rand
Corporation and Trude Forsher.

executive vice president of Zukor

Forsher Productions showed that

fathers who were failing to support

their children were not primarily

low income individual or unem-

ployed, as many persons suppose

The second major study was

done by the Citizens' Advisory

Couneif on the Status of Women,
which concluded that child support

payments "generally are less than

enough to furnish half of the

support of the children" and that

even these small payments are

frequently not adhered to
"

Victories on Work Rules

The court cases that women have

consistently been winning are

those involving state laws

restricting hours of work for

women but not men. setting

limitations on the weights that

women may lift and imposing

other requirements on employers

of women
(Reprinted from NY. Times)

Democratic presidential aspirant Sen. Edmund Muskie. D-Maine.

addresses students at University of Illinois in Champaign Friday.

CourtRulesOn Registering
WASHINGTON (.\P)-The Supreme Court ruled today that college

students seeking the right to register as voters in their college campus
towns must fight their legal battles as individuals and not as groups.

The ruling is crucial to the question ot how any college-age youths,

enfranchised last summer by the 26th Amendment, will be able to vote in

this year's elections.

Forcing the students to fight each appeal individually instead of

through class-action suits is expected to draw out the legal skirmishing

indefinitely and preclude many students from the ballot this year

A key question with students is whether they must register at the home
of their parents or if they may consider their college residence their legal

residence for purpose of voting.

In several court cases across the country, students have been fighting

for the right to register and vote where they live while in school.

The Supreme Court, by an 8 to 1 vote, affirmed a ruling by a three-judge

federal court in Richmond, Va. holding that five Virginia students may
not make their suit a class action affecting all student voters in Virginia

Leave Tests

Behind!

TO-NITE

Cricket Hill

with Helen

and

The Prairie Oysters

TO-NITE

8 p.m. — $1 — SU Ballroom

UMats

Fine

Arts

Council

Presents

THE ALVIN AILEY

AMERICAN DANCE THEATER

4 Performances

Two Different Programs

Tues. - Fri., March 21 - 24

Bowker Aud. - 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: 125 Herter
Telephone 545-0202

ALL RESERVATIONS must be paid for

and picked up by 4 p.m. on the day of the
performance.

NaderFundPleaCollects$642,000
B

WASHINGTON, March
Hi Ralph Nader, the consumer
advocate yesterday that Public

Citizen, Inc., of which he is

president had raised $642,000 in the

first seven months of a national

drive for funds to help to finance

his consumer action and research

projects.

Contributions of that amount
from 42,000 supporters carried the

drive past Mr. Nader's first-year

minimum target of $500,000. At the

present rate, his goal of $1 million

will be exceeded.

Mr. Nader also announced the

establishment of a Health

Research Group, a Tax Reform

Spring Marathon
PARTICIPATION FORM

Spring Marathon April 18 21, 1972

School of Education- University of Massachusetts

Please return to Tom Paquin, Room 225-A, School of Education,

UMass by March 15, 1972 for inclusion in preliminary schedule or

April 11, 1972 for listing in final Marathon schedule, events

received after April 12 will be listed in a supplementary schedule.

TITLE OF PRESENTATION: _________________________________

—

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EVENT (as you would like it to appear

in final schedule) :__ __ ——

.

NAME AND
TATION:

TITLE OF PERSON(S) GIVING THE PRESEN

NEEDED FOR THE EVENT: 1 hr..LENGTH OF TIME
hrs hi tMl in

HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU WANT TO MAKE THE PRESEN
TAT ION :

SCHEDULE AT THE FOLLOWING TIME:
Tues. Wed. ___ Thurs. - Fri. ______

BETWEEN THE HOURS OF: 8 a.m. 12 noon 12 noon 4

p.m 4 p.m. -7 p m 7 p.m. -10 p.m
DESCRIPTION OF AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT NEEDED (If

you have access to your own, please use it)
: __________

____Please send copy of Fall '71 Marathon schedule

NAME: ADDRESS: -
PHONE : (Where you can be reached to confirm scheduling) : ______

More participation forms are available at the Marathon Office,

Room 225 A, School of Education, UMass Phone 413 545 1585.

Research Group and a litigation

unit. He said that their annual
budgets, totaling $235,000, would be
financed by Public Citizen, Inc.

In addition, he reported, the

fund-raising corporation has
contributed $10,000 to a newly
formed group of women lawyers

called the Center for Women
Policy Studies.

The center, which will promote
women's rights in employment and
education and otherwise seek to

advance the feminist cause, is

independent and will have no
continuing relationship with Mr.

Nader or Nader-sponsored
organizations. Public Citizen. Inc..

made the grant to help the group to

get started.

The three other recipients of

funds from the corporation are
spinoffs from the Public Interest

Research Group, Mr. Nader's chief

lobbying and legal action arm.

The Health research Group, with

a budget of $125,000 will deal with

occupational health and safety,

food and drug regulation, product

safety and health care systems.

Monitoring the enforcement of

regulatory laws will be a major
activity

The Tax Reform Research
Group will work for tax reform

legislation and intervene in

various administrative
proceedings with a special view to

publicizing those that favor special

interests. Its budget is $60,000.

(Reprinted from NY Times)

Dan Friedman, right, and Don Rickard, both of West Hartford,

make good use of snow that fell on Connecticut Wednesday as they

use the roof of Friedman's house as a ski jump. ( AP)

Communists Slam Phnom Penh

Automakers Uneasy About

Pollution Control Deadline
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nations automakers

are approaching July with the queasy sensation that

they won't make their deadline for meeting the

government's 1975 exhaust emission standards.

The pressure from government and industry critics

already is getting heavier
"

"It is extremely difficult for me to understand this

sudden and coincidental inability to achieve the Clean

Air Act standards," said Senate Majonty Leader

Mike Mansfield after the manufacturers announced

they would ask for an extra year to meet standards

set by the 1970 act.

Ralph Nader has said it's already too late because

the auto industry decided long ago to rework the

present engines instead of redesigning new engines

powered by steam, electricity or a clean power

source
Government and industry officials concede that as

yet a little over three months before manufacturers

say they must start the ordering and tooling for 1975

cars, no one has developed a mass production car

which will meet all the standards.

But reachers have developed some cars wnicn

come tantilizingly close, and government officials

are not convinced the industry needs the years

reprieve it has requested.

Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals Corp., an in-

dependent catalytic filter researcher, says .t recently

ran a car for 25,000 miles with its converter, and the

car still put out no more than legal levels.

Ford has run a stratified-charge engine in its

laboratories which meets the 1975 standards.

But even the most promising experiments have

what the auto industry considers to be some im-

portant qualifiers:

In addition to meeting legal limits of emissions for

1975, the cars must also sustain that level for 50,000

miles. No test car has done this yet.

In an October survey, the National Academy of

Sciences survey of five domestic and 13 foreign cars

found that the stratified-charge engine run at Ford

and five foreign cards met the 1975 standards, but all

were handmade and a decade away from mass

'production.

No one has yet built a test car which meets all the

qualifications for emissions and mileage.

The academy concluded:

"While there is no certainty today that any 1975

model year vehicles will meet the requirements of the

act. the status of development and rate of progress

make it possible that the larger, manufacturers will

be able to produce vehicles that will qualify,"

provided certain conditions are met.

The conditions are 1. that the government allow

replacement of the catalyst within 50.000 miles and 2.

that unleaded gasoline be available in time and 3. that

the average of production line cars-rather than every

single one-meet the standards.

PHNOM PENH. Cambodia (AP)
— Communist-led forces slammed
200 rockets and artillery shells into

Phnom Penh and its outskirts early

Tuesday and official estimates

said 50 Cambodians were killed

and 120 were wounded It was the

heaviest attack against the capital

since the war in Cambodia started

two years ago

Most of

civilians.

the casulaties were

officials also reported a ground

attack against the government

radio station six miles from the

center of the city The main
transmitter was damaged,
disrupting communications, but a

standby transmitter was put into

operation.

One set of about 20 rockets

rained on a suburban market less

than a mile southwest of the

downtown section, touching off

fires that raged through a several

square-block area of houses The

district, known as Tuk Laak, was
completely levelled by the un

checked flames

Another set of rockets hit a

populated area about two miles

southeast of the downtown section

Many of the shells hit in and

around the Pochentong In

ternational Airport, a civilian

military terminal on the western

edge of the city adjoined by many

refugees' homes. It was temp-

poranly closed down.

Military officials said th«

barrage included Soviet-built

122mm rockets and 75mm howitzer

artillery They said it was the first

time they could recall 75mm ar

tillery being used in an attack on

Phnom Penh and the first reports

of its use anywhere in Indochina in

recent months

The launching sites were
believed located about five miles

southwest of the city limits

The transmitter for Cambodian
and internatinal radio broad
casting was hit by the barrage. The
extent of damage was not known,

but all radio communications
inside Cambodia were cut off.

military sources reported.

Collegian

Staff Meeting
Thursday

10:00 P.M.
Butterfield Productions presents the Campus premiere of

:

Perk Up — It's Spring!

serving daily at the

Student Union Hatch
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Clam Roll with Tartar Sauce 45c

Fishwich with Tartar Sauce 45c

Grilled Cheese Sandwich 30c

Grilled Tuna & Cheese Sand-

wich

Hamburger

Cheeseburger

Grilled Frankfurter

French Fries
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So Do It

!

We must agree with Larry O'Brien, chairman of the

Democratic National Committee, and Saul Alinsky,

radical organizer. Both have stated that college students

should definitely use the voting strength they have and

register and vote.

They were speaking to different groups when they said

that. Alinsky spokes last night to a group made up mostly

of college students. O'Brien spoke to members of the

Springfield Rotary Club last Friday at a $50-a-plate-

dinner. At neither point, speech was the main point, but it

was an important one.

O'Brien even went further. We agree with him when he

says that for the Democratic party (or even for the

Republican party ) youth should be getting involved in both

the front and back room politics if they want an effective

say in who runs this country and how it is run.

There are only a few days left to register in time for the

April primary. At that time, not only will the new voters be

able to say who they want for president, but also they will

be able to* pick the delegates to go to Florida or San Diego

to pick who will run for president.

Sure, you might be disenchanted with the way things are

going in this country. But you now have an effective say as

to how things will run in the future. Use your new power.

If you don't register, not only can't you vote for a

president, but you'll have no say in selecting a U.S.

Senator. Congressman for each district, state senators and

representatives, and numerous county posts as well.

If you want to take over the country, which is inevitable

anyway, you should register and vote. Do both.

4
. . . And This J. Edgar Hoover Wants To Know If

WeYe Members Of A Communist Or Communist-

Front Organization'

( Herblock is on vacation)

(r l*m rHT-wt$fnte>\

Mark Vogler

Get Off My Cloud
A tall and gawky looking reporter from the city

press approaches the home of Randolph Cranshaw,

one of the most concerned citizens in the town of

Apathyville. It's his first assignment. And he appears

very tense as he knocks on the door and then fumbles

through his attache case, trying to dig up a pad and

pencil.

The door flies open and nearly knocks the cub

reporter's block off. He maintains his balance, but

loses his voice momentarily. The reporter finally gets

a hold of himself and restores that self-confidence

which the men of his trade can never do without. He's

ready to go to work.

"Good afternoon, Mr. Cranshaw. I understand

you're a prominent member in the community and

thought that you might make an excellent interview

story for our paper. So would it be troubling you any

to answer a few of my questions?"

Cranshaw: "No, not at all. Start popping the

questions and I'll try to help you as best I can. Come
inside and we'll rap a while."

...Cub reporter: "Mr. Cranshaw, how do you feel

about the apathy that thrives in this country today?"

Cranshaw: "It really bugs me. It seems that people

just don't have much concern for others these days.

With the threat of nuclear war waging over our

heads, you'd think that it would bind everybody

closer together. But no, everybody adopts an 'I don't

care' attitude and goes about fulfilling his sexual

expectations while world-wide problems multiply

rapidly."

"Well, at least I can say more about myself. I'm

one in 50 who cares. But I just don't seem to dig our

form of government anymore. I think it's about high

time we had a little reform around here. Yes, the day

we get those G.d. Republicans out of office, we'll be

saying good-by to South East Asia. Then we'll be able

to collaborate with the Russians and concentrate a

more solid effort on the Sino-Soviet borderline.

Cub reporter: "Who do you feel is responsible for

this mess that we're in today?"
Cranshaw: "Certain interest groups. One thing that

aggravates me intensely is the way that those

blooming hard hats carry on, trying to impress others

that they're true-blue patriots. But what the hell do

they ever do! -just stand around picking their noses

while nodding at every motion the president makes.

For all we know. Congress could probably pass a bill

in favor of a senatorial orgy and they'd go along with

it.

" And then there are those disgusting screwballs

with the long and straggly hair that vegetate on acid.

Boy, what I could do to those hams! I'd open up a

barber shop and charge double."

Cub reporter: "Are you in favor of birth control

legislation'*''

Cranshaw: "Definitely. It's a shame that nobody

cares anymore because we're in quite a fix. Take for

example that ghastly population explosion which is

predicted to bring famine to the eastern states within

three years. If you ask me, they should legalize street

abortion. If everybody went out and had 12 kids, we'd

all starve.

"Oh. ..that reminds me. My wife Martha is ex-

pecting our seventh child on Monday. I'd better take

the day off -that would only leave me with a 15-hour

work week, oh well.

"Getting back to the subject, isn't it outrageous the

way the food situation stands today. People are

starving all over the world, even here in the states.

Yet we are extremely wasteful. We can afford to

throw it around like a toy -idiotic!"

Cub reporter: "What are your feelings toward the

younger generation?"
Cranshaw. "I think they're up the tree. Another

problem on our hands is the generation gap. It seems
that you can't tell your own son what to do anymore.
"Just the other might I asked my boy Alby to throw

some bread out on the front lawn for the birds. He
replied: 'When I get around to it.' If everybody
waited for someone else to make the first move, this

world would come to a complete standstill."

Cub reporter: "One last question, sir. How do you
appraise the ecological state of this country?"
Cranshaw: "That's like asking me to evaluate a

mound of horse manure. Pollution! Boy, are we ever

infested with it. A sunshiny day in Los Angeles is no
better than a cloudy one in Miami. By the year 2000,

race discrimination will have vanished from the

earth. If impurities continue to infiltrate our already
filthy air at the present pace, then we'll all be black."

"Water pollution looms as a serious problem too.

For crying out loud, my cesspool is more sanitary

than the Mississippi! Gosh dam it, I better get around
to paying that litter fine...Alby? Please hand me the

ash tray son. Then go out and burn the rubbish.

What's Ralph Nader got to do with your errands, boy.

What I say goes in this household fellow, and don't

forget it!"

"Sorry to put on a spectacle like this, Mr.
Newspaperman. But once in a while the boy gets

obnoxious. Once I knock that apathetic attitude out of

him, he'll be all right. But can you imagine, equating
some bum like Nader with the household errands!"
Cub reporter: "That's quite all right, Mr. Cran-

shaw. Boys will be boys. Thank you for your in-

formation sir, and good day."
...Cranshaw: "Well, the world is in very sorry

shape right now. But fortunately there are people
around like me who still care. I guess it's time that I

retire to my bomb shelter, read Alby's Mad
Magazine, take some tranquilizers, and then draw a
petition to impeach the president.

"Why do people let little things depress them so? To
me, even the slightest thought of a thermonuclear
war seems far fetched. Huge atomic stockpiles have
been sitting around for 30 years now and have
probably lost most of their potent effect -I HOPE, SO
LONG AS IT DOESN'T INFRINGE UPON MY
PRIVACY.

A Close-up Of Rents And Fees
T.B. Campion
Vice-C hancellor for Administrative Services

I want to elaborate on the discussions currently

being held by the Administration and the Student

Senate Rents and Fees Committee concerning dor-

mitory rents for the coming year, by providing some
of the background about a possible change in the

policy relating to dormitory residency. I want to do

this because of the very favorable affect this change

would have on the combined charges for the Dining

Commons and dormitories taken together.

At present, anyone who is married, or commutes
from the home of parents, or is a senior, or who will

become 21 during the academic year is not required

to live in the dorms. The proposed change would

affect only the last of these four provisions. The new
age policy would state that in order to qualify for

living off-campus during any given semester, a

student would need to be 21 at the start of the

semester.

Here are some important points to keep in mind
with regard to this possible new policy:

1. The change being considered would bring the

residency policy into line with that already in effect

lor the Dining Commons.
2. As far as what students would be affected if this

new policy were to be adopted, it would only affect

those in this year's Sophomore and Freshmen classes

who will turn 21 during the next academic year, since

all of this year's Junior class will automatically be

exempt under the senior policy. We estimate that

there are about 350 such students now enrolled who
will turn 21 in each semester next year.

3. Without this policy change, the room rents will

have to be about $26 a year higher than with the new

policy. In addition, the new policy would make
possible complete elimination of what now looks like

a $15 Dining Commons increase.

With the additional students who would live in the

dorms under the new proposed policy and with these

same students eating in the Dining Commons under

existing policy, we find that enough added revenue

would be generated for the Dining Commons to

preclude the need for a board increase.

In other words, the new policy would lower the

combined increase In dorm and dining commons

charges by $41 per year for each dorm resident.

The dormitory budget figures for next year that are

being discussed with the Rents & Fees Committee
include all the requests that have come in from the

dorm areas, Heads of Residence, Area Directors,

Physical Plant, and the Area Business Managers
The process now under way is an examination in

detail of all these requests so as to reduce the amount
of any increase to the lowest possible level consistent

with maintaining the dormitories in acceptable
condition. In other words, the task is to determine
what stays in and what is to be cut out.

There are certain important economic factors,

discussed below, which are directly affecting the

costs of dormitory operation and over which we can
exercise little or no control. These factors must of

course be taken into account in any realistic analysis

of the expense-revenue situation in the whole dor-

mitory operation.

These factors are:

1. Legislated University-wide cost-of-living increases
of somewhat over 4% that apply to all labor ex-

pended.
2. The new State Unemployment Insurance Law for

which provision of an estimated 1 1/2% of labor costs

needs to be made
3. The cost of normal maintenance materials has
been increasing and is expected to rise by 6% in the
coming fiscal year.

4. State-mandated step increases for classified

employees. (2% of total labor costs)

5. Increased cost of utilities (5.9% over this year) and
of group insurance costs (approximately 15% over
this year)

For all the residence halls combined, the overall

effect of these factors amounts to approximately $24

per student. This $24 increase which is essentially

mandated does not include any of the monies
requested by the residence halls for student labor
projects or for environmental changes.
Over and beyond this amount there is also the need

to offset decreased revenues expected as a result of a
lower level of budgeted occupancy and the need to

provide for regular replacement of furniture and
equipment replacement. This year occupancy in the
residence halls was budgeted at 95%. Actual oc-

cupancy was only 91.5% mainly because of the 1800

student increase in size of next year's Senior class,

budgeted occupancy for the coming year is 90%.

'. . . GOING TOO FAST IN A SCHOOL ZONE, CREATING A PUBLIC NUISANCE, DRIVING
WITHOUT DUE CARE, DRIVING WITH TOO MUCH LICENSE . .

Letters To The Editor

Credibility Gap
To the Kditor:

Steve Tripoli's MDC Commentary 3/15 was a case

of inaccurate journalism Mr. Tripoli, only a fresh

man, makes some definite statements without proper

factual support or substantiating information

Throughout the article his lack of experience relating

to UMass athletics is too obvious. It's this type of

reporting that hurts the credibility of a student

publication

To downgrade members of a University

organization, such as the Athletic Council, and make
statements about situations and individuals that only

expose a writer's lack of thorough research hampers

the student's plea that he deserves to 'control" such

a bodv
Mr Tripoli states, "The way the council is set up

now. any kind of reorganization will be an im

provement ." Does that mean it would be acceptable

to have no students on the Council? Over the years

there have been many avidly interested alumni and

faculty members on the Council, who were put there

not for their "blind spirit of Joe College'' or "by

default ". but for their desire to help the University to

have a representative athletic program in the scope

of the competitive level prescribed by the University

administration.

The commentary mentioned "a vociferous

alumnus'' at the last meeting without saying why the

alumnus was vociferous, or whether he had the facts

on that issue to be vociferous. Because the Student

Senate endorsed a desire to grant athletic scholar

ships strictly on the basis of need, does that mean the

Council should immediately agree"
1 Then, if next

year's Student Senate feels differently do we change

immediately once again'' And I find it hard to believe

Perverse Pleasure

To the Kditor:

I would like to talk about what could be called "the

Pig within us". About 7:00 in the evening last Friday,

the 17, 1 was walking from the bus stop on N. Pleasant

St., toward the Hatch. It had been a rainy and

miserable day, but some enterprising people had

evidently been taking advantage of the snow anyway.

There in front of the campus pond were two elegant

snow creatures, a man and a woman, rushing into

each others arms, expressions of great glee on their

faces. They had obviously been constructed with care

and love, for each was a distinct character, a per-

sonality, plus having all the requisite details, such as

hair, pointed tits on the woman, everything. IX gave

me great pleasure to see them and think of the kind of

people who had ventured out on such a day to con-

struct these lovely things.

I spent the next two hours at the Blue Room s St.

Patrick's Day celebration I saw friends and told

them to go see what was on the lawn in front of the

Campus Center. I then left, heading for town. As I

crossed the lawn I was dismayed to see that some

crass persons had demolished the sculptures, leaving

nothing but their genitals standing.

What kind of a world is it. I ask. when someone

leaves a beautiful thing for everyone to enjoy, and

that thing is crudely destroyed by some one person

for his or her own pleasure of destruction? What kind

of hostilitv or repression in us makes us wish to so

ruin a piece of art, something created out of love^,

something to enjoy for Free before the sun melts it

Why does it give someone pleasure to do this?

I would like to alert you all to this phenomenon and

suggest that we all make it stop happening! If those

who do these things would catch the brunt of their

friends disapproval, they might rethink their actions

and we may all get to live in a more beautiful world

then.
Robin Steer

e

Editorial Points
We thought ,that if the

University wanted to increase

its budget, it could hold a

lottery The prize could be

writing weather reports for

publication in the Collegian.

Delayed reaction to anything
tends to reduce greatly the

need ior hasty replies or

reparation for damages
Slander, slander, slander,
when will it all end'.'

that the Student Senate desire is the true feeling of the

rest of the campus
Think for a moment of the contributions made to

the University by Julius Erving, Greg Landry, Milt

Morin, Ray Ellerbrook and Joe DiSarcina, to cite

a few If the need formula was involved in their

recruitment to UMass the Successful Sixties might

have been similar to the Frightful Fifties. There was

quite a difference in the feelings or pride for the

school in those eras.

Maybe it's necessary to experience woeful

basketball and baseball records, 71-6 football defeats

at Homecoming, pitiful hockey teams and wmless

wrestling squads on one hand, and New England

Championships and National Tournament par-

ticipating in each on the other hand, in order to ap

preciate that difference Doesn't Don Glickstein, a

non-sports writer for the MDC. show some pride in his

article on Erving 3/17?

Many may agree with Chancellor Bromery's

decision to veto the $6000 donation by the Council "to

build a stone memorial to a UMass football player

who was killed in an auto accident. " But to relegate a

person like Bernie Dallas '66 to just another football

player is a gross injustice. His total accomplishments

on campus are not forgotten by those who knew hin

When one has limited knowledge of a subject and no

association with its history or components he should

do his homework a little better

Richard L. Bresciani

That's A Fact

To the Kditor:

In the 3/17/72 edition of the C ollegian. there was an

article entitled. "Gorman House Goes Foreign" But

GORMAN HOUSE IS NOT GOING FOREIGN, and I

do not see how your staff, or whoever titled it thinks

SO

There were no allusions made in the article to

foreigners If whoever titled it had read the story, he

would have seen that Gorman House is not going

anything „ .

Now for some more fact: Gorman House has a

residential capacity of approximately 323 stude.its.

There are currently over 50 seniors and well over 100

juniors living in the dorm. Next semester these

seniors will have left Gorman and many of the

Juniors will leave also (since they have the ofT-

campus option) Also, other residents will be

changing dorms, getting married, and dropping out

Therefore, a turnover of over 100 people can be ex-

pected

Into the verv same rooms that these people leave,

the 70 language majors will go. NO ONE must move

out NO ONE must move anywhere.

The PACT is that these language majors will move

in and will provide numerous activities for everyone

in Gorman. .

Thus there were two lies in your title: Gorman

House Goes Foreign". Here are the truths: (1)

Gorman is not going foreign since these language

majors are not foreigners; (2) Gorman House is not

going anything since 65 language students in a

residential capacity of 323 is not a majority, or

anything like it.

In general. I do not approve of your titles. They

often contain false implications. They are invented to

lure the reader's eye and this is not your duty Your

duty is to present fact. And for a factual article you

should assign a factual title. (For other examples

see "Nixon Halts Busing", "Balling is good for you",

"Orgies and Coping With Mother", "Kristofferson

Hardly Impressive", to name but a few...

Jim Cunningham

/

Degree Vs. Education
To the Kditor:

"Do I have to get a degree or can I spend my time getting an

education'"

"Let's hope that you can find a university in which you can do both at

the same time!"

As I near the end of my sabbatical year and think back to that con-

versation with mv administrator, I realize that at I MASS School ol

Education I have been able to achieve my hope -a degree that has been

for me an education I agree with the statement in the recent SATURDAY
REVIEW article that you can get the best possible education in UMASS
School of Education, if you want to get it I believe that I have in fact

gotten it I have been given the opportunity, the encouragement, and

timely help in mv learning experiences
Nadine Touhey

A Source Of Rationality

To the Editor:

As new members of the Student Senate it has been difficult for us.

primarily on the basis of our past month's observations, to assess the

strengths and effectiveness of those candidates seeking the office of

President Realizing that other new senators may also be experiencing

such confusion or indecision we would like to present our rationale for

supporting Larrv Ladd
We feel that the ollice ot Student Senate President demands extensive

relations with not only students but also faculty and administrators As

Administrative Vice President. Larry has been actively involved in the

reorganization of the SUG Board, the Senate Executive Structure, and

the Athletic Council : a Rents and Fees boycott . the organization of a drug

task force, and manv other activities which have been brought to our

attention in one shortmonth As well as this, a president must be able to

deal effectively with all parties involved on a rational and objective basis

It is a well known fact that Student Senate meetings often become heated,

but a source of rationality can always be found in Larry Ladd He

maintains control and objectivity and never seems to get caught up in the

senseless rhetoric which so many other senators often seem to do

Larry Ladd exemplifies the kind of President the student body needs.

and for the above reasons we urge you to support Vice President Ladd for

President of the Student Senate
Bobbie LaPorte
Debbie Megas

Please Explain

To the Kditor:

Like manv other dorm residents. I recently received a valuables in

ventorv card and instructions requesting that I give serial numbers,

colors."descriptions, make and model of my radio. T V stereo, etc .
and

that I mark them with mv Social Security Number The intent of the whole

program is that if mv things are ever ripped off. the police will be able to

return them bv cross checking the inventory card file or consulting the

I listing I applaud the imagination of those who conceived this

program and the effort of the people doing the leg work to get it started

But who has access to this information

If a thief had access to the cards (or knew someone who knew someone,

etc i he d have a shopping list If the system ever gets big enough, it will

be computerized-automation will have at last come to breaking and

entering Even with the card system, it is conceivable that B & E for

potluck could give wav to "clients'' putting in orders for hot mer

chandise. With the client-order-thief relationship, it is unlikely that the

police would ever see the stuff to return it

Perhaps just a svstem utilizing SSN son things likely to be stolen woulc

have been a better idea Locked doors don't hide many secrets when al

your goodies are on a file card Perhaps a Yellow Pages for thieves has

been created

Will someone who knows, please explain what measures will be taken

to safeguard the inventory information in its present form and com

puterized form
John P.Walsh

you hw* SW*7W#+ WAT J *iW Gtoe^t- GoV
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Imamu Baraka
On Civil Rights

Imamu Baraka. formerly known as Leroi Jones, will be speaking on Tuesday. April 4th in the Campus

(enter Auditorium on The Civil Rights Movement-Dr . King and the present Black struggle

WMPIRGNeeds Students,Faculty

Moted poet, playwrite and Black

political activist IMAMU BARAKA
formerly known as LeRoi Jones,

will be speaking on Tuesday, April

4th in the Campus Center
Auditorium at 8 p.m. The title of

the discussion will be "The Civil

Rights Movement-Dr. King and

the Present Black Struggle".

Brother Baraka became
nationally known during the mid
60s upon publication of several

books, plays and poetry, many of

which have been staged on

numerous occasions. Some of his

works include: Blues People.

Dutchman. The Baptism and The

Toilet. Black Art, and Slave Ship.

Roywilkins is an eternal faggot.

His spirit is a faggot

his projection

and image, this is

to say. that if i ever see

roywilkins

on the sidewalks

I'm gonna
stick half my sandal

up his ass

This poem published

entitled "Civil Rights

explains why Mr.

controversial and

in 1967

Poem"
Baraka is so

why his up-

An experiment in education and

the potential of this school is being

organized by students representing

the Western Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group

WMPIRG seeks to provide

students with an organized

program of University credit for

supervised work relating to one or

more of the following goals:

1. formal research directed

towards perceived injustices or

specific areas of interest where

there is a need or desire for in-

formation i physical and social

seiences)

1 knowledge of the realities of

the rural and urban communities

and organizations in this region

through direct experience

S. action through mass
education. community
organization, program develop-

ment, product development, and.

depending on whether the Board of

Trustees approves WMPIRG
funding, litigation and lobbying

through WMPIRG lawyers and

staff

A college education should be

more than students being told by

teachers aspects of the world-

more than reading books. It must

provide for the easy access of into

segments of the real world that are

foreign to them How can an

education supposedly preparing

students for the world neglect a

comprehensive program of ex-

ploring and experiencing people,

problems, places and ideas that

otherwise would neither been seen

nor felt

"

WMPIRG urges the university

community to participate in this

New Set of Tools

A meeting for interested

students and organizations will be

coming lecture should be one not to

be missed.

Brother Baraka has done
graduate work at Columbia
University and the New School of

Social Research. He has also

taught poetry and drama at those

schools, taught literature at the

University of Buffalo, and served

as visiting professor at San
Francisco State. He also is the

founder of the Black Arts

Repertory Theatre School in

Harlem. Among his awards have

been the Whitney Fellowship, 1963

and the Yoruba Academy, 1965.

More recently Baraka has been

intensely involved in Black

political "activity in his home town

of Newark, New Jersey and on the

national level. His essay about the

white dominated school system in

Newark, for example, caused some
increased Black consciousness and

subsequently needed changes. He
described white teachers as

surgeons who, "sit and dig hunks of

Black matter out of our children's

heads and replace that living tissue

with cancerous growths".

His Committee for a Unified

Newark having a foothold for self

determination in Newark was also

an important factor in the planning

of a nationwide attempt to con-

solidate Black political power thru

the recent political convention in

Gary, Indiana Imamu Baraka was

the Program Chairman of the all-

important event and was very

instrumental in setting the political

direction for the national Black

community
Brother Baraka will entertain

questions following his talk and

there will also be a coffee hour

Nixon's Completed Third Phase

ToTerminateU.S.TroopPresence
M \sm \(.TON AP Secretary of

Defense Melvin R Laird says that

by the time President Nixon's third

phase of Vietnamization is com-

pleted there will be less than 800-

900 American military advisers

left in Vietnam

In a copyrighted interview with

the magazine IS News and World

Report, Laird said that by the end

of phase S the total US forces

will be lower than at the start of

President John F Kennedy's
\dministration

."

When phase 3 is completed."

Laird said. "American military

presence in Vietnam will be ter-

minated ."

But he warned "Nixon has made
it clear that this will not happen

until the question of Americans

held prisoners of war has been

settled and the missing in action

have been accounted for
"

The first phase-turning over

ground combat responsibilities to

the South Vietnamese-was com-

pleted last year. Laird said Phase

2 which deals with turnover of

logistics, artillery and air support

to the South Vietnamese also is

moving very well." he said

Phase 3 also is underway, he

said. "Altogether we will be down
to 69.000 American servicemen in

Vietnam by May 1. from the high

point of the 549.500 authorization

when the Nixon Administration

assumed office."

He restated that the fastest way
to terminate the U.S. role in South

Vietnam is through negotiations

Judaic Tradition

To Be Celebrated
by GOEFFREY LEVINE

On March 29th people of the Judaic tradition will begin the week long

celebration of the original emancipation of their people. The story of the

Exodus is the story of the Israelites' struggle for their liberation. It has

also been explained by the medieval Kabbalists as a system of

psychological and spiritual liberation

Today the establishment of the state of Israel and the struggle of the

Jews in the Soviet Union add new political and historic dimensions to the

significance of the Exodus. On March 22nd Merkabah University will be

holding a pre-Passover Seder. During the night long activity the major

themes of the Exodus will be discussed and explored around the ancient

custom of the reading of the Passover Haggadah.

Merkabah U. hopes that the sincerity of their activity will provide

participants with a unique insight into the ancient and contemporary

significance of the Exodus. The pre-Passover seder will begin at 8:00

Wednesday night in room 420 of the Student Union

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For info contact registrar

Parsons

school oi Design

66 West I? Si .New York 10011

"When do we begin

to help our

children?"

SOS Needs Members

All University Community Students are

invited to join students offering support

10 help bring about humane living

conditions at Belchertown State School.

Recruitment Meeting

Tuesday 8 p.m.

CC 805-809

Black Enlightenment
During the week of April 4--7th, following vacation three events of

importance will take place on the UMass campus which should

sharpen the understanding of Black people-their politics and their

culture.

The Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Lecture Series will be

presenting this year a series of three events in order to

comemorate the death of Dr. King. The series is funded by the

Distinguished Visitors Program with the help of Program Council

and the Orchard Hill Area Government.
The events are:

Tuesday, April 4th-IMAMU BARAKA (LeRoi Jones) discusses

the "Civil Rights Movement-Dr. King and the Present Black

Struggle" - Campus Center Auditorium.

Wednesday, April 5th-BARRY GAITHER will show slides and

discuss "New Dimensions in Black Social Art" Commonwealth
Room of the Student Union.

Friday. April 7th--GEORGE HOWARD AND THE PRIMITIVE
DANCE CO. will present "Black Roots'-African and West Indian

folk dancing Campus Center Auditorium.

All events begin at 8 p.m. and are free to the public.

usee

USCC Elects

And Restructures
In a Sunday night meeting, the University and State Communications

Council (USCC). elected new officers. The Council, whose main objective

is to promote communications between different segments of the

University, oarticularly between students and legislators, has recently

been restructured.

Judy Gill, past chairman, presided while Peter Lynch, a junior political

science major was elected as new chairman. Lynch will be responsible

for coordinating all projects in which USCC is involved.

Michael Cooney. also a political science major was voted in as Vice

Chairman and Dennis Arouca, a sophomore from Brockton, was named
as treasurer.

Mark Doyle, currently head of the Legislative Research Council, will

continue in this post. The Research Council matches UMass students with

Legislators who have a similar interest in a particular field such as

health care or drinking laws. Students research particular bills sub-

mitted by these legislators and receive academic credit for their work as

well as "encountering a first hand view of the workings of the state

government.
Cindy Price will remain as editor of the USCC Newsletter. The

Newsletter is sent monthlv to legislators to inform them of student ac-

tivities, such as SOS. WMPIRG. Student Senate, etc. that are occurring

on the UMass campus All other committees, including the Committee on

Miscellaneous Affairs, headed by Ross Benjamin, were abolished

During the past two months USCC has been active in fighting a

proposed tuition increase by the State Legislature. Activities included

compiling a booklet containing the financial report on the cost of an

education at UMass Amherst, to be sent to legislators; writing a letter to

parents of students to notify them of the current situation; and urging all

students to write their State representatives and senators to let them

know the effects a tuition hike would have on the individual student.

Future plans were also discussed at the meeting. The Council decided

to invite state Secretary of Education. Joseph Cronin to the University for

a day this spring, in order to familiarize him with students and this

campus. Another plan, already being implemented, is a series of articles

on new laws that have been passed and that will effect students These

will include new drug laws, specifically relating to the use of marijuana,

alcohol laws, consumer protection, beano regulation, and election law

reforms USCC is now doing research on how these laws are being im-

plemented and how they will effect UMass students The articles will be

published in the Collegian.

USCC also has copies of all bills being considered by the State

Legislature during the current session. Anyone interested in proposed

USCC plans or desiring information on a particular bill, or on the tuition

issue is urged to contact USCC in RSO 123 or leave a message in RSO box

in

Ann! Look at all that crap in the campus pond.' "Geei, I sure hope somebody does somthin' about it. If

it keeps goin' like that there won't be any skating next winter." 'Lookit the fish ! Hell if they can still live

in that thing, we shouldn't have to worry for a few more years.' (Photos by Alan Chapman)

HighCourt ToSupportConsumer
\\ XSIIIM.TON (AIM The

Supreme Court agreed Monday to

decide whether door-to-door

salesmen and installment-credit

merchants must spell out all the

terms of a purchase price to the

consumer.
The case accepted for review

next vear at the urging of both the

government and the NAACP Legal

Defense and Educational Fund
concerns an elderly Miami widow

who signed up for four magazine

subscriptions for five years.

In 1968 Congress acted to protect

consumers from hidden finance

charges with a truth in-lending

law. Officials of the Federal

Reserve Board then went beyond

its literal terms to require a whole

range of information for any

contract involving at least four

installments.

These regulations were struck

down last September by the U.S.

Circuit Court in New Orleans,

leading to the appeal in behalf of

the Miami widow Leila Mourning

The eventual decision could have a

broad impact on the $107-billion

consumer credit industry, par

ticularly land sales, home im-

provement contracts, sales of

furniture, appliances and jewelry,

correspondence schools and helath

spas.

Mrs Mourning. 73, said she was

not told the total purchase price of

the magazines, $122.45. and that an
$118.50 balance would be due after

the first payment. $3.95.

Another appeal granted review

will lead to a re-examination of

of the much-criticized 1966

Miranda decision that requires

police to offer a lawyer to suspects

and to advise them they need not

answer any questions.

The new case was brought to the

court by Philadelphia prosecutors

who complained that "hyper-
technical requirements" of

Miranda and a follow up ruling had

kept them from using a confession

against the admitted slayer of four

elderly people.

In 1968 Congress partly over-

rode the court and relaxed the

confession rules for federal

criminal trials. The Philadelphia

prosecutors are seeking some
easing for the many times more
numerous state trials.

The Philadelphia case concerns

a confession given by a suspect.

Paul D. Ware, who was considered

incompetent to stand trial for four

years. By the time he was declared

ready the Miranda ruling was in

effect and the confession he had
given in 1963 could not be used
against him by order of the Penn-
sylvania Supreme Court

In a third appeal, the National

Labor Relations Board if trying to

prevent unions from fining

members who quit during a strike

and return to their jobs

The NLRB argues that workers
who vote for a strike have the right

to change their minds once it starts

and go back to their jobs without

penalty The U.S. Circuit Court in

Boston disagreed and upheld fines

imposed by the Textile Workers
Union. AFL-CIO. against 31

members who broke ranks at a

Nashua. Ml plant three years

ago.

r
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Collegian

Staff Meeting

Thursday

10:00 P.M.

fashion

design
BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For info contact registrar

Parsons

School of Design
66 West 1? St New York 10011

HOW'S

HIGH AUTO INSURANCE COSTS

get the lowest legal rates

for all vehicles

and all coverages

with easy monthly payments

THE TIME FOR 1972 AUTO INSURANCE!
Open eves., til 7

Sat. til 5

INSURANCE AGENCY

1972 Summer Sessions

Art, Italian, Psychology (Italy); Education, Lav^ Jour-

nalism (Amsterdam); Photography (Munich); Art

(Mexico); Music (Switzerland); Environmental Arts

( Japan) ; East African Studies ( Kenya) ; Applications due

April 15.

TEKOA

WFSTFIELD
10 BROAD ST.
Next to P.O

Avoid downtown Spfld parkmc headaches in

WEST SPRINGFIELD at 366 MEMORIAL AVE

Opp Century Shopping Pla/a 1 Free parking for oyer 100 cars"

NORTHAMPTON FAIRVIEW

160 PLEASANT ST 1847 MEMORIAL DR
Opp N'hamp Jr College On North South Hwy

I
EVERETT J. O'CONNOR insurance agency

H0LY0KE 205 HIGH ST . . Next to Holyoke Natl Bank

1972 - 73 Academic Year

Semester in Italy ( Florence) ; Semester in Spain

(Madrid); Semester in The Netherlands (Amsterdam);
Semester in Mexico ( Puebla) ; Semester & Year in France
(Poitiers); Art Semester & Year in England (London);
Architecture Year in England ( London) ; Applications due
April 15th.

Information and Application

DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

335 Comstock Ave.
Syracuse, N.Y. 13210
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NOMORE PENCILS, NOMORE BOOKS,
NOMORE TEACHERS' DIRTY LOOKS.
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TWA INTRODUCESTHE 1972
GETAWAY* PROGRAM.

This ad wasn't written to amuse you. It was
written to get you to think. To think of how few

school vacations you may have left.

Before you know it, the 9 to 5 hassle will be

starting. So this summer may be your last real

chance to travel. Tb help you plan your getaway, let

us send you our free Getaway* Kit.

With the Kit you can get:

TWA's Stutelpass*
A coupon booklet that gives you a room and

continental breakfast in either a guesthouse or

student hotel in Europe for only $4.80 a night.

No advance reservations are needed.

Also included are free coupons that can be used

for bullfights, use of a bicycle, theater tickets,

sightseeing and more.
TWA's Bed and Breakfast Adventures.

2- to 7-day guesthouse packages to any of 50

European cities. Among them Amsterdam, where

you can spend 3 days for only $22. And Athens,

where 3 nights cost only $16.

TWA's Getaway* Card Application.

With TWA's Getaway Card, you can charge

airfare, hotels, meals, car rentals, Getaway
packages and more. And then take up to two years

to pay.

It's the most widely distributed, widely accepted

airline card in the world. And it's free.

TWA's Youth Passport* Card.
If you're 12 thru 21, you can get 1/3 off normal

domestic coach flights, on a standby basis.

Plus discounts on over 20 other airlines in the

United States, Canada, and Europe.

The card also gets you discounts at over 700 shops

and hotels around the world.

TWA's Getaway* Guidebook.
A 224-page guidebook highlighting 19 of the most

popular cities in the world.

TWi
^/**

PLEASE SENDME
IDENT/YOUTH GETAWAY KIT.

TWA, P.O. Box 876
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

Name

Address

City

State Zip

I

I Mv travel agent is

Service mark*owned exclusively bj TWA.

TWA
DDIK

Fine Arts Hosts
Dance Theater Tonight

SOACT

Apply Here To Affect Change
The UMass Fine Arts Council

will host the Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater for a one-week

residency which will include four

performances in Bowker
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday, March 21-24.

The residency is co-sponsored by

the Massachusetts Council on the

Arts and Humanities, the National

Endowment for the Arts, and the

UMass Fine Arts Council.

Two different programs will be

offered. Tuesday and Wednesay,

March 21 and 22, the program will

include "Flowers," featuring the

music of Pink Floyd, Blind Faith,

and Janis Joplin; "Suspension,"

created in the early 1940s on the

theme of gravitation; "Cry," a

^olo, performed by Judith

Jamison, and set to the music of

Mice Coltraine. Laura Nyro, and

The Voices of East Harlem; and

•Revelations," a suite that ex-

plores the motivations and
emotions of American Negro
religious music.

The Thursday and Friday
programs, will include "Blues

Suite." set to traditional music and

exploring the blues, and songs of

LASAGNA

(homemade)

Tossed Salad, Loaf of Garlic

Bread, Minestrone Soup

$2.50
at

THE CHEQUERS

lost love, despair, protest, and

anger; "Hermit Songs," a Dudley

Williams solo which includes four

small dances based on poems
translated from anonymous Irish

texts for the 8th to 13th Centuries;

"Myth," a new work set to music

by Igor Stravinsky (Symphonies of

Wind Instruments), and "Mary
Lou's Mass (Dances of Praise),"

choreographed by Ailey to a jazz

mass by Mary Lou Williams.

In 1958 the Alvin Ailey Dance
Theater, was born in New York.

The 16 Ailey dancers come to the

UMass campus from a tour of

North Africa and the Soviet Union,

under U.S. Government auspices;

and a performance of Leonard
Bernstein's "Mass," with Ailey

choreography and Ailey dancers,

for the opening of the John F.

Kennedy Center for the Per-

forming Arts in Washington, DC.

In addition to the evening per-

formances on the UMass campus,

the Ailey company will also con-

duct a series of master classes

Monday. March 20. at 7:30 p.m in

the Women's Physical Education

Building at UMass. Saturday.

March 25. members of the com-

pany will travel to Greenfield and

Springfield to conduct workshops,

and will conduct an advanced

master class at UMass. For more
information on the master class

activities, call the Fine Arts

Council Office at UMass.

Reserved tickets for the evening

performances are available in the

Fine Arts Council Office. 125

Herter Hall Remaining tickets

will be available one hour before

the performance at the Bowker
Auditorium Box Office. A
telephone reaching both offices is

545-0202.

If your living and dreaming
thoughts have somehow come to

the conclusion that the war is

wrong, racial justice is right, and

the abolition of capital punishment

is no laughing matter but a

necessity for humanity to survive

and transcend its barbaric ways,

then consider the following people

groups as something to be desired.

Fellowship of Reconciliation,

Box 271, Nyack, N.Y. 10960 -a 57-

year-old interfaith peace father

whose children take a pacifist

position.

Institute for the Study of Non-

violence, Box 1001, Palo Alto, CA
94302--a corporate research/action

group. They have a library of films

and tapes and wouldn't mind
receiving a few thousand requests

from we Umies regarding their

brochure/literature lists. At the

same time, they would appreciate

some dope about actions in this

part of the contry.

Resist, 763 Massachusetts Ave.,

Room 4, Cambridge. MA 02139-a

national organization which began

as a support group for the draft

resistence movement. Their

primary activities are providing

du$t and other types of support to

people on the move for social ac-

tion and publishing a newsletter

< $3 a yr. >. They also have available

a new Movement Security Kit with

info on interrogation, surveillance,

infiltration and grand juries for

one dollar.

The ( atholic Peace Fellowship.

:?39 Lafayette St. .N.Y. .N.Y. 10012-

formed by the impetus of Pope

John's encyclical letter. "Pacem
in Terris". which called war an

absurditv and summoned the

shattered and fearful human
family to reconciliation through

the bonds of love, trust and justice.

More specifically, the CPF works

toward the development of a

"theology of peace", as well as

principles and techniques of

nonviolent resistance to help meet
the desperate needs and just

demands of oppressed peoples

everywhere, and to meet the

threats to our fragile biosphere by

promiscuous consumption and
continued reliance upon weapons
of mass destruction for "defense".

CPF sponsors include Fr. Daniel

Berrigan, S.J.; Fr. Philip

Berrigan, S.S.J. ; Dorothy Day;
Gordon Zahn; and the late Thomas
Merton. To receive the CPF
Bulletin free, write to them at the

above address.

The Western Mass. Clergy and

l.aitv Concerned. 24 Churchill St.,

Amherst MA 01002--a local chapter

of the national organization of

40,000 members whose religious

convictions have drawn them into

the struggle for peace and justice.

Western Mass CALC groups have

a two-fold purpose: to educate

local congregations on issues of

peace and justice; and to provide

wavs and means by which those

who are so motivated may act upon

their convictions. ..On Good
Friday, March 31, a 4 PM liturgy

will be held at the Main Gate of

Westover Air Force Base. (During

our spring recess, it may be a good

omen to take a little trip to

Westover. ..anybody for Good
Friday?)

National Jewish Organizing
Project, P.O. Box 19162,

Washington, DC. 20036 -feels that

the Jew and Jewish institutions

must not adopt the worst principles

of American society, e.g., racism,

elitism, and exploitation. The
project is trying to work with its

peers to find alternatives to the

present inhumanity Send a self-

stamped, addressed envelope with

your request for information.

For a copy of the complete

collection of political papers
"borrowed" or "ripped off " (check

one) from the FBI Office in Media.

Pennsylvania, send a dollar to Win
Magazine, Box 547, Rifton, NY
12471.

Got info to share'' Write: Student

Matters Committee, SOACT, c/o

The Student Senate,

have a peaceful week

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class
Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCE! REGISTER NOW

Tel. 256 6066

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

6* Cougar Y-Mauto . PS. man) extra*

\n shmks . Kadialt elc .. rail Ra> S46-42I

I

keep living
1(3-22

1965 VW Bus New brake* * clutch

Engine overhauled (all Karen .1K4-7S4».

tfl-3

SKIING RIDE WANTED

64 i iid* M. good engine. RA H. new front

brake*, battery, .tarter 1400 Bob Murrln

721 Hamlin House.
lfJ-22

M VW. good running cond excl. bod>

.

new (bock*. *n. tire*. muf rad . ball jnls

Recent tune -up 4 oil change 1400 Call 2S6-

M23.
tfJ-23

Tape dk Teak 6010 \ Amp. Sansul 5999A.

4 San Spkr* 2000. pi* acre*, beat offer Call

7K.VI 406 Mr S or 730-4134 oft 6

lfl-22

Ski Killington — stay at the Troika

I ndge 17/ngt — 1 39 /ski week. Full kit-

chen pri\ inc (all 992-422-349I for

reservation*.
U3-24

SERVICES
Brand new pair of Reiker Buckle Ski

Boot*. «lte 7 med. and fur lining. Call 34»-

4091 In Conway after Ov*.
tfl-21

Two excellent farm* In Ware Vea call

anvtime 967-6323. 967-5916. Moulton Real

Fsl.te Ware

Ml H\T M Spider,

merh W.OO0 mi \M — KM
or best offer. 414 N
Fral Side Door

green, excel.

S Radial* $750

Pleasant next to TEP
PERSONAL

tf3-2l

llappv birthday

( hubba W

1

Moechubba 1 love

3-21

I'lTo Tan BMW 3i02 Koni shock*, heavv

dutt suspension new clutch — Michellne

\ \» Urct, wide rims t.\30ii oi best offer

.'-. tvii.'
U3-2I

Blue \V\ him w «:. rebuilt eng Car in

verv good i ondition 1300 or best offer See

it al ll s.. litaafl f I X*k for Herb \o
phone.

tf3-24

Ml \ \\ . good transportation. 1 ISO 2.16-

HI.S7

tf3-24

Kit Voliva vou no good goat That make*

twice Yours in Christ Father Frank
1(3-22

\mher*t \udio service*. »tereo com-
ponent*, tape deck* for home or car 197

\o. Pleasant at.. 25641133

tf»em

Mother* — cant find a reliable

babysitter? Tired of high fees? Call the

( Mid Care Exchange. .1*6-2224 for further

information
tf3-21

\uto- vslrologv Today 1* the first day of

ihr sun exalted in \ire« II is a time of

breakthrough, energy and originality.

With the sun opposed Pluto beware of

ra*h tendencies, (heck the general safety

of >our car. especially wheel balance

tome to Spencers Mobil — next to

Po»t (ifflee "I

tine if bs Theta Chi two if bv /eta Nu.on

ihi opposite keg I shall be' Happy 2lsi

Huth.l.iv Steve Murawskl'

WANTED

Make your mother proud of you! Give

two girls a ride to and from Florida —
Spring break. Will share gas I A driving,

(all Paula 6-9695.

U3-22

Hide needed to Oregon. Want to leave

around Mar 23. Share driving, expenses,

if vou ran help please call Marty 549-4361

MM
ENTERTAINMENT

(richet Hill, the Prairie Oyster* —
Toes.. Mar. 21. S.I Ballroom. g:t», II

t/3-21

Folk singer wanted for wedding. 12

string preferred Call collect 203-636-9967

tl3-24

TERM PAPERS
Quality Research and Reference

material* originals and copies IPX.
Km 117 \mherst Carriage Inn. 233 N.

Pleasant St -'•>••>

1(3-21

TOSUBLET
1 bedroom apt. Cliffride available Apr

1.1 139 per month all utilities pool tennis

Option to renew leose In Sept. C all 445

4722.

113-21

From June to Sept 1 bedroom . a II ulil

paid. fum. One mile from rampui • 149

(all Rick .'Vi 31.12 from 5 to It p.m . keep

Irving
lfl-24

Small apt. in Amber*! June l Not os

nice as Puffton etc . but comfortable and

cheap. 190 with util Whv pay the ripnff*

(all 2.VW»39 MM
2 bedroom townhouse Roiling Green

vpis \vail April I at 1230 all util ( all 254-

0021
1(3-24

T o sublet or lease for June I 2-bedrm all

uiils swim pi .. 7 mln from rampu*. (all

•01 eve*
If 1-21

FOR RENT APARTMENT FOR RENT CAR STORAGE

IS and Foreign coins and stamps

bought, sold, traded. Estimate* and ap-

praisal* Bob Murrln 224 Hamlin House or

P.O Box 104 Amherst Ma.
U3-21

Ul.i. k A white T\ rentals! SOperdav -

M.d^v minimum. Color TV rental* 1 1
per

dav — Wdav minimum TV (enter ..5 V
Pleasant 253-1100.

FOR SALE

Wehcore M-trark car stereos w /channel

indie lights and deluxe speakers. Ex-

cellent base response Brand new! Call

256-K7t.K

1(4-7

1-3 Bedroom house for summer June 15

— Aug IS approx Write Alan — 1301 John

Jay. Columbia I NY ,
NY ioo27 or call

212-299^.

Ilvanni* group rental* from l2oou

Prime areas onlv Clean modern Call In

\m i-tW-BIO Jim Reagan Box 112

Ilvanni*. Mass Owner
1(4-3

Flectrolux vacuum cleaner newlv

reconditioned 130 Call 549-3931 \l»o

wanted: a typewriter with Pica type. Call

5l9-:itt:ii

3-21

House or apt in a house wanted to rent

from June I write J Kirley 16 Fairfield

\ve. Norwalk Conn. 06654 or call 203-N3S-

'MIX7

skit halel vacation week Mar 26 — \pr

I Okemo — Killington area, sleep* 10 $300

tall M4M -5536
1(3-23

t.ibbon \pe Female, young blonde

lovelv.and affectionate Tel. SK6-3542. Ed
3-21

l-i7o 350 Honda d 6200 mi. 1600 or best

offer (all 5-2924 ask for Kathv III Leave

message if I'm not In.

U3-22

OF. component stereo system — one

vearotd —excel cond. lists for 1120 will

sell for 175 Call Frank 6-6342 nltes.

tf3-23

Nothing to wear to Bermuda or Florida"

How about a full length backless. African

print drex*? (all Sue .146-9641

3-21

Funky harmonica* from the 1940'*

'bought al auction; not Mil 12.50 to

I in mi at Creative Endeavor. Greenfield

I-774-2H3I.
3-21

in *peed racing Bike Must be in ex

tellent condition and have cost at least

lim Will pav up 1120 Call Scott at 542-

""- tf3-27

ROOMMATE WANTED

Ouahbin \ il 2 bdrm apt to sublet lun I

thru \ug n option to lease S 170 mo
includes all utilities and air-rond 123 1077

tf3-22

I w o Bedroom Apartment* for im-

mediate rental. 6-month lease

I IBS/month, includes util (all 66.1-3219

davs or tasVVfi niles.

tf 4-11

TYPING

I \ping: Pica or Elite, proofreading and
ropies free editing if requested 40« /page

Fast, accurate, (all Ann 546-7443 or —
7I1M

tf3 21

I »ping — theses. dissertation*. etc. Fast

,ind iiiiiirate Proofreading, rditlng if

ili'sin-d Have Oreek and science svmbol*
.'-.

i Ml

l-virllenl access in Xmherst (enter

( lean Reasonable rates I) II lones 549-

I7IMI

tft-29

AUTO REPAIR

Oil. \NI) I I BF ONI > »>50 « qt*

Mobil oil ( omplete lubrication (heck

ii..iisniissi«n differential hatterv and

pollution control valve with oil filter only

%•> '»', ( ome to Spencer's Mobil — next to

I'.ist Office
U3-22

Must Sacrifice Auto

EMPLOYMENT LOST

Hoommale wanted: M Squire Mil

sublet vour own room — all convenience*

— immed occupancy — M.1.00 per month —
(all Ken or Pete at 66.1-1707.

tf3-22

Act early 9* We*tern National Park

Fmplover* —experience unnecessary 25«

self add envelope PIS. 7n*C 1000 Pita.

Stale College. Pa.
U4-3

Male, black large dog. answer* to the

name Fido". Reward 2.13-3563 or S-030K

tf3-22

71 VW tamper. Ideal for spring

vacation Mu*t *ell now Flr*t rea»onable

offer Perfect cond Mu*t *ell NOW. 323-

7915 Must sell now!!!
lfl-22

FREE

Keys-on key ring with "( amaro" In-

signia — reward for recovery (all 6-1034

and ask for Al.

ROOM WANTED

F to share room in 3 bdrm Puffton

Roommate not there often 159 50 /mo

Immed ore Also summer sublet wanted

.-•19-6029.

tf3-2l

Free mixed German Shepard need*

home preferably in country Gentle. Or

will he destroved. (all 772-0717.

tf3-?l

SUMMER SUBLET

NEEDHELP

Twelve string electric gultor. nice

shape, hollow body, case and cord In-

cluded. Call 6-4427 except wknd* after

7:1
t(3 24

F. roommate wanted for 4 room apt. in

N llamp Own room with porch Rent Vi

and utilities, (all Debbie 566-3462 or 564

HHii. davs.
3-21

Need help in Math. (hem. or

Fionomics? (all 1-73.3 2903 collect after 7

Pm
tf.3-23

I Bedroom Puffton Village with fall

option Avail June I. $lS9/month utR

Included Price Is negotiable Hurry coll

549-6W5
tfJ_M

One large. Inexpensive room, lal floor,

cooking privilege*, private entrance. I

have a nke dog Call collect' I-M7-36I6

tfl-2l

MOVIES

3 bedroom Puffton Milage apt avail.

June I . Option to lease In fall , C all 549-0657

113-24

Free Funkv Movies at the Bluewall

From Here To Elernilv ' plus ( anniball

Mlack with Wels Muller and Klmha Also

Black \rrow
3-21

A13JVS OrJDlW "frM
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ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
Dr. Borton will demonstrate the

fitting and showing of horses Tues.

night, Mar. 21, at 7:30 in Grinnel

Arena. All welcome to attend.

CHESS!
Tonight at 7 p.m.-New Hatch.

Come and play a game of chess.

DR. ELI SHAPIRO
Will speak today at 4:00 in Rm. 116

SBA. Dr. Shapiro is chairman of the

finance committee of the Travelers

Insurance Co.

FENCING CLUB
Meeting tonight in Rm. 8 WoPE

from 7 9 p.m. All members must

attend.

FOOD SERVICE COMMITTEE
Important meeting for all those

who want to know what they're

Lusty

London
Players

To Present

At 8(H) p.m on Wednesday and

Thursday. March 22 and 23. The

Lusty London Players will present

their Klizahethan Entertainment.

Bonnere and Buxom or Wat

chword to Wanton Maidens" in the

Hatch The company, made up of

i Mass students, have taken on the

personal of lHth Century Strolling

Players who roamed the provinces

around London with 'en-

tertainments of a sort, consisting

-ongs. dances, poems, story

telling, acrobatic tricks, and

bawdy fakd The script was

compiled by Bonnie Bishoff and it

i> composed entirely of snatches of

Klrzabethan writings Poetry,

philosophy, diaries, scenes from

plays, and personal recollections

and memoirs are the sources of

the language of the production.

These vagabond players will

present their show free of charge

and open to the public.

eating at the CC. Tonight from 6:30

8:30 in Rm. 175.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting tonight in 809 CC starts at

6:30. Be prompt! Exec. Board at

6:00. Pledge meeting at 7:30.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
The regular square dance will be

held tonight from 8:3010:30 at the

CCA. Nominations and elections of

officers will be held. Members should

attend.

JEWISH LIBERATION
Wed. night at 8:00 in Rm. 420 S.U.

Meckabah University is sponsoring a

Pre Passover Seder. All welcome.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta

are anxious to meet you at their open

house rush party tonight, 7 8. 778 No.

Pleasant St. across from WoPE. Call

5 2735 for rides.

m
LOWEST
JET FARES

TO EUROPE
Whatever your age, SAVE
money on Icelandic Airlines'

jets from New York to Lux-

embourg in the heart of Eu-

rope. Our fares are lowest of

any scheduled airline.

UNDER 21?-Our round-trip

Youth Fares are $180 (win-

ter), $205 (spring, fall), and
$270 (summer), ages 12
thru 21. Also, exclusive one-

way Youth Fares.

OVER 21? — Stay overseas

46 days up to a year and
you'll SAVE $274 this sum-
mer, $247 this spring and
fall against lowest compara-
ble fares of other scheduled
airlines. Great for teachers

and grad students. See your

travel agent for valid dates,

reservations.

To: Icelandic Airlines

630 Fifth Avenue, NY. 10020
(212) PL 7-S585

Send folder CN on Lowest Jet

Fares to Europe.

Name.

Street.

City-

State- .Zip.

My travel agent is.

All farts subject to change

ICELANDIC

Notices

"LIVE LOVE, FOR LOVE IS LIFE"
The basis of readings will be love,

which is God, as people have lived

love and how you can live love. CC
Rm. 803, 6:45 p.m. Tonight.

MOTORCYCLE RIDERS
There will be a meeting on Tues., 21

Mar., at 8:00 p.m. Rm. 169 CC for all

interested cycle riders. Try to be

there or call Al 586 2434.

ATTENTION MUSICIANS
Meet other musicians interested in

rock music. Come and play at the

open jam, 8:00 Thurs. night at the CC
Aud. Free.

OUTING CLUB
Special meeting for cavers, 7 p.m.,

169 CC Wed , Mar. 22. All interested

are welcome.

RIBALD ENTERTAINMENT
The Lusty London Players present

"Bonnere and Buxom" in the hatch,

Wed. and Thurs., 8 p.m. An

Elizabethan Theatrical experience!

Free!

!

SENIOR DAY COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting for all

members of the Senior Day Comm.
on Tues., Mar. 21, at 7:30 p.m. in Rm.

178, CC.

STUDENTS FOR McGOVERN
There will be a meeting of S. for

McGovern tonight at 8 in CC Rm. 167.

This meeting is primarily to discuss

canvassing on and off campus after

vacation. All interested invited to

attend.

TOLL FREE
Did you know that you can call Mt.

Holyoke College toll free? Just dial

5863100 and you'll reach a general

switchboard which will connect you

to your specific extension at the

college.

WEDNESDAYS AT NOON
Wed., Mar. 22, at 12:10 at Grace

Episcopal Church, a concert lecture

on the Gregorian Chant. No charge.

All invited.

ZOOL. DEPT. STUDENT FACULTY
BAG LUNCH
This Wed., Mar. 22, Dr. Roberts

will speak on "Bilogical Cycles"

12:15 1:30. Morr. 349. All interested

Zoo Students invited.

LOST
Black wallet lost between Morrill

and the hill. Please return. Call

Steve, 6 6049, 209 Baker.

Please return my long-haired

altered male caf-grey tiger with

white double paws. Red collar. Call

549 1405.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM

Capricorn persons have 'secret pride "

These natives, although feigning in

difference, are very much aware of

.mage, public reception or lack of it

Capricorn individuals have an uncanny
sense of time, knowing where to be and
when and able, also, to turn art apparent
setback into ultimate vindication Some
good examples of this zodiacal sign are
Richard Nixon, Cary Grant and Ava
Gardner

• ••••

ARIES (March 21 Apri 19) You get

action m areas previously blocked Legal

picture is clarified Relations w.»h mate-,

close associates is on upgrade You gam
in business and personal affairs Be alert,

versatile
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): You get

more than you expected >n monetary
sense in personal relationship, there is

apt to be conflict One close to you may be
overly aggressive Maintain balance
Bend a bit. but don't break
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Cycle high,

ga>n shown tnrough young ideas. >n

nova'ive procedures Accent change,
variety Bring forth creative resources
Adhere to individual style Ignore one
who sings blues You are going in right

direction
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Obtain hint

from Gemini message Be confident

without becoming careless Money in

vested in past is activated Views are
vindicated Be a gracious winner
Remember one who >s temporarily in

capacitated
LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Path .} cleared

you are >n limelight Your wit, humor
gain apprec >ative audience Excellent for

social activity You can make valuable
contacts Avoid excess, however, m
eating and drinking
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Money

comes your way in unorthodox manner
Aquarian could be involved Aim toward
goal Don t sell yourself short Room ,s

being made for you at higher elevation

Know it and act like you know it.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Personality

sparkles Do things your own way. Fine

for making travel plans, for expressing

views and getting message across
Submit manuscript, format Be aware of

potential Plan and see ahead.
SCORPIO lOct. 23 Nov 21) Secret

maneuver finds you giving explanation to

family member. Be diplomatic. You can

gam support if you give a financial

statement, accounting Don't attempt to

cover mistake Frank approach gets you

out of hot water.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 211:

Surprise move by friend helps you un

derstand unusual relationship See in

light of reality Avoid fooling yourself

Pisces person could play important role

Get to heart o< maner. Then you'll be

happier
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19) You t,e

loose ends You bring together those who
have divergent views Many now look to

you as conciliator, in personal Me, your

emotions fly high Degree of self

discipline is necessary Respond ac

cordmgly
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18) Many

warm up to you. Those who are in

different have change of heart You
complete, finish and accomplish You
draw to you those who previously were
skeptical Your opinions are sought

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Practical

issues dominate Leo is involved You are

able to apply original touch. Gain comes
from unexpected source One who was
closemouthed about money opens up and

you profit as result

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have great sense of humor, also a ten

dency to try too much too soon You
succeed when forces are organized. You
fall short when efforts are scattered. This

year, you experience self discovery
October will be a pivotal month
Copyright 1972. Gen Fta Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1

4
8
12
13
14

15
16
18
20
21

22
23
27

29
30
31
32
33
34

35
37
38
39

40
41

42
44
47

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

ACROSS

Communist
Datum
Young cow
Exist

Ox of Celebes
Appellation of

Athena
Tropical fruit

Woodworker
Brief

Depression
Babylonian
deity

Conjunction
Bad
Southwestern
Indian

Metal

Depart
A state (abbr

)

Headgear
Fish limb
Indefinite

article

Macaw
Knock
Nahoor sheep
Mother of

Castor and
Pollux

Permit

Printer's

measure

Post

Maintain

Expel

Fish eggs

Grain

Short |acket

Greek letter

Sow
Lease

Man's
nickname

DOWN

1 Float

2 Great Lake

3 Relative

amount
4 Countenance

7

8
9
10

11

17

19

22
24
25
26
27

28
29

Collection of

acts
Unbroken
circle

Candle
Flask

In music, high

Confederate
general

Distant

Printer's

measure
A continent

(abbr.)

Pinch
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Women Gymnasts Second

In East
By STEVE CARY

In their strongest performance ever, the Varsity

Women Gymnasts reached a 104.1 total to place

second in the Eastern Region of twenty-six teams.

Winning was Springfield College, the National

Champions last year, scoring 106.25, with Clarion

State College of Pennsylvania third at around 101.

These results qualify the team to compete in the

National meet to be held Easter weekend in Des

Moines, Iowa, where, as it was Saturday, Springfield

will not be performing for their own screaming fans

in their fieldhouse on their equipment. In Iowa, it will

be the first of three UMass-Springfield meeting this

season not held in the Springfield College Campus

atmosphere, which has been an unquestionable ad-

vantage for that team so far.

For the UMass team, co-captain Margie Combs far

surpassed any of her previous performances to win

the most precious award the Eastern Championship

meet affords. Consistent performances to win the

most precious award the Eastern Championship

Beam with an 8.475, and finished tenth overall on

vaulting averaging 8.6.

During the finals, UMass' only married gymnast,

Anne Vexler, drew a light-hearted response from the

crowd with the saving of a ferocious pirouette in her

beam routing that only her style could make
humorous. Anne performed at her finest level this

year, and qualified herself on all of the three events

she works, placing fourth on the Floor at 8.95, sixth on

the Beam with one fall and an 8.675, and sixth on Bars

at 8.75.

Co-captain Betsy East took ninth on her specialty

event Unevens, scoring an 8.65 average after the

finals, and was joined by Marina Rodriruez, Thanne

Poth and Gail Hannon, all contributing highly to the

team's ultimate success.

While this completes an overview of the UMass
performance at the Easterns, it does no justice to a

true picture of the meet. Other outstanding per-

formances came from Janet Cantwell, who placed

third in the All Around with a 34.65 with broken Floor

WOMEN'S VARSITY GYMNASTS From Left to Right: Betsy East. Marina Rodriquei

Vexler. Gail Hannon. Margie Combs. Thanne Poth. Jeannine Burger

Anne

meet affords Consistent performances on each of the

four events left her nothing short of a beautifully

shining silver plate that represents first place in the

All Around. To accomplish her 35.15 score, she

qualified for the finals on all the events but Side Horse

Vaulting finishing second with a 9 OS on both Balance

Beam and Uneven Bars, and taking a protested

seventh on the Floor Ex at 8.75.

Second for UMass in point contributions was fresh

man Jeannine Burger, whose dangerous executions

brought her to a 32.65 for the All Around in spite of a

disasterous break on her best event Unevens. that

resulted in a faU to the floor and the automatic

deduction of a full point. She continued strongly,

however, and at the evening finals tied for first^on
i

the

Floor Exercise with Kathy Kolemainen and Debbie

Dunkly of Springfield at 9.0, took seventh on Balance

and Bar routines, and took firsts in Vaulting with the

meets high score of 9.35. and Beam with M.
Springfield's Kathy Kolemainen was second All

around at 35.00. tying for first on Floor with a 9.0. and

scoring 8.9 on Bars for third. Finally. Springfield

freshman Bonnie Corrigan won the Unevens with a

fine 9.125

Head training coach Virginia Evans had an un-

derstated satisfaction about her that even verged on

the edge of relaxation as she gave the girls a free day

from practice for Monday, but of course they were all

there as she knew they'd be. because now it's the

Nationals, and what has been worked for by these

girls every year since Junior High School from

September until June, and at camps in the summer

will not be given up for a minute by such deter-

mination.

Derderian
By MIX' STAFF

Tom Derderian won the 11th

annual Greek Community spon

sored road race from Lexington to

Cambridge on Sunday He ran five

minutes per mile for nine and a

half miles to win this pre marathon

race posting a time of 46:53

Peter Crisci finished 10th in the

200 plus field with a time of 49:21

In this race that celebrates

other runners out numbered him so

he didn't attempt to rip the num

bers off their shirts as he has done

in the past.

The women ran with numbers

and with the men Ms Lettis beat

150 men placing 59th with a time of

54 minutes, which is about a

minute faster than Derderian ran

the course on his first attempt

Ms Lettis was met at the finish

a^MJTiscEK £ressf BflSf.
Lettis and five other women
runners encountered heavy

resistance on the part of AAU
officials when they tried to run

officially

The AAU Chairman. Bob

Cambell. of the New England

association of the Amatuer

Athletic Union tried to stop the

women from receiving officials

numbers, but the Greeks and the

Mayor Barbara Ackerman. a

woman who supports her attempts

to open road races to all runners

regardless of sex

Phyliss Olrich. a Junior at

UMass. also ran and had her share

of words with the unenlightened

AAU officials.

The next races these and other

distance runners from the

University run will be in Brighton

on Saturday and in Florence on

Sunday The race in Florence will

be open to all runners since the

Western Mass AAU officials feel

considerably less threatened by

women runners, compared to the

Boston based clip board carriers

Low overhead and sound

products have saved our

customers money for

years.

Radio Shack

jHighCourt Hears1

Reserve Clause
WASHINGTON AP - Baseball's reserve clause "extends to the

minor leagues... the Mexican League...and even to Japan," the

Supreme Court was told Monday.

"It's the most obvious restraint known to man," said former

Supreme Court Justice Arthur J. Goldberg.

But lawyers for professional baseball contended the game can t

operate successfully without the reserve clause.

The Court, after hearing an hour-long argument, took under

advisement former outfielder Curt Flood's suit against organized

baseball. A decision which could cause reverberations in all

professional sports is expected by the end of June.

Goldberg urged the Court to reverse a 1922 decision that exemp-

ted baseball from antitrust laws regulating interstate commerce.

"This court has passed on the reserve clause, I think, wrongly in

two cases," Goldberg said.

"It violates the U.S. antitrust laws. It violates antitrust and

common law of the states. It violates the 13th Amendment," which

prohibits slavery.
,

In a brief, Goldberg referred to pitcher Vida Blue s contract

problems with the Oakland Athletics.

"When he tried this year to raise his salary from $14,750 to the

salary level of comparable players, the man who reserved' him

refused to offer more than $50,000." Goldberg said.

•Indeed, his owner coupled the refusal with a threat only a

baseball club owner could make: i won't trade him and I won't sell

him. Either he accepts what we have offered or he's through in

Louis L. Hoynes. Jr., a New York lawyer, said the "real

protagonist here is the Players Association" since it financed

Flood's suit. But the lawyer, speaking as counsel for the National

League, was sharply questioned by several justices when he said

the reserve clause had been agreed upon by the association.

"You say a union that says to management that they can pick a

man up and throw him out is a union," said Justice Thurgood

Marshall . „ ,

"How is the union protecting Curtis C. Flood Marshall asked

Hoynes said the Players Association agrees with the owners that

some form of a reserve clause is needed. But, he said, it is a matter

for negotiation and not for the courts to decide

Congress has accepted the challenge of this court," Hoynes

said. "Many bills have been introduced and many hearings have

been held.
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"The Doctor Delivers"
(Editor's Note: This is the second in a two-part series on Julius Er-

ving's testimonial dinner Sunday night at Berkshire Dining Commons.

Part Two-'The Doctor Delivers.")

By EARLE BARROLL
Julius Erving is a unique human being.

In an atmosphere where collegiate athletes in this nation have come

under the stereotype "jock", Julius escaped unmarked, untarnished by

the masses.
For it was more than just his basketball talents that led many to say

that Julius Erving was one of the outstanding students at UMass during

his three years on campus.

Sunday night John Betancourt recalled an incident last season when he

and Erving were at the Newman Center prior to a basketball practice, the

day after a big game performance by number 32

:

"'Julius and I were sitting down and talking before practice when some

kid came up and said hello to Julius and told him what a great game he

had. I just brushed it aside, gave the kid a funny look and told Julius to

brush it off

.

#•_!*.
•Then I made a bet with him that between the Newman Center and the

Cage as we walked over to practice there wouldn't be 25 people who said

hello to him.

"And by the time we got over to the Cage over 50 people had said hi to

him
"

This says something about Julius Erving.

It was unlike the big guy to make himself known... it just happened that

people recognized him and appreciated him for his efforts on the court.

And for every moment of pleasure and excitement the Cage ex-

perienced when Julius performed, there was a likewise moment of

pleasure and excitement for those who knew him as Julius Er-

ving. ..human being.

It was a moment like this that brought the 200 plus who attended his

testimonial to a state of nirvana as he spoke and to their feet as he

completed his delivery.

The following is The Doctors Delivery:

"A couple of weeks ago 1 sat back and freed my mind of everything that

was going on around me and came to the realization that basketball was

my life.

"I pondered into the future and reminisced into the past like I never did

before.

'If I had any anger when I was young I grabbed a ball and played

basketball for hours. Perhaps a psychologist would say 1 used basketball

as a escapism. But did J?

When I was a freshman in high school I missed a game because 1 had a

tooth pulled. But when I got home my hands and feet started to sweat as I

was waiting to hear from a teammate how the team did.

•And it was here at the age of 14 that I knew I was really involved.

"As a senior I had to sit on the bench for part of a game because 1

missed a practice. Coach Ray Wilson (now assistant UMass basketball

coach) stuck by his guns and didn't allow me in the entire first quarter.

The point here is that it made me feel bad hnowing that I could have been

out there with the other players helping out.

I remembered my first three years at UMass.

In my freshman year coach Peter Broaca took seven strangers (he

named them all) and shaped and molded us into the nucleus of the first

and only undefeated basketball team I've ever been on.

"Just a couple of days ago I received a letter from coach Broaca and in

it he said that coaching our freshman team was the greatest thrill of his

life. And being part of that team was one of the greatest thrills of my life.

"The year after I joined coach Jack Leaman on the varsity (he named

them all) and in my first game against Providence College we were

winning at the half but 1 scored only three points. In the locker room Ray

Ellerbrook looked at me and gave me the choke sign.

"It worked. We won 90-85 and I went on to break the rebounding record

with 28 and the most points scored in one half with 24. Ray's a pretty

smart cookie.

"The next year we came back after all that happened the year before

and went 23-4. And with the help of coach Leaman and my buddies on the

team 1 was fortunate to receive awards that justified the dedication and

effort 1 put into my game.
"Yes. things were good at UMass. but I'm on the verge of bigger things.

"Basketball holds a special place in my heart. I've dedicated myself to

all my God-given attributes.

"My desire is to make some kind of everlasting impression on the world

of sports through basketball, as basketball has made an impreesion on

me.
It is with this that 1 accept these awards."

Track Notice
Any faculty member, graduate

or undergraduate student in-

t. rested in officiating home
TRACK MEETS this spring please

contact coaches Ariel or O'Brien at

225 Boyden Gymnasium. 545-2481

;it any time. Any interest in run

ning. jumping, or throwing events

will bo accomodated and no prior

experience is necessary. The
schedule: April 8 Northeastern and

Boston I'niv . April 19th Holy

Cross; April 25th Dartmouth; May
6th I'Conn and New Hampshire.

May 20th New Englands

TRACK'S THE SPORT and even though these huddlers are indoors

the UMass track team goes outdoors for the Spring. They need of-

ficials so if you want to get into this end of the sport then sign up.

(MDC photo by Ed Mangiaratti)

THE GREAT DIVINE-In a classic pose Julius Erving takes in the scenery and a few appetizers as

Jack Leaman < center ) and Al Bianchi discuss the big guy to their left. (MDC photo by Al Jagoda

)

Redmen Pucksters Garner
More Silver

By BILL BALLOC
As if the honor of winning the Division II Cham-

pionship wasn't enough, the UMass varsity hockey

team had more honors heaped on it this past weekend

by the ECAC
Three varsity hockey players and head coach Jack

Canniff received awards from the ECAC honoring

their individual accomplishments during the 71-72

season.

Named to the minor college East All-America team

were Pat Keenan, P.J. Flaherty, and Brian Sullivan,

while Canniff received Division II Coach of The Year

honors.

Keenan. a junior from Weston. Ontario, centered

the high scoring line of Dan Reidy. Jack Edwards and

himself After setting a couple of all-time Redmen
scoring records last year as a sophomore. Keenan

fired home 34 goals to go along with 25 assists this

season, breaking his own records

He had been in a six-game scoring drought just

prior to the playoffs, but came through in the clutch

with five goals in the three game set including a hat

trick in the final vs. Buffalo.

Flaherty, the UMass goaltender and a senior from

South Boston, finished up the season with a 2 71 goals

against mark and one shutout. The epitome of the

roving goaltender. he also picked up two assists on

the year.

Flaherty started all but one contest throughout the

season, and played every minute of the playoffs In

the post-season play he held St. Anselm's to three

goals, Merrimack to two, and Buffalo to one, finishing

up with a 2.00 mark for the playoffs.

Sullivan, from Hudson, is also a senior and served

as the UMass captain throughout the season He was

paired with junior Don Ix)wer on defense and these

two were among the Division's most potent offensive

defensive pair

Sullivan's ability to move the puck and clear the

UMass defensive zone complemented perfectly

Lowes hard hitting style of defense

After missing the last game of the regular season

with stomach cramps. Sully came back in the

playoffs to be instrumental in guiding the potent

UMass offense while at the same time combining

with Lowe, Bob Bartholomew, Al Nickerson and Bob
Shilalie to keep the puck out of the Redmen net

Vermont placed defenseman Ted Yeates and

forward Pat Wright on the team and along with Colby

forward Steve Self they round out the All-America

selections.

Jack Canniff faced little competition for the title of

Coach of the Year as he led the Redmen to their first

ever divisional title.

mniff, who believes in making the fewest number
of moves possible, did that throughout the entire

year, staying with virtually the same line-up from
opener to the playoff final vs. Buffalo His only

change in personnel groupings was the promotion of

Jim Coleman and Charlie Donovan to third line

status, from their previous place on the fourth line.

In the five years that he has been at the UMass
hockey helm. Canniff has led his team to better and
better records When he took over a pitiful program
in 1967-68, Canniff could do no better than a 5-15 slate.

But since he has been recruiting his own talent and
installing his system of hockey, the only direction for

Redmen hockey has been an upward one
His success with the UMass program has not gone

unnoticed in national circles, and rumor has Canniff

headed for a Division I school like Boston College or

Boston University.

Most of the speculation centers around Boston
College, where Canniff starred in his undergrad days.

There is alwasy the pull of "alma mater" and the

good record BC has had through the years concerning
the treatment of its coaches.

Canniff has not of yet revealed his future plans, but

whatever they are he deserves the designation

"Coach of the Year" and Keenan, Sullivan, and
Flaherty are unquestionably All-Americas.

latla Qlnlbgian
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SPORTS

Wrist Wrestling
Tonight's the night, what you've all been waiting for, the Intra-Mural

people are holding their wrist wresting championships in Boyden Gym
starting at 6:30 P.M.

If you're a competitor and have advanced to the finals, then tonight's

your big chance for fame and glory. If you just want a good time then
come on down and watch. It's at 6:30 in Boyden Gym.

WBZ To Carry Sox

Remember: you can keep the

sports parade moving by being a

good sport.

BOSTON (\P» Officials of WBZ
TY announced today signing of a

three year contract with the

Boston Red Sox for exclusive

television broadcast origination

rights on its games
The Westinghouse Broadcasting

Co station is to carry 63 games
during the 1972 season beginning

with the exhibition game against

the Minnesota Twins March 25

from Winter Haven. Fla , said

Winthrop P. Baker, station vice

president and general manager
The change follows the end of

broadcasting by WHDH-TV, a
television station affiliated with
the Herald Traveler Copr The
Federal Communications Com
mission took the channel 5

operating permit from WHDH-TV
and awarded it to a competing
firm. Boston Broadcasters, Inc.

which went on the air Sunday
WCVBTV

New England's W»* iUaB0arl?U0rtt0

Largest

College Daily lathi Gtolfcgtatt
«^^F A FREE AND RESPONSIBLE ^9r PRESS

Weather

If you really want to

know, we'll tell you.

Details on page two.
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Chancellor Nominees Leaked
Bromery Reportedly Tied With N.Y. Prospect

By NATHAN GORENSTEIN
According to informed sources,

three names have been chosen by

the Chancellor Search Committee

for presentation to the Board of

Trustees at their next meeting,

Tuesday, March 28.

The names are: Acting Chan-

cer, r Randolph Bromery;

Timothy Healy, Vice-Chancellor

for Academic Affairs for the City

University of New York ; and Carlo

Golino, Vice-Chancellor for

Academic Affairs at the University

of California at Riverside.

The Search Committee voted

Monday night not to release the

names of the three candidates.

leaving any decision to do so to the

Board of Trustees.

When asked to confirm this in-

formation, Glenn Gordon, Search

Committee Chairman refused to

comment on who the Committee
nominated.
According to sources who

requested anonvmitv. a straw vote

was taken by the Committee
Monday night to determine in what

order the three names would be

presented to the Board. The source

indicated that Bromery and Healy

from CUNY were tied for first

place in the balloting. Healy

received more first place votes,

but overall, Bromery won largest

number of points. This, according

to sources, prompted the Com-
mittee to present the two names on

an equal basis. Golino came in

third.

Asked who he felt the Trustees

would choose, a source replied,

"It's a shoo-in for Bromery."
Asked whether or not he thought

the Trustees would confirm a

candidate Tuesday, Gordon felt

that was improbable.

He said that while the Trustees

wanted to reach a decision as early

as possible, he didn't see how the

Trustees could give full con-

sideration to all three candidates

within the short time they will hold

the Committee's report before

Tuesday's meeting.

Gordon refused to say anything

at all about who the prospective

candidates might be. "We at this

point don't want to inhibit the

Board in making their judgment."

Gordon went on to say that the

Committee voted Monday night (at

the time they made their final

decision as to what candidates to

present the Board of Trustees) not

to disclose the names of the can-

didates "We wanted to respect the

confidentiality of the names from

the point of view of the three

candidates '.' Gordon did say that

of the six names from which the

Committee chose the final three.

five were from off-campus and one

from on-campus.
While recognizing that the

Trustees originally asked for five

names, Gordon doesn't feel the

Board will reject the Committee's

report because of the low number.

"Three of them we like, three of

them we don't. I think the Board

will probably agree. The Com-
mittee has had it ; we're exhausted.

We could give them six names, but

they wouldn't mean anything."

"I would be surprised and
disappointed if they reject the

report."

The reason for presenting the

Trustees with three names Gordon
said was that the Committee felt

that only three of the final six

names were qualified for the

position.

The Search Committee
originally had 70 names under

consideration. This was narrowed

down to 17, then 10. At that time,

two of the candidates removed
themselves from the list. From the

eight names left, six were chosen

for final consideration before

presentation to the Trustees,

Bromery, Healy and Golino were

among the six.

The Search Committee was
formed the week after Oswald

Tippo's resignation as Chancellor

in mid-October
The Committee was composed of

undergraduate students, chosen by

the Student Senate, graduate

students chosen by the Graduate

Student Senate, faculty selected by

the Faculty Senate, trustees

selected by the Board of Trustees,

and a dean chosen by the Dean's

Council.

Acting-Chancellor Randolph Bromery

Muskie Beats McGovern,McCarthy In Illinois

CHICAGO < AP>-Sen. Edmund S

Muskie rolled past Eugene J.

McCarthy to win their Illinois

presidential popularity contest

Tuesday night, and he led Sen.

George McGovern in a separate

primary election battle for

Democratic National Convention

delegates.

The senator from Maine was

polling 63 per cent of the

presidential preference vote

against McCarthy, and he said it

was a victory that foretold more to

come.
McCarthy claimed satisfaction

in his showing, and said he ex-

pected to keep campaigning
through the primary season, to the

convention and beyond

Muskie's victory over the former

Minnesota senator, who is not

ranked among major 1972 con-

tenders, had been expected.

The preferential primary stakes

were entirely psychological, with

Muskie seeking to regain political

momentum for the crowded.

On The Inside:

Housing Dominates

Rents and Fees Com.
See page three

National Voting

Reform
See page four

crucial Wisconsin primary on April

4, where all the Democratic con-

tenders will be running

With 6.941 of the 10,858 precincts

reporting, or 64 per cent, the race

stood this way:
Muskie-510,715 votes, or 63 per

cent.

McCarthy-302.654 votes, or 37 per

cent.

The count was slower in the

complex delegate selection con-

test, where the stakes were more

tangible-160 votes for president At

least half of them were expected to

go to uncommitted delegates led by

Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley.

With 2,815 precincts counted, or

26 per cent, delegates committed to

Muskie were in the lead for 45

convention posts, McGovern
delegates led for 20, uncommitted
entries for 55.

For Muskie in Illinois, the game
was comeback after a fourth-place

finish in the Florida primary a

week ago.

Muskie said he had a clearcut

Illinois victory to offset a Florida

outcome he called inconclusive.

Muskie said the Florida

primary, where he polled only 9 per

cent of the vote, was not conclusive

because the electorate was

fragmented among 10 candidates

while protest ballots carried

Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace

to victory.

He said that m New Hampshire's

lcadoff primary, where he won

with 46 4 per cent of the vote, the

standards by which his showing

was measured were "set higher

than I could have anticipated."

Muskie said he knew in advance

that he couldn't match the

towering expectations set for him
in that race on his New England

home territory, where McGovern
was his major rival.

The Maine senator was asked

whether he has changed, is trying

to project a new image.

"I'm not conscious of being new,

but maybe I'm speaking more
clearly." he said. Muskie said he

now has "struck a responsive

(Continued on Page 2)

ControversialChicagoD.A.

Wins Upset Renomination
CHICAGO (AP)-Edward V. Hanrahan won the Democratic

nomination for another term as Cook County Chicago state's attorney

Tuesday, pulling off the biggest upset of Mayor Richard J Daley's reign

as Chicago Democratic leader.

Hanrahan, dropped for endorsement by Daley and other party leaders

because of his indictment stemming from a police raid on a Black Pan-

ther apartment, challenged the Daley candidate in the Illinois primary

and won decisively. ...
With 2,959 of the 5,243 county precincts reported, Hanrahan had 226,849

votes and the regular party choice, Raymond Berg, had 167,276. A third

candidate, Donald Page Moore, conceded.

The Daley organization was supposed to pile up the vote for Berg in the

Chicago precincts while Hanrahan and Moore were expected to battle for

the suburban vote.

But Hanrahan rolled up margins in city wards where the alleged

defection of precinct captains from Berg became a reality.

Hanrahan's triumph marks him as a major rival of Daley for leader-

ship of the powerful Democratic organization, the first serious rival for

Daley 70 who was elected to an unprecedented fifth term last April.

At the same time, rebel Dan Walker, challenging Lt. Gov. Paul Simon

another Daley endorsee-for the party nomination for governor, was

running narrowly ahead of Simon and threatening to pull a second upset

Berg conceded defeat and said, "The best man won I will support the

Democratic party candidate."
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In case your looking for this building, it is no longer standing, it is lying down. This picture was taken

in the process of the destruction. Now there exists only a pile of wood. (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton)

SOS Announces Statewide Conference

By CHRISTINE OLTHOFF
Joe Sylvia, chairman of SOS, announced formal

plans last night for a one-day state-wide conference to

be held at UMass on April 8.

Sylvia said 40 colleges and universities in

Massachusetts have been invited to the conference.

The purpose of the conference will be to bring

student representatives on campus in order to

acquaint them with the Belchertown State School

class-action suit, said Sylvia.

Hopefully these representatives, said Sylvia, will

be instrumental in forming an SOS in their campus
when they return home from the day's events.

Tenative speakers for the conference include

UMass Professor Ben Ricci, president of the

Belchertown Friends Association and the leading

organizer of the suit against the State Department of

Mental Health

The suit charges that the state has been negligent in

the care of residents at the Belchertown School.

Jim Shanks, Springfield Union staff reporter, is

also scheduled to speak during the proceedings.

Shanks is author of the Tragedy of Belchertown
Series -a series of articles recently reprinted in the

Collegian from the Union.

Attorney Beryl Cohen, former state Senator from
Brookline. is also scheduled to speak at the con-

ference. Cohen is now representing the 28 parents,

who filed the suit in federal court against the state.

Three sub-committees of SOS have been formed.

One is the Membership Drive Committee, which will

set up a table in the Campus Center after vacation

where interested students can sign up to join SOS.
There is also a committee composed of SOS

members to work with the Concert Committee for

joint fund raising efforts. The committee and SOS
have made an agreement whereby each group has

the option to share in the work and the profits in any
fund-raising activity initiated by the other group.

The Student Support Committee-an SOS sub-

committee-has collected 100 dollars through door-to-

door fund-raising in the dorms.
This committee has divided the campus by dorm

areas, fraternities, sororities and commuters, and
needs students in each of these areas to talk to

students for the purpose of gaining publicity for SOS
and for collecting funds.

Robin Portman, chairman of the Student Support

Committee, said students interested in this type of

work should contact her for further information.

Kathy Freese said students interested in selling

raffle tickets for the SOS fund-raising drive should

immediately contact her.

Muskie Takes Illinois Primary
(Continued from Page 1)

chord" with the voters.

McGovern was in Washington.
"We thought we could win 20

delegates, and I still think we
will." said Frank Mankiewicz,
campaign coordinator for the
South Dakota senator.

None of the 38 delegates can-

didates entered in McCarthy's
cause was leading. McCarthy said

he didn't consider delegate con-
ti sts very important anyhow.

On the Republican ballot,

delegate candidates pledged to

President Nixon were leading in 44

of the contests reported, and Nixon

was expected to take all 48.

Muskie's preferential primary
victory was a landslide by any
standard, but it came over a less-

than-formidable rival.

The Weather
Massachusetts-Rain Wednesday

and Wednesday night, ending
Thursday. High temperatures both

days mid-40s to low 50s. Low
temperatures Wednesday night

around 40.

In a victory statement in

Chicago, Muskie said, "We're
going to keep on winning, through
all the primaries, through the

Democratic National Convention
and across the entire nation next

November.

"This is the message that the

people of Illinois have just sent

across the nation." the Maine
senator said.

McCarthy, in his first campaign
of 1972, staged an intensive and
costly hunt for votes, spending
about $250,000 to about match
Muskie's outlay, and investing

heavily in television advertising.

Furthermore, since McGovern
wasn't entered in the preference

poll, many Democrats who sup-

ported his delegates slate likely

parlayed that with votes for Mc-
Carthy in the popularity contest.

On Illinois primary day, Muskie
campaigned in Milwaukee and
went to Cleveland for a private

fund-raising dinner.

At a news conference there, he
was asked whether there is any
chance he will quit the race. "Pull

ouf" he retorted, "I'm the only

candidate who has won anything."
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McCarthy said in Chicago he was
"quite content and satisfied" with
his showing.

"We take assurance from the

fact that between 37 and 40 per cent

of the voters indicated they want a

Democratic party which offers a

significant choice on the critical

issues which face this country."

the former Minnesota senator said.

McCarthy said he intends to

raise in Wisconsin the issues he
raised in Illinois, where he accused
Muskie of failing to take clear

positions on topics of major con-

cern to the voters.

"The people in exile have begun
to return," said McCarthy, who
began the challenge to former
President Lyndon B. Johnson four

years ago

On a rainy election day,
Republicans in droves crossed

over to cast ballots in the

Democratic primary.

State-wide, the switches ap-

peared to be helping Muskie.

But the cross-overs spelled
trouble for Daley and his

Democratic organization.

Insurgent Daniel Walker was
leading Lt. Gov. Paul Simon,
Daley's choice for the Democratic
nomination for governor.

And Edward V. Hanrahan won
re-nomination as Cook County
state's attorney, in the biggest

upset of Daley's long reign as
Chicago Democratic leader.

Wood Labels Cuts

Policy Interference
By MDC STAFF

After expressing confidence that some of the funds cut from the UMass

budget for fiscal 1973 will be restored by the legislature, University

President Robert M. Wood called them not only more than budget cuts,

but interference "with educational policy."

Wood, speaking in his first weekly press briefing, stated that the Ways

and Means Committee will be more lenient than some expect.

The conference covered topics ranging from faculty ratios, new
positions, and tuition increases to termpaper business. The briefing was

held on the telephone with the Collegian, Mass Media (the UMB
newspaper) and WMUA.
As for further action on the tuition increase bills, Wood stated that they

are still seeking information on sliding scale and deferred tuition bills. He
said that his office must find where the other higher education segments

are. He agreed that the state college trustees had weakened his position

by endorsing a $100 per year tuition increase.

Wood said that he sees the Chancellor of Higher Education as a friend

of the University. He also stated that "more money is needed to keep

quality education going." He said current meetings with legislators are

not deadlocked.

15.6 to one in Amherst and 17.6 to one in Boston were the figures Wood
stated as the actual student faculty ratio if no restriction is made to the

budget. He mentioned that the discrepancy between his figures and

Governor Francis W. Sargent's figures were from the respective ex-

clusion and inclusion of faculty at the experimental station in Waltham.

Wood condemned the termpaper industry, which has reportedly been

growing strongly in Boston, as a dirty business. He stated the values of

termpapers in the academic community and added that "common ac-

tion" from the Boston area colleges will soon be forthcoming.

He indicated that the Trustees have not particularly reacted to the

disruptions of the last two meetings. He added that the Trustees thought

they have been open, and receptive to all sides of the several issues

recently brought to them.

When queried. Wood said that no hearings have been set yet on the

Frieda Salzman case.

Auto Pool Established

To Serve Student Groups

By HUGH OWEN
The Student Senate recently voted to establish and fund a Student

Senate Auto Pool which will serve Recognized Student Organization

(RSO) groups in need of transportation.

In the past organizations such as the Drum and the Collegian had their

own cars funded by the Senate. These cars remained idle when not used

by the Drum and Collegian and were more than often unavailable for use

when other groups were in need of them.

To alleviate these problems the Student Senate established an Auto
Pool to provide vehicles to needy groups on a basis of priority.

Organizations such as the Collegian. Drum, WMUA and Spectrum who
have press and broadcasting deadlines to meet will be placed at the top of

this priority list.

Other groups will be placed according to the disgression of a dispatcher

who will handle the scheduling of the usage of the cars.

The Auto Pool will also provide regular servicing of the cars, whereas
in the past the cars were only serviced when the need arose. In this way, it

is hoped that the cars will remain in operating condition for a longer
period of time.

Bids for two cars and one microbus will be received this summer and
the vehicles should be purchased and ready for use for the fall semester
Rental of the cars will be $0.10 per mile. This fee will be paid out of the

Transportation Budget which the Student Senate allots to each RSO group
in need of transportation.

Student Senator Skip Casper, in speaking of the Auto Pool, said, "We
hope that by instituting an Auto Pool we can be assured of better usage of

the Senate-owned cars and keep them for a longer period of time."

Primary At A Glance
CHICAGO <AP> - The vote

totals in the Illinois Democratic
presidential preference primary
with 70 per cent of the 10,858

precincts reporting:

Muskie 540,384-63 per cent

McCarthy 320,591-37 per cent

Following is a breakdown of how
Illinois delegates to the
Democratic National Convention
would be divided, according to

primary election returns from 31

Today is The Last

Day To Drop A

Course With A ttW

per cent of the state's 10.858
precincts:

Muskie 47

McGovern 19

Uncommitted 54

Following are the vote totals in
the Illinois Democratic primary
for governor, with 68 per cent of the
10,858 precincts reporting:
Walker 505,649-51 per cent
Simon 479,467-49 per cent
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Housing Dominates Rents And Fees Meeting
BySTEVE TRIPOLI

The Rents and Fees Committee
called for state payments for dorm
security, educational equipment in

dorms, and a deficiency budget to

cover this year's low occupancy
rate as part of a thirteen point

policy statement put before

representatives of the Housing

Office at the second of two

meetings yesterday. The first

meeting concerned proposed in-

creases in the cost of meal tickets

and the Campus Center Fee.

Last night's topic was housing,

with Chuck Hampton of the

Housing Office and a host of other

administrators, including Vice

Chancellor for Administrative

Services Thomas Campion
present.

After an opening discussion on

the proposed telephone increases,

in which Hampton explained that

the service was "strictly a break

even thing'' in which students must

pick up the cost, the topic turned to

housing in a discussion which

lasted nearly three hours.

Chairman Robert Chiller

outlined some policy changes
which the committee had come up

with. They included:

1

)

Educational equipment for the

dorms. The committee felt that

since this equipment was used in

classes held in the dorms, the state

should pay for it as it does regular

educational equipment. The
equipment is presently paid for out

of student rent money.
2) A deficiency budget (in which

the State makes up the dificit) be

sent to President Robert Wood and

the state legislature. Chiller's

rationale for this was that since the

budget is needed to make up for

low occupancy levels in the dor-

Chuck Hampton (left) of the Housing Office explains some of the technicalities behind Proposed rent

increases at last nights Rents and Fees Committee meeting. To his right are Committeemen Jim

Donoghue and Committee Chairman Robert Chiller. (MDC photo by Barbara Brecher)

Health System Chastised
By LUCILLE HRYNIEWICH

Ms. Robin Dizard, a teacher

from Amherst, spoke at the Or-

chard Hill Women's Colloquium

last night on the health system in

the U.S. at present. Ms. Dizard

revealed some of the elitist, sexist,

and capitalistic aspects of the

Health ystem
She began claiming that people

deplore the chaos of the health care

svstem at present. In reality the

U.S. health system is a highly

organized big money maker she

stated. Sixty-two billion dollars

was spent in 1969 for health, 11%

over 1968 and prices keep rising.

The problems of hospitals, medical

professionals, employees, and
insurance and pharmaceutical

companies were expressed.

Hospitals were described as

monopolies that are given

government subsidies They ap-

pear as consolidations much like

the oil companies as they have

become conglomerates headed by

Blue Cross Insurance Co. and

medical schools. Blue Cross, begun

in the depression to make sure

hospitals were paid, has now

become an exploitation of

Our experienced Ad-
Riters don't cost our
custermers much money.

Radio Shack
of

Amherst

J

capitalism Ms. Dizard claimed.

Insurance companies reimburse

the hospitals and drug fees. Since

they are assured of being paid,

they do not conserve on both

hospital time or drug ad-

ministration. There appears to be

big money spent in the health

system she said. As Forbes and

Wallace referred to the hospital

supplies and drugs stock. "This is

glamour stock" which is steadily

increasing in worth

Health Pact 1970 stated that

there is continued escalation of

prices with continued deper-

sonalized services. Ms. Dizard

stated these depersonalized ser-

vices especially affect oppressed

groups
The medical services reveal

built-in racism and oppression

The poor people of the cities are

used by interns for practice rather

than the rich paying patient ac-

cording to Ms. Dizard. Harlem is

described as a "vast laboratory''

where poor people are used as

experimental risks. Also lower

class people are rarely consulted

by the doctor for their treatment,

while educated people are more
frequently.

She stated women also have

problems with male doctors. She

asserted since women in our

society have been treated as ob-

jects, they find physicians are no

less hung up than other men.
Gynecologists have performed

mastectomies and hysterectomies

without consulting the patient

many times according to the

speaker. Women's pains were also

termed psychological many times

when they were legitimate

physical problems, according to

Ms. Dizard.

Women were not only the largest

receivers of care, but they also

compose 75% of the hospital

workers. They are strategically

placed in the health system so they

should be able to do something she

said.

Their positions though are not

equal in pay or number. Only 7% of

doctors are women and this

number is decreasing she stated.

Seemingly backward countries in

the near east have 9% women
doctors

Men, who comprise the positions

of directors, and trustees make the

decisions on the jobs, uniforms,

and pay of hospital personnel Ms.

Dizard commented. For the same
technical work in the hospital,

women receive 15% less than men.

The speaker claimed nurses were

many times given a role subor

dinate and subservient to men.

It was stated that doctors can

expect to make two million dollars

during a lifetime. Only dentists

have a higher return for their

education The shortage of doctors

is being filled by importing doctors

from countries such as India and

Taiwan which already have their

own shortage.

mitories (which he claimed was
management's fault and not the

student's) the state should pick up

the bill-not the students.

Pam Pepper of the committee

also pointed out that the rent in-

creases of last year were justified

by the administration because they

were to go to such things as

renovation of the dorms, and the

low occupancy level caused them

to be diverted elsewhere-in effect

billing the students for

management's problem.

Vice Chancellor Campion ex-

pressed the hope that the com-

mittee would be willing to take

steps to remedy the situation.

3) Security in the dorms be paid

for by the State, not student rents.

The committee's reason for this

was that the students are generally

forced to live in dorms, so security

should be the University's

responsibility. There was some
disagreement between the com-

mittee and administrators as to

whether they had been promised

State money for security next year.

4) The committee proposed to

Campion for his analysis, a

possible plan to get more student

janitors in dormitories. This is

done with the understanding that

there will be no layoffs among
present personnel. There was
disagreement again between
committee members and
administrators as to whether
students would or could be able to

take care of their own dorms.

5) That janitors and student

janitors be under the supervision of

Area Business Managers.
6) To keep a dorm open with

student janitors and as little a

room charge as possible for people

whose financial aid had been cut

7) A five year financial plan to

transfer costs to the State for many
of these expenditures.

8) That in dorms in which the

State retains the titles renovations

should be charged to the State.

9) That construction companies

which fail to execute what they are

here to do be sued.

10) A long range plan to make
room and board optional to all.

ID A total investigation of the

Physical Plant to start before the

end of the semester.

12) A staff-student labor com
mittee to be set up before the end of

the semester
The longest discussion of the

night concerned the proposed rule

that would make it impossible for

21 year olds to move off campus
until they turned 21. The present

rule allows students to move off

any time in the academic year in

which they will turn 21.

There was great dissension on

this question, with Campion
pointing out that the committee's

position (against changing the

rule) was not in keeping with their

commitment to lower rents as far

as possible (a change in the rule

would slash about $40 per dor-

mitory student from the increase).

The committee's position was
that this solution was at the cost of

the students once again, and they

reiterated their position that

students should not be made to pay

for management's mistakes.

The last article of the night

concerned the proposed charging

of a $100 premium for single

rooms. This was again the topic of

some disagreement and no real

answer to the problem was
reached. It is still being con-

sidered.

The 7 A.M. morning meeting

focused on meal ticket price in-

creases and Campus Center fee

increases, with Gerry Grady and

Joel Stoneham representing Food

Services and Campus Center

Manager Terry Grinnan
representing the C.C.

Stoneham of Food Services

opened by explaining that the

budget being presented was by no

means the final draft of the 1973

budget Grady then explained

some of the financial aspects of the

budget first proposed at last

Thursday's meeting, and
discussion turned to methods of

raising revenue and cutting ex-

penditures of the operation. Some
suggested means of cutting cor-

ners included:

1

)

Allowing students to pay a $60-

70 fee in order to cover Dining

Commons expenses. Paying this

fee would exempt them from the

meal ticket requirement.

2) Exploring the possibilities of a

long range plan that would provide

for the employment of more
students in the Commons.
C.C. Manager Grinnan next

presented his case, in which he

asks for a $5-10 increase in the

Campus Center fee. He presented

highlights of his projected 1973

budget as he had at last week's

meeting and the committee
decided that the only possibilities

were in the five dollar raise or

(preferably) no raise at all. The
proposed $10 raise was "out of the

question", in Chiller's words.

The committee was also con-

cerned with a long range projec-

tion of a $100 Campus Center fee by

1975. They asked Grinnan to bring

some kind of long term figures

concerning this to his next ap-

pearance before the committee,

and indicated that the $100 figure

was outrageous, considering that

the average Campus Center fee at

other colleges is about $29.

The committee will continue to

consider all increases until a final

price is s«'t on all of them.
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Court Strikes One Year Residency Rule

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
Court Tuesday opened the way to the ballot

box for as many as 5.5 million Americans

when it struck down Tennessee's one-year-

residency rule and implied anything beyond

30 days may be unconstitutional.

Lengthy waiting periods are unnecessary

to guard against fraud at the ballot box. and

they pose an unconstitutional barrier to

travel. Justice Thurgood Marshall said for a

6-1 court All but a handful of states now

require at least six month's residency.

Marshall added there is no reason to

suppose that a new resident has less

knowledge of election issues than old

residents and observed obviously man\

longtime residents do not have any." Chief

Justice Warren E. Burger stood alone in the

dissent.

The decision climaxes the filing of waves

of lawsuits across the country aimed at laws

which some estimates say bar up to 8 per

cent of otherwise qualified voters from filing

every vear.

Marshall said the constitutionally ac-

ceptable period to make sure only

legitimate residents vote "is surely a matter

ol degree." But he said even a three-month

rule is too long and that 30 days "appears to

be an ample period of time for the state to

complete whatever administrative tasks are

necessary to prevent fraud.''

In 1970, Congress prohibited waiting

periods of more than 30 days for presidential

and vice presidential elections. The court's

ruling appears to apply a similar standard

for state and congressional elections.

Since the sweeping decision finds even a

three-month waiting period unjustified it

apparently will have an impact on every

state.

The Tennesse law was declared invalid

earlier by a federal district court as a result

Of a suit" brought by James Blumstein, an

assistant professor ol law at Vanderbilt

University
Justices Lewis F Powell. Jr.. and William

H. Hehnquist did not participate in

Tuesday's decision because they took their

>eats two months after the case was argued.

The day was notable for the two freshmen

justices however, in that they announced
their first majority decisions for the court

Hehnquist delivered a 6-3 ruling that it

was harmless error for Florida prosecutors

to use an incriminating statement by a co-

defendant in a murder trial although he did

not appear as a witness and could not be

cross- examined.
Powell wrote a 6-3 decision defeating a

government attempt to tax income which

bankl earn through insurance policies on

the bank s borrowers.

In a fourth ruling, the court held a man
cannot sue to stay out of the Army simply on

the ground his draft board was wrong in

classifying him 1A. This 4-3 decision was
delivered by Blackmun.

In Brief...

But They Still Won't Go Down...

\\ \SHI\GTON (AP)-The Treasury Department reported

Tuesday it is collecting more money from the tax system than

previously estimated and thus will be borrowing less in the next few

months.
Treasury officials said that in February the government

collected $1 billion more than anticipated and so far this month.

$500 million more than estimated.

Government Denies Berrigan's Charges

HABBISBl'BG. (AP)-The government today called "baseless"

and "totally irrelevant'' defense charges that a paid FBI informer

entrapped the Harrisburg Seven conspiracy defendants to plot the

kidnapping of White House aide Henry Kissinger

Defense lawyer Leonard Boudin claimed use of the informer,

Boyd Douglas Jr., constituted "provocation, instigation, en-

trapment, and indeed crime," and asked that the charges against

antiwar priest Philip Berrigan and six others be dismissed.

24 Escape Cincinnati Jail

CINCINNATI. (AP)-The FBI joined the search Tuesday for 19

inmates still at large after a mass escape from the Hamilton

County jail

Although there was initial confusion as to how many prisoners

fled the downtown jail Monday night. Chief Deputy H. D. Culler

said 24 persons escaped. Of these, two men and three women were

back in custody Tuesday

Beard To Be Questioned
WASHINGTON <AP> — Seven

members of the Senate Judiciary

Committee plan to question Dita

Beard in her Denver hospital room
Sunday. Monday and Tuesday.

Sen. Philip Hart. D Mich., said

Tuesday.
A new report from doctors at-

tending the ailing 53 year-old

lobbyist for International

Telephone & Telegraph Corp. said
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Inter City will handle all the

details.

D.H.JONES
Real Estate Agency

549-3700

her health has improved suf-

ficiently to allow longer interviews

than had originally been planned.

Hart is chairman of a special

subcommittee named to question

Mrs Beard ab. ut a memo at-

tributed to her by columnist Jack
Anderson.
The memo appeared to draw a

connection between settlement of

an antitrust suit against ITT and
ITT's commitment to partially

underwrite the cost of the

Republican National Convention in

San Diego this summer
Mrs. Beard, hospitalized with a

heart ailment, has denied she

wrote the memo ITT has produced

a different memo it says she wrote

the same aay This note does not

mention the antitrust case.

A spokesman for the
Committee chairman. Sen. James
<> Eastland. D-Miss. said both

memos have been turned over to

the FBI for what he called

technical analysis

Five College Charter Flights

Summer 1972

1. Boston — London June 19— August 25 $205.00

2. Boston— Amsterdam June 19— August 25 $219.00

(U.Mass. only)

3. Boston — Paris August 3 — 28 $301.00

Children under 12 years on Flight 1 3 cost $ 152.00.

Contact Director, International Programs, 239

Whitmore for information. 545-2710.

The Only Officially Authorized Five College Flights.

WomenMayNot Be Draft Exempt
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate Tuesday

refused to exempt women from the draft in working

on a proposed constitutional amendment guaran-

teeing women equal rights.

The vote was 73 to 18 in the first Senate floor action

on the constitutional amendment already passed by

the House.

"I believe if women want equal rights they should

have them all the way,"' said Sen. Charles Percy, R-

111

In effect, senators declined the advice of the

Armed Services Committee chairman. Sen. John

Stennis, D-Miss., who said the women's right

amendment would create "great doubt, chaos and

confusion" with the draft and in the military.

Sen. Sam Ervin, D-N.C. proposed the draft

exemption as an amendment to the women's rights

measure. But he urged his colleagues to vote against

it "if they believe in their heart that women should be

drafted and sent into combat where they will be

slaughtered and maimed by the bayonets, bombs,

bullets, grenades, napalm and poison gas of the

enemy."
Sen. Birch Bayh. D-Ind., manager of the amend-

ment, did not deny women might see combat duty.

"If the country needs them I see no alternative but

to require their services." he said, and they "will

answer the call."

However, Bayh said, women would be eligible for

all service benefits and be assigned as commanders
see fit, just as men.
Mothers could be exempted by federal law if the

amendment passed, Bayh continued. And in any

event, the number of women drafted and assigned to

combat duty, if the draft continued, "would be

significantly less than one per cent," he said.

This would be because some of them could not meet

required physical tests such as doing push-ups.

The constitutional amendment would neek the

approval of 38 state legislatures after two-thirds

passage in the Senate.

Senators approved a women's rights amendment
two years ago but the measure did not get through

Congress

Former Feds Uphold LIFE
SAN DIEGO ( AP) — Two former

federal investigators described as

accurate Tuesday portions of a

Life magazine article charging

that the Nixon administration
seriously tampered with justice

in San Diego."

Richard Huffman, a former
special assistant to U.S. Atty.

Harry Steward, said Steward
prevented him from pursuing an
investigation into alleged illegal

use of Nixon campaign funds in

1968 Huffman, now chief deputy

district attorney of San Diego

County, said Steward caused a

subpoena issued for a key witness

to be withdrawn
David Stutz. a former Internal

Revenue Service agent in San
Diego, said 'Washington'' refused

to allow him to testify in the

bribery trial last year of the San

Diego mayor and other local of-

ficials.

Huffman said the Life article

"seems to be essentially correct as

to those things with which I'm
acquainted" He was a deputy
state attorney general appointed

as special assistant to Steward and
to the U.S. Attorney in Los

Angeles.

Life said Steward squelched an
investigation that political con-

tributions for the Nixon-Agnew
ampaign had been shuffled

illegally through an advertising

company controlled by C Arnholt
Smith, identified as a longtime
friend and financial ally of

President Nixon.

The magazine also contends that

the administration delayed a grand
jury investigation of tax fraud
charges against John Alessio. a

San Diego businessman and
associate of Smith, until the statute

of limitations had almost run out

Steward issued a statement

Monday denying the Life charges

but refused to answer reporters'

questions.
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Special Food Test Panel

Try Experimental Foods
Hampshire Dining Commons

Upstairs Lobby

at 4:00 p.m.
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Bombs
BELFAST <AP> Four bomb

blasts rocked Londonderry
Tuesday and guerrilla gunmen
fought a two-hour battle with

British troops that the army called

the city's biggest confrontation

since street fighting began in

August 1969.

The bombings were preceded by

warnings, permitting the areas to

be evacuated, but police said 25

persons were hospitalized with

shock or minor injuries. No
casualties were reported in the gun

battle.

The gunmen ambushed a British

army squad Tuesday night deep

inside the Bogside district. Army
reinforcements were ferried in by

helicopter at the height of the

shooting.

Two of the bombs were 100-pound

gelignite charges placed inside

parked cars. Both cars had been

left where the explosions could do

the worst possible damage toshops

and offices.

The third bomb, estimated at 50

An injured woman is carried from the scene of Monday's bomb

explosion in Belfast's Donegall Street. Latest figures list six persons

killed and 114 injured. (AP)

pounds of gelignite, was dumped at

a railroad depot.

The fourth, placed in a parked

car, wrecked an electric equip-

ment showroom and damaged
other stores along Strand Road.

The bombings contrasted with an

incorrect tip given authorities

Monday, with disastrous results.

The guerrillas warned of a bomb
placed on one Belfast street, and

crowds streamed to a nearby

street where a 100-pound gelignite

charge went off in a parked

delivery truck, killing six men and

wounding 150 other persons.

Security forces blamed the

blasts on outlaws of the Irish

Republican Army, which is bat-

tling 15,000 British troops in a bid to

join the north with Roman Catholic

Ireland to the south.

Blame for the Belfast explosion-

which scythed through Donegall

Street packed with lunchtime

shoppers-has not been fixed.

The IRA's Marxist Official Wing

has denied responsibility. Its

militant nationalist Provisional

wing so far issued only a blunt no

comment.
Northern Ireland's prime

minister. Brian Faulkner, com-

pleted a final round of talks with

his parliamentary Unionist party

colleagues before flying to London

to hear details of Prime Minister

Edward Heath's peace initiative

for the province.

A statement after the meeting

said Faulkner's party had

repeated its support for "his

determination to maintain Nor-

thern Ireland as an integral part of

the United Kingdom and to uphold

and defend the constitution and

Parliament."
Details of the package will

reportedly include the phasing out

of internment of suspected IRA

men. a bigger Catholic voice in

Ulster's government and possible

moves toward a United Ireland

Nixon Threatens

Petty Bureaucrats

WASHINGTON (AP)-President Nixon said Tuesday that if "petty

bureaucrats" fail to cooperate in mounting a coordinated federal an-

tidrug program, "heads will roll."

Nixon used the strong language in off-the-cuff remarks as he signed

into law the Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972-a measure that

won unanimous passage in both the Senate and the House.

While his East Room audience cheered, Nixon said the new Special

Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, directed by Dr. Jerome Jaffe,

must coordinate the activities of 13 federal agencies involved in coun-

tering the drug program.
.

Declaring that in some agencies "petty bureaucrats seeking credit

are more interested in empire-building than in doing the work at hand,

Nixon said he is making Jaffe responsible "for knocking heads together.

If tha fails to produce full coperation, he added, "then heads will roll.'

A sizable bipartisan congressional delegation witnessed the ceremony.

It cheered anew when Nixon said he had received personal commitment

from visiting Turkish Prime Minister Nihat Erim to assist in in-

ternational efforts to curb illicit drug traffic to the United States.

The President said Erim told him at a morning conference at the White

House "that the present Turkish government is totally committed to

stopping the growing of the opium poppy and totally committed" to doing

its part in combatting the smuggling of drugs.

Under an American-developed program, Turkish opium growers will

be subsidized-to halt poppy cultivation and devote their lands to the

production of substitute cash crops. Opium is the base for heroin.

The President, who flew to New York Monday to inspect law-

enforcement activities there in the drug area, said enforcement efforts

have produced a scarcity of the drug, with prices rising and quality

declining.

Jaffe's office was created last summer by presidential order "with the

responsibility for overseeing all federal programs-excluding law en-

forcement, international diplomacy and intelligence gathering-related to

the control of drug abuse."

The measure also authorizes greater outlays for federal financing of

drug treatment, rehabilitation and prevention programs

For the 1973 fiscal year that begins July 1, federal funds of $611 million

are authorized-$246 million more than the amount budgeted prior to

passage of the bill.

Ecologists Win Big Case
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IRS Asked To Investigate

Possible Price Violations

\\ XSHIM.TON < AP) The Cost of

Living Council has asked the In-

ternal Revenue Service to look for

possible price violations by 17

large firms that have failed to file

required reports with the govern-

ment
At the same time, government

officials said Tuesday that 13 large

merchants have rolled back prices

voluntarilv after violations were

found earlier during a similar

investigation They include the S.S

Kresge retail chain and the

distributor for Yamaha motor

cycles

The moves are part of what

officials say is a continually

escalating attempt to enforce wage

and price controls strictly

Thev say also an indirect effect

might" be to reinforce voluntary

compliance "I don't mind scaring

these guys a little." one official

said.

The 17 newly investigated firms

which officials declined to name,

are mostly large manufacturers

None has sought permission for

price increases or pledged not to

raise prices. And all are ap

parently late in filing required

quarterly reports with the Price

Commission.
Richard B Cheney, the Cost of

Living Council's enforcement

overseer, said in an interview that

this silence makes him suspect the

firms may be trying to raise prices

illegally.

The news comes one day after

Price Commission officials

disclosed the first results of a

tentative survey showing as many
as 10 per cent of large manufac-

turers and merchants may
possibly be liable for price

rollbacks

A tentative sampling of 160

quarterly reports showed apparent

increases in profit margins, which

are forbidden Chairman C.

Jackson Grayson Jr. said the

commission would order rollbacks

if the increases turn out to be

illegal But he said the staff is

investigating the possibility that

the increases are due to arith

metical errors or allowable

seasonal variations.

Grayson. Cheney and other of-

ficials said in interviews that they

TONIGHT
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are convinced the vast majority of

Americans are complying with

wage and price regulations without

government coercion

But at the same time they con-

ceded that if the government

makes only a halfhearted attempt

to catch the cheaters, or even

appears to go easy on them, others

might be tempted to try cheating

too.

Lawyer Loses
BOSTON (AP)-A New Bedford

lawyer has lost his court appeal

over being denied his driving

license because he wouldn't give

his Social Security number
The state Supreme Court

Tuesday ruled in favor of the

Registry of Motor Vehicles which

had refused to renew Louis Ostric's

driving license in 1969 when he

declined to submit his Social

Security number.
Ostric contended the number

was a personal matter, and the law

requiring him to submit it was an

invasion of privacy.

Justice R. Ammi Cutter in the

decision, said the registry use of

Ostric's number "may be con-

veniently ascertained in the in

terest of sound motor vehicle

regulations and public safety."

WASHINGTON (AP) -In a major

test case that could affect hun-

dreds of projects, environmental

groups have won a court injunction

requiring an environmental-

impact study on a government-

aided stream-channelization
project.

Stream channelization is a

widespread practice, often con-

ducted under the auspices of the

U.S. Soil Conservation Service, to

widen, deepen or straighten

stream beds for better control of

water flow.

Environmental groups have

argued that it can damage or

destroy valuable aspects of local

watersheds including fish

populations and plant life.

They took their case to a federal

district court in North Carolina last

November after the Soil Con-

servation Service, an agency of the

Agriculture Department, decided

it did not have to prepare an en-

vironmental-impact statement for

the Chicod Creek Watershed
Project in Pitt and Beaufort

Counties. North Carolina

In a decision dated March 15 and

made public here Tuesday by one

of the environment groups. District

Judge John D Larkins Jr ruled

that an environmental-impact
statement is required and must be

submitted within 30 days.

He issued an injunction blocking

federal action on the project until

the statement is filed with the

President's Council on En-

vironmental Quality and is cir-

culated for comment in com-

pliance with the National En-

vironmental Policy Act of 19Hi)
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Panama: Stars And Stripes Forever
WASHINGTON (LN8)

"Conventions all over America are

bought all the time by the business

communities, and everyone in this

room knows it," steamed Senator

Roman Hruska (R. Neb),
exasperated after two weeks of

hearings about the $400,000 ITT
promised for the Republican
National Convention in exchange
for comfortable settlement of an
anti-trust suit. The Senate hearing

room broke up. laughing in em-
barrassment. It was like a scene

from The Emperor's New Clothes.

For two weeks Washington has

become embroiled under what

may be the really big scandal of

the Nixon administration (as

opposed to an atrocity like the air

war over Indochina) and a juicy

campaign issue for the Democrats.

And Nixon with all his innate and
well-practiced public relations

abilities may have a hard time

pulling out of this one. (But then

Nixon managed to turn another

juicy campaign issue in 1952 about

shady campaign contributions

from businessmen into his grand-

stand play Checkers speech where

he dragged out his wife Pat and her

'respectable Republican cloth

coat", his two little daughters and

their dog Checkers >

It all started when syndicated

columnist Jack Anderson printed a

memo in his column written by

Dita Beard, the chief Washington

lobbyist for ITT. to W.R. Merriam.

the head of ITT's Washington of-

fice It talked about "our noble

commitment" -that is $400,000 that

ITT agreed to put up to guarantee

that the city of San Diego would get

the Republican National Con-

wntion (that means that if

Republicans couldn't raise enough

money locally, ITT. through a

subsidiary Sheraton Hotels-
would pay the difference, up to

$400,000).*

You see. Nixon desperately

wanted the Convention to be in San

Diego. Me has called the city "my
luck city"- conservative San
Diego County and equally reac-

tionary neighboring Orange
County gave Nixon his biggest

victory in the country. More than

half the amount that he won by

came from these two counties. So.

though the city of San Diego wasn't

all that excited about having what

they expected to be a repeat of

Chicago 1968 on their home
territory, they started getting into

it when the White House put the

m rews on
At the Mime time all of this was

happening. Richard McClaren.
head ol the ;mti trust division of the

Justice Department, was looking

into ITT s recent acquisition of

three companies the Canteen

Corporation, a food-vending aer

vice; the Grinnel Corp., a water

sprinkler manufacturer; and the

Hartford Fire Insurance Company.
McClaren is hardly anti-capitalist.

In fact, before he joined the

government he was a lawyer

defending the major corporations

his department was supposed to

prosecute. But he seemed to take

his job more seriously than most
Nixon-men and made a couple of

tries to prosecute big corporations

for gobbling up small ones and
expanding at an amoeba like rate.

In at least two other cases with

ITT. McClaren tried to prevent

mergers with other companies.

Both times he was overruled by

Nixon's candidate for Attorney

General Richard Kleindienst, then

Assistant Attorney General (after

ITT lobbyist turned on the pressure

at the White House).

In 1969, after he was overruled in

an ITT merger, he threatened to

resign. In fact many people wonder

at the speed he was recently

slipped into the judgeship of

resigning Judge Julius J. Hoffman
in Chicago. Magoo offered to stay

into the spring, but he was prac-

tically pushed off the bench in an

effort to get McClaren in.

Anyway, McClaren was putting

together a case against ITT's

newest acquistions. At the same
time ITT was sending out its

stream of professional lobbyists-

like Dita Beard -whose main job is

to pressure government officials

and who makes over $50,000 a year

for her efforts Corporation
executives started making phone

calls and visits. For them this is

not conspiratorial, in some cases

it's just meeting with friends on

their first off hours -Kleindienst

lives next door to an ITT executive

and claims that it was merely a

neighborly chat that persuaded

Kleindienst that he should talk to

some ITT people to hear their

predictions about how the whole

economy would crumble if the

merger was stopped.

It was Hartford Fire Insurance

ITT was particularly interested in

Hartford brings in $1 billion to ITT

and when the merger was ap-

proved it became the biggest

merger in U.S. history According

to arguments that were supposedly

used, if the merger didn't take

place it would damage the cor-

poration's credit rating which
would eventually have "some
indirect negative effect upon ITT's

balance of payments con-

tributions ."

Dita Beard's memo is clearly up

front about the whole agreement
Her last sentence is "Please

destroy this, hugh " She cautions

Merriam that the agreement is one

only known at the upper levels:

other than permitting John

]«d{|.Hfif|atftd
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D. D. Beard

San Diego Convention

Out, June 23, 1971

I Just had a lone talk with KJG. I'm so sorry that we got that call

irom the White House. I thought you and I had agreed very thoroughly

that under no circumstances would anyone in thia office discuss with

anyone our participation in the Convention, including me. Other than

permitting Juhn MiU'hrJl Ld Reinccke, Bob Haldeman and Nucen

(besloea Wilson, of course) no one has known from whom that 400

thousand committment had come. You can't Imagine how many queries

I've) bad from "friends" about this situation and I have in each and every

case denied knowledge of any kind. It would be wise for all of us here

to continue to do that, regardlrb.i of from whom any questions come;
White House or whoever. John Mitchell has certainly kept it on the

higher level only, we should be able to do the same.

I was afraid the discussion about the three hundred/four hundred

thousand committment would come up soon. If you remember, I sug-

gested that we all stay out of that, other than the fact that I told you

I had heard Hal up the original amourt.

Now I understand from Ned that both he and you are upset about

the decision to make it four hundred in services . Believe me, this is

not what Hal said. Just after I talked with Ned. Wilson Called me, to

report on his taawtlasj with Hal. Hal at no time told Wilson that our

donation would lie in services ONLY. In fact, quite the contrary.

There would be very little cash involved, but certainly some. I am
convinced, because of several conversations with Louie re Mitchell,

that our noble committment has gone a long way toward our negotia-

tions on the mergers eventually coming out as Hal wants them. Cer-

tainly the President has told Mitchell to sec that things are worked out

fairly. It is still only McLaren's mickey-mouse we are suffering.

lit all kiio* 1U1 and his big mouth! But this is one time he cannot

tell you and Ned one thing and Wilson (and me) another!

I hope, dear Bill, that all of this can be reconciled -• between Hal

and Wilson -• if all of us in this ofhea remain totally ignorant of any

committment ITT has made to anyone. If it gets too much publicity,

you can believe our negotiations with Justice will wind up shot down.

Mitchell Is definitely helping us. but cannot let it be known. Please

destroy this, hub?

A photocopy of the memorandum written by I.T.T. lobbyist Dita D.

Beard, which kicked off the controversy surrounding the dropping of

antitrust actions against the conglomerate by the Nixon Ad-

ministration.

Mitchell. Ed Reinecke t Lieutenant

Governor of Calif. > . Bob Haldeman
(Assist, to Nixon), and Nixon
"besides Wilson, of course) (US
Rep. from the San Diego area) no

one has known from whom that

$400 thousand commitment had
come." Someone had talked to a

lower level assistant at the White
House about it and she was ob-

viously worried. After all "John

Mitchell has certainly kept it on the

higher level only, we should be able

to do the same ...If it gets too much
publicity you can believe our

negotiations with the Justice
Department will wind up shot

down. Mitchell is definitely helping

us. but cannot let it be known
"

When Anderson's story broke.

the Senate Judiciary Committee
had just approved Kleindienst's

appointment as Attorney General
i it then had to go to the Senate for

approval* Even with Kleindienst s

record--a powerful advocate of

wire-taps, formulator of the

government's Mayday strategy,

one of the designers of

Washington's anti-crime bill (no-

knock, etc.). advocate of

preventive detention -none of the

liberals on the Committee felt any
of Kleindienst's views would make
him unacceptable as Attorney
General After all. said Senators
Kennedy. Bayh, Tunney. etc., the

president has a right to select his

own cabinet

The first question to come out of

people's mouths after the memo
came out was "Where is Dita

Beard " Anyone who read the

memo realized that she must have
been on ITT's shitlist because not

only did Anderson have the memo
< which he could have gotten in the

same way he got the Bangladesh

Indian Affairs Cutting Back
PINE RIDGE RESERVATION,

s Dakota (IAS)- A new era for

the American Indian"-one in

which the Indian future is

determined by Indian actions and

by Indian decisions." So Nixon

promised in 1970.

In December of 1971, however,

he ordered reductions in the

federal payroll, and the Bureau of

Indian Affairs began cutting back

on teachers and other school

personnel. The Oglala Sioux on

Pine Ridge Reservation responded

by conducting a survey which

showed that any cutbacks would

destroy the already inadequate

educational program.

In protest, parents and students

at reservation schools wrote

A WEEK TO REMEMBER
APRIL3— APRIL7

Martin Luther King Memorial Lecture Series

Tuesday: Imamu Baraka (LeRoi Jones)

"Civil Rights Movement— Dr. King and the Present Black Struggle/'

lecture 8: 00 p.m. in CCA, coffee hour in Colonial Lounge.

Wednesday: Edmund Gaither
"New Dimensions in Black Social Art."

8: 00 p.m. in Commonwealth Room — slides/talk on 3 artists.

Friday: Black Roots
Evening of dance from the West Indies and Africa.

8:00 p.m. in CCA
primitive Dance Company under the direction of George Howard.

complaints to their Senators and
Congressmen.
Several weeks later. Robert

Usher, an Interior Department
investigator showed up at Pine
Ridge and began questioning
teachers, administrators, parents,

and students.

The excuse for the probe was told
to NY. Post columnist Jack An-
derson by James Hall, an Interior
Department official. "Several" of
the Indians letters had been mailed
in postage-paid government en-
velopes.
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Pentagon Papers) but quotes from
her outlining the meetings that

took place between the govern-

ment and ITT officials, her talks

with Mitchell and his agreement
with the plan to drop the suit

against ITT.

Well Dita Beard was nowhere to

be found. She told Bob Wilson, the

Calif. Congressman who was a

close friend as well as a participant

in the $400,000 agreement that

"where I'm going, they won't be

able to find me, and I won't be able

to talk to them." According to

Wilson, she said she'd "been up to

New York and ITT was putting her

on a leave of absence, and that she

was going to get out of town." Soon

after that ITT shredded up her

papers regarding the case.

When the mystery woman was
found she was in a Denver hospital

recuperating from heart trouble

suffered on the plane on her way
over. Her condition has been so

fragile that she wasn't able to see

reporters never mind testify at the

hearings.

So the hearings went on without

her at the beginning concentrating

on tearing Dita Beard and her

reliability down. "The reputation

of Mrs. Dita D. Beard is being fed

through the shredder, just like her

files." said one Washington
columnist. "I smell blood," said

one government worker who at

tended one of the hearings

Her doctor and her former
friends like former Ky. Gov. Louie

Nunne went on into excrutiating

detail about how she drank
heavily, "had mental lapses" and

was "'mad and disturbed" when
she wrote the memo The doctor

and his wife it later turned out

were under investigation by the

Justice Department for falsyfying

Medicare bills He visited the

Justice Department both before

and after his trip to Denver.

In the meantime. Kleindienst

Mitchell. McClaren. various ITT

officials. Nunne and many of the

participants involved paraded in

front of the hearings. Kleindienst

chain-smoked. McClaren blew up a

few times < under even the firm but

polite questioning of John Tunney >

( "I think it's absolutely outrageous

the way these committe
proceedings are going There WM
no hanky panky about it'").

Mitchell absolutely denied that his

meetings with ITT people had
anything to do with the anti trust

settlement

AFROTC
2-Year Program

— $100 monthly at I Mass
— Free flight training
— Draft deferment
— Salary: $9400A start,

$150o4 a»UT four
years.

Contact: 52437/52451

Deadline: May 1, 1972

It is October II, 1971. General
Omar Torrijos Herrera addresses

a crowd of over 200,000 supporters,

saying the time may be here "for

one generation to offer its lives" to

secure the next generations their

freedom. "What people can bear

the humiliation of seeing a foreign

flag planted in the very heart of its

nation?"

The scene is the U.S. -controlled

Canal Zone in Panama. The man
speaking is not from a small leftist

organization -he is the head of the

Panamanian government. This is

the context of the latest round of

negotiations between the U.S. and
Panama for sovereignty over the

area. This is the beginning of yet

another crack in the U.S. empire's

control over Latin America.
»**

In 1821, Panama became part of

what was then called La Gran
Colombia, an area which included

Venezuela, Ecuador and Colombia.

In 1903 the Heran-Hays Treaty

gave the U.S. the right to build a

canal in the Territory it now oc-

cupies. But the Senate of the Gran
Colombia rejected this treaty. To
get around this hitch in its im-

perialist plans, the U.S., under the

direction of Teddy Roosevelt,

instigated a rebellion, and sent in

U.S. army troops which "aided"

the Panamanian oligarchy to

secede from Gran Colombia

Panama's "independence" was
proclaimed on Nov. 3. 1903. Three

days later Panama was recognized

by the U.S. The door was opened

and the Treaty for the Canal was
signed by the new government

The construction of the Canal

was begun on the new U.S.

territory: 500 square miles of

Panamanian land The building of

the Canal was carried out in the

great tradition of U.S. labor

policies -blacks from Jamaica and

neighboring islands formed the

majority of the work force. It is

estimated that over 20.000 blacks

died during the construction of the

Canal, many from yellow fever, a

tropical disease.
**»

According to the Treaty, the U.S.

rents the land from the govern-

ment of Panama. The rent is now
$1.9 million a year while the

revenue from the Canal totals over

$100 million a year in operations

charges which go directly to the

United States. While this profit is

an important factor in the U.S.

interest in the area, it is not the

only reason for the continued U.S.

their respective countries. It is

here that the forces who stalked

Che Guevara in Bolivia were
trained.

This territory is also the home
for a number of U.S. military bases

and missile-launching em-
placements ( conveniently facing

the Carribean and Cuba). Just this

year, a new U.S. installation was

set up in the area. The U.S.

aerospace Cartographic and
Geodetic Service established a

rural guerrilla warfare is on the

upsurge again -especially in

Colombia.
Panama is also important for the

multinational corporation and for

international finance. Old friends

like the First National City Bank,

Chase Manhattan, and the Bank of

America have all gathered in the

capital city in order to take ad-

vantage of Panamanian laws.

These laws do not tax foreign

deposits, provide no restrictions on

domination of the Canal Zone.

Strategically, the Canal is the

door to Latin America, and as such

it has become a center for the U.S.

military and economic control of

the entire hemisphere The Zone

houses the infamous coun-

terinsurgency (counter-
guerrilla) training school where
U.S. experts instruct Latin

American military men in the

latest methods of repressing

revolutionary movements within

base in the Canal Zone for a photo

mapping project This project

covers 88,000 square miles which

include Ecuador. Colombia and the

border of Argentina and Chile.

Photo mapping, as we know from

the war in Vietnam, is crucial for

counter-guerrilla activities it

provides the repressive forces w ith

the knowledge of the terrain that

the guerrillas already have It is no

coincidence that this "scientific"

project was set up at a time when

interest rates, and do not tax

profits of firms located inside

Panama but which trade ex-

clusively with other countries.

The Zone itself has no export

levies, no customer duties and no

processing taxes Cheap labor

should not be forgotten either A
pamphlet the government puts out

says. "Well-educated, bilingual,

trained personnel can be employed

for most office categories at

salaries 50% less than salaries in

the U.S."

Over the past decade, the

Panamanian people's struggle for

control of their own land has been

increasing steadily. In 1964 there

was a large student demonstration

during which the U.S. flag over the

Canal was torn down The
demonstrators were met by U.S.

military men who killed 27 people

and injured over 700.

Since that time, the U.S. has

relied heavily on CIA activities to

try to regain control of the

situation. In 1969, while Torrijos

was in Mexico, the CIA engineered

a coup by several army men. Upon
Torrijos' return the government
was restored and the men were
denounced as CIA agents. In 1970,

these same three men "escaped"

from jail and were given asylum in

the area of the Zone and later were

flown back to the states. In June of

1971, there was an abortive at

tempt on the part of the CIA to

have Torrijos assassinated.

Despite this series of attempts to

crush it, Panamanian resistance

has grown stronger and stronger

While a IS State Department
memo states that "Continued U.S.

control and defense of the existing

canal are non-negotiable (J S

requirements in a new treaty." the

people and the government of

Panama seem to be saying -no

treat)

It is difficult to exactly

what will happen in the Canal

Zone While still very important for

the IS in the other areas that

were mentioned, the Canal itselt

has become less so with the in-

crease in freight shipment by air

Strategic control of the Zone still

remains an important issue. If the

Panamanian government refuses

to give in. the question is simply

what course of action will the IS
government take It has been

seven ears since the U.S. landed

troops in the Dominican Republic

Will the Panamanians be met by

the same U.S. military force
-'

Lewisburg Prisoners Strike

LKWISBIRG. Pa. (LNS) -The

prisoners at Lewisburg Federal

Penitentiary began a work stop-

page on February 17 to protest the

conditions they are forced to live

and work under For two weeks,

almost all of the prison's 1,881

inmates participated

The inmates are demanding: a

federal minimum wage: no slave

labor.

The end to racist attacks on

black and Latin prisoners

Legal counsel on all institutional

procedures: due process in all

areas that may result in punish

ment (solitary, loss of good time,

and transfers)

Decent housing: an end to

overcrowding and housing up to

national and state standards

Abolish segregation (solitary)

Uniform parole standards: legal

munsel at all hearings, automatic

parole after 1/3 of the sentence is

served, decentralized parole

boards instead of the eight-man

parole board in Washington that

exists today

When the strike began, the

Wednesday Xlaht
Cotleekowse...

Anyone caw iPLa^.

JuJT dkL Eoi

^-t SH-5-2090

prisoners elected a strike com
mittee to negotiate with Warden
Noah Alldredge (The committee

was composed of 50% blacks. 35%
whites, and 15% Puerto Ricans

the same makeup as the prison I

At lirst the prisoners demanded no

reprisals ecceM to the media,

reinstitution of visiting rights.

legal representation at the

negotiating sessions. and
ignition ol the strike committee

before they would publicize th«

demands.

Alldredge threw most of the

committee members into

segregation, the rest of the inmates

in 24-hour lockup, and continued

suspension of visiting rights One
inmate was stabbed, and at least

one was beaten

After isolating the strike com-

mittee, the warden was able to

convince several hundred inmates

to return to work, but the others

are still on strike, as are prisoners

at Atlanta Prison (Georgia).

Danbury (Connecticut), and
Sommer State (Connecticut).

25,000 Pickles Planned
SAN DIEGO (LNS) -Over 200 members of the United Farm Workers

Organizing Committee picketed the Republican Convention headquarters

in San Diego on March 16 One of the supporting groups at the demon

stration was the San Diego Convention Coalition

The day long picket was called because of the recent move by Peter

Nash, general counsel for the National Labor Relations Board and Nixon

appointee, to get an injunction blocking the farm workers from usmg the

indarv boycott

This action came as a part of a nationwide action directed at the

Republican Party who the farm workers feel is behind this latest attempt

to stop their organizing Farm workers are planning to continue focusing

attention on the GOP Carlos Legrette, a spokesperson for the farm

workers, recently stated that upwards of 25.000 farm workers would be on

hand next summer to protest during the GOP convention.

SPECTRUM is accepting material

for the Spring Issue NOW.

Please submit Art, Photography, Imaginitive Writing and

Non-fiction Articles in Room 409 of the Student Union. The

telephone number of the magazine is 545-2023.

Manuscripts and correspondence may be sent to:

Spectrum, RSO 102, Campus Center, University of

Massachusetts 01002.

UMass

Fine

Arts

Council

Presents

THE ALVIN AILEY

AMERICAN DANCE THEATER

4 Performances

Two Different Programs

Tues. - Fit, March 21 - 24

Bowker Aud. - 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: 125 Herter

Telephone 545-0202

ALL RESERVATIONS must be paid for

and picked up by 4 p.m. on the day of the

performance.
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Take A Break
Stop! Take three steps backwards and don't think about

any by-laws until after vacation. Yes, we're talking to both

the SUG Board and the Administration about their current

dispute over hiring and firing power on Campus Center

management personnel.

It seems that both sides are presently becoming too

emotional in this affair. We say take off from this problem

until after vacation. When we return after Easter, both

sides can sit down and begin anew; minds clear, ready to

work out a solution.

No one will have to get upset over how much coverage

one side or the other gets in the Collegian or WMUA. Both

sides will sit down with each other and work out a by-law

suitable for both of their purposes.

Students feel that they should have control over the

management of those operations for which they pay. This

is certainly a natural feeling. However, the administration

is the one responsible to the trustees and the state for how

the CC is run

Both sides should listen to the others wishes and respect

their feelings. Much emotionalism and little constructive

work has come of the current disagreement.

If a moratorium of one and a half weeks is not declared,

irreparable damage to the credibility of both sides will be

done, and the feeling of goodwill among them will cease to

prevail.

'When I Grow Up I'm Gonna Be \ Negotiator \i

The Paris Peace Talks
4

Last year the School of Education affirmed its

commitment to improving the preparation of

teachers by creating a Teacher Preparation

Programs Council (TPPC) . TPPC was granted broad

powers and resources to encourage all Center,

faculty, and graduate students to become involved in

creating an array of new and innovative alternative

teacher preparation programs.

This year TPPC is currently re-evaluating and

adding to its alternative programs system for the

1972-73 year. Last year sixteen programs, including

an "Individualized" plan-your-own program were

offered. For the coming year about twenty programs

are planned, although the "Individualized Program'

will be dropped.

This dropping of the "Individualized Program is

representative of policy changes TPPC is making due

to the pressure of an overabundance of teachers in

the job market. This teacher glut means that

educators can no longer be satisfied with preparing

candidated just for certification. Prospective

teachers must be provided with a wide range of

educational experiences so that they are more

realistically prepared for alternative teacher roles

One way TPPC hopes to achieve this goal is by

channeling prospective teachers into more specific

programs and to do away with the large pool of un-

committed students in "The Individualized

Program."
Another result of this teacher glut is that the School

of Education is substantially reducing its number of

undergraduate education majors. Since admissions

are tight and may get tighter, TPPC urges students

presently enrolled as education majors to check now

at the School of Education's Undergraduate Advising

Office (Room 121) to see that they are on the list of

majors. As a safeguard against over enrollment,

TPPC requires elementary education majors to gain

admittance to the School of Education before joining

a teacher preparation program.

Prospective secondary teachers also concern

TPPC If not already involved in a departmental

program, secondary students are encouraged to

investigate alternative teacher preparation

programs However, due to limited enrollment TPPC

requires secondary students to consult with depart-

mental advisors before applying to programs.

,TPPC is encouraging all students who are in-

terested in next year's programs to come and find out

about them. On Tuesday, April 18th of Marathon

Week each undergraduate Teacher Preparation

Program will present an introduction to its program.

Additional specific information will be available

during interviews and all admissions to programs

must be completed before the preregistration period

The programs, of which there are about twenty,

cover a wide range of interests. Alternatives vary

from Early Childhood education, Outward Bound.

Urban Education, Special Education to Alternative

Schools In all the programs the main aim is to more

closely combine theory and practice Internships,

field experiences, tutorials, and pre-practicums are

an integral part of all programs because agreement

is virtually unanimous that the greatest learning

takes place in off-campus classroom experiences.

Remember: TPPC's new policy requires all

prospective teachers to gain entrance to a teacher

preparation program other than the "Individualized

Program " To find out all about these programs,

come to the School of Education, Tuesday, April 18th.

Make a note of it. Write it down.

Art Buchwald

Presidential Aptitude Test

•WPinmr 4>mM r*f *.*mj *e*i.*-*r
,3b7

WASHINGTON-If there is one thing America

prides itself on. it's that anyone in this country can

grow up and run for President of the United States.

Nothing has proved how true this is more than New
Hampshire and Florida primaries.

It is quite possible that there are thousands,

perhaps even hundreds of thousands of people who

would like to run for the Presidency. But they are not

sure if they have the qualifications Therefore, as a

public service, I am printing the first presidential

candidate aptitude test If you can pass this test with

a score of at least 65, then you are as worthy of run

ning for this office as any of the candidates who have

announced so far

Get a pencil, and no cheating, please.

First, multiple choice.

1 -You and your wife have been attacked by a hard-

hitting, unscrupulous newspaper publisher. You (A)

ignore him and go about your business; <B> attack

him on TV . < C ) cancel your subscription to his paper

;

(D ) break down and cry in front of his building.

2 -You are asked where you stand on the issue of

school busing You reply (A) my record speaks for

itself; (B) I am not for busing or against busing, but

for quality education; (C) schoolchildren should not

become political footballs, (D) I will support the

Constitution of the United States, at least until I am
elected President.

3-You are addressing a B'nai B'rith dinner and are

asked what you would do about unemployment in the

United States. You reply that you would (A) give

Phantom jets to Israel; (B> make the Suez Canal an

international waterway; (C) send the Sixth Fleet to

Haifa; <D> attend the wedding of Moshe Dayan.

4- You are asked to speak at a St. Patrick's Day
communion breakfast and the question of Social

Security is raised. You suggest (A) breaking off all

relations with Great Britain; (B) giving Phantom

jets to the IRA; (C) sending American troops to

Belfast ; ( D ) you reveal for the first time that you had

English
beneath darkness

and with in sin

struggles truth

suppressed by faith

your war, your famine,

cowardice and courage

exist in that

blindness

and every then

a being

plants a path

upon recollection

to live within

and youth to consume
a reflection

depends upon that

kindness

lHf-rhln,k is nil i lit titinn)
english

an Irish grandmother.

Now for some mathematical problems. You have

five minutes to solve each problem.

1 -You are trying to raise money for your party to

hold its national political convention A large cor-

poration, which has an important case pending in the

Justice Department, offers you $400,000 to underwrite

it. But you need $600,000. How much would another

large corporation, also having trouble with the

Justice Department, have to offer you to make up the

difference?

2-Your campaign debts include $1 million owed to

the telephone company. $800,000 to the airlines.

$100,000 to the printer. $50,000 to your advertising

agency and $2,000 to your make-up man. How many
hundred dollar-a-plate tickets would you have to sell

to lobbyists to pay off your debts if you win the

Presidency? How many years will it take you to pay

off the debts if you lose9

Match the following:

1 -Pizza A -Jewish vote

2-Sauerbraten B -Youth vote

3-Tamales C-ltalianvote

4- Egg foo young D-German vote

5--Knishes E--Mexican vote

6~Pot F -Chinese vote

True or false

1 -It would be impossible to win with a black Vice

President.

2-Women have too many physical and
psychological problems to be given positions of

responsibility.

3 -"Hail to the Chief" is the greatest piece of music

ever written.

4 -There is nothing nicer than having your daughter

married in the White House.

5— If I can't be President of all the people, I'd rather

not be President at all.

Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times

To The Bank President

A notice that the bank did not honor

Some check I gave for groceries arrived

The day I wrote a poem which described

Dawn smashed awake by a red sun-hammer.

My poem and notice on the window-sill;

Bright thrill of words and pretend funds are not

The same; cold vault locked from one hot

Vision of the blinding, sparking anvil;

Still eloquent mold to translucent day's stammer.
-Steve Leonard

Editorial Points

The crane on top of the

library will be removed during

vacation. How will everyone

find their way back.
***

If Alinsky is so good at

organizing, how come there

were no donuts or sugar at his

coffee and donut hour?
**

How many girls were talked

into getting married at the

bridal fair yesterday?

Breaking Point

'YICCH!'

Letters To The Editor

Where Responsibility Lies

There comes a point when you can't go on being a student anymore^ I

probably does have something to do with age, at least in the.sense of what

°omes with age, like experiences or so. There comes a Urne when you

hatch, when the shell just breaks, when you can t be a Passive sponge

anvmore when you are 'grown up', when you are ready to act and speak

on your ownTnd?o remain a student beyond that point -sitting in classes

mVowlng^bal garbage at each other without listening, feeding on other

X™ stuff writing papers and tests for evaluation, constantly

reproving your worth and answering to a master, etc '"ca
!f^|

a

F
*

|!J^||opf
Psychology

To the Student Body:

How many of you know who your Student Senators

are'' Does all of the information you get come out of

the Collegian" If this is the case, then your-Student

Senator isn't doing his job properly. Available to all

senators are the facilities to publish one newsletter a

month, of which he can make two hundred copies and

distribute to his constituency This only takes a few-

minutes of the senator's time, and might enable his

constituency to know certain unimportant facts

about him/her -facts like "What is my senator s

name''" "Where does he live"", "How and where

can I get in touch with that person who meets every

week in the Campus Center to discuss the problems o

the students here at UMass, and how can I tell

him/her how I feel about these problems? or even

What can I do personally about these problems If

a student has no way of knowing what exists on this

campus, then what the hell can he do about it

Of course, there are some senators who try-but

they get no response. Good God. if you get a senator

,ke that go down and pester him or her wi h

questions'-theyll love it. The problem that exists with

» many of the things that a senator who is trying to

be representative runs into is that he gets no

response There's no interaction or exchange of ideas

if you're talking to a lump of apathy Respond

If vou don't know who your Student Senator is. seek

that'person out. or respond to his call for heljp Help

the Student Senate become more responsibly

Remember, it's your Student Senate and everyone

who enters UMass is a member of the Student

Government Association, not just senators^

For more direct action in the SGA. you can £ n^ any

of the Student Senate Committees or Subcommittees

Contrary to popular belief, these are open to all

SUG Board Replies

It is time that the students on this campus be made

aware of the conditions being perpetrated b> the

Bromery administration It has become evident to

most that the Student U™^3™?"*JfX
Governing Board, the students' representative in the

Campus Center, is attempting to gain control of the

Center The rationale for student control o this

buUdmg rests in the fact that the overwhelm,

proportion of money expended in the Center is

student money
. ,. m . nn

During this conflict, the administration has on

numerous occasions, chided the officers
i

of the^SUG

Board for allowing publication in the MD( of letters

and articles regarding this issue Obviously he

administration has a stake to insuring that the

University runs smoothly at this time as a new

Chancellor is currently being se
J
e^J^, th

o

e

f

Chancellors Search Committee and the Board oi

Trustees. Such conflicts as this one threaten the

continuation of the present administration^

Therefore, the administration has attempted to

postpone a publicized confrontation for control ot tne

CentVr until a permanent Chancellor has been ap-

pointed At the^ame time. SUG Board
I

Chairperson

Barry Cohen has been admonished against

politicizing the situation by Di; RobertiGage Acting

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Dr. Gage also

denies the oblus in stating that the admm.stration

itself has not politicized the conflict t nden ablv

such hypocrisy as this does not"^ t»« «Ju^t bod>

well noVdoes it increase the credibility of the ad

ministration. Indeed, when ^vejopments such a

these come to light, the entire administration must

nav the price of its action.

We the undersigned therefore endorse the IM

MEDIATE resolution of the forementioned problems

bv means of negotiation in which the administration

amines a responsible role. In short, we demand a

h^r level oftotegrity from the admims^ation^

Rita Tonucci

students and deal with everything from Academic

reform to Rents and Fees to the problems of women

on the UMass campus. Your help is sorely needed and

will be greatly appreciated. You can apply for

membership on any of these committees by con-

tacting either John Hogan or myself in the Student

Senate Offices, located on the first level of the

Campus Center in the Student Activities Offices.

But again, if you don't know who your Student

Senator is. then find out who he or she is. They were

elected to represent the students who elected them

-

the ultimate responsibility lies with you.

Gary Gomes
Communications Coordinator of the

Student Senate

Correction

Good
To the Editor:

Until several weeks ago, I was a member of our

.llustnous undergraduate Student Senate. My

reasons for leaving were varied, but all led me to the

conclusion after two years that the Senate is simply

not living up to its own ideals

Most Senate meetings are taken up by a small

group of individuals who feel caUed upon to speak on

almost any issue. Bills eventually get passed; the

work does get done The Senate is seldom given credit

for this But there is something basically wrong in the

philosophy of much of the Senate Phrases like

-what's good for the students, and what the

student wants" are constantly thrown around without

anv conception of where the student interest lies on

an" issue, or whether it exists at all

These are perhaps the major failings of the Senate

that I've seen this year. They are. I feel, correctible.

In a few weeks, the Senate will be conducting its

elections. Larry Ladd is running for the presidency,

the job that supposedly determines the direction the

Senate will take for the next year. As a Senate Vice-

President, he has consistently demonstrated to me a

knowledge of what the real problems are before the

Ladd is the candidate who I feel is most capable of

handling those problems and. perhaps more im-

portantly, of closing the gap that presently exists

between students and their Senate. I would strongly

urge those still in the Senate to consider these points

when they are electing their president.
JimConcannon

High Times

Atter having read the article by Geoff Levine. in

veserday% Collegian (3/21), I personally in

-

vfsUgated the program The information attained

m.ght be useful to the University community

The reading of the Passover Haggadah wil be

accompanied by some of the traditional foods of the

nolvdT however, no major meal is planned.

Moreover a different perspective on the discussion of

Fxodus will be prepared for consumption
E
Upon further questioning, it was discovered that

the nSht's activities will border on the mystical and a

orewarning about drinking more than the traditional

our gtaief of wine for religious purposes, would be

frowned upon. Yet, I was definitely guaranteed a

verThigh Ume. without chemical stimulation^

Sere will be a small donation asked for to defray

the expenses incurred by purchasing the traditional

TlSugKe sponsor, Merkabah University, is a

nonmonfy profit organization those who participate

will undoubtedly be benefited.

To ouote a spokesman from the group, First tne

mystical experience, then the mystical in-

terpretation .

Kermit Goodman

I wfsh to correct two errors in your article last Friday reporting the

Jne^aHacuny meeting of Thursday. First, the Constitutional amend-

ment present^ by petition of 50 faculty members that would restrict the

Tmew of thVFaLuy Senate to academic matters only was not voted on

St the meeting hence it was not killed, as you report. The amendmen

:Vs1res?red'forTfirst reading only ; it will be voted on at the next

meeting of the general faculty scheduled for April 20th.

Second Professor Bussel did not present an MWJWt » *• C»
stuTonal amendment that would alter the composition and charge of the

A Sc Council Rather, he moved that the faculty overrule the action of

thP Facultv Senate which adopted the Constitutional amendment for

ZJ^oXt general faulty. The Faculty Senate is the governing

body of the faculty ; the faculty, therefore, can overrule any I thelactions

ofThetenate by majority vote, as provided in Section
<

^e I «"»»££
Constitution The effect of Professor Bussel s motion, had it passed,

would have been to leave the Athletic Council as it is presently con-

rt?tutJ In^fac? Professor Bussels motion failed, so the Athletic Council

Anient will carry over to the April 20 faculty meetmgfor . vjte.^

Secretary, Faculty Senate

Your Decision
TO
During thepast few weeks, various departments have started to show

signs of new life by taking a look at what they have erred upon in the past

and what could be looked forward to in the future. Two such departments

are TCEA (Home Economics) with their student hason committee

fwhich is advertised as meeting weekly >and the English department with

last weeks career counseling session. A third department to be added to

this list is the Human Development department also under Home

"iSSLl in the major and most of the faculty know of the confusion

and unrest and population explosion within, all of which have been in-

fensmeTby University budget cuts. Specifically, what his means is

absolutely no hiring of new Human Development faculty to ease the

outTSs and preposterous strain on present overburdened faculty

members The resultTf this: greatly reduced advising and office hours,

ov^-enroilec! courses and shortage of ordered books and reduced course

offerings (on a mad flight of first-come-first-serve sign up basis

>

In short, we desperately need more money for the ?**•<****
more competent faculty . WRITE to your state legislators and et him/her

kXw voTciuse for concern and how it most definitely is e fee ,ng he

quality of your education ( especially those of you on a waiting list to enter

U*£Sufew minutes too much to invest in your future" The decision

Human Development Coordinating Committee
Kerry Gilliland

Rectification

T
Dick Hani's letter of 3/21 concerning my sports commentary of

Mr B?escianUhat my being a freshman does not exempt me from in-

He a 's° e™{"
w
*'

™

he councU is Set up now, any kind of reorganization

™LT.ir YFS Reeardless of how well informed he feels the Senate s

omWed hi7n£ne because when talking about m>suse of funds I felt .t

t2r. Mr. Bresciani for taking the initiative to>•£••"JJ2
least is shows someone's reading my articles) but I feel that he has done

me an injustice, and I hope to have rectified it here ^^^

* Aiadvs o&diw «rnj
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A Boston & Maine Railroad employee cheeks the twisted wreckage of a four-car train stolen from the

Somerville yards in Boston early Wednesday morning and wrecked when it was backed into a turn able

pit. A railroad spokesman estimated the damage at more than $85,000. Police have booked a Lynnfield.

Mass.. man and charged him with the theft. ( API

Tanker Grounds Off New London
NEW I ONDON. Conn. I IP) - A

barge pumped oil from the tanker

F l Haves in hopes she might be

floated Ofl a rocky reef where she

ran aground and spilled oil into

Long Island Sound in Tuesday's

iawn darkness.

The 63,000-gallon spill created a

slick of light, almost colorless oil

that covered 1<> square miles of the

Sound's eastern entrance, the

.t Guard said It stretched

from within a mile of beaches at

Waterford to within a half mile of

Fisher s Island. N V . the Coast

(luard said

By early afternoon there still

weren't any reports of oil washing

up on beaches, but the federal

Knvironmental Protection Agency

visual

communications
BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For info contact registrar

Parsons

school ol Design
I I? SI Ne* York 10011

sent biologists to the scene to see it

there was any ecological damage,

the Coast Cuard said

The reef on which the tanker ran

aground is a submerged rock

formation that has claimed a

number of other vessels over the

irs according to William

H.iulev president of the New
England Pollution Control Co.

which was supervising the

cleanup

The ship was reported aground

at t It a.m.. and a flotation boom
was placed around her bj 7 am. to

contain the leaking oil. according

to Larry Worth, a Coast Guard

spokesman at Governor's Island.

\ Y

Worth said two of the ship's

M\en holds had been ruptured

By the time the boom was in

place, he said, enough oil had

leaped onto the Sound to cover an

area stretching southeastward for

about five miles

Winds and seas remained calm

Tuesday afternoon, and the ebb

and flow of the tides was expected

to help disperse the slick. Worth

.id

Worth said it would be "almost

impossible' to contain the slick

that had already escaped the

immediate area of the ship, but

llawlev said. It should evupot.it.

and spread itself out It's pretty

light . w ith no heavy concentration

Worth said lighter components ol

the oil would probably evaporate,

but "the heavier elements will

undoubtedly sink
"

Home heating oil. known to the

oil industrv as No. -' is unlike

heavier industrial grades of oil in

that it is highly refined and

relatively light

It is the same type of oil spilled in

January. If71, about SO miles uest

of New Ixindon. when the tanker

I —o Gettysburg ran aground at

the mouth ot New Haven Harbor

and spilled m.noo gallons into

Ixmg Island Sound That spill was

eventually allowed to dissipate

with tidai action.

The Hayes was described by

Worth as a 240 foot coastal tanker

that plies waters between East

Coast ports She was en route from

Bayonne. N J .. to New London.

Worth said

Her capacity is 2.5 million

gallons but she was only partly-

loaded and was carrying less than

a million gallons, the Coast Guard

said.

Steak
for lunch

A great Chopped Steak or delicious Family Steak.

You choose. And with it, a crisp tossed salad and

roll. Quite a lunch. Quite a special. Monday
through Saturday from 11 to 4, at Ponderosa.

PONDEROSA STEAK BOUSE
where tender things ore ofwovs happening

King Street

NORTHAMPTON
(across from Hampshire Lincoln-Mercury)

Race Imbalance Act

Repeal Protested
BOSTON < AP) - Crowds estimated variously between 2,000 and 3 000

jammed the State House today, as 10 legislative committees held

hearings on 170 bills, including Gov. Francis W. Sargent s state budget

recommendation and a measure to repeal the state's Racial Imbalance

Act u

Bills to repeal the Imbalance Law drew the largest crowd, as more than

1.200 persons crowded into the Gardner Auditorim which has a seating

capacity of some 600. , . .

Veteran observers said the crowd at the auditorium was the largest

ever to turn out for a public hearing at the State House.

In contrast, the House Ways and Means Committee attracted an

audience of 16 at a public hearing on Sargent's budget recommendation of

more than $2.1 billion for the 1973 fiscal year.

Other bills heard by various committees included a measure proposing

a change in the welfare payment system and another providing increased

retirement allowances for public employees. .._._ „

Mrs Hicks, in her testimony, called Sullivan a -community wrecker.

She told the committee she was "seeking the stringent execution of this

law that requires arbitrary mathematical mixing of the races, and which

has punitive measures making impossible the construction of schools

where they are most needed.''

Mrs Hicks said the imbalance law has failed. In 1965, she said. Boston

had 46 racially imbalanced schools. Now. she said, there are 66 racially

unbalanced schools in the city.
tnrnoti

Mrs Hicks said the imbalance act is 'unworkable without forced,

massive cross busing of school children.

•The Racial Imbalance Law will destroy the neighborhood school

concept, which is more than just a tradition. It is a time-honored and

meaningful force for community well being." she said. Capitol police

estimated that the crowd which turned out for the hearing was "easily

over 1 000 " Gardner Auditorium at the State House, where the hearing

was held has a seating capacity of 600. The aisles were crowded, and the

audience overflowed into the lobby adjoining the auditorium

Many others who showed up for the hearing could not even get into the

lobby ^
Harvard OK's SDS Convention

t tMBRIDGE lAPl Harvard

University Tuesday granted

students tor a Democratic Societj

SDS ix'rmission to use college

tanlties tor a national convention

on racism from :i p.m. March SI

through April I

Dean Archie Kpps said the

permit does not cover the full

amount of time asked by SDS

Your Head

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology facilities tor the first

two days ot the proposed lour day

M'ssion but were turned down by

MIT ollicials

About 30 persons picketed

University Hall lor about an hour

today over the SDS-meeting issue

The group asked to begin the

convention Thursday. March 30.

but Kpps told the group he could

not grant them the time on

Thursday or all day Friday

because classes would be in

session

However, the Harvard Crimson,

undergraduate newspaper, in

Tuesday's editions quoted an SDS
spokesman saying they plan to

start Thursday anyway
Epps said Harvard granted

permission for the convention

•because the university continues

to respect its traditional freedoms

where groups can have meetings,

but this does not imply en

dorsement of the views of those

groups

The SDS earlier sought to use

FACES
EARTH

151 North Pleasant Street

Next to the Pott 0//!c«

Sleeping Bags

Backpacks

Frames
Tents

IRIS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS BELGRADEGENEVA BUCHAREST OSLO

FLY SUPERCHEAP
Spring in NASSAU from $179

March 24-31. includes round trip iet and accommodations at the Montagu Beach

Hotel or Pilot House. Flight only tickets can be purchased on request.

Summer in EUROPE, From $185

Fit *

BL522
BL61
BL67
BL612
BL421
BL627

Carrier

Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian
Caledonian

Route* Dates

B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B
B/L/B

5/22-6/27

6/1-7/11

6/7-9/12

6/12-9/3

6/21-8/29

6/27-8/15

Cost to

us

$150
$167
$200
$200
$200
$200

Adm. Total

* Boston/London/ Boston

§

Also available are Eurail, Britrail, and Student Rail passes, car leases, rentals and pur

chases, and many more helpful travel services.

for more info., call ST EVE GERMAN, 253-3359

or

American Student Travel Association
27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

BOSTON, MASS. 02115

Tele: (617)536-2511,536-7863

Open only to 5 college students, faculty, staff and immediate families

Some Vets Have Trouble Readjusting
By DRS. McC'ASHIN AND KLEIN
Q: "I did a tour of combat duty in

Vietnam. I've been back for eight

months' and started school this

semester. I've had great difficulty

concentrating on my studies. I'm

often very nervous and seem to be

too aware" of what is going on

around me. I stay up all night and
sleep uneasily during the day.

Although I date, I find that I'm

pretty bored with girls. I'm par-

ticularly worried because I was
functioning very well in the service

before I came home. I'd like to think

that for me the war is over but

sometimes I wonder."

A: Vietnam veterans are reporting

a wide range of problems read-

justing to civilian life. These in-

clude concerns about the morality

of the war and questions about

military experience in general. In

addition veterans returning to

college find that they are often

older and more experienced than

their classmates which makes it

more difficult to comfortably

assume the adolescent role of a

student. This can lead to feelings of

social discomfort and isolation.

Some Vets are still trying to in-

tegrate traumatic events

associated with the war itself.

Another complex area of major

concern relates to adapting to

severe changes in environment.

Your behaviors which are

motivated by "safety" or survival

needs which would be more suited

needs take priority over others,

much as the needs for achievement

or social affiliation are reflected in

pursuing academic and social

activities. It may take some time,

perhaps a year, to get your own
personal motivation priorities

reordered. It may be worthwhile to

seek out other veterans to talk with

them about their problems in

readjusting. If you feel that ad-
ditional support or perspective is

needed a visit or two to MH may
help.

Q: "I have had a problem of im-

potence for some time now, but

have been too embarrassed to talk

openly about it. I am becoming
more and more worried about my
sexual normalcy. Recently I have
begun to wonder if I am a latent

homosexual. Could this be the

case?"

A: Impotence in relationships with

women does not imply and un-

derlying homosexual orientation.

It does, however, reflect a high

level of anxiety about heterosexual

relationships, the nature of which

could relate to a variety of issues:

fear of women, fear of ones own
assertiveness; fears of loss of

control; underlying religious

conflicts; and etc. In any case,

when the heterosexual impulse is

blocked, secondary fears of

homosexuality often emerge. This

in turn is likely to add to the

anxiety about your masculinity

and could well intensify the

problem you describe. Your
question said little about the

quality and character of your

relationships with women, which

cannot in our opinion be separated

from the question of sexual per-

formance. If. for example, you find

it hard to function within a close,

long term relationship, the im-

plications would be different than

if the difficulty occurs in a series of

brief impersonal encounters. An
individual consultation with a

member of the MH staff would, of

course, be necessary to explore the

problem in more depth and provide

a more adequate answer to your

questions.

Drs. McCashin and Klein will fidence for possible appearance in inquiries to Mental Health, 303

accept questions in strict con- "Your Head." Send or bring your Machmer Hall

Leach Keeps It Clean
Residents of Leach House, a University of Massachusetts-Amherst

residence hall, recently presented roses to their building's custodian

during "Keep-it-Clean-for-Wally-Week."

They also did some cleaning up around the residence hall to help

"Wally," Walter J. Weaver of Shutesbury. Mr. Weaver judged the fourth

floor winner of the keep-it-clean competition, and girls on that floor

received $30 to purchase curtains and posters.

While in Europe, pick up an ugly European.

We can arrange your rendezvous with a bug (or

any other Volkswagen) in 40 cities in 15 countries.

And that includes the handling of those nasty de-

tails like insurance, registration and licensing.

So all that's left for you to do is enjoy the benefits

of driving your own VW in Europe. The low operat-

ing costs, for example. Or being able to go where

tour buses fear to tread. (And Itill be only a stone s

throw away from one of Europe's 5,000 VW Dealers.)

Then, after the tour's over, we'll arrange to have

your car sent back through something we call TASP

(Tourist Automobile Shipping Program)

So you can keep on enjoying that ugly European

you picked up while in Europe.

While in America.

NORTHAMPTON VOLKSWAGEN
RT. 5, KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
Please send me your illustrated brbchure and a price list ©

•w***0*'M»
of an*

Name
Address.

City
.State. -Zip #.

DUBLIN MONROVIA EDINBURGH ATHENS MADRID SAN MARINO WARSAW PRAGUE o|

Free Shuttlebus for Amherst
Service Customers Call 584-8620

9 to 9 daily

till 5 Saturdays

J

Butter up a
faster tan with

Coppertone

Tanning Butter
Coppertone Tanning Butter has extra coconut oil and

cocoa butter for an incredibly fast deep tan. That's

why more people butter up with Coppertone Tanning

Butter than any other.

Coppertone Tanning Butter. One of 1 1 great

tanning products by Coppertone.

A produrt of Plough, !nc.
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Museum Curator Barry Gaither

Henry Tragle Appointed

Grad School Asst. Dean
Dr M H. Appley. dean of the his retirement as a Lieutenant

IMass Graduate School has an- Colonel in 1964. Dr Tragle is a

nounced the appointment of Dr graduate of the Army Command
Henry 1 Tragle as assistant dean and General Staff College and the

of the Graduate School. Industrial College of the Armed
Forces.

Dr Tragle has been serving as

director of the Office of Degree

Requirements in the Graduate

School As assistant dean, he will

maintain his responsibilities in this

area and will also be responsible

for the admissions and records

functions of the Graduate School.

Dr Tragle. a native of Virginia,

attended the University of Rich

mond in 1932 and 1933 and sub-

sequently held management
positions in industry for several

years He entered the military

service in 1W1 and remained on

;i dive duty in the U.S. Army until

painting &

sculpture
BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For info contact registrar

Parsons

school oi Design
65 West 12 St, New York 10011

Dr Tragle resumed his un-

dergraduate studies upon his

retirement and received his B.A.

degree, cum laude. from the

University of Massachusetts in

1966. He received his MA. in 1967

and his Ph.D. in 1971 from the

University in history. Dr. Tragle is

a specialist in American history,

and is the author of several articles

on slavery His dissertation dealt

with Nat Turner and the slave

revolt and has appeared as a book.

The Southampton Slave Revolt of

1831." published by the University

of Massachusetts Press in 1971.

Dr Tragle is a member of Phi

Beta Kappa. Phi Kappa Phi. the

American Historical Association

and the Organization of American
Histnri.i

Today is The Last

Day To Drop A

Course With A "W"

Integral Yoga Institute, Inc.

will sponsor a ten day

YOGA RETREAT
under the guidance and direction of

SWAMI SATCfflDANANDA
at

Christian Brothers' Training School

Barrytown, New York
Friday, March 31st — Sun. April 9, 1972

A Full Yoga Program in a beautiful and peaceful coun-

try setting: Yoga Postures, Breathing and Relaxation,

Meditation, Yoga in Action, Lectures. Discussions and

other Yoga Practices. The Contribution of $100 provides

Tuition, Room and Board. Bus Service Available. For

Information Flyer and Registration Call or Write:

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE

227 West 13th St.. NYC 10011

467 Farmington Ave . Hartford

929-0585
523-5511

Barry Gaither To Present

Lecture/Slides On Black Art
Barry Gaither, museum curator of the National

Center for Afro-American Art and Director of visual

arts for the Elma Lewis School of Fine Arts, will

present a slide-lecture presentation on Wednesday,

April 5th in the Commonwealth Room of the Student

Union.

Gaither will be bringing with him part of a

collection of 9,000 slides which he has been assem-

bling at the museum to be an archives of Black ar-

tists-their work and careers.

Gaither's many other projects include running an

art school for inner city youth in Boston, writing and

researching tirelessly.

Brother Gaither was born in South Carolina,

graduated with honors from Morehouse College in

1966, studied further at Georgia State College and

Brown University, completing his MA. at Brown.

His experiences since school have been many. He

has taught Afro-American art, worked and

catalogued many exhibitions including one entitled

"Jamaican Art Since The Thirties" and has lectured

on numerous college campuses.

Mr. Gaither has also found time in his busy

schedule to publish several pieces. He is currently

writing an entry on Afro-American Art for the Negro

Reference Book and has been invited to write a book

for secondary schools by the New York Graphic

Society in Connecticut.

The scope of his expertise and talent indicates that

April 5th will be a colorful and educational ex-

perience. Some of the National Center's permanent

art collection will be on display during the week in the

Art Gallery of the Student Union complements of

Program Council.

Barry Gaither will be on hand for questions and

explanation on the evening of the 5th following his

slide show.

M. L. King Series Lectures In April

During the week of April 4-7th, following vacation

three events of paramount importance will take place

on the UMass campus which should sharpen the

understanding of Black people-their politics and their

culture.

The Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Lecture

Series will be presenting this year a series of three

events in order to commemorate the death of Dr.

King. The series is funded by the Distinguished

Visitors Program with the help of Program Council

and the Orchard Hill Area Government.

The events are:

Tuesday. April 4th-IMAMU BARAKA (LeRoi

Jones) discusses the "Civil Rights Movement-Dr.

King and the Present Black Struggle'-Campus

Center Auditorium.

Wednesday, April 5th -BARRY GAITHER will

show slides and discuss "New Dimensions in Black

Social Art-Commonwealth Room of the Student

Union. (Story and picture above)

Friday. April 7th -GEORGE HOWARD AND THE
PRIMITIVE DANCE CO. will present "Black

Roots"--African and West Indian folk dancing-

Campus Center Auditorium.

All events begin at 8 p.m. and are free to the public.

ftAIN 8
MIGHTY POUNDS

OP SOLID FACT

Detective Section

Finds Ripped-off

s

Learn; Drink Champagne
Missing property valued in the

thousands of dollars has been

recovered as the result of an in-

vestigation by the UMass Police

Department. Included is scientific

equipment, automobiles, elec-

tronic equipment, tools and
household goods.

The total value is close to

$100,000 and it includes items

reported missing from UMass. the

University of New Hampshire, the

Iniversity of Virginia. Amherst,

Mount Holyoke and Smith
Colleges, Cooley Dickinson
Hospital, local businesses and
residences.

environmental

design
BFA Programs

Certificate Programs

For info contact registrar

Parsons

School oi Design
66 West 12 SI. New York 10011

The investigation is being con-
ducted by the two members of the

University's new Detective Sec-

tion. Detective Sergeants Philip J.

Cavanaugh and Francis X. Mazzei.
Since it began March 15 four

arrests have been made- three in

Amherst, Ashfield, Belchertown,

Cambridge and New York City.

The investigation is continuing
and more property is expected to

turn up. Approximately $20,000

worth of electronic equipment
reported missing from the Pioneer
Valley Cablevision transmitter site

in Pelham has been recovered.
other items include six Porsche
sport cars, an oscilloscope, optical

equipment, a microwave oven, TV
sets, stereo and sound equipment,
laser equipment, tools and
household goods.

UMass Security Director David
Johnston said: "This is an ex-

traordinary amount of property to

be recovered in a community of

this size and the success of the

investigation is a tribute to the

relatively new Dectective Section at

UMass. The case represents solid

progress against a major problem
in this area-larceny from in-

stitutions and individuals."

French champagne will add
sparkle this semester to the hotel,

restaurant and travel ad-

ministration curriculum at UMass.
UMass and three other in-

stitutions in the country with

outstanding hotel and restaurant

programs have been chosen to

participate in a champagne
educational program sponsored by

the Champagne Producers of

France and the Champagne
Committee of the National
Association of Alcoholic Beverage
Importers. The other three are

Cornell. Michigan State and
Denver Universities.

"The purpose is to establish

direct contact with men and
women who will hold positions of

responsibility with restaurants and
hotels within the next few years," a

Champagne Committee
spokesman said. "Knowledge of

true champagne is a necessary

part of their education, and we
believe our program represents a

constructive step in assisting

students with their careers."

The program includes lectures

on the background and history of

French champagne -including its

high degree of acceptance in the

United States and all parts of the

world, its production from the time
of the harvest until it is bottled for

world consumption and the strict

measures of quality control

exercised by the Champagne
Producers of France. The lectures

conclude with a tasting of various

imported champagnes and the

students themselves take turns at

opening and serving the wines

correctly.

The second phase of the

educational program involves an
essav contest on the theme. "What

Makes French Champagne
Unique?" The students must
complete their papers by May 31,

and the four winners, one from

each university, will be given a

$1000 travelling scholarship to

France's Champagne region.

In the final phase of the contest,

the winners will arrive in Rheims
and Epernay at the beginning of

the champagne harvest in mid-
September and be the "working"
guests of the Comite In

terprofessionnel du Vin de
Champagne and various
producers.

TuuiomsALDOJBT CALL 584-5 17] or 586" 2440
Only 40 seats svailable - opan only to students, employees and families

of: 5 collet- Aujo: EUROPE ™*SUMMER
CALL PMt 001 OOTSTAJOUNC RATES AND DATES TO ETJKOPE THIS SOMMEB

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

1945 CTaWj Imp.. AT. PS. has 1968.

rnginr. good body, runs good Priced for

f fit* or best offer. Call for Anil 665-3485 or

546-MS2.
U3-23

i.i RamMer. • ryl. heater, seat folds to

bed. good mileage. Tired engine but runs

ok. SM. 46S-47M: 5-1882 Chris Howell.

U3-24

• Opel Rally fastback. Full guages.

Hadials Dependable IM0 re engine. Just

tuned 1950 Reg 327-ISM.
13-23

».'• Poatlac I alalia*, ps. pb. automatic.

Excellent condition Best offer Call 544

68M i mornings or late evenings'
U3-24

47 Chevy conv ps.at I owner BM. 71 VW
I4M; 1448 Cadllac l.irnosine. all exel

condition 545-1248. ask for Dick.
If1-24

64 Mustang 2M. 4 speed with Hurst

shifter 2 chrome reverse rims with wide

Call Jack S44-S773. ISM. must

U3-24

IMP VW Sedan, good running cond .

<n,m Urea. radio recent tune-up. SI4O0

Call JBserrie 2S.V7SM after • p.m
If1-23

68 Cougar V -4 auto.. PS. many extras.

New shocks. Radtals etc . call Ray 544-4211

keep Irving.
UJ-22

M olds M. good engine. RA H. new front

brakes, battery, starter I4M Bab Murrln

224 Hamlin House
tfj-a

M VW good running cond.. exel body,

new shocks, »n tires, muf , rad . ball jnta.

Recent tune-up A oil change I4M. Call 254-

M23.
mm

Hlur vW bug w/65 rebuilt eng Car In

MP] good condition I M0 or best offer. See

it at II So. Prospect SI. Ask for Herb No
phone.

tf3-24

!•«.'. VW. good transportation. I4M. 2S4-

8687.

UJ-21

1979 Opel G.T. I J Liter eng. 1 spd . R A
II white w /red int. Rest offer. Call 247-3704

call after S:M.
UJ-24

19" RAW Sears port. tv. I yr old Ex
cond . ear phone A stand incl. 145. Call MS-
uim Rest before 2:M p.m.

UJ-24

Must sell soon 1965 Chevy Impala.
maroon 4 door. 283 cu. in., auto trans,

power steer, new tires and battery. 1295

or best offer. Wayne 665-JMJ

MM
I9«4 Volvo Call 25J-7744. 1 150 or best

offer

3-24

1970 VW Sedan while w/red rot. AM —
KM radio Must sell Immed Will take

1 1 200 MS-4333.
UJ-24

M VW. excellent mechanical condition

Newly rebuilt engine. Just needs stew

starter. I3M or best offer. Call 2SJ-0S40

after SM.
If3-23

IPCs) VW Bug Radio, sunroof, roofrack

new tares and brakes, new muffler new
battery Very good condition I I2M or beet

offer 250-4249

UJ-24

M VW cenv.. autetraa . new eng.. ex.

rend Ask 1400 or best offer, (all t has. 2S3-

JM0 12-0

If3-24

WANTED

PERSONAL

liev Toots! Do you want the standard

or the super -site 12? Let us know before

tomorrow, when well be going dowd! M J.

A G.P.
3-8

l.orrie J. and Carolyn J. Thanks for

ir»ing It's more than I can say for the rest

of the team The Mgr.
J-22

Hey Brad, need a toupee? We hear

you're finally getting bald. Love, your

barber.
J-22

Rio A (hem Tchrs /Professors — pvt.

boarding schools A 4 year colleges. Must
relocate. Em-See Services. S Pray 91..

Amherst. 549-6220

•JM

Director of Continuing Education — able

to develop existing program ranging from
no credit to grad cours. PhD. Em-See Serv

549-42M.
U4-3

Sociology Teacher — Jr. College level.

MA A M hrs. experience necessary . Must
relocate. Em-See Services. 29 Pray St.

544-42M
MM

Foreign auto mechanic with knowledge

of SAAB M to repair at reasonable coat.

Please call David at S44-4IM
3-22

1-3 Bedroom house for summer June IS

— Aug. IS spprox Write Alan — 1M1 John

Jay. Columbia If. N.Y.. N.Y. I00H or call

2I2-2M-4364.
lf3 2I

House or apt In a house wanted to rent

from June I write J. Kir lev IS Fairfield

Ave. Norwalk Com. 00*54 or caU 203-838-

9997.

io speed racing Bike. Must be In ex-

cellent condition and have cost at least

tlM Will pay up SIM Call Scott at S42-

MS2.
li3-22

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate wanted!!! squire VIII.

sublet your own room — oil conveniences
— Immed. occupancy — 8S.M per month —
Call Ken or Pete at 445-4707.

tfJ-22

I Bedroom in a 4 I II room house Across

from Lake Metaromet hi Belchertown.

177 in/mo Call Eric 323-4048 or George
323-7394.

tfJ-24

EMPLOYMENT
Act early. 98 Western National Park

Employers —experience unnecessary. 2M
self-add. envelope. PJS. 708C. I0M Plxa.

Slate College. Pa.
U4-3

NEEDHELP
Need help In Math, (hem or

Fronomks? Call I-733-2M3 collect after 7

p.m.
tfJ-23

RIDE WANTED
Make your mother proud of you! Give

two girls a ride to and from Florida —
Spring break. Will share gat I A driving.

Call Paula 9-9895.

UJ-22

Ride needed to Oregon. Want to leave
around Mar. 23. Share driving, expenses.
If you ran help, please call Marty S44-4MI

tn-a

For two people to Washington D.C. or

area for spring vacation If you can help

please call Ellen 0-087 J Will shore ex-

penses.
UJ-23

Ride to Florida during vacation for I.

Will share driving A expenses Call Roy
544-8720 after 4.

U3-23

Ride needed to Florida Frl . 24th around
noon Will share driving and expenses
Call Dave 544-777S.

UJ-23

Keys-on key ring with ••Camaro" in-

signia — reward for recovery. Call 4-1034

and ask for Al.
U3-24

HI. IE NOTEBOOK: Taken from Craft

Workshop. Student Inion Wed. 3/ IS.

Please return there or call Barbara 549-

4484.

UJ-23

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
2 girls nd for summer help at motel in

Woodstock. N.H.. White MU. Room,
board, wages. Call 417-332-9882 or 253-7JM

U3-24

SUMMER SUBLET
I Bedroom Puffton Village with fall

option. Avail June I. 1 150 /month utll

Included. Price to negotiable. Hurry call

U3-24

3 bedroom Pufflen Milage apt. avail.

June I . Option to lease In fall .Call 549-0857

UJ-24

TOSUBLET

SKIING

Ski Killlngton — stay at the Troika

I odge 17/ngt. — SM/ski week. Full k:i

rhen prlv roc Call 892-422-J49I for

reservations.
UJ-24

FOR SALE
Kib and Cronies I lovt

You'll get yours sweeties

V» encore 8-track car stereos w /channel

indie lights and deluxe speakers. Ex-

cellent base response Brand new! Call

2S4-K768.
U4-7

d the surprise.

Love MM
J-22

SERVICES

Will someone please go to 1618 and give

Steve and Chris some dimes for

Belchertown.

1970 JM Honda rl 6200 ml. Ifioo

offer Call 5-2924 ask for Kathy 411.

message if 'I'm not in.

n- best

Leave

U3-22

GE romponent stereo system — one

vear old — excel cond Lists for SIM will

sell for S75. Call Frank 6-6342 nites.

UJ-23

Sophia A Friend, do you remember the 2

ravers in front of Herter Why don't you

respond to us either? Mushroom A Toad

Hoy
J-22

\mhersi Audio servlres. stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St.. 2S4-8I33.

tfsem

Home/Industrial Cleaning, painting,

lawn care, light home maintenance, odd
johs Free estimates and advice 549-4344

U3-24

FOR RENT

Twelve string electric guitar, nice

shape, hollow body, case and cord In-

cluded Call 4-4427 except wknds ofter

7:i
tf-l :*

IHinga A Flalne of 2 JQA. why don't you

respond to our loving gestures. 21 Wash.

\sshole says, keep smiling Cleo. maybe
vou will be loved.

3-22

Orchard Hill's winner in the Cock-Tease

contest of 1972 Is Rita of 4th Webster.
3-22

1965 VW Bus New brakes A clutch

Engine overhauled Call Karen 584-7549.

U4-3

Tope dk Teok MI0A Amp. Sansul SOMA.

4 San Spkrs MM. pis acces. best offer. Call

785-1404 bfr 5 or 739-61 J4 aft 6.

UJ-22

Two excellent farms in Ware Area call

anytime 967-6323. 967-MI6. Moulton Real

Estate. Ware. .

tfJ-24

Taurus. Quiles. Sanchis. Offlmet. etc.

Classical guitars from Spain SM.no to

S5M. (restive Endeavor i World Wide
Music i Greenfd.

J-22

To the hitchhiker I pirked up in my grn

VW Rus on Tues.. May. 14 just before

accident, please contact me — 253-2433.

t.eorge.
tfJ-24

To Little Caesar" I'm home. Come see

me. Sexy Sll.

J-22

Kit Vollva you no good goat. That makes

twice. Yours in Christ. Father Frank.
UJ-22

One If bv Thela (hi two If by Zeta Nu. on

the opposite keg I shall be! Happy 2ls(

Birthday Steve Murawskl!

Black A white TV rentals S M per day —
16 day minimum. Color TV rentals 1 1, per

day — M day minimum TV Center 55 V
Pleasant 25J-5IM

U4-5

Hyannis group rentals from S20M.

Prime area* only. Clean-modem. Call in

Am. I-484-MI6. Jim Reagan Box 112

Hvannis. Mass. Owner.
U4-J

Ski Chalet vacation week Mar. M — Apr

i itkemn — Killlngton area, sleeps 10 SM0
(all M3-6645SM.

tfJ-23

Grab it! Apartment for rent J mln to

IMass. 1140 month. Heat A elect, in-

cluded 256-8404 available immediately.
UJ-24

Ride needed to Buffalo N Y. for two Will

share expenses. Call Paul 4-4M1
J-22

Ride needed west toward Colorado or

Chicago anytime this week and weekend.
Will share expenses. Call Onnie. Room
191. 5-2418.

UJ-23

MOVIES
Vmherst Folklore Center presents Rock

Vround the Clock. Amos A .Andy and vol

II of the fighting Devil Dog shown at 7-9

p.m.
3-22

ENTERTAINMENT
Folk singer wanted for wedding. 12

string preferred. Call collect M3-838-9487

UJ-24

Wednesday Night Coffeehouse tonight at

the Rluewall Fine entertainment.
J-22

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted to Ft. Lauderdale.

Leaving March 24. Call 44S-2M1.
3-22

TERM PAPERS
Quality Research and Reference

materials. Originals and copies TPA.
Rm. 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 V
Pleasant St. 256-6106

U3-24

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Redroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. 6-month lease.

1185/month. includes utll. Call 445-3249

davs or 665-3575 nites.

If 4-14

TYPING

1 vping — theses, dissertations . etc Fast

and accurate. Proofreading, editing if

desired Have Greek and science symbols

r.i-woi.

LOST

Duahbin Ml 2 bdrm apt to sublet Jun I

thru Aug :il option to lease 1170 mo
includes all utilities and alr-cond. J23-M77.

UJ-22

Male, black large dog. answers to the

name "Fldo". Reward. 2SJ-J54J or 5-flMH

UJ-22

2 Bdrm apt. avail. Apr., all uUls . IS mln
to campus. Beautiful woods, peta.

children, (all George. 323-4477 or 54S-24M
UJ-24

Sublet Townhouse from June to August

in Riverglade Apia. Two bedrooms and
furnished SIM. Call 253 5834 after 6 M
p.m.

U4-J

1 Bedroom apt.. alr-condiUoning. w-w
carpet, garbage disposal. 10 mln from
campus. Call 545-2487 or 323-4319.

9JM

From June Io Sept. I bedroom, all utll.

paid. furn. One mile from campus tlM.
(all Rich 253-MS2 from 5 to 9 p.m . keep

trying
UJ-24

Small apt. in Amherst. June I. Not as

nice as Puffton etc.. but comfortable and
cheap. IM with utll. Why pay the rlpoff"

(all 254-MM.
UJ-23

2 bedroom townhouse Rolling Green
Apts Avail April I at S2M all utll Call 254-

M24
UJ-24

CAR STORAGE
Excellent access in Amherst Center

(lean. Reasonable rales D.H. Jones. 549

9JM,
U4-M

AUTO REPAIR

Oil. AND II BE ONLY S3.M. 4 qU.
Mobil oil Complete lubrication (heck
transmission, differential, battery and
pollution control valve with oil filter only

S9.95. Come to Spencer's Mobil — next to

Post Office

UJ-22

Mutt Sucriflcp Auto

71 VW Comper. Ideal for spring

vacation. Must sell now. First reasonable

offer Perfect cond Must sell NOW. J23-

74IS. Must sell now! !

UJ-22

HELP WANTED
Wanted, recent college grad for Sales

Mgt. Position compensation arrangements

negotiable. Call 254-8SJ2 between io - 4

ask for Mr. Leary.
UJ-24

M rouns. at boys' camp In Me Eeniogv

and nature oriented For facts, call 323

7197.

UJ-24
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Notices

ATTENTION MUSICIANS
Play at the open jam Thurs. night

at the CC Aud. For more info call 253

3790 or 253 3313.

CHRISTIANS
Here's your chance to share your

love. Bring a friend or enemy to

College Life. Tonight.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Exciting meeting tonight! Lots of

surprises! This will be one you'll

never forget! Come do your part in

planning spring activities at 6:30

p.m. in CC 901.

GROUND
Ground

p.m. FAA
shown.

SCHOOL
school will meet at 7:00

Films on weather will be

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD
We're meeting today from 3 5 P.M.

in rm. 803 CC. We'll be talking about

student complaints particularly and

about things we can do to improve

situations.

HILLEL ELECTIONS
Vote for next year's officers today,

tomorrow and Fri. in office. 11:30

330 (Rm 420 S.U.)

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta

cordially invite all University women
to their house tonight, 7 8 p.m., 778

No. Pleasant St. across from WoPE.
Call 5 2735 for rides.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Bus will be leaving for the State

Christian To Meet Tonight
Tonight, from 8: 00 to 9:00 p.m in

the Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union, the first of two programs

sponsored by Campus Crusade for

Christ, will be held.

The program, which is com-
monly referred to as College

Life", is organized and directed by

students who are experiencing,

what they refer to as. 'a personal

relationship with Jesus Christ'"

The program will feature Wayne
Harvey and his wife Pam. as well

-tudents who will share ex-

periences of the relevance of Jesus

Christ in their lives.

\\ ,i\ ne attended graduate school

in psychology at UMass. and is

currently teaching in Brattleboro.

Vermont He is also the organizer

of the folk group. The Messengers.

which has performed in concerts

and coffeehouses throughout the

Northeast

Refreshments will be served

following the program, as there

will be opportunity to rap on an
informal, yet personal, basis with

Christians about their experiences

Student Art
The Student Art Association is

holding a meeting this evening.

Wednesday, March 22 at 730 p m
in room 165, Campus Center There

will be a panel discussion on Art

Education. The panel, consisting of

both Faculty Members and

Graduate Students, will include:

Jerry Kearns. Elvira Lopez. Saul

Ostrow, Norma Phillips. Sid

Porita, and Jerry Sawma Anyone
interested is invited to attend

The final 'College Life" for this

spring will be held on April 12

Kmphasis of the program will be

on the international student and his

relationship with Christ.

TRY OUR

14"

GRINDER
$135

half for 70-

"Buy One

Get One Free"

Every

Wednesday Night

Brum's
Pizza

MAIN & TRIANGLE
256-6476

Open Daily

11 a.m. lam

Hospital tonight at 6:30 from

Hasbrouck Lab and 6:35 from Pat

terson House. Bus is scheduled to

leave the Hospital at 9:30 and arrive

back on campus at 10:00.

OUTING CLUB
Special meeting for all those in-

terested in caving tonight at 7 p.m. in

169 CC. All welcome. Money for W.

Va. will be collected.

PUBLIC HEALTH STUDENTS
There will be a meeting on Thurs.,

Mar. 23 in Rm 165 169 CC at 12:00

p.m. to 100 for all undergraduate

students to discuss Public Health

Course with Dr. Darity and faculty

members and also to assign advisors.

SCUBA CLUB
Meeting tonight at Hicks-7 p.m.

Bring bathing suits and equipment.

STUDENT ART ASSOCIATION
Panel discussion on art education

tonight at 7:30. Bartlett Hall, Rm 61.

Panel members will include

students, grads, and faculty. All

welcome.

SUMMER PROGRAM MEETING
CC Rm 178 Thurs. Mar. 23 at 9 a.m.

TABLE TENNIS PLAYERS
Will be organizing campus tour

nament in April. Watch Collegian for

further details.

USCC MEMBERS
Please come if you can. Wed. night

at 6:00, Senate Chamber to help

Student Senate with the parents

letter.

FREE
One 6 week male tiger stripe and

white kitten. Needs a good home
before vacation.

LOST
Black ski mittens with an A on the

right mitten. Orchard Hill Central

area. 3 4 wks. ago. Value goes beyond

warm hands. Call Tim 69512 or Mary
67384.

Pair of brown frame glasses in

Quad ara. Call Sue in 301, 5 2308.

A pair of eyeglasses, round, dark

horn rimmed in blue plastic case.

Please call 546 6714 or 253 5322.

Silver ring, wrap around, S initial.

Please call 546 6714 or 253 5322.

Guy in yellow Falcon going to

Puffton Sun. nite who gave 4 people a

ride to Sylvan, did I leave glasses in

car, Nancy, 546 7946.

Brown leather change purse.

Please call Kathy, 410 Patterson,

69684. No questions asked. I need

I.D.'s.

FOUND
Women's cardinal wristwatch

outside Machmer Tues. Mar. 14. Call

Mary, 6 7384 or Tim 6 9512.

Black male cat. Small, very

friendly. Near Brittany Manor
Please give home Call 253 7559 after

6.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAR-

Cancer can hang on. retain and con
sohdate A native ot the* zodiacal sign.

once wealth <% obtained, can preserve N
There art more Cancer persons in

Who s Who in Commerce and Industry"
than any otner zodiacal sign

... ..

ARIES (March 2i0Apni 19) Disputes

could tlare over property rights. Long
range view is best now Family may be
divided You art asked to carry extra

load Utilize innate qualities of initiative,

originality Discomfort is but temporary
TAURUS (Apni 20 May 20) Hold off on

lourneys Check calls, messages Be sure
of directions, instructions Relatives now
Patience is a necessity Make clear fact

that you have life of your own to live

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Avoid
speculation Stick to familiar ground One
who advocates risk does so with your

money Be mature You wont get

something for nothing Strive to insure

valuables Be specific Demand
collateral
CANCER (June 2l0Juiy 22) Necessary

to utilize alternative methods Usual
paths may be blocked Act accordingly

Take special care with legal documents
Be versatile, independent Sagittanan

could figure m prominent way
LEO (July 23 Aug 22). Attend to im

mediate questions, problems Be aware
of fine points Read between the lines

One who makes promises may not be in

position to fulfill them Self reliance now
s a necessity You will understand
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Be

analytical Find reasons for recent

changes, mquir.es Percept. veness now
pays dividends Respond accordingly

Gemim plays key role Friends could be
well mean.ng but misinformed Do your

own checking
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): To ach.eve

desire, you need cooperation of those

wnc know vou To be happy, you must

first make loved one happy To overcome
barrier to success, you must stop m
stst.ng You will comprehend
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21) Much

uncertainty is featured. B* willing to

wait Now is not time to demand,
threaten Obtain hint from Libra
message Be analytical. Perfect

techniques Practice Avoid fooling

yourself. See in realistic way.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) You

need not rusn or be extravagant If

balance is maintained, you advance
Heed voice of experience Avoid basing

actions on impulse. Member of opposite

sex may be making you jump through

hoops _,

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan It): Don't

be in too much of a hurry Outlook is

bright if you plan, analyze You should

finish rather than begin Means complete

project, tie loose ends Anes figures

prominently Steer clear of legal com
plications
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II) You

learn what you need to know Key is to

properly utilize knowledge. Fresh
viewpoint is required ideas should be
developed Premature action can result

in loss Size up situation. Avoid
quarrlesome relative.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Young
persons can pose problem Follow in

tuitive intellect Means trust hunch
Teach and learn Don't adopt dictatorial

attitude if you give, you also will receive

Be receptive Aquarian is involved

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
were on your own at relatively early age
You are separated from crowd You
succeed when you act in individualistic

manner Adhere to beliefs Have faith m
your dream You will be stronger and
more successful m 1972. with September a

key month
Copyright 1972. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1

5
9
12
13
14
15

16
18
20

22
24
27
29
31
32
34

36

37
39

IM \\l IS
I LEARNEP

SOMETHING TOOVi'

A601TT HANI*

A continent

Competent
Secret agent

Cease
Blemish
Cravat
Parent

(colloq )

Exact
Vehicle

Symbol for

tellurium

Slave
Metal plate

The pineapple
Kind of cheese
Crony (colloq.)

Vexes
Mark left by
wound
Symbol for

tantalum
In fact

A break with a

part missing
4

1

Pronoun
42 Great Lake
44 Dens
45 Be mistaken
47 Part of violin

49 Stout cart

50 Hindu peasant

52 Snare
54 Latin

conjunction

55 Ventilate

57 Wild goat

59 Exists

61 Existed

63 Son of Adam
65 Later

67 Dine

68 At this place

69 Wee

DOWN

1 Snake

2 Writing

materials

3 Maiden loved by
Zeus

4 Likely

5
6
7

8

9
10
11

17
19
21
23
25

26

27
28
30
33
35

38

Maltreat

Mixes
Behold!

Et cetera

(abbr.)

Denude
Greek letter

Old pronoun
Note of scale

Paid notice

Wife of Geraint

Every
Complete
soaking
Superior
(Slang)

First reader
Toward shelter

Post

Slave
Electric catfish

Soil

Answe r to Yesterday's P uz He

R E 751 c A C ' A L F

A R e A M o '• L E A
P 1 o c A R P^|M T E,R
T E R 5

A N P eIn|t1W O Re v|i L

u
R
jTep T|l |mK UE ,AJV e
Tj C

R
A
A
p1If|i In Ma,£4

-V RpT lR|A|Pi 5
N
N A

L E IDIA 1 EJJJBE
J^ mlAil lWcil A 1 M

- ; iMj 1 |M A T E l R O E
R : C E E 1 o .1 E T A
S E E O |re N ' I D A N

40 Weary

43 Weirder

46 Cook in oven

IT

48

51

53

56
58

Article of

furniture

Note of scale

Hebrew letter

Cheer

Indian

memorial
post

60

61

62
64

66

15

?7

35

37

4'

50

67

21

Tr-

Ti

.55

29

68

il

30

57

Vessel's

curved
planking

Pronoun

Cooled lava

Exist

Symbol for

nickel w
:-i4

58

65

69

25
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6tVE M6 V0UR HAND
and iU smou) «oo

they're fun
TO HOLD

(1

by Johnny hart
j-n

AjvJDTiPEDCF

but:.

... anp wefce SICK AND

Of^ *excejBci*\

4tZ

EUrtNEVEj?
AMtHOUHT

but..

THATs ANOTHER TriiNfelJ

4*"

THE WIZARD OF ID

'rweHTY *\

by Brant parker and Johnny hart

f HUMMA HUMM

>?

c^ar***^
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Wooden Optimistic
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — UCLA Coach John Wooden doesn't worry that

his No. 1 assistant of last season is coaching his No. 1 opponent of this

year's National Collegiate Athletic Association basketball cham-

pionships.

"There is no advantage for him in having known our personnel, says

Wooden of Denny Crum, the first-year coach of Louisville. "You really

don't know personnel that well the year before or as freshmen.

"If he knows Bill Walton extremely well, it would be to our advantage."

Wooden implied that Walton, the 6-foot-ll sophomore center named

Player-of-the-Year by The Associated Press, might instill some fear into

an opposing coach and opposing team.

UCLA, seeking a seventh consecutive NCAA title, meets Louisville on

Thursday night at the Los Angeles Sports Arena while Florida State faces

North Carolina . The winners play Saturday afternoon for the title.

Wooden appeared in person at Tuesday's special meeting of the

Southern California Basketball Writers while Crum. Dean Smith of North

Carolina and Hugh Durham of Florida State spoke on a telephonic setup.

Durham, asked what 6-foot-ll Lawrence McCray had added to his club,

answered:
"He gives us a legitimate center, a true post man. Still, nis major

contribution has probably been in the area of defense. He can block shots.

And, on offense, he can shoot over some people we couldn't have shot over

in previous years."
.

Smiths second-ranked Tar Heels will be the only team not working out

,

Wednesday in the Sports Arena. Instead, he chose the court at nearby

Pepperdine College.

"No, it's not superstition." he says. "But there is not so much fanfare

when you practice away from the scene of the tournament."

Then he directlv contradicted the superstition idea, saying: "We only

worked out at a game site once during the season-at Princeton and we

°Most of the interest centered on Wooden and Crum, the man who played

for UCLA and later became an assistant coach.

The Kentucky head man was asked if he used the Wooden philosophy.

"A lot of it," he answered.

•The things he does in a large majority of the cases are right If you

work with a great coach and something doesn't rub off, there is something

wrong with you We had differences in some respects but I try to do a lot

of the things he does."

Wooden was asked if he had anticipated his student would do as well as

he had at Louisville
"

. _..__

"Yes " said Wooden "I thought he would. He had some fine returning

personnel, some good freshmen and I have always respected Denny's

ability."

Nate Archibald/
Challenging The NBA Giants

CINCINNATI <AP) — Six foot

guard Nate Archibald, overlooked

in the National Basketball

Association all-star game this

year, is rubbing elbows with 7-2

Kareem Jabbar of the Milwaukee

Bucks.
Archibald, a speedy second-year

man with the Cincinnati Royals,

has been averaging 27. K points a

game, and only Jabbar tops him in

scoring in the NBA.
Archibald has played his best

ball since the all-star-game. He
admits that it may be coincidental.

"Before the all-st r game. I

thought I was playing pretty well,"

said Archibald, who is one of the

NBAs best one-on-one players and

who isn't afraid to drive even on

Wilt Chamberlain "It was just one

of those things. I wasn't picked.

There is no sense in dying Maybe
I've played just a little bit harder

to show them I am capable of

scoring and excelling in assists."

Royals Coach Bob Cousy. who
labels Archibald "fantastic." said

he thinks "the snub in the all-star

game has probably made him work
even harder " New York Knicks

Coach Red Holzman calls Ar-

chibald 'a great all-around

player
."

"He is going to be a genuine

superstar for years to come."

Cousy said.

Taking advantage of improved

outside shooting and ability to

uyrate around taller players.

Vrchibald began playing standout

ball consistently since about Jan. 1.

He has only been under 20 points in

one game since.

The former Texas-El Paso star

has tallied 30 or more points in 1 1 of

his last 12 games. The span in-

cluded performances of 55, 46, and

45 points. And he is making a strong

case for selection to the first all-pro

NBA team.

•I never thought I would

be up that high." Archibald said of

his high point totals. "I thought I

would get my 19 to 20 points a game
this year and that would be it."

Regarding his chances for being

named a first-team all-pro Ar-

chibald said, "I don't think I'll

make it. but it certainly would be a

privilege.

"From past experience, it seems

that only guys who have been in the

league much longer or first year

men like Jabbar or Elvin Hayes, or

Oscar Robertson make it."

SEINE YOURSELF FROH AN ARRAY OF LUSCIOUS

SUNDAE F0PP/N&S

AT THE 4&g%
• »•'

THURS., MAR. 23

Billy Conigliaro And Joe Lahoud

Find New Home With Brewers

tempi:
moved one

Milwaukee
lourth ot

\ii/. lAP) Baseball

team from Boston to

19 years ago One
team made the same

trip last winter

The Milwaukee Brewers of the

\mencan League have til

mcmlHTs of the 1971 Boston Red

Sox on their roster, and all figure

hMVlly in Manager Dave Bristol's

plans. On some days this season.

five BrewSox may be in the

Milwaukee lineup

The Brewers had good pitching

last year." says Joe I^ahoud. one of

the newcomers They just didn't

have enough punch I think we've

got a lot more now."
Lahoud and Billy Conigliaro.

outfielders who competed for the

Boston right field job for several

. i sons, are the happiest of the

new Brewers Both are natives of

New England, the area which sent

the Boston Braves to Milwaukee in

IBS
We're still competing here."

Lahoud says, "but not against each

other There are 12 outfielders on

the roster I know I'm working

harder than I ever have in the

>pnng
"

Lahoud has been playing left

field. Conigliaro right field so far

this spring. Both are hitting well,

along with third baseman George

Scott, who hit 263 and belted 24

home runs as Boston's first

baseman last year

Conigliaro and Lahoud hit 262

and 215, respectively, last season

and both had differences with

Manager Eddie Kasko over his

platooning policy

"I knew they were going to trade

Joe and me I had no idea where I'd

go and didn't really care." says

Conigliaro.

"That was some trade, wasn't

it°" says Conigliaro i still cant

keep all the names straight
"

7:00 P.H.-

9:30 P.M.

AT TH£ STUDENT UNION HATCH

ICE CREW 6f\R

THURSDAY, MAR. 23

TONIGHT AT THE STUDENT UNION HATCH

an evening of

Elizabethan entcrtamm«nt

l*B0NNERE An
OR

WATCHWORD TO WANTON MAIDENS
,J

directed by Bonnie Btftotf

acted ty the Tust^ London Plajtrs

8-00 p.m. in the S.U. Hatch

Fighters Suspended
MONTREAL (AP) - National

Hockey League President

Clarence Campbell said Tuesday

he will decide Wednesday at the

earHetl whether to discipline

Boston's VVavne Cashman and

Minneosta's Dennis Hextall for

Sundav s sticks-winging affair.

Until the decision is announced.

Campbell said, neither player will

be permitted to compete. Thus

Hextall will miss the North Stars'

Tuesday night game against

( ;iliforn'ia The Bruins are idle

until Thursday night

The incident in Sunday •

nationally televised game in

Boston, won 7-3 by the Bruins, ap-

parently beean when the two

players slashed at each other with

their sticks

A videotape replay showed that,

moments later. Hextall raised his

stick at Cashman's face and.

shortly thereafter, during a scuffle

involving several players. Cash-

man raced toward Hextall. who
was being restrained by an official,

leaped over the official's back and

swung his stick at Hextall's head

The two players, along with

North Stars and Bruins officials,

met with Campbell for nearly two

hours Tuesday

BOSTON
in less
than . .

.

Special weekend buses

direct to and from Ihe

campus and Boston

take only 1 hr. &
55 mins. That's
convenience.

P.atetr Ran.
Student Union Tel. 545-J006JL

The Campus Premiere of:

AM
CURIOUS (Blue)

Tonight Only OO & 9:00
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•Doctor J" chats wUh Mike Bernstein and wife during the cocktail

hour before the banquet here Sunday night. Bernstein is a former

aide of I Mass Basketball, presently the Freshman coach at AIC.

Sox Deal Fiore
WINTER HAVEN, Ha CAP)

First baseman Mike Fiore. who
saw little action the last two

seasons with the Boston Red Sox.

took news of his trade to the St.

Louis Cardinals in stride Monday
However, he thought he should

have received I better shake

"I'm not bitter, but I thought I'd

gel more of a shot at the first base

job than I did." Fiore said I hope

I get a better chance with the

Cardinals

Fiore. a O Mar old left-handti

hit 274 with 13 homers for Kansas

City in !M and was traded to the

Red Sox the following May With

slugger George Scott at first. Fiore

was used sparingly, going to bat a

total of only 112 times with Boston

With Scott traded to the

Milwaukee Brewers last fall. Fiore

hoped to win the starting job with

the Red Sox However, the Red Sox

are hoping rookie Cecil Cooper is

ready Fiore hit only 154 in nine

exhibition games this spring

Cooper is batting .205 in 12 games
The Red Sox acquired first

baseman-outfield Bob Burda. a 33

year-old veteran, in the deal with

the Cardinals Burda has been a

hold out with St Louis, but the Red

Sox expect no trouble in signing

him In fact, he's due in camp
Tuesdav morning.

Burda led the National League

with 14 pinch hits last year while

batting .296. A left-handed hitter,

he figures to be a utility man with

the Red Sox. if he earns a job on the

team

Leaman Laments

On "THE" Losses
ByMARKVOGLER

A loss is a loss in any coach's

judgment, regardless how close or

wide the margin is. The only dif-

ference, as UMass basketball

coach Jack Leaman would

suggest, is that "some hurt a little

more than others."

Coach Leaman was sitting at his

desk and recuperating from the

recently concluded, heartbreaking

basketball campaign Monday
morning when this Collegian

reporter entered his office and

approached him on the topic of

losses.

It was hardly the type of

discussion which the builder of

UMass' finest hoop squads con-

sidered pleasant. "1 wish we could

talk about some of the games
we've won,'' Leaman proposed.

Yet. when asked to recollect the

defeats which hurt the most during

the course of his coaching career,

he went right ahead and scribbled

down three team names on a sheet

of paper.

A quick glance at the paper

revealed the initials PC at the top

of the paper. And it wouldn't take

an avid follower of IMass sports to

figure the reason why
The Redmen went into

Providence nine years ago un-

defeated and vying for a crack at

the New England Championship,

an honor they had attained the

previous season. But their chances

were crippled by the Friars in a

close, nip and tuck battle. 73-72.

•

1 was extremely disappointed,

recalled Leaman. "We got the

breaks, but didn't cash in on them.

Julius Erving. probably one of the

finest plavers in New England,

missed an uncontested layup

toward the end of the game. In

fact, we had three shots in the last

ten seconds and missed them all."

The coach remarked that the

club took the defeat a lot harder

than the normal setback.

"Naturally. It broke a string of 11

straight wins and moved us back to

second place in New England, a

place we never recovered from for

the rest of the year Providence

kept winning and we just couldn't

catch them."
Leaman's next selection was a

loss which he considered had the

most effect on any of his teams. He

referred to the Harvard game

earlier this year in which UMasa
was boasting a 6-0 record before

falling to the Ivy League school by

a mere two points

Signs of dejection were evident

on the coach's face as he described

how his squad led Harvard by a

point three times in the closing

minute of play The Redmen even

b\ passed an opportunity to tie the

contest with five seconds

remaining
"It was undoubtedly

tougher loss to take.'

a much
Leaman

Manager Eddie Kasko is getting

a long look at some rookie

prospects, much longer than in the

past. The batterymen have been in

camp working out since Feb. 18,

the fielders since Feb 24 All.

except Fiore. still are around
However, a few will get some

bad news Friday when Kasko

makes his first cut. Kids such as

Dick Pole. Dwight Evans. Lynn

McGlothlin. Steve Barr, Terry

Williams. Vic Correll and Tom
Maggard probably will be shipped

across the street to the Red Sox'

minor league training complex

The complex is a bee-hive of

activity with young players

practicing on three diamonds
under the direction of farm
director Ed Kenney.

Among the instructors are

former Red Sox coach Darrell

Johnson, the new manager at

Louisville in the International

League, retired outfielder Don
Ix>ck. who will manage Pawtucket

League, and scouts Frank Malzone

and Sam Mele.

There also is a volunteer in-

structor on hand almost daily. He's

Johnny Pesky, who, as a Red Sox

announcer, still loves the game as

much as when he was a star in-

fielder and later manager with the

Red Sox. Pesky particulary enjoys

working with young players Long

after the regular practice the other

day. three persons still were on a

diamond. They were two starry

eyed kids-and Pesky.

Little Louis Aparicio puts the tag on Louis Melendez sliding into

second base yesterday in an exhibition game between the Red Sox

and the Cardinals.

Batlg (ttoUrgian

SPORTS

Varsity M
The Varsity M Club winter

luncheon series concludes this

afternoon a* the Newman
Center with a special winter
wrap-up featuring the coaches
who made the winter sports

scene happen.

This luncheon is open to the

Iniversity Community. It gets

underway promptly at 12:15.

The admission is $1.50.

declared. "We didn't have the

experience and the big man that

we did a year ago. But we still had

a talented team and never did get

back our confidence after that. It

was probably the turning point of

the season for us. We certainly

never did regain the touch we had

prior to then."

Leaman's final choice was
surprisingly, not a close ballgame,

but rather a mockery. Frowning on

the 1044 shellacking administered

by North Carolina in last years

NIT. he labeled the game as "the

most bitter defeat of all."

Leaman said that CMass was

down by H) to a very fine team

which eventually won the tour

nament Then all of a sudden,

things took a turn for the worst

The coach explained that UMasa
fell apart when John Betancourt

iprained his ankle and Julius

Erving fouled out with 18 minut.

left to play

By this time, Leaman was

jingling a set of keys as he

reconstructed a frustrating

chapter of UMass basketball

history "It was the worst beating

that we've ever taken here at

I Mass. ' the coach stated. "It left

us in such a state of shock that

nobody talked about the game
afterward la the locker room

."

We re very fortunate that it was

the last ballgame of the season

rationalized the coach "Because I

don't think could have gained back

our confidence after that poor

showing."
When asked how he coped with

these losses as a coach. Leaman
replied It's the coach 'i

responsibility to resign himself to

the fact and to teach his kids to

accept difficult losses where it

won't get them down
"The mental aspect of the game

is so much more important than

the physical aspect right BOW

because most of your athletes are

in such great physical condition

that it really doesn't matter

Mental preparation is the thing

that makes winners and losers

Rules Changed
BOSTON I MM - The NCAA

today announced three rub

changes in college hockey, in

eluding one that would allow body

checking at any point on the ice.

according to a spokesman at

Northeastern Iniversity

Jack Gnnold. of the university

public information office, said the

NCAA college hockey rules

committee meeting in Miami
called him to inform him of the

change
Under the old NCAA rules, body

checking was restricted to certain

areas of the ice

Another new rule provides that a

player committing an infraction of

the rules will not go to the penalty

box when the other team takes a

penalty shot.

The committee also increased

the diameter of the face-off circle

from 10 feet to 12 feet.

learn.

The Challenge . .The Thrill Of Victory ..And The Agony Of Defeat

New England's •** 4Ha00arltttm>ttB

Largest

College Daily iatlu (ftflUtgtitn
S^^J A FREE AND RESPONSIBLE ^^ PRESS

Weather

You're not going to

believe this, but (con-

tinued, page two.)
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For the fir.t hour or so of the Student Senate meettng last n.ght. t*e Senate .tolled envelopes with letter, for .11 UM... parent, on the prospective tuition

•n.- _~~t u nni ami* ho«rvfr It will continue today at 1 p.m. in the Student Affairs Office. . , A .

^Sen.toVke^^ **» Ste'en. (left), both candidates for the Senate Pre.Wency debated their portions before the

Senate. Tomorrow'. Collegian will caver the debate. (MDC photo By Carl Nash)

Senate Gives Concerts Deficit Budget
By MARY SMITH

fiscal appropriations for several

RSO groups, including the Spring

Concert Committee dominated the

business during last night's

Student Senate meeting

The Senate accepted the budget

authorization for the Belchertown

Volunteers and an amended
version of the Senior Committee

budget". After lengthy debate a

motion to guarantee the Concert

Committee a maximum of $1500

should a deficit be incurred by the

group, was passed.

The Concert bill allows the

Concert Committee to contract a

musical group and make
arrangements for a sound system,

staging, and security at the con-

cert, as long as the Committee
remains within a limit of $1500 over

their authorized budget of $8,000.

The original vote concerning the

motion passed by a 38-22-2

favorable vote. Treasurer Skip

Olmstead, who was chairing the

meeting at the time of the first

vote, ruled that the bill had not

passed. Stating that the $1500

On The Inside

:

Golino Interviewed
See page three

SUGBoard Resolved
See page three

would have to be obtained from the

Stabilization Fund or as an

amendment to the Budgets Act. a

2/3 vote would be necessary.

Bill Staton, tri-chairman of the

Concert Committee appealed the

ruling of the chair. Staton argued

that at present the Senate was not

appropriating the actual funds

The Committee was asking only for

a guarantee If the Committee does

incur a deficit within the next few-

months, Staton argued that by that

time there would be additional

money available from any

returning SATF
Henry Bouffard upheld the

ruling of the Chair Bouffard

argued that the Committee was

asking for a guarantee for money

that does not exist. The question

concerning Olmstead's ruling was

called and the vote upheld the

ruling

Gary Gomes, also a tri-chairman

of the Committee, moved that the

Senate reconsider its vote. An
objection was made to the

reconsideration, and the question

of reconsideration was defeated

At that point the Senate

proceeded to debate the Budget

Act for the fiscal year 1972-73.

After consideration of the Senior

Committee and the Belchertown

Volunteers, Senator Denis

Shimskowski noted that a quorum
was not present at the time of

Senator Gome's motion to

reconsider, therefore the negative

vote was invalid. This time the

objection to the reconsideration

motion was overruled.

A second motion to reconsider

was made and also defeated

Senator Staton then asked for a

revote. The revote resulted in a tie

and Vice-President Hogan ruled

that debate could be reopened, but

only for ten minutes

Senator Staton reiterated what

he had stated earlier. The Com
mitteehas already received verbal

agreements from a few sources

totalling a possible $900 in ad-

ditional funds. Since the Com-
mittee is planning to sponsor

several smaller concerts and
coffee houses, along with SOS, the

chance that the group would incur

a deficit appears unlikely at this

time.

Staton then asked Hogan for

another ruling concerning the

required 2/3 vote. At that point.

Bud Demers, representative of the

RSO Office explained that the

funds, if taken from the

Stabilization Fund, would even

tually have to be replaced if the

Committee did experience a Ic

Hogan then upheld the previous

ruling that a 2/3 vote was
necessary for the bill to pass The
motion to grant the $1500 to the

Concert Committee was then

passed by a vote of 46-21-1.

The Belchertown budget was
authorized after little debate. The
budget of the Senior Committee,

which includes Senior Day and a

class gift was amended so that the

personal tax placed on Seniors will

be reduced from $5 to $3

The Senate meeting was delayed

due to a project undertaken by the

Senate to oppose any increase in

rents and fees next year The
Senate is currently sending letters

to the parents of each student

concerning the bills to increase

tuition and other fees currently

before the State Legislature.

At this time, only one-half of the

letters are ready to be mailed Any
student concerned with the

possible increases is urged to

donate their time to finishing the

task All interested are invited by

Senate President Lee Sandwen to

come to the Student Affairs Office

in the Campus Center this af-

fftnoon.
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LEWD. LASCIVIOUS AND LUSTY-Last night. Elizabethan entertainment found » I 111 IBljll

audience in the Hatch when the Lusty London Players performed 'Bonnere and Buxom or Watchword to

Wanton Maidens." If you missed it last night, catch it tonight at 8:00 P.M. It s free.

The Town

Selectmen Discuss Finances
By STEVE FINE

This Tuesday, the Board of

Selectmen concentrated most of its

time on the financial aspect of

Amherst town government.

The Board met with Amherst

Housing Authority and resigned

the contract approving the con-

struction of housing for the elderly

in the town. William Mellen, one of

the Housing uthority members,

reported that the State will

guarantee up to $2,000,000 in funds

for the project and that no federal

support is anticipated. Mellen also

said that the authority has not

decided the date construction will

begin on the project.

In other financial business the

Selectmen concurred with the town

meeting's approval of giving a sum

not exceeding $42,000 for the un-

dertaking of surveys and ad-

ministrative expenses for the

Redevelopment Authority, which

is concerned with redeveloping the

Center School Complex in town.

They also read an official

notification about approval to

receive $2,000,000 from the

Emergency Finance Committee on

the bond issue for the new

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Weather
(Continued from page one)

snow flurries expected, tem-

perature in the 30's. cold, cloudy

and windy. So this is spring''

'

> ?•,7 *
,

Here's a suggestion . Instead of

a lottery, let's take bets as to when

the mercury hits 60°" 70°^ 80°? .?

elementary school, and discussed a

questionnaire on what federal,

state, and local properties were

exempt from taxes.

Selectwoman Nancy Eddy in

discussing the name for the new

elementary school, made a motion

for the School Building Commitee.

to get public support for any name
they chose for the school. "We
won't tell the Committee what to

name the school, but will tell them

to solicit a name by the public,"

she said This motion was passed

overwhelmingly by the Board.

Other issues of importance the

Board acted on were:

•Passed a motion banning

political advertising on a right-of-

way with the stipulation that if the

sign were put on private property,

the owner would have to submit a

request to the Zoning Board for

their approval.

•Passed an extension of a

January 13 motion on the public

banning of sign advertising for

political candidates and added that

each major party may put up one

political pavillion along the road of

any nature they please. Also in-

cluded was a proposal by Town
Manager Torrey to erect stands in

one place on S Pleasant St. for

display of banners

•The Board agreed to review

improvements by the Topics

Committee concerning 8 in-

tersections in the town now under

study for renovation.

•Discussed the Board's power in

making spot checks at restaurants

alid package stores

Great Decisions

Discussion Ends
Controversially

ByMARKVOGLER
The eighth and final part of the Great Decisions series, held weekly in

N^hWeCer House Lounge, was climaxed last night by a controversial

rhetorical statement made by moderator Luther Allen.

In his concluding remarks of the panel discussionU-««. Our

Crowded World: What Solutions to Population Problems ,
Allen was

tZ saying: "A concern with stopping population growth
,

Uhe

present time as 1 whole raises the question of whether we're freezing the

status auo in favor of white developed nations.

iSSit ate Mr. Allen's statement, radio station WFCR had concluded

its broadcasting. The remark undoubtedly stirred some flack from the

audience in regard to the racial overtone. . „

One eirl challenged the journalistical soundness of the remark. A young

JjtS rather rash actions by storming out ^MUtag and
I

yeUjog

back "If that last comment was taped, »t should have been scrappeo.

Another girl asked why the question wasn't raised earlier in the

*Alten
l

™ter said that he realized that the comment might have been

use^ out of pla?e, but that he thought it was his obligation tc.somehow Ue

things together As for the radical reaction received from the male

Kit Tien declared that it was. "Challenging the very ngh d free

and open discussion. If he felt strongly enough of his conviction, he should

have stayed afterward to hash it out." ... -* _

The nature of the discussion pitted two UMass sociologists against a

pair of UMass biologists. Sociologist and demographer T. O. Wilkinson

Sutad in his openini remark that population growth was obviously in

response to individual behavior and individual action^

According to Wilkinson: "The question of population control is not a

simple process. It's not just a question of getting people to realize tf» a

serious problem does exist. We should think in terms fJajNjh soc al

and structural change and how it makes sense to the individual with

regard to his own behavior." .

George Wilder, a grad student at the university in Geology, was the

nexTpanelis! to speak. Being an active member of ZPG (Zero Population

Growth), Wilder brought out some interesting statistics relevant to the

,n

HeTtr
e
esled"Kct

n
that the population has been calculated to double

every 35 years. He also noted that if we had this enormous rate of in-

crease in Christ's time, we'd probably have 100 people per square foot on

^"Man^a^ccomodate himself in a finite world with finite resources
"

Wilder told the panel. "The solutions to too many problems are mutually

exclusive Humanity is in the grip of an acute food storage and there s a

compelling reason to halt the population growth ££*£. .

Cad Brandon, from the department of Zoology, also ^nwHaWJj
was important to deal with the problems scientifically, rather than

m
^SwtSift stop population growth, we're headed for certain

disaster
" Brandon said. "All important resources wul be used up

Education must expound a population control policy on a national level

We must help other nations no matter how great the volume or how high

*
At^this point Wilkinson interrupted the discussion on the grounds that

Brandon was overlooking the importance of viewing
1
the situation

socially "Is technology really going to cure the problem? At best t s

going to cure the problem for a very short time. We have to weigh the

facts in their sociological context, they're just as important.

Profs' Sons Arrested

In Theft Crackdown
AMHERST. Mats. (AP)-Two of the four persons arrested thus far in a

crackdown on thefts in the five-college Amherst area are reportedly sons

of UMass faculty members.
Arraigned in Hampshire County District Court since the investigation

began by UMass police March 15 were Mark L. Strother, 19, of 199 Shays

St Amherst, son of UMass Mathematics Professor Wayman Strother,

and Robert E. Piedmont, 18. of 148 Red Gate Lane. Amherst, son of

UMass associate sociology professor Eugene B. Piedmont.

Also charged in the thefts of some $100,000 worth of property have been

Bennett Haffron, 38, of 34 Stephen Place, Newton, and Michael T. Wing.

18, of 305 Russell St., Hadley.

Police say they found scientific and electronics equipment, four sports

cars and household goods in searches in the Amherst area, Cambridge

and New York City.
.

They said more arrests are expected in the first major probe into the

recurrent plague of thefts in the area.
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SUGBoard,AdministrationReachCompromise
By DON BISHOP

In discussions held yesterday afternoon, a

compromise was reached between the

Administration and the representatives of

the Student Union Governing Board on the

controversial Article 7 of the SUG Board By-

Laws. If approved by the SUG Board at their

next general meeting, the Article will

become effective upon receiving the

signature of Acting Chancellor Bromery,

which was virtually guaranteed at

yesterday's conference.

In addition to Dr. Bromery, the meeting

yesterday was attended by SUG Board

members Barry Cohen, Lisa Mandell and

Rick Savini. Student Senate President Lee

Sandwen, and Acting Vice-Chancellor for

Student Affairs Robert Gage. According to

SUG Board Chairperson Cohen, the proposal

was accepted by Dr. Bromery with only

minor revision. It had been drafted by

Cohen and Sandwen on Tuesday.

Article 7 of the SUG Board By-Laws deals

with personnel procedures in the Campus
Center Complex. In its original draft

presented to the Acting Chancellor over two

weeks ago, the SUG Board had given itself

effective control over the hiring and firing of

the management staff in the Campus
Center, subject to the veto of the Chancellor.

This original draft was unacceptable to

Dr. Bromery and other administrators, as

have been other proposals submitted in the

interim to yesterday's apparent settlement.

In trying to summarize his objections to the

previous proposals, Dr. Bromery said that

SUG Board had been trying to delegate

itself authority in areas that he as Acting

Chancellor could not legally delegate them.

Nonetheless, SUG Board has been granted

(in this compromise proposal) a major role

in the selection process for vacancies in the

Campus Center. A search committee will be

formed when a position is open. The com-

mittee will make the nominations to the

Chancellor to fill the positions

Nonetheless, SUG Board has been granted

(in this compromise proposal) a major role

in the selection process for vacancies in the

Campus Center. A search committee will

make the nominations to the Chancellor to

fill the position, for which he must give his

final approval. It has been stipulated that

any search committee formed must be

broadly representative of the University

community.
The Board will be allowed to initiate

procedures for dismissal of any staff

member, and clearly have considerable

impact in this realm.

Satisfaction was expressed yesterday by
both sides in regard to this latest and ap-

parent final proposal for Article 7. As
written, the proposal reads:

A. All permanent or temporary professional

appointments shall only be made from
Student Union/Campus Center Governing
Board nominees.
B. Vacancies:

1. The Board chairperson of the SUG
Board will receive from the Director of the

Campus Center notification of all openings

for any professional position.

2. The chairperson will appoint a search

committee, broadly representative of the

community, containing no less than three

(3) Board members to nominate to the full

Board, candidates to fill the position per-

manently.
3. The Board shall forward to the Chan-

cellor a candidate for his approval. If the

nomination is unacceptable, the Chancellor

shall request an additional nominee; at the

same time he shall communicate to the

Board chairperson in writing his reasons for

rejecting the nomination.

4. If necessary the SUG Board shall

nominate to the Chancellor at least three (3)

candidates to fill, on a temporary basis, the

vacant position within nine (9) working days

from receiving formal notification of the

vacancies.

a. If the nominess are unacceptable, the

Chancellor shall request additional

nominees; at the same time he shall state in

writing his reasons for rejection of the prior

nominees.
C. Dismissals:

1. The Director or any Board member may
initiate procedures for the dismissal of any
staff person.

2. The Board chairperson may appoint a

committe, broadly representative of the

community, containing no less than three

(3) Board members to investigate the

pending dismissal. The recommendations of

this committee shall be forwarded to the

Board.
3. Dismissals shall be forwarded to the

Chancellor for approval, conditional upon a

two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Board members
assembled.

4. If the Chancellor does not concur with

the action of the Board, his reasons shall be

communicated in writing to the Board
chairperson within (9) working days

5. Such actions as dismissal will be con-

sidered in executive session if requested by

the staff member under consideration.

Trustees To Interview Golino Next Week
(Editor's Note: An interview

with Vice Chancellor Timothy

Healy of CUNY will be in

tomorrow's Collegian.)

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
Carlo L. Golino, one of three men

nominated for the UMass Chan-

cellor's post, will meet with the

Board of Trustees next week in

Amherst.
Golino, Vice-Chancellor for

Academic Affairs for the

University of California at

Riverside, was contacted last night

at his Southern California home for

a 20-minute interview.

Golino said last December's

Report of the President's Com-

mittee on the Future University of

Massachusetts was very in-

strumental in making his interest

in UMass "grow by a considerable

degree."
The report stressed the im-

portance of developing new means

of involvement between the

University and the surrounding

community.
Agreeing very strongly with the

Notices

Student ticket holders for the Thursday performance of the Alvin Ailey

Dance Company are reminded by the Fine Arts Council that they must

present their Student I.D.'s with their tickets at the door of Bowker

Auditorium, for all performances. This is a standard Fine Arts Council

policy.

There will be a musical presentation of the "Cross and the Switch

Blades" at 11:30 a.m. today in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union

Ballroom. A musical ensemble of 22 students currently on tour of the

northeast will give the performance. The public is cordially invited.

"thrust" of the report, Golino said

he was against the concept of the

closed university.

"Why does the Univerity have to

be restricted to a small group of

citizens?" asked Golino.

He is in favor of the concept of

open admissions as long as the

necessary provisions are made to

assist all incoming students with

their adjustment to university life,

said Golino

'The public university should

respond to the needs of the society

in which it lives, without

sacrificing principles or com-
promising its integrity in sear-

ching for what it should be, ", said

the 58-year-old Gclino.

Golino, as well as Acting Chan-

cellor Bromery and Timothy
Healy. Vice-Chancellor for

Academic Affairs for the City

University of New York have been

chosen by the Chancellor Search

Committee for presentation to the

Trustees.

Golino's decision to visit

Amherst next week means it is

extremely doubtful that the

Trustees will make their final

decision on the next chancellor at

their monthly meeting next

Tuesday in Amherst.
The fact that the names of the

three nominees was leaked to the

press did not bother Golino, who
had informed his Chancellor that

he was considering the UMass
post.

Golino, who has been a

California resident since 1939 came
to Amherst for an interview with

the Search Committee last Wed-
nesday during a heavy snowstorm.

He learned of the Committee's

decision yesterday afternoon from

a friend, who had learned of the

news from the Associated Press

wire services.

Later in the afternoon, he

received a phone call from Robert

McCartney, Secretary of UMass.
informing him of the decision and

inviting him to Amherst next week,

he said.

Golino, who became Vice-

Chancellor in 1969, found the three

campus concept at UMass, very

interesting as opposed to the one

campus outlook

He said the university system in

California has accomplished a

great deal despite making many
mistakes on the way. He is

prepared to use his knowledge of

the California system to make sure

the same things do not happen in

Massachusetts.

Golino received his doctrine in

1948 from the University of

California at Berkeley, and was a

member of the UCLA faculty

between 1947-65 before tran-

sferring to Riverside.

Golino. bom in Pescara. Italy,

came to this country at the age of

15.

Nichols Auto School
( Formtrly fi mherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class
Masonic Building Amherst
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Schaefer Breweries

New York and Albany. N Y ,
Baltimore Md Lehigh Valley Pa

Pre-Graduation Delivery

When: April 3.4 & 5 Mon., Tuos. and Wed.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Where: University Store, Campus Center

How: Factory Representatives will assist you in

ordering

$10.00 deposit
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In The Nation And The World

Three AFL-CIO Leaders Quit Pay Board

"WASHINGTON (AP) — Three AFL-CIO
leaders quit the Pay Board Wednesday,
declaring it has been slated against

workers. The White House promptly
countered that President Nixon won't let the

action "sabotage'' his economic controls,

it has been a device to undermine and

wreck collective bargaining,'' said AFL-CIO
President George Meany in announcing the

resignations of himself, Steelworkers
President I.W. Abel and Machinists'

President Floyd Smith
The President will not allow any leader

of labor or any member of management-no
matter how powerful- to put themselves

above the best interests of the American
people,'' responded White House Press

Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler.

Ziegler read from a statement that

associated the word "sabotage'' with the

resignation of the three AFL-CIO members.

Ziegler said:

"It is the President's view that a few labor

leaders representing a small percentage of

the 80 million wage earners in this country

will not be allowed to sabotage the fight

against inflation and the fight against higher

prices."

The resignations left the 15-man Pay
Board with only two labor members,

Teamsters President Frank E. Fitz-

simmons and Auto Workers President

Leonard Woodcock, and Fitzsimmons
immediately announced he would stay on

the board.

The Auto Workers said in Detroit that

Woodcock would make no immediate
decision.

"I think it very likely that the Pay Board

will go on, but how and in what manner

remains to be seen," said the board

chairman, George H. Boldt.

Government sources indicated that Nixon

could seek other labor members to replace

the AFL-CIO leaders; or cut down the

present 15 labor-industry-public members to

six to maintain an equal representation; or

reconstitute the board as an all-public body

like Nixon's Price Commission.

Meany, backed up by the 13.6-million-

member labor federation's Executive

Council, said Nixon's program has clamped

rigid controls on wages while letting prices

and profits soar.

He said many prices, along with rents,

interest rates and profits, had been

exempted from controls altogether.

Meany, who is expected to lead a major
AFL-CIO effort to oust Nixon from the White

House in November's presidential election,

told a news conference that politics played

no part in the decision to quit the Pay Board.

"It is our duty to report, after four

months' experience with this board, that it is

merely a district instrument of the ad-

ministration's political considerations and

the interests of big business," said the labor

council in a statement read by Meany.

Boldt, in a statement of rejoinder from the

five public members of the board, denied

that they had lined up with the business

members to outvote labor in board
decisions.

Proposed Pot Penalties

Bring Mixed Reactions
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A national commission's

recommendation that criminal

penalties for private marijuana

use be ended brought qualified

approval Wednesday from young
people and some local officials.

But many law enforcement of-

ficers opposed the recom-
mendations as too lenient or im-

practical. Some officials even
questioned Congress' right to

legislate in an area previously

reserved for the states.

In Brief...
Antibusing Program Faces Opposition

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon's antibusing program

ran into heavy opposition Wednesday from leading House

Democrats, indicating a tough road ahead for it in Congress.

Rep. Emanuel Celler, D-N.Y., chairman of the Judiciary Com-

mittee, said Nixon's proposal for a moratorium on new busing

"appears unwise, impractical and unconstitutional" and promised

to hold extensive hearings on it.

FBI Agent Says Douglas Not Promised Payment
HARRISBLRG. Pa. (AP) — FBI agent Delmar "Molly''

Mayfield testified today that informer Boyd F. Douglas, Jr., "has

not been promised one cent" for his testimony in the bomb-kidnap

conspiracy case against antiwar priest Philip Berrigan and six

codefendants.

But Mayfield acknowledged under cross-examination that he did

recommend to his superiors that Douglas, the government's star

witness, be paid a "certain amount of money on a regular basis to

include expenses."
N. Ireland Premier to Meet PM Heath

BELFAST (AP) — Northern Ireland's premier meets Prime

Minister Edward Heath today to discuss the British government's

still-secret political proposals it hopes will de-escalate the com-

munal warfare in the embattled province.

Premier Brian Faulkner flew to London amid continuing

violence, growing tension and fears it may be too late to bring

peace between Northern Ireland's Roman Catholic minority and

the Protestant majority.
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And the commission's proposal

not to prosecute marijuana users

but not to legalize it either was, in

the words of Alabama public safety

director W.L. Allen, like "trying to

follow the line of being just a little

pregnant."
Allen said he was in total

disagreement with the commission

and he described the recom-

mendation for ending criminal

penalties of users as "another

incidence of national assininity."

But many student leaders

around the country said the

National Commission on

Marijuana and Drug Abuse had

taken a step in the right direction.

"I agree with the commission's

report," said Mary Scifres, student

body president at Indiana

University. "For too long young

men and women have been

penalized for using a drug whose

effects are not as harmful as

alcohol, in my opinion."

Alan Fong, co-president of

students at the University of

California at Berkeley, said the

commission did not go far enough

"Full legalization is needed,

including sale," Fong said.

The commission recommended
that felony penalties be continued

for growing and trafficking in

marijuana.
Larry Anderson, president of the

Idaho Association of Student

Councils and a senior of Twin Falls

High School, agreed with the

commission-including its assertion

that marijuana should not be

legalized until there is more proof

on its effects.

"It's kind of a bad thing when
they don't repeal laws but rather

start turning their heads or going

around the law such as in this

case," said Anderson.

Muskie On Top In Chicago
CHICAGO (AP) — Sen. Edmund S. Muskie captured 59 Illinois delegate

votes for the Democratic presidential nomination Wednesday as the last

ballots were counted in a contest that put some momentum back into his

campaign for the White House.

The senator from Maine outdistanced Sen. George McGovern, who

would up with 14 Illinois delegates, after swamping Eugene J. McCarthy

in a separate presidential preference vote Tuesday.

Eighty-seven delegates to the Democratic National Convention were

elected uncommitted to any candidate. Almost all of the uncommitted

delegates are sure to follow the lead of Mayor Richard J. Daley of

Chicago. M . .

Control of that big bloc of delegate votes, and a convention seat for

himself, were the only things Daley won in a primary that saw his Cook

County organization battered as never before by the state and county

victories of two Democrats who challenged the mayor.

Muskie's showing boosted him back into the lead in chosen and com-

mitted delegates to the national convention that opens in Miami Beach,

Fla., July 10.

Muskie had a total of 81.5 delegate votes, Alabama Gov. George C.

Wallace had the 75 he picked up in the Florida Primary March 14.

McGovern was third with 28.5 delegate votes

In the Illinois preferential primary, with 99 per cent of the precincts

counted, Muskie had 747,887 votes, or 63 per cent, to McCarthy's 438,888,

or 37 per cent.

It was a landslide margin, but it came over a candidate who is not a real

contender in the crowded Democratic White House race.

Muskie said it was a clear cut victory in "the most accurate

weathervane state in the nation."

Muskie's Illinois victories had been expected, but nonetheless, they

send him into the pivotal Wisconsin campaign as a winner, and help eased

the impact of his far-back, fourth-place finish in Florida. McGovern's

managers had hoped to pick up at least 20 delegates in Illinois.

Muskie now needs a convincing showing in Wisconsin April 4, a victory

or close to it, if he is to reclaim the front-runner status he enjoyed before

the primaries.

Collegian will not publish

March 27-31

Ad Deadline for April 3rd is

Thursday. March 23 at 4 p.m.

The Brothers of

Phi Sigma Delta
announce an OPEN RUSH

Thursday nite 3/23/72 at 7:30

Come down and watch the Bruins game"

<P 5 A 358 N. Pleasant St.

Call For Rides

Refreshments Will Be Served

ITT, CIA Charged With

Hindering Allende's Election

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Nixon administration

reportedly was prepared to do all possible short of

armed intervention to prevent the 1970 election of

Chilean President Salvador Allende, according to a

memo attributed to two ITT officials.

The memo released by columnist Jack Anderson

said the State Department, on Sept. 15, 1970,

authorized U.S. Ambassador Edward M. Korry "to

move in the name of President Nixon."

The memo, said to have been written by two of-

ficials of International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.,

Hal Hendrix and Robert Berrellez, declared the State

Department gave Korry "maximum authority to do

all possible-short of a Dominican republic-type ac-

tion-to keep Allende from taking power."

The State Department refused comment on the

allegation but Chairman J. W. Fulbright, D-Ark., of

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee said that

during a closed session Wednesday Secretary of State

William P. Rogers denied any U.S. intervention in the

process.

In a column published Tuesday, Anderson said ITT

and the Central Intelligence Agency "were plotting

together to create economic chaos in Chile, hoping

this would cause the Chilean army to pull a coup that

would block Allende from coming to power."

ITT officials have denied the allegation.

The purported Hendrix-Berrellez memo was dated

Sept. 17, 1970, some two weeks after Allende's popular

election but more than a month before the choice was

ratified by the Chilean congress.

Anderson released more than 100 pages of memos
which he attributed to ITT officials.

According to the memos, ITT sought the assistance

of the White House, Congress and various federal

agencies in an effort to stop Allende and thereby

forestall nationalization of the firms multimillion-

dollar properties in Chile.

Fulbright told reporters that allegations of ITT

influence in U.S. foreign policy are "very bad

business, if true."

Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho, called for a thorough

inquiry into business influence on foreign policy.

Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott of Penn-

sylvania told newsmen he has "not the slightest in-

terest" in the ITT memos.
"This whole ridiculous farce has gone far enough,"

he said, predicting the current case will be followed

by "a series of Bobsey books entitled ITT in Vietnam,

ITT in East Germany, ITT goes to Sea, ITT in the

House of Representatives.

"Some publicity seeking character," he added,

"will suggest that the President of Chile be sub-

poenaed," Scott said.

All
BARELY 60-Mrs. Richard M. Nixon displays a domestic

representation of a Chinese panda, a birthday present today from

her staff at the White House. The First Lady celebrated her 60th

birthday Thursday. (AP WirephoU)

Women Drafted?
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Senate Wednesday completed
congressional approval of a con-

stitutional amendment giving

women equal rights-including the

right to be drafted into the military

forces if Congress wishes

The lopsided. 84-8 vote was
greeted by a high pitched war
whoop or two from women in the

gallery hailing a triumph at the

end of four decades of effort The
House approved it last year 354 to

23

The Senate's action sent the

question to state legislatures since

presidential approval of the

proposed amendment is not

required

The states have seven years in

which to act and the amendment
would become effective two years

after ratification by the 38th state

the minimum number required to

make it effective

The National Women's Political

Caucus viewed the passage of the

ERA as a major victory

"The significance of women as a

new and powerful political force is

demonstrated by the over

whelming margin of passage of the

ERA" said Rep Bella Abzug, D
N Y .

co-chairwoman of the

caucus
The caucus is now urging women

in all states to maintain the

momentum by pressuring for

ratification in their state

legislatures.

"Forgive them. Father, they

know not what they do." said Sen.

Sam Ervin. D-N.C . in concluding

his unsuccessful fight for a host of

amendments This brought a hiss

from around the gallery which was

dominated by women three to one.

In voting down a series of Ervin

amendments, the Senate by lop-

sided majorities pronounced itself

in favor of drafting women, sen

ding them into combat, and lifting

work laws some feel discriminate

against them.

Actual drafting of women, of

course, would require

congressional revision of the

Selective Service Act - and
presumably would not come about

unless there were a major warfare

emergency. Compulsory national

service including women was
invoked bv some countries in

World War" II

Ervin. who led the opposition

alone through three days of debate,

said the amendment will create

chaos in the nations legal system

Ervin saw the amendment as a

blow to states' rights "State

legislatures will be meaningless

zeroes on the map of the nation,"

he said

Sen Marlow Cook. R Ky , said,

"I was not aware states main
tained their power by legislating

discriminating laws against

women."

also were
93-year-old

that allowed

single people

WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Supreme Court Wednesday
established the right of single

persons to use birth control devices

on the same basis as married

couples.

If married people are allowed

contraceptives to guard against

pregnancy, then the state cannot

make it a crime for single people to

use them for the same purpose,

said Justice William J Brennan,

Jr., in a 4-3.decision

The ruling upset the 1967 con

viction of William R Baird, a birth

control crusader, for handing a

package of vaginal foam to a young

woman attending his lecture at

Boston University.

Struck down
provisions of a

Massachusetts law

contraceptives for

only to prevent disease and con-

traceptives for married people to

prevent pregnancy.

Twenty-five other states have

similar laws Most, or all. ap-

parently will be declared void by

lower courts on the basis of

Brennan's opinion However, the

decision does not prohibit

Massachusetts or any state from

limiting distribution of medical

contraceptives, such as "the pill."

through physicians and phar-

macists.

Brennan. the court's only Roman
I ttholic. rested the decision on the

Fourteenth Amendment's
guarantee "equal protection of the

laws." He said this means that

' whatever the rights of the in

dividual to access to con-

traceptives may be. the right.1

must be the same for the un-

married and the married alike."

Justices William O. Douglas.

Potter Stewart, and Thurgood

Marshall joined Brennan. while

Justices Bvron R White and Harry

A Blackman added their votes

against Baird's conviction for a

different reason the foam he gave

the woman can be bought

generally without prescription.

Chief Justice Warren E Burger

alone voted to sustain Baird's

conviction He said that since

Baird is not a physician or phar-

macist he had no right under the

state law to dispense con-

traceptives to anyone single or

married.

In a second ruling, the court held

5 to 4 that prosecutors should not

attempt to discredit criminal

defendants with old convictions

that may be no longer valid. The

dissent came from the four Nixon

Martin Luther King Memorial Lecture Series

IMAMU BARAKA (LeRoi Jones)

"Civil Rights Movement— Dr. King and the Present Black Struggle"

Tuesday, April 4 at 8: 00 p.m. Campus Center Auditorium

EDMUND GAITHER

Art display, slides, discussion "New Dimensions in Black Social Art"

Wednesday, April 5 at 8: 00 p.m. Commonwealth Room, SU

BLACK ROOTS - Primitive Dance Company

National Center of Afro-American Artists under George Howard

Friday, April 7 at 8: 00 p.m. Campus Center Auditorium

administration appointments-
Burger, Blackmun, Lewis F.

Powell, Jr., and William H.

Rehnquist.

The decision grants a new
hearing to a man convicted in 1947

in Harris County, Tex , of raping

his eight-year- old stepdaughter

and sentenced to 50 years in prison.

The only witnesses were the

defendant Otis Loper and the child

The prosecutor brought up a

series of past convictions in trying

to convince the jury that Loper's

word was no good.

v.STAY
DRY

. . . ride a

Peter Pan
Hitching doesn't cost but

Peter Pan is more depend-
able. Stay dry . . . stay warm
ride a Peter Pan but.
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A Good Decision

Now that the Chancellor Search Committee has finished

its work, it is up to the trustees to pick a new Chancellor for

the Amherst campus. This decision should, of course, be

well thought out each candidate being given his op-

portunity. However, this process should not take overly

long, either.

For the trustees to meet and consider each nommee, it

would seem that a final decision could not be accurately

reached by next Tuesday's Board meeting. However, it

does not seem fair for the nominees to be kept in suspense

until the next regular monthly meeting towards the end of

April. All considered, then, a special meeting in a few

weeks should be called to announce the final appointment.

Then all concerned parties would be able to continue

making plans for next fall.

Six months is a long time for a person to hold a position

called acting-anything. It does not allow for the most ef-

ficient means by which to run a University campus.

UMass-Amherst is ready for a permanent chancellor.

We hope the trustees will make their speedy decision

without having to sacrifice the quality of any decision

made. This decision is one in which there has been much
speculation during the secret work of the Search Com-
mittee. Go to it, trustees.

4You Are In Great Shape And Are Merely

Experiencing An Expected

Poat-Freeze Bulge"

It was a lie. Every bit of it was untrue. Not that the

statements themselves were false; rather the he lay

in that he was simply refusing to say what was on his

mind 1 tried to get him to tell me what he was

thinking about, but it's hard for me to penetrate

beyond the wall he has set between us. The ethics of

schizophrenia are delicate indeed.

One thing was clear. He was terribly dissatisfied

about something. No great deduction that; it was

written all over his face, the only honest thing he had

managed to write all day. Maybe the day was the key

to the matter. He hadn't shown any great desire to get

out of bed until long after it was inevitable that he do

so His reintroduction to the woken world was hardly

cordial; I could see then that he was in no mood to

smile at much of anything. Certainly the thought of

the work ahead couldn't have cheered him any. He

honestly had no desire to do the things that were

asked of him yesterday. By delaying he could con-

ceivably not do them until he was in the proper mood,

or maybe not do them at all. Yet he saw through that

game even before he started playing it And at that, it

wasn't even an unusual day for him.

It wasn't the day then. There are probably those

who would dismiss it as pad's, but God knows he's

had too many days like that recently to blame them

all on drugs. Tripping days were perhaps the sole

exceptions to an otherwise endless string of days

ranging from mediocre to atrocious on the happiness

index No. it wasn't even the drugs.

As I say he doesn't even let me get close enough to

find out what's bothering him It is frequently obvious

to the point of pathos that he's having a hard time

with something, but he refuses to confide in me. He

makes it seem as though his problem may well be the

lack of anyone to confide in, but that's ridiculous. To

confide in someone you need to have something that

needs to be confided. Otherwise you just talk, with no

special gravity attached.

What it is, he wants to confide in some woman.

Methinks he's confusing his cock with his soul, or

maybe just his past with universal truth.

Has he no flexibility? He gets an idea in his head

and can't shake it for months, even if the idea is so

half-baked it shouldn't last more than two minutes in

the mind of a sane person. I told him once that he was

right, it would be nice to own California and give it to

his friends, but that he oughtn't to get depressed

because he didn't have it to give. I was exaggerating

to make a point; he understood, but refused to

acknowledge It is fair to say that he is his own worst

enemy. . _.
Take HER, for instance. He insists that he s

playing with him. She doesn't even know the game

exists, let alone how to play it. It's a game he made up

all by himself years ago, and he just will not believe,

it's his alone.

Oh, I sympathize with him a little... His motives are

kind; he means well, its just that he's a bit fucked up.

To see the situation, though, as I know he does and to

fail to act seems to me to be inexcusable. I guess I

would call him a moral coward of sorts. Do you un-

derstand what I mean? Shalom.

Tom Moriarty

The Socialist Challenge
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This election year is unique in that most college

students have been, for the first time, electorally

enfranchised Among other benefits to be derived

from this recently granted right is the fact that the

campaigns of all candidates have penetrated the

campuses more seriously than ever before We can

observe numerous "Youth for ." groups arising on a

national scale. Student interest in local, national, and

international social and political issues finds an

avenue for expression in the upcoming presidential

election. The increased politicization of American

students should, at this time, provide the climate for

a frank and open ongoing discussion of any and all

questions facing the people of this nation.

For far too long the electorate has been treated to

non-confrontational political campaigns, which have

been long on slogans, fanfare, and tinsel, but short on

clarity and honesty. Thus far in 12, New Hampshire

has brought us a "defeat" for "Weeping Ed" Muskie

who garnered «% of the vote, and a "victory" for

George McGovern who drew 37% However, it was

the McGovern camp that laid the arbitrary boun

daries delineating success and failure. If Muskie

received less than 50%, it would be a defeat; if

McGovern got 2S%, it would constitute a victory.

However, we hear from an impeachable source in-

volved with McGovern's campaign that his New

Hampshire machine was counting on 35% ,
therefore,

they publicly projected 25% as an indubitable victory

What could be clearer'' An especially noteworthy

event of the New Hampshire campaign was that

rousing 5-way "debate" that turned out to be an

object lesson in the old hidden program trick. But

soon it was on to Florida.

George Wallace, running for the nomination of the

same party as George M . Ed, Shirley, Hubert, et al

seems to thrive in a warm climate Wallace walked

away with over 40% of the vote. but. somehow it

turned out to be a victory for Humphrey For the most

part candidates steered clear of one another, rein-

forcing what has become an American political

tradition

In Illinois the scramble for committed delegates

goes on but one significant point stands out. nobody

hassles Daley. Richard 'Chicago 168) Daley, the man

whose Cook County party machine makes Tamany

Hall look like a loose coalition, is feared and avoided

by the seekers of this country's highest office And yet

they ask for our confidence, our support, and our

V

°Where are the clear cut differences in political

perspective'7 Where are the burning disagreements

that would distinguish the candidates, give them a

forum for debate, and let us know exactly what we re

to vote for?
4 .

There are. of course, verbal differences among the

various Democratic and Republican candidates^

Remember the vast differences between Johnson and

Goldwater Humphrey and Nixon" Well then. Why

aren't these "differences" clearly visible in '72 9

What is Muskie's general economic orientation

Exactly how and when does McGovern say he'll end

the war9 Have any candidates come out in favor of

abortion on demand7 And if not, why nof What is

their answer to institutionalized racism? There are

entirely too many points on which the candidates of

Americas two capitalist parties have either no dif-

ferences, or instead, pragmaticly vague non

positions. A .

A significant question before us now is whether this

political swamp must encroach upon the university

Will the questions posed in the present period go

unanswered, or will they be. as they can be, dragged

into the light of day and systematically examined and

decisively answered''

One of the main goals of the campaign of Linda

Jenness and Andrew Pulley is to do just that. Their

campaign is a sustained effort to confront, in a

resolute manner, the issues of war, racism, sexism,

unemployment, imperialism, and exploitation Their

revolutionary socialist program, their alternative to

the politics of the Republican and Democratic par-

ties, is a political catalyst of growing proportions

Paul McCloskey probably did not expect to debate a

Socialist when he first announced his candidacy. Yet

well before his campaign uttered its final gasp, he

was eyeball to eyeball with Linda Jenness trying to

defend his history of support for the war in S.E.Asia,

his trigger-happy position on the Pueblo incident, his

untarnished record of support to the House

UnAmerican Activities Committee, and his refusal to

take a stand on the Angela Davis case George

McGovern didn't expect to face supporters of a

Socialist campaign at nearly every public meeting he

attended, but now, we are warmly known in the

McGovern camp as the "Jenness people".

At the present time on this campus there is con-

sistantly visible support for the campaigns of Linda

Jenness of the Socialist Workers Party and for

George McGovern of the Democratic Party Sup-

porters of Chisolm. Lindsay, and Muskie have made

their appearance, and Matt Tackeff has clearly come

out for Ashbrook Why shouldn't there be one or

several direct debates among the supporters of these

candidates*' Youth for McGovern took an active part

in the recent National Student Anti-war Conference,

supporting immediate, total, and unconditional with-

drawal of all U.S. forces from S.E.Asia That is a

tremendous first step inasmuch as their candidate

has a somewhat different position on the war Why

not carry it a step further? George McGovern's

refusal to debate either Linda Jenness or Andrew

Pulley is no reason for McGovern supporters to take

the same stance. Here on a university campus we

have a unique opportunity. Historically, Socialist

politics have been either systematically slandered

and distorted, or specifically omitted, and at times

violently suppressed. At this time, when interest in

socialism is increasing, we must not allow the

prejudices, vested interests, and crude propaganda

that have in the past so hideously limited our political

perspective, to impose those limits on us here.

Herewith, we extend an open invitation from the

Young Socialists for Jenness and Pulley to debate the

issues, to clear the air. and to provide what has hither

to been lacking - a choice.

Exclusive:
Son of God Tells All

BY JAMES E LAVRAKAS

To believe or not to believe, that was the question paramount on the

minds of everyone Friday last when Brother Julius Christ spoke to an

attentive crowd in the Campus Center Auditorium. Christ, the Son of

God, walks the earth once again, he claims. He says that he is that

Christ.
As Christ. Brother Julius's main

objective in his lifetime is to teach the

Word of his alleged father, the Lord In

his capacity as mouthpiece for God he

strains with a great 'thorn in the side".

so to speak. His problem is that in his

desperate need and desire to prove and
defend his alleged paternal link with the

Lord he has to divert his attention from
his main objective. The poor man's
predicament is so typical of those

persons throughout history who have

sacrificed the preeminence of a cause

for the sake of priving their own sacred

identity which, in turn, insures their

validity

The afternoon of listing to Brother

Julius was a frustrating experience

because of his inability to sustain a

consistant tone towards his subject

More frustrating, however, was the

supposed rational debates that took

place between Brother Julius and
members of the audience. Most of the

people who questioned him saw him
either as a false prophet or a quack The
attacks manifested themselves in three

distinct approaches.

The first approach was the quickest of

the lot A man in the audience stood up

and leveled the charge that Julius Christ

was the Devil, not Christ Then he told

him to go to Hell In the following at-

tempt by Brother Julius to rationally

and logically talk to the man about his

charges, the man slowly but surely

inched his way out of the auditorium,

much to the frustration and em
barrassment of Julius Christ

The second method of attack was a

little more frustrating because it was
futilely naive Instead of attacking

Brother Julius as a false prophet or as

Satan in the flesh, the young ladies doing

the questioning decided to debate

logically and unemotionally using the

Bible as a testing ground for Julius

Christ's authenticity as the Son of God
Needless to say the debate soon got

bogged down in academic trivia And,

needless to say. the self proclaimed

Christ held his own Good grief ladies,

anyone knows that the first thing that

any prospective son of God must have as

a prerequisite is a complete knowledge

of the Bible, backwards and forwards I

seems that Julius knows a few other

dimensions when it comes to knowledge

of the Bible For every passage that

those young ladies came up with to

stump Brother Julius with that man
.came up with five passages to confuse

them all.

Then the Jesus Freaks started in.

They were insulted, flabbergasted, and

outraged They went wading into battle

emoting and desperate in their attempt

to consume time and knock Julius Christ

off of his pedistal The show they put on

was by far the most frustrating due to its

nonsensical and blubbering attitude.

And through the smoke and heat of

battle Julius Christ stood undaunted,

cool. calm, and collected. So sure of

himself, yet never arrogant he was, at

many times, a captivating orator

( although his grammar could use a little

brushing upi So captivating was he. in

fact, that at times people just plain

missed the contradictory statements

that escaped from his sacred larynx

".
. God is real, but you cannot find

him through knowledge or information.

Yet. he went on to describe his pur

pose at the university as being strictly

informational. What the difference

between his inlormation and other in-

formation consisted of hinged on the

acceptance of the fact that he was the

Son of God He said. "I will tell you

without boast, without hallucination-I

am the son of God. the one. the only

the Son of God."
As many in the audience could not

accept that as fact his information was

no less valid or no more valid than any

other theologians' The whole afternoon

was a great head banging session with

people standing around beating so many
dead horses

The only thing that Julius Christ did

that could be considered god-like was

the Herculean stamina that he displayed

in his three hour non stop lecture There

were times, however, when his lecture

turned from the serious to the comic It

was at these times that the imprint of his

identity as Christ on the audience was

marred beyond all recognition It was

these comic sequences where his self-

indulgence led him to the point where

the credibility of any of his serious

points was destroyed

So. when he said. ". You have fifteen

senses. There are twelve dimensions

You only know about three possibly four

You only know about five natural sen

ses" and then went on to lambaste the

audience for "perverting the truth" and

for being mentally lazy he was looked

upon as an eccentric ( never bothering to

ex pla in the other ten senses , or the other

eight dimensions) and as a scolding

father figure who couldn't get his

arguments straight. He played the fool,

and that was sad
When asked by a passive member of

the otherwise agitated audience about

his background and his first realisation

that he was the Son of God the comic act

was never better Spirited out of his

body to a throne where the Lord was

sitting Julius Christ said. I flipped out

Hey. 1 said to myself, he smilin' at me"
When asked whether he would be

crucified like Christ he was very

mysterious He said that he would "die

in mockery" only after something else

had happened One of his roving

followers pointed out the passage in the

Bible that supposedly describes his own

death "And I will grant my two wit-

nesses power to prophesy for one

thousand two hundred and sixty days,

clothed in sackcloth and the beast that

ascends from the bottomless pit will

make war upon them and conquer them

and kill them, and their dead bodies

shall lie in the street of the great city

where their Lord was crucified
."

The follower said that this passage

means Julius Christ will die three years

hence He will be shot to death in

Jerusalem in a mockery of his

teachings The question is. exactly, what

is the creature from the bottomless pit,

and who and where is the other prophet''

Julius Christ never bothered to answer

these questions

As the people in the auditorium

marched out many of the comments that

were made aptly expressed by their tone

and content the frustration and un-

certainty that was rampant that af-

ternoon. "Either he's the biggest

asshole in the world, or he's the Son of

(lod ". said one totally confused listener

on her way out.

In the back of people minds were two

Dromises that Julius Christ had made
"This is only the second university that

has allowed me to speak to a group of

people", he said. "When the day comes, I

will remember how you all treated me"
Another promise he made was one

with a condition in it He said that he

could not force his love on anybody that

a person that have and returned his love

would live in eternity and in health "I

CM heal you of every sickness and ever)

disease. I don't care how Incurable I

don't care how longstanding

Maybe there I-, no hope tor me i

walked into the auditorium uith the

worst sinus congestion I have ever had

and I walked out with it
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Aardvarks
The Overthrow: The Finale

It all started out with an innocent question, remember? Like so

many innocent beginnings, however, the whole thing soon

developed with a mad frenzy into one of the most confusing and

emotional situations I've ever had the dubious honor of taking part

in. Anyway, it all started out with an innocent question: "You get

all the courses you signed up for?" And after that, the deluge.

This was the end of it all and we felt like hot shits, Nick, Big

Louie, and I as we sat in Nick's room and gloated and reminisced.

Then the chivalrous streak started to show. We talked about the

way WWI ace fighter pilots used to salute their fallen enemy by

flying over their hospital.

•We'll carry on in the true spirit," I said. "We'll visit Brogan

(and bum him out one more time) at Cooley-Dickenson keeping in

the spirit of the vanquished and the vanquisher."

"Straight ahead!" they echoed.

"I gotta stay here", said the Midget. "I'm supposed to meet

somebody in an hour. I still got the spirit, though."

"In that case," I told him, "here's the little piece of "action" that

I promised you if we survived this ordeal." I pulled out the four-day

supply of Darvons that I had procured for the Little Guy and, with a

cat-like grace he snatched them from me and swallowed four

Nick and I left for Northampton. We were picked up by a '57

Chevy Ironies of irony, who should be at the wheel? Eric the Rat

himself. Being with that famous revolutionary that part of our

blood began to warm and we told him what we were up to He said

that he had just finished building lewd snowmen, and women, down

by the campus pond We all laughed it up and were great buddies by

the time the hospital came up over the hill. He let us out.

We made our way to Brogan's private room where we donned our

infamous ski masks. When we went in he looked semiconcious. but

when he saw us he bolted upright

"I do not pick my toes", he asserted "I have nothing to do with

the rosv fingers of dawn', or the finer things in life', or Homeric

epithets* I just take orders " Tears swelled to his eyes. "I'm the

tragic hero in this story"

Son of a Gun. I thought It's the old "pass the buck" trick He

won't get away with it. I let him have it with some news that I knew

would drive anvone beserk:

"Howard O. Brogan. I am here to announce to you that you have

been nominated for the Chancellorship of this mighty institution
"

He gasped, turned white, then red, then blue (being the patriotic

>oul that he is > Then he went out. We left our masks and a copy of

Euripides on his chest as a momento of our visitation with him.

our hero revealed

Back safe and sound in Southwest we headed to "Bites and

Sucks", our usual stomping ground There at our table in the corner

sat Big Louie, looking completely blown away, stuffing himself

with egg salad We went over and clapped him on the back

I'm pissed off he said I just found out that the computer gave

me the fuck over in two course grades for last semester I wish

there was something we could do about those damn things " His

eyes lit up "Hey, I suppose there is'

"

We leaned in close, whispering to each other, then glancing

around, planning our revenge for the Midget with another over

throw in the future. _ _ .

The End
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Touchie, Feelie

When someone sneaks up from behind

and very casually slaps you on the back

are you riled? Are you bothered when you

make eye contact with a familiar face

and there's no response? Well, there are

a myriad of answers to these rhetorical

questions, some of which are answered in

Desmond Morris's latest best-seller

Intimate Behavior. A zoologist by

training, Mr. Morris brings his vast

knowledge of animal physical in-

terraction into the human realm and

comes to some interesting conclusions

about what sexual and social contact may
mean. Barry Starvo reviews this latest

best -seller on page four and in the

process gives us some of Morris's insight

into the way we behave.
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page four

Remember The Big Bopper?
Fifteen years ago, some of the biggest

hits of the year were "At the Hop" by

Danny and the Juniors, "Get A Job" by

the Silhouettes, and "Chantilly Lace" by

the Big Bopper. Ten years ago, a random
sample of the big singles includes "Twist

and Shout" by the Isley Brothers, "Green
Onions" by Booker T. and the MG's, and
"Do You Love Me" by the Contours. Well,

if you have fond memories of these songs,

you may well appreciate Frank
Baglione's revealing look at Little Latin

Larry and the bash which took place in

the Union last Friday night. Fifties

Nostalgia is beginning to become the

"in" thing these days, at least amongst
those who want to let loose ; but is it really

fair to disguise the Fifties look with songs

your local band used to play at your

Junior High dances? "Good Lovin'"

anyone?

pages six and seven

YVilkommen, Bienvenue, Welcome
Christopher Isherwood was a young

British scholar who wrote of his extended
stay in Berlin during the early Thirties in

his Berlin Stories. Playwright John Van
Druten interpreted his stories in his play

I Am A Camera and made a star of Julie

Harris as the amoral Sally Bowles. This

character made a triumphant return in

1967 when the smash hit Cabaret rocked
Broadway. The musical altered the form,
giving it a fresh concept through which a

story could be told. The film version

further accentuates the brash, ingenuity

which so distinguished the stage
production and has emerged as the

brightest, most exciting film musical in

seasons. A review of Cabaret can be
found on page eleven where Bob Nesti

has found the film much to his liking.
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page eleven

And Bringing Up The Rear
With all due respect to you, the reader,

here's what else can be found within this

issue. First, on page five Donald Robadue
reviews Without Marx or Jesus. This
controversial analysis by French jour-

nalist Jean-Francois Revel makes the

startling conclusion that America is the

only country capable to have and
maintain a social and political change of

order. Could we replace Coca-Cola? Then
following our centerfold, there's the two
album pages Ken Sulin reviews Malo and
gives it ** (Two Stars): Steve Feld
reviews Al Kooper and gives it maybe ***

(three big ones). Then Frank

Johnson tells you how to care for your
records, no matter how you rate them on
page ten. On the back is Weekend, this

time with a bit of a change. With Vacation
coming up, the listing expands to list

events in the Boston area which may be

worth seeing. Two regular items worth
reading are on your left and right. On
page three, are more letters concerning
Frank Baglione's "Women In Revolt"
which has clearly upset many ; on our left

is The Finale to "The Overthrow" which
may finally bring a response from Erma
and the whole, sick crew in Bartlett.
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Correspondence's To Poor Richard's
To the Editor:

I am, at present, sitting in my UMass
cubicle seething, to put it mildly, over
that travesty of "a sharp look at a
seemingly unfiery struggle" on pages
eight and nine of your magazine.
There's plenty of fire in my eyes,
brother. And I may burn the paper.
Men like Mr. Baglione are a prime

cause of the bitterness of the feminists
that he so loudly decries. He speaks of a
"couple of silver-haired ladies, older
women who in their desire to remain
young had abandoned maturity,
discretion, and dignity, the gifts of age,"
among the marchers on Women's In-

ternational Day. I personally have only
admiration for these women-they had
guts enough to expose themselves to the
ridicule of people of Mr. Baglione's ilk

for something they believe in. The same
ridicule was levelled at Sojourner Truth
and Susan Brownell Anthony. As for the
men who marched, I hardly think they
were suffering from "lack of balance
and feelings of insufficiency," I think
they had plenty of courage. Men with
feelings of insufficiency would have
been standing on the sidelines making
snide remarks to cover their insecurity.

Regarding the fact that "everyone
wore pants or long skirts." I don't see
what difference that makes, other than
the fact that Mr. Baglione could not look

at their legs. Anyone who wore a short

skirt on Wednesday was crazy anyway -

it was damn cold out.

In response to Maggie Houghton's
statement that "We must control our
bodies," Mr. Baglione says, "by the
time you need an abortion, you have
already lost control of your body

"

There can be several answers to this—

one-women in today's society have very
little control over their bodies, never
mind their lives, two-maybe the men
should have more control over theirs--

there aren't that many virgin births

these days, three-so what, if the woman
has lost control of her body by getting

pregnant in the first place, that's no
argument against her regaining control

of it by having an abortion. I could go on,

but I feel that's sufficient to illustrate

my position.

By the way, Zoe Best, who co-

ordinated the Women's International

Day, has an identity of her own. She is

much more than merely "Mrs. Michael
Best, wife of the economics professor."

I fail to see Mr. Baglione's reasoning

that "Whatever is to be done about job

discrimination, about abortions, about

equal rights, will be done in Washington
or in the state capitals." Maybe the

actual legislation will be enacted in the

state and national capitals, but the

pressure on the legislators will come
from the people. And the only way that

the people are going to put pressure on
the legislators is if they are aware of

these problems.

I fail to see where "non-sexist day-

care centers where men and women

rear the child" demonstrates
"irrational" reasoning and "displayed

the radicals' infatuation with com-
munism." If anything, that statement
displays Mr. Baglione's reactionism.

Mr. Baglione states that "People are
no longer intimidated by name calling"-

-why then does he do it? "Slovenly, flea-

bit street people," "a cheap panderer to

all the different organizations," "the
comedy team of Shields and Pen-
ny, "etc., look like pretty good examples
of derogatory name-calling to me.
"More emphasis must be placed on

how to shoulder the burdens our race or
sex places upon us rather than at-

tempting to throw them off..." That 1

sounds like a parody on the white male
minority's attempt to keep the op-

pressed majorities in their respective

places. Maybe I'm just a malcontent,

but I see no reason that I should adjust

myself to an unfair lot rather than trying

my damnedest to change it.

In closing, I would just like to say that

I haven't found being a "grown women"
and a "sister" mutually exclusive.

Charlotte M. Newell

Dear Editor:

Women's International Day wasn't an
exhibition of tactics or antics that have
died; it was an exercise in presentation,

a coming together, a demonstration.
The effort, attack and thrust of the

movement doesn't rest on such an ac-

tivity nor does it rest on buttons and
posters. It rests on the "quiet" untiring

effort of women across the country
whether in their homes, on the streets, in

government, or on committees to
rearrange this society so that it offers

equal opportunity to all. not a few -to

give a choice, not a decision

Mr. Baglione tries to convince us that

there is a completed cycle of change
when in fact history is an evolutionary
sequence of events with no revolution of

instant, dramatic, total change.
Because one set of demands by one
group has been met is no reason to

believe that the end of change has come.
What he terms compromise is merely an
intellectual liberal mask for the dying
and insensitivity that come from one
who has lost heart. Those who laugh
may have tried, tired and died long

before their time; it's they who sit and
reap the benefits of the "foolish" who
still work their guts out for change.

Because young people are now quiet is

no reason to believe that they've grown

to nobility, that they're still working for

change.
An example of Baglione's deadened

sensitivity is the manner in which he

writes of abortion. Abortion isn't a

humorous topic for the thousands of

women who are by economics and by-

law forced to die in back alleys or have
children they don't want. He snidely

commented that "No one pointed out.

however, that by the time you are in

need of an abortion you have already

lost control of your body." The other

side lies in the men who are irrespon-

sible and out of control by impregnating
a woman who shouldn't be or doesn't

want to be, men who don't have a con-

cern for birth control, and a woman's
rights. Any man who's responsible for

an unwanted birth or needed abortion

should be considered guilty of the

grossest kind of negligence.

Inevitably his idiotic babbling said

that Lesbianism is the ultimate
Women's Liberation and implied that

Lesbians are the most hateful of men
(there are many married women who
hate men more than any Lesbian). Not
all or even most of us are Lesbians
because we hate men, but because we
have come to love a woman. And, we've
achieved an economic and emotional
independence from male dominance.
His mocking tone of idle snobbery grows
from his tinny, unstated belief that all a

woman needs to keep her happy is a

good lay. Obviously Lesbians are happy
without him, so he tries to belittle

Lesbianism as mere man-hating.

Mr. Baglione condemns moral
arrogance and yet he indulges himself
by making judgements on topics he
doesn't understand or know about. He
clouds this obvious lack by personally

assaulting and insulting women who
have more wisdom, strength, and grace
in their little fingers than he has in the

male appendage wherein his brain

resides. Isabel Arnold doesn't cling to

young people; it's the young who look to

her for experience and direction. If

Eileen Stewart seems dramatic, it may
be relative only to the stagnation and
insensitivity around her. The com-
mittees named have worked to uncover
gross discrimination against women at

UMass and to work for change. The men
who support Women's Liberation may
be confused but it's only that confusion

which comes from growth

We don't hate men; we fight those

male leaders who oppress us We are

angry not hateful. We'll continue to

speak, march, and work until change,

for us, comes- and. then we'll pay our

respects to the dead and dying who
passed before us. who lost their heart

before the struggle was over May your
soul rest in peace. Mr. Frank Baglione.

Jacqueline Letalien

To the Editor:

Concerning Mr. Frank Baglione's

article "Women in Revolt," I would like

to offer the observation that "subjective

reporting" (as the piece was labeled) is

a kind of writing whose success is hard
to realize. Success is hard. I think,

primarily because subjective reporting

depends on the writer's inherent wisdom
and the particular keenness of his

sensibility Obviously, good subjective

reporting is then a rare thing, for there

are few who possess the necessary
wisdom, perspicacity and ability to

express themselves

Poor Richard's, however, is fortunate

to possess Mr. Baglione, who seems
gifted with all the keenness of the

bulldozer operator at your local sanitary

landfill. I refer specifically to his ob-

servations about some of the par-

ticipants in the Women's Day at UMass.
Now I have known Isabel Arnold
casually for two years, but I am sure
even those who have known her longer

and better were as astounded as I at the

subtle and penetrating accuracy of this

pithy description: ".
. a greying (sic),

middle-aged lady, who gave off an air of

suburbia."

Mrs. Arnold, who grew up on a Kansas
farm, who has lived in the south Pacific,

who has organized free schools, tutored

ghetto children, counseled draftees, who
is possessed of convictions formed long

before they became popular-Mrs.
Arnold, giving off an air of suburbia!

One would have never thought it. And
yet, I suppose it took the insights of a

subjective reporter to reveal her true

inner nature. One can only guess at the

subtle workings of Mr. Baglione's

remorselessly perceptive mind:
"Hmmm. . greying (sic) hair. . .

middle-age. . air of suburbia! Q.E.D
"

Yes, friends, there it is, genuine
subjective reporting. So subjective, in

fact, that one cannot but wonder
whether that air of suburbia might not

have emanated from Mr. Baglione's
own armpits.

"There were also a couple of silver-

haired ladies," continues Norman
.Mailer, Jr.. "older women who in their

desire to remain with the young had
abandoned maturity, discretion, and
dignity, the gifts of age."
How he slices through the surface to

reveal the ugly bones of truth! With
what pathos that metaphor. "Gifts of

Age," underscores the irrevocable
damnation of these poor old women. Did
Mr. B. talk with any of these silver-

haired, greying (sic) ladies who had so

foolishly tossed away the Gifts of Age9

No. for this subjective reporting is all

instinct and gut reaction, never to be

tinctured with sterile objectivity. A good
subjective reporter like Mr. Baglione
must stand off to one side, picking up the

vibes, sniffing out the airs of suburbia.

He must rely only on his own sensibility;

in this case, a sensibility so incredibly

attuned that one can, without much
difficulty, picture Mr. Baglione jotting

down his fantastic revelations about
discretion and dignity without ever
noticing that his fly is unzipped

I cannot think Mr. Baglione is middle-

aged, or silver-haired, or even greying
(sic), but it is comforting to know that he
is possessed of the greatest of the Gifts

of Age: humility. We know this to be true

because he tells us: "The period of

moral arrogance is passing." Unless
with that phrase he is ushering in a

briefer period of unintentional irony.

Daniel DeNicola
123 Island Rd
Northampton
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BY BARRY STAVRO
INTIMATE BEHAVIOUR by Desmond
Morris
Desmond Morris, the author of the

best selling The Naked Ape, has written

a new book called Intimate Behaviour.

In this book, as in the others he has

written, he looks at the "Human
animal" from a zoological perspective.

His premise for this book is stated in

the introduction, ". something special

happens when two people touch each
other physically, and this. . .1 have set

out to study. . The outward signs of love

are readily observable, and there is no

reason why they should not be examined
like any other type of behaviour."

Morris concludes his introduction with

the working hypotheses that people in

todays societies do not touch enough. He
feels that despite stong desires to do so,

social custom inhibits most from ex-

pressing their genuine feelings.

In the first chapter Morris states that

the humans introduction to intimacy

comes within the womb itself. This in-

timacy continues after birth, as the baby
constantly receives attention and
nurturing from his mother. It is here

that the child becomes indoctrinated to

the much needed act of physical contact.

Morris then declares that these earliest

acts of touching, feeding from the

mother, embracing, patting, burping,

all of these acts are subconsciously

ingrained in the individual and he
desires them to return (in some form)

throughout his life.

As the child grows out of early

childhood, he begins to develop an in-

dependence, and concurrently, social

pressures against "letting hourself go"

start to affect his behavior patterns.

Consequently. Morris believes that

people use substitute actions to express

their want for physical contact. For
instance, he says, "The smile itself is a

symbolic embrace operating at a

distance." He calls child play fighting

disguised intimacy. He also mentions

hand waving, back patting, and holding

hands as disguised transmitters of

physical desires.

As the person grows older his or her

style of dress can be recognized as

symbolic signs of the individuals desire

to be loved. Morris lists tight-fitting

clothes as a socially accepted device to

encourage the opposite sex to take a

physical interest in you. Similarly,

women's make-up, like false eyelashes,

eyeshadow, and lipstick, are all used to

convey the "feminine signal."

These attracting devices naturally

lead to, in the most ideal of conditions,

true love. Here Morris makes the

argument that the social and
psychological pressures against "letting

go and trusting (someone) is enor-

mous." Yet, Morris says, "Often against

all reason, we fall in love." And that

A child and his Mother. "...intimacy

continues after birth, as the baby con-

stantly receives attention and nurturing

from his mother."

falling in love breaks all rules of

bargaining and dealing that we have

used in other adult relationships. Since

there is some type of primitive drive to

love, Morris concludes that the desire to

touch and be touched is similarly

biologically based.

Next, Morris considers the human
love affair. He opens by saying that the

progress from first attraction to a total

intimacy is a long and complex one.

Then, he conveniently breaks this

sequence down into twelve stages.

Examples: stage number one Eye to
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body, stage number four Hand to hand,

stage number seven Mouth to mouth,

stage number twelve Genitals to

genitals. Accordingly, Morris believes

there is no such thing as love at first

sight, rather, only a powerful attraction

exists.

Unfortunately, Morris concludes that

true love is not present enough today. He

believes that in place of it there is an

abundance of "violent and economic

rape" (marriages made for money),

along with the ancient form of "com-

mercial rape" (prostitution). In

discussing the freer atmosphere of sex

todav, he believes that while super-

ficially satisfying, that there is an ab-

sence of true love. On the sex manuals

he says, "the emphasis is no longer on

loving, but on sexual athletics." In

short, Morris believes there is a

possibility of a "tyranny of the orgasm"

due to phony love.

Morris also discusses other modern

day alternative and substitutes for

physical contact. He lists in this line of

thought the category of "specialists who

are licensed to touch." These include

doctors, hairdressers, barbers, shoe

shiners, and masseurs. These

professions serve the role of supplying

touchers. Morris admits that our

patronizing of these businesses to satisfy

our touching needs is not conscious;

nevertheless it evidences our need to do

so. He also believes that a touching-

hypochondria, of sorts, exists in the

twentieth century. Specifically, he is

talking about the high rate of non-

disabling illnesses that we get which

result in our receiving comforting

treatment. Those who are accident or

cold prone are also in this category.

Morris feels that we induce these

illnesses on ourselves to receive con-

soling acts of touching.

In object substitution for intimacy,

Morris openly labels dogs and cats as

objects that we can touch, fondle, or

stroke at any time without being socially

self conscious. In effect, what Morns is

saying is that the 90 million dogs and

cats in the U.S. serve a role of love and

sex substitutes.

This substitution extends beyond furry

animals too. Morris singles out: dolls,

cigarettes, posters, nibbling on food,

gum chewing, pillows, blankets, warm

baths, jewelry, all of these objects act as

stand-ins for humans that we can touch

freely without feeling stigmatized.

According to this idea, the reason people

have so much difficulty sleeping in

strange beds is that the pillow and

mattress aren't familiar to them, and

therefore they cannot caress it and

become as intimate with the bedding as

at home; the result is a difficult sleep.

The last object substitution Morris

talks about is "self contact," or "self

intimacy." When you touch your face,

cross your legs, hold onto your arms or

legs, or masturbate, you are again

replacing intimacy with artificial

methods. He also mentions the recent

development of "Encounter Groups."

While these institutes evidence the

burning desire that so many have for

body contact and intimacy, Morris feels

also that it points up some ludicrous

aspects of today's society : that you must

go to a scientific institute to be touched.

In his summary, Morris declares that

old theories of child rearing such as not

allowing the child to get the upper hand

on you, and that you should treat the

child as a young adult, are fortunately

not followed any more. For if the child in

infancy is not loved and touched, then it

will never be able to trust anyone later

in life.

The final decree Morris leaves the

reader with is efficiently expressed in

the final sentence of his book: "How
much easier it would all be if we could

accept the fact that tender loving is not a

weakly thing, only for infants and young

lovers, if we could release our feeling,

and indluge ourselves in an occasional,

and magical, return to intimacy."

Books

Land Of Coca-Cola and Revolution
BY DONALD ROBADUE, JR.
Without Marx or Jesus: The

New American Revolution Has
Begun
By JEAN-FRANCOIS REVEL
The word is out all over

Europe: America is the only

possible site for the revolution

of the twentieth century, and if

it succeeds here, it will then

spread to the rest of the world.

So says Jean-Francois Revel,

the French journalist respon-

sible for Without Marx or

Jesus: The New American
Revolution Has Begun,
published in France in 1970. It

was written to shake up
European Leftists and Thir^

World revolutionaries out of

their fantasy slumbers and tell

them that America, a land they

believe filled with fascism,

capitalistic warmongering
imperialism, repression, and
other bummers, is the only

nation capable of initiating and
sustaining a true revolution.

This is because the USA con-

tains all the elements necessary

to bring about significant

changes: dissent, powerful

technology, pre-existing
political freedom, economic
power, and people willing to act

to produce change These things

exist together nowhere else in

the world.

The Revolution that Revel

talks belli is one that will solve

the world's economic, social,

ad political problems, bringing

peace, prosperity, freedom.

equality. ;>nd an end to war
through world government
America is the only nation

fulfilling his list of five

prerequisites for a successful

revolution. These criteria all

revolve around dissent, which

he sees as I vital fact of

American life Preceding a

Olutioa there must he

cut u ism of social, economic

and racial injustice; criticism

of the mismanagement of

natural n > and the

possible dead ends of

technology; criticism of the

rise of political power and

lack of the people s par-

ticipation, and criticism of

culture, morality, tradition, and

the function of existing culture

In addition there has to be an

insistence upon the re-emphasis

of human relationships. All

these elements. Revel says,

exist in America today.

Revel is pleased at the

energetic dissension going on in

the USA and he mocks the

inactivity of the French

radicals and leftists who
deliberately fall apart the

minute they have a chance of

getting into actual power by

getting one of their coalition

members elected to a high

position He notes the strength

and proliferation of our dissent

not only by students but blacks,

women, and oddly enough, the

workers He cites the three

month General Electric strike

of 1969-70 and the Post Office

strike of 1970 as indicative of the

increasing vigor of the use of

traditional forms of social

warfare.

It is interesting to note the

many misconceptions Revel

says the Europeans have of us,

and why the notion of a

revolution in America, while

perhaps boring to us. is so

shockingtothem. Weare viewed

as living in a society dominated

hv I monolithic Silent Majority

(remember that cliche of a few

semesters back ) and a handful

of greedy capitalists robbing

the poor' and suppressing the

blacks Our government is

controlled by fascist pigs and

imperialist warmongers the

elections are rigged, and the

media tell everybody what to

do. with the consequence of

homogenizing our culture

ime now. you don*! rraiiv

believe all that stuff too. do

you?) Europeans look down

their noses at the United States

t

"It (U.S.) is the only nation whe

as if it is the only country that

pollutes its air and water, has

poverty. crime. social

inequalities, political injustice

and corruption, corporations

and bureaucracy, and in

m ural has things wrong with

it

Ouite the contrary is the case

says Revel. Many of the things

WO take for granted here, such

as freak shops, underground"

newspapers, freedom of speech

and publication high school

educations. and college

educations for low income
students effective internal

re on US foreign policy

i anti Vietnam war movement I

and cultural diversity are all

lacking in most nations of the

rest of the world.

The American people are

doing things unprecedented in

world history such as

registering a strong and ef-

fective protest to its govern-

ment's foreign policy, and
enjoying an unprecedented high

standard of living It is the only

nation where the poor are a

minority, making up 12% (25

million! of the population Even
the lable 'poor' doesn't refer to

a class and is only a relative

term that in 1970 described a

family of four with an income of

less than $3,700 per year The

annual per capita income of the

US in 1968 was $3,412. In France

it was $1436. and West Germany
$1753 What we call poverty has

more to do with lacking

educational opportunity and

housing rather than lacking

income alone. By our standards

the average European lives in

dire poverty.

Europe. Revel says, is far

behind the United States in

enjoying personal and political

freedom, educational and

economic opportunity, and

individual responsibility for

social and political problems

For example. preventive

detention' of certain kinds of

criminals, being used in mild

form in the USA. is a practice in

widespread and arbitrary use in

France and elsewhere in

Europe When Attorney

General Mitchell came up with

a watered down version of the

'no-knock' law. it was met with

I storm of protest unimaginable

anywhere else in the world.

too many of us, the dissent of

the far left, womens rights, gay

liberj 'ion and a myriad of other

groups and their causes is taken

tor granted and at worst.

idered amusing The en

itnenl i icial injustice,

Improvement . i mental health

urogram*- criminal lustier

re the poor are a minority..."

consumer protection, and other

public issues are receiving both

attention and action by the

public This dissent, to Revel, is

a significant indicator of a

healthy and free country, when
compared to the state the rest of

the world is in We too must be

constantly on guard against

government repression, but the

fact remains that we have some
machinery to deal with it

Revel's admiration for the

spirit of our dissent is in-

triguing, in fact, almost sad.

because if we in America are

hardly satisfied with the state of

our country, it is depressing to

imagine what Western Europe.

and worse >et. Russia. China,

and the dictatorships of the

Third World and elsewhere, are

like judging by our standards.

The second world Revolution

that Revel envisions can only

occur when a country has gone

through the first Revolution,

that is. when it has political

democracy so that the poeple

can openly dissent and obtain

access to power. America went

through the first Revolution in

1776. This is not the case in any

totalitarian country such as

Russia and China, nor in any

European country, which lack

substantial dissent to their

authoritarian governments, not

in the Third World nations,

which lack democracy
It also can occur only in a

country with a powerful

technology and knowledge
orientation, and with economic

apparatus sufficient to use this

knowledge to same ends. Revel

says that the United States has

the best library system in the

world and we spend a larger

percentage of the GNP on

education than any other

country We also have the

highest standard of living and a

competent, research oriented

technology. The USA is not tied

down to a past heritage of

grandeur and aristocracy, and

was in fact created out of a

revolution and a heritage of

pioneering and development.

We have no deep rooted cultural

tradition to look back on

wistfully, which in Europe.

Japan, and the Third World

serve as strong retarding

factors to change and progress

in any area.

Thus primed, we can work

toward abolishing the notion of

national sovereignty, since tor

the first time in the history of

the world, war is no longer I

Slid means of settling disputes

international institutions are

needed to solve world problems
o\er[w»piil;ition now r'\

and impending ecological

disaster. The petty quarrels

between nations are no longer

useful or relevant. Our economy
has become increasing a world

economy and not an in-

ternational one, and our vision

must be widened to include this

fact. Our problems are all

questions of mankind's sur-

vival, not the survival of one

country at the expense of

another. If we are to survive,

and do more than survive but

also lead gratifying lives, then

indeed a Revolution must occur,

and the present order must be

changed. Revel sees America,

land of diversity, dissent,

knowledge, an economic power,

as the perpetrator and leader of

this change.
Revel's Revolution obviously

is not a speedy or bloody one. It

won't be obtained by the

traditional revolutionary gendre

that is typical of students in

France. Revel writes: "We can

easily see why it is necessary

for workers to be miserable.

'Are you hungry?' students

asked the striking workers at

the Renault plant— to the

astonishment, and amusement
to the astonishment, and
amusement of the workers If

the workers are happy, they can

no longer be the dissenter's

means of redemption.'' The
traditional Left is essentially

conservative. "We are not

allowed to adt.it that the

situation of the blacks in

America has improved in the

past twenty yean
He continues "Radicals

everywhere and even liberals,

especially the intellectuals, are

outraged if you questioned that

their country's Establishment

is fascist ic. and that the future

of their own struggle is

hopeless. Maybe this political

despondency is necessary as a

psychological shield, in order

not to compromise with

the enemy. But by and by the

habit of despondency can
become so strong that you no

longer are able to percieve the

real changes when they take

place, prefer not to hear about

them, and feel deeply sad when

you cannot avoid
acknowledging an im-

provement."

I have quoted at length

because what Revel says is

important. Whether we see

future change as a Grand
Revolution or simply as change

for the better, it will be ac-

complished only b> continued

political action and dissent,

responsibility. knowledge,
work, and an awareness of what

has and has not been ac

complished. This kind of action

is occurring in America by both

youth and adults. Because it is

happening here and no where
else, only America sa\s Revel.

h.is the potential to produce the

real changes needed to sustain

and improve man's exist.ince

It is hard to beat a vision like

Revel's, and he is the first to

admit that it is a vision, no

more, no less. Those people

most enthralled by the word
revolution' will probably reject

the interpretation offered in

Without Marx or Jesus. Those
put off or amused b\ it will find

the book tolerable, if not in

teresting. in an) case, while

Revel m.iy be dead wrong about

the future, and his conception ol

Revolution and the details of its

Unfolding cloudy and uncertain.

working for man's survival is no

ignoble task and might even be

worth spending a life tune it

TONIGHT

DINNER and MOVIE
At One Fantastic Price

— Enjoy a Great Dinner

Spaghettti and Meatballs

Tossed Salad

Loaf of Garlic Bread

— Then, relax at the

Movie of your choice

at

The Campus Cinema

All This for the Fantastic Price of

$C00 per couple

Every Thursday Night

(Special dinner will change weekly)

at

THE NEW CHEQUERS

Italian Restaurant
Reservations 256-8189

niversity Drive Amherst
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Social Phenomenon Restored
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Revisiting the past is a risky

business. There is little chance that

you can remember it right and be

the person you once were. If the

visit is by means of personal

recollection or the pausing over

some bits of stored experiences,

accuracy in the recreation is

secondary to the emotions evoked.

But when the visit is public, when it

is in the company of others who try

to piece together an image of what

you and they once were, the

collective inaccuracies can leave

you feeling empty and looking

ridiculous.

There has recently been many
attempts at rock n roll revivals, an

attempt to recreate for one night

the music, styles and feelings of

that period from the middle fifties

to early sixties that had such

tremendous impact on those

struggling to grow up in the shadow

of Elvis Presley. Some, of course,

have never left that time of black

leather jackets, slicked back hair

and peg 14 pants, but we rarely see

them on a college campus. For one

thing they are too old, most of

them, and more important nearly

everyone has been converted to the

music and styles that appeared

when the Beatles seized our ailing

rock n roll music before the middle

of the sixties and propelled us into

the second great era of the music.

We are now entering a valley

where the heights of the Beatle era,

much less that of the Presley

period, are faintly visible through

the vears.

Reunions are one thing, there we

go to see how things have changed.

Revivals are much the more

hazardous for we are testing our

memory and. in our recreations,

showing our credentials. There

were many who attended the Little

Latin Larry "greaser" concert who

had very good credentials. They

had ducks ass hairstyles (DA's)

that seemed to have been

cultivated over years of combing;

rebel flags and gang names graced

the backs of leather jackets;

dungarees and slacks hugged the

ankles with a 13-inch peg; and

"high water" pants were ap-

propriately raised. Many of the

girls wore calve length skirts,

pleated, plaid, and flared. They

had white bobby socks, high school

sweaters with a letter, thick red

lipstick, rouge, and pony tails. One

girl had "Ronnie" tattooed on her

arm; several men flexed a

"mom."
For a while I thought they were

the real thing, that they had

crawled out from somewhere in

Holyoke or Chicopee when they

heard Little Latin Larry and his

troupe were to appear at the

university nestled in the never-

never land of Amherst. While the

warm up groups Fort Mudge and

Ready, Smithline and Baltimore

played some very good "modern"

rock, the assembled greasers

hooted and screamed for them to

get off the stage. "No more faggot

music," one gang taunted. It was

an interesting gang that "cruised"

around the ballroom threateningly

- Did You Say 1957?
A Nostalgic Journey To Times Past By Frank Baglione

punching one another in the arm
and calling after passing girls. We
had seen them before a hundreds of

high school dances-the type that

comes looking for girls, and, failing

that, settles for a brawl. The dif-

ference was that back in 1961 they

were for real, tonight they were a

Disney recreation.

The lovliest people there were

the girls who had decided on the

teased hair style of the early sixties

trembled with sexuality. They

formed a nice contrast to the

modern, lovely but sexless lead

singer of Fort Mudge. They were

sexy in the way they drew you in

with the apparent promises clothed

in chaste garments. It was not the

simple "I'm on the floor of the

Quicksilver" sexy; it was more

complex and figurative.

Yet if some in the crowd with

their cigarette packs rolled up in

The Latinettes, Angel and Fifi. put a noticeable lump in every male throat. You could

hear people gasping for breath.

the sleeve of a tee-shirt could make
you feel as though you had actually

been transported back among your

peers of the fifties, there were
others who were not the genuine

article...and that was a little scary.

Hair was much too long on many,
and mustaches and beards ap-

peared too frequently. If the pants

were properly pegged, the

workshirts that complimented
them were definitely out of time.

Even those who had managed to

avoid such tell-tale modern

over the pony tails of the fifties.

They wore short skirts of the pre-

mini variety and tight blouses. The

fifties girls were "Frans" and

"Ronnies". but these girls were the

"Sheilas" and "Shirleys" who

could make a young man be thank-

ful for puberty. Best of all, beneath

their white blouses they wore bras,

those ancient contraptions that

gave real meaning to the high

school claim of getting "bare tit."

Even when just standing quietly in

the dancing crowd they literally

weaknesses in their wardrobe often

conducted themselves as if they

were at some Woodstock for

greasers. Indeed, even the term

"greaser" was an anacronism that

betrayed the youthfulness of this

crows having pretentions to a

fifties' adolescence. For in those

days when they dressed in black

chinos, black jackets, black shirts,

black motorcycle boots, black

Garrison belts with studs and white

socks, they called themselves

"hoods." They were not overly

concerned with the amount of

vaseline on their pompadours, it

was the "punk" image that had

captured them. Paul Miele, Phil

Rossie. Dick Borrelli and "Butch"

Ciocca never thought of themselves

as "greasers." The term is one

given by a generation who went to

school with tunes by Peter and

Gordon on their lips.

Then who were these people? If

thev were reallv "hoods" where
were the black chinos? When had

they really first heard "You Were
Mine'' by the Fireflies and
"Summer's Comin'" by Ronnie

Dawson?-driving to Salisbury

Beach on Route 110 in a 1951 Ford,

or listening to some oldies show
while racing down Route 495? They

seemed too young to have heard

Elvis Presley's recording of "Are

You Lonesome Tonight" when it

was first released. There was a

suspicion that it was all a mock, an

ill-planned mimicry. As one

companion exclaimed, "This isn't

the fifties; all they're doing is

conjuring up album covers."
But the true test of this night was

not deposited among the varying

degrees of credibility in the

audience's appearance; the burden

of proof lay with Little Latin Larry

and his group. The major rock 'n

roll revivals that have played in

this country have reached back

into the past and plucked people

like Bill Haley and his Comets to

"Rock Around the Clock" one more
time. Other oldies groups would

appear on he same bill in order to

represent the different per-

sonalities and styles that per-

formed early rock -an Elvis figure,

groups like the seven-man
Monotones who did the carefully

choreographed steps, turns and

twists so characteristic of black

groups like Little Anthony and the

Imperials or even the early

Supremes. An instrumentals only

group like Duane Eddy and the

Rebel Rousers; or a woman with a

child-high voice like Kathy Young
backed up by The Innocents. Could

a travelling group like that around
Little Latin Larry perform con-

tinually, not at occasional revivals,

but on regular concert tours and

still give an adequate represen-

tation of all these different facets of

the rock scene?
Little Latin Larry proved the

task is impossible. He had the

Presley image, and a good back up
group to play the instrumentals; he

did have a Latin, if not black, three

man group, the Latinaires, to do

the rehearsed steps and arm

I

flapping; and he did have two

scantily clad, blonde young things

for our prurient delight. But the

overall effect produced a scene

that was too crowded. Quality was
sacrificed to quantity.

The entire performance was
overstated and many added
touches were clearly unnecessary

(like one member of the group who

would periodically go down to one

knee when handing Little Latin

Larry a towel to wipe his face). The

introduction was in the worst shrill

disc jockey style--"And Now! ...The

Band that says it all... Without

saying a word..." The musicians

started the performance with a

good arrangement of "Nightrain."

They were properly clad all in

black. Next the three man
Latinaires (and our towel burdened

friend) appeared to give their best

performance of the night, "Shop

Around." And then, just before

Larry himself appeared, the

Latinettes were brought on.

The Latinettes, Angel and Fifi,

put a noticeable lump in every

male throat. You could hear people

gasping for breath. Clad in

skimpy purple skating dresses they

oanced onto the stage shaking their

breasts in a delightful manner. The

zippers on the top of their costumes

were zipped down far enough so

that each breast could make a

valiant attempt to break lose on

each bump in their dance. They

were overwhelmingly sensual. The

girls, however, did not sing, they

danced, and thus seemed like Go-

Go girls who had fallen back in

time to the early rock era.

Little Latin Larry was in-

troduced, somewhat hysterically,

as "The King of the Greasers."

Events proved his title should have

been "King of the Screamers." for

he punctuated his otherwise fine

singing with an abundance of

screams and grunts. He was

dressed in an iridescent blue

sharkskin suit, maroon shirt and

black shoes. He looked very much

like one's cousin Dominic-I was

very satisfied with this image.

After singing three sons that

covered all points of the hood era

"Runaround Sue" by Dion;

"Johnny Be Good" by Berry; and

"Hound Dog" by Presley -he left

the stage during an instrumental

break (they should have announced

it as a lady's choice) only to

reappear in an all black outfit, save

for silver stripes on his pant legs.

His fans liked this image much

better. It was rougher.

After introducing the members

of his group-twelve in all including

Chico, Gregorio, Anthony, Dominic

and Butchie the towel slave -Larry

did a very strange thing. He

raced ahead to 1966 to sing "Good
Lovin'", song first done by the

Young Rascals. It was mortifying^

From Hound Dog he had jumped

ten years, right over the twist

lunancy (God was that an awful

time), Right over the dull

folk music depression,

and two years into the

Beatle years! Hardly had he gotten

back on the track with "Lucille" by

Little Richard, "Who Put the Bop
in the Bop-sha-bop-sha-bop," and
"Where, oh where can my Baby
Be," then he plunged back like a

magnet to 1966, to sing Van
Morrison's "Gloria." This affront

to tne hoods was incredible. The
audience loved the song, cheering

madly, but they had already given

evidence that the music of the

middle sixties was the milk on
which they had been bred. But this

imagine, were familiar with the

constant barrage of black and
white gangster and crime films

that the hoods had witnessed every

weekend, waiting breathlessly for

the inevitable scene when the two

women in the script, (always two)

would hussle up to their room "to

change" before the "job", silently

stripping down to bra and slip and
thereby giving every thirteen-year-

old boy in the audience a "bona",

or what we now would call a "hard-

He was dressed in an irredescent blue sharkskin suit, maroon shirt and black shoes. He

looked very much like one's cousin Dominic-I was very pleased with this image.

was supposed to be a "greaser," if

you must, performance and the

Young Rascals and Van Morrison

were no hood heroes.

One's suspicions that he was

surrounded by imposters now

gained added credence, his was a

Doris Day generation. These

people had never trooped down to

the Warner Theatre on Sunday

afternoons to meet the opposite sex

and kiss and feel their way through

a double feature. They knew the

Beach Party films, but few, I

on".
After "Gloria" the image was

completely destroyed. You were at

a masquerade party listening to

Larry singing songs like "Money"
and "Shout", and "Heatwave."

You had come hoping to here songs

like "You" by the Aquatones; "All

In My Mind" by Maxine Brown; or

even "Black Slacks" by Joe
Bennett and the SDarkletones.

They didn't even do "Blue Moon."

You were handed a condensed

version of everything you didn't

like about early rock, a Readers'

Digest interpretation of the period.

The disappointment of the

evening was real, but it was not,

happily, shared by the people

(about a thousand) who had come

to hear and see and participate

with Little Latin Larry in what they

all thought was a credible

recreation of the "greaser" hop.

Hordes of people danced gleefully,

and hardly a soul listening to and

watching the performance

defected from the audience. The

group was seriously handicapped

in the performance by the fact that

the staging provided them was

much too small for the twelve man
group In addition, a bomb scare

delayed their appearance, and

time for onlv one set was available.

The group did play well together

and under better conditions the

performance would have been

quite credible.

In speaking to Little Latin Larry

after the performance he said his

group was not primarily interested

in the "nostalgia thing" but rather

were out to play a wide range of

music from 1956 to 1966 that people

could enjoy and dance to, pre-

psychadelic music, perhaps. Taken

in this light his performance gains

some. Yet if this is his aim, it is not

what one is led to believe from the

groups promotions, which are that

this is a "greaser" concert for the

black clad, white sox, set that

remember the music of the late

fifties and early sixties as "their"

music, not the music some older

brother or sister played to them

before bedtime.

It would be nice if Larry would

given in to the image, if he would

come out some night and sing "I've

Had It" bv the Bell Notes, or

You've Got Everything" by Bob

Luman, songs older than Sputnik.

Perhaps when his group appears

again here at the University on

April 22nd. they will have a larger

stage to play on, be allowed a

couple of sets, and have a few older

songs that capture the better

moods of the era they seek to

portray. We don't know if the group

has the potential for this type of

performance, or whether they are

well satisfied with the response,

admittedly large, they receive for

the sightseeing tour type of per-

formance they gave last Friday

night.

Did you say 1957??? I'm afraid

not. Mimicry, a grand delusion that

the freaks of this generation could

capture the style and feelings of the

freaks of an earlier one. Maybe
some day a group of young people

dressed in dungarees and thick

woodsman shirts will come
barefoot into the ballroom to hear

the "dry look" sounds of today, and

we will all see how different is the

past in the present. The fifties are

gone forever, you could only be

glad that Carol Zannini, who taught

you to do the "hop" so that you

could dance to the music of Danny
and the Juniors, was not there to

see how distant the fifties really

are.
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"Paul Iftiele, Phil Rossi Dick Borrelli, and Butch Ciocco Never Thought Of Themselves As "Greasers
n
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Singles The Essence of Rock Music?

BY J. HANSON
Do you like singles? I hope

you do, because 45 rpm records

can be as good as recorded rock

music ever is. The single says in

two or three minutes what

whole albums do (if at all) in

thirty or forty minutes. It

should be the backbone of the

music industry, but it isn't.

Last fall I read an article

about one of the leading East

Coast AM radio disc jockeys. He
seemed to feel that he was
representing 'hip' music in his

fight to program more album

tracks on the air, the same
article had his remarks on the

45--the essence of which was

that hardly anyone over twelve

listened to them. Obviously I

take exception to that statement

but there is some truth to it.

Very few people do listen to 45s,

unless they are in a car listening

to a radio This is the fault of

manv people- the record

companies who hardly ever

distribute singles, if they even

release them But if there was a

demand for them the companies

would sure as hell sell them.

People are totally unaware of

them Case in point: last

summer Capitol Records

released an incredible single by

the Move called 'Tonight",

which was then high on the

English charts This was quite a

startling event, but the record's

sales were pretty bad. So the

Move came out with a new

single a few months later called

•Chinatown ."
If this record was

r released in America it was

never distributed. Why should it

be" No one would buy it

anyway. So the companies
really aren't to blame.

Aha. you say. "But 1 did

buy a few singles last year-- Hod
Stewart's 'Maggie May', Carole

King's So Far Away .
etc. Yes,

but these aren t really singles.

Here a definition problem
arises The singles mentioned

above were all trailers', that is

a 45 released comprising only

album cuts. Both those songs

could have been bought on

albums before they were
released as singles - they were

released solely to make money
by getting people to buy the

albums from whence they

came. Most of the singles in this

country are pretty much the

same. I consider a single to be a

single if at least one side hasn't

appeared on an album or if it is

substantially different from an

album version. And I'm not

talking about castrating a long

song in order to make it

playable on the radio timewise.

Thus the Beatles' "Let It Be"

warrants inclusion in a singles

collection, but the Doors "Light

My Fire" doesn't The former

was quite different from the

album, having a "Moog
sounding" guitar part, etc.,

whereas the latter was merely

chopped down from the

lengthier album version.

But this is all getting pretty

technical. Every single has

merits of its own. whether or not

it is on an album. A trailer is

just like listening to one album

band of twelve. A single is a

single, to be found nowhere else.

And when a band makes a

single intending it to be a single,

and nothing else, the results can

be awesome.
Have any of you ever heard

the Kinks' "Autumn
Almanac"? Or the Stones "I

Wanna Be Your Man"*? Or the

Yardbirds • Questo Volta'"' (If

you've heard the latter let me
know, as I've been trying to find

it for quite a while I The point is

that there exists music on

hundreds of 45s which is far and

away better than most album

stuff. And it's pretty frustrating

iy that to people and have

them think of David Caaaidy

here I'd like to make a remark

about David Cassity. The man
is making music for an age

group which obviously enjoys it.

And most of us sit on our

thrones and look down at him.

He is doing something for a

different group of people pretty

similar to what many groups

did for us while we were in high

school. Remember "Popsicles

and Icicles"? Or "Wild Thing"

Or "Hanky-Panky"? The last

two came out while the Beatles

were around and I don't

remember any mass outbreaks

from the same people who now

laugh at the Partridge Family,

whose music is at least miles

above "Hanky-Panky". (Bit of

snobbism there I know) Talk to

ten year olds and see if they

really care about James Taylor

or Cat Stevens. We're judging

everyone by our standards.

Sorry about the length of this

digression. I would take one of

the Who's better 45s anyday to

their albums. Does anyone out

there really care9
I sure hope

so, because if people continue to

ignore singles they'll all be

aimed at the younger audience,

which is fine for them, but it

sure isn't for me. How much
longer will gems like

Chinatown" or Family's "In

My Own Time" be around" The

answer is largely up to us.

We might as well start at the

top. The Beatles have made a

tew more singles than most

people think The first one I

know of is a version of "Love

Me Do 'This particular version

.me out on Canadian
BOBaS=SaBBMMH

Parlophone. I hasten to say I

haven't heard it. but I know

someone who has. He says it has

a strange kind of sound to it ; it's

like a bunch of kids let loose in a

studio for the first time saying

"Well. what'U we do now''

Voice quivers, etc. This was

reportedly the first take -the

second one was the British and

American one.

Next one would usually put

From Me To You" but that can

be got on a British album called

"A Collection of Beatles

Oldies." So much for that For

trivia lovers the Swan version of

"She Loves You/ I'll Get You"

has "Don't Drop Out" printed

on the label on (presumably)

the later pressings of the song.

For all practical purposes,

the first single we're concerned

with is "Help/I'm Down''

(Capitol 5476). Most people are

pretty familiar with this song. It

is one of Paul's best out and out

rock songs. Memories of John

playing the organ solo with his

elbow at Shea Stadium This

song is kinetic as hell. Try to

stand still during it. Try to move

listening to some r ? Paul's later

stuff. George & John's chorus

and the nifty guitar solo add

considerably to this record.

Next came "Lady Madon-

na/The Inner Light" (Capitol

2138' Again, the "A" side was

on an album, but not the "B"

side. There was a minor con-

troversy about this record B few

\ti back apparently George

pinched the words for it from

somewhere l could look it up,

like Thurber says, but it doesn't

really matter.) At any rate he

won the Paul Kantner award for

it from the fellow who first

noticed it. Its from George's

Eastern period, opening with a

harmonium and sitar. (Please.

no questions about who Lord

Sitar really was.) This could

well have been a George solo

record -the others aren't easily

recognizeable. The lyrics leave

me a little flat, but I never went

in much for this type of music

anyway. It's pleasant enough,

but it would have been in better

company as part of George's

"Wonderwall" Soundtrack.

The Apple single "Get Back/-

Don't Let Me Down" is different

a little from the version on the

"Let It Be" album was-the "A"
side anyway, as "Don't Let Me
Down'' turned up on the

"Again" or "Hey Jude" album.

Added conversation i "Wearin'

her high heeled shoes and a low

necked sweater. .
."> over

reprises of the main theme is

the most noticeable difference.

CUMMINGTON
COMMUNITY
OF THE ARTS

in Cummington, Mass., is a

small summer community of

individuals pursuing creative
work. For brochure and ap
plication write.

Mr. Christopher Horton
71 Lovely Street

Unionville, Conn. 06085

(203-673 5019)

For purists only, as the album

version is pretty near

synonymous with it. (Apple

2490)

"Let It Be/You Know My
Name (Look up the Number)"

(Apple 2764) was the only

Beatles single where both sides

never turned up on an album.

"Let It Be" was much better

than the album version-and

quite different from it. The chief

difference comes in the break.

George's "Abbey Road" guitar

solo is not to be found the

album. The chorus is sub-

merged just right in the

background. John letting out

beautiful "aaahs ". Horns ap-

pear in different places. George

Martin produced this one, not

Phil Spector The controversy

about the Beatles and their

producers is still a little too raw-

to go into, but, at least on this

track. Martin is way ahead of

Spector. But Martin on "River

Deep. Mountain High" conjurs

up awful visions. After listening

to this I find it impossible to

listen to the album version It is

one of the best things the

Beatles ever did.

The "B" side is pretty dif-

ferent. This wasn't ever on any

album It's kind of a

vaudevillean-calypso synthesis.

John taking the lead vocal at

first A monologue introduces

Dennis!) Bell'
-

who gives us a

Legs Larry Smith date of the

Botuo Dog Band* type croon.

The backing is drums and

pia no John later takes over the

vocal chores with a kind of

nonsensical singing and

grunting But this leads into

'surprise, surprise) a great

saxophone solo by the late great

Brian Jones. It finishes up with

a belch and more of John's Mr
Micawber grunts It s diiterent

enough 1 can't remember who
Dennis 1 1 Bell" was, I seem to

remember something about it

being Mai Evans, but I'm not

sure I don't know the name
I'm not going to go into the

Fab Foursome's individual post

May. 1970 singles Next to come,

if there is sufficient interest, is

the Rolling Stones From
"Come On" U963) to "Let It

Rock " (1971)

Anyone interested in wr tint record

reviews may contact Kenny Sulin at ttie

Collegian office

SOUND IDEAS

Quality Components

at the Best Price

Come and hear

what we can do

for

00200
(or less)

in the alley

Open: 10 -9 Mon. - Fri.

10 7 Sat.

'53-5942

PS. Thank you to all the

peop e who have helped us

since our opening.

Malo: A Minimum of Expression

BY KENNETH SULIN

(Malo-Warner Brother Records)

Several years ago a San Franciscan
group going by the name of Santana
sprouted and brought with them yet

another league of the pop culture; Latin

music. They carefully arranged their

sounds, perfected their techniques and
eventually proved to be adequate
competition for the already booming
rock industry. The strange thing about
Santana was their prevalent domination
of rock and roll within the category of

Spanish-Latin music, they simply were
not followed nor met with a threatening

group whose sound would parallel with

theirs.

The time has now arisen when the

members of Santana may be looking

over their shoulders in concern for a new
assembly calling themselves Malo are
now breaking onto the charts. Although
the foots began from the seeds of San-

tana, Malo is growing into the same
shape only being a bit more detailed and
exact than their predecessor. In fact the

leader of the group is Jorge Santana.

guitar player, organizer, and brother of

Carlos.

Repeating, "the shape is the same"
however the composition doesn't
necessarily have to be and, by the way,
is not. Malo has given themselves a

lighter sound, one that is more relative

to the class of South American music
and representative to the class of South
American music and representative of

what you'd expect to hear coming from
such a labeled group.

Being basically quieter and less af-

fected than Santana, Malo has never-

theless withheld all the ingredients that

are necessary in maintaining a Spanish

morroca tone. Unlike the blazing guitars

and pounding drums one would plan on
discovery that Malo makes an extensive

use of horn arrangements, namely with

trumpets, trombones and saxophones.
Malo s problem is that they hardly

escape a moderate imitation of Herb
Alpert and can only be associated with
night club styled music. The horns are
no means offensive but they fail to carry
any resemblance to the factors of rock
and roll. It seems evident that such
musical coordinations will only harm
them with respect to any pop fans.

Looking at the situation from a different

point of view, through the eyes of the

moonlight music entertainment one
would place them on the ranks as being
too robust and contemporary sounding.
Malo is not extremely convincing, their

musicianship is adequate and not im-
mediately unappealing but on the other
hand there is a lack of any definite

correlation between content and intent.

Malo consists of approximately ten

members; however, by listening to the

album you'd think only four were ac-

tually performing. Their sound is

definitely not cluttered rather it is ex-

ceedingly drawn out and becomes dull,

uninteresting and bland. Each in-

dividual song, from beginning to end,

doesn't exactly make Malo appear as

patient group, in that their im-

provisations, and that's what they are.

seem to be very, very unimpressive-
closely relating to nothing more than
studio jam sessions. Perhaps that's

being a little too harsh on them, but the

selections could have been put together

by a number of groups in simply a day or

two. One must admit that Malo is

nevertheless a consistent assembly,
consistent in producing all of the above.

As said before the horns, mainly
trumpets, play the major role of the

overall sound. More or less they try to

replace the strength of a guitar which
results in a loss of tightness along with a

loss of flexibility. The music is depen-

dent on horns and as a result it must
function on the sometimes blaring duos

that drift on into boredom
The mixing of various selections

becomes a peculiar entity in that the

album usually breaks from a rapid

paced tune to soft, happening again and
again throughout each side. Just when

you ve sat down and relaxed to a smooth
song you are nearly shaken to your feet

with a follow-up piecing. The individual

cuts exemplify this very fact in them
selves by at times being appreciably-

serene and later rather vibrating and

pressing Malo has control over their

musical vocabulary but they often get

carried away, not being able to hold

themselves to a constant sound

The album consists of a variety of

vocals some in Spanish some in English

;

however, they become monotonous and

offer an absolute minimum of ex-

pression. As always congo and bongo
drums have to be included with every

clause of the record in order to coincide

with the supposed mystical Latin

American sound.

Although they appear to be a bit more
sophisticated than Santana. Malo will

have to push it some to get a piece of the

public's recognition Santana may look

over their shoulders, but they'll

probably smirk and not worry about

Malo becoming a possible competitor

Al Kooper Up To Date
BY STEVE FELD

A POSSIBLE PROJECTION
OF THE
FUTURE/CHILDHOOD S
END-Al Kooper (Columbia
Records.)

Al Kooper is the kind of guy
you know even if you don't know
him. His credentials read like

those of a giant, which in-

termittently he is That's
Kooper you here singing all the

good songs on Blood. Sweat and
Tears first album. Child is the

Father to the Man. like "I Can't

Quit Her" and "I Love You
More Than You'll Ever Know".
He originated the group, and
left after that first album "We
called it Blood. Sweat and Tears
because that's what it took to

get the thing together."

His two supersession albums
have won him gold records. The
first was with Mike Bloomfield

and Steve Stills, and the second

was live from the Fillmore with

Mike Bloomfield and friends.

Both were good records,

especially the latter, which
contain some of best jams that I

have ever heard.

Kooper started out as a

session man for Columbia, first

playing for Bob Dylan on High-

way 61 Revisited. Blonde on

Blonde, and maintaining their

relationship to the present day
by helping with Dylan's last.

New Morning and also his

latest, which he is presently

recording in New York
Today he is considered among

the finest around on the

keyboards (he can really tickle

those ivories) and can probably

show the likes of Jorma
Kaukonen, Keith Richard and

George Harrison a thing or two

on the guitar. He is constantly in

demand and has played with the

Stones (Let It Bleed). Jimi

Hendrix (Electric Ladyland).

and the Beatles (that's him you

hear on the organ in

"Revolution", the flip side of

"Hey. Jude")
And the guy can perform, too.

He was at UMass last spring,

down by the pond and he put on

a helluva show, expertly-

displaying his versatility,

constantly hopping from a baby-

grand piano, to a butterfly-

shaped electric guitar, to a

roaring organ. As thin as a reed.

face superimposed over that of

the Statue of Liberty. It ac-

complished its goal, by
illustrating the title, but since

then he has had the stigma of

being some sort of an ego-

oriented individual (you know,

one of "them") / Stand Alone

and You Never Know Who Your

Friends Are were laden with

brass, still with Kooper from his

and with a voice that was once

described as being like a

gopher's < ! ). he played his ass

off for over an hour, finishing

with a twenty minute explosion

of the Stone's "The Last Time".

A Possible Projection Of The

Future/Childood's End is

Koop's fourth solo album and.

like mav of it's predecessors,

falls short of doing justice to its

creator. His first solo effort (/

Stand Alone) created a bit of a

stir because its cover had his

BS & T days, and were bad

albums. Through them though,

he was asked to write the score

for the movie The Landlord, and

by the time his next album
came out. Easy Does It. Al was
showing some signs of pulling

through.

His finest solo record to date

is his last one. New York City

(You're A Woman). After

seeing him perform here last

spring, I was compelled (along

with the metaphorical title) to

buy it and since then have

gotten many hours of en-

joyment from it. On New York
City, he did a fine version of the

Elton John-Bernie Taupin song.

"Come Down In Time" (he did

it by the pond too), and layed

down several fine tracks
< "Going Quietly Mad"
Nightmare *5". "The Warning
Someone's On the Cross

Again"). The title track is a

snatch from a symphony he is

writing, New YorfeCity 6 AM to

Midnight.

Interestingly enough, it was
Columbia Records' own ad-

vertisements for New York City

(You're A Woman) that ex-

plained Al Kooper's primary

problem as a solo artist On the

ad. a sexy voice sighed. "With

an Al Kooper album, you know

the performance and the

production is going to be good,

so all that leaves are the songs

Listen ..." It worked with New
York City, but it doesn't with his

latest

In a time when it is

fashionable for an album to

have no title at all (Santana,

Led Zeppelin), Al Kooper s has

two But unfortunately, the

potentiality of the titles is never

reached (remember George
Harrison's "What if lit'

"A Possible Projection Of The
Future'

-

starts off with syn

thesizen Moody Blues type

sound effects and I booming,

reverberating voice explaining

"I say, if our generation can

survive all the hate that

surrounds us. we will grow to be

a rare breed of senior citizens.

What follows here then is a

possible projection into the

future. Let us imagine our-

selves in 50 years."

Besides being identical to In

Search Of the Lost Chord, the

song doesn't say a damned
thing It's ridiculous and the

word "pretentious" has never

before been as justified to use.

Why, at least the Moody Blues
have a theme throughout their

albums and they make some
sort of observations Here.
Kooper is an old man. not telling

of the future, but looking back
into the past The song is

vagrantly autobiographical
when he tells of his ac-

complishments like a Columbia
Records' promotional
biography

In addition to naming the

record after this abortion, the

album cover coincides as uell

Kooper is made up to look 80

years old. he has a number, is

on welfare, "but I still got my
guitah. motherfuekah" I sio
Meanwhile. "Childhood's

End", the second half of the title

and the last song on the album
makes significantly less claims

than "A Possible Projection Of

the Future". "Childhood's
End" along with so many more
of the songs on the album, such
as "Please Tell My Why "Let

yotHT Love Shine". "Bended
Knees (Please Don't Leave Me
Now)" and "Love Trap" are all

good pop, no more no less on
all of these. Kooper pla*

myriad of instruments and has
the backing of Herbie Flowers.
l';nil Humphries. Claudia
Lennear, and other con-

temporary session people
Al Kooper can always be

counted on for some good It & B
and on A Possible I'rojrrtion Of
the Future/Childhood's End he
enhances a Smokey Robinson
song. "Swept For You Baby"
and he does i as did Laura N'y ro

on her latest) Curtis Maylield's

"Monkey Time"
Possibly the best song on the

album is Kooper's version of a

Bob Dylan song. "The Man in

Me ". It is a great arrangement
and a beautiful song and it

shows that despite much of this

record album. Al Kooper still is

one of the major figures in rock

today.
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Keeping Your Stylus And Records Clean
BY FRANK JOHNSON

Most of us handle our records pretty

casually. After all, they don't cost that

much to begin with (although they're

getting steadily more expensive), they

don't break very easily, and besides,

most of the machines that play them
handle them so roughly that taking

extra care would be a waste of time. Or
so it seems.
Nothing could be farther from the

truth. True, records don't cost as much
as a prerecorded tape, but as a collec-

tion of LP's mounts up, so does its value.

If you buy 12 albums a year, that's $60

right there. After about 5 years, the cost

is enough to finance a high-quali'y

music system. If records don't receive

any care during that time, that's tan-

tamount to throwing $300 down the

drain, for it may be that a $300 music

system won't be able to play badly-

handled records.

Apart from rough handling, records

demand extra care even when they are

not being played. One of the worst

problems is warp, which may result

from leaving a recored in direct sunlight

or else too near a raditor. Warp may
also result from stacking records

horizontally on top of each other, which

deforms the grooves and forces dust

inside the jacket into the grooves.

Finally, with the possible exception of

Dvnaflex records, LP's are not un-

breakable In comparison to old 78 rpm
records, they are shatter-resistant, but

they can still be broken if flexed overly

Nt tenuously It is safe to say that most

record damage results from simply not

taking the time to prevent it.

Badly-handled records not only sound

bad when played on a high fidelity

system, but they sometimes cannot even

hie played Most turntables do not handle

carped records very well, and attemps

at playing them can sometimes result in

a damaged stylus Fingerprints have oil

in them, and this oil attracts dust, which

damages the grooves and could the

stvlus Records also become elec-

trostatic very easily, because vinyl is an

insulator and a dielectric charge forms

quite readily during periods of low

humidity

All of these problems can be

eliminated, if the owner is willing to take

a little extra time and spend a little

money <not much) on some record care

devices The first lesson to be learned is

how to handle records. First of all.

fingers should never touch the record

grooves. Instead, records should be

handled by the thumb holding the edge

securely, and the remaining 4 fingers

supporting the center label With some
practice, this method of record handling

becomes automatic, and just by taking

the time for extra care in this manner
will greatly preserve LP's. If you own a

record changer, don't use the stack

cycle, and play records individually, if

you can. This will reduce the likelihood

of scratches when the records come
down on one another, and it also puts

less strain on the motor.

However, the greatest plague to

records is dust. In its most innocuous

form, it builds up on the stylus and

causes distortion. But its effect is much
more subtle Though dust seems to be

soft, it is actually quite abrasive. When
it is met by the force of the needle

tracing the record grooves, it can be

ground well into the grooves, making it

difficult to remove and deteriorating the

quality of the discs. Dust and its effects

can be reduced by always keeping the

records in their jackets at all times, and

also making sure that the inner paper

sleeve away, thinking that it interferes

with extracting the record In doing this,

they insure the entry of dust into the

jacket, where it is redeposited on the

surface each time the disc is removed.

To avoid this, keep the inner sleeve, and

don't just leave the slit facing the jacket

opening Take the entire sleeve out when

a record is played, and after use, put

the record back into the sleeve

separately before replacing the jacket.

It is best to place the slit as far as

possible from the jacket opening so as to

prohibit dust from entering. This simple

technique makes a big difference, and

not many people take the time to do it.

But dust can get on to the disc easily

enough when out of its protective

sleeve/jacket. To remove airborne dust

from the record we need some sort of

record-cleaning device. There are a

variety of preparations for this purpose,

but I will eliminate any record cleaner

that comes in the form of an aerosol

spray or an impregnated cloth, because

the compounds used are designed for

monophonic cartridges having a high

tracking force. If these fluids are used,

they foul the stylus easily and do more

harm than good.

The best results can be obtained by

using specially-designed plush cloths,

the most famous being those

manufactured by Cecil Watt. The

cheapest of these is the "Preener", and

it sells for about $4. It consists of a plush

A picture of a dirty stylus. Note the

dust buildup in the center. The entire

cartridge is shown here mounted to the

tone arm shell, which on this model can

be removed by a clip. See the text for

details on how to clean the stylus tip.

(photo by the author)

surface tmuch like cut velvet or serge)

on top of a hollow, spongy cylinder. It is

applied to a slowly rotating disc so that

the plush surface penetrates the groove,

matching all the dust in the process.

Inside the hollow cylinger is a wick

which, when activated with distilled

water, releases an ionic charge that

dissopates static electrocity, and this

lessens the likelihood of attaching more
dust This system, if the owner is really

serious about taking care of his records

Other Watts devices are more
elaborate, but do the job as well as (or

better than) the Preener The "Dust

Bug", an early Watts product, looks like

a small tone arm made out of Lucite,

with a plush pad and a small nylon brush

at one end, and a small suction-cup

mounting at the other It is mounted on

the opposite side of a turntable so that it

traces the disc before the phono stylus

does The bristles loosen dust within the

grooves so that the plush pad picks them

up instantly, keeping the record free

from dust. Some turntables don't have

enough room to allow the suction cup

mounting to hold, and also the weight of

the Dust Bug slows some turntables

down Sometimes the bristles travel

across the disc too fast to do very much
good. In cases such as these, the

Preener is to be preferred.

A more elaborate and thorough

device, which is used by the author, is

the rather expensive <$15> "Parastat"

This combines the principles of both the

Preener and the Dust Bug. It consists of

record The plush pads pick up dust the

way the Preener does, but in addition to

or else gently removing the stylus

assembly (consult cartridge instruction

manual for this, or ask a dealer before

you attempt this). With a small, stiff

brush, obtainable at a jeweler's shop, or

elsewhere, gently stroke the stylus in the

same direction that the record is played,

this, the nylon bristles penetrate each

groove simultaneously and loosen the

most deeply imbedded dust and dirt.

The Parastat is especially useful for

reconditioning old discs that are very

dirty, but it also may be used on discs

which have previously had an anti-static

treatment. The bristles will clear the

grooves of any gum or residue up to a

point, but if records are very dirty they

will have to be washed.

The thought of washing records may
come as a surprise, but it is actually a

very useful "last resort'' operation when

nothing else works. To wash a disc,

prepare a solution of warm water,

preferably gently heated distilled water,

and add a drop or two ( not more) of mild

dishwashing detergent. With a clean

cloth, gently but firmly washing the

grooves in the solution, making sure that

not too much pressure is applied. After

washing, rinse thoroughly in cool,

distilled water, drip dry for about a

minute, and gently shake or flex the

record so that most of the water is

removed.
Then, place the record on a set of clean,

absorbent paper towels (Bounty or Viva

are the best). Set aside to dry in a dust-

free environment, then replace in the

record jacket It is best to purchase a

new inner sleeve, and the most ideal for

this purpose are poly-lined paper

sleeves, costing about $0.10 each. They

are available from several record

supply outlets.

If dust happens to foul the stylus (as

the photo shows), never try to remove it

by means of the fingers. Oil will be

transmitted on to the stylus surface, and

there is also danger of stylus damage if

this is done, insteau. remove tne stylus

assembly either by taking off the tone

arm head) consult instruction manual)

(To determine this, observe the stylus as

it traverses the grooves). After this is

accomplished, check to see that all

particles are removed from the stylus

tip. If they aren't, then moisten a Q-tip

or other cotton swab with isopropryl

alcohol (don't use regular rubbing

alcohol, because it is diluted with water

and contains lanolin) , obtainable at drug

stores. Very gently, swab the stylus tip

with the alcohol-impregnated swab.

Usually, one or two strokes is enough.

After this operation, the stylus should be

sparkling clean. If in doubt about taking

out the cartridge or stylus assembly,

always check with the dealer or consult

the instructional manual. Never use

Carbona or acetone solutions because

the stylus is cemented to the shank, and

these preparations may dissolve the

cement, ruining the stylus.

To reduce the frequency of these

operations, keep records in a dust-free

location, away from radiators or direct

sunlight, where convectional currents

may carry a lot of dust. Put them ver-

tically, in a record rack with slots for

each disc. Never leave them lying about

or King on the turntable for very long,

for dust can easily settle on them.

Storing the records vertically lessens

the chance of record warp, and it also

permits easy categorization because the

titles are indicated on the end side of the

record jacket If the rack is large

enough, records can be sorted according

to alphabetical order, with "A's" on the

left and "Z's" on the right.

With a little care taken oetore playing,

your records should last a lifetime and

never give you any trouble. If the

procedures outlined above are followed

accordingly, they should help you

preserve your valuable investment.

In the next edition we'll take a look at

tape recorder ma intanance.

TOMTF
Stovall Brown
Blues Band

Coming Friday and Saturday

THE PRAIRIE OYSTERS

8:30 50

Happy Hrs. Daily 5-8 p.m.

MELVIN VAN PEEBLES'

"THE WATERMELON MAN"

is here and will be ihown barring theft, nuclear holocaust,

collapse of the Student Union, or assassination of

the projoetionist

Thursday, March 23, 1972

7 and 9:15 p.m.

S.U. Ballroom only 50°

I Films

Wilkommen Im "Cabaret"

By BOB NESTI
Cabaret
Adapted from the stage musical by

Jay Allen; from the play by John Van
Druten and the stories of Christopher

Isherwood; music by John Kander,

lyrics by Fred Ebb; choreographed and
directed by Bob Fosse; starring Liza

Minnelli, Michael York, Joel Grey,

Helmut Griem, and Marisa Berenson.

Cabaret catches its audience off-

guard; it is a subtle blend of the tawdry

decadence of 1931 Berlin and the ugly

reality of the Nazi's rise to power
executed with such understated skill and

ingenuity as to stun by default. There is

nothing grosse or glaring about this film

musical, which considering the subject

matter and the dangers inherent to the

form, could easily be the case. Instead

we are impressed, refreshed, and ex-

cited by this reinterpret at ion of a much-
abused genre that accents and heightens

an already unique theater experience.

What made Cabaret a landmark stage

musical v as its u.vergent use of the

elements of musical comedy. Essen-

tially it was a typical plot musical,

although serious in intent. What made it

distinctive was the use of musical

numbers as commentary, as these set

cabaret'' pieces became a window
through which we viewed the stage

action Cabaret was a brilliantly

designed, scintillating performed
concept musical, which effectively

altered the form. The film further

defines this breakthrough and the

change is deceptively exhilirating. On
the surface this film would appear as a

splashy, loud, garish extravaganza, but

it's not; it is an expression of serious,

thoughtful filmmaking which brilliantly

captures a concept and ingeniousl\

execute! it Never once does a character

suddenly break into song in the

naturalistic
-

' tradition this musical

undermines The artificial quality is

gone, the situations and characters are

reel and are gracefully portrayed

There is a shimmering beauty here.

most of it due to the insight and in-

telligence of s- nptwriter Ja> Allen,

songwriters John Kander and Fred Ebb.

and choreographer-director Bob Fosse

First Jay Allen has written an

amazingly literal and literate in-

terpretation of Christopher lsherwood's

autobiographical short stories set in

Berlin during the early Thirties The
story concerns this \oung man's, here

named Brian Roberta, arrival to that

ctt) He immediately needs a place to

Btai and tinds himself living cheaply

and comfortably in a rooming house

with a bizarre assortment of boarders.

He does, though, form an immediate
affection for a flamboyant, casual young

girl named Sally Bowles (Liza Min-

nelli" She is an American expatriate,

the forgotten daughter of an American
diplomat, and an immensely talented

performer who has settled for

headlining in a local sleazy cabaret

while awaiting her discovery in films.

Sally takes Brian to the Kit Kat Klub

where he sees both Sally and the Master

of Ceremonies (Joel Grey) perform and

gets a good taste of the seedier side of

Berlin night life They seem captivated

with each other, although Sally is coy

and Cliff is distinctly distant, and when
Sally finally questions his sexual am-

bivalence, the careful, thoughtful in-

terpretation of the original material

becomes apparent Brian's repressed

sexuality flows from the material and

there is a natural surprise, for not only is

Cabaret an often frightening portrait of

the fall of the Weimer Republic, it also is

a supple blend of the source character

and situations which *ere all but

glossed over on the ge. The film

succeeds because it never falls into

formula; it is always one step ahead of

the viewer and isn't afraid to take a

divergent look upon some themes which

could have easily been rendered trite

The relationship of the principals

grows more intense and they have an

affair Brian finds himself jealous of

Sally's joyful amoral nature, especially

when she accidentally meets a young

titled playboy Maxmillian (Helmut
Griem). Sally sees in him a chance for

success. Brian a peer for Sally's af-

lection. This resentment lasts until he

realizes that Max's interests aren't ex-

clusively directed toward Sally When
linalh this mutually exclusive three-

way affair becomes known to all. Brian

and Sally argue and he storms out only

to foolishly take out his anger on some
Nazi stormtrooper types. The only result

of their mutual tryst is 300 marks and a

pregnant Sally.

Sally has no way of knowing who the

baby's father is and, quite selfishly,

plans to trade her fur coat for an

abortion. Brian, though, tells her they

will marry and move to England where

he will follow his academic career and

Sally will settle down. This dream is

shortlived as Sally sees that, despite

their mutual affection, she would end up

hating Brian for a myriad of personal

reasons. She has the abortion, Brian

leaves Berlin, Sally stays to await her

discovery, and, in the final image of the

cabareCs audience in a refracted

vironment. The talented, optimistic

Sally stays and is doomed to failure, but

not because she doesn't deserve fame.

Rather the scope of the historical

events have stacked the odds against

her. Despite Sally's disinterest in the

topical events of the day, they do rule

her life and deny her seemingly

inevitable rise to glory.

The other characters, from the young

Jewish lovers to the Brian's vulgar

rooming house companions, are equally

effected by the change. The only

character who is flexible enough for the

change, and the only one not found in the

source material, is the Master of

Ceremonies. He, more than Sally or

Brian, epitomizes the amoral decadence

Liza Minnelli and Joel Grey

mirror. Swastika armbands are in

healthy distribution amongst the

patrons.

It is the final image which culminates

this sardonic, chilling mosaic and it is

arrived at through subtle interspersing

of the social and political trends of the

day within the well-defined plot

narrative The Nazi's rise to power

doesn't overwhelm, it just happens and

is commented upon, rather than fully

mterpretpd by the characters.

We are" shocked, not by the obvious

historical racts, but by the manner in

which background events blend and

flavor Brian's story. The altering social

attitude is first seen in one of the cabaret

numbers where Hitler is mimicked by

the Master of Ceremonies , and it is

obvious that he seems more a joke than

a vital political force. When, though,

their brutality is shown, they gain an

uncomfortable respect from the larger

German public and fervor from their

most adherent followers. When Cliff and

Max are having a meal at an outside

Bavarian restaurant, their meal is in

terrupted by a pastoral hymn sung in a

pure tenor by a blonde Brownshirt His

song "Tomorrow Belongs To Me" is a

haunting ode to the Fatherland, a

haunting ode that soon becomes a living

nightmare as the diners break away
from their meal and join with the Nazi

youth in singing this ultra- Nationalistic

hymn. The scene breaks the

complacency of the plot and chills the

viewer It is a graphic, simple.

brilliantly executed moment that ac-

centuates what Cabaret is all about The

film deals with the effect of events upon

characters and how the) deal with them

In the end Brian leaves, a visitor made
to teel more foreign by a hostile en-

of the Weimer Republic which, according

to manv leading historical sources, led

to Hitler's spectacular rise At one

moment, he can visciously goosestep in

drag, and the next be dancing with a

gorilla who "doesn't look Jewish at all."

He and the cabaret reflect and com-

ment upon their times with a bite based

upon little else than their relative

stability with the government. Cabaret

is a metaphor, a haunting and beautiful

statement about how complacency and

fear invited totalitarianism The only

character who speaks against the Nazis

is Brian and he leaves, others either

don't believe it, like the young Jews,

refuse like Sally, or learn to be in-

doctrinated as most Germans did.

Cabaret assaults in any number of

distinctive ways. Most important it

breaks away from the traditional film

musical. The musical numbers all take

place on a real stage, performed for a

real audience, yet each has a specific

meaning to the plot When Sally sings

the exquisite new Kander-Ebb blues

ballad "Maybe This Time", we realize

she is singing it for Brian; and in the end

when she soars with the title tune, it

exemplifies her lifestyle, her reasons for

staying behind. Much of the success of

the film comes with the startling in-

terpretation of Liza Minnelli as Sally

Bowles. She overpowers the viewer,

reinterprets a genuinely trite character

and makes her vividly stand alone. For

Cabaret to work, Sally Bowles must be

better than the cabaret in which she

performs and Liza Minnelli never

ceases to amaze. Her portrayal often

echoes both her previous film role of

Pookie Adams and Miss Minnelli's

mother Judy Garland; but the distinc-

tion here is between an echo and a

mimic and never once does she fall into

parodving stvles not hers. She is unique,

as is" Joel Grey's chilling, perverse

Master of Ceremonies. He falls at the

viewer with a face masked in self-

possessed deceit and exemplifies the

moral decay of his time. His is a near

perfect performance, a sniveling,

searing portrait of a decade gone awry.

The other performances also reflect

the thoughtful care and insight which is

apparent in this film Michael York

plays Brian with a deep, sublime un-

derstanding of a man who has obviously

cloistered a misunderstood portion of his

life. He seems at times detached enough

from the action as to seem like the

camera through which we view the

impending madness Griem Maximillian

the charming playboy, has a sense of

overpowering Sally and Brian through

his affability Visually the most im

pressive character is the young, wealthy

Jewess. played briefly but

breathtakingly by Marisa Berenson.

The sub-plot involving the romanc-
between her and a most insincere gigolo

played with humor by Fritz Wepper.

underscores the dark nature of the

theme.
Cabaret works continually, con

sciouslv. and quite brilliantly toward its

shocking end It begins in a refracted

image and ends in one. and between the

two we gain an understanding of how

important the difference between the

two had on the fabric of German life

More importantly it succeeds in being

consistently entertaining and inventive

.lay Allen and director Bob Fosse both

have had extensive theatrical training

which explains for the cohesiveness of

their mutual effort. Fosse works with

each element defined to its finest point

the cabaret numbers are staged with

tawdry professionalism They elude the

viewer in appearing trite, but actually

are choreographed with a form and

grace that's theatrically impressive as

Joel Grey's performance He then works

around this with a kaleidoscopic,

divergent blend of static images Just as

the musical numbers work into the

fabric through juxtoposition. the images

blend through contant interactions of

many points of view They frame the

creepiness of the vision There's a

surreal quality to the cutting Fosse is

brash enough to jump from Nazi storm-

troopers beating upon the cabaret's

manager as the stage show is performed

gayly and undaunted on the stage There

is this constant emphasis on the light

and dark, the emerging chasm which

was about to split the world into two

camps which finally separates Sally and

Brian The sense of despair felt at the

end creeps up the spine The Swastikas

in the refracted image are vividly real,

not pretentiously tacked on to lead an

argument, and this is where Cabaret

succeeds so well A revolutionary

musical film which merges historical

fact and social comment to a stark and

vivid end

Poor Richard's

Staff Meeting

tonight

10 P.M. MDC office
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Weekend
By MARY LOU GORDON AND

BOB NESTI
Since the population of Amherst will

diminish by at least one-half for this

coming week, Weekend will list major

events happening in the Boston, Wor-

cester, Springfield areas. The films

listed are in release throughout the

state; check local papers for theater and

Music
The Beach Boys

The Beach Boys, now matured, will be

in concert tomorrow evening, March 24

at the Roberts Center, Boston College.

($).

Cleveland Orchestra

Considered by some the world s finest,

the Cleveland ensemble will perform in

concert tomorrow evening at 8:30 in

Symphony Hall. Pierre Boulez will

conduct works of Bartok, Debussy, and

Stravinsky. ($>•

Joe Cocker and special guests

Joe Cocker and some surprise per

formers, this Monday night at the

Boston Garden. ($).

Fleetwood Mac. Savoy Browne, and

Long John Baldry

Two popular groups and an unap-

preciated blues singer will give two

concerts tonight at the Paramount

Theater. Springfield at 7 and 10. ($).

Theater
The Boston Ballet

The Boston Ballet will perform in

repetory three nights. March 23, 24. 25 at

the Aquarius Theatre. Coming off their

triumphant national tour, the troupe will

perform •Romeo and Juliet" pas de

deux. "Les Sylphides" - "Leopardi
Fragments." and Mendellsohn's

>nh Symphony." <$>.

<..«Kpell

The Gospel According to St. Matthew
is currently being given a supposedly

delightful rock interpretation nightly at

the Wilbur Theater in Boston. It. rather

than wonderful, is contrived and pretty

damned silly The musical attempts to

interpret the story of Jesus as a group of

mimes would in a playground, and

although the concept is ingenious, the

execution in this production infringes

itself upon the audiences right to enjoy

the musical on its own merits The

music is innocuous and occasionally

sparks of the talent composer lyricist

Stephen Schwartz has in store. The

adaptation wears out soon enough when
the fine madness of the concept wears

down to banal repetition and the cast

performs it with correct insipid

exuberance. ($>.

A Clockwork Orange
Stanley Kubrick's masterpiece of

science fiction terror that deals with a

society where criminals are subjected to

a behavior conditioning that strips them
of their free will and human rights

Kubrick's sense of photography is more
acute than ever before in this film, and
his settings and characterizations are

perfect renditions of Burgess's futuristic

world Malcolm McDowell's brilliant

portrayal of Alex, the sadistic young
hoodlum adds the final touches of

strength and glamor needed to perfect

this astonishing film The music and the

screenplay blend harmoniously with the

visual aspects of the film, and together

with the films shocking theme, they

affect a truly worthwhile cinematic

experience
The Boy Friend

Ken Russell's scintillatingly rein

terprets Sandy Wilson's 1954 stage

parody of the musicals of the Twenties.

It is a wide-eyed, colorful, affectionate

valentine to the genius of Thirties

filmusical director Busby Berkeley and
a constant delight all the way. The story

blends stage and screen techniques as it

tells the tired but true story of backstage
intrigue and love, this time concerning a

third rate theater troupe performing

their show The Boy Friend in the British

provinces during the early Thirties The
technical effects are adroitly blended,

the |M«riod feel is well portrayed, and the

performances are as much warm as

they are wonderful as there hasn't been

a lugger, more successful camp ex

travaganza since the Musical's heyday

in the Forties Russell is. as usual, a

victim of gross indulgence, hut here is

such ail apparent virtue that the whole

film in fact every frame, shines with his

genius A surprise too. is the per

form ince of Twiggy in her first starring

role he sings well enough dances even

better and has a most appealing screen

nnality

cabaret
The most acclaimed film thus far this

year is this film version of the 1967 stage

"musi'-al which adeptly synthesized the

Rise of Nazism with the decadence of

Berlin in 1930. The stage musical

completely altered the form as it

brazenly used music as commentary to

the story's action. On the stage it was a

serious, sharp, ingenious spectacle and

on the screen it's further accentuated.

Director Bob Fosse, scriptwriter Jay

Allen, and songwriters John Kander and

Fred Ebb have sharpened the original

material and in the process have

reinterpreted the musical film. The

musical is a sardonic, accurate ren-

dering of the last days of the Weimer

Republic seen through the characters

and incidents of a young British's in-

tellectual stay there. Much of the action,

all of the musical numbers, take place m
a local cabaret where Joci Grey's

performance as the evil Matter of

Ceremonies exemplifies the era. ie

film benefits greatly from the startling

interpretation of Liza Minnelli as the

amoral Sally Bowles and Grey's

haunting holdover from the stage

Thematically and cinematically one of

the most interesting films of the season

and the first jolt the musical film has

been given in decades.

The Garden of the Finzi-Continis

Victoria DeSica's first major film in

decades is this haunting, stunning essay-

on the tragedy of Jews in Fascist Italy

The storv, based upon the semi-

autobiographical novel by Giorgio

Bassani. concerns how a middle class

man finds himself involved with the

decaving world of the Finzi-Continis. a

rich aristocratic Italian family of

landowners
He witnesses the languid, spoiled

behavior of the family's two youngest

prodigy and makes an honest

corrolation between their lifestyle and

Mussolini s half-hearted attempts to rid

Italy of Jews, which were sufficient

enough to wipe out the Finzi-Continis

and all they stood for To be reviewed.

The (iodfather

Mario Puzo's sprawling, engrossing

bestseller reaches the screen as one of

the most impressive and satisfying

American films in quite some time. It is

literally a cornucopia of everything a

social drama should be filled with. A
strong plot, nostalgic settings, warmth,

violence; everything a good, strong

piece of popular entertainment should

have Under the skillful direction of

Francis Ford Copolla. the film revives

the seemingly lost genre of the gangster

films and does so with what may be best

labeled the biggest of them all Nearly

every last piece of Puzo's mammoth
chronicle of the rise of an Italian Crime

syndicate is present in this spec-

tacularly refreshing three hour en-

tertainment The film also marks the

return of Marlon Brando as one of our

leading film actors in the titled role, and

the supporting performances from Al

Pacino to Sterling Hayden, are all

equally fine The film, like The Last

Picture Show, shocks us into realizing

just how good old-fashioned, straight

forward narrative can be To be

reviewed.

The Hospital

Directed bv Arthur Heller, this film is

a hilarious' parody of the medical

profession as rendered through the

escapades of the Manhattan Medical

Center Instead of the stalwart and

correct practices that we are ac-

customed to think of. Heller brings us

into focus with a hospital where patients

leave in worse condition than when they

go in. and doctors and nurses

mysteriously show up dead on operating

tables, in the emergency room and in

empty beds The film is highly en

tertaining without being visually

strident and offensive such as the

operation scene we were subjected to in

Candy. George C. Scott is brilliant in the

role of the sexually impotent,

despairingly suicidal and disillusioned

doctor, although the little aside into his

private life that the film affords us.

never raises above a sappy melodrama

that rests heavily on the comic aspects

of the film Co-starring Diana Rigg

The last Picture Show

The Best American Film of last year

is this depressing, bleak vision of life

BbOUl (he coming of age of three

youngsters in a small Texas town in

1951 Directed by Peter Bogdanovich.

the film is a stramhforward well-

!
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Mick Fleetwood of Fleetwood Mac
crafted, well-acted narrative about the

perils of growing up in the finest

tradition of the great Hollywood
directors The film is nostalgia in the

negative sense and despite some near

melodramatic plotting is the most

poignant film in quite some time The
acting is superb by a cast of mostly

unknown character actors led by Cloris

Leachmen. Timothy Bottoms, Jeff

Bridges. Eileen Brennan, and Ben
Johnson The film won four NY Film

Critics awards and finished second in

voting for Best Picture behind a Clock

work Oranee; an often searing film

King Lear
The film version of Peter Brook s

staging of Shakespeare's tragedy

retains the bleakness of that startling

interpretation A cold, calculated

metaphor for contemporary man which

is blessed bv a superlative cast,

especially Paul Schofield's Lear and

Allen Webb's Gloucester and an in

telligent and cinematic ally valid

adaptation

Macbeth
Roman Polanski has re-created

Shakespeare's classic story of murder,

guilt and revenge with a flamboyant

style that includes his own imaginative

touches as well as a traditional rendition

of plot The film is visually stunning, but

often astonishingly gory Polanski

revels in the grotesque with his usage of

nude, misshapen witches, and in the

sensual with his Lady Macbeth who

sleepwalks in the nude The acting, for

the most part is extremely well done,

but without the dynamic force or

strength of conviction necessary to do

justice to Shakespeare's masterpiece.

Made For Fach Other

Renee Taylor and Joseph Bologna

wrote and starred in this consistently

skillful and endearing comedy about the

foibles of modern romance The story

concerns a bleached out failure actress

who meets a grubby misfit at an en-

counter group and their attempt at an

affair The characterizations are richly

rewarding, and especially Miss Taylor's

who infuses the film with a good deal of

depth that the superficial material

almost denies

Mary. Queen of Scots

Vanessa Redgrave and Glenda
Jackson are the main reasons for seeing

this historical pageant based upon the

legendary rivalry between the two

claimants to the British throne The

performances are joyful, sometimes

seriously, sometimes in campy good

humor, to watch; Redgrave is stunning

as the doomed Mary and Glenda

Jackson appears like a latter day Bette

Davis as the cruel, calculating

Elizabeth The rest of this Hal Wallis

production is leadened witn an inac-

curate and inept script, poor production

design I much of the film appears out of

some Hollywood historical parody, and
e\ en the flat, boring direction of Charles

Jarrott who has sacrificed the recipe for

"petit fours" for pre-packaged pastry

Nicholas and Alexandria

A rich. long, respectful, expensive

spectacle which may impress you with

regal elegance if it doesn't bore you to

death first Franklin Schaffner. who won

an Oscar last year for his sweeping

direction of Patton comes back in a

restrained manner that's as dull as it is

controlled The last of the Czars.

Nicholas and Alexandria, live m com
fortable ennui far from the storm

brewing outside and this is where the

film fails Instead of compelling history,

we have, at best, paltry soap opera

masquerading for the real thing

Spectacular enough to hold interest yet

hardly compelling enough for all the

effort involved.
What's I p Doc?
Peter Bogdanovich's second sue

cessful attempt at recreating the great

style of the classic Hollywood directors,

this time the witty, sophisticated

comedies of Thirties Here the director

is Howard Hawkes and the film What "a

Up Doc?' exemplifies most is his

Bringing Up Baby- The plots are nearly

the same: in the earlier version Cary
Grant played a scatterbrained young
man who becomes romantically in-

trigued with the sophisticated Katherine

Hepburn In this recreation, Ryan
( ) Neal and Barbra Streisand attempt to

replace these two masters at

sophisticated comedy and fail quite

simply in the process. Their failure at

imitation though is refreshing and
allows for their innate charms to shine,

as does the comedy which is a supple

blend of the sophisticated and slapstick

and from the opening title sequence
featuring Streisand singing Cole Por
ter's 'You're the Top'' and ends with

Porky Pig saying. "That's all folks. The
film is a reverent vibrant evocation of

the great Hollywood comedies.

Without Apparent Motive

An European imitation of The Big

Sleep this time set twenty years later in

Nice Jean-Ixwis Trintignant plays the

Humphrey Bogart role and Dominique
Sanda plays his pussycattish sidekick. A
lightly defined thriller, far too

sophisticated for its own good, but

immensely enjoying on its own terms
The direction by Phillippe Lambro has a

stylish finesse as do most of the per

formances. especially that of Krich

Segal in a small, shining role which
redeems his often grating public per-

sonahtv To lie reviewed

Editorial Points
Just a little reminder that

today is Monday. Tomorrow is

Friday, yesterday was Wed-

nesday, and next month has

been tentatively titled Ther-

midor.
*****

One wonders if the dozen or

so baseball fans on campus will

have a dinner honoring Bob
Hanson.

•••»•

Next week is vacation. Time
for a replay of "Cans down?"

*****

Our inside sources are

usually impeccable, so we
believe them. They tell us that

the Democratic Convention
will deadlock, finally

nominating T. Woodrow Wilson

of New Jersey and William
Jennings Bryan of Nebraska.

*****

Does the Bible not say,

"Render therefore to God the

things that are God's, and to

Julius those things that are
Julius'?"

*****

Walking about, even in a

crowd, you'll pick her out

Makes a love feel so proud.

'NIID I ASK WHAT YOU WANT TO Sll MR* NIXON AtOUT

Letters To The Editor

A Novel Look At Free Love

To the Kditor:

It is clear and apparent that the current effort

directed towards the exercise of the students' fran-

chise is underlaid by a more immediate

organizational problem to which we should focus our

attention. Towards that end the following is directed

We would like to make it clear at the outset that this

problem is the result of the typical failure of the

university administration to view things in a systems

approach. Given even the most cursory overview, one

concludes that the UMass environment is sadly

remiss in performing one of its most essential life

support functions; namely, a proper outlet for

hbidinal energy The absence of this outlet has lead to

the disfunctioning of the other elements of our

community, the logical prediction of which is prac-

tically intuited from the systems point of view

Namely a general state of student apathy, ab-

senteeism from classes, repressed student in-

teraction, excessive use of narcotics, a permeating

atmosphere of uncreative thinking, and poor athletic

performance to name a few. As such, UMass may as

well stop running a claim to excellence on any level

until finding a solution to its sexual inactivity, a

solution which is desperately and urgently needed to

prevent a further deterioration of the grim sitaution

prevailing Seeing this need we propose the following

immediate action to tide us over until such time as a

more definitive answer will arise.

Blue Wall Boycott
Ta the editor:

I would like to perhaps further express myself

concerning my position in regard to the

discriminatory policies of the BluewaU I am urging

aU students to boycott the BluewaU for the fun

damental reason of in so doing they will express their

belief and support of the principle that "all students

are equal". Although I am presently in the process of

taking legal steps against the BluewaU (in the

Student Court system) I believe that a boycott would

be even more effective than even a positive ruling by

the court. Many will argue that the BluewaU is

prohibited by state law from serving those students

under 21 and, although this is true, it does not take

into account the moral side of the issue The moral

question is this "Are students under 21 entitled to the

same rights as those over 21". If your answer is yes to

this question then you are faced with three alter

natives: (1) Ignore your moral conviction and sup-

port the BluewaU, (2) Demand that the BluewaU

serve all students (which it can not do under penalty

of law) or (3) Refuse to support the BluewaU by

boycotting its premises and by asking thoseitn

authority to remove it from campus. I realize that

this is not an easy decision to make, however it is the

kind of question that we cannot afford to ignore I

vou do not remove your support from the Bluewau

"you are guilty of discrimination in the exact same

manner that we are all guilty for Vietnam because we

paid our taxes to fuel it and did not speak out soon

enough or loud enough to end it. Yes it is a moral issue

and I think that it is time that we took a moral stand

BOYCOTT THE BLUEWALL . - ...
Richard Dunkelberger

This intermediate solution is by its nature open

ended and as such may itself be modified to a great

variety of alternatives. However, bringing these

alternatives to light requires a certain amount of

imaginative thinking which as we have previously

indicated will not come about until at least one

alternative is actualized. Therefore, we propose that

the Student Senate take steps to increase the

students' activity fee by some conservative amount.

This money should be aUocated to a special com-

mittee whose business would be to provide two

structures of proper size and convenience which

might be listed in the student directory as Basic

Foods 1 and 2. Secondly, the committee would con-

tract the services of a large number of fuUtime and

professional purveyors of the erotic both male and

female but otherwise not discriminated against as to

race color or creed. With the implimentation of this

new service, aU students upon presentation of their I.

D. card would be freely aUowed to enter and raise

their state of physical consciousness Finally credit

hours might be aUocated to students who complete an

established number of visits per semester such as 1

credit hour on completing three visits per week per

semester, three for six, six for nine, etc.

Sexual tension due to deprivation is so prevalent

that it permeates every aspect of our Uves, and is

graduaUy destroying aU that we hold sacred The

students must be allowed to create the kind of en-

vironment in which they can Uve freely and fully, for

after all- what else is education but exactly that?

Walter Spaderna
Richard Azof f

Concert Needs Bodies
To the Student Body:

If the Concert Committee doesn't get about 20-30 more people who are

willing to work, there will be NO SPRING CONCERT; or, at the very

best, a smaU one.

We have a committee of ten that have work to do right now in booking

the groups arranging for sound, setting up security, getting stage set-

ups and establishing clean-up crews. That's half the problem. We still

have to raise $3,000 (to be split with Students Offering Support) and we

don't have enough people to take on running the necessary fund-raising

sctivitics.

If we don't get the people, we don't run the activities If we don't run the

activities, we don't get the money. If we don't get the money - Well, it

won't be much of a concert!

You say you want a concert. Then work for it instead of asking others to

do all the shit for you. Otherwise, a lot of us will lose our motivation - and

qUit!
BUIStaton

Trl-Chairperson

,

Concert Committee

Rhetoric
To the Editor. . » . A _.

A recent "Collegian" reported that some University students feel that

Rhetoric should be abolished as a requirement in the school's curriculum

I read the report with interest.
.

Last week the front page of the University daily showed a fine picture -

a winter shot of fields, fence and high-rise dormitories. I read the caption

vith dismay.
, . .-_

The caption read, "It was a place wherein one time horses roamed free

and trees grew in fields and fence was an unknown word. But the wire and

concrete, stronger sooner yet weaker longer, came and conquered; and

we wait for a new sun."

I could make several comments about the diction and structure of that

caption but I shaU not I have only one comment to make: if editors on

the school paper write Uke that, I wonder how the rest of the students

write

By definition, rhetoric is "the art or science of using words effectively

in speaking or writing. .
." I think that required study of this "art or

science" should be an essential part of the curriculum. I hope that when

faculty and students further consider the possibility of dropping Rhetoric,

they wUl give it very serious thought.

Lectarer. English Department

P. S. What are "one time horses"?

It couldn't happen here Nothing ever happens

here.
Anonymous

Alive, Well, In Dallas

To the Editor,

The Christian Community at UMass feels that the

only solution to the complex world problems facing

our world today is Jesus Christ We are involved in a

revolution that begins with changing men's hearts by

the power and love of Christ Changed lives will help

change the world, and Explo 72, an international

student congress on evangelism, will be a source of

that change We are asking God to bring together

100.000 students and laymen to Dallas to this during

the week of June 1217th. They will be learning how to

share their faith in Jesus Christ with others Many

student delegates will be sent from the New England

area.

Not everyone will be able to attend the conference,

but everyone can have a part in getting together what

many believe to be the most significant student

gathering in history You can help by saving green

stamps Sperry Hutchinson Company will give

students two dollars for every book, and this moeny

will provide scholarships for students in the Western

Massachusetts area So if you haven't used your

stamps to decorate your room on St. Patrick's Day,

you can use them to help change the world
Thank you all,

Debbie Apkarian

Send stamp books to:

RSO Box »910

Amherst. Mass
Or else bring them to:

Christian Book Table (On Wednesday)

Concourse Level

Campus Center

Marcus Welby He's Not

To the editor: „
In the 3-21 72 edition of the CoUegian you printed an article, Tiie

Doctor Delivers". One thing in particular about that article made me

write this letter while another thing in general is rapidly making me skip

the back page of the CoUegian altogether The particular thing was the

incident recalled by John Betancourt He remembers a kid saying to

Erving that he thought Julius played a great game the day before I don't

know exaclty who John Betancourt thinks he is but I don't see what right

he has to give the "kid" a funny look, and brush him off, advising Erving

to do the same He went on to say that this incident said something about

Julius Erving If Erving gave Betancourt "the look" and brushed him off

then I'd agree that the incident said something about Julius Erving; that

he was different from the stereotyped "jocks" running around The other

thing I want to mention is that I, and probably many more on this cam-

pus are beginning to get a little fed up with the daily glorifying of Julius

Erving Granted he probably is the greatest basketball player to ever

come out of this school but lets face it. enough is enough After all that is

what Julius Erving is: a great basketball player, not a doctor
David Sear

For Sale :
' 36 Hudsons

T
°W

l

hy does°the Senate feel they need new cars- What is wrong w.th a

"'used'ears make America great. Was it not Henry Ford
L^SSj-ft

ventor of the Assembly Line, who introduced Ised Cars to America

Some great men have bought and sold used cars and been none the worse

oTfTorlt Men Uke Nixon. Boch. and Blyda Hey Senate, don't get a horse,

get an OK Ised Car
Ralph Williams
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'The Game' A Hot Ticket

By DON SAINT-PIERRE
The Massachusetts State Lottery got off to a

roaring start yesterday with many ticket selling

outlets reporting they had been sold out a few hours

after opening. .

In Northampton, Wally's Soda Shop reported

selling 800 tickets by 9:30 a.m.

Augie's Tobacco Shop in Amherst reported at 3:00

p m that tickets were selling well and that it ap-

peared that many students were buying tickets.

Presently students wishing to enter "The Game as

it is called, must purchase tickets in town. But the

Campus Center has requested of the Game Com-

mission the right to sell tickets there. As of yesterday,

no decision had been received from the commission.

Massachusetts entered the lottery craze in 1971

when the state legislature formed a Lottery Com-

mission which controls the running of the game and

the distribution of money. A minimum of 40% of gross

sales will be distributed to the cities and towns of the

state to be used as they wish. A minimum of 45% goes

to the winners, and a maximum of 15% will be used

for operating costs.

The Commission warns that the increased revenues

to the cities and towns may not affect a decreased tax

rate but the "Local Aid Fund" may help them to hold

down tax increases and offset rising municipal

costs.

The Commission prides itself on the design and

methods of the game which were developed with the

help of the Arthur D Little Co., a "think tank" in

Cambridge. They claim the intricate method of

selecting the winning numbers reduces the possibility

of tampering to almost nil.

To enter the Game, one need only produce 50 cents

the price of one ticket. The six-digit number in the

center of the ticket is used in the weekly drawings

which awards prized form $25 to $50,000. Winners in

the weekly drawings then become eligible for the

monthly drawing which awards prizes from $10,000 to

$1,000,000.

Newman Club Sponsors

Appalachian Drive

A massive clothing drive will

take place during the week of April

8-15 for the people of Appalachia

A box will be placed (ten-

Watch Where
You Leave

Those Germs
ORONO. Maine <AP> — A

microbiologist who always wanted

to be a detective claims he is on the

path of developing a system to

track down criminals from the

germs they spread on the en-

vironment around their crime.

Prof Melvin Gershman. who

teaches at the University of Maine,

says years of research leave him

convinced common laboratory

techniques of analyzing germs can

be used to prove whether or not a

suspect was at the scene of a

crime
•It will never replace the

fingerprint." Gershman says of the

germ, "but in some situations it

can be just as significant

"A smart criminal will, of

course, wear gloves to avoid

leaving fingerprints, but there's no

way for him to stop shedding

germs into the environment
."

tatively) in every UMass dor-

mitory, as well as in the Newman
Center and locations on the

Amherst College campus, for the

collection of any usable clothing

which people wish to donate At the

end of the week, the clothes will be

taken to the Newman Center where

they will be boxed and shipped,

ultimately to reach Kentucky.

This drive is being sponsored by

the Newman Club. Anyone wishing

to help out will be accepted People

are especially needed to set up

boxes (which will be supplied) in

their dorms and to collect clothes

from them daily Clothes will be

picked up from dorm represen

tatives after the week of the drive

Frr anyone wishing to help,

there will be a meeting in the front

lounge of the Newman Center this

Thursday at 8:00 p.m. Those who

can't make the meeting, but want

to be a dorm representative, can

call the Newman Center and leave

their name and dormitory, or stop

by some time in the Newman
Center Student Office.

An exhibition of folk culture, thru dance, of the West Indies and

\frica will be presented April 7 at the CC Auditorium.

Directed by George Howard, the Primitive Dance Company of the

National Center of Afro-American Artists hat educated and

delighted audiences throughout New England for the past several

years on stage and on television.

Brother Howard is an international authority on folk dancing as a

result of combining an active dancing career along with performing

research while growing up in the Indies.

The Company includes dancers, drummers and musicians.

Homemade
so they say?

so they soy —
so they sayll

Try It

THE CHEQUERS

SERVE YOURSELF FROH AN ARRAY OF LUSCIOUS

SUNDAE TOPPINGS

m THE

THURS.sMAR.23 7:00 Mr
9:30 Mi

AT THE STUDENT UNION HATCH

ICE CREAM 6AR

THURSDAY, NAR. 23

TONIGHT AT THE STUDENT UNION HATCH

an evening of

EladbdtKdn entertainment

l'B0NNERE And eU
OR

WATCHWORD TO WANTON MAIDENS'*
directed b^ Bonnie Bistotf

acted b) the "Lusty London Plajexs

8:00 P.M. m the S.U. Hatch

Armando Balboni

Drawings • Encaustics • Bronzes

March fourth — April fourth

nouvelle gallery

eleven bridge street, northampton

Campus Carousel

Red Hot Lovers Smolder
Spring Is Here

By TONY GRANITE
HEADLINE OF THE WEEK

was discovered in The Vidette of

Illinois State U. over the review of

the Neil Simon play. It read, " 'Red

Hot Lovers' smolder before ISU

audience."
*****

THE HURRICANE, the

University of Miami's student

newspaper, has begun a boycott of

that campus' sports coverage

because of "poor treatment given

the newspaper by the University's

sports publicity dept."

We read about it in The Daily

Reveille of Louisiana State.
*****

OVERDUE BOOKS is the bane

of the college libriarian's existence

at Middle Tennessee State, ac-

cording the the Sidelines

newspaper.
Up to 80 first notices are mailed

daily to tell delinquents of their

sinning. And this is only after a

week has passed the due date.

A second post card notice is

followed by a letter. Final action is

flagging the student's record. This

means - no book, no transcript.

The story doesn't mention any

sinning among faculty and staff.

*****

DROP OUTS ARE RARER at

the University of Wisconsin, ac-

cording to recent intelligence

reported in The Daily Cardinal.

The lowest rate of withdrawal in

three years has been noted by

Dean of Students Paul Ginsberg,

who says the new trend may be

accounted for by economics.

"The high unemployment rate

has made students more serious,"

he says.

And the fact that peace came to

the campus, this Fall, is another

factor, he adds.
*****

GETTING TOUGH ABOUT
PARKING violations at Florida

State is resulting in no registration

for Spring quarter.

The Flambeau newspaper there

notes that unpaid parking citations

will hold up registrations of

students unless an appeal is taken

in Municipal Court. That court

requires posting of bond in the

amount of fines- due.

Which is one way of correcting

the pollution of population on the

campuses.
*****

FORGIVENESS POLICY in the

matter of grades is an innovation

at the University of South Florida,

meanwhile.
According to a page one story in

a recent Oracle, the Council of

Deans there has recommended a

policy that would enable students

to raise grades in courses they've

done poorly in. The plan would

allow students to repeat a course

and have only the second grade

count.

There is indeed an academic
Santa Claus - even in Florida in the

Springtime.
*****

Student Homophil e Leage
Gay Doesn't Mean Alone

Come to a Meeting
or

Just Call and Rap

545-0154 413E S.U.

Mutual of New York
is pleased to announce

the opening of its new sales office

in the Amherst area.
The office is located at

79 SOUTH PLEASANT St., AMHERST

Michael C. Leary

is the new sales manager.

Associated with him are:

Peter Anderson
Norman Fuller

Thomas Uustal
Edwin Lorentzen

They are college plan specialists.

Specializing in tax sheltered retirement plans are:

Vijai B. Pandey
Remy C. Hernandez

We are looking forward to servicing the insurance
needs of our friends in the Amherst area. Feel free to drop
in or call us at

256-8532

MDC CLASSIFIED
> >

AUTOS FOR SALE

IMS Chevy Imp.. AT. PS. hat IM*.

engine, good body. run* good. Priced for

ICM or beat offer. Call for Anil MS MU or

ItMMJB.
HMI

•3 Rambler. • cyl. healer, aeat fold* to

bed. good mileage. Tired engine but runt

ok IM MS-473*: S-IM2 Chrta Howell.

tf3-24

• Opel Rally fastback Full guagea.

Kadlala Dependable IMt cr engine, jnat

tuned |9S«. Rog S27-1S2*. Ml
•5 Pontlac t atallna. pa. pb. automatic

I xrrllent condition Real offer. Call S4t-

fi*2* 1 morning* or late evening* >

Ml
(7 (bevy com pa. at. I owner SM: 71 VW

l*S*: IMS Cadllac Llmoalne. all eacl

condition MS-UM. ask for Dick
Ml

U Mustang a*. 4 apecd wtUi Hurat

shifter 2 chrome reverse rima with wide

Duntops (all Jack 544-5773 IS5*. must

ted Ml

It" BtW Sear* port. tv. I vr old Ex
cond. ear phone & ttand Incl. 115 Call MS-
344*. Beat before 2:31 p m

U3-24

Must aell toon IMS Chevy Impala

maroon 4 door. 283 cu. la)., auto trana.

power tteer, new tire* and battery. I9S.
or beat offer. Wayne *65-32*3

U4-4

IM4 Volvo. Call 2S3-77M. IIS* or beat

offer.
3-24

l!7t VW Sedan white w/red Int. AM —
KM radio. Mnat aell immed. Will take

II2M MS-4333.
tf3-24

*4 VW. excellent mechanical condition

Newly rebuilt engine. Juat needa new
starter I3M or beat offer Call 253-tMO

after S:3t.
UJ-Z3

IMt VW Bug Radio. »unroof, roofrack.

new lire* and brake*, new muffler, new

battery . Very gawd condition. I I2M or beat

offer 2S*-*24*.
U3-24

WANTED

IMt VW Sedan, good running

•now lire* radio recent tune-up. II4M
(all Sherrie 2S3-7SSt after • p.m

tf3-23

M VW. good running cond.. eacl. body,

new *nocka. an. Urea, muf . rad . ball Jnta

Recent tune -up A oil change 1 4M Call 2M-

M23.
tfva

Bine VW bug w/*5 rebuilt eng. Car In

very good condition ISM or beat offer. See
it si II So. Prospect St. Aak for Herb. No

M VW conv.. antotran.. new eng.. e«.

cond Aak I4M or beat offer Call Chaa. 243-

vm i2-«.
If3-24

African Thumb pianos i Kallmbas

Only IMM at Creative Kndiavor (the

worldwide music store) Greenfield 1-774-

2R3I.
3-23

It wh» old Pioneer PLI2A tarn, with

BTOcart.EPI iMtpkt A Dyna FM tuner

Mso Keallstlr receiver. Call Mark S4A-

»l

Bio A Chem Tchrt /Professors — pvt.

boarding schools A 4 year colleges Must
relocate. Em-Sec Service*, 2* Pray St..

Xmherst S4*-*22t

if4-3

Director of Continuing Education — able

to develop existing program ranging from
no credit to grad court. PhD. Em-See Serv

S4t-422t.

U4-3

Soc iology Teacher — Jr. College level.

MA A 3t bra. experience neceaaary. Mutt
relocate. Em-See Service*. 2t Pray St.

IMjI
U4-3

House or apt in a houae wanted to rent

from June I write J. Kirley 18 Fairfield

Ave. Norwalk Conn. MSS4 or call 2*3-83*-

MN7.

Eat. group wantt lead singer Rock, C A
W. original* M or F. Should want to really

work. 2S4V4322: S4*-M*4

MM

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own room. 163 mo. Telephone and

utilities Incl. Country vetting Belcher-

town. Call 323-7*1* ( hrls or Katie.
3-23

Own room in apt In Northampton

available April lal. Approx 140 month Incl.

utilities Call SM-OB2*
3-24

I Bedroom in a 4 1/2 room houae. Acroat

from Lake Metacomet In Bekhertown,

177.St/mo. Call Eric 323-4*4* or George
323-73*4.

HMI

Grab it! Apartment for rent 3 mln. to

I Matt. I lot month. Heat A elect, in-

cluded. 2S* *4M available Immediately.
t/J-24

Nice room next to campus immediately.

Call Judy or Frank 54* 1173 12 to 2 p.m.

only. I7S a month.
t/3-24

EMPLOYMENT
Act early. M Western National Park

Frnployers — experience unnecessarv . 2Sf

self-add. envelope. PJ8. 7MC. IM* Pita.

Stale College. Pa.

MM
NEEDHELP

tf3-24

t/3-24

IM2 Ford Fairlane SM. Runs well. IN.
Automatic trana.. 2S3-27M

t/3-24

Volkswagen M aedan. Good running.

Sunroof, good Urea, radio, opening rear

windows. Treated well. Aaklng ISM 413-

532-7*1* Paul.
t/3-24

65 Plymouth Valiant I2S* Call M5-3I2*
tf3-24

SUmp collector*: I' .8. plate Wockt for

sale — dirt cheap < need money.) Miles —

SKIING

ii

t/3-24

Moccasins In all styles and sixes. Buf-

falo, deerskin, sueded and glove-tanned
leal* — 112. Take a look at the Catalog'
233 Gorman.

3-23

Ski Killlngton — ttay at the Troika

Lodge 17/ngt. — !3*/tki week. Full kit-

chen priv. inc. Call W2-422 34*1 for

reservation!.
tf3-24

SERVICES

PERSONAL

FOR SALE

Webcore Mrack car stereos w /channel

indie. Ilghta and deluxe speaker*. Ex-

cellent base response Brand new! Call

2S6-M76*.
If4-7

1*7* 3S* Honda cl «2M ml. 1*0* or beat

offer. Call .1-2*24 ask for Kathy 411. Leave
mestage If 'I'm not in.

H3-22

GE component stereo system — one

year old — excel, cond. Lists for 1 120 will

sell for 175. Call Frank R-6342 nites.

t/3-23

Twelve string electric guitar, nice

shape, hollow body, case and cord In-

cluded. Call *-4427 except wknda after

7:M.
tfl-24

mm VW Bu*. New brakes A clutch

Engine overhauled, (all Karen 5*4-75*9.

lf4-3

Southernman. ( hleftan, Little Blimp.

( orpsrman. have a great vacation! Well
mias you! Goody 2 Shoe*. Suiy Spotless

and Sultry Bitch.
3-23

To Art the Junior Entemology major

from Kennedy: Thank you a million for

returning my wallet. Peace and happiness

always. L. Smith.
3-23

Happy 3rd Anniversary. Honey. Love.

Poke A Nose
3-23

The proposed St. Pat'a parade wat

cancelled due to lack of Irith pride

Beware of the Faster Parade! Alvln

Htzpatrick.
3-23

Marc — Your first was more than we

had ever hoped for. we with you a hundred

more filled with the same. Happy Birth-

day. M and D.
tf3-24

Two excellent farms In Ware Area call

anWime M7-*32:t. 967-5*16. Moulton Heal

Estate, Ware.
tf3-24

l 'I To Opel G T 19 Liter eng 4 spd.. R A
II white w/red int Best offer, (all 247-:i70l

call after .V 10
H3-24

To the hitchhiker I picked up In my grn

VW Bus on Tues . May. 14 Just before

accident, please contact me — 253-2433.

( "°r"'
tf3-24

Amherst Audio services, stereo com-

ponent*, tape deck* for home or car. 1*7

No Pleatant si . 2M-HI33.
tftem

Home/Industrial Cleaning, painting,

lawn care, light home maintenance, odd

Jobs. Free estimates and advice S4*-*344.

t/3-24

Auto Astrology I'ranua Is in Libra

opposing Mercury retrograde in Vires

Thit may bring Jarring, tporadic.

sometimes unrealistic intightt. Your car

may be overtaxed and need attention. The
air filler probably needt to be changed.

Come to Spencer's Mobil — next to Pott

Office.

3-23

FOR RENT
Black A white TV rentalt I ..» per day —

Ifidav minimum. Color TV rentalt II. per

day — 3* day minimum. TV Center 55 N.

Pleasant 253-5100.

If4-5

Hyannis group rental* from 12000

Prime areas only, (lean -modern. Call In

Am 1-4*4-3*1*. Jim Reagan Box 112

llvannis. Mass. Owner.
IM-3

Need help In Math, Chem. or

Economics? Call I-733-2M3 collect after 7

p.m.
tf3-23

RIDE WANTED
For two people to Washington D.C. or

area for aprlng vacation. If you can help

please call Ellen S-M73. Will share ex-

penses.
MM*

Ride to Florida during vacation for I.

Will share driving A expenses Call Roy
54fi-*72S after *.

MM*

Ride needed to Florida r ri 24th around

noon. Will share driving and expense*

Call Dave 544-7775

MM*

Ride needed west toward Colorado or

Chicago anytime (hi* week and weekend
Will share expenses. Call Onnle. Room
Itl. 5-2418.

MM*

ENTERTAINMENT
Folk singer wanted for wedding, 12

tiring preferred. Call collect 203-R3H-MR7

HMI

Back by popular demand i* "Punky

Pete" at the Bluewall tonight. Real good

lime musk.
3-23

Yellow Sun Spring Feast tonite! 12. 5*

for a vegetarian meal, acoustic mutic by

(lean Living. Fat. more. Amherst
folklore Ctr.

3-23

TRAVEL

University Traveler! Club — Traveling

thit summer? Stay overnight free! Stuck

at home? Host travelers. Meet friendly

people Exchange privileges with mem-
bers in I'.S A Canada. Write now for full

details: LTC. P.O. Boa *I47. Berkeley.

Calif. »4709
If4 25

RIDERS WANTED
To Ohio leaving Sunday morning March

2*. One way only. Call MS-43R2.
1/3-24

LOST
Black, male Urge dog. answers to.

"rldo." Reward. 2S3-3SC3 or 5-*3*R.

MM
Keyt-on key ring with "Camaro" In-

signia — reward for recovery. Call 6-1*34

and aak for Al.

tf3-24

BLl'E NOTEBOOK: Taken from Craft

Workshop. Student InIon Wed. 3/IS.

Please return there or call Barbara S4»-

TERM PAPERS
Uuallty Research and Reference

materials Originals and copies. TPA.
Km. it". Amherat Carriage Inn. 233 V
Pleasant St 25*-«IOS

113-24

APARTMENT FOR RENT

One if b\ Theta (hi two if h> Zeta Nu. on

I he opposite keg I shall be! Happy 21*1

llnihd.n Sle\c Murawskl!

Ski Chalet vacation week Mar. 2* — Apr.

I Okemo — Killlngton area, sleeps 10. 1 3O0

(all 60I-H64-5536.
tf3-23

Two-Bedroom Apartment* for Im-

mediate rental. «-month leate

IIHS/monlh. include* utll. (all 6*5-3249

days or M5-3575 nltes.

TYPING

T\ping — theses. dissertations, etc. Fa»t

,ind accurate. Proofreading, editing if

desired lla\e Greek and science symbols

MM.
,fr21

MM*

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
2 girla nd for summer help at motel In

Woodstock. N.H.. While Mta. Room,
board, wages. Call *l7-332PR*2or 253-734*.

t/3-24

SUMMER SUBLET

I Bedroom Pnffton village with fall

option. Avail June 1. I IS* /month utll.

included. Price la negotiable. Hurry rail

54*MM.
U3-24

3 bedroom Puffton Village apt. •«•>!

June I. Option to leaae In fall Call S4t-t*57

U3-24

~T~0 SUBLET

2 Bdrm apt. avail. Apr. all utils.. 15 mln.

to campus. Beautiful woods, pett.

children (all George. 323-M77 or S45-2M*
t/3-24

Sublet Townhouse from June to August

in Kiverglade Apis. Two bedroomt and
furnished IIS*. Call 2S3-SS34 after «:M
p.m.

If 4-3

1 Bedroom apt., alr-condilionlng. w-w
carpet, garbage disposal, 10 mln from
campus (all 545-24*7 or 3234318

MM

i'rom June to Sept. I bedroom, all utll.

paid, furn One mile from campus 1140.

(all Rick 253-2*52 from 5 to * p m keep

trying
U3-24

Small apt. In Amhertl. June I. Not at

nice at Puffton etc.. but comfortable and
cheap. IM with utll. Why pay the ripoff?

(all 2.VS-M3*.

MM*
2 bedroom lownhouse Rolling Green

Apt*. Avail April I at 123* all utll. (all 25ft-

M24.
1/3-24

~CAR STORAGE

Excellent access in Amherst t enter,

(lean. Reasonable rate*. D.H. Jone«,

37M.
1(4 2*

HELP WANTED
Wanted, recent college grad for Sales

Mgt Position compensation arrangements

negotiable, (all 254MI532 between io - 4

ask for Mr. Leary.
t/3-24

M roun*. al boys' ramp In Me Ecology

and nature oriented For fact*, call 323-

71*7.
H3-24
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- Notices

BOLTWOOD RECREATION
PROGRAM
Our recreation program at B.S.S.

needs more people after^vacation.

Athletics, dances, play, mttvles, etc.

Call Willie, 2566815. Give a little,

help a lot.

BRIDGE CLUB
There will be a bridge play tonight

at 7:00 p.m. in Rm. 904 CC.

CHRISTIANS
Prayer every Mon. and Thurs.

from 4:30-5:00 on the ninth floor CC

and in Rm. 208 MacKimmie.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
More people needed. Anybody

interested in seeing that the Concert

is a success should come down to help

in fund raising, 9 p.m. tonight. CC

175 or call Gary Gomes 5 0341.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT MAJORS
Meeting of H.D. Students Fac.

Coordinating Comm. tonight in Rm.

902 CC at 7:30. All members please

attend bringing related materials.

New members welcome.

MUSICAL ENSEMBLE
A Musical Ensemble of 22 students

will present "The Cross and the

Switch Blades" Thurs., 11:30 a.m.,

S U. Colonial Lounge. Musical

highlights include: "Love Was
When", "You'll Never Walk Alone",

"He". "Lonely Me."

RUNNING EVERY DAY AT 4:00

From Curry Hicks women running

1 mile, 2 miles.. .Eventually hoping to

compete in Track and Distance

races. Wear running clothes.

SKY DIVE
Spring's sprung We never stopped

jumping though 1st spring recruit-

ment meeting will be Tues., April 4,

CC 162. Watch for our ad.

SUG BOARD
Thursday's meeting cancelled.

THEATRE
The UMass Children's Theatre will

present Story Theatre, Mem. Hall,

Mar. 23, 24 at 4:30 and 9 p.m. Tickets

can be purchased in Bartlett for 50«.

THE TOPMOST YAGA SYSTEM
A class will be held on Thurs. nite

in Cance Lounge at 5 7. All students

are instructed to attend if possible.

TRANSPORTATION PARKING
COUNCIL
Meeting at Km. A 219, Grad R.C.,

2:30 p.m. Open. Questions to the

committee as a whole can be referred

to Karl Broekhuisen, GRC.

ZOOL. STUDENT FACULTY BAG
LUNCH
Wed. April 5 Dr. B. Honigberg will

speak on "Protozoan Disease and

Possible Means of Control", 12:45

1:30, Mor. 349. All Zool. students

welcome.

LOST
In Hatch or CC flute In brown

case. Please call 665 4990.

Red psych notebook in Mahar

Tues. nite at Psych 325 exam. Please

return or call Jan, 546 8415 at 1103

JQA.
Green fur lined coat at the Hamp-

den dance two weeks ago. Please call

66590.

Right lens to a pair of glasses Fri.

afternoon Mar. 17. If found call

Janet, 546 8504.

FOUND
Girl's bracelet watch in CC. Call 6-

7566 and ask for Mike.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Regular meeting tonight in CC 917.

Come and talk with Gay Friends.

Help plan our 2nd annual Gay

Festival Conferences! New members

alway welcome Gay doesn't have to

mean "alone".

Once Upon A Time . .

.

The UMass Children's Theatre, directed by Dorothy Aldrich, will

present "Story Theatre", an improvisational theatre of not so well-known

children's folk tales.

There will be two showings today and Friday, March 23 and 24 at 4.30

p m. and at 7 p.m. in Memorial Hall. . A .

This is Ms. Aldrich's second experience with directing improvisation^

theatre for children. Previously, she has directed such successful

productions as "Rumpelstiltskin" and "Aladdin's Lamp This year at

the University she directed an improvisational "Christmas Medley and

is now doing "Story Theatre". •
•

.

Tickets are now on sale in advance at the Bartlett Hall Box Office, from

11-2 p.m. Phone: 545-2579.

REGISTER

VOTE

To vote in the

April Presidential

Preference

Primary

you must

register no later

than March 25

Your local

Registrar's Office

will be open until

10 p.m. this

Saturday,

March 25.

(C51328)

usee

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNET OMAM<

Libra i* the great mediator, bringing

together those of opposing view*, serving

as a balance, weighing one factor against

the other Natives of this zodiacal sign are

especially skillful at avoiding or

preventing unpleasant situations. There

is a way out where Libra is concerned

Libra forms alliances and works with

material at hand. Beauty, serenity

keynote the classical Libran Some
famous persons born under Libra include

Ed Sullivan, Donald Pleasence and

Angela Lansbury

ARIES (March 21 Apr. I 1») :
Details,

need tor secure base of operations these

are emphasized Be observant You could

make important discovery What others

have overlooked could prove personal

treasure vein. Know it and act ac

cordmgly
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Be ready

for change of scenery Flexibility now is

essential Accent on making ideas work

Steady pace aids in success Leave the

sensational to others Gemini and Virgo

play prominent roles Associate acts in

unorthodox manner.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Don't

overspend Gift purchase is fine,

especially where family member is in-

volved But you need not go to extremes

One close to you may have childish

tantrum Not wise to be Intimidated You

will comprehend.
CANCER (June 21 July 22): You can

deal with basic changes Home, personal

environment is affected Money con

nected with joint effort is involved

Property rights are subiect to question

Separate fact from fiction.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Stick to pnn

cipies You will have backing Whatever

you do, do it wholeheartedly Capricorn is

involved Creative juices flow Plenty of

excitement is featured Short lourney

may be necessary Special agreement

occurs.
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Friend may

be careless with your assets Protect

holdings Finish project. Avoid

premature actions Aries is In picture.

Steady effort results in achievement.

Don't play games where security is in

volved.
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. M) :

Stress In

dependence, originality. Welcome chance

for greater self expression. Let special

person know how you feel. Accent is on

ambition, fulfillment. You gain through

unorthodox procedure. Act accordingly

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Trust

hunch. Follow through on inner feelings.

What was supposition Is verified. You can

act In knowledge that you are on correct

path Aquarian plays prominent role

Open lines of communication.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Social activity accelerates You go places

and meet people. Some contacts can

develop into meaningful relationships

Your personality is emphasized Sense of

humor surfaces You grasp happiness

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 1»): You

gain objective by breaking from pattern

Means experiment; find different

avenues Accent is on marriage, special

legal agreement Usual procedures will

not suffice Back conviction by investing

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 1») Changes

occur which may reveal where you are

headed and why Obtain hint from

Capricorn message. Unusual com
munication deserves attention. Check

appointments, especially those having to

do with personal welfare.

PISCES (Feb. l» March 20) Domestic

situation requires attention. Make
gesture of reconciliation. There will be

favorable response One who stimulates

you responds in like manner. You can be

fulfilled Give yourself a chance

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY, you

are perceptive, independent, at times

giving the impression of being arrogant

You seldom respond in lukewarm
manner it usually is all or nothing
where you ere concerned Social life will

be more active this year. You gain added
recognition and contract could be con
summated which changes your life style

Copyright 1*72, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Roadside hotel

6 Entertain

11 Staid

12 Elements
14 Indefinite

article

15 Fruit cake

17 Send forth

18 Falsehood

20 Musical
instruments

23 Dutch town

24 Organs of

hearing

26 Molar
28 Teutonic

deity

29 Narrow, flat

boards
31 Trudge
33 Metal fastener

35 Mud
36 Go
39 Birds' homes

42 Note of scale

43 Mix. as dough

45 Halt

46 Guido's high

note

48 Go in

50 Resort

51 Seasoning

53 Turkish
regiment

55 Printer's

measure

56 Emits vapor

59 Mistakes

61 Weird

62 Prophets

DOWN

1 Servile

2 Hypothetical

force

3 Make lace

4 Greenland
settlement

5 European
dormouse

6 Part of

"to be"
• 7 Pronoun
8 Southwestern

Indian

9 Identical

10 Omits in

pronunciation

11 Transactions

13 Cubic
meter

16 Jog
19 Muse of

poetry

21 Model
22 Blemish
25 Pile

27 Leases

30 Part of

play

32 Nuisances

34 Sharp

36 Newspapers,
collectively

37 Tell

38 Facts

40 Heavy
drinkers

41 Reaches
across

44 Erases
(printing)

47 Toward
shelter

49 Unusual

52 Sailor

(colloq)

54 Anger

57 Note of scale

58 Compass
point

60 Conjunction

F

Dintr >>» l"nite<1 Feature Syndicate. Inf.

IM Wrist
One form of wrist wrestling is

done on a 35 x 26" table about 44"

high in Boyden Gymnasium.
Another form is done over a bar in

a local pub. It is difficult to assess

the popularity of the latter, but

interest in the former is easily

attested to by the 205 individuals

(200 men and 5 women) who
participated in the first UMass
IntramuralWrist Wrestling Tour-

nament completed Tuesday night.

The Intramural variety of wrist

wrestling prescribes that standing

opponents grasp the base of each

other's thumbs with wrists exactly

perpendicular; grasp opposite

hands immediately below the

upright forearms in a finger curl

contact; make sure that the active

elbow remains in the elbow cup;

and go to it, pitting strength

against strength. A winner is

determined when one contestant

forces his opponent's wrist down on

his own opposite forearm.

Weight divisions are set to

somewhat equalize the com-
petition. In men's competition,

those under 155 lbs. are considered

lightweights; those under 175 lbs.,

middleweights, those under 195

lbs., heavyweights, and those over

195 lbs., "Godzillaweights"
(whatever that means'). In

women's competition the weight

divisions are somewhat reduced,

limiting lightweights to 120 lbs.,

Jabbar-Kareem Of
The Crop Again
MILWAUKEE (AP)-Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's face remained

tvDicallv impassive, but the Milwaukee Bucks supercenter said he

is gratified to be named the National Basketball Association s most

valuable player a second successive year.

The league announcement Wednesday said the former Lew

Alcinder received 81 first place votes, 52 for second and 20 for third

in balloting by NBA players.

•'He's very deserving." Bucks' Coach Larry Costello sa.d "No

one in the league was more valuable than he was to our team. He

had to be the selection. .. .

.

•He's a fantastic team guy and a fantastic person, Costello said

Offensively. I don't know what he can't do. Defensively he coud

poSy Improve his rebounding and shot blocking but that's
i

aU.

If he's improved over last year. I don't know where H would be.

He was so tremendous last year."

Abdul-Jabbar led the league in scoring last year with a 31.7

average as the Bucks captured the NBA title in their third season of

eX
The

n
Bucks have clinched the Midwest Division crown again this

vear and latest statistics show the former UCLA All-American

"leading the league in scoring with a 34.9 average, second in field

Loal plrcen age at .573 and tfiird in rebounds with a 16.7 average^

AbEwabbaY received .581 points in the voting, with Jerry West

of Los Angeles second for the third consecutive year with 393. The

Lakes' Wilt Chamberlain was third with 294, with John Havhcek of

Boston fourth and Spencer Haywood of Seattle fifth.

It has been a trying season in some respects for the Bucks despite

mer sucT4 As defending champions, they are subjected •
suirb efforts from opponents night after night. Heavy roster

Xver and injuries, KoUbly to Oscar Robertson, have cut into

^mSffSSRn been harder on the team than on me," Abdul-

Jabbar said. "My job remains the same.

Only Chamberlain and former Boston sUrBi Russell have

received the award more than twice-RusseU five times and

SSSriS four Abdul-Jabbar has won it twice in his three

professional season

middleweights to 140 lbs.,

heavyweights to 160 lbs. and

Godzillaweights to the reaches

beyond 160 lbs.

Unfortunately, the existing

version of wrist wrestling

discriminates against the left-

handed minority as it is all done

right-handed. However, the In-

tramural organizers have assured

this writer that such

discrimination will be rectified

next year with the institution of a

special "Left Handed Tour-

nment".
The interest and enthusiasm

generated by this activity sur-

passed expectations and ear-

marked its definite return in next

year's intramural program. The

results of this week's action are as

follows:

In the men's team championship

category, Beta Chi, also the In-

dependent Division Champion,
captured the All Campus Cham-
pionship by amassing a 245 point

total. Campus Runners-up, 40

points behind, were the Chad-

bourne Maroons, also winners of

the Residence Hall Division. Theta

Chi, the Fraternity Champions,

were third with 150 pts.

The women's campus team
championship was garnered by

Lambda Delta Phi and the Grad-

Fac title was conceded to Civil

Engineering, the only team en-

tered in that division.

The Men's individual campus

titles were won by a Beta Chi

contingent of Bob Foote (light

weight), Frank Boksanski (mid-

dleweight), Mike Manquso
(Heavyweight) and John Homan
(Godzillaweight).

For the women, Chris Flynn

from JQA captured the lightweight

crown, Janice Brack of Lambda
Delta Phi earned the middleweight

title and Debbie Kirchmer from

Field was uncontested for the

heavyweight title.

In the Grad-Fac Division, and

intrasquad tournament within the

Civil Engineering Department
revealed that Ed Hannon (light-

weight), Leo Mulcahey (Mid-

dleweight), Pete Lynch
(Heavyweight) and Al Scaramelli

(Godzillaweight) were the most

persistent, if not the strongest

representatives of their group.

Although the formal Intramural

Wrist Wrestling Tournament will

be held in Boyden Gymnasium
again next year, there is some
question as to the site of future

practice sessions. Who knows,

perhaps a boom in the pub variety

of wrist wrestling is in the offing!

TORRE THE HOLDOUT-Joe Torre, the St. Louis Cardinals third baseman talks to pitcher Bob Gibson

.tYreTem spring fining session. Torre, the Nation.. Hague's Most*+**^j»S*E££
an agreement on a new contract The Cardinals are strong contenders for the Western Division Title of

the National League. (Photo by Associated Press)

O^TSVT^m Stnke "££j*===i±=iFj»5t
J

.„. o..^o,i rtwn*« The owners have offered a plan which they say will JTXSSW V^Tit. '

ST. PETERSBURG. Fla. (AP)-BasebaU owners

refused to budge Wednesday on players' demands for

increased pension and medical benefits, intensifying

the threat of a player strike March 31

•We voted to take a stand," Gussie Busch owner of

the St Louis Cardinals, said after a near four-hour

meeting of the 24 major league club owners.

We voted unanimously. We're not going to give

them another damned cent.

"If they want to strike, let 'em."

Busch's strong statement came after an an-

nouncement that the club owners. w^out a dissent

had agreed not to yield on demands for n.cr-as

benefits.

The owners have offered a plan which they say wiU

cos* them around $400,000. The plan has been rejected

by the players.
.

The owners' negotiator, John Gahenn, said efforts

would be continued to reach an agreement and ward

off the threat of a strike.

"The clubs offered to pay the increased annual cost

of the current, excellent life, hospital, medical and

dental care coverage and to continue the present

contributions to the pension plan," Gahenn said.

He acknowledged that he was ready to hear counter

proposals from the players but gave no^indication

that there would be any softening of the owners

stand

oinfSorinK the UMass Crew team will be taking to the water to

SPRING IS HERE!-And with the arr.val of Spring,

get into shape for the forthcoming season.

y.»V-«. EZSEB •/' ~i»*''r i r*-"- g
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Commentary-Red Sox

Also Rans Again
By DAN KAMAL *•'

Welcome, Bob Burda...you're just what the Sox need.

The Boston Red Sox are the most mediocre bunch of "pennant

contenders" to ever engage in Hag talk. If pennants were awarded

on the basis of optimism, the Sox would be perennial American

Champs. If pennants were awarded on the basis of most games

won, (which, incidentally, they are), the Red Sox would nearly

always be also rans, (which, incidentally, they are).

But it wasn't always this way. After all, the Bosox have managed

to win three whole pennants in the last few years (54 to be exact, but

who's counting? Surely not Dick O'Connell).

Remember that glorious "Impossible Dream" year? Remember

when Jim Lonborg could blow the ball past virtually any hitter in

baseball? Remember when Jose Santiago was virtually un-

touchable with that good fastball and great curve'' Remember

when the Sox were talking dynasty because they had such young up

and coming players as Joe Foy, Dalton Jones, Mike Andrews, and

George Scott? .

Well apparently success was too much for Red Sox personnel

and management alike. First it was Lonborg playing Jean Claude

Killy (rather badly). Then Santiago decided that even though he

had the best won-lost percentage in the American League m 1967,

he just had to pitch all winter in the Puerto Rican winter league.

Then O'Connell stepped into the picture, or actually pulled the

Red Sox out of the picture. To be sure, the "Baseball Executive of

The Year in 1967" had some help. Uncle Tom Yawkey apparently

decided that Manager Dick Williams was not treating his nephews

well enough, so exit Williams, despite the fact that in 1968 and 1969

he had brought the team further than most people thought it would

go considering the many injuries, etc.
K—k«ii Mil

Enter Eddi?Tm a nice guy, and I reaUy know myTbaseball, and I

should be winning more games, but..." Kasko. That s when the

demise really began. Through a rare combination of trades and

team dissension, the Boston club now boasts a tentative starting

CATCHER: Probably Duane Josephson, the best pie eater in the

league. Trouble is he's out every three games.

FIRST BASEMAN : It looks like Cecil Cooper, but now with Big Bob

Burda in the pirture. who knows?
_,._,_,» u

SECOND BASEMAN: Doug Griffin. Too bad the Sox didn t have 10

SHORTSTOP Luis Aparicio-just another figure in the continuing

youth movement Luis should be good for 140 games he says. (Even

if he hits safely in only eight of them)

THIRD BASEMAN: Rico "Wish I could move sideways

Petrocelli. Not a bad hitter, though, he'll hit at least .250.

LEFT FIELD: The exciting YAZ As they say, "As Yaz goes, so the

Sox. Well, bye bye. unless he improves his 1971 average by about 80

percentage points. .

CENTERFILED. Reggie Smith Probably the best all-around

player on the team He doesn't have enough help.

RIGHTFIELD: Tommy Harper A good, business-like ballplayer

( Somehow he doesn't seem to belong on the Sox. After all, he just

wants to play winning baseball. He doesn't even want to start

F<

As far as pitching is concerned, the Sox have a decent staff. But

the hitting, or lack of hitting, will not complement a "decent staff

Besides, the staff lacks a bona fide "stopper". ,...„.
It all shapes up into an outside shot at a third place finish in the

AL East at best.

Bring back Mike Fiore.

UMass2ndInNEAAU
.... -t ..„,...o*» -jftiv»' in a*. •»»<••

By JOHN BOCK
Even though the college

wrestling season ended two weeks

ago with the crowning of the NCAA
champs, wrestling as an activity

continues with unbashed fervor.

Evidence of this is present on the

UMass campus as a contingent of

the UMass wrestling team and

some wrestling enthusiasts

traveled to the Boston YMCA on

Sunday to participate in the New
England AAU Wrestling Cham-

pionship Tournament and walked

away with a strong second place

finish.

Representing UMass were Dave

Amato, Wayne Turnberg, Dick

Muri. Steve Rome. Shelly Gold-

berg. Steve Benson, Bruce Buck-

bee, and Ed Carlson. Goldberg and

Benson won at 158 and 167

respectively while Amato finished

second at 126 to accompany Buck-

bee at 191 and Carlson at

heavyweight finishing second, with

Rome taking a third at 158.

This tournament was one of

many that dot the country on the

weekends all year around, more

than ever this year, however, due

to the fact that it is an Olympic

year. Two organizations that are

engaged in the promotion of

amateur wrestling and that

sponsor these open tournaments

are the Amateur Athletic Union

and the recently founded United

States Wrestling Federation The

AAU is, of course, active in

promoting many other sports but

has enjoyed particular success in

wrestling. The years that the

NCAA's were not held, the AAU

held it championships and helped

spread the sport. Today the

National AAU Freestyle and Greco

Roman Championships are among

the best and most prestigious

wrestling events in the nation.

The USWF was recently founded

with the purpose of promoting

wrestling in the U.S. at all levels

full time. The Federation has been

eminently successful in its goal to

the extent of exchanging visits with

the best teams in the USSR, and

participating in the annual

USSR. International Freestyle

Wrestling Tournament.

The type of wrestling done at

these marches is similar to

collegiate, but involves a more

complicated point system.

Freestyle wrestling sharpens a

wrestlers takedown skill as that is

where most points are picked up.

Dave Amato lost in the finals to

Ducan Innes, a former UMass

wrestler now wrestling for the

Boston Y. His performance in the

bout was hampered by an injury to

his ankle, but he still gave Innes a

tough match. Steve Rome lost to

Goldberg and Oulette of the Y.

Shelly beat Oulette, a former

Michigan State Big 10 champ and

team co-captain, in the finals 8-3.

al Cashman

Uaily QIolU?0ian

SPORTS
In the upper weight classes Steve

Benson continued his dominance in

New England tournaments with a

decisive victory over a member of

the Y team. Bruce Buckbee told

this reporter that he did not really

feel like wrestling and con-

sequently his performance suf-

fered and he lost to Lovejoy of the

Lawrence YMCA, 3-0. At
heavyweight Ed Carlson evidenced

good form throughout but also

bowed in the finals.

Most of the wrestlers will con-

tinue to work out with the up-

coming New England District

Olympics Trials as the target

These will be held at the

Springfield College Fieldhouse
April 22-23, 1972.

BOSTON (AP)-The Boston Bruins appealed a

suspension handed to Wayne Cashman Wednesday,

then announced a few hours later they were with-

drawing the appeal because the forward would be lost

to the National Hockey League team for the first

three playoff games if the team's petition was not

upheld.

League President Clarence Campbell suspended

Cashman and Dennis Hextall of the Minnesota North

Stars for three games each earlier Wednesday as a

result of a stick swinging incident in Boston last

Sunday during a game that was televised nationally

to the United States and Canada.

Campbell also levied a $200 fine on Cashman and

two $50 fines on the Minnesota player for their actions

in the game, which the Bruins won 7-3.

Campbell had set a tentative date for the appeal

hearing of April 4. The Bruins President Weston

Adams Jr. later announced the appeal was being

withdrawn because of the danger that Cashman's

SPRING IS UPON us. The spring

season promises a lot of athletic

competition. Track is one of the

oldest sports (left), while soccer

has not been around a very long

time (lower left). Teams are

starting to practice and will begin

activity and competition after the

vacation. (Photo by MIX Staff)

The photo at the right is that of

Kathie Lav* son. Those stars and

stripes forever. The spectators

stared at the footy socks with stars

and stripes worn by Kathie

training at Melbourne for an in-

ternational track and field meet at

Olympia Park. Kathie is a first

year physical education student at

UMass.

suspension could be applied to the playoff games

rather than upcoming end-of-season contests.

"Despite what we might think about the merits of

our case," Adams said, "we could not afford to run

the risk."

Campbell said at a news conference in Montreal

that, "Any order of suspension or expulsion or any

fine in excess of $200 may be appealed. He said the

league's Board of Governor's would rule on his

decision at the meeting scheduled for April 4.

The withdrawal of the appeal means Cashman will

sit out the first game of his suspension when the

Bruins face the New York Rangers at Boston

Thursday night. Hextall began serving his suspension

when Minnesota beat the California Golden Seals 4-2

Tuesday night

Campbell said at his news conference that the

Bruins would not be allowed to withdraw the appeal if

Cashman played Thursday night.

New England's
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Wood Tells FacSen

Bartley Working

To Restore Positions

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
UMass President Robert Wood said David M. Bartley, Speaker of the

House, has made a commitment toward restoring parts of Gov. Sargent s

recommended budget cuts for the University.

Wood said Bartley, D-Holyoke. will work within the House to insure that

requested faculty positions cut by the Governors Office of Finance and

Administration be restored to the University.

The restorations would involve the creation of 100 faculty positions

including 58 positions on the Amherst campus.

Wood told the Facultv Senate yesterday in their weekly meeting that

his first priority is retaining the present 15-1 faculty to student ratio at the

University ,. » • „ «u„
Acknowledging Bartley's commitment as a first step in restoring tne

positions. Wood said: "I am not in a position to say that the future of

higher education is secure in Massachusetts."

Wood said the University is faced with a moral dilemma "Reduce the

quality of education or restrict the enrollment." said Wood

Although the enrollment of 1 ,684 additional students had been accepted,

no new faculty positions have been provided for under the governor s

recommended budget.

The UMass Board of Trusters last August in their budget presentation

to Sargent requested $89 million, but this figure has been cut to $72.5

million-a 20 per cent cut.

Acting Chancellor Bromery in an earlier interview said restoration is

minute" compared to the Governor's recommended $2 billion budget

He added that it would be unfortunate if the cuts were allowed to "erode

away quality education for such a small amount of money
"

Wood said he will be taking his case to the House Ways and Means

Committee within the next two weeks
. .. ,

An informed observer said in an interview last night that Bartley s

action practically guarantees the restoring of the positions in the House

The observer said it is doubtful if the restoration of the cut positions will

meet with much opposition in the House and Senate.

If the cuts are restored in the legislature, it will be up to Gov Sargent to

either sign the measure or use his power of veto

Wood also commented on Gov. Sargent's recent speech at UMass. At

the time Sargent said the University was currently operating under a 13-1

According to Wood, the governors ratio was not a true reflection of the

teaching situation at UMass Wood said the Governor used non-teaching

facultv members in formulating his ratio.

Under Wood's figures the faculty to student ratio at Amherst would

move from 15-1 to 15.6-1 while the Boston campus ratio would move from

15-1 to 17.6-1.

Alan Chapman Photo

On The Inside
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See page three
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See page jive
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See page seven
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See page eight KOKEKT WOOD
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Step Right Up; Only 13 Million To 1

So you bought a couple of lottery tickets yesterday

and you're convinced you're going to be the first big

winner of The Game?
Well, don't mentally start spending that $1

million yet. The odds are something like 13 million or

14 million to 1 against winning it.

Even if you do hit the jackpot, Uncle Sam will

extract such a mind-boggling income tax from the 20

annual $50,000 payments that it will make a strong

man weep. And the tax bite is one thing you can count

on, say the Internal Revenue Service and tax experts.

The astronomical odds a re calculated on the number

of tickets that must be sold to warrant the first

million dollar drawing.

"We figure we'll have to sell 13 million or 14 million

tickets, at an average rate of 3.2 million a week,

before the first drawing is held.'' explained lottery

spokesman David Ellis.

•So that puts the odds of anyone winning the big

prize at least at around 13 million to 1
."' he said.

Lottery planners thoughtfully arranged to parcel

out the $1 million in 20 annual payments of $50,000 to

minimize the pain of Federal income tax deductions.

if you were given the $1 million in one chunk,

you'd have to pay close to 70 percent to Uncle Sam,"

said IRS regional director William E Williams.

Nevertheless, whoever wins the big prize will flinch

at the amount the IRS chomps out of the $50,000 an-

nual installments.

For instance, a married man with two children and

an income of $10,000 would pay $18,745 on 50 grand,

plus $905 on his usual income, for a grand total of

$19,650. A single taxpayer with the same income

would get hit harder - he'd pay a total of $24,685.

A married man with two children and a salary of

$20,000 would pay a total of $24,970. A single taxpayer

with that salary would have to cough up $31,030.

A $1 million winner also would have to pay about 9

percent for state income taxes, but there are some

loopholes for dodging that.

"The best idea would be to invest the money in

municipal notes, which would be exempt from state

taxes." suggested Robert P. McKenzie, a National

Shawmut Bank investment officer.

What about taking vour first $50,000 payment,

thing to Fiji and telling the lottery people to mail you

the rest

Forget it, advised Williams of the IRS.

"Each $50,000 check will come with a reminder

from us that the money is taxable,'' he said.

"The lottery will report winners to the IRS and

we'll check the tax returns to make sure the tax is

paid." Williams added. "Winners of the $1 million

prize must pay their taxes quarterly.

"And if anyone did leave the country, wed make

the necessary arrangements to collect. This thing is

pretty well covered by the law."

(Reprinted from the Boston (Jlobe)

Wavne Patterson, left, a clerk in Veronicas Spa in Ualtham. sells

two tickets to the Massachusetts lottery (The Game) to Mrs.

Madeline Dver of Framingham early Wednesday morning as store

manager Pat Gergantino watches. Shortly after Mrs. Dyer bough

her tickets, the small store sold the last of the 500-ticket lot-a sellout

in less than two hours. (AP>

Senators Ladd And Stevens

Debate For Presidency

Jackson State Students Lose

By MDC STAFF
In a debate at Wednesday night's

Student Senate meeting, Larry

Ladd and John Stevens, the two

candidates for the Senate

presidency, both stressed the need

for reform on campus
The two agreed on most issues,

academic reform making the

campus a more livable place,

making the administration more
n'sponsi\e to student needs.

Stevens, who spoke first

presented his qualifications to the

Senate He ^aid his experience

being on the Senate I>ong Range

Planning Committee, his time

speul as a consultant for the Food

Service* Department, among
others would quality him tor the

position He alio mid he <*» m
strumental in getting the

registrar! on campm
Stevens presented a feu

proposals he hopes to see in

itrumented it elected Senate

president Tun <>t the most im

port ant were that he would fight

for .i tour course semester and irj

to initiate I nonprofit student

corporation it would be originally

PLAZA SHELL

Open 24 Hours!

Fxclusive Foreign Car
Towing

Allstate Road Service

Professional American

and Foreign Car Repair

253-9000

Rt. 9 between
I niversity Drive and

Stop & Shop

set up by a fund-raising drive, but

thereafter would be supported by

profits Stevens said the goods sold

in the store would be marked up as

little as possible. Stevens is

chairman of the Budgets Com
mitee
Present Senate Vice President

Larry Ladd spoke next Like

Stevens, he stressed the need for a

reform "The need for change on

this campus is obvious to any who
try to live or learn here Students

have been reduced to a struggle for

survival
"

I.add >aid more students could

l>e involved in the I niversity

ision making process by

defining the issues and actively

*\n£ student support

it elected Ladd said he would

work to net presidential college

proposal! t>> the Faculty Senate.

calling them the foundation for

academic change
Ha said Broroery would almost

certainly be the next chancellor

\!so while discussing Whitmore.

Ladd said a March committee

should be aal up to find i Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs

After the two speeches, the floor

WM opened to questions from the

Senators Only three were asked.

mostly in a humorous vein

The election is April 3th

Weather

Massachusetts- Considerable

cloudiness with scattered snow

flurries west and a few showers

east High temperatures Friday

Ma west to 40s east Slow clearing

Friday night and generally fair

Saturday Low temperatures

Friday night, mostly in the 20s

High temperatures Saturday upper

30s to mid 40s.

BIIOXI. Miss. (API — An all

white federal court jury has ruled

against a group of blacks who
sought $13.8 million in damages for

the Jackson State College

shootings in which two young

Negroes were killed.

The jury deliberated a day and a

half before reporting its verdict

Wednesday in favor of the 47

defendants They included

Mississippi highway patrolmen

and Jackson City policemen who
went to the predominantly black

college on May 15, 1970, during a

disturbance

The defense said the shooting

started because of sniper fire from

Alexander Hall, a women's dor-

mitory The plaintiffs conceded

that the officers were subjected to

insults and a thrown bottle but

maintained there was no sniper

James Earl Green and Phillip

dibbs were shot to death and seven

students were wounded. Suits,

which were consolidated for the

IS, were filed by Myrtle Green

Burton, mother of Green. Dale

Gihha, wife of Gibbs. and three of

the wounded. Tuwaine Davis.

l.eroy Renter. Jr. and Vernon

Weakley
It was the first court test of the

shootings which had been in

Itigated b) the President's

Commission on Campus Unrest

and by federal and state grand

juries. Neither grand jury brought

criminal charges.

Jackson Police Chief Lavell

Tullos said. Tm very pleased with

the verdict."

Charles Evers. the black mayor

of Fayette, said in Hattiesburg the

verdict is "a terrible thing, but it's

no more than we expected."

'When I found out it was an all-

white jury. I knew then very little

would come of it." he said. "If it

had been Evers and his policemen

going onto a white school in this

state, there would have been all-

out chaos."

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400
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7 DAYS A WEEK
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JUNIORS

Next year's senior committee (1973) is forming.

It will be in charge of Senior Day, Class Gift, and

representatives to the Commencement Task Force for

the Class of 1973.

1st Meeting — Sunday — April 9

8:00 p.m.— 162 C.C.

Those old cars don't start too well, do they? Karen. Jake. Bill and

Bob are having a hard time making this old Ford move. (MDC photo

by Carl Nash)

Networks Reducing TV Violence
WASHINGTON (AP) - Major

television networks told a senate

investigating committee Thursday
night that they are making efforts

to eliminate needless violence

from TV programs.
The presidents of the three

networks agreed with portions of

the U.S. surgeon general's recent

report that there is a causal

relationship between TV violence

and aggressive behavior of some

children.

"I know in my heart we have
done a good job in reducing the

amount of violence on NBC," said

Julian Goodman, the networks
president.

Goodman said it would be good to

consider pre-screening and a TV
rating system similar to the movie
ratings but he said it has some
weakness when applied to home
television.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Will Not Be Published

March 27th Through March 31st.

It Will Resume Publication

April 3rd.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Government Investigating Gas
WASHINGTON (AP)-The federal government is

trying to figure out who's got gas and who hasn't and
the problem is causing a serious case of bureaucratic

heartburn.

The gas involved is natural. In recent years it's

been emerging from the ground waiting for

producers to come for it, but the producers aren't

looking much. They claim that erratic Federal Power
Commission regulation of rates they can charge for

gas doesn't provide enough profit margin to finance

exploration.

The FPC is considering changing its regulatory

system, but first the commission says it must find out

what companies have how much gas and where.

Therein lies the rub
The FPC has never gone into the gas fields itself to

inventory supplies. It has, instead, always relied on

figures supplied by the American Gas Association, an
industry organization which collects data on gas

supplies from the producers.

But because AGA is an industry group, the charge

has been made that it helped the gas industry

overrate its problems and create an artificial gas

shortage to force FPC to raise gas rates. AGA says

this couldn't be further from the truth.

Anyhow, the FPC decided last year to do its own
survey. So it set up a series of task forces and study

groups to look into the gas supply situation-and

promptly staffed each panel with a majority of gas
industry representatives.

This brought a howl of protest in Congress. Sen.

Warren G. Magnuson, D-Wash., chairman of the

Senate Commerce Committee, introduced a bill

which would require the FPC to use its own staff

people to do a gas survey.

In hearings on that and other bills this week, FPC
Chairman John N. Nassikas told the committee that

would be all but impossible.

"It would take 475 man years to make the survey,"
Nassiksa testified. If 100 additional staff people were
hired, "assuming we could even find 100 experts," the

job would take nearly five years and cost 20 times
what the current survey is targeted for, he said.

But the committee also heard from Alan S. Ward of

the Federal Trade Commission who is all for the

Magnuson bill.

"For the industry to be ever so honorable as it is

presently constituted, its total revenues are directly

dependent upon its own count of reserves," Ward
said. He urged enactment of the bill to "assure an
alternative source of information."

No matter how it all comes out, the consumer
probably will have to pay a higher price, Nassikas
says.

Alaskan Pipeline Debated
WASHINGTON (AP» Interior

Undersecretary William T Pecora
says an Alaska oil pipeline would
be a greater spill risk than one
through Canada, but the trans-

Canada route would cause more
damage because three times the

distance, in Canada, is in per-

mafrost.

The department's en-

vironmental-impact statements
say the permafrost distance of a

( anadian route is 1 .5 to 2 times that

of the proposed Alaska route And
it rates the land disruption about

equal in severity either way.
Pecora also said, in a prepared

statement issued by the depart -

Our to the increased number
of applications being processed

for the fall semester, staff

limitations, and the extra
burden imposed by a quota

system, the Graduate School

has found it necessary to close

the Graduate Admissions
Office one day a week. Kf-

fective February 2."> the

Graduate Admissions Office

will be closed for business on

all Fridays through April 14.

Telephone inquiries and
requests for admissions
materials will he handled on

those da\s by the receptionist

in the second floor lobby of the

(raduate Research Center.

ment. that a Canadian pipeline

route would require extensions

east and west to the U.S. Midwest

and West Coast, and "inevitably,

much actual disruption of the

environment would result
"

But he conceded in an interview

that the extensions actually would

have a small impact since they

could share rights of-way already

carrying oil pipelines from
Canada
Pecora compared the proposed

trans-Alaska oil pipeline with

alternate routes through Canada in

a 90-second recorded an-

nouncement offering 'further

insight into environmental effects

of moving oil from the North Slope

of Alaska to the lower 48 states
."

His statement made no mention

of the unavoidable impacts on

Alaska's Prince William Sound or

other segments of the tanker route

that would be needed to haul oil

from the proposed pipeline's

southern end at Valdez to ports on

the US West Coast

Interior's nine volume en-

vironment-impact statement,
issued Monday, says oil transfers

and tanker ballast cleaning at Port

Valdez would cause chronic
spillage resulting in "a gradual

build-up and accumulation of

pollutants" in the water
The spilled oil "could, possibly

affect areas far distant from the

original discharge site." it says.

The impact statement says oil

pollution could cost area salmon
fishermen up to $400,000 a year
though probably less and it would
fishery

Low overhead and sound

products have saved our

customers money for years

Radio Shack

of

Amherst
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Campus Center Garage
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Call Kathy at 549-6000.
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In The Nation And The World

Woodcock Quits; Pay Board

WASHINGTON <AP> -President Nixon,

faced with four labor members resigning

from the Pay Board, reshaped it Thursday

as a seven-member panel with one

representative each of business and labor

and five public members.
United Auto Workers president Leonard

Woodcock announced in Detroit his

resignation from the board. He joined

AFL—CIO President George Meany and two

AFL—CIO colleagues who resigned Wed-

nesday.
Teamsters president Frank Fitzsimmons

remained on the board. President Nixon

said he will be balanced by one of the

present business members, yet to be

selected. Four business members will be let

go. The five present public members will

remain.
Nixon announced his decision first to the

Cost of Living Council at a special White

House session, then personally broke the

news to newsmen.
He said he reported Meany as a

He said he respected Meany as a labor

leader, but added: "As President I cannot

permit any leader representing a special

interest, no matter how powerful, to torpedo

and sink a program that is needed to protect

the public interest.

"Consequently, I have directed the Pay
Board to continue as a single public unit,

with those labor leaders who wisely wish to

remain on it. balanced by a reduced number
of businessmen."
Woodcock called for a congressional in-

vestigation of what he termed scandalous and

unfair administration of national wage-

price policies.

At the capitol. Rep Wright Patman, D
Tex . chairman of the House Banking

Committee, said the resignations may
require Congress to re-examine and amend
the wage-price control law. Patman added

that diminishing public support for the

program is more serious than resignations

from the board.

Woodcock said the Pay Board had not

achieved either of its objectives of con-

trolling inflation or stimulating jobs but has

been misused "to rigidly control wages
while prices and corporate profits soar."

The Pay Board met during the day but

made no formal decisions. It planned to

meet again Friday morning. The White

House said it didn't know when the lone

business representative would be chosen.

Meany, United Steelworkers President

I W. Abel, and Machinists President Floyd

Smith resigned Monday.

First news of the President's decision

came shortly before noon, when Deputy

Press Secretary Gerald R Warren said

Nixon had made up his mind about the Pay
Board Wednesday night, a few hours after

the resignations.

Warren said Nixon met Wednesday night

and Thursday morning with Treasury

Secretary John B. Connally, Director

George P. Shultz of the Office of

Management and Budget, Chairman
Herbert Stein of the Council of Economic
Advisers and Donald Rumsford. executive

director of the Cost of Living Council.

Warren gave no hint of what the President

had decided.

The labor members said in resigning that

the President's economic policies were

loaded in favor of big business and against

labor and workers.

In a related development, two longshore

union leaders met Thursday in New York to

discuss possibilities of a nationwide strike

over the Pay Board's rejection of a 20.9 per

cent first-year raise for West Coast dockers.

Harry Bridges, president of the In-

ternational Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union, had threatened a

nationwide walkout unless the board ap-

proved the raise for the western dock

workers But Thomas W. Gleason. president

of the International Longshoremen's
Association, which operates in the East, has

said he intends to go ahead and submit his

sizable new wage package for Pay Board

approval.

In Brief...
Indochina Action Increases

SAIGON (AP)-Enemy troops increased their attacks sharply in

Indochina Thursday. They included an assault on a South Viet-

namese armored cavalary command post in southern Cambodia.

The enemv struck before dawn at the command post near

KompongTrach, seven miles inside Cambodia and 160 miles south-

west of Saigon

Field reports said 13 government troops were killed and 20

wounded. Government troops claimed they killed eight North

Vietnamese and Viet Cong soldiers.

\i\on Asks for $100 Million

WASHINGTON t.VP) -President Nixon combined a request to

Congress Thursday for an extra $100 million for nutritional

programs for the elderly with a prod for passage of his family-

assistance program.
He also proposed improvements in the military retirement

system and called on Congress to broaden the Age Discrimination

in Employment Act of 1967 to include state and local governments

Middlesex Jail Outbreak

BILLERICA ( AP>-Four guards were held hostage for at least an

hour earlv yesterday in the Middlesex County Jail before police and

corrections officers moved in to herd 91 prisoners back into their

cells police said.

During the struggle between police and guards the hostages were

freed and three corrections officers and six prisoners suffered

minor injuries.

Peace Talks Cancelled

PARIS I Al»> The United States

and South Vietnam on Thursday

canceled the next weekly session of

the Vietnam peace conference and

posed conditions that made an

early resumption of the conference

unlikely.

U.S. Ambassador William J.

Porter, speaking at the 147th

session of the deadlocked con-

ference, told the North Vietnamese

and Viet Cong that as far as further
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Grocery Prices Soar 1.9%

WASHINGTON (AP)-The sharpest rise in living

costs since President Nixon placed wage-price

controls in the nation's economy stirred up the

growing political fight over White House policies

Thursday.
Nixon aides said they weren't happy about

February's five-tenths of one per cent rise in prices,

but added most of it was in "volatile'' food prices and

insisted Nixon's controls are working to curb in

flation.

Grocery prices soared 1.9 per cent for the biggest

single monthly rise in 14 years, said the report by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics

"The price control program is a sham." snapped

77-vear-old AFL—CIO President George Meany, who

stalked off Nixon's Pay Board on Tuesday along with

two other AFL—CIO members.
While prices are going up wages are being held

down.' Meany said.

The bureau also reported that the purchasing

power of some 45 million rank-and-file workers

slipped slightly in February but was still 2 5 per cent

above a year ago for the best showing in seven years.

Average weekly pay rose 35 cents to $130.27. but

hourlv wages remained at $3.54

"The soaring cost of living... is a national tragedy

that reaches into every household in America." said

Democratic National Chairman Lawrence F.

O'Brien.

Meany's 13.6-million-member labor federation is

meetings are concerned "We
believe it would be preferable to

await some sign from you that you

are disposed to engage in

meaningful exchanges." He added

that he was attempting to put the

conference on a "more business-

like basis."

The North Vietnamese and the

Viet Cong, in one of their sharpest

rejoinders in the three-year old

conference, called Porter's con-

ditions an ultimatum and rejected

them.

The North Vietnamese
spokesman. Nguyen Thanh Le.

said Porter's stand-seconded by

South Vietnam-constituted 'an

unprecedented hysterical and
dangerous act" to sabotage the

conference.

The Viet Cong's spokesman. Le
Van Sau declared: "We can never

accept Porter's conditions."

The conference, which several

times has been interrupted briefly,

appeared to be tottering on the

brink of a breakdown. But it was
considered possible that a new
effort would be made to get

negotiations going through secret

meetings between U.S. and North

Vietnamese officials

The North Vietnamese and Viet

Cong said they want to continue

expected to be a major power behind Democratic

efforts to defeat Nixon in next November's

presidential election

A 4.6 per cent hike in meats accounted for most of

last month's big food price rise.

Chairman Herbert Stein of Nixon's Council of

Economic Advisors and Chairman C. Jackson

Grayson of Nixon's Price Commission described the

food price hikes as a "bulge" which is expected to

taper off soon

Grayson announced a public hearing will be held

April 12 on food costs, but cautioned against an>

speculation it might lead to stiffer price controls

In addition to the food price increases, the bureau

reported February hikes of four-tenths of one per cent

each for clothing and medical care, one-tenth for

recreation and a decline of six-tenths of one per cent

in transportation because of lower automobile and

gasoline prices

Stein said prices of non-food goods declined one-

tenth of one per cent on a seasonally adjusted basis

The Price report said living costs have risen at an

annual rate of 3.3 per cent in the six months since

Nixon imposed the 90-day wage-pnce freeze and then

the Phase 2 controls. This compared with a 4.1 per

cent annual rate of increase in the six months prior to

the August freeze, it said

But it also pointed out that in the four months of

Phase 2. living costs had risen at an annual rate of 4.9

per cent.

regular Thursday sessions, as has

bean generally customary. But the

I S spokesman. Stephen Ledogar.
told newsmen: "The old formula is

not the right one It does not

work."

Porter used lack of progress on
the prisoner of war issue as the

reason for not meeting next
Thursday.

Then Porter went into more
basic questions concerning the

peace talks. He called on the

Communists to begin a serious

discussion but added: "We may
need to explore your intentions

rather fully prior to agreeing to

meet."
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Faulkner In London, May Resign
BELFAST(AP)-The govern-

ments of Northern Ireland and
Britain split Thursday night over

how to bring peace to Ulster, and
Prime Minister Brian Faulkner

was reported ready to resign

Friday.

The deadlock threatened a

constitutional crisis and brought

closer the danger of full-scale civil

war between the Roman Catholics

and Protestants.

Diplomatic sources said they

expected Faulkner to present his

resignation and that of his entire

Cabinet. That could bring on direct

rule of Northern Ireland from

London
A second round of emergency

talks between Faulkner and
Britain's Prime Minister Edward
Heath in London ended after 2-1/2

hours with no agreement in sight.

Faulkner then flew back to

Belfast, determined not to preside

over any dilution of Protestant rule

in the North and to fight British

plans to give minority Roman
Catholics a greater share of

government, sources said.

They said they expected
Faulkner to present his govern

ment's resignation to the governor

of Northern Ireland and then hold a

final meeting with his Cabinet,

minutes before Heath is due to

address the British House of

Commons.
It was feared that if Faulkner did

Wrecked trucks and parked cars inside Great Victoria Street Railway Station here Wednesday after

an explosion had ripped through this main terminus for trains to Dublin shattering two trains, and
wrecking the roof. (AP)

Hew Won't Cut Busing Funds

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Department of Health.

Education and Welfare will not cut off federal funds

to force further school desegregation involving

busing while Congress ponders President Nixon's

proposed busing moratorium, it was learned Thur-

sday.

The decision applies immediately to three school

districts in Georgia and Maryland, including the

nation's 10th largest system, which has been taken to

formal compliance hearings by the U.S. Office for

Civil Rights

The threat of fund cutoffs under Title VI of the 1964

Civil Rights Act has been the major weapon against

segregated schools.

"We're coing what we think the President wants us

to do," said a source who denied White House orders

to that effect

HEW officials said the decision may breed a false

sense of security among school officials, however,

because the cutoff threat could be restored if

Congress rejects or fails to act this year on Nixon's

proposal to block federal courts from ordering busing

of grade school children until July 1. 1973.

Districts already cited for noncompliance are

Prince Georges County and Wicomico County. Md ,

and Tift County. Ga.

Prince Georges is the nation's 10th large*, school

system, with about 162,000 pupils

The county schools had been faced with the loss of

$14 million a year in federal funds if found in violation

of civil rights laws.

"During the period while we're waiting for

Congress to act on the moratorium, we will not ac-

tually implement any fund cutoff in the Prince

Georges case," the source said.

If Congress rejects the moratorium or adjourns this

year without acting on it. the decision will have to be

reassessed, officials said.

Although the loss of federal funds has been

authorized since 1964, no school or university actually

has lost any federal aid since Nixon took office.
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Liber's Say Democrats

Using Sexist Policy
MIAMI BEACH. Fla.<AP)The

Democratic party is using the

sexist approach in hiring hostesses

for its national convention here this

summer, claims a women's lib

group
A spokesman for the Dade

County chapter of NOW said

Thursday the Democrats were

more interested in busty beauty

queen types than in knowledgable.

SATURDAY

CLEAN LIVING

She Ennliah JJuh

qualified women
'We are deeply disturbed that

age. physical measurements and

features of women are the primary
criteria to be used for promoting

the image of the Democrat party."

said Elaine Gorden of the National

Organization of Women.
She said she was acting on the

basis of a recruiting brochure put

out by the Democratic party which

asked for applicants between 18

and 28, for body measurements
and whether the applicant would

be willing to compete in a "hostess

queen" contest

Denying the sexist charge, Ted
Cohen, cochairman of the con

vention's hostess committee, said

the age limit was set because the

hostess jot) is so demanding He
also said the measurements were

necessary for providing properly

fitting uniforms
As liu the queen contest Cohen

said that idea has since been

dismissed

council. The second, he indicated,

would be a travesty of

parliamentary democracy.
Informants said the British plan

also proposed a phasing out of

internment without trial. This

would involve a process of

releasing the 700 Irish Republican

Army suspects at intervals of three

or four weeks. Those considered

the least dangerous would be freed

first If their release was not

followed by a new upsurge of

violence, others would be freed.

The British plan also suggested
the appointment ot a resident

British minister of state in Belfast

as a means of improving lines of

communication and consultation

with London.
On the critical issue of Irish unity

demanded by the IRA. there would

be a British reaffirmation of the

principle that Northern Ireland

will not be detached from the

I'nited Kingdom without general

consent To test popular opinion,

there would be periodic referenda

Aides reported Heath had never

conceded and will not concede any

right of veto that would enable

Faulkner to thwart Britain's peace
package

In London and Belfast, each

Cabinet met twice during the day

in emergency session on the issue

quit, there might be a severe

Protestant backlash in Nothern

Ireland, triggering all-out civil war
with Catholic extremists led by the

Irish Republican Army-IRA.
In the streets of Northern

Ireland, a huge bomb exploded in

the town in Carrickfergus nor-

theast of Belfast, injuring 12

persons. In Londonderry British

troops claimed to have hit three

gunmen in two shooting incidents

Heath said in London he will

make a special statement on the

crisis to the House of Commons
Friday
Resignation by Faulkner would

leave Heath's government with

virtually no realistic alternative

but to suspend Northern Ireland's

parliament and to rule the

province directly from London.

The two leaders arranged no

further meetings, British officials

said.

The two points Faulkner was
determined to resist, the sources

said, were Heath's demand that

Britain should take control of all

Northern Ireland security, and

that representatives of the Roman
Catholic opposition should be

guaranteed places in the provincial

Cabin*

The first point, in Faulkner's

view, would reduce his govern-

ment to the level of a county

Hussein Will Meet Nixon
To Discuss Mid East Plan
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS-King Hussein of Jordan said Thursday

he w ill leave soon for the United States to discuss with President Nixon

his proposal for a realignment in the Middle East.

The king has called for the creation of a semiautonomous state of

Palestine under his rule on the Israeli-occupied west bank of the Jordan

River.

Hussein's announcement of his trip came as a Beirut newspaper

reported that the Soviet Union has agreed to set up a factory in Egypt for

the manufacture of MIG21 fighter planes But Ware Minister Mohammed
Sadek is pressing for a MIG23 plant to help Egypt achieve a balance of air

power with Israel, the paper said.

Hussein told a news conference in Amman that his U.S. trip would be

part of a six-week stay abroad. Informants said he would leave on

Monday.
Hussein said his plan for a Palestinian state can be achieved only when

Isreal agrees to withdraw from west bank territory 't occupied in 1967

war Israel has spurned the proposal.

The Israeli army cracked down on opponents of the municipal elections

set for next Tuesday in the occupied Jordanian town of Nablus. It

arrested Hikmet El-Masri. a leading Arab politician, on charges of in

citing opposition and curtailed movements of Nablus citizens traveling to

Jordan
Arab guerrillas claim the elections will allow Israel to install its own

leadership on the west bank Israel threatens to send in an Israeli officer

to run the town unless a complete slate of candidates runs for the 10-seat

Municipal Council The number of candidates declined to eight when

some dropped out after receiving threats from Arab guerrillas

In Beirut, the independent newspaper An Anwar said the agi eement to

build the MIG21 factory in Egypt was reached during president Anwar

Sadat's visit to Moscow last month The MIG21 forms the backbone of

Egypt's air force by the MIG 23 is the most advanced plane in the Soviet

The MIG21 interceptor is thought to be no match for the United States

supplies to Israel An Egyptian delegation headed by Mohmoud Riad.

Sadat's foreign affairs adviser, met with Chinese Premier Chou En-lai in

Peking and held "a friendly conversation," the official New China News

Agency reported.

It was the second day of talks between leaders of the two nations The

Egyptians arrived Wednesday at the invitation of the Chinese govern

ment
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The Coverage of A Poll

By RANDY SHULDINER
I'm getting severely bummed-out reading this

reassuring article in the DAILY HAMPSHIRE
GAZETTE. It is entitled PROFILE OF THE UMASS
STUDENT: WANTS TO WORK WITHIN THE
SYSTEM. Now this reassuring article reassures Mr.

Callahan, Mr. Administration, the alleged State

Police, the so-called UMASS Security, and any other

person or organization concerned with insurgency.

I guess the idea of the article is one hundred forty

UMASS students, being an effective sample of

twenty-one thousand, have definite ideas concerning

droogs, the environment, the family, violent protest

and other fads.

The reason for my faintly concealed skepticism is

the tricky nature of deriving information for public

consumption from polls. For example: "Only 61% of

the students polled felt that blacks were being treated

unfairly, as opposed to about 80% who were of this

opinion last year." Please note the placement of the

worlds "only'' and "about ". What do whites know

about treating blacks fairly? There are ap-

proximately six hundred blacks enrolled at UMASS.

Well. ..that's cool, although I doubt if they counted the

percentage of blacks in the one hundred-forty

students sample. 'Moreover, the report notes, '65%

do not perceive inequality as a problem in the United

States'."'

Here's a killer: "To bring about change, 55 per cent

favored working through traditional channels, while

28 per cent viewed non-violent protest as the optimum

way to affect change." Notice here, the placing of the

words "favored" and "viewed". This is the

paragraph from which the layout man derived a 30

point headline.
,

"The report expresses surprise at the sampling s

response to environment : 'If there has been one issue

considered an issue par excellence, it is the broad

question of environment, and yet we find that only

eight per cent consider it the most important issue

facing the country' " It isn't the statistics that count,

but the interpretation of them. For instance, what

would have happened if the question to the answer

above had been asked of an ecology class? Or, to be

more objective, of a microbiology class?

To get to the point, I consider that article in the

DAILY HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE to be an example of

irresponsible journalism. Everything, from the

layout of the article with respect to the page and the

headline; to the author's taking out of context

material from an essentially doubtful source, reeks of

politics to me. The people who read the DAILY
HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE also pay the taxes and have

a good deal to say about the budget at UMASS
Therefore, many must be relieved to read how

moderate 55% of one hundred-forty students are.

Art Buchwald

The Paper Shredders

WASHINGTON -Among the many startling

revelations that have come out of the International

Telephone and Telegraph hearings is that ITT sent a

team of security men down from New York to shred

all of the memorandums in the company's

Washington office.

ITT said this was absolutely necessary because

Jack Anderson printed a confidential memo of lob-

byist Dita Beards (she has since denied writing it).

The ITT people assured the Senate Judiciary Com

mittee that thev only destroyed "old memos" and

"useless papers" and did not cut up anything that had

to do with the hearings They also said Dita Beard not

only participated in the paper shredding but got so

involved in it that she wanted to throw everything

awav
I can just imagine the scene as the security people

bring in the paper shredder, which looks exactly like

a wastepaper basket with blades on it.

"Well. Dita, we've come down from New York to

destroy all your old memos and papers, but. of

course, we have to be careful we do not destroy

anything that could help the Senate investigation

regarding our contribution to the Republican con-

vention."

"Of course. Where shall we begin?"

"How about this program from the Kentucky

Derby
"

"Oh boy, was that a Kentucky Derby! Did I ever

tell you guys what I said to Atty Gen. John Mitchell

at Gov. Louis Nunn's house before I passed out on the

floor''"

"We'd rather not hear about that, Dita.

"Well. I told him if his Justice Department didn-

t..."

"Dita. please. Can we get on with the shredding 9

Now, what about these folders on the San Diego

Sheraton hotels?"

"I thought you wanted me to give them to the

Republican National Committee to show them what

they were getting for our noble $400,000 com-

mitment."

"Dita, there is no $400,000 commitment."

"Oh 9 Why didn't someone tell me. so I wouldn't

have put it in my memo which Jack Anderson prin-

ted9
"

"You didn't write a memo about the $400,000."

"Well, if I didn't write it, why are you shredding

it
9 "

"We're just trying to clean out our files, Dita It's

company policy to do this every two years. Now what

about this autographed photo of Peter Flanigan from

the White House9 "

You're not going to shred that, are you?"

We have a saying at ITT headquarters, Dita

-

Better shred than dead
"

"Why are you shredding my Hartford Fire In

surance policy?"

"It's been canceled. We don't want anyone to think

that one of our lobbyists had any connection with

Hartford Fire Insurance But since we own the

Grinnell Fire Sprinkler Co . too. well install new

sprinklers in your house."

"Bless you. I knew ITT had a heart. What are you

doing with that book?"
"We don't believe you need Six Crises' by Richard

Nixon any more. Dita Someone might think the

President was involved in our antitrust settlement
"

"Well, can I keep The Richard Kleindienst Cook

book" 9 "

"Dita. you know better than that I think we better

shred this, too
"

"But that's my ITT certificate of merit. I earned

that."

"Of course you earned it. Dita. We'll never forget

what you did for the company. I guess that does it.

Oh, there's one more thing. Where did you park your

Avis car?"
"You're not going to shred my Avis car, are you?"
"Headquarters thinks it's best that we do. There is

no telling what Jack Anderson could find in the glove

compartment
."

Copyright 1972, Ix>s Angeles Times
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Strawberry

Picking

Misty warmth melting life

Wavy heat lines

upward steaming fields

Surging pulse to fullness

Hand heavy-

hand light-

Two hands ready

Seek ruby gem
Pluck

Ben embrvonic bodies over

Plick

But, decisions-

Do I dare taste?

Smush
Bug-little-hole-house

Deceiving impostor

Rotten to the core.

Gail Herman

from the half-clean window

i could see

the quiet colours the sun left behind

black stallions with grey manes

feeding on the silk-still sky

a modest moon
one lonely star

and her

walking to the grocery store
marc a. gediman

r
2
£
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Artificial Flowers Do Not Last For Hours
Remember that autumn: the drive to New Hampshire,

the grass, the trees, the ceremonial green sky.

The ride took so long, and then you were piqued

because I had forgotten to shave.

The rains came down ; you threatened to get out and walk.

Insolent youths at Dartmouth played chess

under the laurel boughs; pregnant women sang,

and just as we approached our limits

you told me that you loved me.

I was spoiled by this change in disposition.

But wasn't I dismayed by the careless arrangement of your hair9

If I had forgotten to shave, you had forgotten your snuff.

Such stuff could hardly have been expected

to last the night. I took out a decanter

of wine and gurgled dangerously.

What were you doing five years ago, I asked,

when rain was slower in coming and the youths

were not quite as insolent? You refused to answer

You got out of the car, walked through a meadow,

and arranged your hair in the lemon twilight.

Then I started the car, went off without you,

and drove into doggerel Vermont.

The mountains were warm I flexed my muscles

for the ensuing task, quite knowledgeable

about women, chess, and wine.

Amherst Polka

So. the villages were cold that year

and we danced; we danced from Norfolk to Salem.

ardently discouraging

the matrons to serve us cafe au lait.

The rouse worked: now we are pure.

cleansed of whatever expurgation threatened us.

There is more to our story, but that can wait

:

meanwhile; MEANWHILE.
a Chinese butler waits near the steel podium

for last remembrances from Moscow.

ardently taking into consideration

the Maltese fact

that odd pirouetters

are more inclined to scald astronauts.

than susceptible hot water is.

Let's hear it for our coffee;

let's zigzag, in the rain.

Jerome Clifford Nathanson

have you ever seen

the pungent
piss stained

shit smeared
smell of an institution

the old man
growing to death

locked inside his head

for fear of expression

condemned by society

because of a

behavioristic impression
english

eaiqt

LOOK! IOOKI I JUST HAPPENED TO COME ACROSS THI ORIGINAL MISSING MEMO!'
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Housing Office

Collapses
By WHIT MOORE

The University Housing Office collapsed last night at 2:18 A.M.

Informed sources at the scene said that it was built in the "made to

last" style of the Sylvan Area and the Graduate, Campus and new

Fine Arts Centers. .

It seems that around 2 A.M. a group of drunken students wa ked

by the office, and one of them stumbled into the building. People in

the towers of Southwest reported severe tremors from about 2:00-

2 15, followed by the resounding thud of plywood and sand.

Contractor Jim "Dum-Dum" Dunfey, whose company built the

edifice said when reached for comment that he is a firm believer in

replacing buildings just as often as cars. "Anyway, what do you

want for $34 million?"

Notices

Housing office- after collation Students neediAMuMlta.* and answers from the office are asked

to go lo room NBC in the Student I nion.

Paul Pope Overrules

Supreme Court

Trustees To Live Here
B\ I \MKSi:. LAVARK IS

Bprcial <• The Mix
The Board oi Trustee* al a

special meeting held yesterday

afternoon in Boston declared that

they have become too

disassociated with the campu
md Will spend the next month

living m dormit. nd eating in

dining commons according to

President Kot>ert Wixxi

Also decided at the meeting

that the two student trusi

BUM they know all about

student life already, will live in

(.venthouse apartments in Boston

and Amherst. respectively

( ommented Lee Sandwen. This

may help to close the generation

gap which now exists between the

-indents and the trustees

one trustee, who wishes to

remain anonymous, stated that the

whole idea is quite ridiculous "We
visited orchard Hill once last year.

or was it the year before'
1 Anyway.

I'm sure things have not changed

much If you've seen one student

ghetto, vou've seen them all

Alter contacting District At

tornev John Callahan, it was

learned that a raid is scheduled on

one of the dorms where the

trustees will stay Presently, the

names of those dorms are being

held secret

The plot." said the DA .
is to

let all the trustees see all aspects ot

student lite including the e\

perience of a drug bust He went

on to >ay that one marijuana joint

u ill be planted in each room, 'then

each trustee will he charged with

being in the presence' We want

them to have the lull affect
"

Also included in the trustee visit

will be attendance at typical

rkissrooms Food Science 101.

Sociology 101 and German 380 are

among those being considered,

according to an informed source,

who added the final decision will

come next week . The date of the

\ isit is also .i secret at present. The

informed source said that .June 1

through July one will probably be it

though This will enable the trustee

to move around without student

interference

Since April Fools Day is during vacation, the MDC offers these

delights. Any connection with reality is totally denied. We hope

those named in these articles take it all in good humor. (The ad-

vertising on these pages is true, the news stories are not.)
_

Crane

B> JACK KOCH
A.P. Birth Control Writer

The Attorney General's Office

announced that the recent ruling of

the Supreme Court will have no

affect on the status of birth control

devices in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts
The U S Supreme Court

established the right of equal

u cess to contraceptives for both

married and unmarried persons

\sst Atty Paul Pope pointed out

the court made no ruling on the

distribution of information relating

to birth control devices and under

state law. this is still illegal."

\ccording to Pope, the state

internal revenue service and police

have been mobilized to confiscate

all contraceptives from drug stores

and randomly redistribute them to

varietv. novelty, and package

stores When a store then becomes

known to the public as a vendor ol

such devices, the contraceptives

will again be confiscated and

redistributed In this manner, said

Pope, all citizens would have an

equal lack of information as to

where to purchase such devices

The law banning the distribution

of information would continue to be

rigidly enforced, drawing penalties

as high as life in prison There is

only one ionn ot birth control legal

in the Commonwealth." said Pope,

•and that is the pill" He further

noted that the pill" was an aspirin

placed on the inside of the left knee

and held firmly in place with the

right knee

tawMfM^

Now Open 24 Hrt.

serving breakfast,

sandwiches & ice cream
from 11 p.m.—
CAMPl I

SHOPPING PLAZA
Amherst Hadley line

BnIOKPMOOKX students requested tranquilizers

officials' from the I Mass early this morning All three

Secuntv Office today expressed reported seeing a "large creature

Low overhead and «ound

products have sav9d our

customers money for years

Radio Shack

of

Amherst

their shock and disbelief at the

disappearance of the crane on the

top of the new library The theft

apparently occurred sometime
tx*tween the hours of 2 AM and 5

AM this morning

It was at 5 AM that security

guard I M Lazy was found un

conscious by his fellow worker.

Dick Tracy Mr Lazy, his memory
still unclear, remembers being

awoken bv a severe jolt to the

building, and then being knocked

unconscious by hitting his head

against the wall Security officials

are at a loss to explain the 10 foot

wide footprints in the mud around

the library

State and local officials have

been called into the investigation

but they too have been unable to

come up with any new leads in the

case They are likewise at an

apparent loss for any apparent

motive in this baffling case.

Officials at the Infirmary

reported that three t'Mass

in the vicinity of the library late

last night. One of the three was

quoted as saying "That's the last

time I drink Maximus Super."
I

( IIAMPION TERMPAPERS
636 Beacon Street ( #605)

Boston. Mass. 02115

Research Material for Termpapers, Reports, Theses, etc. Lowest

Prices, Quick Service.

For information, write or call : < 617 ) 536-9700

Seniors and Juniors

COLLEGE RINGS

FRIDAY Kil^HT

PIZZA <> i

ftttWERS

SPAGHETTI

LASMNfv

Pre-Graduation Delivery

When: April 3.4 & 3 Mon.. Tuet. and Wed.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Where: University Store, Campus Center

How: Factory Representatives will assist you in

ordering

$10.00 deposit

CHEMISTRY 210 (FALL):
We need your water analysis

results. Please drop it at Dr. Siggia's

office soon.

CHRISTIANS
Is your spiritual life lacking? Are

you in need of fellowship? We want

your fellowship. Inter Varsity

Christian Fellowship. Mon. 4/3, 811

CC, 9:30 p.m.

CONCERT AND SYMPHONY BAND
If you intend to qo to Boston on

April 6, please leave your name with

the band manager at Old Chapel

before you leave for vacation. First

rehearsal is 4/2 in Parking Lot #11 at

7:30 p.m.

FUNNY FARM DREAM FACTORY
PEOPLE
A meeting will be held after

vacation to organize for the Country
Fair/Electric Carnival weekend in

Southwest.

HOT TUNA
featuring

Jack Casady, Jorma Kaukonen, Papa John Creach
of Jefferson Airplane

special guest stars

formally the
Joneses

Virgo Light Show
Sat., Apr. 1 2 shows 7: 30 p.m. -10: 00 p.m.

GORMAN HOUSE BABYSITTING
SERVICE
Do you need a babysitter?

Availables registered in Gorman
House. Call 546 9537 or 546 4546.

MAROON KEYS
Important one Sun. night, 4/9 in 901

CC, 8:30 p.m. All please attend.

READING STUDIES SKILLS
Last chance to improve your

reading speed, comprehension study

skills. Five weeks, no credit, Mon. 4/3

7:45 Rm 174 CC. For further info call

5849453.

LOST
Lost watch at Bowdoin Tennis

Courts. Desperately needed. In

scribed initials on back. No questions

asked.

Large silver band, with a copper

face, with a silver star, and moon
indented on blue marble. If found

please return to 302 Greenough.

"Anxious" for return. Call 5 2643.

Tortoise shell glasses while

thumbing between University and
Gristmill in V.W. Call 253-2788.

FOUND
Guy's silver wire rim prescription

glasses. Found in the mud between

Thompson and ROTC-look as if they

could have been there all winter. 549

1405.

A recorder, Brittany Manor
parking lot. Call 253 5316.

ENGAGEMENTS
Laurie A. McKeown, 72, Puffton to

James A. Lindsey, 71, Northeastern

U.

Mary C. Condon, 72, to John R.

Benziger, 71, U. of New Mexico.

Marie Varney, 73, Brooks to James
Cosgrove, 72, Sunderland.

Karen N. Kroner, 72, Rolling Green
Apts., to Sheldon N. Brown, 72,

Cliffside Apts.

Mary A. Pratt, 72, Cooley
Dickinson Hosp., McCallum
Residence, to Michael G. Wing, 72,

Gorman House.

MARRIAGE
Carole Tangney, 72, Emerson

James Sheehy, 72, Zeta Nu.

to

Paramount Theatre
1700 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

Tickets 4.50, 5.00, 5.50

TICKET OUTLETS:
CONN: LaSaiie Records, West Hartford

Kit N' Caboodle, Storrs

MASS: Paramount Box Office ( If closed: Main Music) , Sprfd.

Charle's Bean Music Store, Worcester Mad Hatter, Holyoke

Leather Shed, Amherst

Spaghetti

Meatballs

Tossed Salad

Loaf of Garlic Bread

$1.85

THE CHEQUERS

OAtVo

3»/^
Sun., April 2

1:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Top of the Campus

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTOS FOR SALE

Dodge Mail Trurk — 1954. two bed*.

sink radio, ice box. healer, excellent

engine, trans., vers solid (all S94-SIS5

r\rningv
U4-*

l-Mii Jeep ttaxoneri wllh plow for «ale or

iradr (or recent Ford wagon. very good

condition S I Mki firm 545-I399 day*. 253-

2411 p.m.
tfii:i

!•••. i Impala SS m. good rond.. auto .

H I* B . and morr 1300 or he*t offrr

(all 253-30*4.

tfM

i.l VW Him »nlv 2WMi miles on rebuilt

engine, new rrar brake*, gas healer good

hodv and interior 1550 firm. 253-9264

3-24

93 H.imhler A c\l hratrr seal fold* to

bed. good mileage. Tired rnginr but run*

ok Imi «*..-l73fl; HH ( hri* Howell
lfS-24

I.'. I'ontiai « alallna. p*. ph. automatic

Excellent condition Be»l offrr (all 549-

WOi | morning;, or latr evening
tf.3-24

«7Che\\ cam pv at I ownrr 900; "1 VW
1*50; 1949 < adllar 1 imo«ine. all •Ml
condition 5I5-I2S9. ask for Dick

113-24

M Mustang 2W». I speed with Hurst

shifter I rhrnmr reverse rims with wide

Dunlop* (all Jack 540-5773. 1554. mutt
sell.

113-24

Klur \\\ bug w/*S rebuilt eng. Car in

very good condition 1300 or be»l offer. See

it al II So. Prospect St. Ask for Herb. No
phone.

H3-24

I't B A W Sears p„rl u | )r old r.\

cond . ear phone & stand incl. 193. Call 0*5-

tll'i Best before .'30 p.m.
113-21

Must sell soon l*Hi5 Chevy Impala.

maroon I door 2H3 ru. in. auto trans

power steer, new lire* and batters. 129.)

or best offer Wayne MJ5-3203

U4-I

•I \olvo (all MMM SIM or be»t

offer
3-21

I'iTii \W >edan white w /red Int. \M —
KM radio Must sell immed Will take

1 1 Jim IBM
113-24

IPSO \W Hug Radio sunroof, roofrack

new tire* and brakes, new muffler new

halters \rr\ good condition 1 1250 or best

oiler .•'*•»..• I't

113-24

\W cons . aulotran . new eng.. ex

cond \sk IWonr best offer I all (has. 233-

IX Hi U I

tf3-24

10 wks old Pioneer PL 12 \ turn with

HI ii« art I PI lOOspks * Dvna KM tuner

\lso Realistic receiver, (all Mark 546-

H3-24

Stamp collectors' IS plate block* for

sale — dirt cheap I need mone> I Mile* —
BM4MI.

Happv Rtrthdav ! on March 27 to Frank
Sicurello. one of Ihe nicest older people I

know Best withe* and lose. Linda.
3-24

Honor the true creator of man and earth

Todas i* Magic Monkes Das Be sure lo

wear sour red lop hals
3-24

Marc — Your firtt wa* more than we
had rser hoped for. we with sou a hundred

more filled with the same Happv Rir.h

da* M and II.

113-24

To the hitchhiker I picked up in m> grn
\\\ Bus on Tuet . Mas . It just belore

jiiident pleate contact me — 253-2433

t.eorge
113-24

line if hs Theta ( hi two if b> Zeta Nu. on

Ihe opposite keg I shall he' Happs 2ltt

Kirtbdas stesr Murawtkl!

WANTED

tf3-24

Before Nixon went to ( hlna we »old

< hinete ( hengt. 1X5 tet up 4 tuned with

booklet (realise Kndeasor. (ireenfleld I-

77i :i«:ii

3-24

I9«2 Kord Kairiane 590 Run* well. »•*.

\utnmalir Iran*.. 253-2700

m-24

t.ood deed*. 9 tr tapet New tHIet. flly

grted. onl> 13.99. (all 54«-«765 or visit 315

Held \*k for Klliott.

If47

Volkswagen tut sedan Good running.

Sunroof, good lire*, radio, opening rear

windows Treated well. Asking » HO© 413-

532-7HI0 Paul.
113-24

R5 Plymouth Valiant 1250 Call M5-3129
tf3-24

FOR SALE

Webcore Mrack car stereos w /channel

Indlc lights and deluxe speakers. Ex-

cellent base response Brand new! CallMM
114-7

Twelve siring electric guitar nice

shape, hollow body, case and cord In-

cluded. Call *-44I7 except wkmts after

7:00.
lfV24

I'm.". VW Bus. New brakes A clutch.

Engine overhauled, (all Karen 594-7500

tH-3

Moccasin* in all styles and sites Buf-

falo. Deerskin, sueded and glove-Unned

lea. I« — II2 Take a look at the catalog:

223 t.orman
If 4-7

"IPERSONAL

Happy 21*1 Birthday l.ove — Love. The
Teddy Bear is now on the hunt alter his

game — you. Letting time bring un-

derstanding. David.
3-24

(.Iris, very mature, exciting 4 daring Go
Go Dancers for wkend house party. Good

Pav It good booie. ( *" *v' * "kends.

keep Irving M5-224M

Happy Birthday Trlxle. from Farfill.

3-24

Two excellent farm* In Ware \rea call

anytime. I>fi7- ,il2:i 9B7-VM6. Moulton Real

Estate, Ware.
H3-24

1970 Opel G.T. 1.9 Liter eng. 4 spd.. R *

II white w/red int Be*t offer, (all 217-5704

call after 5:30.
tf3-24

To the Bitch on 3 short, is this slander?"
If 4-3

Special thanx to Ihe person that handed

in lost glasses to the ( ( Lost* Pound.
3-21

Knrgive me Father Krank Duggan for I

have xlnned Sister Mary Kit.

3-24

Happv Birthdav. Audrey. Love and a

little squeeze Tatty. Beach, (ell. Bar

bara. Roxemarv. Carole and Scarlet.

3-24

Bio a. (hem Tchrs /Professors — pvt.

boarding schools ft I year colleges Musi

relocate Km-See Services. 3 Pray H..

Xnihersl V49-a22S

If 4-3

Director of ( ontinuing Mucalion — able

lo develop existing program ranging from

no credit to gradrour* PhD. Em-See Serv

549-«220.

tft I

Soriologv Teacher — Jr. College level

M \ & 30 hr». experience necessary Musi

relocate Em-See Services. 29 Pray St.

549-*2».
If 4-3

House or apt in a house wanted lo rent

from June I write J Klrley IN Fairfield

\ve Norwalk Conn 04*54 or call 203-H3*-

90M7

Ksi group wants lead singer. Rock. C A
V\ original* M or K Should want to really

work 2S4-4U22: 54ft-M«t>4

If4-5

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own room. 183 mo. Telephone and

utilities incl Country setting Belcher-

town. Call 323-7CIX Chris or Katie
3-23

Own room in apt in Northampton
available April 1st. Appro* $44 month Incl.

utilities. Call 5M-4N29.
3-24

I Bedroom in a 4 1/2 room house. Across

from Lake Metacomet in Belchertown.

l77.SH/mo. Call Eric 323-4049 or George
323-7394.

113-24

SKIING

Ski Killington — stay at the Troika

Lodge IT nut — lui/ski week. Full kit-

chen priv. Inc. Call 902-422-3491 for

reservation*.
U3-24

yobs Free estimate* and advice 549-8341

H3-2I

FOR RENT
Black Awhile TV rental* 1.59 per day —

10 day minimum Color T\ rental* 1 1 . per
day — 9) day minimum T\ Center .'.'. N

Pleasant 253-5100

9JM

llyanni* group rents 1 * from |]

Prime area* only. Clean-modern ( all in

\m 1-494-3919. Jim Reagan Box 112

llvanni*. Mas*. Owner
9JM

Grab it' \partment for rent 3 min lo

I Mass. lit" month Heat * elect. In-

cluded 256-K4M available immediately
113-24

Nice room next to campu* immedialelv

(all Judy or Frank 549-1173 12 to 2 p m
nnlv 175 a month

113-24

Onebdrm Puffton apt avail June I Call

549-1420
114-3

Large three bedroom apt . a mile from

t Mass I am per month (all 549-0043 after

o. \vailab4e Mav 1st.

PJM

EMPLOYMENT
\rl early. 9N Western National Park

Kmplnvers — experience unnecessary . 2Sf

self-add envelope PJS. 709C . 1000 Plia.

Stale College Pa.
It 4-3

ENTERTAINMENT
Kolk singer wanted for wedding. 12

siring preferred (all collect 203-g3*-9097

H3-24

l>on Stover plays Bluegras* al Its best

lonite with WniteOak Ml. Boys! Only 1 1.SO

at The Xmherst Folklore ( enlre. 253-92*4

3-24

RIDERS WANTED
To Ohio leaving Sundav morning March

2«. One way only. Call 4*5-4392

If3-24

LOST
Black, male large dog. answers to.

Kido Reward 2S3-35C3 or S430K
U4-5

Kess-on kev ring with "Camaro" in-

signia — reward for recovery. Call 0-1034

and ask for \l

H3-24

Janet O'Neill, of which a fleeting

glimpse was captured today. Please give

me the honor of speaking Mas I call*

Philip of Poor Rir
3-24

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
.' girls nd for summer help al mosel in

l\nod*lork \ II . While Mt» Room,
board wages Call 917332-0992 or 253 7340

1(3-24

SUMMER SUBLET

I Bedroom Puffton Village with fall

option Avail June I. Iiso/month utll

included Price Is negotiable Hurrv rail

MMM
If 3-24

3 bedroom Puffton Village apt. avail.

June I. Option to lease In fall. Call 549-0957

113-24

TOSUBLET

TRAVEL

SERVICES

l niversMy Travelers Club — Traveling

this summer* Mav overnight free I Stuck

al home? Host travelers. Meet friendly

people. Exchange privileges with mem-
bers in IS 4 Canada Write now for full

details I'TC. P.O. Box 9147. Berkeley.

Calif 94709.

U4-2S

TERM PAPERS
Duality Research and Reference

materials. Originals and copies TPA.
Rm. 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 V
Pleasant St. 256-OtoO

H3-24

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartments for im-

mediate rental. 9-month lease.

I IX", 'month includes util. (all 005-3249

davs or 095-3375 nites

If 4-14

.Hdrmapl avail Apr. all utils . 15 min
to campus. Beautiful woods, pels,

rhildren (all George 323-4*77 or 545-2900

113-24

Sublet Townhouse from June lo August

in Riverglade Apts. Two bedrooms and
furnished 1150 (all 253-5934 after * 00

p m
MM

1 Bedroom apt., air -conditioning, w-w
carpet, garbage disposal. 10 min from
campus. Call 545-2497 or 323-0310

PJM

From June to Sept I bedroom, all utll

paid, turn One mile from campus 1140.

(all Rick 253-2032 from 5 to 9 p.m.. keep
trying.

If3-24

2 bedroom townhouse Rolling Green
\pls Avail April I al 1230 all util (all 250-

0024.

HMI

CAR STORAGE

\mhersl Audio services, stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. 117

No Pleasant St.. 250-9133.

tfsem

Home/Industrial Cleaning, painting,

lawn care, light home maintenance, odd

TYPING

T v ping — these* . dissertations . etc . Fast
:md accurate. Proofreading, editing if

desired Have (.reek and science symbols
253-:»mi

Excellent access In Amherst (enter,

(lean. Reasonable rates 1)11 Jones. 54*

3700.

H4-2P

HELP WANTED
Wanted, recent college grad for Sales

Mm Position compensation arrangements

negotiable (all 250-9532 between to - 4

ask for Mr. Leary.
1(3-24

M couns at boy*' camp in Me Ecology

and nature oriented For facts, call 323-

7197.
H3-2I
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Alcohol Abuse Growing
K\ JOHN MILHOLtAND

Alcohol is the most widely used

and abused drug on the I'Mass

campus."
So stated Room To Move"

coordinator, Hon LaFrance in an

interview Tueaay on student

alcoholism
With so much attention today

on the dramatic' effects of

psychedelic and hard drug misuse,

drinking is looked at as an ac-

ceptable thing to do. While not

officially condoned by the

authorities, getting drunk is often

regarded with a "boya will be boys'

attitude Not too many students arc

arrested tor underage drinking So

you don't have the paranoia of

getting cuaght that you have with

other illegal drug

LaFrance also pointed out the

absence of immediate bodily

damage as another reason for the

wide use of alcohol

Its only after a long term

pattern of' heavy drinking has

developed that an alcoholic begins

to sutler physically. By then

alcohol can kill in a number of

wavs by damaging the liver, or

the heart, or through an overall

deterioration ot the body."

LaFrance feeto that I'Mass is a

breeding place for drinking pat

terns that may lead to chronic

alcoholism for some He cited

"weekend drinking" as the main

l BUM
What does I student do on a

weekend it there s nothing going

an". Usuall) he ends up in I dor

mitor\ room drinking with triends

Me can be wiped out tor two or

three days it he wants It doesn't

take long bet ore this becomes a

ul.ii habit.

i m« to the Incrrawed aoosher

,.i .ippiu .uionx being proreaaed

i., i the i.«il semester, staff

limitation* and the extra

hwrdra laipaard t>* ajnals

s\stiin. liradnate tUheal baa

i.iiinil it aeee>MMirj t<> rlawe the

l.i.ulii.ile IdmhtftiMN Offkf

itnr ila\ a week
I ffrrtivr Kehmarj -•"» dap

toailuale \ilinissioiis Oilier

will br rlawed l«»r business ao

Jl I riil.ixs ihraogh \|»il 14.

Iiliphonr inquiries and

i.(|ii«sts tin admissions

materials will be bamlled aa

Ihosr (I.ins li\ the n-i»|itionisi

in the srninil tl lobb\ o( the

t.railiiale Itoranli (enter

The question then is how much
does this student's life revolve

around alcohol" Does he have any

other interests'
1

Is he missing

classes'" Does he have good

relationships with others or has he

stopped communicating'
1

"Heavy drinking usually in-

volves i "lack ot self-confidence, or

relations, or of something to do. If

any of these reasons are used for

drinking often then the student

may have a problem that could

lead to alcoholism
"

LaFrance added that Room To

Move is getting more involved in

the problem Members. in

cooperation with the infirmary

Staff, are now going to sessions on

alcoholism People who have been

alcoholics are on call to talk with

students who want help. The

Alcoholics' Anonymous chapter in

Amherst also has a special

program for young problem

drinkers All efforts are to get

students to recognize their

problem early.

But LaFrance stressed that help

can best be given by friends.

Try to get the person interested

in other things Invite him to take

part m group activities other than

getting drunk Often all that's

needed is an external kick to get

out of the drinking rut
."

In conclusion. LaFrance asked

lor volunteers with experiences

with alcoholism Room To Move

needs people who are willing to

work with people who want help

Boston Teachers Ask
$9,500 Starting Pay

million pay b^ost for 5.000 teachers that would raise starting pay to $9,500

on a scale climbing to $16,000 after seven years experience.

The pay hnTe request for the city's public schoo teachers|was
>
part of a

package approved by the union which also calls for 1^ adftional

Teachers healthv increases in insurance programs and time off and a

reduction in the maximum number of daily classes*^<£.^^
The present contract, which expires Aug. 31, provides for starting

salary of $8,018 with teachers with seven year's experience climbing to

$13,610.

Other major proposals would cut teacher-pupil ratios to 15-to-l in

•troubled schools" and expand bilingual programs into all schools from

kindergarten through high school.

Also included are expanded intramural sports programs, more pay for

junior high coaches, a 500 per cent increase in life insurance coverage

and the providing of 'special subject teachers" in all elementary schools

to teach art. music, science and physical education.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYONET OMAAR.

A reader named Mark writes from

Chicago »o ask "I nave heard and read

much about the late Evangeline Adams
what was her zodiacal s.gn' Answer

Evangeline Adams HSM 1W2> was the

most famous of modern American
asi'Oiooers Her clients made up a

who s who >n art, entertainment,

politics and bus.ness She told her own

story or.ll.antly m "The Bowl or

Heaven " Wiss Adams, a direct

descendant of President John Adams,

was born under Aquarius•
ARIES (March 21 April 1«> Be readv

tor change, travel and a varety of ex

per.encev especially those involving the

opposite se* You will be popular

Publicity will accompany your actions

Stress creat.vty Imprint your own
styles
TAURUS Apr i 20 May 20) You are

able to feei secure You have solid

•ouidat'On a > frame ol reference There >s

oppost.on But you can meet and over

come it Spotlight centers on completion

i of transact.on involving land, home
GEMINI iMay 21 June JO) Visits art

featured Neighbors, dose relatives enter

picture Fm.sn one task at a time Bung
too anmous now could cause minor set

back Key is to be flex ble out tnorough

Oeck messages <n connection with

proposed tr.p

CANCER June 21 July 22
1

Accent it

on paying and collecting You acgure
valuables Key s to pro»ec» them Make
nguir.es Do some personal >n

nv,aa«r.q Be analytical Put together

e p.eces Fascinating picture will

qe
LEO i July 23 Aug 22' Judgment,

ntu ition are on larger Take n t«t ve

Stress independence. originality

Creative endeavors now art likely to

succeed Act accordingly Make new
star's in new directions Welcome neaithy

nge
VIRGO lAug 23 Seot 22; Work *

coniuncton w.th special group

organzat.on Fne for speoai radio

television appearances Charitable en

terpr.se can be greatly aided by your

efforts Pisces person figures

prominently
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct M> Spotlight on

friends, desires Some important wishes

can be fulfilled Income through oc

cupationai efforts cs accented Older

individual can provide advice and

support Heed voice of experience if you

do. you gain
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Ambitions

should be analyzed You will get what you

request Key is to be sure you know wnat

you need One m authority will be a dose

observer Accept responsibility Rewards

will be great Act in confident manner

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Obtain valid hint from Scorpio message

Don t oo anything m lukewarm manner

Go an the way or nothing If en

thusiastic, you attract important ally

Leo is involved Br.ng forth creative

resources ,_, — -

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) What

was obscured can be viewed now with

greater Oanty You may feel you art

drawn m two directions Simultaneously

Get second w.nd Accept suggestion from

one born under Cancer Money is M
V
°AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II). Lie low

Do mor» listening than talking If you

observe, you also learn Permit mate or

close associate to take initiative Sense of

humor ,s necessary Then what appears a

setback could boomerang in your favor

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) <eep

neaith resolutions Avoid excess

Ma.ntam steady pace Get together on

soc.al basis w.th work associate Share

ncwiecige Cooperative atttude

manual some procedures may be

outmoded _..„
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

apprec ate the arts theater Your own

voice is resonant, unusual You are at

tractive to opposite sex Contacts made
th.s year will be transformed into

meaningful relationships July stands out

as your most significant month of '972

Copyright 1972. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Roman date

5 Marsh
8 Speed contest

12 River in Africa

13 Beam
14 Winglike

15 Doctrine

16 Having ears

18 Bitter vetch

19 Near
20 Facial

expression

21 King of Bashan
23 Symbol for

tellurium

24 Profit

26 Muse of poetry

28 Cuts
29 Dance step

30 Quarrel

32 Performs

33 River island

34 Rational

35 Edible seed

36 Likely

37 Medicinal plant

38 Theater box

40 Bridge

4

1

Preposition

43 Babylonian
deity

44 Coarse, matted
wool

45 Negative prefix

47 Macaw
49 Tooth

51 Girls name
52 Taking part in

55 One opposed

56 Fruit drink

57 Partner

DOWN

Dolphinlike

cetacean

Remotenf-
time or space

Shade tree

Compass point

Fragile

6 Merit

7 Brood of

pheasants
8 Sun god
9 Beverage

10 Funny pictures

11 Gaelic

16 Goddess of

discord

17 Click beetles

20 Openings
22 A state (abbr

)

25 Essential

26 Dine
27 Instruct

28 Weaken
29 Fruit seed

31 Tiny

33 Simian
34 Protecting

tooth

36 Trumpeter bird

37 Threebanded
armadillo

39 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

I
s
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40 Form
41 Bark cloth

42 Algerian

seaport

Skidded

Sacred image

Indefinite

number

44

45

46

48

50

51

53

54

Skill

South
American
wood sorrel

Be ill

Note of scale

Symbol for

tantalum

1 P] 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n

12 13 14

15

38
17

•---

18

19
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Drug Treatment Bill
The following is a list of bills that will be coming up for consideration

in their respective committees in the Massachusetts Legislature during

the week March 27 March 31. If you are at all interested in these bills,

the USCC urges you to write to your Representative or Senator con

cerning them.

If you would like further information, or copies of these bills, come to

the USCC Office, RS0123, in the Campus Center.

No. Date

H.3525 Mar 28

H.4497 Mar 28

H.2120 Mar 27

H.3437 Mar 27

S.847 Mar 30 Social

S.878 Mar 30 Social

H.960 Mar 30

H 3818 Mar 30 Social

H 4640 Mar 30 Urban Affairs

Committee Description

Govt Regulations Petition relative to fees for en

tering notice ol intention of

marriage and the issuance of a

certificate therefor.

Govt Regulations Petition relative to excluding

information as to occupation from

a marriage intention and cer

tificate forms.

Nat. Resources Petition that cities and towns be

provided with financial assistance

for the acquisition and

preparation of land lor sanitary

land fill purposes to alleviate

dumping problems.

Nat Resources Petition for an investigation by a

special commission related to

population growth and

distribution and other related

matters.

Welfare Petition for legislation to

establish mobile drug treatment,

detection, and education units by

the Department of Mental Health.

Welfare Petition for legislation relative to

the possession of marijuana and

penalties therefor.

Social Welfare Petition the provision be made for

a mandatory jail sentence for the

first offense of selling certain

narcotic drugs.

Welfare Petition for legislation to require

the destruction of probation

records of persons convicted of

being present where illegal drugs

are found

Petition that members of local

housing authorities shall vacate

their positions upon terminating

their residence in the city or town

where said housing authorities

are located.

Lindsay And Jackson

To Speak In Springfield

RPHINGF1VXO, Mass. (AIM -
Democratic presidential con-

tenders John V Lindsay, mayor of

New York, and Sen Henry M
Jackson of Washington, will ap-

pear in Springfield April 7 and 8

Lindsay will deliver the keynotr

addrcai April 7 M the ?2nd annual

Model Congress at American In

ternational College, where 350 high

school students Irom more than 50

sehools in the northeast will gather

to debate the top issues ot the day

in a mock legislature

Lm<lsa\ is then slated to address

the annual meeting ol the Mental

Health Association ol Greater

Springfield, discussing national

health priorities

trTour

14"
Grinder

for

$1.35
(half for 70°)

PIZZA PARTY|
All Tou Can Eat

$1.25
EVERY

SUNDAY NIGHT

BRUM'S
PIZZA
Open Daily

11 • 1a.m.
Main & Triangle

256-6676

On April 8. Jackson will speak at

the kickoff dinner for the 1972

I nited Jewish Appeal at Temple

Beth El in Springfield

Both will comhine their ap-

pearances with campaigning for

the April 2."> presidential primary in

Massachusetts

t

[AMHERST)

JANE

fonda
DONALD- .

/utherlcind
)• j .i

."
;'°:

Mute
DanaviS'on® lecHrvcolor

®

r, warnc bros

o k.nney 'eisu'e servce

Spring calls for a good house cleaning, and Frankie. the chimp at World of Animals in Dallas. Tex..

gets an early start bathing Bimbo, a lion cub. ( AP)

Welfare Mother Refused

Sterilization By Judge
BOSTON <AP) - Judge Charles

E Wvzanski in US District Court

has "vacated his own decision

refusing to order a sterilization

operation for a Worcester woman
and ordered a new hearing.

The judge acted Wednesday in

the case of Robbie Mae Hathaway,

a welfare mother who sought a free

sterilization operation from

Worcester City Hospital Mrs

Hathawa) contended she had eight

children.' high blood pressure a

hernia and an obesity prohlem. and

asserted that as a welfare recipient

she was entitled to the sterilization

operation

She contended that the Is
Constitution s equal protection

section entitled her to the same

tare and service as a financially

well off woman
The judge dismissed the com

plaint Tuesday. but Mrs
Hathaway's attorney contended

the decision went against the

ruling of the IS Court of Appeals.

2nd Circuit, in the case of McCain-

\ v Nassau County Medical Center

Judge Wvzanski said in light of

the higher court ruling, he was

vacating his decision, and ordering

a lurther hearing Monday mor
ning

NOW SHOWING

A Special Double Feature

KLUTE at 7: 00

Summer of '42 at 9: 00

Two Great Movies
One Low Price — $1.50

In everyone's life there's a

SUMMER OF 42
ARoberl Mulligan /Richard A Roth

Production

JENNIFER ONEILL • GARY GRIMES

JERRY HOUSER • OLIVER CONANT
MM b» Produc#d b»

HERMAN RAUCHER RICHARD A ROTH
0.r»Clf d b, •»>",c b»

ROBERT MULLIGAN MICHEL LEGRAND
TfCMNtCOlOS)*

from Warnef Bros

A K.nney l#»S«f* S*fv»ca

Bargain Nites Mon. - Tues. Adults $1

FRIDAY LATE SHOW 11:30
NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED

All Seats Only $1.00
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Sp jig Means an End

A Beginning For

Crew Breaks The Ice 1
By PRANK AXTOS1KWK Z

Spring is finally here and the

Crew team is flocking to the water.

After having spent much time and

effort (most crew members have

been running, lifting weights and

generally getting into condition

since last September) ,
the ducks

are finally able to get their feet

wet.

Last Sunday, after the ice had

cleared, the rowers were able to

take a leisurelv cruise upon the

latlij (EnUtntan

SPORTS

Connecticut River, a scene straight

from Ben Hur. as it seemed from

the distance. In reality, the rowers

were sweating and straining to

make up lost time on he water.

Next week's foe, Princeton, has

alreadv been in the swim of things

for five weeks. Individual practice

prepares a man physically, but in a

regatta, all that matters is timing

acquired through teamwork, and

this can be accomplished only upon

the water.

Coach Mike Faherty is very

optimistic in looking ahead at the

schedule, the toughest ever. He,

along with freshman Coach

Charles Leonard worked very hard

to increase the popularity of this

sport A brand new course has been

constructed by the Lake Wickabog

Moat Club in West Brookfield for

the regattas to be held. Among the

notables that will be faced this

vear are MIT. Columbia and St.

Joseph's, which was second last

year at theCollege Nationals Forty-

two students (20 Cpperclassmen.

18 Freshmen and 4 Coxswains)

have volunteered and have worked

very hard to represent UMass.

There are only three seniors on the

club, supplying the experience and

guidance necessary to compete

satisfactorily.

Richard Jones, the stroke of last

year's JV unit, which finished

second in the Nationals, captains

the Crew Club The other two

seniors are: Christopher Hodson,

the fifth oarsman on last year's

JVs and Robert Jayes, the cox-

swain.

Tonight the oarsmen travel to

Princeton. N.J., in order to

prepare for a preliminary regatta

with Princeton a week from

Saturday, and the opening battle

against Wesleyan and five other

schools, the week after. A rigid

schedule has been prepared by

Coach Faherty for vacation week.

The oarsmen will be on the

river twice a day and will attempt

to row more than twenty miles per

day in order to make up for the

lack of water time they have had so

tar While at Princeton, four eight

man shells and one four-man shell

will prepare for competition While

school is out. there will be forty

two men grunting and groaning,

and otherwise enjoying them-

selves, in anticipation of a very

good season.

THAT* ALL THERE IS, THERE IS NO MORE This is the MDC sports staff (thanks to George

Patrick Duffy ) reminding you that you can keep the sports parade moving by being a good sport. <AF

" ir"*,0">

Stander Thinking Big

For Some;

Others
Baseball Team
Heads South

Bv EARLE BARROLL
Each academic year coaches Jack Leaman and Dick Bergquist have a

friendly wager (full course meal type-coat tails and all) on whose team

can win the most games during the course of their respective seasons.

In toe previous two years Leaman has had the opportunity to take his

belt out a notch or two as 18 and 23 wins by his hoopsters were enough to

offset 14 and 21 by the baseball team.

Interestingly enough Bergquist had a super chance at topping 23 win*

but a late season tailspin including a doubleheader loss to Harvard in the

New England regional finals, cut into his Dettv cash supply.

This vear Leaman has not presented Bergquist with much of a

challenge. The hoopsters managed only 14 victories and with 10 lettermen

returning from last years New England power the baseball team is not

only assured of topping this figure, but of also being a dominant figure in

^To^fyThebaTebaU team leaves for Florida where they'll be playing

three college teams and five exhibition games in Sarasota at the Kansas

City Royals Baseball Academy. ,„k™.» o

To date the Redmen have been confined to Curry Hicks Cage (about a

month and a half) and like all spring trips will run into the early season

first time out in the fresh air problems. But this is what preseason

southern trips are all about. ,

Bergquist will again be fielding a young, yet very experienced team.

Most of the returnees were sophomores or freshman last season, but have

that year and summer ball in the Cape Cod League under their belts.

Co-Captains for this season are seniors Brian Martin and Jim Saracino.

They will lead an offense that includes a trio of .300 hitters in all-New

England selections Dan Esposito, and Mark Palau and Ed McMahon^

Catcher Tom McDermott who finished a shade under .300 will be behind

the plate once again.

The pitching staff has four major league arms in Tom White, Chip

Baye, John Olsen and Mike Flanagan. These four are regarded as one of

the finest mound corps in the country.

After the spring trip the Redmen will open their regular season on April

8 at Yale. Their home opener is April 14 with Holy Cross.

UMass* John Betancourt has been named the recipient of the New

England coaches "Bob Cousy Award" presented annually to the area's

top senior under six feet. He will receive the award at the annual New

England Basketball Awards Banquet on March 29 at Valle's Steak House

in Hartford. Connecticut.

Betancourt led the Redmen in scoring this past winter averaging a

shade better than 14 points a game He also set a school record for most

games played in a varsity career as he appeared in 78 games during the

course of three seasons. .. #

VARSITY M CLUB NOTES-Mulcahy's Munchclub wrapped up its

winter sports season on Wednesday at the Newman Center. Jim Mulcahy

had quite a crew on hand in the persons of coaches Russ Kidd. Erik

Kjeldsen. Homer Barr. Bill MacConnell, Gideon Ariel and Jack Leaman

Notable quotes:

Kiddt Hockey): "The seniors on this years team have set a tempo of

winning, the underclassmen have fallen into it. A tradition has been

started at UMass.
Kjeldsen (gymnastics) : "The team grew up this year to what it can be.

Since we entered the league eight years ago we've occupied every place

but first (second this season) There just happens to be perennial oc-

cupamcv in first by the name of Penn State.

Barr "(wrestling): "Carl Dambman's and Bruce Buckbee's per-

formances in the national's were the best representation of any New

England school in recent years."

MacConnell (skiing) : "It's pretty hard to ski with those little schools in

Northern New England located near the mountains. New England

College gets 30 ski scholarships."

Ariel (indoor track): "The night before the Yankee Conference

championships all the coaches were toasting for the team places the next

day Most everyone said UConn for first. But when they went to toast

UMass for second head coach Ken O'Brien didn't want any part of it. He

wanted more."
Leaman (basketball): "We lost 11 games on the road this season. So

should 1 attack for a new facility or stay with the old beat up place we play

in.

Ball Five?

Bv LARRY OEM CHI

OMAHA. Neb. AP-Ron Stander will win the world

heavyweight championship by knocking out Joe

Frazier here May 25, predicted Ron Stander Thur-

sday. _,

"The fight won't go 15 rounds." said the 27-year-old

Council Bluffs. Iowa, fighter.

"I'm going to knock him out."

The fight, first world title match in Nebraska

history, was formally announced at a news con-

ference which was not attended by Frazier who,

according to a spokesman, had already signed a

contract.

Stander's manager, Dick Noland, said he expected

the fight at City Auditorium would gross ap-

proximately $240,000. Tickets will be scaled from $10

to $40.
. , , -

1
.

Cornhusker Boxing Club officials, promoters of the

fight said the title match will be broadcast live by the

TVS Television Network of New York City on home

television throughout the United States and carried to

other parts of the world via satellite.

Irwin Rosee, representative of TVS said Frazier

will re eive a guarantee of $150,000 from TVS and

Noland said Frazier would receive 40 per cent of the

live gate in addition to the television guarantee.

Bv ROY LYONS
The image of major league

baseball has suffered drastically in

the past several seasons. The

Seattle Pilots passed quietly away.

The Washington Senators became
the Texas Rangers amid a swarm
of protests (Will Ted Williams

ever escape the arena of con-

troversy'' I A threat of a player

strike looms lor the second con-

secutive year The impending
decision on the legality of the

reserve clause, challenged in court

by Curt Flood, could have far-

reaching repercussions.

Fortunately, baseball does have

an opportunity to bolster its

shattering image This could be

accomplished by an unbiased

acceptance Of pitcher Jim Bouton.

attempting a comeback into the

game at Pittsfield.

Jim rocked the baseball

establishment two years ago with

the publication of his book Ball

I our Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
and his colleagues considered it

nothing short of yellow journalism

unjustly attacking many time

honored traditions of baseball

Others maintained that it smacked
of sensationalism, containing

nothing but glorified gossip frorr.

beginning to end Still others, the

more liberal faction, hailed it as

the work of a crusader against the

evils of a professional sport

The interesting question is not

the book itself, but what effect it

will have on Jim's career. Ideally,

it will have no effect at all. A
professional athlete should be

judged by his efforts and ability to

win. disregarding personal goals

when they conflict with the club's

collective effort to win. Baseball

owes it to Jim Bouton to judge him
solely on these standards
Discrimination because of his

book, flagrant or subtle, has no

place in the game
Bouton has an equally important

obligation. If baseball gives him
the fair shake he is seeking, he

should accept his fate In the event

that his knuckleball cannot

measure up to the fastball that

made him an ace in the yankee

dynasty, he should be willing to

admit that his arm just doesn't

have it anymore.
If baseball can show itself to be

an "equal employment agency,"

and Bouton acknowledges their

policy, both parties will win. That

doesn't happen often in baseball.

w
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Weather
For those who missed

it, Svengooli said hello

to the Grayson Sixth

South Saturday night.

Details page seven.
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President Robert C. Wood. Chairman Joseph P. Healy. and Secretary Robert J. McCartney tend to affairs at last Tuesdays Trustee meeting. < MDC Photo by Jim

Oold.

Trustees Hike Tuition, Set Hearings
By CHARLEY BERKOW

The UMass Board of Trustees

have voted to increase tuition for

out of-state and graduate students

at UMass. President Robert C.

Wood said in proposing the in-

creases that they are subject to

comment by the University

community, the state and com-

munity colleges and the Board of

Higher Education

The Trustees, meeting in

Amherst, also set the date for a

meeting with the chancellor

candidates. increased the

flexibility of the Student Judiciary

System (See story tomorrow),

established an ad hoc committee to

investigate inter-collegiate

athletics at UMass, heard a report

on the progress of the Frieda

Salzman case and discussed their

lack of a stand on the issue of ar-

med forces recruiters on campus

with Vietnam Veterans Against the

War representatives.

The tuition increases will be

spread evenly over the next two

years.

Tuition for out-of-state un-

dergraduates will increase by $250

a year for the next two years;

tuition for in-state graduate

students will increase by $125 a

year; tuition for out-of-state

graduate students will increase by

$300 a year

Wood said that the University is

trying to maintain in-state un-

dergraduate tuition at its $200 per

year level. He said that with this

tuition scale the Trustees would

keep tuition as low as possible.

However, he did not rule out the

possibility of further Trustee ac-

tion on tuition

The tuition increases would

bring in $15 million in new state

revenues at present enrollment,

according to Wood.

Wood stated that he proposed the

increases "with considerable

reluctance ". He said that all

tuition adjustments must be based

on educational and not fiscal

Senate Salary
See page three

Last Week
See page seven

policy.

Wood said that after a year's

study of tuition policy with respect

to the University's responsibility to

the needs of the public and the

students, the Trustees reached the

following conclusions:

-the need for low-cost, high quality

public higher education is greater

than ever before.

-no responsible increase in tuition

can provide genuine tax relief or be

considered a major souce of public

revenue

;

- any change in undergraduate

tuition for Massachusetts residents

must be accompanied by

assurance of sufficient student

financial aid to assure that

qualified students are not excluded

for financial reason. This is

especially true at our Amherst

campus where Room and Board

rates are notably high
."

Wood said that the Board then

undertook a review of out-of-state

and graduate tuition within the

context of these conclusions and

"the many pressing demands
upon the Commonwealth s

resources.'' and came up with the

tuition increases they passed.

Trustee Lee Sandwen. who
supported the tuition increase, said

that it would not affect the status of

international student tuition

waivers or the possibility of

agreements with other states

regarding tuition.

The Board, which met last

Tuesday, announced that it will

hold an executive I closed I meeting

in Boston to interview all the

candidates for chancellor

nominated by the Chancellor

Search Committee. That meeting

will take place on Wednesday.

April 5 at 12:30 p.m.

The Trustees authorized their

chairman. Joseph P. Healey, to

appoint an Ad-Hoc Committee to

investigate intercollegiate Athletic

Activity on the UMass-Amherst
campus
Trustee Lee Sandwen said that

the lack of specified goals for the

athletic program at UMass has

made it difficult to deal with the

program He offered his services to

the committee.
Trustee Frederick Troy said that

Frieda Salzman will meet with the

UMass-Boston Faculty and

Education Policy Committee in

Executive session to discuss her

record.

Troy said that Ms Salzman is

"basically interested in clearing

up her record ." He said that she

has reserved the right to an open

hearing

Ms. Salzman lost her position as

a Physics professor at UMass-

Boston in 1968. The reason most

often given for her contract ter-

mination was that she and her

husband, also a Physics professor

at UMass-Boston. violated the

nepotism rule there.

She had appealed her release

from the University and demanded
reinstatement with tenure at

UMass-Boston.

After several confrontations with

the Trustees, she recently ac-

cepted a compromise offer.

As the Trustees were about to

adjourn, a representative from

VVAW, asked them to make a

policy statement on whether or not

Armed Forces recruiters should be

allowed on the UMass Boston

campus
The VVAW rep asked the

Trustees what their position was on

a difference between the president

and the UMass Boston Chancellor

on the issue.

"We'll see you back in Boston

next month to see what action you

have taken.'' he said.

Various trustees replied that the

Boston faculty is trying to deter

mine the student opinion on the

matter The Trustees also said that

they were unsure of the legality of

their taking a stand on the issue

One board member urged the

other Trustees to think of the

philosophical rather than legal

consequences of their banishment

of armed forces recruiters from

the campus
In other action The Trustee

heard Robert Cordon, their

delegate to the Board of Higher

Education, report that the Board of

Higher Education wants time to

listen to UMass and other

segments of the Mass. Higher

Education System in seeking a

unified tuition policy;

-Granted a request from WAMH
(the Amherst College radio

station I to locate its transmitter on

the top of Mount Lincoln, on the

condition that engineering reports

show that it will not interfere with

the transmission of WFCR, which

is also located on the top of Mount

Lincoln;

Decided to look into some land

in the mountains south of Amherst

;

Heard a report on the progress

of the Worcester medical school;

-Approved the appointment of 2

new police officers to the UMass-

Amherst security force;

-Extend its appreciation to I^e

Sandwen. as it was his last public

meeting as a Trustee
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Above is a model of the Med. School complex, due to be completed in 1974. The *Sgf<he right will hou.e the basic sissy ill^ ^^Jf^i^
the clinical science departments. The latter will connect to a 400-bed hospital extending to the rear. Between the two wings is the school s library. The connect

or huilding behind the library will house student laboratories and lecture halls.

UMass Med School-A Study In Politics

By DON SAINT-PIERRE
Approaching Worcester from the

east one encounters the usual

agglomeration of the American
plastic burgers and pancake
franchises, all housed in the usual

plastic wrapped packages and
presenting an atmosphere of

'buck-grabbing for the moment
and tomorrow be damned." The
likelihood of their presence ten

years from now is almost nil and

one easily conjures up a vision of a

future wasteland

But. just beyond these products

of the American dream machine, a

view from the bridge crossing

Lake Quinsigamond presents a

much more different picture

There, on a plateau above the

shore, is the framework of what

will shortly house the University of

Massachusetts' Medical School

When individuals speak

on idealism and purity

of higher education

The architecture is what some
have called "early mammoth ."

It

is a complex of two eight-story

classroom buildings connected by

an equally large laboratory

building, all sheltering a three-

story library

To the right, with its huge

smokestack, is a large powerplant.

I technological conditioning forces

us to prematurely see fumes
billowing from iti. which will

provide the energy necessary for

running the complex

The scale and design of the

buildings present an aura of

permanence as il destiny had
ordained the setting tor them But,

a closer examination ot the events

surrounding the site choice and

construction plans of the school

will render these feelings un

warranted

The story behind the physical

reality of the school is one ob-

scured by smoke-filled rooms and.

perhaps, equally clouded minds.

But. just as all wars have had their

true heroes interspersed with the

villains, this story too has people

who in the act of doing the obvious

wrong, thought they were right,

and were providing the state with

something to be proud of

The ten year history of the

school's beginning should be

remembered when individuals

speak of the idealism and in-

tellectual purity of the

Massachusetts' higher educational

system.

If the right decisions had been

made, this series would be un-

necessary; because some of them

were wrong, it becomes very

necessary.

The actual date of when the

school was first envisioned is lost

in historv The earliest records are

of debates in the State Senate

concerning the construction of a

state medical school in Boston

during the late 1950s The bills

were repeatedly defeated by small

margins due to the extremely

verbal opposition from the existing

medical schools and hospitals in

the metropolitan area

The conflict with the existing

schools, i Boston University,
Harvard and Tufts), is obvious

Another school, especially a state

school with its large sums of

available money, would increase

competition for faculty, and if it

grew prestigious enough, for the

more promising student I

The architecture is

what some have called

1

1

early mammoth

'

'

The opposition from Boston's

hospitals was based on their

working relationship with the

medical schools They provided

space and patients for the future

doctors and felt the city was being

served to its capacity without the

addition of another hospital, a

public one at that They felt the

state school would cause a

rationing out of the limited patient

supply and. in the end. render the

entire plan less beneficial to both

the schools, the hospitals, and the

public being served by them.

The plan for a state-run medical

school might have died then had

not an alternative plan been in

troduced by the legislature. The

new approach ignored the clause

stipulating the school would be

built in Boston, stating there was
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Editors Note: This is the first installment in a series of four articles

in which Don Saint-Pierre examines the events leading up to the

construction of the UMass Medical School in Worcester. The story

may seem hard to believe, but then truth is usually like that,

especially political truth.

only a need for a medical school in

"Massachusetts" The plan was
for the appropriation of funds for

hiring a dean who would then,

through professional guidance,
chose the site.

In 1%1 a legislative commission
advised the state there was a need

for a school and with that the

trustees were asked to chose a

dean and a site.

Realizing the political

ramifications of site selection, the

trsutees in turn formed another

committee which was assigned the

task of recommending a dean w ho

would then recommend to the

trustees his choice for a site

The commission, composed of

both public and professional men.
realized their choice would
determine the caliber the school

might attain The more renowned
and respected the dean, the more
easily he might adquire a high

caliber staff.

Initially the private schools
provided little assistance to the

search. Then, realizing the

inevitability of the project, they

began working with the com-
mittee.

In possibK a last ditch effort to

avoid a large state medical school,

in 1962 Northeastern Iniversitv

said they would staff a school on

their campus if the state would

build it This was promptly put

down by the American Medical

Association as a second rate plan

Besides, they said, this could easily

be read as state aid to a private

school

In November IMS, after the

usual elimination process reducing

the prospects from an unwieldy

number of fifty, the search com

mittee presented three names to

the Board Then, in December of

that year. Dr. Lamar Soutter was
named as the dean

Soutter's qualifications were, to

say the least, adequate. He was
dean of the Bl School of

Medicine. Boston Area Chief of

Surgery, editor of the Boston

Medical (Quarterly and had
published over 60 articles in

medical journals.

His first assignment was the

seemingly easy task of choosing a

site for his school

Smoke-filled rooms

and perhaps

equally clouded minds

Initially, there were five

prospective areas under con-

sideration They were: Boston

Proper, suburban Boston; Wor
cester; Springfield; and on

campus at Amherst. Plans called

for an $11 million medical science

building with an operating cost of

about $1 million

Soutter was immediately
bombarded with offers from every

corner of the state. Offers from the

sublime to the ridiculous were
presented. Boston and Worcester
offered their economic white
elephant city hospitals for the

(hicopee offered an abandoned 74-

acre rifle range, and the I'niver

sity'l administration reminded
him that there was land and
existing laboratory and classroom

facilities available in Amherst

In these early stages the

Amherst/Springfield area took the

lead as a preferable site for the

school Paramount was its lack of a

major hospital.

The argument presented by
individuals from Worcester and

Boston that Western
Massachusetts didn't have the

population to support a hospital of

the size proposed was negated by a

study conducted by TO. Wilkinson,

head of the UMass Sociology

Department, who found that the

population within a 30-mile radius

of both Worcester and Amherst
was nearly equal (No one
questioned the population

supremacy of Boston, but most had
now concluded that it was well

served with the existing hospitals).

Another study conducted at the

request of Soutter disclosed that

the Pioneer Valley had a greater

potential for growth than the

Worcester area This was borne-

out by the 1960 census which found

that Worcester had a decreasing

population while the population of

Western Massachusetts was in-

creasing

Looking outside the state, the

Amherst Record, in an editorial,

pointed out that recently the

I'niversities of Florida and Ken-
tucky had both located their new
medical schools in the suburbs to

eliminate the problems and con
fusions involved in a city location

The editorial also noted that

Stanford's medical school hospital

was moved from San Francisco to

the suburban campus at Palo Alio

for the convenience of the faculty

ant) students The school reported

the new location in the le>->

l>opulated area caused little, if

any. problems in the filling of

bed

(Tomorrow "The Debate Con-
tinues")
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Now Open 24 Nrt.

serving breakfast.

sandwiches & ice cream
from II p.m. —

( AMPUS
SHOPPING PLAZA
Amherst Hadlev line

ART DISPLAY
in the Commonwealth Room, Student Union

See Edmund (laither on

New Dimensions in Blaek Social Art

Slide Shatv, Art Exhibit of Three Black artists

Coffee hour in gallery following the 8: 00 program.

Wednesday, April 5

No Referendum Expected

In Senate Salary Issue
By DOUGLAS PATCH

The once controversial issue of paying three of

the Student Senate officers, recently passed the

Senate, almost inconspicuously, by a 34-9 vote.

Last year, in the first of two referendums, the

proposal was soundly defeated by a margin of 6-1.

Revealing a change in attitude, a second

referendum held last year was defeated by a 2-1

margin.
One of the main contentions of the Senators who

opposed the bill this year was that no referendum

was held to gauge student opinion. Mike Alt

fillisch. Student Senator from Kennedy, voted

against the bill on the grounds that last year's vote

was decidedly against it, that the bill had not been

printed on the budget, and that it was a special

motion about which the student body had no way of

finding out.

Student Senate President Lee Sandwen felt that

there was no need for a referendum since the

students would probably have supported the

proposal anyway. With the new bill in effect, he

said, the problem of discriminating against

students with financial burdens, who have to earn

money, will be eliminated. He pointed out that

most other schools pay or reimburse those in-

volved in student government. In addition, he

emphasized the fact that the bill was not an at-

tempt to turn the positions into professional ones,

but that, considering the fact that he and his

associates often put in as many as 50 hours a week,

it would be a justified expenditure.

Student Senators Man Earnest from Van Meter

and Paul Hamel from John Adams opposed the bill

in representation of their constituents. Senator

Earnest pointed out that a lot of senators did not

bother to find out the opinions of their fellow

students.

Joseph Downey, the Senator from Gorman,
rejected the bill on the grounds that the officers

know what they are getting into when they run for

the positions.

Downey and Greg Acone, the Senator from

Brett, both expressed apprehension over the

possibility of the student activities tax rising as

influencing them to vote against the bill.

John Hogan, Student Senate Vice-President,

pointed out that the positions require "a definite

amount of expertise," as well as an extensive

amount of time and energy. In the past, he said,

the Senate has lost competent people because of

the difficulty of being a full-time student and
maintaining an executive position. Hogan con-

siders the Senate to be an important part of

student services, like the Collegian and WMUA,
and for this reason, the officers, like important

members of the newspaper and radio staffs,

should be paid. Although it is a voluntary position,

as he said, it has evolved into something more
extensive.

Out of the approximate Student Senate budget of

$600,000, the $200 a month, for nine months a year,

to be paid to the Senate President, and the $150 a

month, nine months a year, to be paid to both the

Speaker and the Treasurer, will amount to $4500,

or about 0.75% of the budget.

Watching The World Go By

II TllllllUHl i

There he sits, watching the world go by. as his wheels turn keeping up with the pace of the Earth. Who

knows, mavbe it looks better that way. In any case, there's only one way to find out. Now if you can on y

figJe out how to keep those wheels a-turning. (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton) (He is still, the world .s

moving. >

In the two weeks preceding the spring semester

break the Transportation and Parking Council has

been reviewing, with the Parking Office, the

proposed parking and traffic regulations for the

UMass Amherst campus The review process is

scheduled for completion on April 7th. The rules and

regulations will then be submitted for adoption by the

Board of Trustees

As a University oriented group, the Transportation

and Parking Council desires to hear the comments

and suggestions of all interested members of the

university community. Copies of the proposal that

were submitted to the Transportation and Parking

Council will be available at Daily Collegian

distribution points in the Student Union and Campus

Center Comments on the proposed rules should be

Seeks

Candidate Refuses

Press Interview
By JAMES E. GOLD

Citing improper protocol,

Timothy Healy, Vice-Chancellor

for Academic Affairs at City

University of New York, refused

last week to make any statements

to the press about himself or his

recently publicized consideration

for Chancellorship at the UMass-
Amherst Campus. Hearings for all

three have been scheduled for

April 5.

"Until the Trustees or the

President or whoever has the

authority offers me the job, I have

nothing to say to anybody," he

stated in a telephone interview. "I

will talk to no one," he added.

Also being considered along with

Healy are Acting-Chancellor
Randolph Bromery and Carlo L.

Golino, Vice Chancellor for

Academic Affairs at the University

of California at Riverside.

When asked about Healy and his

silence, University Secretary
Robert McCartney said in a

telephone interview that Healy was
probably just trying "to play it

cool." McCartney said Healy
replied positively to an invitation

to come here. "We're inviting all of

them" so that the Trustees can
give full consideration to each

directed to Mr Carl Broekhuizen, Graduate School,

Graduate Research Center.

Several revisions in the regulations have been

recommended by the Council. The major thrust of the

changes involve identification of the responsibilities

of the university and the application of the rules to all

members of the university community in a uniform

manner.
Recommendations for changes include the addition

of a section detailing the disposition of traffic and

parking violations, the specification of the respon-

sibilities of snow and ice removal agencies prior to

towing parked cars, the merging of sections 3 and 4 in

Article VII. and the elimination of section 4 from

Article VIII

candidate. "He'd be glad to come"
McCartney said Healy told him.

McCartney said that Heary's

educational background includes

parochial schools in New York, and

A.B., M.A., and Ph. L. from

Woodstock College in Maryland.

Also, Healy holds an MA. from

Fordham and a Ph. D. from Ox-

ford, he said.

Besides being Vice-Chancellor,

Healy is also a professor of English

and is on the graduate faculty at

CUNY, according to McCartney.

He has been at CUNY since 1969, he

added.
Forty-eight year old Healy

speaks French and Spanish and

reads several other languages,

also, McCartney said.

"Healy achieved the rank of

Captain in the military" and has

also served as Executive Vice

President of Fordham University,

said McCartney.
Healy has also taught courses in

Chaucer, Shakespeare, and 18th

Century Literature, he said. Healy

also held fellowships from Dan-

forth, American Philosophical

Society, and American Council for

a Learned Society, said Mc
Cartney.

usee

Hearings
The following is a list of bills that will be heard in their respective

committees of the Massachusetts State Legislature during the week April

3-7. If you would like further information about these bills, come to the

USCC office, RSO Room 123, in the Campus Center.

Date Committee Bill No.

April 4 Commerce H. 2446

& Labor

April 5 Government H. 1904

Regulations

April 4 Insurance ^ 4997

April 3 Rules H. 3417

April 4 Transportation H. 4789

April 6 Urban Affairs S. 573

Description

to extend the amount and period

of time in which unemployed
individuals may receive

unemployment compensation

to require certain electronic

repairmen to be licensed.

to establish a catastrophic health

insurance program in the

Commonwealth.
to provide for reorganization of

the General Court.

legislative amendment to the

Constitution relative to

prohibiting the Governor from

suspending authorized road

construction programs without

authorization of the General
Court
for legislation relative to im

provement of water quality of the

Charles River

IMAMU BARAKA
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In The Nation And The World

Counsel Calls Davis
Best In The Courtroom

\nnela Davi> and her co-counsel. Howard Moore,

arrive at the Santa Clara Count> courthouse where

she is defending herself. (AP Wirephoto)

SAN JOSE. Calif. (AP) - Angela Davis, black

militant, philosophy scholar and former univer-

sity teacher, has turned to law-and has assumed a

major role in presenting her own defense.

Miss Davis is acting as co-counsel in her trial on

murder, kidnap and conspiracy charges. Chief

defense attorney Howard Moore, Jr., calls her

"the best lawyer in the courtroom."

Moore says she schooled herself in law while

awaiting trial.

•'She studied with me for 16 months," Moore

said in an interview. "1 didn't give her too many

books to read. Mostly we just had discussions...she

catches on real fast."

Since her trial opened one month ago. Miss

Davis has handled portions of jury selection,

announced acceptance of the jury and a dramatic

highlight, delivered her own opening statement.

Moore said she may soon try cross-examining

some witnesses in the current prosecution phase of

the case

The trail resumes Monday with the next

prosecution witness scheduled to be the district

attornev who was injured in the Mann County Civic

Center shootout in which Miss Davis is charged

Miss Davis, once a teacher at UCLA, in-

corporates classroom style in her courtroom

delivery Soft-spoken and solemn, she peers at

jurors through spectacles, stands before a lectern

and begin

•Members of the jury

Then, intermingled with declarations of her

innocence and denial* of prosecution charges, she

|| down legal points.

•We ask vou to keep you eyes focused on two

essential points." she told jurors, • ..knowledge

and intent vou must continue to seek out in the

huge maze of evidence that will be presented in

coming months whether I had foreknowledge of

the events and any specific intent to participate in

them
M'ss Davis, 28. is charged in connection with the

shootout two years ago in which a judge and three

blacks were killed.

The prosecutor, in his opening statement,

warned jurors not to judge Miss Davis by her

scholarly demeanor. She has studied at the Sor-

bonne. Germany's Goethe University, Brandeis

University and "the University of California.

Schools May Lose

By Residency Law

J

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Public colleges and universities

across the nation face the possible

loss of hundreds of millions of

dollars in tuition revenue as the

result of students winning the right

to vote where they go to school.

State-supported schools charge

students from other states sub-

stantially higher tuition than

resident students. The legality of

out-of-state tuition now has been

challenged in three court cases on

the grounds that the right to

register and vote in the campus
community makes students

residents of the state.

At stake is an estimated $200 to

$400 million collected each year by-

state schools in out -ot -state tuition.

State officials and educators

contacted in an Associated Press

survey said that without that

money, the state schools would

have to raise tuition for resident

students or seek more money from

the state's taxpayers and the

federal government
Although officials in most states

said they would fight to preserve

out-of-stat- tuition many
educators predicted out-of-state

tuition would not exist in two or

three years.

The trend ii definitely in the

direction of eliminating <>i

state tuition, said Ralph K Hmtt,

executive director ot theNationaJ

Association oi Mate Universities

and Land Grant Colleges, which

represents publicly- supported

schools in all .tO states.

The trend in the court cases is

all in the direction of allowing the

student to establish residency in

the state for all purposes at the age

of 18," said Huitt "Once he

becomes a resident, out-of-state

tuition is out by definition
."

Out-of-state tuition will produce

$20 million this year in Colorado.

In Brief...
Berrigan ( on\ icted on One Out of Nine Counts

HARRISBURG. Pa. <AP> - The Rev Philip Berngan was

convicted Sundav of smuggling a letter out of prison, but the jury

trj ing the antiwar priest and six others reported a deadlock on the

other <-ounts, including the key conspiracy charge. The judge in-

ucted them to resume deliberations

New York Civil Servants End Walkout

M.IVWY. N.Y. (AP) - Striking New York State employes

reached a tentative contract agreement with the state Sunday and

called off their walkout

The Civil Service Employes Association-CSEA-said the one-year

contract provides a 5-1 '2 per cent pay increase

Ireland Quiet Over Easter

BELFAST, Northern Ireland I AP) - The spiritual leader of

Ireland's Roman Catholics called on the Irish Republican Army

Sunday to call off its guerrilla war against British rule. Catholics

marched in illegal parades but there was no trouble.

south Pacific Residents May Get Feet Wet

WASHINGTON (AP) — An earthquake with a Richter Scale

magnitude of 6.7 was recorded in the South Pacific.

Viet Troops Retreat

From Enemy Assault

Exercise,
sandals

USTACYM rouRfter.

'in96
regularly 12.95 ... |U

SRSITY STORE
SAP'JS TENTER

SAIGON I UP North Viet-

namese trooops and armor pushing

across the demilitarized zone into

South Vietnam's northernmost

province crushed three more bases

Sunday and sent hundreds of

government troops retreating in

disarray

Four American aircraft were

reported shot down while sup-

porting the defenders.

The U.S. Command said nearly a

score of American figher-bombers-

grounded for days by bad flying

weather-struck inside North

Vietnam against antiaircraft

defenses. Sources said more heavy

raids were being planned against

tht north in retaliation for the

biggest enemy offensive since the

1%8 Tet campaign
Eight U.S. Crewmen were

reported missing in the air loMtf

over the embattled area south of

the DMZ

The South Vietnamese rushed

8,000 to 10.000 reinforcements north

to aid the battered 3rd Division,

pushed back 10 miles from the

DMZ
President Nguyen Van Thieu

cancelled a speech to the National

\ssemblys lower house

He was reported heading north to

Da Nang and Hue to meet with

military commanders
Source! said Thieu told house

leaders the situation was very

serious.

The LIS Command said half a

dozen North Vietnamese sites

inside and to the north of the

demilitarized zone and in Laos

unleashed barrages of surface-to-

air missiles at American fighter-

bombers supporting South Viet-

namese troops Four of the SAMS
were fired across the DMZ, a

spokesman said

where residents pay $423 a year

and non- residents $1,691 to attend

the state university.

There are few states, if any, that

do not derive at least $1 million a

year from out-of-state tuition.

Suits challenging out-of-state

tuition have been filed in Arizona,

Michigan and Maryland by

students originally from other

states. All argued that the right to

vote is sufficient to establish

residency and that university

officials cannot force people who
register in the state to pay non-

resident tuition.

In the Arizona case, seven

university students won the first

round when a Superior Court judge

ruled that the state could not

establish arbitrary standards for

determining residency. The ruling

was upheld in a state appellate

court and the case is now pending

before the State Supreme Court

No rulings have been issued in the

Michigan and Maryland cases

Officials in other states an
aware of the challenge raised to

out-of-state tuition. While some

said their rules.would stand up in

court, many acknowledged the

vulnerability of out-of-state tuition

School officials and legislai

around the country cited sever

reasons tor preserving out-of-state

tuition It would be unfair to ask

the taxpayers to pay for educating

people trom other states. Droppn

out-of-state tut ion would bring a

flood of outsiders The lost revenue

would hurt the schools, unless it

was made up by higher taxes or

higher tuition for students raised in

the state.
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Busing Proposal Meets Stiff Opposition
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon's

school-busing proposals are meeting stiff

opposition in public hearings in both the

Senate and House, but it is not yet clear

what their final fate will be.

Leaders in both branches have said they

would like to solve the problem by shelving

the Nixon measures and adopting instead

antibusing provisions tied to a higher-

education bill now in a Senate-House con-

ference.

This could avoid further bitter floor fights

sure to erupt if the President's bills are

reported out of committees.

But it is not certain such fights can be

prevented even if the measures are bottled

up in the committees.

Foes of busing in both the House and

Senate are saying that, if the bills are

shelved, they will offer the provisions as

floor amendments to other legislation.

The major Nixon bill contains strong

restrictions on any further court busing

orders and also would reallocate $2.5 billion

of federal funds already acted on by

Congress to try to improve education in poor

schools, largely those with substantial

numbers of black children.

This measure was referred to the Senate

Labor and Public Welfare Committee and

the House Education and Labor Committee.

Both panels have held several days of

hearings and not a single witness has sup-

ported the bill except the administration

spokesman, Elliot L. Richardson, secretary

of Health, Education and Welfare.

Opposition witnesses have included blacks

and whites, members of Congress, officials

of civil-rights and education organizations,

spokesmen for women's groups, and labor

representatives.

Some of these have heatedly denounced

the proposals, declaring that the President

is trying to stop the desegregation

movement and turn back the clock to the

doctrine of separate-but-equal schools.

Sen. Peter H. Dominick, R-Colo., sponsor

of the measure in his branch, just as

strongly denies this allegation. He says the

bill will not even stop all busing and is not

designed to do so.

Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.L, chairman of

the subcommittee conducting the hearings

on the Senate side, has told the witnesses he

doubts they represent the sentiment of the

country.

"All of these organizations support

busing,'' he said, "but I am afraid the

majority of the people who have expressed

themselves on this issue are against it."

Based on past performance, the members
of the House and Senate panels will not

approve the bill. Most of the members have

taken the position busing is a proper remedy
where essential to carry out a desegregation

program and where it is not so lengthy as to

harm the children involved.

Both Pell and Rep. Carl D. Perkins, D-

Ky., chairman of the House Committee,

assert that the real answer is more money to

improve poor schools and end the serious

inequalities that now exist.

They emphasize that Nixon did not ask for

any new funds. Both have introduced

resolutions to make available $2.5 billion of

additional money which would be con-

centrated on the most needy schools.

But Dominick insists there is little chance

the Appropriations Committees will vote

any such sum.
House Speaker Carl Albert, D-Okla.,

Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield

of Montana and Senate Republican Leader

Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania all have said

they believe Nixon's proposals can be

handled as a part of the higher-education

legislation.

Antibusing riders were added to his

measure in both branches but they do not go

as far as the president wants.

His second bill, referred to the Judiciary

Committees, would impose a year's

moratorium on further busing orders. One
of the amendments to the higher-education

bill could be construed as a form of

moratorium.

Air Force Rescues
"Lucky Lindy"

TASADAY FOREST. Philippines ( AP) — Charles A. Lindbergh and the

Philippine expedition that found the Stone Age Tasaday band living in

caves, clambered aboard a hovering U.S. Air Force helicopter Sunday

and were lifted safely out of this southern Philippines rain forest.

The 70-year-old Lindbergh, smiling broadly and wearing a floppy white

hat and climbing boots, said, "We were in no danger but we were

stranded and running low on food. The Air Force did an excellent job."

The Air Force came in after the expedition's own helicopter broke

down. The 47-member expedition was delivered to a base camp, and then

Lindbergh flew with the rescue aircraft to Clark Air Base, some 600 miles

north, near Manila. A retired general, the white-haired flier wanted to

personally express his appreciation and that of the expedition.

It was conducted by Panamin, a foundation for assisting Philippine

minorities, and was led by Panamin's president, Manuel Elizalde, Jr.
,
36.

The unexpected method of departure marked the end of an 11 -day

expedition which anthropologists here claim is of major scientific im-

The Tasadays, who number only 24 persons, were found March 23 at

their 4,000-foot-high homesite in this jungled mountain-the first discovery

of living cavemen in modern times.

After gathering anthropoligcal data and pinpointing the living-working

area of the Tasadays-so the region can be protected from exploiters of the

forest-the expedition was preparing to break camp. But a radio message

disclosed that Panamin's helicopter had developed a serious malfunc-

tion Food was running low and the hike to the base camp- some 50 miles

away through steep mountains-was estimated to take from eight to 10

days
Elizalde radioed for assistance and U.S. Ambassador Henry Byroade

and the Air Force responded promptly. .. ....
Elizalde and Lindbergh, who had been scheduled to leave the forest

Saturday visited the Tasadays shortly after dawn and said goodbye.

Elizalde urged the people, who say their ancestors have always Uvea in

these caves, to continue their way of life in the forest and assured them he

would return soon. The Tasadays consider Elizalde a god and had

pleaded with him to stay with them forever.

The expedition's camp was struck and the members trekked an hour to

where trees had been cleared for the Air Force helicopter to land.

Too Sick For Congress

Well Enough For T.V.

NEW YORK (AP) — Lobbyist

Dita Beard, diagnosed as too ill to

testify before a Senate sub-

committee, checked herself out of

a Denver hospital Saturday for a

television interview in which she

said Sen. Vance Hartke, D-Ind.,

thought of the International

Telephone & Telegraph Corp as "a

sort of personal taxicab com-

pany."
Mrs. Beard, 53, hospitalized with

a heart ailment since March 3.

taped the interview with Mike

Wallace at an undisclosed location

in Denver. CBS broadcast it on the

"60 Minutes" show Sunday
evening.

Don Hewitt, executive producer

of "60 Minutes," said Mrs. Beard

plans to check out of the hospital

for good on Tuesday and would

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class
Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCEI REGISTER NOW

Tel. 256-6066

Hussein Sees Jerusalem Capitals

WASHINGTON (AP) — King Hussein of Jordan

suggested Sunday that the Arab part of Jerusalem

should be the capital of Palestinians, while Israel

should keep its capital in the other part of the city.

Two capitals in one city "is a possibility that we

think of seriously," the king said.

He gave his views on the NBC TV-radio program

"Meet the Press." The interview was taped before

Hussein was admitted to Walter Reed Army Hospital

on Thursday for a medical check-up.

Jerusalem should be an open city, Hussein said

Recognition that there is a Palestinian part of the city

"is a must," he said, and added "following that, we

are open-minded to anything and everything that

would make Jerusalem the meeting place of all... I

believe that Jerusalem belongs to Abraham, Jesus

and Mohammed."
Recalling that prior to the 1967 war, the seat of the

Israeli government was in Jerusalem. Hussein said,

"I do not see why the Arab part of the city should not

also house the government seat of the Palestinian

province ...As for administration, there are many

ways, and we are open-minded. Jointly, separately,

there could be ways and means."

Hussein said again that the Arabs are not ready to

go to war against Israel.

"I do not believe that the Arab strength is a match

to the Israelis at this time," he said.

He said also:

—On his plan to transform his kingdom into a

federal state, it "puts the problem of the people of

Palestine in the proper context. They are yearning to

have their identity, to come together on the land of

Palestine, and the plan offers opportunity to the

world, the Israelis included, to redress the wrongs

committed against them and to begin an era of

lasting peace."

—Not the Arabs, but Israel is raising pre-conditions

to peace talks.

—On relations with Egypt. "Unfortunately, we are

not coordinating as we used to with our friends in

Egypt."
—That he is convinced Palestinians were forced by

the Israelis to go the polls in the West Bank.

Wholesale Meat Prices Decline

Attributed To Nixon's Policy
WASHINGTON (AP)

Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz

predicted Sunday that the Nixon

administration will not impose

stiffer controls on food prices

Butz said he was making the

prediction because "I think

something was done" by the ad-

ministration to curb the rise in

meat prices He cited Treasury

Secretary John Connally's meeting

with supermarket executives.

Butz and Labor Secretary James
Hodgson appeared together on

ABC's TV -radio program issues

and Answers
"

President Nixon indicated at a

recent news conference that the

administration would have to ct

unless food prices, particularly

meat prices, did not decline.

Since then, wholesale meat
prices have declined and two

major food chains announced a cut

in meat prices last week
Hodgson was somewhat more

cautious than Butz when asked

whether new controls would be

imposed.
"The retailers are committed

now to bringing prices down and it

is up to them to produce on their

commitment." he said

Hodgson said, however, that he

believes the crisis on food prices is

over "for the present
."

Hodgson also said the Price

Commission is working on few

recuperate at the place where
Sunday's interview was filmed

Hewitt said Mrs. Beard asked that

the locale, about 20 minutes by car

from the hospital, not be disclosed.

After 90 minutes she returned to

the hospital.

Last Sunday, Mrs. Beard
collapsed while testifying from her

hospital bed to a Senate sub-

committee Her doctors said she

might never be able to testify

again.

The senators, considering

President Nixon's nomination of

Richard Kleindienst as attorney

general, are investigating reports

that Mrs. Beard linked an ITT
contribution to the GOP National

Convention with an out-of-court

settlement of anti-trust suits

against ITT.

.>

regulations to prevent companies

from collecting windfall profits

from pay increases cut back by the

Pay Board.

AFL CIO President George
Meany. who resigned from the Pay
Board last month, has suggested

that companies be required to pass

such savings along to consumers in

the form of price cuts

"JOLLY
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SUMMER SESSIONS

Plan now to earn your degree credit}

here in Vacationland Maine s degrees

cooler climate The recreational op

portunities are endless at nearby

lakes mountains, and seashore

plus a beauti'ui new, Olympic

Size sv/imming pool and many

other on campus facilities Under

graduate and Graduate courses

Distinguished faculty, visiting lee

turers. conferences, workshops and

concerts Weekend outings Mod
em dormitory accommodations

TWtLVE week sessio

1 eight week evening session (twice a week) June 19 Auq 10

3 three week sessions June 19- July 1 July 10 28 July31Aug18

3 six week sessions June 19 July 28 July 10-Auo. 18 July 31 -Sept 8

DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSIONS
• n.it.nn writ* .»»»»• W»» w« "»w
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14-26 MERRILL HALL, UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO
ORONO, MAINE 04473

Make vacationland Your vocationland
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Monday - Friday

lit II 2 00

Rainbow Trout $2 50

Fried Oysters l.ff

Frog's Legs $2.25

Fried Clams 150

Fried Scallops 1.91

Flounder Stuffed with
Crabmeat l.fS

Fillet of Sole 1.50

Fantail Shrimp 1 95

Fried Lobster Tail 2 95

Soft Shell Crab 2.40

Fried Haddock 1.50

Clam Chowder
Cup .30 Bowl 50

Oysters and
Cherrystones 1.50

Shrimp Cocktail 1.50

ABOVE SERVED WtTH FRENCH
PRIES AND OUR NEW OYSTER
BAR DRESSING

Coffee — Milk — Tea .20

THIS MEM
SERVED IN THE

OYSTER BAR ONLY

Ai3dvs oioiw «rnj
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The Weather
By LARRY Hl'RWITZ

It will be partly cloudy today

with the high near forty Winds will

be from the north at fifteen to

twenty miles per hour. Skies will

be clear tonight with the low in the

twenties. Tuesday will be fair with

the temperature near forty.

There's a good chance of rain on

Tuesday. That's the weather and
vnu can't do a damn thing about it.

Sort of like the MDC.

I \s photo

Protest English In Ireland
On Friday, March 17th over 100,000 people marched up New York's

Fifth Avenue from 44th Street to 86th., in the annual St. Patrick's Day
Parade. The Parade was made up of a large number of marching bands -

most of them from Catholic high schools in the area-and contingents of

Irish, or at least Catholic, firemen, policemen and just plain people.

Only the National Association for Irish Freedom and their supporters

bordered on the militant. They chanted and raised fists, even as they

passed by Cardinal Cooke, who was reviewing the parade from the steps

of St Patrick's Cathedral

The NAIF and the Irish Republican Clubs were well received by the

spectators, who lined the Avenue, sometimes 5 and 6 deep, to watch the

parade.

CHAMPION TERMPAPERS
636 Beacon Street ( #605)

Boston, Mass. 02115

Research Material for Termpapers, Reports, Theses, etc. Lowest

Prices, Quick Service.

For information, write or call : ( 617) 536-9700

Seniors and Juniors

COLLEGE RINGS

MONDAY, APRIL 3, 1972 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Pre-Graduation Delivery

When: April 3,4 & 5 Mon., Tues. and Wed.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Where: University Store, Campus Center

How: Factory Representatives will assist you in

ordering

$10.00 deposit

"For The Record"
in the Alley, Amherst

Open: 11:00a.m. — 7: 00p.m.

Monday — Saturday

ALL RECORDS

Sound Ideas
1 Cook Place

in the Alley, Amherst
253-5942

Quality Components at the Best Price.

( We welcome trade-ins)

Our service department is the best around at the lowest rates.

Service Department

$798 List

$ 698 List

*598 List

M98 List

ALWAYS ON SALE
$459

$399

$349

$^99

New Canned Heat

New Gordon Lightfoot

The Best Records

At The Best Prices

$349

S349

SOUND IDEAS SYSTEMS:

Ne. 1

List $470.00

A Sound Idea at $299.00

Panasonic SA 5500 Amplifier

25 Watts RMS/Channel
Direct coupled, Fet, IC.

2 Years Parts and Labor Guarantee

2 Creative 77 3 Way Acoustic

Suspension Speaker Systems — 10"

Woofer, 3 1/2" Mid range, 3" Tweeter, 5

Year Guarantee.

BSR 310X Turntable with Base, Dust

Cover, and Shure M75 Magnetic
Cartridge, Cuing, Antiskating and

Gram Weight Controls with 1 year

parts and labor guarantee.

No. 2

List $270.00

I Sound Idea at $159.00

Standard PM 403 Amplifier

15 Watts RMS/Channel Main and

Remote Speaker switching — 1 Year
Guarantee.

2 Creative 22, 2 Way Acoustic

Suspension Speaker Systems — 5 year

parts and labor guarantee.

BSR 310X (read the first system).

USED EQUIPMENT:
LAFAYETTE LR1500TA
45 Watts RMS/Channel Receiver $200.00

KLH 27, 30 Watts, RMS/Channel Receiver $160.00

HEATHKIT AA 32, 8 Watts/Channel RMS Stereo Amp . . $35.00

Electro Voice 1179 18 Watts/Channel RMS Receiver . . . $75.00

DYNA FM 3 Stereo Tuner $75.00

CM — CCI Pre-amp (new $300.00) $150.00

MARRANTZ 7T Pre-amp (new $400.00) $225.00

All

antee.

used equipment has a minimum 30 day parts and labor guar

Suddenly Last Week . .

.

Crabtree Houses
Vacation Residents

While UMass students had last

week off, much of the rest of the

world kept on coming to an end.

Bombs kept blowing up downtown
Belfast buildings. Students for a
Democratic Society held
workshops at Harvard, North
Vietnamese troops moved the
northern border of South Vietnam
ten miles south, and candidates
kept campaigning for votes in the

coming Wisconsin primary. Here,

in a little more detail, are some of

last week's other highlights.

FIREWORKS PLANT
EXPLODES

A fireworks plant in Bridgewater
blew up killing at least three

persons and injuring upwards of

eleven others. The explosion left

thousands of unexploded aerial

bombs scattered in nearby wooded
areas. Many of these in the im-

mediate area of the plant were
bulldozed underground this

weekend.
State Fire Marshall Joseph G.

Sneider criticized the methods
used in handling gunpowder at the

plant, the last fireworks plant in

the state.

schedule is as follows:

Undergraduates from out of state

will pay $250 more for the '72-'73

academic year for a total of $850;

another $250 increase will hit them
for the '73-74 academic year when
they will pay a total of $1100.

-In-state graduate students will

pay an additional $125 for the

academic year '72-73, or a total of

$325. They will pay another $125

increase for the academic year 73-

74, or a total of $450.

-Graduate students from out of

state will face a $300 increase for

72-73, or a total of $600. Another
$300 rise for 73-74 wil have them
pay $900.

Neil Giroux, Springfield Daily

News State House writer said that

the legislature in Boston will

probably not raise undergraduate
tuition at any of the state colleges

or universities.

Silber's handling of the situation.

Silver told the first group of

demonstrators that they would
face arrest if the demonstration
was not broken up. It wasn't, until

police came. Silber said in a
Record American interview that

he will do whatever is necessary to

keep BU open on Friday. While
claiming that he will avoid calling

police, "we will definitely not

permit illegal activity on campus."

SOLEDAD BROTHERS
CLEARED

An all-white jury found Soledad

Brothers Fleeta Drumgo and John
Clutchette, both blacks, innocent in

charges of murder of prison guard
John Mills.

John Callahan, one of the jurors,

claimed that "Everybody who
testified against them was bought"
by the prosecution.

SOME TUITION CHARGES RISE
The Board of Trustees accepted

a tuition increase plan offered by

UMass President Robert C Wood
The plan calls for a two-year

period of increases for all graduate

students and all out-of-state un-

dergraduate students. The new

III I! I I \ WALL OPENED
East Germany opened the Berlin

Wall so that West Germans could

visit friends and relatives in the

East during the Easter holiday.

The move was seen as backed by

the Soviet Union by some sources

in the administration.

Bl INCIDENTS SPARK SPATS
After 33 anti-war demonstrators

were arrested during a military

recruitment protest at Boston
University last week, students

there voted to strike April 5 in

further protest Meanwhile, the

Boston press has played up
University president John R.

MEATFOOD PRICES
MAY DROP

After meeting with Treasury
Secretary John Connally,
executives from large national

food chains claimed that meat
prices will be dropping during the

next few weeks.
William Mitchell, President of

Safeway Stores, said that prices

will drop because of dropping beef

prices, not because of govern-

mental meetings.

Keithley To Read Poetry
Tonight at 8:00 P.M. in Thomp-

son 102 author George Keithley will

read from his new and critically

acclaimed work: The Donner
Party. The work is in the form of a

narrative poem. Mr Keithley's

reading is being sponsored by the

Study in

Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer School, a

fully accredited Unrversity of Arizona

program, will offer, July 3 to August

12, anthropology, art, folklore, geog

raphy. history, government, language

and literature. Tuition, $160; board

and room, $190. Write Office of the

Summer Session, Unrversity of Ari-

zona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.

MFA Program in English

In the early spring of 1846, a

group of families from the farm
country outside of Springfield.

Illinois, set out by wagon train for

California The Donner Party, as

it came to be known, is now
remembered chiefly for the suf-

fering and cannibalism which
resulted when the group was
trapped in the snow in the Sierras,

without provisions for the winter

Six years ago. California poet

Keithley began writing what he

thought would be a short poem
about the ill-fated expedition But

as he wrote, they story grew on

him. the men and women involved

in the tragedy took shape in his

imagination, and before he was
through he had completed an
acclaimed work of 5000 lines

NOTCH LAND AVAILABLE
The former communications

center for the Eighth Air Froce,

located mostly underground on
mountain top land in the Notch to

the south of Amherst, became
available to the state last week
UMass. the town of Amherst and
the State Civil Defense have all

expressed some interest in the

land. The original facilty cost the

government $3 .46 million.

The use of Crabtree House, a

Northeast area dormitory, during

the spring vacation was the
uneventful fulfillment of an
arrangement between the former
residents of Hamlin House and the

Housing Office.

Last spring the residents of

Hamlin House had voted to go co-

Proposed Bill

Would Help

Small Parties
By BARRY STAVRO

A bill designed to aid small

political parties on campus will be
introduced to the Student Senate in

May.
In an MDC interview, co-author

of "The Partisan Political Parties

Act," Student Senator Bill Spinn
said that he hopes the bill will

eliminate some of the confusion of

introducing legislation and running

candidates from small
organizations on campus. He also

hopes it will make the Senate more
responsive to the needs of the

student body.

Spinn said the bill is for "people
who don't have any output."

Consequently. Spinn said, "No
active off-campus political par
ties" will be aided by this bill. For
example, the Democratic and
Republican parties, S.D.S., and the

American Independent Party, as

active national parties will not be

allowed to make use of the bill's

services

This bill groups all small
political organizations on campus
together so that as a whole they

can caucus, lobby and introduce

legislation with some union of

strength

Spinn said this group of parties

and organizations will be an R.S.O.

organization but must register

themselves yearly with the

Chairman of Governmental Affairs

Committee.

ed when they were informed of its

upcoming renovation. This

prompted the transfer of residents

to Crabtree House, a neighbor in

the Quad.

Chris Graham, a resident of

Crabtree explained that the dorm
had voted last semester to

maintain the present arrangement
since they preferred Crabtree's

location and porch. In concession,

they agreed to house students,

mostly foreign students and
student teachers, during the spring

vacation. Area Coordinator Steve

Dimock said that Hamlin House
had been used during the previous

vacations this year.

"Previously the board paid by

students to the Housing Office was
assumed not to include these

vacations," Dimock continued
'This gave the Heads of Residence
some time to take off, while the

dorms could be used for con-

ferences. Because of the new
Campus Center this is no longer

necessary."

Dimock stressed the un-

popularity of the practice of using

students' rooms during vacations,

and foresaw the maintainance of

permanent vacancies in certain

dorms as the only promising
alternative. As for Hamlin House,

he projected its use as an in

ternational house.

The vacation residents. Dimock
explained, are responsible for

working out their own security

measures. Several of last week's
residents of Crabtree stated that

they had felt safe with just a night

receptionist.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

1974COULD
FINDYOUJUST
ANOTHER

COLLEGE GRAD
ORAJR.EXECIN
MANAGEMENT.

If you're a young man or woman with 2 academic years remaining either at

the undergraduate or graduate level, you can apply for entry in the Air Force's

2-year ROTC program, offered on college campuses all across the country. If you

qualify, you'll receive a $100 a month, nontaxable subsistence allowance. And on

graduating, you'll receive an officer's commission in the Air Force. Also, this year,

for the first time, the Air Force is offering hundreds of scholarships in the Air Force

ROTC 2-year program paying full tuition; lab expenses; incidental fees; a text-

book allowance and the same $100 each month, tax free. For more information,

mail in the coupon today. Or, call 800-631-1972 toll free.* Enroll in the Air Force

ROTC, and get your future off the ground. ' In New Jersey call 800-962-2803.

US. AIR FORCE RECRUITING SERVICE
DIRECTORATE OF ADVERTISING (APV)
RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE . TEXAS 78148

Please send me more information on Air Force ROTC 2-year pri^ram

Name. .DateofBirth- _Sex.

I

Address-

City .State. -Zip-

Date of Graduation- College

^^^^^^^ 2NR42

1&.
I understand there i» twoHigation

Find yourselfa scholarship in Air Force ROTC
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Unnatural Acts
Wednesday night's Student Senate meeting will be the

last chance for UMass students to be guaranteed an Index

for next academic year. This is when their one dollar

budget comes to the senators for approval, rejection, or

amendments.
Index, the UMass yearbook, sums up a year's events in

words and pictures. Their plans for next year call for a

three volume book which would cost each student only two

dollars on the Student Activities Tax. Is this so

unreasonable?
What do we have for memories when we graduate or

leave? Newspaper clippings from the Collegian? Tape
recordings of WMUA or WFCR? A yearbook lasts a

lifetime. It is something which for two dollars we can

always look back upon and remember our days at UMass-
both good and bad days.

We urge the Senate to amend the recommended one

dollar budget of the yearbook so as to enable the

publication of something which each student will be able to

keep for the rest of his or her life. It will be something

permanent, a part of UMass which will follow the students

always after graduation.

The Student Senate will probably make its decision

Wednesday night. Because each senator is responsible to

his or her constituency, student opinion could sway the

vote. We ask students to tell their senators how they feel

about a yearbook. A school year without a yearbook is very

unnatural.

"Down, Dammit!'

Bob Medeiros

A Case Of Either-Or
Gov. Sargent's reappointment of Mental Health

Commissioner Milton Greenblatt raises serious

doubts concerning the Governor's responsibility

toward the mentally retarded in Massachusetts. The
inhumane conditions at the Belchertown State School

and the Monson State Hospital stand as clear

reflections of Greenblatt's incompetent ad-

ministration.

People, who may be wondering why 28 parents of

Belchertown residents took their case for reform out

of the state system and into the federal court system,

now have their answer. Gov. Sargent's action Friday

clearly illustrates the fact that Massachusetts has not

only refused to work for reform in the past, but would

follow the same policy in the future, if not for an

outside pressure, the federal government.

The class-action suit charges that the State

Department of Mental Health has been negligent in

the care of residents at the school. UMass Professor

Ben Ricci, president of the Belchertown Friends

Association and the leading organizer of the suit had

some welcome words for the supporters of the suit.

Ricci said yesterday that Sargent's action will "make
us all the more determined to remain in the courts to

bring about change" for all the institutions for the

retarded in the state.

Complaints against the Greenblatt administration

have not been restricted to a minority of concerned

citizens. The joint legislative commission studying

the Belchertown State School stated in their March,
1971, report: "We are totally dissatisfied with the

manner in which Belchertown is being administered.

We are deeply impressed by the Department's

(Mental Health) indifference to change." In fact, the

chairmen of the commission, Sen. Phillip Quinn and

Rep Alexander Lolas in early February of this year,

wrote to Gov. Sargent asking for Greenblatt's im-

mediate removal.
It is unfortunate that in the game of politics in

Massachusetts, the men who deserve to be fired are

instead promoted or retained in their present

positions. It is interesting that Dr. M. Phillip

Wakstein, former regional administrator for the

Department of Mental Health was fired from his

position by Greenblatt for assisting in the exposing of

the conditions at Belchertown. It is obvious why
change at other institutions for the retarded has been

limited. The commission stated in their report: "The
Department's justification for outright dismissal of

the Regional Administrator is of such a poor nature

and scope that it could be applicable to most other

Departmental officials responsible for conditions at

Belchertown.
Fortunately for the retarded in Massachusetts,

Wakstein has continued to level his attacks against

the policies of the Greenblatt administration. On the

wake of the Greenblatt reappointment, Wakstein, in

the Springfield Union, said that the appointment "will

only serve to further injure the cause of mental

retardation. It is an expression of continuing in-

sensitivity to the plight of the retarded, particularly

in Western Massachusetts. The system is more
recalcitrant to the needs of the people it serves than

ever. This is reinforcement."

When the Governor spoke at UMass on March 8, he

promised the audience that he would visit the

Belchertown State School within 30 days. April 8 is

right around the corner, and the odds are that

Sargent will not meet the deadline. If the Governor
had made his trip to Belchertown, he would have been
capable of making a personal judgement on
Greenblatt's four-year term as Mental Health

commissioner. The conditons at Belchertown and
Monson are for the most part, not fit for human
beings. Someone should be held responsible for these

conditions, and that man should be the commissioner.
Quinn and Lolas in their letter to the Governor said,

"We now conclude that the Department of Mental
Health and the commissioner are directly responsible

for the negligent and totally unsatisfactory care
presently provided the residents of these in-

stitutions."

Last Friday was indeed a sad day for the concerned

citizens of Massachusetts, who must now do the job

that Greenblatt is getting paid $40,906 a year to do
That is. unless the retarded are going to continue to

be forced to live in inhumane and unjust conditions

which presently mark our state institutions

Art Buchwald

Notes On Lobbyist Memos
WASHINGTON -The one thing that hasn't been

emphasized in the ITT Senate Judiciary Committee

hearings is the fact that lobbyists in Washington tend

to take credit for a lot of things they are not

responsible for They do this through memos to their

bosses. Anyone who has been in Washington for any

length of time knows lobbyists are notorious for

exaggerating the roles they have played in legislation

and government decisions.

Here are three examples of memorandums that

even Jack Anderson has never seen:

TO: Harley Brace, Vice President, Croakly

Products, Inc.

FROM: Stanley Fixer

SUBJECT: Zipper Price-Fixing Suit

Dear Harley:

Just came back from lunch with all the Supreme
Court justices. It looks as if we're going to get an

affirmative decision on our zipper case. I told Warren

Burger it was an outrage that Croakly had been

selected as the scapegoat in zipper price fixing, and it

was obvious that someone in Justice was trying to

drive us out of the zipper business.

Byron White, Bill Douglas and Bill Brennan were

very sympathetic to our cause and I got the feeling

Potter Stewart and Bill Rehnquist felt there was

more to the case than what they had heard in the

arguments. Thurgood Marshall and Harry Blackman
use our zippers so we shouldn't have any trouble with

them.
Tell the chief we're home free and he doesn't have

to go to the White House with this one. The lunch cost

$165 which I'll put down as taxi fare so there won't be

a stink. By the way, Harley, destroy this memo, huh?

The second one was marked "personal and con-

fidential"'

TO: Cal Winkleman, IOU Industries

FROM: Bear Goldfinger, Washington office

SUBJECTS Busing
Cal, baby:

Just came from a bowling game at Camp David
with Dick and Pat and Tricia and Bebe. I spoke to

Dick about his busing moratorium message. I pointed

out as diplomatically as possible that it he did away
with school busing, IOU Industries might have to shut

down its school bus manufacturing division in San

Diego, which happens to be his lucky city. I said if he

does away with busing he will do away with 1.500 jobs

in Southern Calfornia.

Dick said he had been so caught up in the emotional

issues of busing that he hadn't given much thought to

the companies which make school buses. He in-

dicated he might work out a compromise. He still

would do away with forced busing but would order the

Defense Department to use school buses to take our

troops to the front.

I believe it's okay to send the check to the San Diego

convention committee, as we got what we wanted. By
the way, Cal, please destroy this memo, huh?

The final one read as follows:

TO: Roscoe Mulligan, Vice President, Worldwide
Telephone Answering Service, Inc.

FROM' Daphne Sears
SUBJECT: Phase 2

Dear Roscoe:
I can't understand why New York keeps calling

people at the White House about getting permission to

raise our answering service rates by 25%. I told you
that I was working on it. I'm meeting with the entire

Cabinet tomorrow and will state our case.

I had exploratory talks with John Connally at a

barbecue and he indicated he had no objection to the

raise. Also, I met Martha Mitchell at a PTA meeting
the other night and she said she was going to speak to

her husband about our problem.
Richard Kleindienst was over for breakfast the

other morning and said as far as he's concerned there

won't be any legal difficulties.

But this thing has to be kept under wraps or the

Democrats will try to make political hay with it. Tell

Hal (President of Worldwide) to stop biting his nails

and get out his checkbook.
By the time you receive this I'll be on my way to

Hialeah Race Track to talk to Agnew. Wish me luck.

And Roscoe, please destroy this memo, huh?
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times

White Shadows

White shadows, falling from a

slowly blackening wall.

Awaiting the disappearance

of the burrowed nightfall,

the far off light, cast softly,

upon the shadow of your ignorance.

The shadow soon becomes a shiver,

and the cold awakens hard

upon the mirror, the reflector,

of your ignorance.

And a draft comes like a shadow...

like a dead breeze, to be heard.

Just as daylight bursts upon you,

and white shadows lose their presence,

and the black walls quickly fall.

T. David Barrett

unveil

your frail eyes to me
let me sail into your soul

through your soft hair

and past there

to the warmth behind the cold

to pastel skies

and the stillness that lies

in the empty coves your harbour holds.

Marc A. Gediman

'Thank Yon. Oprrntor

The sound of a leaf

As it scratches its way
( )ver thin crusted snow
At the end of the day
And the far distant barn

Where a cow tries to sing

Thank the yellow willow

Who weeps for them, and spring

\lar\ Wvnne Burns n
s.

The cherry trees are witness to our tragedy.

Last year a simple plum
was all we needed:

now we need the cherries,

the red fruit which arrives each spring, preparing us for autumn.

Ix>ve, why have you left us?

Why have you kissed the stars goodnight?
Jerome Clifford Nathanson

.^^

z

I Heard A Cherub Sing

I heard a cherub sing of the forgotten dawn.

Forgotten, forgotten it was; the saints

And sinners passed by. the tainted lawn

Held dew. and. like a woman who faints

At the sight of a mouse, the fallen angels swooned.

Personification held its place.

The insane dervishes, freed from the unmooned

Sky. lent color to the evening that stars could not erase.

The cloaked dew. struck with paint.

Painted a canvas on which reveled

Each omnipresent, cherubic saint.

Stars passed, and the sequestered time throughout held

1 heard a cherub sing of the forgotten dew.

Lions and bears roamed throughout.

The lonely stars twinkled. A splendid caribou

Walked through the painted lawn, and with a shout

Raised its splendid head.

A naked Amazon with bobbing breasts

Rose up from her enamoured bed

And found a tree where my true love rests.

Covered her taes with a speckled cloth.

And played the wanton Lesbian.

I could not see; the froth

From the rain was lively, and not at all pedestrian.

I heard a cherub sing of the forgotten time.

All men at times are liars; they sing

Of time forgotten, and try to climb

The rotten boughs their anonymities bring.

I am a man like that; I truly try

To remember that white December

When you let my squl die.

Burnt to a stolid ember.

I heard a cherub sing, and this sad fact

Did awaken the vesperal urge in me.

I heard a cherub sing of love intact,

Of try love within true, good proximity.

Jerome Nathanson

-

s
—
/

>
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Imamu Baraka

Last Week To Get
Housing Exemptions

Students are required by University regulations to live in University

housing unless exempted by being in at least one of the following

categories

:

1. Married
2. Seniors as of the beginning of the 1972 fall term.
3. Commuters from the home of parents I not more than 40 miles)

.

In addition, students who will become 21 during the 1972-73 school year
may apply for exemption
Under Extreme Circumstances, other students not included above,

may request permission to live off campus. All requests are to be initiated

with the appropriate Director of the Area in which the student currently

resides.

As room drawing will take place the week of April 17. 1972. for the Fall

term assignments, students wishing to be considered for special exemp-
tion must pick up applications this week. April 3-7, at their Area Direc-

tor's Office, obtain the required support materials, and return them to the

Area Director's Office by 12 noon, April 10, 1972. Each request will be

evaluated by the Area Staff and the student will be notified of the decision

on his request prior to the start of room drawing, April 17, 1972.

This will be the only opportunity for currently enrolled students to

request exemption for the Fall semester 1972. Requests received after

April 10, 1972, will not be considered for Fall term exemptions.

By Popular Demand

Monday and Tuesday

Special

K*»tue*>V 99 c

The Colonel lowers the cost of weekend eating.

You get:

*2 pieces of finger lickin' good Kentucky
Fried Chicken

* Golden sweet corn on the cob

* Mashed potatoes and gravy

*A hot buttered roll

* Plus a soft drink

K«ntu<rkY fried C^Ukn
Rt. 9 across from Zayres

Hours: 11 - 10 weekdays, 11-11 weekends
Telephone 256-8745

* Ask for the Student Special

Baraka To Speak On King
In Revolution, "what you're

dealing with is not fantasy, but

disciplined struggle ". These are

the words of Imamu Baraka,

brilliant Black nationalist who will

be speaking as part of the Martin

Luther King, Jr., Memorial Lec-

ture Series (see schedule, p. 14).

His talk will be in the Campus

Center Auditorium on Tuesday,
April 4th at 8 p.m.
Imamu Baraka has called on

serious revolutionaries to develop
cadres which would move to unify

all segments of the Black com-
munity behind a program of

politically controlling the space the

African community occupies.

Businessmen To Find Trade
With China Frustrating

WASHINGTON (AP)
American businessmen who ex-

pected to attend the spring Canton
trade fair can expect some strange

and sometimes aggravating ex-

periences in efforts to open trade

with the People's Republic of

China, a specialist in the field said

Sunday.
A few individuals are expected to

be invited to the fair opening April

15 and a larger number is likely to

be going to the same fair next

October
Dr. Stanley Lubman. of the

University of California at

Berkeley, has been traveling for

two years talking to businessmen,

bankers, and diplomats of Western
Europe, Japan and Hong Kong who
have had experience in doing

business with mainland China. He
summed up his findings like this:

"People come back frazzled and
frayed

"

Americans going to Canton are

likely to find no apparent interest

in American products, he said in an
interview.

The Chinese are interested in

exports-not imports-at Canton.
Americans probably will find

themselves played off against their

British. French. German and
Japanese competitors, Lubman
predicted.

And they probably will be sur-

prised by the isolation they find

themselves in Chinese traders talk

politely and listen carefully to a

business proposal and then say to

the foreign salesman. "Why don't

you go back to your hotel-we will

call you."
There may be a wait of 10 days or

more for a call that does not come
Some French traders have speeded

up a reply by making inquiries at

their hotel about the next plane out

of Canton.

Lubman said the Chinese like a

detailed price breakdown for

equipment and commodities they

are ordering. Americans will be

faced by a meticulous inspection of

goods, with the Chinese Com-
modity Inspection Bureau making
the final examination.

He said that incoming goods may
then sit on the wharf in open or only

partially closed crates. Rust
develops on machinery, for

example, and a claim is then filed

by the end user after its arrival

Lubman said the Chinese are

good on the quality controls they

impose upon themselves on ex-

ports and expect the same control

on imports. However, a recent load

of furs from China arrived
mildewed in Paris French buyers

took photographs and made
elaborate tests, but the claim was
not settled.

The Chinese are interested in

commodities that also export
technology For example. In-

ternational Telephone & Telegraph
Corp is reported interested in

modernizing the Chinese telephone

system This would also involve

training of Chinese technicians.

Other items that they are in

terested in include chemicals,

pharmaceuticals, fertilizers, tele-

communications equipment and
transportation equipment of all

kinds.

Lubman advises that the Chinese
Communists probably would like to

ease their import dependence on
Japan by trading more with the

Americans. British. French and
Germans

This is what Baraka and his

cadre, Committee lor A Unified

New Ark. have been doing in New
Jersey in a serious, dedicated and

organized manner This cadre has

effectively worked on the problems

of the white dominated school

svstem in a city which is

predominantly Black, attacking

white teachers as surgeons who,

"dig hunks of Black matter out of

our children's heads..." On a

national level, the cadre was
recently an important factor in the

successful Black Political Con-

vention.

Imamu Baraka is also a well

known poet and playwright. His

national fame was highlighted in

1%4 when his play Dutchman won
many awards. His articulate

poems have enlightened Black

people and shocked whites. By
traditional standards, he would

also be considered extremely
educated having done graduate

work at Columbia University and
The New School. He has taught

poetry, drama and literature and
has put his education to use in both

a political and cultural sense

The topic of his lecture is "The
Civil Rights Movement Dr King,

and the Present Black Struggle

It is free and the public is invited.

Identify your friends on sight.

Wear a

Golden w*
Cannabis

Sativa Pin
Actual

Size

It stands for ecology!

It stands for freedom!

It stands for where you are at!

$2.00 EACH
53 00 A PAIR I

cash, check,

or money order to:

ECOLOGY GIFTS
Posf Office Box 2121

Springfield. Mass. 01101

SHIPPED POST PAID

Feel Cheated?
WMPRIG is interested in investigating various retailing practices in the 5

College area. In order to accomplish this, we need to know what you are

concerned with. Check up to three of the topics listed below in which you feel

should be looked at or in which you have had problems.

ON CAMPUS:

( ) 1. Taxes & Fees

( ) 2. Student Activities Tax Distribution & Utilization

( ) 3. Restaurant prices

( ) 4. Prices and selection at the University Store.

( ) 5. Text book prices.

( ) 6. Campus Center discounts to students (returns on your fee).

( ) 7. Other

OFF CAMPUS

( ) 8. Area rents & services.

( ) 9. Banking practices.

( ) 10. Insurance agents and practices.

( ) 11. Clothing stores.

PRICE COMPARISONS

) 12. Food chains.

) 13. Record stores.

) 14. Auto repairs and inspections.

) 15. Other(

Please place these questionnaires in the marked white boxes attached to the
Collegian distribution boxes in the Student Union and the Campus Center.

Week Long Sale
RECORDS- All Labels Super Specials Super Paper Specials

List:

$3.98 $2.49

$4.98 $2.89

$5.98 $3.59

$6.98 $3.99

$7.98 $4.29

$8.98 $5.49

$9.98 $5.89

$

$

All Taylor Family LP's 2^ each

All Band Albums C ^ch
$C48

Eat A Peach 9.98 list 9
NEW BLUES DEPARTMENT

New Records arriving

each day of the tale.

Amherst Audio
made a special purchase

of old

ROCK ALBUMS
Factory warehouse fresh.

List to $ 7.98

NOW
$
1 each

Budget Systems:
* Sound lite AM — FM Stereo 8 Track Receiver $
with Air suspension speakers. List $209.95

Soundlite AM — FM Stereo Radio with

separate speakers. List 79.95

* Soundlite Professional Stereo Headphones with

volume controls and 10 ft. coil cord, leather

padded headband. List $39.95

* Soundlite Portable Cassette Recorder. List

$44.95

* Soundlite Extension Speakers 5 yr. warranty.

List $24.95 each

THE

i3r
93400

•it*
$21°°

$2200

BIG
Amherst Audio's

Own Speaker Kits.

DEALS
Magnetic Cartridge Peak
Grado FCR (highly rated) list $25.00

Wireless Remote Control System Shut-off. List

$12.95

Pioneer SR 202 Reverb. List $109.95 (used)

Preeners

Dust Bugs

Most Diamond Replacement Needles each

$930

$4500

$400

*6°°
•1"

We supply the woofers,

tweeters, pre-cut lumber,

stuffing, and cross-over.

We supply the woofers,

tweeters, pre-cut lumber,

stuffing, and cross-over.

From $90.00

the pair

to $276.00

the pair

THESE ARE GOOD

Grado F3E Elliptical Stylus Version.

List $50.00

each

each

$goo

i14oo

Craig 8- 1 rack Floor Mount (theft proof) Car $7TOO
Stereo with speakers list $94.90

Garrard SL55B Automatic Turntable complete

with Base, Dust Cover and Grado F3E Car $ |(P
tridge. List $124.50

" w

BOSE 901 Loudspeakers ( Used) .
If you haveat $OTfl

least 40 watts a channel this is a great buy. List £ f (J
$504.00 with pedastals. the pair

AR — 2 AX Loudspeakers. List $256.00 the pair $
J "Jj

AR - XA Turntable *50Ou>

Sansui SP200 Loudspeakers. List around $11

A

$270.00 the pair I

U

SYSTEMS
Pioneer SA600 Amplifier

Bang & Olufsen BEOVOX 2700 Speakers

Garrard SL55B Turntable with Base, Dust

Cover and Cartridge

, 99
List $405.00 289
Harman Kardon 330A Receiver

EPI 50 Speakers
Garrard SL55B Turntable with

Base, Dust Cover and Cartridge

List $425.00
$32999

Harman Kardon Citation 11 & 12

Pre-amplifier and Amplifier

EPI 201 Speakers
PE 2040 Turntable with Base, Dust Cover,

and Bang and Olufsen SP12 Cartridge

Harman Kardon 630 Receiver
EPI 100 Speakers
PE 2038 Turntable with Base Dust Cover
and Bang and Olufsen SP14 Cartridge

Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 3000-2 Receiver

List $640.00 $ 525°°
Bang & Olufsen BEOVOX 3700 Speakers

PE 2038 Turntable with Base, Dust Cover, and

B & O SP14 Cartridge

$ C A f\9b
List $735.00 Special 549

List $1235 115000

Harman Kardon 930 Receiver

EPI 100 Speakers
PE 2038 Turntable with Base, Dust Cover

and Bang & Olufsen SP14 Cartridge

List $760.00 $aC 1 rtOO619
Keep in mind that these are only examples of possible system

combinations. Other components may be added or substituted,

i.e. —
PE 2035 for Garrard add $50.00

B & O SP12 for SP14 add $25.00
B&O3700for EPI 100'sadd$0.

etc

A week long sale at

AMHERST AUDIO
with probably the lowest prices anywhere
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Food Services

Fake Fowl Fails
By BETSY PEET
AND JON SNOW

In a previous article for this column, we described a test which the

Food Service Department was going to run on a new ' meat substitute

Pr
On

U
Wednesday, March 22, the product test was held in Hampshire

Commons South Lobby. Marie Cappadona Manager of Marketing &

Menu Services, and student assistants from the Food Services Market ng

Department conducted what is called a "double blind test. In the

comparison of two chicken salads, neither test participant nor ad-

ministratorswere aware which plate, labeled A or B, was real chicken and

which was a chicken substitute. ..... * o»..^««f ^
The objective of the test was to determine the degree of student ac-

ceptance of the chicken substitute. The substitute, or "food analog
,

is

manufactured from spun soy bean protein.

Students were served two identical chicken salads and asked to rate

each according to appearance, texture, tenderness. ^;."*™£
eating quality. In scoring the test, a scale ranging from dislike very

much" (3 points) to "like extremely" M points) was used to evaluate

those characteristics. . f , j rh_ suD_

The real chicken sample labeled A received a sc« * " a£^£
^tit.itelabeledBreceivedaO.8. "Passing" wasa 1.5. Therefore, thecmcKen

analog walUnacceptable according to the students' judgment^Best-liked

was its aDDearance which was strikingly similar to that of the real

Sen Xever when it came to texture, tenderness flavor and

overan eatmg qua ity, the fake didn't fare quite as well It received an

averace of 1 which meant that students liked it only slightly

.

Thfbu-d" won this contest but lost the battle. Food Services will

pr^abh hold offusing the substitute until some**™^"££
in flavor and texture. Since the chicken "analog was not

n
comP'e"2

rejected and is palatable in casserole type dishes, users of Basic Foods

i m mav be testing the product sometime in the near future.

^anwK our fine feathered friends had better hold on to their

necks Food Services isn't ready yet to give up the real thing

Astronomy Colloquium Today

Amherst, Mass.— - ^ __

Amherst. Mass -The physics and astronomy department has an-

nounced talks by three visiting astronomers.

A Physics and Astronomy Colloquium talk will be given today at 4_30

n m in Hasbrouck 124 by Dr. Steven Musman of Sacramento Peak Ob-

servatory He will talk on "Why Do Solar Granules Explode

A second talk in the same series will be given Wednesday April 5 at

4 30 p m in Hasbrouck 124 by Dr. W.B. Burton of the National Radio

Astronomv Observatory His talk will be "Galactic Structure Derived

from Neutral Hydrogen Observations
."

A Five College Astronomy Colloquium April 6 will bnng Dr. Brian

O'Learv of San Francisco State College to UMass to talk on "Occulations

of Stars by Planets, Satellites and Asteroids " The talk is at 4:30 p.m. in

All three are open to all interested persons without charge Tea at 4

p.m. in Hasbrouck 22 will precede each talk

I

Full range of undergraduate and

graduate courses, special institutes

and workshops. Residence halls

available.

2 sessions:

June 26 -July 29 and

July 31 -Sept. 2

(day and evening).

Phone (516) 299-2431 or mail coupon.

And next time you pass

C. W. Post . . . don't.

Come in.

You'll see one of America's

most beautiful campuses.

Summer Session Office

C. W. Post Center

Greenvale. L.I. , NY. 11548

Please send me Summer Sessions bulletin.

CP

Nam*.

Address-

City-
_State- -Zip-

If visiting student, which collcg*-

»*»• •>

h

m jUm m ml
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UMass Receives $116,000 Grant

A happy-looking coin-operated telescope on the boardwalk at

Ocean Beach Park in New London. Conn., seems to be trying to

console a downcast friend by reminding him that the beach will be

open in a couple of months. (AP>

1% •

»»»|^»»
mm»\

! ^fr^V^^^
• • • «» * • **<

# $ ••#

O^tv^otvnxjL^LJlTUrrveLoJ
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The University Store
Campus Center

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AtV>/< THtATHk
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The UMass Institute for

Government Services has been

awarded a $116,000 state-federal

grant to direct a statewide

leadership training program for

people in local government.

The Institute, directed by former

State Senate President Maurice A.

Donahue, operates a resource

linking agency between the

University and various local and

state governmental agencies

throughout the Commonwealth.

The Institute's new leadership

training program is available to a

wide range of town and city

government persons such as

mavors, selectmen. town

managers, school committee

members, board and commission

members and many others.

The training will generally

follow a workshop or conference

format. It will be given by the

University, state and community

colleges and other public and

private higher education in

stitutions in the state.

Funds for the program are part

of a $272,000 Intergovernmental

Personnel Act grant to the Com
monwealth from the US Civil

Service Commission. The initial

period of the grant is ten months,

with extensions possible for three

or five year periods.

YouCanHave ' 'Nightmares'

'

Sweet Corn Theater Troupe will be presenting Assorted **"**>»
You Have Nightmares When You Sleep On Your Back? on April d,6 and 7

in the Campus Center Rm 163 at 8: 15 p.m.
.

Sweet Corn gave theater workshops for non-performers twice a week at

UMaS and once a week at Amherst College all last semester. Sweet Corn

^pr^uced several short TV shows at Hampshire College and two plays

lor WFCR (o college FM radio). ., .

A tew weeks ago WFCR aired a satire Sweet Corn produced as a pilot

foi a p^ible s2.es entitled Suei. Sweet Corn is the only full time ex-

nenmental theater group in western Massachusetts.

**Z£52 Shelters is an ongmal satire on themes of^* *™J^
sexual roles and dream states It uses a minimum of props and costume

uses songs dance and mime in a flowing blend of routines or scenes ,n

which characters and situations are in constant change

Admission is 1 dollar

Nine major training areas will be

available: contemporary social

issues, recreation and open space

management, public purchasing

and contracts, home rule and

charter revision, municipal law.

in-house needs assessment for

local government training,

methods of evaluating local

government programs, basic

supervision and executive

development.

O.C. Bobby Daniels has been

named training coordinator for the

program. Daniels, a former school

principal, is a graduate of Lincoln

University with an MA. degree

from the University of Chicago. He

was a teacher and administrator in

the Palm Beach. Fla , county

school system for many years. In

1971 he became an assistant

professor in educational ad

ministration at Florida Atlantic

University, the first black person

to hold such a post.

Dr Arthur Eve. UMass
associate professor of education

and associate director of the In

situte. will direct the overall ad

ministration of the project.

»AStD ON THE NCMl Bftff "™ *** * *m FttU>ING

SKNSOUD W U.MASS.FK ARTS COUNCIL

APRIL 6,7,8

815PM
BOWKEK AUDITORIUM"tfr

Reserved Tickets: 125 Herter Hall

UMass Undergrads $1-00

General Public SI*

REMAINING TICKETS AVAILABLE ONE HOUR

BFFORE PERFORMANCE AT B0WKER AUD.

TOMTE

SADDLE SOAR
8:30 50

Food 24 Hours a Day

MDC CLASSIFIED
UT(>Kt)H"« '

•«7 Vo4k* Bsrs gas heater. •>**• *•
shape Alto «i Volta. .quareback. radial.,

new electrical system »•««' utmr * ork

tzm mm u 7

Discount - Stereo equip * acces alt

major brand*, amp*. receivers. T-lable*

speaker* Mrack tape. I2M For lowest

price* call S4MKJ.
(f^

Needawark- l»« Falrlaine. V-«. bod>

* Interior In exc cond - » alv es ma> need

work Mini Mil < heap: I all S41-»M5 A

leave tel M ^

KoM-mont Ski Boot.. u»ed le». than one

season, sue fi Kit* *l»c* M loot. Ill ( all

,ki MM ask for Krl». II not In. lease a

numbei
(fM,

t'M group want* lead .Inger Rock. C *

V* original* N«t| Should want to reall*

work 2.W-4U22. M«-»«M
at44

CC* wont pa»* ln»pectlon" II It can

d..^ te (onwa>. »r ma> buy II.

1 rolUwagen. Box 21 Conway Maw «l Ml
1-3

«»nebdrm Tufftonapl aval' June 1 Call

MMvat.
HA4

I arge three bedroom apt a mile from

I Ma»*. I2WI per month (all .V4.-4W43 allei

\«allable Mas M.
tft-«

EMPLOYMENT

Dodge Mall Truck - l»M. two bed*

sink radir. Ice bos heater excel en

engine. Iran. . very «olld Call MM
evening* .

lilac* IMamond (.ultar Strlifa.^aaM *>J
half suggealed retail 1S.». our price 1

1
2.,

las mil. ( realise Endeavor, (.reenfld
4*3

I bedroom apt wanted b> marr

hv Julv . clo*e to l'Ma«s

fisa/monlh ( all 54«-74M

urnpi-

Mas

PERSONAL

IflCS Jeep Wagoneer with plow for .ale w
trade lor recent Ford wagon, very good

condition llWflr^ MMW day*. 2.M

2412 p.m
tf4 .n

To the Bitch on 3Utort I. Oil. *'<nd'r
4

?

^

l s and Foreign ( oln* and Stamp*

bought, .old. traded appral..'* and

e*limate* Bob Murrin. 224 Hamlin Hou*r

or PO Box 104. Amherst MA

\cl early. •» Western National Park

r mplovrr* — experience unnece**arv .*:>*

sell add envelope PJS. 7Bt* . 1800 Plia

Slate ( ollegr Pa
tt t

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Who wa. the retard who put a penny In

the dime* for Belchertown Box on l«l*

Chrla and Sieve want to know
4-J

ROOMMATE WANTED

i*«i Impala t» ««». good cond auto

|> g P.B and morr II* or be.1 olfei

i nil 2S.V3WM
(f(

Baker * winner in the f <*•* Tea*e

( onle*t i* M I K of South Van Mete^

FOB .11 \F — r roommate wanted to

*hare fuml.hed T, rm apt In \orth

ampion. »»wn bdrm . 170 * util Call Lin

•,m_4on! da«*
|f«-M

Two-Bedroom Apartment, for Im-

mediate rental. «-month lea.e

lllt.'monlh. Inrlude* utll Call ««5-J241»

dav <w MaVMT^ nlle*.
If lit

TRAVEL

FOR SALE

Webcore H-4rack car .tereo. w /channel

indlc llghl. and deluxe speaker.. Ex-

rellent ba.e re»pon*e. Brand new. ». an

MM.
((4

.

Mona. of Palleraon : Vie love you. B A B^ SERVICES

\mher.l Audio service., .tereo com
;

ponenu. lape deck, for home or car 1»<

No Pleasant .t .
25S-SI33

tlsem

l>p»ver.lt> 1 r.velerv ( lub - Traveling

,h.* summer" mmt ovrrn.ghf free' Muck

at home" llo»i travelers Meet inend.,

Propte. Exchange privileges *I.Mr.
l^ in . S m t an.d. J«*»"iXj;
detail.: ITl IM> Box »14.. Berkeley,

lalll »47W
tf4 _a

TYPING

WANTED FOR RENT
MM VV. Bu. New

Knglne overhauled (

brake. A clulch

ill Karen S*4-7!*B

If IT

Mu.l .ell soon IMS Chevy Impala

maroon 4 door. 2*1 cu In auto Iran,

power »teer new tire* and battery »2»S

or be.l offer. Wayne ««.V.12n3

tl * I

Bio A (hem Tchr. /Professor. - pvt

hoarding xchool* * I year college* Musi

relocate Km-See Services. 28 Pray M«
Amhersl 54<*-«22n

Black A while TV rentals I.» per da> -

Iftday minimum ( olor TV rentals 1 1, per

da s — Mi dav minimum. TV (enter 55 N.

Pleasant 253-5100.
If 4-a

T vplng - theses dissertation* etc Fast

and accurate Proofreading, editing If

de*ired Have (.reek and science symbol*

MMM I .

L̂OST

f iood deeds. 8 tr tape* New titles, flly

grled onlv fl* ' '" MaV»TMI or vl.lt 315

Held V-* r* Elliot

IMrector of ( onllnulng Education — able

to develop existing program ranging from

no credit to gradcour.Phn Em See Serv

MMM
„,.,

Ilvanm. group rental, from I20W.

Prime areas only, (lean-modern ( all In

\n. 1-4H4-38I6. Jim Reagan Box 112

ll>annls. Mass Owner.

Black, male large dog. answer, to

Kid«.
" Reward. 2S3-354EJ or 5-030H

TOSUBLET

Moccasin* In all styles and «i*e« Bui

fain Deer*kln. *ueded and glove-tanned

,,.„ |« _ ||] Take a look at the cataloi.

22:i (.orman

M >i..gv Tea- her - Jr College level

MX A M< no exne.iemenece.sarv Musi

rftorstf l HliMl. » Prav ^i

MM

lune I. w/opt to renew. Cliffside I

hdrm Furnlthed sii ^onditk.n. ulilllles

.enni* swim Ml !
rgotiable M.v

,f.-7

Apl sublet . 3 bedroom, option for lease

Sept available June 1st. 341 Puffton

Milage. 549-I294. partially furnished Also

r.Mima now.

U4-7

Clear Writing

Business Math

Business Statistics

Statistics

Money in the Economy

Logarithms

The quick

proven way with

uiitey

£ Self-Teaching

OB Guides

Paperback $2.95-$3 95

Look for them at

your local

bookstore

l hdrm furnished apt al ( olonlal Vlge .

available .lunr I option to renew Pool

Kent negotiable Ml utll Im ( all 253-7«4M.

KM

I bdrm apt avail June, option to rent

for fall IMsbwash disp pool, ten CM., all

utilities l2»/mo (all (W5-13M < llfUlle

\pls. Sunderl
tf -4

sublet or roommates wanted Irom Juir

isi through \ug 31 for 3 bedroom Pufflon

Apt. (all 5l»-«»aH.
tll-4

rxirnlshed ( llffslde apt., avail lune 1

w /option for Sept. Pool, tennis, utll . di»h

wa*her (all «S5-350« f I7t.

If 4-24

Summer sublet I bedroom apt. IIS0

month option to renew lease In Sep

temher (all 54»-«lni anytime, apt 27*.

Pufflon
if 4-7

| hed Pulflon Vpt . completelv iur-

ni*hed aircmd ;.< all June I to Vug '

Kent negotiant I all MMM belv

and 1

Sublet Townhouse from June to M
in Rlverglade Apt.. Two bedroom*

furnished 1 150 (all MMW aftet

p.m. m

I Bedroom apt .
alr<ondit»ofiing. w-w

<arpel. garbage disposal. 10 min frorr.

tampus I all 545-2487 or 323-631(1

U4-J

CAR STORAGE

Excellent acce*. In Amherst (' enter,

(lean. Reasonable rates. D.H. Jones 541
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Small Pox Dying Out Notices

Smallpox vaccinations are on

their way out.

In the United States, Smallpox

hasn't surfaced since the 1949

outbreak in the Rio Grande Valley.

With the problem seemingly under

control, the Public Health Service

and the American Academy of

Pediatrics recommended late last

year that routine Smallpox vac-

cinations be halted throughout the

nation.

This decision reflects not only

the apparent control of the disease,

but also the fact that chances of

developing a reaction to the vac-

cine are greater for Americans

than the chances of contracting the

Anti-Pollution

Spending May
Double For Air

WASHINGTON <AP> - State

and local spending to fight air

pollution may just about double

over the next three or four years to

meet national air-quality stan-

dards, according to figures

released Sunday by the En-

vironmental Protection Agency

Under the Clean Air Act of 1970,

states had to submit by last Jan. 31

for federal approval their plans for

achieving 1975 federal air quality

standards designed to protect

public health, along with plans to

achieve secondary standards

protecting the environment in a

reasonable time.

EPA reported Sunday that all

states except Alaska have sub-

mitted implementation plans.

And most of them included

estimates of their present clean-air

spending compared with what they

expect to be spending by 1975 or

1976

disease itself.

Although innoculations are being

discontinued for most U.S.

civilians, servicemen will still

undergo the needling, because they

might be going overseas. Other

travelers also must be vaccinated

if they are going to areas that may
have cases of Smallpox. Whereas

Smallpox was common in most

nations a generation ago, 95% of the

cases today are found in four

countries - Ethiopia, the Sudan,

India, and Pakistan.

Smallpox vaccinations are

strongly recommended to students

who will be travelling to other

countries and do not have a definite

destination in mind. If there is any

chance that they will be travelling

to areas that do have cases of

Smallpox, or if they may be

camping out in strange areas, a

vaccination is a wise precaution.

The Health Services gives

Smallpox vaccinations and other

immunizations by appointment

only. These may be made by

calling the appointment desk, at

HE HAD THE VISION...

WE HAVE
THE WAY.

When the
Paulists were

founded in 1858

by Isaac Hecker, they were the

first religious Community of

priests established in North
America by an American and

for Americans.
Father Hecker. who was a cen-

tury ahead of his time, wanted

Paulists to be free of compul-

sory activities so they could be

flexible enough to meet the

needs of the Church in every age

as they arose.

Today's Paulisl can be as in-

volved as he wants to be. He is

given the freedom to use his own
talents to do his own thing. He
may be a parish priest, an edu-

cator or a press, radio or televi-

sion personality.

Father Hecker discovered the

value of communications early.

With his monthly publications

mi pamphlets, he laid the

Soundation for the Paulist/New-

n.m Press, the country's largest

publisher and distributor of

holic literature.

Today, Fither Hecker's vision

and foresight have led to the es-

tablishment of Paulist nidio. tele-,

vision and film centers on a scale

that perhaps, not even he dreamed

of.

But then, he had the vision.

He showed us the way.

For more information on the

Paulists. write to: Rev. Donald

C. Campbell, Vocation Director,

Room 500.

pouR. 'fathers.

415 West 59th Street

New rk, N.Y. 10019

545-0057.

Questions may be addressed to

the Health Education Division of

the Health Services.

CHRISTIANS
Is your spiritual life lacking? Are you in need

of fellowship? We want your fellowship.

Tonight. Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship,.

811 C.C. 9:30 p.m.

CHEERLEADINO
There will be a final practice tonight from 79

King Memorials This Week
Three events which should

sharpen the understanding of

Black people-their politics and

their culture,-- will take place

during the week of April 4-7.

The events will commemorate
the death of Dr. Martin Luther

King. The series is funded by the

Distinguished Visitors Program

with the help of Program Council

and the Orchard Hill Area

Government.
The events are:

Tuesday, April 4th -IMAMU
BARAKA (LeRoi Jones) discusses

the "Civil Rights Movement -Dr

King and the Present Black

Struggle" - Campus Center

Auditorium.

Wednesday, April 5th -BARRY
GAITHER will show slides and

discuss "New Dimensions in Black

Social Art" - Commonwealth Room
of the Student Union.

Friday, April 7th -GEORGE
HOWARD AND THE PRIMITIVE
DANCE CO. will present "Black

Roots" -African and West Indian

folk dancing - Campus Center

Auditorium.
All events begin at 8 p.m. and are

free to the public.

at Boyden Auxiliary Gym. First tryouts will be

this Wednesday, from 7 9, same place. Good

luck.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB GROUND
SCHOOL
There will be a meeting at 7 p.m. Rm. 162

Campus Center.

CONCERT AND SYMPHONY BAND
First rehearsal for trip to Boston April 6 is

tonight at 730 in parking lot #11.

WMPIRG
The petition drive is over and successful.

Meeting Monday 7:30 in 168 170 Campus
Center. For anyone interested in working to

make WMPIRG effective and planning next

year.

LOST
A gold arrow shaped sorority pin. Please

call 546 8170 if found.

Much needed Spanish book and notebook

taken from Book Drop in University Store,

Wednesday, March 22. Please return to CC lost

and found

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNttOMAMt'

ACROSS

Prepare lor

print

Peruse
Music: as

Hit lightly

Part of leg (pi.)

Appetizer

Man's
nickname
Openwork

an :<j!irjc! rca on

Pisces can be reticent, shy on the outside,

but strong on inner conviction A classical

Piscean is intuitive, sensitive, emotional and
impressionable Natives of this zodiacal sign

are able to penetrate pretense, it has been said

that living with a Pisces person is akin to living

with a human lie detector Some famous
persons born under Pisces include Anais Nin,

Elizabeth Taylor and Jackie Gleason.

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Hold off on
travel Study long range plans There ara
revisions, loopholes Relatives ara can
tankerous. You will have to finish what was
left hanging Don't rely on old procedures. It is

time to trim me fat

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Financial

picture may be somewhat muddled You tend
to forget your own worth Key is to dif

terentiate between what is useful, what is

mere window trimming. Take care with

valuables Don't give up something for

nothing
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Play waiting

game Take special care with documents Hold
off on legal commitment Observe and learn

Be analytical Let others take initiative You
need proverbial second wind
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Loosen reigns of

discipline Give yourself chance to relax

Change routine Break out of emotional rut

Chase gloom Recognize any problems without

brooding Setback, if it occurs, is but tern

porary
LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Lovers' dispute

should not be built out Of proportion Settle

differences in mature manner Don't com
pound original mistakes by hurling ac
cusations Check facts Slow pace Control

tendency to act on impulse
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) What appeared a

certainty may require additional review

fiftects
home, family and basic security Snap

eosions could be costly Take time to be
-vorough Domestic araa is not exactly har

monious.
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22). Relatives may act

in disoriented manner Be patient Arguing

now accomplishes nothing. Key is to be

diplomatic, to put off journeys, to take special

care with letters, calls, messages. Keep pace

S

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): Money may
seem to slip through your fingers. Get solid

grasp of situation Pisces could be involved

Take special care where investments ara

concerned Facts require double-checking Be

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Emphasis

on preserving marriage, partnership Legal

area is stormy Build public relations

program Straighten out misunderstandings

Older individual may be well meaning but not

fully informed
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19) Finish

rather than begin, complete project Con

fidentiai matters may be made public Stand

aloof from deception Be frank If truthful, you

emerge victorious Trying to cover up would

be error.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20Feb to): Friendly

differences should not be blown out of

proportion Be independent without being

arrogant Leo figures prominently Respect

views of others while holding fast to basic

principles Message will be clarified.

PISCES (Feb 19March 20) Conflict may
exist between family duties and business

necessities Strive for balance Scorpio

associate could complain about financial

arrangement Avoid being petty Make in

telligent concession
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY You have

sparkling sense of humor You are versatile.

but often draw to you individuals who "sing the

blues " This year you make solid gains, but

must handle additional responsibilities. The
month of September will be your most

significant of 1972

Copyright 1972, Gen Fea Corp

written

12 RocMish
13 Healthy

14 Spread for

drying

15 Steamship
(abbr)

16 Ache
18 Sailor (colloq )

20 Credit (abbr.)

22 Break suddenly
24 East Indian

palm
27 Lifeless

29 Quarrel

31 Knave at cards

32 City in Italy

34 Wife of Geraint

36 Note of scale

37 Models
39 Surgical saw
41 A continent

(abbr.)

42 Conduct

44 African gazelle

45 Goal

47 Ventilates

49 God of love

50 Leading player

52 Placed

54 Note of scale

55 Quarrel

57 Entreaty

59 Symbol for gold

61 Confederate
general

63 Son of Adam
65 Agreement

67 Sum up

68 Tableland

69 Comfort

DOWN

1 Bitter vetch

2 Offspring

3 Preposition

fabric

9 Denude
10 Symbol for

tellurium

11 Paid notice

17 Conjunction

19 Indefinite

article

21 Demolish
23 Gasp for breath

25 Mental cases

26 Repeals

27 Platforms

28 Face of watch

30 Weary

33 Genus of olives

35 Erase (printing)

38 Go by water

40 Separate

B

aaaa aaata
g ac anna on
•an ^anaa araa

N
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43 Arranges in

folds

46 Challenged
48 Part of window

frame (pi )

51 Artificial

language
53 Prefix down
56 Pale

58 Simian

60 Southwestern
Indian

61 Note of scale

62 Man's
nickname

64 Exist

66 Cooled lava

m
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'Master Politician' Survives
The political fortunes of Mental

Health Commissioner Milton

Greenblatt have bobbed up and

down like a cork in a storm for the

past two years, but the man
described by many as a "master

politician" not only survived, but

won reappointment Friday.

Greenblatt has been under

almost constant fire since The

Union and Sunday Republican ran

a series in March, 1970, revealing

inhuman living conditions at

Belchertown State School.

Since then the veteran

superintendent at Belchertown

was replaced and the assistant

commissioner for mental retar-

dation fired by Greenblatt, in

addition to the firing of regional

administrator M. Phillip Wakstein

for his part in revealing conditions

there.

Seathing reports about con-

ditions at Belchertown and Monson

State Hospital have been issued by

a special legislative commission

which is about to be expanded to

statewide status, and Greenblatt's

removal demanded by legislators

and citizens groups.

But Greenblatt has weathered the

storms, coming up smiling every

time and brushing aside all

criticisms.

The Department of Mental

Health, according to its critics,

remains an administrative

nightmare, while Greenblatt is

praised as a fine administrator by

his new boss, Secretary of Human
Services Peter C. Goldmark.
The inner workings of the

department were more or less

ignored by the public during

Greenblatt's early tenure in office.

Sen. John J. Conte, D-Worcester.

toured the Monson facility in 1968

with a Worcester reporter and

briefly protested poor conditions

there.

Shortly thereafter, Greenblatt

appointed a new superintendent

there, and had a publicity hiatus,

more or less, until "The Tragedy of

Belchertown" appeared
Greenblatt first attempted to

refute the charges in the spring of

1970, assigning one of his assistants

to prepare a brief discrediting

them as inaccurate and unfounded.

He defended the status quo at

Belchertown and the ad-

ministration of then-Supt.

Lawrence A. Bowser.

But the Legislature approved the

formation of the investigating

commission, which rapidly put

together evidence that conditions

were worse then described in the

newspaper series.

As pressure for reform mounted

both in the press and in the

Legislature, Greenblatt took ac-

tion. In August. 1970. he announced

the resignation of Wakstein "by

mutual agreement."
Wakstein, however, had not

resigned. It took Greenblatt until

December to fire the outspoken

regional administrator, and
brought about a separate probe of

the firing which briefly involved

Gov. Sargent.

Greenblatt remained un
perturbed by the heat, which also

came from House Speaker David

M. Bartley, D-Holyoke, and
Wakstein stayed fired. Statements

from Belchertown employes
criticizing poor sanitation and
inhumane conditions were issued

at public hearings about the same
time.

The next political flareup came
in March, 1971, when the com-

mission issued its 100-plus-page

report describing Belchertown as

"a product of neglect, inertia and

malpractice."
The report was thoroughly

documented, including reports

from the department's own files

Greenblatt dealt with the reper

cussions by quietly demanding the

"early retirement" of Bowser, who
complied.

He also made an unsuccessful

attempt at repudiating the report

by getting a document prepared by

Dr. Arnold Abrams of Lexington.

Region III retardation ad-

ministrator, mailed to all news

media.
In a cover letter, Greenblatt

stated. "I am especially impressed

with the eloquent way in which Dr.

Abrams outlines the high degree of

vulnerability and susceptibility of

the conditions to exploitation by

demagogues, headline hunters and

sensation writers."

He then refused to name
specifically any "demagogues,
headline hungers and sensation

writers." but Rep Alexander D
Lolas. D-Monson, the special

commission cochairman. said at

the time the reference was to the

commission and The Union.

On April 1. 1971. Rep Francis C.

Lapointe. D-Chicopee. made the

first public call for Greenblatt's

resignation or firing, referring to

documented conditions in the

commission report.

"There is no way the conditions at

the institution could be worse,"

Lapointe said "It's in dire need of

leadership
"

"If Greenblatt knew what was

going on there-the maltreatment,

the prolonged and uneven
discipline of residents and the low

morale of dedicated employes he

should be dismissed I believe the

commissioner was fully aware of

these conditions," he said

After Bowser left under

pressure, Greenblatt sent Dr
William A Fraenkel. the assistant

commissioner for retardation, to

run the institution on an interim

basis.

Fraenkel also was on the firing

line and had become a political

liability in Boston, but he was to be

even more of a liability at

Belchertown.
Freed from the restraints of the

central office. Fraenkel became an

outspoken advocate of institutional

reform. His statements were
frequently blunt, and an em-
barrassment to the Boston
bureaucracy.
One of his main criticisms was

that Boston didn't know what was
happening in the outlying in-

stitutions and refused to extend

cooperation to him.

His attempts at reform were not

totally successful, and after a

critical commission report issued

in early fall, Fraenkel was bounced

without ceremony. He was placed

as a regional administrator in

Boston and hasn't been heard from

since.

Fraenkel's fate is still uncertain

because of a six-month status on

probation which doesn't expire

until early May. He still could be

dismissed from the department

entirely, depending on Green-
blatt's evaluation before granting

him permanent Civil Service

status

A major political blow occurred

in late July when a report by the

Department of Public Health

described Belchertown as "a
nightmare of patient neglect and of

filth and hazards in the facility's

buildings."

That report was one of the first

things Secretary of Human Ser-

vices Goldmark saw after taking

office.

Department of Public Health

Commissioner Alfred L Frechette

saw that Goldmark got the report

from him. Reports from Boston at

the time said Goldmark called

Greenblatt in and threatened to

fire him if conditions were not

changed
But Frechette ended up

resigning a short time later and

State House reporters observed a

strong bond of friendship grow
between Goldmark and Greenblatt

which continues to today.

Their major reported bone of

CLASSES

WOOD-CARVING
WHITTLING

WOODC IT-MAKING

For Beginners

and
Advanced Pupils.

Sculptor's

Workshop
Lord Jeffery Inn

AMHERST. MASS.
Phone: 253-2679

or

044*41 49 collect

SAVINGS
Campus Center Garage

// you are paying more than 50' a day —

we have significant savings for you.

Ask Us About Our 6th Level Tickets

Call Kathv at 549-6000.

contention occurred over a bill to

transfer medical services at

Belchertown from DMH to Public

Health.

"After a lot of arm twisting,

Goldmark won Greenblatt over

and things have been hunky dory

since October," Lolas said Friday.

In September, Greenblatt
distributed a memo ordering all

DMH jobs to go through Gov.

Sargent's patronage office.

The Union's State House
reporter, Phillip D. Brunelle. said

that Sargent considered the memo
a political embarrassment and was
considerably angered at the time

In early February of this year,

Quinn and Lolas wrote to Gov.

Sargent asking for Greenblatt's

removal as commissioner.
(Reprinted from the Springfield

Republican. 4/2/721

you know
yourown
STYLG

"They can't

tell you what to

wea r anymore. The day

they stopped making minis

was the day you started mak-

ing them. Because no one

knows better than you what s

best for you. There are fads

and fashions in monthly pro-

tection, too. And they'll try to

tell you the old-fashioned

ways are wiser. Or the new
gimmicks are the answer. But

you know best.

You know you can rely best

on Tampax tampons. For com-

fortable, dependable, invisi-

ble protection. And you know

you'll get the absorbency-size

that's right for you. Because

only Tampax tampons offer

three sizes: Regular, Super

and Junior.

But you know that.

Our only Interest to protecting you.

*
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Curran
Jerry Curran the only senior on

the UMass Ski Team has skied on

two UMass league championship

teams and two "runner up" teams

in the New England Inter-college

Ski Conference. Jerry led a young

team of freshman and sophomores

to a 53 to 3 win-loss record in their

drive for the Osborne Division

Championship. In the in-

terconference championships

featuring the top four teams from

the three NEISC divisions the

Redmen team was second to

Franklin Pierce College which

scored 183.9 points for the two days

of racing. UMass scored 179.7, BC
173.2, Middlebury 172.3, Windham

177.1, Northeastern 176.5, Babson

169.1, Dartmouth 169.1, Lowell

Tech 164.2. New England College

161.7, BU 145.9 and WPI 127.2.

Having won its division cham-

pionship the ski team was invited

to the first annual Eastern College

Alpine Championships at Madonna

Mountain on March 25 and 26.

Johnson State College's crack

Alpine team took places 2-4-5-6 in

Saturday's two run slalom and

came back to notch 2,3,4,5 in

Sunday's dual slalom. Wayne
Wright. University of Vermont

freshman was the individual

winner of both slalom events. In

combined individual results Wavne

Wise Old Ski Racer"
«*»»^^,ir T"^ . . . ..„_„ i_ tu. cnr;«: nf rflrps the Amherst

Wright (UVM) was first, John

Goodhue (JSC) was second. Rod

Mumford third. Bill Farrell (JSC)

was 4th, Walt Schofield (JSC) was

5th, Tim Hunt (St. L.) was 6th,

Tuck Woodruff (UMass) was 7th

and Ken Stowe (Dartmouth) was

eighth. Other UMass finishers in a

field of 65 racers was Dave Ferris

17th, Jerry Curran 18, Dick

MacWade 19, Dave Rutter 21, Jim

Ahearn 23 and Larry Peck 37.

For total team results Johnson

State had a combined score of

193.6. UMass was second with

179.3! Windham had 171.1, Franklin

Pierce 165.7, BC 158.4, Dartmouth

143.6. St Lawrence 143.5. and UVM

had 1
' In this series of races the Amherst. In a good program which

voune UMass team proved that it featured two-one-week training

could beat this year's NEISC camps at Killington and over 30

rhamoions Franklin Pierce, days of practice or racing with a

Johnson State has the best college team which had some outstanding

ilmne skiers in the country and racers on it, Jerry's talents quickly

thev Droved it again in this race, developed.

•This vear Jerrv Curran has His drive to excel did not stop

been my right arm and for three here. He arranged

previous vears he has had an in-

credible dependibility," said

Coach Bill MacConnell. Last year

and so far this year Jerry has skied

schedule to be able to practice on

his own on Tuesdays and Thur-

sdays at Haystack Mt. and he

usually had some of his teammates

cons'stentlv among the top ten or with him on these tnr*. At the end

wele league racers without a of his sophomore year he took a 10-

smele fall" In eleven years of day summer racing camp in

coaching I have been blessed with Colorado which resulted in a

manv talented ski racers and some broken right leg and a torn right

outstanding performers, but none knee which should have ended the

*al m — f^vv* horn
have compared with Jerry for hard

work team spirit, performance

and dependability. In a year when

UMass is going with so many

freshmen and sophomores, Jerry s

unfailing good spirits, technical

ability and leadership has made

the difference."

What makes a ski competitor of

Jerry Curran's calibre? Unlike

manv he did not start skiing at the

age of 4 and start ski racing a year

later He began to ski in high

school, but Attleboro does not have

a high school team so Jerry began

to race U.S. Eastern Amateur Ski

Association competitions with

some small success then. After

high school he went to UMass-

Boston for a semester which was

long enough to find out that they

did not have a ski team; so he

immediately transferred to

racing. Four months of in-

dominable physical therapy

exercises left him with a right leg

stronger than the left, and his

appetite for ski racing undimished.

For two more years he skied

number 5 on a six-man team riding

the ruts strongly and dependably

with Chuck Walker who skied

number 6. These two strong

dependable skiers, racing in the

anchor position for UMass perhaps

more than others skiing earlier and

favored with better snow, ac-

counted for the league cham-

pionship in 1970 and the undefeated

league championship in 1971. In

1972. both on the hill and off Jerry

has been a tower of strength to the

Freshmen and sophomores who

make up the team and are in their

first year of varisty competition

FROM LEFTTORIGHT-Co-Capt. Jerry Curran. Coach BUI McConnell. and Co-Capt. Tuck Woodruff

review an Hl-14 season skiing in 12 races with 8-12 college teams in each race.

Gil
WEST PALM BEACH. Fla. <AP) - Gil Hodges,

manager of baseball's New York Mets. died Sunday

in a hospital here after collapsing in his motel.

A spokesman at Good Samaritan Hospital said

Hodges. 48. died of a heart attack He had been

stricken with a mild heart attack in 1968 but

recovered and came back to manage the Mets to the

World Series championship one year later.

An official at the Ramada Inn said Hodges

collapsed while walking to his room. It was believed

that he was returning from playing golf on the motel s

golf course.

He was taken to the hospital about 5 p.m ,
EST.

His death came just one day after the start of major

league baseball's first general strike and four days

before the scheduled start of the 1972 season

Hodges, a one-time All-Star first baseman with the

old Brooklyn Dodgers, began his managing career

with the Washington Senators in the middle of the

1963 season

He remained with the Senators four more seasons

before returning to his hometown to manage the Mets

starting with the 1968 season

Hodges was stricken with a mild heart attack on

Sept 24. 1968. when the club was in Atlanta for a

game He sat out the rest of the season and came back

to lead New York to its first World Championship in

1969. , ..

He was hailed by some as a genius for his

manipulation of players. His two-platoon system was

cited as one of the main reasons for the Mets' 1969

World Series victory over Baltimore.

The satisfaction for Hodges was twofold, since he

was a member of the original Mets when they were a

weak expansion team in 1962

Before being selected in the expansion draft from

the Dodger organization, Hodges had a distinguished

career as a player.

He hit more home runs. 370. than any other

righthanded batting first baseman in National

League history; collected a still-standing record of 14

career grand slam homers; had seven successive

seasons of 100 or more runs batted in, and was one of

only six players to hit four home runs in one game. He

accomplished the latter feat Aug 31, 1950, against the

old Boston Braves at Brooklyn's Ebbets Field.

iatlg Qlnllegtan George Archer

ins GGO Tourr

SPORTS
Notice

There will be an important

organizational meeting of all

people interested in officiating

home spring track meets on

TUESDAY. APRIL 4th at 4:00

P.M. The meeting will be held in

Boyden Room 251 (near the ticket

office). Since the first meet is

Saturday, April 8th, anyone not

able to attend this important

meeting should call Coach O'Brien

at 545-2481 or at home, 253-7435.

GREENSBORO. N.( <AP>-

George Archer defeated Tommy
Aaron on the second hole of sudden

death-set up by an Arnold Palmer

collapse-for the $40,000 first prize

Sunday in the Greater Greensboro

Open golf tournament

The 6-foot-6 Archer took his

second title of the year when he

scored a routine par three on the

16th hole-where Palmer met his

downfall-as the scrambling Aaron

took four strokes, including a

penalty, and hadn't holed out when

Archer tapped in a short putt for

his par
Archer had a three-under-par 68

in the last of Sunday's two rounds

and Aaron had a 67 to tie at the end

of the regulation 72 holes at 272.

Palmer had a two-stroke lead

going to the 16th on the final round

but hooked his tee shot into a

shallow creek, elected to play out

dumped his third shot in a trap and

finished with a triple bogey six that

dropped him one stroke behind the

leaders.

The disappointed Palmer

finished with a 70 and 273.

He was tied at that figure. II

under par on the wet Sedgefield

Country Club course, with Dave

Stockton. Chi Chi Rodriguez and

J.C. Snead. Stockton and

Rodriguez each had 67s and Snead

a 68.

South African Gary Player was

disqualified in the third round after

failing to sign his scorecard He

was just one stroke off the pace in

the chase for first prize after

shooting a four under-par 67 in the

first of Sunday's two rounds. Under

the rules of golf he was

disqualified.

Player had posted a 54-hole total

of 203, 10 under par and trailed

leader Bruce Crampton by a single

stroke when he was barred from

Celts Win....
\l» - The Boston Celtics, behind the steady shooting of John

Havlicek and Jo Jo White, opened up a 21-point halftime lead

Sunday afternoon and coasted to a 136-113 victory over the Atlanta

Hawks, taking a 2-1 lead in their Eastern Conference series of the

National Basketball Association playoffs

The Celtics outscored Atlanta 41-26 in the second quarter, giving

them a 74-53 lead at intermission. From that point on. the Hawks

cut the deficit to no fewer than eight points.

White got 15 of his 29 points in the first quarter as the Atlantic

Division Champion Celts opened up a 33-27 edge. Pete Maravich

tallied 11 of his 37 points in the first quarter for the Hawks, keeping

them in the ballgame.
. . . a

The Celtics ran off nine straight points early in the second

quarter, boosting their advantage to 48-33. Havlicek hit 15 of his 31

points in the second session and reserve center Hank Finkel.

replacing Dave Cowens. who sat out about half the game with foul

trouble, added eight points and six rebounds.

George Trapp replaced Maravich at 9:16 of the quarter and hit

for 10 of Atlanta's final 20 points before the half.

The Hawks, behind Maravich, cut the margin to 86-78 with 3:50 to

play in the third period. The Celtics then ran off nine straight

points, giving them a comfortable 95-78 lead and the Hawks were

able to get within eight only once again.

Walt Bellamy added 21 points for the Hawks
The series resumes Tuesday night at Atlanta.

So Do Lakers
CHICAGO (AP) — The Los Angeles Lakers, led by the brilliant

guard tandem of Jerry West and Gail Goodrich, defeated the

Chicago Bulls 108-101 Sunday for their third straight triumph in

their best-of-7 National Basketball Association playoff series.

The Lakers can end the best-of-7 Western Conference semi-final

series by defeating the injury-riddled Bulls Tuesday night

West pumped in 31 points, 24 of them in the second half, and

Goodrich added 23 as the Lakers never trailed.

The Bulls were playing without center Tom Boerwinkle, who is

out with a torn tendon in his left knee, and getting only part-time

service from forwards Bob Love and Chet Walker. But they made a

game of it right down to the finish.

Trailing by as many as 15 points several times in the first half,

the Bulls closed fast and trailed only 56-49 at intermission. With

Love scoring five quick points early in the second half, Chicago

climbed into a 58-58 tie, only to have West score a basket to put Los

Angeles ahead to stay.

The Bulls climbed within one point at 68-67 and withing two at 75-

73, but Los Angeles took an 81-75 lead after three quarters.

Los Angeles opened an 88-80 lead in the fourth quarter. The Bulls

battled back within two points at 93-91 on a basket by Jerry Sloan

with four minutes left.

Five straight free throws by the Lakers lifted Los Angeles to a 98-

91 lead and the Bulls never recovered.

Norm Van Lier paced Chicago with 21 points.

teeing off for the final 18 holes.

A double round of 36 holes was
.forced when Friday's play was-

washed out.

"I checked my card very, very,

carefully," Player said. "I was in a

hurry to have lunch, I asked a lady

in the tent how long we had for

lunch and she said 34 minutes. So I

was in a hurry to get back to the

hotel.

"When I got there. I said to my
wife, I think I forgot to sign my
card.'

"

He immediately started back to

the course and encountered
general chairman John Forbis on

the way, Forbis had Player's card

.and Gary signed it at that time.

He returned to the course, in-

formed Jack Tuthill, head of the

Tournament Players Division field

staff, what had happened and was
disqualified.

The rules specify that a player

must be disqualified if he fails to

sign his card before turning it in to

the scoring committee.
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Weather

Would you like to

swing on a star, carry

moon beams home in a

jar? Details page two.
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Students Face Fines For Shoplifting

By CHARLEY BERKOW
The UMass Board of Trustees approved, in their meeting last Tuesday,

a measure which will allow the Student Judiciary System greater

flexibility in dealing with shoplifters on campus.

The Student Judiciary System will now be able to fine students caught

shoplifting at the University Store up to three times the amount they are

caught shoplifting or five dollars.

Under the old rules, theStudent Judiciary Systemcould either put the

student on probation, considered a minor slap-on-the-wrist, or suspend

him from school.

Offending students could also, and can still, be sent to the general court.

Lee Sandwen, who introduced the measure to the Trustees, said that the

general feeling is that "the Superior Court will mishandle the cases."

Sandwen said that the fines will help to make up for the losses suffered

to the estimated 90% of the shoplifters wno are not caught. He said that he

hoped that a system could be worked out in the future in which the fines

would be paid by work.

He said that the Student Senate asked him to present the "emergency

act to deal with an emergency situation" to the Trustees.

Sandwen agreed with Trustee Chairman Joseph Healey's comment

that "what we're doing now is not effective," but said that it is a start to

solving the problem.

Sandwen said that the sign currently in front of the University Store

warning students that "you could throw away an education by shoplif

ting" is more of an incitement to steal that a deterrent.

Another Trustee said that he would "welcome peer pressure" against

shoplifters as a means to solve the problem.

Last year, University store losses due to shoplifting were estimated at

This raised each students Campus Center fee by about four dollars this

year.

The shoplifting rate this year was even higher In an effort to halt the

problem. Student Attorney General Henry Bouffard announced that he

would ask that penalties for second shoplifting offenses be suspension

from the University for one semester.

Bill Simpson, assistant trade book manager at the University Store,

said that no shoplifters were caught for several days after Bouffard

announced his new policy. Simpson said that the numbers of shoplifters

caught is picking up again, although it is not nearly as great as it was

before Bouffard announced his policy change.

Floorwalkers at the University Store, who are students themselves,

consider the suspension penalty too harsh, according to one employe of

the store The employe said that the floorwalkers were somewhat

reluctant to turn in offenders.

After the first offense, shoplifters at the University Store are given an

explanation that the profits from the store go toward reducing Campus

Center fees They are told that after their next offense they will be turned

over to theStudent Judiciary System.

Bouffard will now ask that tirst otlenders be fined a minimum of five

dollars, or three times the amount that they are caught stealing, and be

placed in jeopardy ( probation I for two semesters.

Bouffard has said that he will continue to recommend suspension for

second-offenders. He stressed, however, that the Student Court is in no

way obligated to follow his recommendations.

The first shoplifting cases since the policy change will come up this

week. None of these cases involve second-offenders, so the students do not

face suspension this time around.

( For a related story see page two. I

Gnome huts grow out of thawing brook in back of the Shire. (MDC photo by Steve Schuster)

On The Inside

:

Shoplifting Survey
See page 2

Student Sen. Pres.

Candidates Debate
See page 3

U.S. Set To Strike
See page 4

Worcester Hospital Debate
See page 7

Student AUorne\ General Henry Bouffard. as he addressed the

Board of Trustees last week. I MDC photo by Jim Gold >
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(.eorge Keithly. author of "The Donner Party", an epic poem
which he read at Thompson last night.

G. Keithly Presented

"The Donner Party"
By PAM HYJEK

Poet George Keithly last night read selected parts of his epic

poem 'The Donner Party" before an attentive audience in

Thompson 102. This, his first book, has sold eleven thousand copies

in the past year since publication, and was chosen as a Book of the

Month Club alternate.

Assistant Professor of English, Donald Junkins. introduced

Keithly. Reserved and solemn, the poet announced that he would

not read the entire six thousand line work because 'I don't want

you all to leave the auditorium on Friday morning and say 'I can't

believe he read the whole thing'' The audience responded, ap-

parently amused; and then listened intently as Keithly proceeded

to deliver the passages describing the ill-fated excursion of the

Donner Party into the perilous Sierras in 1846.

Through the simplicity of the verse, the tragedy of how these

people, trusting an invalid guide to the promised land of California,

ignored warnings, eventually finding depravity and death, was

explained Keithly, separating each part with connecting in-

formation, remarked here that the Donner Party's journey

parallels the present course of this country. A phrase from the

peom explains the certain failure of confidently penetrating

unknown territory despite lack of crucial knowledge of the land

This was due to a lack of a "sense of the land departed in a dream,

while we went on like souls still sleeping."

George Keithly, born in northern Illinois, had not heard of the

Donner Party until he had left the state, and found that the people

in the party were natives of central Illinois Sparked by the in-

triguing discovery, he wrote his poem in six years, beginning in

1964, and taking a year off, to finish last year

At the conclusion of the reading, after a long, appreciative ap-

plause. Keithly again displayed his shy sense of humor adding, if I

had another epic poem. I would read it"

songs

The Weather

Shoplifting Survey Revealed
By CAROLYN STEFANIK

A recent survey of 100 UMass students revealed

that 67% had shoplifted at least once in their lives.

The survey, conducted by this writer, a UMass

freshman, was completed by students in the Hatch,

during March.
Tendencies and opinions of students on price tag

switching, shoplifting, and punishment of students

caught stealing were obtained in the questionnaire.

Students were asked about the fairness of one

suggested method of dealing with student thieves in

the UMass store, suspending any student caught

shoplifting. Seventy-four percent, a definite majority

of students questioned, said this penalty was unjust.

Most students surveyed felt that punishment to be

too severe for the crime.

Warning first time offenders and fining subsequent

offenders was a frequently suggested just punish-

ment. But three-quarters of the students surveyed did

feel shoplifters should be punished in some manner.

In a question on price tag switching, 37% of the

students admitted to having changed price tags in a

store, but at the same time 54 out of 100 felt this was

wrong.
While over two-thirds of those surveyed had

shoplifted, less than 20% had stolen within the past

month Seven percent, however, had stolen within the

Catholics Mourn In Belfast

< AP) - Thousands of Roman Catholics attended the funeral Monday of

a slain mother in a reproach to the campaign of violence waged by the

outlawed Irish Republican Army.
At the same time, hard line Protestant leader William Craig called for

the restoration of a stronger Protestant-based government in Northern

Ireland and "if it cannot be within the United Kingdom it will have to be

outside the United Kingdom."
In Londonderry, Armagh and Carrickfergus Protestants defied

security laws to hold their annual Easter parades. There were no reports

of any disturbance.

More than 2,000 Catholics from Andersontown district, an IRA

stronghold in Belfast, attended the funeral of Martha Crawford, a 39-

year-old mother of 10 children, in a silent protest against the continuing

IRAviolence. Mrs. Crawford was slain last week in cross fire during a

street battle between IRA gunmen and British troops. A British army

spokesman said she had been killed by a guerrilla bullet.

After the funeral, 500 women went to a school hall to discuss an ap-

proach to the IRA nationalist provisional wing to appeal for a stop to the

violence. The meeting ended in uproar and tears after about 100 IRA

women sympathizers jeered, cat-called and screamed out republican
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A greater percentage of male students and those

living off campus had shoplifted, and had switched

price tags.

More than 90% of the students said their parents had

never shoplifted.

Twenty-one percent of all the students believed

shoplifting was justifiable. More people said stealing

could sometimes be justified, such as in cases where

there was definite need.

Of those who had shoplifted, 28% had been caught

stealing. Almost all said they were treated "justly,"

usually with a reprimanding or a fine.

When asked why they shoplifted, 79% of those who

replied stated lack of money for their reason. The

idea that the store makes enough money already was

the next most frequent reason given for stealing.

Less than one-quarter of the students who an-

swered said they stole for excitement, and only 4%
stole because many people do it.

Fear of getting caught and moral beliefs were both

popular reasons given by students who did not

shoplift.

Food was the most frequently stolen item by the

students questioned, while other popular articles

were cosmetics, books, and records.

By LINDA COLLINS
Weather -Snow, turning to rain, ending by nightfall. High in 40's.

Wednesday cloudy, cooler Bring an umbrella to your eight o'clock and
don't take off those long Johns yet. Hot air mass over Mahar may cause
occluded front, possibly resulting in a storm of controversy.

Wright Brothers Success

Questioned As Epic Flight
W^.XINGTON. New Zealand

(AP) — Almost 70 years after

Orville and Wilbur Wright made
their epic flight at Kitty Hawk.

N.C., people here are still claiming

that the first man to fly an airplane

was a New Zealander named
Richard Pearse-and that he beat

the Wright brothers by more than a

year.

Their evidence is inconclusive,

and there seems no prospect of

anyone producing irrefutable proof

now to support the claim.

But stories from old-timers and

Pearse's indisputable brilliance as

an aviator still arouse some hopes

that he might have been the first

man in the world to pilot a heavier

than air machine
Pearse's latest champion is the

executive director of Auchland's

Museum of Transport and
Technology. RJ Richardson, who
intends building a memorial
pavilion to house the pioneers

remaining aeronautical exhibits.

To help raise funds for the

project, a medal has been struck

commemorating Pearse's known
achievements.
Richard Pearse was labeled

"Mad Pearse" by his turn of the

century neighbors at Waitoho

Valley, near Timaru, because of

his fascination with flying and his

study of aeronautics as he did the

ploughing on his parents' farm.

Sometime between 1900 and 1904

he designed and built a high-wing

monoplane of steel and bamboo,

with aileron and elevator controls,

and powered by his own four

cylinder engine.

It had a wing surface of 700

square feet and weighed 700

pounds.

Pearse controlled pitch by
moving his body in conjunction

with the application of an elevator

mounted on the trailing edge of the

wing
Small flaps on the wing tips

enabled the plane to be banked

There was no rudder, although the

front wheel of the undercarriage

could be steered.

With his ailerons, which he

patented inJuly. 1907. Pearse was
undoubtedly ahead of the Wright

brothers But did he actually get

airborne before their flight on Dec.

17. 1903?

No records are able to show with

any certainty that he flew any

distance before March 31, 1904.

He made several flights that

year, and on two occasions

"traveled 150 yards at a height

sufficient to clear a 12-foot hedge

Some believe he flew as early as

1902. But if Pearse deserves

recognition for actually ac-

complishing this, he has only

himself to blame for not receiving

it.

There would be no mystery at all

if he had confided in his con

temporaries, left detailed records

of his progress, or been a less

secretive man about his activities.

Successful General Poses Problem
NEW DELHI I \P> - The

general who led India's army to

victory over Pakistan is the center

of a political controversy because

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's

government doesn't know what to

do with him.

Authoritative sources say Mrs
Gandhi would like to keep Gen.

Sam Manekshaw. the army chief of

staff, in uniform in the absence of a

final peace agreement with

Pakistan but can't make up her

mind how to do it.

Under army rules that never

before were relaxed. Manekshaw
should have retired on Monday, his

58th birthday, ending a 38-year

military career.

Instead, he was given an in-

definite-but evidently short-

extension, which neither he, the

army nor the government seemed
happy about.

"This leads to gossip and
guessing, which is not good for the

army," said one senior officer. "It

also hampers planning, since the

general doesn't know how long he

will be chief of staff
"

Sources say Manekshaw would
have preferred a definite two or

three year extension, or, alter-

natively, a new assignment in the

Defense Ministry in which he
would be senior to the three service

chiefs, possibly becoming India's

first five-star general

Government sources say Mrs.
Gandhi's Cabinet has so far

rejected the first proposal because
it would have hampered promotion
opportunities for several
lieutenant generals eligible to

become army chief-the only army
post with four-star rank.

The second suggestion, for

creation of a post similar to the

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff in the United States, was not

approved because of concern that

it would antagonize the naval and
air force chiefs, the sources added.

Under the present system, the

three service chiefs are of equal

four-star rank and equal status.

When they confer, the man who has
been a chief of staff the longest

acts as chairman
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For Free Folder write: CTE-
555 Fifth Ave. N.Y. 10017/697-5800

Departing on days

n Student Teacher Q Lease £ Buy

Student Senate Budgets Committee Chairman

John Stevens is running for next year's Senate

Presidency. He is opposed by the man on the right.

(Editor's Note: The following

interviews were conducted to give

the two candidates for the office of

Student Senate President an op-

portunity to express themselves to

the student body. The election for

next year's officers will be held

this Wednesday night at the

regular Senate meeting.
John Stevens, candidate for

Student Senate President, said his

strongest qualification for that

position lies in his ability to

organize students behind what they

believe in.

"I believe the role of president as

now defined is someone who
primarily deals with organizing

students," said Stevens.

On the rising costs of rents and

fees, Stevens said it may be
necessary for the president to

organize attempts to lower costs by
"mass-action type of tactics."

Stevens said the president should

act as an antagonist in dealing with

faculty matters, and should leave

the negotiating to his special

assistants.

The president should not be a

negotiator, unless for a crisis

situation added Stevens.

The Student Government said

Stevens should be dealing only with

people. He said the president

should only deal with the ad-

ministrators at Whitmore in order

to represent the views of students.

Stevens said the Senate has lost

touch with the student body, and

has tended to lean toward a

bureaucratic body. He said the

president will have to attend area

government meetings and dorm
councils in order to regain contact

with the student body at UMass.

Candidates

Student Senate Vice President Larry Ladd is the

second candidate running for Senate President for

next year. Senate elections will be held this Wed-

Mtday.

PhilosophyAndPsychotherapy
Bob Zelman, a grad student in philosophy and author of the "Bleeding

Rose" columns in the Collegian will be teaching three one-credit

multidisciplinary courses starting this week. The three courses are

Philosophy of Western Religion, Existential Philosophy and

Psychotherapy and Rational-Emotive Psychotherapy.

There will be an open meeting on Wed., April 5, between 1 and 4 p.m. in

the main lounge of Thatcher Dorm in the Northeast Area. If you cannot

come, write to Bob Zelman, 420 Thatcher Dorm, U. of Mass.

Larry Ladd, candidate for

Student Senate President, said his

strongest qualification for

president lies in his experience.

"I have spent the last year and a

half dealing with administration,

faculty and trustees in order to

protect student interests," said

Ladd.
Rents and fees and academic

reform are the major issues facing

the Senate next semester he said.

As president, Ladd would at-

tempt to end the secret meetings

held prior to the "public rubber-

stamp sessions" of the trustees,

and force the trustees to face the

issues "they so often pubhcly

avoid."

On faculty relations, Ladd stated

that he will fight the trend towards

faculty unionization since

"unionization has programmed
students out of academic
decisions."

Ladd feels that short-term

negotiations to keep rents and fees

down will only provide "immediate

and slight relief." He will support a

boycott of rents and fees scheduled

for the spring of 1973.

Students should control the

entire Student Affairs operation at

Whitmore and in the dorms, said

Ladd.
"The Student Senate should have

the same relationship to the

Student Affairs Division that the

SUG Board is supposed to have

with the Campus Center," he said

Summing up his ideas on the

presidency, Ladd continued: "The

president is an advocate and

organizer of students a change

agent on campus.
"He should initiate action on the

broad front and take the leadership

on issues of top priority." added

Ladd

Debaters Take Wayne State

University Housing Rules

Students are required by University regulations to live in

University housing unless exempted by being in at least one of the

following categories:

1. Married
2. Seniors as of the beginning of the 1972 fall term.

3. Commuters from the home of parents ( not more than 40 miles)

In addition, students who will become 21 during the 1972-73 school

year may apply for exemption.

Under Extreme Circumstances, other students not included

above, may request permission to live off campus. All requests are

to be initiated with the appropriate Director of the Area in which

the student currently resides.

As room drawing will take place the week of April 17, 1972, for the

Fall term assignments, students wishing to be considered for

special exemption must pick up applications this week April 3-7 at

their Area Director's Office by 12 N, April 10, 1972. Each request

will be evaluated by the Area Staff and the student will be notified

of the decision on his request prior to the start of room drawing,

April 17, 1972.

This will by the only opportunity for currently enrolled students

to request exemption for the fall semester 1972. Requests received

after April 10, 1972, will not be considered for fall term exemptions

By JUDY BENNETT
In recent weeks, the UMass Debate Team attended

several important debate tournaments and also

helped with the District runoffs held here. The latter

came off smoothly because of the time and planning

John Day and Jim Lane put into it and the team

cooperation they received. At all of these debates

UMass did well, but especially so at Wayne State

At the Wayne State University Debate Tour-

nament, 50 teams participated. Representing UMass

were sophomore Karin Kramer, of Levittown, Pa.,

and freshman Celia Hooper, of Ann Arbor, Mich. In

preliminary competition they met Bradley, Bowdoin,

Michigan, Albion, Bowling Green, and Wisconsin

State, losing only to Bradley. Because of this record,

they went into quarterfinals against Oberlin College

A 3-0 decision here put them against Bradley U in

semi's. They lost this round on a 2-1 decision.

Nonetheless, they returned third rank team in the

tournament, with Celia getting third place speaker

and Karin getting top speaker award.

In Philadelphia, at the Liberty Bell Tournament

were senior Paul Lamarche of Worcester, junior

David McCaffrey of Leominister, junior Bruce

Murphy of Abington, and junior John Day of South

Hamilton. Together they achieved an 8-8 record.

This year UMass was honored in having the

District Qualifying Tournament for the National

Debate Tournament held here. Two UMass teams

entered the competition, both achieving an 8-8 win-

loss record. Junior Roger Legendre of Leominister

and sophomore Terry Hofmann of Rochester, N.Y.

,

made up one team and they had the fourth highest

speaker points in the tournament. The other UMass
team was made up of freshman Celia Hooper and

sophomore Karin Kramer The teams qualifying for

the national tournament from this region were St

Anselm's, Boston College, Brown U and Harvard

st Options Op

TONIGHT
Comparative Literature Film Series

presents

Peter Brook's

Lord Of The Flies
Based on the Novel by William Golding, a shipwrecked band of

children come to grips with life on a deserted island.

Admission tickets, $

sold at door before

show times.

THREE CONTINUOUS SHOWINGS
at 6:30, 8 and 10 p.m. in

Thompson 104

NOTE: The Virgin Spring and Whistle Down the Wind have been

cancelled. Call Comp. Lit. Dept for information on new films.

75,

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ad
ministration officials left open

Monday a wide range of options-

including possible air attacks on

North Vietnam or the use of U.S.

ground forces-as President Nixon

pondered ways to counter the

thrust of enemy forces in South

Vietnam.
At the White House and State

Department, spokesmen would not

discuss specific steps Nixon might

order but said, "All options are

open," when asked whether
bombing sorties or deployment of

American troops were possible.

Presidential press secretary

Ronald L. Ziegler, however,
described as "a South Vietnamese

operation" the effort to stem what

he and other officials described as

a Communist invasion across the

demilitarized zone.

Ziegler cited also a briefing by

State Department spokesman
Robert J. McCloskey as "totally

reflective of the overall ad-

ministration view" on the

situation.

McCloskey, who cautioned

newsmen against speculating
about the use of U.S. troops or

renewed U.S. bombing, said the

North Vietnamese had violated the

1968 "understanding" which had

led to complete halt of American

air attacks on North Vietnam.

Hanoi never has acknowledged the

existence of such an un
derstanding.

UMass
FINE
ARTS
COUNCIL
PRESENTS

THE BELA BARTOK CHOIR
FROMEOTVOSLORAND UNIVERSITY, BUDAPEST

Tuesday, April It - 8:00 pjm*

Hampden Dining Commons, Southwest

Tickets: l25Herter Ha
UM Undergrads $ 1 — Gener
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In The Nation And The World

N. Viets Push On ; U.S. Set To Strike
SAIGON (AP) -North Vietnam

poured more tanks, artillery and

infantrv across the demilitarized

zone Monday and the United States

marshaled powerful air and naval

forces to stop the onslaught.

The main armor-backed enemy

drive bogged down north of Quang

Tri as South Vietnamese
resistance stiffened about 10 miles

below the zone. But other North

Vietnamese forces were trying to

outflank Quang Tri's defenders

from the west and southwest, field

reports indicated.

U.S. planes awaited clearer skies

to carry out orders from President

Nixon to strike hard at North

Vietnam in retaliation for the of-

fensive. A sullen overcast has

prevented the jets from unleashing

their full firepower during the five-

day enemy push, the biggest since

Tet of 1968

s„ulh Vietnamese helicopters prepare to land in landing zone near"V"**"*^*^^
helicopters were carrying South Vietnamese troops taking part in operation against suspected enem>

infiltration in that area of eastern Cambodia. <AP)

Soviets Get Bangladesh Base

A White House spokesman in

Washington reported the President

summoned a special foreign policy

panel into session to weigh options

to counter the offensive. But the

spokesman said the thrust will not

hamper U.S. troop withdrawal.

A State Department spokesman,

Robert J. McCloskey. charac-

terized the North Vietnamese

attack as a "flagrant violation" of

the 1954 Geneva agreements and

what American officials call a 1968

"understanding" between the

United States and North Vietnam,
j

Hanoi denies there ever was an

understanding

"By any definition, what has

occurred is an invasion." Mc-

Closkey said.

Hanoi radio claimed "the South

Vietnam People's Liberation

Armed Forces-meaning the Viet

Cong- had won big victories,

capturing or killing 6,500 enemy

troops The broadcast made no

mention of North Vietnamese

troops Hanoi never having ad-

mitted they are in the South.

The weather cleared slightly

Monday, permitting U.S. Air Force

and Navy bombers to launch 128

missions* along South Vietnam's

frontier where the fighting raged.

It was the highest number of

strikes since Feb. 18.

Some American jets also crossed

into North Vietnam to hit surface

to air missile sites five miles above

the DMZ. They met a barrage of

missiles from at least a half-dozen

sites, but the US Command snid

none of the planes was hit.

On the southern side of the DMZ.

however, four American aircraft

were shot down by antiaircraft fire

just below the buffer zone and a

South Vietnamese bomber was
downed by a surface to air missile

in the same general area. Eight

American crewmen were missing

and feared dead.

Air strikes were under way
around the clock near Quang Tri

Fighting raged at several points

within 16 miles of the city and at a

fire base 32 miles to the south, 17

miles west of Hue.

Other fighting was in progress at

Fire Bases Anne and Barbara, 8

and 16 miles southwest of Quang
Tri, and at Fire Base Bastogne, a

post west of Hue manned by the

South Vietnamese army's 1st

Division

South Vietnamese officials

continued to withhold casualty

figures. Even senior Americans

said they did not have access to

them.
The U.S. air strike force gained

strength Monday with the return oi

the 7th Fleet carrier Kitty Hawk to

the Tonkin gulf to rejoin the Coral

Sea and the Hancock. A fourth

carrier, the Constellation, was

steaming toward the gulf from

Japan.
Together with the 250 Air Force

planes based in South Vietnam and

Thailand, they formed an air strike

force of up to 500 plan

"When the weather clears we're

going to sock it to them." said one

senior pilot But weather forecasts

indicated no clear skies until

Tuesday or Wednesday.

DACCA < XPt-Thf Soviet navy,

lung drnied a base of operations on

the Bay of Bengal, has established

a beachhead in Bangladesh with a

floating workshop
The repair ship arrived Sunday,

the first of 20 units of the Russian

fleet sent to the new nation to clear

its two major ports. Chittagong

and Chalna
The rest of the flotilla, en route

from Vladivostok, is to join the

repair ship in Chittagong by April

19 with the two-month salvage and

clearance operation to begin by the

end of April

Basically, the repair ship will act

as a hardware store for the other

vessels, including sea tugs,

minesweepers and special diver

boats, as they pull 21 sunken ships

from the Karnaphuli River at

Chittagong and remove mines

floated in the harbors during

December's India-Pakistan war
Its crewmen also will work with

Bangladesh engineers to repair

war damage to the facilities at the

ports

Chittagong. Bangladesh's only

In Brief...
Hitler Aide Dies

\siH\l. Germany (AP)-Gen Franz Haider, Adolf Hitler's

former army chief of staff, has died in this upper Bavarian town, a

municipal spokesman said Monday Haider was 87.

Haider was army chief of staff from November 1938 to the end of

1942 when Hitler ordered him replaced.

Haider is generally credited with planning the German army's

lightning thrusts into Poland and France in the early stage of World

War n , _. ._ r.

His rift with Hitler came after the dictator ordered the German

attack on the Soviet Union. Haider withdrew into civilian life, but

was arrested and thrown into a concentration camp in connection

with the unsuccessful attack on Hitler's life July 20, 1944.

After the war, he acted as adviser to the West German govern-

ment and assisted the U.S. Department of Defense in compiling its

World War II history.

The spokesman said he died Sunday.

Dollar Devalued

WASHINGTON < AP) -President Nixon signed legislation Monday

formally devaluing the dollar, saying the action is only part of a

move toward a more stable international economic order.

The dollar has been devalued, for practical purposes, since last

December to a varying degree in terms of other currencies.

deepwater facility for imports,

once handled 4 1/2 million tons of

cargo a year It has been at a

virtual standstill since the war.

The same is true of Chalna.

established mainly for exports,

which at its peak handled 2.1

million tons a year

Sources in the Bangladesh
government said the Soviets had

tried for years to move into the Bay
of Bengal, which washes the shores

of Bangladesh. India and Burma
But they said India's prime

minister. Indira Gandhi, had
denied access despite India's close

relations with the Kremlin Burma
and Pakistan are more closely-

associated with the Soviet Union's

ideological rival, China, than with

Moscow.
When plans to clear the ports

under U.N. contract failed to

materialize the Soviets offered,

and Bangladesh accepted.

Bangladesh authorities privately

insist the contract with Russia is

technical and not politically

motivated They claim that the

United Nations could have con-

tracted with any one of a half

dozen countries capable of doing

the job if it had wished.

Probably coincidentally. the

commander in chief of the Soviet

navy, Fleet Adm. S.G. Gorshkov,

arrived in New Delhi on Monday,

beginning a 10-day visit in India

One of the places he will visit is

Vishakhapatnam. eastern
headquarters of the Indian navy

across the Bay of Bengal from

Chittagong. It also is the berth of

submarines the Soviet Union has

given the Indian navy.

Eurasia Alerted

Against Smallpox
( AP) — Europe and the Middle East are on the alert against a possible

spread of smallpox brought to Yugoslavia by a Moslem pilgrim bearing

contaminated holy water from Mecca.

Yugoslav officials reported that 23 persons had died of the disease since

the outbreak began March 14. Two smallpox cases were reported in

Europe outside Yugoslavia, and 25 in Syria

Many governments, fearful of an epidemic, ordered mass vaccinations.

Secretary of State William P. Rogers notified U.S. diplomatic posts in

Europe, the Middle East and South Asia of precautionary measures being

taken bv the United States because of the outbreak

Rogers said in a telegram: "Public Health Service requiring all

travelers arriving in U.S. who have been in Yugoslavia during 14 days

prior to arrival in U.S. to present valid smallpox certificates.

"Travelers to Yugoslavia are advised to be vaccinated and to carry a

valid vaccination certificate. Because temporary vaccination

requirements may be imposed by other European countries for the

duration of the outbreak, travelers to Europe who already have a valid

vaccination certificate should carry it with them to avoid possible delay

at international borders."

The United States dropped in September, 1971, mandatory vaccinations

for children and said innoculations need only be given to persons

traveling to areas where the disease has not been eradicated. ^^

HATCH

GRIHDER

SPECIALS

Secret To Life

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Andrew
Hustings breakfast may be his

• of longevity.

11- observed his 100th birthday

by downing two fried eggs,

uf butter spread on

j serving of

in of beer 545-2566

HOT ROAST BEEF
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
GERMAN SALAMI and
PROVOLONE CHEESE
TUNA SALAD

NEW ENGLAND HOT BAKED

ONLY

59
PORK and BEANS per serving — 25c

Served daily Mon.-Fri. 11: 15 a.m.- 1:30 p.m.

Across from the Ice Cream Bar

STUDEHT UHION HATCH

\ group of women liberationism, dressed as Vietnamese peasants, stage an anti-war protest skit on

front of the federal building in Harrisburg. The building is the site of seven defendants on trial in an

alleged bomb-kidnap conspiracy.* AP)

Seale Case Surprised Police Chief
U B .M . ,n.«t n ••A^tc

\KW HAVEN, (onn. <AP>

Former New Haven Police Chief

James F. Ahern says he was

astonished when a local prosecutor

sought an indictment of Black

Panther Bobby G Seale in the Alex

Rackley murder case three years

ago.

"We the police had no solid

evidence to link him to Rack ley's

death." Ahern writes in a book

about to be published

•The New Haven Police

Department never requested an

indictment against him. Seale. nor

did we expect that prosecutor

Arnold Markle would ask for one."

Ahern savs
Markle. contacted by telephone,

said Ahern's account "is not true

He did know
"

"He knew I was going to indict

Seale." said Markle He mm
Mid that he was against indicting

Seale
"

Markle said he was reluctant to

lay anymore because it would

only help him. Ahern. sell his

book
"

Ahern \cis New Haven police

chief in Mav l%9 when the body of

Kackle> I New York City Pan

I her. WM tound in I swamp in

Middlefield. about 2<t miles nor

theast of here The state contended

Rackley was I suspected police

informer
Ahern is now director of the

Insurance Crime Prevention In

stitute. an investigative agency

run bv the insurance industry

While police chief here between

1968 and 1971 he was a member of

the President's Commission on

Campus I'nrest. which probed the

Kent State and Jackson State

killings

In his book. "Police in Trouble:

Our Frightening Crisis in Law

Enforcement." Ahern writes that

his men knew Rackley was being

held at Panther headquarters and

that they went on a search for a

Panther car believed to be

carrying Rackley from

headquarters the night he was

killed

Ahern refers to the other arrests

in the case there were eventually

13-as "our subsequent arrests."

But he says Markle-not the police-

was responsible for the arrest of

Seale

Seale was indicted in August 1969

and arrested in California. He

spent the next two months in prison

without bail on charges of aiding

and abetting murder, kidnapping

resulting in death, conspiracy to

murder and conspiracy to kidnap

The case attracted wide

publicity and it took four months to

pick a jury, which then couldn't

decide on a verdict In May 1971

Seale was freed after a mistrial

when Judge Harold Mulvey

dismissed the charges saying it

would take superhuman efforts to

find another impartial jury.

Harrisburg Jury

Still Deadlocked
HARRISBURG. Pa. (AP) A deadlocked jury continued to puzzle

Monday over charges against the Rev. Philip Berrigan and six other

peace activists, hearing for the third time a reading of the judge s

definition of conspiracy.

The jury trying the Harrisburg Seven on antiwar conspiracy charges

ended a fifth day of deliberations after the federal judge, acting at the

panel's request, read again his interpretation of the conspiracy charge.

After the rereading, the jurors retired to their suburban motel quar-

ters scheduled to resume deliberations again at 9 a.m. Tuesday.

Meanwhile, the defense continued to object to the continued

deliberations after the jury had reported itself deadlocked on nine counts

in the 10-count indictment. Defense lawyers argued that any subsequent

decision would have to be "a coercive verdict."

The jury had proposed earlier Monday to start all over again in its

assessment of the conspiracy charges. But the judge put a rein on the

The nine women and three men asked for a rereading of U.S. District

Court Judge R. Dixon Herman's entire two-hour charge, with which he

sent them into deliberations last Thursday. They previously heard a

r<

The jur^so asked again for a complete transcript of 20 volumes of

testimony by FBI informer Boyd F. Douglas Jr., a government witness

who said that the Harrisburg Seven plotted to kidnap White House ad-

viser Henry A. Kissinger, blow up Washington's tunnel heating system

and ravage draft boards in several Eastern cities.

Herman declined to reread his charge and the testimony in their en-

tirety. But he told the jurors he would repeat specific passages they

m
«?undCTK that we could submit to you those points on which we

need more information about the Douglas testimony and the charge,

said foreman Harold Sheets before they jury left the courtroom.

"Yes Can you do that?" Herman asked,

ithink so," said Sheets, a Harrisburg tax accountant.

The iury Sunday convicted Berrigan of a single count of smuggling a

letter out of Lewisburg, Pa., federal penitentiary through Douglas on

Mav 24 1970 The partial verdict made him liable to a maximum 10-year

federal prison term, in addition to a six-year sentence he has been serving

for two years for destroying draft board records.

The jurors reported themselves deadlocked on nine other counts in the

indictment, including the key accusation of conspiracy, covering the

purported plots to abduct Kissinger and destroy federal property.
PXman directed the panel to resume deliberations, rather than

abruptly end the trial which, it is estimated, has cost all concerned $1.5

million and which has consumed 10 full weeks. The 11th week began on

t* o q| BMP

Douglas, 31. spent 14 days on the witness stand, half of them in direct

testimony for thTgovernment. and half under defense cross^xamination

ThTex^onvict was completing a sentence at Lewisburg in 1970 when

Berrigan arrived to begin his six-year term. --—— Q »

Douglas, who left the prison daily for a study-release prjijij

nearby Bucknell University, agreed to carry mail anf telephone

messages between Berrigan and outside members of his militant amtwar

movement. . ___ . - __
Subsequently. Douglas became a paid FBI informer.

Wisconsin Primary Today
Here, in brief, are key facts on the Wisconsin primary election

T 1 1 **k rl *\ v

VOTERS-About 15 million of 2 9 million eligible voters are expected

to cast ballots Voters have their choice of Democratic or Republican

^REPUBLICAN BALLOT—President Nixon has only token opposition in

Reps' Paul McCloskey Jr of California and John Ashbrook of Ohio

Neither has campaigned in Wisconsin vHm .,nH S
DEMOCRATIC BALLOT-There are 12 names: Sens Edmund b

Muskie of Maine. Hubert H Humphrey of Minnesota. George S.

McGovern of South Dakota. Henry M Jackson of Washington and Vance

Hartke of Indiana: former Sen Eugene J McCarthy of Minnesota. Gov

George C Wallace of Alabama: Mayors John V Lindsay of New \ork

.nd Sam Yorty of Los Angeles, and Reps Patsy Mink of Hawaii. Shirley

Chisholm of New York and Wilbur Mills of Arkansas.

ESSENTIAUSM?
PEOPL E Who Would L ike to Use More of Their Minds

You Are Invited tr> Attend a.tecture On

SUVA MIND CONTROL
as featured in Mile. Magazine, Mar. 72

the science of tomorrow, today and learn

about a course which in just 48 hours of instruction

Teaches ALPHA BRAIN WAVE FUNCTION

• Better Memory
•Bette> '«**«*•
»M*rft SiKcess

•More Energy

•Better Health

'Better Intuition

•More Happinese

* Better Sleep

•Better Learning Ability

•More Self Confidence

•More Creativity

Date: Wednesday, April

Time: 8:00 p.m.

Place: Howard Johnsons

Hadley Tuition: $3.00

The Silva method is the first and only method supported

by over 26 years of scientific research.

Starting our .fcond > e.r In the Neu KngLnd MM - Over 3.000 gr.du.te* in \e« K.ngl.nd

For Information call (617) 965-1974 or 739-1825

ILVA MIND COWR01 INTERNATIONAL III

PEACE ART - POSTER PRINT

Peace, totally expressive of todays thoughts, is one

lithograph of the new Earth Gallery collection of

contemporary lithographic prints and is available at

a Special College Discount. Lithographed on heavy

matte stock 18" X 22". . . in the finest quality.

A fine lithograph to be hung in your pad. . .

or given as a gift.

Mail in just $2.00 for your Peace lithographic print to:

Earth Gallery, Inc. . 1225 Broadway. New York. NY 1O001

Please send copies of Peace at $2 00 each

Your Name.

Address

City .State. -Z'P-

Encl is. My Check Money Order Cash.
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The UMass Medical School

Krom »h<t «e hear, old Alfred is making a new movie. <MDC

photo by SUvr Schuster)

Davis Trial Moves
Into Second Week

>\\ POSC < alif ipi A
,graph«'r who snapped pic

during a deadly convict

<rs ago
it the Angela

'rial that one <onvi»t

-«-l«-as<- of th«- Sol<

15 rothem
James K«*,in .t photographer for

th«- San Kafael lnd*-p»-nd«-nt

.Journal Mid M rtSSJSjad to jot in

his notebook the *ords Sol-

Brother^ r<f«rnng fa

unrelated black com
<,f killing • prison guard

Yl . thai the Aa|

1970 shootout at the Marin « ounty

Civil Center <«t San Rand
engineered h. IfiM I>i\ is to PJBI M
one of th»- thre<- men prison author

,rge .Jackson Miss !>''• is has

pleaded innoc'-nt tS murder

kidnap and conspiracy charges.

Kean told of seeing com
herding a judge and four hostages

dowa a courthouse hallwa. Hf
said he started clicking his shir

taking perhaps pictures

within a few minutes As the group

moved past him toward an

.tor Kean said convict James

McClaia told him Tell then

\*ant th«- Baladad Brothers

released by U o t

I BSkad Mr McClaia to repeat

it which he did said Kean !

<> make no mistake. >ou

n 12 o deck today or 12 o dock
midnight" He said 12 o'clock

I a rote the name Soledad

Brothers down in a notebook

I nder ci imination by
defense attorney Lee Branton.

Kean asserted I told you exactly

what he said

Recent Fallout Not Hazardous

WASHINGTON i API The
government announced Monday
that radioactive fallout from the

March 18 Communist Chinese

nuclear test "temporarily resulted

in a slight increase in radiation

above normal levels over most of

the United States
"

But the Atomic Energy .c

nnission said there was not

significant health hazard involved

The fallout apparently reached

a peak concentration during the

last 10 days of March, and at most

locations it has already decayed

Financial Record Supports ITT
WASHINGTON \p A financial statement on

:he Securities and Exchange Comrntsswc

appeared Monday to support International Telephone

k Telegraph Corp s contention that it paid income

taxes for the years a presidential candidate alleged it

paid none.

sa George McGovern said Sunday the giant

conglomerate with gross revenue in 1970 of more

than Vj billion, paid no federal income taxes in 1968.

l%9 or 1970

The South Dakota Democrat said he based his

assertion on reports on file at the SEC
But the financial statements on file at the SEC were

examined by the Associated Press and they listed

figures that seemed to agree w ith those issued by an

ITT spokesman in New York in response to

McGovern
ITT s spokesman said the company paid a total of

$195,569,000 in income taxes in 1970 to US.

foreign and state governments He said about 28 per

cent of that total went to the f S government

Under Statement of Consolidated Income of ITT"

HAHPDEK WOH.CESTEJL

are listed sales and revenues totaling $0,364,494,000

and costs and expenses of $5,801,058,000, lor a net

income of $563.4.%.ooo

In a long column below are listed such items as

equitv in net earnings, dividene e and interest income,

interest and financial charges, and taxes

Items that should Ik- suhstracied Irom net income,

such as interest charges and taxes are listed in

parentheses All other figures are added to the total.

Many balance sheets list negative figures in

parentheses If costs and axaaaaaj are greater than

-ales and revenues the loss is listed m parentheses.

Justice Department handling of a series of antitrust

cases against ITT has been the focal point of Senate

Judiciary Committee hearings requested by Richard

Kleindienst, President Nixon's nominee for attorney

general

The committee had approved the Kleindienst

nomination when allegations were published that the

antitrust settlement was linked to corporate pledge of

financial support for the Republican National Con-

vention in San Diego

to levels which cannot be detected

by the sampling network." the

AEC said

A spokesman said that fallout

from the blast estimated to have

packed an explosive wallop

equivalent to between 20.000 and

200.000 tons of TNT-entered over

the western United States, and was
first detected in Washington.
Oregon and California

Then, the fallout cloud traveled

eastward, and finally southeast

ward so that it was detected in

most states.
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Blind Politics Leads The Way
(Editor's Note: This is the second installment in a aeries on the VMass

Medical School in Worcester. Yesterday's installment looked at the

events leading up to the Initial legislative bill in 1962, and of Dr. Lamar
Soutter's appointment as the dean. The article also mentioned the

numerous offers presented to Soutter as a possible site for construction.

The series hopes to expose the human elements, both good and bad, which
were at work while the school was being planned and built.)

By DON SAINT-PIERRE
By 1963 the medical school was

beginning to be considered less of

an institution of higher learning

and more as an economic com-
modity. People were dealing with

it as a thing, a material object

which would be plopped in a

specific area of the state and, once

the "on button" was thrown, it

would begin churning-out salaries

for the staff, miracle cures for the

population and prestige for the

community which sheltered it.

The reality of the institution's

function as a school in which to

train and instruct future doctors

was lost in a political and economic
dialogue. The building became a

black monolith, whose inner

workings and cares were both alien

and unnecessary to the function

which these individuals wished it to

serve.

To say that Dr. Soutter had
perseverance would not do justice

to the man. He, personally, had to

deal with both the politicians and
regional planners, explaining to

them the pros and cons of locating

the school in their areas, hearing in

return only arguments about the

fiscal assets to the population and
of more prestigious housing
available for the faculty.

Like political jelly-beans being

passed between Sesame Street's

Ernie and Bert, Soutter and his

school continued trekking across

the state listening to local bankers

The Med School's power plant stack casts a giant shadow across

Lake Quinsigamond and a metaphorically ominous one across the

state. (MDC photo by Don Saint-Pierre)
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propose new packages of land and
monetary assistance and waiting

for the dean's promise to locate in

their community.
By early 1964 the Lemuel

Shattuck Chronic Disease Hospital

in Boston, The Worcester City

Hospital and the Springfield City

Hospital were offered as nuclei

around which the medical school

might be built. The offers seemed
sincere, but most individuals in-

volved knew these facilities had
become for the cities both eyesores

and financial burdens which,
through the offer, would quickly

transfer the problems to the state

while still maintaining the services

rendered within the respective city

limits.

Finally, in March 1964, Soutter

said that the incorporation of the

medical school in an already

existing hospital was a task which
he considered unworkable. He said

the costs incurred in remodeling

the ancient buildings would be far

greater and less efficient than

building a new facility from
scratch. This again dealt a blow to

the urban location and Amherst
gained another peg in

preferability.

In April of 1964 Soutter hired

three eminent physicians to study

the proposals and present him with

their recommendations for the site

of the school. The doctors were the

respective deans of the medical

schools of the Universities of

Washington, Florida and Ken-

tucky. It should be noted that two,

(Kentucky and Florida), were
deans of schools which had
recently located their campuses in

a suburban setting, proclaiming

the cities had become too

congested to be used efficiently by

the staff Another argument was
that the cities already had
operating clinics and hospitals

which, in most cases, were
providing services beyond the

demands of the shrinking urban
population.

Another argument proposed by

the advocates of an urban
hospital/school was the proximity

necessary to effectively treat the

city's population This again was
nullified by a report from a

western Massachusetts group
which pointed out that the ex-

panding highway system was
providing the core city with easy

access to the suburbs and that it

was common knowledge that an

automobile could, in half an hour,

travel ten miles through city

streets or thrity miles on highway.

The report said the highway
system now rendered the urban
hospital unnecessary and. in some
cases, its suburban equivalent

would be more accessable to the

city dweller.

Also. Dr. Robert Emery, a

spokesman for the Hampden-
Hampshire and Franklin County
Medical Societies, noted that

Worcester and Boston were
already well served with hospital

facilities and that the expanding

population in western
Massachusetts had already gone

well beyond the local hospitals'

ability to serve them efficiently.

He noted that "as it is now, we
have to send all our heart cases

and many of our pediatric cases to

Boston. Whereas a well-equipped

and centrally located hospital in

western Massachusetts would save

hours of travel time and perhaps

mean the difference between life

and death for a seriously ill

patient."

The facts presented were
becoming overwhelmingly in favor

of a western Massachusetts
hospital/school. And most ob-
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servers of the drama were con-

vinced that Soutter too believed the

school should be located there. But,

in testing the feelings of the

trustees who would have the final

say in the matter, Soutter found
that most were still not convinced
of the need for one in Amherst.
Some members of the Board felt

that the investigations were being
conducted by members of the

medical profession only, and that a

What most members of the

search had overlooked was that the

trustees were sitting in the middle
of a battlefield; between the

educational and professional

forces on one side, and the political

forces on the other. That the

professional forces were shooting

for Amherst was obvious. What
wasn't seen was the political

machinery working underground
which was saying that Amherst

cD

The above diagram shows the basic layout of the med school

complex. The power plant, medical science building and hospital are

due for completion in 1974. The auditorium and parking garage are

still in the planning stages. The school is built on land received from

the State Mental Health Department.

more balanced picture would be

realized if an impartial observer

were introduced.

So, Soutter hired the managerial
consultant firm of Booz, Allen and
Hamilton to evaluate the economic
and business aspects of building at

the five sites. This "think tank",
hired at a cost of $30,000.

established a list of about thirty

categories in which each location

would be graded on a scale of 1 to

10. The criteria covered such

practical aspects as: what would
be the cost of living and housing of

the faculty at each site; what
would be the maintenance costs

incurred at each site; what would
construction cost, and so forth

The report they presented, after

the scores were totalled, revealed

Amherst as the first choice,

Springfield second, suburban
Boston third, and Worcester
fourth.

What ever opposition any
member of the board may have

had prior to its release, the report

surely cancelled it out. There now
seemed unanimous approval, both

from the medical and business

professions, that locating either in

Amherst or Springfield was the

thing to do

had received enough of the

political goodies and it was time to

start giving some of the univer-

sity's jelly-beans to the other

cities. What the politicians in

Boston were concerned with was
not the caliver of higher education

which could be achieved in one or

the other location, but rather how
much capital would be dumped
into the area as a result of locating

there. The prestige of acquiring

THE medical school for one's

district was paramount. The
ability to return to one's con-

stituents for re-election reminding

them that "THE medical school is

just down the street thanks to the

efforts of yours-truly" was the

blinding light before them.

So the twenty-two trustees

gathered themselves together in a

closed room to vote on June 11,

1965. The outcome of their vote

seemed inevitable to most ob-

servers, including Soutter But the

superficial smiles of those men
entering the conference room
concealed something which would

set the state in an uproar for years

to come.
(Tomorrow: "The Trustees

Vote")
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From what we hear, old Alfred is making a new movie. (MDC

photo by Steve Schuster)

Davis Trial Moves
Into Second Week

RAN JOSE, Calif. <AP> — A
photographer who snapped pic-

tures during a deadly convict

escape attempt two years ago

testified Monday at the Angela

Davis trial that one convict

demanded release of the Soledad

Brothers
James Kean. a photographer for

the San Rafael Independent

Journal, said he stopped to jot in

his notebook the words "Soledad

Brothers." referring to three

unrelated black convicts accused

of killing a prison guard

The state claims that the Aug 7.

1970. shootout at the Marin County

Civic Center at San Kafael was

engineered bj Miss Davis to resc-up

one of the three men-prison author

George Jackson Miss Davis has

pleaded innocent to murder,

kidnap and conspiracy charges

Kean told of seeing convicts

herding a judge and four hostages

down a courthouse hallway. He
said he started clicking his shutter,

taking perhaps 20 to 30 pictures

within a few minutes As the group

moved past him toward an

elevator. Kean said convict James
McClain told him: "Tell them we
want the Soledad Brothers

released by 12 o'clock
"

"I asked Mr McClain to repeat

it. which he did,'' said Kean I

said, to make no mistake, you

mean 12 o'clock today or 12 o'clock

midnight" He said 12 o'clock

today I wrote the name Soledad

Brothers down in a notebook '

I'nder cross-examination by

defense attorney Leo Branton.

Kean asserted: "I told you exactly

what he said
."

Recent Fallout Not Hazardous

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government announced Monday
that radioactive fallout from the

March 18 Communist Chinese

nuclear test "temporarily resulted

in a slight increase in radiation

above normal levels over most of

the United States
."

But the Atomic Energy .c-

nnission said there was not

significant health hazard involved

"The fallout apparently reached

a peak concentration during the

last 10 days of March, and at most

locations it has already decayed

Financial Record Supports ITT
WASHINGTON <AP) — A financial statement on

file at the Securities and Exchange Commission

appeared Monday to support International Telephone

& Telegraph Corps contention that it paid income

taxes for the years a presidential candidate alleged it

paid none.

Sen. George McGovern said Sunday the giant

conglomerate, with gross revenue in 1970 of more

than $6 billion, paid no federal income taxes in 1968,

1969 or 1970.

The South Dakota Democrat said he based his

assertion on reports on file at the SEC.

But the financial statements on file at the SEC were

examined by the Associated Press and they listed

figures that seemed to agree with those issued by an

ITT spokesman in New York in response to

McGovern
ITT's spokesman said the company paid a total of

$195,569,000 in income taxes in 1970 to U.S.,

foreign and state governments. He said about 28 per

cent of that total went to the U.S. government.

Under "Statement of Consolidated Income of ITT"

are listed sales and revenues totaling $6,364,494,000

and costs and expenses of $5,801,058,000, for a net

income of $563,436,000.

In a long column below are listed such items as

equity in net earnings, dividence and interest income,

interest and financial charges, and taxes.

Items that should be substracted from net income,

such as interest charges and taxes are listed in

parentheses. All other figures are added to the total.

Many balance sheets list negative figures in

parentheses. If costs and expenses are greater than

sales and revenues the loss is listed in parentheses.

Justice Department handling of a series of antitrust

cases against ITT has been the focal point of Senate

Judiciary Committee hearings requested by Richard

Kleindienst. President Nixon's nominee for attorney

general.

The committee had approved the Kleindienst

nomination when allegations were published that the

antitrust settlement was linked to corporate pledge of

financial support for the Republican National Con-

vention in San Diego.

to levels which cannot be detected

by the sampling network.' the

AEC said

A spokesman said that fallout

from the blast estimated to have

packed an explosive wallop

equivalent to between 20,000 and

200.000 tons of TNT-entered over

the western United States, and was
first detected in Washington.
Oregon and California

Then, the fallout cloud traveled

eastward, and finally southeast-

ward so that it was detected in

most states.
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Blind Politics Leads The Way
(Editor's Note: This is the second installment in a series on the UMass

Medical School in Worcester. Yesterday's installment looked at the

events leading up to the initial legislative bill in 1992, and of Dr. Lamar
Soutter's appointment as the dean. The article also mentioned the

numerous offers presented to Soutter as a possible site for construction.

The series hopes to expose the human elements, both good and bad, which
were at work while the school was being planned and builtJ

By DON SAINT-PIERRE
By 1963 the medical school was

beginning to be considered less of

an institution of higher learning

and more as an economic com-
modity. People were dealing with

it as a thing, a material object

which would be plopped in a

specific area of the state and, once

the "on button" was thrown, it

would begin churninc-out salaries

for the staff, miracle cures for the

population and prestige for the

community which sheltered it.

The reality of the institution's

function as a school in which to

train and instruct future doctors

was lost in a political and economic

dialogue. The building became a

black monolith, whose inner

workings and cares were both alien

and unnecessary to the function

which these individuals wished it to

serve.

To say that Dr. Soutter had
perseverance would not do justice

to the man. He, personally, had to

deal with both the politicians and
regional planners, explaining to

them the pros and cons of locating

the school in their areas, hearing in

return only arguments about the

fiscal assets to the population and

of more prestigious housing
available for the faculty.

Like political jelly-beans being

passed between Sesame Street's

Ernie and Bert, Soutter and his

school continued trekking across

the state listening to local bankers

The Med School's power plant stack casts a giant shadow across

Lake Quinsigamond and a metaphorically ominous one across the

state. (MDC photo by Don Saint-Pierre)
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propose new packages of land and
monetary assistance and waiting

for the dean's promise to locate in

their community.
By early 1964 the Lemuel

Shattuck Chronic Disease Hospital

in Boston, The Worcester City

Hospital and the Springfield City

Hospital were offered as nuclei

around which the medical school

might be built. The offers seemed
sincere, but most individuals in-

volved knew these facilities had
become for the cities both eyesores

and financial burdens which,
through the offer, would quickly

transfer the problems to the state

while still maintaining the services

rendered within the respective city

limits.

Finally, in March 1964, Soutter

said that the incorporation of the

medical school in an already

existing hospital was a task which
he considered unworkable. He said

the costs incurred in remodeling

the ancient buildings would be far

greater and less efficient than

building a new facility from
scratch. This again dealt a blow to

the urban location and Amherst
gained another peg in

preferability

In April of 1964 Soutter hired

three eminent physicians to study

the proposals and present him with

their recommendations for the site

of the school. The doctors were the

respective deans of the medical

schools of the Universities of

Washington, Florida and Ken-

tucky. It should be noted that two,

(Kentucky and Florida), were
deans of schools which had
recently located their campuses in

a suburban setting, proclaiming

the cities had become too

congested to be used efficiently by

the staff Another argument was
that the cities already had
operating clinics and hospitals

which, in most cases, were
providing services beyond the

demands of the shrinking urban
population.

Another argument proposed by

the advocates of an urban
hospital/school was the proximity

necessary to effectively treat the

city's population This again was
nullified by a report from a

western Massachusetts group
which pointed out that the ex-

panding highway system was
providing the core city with easy

access to the suburbs and that it

was common knowledge that an

automobile could, in half an hour,

travel ten miles through city

streets or thrity miles on highway.

The report said the highway
system now rendered the urban

hospital unnecessary and, in some
cases, its suburban equivalent

would be more accessable to the

city dweller.

Also, Dr. Robert Emery, a

spokesman for the Hampden-
Hampshire and Franklin County

Medical Societies, noted that

Worcester and Boston were
already well served with hospital

facilities and that the expanding

population in western
Massachusetts had already gone

well beyond the local hospitals'

ability to serve them efficiently.

He noted that "as it is now, we
have to send all our heart cases

and many of our pediatric cases to

Boston. Whereas a well-equipped

and centrally located hospital in

western Massachusetts would save

hours of travel time and perhaps

mean the difference between life

and death for a seriously ill

patient."

The facts presented were
becoming overwhelmingly in favor

of a western Massachusetts
hospital/school. And most ob-
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servers of the drama were con-

vinced that Soutter too believed the

school should be located there. But,

in testing the feelings of the

trustees who would have the final

say in the matter, Soutter found
that most were still not convinced
of the need for one in Amherst.
Some members of the Board felt

that the investigations were being
conducted by members of the

medical profession only, and that a

What most members of the

search had overlooked was that the

trustees were sitting in the middle
of a battlefield; between the

educational and professional
forces on one side, and the political

forces on the other. That the

professional forces were shooting

for Amherst was obvious. What
wasn't seen was the political

machinery working underground
which was saying that Amherst

The above diagram shows the basic layout of the med school

complex. The power plant, medical science building and hospital are

due for completion in 1974. The auditorium and parking garage are

still in the planning stages. The school is built on land received from
the State Mental Health Department.

more balanced picture would be

realized if an impartial observer

were introduced.

So. Soutter hired the managerial
consultant firm of Booz, Allen and
Hamilton to evaluate the economic
and business aspects of building at

the five sites This "think tank",
hired at a cost of $30,000.

established a list of about thirty

categories in which each location

would be graded on a scale of 1 to

10. The criteria covered such

practical aspects as: what would
be the cost of living and housing of

the faculty at each site; what
would be the maintenance costs

incurred at each site; what would
construction cost, and so forth.

The report they presented, after

the scores were totalled, revealed

Amherst as the first choice,

Springfield second, suburban
Boston third, and Worcester
fourth.

What ever opposition any
member of the board may have

had prior to its release, the report

surely cancelled it out. There now
seemed unanimous approval, both

from the medical and business

professions, that locating either in

Amherst or Springfield was the

thing to do.

had received enough of the

political goodies and it was time to

start giving some of the univer-

sity's jelly-beans to the other

cities. What the politicians in

Boston were concerned with was
not the caliver of higher education

which could be achieved in one or

the other location, but rather how
much capital would be dumped
into the area as a result of locating

there. The prestige of acquiring

THE medical school for one's

district was paramount. The
ability to return to one's con-

stituents for re-election reminding

them that "THE medical school is

just down the street thanks to the

efforts of yours-truly" was the

blinding light before them
So the twenty-two trustees

gathered themselves together in a

closed room to vote on June 11,

1965. The outcome of their vote

seemed inevitable to most ob-

servers, including Soutter But the

superficial smiles of those men
entering the conference room
concealed something which would

set the state in an uproar for years

to come.
(Tomorrow: "The Trustees

Vote")
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On Your Mark, Get Set
Following some of the heaviest, sustained bombing by

U.S. planes in thehistory of the war, the North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong have launched a major offensive. In the last 4

days they have captured 12 military bases along the DMZ,
completely routed significant sections of the ARVN (Army
of South Vietnam ) , and control all but 3 isolated outposts in

the crucial province of Quang Tri, South Vietnam. The
long trained, expensively equipped army of South Vietnam
is in full retreat. Fire Base Pace on the Cambodian border,

a mere 85 miles from Saigon, has also been captured in

what has clearly been the deepest southern penetration

ever made in the Indochina war.

Cloudy weather which has hampered the usually

massive U.S. air support that has propped up the ARVN
for 3 years, has been a major factor in the success of the

liberation forces. "Where do those North Vietnamese get

their weather forecasts? "asked an American Colonel.

Vietnamization, the much publicized answer to U.S.

involvement in S.E. Asia, is obviously dependent on

constant, massive aerial bombardment by the U.S. Air

Force and Navy. Recently, publication of the figures on

total bombardment was halted by the U.S. military

command in South Vietnam, and, at the same time, the

U.S.began an indefinite boycott of the Paris Peace
Negotiations. The entire 3 year program, designed to

maintain U.S. domination through maximum destruction

and minimum American casualties, has been seriously

shaken by 4 days of cloudy weather, and the determination

of the Vietnamese people. It is high time the American
people demand an end to the lies, the promises, and the

endless justifications for continued U.S. aggression in S.E.

Asia
In other words, let's finally GET THE FUCK OUT!

uTell The Housewives We Are Continuing

Our Fight Against Inflation^

R.F.E. To Be Or Not To Be?
ByMATTTACKEFF

To Americans, a free and uncensored media is not

something which is appreciated, but merely taken for

granted. We have become accustomed to a diverse

assortment of books, periodicals, newspapers, and

broadcasts which present alternative points of view

on almost every issue of concern. It would be dif-

ficult, if not impossible, for Americans to con-

template a situation where the media was completely

monopolized by the State, and used as an instrument

with which to control our every attitude and opinion.

But for millions of people living behind the Iron

Curtain, this situation is more than a grim fantasy; it

is almost a reality, almost because there is an ob-

stacle which prevents the Soviets and their puppet

governments from having complete control over the

information that their citizens receive. That obstacle

is a network of renegade transmitters whose

broadcasts, despite Soviet attempts to jam them,

effectively puncture the Iron Curtain. This network of

transmitters is known as Radio Free Europe, and its

subsidiary, Radio Liberty, and their broadcasts are

received enthusiastically by millions of Eastern

Europeans as a welcomed alternative to the one-

sided barrage of Communist propaganda.

The R.F.E. has operated on a semi-private basis

since the advent of the "cold war", but it has recently

been disclosed that a substantial, and vital, portion of

its operation expenses has been funded by the U.S.

Government, via the Central Intelligence Agency.

Despite U.S. funding, the R.F.E. broadcasts have
never been mouthpieces for U.S. policy, and in many
instances, R.F.E. commentators have been severely

critical of many aspects of U.S. policy.

Despite accusations to the contrary, R.F.E.

broadcasts are acknowledged by many as among the

most objective and informative in the world.

Nevertheless, in the opinion of Senator J. William

Fulbright, chairman of the powerful Senate Foreign

Relations Committee, the R.F.E. broadcasts are

"cold war relics" whose demise would constitute a

major step toward a more effective Detente with the

USSR

Despite the independent attitudes of the broad-

casters, mostly exiles from Communist countries, the

ultimate fate of R.F.E. rests with the Congress of the

United States, which will have to assume a major

responsibility for the future funding of these

broadcasts. The cost of funding R.F.E. may seem
high to many, but it is actually minimal compared to

the amounts of foreign aid that our governments

sends to the far corners of the world in an attempt to

win friends in other lands. By maintaining R.F.E. as

a viable source of information for Eastern

Europeans, we are not undertaking another futile

attempt to buy allies, since the citizens of the Iron

Curtain countries don't have to be "bought." They
already look to America with more respect and good

will than do many Americans, despitt attempts by

their governments to depict Americans as racist and
imperialist.

Unfortunately, many Senators and Congressman

agree with Senator Fulbright s mistaken belief that

we can build stronger bridges between East and West

if only we acquiesce to the Soviet demand that R.F.E.

be discontinued. The truth of the matter is that if we
help dig the grave of Radio Free Europe and Radio

Liberty, we won't be building stronger bridges. By
placating the Soviet demand for the abolition of

R.F.E, we will be blowing up one bridge which has

been a much more genuine bond of friendship than all

of the Summit Meetings, cultural exchanges,

champagne and caviar banquets put together

Senator Fulbright's opposition to R.F.E. is no doubt

a serious obstacle to the funding of R.F.E., but a

large enough response from concerned citizens can

be a powerful force in convincing Congress that

Americans believe that our attempts to negotiate

with the U.S.S.R. should not come at the expense of

the Eastern Europeans It is imperative that

Americans who are concerned over the fate of Radio

Free Europe express this concern to their

Congressmen, Senators, and even the distinguished

Senator from Arkansas.

Art Buchvvald

Shame On You, Burt Reynolds

WASHINGTON -I am constantly asked by lecture

audiences, "Is there anything too sacred for you to

make fun of?" Up until this month I have been able to

honestly say, "No. there isn't."

But that was before Cosmopolitan magaizine ran a

nude pull-out photograph of actor Burt Reynolds. I

must admit that I can see no humor in this at all. and I

can only express a sense of outrage against Helen

Gurley Brown, the editor, and Mr Reynolds who
conspired in this dastardly act.

I have always contended the male body is the most
beautiful thing that ever walked on earth. The Bible

tells us that God first created woman, but since it was
the first human being He ever worked on. He ob-

viously made some mistakes. For one thing there

were too many curves to it and it lacked symmetry.
So He went back to his drawing board and took all the

bumps out What was left was a beautifully straight

proportioned body from head to toe, which everyone
who saw it called a "work of art." God was so pleased

with His creation that He decided to call it "man."
Since time immemorial, the male body has been

glorified and worshiped in every society. It has been
reversed in primitive cultures as well as our most
civilized countries. While our mores have permitted

the exploitation of the female body in paintings and
photographs, the male body, up until the

Cosmopolitan pull-out, was considered too sacred to

show in public.

Now that Mr. Reynolds has posed in the nude, it's a

whole new ball game.
The civil libertarians and the Women's Lib

bleeding hearts may ask, "What is wrong with

displaying a nude male body in a national magazine
as long as it is done with taste and discretion?

"

The answer to this question is that by cashing in on

the public's appetite for sensationalism, we are

making the male nothing more than a sex object to be
leered at and ogled by frenzied women. We are ap-

pealing to the most prurient interests of a large

segment of the female population, which has always
treated men as second-class citizens. By denigrating

the male body we are just adding to the age-old

problem of lust, which men have been victims of for

centuries.

But probably worse than all this is that now that the

barriers have been broken, no one knows where it will

end. The American female appetite has been whetted
by Cosmopolitan. It is not inconceivable that before
long women will demand nude photographs not only

of their favorite actors, but also their politicians.

Richard Nixon in the nude"' Hubert Humphrey in the

nude'' George Wallace in the nude 9 Mayor Richard
Daley in the nude? Henry Kissinger in the nude? You
say it's not possible. I say everything's possible if

there's money in it.

I can even conceive of the day when they will be
running nude photographs of columnists to go with
their columns. Joe Alsop in the nude 9

Bill Buckley in

the nude9

You can laugh now, but when it happens,
remember you heard it here first.

Spiro Agnew has said many times that this is a
permissive society, and nothing dramatizes this more
than seeing Burt Reynolds in the buff. The question
that every woman must ask herself is, "Would you
want your brother to pose for Cosmopolitan
magazine?"

I apologize for being serious today, but there are
times when something just doesn't lend itself to
humor The matter of male nudity cannot be treated
frivolously, particulary when so many of us have so
much to lose.

Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times.

THEY GOT YOU TOGETHER AGAIN, I SEE

Letters To The Editor

From The Other Side Of The Wall

Editorial Points
If the Culturnatives Coun-

selor were as environmentally

concerned as he purports, he

wouldn't operate a derelict

automobile.
»»*

Subordinates can hassle

superiors because they don't

need them, but superiors can't

hassle subordinates because
without them, who would do all

the work?

Mayor Lindsay is coming
Friday and will speak on the

Campus Center concourse.
Maybe he gets his sex appeal

from using Macleans.
»*«

Now that the entire CC-
Student Union area has been
cleaned, waxed, and polished.

it seems like there is no one

around to use it.

***

The new income from the

recent tuition increase for next

year may be wiped out entirely

if the Supreme Court rules on

residency requirements
correctly. Everyone will

become an in-state student,

even the out-of-state students.

Don't you hate the exploitive

advertising techniques used by

the lottery commission!

The gaul of those
Yugoslavians coming down
with smallpox the day after the

MDC reported that the disease

was dying out!

To the Editor:

Important things are happening in Federal prisons

which have been almost ignored by the press. There

are work strikes and prisoner-based movements in a

number of prisons which deserve more attention

from the public and support by concerned citizens.

Let me sketch developments in one prison -the

Federal Correctional Institute at Danbury, Conn. In

addition to familiar grievances concerning food,

medical care, access to recreational and educational

resources (Danbury F.C.I, is better than most in

these areas, but still lacking), inmates focused on

their powerlessness in decision-making, the work

programs which they must take part in, and the

control or denial of their communication with the

world beyond the prison walls.

1. Inmates want to have a responsible, effective

part in decisions and programs which effect their

lives directly. They demand a permanent form of

representative participation, negotiation, and

grievance-resolution in all vital areas. Further, they

specified that certain guards be suspended for brutal

and/or racist behavior toward inmates.

2. All inmates must work None is afforded the

minimal rights or compensation which labor is

supposedly guaranteed in America They are a slave-

labor force. Not only are there a full range of

housekeeping jobs without pay for all inmates. There

is an industrial component at the F.C I which brings

profits to the government (Overall, Federal Prison

Industries earned more than $58 million in 1970. )
but

which pays its workers from 17« to 46< an hour (One

of the main products at Danbury F.C I. is electronic

cable for combat missiles .) The inmates demand

higher wages and some form of collective bargaining

3. Cruel and arbitrary rules restrict an inmate's

access by letter or visit to family, friends, others in

the outside world who might bring comfort, support,

resources for rehabilitation, redress for mistreat-

ment The Federal prison system promises change on

some of these rules but the effect is still one of caging

men away from society in unnecessarily forced

isolation

Lauding Ladd

To the Editor:

The Student Union Governing Board has been

experiencing many internal changes within the last

couple of months. These times have been difficult for

some Board members, the administration, and

various other personnel that have been integrally

involved in our negotiations.

Larry Ladd is an active member of SUG Board s

Reorganizational Task Force and has helped us in our

recent negotiations concerning the by-laws. He has a

wealth of experience in dealing with the ad-

ministration which will be a prime function of the new

duties of President.

John Hogan this year has had the major role in

appointing SUG Board members. His appointments

have been a good part of the reason that the Gover-

ning Board is just now becoming a functioning entity.

John Hogan has always had some objective advice to

give us whenever we asked for his assistance.

Therefore, we, as officers of the Student Union

Governing Board endorse Larry Ladd for the position

of President of the Student Government Association

and John Hogan for the position of Speaker of the

Student Senate.

Barrv Cohen, Chairperson. Sid Board

Lisa Mandell. Vice Chairperson. SUG Board

At Danbury, 70% of the inmates went on work
strike Feb. 28. Three "leaders" were put in the hole.

Next day and for a week, there was a solid work
stoppage by 100% of the some 750 men at the F.C.I.

Under pressure and threat, men began returning to

work the second week in March. More of the strikers

were taken to the hole. By March 10, fifty inmates

were in solitary. A majority of them are still there,

still holding firm on the issues for which they refused

to work The only point on which the warden has

yielded so far is to permit smoking in the visiting

room. Brave and committed men, black and white,

older cons and young war protesters, have stood

united in this episode. They need public backing and
lobbying pressure in their struggle. A PRISONER
SUPPORT GROUP has been formed. Daily vigils

continue outside Danbury F.C.I. Anyone who wants to

get involved should call one of the following numbers:
(Area Code 203) 376-9970 or 754-3542.

Jean Matlack. School of Ed.

Jim Matlack. English Dept.

Keep It Up
To the Editor:

I want to tell you and your fellow students how

much I welcomed the opportunity to speak to all of

you earlier this month The issues raised merit real

concern, and the interest of students in such matters

is invaluable to the State.

We have begun a worthwhile dialogue, and I feel it

will be important to continue.

I had agreed to give further answers to a number of

quesions put to me at Amherst. Please convey my
replies to the proper people.

First. I will visit the State school at Belchertown. I

hope to be able to make the trip in the very near

future. In addition. I will make certain that those

students at UMass who have been closely involved

will be informed of the date beforehand.

Second, in regard to the food budget at Belcher-

town. I did not cut the actual budget ; rather. I cut the

request forfunds under next year's budget. The

portion of the budget allotted to Belchertown for food

was actually increased from $260,000 to $288,000.

The major reason I have trimmed their request for

funds is that we are planning to move as many of the

residents as we can into community-based programs

as soon as possible. Medical Reviews are underway

at the School and we hope that this will provide us

with some preliminary information which will help us

reduce the population at Belchertown.

Students at UMass have already seen the com-

munity-based concept in action. You participated in

our experiment with youthful offenders -and made it

a success I want to extend the same kind of care to

other children who are dependent upon the State. I do

not believe that maintaining custodial institutions,

even of the highest quality, is the proper or most

effective way to treat any of our children.

Third, I have checked my figures on the faculty-

student ratio at UMass. The official figures, ac-

cording to the State's Personnel and Budget Bureaus,

are: 13.3 students to every faculty member in 1970-71;

and 14.6 to 1 as the proposed ratio under the new

budget. Both these figures are below the maximum of

15 to 1 agreed to some years ago.

To answer more fully many of the questions

students have regarding my proposed changes in

tuition and scholarships at UMass, I am enclosing a

fact sheet and a copy of my special message to the

Legislature on tuition reform.

Again, let me thank you and, through you, all of

those who participated in a most interesting evening.

With best wishes.
Sincerely,

Francis Sargent

All Is Not Lost

To the Editor:

The meeting for foreign students in Sylvan under the general auspices

of the Health Education & the Human Relations Center, on Monday 20th

March, was attended by 18 students who heard the following speak

:

Dr. Daniel Clapp — Health Services, on Health Services & Student

Insurance, plans and methods; N. Haridasan — on Student Advisory

Board; Mari Earnest— Senator, on Student Senate & student involement,

authority & power, possible avenues for voicing ideas; Leslie Richardson

— Area Deputy from McNamara, on Area Government, & student par-

ticipation therein, and Ron Piatt — Human Relations Center, on H.R.C.'s

aims and purposes, dorm & student interaction.

The aims of this meeting were threefold : to show the foreign students in

Sylvan that people here (specifically Health Services. Student Senate &

Sylvan Area - as three important sources) care for them, 2. that they, too,

can take an active interest & participation in what happens on campus, &

3. that this is an education for them for their own good, in bringing

primarily what the Health Services & Student Insurance plan cover. We
think these have been fulfilled.

This meeting supplements, in a way, the Health Education column in

the Daily Collegian (March 10th); and is an outcome of the Student

AdvisoryBoard& the SubcommitteeonStudent Insurance. Itseffectiveness

lies in the fact that those who attended would be directly benetitted; any

others would gain only if they made an effort to know from those present

the details covered in the meeting.

For too long there has been an uncomfortable mood of apathy and

disinterest, the this-is-not-for-me-kind-of- attitude among students, who

then, when trouble falls or something affects them, wake up, and either

gripe with a why-wasn't-I-informed-of-this-earlier or weep.

Nevertheless, 'all is not lost', for "what manner of man having a

hundred sheep and losing one, does not leave the ninety and nine, and

search for the one who did go astray?"

If in trouble call the Infirmary (5-2671), Health Education (5-2492),

Human Relations Center (5-0770), Room To Move (5-0400), OR Campus

Security (5-2121). Don't forget your Head of Residence or the Foreign

Student Adviser (5-2843). They are there to help Finally, we would like to

say a grateful "thank-you" to all participants who helped in this meeting.

Mari Earnest

N. Haridasan

"First The Good News, Mr. President You Wanted

That $400,000 Contribution Story

Off The Front Pages

&> "»7x.-*^e*£&<_c*^.
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Violence On Brain: Lobotomies On Rise

NEW YORK (LNS) — "While

capital punishment is

progressively being banished in

civilized lands, many of these

same nations are witnessing a

resurgence of what can properly be

described as partial murder of the

mind," wrote Dr. Peter R.

Breggin, a Washington
psychiatrist at the beginning of

March in the Washington
T
ost.

Breggin has recently done much to

try to expose the increasingly

frequent use of lobotomies or brain

surgery to control such varied

people as "overactive" children,

addicts, depressed housewives,

prisoners, homosexuals, alcoholics

and old people.

Breggin defines a lobotomy as "a

deadening operation that involves

deliberate, irreversible damaging

of an individual's brain for the

purpose of altering behavior that

others have deemed undesirable."-

-To make "violent' people docile. A
lobotomy is a cutting of part of the

front section of the brain which

controls such human functions as

insight, foresight, creativity,

sensitivity, imagination, sense of

self, emotional responsiveness,

and abstract reasoning." A pro-

lobotomy study said, "The patients

(after lobotomy) tend in-

tellectually to be more empty, with

restricted interests and simpler

satisfactions." Another researcher

found "the disappearance of

dreams as well as day dreams."

Since 1938 when the technique

was developed, 50,000 lobotomies

have been performed in the United

States. In the mid-fifties the use of

lobotomies seemed to taper off,

mainly because their role had been

replaced by increasing use of a

variety of chemical tranquilizers.

Walter Freeman, a doctor who
Breggin calls the "dean of the

lobotomists," said in 1965 that he

felt that his early methods of big

cuts in the brain "were too

damaging to be employed in any

but the most chronically and

severely disturbed patients." But

he listed new methods of

destroying brain tissue including

the injection of liquid butane or

"the patients own blood," ultra

(The technique is practiced all

over the world- there was an in-

ternational conference in Denmark
in 1970. ) In the U.S. they are mostly

performed on indigent patients-

those in mental hospitals or other

institutions who often can't or don't

sonic beams, electricity to produce

tissue searing heat, implanted

electrodes through which current

is sent until the surgeon hears

'bubbles of steam escaping," gold

needles left in place "for several

months while weak currents were

passed at intervals", radioactive

seed implantations, beams from a

185-million volt cyclotron, and

traditional cutting, with finer,

more precise tools.

Currently over 600 lobotomies

are performed a year in the U.S.

toresist "consenting"
the operation.

Lobotomies have been per-

formed on children as young as 4

years old (by Freeman working

with another doctor).

At a conference at the beginning

of March in Houston on "Neural

Bases of Violence and
Aggression", attended by doctors

from all over the world, a Dr. Sano

from Tokyo was pleased to report

that one of his best cases was a

child who "became markedly

calm, passive, and tractable,

showing decreased spontaneity."

Another pair of doctors, Orlando

J. Andy, and Marion F. Jurko of

the Univers'ity of Mississippi

perform lobotomies mainly on

institutionalized children who had

"tremors, twitches and abnormal

body movements, were explosive

and impulsive." One nine-year-old

had holes drilled through his skull

and electrodes passed deep into the

brain. He had another operation

nine months later and he was

allowed to return to a "special

education school" but a year later

his symptoms reappeared and he

was given another operation. Then,

the doctor reported the boy suf-

fered "impaired memory for

recent events" and he is "much
more irritable, negativistic and

combative." Two more incisions

were made and the doctor proudly

reported, "The patient has again

adjusted to his environment and

has displayed marked im-

provement in behavior and

memory. Intellectually, however,

the patient is deteriorating."

At the Kinsington Ontario

Psychiatric Hospital, the hospital

wouldn't allow doctors to operate

on men but allowed them to

operate on the brains of 17 women
instead. After all, as Breggin

points out, "Men couldn't support a

family after a lobotomy, but a

woman can do housework." In

fact, Dr. Freeman reports that

lobotomized women make ex-

cellent housekeepers.

The political implications of

lobotomies are the scariest of all.

In 1967, after the Detroit riots,

three Boston doctors, Frank Ervin,

Vernon Mark and William Sweet,

wrote in the Journal of the

American Medical Association

that if social, economic and racial

deprivation were responsible for

the riots, then everyone in the

ghetto would have been involved.

They said that only a small portion

committed "violent acts." They

went on to suggest a preventive

screening program to detect brain

disease and to institute preventive

treatment for potential rioters.

Mark and Ervin co-authored a

book called "Violence and the

Brain" in which they propose the

development of an "early war-

ning" system which would detect

persons who could be expected to

exceed "acceptable violence".

Acceptable violence is defined as

"the controlled minimum
necessary action to prevent per-

sonal physical injury or wanton

destruction of property. The
definition, the authors assure us,

"would apply equally to police or

public authorities as well as to

politically activist groups
(students, racial, etc.) and all

violent acts that did not fit into this

category would be 'unacceptable.'
" Those that broke the rules would

be treated by some violence-

inhibiting method like brain

surgery.

Ervin, Mark and Sweet are all

associated with a newly founded

organization called the Neuro
Research Foundation of Boston

which receives grants from the

National Institute of Mental Health

and the Justice Department's Law
Enforcement Assistance Ad-

ministration (LEAA) (the same
agency that funds local police

departments and helps equip them
with riot control equipment)
totalling at least $600,000. Included

is a $108,931 grant from the LEAA
to study "The incidence of violent

disorders in a state penitentiary

for men; estimate their prevalence

in a non-incarcerated population:

and improve, develop and test the

usefulness of electro-physiological

and neurophysiology 1 techniques

for the detections of such disorders

in routine examinations."
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King Memorial Lecture

Series To Begin
Mt.HolyokeTo Start Experiment

Amherst, Mass. -The Martin
Luther King, Jr., Memorial
Lecture Series at the University

of Massachusetts will present
three events April 4,5, and 7

dedicated to the memory of Dr.

King and emphasizing the work of

black artists.

April 4, Imamu Baraka (LeRoi
Jones), black poet, playwright and
politician, will discuss "The Civil

Rights Movement -Dr. King, and
the Present Black Struggle" in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

On April 5, Edmund Gaither,

Curator of the National Center for

the Afro-American Artist in

Boston, will present a slide and
lecture on "New Dimensions in

Black Social Art" in the Com
monwealth Room of the Student

Union.

On April 7, the series will end
with a dance presentation by
George Howard and the Primitive

Dance Company of the National

Center for the Afro-American
Artist, also in the Campus Center

Auditorium

All events will begin at 8 p.m.

and are open to the public without

charge.

Baraka became nationally

known during the mid-60's for his

books, plays and poetry Some of

his "\>rks include: "Blues People,"

Dutchman." "The Baptism" and
"The Toilet". "Black Art," and
"Slave Ship " He has done
graduate work at Columbia
University and the New School for

Social Research and has also
taught poetry and drama at those

schools, the University of Buffalo,

and at San Francisco State He also

is the founder of the Black Arts

Repertory Theatre School in

Harlem Among his awards have
been the Whitney Fellowship. 1963,

and the Yoruba Academy, 1965

His Committee for a Unified

Newark not only gained a foothold

on Newark but was also an im-

portant factor in the planning of a

nationwide attempt to consolidate

black political power thru the

recent political convention in

Gary, Indiana Imamu Baraka was
the program chairman of the event

and was very instrumental in

setting the political direction for

the national black community

Gaither will bring with him part

of a collection of 9,000 slides which

he has been assembling at the

museum to be an archive of black

artists -their work and careers

Gaither's many other projects

include running an art school for

inner city youth in Boston and

writing and researching

Student Mobe
Sponsors Sale

The Student Mobilization

Committee will sponsor a •rum-

mage sale in the concourse level of

the Campus Center on Thursday

and Friday of this week The

purpose of the sale is to help

alleviate the substantial debt in-

curred by the anti-war movement
during the fall of 1971. If you have

clothes, albums, pipes or anything

else that you would like to donate to

the sale, you may do so by bringing

them to the Franklin Room on the

second floor of the Student Union

or by calling 545-1366 so that a

member of the Mobe will pick them

up when and where you prefer. If

you have nothing to give, come to

the sale where objects will be sold

essentially for what you can afford.

Gaither was born in South
Carolina, graduated with honors
from Morehouse College and holds

an MA. from Brown University.

He is currently writing an entry on
Afro-American Art for the Negro
Reference Book and has been
invited to write a book for secon-
dary schools by the New York
Graphic Society.

Some of the National Center's
permanent art collection will be on
display during the week in the Art
Gallery of the Student Union.
Directed by George Howard, the

Primitive Dance Company of the

National Center for the Afro-

American Artist has educated and
entertained audiences throughout
New England for several years on
stage and on television.

Howard is an international
authority on folk dancing who has
combined an active dancing career
with performing and research
while growing up in the West In-

dies. The company includes
dancers, drummers, and
musicians.

SOUTH HADLEY, Mass -President David B.

Truman has announced that Mount Holyoke College

will join with nine other undergraduate institutions

and the School of Law of Columbia University in an
experiment to reduce the time necessary to complete

college and law school while adding a new dimension

to the training of lawyers. Close cooperation between

Mount Holyoke and the Law School will make it

possible for students to complete the requirements

for the bachelor's and law degrees in six years in-

stead of seven. The potential savings, both in-

stitutional and personal-a year's tuition and
professional earnings -will amount to approximately

$20,000 per student. In addition to saving a year, the

students, while in law school, will also take four

graduate courses in a related discipline over the

three-year period. The program aims to graduate

lawyers able to bring to bear the insights of

economics, sociology, psychology and other fields of

learning.

The other particpating colleges are Barnard,

Claremont Men's College, Columbia College,

Columbia University School of General Studies,

Grinnell, Morehouse, Princeton, Rice and Wesleyan.

Each of these colleges will nominate two students

who are now in their junior year. These students,

once accepted, will begin their legal studies leading

to a Doctor of Jurisprudence Degree at Columbia this

September. After completing their normal first-year

law courses, they will take, in conjunction with their

law school work, twelve hours of graduate study in a

discipline chosen by them and approved by their

college. Each student will receive the Bachelor's

Degree from his or her undergraduate college after

completing an agreed-upon proportion of law school

and undergraduate work. At the end of their third

year in Law School they will receive the Doctor of

Students nominated for this experimental program
at the Columbia Law School will be those who have
demonstrated, at a relatively early stage in their

academic careers, a high degree of intellectual

competence, an interest in both law and another

discipline, and a desire to pursue this interest while

developing their capacity to handle legal concepts
and materials.

The students will not be the only beneficiaries.

Many examples of the mutual enrichment of law and
another discipline exist. It is anticipated that

research into law as a social institution will be

materially advanced by the training of students to

high levels of competence in law and the social

sciences and other fields.

The interdisciplinary cooperative aspects of this

experiment are three-fold. In addition to cooperation

between the colleges and the Columbia School of Law,

the graduate divisions of Columbia University will

participate by counseling and approving the student's

program.
The names of the students who have been selected

will be jointly announced by Mount Holyoke College

and Columbia in April.

A*
**
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DETROIT (AP)-Some of the women employes at

General Motors' Buick plant thought the company

had carried equality and male-female integration too

far recently when they spotted a guard's uniform cap

in the ladies' room.

The cap, it turned out, belonged to a female wat-

chman.
The incident underlined the new role being played

by women in that traditionally have been male jobs ?t

GM plants.

A Buick spokesman said the plant's watchwoman

does virtually the same work as the male watchmen,

working the same hours, including the night shift. She

also is adept at the art of self-defense, he added.

Women at GM also have moved into the previously

all-male fields of engineering and industrial ad-

ministration in greater numbers this year than ever

before.

Although established 50 years ago, General Motors

Institute had graduated only one woman up to last

\ «ar, when two women were in the graduation class.

This year, 27 young women are enrolled as regular

students at the institute. Another is enrolled in a

r Women In

Opportunity
special preparatory program designed to upgrade a

student's skills in math and science so she may enter

the regular curriculum. Their numbers are expected

to increase.

GM spokesman generally acknowledge the com-

pany hasn't hired many, if any, women for top jobs in

the past because there weren't many with degrees in

engineering and business administration.

They point out that women normally didn't enter

those fields.

But the new generation has produced such students

as Barbara Sims, one of only nine women enrolled in

the industrial administration curriculum.

A heavy equipment operator. Miss Sims is

president of the senior class at GMI. She is both the

first black and the first woman ever elected to the top

class officer by fellow students.

Miss Sims is sponsored by Terex. GM's earth-

moving equipment manufacturer. She says it is

easier to operate one of the gigantic earth-movers

than to drive a car, because of the separate controls

for the front and rear ends

Game'
BOSTON... Persons who pur-

chase tickets in the Massachusetts

Lottery, scheduled to be drawn in

April, were reminded today by

William E. Williams, district

director of the Internal Revenue

Service in Massachusetts, that all

winnings in the lottery are taxable

"Proceeds from lotteries are

gambling winnings, according to

the Internal Revenue Code, and

must be included in your income

and reported on Form 1040. In

addition, federal law requires that

each individual must currently

make a declaration of his

estimated tax when his gross in-

come includes more than $500 from

sources other than wages and

estimated tax is $100 or more.'' he

said.

The Federal tax official said that

winners may contact the nearest

Earth Week
Proclaimed

UnitedNations Secretary General

Kurt Waldheim has declared his

support of Earth Week, 1972.

saying that the event "can provide

a resounding expression of public

opinion in support of the right

environmental policies." Sen.

Gaylord Nelson announced Friday.

In announcing the Secretary

General's formal statement in

support of the April 17-23 ob-

servance. Nelson pointed out that

in addition to this international

endorsement. Earth Week has now

been proclaimed by the President

and proclamations have been

issued or are planned by at least 45

Governors.
More than 100 Mayors have

issued Earth Week proclamations

already for the April 17-23 ob-

servance, and many schools across

the country are making plans to

highlight their environmental

education studies during that

period.

Describing Earth Week as a

model. Waldheim cited the im-

portance of worldwide, long term

efforts to preserve the en-

vironment.

The next major environmental

event will be the United Nations'

first worldwide conference on the

human environment, scheduled for

early June in Stockholm, Sweden

Nelson will attend the United

Nations conference as a member of

the United States delegation.

Earth Week's primary purpose

is continuing education, an oc-

casion for community level en-

vironmental inventory and review,

special public and media reports

on environmental progress and

needs, and strengthening en-

vironmental education.

This year. Earth Week also

provides citizens groups the

chance to gain a commitment for

environmental action in political

party platforms and to assure that

the issue is a top priority in the

programs for candidates for public

office. ,

Nelson is the founder and

organizer of Earth Day, 1970, and

the subsequent Earth Weeks.

Internal Revenue Service office advice concerning the reporting of

either by telephone or in person for winnings.

The long trip back to campus after this past spring vacation might

have seemed endless and uneventful but heck, look at all that we still

have to look forward to. ( MDC photo by Stephen Schuster)

Why doesn't General Electric

talk about thermal pollutionwhen they

talk about nuclearpowerplants?

General Electric has been talking

nuclear power plants ever since we
pioneered them in the fifties. And we
think they can help solve America's

energy problems in the 70's and 80's.

Bnt we're also aware that nuclear

power lias problems of itsown.
Problems worth talking

about. Like the
environment.
Actually, we felt

one of the greatest

advantages of

nuclear power
was environ-

mental.

x±L
Unlike fossil-fueled power plants,

there is no smoke to pollute the air.

But like fossil-fueled plants, there

is warmed water released to sur-

rounding waterways.

Cooling it.

We recognize thermal pollution as a

serious problem. And GE and Amer-
ica's utilities are working on thermal

problems at nuclear sites

on a plant-by-plant basis.

Many people don't

realize, for example, that

utilities are required by
federal law to design and
operate their plants with-

in temperature limits

prescribed by the states.

So utilities are spend-

ing millions of dollars on
dilution control systems,

cooling ponds and cooling

towers to comply.
But, in addition, util-

ities are sponsoring basic

research on heat exchange and its ef-

fect on aquatic life. More than 97 util-

ities have been financially involved in

over 300 such studies.

Good effects?

It's been found, in some cases, adding

heat to water can actually be bene-

ficial. Warm irrigation water has ex

tended growing seasons

Warm water has
created new
wintering ponds*

along water-
fowl migration
routes. Florida

is using it togrowshrimp and lobster.

In Texas, it's increasing the weight of

commercial catfish by as much as •*>'

Work to be done.

Listing these benefits is not to beg the

issue. Thermal effects remain a tough

problem to solve at many sites. Each
plant must be considered individu-

ally, in its own environment, and this

is being done.

General Electric, the utilities and
environmentalists will continue to

work hard. Because we think the ad-

vantages of nuclear power far out-

weigh the disadvantages.

Why are we running this ad?

It's one ad of a series on the problems
of man and his environment today.

And the ways technology is helping to

solve them.
The problems of our environment

(not just nuclear power problems)
concern us because they will affect the

future of this country and this planet.

We have a stake in that future. As
businessmen. And, simply, as people.

If you are concerned too, we'd like

to hear from you. Write General Elec-

tric, Dept. 901-CN, 570 Lexington
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC
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Allende: U.S. WM Wampers Chilean Reforms

SANTIAGO, CHILE (LNS)
March 4, in a speech in northen
Chile. President Salvador Allende

said that a "diabolical plan"

against the popular government is

in progress, and that the offensive

launched by the opposition

majority in Congress coincides

"with an international campaign
against Chile." The present

situation, says the President,

constitutes "the most difficult

moments of our history."

Indeed, the situation in Chile is

very tense Talk of a civil war is

common, although so far it is just

talk. The reason? The Unidad
Popular (UP), Chile's recently

elected socialist government, is

being threatened by a Congress

controlled by the right wing op-

position.

On February 19. the Congress
passed legislation limiting the

governments power to ex-

propriate the large Chilean
monopolies This legislation

represents a challenge to essential

parts of the government s

program The t'P was elected by

the CMltan people, and takes

M-nously its duty to fulfill its

program. The program plans the

expropriation of the major Chilean
monopolies, and their conversion

into state enterprises run for the

benefit of all the people and not just

I privileged minority

serious in its plans to reclaim the

country's wealth. This year the UP
began its plan to expropriate the

big monopolies.

As President Allende put it to

journalist Saul Landau recently,

"The process ( of the solution of the

economic problems and a change
in the societal structure) has as its

essential foundation, first to

recover the basic wealth of Chile

and put it in the hands of the

Chileans.

"We are not talking about ap-

propriating or usurping the

properties from the owners, for

example, the copper mine owners.
But if you have to deal that way
you have to say: well, look, mister,

how much did you invest in this

company and how much have you
taken out 9 And I can tell you that

these companies, in the last 42

yeaVs. have taken S3.800.000.000 out

of Chile. And what was their initial

investment Ten million dollars?

"We are a country which has to

sell cheap and buy at high prices,

because we pay manufactured
article prices in countries where
people have a very, very high

Standard Of living. So what do we
want' We just want to take ad-

vantage of the surplus of the

Chilean economy to develop our
own economy and to solve basic

problems
"

Expropriated industries are run

t.\ i Central Council composed of

six workers and six government
representatn e> I mtrol of the key

monopolies represents control of

the economy; it is essential that

the economy l>e controlled by the

people and not by a few mem;
of the upper class Congress, with

its new law. is threatening to bring

the government to a halt.

In its first year in power the IP
has been rapidly expropriating the

hiH land holdings, has nationalized

the American owned copper in-

dustry, mainly owned h\ \naconda

and Kennecot (Chile's biggest

industry), and has bought up the

stocks of most of the privately

owned banks The right wing has

realized that the government is

UTOKORS4I t.

«7 Volks Bus Hit heater Il3nn good

shape AIm RS Volki. squarebark. radial*

new electrical system need some work

I2M 774-27**.

tf4-7

Needs work — 19*3 fatrlalne. \-«. body

A interior in etc cond — valves may need

work Must MM (heap 1 (all 545-0*45 *
leaw lei no

t(4-S

Dodge Mail Truck - l»S4. two beds.

sink, radio. Ice box healer, excellent

engine, trans . very «olld Call 5*4-5155

evenings.
MM

IMS Jeep Wagoneer with plow for sale or

trade for recent Ford wagon, very good

condition tl5«n firm. S4.VI.VW days. 253-

2412 p.m.
If4-13

19*4 Impala SS 40*. good rood . auto

I' s y I . and more l.wn or best offer

(all 253-304H
If 4-4

an Ford l.alaxte. clean, good tires with

snow*, new battery, automatic 253-5152

after 5 p.m.
If 4-7

FOR SALE

Webcore Mrack car stereos w /channel

indie lights and deluxe speakers. Ex-

cellent base response Brand new! Call

flpMMS
tf47

retroactive. October 14 was the

date the law first began to be

discussed in Congress. Until now.

the government has been using an
almost forgotten law from the

1930s to intervene in key industries

where labor disputes have halted

production, or where owners have
halted production because they

wanted to sabotage the economy
This law, decree 520, is to be

repealed by the new legislation.

The other method that the

government has been using to

expropriate industries has been to

buy up the stock; this method is to

be curtailed by the requirement

that each expropriation must be

separately approved by Congress.

Thus, the new legislation threatens

to slow down or stop the process of

expropriation.

This crisis comes, coin-
cidentally, just when the United
States is coming down hard on
Chile.

In secretary Rogers' message to

Congress on March 7, he reiterated
President Nixon's pledge that "the
U.S. will have with Chile whatever
kind of relationship that country
desires."

But then, in speaking of Chile's

nationalization of the North
American copper companies, he

said: "We have repeatedly ex-

pressed our desire for a solution

mutually acceptable to both sides,

but we have been deceived and
profoundly disturbed by the finding

of the Chilean government which
expressed that, except for some
modest sums in two small holdings

the government does not have to

pay compensation for the ex-

propriation."

In January Allende publicized a

tie! of the 91 major industries that

would be the target of ex

propriation Mindful of the

government's past successes, the

Congress quickly passed a law

limiting the state's power to ex-

propriate. The law says that each
industry will require a special law

which will have to go through
Congress, that the government can
no longer intervene and ex-

propriate industries in which
production has been halted by the

owners Furthermore, all in-

dustries expropriated, and all

stocks bought up by the govern-

ment since October 14. 1971. must

bf returned to their previous

owners

In other words, the law is

President Allende will veto the

new law and then it will go back to

Congress. The government says

Congress needs two-thirds

majority to pass the law after a

presidential veto The opposition

says it needs only a simple

majority <The law is a con

stitutional reform and the legal

procedures for constitutional

reforms are contradictory I

The opposition will reject

Allende's veto by a majority but

not by a two thirds majorit>

because they don't have the votes.

The government says that it will

then send the dispute to the Con-

stitutional Tribunal. >a special

court which handles disputes

U'twecn the President and the

Congress when they concern the

Constitution » The opposition says

that the Constitutional Tribunal

which in its three previous rulings

has favored the government, has

no jurisdiction, since the Con-

stitution is straightforward about

this matter

When this point is reached, the

conflict is seemingly irresoluble.

Negotions between the IP and the

main opposition party, the

Christian Democrats, broke down
when the Minister of the Economy.
Pedro Vuskovic. got into his jeep

and went out and expropriated

several more factories . President

Allende, in a speech on March 10,

gave Vuskovic full support

At the same time Rogers was
speaking to Congress, Chile was
trying to re-negotiate her large

foreign debt in Paris. The principal

creditor nation is the United
States, and the yankees are calling

for very strict economic restric

tions for the Chilean economy if the

debt is to be successfully re-

negotiated.

The United States, which
willingly lent money to previous

Chilean governments in exchange
for a cooperative attitude towards

the copper companies, is now
refusing to extend credits to the

new socialist government so it can

pay off its debts. The US is asking

that Chile agree to the guidelines

suggested by the International

Monetary Fund, a US -controlled

international bank, which has
made a proposal that if accepted,

would severely hinder the Chilean

government's ability to carry out

its ambitious program.
Chile's government cannot carry

out its program of investments in

projects for public welfare if it

accepts the proposed restrictions,

and yet the re-negotiation of the

foreign debt is indespensible.

Meanwhile, in New York, U.S
banks have placed embargoes on

Chilean money in the United

States, in accordance with a ruling

issued by a New York judge in

favor of the Anaconda copper

company which claims that Chile

owes it money. The timing of all

these events coincides nicely with

the Chilean Congress' campaign tc

halt the government.
The issue should become clearer

in the next few weeks. At stake in

the Congressional dispute is the

control of the Chilean economy
According to the Society of In

dustrial Development. the

organization of big private

business interests, the government
new controls 25°T, of the economy
and with the control of the 91 in

dustries to be expropria^Kl it

would control 80%
The dispute between the ruling

class and the new socialist

government is coming to the

crunch Perhaps some last minute

negotiations can delay the con-

frontation, but as of now, no

solution is in sight

The left claims that the op-

position is threatening the country

with a civil war and flagrantly

violating the Constitution by
denying jurisdiction to the Con
stitutional Tribunal The right

claims that the government is

violating the Constitution by
illegally expropriating major
industries The battle is so far

being fought with legal weapons, in

the Congress and the courts, but it

is definitely threatening to spill

over into the streets and factories

SAVINGS
Campus Center Garage

If you are paying 50c or more, we have significant

savings for you. Ask us about our 6th level tickets.

Call Kathy at 549-6000.

MDC CLASSIFIED
Moccasins In all styles and sites Buf-

falo. Deerskin, sueded and glove-tanned

lea Ifi — 112 Take a look at the catalog'

223 (torman
If 4-7

So be a regular Or Chicago with a

balailaika from the I SSH yet At Creative

Fndeavor I
Worldwide Music Store I

(.reennd 1-774-2*31.

4-4

Discount — Stereo equip. * acres., all

major brands, amps, receivers. T -table*

speakers Mrack tapes I2.M. For lowest

prices call V4*-4»«3
tM-fi

ROOMMATE WANTED
I oil Jl'NF. — I' roommate wanted to

share furnished 5 rm. apt in North

amp'on Own bdrm . 170 * mil (all I. In

.ki iinu daw
tf4-28

TRAVEL

female. 117 mo. furn apt. utilities inc.

swim pool, in Sunderland Only until June

(all 0*5-3202
tf4-10

SERVICES

t niversity Travelers ( luh — Traveling

this summer? Stay overnight free! Stuck

at home" Most travelers Meet friendly

people Fsrhangr privileges with mem
bers in IS. A Canada Write now for full

detail*: ITC. P.O. Bos 1)147, Berkeley

Calif. >47M.
tf4-2S

TYPING

Kosemont Ski Boots, used less than one

season, aiie *. Kits siies «-N foot I7S. (all

-»H4 tn« ask for Kris. If not In, leave a

number
tfl-0

"personal

To SS of 431. the official no deposit, no

return Passion Pit tour guide. Groana

wishes you a Happy 1Mb Knjoy but don't

get hung!
4-4

Bakers winner in the Cock Tease

( onlest is MA K of South Van Meter.
tfl-4

WANTED

Must veil soon i«*S Chevy Impala.

maroon I door Sfl cu In auto trans

power steer new tires and battery 1295.

or best offer Wavne M.v-3W:l.

tf4-4

t.ood deeds M Ir tapes New titles, flly

grted nnlv |1« (all "»4«-fi765 or \islt Ml
Meld \sk for Flllntt

lfl-7

Fst. group wants lead singer Rock. C It

W . originals. M or f Should want to really

work. :ft*-*322; Mfi-WWU
tf4-5

I bedroom apt wanted b\ marr couple

h« July I. close to I'Mass Mas
livn /month ( all MM43Z.

tfl-fi

I s and foreign Coins and Stamps
bought, sold, traded, appraisals and
estimates Bob Murrin. 221 Hamlin RgfJM
or P.O Bov int. \mhrrsl MA

If! I!

\mherst Audio services, stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. I»7

No Pleasant si.. 25*-* 1 33
tfsem

FOR RENT
Black A white T\ rentals I 50 per day —

Ifiday minimum. Color TV rentals ll. per

dav — 3* day minimum TV (enter S5 V
Pleasant 253-5100

tf4-5

Large three bedroom apt., a mile from
I Mass. 1200 per month. Call 549-4M43 after

•. Available May 1st.

MM
June I. » opt u> renew. Cllffside I

bdrm furnished, air-condition, utilities,

tennis, swim pool Price negotiable fifi.V

IIM or 253-5223.

If 4-7

Tvping —theses. dissertations. etc. Fast

and accurate. Proofreading, editing if

desired Have (.reek and science symbols

MM,
LOST

Black, male large dog. answers to

,

FMo ." Reward. 253-35*3 or 5-030*.

If 4-5

TOSUBLET

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Two-Bedroom Apartments for im

mediate rental. «-monlh lease.

lis-.. month includes utll ( 'all MSS-324*

days or M4M nltes.

ROOM AVAILABLE

Boom and board apartments adjacent

I Mass for some . nee In ihlld care of

I ., h.N.i < " MMSMS.
tf47

Apt. sublet. 3 bedroom, option for leaae
Sept . available June 1st. 341 Puffton
Village, 54.-12.4. partially famished. Alao
room a now.

If 4-5

Summer sublet 3 - bedroom Puffton

Village apt with option for fall. 140 off

regular monthly rent! Call 54*-3*4H.

MM

\v ailahle June. I — 2 bedroom apt

w/fall option litx'mo.. utll. Inc . pool,

tennis courts (all <M>5-434H

tM-10

2 1/2 room apt to sublet June to Sept

with option some furn If needed, all

utilities inc.. close to campus. 1130. Call

253-3*3*.

MM
I bdrm furnished apt at ( olonial Vlge .

available June I. option to renew Pool

Bent negotiable Ml utll Inc (all 253-7M4

MM

I bdrm. apt. avail. June, option to rent

for fall Dishwash . dlsp. pool. ten. els., all

utilities i."> hi.. ( all '•»'• 13*4 Cllffside

\pts. Sunderl.

tfl-4

Sublet or roommates wanted from June
1st through Aug. 31 for 3 bedroom Puffton
\pt (all 549-H4M

MM
furnished Cllffside apt., avail June I

w /option for Sept Pool, tennis, utll.. dish-

washer (all ««5-3S0« 1 1741.

If 4-24

Summer sublet I bedroom apt. IIM
month, option to renew lease in Sep-
tember (all 54«-«INI anytime, apt 27*.

Puffton

MM
3 bed. Puffton Apt . completely fur-

nished, air rond.. avail June I to Aug. 31.

Bent negotiable ( all 54.-IMP between 5

and 7

114-7

I Bedroom apt . air-conditioning, w w

carpet, garbage disposal. 10 min from

campus, (all 545-24*7 or 323-4310

MM

CAR STORAGE
Kxrellent access in Amherst (enter,

(lean. Beasonable rates. I) II Jones via

tfi-a

ENTERTAINMENT
free Funkv Movies' Tonight at the

Blurwall. double feature plus cartoons and
"Black Arrow'" !

!

4-4

MOVir

Don't mias - Flvlra Madlgan" frl

\pril 7 — in Mahar And at 7 • • • II.

Sponsored bv the ( Inertia Club
tf!7
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Notices-

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
Dr Duby will demonstrate the

fitting and showing of cows. Tues.

night 4/4, 7.30, Grinnel Arena. All

welcome to come.

BAHA'I FIRESIDE
Meeting tonight, 38 Butterfield

Terrace, Apt. 177 8 p.m. All welcome.

CAMPUS SCOUTS
Meeting Wed. 5, April, 7:30,901 CC.

Big surprise. All members please

attend.

CANCE HOUSE BAZAAR
Fun and games, 3 raffle prizes,

movies, arts and drafts more Sun.

4/9 Cance main floor all day.

CHEMISTRY 210 Fall

Reminder! Drop off your water

analysis results at Dr. Siggia's offica

Spanish

Film

as soon as possible.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Drop in and hear how Christian

Science applies to daily life. Also

readings from Bible and S8.H. 6:45

Rm 803 CC.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVISTS
Meeting of CEQ 6:30 in the Student

Activity Area. All concerned people

welcome.

FENCING CLUB
The Fencing Club will meet Tues.

and Thurs. this week in Rm 8 WoPE
from 7 9 p.m.

FLYING CLUB
There will be a meeting of the

Collegiate Flying Ckib in Rm 165 169

CC. Wed. 4/5 at 7:30 p.m.

GSS MEETING
6 30 in 809 CC call Mary if you can't

make it. Pledge meeting 7:30

GEOGRAPHY ASSOCIATION
Prof, Hafner will speak and show

slides on river transportation in

Thailand. Tues. 4/4 7:30 p.m. Rm 808

CC.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
The regular Tues. night dance will

be held tonight in the CCA. There will

be no caller, but tapes and records

will be used.

JOE TO MEET
All students interested in working

for JOE on an organizational level

please attend a meeting tonight at

700 in Rm 178 CC.

LIVESTOCK CLASSIC
Want to show a baby animal in the

Livestock Classic? We have baby

cows, pigs, sheep & ponies available.

Meeting Wed. 4/5 at 7:00 in Reading

Room, 3rd floor, Stockbridge Hall.

MLK LECTURE SERIES
Imamu Baraka (LeRoi Jones) will

speak on the "Civil Rights
Movement Dr. King and the present

Black Struggle" at 8:00, CCA.
Everyone is encouraged to attend.

ORGANIC FOODS LECTURE
CANCELLED
The talk by Paul Hawken,

president of Erewhon Trading Co.

scheduled for Tues. 4/4 is cancelled.

STUDENTS FOR MCGOVERN
There will be a meeting tonight at

800 in CC Rm 917. All interested

persons are invited to attend.

ZOOL STUDENT FACULTY BAG
LUNCH
Wed. 4/5, Dr. Honigberg will speak

on "Worldwide Protozoan Diseases &

Possible Cures", 12: 15 1 : 30 Mor. 349.

All Zool students invited to attend.

LOST
1 pair of tortoise shell men's

glasses while riding in mystery VW
between UMass and Gristmill.

Please call 253 2788.

A grey and white cat in the Puffton

North Amherst vicinity, call 549 0081,

evenings.

Silver ring in ladies room of

Physical Science Library Wed., Mar.

29. Priceless to me. 586 3271 or CC
lost and found.

Series

Three films by Spanish director

Luis Bunuel will be shown at the

University of Massachusetts-

Amherst on consecutive Wed-

nesday evenings in April. Bunuel is

the director of many recent films,

including "Belle du Jour
"

In the UMass series are: 'Los

Olvidados," to be shown April 5 at 8

p m., in Room 106. Thompson Hall.

"Viridiana," April 12 at 8 p.m.. in

Room 106. Thompson Hall; and

'Tristana." April 19 at 8 p.m.. in

Room 102. Thompson Hall.

Open to the public, the films are

in Spanish with English subtitles

Single admissions to the films are

$ 75 for students and $1 for others,

while series tickets are $2 for

students and $2 .75 for others The

films are sponsored by the UMass
Spanish Club

U1MUA
Discussion On
War Opposition

Tonight at 10 P.M.. WMUA's
•Focus" program will feature a

discussion on opposition to the

Indochina War through non-

payment of Federal income and

telephone taxes

Moderator Ken Mosakowski

guests for tonight's live. 60-minute

torum will be members of the War

Tax Resistance group of the Valley

Peace Center

Also on tonight's program: a

tribute to the Rev. Dr. Martin

Luther King. Jr.: and some
commentary on the Wisconsin

Presidential Primary, with a

report on early results of the

balloting

Textbook
Annex Notice
THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX

WILL REMAIN OPEN
THROKiHOVT THE
SEMESTER HOWEVER—
Because of anticipated

publishers price increases, in

the form of new editions, un-

sold textbooks must be

returned to the publishers for

credit Beginning April 14th.

the Textbook Annex can not

guarantee that your text will be

on the shelf If you have a

particular text that you for

some reason have avoided

purchasing, and it is required

leading, the recommend that

vou purcha it before April

14th to be assuror! (if its

avails dity

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAA.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

John Hays Hammond. Jr.. a renowned in

ventor who held over *00 patents, once ex

piamed »hat he attributed much of hi» original

thinking of actors in his horoscope "I was
txyn with a strong Anes emphasis." Ham
mond declared

ARIES (March zl April \9) Look beyond

surface indications Strike at heart of matters

Be direct Good lunar aspect coincides now
with chance to make constructive future plans

Gain shown through written word Publish and
advertise
TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Recent money

dispute with mate, partner can be settled Key

,s to overcome temptation to be petty If this

you do. the sky could be the limit You feel

lighter A burden has been lifted

GEMINI (May 21 June 201 Empnas.ie
ability to be versatile Let others show their

hands Be a counterpuncrter if receptive, you

gain valuable information Contractual

obligation will be clarified Past efforts will

pay dividends
CANCER (June 21 July 22) You art on

steadier course Minor snags are eliminated

Co worker, associate becomes ally Be
thorough m approach Don't play games where
security is involved Keep health resolutions

Avoid excesses
LEO (July 23 Aug 22' Attention to children

s emphasised Some desires art fulfilled

Creative energy is expended There >s

possibility of change of scenery By analytical

Find reasons for recent happenings Study and
'earn
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Accent on affairs

relating to home, domestic situation property

Money changes hands Be sure you are no'

shortchanged Family member makes
demands Be attentive, fair and diplomatic

Then you gam
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Avoid becoming

involved m wild goose chase Many art prone

now to make extravagant promises Key is »o

select quality Strive to ascertain facts Leave

guesswork to others Gossipy neighbor or

associate should be ignored

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Get right and

permission from authoritative source Stick to

conservative course Applies especially where

tunds are concerned Opportunity is on

horizon Don't tie up assets Be ready to wheel

" SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Accent on

personality, appearance, original ideas Take

initiative Make new starts in different

directions Be independent and direct Cycle is

high and your judgment is apt to be on target

Act accordingly
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 1») Beh.nd

scenes activity is stressed Air complaints

Bring into open your needY desires Unique

organization can aid if you conf.de You may
feel confined Realize this is but temporary

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 11) Friend

displays remarkable facility for ESP Be

receptive One who confides hunch is apt to be

correct Take advantage of inside information

You receive meaningful compliment Show
appreciation
PISCES (Feb 1» March 20) Business

special honors, reputation are highlighted

Expand horizons Realize there is room for you

at top Display confidence Socialize You

could make contact with one who will aid and

comfort
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY many feel

you art too forceful, direct Others, however

revere your basic honesty You art due for

added recognition But know difference bet

ween publicity and notoriety Avoid the latter

August stands out as perhaps your most

significant month this year
Copyright 1972. Gen Fea Corp

1 Cut of meat

(PD
5 Indefinite

number

8 Propel oneself

through water

1

2

Sea in Asia

13 Macaw
14 Sagacious

15 Sharp reply

17 Expands

19 Having dull

finish

20 Detests

21 Slave

23 location

24 Rocky hill

26 Doctrine

28 Condensed
moisture

31 Hypothetical

force

32 Tier

33 Proceed

34 Writing
implement

36 Conflagrations

38 Offspring

39 Great Lake

41 Remainder

43 Tricks

45 Biblical

weeds

48 Landed
property

50 Sarcasm

51 Girls
nickname

52 Mature

54 Heroic

event

55 Artificial alloy

56 Rodent

57 Dispatched

DOWN

I

I

4

I

6

Region

Substance

Narrow
openings

Obese
Teutonic

deity

7 Existed

8 Perspiration

9 Drooped

10 Small

island

1

1

Army meal

16 Lease

18 Small

particle

22 Weird

23 Drain

24 Cover

25 Poem
27 Conjunction

29 The self
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30 Emerged
victorious

35 Fondle

36 Clenched hand

37 Bristle

38 Band of color

40 Domain

42 Satiates

43 Rockfish

44 Employs

46 Ireland

47 Clan

49 Organ of

hearing

50 Place

53 Astate(abbr)

DON'T LOOK ON ANV T&ifUM
u)lRES...lF ME FLl£$ MI6MER

THAN TEN FEET IN THE All?,

HE d£T5 A SEAK-pLEED!
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V-Ballers Farewell Against Ohio State
On Wednesday March 23rd, the

UMass volleyball team had been

invited to participate in a tri-meet

at Springfield College, with host

team S.C. and mighty Ohio State.

Itwas probably the greatest honoi

paid to the young UMass club to

play against the Buckeyes, who
travelled all the way from
Columbus for the occasion. Ohio

State is one of the four teams that

will play in the NCAA volleyball

finals at Los Angeles late this

Spring.

A partisan crowd of about 1,000

watched probably the best game
ever played in the East Coast,

when O.S. and S.C. took the field.

The Buckeyes, big and powerful,

completely dominated play and

easily won the first two games 15-5

and 15-4. But a fired up Springfield

team who had beaten UMass three

times this season, came storming

back to tie the best of five series 2-

2, by winning the next two games
17-15 and 15-13, before bowing at

the final game 15-8.

After the UMass players had

watched Springfield being

destroyed by Ohio State, the last

thing they wanted to do was to take

the field next and face the mighty

Buckeyes, especially since they

were missing three of their star-

ters (Madden, Sibson and

Wilson)...

Before the Redmen had been

able to serve three times, the score

read 11-0 Ohio State. By the end of

the first game, the Redmen were

proud of having scored four points:

final score 15-4, O.S.

But in the second game things

changed drastically. The Redmen,
inspired by the cheers of their

bench, consisting of one substitute

player and the team manager, took

an early 4-2 lead. Behind some

solid spiking by Paul Slack (2nd

team All New England) and Tom
Fearing, and some excellent

blocking on the net by captain

Yorgos Courmouzis (1st team All

New England Selection), who
started at the setter's position for

the first time this season, they kept

pouring it on Ohio State.

To the surprise of everyone and

especially to the UMass players,

the end of the second game found

UMass on top 15-5, thus tieing the

series 1-1.

The third game was a hard

fought battle that saw Ohio State

come on top this time 15-9. But by

that time it was past 11 p.m. and

everybody felt like going home
after four hours and a half of

volleyball. It was then decided that

there was no time for Springfield to

play UMass, and furthermore
there was no time for Ohio State

and UMass to complete their best

of five series So Ohio State was
awarded the victory in a best of

three series Final score: O.S. 2-

UMass 1.

One of the most significant

outcomes of this game, was the

ability of the UMass club, which

was established only last

November, to play as an equal

against a team that has been in

existence for nine years-six years

as varisty-and undefeated this

Barry, Erving Star In ABA
(AP)-The New York Nets had

lost one of their key players and

were playing without the

homecourt advantage. They really

needed something big to beat the

Kentucky Colonels

They got it. Rick Barry scored 50

points.

"I've been long overdue," said

Barry after pouring in 30 points in

the second half to lead the un-

derdog Nets to a 122-108 triumph

over the Colonels Saturday in their

American Basketball Association

playoff series.

The victory, the first for New
York in Louisville this season and

fashioned without injured guard

Billy Melchionni, gave the Nets a 1-

lead in the best-of-seven East

Division semifinals.

Virginia hammered the

Floridians 125-100 and took a 2-0

lead in the other East semifinal

series. Denver upset Indiana 106-

105 to tie their West Division set at

1-1 and Utah took a 1-0 lead in the

other West semifinal by beating

Dallas 106-96.

The ABA playoffs continue

Monday night with Dallas visiting

Utah.
"

New York had only a 54-52 lead at

halftime before Barry opened up

from all angles of the court, to

outdo his 20-point performance in

the first half. The Nets rode

Barry's blazing shooting to a 105-86

lead with 6:34 left.

"I got hot and it's about time,'

said Barry. "I did things well at the

start and then just kept going."

Julius Erving and Adrian Smith

combined for 51 points to lead

Virginia over the Floridians.

Erving scored a game high 27

points while Smith, averaging only

five points a game during the

regular season, added 24.

Ralph Simpson fired in two field

goals in the final minute to lead

Denver past Indiana.

"I'm a happy man tonight," said

Alex Hannum, the Denver coach

"This is the happiest we've been all

Indiana is one of the best

teams in pro basketball, but we

match up well against them."

Hannum, referring to Simpson's

winning basket with 11 seconds to

go, said: "You go to your power in

a situation like that Ralph is a

great player...our best offensive

weapon.",
Simpson's 32 points led all

scorers as the Rockets won a game
at the Indianapolis Fairgrounds

Coliseum for the first time this

year. The Pacers' dressing room

was off limits to reporters after the

contest. __.

U. MASS SPORT
PARACHUTE CLUB

1st

SPRING

MEETING

JUMP INTO SPRING
CC 162 TONITE 7:45

year within the United States But

even more significant was the

observation of this team's im-

provement within a four month
period, especially the play of Paul

Slack, Rich Lousararian and Mark
Star, who started for the first time

this season, considering that these

three players had not played power
volleyball before in their lives until

they joined the club.

The UMass volleyball club will

be playing in the United States

Volleyball Association Region I

championships in Hartford,

starting April 15th

Minor League Majors
The suggestion by Atlanta's Bill Bartholomay that the major league

baseball season begin as scheduled Wednesday with minor league

players replacing big leaguers did not appear to have widespread support

among other executives.

Spec Richardson, general manager of the Houston Astros, said there

has been no thought of filling the roster with minor leaguers.

"We've got a major league ball club," said Richardson.

"We're charging major league prices and the fans are entitled to see

the best."
. . . , ....

The Astros were scheduled to play Cincinnati in the only game Wed-

nesday. The other teams were scheduled to begin play Thursday and

Friday . _ . . ,

Bob Howsam. general manager of the Cincinnati Reds, refused to

comment on Bartholomay's suggestion, although he had said earlier that

the Reds would not field such a team

Frank Cashen, executive vice president of the Baltimore Orioles, saw

problems if any teams decided to import minor leaguers.

By Popular Demand

Monday and Tueiday

Special

The Colonel lowers the cost of weekend eating.

You get:

•2 pieces of finger lickin' good Kentucky

Fried Chicken

* Golden sweet corn on the cob

* Mashed potatoes and gravy

* A hot buttered roll

* Plus a soft drink

fciitokM fri«d £ki*keH

Rt. 9 across from Zayres

Hours: 11 - 10 weekdays, 11 - 11 weekends

Telephone 256-8745

* Ask for the Student Special

__^^____^^__
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Redmen Nine Back
From Southern Trip

The UMass baseball team finished its yearly southern swing with

a 3-0 record against college competition and a 5-3 slate overall,

including a 2-3 mark against the Kansas City Royals Academy

-

team. The games against the Royals Academy do not count on the

regular season schedule.

According to head baseball coach Dick Bergquist, it was an

excellent trip, weatherwise and pitching-wise. The hitting was

somewhat inconsistent, but juniors Dan Esposito and Mark Palau,

sophomore Ed McMahon. and freshmen Ron Beaunvage and Mike

Flanagan hit well.

In the first game, against the Royals Academy, the Redmen

absorbed an 8-2 loss. Despite the loss, UMass received good pit-

ching performances from John Olson and Chip Baye, and Esposito

and McMahon had two hits apiece.

UMass came right back to beat the Royals, 5-1, in the second

game between the two teams, played in Sarasota, Florida, as was

the first one. In this game, Tom Austin started for the Redmen and

looked good. Sophomores Steve Merrill and Eric Levme turned in

good relief performances. Olson, the pitcher turned left fielder, had

two hits for UMass. ._.--. u . • . Ct

In its actual collegiate opener against Florida Presbyterian at ht.

Petersburg UMass rode an 11-hit attack to a 6-4 victory. McMahon

and Flanagan paced the Redmen with home runs. Tom White and

Olson pitched well, with White running up 10 strikeouts in five m-

ni

The Redmen traveled to Tampa for their next game, this one

against Fairfield College. McMahon was the hitting star in this one,

chipping in with two hits and scoring both UMass runs. Flanagan.

Bob Langlois. and Levine combined to hold Fairfield to six hits. The

final score in that one was 2-1.

In a return match with Fairfield, the Redmen again came out on

top this time 7-3. Flanagan and Palau had two hits each to pace the

offense, and Baye and Austin who recorded the save in relief turned

in strong mound performances.
. ..»,

The last three games of the trip were with the Royals. UMass

dropped two of the three decisions, by the scores of 4-3 and 3-0 In

the latter game. Tom Natle set the Redmen down on no hits. In the

UMass win. 4-3, Olson and Flanagan pitched and Palau had two

triples. ... ^ . m .

UMass opens its regular season (northern type) this Saturday at

Yale in New Haven Omaha, here they come?

Runners In News

Miller Offers

End-Strike Proposal
M W YORK < \P> - The Major

League Baseball Players

Association proposed a settlement

Monday which it said wouldn't cost

the owners any more money in an

effort to end the first general strike

by players in the sport's history

Marvin Miller. executive

director of the players association,

proposed to John Gaherin. the

owners' representative, that the 17

per cent hike sought in pensions

come from the increased interest

the pension fund is currently

earning
The players walked out Satur-

day. The 1972 season is scheduled

to begin Wednesday.
"We have offered today a

proposal we believe can settle the

matter and avoid delaying the

opening of the season." Miller told

a news conference following his 90-

minute secret meeting-the third

such meeting since the strike

started-with Gaherin.

"We are not asking for any more

money than the owners offered in

our final meeting at Phoenix

March 29," Miller said

Gaherin must now obtain the

reaction of the owners to Miller's

proposal.

The owners have offered $490,000

to improve health insurance

benefits for players but have

refused to increase their pension

contributions.

This would bring the total annual

contribution by the owners for

pension and health care to $5.94

million.

"We have offered today a

proposal we believe can settle the

matter and avoid delaying the

opening of the season," Miller told

a news conference

Miller explained that his

association wished to apply the

owners' annual $5 94 million

contribution to the plan to finance

both health benefits and pensions.

"We are noWasking for any more

monev than the owners offered in

our final meeting at Phoenix

March 29." Miller said.

"We have said all along that

money is not the issue We are

accepting the owners' money offer

and in addition offering to

guarantee the difference between

the 4-1/2 per cent interest the plan

is designed to earn and the 6 per

cent it is earning."

Miller explained that one of the

concerns of the owners was that

the $45 million plan would not

continue to earn interest at the

current 6 per cent rate.

Gaherin was to take the proposal

back to the owners for their

reaction.

"We are not attempting to get a

fair and honorable settlement
"

"We're going to consider the

proposal seriously and have no

further comment at this time."

said Gaherin who was not at the

news conference.

Miller said. "If management

rejects this offer, which is so fair,

equitable and honorable, a way out

for both sides, they must bear the

responsibility for delaying the

opening of the season
"

The season was scheduled to

open Wednesday.
The owners had gone on record

as saying they "won't give one

more cent," beyond the $490,000

they have pledged for maintaining

the health care portion of the

agreement.
Concerning the proposal,

Michael Burke, preswtent of the

New York Yankees, said it "would

be dumb of me to comment off the

top of my head on a fairly complex

subject, but it's encouraging that

there is a new proposal one can put

one's mind to."

"This is an absolutely new

wrinkle, as far as I'm concerned."

added Burke. "I'm not suggesting

it's good, bad or indifferent, but it

needs some thinking through."

Road Runners!!

There's a lot to tell about the

UMass men and women
roadrunners during the two

weekends of the vacation. UMass
distance runners captured com-

petitive victories and political

victories.

First, in Brighton, Mass., on the

first Saturday, they ran a 9-mile

race over a hilly course. Ron

Wayne and Tom Derderian set a

blistering pace of 4:37 for the first

mile and paid for it. Steve Ellis of

Central Connecticut State caught

them both and they finished second

and third with Derderian a few

seconds ahead of Wayne. Chris

Chambers, Jay Nestor and Tom
Wilson placed among the top

runners in the field of 200.

Charlotte Lettis had the new

routine encounter with the race

officials. She was denied official

sanction but ran regardless and

would beat all but one-third of the

men. had they recorded her effort.

The next day in nearby Florence,

Mass. , Derderian won the annual 8-

mile road race with Chris

Chambers finishing second. Pete

Stasz fifth, and Charlotte Lettis

59th in the 100 men and 2 women
field. Phyllis Olrich also finished,

along with Paul Segerston and Bob

Pagoda.
Both women had official num-

bers, but will not appear in the

official results because of an edict

from a Boston-based AAU official.

Bob Campbell, chairman of the

New England long distance run

ning committee sent a letter to

Walter and Dick Childs of

Springfield, the Western Mass

race officials, to ban the women.

The Childs brothers recorded the

times of the women and extended

every courtesy but could not let

Ms. Lettis and Ms Olrich appear in

the official result under the

possible threat that AAU's sanc-

tions would not be given to other

Western Mass. long distance races

At first, there was wishful

thinking, then rumors and then the

announcement that a sanction will

be given for women to run in the

Boston Marathon The meaning of

this sanction is that women who

meet the qualifying standards will

be allowed to run starting and

finishing with the men but will be

scored separately.

This was a victory only of sorts

The announcement came on the

day entries closed and the

qualifying races in New England

were not open to women. However,

precedence is set and, as any

400 vards to go. Charlotte Lettis in her "Woman Freedom Run

ners" t-shirt strains toward the finish line ahead of 220 men in the

Welleslev 10-mile road race Saturday. (Photo by Tom Derderian)

marathoner will say. the time to

start training for next year's race

is yesterday.

And the day before yesterday

saw another long distance road run

in Wellesley. Mass. Charlotte

Lettis won the newly sanctioned

women's division from a field of 15

women Overall, Ms. Lettis

finished 80th averaging about 6

minutes per mile to outstep her

good friend Francie Johnson who
placed 92nd in the 300 runner field

Phyllis Olrich finished fifth

woman.
Ron Wayne got revenge from the

week before by beating his BAA.
teammate, Steve Ellis, and win-

ning the 9.6 mile race running

about five minutes per mile

Derderian faded back to 8th and

Chris Chambers ended the hilly

run over parts of the marathon

course in 10th place. Chambers had

run 20 miles the day before and to

top off his weekend, he travelled to

Conn to run a 20 kilometer race

Chambers won the open division

of the Conn. AAU 20 kilo cham
pionship with a time of 1 : 10 .32. but

placed 4th overall These per

formances show that Chambers is

certainly in good shape for the

Boston Marathon to be held in two

weeks.
Wayne. Derderian. Chambers.

Wilson and Nestor intend to run in

the Patriot's Day classic Over

1,000 entries are expected.

receaence is sei anu, <*» «»j - » ^m^ ^ _ _ _

Baseball Mourns Loss Of Hodges

IM Notices
All Intramural Soccer Managers

are requested to pick up their

computerized health clearance

results from the Intramural Office,

215 Boyden These must be secured

before Wednesday, April 5. so

managers know which players are

eligible to compete.

All Intramural Softball, Bad-

minton, and Horseshoe team
managers or participants who
have not received playing

schedules in the mail should obtain

these from the Intramural Office,

215. Boyden before Wed., April 5.

NEW YORK <AP> The body of

Gil Hodges was returned to New
York Monday as the baseball

community mourned the death of

the manager of the New York

Mets.
General Manager Bob Scheffing,

still shocked over the loss of

Hodges, 47, said he probably would

put one of the team's coaches in

charge should the players' strike

end in time for the regular season

to begin this week. The Mets were

scheduled to open Thursday in

Pittsburgh.

"Replacing Gil is the furthest

thing from my mind at the

moment,'' said Scheffing. "I

haven't quite gotten over it. I

haven't thought about naming a

new manager so I can't say

anything about it.

"I'm just concerned with the

family. It's just too quick. If the

strike is over, I'll put one of the

coaches in charge and in the

meantime, I'll start thinking about

what we'll do."

Two of the Mets' coaches. Yogi

Berra and Rube Walker, have

managerial experience. Berra

piloted the New York Yankees to

their last American League title in

1964 before being fired. He has

coached first base for the Mets

since 1965. Walker filled in for

Hodges in the final week of the 1968

season when the Met manager

suffered his first heart attack.

Two other possibilities in the Met

organization are Hank Bauer,

manager of the club's top farm

club at Tidewater, Va.. and Whitey

Herzog, director of player

development.
Bauer has prior managerial

experience with Baltimore and the

Athletics, both in Kansas City and

Oakland Herzog is a former Met

coach.

Hodges had just finished playing

27 holes of golf with Walker and

two other Met coaches Sunday

afternoon when he collapsed a

short distance from his motel

room.
He was taken to nearby Good

Samaritan Hospital where he was

pronounced dead of a massive

heart seizure

Hodges' first heart attack came
in the final week of the 1968 season

when he complained of not feeling

well during a game at Atlanta. He
sat out the final days of that season

but returned to the Mets in 1969 and

piloted the club to the world

championship. He called the Mets'

title that year his greatest thrill in

baseball.

A public viewing of Hodges' body

will be Wednesday from 1 p.m. to

10 p.m. and Thursday from 8 a.m.

to 10 a.m. at Our Lady Help of

Christians Roman Catholic Church

in Brooklyn. A high requiem mass
will be Thursday at the same
church at 11 a.m. Burial will be

private at Holy Cross Cemetery in

Brooklyn.

NHL
MONTREAL ( AP) — Phil Esposito of the Boston Bruins has his third

National Hockey League scoring title in four years...and an additional

According to figures released Monday by NHL headquarters, Bostons

super center posted 66 goals and 67 assists for 133 points. His goals and

points were the second highest in the history of the league, trailing the 76

goals and 152 points Esposito accumulated last season.

Esposito collects $1,000 for winning the scoring title, $500 as the second-

half leader and $250 as runnerup to New York's Jean Ratelle during the

first half of the season.
.

Ratelle, who missed the last 15 games with a broken ankle, finished

third with 46 goals and 63 assists for 109 points behind Boston's Bobby

Orr. who had 117 points on a record-tying 37 goals for a defenseman plus a

league- leading 80 assists.

The Vezina Trophy went to the Chicago Black Hawks' goaltending duo

of Tony Esposito, Phils brother, and Gary Smith, who yielded 2.12 goals

per game on 166 goals in 78 games.

New York's Vic Hadfield and Chicago's Bobby Hull each scored twice

in their final game to finish second to Esposito with 50 goals apiece. It was

the first time Hadfield reached the 50 goal mark and the fifth time for

Hull.
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McGovern 1st, Muskie 4th, In Wisconsin
MILWAUKEE. Wis. (APD-Sen. George McGovern of place.

South Dakota scored a sweeping victory in the Wisconsin Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of Maine ran a potentially crip-

presidential primary Tuesday night, vaulting to the front pling fourth, polling 11 per cent of the Wisconsin vote. He

rank of Democratic contenders for the nomination to said he would press on, and still expected to win the

challenge President Nixon. nomination.

New York Mayor John V. Lindsay, far back in the "I don't know the meaning of the word quit, he said.

Wisconsin field, quit the race for the White House. WaUace gained a hefty northern showing to go with his

Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace edged ahead of Sen. Southern campaign sendoff in Florida and said it made him

Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota in a tight race for second "a reaUy serious candidate.:'^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ Qf ^
ballots counted, McGovern was
capturing 30 per cent of the vote in

a 12-way race.

Wallace and Humphrey were

capturing 21 per cent of the vote

apiece.

McGovern was in charge for 54 of

Wisconsin's 67 national convention

votes, to go along with the giant

psychological boost he gained in

his first victory of the primary

season.

"It clearly establishes me as a

major contender in the public

mind," he said. Lindsay, who was
running sixth, behind Sen. Henry

M. Jackson of Washington, with 7

per cent of the vote, became the

first major dropout of the

Democratic campaign for the

White House.
President Nixon swamped two

opponents on the Republican

primary ballot.

With 61 per cent of the vote

tallied, this was the standing of the

six Democratic candidates who
campaigned actively in Wisconsin:

McGovern 223,960 votes or 30 per

cent.

Humphrey 161,545 or 21 per cent.

Wallace 159,600 or 21 per cent.

Muskie 80,737 or 11 per cent.

Jackson had 58,673. or 8 per cent

And Lindsay 51,430 or 7 per cent

Six other candidates gained

scattered support.

Former Sen. Eugene J. Mc-

Carthy of Minnesota had 10,369 or 1

per cent.

Rep. Shirley Chisholm of New
York had 6,060 or 1 per cent.

George McGovern came in first in yesterday's Wisconsin primary.

Humphrey. Wallace and Muskie trailed and John Lindsay announced his

withdrawal. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt)

Los Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty had 1,886 or less than 1 per

cent.

Also getting less than 1 per cent were Rep. Patsy .viink of

Hawaii with 924 votes, Rep. Wilbur D. Mills of Arkansas with

704 votes and Sen. Vance Hartke of Indiana with 623.

McGovern led for 54 of Wisconsin's nominating votes at

the Democratic national convention.

Humphrey was ahead for the other 13.

President Nixon won 28 convention votes for

renomination.

He had been opposed by John Ashbrook of Ohio and Paul

N. McCloskey Jr. of California who had withdrawn from the

race.

Wisconsin voters could choose the primary ballot of either

party.

The other names on the Democratic ballot were those of

former Minnesota Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy, Reps. Shirley

Chisholm of New York, Wilbur D. Mills of Arkansas and

Patsy Mink of Hawaii, Mayor Sam Yorty of Los Angeles and

Sen. Vance Hartke of Indiana.

Hartke has quit the presidential campaign and endorsed

Humphrey.
Wisconsin's ballot also offered the voter a chance to say

no, a box marked "none of these names shown."

McGovern's manager said even before the votes were

tallied that the senator had established himself among the

politicians and the analysts as a man who could, indeed, win

the Democatic nomination.

That has been a major problem all along for McGovern,

who had lagged far behind in the national public opinion

polls

Humphrey said beforehand he wouldn't be hurt by a

second-place finish, if it was a close one.

Muskie and his men were braced for the prospect of

defeat, insisting that the real tests are coming up in states

where the field of candidates will be smaller and the con-

vention stakes higher.

Two of those tests come up on April 25, in Massachusetts

for 102 delegates and Pennsylvania for 182.

Campaign strategy for the April 25 contests, and those in

Ohio and Indiana on May 2, was one of the topics Muskie
lieutenants were discussing on election day in Wisconsin.

McGovern is Muskie's chief rival in Massachusetts,

Humphrey in Pennsylvania.
McGovern and Humphrey campaigners said the Muskie

organization could face worsening financial troubles in the

weeks ahead.

Humphrey came to Wisconsin after an 18 per cent second-

place showing in Florida, where he ran second to Wallace's

42 per cent.

Change In 21 Policy Likely
By STEVE TRIPOLI

The Rents and Fees Committee

of the Student Senate last night

suggested to Vice Chancellor

Thomas Campion and Robert Gage
and Chuck Hampton of the Housing

Office a plan which would increase

rent $54 per year and meal ticket

cost about $15 per year

The administrators, however,

hinted that they would suggest to

the Chancellor a plan that would

increase rent $30 a year and allow

for no increase in meal ticket cost,

but this would be at the cost of

changing the 21 year old policy and

allowing fewer students move off

campus next year.

This policy was the chief bone of

contention at the meeting. Com-
mittee Chairman Robert Chiller

expressed the committee's view

that although Rents and Fees was
committed to the lowest possible

rent increases, there was no

possible way that they could en-

dorse a change in the 21 year old

policy They felt that there was no

reason to make the approximately

700 students who would be eligible

to move off campus next year pay

for the administration's mistakes

by being forced to live on campus.

The committee's recom-
mendation came with the ex-

pectation that the administrators

would pass the 21 year old policy

change in any event, and Vice

Chancellor Campion told the

Collegian that he would very likely

recommend the plan which in-

cluded the change to the Chan-
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cellor.

A change in the policy would

revise it so that a student would not

be able to move off campus until he

was 21 years of age. The present

policy allows for a student to move
off campus any time in the year in

which he will turn 21.

There was also discussion on the

closing of a dorm, and possibly two

dorms, in order to defray out of

pocket operating expenses and

allow for needed renovations. The

chief candidate for closing is Hills,

which is in need of about $150,000 in

repairs.

There was some discussion on

this, as the administrators felt that

it would be unfeasible to move the

approximately 400 residents of

Hills without much prior notice.

The committee felt that due to the

tremendous need for renovations

the residents should be informed

before room choosing day, which is

less than a week away.

The prospects for closing Hills

look to be fairly certain at this

point, but the chances for closing

more than one dorm are uncertain.

The morning meeting saw Joel

Stoneham and Gerry Grady of

Food Services explain that there

would be a raise of anywhere from

zero to a maximum of $15 in meal

ticket cost if there is no change in

housing policy next semester.

There should be a final price set

within a week
If the 21 year old housing policy

is changed so that more students

are forced to live on campus, there

probably would be no raise at all in

meal ticket cost. The extra

students (there could be as many

as 700) would make up the

projected deficit.

Also discussed were the

possibilities of using the empty
space in Hampden Dining Com-
mons. The game area has been

expanded and it is expected that

the area will be a source of in-

creased revenue next year.

The next meeting of the com-

mittee is scheduled for Thursday

evening, and hopefully all rent and

fee prices will be finalized by the

end of the week.

Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services Thomas Campion

explains the reasons behind his proposals for Rent increases totaling

IM and a change in the I niversity's 21 year old policy at last night's

meeting of the Hents and Fees Committee. Seated next to him is

Chuck Hampton of the Housing Office. (MDC photo by Barbara

Brecher)
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Chet Richardson and Robert Chiller, candidates for Student Senate Treasurer, explain their views on

the office in an interview yesterday. (MDC pnotoby Barbara Brecher)

Air
Tonight at 8 P.M. at Hampden Dining Commons the

Student Mobilization Committee will present a slide

show concerning the air war in Indochina and the

extensive use of the electronic battlefield.

The presentation will deal primarily with the ac-

celerated bombings and their devastating effect on

the lives of the Indochinese Also included will be a

discussion concerning anti-war activities planned for

this spring, specifically the April 22 demonstration in

New York City.

The NARMIC report clearly illustrates the in-

creasing role played by the United States, and

various corporations, in Southeast Asia The

background report describes the automated bat

tlefield and its areas of application

NARMIC compiled the report to examine White

House plans for Indochina and their domestic im-

plications It ties the recent development of the

automated battlefield to other seemingly disparate

events: the demoralization of the troops, the "ur-

banization" and the upheaval in the cities of South

Vietnam today, the future of captured Americans in

North Vietnam, and reasons for the lack of knowledge

and information about the exact nature of the ongoing

war and American involvement.

The slide show was produced and compiled by the

National Action/Research on the Military Industrial

Complex, a project of the American Friends Service

Committee.

Adam Clayton Powell Dead At 63
MIAMI I

AIM-Adam Clayton

Powell, politician preacher and

playboy whose flamboyant love of

wheeling and dealing led to his

exclusion from Congress, died

Tuesday night in a Miami hospital

of complications following prostate

surgery. He was 63.

His death was announced by

Fred J. Cowell. associate director

of Jackson Memorial Hospital.

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

"Congressman Adam Clayton

Powell expired at Jackson

Memorial Hospital at 10:45 p m
Tuesday. April 4. 1972." said

Cowell
Powell was brought by U.S.

Coast Guard helicopter to Jackson

Memorial Hospital March 7 from

his Bahamian island retreat of

Bimini.

Both Yvette Powell, his third

wife, and Darlene Expose, whom
the flamboyant former lawmaker

once introduced as his wife, had

kept a hospital vigil during his

weeks long illness.

In 1945 the tall, handsome Powell

became the first black to be elected

to Congress from the East.

He also became the first

congressman in modern times to

be excluded by a vote of the House.

for misusing funds and defying the

courts.

Powell, whose adoptive phrase

"Keep the faith, baby." was on the

lips of many Americans in the late

1960s, was re-elected in a special

election a month after Congress

voted him out. He campaigned only

a few days, spending most of the

time in Bimini. but did not try to

reclaim his seat.

In 1968. without making a single

campaign appearance in his

Harlem district of New York City,

Powell was re-elected again by a 7-

1 majority-the same margin by

which the Supreme Court ruled the

following June that the House had

exceeded its constitutional power

in barring him. However, he did

not get $55,000 in back pay. nor

restoration of the seniority that

made him chairman of the House

Education and Labor Committee

Legislating Separates

Senate Candidates
By MARY SMITH

Robert Chiller and Chester Richardson, the candidates for the Office of

Senate Treasurer, have voiced agreement on principal aims and

proposals. The major difference between the candidates lies in their

approach towards implimenting the proposed programs.

Bob Chiller views the role of Senate Treasurer as one that must become

mor involved in student affairs. The treasurer must function as a

financial officer in addition to his duties as an accountant. As treasurer,

Chiller would initiate programs that would provide greater services to

students.

Chiller proposes a four point plan:

—a revision of the financial policy act, and a clarification of the ac-

counting procedures; ,

-an implementation of a physical inventory of SATF funded groups,

and monthly meetings with all treasurers;

—closer attention to the Student Senate's Auto Pool, Transit Service,

and Note Service, and implementation of a small equipment pool

;

—research and development of a cooperative system of stores, and

Student Senate corporations dealing with dorms and other such ventures.

Senator Chiller envisions a wide scope of activities that could be

maintained on a cooperative basis. Possibilities range from the establish-

ment of a cooperative bookstore to student controlled and operated

°Chet Richardson admits to the desirability of Chiller's programs but

feels that a reorganization of budgetary procedure is necessary before

such projects can be undertaken by the Senate.

Richardson pointed out that a revision of the Financial Policy Act,

proposed by Chiller, is already being dealt with by the Rents & Fees

Committee and the Budgets Committee.

Richardson maintains that internal reform is needed before the Senate

can begin to expand into additional areas. A change in the budgeting

procedure that would streamline the financial functions of the Senate is

the aim of Richardson. Specific problems that need consideration include

a reassessment of how returning SATF is distributed and the problem of

overtaxing students. .
t .

Richardson stated that the Senate By-laws charge the treasurer with

the responsibility for all the financial transactions of the Senate He views

the role of treasurer as primarily a financial position, one that requires a

knowledge of the intricacies of the present system. Richardson is con-

fident that as treasurer he could start planning procedures that would

give the Senate and RSO groups a firm basis that would enable them to

branch out. _

.

„ _
Richardson is presently the chairman of the Senate Finance Com-

mittee Since his election to the Senate. Richardson has served on the

Rents & Fees Committee, Services Committee, and the Transportation

and Parking Council. He is also the only student on the AthJetic Director

Search Committee
*

-
Chiller is the current chairperson of the Rents & Fees Committee. He

has also chaired the Food Services Committee. Services Committee, and

the Food Service Committee of the SUG Board, in addition to being a

member of the Parking and Housing Committees He also serves on the

executive committee of the Commuter Assembly and was a delegate to

the National Student Congress

SOS Meeting Tonight

Students Offering Support (SOS.) is holding a recruitment meeting

this evening at 7:00 in room 903 of the Campus Center

A meeting was held the week before vacation for this purpose, but. due

to the large amount of midsemester exams, many of those who were

interested could not attend.

For this reason, Chairman of SOS. Joe Sylvia scheduled this second

meeting in order to give interested students a chance to learn more about

S.O.S., and to join in their efforts to aid the residents at Belchertown State

Students are needed to assist SOS. and the Concert Committee in

setting up a series of Spring coffee houses and concerts. The funds

derived from these will go to both SOS. and the Concert Committee

Help is also needed by SOS. to enable them to successfully carry out

their candy sale and raffle.
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After his re-election in 1968,

Congress had already voted to

reseat Powell, provided he pay a

$25,000 fine and forfeit seniority.

Powell accepted the deal, but he

attended only part time

"I'm a part time congressman

because I'm a part time paid

congressman, he said. The fine

was deducted from his salary in

monthlv installments.

The Weather
By TOM BORKOWSKI

Yes, indeed, there is weather

today! Expect it to be sunny with

the high temperature in the 4()'s,

and changing to cold (about 20 or

25, maybe even 30) after Apollo

"goes over the hill." Well, at lepst

anticipate it to be dark

Thursday may be cloudy But

don't be depressed. Great things

come on cloudy days -rain puddles,

mud puddles, puddle pud-

dles. What else could you expect

from a winter turned to spring?

Alfred Hitchcock's
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lmamu Amiri Barak makes a point about Dr. Martin Luther

King's life last night in the Campus enter auditorium. The audience

was entertained beforehand by a group of black poets and set the

mood of the discussion. (Photo by Bruce McConneU)

Baraka Discusses

Dr. King's Life
By BURVELL WILLIAMS

Last night in the Campus Center

auditorium, the D.V.P. featured

lmamu Amiri Baraka (LeRoi

Jones) to begin the Martin Luther

King Lecture Series this week.

Although there was some delay in

Imamu's appearance, the capacity

audience was beautifully en-

tertained by two very talented

black speakers, whose prose and

poetry set the mood and tone for

the evening.

Baraka's hour-long lecture

discussed "The Civil Rights

Movement-Dr. King and The
Present Black Struggle." He cited

Dr. King as the focal point of the

black struggle "in the context of

his own appearance and

manifestation for the kind of

pantheon of black leadership."

Baraka made a reflection of his

early conception of Dr. Martin

Luther King He stated he learned

a lot about America by watching

King trying to change it: by

bringing civil rights to America

and trying to intergrate public

jow^lj.^H'^
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sandwiches & ice cream
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Globe Tuition Story

Disclaimed By Sargent
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

A spokesman for Gov. Sargent's office in Boston

said a story appearing in the Boston Globe yesterday

relating to tuition increases was inaccurate and

misleading.

The front-page story said the State of

Massachusetts is planning to double the present $200

a year tuition fee for students in public colleges and

universities.

The Globe, who received their information from

"an informed source" said the tuition hike would be

"unrelated to ability to pay."

Refuting the article, the spokesman, who wished to

remain nameless, said the Governor's tuition

legislation, is, in fact, based on the student's ability to

pay.

Tuition would be based on a sliding scale and would

be according to the family income, he said. This scale

would start at zero tuition and is expected to have an

ultimate ceiling in the area of $600.

An innovative provision in the Governor's tuition

package is that families who have a total income less

than $5,000 will be exempt from paying tuition.

The spokesman said the average projected tuition

increase for the upcoming year would be ap-

proximately $100 under the proposed legislation.

The Globe stated that the trustees of all institutions

facilities in the south. As King was

trying to transform America,

Baraka notes that some black

people were transformed, even

though he admits that at this time

he had put King down for what he

was doing. He stated he had not

understood what was meant by

non-violence.

The efforts of King were

essential to the work of Malcolm

Stokely Carmichael and several

other black leaders that took up

arms against the enemy. Baraka

pointed out that the efforts of

Malcolm somewhat contrasted

with the efforts of Dr. King.

Malcolm preached such things as

revolutionary black nationalism,

unity of all black people. Afro-

Asian alliances, and the belief that

there was no need to ask for civil

rights but to just exist naturally

with inherent human rights.

It seemed as if lmamu Amiri

Baraka knew who he was talking to

and limited his lecture to key and

important generalities that are

important in such things as self-

development, racism, and human
r'8nts . .^
On revolution he commented

that "one cannot talk about world

revolution if one cannot organize

1 ,000 people in his own community

;

one also cannot help people if his

own wife, mother, or father are

counter-revolutionary and raving

maniacs." His lecture seemed to

enhance the awareness of

revolutionary-minded and op-

pressed people.

.
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concerned have tentatively agreed to Sargent's

tuition plans.

Lee Sandwen, President of the Student Senate and

Student Trustee said the Trustees have not given any

signs of supporting any tuition increases and have

never discussed the tuition plans the Globe refers to.

The spokesman said Sargent's tuition package

should be brought to a vote in the legislature within

the next two or three months. Before being brought to

a vote, it must first pass a series of tests in legislative

committee hearings.

One provision of Sargent's legislation is to give the

Board of Higher Education the necessary power to

set all tuition rates.

Under present policy, the tuition rates for all public

colleges and universities are set by the five boards of

trustees.

Only last week, the UMass Trustees voted to in-

crease tuition for out-of-state and graduate students

at UMass.
Tuition for out-of-state undergraduates will in-

crease by $250 a year for the next two years while

tuition for in-state graduate students will increase by

$125 for the next two years. Tuition for out-of-state

graduate students will increase by $300 for the next

two years.

All Seats Only $1.00

Ms. Merrill On Welfare Rights
By JEANNETTE MARTINEAU
Bonnie Merrill of the State

Health Office is recruiting

University women to act as

welfare counsellors with the Valley

Women's Center "when Welfare

Rights go into legal rights."

Ms. Merrill described the

"controls' effectiveness" as the

result of "intimidation" and ex-

plained the need for an informed

party to accompany eligible in-

dividuals during Welfare Office

interviews. Interested women are

asked to contact the Center.

Ms. Merrill in her speech cited

the irony of jailing the fathers for

not working to support their

children. She also cited a recent

"peculiar" court decision "which

gave unmarried fathers as much
legal right to children as married

fathers and unmarried mothers
."

"The National Welfare sets up

only general guidelines,'' she

continued, "the rest is up to the

Chisholm To
Speak In

Springfield
Presidential candidate Shirley

Chisholm will be in Springfield on

Thursday, April 6. At 5:00 p.m..

Congresswoman Chisholm will

express to people at Bay State

West that "my candidacy is

unique, a people's kind of can-

didacy. People are tired of

Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum
characters...the small clique that

has ruled American politics too

long."

Then at 7 :00 p.m., Rep. Chisholm

will give an address at the

Springfield College Field House on

Adler Street in the Hill Magnate

area.

She is committed to running "all

the way" and will be on the

primary ballot in Massachusetts.

April 25. "Rhetoric and rapping

don't mean a thing; you've got to

do something," Ms. Chisholm said.

Earlier in the day. Represen-

tative Chisholm will speak at a

luncheon in the Arlington Street

Church in Boston It will be a soul

food luncheon.

This ad only cost our

customers $4.00

Radio Shack
of

Amherst

states." She stressed the need for

more test cases, which means
getting the case together, finding

an attorney...and with no money.

Ms. Merrill went on to describe

the Family Assistance Plan, the

Nixon-Mills plan to nationalize

Welfare ("this would provide a

basic standard of $2,400 for a

family of four" I , and explained the

"point system" which would
provide an additional $25 per

month per point.

The children could earn these

points by belonging to certain

approved organizations and doing

well in school. A mother could earn
points for her housekeeping, or by
telling the whereabouts of her

husband or the father of her

children to her caseworker so that

he could be charged with non-

support

"There is also a rider on the

bill," she said, "that Welfare

mothers with no children under 6

years old must seek employment'

"Eventually the bill will read with

no children under 3 years old.'

Ms. Merrill pointed out the irony

that "the Senator who added the

rider thinks that a Welfare mother
has more children in order to stay

on Welfare. This way she would
have to have a baby every three

years instead of every fourteen."

"The largest category of Welfare

money in Massachusetts." she

stated, "goes into nursing homes.

Every person in the state is

potentially eligible for Medicaid.

The differences," she explained,

"has to do with income brackets,

more income from different family

members, and property, and there

is no recourse... until you lose

enough money, get in bad enough

shape, to get onto Welfare.'

"The Welfare Department will

probe as far as it can Caseworkers

can get on a power trip, and

money is power. There are very

few good people left because they

have found that they couldn't work

within the system."
"The caseworkers now are

overworked." Ms. Merrill closed

with, explaining that there are no

more midnight raids around here

because of "benign neglect."

SOS
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Two More ARVN Bases Overrun
SAIGON ( AP) — North Vietnamese forces overran

two more South Vietnamese bases below the

demilitarized zone Tuesday. One base guarded the

southern approaches to the provincial capital of

Quang Tri. Elsewhere on the northern battle front,

the enemv offensive abated.

Field commanders said the enemy was regrouping

and resupplving for more blows. The United States

sent is entire fleet of B52 bombers, and scores of

fighter-bombers to disrupt the emeny's plans for new

strikes. Five destroyers offshore added their

firepower to the pounding of enemy positions.

All B52 missions in Cambodia and Laos were

passed for the second successive day and 50 of the

Stratofortresses hit North Vietnamese troop con-

centrations and supply depots in the north and in the

central highlands.

South Vietnamese forces abandoned the northern

naval patrol base at the Cua Viet River mouth, 10

miles north of Quang Tri, and Fire Base Anne, eight

miles southwest of Quang Tri. Fire Base Anne helped

guard the city's approaches. Fire Base Pedro, just to

the west, still stands.

The losses brought to 14 the number of outposts

abandoned by the South Vietnamese since the

Communist Command's offensive was launched last

Thursday.
The South Vietnamese now face the North Viet-

namese roughly on an east-west line that parallels the

Dong Ha River, seven miles north of Quang Tri in

South Vietnam's northernmost province.

Lt Gen Hoang Xuan Lam, commander of the 1st

military region there, described Tuesay's relative

lull as the result of the enemy's taking time for

resupplv and reorganization.

We have stopped them now, but we don t know it

they will attack more," Lam told newsmen m Da

Nang. "They have taken very heavy casualties. They

have stopped for resupply and reorganization."

The general estimated the North Vietnamese have

suffered 2,000 killed thus far in ground fighting and by

air and artillery strikes. South Vietnamese forces,

Lam said, have lost 200 killed and 600 wounded.

The fall of Tire Base Anne raised the threat that

Highway 1 might be cut south of Quang Tri, thus

isolating it.

Associated Press Correspondent Holger Jensen

reported that many of the 28,000 refugees still left in

Quang Tri were packing to move southward along the

vital Highway 1 toward Hue, 34 miles to the southwest

where some 20,000 already have been temporarily

The South Vietnamese military command denied

published reports Tuesday that government troops

had made an amphibious landing at the mouth of the

Cua Viet River, where the naval base fell after three

days of attacks.

AP Correspondent Jensen said U.S. air strikes

north of Dong Ha were designed to cut Highway 1 in

an attempt to prevent the North Vietnamese from

moving any more heavy equipment.

QUANG TR1--FLEEING HOMES~An old Vietnamese peasant is

helped to his feet after collapsing on Route 1 near Quang Tri. 19 miles

south of the DMZ. Sunday. Thousands of civilians are fleeing their

homes toward the south as the North Vietnamese offensive con-

tinues. (AP)

IRA Shows Defiance

As Attacks Continue

In Brief...
Argentines Riot Over Electricity Price Increase

MENDOZA. Argentina <AP) - Nearly 20.000 demonstrators

rampaged through Mendoza Tuesday, protesting a stiff increase in

electricity rates. Witnesses reported one man killed and dozens

injured
. , .

More than 8.000 of the rioters tried to seize the provincial

government building, but were driven back by police and army

troops , __.
During four hours of street fighting, stores were looted, windows

broken and about 40 cars set afire Rioters with stones and clubs

battled police armed with tear gas, water cannon and nightsticks

Secretarv of the Navy Chafee Resigns

WASHINGTON (AP)"— John H. Chafee resigned today after

three years as secretary of the Navy His letter to President Nixon

did not cite a reason, but Chafee is expected to return to Rhode

Island to run for the Senate

The White House, in announcing the resignation, released a letter

in which President Nixon expressed "my deep gratitude for your

superb service to the Navy and the country for the past three

years." i)jta Beard Leaves Hospital

DENVER <AP> — Lobbvist Dita Beard, a central figure in the

controversy over a proposed International Telephone & Telegraph

Corp contribution in connection with the Republican National

Convention, has ended her month-long stay at the Rocky Mountain

osteopathic Hospital.

Mrs Beard. 53, left the hospital just before midnight Monday,

several hours earlier than expected, and thus avoided newsmen.

Hospital authorities said Mrs Beard went to a nearby apartment

where she will receive outpatient treatment for the next several

m-cks
,

BELFAST, Northern Ireland

(AP) — Irish Republican Army
guerrillas fought British troops

today in a Belfast district where

the IRA has lost some of its Roman
Catholic support.

No one was hurt in the An-

dersonstown gunfight, and the

shooting was seen as a defiant IRA

gesture to show that its word is still

law in the heavily Catholic district.

It came after more than 2.000

Andersonstown Catholics attended

a funderal Monday for a slain

mother in a protest against the

IRA's continuing violence despite

British peace moves.
Catholic women trying to hold a

meeting Monday night to urge an

IRA truce were drowned out by

jeering IRA women sympathizers.

In Dublin an IRA leader assailed

an appeal by William Cardinal

Conway, Catholic primate of all

Ireland, for an end to the IRA's

war of independence in the north.

Despite fears of major trouble.

Northern Ireland got through the

long Easter weekend without

fatalities.

William Whitelaw moved into his

provincial headquarters at

Stormont Castle, completing a

transfer of power that ended 51

years of local majority Protestant

rule and opened the way to

granting concessions to the

minority Catholics.

One of Whitelaws first tasks as

peacemaker will be deciding how
many IRA suspects he can release

from the controversial internment

camps where men are being held

without trial. Phasing out in-

ternment is a key part of the

British peace plan

TONITE

FLIGHT

She #ub

SALT Talks
HELSINKI CAP) The third

ion of the seventh round of the

strategic arms limitation talks

between the United States and

the Soviet Union lasted an hour

and 4.i minutes today.

The IS delegation spokesman
said delegates were approaching

work in a very serious manner
."

The next session, which started

more than 2-1/2 years ago. is

scheduled Friday
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Harrisburg Jury

Still Undecided
U.S. Recognizes Bangladesh

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) — A
jury trying the Rev. Philip

Berrigan and six others on kidnap-

bomb conspiracy charges asked

Tuesday for more time for

deliberations, saying: "For the

past two hours there has been

progress made."
The foreman, Harold Sheets, told

U.S. District Court Judge R. Dixon

Herman, however, that he foresaw

no verdict before Wednesday at the

earliest.

He suggested that the jury be

relieved of its duties for the day at

6 p.m. and the court agreed.

Nine women and three men on

the jury reported Sunday that they

were deadlocked in the key

features of a government in-

dictment charging Berrigan and

six other antiwar activists with a

plot to kidnap White House aide

Henry Kissinger and blow up a

government tunnel heating system

in Washington, DC, and vandalize

draft boards in varior.i states.

Herman directed ut that time

that they resume deliberations in

an attempt to react an overall

verdict. The jury had found

Berrigan guilty of a single count in

the indictment of smuggling a

letter out of the federal peniten-

tiary at Lewisburg, Pa.

The defense objected on the spot

to continuing the jury

deliberations, and renewed its

objections of Monday and Tuesday,

charging the jury was "being

coerced into a compromise ver-

dict."

"Further forced deliberations by

this jury would be prejudicial to

the defendants," defense lawyer

Thomas Menaker said in a formal

handwritten motion, again asking

that the jury be discharged.

Berrigan, 48, faces a maximum
of 10 years in federal prison on the

smuggling conviction, in addition

to two years still remaining on a

six-year sentence for destroying

draft records in Maryland.

It was when he entered
Lewisburg in 1970 to begin the

current sentence that Berrigan fell

in with another inmate, Boyd F.

Douglas, Jr., who was winding up a

five-year term for bank fraud and
assault on a government agent.

Enrolled in a study-release

program at nearby Bucknell

University, the 31-year-old

Douglas was free to leave the

prison daily. He became a mail

courier for the militant priest but

turned FBI informer and handed

over to agents copies of letters

between Berrigan and members of

his antiwar movement on the

outside.

The defense sought to convince

the jury that Douglas seized upon

random ideas advanced by the

defendants and tried to fan them

into actions that the FBI could

label conspiratorial-in short, that

the paid informer acted as "agent

provocateur."

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The United States Tuesday

officially recognized Bangladesh, the new nation

carved out of the former eastern province of Pakistan

late last year with the aid of the Indian army.

"I am pleased to announce this morning that the

United States government is extending recognition to

Bangladesh," Secretary of State William P. Rogers

said in a statement.

The action ends more than three months of varying

stances by the Nixon administration toward the new

nation.

The initial American response to Bangladesh when

it won its independence in December was one of

reticence, with spokesmen saying at the time

recognition was not being considered.

This was followed by statements that the matter

had been elevated to active consideration with the

presence of Indian troops in Bangladesh considered a

negative factor.

When asked why the administration picked this

time to take the step to recognition, State Department

spokesman Robert J. McCloskey said there is

"nothing necessarily magic" about Tuesday as the

announcement date.

But he noted that Rogers had spoken of the Indian

troops' issue last month, and that the troops for the

most part were pulled out by the middle of March.

McCloskey said several nations were informed in

advance of Tuesday's announcement, including

China, the Soviet Union. Pakistan and India.

The American recognition is expected to help ease

tensions with India, which has been at odds with the

United States over the war with Pakistan that led to

creation of the new government.

Peking, the only major government still not

recognizing Bangladesh, sided with Pakistan in the

December war, as did the United States.

Although recognition was held back the United

States has maintained a consulate in Dacca and has

contributed $15 million in economic and humantarian

relief to Bangladesh since the end of the December
war.

Herbert D. Spivack, who headed the Dacca con-

sulate, will continue in that capacity with the title of

charge d'affaires.

In addition to the Indian troop withdrawal, Mc-

Closkey listed as factors in determining recognition a

growing sense of stability in South Asia and an ex-

pected positive international effect resulting from the

American move.

Government's VD Campaig

Criticized By Commission

Nobel Award Barred
STOCKHOLM <AP> — Soviet

novelist Alexander Solzhenitsyn

will not receive his 1970 Nobel

Prize for Literature in Moscow
April 9 as planned because the

Soviet government won't give a

visa to the Nobel Foundation of-

ficial who was to present it.

Karl-Ragnar Gierow. the

secretary of the foundation, said

today that the Russians had

refused him a visa He made no

other comment.
Gierow had planned to deliver

the prize medal and diploma at a

private ceremony at the Moscow
home of a friend of Solzhenitsyn.

The Soviet government was
angered by the award to the author

because of the anti-Soviet tone of

his writing, and he refused to come

to Stockholm for the prize

ceremonies because he feared his

government would not let him

return home.
Gierow said the Soviet

authorities gave him no reason for

refusing a visa

Solzhenitsyn's Nobel cash prize

of $80,000 was deposited in a Swiss

bank.

WASHINGTON <AP) — The

National Commission on Venereal

Disease said Tuesday the govern-

ment's stepped-up campaign
against gonorrhea and syphilis is

not enough to control what it called

an epidemic striking 2 5 million

Americans each year.

After a year of study, the ad

visory panel of 16 physicians and

one osteopath recommended
fjderal spending of $2% million

over the next five years for VD
control

Specifically, it sponsored a 19-

point program including VD in-

struction down to the seventh

grade in public and private

schools, more research and a

search for vaccines, and restored

VD courses in the curriculum of

medical schools.

In the fiscal year starting July 1.

the commission urged that federal

spending be boosted to $46 1 million

compared with the $31 million

President Nixon has requested

But Dr Merlin K DuVal.

assistant secretary for health and

scientific affairs in the Depart

ment of Health. Education and

Welfare said the administration

request represents a 250 percent

increase over two decades

Noting a historic rise in

gonorrhea and a 20-year high in

reported infectious syphilis cases,

the commission blamed the out

break on public and medical

complacency following the in

troduction of penicillin in the early

1950s

Dr Bruce P Webster. Cornell

University professor emeritus who
headed the study, said the recent

breakthrough in developing the

vaccine against meningitis "gives

stimulus and hope that such a

possibility is available"' for

gonorrhea
Officialsfrom the National Center

for Disease Control in Atlanta said,

however, that it takes 7 to 10 years

to institute a new vaccination

program.
Untreated syphilis can lead to

brain damage and blindness, and
be passed on by an expectant

mother to her child Gonorrhea
may cause sterility, blood in-

fections and arthritis
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The UMass Medical School

And Boondoggli:

iisi"

The above model of the UMass medical school shows the two research and office wings, connected by

the classroom and lecture hall building. The smaller building between the three will house-the school s

library. The large cross-shaped building in the rear will be the schools 400-bed teaching hospital. The

complex is due to be opened in 1974. __

(Editor's Note: This is the third installment in a series on the UMass

Medical School in Worcester. So far the series has been concerned with

the events leading up to the meeting by the Trustees when the location of

the school was to be decided. Dr. Lamar Soutter, Dean of the School, was

mentioned as man standing between the many political factions during

the debate.)

By DON SAINT-PIERRE
The UMass Trustees met on June

11. 1965. to vote on the site of the

medical school. (The meeting was

held after commencement, which

was probably a foreshadowing of

the outcome, in that students and

faculty would be away from
campus and would not be readily

able to present a united voice

against the decision.)

Most people were fairly con-

fident of what the results would be.

As an example, one local

newspaperman tells this story of

that afternoon : "We had a reporter

outside the meeting room with an

open line back to the paper. We had

already prepared the story and

laid it out with the headline UMass
Trustees Chose Amherst for

Medical School Site ' We were

holding the presses waiting for the

official word As the meeting wore

on. we were wondering why it was

taking so long to reach such an

easy decision."

Knowledge of the events which

transpired inside the meeting is

spotty One account is told by

Roger L Putnam. Chairman of the

Citizens' Action Committee of

Springfield, a group working for a

western Massachusetts' location

Putnam said the following is an

inside'' account of the meeting:

There were three groups at the

time of the first ballot, one wanted

the Amherst site, another wanted

an urban setting, and the last

wanted a Boston location. Six of the

twenty-two Trustees were from

western Massachusetts and would

vote for the school's location there

(Five wanted Amherst, and one.

Bishop Weldon of Springfield,

wanted it in that city.

)

It was decided to vote by secret

ballot, (a decision which would be

later challenged in the State

Legislature). Amherst,
Springfield. Worcester. Suburban

Boston and Downtown Boston were

the sties on which the vote was to

be taken.

It was also decided that after

each ballot the lowest contender

would be eliminated. Balloting

would continue until one site had a

majority. Most expected Amherst

to win by a substantial margin on

the second ballot, after the in-

dividuals had fulfilled their

political obligations.

The Amherst group later said

that they figured Worcester would

drop out on the first ballot as it

clearly didn't have preference over

the other sites which had been

selected by medical professionals

When Worcester was eliminated,

their votes were expected to go to

Amherst along with a few votes

from Trustees of the Boston area

who wished for a more suburban

setting

But. in reality, after the first

ballot it looked as if the Boston

block had already made
arrangements with the Worcester

group, for Worcester had picked up

votes from Boston, and the

Metropolitan area was eliminated..

Then, on the second ballot, the

Springfield group along with

Bishop Weldon (who apparently

favors an urban location > switched

to Worcester and the decision was

made. Worcester won with a 12-10

majority, the smallest majority

possible for a decision.

After that, in a rush to get

something out of the deal, the

Western Massachusetts group
pushed for a 2 plus 2 plan, i.e., a

two-year school in both Worcester

and Springfield This was rejected

by another close decision, the

majority saying it would
"jeopardize a quality education

."

A revote was asked, but all

members refused to change their

original positions, so it was can-

celled.

When the results were made
public, the massive cry of disbelief

and resentment was un-

precedented. For the first time in

history, the faculty, students, and

University administration seemed
united in a common cause. All went

on record against the decision and

asked the Trustees to reconsider

Letters poured in from across the

state asking for a revote.

In an effort to "calm the

natives", the Trustees scheduled

an open hearing on August 4, 1965

But, at that hearing, it became
obvious that the decision had been

made and no matter what was
said, the Trustees would not

change their minds.

An editorial in the Amherst

Record summed up the feelings

felt by most people on the decision.

"Few people in Amherst
acknowledge the wisdom of the

Trustees' decision. Because twelve

men, in their human fallibility, had

chosen ...to cast their votes with a

flagrant disregard for public

sentiment and professional ob-

jective recommendations, the

Medical School was written off as

one more entry in Massachusetts'

impressive journal of political

skulduggery and boondoggling

about which, sometime, something

should perhaps be done, by

someone."
Trustee Hugh Thompson said to

a group of labor leaders in Wor-

cester that their "decision was not

influenced by political pressures.

Despite what anyone might say, we
believed that we were right and we
are confident that the medical

profession will be proud of the job

we have done."

He had apparently not read an

editorial in the New England

Journal of Medicine on July 8, 1965.

which said, "The Worcester site

can neither strengthen the

University nor can it be

strenghthened by it
" It continued

saying the Amherst location was
preferable over Worcester

As the debate continued. Dean

Soutter, fearing that his school

would be delayed further I He said

at the time that he held the record

of being dean for the longest time

without having one student),

asked the dissenters to cease and

allow the school to go ahead in

Worcester.
Aside from the negative aspect

of not having the medical school on

campus at Amherst, it appears

that little regard had been made
(Continued next page)
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for the practical problems involved

in locating it in Worcester. For, at

that time, no site had been ac-

cepted and there began a frantic

search for land on which to con-

struct the buildings.

Not only was the land unplanned

for, but the Worcester hospitals

had for some time been conducting

massive construction projects to

serve the growing demands of the

community. Apparently, there was

little inter- communication bet-

ween the hospitals, for according

to a Massachusetts Blue Cross and

Blue Shield report, the hospitals,

after their expansions were
completed, would have a surplus of

both beds and special treatment

facilities. The report noted that it

did not include the Medical School

Hospital which comprised a 400-

bed unit and many special treat-

ment facilities.

Also, on August 20, 1965, the

Worcester Telegram noted that

there was an "acute shortage of

nurses" in central Massachusetts

and that the medical school would

only add to the dilemma.

But, the decision had been made
and after some quick bargaining at

the State House, the Trustees voted

on September 11, 1965, to accept a

parcel of land on the shores of Lake

Quinsigamond from State

Department of Mental Health

Commissioner Henry C. Solomon.

Then, after preliminary con-

struction plans had been made.

Soutter released figures that

confirmed the accuracy of the

studv conducted by Booz, Allen and
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Hamilton. Building at Worcester,

he said, would cost $459,000 more
for construction and $500,000 more
per year for operating costs. Total

cost of the Worcester complex was
now approaching $111 million.

In July, 1969, when Governor

Sargent signed the final bill to

begin construction, the total cost

was up to $124 million with an
annual payroll of $15.6 million.

What had been termed by one

member of the Board of Trustees

as "the logical site" continued to

be challenged across the state and
by the medical profession outside

the state. For in December, 1965,

the president of the American
Medical Association said con-

cerning the Board's decision: "A
medical school is a better medical

school when it is associated with a

full university." He said that it

allows a substantial savings in that

it is not necessary to duplicate

costs. He added that "the

University also benefits because of

the availability of scientific

facilities and courses connected

with the medical school."

(Tomorrow "The Legal
Challenge")
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'Everything's fine. Last week my boy was wounded

in the Vietnam Peace; yesterday I was mugged on the

streets that are Free of Fear, and today my husband

was laid off in The New Prosperity"

Art Buchwakl

By DAVID SCONDRAS
The following is the first of a series of articles that

hopefully will open a dialogue with the community on

the School of Education.

This is my perception of the school, its relevance

and problems, its successes and potentials, primarily

oriented toward communication, not toward an ad-

vocacy position with respect to the remainder of the

community.
To pretend that America has no problems is to deny

the realities of war, racism, poverty, overpopulation,

oppressive social orders, ecological imbalances, and

future shock. To assume that the strategies, skills

and roles of the past are adequate to cope with the

emergent crisis is to guarantee personal

disillusionment and leave the future to the exigencies

of biology and the false concerns of those who for so

long have abused the earth in the name of truth for

the sake of power.

"...Over the bleached bones of many a dead

civilization are written the words: too late, said M.

Luther King. In many ways, the most disconcerting

aspect of our problems is that their solutions depend

on time: we cannot pretend with the ghbness so

characteristic of a specie seemingly blind to history

that there will always be time to rectify error.

Knowing full well that societal issues must affect

institutions that socialize, it is time once again that

the role of education be re-evaluated; not in terms of

the past, but in terms of the future.

It is undeniable that our educational system has

been viewed from within and without in increasingly

critical terms. Although many aspects of these

criticisms might be discussed, one thing seems clear

:

the education of the future will be oriented toward

change in process and toward strategies in concepts

Many who are now in school or who have recently

finished school have already discovered the

inadequacy of their education and the increasingly

questionable relevance of present methods of ac-

creditation. Putting aside degree inflation and thifts

in demand for present job skills, there is the glaring

probability that neither the economic roles of the

near future nor the needs of the individual to cope

with that futures peculiar uncertainties are likely to

be consonant with the preparation afforded by our

present schools.

In the context, then, of the University of

Massachusetts, I think it valuable to clarify the

movement, history, resources and structure of the

School of Education in orderto open the possibility of

involvement which might aid in operationalizing its

stated goals.

For example, what kinds of successes and failures

has the school had with its pass/fail system'' In what

direction should we be moving? If we accept the role

of education as an institution to prepare people for

work, then how is the present structure valid given

the likelihood of a significantly altered job market If

we do not accept this role as legitimate, then what

have? , .....
To begin with, the School of d has a set of publicized

goals This is not to say that these goals are realizable

or that the school is necessarily moving toward them

de facto Such questions are matter of concern, need

analysis and ultimately will be settled by history.

However, we begin with the goals as they outline a

setting in which the school operates.

Some of the stated objectives of the School are

:

1 The elimination of racism as the central

pathology of our time and the most challenging issue

facing all societal institutions.

2 Improvement of Urban Education

3. Allowing the freedom to fail (viewed as a

prerequisite to experimentation).

4 The development of Alternate routes to effective

education (The school declares itself to be com-

mitted to be a model and testing ground for these.)

5. Individual freedom: this involves

a. the minimizing of organizational constraints.

b. routes of appeal for those who feel they are

prohibited from actions consistent with the goals and

resources of the school.

c. the elimination of status distinctions based on

formal rather than real criteria.

d. the opportunity for all members of the school

community to participate in the formation of school

policy and all other aspects of the school's gover-

nance

There are of course many other objectives, but

these will suffice as a point of departure

Given these goals, here are a few reactions from

people asked randomly, "can you characterize the

school of education from your perspective? They

serve to provide an impressionistic view of the

diverse reactions to the school.

"It has a verbalized commitment to make

racism its top priority. It has undertaken,

however, only a pseudoeffort toward the

operationalization of this priority. Its over-

publicizing of its goals makes what is done seem

far too little and fall short of its image"--a

doctoral student.

"A wonderful place if you know what you

want and are aggressive about getting it."-

facuity member.
"I see the school as a hustle. That s how it

operates, that's how it encourages its members

to operate, and that's what it rewards-hustling

and survival
' -a doctoral student.

"I like the activist orientation, but I dislike

the anti-intellectualism, i.e., to be active is to be

good; to think about what you're doing is not as

important. I want both to be a part of social

change -to be accountable to the goals set up

and to reflect upon what is done. "--faculty

member.
"Exciting, relevant, a good place if you know

what you want to do. "-administrator.

"In spite of many difficulties, it is the most

exciting, dynamic, meaningful institution for

training teachers in the country." -doctoral

student.

"My involvement at the moment is frenetic;

the school itself is promising." -doctoral

student. ,

"The school offers a wide range of

possibilities for students to pursue independent

objectives within a school environment. From

my own experience each centre allows for more

or less independence, and thus it's hard to

characterize the school as a whole. "-student.

"As long as you don't have to deal with the

internal politics-as long as what you want to do

with your project or program fits into what they

want, the school is the freest in the country.

However, if your vision does not coincide with

that of the administrators, you have no

recourse. Women, students and blacks have

little place within the school. Unless you are a

strong person willing to take risks, the level of

cooptation is a constant threat." -project

director.

"The school is an institution designed and

structured to perpetrate the illusion that there

exists in America the possibility for substantial

educational opportunities for poor people,

blacks and women. This is a clear cut and ob-

vious effect of watered down liberal rhetoric

coupled with the school's unprincipled political

and financial ambitions." -doctoral student.

The situation vis a vis education in the

country is bad in many respects The school is

attempting to improve this situation. That's

why I think that what is going on here is good.

The very attempt to change, under the cir-

cumstances, is a good thing "-faculty member
Clearly, the school is complex in its effects on its

population You will note the absence of un-

dergraduate response above. Perhaps if you have

feelings, you might take the time to send me a memo
at 225 Ed Bldg

The remainder of the series will concentrate on:

The history of the school, its present programs and

projects and resources.

2. Decision making within the school.

3. The school's commitment to racism, sexism

social change and innovation

4. The potential effectiveness of involvement on the

These articles will attempt to communicate, not

debate. For those interested, statements made which

may appear rhetorical without footnoting can be

footnoted upon request. There are. perhaps, others

who simply feel that the ideals of the school are

irrelevant or that the situation in the larger society

does not warrant a new vision. To them we shall say

nothing to save them from obscurity.

On Inflation
WASHINGTON There was more good

news on the cost of living from the Nixon

Administration last week. It went up again

But Herbert Stein, one of the President's

chief economists, said the only reason it had

risen was because food prices had in-

creased If you eliminated food prices from

the cost of living, he said, you would in fact

have seen a decrease in the prices.

Not many people realized how well the

President's anti-inflation policies were

working until they were explained to them

by Mr Stein

Since food prices seem to be the main

problem. I can now reveal what the Ad-

ministration is going to do about it

Do not be surprised if you flip on your TV

set in a few weeks and see the President of

the United States sitting at his desk behind

his seal.

"My fellow Americans.

i have asked to speak to you tonight on a

subject that is vital to everyone in this

country. When I took office three and a half

years ago, this country was on the road to

inflation; an inflation that touched every

household, every man, woman and child in

this great land of ours. I vowed at the time to

do something about it and I am happy to

report to you tonight that my efforts have

succeeded. I can now tell you that the price

of baseball cards is down 8%. the cost of

trolley-car tracks has been reduced .9%,

men's straw hats are selling at one-third the

price of 10 years ago.

"Lawrence Welk records have been

reduced $1. and mens Nehru jackets are

selling at a 50% discount.

The reason for the success of my anti

inflation program is the willingness of the

American people to make sacrifices to stem

the tide

"The only area we don't seem to have

made headway in our fight against rising

prices is in food Now I know you are going

to say. If the price of food goes up how can

we ever hope to hold down inflation'''

"My fellow Americans, the answer to that

question rests with each and every one of

you out there Ladies and gentlemen, we can

lick the problem of the high cost of food if we
make one more slight sacrifice. I am asking

every person in the nation regardless of

race, regardless of age, regardless of party

affiliation, to stop eating

"When I saying stop eating. I don't mean
just meat or vegetables or fruit or bread. I

mean stop eating anything

"If everyone gives up three meals a day

as long as Phase 2 is in effect. I assure you

that our battle against higher prices will be

won before the November election.

"Some of you may say. How can we give

up eating when it has become such an im-

portant part of our lives?" At first it won't be

ea^y. If I may add a personal note. Pat said

to me just before the broadcast, isn't there

any other way of lowering the cost of living

besides giving up food?'

"And I replied. Pat. of course there are

other ways. We could freeze farm prices, or

put a ceiling on grocery distributors, or

issue regulations barring rises in com-
modities. That would be the easy way, the

political way, the economical way.

"But, as President of the United States.

I must choose the hard way. Certainly there

will be some temporary inconveniences

when people have to give up eating. But they

are nothing comparable to the gains that

will show up on our economic indicators.'

"My fellow Americans, when you go to

bed hungry tonight, remember you are not

going to bed hungry because there is no food

to eat, but you are going to bed hungry
because you believe, as I do, in a healthy,

stable economy.

"I don't think I'm exaggerating when I

say that if every American gives up eating

until the inflation crisis is over, this could go
down as the week that changed the history of

the world
"

Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times.

Editorial Points

GREAT MOMENTS IN RETAILING

Letters To The Editor

Look For The Blake Remnant

To the Editor:

I search out the Black Remnant. That it may be

called into readiness, will you help by making a

visible ear of corn out of the following shibboleth?

English Black defines Jerusalem as Liberty She is

the Divine Vision in every individual; the Emanation

of the Giant Albion; the Holy City of Peace; and, in

happy copulation, She is the Bride of the Lamb-the

Marriage of Christ and His Church.

The purpose for which Blake, alone, lived was to

lay the foundation of Jerusalem in Lambeth; to 'build

Jerusalem in England's green and pleasant land For

She lay in ruins, marked as a Harlot for not putting

off the Human Form.
Jesus & Blake were Transgressors from the womb;

coming to defy the self-jealous miseries of Religious

heavens. Both were born to the illicit act. Blake

renounces the chastity of official Christianity The

Body of his espousal is a Woman Crowned .
The

Universal Church.

Jesus is named Liberator; Blake, the Liberty

Boy' each suffering Prophets. And Blake,

proclaiming the advent of the New Heaven, ear-

Broken Record

To the Editor: .

In the past few issues of the Collegian there have

been several letters of endorsement for Larry Ladd

as President of the Student Senate, and although the

Graduate Student Senate has in the past kept itself

apart from the workings of the undergraduate

Student Senate, I feel a need at this time to come forth

in support of Larry's position From groups such as

the Committee of Concern which drew up the early

guidelines for the Chancellors Search Committee to

the recent conference on Residential Colleges and

Living Learning Experiments. I find that it is the

unity of the campus and a concern for the student

body as a whole which is uppermost in Larry s mmd.

Much has been said, and there is a good record for

evidence of the action coming out of those concerns.

Consider the record, and consider the vote in your

senate by your representative as significant a step in

your life as that other vote for which you ve so con-

scientiously registered. ^ B^
President. Graduate Student Senate

It's A Fraud

To the Editor: „ m„„a ,int>
On the first page of the Umversity magazine

"Yahoo", distributed yesterday, the editors explain

that the magazine is published only **•£•*£
to the small budget appropriated by-th

*

Student

Senate. The unqualified failure of th a ™gaz.ne

prompts me to strongly suggest that its budget be

entirely eliminated. •- ---
ic an

To say that the magazine was not humorow iaan

understatement. I found the articles J****"
puerile, offensive and depressing. MyJ*"™

1 » "{
based on any prudishness on my part nor does tt

reflect only my own taste; none of the ^udents w

whom I spoke concerning this rag could find anything

grheto«^
public apology for wasting whatever funds were

given to them. Rilev

marked the return of the Red Inheritance of which,

with Esau, we have been deprived-namely, the

Holiness of the Body, now come of age.

We are the Church of the Blake Recital, called

Golgonooza, the Fourfold London, in Athens, Ohio, at

the Foot of Mount Nebo, in America. We are erecting

a bell-tower on the foundations of Jerusalem. It

happens here!

The American Liberty Bell aborted; cracked in

pride At this juncture we proclaim Liberty

throughout the land. We ring-in the fiery Son of Man!

"The Briton, Saxon, Roman, Norman

amalgamating in my Furnaces Into One Nation, the

English, and taking refuge in the Loins of Albion.

God is an Englishman.

Friends of the Giant Albion! We embrace you-and

would hear from You.
AEthelred Eldridge

Larry Cleans Up

To the Editor:
.

The future of the Student Government Association

will be decided Wednesday evening, when the Student

Senate elects its officers This letter is about that

election and the men who are seeking to lead the

SGA Larry Ladd and John Stevens I have known

both of the candidates for two years, and during that

time I have come to like and respect both of them

very much However, when you decide to back a

candidate for an office, friendship cannot be a

consideration, rather which man can be the most

productive in the position being sought.

For this reason. I am endorsing Larry Ladd for the

Presidency of the SGA The SGA will be taking on a

new complexion next year with the new roles given

the Senate Officers. It is most important that the man

selected as President be a very capable rational

diplomat Larry Ladd possesses these qualities John

is not as experienced, and does not possess these

needed qualities These are not faults but they are

not good attributes for one who must deal with the

administration We need a man who will meet these

people at their own level and be respected for his

opinion, not one who presents a list of demands and

will not discuss the problem.

I believe that Larry will carry the SGA to a position

of respect, and I ask you to elect him President

Henry P. Bouffard

Attorney General. SGA

How about that surprise

Mother Nature pulled on

everybody yesterday? That'll

teach you to take a woman for

granted. (Pig!)
***

The food in the dining

commons is something else,

isn't it? (Here we go again,

eh?) Would you believe there

are those who actually feel an

attack on the dining commons
is an attack on the U.S. of A.?

(Horrors!)
*»»

A lot of presidential hopefuls

have or plan to show up at

UMass.and you thought your

vote didn't make that much

difference.
»•*

At this time, may we wish a

very happy birthday to WH-
F/WAM. Congrads and may
you enjoy many more, dig?

***

President Nixon was going to

welcome the 101st Airborne

Division back from Vietnam
tomorrow. His plans were to

use the speech to declare the

success of Vietnamization.

Since the new Communist
drive, however, he decided to

cancel his appearance. You
can't win them all, Dicky

Baby. Let's get out.

Needle-leaves
The tree, she sings. She musics everything.

She prats a song of change.

Her audience of green and yellow,

like amphitheatre, in seats of red and mellow orange,

recline in chairs... rest dangling stares

upon the trunken sound.

The branching isles reach away, and

lean an ear around.

The dangling ears constantly perking

at every sound.

The old-man leaves grow young again,

each year, and fall away.

The tree, she pines, she mourns in evergreen.

She will at times just flow and sway

in her own. proud, tuneless way.

Oblivious, her vacant colisseum,

points and dangles criticism...

upon the trunken sound.

The empty isles fade away, and

never look around

The pineling ears constantly smirking

at pantomime, in sound.

The needle-leaves grow old and deaf,

each year, and so they stay.
T. David Barrett

Special Note Of Thanks
To the Editor:

On behalf of Muscular Dystrophy

for the Western Massachusetts

chapter, the brothers of Sigma Phi

Epsilon would like to thank the

entire campus community for their

generosity during our recent drive

on March 21. Over $1000 was raised

for Muscular Dystrophy due to the

contributions from students.

faculty members, and many others

associated with the University

A special note of thanks is ex-

tended to the sisters of Alpha Chi

Omega. Kappa Alpha Theta. and

Kappa Kappa Gamma, whose time

and effort greatly enhanced our

efforts to make this contribution to

Muscular Dystrophy.
Sigma Phi Kpsilon

Let It Be Known
To the readers of YAHOO:
May it be known that "Chappaquiddic Chants, or The Kennedy

Ferrv Tale" as appears on page 27 of the magazine bears an anonymous

author, and was to have been printed as -'submitted by Steve Masse I

have no claim to copyright of the material and do not wish to be ac-

credited with authorship of the gem
M»-ph«*n \ . Masse

Still Waiting

To the Editor:

I have been waiting, apparently in vain, to see if the

Daily Collegian was going to prove itself objective in

regard to the issue of abort ion Several weeks ago this

paper printed what I have been told were only facts

regarding the "rights'' and options open to women

with unwanted pregnancies. I feel, and I am sure that

there are others who would agree with me, that by

printing these "facts'' the Collegian, a supposedly

free and responsible press, has lost any trace of

objectivity and is printing slanted news.

In your series of articles I did not see anything

about the rights and options left open to the unborn

child or his or her father. Where are those facts? Will

the editors of the Collegian be as objective as the

term "free and responsible press'' warrants, or will

they continue to print onl/ those facts which happen

to agree with their personal philosophies?

Lee Thomas

COS
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Black Social Art

Lectured Tonight

The Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Lecture Series presents^ as a

part of a week-long program, Barry Gaither, ^museum curao^ The

National Center for Afro-American Art, and Director of Visual Arts tor

The Sma £wis School for Fine Arts in Roxbury^ He will be l^tunng

tonight April 5th, in the Commonwealth Room of the Student Union at

8 w P m on the topic of Black Social Art. His major interest lies in ex-

trac&g Black art from the shadows of the Black cultural experience, and

proualy exhibiting it and its history in the world of art and culture^ fts

knowledge of his work is broad and far-reaching, and his intellectual

cSuy
g
coupled with a tremendous^determination;

and
i

dx.ve. make hmi

successful in his work. He teaches, writes, exhibits, catalogues

researches, and shows no sign, in spite of this crowded schedule of

atTgue ^disenchantment. He is, at the same time, building *£**£-
hP becinnine of an archive, that he hopes in five years will include 9,000

slfdefSfgh ing various artists' carreers. He has Published works on

Afr?Amfrican artists in the past and the Conference on African and

Mro-Amencan Itudies has commissioned him to write a monograph on

Afro-American Art, which was released late last year.
AM„„,a

ms^ademic education is based at Morehouse College in the AtlanU

Unt^?y Ceme^ and Brown University in Provide^ He went on to

teach Afro-American Art at Spelman College in Atlanta

^ong the organizations to which Brother Gaither belongs are die

Col^ge Art Association, the National Conference of Artists, and the Pan-

M
ms

a
puW^onsTnclude. "Henry O. Tanner. An Afro-American Ar-

tisV
" Towards A Viable Participation." and he is currently writing an

en rv on M^Xnerican Art for The Negro Reference Book He has..bo

been invited to write a book for Secondary schools by the New York

^Sce^nTtoVS^SSSSL been Director of Visual Arts

for The Elma Lewis School of Fine Arts. Curator of the museum o The

National Center of Afro-American Artists, and Special Curator of Affa.rs

Involving Black Artists, at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

Oil Spill Reparations Sought
, f*D* _ Tho j • *-»«- hoDrinos nn the sdUI neelicence and indifference

EAST LYME, Conn. ( AP) — The

Board of Selectmen voted

unanimously Monday night to seek

reparatk ns from the owner of the

tanker F.L. Hayes, which spilled

80,000 gallons of oil on Long Island

Sound March 21.

Beaches in East Lyme around

Niantic Bay were described by

state and federal environmental

officials as taking the brunt of

damage from the oil. spilled when

the tanker grounded on Bartlett's

Reef.

The decision was the second

promise of action to seek damages

from the owner of the tanker, the

Spentonbush Fuel Transport Co. of

New York City.

State Environmental Protection

Commissioner Dan W. Lufkin last

week said the firm was guilty of

negligence in the spill. He asked

Atty. Gen. Robert J. Killian to take

legal action, but Killian reserved

his decision about what action to

take until after the environment^

department's hearings on the spill

are concluded. Those hearings are

scheduled to begin Thursday in

East Lyme.
A resolution adopted by the

selectmen said:

"It is impossible to know at this

time of the damage to the town, its

negligence and indifferences of the

responsible people. The selectmen

consider it their duty to do

everything they can, not only to

compensate the town and its people

for the losses, but to demonstrate

that it is cheaper to do whatever is

necessary to prevent these spills
timeoi tneaamageio me iu>vii, i« .»-*.,,„.«..., ~vr- -«,,

people and future generations will than to pay the consequences,

suffer because of the gross

Spring Cleanup Time

COLLEGETOHIV BARBERS
Feature

THE NO HAIRCUT TRIM
AND

MALE AMERICAN STYLES

183 N. Pleasant St

253 9884

Free Parking
In Rear

PUT YOURSELF TOCCTHtR FOR SPRING

SAVINGS
Campus Center Garage

If you are paying 50< or more, we have significant

savings for you. Ask us about our 6th level tickets.

Call Kathy at 549-6000.
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Hungarian Choir

To Perform Tuesday

The Bela Bartok Choir is seen here, belting out one of its songs under the auspices of Dr. Gabor

Baross. The choir will perform next Tuesday in Hampden Dining Commons.

The Bela Bartok Choir of Eotvos

Lorand University, Budapest, will

perform here Tuesday, April 11, as

part of the third International

University Choral Festival.

The concert, under the auspices

of the Fine Arts Council in

association with the UMass
Chorale, will begin at 8 p.m. in

Hampden Dining Commons,
Southwest Residential College

(site of the high-rise dormitories).

Dr. Gabor Baross founded the

Bela Bartok Choir at Eotvos

Lorand University in 1948. While

studying for a law degree there,

Dr. Baross continued his music

studies at the Budapest Con-

servatory of Music. He conducts

the University Symphony Or-

chestra, Folklore Ensemble, in

addition to the Choir, and also

serves as artistic director of The

State Folk Ensemble Orchestra.

Dr. Baross, recently appointed

director of The Budapest
University Theatre, was the 1971

recipient of the coveted Franz

Liszt Prize by the Hungarian

government.

For its April 11th appearance the

Bela Bartok Choir will perform

works spanning four centuries

from Palestrina to examples of

contemporary Hungarian choral

writing. Tickets are $1 for UMass
undergraduates and $1.50 for

others, and may be obtained by

contacting the Fine Arts Council,

125 Herter Hall, telephone (413)

545-0202. Seating will be limited,

and remaining tickets will be

available at the door prior to the

concert.

Holyoke Dance Group

To Hold Spring Rites
By MAUREEN MEISTER

The Mount Holyoke Concert Dance Group is presenting its annual

spring performance this weekend in the college's Laboratory Theatre.

Tickets may be bought now at the Lab Theatre box office for the shows

which will begin at 8:00 p.m. Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings.

The dance group, under the direction of Miss Rosalind Pierson, wi

involve about twenty members from UMass, Smith and Amherst as well

as students from Mount Holyoke. Students are also responsible for much

of the choreography. ... .—

.

. „

The program promises to be exceptionally good, and it will be seen in a

number of places. The group is previewing their concert on the Kitty

Today" show Wednesday at 9 a.m. on WWLP-TV, Channel 22. Three

dances from the performance will be featured. ...
From Mount Holyoke, the dance group will take its production to

Wellesley and Windham Colleges where they have been invited. A per-

formance will also be given at Amherst College next Monday. Apnl 10 in

Buckley Recital Hall. ,

The program is diverse and will include a variety of types and styles of

dance Outstanding among the nine pieces will be an Afro-American

dance about the American Negro and a jazz solo to the music of the

Beatles
1

Sgt. Pepper. Also featured will be a modern ballet to a Vivaldi

piece and, of course, classical ballet.

GayLib Talk At Amherst
"The Gay Liberation Movement-

An Instance of Stigma Con-

version" will be the topic of Prof

R. Laud Humphries' lecture at

Amherst College on Thursday.

April 6.

Sponsored by the Department of

Anthropology and Sociology, the

lecture will be at 8 p.m in the

Babbott Room of the Black

Cultural Center. It is open to the

public without charge.

Humphries is Professor

Criminal Justice at the State

University of New York I Albany I

and is the author of Tea Room
Trade.

CHAMPION TERMPAPERS
636 Beacon Street ( #605)

Boston. Mass. 02115

Research Material for Termpapers, Reports. Theses, etc. Lowest

Prices, Quick Service.

For information, write or call : < 617) 536-9700

SPRING HAS COME!

So Has Inspection Time.

Frank's Arco Service
(Official Inspection Station)

Rt. 116 NORTH AMHERST,
Between C liffside and Campus

ARCO <>

Complete Tune-ups

Minor Repairs

Emergency Service

Tel. 253-9063

Hrs. 7 A.M. — 9 P.M.

U-HAULEl
Trucks and Trailers

Order now for

end of semester

moving

Attention Star Gazers
The University of Massachusetts

Physics and Astronomy
Colloquium by Dr. W.B Burton of

the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory, which was originally

scheduled for today, has been

POSTPONED It will be

rescheduled for Wednesday, May
10

STUDENT UNION HATCH

SERVE YOURSELF
From an array of

luscious sundae topping at the

lee Cream Smorgasbord

Hot Fudge
Pineapple
Strawberry

Butterscotch

Chocolate
Fruit Salad

Topped with Marshmallow or Whip Topping!

Thursday, April 6 7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

at the Hatch - Student Union

@&5R

|Z32^ J>2g:2S

Candle Wax

SALE
10 lbs.

$225

Buy a Whopper and a Coca-Cola

and take home a classic

Coca-Cold glass for IOC and

old times sake.

'

* Offer good only with the

purchase of a Whoooer and
a 12 oz. Coca Cola at the

regular price.

BURGER
KING

BURGER KING
344 King St.

Northampton, Mass.

Two blocks north of Kingsgate Plaza

l'r'.
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Festival Is Lottery Site

NORWICH, Conn. (AP)-The

Norwich Rose Arts Festival in late

June has been chosen for the first

quarterly drawing in the state

lottery featuring top winnings of

$100,000, according to a gaming

commission representative.

Drawings for the weekly, "Super

75" and quarterly prizes will be

divided between June 22 and 23 at

the festival and will involve more

than $1 million in prizes.

Harold G. Wills Jr., a field

representative of the commission,

said Monday both the "Mighty

Oak" drawing, which has a top

prize of $100,000, and the "Little

Acorn" selection with $10,000 in top

winnings will be presented at the

June 23 drawing.

The first day will involve the

regular weekly pick of $5,000 prize

winners and the person from the

previous week's winning list who

gets $75,000.

The Gaming Commission also

announced today in Hartford that a

record 26 winners of $5,000 have

claimed prizes as a result of last

week's drawings.
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Your Head

Sex And Money Cause Marital Problems

\ctin* Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery. left, and others from CMass Amherst met with represen-

taUveT?rom
arU

L°nivtrSitv
P
of Freiburg. Germany. r^ly^^^J^^^.^^

agreement and lav the framework for increased cooperation. With Dr. Bromerx. from ,etl
- "£"eci"

tduard Seidler of Freiburg in charge of foreign relations for the German university; Dr. Barbara

fice and Professor of German Lawrence Ryan. Chairman of the Freiburg Committee at L Mass
.

uver

he past si^vears I Mass students and faculty have gone to Freiburg to study and ea.h; the ne»

agreemen! opens the way for a full, two-way exchange, the first such agreement for either of the two

institutions.

MDC Classifieds Pay

rteak
for lunch

Jazz Concert

On Monday

The element of improviation is

the foundation of a particular type

of music; JAZZ. The Orchard Hill

Jazz Committee was formed and

exists to expose the University

Community in general to this type

of vibrant, alive music. Their first

accomplishment will take place on

Monday. April 10th at the Campus
Center Auditorium when, in

association with ABC Impulse

Record, they will be presenting

three of the finest contemporary

jazz musicians. Pharoah Sanders.

Alice Coltrane. and Michael White.

There will be two shows, one at

6:40 P.M. and the other at 10:00

P.M. Admission is one dollar and

tickets are available at the

Campus Center RSO office and the

Orchard Hill Masters Office

A great Chopped Steak or delicious Family Steak.

You choose. And with it. a crisp tossed salad and

roll. Quite a lunch. Quite a special, Monday

through Saturday from 11 to 4, at Ponderosa.

PONDEROSA STEAK BOUSE
where tender things ore always hoppcmg

King Street

NORTHAMPTON
(across from Hampshire Lincoln-Mercury)

SPRING BOOK FAIR

April 5th through the 20th

1000's of Books

Drastically Reduced in Price

Values to $ 30°°

The University Store

By DRS. MCCASHIN AND KLEIN
Q:' "I'm worried about my
marriage. Since my husband and I

enrolled in graduate school it

seems as though we've been

gradually drifting apart. In fact we
haven't made love in over a month.

When we are talking to each other

it seems as though we're always

arguing about money. We're both

very committed to our work and

I'm afraid that this interferes with

our relationship. We both love each

other but can't seem to work things

out"

A: Sex and money are invariably

the chief areas of controversy

among couples. It is in these areas

that interpersonal conflicts in a

relationship are often acted out. In

varying intensity these conflicts

may involve issues of power,

dependency, vanity or com-
petitiveness. Unresolved, these

struggles can lead to mutually

hurtful patterns of behavior,

characterized by withdrawal,

stormy arguments or a com-

bination of both. It is there fore

unlikely that the difficulties in your

marriage can be explained wholly

in terms of academic versus

marital interests. Invite your

husband to enter into a "truce"

with you and talk openly about

your concerns. Try to initially

resolve the less provocative

problems, like working out a way
to spend more free time together.

Focus on what is positive in your

CALL

545-2566

relationship and avoiding in-

tellectual debating, try to develop

an atmosphere of mutual help-

fulness. If the problems persist you

may wish to seek professional

evaluation or therapy as a

couple.Q: "I have been trying to

get a friend of mine to get therapy

for several months now. He is a

drug addict who wants to break a

heavy amphetamine habit. He says

that he's gone clean several times

before only to start speeding again

He refuses to get therapy because

he says it doesn't work in cases like

his. Is this true and if so, why?"
A: It is true that for many reasons,

traditional individual
psychotherapy is often un-

successful in treating drug ad-

diction. Drug addiction has only in

recent years been openly

acknowledged as a middle-class

problem. This is one significant

factor involved in the neglect of the

problem. There has been woefully

little significant research on the

medical and phenomenological

factors involved. Furthermore,
relatively few professional

psychotherapists have had
adequate training or experience in

working as practitioners with drug

addicts.

Furthermore the symptoms of

drug addiction are pleasure

related in spite of the high price

addicts pay for the gratification

involved. In the traditional

neurosis the symptoms e.g.

anxiety phobia depression, etc. are

themselves painful. The patient is

therefore more likely to have high

motivation for change. The
symptoms of drug addiction like

alcoholism and certain kinds of

sexual and anti-social behavior

patterns become very much a

source of consistent gratification in

one's life.

Inadequate reserach data,

inadequate professional training

and resistant patients along with

the highly complex sociological

factors involved are part of what

keeps success rates for

psychotherapeutic treatment

down. If your friend is really

motivated to change however, a

larger stumbling block for suc-

cessful treatment is dramatically

reduced and it would be wor-

thwhile to continue pressing him to

enter some kind of counseling

relationship.

Drs. McCashin and Klein will

accept questions in strict con-

fidence for possible appearance in

"Your Head." Send or bring your

inquiries to Mental Health, 303

Machmer Hall

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class
New Clatt Begin* April 10th

Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCE! REGISTER NOW
Tel. 256 6064

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTO FOR SALE

87 Yolks But. gat heater. 11300. good

shape. Xiao 65 Xolk*. squareback radlals

new electrical system, need aome work

in*. 774-naa.
U4-7

Discount — Stereo equip. * accea.. all

major brands, amp*, receiver*. T -table*

speakers Mrack tapee 12.00. For loweat

price* call S46d063. ^^

WANTED

Need* work- IH3 Falrlalne. V-6. body

A Interior In exc. cond. — valve* may need

work. Mu»t **ll! Cheap: Call 545-0845 *
leave tel. no.

tlt-i

Roaemont Ski Boota. uaed leas than one

season, alie «. FIU alie* 4-4 foot. I7S. Call

584-3418 aak tor Krio. It not In. leave a

number. ^^
New. Muat sell

Eat. group wants lead atnger Rock. C *

W orlglnala M or F Should want to really

work. 256-6322: MMW
U4-5

1000 Deluxe Name and Xddress labela.

f 1.00 postpaid Claamar. Dent. RR. Box

ZC3. Klkhart. Ind 4-6514.
4-6

I bedroom apt. wanted by marr. couple

by July I. cloae to I Mass Max
t ISO/month. Call 544-7432

MM

Quality Research and reference

material*. Origtoala and copies. TPA.

Rm. 117. Xmherst Carriage Inn. 233 N.

Pleasant St. 06-010*.
tf 4-*g

Summer sublet 3 - bedroom Puffton

Village apt. with option for fall. 140 off

regular monthly rent! Call S46-364S.

U4-0

Available June. I — I bedroom apt.

w/fall option tia/mo.. utll Inc.. pool.

tennl* court* Call 066-4348.

If 4- 10

I Down Sleeping Bag
(all 253-5318

Dodge Mall Truck — IIS4. two beds

sink radio, ice box. heater, excellent

engine, trans . very solid Call S64-5IS5

evening.

If 4-6

1965 Jeep VXagoneer with plow for sale or

trade for recent Ford wagon, very good

condition $1500 firm. S4S-ISt» daya. 2S3-

2112 p m
If4-I3

Why pay outrageous rent! Buy a trailer

20 min. from Campus. 42x8" w/ lO^ 1

addition. 11300. 323-7384. Mu*t sell by May
12lh

If641

19*5 Chevy Impala 4 dr.. automatic.

power steering, good mechanical con-

dition 1 358 ( all 584-8078

tf 4-13

1067 Chevy Impala 2 dr. H.T. 283. V8.

Man\ extra*, excellent cond. Priced for

quick sale «8O0 Firm. Call Dom $46-6126 a

8 p m
tf 4-7

IS and Foreign Coins aad Stamps

bought, sold traded, appraiaals and

estimate*. Bob Murrtn. 224 Hamlin House

or P.O. Box 104. Amherst. MA.
•Ml

Someone who want* to go to a Bruin*

Playoff game. Need ride to Boston Garden

and beat offer for ticket. Call Bob at S46-

5477. ^

ENTERTAINMENT
Tonight Poor Howard at the Wednesday

Night Coffeenouae. Absolutely free. At

The BluewaH.
4-5

Rock with J. D. Mama Sat. April 8 from

8:30 to ? 'Quite A Group Dwlght Hae

Cheap beer!
U 4-7

ROOMMATE WANTED MOVIE

107 1 Honda SLI 75. exc. cond. 4560 mb).

For Info Call 546*634.

FOR JUNE — F roommate wanted to

share fumiahed 5 rm. apt. in North-

ampton. Own bdrm . 170 k utll Call Lin

584-4403 daya.
114-28

Dont miaa — "Elvira Madigan Fri,
|

April 7 — In Mahar And. at 7 - • - II.

Sponsored by the Cinema Club
tf*-7

Blater 1970 4-wheel drive, anow plow

w /power angle Custom sport truck, dual

bat. 10x18.5 tire*, bal. of warranty, clean

MMfttt.
tfM

Sale on all muaical Instruments. Gulln.

Gibson. Martin. Aria. Yamaha. Ovation.

etc 25-40% off The Guitar Workahop »8

Main Mlamp. 584-1704.

tr 4-1

i

Female. 147 mo. torn. apt. utilities toe.

sw im pool . In Sunderland Only until June

< •" """* mm
ROOM AVAILABLE

1965 \ aliant. run* well, new clutch. 1165.

1.1.485-3,2.

65 Dodge Yan. Good condition Interior

carpeted and pannelled Call 256-6437

tr 4-11

I pair block crinkle-patent leather

women* boot*, site 6-6-1/2. very good

condition 1 10 or best offer Call 6-8688 or 6-

»I20 Ellae

If you are a female looking for a female

roommate. Call 532-4425. Aak for Sue
If 4-12

Room and board apartment* adjacent

1 Mas* for »ome assistance In child care of

2 school age children Call 540-3453.

If 4-7

TRAVEL
Quiet male roommate wanted for yr 72-

73 Call (llffslde 665-3611.

tf 4-11

19*6 \ ord Fairlane 500 Excellent trans .

many extras including tape deck and 20

plus tape* new bat.. st »now tires Good

bu\ call j-*-«i>
tf 4-7

Clartneta & trumpets, new 6 used at

decent prices Creative Endeavor (the

Worldwide Music Store I
Greenfield. 1-774-

M
Anv females planning to spend the

summer In Atlantic City. N. J and need

another roommate? Call l.ela at 540-1351

or 5454082

I niverslty Travelers Club - Traveling

thia summer* Stay overnight free! Stuck

at home? Host travelers. Meet frlendl*

people Exchange privileges with mem-

ber* in IS A Canada Write now for full

details: ITC. P.O. Box 9147. Berkeley.

Caff,m
1964 Chevy Sla.VXag 2*3 cu in V8. new

halt, and wiring and two new tire* Run*

good I KM) or best offer < all 6-8105 ask lor

Darlen
. .

tf 4-7

< ombination AM FM Radio, tape player

plus turn table Best offer Call 5-2172. Aak

,or Hird
,f4-6

WANTED TO RENT
TYPING

88 VVX ton*. New eng. I :*»Hl Ml MM.
tf 4-12

Guitars: Acouatic. Electric. Cloooical.

all below retail Strings, accesaorle* and

straps ( all 546-7072 or vi.lt 209 Web*ter.

"•• tf44

Wanted: to rent or buy small rural

dwelling June I Occupancy 253 7248 after

8. Tom
4^

FOR RENT

r.2 VAX Bu* for sale New brakes, new

muffler, and two new snow tires. I3.VI ( all

MMTTI.
tf 4-11

81 ( he* y II Sid. t door sedan Runs well

IM MM.
114-7

Raleigh Sport I speed Engllah bike.

«,rl s model I yr old, exc cond .

Krcen with basket A pump

asking l«» Day J"d > sast
I 185.

tf 4-7

Hlack 6 while T Y rentals t 50 per day —
IS day minimum ( olor T X rentals 1 1

per

da> — 30 day minimum TY Center 55 N.

Pleasant 253-5180
lf4-.>

85 Muslang 2M9. I speed with Itorsl

shifter <«ood rubber Best offer o*er 1450.

Must sell. ( all Jack 548 5773
If 1-7

R8 Ford f.alaxie. clean, good tires with

snow*, new battery, automatic 253-5152

after 5 p.m.
U4-7

PERSONAL

Krayler: Hoppy birthday woman 21!!

I ove Ya Yen. ^

Large three bedroom apt., a mile from

I Mass. 1200 per month. Call 549-0043 after

8. Available May lat.

If 4-8

June I. w/opl. to renew (llffslde I

bdrm Furnished, air-condition, utilities.

tennis, swim pool l*rlce negotiable 665-

III.'. or 253-522:1

H4-7

T * ping — theses . dissertations, etc Fast

mil accurate Proofreading, editing if

ilrsin-d. Have Greek and science symbols

253-3601

.

RIDE NEEDED
Desperate! Neeed ride to Ithaca Of

* K-inilv I cave Friday, return Sun. Mon.

or lues Will share I Please call 6-96K*.

Thanks.
I-:.

2 1/2 room ant. to sublet June to Sept.

with opttow some torn If needed, oil

utilltie* toe., close to campus 1136. Coll

253-3836.

MM
I bdrm. fumiahed apt. at Colonial Ylge..

available June I. option to renew. Pool.

Rent negotiable. All utll. Inc. Call 253-7444.

oJM

One bdrm. (llffslde Ants, avail. June I
•

Xugust 31 (all 845-3411

IfMl

Ouabbin Village 2 bedroom apt. Sublet

June I to Sept. I. 1145 include* all utilities

and air conditioning W VA carpeting. 323-

4077.
tf 4-7

2 bedroom Townhouse from June to

Xugust. Xir conditioned and fumiahed

1150. toll 253-5834 after 8:00 pm
Rlverglade ApU.

U4 7

I bed avail. June I. couples only

Located end I niv Drive 1170 month

swim pool, heal toe . air cond Call 253-

2170
If 4-12

Sublease, .'bedroom apt w/w, air cond.

pool Option to rent >.< after '.

If I It

I bedroom at ( llffslde Furnished Dish

washer June I Sept I t all 885-4270

If l-«

:• bdrm furnished apt < llffslde lid
\vail I line I Opt ion In rent for fall ( all

i.i. . l.'ii.

H47

2 bed. »:18.*» Puffton. avail now — Sept. I.

air cond . option to renew (all 5494710

If 4-7

Summer sublet. 2 hd apt in IIS Lake.

acres of woods 7 miles to I Xlass off 118.

( all between III and II I (87X508.

Of44

EMPLOYMENT

Willow tree - To the girl *••**"•
about the willow Sun nlte while taking

pictures thank you Please call Ira 81049

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Salesmen wanted part-time now. full

time summer. New product Com mission

„nlv Write INI A Assoc P.O.Box 1192.

spfld . Mass 01101.

Eurnished (llffslde apt . avail June I

w /option lor Sept Pool, tennis, utll dish

washer ( all 885-3508 1170
If 4-24

Summer sublet I bedroom apt. 1150

month, option to renew lease in Sep-

tember, (all 540-8181 anytime, apt. 279.

Puffton
tft-7

4-5

FOR SALE

V* encore H-trark car stereos w /channel

indie lights and deluxe speaker* Ex-

lellent base response. Brand new! ( all

256-8788.
tfl-7

In honor of the graduating allmr man.

The art of being a Leonard will be

taught next fall. ^

Two-Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. B-monlh lease

IIH-./mnnth. includes utll Call 68S-324*

days or 863-357.'. niles

LOST

SERVICES

(tood deeds. 8 tr. tapes New titles flly

grted. only 13.99 (all 546-8785 or visit 115

Field Ask for Elliott
til*'

asperate' Need ride to Ith.c
,

or

.uinitv I rave Krldav return Sun
.
Mon

;; lues Will share I Please call 6-9688

I hank*. |>

Amherst Audio services, stereo com

poni-nls I ape decks for home or car 197

No Pleasant at., 256-8133
tfsem

Xak is lost — A grey and white cat. In the

Puffton — N. Amh. area, (all 540-oohi

evenings ^

I bed Puffton Apt .
completely fur-

nished, air cond . avail June I to Aug 31

Kent negotiable Call 549-1880 brtween 5

and 7

tf47

TOSUBLET
CAR STORAGE

Moccasins In all styles and site* Bur

falo Deerskin, sueded and glove-tannrrt

lea 16 - 1 12 Take a look at the catalog

223 Gorman. . .

Dear Hah* Huey. thank* for a great

ilme' Watch out for the ants all over vour

,,n|,y lose Mental Maggie. Crory

< aiol. Kook* Karen

The Lamp Shop t9l Pine - ( ushman

(.real used furniture and articles, very

reas. Mon -Sat. 10-8. Tel 540-3876.

Apt sublet. 3 bedroom, option for lease

Sept.. available June 1st. 341 Puffton

Village. 549-l29t. partially furnished Alao

room a now.

Excellent access In Xmherst (enter

( lean. Reasonable rales l» H .tones 540-

I7oo
tft-28
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Notices

ATTENTION ALL NIADS
There will be a practice session

Wed. 4/12at4:45 in WoPE pool. Basic

skills and stunts will be reviewed and

tryouts will be discussed.

ATTENTION N.E.S. TUTORS
There will not be any tutoring at

the A. I.C. center this week. The

center is closed for the week.

BICYCLE TOUR
Anyone interested in a bicycle tour

to take place in Ohio, May 13-14

contact David at 6-6759 for tran

sportation and other info.

CHEMISTRY CLUB
Chem Club meeting tonight at 7:30

in Goessman 152. Refreshments will

be served.

CO-ED LIVING
Any male interested in living in co

ed high rise in Southwest next

French
Lecture

Tonight
Professor Dennis Porter will

speak on the image of French

civilization as reflected in

nineteenth century French
literature tonight at 8:00 in Herter

231. Professor Porter is a specialist

in nineteenth century French
studies who has done extensive

work in the relationships of art and

literature. The lecture will be

accompanied by slides.

These biweekly lectures are

associated with the Masterworks

of French Literature course, and

intend to give the students a sense

of the relationship between the

literature of a particular period

and the main cultural and political

movements of that period. All

students are welcome to attend.

semester, call Arnie at 546 9060 by

Mon. April 10.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
There will be a meeting tonight at

7.30 in Grinnell Arena. Everyone is

needed for the 4-H clinic Sat. Special

attraction: "Mr. Ed" in person.

HEED 120 and 390

Members from last semester are

invited to a Coffee Career Hour in

Skinner Lounge, Thurs. evening,

April 6 at 7:30 p.m.

MOVING TO

A NEW
TOWN?

It's nice to know where

you're going to LIVE 1

And that's where we

come ir . You see, we are

a part of a giant net-

work relocation spe-

cialist" ;alled Inter-City

Reioca'ion Service. When
you're being transferred

to another city, we'll sell

your home here and a

fellow-ICRS Realtor will

be ready, in your new

town, to show you just

the kind of home you're

looking for. When the

boss calls you in, cajl

us up!

Just more of the kind of

service we're known for:

D. H. JONES
Real Estate Agency

200 Triangle St.

Amherst, Mass.
413-549-3700

HSITORY 186

Lecture Mon.

Herter 227.

MEMBER OF

INTER-CITY RELOCATION SERVICE

4/10 at 12:20 in

LECTURE
Dr. Larry Fallen Chemistry Dept.,

Wesleyan U., will speak on "Fast

Reaction Studies of Proflavin

Aggregation and Binding to a

Chymotrypsin", 4.30, Thurs. 4/6, Rm
51 Goessman Lab.

MLK LECTURE SERIES
Don't forget to see Barry Gaither

presenting slide show on Black art

tonight at 8:00 in the Commonwealth

Rm, S.U.

MOTORCYCLE CLUB
The first ride is scheduled for Sat.

4/8. Find out the details Thurs. night

in the CC. Bring $5 for dues. For info

call Al, 586 2434.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The bus for the State Hospital will

be leaving Hasbrouck Lab at 6:30,

Patterson House at 6:35. All in-

terested persons welcome.

NORTHEAST COLLOQUIA
Organizational meeting for Bob

Zelman's new one credit courses in

Western Religion, Existentialism,

Rationale motive therapy-Thatcher

Dorm main lounge. 14 p.m. or write

420 Thatcher.

PDA MEETING
There will be an important meeting

of the PDA tonight in Borwn Dorm.

All members must attend.

PRE SOCIAL WORK ADVISING
Advising for students interested in

social work as a profession is

available through the CASIAC office

on Thurs. afternoons at 1:30. In-

terested students call 5-0974.

SCROLLS
Meeting tonight at 6: 15 in Rms 81

1

815 CC. Lots to cover so please at

tend!

SHIRLEY CHISHOLM
Pres. candidate, Shirley Chisholm,

will be in Springfield Baystate West

at 5:00, $10.00 cocktail hour (call 788

6034 for res.) 7:00 speech at Field

House, Springfield College. Thurs.

4/6.

SPANISH CLUB
The Spanish Club presents the first

of three Bunuel films "Los

Olividadox" with English subtitles

tonight at 8:15 in Thompson 106.

Tickets can be bought in series or

individually at the door.

YOGA (BHAKTI) CLUB
Introductory lecture on yoga and

how to reach the blissful culmination

through chanting, dancing, and

honoring spiritual foodstuffs. AH

welcoms, Hare Krishna. Tonight at 7,

Rm 178 CC.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Discussion on possible speakers

such as Leverett Saltonstall and Rep.

Healy, Rm 177 CC at 7:15. Interested

persons please attend.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

Recently I had my fourth radio TV
debate on astrology with Dr George

Abel, chairman of the department of

astronomy at the University of California

at Los Angeles. Neither one of us has been

declared a "winner." But the good doctor

has learned much about astrology and I

have been pleasantly surprised to finally

find one astronomer who at least has the

stance of an open mind. Perhaps, if the

debates continue, I will become an

astronomy buff and Or Abel will be

utilizing planetary positions to delineate

human character and future trends. We
shall see

•••

ARIES (March Jl April 19): Accent

focuses on career, ambition, prestige

You should not force decisions. You will

know what to do as events unravel

Professional superior is not positive

Don't embarrass by insisting on answers
TAURUS (April » May 20) Travel is

emphasned You go beyond apparent

limitations. Fine tor study of foreign

language. Future plans *rt highlighted

Sagittarian plays prominent role Break

tree from self imposed restrictions

GEMINI (May 2VJune 70) Check
investment procedures Be thorough,

aware of details Mystery can be solved

Co operate with partner, mate Avoid

acting on impulse Know that you art

close to goal Don't veer off course

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Exchange
ideas, information. Give one with op

posing views a chance to express them if

patient, you win allies Emphasis is on

partnership, marriage Member of op

posite sex pays meaningful compliment

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Don't neglect

basic needs, health Employment picture

brightens You gam cooperation from

some who were previously indifferent Be
diplomatic You get most now through

relaxed attitude

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) You may be

taught lesson and it need not be un

pleasant You learn and the experience

could be invigorating. Pisces IK *ht be

involved Accent in on love, children,

relationship with special person.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22) What had

been delayed gets started. The end of

procrastination is indicated. Parent,

older individual or one inposition of

authority arrives at policy. You get

backing. You ere given additional

responsibility.
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): There is

greater freedom to make ideas viable

You get rid of restriction. Lines of

communications are cleared. Obtain hint

from Libra message Be versatile Sense

of humor could prove valuable ally.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21) New
approach brings money gain. Apply

knowledge Put tacts to work Pay and
collect Get accounts in order Stress

independence, originality Data required

for successful operation is obtainable

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Obtain

valid hint from Sagittarius message Be

at forefront You need not take back seat

to any person iniitiate program Pay
special attention to personal appearance
Turn on charm, impress and win.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II) Work m
conjunction with groups, organizations

Lend helping hand to one who is in-

capacitated. Visit and socialize There is

no need for gloom. Set example by being

cheerful, optimistic. Sagittarian is in

volved
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): You make

contact with individual who can become
real friend Be receptive Check details in

connection with business transaction

One who promises everything may be

making try for attention

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are dynamic, attractive, a possessor of

tremendous intellectual curiosity You
are seldom satisfied with surface in-

dications. You want to understand the

book, not just view its cover New project

will blossom, with July indicated as your

outstanding month in 1972

Copyright 1972, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Portuguese

title

Note of scale

Excuse
(colloq.)

Come into view

Flower
Parent
(colloq )

16 Stage whisper

18 Existed

Work at one s

trade
Former
Russian ruler

Cooled lava

Declares

Man's
nickname
Coin
Abound
Brother of

Odin
Printer's

measure
Fabulous bird

River in

Scotland
Latin

coniunction
Diphthong
Game at cards
Ventilates

Lair

Downpour
Hindu
ejaculation

Real estate map
Mournful
Lamb's pen
name
Part of flower

Prefix: twice

Dwell

Shoulder (fort )

Spanish title

Compass point

Things, in law

DOWN
Wet
Semi precious

stone
Member of

Parliament
(abbr

)

4
6

11

13
15

19

21

22
23
26

29
31
33

34

35
38

39

40
41
43
45
47
50

52
53
56

58
60
61
63
65
66
67

5
6
7
8
9
10

12
14

17

20

24

25

27
28

29

30

32
36

37

Abstains from
food

Get up
Avoided
Chinese mile

A state

Cry like sheep
Comparative
ending
Babylonian deity

Symbol for

tellurium

Arrow

Sweet potato

Slave

Bishopric

Above
New York
baseball team

Lifeless

Arrow poison

Average

Grain

One who cuts

42

44

46
48
49

Heraldic

bearing
Possessive
pronoun
Din

Evaluates

Russian
stockade
Principal

54 Competent
55 Expires

56 Teutonic
deity

57 French plural

article

59 A state (abbr.)

62 Note of scale

64 Chaldean city
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Pact With KC
KANSAS CITY (AP) - Quar-

terback Len Dawson put an end

Tuesday to speculation he might

retire from pro football and signed

a new two-year contract with the

Kansas City Chiefs.

The announcement was made at

a news conference by the 36-year-

old Dawson and Chiefs Coach Hank

Stram.
It is believed the contract puts

Dawson in the $100,000 a year

bracket. His previous contract

with the Chiefs, a four-year

agreement which ended in 1971,

was thought to be for about $250,000

or $62,000 a year.

Dawson predicted the Chiefs

would be involved in another

National Football League title

game and said he "would like to be

a part of the championship."

Dawson, who has been in the

pros 15 years, heard Stram say his

quarterback "is just coming into

the fine years of his brilliant

career. In my mind, he's only a 10-

year man as far as his artistic

ability is concerned.

"I feel Len can help us win more

championships."
About speculation concerning his

possible retirement. Dawson said:

"I have given a lot of time and

careful consideration to my future

Following the 1971 season, I

wanted to wait a couple of months

to see if I still had the desire to

play. ,

"There are a lot of reasons for

MDC
SPORTS
HOTLINE
5-0344

my decision but to simplify mat-

ters, I still feel I can contribute to

whatever future success the Chiefs

may enjoy."

"Football has provided me with

everything I have. In fact, I have

attained more professional football

than I ever hoped to when my
career began.

"Every professional player

realizes that the day will come
when he must retire. But I don't

think this is the time for me."
Dawson was picked up as a free

agent by the old Dallas Texans,

now the Chiefs, in 1962 when the

former Purdue star was
discouraged over his pro career.

He was a first round draft choice of

the Pittsburgh Steelers in 1956 but

spent most of four years in Steeler

uniform on the bench.

Dawson went to the Cleveland

Browns in 1960. Again, he saw little

action.

He was the AFL passing leader

in 1964, 1966 and 1968.

Dawson had one of his best

seasons last year, hitting on 167 of

301 passes for 2,504 yards and 15

touchdowns.

By STEVE CARY
The 1972 Gymnastics season closed for college

teams and competitors this past weekend in Des

Moines, Iowa. The young UMass varsity team scored

102 45 to place fourth behind Springfield-104.87,

Southeastern Louisiana-104.55, and Southern Illinois

University-103.22. The UMass team of one junior

three sophomores and three freshmen competed

strongly throughout the long team championships on

Friday only to meet with a heartbreaking failure late

in the evening on Balance Beam, resulting in their

respectable but disappointing finish.

Margie Combs led the team with scores of 9.1 on the

Floor Ex. 8.95 on Side Horse Vaulting, and 8.9 on the

Uneven Bars. Her All-Around score of 34.80 was good

for seventh nationally. Both Anne Vexler and

Jeannine Burger contributed 9.0 on the Floor, giving

UMass an exciting start with a 27.10 total for that

event Side Horse was down a little with Jeannine at

8.45, and Marina Rodriguez at 8.0, completing the

25.35 team showing here. On Unevens Betsy East at

8 7 and Jeannine at 8.2 joined Margie for an event

total of 25.85. To this point the girls had averaged 8.7

for each score that counted. Springfield's average that

won the meet was an 8.75.

The final event of the last meet of the season was

for UMass, the Beam. This event requires as much

experience as it does skill and concentration. Each

girl fell at least once, Anne Vexler scoring 8.25,

Jeannine Burger an 8.0, and Marge Combs a 7.85. The

team score of 24.1 here dropped them certainly from

first or second to fourth in the last minutes of the

meet.
The team must now begin its work for next year.

Training Coach Miss Evans and her assistant Mike

Kasavana will prepare what they shall only consider

a championship team for the already coming season.
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"Garber's Gorillas" Get Ready
By MARTY KELLEY

In the college coaching ranks,

it's not uncommon to find that the

longer a coach remains at an in-

stitution, the better his teams get.

But with UMass lacrosse mentor

Dick Garber, now in his 18th

season at the UMass helm, it's

going to be quite a trick just to

duplicate the immediate past.

Garber has brought renown
personality to the UMass lacrosse

picture that has found the Redmen
gaining national recognition as

well as garnering three straight

New England championships.

When Garber's Gorillas open their

season at New Haven against Yale

this Saturday, the most difficult

but perhaps the most rewarding

season in Garber's 18-year reign

will be unveiled.

Right now the Gorillas stand 1-1

on the season after an Easter Week

trip to Long Island. In non-

exhibition contests the visitors

were dropped by Adelphi 8-4 but

followed up with a 15-4 rout of

Farleigh Dickinson on the

strength of 4 goals and six assists

from All-American candidate

Charlie Hardy.

"It's tough when you have to

open your season against one of the

country's best in Adelphia," noted

Garber. "But I feel that right now

we're conditioned and physically

and mentally in better shape than

we were a year ago."

And with that statement you

know something's being said for

this year's club. Last spring, the

Gorillas were rated 14th in the land

and New England champs for the

third straight year. But, after

reeling off 10 straight wins, they

lost to Brown and Harvard in the

last two games of the season,

foregoing a trip to the nationals

In the last four games, the
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snakebeaters were 37-4 including

an undefeated 10-0 slate in 1969

But coach Garber has his eye on

the Nationals, and he may do more

than just dream of a national

tournament in the next couple of

months as a talented crop of

veterans return from last season's

10-2 success story.

The Redmen, No. 2 in the N.E.

pre-season poll behind Brown, are

paced by tri-captains Bruce

Crawford, goalie, (Franklin

Square, NY), midfielder, Dana

Stone (Needham), and record

setting attackman Charlie Hardy

(East Meadow, NY). All will

graduate in June.

Hardy dispells any thought that

the little guy can't play lacrosse

Standing but 5'7", 150 lbs., Hardy

set a school record with 51 assists

last season and netted 10 goals for

a total of 61 points. The slick

sharpshooter bolstered one of the

most prolific scoring attacks in

UMass history that accounted for

157 goals for a 13.1 per game
average.
The two leading scorers on the

Hardy line return to even more

augment the picture and make
Garber's work a little easier. Little

All-America Paul Ritch (33-10-43)

and John Nagle, aU 6'6" of him,

(28-2-30), who are both seniors, are

sure to make their share of noise

with frosh Peter Connelly and Soph

Fred Michaels backing them up.

Ritch has as hard a shot as

anyone in New England circles

while Nagle has what is demon-

stratively described in lacrosse as

the "quick stick". "I call him the

Phil Espositoof lacrosse", quipped

Garber as he points out Nagle's

uncanny ability to release quickly

from the point position of crease

attack in front of the adversaries'

net.

In lacrosse, on attack, you've got

to have a shot and a complement of

stickhandling ability, on defense

you have to hit, but as a midfielder

you have to run. run, and run some

more. And Coach Garber has the

horses in soph Hirsch Seidmen

(Baltimore. Md ). Dwight

Bloomquist, a junior from

Williston Park. NY., and tri-

captain Dana Stone (Needham).

Also expected to see a lot of

action on the second midfield line

is seniorTim Bosworth, a letterman

from last year. Due to the general

fast pace of the game, a well-

endowed team such as the Redmen

will use up to four midfield lines.

"Perhaps the most crucial part

of our game will be defense. We
know we can score," summarized

Coach Garber. "But if our young

kids can help Bruce (Crawford

goalie) keep it out of the nets, we 11

be in good shape."

The youth movement on defense

lists a starting trio of freshmen Bill

Blaustein (Plainview. N.Y.) and

John McCarthy (Mineola, NY.).

The old man of the outfit is senior

Kevin Carpenger, a liberal arts

major from Needham. Also ex-

pected to see a lot of service are

Bob Lindsay, a senior letterman

from Worcester, Bill Will, a junior

from Rathaway, New Jersey, and

Tom Bock, a junior letterman from

Elmont, N.Y.

Perhaps without a doubt, the

loneliest position in sports is that of

tne goalie...and in lacrosse it's

downright barren. Anything on net

from 20 yards on in should

generally find the mark. The

position is as frustrating as it is

difficult to play, but one individual.

Bruce Crawford, by name, has

been able to conquer the moments

of anguish over the last couple of

years to become one of the top-

rated goalies in the country.

His coach had nothing but praise

for the senior tri-captain from

Franklin Square, N.Y. "Bruce

does everything vou ask of him in

the nets He clears the ball as well

as anyone I've seen. He's so im-

portant in getting our fast break

going. 1 look for him to be one of the

country's best goalies at the end of

the season.

Crawford drew added praise for

his performance in the Long Island

trip. The pesky netminder

displayed mid-season form in

clearing the ball out of the

defensive zone. The All-New

England goalie will be spelled this

spring by Jim Haddad a freshman

from Longmeadow.
Schedule-wise, this will be the

toughest season ever at UMass for

Dick Garber. The Redmen, having

already split with powerful Adelphi

and Farleigh Dickinson, will have

all they can handle with national

power Washington and Lee in their

home opener April 11th. Also,

grudge matches with Harvard and

Brown at home on the 19th and 26th

should provide the catalyst for a

make or break season.

"We're out to win, but we're also

out to have a good time. The game
and winning should be fun and

enjoying, philosophised Garber.

"We'll have some easy ones and

they'll be ones that well have to

henscratch. But most of the kids

feel that they let themselves down

against Harvard (7-6, double

overtime) and Brown (8-4) . they

won't feel that way this season
"

The game of lacrosse has come a

long way since a French explorer

saw a barely clothed Chactaw

Indian tribe battling with rackets

and a ball made of leather

strappings in the 17th century.

Now the game and its UMass
curator Dick Garber have been

synonymous with success and so

rewarding that a fourth straight

New England title and a possible

trip to the nationals may be in the

ottering lor Garber's Gorillas this

spring

Commentary
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Intramurals

Berquist At
M-Club

^ Luncheon

LIGHTED
FIELDS TIME

1 5:15

615

SOFTBALL

7:15

8:15

9 15

10:15

TEAMS
Umms v». Greenough

Fabulous vs. Anonymous
Bangos vs. Vikings
Scarlet vs. Dupas
Nwsvs. Hickory

Bruins vs. Maroons
Lil Fellas vs. S&M

Munchkins vs. M. Platoon
Sven vs. Wilburs

Pelicans vs. Gypsies
Texas vs. Headstarters

Spunks vs Zonkers
"F" Troop vs. Banditos

R Bunch vs 3M's
Cult vs Skunk
Ores vs Hobbit
Vollies vs Dogs

Browns vs. Sticks

Band vs Team
ZSD'svs Holes

Bunsen Burners vs Math
English /s Zoology
Lemons vs. Eagles

Rams vs Butfaloes

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

LIGHTED
FIELDSTIME

1

2

3

4

5

1

7

3

4

5

I

4:40

5:20

Theta vs Otees

Kappa vs Beavers
Panthers vs. Grants

Barracudas vs. Trouts

Raccoons vs. Nuts

BX "B" vs. Roaches
49ers vs. Lovelies

Peanuts vs Stovers

Ducks vs. Tigers

Gang vs Whalers
Lidges vs. JQA

SOCCER

TEAMS
ZN vs PMD
TCvs SAM

SPE vs APO
PLPvs TEP
PSDvs PSK
SAE vs. BKP

Pranksters vs. Freaks

Dutch vs Spunks

Academics vs. Seagrams
Smashers vs Terrors

Trouts vs. Pines

Maroons vs. Hemlocks

Fresh off a successful spring

baseball trip head coach Dick

Bergquist will be the main speaker

at today's Varsity M Club kick-off

luncheon for the spring season at

the Newman Center. It gets un-

derway at 12:15 sharp

Also on hand will be members of

this year's Redman baseball team,

defending Yankee Conference

Champions and top rated team in

New England this season. The

public is welcomed, admission is

$1.50... the food is excellent.

Tomorrow:
Rarroll on
UM Baseball

Play Ball !

!

Bv BILL BALLOU
All I have seen for the last week on every sports page I read is

baseball strike. The pros and cons, both sides of the story The

discussion rages back and forth, debating whether the players are

right or the owners. Talk goes into the possible effects of the strike,

what it might accomplish, whether or not it's justified. To utihxe a

bad pun. it is all way off base.

I'm sorry if I cant see it as the players do, or as the owners do

The ramifications, financial and otherwise along those lines, do not

interest me in the least Most certainly this is a matter of money, a

business matter What I've read points to the fact that the owners,

the players, and the sportswriters see it as such. And that's what

bothers me.
Professional sports, and baseball in particular, to me is not a

business. What I read about high salaries, bonus players, hardship

cases and the rest of this stuff punctuated with dollar signs, does

not come through to me as being important.

It is. of course, in this day and age, too much to ask of a man to be

an athlete first, a professional second. These men, these "pros",

make their living playing baseball. And their paychecks are signed

by another group, the owners who supposedly make a lot of money

employing these men. They don't, but that is beside the point.

To me, it seems that the most important element of the entire

debate has been left out. And that is the fan. That is the category

that I put myself in.

To the fan, whether he be a well-off businessman who owns his

own personal box or a nine-year-old who never misses a game on

the radio, but never gets closer to Fenway Park than the turnpike

extension, baseball is not a business. Sure he pays money for his

seat, and complains about it. Sure he buys his 45( hot dog to go with

his 60* beer, and complains about it. But he does pay it, and in the

end, gladly. He is, in reality, the ballplayer's employer. But no one

has ever asked him to join in the negotiations.

Every sport has a poll to show that it's America's number 1

Baseball is no exception, and its poll is as useless as the rest. But

no matter, there still are a lot of baseball fans. And whether or not

they are season ticket holders or nine-year-olds, baseball to them is

fun. It is an escape from a bad world, a world where there are no

heroes and sudden death is only too real.

The crises in baseball are false, are unimportant, in the context

of the 20th century. And when one grows up, it is a disappointment

to learn that a good reliever won't get you out of a jam all the time.

But at least for a few months, for a few hours a day during the

summer, world problems shrink in proportion to passed ball and

being there is really twice the fun.

It is unfortunate that there has to be a strike. For it brings me,

and 60 million others back into the reality of a world with discon-

tent, where there is no such thing as a game any more.

I'm sorry for the players, who can't work in a time when jobs are

scarce and they have no strike fund. I'm sorry for the owners who
feel they must draw the line somewhere, and I wish it could have

been drawn somewhere else.

But most of all, I'm just sorry. Sorry that this Thursday I won't

be paying $2.75 for a seat that should cost $1.50, sorry that I won't be

sitting in sub-freezing weather to watch high hopes come down to

earth, sorry that I won't be eating a 45< hot dog that I can get for 20f

at Joe and Nemo's.
Baseball is still a game to me.
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Weather

I was once told I

looked like a

weatherman.
(Details page 2)
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Larrv Ladd and John Stevens, candidates for SGA President, relax with their pipes before the Senate election last night. Ladd was elected to the position. See

story, page three. (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton) ^

Bromery Named Chancellor
•^ ..j urMm..rv ha* hppn act inn the students a r

Bv ROBERT MKOKIKOS
A surprised but confident Dr

Randolph W. Bromery was named

UMass Chancellor by the Board of

Trustees yesterday in Boston

He never prejudges what the

Board will do. but was confident of

his own capabilities to do the job.

said Bromery last night in an in-

terview

On his long range role as

Chancellor. Bromery said: "My
job is to convince the president of

our priorities on a give-and-take

basis
"

UMass President Robert Wood

said he not onlv was pleased with

he added.
The Bromery choice is a

"reaffirmation of an old tradition

of the public university." said

Wood in an interview.

Wood's Committee of the Future

Universilv of Massachusetts last
sain ne noi oni\ wd» uK-astu "»• » • •> - ...
the result but also the process December stressed the .mportance

. • t ,i......1„.-.,rwt nan. moanc fit in-

which gave a national perspective

to the decision.

, said his first job as- He was impressed by the fact

permanent Chancellor will be to that the University and the

develop a staff capability. Amherst campus can attract such

re^pmSve to his needs people from all over the country.

On The Inside:

A Day In The Life
See page six

Senate Elections
See page three

Berrigan Convicted
See page five

of developing new means of in

volvement between UMass and the

surrounding community.

Wood said the Chancellor's role

has been taking on a statewide

outlook in that all three UMass
campuses have had a lot more

"interaction on needs and

problems."

Larry Ladd. newly elected

president of the Student Govern

ment Association, termed the

trustees' decision as a "superb

choice," in an interview last night.

"He is the individual most

qualified to make this university

into a place where students can

begin to get the education we
deserve," continued Ladd. "He

received strong student support,

and I hope that he doesn't disap-

point us."

On Ladd's victory, Bromery

said : "I see the same close relation

that was developed between Lee

Sandwen (former president) and

Bromery has been acting

chancellor of UMass since Oct. 7.

when the trustees named him to fill

the vacancy created by the

resignation of Chancellor Oswald

Tippo
Tippo resigned after Wood an-

nounced his intention to transfer

funds from the Amherst campus
for use in the Systems Office in

Boston.

The confirming vote of the board

followed an effort of more than five

months by a special Chancellor

Search Committee.

The special 18 member Search

Committee, who made final

recommendations of candidates to

the trustees, was made up chiefly

of persons from the Amherst

campus

Dr Glen Gordon, chairman of

the committee, said he was
satisfied at the trustees' decision

and relieved that the search was

finally over.

Asked for his own opinion on

Bromery's strongest qualification

for the Chancellor's position.

Gordon replied that it was fairly

important to him to have someone

who knew the "situation that this

campus was confronted with

"

the students and faculty members
on the committee."

Ladd said he will initiate action

in the Student Senate this Sunday
to create a search committee for

the Vice-Chancellor for Student

Affairs position, currently held by

Dr. Robert Gage
As President Ladd will work for

student control over many of the

areas currently under the

jurisdiction of the vice-chancellor,

he said

Gage left his Director of Health
Services position in order to take
over the vice-chancellor's post

when Bromery was appointed
acting chancellor by the trustees.

Gage indicated in an interview

last night that he is very interested

in the position of permanent Vice-

Chancellor.

Bromery also said he will lend

his support to the Gage candidacy
Bromery was one of three

finalists-70 candidates were
considered by the committee-
presented to the trustees for

consideration.

The other candidates included:

Timoth Healy, Vice-Chancellor for

Academic Affairs for the City

University of New York and Carlo

L. Golino. Vice-Chancel lor for
Sandwen (former president) and ^^L^^^l^^ Academic Affairs at the University
the administrat.on-particularly ^^S^^^]^^ to of California t Riverside,
my office.

va »««»
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Sylvan Exempt From Rent Hike

By STEVE TRIPOLI
Although the rest of campus is

slated for a $30 rent increase next

year, rent in the Sylvan area, the

most expensive on campus, will not

be raised.

That's the word from the ad-

ministration as a month and a half

of negotiations on next year's fees

nears a finish.

Room rent in the area is already

$700 per year, and the feeling is

that the administration was

reluctant to go over the already

high figure.

In other developments, Rents

and Fees Committeeman Jim
O'Donoghue informed the

Collegian that the committee did

not recommend, as previously

reported, the room and board plan

calling for a total increase of $69

per year. The committee's policy

was that this plan was the one

which they were "least opposed"

to.

The reason that the committee

did not endorse a plan which would

have totaled only $30 in increases

was that the $30 plan included a

change raising the age limit for

moving off campus. The com-

mittee felt that this change would

make students suffer for ad-

ministration's mistakes. The
administration has decided to go

ahead with the plan anyway,

against the decision of the com-

mittee.

BU Strike Ineffective

Debbie Handy (right) and her friend Karen DmmT<W« +*m)
are responsible for decorating our ««h«rwtaerespcctable !,» verity

Clothing Store in such a fashion. Humph! They should be finished

tomorrow. (MDC photo by AI Jagoda)

Nudes Painted
In Clothes Shop

By PEGGY KENNEDY
Nudes sprawled across the store front of a clothing shop? Art

student Debbie Handy, who designed the mural on the front panel

of the Campus Center clothing boutique, said that she didn't intend

any incongruity.

"I drew people I like, in a style I like, when I designed this mural.

That's all I thought about."

Debbie's design was one of several submitted by students in her

painting class for the boutique's store front. With the shop's

manager, Cindy Russel, the class decided that Debbie's design was

the most interesting, most practical and best-drawn, but other

students' ideas were incorporated into it.

One student, Karen Dexter, added newspaper clippings of stock

exchange prices as background foliage for the nude figures.

Only Debbie and Karen are painting the mural, and they prefer

working that way. Since the figures are unusually-colored in shades

of pink, blue and green, the artists would prefer not to give

"coloring book instructions" to students who are less familiar with

the mural's color scheme.

Both have worked on the mural for nearly two weeks; it

scheduled to be finished by Friday

is

BOSTON (AP)-A proposed
student strike at Boston University

drew little support Tuesday as the

majority of students continued at

their scheduled classes.

A university spokesman said

there were empty seats in some
classrooms but that absenteeism

was normal among the school's

17,000 day students.

An estimated 75 young people

picketed with banners and
placards in front of the College of

Liberal Arts Tuesday.

One week, ago a group of about

1,000 at a student rally agreed to

boycott classes Tuesday and today

to protest arrest of 33 young people

who sought to block entrance to the

school's placement office March 27

because Marine Corps recruiters

were inside.

The strikers demanded charges

against the 33 be dropped, no more
military recruiters on campus,
student-faculty approval before

police again are called on campus
and an end to "unilateral" control

of university policy by President

John R. Silber

Student strike leaders said they

would continue efforts today. They

also sought support for picketing

outside Roxbury District Cour-

thouse today when the 33 go on trial

on trespassing charges.

Some strike leaders claimed the

strike was "50 percent" effective,

Nit others said response was poor.

The timing of the strike Tuesday
was blurred by Jewish holy days,

and the Easter weekend, for which

some students cut classes. It also

coincided with the earlier

scheduling of memorial services

on the date of the death of the Rev.

Martin Luther King Jr.. once a BU

graduate student, for which

classes were cancelled from 11

a.m. to 1 p.m.

About 400 persons Tuesday night

heard Prof. Noam Chomsky of

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology say he believed civil

disorder helps curb oppression.

Dean William Bennett of the BU
College of Liberal Arts dissented,

saying the university was part of

the community, and when its

members staged an illegal

demonstration, they could expect

the same treatment as those

elsewhere.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

AVE A BALL!

Rock with

J. I. Mama

SATURDAY, APRIL 8

1:30?
DWIGHT HOUSE

Cheapest beer anywhere.

Interstate 95 Options Studied

BOSTON ( AP>-A study team for

Gov Francis W Sargent has come
up with four possibilities for the

proposed northern extension of

Interstate 95 beyond Boston

The proposals being developed

are:

—Drop plans for the road.

—Expand the present
Massachusetts l through Saugus
and South Lynnfield, a route now
heavily hemmed in by retail

businesses

—Construct a bypass of

Massachusetts 1. east of the route

The study was part of Sargent's

announced freeze on major road

building more than I year ago to

develop integrated transportation

planning

Westover Crews Reportedly

Ordered To Southeast Asia
HOLYOKE, M.«ss I \P)-Some pilots and crews of B52 bombers and

KC135 tanker planes stationed at Westover Air Force Base in Chicopee

have been ordered to Southeast Asia, the Holyoke Transcript reported

today.

The newspaper said persons stationed at the base reported that some

men in the 99th Bomb Wing had received orders for 180-day tours of

Southeast Asia.

It also said that some members of jet aircraft maintenance crews had

been alerted they may be deployed soon to Thailand.

The Transcript said that officials at the Strategic Air Command base

said they would not discuss operational matters.

The 99th Bomb Wing has. been on three tours of Southeast Asia,

returning from the last one in July 1970.

The wing has 25 B52 bombers, plus spares, and one squadron of KC135

tankers, used to refuel the B52s.

at either end and west of it in the

middle.

—Use the original route through

the Lynn Woods and Peabody, an
avenue protected by en-

vironmentalists.

The governor is expected to

make a decision in June. A month
liter he is expected to decide on the

proposed southerly extension of

Interestate 95. the so-called South-

west Expressway.

The Southwest Expressway
route has been complicated by

indications an easterly route

through the Fowl Meadows area

may produce serious fog problems.
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JUNIORS
Next year's Senior Committee is forming. It's charge will include

Class Gift, Senior Day, Representatives to Commencement Task

Force.

Senior Committee 1973

Sunday, April 9, 8:00 p.m.
Rm. 162 Campus Center

Henry Bouffard, Student Attorney General, and the head of

Student Judiciary count the ballots at last night's Student Senate

election. Larry Ladd defeated John Stevens. 53-30. (MDC photo by

Gib Fuller ton''

Group To Be Booked

For May's Spring Concert
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

nation's biggest cosmetics

producer is breaking the industry's

tradition of secrecy by providing

users with listings of ingredients in

its products.

Doctors and government of-

ficials advocating cosmetic

ingredient disclosure said the

move by Avon Products doesn't go

far enough. But they said it should

help Americans avoid or get

treatment for the estimated 60,000

cosmetic-reaction injuries every

year.

Avon said the disclosure policy,

first of its kind in the industry, was

instituted without fanfare in Jury.

It was hailed Wednesday by

Virginia Knauer, special assistant

to President Nixon for consumer

affairs.

"I am glad to say that Avon

Products, Inc., has broken the

tradition by announcing that it will

supply consumers, upon request,

with a list of ingredients in any of

their products," she said in a

speech before the American
Marketing Association In-

ternational in New York

An Avon spokesman said the

firm's Consumer Information

Center would provide a complete

Ladd Elected SGA President
By MARY SMITH

Pledging to, "get down to business', Senate Vice-

President Larry Ladd was elected president of the

Student Government Association at last night's

Student Senate meeting.

Other winners in the Senate elections were Senator

Robert Chiller for the office of Senate Treasurer, and

Vice-President John Hogan who will assume the

office of Speaker of the Senate.

Ladd defeated John Stevens, Chairman of the

Budgets Committee, by a 53-30 vote margin. Several

write-in votes were also cast for Senator Neil

Mulligan and Treasurer Skip Olmstead.

In his campaign address before the election, Ladd

stressed the need for replacing rhetoric with action.

"We underestimate ourselves and the student body if

we believe that students will respond only to the

rhetoric of the sixties, for we are better than that, and

we want to move on from demonstration to firm

commitment. The sixties were a time of defining and

stating our ideals, but the seventies must be a time

when we not only forcefully state those ideals-but

also commit ourselves to the hard work necessary to

bring those visions into reality."

John Stevens, in his pre-election speech, stressed

the need for involving various student groups on

campus in unified mass actions. Stevens warned the

Senate of the danger of becoming an autocratic body

and proposed that the Senate organize students

behind issues that the students support. Stevens

proposed support for a state wide student lobby and

urged greater communication between the Senate

Presidency and the student body.

Ladd was nominated by Senator Phil Cohen. Vice-

President John Hogan seconded Ladd's nomination.

Both supporters stressed Ladd's experience in

dealing with administrators and students as his main

qualifications

President-elect Ladd views academic reform and

student control of the Student Affairs Division at

Whitmore • as the top priorities for the coming year.

His work in the area of academic reform will deal

primarily in support of the residential colleges and

grading revision.

Ladd is confident that "a campus-wide

organization for change, encompassing all those

students and groups who wish to join the effort" can

effectively cope with the problem facing the

university community.
"If you believe as I do that we must get down to

business next year, next month, and tomorrow-

without waiting for the new president to learn the

ropes -I would ask you to join me. Together, but only

together, we can get a lot done."

The contest for Treasurer was between Bob Chiller,

Chairperson of the Rents & Fees Committee, and

Chet Richardson, chairperson of the Senate Finance

Committee.
Chiller reiterated his four-point plan for Senate

expansion in financial matters. The proposals include

the study and establishment of student cooperatives

in the form of book stores and student operated

dorms.
, .

The vote for Treasurer was 68-20 with two ab-

stentions.

John Hogan was elected Speaker of the Senate by

acclaimation. Originally opposed by Senator Gary

Gomes, Hogan received an unanimous vote after

Gomes withdrew his candidacy.

In his campaign speech, Gomes stated that there

were more important things than how meetings were

run. "What matters most is the legislation of this

body and how it effects the students, not the rules.
'

Senator Gomes urged the expulsion of the rules and

then pleaded with the Senate to stop treating the

"student as nigger ".

After finishing his speech, Gomes withdrew his

name, saying that John Hogan had done a good job

during the past year and would continue to do so.

The newly elected officers will be officially sworn

into office at next Wednesday's Senate meeting.

ingredient list for any product upon

receiving a reasonable request.

The spokesman said a

reasonable request is one from

someone who apparently intends to

try a specific product.

"If someone writes in and just

says send me a listing of your

ingredients, we don't consider that

a reasonable request," said the

spokesman.
The spokesman said the firm has

received fewer than 100 requests

for ingredient lists since the policy

change
Mrs Knauer, the Food and Drug

Administration and the American

Medical Association have been

prodding for years trying to find

out what's in cosmetics.

There's no law requiring

manufacturers to divulge

ingredients, although Rep
Leonore Sullivan. D-Mo..

frequently has introduced

legislation requiring labeling. A
similar bill introduced by Rep

Frank E. Evans, D-Colo., has

picked up 38 cosponsors this year

Mrs. Knauer announced a year

ago that manufacturers had

agreed to provide ingredient lists

to the government as long as the

lists were kept secret. The FDA
has yet to adopt implementing

regulations, however.

"It would be better if the

ingredient list were associated

with the product," as a label or

carton insert, said Dr. Joseph

Jerome, secretary of the AMA
committee on cosmetics.

The Avon spokesman reiterated

the traditional industry resistance

to labeling because it would in

crease costs.

Avon Breaks Secrecy Tradition

By HUGH OWEN
Commitments have been made

in booking a well-known group to

perform at the Spring Concert. A
contract will be signed early next

week, and after the contract is

signed, it will be made public who
is going to perform in the stadium

in early May.

Although the group will be

contracted next week, the major

part of the work for the concert is

not over. One problem still

remaining is the acoustical quality

of the stadium Whether or not the

music will be distorted by echoes in

the stadium is a major question

which has to be answered before a

group can perform there.

Approximately 50 experienced

marshalls and 15 experienced

medics are needed to work during

the concert. Without these people,

the concert cannot be held.

Volunteers are also needed to

help petition area governments for

money to go into the Concert fund

This money will be used as backup

money in case of any unexpected

emergencies. If no need for this

money arises this spring, then it

will remain in the Concert funds

and be used for a concert next fall.

One of the primary goals of the

Concert Committe is to set itself up

as a full-time committee and to

operate year round organizing

small concerts and coffee houses in

order to raise money for three or

four major concerts a year. These

small concerts would have a

minimal admission charge and

would give the Concert Committee
the experience to organize large

scale concerts.

Insufficient help in organizing

the concert is still a major

problem. Bill Staton, one of the tri-

chairmen of the Concert Com-
mittee, commented on this

problem.

"With only a handful of people

working to organize the concert we
cannot hope to achieve too much.
We need more people to work
organizing this concert now and

any concerts we might have in the

future.

There will be a meeting next

Tuesday night at 6:00 p.m. in Room
175 of the Campus Center and the

following Thursday night at 9:00

p.m., also in the Campus Center.

Anyone who is interested in

working on the Concert Committee
is invited to attend these meetings

Micro Ad$
mean

Micro Pric#»

at

Radio Shack

o:

Amhertt

545-2566

THURSDAY BREAKAWAY
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A
N
D
F«E MOVIE

1 ENJOY A DELICIOUS LEISURELY MEAL
AT

CHEQUERS
2 RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY PASS

FOR YOUR MOVIE CHOICE AT
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In The Nation And The World

N. Viets Open Third Front Near Saigon
SAIGON <AP)-North Viet-

namese tanks and troops opened a

third front Wednesday, slashing 20

miles across the Cambodian
border to within 60 miles of Saigon.

President Nguyen Van Thieu

declared South Vietnam is fighting

for its existence.

On the major front south of the

demilitarized zone, other North

Vietnamese battled to cut off the

provincial captial of Quang Tri

from the south while advancing

from the north and west on that

city base 19 miles south of the zone.

Enemy tanks were also on the

attack in the central highlands.

Brig. Gen. Vu Van Giai, com-
mander of South Vietnamese
forces on the far northern front,

told newsmen North Vietnamese
MIG fighters appeared over South

Vietnam for the first time in the

war. He said two flew over his lines

but did not attack Informed

sources in Saigon denied the

report, but three Americans in

Quang Tri said they had seen MIGs
over South Vietnam in the past few

days.

In the ominous new drive north

of Saigon. South Vietnamese troops

and eight U.S. advisoers withdrew

by helicopter from the big base

camp at Quan Loi, 60 miles north of

the capital after an attack.

Fifteen miles to the north, enemy
infantry led by seven tanks drove

to within a mile and a half of the

district town of Loc Ninh and then

loosed an artillery attack on it

Also under attack was the

provincial capital of An Loc, 10

miles south of Loc Ninh. Loc Ninh

and An Loc are in Binh Long

Province, one of three northern

tier provinces forming a buffer for

Saigon.

South Vietnamese infantry

reinforcements moved north in

efforts to check the enemy ad-

vance.
There was no letup in the far

north, where fighting raged

through the seventh day. Enemy
troops seemed bent on seizing

Quang Tri. Gen. Giai declared he

could hold the city unless more
enemy troops are thrown into the

battle.

Steady rain drenched the bat-

tlefields and cut into U.S. air

strikes, although nearly 250 tac-

tical fighter-bomber missions were

flown against enemy targets

before the downpour.

President Thieu disclosed in a

television and radio address that

he had asked President Nixon for

maximum air and naval support.

He said North Vietnam had
committed the equivalent of five

divisions to the battle south of the

demilitarized zone in an effort to

seize the two northernmost
provinces, Quang Tri and Thua
Thien. He said the enemy had
chosen this time because the

Americans had almost completed

their withdrawal.

Gen. Giai said North Vietnam
has about 40,000 troops across the

DMZ He claimed that South

Vietnamese forces had killed 2,500

of them with heavy U.S. air sup-

port.

Gen. Crieghton W. Abrams.
commander of U.S. forces in

Vietnam, flew to Da Nang to confer

with both American and South

Vietnamese field commanders on

battle strategy after an earlier

similar conference in Pleiku to

discuss the situation in the central

highlands.

McGovern Looks To Convention
mii vi \i kkk wu « ,\P>-Sen over McGovern in two Onlvabout 20 per cent of the total

Map shows location of two bases that have fallen from the South

Vietnamese. Cua Viet, northern base of the South Vietnamese Navy,

was abandoned Monday night, while Fire Base Anne was reported

fallen Tuesday. Heavy fighting is reported just below Dong Ha and

American destroyers Tuesday shelled the area around the mouth of

the Cua Viet River. Routes 1 and 9 are the main roads in the area.

(AP)

In Brief...
Bill Proposed to Limit President's Power

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Senate today begins consideration of

amendments to a bill that would limit the power of a president to

make war.

In prepared Senate speeches. Sens. Robert C. Byrd, D-W. Va., the

Senate majority whip, and Charles H Percy, R-Ill., joined in

support of the measure to require prior approval of Congress for

most use of the armed forces.

Liberalization of Welfare Payments Proposed

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate Finance Committee agreed

11-0 today to liberalize welfare payments for the aged, blind and

disabled. The action would help remove four million.

Senate Leaders Urge Kleindienst's Nomination

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate leaders of both parties said today

no case has been made against confirmation of Richard G.

Kleindienst as attorney general and urged early action on his

nomination.
Ruling on Gas Octane Rating

WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal judge says the government

can't require oil companies to post their gasoline octane ratings.

The rule was aimed at enabling the consumer to see the quality of

the gasoline being purchased.
Good Samaritan Act Not in Vain

BOSTON (AP) — The Massachusetts Supreme Court has ruled

that when a man tries to catch somebody falling off a bar stool he is

doing a "good Samaritan act" and can sue for injuries.

The case involved a suit by James Sweenor, 35, of Springfield

who claimed he was injured while catching a falling man. He sued

the cocktail lounge where the incident occurred.

MILWAUKEE, Wis. (AP)-Sen

George S. McGovern said Wed-
nesday he is an even-money bet to

win the Democratic presidential

nomination after his break-through

victory in the Wisconsin primary

It was McGovern's first primary
victory of his 15-month campaign
for the White House, and he said it

clearly established him as a major
presidential contender

As the candidates headed for

new primary contests. Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey surveyed his third-

place showing in Wisconsin and
claimed it really wasn't very
significant

Alabama Gov. George C.

Wallace, who wound up second,

said he had proven "I am a viable

candidate."
And Sen Edmund S Muskie of

Maine, a poor fourth in Wisconsin,

said the national campaign now is

a tossup "I think I'm a strong

contender." he added.

Another Democrat, New York
Mayor John V. Lindsay, dropped

out of the national race after a

sixth-place finish

Complete Wisconsin returns

compiled by the News Election

Service gave McGovern 30 per cent

of the record primary vote.

Wallace 22 per cent, Humphrey 21

per cent and Muskie 10 per cent.

McGovern gained 54 national

convention delegate votes by
sweeping the statewide contest,

and capturing seven of the nine

congressional districts.

Humphrey got the other 13

delegates with narrow victories

over McGovern
congressional districts.

President Nixon swept the

Republican primary with 97 per

cent of the vote, and captured 28

national convention votes for

renomination.

Vast numbers of GOP voters

abandoned the no-contest

Republican ballot to choose among
the Democrats instead

Only about 20 per cent of the total

vote of 1.4 million was cast in the

Republican primary, in a state

Nixon carried four years ago.

The message of that was simple

crossover.

And that led to Humphrey's
contention that the outcome was
not a clear-cut test of Democratic-

preference.

I Mass Fine Arts Council Presents

Great New Orleans Jazz

J
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Students are required by University regulations to live in University

housing unless exempted by being in at least one of the following categories:

1. Married
2. Seniors as of the beginning of the 1972 fall term

3. Commuters from the home of parents ( not more than 40 miles)

In addition, students who will become 21 during the 1972-1973 school year

may apply for exemption.

Under Extreme Circumstances, other students not included above, may
request permission to live off campus. All requests are to be initiated with the

appropriate Director of the Area in which the student currently resides.

As room drawing will take place the week of April 17, 1972 for the Fall

term assignments, students wishing to be considered for special exemption

must pick up applications this week April 3-7 at their Area Director's Office,

obtain the required support materials, and return them to the Area Director's

Office by 12N, April 10, 1972. Each request will be evaluated by the Area Staff

and the student will be notified of the decision on his request prior to the start

of room drawing, April 17, 1972.

THIS WILL BE THE ONLY OPPORTUNITY FOR CURRENTLY
ENROLLED STUDENTS TO REQUEST EXEMPTION FOR THE
FALL SEMESTER 1972. REQUESTS RECEIVED AFTER APRIL 10,

1972 WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR FALL TERM EXEMP-

TIONS.

'U/ Qc\$

Thurs., April 13

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.
Bowker Auditorium

(Stockbridge Hall)

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1.50; Other Full-
Time Students $2.50; UM Faculty /Staff $3.00;
General Public $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL, 125 HERTER
TEL. 545-0202

Students are required to show I.D.'s w/tickets at door

Berrigan Convicted Of Smuggling Letters
HAKKISBl K(.. Pa. (AP)-The

Rev. Philip Berrigan and a nun
who served as his lieutenant in the

antiwar movement were convicted
Wednesday of smuggling letters in

and out of a federal prison, but a

jury deadlocked on charges that

they conspired with five other

defendants to kidnap presidential

aide Henry Kissinger. The five

were freed by the jury deadlock.

'These verdicts are yours and
yours alone, and you don't need to

justify them or explain them to

anybody," U.S. District Court
Judge R. Dixon Herman told the

nine women and three men as he

discussed them after their week-

long quest for a verdict that ended
with their split decision.

"There will be many, many
people who disagree and there will

be just as many who agree," added
Herman, a bald 61-year-old jurist

appointed to the bench in 1969.

At the heart of the government's

case was the three-pronged con-

spiracy charge-accusing the

"Harisburg Seven" of scheming to

kidnap Kissinger, blow up
government heating tunnels in

Washington and vandalize draft

records in several Eastern cities.

But this went by the boards as a

result of the jury's verdict.

Instead, Berrigan and his

assistant in the Catholic antiwar

left, Sister Elizabeth McAlister,

were convicted of smuggling half a

dozen letters in and out of

Lewisburg, Pa., federal

penitentiary after the priest en-

tered in 1970 to begin a term he still

is serving.

The other five defendants were
not involved in the letter

smuggling, and thus not included

in any way whatsoever in the

verdict. It was returned at 4:09

p.m.

"We all have a feeling of

celebrating a victory," said Sister

Elizabeth, who faces a maximum
sentence of 30 years as a result of

the conviction.

"We consider what happened
something of a victory. The
government based a whole in-

dictment against seven people on

the exchange of correspondence

between two," she told a news
conference.

Berrigan faces a naximum of 40

years in prison as a result of his

convictions.

Ahmad, speaking to reporters,

said: "My plan is to get out of here

as soon as I can and go into the

streets to protest the war in

Vietnam. We will continue our

antiwar work. We have not been

frightened by our government."
The five defendants on whom the

jury could not agree were Eqbal
Ahmad, 41; the Rev. Joseph
Wenderoth, 36; Anthony Scoblick,

31 and his wife, Mary Cain
Scoblick, 33.

Ahmad, the only non-Catholic

among the group, is a Pakistani

Moslem associated with the Adlai

Consumer Attitudes Improving

ANN ARBOR. Mich. (AP)-Consumers' attitudes

about the economy have improved markedly in the

past few months and many people feel now is a good

time to make major purchases, the University of

Michigan Quarterly Survey of Consumer Attitudes

reports.

But, economists George Katona and Jay Sch-

miedeskamp said in the report released Wednesday,

the improvement does not result from optimism

about the government's wage-price policies.

The survey's Index of Consumer Sentiment, a

broad-based measure of consumer attitudes and

inclination to buy, stood at 87.5 in the latest survey.

That is up from 82.2 in the previous survey, taken in

late 1971. but well below the 95.1 reached in February

1969.

The survey is based on interviews with a nation-

wide sample of 1,400 people The interviews were

conducted in late February.

The two economists said the improvement in the

index was due mainly to improved opinions and

expectations about general economic trends. The

survey showed that 39 per cent of family heads

believed that business conditions are better than they

were a year ago, compared to 28 per cent expressing

that view in November.
Consumers' views on their own finances, however,

remain depressed with many respondents fearing

continued inflation with slowed gains in personal

income, Schmiedeskamp and Katona said.

The report said consumer views that this is a good

time to buy major durable goods such as automobiles

or appliances continue strong, partially because

buyers anticipate continued inflation and feel it would

be good to buy before prices go up further.

Stevenson Institute of In-

ternational Affairs in Chicago.

McLaughlin and Wenderoth are

Roman Catholic priests, Scoblick

is a former Josephite priest and his

wife is a former nun.

The defendants had smiled and
embraced in the locked courtroom
in advance of the jury's entry, as

word of a possible deadlock
spread.

With the announcement that the

jury had deadlocked on five of the

defendants but convicted Berrigan
and Sister Elizabeth the air of

relief vanished.

Neither the convicted priest nor

the nun displayed any emotion,

however.

They jury had convicted
Berrigan on Easter Sunday on a

single count of smuggling a letter

out of the Lewisburg, Pa., federal

penitentiary on May 24, 1970.

His emissary at the time was a

fellow convict, Boyd Douglas Jr.,

who a week later became an FBI
informant against the priest.

Douglas, 31, was a star govern-
ment witness at the trial, which
revolved also around an exchange
of 24 letters in all between
Berrigan and Sister Elizabeth.

The defense characterized

Douglas as an agent provocateur,

saying of his connection with the

peace movement: "He infiltrated,

he activized, he betrayed."

Lynch, however, said in reply

that the defense "hacked at him
but they never were able to change
his testimony."

The Sunday conviction made
Berrigan liable to 10 years in

prison. The three smuggling counts

added by the jury Wednesday
carry an additional 30 years.

Currently the priest is serving a

six-year federal prison sentence

for destroying draft records in

Maryland in a case unrelated to the

trial.
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Bombing Seen As Most Realistic Option

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House says it is keeping "all

options open" in coping with North

Vietnam's offensive. But the

political and military realities

have narrowed these choices to

how much bombing to use.

"We're certainly not going to

send the Marines back in," said

one Pentagon official

Theoretically, the Nixon ad-

ministration has open to it a range

of possible courses, in addition to

intensified air attacks on the

enemy forces in South Vietnam, on

North Vietnamese concentrations

in neighboring Southern Laos and

Cambodia, and on the Ho Chi Minn
Trail.

These possibilities include:

—Bombing raids into the lower

North Vietnamese panhandle
above the demilitarized zone in an

effort to destroy supply depots,

disrupt troop
movements and
from which the

launched.

and supply
staging areas

offensive was

Happy
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—Punitive bombing raids deeper

into North Vietnam, perhaps

aimed at supply, air and training

bases and other military targets

closer to the port city of Haiphong

and the capital of Hanoi.

—Reversal of the withdrawal

and reintroduction of U.S. ground

combat troops to help the South

Vietnamese repel the North

Vietnamese.

—Commitment of the relatively

small number of U.S. ground

troops still in Vietnam to the battle.

—Acceleration of the U.S. troop

pullout.

The Nixon administration's
political stragegists know that the

surest way to revive the Vietnam
issue this presidential campaign
year would be to send American
troops back into Vietnam.

Such an action would hand

Democratic presidential hopefuls

the ammunition to claim that the

administration had broken
promises to end U.S. involvement

in the war, that the ad-

ministration's Vietnamization

policy had failed.
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The UMass Medical School

(Editor's note: The following

article is reprinted from Rising Up
Angry, a Chicago paper put out by

a revolutionary organization of the

same name.)
When I got married I worked for

a while until I got pregnant. When
my boss found out I was going to

have a baby he layed me off. I just

stayed home and became a regular
housewife. I would get up and
make our bed, get dressed, eat

breakfast and clean the house.

Then I would call up a girlfriend

and either meet them and go
shopping, or more often I would go
to their house and have coffee. We
would usually talk for a while and
then I would come back home and
take a nap, then get up and start

dinner.

Later in my pregnancy it was
harder for me to get around and I

was very easily irritated and very
impatient with people so I started

reading. But after a while I was too

nervous to sit and concentrate so I

began to watch TV. I would get up
around 6 a.m. because I couldn't

sleep and watch the morning talk

shows, the morning movie and then

the soap operas. I would take a nap
from noon to 1 or 2 p.m. get up and
watch some more soap operas, and
then the afternoon movie.

By the time the movie was over it

was 5 p.m. and I would start din-

ner. Then when my husband got

home we would eat, then watch the

news and our favorite night shows.

So basically all I did for about four

or five months was watch TV.
My husband didn't have much to

talk about except for •Hi, how are

you? ", "How is the baby, did he
move around a lot today?" or I'd

ask "Hi, how was work today

Anything interesting happen?"
Just like strangers talking about

the weather.

I began to think that he didn't

love me any more and I got very
depressed about it. but I was afraid

to say anything so I just lived like

that until the baby was born I was
just waiting for the baby to come so

I could take him out and show him
off to all my friends and get out of

the house during the day It was
getting so boring watching the

same shows week after week and
not doing anything different or

exciting anymore. But after the

baby was born it got worse instead

of better

I was nursing the baby, which
made it very hard for me to go out

So again I was forced to stay home.
I began to understand why my
girlfiends never went out with their

kids Even though none of them
had nursed their babies, it was still

very hard for them. They would
have to feed them and change them
and carry them (none of us had
ears* everywhere they went and
then the babies would get cranky
and start crying and. all in all. it

was just verv hard to handle.

what hap£ned was that I
ôut tTSt.^ ^^ft"**"*the show just as something very

important was going to happen. So
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really got into the soap operas. It

helped me forget about some of my
problems because it was easier to

think about Audrey's affair than

the cold shoulder that I was getting

from my old man.
It was also kind of a game to try

to keep up with all of them and try

to figure out what might happen to

"Audrey" tomorrow or whoever

was in that particular show. And
then I found out that all of my
friends were watching them too. So

the soap operas became our main
conversation and we would bet

with each other about what was
going to happen to Audrey or Trina

or whoever it was.

None of us got along with our

husbands very well and more
because we lived in two separate

worlds The men had their friends

at work and we had each other. But

you know it was funny, cause we
never told each other about the

problems we were having in our

own lives. We hardly did anything

together except talk about soap

operas.

Now that I think back we could

have taken turns babysitting for

each other so that we each had a

couple of days out of our houses

and away from our kids Now don't

get me wrong. I love my son just as

they love their kids but once in a

while you need to do something

different.

TV kind of kept us from thinking

to find out how a court case or a

love affair was going, you had to

watch each day to keep up with

them.
Once when my husband got

layed-off I tried to help things out a

little. I got a job at a very small

factory working five hours a day.

My salary was $2.10 an hour, and I

was surprised to find out that I was
making more money than some
older women who had been

working there for about 14 or 15

years. This made me mad and I

wasn't making enough money
anyway, so I quit and got a night

job.

But that didn't last very long

either. I worked 7 hours a night for

$1.70 an hour plus I would only get

about three or four hours of sleep

each night. My husband had to

leave early in the morning to look

for work so I had to get up to take

care of the baby and the house. By
the time he got home at night it was
time to get ready for work. Then

finally my husband got his job

back, so I gladly quit work
But things were rough for a

while. We had to go on a budget

which my husband enforced. I

couldn't even buy the baby a pair

of socks unless it was in the budget

for that week. This made me very

insecure. I started talking to my
husband about me getting another
job. He _^ouianj_ieijme^ei

|

~

care of the

and him. So I

one

that babysitter and my bus fare

and meals, I wouldn't have

anything left anyway. And bes

my job was taking

house, the baby,

agreed.

But then I started thinking about

my life and other women's lives

too. I kept asking myself if that's

what I was going to do for the rest

of my life-take care of the baby,

the house and my husband! !
What

did my friends think about and how

did they feel? I knew that I loved

my husband and my baby but I felt

that I was in a rut, the same

draggy routine, cleaning the house,

cooking all the meals, washing,

ironing, and folding all the clothes,

shopping for food and other little

things, not to mention keeping our

family supplied with necessities,

such as clothing, shoes, etc. Then

on top of that trying to raise OUR
son by myself. Because my
husband worked all day and was

very tired when he came home

from his job. But he didn't un-

derstand that I was tired too, and I

would have enjoyed just going to

bed right after dinner instead of

doing the dishes, putting the baby

to bed, etc.

And then one night we got into an

argument and I told him how I felt

and then he told me how he felt,

and after we talked for about three

hours we decided that neither of us

wanted to spend the rest of our

lives doing what we were doing.

puzzled about

what we could do to change things.

So we started looking for some
answers to our questions. We
talked to some of our friends,

checked out some underground

newspapers, etc. Then one day my
husband brought home an Angry
newspaper and we started reading

all the issues we could. We read

articles about Women's
Liberation, imperialism, and
capitalism.

My husband and I began to see

how women face a dead end at

every turn. A woman can be a

housewife and put in 99hours

without getting paid. Or we can be

come "independent" and get one of

those jobs open to women. One of

those boring jobs that pay us so

little that we spend more for the

babysitter and the bus than we
bring home on Friday afternoon

Some choice!

This situation keeps us very

dependent on men. Our whole

culture does this by teaching us to

build our lives around our men and
children. Nothing in this society

tells us we're worth anything,

unless maybe we have a nice body.

So we don't expect anything better

than being bored and unhappy as

we waste our lives as housewives,

or as a cashier in a dimestore. And
it's always the capitalist, the big

boss, who profits, and always our

husbands who get next to nothing

and us who get less than nothing

WE HAVE

upliftingSOLUTIONS TO ^^
EVERYDAY PROBLEMS.
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In this instance, we are lifting a complete house to

demonstrate a new concept of aerial delivery of as-

sembly line-produced dwellings from factory to home-
site.

But . . . this same Sikorsky' helicopter could have been

effecting a rescue mission off a wallowing tanker in a

North Sea gale. It could have been airlifting food and

supplies to starving villagers in flood-ravaged Tunisia

... or transporting equipment for on-the-spot control

of off-shore oil pollution.

Obviously, what we're pointing out is the impressive

record and adaptability of our helicopters in solving

really important human problems.

There's much more to come in our world of exciting,

advanced VTOL aircraft systems. For example, Heavy-

Lift Skycranes* and Tilt-Rotor Transports. And just

around the corner are our High-Speed Commercial
Transports-designed to ease short-haul mass trans-

portation headaches.

Does this kind of engineering attitude stir your sense
of responsibility and imagination? Then you should
talk careers with us. There's ample opportunity for

innovation in: autonavigation systems • avionics •

computer technology • electronic test • materials
engineering • mechanical analytical design •
structures engineering • systems analysis . . . and
more.

Female, minority group and veteran applicants espe-
cially welcome.

Consult your College Placement Office for campus
interview dales-or -write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy. Pro-
fessional and Technical Employment.
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The Frustration Of Defeat
(Editor's Note: This is the final installment in a series on the UMass
Medical School in Worcester. The series has attempted to reveal the

elements (public, private, and political) which were involved in the

decision-making process concerning the school's location. It is hoped that

readers of the series will have a better understanding of that process)

By DON SAINT-PIERRE
"The trustees' decision to build

the UMass Medical School in

Worcester was wrong! " This point

was being argued by public,

private, and professionals both in

the state and outside. Most of these

individuals felt the choice was one

would present it to the entire

Board.
When the bill did reach the full

panel an order was issued to halt

any further planning while the

charges were being renewed. It

was a good sign. But, it proved
false as a few months later the

the price paid by the State.

Meanwhile, the loud cry which

had been raised by citizens

throughout the State had not fallen

on deaf ears as some legislators in

Boston had repeatedly challenged

the decision on the House floor.

these verbal
were made by

Apparently
challenges
vulnerable individuals as two of

them were reprimanded for their

conduct. John Clark and Walter
Kostanski, both representatives

A view from the bridge crossing Lake Quinsigamond reveals a noble image of the UMass Medical

School. Unfortunately the political dealings which were involved in the school's location tend to tarnish

that image somewhat. Now, the question arises as to the school's ability to produce first-rate doctors

because of its distant location from the University's main campus. That question only time will reveal.

(MIX Photo bv Don Saint-Pierre)

cry in the long battle, Represen-

tative David Bartley said after the

vote that the "agonizing one-vote

decision of the Board to locate the

school in Worcester was contrary

to all advise offered to them, both

professionally and privately." He
said that Governor Volpe had the

opportunity to vote on the issue but

chose not to do so, therefore he was
not without ulame. He insisted that

the trustees' decision was a

political one, not one guided by the

facts presented. He concluded

saying, "the House vote to endorse

that decision was such, because to

do otherwise would be to set the

school back another 10 or 12

years."

Representative John Clark
perhaps summed up the issue best

when he said, "It's not a question

of a better education or where the

best doctors can be gained. It

developed into a purely political

matter of a $15 million annual
payroll. Worcester wanted it and
got it."

In July 1969, Governor Sargent
signed the bill to begin con-

struction of the school.

It is now a reality. The first class

of 16 students have begun their

studies in the Shaw Building. In

1974 they will nr Dve to the complex
now under con.« truction

The medical profession has their

state school. But one can't help

wondering if its reality in Wor-

cester is now something less than

they had originally hoped for.
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prompted by political pressure

from the State House and felt that

if enough pressure was exerted in

that direction the decision might be

reversed.

In an effort to accomplish this, a

group calling itself the

"Massachusetts Taxpayers
Commission for Quality Medical

Education ". headed by Dr. Paul

Dudley White, filed charges in the

State Supreme Court. They said

the trustees "acted with unlawful

exercise and abuse of right and

power.'' The formal charge also

stated that the trustees' decision

was wrong because the high cost of

duplicating facilities in Worcester

which already existed in Amherst

was unnecessary.

At the bill's hearing a member of

the court refused to issue an

injunction barring Worcester as

the site for the school The Justice

gave no reason for his decision, but

did promise the group that he

court ruled the trustees were ac-

ting in the public interest and could

not be charged as stated

Hoping that this would be the end

of it. Dean Soutter began making

plans for his first class Because of

the lengthy delay incurred in

constructing a facility of the size

needed, it was decided to purchase

an older building near the con-

struction site, refurbish it. and use

it as a temporary school. Once

again the University's ad-

ministration reminded the trustees

that there were buildings and

laboratories available in Amherst

which could be used.

The trustees ignored the offer

and purchased the "Shaw
Building ", so called by its former

owner, for a cost of $500,000. The

Collegian noted in an editorial

shortly after the purchase that the

building had been assessed at only

$256,000. No reason was given for

from western Massachusetts, were

removed from the powerful Ways
and Means Committee and Rules

Committee for their opposition to

the Worcester site by the then

Speaker of the House, John

Davoren.

After his removal. Clark's only

comment was. "My integrity is

worth more to me than anything

the Speaker can do for or to me."

Also, fearing the loud opposition

being made on the floor might

actually cause the House to

challenge the trustees' vote, three

representatives from Worcester

filed a bill which would prohibit the

trustees from reversing their

decision (Desperate to say the

least!)

Finally in March 1966, after

nearly a year of challenges, the

State Legislature passed a bill

endorsing the Worcester site.

Making the last valiant, but futile
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Buy a small grinder — get free small drink

Buy a large grinder or small piiia — free large drink
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Sponsored by Program Council
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Plain SI. 10 S2.10
( Pitt* Sauce. Cheddar
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Onions 1.20 — 2.40

Gr. Peppers 1.30 — 2.70

Hamburg 1.40 — 2.10

Meat Ball 1.40 — 280

Sausage 1.40 — 2.00

Mushroom 1.40 — 2.00

Anchovies 1.40 — 2.80

Salami 1.40 — 2.80

Pepperoni 1.40 — 2.80

2 Items 1.50 — 3.00

3 Items 1.75 — 3.25

4 Items 1.05 — 3.50

Campus Sp. I.M — 3.»S

Sausage
Ham
Genoa
Cooked Salami
Tuna Fish

Meat Ball

Cold CutsComp
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Roast Beef
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Orange, Root Beer- 15 —
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.20

.25

.30

.25
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Are You Eligible?

The Food Distribution Program
By MILTON S. BLAUT

On April 22, 1970, the Massachusetts Department of

Public Welfare issued State Letter 260 which

inaugurated the Commodity Food Distribution

Program for eligible households within the Com-

monwealth. Under an agreement with the United

States Department of Agriculture, certain foods

( including dried milk, dried eggs, juices, macaroni,

cheese, vegetables, etc.) would be distributed by

Commodity Food Centers under the auspices of the

Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare. For

people living in Amherst, the center is at 15 Hawley

Street in Northampton. The center is open the last

two weeks of every month from 10 A.M. to 4 P.M.

One of the ironies of the program is that while many

welfare recipients are not eligible for Commodity

Foods, many non-recipients are. While no students"

living in dormitories at UMass are eligible, com-

muting students may be. The first eligibility

requirement (which dormitory students fail) is that

all of the people living in a household (house, apart-

ment, etc.), exclusive of boarders, purchase food in

common and share cooking facilities. An individual

living alone who has cooking facilities and prepares

his food at home may also be eligible.

The second requirement of the program is that the

applicant's household is located in a commodity

which participates in the program. The maximum
personal property limit of a household of two or more

people is $1,500.00. For a household of one, the limit is

$1,000.00. "Personal property is defined as the

ownership of bank deposits, securities, cash on hand

or similar assets readily convertible into cash.'

Thus, a car, furniture, life insurance, real property,

and things of the like are not considered personal

property and do not effect eligibility.

The net income of an individual or a living unit also

affects eligibility. Net income is defined as: "gross

income less deductions for federal or state income

taxes, OASDI (social security), union dues, and any

other deductions which are mandatory and not

elective." The net income is usually one's take-home

pay. The net income of the household is added

together along with any Social Security benefits,

unemployment compensation, workmen's com-

pensation, allowance from parents, pensions, an-

nuities, trust funds, and income from property, etc.

After reaching the total net income sum, the

following may be deducted:

1. money received for the care of foster children.

2. earnings of the applicant's children if they are

full-time students, or part-time students who are not

full-time employees.

3. any portion of a household's income which is

being saved for future education or specific training

4. if household costs for rent. fuel, utilities (for

homeowners mortgage payments, taxes, insurance,

fuel, utilities) exceed 30% of the net income, the

amount which exceeds the net income may be

deducted.

5. monthly payments for prescribed medical and

dental expenses when costs are not reimbursable

from other sources.

6. health insurance premiums not included

mandatory deductions of net income.

7. monthly payments for home nursing care, child

care and housekeeping services when it is necessary

for the well-being of the household or to permit the

head of the household to work.

8. replacement or other costs which are being paid

in a regular amount because of fire, flood, death in

the family, or other disaster.

9. transportation costs in excess of $12.00/month for

seeking and holding employment; privately owned

automobile travel is computed at lOt/mile.

Applicants will be asked to verify the above

deductions.

If a member of the household (or the entire

household) is an unemacipated child (ren) the

parents may be asked to verify the children's income

and parent's contributions.

The following is the Income Maximums for

Households.
Net monthly

# in household inc. maximum
1

$175.00

2
225.00

275.00

325.00

385.00

435.00

485.00

535.00

585.00

10 635.00

For each person in excess of 10, add $50.00 to the net

monthly income limit. In converting weekly dollars to

monthly dollars, multiply 4 and 1/3.

If you feel that your household is qualified for

surplus foods, contact the Northampton Welfare

Service Office (tel number: 584-8345) and make an

appointment to see someone about surplus foods.

If you have any trouble applying for benefits,

contact

:

COMMUNITY & REGIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM
193 Main Street

Holyoke, Massachusetts

Tel: 536-2420

VALLEY WOMEN'S CENTER
200 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

Tel: 586-2025

WELFARE EDUCATIONAL SERVICE
15 North Summer Street

Holyoke, Mass.

Tel: 534-1324

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER (LEGAL SERVICES)
42 Gothic Street

Northampton, Mass.

Tel: 584-6863

(See Page 9 for servicing welfare offices and

related information.)

3

4

5

6

7

8
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frl5PM
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

Reserved Tickets: 125 Herter Hall

UMass IMergra* $1410

General Public S1-50

REMAINING TICKETS AVAILABLE ONE HOUR

BEFORE PERFORMANCE AT BOWKER AUD.

STOOaWDGt
HALL

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Micro Ads
mean

Micro Prices

at

Radio Shack

of

Amherst

SAVE THIS AD- SAVES

MUTTEF

PH0T06RIPHERS

35 mm
Block and White

or

Color

Specializing in

Portraits

CALL:

Andy - 546-6461

Jerry - 546-6484

Results, Not Bullshit"
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Campus Center

Food Distribution Information
m BELCHERTOWN SO. HADLEY GRANBY AMHERST

m Servicing Welfare Holyoke Welfare Ser Holyoke Welfare Ser Holyoke Welfare Ser Northampton Welf.

*:* Office vice Office vice Office vice Office Servrce Office

•Xv Where is Commodity American Legion Post, It Hamilton St. 18 Hamilton St. Lessey Street, Old

:*>: Distribution Located Rt. 202, Belch. Junior High School

*:* When are they Open 9-1 1st Thurs. of every 9-4:30 every day of 94:30 every day of 1st mo. & Tues. of each

•::: month, Emergency month, Mon. Fri. month, Won. Fri. mo. except when 1st

:x: follow Holy. Sen. Tues. before 1st Mon.
>>•:• Then 1st Mon. & 2nd

1 Tues.

•:•:•:•
','.'.' Are Boxes Provided best bring your own best bring your own best bring your own usually

:« Who certifies Welfare H W.S.O H. W.S.O. H.W.S.O. N.W.S.O.

•Xv Individuals & Families

:*>: Who certifies Non All certification done in All certification done in All certification done in Lessey Street (ap

•Xv Welfare Individuals and H.W SO H.W SO H.W.S.O. pointment through

m Families N.W.SO )

1 CHICOPEE NORTHAMPTON EASTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

w Servicing Welfare Chicopee Welfare Northampton Welfare Easthampton Welfare Holyoke Welfare

m Office Service Office Service Office Service Office

•Xv Where is Commodity Directly behind CWSO 19 Hawley Street Downstairs at EWSO 18 Hamilton St.

>*x Distribution Located (S Meadow Street)

>x* When are they Open 94:30 Mon. Fri. except 10 4 last two weeks of 2nd Mon ft, Tues. of 94:30 Mon. Fri. every

m 3rd Fri. of every month every month every month day of month

i Are Boxes Provided sometimes best bring your own best bring your own best bring your own

Who certifies Welfare CWSO. NWS O EWSO H.W SO.

>Xv Individuals & Families

•$K: Who certifies Non CROP. 161 School St., All certification done in All certification done in All certification done m

m Welfare individuals and

Families

Chicopee NWS O E W S.P. H.W SO

Sarge Appointees

Deny Connections

:%¥

BOSTON (AP)-Three more
persons appointed to judgeships or

other jobs by Gov. Francis W.
Sargent denied Tuesday any
connection between their ap-

pointments and contributions they

made to Sargent's 1970 campaign.

Donald J. Lucey, head of the

"Democrats for Sargent" and now
Registrar of Motor Vehicles, said,

"I did not seek the position of

Registrar of Motor Vehicles, but

when asked by the governor to

assume the role I did it gladly."

"I assume that this could con-

ceivably be tied in with a party that

1 organized as sort of a reception

for the governor," he said, "at

which time many friends of mine

who were interested in his can-

didacy made small contributions

which totaled up to something in

this area-$l,600."

A recent Associate Press story

listed several Sargent appointees

since 1970, like Lucey, who were
contributors to the governor's

campaign coffers.

John J. McGrath, clerk of the

Lawrence District Court at $17,500-

a-year now but a $165-a-week

patrolman before his appointment

by Sargent said, "Sure I gave, but

only a few hundred."

He said if anyone thought "that a

couple of hundred dollars in a

statewide campaign is going to

swing that campaign and land me
a job, then they are naive."

Justice John Melican of Gardner
District Court, appointed by
Sargent after the first nominee was
vetoed, said, "I made a pitch. I

wanted to be appointed. I thought if

something came along I might be

given special consideration. God
doesn't make the appointments,

you know."

'black Roots' To Feature

Primitive Dance Company
The Primitive Dance Company

of the National Center of Afro-

American Artists in Roxbury, a

company of dancers, artists,

drummers, and musicians, will

appear in the Campus Center

Auditorium, Friday, April 7th, at

;; 00 p.m., as a part of the Martin

Luther King. Jr Memorial Lecture

Series.

Through the medium of dance.

The Primitive Dance Company has

brought to their audiences the folk

culture of the West Indies and
Africa for the past several years.

Their ever-expanding repertoire

covers the myriad of cultures of

Africa.

Often a feature performer with

the Company, Brother George
Howard, an international authority

on folk dancing, is the director and

choreographer for the Company.
While growing up in the Indies,

Brother Howard combined an
active dancing career with his

research. His dancing is as ex-

citing and invirgorating as is his

choreography, which covers a
multiplicity of folk styles.

The Dance Company's per-

formance is entitled "Black
Roots".

WMPIRGRepsToBeElected
There will be a planning meeting for the election of the UMass mem-

bers of the regional board of WMPIRG, at 7:30 Monday, April 10, in

Campus Center Rm 175. Anybody considering running for the regional

board is urged to attend.

The Western Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group (WM-

PIRG) is a student funded, student controlled organization founded after

Ralph Nader's Public Interest Research Group and other PIRG's in

Oregon and Minnesota.

The regional board of WMPIRG is formed of representatives from each

of the campuses in Western Mass., each college having one represen-

tative for every four thousand students. UMass will have five

representatives. Members of the regional board are active in hiring and

directing a professional staff, which will help students at their campuses

research and solve problems affecting this region, including questions of

discrimination and consumer and environmental protection.

Archie Bunker's Virginal Appearance
RENO. Nev. (AP)-Wearing a

sharp black tuxedo topped off with

a frumpy brown fedora, Archie

Bunker steps onto the supper club

stage and sneers at an applauding

audience.

"It happens every time I wear

this here suit," he said un-

derstandingly. "I get a helluva

hand."
Gesturing frequently with the

cigar he cups in his hand, he

spends 35 minutes dispensing the

philosophy the audience-

conditioned to TVs "All In the

Family" show-expects and has

come to hear. He tells about his

congressman, for instance, who

got elected despite the fact that he

is Polish:

"The Polacks voted for him to

get even with the Irish for tellin' all

those Polish jokes; the Italians

voted for him to prove it was the

Irish; and the colored people voted

for him 'cause they like Polish

jokes and they thought he was the

best one yet."

The presidential race: George

Wallace has come out in favor of

busing, he announces, "as long as

the federal government pays for

the buses and they build a bridge

from Alabama to West Africa And
Humphrey will go along with the

idea as long as they hire blacks to

build the bridges.

"

After warning the audience to

watch out for "Chow en La I", the

pill and today's movies, Archie

Bunker turns the stage over to "the

man I work for." Carroll O'Connor

A veteran stage and movie actor,

O'Connor is making his first night

club appearance here and later

will appear in Las Vegas. Those

are his only scheduled ap-

pearances.

In the cultured voice of a man
who holds a master's degree in

English and speech, O'Connor

thanks the audience for the warm
reception it gave to "If you'll

pardon the expression, my virginal

appearance in a supper club."

TALKING POINT

An independent personal counseling and information

service, operated by graduate and undergraduate
students for the people of Southwest.

Washington Tower Lobby
545-0702

Monday to Thursday 3-5/6-10 P.M.
Friday 10 A.M. Noon/l-4 P.M.

CK5affi)(!aB(K)aaiaB

SPRING SAIE
FROM THREE UNIQUE STORES

ON MOUTH MASANT If.

AMHERST

< VMM I

on JUHAVA
THE MOST HAUllfUl HANDMADE

CANDLES HO* fINLAND

Bright, Cleor Colors, Stocking,

Tapers, Unusual Shapes.

RECORD
\<»» Only

1.99
IJM 1.98 -6.98

ROCK • CLASSICAL • JAZZ

SOUL • COUNTRY & WESTERN

COMFlfTI RECORD 1 TAP! MPT.

AT DISCOUNT PtICIS

dangling conversation I superficial smile
103 N. Plwuwt St.

Schaefet B'ew

New YorK and Albany N Y Bait, more Md Leh.gh Valley. Pa

Tucked in beside dangling conversation

Creative Playthings

TOY SALE*
DISCONTINUED TOYS ONIY

All OTHERS AT REGUIAR PRICE

borders of our lives
omtiarst, most.

171 NORTH PLEASANT ST.

All SAli MERCHANDISE MAY II
CHARGED ON YOUR IANKAMIRICARD
AND MASTER CHARGE. CNARGI CARDS

IN All THREE STORIS

Open This

Friday til 9

WEEKDAYS 10 - 5:30

253-9552
GITS YOU All THRU STORES
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Politics Lives

The series on the UMass medical school which has been

running in the Collegian for the past few days points out

once again that politics is alive and well in Massachusetts,

and that it might not be serving the will of the people all the

time. One can only speculate on the conditions in Amherst

had the school been located here.

It is felt that many faculty members left the University

after the Trustees' decision because they could not now be

associated with the Medical School.

Also, if the school had been on this campus, would there

have been a need for building the $11 million addition to the

infirmary when the huge teaching hospital would be right

up the street?

The political wheelings and dealings which the series

can only allude to, as the politicians involved are still

active and we have yet to see their memoirs, were blind to

the problems involved. Because of them, the school's

ability to function as a first-rate institution is now

questioned.

The history of the Medical School is one we should all

remember when considering the trustworthiness of those

who wish to lead us.

*Where Did You Get These Cuts

From The Golden Calf?"

Tom Moriarty

A Look At Socialist Politics

Andrew Pulley, born in

Greenwood. Miss., moved to

Cleveland, Ohio when he was 12.

Some years later, he was arrested

and thrown out of high school for

his participation in what school

officials called a "riot "--part of a

nationwide protest by Blacks in the

wake of Martin Luther King's

assassination.

He was told he could choose

between jail and the Army. He
chose the Army.
As a GI at Fort Jackson, South

Carolina, Pulley encountered the

same racism within the U.S. Army
as exists in America at large. But

he also encountered the growing

solidarity and militance of Black

Nationalist GI's. One of the major

outgrowths of that resistence was
the antiwar sentiment rapidly

spreading throughout the Army.
Pulley was active in one of the first

GI antiwar organizations. GI's

United Against the War. Pulley

was busted for his efforts, along

with several other GI's and
became one of the defendants in

the case of the Fort Jackson Eight.

He did 60 days in the stockade

before a massive public defense

campaign won his release and

discharge from the Army.
In 1970, Pulley ran as the

Socialist Workers Party candidate

for U.S. Congress from Berkeley.

Calfornia. During that campaign,

he became well known as a

socialist speaker. He also flew to

South Vietnam to speak to GI's

there, but the U.S. embassy gave

orders not to let him off the plane.

At 21 years old. Pulley is the Vice

Presidential candidate of the SWP,
running in the biggest socialist

campaign since 1920. His tour has

taken him all over the U.S. Today
he will be speaking at UMass; at

4:00 P.M. in the New Africa House
for an informal discussion, and at

8:00 P.M. in Mahar Auditorium

The campaign of Linda Jenness

and Andrew Pulley has taken on a

significant new aspect -Jenness

and Pulley are going to be on the

ballot in Massachusetts. Due to

extraordinarily restrictive election

laws in this state, over 50,000

signatures of registered Mass.

voters must be collected before

their names can appear on the

ballot. This has been done suc-

cessfully only twice in history;

once by George Wallace, and once

by a multimillionaire named
Hughes who ran against Kennedy.

The seriousness of this un-

dertaking is indicative of the entire

socialist campaign.
The socialist alternative posed

by Jenness and Pulley is based on

the necessity of breaking with the

two capitalist parties, the

Democrats and Republicans The
fact that both of these parties

protect and promote the capitalist

system means that every election

degenerates into a question of the

lesser of two evils. Every four

years, another two individuals vie

for executive power. Broken
promises, rhetorical distortions,

and outright lies-historically

characteristic of both the

Democratic and Republican
parties-have alienated a large

number of Americans. The new
"youth vote" has meaning only if a

choice is presented. The capitalist

parties in 72 continue to peddle

their traditional wares. War,
racism, sexism, unemployment,
pollution, and imperialism are

profitable and politically

necessary for the perpetuation of

the capitalist system. Andrew
Pulley and Linda Jenness do not

answer problems with a "Vote for

me" campaign. Their politics are

based on the understanding that

significant change will take place

in this country only with the in-

dependent organization and
mobilization of masses of people

working in their own interests.

Rather than simply signing their

names to endorsement lists.

Jenness and Pulley actively build

the movements in this country for

immediate, total and unconditional

withdrawal of all U.S. forces from

Indochina; for the repeal of al!

anti-abortion laws, and for Black

control of the Black community
Contrary to the vascilatinp r

reactionary positions ot the

Democratic and Republican pirty

politicians, Jenness and Pi

have given consistently strong

clear support to the movement of

gay people for full democrats
rights and freedom of sexual ex

pression. Their vigorous defense ol

the colonial revolution inS.E. Al

Bengladesh, Latin America, tht-

Middle East. Africa, Ceylon, and

Ireland has won them ever in-

creasing support among
radicalizing youth.

Andrew Pulley's appearance at

UMass is an opportunity to learn

first hand about socialist politics

Questions and discussion during

both the 4 P.M and the 8 P.M
meetings will be welcome.

The Honesty Syndrome

(Herblork is on vacation)

ByREIDFISHMAN
There is a recent political phenomenon going on in

this country. For the present purposes, I shall call

this phenomenon the "honesty syndrome". I am
referring to the recent showings in this year's

Democratic presidential primaries.

It appears as though in each of the 1972 primaries

so far. there has been one form of upset or another.

For instance, who would have thought that George
McGovern would come away with 37% in New
Hampshire, compared to a mere 46.4% for Edmund
Muskie., in a basically conservative state right next

to Muskie's own.
In Florida, George Wallace was handed a golden

victory, retaining 43% of the vote and beating his

closest competitor. Hubert Humphrey, by more than

25%. Even in Illinois, Gene McCarthy, who is not even

considered by most to be a prospective candidate,

was able to poll 37% against the "front-runner"

Muskie.
But the most startling and important upset at all

came last Tuesday when McGovern and Wallace

finished first and second in Wisconsin. As of that

Tuesday morning, most political analysts had

predicted a close race between McGovern and

Humphrey in that state, and for a third place finish by

Muskie with a relatively strong showing by Wallace.

However, when the polls closed that day, George

McGovern had won a substantial victory by receiving

30% of the vote, and beating his closest rival, who,

through another upset, was George Wallace, by eight

percent. The fact that Humphrey and Muskie finished

third and fourth with a combined 31%, gives us an

idea on what the "honesty syndrome" is all about.

When we analyze the New Hampshire results, we
find that Edmund (honest Abe) Muskie was going

around telling people to "believe in him", and that's

all he was telling them, whereas McGovern was

telling them to vote tor him on his issues and his

previous congressional record. When we turn to

Florida, we find that once again Muskie, now joined

by Humphrey, were telling people to vote for them
without giving any apparent reasons. When a can-

didate like Wallace came along and straight-

forwardly attacked the issues, the people over-

whelmingly approved of him.
The same is true in Wisconsin, but in this case, each

of the candidates campaigned actively to prove their

worth to the people of that state. This was the first

real showdown between the four major Democratic
candidates and McGovern emerged victorious.

The essence of this analysis is that this year the

people want truth. They are no longer content with

general promises of well-meaning and honesty but

rather, they have to see it in action. They have to

have the issues presented to them in an honest

straightforward method before they can pass
judgment. This is the "honesty syndrome" and this is

what is lacking from most American politics today.

The original honest Abe" once said, "You can fool

all of the people some of the time, and you can fool

some of the people all of the time, but you can't fool

all of the people all of the time."

Editorial Points

Iff THAT TROUBLI-MAKIR, HOFPA—TRYING TO KICK THI WALLS DOWN FROM THl gLjTSIDU'

Letters To The Editor

Now that spring is here, it's a

pleasure to see green grass

again (growing out of the

ground that is). If it keeps up
one could learn to like it. Mud
has such a depressing color.

•••

An interesting analogy was
drawn between students safely

tucked away in their per-

spective dorms and cadavers

stored at the morgue. Who says

it couldn't be done? (Thanks.

Rick.)
»»*

It's too bad about Mayor
Lindsay. We hope he comes
here anyway.

•**

Whether you saw it or not,

the Collegian did come out

yesterday. Better late than

never.

•••

There is nothing quite as

sensuous as Jello as after a

dining commons banana split.

By the way, they were good at

Franklin.

Lee Sandwen went out of

office last night with no one
taking his advice.

We called 545-2566 and got a

girl's voice (or a high pitched

guy's voice) telling us what
was going on around the 5-

College area. So for all you who
were wondering, now you
know.

Who said that Vice-

Presidents never become
Presidents?

Autumn
Plan E Government

To the Editor: ,__ . .

A plan E government sanctions a legal dictatorship

by a person who is not elected by the people. Un-

believable? Impossible? Not at all. Across our

mighty state there are different forms of city

government. In Worcester, there's plan E.

How many citizens of Worcester, young and old

alike, are aware of the power that is invested in the

city manager, who is not an elected official of the

city, with his power of appointment and complete

control over the entire city and that includes the

elected members of the city council. His control in-

cludes the appointments of Human Rights, Federal

Housing, Model Cities, all department heads, Wor-

cester Redevelopment Authority, all O.E.O. funds as

well as HUD. funds coming into the city, as well as

Community Services funds, Parks Department and

School Department budgets. In essence, this city is

under the total control of one individual who is not

responsible to the people of the city.

At the same time, he receives a salary of $32,000

annually, but according to the Plan E charter, Sec-

tion 103, "He shall hold office during the pleasure of

the city council and shall receive such compensation

as it shall fix by ordinance, but not exceeding twenty

thousand dollars annually.

The city council is elected at large. This is unfair in

itself. Ask the residents of Quinsigamond Village

about what happened when they approached the city

council to halt a landfill dump. They were the only

thing that got halted.
.

Beneath the surface of Plan E government in

Worcester, a vast political machine rests. The

Citizens for Plan E is a front group for the real

It's A Headliner

To the Editor: . . ..

I would like to express my discontent at the

Colleaian's coverage of the change in off-campus

housing policy. Any policy which effects so many

students should be headline news. However in

Mondays Collegian entitled "Last Week to Ge

Housing Exemptions." a change in policy was not

even mentioned. .«»..

After an aggravating talk with the housing office,

and later with the area co-ordinator office,

discovered that over vacation there had been a

drastic change in policy. That is : if one is not covered

by the other three exemptions, in order to get off

campus you must now be 21 ^J*£**£&
«as opposed to the previous policy of being 21 by the

end of the school year). ._«_ ^
When I informed others who had read this article of

this change in policy, they were shocked at their

misunderstanding of the statement. In

j

addition

students who will become 21 during the 1972-73 schoo

year may apply for exemption But they will not

npcpssarilv receive exemption.

Tannery disappointed in the lack of the Collegian's

effoTto inform the students, as wel as the Univer-

sity's secrecv in deciding on this policy
suy s s«.i^y

Stephen Gunzburger

Letters

To The Editor

All letters to the editor must be typed at sixty

spaces, double spaced. Length should not exceed

one typewritten page. All letters must be signed

with the authors phone and address in case contact

is necessary. Addresses and phone numbers will not

be printed. . . . „
The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters

because of space limitations. We also reserve the

right to publish according to space limitations.

kingpins of the city: Ladd Plumley of State Mutual

Life Insurance Company, Seymour of the Worcester

Telegram & Gazette, the heads of the Norton and

Harrington & Richardson companies, the big banks

(Mechanic's; Guranty; Worcester County, etc.) and

the mysterious Worcester Center Association. With

their complete control of the media (newspaper,

radio, and television) they have kept the citizens of

Worcester ignorant of what Plan E government

means. Why can't they give a copy of the Plan E

charter to every registered voter?

The city manager and his appointments of political

friends has led to the deterioration of the city and also

to the creation and continuation of the politica

machine of the city.

Plan B government would install a ward system in

the city, and give the mayor the power of ap-

pointment, but onlv with the ratification of the cit>

council There wouid be one representative from each

ward (ten) and five representitives elected at large.

There will be a meeting in Pierpont Lounge tonight

at 7 30 for anybody who is interested in getting in-

volved in Worcester, but Worcester is not the only

Plan E citv in Massachusetts. Others include Cam

bridge, Gloucester, Lowell, and Medford. Any person

interested in these cities is urged to attend

Citizens for Better Government Through Plan B is

a grassroots organization which is seeking young

people. Blacks, Spanish speaking people and women,

all of whom are being frozen out of the present

political system. Come and rap and maybe get in-

volved. For any questions, call Jon at 6-5246 It will be

worth the walk across campus.
Jon Seskevich

Let Them Pay
To the Editor:

We have just picked up our complimentary issue ot

YAHOO. We certainly would not have paid cash to

read it and are distressed that this is funded by our

mandatory Student Activities fee. If there are those

who find this sort of publication entertaining, let

THEM pay for it, but don't force those of us who find

it tastelss to foot the biU ! We suggest that a better use

for these student monies would be to put them toward

the yearbook which is in dire need of funds and

certainly more relevant to student life; now and in

the years to come.
Patricia Alessandnni

Ann Donahue
Jane Lockard

Cheryl Mcintosh
Linda Roth

Betsy Schissel

Barbara Scott

First Floor Van Meter North

A stooping smile in still-night wooa...

Autumn sun eyes, how they analyze.

Over, and under, and thru, rock spiders...

thinking alone in oversized mind

af everything symbolized they fail to find...

of everything autumn sun eyes make brighter.

A pleasant contentment in solitude's clothes...

Autumn sun eyes, how they justify.

Groping amazed, turning icy and raw...

Seeking the wishings of the forest child;

exploring his sake for the sake of the wild.

.

for the autumn sun, hidden by the Hood of the Cobra

Breathless, astonished, just now imagined...

\utumn sun eyes, how they verify.

A tingling of new-grown anticipation...

a moment of bitterness on the tongue,

auguring of the passion to come...

of the panic, and depressing emotion.

A prickling awareness of every sense...

Autumn sun eyes, how they edify.

Confusing of hands, and of ears, and of nose...

turning of head toward the answering call.

And of flower confused for the Hood of the Cobra.

.

a feeling the sound of how everything grows.

A feeling of hurry, slow, creeping upon me...

Autumn sun eyes, how they magnify.

Grasses grow flowers, and flowers grow trees

and trees are not towers of endless view.

A magnificent glass exaggerates you...

Presence now magnifies all that I see.

A tongue of soft cotton, now smooth, if once rough

Autumn sun eyes, how they glorify.

Breathing mistook me of polluting the air.

Speaking to rocks that I leaped in despair;

a shouted warning of fallen tree sound...

darting still faster toward evergreen pair.

Groping a hillside of stones...

Autumn sun eyes, how they terrify.

A rocking and shifting of my brain...

shaking the colors and sounds of my being.

A climbing of cold burning trees...

the forest behind me, in flame.

Brighter, and brighter, around me, the air .

Autumn sun eyes, how they mesmorize.

Of all the things that need be done,

and of the time lost doing...

sudden appears an autumn sun

in colors, eyes, renewing.

The climb revealed a paragon sun,

whose poison swiftly paralyzed,

and shrouded hood consuming,

had come to paralyzed end.

Still the evergreen did not bend...

and beyond me, a kingdom in exile, won
T.David Barren
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JOE : Looking To The Future
The second of a three part series

of meetings will be held tonight at

7:00 P.M. in the Colonial Lounge

for the general membership of the

Juvenile Opportunities Extension

volunteer program. The meeting

will be organizational in nature but

any interested student is invited to

attend.

The first meeting held Tuesday

evening centered on bringing in

new leadership for the JOE.
program. Outgoing President

Cyndi Dunbar, who says she

models herself after Grace Kelly,

was replaced by a coordinating

team of Ruth Noymer and Sue
Holman.
The first year of existence for the

student organization called the

Juvenile Opportunities Extension

witnessed a lot of learning and a

tremendous amount of growth by

its members. The high point of this

year had to be the JOE II Con-

ference which was a student

sponsored program -a fact which

many people forget.

Essentially last Tuesday saw

interested students share ideas and

take steps to create a more active

membership The JOE. II Con-

ference was a high energy ex-

perience which took a lot of at-

tention and potential resources

away from the Westfield Detention

Center. The steps the JOE.
leadership will be taking during

the remaining academic year is to

redirect the program back towards

the kids at Westfield.

There are approximately 50

volunteers currently putting time

in at the detention center. The
JOE. organization wants to bring

the number of volunteers back up
to the fall semester peak of nearly

150 per week. They also mentioned

a need to carry the JOE. volun-

teer work through the summer.

This will be a more difficult task

for most of the students as they will

be away from Amherst during the

vacation period.

However, most JOE. volun-

teers are looking toward the next

academic year where they will be

able to put this year's experiences

to work more efficiently. Another

promising feature is a larger and

more flexible budget in which to

work with by the student volun-

teers.

Essentially what the J.O.E.

organization is doing is basically

putting it all together. If you want

to help attend the meeting tonight

whether you have been to the

Westfield Detention Center or not-

all you have to be is interested in

kids.

For those students who just want

to work with kids and forget about

being an organizer, a meeting is

scheduled for next Tuesday, April

11, 1972, at 8:00 P.M. in Room 805-

809 in the Campus Center.

MUSIC SELLER

^2»w»*•nSSS^-....come

I \m,\

cpjSS.
save

jorng-s33— .

79|88
charge*

our r«9- *9 88
$5 eX\ra.

«« available
Coppertone

ava ^^^^

egm
•

UJ
eg

S HADLEY IRoute 9 at Amherst Town Line- Across from Amherst Motell

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10 am to 10 pm
[master

L

.

The

Stylistic*

I

AVCO
RECORDS

This Week Only
America
Neil Young — Harvest

Paul Simon

Hot Rocks

Bread — Baby I'm A Want You

The Doors — Weird Scenes

Guess Who — Rockin

B-S&T — Greatest Hits

Allman Brothers — Eat a Peach

Carol King — Music

$3.33 regular $5t98

$3.33 regular $5:98

$3.33 regular $5^8

$3.99 regular &h9%

$3.33 regular $"5t98

$4.99 regular $7t98

$3.33 regular $5^8

$3.33 regular $5^8

$5.99 regular $9t98

$3.33 regular $5^8

All 8 Track and Cassette Tapes 1/3 off list.

Now Open — Music Seller and Lafayette Radio under one roof

15 E. Pleasant St.

Next to the Pub
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Thunder Discovered On Sun

Pres. candidate. Shirley Chisholm will be in Boston today for a

luncheon at the Arlington St. Church. The soul food luncheon ($5.00

donation) will take place at 11:30.

Besides the speech by Shirley Chisholm, Jeanette Rankin, first

congresswoman. Pauli Murray. Florence Luscomb and others will

attend.

Rep. Chisholm will be at Bay State West in Springfield at 5:00. A
cocktail hour will follow for a $10.00 donation. Reservations can be

made by calling Henry Twigg at 788-6034.

Her main speech will be given at Springfield College. Field House

at 7:00. This will be her only visit to the area before the March 25

primary which she has entered.

PASADENA, Calif. <AP) —
Following up the chance ob-

servation of a student assistant,

solar astronomers have discovered

what they believe is thunder on the

sun.

Astronomers at the California

Institute of Technology have ob-

served gigantic waves undulating

outward at speeds up to 25,000

miles per hour from the center of

sunspots, the puzzling dark blobs

on the sun's surface that often are

larger than the earth.

The waves are 1,600 miles from

crest to crest and act like sound

waves as they move through the

sun's gaseous atmosphere.

They seem associated with

flashes of light observed in sun-

spots regularly every 2-1/2

minutes. One wave is observed for

every two flashes.

The flashes aren't believed to be

lightning in the earthly sense-a

discharge of pentup electrical

energy in the atmosphere. But the

flashes and waves somehow
probably are related to an energy

release in sunspots.

The waves have been informally

named Stein waves after Alan

Stein. 22, a student assistant who
spotted them by accident in some
motion pictures Galtech scientists

had taken of the sun through a

telescope.

"The acoustical analogy of

thunder is a good one," Dr. Harold

Zirin, Caltech professor of

astrophysics, said in an interview.

Zirin reported the discovery

Wednesday to a meeting of the

American Astronomical Society in

College Park, Md
The rumblings of the solar

thunder would be too low in

frequency for a human observer to

hear -if he could get close enough

But they could be recorded and the

recording speeded up to produce

an audible sound

The discovery could have great

significance for solar astronomy,

Zirin said.

"We now have a regular,

recurent natural phenomena on the

sun and that phenomena takes

place under certain cir-

cumstances," he said.

"This gives us a new handle on

the physics of sunspots, a whole

new picture of their energy
production."

Many solar astronomers con-

sider sunspots the key to un-

derstanding the processes at work
in the sun.

In Protest Of The War

Because of the importance of organizing opposition to the current

escalation of the bombing of South Vietnam, there will be a meeting

tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the Campus Center Room 174. The meeting will

discuss the formation of a mass rally at Westover early next week to

protest U.S. continued involvement in Southeast Asia and U.S. Escalation

of the bombing. All interested people are asked to attend and all campus

groups are urged to send representatives.

AndToA1125QfYou...
The Daily Collegian regrets that it is unable to continue it's faculty

subscription service to the following buildings on campus: Hasbrouck,

School of Business Administration, Stockbridge Hall. Skinner Hall and

Goessmann Lab.

The Collegian is forced to cancel this route, which only consists of 25

customers, due to the resignation of the news carrier for the buildings

Those whose deliveries have been cancelled will not be billed for those

papers already received.

Not everyone likes

our music.

U1MUA
91.1 FM

free form / informative radio

ELECTRONICS

Now in Amherst
for

Everything in Electronics

The Big Deal is still at

AMHERST AUDIO
3 Days Left

RECORDS - Alt Md* Super Specials Super Puper Specials

Pioneer

Panasonic

Lafayette

Sony

Garrard

KLH

Kenwood

Dual

Mclntoch

Sansui

BSR

Revox

Teac

Fisher

Scott

Shure

Stereo Components

Television

Radios

Tape Players

Walkie-Talkies

Batteries Tubes

Needles

Records and Tapes

List:

$3.98

$4.98

$5.98

$6.98

$7.98

$8.98

$9.98

$2.49
$2.89

$3.59

$3.99

$4.29
$9.49

$5.89

III Taylor Family LP'* £ »" h

$489
til Band Album*

$
*T ,ach

Eat I Paach 9.98 list 5
NEW BLUES DEPARTMENT

Near Record* arrivlag

Amherst Audio
made a special purchase

of old

ROCK ALBUMS
Factory warehouse fresh.

List to $7.98

each day of thi salt.

$
1 each

PLUS EQUIPMENT TOO!

A.R.

Bose

Electro-Voice Tape Recorders

Pickering C. B. Equipment

Next to the Pub

Owned and operated by Seiden Sound

15 E. Pleasant St.

Telephone: 549-1105

Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10 -9

Sat. 9 - 6

Ai9dvs oaDiw irn^
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GM Recalls 130,000 Vegas
GM Recalls 130,000 Vegas

DETROIT (AP) — General Motors is recalling

approximately 130,000 1972-model Chevrolet Vegas to

correct a carburetor defect which consumer ad-

vocate Ralph Nader charges could cause the sub-

compact car to burst into flames.

In a statement issued in Detroit late Tuesday, GM
said the defect had been found only in cars with the

optional 9-horsepower engine. GM said it had

developed a method to correct the problem.

Required parts for the recall are scheduled to be in

the hands of dealers during the latter part of the

month, GM said.

The automaker's announcement coincided with

release in Washington of Nader's letter to the

National Highway Traffic Safety Association
detailing the charges. Nader said they were based on
"numerous" reports he has received of fires in

Vegas.

GM said preparations for their recall were un-

derway before it learned of Nader's letter. The Vegas
are being recalled at company expense and make up
about 40 per cent of the 1972 model year production,

GM said.

Nader said the fires start because of the design of

the carburetor. He said the top cover of the car-

buretor is so insecurely fastened it easily works loose,

permitting so much air to get into the fuel mixture

that the engine backfires, blowing out the exhaust

system.

If You're Thinking

About Living Off Campus

Students are required by

University regulations to live in

University housing unless

exempted by being in at least one

of the following categories:

1. Married.

2. Seniors as of the beginning of

the 1972 fall term
3. Commuters from the home of

parents (not more than 40 miles).

In addition, students who will

become 21 during the 1972-73 school

year may apply for exemption.

Under Extreme Circumstances,

other students not included above,

may request permission to live off

campus. All requests are to be

initiated with the appropriate

Director of the Area in which the

student currently resides.

As room drawing will take place

the week of April 17, 1972, for the

Fall term assignments, students

wishing to be considered for

special exemption must pick up
applications this week April 3-7 at

their Area Director's Office, obtain

the required support materials,

and return them to the Area
Director's Office by 12 N, April 10,

1972. Each request will be
evaluated by the Area Staff and the

student will be notified of the

decision on his request prior to the

start of room drawing. April 17,

1972.

This will be the only opportunity

for currently enrolled students to

request exemption for the Fall

semester 1972. Requests received

after April 10, 1972, will not be
considered for Fall term exemp-
tions.

International Fair

:

Fun For Everyone
An International Fair to help create a scholarship and emergency fund

for foreign students will be held on campus Friday and Saturday, April 7

and 8.

There will be music, dancing, sports, rituals, arts and entertainment

from around the world each day in the Student Union Ballroom, begin-

ning at 1 p.m. on Friday and 11 a.m. on Saturday. Food, clothing and

handicrafts will be for sale. All events except a Saturday evening dance

and entertainment are open to the public without charge.

Sponsored by the UMass International Programs Office, and the

Amherst Town Committee for Foreign Students, the program will be

cochaired this year by Dr. C. Lynn Vendien of the department of physical

education and Robert Baron, Israeli graduate student.

An international folk dance teach-in will feature Greek, Israeli and

Filipino folk danois Friday at 7:30 p.m. Starting at 9, the floor will be

open for general folk and square dancing with George Young of the School

of International Training, Brattleboro, as caller.

There is$l admission charge for the Saturday evening program. Music

and dance of India at 7 : 30 will begin the evening. At 8 : 30, Canadian singer

and actor Leslie Mackey will entertain. He is a member of the Stratford

Shakespearean Festival, a Gilbert and Sullivan performer and has ap-

peared in summer theatre and TV. The Amherst Jazz Concept will play

for the International Ball at 9.
,

Other highlights: Friday, jazz concert, 1 p.m.; Muslim students

presentation, 2 p.m. ; Guyanese music, 3 p.m. ; Scandinavian gymnastics,

4 and 5 p.m.
,

Saturday a music department ensemble will begin activities at 11 a.m.

Thai sports exhibition "Takraw," 1 p.m.; Latin American fashion show

and dance, 2 p.m. ; Israeli dance, 3 p.m. ; Korean students' presentation, 4

p.m.; Filipino dance, 5 p.m.

Who says progressive radio doesn't inform the people? They

haven't heard Ken Mosakowskis FOCUS Tuesdays at 10:00 p.m.

On

U1MUA
91.1 FM

free form/informative radio

Micro Ads
mean

Micro Prices

at

Radio Shack

of

Amhertt

— academymm
NOMINATIONS

BEST FILM
BEST DIRECTOR

BEST SCREENPLAY
BEST EDITOR

KUBRICKS

EtmMs taau
ItnTWv $04 4S

&DWCI& 0WEWA5 1-2-3*5
HOUTE 5 RIVEMALE Rt> WEST SfFUX

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTO FOR SALE

•«7 Volka Baa. |m beater. 11341

.hap* Alto 45 Volks. tauareback. radiali.

act* electrical tytlem. need Mm* work.

I2M 774-274*.

U4-7

Dodge Mail Track — 1454. two beds.

.baa. radio. Ice boa. heater, eicelletit

•awia*. Irani., very toltd Call 5*4 5 | 55

114-4

IMS Jeep Wagoaeer with plow for tale or

trade for recent Ford wagon, very good
condition I ISM firm. MS- ISM dayi. ZS3-

2412 p.m.
If4-I3

IMS Chevy Impala 4 dr.. automatic,

power ateering. good mechanical con-

dition I V* Tall 544-M7I.
tf 4-13

1470 MGB. red. overdrive, ware wbeeta.

etc.. I4SM original milea. nun perfectly.

544-44*2.

U4-12

IM2 Butch Le Sabre AT.. PJ».. P»-.

goad runaiag cond.. call Dick 544-4247.

U4-»

147* Triamph Sattfrr* eaaiv.. dart rati,

leaa than 2*.*M mi., lopnotch cond

locking hood ft gat. very ceaa. Call Z.

Soltmana 253-2*4* even
1*4-12

Worldwide Maalc Start*.) Greenfield I

774-2*31.

IMS Cbevy Impala. maroon 4 door 2*3

c.l.. onto trana. power steer., new Urea,

battery. Very good cond. 12*5. beat offer

Wayne M5-3203.
U4-7

Blater 1*74 4-wheel drive, snow plow

w /power angle. Custom aport truck, dual

bat. ItxU.S tires, bat af warranty, clean.

S49MS7.
at44

IMS Valiant, runt well, new clutch. IKS
Call MS-3I2*.

If 4-7

45 Dodge Van. Good condition Interior

carpeted and pannelled. Call 254-4437,

tf 4-11

IMS Ford Fairlane SM. Excellent tram.,

many extra* including tape deck and 20

plus tapes, new bat., at, tnow tires. Good
buy. call 2S4-M78

114-7

1941 Chevy Sta. Wag. 283 cu. in. V8, new

fegtjt, and wiring and two new tlret .
Runt

stood 1 100 or best offer. Call (-0105 ask for

Darlrn

.

tf 4-7

M VW Conv. New eng. ISM. 2S3-3M*.

tf 4-12

42 VW. But for aale. New brakes, new
muffler, and two new snow tires , 1 394 . C all

347-2771.
tf 4-11

IM3 Ford LTD. PJJ. P.B.. good engine,

dented, needs minor repairs. Call Bob 2S3-

5877 I I2S.

U4-I4

MGBGT IM7. new condition . better than

most -ft I ItM 544-434*

U4-12

IMS VW engine needt rebuild, to fix up

or good parts car 1 1 5»? C all 3M-44M or S27-

44 7S.
114-12

2 ttcketa to Boston Brakaa Stanley Cap
Playoffs Call 544*541

If4- 11

Webeore Mrack car stereos w /channel

mdlc lights and deluxe speakers. Ea-
ceilcnt bate reapante. Brand new! Call

2S4-47M.
tf4-7

Goad deeds. I tr. tapes New titles fllv

acted only I3.M. CaU S44-474S or visit 31S

Field Aab for EIHatt.

MM
Moccaalaa la all styles and slses. Buf-

falo. Deerskin, stteded and glove -tanned

lea. 14 — • IX. Take a look at the catalog

!

223 Gorman.
U4-7

Discount — Stereo equip ft accea . all

major brands, ampa. receivers. T -tablet

tpeakera Mrack tapes S2.M. For lowest

prices call S44-4M3
tjfjdj

Roaemont Ski Boots, used lett than one

teason. trie 4. Flit sites 4-4 foot. 17%. Call

584-34 14 ask for Kris. If not in. leave a

number.
tf4-4

Guitars: Acoustic. Electric. Classical,

all below retail. Strings, accessories and

ttrapt Call 544-7*72 ar visit 2M Webster

Dave G.
tf4-4

MOVIE

Raleigh Snort 3 apeed Engltah

ghi'a model. I yr. old. exc. cond .

green with basket ft pomp New
atklng 140 Day. Judy 82381.

bike.

IM.

If 4-7

Dont miss — "Elvira Madlgaa Fri.

April 7 — in Mahar And at 7 - t • II.

Spiaitrtd by the Claenta Club
If4-7

ROOM AVAILABLE

Roam aad board apartment! adjacent

1 Matt far tome aaaiataace la child care of

2 school age children CaU S44-34S3

tf4-7

PERSONAL CAR STORAGE

Happy Birthday Groceries. Love
Erraads.

CD Is this lengthy silence of yours aa
Indication that our claaalfled camaraderie
Is (gasp) aver? fearfully The Phantom

Ta M, when do we get another bedtime

alary about the snake* Happy Birthday

and have a great year. Love. Carolyn.

Interested in personal, emotional *
spiritual growth? Write the New England
Center. Box S7S. Amherst. Mass. 0IM2.

Call S84-4244

Excellent access la Amherst Center.

t lean. Reasonable rates. D.H Jooea 544-

37M.
If4-24

HELP WANTED
MDC needt a student to deliver the

Collegian Mon — Fri. morning* Deliver 45

paper* each day. Earn 2* per copy. Apply
at MDC.

tf4-7

WANTED

44 RamMer. 4 cyl. auto, trana. air

conditioning, new tire* and battery Looks

good, dependable, white color. 1 375. Dave

2S3-37IS.
if 4-11

I Down Sleeping Bag
Call 2S3-S3I4.

New. Must tell

MM
tft-it

IMS Chev. Van. good tlret and braket.

chattit in good thape. engine needt work,

best offer. Call 544-7142.

M4VII

FOR SALE

Very cheap hand-carved Turkish

Meerschaum Pipes. Call Ahmet 4-4210.

tf4-7

Handmade leather instrument cases —
all band Inatr. Also guitar, amp. drum.

caaea. ready made or cutlom . Call $27-4474

5 - 7 p.m.
If 4-7

44 Chevy II Std 4 door tedan. Runt well

IRS. 4-7454.

MM
45 Mustang 244. 4 apeed with Hurt!

• hlfter Good rubber. Beat offer over 1454.

Mutt aell. Call Jack 544-5773.

MM

Pair of EPI IM apeokert and Pioneer

PLI2A turntable with B 4. O cart. Both

three month* old. Call Mark 5444441.

AKAI Stereo Tape Recorder - 7 inch

reels, microphone. Inpul Jacks I2M. Call

Richard 544-1474 before 7 p.m.
tf4-IO

M Ford Galaxle. clean, good Urea with

snows, new battery, automatic 253-5152

after $ P m.
A complete aelectlon of Weatherking

drum -heads at Creative Endeavor (The

Why pay outrageous rent! Buy a trailer

20 min. from Camput. 42xH' w/ Ktx20'

addition, f 1340. 323-7344. Muat sell by May
12th*

tf 1-14

1447 Chevy Impala 2 dr. H.T. 283. V8.

Many extras, excellent cond. Priced for

quick tale 1400. Firm. Call Dom S44-4l24a.

II p.m.
MM

1471 Honda SLI 75. exc. cond. 45M mla.

For info. Call S44-M34.

If 44

Sale on all mutical Instrument* Gulln,

Gibson. Martin. Aria. Yamaha. Ovation,

etc. 25-40% off. The Guitar Workshop 44

Main Mlamp SM-17M.
If 4-11

I pair Mack crinkle-patent leather

women's boots, tixe 4-4-1/2. very good
condition. 1 10 or best offer. Call 4-4484 or 4-

4124. Elite.

MM
Combination AM FM Radio, tape player

plus turn table Best offer. Call 5-2172. Aak
for Btrd.

MM

Alan Walts. Kundallni Yoga. En-
counter. Gealalt: interested? Write the

New England Center. Box 575. Amhertt.
Mats. 41042. Call 584-0240.

If 4-11

Alan Wait* here on April 24-30. Get in-

formation from the New England Center.

Box 575. Amherst . Mass. 01M2 Call 584-

0240.

MMI

Glrla. very mature, exciting ft daring Go
Go Dancers for wkend house party. Good
pay & beote. fall eve. * wkenda. Keep
trying 445-2244.

U4-I4

Gay Dance Friday. April 7 at 8 p.m. in

Farley Lodge. Sponsored by SHL.
MM

Southwett 'i nomination for the movie of

the year goet to the comedy nlte at the

Southwett Sinema. See it Fri.. Apr. 7.

if4-7

In honor of the graduating allme man,
"The art of being a Leonard" will be

taught next fall.

MM

Composer — Musician needa drummer
ft *tring battitt — for aew music ensemble
— Just music. Call 527-M74 5-7 p.

m

If 4-7

I bedroom apt. wanted by marr. couple
by July I, close la I'Matt. Max
I ISO/month Call 544-7432.

MM
IS and Foreign Coins and Stamp*

nought, told, traded, appralaala and
r*timatet. Bob Murrln. 224 Hamlin House
or P.O. Box 104, Amherst. MA.

if4-

I

I

ROOMMATE WANTED
FOR Jl'NE — F roommate wanted to

share furnished S rm. apt. in North-
ampton. Own bdrm., 170 & util Call Lin
-.hi- won days.

MMI

female. 147 mo. furn. apt. utilities mc.
swim pool

. in Sunderland . Only until June

.

Call 445-3202.

MMI
If you are a female looking for a female

roommate. Call 532-442S. Ask for Sac.

if 4-12

Quiet male roommate wanted for yr 72-
73. Call Cllfftlde 445-3411.

If 4-11

Any females planning to anend the
summer in Atlantic CHy. S .1 and need
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Collegium Musicum To Perform

Middle Aee, Renaissance Music

>-,

MDC SPORTS

HOTLINE 5-0344

The UMass -Amherst Collegium

Musicum will present a concert

Monday, April 10, at 8 p.m. in

Bovvker Auditorium on the cam-

pus.

Performers in the Collegium

Musicum are UMass music majors
interested in studying and per-

forming music of the Middle Ages
and Renaissance. Singers and
Instrumentalists of the Collegium

are conducted by Prof. Alan
Harler. Asst. Prof. Charles Lehrer

is assistant conductor.

Included in this concert will be

the Early 13th Century four-part

"Viderunt Omnes" of Perotinus,

master of the Late Notre Dame
School; and various works selected

from an early source of printed

music, the "Canti B" of 1502,

printed by Ottaviano Petrucci.

A performance of the "Sym-
phony of Psalms" of Igor

Stravinsky will be the second half

of the program. Assisting the

Collegium for this performance
will be the University Chorus.

Open to the public without
charge, the concert is one of the

music department's continuing
series of concerts.

ELVIRA MADIGAN

Friday. April 7,

Mahar Aud.

7-9-11

by Cinema Club

Left to right: Barbara Naidich, Karen Tarlow. Kathy Piccus, 3 of

the singers who will perform Monday evening in Bowker. Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Take a ***Peter Pan Bus to

BRADLEY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Peter Pan buses leave for Bradley International con-

venient with flight schedules from 7 AM thru 11 PM

FRIDAY, APRIL 7
Evening of Dance from the West lndes and Africa

George Howard
Primitive Dance Company

No Admission Charge

Completion of the Martin Luther King Memorial Lecture Series

Dance begins at 8:00 p.m. Campus Center Aud

MDC CLASSIFIED
2 F roommat*t wanted to ahare 2 bdrm

apt. from June lat to August Hat. is: 'mo

(all MS-SSI Squire Villa** Ant.. Sun

derland
tft-12

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted: to r*nt or any amall mral

dwelling Jun* I. Occupancy 2S2-72M after

a. Tarn.

\**d h*lp to retrieve money loot I If yau

would like to flad out about tmall claim*

court and attlttanre In filing Call 545-

0874. mi

another roommate? Call Leta at 544-1351

" M$~tt
1144

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR RENT

All utilltiet tatcl. IS* m. Clean country

llvln*. No leaae. own room. Call 323-7418.

EMPLOYMENT
Womea tart, in modeling — needed for

photo etaay — flgare ttadiet — etc. lit

per -hoar. Strictly prof, titration, eac.

opport 527-4874 5-7 p.m.
U4-7

Ruaineaa Tchr - Shrthnd I. II; Typin*

II. Public School BA or MA. atat* benefltt

Able to relocate. Em -Sec Servicet 2* Pray

* 114-11

Room for rent neat to ram put Im
media lei > Call 544- 1 173 Frank or Jady 12

2 p.m. I7S a month
gM

l.arg* three bedroom apt., a mile from

V Matt. ISM per month Call S4*-4*43 after

C. Available May lat.

MM
June I. w/opt. to renew Clifftide I

bdrm. furnished air-condition, utilltiet.

Irnnii. twim pool. Prlc* npgotlable 44S-

4I4S or 2S3-S223
tft-7

APARTMENT FOR RENT

OX. Fields. Laurel and Hardy. Three

Moocea. Charlie Chaplin, all at the

Hampden D.C Fri. Apr. 7 at I. IMS *
ma.

tft-7

Tonight "Daray Drawer*"
Hluewall Fin* muatc with a

beat

at the
-time

Rock with J. D. Mama Sat. April 8 from

II fa) 1 Quit* A Group" Dwight lit*

( heap beer!
tf 4-7

TRAVEL

25 Pvt. tch. and college teaching

potitiont available far fall. Call or drop by

See if we have an opening for your

specialty Wanted — Dean af Faculty for

N. Eng Jr. Collage. Director of Continuing

Ed — aMc to develop ealatlng program

PhD. pref. Em-Sec Servtcea. Inc. 2* Pray

St. Xmhertt Mt-6220
tf 4-1

1

Two Bedroom Apartmenta far im-

mediate rental. •-month leate

llftS/month. Includet util. Call MS-UM
davt or MS-IS7S nltet

If 4-14

SERVICES
Amhertt Audio tervlcea. atareo com-

ponents, tape deckt for home or car. 117

No Pleatant it.. 2SS-BI33.
tfaem

Overseat jobs for Undents Aastralla.

Europe. 8. America. Africa, etc. All

profestiont and occuaattona. I7M to 13.000

monthly. Eapenaea paid, avertime.

sighlteeln* Fr*e information — Write

Jobs Overseat. Dent. Q3 Box IS»7I. San

Diego. CA. »2IIS.
tft-za

The Lamp Shop 4»l Pine - Cuahman

Great used furniture and articles, very

rest Man-Sal. IM. Tel. S4»-l«7«.
If 4-14

Joba are available at national parkt.

hotels. f> retort areat around the L.S. thit

summer . We will only be able to handle the

first IM replies Mail 12 to Action For

Student*. Box 2»2. Muncie. Indiana 47302

for Info. If you are not among the flrtt IM

to write, your 12 will be refunded.
tf4-7

Saletmen wanted part-time now. full

time aummer. New product. Commiatlon

only. Write JNJ ft Attoc. P.O.Baa IM.
spfld.. Matt. OIIOI.

U4-7

Mothers, cant find a reliable baby tit-

ter? Tired of high feet? Call The Child

Care Exchange SM-2224 for further in-

formation
tf4ll

(heap Killington lodging near nil* life ft

liftt. kitchen prlv. and ahowera inc. IS/day
— I.ii ski wk. Free rea. ft map. Write L.

Cavanaugh. Wobbly Lane. Killlnston. Vt.

•S7SI.
U4-I4

Quality Retearch and reference
materials. Original* and copiea. TPA,
Rm. 117. Amherat Carriage Inn. 233 N.
Pleatant St. 2S6-«IM.

tf 4-2*

I niverarty Travelers Clab — Traveling

this summer? Stay overnight free! Stuck

at home? Host travelera. Meet friendly

people Exchange privileges with mem
hers in t 8. ft Canada. Writ* now for full

detail* LTC. PO. Box 1147. Berkeley.

< •»' »"»
U4-2S

"typing

T spina — th*t*t . ditaertatlona . etc . Faal

and accurate Proofreading, editing if

desired. Have (ireek and telence tymbolt

.-.l Mini

RIDE WANTED

I bedroom apt . all utilltiet option to

renew leate Prlc* negotiable available

Jan* I Call KSMN Apt. K4. CtlHtid*

H4-I4

1 bedroom Puffton Ant., available Jane

I. option far Sept.. partially furniahed.

price negotiable Air cond.. pool. Call S4»

Ma.
tft-12

2 bedroom apt. in Rolling Green 2. air

cond.. diahwaah*r. garbage dlapoaal. wall

to wall, ahag ruga, all utl. inc. Jane to Aug
2S.V5I40

If4-1

2

3 bedroom apt. In Puffton to tublet

tlarthtg June I w/mwion to lease in fall.

MMBaf.
fJM

May I — sublet w/opt. to rent Sept.

Large two bedroom apt., all util. Included.

USS/mo Belchertown. 323-7447 or 323-

72M.
tf4 12

2 bedroom apt., air cond. ww carpet,

pool. Avail. June I. all utilities incl II7S.

Call MS-47SS Ml. Sugarloaf Aptt

Ml
one bedroom furniahed apt. Colonial

Village pool, cable TV. June I — Aug. 31

option to renew. Call 2S3-SM3.
114-7

Ta tublet: 3 bedroom townhoaae,
Puffton Village. June I — Aug. 31. with

option to take over leate. Rent negotiable

(all S4tM74.
If4-11

Uuahhin Village 2 bedroom apt. Sublet

Jan* I to sept I. SMS Includes all utUltirt

and air conditioning W W carpeting. 323-

4*77.

a 4-7

2 bedroom Tewnhontr from Jun* to

Augutt. Air conditionvd and furniahed

DM. Call 2S3-SK34 after *.M p m.

Rivergladr Aptt.
U4-7

1 bed avail. Jun* I. roaplet only.

Located *nd Univ. Drive. 1 1 to month
Swim pool, hral Inc . air cond. (all 25?-

2170
tf 4-12

Sublrat*. 2 brdroom apt. w/w. air cond.

pool Option to rent M5-3537 after 5.

tf 4-14

2 bedroom at Cllfftlde r urnlthed Dl»h

wisher Jun* 1 • S*pt. I Call «*\5-427».

If 4-4

2 bdrm. furnlthed apt ( llffald* II*
Avail Jun* I Option to rent for fall (all

M5-4234.
tf 4-7

Ride needed to NYC Fri., 7. I*aving m
th* aft Please call Gall S44MI2S3.

H4-7

LOST

Zak it lost — A grev and whit* cat. In th*

Puffton — N. Amh. area. Call 54I-OORI

rvrningt.
tf 4-7

TOSUBLET
Summer tubl*t option to renew A772

I w» /mo . I room efficiency apartment

Five minute drive from campua. Call 544-

MfJaV
H4-7

I bdrm . furniahed apt. at Colonial Vlge .

available June I. option to renew. Pool

Rent negotiable All util Inc Call 253 74M
fJM

Summer aublet 3 - bedroom Puffton

Village apt. with option for rail. 144. off

regular monthly rent! Call 544-3444.

If4-4

Available June. I — 2 bedroom apt.

w/fall option 1144/mo.. util. inc.. pool,

trnnit court!. Call 445-4348.

U4-I4

One bdrm. Cliffaide Apt* avail. Jane I
-

Augutt 31. (all 445-3411.

tf 4-11

2bed.f3gSPnffton.avall.now —Sept. I.

air cond . option to renew. Call 54*4(714.

If 4-7

Summer tublet. 2 bd. apt. la H8. Lake,
acre* of wood* 7 miles to I Maaa. off 114.

( all between I* and II 1-447-34*8.

H4-4

Furniahed Cllfftid* apt., avail Jane I

w /option for Sept. Pool, tennis, util., dlah-

wather. Call 445-3M4 1174.

U4-24

summer tublet I bedroom apt. IIS*
month, option to rrnrw l*at* in Sep
lember (alt 544-4181 anytime, apt. 274.

Puffton.

MM
3 bed. Puffton Apt., completel* fur

nith*d. air cond., avail Jan* I to Aug. 31.

R*nt negotiable (all 544-1884 betweea 5

and 7

tf4-7
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Notices

ATTENTION FACULTY
Due to the lateness of mailing the

announcement concerning Faculty

Senate Committee appointments for

the next year, the deadline for Fac.

submitting preference cards for

committee assignments has been

extended to Mon., 4/10. Please

submit cards to Committee on

Committees, Faculty Senate Office,

544 Herter Hall.

ANDREW PULLEY AT UMASS
Socialist Workers Party Vice Pres.

candidate to speak at UMass: 4 p.m.

New Africa House, 8 p.m., Mahar

Aud.

BRIDGE CLUB
Bridge play tonight at 7 in Rm. 904,

CC.

CHRISTIANS
Interested in starting a Christian

commune for the fall semester?

Meeting in 211 Greenough. 8 tonight.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Do you want a spring concert or

not? if you do, we need many more

people to work on fund-raising ac

tivities. Rm. 175 CC tonite at 9 or call

Gary Gomes, 50341.

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

Bible study in Ephesians Mon.

night, 4/10, 730, 811 CC, come
prepared!
Fellowship 811 CC, 9.00p.m., Mon.,

4/10.

JOE TO MEET
All new and old JOE volunteers

working this semester and interested

in working this summer and next fall,

[

MEET

MR. STEAK

of Northampton

He s a professionally

trained restauranteur, one

of more than 200 across

the nadon who proudly

offer fine family dining at

moderate prices. The

steaks he serves are all

USDA Choice, naturally

tender (no chemical

tenderizers added) and

broiled to perfection Tne

menu includes seafood,

chicken, salads and a

variety of sandwiches,

too Come in and meet

Mr. Steak but be fore

warned; visits to his place

are habit forming

His other name? It's

Mr Lee Turner

Open every d.>\

11am to 9 d m
Fri &Sat VI 10pm

£ ^ !

• MR. STEAK •

241 Kl«f St., Morthompton

584-5958 Cocktoik Served

n

please attend a meeting tonight at

7.00 in the Colonial Lounge, S.U.

LECTURE: GAY LIBERATION
R. Laud Humphries to speak at

Amherst College tonight at 8, Babbit

Hall. Come to 917 CC by 7:30 if you

want a ride or can give others a ride.

Dance Fri. eve. also: 5-0154 for info.

MORTAR BOARD
Important elections

Berkshire Rm., S.U.,

Please try to attend.

meeting in

tonight 6-9.

OUTING CLUB
All Outing Club equipment shoulo

be returned at the meeting Mon.

night at 6:30 in 165 CC.

POLYGLOTS SOCCER
All who like soccer -welcome. We

play Saturdays 10:30 12:30 on fiels

west of Boyden, starting this Sat.,

rain, snow or shine! If questions, call

Patrick, 549 6990.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
The sisters welcome interested

University women to hurry spring

with them this evening at 7, 409 N.

Pleasant St.

SKI PATROL
Mandatory meeting tonight at 6:30

in 162 CC. Elections will be held. This

is the last meeting.

SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY
ACADEMIC MATTERS
Meeting Thurs. at 7:00 in Faculty

Apartment off Crampton-Prince
parking lot at top of stairs. We will be

discussing Pierpont's present

academic program and how we can

expand this to Southwest. Any in-

terested Southwest residents are

invited to attend.

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM
Anyone interested in Ayn Rand's

philosophy is invited to meet inRm.

801 CC at 7:30 Thurs.

TCEA COMMITTEE ON COM-
MITTEES
Candidates should submit essays

by April 11th. For more info., contact

Linda Pinard, 549 6984 or Diane

Snow, 545 2516.

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
Individual checking 2-5 Sun., CC

904-908. Advanced lecture, group
meditation Sun. same room. Public

lecture Wed., 4/12, 8:00 SBA, 120 by

Joe Clark.

TRY A DIFFERENT ANGLE
Come and see what our lifestyle is

like at Kappa Kappa Gamma. 32

Nutting Ave., Thurs., 4/16, 7 8 p.m.

Call 5450321 for rides.

usee
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in the

Hampshire Rm., S.U.

VETS DRIVE
Vets interested in joining a non

political social organization designed

to help them get settled at UMass,

should come to Memorial Hall, Tues.,

4/11, 8:00 p.m. Free beer.

LOST
Prescription glasses. If you found,

please call 665 3685.

One gold watch (Caravelle) bet

ween JQA and Coolidge Tues. night

Call Nancy, 546-7946.

Large black cat, altered, short

haired male, no collar, Puffton area
549 1420.

Fur-lined leather glove, right hand
If found, please return to CC lost and
found.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

Question "Can you tell me what are

tome branches of astrology' 8 tc

Giendaie. Calif Answer: There are
rumerous facets or branches of

astrology These include horary, alec

fionai. mundane, esoteric, genethliacal.

medical and meteorological Personally,
i find horary to be a most exciting and
challenging branch of what, overall, is a
stimulating, scientific art

...

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You are
pushed, urged m many directions Forces
tend to be scattered You may be trying to

expand too quickly Key is to be familiar

with legal facets One at the fop is con
fused Rely on your own judgment
TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Look

behind scenes Be subtle. Oon't reveal all

you know Steady pace would be con
strwdive Avoid the sensational Some
messages could go astray. Best to double
check includes reservations, travel
plans
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Misun

derstandings arise if you art too intense

Study Taurus message Degree of

restraint is necessary Some exhibit

tendency to deliberately misquote you
Do some quiet, personal investigating

Get facts
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Lie low

Maintain profile which is opposite of

obvious Contractual obligations require
review Family member has constructive
suggestion Restore harmony at home
Don't permit pride to mar happiness
LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Soft sell gets

results Study Cancer message Don't
attempt to force or push views Friendly
persuasion is best policy Perfect
techniques Avoid seeing m light colored

by wishful thinking You gain access to

secret.
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Miscue now

could cost money Get values straight

Know what you want and determine its

worth Assume responsibility if you do,

reward will be forthcoming. Be

meticulous where inventory is concerned.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22): Don't hang

on to proposition that has been finished

Wind up affairs, tie loose ends. Aries

individual could play prominent role

Make clean break. Don't chase stock or

person You will conprehend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Put off

journey Check statements, invoices

AbOid jumping to conclusions. Some
relatives, nelghborsare quarrelsome. A
new start is in offing if you avoid
premature actions Leo is in picture.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Some friends ere apt to act in unstable
manner Maintain your own sense of

balance Trust intuitive intellect Be
aware of subtle nuances. Be a com
par iion shopper If wary, you could ob
tam legitimate bargain.

CAPRICORN! (Dec 22 Jan It):

Logjam is broken. You can make
progress Ther will be companionship and
laughter Family dispute can be settled if

you apply light tojch Don't chide, cajole

or insist if flexible, you get what you
desire.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II): If you

don't know what to do -do nothing. Means
receptive attitude will result in solution of

apparent dilemma Message will become
increasingly clear. Another Aquarian
could play significant rote

PISCES (Feb It March 20): Not wise
now to speculate You require additional

information Gemini and Virgo persons

figure prominently Ask questions. Don't

be put off by evasions. Pin down tacts

Find reasons. Look beneath surface In

dications
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have unique, compelling way of ex
pressing yourself Your voice commands
attention and admiration Contact mtde
m recent months is due to boar fruit. You
art basically independent and capobei of

achieving success. You will know this is

true by June.
Copyright It72, Gen. Fee Corp.

Crossword Puzzle

5
9

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

20
21
23
24
25
26

28
29
30

31
32

33
34

35
36

37

39

40
41
42
45
46
47

48
49
50

ACROSS

Courageous
person
Nuisance
Experimental

room (colloq )

Declare
Region
Suffix

adherent of

Hit lightly

Great Lake
Poker stake
Pertaining to

a court
Wideawake
Subdues
Macaw
Gull like birds

One opposed
Symbol tor

cerium
Genus of olives

Transgresses
Possessive
pronoun
Communist
Take one's

part

Solar disk

For example
(abbr

)

Places
Open space
in forest

Speed
contests

Trade for

money
Bundles
Obstruct
Man's name
Preposition

Crony (colloq.)

Mark left by
wound

Old pronoun

Emmet
The caama

DOWN

10
11

16

17

19

20

21

22

23
25
27

Mended
Conjunction

European
capital

Man's name
Bishopric

Symbol for

tantalum
Seagoing
vessel

Enticed

Vegetable
Cloth

measure (pi )

Turkish
regiment
Arm bone

Academic
subjects

Retail

establishment

Signal device

Girl's name
Helps

Slave

Answe r to Yesterday' s Puzzle
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- " o|r 5 eUr e S

29 Poses for 40 Conjunction

portrait 41 Man's

30 Style of type nickname

32 Observes 43 Ethiopian title

33 Everyone 44 Exist

35 Part of play 46 Parent

36 Precious stone (colloq.)

38 Century plant 47 A continent

39 Seasoning (abbr)

1 Chapeau

2 Girts name Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc

By MIKK RATHET
Associated Press Sports Writer

What happens every spring

didn't happen Wednesday -and it

wont happen Thursday either.

For the first time in baseball's

103-year history, a general strike

by the players delayed the start of

the season, forcing postponement

of Wednesday's traditional opener

at Cincinnati.

And as Wednesday wore on,

Thursday's eight-game schedule

crumbled as well-along with one

Friday contest, Philadelphia's

game at St Louis.

No formal negotiating sessions

were announced for Thursday,

although John Gaherin, the

owners' representative, said he

would meet with Marvin Miller.

It's Spring-But Still No Baseball
. ~T .

.« . a u„j u^n u/illino tn nlav "I don
executive director of the Major
League Baseball Players
Association. The time and location

were not immediately disclosed.

Despite this meeting, however,

prospects for an early settlement

in the pension dispute between
players and owners appeared
bleak even though heavy losses are

anticipated on both sides.

If the strike lasts through the

weekend, for example, an
educated guess places the loss to

the 24 major league clubs at about

$2.5 million.

For the average player-one

earning about $22,500 -the strike

will cost him about $140 a game in

salary. And for the game's highest

paid star, Atlanta's Hank Aaron,

it'll mean a lost of about $1,250 a

game
Vice President Paul Richards of

the Braves, one of the last teams to

announce postponement of

Thursday's game, suggested there

might not be any baseball "for a

long, long time."

Richards, in Chicago, where the

owners met Tuesday, blasted

Miller, saying the owners aren't

against the players but are "fed

up" with Miller.

"Unless the players take a stand

now," Richards said, "there isn't

players, 16 had been willing to play "I don't see any break in this

an exhibition game scheduled for thing " said Houston pitcher-Lany

last Saturday
Miller, following his meeting

with the Oriole players at the

suburban home of third baseman
Brooks Robinson, said of Weaver:

"There's a fine point in labor

laws and he's gone way overboard.

His attempts to break the strike

have been as a representative of

management -which has nothing to

do with being a field manager.

"Weaver is entitled to give his

noine to be any baseball for a long, opinion and talk to the players,"

long time." The owners, he said,

"simply aren't going to let Marvin

Miller run over them any more."

And the players, he continued,

should end the strike "for their own

good. If they don't, it's the players

who are going to pay the price."

Richards suggested the players

should turn to Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn for resolution of the

dispute. Kuhn returned to New
York from Chicago after sitting in

on the owners' meeting, but was

unavailable for immediate com-

ment.
In Baltimore, meanwhile. Miller

met Wednesday with 18 members
of the Orioles, then accused team

manager Earl Weaver with trying

to illegally break the strike.

Weaver had said earlier that he

Miller said, "but when he exercises

coercion and makes threats, direct

and implied, that's different..."

And Robinson, the Orioles'

player representative, disputed

Weaver's version of the preseason

poll.

"Actually," the third baseman

said, "the vote was 16-4 that we
would be willing to play the

exhibition game, but only if the

owners would agree to accept

figures of the actuaries on the

amount of surplus already existing

in the pension fund."

And after the meeting with

Miller, Robinson added:

"We are more unified now than

ever before."

Among the players, meanwhile,

there was considerable speculation

had polled his players and that aU about the possible duration of the

but five of the 26 had been willing to

defy the ban and open the season

on schedule.

Further, Weaver said, a poll by

him showed that, of those 21

strike, the reason for the

polarization between the two sides

and how quick games could be

played if-and when-the strike

ends.

Olympic Wrestling Trials

J«tH>
Bob Tillman

TONIGHT

THE ELECTRIC COWBOY
At

£lu* EmUtsh JJuli

By JOHN BOCK
MUNICH, Germany-Summer

1972. The time and place where the

hopes and fears, the aspirations of

many of America's great amateur

athletes will come true. And the

time to light the torch draws ever

closer.

Wrestling is one of the original

Olympic sports and ranks today as

one of the hardest competitive

events in the Games There are two

styles of wrestling in the Olympics,

Greco-Roman (which, today, is

still much like it was when the

Greeks wrestled it to please the

gods) and Freestyle wrestling.

The USA has never been ex-

tremely successful with the Greco-

Roman style because it is a style

that the Europeans and Asians

*have popularized to a degree

where it views Freestyle as the

.most widely known style.

mon. thru thurs. 10 - 5

sat. and sun. 11-6
fri. 11 -8

It is in Freestyle that the USA
hopes to win its gold medals.

Freestyle is somewhat like

collegiate wrestling with many of

the same moves, but a different

scoring and timing system. To

qualify for the Olympic team, the

Olympic Committee in cooperation

with the AAU and USWF has set up

a number of qualifying tour-

naments across the nation.

The New England District has

had its qualifying tournament set

for April 28 and 29 at Springfield

College Memorial Fieldhouse

There will be two qualifiers for

each weight class Qualifiers

become eligible for admission to

the Final election Tournament to

be held June 23 and 24 in Anoka.

Minnesota
Coach Homer Barr. one time

Olympic alternate, has requested

that all interested wrestlers come

to the Boyden wrestling room at

4: 30 daily to prepare for the Trials.

The USA has the potential to do

better in wrestling than any

previous Games, but only if those

wrestlers who are interested will

come out and work

Dierker, the club's player

representative. "I think," said

Astros' pitcher Dave Roberts, "the

owners are out to get rid of Miller.

This guy hasn't hurt baseball, but

he has done a lot for the players,

accomplished benefits they

wouldn't have otherwise ob-

tained."

The Astros' general manager,

H.B. "Spec" Richardson, said he

doubted the weekend series in

Atlanta could be played even if the

strike ended immediately. "Even

after this thing is settled," he said,

"I want to see my pitchers throw."

Several Pittsburgh players

worked out at the University of

Pittsburgh Wednesday, but were

barred from further use of the

facilities.

"I don't know yet where I'll go,"

said pitcher Bob Moose.

"I'll probably try to find a high

school or something."

"I figure," said outfielder Al

Oliver, "if we don't work out for a

couple of weeks, spring training

will have been wasted."

The guessing game about

revenues lost accompanied the

postponements.

Based on last year's attendance

figures, the postponement of the

schedule through the weekend, a

total of 41 games, would mean a

total loss of revenue in the $2.5

million area to the 24 clubs.

That estimate was based on an

average loss of revenue to each

team of $50,000 per game plus an

estimated $250,000 that would be

the major league clubs' share of

the first national television game,

at Boston Saturday.

The dispute between the owners

and players continued unabated

after the owners, meeting in

Chicago, termed the players'

demand for a 17 per cent hike in

pension benefits as "totally

unreasonable."

After the five-hour meeting,

John Gaherin, the owners'

negotiating representative, said

"there was no sentiment to accept

the players' proposal The whole

matter of a 17 per cent raise in

pension benefits is totally

unreasonable."

The players had offered to return

to work -accepting the owners

original $490,000 boost provided

they could use the surplus in thnr

fund for pension improvements

That proposal was rejected by the

owners as "an imprudent ap-

proach
"

In light of the owners' rejection,

it appeared they had thrown the

ball back to Miller for the next

move
That's where it stood Wednesday

when the season failed to open

paintings - drawings

sculpture

eleven bridge street

northampton, mass. 586-1580

Dinner and Movie
Special

TONIGHT
Minestrone Soup

Baked Lasagna

Tossed Salad

Garlic Bread

$K95
per couple5

at

THE CHEQUERS

UMass
FINE
ARTS
COUNCIL
PRESENTS

THE BELA BARTOK CHOIR
FROMEOTVOSLORAND UNIVERSITY, BUDAPEST

Tuesday, April 11 — 8:00 p.m.

Hampden Dining Commons. Southwest

Tickets: 125 Herter Hall, 545 0202

UM Underqrads Si — General Public $1.50
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Baseball Is Back Is Omaha Far Behind?

CO-CAPTAIN BRIAN MARTIN freeies the ball before taking a

.,* ing. The Redmen nine open this Saturday away against Yale.

Dan Kamal

What a tough break for Milwaukee fans-Jim

Lonborg's annual comeback has been delayed.
*****

Ah. it was just as well, anyway. Now nobody will

have to wipe Carl Yastrzemskis tears.
*****

Why hasnt anybody mentioned that Carol Vadnais

is not nearly the defenseman that Rick Smith is. Ask

Cheevers or Johnston.
*****

Speaking of the Bruins-they' 11 lose in six games to

Montreal.
*****

Know what would be two great match-ups? The

Lakers-Bruins and the Canadiens-Celtics. Can Wilt

skate?
*****

If the UMass baseballers don't make Omaha,

Barroll will eat his typewriter.
*****

Hank Aaron is losing $1,250 per game during the

strike. Now that's striking!
*****

Why doesn't Tom Yawkey flood Fenway Park and

pav the Bruins to play exhibition games?
r *****

The Red Sox really showed great team speed going

from home play to the dugout this Spring.
*****

Where does Garber keep his gorillas?
*****

The Providence Reds are one of the greatest minor

league hockey teams to go 16 years without a

championship.
*****

What if the Braves, Celtics, and Bruins all win?

Lucky strike, eh Eddie?
*****

Prediction: Vida Blue will win 30 games for MGM
next year.

Sports Notices

By EARLE BARROLL
"I really feel optimistic. We talked all winter long

about Omaha and III be very disappointed if we

don't have a good sea,aon. '••Dick Bergquist.

It is this atmosphere that prevails in the UMass

baseball camp. The wonds of last year s District I

double defeat to Harvard have made this a long year

of waiting for the Redmen. And almost the entire cast

that suffered through that frustrating afternoon in

Cambridge is back to give it another go.

It is this factor that spawns the optimism ot tne

baseball team. Dick Bergquist is a head coach

possessed with the finest aggregate of talent to ever

be assembled on a UMass diamond.

And it is with this that the road to Omaha begins on

Saturday when the Redmen (3-0 on their Southern

trip) open their northern slate at Yale.

For many, the notion of a collegiate road to Omaha

brings to mind football country, where the wheat

grows tall and the gridders grow strong

However, for baseball teams Omaha presents the

same target as Los Angeles presented this year to the

basketball teams (Yes, UCLA does have a good

baseball team also).

But first things first. There are the formalities that

have to be taken care of to get anywhere near the

midwest like winning the Yankee Conference, which

is always a pleasant thought, and then taking the

District championship which turned into a nightmare

for a few who will take the field at Yale on Saturday.

Baseball is probably the only sport in the Yankee

Conference where something resembling equality is

apparent throughout the league and this includes

Maine UNH. and Vermont. An added feature this

season (if you can call it that) is the addition of

Boston University and Holy Cross.

UConn will be the biggest challenge to UMass.

Their Huskies likewise return practically their entire

team and have two outstanding pitchers in Jim

Jachyam and Brian Herosian. Maine is traditionally

strong in baseball. UNH had a good southern trip

(4-6. including a win over Miami) and has one of the

finest throwers in New England in Paul Cormier (7-1

last year) Last year. Rhode Island upended the

Redmen here ( this is proof in itself of the perils of the

Conference). m
Outside of the YanCon. Harvard has gotten off to a

big start down south. Dartmouth will again be strong

with four good arms on their pitching staff.

Springfield is a big baseball school and has a

stranglehold on the small college title in N.E. And

then again, there are the Eagles from Boston College

who knocked off the Redmen at Chestnut Hill last

year in a wild ballgame.

Where does this leave the Redmen? To be realistic

(there are no official N.E. ratings) if they are not the

top team, then they're pretty close.

The Redmen for this season are young (very, very

young), but (and a big but) they are very ex-

perienced A case in point is shortstop Ed McMahon.

Only a sophomore, he played 31 games last year as a

freshman on the varsity, 44 games at the Cape Cod

summer league and 20 games last fall...This is ex-

perience And it runs throught the team.

Pitching and plenty of it is the key this season. As

Bergquist says, "It had better be if we're going

anvwhere.
Tom White, Chip Baye, John Olsen and Mike

Flanagan give the edmen four major league arms.

They also give catchers Tom McDermott and Billy

Ryan hands that look like sides of beef halfway into

the season... In other words, they throw smoke

In relief Bergquist will have Tom Austin (6'9)

lunging halfway to home plate from the mound along

with Steve Merrill, JV ace last season, and a small,

scrappy, curve-balling left-hander Eric Levine.

The only problem here is getting all of them enough

time on the mound, but then again, there are many

coaches who would like to have this situation.

The infield is anchored by two all New England

picks, Mark (the toe) Palau at third and Dan Esposito

at first. Between these two are co-captain Jim

Saracino at second and McMahon at short.

Palau hit .330 last season and drilled the left field

wall a number of times for extra base hits. Espo is che

king of swat around New England. Last year, he

powered the ball around for a 324 average and six

homers, one of which is probably still rising

somewhere over Greenfield. A notorious "iron

hands" as a freshman (so says Saracino) Espo has

become a much improved fielder.

McMahon and Saracino are peerless in the field.

The former also hit .321 last year and has the fastest

release of the ball in the region.

In the outfield, Bergquist has a choice between

many. Ron Beaurivage (a freshman and high school

teammate of Flanagan in Manchester, N.H.) will be

in center. And depending on co-captain Brian Mar

tins physical condition (bad back) the head coach

will go to a shuttle system with Steve Newell. Dan

Kelley and pitchers Flanagan and Olsen in right and

left fields.

That's it in a nutshell.

The picture is bright. The road is tough. But come

the middle of May when the regular season ends,

Bergquist and his gang may hit the Athletic

Department for transportation for some good mid

western hospitality ..Omaha style.

Bruins Whip Toronto
Phil Esposito broke open a scoreless tie by scoring two goals with less

than three minutes to go in the second period and lead the Boston Bruins

to a 5-0 opening round Stanley Cup playoff victory over the Toronto Maple

L*€dfs

It was the first time the Leafs and Bruins had met in playoff action

since the 1968-69 season when the Boston club demolished Toronto,

winning two games by the whopping scores of 10-0 and 7-0.

Esposito's goals, at 17:24 and 19:41 of the second stanza, broke up a

scoreless goaling duel between the Bruins' Gerry Cheevers and Toronto's

venerable Jacques Plante.

The Leafs tried to hold off the Bruins by their "clutch and grab" tactics

that resulted in 17-16 shots on goal advantage for them after two periods

But Boston broke the contest open by hitting for three goals in the closing

period.

Bobby Orr set up Don Marcotte, who filled in for Ken Hodge when

Hodge drew a ten-minute misconduct, for the third Boston goal at 3:47.

and John McKenzie and Fred Stanfield scored just 11 seconds apart in the

15th minute to ice the game for the Bruins.

Satlij ©oilman
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SPORTS

CREW -There will be an outdoor

p-actice this Sunday for all those

women currently engaged in the

Women's Rowing Program. A bus

will leave Boyden for the

boathouse at 12 noon and 3 p.m.

NAIDS TRYOUTS-Do you like

to swim? Do you like music? Are

you creative? Find out about

Naiad's Aquatic Art Club. In-

structional sessions Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday, April 10,

11, and 12 at 4:45 p.m. Tryouts will

be on Thursday, April 13, at 4:45 in

the WoPE pool.

BOSTON, April 4-BRUINS BACK IN SHAPE-Boston Bruins Phil Esposito, left, Bobby Orr and Derek

Sanderson, right, work out on the ice at Boston Garden Tuesday morning as they prepare for Wed-

nesday's Stanley Cup playoff opener against Toronto. Both Esposito and Orr have sat out recent games

because of ailing knees and Anderson is undergoing treatment at Massachusetts General Hospital for an

intestine inflammation. All have been pronounced fit to play. (AP Wir .-photo)
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Weather

We knew it was
coming, we just thought

we'd surprise you.

(Details on page 2.)
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Rents And Fees And Admin. Cease Talks
Bv STEVE TRIPOLI

The Rents and Fees Committee

of the Student Senate has ter-

minated rent negotiation > with the

Administration and will bring their

case for lowering the proposed rent

increase to the Board of Trustees

before the end of the semester.

Acting Chairman of the com-

mittee, Jim O'Donoghue, informed

the Collegian in an interview

yesterday: "I told Vice Chancellor

(Thomas) Campion that since the

administration had already made
its mind up on the rent increase,

there was no need for him to attend

tonight's (last night's) meeting
"

He also stressed that the com-
mittee had not. as previously

reported, recommended a plan

that would have raised room and

board a total of $69 per year but

that it was the plan (of four

suggested by the Administration)

that the committee was "least

opposed" to.

The basis of the disagreement

between the two parties concerns a

pair of issues:

1 ) The $30 per year rent increase.

While the Administration claims

that this is as low as they can go

under the circumstances, the

committee feels that the basis for

the increase is mismanagement on

the part of the administration.

Jim O'Donoghue. acting chairman of the Rents and Fees Committee who said yesterday that the

committee would bring proposed rent increases before the Board of Trustees. Negotiations with the

Administration were terminated yesterday in the wake of disagreement on the increases. (MDC photo

by Jim Reardon)

Their case for this is that the ad-

ministration was counting on 95%
occupancy in the dorms when they

drew up their budget for this year,

and they only realized 90% oc-

cupancy, causing a deficit. The
students should not be made to pay

for this mismanagement, in the

committee's opinion.

2) The controversial change in

housing policy concerning 21 -year-

old students. Present policy allows

for a student to request a housing

exemption for the academic year

in which he or she will turn 21.

Under the new system, which was
approved by Chancellor Bromery
today, a student must be 21 -years-

old before he or she can request an

exemption.
The administration's rationale

for this is that it cuts a room and

board increase of $69 per year to a

$30 per year increase in room with

no increase in board. The com-

mittee's response to this is that

once again the administration is

forcing students to pay for

management's mistakes by im-

plementing the ruling.

These matters will probably be

considered before the Trustees by

the end of the month. O'Donoghue

will be at the meeting along with

newly elected Student Government
Association President Larry Ladd
and possibly Senate Treasurer and

former Rents and Fees Chairman
Robert Chiller. Their objective,

according to O'Donoghue, will be

to "offer alternatives" to the

proposals set forth by Chancellor

Bromery and Vice Chancellor

Campion.
Some of the alternatives to

raising the rent include the

following, according to

O'Donghue:
1) Charging the cost of dorm

security to the state. The reason

for this according to the committee

is that last year the adminstrators

promised to take security out of

rent money only for one year. It

now appears that they will do it

again
Also, the committee feels that

since most students are forced to

live on campus security should be

the University's responsibility

2) Closing down two dorms to

reduce operating costs and allow

for needed renovations. The two

chief candidates for closing at the

moment are Hills and Hamlin
Houses.

3) Taking $350,000 which the

students are paying for out of the

budget This is the deficit incurred

when the administration budgeted

for 95% occupancy and got only

90%. Again, the committee feels

that students should not be made to

pay for this mistake by the ad-

ministration

Next week the committee con-

siders for the last time the

proposed raise in the Campus
Center Fee The fee for next year

will be set by the end of the week

The Food Services and Housing

prices, which were to be set by the

end of next week also, face a long

struggle before they are decided

for next year.

(See related story Page 2.)

Racism Caucus Ed. School
Bv NATHAN GORENSTEIN

OnMonday, April 10th, a caucus

will be held at the School of

Education, organized by the

School's to End Racism, to work

toward ending what the Committee

calls, "those policies and practices

of the school which detrimentally

effect minority members of the

school
"

The Committee to End Racism

has also announced that because

"the effects of racism were
operating both within its own
operations and in its relations to

the rest of the school." it will cease

virtually all operations as of

Monday.
The Committee feels that within

its structure it does not have "the

material resources and ad-

ministrative power to effectively

express priorities and

organizational changes that are

necessary."
Present Chairman of the Racism

Committee, Associate Professor

William L Tutman. said one of

the problems within the School of

Education was the control of

minority programs "Most of the

School's outreach programs are in

minority communities but neither

the communities themselves or

minority members of the school

control the definition and ad-

ministration of these programs

Other people are concerned about

the content, perspective, and at

titudes represented in the school's

curriculum and what they see as a

white oriented tokenist approach to

On The Inside

:

Vice Chancellor Search
See page three

VitetnamWarWidens
See page four

Poor Richard's
See page nine

the question of black and minority

education.

"Others are concerned about the

absence of any powerful and ef-

fective agency within the school

through which blacks and
minorities can express and im-

plement their concerns and in

terests. All attempts to establish

such an organization has been

discouraged because of the ad-

ministration's opposition to

minority organization which they

term "separatist", consequently

minorities have no effective voice.

Then some people like myself are

concerned about all three issues."

The Committee to End Racism

was established in September 1972.

At that time Dwight W Allen. Dean
of the School, in announcing the

formation of the Committee said

that the "commitment to ending

racism was the number one

priority of the school " A document

drafted by the administration as a

mandate for the Committee said in

part: " ..commitment to such

programs will require the school of

education to rearrange its

priorities; it means modifying all

the policies which govern our

operations (ranging from ad-

mission procedures to faculty

recruitment criteria) and

revamping our courses to reflect

those priorities Finally, it means

allocating as many material and

human resources as are required

to get the job done."

However, according to a

spokesman for the committee,

"the rhetoric never quite caught up

with reality."

Tutman said the Committee had

accomplished very little, partially

because minorities did not believe

it had the power to make effective

change "They saw the committee

to be powerless, a make-believe

type of thing manipulated by the

administration." he said

As of Monday, the Committee

will serve only as communications

medium to provide the University

community with information on

the situation of minorities within

the School of Education It will also

provide support for groups not

formally responsible to the

University who wish to deal with

the problem of racism within the

School

The caucus will begin Mondav. 9

day
am., in the School of Education

auditorium All minority staff,

faculty and students within the

School will be exempted from work

and classes, for the caucus.

Two follow up meetings will be

held April 11th and 12th between

the administration and

representatives of the minority

caucus to structure a follow-up to

the caucus.

Shirley C hisholm speaking last night in Springfield. Story is on

page three. (MDC photo by Bill Foster.)
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ANDREW PULLEY

SUG Board Grants

"Peer Sex Ed" Room
By DON BISHOP

A motion allowing the Peer Sex Education Program to use classroom

space in the Campus Center complex next semester highlighted the

business conducted at last night's Student Union Governing Board

meeting. Although the motion won eventual approval, the difference of

opinion of the Board on this matter is evidenced by the final 8-7 vote.

Also heard at the meeting was a motion to study the feasibility of in-

stituting a professional staff-faculty tax in the Campus Center. Approval

was also given to the SUG Board By-Laws, including the controversial

Article 7, dealing with hiring and firing procedures in the complex and

the Board heard reports from it's Building, Services, and Space Com-
mittees.

The debate on the Peer Sex Education motion centered on the question

of whether the facilities for conducting the class should be provided

through CC tax monies or through some fund collected by the University,

most likely tuition.

During the course of the debate, Board members Guy Ross, Rita

Tonucci, Rocky Hodgson, and Barry Cohen spoke against allowing the

Program to use CC meeting space. None were against the Program itself

but rather who should provide the space for it to meet, the CC or the

Administration.

Board members Rod Tripp, Rich Nelson, and John Barbara spoke in

favor of the motion: which read "move that Peer Sex Education,

receiving academic credit, should be allowed space in the Campus
Center."' After debate on the matter had closed, the question was called,

and the motion passed by the one vote margin.

The motion on the faculty staff tax for the Campus Center authorities

the SUG Board Finance Committee to study the feasibility of instituting

the tax. This was an amendment to an original motion calling for the

definite institution of the tax. The amendment was made by Board
member Bob Nims, who along with other Board members felt that all the

facts relating to the prospective tax should be presented before a definite

decision is made.

Flat Tire And Broken Press
If you've been wondering why

the Collegian has been so late the

last three days, here is the ex-

planation.

Tuesday, the truck that brings

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550
j

the papers from the printing plant

in Ware to the campus got a flat

tire That necessitated a tow truck,

etc.. which delayed the arrival of

the papers.
Wednesday, the press broke

down The printers had to tear a

unit down, replace the part, and

put the unit back up before they

could continue the press run

Yesterday, there was a power
failure.

Hopefully, everything is now
back on the track

ISRAELI
DANCING

Sun. 7:30 p.m. Hillel Center
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Pulley Speaks On Socialism
By STEPHEN FISHER

"The Socialist Workers Party (SWP) is an alter-

native" stated Andrew Pulley in a speech given last

night before a crowd of about 150 students in Mahar

Auditorium. Pulley is the party's Vice-presidential

candidate for the 1972 election. Running for President

from the Socialist Workers Party is Linda Jenness.

Pulley claimed in his speech that this year's SWP
campaign is the biggest Socialist oriented campaign

since that of Eugene V. Debs in 1920. SWP hopefuls

are on the ballot in 35 states and will attempt to

collect 56,000 signatures to get on the ballot in

Massachusetts.

The purpose in running according to Pulley is to

convince Americans of the need for a fundamental

change in the country. The campaign budget is

$300,000, therefore the use of television and radio

advertisements is unavailable.

Pulley's main platform for election is the im-

mediate and unconditional withdrawal of all U.S.

support from Southeast Asia. He would also tax war

profiteers and those with income over $25,000 per

annum by 100%, but eliminate any tax on income for

those citizens with income of $10,000 or less per an-

num. The work week would be reduced to 30 hours

with the same pay, thus creating more employment.

Pulley's long-range goal is the elimination of

capitalism.

Pulley criticized those people who oppose the war

in Vietnam and still support Democratic and

Republican candidates. He claimed that these

capitalist parties are responsible for the war and

therefore do not have it in their interests to end it, as

evidenced by the Johnson and Nixon administrations.

He also blamed the Republican and Democratic

parties for the state of the nation's economy. Ac-

cording to Pulley, the wage-price freeze benefits

capitalists, who comprise only 2% of the population,

by holding down wages while inflation continues to

raise the cost of living. Unemployment also benefits

capitalism by creating competition in the labor

market.
Pulley was a successful defendant in the highly

controversial case of the Fort Jackson Eight, and was
instrumental in building one of the first GI antiwar

groups, GIs Against the War. He ran as the SWP
candidate for the U.S. Congress in California in 1970.

Pulley alsospokeat the historic April 24, 1971, antiwar

demonstration in Washington, D.C.

Rent Hike Goes To Trustees
Bv CHARLEY BERKOW

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery has approved a rent-

increase plan calling for a $30 rent

increase, for next year, no Food
Services increase and a change in

the off-campus housing policy.

Sylvan area rents will not be

increased.

Bromery will present the plan to

the Board of Trustees for final

approval later this month. The
Trustees must approve any fee

change.
Under the new policy, a student

will have to be 21 years old by

registration day of the semester

that he wants to move off-campus

in order to qualify for an off-

campus exemption on the basis of

age.

Under the old policy, a student

could request permission to move
off-campus during the academic
year in which he turned 21.

The policy change, if approved
as expected by the Board of

Trustees, would directly affect

about 700 20-year-old students (See

related story on Page 1)

Secretaries in the Housing Office

have allegedly told some students

that the 21-year-old policy change
had already been made and ap-

proved by the Board of Trustees

Student Trustee Lee Sandwen
and Vice-Chancel lor Campion told

the MDC yesterday that the

Trustees have not yet consider the

change
Bruce Cochrane, an ad-

ministrative assistant in the

Housing Office, said that his office

has told students that the 21 -year

old policy might be changed His

office has been suggesting to

students that they base their plans

for next year on the new policy.

Vice-Chancellor Robert W. Gage
and Thomas B. Campion recom-

mended that Bromery approve the

plan.

The other major proposal was to

not change the 21 -year old policy

and increase rent by $54 and in-

crease the Food Services fee by

$15.

Gage and Campion also

recommended the acceptance of a

proposal by the Senate Rents and
Fees Committee to establish a

standing committee to consider on-

going rents and fees problems
The committee would be made

up of students, administrators and
staff. It would also develop long-

range plans for rents and fees.

The Weather
By CHARLEY BERKOW

Cloudy today and tonight with

occasional periods of snow, mixed
with rain. Occasional periods of

precipitation are supposed to end
tomorrow.
The high today and tomorrow

will be in the lower 40's. The low

will be in the lower 30's. Easterly

winds, 10-15 mph

Gage and Campion also

recommended that a proposal to

place a $100 premium on single

rooms not be put into effect next

year. The.proposal had been under

discussion.

In a memorandum released

Wednesday, the Vice-Chancellors

said "We feel that advance notice

of such a large change should be

given.

They suggested that the plan

might be implemented a year from
now.

Administration officials say that

there has been considerable
student input into the Vice-

Chancellors recommendations.

The Rents and Fees Committee
is against all the administration's

rent increase proposals.

The plan that the committee is

"least opposed" to calls for a $54 a

year rent increase and a $15 a year
Food Services increase, with no

change in the 21-year-old policy

Cochrane said yesterday in an
MDC interview that all five Area
Governments "overwhelmingly

approved" the $30 increase plan.

Some members of the Rents and
Fees Committee said that after

they talked with the area govern-

ments some of the governments

were not in favor of the $30 in-

crease plan.

Cochrane said that the ad-

ministration believes that the

needs of the majority of the

students would best be served by

the 21-year-old policy change with

the $30 increase.

Cochrane said that the $30 in-

crease plan with the 21-year-old

policy change would also be better

in the long run.

Another administration source

said that the change in the 21 -year-

old policy will allow for more
flexibility in future off-campus
housing policy.

The source said that the

university can grant more students

permission to live off-campus in

years when the dorms are full, and
grant less students permission to

live off-campus in years when the

dorms are not full

CAMPUS PIZZA
Rt. 9, Behind Walter's in Hadley

Sunday— Thursday 11 a.m.— la.m.
Friday — Saturday 1 1 a.m.— 2 a.m.

Weekend Swings Special
(Friday - Sunday)

Buy
Buy
Buy

small grinder — get free small drink
large grinder or small pizza — free large drink

large pizza — get a free quart of soda

PIZZA GRINDERS
s.

$1.10 —Plain
i Piua Save*. Cheddar
and Mouarrtla Cheese

)

Onions 1.20

Gr. Peppers 1.30

Hamburg 1.40

Meat Ball 1.40

Sausage 1.40

Mushroom 1.40

Anchovies 1.40

Salami 1.40

Pepperoni 1.40

2 Items 1 50

3 Items 1.7$

4 Items 1.15

Campus Sp. 1.95

L.

$2.10

2.40

2.70

2 80

2.80

2.80

2.80

2.80

2.80

2 80

3.00

3.25

3.50

l.»S

Sausage $ .7S — $1.20

Ham .7$ — 1.20

G«noa .75 — 1.20

Cooked Salami .75— 1.20

Tuna Fish .75 — 1.20

Meat Ball .75 — 1.20

Cold Cuts Comp. .75— 1.20

Egg Plant .75 — 1.20

Roast Beef .79

Spaghetti a Chicken l.fS

Spaghetti a Meat Sauce 1.25

Spaghetti a Meat Balls 1.45

Spaghetti a Sausage 1.45

8EVERA8ES Lettuce

Lettuce, Tomato a Cucum-

Choco late Milk

Milk
, 1$ _

Orange Juice .20 —
Coke, Sprite, Grape,
Orange, Root Beer. IS —
Pitcher .75 —

.30

.35

20

.25

.30

.25

.10

$1.00
Admission

S.H.L.

D
G
A
Y

N
Friday Eve. 8:00 p.m.
Farley Lodge

C E
Refreshments
Free

545-0154— for info.

Ladd To Ask For V. Chancellor Search
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

Larry Ladd will present a motion to the

Student Senate this Sunday to establish a

search committee for the Vice chancellor

for students affairs.

Dr. Robert Gage became the current

acting vice-chancellor after leaving his

Director of Health Services position when
Chancellor Bromery was appointed acting

chancellor by the trustees.

Gage has previously indicated that he is

very interested in the permanent position of

vice-chancellor.

Ladd, newly elected president of the

Student Government Association, said the

committee will be looking for an "individual

committed to the idea that student affairs is

directly accountable to students."

The Student Senate-or its Executive

Committee during the summer-will consider

the committee's report and will nominate

one person to the Chancellor for ap-

pointment.
Chancellor Bromery indicated in an in-

terview yesterday that he is prepared to

abide by the make-up and the choice of the

committee.
The committee will be made up

predominently of students and will include

the following members: nine un-

dergraduates appointed by the SGA
president; three faculty members appointed

by the faculty Senate; two persons ap-

pointed by the Chancellor.

Ladd said he will work for student control

over many of the areas currently under the

jurisdiction of the vice-chancellor.

"Students should control the Student

Affairs Division and determine all aspects

of policy, including housing, police, the

Campus Center, the student activities staff,

and all aspects of student services," con-

tinued Ladd. "The vice-chancellor must be

chosen by students and must be responsible

to them."
The only stipulation on the committee will

be to launch a "thorough, objective search,"

he said.

The appointment of a permanent vice-

chancellor would cap off one of the wildest

episodes of administrative upheaval in

UMass history.

Chancellor Bromery had been acting

chancellor since Oct. 7, 1971 when the

trustees named him to fill the vacancy
created by the sudden resignation of

Chancellor Oswald Tippo.

Tippo resigned over a dispute with UMass
President Robert Wood concerning the

University budget. Tippo contended that

Wood planned to transfer funds from the

Amherst campus for use in the Systems
Office in Boston.

Bromery Holds Press Conference

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery

Chisholm Speaks In Spfld.

Bv BILL FOSTER
"It was a little black woman that led many black slaves to freedom.

(HARRIET TUBMAN) It was a little black woman that sent a whole

nation thru changes by deciding not to ride in the back of a bus. (ROSA

PARKS) And a little black woman with soul just might straighten us

out
"

It was thus that Shirley Chisholm addressed a capacity crowd at

Springfield College last night.

Shirley Chisholm is the first black U.S. Congresswoman. She comes

from an urban ghetto in Brooklyn That makes her unique among all the

other candidates for President in 1972.

UPON entering, Ms. Chisholm received a standing ovation and the

black power salute from the Urban League Model Cities Community

Cadets who acted as her protecting vanguard. After several in-

troductions and a beautiful rendition of the black national anthem.

Chisholm rose to the podium
. . ^

Chisholm didn't talk long but when she concluded, received another

ovation from her enthusiastic supporters. She ridiculed politicians who

pointed out time and time again that she is black and a woman, in an

attempt to cripple her campaign But said Shirley, "Those who believe in

the traditional rule that only a white male is qualified for political office,

better watch out for Fighting Shirley Chisholm."

A few quotes from Ms Chisholmps speech are:

"It has been the tradition of politicians in this country to seek the favor

of many different groups so that when they were elected they have to

return the favors received and forget about the people who elected them.

Well no one is my boss and I owe no favors to any special interests.

"I want very much to make the American Dream' a reality and I feel it

is my duty to do so."

By JAMES GOLD
Dr. Randolph W. Bromery

claimed yesterday that his first

actions as the permanent Chan-

cellor for the UMass-Amherst
campus will be to set up a staff that

will fit his mode of operations.

Bromery, who was named to the

post Tuesday night, was speaking

before a press conference in his

office at Whitmore.
Other topics cited during the

conference were budgets, relations

with President Wood's office,

tuition for in-state students, per-

sonnel appointments, town and

University relations, and his

personal plans.

Speaking further on operations,

Bromery mentioned that there are

"many problems in leveling off

( the size of the campus) at 25,000
"

He spoke of opportunities at off-

campus expansion. "We could

have an enrollment of 40.000 with

the University Without Walls."

WHEN ASKED ABOUT THE
CURRENT ACTING POSITIONS,
Bromery said, "I recommend a

search committe approach" for

the Vice-Chancellor of Student

Affairs.

Bromery said he would back Dr.

Robert W. Gage, who now holds the

acting Vice-Chancellor position,

but said the decision would be up to

the search committee.

Budget Director. another

position which is currently open,

Bromery called very important

because of the budgetary problems

this school faces while it expands

He cited a small budget as a cause

for the future merging of in-

terdisciplinary and academic
departments.
Speaking of budget restorations,

he pointed out that without it. "we
will be in serious problems." He
said financial aid is at the same
level as last year and "we've got a

brand new library, it needs books."

Bromery replied to a tuition

query by stating, "undergraduate

increases are almost inevitable.''

He expressed hope that "whatever

increase is adopted is small or else

will help get funds generated." He
also expressed his stand as

favoring low or no tuition.

Bromery, when asked about his

plans for administration, ex-

plained that he is is a strong ad-

vocate of delegating authority

"where it is used most efficiently".

He stressed the idea of eliminating

He said he will rely more on "Vice

Chancellors, deans, and depart-

ment heads."

Bromery said about faculty

unionization, "everyone looks at it

like it's a threat." He said his job

would be simpler with it, but to

make sure "all are aware of just

what the union can deliver."

When asked about new areas of

University and town relations.

Bromery said that because it is the

town's largest employer, the

University may join the Chamber
of Commerce.
Bromery expressed hope in

expansion of a public affairs

department to show the "true"

image of UMass to those outside

Amherst. "Potentials here are

unknown even to people in

Springfield." he said He also

announced expansion of alumni

affairs, and development of un-

dergraduate teaching and
evaluation

Bromery said "we will encounter

some difficulties when asked about

relations with the president's of-

fice; but, he stated his confidence

in having as much independence as

he wants. He said the president

needs feedback.

Bromery stated his personal

plans presently call for teaching

for two reasons: an escape from

Whitmore and to keep in contact

with students, he said he plans to

ork in helping minority students

become more interested in the

natural sciences. If present trends

continue, he said, "minorities will

be zero in a couple of decades."

Bromery also said he has certain

national commitments he would

not give up. Among these are the

National Academy of Sciences and

the Department of the Interior

When asked how long he expects to

be Chancellor, he said that three

years is too short but as long as ten

years might be too long.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

THIS SUMMER VIA BMA 707 JET

Save $100 over Summer Youth Fare - Chexk it Yourself

HY I OH MY - OUt r 40 iMfi iriiUble - oprn onlr to itvStiiH

5 Collegesemplor**i *<d Umihei ol

-684-6171
except week ends

rot out nmi ottti'
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MDC Classifieds Sell

MOVIE
the Original 3 Stooges in

Look, Laugh and Live

plus

LITTLE RASCALS' Shorts

Friday and Saturday
April 7 and 8

7 p.m. and 9 p.m. THOMPSON 104

50*

THEY'RE HERE
AGAIN

$6.00

Washable Acrylic

Turtleneck Sweater

Gold, Navy, Brown, Tan
SM-L-XL

Available at the

University Store

CAMPUS CENTER
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In The Nation And The World

U.S. Bombs North; War Widens

fr
a Nong

CAPITAL
THREATENED ]

._ - VIETNAM
CAMBODIA \ xSOUTH

SAIGON^S

c*,

I he North Vietnamese opened a new front 70-75 milea north of

Saigon in their seven-day-old offensive. A South Vietnamese general

said enemy M1G fighter planes have flown south of the demilitarized

zone for the first time in the war. ( AP)

SAIGON (AP) — Scores of U.S.

warplanes and several destroyers

pounded targets inside North
Vietnam for a second day Friday in

the biggest air and naval offensive

since the 1968 bombing halt. At

least two U.S. planes were shot

down and a destroyer was
damaged in the initial strikes

Thursday, forward observers said.

The air and naval onslaught

countered enemy ground of-

fensives on three fronts in South

Vietnam. Besides hitting the

North, U.S. bombers and
destroyers raked North Viet-

namese positions in the northern

sector of South Vietnam.

Radio Hanoi claimed that 10

American jets were shot down, but

made no mention of the fate of the

pilots.

Rescue teams said that at least

one American crewman was
missing and the search had been

ended for him. Another crewman
was rescued.

The two jets reportedly were

downed by surface-to-air missiles.

Spokesmen said the destroyer

Lloyd Thomas was hit by enemy
artillery and automatic weapons

fire while it was shelling North

Vietnamese targets just below the

DMZ. Three Americans were
wounded, but spokesmen said their

injuries were minor and they

immediately returned to duty. The
ship remained on the firing line.

They cited the buildup of anti-

aircraft defenses in the southern

panhandle of North Vietnam, and

the troops and supply reserves that

could be fed into the offensive in

the northern front of South Viet-

nam.
Sources said the targets included

fuel, ammunition and other supply

depots, long-range artillery guns

firing across . the DMZ, troop

positions, trucks moving south-

ward with war supplies, truck

parks, surface to air missile

batteries, antiaircraft artillery

sites and MIG air bases.

There was no immediate an-

nouncement of results of the

bombing on the North Vietnamese

targets.

The North Vietnamese radio

claimed 10 U.S. jets had been shot

down. The U.S. Command refused

to say whether any planes had been

lost.

It was reported that the U.S.

Command brought nearly all its

700 planes in the Indochina theater

into the bombing of North Viet-

nam, the attacks on the northern

front, and against ememy supply

lines in Laos
The blows were the most

punishing since the peak days

before President Lyndon B.

Johnson ordered a halt to the

bombing of north Vietnam in

November, 1968. In those days

there were massive strikes

ranging from noth of Hanoi, the

North Vietnamese capital, to the

demilitarized zone about 300 miles

to the south.

The U.S. Command said this

week's attacks on North Vietnam
were "in response to the invasion

of the Republic of South Vietnam
by North Vietnamese forces who
crossed the demilitarized zone." It

added the raids also were to help

protect U.S. forces. The strikes will

be of limited duration, the com-

mand said.

Three U.S. destroyers offshore

bombarded North Vietnamese
positions along the demilitarized

zone.

The planes used in the big strike

in. the North came from three

carriers in the Gulf of Tonkin and

from bases in South Vietnam and

Thailand.

On the Saigon front, reports said

three North Vietnamese divisions

had been committed to the district

town of Loc Ninh, 75 miles north of

the capital. An Loc, capital of Binh

Long Province 15 miles south of

Loc Ninh, was threatened from the

east, north and west.

As dusk fell, North and South

Vietnamese troops were locked in

bloody combat around Loc Ninh.

Between 4,000 and 5,000 South

Vietnamese troops were in the

area.

Officers in the field said

casualties on both sides were

heavy.
Smaller clashes swirled closer to

the South Vietnamese capital.

Sappers attacked the Lai Khe
base camp, rear headquarters of

the South Vietnamese 5th Infantry

Division 25 miles north of Saigon

The Saigon command said

casualties were light.

Another rocket and sapper at

tack was made against khiem

Cuong, the capital of Hau Nghia

Province 25 miles west of Saigon

Lt. Gen. Nguyen Van Minh,

commander of the Saigon region,

(Continued on Page Si

In Brief...
Ray Danger Lessened

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Food and Drug Administration

announced Thursday that medical x-ray exposure to human
reproductive organs, considered possibly harmful to future

generations, has been reduced by one-third since 1964.

During the same period, the agency said, the rate of diagnostic x-

ray examinations increased 10 per cent, reaching an estimated 76

million men and women in 1970.

Nixon Will Help Private Schools

PHILADELPHIA < AP) — President Nixon said Thursday he was
irrevocably committed" to relieving what he called "a crisis of

the first magnitude" facing nonpublic education, but he promised

no speedy solutions.

"Too much is at stake for us to act in haste," the President told

about 11,000 persons attending a Catholic educators conference.

"We share a great obligation-to improve the public school system

of this country while preserving the non-public schools-and in that

we shall not fail."

Nixon to Iran

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon will visit the Shah of

Iran in Tehran May 30-31 after*his eight-day stay in the Soviet

Union.

ITT Hearings May Continue

Due to the increased number of

applications being processed for

the fall semester, staff limitations,

and the extra burden imposed by a

quota system, the Graduate School

has found it necessary to close the

Graduate Admissions Office one

day a week. Effective February 25

the (Graduate Admissions Office

will be closed for business on all

Fridays through April 14.

Telephone inquiries and requests

for admissions materials will be

handled on those days by the

receptionist in the second floor

lobby of the Graduate Research

Center.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate Judiciary Committee,
breaking a deadlock, agreed to

vote Friday on whether to extend

and expand the scope of hearings

into the nomination of Richard G
Kleindienst to be attorney general.

The committee decision to vote

on the compromise motion came
Thursday amid a new controversy

over an interview of a California

congressman about Washington
lobbyist Dita Beard.

The motion by Sen. Robert Byrd.

D-W. Va., would permit the

committee to expand its in-

vestigation to include aljegations

by Life magazine that a federal

investigation in San Diego was
squelched by the Justice Depart-

ment.

It would also extend hearings

until April 20 and allow calling of

witnesses requested by
Democrats.

Previously the inquiry has been

about the Justice Departments
relationship with the International

Telephone & Telegraph Corp
The new turn in the controversy

came when Sen. John V Tunney,

D-Calif, released what he said was
a transcript of an interview held

March 3 between Rep. Bob Wilson.

R-Calif .. and Robert E. Cox, a

reporter for the San Diego Union

The transcript quotes Wilson as

saying ITT lobbyist Dita Beard
wrote a memo, later revealed by

columnist Jack Anderson, that

linked the huge conglomerate's

financial commitment to this

year's Republican National

Convention and an out-of-court

settlement of antitrust suits

against ITT.

Mrs. Beard has denied under

oath that she wrote the memo
Anderson released.

Tunney said the transcript

"certainly is probative evidence

that the memo is genuine" and

added it was one reason why at

least 20 more witnesses should be

heard before the committee acts to

let the Senate vote on Kleindienst's

nomination

Jo^K-Hcflw

Now Open 24 Nrt.

serving breakfast,

sandwiches & ice cream
from II p.m. —
CAMPUS

SHOPPING PLAZA
Amherst Hadley line

Cut Your Study
Time in Half

We Guarantee that we will Increase your
reading speed six times with equal or
greater comprehension or we will refund full

tuition. We teach you on your own
TEXT BOOKS.

There are no gimmicks! !

!

Call now to register
or for Free Demonstration

Collect 617-478-0287

Berkley Wyckoff

Reading School Inc.

Soldiers and firemen examine wreckage after bomb blast in seaside town of Carrickfergus, near

Belfast, in which three policemen were among 12 people hurt, after a false phone tip-off forced security

forces to cover the wrong area. Police said it was "deliberate misinformation" in similar-style to

Belfast's Donegall Street blast in which six died and scores were injured. ( AP)

C5A Problems Continue
WASHINGTON (AP)-Air Force Secretary Robert

C. Seamans Jr. says the life expectancy of the

troubled C5A supercargo plane is so short that

training flights have been restricted to make it last

longer.

Also, two coneressmen released a General Ac-

counting Office report saying the craft, the world's

largest, has suffered equipment failures and major

deficiencies, some of which hurt its ability to perform

is mission.

The C5A project has been troubled. Last Sep-

tember, an engine fell off one of the craft, grounding

the entire fleet for a time. Also, the project has suf-

fered from big cost overruns.

The C5A's structural life is about 7.000 flying hours

rather than the 30,000 planned. Seamans told a House

subcommittee. He added the Air Force is trying to

stretch its flying time to 20,000 hours by flying the

planes only about two hours a day-without full fuel

loads and with no practice touch and go landings.

Seamans testified the C5A can still fly fully

equipped combat units quickly into battle, the

mission it was designed to perform, but added:

"We have got to conserve it for the purpose, and

only fly it enough to have our crews current so that in

an emergency we can use it."

The secretary's Jan. 25 closed-door testimony was

released Thursday by the House defense ap-

propriations subcommittee.

At the same time, Reps. Les Aspin, D-Wis., and

Clarence D. Long, D-Md., released a GAO report

showing the C5A fleet suffered 12.994 equipment

failures, 3,327 of them in the 28-wheel-per-plane's

landing gears, during a six-month study period.

The GAO report said investigators found 47 major

deficiencies in one C5A recently accepted by the Air

Force. The report said 14 of the deficiencies impaired

its ability to perform all or part of its missions. Also,

149 minor deficiencies were reported.

The GAO report said "there are also indications

that aircraft reliability and maintainability may
emerge as major problem areas."

Seamans, who has publicly criticized the C5A
before, said 130 specialists are reviewing the plane

"to be sure there aren't any other surprises" like the

engine that fell off a C5A warming up on a runway

last year.

The GAO report estimated C5A costs have in-

creased to a $4.45 billion total for 81 planes from $3.4

billion for 120 planes in 1904.

The plane has been under running fire from critics

in Congress since disclosure that the 120-plane cost

had overrun by nearly $2 billion and later that there

were structural problems-most notably a basic wing

crack.

Seamans' testimony was released with that of other

service secretaries and the Joint Chiefs of Staff after

censoring by the Pentagon.

Other highlights:

—Seamans said the engine for the Air Force's new

F15 swing-wing jetfighter will cost an extra $500

million because of the Navy's decision not to share

costs by putting the advanced engine in its F14 ver-

sion. Navy brass said they decided to' stay with an

already developed engine because they need the F14

sooner.

—The Army said it will take 8 to 10 years to develop

a new U.S. main battle tank, the successor to the joint

U.S.-West German program scrapped after 10 years

for developing such a tank.

—The Air Force wants to move the flying command
centers, from which the President might operate

during a nuclear war, into jumbo Boeing 747s from

the present 707s.

"Hooligans" Trouble

North Ireland
LONDON (AP)-The British government asserted Thursday that most

of the bloody clashes between Protestants and Roman Catholics in

Northern Ireland were sparked by hooligans.

A 300-page analysis of the violence in Ulster added: "It would be the

height of naivete to deny that the teen-age hooligans who almost in-

variably threw the first stones were manipulated and encouraged by

persons seeking to discredit the government."

The report absolved the outlawed Irish Republican Army of

deliberately campaigning to seize power by stirring public disorder in the

British-ruled province. It also absolved Protestants of blame in the chaos

which has taken 294 lives in three years.

"Neither the IRA nor any Protestant organization nor anybody else

planned a campaign of riots," said the report, by a three-man judicial

tribunal headed by Judge Sir Leslie Scarman. "They were communal

disturbances arising from a complex political, social and economic

situation."

The tribunal reported evidence of IRA plans to kidnap British govern-

ment ministers in its campaign to drive the British out of Protestant-

dominated Northern Ireland and unite the province with overwhelmingly

Roman Catholic Ireland, to the south.

But the blame for the bloodshed was laid on extremists of both sides.

Bernadette Devlin, who campaigns for Catholic civil rights from a seat

in Parliament in London, and the Rev. Ian Paisley, another legislator

who speaks for many of Northern Ireland's Protestant majority, came in

for special mention in the Scarman report.

But the tribunal said neither was guilty of conspiring against the

Protestant-based government, now suspended for at least a year while

the British government exercises direct rule over the province.

On Miss Devlin, the report said: "Although her participation was

limited...she must bear a degree of responsibility, once the disturbances

had begun, for encouraging Bogsiders-in Londonderry's main Catholic

quarter-to resist the police with violence.

"Yet her role was a minor one and we have no evidence that she was a

party to any plot to subvert the state or stir up insurrection."

Of the Rev. Mr. Paisley, the report said: "While his speeches and

writings must have been one of the many factors increasing tension in

1969, he neither plotted nor organized the disorders and there is no

evidence that he was a party to any of the acts of violence investigated by

us."

More than 400 witnesses gave evidence to the tribunal, set up by the

British government to probe the Ulster troubles. It included Protestant

and Catholic members.
The tribunal said there was no plot in 1969, when the latest round of

troubles began, to overthrow the Northern Ireland government nor to

mount an armed insurrection. Instead, it added, extremists on both sides

engaged in planned acts of violence and rioting often developed.

It said it had received a document from the Royal Ulster Constabulary,

the provincial police force, outlining IRA thinking about kidnapping

British Cabinet members. The IRA said the document was leaked from

the Irish government in Dublin and was for discussion rather than an

actual plan.

The tribunal blamed the Royal Ulster Constabulary for "serious

mistakes" in six incidents, including the use of armored cars fitted with

machine guns.

But it rejected accusation that the constabulary was a partisan force

that cooperated with Protestant mobs to attack Catholics. The con-

stabulary has been reorganized since its handling of events in 1969 came

under the tribunal's scrutiny.

Cost of the tribunal was $1,196,000. Said Miss Devlin :
"They would have

been better spending the money on houses for people."

Secretary of State William Whitelaw. sent by Britain to run Northern

Ireland after suspension of the provincial parliament, commented. "I am
not now concerned with the attribution of blame I am convinced the

people of Northern Ireland now wish to go forward in harmony and in

cooperation and will regard this uniquely important historical document

as the end of an era."

VC Want Coalition Gov't.

Missiles Launched In South
(Continued from Page 4)

was reported to have requested

more U.S. air support at a meeting

with Gen. Creighton W. Abrams.
commander of U.S. forces in South

Vietnam.

With Minn's air squadrons and

reserves depleted by redeployment

of units to the northern and central

highlands fronts, his ground troops

were said to be hurting for air

support. The only U.S. air support

available was a squadron of A37s,

small subsonic fighter-bombers,

and some helicopter gunships.

Most of the American air power

was being concentrated on the

northern front and on both sides of
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the DMZ dividing the warring

Vietnams.
Lt. Gen. Hoang Xuan Lam,

commander pf South Vietnamese

troops on the Northern front, told

newsmen that some 10,000 rein-

forcements are in position and that

the situation had improved there.

South Vietnamese forces con-

tinued to hold a defensive line at

Dong Ha, nine miles north of the

provincial capital of Quang Tri and
10 miles below the DMZ.

North Vietnamese forces still

posed a threat to Quang Tri.

Fighting was reported on three

sides of the city, which field

commanders say is the immediate
objective of the North Vietnamese
offensive below the DMZ.

Associated Press correspondent

Holger Jensen reported from the

front lines that North Vietnamese

surface-to- air missile launchers

had been moved five miles across

the DMZ into South Vietnam and

fired at South Vietnamese bombers
but missed. Jensen and six other

newsmen were slightly wounded
when mortar fire hit a tank bat-

talion command post on the Dong
Ha River defense line.

PARIS (AP)-Claiming major
victories in the offensive in South

Vietnam, the Viet Cong's chief

delegate to the Paris peace talks

said Thursday the overall aim is to

set up a coalition government in

Saigon.

Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh also in

sisted the United States return to

the peace table. She and the North

Vietnamese delegation reiterated

charges that the United States had

sabotaged the peace talks

Mrs. Binh claimed at a news

conference that South Vietnamese

and American forces in the two

northern provinces of South

Vietnam had suffered heavy
defeats during the offensive that

began there March 30. There are

no U.S. combat forces known to be

in the battle area.
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Literature and Drama"'
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August 18th

Dublin Summer School,

Ireland

Inquire:
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CHAMPION TERMPAPERS
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Boston, Mass. 02115

Research Material for Termpapers, Reports, Theses, etc. Lowest
Prices, Quick Service.

For information, write or call: (617)536-9700
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Candidates Begin Campaign Drive
HARTFORD (AP) — U.S. Rep.

Wilbur Mills, D-Ark., who was in

Connecticut Thursday to bolster

his presidential campaign,
described the race for the

Democratic nomination as "wide
open".
"No one will go to the convention

with enough ballots to win on the

first or even the second ballot,"

Mills told newsmen during a brief

news conference at the state

capitol.

He said he was surprised that

"the early entrants didn't rise

faster and higher" than they did in

the opening primary action.

On the subject of revenue
sharing, Mills said he would be

introducing a bill out of his com-
mittee on Tuesday or Wednesday
that he believed would be passed

by the House within the month.
The bill, which differs somewhat

from the one that originally bore

Mills' name, carries a retroactive

Jan. 1, 1972, effective date. Con-

necticut Gov. Thomas J. Meskill, a

Republican, has met with Mills to

encourage quick action on the

measure.
Earlier in Danbury, Mills said

"President Nixon is the most

astute politician I've ever known
and he will be difficult to defeat."

But he said Nixon is "vulnerable."

Mills said the President's
economic policies "have not

worked." He said the "present rate

of inflation and unemployment is

unconscionable and cannot be
accepted."

Chisholm Arrives in Mass.
<AP) — U.S. Rep. Shirley

Chisholm, D-N.Y., becomes the

first presidential candidate to

campaign in western
Massachusetts today.

She was scheduled to arrive in

Springfield about 5 p.m., to meet
Mayor Frank H. Freedman on the

steps of city hall, do some hand-
shaking and attend a fund-raising

reception.

Mrs.Chisholm then planned an
address at Springfield College.

U.S. Sen. Henry M. Jackson of

Washington, another presidential

contender, is expected Saturday to

attend a dinner at Beth El Temple.

More Demonstrations at BU
BOSTON (AP) — A group of

students at Boston University
marched to the office of President

John R. Silber yesterday and
demonstrated outside the building.

The group estimated at less than

50 staged their demonstration two

days after 30 of the 33 students

arrested March 27 outside the

university placement office

pleaded no contest to charges in

Roxbury District Court.

Campus police said there were
no immediate indications of

trouble from the marchers today.

The 33 had been arrested on

charges of unlawful assembly and
disorderly conduct for blocking the

entrance to the placement office

where Marine Corps recruiters

were conducting interviews.

The three others were slated for

trial later.

Silber's office is in an ad-

minstration building on Bay State

Road south of the university's

main campus section.

Springfield Youth's Ideas

May Be Used By NASA
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) —

A 17-year-old Springfield youth is

one of 25 finalists chosen nation-

wide to have his proposed ex-

periment considered for next

year's Skylab program of the

National Aeronautics and Space

Administration NASA.
Gregory A Merkel, a senior at

Wilbraham-Monson Academy, was

one of 3,409 students who submitted

proposed experiments. His calls

for tests of the Brownian motion

principle, involving molecular

motion in zero gravity.

The experiments to be used will

be selected by June 1, NASA said.

"Prophylactic Brush Man" Dies

BOYNTON BEACH. Fla. (AP)
— William C. Bird, formerly of

Northampton and Longmeadow,
Mass., died Wednesday in

Bethesda Memorial Hospital here.

He was past president and

chairman of the board of

Prophylactic Brush Co. of

Florence, Mass. He had retired in

1961 and moved to Florida.

CHICOPEE. Mass. (AP) —
Some 1,300 friends and associates

of Lt. Gov. Donald R. Dwight will

gather here tonight for a $6-a-ticket

buffet and dance honoring him.
Comedian Bill Cosby, who has a

home in Shelburne, Mass., will

entertain guests at the gathering.

Rep. Silvio O. Conte, K Mass
will speak at the event. "It isn't

very often that someone from
Western Massachusetts is elected

to such high office," Conte said.

"We figured it was time for

Western Massachusetts to make
note of the feat."

Fire at Gloucester High
GLOUCESTER. Mass. ( AP) — A

three-alarm fire damaged the
gymnasium and adjoining area of

2,100-pupil Gloucester High School
today. No injuries were reported.
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Lindsav Cancels at AIC
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) —

New York Mayor John V Lindsay
has cancelled a scheduled
speaking engagement here Friday.

Lindsay notified American In-

ternational College at noon today

that he would not be able to deliver

the keynote address to AIC's 32nd
annual Model Congress, in which
some 250 high school students from
throughout the northeast are
gathered for a three-day quasi

legislature.

AIC said it would not seek a

replacement for Lindsay, who
withdrew from the Democratic
presidential race after a poor

sixth-place showing in Tuesday's
Wisconsin presidential primary.

JUNIOR S
Next year's Senior Committee is forming. It's charge will include

Class Gift, Senior Day, Representatives to Commencement Task

Force.

Senior Committee 1973

Sunday, April 9, 8:00 p.m.
Rm. 162 Campus Center
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The final event of the Martin Luther King. Jr. Memorial Lecture

Series takes place tonight in the Campus Center Auditorium at 8 p.m.

The Primitive Dance Company of the National Center of Afro-

American Artists in Boston will be demonstrating folk dances from

Africa and the West Indies. Admission is free.

International Fair Today

Today at 1 p.m., the University

Jazz Workshop opens the In-

ternational Fair in a performance

at the Student I'nion Ballroom.

Five saxophones, four trom-

bones, five trumpets, and a four-

piece rhythm section will mount

the podium for a rendition of old

standards and original com
positions and arrangements for

•big band*. Vocalists will also be

featured

Under the direction of Dr
Frederick Tillis. of the UMass
Music Department, the Workshop
was formed two years ago, in

response to student requests for an
additional outlet for musical ac-

tivity The band is composed of

UMass students, music majors and
non-majors, and members of the

community

Then at 9 p.m.. one of the most

experienced and versatile folk f

dance teachers in New England

will hold sway in the Student Union

Ballroom.

TIIF. MONTHLY MEETING
of Amherst Women's
Liberation will be held on

Sunday. April 9th. at 8 p m
the Academic Building

Hampshire College

The orientation meeting

meeting for women interested

in joining a support group) will

be held April 10th. the Monday
following the general meeting.

at 8 p.m. at the Valley

Women's Center. 200 Main

Street. Northampton.
Massachusetts.

SOS Conference Tomorrow
By MDC STAFF

Students Offering Support will sponsor a con-

ference tomorrow afternoon to bring together in-

terested students, who are interested in bringing

about reform at institutions for retarded children in

Massachusetts.

The conference scheduled to begin at 1:00 will be

held in Room 163 of the Campus Center and will be

open to all UMass students and faculty members.

Joe Sylvia, chairman of SOS, said colleges and

universities throughout the state have been invited to

participate in the three and a half hour session.

SOS was formed at UMass in the wake of a class-

action suit filed by 28 parents of residents at the

Belchertown School. The suit charges that the state

Department of Mental Health has been negligent in

the care of residents at the school.

Asked for the reasoning behind the conference,

Sylvia replied that the issues involved in the suit are

complex and the only way of sufficiently explaining

them to a mass of students throughout the state would

be to organize a meeting of this nature.

Sylvia said the men. who will speak at the con-

ference have played major roles in the Belchertown

suit.

The following men are scheduled to speak:

—Beryle Cohen: The attorney representing the 28

parents, who filed the suit against the state in federal

court. Cohen is also a former State Senator from

Brookline.

—Ben Ricci : He is the president of the Belchertown

Friends Association and the leading organizer of the

Belchertown suit. Ricci is also the chairman of the

Exercise Sciences Department at UMass.

—Jim Shanks: He is a reporter for the Springfield

Union and the author of the "Tragedy of Belcher-

town" series, which appeared in the Union two years

ago. The series at the time exposed the inhumane

conditions at the state school and provided a catalyst

for future reform efforts in the state.

Sylvia said Gunner Dybwad-internationally renown

authority on mental retardation-is scheduled to

speak, but sickness may prevent him from attending.

"Hopefully, the conference will initiate formal

channels of communications between all colleges and

universities in the state through a combination of

student newspapers and SOS organizations," added

Sylvia.

Sylvia said SOS was formed with the immediate

goal of "supporting and obtaining funds for the

Belchertown suit."

He said SOS will continue to devote much of its time

to the Belchertown School, but the organization will

eventually redefine its goals to the entire state

system of treating retarded children.

The ultimate goal, he said is "promoting the

general welfare of the mentally retarded in the state

of Massachusetts."

The success of the conference will provide an ac-

curate answer on whether SOS has the capability to

go statewide, he said.

On the approach to the conference. Sylvia said the

editors-in-chief of the various student newspapers

have been contacted to attend since the Collegian has

set an example of what a student newsapaper can do

to bring a social ill to the forefront

27%WomenAtDemo.Convention
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At 3 p.m today, an international

dance group composed of high

school and college students from

the Five-College area will

demonstrate folk dances from

several countries At 7 30 p.m..

preceding George Young. UMaai
students from Greece. Israel, and

the Philippines will teach dances of

their native countries.

Saturday at 11 am students

from Middle Eastern countries will

perform Israeli dances will be

presented by local students at 3

p.m . with Filipino students at the

University demonstrating their

unique "stick" dance at 5.

Dance and music of India will be

offered at 7:30 pm Saturday,

followed at 9 by the International

Ball, to the music of the Amherst

Jazz Concept Admission to the

Ball is one dollar. All other events

are free

WASHINGTON (AF) - An
analysis shows that 27 per cent of

the delegates chosen so far to the

Democratic national convention

are women, a women's group said

Thursday.
That is more than double the

percentage of women at the 1968

convention but is far short of the 51

per cent which the new party

guidelines would indicate as a goal

in general

The guidelines call for delegates

to reflect their proportionate ratio

of the population, and in almost

every state, women are in a

majority
The figures come from the

national Women's Political

Caucus, which has served notice to

both Democrats and Republicans

that it is prepared to challenge any

delegations which have less than 50

per cent women
The caucus already has

challenged the Arizona

Democratic delegation, with

women numbering 32 per cent of

the total

Figures of the caucus show that

in the eight states that have chosen

Democratic convention delegates,

I2(i women and 320 men have been

chosen
An analysis of delegations

committed to specific candidates is

incomplete, but the caucus said

that women delegates committed
to Sen George McGovern. DSD.,
are 46 per cent of his total in six

state contests

Some 21 per cent of the delegates

committed to Sen Edmund S

Muskie. I) Maine in four contests

are women

Demonstration Today
Three hundred enlisted men,

twenty one B52 crews, seven B52

bombers and three tankers have

been ordered to Southeast Asia

from Westover Air Base, as a

major part of the bombing
escalation of the war.

A demonstration against the air

lift has been called by the Westover

Action Project, and Off the Run
way coffeehouse, the servicemen's

counselling center in Holyoke

People should meet at the In-

dustrial Gate of WAFB. off route 33

at 4 00 pm Contact SMC for

further information m*
The selection is great!
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Good For All The People

Chancellor Bromery okayed a new housing policy last

night stipluating a $30 per annum housing increase, no

increase in Food Services, and the adoption of a new off-

campus housing policy which would restrict off-campus

housing to those 21 years of age before the semester in

which they planned to move off-campus. This decision

goes against the recommendations of the Rents and Fees

Committee, who saw the adoption of a $54 housing increase

with a $15 Food Services increase while maintaining the

present off-campus policy to be the best of a bad situation

It is difficult to say which is the best alternative. When
considering the question, however, it is good to keep in

mind the fact that the Rents and Fees Committee's policy

would benefit approximately 700 people who would be

eligible to move off-campus next semester at the expense

of all others who chose or were compelled to live on-

campus.
In light of this, the Collegian agrees with the action taken

by the Administration It is a case of what is best for the

community being best for the individual. It is unfortunate

that anyone's desires must be compromised for financial

reasons. Therefore, it is to be hoped that the Ad-

ministration will make a concerted effort to correct

mismanagement, thereby allowing any student to move
off-campus at will Also the Collegian insists that the new
off-campus policy be effective for the forthcoming year

only as a stopgap measure.

'You've !' »<! Your Uebl To Society

l.o«xl Lurk Nov»

Man Does Not Bread By Death Alone

To the Editor:

We all know that the Vietnam War makes corpses.

And that it makes corporations rich. Whether the

relationship is incidental or casual is not for me to

say; it's more complicated than that. But at the

human level, consider a soldier that a friend of mine

knows. He's a sniper who has been in the war so long

that he regards it as home. He just doesn't feel

comfortable away from the front, and doesn't feel

secure when bullets are not zinging by. Perhaps it is a

strange sort of inverted shell shock. Anyway, he

says: •'What does it matter who kills and gets killed?

Life is futile and worthless anyway. If I didn't kill

him. Charley might starve to death. It doesn't make
anv difference.

- '

Maybe that's right But not for me. at least not until

we're all dead. And most of us don't specialize in

death I hope to God we're not dead yet to what is

going on around us. Are we still alive'' It's about an

i'\ en bet While ere sit in front of the fraternity TV and

>ip our draft beer from the keg. while we sit in front of

any other TV and sip our bottled or canned beer, or

while we sit at the local pub watching blue clouds of

tobacco fumes rising, other men control us.

Conglomerate companies like Mass Mutual, sitting

in towers in Boston, rake in the price of each bullet

tired over Vietnam, each napalm cannister exploded,

each GI'l funeral shroud: a rubber bag to hold

together the disconnected and blood-soaked pieces.

Meanwhile, the soldiers get stoned on Vietnamese

dope and go about their business. We get stoned and

find we have no business. And Mass Mutual, stone-

mtious. goes about its business which is always

there, like Coca Cola's or Pepsodent's.

Well, they cut down a tree on the town commons
this week. For a long time it lay strewn on the ground

in ugly disarray, cut into burning-size pieces The

tree was probably pretty old; it suffered, no doubt,

from Dutch Elm disease But did it suffer enough to

be completely cut down"' There is a raw stump by the

trail through the commons now.

Dt you wonder what the Vietnam War has to do

with raw stumps, with the efficient effervescence of

canned sugar-water rotting away at your gums, and

with the hope, the assertation and even the effrontery

to say that Man does not breed by death alone,'' that

he can live and earn his living in the concern of life

Buekminster Fuller said in his recent book. I Seem to

Be a Verb, written with Quentin Fiore. that "For the

tirst time man has a real chance to become a total

success m his environment " This means that it is no

longer enough to tut-tut at the evils in which our world

MM to abound ("Doesn't it. dearie"" >; it is not

enough to go off by yourself thinking that the Nasties

will just pass you by ; the opportunity that faces this

community confronts each member of it with a

responsibility to himself, that he not let his role in the

future, and that role is himself, be co-opted by outside

interest! mr other ends, often even antagonistic ones.

to his own. This is what relates the war, Coke, tooth-

paste, and so on; they are all structures, whether of

the Army, the White House, or Madison Avenue, the

foundation and goal of which are to sell you

something, put something over on you, get you to do,

buy, slave for, or die for something that is useless to

you, to make so-and-so more money, or to buy such-

and such more honor.

The force of contemporary culture calls to you to

repossess yourself against the grasping hands, be

they financial, military, or civil, that tend to try to

procure you like a commodity to be used for a million

different reasons, none of them your own. "We intend

to reassert control over our own lives." This was the

manifesto of the Berkeley Revolution, a revolt of the

ballot box. which put council membership on the

city's government back into the hands of the people

It is hard to admit any interest in life without lending

support to that principle.

So how can you sit at home and shrug your

boulders? As Woody Guthrie sang so eloquently.

This land is your land," and this town is your town,

as long as you live here. The reassertion of local

control over local processes of power is a fight that

has been going on around Amherst for some time

now It is a fight that we cannot afford to lose. Here

are two ways in which people are presently

struggling to win control of themselves and to im

prove the conditions, not of dying I we have enough

cemeteries i. but of life in this area:

1 1 ) The Amherst Food Conspiracy Deacon Bonnar

and Michael Naughton manage the co-operative

distribution of honest, low-priced, and fresh fruits

and vegetables, cheese, cider and so on. to a co-

operative of several hundred people in the Amherst

area, providing, along with Yellow Sun. a real

alternative to Louie's. Stop & Shop, and the food at

the Campus Center or dormitories.

1
1 1 The Amherst Tea Party Eric Walgren and Judi

Styhano. despite massive misunderstanding and

apathy, have joined with several other people to

continue the impetus given by author Ken Kesey

during his recent visit to Amherst, and to lay the

provisional framework of a political party to confront

the needs and injustices of this area on a grassroots

level The provisional committee has stated in a press

release that it plans to hold a full-scale Birthday

Party in the Campus Center Auditorium. Saturday.

the 29th of April The event will be a combination of

mind i political organization*, spirit (a sermon from

Keverend Walgren i , and body I folk and rock music I

Both these movements, one on a bread-and-butter

level, the other on a person-to-person political level,

attempt the return of the decision-making process,

decisions about important personal concerns, to the

individual himself, and as such are 'or should be>

supremely important to students and townspeople of

all apt

Eric Biggs

Art Buchwald

Who Will Help Plotkin

;

>

{ Hi'rliliM A m nit VIII ,1111111 ,

WASHINGTON M- triend Plotkin. who has a

cand) More in Mollis N Y . called me excitedly the

other day and said 'The government lust hit me for

n tuckfaxe- I! as a $240 penalty Thiv is

outrageous because they told me at the time I could

deduct several business expenses that the> nave now
disallowed

Now don't get UDSet, Plotkin I'm sure we can
work something out Why don't you fly down on your

private plane end
Private plane'' What the hell are you talking

about?'
1

"If you have a private plane, it makes it a lot easier

to get senators and congressmen to listen to your
story

"

"You know I don't have a private plane, wise guy."
• All right, all right I'll tell you what you do. Have

your lobbyist get in touch with some of the boys at the

.Justice Department."
• What lobbyist I haven't got a lobbyist What kind

of candy store do you think I've got'"

It's pretty hard to get much done down here

without a lobbyist. Let me think Wait a minute I've

got an idea Call Peter Flanigan at the White House.

He can probably fix things for you."

Who is Peter Flanigan

"He's in charge of helping businessmen who get

into difficulty with the government."

"Why would he help me°"
"Because of your contribution to the Republican

Committee."
i didn't make any contribution to the Republican

National Committee."
Well, then, how do you expect to get any help from

the White House
"

Who said I expected help from the White House
"

'Of course, it's not too late to make a contribution

to thf Republican National Committee," I said.

How much would I have to give?" Plotkin asked.

It doesn't makp any difference What about

$400 ooo

(oiim' on, will yotl knock it off. Fifteen hundred
dollars M a lot of money to me. and I called you
because I thought you could help me
"I'm trying to help, Plotkin. but there are certain

ways of doing things down here and no one likes to

deviate from them Have you thought of seeing acting

Atty. Gen Kleindiensr"
'Why'' Could he help me°"
"He could, but he wouldn't because that would be a

conflict of interest
."

You know I'm not going to get to see Kleindienst,

Plotkin said.

"Probably not. Say, why don't you go down to the

Kentucky Derbv arid talk it over with John Mit-

chell
"

"I've got a candy store to run. I can't go to the

Kentucky Derby."
Where would Dita Beard be today if she thought

the way you did°" I asked.
Please be serious What can I do?"

" You might sell your stock before the public finds

out what a mess you're in."
I don't have any stock. I own the candy store by

myself."

"That's a pity Most corporation executives usually
make a buck on their mistakes by selling their stock
before the word gets out."
"Then you're not going to help me?"
"I would if I could, Plotkin. But no one down here is

going to talk to anyone who hasn't made a political

contribution, doesn't have a private plane or a lob-

byist or can't find time to go to the Kentucky Derby."
Copyright l»72. Los Angeles Times.

Letters To The Editor

Westover Lifts Bombers And Men
To the Editor:

Three hundred enlisted men, twenty-one B52 crews,

seven B52 bombers and three tankers have been

ordered to Southeast Asia from Westover Air Base, as

a major part of the bombing escalation of the war. A

demonstration against the air lift has been called by

the Westover Action Project, and Off the Runway

coffeehouse, the servicemen's counselling center in

Holyoke. People should meet at the Industrial Gate of

WAFB, off route 33 at 4:00 P.M.

The South Vietnamese army is being routed in this

recent drive of the North Vietnamese and National

Liberation forces, showing clearly how dependent the

Thieu regime is on continued, massive American air

support. The South Vietnamese Army has neither the

support of its own population, nor the determination

among its own troops to fight for the American

puppet., Thieu. Yet Nixon and the American military

are using everv available aircraft and tremendous

amounts of bombs to destroy both the liberation

forces and the Vietnamese population that supports

them, in order to prevent the American colonial in-

terests in Vietnam from being defeated

This period in the war is extremely crucial. Nixon

has sought to "wind down" the war by replacing the

American troops with the American Air Force The

reasons behind this are twofold: one. the use of troops

in Vietnam proved incapable of preventing the

spread of the National Liberation Movement, and so

the military turned to the air as a more efficient

means of destroying the forces. The military in-

dustrial complex combined technological creativity

with the demand tor deadly, demoralising weapons,

and are now using an entire electronic weapons

svstem throughout Indochina, aimed primarily at the

civilian population The second reason for the air war

I that it provokes less of an adverse reaction from an

antiwar public, since American men are not directly

involved, thus giving the military a much freer hand

in where, when, and who to blast away.

Nixon's policy of waging a massive air war to

support the Tliieu government is being severely

tested, for it will only be the American bombing that

Send It To D.C.
To the Kditor:

The recent conviction of the Rev Philip Berrigan

is. I think, one of the great mistakes of our time Why
is it. that we always seem to crucify Christ and im-

prison Thoreau and King I could cite more exam
pies, om musi) They are always tragic mistakes, and

are maue even more unfortunate by our ability to

continue them To quote the musician/songwriter.

George Harrison. "Isn't it a Pity""

I suggest a hugh petition to be circulated

throughout the live-college community to be sent to

Washington for an official pardon of Berrigan and

Sister Elizabeth McAhster, for I believe it not too late

to correct such a mistake.
Joseph Theroux

Shop-Ripping

To the Editor:

In rare circumstances when one is really im-

poverished and hungry, shoplifting might be

justifiable. What excuse can really be given for

shoplifting cosmetics or records (MDC 4/4/72)

Young people are angered, and rightly so. by

corruption in government. They are properly in-

censed about injustice on the national and in-

ternational scene. Most feel a deep concern about the

rights of individuals, (shopkeepers ???)

When 100 University of Massachusetts students

were surveyed earlier this week. 67% admitted to

shoplifting I could not help but wonder how many of

those who shoplift are among the strident critics of

corruption and injustice. Today's dishonest politician

may well have been a college student who felt that

shoplifting was justifiable.

Mary Cullen

keeps Thieu in power. We can see that our military

presence in Vietnam is not winding down We can see

that the Thieu government has no support besides the

American Air Force. We can also see. in the

tremendous build up of bombers and destroyers in

Vietnam, that the only policy at work in our govern-

ment is that we will destroy the country of Vietnam

before we lose it.

These next few weeks will be extremely critical in

the antiwar mov ement. We cannot afford to wait until

November, the demands are being made upon us

right now . We must continue to show our opposition to

the escalated war. It will require the participation by

all sectors of the community in actions both of a local

nature such as that taken today at Westover. and also

the extremely important national demonstrations on

April 22 in New York City and Los Angeles. We are a

people who want peace in a nation at war-we must

act.
Charles Kenvon

Band EZ
To the Editor:

Members of the Citizens for Better Govemmen'
through Plan B Committee, and the citizens of

Worcester would like to thank the Massachusetts

Daily Collegian and the students of UMass for

printing yesterday's letter concerning the corruption

of Plan E government and for taking an interest in

Worcester. We would especially like to thank the

many students who came to the organizational

meeting last night

We would now like to mention the plight of fellow

college students in Worcester. Assumption College

Holy Cross College, and Clark University have many
students who live at the colleges, away from their

parents, but because the Machine in Worcester fears

college students it has refused them the right to vote

If people who attend school fan Amherst can vote in

Amherst, then why can't people who attend school in

Worcester vote in Worcester
00000

We are asking now if everyone could send this

letter, or write a letter to Registrar of Voters

o Keefe. City Hall, Worcester Mass OlftOl. and

demand that the Machine in Worcester through the

office of the Registrar of Voters begin to follow the

state guidelines and Register College Student-
! I • I 1 1 I I !

Editorial Points
Spring sure was nice while it

lasted.
***

Will Lindsay show up this

afternoon or won't he? Only the

little old Wisconsin cheese

maker knows for sure.
***

Getting back to weather.

don't you think having a white

fourth of July is pushing it a

bit?
**»

There are five more weeks of

school left in this semester Bet

that surprises all you oafs who
didn't know the semester had
even begun...ha ha.

Middle-Aged Woman
By AMY DILLENBECK

One important aspect of the Women's Movement is that it speaks to the

condition of all women, young and old. Middle-aged women with grown

children have few meaningful functions to perform in our society. One of

the worst facets of a woman's role in this society is that devoting herself

solely to husband and children as she is supposed to do, puts her out of a

job in middle age, when her children no longer need her and her husband

is deeply involved in his daily career. By this time, though, it is usuallv

too late for her to develop a career independent of her family, and she ha

to fall back on that role which society deems as vital for women-that oi

being a consumer. Women are told every day through the media and hi

many other ways that their role is to consume. A young woman is to

consume conspicuously. A middle-aged or older woman must know her

place, and realize that her time is past. From forty or so onward she musi

consume for the sake of the economy, but she must not be associated wit)

the young-particularly in a political context.

It is bad enough for a young woman to confront society about th"

inhuman roles people are forced into But a middle-aged woman She

should just stay out of sight and hearing. While black women have fought

their way out of such foolishness, white women are still supposed to be

happy to spend their time consuming, quietly.

In an article titled "Alive and Obsolete" by Zoe Moss (from Sisterhood

is Powerful by Robin Morgan) the plight of a middle-aged woman is

described 1 have insisted on using a pseudonym in writing this article,

because the cost of insisting 1 am not a cypher would be fatal. ..I am
gregarious, interested in others. ..But I remain invisible...! am socially

ohselete. To be. ..a living woman, and to be told. ..that >ou are not a

woman but a tired object that should disappear. That you are not a person

but a joke. ..Don't you pretend for a minute as you look at me. ..and

looking exactly my age that I am not as alive as you are..

It is hard to feel sorry for someone who wants to keep others down and

out of sight. But it is true that anyone who feels that it is impossible or

unrespectable to work openly against the rigid role-casting in this societv

is suffering from the most profound oppression And repression.

The only was people like you and I can get anything

done is by putting pressure on these political ha<

Thank you lellow Studenj
Jon Seskevich

Let's Go Parking

An open letter to the University community
The Chancellor's Transportation and Parking

Council is now reviewing the University Parking and

Traffic regulations. We have been charged to

recommend to the Trustees changes that will

eliminate many of the present inadequacies that exist

on campus Recommendations for changes include

addition of a section detailing the disposition of traffic

and parking violations, the specifications of the

responsibilities of snow and ice removal agencies

prior to towing parked cars, the merging of sections 3

and 4 of Article VII and the elimination of section 4

from Article VIII.

Copies of the present regulations can be obtained at

the Campus Center and Student Union Collegian

drop-off areas.

Please obtain and read the present regulations and

send your comments to:

Chet Richardson or Paul Doran, c/o Student Senate

Office, Campus Center

If you have a bitch about the present regulations

here is your chance to expi ir feelings. An 8t

stamp may save you a J*
1

Chet Richardson

2-25-72

UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY
MCNEIL ISLAND. WASHINGTON

To the Editor:

The attached letter was placed in our Prisoners Mail Box for

forwarding to you. The letter has been neither opened nor in

spected If the w riter raises a problem over w hich this institution or

the Bureau of Prisons has jurisdiction, you may wish to write to me
or to the Director. Bureau of Prisons, Department of Justice,

Washington. D C. 28537.

You may write back to the inmate, and ask him questions Your

letter will be inspected for contraband, and for any content which

would incite illegal conduct

The Bureau of Prisons encourages the press to visit institutions,

and learn about correctional programs and activities If you wish to

do this, please contact me.
Inmates may not receive compensation for material submitted to

the media If the person writing you nam«>, another inmate of a

statf member in his correspondence, we request that vou advise u>

of that fact before its publication. We will provide background

information and specific comments whenever possn

II the writer encloses for forwarding correspondence addres- -d

to another addressee, please return the enclosure to me. or to he

Director.
l ..E. Daggett

Wiiirien

To the Editor:

I am a serious candidate for the President of the US A Pi.

give vour readers a chance to write me.
Thank Vou

John.i DssasswiJr. ifetl

(ell l\ "

Worcester Plan E Defended
To the Editor

I am responding to the entertaining letter in your April 6 issue con

demning "Plan E Government" in Worcester The letter is a typically

uninformed tirade against city manager form of government and con-

tains several factual errors

The city manager under Plan E government is not a dictator. Th<

elected city councillors may at any time legally fire the city manager bv

a majority vote, and hire a new man to do the job Mr Seskevich states M
much when he quotes the Plan E Charter. "He shall hold office during the

pleasure of the city council ..." How Mrs Seskevich can claim that a man
hired or fired by ejected representatives of the people is a dictator I do:

know-

It is true that the $35,500 salary paid to the Worcester City Manaj.

does exceed the $20,000 limit set by the Plan E Charter But the sala

was voted on and approved by the elected City Councillors In additios,

Plan E was adopted by the city in 1949, and it is unreasonable to expect

that $20.<MK> in 1949 is equivalent to $20,000 in 1972

Mr Seskevich says.
"
T he Citizens for Plan E is a front group for the

real kingpins of the city: Ladd Plumley of State Mutual Life Insurance

isio Company. Seymour of the Worcester Telegram & Gazette." Both

Ladd Plumley and Forest Seymour are retired from State Mutual Life

Assirance Company and The telegram & Gazette respectively. To imply

that they have any connection with Citizens' Plan E Association I CEA ) is

erroneous.

Mr. Seskevich queries, "Why can't they (CEA) give a copy of the Plan

E Charter to every registered voter?" CEA can't afford to leaflet the

almost 180,000 residents of Worcester, but it has sponsored two hearings

on Plan E within the last year, one at the Public Library, tne other af the

YMCA. Few people testified at either hearing. Both ware well publicized

on local media
Bill Densmore
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Notice: Guiding Light Removed

\fter man% months of active duty, the crane on the top of the ne»

librae is about to be removed. Contrary to the speculation of some

students on campus, the crane will not be taken down by a large

helicopter. Nor will it be removed by another crane on the ground.

Instead, the crane is currently being lowered from within the building

b% the jack pictured on the right. The jack, which is located on the -4th

floor, will louer the shaft of the crane from the 24th level to the 20th level,

a distance of some 40 feet.

Once the shaft has been lowered, the crane will be disassembled and

lowered in pieces bv the steel derrick < at the left of the picture on the left

»

recentlv put up on the top of the library. The steel derrick itself will have

to be disassembled and taken down in one of the library's elevators.

(MDC photos by Gib Fullerton)

New from Capricorn

ALLMAN
BROTHERS
A double -set from the dynamic

Allman Band.

While in Europe, pick up an ugly European.

We can arrange your rendezvous with a bug lor

any other Volkswagen) in 40 citiM in 1 5 countries.

And that includes the handling of those nasty de-

rails like insurance, registration and licensing.

So all that's left for you to do is enioy the benefits

of dr.v.ng your own VW in Europe. The low operat-

.ng costs, for example. Or being able to go where

tour buses fear to tread. (And still be only a stone S

throw away from one of Europe's 5,000VW Dealers.)

Then, after the tour's over, we'll arrange to hove

your car sent back through something we call TASP

(Tourist Automobile Shipping Program).

So you can keep on enjoying that ugly European

you picked up while in Europe.

While in America.

s
A

L

E

Health Education

COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

PRESIDENTIAL
1. Buy a bunch of Flair pens. You need

orange, purple, brown, red, blue and ol-

ive. (You need them anyway for school.)

2. Now—color in the picture according to

these color guide numbers. (6). Orange

(9). Purple (5). Brown (2). Red (3). Blue

(12). Olive. Please do not color unnum-
bered areas.

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE
' CANDIDATES!
3. Congratulations! You have created a

genuine full color portrait of someone
you know and love. Maybe. If he or she

is not your favorite presidential candi-

date, have patience. You'll see your favor-

ite soon in the Flair Election Collection!

(Don't forget to ask about Flair's running

mate, the Flair Hot Liner.)

Student Clinics
In addition to the regular out-patient and in-patient departments at the

health Services, there are four special clinics available for student use.

They are the Nutrition Clinic, the Wart Clinic, the Allergy Clinic, and the

Immunization Clinic.

1. A Nutrition Clinic is held at the Infirmary on Tuesdays (room 202)

and Thursdays (room 203) from 9 to 10 a.m. It is run by a nutritionist, Mr.
Kenneth Warner.
Mr. Warner will help students with any nutrition problem, such as

being overweight, underweight, having diabetes, or any other nutrition-

oriented problem. He will also answer any questions about food or
nutrition in general - what we should or should not be eating, questions
about organic foods, etc.

Mr. Warner also holds an Overweight Clinic - the Nutrition for Health
and Fitness Club - on Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in the infirmary Library. This
is open for any student who would like a group session rather than a
private session.

Early next year, nutrition pamphlets will be available.

2. A Wart Clinic is held on Fridays. The clinic is staffed by trained
nurses with the doctors' supervision as needed. Various methods of

treatment are used, depending on the type and location of the wart. The
main methods are liquid nitrogen or nitric acid. Appointments are made
at the Information Desk in the Infirmary lobby or with the nurses during
the clinic.

3. An Allergy Clinic is available for students who need regular in-

jections of serum for their allergies. They may bring their own serum

from their home doctors. There are facilities to store each student's

serum, so they do not hove to bring it for each visit. The Allergy Clinic is

open on Tuesdays and Fridays from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Wednesdays

from 8 a.m. to 12 noon.

There is also a Skin-testing Clinic for determining new allergies. The

clinic is not doing any more skin testing this semester, however, because

it is allergy season and reactions are common. The tests will resume in

the fall, when they will be done on Thursdays from 9 to 4.

All appointments for the Allergy Clinic are made through Mrs. Adair at

the Health Services.

4. An Immunization Clinic is open Wednesday afternoons from 1 to 4

p.m. for students requiring shots for overseas travelling. The
requirements for each country on one's itinerary should be checked so all

necessary shots are received. Also, if camping out is planned, additional

shots may be recommended. Students should plan the dates of im-

munization to allow the necessary time intervals between them.

Also on Wednesdays, from 2-3 p.m., yellow fever shots are given to

members of the community as well as students This is part of a com-
munity public service for Western Massachusetts.

Appointments for the Immunization Clinic can be made through the

appointment desk at 5-0057.

THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND

EATAPEACH
Includes : Ain't WastinTime No More

Melissa Blue Sky Mountain Jam

2

Record

Set

$C296

Impulse Jazz in Concert

ALEX TAYLOR /DINNERTIME

NORTHAMPTON VOLKSWAGEN
RT. 5, KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
Please send me your illustrated brochure and a price list ®
Name
Address.

City
.State. -Z.p #-

Free Shuttlebus for Amherst

Service Customers Call 584-8620

9 to 9 daily

till 5 Saturdays

AIJXTAYUHl
MNNFHTIMK

IncludM CfMn9»V«jr &•»***»
FourDaytGon* Payday From a Bute* Six

SALE

$419

THE LISTENING POST

Alice Cottrane With Strings

WxW Galaxy
art fAVOUTt THINGS GALAXY ABOUND OLOOUaMM

QALAXT IN rumrA . GALAJtV M SATO«OANANDA
Njrranon anM to tam SMriamtonanoam AUM SUPHlaf

**
Ŵ

Alice
ColCrane

Phareah
Sanders

COLLEGE TOUR SCHEDULE

Nichael
White

APRIL 7
APRIL 8
APRIL 9
APRIL 10

FENWAY THEATRE
CLARK UNIVERSITY

UNIV. OF RHODE ISLAND
UNIV. OF MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON
WORCESTER

KINGSTON, R.I.

AMHERST, MASS.

APRIL 13
APRIL 14
APRIL 15
APRIL 16

WILLIAMS COLLEGE
THORNTON ACADEMY
BROWN UNIVERSITY
YALE UNIVERSITY

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.
SACCO, MAINE

PROVIDENCE, R.I.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

25 So. Pleasant St., Amherst 186 Main St., Northampton

Hearthem on impulse! I® I

UNIVERSITY SERIES OF FINE RECORDINGS

THE

LISTENING POST
25 So. Pleasant St.. Amherst 186 Main St., Northampton
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And On, And On, And...
SMOKER'S QUIT CLINIC is five help sessions

being established at Trinity College, Hartford, to help

students, faculty and administrators stop smoking,

according the the Trinity Tripod newspaper.

Beginning April 20, the clinic will be sponsored by

three Trinity students in conjunction with the local

chapter of the American Cancer Society.

Sessions will consist of movies, lectures by medical

specialists, and discussion groups with former

smokers.
One fact those attending the sessions will learn is

that heavy smokers lose nearly six minutes of life per

cigarette smoked.

professors, not the quantity of tenured positions."
***»

*****

TENURE QUOTAS at Northern Illinois U. are

being investigated by the American Federation of

Teachers, according to a page one story in The

Northern Star.

Complaints from faculty who have been told they

were recommended for tenure, but did not receive it

indicates to AFT officials that a quota system exists,

they said.

The AFT president was quoted as saying that

"Tenure should be a matter of the quality of

STICKERS TALK at West Texas State U. ac-

cording to a report in the Texas Tech University

Daily, the campus newspaper at West Texas has

come up with a unique variation on gauging campus
opinion. It surveyed the displays of bumper stickers

on campus cars.

Most numerous were the various forms of WTSU
stickers. Second most popular was the Greek sticker.

And the American flag ran third.

According to the survey, peace symbols are out,

this year, and smile faces are the fad by 5 to 1.

And first place for the "most opinionated" car went

to a small black foreign car that sported an American
flag, two doves, one bulldog, two pizza hut signs, one

ecology, one WTSU, one Blue Cross Insurance, and a

Honeybar Campground plastered all over its body.

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK appears over the

review of the Amherst Masquers' production of the

Shakespearean play: "Too Much Ado About
Nothing."

The Mt. Holyoke Choragos used it.

Dr. Harold Zirin, professor of astophysics at California Institute of

Technology in Pasadena. ( al .. displays photos of sun spots and a

solar flare which indicate a phenomenon on the sun similar to

thunder. (AP)

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class
New Class Begins April 10th

Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCE! REGISTER NOW
Tel. 256-6066

Due to the increased number
of applications being processed

for the fall semester, staff

limitations, and the extra
burden imposed by a quota

system, the (iraduate School

has found it necessary to close

the Graduate Admissions
Office one day a week. Ef-

fective February 25 the

(raduate Admissions Office

will be closed for business on

all Fridays through April 14.

Telephone inquiries and
requests for admissions
materials will be handled on

those days by the receptionist

in the second floor lobby of the

(iraduate Research Center.

Saturday Night

NATALIE COLE
with

THE ACT

At

3V Swilfsh Pub
9:30— 1

FACES
EARTH

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
next to the Pott Offioo in Amherst Open Ton a.m. to Ton p.m. Hon. thru Sat.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTO FOR SALE

67 Volk* But. gat heater. I IMS. good

.hap*. Alto 65 Volk*, squsreback. radial.,

lew electrical system, need some work
I2M 774-27M.

Ut-1

IMS Jeep Wagoneer wild plow lor sale or
trade for recent Ford wagon, very goad
condition I ISM firm. MS-ISM days. 251-

2412 p m
tit- II

IMS Chevy Impala 4 dr.. automatic,
power steering, good mechanical con-

dition t ISO Call SM-M7S.
U4-13

IMS Valiant, run* well, new clutch. I Its.

(all MV3I2B.
If 4-7

65 Dodge Van. Good condition Interior

carpeted and pannelled Call 2S4-S437

U4-II

IM« Lord Kalrlane SM. Excellent trans.,

mans extra* including tape deck and 21

plm tape*, new bat., it. .now Urea. Good
hu> rail 2S4-M78.

114-7

IM4 Chevy Sta Wag. 2S3 cu. In. VS. new
hall, and wiring and two new lire. Run.
good. I IM or beat offer. Call 6-8165 ask for

Darlen
tf 4-7

M VW Conv. New eng IMS 253-3840

If 4-12

62 VW. Baa for tale. New brakes, new
muffler, and two new .now Urea. 1358 Call

387-2771.

If 4-11

hi Chevy II Std 4 door sedan Runs well

IKS 6-7050

If 4-7

65 Mustang 286. 4 apeed with Hurst

shifter. Good rubber. Beat offer over 1458.

Must veil Call Jack 546-5773.

tf 4-7
1

km Ford Galaxie. clean, good Urea with

snow., new battery, automatic 253-5152

after 5 p.m.

U4-7

1970 MGB. red. overdrive, wire wheels.

etc.. I95M original miles, run* perfectly.

546-6492.

tft-12

Pont lac Tempest 62. good running
condition, .now Urea, parts, beat offer.

Call Benkikl 545 1268. 16 a.m. — 6 p.m.
If4- 11

1*76 VW Squareback It blue, low
mileage, very clean, full aervlce record.

Call Chef. Garage. Goahen 268-7958

114-12

65 Ford Galaxie. V8. 288, esc. mech..

needs wk. for Inspection I ISO. Call Joe 584-

•318 t «.m. — I p.m.
114-11

I8M Ford Falcon, sen clean, excellent

running condition. SM-28W after 7 p.m.

Ask for Craig
If 4-1

1

IM3 Mercedea II

Itood Shape 1458 M
1 drk grn.

Call Halt

whl mi

If4-13

Barracuda. M. power .leering. Mack. V

I Very good condition Viking I7M. Call

253-7377. Mark.
U4-14

1842 Buick l.e Sabre AT.
good running cond.. call Dick

PJJ.. P.B..

544-4247.

114-10

1878 Triumph Spitfire conv . dark red.

leaa than 24.MO ml., lopnotch rond..

locking hood * gas. very ecoa Call Z.

Salimann 253-2848 eve*.
U4-I2

1845 Chevy Impala. maroon 4 door 283

r.i.. auto tran*. power .leer . new Urea,

battery Very good cond 1285. beat offer.

Maine 645-3203

tft-7

IM3 Ford LTD. PS P.B.. good engine,

denied, need, minor repair* Call Bob 253-

S877 1125
U4-14

MGBGT IM7. new condition better than

moat '78'* 1 1MB 544-4344.

114-12

I84S VW engine needs rebuild, to fix up
..r «m><l parts r»r |I50"( all 368-4488 or 527-

6478

U4-I2

44 Rambler. 6 ryl. auto. tran*. air

conditioning new Ures and battery . Look,
good, dependable, white color. 1175. Dave
253-3715.

U4-II

IMS Chev. Van. good tire* and brake*.
i hassis in good shape . engine need* work.

best offer Call 546-7182

U4-I2

2 ticket* to Boston Bruin. Stanley Cm*
Playoff* (all 548-4581

U4-II

V» encore 8-track car stereo* w /channel

indie lights and deluxe speakers Ex-

cellent bate response Brand new! Call

2S4-N7M.
oJM

Good deed*. 8 go. tape*. New Utlea. flly

grted. only ll.M. Call 546-6765 or stall 315

Field Ask for Elliott.

lfi-7

Moccasins in all styles and siirs Buf-

falo. Deerskin. *ueded and glove-tanned

lea 16 — 112. Take a look al the catalog'

223 (torman.
U4-7

Why pay outrageous rent! Buy a trailer

24. mln from Camp***. 42x8' w/ 14*24'

addition I ISM. 323-7384. Must sell by May
12th.

tf 4-18

IM7 (bevy Impala 2 dr H.T. 283. VS.

Many extras, excellent cond. Priced for

quirk aale IMS Firm Call Dom 544-6126 a

6 p.m.
U4-7

.Sale on all musical Instrument* Gulhv
Gibson. Martin. Aria. Yamaha. Ovation,

etc 25-48% off. The Guitar Workshop 68

Main Mlamp SM-I7M
If 4-1

1

I pair black crinkle-patent leather

women's boot*, site 44-1/2. very good

condition . 1 16 or beat offor . C all 4-WM or 4-

6124. Eltse.

U4-7

Guitar*: Acoustic. Electric. Classical

all below retail. Siring* accessories and

straps. Call: 544-7672 or visit 2M Webster

Dave G.
U4-4

16 speed Sen w Inn

Warren at 544-8776.

year old Call

114-11

Sony MM FM Stereo Receiver. 1 l/2yra.

old list 1*00 sell lor 1250 (all 25*4656 IM
walta RMS.

114-14

ISM lloada CBIM. good condition,

miles, need* I new exhaust valve. Baking

1 125 (all 6-7515 6-7278

U4-13

Sell I75ce 1871 Bridgestone Street /Trail

MM ml. S4M. I75cc 1871 B.S.. fully mod
dirt bike M ml. Both la excellent cond.

Paul 44832.

U4-12

Lightly used Fender Bandmaater. 2 IS"

Altech Lansing speaker*. Over ITMaew —
1375. Creative Fndeator. Greenfield. I-

774-2831.

4-7

Engineer Special — Lafayette Vertorlog

slide rule — Hscalea: P. Q. 5 I.L. voluge
DB more 1 18 new. IIS now. Call 645-4858

U4-I6

Hood Science and Tech. Dept. prepares
"Brown Noses" lor excellent employment
opportunities in the Hood Industry . Hoody
Hoodchuck.

4-7

Happy Birthday Suiette Spastlque'
((car. Felix. Fred. * Associated Friends
4 Lover*.

4-7

Phil of Poor Rlc. If (till Interested -
Call. Am Curioua . . .

4-7

MOVIE
Don't mlaa — "Elvira Madlgan Fri.

,

April 7 — In Mahar And at 7 - t • II.

Sponsored by (he Cinema Club
U4-7

ROOM AVAILABLE
Room and board apartment* adjacent

1 Maw for some assistance In child care of

2 school age children Call 548-3453

U4-7

CAR STORAGE

PERSONAL

Tamany — wasat It all worth a punch In

the mouth? Happy Birthday and Love
Always — Lysine.

4-7

Interested In personal, emotional A
spiritual growth? Write the New England
(enter. Box S7S. Amherst. Maaa. 6IM2
Call M442M.

Excellent acreaa In Amherst Center,
(lean. Reasonable rates. D.H. Jones 548-

37M.

U4 28

HELP WANTED

114 II

FOR SALE

\ery cheap hand-carved Turkish

Meerschaum Pipe*. Call Ahmet 4-4216.

U4-7

Raleigh Sport 3 speed English bike,

girl'* model. I yr. old. exc. cead.. color

green with ba*ket 4 pump. New 185.

asking IM Day. Judy 823SI.
If 4-7

Raleigh Sport 3 speed Eng. Bike, girls

model. I yr. old. exc. cond.. color green,

with basket * pump. New 185. asking IM.

5-2351 daya Judy.
t14-11

Handmade leather instrument cases —
all band Inalr. Also guitar, amp. drum,

rases, ready made or custom. Call 527-4874

5 - 7 p.m.
U4-7

Pair of EPI IM speaker* and Pioneer

PL12A turntable with B • O cart. Both

three month* old Call Mark S44-4M1.
U4-7

AKAI Stereo Tape Recorder — 7 Inch

reel*, microphone. Input Jack* I2M. Call

Richard 548-1478 before 7 p.m.
If4- 16

Why rent? Inexpensive housing. 1845

mobile home, fully furnished, only 3 miles

(mm campus. 2 bedroom*. 2S6-M68

evenings.
U4-I2

Alpine Yoeemlte. 2 man backpacking

tent, ultimate in design, weight 4 ipace.

for med altitude* IIM. Call John 628-3MI

Ashfield
U4-I3

4 12" Hi Fl speakers w /cabinet .
plenty of

hair, will haggle price. Call Jeff 6-7 I4S

after 4.

(14-11

Alan WaU*. Kundallnl Yoga. En-
counter. Gestalt: tntereated? Write the

New England Center. Box 575. Amherst.
Maa*. 01*02 Coll 5644240.

U4-II

Alan Halt* here on April 28-36. Get In

formation from the New England Center.
Box 575. Amherit . Ma**. 6IM2 Call S84-

6248.

114-11

( iirls . very mature . exclUng 4 daring Go
(.o Dancers for wkend house party. Good
pay 4 booir. (all eve. 4 wkend* Keep
trying 685-2261

tft-14

Goy Dance Friday. April 7 al 8 p.m. In

Farley Lodge. Sponsored by SHL.
If 4-7

Southwest'* nomination for the movie of

the year goes to the comedy nitr at the
Southwest Sinema. See II Fri.. Apr. 7.

U4-7

To the Nups ( 4 friend*) — Go "Whole
Hog" on The Big Day — have a Happy
Happy — but watch out for Snugglers!

Kisses and Hugs. Zlta

4-7

MDC need* g student to deliver the
Collegian Mon — Fri. morning* Deliver is

paper* each day . Earn 2* per copy . Apply
al MDC.

tf4-7

WANTED
Composer — Musician needs drummer

4 string bassist — for new music ensemble
— Just music. Call 5274874 5-7 pm

MM

IS and Foreign Coina and Stamps
bought, sold, traded, appraisal* and
estimate*. Bob Murrln 224 Hamlin House
or P.O. Box 164. Amherst. MA.

(14-11

ROOMMATE WANTED
FDR JUNE — F roommate wanted to

share furnished S rm. apt. in North-
ampton Own bdrm.. 176 4 utll. Call Lin
5K4-4M3 daya.

U4-28

Female. 147 mo. lurn. apt. utilities Inc.

swim. pool, in Sunderland Only until June,

(all 665 1202

114-16

II you ore o female looking for a female
roommate. Call 532-442S. Aak for Sue.

If 4-12

Quiet male roommate wanted for yr 72-

73. Call Cllffslde M5-MII.
tf 4-11

A Tea Party In Amherst
The Tea Party, a proposed third

political party in Amherst, has

scheduled its first convention and

birthday for Saturday, April 29, at

8:00 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium at UMass.

The Tea Party was conceived in

Amherst on February 29 when Ken

Kesey, author and psychedelic

super-hero of the '60s, spoke to a

capacity crowd of students and

local residents at the Amherst

College Cage.

Expecting the lowdown on the

latest Kesey trip or perhaps even

to be in on a Merry Prankster

happening, the audience was
amazed to hear Kesey start talking

politics, and not even national

politics, but local, community-

oriented, grass-roots politics.

Many went for the door, their

psychedelic visions of electric

Kool-Aid and dayglo buses

shattered, but many others saw

hope for revolutionary change in

Amherst in what he was saying and

stayed to elect from those present

a committee to beging organizing

Amherst's third party political

party.

The provisional committee took

as its first task the drafting of a

proposed platform of planks
dealing with issues of community
concern. Planning the birth of the

Tea Party was its second task, and
the convention and birthday party

have been scheduled for April 29.

Eric Walgren, Reverend in the

Universal Life Church, will open
the convention with a spiritual

address.

During the business part of the

convention, the proposed platform

will be presented for popular ap-

proval and the meeting will be

thrown open to the floor for ad-

ditional planks. In order to coor-

dinate party activities a steering

committee will be elected. Action

workshops will be organized and a

party registration drive begun.

The conventioneers, having
given birth to the Tea Party, will

celebrate with a Virginia Reel,

CALL

545-2566

good old rock and roll, and
associated mayhem.
The proposed platform deals

with four broad categories of local

concern:

1) Quality of Life - Amherst
must protect its open lands, sup-

port its farmers, establish con-

servation areas, stop University

expansion, local pollution and
waste of resources, and control

town growth. The Town must
provide quality education, free

public transportation, and free

health care. A graduated income
tax must be established to replace

the property tax.

2) Protection of Our Liberties -

Amherst must establish

safeguards for non-conformists,

community control of the police,

and a sane drug policy. It must
combat racism, support women's
issues, and protect the rights of

tenants, poor people and old folks.

3) Self-government - Amherst
town government must represent

all its citizens, including college

and high school students. The
University, Amherst and Hamp-
shire Colleges, and Amherst
Regional High School must be

governed by their citizens, the

students and faculties.

4) Social Change -- Amherst
must demonstrate resistance to

imperialism, protect the human
rights of institutionalized people

and provide equal opportunities for

minority groups.

People suggesting planks or

seeking further information should

call Judy at 586-3254 or Eric at 253-

3006.

French Majors

Meet Next Week
There will be a general information meeting for prospective high school

and elementary school teachers of French. This meeting will take place

on Monday, April 10, at 7 : 15 p.m. in Herter 227 (auditorium)

.

The following topics will be discussed:

1. Qualifying for the introductory methods course to be given this

summer and during the Fall semester...

2. The one week methods workshop to be given this August by UMass in

cooperation with the publishing house Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

3. The current job situation for foreign language teachers.

4. Pre-requisites for the methods courses...

5. Suggestions for intial teaching experiences... (and how academic

credit can be earned...)

6. Teaching practicums at UMass, Hampshire College and all levels of

the Amherst public schools.

7. Computer programming of foreign language courses at Hampshire

College (for UMass academic credit)

8. The value of study abroad for the prospective French teacher.

9. Discussion of the teacher training program in general.

There will also be a questionnaire-answer period about teacher cer-

tification, courses in Education, the French Dept. Teacher Training

Program, our new M.A.T., etc.

THE

CHEQUERS
Try Our All New

Italian Menu

Servinq Dinner

til 10 Every Night

SPRIHG CLOTHING
Open Ton a.m. to Ttn p.m. Ion. thru Sat. Rait to tho Pott Offioo in Amherst

FACES
EARTH

J

MDC CLASSIFIED
2 F roommates wanted to share 2 I

apt from June 1st to August 3lst. $57 /mo
Call 665-3851 Squire Village Apt.. Sen-

der land
Ut-12

Does your summer cottage need a*

extra roommate" I am In need of a place to

stay In or around Dennloport. Call Aady at

544-5445.

If4-1

1

EMPLOYMENT
Women Int. In modeling — needed lor

photo essay — figure studies — etc. 116

per -hour Strictly prof, situation, esc.

appart. S21-4474 S-7 p.m.
U4-7

Business Tchr — Shrthnd I. II; Typing
II Public School H A or MA «lale benefits

Able to relocate. Em -Sec Services 24 Pray

M.
If4- II

28 Pvt. sen. and college teaching

positions as .liable for fall. Call or drop by

See If sve have an opening lor your

*pecloHy. Wanted — Dean of Foculty for

N . Eng Jr. College. Director of Continuing

Id — able to develop existing program
PhD. pref . Em-Sec Services. Inc. 28 Pray

St. Amherst S484220.
U4-II

Overseas )obs for students. Australia

Kurooe S. America. Africa, etc. All

professions and occupations. I7M to I3.M0

monthly. Expenses paid, overtime.

sightseeing Free information — Write

Jobs Overseas. Dept. Q> Box 15671. Son

Diego. CA. NHS.
U4-28

.lobs are available at national parka,

hotels. ft resort areas around the IS this

summer. We will only be able to handle the

first IM replies. Mall 12 to Action For

Students. Box 2382. Muncle. Indiana 47382

for Into. If sou are not among the first IM
to write, your 12 will be refunded

U4-7

Boom for 2 la large farmhouse near

Quabbia Bes . 6 ml to campus. Separate

bedrooms or coaplc. Available Im-

mediately 2U-3S36.
U4-1I

TRAVEL

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two Bedroom Apartmeata for Im-

mediate reatal. 4-moutb lesae

IIH.S month includes utll Call 645-1248

days or 645-1575 nltes

U4-14

I nlvcrsity Travelers Club — Traveling

this summer? Stay overnight free! Stuck

at borne? Host travelers. Meet friendly

people Exchange privileges svitli mem-
bers to l.S. * Canada. Write noss lor fall

details: ITC. P.O. Box 6147. Berkeley.

Calif M7M ^

SERVICES

Amherst Audio servleM. store* com-

ponents. tape decks for borne or car. 187

\a Plessanl St.. 254-6113
tfsem

The Lamp Shop 481 Pine - < ushman

(,rrat used furniture and articles, very

ress. Mon -Sat 144. Tel. 548 1476
tf 4-14

Summer la Europe IIM via BMA 747

Jet. Open only to students . employees, and

(acuity of 5 Colleges. Call 564-5171 except

%•» 6»*f h *no

.

U4-I1

TYPING

T s ping — theses . dissertations . etc . Fast

and accurate. Proofreading, editing If

desired. Have Greek and science symbols

253-3MI.

Mothers, caat find a reliable babysit

tor' Tired of high lees? Call The Child

Care Exchange 584-2224 lor further In

,0rm,U-
U4-.6

RIDE WANTED

Cheap Kllllngton lodging near nlte life *

lift* kitchen priv and showers Inc. $5/ds>

- f 20 /ski *k. Free reo. * map Write L.

Cavanaugh. Wobbly Lone. Kllllngton VI.

6S7SI.
U4-14

quality Besearch and reference

materials Origlnsls snd copies. TPA.

Bm. 117. Amherst Csrriage Inn. 233 N.

Plcsssnt St 2544IM
tf 4-28

Need help to retrieve money loot I If you

would like to find out obout smsll claims

court and assistance In filing Csll 545-

6878.
U4_w

Bide needed to NYC Fri.. 7. leaving In

the aft Please call Gall 544-82S3.

U4-7

LOST

Zak la tost — A grey and white cat. In the

Puffton — N. Amh area. Call 548 4MI
evenings.

If 4-7

Two huge rms. plus modern kitchen snd

bath, off Rt 43 in Montague, available

immediately. 1 135 per mo. 347-M8I. Option

to renew.
U4-II

3 bedroom apartment partly furnished

ah- conditioned, swimming pool. Will

bargain rent. Call 5484574. IM Puffton.

t/4-17

2 bdrm Cllffslde Apt. fnrn. avail. June I

— Sept I. 1150/mo util Included, swim
pant, tennis courts, sir cond. Avsil. Call

Dave 645-4242.

U4-I1

Three brdream apt. Puffton. partially

furnished, svsllsble June I. Price

negotiable. Call 544-3838 between 5 and 7

If4-4

3 bedroom Puffton Apt., available June

I. option to renew lease la the fall. Call

5484456 after 5.

U4-16

I bedroom Puffton apartment avail.

June I w /option for Foil. Located In front,

off N. Pleasant. Call 5484627 after I.

U4-II

A May lal must! I bdrm apt. with all the

modern convenience* Located next to

campus. IIM or negotiable Call 548-3816

betw. 5—16 p.m.
U4-28

I — bdrm. Qnabbtn Village apt. June 1
—

Sept 1. w /option to renew lease In Sept.

Call after 6 323-4638

tf4-l2

2 bedroom apt., air cond. ww carpet.

pool. Avail. June I. oil uUIHies tncl 1 175.

Call 445-4785 Mt Sugarloaf Apia
U4-II

One bedroom furnished apt. Colonial

Village, pool, cable TV June I — Aug. 11

option to renew. Call 251-5881

tf'-7

To sublet: 1 bedroom townhouae.

Puffton Village June 1 — Aug 31. with

option to take over lease Kent negotiable

Call 5464474.
U4-I2

One bdrm Cllffatdc Apia, avail. June I

\ugusl 31. Cad 445-3811.
If 4 II

Ouabain Village 2 bedroom sot Sublet

June I to Sept. I ll«S Includes all utilities

and air conditioning WW. carpeting 123-

4677.
tf 4-7

2 bedroom Townhouse from June to

August. Air conditioned and furnished

IIM. Call 253-5834 after 6:M pm
Blverglade Apta.

tf 4-7

I bed. avsll Juae I. couples only.

Located end Lnlv. Drive. 1176 month

Swim pool, heat Inc.. air cond. (all 253-

2174.
tft-12

Sublease. 2 bedroom apt. w/w. air cond.

pool Option to rent 645-3537 after 5.

tf 4-14

SUMMER SUBLET

Summer sublet option to renew 8/72

iHS/mo I room efficiency apartment.

Five minute drive from campus. Call 544-

tf4-7

ENTERTAINMENT

Cooks wonted — Inquire

The English Pub
la person st

U4-I3

WC Fields. Lsuroi ond Hardy. Three

Stooges. Chortle Choplla. all at the

Hampden DC. Fri. Apr 7 at 8. •:» *

16:38.
tf4.7

F. roommates needed 6/1 Cllffslde

Fura.. A/C. pool, tennis. 148 (rent

negotiable) Csll stter 5 p.m. Ask for

Korea or Sue 845-2425.
^

I bedroom apt . sll utilities, option to

renew leose. Price negotiable, available

June I Call 645-4846 Apt K4. Cllffslde.

U4-I4

Salesmen wanted part-time now. toll

time summer. New product. Commission
only. Write JNJ * Assoc. P.O.Box 1162.

spfld Msss. 0114)1.

U4-7

FOR RENT

Room for rent next to csmpus Im-

mediately. CaH 548-1 173 Frank or Judy 12-

2 p.m. 175 a month.
tf4-7

June I. w/opt. to renew Cllffslde I

bdrm Furnished, sir -rond it ion utilities,

tennis, swim pool. Price negotiable 645-

1145 or 25.1-5223.

If4-7

I Bedroom Apt. avail May lat. Puffton

VII. ||M. 5464358.
U4-I3

Rock with J. D. Mama Sat. April 8 from

8:36 to ? 'Quite A Group" Dwlght Hse.

Cheap beer!
tf^

3 bedroom Puffton Apt., ovollable June

I. option for Sept.. partially furnished.

price negotiable Air cond.. pool. Coll 548

6785.
114-12

TOSUBLET

•Clean Living" tonight st the Bluewsll.

and tomorrow night too. Come on ond

Boogie.
4-7

TonHe the Mudheods play ot the

-folklore Centre, acrooa from Lord Jeff

They are an acoustic group from Csl. Only

" 4-7

Puffton Village: I • 2 bedroom apt to

sublet for tone IIM - IIM or rent

negotiable: furnish (some: ; Call 5484185

late evenings.
U4-I4

Sot. and Sun. hear the Spark Gap.

Wonder Boys. Great Old Tyme —
Hlurgrass Band al the great Folklore Or..

near Lord Jeff. 2534244.
tf4-7

I bed rm Puffton apt svl June I. Incl

mil pool A fall leaae avl. Highest bid by

April 17 wins. Csn be Inspect. Hurry. Call

5464MS.
U4-I4

2 bedroom opt. In Boiling Groea 2. air

rond.. diahwaaher. garbage disposal wall

to wall, shag rugs, all utl inc . June to Aug.

253-5148.

U4-I2

3 bedroom apt In Puffton to sublet

storting June I w /option to leaae la fall.

548-4847.

U4-7

2 bdrm. furnished apt Cllffslde IIM
Avsll June I. Option to rent lor foil. Call

645-4234.
U4-7

2 bed. 1385 Puffton. avail, now -Sept I.

air cond.. option to rene*- Cill 5484716

U4-7

Available June. I — 2 bedroom apt.

w/fall option 1148/me.. aUI. Inc .
pool,

tennis courts. Csll 485-4348

U4-I6

furnished Cllffslde apt., avail June I

w /option for Sept. Pool, tennis, utll . dish

washer. Csll 645-15MII76
U4-24

One bedroom Puffton opt. 13b.

condition. Call 548-3416 after 4.

good

til l»

May I — sublet w/opt to rent Sept

Large two bedroom apt. all utll. Included.

1155/mo. Belchertown. 323-7447 or 323-

72M.
IM-12

Summer sublet I bedroom apt. 1156

month, option to renew lease In Sep-

tember. Call 544-4181 anytime, apt. 278.

Puffton.
U4-7

3 bed. Puffton Apt., completely fur

nlahed. air rond . avail June I to Aug. 31.

Rent negotiable Call 540 IHM between 5

and 7.

U4-7
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Notices

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
Initiation for all freshman mem-

bers is Sun., 4/9. Please be at the CC,

Rm 174 at 2:30. Be prompt!

CHRISTIANS
Bus leaving for Florence Cong.

Church Sun. at 8:30 from the

Newman Center, 8:35 from the bus

station opp. Morrill; 8:3a from

Hamlin and 8:40 from in front of

Emerson on U. Dr. at S.W. All

welcome.

CO—ED LIVING
Anyone interested in living in co-ed

low rise in Southwest next semester

call Arnie 546 9060 by Mon. 4/10.

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
Tues. class meeting will be et

Wildwood School behind Butterfield

Colloquium

At Ed. School

Next Week
On April 11, the third annual

Gradate Colloquium will be held at

the School of Education, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst. The
Colloquium is designed to inform

not only faculty and students in the

five college area, but also

professional educators and in-

terested laymen about the nature

of research activities in the School

The day will be marked by

presentations of and reactions to

research currently being con-

ducted by doctoral candidates.

The format of the Colloquium

will be that used in many
professional conferences. Several

45 minute meetings will take place

simultaneously. In each meeting,

the speaker will make a presen-

tation of twenty minutes, a panel of

reactors will respond and during

the time remaining, speakers,

reactors and audience will engage

in open discussion

The Colloquium will be held in

the Campus Center at the

University of Massachusetts from

10:00 am through 5:00 p.m Some
of the topics to be discussed are:

Education for Global Survival,

Ocean Hill-Brownsville. Education

and Capitalism, Student Teaching

in Urban Schools, The Future of

Science Education in Secondary

Schools. The Goals Process in

Educational Evaluation
Methodology. The community is

invited to sit in and participate in

all discussions.

For a complete schedule of

events, write or phone:

Paul Burnim
Room 121

School of Education
University of Massachusetts
(Amherst)
Tel. 545-1573

Kiddy Zoo
Kiddieland Zoo Volunteers

-

There will be a general meeting for

all interested volunteers Saturday,

April 8, at the zoo in Springfield.

Transportation is provided and will

leave from the circle in front of

Stockbridge at 10:00 New
volunteers or anyone signed up and

not yet contacted also welcome.

Any questions, call 6-0966, 6-6975,

or 6-7191

at 11 or before. Rides available in lot

10 across from Hamp House. 10:45-

11:00.

GAY DANCE
Come to a gay dance tonight at 8 in

Farly Lodge. Call 5450154 for info.

Refreshments.

GORMAN HOUSE BABYSITTING
SERVICE
Do you need a babysitter?

Availables registered in Gorman
House. Call 546 9537 or 546-4546.

HILLEL
Meeting Tues. Night, 6:30 Hillel

Center. Anyone may attend. Services

tonight, 7 30 Hillel Center. Sun. 7:30

p.m. Israeli dancing, Hillel Center.

"LOCK UP YOUR DAUGHTERS"
The UMass Musical Theater

presents "Lock Up Your Daughters"

this Fri. and Sat. evenings at 8:15 in

Bowker Aud. Tickets are $1 and are

on sale at the door.

MLK LECTURE SERIES
W.C. Fields, Three Stooges, Charlie

Chaplin, Laurel and Hardy. All at the

Hamden Commons, Fri. 4/7 at 8, 9: 15

and 10:30.

N E S TUTORS
There will be an orientation

meeting on Sun. night at 7:00 in Rm
163 of CC. All are urged to attend.

Subject matter; Math Methods.

OPEN HOUSE
The UMass Astronomy Club is

sponsoring an open house at the

UMass Observatory on Orchard Hill,

tonight from 7:30 to midnight. If

cloudy it will be held the following

Fri.

OUTING CLUB
Cance trip leaves Clark Hall at

noon Sat. Beginners Rock climbing

trip leaves Greenough at 9 a.m. Sun.

SCUBA CLUB DIVE
Dive Sat. 8th. All certified divers

welcome. Call 6 9438 for info.

SYMPOSIUM ON HYPNOSIS
Sun. 4/9 CC. Rm 172 from 10 to 3

p.m. Speakers: Dr. Redding and Dr.

Rassmussen. Program: 10-12

methodology and philosophy. 1-3

demonstration with volunteers.

TABLE TENNIS
Campus tournament in two weeks.

Sign up in games area across from

Hatch.

LOST
One pair ski gloves with red

knuckles in Worcester DC. Marston

area. Call Jim, 6-5766.

with stone, Herter 231.

FOUND
Gold ring

Call 6-1443.

A recorder, Brittany Manor
Parking Lot. Call253 5316 or come to

Apt. 32.

Harmonica, on campus, about 3

weeks ago. Call Sue at 6-1431.

ENGAGEMENTS
Janice Palmbach, former

Collegian Business Manager, '71 to

Keith Bromery, former Collegian

Executive Editor, '72.

Linda Haines, San Antonio, Texas

to Jim Ferriter '74, Phi Mu Delta

Kathleen M. 0'Rourke,'73, 428 Van
Meter, to Donald J. McKinnon, '74,

228 Cance.

WE SELL
Sound Products

at

Sound PriceS

Radio Shaeh

of
Amherst

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
j£f By SYDrCY OMAM«

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Ari« person* can make headway, but

Taurus can hold onto gains Aquarius can
perceive possibilities and agittarius can
make long range plans Gemini can
report on progress and Leo can dramatiie
events Virgo can analyze and Libra can
draw boundary lines. Scorpio can
arrange financing and Pisces can keep

the transaction confidential Each sign

makes a contribution and possesses an
individual life style Astrology sheds light

on who we art and why we are here

ARIES (March 31 April 19) Welcome
friendly gesture from Aquarian Take
steps to fulfill hopes, wishes Opportunity

knocks, respond You are not without

allies Be thorough in examining business

proposition Study fine print

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Change
occurs which enables you to overcome
obstacle Aid is received from one at the

top Your own aspirations are
scrutinized Be perceptive, analytical

Read and write Find unique way of

expressing yourself
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Gam shown

if you publicize, advertise Permit family

member to expound philosophy By being

diplomatic, you make ultimate gain

Travel and plans for future are high on

agenda Crystallize philosophy
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Estates,

taxes, bills due are now spotlighted You
can build for future You can make
profitable choices Strive to be realistic

Take cash and let credit go Debt will be

repaid
LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Study Cancer

message Maintain low profile Serious

matters are open for discussion Gather
allies Deal from position of strength

questions can be answered Press for

sensible guarantee
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Steady pace

achieves goal Leave sensational claims

to others By attending to your own
welfare, success comes your way Basic

issues dominate Avoid veering off

course Show appreciation to one who

serves you
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Element of

timing is on your side Personal

magnetism soars Romantic interests are

highlighted Relationships are apt to be

intensified Welcome contacts and
stimulating challenges Child commands
attention
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Stick close

to home base Be aware of property

values Don't sell yourself short You
have something of value Know it and act

like you know it Follow hunch intuitive

intellect now serves as reliable guide

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Accent on short journey You test, ex

periment You meet people and reunite

with relatives Messages should be

checked Avoid scattering your forces

Stress humor, versatility Leave minor

details to others
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 1?) Em

phasis on money, personal possessions

Check accounts Review earning

capacity Be aware of basic

requirements Steady approach now
leads to fulfillment know it and act ac

cordingly Be philosophical about

restrictions
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb IS) Cycle

high take initiative Opportunities

abound Be selective, choose quality

Make gesture which can reunite family

Stress independence without appearing

arrogant Be a gracious winner
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Special

abilities come to tore and can be utilized

Obtain hint from Aquarius message Gift

purchase can raise spirits of one who is

temporarily confined Visit and en

courage Don't hold grudge
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are introspective, creative, possess drive

which enables you to overcome odds You
are a basically spiritual individual You
will be socializing more than in recent

past May will be especially significant

Copyright 1972. Gen Fea Corp
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/-AT D06
CA1 FIGHT'

CAT AND DOG
FIGHT! IT'S A
MASSACRE!!!

1 Publish

6 European
11 Having less fat

12 Fruit of the

dwarf mallow

14 Babylonian
deity

15 Periods of

time

17 Girl's name

18 Southern
blackbird

20 Lubricator

23 Vast age

24 Ice hockey
disk

26 Anon

28 Hypothetical

force

29 Retail

establishment

31 Rules

33 Catches

35 Unclothed

36 Igneous rocks

39 King of birds

42 For example
(abbr )

43 King of

beasts (pi

)

45 Metal fastener

46 Land measure

48 Blemishes

50 Conducted

51 Exact

53 Flying

mammals
55 Earth goddess

56 Hurry

59 Preferably

61 Russian
stockade

62 Snares

DOWN

1 Insignificant

person (slang)

Sun god

3 Suffix: like

4 Roman tyrant

5 Spoor
6 Spanish

(abbr)
7 Pronoun
8 Sick

9 Plumlike fruit

10 Tavern
11 Jumps
13 Beach
16 Smelter refuse

19 Sacred images

21 Short jacket

22 Musical
entertainment

25 African village

27 Part of

fortification

30 Prince of

apostate
angels

32 Royal

34 Cease

36 Bed on ship
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37 Greek
marketplaces

38 Supercilious

person
40 Faithful

subiects

41 Church
official

44 Begin

T77T,

47 Fine dirt

49 Heavenly body

52 Greek letter

54 Music: as
written

57 Epistle (abbr.)

58 Compass point

60 Horsepower
(abbr )
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Mets Tap Berra-

Aquire Staub
NEW YORK (AP) — The New York Mets named longtime coach Yogi

Berra to succeed the late Gil Hodges as manager Thursday and

simultaneously announced their search for a long ball hitter had ended

with the acquisition of slugging outfielder Rusty Staub from Montreal in a

four-player trade.

In exchange for Staub, who enjoyed superstar status with the Expos

that was accompanied by a $100,000 contract, the Mets gave up three

young prospects-switch-hitting outfielder Ken Singleton, outfiedler-first

baseman Mike Jorgensen and infielder Tim Foli.

Staub, 28, hit a total of 78 homers in his three years with the Expos,

falling off to 19 last season while hitting at a .311 clip. He unquestionably

will become an immediate fixture in the Mets' outfield.

Berra the 47-year-old former catcher and manager for the New York

Yankees, elected to Baseball's Hall of Fame earlier this year, has been a

fixture in the first base coaching box for the Mets since he joined the club

The announcement that he was succeeding Hodges, who died last

Sunday at age 47, was made just hours after Hodges' burial in Brooklyn.

Berra received a two-year contract.

"I was very honored when I was offered the job,'' said Berra. "I think I

can do the job. I have a pretty good ball club. We left a good man Hodges

today. I hope I can fill his shoes. I just hope we can start playing pretty

soon
Asked about his firing by the Yankees in 1964 and rumors that he had

problems with his players, Berra said:

"1 didn't think I had any problems over there. So what am I going to

have here? If I could do what I did over there- win a pennant I'd be very

hclDDY

Berra. revealing that he had not received any managerial offers from

the time he joined the Mets until he was offered the Mets job, said he

probably would bat Staub in the fourth or fifth spot in the batting order

Referring to the fact the Mets also had acquired Jim Fregosi in a trade

and still had consistent-hitting Tommie Agee and Cleon Jones, Berra

said, "That's not bad if you have those four men batting together.''

Knicks Even Series

IM Schedule
SOCCER

Monday. April 10

LIGHTED
FIELDSTIME

1 4 40

2

3

4

s

6

1 5:20

2

3

4

5

6

Tuesday, April 11

TEAMS
ZN vs. SAM
PMD vs. KS
TEPvs SPE
APOvs. LCA
BKPvs. PSD
PSK vs. ATG

Spunks vs. Pranksters

Freaks vs Dutch

Terrosvs Academics
Seagrams vs. Senators

Hemlocks vs. Trouts

Pines vs Bruins

I

I

3

4

S

6

1

1

3

4

6

NEW YORK (AP) — The New
York Knicks blew a 16-point lead,

then rode clutch baskets by Walt

Frazier and Bill Bradley to a 104-98

victory over Baltimore to tie their

National Basketball Assocation

Eastern Conference semifinal

playoff series at 2-2 Thursday

The Knicks took a 50-47 lead into

the third quarter, then ran away
from the Bullets, outscoring them
20-7 in a six-minute spree with

Bradley and Dave DeBusschere

scoring five points apiece.

But Mike Riordan led a

Baltimore charge that cut New
York's 70-54 lead to 82-73 going into

the final period.

Riordan retained his hot hand as

Baltimore continued to charge

back, finally taking the lead at 90-

89 midway in the final period.

But then Frazier clicked on a

three-point play, Bradley scored on

a long jumper. Earl Monroe and

Phil Jackson added three more

points and the Knicks were ahead

to stay 97-90.

Bradley finished with 25 points,

Frazier added 24 and Monroe was

good for 21 for the Knicks Archie

Clark scored 24, Riordan had 21

and Jack Marin 16 for the Bullets

4 40 Redwoods vs. Knurds

Lovers vs. Hickory

Strangers vs Brotherhood

Beta Chi vs. 3M's

Rodney's vs. Aberdeen

Kochlari vs. Zonkers

520 Roaches vs Team
TKB vs Apples

Feeds vs. Wilburs

Munchkins vs. 6 Balls

Mays vs. Trojans

Heads vs. Lions

SOFTBALL
515 Anonymous vs Umms

Greenough vs Quetzals

Dupas vs Bangos
Vikings vs Knowlton

6 15 Maroons vs NWS
Hickory vs. Limes

Munchkins vs. Little Fellas

S&M vs Big"0"
7 15 Gypsies vs Sven

Wilburs vs Untouch
Zonkers vs Texas

Headstarters vs Tubes

8 15 3 Ms vs F Troop

Banditos vs Dutch

Hobbitsvs Cult

Skunk vs Bunkers

9 15 Sticks vsVallics'

Dogs vs Goofs

Holes vs Bands

Team vs. Bodiddieys

10 15 Zoology vs Burners

Math vs Anchorman
Buffaloes vs Lemons
Eagles vs Hoovers

Beavers vs Theta

Otees vs Kappa
Trouts vs Panthers

Grants vs Pipers

Roaches vs Raccoons
Nutsvs Buckeyes
Peanuts vs Ducks
49er's vs Stovers

Lovelies vs Tigers

JQA vs Gang
Whalers vs Strikers

MDC Classifieds

Buy, Sell, Trade

FRIDAY, APRIL 7

Kvening of Dance from the West Indes and Africa

George Howard
Primitive Dance Company

No Admission Charge

Completion of the Martin Luther King Memorial Lecture Series

Dance begins at 8:00 p.m. Campus Center Aud

Dick Stuart

Notices

Notices

CREW...There will be an outdoor

practice this Sunday for all those

women currently engaged in the

Women's Rowing Program A bus

will leave Boyden Gym on Sunday
at 12 noon and at 3 p.m Those
participating should try and attend

this first session Important -Dress

warmly

NAIDAS TRYOUTS-Do you like

to swim? Do you like music 9 Find

out about NAIDAS' Aquatic Art

Club. Instructional sessions
Monday-Wednesday, April 10-12 at

4:45 p.m. Tryouts will be held on

Thursday, April 13, at 4:45 p.m. in

the WoPE pool

WMl A
SPORTS TALK -Sunday night

from 10-11 p.m
Guests -Host Marty Kelley along

with co-host Kent Best welcome
head baseball coach Dick Berguist

and co-captains Brian Martin and

Jim Soracino.

WE SELL
Sound Products

at

Sound PriceS

Radio Shack

of
Amherst

Spaghetti
&

Meatballs

Tossed Salad

Loaf of Garlic Bread

$1.85
at

THE CHEQUERS

If you're In the area, try our

Weekend Special

fri*4
Cktcktn

oo<
Pieces of Chicken, Mashed Potatoes and

gravy, Corn on the Cob, Soft Drink,

| Buttered Roll

Rt. 9, across from Zayres

Students are required by University regulations to live in University

housing unless exempted by being in at least one of the following categories:

1. Married
2. Seniors as of the beginning of the 1972 fall term

3. Commuters from the home of parents ( not more than 40 miles)

In addition, students who will become 21 during the 1972-1973 school year

may apply for exemption.

Under Extreme Circumstances, other students not included above, may

request permission to live off campus. All requests are to be initiated w.th the

appropriate Director of the Area in which the student currently resides

As room drawing will take place the week of April 17, 1972 or the Fall

term assignments, students wishing to be considered for special exemption

must pick up applications this week April 3-7 at tfieir Area Director's Office,

obtain the required support materials, and return them to the Area Directors

Office by T2N, April 10, 1972. Each request will be evaluated by the Area Stat

and the student will be notified of the decision on his request prior to the start

of room drawing, April 17, 1972.

THIS WILL BE THE ONLY OPPORTUNITY FOR CURRENTLY
ENROLLED STUDENTS TO REQUEST EXEMPTION FOR THE

FAL^SEMEST^JT 1972. REQUESTS RECEIVED AFTER APRIL 10,

1972 WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR FALL TERM EXEMP-

TIONS.
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Moonmen, Olympians Invade UM
By EARLE BARROLL

When Harvard's track coach Bill

McCurdy shakes at the thought of

meeting another track team then

the moon is made of green cheese,

or maybe its crimson colored.

Harvard's been supreme in New
England track circles during the

preceeding ten years, but now
there's another bully on the
block. ..Northeastern. Three times
over the winter they turned the

moon to green cheese and the

Crimson into losers.

And tomorrow these little green
men will invade UMass along with

another member of the Boston
track clique, Olympian-loaded
Boston University to open the

outdoor track season for the

Redmen at the Llewelyn Derby
track. ( It gets underway at 1 p.m.

)

While McCurdy has been seen

doing the Ivy League shake,
UMass coach Ken O'Brien, doesn't

quiver a bit. (Mayve he doesn't

have time for he has been
preparing his team for tomorrow,
but then again he remembers what
happened last year when Nor-

theastern came to UMass under
the same circumstances and had to

win the relay (last event) to save
face, 78-75.

"Last year we trailed by 32

points midway into the meet,"
O'Brien recalls, "but then we
picked up momentum from there

on in and actually had the lead

going into the final event."

Indeed, the Huskies are stronger

this year, B.U. is a team loaded

with five outstanding individuals,

but O'Brien is not counting green

cheese by any stretch of the

imagination.

"I see the meet as another close

one like last year," he said,

"maybe not quite as close. I feel we
have a good team this spring.

iatlg GJollrgian

SPORTS
Northeastern is supposed to be

better than last year and this is a

tough way to open the season

against the best team on our

schedule.

"We'll have a real accurate

barometer of what the team can do

after this meet."
During the indoor season

O'Brien's strategy centered

around training through dual

meets and pointing more to the

championship events at the

season's end. Again in outdoors

this will be his blueprint, but he's

looking for more results from his

athletes.

"We know what the kids can do

now." he said. "Realizing that

there will be bad weather in April

we'll be looking to peak for the last

couple of weeks in May (the

championship meets).

"However, I do expect better

performances along the way than

we had indoors The kids are that

much more mature."

As for tomorrow's meet the

sprints and hurdles hold the key to

UMass' chances. "If we could

erupt in both these events."

O'Brien emphasized, "it could be a

close meet."
"In spring track there are 20

events and these two come right in

the middle and if they fall our way
they could swing the momentum to

our side like last year."

With three teams there's always

the possibility of one negating the

other in certain events. And while

the key lies in the sprints and
hurdles they could also be dashed

by both BU and NU which are very

strong in both. over 30 athletes who placed in this

The remaining 18 events are winter's indoor championships and

packed with super performers. 10 individual champions or run

Between the three teams there are ^neruDS in their events.

JIM GRAVES WILL be counted on heavily when the Redmen do

battle with Northeastern and Boston University this weekend. The
hurdles is a key event for the Redmen-this is where the team will

need a great effort to have any chance of staying with NU.

Crew Gets Spring Fever Bruins Stifled 4-3
By ERANK ANTOSIEWICZ

Tomorrow at 1:00 the Crew team will be on the

Connecticut River at Middletown. Conn, competing in

the Spring Fever Regatta After going South

(Princeton, NJ) during the Spring Recess for fun in

the sun, the rowers, according to Coach Mike Faherty

are ready.

At the Ivy graced campus, the Crew team practiced

with double sessions, morning and afternoon, on the

water. Scrimmages were held against Princeton and

Rutgers (third in the country last year). Though the

oarsmen were edged by both rivals by a length, the

tune up gave them a needed taste of competition, the

first time this year, and a respite from the grueling

practice sessions. Time on the water, which means so

much to the team's overall cohesion as a group, has

been made up and they are now only 20 miles off last

year's pace. So far, the odometer reads 190 miles.

Six schools will be vying for victory. Along with

UMass-Marist and Wesleyan are among the favored.

Stoney Brook, Villanova and the Merchant Marine

Academy will also take part in the festivities. Marist

College will be the boat to beat as they have just

returned from two weeks in Florida and have been

giving out seven scholarships a year just for crew.

Wesleyan has the biggest boat physically it has had in

a long time. Not much is known about Stoney Brook,

but Villanova has been on the water since January 1

and the Merchant Marine Academy has just added
crew to its sports list in the last few years.

Five boats will represent UMass in the 1700 meter
race upstream, as a varsity eight, JV eight, varsity

four and two freshmen eight shells are being entered.

Averaging 195 lbs/man, the varsity shell includes

Junior Mel Streim in the bow. Junior Ted Fitzpa trick

in the second spot. Junior Jeff Allen, third, 6'6

Sophomore Rich Clair, fourth. Heavyweight (at 210.

the heaviest on the squad) Senior Chris Hodson, fifth,

Jr. Al Flanders, sixth Jr. Billy Moran, seventh, and
Jr. Paul Winchell at stroke Senior Bob Jayes is the

guiding light at coxswain.

The varsity four man shell is led by Captain Rick
Jones at stroke, Clay Morin, Jim Kennedy, Tony
Joneck, and coxswain Jeff Sheehan keep in tune with

their leader in the quest for victory.

The attitude is very ambitious towards the gliding

across the water. Everyone is very co-operative and
stress teamwork rather than individual effort. Coach
Faherty terms this, "the ideal situation to coach and
compete in."

With the predicted weather for tomorrow being in

the thirties with a possibility of snow or rain, a chilly

but rosy afternoon loams in store for the oarsmen in

the Spring Fever Regatta.

The Masters golf championship is underway and Arnold Palmer gives Tony Jacklin, of England, a big

hug as they wait to tee off. Palmer sits two strokes off the pace as he shot a 2 under par 70 over the

flower-bedecked Augusta National course. Led by a late charge. Jack Nicklaus swept into the first round

lead with a four-under-par 68. The blond and burly Nicklaus stormed past 59-year-old Sam Snead who

ambled out of the mists of history with a brilliant 69.

Paul Harney, the old "Silver Fox" from Sutton, Mass. who gained his spot in the tournament by

winning the San Diego Open in January stood along with Jay Simons at 1-under-par 71.

Nicklaus is gunning for a never-accomplished one year sweep of all the Worlds major championships.

(AP Wirephoto)

In Sudden Death
BOSTON (AP)-Jim Harrison's goal at 2:58 of sudden-death overtime

lifted the Toronto Maple Leafs to a 4-3 victory over the Boston Bruins

Thursday night, squaring their National Hockey League playoff series at

one game apiece.

Harrison, a former Bruin, took a pass from Pierre Jarry on the right

wing and beat goalie Gerry Cheevers with a 30-foot slap shot from beyond

the face-off circle.

The Bruins outshot the Leafs by a 40-22 margin, but Toronto goalie

Bernie Parent, another former Bruin, turned in a brilliant performance

The overtime game was the 16th in history between Toronto and

Boston The Leafs have an 11-4 advantage with one game a standoff in

extra period play.

The Bruins jumped to a 2-0 first period lead on goals by Fred Stanfield

and Phil Esposito.

Toronto broke a string of 201 minutes and 23 seconds of scoreless action

in playoffs against the Bruins as captain Dave Keon stole the puck and

went in solo to beat Cheevers at 1 : 23 of Uie second period.

The Leafs pulled into a 2-2 tie at 3:47 as defenseman Jim McKenny
tipped in Keon's shot while Boston was shorthanded.

The Bruins regained the lead less than a minute later as Johnny Bucyk

scored.

The Leafs managed to tie the count 3-3 midway through the third period

on a goal by Guy Trottier

The best -of-seven series moves to Toronto for the third and forth games
Saturday and Sunday nights. The fifth game will be played in Boston next

Tuesday.

Rangers Fly 5-2
Third period goals by Bill Fiarbairn, Walter Tkaczuk and Ted Irvine

powered the New York Rangers to a 5-2 victory over the Montreal
Canadiens Thursday and into a two-game lead in their National Hockey
League quarter-final playoff series.

With just 20 seconds gone in the final period and both teams shor-

thanded, Fairbairn picked up a loose puck, skated in slowly and tossed a

weak backhander that eluded Montreal netminder Ken Dryden, struck

the left post and bounded into the net to give New York a 3-2 lead.

Then the Rangers, after withstanding a Candien power play, got

another goal with 4 1/2 minutes to play when Fairbairn's pass was taken
by Tkaczuk who blasted it in from short range.
With 1 :23 left and the Canadiens playing without Dryden in favor of a

sixth attacker, Irvine scored into the empty net.

Other scorers for the Rangers were Dale Rolfe and Ron Stewart while
Guy LaFleur and Calude Larose scored for Montreal.
The victory over the defending Stanley Cup champions sends the

Rangers to Montreal for the third and fourth games of the series Saturday
and Sunday.

Redmen Stickers,

Nine Play Yale
For every UMass athlete, the thought of playing against the Ivy League

brings visions like no other teams bring on their schedule. There's
something about the Ivy's that inspires the Redmen. It's also something
about the Yankee Conference that lends to this feeling of inferiority that
leads to an intense rivalry when the Ivy's are mentioned.
Tomorrow afternoon, weather permitting, UMass gets a couple of shots

at the abovementioned league when the baseball and lacrosse teams
travel to Yale.

The Bulldogs are not the cream of the crop in the Ivy's this year.
Dartmouth and Harvard are the tops in baseball of the New England
Ivy's and they'll be at UMass later in the season.
As for lacrosse, Harvard and Brown are tops and they too will be at

UMass later on.

But for now it's the Bulldogs, and both UMass squads will be opening
their northern slates at their expense.

THE GODFATHER • see pages sixteen and seventeen

What You Pay
Is What You Get

BY STEVE TRIPOLI
For the last month or so the Ad

ministration and the Rents and Fees
Committee of the Student Senate have been
in a series of negotiations aimed at setting

all rent and fee prices for next year. In case
you haven't been able to follow the goings
on. here's what happened and what it means
to you in dollars and cents.

First of all is the matter of dormitory rent.

When representatives of the Housing office

first brought their budget to Rents and Fees,

the proposed increase in rent came to $130 a
year for people living in the Quad and
Central (except for Brett and Gorman
Houses), and $107 a year for the rest of

campus except for the Sylvan area, which
was slated for no increase.

On the Saturday following this meeting,
the committeemen met with Chuck Hamp-
ton of Housing and slashed approximately
$400,000 from the proposed budget This

brought the proposed increases below $100 a

year per student

The Administration also proposed some
possible ways of further lowering the in-

crease. These included:

1 ) The closing of one or two dormitories in

order to reduce operating costs. The com
mittee was receptive to this idea and right

now it looks like a good possibility for next

year

And What

You Get Is

What You Pay
Those students who were pessimistic

about finding decent housing at equally

decent rates next term need worry no more.

Likewise, there'll be somewhat of a cut in

the lonely figures who hit the roads with

extended thumbs each morning.

Students are required by University

regulations to live in University housing

unless exempted by being in at least one of

the following categories:

1. Married.

2 Seniors as of the beginning of the 1972

fall term
3. Commuters from the home of parents

(not more than 40 miles).

In addition, students who will become 21

during the 1972-73 school year may apply for

exemption
Umder Extreme Circumstances, other

students not included above, may request

permission to live off campus All requests

are to be initiated with the appropriate

Director of the Area in which the student

currently resides.

As room drawing will take place the week

of April 17, 1972, for the Fall term assign

ments, students wishing to be considered for

special exemption must pick up applications

this week April 3-7 at their Area Director's

Office, obtain the required support

materials, and return them to the Area

Director's Office by 12 N, April 10, 1972.

Each request will be evaluated by the Area

Staff and the student will be notified of the

decision on his request prior to the start of

room drawing. April 17, 1972.

This will be the only opportunity for

currently enrolled students to request

exemption for the Fall semester 1972

Requests received after April 10, 1972, will

not be considered for Fall term exemptions

2) Charging a premium of $100 per year on
single bedrooms. This does not include

singles held by counselors or singles in the

Sylvan Area.

The Administration's rationale for this

was that although single rooms are only

large enough for one person, the increased

privacy of a single warrants an extra

charge. As of Tuesday night this proposal

was officially killed by joint agreement
between Rents and Fees and the Ad-

ministration.

3) A change in the 21 year old policy

making it impossible for a student to move
off campus until he/she is 21 years of age.

The present policy allows for a student to

move off campus any time during the

academic year in which he/she will turn 21.

The committee is firmly against any
change in the 21 year old policy on the

grounds that the problems with housing

were caused by the administration and
students would be made to pay for ad-

ministration's problems if this were done
Nevertheless, it is 99% certain that the

change will go through, since it will cut the

proposed rent increases about $40 per
student.

At this point in time, the committee has
submitted a list of thirteen policy changes to

Housing representatives. These changes
would hopefully cut expenditures that come
out of student rent money and transfer some
of the load which the committee feels

shouldn't belong to the student to the State.

The proposed policy changes are:

1

)

A transferring of the cost of educational

equipment in dorms to the State (it now
comes out of rent) The committee's reason
for this was that the equipment is being used
to teach classes in dorms, and this kind of

expense comes out of State money in non-

dormitory educational equipment, so it

should for the dorms.
2) Sending a deficiency budget (in which

the State would pay the deficit) to the State

legislature. This comes under the rationale

that once again the student should not be
made to pay for management's mistakes.

3) That the State should pay for dorm
security The committee felt that since

students are forced to live in dorms security

should be the University's responsibility.

The administrators have agreed to discuss

the matter
4) A plan to get more student janitors in

dormitories (with the stipulation that there

be no layoffs among present personnel).

5) That janitors and student janitors be
under the supervision of the Area Business
Managers.

6) To keep a dorm open with student

janitors and as little a room charge as
possible for people whose financial aid has
been cut.

7) A five year financial plan to transfer

the cost of manv of these expenditures to the

State

8) That in dorms to which the State retains

the titles all renovations should be charged
to the State

9) That construction companies hired by
the University should be sued if they fail to

carry out their jobs properly.

10) A long range plan to make room and
board optional to all.

11) A total investigation of the Physical
Plant to start before the end of the semester.
12) A staff-student labor committee to be

set up before the end of the semester.
13) The committee's statement of op-

position to the 21 year old policy.

The end product of this series of proposals
by both sides is a raise of $30 in rent (except

Movies are better than ever. See pages ten, sixteen, seventeen and twenty-one.

or the Sylvan area) with the change in the

21 year old policy implemented (against the

will of the committee). The change in the 21

policy is certain to stir up bad feelings

among the approximately 700 students it

affects, but the administrators are going

along with it anyway in the interests of the

other 10,000 dorm dwelling students

Next comes meal tickets The original

Food Services budget put forth by Gerry

Grady and Food Services Director Joel

Stoneham shows a projected $138,000 deficit

This translates into a raise in meal ticket

price of about $7.50 per semester per

student, or $15 a year.

The raise has been killed completely by

the implementation of the 21 year old policy

change in housing This is because the

change will keep about 500 students on

campus and buying meal tickets. This

unexpected windfall of increased meal

ticket sales will make up the originally

projected Food Services deficit.

The proposed raise in the Campus Center

Fee is next on the agenda. Campus Center

manager Terry Grinnan claims that if no

raise is allowed the C.C. will not have

enough capital to attract new business. It

looks like the present $60 per year fee will be

raised to $65, with the hope that in the future

no more raises are requested (some people

are talking about a $100 C.C Fee by 1975

This is a totally absurd price and Rents and
Fees is firmly committed to stopping any
such raise.)

So it's going to cost another $35 to go to

school here next year. That may not seem
like much to most of you, but there are quite

a few people on this campus who are just

getting by now, and the raise could

jeopardize their future here

The problem is that there's an awful lot of

waste on this Campus, and the raises could

have been lowered or stopped if there wasn't

so much of it. The people who work out of the

Physical Plant have been accused of not

doing their jobs in many cases (the com-
mittee didn't order a full investigation of the

Plant for nothing) This is true, and the

students are paying for it. This is not an
isolated case, either.

Rents and Fees is not to blame for this

situation They see it and are trying to

alleviate it wherever possible, but it's a big

job, and meanwhile the students pay
So for a while yet it's not going to be you

get what you pay for Until something is

done in a lot of these areas, it'll remain you
pay for what they waste.
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Poor Richard's After Oscar
One of the funniest and most honest moments to occur at the

annual Academy Awards happened two years ago! Sylvia Miles a

New York-bred stage actress, had been nominated for her graphic

portrayal of an upper-class call girl in Midnight Cowboy and had

traveled to Santa Monica Auditorium for the presentation. At the

moment when the best supporting actress award was given to

Goldie Hawn the camera zoomed in not on the jubiliant winner, but

upon the bedragled Miles, grimicing in disgust and dissap-

pointment.

The moment captured what an Oscar means to a performer or an

artist. It is instant respect, fame, and money from an industry that

takes much and gives little. It makes a careers, revives them, an

Oscar can even make a film. It means more than a two-hour

television extravaganza; it's the institution of near-mythic

proportions which sometimes merits a grimace of disgust, yet

more often awards intelligently and respectfully.

The five films nominated for best picture sharply contrast the

individual director with the mammoth Super-studio product. Two

pedestrian spectacles, Nichola* and Alexandria and Fiddler on the

Roof were studio-pushed and can easily be dismissed as films

worthy of being the best of any year. The battle is between three

diverse and genuinely impressive films. The most popular of which

is The French Connection, a breath-takingly gritty police thriller

which literally assaults the viewer with a skillful blend of violence

intrigue and suspense. Gose by in popularity is Stanley Kubrick s

masterful adaptation of Anthony Burgess's frightening portrait of

the future A Clockwork Orange. The film is a devastaung mixture

of complex thematic and cinematic elements played for both

humor and pathos. It has claims to being the best, this honor will

undoubtably fall to the more conventional, but equally fine. The

Last Picture Show. It has claims to being the year's best work of

Hollvwood new-realism which straightforwardly tells the story of

three voung people's coming of age in a desolate Texan town during

the Early Fifties. Effectively filmed in black-and-white, it is a

sharp, searing work that proves meoldrama can be art. PR picks it

as the probable Best Picture winner.

In the acting categories, the omissions are as obvious as some of

the decent but hardly "best" performances nominated The best

actor award is split between three Americans and two a Britisher,

and an Israeli This column picks Gene Hackman to take the trophy

for his crude, rank Popeye in French Connection. His clearest

challenger and this column's favorite is Peter Finch, the warmly

human Dr. Daniel Hirsh in Sunday. Bloody. Sunday. Also in con-

tention are Walter Matthau. the sentimental favorite for Kotch.

George C Scott, this time for Hospital and Topol for Fiddler.

Missing but worth noting are Jean-Louis Triginant for The Con-

formist, Dirk Bogarde for Death in Venice, and Malcolm Mc-

Dowell, our favorite actor this past year, for his superb Alex in

Clockwork.
.

The best actress is much easier to choose Here Jane Fonda s

dynamic, engrossing call girl in Klute takes her all British com-

petition Coming in a close second could be last year's winner

Glenda Jackson in Sunday, and closing out the list are Vanessa

Redgrave as the tragic Mary Queen Of Scott, Janet Susman as

another tragic queen in Nicholas and Alexandra, and Julie Christie

as the opium-smoking madam of McCabe and Mrs. Miller.

In the supporting categories The Last Picture Show should take

all. Best supporting Actor undoubtably will be Ben Johnson as the

moving Sam the Lion in that film His only competition comes from

Leonard Frye in Fiddler who nonetheless runs a poor second

PR finds the Supporting Actress award one of far stiffer com-

petition with four of the five women named all deserving the honor.

We favor Ellen Burstyn as the bitchy mother in Picture Show

against Cloris Leachman in the same film, Margaret Leighton's

superlative performance in The Go-Between, and the surprising

Ann-Margret in Carnal Knowledge.

The other major categories are direction, script, and foreign

film. Taking up the latter, the best foreign film will probably be

Victoria DeSica's Garden of the Finiz-Continis, a deeply human

analysis of the elimination of Italian Jewry during Mussolini's rule

The script category falls into two categories; original and adapted

The original should go to critic-novelist Penelope Gilliat for Sun-

day. Bloody, Sunday and the adapted will undoubtably go to Peter

Bogdanovich and Larry McMurty for Last Picture Show.

Bogdanovich will probably cop himself two statuettes as the Best

Director award will fall to him. Simply the most capable, startling,

and compelling direction was that of Stanley Kubrick and he and

his Clockwork Orange will make for Bogdanovichs stiffest com-

petition.
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The Unmaking of A Candidate

The results in Wisconsin have, to say

the least, changed the fabric of the

Presidential race. A month ago Geroge
McGovern was on a one-way trip to ob-

scurity, a place he stagnated for quite

some time before making a seemingly

futile stab at the Presidency. He was
eclipsed by a good number of Democratic
stalwarts. In first place was Ed Muskie,

who from his own advisors to George
Gallup, had already clinched the

nomination. All he need do was prove

himself in the primaries. Then came New
Hampshire, which snubbed its neighbor

from Maine, and Florida, which found the

simple rhetoric of Humphrey and
Wallace more appealing. Muskie needed
Wisconsin but from the results of

Tuesday's primary they obviously didn't

need him. For an analysis of this man's
problem in gaining friends and winning

important primaries, see Philip

Christopher's analysis of Wisconsin on

page 13
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Page thirteen

Mauling "The Godfather
5 5

The sight of Father and Son is touching,

isn't it? That is, of course, unless they

happen to be the most powerful un-

derworld figures you ever could hope to

meet, and just happen to be in the process

of planning family revenge. Then how
touching is it? Well, don't lose too much
sleep because their both characters in

Mario Puzo's The Godfather which has

recently exploded on the screen. Poor
Richard's attempts to investigate this

latest screen rage with Bob Nesti and Jim
Lavrakas teaming up on the centerfold

pages. Take a look at an expose of cor-

porate America and a revisitation of a

great Hollywood myth.
Pages sixteen and seventeen

The Epidemic Is On

Sit back, meditate, and let yourself be

wisked back to the days when you were in

high school. "Your high school days are

the best days of your life", you were

always told, remember? Now that you

have a chance to look with hindsight,

were they really? Donald Robadue thinks

not. In his condemnation of what comes
out of high schools he also takes a look at

what the college produce is. Find out how
much hope there is on page 15

Page fifteen

Roaring To Greater Heights

There are all kinds of sparkling new
additions to this week's edition of

everyone's favorite weekly magazine.
This very page sports our own Oscar
Picks, a welcome relief from the frantic

revoluntionaries that once haunted the

page. Then, page twelve takes on a new
look while calling itself "Turning
Points ". It's Poor Richard's own special

recipe for trivia stuffing. Jumping back a

page there is the never-ending battle with

our pen pals. The Women make their

debute farther on with their story on the

Valley Women's Center. Taking a turn

towards the musical arts our album
pages contain the most recent from Lee
Michaels, Brinsley Schwarz, Little Feat,

and who knows what else. Find out for

yourself on pages eighteen and ninteen.

Keeping in the musical spirit, but sinking
into despondency is Jim Lavrakas' look

at a disaster of a concert which took place
in Springfield last month and featured
Savoy Brown, and others. Movies upon
movies in this issue! Minnie and
Moskowitz is looked at as a finely funny
flick and Mary Lour Gordon looks at

Hospital as equally fine satire. Old Faith-
ful, Frank Johnson makes sure you know
about the maintanence of your stereo
equipment. Weekend overfloweth in the
end, giving two pages of goodies for your
enjoyment.

Correspondences To Poor Richard's

MS-ERY
(This following personal statement is in

reference to the articles that have been

printed in the Collegian regarding Women's
Liberation. As personal statement, it is an
attempt to describe the movement as it

relates to - as it is - our lives.

)

I am tired of looking at the world as

though it were out of my control. I am hurt

from years of saying 'they' - kicking at

closed doors. I am becoming angry, hearing

of the 'revolution,' as if it could be a magic,

fixed point in time. For I am learning, as of

late, that the revolution begins when I

decide to control my life, and to realize that

I am capable of effecting change.

To even begin to control my life involves

unlearning a lot of things - roles and at-

titudes that I've internalized - scarcely

knowing it. It involves discovering what is

essentially me - and how I am in relation to

the world. As a woman, it involves knowing

about my own body, and being comfortable

in it. At the same time, I want to keep in

mind that it is no accident that there is so

much to work through.

It is no accident because keeping people

out of touch with themselves is an effective

means of keeping them out of touch with

each other. To be a woman, to be told to 'be'

only in relation to man, is incredibly

isolating. I must be honest in each of my
personal relationships, seeking to achieve a

humanness-eliminating roles, transcending

barriers and defenses. We must begin to

support each other - to realize that in the

process we will change the shape of our

lives.

We must begin to support each other in

new and different ways - by not supporting

oppressive institutions - by working
collectively to develop new patterns of

thinking, new ways of living. We must

develop alternative institutions, free of

structures that keep people less human.

At some point, we must all learn that the

personal is the political. To separate them is

to lose control of our lives. It seems to me
that many people can't make that con-

nection in regard to the women's liberation

movement. In "Marat/Sade" Peter Weiss

speaks of Charlotte Corday. "And so she

jecame tired of her isolation. . and decided

to be part of the revolution." That's a damn
good reason to me. And I think women are

coming to realize that.

Dolly Douchette

Break on through

to the other side

Dear Sisters...? Dear Brothers .? Dear

Folks...?

What greeting can I use that won't be

twisted into hatred, bitterness or

isolationism? For you who didn't march in

the International Women's Day Rally, or

attend the subsequent events, for you who
have never attended a women's group, for

you who have felt angry or hurt by the

restriction of men from many women's

functions. . . how can I begin to clarify

without seeming patronizing?

Maybe you read Frank Baglione's article

in the March 10 issue of Poor Richard's, i

read it and got that same tired feeling that I

always do when I read the hundreds of

similar articles by the Baglione's of the

press. Besides the annoyance and disgust at

the bad literary quality and the worse

coverage (sic), there was a certain pain and

anger because this time it was me and my
friends that he was slandering. But the fear

didn't come until I realized that not only

might you have read the article. . maybe

you believed him.

As I set about writing this letter, still as a

kind of casual attempt to set straight' a few

misconceptions, the real danger came to the

surface. For every sincere statement about

the Women's Liberation Movement, or

about my own feelings, thoughts etc., there

arose the ghosts of a thousand snide

editorial cliches, twisting and shimmering

around my words and transforming them

into the stereotyped ravings of the

"Women's Lib Chick". If you believe this

stereotype then maybe you'll never come to

any Women's Liberation activities because

you think that in order to do so you must

renounce all that is familiar and loved and

become a cold, hard man-hating demoness.

And if you believe that then you won't be

there to remind me of what it's like to begin

to change . I'll be isolated and in isolation

lies the peril of becoming what the media

says I am. Perhaps I write this as a sort of

purification rite for ideas that have been

stolen and soiled.

In my own dealings with the thoughts and

personalities of the Women's Liberation

Movement I have found it to be as un-

structured and diverse as the growth of any

wild flower, yet as purposeful as the vine

that breaks down stone walls. When anyone,

regardless of their intentions, tries to lay out

the qualifications for a "Women's
Liberationist" don't believe them. Take
their words for the personal statement that

they are. In the true spirit of any liberation

movement, weigh them for yourself, judge

them for yourself and above all, decide for

yourself.
Myma Swartz

Needless Nesti
To The Editor,

It is once again perplexing to read a piece

of film criticism as shallow as Bob Nesti's

review of Cabaret (Poor Richard's, March
23, 1972) which only proves this writer's

consistency in lack of judgement and taste.

What ever makes Mr. Nesti think he can

write is a sublime instance of self-delusion

and each subsequent review is ample proof

that knowledge of cinematic trivia cannot

compensate for either good style or in-

sightful conclusions.

His Cabaret is a case in point; a

thoroughly insipid piece of mimicry (read

Pauline Kael?) which attempts to idolize a

mediocre, infantile, song-and-danee social

drama watered down from the original to

keep theater parties and matinee ladies

thinking they were seeing important

historical documentation. All Cabaret ef-

fectively succeeds in doing is bowderize

some fine stories of Christopher Isherwood

and in the rather tedious process make some

insipid conclusions about the relationship

between the German social conscience and

the rise of Nazism. If our astute reviewer

had bothered to check the source material

he would have realized that Isherwood had

very little to say about Hitler or his rise to

power. It was a reflection of Berlin in 1931,

not a documentation of facts and events, and

as a reflection tells us more about the

German psyche than any number of singing

storm troopers could ever be able. Where

amorality was rampant in Isherwood's

story, it is only coyly portrayed in Cabaret.

Everything here is cutesy with a sen-

timental sordid feel for the time. Isher-

wood's talentless, extremely interesting

Sally Bowles is transformed into a coy,

charmless young lady who prime drives are

successful sexual encounters and stodgy

and athletic nightclub performances. If the

latter was any indication of the former, it is

obvious why little Sally never made it out of

the murky Kit Kat Klub.

And Isherwood's objective narrator has

become the time's vacant conscience. The

original young man knew better, one would

say, than to think he could change the ob-

vious currents of his time. He rather ob-

served, unlike the film's Brian Roberts who
participates in everything, from moral

repugnation of Nazism to pansexuality. If

Brian is "a camera", as Isherwood referred

to then its the first instance of a seemingly

passive object participating in what it

supposedly records. The Brian of the story

not only pathetically attempts to outstorm

troop Nazi's, but has an affair with the

promiscuous Miss Bowles (hardly found in

the original Berlin Stories). They even part

with Brian's leaving Berlin which shows

quite a bit of imaginative interpretation on

scriptwriter Jay Allen's part. In the original

"Sally Bowles" the hero never knows what

happens to the girl, and that's what makes

the story charming.

Here we know exactly what happens to

Sally in a pig-headed, blood-and-guts ren-

dering of the title tune < "life is a cabaret, old

chum. . .
") unbearably performed by Liza

Minnelli Mr. Nesti's ravings about this

young lady's performance only prove his

genuine lack of knowledge about the

mechanics of a good performance. She is an

overblown, overlycute caricature of every

role she has attempted in the past, from

Charlie Bubble* to Sterile Cuckoo. Worse

she conjures memories of her late mother

and makes pathetic imitation of a woman
whose greatness only occasionally shone

through her general mediocrity. Unlike

Judy Garland, Liza Minnelli hasn't even

sparks of being any better than a babbling

bore whose singing reaks of mimicry and

whose acting falls short of even being

considered abominable.

Cabaret falls apart early with its boring

love story and compounds its error with

infantile political commentary. It is a

footloose attempt at art that's embarrasing

at best and Mr Nesti's praising of it only

again proves his ineptness of understanding

films But his being cajoled by piece of

Feiffer
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musical comedy trash is typical. He may
revel in "divine decadence" but the more

thoughtful film viewer beware.
With all due respect,

Stanley Simon

Frank
9

s Fixation

To the Editor;

Does Frank Baglione have anything on his

mind besides bare tits shaking breasts anc
feeling his way through a double feature? It

seems to me that the man has fixated on a

certain part of the female anatomy and
perhaps that is why he doesn't use much of

his intellect or power of observation to

review the Little Latin Larry "greaser

concert with much presence of mind. He is

so ingrossed with girls in white blouses and
purple zippered costumes that he fails to

enjoy the music with the other people.

Mr. Baglione the unquestionable experts

of stylus and speaker fame, just doesn't write

about the things that go into "the" past; he

wants everyone at Latin Larry's to relive his

past. I think he wrote his article by looking

through his scrapbook. He probably knew
lots of Frans and Ronnies and Sheilas and
Shirleys and his visit to the concert just

couldn't compete with his nostalgic

memories, of when he was a boy. Obviously

Frank is a lot more, uh, mature, than the

usual UMie and he just couldn't stop himself

from recounting the days of his "true"

greaserhood. I think that's where he made
his mistake
Most of us on this campus didn't grow up

in the fifties. We were just being bom. We
don't care if Bob Luman or the Bel Notes

sang songs older than Sputnik, OUR oldies

but goodies were the "Gloria's" and

"Heatwaves" and "Shouts" of the more
recent past That's nostalgia to us what's

wrong if we get it If one was expecting the

"real" greaser tunes I think Frank might

have a valid complaint, but since his was
only one of few disappointments I think he

just might be better off if he pegged up his

pants and crawled over to Chicopee or

Ludlow for the "real" thing I don't think

he'll find it even there, but it'll get him out of

our hair for a while.

Ethel Monroe

Groovin ' and
Cruisin

'

To the Editor:

I found Little Latin Larry to be a dynamite

concert and whatever Baglione may say to

the contrary only shows his strpidity. All my
friends and myself dressed up sweet and

sharp and "trucked" over to the ballroom

where we drank our beer and grooved on the

music just like our brothers and sisters did

way back when. I don't care that Larry

didn't sing the real oldies, they're really

boring anyhow. I got off on all the vintage

early Sixties stuff

Philip Webster
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Turning Points

Every ten years, the British film

magazine "Sight and Sound"
compiles a list of international film

critics' choices for the Ten Best

Films of all times. As with all such

lists, they represent only a sam-

pling of great films and, more
importantly, the shift in trends

film critics often exhibit.

The composite list of over fifty

leading critics went as follows in

Citizen Kane (Welles, 1941)

La H&gle du Jeu (Renoir, 1939)

Battleship Potemkin (Eisenstein,

1925)

8-1/2 (Fellini, 1963)

L'Avventura (Antonioni, 1960)

Persona (Bergman, 1967)

The Passion of Joan of Arc

(Dreyer, 1928)

The General (Keaton/Bruckman,

1926)

The Magnificient Ambersons
(Welles, 1942)

Ugetsu Monogatari (Mizoguchi,

1953)

Wild Strawberries (Bergman,
1957)

Kane again finished first, as it

had ten years ago. The final con-

sensus exhibits little change in the

conscious noting of classics prior to

1960. Only Persona and 8-1/2 were

picked from the past decade and

both were works by the established

masters Fellini and Bergman.
Another striking change is the

omission of The Bicycle Thief,

which topped the list twenty years

back. The underground, almost

independent, political film is

completely missing. The emphasis

has been on the better crafted

works of established directors. The

only major addition in ten years

has been the rediscovery of Buster

Keaton as more just a deadpanned

comedian and a true film genious.

Individual choices otherwise

split films into three loosely

defined categories. First, not the

largest in volume, but rather in

individual emphasis, were those

critic John Simon would label

"art". These are best represented

on the above list. The more en-

compassing second group are

those films which represent fine

cinematic craft, far more en-

tertaining and immediate than

profound. These are works of

Hitchcock, John Ford. Stanley

Kubrick, Howard Hawkes, Preston

Sturgis, Chaplin, DeSica, and
Francois Truffaut.

The third group are works of

pure whimsy or wonder Hollywood

banality. These include such films

as Butch Cassidy. A Star is Born.

Imitation of Life. West Side Story,

and Sex and the Single Girl which

represent little more than

Hollywood at its charmless best.

Poor Richard's was presump-
tuous enough to make up its own
list which definitely points to the

generally low-brow nature of our

critics' perspective toward film.

Without further comment, our

favorites are:

Intolerance. Potemkin. The
General, King Kong, The Triumph

of the Will, Citizen Kane, Miracle

at Morgan's Creek, Singin' in the

Rain, Paths of Glory, The Seventh

Seal, The 400 Blows, Psycho, Long
Day's Journey Into Night, 8-1/2,

Blow-Up, and A Clockwork
Orange.

IT'S FRIGHTENING to think of

a disease being treated as a crime.

But the American Medical News
reports that a law recently passed
in Memphis authorized the police

to quarantine people "suspected"
of having venereal disease for up to

11 days for examination and
treatment. The law was enacted to

combat an "epidemic'' of both VD
and prostitution.

*

Guess the gender of the author of

these paragraphs from the

February 28 edition of the Evening

Globe:
"Not every woman wants to be

known as "Ms." despite the loud

demands of a vocal segment of

womanhood.
"Witness Mrs Shirley Caproni of

Peabody who says, "I don't want to

be known as a Ms." I worked too

hard to become a 'Mrs.'
'

A reader wrote that she is

working on a book entitled "The
Un-Society," a series of essays.

Part of it deals with original

marriage ceremonies written by

the participants. She already has

quite a bit of information, but

wants to hear from anyone who
constructed their own ceremony

about the specifics: the vows, the

circumstances, the reasons, the

results. No pay, just a copy of the

finished book to all who respond.

Write Doral Chenoweth, 716 Wide
Away Hills, Bremen, Ohio 43107.

would cancel the existing law

which places the burden of proof

for safety on the company.

PEOPLE DEVISE some strange

ways of "personalizing" their

marriages these days—it seems to

have to do with common interests

replacing common beliefs. One
unique but not untypical example
recently involved two Volkswagen

fans who were introduced by their

favorite mechanic: he married

them using a VW wrench as a wand
and reading "vows" from the

service manual. I also heard about

Kane The greatest film of all time.

Among the election year han- two ham radio operators who got to

douts is a bill pending before know each other over the airwaves

subcommittee Number 2 of the and *'£* unseen
"

*a6 a ^'f
House Judiciary Committee which conducted from their separate

would authorize the Court of rad,os and broadcas over the

Claims to recompense the airwaves to all their friends in

manufacturers, packers and tne nam wor,d

distributors of cyclamates for their DESPITE the incredible growth

losses—estimated at more than over the past few years, organic

$100 million. Ostensibly this bill, produce is still being sold at

introduced by the conservative terribly inflated prices. The
Florida Congressman Sisk and reasons for this have more to do
unaccountably co sponsored by with supply than demand Most
such liberals as William Kasten- fruits and vegetables are still

meier (Wisconsin) and Don Ed- airshipped in from California to

wards (California), is to help the individual stores: there's no
California Canners and Growers distributor Food grown nearer to

coop which was nearly wiped out home by small communal groups

by the ban on cyclamates in 1969. often spoils because tiny farmers

Actually, most of the money will go can't meet trucking costs up front

to the big bottling companies: Coca and local markets can't absorb it

Cola. Seven-Up. Pepsico, etc. all. Big organiteers are working to

Pepsico is headed by Nixon's good solve the shipping problem and
friend and former law firm client, have hopes for a strip of

Don Kendall Biggest pay-out of all distributor-fed stalls that would
will be to Abbott Laboratories, the service stores and shoppers,

major cyclamate manufacturer Meanwhile, smaller groups are

Although the staff of the Justice working to combat the problem. A
Department opposed the group of 10 individual organic

cyclamate bill, they were farmers upstate who faced
overridden by Deputy Attorney spoilage problems last year
General Kleindienst. combined their resources
The cyclamate legislation would (350acres) with the idea of planting

repay large companies which to order this spring. They want to

deliberately ignored research that take orders for specific lots of

showed cyclamates to be specific crops from supermarkets,
dangerous In addition, it would co-ops, and restaurants, and ab-

establish a precedent that com- sorb trucking costs. Spring
panies are to be indemnified planting has begun: for more in-

against mistakes by having the formation write "The Farm." R.

government insure their ad- D. 2, Box 33, McDonough. New
ventures in the market place. That York 13801, or call 607-647-5551.

"Blues are part of the black way
of life," says famed blues singer

and guitarist B.B. King in an ar-

ticle in the current issue of Words

& Music magazine.

In trying to explain how
meaningful the blues are to himself

and to other blacks brought up in a

plantation atmosphere or in any

atmosphere of poverty and want in

a land of plenty, B.B. puts it this

way:
"The blues are a feeling. If a guy

sings the blues it's about hard

times, women, not having enough

to eat, or maybe because he needs

more money or just wants to be

happy. White or black people can

have the blues, but it's absolutely

certain that mostly black people

have them in one form or another.

"For me. I express that feeling

in my songs," continues B.B. in the

Words & Music article. "It's a

feeling of release. You get so heavy

inside that you feel like crying.

Sometimes I do cry while singing.

My singing helps me feel better

afterward. It also tells other people

how I feel

"So if I cry while I sing it helps

me laugh at things when I'm not

singing. It doesn't help by being

mean and bitter. You have to go on

living and you should try and be as

pleasant as you can.

"Singing the blues has always

helped to keep me going. You could

say that singing the blues keeps me
one step ahead of the blues. It's my
way of expressing what's in my
heart and even today it makes me
feel less alone

"Singing the blues is the B.B.

King form of psychotherapy." "It

makes me feel better and at the

same time it brings happiness to

other people."
• • •

Bernie Taupin. the famed
lyricist for much of Elton John's

best work, makes his debut as a

producer with the next David
Ackles album The album for the

pianist-composer-singer will be cut

in England where a strong Ackles

cult has developed.
• • •

Newport Jazz Festival producer

George Wein recently said "The

Newport Jazz Festival is not dead

and I hope to have it back in Rhode
Island in the near future."

Meanwhile, plans for the 1972

Festival call for it to be held July

1st through July 9th in New York

City with 27 events scheduled for

Carnegie and Philharmonic Halls.

Yankee Stadium and the city's

parks, streets and theaters.

MUSIC NOTES

Folk-rock group Pink Floyd has

been asked to write the music for a

ballet with Rudolf Nureyev to be

presented at the Palais Royal in

Paris and on European television.
» • •

Mann's embarrassment at an
introduction during one of his

many concerts on a Japanese tour.

According to Herb, the Japanese
m.c. announced, "And now, Herbie

Mann, the world's greatest frute!

"

Richie Havens has found a way
to break into movies. Havens wrote

the flick. "We Should Always Part

Much Wiser -But We Never Do,"

with Gary Keys, and he wrote in a

part for himself.
« « »

Reprise will release two more
albums by rock star Jimi Hendrix,

who died last year. One album,
already available and featuring

live performances, is titled

"Hendrix in the West." and the

other, "Last Warriors," is his final

studio work.
• • •

Negotiations are underway with

major publishers for a photo book
on Paul McCartney, as seen
through the eyes and lens of his

wife.

New Releases

New Releases or "Works in

Progress"
Monassas -Steve Stills

New Crosby -Nash
Lennon and Mothers Live at

Fillmore

Joy of Cooking Live

Fleetwood Mac -Bare Trees

Mothers "Just Another Band
from L.A.

History of Eric Clapton

Bobby Witlock

Jethro Tull -Thick as a Brick

Kinks Kronickles
Canned Heat
Delaney and Bonny
Al Kooper--A Possible

Projection of the Future

Hot Tuna -Burgers

Blood, Sweat and Tears-
Greatest Hits

Elton John (recorded in

France I

George Harrison
Van Morrison
The Band Live

The Rolling Stones -tentatively

titled "Eat It" -A double
record due any day.

W.C. Fitldt — Throo Stooges

Laurel and Hardy — Charlie Chaplin

and The Roadrunntr Cartoon
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BY PHILIP CHRISTOPHER

Very much wanting to enjoy the

enthusiasm of the vociferous young
crowd, George McGovern, stan-

ding tall and solid behind the flood

of microphones, nevertheless
expressed caution and control. Too
much optimism, too many ac-

colades, might just lead one on a

Muskiesque trip to the showers, he

must have been thinking. Yet, in

defiance of the old value of

humility, someone in the crowd
shouted, "When you're hot, you're

hot." And did they ever cheer.

Lonesome George, the Midwest
preacher, had finally won a

primary. Throughout his colorless

campaign, opinion polls had never

given McGovern over 5%. He had

been called everything from
stalking horse to one-issue can-

didate to kitchen sink. But with a

fanatically dedicated staff, a year

of hard honest work on the road

and continuous appeals to the

grass roots voter to accept him as a

viable candidate. George's horse

finally paid off.

The results oi Wisconsin's

primary did much more than

simply launch McGovern as a

serious contender for the

Democratic crown. Perhaps the

most important role the state

played was in cleaning off the

cluttered Democratic shelves.

Also-rans, such as Hartke, Mills

and Chisholm were listlessly

brushed aside Eugene McCarthy,

the man who humbled the

President here in 1968, was barely

able to make the "Other" column.

Hopefuls Jackson and Lindsay

were not any more generously

handled. A mere four remain:

McGovern, Wallace. Humphrey
.nd Muskie.

was cheerful as usual yet obviously

stunned.

"I don't want to complain," he

said, "but I only had three weeks."

Humphrey's excuse well explains

his defeat to McGovern, who had
been working in Wisconsin for

almost a year. Yet it fails to ex-

plain his loss to Wallace. The
Alabama governor had spent a

mere 8 days in the state.

Nevertheless, Humphrey
emerged from Wisconsin a

stronger candidate. For the second
consecutive time, he has shown his

ability to outrun Muskie, an im-

portant fact in the minds of the

party regulars. In Pennsylvania,

where he is generally considered

the frontrunner, Humphrey could

launch himself convincingly off the

Florida campaign and it was also

he who first harped on the tax issue

in Wisconsin. Wallace's out-

standing track record in the

primaries he has chosen to par-

ticipate in prove that "gut" issues

have their value, not to mention
their reward.

Heading into the Eastern
primaries, the Democratic puzzle

begins to clear up. Of the six

serious contenders, Lindsay and
Jackson now have fallen out.

Lindsay officially announced the

demise of his campaign and
Jackson is expected to do likewise

in the near future. The Washington
Senator may hang on until the

Oregon primary yet it is doubtful

whether that state will give him
any further hope.

stated his displeasure with the

Muskie campaign. Coming on the

eve of the primary there and with

Humphrey surging into Muskie
strongholds, what Shapp did, in

essence, was to hand a goodly

share of Pennsylvania's delegates

(total: 182) over to Humphrey.
Meanwhile, in Massachusetts,

George McGovern's extensive
organization is grinding away. At

this point, three weeks before

polling day, McGovern is con-

sidered to be neck and neck with

Muskie. All indications point to a

double defeat for Muskie on April

25th. McGovern and Humphrey are

taking the crutches away from the

already crippled Muskie cam-
paign. And adding insult to injury,

both Midwestern Senators

Of the Big Four. McGovern
clearly outshone the others.

Although his ultimate victory in

Wisconsin had been predicted, his

margin had not Most important,

however, was 'he fact that the

South Dakotan ran strongly not

only in university districts, but also

in white collar, blue collar and

farm areas. McGovern even made
heavy inroads in South Milwaukee,

the predominantly Polish district.

McGovern's appeal on the left

had never been questioned.

However, his ability to draw solid

support from other classes has

been what has hindered him from

becoming a serious candidate.

New Hampshire voters provided

the Senator with a fair, if not solid,

amount of blue collar support. Last

Tuesday, Wisconsin strongly

upheld the candidates contention

that he is not simply the candidate

of a minority group. The upcoming

contests in Pennsylvania and
Massachusetts should add the final

perspective to the analysis of

McGovern's chances at the con-

vention.

The overriding question raised

by last Tuesday's results is the

future of Ed Muskie's campaign A
rust, a perhaps fatal erosion seems

to have set into the wheels of the

onetime frontrunner. Gracefully

delivering his "win some, lose

some" speech to his supporters

Tuesday night, Senator Muskie

looked like a re-run of last month's

Florida circus

"The press keeps asking me if

I'm going to quit," he said, begging

the crowd to answer negatively.

Predictably, they loyally

responded with a resounding no.

Muskie, smiling, attempting to

soothe the pain of defeat, clearly

and forcefully uttered:

"I don't know the meaning of the

word." Loud cheers surrounded

him. Meanwhile, Wisconsin voters

were driving the meaning of the

word down his throat, as had the

Floridians, and to a lesser degree,

the people of New Hampshire.

Courageously, he refused to choke.

Muskie might have had nothing

else Tuesday evening, but he held

tightly to his dignity in defeat.

Another of the Big Four, Hubert

Humphrey, could have used a dose

of that same dignity. Not only did

he lose first place to his "good

friend" George McGovern, but as

the returns continued to trickle in,

it became obvious that he would

also lose second place to George

Wallace. The Minnesota Senator

Politics

Mapping the

Midwest

An Analysis

of the Wisconsin

Presidential Primary

pad of his 1968 defeat to Nixon.

Of the approximately 40%
Republican crossover vote,

without a doubt the Lion's share

went to George Wallace. Never-

theless, Wallace's performance

was impressive. One cannot un-

derestimate the fact that the

Alabama Governor twice whipped

frontrunner Muskie and the

surging Humphrey. Obviously

appealing to more than just the

dark side of the American
character, many voted for Wallace

not simply to embarrass the party,

but because of Wallace's continual

accent on "gut" issues.

It was he who put the blaring

spotlight on bussing during the

The Big Four are expected to go

all the way, regardless of their

showing in future contests Muskie

undoubtedly has the most to lose.

Aside from not picking up any

physical strength last week, he was
also psychologically slipping. In

New Jersey, former Governor

P chard J. Hughes and Senator

Harrison A. Williams announced

their intentions to run as un-

committed delegates. They had

previously been on the Muskie

slate. And in California. Terry A.

Francois resigned as a Muskie

delegate candidate

Accelerating the slippage in all-

important Pennsylvania last week,

Governor Milton J. Shapp publicly

declared this week that they

considered each other the major

opponent Psychologically, this

leaves Muskie out in right field, or

more specifically, in Maine.

In the upcoming weeks, the

questions of utmost importance

are many. Can the party rally

behind the man who lost the 1968

election 9 Can George McGovern
truly shed his minority image?

Just how strong a bloc of delegates

will George Wallace command''

And will Muskie, down but cer-

tainly not out, be in any way able to

make a comeback''

While the primaries can mean
much they also can settle little. A
sizeable number of delegates will

still be chosen away from the polls

Muskie and Humphrey are almost

certain to corner these. McGovern,
on the other hand, has excellent

chances to pad his total in

Massachusetts, Oregon, California

and New York. Wallace is certain

of Southern support and strong in

the border states. Which leads us to

the inevitable blank wall. Is there

still a chance for an open con-

vention? or will one of the Big

Four, possibly Humphrey or

Muskie, sweep to a first ballot

victory in the final lap?

The final outcome may well be

decided on the merits of individual

strategies. Of the four major
candidates, McGovern's seems to

be the most successful going into

the Massachusetts and Penn-
sylvania primaries. Unlike his

opponents, the South Dakota
Senator has carefully chosen his

states and as a result has yet to be

seriously set back. From a fine

showing in New Hampshire, he

skipped the Florida disaster and
bounced to an impressive victory

in Wisconsin. Ahead: a fine chance

of victory in the Bay State.

McGovern is wisely going after the

delegates in Pennsylvania and
playing down the popular vote,

which now is almost certain to go

to Humphrey.
Wallace, also, is picking

carefully. From an astounding

victory in Florida to a more than

respectable second place showing
in Wisconsin. Twice he has stunned

both Humphrey and Muskie.

On the other hand, Senator

Humphrey is still playing catch-up

ball. He has yet to pry away the

much needed support of Edmund
Muskie. Over-optimism could turn

out to be a fatal enemy to the

Minnesota candidate, as it surely

has been to his former running

mate.

On the Republican side, Richard

Nixon rolled up the expected

landslide It seemed a shame that

it could not have been unanimous.

Even with the heavy crossover to

the Democrats, Republicans
nevertheless poured out in record

numbers to give the President a

97% vote of confidence.

None of the three Republicans on

the ballot did any campaigning and

it was thereby difficult to tell

whether or not the President's

policies might have been at issue

Bussing not being an issue in

Wisconsin, there were no voters

who might have been happy with

recent Nixon initiatives to halt the

desegregation program.
Political analysts had also been

watching closely to see whether or

not the recent turn in the tide of the

Vietnam War might have affected

any of the voting. Obviously the

war never materialized as an

issue. Most of the Wisconsin

sentiment was comparable to that

of the rest of the nation: ignore the

new developments, and continue

steady withdrawal.

The Republican convention,

unlike the Democratic, will be

shutting down before the media

can actually set up all its

paraphenalia. With all the talk of

possible new running mates, logic

dictates that there is no necessity

to break up a winning team.

Whatever else Richard Nixon may
be, when it comes to politics, he

runs on logic.

WISCONSIN RESULTS
Popular vote:

McGovern 30%
Wallace 22
Humphrey 21

Muskie in

Jackson h

Lindsay 7

Others 2

Delegate count:

McGovern 54

Humphrey 13

Total delegate count thus far:

Muskie 96-1/2

McGovern 92-1/2

Wallace 75
Humphrey 19

Lindsay 7

Chisholm 6

Mills 1

Uncommitted 162
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Women In Revolt - Part Two
Overcoming the oppressiveness

of the social roles men and women
are expected to play because of

their sex, and redirecting social

and personal habits to allow for

freer women and men are goals

which cannot be accomplished

quickly. Nor can they occur merely

by instituting laws which

guarantee the legal and economic

equality of women to men, such as

abortion on demand laws, equal

pay for men and women doing

equivalent jobs, and government

day care centers. There are, of

course, women's political groups

which are working on these issues;

e.g. the Mass. Women's Political

Caucus, The National Organization

of Women (NOW), and the

iFeminist Party. But an oppressive

social structure cannot be changed

by a few legal reforms. The

women's movement of the 19th and

20th centuries made this mistake

when it united its diverse factions

around a single issue: "give

women the vote!" But voting

power for women without the

social conditions under which

women can be independent and

strong only allows married men

two votes for their candidate

rather than one.

In order to be independent and

strong enough to radically

restructure a society which is

organized around male dominated

institutions (government,
business, education, the army, the

family, the church), women have

to come to cease to be neurotically

dependent on men for their self-

definition ( e.g. I'm Ann, the wife or

lover or mother of John, and

without him I'm nobody) and come

to identify with other women as

allies in the struggle to change

themselves and a hierarchical,

patriarchal society. Such iden-

tifications cannot be done through

massive parties or national

organizations in which women play

rank and file roles to leaders who

relate to them from positions of

authority. Women need to feel a

sense of personal competence and

inner authority. This is best gained

through informal small grassroots

organizations which are sup

portive, active and organized, yel

not rigidly hierarchical as the

traditional political organization

has been. Such decentralized

organization is precisely what is

happening.
All over the country groups like

the Valley Women's Center are

springing up. Women's support

groups. organized welfare

mothers, plans for alternate health

clinics to the dehumanized stan-

dard practice of many AMA
practitioners, abortion centers,

cooperative parent-run day care

centers, and an increasing number

of courses in colleges and in

women's centers on women all

show the rising feminist con-

sciousness. The fact that rallies

around women's issues are few and

small these days only shows that

the main work of the movement is

being done elsewhere. At the

recent Women's Cultural Festival

for example there was a large

turnout to a Women's Theatre

performance, to several poetry

readings, and to a Women and

Their Bodies class, to mention a

few of the many events which took

place. If the Women's Movement

continues to grow in the way it has

in the last few years, the structure

of our society will have to undergo

some major changes in the not-too

distant future.

There is a constant interaction

between the structures of in-

stitutions and the development of

consciousness. Any wide-spread

change in consciousness cannot be

effected without a concommitant

change in institutions and vice-

versa. One such alternative in-

stitution founded to sustain and

The Valley

Women's Center

promote the development of a new
consciousness among women is the

Valley Women's Center located at

200 Main St. in Northampton. Run
cooperatively by women in the

area, the Women's Center is

designed to promote values of

human equality and mutual

cooperation. The Center forms a

base for the development of a non-

hierarchical community where

women can meet to explore their

roles as women in a variety of

ways and where they can forge a

genuine feminist consciousness

The Women's Movement no

longer receives much coverage

from the mass media, except

perhaps for interviews with

former glamour queens turned

liberationists like Gloria

Steinem. This is no reason to

feel that the feminist

movement has somehow given

up the ghost. The mass media

are big business enterprizes,

and serve up news as an en-

tertainment commodity,
creating their own dramatic

packages and molding the

news market in much the same

way the fashion market is

molded by the clothes industry.

The peace movement, the

black movment and now the

women's movement have been

featured in dramatic and

distorted ways for a brief time.

When media men gauge the

public to be satiated with an

item, it is dropped.

The second major reason the

media underplay and give

negative coverage to these

movements is that they have

goals which challenge the

status quo social, political and

economic arrangement of

American society, and media

as corporate industries locked

to corporate advertisers are

firmly tied to the status quo. In

the case of the women's
movement there is an obvious

threat to business if women are

liberated to reject as their

main job consuming com-

modities like clothes and home
furnishings.

The moral of this tale about

the media is that any predic-

tions about the health or

sickness of radical movements

in this country must not rely

merely or the presence or

absence of media coverage.

Superficially it might appear

that the women's movement

has passed its peak in 1972 and

is on its way out. Actually all

that has happened is that it has

passed into another phase of

development.
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community services for

women (and men) of all ages and

social classes. Personal counseling

is available through the Center

from four trained feminist coun-

selors (two clinical psychologists

and two psychiatric social

workers) The Center also offers

vocational, marriage, and

dissemination of these services to

the majority of women.
Other projects run by and for the

community include the free store

and a cooperative day care center.

The free store located on the third

floor of the building, one story

above the Center, serves as a free

exchange for everything from

children's clothes and housewares

to furniture and appliances. The

store is open Tuesday and Sunday

from 1:30 to 3:30 and Monday and

Thursday from 7:30-10.00 p.m. The

cooperative day care center is

designed to promote non-sexist

education and to this end requires

that each parent devote one

morning a week to the center

The Valley Women's Center is

open Monday thru Saturday from

10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Monday

and Thursday evenings from 7:30

p.m. to 10 p.m. - telephone number

586-2011.

The Women's
Institute

A child at play.

These articles were prepared
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through interaction with each

other.

The women at the Center work

through two main types of

organizations: the support and

action groups. The main purpose of

the support groups is "con-

sciousness-raising" through

discussions about the lives,

relationships, and personal

development of the participants,

while the main purpose of the

action groups is to work towards a

specific goal or to explore a par-

ticular subject in depth. Both

Project Self -a program of

women's study connected with U.

Mass. Continuing Education-and

the Women's Institute are

outgrowths of action groups.

In group projects such as the

Writer's Workshop, women work to

develop their creative potential

and to express their growing

awareness about themselves and

their unique historical situation.

The Center publishes the Women's

Journal which contains prose and

poetry written by women in the

Valley. An archive of magazine

and newspaper articles, pam-

phlets, clippings, and newsletters

on subjects relating to the women's

movement is being compiled to aid

women in individual research

projects and to form an historic

record of the development of the

women's movement. There is also

a lending library from which

women may borrow books as they

need them, and which exists on

donations.

In addition to providing alter-

native structures through which

women may realize their creative

and intellectual potential, the

Women's Center provides many

educational counseling as well as

tutoring services for women who

are returning to school. A suc-

cessful program of Welfare Rights

counseling has recently been

coordinated to aid women who

receive or are in need of welfare.

There are six trained welfare

counselors or advocates who
educate women about their welfare

rights and support women involved

in hassles with the welfare agency.

The long-range goal of the

program is to train many women in

the Valley to be their own ad-

vocates.

Another major area of concern is

women's control of their bodies:

Information about birth control,

problem pregnancy, and female

physiology and sexuality is

available. A course entitled Our

Bodies Ourselves written by

women for women is presented in

informal group discussion to high

school and college students in the

area (e.g. U.Mass., Holyoke Street

School, Stoneleigh Burnham
School for Girls) by women from

the Center Based on the principle

that women must understand and

control their own bodies, the

course promotes discussion about

the political implications of

sexuality, and tries to dispell

myths surrounding female

physiology and sexuality. In ad-

dition, birth control and problem

pregnancy counseling are always

available. The women involved in

this area are concerned with

providing a service for women in

need of information about con-

traception and abortion, while at

the same time maintaining a

challenge to established in-

stitutions which block the

An important aspect of the

women's movement is not only

changing societal and cultural

structures, but to create a process

that reflects our goals Working

towards equality and liberation is

as much a struggle within our-

selves and our relationships as

with the system.

The Women's Institute action

group, working out of the Valley

Women's Center, has been

creating a real and workable

alternative to our present

hierarchical structures. It will

make available ideas, knowledge,

and skills both to individuals and to

groups by providing a model of

social alternatives based on

equality, co-operation and sharing

Some specific components of the

institute will include:

Structure: Policy decisions will

be made by consensus of a

representative group whose
membership will rotate at least

every six months, and whose

decisions are subject to review by

the community as a whole.

All work necessary to the

maintenance of the Institute will be

shared on a rotation basis by the

residents.

All human time being of equal

value, all work will be paid at the

same hourly wage.
Maintenance: An experimental

educational program for our

children and for members of all

ages, as well as a community
health care program, will be im-

portant ways in which we learn

about and maintain ourselves.

We will develop office skills,

such as budgeting, decision

making, typing, booklceeping, and

filing.

Residential maintenance will

include the learning of skills

necessary for the upkeep of the

buildings and grounds, such as

plumbing, carpentry, the upkeep

and use of heavy machinery,

farming, forestry and land

management
Education : Generation of ideas-

including courses-related to

women's issues and survival,

counsumerism, female physiology

and sexuality, law, welfare rights,

theories of social change, women's

culture, etc.

Development of a model school

for children of members and others

interested in non-sexist education.

Development and teaching of

artisan skills, including wood-

working, mechanical design, BflUl

shop, weaving, theatre, writing,

ceramics, etc.

Encouragement of ap-

prenticeships inside and outside

the Institute, and the negotiation

for training for women through

vocational, professional, and

academic schools and unions,

business and government
programs.
The Women's Institute will be a

growing complex of projects and

actions, directed by the new and

changing needs of women. It is not

enough to hope for freedom and

equality in the future; our long

range goals cannot be separated

from our present methods of action

and interaction. The Women's
Institute will create processes and

structures free of the hierarchies

that presently limit and degrade

all people.

I saw a woman sleeping In her

sleep she dreamt Life stood

before her, and held in each hand a

gift in the one Love, in

the other Freedom. And she said to

the woman, "Choose!"

And the woman waited long: and

she said. "Freedom'"

And Life said, "Thou hadst well

Chosen If thou hadst said.

Love'. I would have given thee

that thou didst ask for; and

I would have gc le from thee, and

returned to thee no more. Now
the day will come when I shall

return. On that day I shall

bear both gifts in one hand
"

I heard the woman laugh in her

sleep.

Olive Schreiner
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Social Phenomenon

High School : The Blossoming Of Apathy

.....

BY DONALD ROBADUE, JR.

Remember a few years back when you

were in high school. If you were one of those

kids who actually thought about things now
and then, you were aware of a few black

horrors hanging over your head. There was

the Vietnam War, under Johnson, when
upwards of 500,000 men were fighting an

undeclared war everybody used to believe

was okay, and there was a few million

college students protesting the affair. On top

of that there was the threat of nuclear

holocaust that kind of made us all wonder

how long we would be alive. It was the

196o's a time of existential

terror, student activism, protesting, and an

• spirit de corps among youth of 16 to 21.

Gradually something began to happen.

Nixon got elected, you went to college, and

1970 rolled around. May 1970 saw the student

strike breaking out at UMass, where

thousands lolled around on the grass or

packed off early for home. Then it became
apparent the sixties had died and

with it activism, protests, existential

nightmares, terror, black horrors the

whole bit. It lingers on now : people still read

Sartre and Genet, still actively protest the

hundred thousand men in Vietnam, get

upset over things like George Jackson being

killed and Angela Davis being tried, and still

picket for Women's Lib. But the generation

that emphasized such political interest,

bleak visions, and was filled with such in-

dividual energy is gone.

In its place is the current view and

practice of individualized consumption of

purchased pleasures and good things like

sunny days, trees, and flowers, with

toleration and non-interference in what the

other guy' is doing. The future is not so

important for our younger brothers and

sisters, and even for some, if not most of us.

Alas, Charles Reich was right when he said

youth doesn't give a damn about what

happens after graduation as long as the sun

shines today.

I spent a day during spring recess at-

tending classes and talking to students and

faculty at my high school, and I learned a

number of interesting things to back up my
statements. First, some biographical in-

formation about the place.

PHS is a medium sized high school, with

about 1600 students, located in Western

Massachusetts. The students are from

somewhat conservative middle class

backgrounds. The building is an in-

destructible brick and steel miniature of the

Capitol. Since I have been there, most of the

bolted down desks have been removed and

replaced by more comfortable and movable

chair-desk top combinations. Lighting has

been improved, several new rooms opened

in tne basement, and the hallways have been

redone with bright white linoleum tile,

replacing a drab brown floor covering. The

auditorium has been fixed up and the library

renovations completed. I knew it mainly as

a college-prep factory that did its best to

place everybody is some college

somewhere. Most students were transients

back then, and spent most of their high

school days on a double-sessions schedule

that allowed them to work all afternoon,

making money to spend on things like cars

and dates, which meant more to them than

the school did.

Things have changed a little since then.

High school has become, at worst, an an-

noyingly placid way of life. I found myself

rather enjoying the haze and lack of conflict

and strife in the day's proceedings. To get

by, as everyone did in my day, a minimal

amount of effort on homework and half

paying attention in class can give one three

years of comfortable existance, often in-

ducive to a calm sleep. What is alarming

about the situation, to me anyway, is that no

one seems to care about what happens at the

end of the three years of relative peace.

I was surprised to learn that, while many

high school students were still looking

forward to college, it is viewed as a relief

from high school rather than as a looking

towards something better. The pressure to

go to college at all costs is not as strong as it

was for us. In addition, the local community

college is no longer a last ditch 'sure thing'

for students unable or incapable of going

anywhere else. There is a financial squeeze

on state and community colleges

everywhere making competition stiff for

entrance into schools that once took in

everybody who applied. Students now

consider taking a year or two off from school

as an alternative in order to find out what

they would like to do, rather than as a

shameful indication of failure or simply as a

monetary necessity.

College Entrance Exams are not taken as

seriously anymore, doing one's best in every

subject isn't as important, and competition,

academically and athleticaUy, is not as

strong as it used to be in a school notorious

for both. Students are generally more
concerned with having a good time than

with achieving. While there are those who
will work hard and do well no matter what

anybody else does, a good number of

average students seem to have stopped

worrying so much about the rest of their

lives.

If it is true that the worst of all man's ills

is boredom, then PHS is no different from

anywhere else. Clock watching is not a

common practice, unlike at UMass where a

professor can know precisely when the class

has five minutes before its end, because

everyone starts packing up to leave. The

High school has become, at

worst, an annoyingly placid

wav of life.

only place to go in high school is to another

class. A general restlessness begins about

ten minutes after a class starts if the class is

the discussion type. In lecture classes the

teacher faces a wall of blank stares which

fade only after the bell rings for the next

class. In lower division classes restlessness

and sleeping take the place of the blank

stare.

The general complaint by the elite, those

who don't particularly care for high school

yet still want to learn, is that the curriculum

should be improved, and that the teachers

should be more involved with the students

when they want to do something. An ad-

ministrator says, however, that most

student complaints are just talk because

when new courses are offered, students still

conservatively choose the same old ones.

Both the faculty and the few student ac-

tivists left are aware of the emphasis on

leisure and after school life on the part of

most students. Students, unlike the

generation that ended with we who are in

college now. have no self discipline or in-

terest in doing well, since they have no

strong motivation such as getting into a

good college, or simply learning.

PHS is a lot prettier inside than it used to

be, yet it felt very much the same. In fact,

attending classes there was an awful lot like

attending classes here, except that by acting

as an observer teachers tended to be more

lively and friendly than usual, and I could

notice the subtleties of class interaction a lot

easier. I didn't have to pretend I was paying

attention to the teacher, though I suspect I

was listening closer to what the teacher said

than the students did. (A bad habit, I guess.

)

Aside from the intensified clock watching

found here, done in a manner suggesting

that everyone has something better to do,

high school feels the same as UMass. High

school is devoted to time and rigorous

schedules that give the place an air of

fantasy and unreality, and classes are more

authoritarian. Lectures seem to bore

students equally well in both settings, and

students either believe strongly in, or could

care less about, the credibility of their

teachers. I found many more points which I

would argue over with a PHS teacher than

the students did or were willing to dispute,

leading me to wonder how many times cow

dung is spread over our eyes here without

our knowing it, or caring.

Most sources would agree that the interest

in accomplishing anything with their lives

has diminished among present day high

school students Living at UMass for two

years makes me inclined to believe that the

percentage isn't much higher here, but

idealism is still strong among a significant

portion of us, but I don't know how large a

group that is. Idealism in the high school

appears to be shot down the drain except for

the few, (a hundred, one student estimates)

in any group who at least claim to want to

get something done.

One teacher I spoke with said that PHS
students are an essentially conservative lot,

who like things the way they are, don't see

much outside of the world they live in, and

don't care to see. When I was in high school,

we believed that there was something else,

in fact, had to be something else, even if it

was only a short distance away, like UMass.

College, to put it romantically, was a chance

to get outside and find out how far one could

go with one's dreams. But according to

faculty and students, no one looks that far

anymore. It is good to get away, but it is

getting away without an object, a goal.

There used to be a purpose, which amounted

to nothing more than a vow to find a suitable

goal, since society didn't seem to offer any

at hand. Now direction is unimportant. One

doesn't even have to move if he likes it

where he is.

UMass must be an essentially con-

servative place, too, for the no-direction

philosophy is regarded as an alternative

these days, rather than as a cop-out. I often

wonder what other students think they are

doing here since love of learning isn't very

strong, and it won't get very many people

jobs anyway. It just might be the case that

we are doing nothing much in particular.

The decline in overt activism may be an

indication of an interest in silent, con-

structive work toward inner goals, or so

some Sunday Supplement observers such as

myself have hoped. However, if searching

for goals' was the war cry of the sixties and

little came of it, the view that a goal isn't

essential is a more likely replacement than

silent work based on inner motivations

coming out of nowhere. There are always

the dedicated and motivated few who are

industriously working away unnoticed and

unheard of. It's where everybody else is at.

and failing to go, that should concern us

since that everybody else' is us.

I am not certain which came first - the

college student or the high school student as

customer and consumer of youth culture.

Since trends usually filter down from

university to high school to junior high to

elementary school, as did long hair, beer

parties, dope, and who knows what else, one

might suspect that the college students

started it all with their slogan do your own

thing'. That concept may be fine for those

with interests and skills (aside from

shoplifting and beating people up)

previously repressed because of com-

mitments to confining traditions, prestige

and power rat races, and treadmills of

materialism But for people who have no

skills or substantial conception of what

exists in the world beside their high school

and home town, doing ones own thing

amounts to doing a whole lot of what kids

always do— playing and sitting around

doing a bunch of nothing.

That is, unless one has a bunch of money.

Then it is rather easy and enjoyable to be a

consumer of the best and worst junk our

society and economy produces, and indulge

in the simple hypocracies college students

are noted for. Students become individuals

by wearing blue jeans, are non-materialistic

while listening to plastic-faced singers tell

them to go back to the country and to watch

out for monolithic capitalistic dogs who

steal one's money— by charging four and a

half bucks for albums which denounce

plastic, capitalism, and mass culture. High

school students do it as much as we do.

In fact present day high school students

just may have listened to us when we
neglected to listen to ourselves. They talk a

lot about ecology while we step all over

flower beds because we are in a hurry to go

someplace. We talk about the evils of con

sumerism as they enjoy their consumption

of youth products and leisure time. They put

forth as a philosophy that everyone should

go about his business and not look to others

for direction or opinion or ideas, or to the

outside for motivation, so while we know

about places like Belchertown State

Hospital and our own garbage filled cam-

pus, we sit and consume more, and careless.

Our brand of individualism is not one of

achievement but one of consumption

"Consumerism is King!" cried a

businessman in the late 1950s. The sixties

found a large body of students fighting this

ethic, and the back to the country movement

is still strong for those so inclined. But for

most of us that businessman was right. We
are bought off by our own subculture and the

veil of antimaterialism is wearing thin. The

generation of the seventies is going to attest

to that
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The Godfather : Portrait Of The American Way
BYJIMLAVRAKAS

The Godfather is a monumental work of the

screen. Contained in its "sprawling" three

hours of engrossing entertainment is a variety

of themes that have been smoothly and

professionally weaved throughout by

novelist/co-scriptwriter Mario Puzo and

director/co-scriptwriter Francis Ford Cop-

pola. It is only with Coppolas help that Puzo s

novel has been turned from a raw and crudely

worked story into a cinematic product that

radiates with subtly manuvered themes, fine

character portraits, and superbly captures the

ethnic and social atmosphere of the times.

There are a number of themes that Puzo and

Coppola have incorporated into the Godfather

using the different components of the film's

whole, dialogue, plot revelation, visual

symbols, characterization, and jux-

tapositioning of situations and people. They

have utilized every available means to adeptly

make their points. The themes work in a

descending order of importance and subor-

dinate. It is clear that Puzo and Coppola feel

that The Godfather is not just about a "god-

father ". as such (in the form of a Sicilian

Marlon Brando), but concerns itself with the

struggles and trials of finding and seating a

suitable heir to the throne of Don (who would

ultimately become another Godfather).

This seating is a "survival of the fittest"

where brawn is only a minor requisite for

survival -the most important quality being

cool thinking and an understanding of people

and situations. Sonny, the oldest of the Don s

sons, failed the seating test because he lacked

this qualitv The consequences, we find out, of

failing is not just losing the job. but losing your

life. The other contender, Michael, takes the

test, ultimately proving himself.

Woven around the experiences of the con-

tenders is the theme that the business that

they are about to undertake is set up in the true

spirit of America. It is the story of corporate

America at its most honest and shocking level,

and what the story contends is, that when it

comes to business, violence is not unchristian.

The Godfather is a story through which

pulsates the theme of a unique kind of family

loyalty and blood tie The kind of loyalty that

this story brings to the screen takes, on one

hand, a horrifying grip on its characters while,

on the other hand, shows a tenderness and

benevolencv that would be hard to equal in any

section of our society It is with this loyalty in

mind that the final theme of justice is ac-

cented. Justice here means a special fairness,

even in its terrific vengeance.

WORKING THE THEMES

The Godfather opens with a stark and

haunting close-up of undertaker Amerigo

Bonasera's swarthy, oval face. The un-

dertaker's daughter has been brutally beaten

and he tells the story of bringing the two boys

responsible to a court of law There they were

pardoned with suspended sentences, as the

justice he had seeked and expected from the

American judicial system was unfulfilled. He

has come to Don Vito Corleone to ask him for

the justice denied him by a system and way of

life that he had come to respect, live by, and

depend on. He starts his plea with, "Don

Corleone. .
."

All during the undertaker's strained speech

the Don remains thoughtful and quiet in his

darkened study (even while his daughter's

huge wedding is raging outside). In a

frighteningly quiet yet brittlely alert voice

Don Vito makes it clear that the undertaker

has insulted him. Amerigo has come asking a

favor but, says the Don, he doesn't even extend

him the homage of calling him "Godfather",

a*nd he does not come in friendship.

Amerigo is frightened but submits to these

hints bv the Don. Diplomatically he says, "Be

my friend. . . Godfather '. The Don returns,

"Good ", as if he has just concluded some kind

of transaction. Then he asks the undertaker

what he wants done with the boys who beat his

daughter He whispers in the Don's ear that he

wants them executed -"An eye for an eye", he

says The Don is surprised: "That is not

justice", he says. "Your daughter is still

alive."

"Make them suffer as my daughter suf-

fers," he cries, "as I suffer ". The Don con-

sents to this just sentence and the undertaker

leaves after a few words with Don Vito's

"Consigliori" (a kind of counselor/overseer),

Tom Hagen The Don then takes the next piece

of business at hand. It seems that on his

daughter's wedding day no Sicilian father can

refuse a request ; and the requests are lined up

at his study door.

This opening scene is vital because it con-

tains in it the beginnings of Puzo/Coppola's

underlying themes. We discover the un-

dertaker comes to the Don afraid of the sub-

sequent services he must be willing to return

for the Don's help. The Don's wife has stood as

godmother to the undertaker's child and

Amerigo Bonasera hoped to use this family tie

for gaining his favor, instead of going to the

Don extending his friendship and loyalty. It is

in Tom Hagen's parting words that the un-

dertaker (and his audience) discovers that the

payment to the Don for his favors is his un-

stinting friendship, and along with this the

condition that the undertaker may be called

upon for any service at any time. Weighing the

fear of this subservience (along with the

possibility of getting into trouble with the

authorities) against the kind of immensely

powerful backing from his "friend" the Don

(the Don says to him: "And if you should by

chance make enemies they would become my
enemies, and then they would fear you")

Amerigo Bonasera. like so many before him,

decides to make himself a servant to the Don

The audience is later told that to a Sicilian

the concept of "godfather" is a specially

religious one. A godfather, it seems, is the

human guardian angel of its godchild. Don

Vito Corleone stands as godfather to all the

people who can truly call him "friend". The

theme, the underlying Christianity of

whatever this man does, comes out in this

opening scene. And while the religious

festivities in the garden outside carry on,

family revenge is being plotted inside. The

theme of Christianity in violence and

lawlessness germinates here in wonderful

juxtaposition.

Here also is the beginning of the never-

ending play on the word "family" (and later

the visual play on the concept of blood). The

words "Mafia" and "Cosa Nostra" are never

heard. There was much commotion during the

early stages of the production when producer

Al Ruddy agreed to the demands by the

Italian-American Civil Rights League not to

use these two terms. It seemed, at the time,

that the absence of them would mean the film

would be hazy in its focus on a subject. This

turrted out false as the deletion of the two

terms actually meant the manifestation of a

greater underlying theme.

This is that the "family" and its workings

represents corporate America at its most

intense and honest level. Subtly worked into

the film from this opening scene. Tom Hagen,

the cool, sharp Consigliori, represents the

legal machinery which constitutes corporate

America The audience can never quite get

used to some of the business phrases used by

the characters. We are continually reminded

that any action taken by the family ( except for

Sonny's thoughtless moves) is "strictly

business. . nothing personal". And when the

Don is attempting a truce at a meeting with

the leaders of prominent families from across

the country, his words, "we can reason

together", sound like words straight out of a

State of the Union Address.

We find out the Don controls many
politicians ( "like so many nickels and dimes in

your pocket") and these "legitimate" con-

nections mean even more power in Don Vito's

marvelous corporation. It is with these con-

nections, also, that he can deal out the justice

for Amerigo Bonasera and the legal help that

the baker, Nazorine, have come asking for.

The "Godfather" deals out justice in a King

Solomon-like fashion, be it ever so restrained,

or ever so crushing.

Ultimately, then, the first scene in this film

is a magnificent one. There is one final subtlety

in the scene that is only apparent with closer

study. It is an itchy disturbance the viewer

feels when he finally realizes that the un-

dertaker's common Italian name, Amerigo, is

the name that America is derived from. It is a

subtlety that nags disturbingly; it's as though

America has turned its back on itself.

MICHAEL'S METAMORPHOSIS

The "Godfather's" business is finished in his

darkened office and he goes outside. The

viewer is introduced to Michael Corleone, the

one family member who tried to live in-

dependently The Michael we are introduced

to is an ex-Ivy Leaguer, war hero, all-around

American boy. He wants nothing to do with the

family business, and, in fact, knows very little

about it (except in the way of chilling anec-

dotes). He says to his waspish girlfriend, Kay.

after relating one story. "That's my family.

Kay. It's not me."
The beginning of his involvement occurs

quickly in the action, however, after his father

is shot down At the hospital he discovers his

father unprotected and that rival mafiosi are

on the way to kill him. Ignoring his brother's

orders, he moves the Don out of the room to

safety. Don Vito regains conciousness and

Michael repeats the words "I'm with you, I'm

with you " to him. Michael's feelings and

normal family ties draw him into the action

He now has a choice whether to jump whole-

heartedly and inexorably into the family af-

fairs, or keep to his own path.

In a meeting back at the family

headquarters, Michael makes his decision. In

a tense sequence the camera zooms in on him

as he tells his brother Sonny and the other

familv heads that those responsible for his

father's shooting must be killed; and he says

he willdo the killing. He also makes use of the

fact that a cop involved with the rival un-

derworld gang is "crooked and dishonest". He
thinks playing up that angle in the newspaper

stories will help calm public outrage at a

police killing. "We have newspaper men on the

payroll, don't we?" he asks. The people in the

room are amused and amazed at this display

of an astute business mind. His decision to get

involved, then, means the end of his

"legitimate" path in life and the beginning of a

learning process that would bring him, in the

end, the horrifying heavy "armor of acquired

^The clincher for Michael's metamorphosis

comes with his escape to Sicily. He has gone in

hiding to escape retribution for the murder of

Sollozzo, the rival leader who plotted the Don's

death, and the police Captain and stays in "the

old countrv" for over a vear. While there he is

struck by "thunderbolt" - a fantastic kind of

"love at first sight", and marries the girl who

so struck him. He then sees her murdered in a

bomb explosion meant for him. This time

spent in his father's country (often visiting the

village with his family name) he is able to see

and understand his father. Through this in-

sight comes an enveloping growth of family

loyalty and ties. He returns to America a true

Sicilian, bitter towards the people responsible

for his wife's death The change in his ap-

pearance from a quick yet naive American to

a sharp, wordly, shrewd Sicilian is shown

astonishingly, even in the clothes he wears.

Back in America, a widower, he goes to find

Kay Adams in her New Hampshire town. He

needs a wife ( if only for a look of legitimacy in

his life and business). He is practically the

reigning Don at this point, yet Kay does not

realize that Michael's father is semi-retired

She questions him about the family business

"My father's no diferent than any other

powerful man," he says She agrees but

questions the ethics of the D in "Congressmen

and Senators don't have people killed." she

states. He sharply retorts her naivete and

Kay, now convinced, marries the heir ap-

parent
Michael begins to make larger decisions

concerning the family's business as he plans to

move the operation from New York to Las

Vegas. He goes to Las Vegas where he lets slip

to his brother Fredo his plans to buy out

Fredo's boss Moe Green, the casiro owner,

and set up business there. Fredo is surprised

and says that he never heard his boss talk of

such a plan. Michael says ironically, "I'll

make him an offer he can't refuse " These are

the same words that he used in an anecdote he

told Kay at the start of the movie in which his

father forced a stubborn man. on penalty of his

life, to agree with the Don. The scene

beautifully shows Michael's astonishing

change from a man capable of only describing

the use of that phrase to someone capable of

carrying out its intent.

In a touching and beautifully portrayed

scene close to the film's end Michael and his

father talk over family business out in the

garden. The Don is now senile and seems

disturbed. He tells Michael he always wanted

him to have a "legitimate" life of power. It

seemed important to Don Vito that "when it

was your time you would be the one to hold the

strings . . . Senator Corleone . . .
Governor

Corleone". Michael, with sad understanding

says to him, "Well get there, pa."

It is a wonderful scene which moves towards

the finale where Michael is standing" as god-

father to his brother-in-law's, Carlo. While he

renounces Satan "and his works", his men
carry out his orders to kill off all the opponent

Mafiosi. It is a brilliantly executed jux-

taposition, many times more effective than the

same contrast in the opening scene, which

ends with Michael's decision to have Carlo

killed himself. It is here also that the fan-

tastically visual blood image makes a final

punch. As the priest pours the sacred oil

representing Christ's blood the camera cuts

back and forth to the bloody bodies of the dead

rivals. ... n i

Michael comes to the decision to kill Car o

after he seeks out the truth as to whether C*rlo

did "finger" Sonny for his murder It is justice

painstakinglv applied, Michael is undeniably

the strong and just Don that has been so

frantically searched for. The family tradition

and business are safe.

The film closes with Michael in conference

with two men. As the door to the Don's study

closes out his wife's somber face, we see the

two men kiss Michael's hand and begin their

plea, so reminiscent to the undertaker's

beeinnine "Don Corleone.

WHO HOLDS THE STRINGS

The Godfather glows with fine per-

formances, even from amateurs like Al

Martino. By far however. Marlon Brando, as

Don Vito Corleone, overshadows even Al

Pacino as Michael. The strange thing is that

Brando is in little more than a third of the film

It is in this acting, and also in the mystique

that goes along with the part, that we are

constantly aware of his presence. The rest of

the acting is finely tempered, directed and is

superbly believable.

What problems, if any, does the film con-

tain? The problem is that this fine film does

indeed romanticise a violently disagreeable

way of life making its violent side stunningly

engrossing Yet. in drawing a parallel to the

great American dream of immigrants making

good in corporate America, the films premise

is clearly a slap-in-the-face to the supposed

"legitimate" workings of, not only corporate

America at large, but even that great cor-

poration in the sky -the American govern-

ment.

For what Don Vito does not realize in all his

astuteness is that to "hold the strings" a man
need not be "legitimate", he need only be

powerful. The viewer may be unsure of the

significance of the puppet controlling cross

held over and attached to the word "God-

father" in all the advertisements when he first

enters the theater By the end of the three

hours its meaning will never be more
frightfully clear

Or A Continuation Of Hollywood Myths
By BOB NEST1

Hollywood captures then expediently

exploits the myths and dreams of

Americans and with the film version of The
Godfather a popular engrossing work of

fiction becomes ritual. All the romance,

violence, nostalgia, suspense, and intrigue

the Corleone family experiences is

masterfully crafted in this splendid three-

hour narrative The material is treated with

reverence, then adroitly styled in the lost

genre of the gangster movie and the effect

approaches mythic dimension.

As with all myths, they bear only an in-

cidental relationship with reality. Although

Mario Puzo's novel is steeped in fact and

with some research and interpretation most

of the characters and incidents could be

identified, the Godfather bears as much
relationship to truth as the Edward G.

Robinson-James Cagney films of the

Thirties. This is a major reason for the

film's appeal; it romanticizes the grandeur

of organized crime, takes the covert

maneuverings of the syndicate and extols

them as virtues of the patricarchal social

structure. The Godfather is more than just a

film about the Mafia, it is the story of the

synthesis of life- styles, straightforwardly

told and filmed in the manner of the pre- 1950

Hollywood product

The long, sprawling account deals with

the shifting of power from father to son

within a closely knit family syndicate from

1945 to 1955 Director Francis Ford Coppola

astutely uses the large, vertical image

which frames each character and gives

them a larger than life quality. This is

further accentuated by the subdued hues

and the constant emphasis on dark images.

The Corleone family, from its aging Don

through his youngest son and upstart heir

Michael are presented as legendary figures,

and their common bond, the family, is

portrayed as an intrasigent institution. It

y

stunningly underscores the traditional

virtues of Family and Country while

presenting a shift in ethnic values There is

a completely real physical structure to this

film from details to style it exemplifies

Hollywood's uncanny ability to recreate a

time and mood.

This is the primary virtue of the

Hollywood product Coppola is a young

director ingrained with the traditions of

enduring stvles and what makes The

Godfather compelling is not simply the plot,

but the conscious use of well-worn

techniques in its execution. The vertically

square image, already mentioned, frames

the film within a distinct time in our history

The use of visual montage and overlapping

images is a well-tread device ignored in our

age of flashier technique These devices are

narrative and other derived techniques,

along with the simply told are intrinsic to

the whole and indicate the film's most ob-

vious flaw. In design. The Godfather extols

the myth of crime as it idolizes one group of

gangsters while making villains of most

others. The viewer is not repelled by the

family's behavior because it appeals to a

basic human drive, survival of this in-

stitution. The equally violent, although far

less original Straw Dogs does much the

same thing and the cheers that both films

draw from an audience do not exemplify

bloodthirsty sadism, but rather are a natural

response to simple, clear-cut melodrama.

The Godfather has about as much to do with

the Mafia as Gone With The Wind did with

the Civil War and both succeed well as

highly entertaining spectacles.

The flaw in judgment occurs when this

film belatedly shows a conscience. The final

image of Michael, now ascended to the

position of the omnipotent "Godfather". is a

perverse and ugly one which is meant to

sharply comment on the actions of the

family It presents a negative statement

about a positive whole which grates in in-

consistency. By this point the audience has

fully accepted the values, the drives, and the

aspirations of the Corleone family and

cannot accept this double-take, tacked on in

good conscience. This final image hasn't the

strength to betray the more pleasant,

nostalgic moments and a work of almost

romantic compassion becomes muddled in

self-righteous cynicism

It undermines the mythic conception

Coppola and Puzo have used as a foun-

dation. The reason the film will probably be

the greatest money-making film of all time

is because we view two compelling

phenomena: the always fascinating

maneuverings of the Underworld and the

realization of the American Dream When

the Corleone familv shifts its illegal op-

erations from New York to the legal sphere

of Las Vegas gambling casinos, the in-

ternalization of a criminal subculture is

complete. And when the perverted Michael

marries the Waspish, insipid Kay, he makes

the family socially respectable. This is a

richly ironic statement, all of which comes

to play in the beautifully executed climax.

Here Coppola cuts from Michael's ac-

ceptance of religious vows to his peons

murdering his rivals and shows his com-

plete transformation from the naive, moral

vouth we are introduced to early onto a

heartless murderer's near feudal lord. He

has become "the Godfather", the seat of

power, and like a good Puritan, revels in his

deceit. Unfortunately we can't and the

rather anticlimatic scene where Michael is

shown not as the genius his father was, but

as an ogre, disagreeably flavors this

otherwise distinguished film

There is. though, much to respect about

The Godfather. The hard-edged, vibrant,

jarring dialogue singes the viewer and

Coppola's supple handling of transitions,

cinematicallv and thematically, is always

interesting. There is a flat, thoughtful

control and flow of the sprawling story. The

violence, for instance, isn't sensationalized

but rather viewed from multiple perspective

and shocks fresh each time.

The chief virtue of The Godfather is the

simply masterful performances from a

large, diverse cast. As a chronicle, the story

demands a supple balance which leaves the

viewer marked individual impressions of

each character without interfering with the

scope of the action. Although Marlon Brando

as Don is absent from a good deal of the

action, he has some of the more moving

moments in recent film history His con-

trolled, inhibited anger tinged with ac-

ceptance of reality is a mirror through

which we can view the contrasts between his

sons Sonny and Michael, and Brando, as

this pivotol character is exciting, fierce,

deeply human, and deceptively quick. The

rest of the family, too. is richly portrayed,

James Caan as the impulsive Sonny. Robert

Duvall as the thoughtful Tom. and

especially Al Pacino as the first naive then

ruthless Michael make for some of the finest

ensemble acting in quite some time. It's

when these actors interact, in fact, that The

Godfather becomes completely captivating

cinema. The moments are small, as the

richly nostalgic family scenes, or deeply

moving, as when the aging Don stands

before the battered body of his son and asks

the undertaker Amerigo to clean the wounds

of this body vet the effect is consistant

throughout When The Godfather has the

good sense to make flights of fancy out of a

romantic subculture, it represents the best

work a Hollywood studio can exhibit

THE GODFATHER
written for the screen by Francis Ford

Coppola and Mario Puzo, from the novel by

Puzo; directed by Francis Ford Coppola.
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A Band For All Seasons

BYMIKKKOSTEK

Sailin' Shoes, Little Feat. Warner Bros. BS

2600 time: 37:27

Scraps, NRBQ. Kama Sutra, KSBS 2045

time: 39:59

Little Feat is a tight, keenly-honed band

from Cal, (Baby), who have just released

their second album. Sailin' Shoes. Their first

record, Little Feat was "certainly one of the

3 or 4 best of last year" according to Rolling

Stone and me. Sailin' Shoes is better.

Personnel

:

Lowell George, lead singer, writer of 8 of

the 11 original songs, plays harmonica and

burning, wailing, smoking lead guitar. He
doesn't sing pretty, but his voice gives a

wild, crazy type of rockous crackassness

needed for freewheeling rock. Lowell's main

claim to fame before this was touring with

the Mothers Of Invention, playing rhythm

guitar, and is best remembered for his

"Yeerz ago in Chermany. .
." dialogue on

the Mothers' Weasels Kipped My Flesh

album
Roy Estrada, another accursed one, this

ex-Mother used his pachuco falsetto and/or

played asthmatic bass on no less than six

Mothers albums Here he sings in the

background and remains bass.

Bill Payne, writes the songs that Lowell

doesn't, sings backup with one or two lead

vocalizations, and otherwise plays

keyboards & accordian He's good.

Richard Hayward, drums and percussion,

backgound vocals. He's good
Little Feat knows how to arrange. No

symphonies or zinging strings on their

songs, they don't need it. The band plays

rock, blues, ballads with equal brilliance

They play, arrange and write well, and play

in whatever mood is appropriate They can

rock along with a wild-eyed passion, and

then you know that they have to be wild

men But the next cut starts and they are

suddenly laid back and quietly stunning and

touching This is a band < and I say band, not

group, in the sense that The Who is a band,

while CSN&Y are a group) for all seasons

and reasons They sing about being broke

and down and lost and lonesome and "livin"

in strange dreams/takin prescribed

medication". Lowell George's peculiar

images are beautifully crafted blown-out

remnants of his memories of our age: "tripe

face boogie/ boogie my speakers away". If

you remember "Willin' on the first

Seatrain album, or "Truckstop Girl" from

the Byrds' (Untitled) album, you'll have a

good idea of who and what George writes

about.

Let me be the first to nominate "Teenage

Nervous Breakdown" as in the running for

song of the year, along with the early

leaders. Captain Beefheart's "Click Clack"

and "Alice In Blunderland" "Teenage

Nervous Breakdown" is 2:10 of incredible,

moving, slamming rock, a great rocker

about rock.

"it's crass and rockous crackass place

with pavlov on the human race

it's a terrible illness,

it's a terrible case

and it's usually permanent when it takes

place

it's a teenage nervous breakdown

it's a nervous teenage breakdown

it's a tenenerve nervetene

it's a tennenervenerna

Whoa!"
Sailin' Shoes is so good that Little Feat has

now become second in line behind Captain

Beefheart as Our Best Unknown Group, a

title which the Mothers originated and held

for years, and only recently vacated.

Special credit must be given to Neon Park

who painted the excellent cover which is

almost as good as his fantastic Weasels

Kipped My Flesh cover. Anyway, Sailin'

Shoes is one of the best albums you'll find

this vear (or any other*

NRBQ have just released their first new

album in over two years, called Scraps, and

it doesn't seem that the band has yet put

their large potential to use.

With one minor change, the same people

are back, but the problem is the direction

the band is headed, which is two. Scraps is a

cross between Terry Adams's great, wacky,

loonv three stooges songs, which have

always been NRBQ's strong point. This

comic vision is represented here by some of

Terry's best to date: "Howard Johnson's

Got His Ho-Jo Workin' On Me". "Magnet

I'd rLi/'iL V.

and "Who Put The Garlic In The Glue?" I

mean, what other band will give you lines

like "Who called the Irishman a Jew''" or

ill poop and diddy all over your table"

wrapped up in gorgeous melodies, or in

nicely rocking tunes''

There are 14 songs on Scraps, and Terry

wrote all or part of nine of them, a good

percentage. However, except for one ill-

arranged medley of two old songs, bassist

Joseph Spampinato wrote the remaining

four songs which are just plain bad, and
which break up the wonderful mood the

other songs put you in.

So what do you want? The album is under

40 minutes as it is, and my calculations tell

me that by booting Joe's sloppy love songs

off. we'd have 29:06. which is mighty

meagre I say they'd be better off with a

superb half hour than a good 40 minutes

Lee Michaels Below Par
BY ANN GURNETT

Lee Michaels
Space And First Takes,
records

AM

In some cases, to be consistent is

to be successful. Not so in the

entertainment profession; it's

alright if you're consistently good

but that involves changing
material, approach, and in-

numerable other things.

A good case in point would be Lee

Michael's latest album. Space And
First Takes. It is typical Lee

Michaels, right down to the

screams of 'Help me now* and the

heavy overtones of the organ and

piano The musical composition of

the album is much the same as that

in Barrell and 5th with one major
exception- the songs are much
longer than those on the

abovementioned albums. The
longevity of two of the cuts is the

basic reason for the failure of the

album, for the repetition of chords

and childish chants is enough to

drive even the most patient of

listeners beserk.

Lee Michaels in approach and

execution but it has a good beat

and melody which save it from

being monotonous On the short

side of six minutes, the song ends

just when it would have become
really tedious. First Names, the

second cut, would have been much
more palatable if it had been

restricted to the same length as the

song that preceded it. From a

promising beginning (despite an

introductory chord which Michaels

uses in 99% of his music > the song

quickly slips into the tedium which

mars the whole album The lyrics

do nothing to save the piece and the

last ten minutes or so simply

bounce off the senses. The total

effect is so bland that it is im-

possible to feel one way or another

about the piece After the third or

fourth repetition of the main chord

your ears cease functioning.

Side two is nothing to rave about.

The first cut. Hold On To Freedom.
is just about what you'd expect

after having listened to the first

side. The lyrics are okay providing

something to listen to when the

melody becomes tiresome.

was named after this particular

cut since it is easily the worst on

the entire album (which is really

saying something I The song has a

dragging tempo which is em-
phasized by the constant chanting

of 'space and first takes.' The
chanting is overlapped in a

strained montage style making it

impossible to listen after the first

few rounds

Lee Michaels has made some

really good music, almost all of

which was characterized by its

brevity. With Space And First

Takes Michaels has attempted to

produce some lengthy material

which unfortunately never gets off

the ground None of the material on straight, no matter what vour
this album is strong enough to j^^ is

carry the record as a whole; there

is nothing exceptional or out

standing about any of it. unless you

think poor quality work is

remarkable It almost seems as

though the material on this album

was left over from 5th. which came
out around six months ago.

Whichever way you look at it, it

seems fairly obvious that Lee
Michaels should stick to short

songs. He was at his best on

Barrell: Space And First Takes is

a big step down. Wails, a heavy
organ, and rondo lyrics just won't

make it for sixteen minutes

Attention!

Anyone wishing to write

record reviews for Poor

Richard's may contact

Kenny Sulin in the

Collegian office.

The first cut on side one, Own The last song, running over

Special Way. is just about the best sixteen minutes, is Space And First

on the whole album It's classic Takes. It is ironic that the album
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Brinsley Schwarz A Listening Delight

BY KENNETH SULIN

(Brinsley Schwarz-Silver Pistol, United

Artists)

Britain is now cruising through the

sparking section of a cycle where hard-

driving rock and roll is predominantly their

most popular and pretentious type of music.

Consequently the minimal folk and country

sounds have only lingered and stood idly,

giving way to the awesome, pressing

electrics. Nevertheless, some soft spoken

music is slowly catching on. For instance,

there are presently three groups per-

sistently continuing with the "down-home"

sound; they are Lindisfarne, Quiver, and

Brinsley Schwarz.

Lindisfarne has frequently received poor

reviews and hardly support themselves to

be fair musicians. Quiver is relatively

unknown having yet to show their worth.

Brinsley Schwarz, on the other hand, has

become a much brighter prospect as well as

a relief from the overflowing buckets of

ordinary country music.

The group assembled in 1970, recorded

their first two albums with Capital and later

switched to United Artists in the production

of their third contribution "Silver Pistol."

The Capitol releases were nothing short of

excellent, "Silver Pistol" is the supplement

of the two and continues Brinsley Schwarz's

venture into appreciative country, western

music.

The album itself is very, very light,

gayfully portraying sharp yet constant

harmony in a poised Brinsley Schwarz

manner. The individual instruments used

are two lead-switching guitars, acoustic and

electric, bass, drums and electric organ.

The organ has remarkably become an in-

creasing factor with trends in country

music, especially concerning Brinsley Sch-

warz.

"Silver Pistol" is a little more diverse

than the previous two records. Still it

magnifies their capability of handling

western tunes and rhythms Some selections

Four-/t/th« of Brinsley Schwarz.

begin with double vocal leads followed by

three part arrangements, while others are

simply done in solo again to be backed by

the pleasant harmonies which make
Brinsley Schwarz so enjoyable.

A curious story has followed the group

around, one concerning financial distress.

When they first appeared Brinsley Schwarz

was given the largest amount of publicity

and recognition England had ever seen in

the music industry. Unfortunately their

managers and associates make off with

nearly all the profits leaving the group

heavily in debt.

Today they are still paying back their

owings both with record sales and touring

profits. In fact, while in Britain they began a

touring show called The Down Home Rhyth-

m Kings and seem to be well on their way.

Luckily Brinsley Schwarz has vast

amounts of talent. With "Silver Pistol" you

could ask for no more from a single

recording. Looking more closely into the

album itself one can perceive the unusual

techniques, backing sounds and

arrangements used. The songs are not long

or over extended; precise timing and

careful engineering make each selection an

admirable one.

A cut found side two entitled "Egypt" is

about a dream only something strange

occurs during the song's course. About mid-

way through ( keep in mind the song is about

Egypt) you'll hear a dog bark that faintly

drifts away. Not knowing this you'd

probably peek out your window to look for

the dog since the segment seems so

authentic, but the sound is coming from the

record. The reason for this being included is

to remind one that the song is merely about

a dream and the outside world still exists.

This gimmickery is found on other tunes,

but it's all there for a meaning-a meaning

not usually easy to figure out.

The album closes with "Rocking' Chair" a

beautiful two minute instrumental featuring

all, perfectly blending and sailing their

chords in unison.

Brinsley Schwarz is simply one of those

groups who have had excellent records and

tremendous song structure; however, they

have also escaped the public's recognition.

They were discovered as a result of an

advertisement in a rock paper and since

have produced uncomparable material

Their most recent album. "Silver Pistol", is

plainly a delight and surely the best they've

done so far.

Grosvenor As An Independent Artist

BYBILLDENSMORE

•Under Open Shies" by LUTHER
GROSVENOR (Island)

This fine solo album calls forth

multiple associations. First.

Luther Grosvenor was a member
of the now defunct English group

"Spooky Tooth" which released

three albums on an American label

before it blew apart Gary Wright,

also of "Spooky Tooth", has two

competent solo albums out. the

second one called "Footprint" was
consistent with a few fine songs,

promi ;ing good things to come. A
third former "Spooky Tooth''

member Mike Harrison has an

album out this month. It seems

that "Spooky Tooth" divided

provides three times as much
enjoyment as "Spooky Tooth"

combined.
Luther seems to be inexplicably

entwined with old "Traffic"

material. Jim Capaldi (who also

has a solo album out as of last

month) harmonizes on "Ride On",

the opening cut on "Under Open

Skies". Capaldi also wrote liner

notes for the Ip It seems that he

was an adolescent friend ot

Luther's.

Luther Grosvenor is remarkably

similar on much of "Under Open

Skies" to Dave Mason; both his

clear, wavering voice and flawless

guitar could pass as Mason's

work.This album is more sensitive

and airy that anything Damve
Mason has sone to date. It is unfair

to carry the comparison too far, for

Grosvenor isan independent artist.

The title cut opens with acoustic

guitar and a stretched chord on an

electric, holds for several seconds,

and then launches into a complex

blend of strummed steel guitar,

heavy drums, harmonies, and

inspired electric guitar to lyrics of

"Under open skies there are no

lies". The problem with this song is

the mix. making it impossible to

hear what Grosvenor is saying.

Pity. It doesn't hurt the spectacle

of the song any though, and "Under

Open Skies" is clearly the best

track on the best light rock album

so far this year.

"Ride On" is the closest tune on

the album to the old "Spooky

Tooth" sound. "I got nobody no

money . . no woman/right way to

begin it/ I'm just a lonely sinner at

heart" The song sounds like a

raving John Lennon, full of in-

dignance. harsh and repetitive.

•Love the Way" is completely

Grosvenor's work. He plays

guitars, tambourine, cymbal, wood

scraper, shaker, and sings This is

a simplistic song, almost a dream

sequence where Grosvenor sings

multiple praises to his lover by

repeatedly completing the phrase

"love the way you " Back-up is

one acoustic guitar enhanced by

phasing it on opposite channels

Much of the album uses phasing

(double playback of the same

program on top of itself with a

split second delay) to achieve

remarkable effects.

It is a grave mistake that the

producers of this album were

foolish enough to only include

seven songs of average length The

total playing time for the album is

only thirty-three minutes Most

albums run forty minutes or more.

The changer keeps shutting off just

as I get settled with a book to read

and listen. "Under Open Skies" is a

morsel, but a tasty one - a more

• atcksilvfer

substantial piece should be for-

thcoming.

"And this album is gonna sur

prise you as much as it surprised

me."
Jim Capaldi
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Sad Time In Springfield: Rockin' the Paramount
BYJIMLAVRAKAS

Probably the most depressing

and distressing experience ever

suffered by a concert-goer hap-

pened at the Paramount Theater in

Springfield last month. A concert

that was boasted to be "The Boogie

of the Year" in the final analysis

turned out to be the flop of the hour.

The production was the fault of it

all. For example, one of the things

the producers tried to do was keep

the kiddies happy with a light show

(WOW!) which only succeeded in

dimly lighting the stage and helped

to destroy the show of the per-

formers. Long John Baldry,

Fleetwood Mac and Savoy Brown

were brought to the decrepit

theater under the auspices of

Superbad Productions; the show

was pretty bad, all right, to the

point of rankness.

It was evident to any nonlocal

attending that the Springfield

crowd lacked a certain finesse,

maturity, and direction that is

needed for a successful concert.

The crowd was pretty sad. Most of

the audience was comprised of

high school groupies who turned

out, en masse, for an evening for

•'peace and music"; it seemed as

though the alcohol and dope con-

sumed in the first show had a very

animalistic effect on the audience

as the "peace" lasted for about

five minutes while the music got

off to a late start and ultimately

struggled through the next two and

a half hours.

By the time the first crowd was

herded out the rugs and chairs had

been soaked with alcohol and

vomit. To get through the down-

stairs toilets one had to wade

through approximately two inches

of the same ingredients. Upstairs,

in all the gloom, it was still in-

teresting to see how each of the

performers handled the barbarous

audience.

Long John Baldry came on

sporting a white Edwardian suit.

He was lewd and disagreeable

from the start The show he put on

was completely unprofessional

although his techniques did suc-

ceed in holding the attention ot the

audience.

His feelings of inferiority and

Savoy Brown: the sleasiest trick in the book.
Baldry: lewd and disagreeable.

paranoia towards the audience

popped through his starched

facade early in his so-called per-

formance. Why he should feel

inferior to this audience was

anybody's guess. At the end of his

first song he suddenly stiffened up

and yelled out into the theater,

•Who booed out there! Whoever

you are. stand up!" A drunken lad

stood up and started to stumble to

the front of the stage Baldry

looked at him and in a vain attempt

to secure his own standing

bellowed to the slightly chubby lad,

•It's fat people like that who

haven't seen their sexual organs in

five years." Throughout his time

on stage the subject of organs and

their function continued to pop up

at the drop ot a hat. Une began to

wonder, after the periodic in-

sertions of remarks like these,

whether the ridiculously tight

pants he wore contained anything

in the way of filler themselves. He
was pathetic, but the crowd loved

him!
After a twenty minute delay in

which there seemed to be a

minimal attempt to set up the next

show's equipment, with most of the

people on the stage standing

around being "groovy" and getting

drunk. Fleetwood Mac came on.

Fleetwood Mac is a fine group of

tempered professionals who can

produce some interesting and

unique music under the right

conditions. The conditions were

anything but right that Thursday

night and the band knew it. They

realized what kind of audience they

were up against. By this time the

people in the back of the theater

were really polluted and from that

section of the theater came a

constant and annoying screaming

in unison.

They were not interested in

listening at this point. It was a

school night and all those little

heavies representing Springfield's

finest were out to live it up.

Consequently, Fleetwood Mac

put on a strained and agitated

performance from time to time

throwing out irritable remarks to

the crowd like: "We all know

you're cool but if you can't get into

this then go away." And the

screaming meamies in the back

kept up their racket.

Fleetwood Mac gladly left the

stage and after a shorter delay the

top-billed Savoy Brown was

brought on. Their approach to the

crowd was the most sleasiet

method of attack that could have

been used. They patronized the

audience. They "kissed ass", so to

speak, to bolster their popularity

and save their own piece of mind.

"All right now," the lead singer

said. "We need your help.

Everyone stand up and yell, or clap

your hands, or stomp your feet."

His whole speech was unnecessary

because by this time the drunken

audience was completely out of

control, screaming at the roof and

jumping up and down like a pack of

spastic baboons.

Needless to say, Savoy Brown

was "appreciated" to most and

was called back. They did return

for an encore but looked sheepish

as if they had finally realised just

how low they had condescended.

After their quick finale the crowd

was pushed outside to be greeted

by the inept Springfield police who
held batons at the ready, just

looking for a fight.

The ten o'clock crowd (there

were two shows) looked worse off

than the seven o'clock crowd, if

that was possible. The theater was

a wreck after the first show so

letting in the second crowd to "do

their thing" was something like

overkill.

It was a memorable evening,

then, this "Boogie of the Year"

How could one ever forget the

great master of ceremonies who

looked like a greasy little pimple

with sunglasses (one was con-

stantly amazed, and perhaps a

little disappointed, that he never

misjudged his footing and went

toppling into the orchestra pit) and

who sounded like he had a duck

whistle stuck in his throat (with

Springfield accent to boot!) And
what about the leather-jacketed

swinger who horded the orchestra

pit to himself and his bloated wife

(watching him was the most

decadent scene imaginable), and

who, at the end of the show, in a

drugged stupor, jumped around to

lead the audience in a hand-

clapping, foot-stomping symphony

at the command of Savoy Brown.

But of all the notables, one had to

say that the Springfield crowd, en

masse, carried the show. They
were awesome in their complete

lack of mentality and individuality.

Like lemmings to the sea, it would

have been the easiest thing at any

point in the evening to say, "jump
off that bridge", and they would

have, in their unthinking con-

formity, gladly obliged. It was a

memorable evening, indeed, with

plenty of instruction concerning

future concert visits to Springfield

metropolis.

Creaters OfJazz Hit The Campus

The Preservation Hall Jazz Band of New
Orleans will appear at the University of

Massachusetts Amherst campus for two

concerts, at 7 and 10 p.m. Thursday. April

13, in Bowker Auditorium
Sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Council, the

concerts mark the fifth time the band has

appeared at UMass in the last three years

The Preservation Hall Jazz Band is made

up of the people who helped create jazz The

people who were there when the marches

and quadrilles, blues and spirituals, and

ragtime were merged into jazz-or "jass" as

they spelled it at the turn of the century

They were the people who added their

names to Freddy Keppard. Buddy Bolden,

Louis Armstrong, King Oliver and Jelly Roll

Morton in the history of an American art

form that grew from many sources in the

special culture that was New Orleans.

Even though all members of the band are

past 60. there is no lapse in the playing, no

lessening of the spirit and the joy and the

simple happiness that is so much a part of

New Orleans jazz

Members of the band who will play at

UMass are: "Billie" (Wilhelmina) Pierce,

piano; "De De" (Joseph La Croix) Pierce,

cornet. Cie (Joseph H.) Frazier, drums;

Willie J. Humphrey, clarinet; Jim (Nathan)

Robinson, trombone and Allan Jaffe. tuba.

Preservation Hall in New Orleans was

originally a place where these musicians

could get together and play, mostly for their

own pleasure. Now it is a place where people

from all over the world pack the benches

each night to hear the music as it was played

when it was created. And bands are

traveling all over the world to bring this

music to audiences everywhere.

Reserved tickets are available in the Fine

Arts Council Office, 125 Herter Hall.

Remaining tickets will be available at 6 p.m.

in Bowker Auditorium the night of the

concerts. A phone reaching both offices is

545-0202. All reservations must be paid for

by 4 p.m. the day of the concert. Only paid

reservations will be held at the door. UMass
undergrads and other full-time students will

be required to show their ID. cards with

their tickets at the door.

The Preservation Hall Jazz Bona.

I Films

Two Dazzling Performances Save The Day
The Hospital

written for the screen by Paddy
Chayefsky, directed by Arthur Hiller;

starring George C. Scott, Diana Riggs.

BY MARYLOU GORDON
For anyone who has ever watched Marcus

Welby, M.D., and felt the need to suppress a

flickering wave of nausea at the tediousness

of this benevolently stalwart vigilante in

white, Arthur Heller's The Hospital could

just be the comic relief needed to rebuke the

suppressive medical world of television.

Where Marcus Welby is concerned with

instilling the courageous fortitude

necessary to face life in fourteen year old

syphlitics, wayward acid heads and the

psychologically feeble, Dr. Ernie Bach

( George C. Scott) has to deal with a booming

big-city hospital where patients leave in

worse condition than they come in ( if they

are so lucky as to come out of the duration

alive) and doctors and nurses mysteriously

show up dead on the operating tables, in the

emergency room and in empty beds.

The Hospital is a hilarious parody of the

medical profession that takes place in the

Manhattan Medical Center, where over-

crowding, staff indifference and general all

out confusion runs rampant. The film hits us

with a constant barrage of incompetent

nurses, patient mix-ups and basic staff

ignorancy that never lets up in its driving

force. The film moves rapidly through its

pandemonious escapades, and as the story

unfolds itself, it takes off on a twisted angle

that becomes increasingly peculiar and

bizarre.

Heller encompasses a great number of

sub-plots in his film, some of which seem to

have nothing to do with the main plot, and

we watch these insane antics with the same

feelings of baffled confusion that the

characters are living with.

The continuity of the film runs a little thin

at times from all of the sporadic action that

we are expected to comprehend in so short a

time, but Hiller has done a good job of

pulling together all of the loose strings at the

end of the film to give us a neat little bundle

of answers and explanations

George C. Scott is superb as the sexually

impotent, despairingly suicidal and

disillusioned doctor His powers of acting

have never before been more acute, and

without him the film would have been

horriblv weak and flat His lines, through a

brilliant screenplay by Paddy Chayefshy.

are outrageously cynical, dry and stab-

bingly funny, and his portrayal of a doctor

who can only stand around and watch the

hospital fall down around itself is a classic in

comic entertainment.

Dr Bach's own problems with life make
up one ot the divergent threads of the film,

but this little aside of a middle aged man
who had given up on life is turned into a

sappy melodrama when his faith in life and

himself is miraculously restored by the

enticing Miss Drummond ( Diana Rigg >
.
In a

state of intoxicated splendor. Bach rapes

her in his office one night after an un

successful suicide attempt, and im-

mediately becomes glossey eyed over this

beautiful"young girl, who is in the process of

taking her sick father out of the hospital and

back to th'ir Indian praying grounds in

Mexico. She wants Bach to go with her

because she says that she loves him and

feels that she can save him from himself,

and he almost agrees, but he backs out at

the last minute because he can't bring

himself to leave his first true love, the

hospital. This dramatic little situation sits

rather heavily and off-keyed from the rest of

the film, and its melodramatic quality

clashes badly with the rest of the film. It is

too forced and out of place to be roman-

tically tender, and the absurdity of the

situation fails to give it any semblance of

realitv at all.

Bui it is through Bach's concern for Miss

Drummond that we find out who the

hospital's stalking murderer is. It turns out

to be her supposedly bedridden father, a

crazed old man who thinks he is an angel of

the Lord, and his devoted servant, whose

express orders are to perform these mur-

ders. As the old man proceeds to explain

how he successfully pulled off these stunts,

falls into the trap of being cloyingly trite or

cute and has a charm that makes it as ap-

pealing as it is enjoyable. It is an excellent

example of straight comic satire at its best

that the film avoids heavy symbolic over-

tones or great inspirational messages.

Minnie And
Moskotuitz

Dr Bach calmly listens in a state of dazed

disbelief. But love conquers all. and since

the girl is taking her father out of the

hospital that day. Bach promises to forget

about the matter and not turn the old man
in The father tells them that he has one

more murder to perform before he can

leave, that of a Dr. Wellbrick Bach and

Miss Drummond leave the room to look for

this man and insure his safety, and when

they find him he is on his way to the old

mans room to comfort the patient in the next

bed who has has overheard the previous

conversation and thinks he is going crazy.

While they are all in the room. Dr Wellbrick

collapses from a massive heart attack, and

when the nurses come in, they take him for

Mr. Drummond. who at this point is out

running through the streets, babbling like

the madman that he is Bach verifies this

fallacy, hoping to eradicate all chances of

the hospitals ever catching up with Mr
Drummond's murderous little game, and

the film ends as Miss Drummond and Bach

say good-bye to each other forever.

The Hospital presents us with a strange

mixture of personalities which includes, in

addition to mindless nurses and doctors, a

secretary who runs around the emergency

room trying to get Blue Cross numbers from

half dying patients, a witch doctor who

performs a ceremony invoking the

lightening gods to Mr Drummond's aid, and

the patient who thinks he is going crazy

because he cannot sanely comprehend all

that is going on around him

This film always stays on the level of

enjoyable entertainment, and never abuses

the idea of medical malpractice to the point

where the humor becomes stridently of-

fensive or perverse, such as the operation

scene we are subjected to in Candy. The

humor is alive and quick, and due to a

screenplay that is one of the most clever and

finest pieces of writing to come from

Hollywood in a long time, the film never

written for the screen and directed by John

Cassavettes; starring Gena Rowland and

Seymour Cassell.

BY BOB NESTI
Occasionally a film sparkles with such a

superlative performance that it rises above

the oridnary to become an unique, deeply

felt experience. Such a film is Minnie and

Moskowitz and such a performance is Gena

Rowland's title portrait of a schizoid beauty

who swings aimlessly at life only to retreat

behind the opaque lens of her sunglasses.

The film is a logical extension of actor-

scriptwriter-director John Cassavetters'

work, with its often bitter portrayal of man
as a selfish, social being; but in the wry and

humane love story between these two anti-

social types, his work reflects a subdued

warmth and joy that transcends the obvious

and overused cynicism.

The film has its roots in the romance of

movies. The two common links between

these obviously incompatible lovers are

their mutual loneliness and their love of film

as an escapist, romantic lifestyle. Seymour

Moskowitz. an aging, bearded and

moustached parking attendant, shamelessly

emulates Humphrey Bogart and Minnie, a

lovely, yet brittle woman secretly identifies

with the celluloid image of Ingrid Bergman

Cuts from Casablanca and The Maltese

Falcon are used throughout to

metaphorically accent the differences

between idyllic cinematic romance and the

harsher, uglier reality of their lives. When
for a moment they exuberantly dance in a

Fortyish style, they abandon their un-

comfortable romance and evoke the dreams
films so effectively portray

I'i is this interplay between the real and

imagined on which Minnie and Moskowitz is

built. The film begins with old Hollywood

movie music as Seymour is viewed parking

cars in a public garage Seymour enjoys

parking cars as well as wandering about the

city, speaking with bums, harrassing people

at bars, getting in brawls, and viewing old

movies. He cajoles his mother to give him

the money to move to Hollywood where he

continues his occupation as a parking at-

tendant, this time at a roadhouse

restaurant. Quite unexpectedly one af-

ternoon he rescues a bewildered young lady

from her boorish, maniacal luncheon

companion and falls immediately in love

with her She is a tall, blonde woman named
Minnie whom he follows everywhere. She is ^
obviously bothered by this obnoxious in-

trusion into her life but receives a more

stunning blow when the man she loves, an

insipid twirp of a man. breaks off their

adulterous affair when his wife attempLs

suicide In the slight shock that follows, she

becomes fascinated with the badgering

Seymour

They attempt a romance, seemingly

doomed because of incompatability and self

interest, yet destined to be played to its end

Tne story's little more than a conceit, a

slight triviality that reads like a womn's

magazine story, off which Cassavettes

expands and markedly makes warm. The

film pinpoints lost, lonely people and then

captures their deliberate, frustratingly

futile need to be touched and wanted by

others. Each portrait is fully drawn and

richly portrayed. In his earlier stunning!

Faces, Cassavettes managed the:

remarkable feat of capturing each

character, usually a close-up, for a moment
longer than necessary. The effect framed

each character, made the viewer aware of

their vulnerability and each's deceitful,

preylike nature. It was a haunting device,

one which sharpened the stinging in-

dictment of middle-class values Faces

portrayed. Here the device is used again but

for more humane and understanding effect

These are not people who interact, they live

alone on the fringes of other's lives wishing

to be parts to a larger whole.

After introducing a diverse gallery of

lonely types, Cassavettes focuses on the

relationship between two of this kind and

their realization that maturity and respect

are essential to love. Seymour believes that

Minnie is there for his taking and rather

boorishlv attempts to utilize her in

practical sense. She is to him like the cars he

respects and uses, simple like any object

easily physically accesible in our society

He cannot understand her free will, no

matter how misdirected. She, too, sees

Seymour as an physical oddity she can take

and use. He adores her and she revels in a

distinct condescention. They grate rather

than fuse because of each's refusal to take a

chance of being hurt.

When finally they do the film escapes in

the Hollywood fantasy it earlier had

suggested as salvation. The notion is one of

unabashed romance, a difficult, fragile

style that demands a small story and

meticulous attention to be effective. The

final moments, despite their genuine in-

consistency with the earlier portions, are

joyous in the manner of the blissfully

irrelevant romantic film Hollywood hasn't

made in years. The film's a small, cap-

tivating romance edged with cynicism and

rich in fine performances. As Seymour,

Seymour Cassell makes this character's

transformation from the obnoxious bore to

the fairly likeable lunk he is at the con

elusion. The chief joy of Minnie and

Moskowitz is Gena Rowland's Minnie. She

portrays this nervous twitch with com-

passion, never allowing her to fall into artful

caricature. Part of the reason the romantic

elements do not fall into prattle is the firm,

incisive hold she has upon her part She does

simply carries the film which otherwise

may have been a mishmash of cynical and

romantic elements Cassavettes has pulled

a difficult task in making an extremely

likeable the ordinary story of two

disagreeable, unlikeable characters and he

has Gena Rowlands to thank for it.
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! PANASONIC SA 5500 AM/VM Stereo Receiver 29
| USED EQUIPMENT

1

watts RMS/channel, Direct-coupled output 2.0 . ,

I Microvolts IHF sensitivity, FM muting, speaker liffiiUMUl
|
switching and Hi Filter 2 year parts and labor I

KLH 35 watts RMS/cna.

I
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'
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| AR 2AX Loudspeakers

1 Creative 77 3-way speaker systems with 10" woofer,
j ^/fM ^^^^ sysfem|

|
and 5 year parts and labor guarantee. |«m^
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For The Record
11:00 - 7:00 P.M.

Mon. - Sat.

In the Alley Amherst

ALL RECORDS
ALWAYS ON SALE

460.00

'150.00 pr.

BSR 310X Automatic Turntable, cueing, anti.skating.|

base, dust cover and shure M75-C magnetic cartridge..

I Sony 252 D Stereo tape deck with simul-trak

I
•x

£

$4.98 List

$5.98 List

$6.98 List

$7.98 List

$2.99

'3.49

'3.99

$4.59

Dynaco FM-3 Stereo toner

'120.00

'75.00

List '470.00

A SOUND IDEA AT '299.00

I Dynaco Stereo 120 Amp 60 watts RMS/channel

V120.00
I
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Basic Audio

Maintenance And Care Of Your Equipment
_,. u_„ =, ai«,-v« Ho thP inh in this order so solvent to plastic, which is used on the heads Move the t

BY FRANK JOHNSON
Most of us wisely leave any

repair of electronic equipment to a

qualified repairman or audio

laboratory. Adjustments of in-

ternal components within an

amplifier or tuner are not possible

without expensive test equipment

and competence. Aside from

probing the innards of a hi-fi set,

however, there are many simple

maintenance operations which not

only can be performed by most

owners but also can result in the

most audible improvement in

sound if they are carried out.

The first rule to observe is to

never discard the instruction sheet

|(s) that came with all the equip-

ment, no matter how trivial or

.cursory they may seem.

Sometimes warranty information

and serial numbers can be un-

wittingly thrown out. and in the

event of breakdown this in-

formation will be required. The

instruction manuals usually

contain much valuable suggestions

on how to best operate the

equipment, and many provide

the entire cartridge shell is*

removed to do this operation most

accurately. When brushing the

stylus tip, make sure that the

strokes follow the direction of the

record, along the axis of the stylus

shank. Never brush against the

direction, because this way is

liable to bend the shank and ruin

the stylus. Always use great care

during all phases of the brushing

process. If brushing won't remove

deposits on the stylus, these may
require some alcohol. It may be

applied either with a cotton swab

or else with a clean cigarette filter

impregnated with alcohol. In some

instances the latter method may be

preferred, for there is no cotton to

foul the stylus.

The strobe disc is usually

necessary for turntables with a

pitch control, because unless speed

can be varied, off-speed problems

are apt to be permanent. To verify

exact speed, put the disc on the

turntable and turn it on. Then,

holding either a neon lamp or an

electric light powered by AC,

observe carefully the markings

Always do the job in this order so

that removed dirt or grease will

not re-contaminate the pulley.

Then, carefully replace the platter

without touching the inner surface.

Re-check the speed with the strobe

disc, if necessary. If the speed is

true, no further work is needed. If

speed is still off, the turntable may
be inherently off speed (a usual

case) or else the motor is defective

and must be replaced. This is the

time to visit your dealer.

With the advent of cassette

records, tape has become very

popular. What most people do not

solvent to plastic, which is used on the heads. Move the poles up and

many tape heads to bind the pole down slightly for about 5 seconds

pieces together. Using Carbona or on each head, making sure that tne

other cleaning fluids may ruin the unit stays on at all times. Never

heads so play it safe: stick with shut the demagnetizer off when it

91% isopropryl (not rubbing) ,s near the heads, or else they_may

alcohol. The second illustration

shows the correct method of

cleaning the playback head.

Repeat the operation on all the

heads, and then clean the capstan

and pressure roller. These are

be permanently magnetized. Then,

after all the heads have been

demagnetized, slowly withdraw

the demagnetizer away from the

recorder until it is about 3' away,

and then shut it off. Remember to

XTaTcs •"T.d/ir.xWitad approve »*i .urntabje
;

sp«d
Exact speed will result in

stationary markings; a slightly

fast turntable will cause the

markings to drift forward, and a

slow turntable conversely makes

the markings drift backward. If

they drift very rapidly, then the

turntable is seriously off speed and

needs to be serviced.

Sometimes the speed may be off

because some oil or grease has

, very efficient speaker gotten on the drive pulley or the

high-powered amplifier, idler wheel If this is the case, and

the turntable instruction manual
the

diagrams so that home repair can

take place Consequently, it is

always a good idea to retain the

instruction manuals and keep them

in a safe place where they can be

consulted readily in the future.

The second rule is simple: know

the limits of your equipment and

don't take chances If in doubt,

consult your dealer or serviceman.

For example, it would be unsafe to

connect

with a

Even if the speaker were driven

conservatively, an accidental

dropping of the turntable tone arm
might instantly destroy the

speaker because the amplifier

would have extensive reserve

power on hand. If such an

arrangement is desired, speaker

fuses must be installed as a

safeguard Check the amperage

capacity of the speaker fuse with a

dealer; usually 1.5 amps will do the

job adequately. Some speaker

manufactuers offer diagrams to

assist a fuse hook-up. in which case

the matter is a simple one.

Another example of a potentially

hazardous combination is using a

very compliant cartridge in a

turntable or changer that is in-

capable of tracking it properly. Not .

only will the desired results in all

likelihood not be achieved, but

once again damage to the car-

tridge is possible, because the

changer might handle it too

roughly Check the tracking force

range specified with each car-

tridge before installing it in your

turntable If the cartridge you

want is too delicate for your turn-

table, use a less elaborate one in

the meantime, and save up for a

better one.

But aside from these

precautions, there are very sen-

sible reasons to provide yourself

with a small tool kit and cleaning

materials, as to insure enjoyable

listening A few very basic items

needed for this periodic main-

tenance include a record cleaner,

some isopropryl alcohol, a few

cotton swabs, a stiff (but not overly

stiff) stylus brush, a strobe disc,

and a tape head demagnetizer.

Added to this array might be a few

assorted screwdrivers, some
needle nose pliers, and a pair of

tweezers. The more ambitious

outfit should include a soldering

gun, very handy for making

electrical connections.

The first item, a record cleaner,

will most probably reduce the

frequency of complicated stylus

cleaning, and it will preserve your

record collection in the process.

The various devices were all

reviewed in a previous column; for

reiteration here, the Watts

cleaning devices are generally the

best to use. (The illustration shows

a "Parastat")
However, even with a record

cleaner, dust will build up on the

stylus and distort the sound. To

facilitate removal, a small brush is

desirable (one is shown in the front

of' the picture). The stylus is

removed from the cartridge or else

specifies how to remove
platter, you can sometimes fix this

yourself. (Don't attempt this if

"you're not sure- either check the

manual or else ask a technician.

Usually a snap nut secures the

platter; this can easily be removed

with the aid of a screwdriver) With

the platter off. observe the idler

wheel and pulley assembly, which

on most automatic turntables

should rest near each other when

the unit is off. First, swab the in-

side of the platter with alcohol, to

remove any stray dust or grease

Next, moisten a Q-tip with alcohol

and hold it lightly against first the

pulley, then the idler wheel, and

finally the pulley once more

realize is that tape needs

somewhat more attention than

records All magnetic tape consists

of metallic oxide impregnated on a

flexible backing In time, this oxide

wears off. If it collects on the tape

heads, it spoils frequency response

and may even damage the heads

permanently if allowed to build up

Oxide can also gather on the

capstan, pressure roller, and tape

guides, which may result in erratic

speed To remove the oxide,

alcohol and a cotton swab is once

more required With the head

cover removed so as to permit easy

access to the heads, rub the

moistened swab gently over the

heads until the oxide is removed.

Alcohol is generally the solvent to

be used in most cases, because

other cleaning agents may be

located to the right of the playback disconnect the demagnetizer after

head use (it can get very hot quite

As the tape travels across the quickly) and, above all, perform

heads a gradual magnetic buildup the demagnetizing operation only

when the recorder is switched oft.

If your tape recorder manual

specifies periodic lubrication from

time to time, and it also provides

an exploded diagram showing hoW

its innards may be reached, per

form the operation as indicated,

and use oil very sparingly Make

sure that no oil or grease gets on|

the drive belts or pulleys. Clean the

inside with a rage or cotton swab,

and likewise clean any rubber

areas with alcohol if any grease is

present. Generally, this operation

is not required very often.

Lastly, with time volume con-

trols and switches may get noisy

due to oxidation of the internal

contacts and intrusion of dust.

When they get too noisy, the

problem can sometimes be

alleviated with a tuner contact

cleaner, available from electronics

retail outlets. Most cleaners come
in aerosol form with a removable

plastic probe Use these cleaners

very cautiously, and never use a

cleaner that is solvent to plastic If

the cleaner can is clearly marked:

"safe for all plastics", then it is

permissible for use.

Many readers will hesitate at

performing some of the more in

tricate operations outlined above,

but the more basic ones will cer-

tainly insure getting the most from

your hi-fi system When these

operations are carefully carried

out periodically, you may be

assured of getting your money's

worth
For the confirmed hi-fi tinkerer,

next week's issue will take a look at

hi-fi kits Do they really save you

money? Tune in next week and find

out

the correct way of cleaning a tape head. The owner has removed

the head cover so as to allow easy access to the heads. (Figure photo

by the author)
takes place which eventually in-

terferes with operation. The

process, called tape magneti-

zation, occurs after about

6 hours of continual use, and it may
occur instantly if a magnetic ob-

ject such as a screwdriver is

placed too near the heads.

Magnetization must be removed

with a head demagnetizer. sold in

most hi-fi stores for about $5. If it is

not checked periodically, hiss will

gradually increase during

plavback and possible tape erasure

may result The magnetizer is

usually powered by AC line

voltage, though some battery-

operated models are available. To

activate it. turn it on some distance

from the heads, and then slowly

advance the poles so that they

closely approach (but not touch)

Now Showing
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Adult 1.50 Child .75

A SOUFFLE OF A MOVIE!
AN AMAZING MOVIE. AMAZING IN THE WAY OF
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Weekend (Continued)

llusbamis (Saturday, Sage Hall, Smith
College, 7:15 and 9:30)

A boring and meandering tale of a trio of

old buddies on a drunken spree that examines

the masculine attitudes of marriage. The
film is another ego-trip for the indulgent

director-actor John Cassavettes, but con-

tains a dynamic performance by Ben
Gazzara and also stars Peter Falk.

Murmur of the Heart (Amherst Cinema)
A fine achievement by director Louis

Malic that is a sensitive and sophisticated

treatment of a very delicate and
provocative theme. The film concerns a 15-

year-old boy caught in the awkward process

of growing pains, who has an incestual

desire for his mother. The relationship finally

ending up in a sexual encounter, and while

the film contains fine acting and direction, it

should be viewed only by those open minded
enough to accept the film's controversial

themes. It stars Lea Massari and Benoit

Ferreaux.

One Potato. Two Potato (Saturday, Gamble

! Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke, 8)

A distressing and tender love story that

deals with a lonely divorcee who takes her

child and moves to a new city where she

meets a gentleman with whom she falls in

love. The man is black, and when they

finally wade through the puddle of parental

objections and head toward happiness, her

former husband returns in an attempt to

reclaim their child. Starring Barbara

Barrie and Bernie Hamiltoon. with direction

bv Larry Peerce.

Psyche (Wednesday. Student Union

Ballroom I

Alfred Hitchcock's deliciously black

thriller is perhaps the finest dark satire ever

made It is a frightening play on situational

ironies involving a psychopathic murdered

living in a rundown motel. Much of the pure

shock comes from the surprise of the shif-

ting events, one which has the billed heroine

murdered off. in a graphic, tautly controlled

sequence, little more than a half hour into

the film Hitchcock relies upon his ability to

wryly make the unexpected vividly

plausible The best thing about Psycho is its

coherence and its deeply perverse tone. It

reaches beyond the ordinary, simply
frightening, melodrama to become a darkly

humorous thriller and makes for a com-
pelling and frightening film. Anthony
Perkins has never been better as the with-

drawn Norman Bates and Janet Leigh is

fine in a featured role.

Shoot the Piano Player (Thursday, Merrill

Science Center, Amherst College, 3:30 and

8:30)

A brilliant film by the French genius

Francois Truffant that deals with an ex-

concert pianist who is pursued by a gang of

hoodlums. The film is a lively piece of off-

beat humor and tragedy, that stars Charles

Aznavour and Mario du Bois

Straw Dogs (Calvin heatre, Northampton)
Sam Peckinpah is back and once again

showing us the bleaker side of man's nature

in this near repellent study of contemporary

violence. Dustin Hoffman plays a milktoast

math professor who finds himself fed up

with the violence of our culture and seeks

refuge in his wife's little Cornish village. His

running away does little good as the film

moves to an effectively revolting con-

clusion, showing us, once again, the evil

which lurks in the hearts of all men. Hoff-

man suffers appropriately in a respectable

film of a somewhat dubious value.

Tristana (Monday,Gamble Auditorium, Mt.

Holyoke College, 7)

A pointless, repititous and boring film by

Spanish director Luis Bunuel, that stars

Catherine Deneuve and deals with a young

girl who attempts to destroy her elderly

guardian after he seduces her.

I:SSI: A Space Odyssey (Campus Cinemas,

Hadleyt
Unquestionably one of the finest films of

recent years and the best space epic ever.

Stanley" Kubrick's twelve million dollar

Modern Odyssey is the surrealistic journey

of Man's evolution, from Monkey to Man to

Superman The film is visually the most

complex in recent years, a cosmic

Marienhad. and the special effects are

Ryan O'Neal who co-stars with Barbra

Streisand in "What's Up, Doc?"

stunning beyond belief. It is loosely struc-

ture in three parts with more along thematic

lines than a linear plot, yet is never boring,

containing perhaps the most interesting pop

philosophy ever filmed The music score,

ranging from Richard Strauss to Ligeti to

Johann Strauss, is one of pasitive brilliant;

the script is downbeat black humor, and the

direction is impeccable Kubrick, visually

complete and beautifully done by America's

finest director.

Vanishing Point (Sunday, SU Ballroom, 7,

9:15)

A sanguine attempt at creating a film that

forces us to feel compassion for a loner in

revolt against society, but one that fails as a

result of a muddled point of view The film

deals with a wild ride from Denver to San
Francisco and stars a deadpan Barry

Newman as the loner who defies the world

of authority in the form of cops and speed

limits. Directed by Richard C. Sarafian.

What's Up Doc? (Showcase Cinema, West

Springfield)

Peter Bogdanovich's second successful

attempt at recreating the great style of the

classic Hollywood directors, this time the

witty, sophisticated comedies of Thirties.

Here the director is Howard Hawkes and the

film What's Up Doc? exemplifies most is his

Bringing Up Baby The plots are nearly the

same; in the earlier version Cary Grant

played a scatterbrained young man who
becomes romantically intrigued with the

sophisticated Katherine Hepburn In this

recreation, Ryan O'Neal and Barbra

Streisand attempt to replace these two

masters at sophisticated comedy and fail

quite simply in the process. Their failure at

imitation though is refreshing and allows for

their innate charms to shine, as does the

comedy which is a supple blend of the

sophisticated and slapstick and from the

opening title sequence featuring Streisand

singing Cole Porter's "You're the Top'' and

ends with Porky Pig saying, "That's all

folks." The film is a reverent vibrant

evocation of the great Hollywood comedies.

X. Y and Zee (Academy of Music. Nor

thampton >

The most inanely titled film quite some

time is this bitchy, romantic melodrama

that reads like Modern Romance written by

Edward Albee The story concerns unhappy

middle aged marriage in contemporary

London and the way three way affair em-

ployed to save it. It stars Susannah York as

a young botique owner who has an affair

with Michael Caine but has tendencies for

his wife. Elizabeth Taylor, whose medusa-

like presence makes for her most grotesque

appearance since Boom!

The Orchard Hill Jazz Committee
presents

Alice

Coltrane
and

Michael White

Pharoah
Sanders

Monday, April 10th Campus Center Auditorium

6:30 p.m. and 10:00 p.m

Tickets available at the Campus Center RSO Office and Orchard Hill Master's Office

Admission: one dollar
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Weekend

\mherst Folklore Center

Friday, Alril 7, the Center will present

Mudheads performing some of their original

acoustic music. $1.00

Saturday and Sunday, April 8 & 9. the

Center will feature The Spark Gap Wonder

Boys. $150.

Thursday. April 13. the Center is given

over to Paul Siebel, a singer and songwriter

from Woodstock. N.Y. ($)

Bela Bartok Choir

The Bela Bartok Choir of Eotvos Lorand

University, Budapest, will perform on the

Amherst campus of the University of

Massachusetts Tuesday. April 11, as part of

the third International University Choral

Festival. The concert, under the auspices of

the University's Fine Arts Council in

association with the UMass Chorale, will

begin at 8 p.m. in Hampden Dining Com-

mons. Southwest Residential College (site of

the high-rise dormitories*

Ror its April 11th appearance at UMass.

the Bela Bartok Choir will perform works

spanning four centuries from Palestrina to

examples of contemporary Hungarian

choral writing ($>

( ollequium Musicum
Monday, April 10. at 8:00 in Bowker

Auditorium, the UMass AC Group will

perform a program of music of the Middle

Ages and The Renaissance, with Prof Alan

Harler conducting

Roland Kirk

Monday evening April 17th. the Campus
Center Program Council presents Roland

Kirk in the Student Union Rahsaan Roland

Kirk, whom Esquire magazine calls the

blind soul brother of jazz, is rather an

unusual musician He plays the Manzello

and the Stritch. forerunners of the

saxaphone He also plays tenor sax; and

sometimes all three instruments together in

long takes of tuneful sound He also plays

just about every reed in Western music, the

flute, the whistle, gongs, and the thumb
piano He is a composer and band leader as

well All in all. it should be an exceptional

evening for both jazz and rock fans

Auditorium on campus. Lock Up Your

Daughters played successfully in London for

many years and was revived in 1969. The

show's plot is the story of a lecherous old

man (Judge Squeezum) and his equally

lecherous w ife who seek to seduce and keep

parted the winsome, young heroine and her

earnest, but slightly boring hero. The

comedy deals with mistaken identities,

disguises, cunning and cuckholdry. The cast

includes an assortment of Restoration

dandies, wenches, politicians and

magistrates -a bawdy crew guaranteed

never to teach those in the audience a thing,

but to delight them and send them happily

home. Music and lyrics for the musical are

by Lionell Bart, composer of "Oliver".

Films

Theater

\ssorted Shelters or Do You Have

Nightmares
Sweet Corn Theater Troupe presents the

final performance of an exclusive three

night engagement tonight in the Campus
Center. Rm 163. at 8:15. admission $ 1 The

production. ASSORTED SHELTERS or -

Do You Have Nightmares When You Sleep

On Your Back?, provides startling insights

into the nature of violence and the tyranny

of sexual roles As jarring social com-

mentary, or as pure improvisational

theater, it holds together; alternating

between seriousness and silliness, biting

satire and "sweet corn"

The troupe will return for performances

April 11 at Sage II, Smith College, and April

18 at the School of Education Auditorium In

addition, they will be giving a free par

ticipational Theater Workshop for non

performers at the Marks Meadow Cafeteria

(School of Ed» at 1 p m on the 18th of April

The Lady's Not For Burning

Take a beautiful young woman accused of

witchcraft and is scheduled for a burning at

the stake, a handsome gentleman is ob-

sessed with the idea he must be hanged,

have them meet each other in the barmey

household of 15th century English mayor,

who ineptitude can only be equaled by the

madness of his relatives and staff and shake

well. What you have left are the ingredients

for one of the funniest comedies written in

the twentieth century, Christopher Fry's

The Lady's Not For Burning. The Lady's

Not For Burning will be presented by the

UMass Theatre. April 13-15 and 20-22, 1:90

p.m. at Bartlett Auditorium. The Lady's Not

For Burning was first produced in New York

City in 1950 under the direction of John

Gielgud with Gielgud and Richard Burton

heading the cast.

I ock Up Your Daughters

The UMass Music Theatre will present

I ock Up Your Daughters, a musical comedy

based on the novel "Rape Upon Rape" by

Henrv Fielding, Thursday through Satur-

da y. April 6, 7, 8. at 8:15 p.m. in Bowker

A Clockwork Orange (Showcase Cinema,

West Springfield

I

Stanley Kubrick's masterpiece of science

fiction terror that deals w ith a society where

criminals are subjected to a behavior

conditioning that strips them of their free

will and human rights Kubrick's sense of

photography is more acute than ever before

in this film, and his settings and charac-

terizations are perfect renditions of

Burgess's futuristic world. Malcolm Mc-

Dowell's brilliant portrayal of Alex, and

uttistic young hoodlum adds the final

touches of strength and glamor needed to

perfect this astonishing film. The music and

the screenplay blend harmoniously with the

visual aspects of the film, and together with

the films shocking theme, they affect a truly

worthwhile cinematic experience.

Billv Jack (Jerry Lewis Cinema. Nor-

thampton*
A genuinely honest yet hopelessly cliched

contemporary drama about a young man who
protects a progressive school from some

local rednecks in a Southwestern town

Things here are reduced to the Fast Rider

mentality, which is to say so clear cut as to

be unrealistic The film is the old Grade B

Western made hip and despite the sincerity

involved, comes off maudlin It is the first

nous directorial effort by newcomer T.C.

Frank who has distinguished himself in the

past with a number of very good "bikie"

pictures, the best of which being Born

! oser>

Cabaret (Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield)

The most acclaimed film thus far this

year is this film version of the 1967 stage

musical which adeptly synthesized the Rise

of Nazism with the decadence of Berlin in

1930 The stage musical completely altered

the form in its brazen use of music as

commentary to plot the story On the stage it

was a serious, sharp, ingenious spectacle.

Her director Bob Fosse, scriptwriter Jay

Allen, and songwriters John Kander and

Fred Ebb have sharpened the original

material and in the process have rein-

terpreted the musical film The musical is a

sardonic, accurate rendering of the last

days of the Weimer Republic seen through

the characters and incidents of a young

British's intellectual stay there Much of the

action, all of the musical numbers, take

place in a local cabaret where Joel Grey's

performance as the evil Master of

Ceremonies exemplifies the era The film

benefits greatly from the startline in-

terpretation of Liza Minnelli as the amoral

Sally Bowles and Grey's haunting holdover

from the stage Thematically and

cinematically one of the most interesting

films of the season and the first jolt the

musical film has been given in decades

Cloris Leachman as the lonely, middled-aged woman in "The Last Picture Show", a

role for which she may win an Oscar this coming Monday as Best Supporting Actress.

Citi/en Kane (Friday, Worcester Dining

Commons, 7:30)

Recently the British magazine Sight and

Sound surveyed over fifty critics from about

the world as'to their picks for the finest films

ever made and, for the second consecutive

decade Citizen Kane handily beat all

competition Orson Welles' debut film is

simply the most controlled film ever made;

a work that is fresher today than most of its

current competition recently made It is a

stunning synthesis of diverse cinematic

techniques which tells the engrossing story

of the fictional Charles Foster Kane

Although denied by its creators. Citizen

Kane is obviously the story of yellow

journalist William Randolph Hearst and

when originally released in 1941 so irked the

newspaper magnate that he refused to allow

ads for the film in any of his syndicated

newspaper. Still the film has survived as a

testament to genius, Orson Welles, who co-

authored the script, followed through on

every aspect of production while directing,

and gave a superlative performance as the

egnimatic Kane The structure is highly

unusual; the story concerns a newspaper

man's inquiry into the meaning of Kane's

dying words and it engrossingly shifts

subjective points of view as each character

interprets the man's life. Those interpreting

or taking part include a wealth of actors of

Welles' Mercury Theater, including Ruth

Warrick. Joseph Cotton, Ray Collins, and

Dorothy Comingore Twenty years after its

creation it remains the most audacious work

of American cinema ever made and quite

likely the finest.

Dealing: Or the Berkley-to-Boston Forty-

Brick Lost Bag Blues (Campus Cinemas.

Hadley)
A sagging satire on the youth scene and

Establishment America that deals with a

Harvard law student who falls in love with a

San Francisco girl While the girl is

traveling to Boston to meet her lover, she is

arrested with forty bricks of marijuana in

her possession, which is followed by an all

out attempt to free her from this

predicament The acting is fairly well done

but the film is not very believable, and

through an attempt at being "culty" falls

short of being outstandingly good Starring

Barbara Hershey and Robert F Lyons, and
directed by Paul Williams

Klvira Madigan (Friday. Mahar, 7 and 9.

11)

A beautiful and engrossing tale of two

lovers who are fated to a disasterous end in

an affair which occasionally becomes too

romantically cloying, but remains for the

most part warm and human. The plot

revolves around a young tightrope walker

and her soldier boyfriend who have run

away from the forces that prohibit their

being together When their money runs out,

tragedy begins to set in, and although the

ending is inevitably forsees, it hits with a

hard, dramatic punch The photography and

settings are poetically beautiful, and are

accompanied by fine acting and good

direction.

The Godfather (Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield)

Mario Puzo's sprawling, engrossing

bestseller reaches the screen as one of the

most impressive and satisfying American
films in quite some time. It is literally a

cornucopia of everything a social drama
should be filled with. A strong plot, nostalgic

settings, warmth, violence, everything a

good, strong piece of popular entertainment

should have. Under the skillful direction of

Francis Ford Copolla, the film revives the

seemingly lost genre of the gangster films

and does so with what may be best labeled

the biggest of them all. Nearly every last

piece of Puzo's mammoth chronicle of the

rise of an Italian Crime syndicate is present

in this spectacularly refreshing three-hour

entertainment. The film also marks the

return of Marlon Brando as one of our

leading film actors in the titled role, and the

supporting performances from Al Pacino to

Sterling Hayden, are all equally fine The

film, like The Last Picture Show, shocks us

into realizing just how good old-fashioned,

straight-forward narrative can be. To be

reviewed.

duns of Navarone (Friday, Merrill Science

Center. Amherst College. 7:30. 10)

High powered entertainment and ex-

plosive action are combined in this film to

produce a dramatic adventure of war and

sea-faring intrigue The film concerns a

band of British soldiers who must elude the

Germans and land on the island of Navarone

to gain back the control of the Aegean for the

Allies. Starring Gregory Peck. David Niven

and Anthony Quinn. this film won the New
York Film Critics Award of Best Direction

for J Lee Thompson.

The Hospital (Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

The world of a big city hospital is brought

to life in this grim but often funny film that

deals with bizarre and exaggerated
situations of medical incompetence, the

violent aspects of New York City life, and

the bitter story of a middle-aged doctor who
is suffering from the termination of a bad

marriage. The film stars George C. Scott,

Diana Riggs. and is directed by Arthur

Hiller, with script by Paddy Chayefshy

The Garden of the Finzi-Continis

Victoria DeSica's first major film in

decades is this haunting, stunning essay on

the tragedy of Jews in Fascist Italy. The

story, based upon the semi-autobiographical

novel by Giorgio Bassani, concerns how a

middle class man finds himself involved

with the decaying world of the Finzi-

Continis, a rich aristocratic Italian family of

landowners. He witnesses the languid,

spoiled behavior of the family's two

youngest prodigy and makes an honest

corrolation between their lifestyle and

Mussolini's half-hearted attempts to rid

Italy of Jews, which were sufficient enough

to wipe out the Finzi-Continis and all they

stood for. To be reviewed.

The Last Picture Show (Palace, West
Springfield)

The Best American Film of last year is

this depressing, bleak vision of life about the

coming of age of three youngsters in a small

Texas town in 1951. Directed by Peter

Bogdanovich. the film is a straightforward

well-crafted, well-acted narrative about the

perils of growing up in the finest tradition of

the great Hollywood directors. The film is

nostalgia in the negative sense and despite

some near melodramatic plotting is the

most poignant film in quite some time. The
acting is superb by a cast of mostly unknown
character actors led by Cloris Leachmen,
Timothy Bottoms, Jeff Bridges, Eileen

Brennan. and Ben Johnson. The film won four

NY Film Critics awards and finished second
in voting for Best Picture behind a Clock-

work Orange an often searing film.

Continued on page fifteen
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Last night's Budgets meeting of the Student Senate. Most of the important budgets that were to be

considered were either tabled for consideration or not decided on due to lack of a quorum. < MIX" photo

by Al Jagoda)

Administration

,

Trustees Approve

$100 Tuition Hike
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

A $100 tuition increase -spread over two years for all public colleges

and universities-has won the support of the UMass administration.

The action in conjunction with similar recommendations by the Board

of Higher Education virtually insures a tuition hike for the upcoming

year.

Chancellor Bromery, according to the Springfield Republican, said the

proposal "appears to be the best of all plans proposed."

"All along I've been an advocate of low-tuition or not tuition, but being

a realist and seeing the large bills that are now before the General Court,

something has to be done," he said.

The proposal would increase undergraduate tuition to $250 in Sept., 1972

The plan has also been endorsed in a release by officials of state and

community college systems, and would recommend to the three board of

trustess that tution be increased.

Gov. Sargent will present his own tuition legislation today for public

hearings Sargent's plans have been reported to be based on the ability to

pay.

Lee Sandwen, the outgoing Student Senate president and student

trustee, cited political pressure as the reason for the "token" increase.

Sandwen told the MDC that the trustees of the community colleges had

previously advocated a $100 tuition increase. He also said increasing

pressures from private colleges have made the total political situation a

"difficult one".

"The trustees are attempting to find the best of bad alternatives in a

bad political situation," he said.

On the Governor's legislation. Sandwen said the trustees are initiating

the tuition action in order to insure that tuition does not become a political

issue every year.

Joseph Healy, chairman of the UMass trustees, said the proposal is a

"reasonable compromise" and that it represents a "recognition of the

facts of life."

"The proposal is as good as a compromise as we can get in the face of

political realities," he said in an interview.

The proposed hike, said Healey, does not abandon the basic principle of

low tuition.

On Sargent's legislation, Healey said that if a better plan is brought to

light, the trustees would be willing to transfer their support

As far as he knows, the legislature and the individual trustees now have

the power to set tuition rates. He said that if the Governor's plans win the

approval of the egislature. the matter would be taken out of the hands of

the trustees.

At this point, his main opposition against the Governor's plans to base

tuition on ability to pay are based on the fact that it would be difficult to

administer.

Healey said that barring any unforeseen legislative action, the proposal

will be brought up at the monthly trustee meeting, Ap.il 23. for open

discussion.

He said the board would try to settle the tuition issue before the end of

the semester
The joint statement from the representatives of public education and

the Board of Higher Education stated that the 12-year $200 tuition level

should be raised since Massachusetts has been faced with a sharp in-

crease in general price levels

The statement said that scholarship and aid funds presently available

to public institutions are "markedly inadequate even at present tuition

levels."

On The Inside

:

Minority Caucus
See page three

Westover Demonstration
See page seven

B52's Hit North
See page four

Jack Koch (foreground) and Sue Chamberlain (background),

representatives of Yahoo and the Index, at last night's Senate

meeting which was to consider the budgets of these publications.

Neither was considered as the Index budget was tabled for further

consideration until Wednesday and the budget of Yahoo was never

considered due to lack of quorum toward the end of the meeting.

<MD( photo by Al Jagoda)
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Charles K. "Chuck" Anastas. 18, is flanked by his father and a campaign worker after he won election

to the Hudson School Committee. He is a student at Worcester Junior College. ( AP)

School Of Education Marathon
To Focus On Institute Racism

By MARY GOODYEAR
Means of combating institutional

racism will be the basic focus of

the School of Education's Spring

Marathon scheduled for the week
of April 18-21.

Tom Paquin. marathon
coordinator said "The marathon
will give the opportunity for the

presentation of new ideas and
there is no problem finding new
ideas."

Events include workships
group activities, films, lectures,

and video and slide shows , will be

taking place throughout the week.

As many as fifteen events may be

taking place in any one hour and
the total number of presentations

should double the number in any of

the past six marathons.

The various presentations will be
made mostly by faculty members
from UMass and other schools.

Attending the events will be faculty

and graduate students, as well as
undergraduates and other in-

terested persons, including area
school teachers Undergraduate
education majors may get modular
credit for attending the events.

Apart from the basic focus on

racism, certain days have been

named on which the aim will be

directed toward a secondary focus.

A Teacher Education Day is

planned for Tuesday of the

marathon week, which is a day-

long program featuring a number
of alternatives available to

prospective elementary and
secondary school teachers.

Wednesday is scheduled as an
alternate school days and most of

the presentations will be made
from people attending or teaching

at schools other than UMass. A
womens' caucus day is set for

Thursday and the aim of the events

will be directed at womens'
problems

In addition to the many faculty

and student presentations, some
activities and speakers of special

interest are expected The "united

black artists" of Cornell Univer-

sity-Africana Center, consisting of

young black actors, dancers, and
musicians, will give dramatic
interpretations of "To All Things

Black and Beautiful." The group
will present the performance on

April 21. at Amherst Regional High
School

The Center for Humanistic

Education will present White on

White (WOW) for 1,000s. which is

a program of special activities

whereby white people assist white

people in understanding their own
racism. Some activities planned in

the WOW program include con-

sciousness raising via discussion

groups, racism vocabulary
workshops, and commitment
raising sessions.

On the last day of the marathon
Dr. Louis Anapolle, an op-

thamologist, will talk about vision

as it relates to school achievement.

The talk should be of special

concern to teachers as he will tell

how teachers can detect early

signs of vision problems.

Other special speakers include

Dr. Dwight Allen, the dean of the

School of Ed. at UMass. University

President Dr. Robert Wood, and
Dr. Joseph Cronin, Secretary of

Education in the Commonwealth.
Senator Edward Brooke also is

tentatively scheduled to speak
during the marathon.

For the duration of the
marathon's regular education
classes are generally suspended
and the students are expected to

attend marathon activities.

Collegium Musicum Concert
TheUniversityof

Massachusetts-Amherst Collegium
Musicum will present a concert
Monday. April 10, at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium on the cam-
pus.

Performers in the Collegium
Musicum are UMass music majors
interested in studying and per-

the

A night of happiness

and dancing.

N.E.C.B.
Band

til 2 a

forming music of the Middle Ages
and Renaissance. Singers and
Instrumentalists of the Collegium
are conducted by Prof Alan
Harler Asst Prof Charles Lehrer
is assistant conductor.

Included in this concert will be

the Early 13th Century four part

"Viderunt Omnes" of Perotinus,

master of the Late Notre Dame
School; and various works selected

from an early source of printed

music, the "Canti B" of 1502,

printed by Ottaviano Petrucci.

A performance of the "Sym-
phony of Psalms" of Igor
Stravinsky will be the second half

The Weather
By JANET HUGHES

Clear and sunny today. Tem-
peratures will range from the high

40s to the low 50's. That sounds

more like spring.

Now for the bad news. Tonight

will continue to be fair, with the

lows in the 30's. Console yourself

with this thought, if you didn't

make it to a sugar mapling place

for some sugar on snow, there's

still time.

of the program. Assisting the
Collegium for this performance
will be the University Chorus.
Open to the public without

charge, the concert is one of the
music department's continuing
series of concerts.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Search Com. Started
ForNewStudent A-G

By DON BISHOP
A Search Committee has

recently been formed charged with

finding a qualified student for the

Office of Student Attorney General

for next year. This student would

replace the current Attorney

General Henry Bouffard.

Search Committee Chairman
Jay Murphy stated that the

Committee is looking for interested

students who have had some ex-

perience in dealing with Ad-

ministrators and students.

Candidates should be aware that

the office will require a substantial

amount of work per week, roughly

20-30 hours. Work for the office

ranges from the arguing of cases in

the Student Judiciaries, to dealing

with District Attorney John
Callahan.

The office is expanding into new
areas such as Five College of-

fenses and misdemeanors on
campus. The Attorney General

himself will have a number of

Advocates working under him.

Anyone interested in this job for

next year should contact Jay
Murphy in room 921 of the Campus
Center.

Housing 's Effects Talks

A slide and lecture presentation

will be given by Professor Hans
Harms entitled "Housing and Its

Effect on People" on Tuesday,
April 11, 1972, at 7:30 p.m. It will be
held in rooms 168 and 170-172 in the

Campus Center. The program is

sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts AHEA Chapter.

Professor Harms is a well-known
professional man in the field of

housing and architecture. He
began his teaching career as

professor of architecture at MIT.
in Cambridge. While teaching a
seminar in community in-

volvement, he is working on a

housing project in the Boston
Community, and is director of the

Community Projects Laboratory
at MIT.

*

His presentation will show the

relationship of housing to people

and people to housing, the per-

sonalization of houses, and the

effects of variety and lighting in

relation to housing units.

All students and faculty are
welcome to come to an educational

and entertaining evening with

Professor Harms.

Greek Symposium Tonight
A symposium on the teaching of

ancient Greek will be sponsored by
the Classics department at the

University of Massachusetts
Amherst Monday, April 10.

Prof. Daniel Taylor of the
University of Illinois will speak
from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in Herter Hall

301. From 8 to 10 p.m. in the same
room, there will be three speakers:

Dr. Dennis Kratz of Roxbury Latin

School, Prof. Carl Ruck of Boston
University, and Prof. Edward
Phinney of UMass-Amherst.
The symposium, open to the

public, will examine the teaching
of ancient Greek in the context of

new attitudes toward foreign
language instruction.
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Applications now being accepted for the

Search Committee for a

Vice Chancellor for Student Affrs.

See Skip Casper in the Student Senate Office or leave a note in his
mailbox there.

Appointments to the committee will

President by Wednesday, April 12.

be made by the SGA

Senate Tables

Most Business
By MARY SMITH

The Student Senate voted last night to decrease the budget ap-
propriation for the Student Activities RSO Office, and then tabled
the budget until Wednesday's Senate meeting, pending further

information concerning the results of the motion.
The Senate also voted to table the Index budget until Wednesday

when copies of Index' proposed budget would be available to the

Senate.

The RSO motion was introduced by Senator Nick Apostola. The
motion calls for the elimination of all the salaries except those on
the RSO staff. Bud Demers of the RSO Office estimated that if

accepted, the motion would directly effect a total of twelve

positions.

The motion was founded on the sentiment that the students

should not be paying the salaries of people not working for the

students' needs or interests. Proponements of the motion argued
that such positions should be paid by the Administration.

After passage of the bill and defeat of a motion to reconsider,

Senate Vice-President John Hogan moved to table the entire RSO
budget until the next Senate meeting. At the time the vote was
taken, it was not known exactly which positions would be effected

or the total sum of funds that would be saved by the move.
The Index budget was also tabled after questions arose con-

cerning the budget proposed by the Index staff. Since there were

not copies of the proposed budgets available to the entire Senate,

John Hogan suggested that the Senate wait until Wednesday's

meeting.

The Index staff is requesting a budget ranging from $34,000 to

$50,000, depending on whether the edition is a paperback or hard-

cover publication. The Senate Budget Committee has voted to fund

Index for only $1.

In other budgetary matters considered at last night's meeting,

the Senate voted to accept the budgets of the Afro-American

Society, Action Lab, the Outing Club and Amateur Radio.

As approved by the Senate, the total budgets of the groups are as

follows

:

—Afro-American Society - $8,600.00.

—Amateur Radio - $1,226.00,

—Action Lab - $2,200.00.

—Outing Club - $5,369.00.

In a Special Business Motion preceding the financial business,

the Senate unanimously passed a motion to establish a Search

Committee for the office of Vice-Chancellor. The committee will

consist of nine undergraduates, three faculty members, two

graduate students, and two members to be appointed by the

- Chancellor. SGA President -elect Larry Ladd stated after passage—
of the bill that he hoped a precedent would be set concerning the

future selection of Administration officials, allowing for greater

student voice and responsibility in the matter.

The Senate also voted to guarantee the Blues Club $130 and

authorized a category change for CEQ.
Due to the lack of a quorum, the Senate was forced to adjourn

earlier than expected. The remaining portions of the Budget Act will

be considered next Wednesday.

Minorities Caucusing Today
By NATHAN GORENSTEIN

The minority caucus today at the School of

Education will be aimed at providing minorities

within the school with a sense of awareness to the

problems confronting them according to William

Tutman, Chairman of the now defunct Committee to

Combat Racism.
Four areas will probably be covered by the caucus

according to Tutman. These are people, policies,

resources and academic services within the School of

Education and their relation to minority groups. The
caucus will be open to minorities only.

People will involve a discussion of the people found

at the School of Education, their level of awareness to

each other and of racism within the school.

Policies will cover how the decision-making

process within the School works, who makes the

decisions, how those people are chosen. Who forms
the programs within the school, how tenure and
admission is decided upon. Resources will cover the

financial aspect of the school. How funds are

allocated, who does the allocating, how resources

such as space and equipment within the school are

used.

Academic services will follow in the same vain. The
relevance of courses to minorities, how decisions are

made on programs and policies concerning the

minority community within the school.

The Committee to Combat Racism ceases func-

tioning today due to what the Committee terms
disinterest among minorities in the School of

Education and a lack of support from the School. It is

the hope of the Committee that the caucus will have
enough minority and the School of Education will

support to achieve the goals it deems necessary at

today's meeting.

The caucus will begin at 9 a.m. in the School of

Education auditorium and will continue until all

topics have been discussed.

Two follow-up meetings will be held Tuesday and
Wednesday with representatives of the caucus and
the School's administration to discuss ideas

suggested at the caucus and to structure a follow-up

to it.

Issues Of Minority Caucus

Welch To Read Poetry
James Welch, a Blackfoot In-

dian, will read selections of his

poetry at 8:15 tonight in Mahar
Auditorium
Welch's poetry reading is

sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitor's Program, and MFA
Program in the English Depart

ment.

Welch wrote a book of poetry.

"Riding the Earthboy 40", which
was published last year. His poems
have also been published in several

anthologies and national

magazines.

Admission to DVP presentations
is free.

(Editor's Note: The following is

a statement from William L.

Tutman. Chairman of the Com-
mittee to Combat Racism. It

concerns today's School of

Education minority caucus.)

By WILLIAM L. TUTMAN
Today at 9 a.m. in the Ed school

auditorium, there will be a caucus
of minority members of the school

and invited members of the

general university minority
community.
There have been some questions,

and much confusion about the

origins and legitimacy of this

caucus as a bona fide expression of

the minority community The
following statement is intended to

clarify these matters.

The minority caucus is not the

idea and tool of the School of Ed
administration The caucus came
about when the Committee to

Combat Racism in the Ed school

decided that because of its com-
position and its lack of credibility

among minorities, the Committee
could not adquately address the

questions of racism. It called for

all elements of the school to denote

themselves to the problem
The minority caucus today is the

first step in this process.

It is particulary important to

minorities that this caucus be

successful. It represents an op-

portunity - the first collective,

organized opportunity for ethnic

minorities to express their in-

terests and concerns to the ad-

ministration. If we lose this

chance, or if the caucus is un-

successful, it will be a victory for

racism. It will set the cause of

minority autonomy back many
years.

It is, therefore, the responsibility

of all minorities to participate in

the caucus. It is our further

responsibility to work with each

other in a serious fraternal but

uncompromising spirit to ensure

that at the caucus' end, we will

have formulated a comprehensive
list of our grievances and con-

cerns, and detailed, specific

program to change the School of

Education so that its educational

policies and programs which effect

minority students and com-
munities will reflect our interests

and concerns.

TUESDAY
Something special going on at Ponderosa

,tf.

a

Congress Questions FBI Crime Impact

A great steak dinner

Ponderosa s regular $1.39 great Family Steak

Dinner. Served with baked potato, crisp tossed

salad and roll. All for 99< A delicious bargain.

Every Tuesday from 4 o'clock on, at Ponderosa.

WASHINGTON <AP) — A House
subcommittee says an in-depth

investigation shows the govern-

ment's top crime-fighting program

SPECIAL! I

This Week Only

Dungaree Jackets

$588

has "had no visible impact on the

incidence of crime in the United

States
''

The report by the legal and
monetary affairs subcommittee,

not yet made public, was obtained

Sunday by The Associated Press

The subcommittee, headed by

Rep. John Monagan, D-Conn., held

nine days of hearings last summer
on the block-grant programs of the

Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration The panel is a

branch of the Government
Operations Committee.

Its report concludes that the

programs "have been charac-

terized by inefficiency, waste,

maladministration, and, in some
cases, corruption." Established

under the 1968 Safe Streets Act.

LEAA has received nearly $1.5

billion from Congress to pass on to

states, mostly in the form of block

grants.

The states, in turn, distribute the

money to communities for projects

designed to improve and
strengthen law enforcement, in-

cluding courts, police and prisons.
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[Kina Street NORTHAMPTON
( across from Hampshire Lincoln Mercury)
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U.S. Bombers Sweep North Vietnam
SAIGON (AP) — U.S. B52 bombers are

flying sustained raids over North Vietnam
for the first time since before the bombing
halt of 1968, the U.S. Command said Mon-
day. Below the demilitarized zone, tank-led

enemy forces renewed massive assaults in a

drive on provincial capitals and key towns.

Official U.S. sources described the use of

B52s over North Vietnam as a "show of

force" on the part of President Nixon.

A brief statement from the command said

American "air and naval operations con-

tinue south of, in and north of the DMZ.
These operations include naval gunfire,

tactical aircraft and B52s throughout the

battlefield area."

Command spokesmen said North Vietnam

is considered part of the battlefield area.

The statement said the operations were

"in response to the Communist invasion of

South Vietnam through the demilitarized

zone."

A command spokesman denied North

Vietnamese claims that three of the eight-

jet B52s had been shot down during the past

week, including one on Sunday. The com-

mand said Sunday that one B52 was slightly

damaged while operating along the DMZ,
but landed safely at Da Nang.
The South Vietnamese appeared to be

holding out Sunday against the enemy
assaults below the DMZ, and the Saigon

command ordered another 20,000 troops into

a showdown battle for An Loc, just 60 miles

north of the capital.

On the southern front near Saigon, heavy

fighting erupted along Highway 13, about 20

to 25 miles south of An Loc and only 37 miles

north of the capital.

A battalion of 400 South Vietnamese

paratroopers, which only two days ago was
guarding the presidential palace, was at-

tacked from the west as it moved along both

sides of Highway 13.

A 1 ,000-man South Vietnamese commando
force made a helicopter assault into the

jungles northwest of An Loc, behind North
Vietnamese lines.

At the same time, a 300-man airborne

force landed by helicopter and secured the

district town of Chon Thanh on Highway 13

just north of the scene of Sunday's fight.

An estimated 30,000 troops from three

North Vietnamese divisions-the 5th, 9th and
the Binh Long-two artillery regiments, and
a tank unit with 10 PT76 light amphibious
vehicles were reported to have surrounded
An Loc. The town is defended by about 10,000

regular troops from the South Vietnamese
5th Division, rangers and militia forces.

In the action around Da Nang, on the coast

about 100 miles south of the DMZ, enemy
forces tumbled two South Vietnamese bases

that had been blocking points for any push
eastward toward the populous coastal

lowlands.

They were Fire Base West and Fire Base
O'Connor 36 miles south of Da Nang, and
about four miles apart.

But elsewhere, the South Vietnamese,

with 400 U.S. air strikes backing them up,

held on.

Toward dusk, the 400 marines at Pedro,

who have withstood assault after assault,

lured North Vietnamese infantrymen into a

trap and inflicted heavy losses on them,

field reports said.

The offensive hit U.S. air and ground units

for the first time, and there was speculation

that the North Vietnamese were beginning

to hit American bases in retaliation for U.S.

air strikes at the north.

The U.S. Command said six Americans
were killed and 25 were wounded in a sapper

attack on the Cam Ranh Bay base along the

central coast, a ground assault on a secret

mountaintop radio relay station in Tay
Ninh, 60 miles northwest of Saigon, and in

the downing of two helicopters.

The casualties were the heaviest U.S.

forces have suffered on the ground since the

start of the enemy offensive March 30.

Zanzibar Ruler Murdered
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania (AP) — Two

assassins of Sheik Abeid Karume, the ruler of Zan-

zibar, were killed in a gun battle with security forces

Sunday. Radio Zanzibar announced. A third assassin

committed sincide the broadcast added.

One assassin had been shot to death Friday in the

headquarters of the ruling Afro-Shirazi party after

the assassins burst in and gunned down Karume as he

was playing cards with some friends

Radio Zanzibar, the official government voice on

the spice island 20 miles off the African mainland,

said Sunday's gun battle with security forces took

place at Bumbwini, 16 miles from the town of Zan-

zibar.

The broadcast, monitored in Dar es Salaam, said

one of the assassins was killed on the spot and the

second died as authorities were taking him to Zan-

zibar. The body of the gunman who committed
suicide was found in the old Arab quarter of Zanzibar.

The four assassins thus lived less than two days
after they succeeded in killing Karume and wounding
two of his top political aides.

Informed sources in Dar es Salaam said Sunday
night that a fifth man believed to be a member of the

assassination squad had been captured alive by
security forces.

The assassination Friday is believed by Tanzanian
authorities on the mainland to have been an isolated

attack on Karume and not an organized attempt to

overthrow the government.

Medics treat South Vietnamese soldiers injured when their tank hit

a mine while accompanying reinforcements up Route 13 north of

Saigon to where the North Vietnamese have opened third front in

their current offensive. (AP Wtrephoto)

IRA Vows To Fight British

In Brief...
Hughes Smoked Dope

NEW YORK ( AP) — Sen Harold Hughes. D Iowa, admitting he
has smoked marijuana, called Sunday for an amnesty for persons
serving prison sentences for using it.

"During World War II in Africa, I smoked marijuana and it had
absolutely no effect on me," he said. "Marijuana isn't physically

or. except in remote instances, even psychologically damaging."
Bomber Squadrons Put on Alert

WASHINGTON (AP) — About three or four squadrons of F4
Phantom fighter-bombers remained on alert in the United States

Sunday for possible flight to Southeast Asia, defense sources said.

There were no fresh departures of American air or naval units

from the United States over the weekend, they said.

Youngest Judge Takes Seat

SALIDA. Colo. ( AP) — Twenty-year-old Holly Leewaye will don
a black robe Monday, her first day in office as municipal judge.

Cultural Enrichment

Leads To Larceny

BELFAST (AP) — Thirty

Roman Catholic priests in war-

weary Northern Ireland appealed

from the pulpit Sunday for peace,

but the outlawed Irish Republican

Army vowed to fight on against

British rule.

The priests read a joint

statement to congregations in

some of the most troubled quarters

of Belfast

Aimed specifically "at those

conducting the IRA campaign,"
the statement said: "As priests

working in these areas, we know
that people want to see an end to

armed conflict."

The appeal, read at every Mass,

expressed the antagonism of the

minority Catholics to internment-

without trial of IRA suspects and
recognized their fear of Protestant-

inspired suppression

But it said this should not be

mistaken for support of the IRA's

bomb-and bullet campaign in the

province, where 298 persons have
died in three years of violence.

In weekend statements, the

IRA's militant Provisional wing
rejected increasing calls for a halt

to the violence while Britain had

taken over direct rule of Northern
Ireland, suspending the
Protestant based provincial
government for at least a year.

In Belfast, workers dug through

the shattered lower floors of the

city's biggest hotel, the Europa.
ripped by a bomb Saturday in a

day of violence that saw a woman
shot in a clash between British

troops and gunmen in Londonderry
and three other persons injured in

a firing raid on a Belfast book-

maker's shop.

Soldiers at a Londonderry guard
post attracted two bursts of sniper

fire Sunday, but in Belfast some of

their colleagues were mobilizing

for a different kind of action

Police later launched a search
for six youths who savagely at-

tacked a young, pregnant mother
in her Belfast home. The assault

was a tarring and feathering, an
IRA punishment recently applied

to girls they accuse of fraternizing

with British troops. But the at-

tackers used red paint instead of

tar

The youths dragged 24 year old

Phylomena McGuckin from her
kitchen as she was preparing
lunch, took her into the street and
beat her with clubs.

After pouring paint and feathers

over her, they tied her to a lamp
post She was freed by neighbors.

Mrs. McGuckin, five months
pregnant and a mother of three, is

recovering in a hospital.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

NAPLES, Italy (AP) — Thieves

stole a car, but returned it with

apologies and two opera tickets.

The owner and his wife were
touched and went to the per-

formance. While they were out. the

thieves rifled their house.
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a space odyssey.

Coming Soon!
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ATTENTION
Fraternities and

Sororities

Having a Mother's Day Party?
Preparing for an Open House?
Getting ready for Pledge Formal?

Now is the time to contact

Kmtiekf FrM Cklekm M§rl»§ S$nrU§.

We can provide you with full dinner, deli and cold

cut, and low-cost meals at reasonable prices.

Any type of service and food available.

Call or contact
ANNE DUNN at 256-8531

Black Caucus Asks Media For Aid
On its way toward developing a

national black agenda, the
Congressional Black Caucus
arrived at Harvard last week for a

two-day forum on six vital

segments of our society.

The form—entitled "What Our
National Priorities Should

Be"—focused on communications,
education, employment, health,

housing and law.

It was one in a series of con-

ferences the caucus has held

across the country during the past

nine months in an effort to obtain

ideas, views and recommendations

I'.S. Representative Shirley Chisholm.

Air Force Called
1

'Consumer Of Lemons
5 5

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Air

Force's giant CS cargo transport,

already one of history's costliest

planes, is being accepted with

many serious deficiencies, in-

cluding problems that caused 3.327

landing gear failures in a single six

month period. Sen William
Proxmire said Sunday
Commenting on a recent report

on the plane by the General Ac-

counting Office. Proxmire said in a

statement it now has been
demonstrated "that the Air Force

is the biggest satisfied consumer of

lemons in the history of military

procurement
."

The Wisconsin Democrat said

that in the year that has passed

since the first GAO report on the

plane, nothing has changed and the

Air Force still is accepting

delivery of defective CM
The 15 planes accepted from

February through September 1971

had an average of 271 deficiencies

per aircraft-many of them major,

he said.

CHAMPION TERMPAPERS
636 Beacon Street < #605)

Boston. Mass. 02115

Research Material for Termpapers, Reports. Theses, etc. Lowest

Prices, Quick Service.

For information, write or call : < 617) 536-9700
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at taught by

MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI

• NATUHAL TECHNIQUE DEVELOPS FULL

CHEATIVE ABILITIES

• PHOVIDES DEEP *EST AND KELAXATIOhl

• LIFE EXPANDS IN FULFILLMENT

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE

Wed., April 12 8:00

SB* 120
STUDENTS

INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION SOCIETY

that will help mold the legislative

agenda for the nation's 25 million

blacks.

This agenda. Clay stressed, is

"over and above" the resolutions

adopted at the National Black

Political Convention in Gary, Ind.

last month. He said Gary's was a

political agenda, and the caucus
agenda is primarily a legislative

one.

Rep. William L. Clay (D-Mo.),

conference chairman, made it

clear that the agenda— to be
presented to the platform com-
mittees of both major political

parties— is not a creation of the

caucus, but of Black America.
Clay emphasized that a major

reason the caucus meets in various

cities is to get a truly represen-

tative feeling of Black America's

needs and aspirations.

The caucus received a strong

indication of these feelings during

six all-day workshops on the listed

priorities. Perhaps the most
significant of these was the one on

communications, a topic that was
referred to frequently by CLay and
other caucus members.

In fact, Clay said at Friday's

press conference that com-
munications was added as a sixth

priority because without solving

the problems of racism in the

media, 'We're not going to be

successful in solving the pi oblems
that exist for Black America."
Although The Globe, the Chicago

Sun-Times and the Philadelphia

Bulletin—along with Harvard's
Institute of Politics—were spon-

sors of the forum, the caucus gave
the mass media no mercy.
"We came down on the media

hard," Clay said, "and anyone can
see this in our recommendations."
Nor did Harvard escape strong

criticism. The Congressmen joined

black student leaders at Harvard
who have been demanding the

university sell its huge
stockholdings in Gulf Oil Corp.

because of the company's extensive

operations in the Portuguese
African colony of Angola.

Rep. Charles Diggs (D-Mich.),

chairman of the House Foreign

Affairs subcommittee on Africa,

said that Gulf is providing $30

million a year in payments to the

colony, an amount which
represents about half its military

budget. He deplored that "unholy

alliance" between organizations

"with an ostensibly liberal outlook

and the real oppressors of

liberation in Africa."

This hardly meant, however,

that the other five topics were
neglected by the caucus and the 500

participants, who included com-
munity leaders, newspaper

publishers and editors.

Many biacks in this society,

might consider the workshop on

"law and justice" more aptly

termed "law and injustice", the

caucus said. And the workshop on

Housing was changed by the

panelists to "Housing - Apartheid:

American-style."

The pervading theme, the
common denominator, throughout

the workshops was racism.

According to Clay, the agenda
consists basically of the 60

recommendations the caucus
presented to President Nixon last

year. These recommendations, he
added, were the result of months of

meetings with groups and persons

representing a cross-section of

Black America, including black

politicians, financial experts,

various professionals, community
leaders and grass-roots
spokesmen.
Drafting of the agenda will be

completed in time for the caucus to

have it presented to both the

Democratic and Republican
conventions. Clay said that Sen.

Edward Brooke may present the

black agenda to the Republican
platform committee. "I hope he

gives it some serious thought."

Clay said.

Reprinted from The Boston
Glrtw.

Skydiving Law Student Sought
SALT LAKE CITY. I tah (AP)

A law enforcement student and

skydiving enthusiast who said he

was a Green Beret and helicopter

pilot while in Vietnam was
arrested Sunday and charged with

the $500,000 extortion parachute

hijacking of a United Air Lines 727

jet on Friday.

The FBI said the money had not

been recovered.

Richard Floyd McCoy. Jr.. 29. a

Brigham Young University student

active in the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints Mormon, was
arrested at his home, a neat, brown
brick bungalow in Provo. Utah.

McCoy, the father of two. said he

had been preparing for drill with

his Army National Guard unit

when arrested and appeared for

his arraignment before U.S.

Magistrate AM Ferro in military

fatigues.

McCoy was held without bail on

charges of air piracy and in-

terfering with flight crewmen. The
maximum penalty is death.

A preliminary hearing was set

for April 19.

The FBI refused to comment
on whether the parachutes and

weapons involved in the hijack had

been found.

McCoy is accused of com-
mandeering a United flight from

Newark. N.J., to Los Angeles

shortly after it made a scheduled

stop in Denver.

The plane was diverted to San

Francisco where it remained on

the ground for three hours while

four parachutes and the $500,000

was delivered.

Then, the passengers were let off

and the plane began a zigzag flight

over the Northwest
The hijacker bailed out over

Provo. a community of 75.000. and

the plane went on to land at Salt

Lake City.

The complaint against McCoy

said the FBI was led to him by a

highway patrolman. Robert Van
Ieperen.

Ieperen knew McCoy, according

to the complaint and heard him
talk about the possibility of

hijacking an airplane. Ieperen was
quoted by the complaint as saying

McCoy told him he would demand
$500,000 if he were a hijacker

The hijacker bailed out of the

jetliner over Provo in southern

Utah's lake and mountain country

shortly before midnight.

A 12-hour search by 200 officers

ended with the FBI staking out

McCoy's residence in the
university city of Provo, two blocks

from the city center.

Friday's hijacking was the
seventh involving parachutes in

just under five months FBI agents
say it was not connected with any
of the others, including the one
involving a man known as DM
Cooper, still sought after bailing

out over Eastern Washington with

$200,000.

Cut Your Study
Time in Half

We Guarantee that we will increase your
reading speed six times with equal or

greater comprehension or we will refund full

tuition. We teach you on your own

TEXT BOOKS.

There are no gimmicks! !

!

Call now to register

or for Free Demonstration
Collect 617-478-0287

Barkley Wyckoff

Reading School Inc.

Join

University Year For Action
Initial Meeting Tomorrow Night

Rm. 116 SBA Building 7:30 p.m

See Page (7)
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iSenateCommitteeMeetings
m Baker House Plans Co-ed Move

•:•$•: Committee A Chairman

:•:•:•: Women's Committee

:•:•:;: Mira Marshall

•Xv!
/Xy Services

vX:
:

Elliot Sherman

W
;Xv: Academic Affairs

•:•:•:•: Nick Apostoia

xx':

•»>. Financial Affairs

;$•$ Rents and Fees
:
:
:
:|$ Bob Chiller

m
>Xv Governmental Affairs

•:$:% Bill Spinn

Student Matters

Maggie Houghton

SUB COMMITTEES
Concert Committee
Gary Gomes. Bill

Staton, Elliot Sherman

Food Services

Donita White

Meeting Time and Place

6 p.m., Monday, 175

Campus Center

730 p.m., Monday, 903

Campus Center

Main Topic of Discussion

Admission's Policy of the

University as regards women.

ft*

m
Transit Service,

of SE.S. note

7 p m Tuesday,

Campus Center

811 15

5:30 p.m. Wednesday,
177 Campus Center

Class rings,

Finalization

service.

Rhetoric requirements
(Talking to the Grad students

who teach Rhetoric.)

Category changes
Committed agenda.

1

M

7 p.m.,

posted

place to be Campus Center Fee, Housing

Wednesday night, exact

time and place to be

posted

Thursday, 8 p.m..
Campus Center 175

Tuesday 6 p.m. and
Thursday 9 p.m. Place

will be posted

(To be posted) Tuesday
night 6 30

m
I
1

Committee Chairmanships; -x-X
committed agenda. '•'.<''.''.

,
I

Committee reorganization. .j.;.;.;

Many more people needed. X-X
Fund raising, Security, Clean jtfX

up to be discussed vX;

XiX

No information available at -Xv

1
::|$;i Committees and Sub committees of the Student Senate

X'Xcome and help UMass be a better place to I ive in.

the present time.

are open to all students Please*:;:
*SS

Ecologist L. B. Slobodkin

To Lecture Here Thursday
Dr. Lawrence B. Slobodkin, a

well known and controversial

ecologist, will speak on "Applied

Ecology and Environmental

Dr. Lawrence B. Slobodkin.

SPECIAL RACK

Jerseys
Value to f 10.00

only

»^884

Planning" at Thompson Hall,

Room 104, University of

Massachusetts. Amherst on

Thursday. April 13. at 8:00 P.M. A
coffee hour will follow the lecture

in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union. The public is in-

vited free of charge.

Dr. Lawrence B. Slobodkin is

presently Chairman of the

Department of Ecology and
Evolution at the State University of

New York at Stony Brook. He is a

member of the Editorial Board of

the Journal of Theoretical

Population Studies, and the

American Naturalist.

Dr. Slobodkin holds research

grants in excess of one half million

dollars from the Ford Foundation,

National Science Foundation,
Rockefeller Foundation, and the

Smithsonian Institution. He is

currently researching the total

ecological effect of planning on

man's environment, including the

effect on man's biological,

political, economic, and social

institutions.

Fac-Sen To Meet

A Special Meeting of the Faculty

Senate will be held this evening.

Monday. April 10, in Room 163

Campus Center at 7:30 p.m. in

order to discuss Collective

Bargaining on the Amherst
campus as a means of enhancing

the faculty role in the governance

of the University. All faculty are

urged to attend this important

meeting.

By JOHN BOCK
With the recent tuition increase

and the change in residency

requirements, the issue of

coeducational dormitories seems

minor. But it is important to

residents of Baker House, in

Central Area. This all-male dorm
has made the initial overtures

toward going co-ed. Working in

what they consider a less than

promising atmosphere, residents

of Baker are submitting a proposal

of intent to become a co-ed dorm.

Located halfway up Orchard Hill

in Central Area, Baker is at

present one of two all-male dorms
in the area and houses about 350

males on four floors. Its past has

left an impression on the campus
that has made the work proceed

slowly. The University desires that

any dormitory that wishes to go co-

ed display a healthy attitude

toward the responsibility involved.

The Heads of Residence at Baker

House, Steve and Karen Soderlind,

seem enthusiastic about going co-

ed and somewhat distressed at the

School of Ed.

Colloquium Held
The third annual Graduate

Colloquium of the School of

Education, University of

Massachusetts-Amherst will be
Tuesday, April 11.

Colloquium events are designed

to inform faculty and students in

the Five-College Area (Smith,

Mount Holyoke, Amherst, and
Hampshire Colleges, and UMass I

of research activities at the UMass
School of Education.

Current research of UMass
education doctoral candidates will

be presented from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

at the Campus Center. Topics will

include: Education for Global
Survival. Ocean Hill-Brownsville.

Education and Capitalism, Student

Teaching in Urban Schools, The
Future of Science Education in

Secondary Schools, and The Goals

Process in Educational Evaluation

Methodology.
A complete schedule of events

may be obtained from Paul Bur-

nim. Room 121, School of

Education, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass.

01002. Telephone 545-1573.

SPRING HAS COME!

So Has Inspection Time.

Frank's Arco Service
(Official Inspection Station)

Rt. 116 NORTH AMHERST,
Between Cliffside and Campus

ARCO

Complete Tune-ups

Minor Repairs

Emergency Service

Tel. 253-9063

Hrs. 7 A.M. — 9 P.M.

U-HAUL

Trucks and Trailers

Order now for

end of semester

moving

problems that have so far been

encountered.

"Damage to the dorm was

something of a trademark in the

past," said Steve, "but this year,

due largely to the efforts of the

residents, vandalism and

malicious damage have been

limited to the point that Baker no

longer has a troublesome damage
record."

Some residents say that the new

furnishings in the house may have

prompted such a good response.

The color TV, pool tables, ping

pong tables and new lounge fur-

niture are heavily used and the

residents respond by "keeping an

eye" on these things when they

aren't in use.

Earlier this year the various

cooridors banded together to form

their own security force without

pay, when funds from the

University ran out and the paid

security was removed.
According to a Baker resident, a

health attitude must involve more

than a secure residence area. It

also incorporates a change in the

idea of the status of women in

general and co-ed living

specifically. This begins with the

males changing their opinions of

themselves as residents of Baker.

Perhaps the most enthusiastic

supporter of Baker is Karen
Soderlind. "Right now, I wouldn't

choose to live anywhere else,

because I love it at Baker. It's

m
LOWEST
JET FARES
TO EOROPE
Whatever your age, SAVE
money on Icelandic Airlines'

jets from New York to Lux-

embourg in the heart of Eu-

rope. Our fares are lowest of

any scheduled airline.

UNDER 21?—Our round-trip

Youth Fares are $180 (win-

ter), $205 (spring, fall), and
$270 (summer), ages 12
thru 21. Also, exclusive one-

way Youth Fares.

OVER 21?— Stay overseas
46 days up to a year and
you'll SAVE $274 this sum-
mer, $247 this spring and
fall against lowest compara-
ble fares of other scheduled
airlines. Great for teachers
and grad students. See your

travel agent for valid dates,

reservations.

To: Icelandic Airlines
630 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. 10020
(212) PL 7 8585
Send folder CN on Lowest Jet
Fares to Europe.

Name-

Street.

City

State- .Zip.

My travel agent is.

All fares subject to change.

ICELANDIC

demanding, and in addition to my
academic pursuits, often

frustrating for me; but when I

think about my daily schedule, the

best part is coming home."

The counselors in Baker have

done much to help the men prepare

for co-ed living. Mike Lawless,

second floor counselor, says "I

think the time has come when co-

ed is no longer the next step', but

the result of a lot of hard work by

the residents."

Room choosing is coming up
soon and the Co-Ed Committee at

Baker is extending an invitation to

all interested females on campus
to attend a Coffee Hour at 7:30

P.M. on Tuesday, April 11 and
Thursday, April 13 in Baker's main
lounge. One purpose of these

Coffee Hours is to promote
discussion and feedback on how the

dorm could be made more ac-

commodating to women.

GOU
DRIVING

RANGE
(1/2 Mil from tht

Umv of M«H.)

HUIT9
HAOFf, MASS

253B14

Sm Bob Caprara. PGA ProfMMonai

for Golf Lmmmm by Appointment

WORLD CAMPUS
AFLOAT

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February

Combine accredited study with

educational stops in Africa, Aus-

tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000

students from 450 campuses have

already experienced this interna-

tional program. A wide range of

financial aid is available. Write

now for free catalog:

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC12, Orange, Cal. 92666

UMass Fine Arts Council Presents

Great New OrlMM Jaiz

I

Thurs., April 13

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.

Boh ker Auditorium
(Stockbridge Hall)

Reserved Tickets. LM I'ndergrads $1.50; Other Full-

Time Students $2.5u; I'M Faculty /Staff $3.00;

Cieneral Public $3.50

KINK ARTS COUNCIL. 125HERTER

TFL.:>4:>-0202

Students are required to show I.D.'s w/tickets at door
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200 Demonstrate At Westover
By ROBERT DAVIDSON;

Photos By ALAN CHAPMAN
200 demonstrators rallied

against the war Friday April 7th

outside gates at Westover Air

Force Base despite unseasonable

cold weather. The addition of men
and planes to Vietnam from the

Chicopee base was the specific

reason for holding the rally.

Westover Action Project, an off-

base group made up of active duty

G.I.'s, veterans and citizens called

for the emergency demonstration

early Thursday morning.

Demonstrators arrived with

placards reading: "End the War in

S.E Asia"; "Stop the Bombing";

"All American Forces Out of S.E.

\sia Now"; "Money for the Poor

not for War".
Discussions centered around the

Monday - Friday
11:30-2:00

Rainbow Trout $2.50

Fried Oysters MS
I

Frog's Legs S1.2S

Fried Clams 1.50

Fried Scallops MS
I

Flounder Stuffed with
Crebmeat MS

Fillet of Sole 1.50

Fantail Shrimp MS
Fried Lobster Tail MS

I

Soft Shell Crab 2.40

Fried Haddock ISO

I
Clam Chowder
Cup .30 Bowl .SO

|
Oysters and
Cherrystones 1.S0

I Shrimp Cocktail 150

ABOVE SERVED WITH FRENCH
FRIES AND OUR NEW OYSTER
BAR DRESSING

Coffee — Milk — Tea .20

THIS MENU IS

SERVED IN THE
OYSTER BAR ONLY

War, political repression in the

U.S., the plight of U.S. economy,

and penal reform.

Spokesman for the Westover

Action Project said that the tur-

nout was bery good considering

there was less than 40 hours notice.

A variety of people from many
walks of life participated in the

demonstration: union members,

veterans, students, active duty

G.I.'s and ministers. The 20 or so

active duty G.I.'s mentioned

continual harassment by the

authorities, yet they said the mass
demonstrations and a strong sense

of unity, keeps morale high among
anti-war G.I.'s.

At 4 o'clock police arrived at one

of the gates and told the demon-

strators to leave or they would be

arrested. They stated that the

demonstrators did not have a

permit. Demonstrators at that gate

said they would be happy to be

arrested and the police let them

alone.

At 5 p.m. these demonstrators

joined those at the main gate, who
did have a permit. The demon-

stration continued there until 6

p.m. People were in strong

agreement that the unity

developed at the demonstration

was sure to continue on to the

National demonstrations April 22.

STOP
TERMPIPERS

•F AMHERST

Research and
Reference Materials

Room 117

Amhertt Carriage Inn

233 North Pleasant St.

(413) 256 6106
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SUMMER SESSIONS

Plan now to earn your degree credit*

here in Vacationland Maine s degree*

cooler climate The recreational op

poMunities are endless at nearby

lakes, mountains, and seashore

plus a beautiful new Olympic

si/e swimming pool and many

other on campus facilities Undrr

graduate and Graduate courses

Distinguished faculty, visiting lee

turers. conferences, wurk shops and

concerts Weekend outings Mod
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ORONO. MAINE 04473

Make vacationland Your vocatlonland
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WASHINGTON -When you get right down to it, the

Democratic primary races are really a fight for

press space and free television time. Because there

are so many candidates in the race and none of them

has said anything new since they started running, it's

very hard for a presidential aspirant to get on the

tube or in the papers unless he does something

unique. .

Mayor John Lindsay, for example, spent the night

sleeping on the couch of a $6,000-a-year worker in

Milwaukee "to identify with the little man." He was

offered the worker's bed, but Lindsay said he'd

rather sleep on the couch because he tossed and

turned a lot at night.

As time goes on, each candidate's staff is going to

have to escalate the type of stunt which will attract

press and TV coverage.

I can imagine in the next few months the following

conversation in a candidate's office:

"Senator, we've come out with a dandy idea which

will get us on the local CBS station. We've entered

your wife in a roller derby Saturday night against the

Bloodhawks."
"My wife can't roller skate."

It doesn't make any difference as long as she can

fight. We've set it up so "Hated Hanna," the captain

of the Bloodhawks pulls your wife's hair out. Then

your wife hits her in the solar plexus and Hated

Hanna will go right over the railing.

"Two other Bloodhawks will attack your wife from

the rear and start stomping on her, but her team-

mates will come to your wife's aid and kick the two

across the rink."

"I'm not sure Penelope is up to that."

"It's essential. Senator. This state is bananas about

roller derbies, and if your wife gets beaten up by the

Bloodhawks. well pick up 5% in sympathy votes

alone."

•Well, I'm going to go there to see that Penelope

doesn't get hurt needlessly."

"You can't, Senator. We've booked you to perform

a heart transplant at the General Hospital on the

same evening."

"A heart transplant?"

"Yes, we've found a retired factory worker who

says you can operate on him. It will be a good chance

for you to dramatize your concern for the lack of

decent medical treatment in the country. The NBC
station is sending out a film crew, and Sander

Vanocur will cover it live."

"All right, if you think it will help. Tell my wife I'll

meet her back at the hotel after the operation."

"Oh, we forgot to tell you. You're not sleeping at the

hotel Saturday night. You're sleeping at the zoo. They

have a white leopard out there that everyone is crazy

about, and we think if you spend a night with him

you'll get your picture on every front page in the

state."

"Good grief, isn't there any other' way of getting

exposure?"
"Believe us, Senator, if there were, we wouldn't put

you through all this. Now, tomorrow morning you

have to be at the state fair with Penelope at 9 sharp."

That shouldn't be so difficult."

"You've been entered as a couple in the sky-diving

championships."
•We rein the sky-diving championships'7 '

"You're not competing You're just starting the

show Both of you jump out of a plane at 2,000 feet,

free fall for a thousand feet and then yank on your

parachutes ABC bought the idea sight unseen."

•Why doesn't somebody check out these things with

me before we're committed?"
"Senator, do you want to be President or don't you?

After the sky-diving event, we've lined up some press

exposure that no politician can buy."

"What's that?"

Would you believe we got you the lead in the

lounng company of Oh! Calcutta"'''

Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times

True Stories : The Florida Incident

By DA. HOPKINSON
I ain't about to be what your mind

thinks I oughta. And this next corner '11

be just fine with me. I'm running from

no one and it's none of your business.

And mister get your damn hands off of

me...

Went to the laundromat tonight, watched

an ant run the rim of a nickel Smoked a

joint before I got there, and finished my
book in time with the wash. Pretty amazin'.

to actually be alive, contented, and stoned,

on a Friday night in California doing my
wash
May not seem like much to you. but there

were times coming from Massachusetts all

the month of February I really didn't know
whether I'd make it or not. Funny, cause

only spent half the time on the road as I did

going from Oregon to Boston; maybe it was

just a bad time of year

It was really cold and when I left New
York City the first Sunday morning of

February. The New Jersey Turnpike was a

bitch, but finally caught a ride into DC. with

a speed freak from the Navy about six p.m.

Figured it would take me two days to reach

Sarasota, and when I left Georgetown < and a

nice guy and warm bed) on Tuesday mor
ning I was feeling pretty good. It was windy

and cool, but sunny as hell, and all the land

would be new to me. Besides, first ride out of

Georgetown was a taxi driver who got me
stoned.

I guess that was the last of my good luck

for a while, a hell of a while. Made it to Rich

mond about noon, taking my chances on

Interstate 95. A truck stopped for me. but

real far down the highway, and my pack

didn't make running any too easy. I was
panting like hell and looking up at that huge

Georgia-plated monster, just about to open

the door, when I saw the silent form of a

notorious Virginia state trooper, easin' on

over to me Jesus, he must have spotted me
stumbling down the highway and fuckin'

waited for me to reach the truck before

stopping. Very funny.

We got in his car. I should have panicked,

cause I had a nice little bag of marijuana for

my friend in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. I may
have blown it, but I don't remember getting

scared. I was pretty cool, but fucked it up

anyhow.
— Are you going to arrest me?
— I'm debating.

Well, I should have gambled on that as

meaning he didn't want to arrest a poor little

girl like me. But then he starts going into a

spiel about how he just hates to see people

get into trouble, and if I have any sort of

drug paraphenalia with me, I had just better

put it right onto the seat and he wouldn't

charge me with it And. they're going to

search at the station

There are times I deeply regret that my
parents brought me up honest, and it sunk in

so well, cause I've always had a hard time

lying and bullshitting, which are a couple of

pretty invaluable traits to have. So the first

thing I said was a hoarse and unconvincing

attempt at innocence.

You know, sorta like Lucille Ball on the

reruns And I got worse. I started thinking,

and thought so loud I started mumbling

about remembering the Constitution I knew

if they searched me they'd find it. And by

this time I figured he knew I had it Well, it

wasn't much more than a nickel bag. so I

gave it up. half expecting him to turn and

say he he he little girl, now I got you

But he turned off the highway, helped with

my pack, and let me off on another road.

Pretty old to be smokin'

So, I was standing there, trying to get my
shit together, when up pulls a black Ford

with three huge guys yelling out the window

you going to Florida 9 Turns out. they had

stopped in front of the truck on the highway,

seen the cop and waited to see what he'd do

with me.
I gathered later they stopped cause I

hadn't a bra on.

So, from Richmond at one in the afternoon

to Daytona at four in the morning I rode with

three Pennsylvania hicks going down for the

races. They were straight as hell, never

even drank, and lived on a diet of Kentucky

Fried Chicken, Charlie Pride, car garages

and motors, and balling.

Most of their questions were along the

lines of:

Are you a hippie
9

Marijuana doesn't do anything for you.

does if
And they could not understand why

didn't want to ball them all. and why I

should get pissed when the biggest and

smelliest started pawin' me So it went.

At four in the morning it was raining like

hell, and some people let me wait out the

night in a highway restaurant attached to a

motel and all night gas station outside of

Daytona They were getting ready to open at

six for breakfast One woman in charge

walked by and told me to sit up in my chair

like a lady Three security guards sat down

and rapped about how Reynolds had shot

and killed a guy next door last night. I was

feeling real tired and wasted from not

sleeping, and began having these weird

thoughts and strange, real ominous

premonitions- like something was gonna be

really wrong And the coffee was making me

sick

It was raining only lightly and real green

and early morning Florida mild and it felt

good and fresh starting out I was thinking

Id shake the night really easy

But I never even had any luck Had a

weird couple of first rides, almost got

arrested again, went out of my way to avoid

the cops, and ended up standing on an im

possible ramp three hours later in the

pouring rain Still hours away from

Sarasota
Two freaks stopped. I can remember my

first words as I climbed in the back
- Shit, am I glad to see you guys.

The driver's name was Jim. he was pretty

quiet the whole time Funny. I don't

remember the name of the other dude. He
was loud asked me my name but con-

tinually prefaced all his questions with

chick. I should have known he was a flaming

asshole. They lived in Miami and dealt

dope; wanted to know if I'd like to drive

around and smoke some til the rain let up. I

said sure, as long as we headed in the

direction of Sarasota That would be cool

I guess most of you know what time does

when you're really wrecked Their grass

was amazingly good - real powerful stuff.

They decided to stop and pick up something

to drink and drive over to see a friend's new

truck.
— Chick, did you get high9

Orlando. Florida. The car was fast, the

roads puddled and slippery. Everything was

wet. and the fields and trees seemed greener

than I've ever seen.

I don't remember when it began Only that

suddenly, or perhaps not suddenly at all,

perhaps it had been there since the early

morning, a sensation of paranoia crept into

my head and got me under completely. Jim

was driving fast I had a feeling we were

going to crack up. It must have been then I

hinted at my uneasiness, and said I wanted

to get back on the highway. All right, but

they just wanted to see this truck. We
stopped. They got out of the car leaving me
in the back seat, the motor still running. I

wanted to yield to the impulse to grab that

car and drive away. It seemed irrational

and I started talking myself out of it.

Looking back, we probably drove the

same roads again and again, without me
ever recognizing a goddam thing. I was still

super wrecked. Finally, after the whole day

had seemed to creep by, we were un-

derneath the highway. I probably hadn't

been in the car more than an hour.

Subconsciously, my brain must have

known all along. There was a side of the

reality that was right in front of me, my
mind telling me the pattern was real, but I

had kept ignoring it.

The car stopped on a streaming muddy

road, the wet and the green still outside. The

silence made it obvious, brought the shat-

tered glimpses of the reality that actually

was occurring together The dude in the

passenger's seat turned.

— Chick, don't worry, we're not going to

ball you I think you've got some money.

Give it over
More than anything. I wish I could write

how I used my quick wit and intrepid spirit

to escape. How I pulled my knife, or used

judo, or systematically psychologically

stripped them down and got away I could

feel fear running in my veins, like suddenly

my blood was scared and it was flowing all

through me. paralyzing my body, and my
mind.

I didn't want to act like that, I didn't want

the fear to show in my voice, a voice I could

hear as mine, but weak and scared. Hearing

it as though I were an entirely different

person in the car. or a figure watching a

movie screen
I could do nothing.

So. I gave him all the cash I had. almost

fifty dollars It would have got me across

easily.

— Chick, I saw you put something into that

pack a while back. You were fumbling

around in there What the fuck was it?

— Nothing
— If you don't tell me what it was, I'm

going to rip that whole fucking thing apart

and throw every single thing into this mud.

Do you hear me9

I had, thinking they were about to let me
out. been looking vainly for my poncho. It

was still pouring.

I went through everything in the pack,

naming each item methodically one by one.

(In Alabama. I later found a Christmas

envelope with ten dollars, which we had

missed The small, sole triumph.)

I remember my voice kept saying How
can you do this to me?
The driver was silent. Once he turned to

his friend saying something like, that's

enough, or that's cool.

— Hey man, she put something in that

fuckin' pack and I want to know what it was.

Finally, they let me out. The loud one got

out so I could get from the back seat. I

leaned in to pull out my pack, looked at Jim,

who I wasn't afraid of, alone. Thanked him
for the dope. The other one got back in the

car. You're not going to bother with the

police are you chick? Smiled, said goodby.

Fuck you, I said singsong in the mud, in

the green, still pretty high.

He laughed. I don't blame him.

'NIXTI'

Letters To The Editor

It Seems Logical

To Whom It May Concern,

Since we have no nobility in this country, according

to the Constitution of the United States, it seems

logical that all public officials can be held ac-

countable for any misconduct.

The following information is based on personal

experiences and from analyses of news items.

I accuse Richard M. Nixon of:

(A) OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
(B) CRIMINAL NEGLIGENCE-Check the F.B.I,

situation and his reaction to the disclosures; nothing

but polite statements. According to a former agent,

that agency falsifies documents What significance

does this fact have when one considers it along with

the evidence in trials such as the Berrigan case?

Although nothing is known about the defendants in

that case, it is known how the Government operates.

If the Bureau has been functioning so smoothly, why

were many top officials replaced over a period of

several months? Look into the Lockheed affair

(Shown on "Sixty Minutes", Ch. 2, Detroit, 6:00 P.M
3/12/72.)

(C) LOOTING OF THE TREASURY-Look at the

Postal Bond affair where the subject's law firm got

the legal work. Examine the persons and firms

connected to this matter. There are other things too.

It is not a question of the government head getting

reelected, but one of being allowed to remain in office

until next inauguration day without being impeached

and removed from office. Although the rest of the

government appears to also function mainly for the

benefit of special interests too, the appropriate

government panels may be forced to cause the

removal of the government head.

I accuse John Mitchell, formerly head of the

Department of Justice, of:

(A) OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
(B) CRIMINAL NEGLIGENCE
(C) EMBEZZLEMENT-He didn't even know it

was wrong to use a government car and chauffeur for

family use until the information appeared in the

newspapers? Here is the chief law-enforcement of-

ficer brazenly stealing from the Government! This

shows his character.

I accuse Melvin Laird of:

(A)OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
(B) CRIMINAL NEGLIGENCE
(C) Lowering the efficiency of the Department of

Defense by his conduct It does not matter whether or

not that is his purpose, this is the results of his efforts.

(A spy sent here by a foreign power to accomplish

that same condition is convicted of treason if ap-

prehended and the necessary evidence is presented

In the writer's opinion, the Department of Justice is

completely unreliable and unpredictable in its

present operations. (Would installing Mr Kleindienst

remedy the situation or is he part of the problem?
)

1

is obvious that the integrity cannot be restored to that

department by the present head of the Government

as he is largely responsible for its condition.

Would any of these people recognize a crime if they

saw one? Any arguments offered by other officials

regarding certain unconscionable acts is totally in-

defensible.

A public's official's excuse about not reading his

mail, so not being responsible for its contents is not

valid. These people have aides to read mail and

recognize what is important. Besides, the officials

have time to run around the country giving speeches,

etc. If they can do that, they have time to accept their

responsibilities and must be held accountable. If they

are not, they could give this as an alibi anytime they

didn't want to perform their lawful functions.

Should crooked politicians be allowed to hide

behind their offices and thereby escape going to

prison for their crime against the people?

There was an occasion when a registered letter was

sent to the head of the United States Supreme Court.

(Letters had already been sent to many other of-

ficials. ) Since there was no visible result from this

act, it must have been thought proper to engage in the

conduct described in the letter. Aren't all judges

officers of the court?

Government spying seems to be utilized as an

important adjunct to concealing crimes perpetrated

by government officials as well as those by personnel

of the special interests

The whole governmental situation is shocking!

As a side item, it appears that there is a concerted

effort to systematically destroy the postal functions

performed by the Government. Perhaps someone

would care to investigate who is behind this and

where the profits will go if the plot is successful. You

can be sure that all confidentiality will be lost if the

private sector takes over this function. I know what

some of the people in that group do to citizens.

What kind of heritage do you want to pass down to

your children and your children's children? One

should not count on the Government to preserve his

liberty; only citizens by their demonstrated

displeasure at government corruption, can do that.

Please pass this data to others.

Hubert G.White

About the Writer

You might, at first glance of this letter, wonder if I

am mentally unbalanced.

While serving as a civilian metallurgist at a

government plant (in 1968), management made

reference to this employee's mental condition. (At

one time, this employee walked out of the plant and

remained out for almost two weeks. When he

returned, he was not fired nor was he required to take

a mental exam. Why not?)

Consider this information. A false rumor was ap-

parently circulated at the plant The story indicated

the employee had been a resident of a mental in-

stitution during a nearly three-year period of idleness

immediately preceding government employment.

(The long period of inactivity was due to being

"blackballed"* by American Metal Climax. One

might think that the person's own deficiencies ac-

counted for the idleness. The writer received a letter

of recommendation from that firm! The trouble was

caused by the employee refusing to perform an illegal

act ordered by a company official This act resulted

in a conspiracy to conceal the matter and included

full use of the awesome power of the Government. It

has included surveillance, harassment,

photographing my residence, and other things. There

were political donations (Just two officials of that

firm gave $27,000 to Johnson's campaign),

arrangements, support to Nixon's campaign, and

certain appointments. One aide, a Mr. Flanagan, has

a family connection to American Metal Climax.

Government material was involved.)

There are more than 70,000,000 persons employed in

this country. The way things are now, anyone can be

destroyed because he or she refused to disobey the

Isw
The Department of Justice appears to have been

corrupted to the extent that the laws mean nothing

when corporate crime is involved.

*With two possible exceptions.

Editorial Points
It's a little ironic that the

Nixon re-election committee
sent a note to Alger Hiss asking

for contributions to the Nixon
campaign. Maybe computers
do have brains...

*****

All groups have been can-

celled for next year due to lack

of interest in the Senate

budgets proceedings.
*****

What if they gave a Senate

and nobody came?
*****

It seems as if the only time

the Massachusetts Legislature

votes in favor of pay raises is

when they're for the

Massachusetts Legislature.

To the Motorcycle Marauders

Rumor has it you may have something which belongs to me :
my

poor, apparently foresaken Triumph 250, #TR25W1903. Ex-

planations are probably due on both sides. Please call 549-0589, in

Amherst, and ask for Bob, or leave a message. Contrary to popular

belief, I am interested in getting my cyke back. Thank you.

Robert R.Wallace Jr.

Why Publicly?
TO THE EDITORS OF YAHOO:

I cannot help thanking you publicly for not mentioning my name on the

contents page or giving me any credit whatsoever as being the author of

the piece that you cho6e to retitle as "Self Mutilation". The actual parody

had been shortened to the extent that, with the exception of my girlfriend,

no one would ever have guessed that I had written such great garbage in

the first place. However, no one can deny that I only got what I deserved,

and that the parody's vibrant sense of humor was in complete harmony
with the rest of the magazine. Thanks again for all you've done.

Stanley Wiater

A First Step
To the Editor:

Recently we have witnessed the attention focused on institutions in

need of reform. On this occasion I would like to make reference to the

Hampshire County Jail located on Union Street in Northampton.

Last summer, as part of a course, 1 was given a tour of the County Jail.

It was then that I became aware of the existing facilities (or should I say

lack of facilities). Specifically the recreational needs of these men were

not being met.

A small but significant step has been taken by three UMass students to

rectify the situation. Dave Pikarainen, Jim Kain both undergraduates,

and Bubba Pena 1971 UMass grad have been traveling to Northampton

three afternoons a week, on their own time, to instruct a weightlifting

program at the Jail.

The fact that such a program has been established is most encouraging.

I would hope that such efforts are appreciated by the community as I'm

sure they are by the inmates themselves.
Doug Cooney

A Problem Of Aesthetics

(Ed. note: The following is a copy of a letter sent to Mr. Edward Cole.

President of the General Motors Corp.)

Dear Mr. Cole:

About twelve months ago I wrote to the G.M. Ombudsman about a

problem. Not only has my problem gone unsolved, but my letter has gone

unanswered. I never even received the courtesy of a reply.

On the slim chance that the responsibility which General Motors claims

for itself is no joke. 111 tell you of my problem again! I intend to keep

after you until you do what your soft sell mass media ads claim.

My problem is one of aesthetics. On Route 12 going between Keene,

New Hampshire, and Amherst, Massachusetts, there is a gross and ugly

billboard emblazoned with the ridiculous caption. "Jet Smoother in '66."

That is 1966. mind you.

Since the sign is located on an otherwise beautiful drive, it stands out

like the debris floating down the Merrimack River. It's really something

to be going over the hills and dales of the beauteous New England

countryside, through the quaint villages of Winchester and Northfield,

and running handlong into "Jet Smoother in '66." Lovely!

The sign is located 100 yards south of the New Hampshire

Massachusetts border on the Northfield town line. Below the caption is

the ironic word, "Colonial."

Really, can't you remove that sign!

Dubiously yours,

Thomas M. Stauffer

Nature May Revolt
To the Editor:

There have been many predictions about the future concerning

droughts, famines, and such. Predictions such as these have always

existed, though usually never finding themselves coming into being. But

now more than ever could one imagine a revolt by nature, in her trying to

tell us the need for balance and harmony.
Last summer I was invited to share in the harvesting of some fruit

trees. I was amazed to see the vast quantity of food that was given from

these four trees The pears, apples, and peaches that were picked that

day would have been enough to last a family for many months in a needed

situation.

I think about the many families in our country having to receive

welfare to help in their living. And I think about that for two or three

dollars apiece, fruit trees could be given to them through their welfare

payments or some government help: and in a few years not only would

these trees be an excellent source of food and nutrition, but they would

also add some beauty to the sometimes very coarse surroundings.

Some friends of mine in college are planning to ask their student senate

if for one year they could use their class money for planting a small fruit

orchard to be used to help the needy of their town, while also giving the

students something good and free to eat. Churches could do something

similar, in either giving certain families these kinds of trees or in plan

ting their own.

I spoke to my father about planting some trees on our property, and he

grouched out something about fruit rotting and the lawn mower, extra

expense and care...but ya see dad, they are very strong trees and almost

completely self-sustaining, and agencies do exist that would readily take

whatever fruit we couldn't use to give away fresh or to preserve: for still

most of the world is hungry.
D. Lodinsky

t
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Spring Bust, 71: Aftermath

Flutist Joanne Dickinson

Flutist Here Wednesday
The next event in the University of Massachusetts-Amherst Faculty

Recital Series will feature flutist Joanne Dickinson Tanner, assisted by

her husband. Peter H. Tanner on the piano Both are faculty members of

the UMass music department.

Open to the public without charge, the recital will be Wednesday. April

12, at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Included in the program will be Handel's "Sonata in B Flat Major

iFitzwilliam Sonata I);" Mortensen's "Sonata for Flute solo. Op. 6;"

Roussels "Joveurs de Flute. Op. 27;" and Mozart's "Concerto in D

Major. K. 314."

Computer Conference Held

This Week For 5-Colleges
On Tuesday. April 11. and Wednesday. April 12, 1972, a five-college

computer conference is being held in the Murray D Lincoln Campus

Center for the purpose of demonstrating what is being accomplished with

the computers available at the five college campuses

Co-Chairmen for the event are Margaret Grady, Graduate School and

Kathleen Cowles, University Computing Center with Prof Bert Men

delson representing Smith College; Mrs. Betty Steele, Amherst College;

Prof. John Durso. Mount Holyoke; Dr James Watkins. Hampshire

College; Dr. William Cooke, UMass Worcester, and Margo Koufopoulos,

UMass Boston.

All faculty, staff and students from the five colleges are invited to at-

tend. All inquiries may be directed to Margaret Gray at the Graduate

School. Graduate Research Center. UMass or by calling her at 5-0666

TAKE A BREAK!
L.eture Note* for the following counei:

Botany 100

Economics 125

Economics 12*

Food Science 101

Hisfory ISO

Microbiology 140

Philosophy 10S

Government 100

Psychology 101

Psychology 2*2

Psychology 2*5

Psychology 270

Psychology 280

Psychology 301

Psychology 302

Psychology 32S

Sociology 101

Sociology 25*

Zoology 101

Zoology 135

STUDENT SENATE LECTURE NOTE PROGRAM, Room 311,

Student Union Building, Phone 545-2*13.

By Popular Demand
Monday and Tuesday

SPECIAL

2 Pieces of Chicken, Mashed Potatoes and

gravy, Corn on the Cob, Soft Drink,

Buttered Roll

Rt. 9, across from Zayres

(Editors Note: This follow-up to

the May. 1971. drug raid was

compiled by Randy Dahl of the

Student Affairs Office. It is

presented here merely as in-

formation, and should be in-

terpreted in no other way.)

The information that follows is

presented as an item of general

interest, and is not intended to

describe, affirm, or amend
University policy with regard to

drug use. The reader is invited to

determine any and all conclusions

that may be drawm from this

summary.
In the early hours of May 14,

1971, officers representing several

law enforcement agencies con-

ducted a "raid" on and about the

campus of the University of

Massachusetts, and subsequently

arrested 53 persons. At the time of

the arrests. 49 of these persons

were students and/or former

students (recently withdrawn) at

the University.

All persons were arraigned in the

Northampton District Court later

that morning Of these 49 cases. 18

were finally determined in the

District Court, while the remaining

31 cases were bound over on

probable cause to the Grand Jury;

in each case, indictments were

returned with the result that all of

the 31 cases were held for trail

during the October Sitting of the

Hampshire County Superior Court.

As of this writing, all 18 cases not

bound over to the Grand Jury have

been heard and finally determined

in the Northampton District Court,

25 of the 31 cases bound over have

been tried and finally determined

in Superior Court, and the

remaining six have been continued

to the Superior Court June Sitting

A distinguished characteristic of

the 31 cases bound over is that an

indictment for sale of a narcotic or

harmful drug (as defined in the

General Laws of the Com-
monwealth), including in-

struments for their use, was

returned by the Grand Jury in each

case.

The following dispositions

pertain to the 25 cases heard and

finally determined during the

October and February Superior

Court Sessions:

A. CONFINEMENT Total of 8

students/former students

1. Massachusetts Correctional

Institution at Concord - 3 in-

determinate term (normally 6

month minimum);
2. County Houses of Correction

(Hampshire, Franklin. Berkshire)

- 5 60 day term.

B. SUSPENDED SENTENCE
(CONFINEMENT) -Total of 14

students/former students

1. Massachusetts Correctional

Institution at Walpole - 9 5-7 year

term, on and after, suspended;

2. Massachusetts Correctional

Institution at Concord - 2 in-

determinate term (normally 6

month minimum), suspended;

3. County Houses of Correction - 4

1 year term, suspended (3) 60 day

term, suspended (1).

C. FINE -Total of 2 student-

s/former students

1. $500 (within 6 months) - 1;

2. $200 (immediately) - 1.

D PROBATION -Total of 20

students/former students

1

.

Term of 4 years - 1

;

2. Term of 2 years - 10;

3. Term of 1 year or less* - 9.

*( includes 1 case in which

charges were continued without

finding for one year)

E. DRUG DEPENDENCY*
1. Commitment as drug

dependent person for out-patient

treatment (maximum of 1 year) -

4;

2. Commitment as drug
dependent person denied - 3

*(7 of the 25 defendants were
found to be "drug dependent

persons who are not drug ad-

dicts").

With the exception of the four

cases noted in El, above, most

defendants received more than one

sanction.

Of the 25 cases heard, 23 were

determined on the basis of "guilty"

please (right to trial by jury, or

judge without a jury, waived by the

defendant in each case), and 2

were determined on the basis of a

jury-trial. A 26th case was tried by

a jury and resulted in a mistrial;

this case has been held for re-trial

during the June Session.

According to estimates by

several area Attorneys actively

involved in some of the cases, the

average cost range of represen-

tation for each defendant was
$1,000 to $2,500; if it is reasonable

to consider $ 1.800 as the single

average cost for an individual

defendant, the total cost of legal

fees for the 31 students/former

students bound over to the Superior

Court exceeds $55,000

In simple terms, the probably

"average" cost for each defendant

approximates the estimated an-

nual expenses for attending the

University of Massachusetts at

Amherst <$1.900-including tuition,

all fees, room and board, books and

supplies, and such options as

health insurance and room
telephone)!

It is important to note that legal

fees for some of the 31 defendants

may have exceeded $2,500, and

fees in some cases-in all likelihood

only 1 or 2 -were less than $1,000.

The absolute range of costs for

defense may have been $750 to

$5,000 or more.
From the preceding information,

it would appear that arrest and

subsequent conviction for violation

of the Narcotic Drug Laws in

Massachusetts is likely to result in

rather serious negative outcomes

of at least two varieties: court

action and expense.

For the May 1971 drug raid, the

"model" sentence involved a term

of confinement (suspended), and a

period of probation of at least one

year. The cost of representation,

roughly equal to one year's ex-

pense at UMass, was of course,

extra.

Finally, the following in-

formation relative to punitive

provisions of the General Laws
(Narcotic Drug Laws) relating to

the charges from the raid may be

useful in assessing the District and

Superior Court actions sum-
marized previously.

Study in

Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer School, a

fully accredited University of Arizona

program, will offer, July 3 to August

12, anthropology, art, folklore, geog

raphy, history, government, language

and literature. Tuition, $160; board

and room, $190. Write Office of the

Summer Session, University of Ari-

zona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.

Bart Auto Paint ft Body Specialists

F$f$l§* and Oomath Colliiion W$fk

REASONABL E RAT ES— Come in for an estimate.

Next to the Towne House

on Rt 9 at the Amherst —
Belchertown Line

George Champoux — Prop.

Tel 256-8712

Hrs. 9 - 6

Mark Shirts
$552

/r-tri

THE UNIVERSITY
STORE

H0% corrots/

QuARftMUhD

CAMPUS
Center

University Year For Action
Students who would like to participate in the University Year for Action Program for September 1972 thru

September 1973 must attend a meeting tomorrow night in Rm. 116 of the SBA Building at 7:30 p.m. Students

accepted into the program will spend one full year off campus working in an agency that addresses a social problem.

Students in the program receive thirty academic credits and 4 financial stipend from the action program.

Room Choosing Regulations

(Kd. Note: the following statement

comes from the Housing Office

concerning room choosing this

Spring for the Fall Semester, 1972)

A. Residence Halls

During the week of April 17-21

residence hall room choosing will

be held for currently enrolled

students desiring to reserve rooms

for the Fall Semester, 1972.

All students are required by

University policy t0 reside on-

campus unless they are:

1. Seniors

2. Married

3. Commuting from home within

a 40 mile radius of Amherst

4. 21 years of age prior to the first

official day of classes of the

semester in which the student

intends to reside off-campus. (This

is not official yet, but almost

certainly will be in time for next

semester.

)

Special exemptions can be

requested through the student's

Area Director. However, requests

for special exemptions received

after noon, April 10, 1972, will not

be considered for Fall term

exemptions.

All students intending to return

in the Fall and not covered by any

of the above exemptions must

participate in room choosing and

occupy a residence hall room for

the Fall Semester

The following schedule will be

followed during the week of April

17-21:

Tuesday, April 18-Students in-

tending to remain in the rooms in

which they are currently residing

must sign up with their Heads of

Residence on this day.

Wednesday. April 19-Students

desiring to move to different

available space within the

LunchTo Feed

The Hungry
A "Bread for the Hungry'' lunch

will be served at Immanuel
Lutheran Church on Tues., April 11

from 1130 a.m. to 1 p.m. All

proceeds will go directly to aid the

hungry of the world, both at home
and abroad.

This year, the Heifer Project.

Inc. has been designated to receive

the contributions. This is an
organization through which living

animals and the training needed to

care for the animals are given to

needy communities. Offspring
from these animals are then

passed on to neighbors and friends,

assuring needy people a growing
supply of food as well as the dignity

of producing their own food.

The women of Immanuel have
been serving "Bread for the
Hungry'' lunches since 1967. Since

then, through the "Bread for the

Hungry" project, Amherst has

given tons of surplus food to feed

thousands, and self-help for

countless others through the Heifer

Project, Inc.

All in the Amherst area are in-

vited to the lunch on April 11. The

women of Immanuel Lutheran

Church remind those interested

that not only is a person receiving

his own lunch, but also at the same
time is feeding hundreds of others.

If there are any questions, please

contact Bread for the Hungry
Committee, Mrs. Lee Peterson,

Chairman. Immanuel Lutheran

Church, Box 602, Amherst, Mass

01002, Church Tel: 549-0322.

residence hall in which they are
currently residing must sign up
with their Heads of Residence on
this day.

Thursday, April 20-Students
desiring to move to a residence hall

different from the one in which
they are currently residing must
sign up with the Heads of

Residence of the residence halls to

which they desire to move on this

day.

Friday. April 21 Students
currently residing off-campus who
desire to move to available space

on-campus must sign up with the

Heads of Residence of the

residence halls to which they

desire to move on this day.

B. Students who are authorized and

intend to reside off-campus must

notify the Housing Office, 235

Whitmore Building, of their in-

tentions during the week of April

17-21.

Room Security Deposit-If you

plan to move off-campus or not to

return to school next Fall, you

must notify the Housing Office of

your intentions before July 17, 1972,

in order to be refunded your

deposit. Students who fail to make
such notification by July 17 and
who fail to occupy a room in the

Fall Semester will, unfortunately,

forfeit their Deposit. MAKE YOUR
PLANS EARLY.
C. As students required to live in

University housing are

automatically billed for room and
board, students who move off-

campus without proper
authorization will be billed for

room and board automatically.

This bill will be due before students

will be allowed to register.

D. Students currently residing off-

campus and intending to remain
off-campus must notify the
Housing Office of their intentions

Landlubber

Jeans

WEARH0USE

Empty promises.

That's what you get when

other beauty products talk about lemon.

Only Lemon Up has the natural juice ofone whole lemon

controls oily skin and hair naturally.

Most lemon beauty products

just give you lemon perfume. Or a dab

of lemon extract.

Only Lemon Up gives you the natural

juice of one whole lemon in every

bottle. And lemon juice is nature's

own grease-cutter.

So Lemon Up Shampoo cleans

cleaner and rinses fresher, for brighter,

longer-lasting shine.

Lemon Up Facial Cleanser whisks

away dirt and oil and leaves your skin

naturally fresh and glowing.

And there's Lemon Up Anti-Blemish

Lotion, a special cleanser for

complexion problems.

It cleans pores and kills bacteria

on skin with its anti-bacterial formula.

Lemon Up, the only lemon beauty

products in the world with the natural

juice of one whole lemon. And that's

a promise we keep.

Lemon Up

UMass
FINE
ARTS
COUNCIL
PRESENTS

THE BELA BARTOK CHOIR
FROMEOTVOSLORAND UNIVERSITY, BUDAPEST

Tuesday, April 11 - 8:00 p.m.

Hampden Dining Commons, Southwest

Tickets: 125 Herter Hall, 545-0202

UM UndergradsSI — General Public $1. 50

SPRING CLOTHING
Open Ten a.m. to Ten p.m. Mon. thru Sat. Next to the Post Office in Amherst

FACES
EARTH

A13dVS OJIDIW TfH
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Asian

Lectures

To Start
The Program of Asian Studies

and the Division of Continuing

Education pf the University of

Massachusetts Amherst will

present a lecture-discussion series

entitled, "America and Asia: 1972"

for six successive Tuesday
evenings from April 11 through

May 16.

Faculty members from the

Schools of Business Administration

and Education and the depart-

ments of anthropology, geology-

geography, history and political

science will discuss selected areas

and issues of Asia as they relate to

the United States. The moderator

will be John M. Maki of political

science.

They will be particularly con-

cerned with the clarification and

analysis of problems involved in

the interrelationships between
America and Asia. The series is

designed for the general public, but

teachers dealing with current

world affairs will find it par-

ticularly useful.

The course if available for those

who want it for credit at $10. It is

open to the general public without

charge. Full information is

available from the Division of

Continuing Education, 920 Campus
Center. 545-0905.

All sessions will be held in the

Campus Center and will start at

7:30 p.m. The schedule follows:

April 11. "Washington: The
Views from Peking and Tokyo".

Franklin Houn of political science.

Chinese government and politics.

Richard C Minear of history,

modern Japanese history.

April 18. "Asia and America:

Common Ecological Problems'.

James Hafner of geology
geography, cultural and economic

araphy of Southeast Asia.

April 25. Kmerging US Policy

toward Bangladesh. India, and
Pakistan". Anwar Syed of political

science. South Asian government
and politics

May 2. America and Asia:

Problems of Trade". Bertil

Liander of business ad-

ministration, international

business.

May 9. "The United States and
Indonesia", Alfred Hudson of

anthropology, extensive field work
on Indonesia.

Mav 16. "America and Asia: The
Tragedy of Sterotypes". Walter

Johnson of education, international

education.
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LAST YEAR2JOOO KIDS
WERE LOOKING FORA BETTER PLACE

TO SLEEP IN EUROPE.

THIS YEAR TWA OFFERS STUTELPASS.
If you're planning to go to Europe this summer,

don't be surprised if you find yourself sleeping in

an uncomfortable place.

With more students than ever planning to take

advantage of low airfares, decent sleeping accom-

modations are going to be tough to get.

Not that back-packing it isn't fun. But after a

while the ground starts getting kind of hard.

You could play it safe and make reservations

long in advance. But that can take all the fun out

of traveling, since you may want to stay longer in

one place, less in another, or change your plans

altogether.

That's why TWA has come out with Stutelpass.*

For only $4.80 a day, you get a decent place to

sleep, continental breakfasts, tour discounts,

mail-drop services and more.

Stutelpass works like this.

When you purchase your TWA tickets, you can

also purchase the Stutelpass for 20, 40, or 60 days.

At only $4.80 a day.

The Stutelpass booklet contains 20 vouchers,

which can be used every day or every few days.

In any 50 cities serviced by Stutelpass. If you

don't use them all, just return them for a refund.

All you have to do in Europe is either phone or

visit any one of 12 Stutelpass offices before 3 PM.

Tell them where you want to go and they'll arrange

everything.

When you get to the guesthouse or student

hotel, just hand them the voucher.

There's nothing more to do.

No taxes to pay.

No senice charges to pay.

No advance reservations to make.

And for every 20 vouchers you buy TWA throws

in 6 special vouchers. Which can be used for

tickets to a play in London, the use of a bicycle

in Amsterdam, tickets to a bullfight in Spain, a

three-course meal in Venice, tickets to the Olympia

Music Hall in Paris, a smorgasbord luncheon

in Copenhagen and more.

All this for $4.80 a day.

TWA's Stutelpass.

Now you don't have to worry about finding a

decent place to sleep.

Stutelpass i* .i mt\ iif mark mwtmiI cxclu-ivrh b> TWA.

r PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION
ON TWA's STUTELPASS.

•anO

"1

TWA. P.O. Box 876
^Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

I^^Name
Address

city :

State Zip

My Travel Agent is

FF 54
TWA

l -
: _^^j

JOE To Start Again Soon
Remember the JOE. program

of last semester, when UMass
students worked with the kids at

the Westfield Detention Center?

Well, that J.O.E. is being re-

structured and re-organized this

semester.

Please don't confuse this J.O.E.

with the JOE. Conference of last

January, when UMass students
took in kids from Lyman and
Lanchaster Detention Centers
while they were waiting to be
placed in homes.
The JOE. Conference is over,

and the original J.O.E. is back,
with several important changes
from last semester. First, it is now

student-run, by people who are or

have been involved with the

Detention Center, and realize the

problems of last semester's JOE.
Second, the program is now aimed
more towards getting the kids into

activities out of the building,

rather than trying to work with the

kids at the Detention Center itself.

The reason for this change is the

crowded conditions of the

Detention Center. The building was
originally built for 25 kids, and now
it's housing 50. That's a lot of kids

for such a small building. And
there are few people and activities

there to occupy them. JOE. hopes

to get these kids out of the building

and involved in activities which

they will emjoy, and hopefully

benefit from.
If you were a member of JOE

last semester and became
discouraged working within the

Detention Center, please consider

the fact that JOE. has changed
hands, they do have a budget now,

and our purpose is to get the kids

away from the Detention Center.

Therefore, if you are interested

in working with JOE., please

attend the meeting this Tuesday
night, at 8:00, in Room 185, at the

Campus Center. DebraJ . A ,Ie„

FACES
EARTH

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
next to the Pott Office in Amherst Opon Ton a.m. to Ton p.m.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTO FOR SALE

19*6 Dotaun 2999 Roadster. 5 sp. 135

II.P.. AM — KM, 2 topi. IMM. 23.000 ml.,

very (ait. perf cond , except clutch f 12M

Hon In 3*3 (-2411.

(14-12

New VW Bus. radio A rack $2789. 549-

1472 or 545-OOH3

U4-17

IM7 Sunbeam Tiger 200Vi — 4 .peed,

exceptionally gd condition. 40.000 ml

11.5*9. See Mike. CC Print Shop or 1-527-

3405.
t(4-!4

Alfa Romeo part.; 1300. IM*. 289*. Ml

eng.. some body. Call 533-3g33. keep

trytog.
tft-13

1*70 Flat 124 Spider, ispd.dk grn. 6 new

srmprils. 11*5*. call Doug. 253-3111

evenings.
U4-I2

1*65 Jeep Wagoneer with plow lor sale or

trade for recent Ford wagon, very good

condition. 1 1500 firm. S45-I5M days. 253-

2412 p.m
114-11

l»S5 (bevy Impala 4 dr.. automatic,

power steering good mechanical con-

dition I XV) (all 584-8*76.

tf 413

65 Dodge Van. Good condition Interior

carpeted and pannelled Call 2S4V-4437.

U4-1I

CH VW Cony. New eng. ISM. 253-3841.

U4-12

62 VW Bus (or sale. New brakes, new
muffler, and two new snow tires. 1350. Call

317-2771.

tf 4-11

ii to MGB. red. overdrive, wire wheels,

etc . 1*5** original miles, runs perfectly.

MHA
U4-I2

Poetise Tempest (2. good running

condition snow tires, parts best offer

(all fteaklki 545-1288. It a.m. — « p.m
sfMI

1*7* VW Squarrback It blue, low

mileage, very clean, full service record

Call < net i Garage. Goahea) Mt-TtSt.
114-12

65 Ford Gated*. VI. 2a*. exc. mech
needs wk for inspection 1 150 .Call Joe 584

•3» I a.m. — l p.m
•Ml

IM4 Ford Falcon very dean, excellent

running condition 586-29*9 after 7 p.m

Ask for Craig.
114-11

1983 Mercedes IM drk grn. wht tet.

Goad Shape MSo.M Call Walt 6-8858.

U4-I3

Barracuda. M. power steering. Mack. V-

» Very good condition Asking 1700 Call

253-7377. Mark
U4-I4

19413 Ford LTD. PS. P.B.. good engine.

dented, needs minor repairs Call Bob 253-

5877 SI25.
U4 14

MGBGT 1967, new condition, better than

most '79t I I'M 546-434*
114-12

l»65 VW engine needs rebuild, to fix up

or good parts car I ISO? Call 369 4*60 or 527-

«47».
U4-I2

•4 Rambler. < cyl. auto, trans, air

conditioning, new tires and battery Looks

good, dependable white color 1375. Dave

aa-flis.
II 4-11

Mai (hev. Van. good tires and brakes,

chassis in good shape, engine needs work,

best offer (all 546-7182.
114-12

1*62 Buick l.e Sabre AT.. PS.. P.B..

good running cond . call Dick 546-6287.

tft-10

1*741 Triumph Spitfire conv.. dark red.

less than 20.000 ml., topnotch cond .

locking hood & gas. very econ. Call Z

Kallmann 253-294* even.
IN 12

FOR SALE

TR4A — Convert. 2 Strombergs —
Michelln tires one owner, garaged. 15000

on total engine overhaul, excellent cond

11395 527-4W74 5 - 7 p.m.
114-12

1970 (hev Blaier 397. V*. 4 whl drv. 4

spd. many extras, transf factor*

warranty. Exc cond. 12000. Call 865-2606

(413) wknta 0:39. if t-12

1Mb) Falcon starts i> runs good.

automatic trans, R i H. 7 good tires New
exhaust system and spark plugs. Call 546-

9255.

tf4-14

Now! Cassette and tt-track Tapes 12.99

guaranteed. Discount Stereo Equip. T-
TaMes. needles, cartridges, receiver*,

(all 546-6063 — p.m.
U4-13

Cartridge Taping Service. 8 track 80

mkn. 13.59. ltd 49 mte. 11.59. You design.

High quality. Satisfaction or refund t-5473

Lewis.
U4 14

Funky Harmonicas from the I940's

(bought at auction not used) 12.50 to I io

at Creative Fndeavor i Worldwide Music

Store) (irnfld

4-19

Moccasins In all styles and sixes. Buf-

falo. Deerskin, sueded and glove-tanned

lea IS — 112. Take a look at the Catalog'

223 Gorman
4-19

AKAI Stereo Tape Recorder — 7 Inch

reels, microphone, input Jacks 1200. Call

Richard 549-1470 before 7 p.m.
If 4- 10

2 tickets to Boston Bruins Stanley Cup
Playoffs. Call 54*-*S»l.

If 4-1

1

Why pay outrageous rent! Buy a trailer

29. min. from Campus. 42x8' w/ 10x20'

addition 113*0. 323-7384. Mutt sell by May
12th

114-18

Sale on all musical instruments. Guiln.

(•ibson. Martin Aria. Yamaha. Ovation,

etc 25-40% off. The Guitar Workshop *8

Main Nllamp. 586-17*6.

tf 4-11

Raleigh Sport 3 speed Eng. Bike, girls

model. I yr. old exc. cond.. color green.

wRh basket * pump. New IMS. asking 1*9

5-235. day. Judy

Why rent? Inexpensive housing. 19*5

mobile home, fully turniahed. only 3 mile*

from campus. 2 bedrooms. 25«-***»

evenings

.

U4-I2

Alpine Yotemlte. 2 man backpacking

tent, ultimate in design, weight * space.

for med altitudes IM*. Call John (28-3*91

Ash field
U4-13

4 12" Hi Fl speakers w /cabinet, plenty of

hair, will haggle price Call Jeff *-7l«5

after *.

tf4-ll

I* speed Schwlnn.

Warren at 544V877*.

year old Call

t/4-11

Sony *M* FM Stereo Receiver. I 1/2 yrt.

old. list I too. sell for 125*. Call 256-6*5* 1*0

walls RMS.
U4-14

1*66 Honda CBI*». good condition,

miles, need* I new exhaust valve, asking

1125 Call «-7SI5 *-727*.

114-13

Sell I75cc 1*71 Bridgestone Street/Trail,

moo mi. 1400. I75cc 1*71 B.8., fully mod.

dirt bike 9* mi Both in excellent cond

Paul 0-9832
H4-I2

Engineer Special — Lafayette Vectorlog

slide rule — 27 scales: P. Q, 5 LL. voltage

|)R.more.ll8new.li5now.Call 665-4*50.

t/4-1*

PERSONAL

llappv 20th. Rick

friend in France.

With Love from your

4-10

Phantom, can there be classified

comraderle? Alas, newsprint Is so silent

Is it not sense depravation? Do Phantoms

exist? CD.
4-10

K red — Happy 19th. one word of caution

— watch out for high flying ping pong

halls Luv. Lit.
4-10

Interested In personal, emotional A

spiritual growth" Write the New England

(enter. Box 575. Amherst. Mass. 01002

(all 584*24*.

tfi-n

Alan Watts. Kundallni Yoga. En-

counter. Geslalt: Interested? Write the

New England Center. Box 575. Amherst.

Mass. 0I0*)2. Call 584-0240.

414-11

Alan WalU here on April 28-3*. Get in-

formation from the New England Center.

Box 575. Amherst , Mat*. 01002 CaU 584-

024*.

U4-11

Glrtt. very mature, exciting It daring Go
Go Dancers for wkend house party. Good
pay A booie. Call eve. A wkendt. Keep
trying 665-2284.

1(4-14

WANTED
IS and Foreign Coin* and Stamps

bought, told, traded, appraisals and
estimates. Bob Murrin. 224 Hamlin House
or P.O. Box 1*4. Amherst. MA.

1(4-1

1

ROOMMATE WANTED
FOR Jl NE — F

share furnished 5

ampton Own bdrm
5*4-40*3 days.

roommate wanted to

rm. apt. in North-

. 170 * ulll Call Lin

U4-28

Female. 147 mo. furn. apt. utilities Inc.

swim, pool, In Sunderland. Only until June.

Call 8*5-3202.

t(4-l*

If \ou are a female looking for a female

roommate, (all 532-4425. Ask for Sue.

1(4-12

Quiet male roommate wanted (or yr 72-

73. Call Cllffside M5-3C1I
1(4-11

Does your summer cottage need an

extra roommate? I am in need of a place to

stay in or around Dennlsport. Call Andy at

548-5445

U4-1I

2 F roommate* wanted to share 2 bdrm
apt. from June 1st to August 31st. 157/mo
(all 6*5-3*51 Squire Village Apt.. Sun-

derland.
U4-I2

Male needs 3 M rmates to share 4 bdrm.
Rolling Or.. Ill/mo. Quite, serious
students pi : call Alan 548-7748 at nite. beat

after I*.

1(4-12

CAR STORAGE

Excellent access in Amherst Center

(lean. Reasonable rates. D.H. Jones 549-

37**.

U4-28

EMPLOYMENT
( entiled Gen. Science * Chem Tchr.

May I. Master* i 2 yrt secondary exp.

Em-Sec Service*. 29 Pray St. Amherst 549-

•22*.
U4-13

Business Tchr — Shrthnd I. II: Typing

II Public School BAor MA. stale benefits

Abie to relocate. Em -See Services 2* Pray

St.
tfl-ll

25 Pvt. sen and college teaching

positions available for fall. CaU or drop by

See if we have an opening for your

specialty Wanted — Dean of Faculty for

N . Eng Jr. College. Director of Continuing

Ed — able I* develop existing program.

PhD. pref. Em-8ec Service*, Inc. 29 Pray

St. Amherst 5494220
If 4-1

1

Overseas Jobs for students Australia.

I mope S. America, Africa, etc. All

professions and occupations. 1700 to 13.000

monthly.' Expenses paid, overtime,

sightseeing. Free information — Write

Jobs Overseas. Dept. Q3 Box 15071. San

Diego. (A. 92115.
If 4-28

(ooks wanted — Inquire

The English Pub.

In person at

t(4-!3

FOR RENT
Sqr Vge. Jun I. w opt to renew lease in

Sept. 2 hi townhs. air cond.. all util.. ww
cpt.. Pool. dswr. Rnt. neg. for summer,

(all 685-3087.

t(4-14

Part, furnished. I bed apt., avail June I.

llMimo.. utilities includ. Located on Rt. 9.

-, min from Amherst. Call 253-7174.

U4-II

Furnished one bdrm apt. 1 155 per mo.. 1

1/2 mf. from campus. Call 258-8770.

Available June I. option for fall.

4(4-12

1/2 month free rent. I bedroom Puffton

apt. air cond. pool, avail May 14, pay rent

June I. Sublet obt. Renew 549-8084 100 Puf

or Office.
1(4-24

Room (or 2 In large farmhouse near

Quabbin Res , • ml to campus. Separate

bedrooms or couple. Available Im-

mediately 253-353*

tf 4-11

I Bedroom Apt. avail May 1st. Puffton

VU. 1 1*8. 54S-6358.

tf4-U

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. 8-month lease.

1185/monlh. includes util. Call 88S-324*

days or 865-3575 nites
U4-I4

SERVICES
Amherst Audio services, stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car. 1*7

No. Pleasant St.. 258-8133.

tftem

The Lamp Shop 4*1 Pine - Cushman.

Great used furniture and articles very

reat. Mon -Sat. l*-8. Tel. 549-JC76.

tf 4-14

Mothers, can't find a reliable babysit-

ter? Tired of high fees? Call The Child

(are Exchange 586-2224 for further in-

formation
1(4-1*

(heap Killlnglon lodging near nite life *

lifts, kitchen prlv and showers inc 15/day

— 120/skl wk. Free res. * map. Write L.

Cavanaugh. Wobbly Lane. Killlnglon. VI.

•5751.
1(4-14

Quality Research and reference

materials. Original* and copies. TPA,
Rm. 117. Amhertt Carriage Inn. 233 N.

Pleasant St 256-810*
1(4-28

Need help to retrieve money lost I II you

would like to find out about small claims

court and assistance in filing (all 545-

0879.
114-10

Uaw School Catalogs and applications

for current yenr t over IM) . Save yourself

time «.-all 549-14*7.
4-1*

Avoid an automotive rip off Come to

Spencer t Mobrl — next to Pott Office for

budget priced tires tune-up* oil changes

and repairs
1(4-13

Veta interested in JoteKM a non -political,

social organisation designed to help them

get settled. Come to Mem.' Hall. Tue* 8

p.m. Freebser.
K4-II

PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIP.

Hasselblad body wRh back and rapid wind

knob I275.M. Call 54P-4J9**

U4-14

ENTERTAINMENT
tome and tee Father Frank at the Rutty

Nail tonite Hot Dogs 2S« North 118 to

Plumtree Rd.. all the way down, take a

left.
4-1*

TRAVEL
University Traveiert Clnb — Traveling

thit summer? Stay overnight free! Stuck

at home? Host travelers. Meet friendly

people Exchange privilege* with mem
hers in IS A Canada. Write now for full

details: ITC. P.O. Box 9147. Berkeley.

CalK. 947*9.
1(4-25

Summer in Europe lit* via BMA 7*7

Jet. Open only to students, employees, and

faculty of 5 Colleges. Call 584-5171 except

weekend.
U4I3

TYPING

T yping — theses . dissertations , etc . Fast

und accurate. I'ronfreading, editing if

desired. Have Greek and science symbols

25:i-:w»i

SUMMER SUBLET

F. roommates needed «/l Cllffside

Furn.. A/C. pool, tennis. 185 Tent

negotiable). Call after 5 pm. Atk for

Karen or Sue 865-2825
U4-I4

TOSUBLET
Puffton Village: I • 2 bedroom apt to

sublet for June 1 100 — 1150 or rent

negotiable: furnith (some) : Call 54B-0385

late evenings.
1(4-14

I bed rm Puffton apt avi June 1. Incl

ulll . pool * fall lease avi. Highest bid by

\pril 17 wins. Can be Inspect Hurry. Call

5 1* -88*5.
114-14

Two huge rms. plus modern kitchen and
balh. off Rt. 83 In Montague available

immediately 1 135 per mo. 387-2091. Option

to renew.
tfsVII

Hon. thru Sot.

3 bedroom apartment, partly furnished.

air conditioned, swimming pool. Will

bargain rent. Call 549-8574. 5*9 Puffton.

U4-17

2 bdrm Cllffside Apt. furn. avail. June I

— Sept I. 1150/mo uUI. inclnded. swim
pool, tennis courts, air cond. Avail. Call

Dave 665-4242.

1(4-13

3 bedroom Puffton Apt., available June

I. Option to renew leaae in the (all. Call

5494)45* alter 5.

If4-16

I bedroom Puffton apartment avail.

June I w /option for Fall. Located in front.

off N. Pleatant. Call 549-8827 after 5.

K4-I1

A May Itt mutt! I bdrm apt. with all the

modern convenience*. Located next to

camput. 116* or negotiable Call 549 3916

belw. 5 — 19 p.m.
U4-28

I — bdrm . Quabbin Village apt . June I
—

Sepl I. w /option to renew lease in Sept.

Call after *. 323-4039.

U4-I2

1 bedroom apt., all utilities, option to

renew lease. Price negotiable, available

June I. Call 665-4940 Apt. Kt. Cllffside

1(4-14

3 bedroom Puffton Apt., available June

I. option for Sept.. partially furnished.

price negotiable. Air cond . pool. Call 549-

6785.
U4-I2

2 bedroom apt. In Rolling Green 2. air

cond.. dlthwather. garbage disposal, wall

lo wall, shag rugs, all utl. Inc. June to Aug.

253-514*.

U4-12

May I — sublet w/<

Large two bedroom apt

1155/mo. Belchertown.
7288.

pi . to rent Stpi

.

.all util Included

323-7447 or 323-

1(4 12

One bdrm. Cllffside Apts avail June I

August 31. Call 6*5-3611

if i ii

bedroom apt . air cond. ww carpet.

Avail. June I. all utilities Incl 1175.

(all 865-4785 Mt. Sugarloaf Apia.

If4-1

1

To sublet: 3 bedroom townhouse.

Puffton Village June I — Aug Jl. with

option to lake over lease Bent negotiable

(all 54P-8974.
U4-I2

I bed. avail. June I. couplet only.

Located end Univ. Drive. 1 179. month

Swim pool, heat inc.. air cond. Call 283-

217*.
1(4-12

Sublease. 2 bedroom apt. w/w. air cond.

pool. Option to rent. 885-3537 alter I.

U4I4

Fumlthed (lifftide apt., avail Jane I

w /option (or Sept. Pool, tennis, util.. dish-

washer (all 665-35*6 1170
•JsVH

apt

3 bedroom I'uffton Village apt.,

June I. option lo lease in fall

negotiable (all 54*4)857.

Available June. I — 2 bedroom
v/fall option I 111 'mo uUI. Inc..

tennis courts Call 885-4348.

t(4-l*

I bedroom apt. avail. May itt, ww
carpeting, air cond.. all util. paid. 323-4*42

1(4-12

Summer sublet. Puffton Village f™ 549-

1892.

1(4-14

Two bedroom apart, at Squire VII . air

cond Start June I. option lo renew. Call

885-4979.

K4-I4

Two bedroom apt.. 5 min from campus,
rent negotiable, available end of May.
option to pick up lease. Call 253-7*14, keep

trying.
1(4-14

avail.

Rent

K4-I4

2 bdrm Townhse. Squire Village. 6/1.

opt In renew. Pool, air cond.. gbg dlsp .

dwash.. w/w carp., yard. All util. Incl. 1200

— will disc. 8*5-394*.

1(4-14

I bedroom apt . pool, air-condlllonlng.

sublet June I. option lo renew leate. rent

negotiable. 549-1128.

1(4-14

>-
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Notices

A.A.U.W.
4/11, 6:30 cocktails, 7:00 dinner,

Hotel Northampton, Annual Spring

Dinner.

ACKLYN LYNCH ON PRISONS
"The Politics of Prison Revolt"-

public lecture by Acklyn Lynch of the

WEB. DuBois Depart, of Afro Am
Studies at UMass tonight, 7:30

Hampshire College Academ ic

Building West Hall Lecture.

ARNOLD AIR ANGEL FLIGHT
Brief meeting Tues. night at 7:30.

Must bring money for banquet No
money, no banquet.

ATTENTION FACULTY
Due to lateness of mailing the

announcement concerning Fac.

Senate Com. appointments for next

year, the deadline for Faculty sub
mitting preference cards for com
mittee assignments has been ex

tended to Mon., Apr. 10. Submit cards

of preference to Committee on
Committees, Fac. Senate Office, 544

Herter.

BAHA'I FIRESIDE
Discussion informal esta noche

todos bienvenidos, 109 Main St .,

Amherst, 8:00 p.m.

C.A. PSYCH
Meeting tonight at 9 in Rm. 165 CC

CHRISTIANS
Fellowship among 20,000 people;

it's pretty important. Join us. Inter

varsity Christian Fellowship.
Tonight, 811 CC, 9 p.m.

Afr. Students

Meet Tonight
There will be an EMERGENCY

MEETING of all African student
T< >\IGHT at 8:00 p.m. at the New
Africa House. Your presence is

urgently needed!

Pan African Students union

Jazz Concert

Tonight At CC
Tonight at the Campus Center

Auditorium, the Orchard Hill Jazz

Class is presenting three of the

finest names in contemporary
music: Pharoah Sanders, Alice

Coltrane and Michael White.

There will be two shows, one at

6:30 p.m. and the other at 10:00

p.m Both shows will last ap-

proximately three hours. Tickets

are available today in the Campus
Center Concourse, the Campus
Center RSO Office and the Orchard
Hill Master's Office. 101 Field

House Any remaining tickets will

be put on sale at the door.

Ifyouarca...

• Back packer

• Canoeist
• Rock Climber
• Bicyclist

•Snowshoer
•Ski 1< Hirer

TRY

Wilderness FJP
Camping |rj|
A bi-monthly magazine, with

articles about equipment and
places to go. For the self-

propelled and self-contained
wilderness enthusiast.

Bible study in Ephesians 1 tonight,

CC811, 7:30,, come prepared!

COMMUNITY MENTAL
HEALTH—386 Dr. Golann

Tues. class meeting will be at

Wildwood School (behind But

terfield) at 11 or before. Rides will be

available in lot 10 across from Hamp.
House, 10:45 11:00.

DISTINGUISHED TEACHER AND
TEACHING ASSISTANT AWARD
Deadline 4/19. Send names and

supporting papers for both teachers

and T.A.s to DTA provost's office,

Whitmore

HUMAN SERVICES— BDIC
PROJECT
Sophomore undergraduates in-

terested in a Bachelors Degree in

Human Services are invited to an

open, informational meeting on 4/13,

7:30 p/m. at Herter Hall, Rm. 227.

Fac. & staff who want to sponsor and

counsel such students will be on hand

to describe the project. Dr. Alan

Lieberman, Psych Services Center,

50041.

ORCHARD HILL LIVING
Students from other parts of

campus who wish to reside in O. Hill

next semester must complete an
application form available at the

Area Director's Office, 103 Grayson
House by Wed., 4/12. Mon. Fri. 8:30

to 4:00 and Mon. and Wed. from 7:00

p.m. to 10:00.

OUTING CLUB
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in 165 CC.

Nominations for next year's officers

and discussion of upcoming Catskill

trip and others

PI BETA PHI
The meeting tonight will be in Rm.

911 915 CC

PROJECT 10 WANTS YOU
if you want to create alternatives

in education at UMass., including

BDIC, residential colleges, off

campus study, residence in the

Project. Call 5 0871 for application.

READING STUDY SKILLS
Speed Reading, improved com

prehension, better study skills. No
fee/no credit. 5 wks. Interested? Find
out tonight at 7:30, Rm. 174 CC.

SAIL WITH US
Sailing Club meeting tonight 7:30

in Rm. 905 909 CC. Movie and
discussion of weekend sailing.

SENIOR RETAILING FIELD
EXPERIENCE FOR FALL 1972

Tues., 4/11, at 7:309:30 p.m. all

Fashion Merchandising Seniors will

meet to discuss program. Blocked
sequence of courses and field ex
periences. Fill out Request for

Permission to Take the Course form.
Meeting will be Rm. 217 Skinner Hall.

Enclosed is $4.00 for a

one year subscription

Name

I

I

I.

I
Wilderness Camping Box 1186 I

Scotia, N.Y. 12302

Address

City State Zip

I

I

I

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW«

Of late, many parents have confided to

me that the generation gap, tor them, is

Oe.ng bridged by astrology. One mother
and daughter are back on fine terms,

viewing each other as interesting human
bemgs because of their shared study of

astrology Both the mother and the

daughter have made new friends and find

that their hobby of astrology makes them
more vital, alive and fascinating to

others

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Hold off on
travel, decision making Aura of con
fusion exists This is a time to relax from
tensions, to leave details to others

Degree of seclusion would be of benefit

Some quiet mediation serves as tonic.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Don't
attempt to mix money and friendship Be
factual, practical Eschew get rich quick
schemes Bring wishes into line with

reality Do some reviewing of past ac
tions Benefit from experience
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Obtain

valid hint from Taurus message Put

finishing touches on project Better now
to complete than to get into new area
Those m authority apt to be confused at

decision making levels Tread lightly

CANCER (June 21 July 22) In

vestigate ways of expressing yourself in

more positive manner What you learned
in past may not now be applicable

Combne experience with willingness to

examine fresh techniques
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) Reliance on

promise of child might not be wise Trust
your own hunch Do some double
checking Accent is on money, assets.

invoices Take stock. An area of activity

may be kept secret from you Wait and
perceive
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Forces tend

to be scattered Social activity may cut

<nto work time Strike a balance Avoid
legal commitment Stall for tim* Play
waiting game Be charming, but refuse to

affix signature to papers not thoroughly
examined
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Study V.rgo

message. There is no need to rush Those

who advocate otherwise may have
ulterior motives. Know this and respond

accordingly Be aware of fine points,

subtle nuances and hints Aquarian is in

picture
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Change of

scenery is indicated. Preconceived
notions take a tumble. Applies especially

to relations with opposite sex. One you

are emotionally involved with may ap
pear quarrelsome Make wise con

cessions
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) You

may not be seeing too clearly Take oft

rose colored glasses Glare of truth need

not be harsh Accept facts as allies Be

sure family understands your ultimate

aim Ride with tide Don't attempt to

force issues

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Low
key posture is a requisite Don't issue

challenges, ultimatums. Some in

formation appears elusive Evaluate

ideas Don't iump at first offer Patience

can be your great ally Relatives could be

misinformed
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II) Con

sohdate assets Avoid unnecessary
speculation. Conservative course now is

best for you Study Capricorn message
Older individual is willing to teach Be
receptive Guard valuables, especially

while in transit

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Stand

your ground Pressures are evident

Don't become involved in dispute which

actually is none of your business Aries

individual would be good companion
Review situation Home environment
might be less than harmonious

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are due for domestic adjustment which

could involve change of residence
September is highlighted You are
dynamic, original and independent You
art recovering from emotional setback

suffered last year The road now is ready

for a grand comeback Make the most of

SIGMA DELTA TAU
The sisters and pledges of S.D.T.

invite all interested U. women to our

spring get together tonight 7 8 at 409

N. Pleasant St.

TABLE TENNIS
Campus tournament soon. Sign up

in games room area across from
Hatch. Watch Collegian for further

details.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION AND
McGOVERN
Actress Shirley MacLaine will

speak at Sage Hall, Smith, 3:00

today. She will discuss women's
influence on McGovern and his

response to women's issues.

WMPIRG MEETING
Students and faculty are urged to

attend an organizational meeting
Tues., 4/11, at 7 p.m. in Rm. 163 CC.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to last Fridays Puzzle

1

4
8

11
12

13
14

15
17
19
21

ACROSS

Regret
Chimney carbon
Resort
Man's name
Courageous
person
Bushy clump
Hypothetical

force

The self

Hot
falsehood
Unit of

it'

Copyright 1972, Gen Fea Corp

energy
23 Aftr-noon party

24 T.iry

26 Period of

time
28 Face of clock

31 Marsh
33 Anger
35 Golf mound
36 Paid notice

38 Meetings of

spiritualists

41 Conjunction
42 Conjunction
44 Tropical fruit

45 Once around
track

47 Athletic group
49 Staff

51 Maprity
54 Soft food

56 The sun
58 Definite article

59 Stage
whispers

62 Ordinance
64 Conjunction

65 Communist
66 Boundary
68 So be it'

70 Bitter vetch

71 Mans
nickname

72 Affirmative

7

8
9

10
11
16
18
20
22
25

27
29
30
32
34
36
37
39
40

Faroe Islands

whirlwind

Worthless
leaving

Sound a horn

Body of water

Hawaiian
rootstock

Sum up
Girl (slang)

Earth goddess
Crimson
Fairy

Foreigners

French plural

article

Part of circle

Roman bronze
•>ign of zodiac

Ships clock

Lamprey
Emmet
Female deer

Ventilate

Everybody's
uncle
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43

46
48
50
52
53
55
57

Swift flowing

water
Vessel
Insane
Handed out

Footwear (pi.)

Gull like bird

Money
Note of scale

59
60

61

63
67

69

Exist

Weight of

India

Title of

respect

Manner
Compass
point

Pronoun

DOWN

Wireless set

Chaldean city

Piece out

Coast

M

14

'O

74

So
36

4?

47

«,<?

65

70

37

'• V" V

60

T^Ts

20

31

43

54

25^

38

HI

£u
48

»-n

m

16

21

37

BD

44

kAJk. .
5 5

66

71

17

rrr

26

a
39

49

CL,
61

22
'::>

33"

56

£7?
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67

17

27
.-.•,
£l

rrr
•vv,

50

62

23

34

45

57

^m

18

78

^31
40 rry

51

»v.
63

V68

72

13

46

58

±1:
69

29

5%

41
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uiu
52

10

30

53
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IMs
By GEOFFREY KURINSKY

InLramural freaks and sportsmen/women-
spring is The Time of the season. The spring in-

tramural schedule lasts a trite 5 or 6 weeks but

every day is packed with activity ranging from

slow-pitch softball to rough, high-strung soccer.

When spring intramurals start, somebody up

there doesn't approve. As in many years in the

past, hopefully not this year, large amounts of

snow and rain have struck and ruined the in-

tramural party of activities. Sorry, ski en-

thusiasts, but the snow is not going to interfere

with this year's doings, it's going to be sunny and

warm all spring.

Softball was the main impetus behind the setting

up of the intramural program back in 1867, and

today 105 years gone by, is still the most popular

intramural activity on the schedule. Some of the

matchups of teams could prove most interesting.

The battle of the pests-The Rodents vs. the

Roaches. In other games The Perverts might play

the Derelicts and in an outerspace rivalry the

Moon-Platoon would play the Green Men.

The modified slow-pitch game is by far, the most

widely participated activity in the IM program.

This year, over 200 teams will appear on the many
diamonds of the campus with about 2700 par-

ticipants all totalled.

There are forty leagues in the four divisions of

softball activity-Residence Hall, Fraternity, In-

dependent, and Grad-Faculty. Each league will

place one team into the Campus Playoffs which

will start in early May. For many teas, it will be a

long and disappointing season, for only one in five

will make it to the playoffs.

Within each league, there are five teams who

will play each other once in the preliminary ac-

tion, and then will have a playoff within the league

to decide which team will go on to the Campus
Playoffs.

In last year's activity, all teams qualified for the

playoffs and out of the shuffle, came Lamda Chi B,

an independent team from Lambda Chi Alpha

fraternity, as the Campus Champion. To win the

championship, they defeated a strong team, the

Kennedy Panthers, the Residence Hall cham-

pions, in the final game. The Fraternity cham-

pions, Lambda Chi Alpha, defeated the Kennedy

Panthers, to take the Campus Runner-up spot and

thereby dropped the Panthers to Campus Third.

In a strong showing of Lambda Chi Alpha,

having the Frat team second and an independent

constituency from them take the whle shooting

deal, the leading pitcher of the season also came
from that outfit. He was Dennis Donovan who was

undefeated in six outings. Steve Mosher and Alan

Halpern were chosen as Co-Hitting champs.

Mosher of the Oxfords had 20 hits in 23 attempts

for an .870 average while Halpern, of the Bulldogs,

compiled a phenomenal .900 average with 18 hits

in 20 times at bat.

Soccer, is the second most popular intramural

activity of the spring season as it involves close to

800 participants. Similar to softball, the league

champions qualify for the Campus Playoffs. Last

year, Phi Sigma Delta, Fraternity Champions,

defeated the Hamlin Pied Pipers, Residence Hall

Champion, and the Invitations, Independent

Champions, to capture the Campus Cham-

pionship. Invitational then defeated the Pied-

Pipers for Campus Runner-up, and the loss put the

Pied Pipers in the Campus Third spot. All three

teams are back again this year to vie for the

sweetness of a Campus championship which only

PSD has had
Awards are also given for the leading scorers,

last year Danny MacKenzie of The Invitationals

with 8 goals, and leading goalie Jerry Venezia of

the A&P Gypsies with a record-breaking 59 saves.

In action recently culminated, Louis Kessing of

Mackimee was crowned Squash Champion as he

squeezed by Independent Champion Steve Ferber

of Cance in three sets.

Crew Chills Foes
By FRANK ANTOSIEWICZ

Middletown, Conn. -Typical winter weather invaded the New England

area, but the Spring Fever Regatta, not the mythical Winter Frostbite

Jamboree, delighted the few hardy UMass fans sprinkled among the

Connecticut contingent watching from the shoreline, as the Redmen

dominated the varsity and JV competition. Along with the varsity eight

man and four man shells, the JV eight man shell glided past the

imaginary line across the murky water ahead of their foes on a chilly

Saturday afternoon.

A rough and wavy Connecticut River, accompanied by a stiff headwind,

awaited the start of the featured race-the varsity eight man competition.

The early moments were close with three shells, UMass, Marist and

Wesleyan vying for the lead up the gentle bend of the river against a

fierce current. Soon, the long power strokes of the Redmen oarsmen had

only to contend with the short quick strokes of the Marist College oar

smen Though they were outstroked by Marist, the flashing red curved

blades streaked the varsity 8 shell to a steady two boat length victory

over the 1500 meter (slightly over a mile) course in five minutes and

thirty-one seconds. A sprint was not necessary as Marist, Wesleyan,

Villanova and Stony Brook trailed behind. The victorious power strokers

are: Mel Streim, Thaddeus Fitzpatrick, Jeff Allen, Rich Clair, Chris

Hodson, Al Flanders, Billy Moran, Paul Winchell and coxswain Bob

Javes.

The varsity four led by Captain Rick Jones at stroke, and the vocal

wizardry of Jeff Sheehan, easily outdistanced second place Villanova,

third place Wesleyan and the nippy weather, by three lengths with a time

of 6:32.

In exactly six minutes, the JV eight man shell, comprised of 7

sophomore oarsmen, one freshmen oarsmen and a freshman coxswain,

zoomed along the gently twisting waterway to leave the boats from

King's Point (Merchant Marine Academy) and Stoney Brook down the

creek observing.

The freshmen boats, which are still groping with inexpereince were

beaten by more polished performances by Marist and Villanova. Both

these clubs recruit orrsmen who have rowed before, while the UMass

frosh are mostly without prior experience.

The races were approached by a confident group of Redmen, who

though they were not motoring across, came through with a fine effort

under the coaching of Mike Faherty and Charles Leonard Next week

presents a much stiffer challenge with MIT and Columbia, with better

rowing and veiwing weather, hopefully.

etanstasca tttZUVttZSSA

Ruggers Draw
At Hartford

By ROY LYONS
The UMass and Hartford rugby

teams spent the entire afternoon

Saturday trying to get untracked.

Neither did, and the lackluster

result was a scoreless tie in a game
played at Hartford.

The first half was evenly con-

tested. UMass threatened first

when a Hartford player was caught

punching. The infraction gave

Mike Donnell his first penalty kick

of the afternoon Although short, it

gave the Redmen good field

position. Pete Herman almost

bulled his way into the end zone

from five yards out. but the Hart-

ford defense held at the goal line.

Hartford threatened later in the

half, but an offside call killed one

bid, and an alert UMass recovery

in the end zone thwarted the other.

UMass received a sever blow

when Rick Scarpionato was forced

to leave midway through the half

with a twisted ankle. The team

played shorthanded for the

remainder of the half. Scarpionato

returned in the second half, but the

injury hampered him con-

siderably.

The second half was dominated

by UMass, as their better team

conditioning became apparent.

Hartford was awarded a penalty

kick for an offside violation, but

Art Shelley downed the low boot in

the end zone. Bob Drum raced over

mid-field from deep in his own

territory, giving UMass good field

position.

Doug Knapp almost broke for a

try as did Shelley. Scrum half

Mark Vogel set up Shelley's run

with a perfectly time pitch Hart-

ford was penalized twice as the

Redmen continued to press for a

score. They were whistled first for

collapsing the scrum Donnell's

thrity-five yard kick was low. Just

minutes later the Wanderers were

detected offside, and UMass was

given another penalty kick. This

time Donnell booted from the

nineteen yard line. The kick sailed

just to the left of the upright.

A crucial knock-on and a

debatable call against hooker Toby

Lyons gave Hartford the final bid

of the afternoon. The kick from

twenty-seven yards out was weak,

however, and the game ended

seconds later.
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UV1
SOFTBALL

LIGHTECJl

FIELDSTIME TEAMS
1 5 15 Quetzals vs. Anonymous

2 Ummsvs Fabulous

3 Knowiton vs Oupas

4 Bangosvs. Scarlet

1 t 30 Limes vs Maroons

2 NWS vs Bruins

3 Big "O" vs. Munchkins

4 L Fellas vs M Platoon

1 7 30 Untouch vs Gypsies

2 Sven vs Pelicans

3 Tubes vs Zonkers

4 Texas vs. Spunks

1 1 30 Dutch vs. 3 M's

2 F Troop vs R Bunch

3 Bunkers vs Hobbits

4 Cults vs Ores

1 9 30 Goofs vs Sticks

2 Volhcs vs Browns

3 Bodiddieys vs Holes

Bands vs ZSO's

1 10 30 Anchorman vs Zoology

2 Burners vs English

3 Hoovers vs Buffaloes

* Lemons vs Rams
THALIAN POSITION

i 1 VS 2

1 3 V». 4

7 Pipers vs Trouts

S Panthers vs. Barracudas

» Buckeyes vs Roaches

1 to Raccoons vs BX "B"

n Stovers vs Ducks

12 Lovelies vs Peanuts

1
13 49ers vs Tigers

' 14 Strikers vs. JOA
IS Gang vs Lidges

W &jy ShM Vallwu J

Sim s -to-*.

tomtoRTfiQL*. For
Qirls Too.

ZUa//act Berry
StyIt in a. Sprmq
atininy strift

J

CLASSES

WOOD-CARVING
WHITTLING

WOODCUT-MAKING

For Beginners

and
Advanced Pupils.

Sculptor's

Workshop
LordJeffery Inn

AMHERST, MASS
Phone: 253-2679

or

M3-24Z*41 19 collect

ANNOUNCEMENT

Grinders

and Large 12" Pizzas I

THE BLUE WALL

Campus Center Food Service

We are now accepting Pizza and Grinder order to be

delivered to your dorm or any other location on

campus. This service is available to you from 5:00

p.m. to 11:30 p.m. nightly. Delivered orders are

subject to a minimum of 5 pizzas or a combination of

Pizzas or Grinders totaling not less than $1.50.

Note: a 10< delivery charge per item will be added to our Bluewall and

Coffee Shop prices to defray delivery costs.

Dial 5-0016

r PIZZA MENU Hlurwall

I'rirr*

ttoltvrr*

Prtre*

t.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

I.

9.

10

11

12

.»•
Plain Tomato A Cheese

Fried Onion, Tomato A Cheese •«
Fried Peppers, Tomato & Cheese 1Ji

Mushrooms, Tomato & Cheese 1 - 40

Mozzarella, Tomato A Cheese '- 40

Hamburg, Tomato A Cheese *M
Sausage, Tomato & Cheese '-40

Anchovies, Tomato A Cheese

Pepperoni, Tomato ft Cheese

Bacon Tomato ft Cheese

Peppers, Pepperoni, Anchovies

Tomato ft Cheese

Hamburg, Onions, Mushrooms, Peppers,

Pepperoni, Tomato ft Cheese '•*'

1.40

1.40

1.75

1.0?

1.35

1.35

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.15

2.05

GRINDER MENU

n
2

3.

4.

5

L

Genoa Salami — salami, cheese,

Tomato, mayonaise, onion . . .

Meat Ball — meat balls, sauces,

fried peppers

Sausage — sweet Italian sausage,

fried peppers

Ham — ham, lettuce,

tomato, mayonaise

Roast Beef — beef, lettuce,

tomato, mayonaise

Pastrami — lettuce, tomato

mayonaise, cheese

Tuna — tuna, lettuce,

tomato, cheese

.70

70

BO

.70

.80

.70

70

80

80

?0

80

.90

80

80
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Ivy Stickers Fall
By JANET AHMADJIAN

The Bulldogs from Yale weren't so bullish as the

Kedmen romped over them Saturday. The UMass
Lacrosse Team, more commonly known as Garber's

Gorillas, really showed their superior ability, as one

of the nation's top collegiate team, as they crushed

the "Ivy" at New Haven, 13-4.

Yale started out confidently, reassured by their

recent win against Lacrosse powerhouse, Adelphia U.

which downed UMass on their spring tour. However,

the Gorillas kept up their optimistic spirit and con-

fidence despite the fact that they were playing on

•foreign" grounds against a strong "Ivy" team with

more game playing experience to date in the season.

The first half of the game was tense and tight with a

close score. The third quarter proved the turning

point as UMass pulled ahead to victory. Yale lost

control and the Gorilla's strong conditioning paid off.

"It was great to kick ass against the Ivies" said the

coaching staff.

Yale broke the ice 9:04 into the

first quarter as Tom Fagin, cap-

tain and AU-American last year

scored.

However. Captain Crawford's

timely tip to Hirsh Seidman "Shoot

overhand" got the UMass offense

rolling. At 10:28 into the quarter

Tri-Captain Charlie Hardy,
unassisted, scored the first Red-

man goal. A few seconds later

Hirsh Seidman scored another.

Yale tried to recover but they

didn't have a chance once the

Gorillas got going. Still in the first

quarter attackman John Nagle

assisted by Charlie Hardy scored

the Redmen upping the score 3-1

for UMass.
Yale still held their winning hopes at the start of the

second quarter as Dan Lynch assisted by Tom Fagin
scored their second goal.

The whole game defense strategy was to shut out

Yale's top man Tom Fagin, keep him from scoring.

Redmen stickers used a one on one technique, man to

man. Billy Blaustein guarded Fagin forcing him into

mistakes.
At 6:29 into the second quarter, Frosh Pete Con-

nolly scored assisted by Fred Michels. Yale at-

tackmen broke through U'4ass defense towards the

end of the second quarter as Pete Tarr scored

assisted by Tom Fagin
At halftime the score stood 4-3 for UMass. Yale

wasn't as good as they were built up to be. Blaustein

was guarding Fagin well, Crawford was making

fantastic saves, so was the Yale
goalie Bing Gordon. Charlie Hardy
was playing an excellent game and
Kevin Carpenger was always
ready at key times.

The third quarter proved to be

the turning point of the game.
I Mass pulled ahead while Yale

lost control and all hopes of win-

ning. Seconds into the quarter

Redman scorer Paul Ritch made a

sure shot for a goal. UMass leading

5-3 Yale's final goal of the game
was made by Dan Lynch assisted

by Tom Fagin. It was a "Man
Down Goal"-UMass had less men
in because of a penalty. However,
from then on the Gorillas started

rolling and nothing could stop

them. Seconds after the final Ivy

goal Paul Ritch made one for the

Redmen pulling the score ahead
604. During this quarter Frosh

John Haddad. took over the crucial

iailg ©olJigian

«*~
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goalie position for a few minutes guarding it well as

Bruce Crawford waited out a penalty.

During the fourth quarter only the Gorillas scored.

Yale didn't have a chance and really lost control of

the game. Redmen scored seven times during the

final part of the competition. The more they scored

the better they got.

Seconds into the quarter John Nagle scored

assisted by Charlie Hardy. One goal deserves another

John Nagle must have thought as a few seconds later

he scored assisted by Hirsh Seidman. At 2: 16 into the

quarter Paul Ritch faked the ball and scored again.

Redmen Stickers were really in the lead 9-4.

Everything clicked together, running, passing

scoring. The Defense Sledges, where you drop your

man and play another one, were proving very suc-

cessful. With eleven minutes left to the game Dwight

Blomquist scored assisted by Frosh John McCarthy.

Later John McCarthy scored his own unassisted

pulling up the score to 11-4 UMass. At 13:45 into the

final quarter Fred Michels made
an unassisted goal. Then in the

final minute of the game he did it

again. This goal proved to be the

last one made in the UMass vs.

Yale lacrosse game.
Ivy fell in crushing defeat to

Redmen Sticks 13-4; a strong

decisive victory for UMass
boosting their season's record to 2

wins and 1 loss.

Coach Garber after this im-

portant victory praised the team
and his assistant. "Great effort

was put forth, the team was really

trying. Helluva coaching job Coach
Farrar."
Bruce Crawford made some

fantastic saves, especially in the

first half of the game.

Charlie Hardy played an excellent game, setting up
the offense in the beginning, always there when
needed.

Frosh Billy Blaustein did a great job. his strong

defense action aided Crawford to victory.

Kevin Carpenger played extremely well, there at

the key times.

Hirsh Seidman helped control the ball getting most
of the face-offs, especially in the second half.

First Midfield Tri-Captain Dana Stone, Seidman,

and Dwight Blomquist did an excellent job of running

and passing.

Comment from team members after the victory

expressed team spirit and winning confidence. "It

feels great to beat an Ivy League team.

STICKS ARE HIGH-Recent action in front of the net. It appears

that number 12 is getting pretty rough treatment (tripped, hit in the

head)

Pro Sports Roundup

Bruins Topple

Leafs 5-4
By ERNIE ROTMAN

In one of the most exciting games of the quarter-final round this year,

the Boston Bruins downed the obstinate Toronto Maple Leafs by a score

of 5-4. The Bruins, who have been heavy favorites to regain the Stanely

Cup all along this year, had quite a battle on their hands last night with

the pesky Leafs.

Ed Johnston and Bernie Parent were in the nets for game 4 of this best

of seven series and both made quite a few sensational stops. This was
exactly the case in the last minute and a half because Toronto pulled their

goalie in a last ditch, but vain attempt to send the game into overtime.

John Bucyk began the scoring barrage, in the first period, as he tipped

in a perfect pass from Carol Vadnais and John McKenzie at 16:36. Dave
Keon brought Toronto right back, however, as he blasted one by Eddie J.

at 17:45. At the end of the period, 19:56 to be exact, a bushel of penalties

were called. The B's ended up losing the entire Espo line and Toronto lost

Brian Glennie. It was not until the Leaf power play at 12:49 that they took

the lead for the first time Ron Ellis tipped one home with the assists going

to Ullman and Henderson. McKennie of the Leafs increased the lead to 2

goals at 17 : 57 as he fired a shorthanded goal into the Boston net.

But the Bruins came out flying for the last stanza and got one goal back,

a* 1 . 15, off of Ken Hodge's stick. The assists went to Espo and Cashman.
Then came a flood of Boston goals, sandwiched around a Leaf goal by

Henderson (Ullman, Ellis), to win the game for Boston. Ed Westfall

tallied on a Boston shorthanded goal at 8:03 with the assists going to

Sanderson and Orr. (Who else?) Esposito knotted the score at 4 with a

quick finish to a very pretty goal at 9:59.

C f

s Take Series
ATLANTA (AP)-The Boston Celtics scored 41 points in a torrid first

period Sunday and held on to defeat the Atlanta Hawks 127-118 and

capture the Eastern Division semifinal National Basketball Association

playoffs, four games to two.

Dave Cowens and John Havlicek led the triumph with 26 points apiece.

It was Boston's only road victory of the series, the Hawks having won
their two previous games in Atlanta.

The Celtics led at the half 76-64.

Havlicek, Don Nelson and reserve Steve Kuberski, together with

Cowens and White, all were in double scoring figures at the half.

Maravich wound up with 37 points, tops for Atlanta. Lou Hudson and

Walt Bellamy followed with 18 each.

Boston wound up with a field goal percentage of 55.6 per cent. Atlanta

shot 46.4 per cent.

Knicks Romp
BALTIMORE (AP)-The New York Knicks trounced the Baltimore

Bullets 106-82 Sunday and took a 3-2 lead in their National Basketball

Association Eastern Conference semifinal playoff series.

The Knicks, who broke a seven-game playoff losing streak in Baltimore
dating back three seasons, can wrap up the best-of-7 series in New York
Tuesday afternoon

New York raced to a 44-32 lead midway through the second quarter by
outscoring Baltimore 16-5, and then put the game out of reach at 66-48

with a 16-3 string early in the fourth period.

Earl Monroe and Jerry Lucas scored 20 points apiece for the Knicks.

The Bullets made only 12 points in the third period while shooting just 27

per cent from the fllor. The Knicks were able to hit for only 36 per cent out

increased their lead by 15 points during Baltimore's prolonged slump.
Afyer a basket by Mike Riordan who led Baltimore with 16 points-

pulled the Bullets within 50-45 at the start of the second half, the Knicks
reeled off a 10-point streak including three-point plays by Frazier and
Monroe.
Jack Marin scored 14 for the Bullets, and Archie Clark-their normal

high scorer-made only 14 while going without a field goal in the middle
two periods.

Scoreboard
NHL

New York 6, Montreal 4

St Louis 3, Minnesota 2

Boston 5 Toronto 4

Chicago 6, Pittsburgh 5

NBA
Milwaukee 93, Los Angeles 72

Boston 127, Atlanta 118

New York 106, Baltimore 82

Netsters Outlook Bright-vs. AIC Today
By SINCLAIR FOSTER

Somewhere around 2 p.m. this

afternoon, don't be surprised if it

starts snowing. Don't worry about

the fact that its 50*, and forget that

its sunny, not a cloud in the sky,

because at 2 p.m. this afternoon the

UMass tennis team opens their

1972 campaign with a home match
vs. AIC, and if past spring seasons

are any indication, the weather

figures to be a significant factor

again this spring.

For years past the tennis team
has been plagued by horrid spring

weather. If it's not rain washing out

another match, then it's snow piling

up, and the only thing Coach
Kosakowski's young and
somewhat experienced team can

hope for, is that Mother Nature

decides to make for a dry spring

after all.

AIC's on tap today, in the first of

seven home matches this season.

Of the remaining six, three are

Yankee Conference opponents,

with the first Yan-Con match to be

played this coming Friday, at

home, against Vermont.

As the defending Yankee Con-

ference Champions, the UMass
netmen find themselves with both

youth and experience. Four of last

year's top seven men are retur-

ning, and in losing their top two
men, the team finds itself in

credibly evenly balanced as Coach
Kosakowski commented, "There is

very little difference between our

number one and six men." This is

borne out by last week's practice

matches. Thus depth will be the

key toward victories this year, as

in addition to 7 home contests the

Redmen will travel away four

times, three times to Boston, and
one time to Storrs, Connecticut.

The season ends with the

traditional New England Tour-

nament, this year to be held across

town in Amherst, and just a week
preceding that tournament will be

the Yankee Conference Cham-
pionships which will be held at

UMass. Ah yes, the Yankee Con-

ference, something which all four

returning lettermen remember
quire well, having edged out URI
last year 19-18 in the final match of

the tournament.

One remembering well will be

Fred Bra ley (Sophomore) as he
was the sole Redmen to boast a

double victory in the tourney,

going two singles matches and two
doubles matches without a loss,

taking fifth singles and third

doubles.

Steve Farber, a junior,

remembers as he along with

Braley helped to nail doubles that

final doubles position. And Chris

Coffin, the rangy left-hander,

remembers, for it was he, along

with graduating John ( the boomer)
Bloom, who captured the second

doubles position, tying the tourney

at 18 apiece, and lending a major
hand in victory.

"I haven't had a losing season

since who knows when," said

Coach Kosakowski (he's had one

losing one in 22 season) "and
there's no reason I should be

starting now. We have a young

ballclub, evidenced by the fact that

there isn't a senior on the team,

( for all those questioning that fact.

Old CC, Chris Coffin, is a junior,

tennis-eligibility wise) one that

knows thow to fight and hardly

knows the meaning of the word

quit Thus I'm looking forward to

another successful season."
Kosakowski seems especially

pleased by the two prospective new
members of the top six. Joining

Grass, Braley, Freber and Coffin

will be Ted Donahue, and Robert
Spizer, two freshmen. Donahue, a
veteran of the Navy for over 6 1/2

years, thus far has proved himself

to be the top of the crop, and will

open his season playing in the

number one position. With Coffin at

two, Braley at three, Ferber at

four. Grass at five, and Spizer at

six, the Redmen look to pick up
points at every position, not
necessarily just lower down due to

their extremely well-balanced
lineup.

As far as doubles teams go,

somehow, by a freak, the com-
binations will follow perfectly from
the singles order. Donahue and
Coffin, righty and lefty respec-
tively, will be in the top slot, as last

year's duo of Braley and Ferber
(also a righty-lefty combination)
will be in the second slot. Grass
and Spizer will be playing at third

doubles, and again it's highly

conceivable that the Redmen can
and will often win all the way down
their doubles combinations.

With the five top positions pretty

well nailed down, Spizer, at six, is

in the most threatening position

Shooting at him for the final singles

slot are freshmen Mike Phillips,

and sophomores Lou Kessing and
Mark Lundberg. Most likely these

three will face AIC this afternoon,

as AIC's distinction of being far

and away the worst team on the

Redmen 's schedule, allows these

seventh, eighth and ninth men to

see intercollegiate action where
their points will count.

Last year the netmen compiled
an 8-3 mark, and in so doing took

AIC apart 8-1 . Looking for a certain

repeat this season, the Redmen get

warmed up on their seasonal

patsies before moving on to

stronger and more powerful teams
like Tufts, Amherst and MIT.

Notice
With two women managers anc

one woman reporter, Garber's
Gorillas are now known as
"Garber's Groupies".

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather
Sweet, sweet,

reluctant spring! Oh,

how we desire your

warm breezes and your

blue skies. Where the

hell have you been?

(See details on p. 2)
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w~„. i. ik* hnom A laree number of people watched the proceeding, cheering at its com-

The crane was lowered yesterday. It was separated into two pieces, above is the boom. A large numoer P p

pletion. (MDC photo by Steve Schuster)

Caucus
By BURVELL WILLIAMS

Yesterday, some three hundred

representatives of the minority

community at UMass met at the

School of Education Auditorium to

participate in the activities of the

Minority Caucus.

The activities will go into their

second day at the same location

starting at ten o'clock this mor-

ning, to determine structure and

direction for the Caucus. Donald

Streets, Staff Associate at the

School of Education announced

that classes will be cancelled since

deliberation by the Caucus has not

yet been completed.

Group committees that were

established discussed governed

On The Inside

:

Vietnam Airwar
See page four

Faculty Unionization
' See page five

Belfast Tar-Feathering
See page three

functions, finances, on-off campus

problems, publicity, strategy,

policy, and responsibility. These

groups met apart from the entire

assembly and later reconvened to

discuss ideas and proposals that

were relevant to the purposes and

scopes of the C aucus.

This organization will be the

legitimate voice and bargaining-

agent for the minority community

and "no action concerning

minority personnel or programs

will be taken by the school without

the formal approval of this

organization" accoring to the

proposal under consideration.

Although proposals and

decisions remain unresolved, the

Minority Caucus indicates its

seriousness and dedication to

resolve the situation at the School

of Education. The Caucus intends

to accomplish its purposes and

goals as efficiently and completely

as possible with the support of

people

Rhody McCoy, the chairman of

the evening session of the caucus

said, "We have committed our-

selves to forming such an

organization in an attempt to deal

with very pressing minority

matters which at present can not

be resolved because there is no

single legitimate voice representing

minorities. All minority members
who wish to participate in the

establishment and structuring of

this organization must make it

their duty to be present today. The

caucus is open to all minorities,

therefore the new organization will

be the legitimate voice of the third

world minorities within the

school."

Professor McCoy stressed that

the concept arrived at had been

accepted but that the details of

structure and function was pur-

posely delayed to give people time

to prepare plans and positions for

the formation of the new
organization
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Grad Senate To Fund
Professional Conference

The Graduate Student Senate last night "moved to

sponsor and fund an all-day professional conference

on April 28, 1972, for the purpose of graduate student

employee unionization."

According to Graduate Senate President, Veda

Ross, this conference will include talks early in the

day, by several union officials followed by all-day

seminars, and will follow much the same setup as its

University of Wisconsin counterpart at Madison.

This unionization would effect graduate students

empoyed under the 3 category, including teaching

assistants, future teaching associates, resident hall

directors, etc.

The Senate also voted to "acknowledge rather

than "endorse" the proposed $3.50 per semester

increase in health services fees for next year. Ac-

cording to Aija Ronis who had presented the Health

Services Committee report at the March 20 Senate

meeting, the $60 thousand which the increase would

provide, will serve as a pre-allocation for the hiring of

two new physicians, a psychiatric social worker, and

a psychiatrist.

The Senate heard a report about the Student Union

Governing Board's establishment of a search com-

mittee for the Campus Center director. Associate

Dean of Student Affairs, Gerald F. Scanlion, who now

holds the post, it was explained, is not legally

responsible to the students who through the Campus

Center fees "pay for his time". A new budget for the

coming year which would be subject to professional

bookkeeping was also explained. Under this system,

individual departments, such as food service and the

campus store, would face further review and in-

dividual categorization of its services as "subsidy"

or "revenue".
And the SUG Board, as a policy-making body,

having "the final say within the building about the

hiring and firing of all staff positions," was also

discussed.

And Graduate Student representation on the Vice-

Chancellor Search Committee and the Campus
Center Review Board was urged.

International Fair 'Succeeds'
With the weather department's permission, we may continue to

have more seasonable weather. Wouldn't it be nice to have a real

Spring? (MDC photo by Steve Schuster)

usee

Absentee Voting Ballots

With the developments in the recent primaries in other states the

Massachusetts presidential primary on April 25 has taken on added

significance. Consequently, it is important that as many people as

possible vote that day. If you will not be at home you may request an

absentee ballot The procedure for obtaining a ballot is simple.

1 Write a letter to your city or town clerk requesting a ballot. Be sure to

specify which party's ballot you want. If you are registered as anin-

dependent you may request either party's ballot. If you are a registered

Democrat or Republican you can receive only the ballot of your party.

2. Include the address where you are registered and the ward and

precinct if you know them.

3

.

Be sure to include the address where you want it sent

4 Sign the letter using the same signature as when you registered.

When you receive the ballot, bring it unmarked to a notary public.

There are several, including student attorney Richard Howland, on

campus.

French Connection Cops 5

At two o'clock Friday mornings,

the Student Union is usually

deserted. But last Friday morning

at two o'clock, the Student Union

Ballroom was humming with

activity. About fifty people were

building booths for the In-

ternational Fair which was held

last weekend. They didn't finish

setting up the booths until about

four o'clock Friday morning.

The Fair was characterized by a

lot of hard work by a lot of people

It was also entertaining,

educational and perhaps most of

all. rewarding for the people in-

volved and the people who came.

The Fair lasted from Friday

afternoon until Saturday night

There were 18 different booths,

each from a different country, area

of the world, or interested

organization.

Over half of the booths were

selling food characteristic of the

countries which they were
representing. Many also sold

clothes, showed slides and films of

the countries. All had something

not normally found in this country

to teach people about, to entertain

people with, or to sell to people.

A full schedule of entertainment.

every hour, on the hour from
twelve in the afternoon until nine in

the evening on Friday and
Saturday, helped draw the over

four thousand people that Judson

Haverkamp of the Office of In-

ternational Programs estimates

came to the Fair.

Dr. Lynn Vendien, who co-

sponsored the Fair, along with

Robert Baron, said that the major

purpose of the Fair was to increase

the visibility of the foreign students

on campus, and to familiarize

members of the university com-
munity with the cultures and
societies of different countries.

She said that the Fair "suc-

ceeded remarkably" in this.

She said that another purpose of

the Fair was to raise money to

establish an emergency
scholarship fund for foreign

students.

"We didn't make a lot of

money," Dr. Vendien, said. "But it

would have been worth it even if we
didn't make any money." She said

that the Fair was so successful that

it might be made an annual event.

Noel Gendrano, a Phillipine

student who worked on the Fair,

said that the Fair provided a good

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Jane

Fonda, the stylish, wily caU girl of

"Klute" and Gene Hackman, the

relentless narcotics cop of "The

French Connection," won top

acting honors at the 44th movie

Academy Awards Monday night

'The French Connection," a hard-

hitting fast paced tale of crime

detection in New York City was

selected best motion picture of

1971.

Produced by Philip d'Antoni, the

film was the major victor with five

awards.
Supporting acting awards went

to a pair of performers in "The

Last Picture Show "-Cloris Leach

man. the lonely passionate wife of

the high school football coach, and

Ben Johnson, the hero figure of a

dying Texas town.

The program closed with a

special tribute to Charlie Chaplin.

82, whose classic silent comedies

helped make Holl^ood famous

Academy President Daniel

Taradash presented the award to

Chaplin for his contributions to

film

After a series of clips from

Chaplin films, the comedian
appeared on the stage of the Los
Angeles Music Center.

He seemed at first confused then

deeply moved by the roaring

ovation from the standing crowd.

William Friedkin was hailed best

director of the year for "The

French Connection."

Writing awards were won by

Earnest Tidyman for his adap-

tation of "The French Connection"

and Paddy Chayefsky for his

original script "The Hospital."

The best song award went to

Isaac Hayes for his "Theme from

Shaft" which comprised the most

dynamic production number of the

TV program. Hayes thanked his

grandmother for "keeping me on

the paths of righteousness' and

said that the Oscar was an 80th

birthday present for her.

Sandwen Seeks Brooke
By MDC STAFF

Outgoing Student Senate President Lee H. Sandwen announced last

night that he sent a telegram to Senator Edward Brooke (R-»toss)

supporting Senate Bill #3409, which provides "for the cessation of bombing

andthe withdrawal of United States military personnel from the Republic

of Vietnam, Cambodia, and LaoV" .- ~- • - ^ -

Sandwen stated in an interview that the National Student Lobby urging

emergency student action of support" sent him information regarding the

'•The bill provides also that no funds may be spent 30 days after its

enactment for infantry, air, or naval attacks on Indochina.

If release of American prisoners of war held by the Dill! HI

f

Republic of Vietnam is not set up within 20 days after this bdl s enactment,

anymoney cutoff date can be extended 30 days, or the Congress can go

alongwith presidential recommendations, say the bill.

The bill is sponsored by Senators Gravel, Cranston, Hughes, McGovern,

Mondale, Nelson, Proxmire, Stevenson, Tunney, Hams, Williams,

Kennedy, Bash, Hart, Muskie and Humphrey.

break from studies for himself and

the other foreign students, many of

whom he said are grad students

and must study a lot.

Gendrano said that he and other

people who participated in the Fair

had fun helping each other work

and socializing with students from

other countries.

Do Yoon, a Korean student who
worked on the Fair, said that it

gave foreign students an op
' portunity to express their identity

on campus. He said that the foreign

students are somewhat alienated

on campus, and the Fair was quite

successful in bringing them
together.

Dr. Vendien said that the

planning for the Fair began last

semester with a subcommittee of

the Faculty Senate. She added,

though, that it couldn't have

happened without a lot of

cooperation between students and

faculty.

Dr. Vendien said that "So many
people did so much work, I can't

single out any one person."

Sunday afternoon, the people of

the Fair were at work again, still

cooperating and having a good

time "breaking down" the booths

and cleaning out the Student Union

Ballroom.

Largest Selection

•f

Pants 9N Jeans

The Weather

By MDC STAFF
Well so you thought that spring would never get here, did you? Well, let

us tell you that it will be variably cloudy today, high around 50-55 degrees

farenheit Tonight, not all the stars will show through the partial

cloudiness in the sky. This will result in temperatures in the thirties.
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ZETA NU — Open Rush
We arc 30 'best' friends living together.
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A full social calendar

Home-cooked food — weekend meals.

Control over whom you live with.

18 singles of 21 rooms.

A cost cheaper than the dorms.
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Explained

Professor Timothy Bornstein addresses the faculty on collective

bargaining, as Chairman Booth and Dean Conlon stare intently into

space.

WMPIRG To Approach

Trustee Committe
Bv BARRY STAVRO

The Western Mass. Public Interest Research Group (WMPIRG), will

ask the Student Activities Committee of the Board of Trustees Thursday to

place WMPIRG's case on the agenda for discussion during their monthly

meeting later this month.

Ed Voci, a member of WMPIRG, said in an MDC interview, "that I see

no reason for the board to deny the will of the student body an ^expects

WMPIRG to be approved. If so, starting next semester WMPIRG will be

able to collect a (refundable if desired) two dollar student tax per

semester for its financial base.

Chancellor Bromery has tentatively given his support for WMPIRG as

long as all legal points are met.

Voci also said that WMPIRG should fit right in with the report from

President Wood's Committee on the Futureof UMass. The report stresses

the need for students and faculty to become involved in community af-

fairs which is the goal of the Nader-styled student run group.

WMPIRG still has a great need for volunteers, Voci said, and urges

students and faculty to attend tonights meeting in the C.C.

Pre-Law Office Open

Bv this time in the year, it is hoped by the Office of the Pre-Law Ad-

vise* Kit aU senior!! who have applied to law schools will be beginning to

hear from those schools to which they have applied. It is important that

the Office be informed of the progress which you have made or the lack

of it In thteregard. it is requested by the office that those students who

^ e appl ed to faw school be in contact with Mr. Harvey Stone, in-

forming h m of those institutions to which you have applied and
I

thoseifo

whkn vou have been accepted, or rejected. It is hoped by the-Officethat

you will respond as quickly as possible in order that they might further

aid those applicants who are experiencing some difficulties.

In addU.on the Pre-Law Advising Staff at the University »
;

desirous of

cr Seism They are interested in finding out what ways the student body

feelsS the program might be improved in the future. If you have any„n
"

to the service, drop them a line or come in and personally

fetTem knoVyour Sings. The' office is in E-24 Machmer Hall Office

hours are from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. every morning, or by appointment.

By JIM DEMPSEY
A special meeting of the Faculty-Senate was held

last night to provide the general faculty with a

presentation of the possible effect unionization of the

faculty could have at UMass Amherst. How collective

bargaining for the teachers would work was ex-

plained, and the Faculty-Senates relationship to

unionization was outlined.

Nearly 75 people attended the special meeting.

A panel of four speakers from the Management

Department of the School of Business handled the

presentation.

Professor Timothy Bornstein opened the session

with a summary of the origins and history of

collective bargaining, citing it as a "mature stable

basis for the resolution of labor conflict in the United

States
"

He pointed out that employees have a legally

guaranteed right to select a bargaining agent to

represent them, and their right to form, assist, and

join unions may not be trespassed on by employers.

Under a 1967 Massachusetts Legislature statute,

however, collective bargaining is somewhat limited.

It only allows bargaining which deals with working

conditions. Discussion of wages and hours are not

included. It also prohibits the right of Commonwealth

employees to strike.

Bornstein said that collective bargaining is

"essentially a device for solving problems."

Professor Elliot Carlisle followed Bornstein to the

podium naming several possible reasons that people

may be either for or against collective bargaining,

and one very important factor in any decision to

organize.
.

He said that "size has a very large and significant

part to play in deciding whether or not a group will

organize." This UMass campus has 1.200 faculty

currently.

Some of the reasons given for people favoring

collective bargaining were:

1. a predisposition to group action.

2. belief that a person can get more as part of a

group than as an individual.

3 belief that he will have more control over what he

does and what he teaches and whether he will receive

tenure.

4. more justice in grievance hearings.

5. more dignity.

Reasons against might be:

1 predisposition to individual action, fearing he

may get less of what he wants while subject to

majority rule.

2. more options in dealing with an employer per-

sonally. . ,

3. more personal control over what he wants to do.

4. better chance of obtaining tenure alone.

5. less dignity, may feel it is beneath his

professional status to become involved in the

business of collective bargaining.

Carlisle felt there would be a new emerging form of

self-government, providing more bilateral decision-

making. .

Dean John Conlon spoke on the mechanics of

collective bargaining, naming two specific phases of

this continuously functioning process: negotiations

and adminstration of the contract.

He said that collective bargaining sessions are

generally successful in reaching its objective. Its sole

objective is to attain agreement.

However, it doesn't always work. Some parties

have done their best and failed. "They do fail,"

Conlon admitted.

There are some techniques available to bring

success. Conlon named three currently popular

techniques, used by such municipal employees as

firelighters and policemen

One is mediation conciliation, an absolutely

voluntary option, which provides for the availability

of a mediator and his advice if necessary. The

current Massachusetts statute makes no mention of

this method, nor the second.

The second is the arbitration process, which

provides for a supposedly impartial outside third

party to be involved in the bargaining

A third dispute settlement technique is the unique

fact-finding procedure. A fact-finding party is hired

and has 45 days to file a report with recom-

mendations, to both bargaining groups. Neither

group is compelled to accept the recommendations.

He added that in such a system as collective

bargaining, disagreement can persist, and impasse

CAN continue, but it's a price parties are usually

willing to pay

8 Warships Set Sail;

Perhaps To Vietnam
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
At least eight warships left

Southern California naval bases

Monday for undisclosed

deployment, while in Florida the

aircraft carrier Saratoga un

derwent around-the-clock
preparations for sea duty. Sailors

said the vessels were headed for

Vietnam.
The Navy, as is usual procedure

on such movements, refused

comment on the ships'

destinations. In Washington,

however. Defense Secretary

Melvin R. Laird said additional air

and naval forces would be sent to

Southeast Asia this week to bolster

American forces against the North

Vietnamese offensive Pentagon

officials have said there are no

plans to deploy additional ground

troops.

At Mavport Naval Station in

Florida, "the Saratoga and two

destroyers -the Sarsfield and the

Noa -were being prepared to put

out to sea. A newsman reported

armaments were being loaded on

the destroyers, and a Navy officer

who asked not to be identified said

earlier that the carrier had loaded

munitions for a full complement of

70 planes He said the carrier was

destined for an eight-month tour

off Vietnam.
Speculation that the three

vessels were headed there grew

Mondav with the arrival of Adm.

Elmo R. Zumwalt. Jr . chief of

naval operations. Zumwalt con-

ferred with senior officers in the

base area at Jacksonville before

flving back to Washington

The unidentified Navy officer

said Sunday the Saratoga

previously had been scheduled to

depart for the Meditterranean May
1. Two squadrons of jet fighters

based at nearby Cecil Field were

alerted to join the group calling

itself the Ad Hoc Military Buildup

Committee also reported the

readying of warships in Norfolk

The group told The Associated

Press in Boston that the Mullinex

probably would depart Tuesday.

Four warships left from Long

Beach. Calif . Monday and four

more from San Diego, reportedly

heading for a rendezvous with the

carrier Midway The Navy refused

comment on the departure.

The Midway left is base at

Alameda and sailed out the Golden

Gate from an Francisco Bay in late

morning, newsmen said.

The four Long Beach-based ships

previously had been scheduled to

leave 30 days from now for the

western Pacific

The sailing followed sudden

cancellations of all leaves for ship

personnel, said sailors aboard
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Air War Widens
SAIGON (AP) — The 12-day North

Vietnamese offensive appeared to have

slowed significantly Monday after major

weekend battling on the northern front

which brought victory claims for Saigon's

forces.

The United States widened the air war by

sending B52 heavy bombers deeper into

North Vietnam than ever before, in their

first strikes around a major enemy city.

Officials said the raid by Stratofortresses

near Vinh, 145 miles north of the

demilitarized zone, was a calculated show of

strength by President Nixon. None of the

bombers was reported hit in the strike, but

continued B52 strikes would run a high risk

that one or more of America's mightiest

bombers may be shot down.

President Nguyen Van Thieu also was

running a major calculated risk, the com-

mitment of two regiments of infantry from

the Mekong Delta to the current worst

trouble spot, the siege of An Loc, a

provincial capital 60 miles north of Saigon

where 10.000 government troops are

surrounded by a far larger enemy force.

Fighting in this sector, however, had

tapered off enough that helicopters could

take in supplies. The two Delta regiments

are part of a 20,000-man government force

pushing up Highway 13, the main route into

the region from Saigon. The column

reported little fighting and little progress

toward An Loc.

The Mekong Delta was comparatively

quiet but vulnerable to a major enemy push,

with the loss of two regiments of the

government's better troops. As in past days,

there were scattered hit-and-run attacks in

the lush rice land of the Delta south of

Saigon.

U.S. officials, in attempting to evaluate

the pluses and minuses of Hanoi's second

largest offensive of the war, said a standoff

appeared to be in effect at the moment.

Although North Vietnamese divisions, in the

early days of the offensive across the DMZ
collapsed the government's northern

defensive tier, they have been unable to

follow up this success.

Saigon has heavily reinforced both the

northern front, which begins about 10 miles

south of the DMZ, and the area south of An.

Loc along Highway 13.

Casualties in the current fighting are said

to be heavy on both sides. The government,

however, has refused to give overall

casualty figures.

The U.S. Command said three Americans

have died, 23 are missing and 10 have been

wounded since the start of the offensive.

Also, 19 U.S. aircraft have been lost.

A key factor in the northern fighting has

been that for the first time in the war, the

enemy was engaged in almost wholly

conventional fighting, not only with tanks

and massed infantry formations, but

sophisticated anti- aircraft units, including

at least one SAM battery. A SAM earlier

slightly damaged a B52 in a raid just south

of the DMZ.
That incident served to highlight the

danger for the giant bombers over almost

any major North Vietnamese target. Hanoi

has vastly strengthened its anti-aircraft

defense since the United States called a halt

to the bombing in the North in 1968. Air

Force officials said in the past the B52s

simply could not survive against SAMs since

they could not twist and turn the way more
maneuberable fighter bombers can.

The U.S. Command would not discuss

details of the Vinh attack, but North Viet-

nam sai~ the attack began in the predawn

hour with waves of attacking planes.

It appeared probable that the smaller jets

went into neutralize the anti-aircraft

positions before the B52s arrived.

North Vietnam said it knocked down three

American jets in raids north of the DMZ, but

the U.S. Command acknowledged only one

downed plane, an F4 Phantom, hit over

Laos.

The Navy continued to rain shells into

North Vietnam and got some back in return.

The U.S. Command said enemy shore fire

hit the destroyers John R. Craig and Rowan,

causing hull and equipment damage to the

Craig but only shrapnel damage to the

Rowan. No Navy men were reported in-

jured. The Command said the Navy ships

knocked out three artillery batteries and set

off eight secondary explosions.

In Brief...
British Study Violence

LONDON (AP) — The government announced it is starting an

investigation to determine whether violence is increasing in

Britain's 28,000 state-run schools.

Singapore Bars Longhairs

SINGAPORE ( AP) — The port master of Singapore has warned

shipping companies that sailors with long hair will be barred from

coming ashore here in a campaign against "undesirable alien

influences."
English Rhubarb

ST. BLAZEY, England ( AP) — Conservationists have demanded

a drive to stop the spread of wild Japanese rhubarb in Cornwall

County.
Low Nicotine Tobacco Developed

MICH. France (AP) — A new variety of low-nicotine tobacco

developed from American and German stock will be planted this

year on 125 acres in Southern France, officials said.

Grey Elephant Sees Pink Elephants

COLOMBO. Cevlon ( AP) — A wild female elephant broke into a

jungle distillery and got drunk on illicit liquor. Villagers turned the

animal over to the Ceylon wildlife department, which said she

would be taken to a national park.

Germ-Warfare Treaty Signed

$30 OfHalfMillion

Hijack Ransom Missing
SALT LAKE CITY. Utah ( AP) — All but $30 of the half-million dollars

which the government says was paid to the hijacker of a United Air Lines

727 jet has been recovered, the FBI told a U.S. magistrate Monday.

The FBI said it found the $499,970, a gun and parachute on the

premises" of Richard Floyd McCoy. Jr., 29, of Provo, Utah McCoy has

been charged with air piracy in the Friday hijacking.

FBI officials in Washington refused to allow comment on the recovered

money, but it was learned that it took agents most of Sunday night to

count the $499,970 and that the FBI was required to present a list of

evidence to the magistrate before making a public statement

The aircraft crew said the hijacker bailed out over Provo late Fridav

night and agents centered their search for clues in a small area about four

miles west of McCoy's home. The FBI said Monday the hijacker landed in

an area five minutes by car from the McCoy residence.

The FBI has not disclosed how it believes the hijacker slipped out of the

grassy area near the Provo airport and Utah Lake where agents and

hundreds of state and local lawmen concentrated their search. The aree

was sealed off almost immediately after the crew radioed about the

bailout
. _ . . ,. , .. .

McCoy, a Vietnam veteran, a Utah National Guard helicopter pilot and

former Mormon Sunday school teacher, was arrested Sunday morning as

he was preparing to leave for weekend military drills.

A close friend, Robert Van Isperen, a Utah Highway patrolman and

guard buddy whose statements to the FBI were reported to have led

agents to McCoy, said Sunday McCoy had been at guard drills all day

Saturday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States, the Soviet Union and
72 other nations Monday signed a

treaty prohibiting the use,

manufacture or stockpiling of

germ-warfare weapons and calling

for the destruction of already

existing arms.

In a ceremony at the State

Department witnessed by

President Nixon. Secretary of

State William P Rogers signed the

pact on behalf of the United States

He was followed by Lord Cromer

for Great Britain and Anatoly

Dobrynin, ambassador for the

Soviet Union. The three nations co-

sponsored the treaty negotiated

last year in Geneva.

In his remarks Nixon called the

treaty a significant step toward the

major goal of world peace and said

its ratification would allow

scientists previously working on

germ warfare to "devote their

entire work toward the end of

disease."

Nixon said, however, that the

world must realize the treaty, no

matter how significant, is only a

"means to an end," which the end

of the threat of war.

Dobrynin also spoke during the

25-minute ceremony, which was

held stimultaneously with similar

events in Moscow and London, and

said the agreement is a "concrete

step toward general disar-

mament."
The Russian said he hopes for

immediate ratification of the

treaty which he said "opens up new

and further discussions for ending

the arms race."

The treaty itself was negotiated

over the past three years at the

conference of the Committee on

Disarmament in Geneva and was

endorsed by the United Nations,

Guerrillas Kill Two
Bl'ENOS AIRES (AP) — In a double blow at Argentina's military

government, leftist guerrillas killed the Italian industrialist they kid-

napped three weeks ago and assassinated a key army general Monday

A woman bystander also was slain in the volley of machinegun fire that

cut down the general.

Industrialist Oberdan Sallustro, 56, was shot to death in a house in

suburban Buenos Aires as police closed in.

Gen. Juan Carlos Sanchez, a key officer in Argentina's military

government, was fatally wounded when terrorists sprayed his car with

machinegun bullets in Rosario, 180 miles north of the capital. Sanchez'

army driver was critically wounded.

Sanchez, 52-year-old commander of Argentina's 2nd Army, was slain in

downtown Rosario within three blocks of his office.

Dora Cucco, a woman store owner standing nearby, also was killed

when struck in the face by one of the slugs.

which called for its ratification at

the earliest possible time.

The agreement is the first in-

ternational accord in more than 25

years that calls for the destruction

of weapons already in existence.

For the United States the germ
warfare pact formalizes decisions

made three years ago by President

Nixon when he ordered an end to

development of germ-warfare
weapons. The destruction of

American stockpile of such

weapons has been under way since

then

The treaty does not cover

chemical weapons. The United

States objected that methods for

adequate enforcement do not exist

at this time that would cover

chemical weapons.

The germ-warfare treaty will go

into effect after 22 nations ratify

the agreement, including the

United States, Great Britain and

the Soviet Union.
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Search Committee for a

Vice Chancellor for Student Affrs.

See Skip Casper in the Student Senate Office or leave a note in his

mailbox there.

Appointments to the committee will be made by the SGA
President by Wednesday, April 12.

Youths throw stones at a British armored vehicle in the Bogside area of Londonderry, Northern

Ireland Saturday Sunday thirty Roman Catholic priests in the war-weary country appealed from the

pulpit for peace, but the outlawed Irish Republican Army vowed to fight on against British rule. (AP)

Kennedy Develops Beard Case
WASHINGTON (AP) — ITT lobbyist Dita Beard

was paid by two Republican finance committees for

trips she made to the West Coast while she was

negotiating to land the GOP national convention in

San Diego, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy said Monday.

Kennedy made the assertion at a Judiciary Com-

mittee hearing. The panel is probing allegations that

the Justice Department settlement of three antitrust

suits against International Telephone & Telegraph

Corp. was linked to the company's financial pledge to

the convention.

Kennedy, reading from what he identified as

records of the House clerk's office, said the ITT

lobbyist received $116.50 on Jan. 19, 1971, and $80.50

on June 3, 1971.

The first amount came from the Republican

National Finance Committee and the second from the

Republican Senatorial Election Committee, he said.

Asked to explain why the Washington lobbyist for

International Telephone & Telegraph Corp would be

having her expenses paid by Republican sources, a

spokesman for the party's Finance Committee said

the expenses were actually run up by Mrs. Beard's

daughter. Lane.

The spokesman said Mrs. Beard's daughter, a

committee employe, made a trip to the governor's

conference in Sun Valley, Idaho, and used her

mother's credit card to pay for a $116.50 plane fare.

The voucher submitted to the Finance Committee

therefore, carried Mrs. Dita Beard's name, the

spokesman said. There was no explanation of the

$80.50 entry.

Earlier Monday, another key figure in the case,

Rep. Rob Wilson, R-Calif.. testified that Mrs Beard

told him on March 1. that portions of the memo which

sparked the current hearings were not hers.

That contradicted what Wilson said in separate

interviews with three San Diego newsmen a month

ago

BelfastViolenceRages
BELFAST (AB) — A bomb killed two British soldiers in Londonderry

Monday night, bringing the Northern Ireland death toll to 300 in political-

religious bloodshed since August 1969.

In Belfast, a pregnant housewife who was beaten and covered with red

paint and feathers accused the illegal Irish Republican Army of ordering

her to move out of her home or be shot with her three children.

The two soldiers were killed while investigating a phone call warning

that a bomb had been left in a bowling establishment near their ob-

servation post. They were standing guard over a black box they found,

when it exploded.

Police said the 40 pounds of explosive leveled the bowling building in

the city's Roman Catholic Rosemount area.

The caller had identified himself as a member of the IRA.

Philomena McGuckin, a 24-year-old Roman Catholic, said she had been

warned at her home in Belfast's Ballymurphy district: "Get out in 48

hours or you and your children will be shot."

As she packed family belongings before moving to a secret new ad-

dress, Mrs. McGuckin, who is five months pregnant, said: "I have no

choice. They will shoot me if I do not move and they will shoot my
children too."

Mrs. McGuckin's relatives said the death threat had been issued by the

IRA's militant provisional wing. They claimed it was a gang of

provisionals that burst into her home Sunday and clubbed Mrs. McGuckin

with hockey sticks in front of her terrified children, aged eight months to

five years.

The punishment squad-six youths and two women-shaved her head,

dragged her into the street and tied her to a lamp post after pouring red

paint and feathers over her head.

Mrs. McGuckin, nursing a broken collar bone and severe bruises from

the beating, said her assailants accused her of taking drugs.

"It is not true," she declared.

"I have been taking tablets for my nerves since my husband was

arrested on arms charges."

Her husband, Thomas, was arrested five weeks ago after British troops

said they found a shotgun and ammunition in his home.

Tarring and feathering is a traditional punishment meted out by the

IRA against persons who commit "crimes" in the Roman atholic areas it

rules. .

Neither the provisionals nor their rivals, the IRA's official wing, have

yet admitted responsibility for the attack on Mrs. McGuckin or the

threats against her.

Earthquake Levels

Villages In Iran

Economic Committee Views Study

WASHINGTON (AP)
Programs for the aged, disabled

and needy overlap and react on

each other in ways that produce

inequities, discourage jobseeking

and sometimes frustrate their

original purposes, a congressional

staff study says.

The study prepared for the Joint

Economic Committee of the Senate

and House gave this measure of

overlap

:

Simply adding up the numbers of

beneficiaries of each program

would indicate that 119 million

persons-more than half the U.S.

population -are benefitting from

one or another. But the actual

number of individual beneficiaries

is probably no more than 60

million, because many are

receiving payment or services

from at least two programs
simultaneously; a few from as

many as four.

The study, by James R. Storey of

the committee staff, covers in-

come-transfer systems usually

thought of as being in the welfare

category-based on an estimate of

need and others, notably Social

Security, which have no such

connotation but are related to

earnings and contributions.

Storey estimated that the

•welfare rolls" probably represent

25 million to 30 million different

individuals, although the gross

number of individual payments is

about 64 million.

Roughly, the same number of

persons receive Social Security,

old age or disability pensions, and

Storey estimated about a fourth of

these also receive some other cash

payment. Typical cases would be

persons with small Social Security

payments supplemented by

welfare.

The linking of eligibility for one

benefit to another, or to a specified

income level, was blamed by

Storey for penalizing some
recipients willing to work to im-

prove their condition.

"Asa person's income rises," he

wrote, "a higher price will have to

be paid for the same food-stamp

allotment, rent for the public

housing unit will increase and the

Aid for Dependent Children grant

will be reduced."

He cited the hypothetical case of

a man in New York City working

half time at the minimum wage.

He would have a total income of

$5,420 in earnings, aid for children,

food benefits and similar help. But

if he worked full time at the same
hourly wage, his total income

would go down to $4,952.

In Atlanta. Storey said, an

unemployed mother of three

children would be eligible for total

benefits of $2,710. including cash,

free food and medical care. The

unemployed male head of a four-

person family would be eligible for

only $474--or, if he had unem-

ployment insurance-$l,722, Storey

said.

Some of the differentials, he

said, "constitute an incentive for

low-income fathers to desert their

families" or may "set up large

financial incentives for the

childless to bear children."

TEHRAN. Iran (AP) — An
earthquake leveled up to 30

villages Monday in southern Iran

in the country's worst quake since

1968. A massive rescue operation

began at once.

"The earthquake was so

devastating and has leveled so

many homes -in as many as 30

villages -that it will take days to

find out the death toll," Gov.

Manuchehr Pirooz of Fars
Province said.

Unofficial estimates put the toll

at up to 4,000. many of them women
and children still abed when the

quake struck at 5:38 a.m.

New tremors rocked the region

at 4 p.m., an official for the Red

Lion and Sun organization

reported, and a sunspot cut radio

communications with Tehran. A
Red Lion spokesman said four

hours later that all efforts to

reconnect the region had failed.

Pirooz, who flew to the scene

from Shiraz immediately after the

earthquake, reported by telephone

that in a two- hour flight over the

epicenter, "I found 20 to 30 villages

that were leveled or heavily

damaged
."

He landed at the village of Qeer,

where "those who survived were

either still in a state of shock, or

cried for their loved ones
"

The earthquake belt area of

scattered villages has a total

population of roughly 20,000, most

of whom live in mud-brick

dwellings prone to collapse in a

tremor.

Lack of communications and the

wide sprinkling of stricken villages

•makes it impossible to determine

the death toll at this stage," said

Pirooz.

"Officials are concentrating on

relief work rather than counting

deaths."
Speaking from the site of the

disaster, 560 miles from Tehran,

Pirooz termed the earthquake the

worst he had seen.

The quake struck at a time when

most men of the predominantly

agricultural region were already

on their way to wo-k in the fields,

leaving sleeping families behind.

A previous earthquake in 1968,

which killed more than 10,000 in

eastern Iran, and a gigantic

tremor in 1963 in which more than

15,000 perished, both struck at

similar times and took a heavy toll

of women and children.

Pirooz, who said his own home in

Shiraz, 105 miles away, was rocked

by the force of the quake, im-

mediately went to the airport,

commandeered a helicopter and

flew to the scene with regional

military commander, Gen.

Mohammed Zargham.

TONIGHT

TONITE!

Sorority Sing

JOHN MORGAN
in his Amherst finale!!

7:30 p.m. Campus Center Aud.

Don't miss II — all welcome I 9:30 - 1:00
Only 25 c
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Five College

Computer Conference
The following is a list of speakers who will be participating in the

two day five-college computer conference being held in the Campus
Center Tuesday, April 11, and Wednesday, April 12, 1972.

UMASS
Dr Conrad A. Wogrin, Director, University Computing Center Opening Address

Dr. Audrey Duckert. English

Dr. J. A N. Lee, Computer and Information Science

Dr. Gail Oakland, Statistics

Dr. Joseph Mawson, Forestry and Wildlife

Dr. Richard Kofler, High Energy Physics

Mr Clark Wiedmann, University Computing Center

Mr Robert Ferriter, Parking Coordinator

Mr. James Sokolowski, Goodell Library

Mr. Simon Keochakian, Counseling Center

Dr. M. King Deets. General Business and Finance

Mr. Thaddeus Los, Administrative Data Processing

Dr. James Kindhal, Economics

Dr. Robert Mallary, Art

Dr. William Kilmer, Computer & information Science

Mr. George Conrade, Hotel, Restaurant & Travel Admin

Dr John Fenton, Political Science

Mr Peter Thomas, University Computing Center

Meeting Of Professional Staff

Dr. William Boyer, Civil Engineering

Dr. Lee Webster, Civil Engineering

Dr Fred Stockton, Civil Engineering

Dr Howard Peelle, Education

Dr James Chumbley, Psychology

Amherst College

Dr Paul Piourde, Director, Computer Center

Dr Ralph Beais, Economics

Dr George Greinsteln, Astronomy

Dr Edward Belt, Geology

Dr Donald Doehnng, Geology

Dr Stephen Kessell. Biology

Smith College

Dr Bert Mendelson, Mathematics

Dr Bruce Hawkins, Physics

Ms Jeanne LaDuke, Mathematics

Dr George Fleck, Chemistry

Mount Holyehe

Dr. Grace Bates. Mathematics

Hampshire College

Dr James Watkins, French

Dr Richard Muiier. Library Center

Any questions regarding the conference may be forwarded to

Margaret Grady, Graduate School (545-0666) or Kathleen H.

Cowles, University Computing Center (545-2690).

A group of non-teaching members of the University

professional staff recently held two informal

meetings with representatives of the Division of

Higher Education, Massachusetts Teachers

Association. The purpose of the meeting was to

become acquainted with the goals of the M.T.A. as

well as to ascertain from those present, the level of

interest in the possible creation of an organization to

represent the professional staff of the Amherst

campus. Following general discussion as to the need

for such an organization, the 22 staff members

present (from 15 different University departments)

unanimously agreed to continue exploring the

ramifications and to solicit from colleagues, further

expressions of interest. Among the purposes that

might be served would be to promote the interests

and general welfare of the association's members to

enable them to make a more meaningful contribution

to the educational goals of the University; to

establish more viable working relationships with the

other represented components of the campus -

students, faculty, classified staff, and ad-

ministration, and the Board of Trustees; and to en-

sure that channels of communication on matters of

common concern are open and maintained. As a

working title, the group is tentatively calling

themselves the University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Professional Association (UMAPA).

Pending election of a Steering Committee from the

total constituency interested, and to facilitate con-

ducting of meetings, an interim election of officers to

serve pro tern was held. Roger D. Cruff of the

Budgeting Office and Anthony A. Fusco of Physical

Plant were elected Co-Chairmen; Robert N. Brooks
of the Dean of Students Office, Secretary; and Arthur
H. Warren of Food Services, Treasurer.

This group expects to meet at least once more to

plan a major information meeting for all interested

members of the professional staff. Announcement as

to the time, place, and program for the general

meeting will be made in the near future.

It Came At Night...

NixonOK ' sWaterAgreement
WASHINGTON (AP)-President

Nixon will sign a Great Lakes
water-quality agreement Saturday

on the final day of his visit to

Canada, the White House an-

nounced Monday
After arriving in Ottawa

Thursday, the President and Mrs.

Nixon will be guests of honor at a

state dinner Nixon will address a

joint session of the Candadian
Parliament Friday.

Nixon will confer Friday and

Saturday with Canadian Prime
Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau.

but no real progress is expected

toward ending the important
economic disputes irritating U.S.

Canadian relations

Officials of both governments

say the trade problems are so

serious and so entwined with other,

non-economic issues as to defy

solution in the brief time Nixon will

be across the border

According to U.S. sources. Nixon

therefore will keep his three-day

visit in the same pattern that has

marked most of his recent talks

with other allied nations.

He will tell Trudeau of the

Peking summit, one American
official said, and discuss "the very-

large international issues Nixon

faces as he prepares to

Moscow
"

go to

Countdown On
For Apollo16

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla I \P>

Electric power surged into a

mammoth Saturn 5 rocket Monday
as the six-day countdown began for

Apollo 16. a manned science ex-

pedition to the mountains of the

moon.
The launch team started the

countdown clock at 8:30 am.,
timing for a launching of the

Saturn 5 next Sunday at 1 2 : 54 p.m

Early activities included powering

the rocket's three stages and

pumping drinking water aboard

the spacecraft

lunar module, are to attempt

man's first landing in the moon's
mountainous highlands.

JONESBORO. Ga. (AP)-Itcame

at night, the ragged little carnival,

setting up its assortment of

pasteboard and cloth sideshow

fronts, patched tents and ancient

rides in a weeded vacant lot next

door to a shopping center.

The dirt in front of the ticket

oooth was sprayed a bilious green

to give the semblance of turf.

By dawn, the job done, two dozen

battered-looking souls who worked

the carnival snoozed in trailers,

beneath trucks or in a few small

tents, awaiting the day's business.

It would be a two-day stand, part

of the carnival's endless and dusty

passage through small Southern

towns ignored by the bigger shows

with their slick chrome, plastic

booths, modern lights and
vulcanized weiners. The bigger

carnivals played the large county

fairs, leaving the rest for the others

forlornly criss-crossing the land

The little carnival in the empty

lot had made no effort to present a

veneer of civilry. Up front were a

creaking merry-go-round and a

couple of other rides suitable for

the kids. Toward the back were a

girly show, a peep show, a freak

show.
The freak show barker was a

baldish, wizened little man named
Billy who stood on tiptoes in his

sweaty khakis and made his pitch

with the aid of a loudspeaker

What we got in here," said

Billy, in what he must have

imagined was the tome affected by

carnival barkers, "is this un-

believable collection-a baby with

one head and two bodies, sights

you'll want to tell your friends

about I tell you what, mom and

dad. you pay and the kid for free."

Billv found few takers, for the 30

or 40 persons wandering about the

carnival seemed to have come not

to see the shows or play the games

of chance, but to ogle the people

who worked the carnival They

were the show.

Next door, seated on a plastic

folding chair in front of a faded

maroon curtain, the palm reader

was glumly telling one of the girly

show ladies that the crowd was

lousy, that she had only read six

palms that day.

"Bunch of hicks," she said

sourly, adjusting her turban.

The girl with her nodded in

understanding The girly show was

not running that day because the

carnival had been brought to town

by a group trying to raise money
for a civic project and the sight of

bumping and grinding 45-year-old

strippers had, apparently, been

judged a bit excessive.

Back near the front gate, a

sunburned carnival worker was

trying to placate an unhappy child,

whose mother glowered nearby.

"Listen, she told me there'd be a

brass ring to catch and I don't see

it," whined the child.

The carnival worker said it was a

different kind of merry-go-round,

that there was no brass ring.

UMass Fine Arts Council Presents

Great Me* Orleans Jazz

The men who will fly the mission.

John W. Young, Charles M Duke
Jr. and Thomas K Mattlingly II.

were in spaceship simulators as

the count began
Young and Duke, assigned to the

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

J

Hannibal" with Victor ftatvrt

"Sp€nc€r's Mountain' with Hcn'M Fondd^

Maurten O'hVa, James M*Mhur
PL^^Junqle^id^S*, cartons, nfUiWgls

Thurs., April 13

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium
(Stockbridge Hall)

Reserved T ickets : I'M l ndergrads S 1.50; Other Full
Time Students $2.5v; I'M Faculty/Staff $3.00;

General Public $3.50

FINK ARTS COUNCIL. 125HFRTFR
TEL. 545-0202

Students are required to show I.D.'s w/tickets at door

-a. ^^ a, ^^^i * m m*+* _XJ

UMass
FINE
ARTS
COUNCIL
PRESENTS

THE BELA BARTOK CHOIR
FROMEOTVOSLORAND UNIVERSITY, BUDAPEST

Tuesday, April 11 - 8:00 p.m.

Hampden Dining Commons, Southwest
Tickets: 125 Herter Hall, 545 0202

UM Undergrads $ l — General Public $ 1.50

Sandwen On Past And Present Senate

Former Slude. It President Lee Sandwen gave his views on

students and his progn ms for the upcoming year in an interview

with the Collegian. 'MIX' Photo by Barbara Brecher)

Six Month Residency

Invalidated By Court

BOSTON <AP> A U.S. District Court judge Monday invalidated

Massachusetts six-month voter residency requirement

Judge Francis J. Ford, in a brief three-paragraph ruling, said that
'
in

accordance with the opinion- last month by the U.S. Supreme Court

throwing out Tennessee's one-year residency law, the Massachusetts

requirement is invalid. Mt . ,_. m .

The ruling however, will not mean city and town clerks will be deluged

bv persons wishing to vote in the state's April 25 presidential primary

State Atty Gen. Robert H. Quinn said at a news conference that the

ruling means there now exists no residency requirements for state and

local elections, but a 3<Miay requirement for the primary remains in

effect
'

Ford also ordered the tallying of approximately 3,500 votes which were

impounded last year pending the outcome of cases challenging

Massachusetts' six-month residency law.

In an 11-page decision in March, the Supreme Court held that the equal

protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment did not permit a state to

deny the right to vote to "new residents" and allow "old residents to

The court also said that "30 days appears to be an ample period of time

for the state to complete whatever administrative tasks are necessary to

prevent fraud..." . . _ ,. .- „ .

The Supreme Court ruling directly affected the suit before Ford

against the Boston Board of Election Commissioners and the secretary of

state attacking the Massachusetts residency laws.

The onlv residency requirement still in force in Massachusetts,

therefore, 'is the 30 days residency established by the Congress for

presidential elections

By STEVE TRIPOLI
Outgoing Student Senate President Lee Sandwen

gave his impressions of the office of President, as

well as his views on students and the prognosis for

next year in an interview with the Collegian Sunday.

On the Presidency, Sandwen had this to say: "For

the most part it was a grind, but it was an exciting,

stimulating experience at times. It forced a lot of

changes in me."
Asked if student apathy bothered him, Sandwen

said that he wasn't sure if apathy was as strong as

most thought. "The student body is concerned about

what their representatives do," was Sandwen's

comment.
He did acknowledge that the Senate itself was not

totally free of wrongdoing, stating that some senators

don't put much effort into their jobs and that the

student body has in some cases "been choosing

mediocre people to represent them."

At the same time he commended the people in

various organizations such as the Senate and the

Collegian who are giving a lot of their time and have

shown "great feeling" in what they do.

When queried as to the possibilities of still being

able to organize the student body behind an issue,

Sandwen responded that the students are still willing.

"Some people think the student movement of the 60's

came and went from out of nowhere, but the

pressures are still there. All that's needed is a

catalyst." He feels that the University Ad-

ministration feels the pressures. "They still

remember the sit-ins. Over the next five years I think

you'll see the growth of student organizations again."

He didn't feel the same way about the State Ad-

ministration on Beacon Hill. "I don't think they ever

have worried much about students. But the new

legislators are younger and more in touch, and the 18

year old vote has made some difference." As far as

higher State officers go, Sandwen feels that people

like the governor "don't feel threatened" by student

pressures.
On the newly elected Student Government officers

Sandwen was optimistic. "I think Larry (President

Larry Ladd), John (Speaker John Hogan), and Bob

(Treasurer Robert Chiller) will provide significant

leadership, increase services, and be pretty

aggressive."

On himself and his year as President, Sandwen

remarked that overall the year was characterized by

an atmosphere that was generally "positive, with no

major accomplishments". Among the good points of

his administration Sandwen stressed the increased

role students played with the Trustees and the

Faculty. The bad points included that the Senate for

the most part "failed to reach and organize students"

and that he was handicapped by having no agenda to

follow for the year.

His prognosis for the coming year was optimistic.

Sandwen said that he felt that the recent Student

Government elections had "raised some good

ideas." He was also optimistic about President

Ladd's idea for a student convention to be held early

next year to get opinions and set an agenda for the

year. Sandwen stressed the need for this as a means

of getting a "concrete attack" for next year.

He was also optimistic about the possibilities for a

conference of all state colleges this summer as a

means of organizing a student lobby on Beacon Hill

After graduation Sandwen plans to continue his

education, pursuing a career in law. He has been

accepted to Harvard Law School and will attend

starting in the fall.

Project SELF Schedules Series

MDC Classifieds

Project SELF has moved to a

new location at UMass and has

scheduled a new series of

workshops in April

Project SELF is a program of

the Valley Women's Center and the

UMass Division of Continuing

Education. Its new location is 314

Arnold House, directly across

North Pleasant St. from the UMass
Graduate Research Center.

Women are invited to drop in any

morning for coffee, conversation

and information about the Project

SELF non-credit workshops,
seminars, counseling and credit

courses, according to Lois Phillips,

coordinator.

A workshop entitled "Woman
Expressed Woman" will begin

April 11. 7:30 to 9:00 p.m in the

sixth floor Herter Faculty Lounge.

Gayle LeTourneau. the leader, has

taught many women's workshops

in the area and recently taught a

course at Hampshire College. She

noted, "some of the clearest and

strongest statements about

woman's role, what it is and what it

should be. are expressed through

what women write " The at-

mosphere will be especially

suitable for those who have never

written before.

Helen Smith. MA in English,

did graduate work at Harvard

University and is a member of the

Speakers Bureau at the Valley

Women's Center Her workshops.

"Assumptions About Women" will

deal with the images of women as

seen in historical writings and

fiction and the ways in which

dvp presents .

JEANNETTE RANKIN
••Feminism and Politics/Then and Now

w
Born in 1 880

First Congresswoman
in 1916

Tuesday, April 11

Herter 227

8:00 p.m.

women have internalized such

images and adopted corresponding

behaviors

Writers to be discussed will

include Thorsten Veblen, Kate
Millett, Doris Lessing. Lionel
Tiger. Germaine Greer and others.

The workshop will be offered

Thursdays from 10 to 11:30 a.m.,

beginning April 13 for six weeks at

911-915 Campus Center.

Beginning Thursday evening,

April 13, in the Campus Center,

Maria Tymoczko will discuss "The
Portrayal of Women in Literature:

Sexism in Our Western Heritage,"

in six Thursday night workshops
Maria is finishing her Ph D at

Harvard in Comparative
Literature and teaching a course at

Smith's Experimental College this

spring. Some of the questions

under consideration will be the role

of women in epics, the bible, the

courtly love tradition of medieval

times and how women writers view

women's roles.

Students will be encouraged to

take one writer and briefly discuss

the image of women in his work;

writers suggested are Emily
Dickinson, the Brontes. James
Joyce. William Faulkner and
others There is a $20 fee but

scholarships are obtainable

town/

• *
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News Analysis

VietnamWar
Bv THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The North Vietnamese general

offensive promises to be the third

decisive encounter of the Vietnam

war.
The previous two had momen-

tous impact on the course of the

conflict.

The first was the Viet Cong
winter-spring offensive of late 1964

and earlv 1965. That one crumbled

the Saigon army and brought

American ground troops into the

war
'1 he second was the Tet offensive

of 1968. That one saw Viet Cong and

North Vietnamese forces unex-

pectedly rise from the jungles and

swamps and attack military

camps and population centers

throughout the country The
dramatic upsurge of fighting

called into question the official

allied assessments of progress.

Ultimately, the American with-

drawal of combat forces began and

Vietnamization became American

policy.

The targets of this third general

offensive seemed to surprise some

observers, although the offensive

itself was expected. But viewed in

the context of the decade-long war.

the crash of Hanoi's armored

columns across the demilitarized

zone and the powerful infantry

thrusts against the weakest of

Saigon's divisions were as

predictable as the monsoon rains

that annually wash across the

paddyfields and mountains.

Since the victory over the French

at the battle of Dien Bien Phu in

1954. the North has had the

capacity to sweep across the DMZ
It was this Korea-like threat that

persuaded American military

advisers to build a conventional

South Vietnamese army.

But until 10 days ago this threat

never materialized. Why did Hanoi

move that way now, changing at

least for now the very character of

the war"
The earlier patterns of the

conflict are clearer now. The North

Vietnamese leadership initially

hoped to take over the South in the

general elections provided for

under the Geneva Conventions that

ended the war against the French.

When President Ngo Dinh Diem
said no to the elections. Hanoi

Why We're There
•r , :_ t . 4U„ ..„ Tnriav the few Ameri<

American forces into the moun-

tains and jungles, leaving South

Vietnamese forces in the rear.

Giap sent his troops around the

Americans and through the lines of

the South Vietnamese, greatly

assisted by whole village

populations on the outskirts of

Saigon and other cities. They had

been won over to the Communist

cause by Viet Cong cadres.

The resulting Tet offensive

raised questions about the whole

American war policy. President

Lyndon B. Johnson decided not to

run for a second term, American

bombing of North Vietnam was

stopped, peace talks opened in

Paris and the U.S. withdrawal

began.
The policy of Vietnamization was

introduced in an attempt to shore

up the weak South Vietnamese

army. The most modern American

military hardware was pumped

into an ever-increasing military

force under Saigon's control

Vietnamization looked like a.

good idea Now it is being tested in

combat.
The stakes are crucial for the

future of Vietnam, and the military

situation seems much more
similar to the cliff-hanging days of

1965 than in Tet 1968.

In 1965 there were only American
advisers and no ground troops

Civilian morale had been crushed

bv a series of coups d'etat. At Tet

more than half a million American

troops were in Vietnam. Quick

ZLZ25SRS3 SST^IK^KTS:

North VMMMM oprned a fourth front in their nint-da> old of-

Ii-iim\ » More than a dozen attacks were made on towns and bases in

th«- Mekong River Delta, south of Saigon. The district town of Loc

Vinh has fallen and the highwa> to the south at An I.oc has been cut.

Fighting continued in the Central Highlands and on the northern

ironl beta* the DMZ Clashes *ere reported five miles southwest of

tjuang Tri. lAF)

to organize an insurgency along

the lines that Ho Chi Minh in-

stituted in his successful campaign

to oust the French from Indochina.

By 1964. the Viet Cong guerrillas

were ready to move.

Late that year, mobile guerrilla

hattalions were destroying at least

one Saigon battalion a week, and

hy early 1965 the military situation

was so serious that only American

troop intervention could prevent a

defeat

When the Americans came in. so

did the North Vietnamese. But

Hanoi's forces only sparred with

the Americans, choosing the battle

sites, usually in remote mountain

regions where the terrain favored

them, and quickly backing off

when casualties rose in

battles.

It was not until late in 1967 that

Hanoi's military leader. Gen Vo

Nguyen Giap. had figured out

allied weaknesses He had drawn

score of Vietnamese

being overrun

Today, the few American ground

troops are busy protecting their

own perimeters. There was no

American backbone to strengthen

the weak Vietnamese defense line

at the DMZ in the current drive.

In the South, American troops in

half a dozen serious encounters in

the past had held the rubber

plantation district of Loc Ninh. The

Vietnamese lost it quickly last

week.

In the past 10 days, the North

Vietnamese seem to have rolled

back much of the defense line that

American troops had won from the

jungle in the later years of the war,

and handed over to the South

Vietnamese when they departed.

Hanoi has always played its

military cards close to its chest.

But short of a serious

miscalculation, which seems

unlikely when reading through the

history of the war, Gen. Giap and

his advisers must be convinced

that the current might effort will

bring satisfactory results.

What is the maximum they must

be hoping for
9 Probably the total

collapse of the Saigon armies and

the capitu'ation of the capital of

Saigon to Communist troops But

the North Vietnamese would settle

for much less than that.

The North Vietnamese still enjoy

the military luxury of choosing the

site and time of the battle They

can go back up through the DMZ
They can fade again into the

jungles of War Zone C and the

central highlands. Yet they can

always return, as they have always

done

CELTICS ft BRUINS
Playoff Games on

The New Color T.V.

She Sunltsli Pub

Compliments of Lafayette Radio

Bartoc Chior Here Today
The UMass Fine Arts Council

and Chorale will host the Bela

B.irtok Choir of Kotvos Lorand

1 niversity Budapest. Hungary.

April 11-13. Gabor Baroos is Choir

director

The concert, part of the third

International University Choral

ival. will be Tuesday. April 11.

at 8 p.m. in the Hampden Dining

Commons. Southwest Residential

College at UMass-Amherst.
Tickets are $1 for UMass un-

dergraduates and $1.50 for others,

and mav be obtained by contacting

the Fine Arts Council. 125 Herter

Hall. telephone 545-0202

Remaining tickets will be

available at the door one hour

before the concert

Research

(Term) Papers

All writers are college grads.

Rates:
1. Original Papers i

S3.50/page

2. Original Papers: S3.25/page

3. Original Papers: $3.00/page

4. Original Papers: S3.00/page

For rate #1, send topic description

and money order to: PAPERS
INCORPORATED P.O. Box
12159, Hartford, Conn. 04112

For rates #2,3, and 4, call os at«S27-

0*31

Fine Quality Dry Cleaning
Men's (2 pc) Suits $1.25

Ladies' (plain) Dresses $1.25

Men's Sport Coats $ .65

Men's Trousers $ .65

Men's Top Coats $1.25

Ladies' Coats $1.25

Ladies' or Men's Sweaters $

Jackets $1.25

.75

SPECIAL RACK

Jerseys
Value to $10.00

only

4

Clothes Washed, Fluff Dried and Folded

9 lbs. f]M (15 e each additional lb.)

Men's Shirts Finished (2 day service) .30 ea.

Cotvles Lane Laundromat
Under New Management

Rear of Gas Light II Amherst

Jeannette Kankin, the first woman elected to the U.S. House of

Representatives, will be in Amherst today. (MDC photo by Zoe Best)

Jeannette Rankin
Speaks In Amherst
Jeannette Rankin, long time feminist, pacifist and political figure

will be in Amherst today. She will discuss politics, women, the need

for equality among all people, the futility of war and electoral

reform.

Jeannette Rankin was born June 11, 1880 at Missoula, Montana.

She worked hard for suffrage and in 1914 Montana women were

franchised six years before the right to vote for women became a

constitutional amendment. "I ran to repay women of Montana who

had worked for suffrage."

During her first term in Congress, 1916-1918, she introduced the

first bill to grant citizenship to women independent of their

husbands; she authored the first bill for government sponsored

instruction of hygiene during maternity and infancy. "The

government has always offered instruction in hygiene of pigs." She

voted against the entry of the U.S. in WWI. She was gerrymandered

out of her district, as was Congresswoman Bella Abzug recently,

and did not run again until 1939. She served 1940-1942 and her vote

was the sole dissenting vote against WWII. Because of her travels

especially in India she concluded that England and Germany were

oppressive colonial forces and that "we would do well to have none

of it." Since then she has visited South America, Africa and Asia

studying the effects of U.S. "imperialism".

Jeannette Rankin is a member of Women International League

for Peace and Freedom, Another Mother For Peace and the War

Resistors League. In 1968 she led the Jeannette Rankin Brigade of

10,000 women to protest the Vietnam War in Washington, D.C. "We

could have peace in one year if women were organized." She is

presently working in Montana and Georgia where she maintains

summer and winter residences, on electoral reforms. She ad-

vocates the direct preferential election of president where voters

could specify their first through fifth choices. She also is working to

end the one-member Congressional districts so as to provide

diversity in Congress.

Coretta King has said of her: "She is the endurance symbol of

American women -the symbol of the aspiration for peace for

millions of us."

The public is invited to all three appearances.

Davis Lounge, Smith College, 10:30 a.m., sponsored by Women's

Studies Organization.

Main Lecture Hall, Academic Building, Hampshire College. 4:00

p.m., "Women in Politics".

227 Herter Hall, UMass, 8:00 p.m., sponsored by Distinguished

Visitors Program, "Feminism and Politics/Now and Then'^

Skioby Widows
Honor WWII Slain

UYA Receives Additional Grant

University Year for Action has received an ad-

ditional federal grant for the placement of thirty-four

students for Phase II of the UYA program at UMass.

All students who are interested in applying for

Phase III are invited to come to a meeting in SBA 116,

April 11th, at 7:30 p.m. Students who are accepted for

training will begin their training for community

service placement August 1, 1972. Agency placements

will be made by September 1,1972.

Students in UYA are placed for a full year of ser-

vice in various agencies throughout Western

Massachusetts. At the same time these students are

earning thirty credits toward graduation. UYA has

forty-eight students in Phase I who have been serving

since September, 1971. Following is a run-down of the

Phase II students who have been in the program as of

January, 1972.

Presently, UYA has six students working for

Springfield Area Life & Times (SALT), a community

newspaper covering urban Springfield. Three of

Ihese students, Susan Garr, Brian Martin and Mark
Abusamra, are reporters. Jaime Alvarez is the

Business Manager for SALT. Steven Prentice serves

as the Circulation Manager and Joe Piccosi works in

Advertising Sales.

UYA has placed Lynn Girton at the Hampshire-

Franklin Correctional Services. Lynn works with

inmates at the Greenfield Jail doing informal

counseling and job placements after release.

John Walsh is working at Friendly House in Wor-

cester in the area of physical education. He is in the

process of setting up after school recreational ac-

tivities.

The UYA program has several students placed at

the Belchertown State School. William Brackett and

Sidney Schiff are working in Social Services where

they visit the homes, half-way houses and foster

homes of residents on placement. Clara Boyden and

Therese Sullivan are working in the Carval Workshop

where they teach and counsel residents, according to

their capabilities, skills needed in everyday living

such as counting money, shopping for clothes and

telling time. Susan Blanchette and Eugene O'Neil

serve in the Rehabilitation Unit where they visit with

and counsel residents in the School. Marlene Rubin

works in Occupational Therapy with multiple

handicapped children, and Barbara Gravin works

with children in developing motor skills.

Carlos Anderson and Rhonda Anderson work at

Genesis II in Springfield. Both counsel and tutor

adolescents, 13 to 16 years of age. Carlos is teaching a

course in drama while Rhonda is teaching a beauty

course.
. UYA has placed three students, Larry Swartz,

Janice Gamache, Kevin Andrews and Sara

Hoskinson, at the Westfield Detention Center. Larry,

Kevin, Sara and Janice have organized various

recreational activities for the residents. They also

counsel individuals, visit their homes and try to find

suitable placements for them upon their return to the

community.
Sandra Parr and Christine Williams work at Jobs,

Education, Self-Improvement (JESI) in Springfield.

Both work in a teacher-counselor capacity dealing

with the students and their parents. Benetta Pearson

serves at JESI in Worcester.

Monica Jakubowicz is placed at the Great Brook

Valley Health Center in Worcester. Monica is

working with community residents in the area of

public health. She is presently writing a tran-

sportation proposal which is intended to provide

transportation for people to health services in the

inner-city.

Anne Hegarty has been placed at Cerebral Palsy in

Newton, Massachusetts Anne's primary respon-

sibility is providing service to multiple-handicapped

children.

Jeff Knopf is assigned to the Department of

Community Affairs in Springfield. Presently, he is

surveying offices and towns which come under the

auspices of the Department. Upon completion of the

survey, Jeff will develop a comprehensive evaluation

of volunteer services for the Department of Com-

munity Affairs.

Kenneth Wright is located at III Pyramids in Fitch-

burg, Massachusetts. He is assisting youth by helping

them to obtain better jobs, housing and continuing

educational opportunities.

Due to the fact that funding notice was late in

coming there are still slots available in Phase II. The

University Year for Action program is particularly

interested in placing minority group students and

especially those students in the areas of Business

Administration, Education and the Social Sciences.

All University of Massachusetts students are

welcome in the program If you are interested, please

contact the UYA office at 545-1381.

Pollution Device Seems Successful

SKLOBY, Poland (AP) -Scores of

candles lit by a village of widows

will burn Tuesday at a forest

clearing where 32 years ago Nazi

troops killed every man they could

find in this hamlet.

The widows of Skioby will light

the candles in memory of the 297

men slain by SS Elite Guardsmen
for assisting the partisan

movement.
On April 11, 1940, the Germans

occupied the town, rounded up

every man they could lay hands on

and shot them to death in the

peaceful clearing. Then they

burned every house to the ground.

Skioby is in southeastern Poland

on the northern fringe of the

Swietokrzyskie Mountains.

Long rows of concrete crosses

mark the graves of the murdered

men, fathers and sons lie side by

side.

One woman whose family was

wiped out in the massacre is 60

year-old Julia Szlufik. The Nazis

killed her husband and three

brothers, her three brothers-in-law

and four uncles.

She said the troops dragged her

husband into the street and 20

minutes later set the house ablaze.

"I never saw him again," she said.

How did the women cope during

the occupation without homes and

men folk?

"Most of us returned to Skioby

the very next day and made rough

shelters," said Mrs. Szlufik. "I

myself was pregnant. I gave birth

two weeks later inside a broken-

down hayhouse.

WASHINGTON (AP)-A Swedish

automaker, seeking a one-year

suspension of the 1975 automobile-

emission standards, testified

Monday that an experimental

antipollution device still is meeting

the standards after almost 23,000

miles of testing

But the spokesmen for Volvo

Inc., said also that engine-

durability problems have been

encountered during the tests and

that they were a long way from

meeting the U.S. demand for

compliance over a 50,000-mile

lifetime.

Volvo was the first company to

testify in hearings called by the

Environmental Protection Agency

on the request by five manufac-

turers for a one-year delay in the

1975 requirement for a 90 percent

reduction of emissions of carbon

monoxide and hydrocarbons

EPA administrator William

Ruckelshaus in an opening

statement made clear to the

automakers that, as far as he is

concerned, the standards must be

met The only thing at issue, he

said, is whether they are met in

1975 or 1976.

Present law prjvides for no

further delay and only Congress

would be in a position to grant one

beyond 1976.

EPA officials have pledged to

make no comment on projects for

granting or denying the requested

suspension while the hearings are

held which may take three weeks.

Ruckelshaus is required by law

to reach a decision on the Volvo

application within 60 days after it

was filed last March 13.

Officials have made it clear that

his decision in the Volvo case will

probably set the pattern for the

entire auto industry, and
.Ruckelshaus has subpoenaed all

major automakers to testify, along

[with environment groups and
^manufacturers of antipollution

bevices
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Representative?

Larry Ladd

On Buying Termpapers

Sunday night's Student Senate meeting was a shambles,

similar to many recent meetings concerning budgets.

Many senators showed that they were ill-prepared and

uninterested in the way student's tax dollars will be spent

next year.

John Stevens and his budget committee spent many

hours hearing from all the RSO groups and deciding how

much each should receive from the Student Activities Tax

Fund. All senators received a copy of a large book

detailing how all the money would be spent. (The book had

little order to it, but it was readable. ) If each senator was

truly responsible, he or she could have been well-prepared

to present arguments for or against groups' budget ap-

propriations. But few were.

The Senate attempted Sunday night to complete as much

as possible of the remaining budgets. Instead, three were

tabled until Wednesday night's meeting. Neither was a

timetable given out so that group representatives could

know when they were expected to be at the meeting to

answer senators' questions.

Without having full knowledge of all the ramifications,

the Senate voted to slice the salaries of all full-time per-

sonnel employed at the Student Activities office, except

those assigned to the RSO office. While this act was in-

tended to do away with those who are more responsible to

Whitmore than to the students, its end result may not be a

accomplished. The savings on those salaries may not come

back to the students, either.

Proper distribution of the proposed controversial Index

budget was not carried out by the budgets committee,

either. In fact, only four copies were available. This

resulted in the tabling of Index's budget until tomorrow

night, too.

Because of the lacking timetable, no Harambe

representative was around to answer questions concerning

his budget. That was also put off until Wednesday.

The meeting was constantly being interrupted by calls

for order which usually went unheeded. The senators just

did not seem to want to work. Finally, for lack of a

quorum, they had to adjourn.

Those senators who think that spending $600,000 or more

is just a joke should leave the Senate. If they are really not

interested, they should resign. The Senate floor should

cease to be a stage for some to present long monologues

about trivia. The Senate would be much more effective and

efficient if senators took their work seriously and stopped

playing God with the students' money.

Come on, Senate, the budgeting process got off to a good

start this year. Let's keep it that way.

(Editor's Note: The Student Senate Lecture Note

Service is not in the term paper business, nor does

Mr. Ladd advocate that it should be.)

Flash! The media is hysterical! Parents are

distraught! Politicians are self-righteous! Educators

are paranoid! Yes, friends, private enterprise has

once again come to the rescue! The term paper

business has appeared as a cancer in the collegiate

body.

Purchased term papers have been the best thing to

happen to higher education in quite a while. They

demonstrate, better than scholarly essays or ex-

perimental colleges can, the ultimate absurdity of

three common university practices: requirements,

large lectures, and grading. Better than any other

dramatic technique, they will convince the educators

once and for all that academic life must be reformed

or students will win the con game in the classroom.

As long as professors held all the cards, students

lost that game. But now, the term paper businesses

have given us aces up the sleeve. Purchased term

papers are a direct threat to the academic empire,

which will be forced either to change drastically or to

surrender to the students who can now beat the

system.

Even before term paper businesses arrived on the

scene, students have tried a variety of methods that

were a bit more haphazard than the new capitalistic

techniques. Many fraternities, sororities, and dor-

mitories have maintained files of term papers and

tests for their convenience. The use of crib sheets and

other cheating devices have been developed into a

sophisticated art form.

At one time, in the not too distant past, these

methods were frowned upon by most students. The

practices violated our values of honesty and in-

tegrity.

But the norms and practices of the institution are

pushing more and more of us toward "cheating." It is

a means to subvert an educational system that has

lost its soul. (Remember the Luddites?)

Reading almost any undergraduate catalog, we are

told that the university is supposed to provide us with

the opportunity for genuine commitment to in-

tellectual inquiry. We are told that discovery is an

adventure; that learning can be exciting and have

. .eaning to us for the rest of our lives.

Soon after we arrived at school, we found that the

pieties and rhetoric of the catalog were simply the

illusions of the public relations staff.

To make the catalog homilies a reality, students

must want to learn Indeed, if the university serves

any purpose, it is to instill a love of learning in those

who attend. When we want to learn, the initiative and

the motivation will be there, and education will begin.

But the university doesn't seem interested in what

we want to learn. The university decides what we will

learn and how we will learn it. So we engage in an

elaborate ritual of avoidance and chicanery, trying to

get around the artificial roadblocks that are put in

our way.
There are three major roadblocks: grades,

requirements, and large lectures. When these are

eliminated or revised, we may have a chance to

regain our aspirations.

To recite the litany again seems almost poinUess.

But perhaps the old cliches will gain new meaning

with the added pressures of term paper entrepeneurs

descending upon the academy.

We pursue grades rather than knowledge. We
frequently select courses not on the basis of interest,

but because we know we can get a good grade. The

grading system creates pressures and anxieties that

can only serve to obstruct the learning process. We
give the instructor what he wants, not necessarily

what we think. We learn for the next exam, not to

apply our knowledge to any purpose. And the teacher

only teaches what he can measure by a test or paper.

Shouldn't we be skeptical of such irrational anti-

learning? Isn't a purchased term paper an insurance

policy for a good grade?

Requirements force us to attend classes in-

voluntarily, an obvious obstruction to motivation. A

student who doesn't want to learn something, who

isn't interested or doesn't care, is unlikely to gain

anything by cynicism. Isn't a purchased term paper a

good way to avoid the unwanted drudgery?

The large lecture system, with its obvious im-

personalism, is devoid of any real interaction bet-

ween teacher and student. No student can learn to

think for himself when he is only on the receiving end

He only learns that the university believes he has

nothing to contribute. Should he be grateful or should

he be angry Isn't a purchased term paper a way to

certify that we aren't really there?

Grading, requirements, and large lectures teach us

to co-exist with foolishness and pretention, to regard

ourselves as worthless beings unable to think for

ourselves. Is it any wonder that we strike back

The university is raising a generation of cynics.

The purchased term paper is one of our sacraments.

It is one of the ways we survive the madness and

struggle for authenticity.

Art Buchwald

Big Man, Little Man

WASHINGTON-There are two important people

that all presidential candidates must deal with if they

ever hope to get any votes.

There is the big man and the litUe man. The big

man is the candidate's source of funds, and the little

man is the candidate's source of discontent. Nobody,

including Richard Nixon, can win in November

unless he makes peace with both of them.

The president of a large corporation called in his

public relations vice president the other day and said

in a fury: "What the heck is going on here? We gave

this guy $50,000 and he's attacking big business
"

"There's nothing to worry about, Chief. He has to

attack big business to placate the little guy who is fed

up with high taxes, high prices and bureaucratic

bungling The little guy feels he has no control of his

destiny.''

"Well if our man feels that strongly about the little

guy, why does he come to the big guy for political

campaign contributions?"

"Because, Chief, he needs the money to buy

television time to attack us
"

"That's just dandy. But if he feels that way, why

should we give him any contribution?"

"Because, Chief, we have a lot to gain by it."

"Why do we have a lot to gain, damn it?"

"Because if the big guy doesn't give to the

presidential candidate, the candidate won't be in-

debted to us if he wins the election. If he isn't indebted

to us, he might well carry out the promises he made

to the little guy."

"It sounds pretty complicated to me. Look at this in

the newspaper. Our candidate says the first thing he

will do, if elected, is close all the tax loopholes and

make the big guys pay what they really should."

"Exactly. If he didn't say anything about tax

reform, he wouldn't have a Chinaman's chance of

winning the election. We don't want to give $50,000 to

a guy who is a sure loser."

"Then he says he's going to make sure the large

corporations are penalized for polluting the air and

the water."

"The little guy digs that, Chief. He likes to believe

the big guy is destroying the country."

"Well, why don't you have our candidate tell the

little guy if we didn't pollute, he wouldn't have a

j°b?
"

... • .

"You don't bring that up during a presidential

election campaign. Once our man is in, then he can

say it."

"Chief, I know it's not much fun to see a candidate

you gave $50,000 to take you over the coals, but this is

politics. The little guy still has the votes, and in order

for the big guy to stay in business you have to be the

heavy. Now I spoke to our candidate the other day,

and he says next week he's going to attack the

conglomerates and propose they be broken up."

"But we're a conglomerate!"

"That's why he told me. He says he could use

$25,000 more to make sure the attack gets the widest

distribution."

"I'm not going to give $25,000 to someone who

wants to break up my company."
"We have to, Chief. The surveys show that the little

guy fears conglomerates almost as much as busing.

If our candidate's attack on conglomerates works, he

could pick up 100 delegates. I think we ought to give

him the $25,000 to protect our $50,000."

"And what if the little guy doesn't think breaking

up conglomerates is enough?"
"Then our candidate is going to promise the little

man that he'll confiscate all private property."

"Yoicks!"
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times

Editorial Points
A prostitute and a trigger

happy detective were the roles

played for winning oscars this

year. That shows you how the

Academy gets its kicks.
»»

You go away for one day and

when you come back,

everything is changed around

on you. How are people who
were not on campus yesterday

ever going to see the librarv

crane taken down.
***

Well, Nonbear #2, it's a day

late, but welcome back, we all

missed you.

Keep those cards and letters

coming in.
***

Just who is the MDC Staff?

Letters To The Editor

Some Liberal Rhetoric

Question, Answer
To Whom It May Concern:

This is a question to anyone who is interested.

There are programs available in Near Eastern Studies, Asian Studies,

Slavic Studies, Afro-American Studies, Latin American Studies and

perhaps soon there will be one in Womens Studies. The question is why

isn't there a program in plain old American Studies? What I mean is

something a little like the English Department's American Civilization

program -but that is still in the English Department, not a "studies"

program. I really would like some people to reply especially those

students and teachers in departments that could be involved in something

like this -History, English, Sociology, Political Science, Government,

Anthropology, Art, Music, Art History, Decorative Arts, Speech, Mass

Communication, ...I can be reached via mail to Dickinson House.
Cindy Goldberg

To the Editors:

I believe the fundamental need of our country today

is for new, moral, and humane political leadership.

We need to face the crucial issues of this decade and

forego the "liberal rhetoric" of the past twelve years

The War in Southeast Asia goes on with even more

terrible bombings and other American involvement

in the mass killings of Vietnamese that have been a

part of our foreign policy for at least seven years. The

misery of the poor, the Black, and the elderly

remains hidden behind Administrative pronoun-

cements America is now a land of farm surpluses

and malnutrition, with a political system dominated

by large interests (ITT) and insignificant leadership

t Nixon/Agnew).

If there is any hope in this election year, Senator

George McGovern must surely be its symbol Whom
else has spoken out so long and loudly for "peace and

new priorities '? He has long worked onsconomic

plans to implement a "peacetime economy ", to in-

sure equal rights for all Americans and to make us all

face the problems of those "hidden Americans' who

have long been ignored by our political processes.

Under the new rules for the Democratic Con

vention, developed to a major degree by Senator

McGovern. there is a chance for more representative

No Concert
To the Editor:

For the last two years that I've been here I've

heard students bitch, moan, and groan about the slop

they eat in the Dining Commons, the inability of

professors, the irrelevance of courses, the

inadequacies of housing, and the incompetence of

administrators. Some of the ones complaining also

try to bring about what they feel is needed by joining

the Senate, SUG Board, a committee, a media ser

vice, counseling, or by just starting something on

their own. But they're a hard-working FEW! For the

real problem on this campus is (f ) none of the above.

The real problem is the IRRESPONSIBILITY of

the students.

Think about it: What do you do to change anything?

What, that is, besides complain. If you work and act

for a goal, then you're one of the "few" But most of

you reading this know you don't do a damn thing

except eat, sleep, go to class, socialize (conversing to

copulating), drink, smoke, trip, and-oh, yes-

compalin when somebody else doesn't get the job

done right.

Well, I'm sure a lot of you have pet rationalizations

for why you don't try to bring about change on

campus (ranging from too much red tape to instant

gratification), but how about a simple matter like a

concert. No hassles- its been approved. No time

factor-What, a month is too long to wait? BUT-you

have to work to pull it off. Ah. yes, the obstacle ap-

pears! You people have been given things for so long,

you don't know what it means to go out and get it for

yourselves. Maybe it'd be easier to explain to you if I

deal with it in the negative- If you don't work for it

THERE WILL NOT BE A CONCERT* I realize this is

a crash course but I think that makes it more explicit

Before vacation I wrote a less windy, less cynical

letter to the editor asking for active support at that

Thursday night meeting. There were ten of us there^

Granting all the benefit of the doubt because of

vacation, I'll ask again.

We need experienced marshalls and medics, a

clean-up committee, people to work on sound, and

people to work on various fund-raising activities.

Working for this concert is just a start for having

many more and larger ones. This will help to give us

the experience that the Administration wont again

be able to say we're lacking.

Without at least 50 marshalls, 15 medics, and 20-30

others to work on fund-raising, etc., there will be NO
CONCERT.
And then the next time you start to complain to a

friend-look to yourself.
Bill Staton

Senator, Baker House

delegate selection. I am a candidate for one of these

delegate positions, and hope to be one of the first

students (or youth) to represent this area (First

Congressional) at a National Convention. I believe

my experience with Student Government at the

University of Massachusetts, and my concern with

the powerlessness and the political exploitation of the

student community recommend me to you.

Primarily, however, I hope to go to Miami to help

insure Senator McGovern's nomination.

This is a short and, from its nature, incomplete

statement. I am interested in meeting with anyone

who has any desire to learn more about McGovern

and his coming campaign in Massachusetts. It will be

of crucial significance nationwide, and deserves our

attention. We cannot let the opportunity to say, in a

loud and clear voice, that Massachusetts' students

want the War ended and the political system of this

country turned around.

I'll gladly speak at any dorm or group meeting and

would be overjoyed to debate any Muskie supporter

who has the nerve (I've been refused so far ). I can be

reached at 545-0341 or 584-4330. APRIL 25 can be a

historic date in Massachusetts!!
Lee Sandwen

Former President

Student Senate

Congratulations

To the Editor:

Congratulations, students. You have elicited a

response. (MDC April 4) albeit several weeks late,

from Governor Sargent relative to "a worthwhile

dialogue" which was begun on our campus.

Upon the assumption that his phrase "Please

convey my replies to the proper people" would also

apply to me. I wish to contribute a couple of remaiiks

which were generated by one paragraph of the

Governor's letter: "The major reason I have trim-

med (Belchertown State School's) request for funds

is that we are planning to move as many of the

residents as we can into community based programs

as soon as possible. Medical Reviews are underway

at the School and we hope that this will provide us

with some preliminary information which will help us

reduce the population at Belchertown."

Students, why not ask Governor Sargent to share

with you, by return mail, his plans for moving". ..as

many of the residents... into community based

programs." (Because I am now a gambler, by virtue

of my having purchased a Mass. Lottery ticket, I am
eager to bet-even grant odds-that no one in the

Governor's office, the Department of Mental Health,

or Human Services can produce these "plans" by

return mail.)

Secondly, please remind the Governor that Medical

Reviews are indeed underway at Belchertown State

School, but not because of the humantarian concern

exhibited by anyone in DMH, DPH, Human Services,

or the Governor's office, but rather by order of

Federal Judge Francis J. W. Ford-one of the

immediate benefits of our class action suit.

Benjamin Ricci

President, Belchertown State

School Friends Association

Professor and Chairman, Exercise
Science

After All Is Said And Done

We Object
To the Editor:

We object to wasting student funds on the so-called

humor magazine of the university, "Yahoo ", on the

grounds that it contains disgusting art and verbiage

which insults our intellect, sexuality, and humanness

and has no literary value.

Joyce, E. Krensky. Barbara McCarthy, Peter

l.a( i\ ita. Linda Laudieri, Janet Aaron. Rhoda Blair.

Susan Cabral. et al.

To the Editor:

I am responding to the not unusual letter from those who have for the

past twenty-five years endorsed as well as sanctioned the Plan E system,

in particular those from Worcester like Mr. Bill Densmore. He states that

my letter from this paper on April 6 was "entertaining". Perhaps Mr.

Densmore does find that oppressive governments, such as we have in

Worcester, who have created a monopoly of Plan E endorsed city

councillors and school committee members through their one and only

newspaper and television station that has succeeded in hiding this system

from our citizens for all these years is entertaining.

Section 103 of The Plan E Charter does say as Mr. Densmore agrees.

The City Manager shall serve at the pleasure of the City Council and that

the city council can fire him if he is not doing his job. However; how, if at

all possible can this be done when the Citizens Plan E association has

created a monopoly of eight out of nine members in this council ( It takes

five votes to remove him ) the school committee is identical with five Plan

E members out of six. The results are that they are able to push through

any vote, order or ordinance that they choose, even to the extent of in-

creasing (illegally) the salaries of the city manager and Mayor. Twenty-

five years of this dictatorial system of Plan E in Worcester has been a

city that was once the largest industrial city in New England with a

growing population of over two hundred thousand, reduced to practically

a ghost town with a decrease of over twenty-six thousand people, thirty-

five percent of it's industry moving out, seventy-five percent increase in

taxes, dissention, unrest in-adequate public services, poor roads, poor

recreation and other facilities. We see our resources daily being drained

from our community through pet political jobs being appointed to people

from outside as far away as Savanagh Georgia to jobs in

H U.D.O.E.O.H.E.W. and other federal funded agencies. Meanwhile, the

tax base continues to decrease, therefore placing unheard of burdens

upon the very lifes blood of our community, it's people.

In cities like Cambridge, Medford and Lowell it is most difficult to

duplicate what is and has been happening in Worcester for these many

years, simply because of the vast amount of competative news medias

from throughout these areas, therefore making it most difficult to hide

the facts from it's people as to the structure of this system of Plan E. The

results are that Cambridge is able to elect minority people to serve in the

council and school committee. Cambridge has had no less than ten city

managers and they still are not convinced that the answer is not the

removal of the individual, but rather the system. Proponents of Plan E
call it a Professional system, which is supposed to mean a system of

government under the direction of professional people, who are not in-

fluenced by politics. My argument to this is that this professional system

in Worcester has not only severed politics but has taken over control of

these elected officials who are satisfied to go along with the C.E.A.

machine as long as they are getting there part of the action and are

assured that they will be re-elected as a reward for their loyalty. The

C.E.A. has, here in Worcester taken away from its citizens the

democratic process of electing their candidates who are supposed to be

responsible to the people, rather than this vast propaganda machine

called C.E.A. who have for too many years held a stranglehold on this

entire community of Worcester.

After all is said and done, with the pros and cons we must be realistic.

Plan E in Worcester has been given twenty-five years to prove itself,

examine the true facts as they exist today, then compare them before this

system came into effect, you will find that Worcester was a robust city

with job opportunities available for all and then some, downtown Wor-

cester merchants were enjoying prosperity, people were happy with a

feeling of economic and moral security. There was no need to increase

our police forces to put down uprisings because they were unheard of.

Plan E has failed badly, it's so-called professional system has catered

only to the chosen few Elite Rich and have empoverished the poor, the

middle class home owners have been strapped with the burden of picking

up the tab. Maybe we should give them a little more time like say, twenty

five more years so that they can complete their plans to rid Worcester of

all those who do not comply with their devious plans to make our city a

city of culture for these so-called pillars in our community, the Elite Rich.

There is a common fear among all oppressors; that fear is truth and

justice. Truth and justice was formed long before man and shall remain

long after man has perrished. Those who oppress shall suffer in their own

creation.
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Career News

Summer Planning Possibles

By PHILIP SCHIRMER
The Career Planning and Placement office would

like to remind students that it is mid-April. Seniors

know pretty well what this means, but undergrads

may only be aware that registration for fall 1972 is

approaching and-more distant-summer. If you are a

Sophomore or Junior and your vision does not extend,

(realistically), beyond fall 1972, you had better do

something. If you are a Freshman, Sophomore, or

Junior, (or even Senior), with summer plans

unresolved, you had better do something. There is a

pretty good chance that the CPP office will have

some suggestions and information for you.

The latest issue of "Career News", (available in

the CPP office, 239 Whitmore), lists a few interesting

suggestions. Briefly:

For summer work: Bell hops, bus boys, waitresses,

and maintenance and kitchen personnel are needed

by Quisiana, a vacation resort on Lake Kezar in

Lovel, Maine. Likewise, Camp MA-HO-GE, New

Rochelle, New York is conducting interviews for

counselors and related camp positions. If interested,

register in the CPP office.

Elsewhere, the Planning and Placement office has

recently received information pertaining to op-

portunities for black newsmen, up-to-date news from

the Peace Corps and Vista, vacancies and positions at

Kuwait University, (state of Kuwait), and teaching

positions in the West Springfield Public Schools.

A teacher corp from Louisville, Kentucky will be on

campus April 14, to interview students interested in

teaching in the Louisville area while obtaining a

master's degree from the Universities of Kentucky or

Louisville.

Also, of special importance to Sophomores, twelve

college students who have completed their

Sophomore year will be selected for a special Sum-

mer Internship program with NASA, (June 19-August

25). . .

Please register in the CPP office if interested in

any of these programs.
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Weekend Workshop Scholarships

Spring seems to be in the air every now and then when it doesn t

decide to snow. Wouldn't it be nice if we could get around to enjoying

the summer sun before the semester is over? Tliose girl-watching

days have been few and far between. (MDC Photo by Stephen

Schuster) .

Dr. Jack R. Gibb, a pioneer in

the human potential movement,

will be conducting a TORI
workshop at the University of

Massachusetts this weekend. The

TORI (Trust, Openness,

Realization. Interdependence)

Workshop is a deeply moving

community building group ex-

perience. Participants will be

involved in a number of intense

interpersonal experiences, in a

developmental sequence, which

has been found to produce personal

growth as well as high trust and

intimacy in personal relationships

with others The TORI experience

demonstrates that some of the

same aims achieved in T-groups

and encounter groups (personal

growth, authenticity, intimacy,

warmth) can be achieved in large

groups in relatively short periods

of time.

Due to the atmosphere of high

trust and the wide option of per-

sonal experiences available, the

TORI workshop is an excellent

introduction for people without

prior group experience.

Dr. Jack R. Gibb, the developer

of the TORI method, is unique in

his ability to create a closeness, a

withness and a climate for lear-

ning. A pioneer in sensitivity

training and in using leaderless

groups in education and industry,

Jack was president of the

Association for Humanistic

Physchology. in 1968-69; a resident

fellow along with Carl Rogers, at

the Western Behavioral Sciences

Institute from 1964-67; the Director

of Research and several times

Board Member of the National

Training Laboratories. He is the

author/co-author of over 150

publications, including the classic

T-GROUP THEORY AND
LABORATORY METHOD

There are several full and partial

scholarships for students available

for this weekend workshop. Dr.

Gibb will also conduct an evening

TORI experience Tuesday
evening. April 18. in the Student

Union Ballroom. For more in-

formation on this and other

workshops-including one with Alan

Watts April 28 to 30-call the New
England Center at 584-0240.

HATCH

GRINDER

SPECIALS

•HOT ROAST BEEF
•ITALIAN SAUSAGE
•HAM & CHEESE
•TUNA SALAD

ONLY

59
Served daily Mon.-Fri. 11:15 a.m.-l 1 30 p.m.

Across from the Ice Cream Bar

STUDENT UNION HATCH

'Focus' Looks At Indochina
Tonight on WMUAs "Focus" program at 10 P.M., commentator Ken

Mosakowski will take a look at the intensifying war in Indochina and its

effect on American public opinion in a Presidential election year.

Tonight's "Focus" program will also include an analysis of the

"Message from Wisconsin," where Senator George McGovern astonished

most of the columnists and professional politicians by winning 30 per cent

of the vote in that state's Democratic Presidential Primary.

Good things come
in small packages.

Northampton Volkswagen

Rt. 5, King St., Northampton
Free Shuttlebus

Service for Amherst Customers
CallM4-M20

9 to 9 Daily, til 5 Saturdays

C AMPERS
I
71 VW Cimp«r on* owner, told and sarvlctd by us Radio. Color whit*

70 VW C.mpor ono ownor. Aox. gas heater. AM. FM Radio Pop Top.

Color-Rod
70 Camper Radio. Color-whlto

70 Camper Pop Top. Radio. Color-red

68 Camper. Radio. Color-white. A very good boy.
K BUSES

71 VW Bus one owner, 7 passenger. Radio Color-Yellow

71 VW But 7 passenger with sun roof . Radio. Color-blue

70 VW Bus • passenger radio. Color-red

70 VW Kombi with radio. Color-red

70 VW Bus 7 passenger. One owner bus with radio. Color-green.

69 VW Bus • passenger. Radio. Color-beige.

68 VW Bus 7 passenger. Radio. Color-yellow.
*'
VW Bus 7 passenger Deluxe. Radio. Oreen. A netcr*»fli „

66 VW Bus 7 passenger, Radio, 44,000 orig. miles. Color-blue. Another

43 vwBusVpassenger with radio. A good buy for the price)

COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

PRESIDENTIAL
1 Buy a bunch of Flair pens. You need

black, brown, red, blue, yellow and or-

ange. (You need then anyway for school.)

2. Now—color in the picture according to

these color guide numbers. (1). Black (5).

Brown (2). Red (3). Blue (7). Yellow (6). Or-

ange. Please do not color unnumbered

areas.

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

CANDIDATES!
3. Congratulations! You have created a

genuine full color portrait of someone
you know and love. Maybe. If he or she

is not your favorite presidential candi-

date, have patience. You'll see your favor-

ite soon in the Flair Election Collection!

(Don't forget to ask about Flair's running

mate, the Flair Hot Liner.)

What's Good

Gillette Company PaperMate Division O 1972

Ten or so picketers hung in close

to the belching kerosene stoves

talking; trying to shut out the

rainy, cold Ohio morning. It was
March 14, 1972. outside the gates of

General Motors sprawling Vega

assembly plant in Lordstown,

Ohio, and a morning not unlike

many during the recent three

week-long strike over work
grievances that stopped GM's
prized ultra-automated facility

dead cold.

"GM is underpaying us right

now. I read in LOOK or

somewhere, that GM can afford to

pay us $25,000 a year instead of the

7. 8, or 9 they're paying us now,"

said a tall young black man in bell

bottoms and denim coat.

"Yeah, if General Motors is

supposed to be cutting costs how

come the Vega costs so much?"

asked a young white guy with short

hair and a woolen cap on. "Take

options on the Vega-they're

making a lot of money on 'em.

Radios, they get thousands real

cheap and then charge plenty for

them And they probably own the

radio company too."

"Listen." the black man fired

back "If vou could make a profit

building donuts. GM would be

doing it."
• * *

General Motors isn't into donuts-

yet. But the largest industrial

corporation in the world knows a

lot about profits. In 1971, the

corporation employed worldwide.

773,352 men and women
GM's main claim to fame is the

automobile. It controlled 45% of

the total U.S. auto market in 1971

(Ford controlled 23.2%. Chrysler

13.6% and foreign imports 15.2%)

But General Motors is a mixed bag

and all the more powerful because

of its diversity In addition to cars

it produces:

Spark plugs, oil filters, auto

radios, tape players, starting,

uenerating. and ignition systems,

car and truck radiators,

defrosters, heaters, thermostats,

air conditioners and many other

automotive parts and accessories.

diesel engine* earth movers,

refrigerators, freezers, washers,

dishwashers lust to name a few
and offers fire theft, com
prehensive and collision insurance

for passenger car owners as well

as capital financing for retail

dealers and distributors of GM
products

It's clear that GM is no piddling

entity, it's wealth and power are

great But who controls this power

and how?
First. GM is not controlled by its

employees Nor is it controlled by

your Aunt Liz who owns two shares

of GM stock which she inherited

from Cousin Theo in 52.

General Motors is controlled by a

verv small, very powerful group of

men who sit on the Board of

Directors. But for them. GM isn't

even full time employment -they

all sit on the boards of other

powerful corporations as well.

Take for instance GM director

Harllce Branch Jr. He also serves

on the board of US Steel -a com

pany dependent on the automotive

industry for the purchase of

tremendous quantities of steel, and

whose subsidiary. USS Chemicals

Division, produces molded plastic

automotive parts including

automobile dashboards and

gasoline tanks. What's good for

GM is good for US Steel and for

Harllee Branch Jr.

And so too with Stephen D.

Bechtel Jr. who is also director of

Crocker Citizens National Bank.

Southern Pacific Co. (the 2nd

largest railroad in the U.S. as

measured by revenue) and Hanna

Mining Co.

Or Lloyd D Brace, who is

director of the First National Bank

of Boston. AT&T. Gillette Co.. John

Hancock Mutual Life Insurance

Co. and USM Corp. which has an

automotive Industry Sales division

in Berminghan. Mich.

Other GM directors sit on the

boards of Procter & Gamble, Allied

Chemical. General Foods. Chase

Manhattan Corp., Polaroid. Alcoa.

London. "But we also want to be

ready to profit from the apparently

endless series of brushfire wars in

which the U.S. seems to involve

itself."

GM is quite involved in Southeast

Asia, producing for instance, the

Sheridan tank, M-16 rifles,

helicopter and aircraft engines,

artillery pieces, explosives, and

parts for a number of weapon
systems.

GM hardly restricts its vast

operations to the borders of the

continental United States either. It

is the third largest U.S.

multinational corporation with

foreign sales (excluding Canada)

in 1971 of $4 billion. GM board

chairman Richard Gerstenberg. is

well known for his expertise in

overseas operations and. ac-

cording to a December 1971

Business Week article, "looks to

foreign business as a primary

source of growth and fatter profits.

He (Gerstenberg) notes that auto

sales abroad are expected to grow

by 55% by 1080. compared with

only 30% in the U.S."

Producing as it does 20% of its

automobiles and automobile

components outside the U.S., GM
takes advantage of cheap labor

(and a labor force far less

organized than labor in this

country); often an abundance of

materials easily accessible; and

tantalizing tax breaks. In addition,

foreign countries offer the

potential for tremendous market

development while the U.S. market

is nearing the saturation point with

one car for every 2.5 people

( There are more cars registered in

Los Angeles County than in all of

Africa.)

GM has car manufacturing

subsidiaries in Germany, England.

Australia. Mexico and Argentina.

The company's future in East Asia

is rapidly developing too. It an-

nounced in the summer of 1971 that

it was acquiring an assembly plant

in Malaysia and it hopes to set up

manufacturing business in

Thailand It is already involved in

South Korea and is bidding for a

Philippines components franchise.

Also in the summer of 1971. GM
bought into the Japanese auto firm

of Isuzu and a report in the New
York Times speculates that GM is

negotiating to take over Toyota's

entire U.S. marketing operation.

All this involvement with Japan is

despite GM's and the govern-

ment's propaganda about the

super-human productivity level of

that teeming little island and its

threat to the U.S. worker.

In South Africa, where GM has

had assembly operations since

1926, the corporation is flourishing

They don't let the notorious

apartheid (total segregation)

racial policies of South Africa's

white minority government stand

in their way. In fact, they find them

almost ideal - supplying in one

country a huge pool of black

workers who will produce cars for

52 cents an hour and a white

population to sell the finished

product to that enjoys the second

highest standard of living in the

world. As GM plant manager R J

Ironsides said in a 1970 interview

"We are dependent on the skilled

White to keep us in business and

the coloured man to keep us run

ning
"

Thinking about Summer School?

The GM building in New York

bombed on November 1 1 . 1969 by

Armco Steel. Ralston Purina. J P
Morgan & Co. Metropolitan Life

Insurance. American Cyanamid

Co.. Morgan Guaranty Trust

Chemical Bank of New York.

Communications Satellite Corp.

IS Sugar, and Kennecott Copper

to name a few

And GM directors also serve as

trustees for such venerable

educational institutions as Dart

mouth. MIT. Ml Holyoke. Car

negie Mellon. Carnegie Institute,

and Duke University.

When you talk about GM
directors, it doesn't take much of a

hop to land in the lap of the Federal

Government Director EN
Beeslev is a member of the

National Industrial Conference

Board; J R Killianis a member of

the Institute for Defense Analysis,

and J A Mayer is on the Federal

Advisorv Council of the Fourth

FederafReserve District. A former

president of General Motors.

Charles Wilson became Secretary

of Defense under Eisenhower -and

brought along his vice-president

Roger Keyes to be deputy

secretary. Keyes later returned to

GM as a vice president and then

director And former secretary of

Commerce. John T Connor

became a GM director in 1965.

In a speech to the Illinois

Manufacturers Assoc . former

chairman James Roche's

professed naivete is humorous

"We live in a big world with big

government, big labor and big

business. Bigness per se is not bad

On the contrary, it is constructive

and it made possible much of our

national economic progress And

Citv. This building was one of three

Sam Melville. (LNS)
business not only has a respon-

sibility but it is anxious to work

with the government when it can

make a contribution
."

What Roche refused to spell out

is that big business is big govern

ment and vice versa President

Nixon left little doubt in his August,

1971 new economic policy an-

nouncement that a major thrust of

it was aimed at pulling the auto

industry out from under a rather

severe slump by repealing the 7%
excise tax on automobiles, and

changing currency to improve the

U S competitive position with

regard to imports.

The federal government aJso

continues to lay out phenomenal

amounts of money on highways

which are essential to the great

American Car Culture as promoted

by the Big 3 Automakers. In 1971

nearly 20% of all government

spending other than defense went

for highwavs and related projects

instead of into the development of

safer. cheaper and more

ecologically sound means of mass

transit

GM also profits from war con

tracts bequeathed to them from the

United States government, and has

often been described as a microsm

of the military-industrial complex

The corporation is ranked 17th

among the leading 100 war con

tractors and scooped up

$343,508,000 in defense contracts in

fiscal year 1971.

"We want to be known as a car

and appliance manufacturer, not a

merchant of war," said a GM of-

ficial quoted in the April 21. 1968

edition of the Sunday Times of

Take a look at the University of Colorado

l

I

The mam campus of the University of Colorado .s located «tBoulder
j

. an attractive research and education oriented community of 70.000 located
|

I at the base of the front range of the Rocky Mountains. 30 miles northwest
j

| of Denver
Within the basic 10 wee* session. beginning June 9 and ending August

|

1
18. the many schools and colleges of the university offer shorter term courses

|

Of 2 3 5 6 or 8 weeks Intensive study programs in French, German and

Spanish designed primarily tor foreign language teachers will stress recent

developments in instructional theory and classroom implementation The I

I

nmaruy ror icreigii i<>iiku<ik<= <c,

j developments in instructional theory and classroom implementation The I

| College of Arts and Sciences is also ottering a core of interrelated courses

! from 6 to 9 credit hours that will explore a sublet in depth and from more i

I than one viewpoint Students living in residence halls and participating m

| the program can choose to be given rooms in the san er pardo

| pants The classes will be small, designed for maximum participation and |

• interaction between students, and outsidef.eld trips are scheduled Areas
|

J
of study m the progra

I The Asian Experience

| and Performance

I The University plans a rich calendar of cultural I
I the summer

| The annual Colorado Shakespeare festival has scheduled 1 7 performances of

j Anthony and Cleopatra. The Winters Tale and Voipone during July and August
|

J
m the Mary Rippon Outdoor Theatre The opera Tosca by Puccim is scheduled

|
I for July, and throughout the summer there will be modern dance concerts

j pipe organ concerts and other musical concerts by emment artists from both

I this country and abroad Large and small rock concerts have been scheduled
|

! in the past by both the University and private organizations as bookings
j

I became available

program are The Religious Dimension m Human Experience,
j

nence. Literature and Art of Nigeria and Shakespeare Theory

I

I

l.l mi iiviiviMMv f ~r->-

Summer Day Care Program
. • „,.;,»., Tlin ft

The University Day School,

located on the southwest corner of

campus in the green 4-H lodge, has

places available for the 1972

summer session.

To be eligible, children must be

between 2 years 9 months and 5,

and one of their parents must be a

student or non-professional staff at

the University. The sessions will be

run Monday through Friday, from

7 : 30 - 12 : 30, from June 26 to August

18, making a total of 8 weeks that

will be simultaneous with the

academic summer session. The fee

is $55.00 which includes supplies

and a substantial daily snack

The Day School program in-

cludes traditional nursery school

activities in an open classroom,

and the summer session will utilize

the large yard and outdoor play

equipment, as well as the fields

and woodland that surround the

lodge.

Anyone who is interested should

feel free to call the school at 545-

2466. or to visit for applications

With the closeness of the surrounding Rocky Mountains. CU has devel

I oped a very popular mountain recreation department Both the Summit |

Program and the more strenuous Technical Rock Climbing Program are
|

geared to the abilites of the novice or the expert Co ed campouts. hikes

I and climbs are scheduled and for the more adventuresome there are super

| vised climbs on major peaks along the Continental Divide Equipment is I

I provided for both programs

Colorado s temperate climate of cool nights and warm days will allow you
|

I to take advantage of the many recreational opportunities available on
j

I campus Facilities, equipment and fields are available for nearly any activity •

I or sport The surrounding community offers horseback nding. water skiing.

j golf and sailboatmg Close to Boulder is Rocky Mountain National Park and
|

J
the Roosevelt. Pike and Arapahoe National Forests with their thousands of

j

I acres of mountain scenery. campg<punds and tourist attractions Half day .

j drives into the mountains will take you to towns such as Aspen, Vail and I

IIGlenwood Springs

Have a different kind o» summer this year, come to the University of
|

• Colorado You will advance your education and you will have a good summer. ,.

| one that wont soon be forgotten Write today for a school bulletin and ask
j

I for detailed information on areas of special interest to you

j University of Colorado. Office of Summer Session.

Boulder, Colorado 80302

Name (please print)

Street

City Sl.il? 7'P
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Food Services

Our Own Galloping Gourmet

Bv BETSY PEET AND
JON SNOW

This food is too greasy and

burnt! Isn't anyone interested in

the food we eat?

If these are your exclamations, it

is likely you will aim your ac-

cusations and comments at the

Dining Commons Staff. Therefore,

to watch this situation more

closely, University Food Services

Administration has taken bold

steps to standardize the quality of

service and food in the Dining

Commons and Snack Bars.

Mr. George Turner has been

Quality Control Manager and

Inspector at the Food Services

Department for two years. This

area has been his prime respon-

sibility since the Department first

focused on the problem of main

taining standards throughout the

Dining Commons. As a Chef with

vast experience in both the public

and private area of food

preparation, Mr. Turner is capable

of handling as large an assignment

as controlling food quality at

UMass. ( He has been assistant or

head chef in many of the private

clubs and restaurants during his 30

years in the business -The Forest

Hills Club. Eastern Yacht Club,

and Lake Placid Club.) His duties

are broadlv defined as insuring

that the "established quality

standards are met at all Food

Services outlets However, there is

much more to the job than appears

on the surface.

Quality Control means making

sure standards are maintained to

the greatest possible degree, from

the beginning to the end of the food

preparation process. This means

from the time food is received in

bul quantities by the Purchasing

Department to the time it reaches

vour plate, quality must be

maintained.

The personnel of Food Services

are naturally interested in doing a

good job, but everyone has his own

idea of the way things should be.

This is where Mr. Turner injects

his experience into seeing that

there are standardized recipes for

all meals, and that good cooking

techniques are used in food

preparation. When the meal is

served, it should be something he

would be proud of.

We decided to interview Mr.

Turner, and he invited us to ac-

company him on a tour of the

Dining Commons and Snack Bars.

As we started out. he stressed that

his function as Inspector was one of

"helping the staff of the commons

work as a team towards quality

preparation."

In Franklin Commons, we met

the Manager, Mike Netto, who

accompanied us on a tour of the

serving areas. Mr. Turner has

previously distributed tem-

perature and quality guidelines for

the chefs and they are expected to

follow these standardized recipes

very closelv Using a 'testing

thermometer;' Mr. Turner first

checks the 'holding ovens" where

the food is waiting to be served is

stored Appearance is also

examined If any problem is found,

the food is immediately discarded.

Often Mr. Turner will prescribe a

remedy or recommend changes in

temperature or cooking methods

Walking right by the line where

students are being served, Mr
Turner brieflv interrupts a serving

ladv while he asks to test some

French fries He tests the tern

perature, checks the appearance,

and occasionally tastes an item to

insure that the proper seasoning

was used In this case, the French

fries were a little cold and he

requested they be removed from

the serving line, as we were

leaving Franklin, he stopped in the

kitchen and chatted with the

production chefs. They welcome

his experience and advice and in

this case, he answered a com-

plicated question about meat

shrinkage.

From Franklin we proceeded to

the Southwest area where Mr.

Turner inspects all three Dining

Commons. On the way, he

elaborated on the system of con-

trolling quality and reporting

deviations from standards. If a

problem is found, he takes note of it

and prepares a summary of all

discrepancies for the Director of

Food Services. This report is also

received by the Dining Commons
Managers. Head of Research &

Development, and Are Managers.

Thus, within a short period of time,

several key people are aware of

any irregularity found in the

Dining Commons, and it is watched

very closely. Daily inspection tours

of every meal should reveal

whether there is a pattern to the

problem or if it was a one-time

occurrence.

Mr. Turner makes a quick tour of

Berkshire Commons, a pan of

chicken cacciatore. too greasy, is

removed on one line, and some cold

broccoli on another As we are

leaving, he spot checks some in-

coming tomatoes in a crate and

notices that there were a few

spoiled ones. Because of this, he

will check with the Purchasing

Agent concerning the wholesaler

who supplied the tomatoes and see

if anv action is to be taken.

After visiting the one line open at

Hampshire Commons we
proceeded to our final destination -

Hampden Basic Foods and Up-

stairs Snack Bar Basic Foods has

a different menu than the rest of

the Commons' lines. Mr. Turner

must see if every item is included

on the list as planned As we move

through this line, a lentil loaf is

removed because it is too mushy.

Whenever Mr. Turner takes action

with a particular item of food, he is

sure to advise the managers of the

corrective action and answers any

of the serving ladies' questions.

TheSnackBarisourlast stop and

Mr. Turner looks at several of the

items stored over ice. Some of the

luncheon meat is above the

standard temperature, so he ad-

vises the ladies to add more ice.

The milk, also, is warm and he

tastes some to see if it has soured.

The manager of the Snack Bar

should take immediate corrective

action so that money is not lost due

to spoilage. If the lack of

refrigeration is a result of

mechanical failure, the Main-

tenance Department is promptly

notified.

We pause as the tour is over. It

seems like a great deal of in-

specting to us, but Mr. Turner, our

"Galloping Gourmet," has been

doing this route since breakfast

and still has the supper line to go.

His job is never ending and

definitely is one of importance to

us all. If you have any comments

or complaints, please contact us

through the comment cards or

directly to the Marketing

Department, Food Services.

FIVE COLLEGE INTERMTIOML

UNIVERSITY CHORAL FESTIVAL CONCERT

450 VOICES UNDER IVA DEE HIATT

Wednesday, April 12 - 8:16 p.m.

John M. Greene Hall, Smith College

Tickets: $1 students; $2 others. Contact UMass Fine Arts Council, 545

0202, 125 Herter Hall or at door before concert.

Room Choosing for Fall Semester. 1972

Residence Halls—During the week of April 17-21 residence hall room choosing will

be held for currently enrolled students desiring to reserve rooms for

the Fall Semester, 1972.

All students are required by University policy to reside on

campus unless they are:

1. Seniors

3 Commuting from home within a 40 mile radius of Amherst

4 21 years of age prior to the first official day of classes of the

semester in which the student intends to reside off-campus.

Special exemptions can be requested through the student's Area

Director However, requests for special exemptions rece.ved after

ncin ApriMO, 1972, will not be considered for Fall term exempt.ons.

All students intending to return in the Fall and not covered by any

of the above exemptions must participate in room choosing and

occupy a residence hall room for the Fall Semester.

The following schedule will be followed during the week of April

17-21:

Tuesg^y^AjprM.18 — Students intending to remain in the rooms in

which they are currently residing must sign up with their Heads of

Residence on this day.

Wednesday^_AfiriM9 - Students desiring to move to different

avSSb^paleltethe residence hall in which they are currently

residing must sign up with their Heads of Residence on this day.

Thursday, April 20 — Students desiring to move to a residence

hall different from the one in which they are currently residing must

sign up with the Heads of Residence of the residence halls to which

they desire to move on this day.

Friday, April 21 — Students currently residing off-campus who

desire to move to available space on-campus must sign up with the

Heads of Residence of the residence halls to which they desire to

move on this day.

B Students who are authorized and intend to reside off-campus must

notify the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore Building, of their intentions

during the week of April 17-21.

Room Secyhty_Dfififlsil- If you plan to move off-campus or not to

r"eTu7n to school next Fall, you must notify the Housing Office of

your intentions before July 17, 1972, in order to be refunded your

deposit Students who fail to make such notification by July 17 and

who fail to occupy a room in the Fall Semester will, unfortunately,

forfeit their Deposit. MAKE YOUR PLANS EARLY.

As students required to live in University housing are automatically

billed for room and board, students who move off-campus without

proper authorization will be billed for room and board

automatically, this bill will be due before students will be allowed

to register.

Students currently residing off-campus and intending to remain qf_r

campus must notify the Housing Office of their intentions during the

week of April 17-21.

BEST BUY!
CDPIONEER
SX440 aM/FM Multiplex

STEREO RECEIVER
Shop T hurs. to 9— Otner days to 5 1 30

• 6 year guarantee

on Kempp speakers

2 Kempp 2 BK Speaker Systems

( Enclosures Oiled Walnut)

Garrard 40-B

Record Player

Grado Cartridge

Base and Dust Cover

ALSO:

Maximus Headset

Model HP 3

Volume Control

For Each Ear. Ideal

for Private Listening

SAVE '209
On Entire System!

If purchased separately - $458.60

Del Padre Eliminates

Obsolescence

in your Speaker System!

Within one year's time, Kempp speakers-

purchased at Del Padre may be traded up for

more advanced Kempp models by merely

paying the difference between the

ones you have and those you wish

to purchase.

&TDK
SUPER DYNAMIC

CASSETTE
TAPES

Whatever the need, use tape — for

school lectures, debates — music —
your favorite records or TV shows I

Don't Write

It . .. F^Stli^i

TIPE<r^ 4 ^^^^Nji ^k

IT! ^2 j^^^ ^** ^e^nl n\ aT

€^
\

C-60-SD Tape
60 minutes long

C-SO-SD Tape
90 minutes long

S<|99

$2"

('slight charge for refur-

bishing if speakers are not in

saleable condition.)

Compliment Your Component System with

A TEAC - A23

Cassette Tape Deck!
The Perfect Stereo Cassette!

* Impressive signal to noise ratio

* Expanded frequency response

'Precise tape speed
'Dual movement VU meters

'Instant Pause Control

'Headphone monitoring

'Microphone and line in-puts

'3 digit index counter

'All silicon solid-state components

For the kind of

results you want
right now!

$139
s

Sylvania Portable AM7FM/FM Stereo Radio

'includes stereo headphones

'with cord for private listening

'operates in stereo with speakers

tached,

'or detached, for directional sound.

at-

Rog.

$52.96

Del

Padre

Price
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^oofOf Education

Graduate Colloquium Schedule

Tuesday, April 11-Campus Center!

Five College

International

10:00 a.m.

11 00 am

1 00 p m

2 00 p m.

3 00pm

4 00 p m

Franklin Smith "Comparative Study Proposal of the

Disciplining Practices of So. Carolina Georgia Sea Islan

ders" Room 803

Bruce Caldwell 'Differentiated Staffing Organizational

Health" Room 404

K Hecht, E Proper. M Haoerty. R deFriesse, S. Edberg. A^

Comunale "Data Analysis of the 1970 Elementary Survey of

Compensatory Education" Room 104

Barbara Fuhrmann "The Teachers I View, an approach to

supe'vision involving the development of support, the

provision for non evaluative feedback, and the clarification of

values relating to teaching as means of improving teaching

behaviors" Room MS _. _ .

Steve Guild "Education for Global Survival The Design of a

Global Systems Curriculum" Room 103

Carolyn Peelle "Myths and Issues in Urban Education" Room

R.c^rd Frank "Instrumental Theory of values and its im-

plications for Curriculum Development" Room aoa

Larry Benedict "The Goals Process in Educational Evaluation

Methodology" Room *0»
. - ---

William Howard Six Gold Stars Will Get You a Canofgrange

Pop' A Reinforcement Schedule involving Geographical

Separation betweenGeneraliied and Terminal Reinforcers and

,ts Effects upon the Rate of Verbal Behavior in a Kindergarten

Girl" Room 404 , ,, _^._
Frank Bannister "Student Teaching ,n Urban Schools Room

James Thomann The Development of Mela Methodology"

JSZZ £p.eton "A Modular De«.gn tor the First Course ,n

Foundations of Education" Room 40*

Joe Curry "The American Boarding School Tradition, Crisis,

Transformation" Room 104 _ _ .

Gene Gordon "Empirical Testing of an Evaluation Methodology

the Negotiation of the Contract" Room MS

Robert L. Stevens Society Education and Change (A critical

view of the role of education ,n mfluencing social change)

««!*?"Jo'u'certe "An inventory of Student. Faculty and Ad

m.n.str.tor Perceptions of Various Physical E"V'fonmer.ta

Factors as an Aid m Planning vocational Technical School

Plants" Room M3 . -

El.iabeth Russell "Academic Credits for Living Learning

Experience" Room 104

Albert Hannans Development of Anthropologically Oriented

Videotapes and Cross Cultural Comparability" Room MS

Fandeh Se.houn Expansion of Secondary Teacher Education

,n Developing Countries Witn a Model on Iran" Room Mf

Kh4.il Khali) "Some Implications of Evolutionary Theor.es to

international Education Room 4P»

Earl Dale Toohey Migration of British Physical Educators to

American Universities " Room M3

Robert Hawley Spreading the Word a Case Study of the

Diffusion of an innovation the Composition tor Personal

Growth Program as seen ,n the L.ght of Theoretical Work ,n

the D.ffus.onof innovations, and Especially >n the Framework

of the Model Proposed by Everett Rodgers" Room M4

Michael Melmck Analysis of the technical Skills Approach to

Teacher Education w,th Special Reference to The Clime to

improve University Teaching" Room MS
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Western Massachusetts
audiences will have the unique

opportunity of hearing four visiting

international collegiate choruses

next week as the first Five-College

Internationl Choral Festival is held

in the Amherst- Northampton-

South Hadley area. During a three

day period, Tuesday through

Thursday, April 11-13, the four

visiting choruses will sing on the

campuses of Amherst, Hampshire,

Mt. Holyoke and Smith Colleges

and the University of

Massachusetts. On Wednesday
evening, April 12th, the four in-

ternational choruses will be joined

by the five college choruses in a

major choral festival concert at

John M Greene Hall in Nor-

thampton at 8:15 p.m., under the

direction of Prof. Iva Dee Hiatt,

Smith College Department of

Music. More than four hundred and

fifty singers are expected to be on

the stage of John M. Greene Hall

for this occasion, when each

visiting chorus will offer a short

program and the combined

choruses will perform several

works Tickets for this concert are

priced at $1 for all students and $2

for others and may be obtained at

the John M. Greene Hall Box Office

from 7:00 p.m. on ednesday. April

12th.

Choral Festival

The complete schedule of activities of the first Five-College In-

ternational Choral Festival is as follows:

^a8

Bartok Cho!r

972

Eotvos Lorand University Bud.pert. Hungary

(Hampden Dining Commons, Southwest Residential College, UMass, 8

P
Gandharva Maha Vidyalaya Choir, New Delhi, India (Abbey Memorial

Chapel, Mt. Holyoke College, 8:15 p.m.)

Nyonza Singers, National Teachers College, Kampala, Uganda

(Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College, 8:15 p.m.)

~5.£!w*2 de Sao Paulo, Brazil (Paradise Pond. Smith

College, 11:00 a.m.)

Wednesday. April 12, 1972 ^ T _.
Major festival concert - 8: 15 p.m. - John M. Greene Hall, Northampton

For further information, contact the UMass Fine Arts Council, 545-0202

IXnUOG:
rOfTTV-BfiKfl lO/T-BAG

BUM/
Smoking may be hazardous

to your health.

,i-ait:»-»-.»

!>

/J,

„ Cornpus *

( ..... «,•»..

x V* Ml H S ' MAUI I I t i >>

DOLLAR NIGHT
E«er> Monday
Everyone $1.00

I niversity Health Services

Appointment Desk

Phone 545-0057

Monday through Thursday
K:.1o'a.m.to5:00p.m.

Friday

9:00 a.m. to5:00 p.m.

STUDENT
discount

cards:

No* On Sale

It Boi Ottice

SLY STONE, SANTANA, JOE COCKER

WOODSTOCK
Monday & Tuesday 8 p.m.

OAILTIM ciieh. 111

• •

»! I**

a space odyssey.

Coming Soon!

"King Lear"

"El Topo"

MDC CLASSIFIED

AUTO FOR SALE

1MB Datsun 2PM Roadster S sp 135

II. P.. AM — FH, 2 taps, snows. 23.PM ml..

\rr\ l»«t. perf cond . except clutch. II3M

Ron In 343 5-241*.
if4-12

1*43 Merced** IM drk gm, wht. to*.

(.nod Shape I454.M Call Walt 4-8SM.

U4-13

Barracuda W. power fleering. black. V-

n Yen geod condition. Asking Iff* Call

253-7377. Mark
if4-14

Now! Cassette and Mrack Tape* I2Jt

guaranteed. Discount Stereo Equip. T-

Tabiea. needle*, cartridge*, receiver*.

C*MMM-»m mm

Honda 8M 1445 good frame

engineDELETE
Honda S»» i»4S good frame, engine needa

crankahaft. Spend a few fan hour* and 135

and own a kike (all Al 54V4S47
4-11

New \V\ Run radio • rack I27M. S4f>

1472 or 545-M*3.
U4-I7

IM7 Snnbeam Tiger 240V4 — 4

exceptionally gd . condRton. 44.PM ml

1 1.]ta See Mike. CC Prin4 Shop ar I-S27-

tf-,4

1*43 rord LTD. P.S. P.B.. good engine,

dented, need* mtoor repair* Call Bob 253-

IW77 tin.
U4-I4

t artridge Taping Service. » track It

mln I3.M ltd 4* into. |IJaV Yaw design

High quality SnU»lacUan or refund. 4-5473

'"'•
tf-,4

SAAB engine* - IMI 7Mec need* *Urter

motor. IPCS 7S*ec. alao matched Mock k

crank sMcc for CT. Very reasonable. Al.

544-4)547
4-11

Alan WaUa. Kundallni Yoga. En-

counter. GestaU: Interested? Write tbe

New England Center. Box 575. Amherst,

Maaa. 4IM2. Call 5K4-4244
114-11

Alan Watts here on April 28-34 Get to-

formatton from the New England Center.

Bo* 57S. Amherst . Mass. •tt«2 Can 584-

•24*.
U4-II

Mt.BGT 1—7. new condition, better than

most It* II4M 5M-43M
tf-12

sale on oil muslcsl InstrumenU. Gulln.

(.Ibson. Martin. Aria. Yamaha. Ovatkw.

etc. 25-4t% off. The Guitar Workshop 44

Main NHamp. SM-I7M

Taarut. Qullea. Sanchla. Oflmet

classical guMar* from Spain. IS* — •»•.

Creative Endeavor, (ireenfleld, 1-774-MI.
4-11

Ufa Romeo porta. 13**. ,«M. MM Ml

eng . some bod> . Csll 533-3*33. keep

,r> 4"«
tf-,3

It4» VW engine needs rebuild to fix np

or good parta car 1 1»? Call 3M-44M ar 527-

4478.
If 4- 1

2

Wliy pay nwtrsgeona rent! Bay a trailer

Si min from Campw*. 42*»' w/ Itali'

addition II3M. 323-73S4. Must aeO by May
I2tk

tf 441

2 3-ehaanet Walkle Talkie* Two weeka

old Must sell. Best offer: Great for

ramping etc. Call 253-S3P7 anytime after

*:3S p.m.
U4-I3

H7«Hal 124 Spider. 5 spd.dk grn. • new

<rmprits. lltSt. call Doug. 25J-3I1I

'%r"'",,,

U4-12

•4 Rambler. • cyl. auto. tram, air

conditioning, new tire* and battery Look*

good, dependable, white color 1375. Dave

2S3-37IS.
0*441

2 tteketi to Boston Brain* Stanley

Playoff, (all S4»-«S*I
tf 4-11

Used waterk«4 2 mo. oM. Like new. Full

lite. Complete with frame, bag. foam pad.

liner. It yr. guarantee, cheap 135. Call

Amy * 5Z2»
4-11

Gtris. very mature, netting « daring Go
Go Dancers far wkend house party .

Goad

pay * uouae. call eve. k wkenda. Keep

trying gg5-22*4.

U4-I4

WANTED
IS. and Foreign Coma and Stamps

bought, sold, traded, apprataali and

estimate* Bob Murrta. 224 Hamlin House

or P.O. Bos 144. Amherst. MA.
U4-1I

Wanted girts to. 3

Mrlanie at 2534*32 after 5

hike. Call

U4-I2

1*45 Jeep Wagoneer wRh plow for tale or

trade for recent Ford wags*, very good

condition IIS04 Rrm. 545-l5P» days. 253-

" ,2 * m
tf-13

Rise, girts

1*45 Chev. Van. good tare* and brakes.

rhaaaia in good ahape. engine needa work.

best offer CaU 5447l«2
U4-12

Raleigh Sport 3 spee4 Eng.

model. I yr old. esc. cond. <

with bosket k pump New IR5. aaktog •»
5-235, day* Judy.

I down aleeplng

Call 253-531*.

hag. New. must sell.

4-11

1*45 Chevy Impala 4 dr.. sutomatlc

power stcertog. good mechanical con

dltton 135*. Call 5M-M74

1*7* Triumph Spitfire conv dark red.

less thsn 2*.**4 ml., topnotch cond .

locking hood k gas. very econ. Csll Z.

Salimann 253-2*4* even.
U4-I2

Why rent? Inexpenalve housing. 1**5

mobile home, fully furnished, only 3 mile*

from campus. 2 hedrooma. 25*-***g

evening*.

Moccasins to every style for M and F.

Priced It— 12. or show me this ad k save

another tt%! Mark 544445* or 223 Gor-

man, anytime
U4-17

U4-I2

*S Dodge Van. Good condition. Interior

carpeted and pannelled Call 25*4437.

tf 4-11

km \V\ Caw*. New eng. I" ». 253-3*4*.

If 4-12

l**5 Plymouth Fury III In good con-

dition Muil »ell Best offer! Call 253-53*7

anytime after 8 3* p.m.
tf 4-12

Alpine Vosemlle. 2 man backpacking

lent, ultimate In design, weight k apace.

for med. altitude* tit*. Call John «2*-3**l

*»h,Wd
U4-.3

Two It 1/2 ft

Car rack and paddle*

or 2M-332I.

(H>od condition.

• 175 each. 5*6- 107*

U4-I7

•.J VW Bu* for sale New brake*, new

m uf fler . and two new anow Ures . 1 35* . C all

:i*7-277l.

at 441

1965 Chevy Impala. maroon. 4 door. VI.

auto trans., power steer., new tire*,

battery. Very good cond. 12*5. or best

offer Call Wayne **5-32n3.

tf4-l4

4 12" Hi Fi apeakera w /cabinet, plenty of

hair, will haggle price. Call Jeff *-7ltS

•'!fT * lf4.ll

Petri R SLR. Lens: 5*mm fl. 4 built-in

light meter will take best offer! Call

Nancy 545-241* leave meaaage if I'm not

to!
114-12

1*70 MC.B. red. overdrive, wire wheel*.

etc.. 19S00 original miles, runs perfectly.

.-,144492.
tf4-l2

Pontiar Tempest *2. good running

condition. »now tire*, parts, best offer,

(all Renklki .-.45-126*. 10 a.m. — t p.m.
if 4-1

1

197* VW Squareback It blue, low

mileage, very clean, full service record.

Call Chefs Garage. Goshen 2*6-795*.

114-12

19*1 Dodge 4 door sedan. Good running

condition need* *ome work, 115*. or best

offer. Call 253-531* Fred.
IfMl

I960 Falcon atari* k run* good,

automatic trans. R k H. 7 good tires. New
rvhaust system and spark plugs. Call 544-

92.VV
If4-I4

I* speed Schwlnn. one year old. Call

Warren at 54*-*77».
fl

PERSONAL

Sony *•*» FM Stereo Receiver. I 1/2 yr*.

old list 1400. sell tor 125*. Call 25*4*5*. 10*

watt. RMS.

FOR SALE

1966 Honda CHI». good condition. 5000

mile*, needs I ne» exhaust valve, asking

1125. Call 6-7515 4727*.
II 4-1

J

65 Ford Galaxie. V*. H*J. exc. mech.,

needs wk. for inspection I IS*. Call Joe 5*4-

«I9 9 a.m. — I p.m.
114-11

TRIA — Convert. 2 Strombergs —
Michelln tires one owner, garaged. 15000

on total engine overhaul, excellent cond

1 1:»5 5274*74 5 - 7 p.m.

Sell I75cc 1971 Brldgestone Street /Trail.

:woo mi. 14*0. 175cc 1*71 B.S.. fully mod

dirt bike M mi. Both in excellent cond.

Paul *4*32.

1966 Ford Falcon, very clean, escellent

running condition. 5*t-2»*» after 7 p.m.

Ask for Craig.
U4-1I

1970 Chev. Blaier 3*7. V*. 4 whl drv 4

*pd. many extraa. «'•"•! '•ctory

warranty Exc cond. 12*** Call «*5-2«**

i HI) wknU C30. tft-12

Automatic radio deluxe Mrack car tape

plaver w/home adaptor. All feature*

Original coal I4*.»S Will take IS*. 25*4*00

eves.
U4-I4

Rruce — I wiah you much happiness on

your 2lst birthday DELETE
Rruce — I wiah you much happiness on

vour 21*1 Birthday — with Love. Meg.
444

Rm*. avail for Sept. Keep MacKlmmle
uprcls get Invlvd to respctfl yet active

environ. Call Mackim. for info. *47R3 or 6-

974*.

tf4-l4

Cathy Happy Birthday lorry we're late

hope It wa« great from The Lavender

Lilies and Roomie! Love Ya.
4-11

Interested in personal, emotional *
spiritual growth? Write the New England

Center. Box 575. Amherst. Mai*. 01*42.

(all 5H44240.

Know of an apt. in hse or hie within I 1/2

mi of t'Maaa available to fall? Not sum-

mer. Please call Diane 5444*41 or Bonnie

545-242*.
4-11

ROOMMATE WANTED
FOR JUNE — F roommate wanted to

share furnished 5 rm. apt. to North-

ampton. Own hdrm.. IT* k uUI. Call I In

5*4-4*03 days.
tfi-a

If you are a female looking for a female

roommate. Call 532-4425. Aak for Sue.

U4-I2

Quiet male roommate wanted for yr 72-

73. (all Cllffslde 4*5-3*11.

If 4-11

114-11

Doe* your summer cottage need an

extra roommate? I am In need of a place to

slay in or around Dennlaport. Call Andy at

546-5445.
U4-I1

2 F roommates wanted to share 2 bdrm
apt. from June 1st to August 31st, 157 /mo.

Call asS-SISI Squire Village Apt.. Sun

drrland.
tf4-12

Male needa 3 M rmatea to share 4 bdrm.
Rolling Of.. 142/mo. Quite, serious

students pi : call Alan 544774* at nite. best

after I*.

tft-12

CAR STORAOE

Excellent access to Amherst Center.

Clesn. Reasonable ralea. D.H. Jones. 54*-

3700.

U4-2S
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Preservation Hall Jazz Band

Tn Tonrert At Bowker
Notices

The Preservation Hall Jazz Band of New Orleans

will appear at the UMass for two concerts, at 7 and 10

p m Thursday, April 13, in Bowker Auditorium.

Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Fine

Arts Council, the concerts mark the fifth time the

band has appeared at UMass in the last three years.

The Preservation Hall Jazz Band is made up of the

people who helped create jazz. The people who were

there when the marches and quadrilles, blues and

spirituals, and ragtime were merged into jazz-or

^ass" as they speUed it at the turn of the century.

They were the people who added their names to

Freddy Keppard, Buddy Bolden, Louis Armstrong,

King Oliver and Jelly Roll Morton in the history of an

American art form that grew from many sources in

the special culture that was New Orleans.

Even though all members of the band are past 60,

there is no lapse in the playing, no lessening of the

spirit and the joy and the simple happiness that is so

much a part of New Orleans jazz.

Members of the band who will play at UMass are:

"Billie (Wilhelmina) Pierce, piano; "DeDe" (Joseph

LaCroix) Pierce, cornet; Cie (Joseph H.) Frazier,

drums; Willie J. Humphrey, clarinet; Jim (Nathan)

Robinson, trombone and Allan Jaffe, tuba.

Preservation Hall in New Orleans was originally a

place where these musicians could get together and

plav, mostly for their own pleasure. Now it is a place

where people from all over the world pack the ben-

ches each night to hear the music as it was played

when it was created. And bands are traveling all over

the world to bring this music to audiences

everywhere.
Reserved tickets are available in the Fine Arts

Council Office, 125 Herter Hall. Remaining tickets

will be available at 6 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium the

night of the concerts. A phone reaching both offices is

545-0202. All reservations must be paid for by 4 p.m.

the day of the concert. Only paid reservations will be

held at the door. UMass undergrads and other full-

time students will be required to show their I.D. cards

with their tickets at the door.

ALPHA ZETA FRATERNITY
Alpha Zeta pledge meeting tonight

at 7:30 Room 904 908CC.

BAHAI FIRESIDE
38 Butterfield Terrace Apt. 117, 8

p.m. Topic: "Building of a New
World". Speaker Bill Roberts.

Everyone welcome.

BELCHERTOWN STATE SCHOOL
Needs old bicycles and/or parts for

the residents. Please call Cal Car

mody 323 6311 (L building) between 3

and 11 p.m.

BICYCLE CLUB
UMass meeting at 7:30 tonight in

room 801 CC. Plans for purchasing

bicycles and organizing a tour will be

discussed. Anyone interested is

asked to attend.

existential philosophy and

psychotherapy will meet today 2.00

4:00 in lounge of Thatcher dorm. N.E.

Area. First meeting. All welcome.

CHADBOURNE WOMEN
All women who have signed up to

live in Chadbourne in Sept., 1972 sign

up for rooms on Wed. April 19th from

7 p.m. to 11 p.m. Rooms assigned on a

first come, first serve basis.

CHESS CLUB
Meets tonight at 7

Hatch.

p.m. in the new

King Memorial Events Upcoming
BLEEDING ROSE
Bob Zelman's 1 credit class in

CHRISTIANS
Interested in starting a Christian

commune for next fall? Meeting

Thursday night, April 13, 177 CC 830

p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Everyone welcome to weekly

meetings of readings and remarks on

The Afro-American Club at

Holyoke Community College will

present two free events next week

in commemoration of Martin

Luther King, according to club

advisor Mrs. Hermione Martin.

Both events are open to the public

A special showing of the film

"KING: A Filmed Record

Montgomery to Memphis" will be

given at Holyoke High School on

Wednesday, April 12, at 3 p.m.

Mrs. Martin described the film

as one that depicts the struggle for

freedom and justice in America

and as a striking representation of

recent history, when millions of

Black Americans took to the

streets to proclaim their freedom.

"KING:" she said, is especially

rewarding for those who are too

young to have joined those

struggles and need to appreciate

the relevance of yesterday's

marches to today's issues.

The film recreates the mass

marches, sit-ins and jail-ins in the

voter registration, open housing

and poor people's campaigns,

which demonstrated the power of

social change of non-violent direct

action The film also contains

scenes of brutality against

peaceful demonstrators and

recalls moments of glory, tragedy,

victorv, and defeat.

The second event of the week, an

original three-act play written by

William L. Williams, is also free

and open to the public and will be

staged at the Holyoke High School

Friday, April 14, at 8 p.m.

The purpose of the play is to

present some of the realities of

Black problems in America by

means of comedy, sadness, love

and action.

Williams is a part-time Black

History instructor at Holyoke

Community College and a second

year doctoral candidate at the

UMass School of Education

BUS FOR WORCESTER
$460£ one way

Via Route 9. Every Friday, Saturday & Sunday

Purchase Tickets at Student Union Ticket Office

Also Serving

Belchertown, Ware, Brookfields, Spencer & Leicester

CHARTER A BUS

Dtluie Coaches Low Ratal

Tel. 584-6481

WESTERN MASS. BUS LINES

MDC CLASSIFIED
EMPLOYMENT

( rrtifiwi V*n. Science * Chcm Tchr.

Ma> I. Masters * 2 yrs secondary esp

Km -Sec Services, a Pray St. Amherst Mi-

«"
U4-1J

Part, furnished. 3beo\ apt .. avail Junr I.

I im) mo utilities taclud. Located on Rt. f

.

S min from Amherst. Call 2SJ-7174.

tf 4-11

p.m. Freeoler
tft-ll

Business Tchr — Shrtand I. II; Typing

II PnWlc School BA or MA. state benefits

AMe ta relocate Em -Sec Services a Pray

* -

tf4.lt

SMrnlshedonebdrmaptllSSpermo. I

1/2 ml. from campus Call »*-«7»

Available June I. option tor fall.

if4-1*

Free compression Test. Volhswagen

repair. TroHswagen. Conway. Mass. 413-

«-4447
U4-I2

J bdrm apts Squire Village Avail June

I Option for fall. MS-373*
U4-U

August M. (all MS-MI I

II « N

PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIP.

ink bedroom Puffton Apt. SIM. Good

condition Call <««-MH after *.

U4-12

I bedroom Puffton Apt., available June

i option tor Sept .
partially furnished,

price negotiable Air cond., pool Call S4»-

C7RS.
U4-I2

23 Pvt. sch. and college teachlag

positions available for fall. CaU or drop by.

See If see have an opening for your

specialty Wanted - Dean of Faculty for

\ Kng Jr College. Director of Continuing

Rd — able to develop existing program.

PhD. pref . Em-Sec Services. Inc. a Pray

St. Amherst M»-4tta

1/2 month free rent. I bedroom Puffton

apt air cond .
pool, avail May 14. pay rent

June I Sublet obt Kenew . $4sVMM IM Puf

* °ffk*
tf4-24

llssselblad body with back and rapid wind

knob 327S.M. CaH 5MMM
U4-I4

One room, share kitchen k bath suMesse

no* to Asa). 31. fa per month Call S4»-

T7M.
tft-12

TRAVEL

Room for 2 to Urge farmhouse near

gu.bbin Res .« ml to campus S^""
btdrooms or conple. Available im

mediately 2S3-3SM

Overseas Jobs for students Australia

Knrope. 8. America. Africa, etc. All

professions and occupations. I7M to I3.M*

monthly. Espenses paid, overtime,

sightseeing. Free InformaUon — Write

Jobs Overseas. Dept- Q3 •* •*71 -
8mn

Diego. CA. MIIS.

Apt to sublet far summer fall lease

ootlon I bedrm., alr-cond . pool, tennis

cwtt. IIM/mo. negotiable CaH »*V«173

after .Mp.m

University Travelers Ctab - Traveling

this summer? Stay overnight free! Stuck

at home? Host travelers. Meet friendly

people. Eschange privileges with mem-

bers in I • S * Canada. Write now for full

details: LTC. P.O. Bos 1147. Berkeley.

Calif. M7M
tf4_R

1 bedroom Puftton Apt available June

I option for Sept . negotiable. Call after S

P.m 3--3M..
u4_i7

2 bedroom apt. In Rolling Green 2. ab-

road., dishwasher, garbage disposal, wall

to wall, shag rugs, sll uU. ksc. June to Aug.

2S3-SI4t.
U4-I2

Summer sublet w/fall option - I

bedroom semi-furnished apt 12 mln. fas

campus. Iia. Call MS-JS5S

2 bedroom apt air csssd. ww carpet,

pool. Avail June 1. all utilities incl II7S.

(sll M3-47M Mt Sugarlost Apts
tft-ll

I Bedroom Apt. nvall May 1st. Puffton

VH.I.M.MM3M.

Summer In Europe I1M via BMA W7

Jet . Open only to students employees, and

faculty of S Colleges. Call M4-S17I escept

«**<*
tf4.„

l bdrm Puffton for June I — Sept- Opt to

renew lease In fall. Rent negotiable Some

furnishings. Mt-M2t

To sublet: 3 bedroom towohouse.

Puffton Village Jsase I — A«g. 31. wtth

option to take over lease Rent negotiable

( '» *-"74
tf-1!

U4-M

(oaks wanted — toajnlre la person at

Tbe English Pub

Commercial nights to Europe leaving

dally. Prices start IIM round trip Natl

student Travel Services. Call Gordon 4V

""
tf4-24

One bedroom Cttffside apt. i4S/month

Call MV4M« after ».

I bed avail June I. couples only

Located end Univ. Drive. Iia^asentb

Swim pool, beat toe., air coast. Call t.3-

tfl!

114-13

2 bedroom apt In Sunderland avail. June

I
_ am. ji. Furn . dish, air cond. pool

New building Call M»-4a2 anyUme
U4-I3

Sublease. 2 bedroom apt w/w.aar csssd.

pool Option to rent. MS-3S37 after a.

SERVICES TYPING

dreg Button with "Bald Mountain Road^

tonight at The Bluewall Great musk and

it is free. ~~

Amherst Asmto services, stereo com-

ponents, tope decks for home or car. It7

No. Pleasant st.. 2M-SI33.

T yptpg _ theses . dissertations , etc Fast

and accurate. Proofreading, editing If

desired. Ilave Greek and science symbols

MM.

Sublet Immediately or May first two

bedroom Puffton Apt . •> cond. pool dish

wssber . 142 plus elect . per month .
call Don

mtm
tf-,4

Furnished Cllffskte ant., avail Ji

I /option for Sept Pool, tennis. MIL.

vasber (all MS-3M4) Il7t

Tonight at The gMi rth MnWlM
•Hannibal" with Victor Mature *

•8pe"eni Mosmtain" wftb Henry Fonda

- plus cartoon* — free. ^

The Lamp Shop • I Pine Cushmsn

(.rest used furniture and articles, very

rM,Mm.*t.WTH.H|.l«l^H

SUMMER SUBLET

LOST

Grey cat w/whRe Mb at Puffton Village^

Please either return or be sure he gets his

rabies shot end of April.
j4,., 7pj.

tf4-l4

APARTMENTFOR_RENX

Mothers, cant find a "•****£
ter« Tired of high fees? Call The ( h

M

Care Eschange SM-2224 for further In-

formation.
if4-l»

F. roommates needed t/l CUffsbie.

Furn.. A/C. pool, tennis. •« (rent

negotiable). Call after S p.m. Aak for

Karen or Sue MS-M2S.
U4-14

3 bedroom sportment, partly furnished,

air conditioned, swimming pool. Will

bargain rent. Call 54«-4574. 3M Puffton

U4I7

I bedroom apt avail. May tot. '•*»

carpeting, air cond . aU util. paid 323-4t4f

tf 4-11

Summer •unlet. Pnffton Village »« tm-

,m
U4-14

TOSUBLET

2 bdrm Cllffslde Apt. 'urn avail. June I

— Sept I. tIM/mo. util Included, swim

pool, tennis courts, air cond. Avail. Call

Dave 445-4242.
If4-13

Two bedroom apart, at Squire VII.. air

cond Start June I. option to renew. Callmm'

tf-14

Cheap Kllllngton lodging near ntte life 4

lifts, kitchen prlv. and showers Inc. 15/dsy

— 120/ski wk. Free res. * map. Write L.

Cavanaugh. Wobbly Lane. Kllllngton. VI.

""'
tft-14

Puffton Milage: I - 2 bedroom apt to

sublet tor June HM - ll» or rent

negotiable: furnish (some) : Call M9-03S5

late evenings.
U4-14

I bedroom Puffton apartment avsil.

June I w /option for Fall. Located in front,

off N Pleasant. Call SM-4»27 after 5.

114-11

Two bedroom apt.. S mln from campus

rent negotiable, available end of May.

option to pick up lease. Csll 2$3-ai4, keep

,ry'"«
114-14

Two-Bedroom Apartment! for Im-

_.«n.i» rental. «-month lease,

r Vmo'nth. tocl-de. ut... C... M5-324.

days or M5-3575 nites.
-< u

Quality Research and reference

materials. Originals and copies. TPA.

Rm. 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 N.

Pleasant St. 256^104
tl 4-ZJ*

I bed rm Puffton apt avl June I. mcl

util . pool * fall lease avl. Highest bid by

\pril 17 wins. Can be Inspect. Hurry. Call

nmm
tf4 . 14

A May 1st must ! I bdrm apt. with all the

modern conveniences. Located nest to

campus. Il» or negotiable. Call 54»-ai4

betw. I — 14 p.m
tf4*2n

1 bedroom Puffton Village apt., avail

June I. option to lease in fall. Rent

negotiable. Call V4t-CS57

FOR RENT

Sox. Vge. Jun I. « opt to renew lease in

SnS 2brtn*nhs. sir cond. all util.. vvw

rp? .'pool. d»v.r Rnt. neg. for summer,

(all M5-3M7.
lfl (4

\void an tujlomotlve rip off. Come to

Spencer s Mob* — next to Post Office for

budget priced tires, tune-ups oil changes

and repairs.

Two huge rms. plus modern kitchen and

hath off Rt. 43 In Montague, available

immedl.teYy.H3.Sper mo. 347-2M.. Option

to renew.
tf4 n

I
— bdrm. Quabbln Village apt. June I

—
Sept I. w /option to renew lease In Sept

(all after 4. 323-Wa.
U4-12

2 bdrm Townhse. Squire Village. 4/1.

opt to renew Pool, air cond gbg dlsp^

riw.sh .. w/w carp., yard. All util Incl 1204

- will disc M.V»44
114-1*

Vets Interested in Joining a non -political,

social organisation deslgnnd to help them

get settled Come to Mem. Hall. Tues.. »

Roommates or sublet wanted for 3

bedroom Puffton Vlg apt starting June

,sl. Call MB -M|

I bedroom apt all utilities option to

rmew lease. Price negotiable, avsllsble

lune 1 Call 445-4440 Apt. K4. Cllffslde

If4-I4

I bedroom apt., pool air -conditioning

sublet June I. option to renew lease, rent

negotiable .
544-I42H.

One bdrm (llffsldr Apts avail June I
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Christian Science. 6:45 pm. room 803

CC

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Show up tonite or else! We need

people badly Fund raising people,

marshalls, medics, clean up crew

needed. 177 CC 6 p.m. or call Lee at

66480.

CONCERT OF INDIAN MUSIC
The Gandharua Choir of New

Delhi, India, will perform a concert

Df Indian music in Abbey Chapel.

Mount Holyoke April 11 at 8 15 p.m.

Admission free

E 40 METHODS
important meeting to choose new

courses. Must attend either Tues

April U 400 pm Goessman Lab

Auditorium or Wed. April 12, 8 15

am. Ed 128

EARTH WEEK IS COMING
Come help set up earth week events

at CEQ meeting. All welcome 6 30

S'udent Activities Area of the CC.

ENGLISH MAJORS
A meeting of EDUC will be held in

Bartlett Lobby Wednesday April 12 at

7 30. All those interested please

come

meeting for all people interested in

helping other people. Join Joe.

LIVESTOCK CLASSIC
There will be a Dairy Clinic,

Tuesday, April 11, at 630 in Grinnell

Area. All those having dairy animals

in the show should attend, and bring

their animals.

PARACHUTE CLUB
First Jump course tonight at 730

p.m. check CC schedule for room.

Regular jumping this weekend at

Turners Falls Airport.

SEX ROLES (ED 390)

All enrolled in SW Colloquium at

4 00 on Wed in Coolidge 12th floor

must attend Attendance is man
datory.

RELIGION
Jonathan Smelt, Chairman of Dept.

of Religion at University of Chicago
will speak on "Center and Periphery,

Order and Rebellion and Archaic

Religions" Tuesday Aprl 11 at 730.

Hampshire College Main Lecture

Hall.

SORORITY SING TONIGHT
The annual Sorority Sing is tonight

at 7:30 p.m. in the CC Auditorium.

STUDENTS FOR MCGOVERN
There will be I meeting of Students

for McGovern tonight at 800 p.m. in

CC room 169. All interested persons

invited to attend.

VVAW
Meeting Wednesday April 12, 7 30

p.m. room 165 169 CC. Spring actions,

Ed Marathon and Veterans benefits

booklet will be discussed

VETS
Vets interested in joining a non

political social organization assigned

to help them get settled at UMass
come to Memorial Hall, Tuesday,

April 11 at 800 p.m. Free Beer.

WOMEN
Know your history, women!

Jeannette Rankin, 91 year old first

U.S. Congresswoman to speak at 227

Herter, 800 p.m. today DVP.
"Feminism and Politics Then and

Now".

ZETA NU OPEN RUSH
Come down and watch the Bruins

with us.

LOST
Large black cat, short haired

altered male. Might answer to

"Toyfull" Puffton Area 549 1420.

Girl's tan wallet containing many
important and necessary ID'S

license, soc. sec. card, UMass ID etc.

If found please call 549 1772 or return

to Tri Sigma Sorority, Frat Sor. Pk.

Black umbrella in CC Coffee Shop,

April 10th. Please call Pat 5 0717.

Maroon and white striped scarf lost

in Hasbrouck or around Southwest

last Friday morning Please return.

Call Sandy 68513.

Three handmade pocketbooks in a

white laundry bag. Telephone 323

4052.

Calculus book with discharge

papers. Please mail papers or call

again. Need them.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting at 6:30 in CC

Pledge meeting at 7 30.

SYDNEY OMAW-

809 811.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
There will be no Tues night dance

this week Next dance will be next

week At that dance we will make
plans for a bake sale and conclude

elections. All members please at

tend

HILLEL
Meeting tonight 6: 30 Hillel Center

All may attend.

JOE IS ALIVE
Tonight at 8 00 in room 805 of the

Campus Center there will be a

Typical representatives ot their

zodiacal signs Harold Robbms. Gemmi.
James Mason, Taurus Jackie Gleason,

Pisces. HerbAlpert, Aries. Jane Russell,

Cancer AAae West, Leo. Sophia Loren.

Virgo Rex Reed, Libra Katharine

Hepburn. Scorpio. Lee Trevino, Sagit

tarius Howard Hughes, Capricorn. Tom
Smothers, Aquarius

ARIES (March 21 Apr. I 19) Quiet

sense ot authority prevails You get

things done by working behind scenes

Especially good tor activities connected

with television, hospitals, charitable

organizations Capricorn plays

prominent role

TAURUS (April 20 May 201 En
courage individual who befriended you in

past Return tavor Aid those who confide

problems Don't cast first stone Liberal

attitude now will pay dividends Some
hopes, wishes will be fulfilled

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Develop

career, professional contacts Obtain hint

from Taurus message Take initiative

Make room for yourself at top Op
portunity beckons Answer in original,

unique manner Adhere to individual

style

CANCER (June2t July 22) Good lunar

aspect now coincides with success in long

range planning Look beyond immediate

indications Pierce surface values You
may be sitting on proverbial gold mine!

Write, publish and communicate
LEO (July 23 Aug 71) Emphasis on

partnership agreement, financial status

of one close to you Have alternatives at

hand Some funds may be tied up in

escrow Take inventory Be aware of

deficits, assets Sagittar.an is m picture

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Check fine

pnnt m any legal document Refuse to be

rushed Thorough approach could assure

success Improve public relations. Listen

to what others have to say Evaluate But

guard your own interests

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Relationship

with co worker, associate >s spotlighted

Changes are due and necessary Make
inquiries If you ask questions, you learn

Put across your ideas Be ready for

change of scenery.
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Creative

resources come surging to forefront

Romantic interests are highlighted.

Taurus and Libra persons are involved

You come out ot emotional rut You feel

more aware Personal magnetism is

evident
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Get

on solid ground Leave fantasies to

others Be aware of property values

Ensure future security Take nothing for

granted Get promises, agreements m
writing Leo will cooperate Complete
transactions
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Short

lourney may be on agenda Relative >s

>nvolved Money question can be m
telhgently discussed Don't veer off

track. Conservative course now is

necessary Some past promises are

fulfilled

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Money,
personal possessions these are em
phasized Get well rounded picture Put

bits and pieces together Synthesize in

formation Best to finish rather than to

initiate project Judgment now is on

target
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Lunar

cycle is high, take initiative Lead rather

than follow Be independent in thought,

action Personal appearance improves

Many comment on your vitality, per

sonality Wear bright colors

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are a natural teacher, intuitive, direct

You are undergoing process of emotional

change and development By October

you will be "on your feet " Money
situation brightens One who disap

pointed you soon will ask for "second

chance " Be wary'
Copyright 1972, Gen Fea Ccrp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Vigor (colloq.)

4 Oceans
8 Winghke
12 Organ of

hearing

13 Shut up
14 Part of

church
15 Compass point

16 Enraptured

18 Insignificant

20 Girl's name
21 Preposition

22 Precious stone

23 Mohammedan
prayer leader

27 A month
29 Prohibit

30 Cubic meter

31 Indefinite

article

32 Wheel tooth

33 Body of water

34 Negative prefix

35 Unbend
37 Witty remark

38 Novelty

39 Mix

40 Beam
41 Behold!

42 Cupid

44 Laymen

47 Inexpressible

51 Insect

52 Weary

53 Narrow, flat

board

54 Ordinance

55 Resorts

56 Theme
57 Bitter vetch

DOWN

1 Sly look

; ! Comfort

3 1 Comely

4 Barracuda

5 Evening
(poet.)

6 Deer's horn

7 Play on ukulele

8 Type of

investment

9 100.000
rupees

10 Hail!

11 Communist

17 Man's
nickname

19 Maiden loved

by Zeus

22 Joke (slang)

24 Pronoun

25 Solo

26 Pinochle term

27 Planet

28 Dillseed

29 Carton

30 Posed for

portrait

32 Decanters

33 Male

36 Chinese mile
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37 Crystalline

limestone

38 Peculiarity

40 Cook in oven

41 Note of scale

43 Music:
moderately
loud (abbr.)

44 Latvian

45 Rip

46 Evergreen
shrub (pi.)

47 Possessive
pronoun

48 Pinch

49 Period of time

50 Careless

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc

Bucks Select Erving In Draft
NEW YORK (AP) - The Portland Trail Blazers

selected relatively obscure LaRue Martin of Loyola

of Chicago as the No. 1 pick in the National Basketball

Association draft today.

Martin, a 6-10 center who averaged over 18 points

and almost 16 rebounds a game in three years with a

losing team, was the surprise top choice as the NBA
made its annual picks of the nation's college talent.

The Trail Blazers, sorely in need of a big man,

considered Martin the best center in the country after

Marquette's Jim Chones, who signed earlier this year

with the New York Nets of the American Basketball

Association.

The Buffalo Braves, drafting No. 2, selected Robert

McAdoo of North Carolina, despite learning that the

Tar Heels' forward-center already had signed with

the Virginia Squires of the rival American Basketball

Association.

Dwight Davis, the University of Houston's high

powered forward, was chosen by Cleveland as the No.

3 draft pick.

Phoenix, selecting fourth after a trade with Detroit

Saturday, grabbed Corky Calhoun, Penn's 6-foot-7

forward-guard.

The Philadelphia 76ers had the No. 5 choice and

picked 6-2 Freddie Boyd of Oregon State.

The Milwaukee Bucks, who got Houston's first-

round choice, went for Russell Lee of Marshall.

The Seattle SuperSonics then took Bud Stallworth

of Kansas and the New York Knicks drafted South

Carolina Ail-American forward Tom Riker as the

league's No. 8 choice.

Detroit picked Bob Nash, the center-forward from

the University of Hawaii.

The Boston Celtics chose Paul Westphal, the

Southern California guard.

The next two teams, Chicago and Milwaukee, went

for two ABA players. The Bulls selected Ralph

Simpson, the Michigan State star who left school

early to join the Denver Rockets as a hardship case.

Milwaukee grabbed Julius Erving, formerly of the

University of Massachusetts, who now is with the

Virginia Squires.

The Los Angeles Lakers closed out the first round

by selecting Travis Grant, the scoring leader of the

college division this season with Kentucky State.

Four teams missed out on first round selections

because they had made a hardship draft last season.

They were Cincinnati, Baltimore, Golden State and

Atlanta.
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KuhnUrged
To Intercede

< AP )-Striking baseball players joined the voices calling Monday for the

intervention of Commissioner Bowie Kuhn in the dispute after a startling

statement by Oakland owner Charles Finley that the strike "never should

have occurred in the first place."

The striking players issued a statement through the Major League

Baseball Players Association saying they were asking Kuhn to call a

meeting of the 24 club owners in New York because only five club owners

were holding up settlement of the strike.

it is clear," the statement said, "that the will of the majority of the

club owners to reach an appropriate settlement is being thwarted by five

members of the owners' 10-man Player Relations Committee who are

trying to prevent a meeting because they are now speaking only for a

minority."
. . . . .

The statement went on to say that the players association had proposed

a suitable compromise on the disputed pension issue that would be ac-

ceptable to the majority of the owners but that the "five hardliners" had

•thrown a road block by introducing a new and phony issue."

"The issue," continued the statement, "is whether the players will be

paid if the games already canceled are to be rescheduled. The players

association is not asking for back pay during the strike period, but does

take the position that players should be paid for additional games which

may be added to the schedule. .....
•As Charles O Finley stated today we believe resolving this problem

is simple: If the games lost by the strike are made up, the players should

be paid. If they aren't made up, then they should not be paid.

Finley in Chicago, moved to the forefront of the peace effort after a

morning-long meeting between the chief negotiators ended in

Washington without settlement.

Saying he and three other owners had changed their minds about tne

issues in the dispute over pension benefits, Finley called for Kuhn's in-

tervention to end the strike immediately with a compromise by both

sides. "It shouldn't be necessary for the President of the United States to

intervene," he said.

Nixon this past weekend personally directed federal mediation chief J.

Curtis Counts to see what he could do to bring about a settlement of the

strike that through Monday had seen 46 scheduled games called off.

The chief negotiators, Marvin Miller for the players and John Gaherin

for the owners, responded by appearing before Counts Monday morning.

The negotiators then returned to New York to continue their talks.

"As of this point, there is no agreement," said Counts. Said Miller: "I

can't say that I feel any closer to a settlement."

Miller is scheduled to meet here Tuesday with the 24 team player

representatives and their alternates. It had been reported that the owners

also would meet here Tuesday, but at the moment that meeting is sup-

posed to be up in the air because of the latest developments.

Cut Your Study
Time in Half

We Guarantee that we will Increase your

reading speed six times with equal or

greater comprehension or we will refund full

tuition. We teach you on your own

TEXT BOOKS.

There are no gimmicks! !

!

Call now to register

or for Free Demonstration
Collect 617-4780287

Darkley Wyekoff

Reading School Inc.

Lacrosse
Today marks the beginning of

"Lacrosse Week" at UMaSs.
This afternoon the stickers clash

with lacrosse powerhouse
Washington and Lee from Virginia.

Currently the opposition is un-

defeated and ranked 8th in the

country. Averaging 18 points a

game they boast a high scoring

offense This is the big inner

sectional game of the year. The
game is scheduled for 3 p.m. on the

field behind Boyden.
Holy Cross pays the Redmen a

visit tomorrow afternoon. Friday
night finds the Boston Lacrosse

Club here for an exhibition game
On Saturday Tufts comes for

collegiate competition.

Quite a week of lacrosse action,

the "Fastest Game on Foot".

Nichols Auto School
( Formerly Amherst Auto School)

34 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Driver Education Class
New Clatt Begin* April 10th

Masonic Building Amherst

SAVE ON INSURANCEI REGISTER NOW
Tel. 254-4044

WMPIRG NEEDS STUDENTS, FACULTY

BE WMPIRG
WMPIRG is an experiment in education and the

potential of this school. It seeks to provide

students with an organized program of

university CREDIT for supervised work

relating to one or more of the following goals:

1. formal research directed towards perceived

injustices or specific areas of interest where

there is a where there is a need or desire for

information (includes physical and social

sciences)

2. knowledge of the realities of rural and urban

communities and organizations through direct

experience

3. Action through mass education, community
organization, program development, product

development, and litigation and lobbying

through WMPIRG lawyers and staff.

The university community is urged to par-

ticipate in this new set of tools.

Meeting Tonight

T p.m.

Room 163 Campus Contor

If you are unable to attend

stop by the WMPIRG office in room 122 Campus Center and

leave information.
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Redmen Whitewash Tufts, 8-0
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BvMDC STAFF
Pitching is supposed to be one of the baseball

Redmens biggest assets this season, and it was

perfectly true as the UMass baseball team opened its

northern season with a very impressive 8-0 blanking

of Tufts University at Tufts yesterday afternoon.

John Olson opened on the mound for the Redmen

and left the game seven innings later after hurling

four-hit shutout baU and issuing no walks while

striking out nine. Tom White mopped up for UMass,

pitching the last two frames and striking out two.

Whitey also gave up no walks.

Ed McMahon, the sophomore shortstop, had a

brilliant game offensively and defensively for the

Redmen. McMahon was in the middle of a super 4-6-3

double play and also had three hits and four RBI's on

the afternoon. One of those hits was a bases loaded

double that drove in two runs.

Co-captain Brian Martin also had three hits for

UMass which registered nine total hits.

The Redmen were frustrated for the first four in-

nings by the "junk" of Tufts' starter Gary Fox. Fox

babbled UMass with a slow curve until the Redmen
batters adapted to the slow stuff and got to him.

*****

Olson had an incredible third inning, setting down

Tufts on 10 pitches while striking out the side.

UMass is now 4-0 on the year.

BKI W M VKTIN IS SHOWN scoring one of 25 runs the Redmen scored last year against Tufts when

theTwo trams met at I Mass. The Jumbos have proven no problem offensively or defensively to coach

M***^" men as the> have been outscored 33-0 by the Redmen in the last two seasons. (MDC

photo b> t.arv Slickman)

UMass (and MacPherson)

Attracts Some Talent

Bn IABLE BAKROLL
When head football coach Dick MacPherson first

came to UMass, he was a man with a mission: to get

the best high school football players in Massachusetts

to attend their own state university.

Too many were leaving the area Of if not they were

going to Boston College and the New England Ivy's.

The migration to these schools has continued. It's no

picnic competing with the B.C.'s. the West Virginia's

and the Notre Dame's.

But, inroads have been made by MacPherson Me

has kept to his word and instead of a Billy Wolfe

(from Winchester), the best high school player in the

state, going to Cornell he is attending UMass next

year. 4 .

MacPherson is doggedly competing against these

M-hooIs. But he divorces any notion that it's himself

and his staff that are getting these players.

Instead it's the University of Massachusetts that s

getting these young men. Period

"The day that I think that it's me," Mac says, "I m
in real trouble.

I chose to come here because it's a great school,

the community is great and this is a great state we

live in The students here are my type of people. I love

them all. . .

Tm firmly convinced that the students love it.

They're extremely loyal to it. Parents who have

children here aren't concerned about UMass. It's the

people who are thinking about sending their children

here who are concerned because of the bad things

they hear. ^ ._
"When our prospects are on campus we have them

talk to the students. They're the ones who sell it. And

for this reason we narrow our recruiting to people

who know somebody here."

It just so happens that in a year when high school

blue chippers in this state are not commodities on the

college market there are many who know people at

UMass.
MacPherson has parlayed this with the overall

cooperation he's received from the administration

and faculty to bring into UMass the finest incoming

freshman group in recent yeas.

"If we have success,'' he says, "it's because there s

a lot of people responsible for it. There is a spirit of

cooperation here and their help is appreciated/'

He points to Dean Tunis and his admissions staff; to

registrar Ralph Johnson and Lyn Santmen in ad-

missions; to Mr Shillings in class scheduling; to Bill

l,ane and Ev Johason in the Alumni Office, and to

Msgr. Power and Father Quigley at the Newman

Center.

"The administration of this university (Chancellor

Bromery, President Wood, then Chancellor Oswald

Tippo.etal) have asked a man to do a job," Mac said,

"and they have given him the tools to do the job

with

The only request from the head coach is that four

years pass before he is judged. At that time, he will

have recruited the entire team that is on the field. "It

takes a coach this long to get his type of program,'' he

emphasizes
Now, why does Bill Wolfe want to attend UMass 9

Why does the best high school fullback in the state.

Gary Alger from Holliston. decide to become a

Redman'' How is the football program able to get

Dennis Barbato an all-scholastic tackle from Boston

Tech''

MacPherson relates how these young men were

convinced that UMass was the place for them as

follows

"Billy Wolfe's brother loves it here. He wants to be

a veterinarian. Cornell is a great school in this field.

But Dr. Russell Smith of the Pre-Vet department

knows his grandfather who's an animal husbandry

professor at UNH. Through this closeness Bobby was

convinced that he could get a great pre-vet education

here.

"Professor Donald Junkms of English and

Professor Howard Ziff of Journalism convinced Gary

Alger (61. 230 lbs.) that if he wants to be a writer this

is the place to be.

"Dennis Barbato is coming here because his

brother John graduated here and loved it. And Mr. Al

Rissley of Hotel and Business School convinced him

of the excellent education he can have in his chosen

field.''

It doesn't end here.

"The excellent baseball program under Dick

Bergquist enables us to get Jerry Mondalto an all-

scholastic running back from Amesbury. He wants to

play the best baseball in New England as well as

football. ... ,

•Willie Starks, a great quarterback out of

Springfield is coming here after very intensive

recruiting by the Ivy's because his brother is here in

the CCEBS program and is extremely happy.

•Lee Harriman from New Bedford admires

Clarence Brooks and Ray Bouchard (both Redmen

seniors) from New Bedford who are very happy as

student-athletes. And professor Parker Worthing and

Dean Pion have taken time to convince him of the

excellent business program here."

Different Team,

Different Sport,

Same Score
By SINCLAIR FOSTER

Rumors have it that AIC only has three tennis courts back home

in Springfield on which to practice. Which is really too bad because

another couple of courts and maybe they could have given UMass a

game But as it were, with the Redmen's top five players sitting it

out the netmen still shredded AIC to bits, walloping them 8-0, with

the' final match, that of first doubles, still in the balance as this

reporter headed for his typewriter. , .. . ^

To say that the match was no contest, would be absolutel>

correct With a sophomore and freshmen dominated lineup the

Redmen swept through the agles lineup, losing a mere ton games in

five singles matches.

At first singles was Robert Schpeiser, a freshmen, handling his

opponent in 6-2, 6-1 fashion. Duplicating the feat was another fresh-

man Mike Phillips, as he followed with a 6-2, 6-1 winning of his

own ' Then it was Lou Kessing. playing at third singles who

unraveled his opponent 6-0. 6-1. After Kessing's match Coach

Kosakowski approached him, and faining seriousness asked the

sophomore what had gone wrong in that second set, to which

Kessing replied in all seriousness, "I just lost my concentration.

Moving along to fourth, it's Mark Lundberg, another sophomore

who won the distinction of being first off the courts, as he handled

the visiting fourth singles man a 6-2, frO beating. Steve Donahue, a

freshman, made it 5-0 UMass, by sewing up his match 6-0, 6-1. Steve

Blanchette. of soccer fame, completed the whitewashing with a 7-5,

6-1 victory. And so on they went to the doubles.

Coach Kosakowski really wasn't too sure how good this AIC team

was thus he listed his regular three doubles teams for this match,

just in case something went wrong. But nothing did go wrong for

the six singles men. no. quite the opposite; and therefore the

doubles teams of Ted Donahue and Chris Coffin (at first doubles I

Steve Ferber and Fred Braley (at second doubles) and Mark Brass

and Schpeiser I at third doubles ) sat it out, and kept playing singles

against their doubles partners.

It was the team of Lundberg and Kessing who went the way of

first doubles, and that was the ninth match which was still un-

decided as the evening hours approached. The team of Blanchette

and Donahue won 6-2 and 6-3, while Schpeiser and Phillips whisked
j

bv 6-1, 6-0. , . _ .

From her on in. there are NO MORE season patsies. Coach

Kosakowski was more than pleased over the victory taken by his

numbers sixth through 11 men. and he looks forward to Friday s

home match vs. Vermont, as do his top five men who hope to open

their season on a successful note.
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Bruins, Rangers

Close For Kill
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Boston Bruins and New York

Rangers will be playing on their

home ice Tuesday night, seeking to

clinch playoff series against their

Canadian opponent as the National

Hockey League quarter-final

playoffs resume.

The Bruins and Rangers both

moved into position to clinch their

best-of-seven series by taking 3-1

iatlu. (Eollfgian

SPORTS
leads with Sunday victories,

Boston beating Toronto 5-4 and

New York defeating Montreal 6-4.

The Chicago Black Hawks,
meanwhile, wrapped up a four-

game sweep of Pittsburgh by

downing the Penguins 6-5 in

overtime and St. Louis evened its

series with Minnesota at two

victories each with a 3-2 triumph.

The Blues-North Stars series

also resumes Tuesday, at Min
nesota.

Despite their victory and
command lead, the Eastern

Division champion Bruins were

unhappy about their play.

I know for a fact that we can

improve," said winger Ken Hodge,

who scored two goals, including the

game-winner, against the Leafs.

The Rangers meanwhile,
weren't talking about im-

provement-or anything else-after

moving to within one victory of

eliminating the defending Stanley

Cup champion Canadiens.

"We have a game with them

Tuesday night and we'll just wait

and see," is the most that Ranger

Coach Emile Francis would say.

The Black Hawks clinched their

series with Pittsburgh just 12

seconds into overtime when Pit

Martin lost control of the puck, but

it ricocheted off the skate of Pitt-

sburgh defenseman Tim Horton

into the Penguins' net.

St. Louis beat the North Stars on

goals by Phil Roberto, Kevin

O'Shea and Barclay Plager.

Varsity M
The UMass Redmen Sports Luncheon will be at the Newman Center on

Wednesday April 12 at 12:15 p.m. getting out promptly at 1:15 p.m. The

program will be presented by the lacrosse staff; also door prize; plus

excellent food.

Everyone is invited, price of the luncheon is $1.50.
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Come now, it really

can't be all that bad
now, can it?
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Jeanette Rankin, the 91-year-old feminist speaks before the crowd last night in Herter 227. Ms.

Rankin favors the Preferential Presidential Voting Ballot rather than the way we vote now. The
audience she spoke to was predominantly made up of women. (Photo by Carl Nash)

On The Inside

:

WMPIRG Meeting
See page two

Minority Caucus Meeting
See page three

Vietnam '
\ Stabilized'

'

See page four

Wood Aide

Hits Governor's

Tuition Plan
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

Boston -A spokesman for UMass President Robert Wood's Office

lashed out yesterday against Gov. Sargent's proposed tuition legislation.

The spokesman in an interview said the governor's plans would force

students in the public sector of education to do the job that the state should

be doing in providing financial assistance.

The proposal bases tuition on the ability to pay as well as giving the

Board of Higher Education the power to set all tuition.

The bill is currently in the legislature's joint committee on education,

which is expected to make their report Friday.

Phil Lerner, one of the authors of the bill and a representative of the

governor's office, told the MDC that the committee is expected to report

out unfavorably on the bill, which would kill the legislation for the year.

The governor's legislation would allow 12,000 out of a possible 80,000

students presently in public education to attend tuition free, Lerner ad-

ded.

"Under the governor's proposal it is estimated that up to 40 per cent of

all students could have full or partial tuition assistance,'' said Lerner

"The proposal would set up separate scholarship funds for private and

public education," continued Lerner. "Any additional revenue produced

by changes in current tuition levels would go directly for education
."

The Wood spokesman-using the governor's own figures-said the

proposal would cost students an extra $7 to $12 million in tuition revenue

to meet the necessary monetary requirements set by the bill.

The spokesman estimated that this increase would mean a $400 to $600

average tuition for the majority of students, who on the most part would

come from families with middle-class incomes.

"The program emphasizes assistance for tuition, but the real financial

problems do not lie in the area of tuition," he added.

In a study of 85 colleges and universities-mostly public-UMass-

Amherst ranked 65 in tuition while ranking fourth in rents and fe<

On the ability to pay concept, the spokesman said that a plan of this

type is practically "fiscally impossible to administer."

The spokesman cited Michigan State as an example of an institution

that used the ability to pay concept He said Michigan quickly dropped

the plan for its inadequacies.

Lerner said, "that when the plan is implemented, the governor will

provide the necessary appropriations."

The spokesman said the governor has not shown this type of support in

the past.

This year the governor recommended that the Boaru of Higher

Education's $8 million scholarship budget -public education n rrently

receives 14 per cent—be cut to $4.5 million, he said.

Under the proposal, the spokesman stated that the governor would give

the entire recommended $4 5 million to private scholarship assistance

In other words, the governor would use state monies to aid private

education and would expect public students to raise their own scholarship

money while the state provides zero money, he said.

The state's record is clear said the spokesman, it is currently ranked

49th in providing aid for public education.

He said the idea of locking tuition to scholarship aid is not sound ap-

proach since the idea would be to raise tuition whenever extra money is

necessary for higher education.

Seymour Shapiro, a committee member and Nick Apostola.
Chairman of the Academic Affairs Committee, at last night's
meeting. The rhetoric requirement was discussed. (MDC photo by
Sieve Smith)
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The sisters of Sigma Delta Tau sing, as the UMass Amherst sororities presented their annual evening

of music last night in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Experts Discuss U.S. And Asia

By ETHEL HARRIS
Government and history experts debated relations

between Japan, China, and the United States in the

first of a series on "America and Asia: 1972." The

series, sponsored by the Department of Asian Studies

and the Division of Continuing Education at UMass
will continua for five more weeks.

Last night's topic, "Washington: The View From
Peking and Tokyo." was moderated by John M. Maki

of the UMass Department of Political Science

Professors Franklin Houn of the Government
Department and Richard Minear of the History

Department were the panelists.

Houn described the relations between the United

States and China as taking "a 180' turn". After 1949,

he said, the policy of the United States toward Japan

was one of isolation and "military strangulation".

This abruptly changed after Nixon's July 15 speech

announcing Kissinger's secret trip to Peking.

"Chinese leaders today are men of principle,"

Houn declared, stressing that the Chinese are not

concerned with tactical gains.

In regard to why the United States policy has

changed so drastically, Houn cited the military and

naval buildup of the Soviet Union while the United

States was involved in Vietnam. He also mentioned

American apprehension about Japanese growth, and

the possibility of ending the war in Indochina.

China did not respond to the United States in order

to get U.S. economic aid, Houn said. He dismissed

such a theory as "ridiculous", and pointed out that

foreign aid "always has strings attached."

Professor Minear stressed a "triangular ap-

proach" to relations with China and Japan. He cited

events before World War II to show that "trouble has

cropped up when we leaned toward the Chinese side

rather than the Japanese." Historically, the U.S. has

resisted Japanese growth; only after World War II

did the United States actually support Japan, Minear

said.

Minear cited recent events which have alienated

the Japanese from America. Chief among these were

the restrictions on textile imports, which comprise

only 2% to 3% of the American market; the ten per

cent surcharge and floating of the dollar on the world

market; the trip to Peking, made without even

consulting the Japanese, and the dismissal of the

present U.S. ambassador to Japan.

Citing a 1967 article in Foreign Affairs by Nixon

calling for "creative counterpressure" on Japan,

Minear pointed out that now the President is con-

cerned with the growing Japanese militarism. At this

time, presidential advisor Kissinger is scheduled for

a visit to Japan, but it may be cancelled because of

events in Indochina. This is one more indication,

Minear said, of our present lack of concern with

Japan.
Questions from the audience on cultural exchanges,

American studies in China, Japanese economics, and

Chinese-American relations followed.

Next week's topic in the series, to be held April 18,

is "Asia and America: Common Ecological

Problems."

24 Major Firms Accused Of Inflation

WASHINGTON <AP)
Preliminary government studies

indicate more than one-fifth of the

nation's largest businesses mav be

improperly inflating their profit

margins and risking price

rollbacks and court actions, of-

ficials said Tuesday.
Director Donald Rumsfeld of the

President's Cost of Living Council

said analysts have found ap-

parently illegal increases in profit

margins in 24 of 105 quarterly

reports studied so far.

This is almost 23 per cent, a

much higher rate of apparent

profit cheating than the 10 per cent

The Weather
It will be sunny today with a high

in the 50's. That's good. The winds

will be about 10-15 miles per hour.

Tonight it is going to rain. And it

will most probably rain tomorrow
also That is not very good. Spring

has its melancholy blues.

that had been indicated earlier.

Rumsfeld did not name the 24

firms involved, but an aide said

there is "a fairly good size name or

two in the group."

Quarterly reports are required of

all the roughly 2.400 businesses

that have more than $50 million in

yearly sales.

One of the Price Commission's
most basic rules limits the portion

of each sales dollar that goes to

profit. The ceiling is the average

that prevails during the best two of

the previous fiscal years.

Rumsfeld in remarks for a

meeting of the National Fuel Oil

Institute, said firms that inflate

their profit margins "run the risk

of being found in violation of the

stabilization program regulations

if they are unable to justifj their

reports."

Rumsfeld warned businessmen

to keep a close watch on their profit

margins to keep from getting in

trouble.

The profit margin ceiling applies

WMPIRG Discusses

Plans And Projects
By CAROL CHRISTIANSEN

The Western Mass. Public Interest Research Group met last night in

the Campus Center to discuss organizational plans and possible projects

for next year. About ten students and two faculty members attended the

The?? are at present 10-15 projects being undertaken by students. The

problems of poverty, food commodity programs and Federally-

sponsored school lunch programs are being investigated in several

western Massachusetts towns. M ^

A WMPIRG member said that much of this work done by students has

been successful and will need to be investigated further Proposals were

made last night to look into such areas as the pollution of natural

resources and the policies of local businesses. All attending the meeting

expressed a desire to transform their complaints into action.

WMPIRG is now loosely structured, but plans are being made for

tighter organization next year when funds will be available. In order for a

student to get his project funded, he will have to present it to his regional

caucus- the southern caucus concerns the Springfield area, the northern

caucus the UMass area, and the western caucus the Williams College

area The caucus wiU then present the project to the regional board,

which will decide if the project warrants further investigation and if

funding is practical. ,:-„.-, .

A WMPIRG spokesman stressed that an important part of WMPIRG is

the opportunity it can give students to see, first hand, problems such as

poverty pollution, and corruption, and to do something about them. The

solution'to these problems can begin with a student willing to devote the

time and energy necessary to investigate them.

WMPIRG will ask the Student Activities Committee of the Board of

Trustees Thursday to place WMPIRG s case on the agenda for discussion

during their monthly meeting later this month.

S. OfEd. Non-Minorities

Ask For Educational Forum

to all firms of whatever size, unless

they have been exempted from
price controls altogether.

Only those with $50 million or

more in annual sales are required

to file quarterly reports. Smaller

firms, accounting for roughly half

the nation's sales, are subject to

internal Revenue Service spot

checks.

Although profit margins are
limited, total profits are not. If

firms increase their sales they

may increase their total profit

even though their profit margins
on each dollar of sales is limited.

(School of EDI CATION
Non-Minority Caucus

Statement)

We. the non-minority caucus

supporting the legitimate right and

need for the Third World Caucus to

articulate new directions, values,

strategies and goals for the School

of Education
We recognize our responsibility

to share with the non-minority

community the philosophy and
rationale of this statement and to

bring before the non-minority
community the issues and facts

that need to be raised.

Therefore, the non-minority
caucus with the facilitation of the

Chairman of the Executive
Committee, has called an
education forum for non-

minorities. This meeting will be

WMUA
Campaign '72 is a new program

on WMUA which will provide an in-

depth look at the presidential race.

Each week, moderator Al Fein-

berg will have guests, often from
the Government Department, who
examine the campaigns of the

leading contenders and their

chances for gaining support as new
developments occur in the political

arena. Campaign '72 can be heard

on WMUA. 91.1 FM. Wednesday
nights at 7:30 p.m.

held only if the Third World Caucus
is still in session.

The specific issues which the

assembly will address are: 1)

assimilation versus pluralism, 2)

relationships between the ad-

ministration and students, 3)

administrating of Special

Programs, 4) personnel actions, 5)

strategies for mobilizing the

school's resources for effectively

combatting institutional racism.

The meeting will be held in either

the Campus Center or tudent Union
on Thursday, April 12. Specific

location will be available this af-

ternoon in the School of Education
and in the Student Union Thursday
morning

It is requested that all faculty

and students of the School of

Education attend.

Largest Selection

of

Pants 'N Jeans

mk\
dvp and ME A present

one of the nation's finest poets

Galway Kinnell
THURSDAY, APRIL 13

Hasbrouch 20

8: 30 p.m.

FRIDAY, APRIL 14

SBA 120

12: 15 p.m.

Poetry Reading
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Ms. Rankin Demands
Election Reform

By PAM HYJEK
Last night in Herter 227, Jeanette Rankin, a feminist of 91, urged

that the people take responsibility for the government, primarily

through the implementation of a Preferential Presidential Voting

Ballot.

Before a predominantly female crowd, Rankin said : "In America,

if we decide to get rid of tyranny, we must get rid of ourselves. So

we, the people, must take responsibility for what this government
does."

"All of you who can remember back as far as 1968 know of the

failure of political conventions to give the people what they want."

To prevent such failure, to make every vote count, Jeanette Rankin

suggests a Preferential Presidential Election system in which

people vote for a number of candidates according to preference as

first, second, third, etc.

A rotation system of the alphabetical order of names is also

proposed, to guard against giving the names appearing on the

beginning of the list an unfair advantage in every voting district.

This system of voting, according to Rankin, will allow anyone who
can secure a certain number of signatures, a place on the ballot,

and also will provide a means whereby the people nominate their

candidates.

Ms. Rankin noted that though women have been voting for fifty

years, they still don't know how to vote, so "I'm here to tell you

how." She then encouraged women to vote in women candidates,

especially to the House of Representatives, because that is "where

the people are supposed to be represented."

A male listener questioned her as to if she thought women in

politics would be more able to end war and violence than men. He

then cited the troubles in India and Pakistan, mentioning that

Golda Meir and Indira Ghandi held the reins of power in this part of

the world.

To this, Ms. Rankin declared that certainly no man would have

done any better, "I may be prejudiced."

Jeanette Rankin's aid, John Kirkley, at this point, took over to

clarify the proposal for a Preferential Presidential Election.

A woman commented criticizing Rankin's choice of Kirkley, a

white male, for assistant. Jeanette Rankin replied that she had

asked Kirkley to help her because she was highly impressed with

him, and to defer him would be unfair.

Kirkley supplemented this with a colorful explanation concluding

that he was formerly at the top and wanted to see what it was like to

be at the bottom.

At the end of the talk, there were buttons saying: "Governments

Make War" distributed to all.

Wood Says Cut Positions

Probably Restored
By NATHAN GORENSTEIN

President Wood announced last night that faculty positions cut from the

proposed UMass budget for fiscal '73 will probably be restored.

Wood said that he has been assured by House Speaker David Bartley

that the legislature will work towards restoring the faculty positions.

Wood termed the original cutting a misunderstanding that is being

rectified. One hundred faculty positions for the next academic year would

be opened if the budget cut is restored.

Asked whether the support services budget would be upped. Wood said

he could not speak with certainty, but hoped that the budget would be

restored to one degree or another. Faculty positions on the Boston and

Worcester campus would also be effected if the cuts are restored by the

legislature.

Wood appeared before the Senate Ways and Means Committee this

week to testify on the UMass budget. He expects that the budget will be

reported out this week.

Wood denied that University support for a $100 tuition hike was tied to

the probable restoration of the University budget. He said the University

felt that they had to move on the tuition question, "to some degree, though

we didn't like to."

The $100 increase will be spread across two >ears.

In another matter. Wood supported the University Year for Action "in

principle" but said he is awaiting a report on the programs activities

before deciding what form it will take next year. Wood also pointed out

that because the program is federally funded what the legislature does

will be a determining factor in here the program goes.

Five College Charter Flights

Summer 1972

1. Boston— London June 19— August 25 $205.00

2. Boston— Amsterdam June 19— August 25 $219.00

(I'. Mass. only)

3. Boston- Paris August 3 - 28 $301.00

Children under 12 years on Flight #3 cost $ 152.00.

Contact Director, International Programs, 239

Whitmore for information. 545-2710.

The Only Officially Authorized Five College Flights.

Minority Caucus Issues

Demand Continued Attendance
By BURVELL WILLIAMS

Yesterday, the Minority Caucus convened on a note

of urgency: one that concerned minority
organizations and individuals, especially from the

School of Education. The immediacy of the proposals

and issues that were discussed demands continued

attendance at the third meeting today, according to a

caucus spokesman, which will be held at the School of

Education Auditorium. Thus there will be greater

participation in making the structure and purpose of

the Minority Caucus viable, functional, and
progressive. Voting procedures for this purpose will

be conducted at the 2:00 p.m. session.

TheM i nor 1 1y Caucus continued procedures tofurther

clarify direction and strategy for confronting the

issues and problems at the School of Education.

Proposals and suggestions were forwarded from the

assembly to chairman William Tutman, who sub-

mitted the following summation about the caucus'

progress.

'The Third World Alliance will be the umbrella

body to represent the Minority Caucus within the

School of Education. A committee of the Third World
Alliance will be formed through decisions of the

Caucus at 2:00 p m. today

"This committee will become the operational agent

within the school to carry forth current and future

demands and concerns of minorities in the School of

Education.

At 9:30 today, there will be a meeting of the caucus

to discuss the details of the philosophy and structure

of the Third World Alliance so that there can be a

clear understanding of the operational design of the

alliance and the new committee."
Some feel that the motivation and energy of the

caucus, which will be entering its third day rf ac-

tivity, will be stimulated and crystallized with the

support of the Third World Alliance in addition to the

spirit within the caucus itself.

Some also feel that damaging or splitting efforts

could result within the caucus. However, it was
stressed at the caucus that the purportive com-
mitments of the Third World Alliance is intended for

minorities throughout the institution and that the

overall effort seriously includes the desires and in-

tentions of the committee and caucus.

Classes again are postponed at the School of

Education so that serious commitments can be made
by the minority community to support the efforts of

the Minority Caucus.

Debate On Rhetoric Continues
By HUGH OWEN

The pro's and con's of requiring

students to take two semesters of a

Rhetoric Course were discussed at

last night's Academic Affairs

Committee meeting. Elisa Camp-
bell, Michel Oren, Steve Smith and
Wayne Ude, graduate Teaching
Assistants from the Rhetoric
department, were on hand to an-

swer questions posed by Academic
Affairs members.
Agreeing that most students

dislike Rhetoric because they are

required to take it, Wayne Ude
expressed his opinion that these

students should be allowed to have
a say in what books they read and
perhaps instill in them an interest

in the course Acting on this idea he

Unlisted Phones

May Cost More

BOSTON AP - A bill to forbid

telephone companies from
charging extra for unlisted

telephone numbers has received a

favorable report from the

legislature's committee on
government regulations.

Rep. Robert B. Ambler, chair-

man of the committee, said

Monday the panel believed the

amount of revenue generated by

the special charges, which he s_.id

amounted to $2.4 million per year,

was disproportionate to the service

provided.

A spokesman for the telephone

industry had argued before the

committee that the charges for

unlisted telephones were
reasonable for the additional

operating expenses involved.

proposed that students be ap-

pointed to the textbook committee
which reviews all the books read in

the Rhetoric courses. The
Academic Committee then
motioned to appoint students to

this committee.
Another suggestion made at the

meeting was that course
descriptions for each Rhetoric

section be printed and distributed

among the students taking
Rhetoric. This would allow them to

choose the section they were in-

terested in a..d not be put into a

course at rancom as is done under
the present system.

The problem with having too

many students taking Rhetoric

was discussed also. At the present

time there are too many Rhetoric

sections and not enough teaching

assistants to handle all the sec-

tions. Next fall it is expected that

approximately 350 freshman will

not be able to take Rhetoric due to

this problem.
The question was also raised as

to what would happen to the

teaching assistants who now teach

Rhetoric if the requirement was

dropped. It was determined that

many would lose their jobs as

assistants and would not be able

financially to finish graduate
school. Whether the committee
was concerned with the un-

dergraduate students taking
Rhetoric or the graduate students

teaching Rhetoric was a question

raised in debate of this argument.
It was agreed by the committee,
nevertheless, that the concerns of

the graduate students as well as

those of the undergraduate
students should be taken into

consideration in discussing the

requirement.
As a last consideration the

graduate students proposed that as
long as Rhetoric is still a required

course then the students should

have a say in what the curriculum
of the course is and thus be able

to make it more interesting to the

students required to take Rhetoric.

These proposals and others were
discussed in full last night with no

definite action being taken toward

deciding whether or not to drop the

Rhetoric Requirement now.

Application! now being accoptod for the

Search Committee for a

Vice Chancellor for Student Affrs.

See Skip Casper in the Student Senate Office or leave a note in his

mailbox there.

Appointments to the committee will be made by the SGA
President by Wednesday, April 12.
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Pentagon Calls N.Viet Drive 'Stabilized'

WASHINGTON (AP) - Adm. Thomas H.

Moorer, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, said Tuesday the North Vietnamese

thrust into the South has been stabilized by

South Vietnamese forces.

"The South Vietnamese are in position,"

Moorer said, "and they are conducting

offensive thrusts against the enemy."
He said in the past 48 hours five of seven

offensive operations near the demilitarized

zone had been initiated by South Vietnamese

forces. Moorer and Secretary of Defense

Melvin R. Laird talked to newsmen briefly

outside a closed hearing of the House foreign

operations appropriations subcommittee.

Moorer said that with the new drive

across the DMZ Hanoi has 80 per cent of its

military forces outside its own country "and

they are tearing up Laos, tearing up

Cambodia, and tearing up Vietnam."

Neither man would predict prospects for

holding or turning back the North Viet-

namese drive across the DMZ but Moorer
said "The South Vietnamese are fighting

well" and are providing what he called

effective air support for themselves along

with that of U.S. planes and pilots.

Earlier in the day a Pentagon spokesman
said "we face several more weeks of major
engagements" in the North Vietnamese

offensive.

Spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim made this

prediction at a briefing in which he reported

the South Vietnamese army is doing "very

well" against invading regular North
Vietnamese forces.

At the same time, Friedheim once again

sought to knock down reports from various

places in the United States suggesting that

this country is preparing to recommit
ground troops to Vietnam.

He accused some groups of attempting to

sow confusion.

"I know of no alerts for the 82nd Airborne

Division or the 101st Division," Friedheim

said when pressed about rumors that these

two Army units are being prepared for

possible shipment back to Southeast Asia.

Meanwhile the U.S. air-naval buildup

continued behind a screen of official silence.

It was learned about 20 more B52 heavy

bombers had been ordered to Southeast

Asia. And other sources reported a squadron

of 18 Air Force F4 Phantom fighter-bombers

had been sent from Okinawa to the war
area.

The Senate heard a call for even more
pronounced U.S. military response to the

North Vietnamese offensive.

Sen. James L. Buckley, Con-R-N.Y., said

"The President must take some form of

dramatic action in order to finally convince

Hanoi that she cannot wait us out."

He suggested U.S. naval and logistics

support for South Vietnamese battlion-sized

amphibious assaults along the North

Vietnamese coast.

Buckley told the Senate also that Nixon
should reassess the Soviet part in the new
offensive and if this discloses "a positive

Soviet role," he Buckley would support a

decision by Nixon to postpone his May trip to

Moscow.
Assessing the battle situation, Friedheim

said things are relatively static in the sector

below the demilitarized zone and that

enemy activity in the military region near
Saigon is "in the nature of probes rather

than all-out attacks."

Reflecting growing official optimism,
Friedheim said reports reaching the Pen-
tagon indicate "a situation in which the

South Vietnamese forces appear to be doing
very well, inflicting casualties on the enemy
and destroying significant numbers of

tanks."

N. J. Congressman Indicted

NEWARK. ( AP) - Rep. Cornelius

E. Gallagher was named Tuesday
in a federal indictment charging

him with perjury, conspiracy and
evading more than $100,000 in

personal income taxes.

Gallagher. 61, a seven-term
congressman from Bayonne, N.J.,

also was charged with conspiring

with two former Jersey City of-

ficials, who were not indicted, to

conceal income of theirs in excess

of $326,000.

Gallagher is alleged to have used

$326,698 provided by the officials to

purchase for them, under fictitious

names, municipal bonds with a

value of $373,000 at maturity. He
also is alleged to have bought

$495,000 worth of bonds for himself

and later testifying falsely that the

purchases were not for his per-

sonal benefit.

The two unindicted cocon-

spirators, former Jersey City

Mayor Thomas J Whelan and
former City Council President

Thomas N. Flaherty, are serving

15-year jail terms at Lewisburg,

Pa., Penitentiary for extorting

money from contractors dealing

with the city. Five other city of-

ficials were convicted with them
The indictments contained four

In Brief...
Senate Votes Against War

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate refused Tuesday to vote

directly on a move to declare war on North Vietnam or to make a

proposed limitation on presidential war powers apply to the conflict

in Indochina.

The Senate then moved toward passage of the bill designed to

strengthen the hand of Congress in initiating hostilities, after

refusing to sidetrack the measure.
Acupuncture Intrigues Doctor

WASHINGTON (AP) — Acupuncture operations witnessed in

China have convinced President Nixon's personal physician "that

they have something very superior to our method of anesthesia."

Dr Walter R. Tkach said also "I think it would be great" if some
Chinese surgeons came to the next American medical Association

convention to demonstrate the insertion of long, thin needles into

the body to kill pain during surgery. Such an idea already has been

proposed by Dr. Wesley Mall, AMA president.

Whole Earth Catalog Wins Award
NEW YORK (AP) — "The Last Whole Earth Catalog: Access to

Tools," a hip, illustrated survival kit for living outside the

technological society, was given a National Book Award Tuesday

despite the resignation of a judge over its nomination.

The book, compiled by Stewart Brand, was named winner of the

first annual award in a new category, contemporary affairs.

counts of perjury for alleged lies to

the grand jury about bond pur

chases which Gallagher said were
not for his own benefit

The indictment was handed up
by a federal grand jury here

Friday and announced Tuesday by

Herbert J. Stern, the U.S. attorney

for New Jersey

Stern displayed at a news con-

ference a suitcase containing
approximately $350,000 in

municipal bonds that Stern said

Gallagher voluntarily turned over

to the grand jury on March 27.

The indictment quotes Gallagher

as testifying that he was holding

the money in trust for the

Democratic party of Hudson
County, his home district.

Gallagher, chairman of the

House subcommittee on invasion of

privacy, which is part of the

Foreign Affairs Committee, has

been ordered to appear for

arraignment in U.S. District Court

here April 21.

The liberal congressman was
thrust into the national spotlight in

1968 when Life magazine charged
he was "a man who time and again

has served as the tool and
collaborator of a Cosa Nostra

ganglord."
Gallagher denied Life's

allegations and handily won re-

election

Kleindienst Aide Defends

Decision Not To Fire Atty.
WASHINGTON (AP) One of

Acting Atty. Gen Richard G.

Kleindienst's top aides Tuesday
acknowledged improper behavior

by a U.S. attorney in San Diego but

defended Kleindienst's decision not

to fire the official.

Asst Atty Gen. Henry E
Petersen said he played a key role

in recommending that U.S. Atty.

Harry Steward be kept on the job.

At issue is a broad federal and
local investigation in 1970 into

bribery and political corruption

charges in San Diego, site of the

Republican National Convention

next August
As part of the investigation,

members of a federal Strike Force
Against Organized Crime issued a

subpoena to Frank Thorton, a vice

president of a San Diego ad-

vertising agency.

The strike force wanted Thorton

to testify before a federal grand
jury probing a $2,068 contribution

to President Nixon's election

campaign which they believed had
been tunneled through the ad-

vertising firm
The firm. Barnes-Champ Ad-

vertising Co. is owned by C. Ar-

nholt Smith, a friend and longtime

political supporter of President

Nixon
When Steward found out about

the subpoena. Petersen told a

Senate Judiciary Committee
hearing, Steward called members
of the strike force into his office

and complained that Thorton was
his friend.

"He (Steward) spoke very
candidly and said the subpoena
would generate too much
publicity." Petersen told the

committee which for over a month
has been reconsidering Klein-

dienst's nomination to be attorney

general.

Petersen quoted Steward as

saying Thorton "has been a good
friend of mine
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Defense attorney Leo Branton listens as Angela Davis talks as the two walk from court at San Jose.

(AP)

Davis Jury Hears The Shots
SAN JOSE. (AP) - The crack of

gunfire filled the tense Angela

Davis trial courtroom Tuesday as

the prosecutor played a tape

recording of the wild shootout two
years ago which took four lives.

The tape, inadvertently taken by

a state personnel consultant,

recorded more than a dozen quick,

slapping blasts fired during a

prisoner escape bid at the Marin

County Civic Center on Aug. 7,

1970 Miss Davis is accused of

plotting the escape.

Jurors hunched forward in their

chairs to listen intently to the

sounds, then several asked that it

be replayed and it was. The
shooting lasted exactly 19 seconds

The consultant. James Brown,

said he was a civic center office

interviewing a candidate for

employment and recording the

interview.

"We were interviewing along."

he testified, "and there was a loud

noise outside., then there was kind

of a slapping sound out on the

balcony and the window broke in

on the room we were in. We left

quite rapidly
"

In the rush, he said, he forgot to

turn the tape recorder off

When he returned to the room
later, he found "splattered lead

particles" which indicated gunfire

had broken the windows He also

found the tape which he said he

delivered to the sheriff.

Earlier, a San Quentin Prison

guard testified he fired at kid-

nappers holding hostages but in-

sisted that they shot at him first

Officer John Matthews said he

thinks he hit at least one of the

kidnappers in the Aug. 7, 1970,

Marin County courthouse escape
attempt.

Miss Davis, 28. a black
revolutionary charged with
murder, kidnap and conspiracy, is

also accused of providing guns for

the escape attempt in which a

judge and three others died.

A prosecutor crippled in the

shooting has testified that he shot

the same persons Matthews said he

shot at.

Matthews, who described
himself as an expert marksman in

charge of teaching others to shoot,

testified that upon hearing of the

kidnapping he rushed to the

courthouse with trainee officers in

his car and a pile of weapons in the

trunk.

Upon arrival. Matthews said he

spotted escaping San Quentin
convicts and an accomplice her-

ding hostages through a parking lot

into a van. He said he drove his car

into position as a roadblock, then

left it and crouched behind another

car with a high-powered carbine.

He said the van stopped, "two
weapons were pointed at me and
one or both of them were
discharged."

"I ducked and I came up firing,"

Matthews continued.

During an exchange of fire.

Matthews said, a hostage.
Prosecutor Gary Thomas, pushed
himself forward to the front

window and screamed, "Stop
firing, I'm hit!"

But the shooting from other

guards didn't stop. Matthews said,

until after he leaped to his feet and
ordered. "Cease firing."

Thomas, hit in the spine, was
paralyzed for life from the waist

down. He has testified he was hit

by gunfire from outside the van
The defense has sought to prove

that the San Quentin guards fired

first

Yablonski Killer Pleads Guilty

WASHINGTON. Pa. (AP) — Annette Gilly, codefendant in the 1969

slayings of United Mine Workers insurgent Joseph A. "Jock" Yablonski

and his wife and daughter, pleaded guilty to murder Tuesday and agreed

to turn state s evidence-perhaps against her own father.

The 31-year-old Cleveland housewife entered her plea before

Washington County Judge Charles G. Sweet in a crowded and heavily

guarded courtroom in this southwestern Pennsylvania community.
She also acknowledged that she had given the FBI a 22-page statement

detailing her knowledge of the killings. The statement was not released at

the proceeding, but there are indications it would be made public later

this week.

A federal grand jury in Pittsburgh was expected to consider issuing

indictments based on the statement within the week.

The Yablonskis were shot to death in their rural home in nearby

Clarksville Dec. 31, 1969.
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IRA Begins Building

Wall In Londonderry
BELFAST (AP)— - The Irish Republican Army began strengthening its

barricades around Londonderry's Roman Catholic Creggan district

Tuesday with the aim of building a miniature Berlin-style wall.

The guerrillas ordered tall concrete blocks topped by wire netting to

replace the present barriers of burnt-out cars, trucks and buses. Ad-

ditional watchtowers were also planned.

Indicating they were preparing for a long siege, the IRA man hauled

away the present debris scattered around the Creggan's perimeters and
marked out areas as playground for children.

The IRA guerrillas control the district and administer it and Lon-

donderry's bogside district as part of what they call Free Derry.

Martin McGuinness, the 21-year-old butcher's helper who is now
commander of the IRA nationalist Provisional wing in Londonderry,

ordered the changes intended to make Creggan more secure but more
livable for its 30,000 residents.

His move came despite a plea for peace from Londonderry's Citizens

Council, a moderate group seeking to promote civil rights for Catholics in

Northern Ireland.

McGuinness rejected the plea and instead prepared for trouble-

possibly with the British army, possibly with Protestant extremists. He
said the IRA would continue its campaign to drive British troops from

Northern Ireland and unite the mainly Protestant province with the Irish

republic.

Creggan and Bogside, and similar areas in Belfast, have their own
laws, defenses and administration-all operated by the IRA.

McGuinness, a fair-haired youth wanted by British police, revealed

himself as IRA commander for Londonderry at a televised news con-

ference Sunday within his Creggan sanctuary. He is one of the most

feared and wanted of the IRA Provisionals.

Apart from organizing the defense of Free Derry and directing assaults

on British troops, McGuinness metes out a rough justice to lawbreakers

inside Creggan in the absence of a regular police force.

The penalties range from tarring and feathering to bullet shots through

the legs. If the crime is serious enough the offender is executed.

Guerrillas continued their campaign of violence. IRA gunmen opened

up with machine guns on an army patrol approaching the Bogside.

Armed raiders snatched several thousand pounds in raids on three

British post offices in Northern Ireland. Police gave no information on the

raiders but such robberies have been an IRA method of obtaining funds.

Earthquake Strikes Iran
TEHRAN. Iran < aim Hundreds

of injured were rescued Tuesday
from the ruins left by a powerful

earthquake in southern Iran. The
death toll was estimated at 4,000.

Gen. Mohammed Fazeli,

director of rescue operations who
made the estimate, said at least 231

seriously injured had been flown to

hospitals from Qeer, one of the

hardest hit towns.

Reporters said several hundred
were rescued in the town of

Kazerun, near Qeer. They reported

a volcano at Kazerun began
erupting when the earthquake hit

Monday.
Thousands of rescue workers

swarmed through the area, about

560 miles south of Tehran Fazeli

reported the situation was "well

under control now."
The usual aftershocks of a big

quake still shook the area of

devastation. The Geophysics In-

stitute at Shiraz, about 100 miles

northwest of the quake zone, said

1,000 tremors had been felt since

the first big shock.

"But there is nothing left to be

ruined,'' a spokesman for the in-

stitute said.

In all, about 60 villages were
struck. Flooded rivers washed
away roads and bridges, making
rescue work difficult in some
areas.
Harry Koundakjian. Associated

Press photographer, visited Qeer.
and sent back this report from the

town where 5,000 Iranians once
lived:

The anguished moans of old men
and women, and cries of children

echoed through the ruins
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Congressman Silvio O. Conte, R-Mass.. discusses the Western
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group on the steps of the

Capitol building with Nick Apostola. a junior at I'Mass. Apostola was
one of several college students from Conte's First Congressional

District who visited here recently to talk with Massachusetts

congressmen about WMPIRG. Conte endorsed the stated aim of the

group, which is to work in various public interest fields, such as

consumerism, environmental control and others. The congressman
took no position on whatever methods WMPIRG adopts to raise funds

for its effort, but he pointed out that the issues the group want to

tackle coincide, in many cases, with those on which he has been

working for many years.

Credibility Gap
Applies To Germs

DALLAS, Tex. < \P)-A piece in

the paper the other day said some
researchers believe that all of

man's illnesses may be caused by
viruses These squiggly little

things may be the cause of such
problems as strokes, heart attacks,

cancer, arthritis, diabetes and
others

Any real old-timer would have
snorted at such fancy ideas Why.
he didn't even believe in germs,
which was the popular word back
before doctors invented viruses.

One of the more graphic
demonstrations of the total ab-

sence of germs occurred some
years ago when a young college

student of our acquaintance
warned her coughing grandpa to

stop it because he was spreading

germs.
The old-timer straightened up

from his spasm and glared at his

granddaughter.
Then he started stomping angrily

around the room, punching out

with his index finger, shouting at

her is that one? Did I punch one
of them with my finger! Where is a
germ'' Show me one!'

Which certainly convinced her
that^he germ theory of disease, as
it was called then, was a phony
theory -at least she didn't say
anything about it any more in the
presence of grandpa.
Old-timers in the frontier and

semifrontier West may not have

believed in germs but they had

Bank Robbed
DIGHTON. Mass. <AP> Two

men, one armed with a shotgun

and the other with a pistol, held up
the branch office of the United

National Bank on Spring Street

today, police said.

Officers said the two and a third

person escaped in a car later found

abandoned in Taunton. They said

the trio then fled in a second car.

The amount taken was not

determined immediately.

cures for every ailment known to

man or beast.

A doctor was several hours away
by wagon or buggy from most

farms and ranches, so you cured

yourself-or your mother forced a

cure down your throat.

Preventive medical measures

were the key to health on the

frontier

In too many cases, as far as

young people were concerned, this

prevention consisted of occasional

purges-calomel, castor oil and

certain patented drugs-when there

absoltely was no need of such

treatment.

Whether these measures really

helped is questionable But at least

they had a psychological effect and

nature herself is a great doctor,

anyway, and probably affected

cures despite frontier medicine's

interference

Study Shows Student Pessimism
Thirty per cent of college

students say they would rather live

in some other country than the

United States, according to a

foundation-sponsored survey of

collegians personal and political

attitudes.

The desire to leave the United

States-preferably for Australia,

Canada or Western Europe-
reflects an increasing belief among
students that American society is

"a sick society," a report on the

survey for the JDR 3d Fund said.

The report said the predominant
student mood abruptly shifted

from "personal despair and
depression" in 1970 to "confused

but not despairing" in 1971. Yet the

change, it asserted, did not mean
that students generally felt better

about the state of American
society.

"On the contrary," the report

said, "they are more uneasy and
worried than in 1970. Only a hand-

ful believe our national policies

will lead to peace or economic well-

being."

The report said the shift in mood
apparently stemmed from
students' having divorced their

concerns about the state of the

nation from their own personal

fate.

"Withdrawing emotional in-

volvement from social and
political matters," it said, "they

have channeled their feelings into

their own personal lives where
they experience more control, less

frustration and greater con-
tentment."

The survey was conducted last

spring by Daniel Yankelovich,

Inc., for the foundation named
after its founder John D.

Rockerfeller 3d A total of 1,244

students were interviewed on 50

campuses. Yankelovich carried

out a similar survey for the JDR 3d

Fund in 1970 and studied youth

attitudes for other sponsors in 1968

and 1969.

The new report entitled "The
Changing Values on Campus." said

that 1 of 10 students could be
classified as left radical. 2 as

conservative and 7 as holding

"mainstream views."

The latter students cite Vietnam,
pollution, poverty and prejudice as

"the main indicators that things

are not working well in the coun-

try," the report said

They do not believe that

American democracy or justice

functions evenhandedly or as

proposed in theory. They believe

that big business "really runs the

country" and that such major
institutions as political parties, the

military, the penal system and
business need "drastic reform

."

Nonetheless, the report said,

"mainstream" students retain

moderate political values, con

Students' International Meditation Society

presents

The Physiology Of
Consciousness

The physiological effects of transcendental meditation : a proposed

fourth major state of consciousness.

A LECTURE BY

JOSEPH CLARKE
Sims Regional Coordinator

onlight
SBA 120 8:00

demn the use of violence, regard

private property as inviolable,

believe business should make a

profit and hold that social change
should be achieved with in the

"system"—largely through
"someone else's" efforts.

In recent years, "the impression

has been created that changing

society, combating hypocrisy and
living rigidly by one's beliefs were
virtually universal characteristics

of today's college students," the

report added.

Yet these values "rank highly for

just one-third of the student body,"

it said, "and they are far less

general in their appeal" than such

values as friendship, privacy,

freedom of opinion, family and
nature.

Among other points made by the

report were the following:

—There has been "remarkably
little" shift in the size of the New
Left "core" on campus—13 percent

of students in 1969. 14 percent in

1970 and 11 per cent in 1971. In 1970,

two-thirds of all students thought

that campus radicalism would
continue to grow; in 1971, only one-

third thought so.

—Only 1 of 10 students believed

the Vietnam war would be over by

the 1972 Presidential election.

Nearly 90 per cent of the students

expect to vote in that election.

Allegiance to political parties bv

students of the erosion in

Democratic ranks.

Students are less and less

willing to fight wars for any
reason. "In 1971 there was only one

objective which even 50 per cent of

the students saw as justifying

going to war-counteracting
aggression. And even in this case

there was considerable decline

from a 64 per cent reading in 1968.

"

—The greatest single erosion of

relations to authority is in the

"boss" relationship. In 1968, 56

percent of the students "did not

mind the prospect of being bossed

around on the job; in 1971 the

figure was 36 peccent."

(Reprinted from the New York
Times)

INTO

FRANK D. LAWRENCE
INSURANCE AGENCY

177 Bridge St. Northampton

584-0164
Your CYCLE INSURANCE Headquarters.
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UMass
Fine

Arts

Council
Presents

The World Famous

AMADEUS STRING QUARTET
Performing works by Haydn, Beethoven and Tippett

Wednesday, April 19 - 8:00 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium (Stockbridge)

Reserved tick e t s; 1 2SHerter

Tel. 545-0202 |

Mother Jones: Crusader Of Human Rights
(LNS) — In 1899, a 16-year-old miner named John

Brophy who had been working in Pennsylvania's
central coal fields for six years met Mother Jones for

the first time. She was then a paid union organizer for

the United Mine Workers of America. "She came into

the mine one day and talked to us in our workplace in

the vernacular of the mines. How she got in I don't

know; probably just walked in and defied anyone to

stop her,'' he wrote in his autobiography.
Appalachian miners named her "Mother Jones".

She was born Mary Harris in Dublin, on May 1, 1830,

five years before her family moved to America where
her father had found work on the railway gangs. She

lived in various places in the United States and
Canada throughout her childhood, and in 1861 she
married Frank Jones, an iron molder, in Memphis,
Tennessee, and lived there for six years.

Mother Jones left Memphis after that, and moved
to Chicago to start a dressmaking shop near the

Knights of Labor Hall. When her shop burned in the

Chicago fire of 1871, she formalized her connections

with the Knights of Labor, and began a long career as

a labor organizer.

She participated in the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad strike in Pittsburgh in 1877. She was at the

Haymarket Riot in Chicago in 1886; in the Penn-

sylvania Anthracite strike, 1902; the founding of the

Industrial Workers of the World in 1905; the Ludlow,

Colorado Massacre in 1913; and finally, the nation-

wide steel strike in 1919.

A5 72 she led a march in Fairmont, West Virginia

where a miners' strike was going on. She was
arrested and sent to jail -not her first nor her last

arrest. That strike failed because all the organiziers

were put in jail, and it had no support outside the

area.

After her death, Marvin Pew, a journalist who met
her several times, described her this way:

"She was then (1902) nearly 70 years of age, with

figure so slight that I doubt if she would weigh 100

pounds, hair white as snow and skin deeply lined with

criss-cross wrinkles. But her little blue eyes, deep

and sparkling, told of mental vigor and dauntless

zeal.

"Sometimes a torrent of harsh language would flow

from the mouth of this old woman, in strange contrast

to her general appearance.

"When she was among friends and with plenty of

time to spare she could regale you with astonishing

stories, smacking of Irish wit, and invariably

carrying a point which illustrated her contempt of

rich and comfort-loving people who consciously or

unconsciously prey on the weak and poor."

One labor organizer said of her: "There was no
night too dark, no danger too great for her to face, if

in her judgment her boys' needed her, she could

permeate a group of strikers with more fight than
could any human being."

She lived to be a hundred years old, after a long life

of battling for workers', women's and children's

rights. When she died she asked to be buried along
side the graves of the Virden Martyrs, four coal

miners who were shot during a strike in 1898. "All

members and friends of organized labor" were in-

vited to the funeral.

ITT-Gold For GOP, Mercury For Workers
LYNN, Mass. (LNS) — Sixteen

workers at a lamp factory here

walked off their jobs in late

February when they discovered

they were being exposed to

potentially dangerous amounts of

mercury on the job.

The unsafe lamp plant belongs to

the International Telephone and
Telegraph Companv -the same ITT
which donated $400,000 for the 1972

Republican Convention in an ap-

parent deal to settle a government
antitrust suit

The dangerous side effects of

working with mercury have been

known for a long time In the past

mercury poisoning was an oc-

MOVING TO

A NEW
TOWN?

It's nice to know where

you're going to LIVE 1

And that's where we
come in. You see, we are

a part of a giant net-

work of relocation spe-

cialists called Inter-City

Relocation Service. When
you're being transferred

to another city, we'll sell

your home here and a

fellow-ICRS Realtor will

be ready, in your new
town, to show you just

the kind of home you're

looking for. When the

boss calls you in, caU

us up!

Just more of the kind of

service we're known for:

D H. JONES
Real Estate Agency

200 Triangle St.

Amherst, Mass.
413-549-3700

MEMBER OF

INTER-CITY RELOCATION SERVICE

, r
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cupational hazard of hat makers-
resulting in a "Mad Hatter syn-

drome" which is now known to be

mercury poisoning

Wherever mercury liquid is

present, unenclosed, at room
temperature, it releases harmful
mercury vapor into the air. People

who suffer from mercury
poisoning often have shaky hands,

arms or legs They can have
trouble sleeping at night, lose

weight and have mental problems.

Mercury damage to the brain and
kidney cannot be cured by any
known treatment.

Both ITT and the Massachusetts

Division of Occupational Hygiene
have known for several years that

urine tests on many workers in the

plant's fluorescent department
show illegally high levels of

mercury During this time, neither

the union < Teamsters Local 42 > nor

the employees were informed.

In May 1971. after the union ran

its own tests, the company made
two concessions It installed new
ventilation, but without the aid of

industrial hygienists trained to

reduce the danger It agreed to

give out test results on request, but

with no explanation Workers were
told, "Your mercury count is 0.05"

or "0 25" or "not high".

In early February of this year,

one woman in the fluorescent

department was told she would be

transferred to another job-no
reason given, as usual. This

woman had been seeing a doctor
for the past two weeks because her
hair had been falling out and she
had difficulty sleeping. The
company had also asked her for

two urine samples in quick suc-

cession.

She suspected she had been
switched because she had picked
up a dangerous amount of mer-
cury. The suspicion spread. Six-

teen women had private tests done
As they suspected, some of them
had mercury in their system above
the maximum safe level set by the

^tate.

When confronted, the company
nurse and personnel director
claimed there was no real danger,
and at any rate working conditions

were as good as they could make
them
The women felt their health was

more important than any job, and
refused to work until something
was done. Over a dozen women
stayed out for two weeks without

pay or other compensation; a few
stayed out longer.

While the women were striking,

the latest state test results
revealed that out of a sample of

workers in the fluorescent area,

fourteen had more than .15

milligrams of mercury per liter of

urine (the maximum safe
amount), and five had more than

50 mg
As a result of the walkout, the

.union negotiated another

SPRING HAS COME!

So Has Inspection Time.

Frank's Arco Service
(Official Inspection Station)

Rt. 116 NORTH AMHERST,
Between Cliffside and Campus

ARCO <>

Complete Tune ups

Minor Repairs

Emergency Service

Tel. 253-9063

Hrs. 7 A.M. — 9 P.M.

U-HAUL

Trucks and Trailers

Order now for

end of semester

moving

agreement with ITT. providing

mercury tests at any time on

demand, and an automatic tran-

sfer to a safer job for anyone with a

mercury count about .15 mg. No
retaliation was taken against the

women who walked out and they

did not have to return to work until

their mercury count returned to

the safe .15 mg. level However.
they did not get back their lost pay.

A group of union stewards and
workers from the fluorescent shop
( both the ones who had walked out

as well as ones who didn't) have
begun a campaign to force the

company to fix things up so that no
one gets too much mercury.
This group has demanded

cleaning up the shop, more
frequent tests with public results,

break time for employees to wash
up and eat outside the mercury
area, and a company policy of

informing new employees about
the mercury danger.
They also plan to get more in

formation themselves about
mercury dangers, and to get test

results directly from the state, not

through the company

UMass Fine Arts Council Presents

Great New Orleans Jazz

Thurs., April 13

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium
(Stockbridge Hall)

Unserved Tickets: IM l ndergrads S 1.50; Other Full-

Time Students |2.5«; I'M Faculty/Staff $3.00;

(ieneral Public $:i..">0

FINK ARTS COUNCIL. 125HERTER

TEL. 545-0202

Students arc required to show I.D.'s w/tickets at door
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New England

Residency Rule Up To Trustees
BOSTON (AP) — Atty. Gen.

Robert H. Quinn is leaving an
important question about student

voters up to the trustees of state

colleges and universities.

Quinn said Monday the striking

down of the state's six-month

residency requirement for new
voters would not "necessarily"

effect determination of a student's

legal residence.

The matter has bearing on

whether an out-of-state student,

registering to vote in his college

town, is therefore eligible for in-

state tuition.

Up to now, Quinn has maintained

that rulings pertaining to voting

have no bearing on other legal

aspects of domicile.

He said the effects of Monday's
U.S. District Court ruling

eliminating the current residency

requirement for voter registration

is that "any problems which might

confront prospective young voters

in terms of length of residency

were effectively erased."

The question on in-state or out-of-

state tuition has never been tested

in court by a student registering to

vote in this state, but still required

to pay the higher tuition.

But at the University of

Massachusetts alone, the state

could lose about $500,000 a year if

its approximately 2,500 out-of-state

students were allowed to pay in-

state tuition.

Blast Injures Students

WORCESTER. Mass. (AP) — An
explosion at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute in which two

sophomores suffered extensive

burns apparently was the result of

"a hobby project of some kind." a

school spokesman says.

The name of one student,

Stephen J. Engel, 19, of Hun
tington. NY., was carried on the

danger list at Boston City Hospital

Monday night and a hospital

spokesman said his condition was
poor.

The other student, Robert A.

Duris, 19. of Trumbull, Conn., also

on the danger list, was reported in

fair condition.

Duris suffered burns over 40 per

cent of his body, and Engel over 30

per cent.

Police said the blast occurred

Sunday as the students apparently

were mixing chemicals in the

workshop basement of Higgins

Hall, a dormitory-social center.

A Worcester Tech spokesman
said the students were engaged in a

private experiment "It was ap-

parently a personal project of

some kind and not an assigned

project," he said. He added the

building suffered minor damage.
Take Out Alice

STOCKBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —
There may be another genuine

"Alice's Restaurant," although it

will be limited to take-out service.

Alice May Brock, whose name
became folksong lore through the

Arlo Guthrie song and movie about

his misadventures here in 1965,

received a common victualer's

license from Stockbridge select-

men Monday night. She said she

plans to call the establishment

"Take Out Alice."

It will be located at a package

store.

Selectmen placed the restriction

that no food be consumed on the

premises.

Mrs. Brock, who went out of the

restaurant business after the

Guthrie movie, chose to stay in this

southern Berkshires town of some
2,500 residents, despite her fame.

In June 1970, Lenox selectmen

rejected her plans to open a

restaurant on the grounds of the

former Music Inn, because of fears

her name would attract hordes of

hippies.

Guthrie, 24, lives in the

Berkshires in the tiny mountain

town of Washington.

And the legendary "Officer

Obie," William J. Obanhein, Stock-

bridge police chief, still covers the

same beat he did on that

Thanksgiving Day in 1965 when he

arrested Arlo for littering, starting

what has become a saga to many
youths.

Propaganda Must be Approved
GREENFIELD. Mass. < AP) — A

self-described psychic, spiritual

counselor and bus driver was found

guilty of violating school at-

tendance laws by a Franklin

County Superior Court jury

Monday.
Elwood Babbitt. 50. of Warwick,

was charged with removing his 13

and 14-year-old boys from public

schools in Northfield last year and

failing to place them in approved

alternative education.

The two boys were found guilty

of being habitual truants.

Babbitt took the stand Monday
and said he had placed his children

in a free school in New Hampshire,

the Hidden Springs Community
School, a group of seven families

that combined talents to teach

their children.

He told Judge Samuel Levine

Good things come
in small packages. 1

Northampton Volkswagen

Rt. 5, King St., Northampton
Free Shuttlebus

Service for Amherst Customers
CaMM-am

9 to 9 Daily, til 5 Saturdays

CAMPERS
71 VW Camper one owner, sold and serviced by us Radio. Color-white

70 VW Camper one owner. Aux. gas heater. AM, FM Radio Pop Top.

Color-Red
70 Camper Radio. Color-white

70 Camper Pop Top. Radio. Color-red

48 Camper. Radio. Color-white. A very good buy.
BUSES

71 VW Bus one owner, 7 passenger. Radio Color-Yellow

71 VW Bus 7 passenger with sun roof. Radio. Color-blue

70 VW Bus 9 passenger radio. Color-red

70 VW Kombi with radio. Color-red

70 VW Bus 7 passenger. One owner bus with radio. Color-green.

49 VW Bus 9 passenger. Radio. Color-beige.

at VW Bus 7 passenger. Radio. Color-yellow.

47 VW Bus 7 passenger Deluxe. Radio. Oreen. A real cream puff I

44 VW Bus 7 passenger. Radio, 44,000 orig. miles. Color-blue. Another

real beauty I

43 VW Bus 7 passenger with radio. A good buy for the price)

that geography lessons centered

around watching National

Geographic specials on television

and history included study of the

Indian burial grounds in the locale.

Judge Levine scheduled
disposition for today.

MacLaine On McGovern
NORTHAMPTON. Mass. (AP)

—- Actress Shirley MacLaine said

Monday she thinks the grass roots

are for Sen. George S. McGovern,
DSD.
"America has a chance to elect a

real hero," Miss MacLaine told a

turn-away crowd at Smith College,

as she continued her campaigning

for McGovern. "He'll make you

feel better when you wake up in the

morning and know he's in the

White House."
Predicting a 50-50 chance of

McGovern winning a first ballot

victory as Democratic presidential

nomineeat the Democratic National
Convention, Miss MacLaine said

she has gained more respect for

the public during her campaigning.

But she added, "I don't like

politics," and said she has no

desire to go any further than

serving as a McGovern delegate

from California until he's

president," she said, noting that

she is not making movies or ap-

pearing on television until the

elections are over.

Frank Looks Up
LONGMEADOW. Mass. (AP) —

Gov. Francis W. Sargent said

Monday he is willing to head
President Nixon's re-election

campaign in Massachusetts, if he

is asked.

"I would expect I'd be likely to

be asked to serve in some
capacity," the governor said. "I'd

be anxious to help. Although...

I

come from a state where he has not

fared well, I personally support his

vigorous measures of the past

year," he said.

Sargent was here to swear in

Atty. George C. Keady. Jr.. as

*
*

o
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PACE IS SLOW- -The woods are lovely, dark and deep, but I have
promises to keep, and miles to go before I sleep." These lines by the

poet Robert Frost are recalled in this rural scene of tranquility as a

Lancaster County, Pa., farmer passes through a covered bridge.

(AP)

special justice of Springfield

District Court
Sargent also swore in Atty. Carlo

Tagliavin of Southwick as clerk of

Westfield istrict Court.
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ANNOUNCING
NEW 1972-1973
Teacher Preparation Programs

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THEM,
REMOVE THIS SHEET — ALL 4 PAGES
„&*MAKE OWN INFORMATION BOOKLET

SAVE THIS SCHEDULE.
TOO. USE IT TOMOR-
ROW AND NEXT WEEK

After you have read your

booklet from front to back,

you will have an idea of

which programs interest you.

To learn more about them,

attend special presentations

listed in the adjacent schedule.

Note that presentations

and next Tuesday, April 18th.

take place tomorrow, April 13th,

PROGRAM OATC TIMS PLACK PRESENTER

Overview of AM
Programs by TPPC

4713

4/13

4/11

2 PM
7 PM
9 AM

Camp Ctr. Rm 163 4

Camp Ctr. Rm 163 4

Sch Ed Auditorium

R. Clark

and
Staff

Special Education 4/18 10 AM Sch Ed /Room 128 Or. Goodman

Omnibus Program 4/11

4/11

10 AM
12 Noon

Sch Ed Room 219 Dorcas Miller

Larry Linker

Method* Potpourri

Program Component
4/11 10 AM Sch Ed Room 128 Spike Paranya

Media Specialists

for the Deaf

4/11 11 AM Sch Ed /Cafeteria Anita Largent

11 Plus Project 4/11

4,20

I PM
II AM

Marks Meadow Library

Sch Ed /Room 226

Nai French

Reading Specialist 4/11 11 AM Lewis House/Rec Room Barnes Boffey

Bilingual Bicultural

Program Component
4/11 12 Noon Sch Ed - Room 226 Henry Casso

Off Campus Mass 4/11 12 Noon Sch Ed /Room 128 Joe Fallo

Off Campus Program 4/ IS 1 PM Sch Ed /Room 228 Bill Byxbee

Cooperative Ed 4/18 1 PM Sch. Ed /Room 128 Hruska 8. Staff

TheMETEP Program 4/18 1 PM Sch. Ed. /Auditorium Mason Bunker

Alternative Schools 4/18 1 PM Sch Ed Room 226 Kurt Wolff

Amherst Elementary 4/18 2 PM Sch Ed /Auditorium Flight, Blackmer 8,

Amherst School Personnel

Vineyard Intern 4/18 2 PM Sch. Ed Room 128 J Daube Supt., Martha's Vineyard

Urban Education 4 18 2 PM Sch Ed /Room 228 Sharon Chambers

Future Studies

4/19

4/30

4/18

3 PM
2 PM
3 PM Leach House Lounge Ken Hoagland/Paul Burnim

Mark's Meadow 4/18 3 PM Sch Ed. /Auditorium M. Greenebaum & Students

infernational Ed. 4/18 3 PM Sch Ed/Room 128 Urch, Johnson, Tjitendero

Explorations! 4/18 4 PM Sch Ed /Room 128 Marsha and Jeff Forest

Horizons BDIC 4/18 4 PM Sch Ed./Auditorium Bob Burns, Ken Huggins

Science 4/18 4 PM Sch Ed /Auditorium Verne Thelen

Math 4/18 4 PM Sch Ed /Auditorium Peter Garau

English 4/18 4 PM Sch. Ed /Auditorium Patrick Sullivan

Social Sfudies 4/18 4 PM Sch. Ed /Auditorium Phil Woodruff

S.H.P (Foundations) 4/18 5 PM Sch Ed /Room 122 Mike Minor S. Students

Education in Community
Service (ECS)

4/18 5 PM

«

Montague House Attic ECS Staff
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Color Blind
Collection of parking fines has commenced under the

auspices and direction of the student attorney general. It

wouldn't be difficult to prove that the present parking

system discriminates against the student, and favors the

faculty and the staff. Not only are students assigned the

parking lots furthest from campus, but these areas are

generally inferior and in unsatisfactory condition.

Stickers, red for the faculty and staff, blue for students are

given out creating a situation obviously discriminatory.

For how many cars with a red faculty-staff sticker are

ticketed for parking in unassigned lots? How many cars

with a blue student parking sticker, parked in the wrong

area are ticketed? The point is hopefully apparent.

Students are getting a raw deal. If the present system of

assignment is to be continued, unfair as it may be,

students have the right to expect a non-discriminatory

sticker. A sticker which doesn't designate student or staff-

faculty, and which is uniform in size and color.

"How Are Things At The Jigsaw Puzzle Factory?"

Art Buchwald

Primary Results

WASHINGTON -One of the hardest things the

American people have to do for the next four months

is interpret the results of the Democratic presidential

primaries. The only thing that you can be sure of is

that they don't appear to be what you think they are.

This seems to be what is going on every time you

turn on the TV set:

"Sen. Edmund Muskie won the Lethargy State

primary today by 35.8%. This was considered by most

political observers here as a defeat for the Muskie

forces because they had predicted that their man
would win by at least 41.5%.

"Runner-up in Lethargy State was Sen. Hubert

Humphrey with 18.4% of the vote. Humphrey an-

nounced he had actually won the race because the

polls had given him only 15%. If it hadn't been for

what happened in Chicago in 1968,' Humphrey said, 'I

would have got 65% of the vote. ' He added, I am very

satisfied with the showing and the fact that so many

people are still behind me.'

"Sen. George McGovern got 9% of the vote, which

he said was a moral' victory for him, the sixth moral

victory for him, the sixth moral victory he has won

since the New Hampshire primary. He told reporters

that Muskie and Humphrey had failed to sustain any

drive in Lethargy State, and he suggested they both

drop out of the race.

"Mayor John Lindsay also received 9% of the vote,

which he said was enough to make him stay in. 'We

figured we would be lucky to get 5%,' Lindsay told his

supporters at a victory party in the Hotel Boredom.

Nine per cent is a triumph beyond our wildest

dreams. I accept this as proof that the people want

true political reform.'

"Gov. George Wallace of Alabama got 8% of the

votes, which he said makes him the only victor in the

state Mah 8% in a state which wouldn't put me on

the ballot in 1968 can only be seen as a victory for mah
stands on busing, bureaucracy and slavery. People

say that ah am running in the Democratic primaries

only so ah can run as President in a third party. Wal,

ah want to tell those people something. When you get

8% of the vote in Lethargy State, there is no reason to

start a third party because ah'm the only winner the

Democrats have.'

"Sen. Henry Jackson got 5% of the vote, which he

said was much better than he had expected, con-

sidering the fact that no one in Lethargy State knows

who he is. 'I'm sure if they knew me,' Sen. Jackson

said, the results would have been different. But

despite my showing here, I still will not reveal the

names of the people who have donated to my cam-

paign. The issue of this election is trust, and the

people who gave me money trust me."

"Former Sen. Eugene McCarthy came in with less

than 1% of the vote. When asked by our reporter how

he explained this, he said in surprise, T didn't even

know I was running in the primary.'

"Asked if he would still remain in the campaign,

McCarthy replied, Of course. I didn't get into politics

to read poetry.'

"So there you have it, ladies and gentlemen, the

results of the Lethargy State primary. As we see it

here in central control, this has been a major defeat

for Humphrey since he came in second, George

McGovern and John Lindsay by not improving their

percentages are still holding their own, Gov. George

Wallace refuses to start a third party yet, Scoop

Jackson by getting 5% of the vote is beginning to

make people sit up and take notice and Gene Mc-

Carthy with less than 1% of the vote seems to have

come out of this primary a sure winner."

Copyright 1972. Los Angeles Times.

Russell Baker

The Death Of Rasputin
WASHINGTON — It was difficult to assassinate

Rasputin, as the many readers of "Nicholas and

Alexandra," among others, can testify.

A group of "high noblemen," according to the

World Book Encyclopedia, decided that the

assassination was necessary because Rasputin,

although he "had common sense," was "selfish,

greedy and dissolute." They invited him to a palatial

residence in St. Petersburg and served him poisoned

tea.

Rasputin was not deleteriously affected.

SEVERAL of the attending princes held a hurriedly

called conference. They had read about hurriedly

called conferences being held at the White House

whenever Presidents had a nasty crisis; as princes,

they felt more entitled to hold hurriedly called con-

ferences than Presidents, but had never had a pretext

for holding one.

Rasputin's failure to respond fatally to the poisoned

tea seemed the ideal pretext. The conference was

held in a billiard room while several other princes sat

in the library with Rasputin, who was imbibing his

third glass of poisoned tea and dilating sentimentally

upon summer nights of his childhood when he had

caught lightning bugs on the steppes of Russia.

The conferees, realizing that poison was coun-

terproductive, decided to use cigarettes on Rasputin.

(HiARETTES did not do the job. In fact, cigarettes

seemed to strengthen Rasputin. After chain-smoking

the first three packs, he called for more poisoned tea.

Prince Llskozhky, meeting with assassination

experts in the kitchen, accepted their proposal to

raise Rasputin's cholesterol to a lethal density and

induce a heart attack.

Accordingly, Rasputin was quickly served four

fried eggs, a rack of pork chops and a tureen of gravy.

"What a nice surprise!" Rasputin said when the

prince placed the food before him. As he examined

the meal, however, his smile faded in disap-

pointment.

"COULD I have some toast on the side," he said.

"Swimming in thick, rich butter."

Baron Boyer-Sevitzky, watching behind the

screen, saw Rasputin finish his meal, heard him call

for some more pork gravy and buttered toast, wat-

ched him finish another pack of cigarettes and

another glass of poisoned tea, and thought -as he later

told historians -that Rasputin was getting healthier

with each lethal ingestion.

Incensed at the injustice of a world in which the

strong and the noble and the people who hated

selfishness, greed and dissolution could not ex-

peditiously dispose of a raffish nuisance, Baron

Boyer-Sevitzky rushed up on Rasputin and stabbed

him several times in the vital organs.

RASPUTIN frowned and said to Colonel Klopotsky,

one of his noble hosts, "I hate to seem like a poor

guest, but I should very much like to have two more

fried eggs and some band-aids."

"Can't you take a hint?" Col. Klopotsky replied.

Simultaneously, he drew his pistol and fired it

several times into Rasputin. Rasputin fell to the floor,

apparently dead. Prince Kurilonsky said, "Whew!"
which is the Russian equivalent of, "I think there's a

light at the end of the tunnel."

While the noblemen were toasting their victory in

caviar, however, Rasputin rose on one elbow and said

he would appreciate it if someone could find him one

more pork chop somewhere in the kitchen.

THE NOBLEMEN fell upon him with clubs and

beat him until he seemed lifeless.

They then dragged him outside-the temperature

was 70 degrees below zero, fahrenheit -and left the

body in the blizzard. As they were re-entering the

palace, they were startled to hear Rasputin speak to

them.
"A little more of that tea would taste mighty good

on a night like this," he called.

In a group, they lifted him from the snow, shot him
several more times, carried him to the river and

threw him in among the ice floes.

"NEXT TIME." shouted Rasputin, as he was
coming up for the eleventh time, "I am not going to be

so quick to overlook bad manners."
As he waded out of the river on the far side,

hungering for another cigarette, his mouth set for a

restorative plate of fried eggs, a whole squadron of

nobles bombed him from 30,000 feet.

Rasputin's dying words were heard only the light of

the cold Northern Star. "Something I did," he said,

"must have made me a threat to the national security

of the United tates."

Reprinted from the N.Y. Times 4/11/72.

'WHATEVER HAPPENED TO LAW-'N'-ORDE* AS AN ISSUE?

Letters To The Editor

Where Does Index Stand?

To the Editor:

The University of Massachusetts INDEX is on trial

for its life. Several weeks ago the Budgets Committee

of the Student Senate reduced the 1973 budget to one

dollar. And there's not much you can do with one

dollar.

Tonight the budget goes up for reconsideration

before the entire Senate, and the fate of the yearbook

will be decided upon then. Do those en or fifteen of

you who are reading this want a book next year? It's

one of the few things that everyone really gets out of

their student tax.

The major argument against the proposed '73

budget by those Masters of Ambiguity was something

to the effect that the INDEX staff had failed to hold

up to its promise to present a "radical change" in its

proposal. The "radical" seems clear enough. It in-

dicates "relevence" to certain people. Unless

something is radical, how in hell can it be relevent?

But it was never quite clear to us what kind of

"change" Senator Doran was referring to when he

amended the budget to one dollar.

Was it a budgetary change? A change in format? A
conceptual change?

If it was a radical change in budget they were

looking for, then I wish they had told us. After all, we

Whose Orders

To the Editor:

Would you go to a Free Concert in New York City

with the Rolling Stones? Will you go to save some

lives? So you wear your peace medallion and the

walls of your room are covered with posters and it's

right on man and sure you think the war is wrong, the

draft a down, but what are you doing? You're sitting

around while American planes and U.S. paid mer-

cenaries continue to slaughter for nothing. Not for

democracy, not for freedom, not for peace, but

because Nixon is out of touch with reality and doesn't

want to be the first president to lose a war. So think

for a minute, think of a broken torn body and of a

young man killed, visualize it, not numbers, but

"people who are loved the same way you love youc

friends and on April 22 take the day to go to New

York. The effect may be small but we can't afford not

to go. Will we be able to say that we didn't know what

was going on, that we were only following orders?

Nelson Sigelman

You Are Doomed

To the Editor:

I recently moved to near the UMass campus and

found a peaceful, trusting atmosphere. One which

makes you feel like this is a nice place for something

good and positive to happen. You feel comfortable

knowing that you can live pretty much the way you

want to around here with a minimum of paranoia

(depending on who you are.) You feel like unlocking

your door. ,, .....
It's unfortunate that some "person walked into

the house Monday afternoon and made the

inhabitants sad. Missing are a pile of silver dollars, a

pink piggy bank full of quarters, a camera, and my
personal stash. I only hope that the old Dr. Strange

adage holds true in this case; "You are doomed vde

doers of wrong."
Mark Majeski

only cut the budget by 45% in our proposal. We
presented two budgets to the committee. One was

For a three volume paperback with an optional

slipcase. The other was a standard hardbound book.

The tabs on both books were approximately $50,000.

With the paperback, however, this price would be

reduced to $35,000 simply by eliminating the slipcase.

Acceptance of this budget would mean a 45%

reduction of our current budget. It was made very

clear to the committee that the slipcase was optional.

Although it took several repetitions for them to grasp

this fact, we felt that we had finally succeeded.

If the Senate wants a change in format or concept,

then why don't they tell us? Do they want more color?

Less color? Magazine format? Newspaper format?

More pages? Less pages? A short biography of each

senator with accompanying pictures? Hot and cold

running water?

And what about the students themselves? If you

want an INDEX, then let us know. If you don't want

an INDEX then let us know. But for chrissakes, we

can't read your minds. Do you really exist. Student

Body? Let your senator know your feelings, and

maybe we'll get a true representation at tonight's

meeting.

It might be nice, too, if some students showed up at

the meeting. Let us know where you stand Let us

know where we stand.
Walt Sobzak

Editor-in-Chief

INDEX 72

Do The Impossible

Editorial Points
We can't help but think that

there has been some amount of

collusion between the UMass
administration and the

Legislature when it comes to

increasing tuition and
restoring faculty positions.

Those people committed to free

public higher education really

shouldn't compromise their

position.
*****

When will that $7,000 or more
missing from a Southwest
organization

and where?
ever show upl

*****

Will Sunday night's Student

Senate meeting be repeated

fonight for the benefit of those

who missed the earlier per-

formance? Or will the Senators

get down to some serious work
and finish the budgets? We
hope the latter.

*****

Never seen before furniture

( that which was bought for use

in the Campus Center) is now
on display in the S.U. art

gallery. Yes, it is the same
furniture for which students

paid and Marcel picked.
*****

Sometimes one's brainchild

grows into something you just

hadn't planned for and you
have to let it grown on its own,

or under new direction.

To the Editor.

On Monday evening, Associate Provost of Special

Programs, Robert Woodbury, came to the Orchard

Hill community to discuss the situation of Orchard

Hill in terms of their new Master/Dean position and in

regards to the Provost's Office general philosophy

concerning the Hill.

It was clearly evident that Woodbury, rather than

Gluckstern attended the meeting for two reasons. The

first being that it is Woodbury's job to catch flak from

groups like Orchard Hill. The second being that

Woodbury has relatively little policy-making power.

Because of this second reason, it was felt that very

little information would be realized from the meeting.

I was not disappointed in that respect.

The overwhelming question that arose during the

hour's discussion was one concerning the Provost's

Office view of Orchard Hill. It seems clearly evident

that when it is to the Administration's advantage to

label the Hill a department, it does. A case in point

concerns the Orchard Hill Personnel Committee. As a

department, the Hill must abide by the Morris Report

and, therefore, exist with an illegal and unrecognized

Personnel Committee. However, when it is to the

Administration's advantage, we are perceived as a

special program and therefore come under the

guiding leadership of Mssrs. Gluckstern, Woodbury,

and Co. When faced with this paradox at the

discussion, Woodbury chose to keep silent.

The Orchard Hill Community is tired of half-kept

promises, flak-catching middlemen, and an un-

defined shifting status. As a member of that com-

munity, I ask that the administration do the im-

possible and make a firm commitment to the Orchard

Hill Program in terms of definition, semi-autonomy,

and status within the University. If the Ad-

ministration is as truly interested in the general

welfare of Orchard Hill as their PR. men seem to

have us believing, then something should be done to

demonstrate their willingness to aid in the

development of Orchard Hill as a Residential College

Larry Hurwitz

We All Need Help
To the Editor:

"And if I need help I will tell you...HELP!"
"I want to work with you by my lone."

"You're the crabbiest teacher in the whole world."

"You're okay today." ->

"Fuck you!"
These are just a sample of the things said to me each day. I teach a

class for emotionally disturbed children in Charlemont, Mass., and I too

need HELP! ! ! I need an intern for next year, a MALE intern.

The class is small, only seven children. Everyone does what he can,

with little pressure to "perform at grade level". (Their ages range from 6

to 11. ) Their problems vary from severe withdrawal to severe acting out.

We try to provide an atmosphere filled with trust and love, one that will

teach them more than academics, because they demand so much more.

If you are interested, please call me in the evening at 369-4687. It won't

be easy and you'll often say, "What the hells the use?", but the

relationship you'll provide for many of these kids will be the best thing

that ever happened to them!!!
Cathy Jeswald

Survival Together
To the ditor:

Living in our society today is a matter of SURVIVAL, of dealing with

the stress and tension which comes from a world torn by killing, stealing,

cheating and plotting.

Survival means staving alive. It means finding a way to actively

participate in the natural forces of one's environment. It means being

alive with the realization that human interdependence and interaction is

an essential part of every individuals life. It means not getting buried in

a world of material things so that the sun rises and sets each day un-

noticed. It means driving along a turnpike and passing a billboard which

reads : YOU'VE GOT A LOT TO LIVE and knowing that Pepsi is not the

answer to realizing life. Survival means walking through the woods from

time to time, feeling in touch with one's self and good about life and

wanting to share it.

It means being in love with life and with people, and knowing that

survival together on planet Earth can mean man fully alive instead of

man dead.
Sister Ann F. Morgan

The Lord's Call
To the Editor:

All Righteous Ministers and prospective

members of the University (without walls) Con-

gregation are warmly invited to gather and

Ruminate upon the agenda here suggested by

the Much Reverend (and Momentary Bishop) Walgren,

to wit: -Necessary Evil Constitution for contin-

ued RSO status.

-Universal Life Raft in Campus Half-pond

-Spiritual Guidance for emerging local third

party, the Tea Party.

-Outrageous Deeds as their need becomes obvious

-Erotic Counseling Service and Office Space.

ULC Convocational Printed Prayer Number 1

Dear Lord of General Intuition,

We ask your Guidance

As the White (for peace)

And Gold (for prosperity)

Banner of the ULC
Rises over a New Era-
The Establishmentation

Of the local church

As a warm and wet fitted mother to us all.

We pray that we do not become smug and

Lackydazical

Within our cozy imminent Office, lush-chaired,

But rather that we seek

By appropriately fervid or leasurely means

To a iter or abolish the aspects of

The Establishment
Which are in such Dire Need of repair or

Replacement,
The establishment through whose door

We are slipping,

The same door of which we already have our foot in,

Our foot in a steel boot that the door will

Break upon should they slam it.

Dear Lord, Light all your candles

So we may see to perform tlie

The necessary operations upon the Monster

Whose belly we are Immutably Within

So to make him helathy and strong

And Loving.
Hellalooya, Amen.

Meeting to be held this Thursday at 7 :30 p.m.

in Campus Center Room 166 (downstairs off of

hallway) Otherwise call 253-3006 to participate.
Eric Walgren
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ISAVE $100...
WE'RE HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF OUR 6th "EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS" STORE. TO HELP

CELEBRATE WE'VE MADE DOZENS OF SPECIAL BUYS. SOME ARE NEW ITEMS, MANY ARE OUR MOST POPULAR

REGULAR ITEMS AT LOWER PRICES. STOP IN ANY OF OUR STORES THIS WEEK TO SEE WHY LAFAYETTE IS THE

LEADER IN SOUND ELECTRONICS IN THE NORTHEAST.

"WSSbb!
f^gggJ

A-CHoiinet

-sag
OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER ON THIS

FISHER TURNTABLE

*«tfSSS8S*
•*•'-.^MOmS*

(b..*C^Co^^

'129.95

14.95

14.95
Pickering CartrMflt N/C

302X

•BASE

• DUST COVER

^Cfl»u°#
'pr«c<»<on

Mff«. Lift *15985

,bU *•'

UFMfTtI»^

bop-'- _ _»«d Ao»o-

'369.9* ^
54.95 >

rcV^-sosp.-^ 119.80

,s. *«*••
70

ELECTROPHONIC PKT. 71

AM/FM 8 TRACK TAPE

ftO PIONEER SX-440

cfi5«&
The SK-440 has features for every member of the family.

Features that will give years and years of superb listening

pleasure.

SAVE $40 . .

.

CiD PIONEER SX-440

|44 WATT AM-FM Stereo Receiver

Reg. Price

189.95

Now.

N

SPEAKER

and GARRARD TURNTABLE
SALE - - - SAVE UP TO $35

MODEL 6 . . . OILED WALNUT RfG. SQQ95

FREE stand

HEAD PHONE

RECORD-TAPE

8 TRACK STEREO TAPE

PLAYER W/AM/FM RADIO

A*

BATTERY

ELECTRIC

CAR

RE6. 79.95

MODEL 17X . . . OILED WALNUT

# 21-4421W

DYNACO

SPEAKER SALE
MODEL A2S

REG.
$74.95

ELECTRO PHONIC 8 TRACK

TAPE DECK

• •

REG.

54.95

#24-0102W
#99-1 589W

Swingaway detachable speakers . . . Auto, program indicator lite . . . Push button Chan-

nel changer . . . separate volume & tone controls . . . Batteries & Cigarette liter adapter

included.

NOW
#21-2354W

Free Aluminum Cassette Library

Buy Three Memorex

3-C-90 Cassettes

at regular price

$2.99

LAFAYETTE 150 WATT AM/FM

RECEIVER
Reg. »259.95

8 TRACK CAR
TAPE PLAYER
REG.

49.95
29.95

^$&S*«•? %

#17-2754W

MEMOREX

EA.

Reproduction so true

it can shatter glass

*v ***

RAIN CHECK POLICY
LAFAYETTE GUARANTEES YOU A RAIN CHECK! If it was adver-

tised and during the Sale Period the item has been said out

(other than limited Quantity items) please leave an order wrtn

any Salesman and Lafayette will obtain the item for you at the

Sale Price, as quickly as possiblel

STEREO

HEAD PHONES
RIO.

am
7.95 3.98

COLOR TELEVISION

DEGAUSSER

Sale l
95

COUPON EXPIRES

4/17/72

I

I ! COUPON EXPIRES 4/1 7/72

I

I

REG. 2.95 99-40248
Safe and Easy to U*«

Sharpen* color Reception
I Mutl for Color TV Set» I

COUPON EXPIRES 4/1 ///Z_ ~
| I J

#99-9241 3W

"HA-7WT
WALKIE-

TALKIE

REG. 6.50

NOW

*5.50

RHAPSODY
9 VOLT

BATTERIES
TRANSISTOR TYPE

UNIVERSAL

AC ADAPTER
6-7-5-9 VOLT

A)D\OVOX

LIMIT 24- #99-6021 I
I

* . —WW-
I EXPIRES 4/17/72

AC CONVRTER

Mil *C-«

wuimv acmh.

4.95

iDYNASOUND BLANK
TRACK - SO MIN.

CARTRIDGES

«o. 0/099
#28-0299

EXPIRES 4/17/72

zmomw

8 TRACK
BLANK
8 TRACK
BLANK

11 I

I '

'' I

I I

I I

I I

I I

1 I

I I

I I

II
.J I.

LAFAYETTE Dwell Tachometer

rn Sale!

LAFAYETTE C-60 CASSETTE

RECORDING
TAPE

#11-0105

REG. 16.95

EXPIRES 4/17/72

- r

a

REG. 99'

49c

UFATITTI 20,000 OHMS

; PER VOLT
! MULTITESTER

I Sale $12
95

! REG.15.9S
#99-50825

I

I

#07-0075
EXPIRES 4/17/72

LAFAYETTE Deluxe Sol id-State Twin

Speaker Stereo AM/FM Table Radio

Sale 44*r
EXPIRES 4/17/72_#MOJ223_| JXfi*!5-4!1!/!2- ! 1 - ^3i-- ¥3*5.7?-

LAFAYETTE RADIO
ELECTRONICS cftwgtl

COLONIE

fltrthwey Mali

OPP.
SIARS-MACY'S

ife. 5, Albany

ALBANY

79

Centre! Ave.

TIL
442-9501

SCHENECTADY

141 Erie Blvd.

Tel. 3464111

GLENS FALLS

707

Meter Glen St.

It A.M. to 9 P.M.

Tel. 792-ttU

AMHERST, MASS.

15 E. Pleasant St.

549 1105
Moe.-Fri. 10-t

Set. 9-4

PITTSFIILD, MASS.

42 Summer St.

9 A.M te 5:30 PJUL Daily

There. 9 AJUL te 9 PM.
Tel. 499-1420
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Take A Deep Breath
BOSTON (AP)-More than 90 per

cent of most pesticides applied to

man's environment cannot be

accounted for, say scientists,

leading them to believe the toxic

material may still be drifting in the

atmosphere.
Two University of California

researchers said here Tuesday
these airborne pesticides may
decompose under various in-

fluences and confront man with yet

another irritating source of air

pollution.

Dr. Donald G. Crosby and
Kenneth W. Moilanen, of the

university's environmental
department at the Davis campus,

told the annual meeting of the

American Chemical Society that

one test they had conducted found

one pesticide decomposing into a

substance four times as toxic to

man.
"If decomposition does occur, it

is important to know what kind of

compounds pesticides are con-

verted to once they get into the

atmosphere,'' Moilanen said. "The

possibility exists that a

presumably safe pesticide could be

transformed to some other sub-

stance which would be harmful to

humans, or some other innocent

life form."
The possibility also exists, he

said, that most pesticide break-

downs in the atmosphere might be

nature's way of cleansing the

environment of harmful chemicals

by changing them into non-toxic

agents.

In any case, Crosby and

Moilanen said more research is

needed to determine what

unknown results may be occurring

as the result of continued

widespread use of pesticides.

The scientists said in a study that

they are conducting laboratory

experiments with a pesticide

called dieldrin in which they

simulate the conditions found in

the air.

Crosby said that with water,

simulated sunlight and oxygen,

dieldrin decomposes into photo-

dieldrin, a substance lour times as

toxic to mammals as dieldrin, but

which does not last long in the

environment.
These experiments and previous

research have proved that

ultraviolet light stimulates the

modification or breakdown of

pesticides, often by means of

reaction with oxygen.

The scientists are taking to the

field with their studies and say

they will collect air samples above

land after pesticides are applied.

The samples will be analyzed to

see if they produce the same
breakdown products as obtained in

laboratory experiments.

English Student Teachers

Face Screening Process

WEIGHKHWATCHERS.
Proudly announces the

OPENING
of classes at the

YMCA
286 Prospect Northampton, Matt.

THURSDAY evenings BEGINNING April 13

Time: 7:00 p.m.

First meeting: $6.00

Thereafter: $2.50 per week

By JUDY SHEFFIELD
When there are twice as many student teachers as

classrooms available, someone must decide who gets

left out.

In the case of English majors at UMass, the

selection process is supervised by Professor James
Leheny, chairman of the Department's Committee on

Teaching.
According to Professor Leheny, the Committee has

recently adopted a new selection process for

prospective student teachers.

In the past, the Department screened students on

the basis of courses taken, grades received, and

faculty recommendations. This year, all English

majors who wish to student each must, in addition,

submit a written application and be interviewed by

the Committee.
Chairman Leheny explained in a recent interview

that the new policy is an effort to more effectively

control "the number and quality of certified English

teachers graduating annually."

In view of the current job shortage, the English

Department this year plans to cut its student teacher

quota from 85 to 50. The cutback came in response to

a request from the School of Education.

Professor Leheny explained, "Our hope in cutting

back the number is not just to keep the surplus down.

SIMS Slide

Show Tonight

Faculty and students are invited

to attend a color slide presentation

entitled "The Physiology of

Consciousness" to be presented by

Joseph Clarke. East Coast Coor-

dinator of Students International

Meditation Society, tonight, at 8:00

in SBA 120.

Recent articles in Scientific

American magazine and The
Journal of the American Medical

\ssociation have brought out a new
concept in medical research.

Medical analyses of the

physiological effects of TM as

compared to other states of con-

sciousness indicate that an "inborn

response" is allowed to function

norma llv

Our principle motive is that we will be able to better

train the students we have. If we cut back the number

we will be able to make them more competitive on the

job market."
Each student will be interviewed by two Committee

members and a student who has completed practice

teaching. The interviewers will look for "students

with some spark of personality that would be par-

ticularly useful in a high school classroom," reported

Leheny, "rather than merely good grades."

Students should be notified of the Committee's

decision by the end of April.

The Committee on Teaching consists of Professors

James Leheny, Audrey Duckert, Thomas Ashton,

Gary Aho, Frederick Robinson, and Patrick Sullivan.

Professor Leheny recommended that students not

selected by the Committee go to the Placement Office

for information about job opportunities in fields

"other than teaching." He pointed out that teaching is

not the only career open to English graduates.

Chairman Leheny concluded, "We are concerned

with the quality of certified English teachers coming
out of the University of Massachusetts. We want
someone with a BA in English from UMass, certified

to teach, to be an attractive person to hire. You do

that by screening and preparing the students more
carefully

/
Special

the besi

i

+++*** Vieth Iipelli V
Volkswagen "bug" Tires \

S35.00

(MCk)
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\ J* Inspection Special . A
•* Please Present This Ad **
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PLAZA SHELL
"Dedicated to the Amherst Community"

A DMtte* 0<

The Corfisf* Moforcor Company, Inc.

PROFESSIONAL AMERICAN & FOREIGN CAR REPAIR

Amherst-Northampton Rood

Rte. 9 Amherst 253-9000

Open

24Hrs.

Room Choosing for Fall Semester, 1972

A. Residence Halls

During the week of April 17-21 residence hall room choosing will

be held for currently enrolled students desiring to reserve rooms for

the Fall Semester, 1972.

All students are required by University policy to reside on

campus unless they are:

1. Seniors

2. Married
3. Commuting from home within a 40 mile radius of Amherst

4. 21 years of age prior to the first official day of classes of the

semester in which the student intends to reside off-campus.

Special exemptions can be requested through the student's Area

Director. However, requests for special exemptions received after

noon, April 10, 1972, will not be considered for Fall term exemptions.

All students intending to return in the Fall and not covered by any

of the above exemptions must participate in room choosing and

occupy a residence hall room for the Fall Semester.

The following schedule will be followed during the week of April

17-21:

Tuesday, April 18 — Students intending to remain in the rooms in

which they are currently residing must sign up with their Heads of

Residence on this day.

Wednesday, April 19 — Students desiring to move to different

available space within the residence hall in which they are currently

residing must sign up with their Heads of Residence on this day.

Thursday, April 20 — Students desiring to move to a residence

hall different from the one in which they are currently residing must
sign up with the Heads of Residence of the residence halls to which
they desire to move on this day.

Friday, April 21 — Students currently residing off-campus who
desire to move to available space on campus must sign up with the

Heads of Residence of the residence halls to which they desire to

move on this day.

B. Students who are authorized and intend to reside off-campus must
notify the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore Building, of their intentions

during the week of April 17-21.

Room Security Deposit — If you plan to move off-campus or not to

return to school next Fall, you must notify the Housing Office of

your intentions before July 17, 1972, in order to be refunded your

deposit. Students who fail to make such notification by July 17 and

who fail to occupy a room in the Fall Semester will, unfortunately,

forfeit their Deposit. MAKE YOUR PLANS EARLY .

As students required to live in University housing are automatically

billed for room and board, students who move off-campus without

proper authorization will be billed for room and board

automatically. This bill will be due before students will be allowed

to register.

Students currently residing off campus and intending to remain off-

campus must notify the Housing Office of their intentions during the

week of April 17-21.

Your Head

Racial Feelings May Be Deeply Rooted
By DRS. McCASHIN

AND KLEIN
Q: "I need some advice-there are two black

guys on my corridor who do all sorts of

things just to annoy everybody else. Worst

of all, they play their stereo so loud that I

can hardly study in my own room.

Everytime I complain they make cracks

about my being a racist and even worse. Is it

racist to expect these people to behave

themselves in a civilized way?"

A: It is not necessarily "racist" to expect

people to relate to one another in a con-

siderate and thoughtful manner It is also

true that no race has a monopoly on

callousness and hurtfulness. Nevertheless

there is. even in the small sample of your

own thinking (i.e. your question), con

siderable evidence that you do indeed think

in derogatory social stereotypes. As with

most people you are probably not aware of

your own deeply rooted racial feelings.

"These people" for example, when used in

reference to a minority group invariably

precedes either a direct insult or a con-

descending "positive" stereotype. In your

question it precedes an unsubtle rhetorical

put-d*>wn The words "behave themselves"

are most often used in reference to naighty

children. The term "civilized" used within

this context seems also to be essentially

racial in spirit. It may well be that the black

students in question are, in fact, aggressive

and provocative But they sure seem to have

your number.
It sounds as though the difficulty in sor-

ting out your own feelings and attitudes is at

least partly responsible for the unsatisfying

communications you have had thus far with

your black dorm-mates. Try to explore

more fully your feelings about blacks and

about being white. How might you have

approached white students who annoyed

you? Perhaps a talk with your head of

residence would be helpful in understanding

how you might more successfully approach

this highly sensitive situation,

(j: "I had an abortion a month ago and I've

been feeling pretty upset. Let me say,

however, that I believe firmly that a woman
has a right to do what she wants with her

body and I'm convinced that morally and

otherwise I did the right thing. Never-

theless, I've had trouble sleeping, con-

centrating and am often on the verge of

tears. My relationship with my boyfriend

has suffered. Although my friends have

been helpful I'm having trouble getting

straightened out."

A: Most people are familiar with the moral,

political and legal issues that surround

abortion. Often ignored is the fact that

having an abortion can be a severe

psychological and physiological trauma. At

conception powerful physiological

mechanisms are initiated that serve to

prepare women for pregnancy, birth and

subsequent maternal behavior. Interrupting

this process is likely to set off intense

emotional reactions. Many women report

being curiously detached and emotionally

numb following an abortion. Later, a period

of depression develops, often characterized

by agitation and confusion. Guilt may be

experienced if the moral questions were not

adequately dealt with. This usually last

approximately two months. It is important

that during this time you talk about your

feelings with friends or other women who
have had abortions. This is helpful in

working out the underlying conflicts

resulting from the experience.

Drs. McCashin and Klein will accept

questions in strict confidence for possible

appearance in "Your Head." Bring or send

your inquiries to Mental Health, 303 Mach-

mer Hall

Student Mobe
Plans Strategy

The Student Mobilization

Committee met Monday night to

discuss plans for building the April

22 demonstrations in New York

City Arrangements were made to

charter three buses, which will

leave Saturday morning. April 22,

at 7:00 A.M. from in front of the

Student Union and return that

evening The cost is $7.00 round

trip and tickets can be purchased

at the Mobe table in the Campus
Center or in the office in the

Student I'nion.

A rummage sale is scheduled to

take place Thursday and Friday in

the Student Union in front of the

Hatch to help raise money for the

Greater Boston Peace Action

Coalition and defray the cost of the

demonstrations Also there are

plans to present the NARMIC slide

show at various places on campus
and in the surrounding com
munities as well as the possibility

of getting radio time for a

discussion of the latest develop-

ments in the war and the antiwar

movement

The Bela Bartok Choir, of the Eotvos Lorand University. Budapest. Hungary, arrived in Southwest

vesterdav afternoon. Thev were met by the members of the University Chorale with whom they will be

siaNinR while in Amherst. The choir held a concert last night in Hampden Commons, and will be par-

ticipating in the Five-College International Choral Festival Concert tonight at Green Hall in Nor-

thampton. For information, contact the Fine Arts Council. < MDC photo by Gib Fullerton

)

THIS SUMMER VIA BMA 707 JET

Save $100 over Summer Youth Fare - (fieri it Yourself
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Christian Crusade

Presents Film

Tonight at 8:00 p m. in room 917

of the Campus Center, the second

in a series of College Life

programs for this semester will be

held The main emphasis of the

program, sponsored by Campus

Crusade for Christ, will be on a

thirty minute documentary film

about the Jesus movement in the

California area

The Cording Hardenbrook

production. The Son Worshipers,

gives the viewer a look at

Christianity being shared and

spoken about by people, formally

associated with the counter

culture, on Sunset Strip as well as

in Berkeley, Sacramento, and

along California beaches. The

documentary provides clear facts

to the viewer about the Jesus

movement and the people com
prising it.

Persons with questions con

cerning the Jesus movement and

Christianity are cordially invited,

as Christians will be on hand to

share their experiences with Christ

as well as try to answer any

questions you may have

JUNIORS
Senior Committee 73

2nd Meeting

Monday, April 17

8:00 p.m.— Rm. 175 C.C.

Purdf Drawers

»t thi

PUB

W*l, Afr- I*

Fine Quality Dry Cleaning
Men's (2 pc) Suits $1.25

Ladies' (plain) Dresses $1.25

Men's Sport Coats $ .65

Men's Top Coats $1.25

Ladies' Coats $1.25

Ladies' or Men's Sweaters $ .75

Jackets $1.25
Men's Trousers $ .65

Clothes Washed, Fluff Dried and Folded

9 lbs. $1 50 (15 e each additional lb.)

Men's Shirts Finished (2 day service) .30 ea.

Cotvles Lane Laundromat
Under New Management

Rear of Ga% Light II Amhertt
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There are loads of lost eyeglasses in the lost and found just waiting

to be picked up. If you've lost a pair this may be where they are.

Come down. They'll be keeping an eye out for you. (Photo by Bar-
bara Brecher)

Holyoke Community College

Presents Original 3 Act Play
The Afro-American Society of

Holyoke Community College will

present "From Country, to Man"-
an original, three-act play written

and directed by William L.

Williams. Free and open to the

public, the play will be performed

at the Holyoke High School
Auditorium, 500 Beech Street,

Holyoke, Friday, April 14, at 8:00

p.m.

The play deals with the problems
of a young Black man, living on a

Southern farm, who is dissatisfied

with his life style and wants to

better himself. His father is a

country preacher who believes that

God will take care of the Black
man's plight in America. The
country preacher is torn between
the progressive ideas of his son and
the will of God to make everything

alright. The son meets a white

liberal, from New York City, who
speaks of great things for the Black
man if he leaves the Southland.

The preacher's son decides to go
North to New York City; once, he

reaches the city, he forgets his

religious teachings and seeks the

fast life. Later, he falls in love with

a Black woman who is a com-
munity worker for all Black people

through the "Ibo Scoiety".

The purpose of the play is to

present some of the realities of

Black problems in America, and
the transitions that nearly all

Black people experience when they

leave the South and go North to be

somebody. The historical

significance is told through
comedy, sadness, love and action

"things'' that are insured to please

all audiences; yet, it is aimed to

teach moral values and social

understanding.

The play is intended to show the

relationships of Black and white

cultures in a real and constructive

setting. The main theme is not to

present solutions, but to explore a

panoramic composite of Black and
white experiences that will ask:

Where do we go from here-chaos or

community.
The author is well known in

Western Mass. for his writing and
directing of the highly successful

play, "Black Culture Center in

Heaven ", the past year. He
produced this project at Van Sickle

Jr. High School in Springfield. It

played throughout schools in

Springfield and other areas
culminating with a triumph at the

UMass School of Education, during
Marathon Week, April 19, 1971.

Nursing Meeting

There will be a meeting at the

School of Nursing Conference
Room on Thursday, April 13, 1972

from 3:30-4:30 p.m. All Nursing
students are invited to meet Dr.

Jeannette Spero. a candidate for

Dean of the School. Punch and
cookies will be served and there

will be an opportunity to talk in-

formally with Dr. Spero.

Dr. Spero is a graduate from
Bellevue Hospital School of Nur-

sing and obtained her Ph.D. from
New York University. Currently,

she is chairman of the Community
Health Nursing program at the

State University of New York in

Buffalo

The 11th Hour Lecture Series

presents

FERGUS CLYDESDALE
UM Food Science Dept.

on

"Food: Facts About Nonsense'

Sponsored by
Maroon Key Society

7:30 p.m.

Thurs., Apr. 13

C.C. Art.

FREE

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTO FOR SALE

IMi Patina 2*44 Roadster S sp 135

II P. AM — FM. 2 top*, snows 23.ttt ml.,

very last, perf canal., except clutch. I IB*
Ron la 3*3 5-2411.

U4-I2

New \ W Rim
1472 ar 545-t*g3

4 rack irSa. 544-

114-17

IM7 Sunbeam Tiger 2tOVg — 4 speed,

exceptionally pa ceadltton . 4t.lt* ml

J 1.5*4 .See Mike. (C Print Snap ar 1-427-

MH.
U4-I4

Alfa Rani
eng . same
trying.

ea parti; 13M. MM. 24

body Call 533-3*33.

M. All

keep

tft-lj

1*7* Flat 124 Spider. Stpd.dk grn.taew
semprila. |I*S*. call Doug. 253-3111

evenings. Ml

1*45 Ply month Fury III. la good ren-

dition Must sell. Rest otter! Call 253-53*7

anytime after 4:3* p.m.
tft-12

IMS Chevy Impala. maroon. 4 door. VI.

ant*, trans., power steer., new tires,

battery. Very good cond 12*5. ar heat

offer Call Wayne sVS-3243.

1(4-14

IMI Dodge 4 door sedan. Good runs
rendition needs same work. 1154 ar heat

offer Call 253-5314 Fred.

U4-I3

IMS Falcon starts 4 runs gaad.

automatic trans. R i H. 7 good tires. New
exhaust system and spark pings Call 544
•255.

tft-14

Mustang IMS Fasthark 2 * 2. 2g*. VI.
automatic trans., power steering I4M.
Call M*43*2

1(4-14

Sell l7Scc 1*71 Rrtdgestane Street/Trail.

3*44 ml. I4M. I7SCC 1171 R.S.. fully mod
dart bike M ml. Roth In excellent cond.

Paul 44*32.
114-12

Automatic radio deluxe Wrack car tape

player w /borne adaptor All features.

Original coal ItgJS. Will take ISS. MM
eves.

U4-I4

2 3-chsnnel W alkie Talkies Two weeks

old Must sell Rest offer' Great for

camping etc Call 253-53*7 anytime after

S3* p.m.
tft-13

Moccasins n every style far M and F.

Priced It — 1 2. or show me this ad A save

another t*%: Mark 5444454 ar 233 Gor-

man, anytime.
MM!

< .iris, very mature, netting n daring Ga
Go Dancers for wkend house party Good
pay A boote. Call eve. ft wkenda. Keep
trying 4*5-22*4

114-14

Dr. Synder Deck University Loves yon
and so do we. Faith 4 Dehhy.

4-12

CD Phantoms exkst but we're a shy

breed by nature and need a little prodding
before we reveal ourselves (Please
prod .

i Phantom

.

4-11

Male needs 3 M rmstes to share 4 bdnn.
Rolling Gr.. 112/mo Qnlte. serious
studenU pi : call Alaa 5447748 at nite. best

after It.

1(4-12

One or two for Sept — May IM un

furnished. 113 furnished Cllffslde Sun

derland two bedrooms M/F all utilities

(all MS-4IM.
U4-1I

Ta the nice guy who returned my
my smile goes ta yon. Patty of S22.

Cape Cod cottage an bench In Falmouth
needs roommates far season Call Roger

after S pjn 2S3-723S.

U4-14

ID.

tft-13 EMPLOYMENT
Vote Mlhe Duffy. The

pd Duffy (or Political

mtttee. Sector R.
4-12

IMS Jeep Wagoneer with plow lor sale or

trade far recent Ford wagon, very good
condition I ISM firm. S4S-ISM days. 253-

2412 p.m.
114-13

IS VW Rug AM radio Good e<

brand new battery and radial tare*

offer. Call: 23*-a*7t early morning

Two it 1/2 ft ca

Car rack and paddles

*r 244-3321

Good c

I ITS each

Rent

HI7t

1(4-17

tfl-M

FOR SALE
IMS Chevy Impala 4 dr.. automatic,

power steering, good mechanical con-

dition $154 Call 544-4174
tft-13

M VW Canv. New 13

If 4-12

1*7* MGR. red. overdrive, wire wheels.
etc.. ItSM original miles, runs perfectly.

tft-12

TR4A — Convert. 2 htinmbwM —
Michelln tire* one owner, garaged. ISM*
on total engine overhaul, excellent cond.
|I3*S 5274874 S - 7 p.m.

tft-12

1*7* Chev. Rlaier 3t7. VI. 4 whl drv. 4

spd. many extras, trsnsf factory
warranty. Exc cond !2tM. Call

(413) wknls t:2t.
1(4-12

ItTt VW Squarebock R
mileage, very clean, lull service record.

Cad Chefs Garage. Caahen 2*4-7*34

U4-I2

IM3 Mercedes IM drk gm. wht. tat

Good Shape Its* 00 CaU Walt t-MM.
1(4-13

Barracuda. M. power steering, black. V-

8. Very good condition. Asking I7M. Call

2S3-7377, Mark
Ut- 1

4

IMS Chev. Van. good tares and brakes,

chassis in good shspe, engine needs work,

best offer. Call S4t-7IS2.

U4-I2

IMI Ford LTD, P.S. P.B.. good engine,

dented, needs minor repairs Call Rob 253-

SK77 1123.

tft-14

MGRGT IM7. new condition, better than

moat '71* I MM S4t-434t.

114-12

IMS VW engine needs rebuild, to fix up

or good part* car I ISO? Call 3t»-4ttt or 527-

t47».
1(4-12

Cassette and ft-track Tapea I2M
guaranteed. Discount Stereo Equip T-
T sales needles, cartridges, receivers.

Call 5444*43 — p.m.
tft-13

Cartridge Taping Service. I track M
mln. I3.st. ltd 40 min. lis* You design
High quality. Satisfaction or refund s-5473

Lewi*.
U4-I4

Why pay outrageous rent! Buy a trailer

20. mln. from Campus. 42x8' w/ Itx2f

addition. I ISM. 323-7384. Must sell by May
IRh

tf 4-18

Why rent? Inexpensive housing, IMS
mobile home, fully furnished, only 3 miles

from campus, 2 bedrooms, 25S-M08
evenings.

U4-12

Alpine Yosemlte. 2 man backpacking
tent, ultimate in design, weight 4 space,

for med. altitude* 1100. Call John I28-3MI

Ashfleld
tft-13

1170 Triumph Spitfire conv.. dark red.

let* than 2t.tM ml., topnotch cond..

locking hood * gM. very econ. Call Z

Salimann 253-2*4* even.
U4-I2

Sony 0000 FM Stereo Receiver. I 1/2 yrs.

old. Hat I too. sell for 1250. Call 25*405*. IM
watts RMS.

If4-14

IMt Honda CBItO. good condition. S0M

miles, needs I new exhaust valve, asking

1125. Call t-7515 t-727*.
tft-13

Petri ft SLR. Lena: Stmm (I. 4 built-in

light meter will take best offer' CaU
Nancy 545-2411 leave measage If I'm not

m!
tft-12

1171 Honda, low mileage, vary fast

About lilt ar heat offer IMS Ruick

Hearse, running well ant minus wind-

shield IMI Chev. MS-3548

Mi
Refrig and elec stove lor sale. Rath in

excellent working condition. Stave Id.
Refrig I2S. Phone 5454813 days ar 1-34*-

4M7 eves
K4-I4

Tire* w/rlms — 7 x 13 Goodyear Ores,

cost about 174 * rims when new: now
140.00 far everything. Almost new. CaU
J*i*ll oVosssPa4nBnaWBM

1(4-14

African Thumb Piano* (RallmbM).
Only 1 1 4.ts at Creative Endeavor (the

Worldwide Music Stare). Greenfield I-

774-2831.

4-12

Raleigh It speed with pump Itt or beat

offer, (all Boh for details 588-3331.

1(4-14

Minolta SLR. FI.4. body mounted light

meter. Petri Rash gun. Csll 253-3784.

412

Dual I4M Trntble 130 or best after. Tel.

584-8870 after S.

tf4-l3

PERSONAL

Bruce -- 1 wish you much happiness on
your 2lst blrthdayDELETE
Bruce — I wish you much happiness an

your 2lsl Birthday — with Lave. Meg.
If4-14

Rms. avail for Sept. Keep MacKimmie
uprcls get invlvd in respctfl yet active

environ. Call Mackim. (or info. 44783 or *-

•741.

U4-I4

Sweety -Pie and SJbyl. I love you. Chariy.
114-13

Will whoever stale (he booh A
THr \si RV OF THEATER from the

Bookstore Rook Drop on Thurs Please
return it la Info desk at store

4-12

Certified Gen. Science * Cheat Tcbr
May I. Masters A 2 yrs secondary exp
Em-Sec Service*. 24 Pray St. Amherst 544-
I22t.

1(4-13

CAR STORAGE

Overseas jobs (ar student*. Aaatralia.
Europe, S. America. Africa, etc. All
professions and occupations 1 700 to I3.4M
monthly. Expeases paid, overtime.
sightseeing Free information — Write
Jobs Overseas. Dent. 03 Rax IS471. San
Diego. CA. Mill.

Mi

Excellent access m Amherst
Clean. Reasonable rates. D.H
37M.

Cooks wanted — Inquire In

The Euglteh Pub
If4-13

tft-2* LOST

WANTED
I. ive down the ( ape this summer! Need

interested people to go in with me ea a

summer cottage around Denntsport. (all

Andy at 45445
K4-I4

Want ta share a 1 -Haul truck ta

4 » idnlty in later part of May. CaU Mike
ar Steve 145-3424 after I p.m . Large track.

tft-14

Live-In couple in exchange for baby
care: semi-private accomodation with

cooking: 2 1/2 miles N. of Inly 545-

tSM/S4t-IU2.
tft-21

Wanted girls M In. 3 speed Mke. Call
Melanle at 253-M32 after S.

Ml
ROOMMATE WANTED

FOR Jl'NE — F roommate wanted to

share furnished 5 rm. apt. In North-
ampton. Own bdrm.. 170 * utll. Call Lin
5*4-4003 days.

Ml
If you are a female looking (or a female

roommate. Call 532-4425 Ask for Sue.

tft-12

2 F roommates wanted ta share 2 bdrm
apt. from June 1st to August 31st, 157/mo
Call 845-3151 Squire VlUage Apt.. Sun-
derland.

JU.ll

Own room in large apt. available Im-
mediately 1 5*/mo. Northampton 5844188.

114-14

Grey cat w /white Mb at Puffton VlUage
Pleaae either return or be sure be get* hi*
rsbies shot end of April.

544-174*.

tft-14

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two Bedroom Apartment* for Im-

mediate rental, * month lease.
1185/month. Includes utll Call 841 TJst
days ar 145-3575 nltes

U4-14

FOR RENT
Sqr. Vge. Jun I. w opt to renew lease In

Sept. 2 br tawnhs. air cond.. all utll , ww
cpt.. pool. dswr. Rnt. neg. (or summer.
Call 645-3*47.

1(4-14

Furnished one bdrm apt. 1 155 per mo.. I

1/2 ml. from campus. Call 254-8774
Available June I. option for (all.

Ml
1/2 month free rent. I bedroom Pufrton

apt., air cond, pool, avail May 14. pay rent
June I. Sublet obt Renew 549-0084 100 Puf
or Ofrice.

U4-24

Apt. to sublet for summer fall lease
option

| bedrm
. air -cond

. pool, tennis
courts HM/mo. negotiable. Call 54*4173
after 8 to p.m.

Ml
I Bedroom Apt. avail May 1st. Puffton

VII. IIM. 544-4054.

Ml

WFCR Women's
Program Debuts

Thousands of Canadian geese flooded the James River Valley of North Dakota in recent days heading

to their summer feeding grounds in northern Canada. Here they flock to a storm-damaged field on a

farm 20 miles south of Jamestown feeding on the remains of grain. More than 500,000 geese fly through

the valley twice a year. (AP)

Professor Dennis Burden of

Trinity College. Oxford University

will present a lecture on
Shakespeare's history plays on

Shakespe;

An alternative to traditional radio

and television programs for

women has made its debut over

WFCR, the Five College radio

station.

"The Women's Hour," a series of

hour-long shows, began Sunday,

April 2 and will run initially for 13

weeks, with the possibility of being

extended. Its producers, Ms.

Barbara Patterson and Ms. Elaine

Prostak, say the show airs the

many voices of women-feminists

and others-as it examines
issuesfrom the woman's point of

view.

Using a magazine format, the

shows include interviews, tapes of

lectures and speeches, music

written and/or performed by

women, poetry written by women,
newscasts, and calendars of

regional women's events.

"There's a void in what women
know about themselves and other

women," says Ms. Patterson. With

"The Women's Hour" she and her

co-producer present some of

.PfTEP BROOK'S
...•VlisUSHAWSHMtS

history of the women's movement
and of woman's position in society,

and look at the current position of

women.
Topics planned for future shows

include women in the arts; women
in the military; women in the

Catholic sisterhood; and female

sexuality. Interviews are planned

with Congresswoman and
presidential candidate, Shirley

Chisholm; and actress and
humanist Shirley MacLaine, who is

campaigning for Sen. George
McGovern.
The producers are seeking

listerner response. They would like

listerners to suggest topics for

future shows and would welcome
their participation in the

production of programs
"The Women's Hour" is

broadcast on Sundays at 2:30 p.m.

and repeated on Thursdays at 1

p.m.-WFCR (88.5 FM) is a

cooperative effort of Amherst,

Hampshire, Mount Holyoke. and

Smith Colleges and the UMass

M»
If: IS

Bart Auto Paint & Body Spocialists

For$l§* o*4 Pomoslie Colliflon Work

REASONABL E RAT ES— Come In for an estimate.

Next to the Towne House

on Rt 9 at the Amherst —
Belchertown Line

George Champoux — Prop.
Tel 256 8712

Hrs. 9 • 6

Thursday at 4 p.m. in Herter Hall

227. The general public is invited to

attend Professor Burden's talk,

which is being sponsored by the

Department of English. A
discussion period will follow the

lecture. Dennis Burden, a Fellow

at Trinity College and a University

Lecturer in Literature at Oxford, is

the author of a well known book

about Milton and of a forthcoming

book about Shakespeare During

the present academic year he is a

Distinguished Visiting Professor at

the University of Wisconsin. He
has taught several times in the

Oxford Summer Program of the

University of Massachusetts.

Lear
"This 'King Lear' it triumphant ! An
epic film ..an heroic film!" '

fi, Hwwn Daily at 7 is anOS it

£_J twtfi WlMltr In II

Campus ^

t .-.. »,«,,
4MHIHSI MAIM t > HSI

OOLIIR night:
Every Monday High*

E>trions SI. 00

[R>

tost Plclurs

sat Artsr.

asst tcroanassy.
•Ml Film Eomof

STUDENT
discount
cards:

On Sal* at Thealra

;j THEFRENCH

II MAI ft* Mill Ul VIWsnsI

TAnJDC CAlNf ycpi

5*^1 XVtKZee!

(»

MDC CLASSIFIED
I htdraam Pufflon Ant available June I

llSt/mon. Mt-M2t
U4-11

Avail. Junr I, I bdrm. air conn", wall t*

wall carp, fall utll. incl.. sliding glass

doors A patio Call 2U-2tlS after Hat,
114-14

WORK WANTED
College Junior will be your man Friday

ihi» summer al minimum wage. Goad
t> ping and refs-us car. Start aww. PT . no
saleswarn. S444I43.

4-12

WANTED TO RENT
3 bedraam apt. pref. near campus Sept.

I. CaU S444742
If4- II

TRAVEL
University Travelers Cmb — Traveling

this sammer* Stay evernlghl 'ree! Stuck

at home* Host travelers. Meet friendly

people F.xchaagc privileges wlln mem-

bers In CS. * Canada. Write now lor full

details: ITC. P.O. Bos »I47. Berkeley.

Callf .47*4 ^a

3 bedroom Puffton Apt., available June

I. option for Sept., partially furnished

price negotiable Air cond.. pool CaU S4*

Ma,
Ht-sl

Summer in Enron* I Itt via BMA 747

Jet . Open only to students employees .
and

faculty of S Colleges Call S44-SI7I except

tfs-13

1 bedroom apt. In Railing Greea 2. air

cond.. dishwasher garbage disposal, wall

to wall, shag rugs all ull Inr June to Aug

asMMfc
U4-IZ

t ommercial nights to Earope leaving

daily Prices start lit* round trip Natl

Student Travel Service*. Call Gordon 4-

7773.
U4-24

SERVICES
SUMMER SUBLET

T* sublet: 3 bedroom towuhouse.

Puffton Village Jane I — Aug 31. with

option to lake aver lease Rent negotiable

(all &4t4t74.
U4-I2

I bed. avail. June I. couples only.

I orated end L<utv. Drive. I IT*, month

Swim pool, beat inc.. air cond CaU 233-

217*.
If 4 12

Roommale* ar sublet wanted far 3

bedroom Puffton \1g apt. starting June

1st. Call S4S-44M.
U4-I3

.' Mini apis Squire Village Avail June

I Option for fall. t4S-373S.

U4-I4

One bedroom Puffton Apt. 1134. Good
condition CaU S4t Ml* after 4.

U4-I2

on. room . share kitchen * bath sublease

now to Aag. 31. It* per month. Call S4t-

tfi i:

Amherst Audi* services, store* com-

ponents, tape decks for home ar car, 117

No. Pleasant si.. 2S4-tl33.

F. roommates needed t/l Cltffstde

Fnrn.. A/C. pool, tennis. Stt (rent

negotiable" Csll sfter S p.m. Ask tor

Karen ar Sue **S-2t2S
tftll

Sublease. 2 bedroom apt. w/w. air cond.

pool Option to rent 4*5-3437 after i

tft-14

The Lamp Shop 4*1 Ptoie - Cushmsn.

(.rest used furniture and articles, very

reas. Mon -Sat. It-t. Tel. S4t-3t7t.
11414

ENTERTAINMENT

Mothers, canl find a reliable babysit-

ter* Tired of high fees? CaU The Child

Care Exchange S*4-2224 far further In

formation.
tft-l*

Paul Siebal . song-writer and singer from

Woodstock. N.Y. plays Thurs nHe at The

folklore Ceatre. Also playing, the Prairie

O's.
U4-I1

Kurnished Cllffslde apt., avail June I

» /option for Sepl. Pool, tennis, utll.. dish

washer. Call *tS-3SMIl7t.
114-24

3 bedroom Puffton Apt. available June

t : option for Sept. : negotiable Call after S

* »Ooi . •T*^^*^^^nBBBB* t

U4-I7

Summer sublet w/fall option — 2

bedroom semi -furnished apt . 12 min fm

campus. II2S Call ttS-3S».

If4-13

3 bdrm I'uffton for June I — Sept. Opt. to

enew lease In fall. Rent negotiable. Some
urnithlngs M*-t*2>

U4-I4

2 bdrm Cllffslde Apt - utll.. pool, tennis,

included June I to Sept I — a*% furnished

l7*/m* (negotiable i CaU tgS-4273.

If4-21

I bdrm furnished, incl. utll last week In

May I* Aug. 31 with option to renew lease

I 1/2 mi. fm campus. ll3S/mo. 2S3-SM7
tft-14

I bdrm Cllffslde apt. sublet for summer
la option for faU 1 12*. All utilities dish

wash. disp. pool, tennis, svall June I Call

1*5-43*4.
114-13

3 bedroom Puffton Apt H7tmonth Unci

till as. elec. (1*3 off regular month!)

rent.) CaU 544-3*4*

U4-I2

I bdrm furnished Colonial Vlge All utll

inc.. pool Rent negotiable Avail. Jane I.

apttoa to renew tall 253-7*44. Keep trying

114-11

3 bedrooms avail . la mad house 3 miles

from I M Bach yard. 2 baths, kit .

garage IM/person. Csll 54*417*
tft-U

I bedroom apt avail. May 1st. w»
carpeting air rood., all utll. paid. 323-4*42.

If4-I2

(heap Kllllngton lodging near nHe life *

lifts, kitchen priv . and showers inc 15/dav

— 124/ski wk. Free res. * map. Write t.

( avanaagh. Wobbly Lane, Kllllngton, Vt.

""
tfl-ll

Tonight at The Blurwall — Chess

Recording Star Roger Salloom Fine

music. Free.
4-12

Summer sublet, Puffton Village »« 544-

IM2.
tft-14

One bedroom ( llffslde apt

(all t*5-42ns after S.

RIDERS WANTED

Quality Research and reference

materials. Originals and copies. TPA.

Rm. 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 N.

Pleasant St 25*-*l«t.
tf 4-28

Need riders to Florida. Leaving Friday

\pr 14 for a week. 130 round trip, no

driving required. V But. tots of room. Call

251-7X12.
tft-13

Two bedroom apart, al Squire VII.. air

cond Start June I. option to renew. CaU
assVdgli,

tft-14

1 45/month

lll-ix

\void an twlomotive rip off. Come to

Spencer * Mobil — next to Post Office for

budget priced tires, tunr-ups oil changes

and repairs

Hider wanted to California. Leaving

around Mav 30th Must be willing to share

expenses and help with driving. Call 347-

2fiZ2 eves.
tfl-ll

Two bedroom apt.. 5 min from campus.

rent negotiable, available end of May.

option to pick up lease. Call 253-7*14. keep

trying.
Ift-U

1 bedroom Puffton Milage apt..

June I. option to lease in tail

negotiable Call 54*4*57.

avail

Rent

tft-14

GIVE AWAY

Free compression Test Volkswagen

repair. Trollswagen. ( onwa>. Mass. 413-

mUi~

tft-12

Photography Inc creative M***'
passport photo, wedding, nance, ana

architectural photography
,4)M5oo.

tft-l*

Kittens I weeks old. Weaned and

trained. M9-U47*.
tft-l

l

I bdrm Townhse. Squire Village fi/l.

opt to renew Pool, air cond . gbg disp .

dwash w/w carp .yard. All utll incl I2O0

- will disc *45-.744t.

lft-14

FREE

Seven fresh beautiful puppies Three

brown, three black, one white, fall 2V»-

7I3K anytime Free.
tft-10

PHOTOGRAPHY EQ UIP-

l! ...IblaTboilv with hack and rapid wind

knob imJN ( ill -.w-wxm ^

TOSUBLET

TYPING

Pufrton Ullage I 2 bedroom apt lo

sublet for June 1 100 — UM or rent

negoliablf. furnish (some) ; (all 5l»-0*di

lair evenings.
tft-l t

I bedroom apt., pool, air-conditioning

Mihlei lun' l option to renew le?»e rent

negotiable YI*-I124.

If4-||

Small apt in Amherst We will pay .**

per month toward monthlv rent tot lime —
\ug. Cost lo vou is NO per month Call 25fi-

«*»:>. hurry

2 bedroom apt in Sunderland avail. June

I
— Aug. 31. I urn dish, air cond. pool

New building CaU tt5-43*2 anytime.
tft-13

Sublet Immediately or May first two

bedroom Puffton Apt .air cond. pool, dish

washer. I«2plus elect per month, call Don

••MM.
tft-14

:l bedroom apartment, partly furnished,

sir conditioned swimming pool Will

bargain rent ( ali 5I9-A574. 3ofl Puffton.

tfl-IT

.'bdrm ( liffside Apt. furn. avail June l

Sepl I I ivi mo utll Included, swim
pool tennis courts, air cond. Avail. Call

Dave IsTMM
tft-13

\ Mav 1st must' l bdrm apt. with all the

modern conveniences. Located next to

campus. IIKO or negotiable ( all i49-3tlf

belw 5 — III p m.
tf«-»

2 bedroom apt., all utilities included al

modem apt romples close lo campus

I IIS/mo Avail after May I Call 5444742.

if(14

2 bed . Ml Sugarloaf Apt All utll in dish

\( . pool, disp . ww csr . SC oven. F/F
ref. opt. to renew Price neg (all evenings

M5-4I4I
U4-II

2nd floor apt completely furnished. 3 1/2

bedrooms, garage. I2to/mo all utilities

included. 253-5210 anytime
tfl-lt

I bedroom Puffton Apartment avail.

June I w /option for fall. Lornted in front

off V Pleasant, (all .'»»-**?- aft<

tft-21

( ompletely furnished ~\ !"•,! i'uffton

\pt. Rem can be negotiate price

Desperate Avail Mav HI* I
(all

txsVt***J.

If4-I*

I bedrm apt I niv. Park to sublet June l

w /option to renew in V|>f .' .illitles

inrlud ( lose to campus i ' il

rag.

, , ,„nK _ .heses dissertations etc I ast

„„, ;l(
. (llra te iWreadina ««'«••"«''

,!, Mred Have (.reek and science symbols

25.1-3**l.

I bed rm Puffton apt avl June I. Incl

mil pool & fall lease avl Highest hid by

\pril 17 vuns Can he inspect. Hurry. Call

5ft kg*.!.

tft-U

lurnished 2 bedroom apt

Ullage, \mhrrst Avail. June

w /option to renew !7.Vmo incl

( all 25.VT7U

tft-14

( olonial

to Sept

all utll.

tft-14

l Mini Ouabbln Village apt June I
—

"•t ,1 I w /option to renew lease in Sepl.

C II alter K :!2H-403t.

Ul-12

i bedroom apt., all utilities, option to

renew lease Price negotiable, available

June I. (all Wi.i l<tui \pt Ki. (liffside

tfl-lt

Desperate' Must sublet m

;il<arlment. June | — AagBjal

uiilities Ileal good deal 4

»non

Tlshed

al and

I bedroom Townhouse w w carpet, air

i mid. all i onvenience kttcfe price

nexotiable option lo renew in fall. Squire

Milage Ml 1*44
If! II
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AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
SOCIETY
General meeting in Draper 227 228

at 7:30.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSN.
Will meet tonight at 7:00 in Room

175 CC. Prospective members
welcome as code and theory classes

will be set up tonight.

COLLEGE LIFE
The film "The Son Worshippers"

will be shown at 8.00 p.m. tonight in

917 CC as part of this week's College

Life program.

CEO SLOBOOKIN
Dr. Slobodkin will be here Thurs.,

April 13, at 8 p.m. in Thompson 104.

All welcome. He will speak on

"Applied Ecology and En-

vironmental Planning".

CHA HOCKEY PLAYOFFS
Stanley's cup playoff CHA tonight

5:00 p.m. Brown. Four top teams:

California Buffalo- Roshville, and
Boston. Everyone welcome. Limited

seating.

EOUC
Meeting at 7:30 tonight in Bartlett

Lobby. All English majors welcome.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 30 in CC 902.

Did you sign up for the "trail ride"

Saturday?

ENVIRONMENTAL ARTS ASSOC.
Meeting tonight in Skinner 119 at

4:30. Mr. Bednarski, an architect

from Greenfield, will lecture and

show slides.

GREEN REVOLUTION
UMass Geographical Association is

sponsoring Prof. Robert Huke,
Dartmouth College, today at 4 p.m. in

the CC, Room 904 908 He will speak

on "Miracle Rice and the Green

Revolution." All welcome.

HEALTH SERVICES STUOENT
ADVISORY BOARD
The Board is meeting tonight from

6-7:30 p.m. in CC 803. Remember this

is the time and place for any of your

complaints, comments and
suggestions.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
There will be an important meeting

today at 4 p.m. in Montague House

for those in the international Ed
program who are planning to do their

intern teaching next semester. If you

Israel Slide

Lecture Friday
Vera Etzion from Israel, wife of

U.M. graduate student Ron Etzion,

will give a lecture about her trip

around the world.

The slide lecture will be given at

8 p.m., Friday April 14th at North
Amherst Parish Church
Ms. Etzion will talk about and

show slides of her visit to Hawaii.
Taiwan. Okinawa. Japan.
Thailand. Hong Kong. Nepal. India

and Israel.

Notices
cannot attend, contact Walker

Johnson 545-0465.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Come see the "Chopping Block"

stylists at Kappa Alpha Theta tonight

7:30-8:30, 778 North Pleasant St. Call

5 2735 for a ride. All girls welcome.

KRISNA YOGA SOCIETY
Introductory lecture is being given

tonight CC Room 168 7-8 p.m. Come
and receive full knowledge and bliss.

All students are asked to attend in the

Bhakti class.

OUTING CLUB
There's still time to sign up for the

Catskill trip. It leaves Friday for

three days of backpacking. All

beginners welcome.

PICNIC
IEEE spring picnic

Remember the day.

|ttO<

1*0
Iff

HOW.-YOUtCMOKIOf f

r̂ Rt^W.Spfld.

Fiddler or the

Roof g

i
f-4,5

IS 1

Tho fiodfather

Clockwork
Orange x

What's Up
Doe? e

Cabaret
GP

May 4th.

POVERTY COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting tonight at

6:30 in 808 CC.

SPANISH FILM FESTIVAL
The Spanish Club presents its

second Bunuel film, "Viridiana" with

English subtitles tonight at 8:15 In

Thompson 106. Cost is 75« for

students, $1.00 for non-students.

SYLVAN RESIDENTS
Come hear about the new way of

life and plan for a new world order

Thursday at 7 p.m. Cashin House

Council Room. The Bahai Faith.

TABLE TENNIS
Tournament to be run by in-

tramural office and held in Boyden

Gym May 1-3. Sign up in intramural

office. Those signed already need not

again.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Trose interested in playing

lacrosse for fun and/or to form a

team, please contact Ariane at 546-

5499 or 545 2515.

WOMEN TRACK AND LONG
DISTANCE RUNNERS
Ten women actively training for

competitive running. If you want to

join us come to Curry Hicks, every

day at 4 p.m.
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Phi Eta Sigma
Inducts Members

On Sunday, April 8 at three p.m. in the Campus Center, the UMass

chapter of Phi Eta Sigma initiated sixty-seven new members into the

society. Phi Eta Sigma is an honorary society primarily designed to give

recognition to those freshmen men of outstanding intellectual

achievement, and to promote standards of excellence in the academic

field. Also initiated by the group's officers and advisor, Ken Olbrych-

president, David LaFrancois-treasurer, John Donovan-secretary and

Doctor Louis Greenbaum-advisor, as honorary members were President

Robert Wood, Chancellor Randolph Bromery, Vice Chancellor Robert

Gluckstern and Louis Lyons, distinguished former trustee. John Haigis,

trustee, was also present at the ceremony.
..._._,, ^

After the ceremony the new members and their parents joined the

freshmen women of Alph Lambda Delpha and their parents for an in-

formal reception, where, after an introduction by Edwina Porter,

president of Alpha Lambda Delpha, President Wood addressed those

assembled. Then there was a presentation by four people involved in the

seniors honors program, who told what the program has to offer and who

presented their individual projects, Nicholas Chrisman-Communit>

identity in Northampton, Elizabeth Dearden-Therapy of music or

mentally retarded children and Steven Willey-Translation and criticism

of a modern french novel by Pividal. The program finished with an ad-

dress to the parents by Ken Olbrych.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYT**YOMAM<

I applaud the courage of Isaiah

Robinson Me is the president of the New
York City Doard o« education Robinson,

an Aquarian, is sticking to his guns on the

subject of astrology. Me has declared, to a

forum of the Public Education Assn., that

astrology should be utilized to better

understand pupil and teacher relation-

ships
ARIES (March Jl April it): Know

when to let go. Realize that, in actuality,

you cannot own any individual. This

lesson could be driven home. Cycle is

high, tnus. you will rebound from ap

parent setback. Make it easy on yourself

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Many
situations around you have "touch" of

being unreal What you depended upon in

past may have to be discarded Key is to

be alert to new opportunities. Look

beyond the obvious Someone is giving

you a subtle hint

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Trust

hunch Friends and others ere en-

thusiastic but oossibly misinformed.

Know th.s and respond accordingly

Where money is concerned, pull in reins

*ait and observe One in authority is

confused.
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Nothing is

apt to occur halfway Know this and don't

play games Stakes are high and for

keeps Maintain sense of balance Avoid

extremes If you disagree with one in

authority, do so politely You will com
prehend
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) Avoid un

necessary travel What you seek may be
close at hand Check details.apparent
minor points Long range plans may have
to be revised One who seems positive

may be bluffing Know it and respond
accordingly.

you lose Question of money, possessions

is apt to be paramount Change of

procedure is necessary. Make calls Get

necessary information Be inquisitive

Oont take back seat to one with loud

voice.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocf. 23): Relationship

is tested. Be diplomatic. Bide for time.

Play waiting game Mold ground Legal

maneuver may resemble sleight of hand
Separate illusion from fact. Marriage,
partnership these now »r* accented.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21) : Much mat
had appeared certain now is elusive. Get

second wind. Be sure you are not caught

in labyrinth of confusion, possible

deception. Key is to analyze. Persist in

attempting to arrive at truth.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): It

you become involved in dispute among
friends, you could end up paying the

freight Fulfill your own responsibility

Don't volunteer to carry anyone else's

burden Message will become clear.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan It) What
appears a setback should not be taken too

seriously Family member will transform

adversity into a "bonus ." Be willing to let

go of some aspects of past Mouse
remodeling is in picture.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb II) Original

purpose of mission may appear to fail

Mowever, side effects »r* constructive A
new contact could blossom into

meaningful relationship Relatives art

not easily pacified. Ride with tide.

PISCES (Feb If March 20): Avoid any
tendency to be extravagant. Protect

possessions Don't give up something for

nothing. Trust intuition about individual

who sings sweet song of success Ask for

additional information.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTMDAY you

possess much intellectual curiosity You
are fond of travel and enioy company of

persons with artistic sense You draw to

you many who are talented, restless,

creative and intent on "making a mark."
This can be one of your most significant

years, with September a highlight month.
Copyright 1972. Gen Fea Corp.
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28
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32
34

35
37

38

39
41

42
43
45
46
48
51

52

54

55
56

57

Ugly, old

woman
Cudgel
Farm animal
Guido's high

note
Pertaining to

punishment
Simian
Stay

Cried

Storage
compartment

Roman garment

Tumble

Above

Pertaining to

the kidneys

Falsehood

Spanish tor

"threg"

Heroic tale

Conjunction

Seers

Near

Winter vehicle

Falsifier

Wooden
architectural

form

Chiefs

Part of "to be"

Mix

Part of flower

Hole

Petty ruler

Bother

Exist

Small island

Japanese
statesman

Armed conflict

Approaches

Short sleep

DOWN

3 Wager

4 Twirl

5 Number
6 Indefinite

article

7 Swift

8 Base of room

9 Beach house

10 Unlock (poet

)

11 Marry

16 Be ill

18 Consecrate

20 Exceptional

21 Sparkle

22 Passageway

23 Mountains of

Europe

25 Trumpeter bird

26 Anon

28 Initials of 26th

President
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32 More unusual

33 Teutonic deity

36 Christian

festival

38 Reach
40 Country of

Europe
42 Title of respect

44 Part of church

45 Strokes

46 Carpenter's

tool

47 Macaw
48 Pronoun
49 Music, as

written

50 Soak up
53 Note of scale

1 Pronoun

2 Beverage Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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Swim Coach Rogers Depressed
Strike News

By MARK VOGLER
Just as the shocking stock

market crash of 1929 sent the

nation's economy into a tail spin,

an unprecidented changing of the

times set the tempo for the down

hill slide of the once regionally

reknowned UMass swimming
program.
The deterioration of the highly

regarded swimming unit, in one

respect, correlates quite well with

the Great Depression. Head coach

Joe Rogers has labeled the back-

ward motion the mermen have

taken in the past 15 years as simply

"depressing". And he ought to

know. He has had a taste of both

depressions.

It so happens that the 65 year old

Rogers has been with the UMass
swimming team from the very

start. He has been at the university

for 41 years. He has been the good

times and he has seen the bad. And
currently he has been seen much
better days.

"It's a depression all right,"

says the father of UMass swim-

ming, 'it's an awfully frustrating

thing to know that you have the

swimmers on campus, particularly

in intramurals. but you can't get

them. It's also quite depressing

when you get somebody who has

the material, but who throws it out

the window.
"I can't put my finger on the

problem, but I guess the times are

changing. For one thing, you can't

start at 18 and expect to attain the

level of the best swimmers in

college.

"All the great swimmers are

well to do good kids these days and

their families still believe that you

have to work to get something The

unionized people, on the other

hand, are howling for four-day

work weeks instead of five This

seems to impermiate the young."

Rogers launched the university's

first organized swimming outfit in

1935, and they finished in fine

fashion for openers with a 4-2

mark Five years later the

Massachusetts swim team

recorded its only unbeaten cam-

paign (5-0).

In his first nine years UMass

swimming was a sight to be hold as

Rogers's teams boasted a remark

48-12 record. A three year in-

termission came forth with World

War II, so Rogers relegated his

time to a pre-induction physical

education program.

In the post war years it was slow

getting started again as the

swimmers suffered three suc-

cessive losing years. They finally

broke out of the slump and got back

in the groove with a seven year

span of 41-19 which prevailed into

the late 50's.

But things are changing And

success has tailed off greatly since

then with only three winning

seasons in the past 15 years And

those were in a row, the last one

being the 1964-65 season

According to Rogers, the age of

boysclub swimming has seemed to

have dipped into the past He says

he feels that more of the good

swimmers are now coming from

the country club set and that no

swimming scholarships have

possibly attributed to the rough

going Rogers' swimming teams

have complied a miserable 52-88

during their "great depression'

Life time credentials for Rogers

are 149-141

Rogers has jokingly remarked

that the collapse of his swimming

program has affected him more

than the Great Depression^

Although the depression may not

have dug into his wallet that deep,

it certainly has a profound effect

on his views of life.

"It certainly has affected my
outlook on life," declares Rogers.

"I've been an extremely thrifty

person because of it. Many times in

the stores I'll see something that I

want to buy and can very easily

afford. But for some strange

reason I just can't spend the money

on it.

"My situation is similar to

Sophia Loren's. 1 remember
reading somewhere in a magazine

a while back where she spent

$30,000 on a mink coat. The pur-

chase didn't touch her purse a bit.

But having known poverty at an

early age, it just killed her to wear

it."

At about the time that the Great

Depression hit the country, Rogers

was nearing graduation at Wor-

cester Poly Tech. He was enrolled

in an engineering program. But

JOE ROGERS in 1941. the

year after a I'Mass swimming
championship. Joe is

depressed over present

swimming occurrences.

three months ahead of time, he

withdrew and began work as a

concrete inspector for the

Metropolitan District Water

Supply Commisssion at an annual

wage of $2100. Rogers claims that

the rest of his class couldn't get a

decent job at the time.

Seeking more pleasant working

conditions than that offered by his

trade as an engineer. Rogers

applied to UMass for the position of

aquatic instructor and was ac-

cepted He officially began his

work May 2. 1931. Two years later

he received a 10% pay cut, a mild

impact considering how bad off

many people were at the time.

The biggest blow Rogers suf-

fered during the depression was a

loss of about $50,000 in stock. He

said that his mother was really

"murdered", losing investments in

excess of $100,000.

Rogers' father escaped financial

doom in Worcester by selling a

drop forging company before the

major crisis set in. The party that

bought it suffered badly for a very

long while.

"The town of Amherst was not

affected that much by the

depression," the long time resident

said. "There was no industry in

this town, except for a pocketbook

factory and a hat factory which

folded up. Most of us were either

working for the college or were

farmers. And the farmers would

never go without eating if they

couldn't sell.

"But in Worcester and

Springfield, people were prac-

tically living on peanuts. It was

brutal. 1 tell you. There were guys

selling apples every 400 yards to

scratch up enough money to buy a

meal for their family. The relief

lines were a mile long. You had to

see it to believe it.

"If it didn't hit you in the

pocketbook or in the belly, you

didn't feel it that much. But even if

you were well off, you had to

feel it for those people."

Rogers noted that students,

particularly those who had just

graduated and had no jobs

awaiting them, were the ones who

suffered the most during the

depression.

"Kids going to school didn't

know where their next meal was

coming from There were a lot of

hungry kids. When you think of kids

nowadays, it's hard to believe the

contrast in values. The first thing

they've got to have is a car.

"In 1935 only three students on

campus owned cars, and two of

them were on the swimming team.

"I'll tell you how bad it really

was Ozzie Holmberg, a half back

on the football team, was a fine

example of a young man who went

without Half the time he lived on

pigeons that he shot off the roofs of

North and South Colleges
"

Rogers recalled that people saw

the depression coming despite the

shock associated with the crash on

Wall Street He pointed out that

political candidates advocated

recovery and solutions to the

problems through their slogans

"In 1928, 1 can remember Hoover

saying prosperity is just around

the corner And things just kept

dying Al Smith threatened that

grass would grow through the

paving blocks on the street if he

was not elected to the presidency

Yet people saw the depression

coming .

"I can remember people saying

that we need Mussolini over here to

straighten things out.

Players Demand
Full Season's Pay

NEW YORK (AP)-The 11-day-old baseball strike appeared to be in-

ching closer to settlement Tuesday when the players lowered their

pension demands and a reliable source told The Associated Press the

owners are aiming for a Friday start of the season."

But there still was one major stumbling block that could stand in tne

way of ending the dispute that has caused the first general strike in

baseball history-the question of whether the players would get a full

season's pay for a full, 162-game schedule.

The players new proposal came in the form of a counter-proposal to a

money offer made Monday by the owners, who offered an additional

$400,000 for the players' retirement plan. The players countered by

asking for $600,000.
.

.

The players' proposal contained the proviso that the players be paid

their full salaries if games called off during the strikes a/e rescheduled.

A reliable source, meanwhile, told the AP the owners had scheduled a

meeting in New York for Wednesday and revealed the owners hope for a

Friday beginning of the season.

There seemed to be little doubt that the issue of whether the players are

paid for an 162-game schedule was the key to any settlement, having

possibly become more a matter of principle than money.

Pitcher Milt Pappas of the Chicago Cubs, attending the meeting of

player representatives that came up with the new proposal, said there is

no way of compromising on full pay."

Miller said much the same Monday when he pointed out there are only

two issues, one dealing with the pension problem, which is subject to

compromise. But the other issue is a terrible, terrible, roadblock.

Miller said he had offered to submit that problem to arbitration if a

satisfactory pension compromise was reached.

The position of some club executives on the full pay issue is that the

season consists of 182 days rather than 162 games and that the players be

docked one day's pay for each day of the strike during the regular season.

The regular season was scheduled to open last Wednesday

The players' counter-proposal consisted of three parts-rejection of the

owners' $400 000 offer, their own counter-offer of $600,000 and their stand

on full pay. The proposal on full pay for full play consisted of the

following:

-If the schedule were picked up at some point the players will assume

loss of salary up to the date of settlement of the strike.

-If a 162-game season is rescheduled the players will be paid their full

salaries for the entire season.

-If a rescheduled season consists of less that 162 games, then the

players will assume a loss of one days salary for each game not

^ i * n t-^fi ill (Hi

The one days loss of salary would be equivalent to one day for each day

of the 182-day season or 1182nd for every game not rescheduled.
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SPECIAL!!
This Week Only

Dungaree Jackets

A great Chopped Steak or delicious Family Steak.

You choose. And with it, a crisp tossed salad and

roll Quite a lunch. Quite a special, Monday

through Saturday from 11 to 4, at Ponderosa.

PONDEROSA STEAK BOOSE
where tender things ore oU^ys happening

King Street

NORTHAMPTON
(across from Hampshire Lincoln-Mercury)
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Stickmen Fall To Washing*
By HOWIE BLOOM

The "Tighten Up" is a dance

made popular by Archie Bell and

the Drells in the late 1960's in

Houston, Texas. Yesterday af-

ternoon, in Amherst, Mass., the

UMass lacrosse team unveiled

their own version of "tightening

up", as they let their nerves get the

best of them for the first 14 minutes

of the game, allowing Washington

Knicks Beat

Baltimore, Win

Series, 107-101
NEW YORK (AP) - The New

York Knicks, with Jerry Lucas and
Bill Bradley leading a desperation

drive, outscored Baltimore 19-8

down the homestretch to beat the

Bullets 107-101 Tuesday and win

their National Basketball
Association Eastern Conference

semifinal series.

The Knicks, by taking the best-

of-7 series four games to two, now
go on to face the Boston Celtics in

the conference finals. The Celtics

won the Atlantic Division title,

finishing eight games in front of

the Knicks with whom they split

their season series 3-3.

The Bullets, trailing most of the

way, scrambled to a 93-88 lead with

four minutes remaining. Then
Lucas hit a three-point play that

started the Knicks on their decisive

surge. Archie Clark scored for

Baltimore, then New York ran off

eight straight points before Mike
Riordan hit a pair of foul shots to

bring the Bullets back within two
points at 99-97.

But Bradley hit on a rebound and
Walt Frazier scored on a driving

layup to put the Knicks out of

reach.

Clark, who led all scorers with 31

points, came back with a pair of

free throws that closed the margin
to four points but Dean
Meminger's two foul shots and
uncontested layup put the game
away.
Frazier and Lucas led the

Knicks' balanced attack with 22

points apiece while Bradley and
Dave DeBusschere had 20 each.

Jack Marin added 21 points and
Riordan had 19 for Baltimore,

which beat the Knicks a year ago to

get to the NBA championship
round before losing to Milwaukee.

and Lee to jump out to a 3-0 lead

enroute to a 9-5 licking of the

Redmen.
The scoring started early, as

Steve Litchfuss made it 1-0,

Washington and Lee, before a

minute was gone in the first period.

The Virginians kept the play in the

UMass end of the field for the next

10 minutes; and except for one

isolated display of brilliance on

Hirsch Seidman's part halfway

through the period, when he was
fooled by a W & L goalie playing

way over his head, Garber's

Gorillas couldn't get untracked.

With 12-1/2 minutes gone in the

period, the score was Washington
and Lee 3, UMass, 0.

The visitor's third goal was
enough to get rid of those but-

terflies in the Gorillas' stomachs

as they fast-breaked their way
through the W&L defense to make
the score 3-1 at the end of the first

period. Here's how it happened:

with 45 seconds to go in the period,

tri-captain Dana Stone raced up

the middle of the field, passed to

Charlie Hsrdy standing to the left

of the net, who fired the ball over

the visiting goalie's right shoulder

The second period began with

UMass completely dominating the

play, and Washington and Lee was

hard pressed to clear the ball out of

their own zone. Still, the Redmen
couldn't get off a good shot on the

W&L goalie, and on the two oc-

casions that the visitors did

manage to mount an offensive,

they scored halfway through the

period the tally was 5-1,

Washington and Lee.

UMass kept hustling and
pressing Washington and Lee in

their own end, and their adamancy
finally paid with John Nagle

connecting with the first of his

three goals. The tall senior set up

the play himself with a neat

defensive manuever at midfield as

he knocked the ball loose from a

W&L player's stick. Then, Paul

Ritch scooped the ball up, and after

a great save on him, Nagle got the

ball back and fired it into the net

from right out in front.

At this point in the game UMass
was still controlling the play,

playing really good defense, and
checking the hell out of the

Washington and Lee lacrossemen.

The game was getting very rough,

and it looked like there might be a

feud brewing between Nagle and
certain W&L players who gang-

tackled him on one play near the

end of the first half. Nothing came
of that, however.

Bruce Crawford had a number of

superb saves in the first two

periods, and in the third period he

had more of the same, shutting out

the visitors. All UMass could do.

though, was cut the lead to 5-3 with

six minutes to go in the period.

Garber's Gorillas had been ap-

plying the pressure in the W&L end

for a good part of the third stanza

when finally Dwight Blomquist

picked the ball up after a scramble

in front of the goal, tossed it over to

team high scorer Hardy, who rifled

one into the goal. UMass was

playing its heart out, but the stick-

men were having trouble con

necting on their passes, and so the

good goaltending was going for

nought.

The visitors scored four more

times in the fourth period, the first

three scores of the period in-

creasing their lead to 8-3 before

UMass knew what had hit them.

Finally, Nagle scored his second

goal of the game, dropping the ball

into the net from just a foot away,

the assist going to Hardy. After

W&L had increased its lead to 9-4,

Nagle capped off the Redmen's
scoring by showing everyone in

attendance why he is a leading

candidate for Ail-American honors

this season. Ritch had just been

robbed of a goal, and Nagle

scooped up the rebound and fired a

shot off his right side which was
blocked by a W&L defenseman
Nagle was determined to close the

W&L lead, and he picked up his

own rebound, spun around, and
deposited it in the goals off his left

side And that's the way the game
ended.
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GORILLA GRUNTS-Coach
Garber was firm in his belief that

UMass is a good a team as
Washington and Lee, but that their

inability to capitalize on the

situations when the visitors had a

man off the field serving a penalty

really hurt them.

"On a normal day, we'll score on

half of our man-up situations

Today we didn't do it once. They
had thirteen penalties called

against them-half of that is about

six, and there's you're victory,"

said Coach Garber in a post-game
interview.

The coach was really pleased

with the hustle and determination

his team displayed, even after they

were down 3-0 early in the game.
"I'm dissappointed we didn't

play better -The guys gave a 100%
effort -they just didn't throw and
catch well. This game was similar

to the Adelphi game. We were tight

in the beginning during that one,

too. If we had played today the way
we played against Fairleigh

Dickinson and Yale, we'd have

won."
UMass' next game is this af

ternoon at 3:00 on the field behind

Boyden. against perennial patsies

Holy Cross. Holy Cross has yet to

play a game this year, but judging

by last year's 23-1 loss to UMass.
the Gorillas have nothing to worry

about. The Crusaders always field

a big team, so come to the game
and cross your fingers that all of

the Redmen can leave the field at

the end of the game under their

own power. So come on out and

watch the other nationally-ranked

team on campus stop the Crusade

zX

SPORTS

Washington and Lee beat the Redmen 9-4,

yesterday afternoon. Had the Redmen looked

more like this, they might have pulled off a big

upset.

ErvingTo JoinHawks
BULLETIN: ATLANTA (AP) - Bill Putnam, president of the

Atlanta Hawks of the National Basketball Association, confirmed

Tuesday reports that Julius Erving, a star with the Virginia

Squires of the rival American Basketball Association, has signed a

contract to play for Atlanta.

However, Putnam said, the contract will become valid only at the

end of Erving's contract with the Squires, which has three years

remaining.

In addition. Erving, who would have been a college senior this

year had he remained at the University of Massachusetts, was

chosen by the NBAs Milwaukee Bucks in the first round of Mon
day's draft, further complicating the situation.

"My position on that," Putnam said, "is that Erving is a

professional and not subject to rules of the college draft
"

Putnam did not disclose the price of the Erving contract but the

Atlanta Journal reported the figure at $2 million.

"Even if we do have to wait three years to get him. he's still

worth it." Putnam said. "He's just turned 22 and is one of the most

exciting players I have ever seen."

The announcement came while the Squires were in the midst of

the ABA playoffs. Erving has a playoff average of 37.3 points per

game and had a 53-point game in the series against the Floridians

which Virginia swept 4-0.

The 6-foot-6, 195-pounder signed with the Squires in September
1971 after his sophomore year at Massachusetts.

Bruins Beat Toronto,TakeSeries
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston

Bruins advanced to the Stanley

Cup semifinals by wrapping up
their series with Toronto with a 3-2

TrackstersOpenSeason
Against Northeastern

By EARLE BARROLL
The weather seems pretty encouraging, but then again last Thursday at

this time (830 p.m.) the setting was the same and upon awakening

Friday morning the comments from track buffs ran from &'%$ to f* ! %&
So, if there is no snow, sleet, tornadoes, etc., running around campus

there will be a track meet this afternoon as the UMass tracksters will

attempt to open their spring season against the New England champs,

Northeastern University, at 2.

This meet was previously scheduled for three teams, however Boston

University has another track commitment today which leaves the

Redmen in a position that would sooner the appearance of the Terriors.

As coach Ken O'Brien points out, "There is a difference of two points

per event (20 of them) from a tri to a dual meet and this would give the

advantage to a team with numbers like we have.

"

But regardless of two points here or there, O'Brien still sees it as a close

meet with fhe addition of two more sprinting events and the discus and

javelin in the field, giving strength to a team that was lacking overall

power indoors.

Northeastern coach Irwin Cohen has said that his team is stronger

outdoors than it was indoors. O'Brien feels the same.

And so as long as the weather is not stronger than both, these two will

get a chance to compare their tales of east and west.

victory over the Toronto Maple
Leafs Tuesday night on Ken
Hodge's goal at 7:38 of the third

period.

The stubborn Leafs pulled into a

2-2 tie with less than 14 minutes

remaining on veteran Norm
Ullman's goal at 6:09 of the final

period. But the Bruins bounced
right back to take the best-of-seven

series 4-1.

Linemates Phil Esposito and
Wayne Cashman set up Hodge,

who beat Toronto goalie Bernie

Parent with a 10-foot drive. Hodge
also got the winning goal in the

fourth game at Toronto Sunday
night.

The Bruins, who will meet the

winner of the Minnesota-St. Louis

quarter-final series, spotted

Toronto one goal midway through

the opening period as defenseman
Jim McKenny took a pass from

Dave Keon and scored on a power
play
The Bruins tied the score 4-1/2

minutes later as Fred Stanfield hit

an open corner for his third goal of

the series.

John McKenzie put Boston ahead
with the only goal of the middle
session.

Parent, a former Bruin, turned
in a spectacular performance as he
kicked out 33 shots. Boston goalie
Gerry Cheevers also had a strong
game with 26 saves.

The Leafs pulled Parent in favor
of a sixth skater with 1:25 left and
made a vain bid to send the game
into overtime. They had four
faceoffs in the Boston end and at

one point, with 39 seconds
remaining, actually put the puck
into the net.

It was not a goal, however.
Cheevers had grabbed a deflected
shot, and the puck was jarred loose
and tipped into the net. But referee
Bruce Hood ruled the whistle had
blown before the puck got away
from Cheevers.

Varsity M
The UMass Redmen Sports Luncheon will be at the Newman Center on

Wednesday. April 12. at 12:15 p.m. getting out promptly at 1:15 p.m. The
program will be presented by the lacrosse staff; also door prize; plus

excellent food

Everyone is invited, price of the luncheon is $1 .50.

Lakers Blame
Poor Shooting
For Lost Game
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Held to an

incredibly low 72 points in their

first playoff meeting with the

Milwaukee Bucks, the Los Angeles

Lakers aim to even the series

Wednesday night at the Forum.
The Bucks, defending National

Basketball Association champs,
scored 93 in whipping the record-

setting Lakers Sunday.
Defense did it, said the Bucks.

"We weren't hitting," said the

Lakers. Both had valid points.

Milwaukee did show an out-

standing defense, but a team which

scores 120 points per game on the

average during the regular season

as the Lakers did shouldn't hit only

27 per cent in any game. The eight

points the Lakers scored in the

third period were less than any

team has ever tallied in a period

against Milwaukee.
There was an argument about

lighting at the Forum for the

opener of the best-of-seu. n series.

Television needed extra lights for

its present on.

"I und' d we're going back

to t» .y with the lights for

W' y night's game,"
co. .dited Coach Bill Sharman of

the home club.

THE SIX DEANS
OF THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Reflecting the School's commitment to improving teacher education, Dick

Clark (rear center), Chairman of the Teacher Preparation Programs Council,

has been named Assistant Dean designate. Norma Jean Anderson is Assistant

Dean for Student Affairs. Bob Suzuki, left front, is the new Assistant Dean of

Administration. Atron Gentry, right front, is Assistant Dean for Special

Programs. Earl Seidman, with pipe, is Associate Dean for Academic Affairs,

and on the extreme right is Dean Dwight W. Allen.
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To break the sterotype

of "they" and "we"
This program attempts to do it with a cross-

cultural experience that contrasts familiar

values with those of a different culture. That's

why this program offers the opportunity for

foreign or domestic subculture teaching ex-

periences.

A three-semester program, it will admit 50

elementary and secondary students who are

either sophomores or juniors in 1972-1973.

Required will be 24 specified credits, including

a full semester of student teaching.

Courses will explore other cultures in depth,

ways to internationalize education in the

United States, and how teachers can tran-

splant another culture into their classrooms.

For further information, contact Walt John-

son, Montague House, 5-0465 or George Urch,

Room 215, 5-0945.

INTERNATIONAL ED
George Urch, Director

1972-1973
TEACHER
PREPARATION
PROGRAMS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

Published by the Teacher Preparation Programs Council (TPPC)
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For juniors wanting a vigorous

program leading to Bachelors

and Masters Degrees

If you have a commitment to developing your teaching skills

to the fullest over a two-and-a-half year period, you may wish

to consider the S.H.P. (Foundations) Program.

This program is open to both prospective elementary and

secondary teachers and begins in the spring semester of the

junior year. Required are 26 undergraduate credits and 24

graduate credits in Education.

The program consists of five phases:

II: tutorial seminar, spring semester of junior year.

H2: four-week workshop during first summer.

H3: fall semester of senior year; nine hours of student

teaching plus two concurrent courses consisting of methods

and psychology. Bachelors Degree awarded.

HA: spring semester; graduate courses consisting of nine

hours of Foundations and six hours of electives.

US: full-time teaching and related seminars (15 hours of

credit) M.Ed, awarded.

For further information contact Michael Minor; Room 223-

B; Phone: 545-1589.

S.H.P. (Foundations)
Michael Minor. Director
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*"* - JNOllit All prospective secondary teachers must

n^WYfTHnCX 51 t^JlfTIP'F be enrolled in a program in order to
UClAJllllllg a LCaUlCl | sfudent feach Mon enr0||ment, all

students must have the permission ot

1. FRESHMEN, in their freshman year, their major departments; specifically, a

Should register for a new course: Kids, signed permission form from the

Schools, and the School of Education: An In- | SSSfLSSZ£££?&
troduction. Beginning with Class of 75, this is a j are open t0 sen iors who have completed

required course for entrance to all teacher j many required education courses which

preparation programs. include Educational Psychology and

eABUAMABce :~ 1070 io7o —*— a\a «^+ *a i, Foundations of Education. Juniors and
SOPHOMORES in 1972-1973 Who did not take

sophomores are also eligible. Most
the 282 Prepracticum as freshmen Should students will practice teach in western

register for the new course above in their fall j Massachusetts. In the event that faculty

c*»m«*Q+»r below cannot be reached, call them
1 .'

. XJ < *u«~ Student Affairs Office, 5-1543.

2. Gam admittance to one of more than t-tvt^t tcu
twenty teacher preparation programs briefly I ENGLISH: %£%£*» S£*£Pl
described in this booklet. Collectively, these 1597

programs are the only route to teacher cer- MATH: For information, can tppc office: 5-

tification through the School of Education. All ilff,

students now in the Individualized Program, SCIENCE: For information contact Leverne
even if they have completed all requirements Thelen, Program Director, or call 5-1556.

except practice teaching, must enroll in one of SOCIAL
the programs in this booklet. STUDIES: Program Director is Al Anthony. For

information call TPPC office, 5-1556.
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For future-oriented i

How to ^e media » tne

prospective teachers i education of the deaf

_ , , , Unique in the nation, this 3-year program
Th.s .s a two-to-three semester program or

prepares students to be media specialists in
sophomores and juniors; a one semester £ deaf stodents enter the first
"short program" tor 12 seniors to intern m

semester of the junior year and receive
schools where curriculum, methods, and

masfers on completion of the
philosophy are already future oriented. Open

program. Students learn how to make movies,
to secondary and

efmentary stud«nts
- 1 slides, audio-tapes, transparencies, and video-

The basic aim will be to explore alternative
Non-course experiences include learning

possible futures tor society, » well as to ^
,anguage and tutoring deaf

develop necessary teaching-learning ski a.
children. Students in the program intern as

Addressing the discontinuity of today s value
medja ja|jsts Qualified students receive

systems and developing rt"tefl.esfor social
stipends from federal funds. For further in-

change will hopefully enable'tomorrow % formation, contact Anita Largent, Thompson
teachers to make sub|ect matter more u ., phn_-. „,«
relevant to tomorrow. For further information

na "' rnone
-
a "33 -

contact: Ken Hoagland; Room 21-A; Phone: 5-

|
Media Specialist

Future
j for the Deaf

J LUviXC^ Anita Largent, Director

Practice, apprentice,

and intern in Amherst

elementary schools

This program offers a wide range of prac-

tical alternatives for all elementary majors --

including those interested in special education

(working with children and adults with mental
and emotional problems) open education, and
health education. Program has various entry

and exit points, and is open to sophomores,
juniors, and seniors. Students must commit
themselves to full-time, semester long in-

ternship. For further information, contact

Allen Blackmer, Room 219, Phone: 5-1563.

AMHERST
ELEMENTARY
Dave Flight. Nancy Morrison, Co-Directors
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Ken Hoagland, Director

For those who'd like to teach

outside the established order

If you prefer risks, perhaps you'd rather

teach in what are called Alternative Schools,

or Free Schools. Such schools include a Third

World Institute of black kids and teachers

dedicated to revolutionary change; a school-

without-walls using the city for a campus; a

farm school where kids learn by running the

farm; a mini-school totally unlike the

traditional school.

Such schools demand more flexibility,

initiative and patience of their teachers. So

does the program for thirty elementary and

secondary juniors who will be admitted for

1972-1973 To develop such characteristics, the

program includes 26 days of Outward Bound

training on the sea, a semester-long internship

in an urban alternative school, and courses for

which students share responsibility with

professors. For further information, contact

Donn Kesselheim; Room 212; Phone: 5-0984.

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS
A. Donn Kesselheim, Director

Chance to help develop

experimental curriculum

for puberty-age children

A limited number of juniors and seniors will

have the opportunity to complete secondary
student teaching for certification while
working for one semester with an ex-

perimental curriculum. The experiment is

based on the assumption that puberty is as

much a psychological upheaval as physical.

No longer children but not yet adults, children

of eleven-years-of-age-plus perceive their

worlds anew. The psychological needs of this

group are at the heart of the experiemental

curriculum. For further information, contact

Nat French; Room 113; Phone: 5-2848.

11-Plus Project
Nat French. Director^ __-_ —__———
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Offers BDIC students a

2-year program leading to

secondary certification

Run in conjunction with BDIC (Bachelors

Degree with Individualized Concentration),

this new program is open to sophomores and

juniors in BDIC and also students with

traditional majors providing they have
departmental approval. Strong in educational

theory and field work, it prepares students to

teach in interdisciplinary studies or traditional

subjects with greater breadth and un-

derstanding. For further information, contact

Bob Burns or Ken Huggins, TPPC office,

Room 109; Phone: 5-1555.

Horizons - BDIC
Bob Burns, Ken Huggins. Co-Directors
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** "*" Learn as you teach on
j

Martha's Vineyard \

Choose this program if you are a sophomore/

junior, or senior, an elementary or secondary

student and willing to commit yourself to

almost an academic year of learning and in-

terning in the Martha's Vineyard school

system.
Workshops in academic areas will be given

on site. School of Education instructional staff

will be assisted by local school personnel. Past

experience indicates you will be fully accepted

as an integral part of the 1,425-student public

school system and of the Island community.
Successful completion of the program earns

you thirty semester hours of credit and
qualifies you for Commonwealth Teacher
Certification. Limited to twenty students.

Apply to: William Masalski; Room 210;

Phone: 545-1578.

Vineyard Intern Program
Charles Davis, Director
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3. ELEMENTARY teacher candidates,

before they can be accepted by any teacher

preparation program, first must be majors in

the School of Education. Presently, the School

cannot accept additional majors from the

classes of 73, 74, 75.

SECONDARY candidates must have per-

mission from their major departments;
specifically, a signed permission form from

the department advisor to prospective
teachers which must be presented to any
program director who interviews you.

4. At least a 2.0 cumulative average is

necessary for entry into the programs in this

booklet. Transfer students must establish this

minimum during their first semester by taking

graded courses outside the School of

Education, which is on a pass/fail system. Any
questions? Call the Student Affairs Office at

545-1543.

In the following pages, the essentials of

twenty-one programs are described so as to

make it easy for students to decide which
programs interest them so they can in-

vestigate the programs further.
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Freedom to design

own curriculum,

learning environment,

teaching experience

This is a wholly contained one-year program

with no fixed blueprint open to elementary and

secondary majors, both those who want

teacher certification and those who don't.

Students are totally responsible for their own

educations » for making their own choices and

living with the consequences. Program offers

up to 15 credits per semester. For further

information, contact Jeffrey Forest or AAarsha

Forest Phone: 253-3100.

Explorations!
Jeffrey Forest. Marsha Forest, Directors

1 Offers sophomores

1 two-and-a-half year

I integrated program
Five consecutive semesters combining

course work with classroom teaching in the

Mark's AAeadow Elementary School at the

School of Education will give you a strong

sense of school community. The operative

educational philosophy here is "integrated

day."
Five semesters closely relate theory and

experience: (1) Introduction to wide variety of

careers through observation and discussion.

(2) Child development and learning theory

while actually working with two pupils, a boy

and a girl of different ages. (3) Semester of

full-time teaching with attention to methods
and curriculum development. (4) School of Ed
and University courses. (5) Full-time teaching

with increased responsibility for classroom
management, curriculum organization, and
diagnosing student needs. For further in-

formation contact: Mike Greenebaum, Mark's
Meadow School; Phone 549-1507.

j
IVlflTK S 1V1C3,Q0W Mike Gre-nebaum, Director
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Weather
There was a Chill in

the Senate last nite, but

not for long. Wouldn't it

be nice if the new of-

ficers stayed for the

whole meeting.

THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 1972

Walter Sobzak current yearbook editor-in-chief, answers questions from the floor concerning costs of printing an Index for academic year 72-73. After

consideration of'a hard cover, soft cover and $120,000 yearbook, the Senate finally agreed to accept a budget of about $61,000 (SATF appropriation of almost

$50,000). (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton)

WTOY
(BULLETIN: As the Collegian

went to press last night, the

Student Senate in a marathon

budget session passed a $61,000

budget providing funding for a

hard cover Index next year. The

yearbook had only been funded $1

up to this point.)

By MARY SMITH
While attempting to finalize the

authorization of RSO budgets for

1972-73, the Student Senate voted

last night to decrease the WTOY

budget by over $40,000 to $16,800

The amended version cuts the

WTOY budget to less than one-

third of the budget proposed by the

station and the Senate Budgets

Committee, and eliminates the

possibility of establishing a new,

student run television studio on

campus.

Other budgets dealt with by the

Senate included DRUM, which was
accepted as presented, and
Harambe, the third world

On The Inside

:

Caucus Votes Today
See page three

Let OSCAR Do It

See page thirteen

organization, which was decreased

from $10,525 to $9,025

At the time of the Collegian

deadline, there were ap-

proximately a dozen RSO budgets

still to be considered by the Senate.

The major decrease by WTOY
was in the category of operating

expenses. The Budgets Committee
had proposed an allotment of

$40,000 in this category. Senator

Bruce Bernstein presented an
amendment to reduce the figure to

$1,000. Proponents of the bill

argued that this move would
enable WTOY to prove its ability

and worth to the student body

before larger sums, of students'

money were spent on the project.

The amendment was passed by a

42-23-3 margin.

Next a motion was made to

strike the entire budget of WTOY.
Senators Elliot Sherman and Paul

Hamel spoke in favor of the move.

Both senators questioned the

financing of a television station

with student funds. Senate Speaker

John Hogan stated that there were
currently bills before the State

legislature that would require the

state to pay for such projects.

Hogan also voiced doubt as to the

actual number of students who
would benefit from the station

The question was called, but

defeated by a 33-41 roll call vote

Senator John Whalen then

moved to increase the operating

expenses category, which had just

been cut to $1,000 to $5,900 Whalen
argued that this would enable

WTOY to function effectively and

give the station a chance to prove

its value. The amendment , passed

38-36-3, provides for the purchase

of one studio camera and
three portable cameras.

In other business, the Senate

defeated a motion which recom-

mended to the Faculty Senate that

the University Discipline Board be

abolished. The Discipline Board
consists of four faculty members
and four students, each appointed

by the respective Senates. The
board has the power to review and
reverse decisions reached by the

student General Court concerning

cases of suspension or dismissal of

students.

The Special Business Motion was
presented by Senator Dave Poisson

and the actual amendment
sponsored by Nick Apostola,
Chairman of Academic Affairs.

Student Attorney General Henry
Bouffard argued against the

measure, claiming that the

responsibility of deciding the

academic fate of a student is

sometimes too great a respon

sibility to be handled only by

students, without being able to

judge the case from another
viewpoint.

SGA President Larry Ladd
urged that the Senate pass the

motion, which was to have been
considered at today's meeting of

the Faculty Senate, but the Senate
defeated the bill

Ladd reported to the Collegian

after the defeat of the bill that he

would probably issue a suspensive

veto. The suspensive veto means
that the Senate will have to

reconsider the motion at its next

meeting.

President Ladd also issued a

statement concerning the

University housing policy at the

start of the meeting. Ladd stated,

in essence, the administration is

bribing students It is saying to us

give us a little of your freedom and
we will reduce rent'. But the

consistent position of the student

government has been that students

should live where they please and
not be forced to live in dorms. The
administration has made its

decision for economic rather than

educational purposes, violating

fundamental student rights
"
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Ladd Names Co-Workers

Larry Ladd. newly elected president of SGA. named 5 people who

will be working closely with him.<MDC photo by Gib Fullerton

)

Vermont Boasts

Glassphalt Road
MONTPELIER. Vt. <AP> —

Vermont is expected to have the

first glass road in the northeast as

a result of its annual "Green Up
Week" campaign this month

A newly developed paving

material composed 75 per cent of

rock and gravel and 25 per cent of

crushed glass will be used to

surface a 3/4 mile section of Route

116 south of Burlington.

Spokesman for the green up

campaign, scheduled for the week

of April 24, said it is expected to

produce 400.000 empty bottles

collected from recycling centers

and bottlers in the state.

The bottles will be stockpiled in a

Shelburne quarry and will be

crushed into paving material at a

Williston plant during the green-up

week
Frank E. Aldrich. paving

engineer for the Vermont Highway
Department, said the "glassphalt"

paving mixture will be obtained

"at little cost to the state since the

price is the same as if the mix were

entirely of stone.

The immeasurable savings to

the people and the State of Ver-

mont are in the open spaces

redeemed from sanitary landfills."

he said. "This is glassphalt's

major contribution to the recovery

of natural resources so far."

By CAROL CHRISTIANSEN
Larry Ladd, president of the Student Government

Association, (SGA) named in an MDC interview the

people who will be working with him during the

coming year.

"These people," Ladd said, "are committed to the

concept of a strong SGA presidency as the

representative of the students to the administration,

faculty, and trustees."

Those chosen represent a broad spectrum of

student interests. They are bringing to their offices

various experiences, including direct work with

student governments and other student groups.

Those who will be working most closely with Ladd

are:

P John Stevens, "Coordinator of the Presidents

Council"
"John will be working directly with area govern-

ments and other student groups," Ladd said. "He will

help to unite them on issues of common concern, help

them strengthen themselves in order to gain more

autonomy, and, in general, work to mobilize students

around issues of direct and immediate concern to

them."
Stevens served as chairperson of the Budgets

Committee of Student Senate and was coordinator

and organizer of the Amherst Voter Registration

Coalition. He also served on the Student Long-Range

Planning Committee and the Student Senate

Academic Affairs Committee.
Ladd stated that "John has the broad experience

and firm dedication to get the job done."

• Patty Asack, "Executive Assistant to the

President"

Ms. Asack will be working on a variety of special

projects, but her main concern will be as a political

organizer against the administration and as the

liaison between the SGA President and the Student

Senate.

Ms. Asack served on the Chancellor Search

Committee and is the former chairperson of the

Student Senate Social Action Committee and of the

Student Senate Women's Committee. She was co-

chairperson of the 1970 Student Strike Committee.

Ladd feels that Ms. Asack, who has worked with a

wide variety of students, "has the ability to bring us

together against the sources of our common op-

pression."

Clouds which formed last night

are bringing rain and thunder and

lightning today. Although the

temperature during the day is

expected to reach 50. the wetness

may make everything seem
colder.

MDC Classifieds Pay

Qlljf flafiaariptarttii lathj (ttollrgtan

The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the Student Union

on the campus of the University of Massachusetts. »ip cod* 0100J Telephones: 545

J550 (news). 545 0344 (sports). 5450731 (business)

Second class postage is paid in Amherst THF DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes

Monday through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation. e>tam

periods or holidays Accepted for mailing under the authority of an act of Marcti I,

1|7». as amended by an act of June 11, 1*43. Subscription rates »rt U00 per

semester or no 00 per year

• Neil Kerstein, "Administrative Assistant to the

President"
Kersteins major job, according to Ladd, will be

"keeping track of the University and committee

appointments that must be made, and recommending

to me who should be appointed. He will put students in

positions where they can represent student needs and

concerns."

An Air Force veteran, Kerstein has not previously

been involved in student government or related ac-

tivities.

Ladd feels that this fact makes Kerstein right for

the job. "He has not formed any personal loyalties or

prejudices that might hamper his effectiveness. He

will be impartial and fair," he said.

• Edward Voci, "Special Assistant for Trustee

Relations"

Voci will be involved in issues that will be coming

before the Board of Trustees. He will make recom-

mendations to Ladd about those issues which directly

effect students and the University.

Voci was chairperson of the Student Senate Ser-

vices Committee and is now an organizer and coor-

dinator for Western Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group. He also served as Special Assistant

for Trustee Relations this past year for Lee Sandwen.

Ladd stated that "Ed has done an excellent job this

year in understanding the complex and foggy matters

that the trustees face."

• Maggie Houghton, "Special Assistant for Social

Action"

Ms. Houghton will handle relations with political

and activist groups seeking to create social change

outside of the University. She will keep Ladd in-

formed and advise him how he can best represent

students on issues concerning the community, state,

and nation.

Ms. Houghton served this year as chairperson of

the Student Senate Social Action Committee. She has

also been active in a variety of social action groups

Ladd hopes to have more people helping him in the

future. "There is so much that must be done, and so

few people to do it," he said. "If the University is

going to stop ripping us off, it must be confronted with

forceful student leadership that will aggressively

protect student interests."

WAW Supports Peace Coalition

Sierra Club Explores

Mt. Holyoke Range
A hike and picnic, sponsored by the Sierra Club, to explore two sections

of the proposed national park on the Holyoke Range will be held on

Saturday, April 15 (storm date, Sunday, April 16).

Meet at 10 am at the Bay Rd Fruit Stand at the intersection of Route

116 and Bay Rd. for the morning hike over Mount Norwottuck (A shorter

loop is possible for those who wish it). This will include also the "horse

sheds" and the Amherst Conservation Area.

At 12:30 meet at the closed gate to Skinner State Park on the park road

off Route 47 at Hockanum. — ,.-... ..

For further information. caU Janet W. Dakin, 549-3680 who will lead the

hikes.

Weather

By FRANK FAULKNER
Veterans of the Vietnam War

who are now students at the

University have registered their

opposition to the present build-up

of U.S. strength in Indochina.

Members of Vietnam Veterans

Against the War, concerned with

escalation of the Air War and troop

increases in the form of additional

Navy and Air Force personnel, last

night voted unanimously to .support

the National Peace Action

Coalition sponsored demonstration

in New York City on April 22.

The Veterans believe that the

demonstration provides a viable

means for those opposed to the war
to register concern and express

public sentiment against the ad-

ministration's current war policy.

Acting Coordinator of the

V.V.A.W., Rick Laine, stated that

the two week old offensive has

proven that Vietnamization is

obviously not working. Laine, a

former machine gunner, said,

"The continued escalation of the

air war through recent deployment
of Naval Aircraft Carriers and the

bomber wing from Westover
clearly shows that Vietnamization

is not working and will not succeed

in ending U.S. involvement in

Indochina, a fact the V.V.A.W. has

been maintaining for quite some
time."

Vietnam Veterans Against the

War is a national organization

supporting cessation of fighting

and immediate withdrawal of all

U.S. troops from Indochina.

Patriots Weekend

Good Thursday
thru Wednesday

99

2 pieces of chicken, mashed potatoes & gravy, corn on the cob, soft

drink, buttered roll.

Rt. 9 across from Zayres

Tonight's temperatures, which

may even be freezing, but probably

not quite, will lead the way for a

fair day Friday, when tem-

peratures should reach 60-65. But if

they don't, please blame it on

someone besides us. .V ••Mill?' *!!•:. 3

SPRING SALE
20% Off Most Spring and Sale Merchandise

Savings up to 65%

present this ad and get an additional 5% off

56V2 Main St., Amherst in the Alley
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When Students Are
Administrators . .

.

By MARY GOODYEAR
The Administrative Intern Program gives students the op-

portunity to undertake administrative responsibilities.

Undergraduate students are placed by the program, in various

administrative offices throughout the University to fill vacant, but

necessary positions. The students receive administrative training

through the experience gained by their positions.

Phil Lacombe, undergraduate administrative assistant to the

area director of Sylvan and an intern himself, said of the program,
"it's not a matter of creating a job for the student, but a means of

filling a vacant position." He added, "you know, it's fantastic; it's

really great."

The student interns perform many of the duties required of an
administrator, some of which include talking to various persons in

an administrative capacity and aiding in decision-making. The
amount of responsibility assigned to each intern is relative to the

type of relationship established between the administrator and the

intern.

Student administrative interns work, on the average, fifteen to

twenty hours per week and receive a yearly salary of $1,250. In

addition to their office work, the interns are expected to take a

seminar type course for a year, for which they receive three credits

a semester. The seminars deal with a background in leadership and

are conducted by the undergraduate program director David

Flight, and Dick Polumbo, the director of the graduate student

intern program.
Any undergraduate student with an expressed interest in ad-

ministrative work is eligible to apply for a position in the program.

A background in leadership is desirable, but definitely not man-
datory. Students in any major department are urged to apply.

Approximately fifteen positions will be open next year and even

some full-time positions for the summer. Some vacancies for next

year will be found in the office of the vice chancellor, the student

affairs office, the university press, the physical plant, and in the

school of education.

Applications will be available in theCenterfor Leadership and

Administration Office, Rm. 229, in the School of Education,

beginning April 18, and should be turned in by April 28. Selections

should be made by the second week of May.

Boston Schools Criticized

WASHINGTON (AP) — Jonathan Kozol, a Boston author, said Wed-

nesday an estimated 6,000 to 8,000 Spanish- speaking youngsters are not in

classes in Boston public schools, and contended it was because school

officials made no provision for them.

His remarks were prepared for a U.S. Senate hearing conducted by

Sen. Fred R. Harris, D-Okla.

Kozol, 35, contended 90 per cent of Spanish-speaking children who enter

school in Boston drop out before the 9th grade, and said there are only 74

Puerto Rican children in all Boston high school grades now out of about

3,000 Spanish-speaking youths of high school age.

He said Boston's "ghetto schools" are "in deeper trouble now than they

were back in 1964 and 1965 when protest first began."

Kozol said he thinks a black or Spanish-speaking child "who has been

denied his right to free and equal public education has a perfect right to

sue the schooling system for the years in which he has been cheated and

denied..."

He contended records were poor at Boston City Hospital, whose health

care he criticized, and quoted an unidentified doctor as saying, "We are

having difficulty practicing good pediatrics."

Kozol asserted Boston's medical schools have been silent about the

hospital's problems, which he said led to temporary loss of accreditation.

He quoted "several doctors" saying Harvard Medical School "derives

ironical advantage from the perpetuation of the present system of ex-

treme catastrophe at BCH by virtue of the fact that it obtains thereby a

wide array of devastating cases-cases in conditions often times a good

deal more advanced and, therefore, medically more 'interesting' than

doctors could ever find in middle class white hospitals."

Kozol wrote a book called "Death at an Early Age" about Boston

schools after being employed as a part-time substitute teacher on a day-

to-day basis in the 1964-65 school year for a fourth grade in the

predominately Black Roxbury section.

He was dropped before completing the school year, however, officials

said, after a dispute over failure to teach required subjects. Kozol later

joined the school system of suburban Newton as a fifth grade teacher.

MinorityCaucus Elections Today
By BURVELL WILLIAMS

Now in its fourth day of deliberation, the Minority

Caucus will proceed to discuss and hopefully resolve

the CO. P. program issue at the ten o'clock session

today. At a 2:00 session, nominations and election

procedures for the Minority Caucus are scheduled to

take place.

The importance of these two activities should

emerge as the focal point for the caucus in deter-

mining its direction and structure. Today's activities

will crystallize the caucus' perspective of their

situation, after which issues and problems can be

effectively administered.

Yesterday's activities included the caucus'

acknowledgement of a document that established the

Caucus' legitimacy as the only voice of the minorities

in the School of Education. This in addition to other

mandates and responsibilities that the Minority

Caucus will undertake, were outlined in the

document.
However, serious consideration by the caucus for

the importance of this document disallows its

publication because literary style and intent have not

been finalized. In addition, connotative misin-

terpretations could evolve from those who did not

attend yesterday's meeting.

The CO. P. program issue entails futile

disagreement between studentsand administrators of

the program. This has provided momentum for the

Caucus' seriousness and dedication.

The elections and nominations in today's session

will decide upon an executive committee from the

School of Ed. The committee will consist of one ad-

ministrator; one staff representative; three graduate
students; three undergraduate students; and three

faculty representatives, making a total of eleven

representatives from the minority community.
The Caucus hesitated to endorse today's Education

Assembly in respect to the efforts of the Non Minority

organization until representatives from this

organization have presented clear and definite in-

tentions to the Minority Caucus, spokesmen indicated

that this abstention will be upheld.

Effort To Unjam Talks Hinted
WASHINGTON (AP) - The White

House hinted broadly Wednesday
that the United States is pursuing

private channels in an effort to

break the Vietnam peace talks

logjam.

But presidential press secretary

Ronald L. Ziegler would divulge no

specifics on the possible secret

maneuvering as he repeated that

President Nixon hopes to continue

with the withdrawal of U.S. troops

from Indochina.

But Ziegler said again that

Nixon's decision on further with-

drawals would be based on cir-

cumstances existing before May 1,

when U.S. troop strength is to

stand at 69,000.

"Our intent and our hope and our

policy is to continue with troop

withdrawals," Ziegler said, "but

I'm not going to predict what
decision the President might
make" before he makes his

scheduled announcement on or

before May 1.

The hint of secret diplomatic

maneuvering came when Ziegler

repeated that the "enemy knows
full well what it takes to proceed to

full negotiations."

And Ziegler used almost the

same words spoken by Nixon when
he hinted several months ago of the

12 secret Paris negotiating

sessions conducted by national

security adviser Henry Kissinger

McGovern In Massachusetts

SOS
Coffeehouse
A Coffee House will be held

tonight at the Blue Room of the

Worcester Dining Commons from 8

12 P.M.
The coffee house to benefit S.O.S.

(Students Offering Support) will

feature an evening of folk music.

Entertainment will be provided by

groups from the local area.

Admission to the Coffee House
will be 50*

The groups are playing for free

so that all of the proceeds can go to

S.O.S. to aid the court case of the 28

parents who have brought suit

against the State Dept. of Mental

Health for negligence at

Belchertown.

BOSTON (AP) - Sen. George
McGovern Wednesday opened
what he said would be a strenuous

two week campaign for the April 25

Massachusetts presidential
primary, and predicted, "I will

win."

The South Dakota Democrat,
who won national attention by his

victory in the Wisconsin primary,
told a news conference at Logan
International Airport, "We're
presently in the same situation we
were in in Wisconsin" when he
opened that campaign two weeks
before the election.

Mobe Tonight
The Student Mobilization

Committee has called a meeting in

room 171 of the Campus Center at

8:00 p.m. tonight to coordinate a

response to the massive build up of

American forces in Indochina.

At tonight's meeting, MOBE will

be organizing people from the

campus and surrounding area to

build support for the April 22

demonstration.

As in Wisconsin, he said he

considered himself an underdog in

Massachusetts.
"I would not want the election to

be held here today," he said. "Our
organization is not as strong as it

should be at this point, but it's

coming into place.

"I predict we will win, but only
on the basis of a lot of hard effort

on my part and on the part of my
supporters."

"When the record is known, the

U.S. will not be found wanting,"

Ziegler said. Asked whether this

meant secret diplomatic in-

titiatives are under way, Ziegler

said "Perhaps it could and perhaps

it couldn't."

The United States expressed

formal displeasure to the French
government Wednesday for

requesting that the Vietnam peace

talks be resumed without delay.

The State Department said the

French were told their call was
one-sided and made without
notifying the United States.

Press officer Robert J. Mc-
Closkey said the French request is

similar to North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong demands and that

serious negotiations cannot be
made under military pressure.

On Capitol Hill. Sen Edward
Kennedy, D—Mass., said:

"How can any nation that

genuinely desires peace be absent

from the peace table at a time like

this?"

Nixon met for two hours with

Republican congressional leaders,

who were briefed on the war by

Kissinger.

-

Program Council Presents:

PAT PAULSEN in Concert

Who says progressive radio doesn't inform the people? They
haven't heard Ken Mosakowski'i FOCUS Tuesdays at 10:00 p.m.

On

U1MUA
§1.1 FM

free form/informative radio

Stterdaf, April 11, 1:00 p.m. '1.00

CAGE — Tickets at RSO and C.C Concourse

UMass
Fine

Arts

Counci I

Presents

The World Famous

AMADEUS STRING QUARTET
Per forming works by Haydn Beethoven and T ippett

Wednesday, April 19 - 8:00 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium (Stockbridge)

Reserved tickets: 125 Herter

Tel. 545 0202
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In The Nation And The World

Tank Column Penetrates An
SAIGON (AP) - Under the cover

of darkness, a column of up to 42

North Vietnamese tanks launched

an assault Thursday against the

besieged provincial capital of An
Loc, 60 miles north of Saigon.

Several of the tanks were set up to

ring the town and were attempting

to drive back waves of U.S. and

South Vietnamese bombers at-

tacking the tank column
There were no reports of any

U.S. air losses or of what damage
the air strikes had caused.

In other developments in the two-

week-old North Vietnamese of-

fensive:

Communist-led forces early

Thursday shelled the Da Nang air

base and Phu Bai. biggest U.S.

installations in the northern

quarter of South Vietnam, causing

17 American and South Viet-

namese casualties, destroying one

aircraft and damaging nine others,

field reports said

Enemy troops also renewed
attacks across a key river defense

line anchoring the government's

northern positions against the

North Vietnamese offensive.

In the air war, B52 bombers.

In Brief...
Kissinger Postpones Trip To Japan

WASHINGTON (AP) - The White House says presidential ad-

viser Henry A. Kissinger has postponed a planned visit to Japan

because of the latest crisis in Indochina

Nixon .Announces Nomination to FCC
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon announced today he will

nominate Benjamin L. Hooks, a Memphis attorney, to be the first

black to serve on the seven-member Federal Communications

Commission.

Johnson's Condition "Quite Good"
BAN ANTONIO. Tex. (AP) - Former President Lyndon B.

Johnson's condition was described by doctors today as "quite

good" after he was flown here early today from Virginia for more

hospital care.

Gallagher Denies Charges

NEWARK, N.Y. (AP) - New Jersey Congressman Cornelius E.

Gallagher says federal charges of perjury and conspiracy against

him are "a political indictment all part of a campaign to destroy

me politically, physically, mentally and financially."

The 51 -year-old seven-term Democratic representative from

Bayonne also is charged with federal income tax evasion.

America's most powerful war-

planes, attacked targets inside

North Vietnam for the second time

in four days. Informants said the

attacks were below the 20th

parallel, which runs about 80 miles

south of Hanoi.

Allied military officials have

been most concerned with the siege

of An Loc. where 12,000 govern-

ment troops, most of the Viet-

namese 5th Division, have been

bottled up.

Two tanks of the attacking

column were reported inside the

city and some around the airfield.

The rest of the column was said

to be moving from the northwest

toward the city, but its exact

position was not known.

The column apparently moved

southward from Cambodia down

Highway 13. accompanied by

North Vietnamese infantrymen.

Several other tanks have been

knocked out in the border region

but this was the first time such a

large force had been sighted.

The North Vietnamese used

tanks to overrun the district town

of Loc Minn. 15 miles north of An

Loc, last Friday

attack against Da Nang.

Spokesmen said one U.S. Air Force

EC47 electronics warfare plane

used to jam enemy radar and in-

tercept communications was

An Loc reportedly is surrounded destroyed and three of the twin-

by as manyTs 30,000 North Viet- engine electron.es planes and an

F4 supersonic jet fighter-bomber

sustained light damage.

Earlier, in the confusion of

darkness, it was reported that the

EC47 destroyed was a South

Vietnamese transport plane and

that two helicopters sustained light

damage.
South Vietnamese officials at Da

Nang said two Vietnamese
civilians were killed and four were

wounded.
At Phu Bai, there were no

casualties or damage, the Com
mand reported.

The attacks were the first

against the two installations since

the Communist command laun

ched its major offensive March 30

namese troops

Despite scores of U.S. B52

bombing raids in the area plus

hundreds of other strikes by

smaller tactical fighter-bombers,

the North Vietnamese were still

able to thrust southward.

Only Thursday, waves of B52

bombers launched heavy attacks

on North Vietnamese troop con-

centrations on two sides or An Loc

within one and two miles of the city

limits.

Initial reports said the city ap-

parently was still in government

hands. President Nguyen Van
Thieu has ordered it held at all

costs.

The command said all 10

Americans were wounded in the

Viet GI's Balk At Command

Labor Party Votes

Market Referendum
LONDON I AP) - Despite the defection of seven of its leaders, the

divided Labor party demanded Thursday a national referendum on

British entry into the European Common Market

It was the question of a referendum that brought about the resignations

from the party leadership of those favoring the Common Market. They

were led by Roy Jenkins, the deputy party leader.

An angry meeting of Labor legislators endorsed the party leader-

ship's policy switch in favor of a referendum, 129-96.

While antimarket left-wingers hailed the result as a triumph, another

advocate of British entry into Europe quit the party leadership, the

seventh in 48 hours He was the Laborite spokesman on Scottish affairs,

Dr Dickson Mabon.
Mabon's departure and that of six other pro-Europeans led by Jenkins

underlined the deep split the Common Market and referendum issue has

inflicted on the Labor party.

Under the leadership of Harold Wilson, Latxr has moved from support

for entry while in office to rejection of market membership on the terms

negotiated by the Conservative government.

Antimarket members have been pressing hard for an official party

commitment to a referendum in the belief that a majority in Britain

would reiect entry even if it were approved by parliament

Left-wingers are now expected to step up their campaign to guide dents that they did not want to go

Labor toward opposition to the market in principle, a fear voiced by into the field."

Jenkins when he resigned.
t

___________

PHU BAI. Vietnam I AP) About

100 GIs reluctantly moved into a

forward defensive position outside

an important American air base

Wednesday after first refusing

because they believed it was too

dangerous.

They took up the assigned

position about three miles west of

Phu Bai. the northernmost point in

South Vietnam now occupied by

Americans.
An electronic communications

facility and a key airstrip are

there

The battalion commander. Lt.

Col Frederick P Mitchell,

assailed television newsmen and

other journalists who were present

when the incident took place.

"All you press are bastards." he

said "I blame you for this and you

can quote me on it."

In Saigon, the U.S. Command
said. "A rumor to the effect that

the area was an ambush site

loaded with booby traps circulated

among some members."
The unit involved is Charlie

Company. 2nd Battalion. 1st In-

fantry. 196th Brigade.

The command statement,
without offering any direct cir-

ticism of newsmen, said:

"Numerous correspondents were
in the area interviewing soldiers.

Several soldiers told correspon

No soldier actually disobeyed

orders or refused to go into the

field, the command said. No
disciplinary action was taken

The men at first refused to board

trucks waiting to take them to the

position, but after a lieutenant

called for volunteers and a handful

stepped forward, all except one

platoon had climbed aboard within

an hour
The platoon of about 45 men.

after saying they were told other

American defenders in the area of

the position would be endangered

by their absence, agreed a short

time later to go.

Fierce fighting is in progress

about 13 miles further west, around

Fire Base Bastogne. which is

surrounded by North Vietnamese

troops. Although often shelled in

the past. Phu Bai has not been a

target of the current offensive.

Combat refusals have become a

not infrequent occurrence among
US troops in Vietnam in the past

2-i/2 years, especially since the

American withdrawal began

I Mass Fine Arts Council Presents

Great New Orleans Jazz

WHAT DOES SSLENOP MEAN?

It means you no longer need to take

lecture notes in thee following courses:

BOTONY 100

ECONOMICS 125

ECONOMICS 126

GOVERNMENT 100

PSYCHOLOGY 101

PSYCHOLOGY 262

FOOD SCIENCE 101 PSYCHOLOGY 265

HISTORY 150 PSYCHOLOGY 270

MICROBIOLOGY 140 PSYCHOLOGY 280

PHILOSOPHY PSYCHOLOGY 301

PSYCHOLOGY 302

PSYCHOLOGY 325

SOCIOLOGY 101

SOCIOLOGY 256

ZOOLOGY 101

ZOOLOGY 135

Now you can simply sit in class and enjoy the lecture. We will

take all the notes for you and provide you with a complete

type-written copy of all the lecture notes for your class.

See us soon! The office of the Student Senate Lecture Note

Program is located on the first floor of the Student Union Building,

across from the Student Union Lobby Counter, Telephone 545-2683.

Thurs., April 13

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium
(Stockbridge Hall)

Reserved Ticket*: I'M I'ndergrads $1.50; Other F'ull-

Tiim* Students |2..n»; I'M Faculty/Staff 13.00;
(lenerijl Public $3.50

KINK ARTS COUNCIL. 125HERTER
TEL. 545-0202

Students are required to show I.D.'s w/tickets at door

^m m -^^^ ^ ^«fc .-*-»

Price Chairman Vows To Cut Food Prices
WASHINGTON (AP) Price

Commission chairman C. Jackson
Grayson Jr. reaffirmed Wed-
nesday his intention to do
something about rising food prices
as the commission opened its first

public hearings on the matter.
"Somethings got to be done

about this," he said at one point.

At another time, questioning an
Agriculture Department witness
who had opposed extending con-
trols to raw farm products,
Grayson said, "Our job is to get
prices down... I want you to un-
derstand we have a problem. And
if prices continue to go up we have
more of a problem."
The Labor Department has said

that wholesale food prices fell 0.3

per cent in March after big jumps
in earlier months.

But Asst. Agriculture Secretary

Richard E. Lyng said that doesn't
constitute a new trend to reduced
food prices. He said the
Agriculture Department expects
retail food prices to go up a total of

about 4 per cent this year, and
more than half that increase
already has shown up on grocery
store shelves.

Richard Frank, who testified on
behalf of Consumers Union, said
President Nixon could bring food
prices down by increasing the

amount of foreign meat and
produce allowed to enter this

country.

Frank said Consumers Union has
found evidence that America's
frankfurters and hamburger
contain less nutritional value and
more fat than they used to have.

"What we fear is that low sup-

plies of, and higher prices for, lean

meat will provide even greater

incentives for more adulteration,"

he said.

Another witness, 70-year-old

Ralph Olsen, pleaded with the

commission to reject the idea of

controls on farm products.

Olsen said he runs a large farm
near Ellsworth, Iowa, and is on the

board of Farmland Foods, a large

cooperative.

He said inflation has hurt far-

mers more than others, that far-

mers get only a small percentage

of retail store prices, and that

consumers should be told that

price ceilings on raw farm
products won't work.

Over-all, Lyng said, farmers still

need to make more money. "For

most items we think there is a need
for increased income," he said.

"We think it is very important that

we have prosperous agriculture if

we are to continue to have this food

supply."

Lyng said the Agriculture
Department opposes extending
price controls to raw farm
products because to do so would
risk "chaotic disruptions in the

production of essential food sup-

plies," and because farmers are
caught in what he described as a

squeeze between rising costs and
relatively stable prices.

For example, he said, the price

of cattle now has climbed to the

level it was about 20 years ago.

"I wonder if the people in this

country aren't expecting to buy
food for a good deal less than they

should?" Lyng said.

Price Commission Chairman C.

Jackson Grayson Jr. responded:
"Our job is to get prices down...

I

want you to understand we have a

problem, and if prices continue to

go up we will have more of a
problem."
Grayson, who has criticized

Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz
for cheering higher farm prices,

has said that if food prices continue

to increase sharply the Price
Commission will recommend
controls on raw farm products, or

impose stricter controls on mid-
dlemen and the grocers.

Butz was in Moscow today and
did not testify.

Nixon Covered China Press

Dr. Charles Guthrie's body English and expressions are not in self

defense. Guthrie, a Rochester veterinarian and director of the

Rochester Barbershop Chorus, was leading his singers in concert at

a city shopping center this week.

Tax Return Firms
Accused OfFraud

WASHINGTON (AP) Internal

Revenue Commissioner Johnnie

M Walters told senators today that

widespread fraud, not just errors,

has been found in income tax

returns prepared by firms
assisting taxpayers.

He promised criminal

prosecutions not only of com-
mercial tax preparers who submit

fraudulent returns but also of in-

dividual taxpayers who colloborate

with them.
As Secretary of the Treasury

John B. Connally recently

disclosed, Walters said an IRS

check of returns in the Southeast

region prepared by commercial

tax preparers showed that 97 per

cent were fraudulent.

Walters told a Senate Ap-

propriations subcommittee that

the disclosure occurred in mid-

March and the IRS immediately

ordered a similar check conducted

in all the other regions.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The text

of a White House news summary
prepared for President Nixon
while he was in China discloses

that the President was kept in-

formed in minute detail of the news
play his trip was getting.

In an unusual public surfacing of

one of these presidential digests,

the Washington News Committee
of The Associated Press Managing
Editors Association printed the full

text in its monthly newsletter.

The newsletter, prepared by

committee chairman Courtney R.

Sheldon, chief of the Washington
news bureau of the Christian

Science Monitor, said the text was
obtained in China.

"It was dated Feb. 25. the fifth

day of Mr. Nixon's presence in

China," the newsletter said, "and
deals only with the gist of TV in a

portion of one day and from
regional newspapers only. This

and a flood of companion reports

on what the news media were
saying were circulated privately

among administration officials
"

The news summary contained

reports of what each major net-

work had said or shown during

evening newscasts. It also detailed

newspaper play, down to number
and location of pictures, position of

stories and headlines.

The only mention of other news
events in the news summary was
reference to school busing and the

hijacking of an airliner on which

Joseph Kennedy was a passenger

when these stories competed with

Nixon for headlines.

Here are some excerpts from the

text-abbreviations used include
RN Richard Nixon, WH White
House:

NBC led with 5:20 from the

banquet the lay formal func-
tion...NBC then had a minute on
the uniquely Chinese snow
shoveling Then 2:00 Kaplow from
Forbidden City. Both better film

audio of RN that was case in live

coverage Thurs. Nite. The snow
added to photos, said Kaplow, and

photos are considered by WH to be

an important part of trip...

For 2nd night in row CBS led with

the busing story. Then came over 5

minutes led by Rather who said

likelihood of a 2nd RN-Mao
meeting has been reduced if not

eliminated..

Then to film from Forbidden City

where RN was described in good
humor ..

Still frustrated in getting news
was Cronkite lead on next report as

he said reporters were again
turning to sightseeing...

Last 3 minutes of CBS about
12:00 on China with Sevareid
walking along streets awed, tho
also somewhat frightened, by the
totalitarian control which results

in thousands and thousands and
turning out to shovel the snow...

CAMPUS PIZZA
Rt. 9, behind Walter's in Nadley

DELICIOUS PIZZA
GRINDERS— SPAGHETTI

BQ. CHICKEN — Al ROAST BEEF

Come in— Try and compare.

Sunday— Thursday
Friday & Saturday

Call first, it will be

ready when you arrive.

11 a.m. — 1 a.m.
11 a.m. — 2a.m.

586-3880

TONiTE

SEAGULL
8:30 50

mtootto(3

WISDOM OF THE AGES ! WISDOM
OF THE AGES! GETCHA SMARTS
RIGHT HERE I

FOR A MERE 6 CANS OF
SCHAEFER BEERE.GOOD SIR,

ETERNAL KNOWLEDGE CAN BE

THINE...

vmtwft&ws®
Sth»»»«f BrawarMs
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See the cranes extending hundreds of feet below the surface of the

water. Sorr> we cant do it poetic justice. <MDC photo by Alan

Chapman)

Cornell Artists:

"Black, Beautiful"
During the coming week the Committee to Combat Racism is spon-

soring the "united black artists" of Cornell University-Africana Center.

The group, consisting of young black actors, dancers and musicians, will

give dramatic interpretations of "To All Things Black and Beautiful"

The production was conceived and is being directed by Mr. Chesty

n

red A writer, an essayist, and a critic. Mr Everett is presently the

Langston Hughes writer in residence at the Airicana Center at Cornell

University

Lba will hold a workshop Ls Black Art Exclusive: Black Art a-> a

Humanizing Process "

) on April 20, 1972 at the School of Education. On the

evening of April 21. 1972, the group will present the dramatic per-

formance at Amherst Regional High School It is tentatively scheduled

for 7.00 p.m. Tickets will be $1.50 per person, to be purchased at the

School of Education or the New Africa House in Mills. The public is

cordially invited to attend.

The nth Hour Lecture Series

presents

FERGUS CLYDESDALE
UM Food Science Dept.

on

"Food: Facts About Nonsense"

Sponsored by
Maroon Key Society

7:30 p.m.

Thirs.y ipr. 13

C.C. Aud.

FREE

Kinnell
Galway Kinnell, American poet

and recipient of this year's Shelley

Award in poetry from the Poetry
Society of America, will read his

poems today in Hasbrouck
Auditorium 20 (the physics
building) at 8.30 p.m.

Kinnell, one of the leading can
didates for this years National

Book Award, will also gi\e a brief

reading and open discussion
Friday. April 14. at 12:15 p.m. in

SBA 120 (the octagonal auditorium
section of the School of Business
Administration at UMass 1

Galway Kinnell's last three
books of poems have won the

highest critical praise: the current
"Book of Nightmares." "Body
Rags." and "Flower Herding On

Mount Monadnock." Phrases such

as "obviously a classic,"

"magnificent." "as exalting as

any poetry I have ever read," "we

can single out Galway Kinnell as

one of the few consummate
masters in poetry," have come
from such wellknown poets as

Denise Levertov Robert Mezey,

and John Logan.

Kinnell was born in Providence,

R.I., in 1927. After studies at

Princeton University, he lived in

the Middle East. France, and

many parts of the United States as

a Poet-in-Residence at several

colleges and universities.

At present, he lives in New York
City, teaches part-time at

Columbia University, and makes

his summer home in Sheffield, Vt.

Kinnell has also published a
novel, "Black Light," and several

books oi translations of fiction and
poetry irom the French. His
writing has appeared in most of the

major literary journals in English

and his poetry has already been the

subject oi numerous critical

studies and appreciations. Among
contemporary poets in English he
now holds a position as one of the

very best

The readings on both Thursday
and Friday are free and open to the

public. They are sponsored jointly

D the Distinguished Visitors

Program and the Master of Fine
Arts Program in English.

USCC Improves Communication
By CONNIE MARANTO

The new chairman of the I niversity-State Com-
munications Council (USCO says that besides its

work in fighting proposed tuition increases, USCC
members have done "much" in other areas to im-

prove student-legislator communication.

Peter Lynch is a junior majoring in Political

Science. He was elected March 19 to succeed Judy

Hill. 72 as head of USCC.
Lynch said that USCC was organized in the spring

of 1969 "to promote better communications between

the state legislature and UMass students." The group

first gained recognition on campus when they

brought state legislators to campus during the

Student Strike of May, 1970, he added.
"USCC is probably most familiar to students right

now for its work in fighting bills before the legislature

proposing tuition increases," Lynch stated. He ex-

plained that USCC is involved in other fields besides

the tuition increase issue.

"Last year, for example" Lynch said, "USCC was
responsible for filing a bill calling for two students to

be placed on the Board of Trustees for the Univer-

sity." Previously there had been only one seat which

was held for six months each by the Amherst and

Boston student trustees.

The formation of an information center which has

copies of all bills pending before the legislature

available to anyone interested was due to the work of

USCC, Lynch said.

He also cited the Legislative Research Council and
the USCC—Campus Newsletter as other areas of

concern of USCC.
The Legislative Research Council allows students

to work for a state representative researching fields

of interest to both the student and legislator. The
School of Business gives three credits for this work
The newsletter is sent out monthly to legislators It

contains articles describing activities in which
students are involved on campus.

BOSTON JAP) — Rep Shirle>

Chisholm. D-YY.. said today the

greatest difficult in her campaign
comes from "men who
not intact, both black and wh
Mrs Chisholm. campaigning in

Massachusetts for the Apr:

presidential primary, said in a

news conference and speech at

Boston State College that men kept

asking her. "Why don't you step

back'* You're breaking up the

liberal wing of the part>

The problem, she said, is that "in

this country the presidency hM
been the sole domain of white

men."
I tell these men who ask me to

step back. Alright, but then stop

telling me about the American
dream
Approximately 300 young per-

sons attended the speech.

Mrs. Chisholm, a two-term
representative from Brooklyn
said she is "the only candidate who
can represent the broadest
category of people. I am the only

real populist who's running. My
whole life has beer a populist life."

She predicted that the National

Democratic Convention will be

wide open, adding: "I expect to

have delegates, but with or without

Chisholm Sees Males
As Campaign Obstacle

delegates I expect to play an im-

portant role at tne convention

She said many of the national

convention delegates will be un-

committed i hey are blacks,

women and the voung who haw
been holding their own caucuses
and conventions across the

country, in cnurches nnrt Y
These art- tne people who

I

been left out." she lid

"The people who have beet

out are saying we have had MMMlgl
and we are willing to die ral

than be left out again
"

MASSACHUSETTS BAY

COMMUNITY COLLEGE
••The Summer nf 7:>"

HUM SI SSION
.Recitt ration <B 3 p.m. i

Classes boon
Castes end

gi.COM> •ESffatf
J UM 1 Registration 0-1 p.m. t July 17
June S Classes begin Jjiv ih
Jui.v 14 Cia-.se* end Augu>t Z\

TUITION
Registration fe* per session
Per three- credit course
Per four-credit course

COURSES
Bt SINKS* ADMINISTRATION MATHKHATICI

• 3.00
6.10-1
H4 H

Accounting. Pnncip'ov
Business Law. Principles
E onomics. Principles
Finance. Principles
Management. Principles
Real Estate, Principles

HUMANITIES

Art. History A Appreciation
English Composition A Literature
English Literature
Music. History A Appreciation
Phi'osonhy
Public Speaking
Western i World i Literature

LANGUAGES
Italian, Basic
Spanish. B.isir
Spanish. Intermediate

SEC:.„TARIAL SCIENCES

Shorthand II 'June 12-Aug
Typing II (June 12-Aug. 4)

4)

Calculus
M.<tnematics, Business
iwatheniatic*. College
Matnematics. finite
Mathematics. Introductory
Statistics. Principles

SCIENCES

Biology, General
Chemistry (Inorganic*. General
Minooiology. Fundamentals
Physical Science

SOCIAL SCIENCES

American History
Anthropology. Introduction
Black History A Culture
Comparative European

Government *

Federal Government of
the United State*

History of Western Civilization
Marriage and the Family
Modern Middle East
Psychology. Arlolesc nt
Psychology. Child
Psychology. General
Sociology. Introduction

WORKSHOPS
INTENSIVE SECKETAKIAL WORKSHOP: A convplete self-contained
program for those with no previous clerical training designed to
provide basic typing, shorthand, and n< neral Office skills foi . ntr>
into the secreta-i«il field,
i June 12-Aug. 4: 9:00 a.m.-l:30 p.m. daily: Tuition $147 I

TTPING AND SHORTHAND WORKSHOP; Skill building r those
with previous secretarial training.
(Aug 14-25: 9:30 a m.-l:O0 p.m. daily: Tuition S4S. i

WORKSHOP FOR RETIRED LIVING: A two week strain «f
nr »-n»ation of i»»nv issues imporfnt lo the person retire.'
about to retire Including leffal. medical, occupation^ i. and •
issues.
(June 12 23: 9:30 a.m.-ll:O0 a.m. daily: Tuition tl8.)

For Sumrrer Div'sion Cotoloq Contact:

SUMMER DIVISION, MAS^CnUSHTS BAY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

57 Stanley Avenue. Watertewn Mais.. 021 72—Tel. 924-2*00

Fully accredited by the N.E.A.C.S.S.

Credit* earned are acceptable for transfer to senior colleges.

Apollo 16 Will Race The Stork Blastoff For Moon Sunday
SPACE CENTER. Houston

(AP)-Thomas K. Mattingly II,

command module pilot on Apollo

16, will be in a race with the stork

during his mission to the moon and
back.

Mission launch is scheduled for

Sunday and splashdown for April

28.

Friends say the wife of the 36-

year-old astronaut is expecting a

baby very soon and Mattingly

hopes to get home before the baby
does.

Mattingly, himself, is not talking

about it, which is typical of the

slightly balding, blue-eyed Navy
lieutenant commander.
The astronaut will talk freely for

hours about his job and about the

space program but he carefully

shields his personal life from

public view.

Mattingly and his wife have been

married only two years.

Mrs. Mattingly is the former

Elizabeth Dailey of Hollywood,

Calif., a schoolteacher Mattingly

met seven years ago and married

after a five-year courtship.

The astronaut is known as one of

the most dedicated of the pilots in

the space corps.

He is the only son of an airlines

maintenance supervisor who
taught the astronaut a love for

flying at an early age.

Born in Chicago. Mattingly grew

up in Hialeah, Fla.. and boyhood

friends remember him as a very

active youth, full of imagination

and drive.

One friend remembers the

astronaut's relationship with his

father was special.

"I don't think any of us had this

kind of thing going with our

fathers." says the friend

"Ken. a nickname the astronaut

still uses, approached model

airplanes on a scientific basis and

his father knew how to explain it.'

When I was a little kid,'' recalls

Mattingly, "the thing I wanted to

do was to be a test pilot
"

He started building model air-

planes seriously at an early age

and once set a world speed record

at model competition in Detroit.

In school, Mattingly made
consistently high grades and let his

interest spill over into music and

student politics.

He was elected student govern-

ment president in junior high

school and he took up the drums in

high school. He was once kicked

out of an orchestra rehearsal for

sailing a model airplane over the

musicians.

Mattingly turned down a music

scholarship to attend Auburn
under the Navy officer's training

program. He was a dean's list

honor student and student body

president.

After graduation in 1958 with a

aeronautical engineering degree,

Mattingly was commissioned as an

ensign and wrote: "I've found a

home in the Navy."
He earned his wings, spent five

years flying fighters from carrier

decks and then attended the Air

Force test pilot school at Edwards

Air Force Base. Calif. He was the

top student in his class and was

selected an astronaut a month

before graduation.

Mattingly was the first of his

astronaut class selected to fly, but

he missed out on a space mission

because of a disease he never

caught
He was the assigned command

module pilot on Apollo 13 in April

1970 when one of the backup

crewmen came down with german
measles.

Blood tests showed Mattingly

had never had the disease and

doctors feared he might get sick

while out in space. He was

grounded 72 hours before launch

and another astronaut, John L.

Swigert Jr., went in his place.

Apollo 13, it turned out, was a

good mission to miss. An oxygen

tank on the craft exploded halfway

to the moon, imperiling the lives of

the crew.
Mattingly never did get measles.

On Apollo 16, he has a much
more demanding job than the

planned Apollo 13 assignment. He
will walk in space on the way home
from the moon, and in lunar orbit

he will operate a complex package

of remote scientific sensors.

His crewmates on the flight

include Charles M. Duke Jr., the

Apollo 13 backup crewman who
exposed Mattingly to the measles.

Astronaut John W Young will

command the mission.

Young and Duke will spend three

days on the moon while Mattingly

remains in lunar orbit aboard the

command ship.

Mrs. Mattingly plans to stay

home and watch the mission on

television. Her brother and wife

are staying with her.

Friends say their baby is ex-

pected around the first week in

May.

CAPE KENNEDY. Fla. (AP)-The astronauts rehearsed blastoff and

earth orbital maneuvers Wednesday as the countdown proceeded

smoothly toward Sunday's beginning of the Apollo 16 moon mission.

Civil authorities prepared for the massive traffic jam expected to be

caused by the launch.

Astronauts John W. Young, Charles M. Duke Jr. and Thomas K.

Mattingly II boarded the command ship simulator to run through ac-

tivities from the time the booster rocket leaves the pad until they fire out

of earth orbit and head for the moon.

That covers 2 hours, 27 minutes in the flight plan.

Young and Duke also practiced their descent to the moon in the lunar

module trainer and Mattingly worked on lunar orbit exercises in the

command ship simulator.

On Thursday the astronauts will receive a geology briefing.

Lt. Ben Brady of the Florida Highway Patrol estimated that a million

visitors would be crammed into the area when the Saturn 5 booster rocket

lifts off at 12:54 p.m. EST.
This would be the largest number since nearly a million were lured to

the cape for the Apollo 14 launch, the last to be staged on a Sunday.

Four days before Apollo 16 leaves the launch pad for man's fifth ex-

pedition to the moon, house trailers and campers already were swarming

into the area, scouting for vantage points along roads and causeways.

Bart Auto Paint & Body Spocialists

Fot$i§n 9n4 Pom title Collision Work

REASONABL E RAT ES— Come in for an estimate.

Next to the Towne House

on Rt 9 at the Amherst —
Belchertown Line

George Champoux
Tel 256-8712

Hrs. 9 - 6

Prop.

Collegian

Will Not Publish

Monday, April 1 7,

Ad Deadline

for Tuesday, April 18

is Thursday, April 13.

ANTIWAR
MEETING
TONIGHT

8:00 p.m.

Room 171 Campus Center

The American govt, has chosen to meet

the resistence of the Vietnamese with

a massive bombing assault, devastating

to an unparalleled degree the land and

people of S.E. Asia. Their ability to

continue this assault depends on the re-

sponse of the American people. We ™ust

demonstrate our opposition to the war NOW!
when the Vietnamese need it most.

Join us tonight,

to build mass support —

Demonstrate
in New York

April 22
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"When the elevators ain't working, this is one way to get out of the

dorm- the only way," says this anonymous student who. in typical

Batman style, scales the walls of Dickenson Dorm. (MIX Photo by

Jim Keardon)

AFL-CIO To Picket

Supermarket Prices

WASHINGTON (AP)-TheAFL^CIO gave the go-ahead today to its 13.6

million members to start picketing supermarkets and other stores to

protest against rising prices.

"We are going to escalate," said Leo Perlis. director of the labor

federation's Community Services Department which has been con-

ducting a labor watchdog operation to monitor prices around the nation.

AFL—CIO price monitors were originally instructed in a letter not to

throw up picket lines, but Perlis told a conference "that sentence is

rescinded."

"Go ahead and do what you have to do," he told several hundred labor

officials at the annual national AFL—CIO Community Services Con-

ference.

Earlier. Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., chairman of the joint

economic committee of Congress, told the delegates President Nixon's

Phase II wage-price controls were unfairly holding down wages while

letting prices rise.

Proxmire said his committee will hold hearings starting Friday aimed

at achieving a fairer economic control program.
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And Now, A Word From Our Sponsor

NEW YORK (LNS) -How often

have you said that you can't tell

where the commercials begin and
the programs end on TV? Wasn't
that the Chinese Ping Pong team
saying you have a friend at Chase
Manhattan Bank? The Pittsburgh

Pirates advertising deodorant?
Well, if you're beginning to

suspect that advertising is seeping
into the programs and the
programs are seeping into the

commercials-you're right! Ac-
cording to a report in the Wall
Street Journal, public relations

firms are producing news features

for television stations which subtly

push their client's products during
the regularly scheduled news
programs.
For instance, TV watchers can

now see Alaskan caribou scam-
pering across ramps built over the

proposed and infamous Trans-
Alaskan pipeline. From that short

on the news, Chicago, Baltimore
and Boise tube watchers- just to

name a few -can see for them-
selves that there is nothing to the

"hysterical" fear of ecology
fanatics that the proposed pipeline

would kill off animals by its great

heat, melt the permafreeze and
have a far reaching effect on the

environment. Rest assured, the

little news short coos -or rather,

the Alaskan Pipeline Service, Co.

who commissioned the film clip

and is part of the pipeline con-

sortium that wants to build the

pipeline.

The technique, according to

James B. Strenski. a public
relations man from Chicago, is

that the film releases "portray as
news rather than as a commercial
and accordingly receives a high

level of credibility."

"The friendly 10 o'clock
newscaster in Omaha is more
believable to most people there

than a 10 paragraph story on the

business page of the ( )maha World

Herald," observes Howard Back,

head of a firm in LA which

produces the films for cor-

porations.

Standard Oil is another company
which has moved into this form of

advertising. When two of its

tankers collided in San Francisco

Bay in early 1971 it commissioned

a film lauding its efforts to clean up
the Bay.
Besides the psychological effect

on viewers who see these pseudo

news stories interjected into news
casts, the films also save the ad-

vertisers piles of money. Spotlite

News, one of the agencies which

makes the news features,

estimates that one of their clients

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. would
have had to pay more than $500,000

for the "straight" air time
equivalent to the clips Spotlite has

made for them since 1954.

Instead, during those 18 years,

Lockheed has spent only $183,000

for the production of the films.

A single film clip produced by

STP. the oil additive company.

costs $2,752 to make. But if they

had bought the time the company
would have paid $40,000.

According to Jerry Gordon, head
of Gordon News films of California,

a well produced film will be used

on more than 20 of the state's top 30

stations.

"Frankly, I could use more
(news features)," said Dean
Reeter. news director of KRCR TV
in Redding, Calif. Small TV
stations with small staffs eagerly

fill in their own news reports with

the ones supplied to them by the

companies.
What do you think of the idea that

viewers won't be able to tell news
reports from commercials? "I

don't think anyone cares," says

Seattle sportscaster Ron Frosell of

KIRO TV.
To the suggestion that at least

they identify who paid for the news
spot Dick Dewitt of KCRL TV in

Reno, Nevada said piously: "I

don't mind showing the product but

I don't like to give them a free plug

by mentioning their names."
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Dr. Lawrence B. Slobodkin
Chairman, Dept. of Ecology and Evolution

S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook
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and Environmental Planning"
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Sponsored By:

Coalition for Environmental Quality
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University Day School Supported By Students

By LAURA DUBOWSK1
Serving students and non-

professional staff, this newly
formed UMass Day School located

at Bowditch Lodge was recently

granted $4,000 by the Commuter
Assembly. The Graduate Senate

has increased their support for the

School from $3,500 to $5,000. There

is also Student Senate Support of

$3,800 and a total of $8,200 from the

University itself.

Tuition accounts for $16,000 of

the Day School's funds. For the

most part, these funds go toward

the salaries of the Day Care Center

staff. However, due to this

welcome student support the

center will be able (between now
and the fall semester) to acquire

more equipment and supplies. This

funding also insures the per

manency of the Day School.

The University Day School was

formed as a result of a joint

recognition of need by teachers,

administrators, and students. At

the present, the University Day
School is a temporary Chancellor's

Office special project, which will

soon be picked up by one depart-

ment of the University. It isn't

certain yet which department will

pick up the school.

There is a Governing Board of

the University Day School, com-

prised of students, and faculty.

This board has the last say on all

Day School affairs, the purpose of

which is to offset administrative

pressures and to allow the

program to be independent.

The staff of the Day School

consists of four professional

teachers, two who work on a full-

time basis, and two graduate

assistants. In the initial stages of

the school, there were 30 student

teachers. This number has grown

to encompass 85. At any one time

during the day there are nine or ten

student teachers with one super-

visor at the Day School Included in

Bowditch Lodge, the site of the UMass Day School. Eighty kids are

enrolled here, all pre-school children of UMass students and staff.

(MDC photo by Holly Boice)

available buildings." This lodge,

with its wide expanse of land, is an

ideal setting for a nursery school.

There is a play yard in the back of

the building. The two floors in the

lodge are both utilized.

Downstairs, there is room for

indoor exercise, an area for con-

structing and carpentry, and a

place to set up house'. Upstairs a

kitchen is ready to help the

children make their snacks. In one

corner of the lodge, there is a

reading area equipped with books,

artistically inclined pupils can

create their masterpieces in an art

corner, those who like to play find

enjoyment in a manipulative toy

site; and a science nook beckons

children with a physical world

theme.

The University Day School
believes in an open classroom
policy. The children may choose

from several learning experiences.

The school is child-oriented, and
the kids are quite enthused about

it. Ms. Pelz described how one

child cried on a Saturday morning

because it wasn't a school day.

At the present, there is a total of

80 children enrolled at the Day
School. As of September 8, 1971,

total enrollment was 15, but since

then the number has climbed to

what it is now.

There is a waiting list of in-

terested students. Eligible children

are those whose parents are
students of UMass, or of the non-

professional staff. The state-

defined preschool age is from the

ages 2 years 9 months to 5 years.

Tuition is $100 per half day per

semester ($200 per full day).

Registration dates for the summer
session (no afternoon session), are

May 15 and June 26. Those wishing

to register their children for the

fall session should do so on either

August 18 or September 8.

Further information may be

obtained at Bowditch Lodge or by

calling 545-2466. Applications are,

accepted on a first- come, first-

serve basis.

this number are 20 work study

students, 25 human development

majors, 30 education majors, and

the rest are of other departments.

Bowditch Lodge was built in the

1930s by the 4-H Club. It way given

to the University by this group with

the stipulation that they have the

last say as to what purpose the

building serves. Director of the

University Day School, Ms. Betsy

Pelz, explains that "most
universities can't run a day care

center because there are no
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Room Choosing for Fall Semester, 1972

A. Residence Halls

During the week of April 17-21 residence hall room choosing will

be held for currently enrolled students desiring to reserve rooms for

the Fall Semester, 1972.

All students are required by University policy to reside on

campus unless they are:

1. Seniors

2. Married jt . . .

3 Commuting from home within a 40 mile radius of Amherst

4 21 years of age prior to the first official day of classes of the

semester in which the student intends to reside off-campus.

Special exemptions can be requested through the student's Area

Director. However, requests for special exemptions received after

noon April 10, 1972, will not be considered for Fall term exemptions.

All students intending to return in the Fall and not covered by any

of the above exemptions must participate In room choosing and

occupy a residence hall room for the Fall Semester.

The following schedule will be followed during the week of April

17-21:

Tuesday, April 18— Students intending to remain in the rooms in

which they are currently residing must sign up with their Heads of

Residence on this day.

Wednesday. April 19 — Students desiring to move to different

available space within fhe residence hall in which they are currently

residing must sign up with their Heads of Residence on this day.

Thursday, April .&— Students desiring to move to a residence

hall different from the one In which they are currently residing must

sign up with the Heads of Residence of the residence halls to which

they desire to move on this day.

Friday, April 21 — Students currently residing off-campus who
desire to move to available space on-campus must sign up with the

Heads of Residence of the residence halls to which they desire to

move on this day.

B Students who are authorized and intend to reside off-campus must

notify me Housing Office, 235 Whitmore Building, of their intentions

during the week of April 17-21.

Pnnm Security Deposit — If you plan to move off-campus or not to

return to school next Fall, you must notify the Housing Office of

your intentions before July 17, 1972, in order to be refunded your

deposit. Students who fail to make such notification by July 17 and

who fail to occupy a room in the Fall Semester will, unfortunately,

forfeit their Deposit, makf your PLANS EARLY.

As students required to live in University housing are automatically

billed for room and board, students who move off-campus without

proper authorization will be billed for room and board

automatically. This bill will be due before students will be allowed

to register.

D Students currently residing off campus and intending to remain off-

campus must notify the Housing Office of their intentions during the

week of April 17-21.
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April 22

In the news of two days ago it was leaked that eight or

nine warships were sailing for the Pacific, probably to

Vietnam. Destroyers and at least one aircraft carrier.

In yesterday's Herald-Traveler - a newspaper not

known for it's 'liberalism' - the front page headline was,

"500 American Troops Sent to DaNang". Well, DaNang

was rocketed today, American ground troops are being

sent to "forward perimeters" army terminology for

combat, and the bombers are bombing. Who knows how

many Vietnamese they are killing.

Sounds familiar, doesn't it? If you can remember back

to 1965 the turning point in American involvement was a

Viet Cong offensive which sliced the country in half and

was on the verge of overthrowing the Saigon government.

So Uncle Sam, being the generous soul he is, volunteered a

few American troops ; a half million to be precise.

Saigon was saved and Americans had entered another

holy war against communism, the proverbial boogie man.

In the last week North Vietnamese have attacked the

highlands, the delta, and the Saigon area. Two days ago an

American officer speculated they might try and cut the

country in half with a fourth strike through the center of

South Vietnam.

Sounds ominous doesn't it? Maybe a bit like 1965? En-

vision the headline, "North Viets surround Saigon",

"North Vie' seize Hue," or whatever suits your taste. But

it all adds up to the same thing. If not more ground troops,

more planes, more bombs, more deaths; but now of

Asians, and we all know a few Asian dead have never

bothered Uncle Sam.

Well the Collegian, and a lot of other people don't want

either of those possibilities to become reality.

MOBE and NPAC, are some of the organizations who

are trying to do something about it, but they need your

help.

Nixon and his cohorts have to be told, now, that America

wants no more of their war. That America wants out Now.

Not just the men, but the planes and the ships and the

bombs.

There is going to be a demonstration April 22 in New

York City protesting the build up over the last week, and

demanding that the U.S. withdraw, totally, NOW.

The Collegian urges you to attend this demonstration.

We can't let Nixon believe for a moment that the

American people will sit by and let him re-escalate the

war. There are too many lives at stake; too many have

already died for a mistake.

A few years ago there was a controversial Ex-

perimental College in Southwest. It had a reputation

across the campus and the state which had nothing to

do with academics. An attempt at combining living

and learning, it was thought by many to be an ex-

periment in living in sin. However, Project Ten some

how survived. Asked in the spring of each year to

justify its own continuation, Project Ten has slowly

added to the list of believers. This year the original

members of Project Tean will graduate; remarkably

enough, Project Ten will survive them here at the

University. .

From the perspective of 1972, it is easy enough to

see that there was a need on this campus for a more

organic environment in which to live and learn. There

is substantial irony in the old saw "live and learn;"

while it implies that the former leads to the latter, it

also hints that the two are separate processes. That

they should be integrated was considered a bold new

concept on this campus in 1968. In recent years it has

been accepted in principle, but the implementation of

the living-learning concept has been more difficult to

achieve. The parietal restrictions and co-ed housing

controversies have been resolved. The way has been

cleared to deal with what is in essence the fun-

damental purpose of any college, experimental or

otherwise: the quality of education.

Probably the greatest disappointment in the four

year history of Project Ten has been the lack of a

comprehensive academic program. It is far more

difficult to organize course of study than it has been to

create community development. Progress has been

made, but until recently it was a process of small

steps, of trial and error, frequently lacking in focus.

Tribute is paid to the idea of alternative education,

but the question that follows is somewhat stickier
:
in

what ways shall education in Project Ten differ from

education in the regular University?

One doesn't ask a person what he is doing tomorrow

when he is cornered by a pride of lions. Long-range

planning for Project Ten has often been handicapped

by the more immediate need of securing life blood for

the very survival of the Project. It has only been in

the last year that Project Ten has known with any

security that its place in the University's Future was

at all sure. This knowledge has allowed for the first

time the realistic contemplation of a long range

academic program in Project Ten. The result is a

document known as the "Project Proposal." To at-

tempt an accurate summary would be unfair; it is

sufficient to say that it is the most comprehensive

plan for academic matters ever to come from Project

Ten. The proposal is both focused and intelligent;

most importantly, it has substance. Its adoption by

Faculty Senate will mean that Project Ten will

become an authentic residential-college, a place to

learn as much as to live.

One has only to look around at the size of the

University to understand the difficulties inherent in a

change away from the status quo. It is far more ex-

pensive to feed a dinosaur than a robin, and the

dinosaur takes forever to digest his food. Should the

Faculty Senate adopt the Project Proposal later this

month, the robin will do more than eat: he will learn

to fly.

Project Ten has traditionally inspired skepticism in

many breasts. Students who wandered in and then

wandered out have often expressed a negative

reaction to the P-Ten concept of freedom. Everyone
wants the freedom of the "free from...

M
variety; the

"free to..." freedon is a little more difficult. If you

don't know what you want to do at all, perhaps you

have no interest in freedom of an alternative

program. If, however, you know what you would like

to explore, or at least know a few questions to which

you'd like to find answers, you might consider

Project Ten.

The Project will never be one iota better than the

sum of all its parts. It will be what its people make it,

no more. Its quality will decrease as its apathy in-

creases. Project Ten does not promise you a cleaner

wash. But if you think things can be better than they

are, and care about making them better, you're in

accord with the philosophy of Project Ten. They're

holding an Open House in Pierpont Tuesday night at

seven p.m. for anyone who might like to come find out

more about next year's Project Ten. It is my humble
suggestion that you may benefit from attending.

Shalom.

Tom Moriarty

Now, More Than Ever

The U.S. government is in a tight spot; perhaps the

tightest in the history of the Southeast Asia war.

Nixon has been forced to withdraw a large portion of

American ground troops. His expansion of the ground

war into Cambodia in 1970 was met with massive,

sustained domestic demonstrations, and fierce

resistence in Indochina. In 1971, unable to rely on

American GI's and frightened of another antiwar

upsurge, he invaded Laos with the long trained,

expensively equipped, US coordinated ARVN (Army
of South Vietnam). The miserable failure and quick

termination of that adventure was our first glimpse of

"Vietnamization" in action. Throughout his entire

administration, while slowly withdrawing US ground

troops and claiming to wind down the war, Nixon has

been steadily expanding and intensifying the air war.

More than 3 years of incalcuable bombing in Cam-
bodia, Laos, and Vietnam have served to artificially

prop up both the ARVN and the Thieu dictatorship.

The Vietnamese, after withstanding four months of

the most intensive bombing of the war, have launched

the largest offensive since Tet 1968. Liberation forces

have mounted a four front effort, waging battle after

successful battle against superior equipped and well

prepared ARVN units along the DMZ, Phu Bai (near

Hue), Loc Ninh to the north of Saigon, and the

Mekong Delta to the south. The pride of Nixon's

fraudulent Vietnamization program has folded. The

men of the ARVN are justifiably reluctant to fight

and die to maintain the Thieu dictatorship. No
amount of sophisticated armament or economic aid

will ever change that fact.

With his game plan for maintaining US im-

perialism in Indochina crumbling, Nixon has not

remained idle The already hideous armada of US air

power constantly pounding Southeast Asia has been

expanded. Two more aircraft carriers (90 planes

each ) , more B52s to strike from Guam, Thailand, and

South Vietnam, as well as more pilots, technicians,

and ground crews have been quickly sent to the battle

zone. Seven ships have just left from the west coast to

add their 5-inch guns and guided missiles to the naval

fire power daily rocking the DMZ. 500 American

ground combat troops have been airlifted to Phu Bai.

But the resistence is a lot tougher now. Armed with

somewhat outdated SAMs (surface to air missiles),

the liberation forces are no longer at the mercy of an

invulnerable enemy. Strike missions are now

positively dangerous for US air crews. The past two

weeks have resulted in a number of downed planes,

dead GIs, and more P.O.W.s.

Nixon is in a bind. Indications are that the Thieu

dictatorship may not be able to withstand the offensive

if protected only by US air support The ARVN is hard

pressed where not in full retreat. The shelling of

Saigon is imminent. Nixon has got to make a move.

To begin with, the election is approaching and

Nixon is trying to appear political detached. The only

statements made thus far have come from a no

longer smiling Ron Ziegler, pres. press secretary;

Melvin Laird, secretary of Defense; and Admiral

Thomas Moorer, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff The "Washington Special Action Group", under

Henry Kissinger, has been meeting daily since the

offensive began. "The group," says the April 5 New
York Times, "which is composed of senior officials

from the State and Defense Departments, and the

CIA, meets during emergencies." Nixon is keeping

his options open. Given what we knew he is already

doing, we can only guess at what his remaining op-

tions are; the bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong har-

bor? a reintroduction of American ground combat
troops? a serious consideration of Barry Goldwater's

advice?
Before discounting any of these "options", consider

a few facts. One, the US govt., under administrations

of both parties, has fought a horrifying genocidal war
for over a decade, at a cost of hundreds of billions of

dollars. Two, their overall policy of counterrevolution

in Southeast Asia has remained unchanged for over

two decades (see Pentagon Papers) and can in no

way be labeled a mistake. Three, while that policy

has brought economic crisis, massive domestic

unrest, nearly universal alienation of American
youth, and international hatred, the US govt, has

continued to wage war. Four, the current offensive

could well pose the questions of American defeat in a

foreign war, the toppling of the Thieu dictatorship,

and the closing of Southeast Asia to world capitalism.

On April 22, international demonstrations are

planned to reaffirm the only solution to the Vietnam
"conflicf'-immediate, total, and unconditional
withdrawal of all US forces from Southeast Asia. A
massive turnout, loudly demanding "OUT NOW",
will stop Nixon. Be there in New York on April 22.

THI LIOHT AT THE IND OF THI TUNNEL

Letters To The Editor

Cheating

To the Editor:

In response to Mr. Ladd's article on April 11, I

believe that purchasing a term paper is neither a

sacramental ritual nor a "struggle for authenticity,"

but is basically a dishonest act.

I feel that if a person subjects himself to a dull,

uninteresting course to fulfill a requirement, he is

cheating himself out of the education he would surely

gain if he investigated all options available in

fulfilling such a requirement and selected a course to

fit his needs. Possibly, dull uninteresting courses are

taught by faculty who used such techniques as pur-

chasing term papers, having others take their exams

for them, etc, in their own education.

My personal philosophy of education is that it is a

process of learning how to learn -learning how to

investigate and critically analyze things -rather than

an assimilation and feed-back of facts on demand.

The term paper perfectly conforms to this theory as it

allows the student to pursue research on a limited

scale and record his response. He may require

knowledgability in his chosen area, but the important

factor is that he is exercising the process and shar-

pening his critical faculties. In order to learn facts

and how to apply them one should go to a technical

school or utilize on-the-job training. To learn how to

think one should attend a University.

As all life experiences are learning experiences, we

should also ask what is learned that you can subor

dinate vour morals and ethics to purchasing power,

and that financial resources can mask mediocrity.

You learn that dishonesty can achieve results.

Lee Sandwen. Former President-Student Senate,

states in his letter facing Mr. Ladd's opinion.

"I believe that the fundamental need of our country

today is for a new, moral, and humane leadership.

Since somewhere in their learning experiences that

the Nixons and Dita Beards of this country learned

dishonesty and unethical conduct, I feel that the

student body should think hard about, and possibly

not condone, factors in their immediate environment

which lead to such an education.
Lenny Grzanka

D.C. Defended

To the Editor: . . ...
Mr. Arthur Warren of Food Services has been both

praised and criticized recently-to those that feel

disgusted with the whole Food Services system and

doubt the existence of anyone helpful in that

department, I'd like to relate my experience.

In February, I wrote a letter to Food Service asking

their suggestions. I expected my letter to be ignored

but the next day I received a phone call asking me o

come in and speak with Mr. Warren. Still quite

skeptical about the whole thing, I told Mr. Warren my

situation, expecting to be politely told to forget K!

Instead he told me he understood WP™}>}?m
f
nd

promised to "see what he could do. Within two

weeks I was given an exemption and a refund.

Although the opposite has been said of him (Let-

ters to the Editor, March 8) Mr. Warren does listen to

individual requests and he is helpful when there is a

way for him to be.
Margaret Sullivan

P-10 Invitation

To the Editor:

On behalf of Project Ten, I should like to invite

students interested in P-10 to an Open House in

Pierpont next Tuesday, April 18, from 7-10 P.M. As

you may know, Project Ten next year will very likely

be expanded academically. We foresee an exciting

year, during which students will be able to work more

directly with faculty pursuing areas of study of their

own choice. We feel our format will be particularly

attractive to students interested in the B.D.I.C.

program We will be here to discuss Project Ten

with anyone who is interested in applying to Project

Ten. Come by Tuesday night and find out about us

David Hoffman

Amnesty

To the Editor.

As a veteran of the war in Southeast Asia I have

thought long and hard on the question of amnesty and

in good conscience I cannot be recommend total and

unconditional amnesty for those in our society who

because of a defect in their moral conscience or out of

profit or silence permitted 56,000 of our youth to die in

what history is sure to record as the most unjust and

immoral war in American history.

Yes, I do support amnesty for President Nixon,

LB. Johnson. Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird et al,

and all members of our society who permitted our

youth to go to their slaughter. I realize that total

amnesty may not be acceptable to all members of

society so I am prepared to accept a compromise. I

will support a program whereby all those Americans

who supported the war are made to do alternate

service in an inner city ghetto, on an Indian reser-

vation or in a migrant farm labor camp, etc. It is

understood that their only compensation for such

work will be a monthly welfare check, food stamps

and the generosity of charitable organizations. It is

hoped that through these experiences they will more

closely identify with their poor neighbors and share in

their humanity.

As for all those who have protested the war, gone to

jail fled to Canada or who received a less than

honorable discharge from the military, they will be

entitled to full veteran's benefits, significant tax

loopholes, government subsidies, tax write offs, low

interest loans, and all other economic benefits which

made American industry rich off the Vietnam war

But let not the question of amnesty distract from

what is happening in Southeast Asia this week. The

air war is still continuing and human beings are being

blasted to bits by America's automatic, airborne

battlefield.
Joseph M. Carlin

Smile
To the Editor:

I just came inside after throwing a Frisbee around

for two hours without a coat. A few days ago I had my
doubts, but today convinced me: it really is spring!

So I thought of something I'd like to share with

everyone.

Let's have a happy spring. All winter long everyone

walked around with a hang-dog expression on their

face, looking as if the world might end, afraid it

wouldn't. It was depressing as all get out! Why can't

we cheer up with the weather? It would be so nice.

Come on, everybody, smile! Be happy! It's better

that way.
Suzanne C. Cheese

Editorial Points
When LBJ had only 90,000

men in Vietnam, he also

pretended there wasn't a war.

Only he didn't have such a tidy

name for it. He might still be

President if only he could have

dreamed up "Victimization,"

or whatever that word is.

**»

Still, wasn't it IKE himself

who said, "The bombing of

civilians can't be helped; no

matter where you are, there

are always civilians."?
«**

At least Nixon won't be the

first President of the United

States to lose a war. That honor

goes to James Madison.
•»*

The returns are almost in in

the Richard Daley Memorial

Award Contest. Justice Mike
Montgomery refuses to divulge

the name of the frontrunner.
»**

The baseball players now
want to be paid in full if made
to play 162 games. The owners
want to pay them only for the

number of days the season

lasts. If they were in industry,

they would get paid time and a

half while making up the lost

work time. On top of it all,

some of the players are only

making $20,000 a year. How
can a guy keep up with the

Yastrzemski on $20,000 a year?
***

Today is Thursday, April 13,

in case you were checking your

watch.

Discord

Listen.

Deep within, the whirring.

The seed-sprung cord, concurring,

in tune within, still stirring.

The wind,

from without, still straining.

Sent in haste, ordaining,

in discord, once waning.

A pulse,

the essence of, restoring.

All else lost, in loring,

in degrees, and boring.

Kiss the listener,

and the sound.

Share the fleeting heart-pound

T. David Barrett

Perchance your presence sings,

your being lingers

beyond your capacity to cope.

Well felt, and well decreed.

But it remains...

that I condescend

to speak of noble means to lowly ends.

Your being lingers

beyond the short relief

your presence brings

Declared. I'm well aware.

But it remains
the less foreboding man,

in deed and thoughtful plan,

concludes more indelibly.

But your infidel being lingers, and performs

a shortlived duty.

Undoubtedly.

But it remains...

that duty is part of God, and

history is not eternal...

not even holy.

T. David Barrett

Strut, strut, the lore piddling. .

casts a shadow of the roosting truth.

Spat, spat, the clouds cry...

casts a chilling sigh, forsooth.

Lore squirrel, gathering piddling...

storing winter nuts.

Coo, coo, gay lore piddling...

reassurance of piddling s proof.

Drat, drat, the conjuring ghost...

transparent snowman, paranoid host

Burn, burn, the lore piddling...

which will burn the most?

Tisk, tisk, the lore piddling...

let us drink a toast.

Sleep, sleep, the lore piddling...

in traditional myost
T. David Barrett

Calispell

Who knows my Calispell?

Who cares my Coeur d'Alene?

Who drives the Alberton Hiway
along the placid Selkirk shores?

I dare say,

with seven closest friends,

we travelled, all alone together
T. David Barrett

A13
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Council

100-Mile March Of Dimes^ ^^ ^^ ...;n „_;.,» o» Uaaois Mall a
By MARILOU BARSAM

Greek Council, (the student organization for the

residential area of the fraternities and sororities),

sponsor a 100 mile March of Dimes Run, on Tuesday

The run is one of the service projects sponsored

annually by Greek Council, during Greek Week

In front of television cameras, at approximately

10 15 A.M., at the State House in Boston, Governor

Sargent will deliver a brief speech and light the

runners torch. The lighting of the torch will signify

the start of the run from Boston to Amherst. There

will be additional TV. coverage for the midpoint of

the run at Worcester and also at Amherst.

Twenty-one Greek houses will be participating in

the run. Each house is responsible for covering four

miles of the actual distance. Marty Kelly, UMass

sports announcer, will precede each runner on an

on-the-spot advertising car for the entire route^

Midpoint stop is at Worcester. The mayor of

Worcester will be present to make a brief speech

The runners will then continue on route nine and

will arrive at Haggis Mall at UMass, at ap-

proximately 9:00 P.M.

Either Chancellor Bromery or Vice Chancellor

Gage will be at the mall to accept the torch from the

last runner. He will then light a larger torch with the

smaller runner's torch, signifying the end of the run

and the start of Greek Week.

In addition to the run, forty Greeks will be bused to

the Boston business district to collect for the March of

Dimes.
They will then come back to Amherst, via route

nine stopping to collect at all major shopping areas.

A UMass bus driver of Beta Phi, is volunteering his

time to drive the Greeks to and from Boston. Those

collecting will arrive back at Amherst at about 5:00

P.M.
Also, for the entire day, Greeks will be collecting at

the Campus Center and the Student Union.

There will be a decorative car parade to escort the

last runner into Amherst. The torch ceremony will

end the day's activities. All UMass students are in-

vited to attend this ceremony.

MDC Classifieds

Buy, Sell, Trade

Analysis

Arrests Mine Workers Officials

PITTSBURGH. Pa. (API — The

FBI arrested a middle-echelon

United Mine Workers official

Wednesday on federal conspiracy

charges in the 1969 killings of UMW
rebel Joseph A. "Jock" Yablonski

and his wife and daughter Sources

said more developments were

expected soon because the alleged

conspiracy 'goes much higher
."

William Jackson Prater. 52. of

LaFollette, Tenn., was arrested in

Lake City. Tenn.. the FBI said,

after a federal graid jury in Pitt-

sburgh indicted him on charges of

conspiring to interfere with the

rights of a union member, con-

spiring to obstruct justice and

conspiring to interfere with an

investigation

One source close to the case, who

asked to remain anonymous, said

of the development: "The con-

spiracy doesn't end here. It goes

much higher, and we expect more

important developments soon''

The source would not elaborate.

Prater, a field representative in

the UMW's District 19, which

embraces parts of eastern Ten-

nessee and Kentucky, was to be

taken for arraignment to Knox-

ville, Tenn., the FBI said.

U.S. District Judge Gerald

Weber set bond at $200,000 for the

defendant here.

Sources said the indictment

charging Prater was based largely

on a statement given to the FBI

earlier this month Annette Gilly,

one of five persons previously

arrested in the slayings.

Mrs. Gilly. 31. pleaded guilty to

state charges of murder and

conspiracy Tuesday before Judge

Charles G Sweet in nearby

Washington, Pa. The statement

was introduced then, but Sweet

ordered it impounded im-

mediately. There were indications,

however, that it would be released

in a subsequent proceeding within

the next week.

The indictment charges in 4 of 26

counts that Prater had con-

versations with Mrs. Gilly and

Silous Huddleston. Mrs. Gilly's

father.

Huddleston, 63, a retired coal

miner from LaFollette and a

former president of a UMW local

within District 19, was charged

with murder and conspiracy in the

slayings earlier and is scheduled to

go on trial next week.

The indictment also reiterated

earlier government claims that

Yablonski was slain at least in part

to keep him from testifying before

a federal grand jury that was

probing UMW activities in

Washington, DC.

Yahlons' i killed three weeks said that it was a part of this

after he^ost a bid to unseat UMW conspiracy that the conspirators

Presiden W A Tony" Boyle, had would kill Joseph Yablonski, "who

S^during Campaign that was to be *^£«S"g
IrregulS within the UMW the District of Columbia.

The indictment against Prater.

Chopping Block

does groot

things

for your head.

Mon. — Fri.9

Sat. 9-

5

7:30

253-9293

26 Main St.

Research

(Term) Papers

AH writers are college grads.

Rates:
1. Original Papers: $3.50/pagt

2. Original Papers: *3.M/page

3. Original Papers : $ 3.00/page

4. Original Papers : * 2.00/page

For rate #1, send topic description

and money order to: PAPERS
INCORPORATED P.O. Box

Y2159, Hartford, Conn. 0*112

For rates #2,3. and 4, call us at 527-

0631

The
-Dominican Order

is formen
who put theirminds

where their mouths are.

The Dominican Order is an Order of

preachers. But it is an Order of men who

base their preaching on intensive contem-

plation - time spent in study and prayer -

so that when they do speak, they have

something meaningful to say.

The goal of the Dominicans is the sal-

vation of souls through preaching, but not

preaching in just the narrow sense of the

pulpit. Rather, it is preaching in the expan-

sive, apostolic sense that uses any channel

' available to communicate Christ and

evangelical truth.

In the Dominican Order, each person is

recognized for the uniqueness of his person-

ality while living in Christian Community

with others - and sharing his ideas and expen-

erices. Prayer, study and apostolic action are

the chief occupations in a Dominican house.

They form a unity, because Dominican study

is a loving, contemplative study of truth.

The Dominican Order places a premium on

developing an individuals ability to accept

responsibility. Everyone is given a share in deci-

sion-making, from the top to the bottom of the

Orders government. Areas of responsibility

outside of the Order include: parish work

such as counseling and confessionals,

retreats, missions, teaching in universities,

colleges and high schools, writing,

publishing and research.

If you like to think before you

speak, perhaps you would like to

become a Dominican. For more

information, mail the coupon below.

Or phone Fr. Quigley or Fr. Gerhard

at : (401) 865-2477. A 24-hour answer-

ing service is available; you are

invited to call collect.

DOMINICAN FATHERS
Box H, Providence College

Corner of River and Eaton Streets

Providence. Rhode Island 02918
I

1 Yes, I would like to learn more about

I becoming a Dominican Father. Please

I get in touch with me.

Name

Zip.

It's Muskie vs. Humphrey In Pennsylvania
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie is

planning to concentrate his

campaign efforts in Pennsylvania

in the next two weeks in hopes of

scoring a primary victory over
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey and
putting himself back in the front

row of Democratic presidential

candidates.

Confirming this strategy, an aide

said Muskie's current plans call for

only limited time-today, Thursday
and one day next week-in
Massachusetts, where some
Democratic regulars say the
Maine senator's campaign is

falling apart.

Sen. George McGovern is con-

sidered the man Muskie must beat

in Massachusetts, which holds its

presidential primary April 25, the

same day as the Pennsylvania
contest.

McGovern's Ohio campaign
manager, meanwhile, said in an
interview he is urging the South

Dakota senator to step up his

speaking schedule in Ohio in hopes

of defeating both Humphrey and
Muskie in the May 2 primary in

that major industrial state.

Muskie's campaign in Ohio "is in
a state of panic," said Robert
McAlister's a Columbus attorney.

Muskie's office replied that the

South Dakota senator's chief ol

staff has said openly he doesn't
expect McGovern to win in either
Michigan or Ohio.

In Boston, one Democratic party
insider who asked not be named
said the Muskie camp there is so
disorganized that "they don't know
how to get their candidate from
Logan Airport to downtown
Boston."

The Maine senator's new
coordinator in the state, Anthony
Podesta, admitted that "we have a
big organizational task ahead of us
in the next two weeks." But other
Democratic leaders told The
Associated Press it's already too
late for Muskie to significantly

improve his position in the state.

Private polls reportedly show
McGovern has a good chance of

beating Muskie in Massachusetts.

McGovern also is on the ballot in

Pennsylvania, as are Alabama

ANNOUNCEMENT

Grinders

and Large 12" Pizzas

THE BLUE WALL

Campus Center Food Service

We are now accepting Pizza and Grinder order to be

delivered to your dorm or any other location on

campus. This service is available to you from 5:00

p.m. to 11:30 p.m. nightly. Delivered orders are

subject to a subject to a $5.00 minimum.

Nott: a 10< delivery charge per item will be added to our Bluewall and

Coffee Shop prices to defray delivery costs.

Dial 5-0016

r PIZZA MENU Hiurnill

PtIcm

,»>r\ I[Mlvpr>
Prtcn

I

»

IS
In
I

Plain Tomato 4 Cheese

Fried Onion, Tomato S Cheese

Fried Peppers, Tomato a Cheese . . .

Mushrooms, Tomato a Cheese

Moziarella, Tomato a Cheese

Hamburg, Tomato a Cheese

Sausage, Tomato a Cheese

Anchovies, Tomato a Chees*

Pepperoni, Tomato a Cheese

Bacon Tomato a Cheese

Peppers, Pepperoni, Anchovies

Tomato a Cheese

Hamburg. Onions, Mushrooms, Peppers,

Pepperoni, Tomato a Cheese

.99

1.25

1.25

1.40

1.40

1.40

1.40

1.40

1.40

1.40

1.75

1.95

1.0*

1.35

1.35

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.15

2.05

r GRINDER MENU

Gov. George C. Wallace, Sen. other Democratic hopefuls; but main contest there to be between

Henry M. Jackson and several even McGovern aides consider the Humphrey and Muskie.

5.

I

L

Genoa Salami — salami, cheese.

Tomato, mayonaise, onion . . .

Meat Ball — meat balls, sauces,

fried peppers

Sausage — sweet Italian sausage,

fried peppers

Ham — ham, lettuce,

tomato, mayonaise .

Roast Beef — beef, lettuce,

tomato, mayonaise

Pastrami — lettuce, tomato

mayonaise, cheese

Tuna — tuna, lettuce,

tomato, cheese

.70

.70

.00

.70

.00

.70

70

.00

.00

.90

.80

.90

80

.80

SENSATIONAL RECORD
and TAPE SALE!

8 Track

Stereo

Tapes

4 For

Ail categories - rock,

folk, vocal, in-

strumental, country,

etc.

AMERICA

Diamond

Phonograph

Needles

Our
Reg
3.19

Sizes to fit most
players: bring your
id needle for she.

Cocitairetr*r*ts»>gje

All Warner • Atlantic

Elektra Albums
• Emerson. Lake & Palmer

• Neil Vounji • Dimmed an* irk

•America • Dean Martin

• Frank Sinatra

All Capitol • Apple

Angel Albums
• Ml Br.ill.- • 411 Leon Ru**l

• All Crand Funk • VII U< ale

• AIIBUdrmk • Ml Mm, UKer

• Ml v .hi.tm

All RCA • Grunt

Red Seal LP's

• JefferMin \irplane • llrnn Mam in i 0<o*»»»*
<-*B

• Nilsson • (fUe^^ho

• Fix i> Presley • Arthur Feidler

All Bell • Seepter

Windfall

Vanguard LP's

• »lli Dimension * Partirdfie Family

• Da\ id ( iassidy • l>aar Ha> r«

• Dionne % ant irk * Joan Raez
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Language Project

For Centralites

Catholic Peace Conference

By JIM CUNNINGHAM
The Foreign Language Dor-

mitory Project (FLDP), which will

be working through Gorman House

next semester, is making progress.

It has accomplished its first

convenience for Central Area.

Next semester there will be five

elementary language courses

taught for Centralites.

French 123: section 5, Spanish

110: section 6, and Russian 110:

section 4, will have a student limit

of 15. These three courses will be

offered exclusively for Centralites

and will be taught in Gorman
House.

Italian 110: section 1. will also be

taught in Gorman. The student

limit for this course is set for 20. It

will not be offered exclusively for

Centralites, but it will still be a

tfreat convenience for the Area's

residents.

Due to a lack of faculty-TA staff.

April 15: Tax

Demonstration
The War Tax Resistance group

of the Valley Peace Center, in

\mherst. will hold a peaceful

demonstration in front of the IRS

office in Holyoke this Saturday

morning. April 15. at eleven

o'clock, to protest the govern

ment's military budget for which

-ixty one cents out of every tax

dollar is allocated.

\s a part of the demonstration,

the group will collect the amount of

taxes which participants have

withheld or plan to withhold from

the government for an Alternate

Fund to be donated to local

organizations that are attempting

to solve pressing social problems.

the German Department will not

be able to offer a course in Gorman
House. However, it has reserved

German 110: section 6, for Cen-

tralites only.

The F.L.D.P. will also be

sponsoring numerous social ac-

tivities both culture and language

oriented, such as foreign films

(with English sub-titles), Russian,

Spanish, Italian, German, and
French nights, with foreign foods

and good drink, and foreign folk

dances, etc. It is also hoped

professors from the language
departments will consent to giving

lectures on certain isolated topics

of interest.

There will be a formal meeting of

ALL students who have expressed

interest in living in Gorman House
and participating in the F.L.D.P on

April 18 at 7:00 p m in Hills Main
Lounge Other students who would

like to join are also weJcome.

The New England Regional
Catholic Peace Fellowship will

hold its second annual spring

conference on Saturday, April 15,

in Woonsocket, Rhode Island. All

events, including talks, workshops,

and a religious celebration will be

held at Mt. St. Charles Academy
between 10 a.m. and 8 p.m.

Special speakers and workshop
leaders include several nationally

known figures in theCatholic peace
movement, such as, Tom Cornell,

Gordon Zahn, Jim Forest, and
Father Harry Bury.

The day's program, which will

include participants from
throughout the six New England
states, New York and several other

states, will open with registration

and a book exhibit at 9 a.m.

Following a welcome by the host

school, conference attendants will

then participate in five morning
workshops: 1. End the Draft

Campaign; 2. Peace Institutes for

Schools and Colleges: 3.

Harrisburg Defense Report; 4.

APRIL 17, 1972 S.U.B

ROLAND KIRK

IN CONCERT

Price: $1.50 7:30 and 9:30 p.m

New Life Styles for Social Change;

and 5. Corporate Responsibility:

Industries and Investments.

Afternoon workshops, beginning

at 2:45 p.m., will deal with other

issues related to peace, justice,

and religious witness, including 1.

Plans for National Organizing for

Catholic Peace Fellowship; 2.

Personal Responsibility vs. the

State; 3. Jails, Courts, and the

Struggle for Justice; 4. Develop-

ment of Liturgies for Peace and

Justice.

Michael White

iMdneHMte sptrttdancfl

in

Diet Coltrane

Pharoah Sanders

er

Lata
nder one roof

impulse!
I
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Scheduling Hassles? Let OSCAR Take Care Of It

OSCAR is coming to campus and
he's bringing students more
choices in setting up their course

schedules.

OSCAR (Optional Section Choice

with Assignment Regulation) is a

new computerized student course

scheduling system which will be

used for the first time anywhere
this spring as UMass un-

dergraduates select their courses

lor the fall semester. Twenty-two

thousand undergraduates are

expected to benefit from the

workings of OSCAR.
UMass was one ol the first

universities in the country to

schedule students into classes by

computer. Until now, students

have not been able to choose

specific sections of those courses.

They will now be able to indicate

section preferences based on

course times, or teachers.

OSCAR will give a student this

opportunity. And he'll take the

selection process further. He'll

make sure access to courses where

space is limited is based on

educational priorities -such as the

student s academic major or his

class

With his built-in memory file,

OSCAR will give higher preference

in such a course to a student who
has previously been denied ad-

mission to the same course. Higher

preference will also be given a

student who has been denied ac-

cess to another course in that

semester. Students will not be

denied access to either a required

or requested course merely

because their requests arrived

later than requests of other

students.

I Mass registration officials

expect undergradinu--; to get from

r.o to To percent ol their section

choices as OSCAB tries to match

student request i n ith course space

available

In tne normal routine of

registration for courses at the

beginning oi I semester many
students make schedule changes

i or | variety of reasons. This

spring semester. 14.000 un-

U'Tgraduates out ot 16.400 at

I Mass Amherst processed at least

MM course change There were

4 , ooo changes out of an original

100.000 course selection! Now
these changes will be clone by

computer OSCAR will make sure

a student always has maximum
opportunity for admission to a

cour-

When the adding and dropping of

courses after pre-registration was

done without computers, ad-

mission to a course might have

been denied a student who had no

wav of knowing that behind him in

line might be other students

planning to drop that same course.

The student might have been able

to get into the course if he had kept

stepping back in line. Hopefully

he'd get behind someone dropping

the course, thereby making room

for him.
Now. OSCAR will do this line-

stepping and then make the total

number of available spaces open to

students who'd like to add courses

to their schedule.

And, if a student has to add a

course, none of his other assigned

courses and sections will be

changed by OSCAR, unless that is

the only way the course may be

added. This is one of the most

significant features of the new
computerized scheduling system,

and it hastens a process which used

to take place on Course Change

Dav, after registration.

Pre-registration for the 1972 fall

semester will be this spring. In

July, students will receive at their

permanent addresses a computer

printout allowing them to make
necessary changes in their pre-

registration. by return mail, in

August, there will be another

mailing, giving actual schedules to

students who have paid their fall

semester fee bills. Students from

the Amherst campus may go to

either the Boston or Amherst

campus to make any changes in

person, or they may wait until the

first dav of registration

This first-of-its-kind computer

scheduling system was designed

by Mr William C. Starkweather,

Svstenis Coordinator in Student

Personnel and former UMass-

Amherst Registrar, who during a

sabbatical leave last year sur

veyed scheduling and registration

systems throughout the country

The system makes more effective

use of computer facilities already

at the Amherst campus.

GALWAY KINNELL
Poetry Reading

8:30 p.m.

Thursday, April 1 3

Hasbrouck 20

The
Bamboo
Hut

Friday A Saturday
Open til 2 AM

Finest Oritntal Cooking

in

Western Mass.

and

Wiggins

Tavern
The Best

of old

New England

"A Unique Experience"

Both at the

Hotel

Northampton

Reading and Discussion

12:15 p.m.

Friday, April 1 4

SBA 120

Sponsored by DUP and AAFA

15 E. Pleasant St Telephone 549-3729

Introducing a new kind of beer.

Maximus Super.
Maximus~ Super is not an ale or d malt liquor. Vet its very different from ordinary beer. One can and you'll know

just how different Maximus Super really is. You'll also know how we arrived at its name.
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Children And
Campus Carousel

Girls! Marry Today
Television in the lives of children

will be the topic of two presen-

tations next week during the School

of Education's Marathon.

Judith Chalfen, a member of the

Executive Committee of Action for

Children's Television, will speak at

the Campus Center on Wednesday,

April 19, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in

Rm. 165-169.

ACT is a nationally recognized

group organized in Newton,

Massachusetts, in 1968 to combat

commercialism in children's TV
programming and to encourage

and support a better quality of

entertainment for children of all

ages.

The second Marathon Week
event is a demonstration of

children at work creating,

producing and directing their own
television program. Part of a

Media Center project called Kideo

Video, the demonstration will

involve a group of children from

the Institute of Child Study at

the University of Toronto. Two
practice sessions during which the

kids will be taught some basics of

planning and videotaping a TV
show, will precede the actual

demonstration of the final taping.

The event will be held in the"

Children's Library on Thursday,

April 20, at 3:30 p.m. Nc

latecomers will be admitted when

the final taping begins. The
children's production is scheduled

to be broadcast over the local

Amherst cable station, Channel 8,

on Friday, April 21, at 4:00 p.m.

By TONY GRANITE
MOTTO appearing in the

masthead of the weekly newspaper

of Bishop's University (Canada)

reads. "If it's negative, it's news."
*****

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK
comes from the Louisiana State

Daily Reveille. Topping an
editorial discussingan attack on a

Roman Feminist
Here Tomorrow

Ms. Alma Sabatini, a feminist from Rome, will speak Friday, April 14,

at 8 p.m. in Herter Hall, Room 227.

Ms. Sabatini will speak about the Italian feminist movement, in which

she has been active for many years. Her talk will be sponsored by the

UMass French-Italian department.

She has been active in II Movimento Per La Liberazione Delle Donne

(Women's Liberation Movement) for several years, and is a member of

Gruppo Femminista Romano, another feminist group.

A teacher of English in Italy, Ms. Sabatini has worked with the

Fulbright program-teaching Italian and orientation courses for

American Fulbright scholars in Italy. She has taught linguistics at

Cornell University, and a language course at the University of Michigan.

In Rome she has participated in seminars for Italian teachers of

English, slie has appeared on Italian television, and she has co-authored a

textbook on English grammar for native Italian speakers.

Her American speaking tour has been organized by the NOW, the

National Organization for Women.

campus performance of the

musical, "Hair," was this

headline: "Cutting Hair."

A front page story in the same
student newspaper reported that

three Baton Rouge groups (a

nonprofit religious organization.

Concerned Parents Assn and the

Taxpayer's Education Assn) met

with LSU authorities and called for

the cancellation of the show on

campus.

They labeled the rock musical as

"sacrilegious, immoral and un-

American."
*****

NOTICE THIS "NOTICE" which

appeared in a Canadian college

newspaper, The Campus (Bishop's

Univ.): "One female student

wishes to renounce her freedom by

marrying a male professor, and

thereby gaining the privilege of

free tuition as a faculty wife.

Applicants should apply in

writing."

What a sneaky way to beat the

rising cost of tuition!

TONY GRANITE'S
POPULARITY is being measured,

these days, by the number of let-

ters received from his single fan,

Gary Baltuck of Flushing, NY
He's been reacting to every column
of the last two months.

<y

Women
To Meet

The second meeting of the

u. stern Regional Massachusetts

Women's Political Caucus will be

held at the Valley Women's Center.

200 Main St.. Northampton on

Tues . April 18. at 800 p.m. All

area women are invited to discuss

procedures leading to endorsement

of candidates

Get Your Driver's License

Before Summer Vacation

NICHOLS AUTO SCHOOL
256-6066

Patient, Altrt, Young, Experienced

Instructors

Dual Control, Fully Certified by

Massachusetts Registry

Serving the Entire Amherst Area
J

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTO FOR SALE

IMS Ford Falcon sld. shift. • cyn..

recently rebuilt. good Urn ft brakes

Trade for pickup or I3M Call M7-M71

after TOO p.m
114-13

New VW Bus radio * rack %fm. 54*-

1172 or S4S-OBK3.

tM-17

IH7 Sunbeam Tiger MOV'i — 4 tpeed.

rsccptlonally ltd., condition. 4*.M* ml

1 1.S«t See Mike. CC Print Shop or 1-527-

M»S.
1(4-14

Alfa Romeo part*. 13M. IM*. M
rng . Home body tall 533-3*33.

trying

W Ml
keep

If4-11

197* Flat 124 Spider. Stpd.dk grn. • new

semprlt*. II1S4). call Doug. 253-3111

f ,mgs.
1/4-12

IMS Jeep Wagoneer with plow (or tale or

trade (or recent Ford wagon, very good

condition. I ISM firm. S4S-ISM dayt. 253-

2412 p.m
tft- 13

4 dr.. automatic,

mechanical con-

I3SO. tall 5M-M7*.
tf 4-13

IMS Chevy Impala

power steering, good

ditlon

IM3 Mercedes 190 drk grn. wht. Int.

Good Shape I45».o0 Call Halt *-*S5*.

1(4-13

Barracuda. M. power steering. Mack. V-

h \rry good condition. Asking $700 Call

2S3-7377. Mark.
U4-14

IM3 Ford LTD. P.8. P.B.. good engine,

dented, needs minor repairs. Call Bob 253-

isn H2.1
t(4 14

IMS Chevy Impala. maroon. 4 door. Vi.

auto, trans., power steer., new tires,

battery. Very good cond. 12*5. or best

o(ler Call Wayne M5-32M.
1(4-14

IMI Dodge 4 door sedan. Good running

condition needs some work. IIM. or best

o((er. Call 253-531* Fred.
• U4-13

I piphone guitar and amplifier originally

IftSft telling (or S IS*. Reverb does not

work Vlso Kapa 12 string 125. Call 54*-

M7*i.

t(4-U

Realistic MC — 3M4) FM — phono
cassette s> stem I >r old ex rond. hdphones

ant spkrs rabies 2 dia needles, new 14*5.

I3M. Call S4«-WM4
1(4-11

Kollei V> camera I R5 Minos RIM. Kastle

skis ISA. write (.unler. Rug Hill Rd . Ash-

ftetd
1(4-13

Apt. (umiture Hi Tl console good con-

dition FM radio Magnavox I2S.M 2

livingroom chairs IS each 2 rugs blue

green twill. Rest offer good cond. 54*-**l4.

tM-21

Speakers — KI.H I7's one year old In

perfect condition orig. 1 154) (or pr will sell

(or IIM. Call s-3035.

U4-I4

25" RCA console color TV. needs new
transformer. Good bu> at 150.08. Call S4»-

8*11
1(4-21

Now! Cassette and Mrack Tapes I2.M
guaranteed Discount Stereo Fqulp. T-

Tables, needles, cartridges, receivers.

Call 540 tM3 — p.m.
U4-13

Cartridge Taping Service. 8 track M
min. 13.5*. ltd 40 min. 1 1 SO. You design

High quality. Satisfaction or refund. S-S473

Lewis.
1(4-14

Why pay outrageous rent: Buy a trailer

20. min. (rom Campus. 42s*' w/ i*»M'

addition. II 3M. 323-73*4. Must sell by May
12th

U4-I8

Alpine Yosemite. 2 man backpacking

tent, ultimate In design, weight A space,

for med. altitudes DM. Call John «2g-3Ml

Ashfield.
tf4-l3

Sony MM FM Stereo Receiver. I 1/2 yrs

.

old. list I4M. sell for I2S0. Call 2S«-M» 100

watte RMS.
H4-I4

Two it 1/2 ft. canoes. Good ci

Car rack and paddles. 1175 each. iM-1070

or 2M-33ZI.
114-17

Petri ft SLR. Lens: 50mm fl 4 built-in

light meter will take best offer! Call

Nancy S45-24IR leave message If I'm not

in!
114-12

CAR STORAGE

Excellent access In Amherst Center.

Clean. Reasonable rates. D.H. Jones. S4P-

3700
If4-28

Seniors: Career opp. in sale* *
management. CnllmRed Income. Am-
bitious ft want freedom No obligation

Call SM-4O04
tf4-2*

WANTED

1*71 Honda, low mileage, very fast.

About Ml* or best offer. 1*53 Buick

Hearse, running well but minus wind

shield IMI Cbev. M5-3S48
tft-l*

Helrig and elec. stove for sale. Both In

excellent working condition. Stove I**

Refrlg 125. Phone S45-08I3 days or I-34P-

4M7 eves
U4-I4

Tire* w/riaa* — 7 x 13 Goodyear tare*:

coat about 17* ft rims when new: now
140*0 for everything. Almost new. Call

Jeff M5-4PM.
114-14

Raleigh I* speed with pump Its or beat

offer Call Rob for detail* 584-3331

If4- 1

4

Dual IM* Tmtble 13* or best offer. Tel.

S84-M7* after S.

tM-13

PERSONAL

Bruce — I wish you much happiness on

your 2lst birthdayDEL FT F
Bruce — I wish you much happiness on

your 2lst Birthday — with Love. Meg.
if4-14

Rms. avail for Sept. Keep MacKlmmie
uprrls get Invlvd In respctfl yet active

environ. Call Macklm. for info. M783 or C-

974*.
114-14

Live down the Cape this summer! Need
Interested people to go in with me on a

summer cottage around Dennlaport. Call

Andy at S-S44S.

If4-14

Want to *hare a I Haul truck to Boston

ft vicinity In later part of May. Call Mike

or Steve M5-3t2* after • p.m. Large truck.

tfs-14

Llve-ln couple In exchange for baby

care; semi-private accomodation with

cooking: 2 l/X miles N. of Univ. 545-

•SM/S4*-III2
U4-2I

Wanted - 5 speed bike S4*-«S4l after S

p.m.
U4-I*

ROOMMATE WANTED
FOR Jl'NE — F roommate wanted to

share furnished 5 rm. apt. In North-

ampton. Own bdrm.. IT* ft utll. Call Lin
S84-4M3 days.

114-28

Own room In large apt. available Im-

mediately 1 58 /mo Northampton S80-018*

M4-1

4

One or two for Sept — May 158 un-

furnished. 113 furnished Cllffslde Sun-

derland two bedrooms M/F all utilities

Call MS-4IM.
tf4-l»

Cape Cod cottage on beach In Falmouth
needs roommates for season. Call Roger

after S p m 253-7235

Business tchr -shorthand I. II: typing II.

Public Sch. B.A. or MA. State benefits

Able to relocate. Em-8ec Servlcea 2* Pray

St.
tft-l*

Immed opening— Cert. Chem. * Genl

Sri Tchr. MA pref * 2 yr* ftp. Ex-Sec

Services. 2* Pray St. Amherst.
if 4- 1*

LOST

Grey cat w /white bib at Puffton Village

Please either return or be sure he gets his

rabies shot end of April.

S4»-I74»

If4-14

Lost on Fri April 8 - 3 leather pocket

books in a white laundry bag. Please

return (all Bryan Young at 323-4052 or

leave message.
tf4 I*

IMS Falcon starts * runs good,

automatic trans. R 4V H. 7 good tire*. New
exhaust system mi spark plugs. Call 54*-

•zss.
tf4-!4

Mustang IMS Fallback 2 * 2. 21

automatic trait*., power steering

Call S4»-*3*2

It

I. VS.

I«M.

tft ii

gS VW 'Bug' AM radio. Good condition,

brand new battery and radial tare*. Beat

cffer. Call: 2M-887I early morning.
If4-18

FOR SALE j

Before Nixon went to China w
Chinese Cheng* 135 set up *
.. AoitifT* Creative Endeavor (World

wide MHk) Greenneld HI

IM8 Honda CBI4J0. good condition,

mile*, need* I new exhaust valve, asking

1125 Call 0-7515 *-727».

114-13

' Automatic radio deluxe Mrack car tape

player w/home adapter. All feature*.

Original coat 14*.»5. Will take IS*. 25* aMO
eve*.

U4-I4

2 3-rhannel Walkie-T alkies. Two weeks

aid. Must sell Beat offer! Great for

camping etc. Call 253-53*7 anytime after

• : 3* p.m.
U4-I3

Moccasins In every style for M and F

Priced II— 12. or show me this ad * save

another 1*%' Mark 544V44S* or 121 Gar-

man, anytime.
tM-17

Girl*, very mature, exciting * daring Go

Go Dancer* for wkend hou»e party Good

pay * booie. Call eve. ft wkend*. Keep

trying MS-22S4.
If4-I4

To the nice guy who returned my I.D.

my smile goes to yon. Patty of S22.

tM-13

Sweety -Pie and Sibyl. I love you. Charly

.

(14-13

Mr. Ilarler: Sorry we blew the I. suds

Te Domlnum" — Your infamous chorus.

tM-13

tf 4 l *

M roommate wanted immediately«own
room in Squire VIII. preferably thru

summer. Nice place. Call Jim at 545-0074

or MS-4711.
tft-M

Quiet male or (emale roommate wanted

to share 2 bdrm furnished apartment June

I to August 31. 170/mo Call Tim S.

Prospect 253-3387.

U4-I8

EMPLOYMENT

Congratulations

Happy counseling:

and Cookie.

Betty. Nan ft Saw!

! Love. Jl'. JB. BUN

(14-13

If the hfea of Instant seduction turn* you

mi. see today'* entertainment ad for

details
if4-14

Baker dorm ask* women Interested In

inquiring Into Bakers coed status te attend

a coffee hour tonight. 7:3* In Bakers

Certined Gen. Science ft Chem Tchr.

May I. Masters ft 2 yr* secondary exp.

Fm -Sec Service*, 2» Pray St. Amherst S4»-

«220.

114-13

Oversea* Job* for students Australia.

Europe. S. America. Africa, etc. All

professions and occupations. I7M te 1 3.M*

monthly. Expenaca paid, overtime,
sightseeing. Free Information — Write

Job* Overseas. Dcpt. Q3 Box 15*71 San
Diego. CA. .2111.

U4-28

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartments for Im-

mediate rental. (-month lease.

1185/month. Includes utll. Call 0*5-324*

days or MS-3575 nlte*.

tf 4-14

FOR RENT
Sqr. Vge. Jun I. w opt to renew lease In

Sept. 2 br townhs. air cond.. all utll.. ww
cpt.. pool. dswr. Rnt. neg. for summer.
Call MS-3M7.

U4-I4

1/2 month free rent. I bedroom Puffion

apt. air cond.. pool, avail May 14, pay rent

June I Sublet obt . Renew 549-0084 IM Puf

.

or Office.

U4-24

Apt. to sublet for summer fall lease

option I bedrm.. air -cond.. pool, tennis

courts. HM/mo. negotiable. Call 54*41173

after t:M p.m.
(14-14

I Bedroom Apt. avail May 1st. Puffton

VII. IIM 540-4358.

114-13

I bedroom Puffton Apt. available June I

USS/mon 54*142*

tM-13

Avail. June I. 1 bdrm, air cond. wall to

wall carp, full utll. bid., sliding glass

doors Si patio Call 253-2*15 after 4:2*.

114-14

WANTED TO RENT
3 bedroom apt. pref. near campus Sept.

I. Call S4*-*7«2

114-12

SERVICES

L«

Fat and Rush CC. Aud Fri t

114 13

I TM.
t(4 14

Cooka wanted — Inquire

The Fngllah Pub.
ks perion at

tft 13

Amherst Audio service*, stereo com
ponente. tape decks for home or car. 117

No. Pleasant St.. 250-8133

tteem
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How To Smash The Power Of The Brass
"Find yourself in the US Air

Force!" What the PR man for the

defense (?) establishment forgets

to add is that you'll be going to

exotic places all around the globe

to meet people of a different

culture~and kill them. Now if you

really want to pilot a plane, but just

can't afford the trip, there is a way
NOT to go about it.

According to an unidentified

source unofficially connected with

this campus' Air Force ROTC
program, dissention is quietly

spreading among the cadets. If this

account is true, of which there is a

distinctive possibility, we may be

seeing banners in the New York

streets April 22 declaring:

"FORMER UMASS ROT' *C
WANTS OUT NOW!'' Far out.

Do you have a friend in In-

dochina, Beloxi, Sacramento,

Europe, Turkey, Greenland, etc.,

who would like to receive a sup-

pression-free GI paper? "99th

Bummer" may be what he's been

waiting for. Just send his address

(and a contribution if you have it)

to: P.O. Box 382, Chicopee, Mass.

01021.

Resource pot...American Ser-

viceman's Union, 150 Fifth Ave..

Rm. 737, NY, NY 10011, 212-765-

6780. ASU is an organization of

11,000 rank and file enlisted men
and women working to build a

union that will be able to smash the

power of the brass. The ASU is

organizing against all imperialist

wars, against racism and for self

determination for Black and Third

World People, and for rights for

enlisted men and women...

Concerned Officers
Movement/Concerned Military.

P O Box 21073. Kalorama Station.

Washington, DC 20009, is a

nationwide group of active duty

officers (many chapters also in-

clude enlisted people) banded

together to express their opposition

to the war in Southeast Asia and to

work for First Amendment rights

for service people. COM has filed

suit against Melvin Laird for

violations of these rights. There

are chapters at over 40 military

installations. Many local chapters

have also been doing work around

racial discriminatin in the

military, the inadequacy of

military justice, and GI rights...

GI Counseling Services of the

War Resisters League, 339

Lafayette St., NY, NY 10012, 212-

533-8920, does military counseling,

prints material relevant to GIs and

civilians, encourages, aids, and

sets up GI Workshops in Non-

violence. They have a nationwide

system of counseling contacts and

are most interested in aiding

similar groups...

GI Office, P.O. Box 9746,

Washington, DC. 20016, answers

questions about GIs legal rights,

has a legal referral service for GIs,

does counseling, and channels GI's

letters to Congressional

representatives while documen-

ting the complaints of the

military's violation of GI's con-

stitutional rights...

Information Center for Military

Legal Problems, P.O. Box 26414,

San Francisco, Cal, 94126, has a

new publication called "Anti-

Brass". Through it they hope to

provide the military man or

woman and counselor, whether lay

or legal, with reliable current

information regarding two major

areas: military administration and

military criminal law. 30c a copy

or $3 per year...

Legal In-Service Project, 67

WinthropSt, Cambridge, Mass., is

a central clearinghouse for in-

formation on GI projects

throughout New England. They

also act as a referral and coun-

seling center for military legal

problems. They have access to all

military regulations and attorneys

knowledgeable in military law, as

well as competent psychiatrists...

Support Our Soldiers, P.O. Box

24942, Los Angeles, Cal. 90024, is a

resource office for the GI

movement. They supply GI

organizations, coffeehouses and

newspapers with funds and

materials needed for their work.

SOS also attempts to publicize GI

news throughout the rest of the

movement for social change.

People interested in the GI

Movement, or interested in

working with it, should contact

them.

Fine Quality Dry Cleaning
1 < * m dO _ as _ da* 1 O CT

Men's (2 pc) Suits $1.25

Ladies* (plain) Dresses $1.25

Men's Sport Coats $ .65

Men's Trousers $ .65

Men's Top Coats $1.25

Ladies' Coats $1.25

Ladies' or Men's Sweaters $ .75

Jackets $1.25

Clothes Washed, Fluff Dried and Folded

9 lbs. $1 50 (15 e each additional lb.)

Men's Shirts Finished (2 day service) .30 ea.

Cotvles Lane Laundromat
Under New Management

Rear of Gos Light If Amherst

MDC CLASSIFIED
The Lamp Shop »l Pine - tuahman.

t;reat used furniture and article*, very

reas Man-Sal. IM. Tel. J*»-J«7«.
tl 4-14

PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIP. TOSUBLET

llasselblad bod> »lth hark and rapid wind

knob IZ7S.** t all M*-****
tf 4-1

4

Mother*, cant find a reliable babysit

ler? Tired of high lees? Call The Child

tare Exchange MhVK24 for further In

formation.
U41»

t heap Killington lodging near nlte life 4

lifts, kitchen priv. and showers Inc. Is/day

— la/skl wk. Free res. * map. Write L.

t avanaagh. Wobbly lane. Killington Vt.

•S7SI.
U4-14

Quality Research and reference

material*. Original* and cople* TPA.
Rm. 117. \mherst Carriage Inn. 233 V
Pleaaant St. m-*l«.

114-28

TYPING

Puffton Village: 1 - 2 bedroom apt to

sublet for June II** — I la* or rent

negotiable: furnish isomei ; Call S4*-*38S

iate evenings.
U4-I4

Sublease. 2 bedroom apt. w/w. air cond.

pool Option to rent. 4*5-3537 after 5.

If 4 14

One bedroom ( Offside apt

t all M5-420R after 5.

It ••.month

til I"

r'urnished t llftslde apt., avail June I

» .option for Sept. Pool, tennis, utll . dish-

washer, tall «SS-3S*«ll7*
U4-24

2 bedroom apt In Sunderland avail. June

I
— Aug. 31. Fnrn.. dish, air rond. pool.

New building (all **5 43*2 anytime.
U4 13

Typing -theses. dissertations. etc. Fast

and accurate. Proofreading, editing if

desired. Have Greek and science symbols

253- :m* I.

SUMMER SUBLET

I bed rm Puffton apt avl Jane I. Incl

utll pool * fall lease avl. Highest bid by

\prll 17 win*. Can be Inspect. Hurry. Call

54H-4W*5.
tf4 14

Summer sublet. Puffton Village*" S4»-

tf«-.4

F. roommates needed •/! t llff.lde

rurn. A/t .
pool, tennl*. ••» 'rent

negotiable) Call after 5 p m. Aak for

KarenacS-gf*^.

3 bedroom Puffton apt. June I — August

31. air-cond. FumUhed. Near pool price

negotiable. Option to lake over lea*e. Call

MM. .fier 5

Two bedroom apart at Squire VII.. air

rond Start June I. option to renew. Call

«"-"7r
tM-U

Sublet Immediately or May first two

bedroom Puffton Apt., air rond. pool, dish-

washer. 1*2 plus elert. per month, rail Don

|*J>4s*JaV
If 4- 14

ENTERTAINMENT

Avasd an igtomotive rip off. Come to

Spencer'* MoWl - nest to Port Office for

budget priced tires tunc -up. oil changes

and repairs.
114-13

Photography inc. creative portraits.

passport photos, weddiag. dance, and

architectural photography.
S4V-I5M.

tft- 1*

Panl Slebal, *ang-wrlteT and singer from

Woodstock. NY plays Th.tr* nlte at The

Folklore Centre. Alao playing, the Prairie

OV
114-13

2 bedroom Puffton apt Available June I.

with option for fall, rent negotiable. Call

549-*43*.

Two Sedroom apt.. 5 min from campus,

rent negotiable, available end of May.

option to pick up lea»e. Call 253-7*14. keep

,ryh,«
U4-.4

3 bedroom apartment, partly furnished,

air conditioned, swimming pool Will

bargain rent. Call 5*»-*574. 3** Puffton
tft 17

ift

Atlantis. The l-oalMM ha* been

found' See It In color with a short of

Russian Polk Dancer*. Fri. nlte* 8.U.B.

C:3*. *:3*. I*. 3* — $•».

One bedroom fnrnlahed apt Colonial

Village, pool aval. June I — Aug. Jl option

I* renew Call 2$3-5*J3.
114- la

.. alr-coad . furnbhed 3 bdrm apt.

available June I w/opt. for fall. Ghetto

r.,es 54.-15*..
U4_ (g

3 bedroom Puffton Village apt., avail

June I. option to lease In fall Rent

negotiable Call 54MM7.
If4*14

2 bdrm Townnae. Squire Village. */l.

opt la renew. Pool, air cond.. gbg. dlap .

dwash . w/w carp.yard. All ulU Incl 1200

_ wU, dfc -5.3*4.

2 bdrm t llffside Apt. turn avail. June I

— Sept I. ll5*/mo utll included, swim

pool, tennis tourts air cond Avail (all

Dave M5-4242.
114-13

A May l»t muat! I bdrm apt. with all the

modern convenience* Located nest to

campus. II** or negotiable. Call 54.-3.1*

hetw 5 -.*..-.
u4_a

Married couples or mature single

woman to work for home and sitter ser-

vlcea Inc. to do temp. live-In babysitting

and/or day or evening sitting Alao avail,

companion job*, cleaning Jobs, bonae

sitting Jobs and homemaklng. Pay Is good.

Own car mandatory. Call 73«-«15*

anytime, and aak for Mr. Gray.
If4-11

U4-14

Weather Report and Softwood In concert

at Tufts In Conaen* Gym. April I*. •:•»

p m Tlcheta I3J* available at door
114-14

Charming « cheap * bdr. all utUa. lor

June I to Sept. with option Cllffslde. pool

air conditioner tennis, dlehwaaher US*.

1 'U "M,« U4-1.

3 bedroom apt., pool, air -conditioning,

sublet June I. option to rewew leaae. rent

negotiable 54.142*

I bedroom apt . all utilities option to

renew lease. Price negotiable, available

June I ( all M5 4*4* Apt. K4. Cllffslde

tf4 14

Tonight
Rluewall.

•Je*' Dandy" • **w band at tba
Fearing 9t. apt. 3 bedrooms 114.

gtMiS or S-MI3.

Call

Future CPA** learn htm to prepare for

the CPA tun. Becker CPA review

course Call collect •I7-S3*-I44».
U4-B

U4-IJ

Sean Cannery and Joanne Woodward la

A Fine Madneaa. Fri. April 14 •«»*'•
Hampden Dc See what Instant seduction

is about
tf4_w

If 4 14

Desperate! Must sublet well -furnished

apartment. Jnne I - *&**** _£
utilitiea. Real good deal. Call 253-32**

U4-2I

2 bdrm (llffside Apt -utll.. pool, tennis,

included June I to Sept I — »% furnished

l7*/mo (negotiable) Call **5-*273.

tf4-2l

Summer sublet w /fall opt. I

(llffside apt. **5-2*75 after I

frnshd

tf«-3»

I bdrm furnished . incl utll last week In

May to Aug. 31 with option to renew lease.

I 1/2 ml. fm rampus *IJS/mo tt3-tt47.

21" color TV t IM. H" M««k ft white TV
t ii Television Center 55 N. Pleasant St.

Amherat 25MM*. ^^
RIDERS WANTED

TRAVEL

Need ridor* to rTorhta Leaving Friday

Apr 14 far a was*. •» round trip, n*

driving required. V Raw. lata of room. Coll

2*3-7331

Summer snblet. Vbedroom apt. In

Puffton VIII. need* 2 or 3 roommate* — 2

rooms available. Furnished, rent

negotiable. Call MMtM.

êft-si

3 bedroom Townhous e, w/w carpet, air

cond. all convenience hltck. price

negotiable, outtou to renew hi fall. Squire

Village «5^0.

I bdrm furnished (otonlul Vlf*. All utll

in< pool. Rent negotiable Avail June I.

option to renew Call 2S3-7M4. Keep trying.

University Traveler* Chib - TraveHmg

this summer? Stay overnight free! Stuck

at hame? Hoot traveler*. Meet friendly

people Eschange privilege* with mem-

ber* in US. ft Canada. Write now for full

detail*: UTC. P.O. B*« »1«. Berkeley.

Calif. MTM. mm

Rider wanted to California. Leaving

around May 2*th. Muat be willing to share

etpcase* and help with driving. Call 3*7-

*""-
tM.ll-

3 bedroom apartment Puffton Milage (3

located in front close to street and pool, air

conditioning, utilities Included. Call B*>

'•*
114-23

Smalt apt. In Amherst We wlU pay 3*

per month toward monthly rent for June -
Aug. Coot to you hi M per month. Call 25*-

finln. hurry. ut 14

Furnished 2 bedroom apt Colonial

Milage. Amherat Avail June I to Sept

» /option to renew. 175/mo. mcl. all utll

tall 2S3.77M.
tf4 _u

3 bedroom* avail la mad bsvnae 3 mile*

from I'M Back yard. 2 bath, kit..

garage l5»/per*on Call 54MI7*.

2 bedroom apt., all utiltle* included at

modem apt camples g*M»_» Mj**JM».

liii/mo Avail after May I Call aVtv»-»T«^

GIVE AWAY

Summer sublet w/fall option U Park

apts. I bdrm 114* (negotiable) Call 253-

2«» late nights.
tft'l*

Roommate* or wWet wanted for 3

bedroom Puffton Vlg. apt. starting June

1st. Call 54*-**M.
tf 4-13

2 bed. Ml Sugarloaf Apt All utll In dish

AC pool, dlsp ww car.. SC oven. F/F

ref . opt. to renew. Price neg. Call evenings

IM-,*

Summer In Europe IIM via BMA 7*7

Jet Open only to students, employees, and

facuHy of 5 Colleges. Call 5*4-5171 except

WM',,e,,-
114-13

Kittens * weeks

trained. 54.4*7*.

Weaned and

If4-14

FREE

I bdrm. apt., top fl.. adj-pool ft courta.

dishw.. very dean, part furn. Rent very

reasonable. Avail. June I — Aug 31.

(llffside «vRS-3«l 1 after 5.

tft-20

2 bdrm apt* Squire Village. Avail June

I Option for fall. M5-3TM
"" 114-14

Commercial flight* to Europe le*vlng

daily. Price* »tart IIM round trip. Natl

Student Travel Service*. Call Gordon *-

114-24

Seven fre*h beautiful puppies. Three

brown, three black . one white. Call 253-

743* anytime. Fre«.
tft- 1*

I bdrm Sq. VIII apt., air cond, w/w

carp pool, all utll. sublet July I option to

pick up lease 11*5. M5-344* best before

*»'
IM-I*

Traveling in Europe thi* summer?

I.earn in few months basic — German.

French. Spanish. Italian. Russian or

Polish. Individual unique instructions

\lso via mailed audlc-cassettes. Brilliant

proven results 24 hr. Tel I-5M4-917*.

tftffl

RIDE WANTED
Good looking girl needs ride to Syracuse

this Fri Will share I and driving, (iood

company, (all Ann .VIMS5I*.

U4-I3

Three bedroom apt Puffton p*rtlally

furnished available June I price

negotiable (all i49-3«3B between 5 and .

Pm
114-14

3 bedroom Puffton Apt. available June

I . option for Sept . negotiable Call after 5

p m 54*-3**6
a^|7

Summer sublet w/fall option - 2

bedroom semi -furnished apt.. 12 min fm

campus. 1125. (all M5-355*.
tl I" 1 .1

2nd floor apt completely furnished, 3 1/2

bedrooms, garage. l24*/mo. aU utilities

Included. 253-521* anytime.
U4-I*

I bedroom Puffton Apartment avail,

lune I w /option for fall. Located In front

off N Pleasant (all S4»-«t27 after 5.

If 4-2

1

3 bdrm Puffton for June I — Sept Opt to

enew lease m fall. Rent negotiable Some

urnishings. SI9-M2*

Completely furnished 3 bed Puffton

Apt Renl can be negotiated al any price.

Desperate \vall May 25 to Aug 31 (all

541MH*,
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Notices

BLEEDING ROSE
Bob Zelman's 1 credit philosophy of

western religion class will meet
tonight 7:009:30 Main Lounge of

Thatcher dorm. First class. All

welcome.

BRIDGE CLUB
There will be bridge play tonight at

7:00 p.m. in room 904CC.

CHRISTIANS
Prayer meeting every day 12 12:30

in CC 177. All welcome.

CEQ
CEQ maintains files on subjects

germaine to ecology environment

background information, reports,

etc Office hours are posted on the

door of room 124 in Student Activities

Area of the CC. Any student may use

the files

COFFEE HOUSE
SOS and Concert Committee tonight

8 12 p.m. Blue Room of Worcester

CC 175 9:00 p.m. or call Lee 66480, or

Gary 50341.

FREE PUPPIES
Seven fresh beautiful puppies.

Three brown, three black, one white.

Call 253 7438.

Also, some part coon hound and

shepherd Call Easthampton 527

0881.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Meeting tonight, JQA 19th floor,

6:00 p.m.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Bible studying Ephisians on

Sunday April 1* at 4 p.m. in 211

Greenough.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
The sisters and pledges of IGU

would like you to join us for a Coffee

House today at 7 p.m. All University

women are welcome! See you at 406

N. Pleasant St.

SCROLLS
Important meeting tonight at 6

p.m. in room 175 CC. Please attend.

Lots to do.

SENIOR COMMITTEE
There will be a Senior Committee

meeting Monday, April 17th at 9:00 in

Room 172 of the CC. All seniors

welcome.

SHL
Because of a lack of planning and

other unanticipated events there will

not be a meeting tonighl. The office

will be open if you want to drop in,

and there is a dance at UConn
Friday, for rides or information call

545 0154.

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM
Meeting at 7:30 in room 801 CC for

anyone interested in finding out

about Ayn Rand's philosophy.

SYLVAN RESIDENTS
Come hear about the message of

Baha'u'llah, unity and justice, "A
New World Order." Tonight at 7:00 in

Cashin House Council Room.

TABLE TENNIS
Tournament in Boyden May 13.

Clinic to explain rules and set up on

April 25 in games area.

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
Meeting tonight, agenda by Rev.

Walgren: Necessary Evil. RSO
Constitution, Spring Baptism in the

Crystal Pool, Tea (political) Party,

Outlaw Raft. 7:30 tonight CC 166 or

call 253 3006.

VOTER REGISTRATION
Mrs. Worman will drive persons to

City Hall to register week days from

12 1. Bring identification, proof of

residence and meet her in the Craft

Center in the Student Union. The

number is 52096.

WOMEN
The residents of Baker Dorm invite

all University women interested in

inquiring into Baker's coed proposal

to attend a coffee hour today at 7:30

in the Main Lounge of Baker.

ZOOLOGY STUDENT FACULTY
BAG LUNCH
Next Wednesday, special speaker,

see bulletin board next to Zoo Dept

Office. 12:15 1:30 Mor. 349. All Zoo

students, grads and faculty invited to

attend.

LOST
Pair of brown frame glasses in or

near Boyden or WoPE. Please call

Sue in 301 Johnson 52308.

Yellow wallet, Ed. Libe, morning.

Keep money but please return

contents. Absolutely no questions.

Call Sheryl 546 6501

Three keys on chain. If found

please call Mike 68739.

Dining Commons,
tertainment. 50c.

Live en

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
There will be a Commuter

Assembly executive meeting

Tuesday April 18 at 5:00 in the office.

All commuters welcome.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
There was a good turn out Tuesday

but if we really want to get going we
need more. Bring a friend this time.

BDIC Opens
New Program

Does UMass have a sufficient

number of areas covered in the

Bachelors Degree in Individual

Concentration (BDIO program?
Apparently not. for a new con-

centration area, one in human
services, is about to commence
here on campus
This new program will provide a

counseling center similar to

(asiac The faculty and students in

this center will try to provide field

placements, such as in Belcher

town and welfare clinics, for those

students taking this BDIC
program. The center is now trying

to arrange academic credit for

those students participating in the

new program of human services.

The main reason for this new-

area, according to Prof. Alan

Lieberman. is that some students

want to do useful work such as

working in Belchertown, but don*t

want to attend graduate school

This program, therefore, will be

good experience for future oc-

cupations dealing in human ser

vices. Any interested students

should attend tonight's meeting at

7:30 in Herter 227.

W.C.

Fields
"Ntvtr

Give

a

Sucker

Even

Break"

Mad.

Thurs., 13th

8, 9, 10

Mm. 50'

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

Hospital Focus * semimonthly
newsletter devoted to the practice of

medicine in hospitals, has featured an

article. "Astrology and Biology " The

conclusion is that an apparent correlation

exists between health, life, character and
planetary positions Oddly, the author

declares that if astrology "is stripped of

horoscopy." then a reasonable case can

be made for it in turn, I would assert that

if the author was "stripped" of his

academic prejudice, then a reasonable

case could be made for his objectivity

ARIES (March 21 April I*) Sudden
bre»' actions occur Partnerships,

...luding marriage, are featured New
moon position now coincides with chance

tor imprinting individuality Some
agreements will be changed, if not

shattered
TAURUS (April JO May 70) Delays

should be taken in stride Those who
make threats are bluffing Know this and
respond accordingly Aquarian is in

volved Look behind scenes for valid

answers Bediscreet Don't reveal all you

know
GEMINI (May 21 .one 20> Abrupt

announcements, changes are featured

One you are attracted to may try to play

games Go along witn this, but don't go to

extremes Means this is not exactly the

time to pm down any issue..' Socialiie

have tun

CANCER (June 21 July 22) vVhat was
apparently stable is apt to be otherwise

There are efforts to tie you to one area

Key is to insist on freedom You do have a

life of your own to live Aquarian figures

prominently
LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Surprises due m

connection with journeys, correspon

dence Weigh actions Don't make
statements based only on impulse Give

logic a chance to shine Gemmi and Virgo

are m picture

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Money,

luxury items, expenses these are now
spotlighted Gift purchase could work
wonders for morale Family member

needs reassurance Strive to make home
a more harmonious area Make in

telligent concession
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Delicate

maneuvering, negotiations are featured

Know difference between publicity and
notoriety Legal questions are resolved

However, some startling procedure
revisions may be in offing

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21 ) Pressures

build in connection with work, matters

that have been restricted, hidden You
can deal from position of strength Utilize

experience One you are emotionally

involved with confides Listen and
evaluate
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 72 Dec 21) You

finish, break clean and make plans for

beginning anew Aries plays prominent

role Affair of heart is emphasized You
find out where you stand witn member of

opposite sex Get going on creative

project.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Study

Sagittarius message Don't hang onto

outmoded concepts, methods Changes in

domestic area are highlighted What was
valuable m land, property, may undergo
transformation. Stay on top of situation

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb it) Avoid

wild goose chase Your hunch is apt to be

valid Relative may try to involve you m
confusing situation Exhibit good humor,
but say "no" Rise above the petty

Discard the superfluous

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Be
flexible Reach beyond what is obvious

Hold off on long term .nvestment. You
require additional information Secon

dhand reports will not suffice If you

persist m delegating task, you will have to

P«V
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are direct, loving, but often give im
pression of being aloof You have been
disappointed M love and your guard now
is held high By October, you will have
satisfaction of being vindicated July

should be key month of you m 1972

Copyright 1972, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Choicest

5 Toll

8 Toward the

mouth
12 Uselessly

15 Pigpen
16 Wash lightly

17 Mature
18 Note of scale

19 Solitary

20 Conjunction

22 Man's
nickname

23 Blemish
25 Serbian coin

27 Mud
28 Sailor (colloq )

29 Falsehood
31 At this place

32 Catch
33 Decree
34 Dutch town
35 Lamprey
36 Climbing plant

37 Erase (printing)

39 Cans
40 River in Italy

42 Pronoun
43 Climbing plant

44 Man's
nickname

46 Collection of

facts

48 Bogged down
in mud
Nahoor sheep

Deliberation

Poker stake

Paid notices

7 Worm
8 Conjunction

9 Inlet

10 African

11 Changed

color of

13 Hag

14 Chief Norse

gods

19 Citrus fruit

21 Preposition

24 Ventilated

25 Bespatter

26 Assumed name

27 Pronoun

28 Hindu cymbals

30 Greek letter

32 Born

33 Keen

35 Fragrant

oleoresin

Girl's name
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38 Printer s 45 Path

39
40

41

43
44

measure
Rows
South American
rodent

River in

Siberia

Raised
Later

47

49

50

52

53

Emmet
Mountain in

Crete

Transgress

Compass point

Symbol for

tantalum

50

51

54

55

56 Girl's name

DOWN

Piece of

sculpture

Designated

Vessel s curved
planking

Symbol for

tellurium

Stratagem

Slave Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc II

Baseball Strike Nears Settlement
NEW YORK (AP) — The

possibility of a Friday opening of

the baseball season increased

significantly Wednesday when a

sudden surge of optimism crept

into the resumption of talks bet-

ween the striking players and

major league club owners.

"We have had very frank

discussions and both sides are

aiming to settle today if at all

possible.

Said Marvin Miller, executive

director of the players'

association, "If we settle today,

we're aiming to start the season

Intramurals
LIGHTED
FIELDS TIME TEAMS

1 5:15 Heads vs Comanchees

7 Cool Cans vs. Colt 45's

3 Jays vs. Phallics

4 Bulldogs vs. Vols

1 6 30 RR vs. Lovers

7 Cool 13th vs. Frogs

URANIAN POSITION

3 1 vs. 7

4 3 vs. 4

1 7:30 Cruisers vs. Lovers

7 Trojans vs. Field Gen

3 Colonels vs. Cougars

4 Nurosvs. Jaguars

1 1 30 Trojans vs. Goals

1 Houps vs. Lemons

3 CCEBSvs Dildoughs

4 Mouse vs. Bohes

1 9 30 Brother vs. Yup

7 Risers vs. 7nd Team

3 Bunglers vs. Salami

4 DoDo vs. Bronsky

I 10:30 Academics vs. Ironmen

7 Seagrams vs Smashers

3 BX vs. Brigade

4 Stouts vs Stains

NORTH CENTRAL POSITION

S 1 vs. 7

* 3 vs. 4

7 Tails vs Monuments

• Terrors vs. Senators

• ATGvs PMD
10 SAM vs. ZN

n LCAvs. PSK

12 SAE vs BKP
13 KSw TEPA
14 PLP vs. SPE

15 Phallys vs Sugarloaf

1* Adam IB vs. Pounders

INTRAMURAL SOCCE
1 4:40 Hickory vs Redwoods

2 Knurdsvs Pipers

3 3 M's vs. Brotherhood

4 Strangers vs Stains

S Zonkers vs. Rodneys

1 Aberdeen vs GW4's

1 5 70 Apples vs Roaches

7 Team vs. F Troop

3 8 Balls vs Feeds

4 Redsvs Wilburs

S

1

Lions vs Mags
Trojans vs Cool Cans

Friday."

"I look for the season to start

Friday," said Calvin Griffith, the

owner of the Minnesota Twins.

it's just a matter now of getting

the loose ends together."

The loose ends apparently were

being pieced together in talks

between Miller, chief spokesman

for the striking players, and an

owners' committee consisting of

negotiator John Gaherin and

league presidents Charles Feeney

and Joe Cronin.

"We were assured," said Dick

Moss, counsel for the players,

"they have authority to make a

final settlement today."

Bob Reynolds, a sportscaster for

WJR in Detroit, reported Wed-

nesday that the strike had been

settled and that official an-

nouncement would be made either

late Wednesday night or Thursday

morning after the owners' meeting

in Chicago. But a spokesman in

Miller's office denied the report.

In Minneapolis, Bob Short,

owner of the Texas Rangers, said,

"I expect it will be settled tonight

and ratified at the meeting in

Chicago. The question is still the

back pay issue and it's a very

knotty problem."
The strike entered its 12th day

Wednesday following marthaton

Tuesday talks that resolved the

question of how much money the

owners would contribute to the

players' pension fund.

But the talks failed to resolve the

issue of what formula would be

used to pay players if postponed

games were rescheduled and

Archer, Trevino Picked As Men
To Beat In Monsanto Golf Tourney

PENSACOLA. Fla. (AP) - Big George Archer, a two-time winner this

season, and busy Lee Trevino, rank as the men to beat in ttlWP
Monsanto Open Golf Tournament this week as many of the game s great

names take a break. . . ._

Jack Nicklaus, who collected his third title of the season in Augusta

Ga., last week, is taking some time off to consider his whopping total of

$134,473 in winnings already this year.

Arnold Palmer and Billy Casper, who have won more than 100 titles

between them, also are taking time away from the tour out will join

Nicklaus in next week's prestigious Tournament of Champions in La

Costa Calif

Gary Player has gone home to South Africa. And 1971 Monsanto winner

Gene Littler is recovering from surgery at his home in La JoUa, caw.

Tom Weiskopf and Frank Beard also are among the missing

But the field of 147 is surprisingly strong with 10 of the top 15 money

winners this season on hand for the 72 hole test that beginsJhursday on

the deceptively tough, 6,679 yard, par 35-36-71 Pensacola Country Club

course
"

Its one of the shortest layouts the touring pros play aU season and its

size may put such players as Deane Beman, Dave Hill and Bob Murphy

all of whom usually play short courses extremely well-in good position to

challence for the $30,000 first prize.

But TYevino, the 1971 athlete of the year, and the 6-foot-6 Archer remain

at the top of the list of those most likely to succeed. m \ m ^_
Archer aside from Nicklaus, has the most impressive record of the

year. He won the Glen Campbell-Los Angeles Open and the Greater

Greensboro Open, and once lost in a playoff.

Also on hand are 1972 winners Homero Blancas, Gner Jones and Jerry

Heard Jim Jamieson, the young man who made a surprising challenge

to Nicklaus last week; Australian veteran Bruce Crampton tied for

second in the Masters and a man who has had a chance to win a half dozen

times this season, and Tony Jacklin, the young Englishman who won at

New Orleans last month.

considerable consternation

greeted the inability of the sides to

reach agreement on that critical

phase.

There also was an interleague

dispute evolving over whether to

curtail the season or play the full

162 games, the American League

preferring to pick up the schedule

and forget about postponed games

and the National League pulling

for 162 games.
But, with the only issue between

the players and the owners being

the pay for resheduled games, it

appeared that some movement

was occurring in that area which

could lead to an immediate set-

tlement and the opening of the

season Friday.

Meanwhile, Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn announced that the

owners would meet in Chicago

Thursday, presumably to move
ahead in talks with the players if no

settlement was reached Wed-

nesday or to resolve the schedule

differences between the AL and

NL.
Settlement of the one remaining

issue between the players and

owners could lead to the opening of

the season even if the AL and NL
do not reach an immediate

decision about the length of the

season.

The owners and players reached

agreement Tuesday night on a

$500,000 contribution to the

players' pension fund, on top of the

$490,000 they already had agreed to

contribute for health care benefits

But they were unable to agree on

the issue" of pay for rescheduled

games, proposals and counter-

proposals being made and rejected

in rapid-fire order.

Looking to a Friday start would

mean each league would have to

make up 38 games in order to play

a full schedule. Best estimates are

that the potential loss to the owners

involved in not making up those

games is more than $5 million.

To the^average player making

$22,500, it would mean a loss of

about $1,250 and to a player like

Hank Aaron, who is working on a

$200,000 contract, it would mean
$8,750.

Houston has had more games

called off than any other team-nine

including Thursday's game Other

NL totals are San Diego 8, Atlanta.

Cincinnati and San Francisco 7;

Chicago, Los Angeles and Pitt-

sburgh 6; Montreal, New York,

Philadelphia and St. Louis 5.

In the American League, the

totals are: Baltimore, Chicago,

Kansas City, Minnesota, Texas 7,

Boston, Cleveland,. California.

Milwaukee, Oakland and New
York 6; and Detroit 5.

MDC Sports Hotline 545-0344

Sean (Jamas Bond) Connery

Joanne ( Rachel, Rachel) Woodward

A FINE MADNESS

Will a man with a knack for instant seduction be cured by

his psychiatrist or his wife.

Fri.. April 14 at • and 18

iMjilg Commaat (S.W.)

"Try It, You'll Like It!
5 ?

By CHRIS CHAMBERS
Nearly 200 years ago. Paul

Revere made a lonely journey on

horseback to warn Massachusetts

colonists, "The British are

coming!" Nowadays, on the day

celebrated to remember that oc-

casion, there is another kind of

journey made. Monday. April 17,

Patriot's Day, about 1,000 people

will journey to Boston on foot in the

greatest of all foot races, the

Boston Marathon. The hundreds of

thousands of spectators who line

the course keep it from being a

lonely journey and turn it into a

family affair They encourage and

urge on runners whose names they

know from the lists published in the

Boston papers.

The Boston Marathon is

something that everyone should

try or at least see once in their

lives. The participants find out that

they have no idea what it feels like

until they actually experience it

Their months of hard work and

training will be rewarded in a

triumph or forgotten in a tragedy.

Many will vow never to come back

after the race, while many will

already be thinking about "doing

better next year." Marathon

runners are a funny breed of

people, and this race brings out the

largest assortment of them

anywhere.
So, if you are home for the three-

day weekend, and find yourself

with nothing to do Monday af-

ternoon, you might consider taking

this event in. If you live somewhere

along the course between

Hopkinton and Boston, you will

have no problem, but if you have to

drive a little way to get to some

point along the course, you should

find it worth the drive. There will

even be women runners officially

in it to watch this year.

UMass will be well-represented

by entrants, and they would ap-

preciate any of you making their

journey to Boston a little less

lonely. 200 years ago Paul Revere

probably didn't say, "Try it, you'll

like it!", but you probably will

(OF
DRIVING

RANGE
(1/2 m
uito of •*»->

KJUTE9
MOPf. MASS.

SUM
• Bob Ceprere. PGA Prof-won*

-GoM Lissom by Appointment

TERHPAPERS

OF AMHERST

Research and
Reference Materials

Room 117

Amherst Carriage Inn

233 North Pleasant St.

(413) 256-4106

LAWYER'S ASS'T
in only 3 monfni - $9,000 or more fo atorf

College graduates and other qualified persons (male •^.^'•^jjj-
structors (all practising lawyers) will train you to become a lawyers assistant

to perform paralegal services under a lawyer's direction and supervision (but

St as a legal secretary-in fact, you too will use the services of a legal

secretary). Attend classes days or evenings for only 3 months. Housing ac-

commodations are available at an extra charge. - ..» --
nn rnR

SlMlff-S»« AND ™»IS • MERGERS AND .COW
TI0NS • TRUSTS AND ESTATES • REAL ESTATE • PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

FINANCING • and much, much more.

- Enter a new and sxci'mq field and t>««m. i»»"ly»d

Do mt«r.t»ina research, analyting, discussing and writing

Earn a High salary starting at $t,000 or mar* par year

Accept responsibility

P.rform and b« treated a* a paralegal specialist

A»iociot« with lawyers and their client*

Increase your knawledge and potential

. lecome a (hilled and valuable part of the growing legal industry

SUMMER CLASSES ARE NOW F0RMIN8; APPLY FOR ADMISSION WWTT AWAY.

e

e

e

*

o

I

Call or write

for FREE
BOOKLET Name
NY (212) | A ,,

TR 9-7500
AddreM

©197J ky Hritaejl ItttHettl City

FARALEOAL INSTITUTE, Dept. 7V
One Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003

Phone

OTOTe

^Apt

.Zip

TONIGHT

DINNER and MOVIE

At One Fantastic Price

Enjoy a Great Dinner
Fried 1/2 Chicken

Spaghetti and Tomato Sauce

Tossed Salad

Loaf of Garlic Bread

— Then, Relax

at the movie of your choice

at

THE CAMPUS CINEMA

All this for the fantastic price of

$5.95 per couple

Every Thursday Night

(Special dinner will change weekly)

at

THE NEW CHEQUERS

Italian Restaurant
Reservations 256-8189

University Drive Amhers
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Tracksters Bow To NU
By EARLE BARROLL

"Dual meets are things to get ready for the

championship meets with. If you win them it's nice."

For Northeastern track coach Irwin Cohen

yesterday was one of those "nice days" (it was even

weather wise) as his Huskies defeated the UMass
track team, 97-69, at the Llewelyn Derby Track.

But then again every track meet (including in-

doors) has been a nice day for Mr. Cohen as Nor-

theastern has been THE team in New England track

this year. ("If we don't get anyone injured we're the

team to beat. "-Cohen)

The point spread was something UMass coach Ken

O'Brien did not expect, but he did not anticipate an off

day by his sprinters (key event) which put his pre-

race scoring way out of perspective.

"We're not as good as Northeastern is now," he

said, "but it is discouraging to lose by so much. The

sprinters we well off form."

Cohen's ranks didn't go unscathed with off per-

formances either. His 16-foot pole-vaulter Jim

Carisella didn't clear the opening height of 15 feet.

Ralph Bowman (four seconds off the world record in

the 100) had to put on a furious last lap kick to finish

second in the mile.

'They just stunk out the place," their coach said.

Northeastern did get two performances it didn't

expect, Mark Buchanan's victory in the 220 and

Roger Conboy's 218 foot heave of the javelin and this

more than made up tor the irregularities.

O'Brien was particularly pleased with a number of

his athletes:

Jim Graves' double win in the hurdles (120 highs

and 440 intermediates) and John Mounger's second

place behind Graves in the 440.

Randy Thomas broke the freshman mile (4:15.3)

and two mile (9:11.8) records. He's something of a

story for he's the most out of shape looking distance

runner in the country but pretty soon he may be one of

the best.

Doug O'Connell beat Thomas in the duece (9:10.4)

which is flying for this time of the season.

In the quarter mile Steve Levine ran his personal

best of 49.9 and a big guy from the basketball team,

Peter Trow, back into track after a year off, ran 50.9.

(He's a big strong kid and he's going to be something

when his body gets reaccustomed to this race after a

vear's layoff. "O'Brien)
This all leads O'Brien to the say, "We'll have to

work to beat them (Northeastern) next time. We're

going after them. We'll be looking for them in the

New England's at our track."

Lanky Langlois Hurls

Opening Win
By ROY LYONS

The UMass jayvees opened their

1972 season in impressive style

yesterday, fashioning a one-sided

8 1 victory over Worcester

Academy at home. The shutout

eluded them with two out in the

ninth when (leftfieldeD Paul

Hermanski misplayed a base hit.

allowing the runner to score from

first base It was one of only two

errors committed by the Redmen
in an encouraging defensive

display

took third. He had to hold on Billy

MacDonald's infield hit. but scored

on Pete Backstorm's roller down
the first base line. Catcher Sunny

Fishera was robbed of a base hit on

a diving stop by the first baseman.

He flipped to pitcher Bruce Taylor

covering the bag to end the inning

Tavlor was replaced by south-

paw Mark Butterfield in the

seventh inning, his slow curve balls

were anything but puzzling to the

UMass batters as they ripped him

I Mass pushed across their first

run in the fourth when Hermanski

led off with a double over the

eenterfielder's head Billy Moan
struck out and Larry Heron popped

to short, but clean-up hitter Charlie

Barnaby lined a single to center to

drive in Hermanski.

The late innings proved

•productive for the Redmen as they

parlayed hitting with defensive

miscues for seven more runs

Heron led off the sixth with a soft

liner into right for a base hit.

Barnaby walked, and both runners

moved up on a wild pitch Third

baseman Bob Disabato's sacrifice

fly drove in Heron and Barnaby

Uaily Cqlhwan

SPORTS
for three hits and four runs

Hermanski got his second double of

Same Old Story As
Gorillas Pop Cross, 19-2

the afternoon to start the rally.

Heron drove in a pair of runs with

another two bagger. Shoddy
defense accounted for the other

two runs as Worcester committed

three errors in the inning. Two
came on the same play, allowing

Barnaby to touch all the bases on a

single

Backstorm scored the final

I Mass run in the eight. His

towering blast over the rightfielder

resulted in a stand-up triple, but

another Worcester overthrow
allowed him to circle the bases.

Lanky Bob Langlois pitched

brilliantly for the Redmen The

bespectled righthander pitched

seven innings, five of them perfect.

He struck out the side in the third

and eleven batters altogether,

going to his fastball frequently to

hit both in the first inning. From
that point on he was untouchable

before giving way to Billy Deieso in

the eight Deieso pitched the final

two stanzas, allowing one hit and

walking two He was the victim of

the ninth inning unearned run.

The next jayvee game is

Saturday against crosstown rival.

Amherst.

By JAMS AHMADJIAN
Featuring the "Needham

Nuggets" and the "Whale Mid-

field" Garber's Gorillas swamped
Holy Cross 19-2 yesterday behind

the Boyden Building.

The Redmen Stickers, itching for

a win after their defeat to

Washington and Lee the day

before, found the going easy with

the Crusaders. It wasn't the most

exciting game, but it certainly was

a good show to watch.

Last year the Redmen downed
the Crusaders 23-1, so they weren't

anticipating too difficult of a time.

UMass completely dominated

the g\me keeping the Holy Cross

slate blank until the last quarter.

The Redmen started rolling in the

first period when attackman John.

Nagle with an assist from Hirsh

Stidman hit for the first goal.

From then on, the goals just kept

on coming

0, UMass.
Many substitutions were made.

Special features included the

"Needham Nuggets" led by Carl

Lueder, Kevin Carpenger, and
Dana Stone and "The Whale
Midfield" with Billy Blaustein,

John McCarthy, and Tom Bock,

the slowest middies in New
England.

Charlie Hardy and Ritch had 3

goals apiece.

Nagle, Seidman, Pete Connolly.

Steve Crimmins, and Fred Michels

each contributed 2.

Lueders, Dwight Bomquist, and

Gene Hardiman all scored.

Holy Cross scored two goals

during the fourth quarter by Ron

Loffredo and DeSalnier.

After the game Coach Garber

praised the excellent job Steve

Crimmins had done, "We're back

on the winning trail." he said.

At the half, the score stood at 10- Lacrosse action continues this

Friday nite as the Redmen take on
the Boston Lacrosse Club for an
exhibition game at 7:30 on the

football practice fields behind the

stadium. The opposition is com-
posed of former college Lacrosse
veterans several from UMass
including All Americans Joe Smith
and Steve Connolly. Coach Garber
says the team is good, but, "We're
counting on being in better shape
than them."

Tufts pays UMass a visit

Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p.m. for

collegiate competition. Last year
the Gorillas beat them, but in

sports you never can tell until it

happens. This will take place on
the field behind Boyden.

WMUA
WMUA will cover Redmen

baseball from Holy Cross in

Worcester today. Air time is 2:50.

Bringing you all the action will be

Kent Best and Mike Goldman.

That's Redmen baseball-tune in.

JIM GRAVES finishes ahead of the pack in the 440 Intermediate

Hurdles against NU yesterday. (Photo by Ed Mangiaratti)

Tough Stretch

Begins At H.C.
By BILL BALLOU

Barring snow, sleet, rain, hail, gloom of night or any other

meteorological nicety that April might have in store for them, the

UMass baseball team should have a pretty good idea come next Tuesday

just how far they're going to go in this 1972 baseball campaign.

The Redmen are supposedly a powerhouse team, a team capable of

going all the way to Omaha come June. And even though they stand at a

perfect 4-0 record at this moment, because of the short length of time the

season has been in swing, the jury is still out.

The jury should start coming in today, as UMass journeys down to

Fitton Field in Worcester to take on the Mike Pazik-less Holy Cross

Crusaders. This game marks the first of six that the Redmen will be

playing in a space of six days.

After this afternoons contest with the Cross, which starts at 3 p.m., the

Redmen open up their home schedule on Friday with the same Crusaders

providing the opposition. They then entertain Boston University at

Lorden Field for a Saturday doubleheader that starts at noon. The Lord

rested one day and so do the Redmen, taking Sunday off They then hit the

road again for an afternoon encounter with AIC on Monday, down at AIC,

and end the grueling stretch with a home game vs. Dartmouth on

Tuesday.
So. by this time next week, the UMass record could conceivably stand

at 10-0. It could also stand at 4-6, but that is considerably less conceivable

Most likely it will be somewhere in between, more than likely tilted

toward the victory column.

It will be a telling time for the pitching staff , which is supposedly one of,

if not the best, in New England. Their 4-0 record is well deserved. But it

must be remembered that early April is traditionally pitcher's paradise

and it takes a while for the hitters to catch up with the hurlers. Whether or

not they can catch up to this staff is another question

The first answer to a lot of questions comes this afternoon in Worcester,

starting at 3:00. And the first opportunity to see this team at home comes

Friday, also at 3:00.

It should be an interesting week if you like baseball.

Baseball Strike Continues
NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball's

player strike continued through a

a 12th day Wednesday but Marvin
Miller, executive director of the

striking players' association
reported the parties were "closer

to a settlement."

After two separate bargaining

sessions with John Gaherin,
representative of the club owners,

Miller called a press conference to

deny reports that the two sides had
reached an agreement.
"Nothing could be more false,"

Miller said. "But we have worked
out a new offer and we are closer to

a settlement."

Tom Haller, player represen-

tative of the Detroit Tigers, said

the strike could end soon, perhaps
as soon as Thursday when the 24

owners meet in Chicago.

Haller said that Gaherin was
carrying a new offer from the

players over the issue of pay for

any games postponed by the strike

and made up later in the season.

Miller refused to disclose the
nature of the new offer but Gaherin
was on his way to Chicago to

present it to the owners.

"We didn't resolve it," said

Gaherin, shortly after emerging

from his second meeting of the day

with Miller. "We met twice-once

with his full committee and once

alone," said Gaherin. "Now, I'm

going to Chicago."
Gaherin said the only matter

blocking settlement of the strike is

pay for any games made up after

the players go back to work.

"Everything else is in place," he

said.

BB Banquet
On Saturday night, the Court

Club will hold its annual

testimonial for the UMass
basketball team at the North

Dining Commons.
A cocktail hour is planned from

6-7:30 with dinner to follow.

Jack Donahue, former

basketball coach at Holy Cross will

be the main speaker.

Tickets can be purchased at the

door or by calling Fan Gaudette at

5-2481.
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SUG Board Votes To Pay Officers

SUG Board chairman Barry Cohen and Secretary Rich Nelson refute the opposition to last night's bill.

They areflistening to Bob Nims who said that a higher Campus Center tax would hurt the students.
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By JOHN DONNELLY
Last night the Student Union Governing (SUG) Board voted in favor of

ab ill that would reflect the following reimbursement schedule for SUG
Board personnel Secretary-Treasurer and Vice Chairman at $125 per

month for the same twelve months.

The bill initiated by SUG Board vice Chairperson Lisa Mandell passed

with 7 affirmative, 6 negative and 1 abstaining vote.

The bill has now been given to the SUG Board Finance Committee who

will review it in terms of the Student Union and Campus Center budgets.

The bill may be reconsidered when SUG Board's budget talks arise later

this spring

The bill orginally contained a clause which would allow the SUG Board

committee chairpersons to be paid $100 per month for 12 months The

SUG Board decided to separate this clause from the bill so that the Board

could vote on it separately However at the end of last night's proceedings

SUG Board decided to table the second prt of the bill so that it could be

discussed at a later time There was some discrepancy over precisely

what the Committee Chairpersons should be paid.

Bob Nims posed the first opposition to the bill during last night's

meeting. He felt that the bill should be postponed and take effect in 1973,

because it would add to the already high budget costs. Previously the

motion had been considered by SUG Boards Executive Committee but

not by the Finance Committee He added that this would lessen SUG
Board's prestige with the students. Nims proposal was defeated.

Nims later asked that the bill be tabled in order to allow the Finance

Committee enough time to write the bill into their proposed budgets

Nims was again defeated.

SUG Board secretary Rich Nelson then expressed an opposite view.

•This (bill) may make the <SUG> Board work better He felt that the

board members would be more efficient if they were "actively involved."

Nelson called for a working core of about eight to ten people

Rocky Hodgeson who had vividly expressed his opposition to the bill

proposed that the implementation of the bill be postponed until the Board

could hold a student referendum requiring a majority vote to put the hill

into effect Rich Nelson added that because of SUG Board's by laws an

amendment to the Board's constitution is needed in order to hold a

referendum The proposal for a referendum was defeated 7 to 4

The meeting continued with further debate for and against the bill

Manv agreed that this would commit the board members to their job. and

that they could save students money by being more intricately involved in

the proceedings However, some SUG Board members said that the

Campus Center fee was already to high One member added that it would

be detrimental to SUG Board if some members were paid and others not

Guy Ross who spoke in favor of higher reimbursement said. "The

students are worth something and the students we represent won't feel

that if we don't feel we're worth something
."

One member said. "The students feel that this building (Campus

Center) is a rip-off. and when they hear of the motion they will be in

furiated " Another member returned by saying. "Any democratic

system should not be hindred by eliminating the poorer people " It was

also brought up that students come here to do a job because they want to,

and they don't expect to get paid
"

;*

Two SUG Board members ponder a moment while they think about

spending all of that money 'MDC Photos by Steve Quigley

)
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Students Offering Support are sponsoring a raffle with over $200 in gifts being offered. Tickets will be

sold today at a table in the concourse level of the Campus Center. The drawing will be held later this

afternoon. The money made from the raffle will be used to help bring about reform at the Belchertown

State School. (MPC photo by Al Chapman.)

Student Mobe Ready For April 22
By JEANNETTE MART1NEAU

The Student Mobilization Committee, chaired by

Chuck Kenyon, met last night to organize for the

April 22 antiwar demonstration in New York City and

Los Angeles.
According to SMC : "In light of the massive build up

of American warplanes and Air Force personnel,

with American naval destroyers churning their way

to the Tonkin Gulf, and with the reintroduction of US
ground forces into combat zones, these antiwar

demonstrations take on a great significance. We must

reaffirm our opposition to the war and expanded

American Bombing attacks in as large a demon-

stration as possible. . This will be a crucial test of the

public's response to Nixon's escalation and we must

make every effort to give a resounding NO to the

continuation of the War.

A slide show from the National Action-Research on

the Military-Industrial complex, which depicted

some of the methods and effects of automated war-

fare was also presented. And Professor Michael Best

of the Economics department explained some of the

"inconsistencies'" of the present war, asserting that

"capitalism and not Communism is the real enemy of

the working class.

Persons wishing to attend the New York demon-

stration on April 22 may buy a round trip bus ticket

for $7 .00 at the Mobe table in the Campus Center or

call the office at 545-1366.

Yahoo And Index

Get New Budgets
Bv MARY SMITH

v^hnn and Index were the major RSO groups appropriated funds^y^^^^^-^^^^ * student

serarurtT«
puWicatS wiU receive $49,000 from the tudent Activities Tax Fund

instead of the $1 proposed by the Budgets Committee.

The mot on to accept the budget presented by the Index staff followed

an amendment bv former Senate President Lee Sandwen to increase the

'"The^^TtT index will receive in SATF increases the

pubHcaUonTtotal expenditures for the 72-73 edition to $61,810. allowing

for a hard cover edition. .

The Senate had previously approved the rationale presented by Index,

bJwhenTh^earbook reached the Budgets Committee, the Committee

recommended funding the publication only $1 on the grounds hat Index

had ™t maintained its promise that there would be considerable changes

in the cost of a paperback and hard cover style edition

Wednesday night's vote overrides the committee's proposal, and in-

sures a yearbook for next year.

Yahoo, the campus humor magazine, withstood motions to strike its

entire budget and another amendement that would reduce the budget by

50% Opponents of the amendments argued that Yahoo was the only

publication of its kind on campus and that the magazine should not be

judged on the basis of its last issue which has been the object of much

unfavorable criticism. .

Both amendments were defeated, leaving the Yahoo budget at the

proposed $8,098

Other budgets approved by the Senate were:

-Women's Committee for $1,975, an increase of $1,000.

—Student Homophile League, $884

—Black Mass Communications, $10,830.

-Motorcylcle Club, $1,460, an increase of $160.

—Automotive Workshop, $3,522.

—Boltwood Project, $1,575.

—Spectrum, $26,175. _ ..

The Student Activities Office and the Senate Transit Service are the

only organizations whose budgets have not been authorized. After final

consideration of these budgets next Wednesday, the Budget Act will be

presented to the Chancellor and the Board of Trustees for their approval

Justice Dept. To Sue TV Networks
Minority Caucus Results

WASHINGTON <AP> - The
Justice Department said Thursday

it intends to sue the major

television networks for alleged

antitrust violations. A spokesman

for the Columbia Broadcasting

System said the government seeks

to transform the networks into

conduits for independently

produced programming.
In a brief announcement in

Washington the department said it

had advised CBS, the. National

Broadcasting Company, the

American Broadcasting Company
and Viacom International. Inc of

its intent Viacom operates cable

television systems and the syn-

dicated program business for-

merly owned by CBS.
Department spokesmen declined

to discuss the suits until they are

filed, possibly within a few days

Robert D Wood, president of the

CBS television network, said the

government seeks to transfer

control of programming schedules

to advertising agencies and motion

picture producers, and to prevent

the networks from producing their

own programming
A CBS spokesman said he un-

derstands the Justice Depart-

ment's goal to be an arrangement

whereby advertising agencies

would produce programs or pur-

chase them from independent

procedures, then purchase time

from networks.

Presently networks control their

own programming, buying or

producing programs, scheduling

them in specific time slots and then

selling advertisers time within

those programs for commercial

announcements.
A CBS spokesman in New York,

where all the network comment
originated, said the suit "has

absolutely nothing to do with news

programming and will have no

effect on news operations."

ABC said the suits dealt only

with entertainment Both networks

said the suits were expected to be

filed Monday.
A CBS spokesman said it was

impossible to tell whether or not

the suits would have any effect on

programming for the 1972-1973

season for which schedules have

already been announced.

The department said ABC. CBS
and Viacom had rejected out-of-

court settlements on terms offered

by the government. It said NBC
had not responded to an offer

ABC said the suit was "without

merit."
"We therefore rejected the

department's offer ..and have
instructed counsel to defend the

case vigorously." ABC said.

It said 11.4 per cent of the en-

tertainment programs shown in

prime time on ABC are produced

by the network itself "This is

hardly a monopolistic situation." it

said

CBS said. "We would lose con-

trol. There would be no balance,

from our point of view, within a

program schedule..."

This year, under an order of the

Federal Communications Com
mission, networks control only 3

hours of evening television time,

rather than the 3-1/2 hours

previously allowed. The extra half-

hour is turned back to local

stations for their own program

ming, frequently reruns of old

network shows.

ABC said the FCC. which is an
%

independent agency not connected

with the Justice Department, had

"rejected the concept that net-

works be prohibited from owning
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"We find it strange that the

Department of Justice should

intervene in a subject which has

already been decided by the

government departments most
closely associated with broad-

casting ."

It was not immediately clear

what effect a successful suit would

have on the programming offered

the home viewer. A frequent

complaint of media critics is that

networks kill off shows that,

although popular, fail to draw the

largest possible audience.

Robert S. Marker, chairman of

McCann-Erickson Inc., the

nation's second-largest ad agency

in account volume, said in New
York that he did not agree with the

suit's apparent aim and believed it

would be opposed by many ad-

vertisers.

"Our job as agents for the client

is to place ads in the best medium
at the best time. Who produces

what is secondary to that." said

Marker. "We're not in the TV
producing business. We're in the

advertising business."

Marker said the move could be

detrimental to the television in-

dustry and added. "I'm not sure I

understand the motive of the

Justice Department."

Weather:

By MIM STAFF
Junior Weather Assistant

According to our weather expert,

who got yesterday's weather

pretty close, there should be a few

clouds still hanging about from

yesterdays storm Clouds have a

way of doing that. However, the

sun is expected to win its battle for

space in the heaven, resulting in a

temperature around 60-65. Cloudy

and mild tonight Temperatures in

lower 40's. I If you read this early in

the morning, there may still be

some fog left over from last night,

but it should go away )

By MDC STAFF
A spokesman for the School of

Education's Non-Minority Caucus

told the Collegian last night that

the Caucus was "a big success"

yesterday and that today promises

more of the same.

The spokesman, who chose to

remain unidentified, also outlined

the aims of the Caucus. They were
as follows:

On the meeting yesterday: "An
effort by the Caucus to help inform

the School Community of issues

and problems that need to be

confronted as whites look at their

responsibility in the community."

On the main idea of the Caucus
itself: "To communicate to un-

dergraduates and the rest of the

University community that an
important process is starting and
will continue today."

The Caucus continues tomorrow
starting with a meeting at 10 A.M.
in Room 165 Campus Center

Representatives of the Caucus

have urged all non-minority School

of Education students to par

ticipate and help in the Caucus.

The spokesman also said that

today's meeting had attracted

many students, faculty, and ad

ministrators with the same ex-

pected tomorrow. He also stressed

support of the Minority Caucus

now being held at the School.

The focus of the caucus
tomorrow will be, according to the

spokesman: "To create more
awareness as well as identifying

action to involve the entire non-

minority community."

ROOM TO MOVE
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Health Foods Exposed
By BOB CALLAHAN

Health foods and diet fads have overtaken the

country in recent years, especially on college cam-

puses. Foods grown chemically and processed have

been termed dangerous while those grown

organically are said to be more helpful and

nutritious.

Dr. Fergus Clydesdale, the instructor of Food

Science 101, the most popular and talked about course

on campus is a man knowledgeable about food and

it's production. In a lecture held last evening,

Clydesdale attempted "to set the story straight,"

about health food fads and defended the modern

means of food production.

Many have suggested changing from the use of

chemical fertilizers to the use of organic fertilizers in

food production. Clydesdale terms this ridiculous and

stated that organic methods of fertilization "can't get

enough food into the ground."

Continuing, Clydesdale pointed out that 10 million

people in this country are starving and that changing

from the use of chemical fertilizers would decrease

the amount of food produced. "Any kind of naturally

grown food will not feed the whole country," he said.

The popular instructor of Food Science 101, termed

it "amazing" how people will believe anything that

they read from a book. He made reference to inac-

curicies and misconceptions presented in books by

Adele Davis, a proponent of natural foods.

Special diets also came under attack by

Clydesdale. He termed special diets for the cure of

Dr. Fergus tlyesdale speaking last night on the health food fad.

(MDC Photo by Carl Nash)

Slobodkin Says Politics

Hinder Environmental Plans
By MARILOU BARSAM

Explaining that constraints on decisions in preparing master plans for

environmental planning arise because, "planners are faced with the

essential failure to produce a proper integration of three crucial

variables for their environmental plans. Dr Lawrence Slobodkin spoke

;»t a Coalition for Environmental Quality, (C.E.Q.). sponsored lecture

last night.
. L1

Slobodkin went on to explain that the three variables that act as con

straints in planner's decision making are: 1) political and social equity

must be preserved in regard to environmental planning. 2) ecological

self-regulation must be possible in a system, thereby minimizing damage

io the system itself, 3) environmental planning must be aimed a the

steady state of the environment.

Slobodkin stressed that in making decisions on environmental issues,

consideration must be given to political and social systems, or a future

ecological disaster might result

He explained that a device or plan of high flexibility must be created,

one that would be capable of responding to minimal disturbances in the

environment, while maintaining the internal character of the en

vironement."
,

.. . ...

To do this Slobodkin stated that caution be made against people with

massive plans. "Geniofus is to be distrusted ". when it advocates massive

planning, he added.

He suggested that planners should plan in response to need for planning

and not for the sake of activity only He added, "that small scale response

in machinery and minimal technological solutions are preferable to

solutions requiring wide scale social alteration, for slight modifications

can be altered while large ones can't.

Dr Slobodkin suggested as a workable plan in environmental planning

the following points to be taken in consideration when faced with a

problem reversibilitv. violence to the political system, who is involved in

feeding infomration for the making of a plan, and lastly, that the

proposed plan is a response to a problem and not an agency s need to feel

important. ^^^^^^^^___

Yesterday's Minority Caucus' election results will be announced

at ten o'clock at today's session The Minority Caucus will also

make an effort to resolve the COP. program (Careers Opportunity

Program) issue. Information on yesterday's session is being

withheld by the caucus until further notice.

cancer and the Zen Macrobiotic diet ridiculous and

dangerous.
Speaking about the Zen Macrobiotic diet,

Clydesdale mentioned the seventh level of this diet

which consists of a brown wheat cereal. "A person on

this diet would show symptoms of starvation in 3

months," he said.

Before going on a special diet, Clydesdale

recommended that a person read about it so that they

know what they are getting themselves into. He

added, "many people follow fads and don't know

what they're doing."

Clydesdale also commented on the popular con-

demnation of food additives and preservatives. "Any

food or vitamin which is consumed in large quantities

is harmful and can kill," he said.

One which was mentioned, was cyclamates which

have been cancerous when given to animals in

amounts up to 150 times the normal dose. This finding

caused their removal from public use. For a person to

be harmed by their use, the amount injested by the

body would have to be extremely 1 high. Clydesdale

remarked.
Clydesdale estimates that a person would have to

drink 875 bottles of diet soda for 71 years to equal the

amounts used in experiments with animals whifh

have indicated the presence of cancer.

The lecture featuring Dr. Clydesdale was spon-

sored by the Maroon Keys as part of their Eleventh

Hour Lecture Series.

FacSen Endorses U.W.W.
ByJIMDEMPSKY

In major action yesterday, the

Faculty-Senate gave its approval

to a three-year trial mandate for

the University Without Walls

program (UWW). The Senate also

endorsed an important motion

providing for the formation of a

sub-committee on Residential

Colleges.

Other matters taken up at

yesterday's meeting included an

investigation of teaching load

inequities, a special inquiry by the

Academic Matters Committee and

the Services Department Annual

Report.
The UWW program will provide

access to the University of

Massachusetts for people who
would not otherwise have access,

because of jobs, economics,

children to care for. or other full-

time responsibilities.

University without Walls

provides education for students

wherever they may be - at work, in

their homes, independent study

and on field experiences dealing

with special social problems.

It also attempts to broaden

chronological boundaries by ac-

cepting individuals up to 60 years

and older.

It is similar to the BDIC program

(Bachelor's Degree in Individual

Concentration), because it en

courages individualized programs

of study, permitting students to

have a "major" area of study

which is either highly specialized

or an in BDIC interdisciplinary in

nature.

Despite several similarities,

however, the two programs cannot

be combined. Chairman of the

Academic Matters Committee, W.

Leigh Short, whose committee

filed the report on UWW,
distinguished between the two

programs for the Senate.

BDIC deals basically with

students on campus who are in-

terdepartmental majors. UWW on

the other hand has members
pursuing a single traditional major

of campus.
Short also pointed out that both

programs are responsible to the

same person in the Provost's office

anyway.
A special sub-committee to the

Academic Matters Committee was

authorized by the Senate to oversee

and monitor educational progrOs in

residence areas on campus.

This would replace the tem-

porary Ad Hoc Committee of the

same name, which was subject to

being eliminated at any time.

This authorization also provides

for the adoption of specific

guidelines for the future

development of residential

colleges on this campus.
Senator Terence Burke, com-

menting on the report, spokes s

Senator Terence Burke, com-

menting on the report, spoke

strongly in favor of the need of

residential colleges to be doing a

clear academic job. He cited this

as being the major problem with

the currently operating residential

colleges, "they've never been
given a firm academic job to do."

Another important guideline in

the report is the necessity of

having a firmly attached faculty,

for these 'living-learning ex-

periences".

It also says that it is the

responsibility of the Ad-

ministration to assure that the

living-learning aspects of

residence programs have ap-

propriate support the power to

compensate faculty, to secure

supplementary support from the

physical plant, the food services,

physical education, housing,

security, and health services.

Responsibility for overseeing

and monitoring these residential

college programs tests with the

faculty.

In other action yesterday,

several reports were presented to

the Senate
One report dealt with excessive

teaching load Presented by

Senator Max Wortman, Chairman

of the Rules Committee it calls for

an investigation of teaching load

inequities.

Senator Ellis Olim suggested

that the total picture of work load

inequities be looked at, not just

teaching loads. "We should also

look at research loads, and
publication loads ..only by looking

at the entire picture can we see the

inequities," said Olim.

Another suggestion was to

reduce the number of courses

taught, therefore providing for a

reduction of teaching loads. The
four-course plan was mentioned as

a possible method of achieving the

goal.

A motion attached to this report

provided for the Dean's Council to

work with the appropriate Senate

Committees to insure the relief of

excessive teaching loads

Another motion, by Senator

Howard Brogan, was passed by a

21-19 vote. This instructs the

Academic Matters Committee to

find out 1 ) If absences from class

seriously interfere with student

performance; 2) what percentage

of students electing the pass-fail

option are reported as D; S) the

actual average undergraduate
course load in the last month of the

last semester; 4) the probably

number of students continuing in

the University under the present

grading system who would have

been dropped under the old one

The Service Departments
Committee filed a report con

taining a motion urging the ad

ministration to assign a high

priority to campus improvement,

especially concerning roads,

sidewalks, and parking areas. The

motion was passed unanimously

President Larry Ladd will in-r

troduce several motions at next

week's meeting in bahalf of the

Student Senate. concerning
governance, residential colleges,

grading, and university

requirements.

INTERNATIONAL JOBS — Europe.

South America. Alia. Australia. L.S.A.

Openings In all fields - Social Science*.

Husiness. Sciences. Engineering.

Education, etc. Alaska construction and

pipeline work. Earnings to I SOU weekly.

Summer or permanent Paid expenses,

bonuses, travel. Complete current in

formation - only 13.00. Money back

guarantee. Apply now for best op-

portunities — write today!!! In-

ternational Employment. Box 72I-M5IO.

Peabody. Massachusetts 0IM0 (Not an

employment agency)
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USED:
'jeans
'corduroys
'flannel shirts

'overalls
'denim jackets
'leather jackets
'Eisenhower jackets

'work shirts

'some camping equipment

NEW:
'jeans
'blue work shirts

'colored twill pants

'velvet pants

206 Russell St. HADLEY (on Route 9>
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Bombers Hit An
SAIGON ( AP) - Wave after wave

of U.S. B52 bombers battered the

flaming rubber plantation of An
Loc Friday in an unprecedented
wave of attacks to save the

provincial capital north of Saigon

from falling completely into North

Vietnamese hands. Government
troops there are surrounded and in

danger of being overrun.

Nearly a score of the eight-jet

Stratofortresses dropped up to 500

tons of explosives on North Viet-

namese troop concentrations only

a mile west of An Loc.

During the night, enemy gunners

slammed 49 rockets and mortars

into the provincial headquarters

and its supply depots on the

southern side of the city. The North

Vietnamese hold the northern half.

Field reports said less than 10

government troops were killed or

wounded.
The Saigon command issued a

communique Friday, claiming that

169 North Vietnamese troops were
killed in heavy fighting Thursday.

The communique said 23 govern-

ment troops were killed, 53 were
wounded and six are missing

Waves of bombers had carpeted

the battlefield with fire and ex-

plosives Thursday
"There's a perimeter on the

southern edge of town. That's

about the only friendly place in this

whole country up here.'' a U.S.

pilot flying over the battleground

radioed.
Enemy troops and tanks, ap-

parently at the price of heavy

losses, braved all the bombs,
bullets and shells that could be

brought to bear on them and drove

deep into the town, 60 miles north

of Saigon Field reports said they

also captured a nearby airfield,

making resupply and rein-

forcement of the 12,000 govern-

In Brief...
CAPE KENNEDY. FLA. (AP) - With the start of their moon

journey three days away, the Apollo 16 astronauts spent Thursday

taking a refresher course in geology and rehearsing some scientific

tasks they will perform in lunar orbit.

The countdown was on schedule for Sunday's blastoff at 12:54

p.m. EST, and the National Weather Service said the Saturn 5

booster rocket would get away in good weather, perhaps just ahead

of afternoon thundershowers.
12 Americans Dead In War

SAIGON (AP) - North Vietnam's offensive sent allied casualty

figures soaring last week with the U. S. command reporting the

highest American weekly toll of six months.

The weekly casualty summary said 12 Americans were killed in

combat last week. 32 were wounded and 19 were missing in action.

All the missing apparently were aboard aircraft lost to enemy
action

IRS Returns to Short-Form
WASHINGTON (AP) The Internal Revenue Service loans to

resume using the short form income tax return next year when
returns for 1972 are filed.

The old short form, abandoned after 1968, was a card. Present

plans are for the new one to be about half the size of the regular

form 1040.

An IRS spokesman said Thursday the agency decided to resume
using a short form "because there is still a demand for it."

Airlines Overcharging

WASHINGTON (AP— The nation's airlines are overcharging

passengers by an estimated $15 million a year on 27.000 routes.

Consumers Union said today, one day after the government issued

a new regulation on fares.

The routes cited in the latest Civil Aeronautics Board ruling ant!

the upcoming issue of Consumer Reports magazine are those with

unpublished fares.

President's Power Limited
WASHINGTON IAPI The Senate Thursday approved, 68-16. a bill to

limit the president's power to commit U.S. armed forces in undeclared

wars.

Durirg 11 days of Senate debate, the bill was described by its sponsors

as an effort to restore the constitutional authority of Congress to par-

ticipate in war-making decisions.

Opposed by the Nixon administration, the bill now goes to the House to

an uncertain fate The House passed, without debate last August a

weaker resolution reaffirming the right of Congress to declare war and

recognizing the authority of the president to move without prior consent

of Congress in emergency situations.

The Senate bill would allow the president to use the armed forces,

without approval of Congress, only for 30 days and only to repel attack on

US territory or armed forces, forestall the imminent threat of attack, or

rescue Americans endangered on foreign soil or ships at sea.

ment troops, or what was left of

them, extremely hazardous.

About 30,000 North Vietnamese

troops are reported committed to

the battle just south of the Cam-
bodian bordian border. Earlier

they seized two nearby district

headquarters.

For the North Vietnamese, the

capture of a provincial capital

would be the high point so far in

their 15-day-old offensive.

President Nguyen Van Thieu has

ordered An Loc held at all costs,

fearful of the effect the town's

capture would have on the morale

of his soldiers and civilians loyal to

his regime
Fifteen miles to the south of An

Loc, a 20,000-man armor and in-

fantry rescue force remained
stalled in the face of enemy fire.

Commanders said they could not

advance because of enemy
resistance, a factor totally

disregarded by the enemy just to

the north. One U.S. adviser voiced

impatience with the government
commanders, saying: "I wonder
why we stay bogged down here."

Officials

Awaiting

Hue Battle
\\ XSHINGTON ( AP) American

officials are expecting the North
Vietnamese "to take a swipe" at

the ancient imperial capital of Hue
in the next few days, an attack

viewed as a major test of President

Nixon's Vietnamization program.
Predicting a real battle between

the North Vietnamese 324th

Division in league with elements of

the 304th and the 1st South Viet-

namese Division, one military

expert said the fighting "will be the

final examination of Viet-

namization

"

The officials said the 1st Division

is the best in South Vietnam's
army and they point out the unit

has not been committed to battle in

the current fighting, leaving it

ready to go.

One source, citing captured
North Vietnamese documents and
testimony from prisoners, says
Hanoi hopes to capture Hue and
other cities in an effort to incite a

countryside uprising, undermine
the Saigon government and play on
anti-war sentiments within the

United States

As the United States sent more
ships and planes to Southeast Asia,

17 Senate and 45 House members
said Thursday the U.S. govern-

ment appears to be re-escalating

American involvement in the war.

"If news reports are accurate,

our country is now assembling in

Southeast Asia one of the largest

air armadas in military history,"

they said in a letter to President

Nixon

As the situation deteriorated

hourly, some quarters in Saigon

expressed belief the senior U.S.

adviser in the region had un-

derestimated the enemy,
something the allies often have

done in the past.

Maj. Gen James F.

Hollingsworth. senior adviser for

the 3rd military region, which

surrounds Saigon, said Tuesday

after earlier battling that the

enemy had "failed miserably" in

their attempts to take An Loc with

enemy survivors put "on the run to

AMHERST — MOUNT HOLYOKE — U. of MASS.

Hillels present:

CAFE SABRE
A unique Israeli culture night

with food - films - entertainment.

Saturday, April 15 8:30 p.m.

Kathskeller, Mt. Holyohe College

Cambodia." He had predicted the

huge government relief force

would arrive in An Loc by Wed-
nesday.

All available airpower was
thrown into the battle Thursday in

the hope that aerial bombardment
would prevent defeat.

U.S. pilots, in exchanges of radio

conversations, told of bombing
factories and a village near An
Loc.

There were no reports on
numbers of casualties on either

side they were expected to be high.

' '^^
A wounded South Vietnamese soldier is carried to an evacuation

point Wednesday after the tank he was riding was destroyed by a

rocket-powered grenade on Route 13 north of Saigon. North Viet-

namese attacks stopped the South Vietnamese relief force Wed-
nesday about 15 miles from the threatened provincial capital of An
Loc.

Secret Talks Revealed
PARIS (AP) — U.S. Ambassador William J. Porter disclosed Thursday

that President Nixon made a secret offer April 1 to resume the Paris

peace talks.

"I can reveal to you for the first time that after a thorough review of the

situation President Nixon-on April 1- personally directed that a message
be sent through a private channel to the other side stating our willingness

to resume the Paris talks on April 13," Porter told reporters.

"The only response to this overture came in the form of amushrooming
invasion of the Republic of South Vietnam by North Vietnamese
troops."

Nixon broke off the talks March 23 The North Vietnamese and Viet

Cong from that moment on demanded that new regular sessions be held

Porter said of the Communist demands that "the thought of meetings at

gunpoint, which would also waste time, is even less acceptable."
Neither he nor his spokesman would discuss the possibility of new

private meetings.

Nixon's secret effort to get the talks moving as North Vietnamese
troops began invading South Vietnam across the demilitarized zone may
have been accompanied by conditions the Communist side held unac-
ceptable.
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Third World Nations Meet
Discuss Problems In Chile

SANTIAGO. Chile (AP)-Thousands of delegates
from 141 nations assembled Thursday for another try

at ending the awesome disparities between the

world's rich and poor.

President Salvador Allende of Chile told them the

poor countries of the so-called Third World have
drastic problems.
The occasion was the opening ceremony of the third

U.N. Conference on Trade and Development- UNC-
TAD III. The conference, held every four years, first

assembled in Geneva in 1964 at the rging of the

world's underdeveloped countries, which were
dissatisfied with the existing U.N. structure.

Covering a wide range of financial and economic
topics, UNCTAD III is a forum to seek ways for the

world's wealthier countries to aid their poorer
counterparts in speeding up their development and
raising the living standard of their people.

UNCTAD, however, is a consultive body and has no
power to enforce recommendations and decisions.

In a speech of more than an hour, Allende said that

if present international systems do not change, 15 per
cent of the people in the Third World will die of

hunger.

The underdeveloped countries went away generally

disappointed from the New Delhi UNCTAD con-

ference in 1968, after no dramatic concessions were
won from the rich countries in such areas as

preferential treatment for manufactured goods from
underdeveloped nations.

But Allende, a Marxist who had pledged to lead his

underdeveloped country "down the road to

socialism." expressed new hope for the success of

UNCTAD.
"It is clear to all that the financial conceptions of

the past war period are tottering," he declared to the

several thousand delegates and observers in the

modern new assembly hall built especially for UNC-
TAD.
"The new or strengthened centers of political and

economic power are generating striking con
tradictions among the industrialized countries
themselves.

"Peaceful coexistence between the capitalist and
Socialist countries has finally carried the day.

"After 20 years of injustice and violation of in-

ternational law, the exclusion of the People's

Republic of China from the world community has
come to an end. This republic contributes not only

one-third of the world's population, but also an
original experience in liberation from long-standing

dependence."
Chou Hua-Min, the deputy minister for trade who is

leading China's delegation to UNCTAD HI, has
publically expressed his nation's support for un-

derdeveloped nations. But China has not joined the

Group of 77, the loosely knit association that actually

numbers 96 countries representing the un-
derdeveloped members of UNCTAD.
U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim, also ad-

dressing the opening ceremony, said the most urgent
problem in world development is to integrate

developing countries into a new pattern of world
trade.

"We must give a voice to all countries, big or small,

from east to west, from north to south in the building

of orderly and just economic relations," he said.

"We must help the poor countries attain higher
standards of living and thus remove an important
tension in world affairs."

Activists Release War Info
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP)-A

handful of antiwar activists, drawn
together in the past week by the

escalation of hostilities in In-

dochina, has established a

telephone inetwork to monitor the

buildup of American forces.

Operating from offices of other

antiwar groups to which most of

them also belong, the Ad Hoc
Committee on Military Buildup has

supplied to news media since last

Saturday detailed information on

the buildup of U.S. forces intended

to counter the current North
Vietnamese offensive.

Information provided by the

committee, and later confirmed by

independent sources, includes

movement of ships, men and
planes from bases in Florida.

Virginia, California and Hawaii

and stepped-up activity at bases in

the Philippines and in Japan.

The Pentagon will not confirm

troop movements. Some of the

group's information cannot be

confirmed. But much of it has.

The information disseminated

around the-clock by the antiwar

activists comes from sources at

coffee houses and antimilitary

movements near militarv bases in

this country and abroad. Much of

the material is supplied by draf-

tees and other military men who
privately tell antiwar activists

everything they know, the com-
mittee says.

"We are doing this so people will

know what is happening," one

committee member said

"If they know the real truth,

maybe they'll know what we are

really doing about Vietnam."
Running a telephone bill to what

they say is more than $8,000 in a

week the committee says it has
learned that 25 ships, 486 planes

and 30.650 U.S. military men have
been sent from bases around the

world to Indochina.

The committee came into being

last Saturday when George Stein, a

newsman at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology campus
radio station, read a news account

of a transfer of men from a Kansas
base to Southeast Asia.

Intrigued by the story. Stein

notified friends who were gathered

in Portsmouth. N.H.. for a New
England convention of persons who
operate coffee houses and
generally support antiwar
movements in areas around

military bases.

From that meeting, Stein and six

others obtained telephone numbers
of people involved in similar an-

timilitary efforts at most U.S.

bases in this country and in

Thailand. Japan and Hawaii.

From there it was simply a

matter of putting together the

telephone network.

Ed Murray, one member of the

Committee, was asked whether the

group's activities left it open tc

criticism that it was performing a

disservice or aiding U.S. enemies.

Murray said committee mem
bers "will not give out. nor do we
want to accept, any type of

classified information To the best

of our knowledge, everything
we've given out is unclassified."

He said it was the committee's
belief that they had not distributed

any information which would aid

the enemy, contending: "We feel

they probably know much more
than that."

"We're getting it out to the

people." he said. "This war has to

end and we'd like to see the people

end it in this election
."

New Explosions In Ireland Blamed On IRA
BELFAST (AP) -Terrorists set

off a chain of explosions across

Northern Ireland Thursday,
leaving an elderly woman dead

and a trail of destruction in the

biggest upsurge of violence since

Britain's takeover.

Security forces blamed the eight

blasts in six cities and villages on

outlaws of the Irish Republican

Army.
They saw the offensive as an IRA

challenge to Britain's imposition of

direct rule on Northern Ireland and

a riposte to pressure by Roman
Catholic moderates for a curbing

of violence.

Security forces in Belfast also

were harassed by more than a

score of bomb hoaxes at factories

and city stores, heightening the

tense atmosphere that followed a

relative three-week lull in the

guerrilla campaign.

The woman's death in the

Protestant town of Ballymoney

raised the province's fatality toll to

301 in 32 months of sectarian

violence.

She died when a bomb ripped

through the town's main street,

turning her home into a blazing

inferno. Her husband escaped with

cuts and bruises. It was the first

bombing in the County Antrim

town.

In the Northern Ireland capital,

a gelignite charge left in a stolen

auto destroyed, three buses, and
badly damaged 11 others at one of

Belfast's main bus depots. The
explosion ripped off the depot's

roof but caused no casualties.

Minutes later guerrillas-

including a gun wielding girl-burst

into a house used as headquarters

by the Belfast University air

squadron and set the building

ablaze The girl held an elderly

man at gunpoint while her com-
panions sprinkled gasoline over

furniture.

Guerrillas also struck at the

Catholic border town of Newry
where gunmen blasted council

offices.

Meeting:

Food Services Committee

What do we want this time? You!
We'll be meeting with the University Food Services Dept.
this week (Tuesday, April 18) in Hampden Dining Com-
mons. At 5: 30.

If we want to improve the current low quality of the Dining
Commons we need massive support — the kind of support
that only ill-treated UMies can provide. Please come — if

you can't stomach it any longer.

Donita White,

Chairperson

•

AILING I B.J IN TEXAS-Former President Lyndon B. Johnson,
who suffered a major heart attack in Charlottesville, Va., last

Friday, is shown as he arrived at Brooke General Hospital early

Wednesday morning after the flight from Virginia. (AP)

Nixon In Canada

To Talk Economics
OTTAWA (AP) -President Nixon arrived in the Canadian capital late

Thursday for a three-day visit aimed at improving the atmosphere
between the two traditional allies now divided by serious economic dif-

ficulties.

The presidential 7, including Mrs. Nixon, presidential adviser nenry A.

Kissinger and Secretary of State William P. Rogers, was welcomed by

Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau at Uplands, Canadian air force

base, outside Ottawa.
Nixon flew to Canada after spending the day at Camp David, in

Maryland's Catoctin Mountains, completing work on the speech he will

deliver Friday afternoon before the Canadian Parliament
The President's address, more than his limited private discussions with

Trudeau. is expected to determine whether the visit will halt the

deterioration in U.S.-Canadian relations.

Neither U.S. nor Canadian officials look for the single 2 1/2 hour

meeting of the two leaders to do much more than touch broadly ypon

economic differences. This feeling is reflected in newspaper editorials

which say the most that can be achieved is an improvement in the at

mosphere, rather than a solution of problems.

One positive development will be the signing of an agreement Saturday

morning to combat pollution of the Great Lakes. This agreement already

has been drafted, however, and the signing will be ceremonial only.

The divisions between the two countries are reflected in threatened

demonstrations by several groups against so-called U.S. imperialism and

U.S. Vietnam policies. Some of these are scheduled for Saturday, after

Nixon's departure There is doubt, however, that the President will see

any demonstrations, even if they take place while he is here.

Unprecedented security arrangements have been taken to guard

against incidents such as the attack on Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin

on Parliament Hill last fall. •

Nixon will be given a minimum of public exposure He will travel to

political and social appointments in a bullet-proof limousine His exact

time table and travel routes are being kept as vague as possible.

Police had checked individual houses and buildings along routes from
the air base and have hosed down rotting snowbanks on Parliament Hill

to get rid of possible hiding places for bombs.
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"Inmates Serviced"
MARLBORO. Mass. <AP>-

Middlesex County Commissioner
John Dever said Wednesday night

that one of the female counselors at

the House of Correction was
recently dismissed for "servicing
the inmates."
"You can't tell the counselors

from the inmates," Dever said.

They have female counselors at

Billerica and "just recently they
had to discharge one of the female
counselors for servicing the in-

mates."
The commissioner declined to

name his source of information
concerning the dismissed coun-
selor, but he said he had been told

of the incident by two reliable

sources. Dever said the woman
was dismissed two and one-half

months ago by either Sheriff John
F. Buckley or a deputy sheriff.

Dever told the Marlboro
Democratic Club, "I'm just

disgusted with the whole
operation." He said a report

condemning conditions at the
Billerica institution will be issued

within two or three weeks.
The commissioner said he had

found conditions satisfactory in the

past "before Buckley assumed the

sheriff's post
"

"Mr. Buckley should stop being a

social worker That was the
opinion of the county commi-
ssioners and our report will point

that out. There have been 47

escapes during his tenure as
sheriff." Dever said.

Dever also said damage from the

recent disturbance at Billerica

could cost between $50,000 and
$60,000

Two-Thirds Law Kcpcal Favored
BOSTON ( \P» The legislature's

Joint Committee on Social Welfare

gave .i favorable report today to a

bill repealing the statt '* two-thirds

parole law

The committee also called upon
Gov. Francis W Sargent to repeal

provisions of the law ad-
ministratively

Kxisting law requires that most
persons convicted of violent crimes
serve at least two-thirds of their

minimum sentences before
becoming eligible for parole.

Sen Jack. H Backman. D-
Brookline. chairman of the com-
mittee, said at a news conference

that prior consideration for parole

can be given upon recom-
mendation of the prison superin-

tendent, the corrections com-
missioner and a majority of the?

parole board.

Since 1966. he said. 810 prisoners

have applied for prior con-
sideration He said 589 of them
were approved by the sr.perin

tendent and commissioner but onh
168 were given a hearing by the

parole board.

"What these figures indicate is

that involving the parole board on

the prior consideration mechanism
was a duplication of effort." Back-
man said

He said the committee urged
Sargent and the legislature "to

eliminate this unneeded and
confusing procedure

"

The two thirds law recom
mended by the committee
would make all prisoners eligible

for parole after serving one-third

of their minimum sentences, ex-

cept those convicted of kidnapping

and certain sex offenses

Rackman said the hill would

reduce the number of prisoners

subject to the two-thirds provision

by nearlv no per cent

School of Education

Undergrads:

Interns to be recruited for

next school year on 4/18 lor

Alternative Schools in

Pasadena, Calif, and Wor-
cester, Mass. Sign up in Rm.
109 Sch. of Ed.

1

The bill also provides that

anyone convicted of a violent

crime, would have to serve two
thirds of his minimum sentence

before being paroled again.

A bill repealing the two-thirds

law died in the legislature last year
just before final adjournment.

WMass Drug Arrests at 75

WFSTFIFLD, Mass. (AP)-The
crackdown on illegal drug traffic in

western New England continued
Wednesday when state and local

police arrested eight area
residents on drug charges.
The arrests dried up the heroin

supply in Westfield, according to

police chief Gerald O'Connor. He
said the raid followed a six week
investigation.

Bail was set at $10,000 each for

the eight suspects, pending
arraignment
The arrests brought to more than

75 the number of narcotics arrests

made in the Springfield-Hartford
area in the past month.

VI Legislature Criticized

BURLINGTON, Vt. <AP> State

Sen. Thomas M. Crowley, D-

Chittenden-Grand Isle, has urged

Gov DeaneC. Davis to reconvene

the legislature to correct what he
called two extremely important

legislative mistakes.

In a letter to the governor mailed
Wednesday. Crowley said the

Vermont General Assembly
"inadvertently changed foi the

worse very serious crimes such as

the dealing in narcotics and armed
robber\

He said the statute dealing with

narcotics changed the charge from
a felon) to a misdemeanor and the

armed robbery section of the code
was deleted entirely

These two changes in the code
will greatly, and I emphasize
greatly, hamper our law en-

forcement officials as well as the

courts." he said.

( row ley said the second mistake
made by the legislature was its

failure to pass a bill that clearly

designates when a student at a

state supported college should be

considered for resident tuition

ratt

"Reliable sources have released

information to me stating that this

could cost the state via the

I'niversity of Vermont and the

State Colleges in excess of $4

million in revenue." said Crowley.
"I feel that the responsibility for

these errors lies wholly with the

legislature, and for that reason. I

urge you strongly to call a special

session." he said.

The letter was to be awaiting

Davis' return to the state from
Japan next week

Hoston Herald Still Trying
BOSTON < AIM A Boston Herald

Traveler source acknowledged

BOSTON-HARD HAT MCGOVERN-Sen. George McGovern. D-S.D.. places a nuiu mm Mtop iu» iivmu

Wednesday, as he visited construction site of University of Massachusetts Boston in the Columbia Point

section, as he campaigned for the April 25 Massachusetts presidential primary. McGovern told a news
conference that his success in Massachusetts will depend on "how effectively I can bring my message to

the working people." (AP)

Wednesday night that the
newspaper was making what he
called "painfully substantial" staff

retrenchments in the wake of the

company's loss of its Channel 5

television license last month He
declined to be more specific.

Other sources within the
newspaper said some news staff

employes elected early retirement.

Harold E. Clancy, president of

the Boston-Herald Traveler Corp..

declined comment
Boston Broadcasters. Inc BBI.

operating WCVB-TV, took over
Channel S from WHDH-TV. the

company's wholly owned sub-
sidiary, after protracted legal

battles within the Federal Com-
munications Commission and the

tederal courts over many years.

>oldier Files Vs. Officers

WFR. Mass. (AP) A soldier

stationed at Ft. Devens. whose
AWOL court-martial was
scheduled to begin today, has filed

charges against three senior of-

ficers at the base, claiming they
conspired to violate his civil rights

Pfc. Michael R Daley. 24, of

Buffalo, NY., told a news con-
ference Wednesday in the
Washington office of Rep Michael
Harrington. I) Mass . that the
officers decided to court-martial
him as punishment for par
ticipating in demonstrations
outside the fort gates.

Daley said he turned himself into

the Army last October after being
AWOL for 14 months
The Army. Daley said, was

trying to decide whether to court-

martial him. administer a mild
punishment under the Uniform
Code of Military Justice, or
discharge him for his participation

in a demonstration Jan. 15.

Daley said the demonstration
against barracks conditions was
lawful, but two days later court

martial charges were preferred
The GI said he has documents

proving his involvement in the

demonstration prompted Devens'
authorities to go the court martial
route.

Daley named Ft. Devens'
commander, Gen. DeWitt Arm-
strong HI; deputy post com
mander. Col Robert Pearson; and
Col John A Lighthall staff judge
advocate at Ft Devem as those
who conpsired against him

Fireworks Blast Suit Tied I'p

BOSTON ..\P» Judge Horace T.

Cahill in Suffolk Superior Court
Wednesday issued a court order to

tie up the proceeds of a fire in-

surance policy on a Bridgewater
fireworks factory leveled by an
explosion March 30.

The action was sought under a

suit by the estate of Irene M.
DeSoutO, 44 of Brockton, one of

three women killed in the blast

The suit, contending the factory

carried no workmen's com
pensation insurance, was filed led
against Pyro Products Inc and
Interstate Pyrotechnics Corp

. and
owners Kdmund .1 and Shirle> \

Godin
Godin and his son were both

injured seriously in the blast

Gets
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A Mexican national

hijacked an airliner from New Mexico to Los Angeles

Thursday, then surrendered his gun after telling

newsmen called to the plane about the problems of

the poor and a story of his own hard luck.

The man turned over the gun-which was unloaded-

to the plane's pilot after a rambling two-hour in-

terview that was broadcast over radio and television.

He was taken into custody by the FBI.

The hijacker commanded the Frontier Airlines 737

jetliner for more than seven hours, including five

hours on the ground at Los Angeles International

Airport.

He let the 27 passengers disembark, but kept four

crew members and later three Spanish-speaking

newsmen on the plane at gunpoint while he gave a

rambling speech in Spanish over radio and television.

The man was identified as Ricardo Chavez-Ortiz,

37, a Mexican father of eight who has lived in East

Los Angeles and Santa Fe, N.M. The Federal

Aviation Administration in W
The man was identified as Ricardo Chavez-Ortiz

37 a Mexican father of eight who has lived in East

Los Angeles and Santa Fe, N. M. The Federal

Aviation Administration in Washington said he had a

history of psychiatric problems.

The FBI said Chavez-Ortiz was bitter over having

been fired as a cook in Los Angeles and told them he

thought of the hijacking a few days ago.

Throughout the hijacking, Chavez-Ortiz demanded

to speak for two hours on radio and television to "tell

my story." That, was a request to see a specific police

artist, apparently were his only demands.

The interview was heard by thousands of viewers

and listeners in the Los Angeles area. The hijacker's

words were carried on Spanish-language stations and

a translation was provided on television stations

whose camermen provided pictures of the captive

plane.

Several hundred law officers stood by at a distance

from the plane.

In the broadcast on the plane, he sat on the floor,

smoking cigarettes, drinking coffee and animatedly

discussing with the three newsmen the treatment of

minorities. The newsman assumed his .22 caliber

revolver was loaded.

Throughout the hijacking, authorities said they

believed a second hijacker was aboard. It wasn't until

after Chavez-Ortiz' surrender that they discounted it.

He talked about injustices to Mexican-Americans,

black, orientals and other minorities. He described

his life as a chef, pilot and mechanic in Mexico. He
mentioned low wages and the deteriorating en-

vironment.
"What kind of human beings are we" he asked.

"People throw trash on the ground...and no one

cleans it up."

The Spanish-speaking hijacker was interviewed

aboard the plane at an isolated section of the airport,

where it had landed several hours before.

"My sons are in trouble. My life isn't worth a single

peanut. What we want is the justice we have

coming," the hijacker told a police officer.

The other 27 passengers were let off the plane about

12:50 p.m., about 2-1/2 hours after the plane landed

Their release followed police negotiations with the

hijacker on a two-way radio.

Senate Refuses To Censure Eastland

f

-

Dogwood (Aldon Production

The Textbook Annex will remain open throughout the semester

however, because of anticipated publishers price increases, in the

form of new editions, unsold textbooks must be returned to the

publishers for credit

Beginning April 14th, they cannot guarantee that your text will be

on the shelf If you have a particular text that you for some reason

have avoided purchasing, and it is required reading, they

recommend that you purchase it betore April 14th to be assured of

its availabihtv

WASHINGTON (AP) The
Senate Democratic Conference
rejected today a party discipline

measure aimed at Sen. James O.

Eastland of Mississippi and at

senators who support a third-or

fourth party presidential can-

didate

By a vote of 29 to 20 the

Democrats turned down a proposal

by Sens Fred R Harris of

Oklahoma and Hubert H. Hum
phrey of Minnesota that would

have tightened party discipline by

imposing a penalty of loss of

seniority on Democrats who
disobeyed party directives

The conference agreed on

another proposal by Harris-to
rennire that at least half of all

Senate Democrats appointed to a

House Senate conference com-
mittee be on record in favor of the

position taken by the Senate on the

amendment in question. The move
resulted partially from last

session's conferences in which
Senate conferees backed down
from the Senate position on an end-

the-war resoluation and a

the-war resolution and a
transport

The party loyalty oath was
prepared by Harris and Hum
phrey-two of the three members
appointed by Senate Majority
Leader Mike Mansfield to study
reform of Democratic party
procedures in the Senate.

CHAMPION TERMPAPERS
636 Beacon Street ( #605)

Boston. Mass. 02115

Research Material for Termpapers, Reports, Theses, etc. Lowest
Prices. Quick Service.

For information, write or call : ( 617 ) 536-9700

Freshmen Women

All freshman girls with 2.5 cums or better are eligible

to be selected for Scrolls '72-73.

Scrolls is the sophomore Women's honor society
which carries out service activities on campus.

Pick up your application at the RSO office and return
there before April 21st.

Better yet . .
. bring your completed application to the

tea to be held in the Colonial Lounge. Sunday night,
April 23rd. Come and find out if Scrolls is for you.

II you care you can help.

Room Choosing for Fall Semester, 1972

We believe

the 630
Is the best *300.00 receiver available.

AMHERST A UD I

O

A. Residence Halls

During the week of April 17-21 residence hall room choosing will

be held for currently enrolled students desiring to reserve rooms for

the Fall Semester, 1972.

All students are required by University policy to reside on

campus unless they are:

1. Seniors

2. Married
3. Commuting from home within a 40 mile radius of Amherst

4. 21 years of age prior to the first official day of classes of the

semester in which the student Intends to reside off-campus.

Special exemptions can be requested through the student's Area

Director. However, requests for special exemptions received after

noon, April 10, 1972, will not be considered for Fall term exemptions.

All students intending to return in the Fall and not covered by any

of the above exemptions must participate in room choosing and

occupy a residence hall room for the Fall Semester.

The following schedule will be followed during the week of April

17-21:

Tuesday, April 18 — Students intending to remain in the rooms in

which they are currently residing must sign up with their Heads of

Residence on this day.

Wednesda y, April 1 9 — Students desiring to move to different

available space within the residence hall In which they are currently

residing must sign up with their Heads of Residence on this day.

Thursday, Apri l 20 — Students desiring to move to a residence
hall different from the one in which they are currently residing must
sign up with the Heads of Residence of the residence halls to which
they desire to move on this day.

Friday, April 21 — Students currently residing off-campus who
desire to move to available space on campus must sign up with the

Heads of Residence of the residence halls to which they desire to

move on this day.

B. Students who are authori zed and intend to reside off-campus must
notify the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore Building, of their intentions

during the week of April 17-21.

Room Security Deposit — If you plan to move off-campus or not to

return to school next Fall, you must notify the Housing Office of

your intentions before July 17, 1972, in order to be refunded your

deposit. Students who fail to make such notification by July 17 and

who fail to occupy a room in the Fall Semester will, unfortunately,

forfeit their Deposit. MAKE YOUR PLANS EARLY .

C. As students required to live in University housing are automatically

billed for room and board, students who move off-campus without

proper authorization will be billed for room and board

automatically. This bill will be due before students will be allowed

to register.

D. Students currently residing off campus and intending to remain off-

campus must notify the Housing Office of their intentions during the

week of April 17-21.
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SUG Board Pay
The Student Union Governing Board voted their officers

salaries last night.

Philosophically it's a good move. They are working for

the student body, representing students in the running of

the Student Union and Campus Center, a complex that we

the students pay for.

If they do the job that they have voted themselves

salareis for we can expect a Campus Center better run and

more responsive to student needs and wants.

But that's not the whole issue.

The SUG Board answers to no one but themselves.

They are not responsive for their action, or inaction, to

anybody, student or administration, on campus.

SUG Board has yet to prove themselves. The capacity

for action and far reaching change is there, but there is no

guarantee that it will happen. While the current officers

are. by virtue of their voting themselves salaries, under

pressure i> jroduce, who's to say what will happen in next

year, of ?hj year after when officers get the money with

the office. Unlike other paid student positions on campus,

it will be hard to judge what SUG Board does, or does not,

do.

Therefore we ask that SUG Board reverse their decision

(SUG Board's budget will be reviewed once more before

final passage) until the student body is assured that the

SUG Board officers will do a job worthy of pay.

'-OU— \ t First I Thought That ^a.
Marijtian a Smoke!**

Words, Not Substance
When Gov. Sargent spoke at UMass on March 7, he

promised that he would visit the Belchertown State

School within 30 days. Well, 38 days have now gone

by, and the governor has not only refused to visit the

school, but has refused to even set a tentative date for

his visit.

The governor made many promises that night. The

type of promises a politician will make when

pressured by a crowd of 1200. That night the governor

made only one promise that he could be pinned down

on. and that was his promise to visit Belchertown. His

refusal to visit the school is a clear example of the

governor isolating himself from the needs of the

mentally retarded.

The governor's refusal to visit the school may seem

to be only a minor point, but it clearly reflects the

governor's increasing irresponsibility to the children

not only at Belchertown but also at other institutions

lor the retarded in Massachusetts. On April 1,

Sargent reappointed Mental Health Commissioner

Milton tireenblatt. If the governor had made his trip

to the Belchertown State School, he would have been

in the position to make a personal judgment on

Greenblatt's four-year-term as Mental Health

Commissioner.
There can be no doubt that the governor is a busy

man, but the conditions at the Belchertown School

and other state institutions throughout the state

should warrant a top priority in his administration.

There is presently a class-action suit in the federal

courts, charging that the state department of Mental

Health has been negligent in the care of residents at

the school.

On April 4, a letter appeared in the MDC from the

governor, explaining his reason for cutting requested

funds for the food budget at Belchertown. The

governor said. -The major reason I have traimmed

their request for funds is that we are planning to

move as many of the residents as we can into com-

munity-based programs as soon as possible."

The governor may not be lying, but he is certainly

misleading people by making a statement of this

type. Up to the time the governor made this

statement, he has done an excellent job of keeping

secret any plans in relation to moving people into

community-based programs. I am not saying that the

governor has no plans to move people out of

Belchertown, but I doubt very much if he has any

plans on paper to move people out of Belchertown and

into community-based centers.

"The retarded are going to be treated better and

better,'' said Sargent to a question concerning his

policies at Belchertiwn. The impact of these words

probably sum up the Sargent administration. In fact,

it is not surprising for a Massachuset's governor to

make this kind of general statement. The fact of the

matter is that Sargent recommended n his budget to

the state legislature that the Belcherown requested

budget be cut by almost 40 per cent. It is the height of

hypocrisy when Sargent woulu make a cut of this type

without even visiting the school during his ad

ministration.

It is shocking that the governor would balance his

$2 billion budget at the expense of humane living

conditions for the children of Belchertown. Joe

Sylvia, chairman of Students Offering Support, in an

effort to pressure tht governor to fulfill his com
mitment has phoned the governor's office at least 12

times. As expected. Sylvia has received the run

around on each occasion. It is apparent that the

governor will not act unless he is pressured into

acting. A type of pressure which only students can

provide.

letter can make all the difference.

"Tuition has soared again this year, but

we're lucky in that our Greg gets a little something from
the FBI to sort of keep an eye on his dorm floor."

Art Buchwald

A Prayer For Taxpayers

a<,,,. ++e xj»«-o<=*<.

WASHINGTON -Heavenly Father,

We beseech You in our hour of need to look down
kindly on Your humble taxpaying servants who have

given all we possess to the almighty Internal Revenue

Service. Grant us that we have completed our Form
1040 correctly so no power will find fault with it.

We pray to God that we have added lines 12, 13, 14

and 15 accuraiely, and that we have subtracted line 17

from line 16 so our adjusted gross income is computed

to their divine satisfaction.

We ask you. O Lord, to protect our exemptions and

bless our deductions as outlined in Schedule A ( Form
1040) (See Chapter 10 and 11).

Have mercy on those of us who failed to wisely

estimate our payments during the year, and must

now borrow from Peter to pay Paul Blessed are

those who spent more than they earned and con-

tributed so much to the economy.

Give us the strength, Lord, to find losses to wipe out

our net gains (See Form 4797) so that we may dwell in

a lower tax bracket forever and ever (as outlined in

Publication 17, the Revised 1972 Edition).

Pray help us find loopholes and tax shelters so we
are not deemed sinners, but are looked upon as

honorable businessmen who are just taking full ad-

vantage of the law.

We ask You, Almighty, to protect us from auditing

by government servants who don't know the dif-

ference between a business lunch and a family picnic.

Give them the wisdon to realize that none of our

entertainment was for pleasure, but only to entice our

acquaintances to buy our exalted products.

And if You can see Your way to doing it. provide us

with legitimate reasons for taking our wives when we

go on trips to Florida and California What good is it

for a man to own the world and then discover his wife

is not tax deductible?

Those of Your humble servants on straight salary

beg Thee to withhold more than we owe, so at the end

of the fiscal year we will be granted a much-deserved

refund. And. Dear God, make sure that which is

refunded by the federal government is not taken

away from us by the state, and that which is refunded

by the state is not taktii away from us by the county,

and that which is refunded to us by the county is not

taken away by the town. Even taxpayers have to eat.

If You have heard us so far, O Father, You are

probably wondering why we don't address our

prayers to Washington instead of heaven. We have,

God knows we have -but there is no one there to an-

swer them.
Yea though we walk through the valley of the

shadow of bankruptcy (See tax rate schedule X,Y,Z,

or if applicable schedule D or schedule G or

maximum Tax Form 4726) there is no one to comfort

us.

Congress have mercy on us. Treasury have mercy

on us. Pentagon have mercy on us. HEW have mercy

on us. HUD have mercy on us. Wilbur Mills have

mercy on us.

And finally if, as You have proclaimed, the meek

shall inherit the earth, all we humbly ask is that the

IRS consider it a capital gain instead of ordinary

income.

Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times

EARTH WEEK REVISITED • See Centerfold

Poor Richard's
A Weekly Magazine

Lanky Lee vs. the Athletic Council
Practically the only thing that can

initiate student interest in university af-

fairs outside of dorm parties is a raise in

the costs of being a student. Thus it hap-

pened that, when the administration saw fit

to raise the yearly Athletic Fees, students

became aware of the Athletic Council in

relation to their existence at the university.

The story has its beginnings in May of

last year, when the Athletic Council

presented its budget to the Faculty Senate

for approval before bringing it to *he

trustees. Lee Sandwen, then a novice at ihe

game of being president of the Student

Senate, was present at the meeting and

became righteously indignant when he was
presented with a copy of the Athletic

Council Report, which had a one-page

attachment describing the Council's yearly

budget. Eleven lines detailed how the

receipts of $575,050 were to be spent.

Organized into precise categories such as

Intercollegiate Athletics,' 'Operating

expenses,' and 'Stadium,' the budget ac-

counted for the spending of $506,250 in

student fees. Of this sum, a mere $96,000

went towards general P.E., intramurals,

free play and recreation. Women, com-

prising 44% of the total taxed population,

received 2% of the total Athletic Budget

The figures clearly discriminated against

the students. Lee, being the only student on

the Athletic Council, demanded some ex-

planations. The Faculty Senate voted to ask

the Committee on Committees, headed at

the time by Prof. Bernie Bussel, (who was

also at the time Secretary of the Athletic

Council,) to look into the possibility of

placing more students on the Athletic

Council. Prof. Bussel accordingly began to

investigate this idea. At this point summer
intervened and Bussel was unable to get in

touch with Sandwen. The matter was laid to

rest until school recommenced.
Bussel's investigations brought him to

the conclusion that more students on the

Council would be a good idea. He remained

opposed, however, to the pressure on the

part of Sandwen in behalf of the student

body to remove all alumni from the

Council. "I was never opposed to student

input," said Bussel. "I recommended that

three student positions be formed on the

Council. I am, however, opposed to deleting

alumni from the Council. Alumni were
students once; they paid their share of fees.

There should be alumni input as well as

student."

When Fall semester 71 came around, the

issue of the Athletic Council was
resurrected. Sandwen attended his first

Athletic Council meeting and recalls that it

"made the want to blow lunch." The
meeting, which was held on the tenth floor

of the Campus Center, was comprised of an

open bar and a steak dinner with just

enough discussion about finding scholar-

ship funds to make the council feel as

though they were performing their job.

Ironically enough, the scholarship fund

they were seeking to augment was the

account from which funds were drawn to

pay for the monthly luncheon meeting.

At this point, the pot started to boil over.

Bussel's Committee on Committees, which

was to have reported on the feasability of

placing more students on the Athletic

Council by October 1, did not meet its

deadline. The Student Senate began
preparing its own proposal for the

reorganization of the Council.

The council, a Faculty Senate advisory

board of the Athletic Department, is

presently composed of five faculty mem-
bers, four alumni, one student, and the

Director of Athletics. Under the student

compromise proposal, the board would

have a membership of five un-

dergraduates, six faculty, one alumnus
without vote and the Director of Athletics

without vote. The proposal would also

guarantee open meetings and accessibility

of all Athletic Budgets to the Student Senate

president or his representative.

Sandwen presented the compromise
proposal to the Faculty Senate. The

:hairman of the Athletic Council, Prof.

George Richason, did not confront the

proposal directly, remaining neutral

through the whole affair. Prof. Bussel took

on the task of defending the Athletic

Council and additionally compromising the

student plan. The compromise which

Bussel presented to the Faculty Senate

called for the Athletic Council to comprise

six members of the professional staff, in-

cluding the Executive VP of the Alumni

Association; three undergraduate students,

including the president of the Student

Senate or his representative, and the

Director of Athletics without vote. The plan

stipulated that the students would be

elected to the council in the same manner

as alumni.

The question of the Athletic Council was

brought before the Faculty Senate at three

separate meetings and was finally passed.

It was also passed at one full faculty

meeting. For the Faculty Senate con-

stitution to be amended with respect to the

Athletic Council, one more meeting of the

full faculty must approve the change. At

each of the meetings which dealt with the

Athletic Council, Prof. Bussel brought up

his compromise and staunchly defended

the composition of the Athletic Council.

Prof. Bussel's tenacity, along with the

needlessly long debate over a rather small

constitutional change served to anger

students, especially Lee Sandwen.

The most outstanding feature of the

entire Athletic Council issue is the amount

of misunderstanding and hard feelings it

has engendered. Due to various en-

cumberances, not the least of which was

inaccurate reporting on the part of the

Collegian, many people feel that there has

been a dearth of information available to

students and interested faculty.

Professor Bussel especially feels this to

be true. "There have been misrepresen-

tations all along the line," said Bussel.

._>.-.,
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"The student leaders never really got in

touch with the student body over this issue.

As a result, most students are unaware of

the ramifications involved. Student fear

concerning the Athletic Budget is

prominent," he continued. "Few students

are aware that all budget information is

completely available and public. Their

honor is being impinged."
Sandwen also feels that there has been

misrepresentation, but he feels that it has

come from the other pantos involved,

especially Prof. Bussel. The length of time

it took to obtain the desired change created

bad feelings all around, a great deal of this

discontent being focused on Prof. Bussel

whose compromise plan proved an irritant

to Sandwen and others who took his point of

view.

A final overview is damaging to both

factions. The Faculty Senate is slow to

realize change, the Student Senate too

eager to exert an imagined power over tne

vl»Y Du-uft \

faculty, both groups nave nidden issues

from their constituents to make themselves*

look good and their opponents bad. Per-

sonal prejudices have been incorporated

where logical thought would have served

the university community as a whole

better.

It has been said that the time for change

has come, the time to give students a say in

the spending of their taxes. The time has

come to give students responsibility.

However, until students and faculty alike

learn to cope with that same responsibility

political snafus like the Athletic Council

affair will reoccur. The students of today

will become the faculty of tomorrow,

perpetuating political and intellectual

strife. The time has come, rather, to set

aside political machinations and adopt an

intelligent, openminded attitude towards

faculty-student relations on levels other

than the purely academic.
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Saga of Swillbucks
Leering and sneering in the corner, the hazel-eyed lad thought

perversions beyond belief. He tipped his camel-haired cap at the
bountied lass sitting in the dim booth by the door, but it brought no
response. She stared blankly at the flat glass of beer before her and
listened half-heartedly to her garoulous companion Bumsie babble.
Our heroine. Louella Devine, often came with Burnsie to the fabled
bar in the college town they resided, a place they had af-

fectionately named "Quickbucks." "Quickbucks" was a place,

Louella often thought, which extracts the essential perverse nature
of her fellowman, channeled within an unpleasantly designed
rectangular room, and left to the whims of chance.
She usually went only to watch. Burnsie and she vicariously

enjoyed the seething, indiscriminate mob. They had even friends
who would wander around the wooden partition centered in the
room and make sly, but obvious remarks to the bearded male
patrons. Usually the girls ignored their friends' wanton ways, but
tonight Burnsie had been antagonized by one named Millie. She
was the most blatant flaunter of over-rated sexual prowess ever to

cruise the alleys and corners of "Quickbucks ", and Burnsie was
beginning to articulate nasty thoughts about her. Louella, feeling
devinely wicked, sat by and snickered to herself. She loved Millie,

especially when she burst out at the morons who plaused her
existence, and morons were in fine display at the "Bucks" this cool
Spring evening. Sitting nearby was Theda, a regular member of the
sick crew who found salvation nightly in bottles of Rolling Rock
Beer. He sat. alone, watching Millie wave her fine little ass his way
This was only a distraction though, as his true attentions, in fact his

affection, were directed at our heroine sitting demurely in the
corner. He occasionally stole a glance at her form, which he con-
sidered exquisite, but managed to look cooly aloof from the dregs of

humanity about him. Only Theda knew why he came nightly, and
he was too proud to humble himself with Louella and Burnsie
company
He too was fascinated with the capped lad who stood in the cor-

ner; not that there was anything interesting about the capped lad.

but there was something about his detached attitude which made
him equally as fascinating as Louella. The capped lad realized this,

in fact reveled in the sheer pleasure of alienation, and often during
his nightly wanderings after bouts with Proust and his roommates
would settle to stand in "Quickbucks" watching Louella and
Bumsie drink and carry on.

Louella was oblivious to all of this. Her mind would wander in and
out of the grungy room and somehow would define itself upon the
image of a flat, opaque movie screen. Louella's only moments of

sublime pleasure were when she sat at the cinema; no matter what
the film or whom the star. Louella was ingratiatingly happy. She
would, if necessary, cut her Ethics class to watch Garbo or Hep-
burn in the adjacent lecture hall. Earlier that evening, she had seen
The Children's Hour, a very competent William Wyler film, and
was seething with anger at the \ illainess of the piece. As she
seethed, Burnsie ripped into the vanquished Millie who had failed

for a third time in her attempts to catch more than a sneer from
Theda Somewhere lost between the melodramatic and the mun-
dane. Louella looked up and caught a fleeting glimpse of Theda's
eyes. She was immediately entranced. It was foolish for her even to

consider high drama or profane behavior, she was had.
Yet almost on the same wavelength, like parallel wires in a

transistor circuit, the capped lad had the same thoughts as Louella.
He too was angry at a villainess. This one real and ironically im-
portant to his recent past. She, like the woman in Louella's film,

had come to insipidly obvious and dangerous conclusions about the
superficialities of a relationship she knew very little, and, like the
film's bogus sage, had verbalized her thoughts. The results were
dire, to say the least, for the capped lad's mental health. But so
sorrow and pity; the action continued across the room where
chemistry was at play.

(To be continued)
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McGovern, Muskie, Wallace, Humphrey

The 1972 Democratic Presidential

Race has become one of chaos and
confusion. Edmund Muskie, who
seemed to have had only to prove
himself popular with the party regulars,

has fallen to the more provincial appeal

of his opponents Wallace, McGovern,
and Humphrey. Now these diverse

political identities vie in what seems to

be an adamant battle come this summer
in Miami. For an analysis of the race to

date, and what may come ahead, see

pages thirteen and fourteen.

pages thirteen and fourteen

Earth Week Revisited

Earth Week has again come around,

this year, though, the Ecology Fad has
diminished quite significantly. A more
reasoned, thoughtful, and intelligent

perspective is warranted and our
centerfold this week re-evaluates the

aims and goals of this week set aside to

remind us of our role in preserving the

Earth. Hopefully, we'll have fewer
Earth Week Insignias this year and
more constructive action.

pages eighteen and nineteen

Do We Have Albums?

Albums? Do we ever have Albums.
Much has been released this past few
weeks and we have picked the most
interesting, some good and some bad.
Fleetwood Mac's latest Bare Trees is

different, but still excellent. Frank
Zappa has diminished a bit with his new
band and his live recording. Jessie
Davis has a fair album, same with
Edgar Winters. Steve Miller gets better

treatment. All on the Album pages
eighteen and nineteen.

pages sixteen and seventeen

And From The Pages of * *V

'

Christmas Eve, 1955, Benny Profane,
wearing black levis, suede jacket,

sneakers and big cowboy hat happened
to pass through Norfolk, Virginia, and,

purely by some metaphysical hap-
pening, picked up an issue of Poor
Richard's for April 14, 1972. He thumbed
through it, dumbfounded, as the ink

colored his fingers and odor singed his

nostrils. On page twelve, he found
Turning Points, fourteen an analysis of

Clockwork Orange, some futuristic

fantasy not to be written for six years

and filmed for fourteen. Things were
really quite confusing. Then on page
twenty-one, he saw a review of What's
Up Doc?, one which was a review of the
Seventies approach to the Thirties
comedies. And a concert by Alice
Coltrane and a column on Stereo
equipment or whatever, by someone
named Frank Johnson. He threw the
copy down disgusted, sighed and had
visions of Sailor's Grave and of the
mysteries which lie ahead.

Correspondences To Poor Richard's
Jear Sir:

This letter is to encourage and request
you to form a column in the Collegian,

vhich will list the regular and special

eatures of WMUA, the University's radio
station. I suggest that you establish this

zolumn in Poor Richard's on a weekly basis

with supplementary notices on a daily

jasis, when necessary.
This column will also afford the com-

munity the opportunity to better adjust his

istening habits to the station's program-
ming.

Peace,
R.M. Maxwell

To the Editor:

The Women's Liberation Movement has
increasingly been vying for their share of

media coverage and, more explicitly,

coverage that is void of what they call

media oppression by male sexists.

Recently Poor Richard's gave them their

freedom of expression written by some
sisters of the movement. I read their ar-

ticles and have read other articles written

by women liberationists. What I can gather

from such articles is that by using the word
women" in such an all encompassing

manner is that they are speaking the

sentiments of all women. I'd just like to say
that this is one woman for whom they aren't

speaking. I, for one. have no desire to be

equal to a man. I have felt thankful many
times that I can use my womanhood as a

shield against the cruel, hard, and
demanding male world. I have no desire to

be equal and to be drafted into the army, to

pay a divorced husband alimony, to suffer

the tensions and pressures a man must face

in his responsibility toward a wife, family,

business, community, and country.

Yet these are some of the things which
women liberationists will get in their never

ending quest for equality, fre4dom, and
liberation Many women want to take on the

outward symbols of equality in this "male-
dominated" society by holding equal pay
jobs with men. by having the women's
voice heard in the social, economic and
political institutions of this country; still I

cannot help but wonder how many are

willing to accept the inward responsibility

that accompanies all these embellishments

of equality. I feel grateful that we have men
to bear these thankless burdens.

Do not misunderstand me. I do recognize

a certain amount of reform that is

necessary to alleviate women from some
unfair practices that do exist, but I feel the

women's movement wants to extend their

demands radically beyond the limits of

sensible reform. They don't want to be

equal to men; they want to be better than

men. They bitterly detest the patriarchal

dominated society, yet would be willing to

replace it with a matriarchal society which

would carry the same implications which

they now protest so loudly about only

reversing the male-female roles. The
thought of having women in power
represents more of a threat to me than men
in power.

I do not feel that the demand for equality

is based sincerely on the desire and need

for equality. Rather 1 feel it is very heavily

Feiffer

Me.

/

purported by a strong vengeance and
hatred of men. Women's liberation accuses
men of sexism, but what they exhibit

themselves is obviously blatant sexism.
They are trying to glorify the dignity of

womanhood and at the same time rob
manhood of its dignity. Is that equality?

as mentioned previously, of unfair media
coverage is basically their own fault.

Maybe behind the scenes women are ac-

complishing something, but what is the

public supposed to judge the merits of

women's liberation on when whenever
there is a public demonstration by women

"what goes up must come down..

To the staff:

May I congratulate you on your "New
Look?" How much far-reaching im-

provements ever came about within the

staid Collegian... I don't know Previously,

Poor Richard's had always reminded me of

a piss-poor imitation of several other

pitiable rags. There were times when its

visuals were so bad, that reading the

masthead demanded much effort. Y'all

must be highly commended for stepping,

slowly perhaps but stepping nonetheless,

toward originality.

Using Aardvarks and Weekend as a core,

there may still be a chance to improve this

weekly supplement. Perhaps a lift in the

writing quality might be a next step.

Whereas- occasionally there are sparks of

brilliance, the average quality is somewhat
below par. Within an institution of this size,

there must be those willing and capable to

fill 16 pages with intelligent and interesting

prose.

Your "Turning Points", while not being

new, is nevertheless a good idea. ..IF. ..you

can fill the column with something in-

teresting. Last week's was an utter bore.

Suggestions? Sure. What about exposes?
Within this university there are many that

cry for investigation. A few times in the

past, I lifted a Poor Richard's thinking that

I was going to get a good look at the inner

guts of corruptness ( the story on WMPIRG,
theBlueWall) But as it turned out, they

were poorly written apologies. Hit them
where it hurts. Believe me, besides

despising you. ..they'll also respect.
Y'ought to pick up a Jack Anderson. It

might liven up your paper enough to offset

some of the boredom we go through on the

record review pages. By the way, what is it

with those headlines- two weeks ago, it was
Kristofferson who was below par... last

week Lee Michaels was below par... who's
going to be below par this week? Very
unoriginal, my man.
One final question Whatever happened to

David Williams? Not that I was ever
thrilled by the man... just seems that he
dropped out of Poor Richard's rather

suddenly.

Roger Mattison
Class of '72

"JOE HILL"

See workers get ripped off

See Joe Hill an immigrant worker.

See Joe Hill join a union.

See workers get fight back
See Joe Hill get Framed.
Watch him die.

The catch words and phrases that the

movement thrives on like oppression, male
chauvanism, the female 'Consciousness.,

controlling our bodies, etc. have become
hollow, empty, and trite cliches. Such stale

battlecries repel the non-movement women
as well as men. By constantly mouthing

such hackneyed words they are losing the

attention and support of many. If more
constructive work were displayed rather

than these tired nhrases. perhaps the

movement would be more successful.

The constant complaint of the movement.

all one sees is a rabble of unkempt wenches
acting very crudely and arrogantly. They
are not gaining the respect of anybody by
carrying signs that say "I am not a hole"

nor by using coarse language. This faction

is harming the movement considerably in

the public's eye, and this is the women's
fault not the media.
The women's movement may thoroughly

disagree with what I have to say. If they

feel they have a right to express their

opinion, then I have the right to mine.
Christa Navill

See Blacks get ripped off

See Black Angela Davis

See her join the movement for Black

liberation.

See her join the Communist Party

See her work in the Black community.
See Angela Davis and other leaders get

framed.
Free Angela Davis and all political

prisoners.

Or watch them die...

It is up to us.

by a campus worker and a student

(Robert Davidson)

I
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The Academy Awards proved a

bust beyond any expectation. The

awards reflected the complacency

of the Hollywood institution, one

which shuns innovation for com-

petence. That's the reason The

French Connection won the

number of awards it did over a

number of better films. For Best

Picture, for example, there were

at least five films better: the

nominated Last Picture Show and

A Clockwork Orange, and films

like Sunday, Bloody, Sunday!, The

Conformist, and even Dirty Harry

were infinitely better than Con-

nection. Acting too showed the

singular lack of good judgement

exhibited by the Academy as Best

Actor should have been Peter

Finch. Best Screenplay should

have gone to Picture Show or

Orange, both much better written.

The most audacious award was

Best Director which went to

William Friedkin for Connection

which hardly could compete with

Stanley Kubrick and Peter

Bogdanovich. The Awards were

disheartening to say the least and

showed the singular lack of insight

exhibited by the Film Establish-

ment.

Turning Points
enough to enable him to be one of

the few artists who continued to

record during the depression. By
1935 the invention of the juke-box

had added new impetus to the

record industry and Roosevelt

signed a contract with Decca
records. Some of Roosevelts best

sides ("Driving Wheel," "The
Night Time is the Right Time,"

and a new version of "44 Blues)

were done with this label.

Bv 1940 Roosevelt had moved to

On Monday, April 17, another in

a series of exhibitions will open in

the student union gallery room.

The work will consist of pieces by

E. A. Shaughnessy and Kathy
Packlick both of whom are seniors

in the Bachelor of Fine Arts

program at the University. The
work of both students deals in part

with the exploitation of the natural

properties inherent in materials.

In particular, Kathy Packlick

works with ropes and string

connected in series by various ties

and bindings thereby creating

pieces reminiscent of macrame
but differing in the creative use of

the medium and general concept,

while Ed Shaughnessy works with

various paint washes applied to

varied paper constructs and the

marks created by a basically

similar process.

Both will be present at the

opening of the exhibition,

Tuesday, April 18 at 8:00 p.m. The

entire university community is

invited to attend.

When asked in 1961 how many
songs he had written, Roosevelt

replied, "That's hard to tell. I had

a contract at one time to write

twenty-four numbers a year and

that went on for maybe ten years.

I guess it's close to about five or

six hundred or so." Since 1961 Mr.

Sykes has written close to another

hundred numbers-bringing his

lifetime output up into the vicinity

of six or seven hundred songs.

Roosevelt Sykes, who has never

made his birthdate widely known.

is reported by noted blues

researchers to be between fifty-

nine and seventy years old. In any
event, Roosevelt first recorded his

own compositions in 1929 at Jesse

Johnson's Deluxe Music Shop in

St. Louis. These first recordings,

"Boot That Thing" and "44

Blues," were minor hits. In 1930

Roosevelt signed four exclusive

recording contracts under four

different names: Roosevelt Sykes

on Okeh, "Willie Kelly" on Vic-

tor; "Easy Papa Johnson" on

Melotone, and "Dobby Bragg" on

Paramount. Roosevelt's records

under all four names sold well

TATTOO FANSI I

Old you mlfs my »d In tha March
22nd Phoenix? Shame on you I WaM,
here's your second chance. It may be
your last. If you are tattooed, a fan
of the art or wish to Join the ranks of

us "blue-skin" folk, this club Is for

you. The TATTOO CLUB OF
AMERICA, TCA, Is the national and
international club of and for tattoo
fans. Our members are male and
female, young and old, married and
tingle and of all religions Including
atheistic We ara of all degrees of
education and salary. Many of our
single members seek tattooed mates,
so If you have a tattoo and think no
one would ever want vnu because of

Chicago. While living in the Windy
City Sykes influenced and or

taught many of the blues world's

finest pianists. Memphis Slim was
a longtime pupil of Roosevelt's.

Otis Spann and Muddy Waters'

current piano player pine-top
Perkins, have acknowledged the

influence of Mr. Sykes. B.B. King
and many other blues guitarists

feel that Sykes' vocal style has
influenced the blues-singing of the

50's. 60's. and 70*s

Roosevelt has been touring
since the late 30's. He's played in

virtually every part of the

country. Roosevelt has also toured

Europe a number of times. People

have been entertained by
Roosevelt in rundown bars, on

college campuses, at blues

festivals, concert halls, night

clubs, and aboard Mississippi

riverboats. Roosevelt's quick wit,

flair for showmanship, and ability

to play many styles of music have
earned him the reputation of being

one of the world's most enjoyable

performers and bluesmen
Roosevelt Sykes will appear at

the U Mass Campus Center in

room 163 Thursday night, April 20,

at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are available

at the Superficial Smile,

University R.S.O. office, C.C.

Concourse, and at the door.

This following ad was in last

weeks PHOENIX:

It, write In! Many of the world's Dest

known artists Mr* members Inciudino

Lyle Tuttle. At present we have 150
members around the globe with over

25 right here In Boston. We clan to

hold meetings and have a national

magazine. This Is your chance to be

yourself wrthout fear or obligations

by writing for Information from: The

TCA. PO Box 252 Essex Station,

Boston. Mass. 02112.
p.S. Would Maryiea# B. please

write back. You included no address.

Allen Klein, manager of all the

ex-Beatles except for McCartney,

is up to his old tricks again Peter

McCabe, in "New York

Magazine." charged Klein of

taking $1.14 from every Bangla

Desh album If the predicted three

million copies of the album are

sold, it seems like Klein will

pocket a small fortune. Klein,

meanwhile, has charged libel, and

is suing McCabe and the magazine

to the tune of $150 million. All of

which will go to the charity, of

course.
Speaking about the Bangla Desh

album, if you listen to the last

side, after all the applause for

"Bangla Desh" is over, you'U

hear some strange noises right at

the very end. To me, it sounds like

George Harrison and Phil Spector

talking, and the tape is either

backwards, or minced beyond

recognition. Apple Records

claims that it is just "audience

participation". Very strange. . .

Apparently, the BBC ban on

Wings' new single, "Give Ireland
'

back to the Irish" isn't hurting

sales here in the States. It's in the

top ten all over the country. On the

record sleeve are the words to the

McCartney song, and the flip side

is an instrumental of the same.

McCartney did this in order to

really get the message across.

Wings', meanwhile, has added

guitarist Henry McCullough, to

give the band more punch for their

upcoming tour

Remember Vaughn Meader?

He was that fantastic JFK im-

personator who released The First

Family which has sold close to 6

million copies. Well, he's back

with an album called The Second

Coming, a light-hearted look at

Jesus. He's changed in more ways

than one. however. The new
Vaughn Meader is a result of

exploring Eastern religion,

communal living, and dropping a

lot of acid.

Well, the Mar Y Sol Festival in

Puerto Rico is now over and done

with, and the results don't look too

encouraging. With more than

35.000 people there, the music

played and the sun scorched, and

there are reports of one murder

and three drownings The music

was largely mediocre, played by

either local or unknown bands,

with all the unorganization and

delays that reflect bad

management. The festival's

organizers aren't too happy with

their gig. losing over $200,000 all

together They have no plans to do

it again . .

Grand Funk's has a film of their

monumental spectacle at Shea

Stadium, last July ninth It's due

to be released verv shortlv.

Rock weirdo Alice Cooper got

banned from the Town Hall in

New York recently because, as

part of his act, he used chicken

feathers-and they got stuck in the

ventilation system. Alice sported

the bill.

Scanning the international

charts: In Australia, "American
Pie" is #1 in the singles depart

ment, while Cat Stevens has the

top album, Teaser and Firecat.

.Neil Young's Harvest is number
three in Belgium, and climbing.

.In Britain, America's "Horse

With No Name" is only number 40.

What??. . .John Lennon and his

fellow ex-Beatles are topping the

charts in Spain. Imagine is the #3

album, followed by Wings' Wild

Life right on its tail at H. George

Harrison and friends, meanwhile,

are at KI with The Concert for

Bangla Desh. . .Paul Simon has

the n album in Sweden, with

Jesus Christ Superstar at *2.

And in Yoguslavia, Imagine is

still the top album.

New Releases

LIVE CREAM VOLUME TWO
(ATCO)
CONCEPTION CORPORATION -

CONCEPTIONLAND AND
OTHER STATES OF MIND.
(COTILLION)
RORY GALLAGHER DUECE
(ATCO)
JESSE "ED" DAVIS -ULULU
(ATLANTIC)
THE UNITED ARTISTS
LEGENDARY MASTERS
SERIES FATS DOMINO,
EDDIE COCHRAN, JAN AND
DEAN. RICKY NELSON
(UNITED ARTISTS)
TODD RUNDGREN-
SOMETHING/ANYTHING?
(BEARSVILLE)

BLACK OAK ARKAN
SAS KEEP THE FAITH
(ATCO)
DEEP PURPLE MACHINE
HEAD (ATCO)
EMERSON. LAKE &
PALMER As yet untitled

(COTILLION)
PROCOL HARAM LIVE
WITH THE EDMONTON SYM-
PHONY ORCHESTRA (A&M)
JOHN KAY (Steppenwolf)-JOHN

KAY
FANNY FANNY HILL
(REPRISE)
QUICKSILVER COMIN'
THROUGH (CAPITOL)
TONY JOE WHITE
GROUNDHOG WHO WILL
SAVE THE WORLD
BOB WEIR (Grateful

Dead) ACE (WARNEP
BROS.)
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Sean ( James Bond) Connery
Joanne ( Rachel, Rachel) Woodward

A FINE MADNESS

Will a man with a knack for instant seduction be cured by
his psychiatrist or his wife.

BEST FILM

OF THE YEAR

BEST DIRECTOR

OF THE YEAR

ITANLEY

SHDWOKE iv&tvB

ROUTES RIVCMML£ RD. WEST SPfUa

MITMfS BUM

ffiS

Politics

Democrats Re-evaluated : Storm A-Brewing
BY GALEN TINDER

The 1972 race for the Democratic
Presidential nomination is producing one of

the most chaotic and at the same time
significant primary seasons this country

has experienced in a number of years.

Though there are only four candidates,

Muskie. McGovern, Humphrey, and
Wallace, left out of an original ten who will

pFay a major role in the primaries to come
even the most savvy political analysts find

it exceedingly difficult to construct a

conceptual framework within which they

can consisely appraise the potential

significance of past events and accurately

predict what the future may hold. Part of

the confusion results from the unusual

number of candidates (in 1964 Johnson had
no major rivals and in 1968 Humphrey and
McCarthy were the only serious con-

tenders) and part of it stems from the lack

of any definitive issues which can serve as

a yardstick by which the various can-

didates and their appeals can be measured.
The only thing which can shed some light

on the situation as it presently stands is a

comprehensive analysis of what has
happened to the major candidates thus far

coupled with a look at what they can be

expected to have i contend with in the

future.

Mufkie
One of the main |

-lions which this

..paign has raised, for perturbed

analysisti and distraught politicians alike.

is .hat of what has h;.;t r>ened to the can-

j ot Senator Muskie and why. Clearly

.nswer to the 'irst part of this question

is that the Maine si nator has stumpled

seriously if not fats

Prior to the New i .ipshire primary he

had a decisive it ot as many experts

'•ad over the rest

ol the field. He had rol up an impressive

Mrinc it endorsements which included 12 of

tnocratk colleagues in the senate,

ng era some of the party's

ibers >rs including Hughes

ot Iowa, Gr«\ii of Alaska, and Metcalf of

Montana i seven of the 30 Democratic
governors in the country, and a slew of

lesser public officials. In addition to having

the strong support of the Democratic
establishment Muskie was. according to

the Harris and Gallop polls, over-

whelmingly favored among Democratic
voters and considered by many to be the

only man who could and should beat

President Nixon. Muskie entered the

primary season confidently hoping that his

nomination would be only a matter of

formality.

The first indication that Muskie might not

be as secure in his front-runner position as

had been assumed came in New Hampshire
where he beat senator McGovern by a

much less decisive margin than had been

expected. But this in itself was not a great

concern to Muskie's campaign managers
and even when he finished a dismal fourth

in Florida they claimed, and perhaps with

some justification, that the potent and

tricky issue of bussing had rendered its

results inconclusive. Nonetheless. Muskie

went into the crucial Wisconsin primary

with a new campaign style realizing that if

he did poorly there, particularly in relation

to Hubert Humphrey, his whole campaign

would be in serious trouble.

The two main reasons for Muskie's dif-

ficulties have been strategic in nature and

largely of his own making. First, he peeked

too soon, that is before the primary season

got into full swing The 1968 Democratic

convention was barely over when people

began speaking of him as a potential

nominee for the next convention. As

Humphrey's vice-presidential running

mate he gained the valuable exposure upon

which to base his later efforts and when

Humphrey lost the final election many
politicians considered his career over and

turned to Muskie as the only man capable

of uniting a divided party. It was at this

point that Muskie began to quietly gather

support and cultivate his "trust me"
image. After he officially declared his

candidacy he ran a meticulous bandwagon

campaign designed not only to demoralize

his rivals but to give the voters the im-

pression that his nomination was all but

inevitable. However one of the problems of

a power campaign of this nature is that the

fickle public eye, which can never manage
to concentrate on any one thing for a

lengthy period of time, gets tired of seeing

and hearing about one person and,

becoming restless, turns its attention

elsewhere. Senator Muskie held the public

eye for several years before the primary
season and at the crucial point in the

campaign began to loose it.

But Muskie made his most serious

strategic error when he began actively

campaigning ,n the primaries. There has
always been a tendency for front-runners to

campaign on an image rather than on the

issues, the idea being that he will thereby

avoid alienating any substantial block of

voters which might otherwise vote for him.

This is precisely what Muskie did in New
Hampshire and, to a large extend, in

same non-image which McGovern was
tagged with in the pre-primary months. A
survey of voters* after the Florida primary
indicated that Muskie was rejected because
the majority of the population lacked a

clear impression of what he stood for.

Early this week Muskie announced his

intention to revamp his campaign strategy

which originally called for his running in

almost every primary. Instead he will

concentrate on the four states which have
the largest number of delegates; Penn-
sylvania, Ohio, New York, and California.

In following this course of action he hopes

to not only win the most important states

but to also demonstrate that he still has the

capacity to win votes.

The next primaries, which may be of

crucial importance to at least two of the

candidates, are being held on April 25 in

"
... he peaked too soon, that is

before the primary season got into

full swing.
'

'

Senator Edmund Muskie.

Florida. Although he defined his position in

regard to a few issues such as the space
shuttle which he criticized he by and large

ran on a front-runner, trust me platform.

This strategy would have been successful

had Muskie faced mere token opposition

but this was far from the case. As it was the

Maine senator was surrounded by other

candidates who were articulating definite

stands on important issue such as tax

reform, the war, and bussing. The
American people jolted Muskie by in-

forming him in no uncertain terms that

they were not going to accept vague

platitudes in place of a candidate who spoke

out on matters which affected their lives.

By the time Muskie realized the mistake

which he was making it was too late to

salvage Wisconsin.

As a result of avoiding the substantive

issues of the campaign in New Hampshire

and Florida Muskie now finds himself in a

very tenuous position. His entire campaign
has suffered serious psychological damage.

His political entourage, finding itself out on

a creaky limb, has become worried (two

prominent New Jersey backers have

already uncommitted themselves to

Muskie's efforts and there may be more
desertions to come) and his campaign staff

is trying desperately to figure out how to

salvage his sagging political fortunes.

This is going to be a very difficult thing to

do for Muskie now finds himself with the

both Massachusetts and Pennsylvania . By
concentrating on Pennsylvanis Muskie is

not only surrendering Massachusetts to

McGovern who is staging an all out effort

here but is committing himself to a

showdown with Humphrey who is not

running in Massachusetts at all. If Muskie

loses to Humphrey in Pennsylvania it will,

particularly if the loss is a substantial one,

inflict irreparable damage upon his

chances for the nomination for if this were

to happen Humphrey would, irrespective of

what happens in Massachusetts, move into

the front-runner position at a crucial point

in the campaign.
What Muskie most seriously lacks at this

time is a concrete block of voters to which

he can direct himself. He is hemmed in by
Humphrey in the middle and McGovern on

the left. In Wisconsin, where he addressed

himself to the issues to a much greater

degree than he did in New Hampshire and
Florida, he moved toward the left in an
attempt to differentiate himself from
Humphrey and ingratiate himself with

potential McGovern people, reknowned for

their loyalty and devotion, remained
unaffected and some of Muskie's more
conservative supporters left him for

Humphrey. Both McGovern and Humphrey
have solidly established themselves with

precious little room in the middle in which
to find a constituency. His future chances
lie in his ability to either define his can-

didacy within the present Humphrey-
McGovern structure or regain the territory

he has lost to Humphrey, something which
may be impossible to do. It can be said with

a degree of confidence that had Muskie not

made the mistake early in his campaign of

running on a non-issue platform his

Democratic establishment position would
not have been pre-empted by Humphrey
and he would still be the front-runner.

Muskie's errors can serve as a lesson to

all national politicians not to rely on a

battery of endorsements and successful

poll standings in place of an issue oriented

campaign to carry them into office.

McGovern
One of the biggest surprises of the

primary season to date has been the suc-

cess of Senator McGovern, particularly in

Wisconsin where he handily beat his field of

rivals including Mayor Lindsay who was,

before he dropped out, his most serious

challenger on the left. McGovern has

clearly proven that he has far more
strength than he was given credit for

having prior to New Hampshire. Since he

declared his candidacy over a year ago
McGovern has received almost no support

from party regulars and poll after poll has
shown him with less than five percent of the

rank and file vote. But in spite of these

discouraging facts McGovern has had two
things working for him which eventually

helped his campaign gain momentum.
One of these things is the candidate

himself who is uncompromising in his

committment to the important issues of the

campaign. He has spoken out consistently

and with unrelenting vigor against the

Vietnam war of which he was an early

critic, tax loopholes which favor the rich,

big and unresponsive government, in-

flation, and poverty.

The other is his superbly managed
campaign organization which months ago
began viewing Wisconsin as the pivotal

state which would send McGovern sailing

into future primaries on the winds of vic-

tory. McGovern has carefully chosen to

concentrate his <>fforts on strategic states

in which he deemed his prospects to be

inherently good.

McGovern, who must now be considered

a major contender for the nomination, is

running delegate slates in Pennsylvania
but putting the large portion of his time and
effort into Massachusetts where he hopes to

beat Muskie. This once again shows
McGovern's political sagicity for his

chances of success are greater here where
the field is relatively uncluttered than they

would be in the more conservative Penn-

sylvania where senator Humphrey is

placing an all out committment
In spite of McGovern's fine showing in

Wisconsin and apparently good prospects

in Massachusetts his supporters would be

well advised, as the senator himself has

suggested, to refrain from making any
overly optimistic predictions in regard to

the long term future. The fact remains that

McGovern, who is not a party regular in the

usual sense of the term, must overcome
some very formidable obstacles if his

nomination is to be regarded as a concrete

possibility.

First, in the final analysis two things

should be kept in mind in connection with

the results of the Wisconsin primary One of

these is the fact that McGovern apparently

benefited from a large Republican cross-

over vote. Some of these Republicans sin-

cerely liked McGovern but the majority,

seeing that there was no real contest in

their own primary, were undoubtedly in-

tent upon wreaking havoc with the

Democrats and decided that the best way to

do this was to vote for a party maverick and
thereby contribute to the chaos and division

which their eventual opponents were
producing so well on their own.

The second is that McGovern, in spite of

his success, still failed to attract a sub-

stantial percentage of the blue collar vote.

Although he did respectably in blue colla r

districts it must be remembered that the

more conservative votes in these areas

*Made by The New York Times and
Daniel Yankelovitch Inc. and printed in

The New York Times.
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"
... it now appears unlikely that any candidate

will carry the convention on the first or even

perhaps second and third ballots.

Wallace, McGovern. and Kennedy The once and future president?

ment candidate Senator Muskie who the

pre-primary polls showed trailing, ing.

Humphrey's strategy has thus far been

an adroit one which has consisted mainly of

fence sitting on the issues (or, as in the case

of bussing, changing his position on them
when he deemed it expedient) and the

making of grandiose promises to every

different block of voters which he en-

countered. It was not until the strength of

McGovern and Wallace became obvious

that Humphrey spoke seriously to the

issues.

Humphrey's long range prospects are

tied inextricably to the Pennsylvania

primary. A win there would move him into

the front-runner position and give him not

only tremendous psychological boost but

also the undivided attention of the

Democratic regulars who would be

delighted to find themselves a candidate.

Although as of present time Muskie has

collected many more endorsements than

any other candidate Humphrey could

conceivably attract many Democrats to his

banner if he beats Muskie solidly in as few

as two of the upcoming primaries.

Humphrey, an old time liberal (until he

became vice-president some contend) is

the overwhelming favorite of organized

labor and many minority groups both of

whose causes he supported in past decades

when the going was rough. Thus, unlike

Muskie. Humphrey has a solid base of voter

support upon which to build his candidacy.

Humphrey's biggest liability is the

distrust with which he is viewed by the left

wing of the party which turned against him

when, as Johnson's vice president, he failed

to criticize the Vietnam war. But it is not

just his failure in relation to the Vietnam

War that many liberals hold against

Humphrey. They also think that his once

sharply whittled progressiveness on

domestic issues has become dulled and

unreliable. As cases in point they sight his

anti-bussing stand in Florida (which he

surreptitiously changed in Wisconsin) and

striving desperately to make a political his general wishy-washiness on the issues

comeback. Thus far he has not recorded since being re-elected to the senate in 1970.

any stunning victories but has, in the two Hence even Humphrey's old friends in the

primaries he has entered, finished well party are fearful that his nomination would

ahead of the other Democratic establish- precipitate a mass and perhaps permanent

were spread out among three other can-

didates. If McGovern is to go into the

convention with the kind of credibility

needed for his nomination he must become
more successful in attracting the

"average" man's vote.

McGovern must also begin to come to

terms with the fact that he faces stiff op-

position from several quarters of the

Democratic establishment. One of these

elements is organized labor which has been

a powerful force within the Democratic
party for many years. McGovern has in-

curred the overt hostility of labor for his

general orientation toward the poor rather

than the middle man who can "just make
ends meet", his liberal views on foreign

policy, and for his senate vote against a

pro-labor bill in the mid-sixties (he has

since said that he regrets casting this vote).

It is next to impossible for a Democrat who
does not have at least the tacit support of

labor to get nominated and as of this

writing organized labor has yet to say

anything which is in the slightest bit

favorable to McGovern.
In addition to labor there are a number of

conservative members of the senate and

the house who would oppose a McGovern
nomination to the very end. This does not

pose a problem for McGovern in terms of

votes but on the convention floor and in the

back rooms where the wheeling and dealing

for votes becomes important there will be a

powerful coalition of southern con-

servatives who will play a major role in the

proceedings.

McGovern. in short, must make a major

effort to broaden his appeal so that it en-

compasses not only the youth and the

liberal intelligentsia but also the average

working man Only if he is able to do this

will he become a force to be reckoned with

in the convention hall.

Humphrey
At a sanguine 61 Hubert Humphrey is

exodus of its liberal wing. This is in fact a

distinct possibility for even in 1968 many
McCarthy supporters did not vote for him

against Nixon on the grounds that the

difference between the two could not be

found with a magnifying lense. To some
Humphrey was the lesser of two evils while

to others he was simply another evil.

Humphrey's most immediate task is to

beat Muskie but if he is successful in doing

this he must begin to look quickly for a way
in which to make peace with the liberal

rank and file of the party. The success of his

efforts in this direction will bear heavily

upon his chances at the convention.

Wallace
The success of Wallace on the right has

surprised nearly as many people as has the

success of McGovern on the left. Though in

Florida he made bussing his big issue

Wallace has run largely on a populist

platform with a heavy economic orien-

tation. In his typical gut manner he

bemoaned the fact that the average man
has no say in what goes on in the govern-

ment and castigated a tax system which

allows millionaires to escape scot free. He
has wisely eliminated the race issue from
his platform and now refers only vaguely to

some conspiring group which threatens the

fabric of American life. Wallace is a

demogogue in the sense that he attempts to

win votes not with reason but with emotion
and his rallies are a clear reflection of this

fact. His capacity to attract votes lies in his

ability to draw out and harp upon the

frustrations and anger which many people

feel in the face of big government, big

business and mystifying social trends (the

"longhairs" is still one of Wallace's

favorite targets).

There is no chance whatsoever that

Wallace will receive the nomination for he

is too much of an extremist There is a

chance however that he will go into the

convention with enough delegates to in-

crease the already strong likelihood of a

deadlock and it is primarily on this score

that many Democrats fear him.

THINGS TO WATCH FOR
In every campaign there is almost

always one particular issue which over-

shadows all others and becomes

predominant. It is around this one issue

that the lines of conflict are drawn and

often elections are won by the candidate

who succeeds in capitalizing on or defining

its main issue. If an issue is powerful

enough it can often change the balance of

power within a given party and sometimes

even the balance of power between the two

parties. Such an issue was the Vietnam war

which unhorsed Johnson and carried Nixon

into the White House. It is natural then that

the first thing which political analysists do

in a campaign is to look for and gauge the

strength of the major issue.

Thus far in the 1972 campaign no one

issue has emerged as the clearly

predominant one. There are however some

moderately strong indications that a major

issue, populism, is in the making. If this is

the case 1972 may be a tulmultuous year for

everyone who has an interest or stake in the

political process for when populism has

become an issue in the past it has often

been a potent one as it was in the heyday of

William Jennings Brian during the last

decade of the 19th century. Populism is,

strictly speaking, not an issue in the con-

ventional sense of the word but rather an

appeal directed toward individuals who feel

alienated from and out of touch with their

government and the political process in

general. It is no accident that populist

trends in the United States have reached

their apex during times of economic strain

for it is at such times that the public feels

the most disgruntled with "things as they

are" no matter what they are.

It is impossible to presently predict what

exactly will happen if populism becomes

the decisive factor in this campaign but it is

safe to suggest that if such a movement is

cohesive and non-splintered it could cause a

major disruption at the convention.

Working against this possibility is the fact

that the populist vote is presently split

between two candidates on opposite sides o!

the political spectrum, McGovern and

Wallace.
• • *

It now appears highly unlikely that any

candidate will carry the convention on the

first or even perhaps the second and third

ballots. It is when this occurs that con

ventions become the most confused

because committed delegates are required

to remain to their candidate on the first

ballot only.

A deadlocked convention is the kind of

thing which gives party leaders nightmares

as it almost always weakens the party for

the final election. It is logical then that

when it looks as though a convention may
be unable to pick a nominee, party regulars

begin to search for someone, untested in the

primaries, who can unite the party and

carry it through to a victory in November.
The name of Edward Kennedy has

repeatedly cropped up in such a connection

and Wilbur Mills, chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, has gone so

far as to admit to running a campaign
based on the sole strategy of stepping into

the convention when it becomes
deadlocked.

No matter what candidate the convention

produces the 1972 Democratic primary
race promises to be one of great interest. It

is highly unlikely that the party can emerge
from it unscathed and unchanged.
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Behavior

A Real Bloomin' Horror Show
BY MATTHEW E. TACKEFF

Mystical prophecy, which had its heyday
prior to the Renaissance, but which has by
no means gone into complete demise, has
gradually been supplanted by an ability to

predict the future by rational and scientific

means. Analysis of past and present

historical data has enabled us to assess

assorted likelihoods (or unlikelihoods) with

greater accuracy. Glimpsing into the

future, in the non-mystical sense, has
become more than fashionable; it is a

profession to many. Many prominent
commentators have been euphemistically

referred to as "fortune tellers." Despite the

sarcasm implied in such a tag, specialists

in prediction are turned to with increasing

seriousness, since mankind has had an age-

old concern for that vast unknown future.

Men of literary technique have been

among those to construct images of what
they see in the future. Many novelists have
projected themselves into societies of the

future, and have sent back to the reading

public well-worded descriptions of what
they saw. Perhaps the greatest in this class

was George Orwell, the author of Animal
Farm and 1984. The reason that Orwell's

novels were taken seriously was because

the totalitarian societies which he depicted

seemed to many readers to be the logical

outcome of the trends exemplified in the

rise of Fascism, Hitlerism, and Com-
munism. The picture of totalitarianism that

Orwell gave us was essentially a warning,

and as is the case with many who take the

totalitarian threat seriously, he was ac-

cused of indulging in "chicken little"

fantasies. It is a sad truth that those who
disregard the warning of Orwell are really

the ones who are living in a dream world.

Another novelist of this caliber was
Aldous Huxley, whose frightening Brave

New World depicted a society where
humans are bred and domesticated like

livestock. Huxley's novel was more dif-

ficult to accept than Orwell's, simply

because it seemed to be a little far fetched.

Like Huxley, Anthony Burgess' Clockwork

Orange evoked more skepticism from

many readers, because its release in 1961

came prior to any serious discussion of

some of the concepts it projected. Never-

theless, Clockwork Orange is the type of

prophetic novel which must be ranked with

the best.

For those of you who despise reading

anything other than the sports page or the

horoscope ( and stumbled on this article by

accident), there's good news. Stanley

Kubrick, the cinema's greatest con-

temporary genius, and creator of 2001 A
Space Ody»»ey, has made Clockwork

Orange into one of the most thought-

provoking films ever. The film captures

every bit of Burgess' message, complete

with the type of cinematic effects which

Kubrick is famous for.

The plot, at first somewhat confusing,

becomes all too clear as the film

progresses. The setting is in Great Britain.

The "hero" of the story is young Alex, and

with heroes like him, one doesn't need

enemies. He is, without a doubt, a

thoroughly immoral punk, who leeches,

lies, cheats, rapes, maims, destroys,

bullies, and performs other delightful acts

with his band of equally detestable merry

men . His acts are thoroughly repulsive,

and they provoke the type of

squeamishness from the audience which

one would find in the bloodier segments of

films like Dirty Harry pr The Godfather

Alex is somewhat symbolic of Free Will,

until the authorities catch up with him and

send him directly to jail, without passing

GO and without collecting $200. Alex.

sentenced to fourteen years and deprived of

his "freedom" to terrorize the countryside,

naturally directs his attention and efforts

toward the securing of a quick release from

his confinement. He hears that the Party in

power (probably Labour) is conducting

experiments in some new technique of

"rehabilitation," through which there is a

possibility of a quick release. Alex proceeds

to con the prison chaplain into recom-

mending him as a prospective "guinea pig"

for the new experiment. In doing so, Alex

assumes an image of phoney piety, which,

truthfully, is enormously funny.

of the cameras in order to show that Alex

has no hard feeling about the Party in

power or the experiment. The public

outroar is squelched, and presumably the

road is cleared for future experiments of

this type.

The mere thought of programmed
behavior, the type which Alex underwent,

is hard to digest. Most people will claim

that such concepts do exist, but most likely

on the pages of Marvel Comic Books. The
skeptics will claim that nobody really

advocated technologically induced

Dr. Skinner, after years of conducting

Pavlovian experiments in reflex con-

ditioning of animals such as rats and
guinea pigs, has come to the conclusion that

|

these techniques could, and SHOULD, be

applied to humans. He feels that the

developing science of behavior technology

should be used to create a New Man, one

who will be an ideal to the collectivists of

Skinner's mentality. People will be

programmed like laboratory animals. Who
will do the programming, how they will be

programmed, and what kind of zombie will

result is an interesting question, and one

Once again. Alex's guile wins out. He is

selected for the experiment, which he
believes is nothing more than a few
sessions on the psychiatrists couch. FAKE
OUT! Rather than a bull session with some
bleeding heart shrink, the treatment is

much more similar, in intensity, to a shock

treatment. Alex, for two weeks, is sub-

jected to torturous mechanical methods
designed to wash his brain of and
aggressive and "anti-social tendencies."

Alex, previously a being of volitional

consciousness who chose the life of a

hoodlum, had been converted into a docile

semi-zombie, and whenever he entertained

any "anti-social tendencies" he became
overcome with an excruciating nausea

which his doctors programmed into his

physiology to deter any undesirable
thoughts.

Alex, "regenerated," is returned to the

outside world, with much fanfare and
publicity, and attempts to start a new life.

He goes home and finds that his parents

have rented out his room. He finds that he is

incapable of achieving any sexual

gratification, for his libido is an anti-social

tendency which provokes nausea.

Alex is on many occasions confronted

with his former victims. Because he has

been domesticated and pacified, he is

physically incapable of defending himself.

Poor Alex.

Realizing that life as a non-aggressive

zombie just ain't his bag, Alex attempts to

do himself in, unsuccessfully. His at-

tempted suicide leap sparks off a national

scandal, which is exploited by the op-

position party for political advantage. The

scandal is resolved when Alex and the

Minister of the Interior shake hands in front

behavior control, whereas a tale like 1984 is

plausible because totalitarianism is not

only advocated, it is put into practice.

Watch out. skeptics, because such a con-

cept is not only being advocated, but is

being taken very, very, seriously. There is

a book, a "best seller." which advocates a

New World Order in which all humans will

be ruled by "behavior technologists" who
will program us to be good, well-adjusted

little comrades who never entertain any
anti-social ideas. The title of the book is

Beyond Freedom and Dignity, and its

author is not some obscure two bit crack-

pot, but the world-famous behavior

psychologist B(urrus) F(rederick)

Skinner.
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which Dr. Skinner is very vague about.

Maybe some of the "behavior
technologists" will be pacifists, and will

program non-violent men Fine and dandy.

Maybe some of the programmers will be

Communists, and will program the people

to be selfless, non-resisting tools of the

current Five Year Plan. Or maybe the

programmers will be racists, and will

program Blacks, Jews, and other un-

desirables not to procreate. Or maybe the

programmers will be greedy capitalists,

who will program the head of the AFL-CIO
into complete compliance with a per-

manent pay board. Or, for a real wild one,

what if the programmers were members of

the Gay Liberation Front?
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Earth Week II : Approaching A New Perspe

,u

BY STEVE CLINE

I

The predicament of mankind is that we can

perceive the individual symptoms and the

components of profound social problems, but

we are stymied in our efforts to comprehend
the total situation and develop global

solutions.

—Dennis L. Meadows

Next Sunday begins Earth Week, 1972. It will

not be heralded with the fanfare that greeted

Earth Day in 1970, but there will be speakers

on campus, trips, and discussions. The 'en-

vironmental question' has undergone many
changes since the late sixties. At that time, the

problems of pollution, population, and
disruption of the environment were just

beginning to surface. Earth Day saw the first

nation-wide effort at coalescing these

problems under the eye of the media ; it was an

attempt to draw the attention of the country to

the problems and thus make them national

issues. Now, two years later, the en-

vironmental movement has reached the less

glamorous stage of pushing bills through

Congress and state legislatures, disseminating

information, and educating the public. A lot

has happened in the last three or four years.

Ecology is everyone's issue, in a sense. You
probably can not find a single senator or

congressman who would say he was not in

favor of doing something about the state of the

environment. It is an issue that embraces

Republicans and Democrats, conservatives

and radicals.

But there have always been a few people in

the environmental movement who have said

that this agreement is only superficial, and

that while everyone agrees that, say, pollution

of the air and water should be stopped, when it

came down to dollars and cents, the static

would begin. We've seen some of that static;

there was a protracted struggle over the SST.

the environmentalists on one side and the

President and the aerospace industry on the

other. Strict pollution standards are set for

automobiles in 1975 and the auto industry tries

its best not to meet them. Electric utilities

spend more on advertising, and thus en-

couraging people to use more electricity, than

they spent on research and ways of

discovering how to make cheaper and cleaner

energy available. And there have always been

those that say the environmental issue is

diverting attention from the real issue, which

might be poverty, racism, capitalism, com-

munism, imperialism, development of the

third world countries, whatever.

In fact, to most people it must seem that the

problems of poisoning our water and air, or

humanity's disdain for the natural en-

vironment, have little to do with poverty, or

the problems of the cities, or international

problems. But recently this view has been

questioned from two different sources. Both in

The Limits to Growth, published last month,

and in 'Blueprint for Survival' from the

January issue of the British magazine The

Ecologist, the position is taken that most of our

major problems cannot be satisfactorily coped

with by themselves and an overview of the

global situation is needed.

The environmental problem has long been

considered just another problem. However,

there is a growing number of people who say

that some of the basic issues raised by the

ecology movement point toward the basic

problem that confronts mankind and on which

all our other problems hinge.
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Long ago, and far away, there was a land

ruled by a very wealthy, very powerful king.

One day, while riding, he was attacked by two
assassins and would have been killed had not a

traveler happened by and aided him in slaying

the attackers. The king, in his gratitude, of-

fered the traveler anything, within reason, as

a reward for his courage.

"I do not desire mu?h, your highness. Give

me one gold coin today. T norrow I will

return for double that amount, lour coins. This

I will do for one month, receiving twice as

many gold coins as the day before."

The king agreed readily, although he

thought the man a simpleton for asking so

little.

The traveler returned day after day to pick

up his reward until the twentieth day. On that

day, when he arrived at the king's palace, he

was promptly executed. Why? On the tenth

day, the traveler collected only five hundred

gold coins. On the fifteenth he was due over

sixteen thousand coins. If he had not been

about the traveler. After all, the stranger was

smart, wasn't he? Or was he? He ended up

dead.
Exponential growth behaves drastically

different than linear growth. Linear growth is

achieved by adding a fixed sum to a base at

regular intervals. For example, saving money
in a cookie jar by adding a hundred dollars

each year. At the end of ten years there would

be a thousand dollars in the jar, at the end of

twenty years there would be two thousand, etc.

Exponential growth comes from adding to a

base at a fixed rate, a bank account for

example. If. after saving a thousand dollars in

a cookie jar, you then put the money in a

savings account at 5%, you would not simply

be adding a certain amount each year, but a

certain percentage of what you had in the

account. At 5%, if the interest is allowed to

accumulate, the amount in the account will

double every 14 years.

Thus, at the end of 14 years you would have

$2000 in the bank while the cookie jar saver

would have $2800. Twenty-eight years after

depositing the money you would have $4000

while the cookie jar would contain $4600. In

another fourteen years your account jumps to

$8000 while the jar has $5200. If seventy years

are allowed to elapse from when the money
was deposited the account will contain $32,000

while the cookie jar will have only $8,000.

This represents one of the characteristics of

exponential growth. It can progress fairly

slowly for a very long time and then, in the

span of a few 'doubling periods', can

skyrocket.

Understanding the nature of exponential

growth is crucial to comprehending the im-

plications of The Limits to Growth. It is the

report of a computer study at MIT which is an
attempt to construct a dynamic model for the

world, accounting for all the factors that

contribute to, and control, growth on our

planet. The MIT team, drawing on the

knowledge of an international group of

economists, demographers, social-political

scientists, ecologists, and agricultural ex-

perts, determined that there are five major
factors that determine growth: population,

food production, industrialization, pollution,

and consumption of non-renewable resources.

Two of these factors, population and in-

dustrialization, are growing exponentially.

What is important about the MIT study is

that it is the first attempt to construct a world

model. And this model shows us that these five

factors are inexorably related. It shows that

you cannot isolate one of these factors; if you
alter one, it will affect others. For example,

more food means the population can grow, and
if the population grows, it will need more food.

In fact, to treat one problem without con-

sidering its effects on the others may simply
compound the problem.

It is impossible for the human mind to in-

tuitively understand the complex feed-back

patterns of even small social systems, let

alone the global one. Instead, we tend to treat

local, immediate problems and refuse to look

at our problems from a larger perspective.

And the fact that the dynamics of our social

systems are actually counter-intuitive leads us

to make many mistakes, such as seeking

short-term improvements that ultimately lead

to long-term consequences.

Examples are rife. When our highways
become overcrowded, what do we do. Widen
the highways and build new ones. More and
bigger roads attract more cars, more trucks,

and more people buy cars, and in a short time
the roads become just as crowded as before, or

more so, and now there are more of them.
What the MIT group did was to construct

their model as accurately as they could, and
then run it through a computer, hoping to get

some idea as to how their five factors:

population, food production, industrialization,

pollution, and consumption of non-renewable

resources, will interact in the decades ahead.

What they found was this: food, industrial

output, and population continue to grow ex-

ponentially. Rapid industrialization causes

resources to become scarce, and thus ex-

pensive. More capital must be invested in

resources and less in new plants and facilities.

Finally, because of the shift in capital from

"The principal defect of the industrial way

of life with its ethos of expansion is that it is not

sustainable. Its termination within the lifetime

of someone born todav is inevitable, .sooner

A Vietnamese child. ".
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alterations ot the system in an attempt to find

a way around these natural limits to growth on

our world.

They doubled the amount of known
resources in the world. Result: because of

extremely rapid industrialization, pollution

reaches astronomical levels, overloading the

biosphere's ability to absorb it, food

production is reduced by it, and again the

death rate rises because of lack of food, and at

increase in pollution. The industrial base

again decays, because with an exponential

growth rate, it takes industry only a few extra

years to consume the extra resources.

The assumed unlimited nuclear power will

double the availability of resources and make
recycling and substitution possible. Result:

Pollution again becomes overwhelming

They add another technological im-

provement. On top of nuclear power they

added pollution control, reducing pollution

generation to one fourth its present level.

Result: resource depletion and pollution are

overcome. But industrialization and
population continue to grow until population

outdistances the amount of arable land on the

planet. More capital is diverted to food

production until the industrial base again

begins to decline and the death rate rises

because of food shortages.

On top of these technological advances they

added two more. They doubled the amount of

food per acre we now obtain and added 'per-

fect' birth control, practiced voluntarily.

Result: still an end to growth before 2100

because of three factors. Overuse of land leads

to massive erosion and food production drops.

or later it will end. . in one or two ways: either

against our will, in a succession of famines,

epidemics, social crises and wars; or because

we want it to-because we wish to create a

society which will not impose hardship and
cruelty upon our children-in a succession of

though ful. humane, and measured changes
."

—Blueprint for Survival

So is The Limits to Growth simply another

voice of doom and unrelenting pessimism, the

kind we've become accustomed to? Absolutely

not, for two reasons. First, the problem was
approached with a desire for understanding

the dynamics of the world system, and not

with a bias toward adding more proof that

mankind is doomed. Second, it is not

ultimately pessimistic. The book does provide

us with some ideas on how to go about avoiding

the 'collapse mode'.
"The unspoken assumption behind all of the

model runs we have presented in this chapter

is that population and capital growth should be

allowed to continue until they reach some
'natural' limit. This assumption also appears

to be a basic part of the human value system

currently operational in the real world. Given

the first assumption. . we have not been able

to find a set of policies that avoids the collapse

mode of behavior."
The question, then, that faces mankind is a

question of choices. "Is it better to live within

that (natural) limit by accepting a self

imposed restriction on growth? Or is it

preferable to go on growing until some other

natural limit arises, in the hope that at that

time another technoloeical leap will allow

growth to continue still longer?"

However, Limits goes on to say that, "Faith

in technology is the ultimate solution to all

problems can thus divert our attention from

the most fundamental problem-the problem

of growth in a finite system-and prevent us

from taking effective action to solve it."

What is the answer? It appears that what is

needed is a combination of the technological

improvements the group worked into its model

and deliberate checks on growth: "Recycling,

pollution control devices, increased lifetime of

all forms of capital, methods to restore eroded

and infertile soils, and increased emphasis on

food and services instead of industrial

production. A state of global equilibrium.

How can this be accomplished? By nothing

short of an allout effort to end exponential

growth.

Here's where 'Blueprint for Survival* is

helpful. It concerns itself more with how to

effect the necessary changes to bring about a

stable society than the reasons for the ultimate

collapse of our present one.

"The principal conditions of a stable society-

one that to all intents and purposes can be

sustained indefinitely while giving optimum
satisfaction to its members-are: 1) minimum
disruption of ecological processes; 2)

maximum conservation of materials and

energy -or an economy of stock rather than

flow; 3) a population in which recruitment

equals loss; and 4) a social system in which

the individual can enjoy, rather than feel

restricted by, the first three conditions."

Blueprint comes up with many specific

suggestions for putting the brakes on the

exponential growth of our society, and ideas as

to what ±e stable society might be like.

To minimize the disruption of ecological

processes they urge strict pollution controls, a

gradual fading out of the use of pesticides and

artificial fertilizers (to be replaced with

natural pest control and fertilizers and

research into these areas) and returning all

domestic sewage to the land. Basically, the

long-term object is to "minimize our depen-

dence on technology as a regulator of the

ecological cycles on which we depend, and a

return as much as possible to the natural

mechanisms of the ecosphere, since in all but

the short-term they are more efficient and

reliable."

They suggest several methods of converting

to an "economy of stock."

A tax on raw materials, proportionate to the

availability of the resource and designed to

enable the resource to last an arbitrary length

of time. This would penalize resource-

intensive industries and favor employment
intensive ones.

An amortisation tax, in line with the life of a

product. There would be a tax of 100% on a

product that lasts only a year and no tax at all

on one that lasted one hundred years or more.

This would penalize short-lived products,

particularly disposable ones. "Plastics, for

example, which are so remarkable for their

durability, would be used only in products

where this quality is valued, and not for single

trip purposes." This tax would also encourage

recycling.

A power tax. This would penalize power-

intensive industries (and again encourage

labor intensive ones) and thus the ones that

tend to cause the most pollution. Again, it

would tend to discourage short-lived products.'

Blueprint also suggests that a system of

'social accounting' be initiated which would be

used "not just to weigh up the merits of

alternative developmental proposals, but also

to determine whether or not society actually

wants such development."
Population needs to be stabilized. Blueprint

suggests many of the same approaches as the

recent presidential commission on population

did: government must provide 1 ) publicity and

education on the relationship of population,

food supply, quality of life, etc., 2) universal,

free information on and access to con-

traceptives, abortions, and sterilizations, and

3) finance and coordination of research on

demographic techniques, contraceptive

technology, and cultural controls necessary

for 'harmonious maintenance of stability.'

Even if such suggestions are instituted

immediately, the task seems overwhelming. If

replacement size families (two children per

couple) were realized by 2000 the world's

population would be 60% larger than it is now
and it would continue to grow until almost

2100, when it would reach 8.2 billion If

replacement families are achieved in the

developed world by 2000, and in the developing

nations by 2040, (much more likely), the

world's population would stabilize at 15.5

billion.

But perhaps the most onerous task that

Blueprint sets before us is the one of creating a

new social system. For a variety of reasons, it

does not see any possibility of a stable society

supporting large urban areas as our society

does now. Instead, a more balanced urban-

rural blend must be obtained. The new social

system must be one of decentralization.

They see four reasons for returning to small

towns. First, they would promote conditions

where public opinion and participation in

decision making became the way in which

communities were regulated. This then would

lessen the necessity of relying on legislation

and policing forces to maintain the restraint

needed to convert to a stable society.

Second, in industry and agriculture it will be

necessary to maintain a continuous feedback

between supply and demand in order to avoid

waste, overproduction, and production of

goods the society does not really want. This is

most effectively done when industry and

agriculture are closely linked to the com-

munity they supply.

Third, individualism, and self-actualization

are more likely to flourish in small, self-

regulating communities than in large urban

areas, while at the same time, alienation from

society should decrease.

And fourth, by scattering the population in

small towns, its impact on the environment is

minimized. For example, it is uneconomical to

recycle domestic sewage now because the

major suppliers, urban areas, are far from the

buyers and transportation costs are too high

In a decentralized society the source and

buyer are always in the same area.

Blueprint does not envisage a closed, inward

looking society, however. In order to cope with

the basic precepts of ecology, and to monitor

the effects the community is having on the

environment, it would be necessary to

maintain efficient and sensitive com-
munication links between all communities.

They see the goal as being the creation of

"community feeling and global awareness."

Finally, they present a timetable by which

they hope the changes they suggest can be

instituted with a minimum of discomfort and

dislocation. The target date for the establish-

ment of a system of self-regulating, self-

sufficient communities is 2075.

penditures on advertising, thus preventing

them from creating false increasing demands
for their services.

Another thing that must be done is

education. The problem, and its solution, are

extremely complex. Self-education is

necessary. Howard K. Smith devoted an

editorial on the evening news to an attack on

The Limits to Growth. His criticisms sounded

reasonable until I read the book, and

discovered that the things he said the model

neglected to account for were actually taken

into account. I now question whether he even

read the book. So obviously, without a com-

petent knowledge of the issue, it is impossible

for one to make rational judgements.

Finally, there is the massive problem of

overcoming the growth psychology. In fact,

that is the core of the problem. We have at

hand the means to effect a change to a more

rational global system. As Limits says, "The

two missing ingredients are a realistic, long-

term goal that can guide mankind to the

equilibrium society and the human will to

achieve that goal." Mankind has a strong

tradition of meeting and overcoming physical

limits. Somehow, it must be impressed upon

him that somewhere, sometime, there is an

ultimate limit to how far he can go.

V
Not blind opposition to progress, but op-

position to blind profress.

—Sierra Club Motto

This problem, that of growth on our finite

world, should we voluntarily limit it, and if so,

how, will be the single most important issue

being discussed in the public forum five years
from now. John D. Cole, writing in the Maine
Times, puts the problem in its proper per-

spective.

"Now that The New York Times and other

equally significant national publications have

given serious attention to the concept of a

stable economy, there is no longer much doubt

about where the environmental movement is

heading. As emphatically delineated by Times

columnist Anthony Lewis and by Barry

Commoner in his newest book, The Closing

Circle, and, perhaps most provocatively, by

the British magazine The Ecologist, in its

much-quoted article, "Blueprint for Sur-

vival," a new direction has evolved. Thinking

environmentalists have left behind the Earth

Day, green flag-waving fervor of four Aprils

ago and have moved with an even deeper

commitment into economics, politics and

sociology. For it is a sort of combination of all

three which the U.S. environmentalist of 1972

now sees as the essential skill needed to save

the life support system of spaceship Earch."

It is the problem of the coming decade, in

fact, the only one that ultimately matters. And
Cole is right when he says those who are in-

telligently concerned with the environmental

issue must naturally turn to it with deep

commitment, for it may very possibly be that

the fate of human civilization will depend on it.

••••••

IV
If people come to realize that there are

many nonmaterial, nondestructive paths of

growth -of the highest and most fascinating

order-it would help dampen the dominant fear

that a steady state economy would mean

deadly stagnation
—Gary Snyder

Many people will simply dismiss The Limits

to Growth as another blow against technology

by the neo-Luddites. However the sponsors of

the study that comprises Limits is the Club of

Rome, an international body of industrialists,

economists, and scientists. As Time said, "It is

as if David Rockefeller. Henry Ford and Buck-

minster Fuller suddenly came out against

commerce and technology." In other words,

the sponsors are capitalists and the resear-

chers are technologists, those most closely

tied to exponential growth.

To many others, assuming they accept the

basic position that exponential growth must be

stopped, the possibility of doing so will seem

non-existent What must be done?

First of all, more research is needed. The

MIT group is the first to admit that their model

has holes and is over-simplified. The need for

additional facts is paramount, as well as the

need for constructive criticism. The most

important point, though, is that this is an

identifiable, quantified model of the global

system. Everyone makes decisions on the

basis of model. Today, decisions are being

made that will have effects decades hence and

they are being made on the basis of fuzzy

mental models. The complexities of social

systems are beyond the intuitive grasp of the

human mind. The challenge that stands before

the critics of The Limits to Growth is to add to

the model, or bring their own, mental models

out into the light, to come up with alternative,

quantifiable models. The very least the report

demands is that it not be dismissed lightly.

The only thing that really matters is whether

the broad, basic conclusions of the study are

right. Unfortunately, the nature of the

problem is such that it will never be answered

for certain until it is too late. Although our

knowledge is incomplete, we must start now,

and we can aim generally in the right direc-

tion. There are many things that can be done

now. An obvious one is population control,

which is well on its way to being realized in

America. There are even ways of starting to

put controls on the expansion of industrial

growth. Public utilities are controlled by

public boards. Pressure can be brought on

these boards to curtail public utilities' ex-

Earth Week Calendar of U. Mass. Events

MONDAY. APRIL 17. 9AM-all day.
CANOE DAY TRIP ON THE CONNECTICUT RIVER
Sign up at CEQ office or call 5-06l8,

Meet In parking lot ne«t to Skinner Hall.
Bring a picnic lunch and litter bag.

Tuesday, April 18,8PM, Hasbrouck 20
ZPG population panal discussion and
Film "1985".

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19. 7PM. Hasbrouck 20
SILENT SPRING PLUS T~:N YEARS - Where we are

now. - a lecture by Dr Ian Nlesbet of the

Mass. Audubon Society Research Department.

WATCH: Wednesday, Apr 11 26, 9PM Channel 57.
'The Flooding River", a documentary film by
Dr Lincoln Brower of Amherst College about
Man's threat to the Connecticut River ecolo-
gical system and Its essential spring floods.

APRIL 20, bPM. campus Center. Rm 165-169. Free

"IMAGES OF AN ISLAND-ISLE AU HAUT" media concert

Rick Cowley, with a grant from the Salem

St^te Fine Arts Committee, has assembled a

multi-media festival based on the Isle a Haut

an Island of great natural beauty off the

coast of Maine. Organizing the photographic
talents of Josh Gordon, a U.Mass student,

Cowley has created a concert combining con-
temporary music, slides, motion pictures,
still photographs, and actual rubble from the

Island,

FRIDAY, APRIL 21, Campus Center 60k, 7 FM

"LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY, AND OTHER B.S."

A hard look at the pros anr^cons of nuclear power

plants-including misleading advertising by the ABC and

power utilities. Come and discuss its present effects

on you and future effects on your children.

SATURDAY, APRIL 22
ARCADIA WILDLIFE SANCTUARY DAY TRIP

Come and join us in an afternoon of playful

relaxation. Bus leaves the garage circle at 11 AM.

• /
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Red Dirt Boogie

BY MIKE KOSTEK
Red Dirt Boogie, Brother
Ululu, Atco SD 33-382, time: 31:53

In a 1969 interview with the still-

unknown Duane Allman, the in-

terviewer asked him who were his

favorite guitar players. Duane
reflected a minute and named
Clapton as being right fine, but he

really got enthusiastic about this

American Indian that played lead

for Taj Mahal, Jesse Davis.

"Man, when he plays it's like

opening a window, it's so fresh

and clean."

Since Jesse Davis left Taj

Mahal, he has kicked around,

doing odd studio jobs for friends,

turned up on the Bangla Desh
benefit concert stage playing third

lead behind Eric and George, and
has made two solo albums. The
first. Jesse Davis', just sort of

slipped in and out of town with

little notice and that's a shame.
Ululu is his latest (pronounced
OOlulu ) . Both are fine albums and
are well worth your time.

They say that it's not the notes

themselves, but rather the spaces

in between them that really

counts. So it is with Jesse. His

guitar playing is sparse,

economical, laid-back and
straight with no tricks, but the

result is clean and beautiful.

The most peculiar aspect of

Ululu is Jesse's singing, which is a
cross between Dr. John and Leon
Russell. Weird, but effective, in

the same way Dr. John and Leon
are effective.

However, whereas Jesse Davis!
was an almost unqualified suc-

cess, Ululu has two flaws. First,

there are only four songs written

by Jesse, and all four are
beautiful, two being rockers,
"Red Dirt Boogie, Brother" and
"Make A Joyful Noise", while the

other two are agonizingly slow,

heartfelt love songs, "Ululu" and
"My Captain", of which the latter

features some of Leon's most
gorgeous piano playing.

So, the other six songs are
written by other people, and Jesse
has picked a strange brew : Merle
Haggard, The Band, Leon Russell,

Stephen Foster, one co-written by
Taj and Jesse, and a curiosity

piece, a new tune written by
George Harrison, a modest
modern blues, "Sue Me, Sue You
Blues". Now I'm not saying that

Jesse is not a good interpreter of

others' songs, but I'd much rather

hear new Jesse Davis songs than a

funky rundown of "Oh! Susanna",
or the Merle Haggard song, and

Edgar And Company
BYJIMLAVRAKAS

Koadwork: Edgar Winter - Epic
Records
Recorded live at the Opollo and

the Academy of Music in New
York and the Whiskey A Go-Go in

Los Angeles, Edgar Winter's
latest effort with White Trash is

very distinctive rock and roll. Put
Edgar Winters together with
White Trash (with a guest ap-

pearance by brother Johnny) and
what starts out sounding like pure

rock and roll, or pure soul,

somewhere along the line is

moulded and mellowed into a fine

mixture of the two. Their music is

always pleasing even in its

complicated frenzy; it is this

frenzy that is so much like frantic

jazz but lacks its potented chaos.

The reason for the distinctive

types of rock and roll on this two
album set is apparent as the three

separate shows which comprise
the albums are so markedly
different. The kind of music that is

prevalent at the Whiskey A Go-Go
is the kind that is used to envelope

the surrounding noise of the

patrons. It is primarily

background music. The cuts taken

from the Go-Go show are readily

identifiable because they are

subdued with little or no reaction

from the audience. The per-

formance at the Opollo, on the

other hand, is much more
unrestrained, loose and
emotional.

The first side of the set is

restrained yet smooth. "Save the

Planet" is the song that White

Trash horn arrangement is

famous for. It takes up about half

the first side. This cut comes
under the musical category (a la

Winters) of jazzed soul. The
juxtaposition of this "cute" song

against the pure rock and roll in

"Jive, Jive, Jive" is pleasantly

jarring. The sax in this one, as in

all of the songs, complements
nicely. The side ends with "an old

one by Otis Reading", "I Can't

Turn You Loose". What you would

expect to be a good imitation is, in

actuality, fine interpretation that

is due, per usual, to the horn

section and the voice of Jerry

LaCroix.

Side two is all rock and roll from,

start to finish. "Still Alive and

Well". "Rock and Roll, Hoochie

A Journey From Eden

BY CHRISTOPER SOPHINOS
Recall the Beginning...A Journey
from Eden; Steve-Miller-Capital

Records)
Man was created in a vast,

primieval expanse with only his

guitar and his feelings as devices

of communication. His music for

many things- to please, to tell, to

teach- he strove for human
awareness. So true with Steve

Miller as he seemingly makes that

journey expressing himself so

well with more than music.

The journey begins with a fresh,

pure cut entitled "Welcome." Soft

but electric, the guitar mixes
warmly with Gerald Johnson's
sliding bass taking the in-

strumental to a prime position

latent with soft horns. The
welcome is short and ends con-

fusingly ominous- a

foreshadowing of the pain in life's

experiences, soon to be revealed.

Unfortunately, our first ex-

perience with "Enter Maurice"
well depicts the sickness so vivid

in our past. Along the lines of an

early talkv love sone from 1950.

we reminisce through background
choruses of "It's not too late/ It's

not too late." But for Maurice it is

too late, for us, the song's too

early and too long as we struggle

to find its proper context. The sun
reappears as we make the con-

nection between Maurice's last

lines "I bought myself a gun and I

will be the only one" and the

album's dedication to two
deceased music artists- Junior

Parker and Mahalia Jackson. It

seems several of us have recalled

those responsible for the begin-

ning as Mahalia was recently
posthumously awarded the Bing
Crosby award in the 14 Annual
NARAS Grammy Awards.
Moving into "High (Hi You

Mama" one feels the rewards of

living and here of just listening.

Steve gives a consummate per-

formance on the slide guitar as

this light acoustic piece gently

rocks you to where the bands at-

"high cause you're here." And
soon we are here, with Jesse

Davis that is Jesse is playing the

guitar on "Heal Your Heart" as

Jesse's version of "Strawberry

Wine" isn't different enough from

the original to merit inclusion

here.

The other complaint is album
time, which adds to barely a half

hour, and I suspect "Oh!
Susanna" was probably thrown in

to make the record a half hour

long.

But enough griping, and let us

now praise worthy men. Jesse

Davis! is one of the best super-

stars-as-backup-musicians

albums, featuring fine per-

formances by Clapton, Leon,
Dave Mason and others. Un-
fortunately its cover gave it the

look of an ethnic Indian folksong

record and besides, who'd ever

heard of Jesse Davis?
Ululu is another album using

superstars-as-sidemen, with Dr.

John, Leon, Jim Keltner and
others doing a fine job. Besides

Jesse's four songs, the album's
highlights shine like this:

"Sue Me, Sue You Blues" is, I

suppose, George's sequel to

"Taxman" only this time it's him
and not us getting the screws. It's

certainly the bleakest song he's

written in a while, dealing with the

modern world of big business

music, affadavits, "you serve me
/ I'll serve you/ bring your

lawyers/ all get screwed", which

is probably resultant from the

never-ending business ends of the

Beatle breakup, and perhaps from

the infamous Bangla Desh album
struggle. It's really sad to think of

/

Koo", by Rick Derringer, and
"Back in the USA", by Chuck
Berry, are all explosive ana
varied as they represent the

quintessence of contemporary
rock and roll. It is the last song on

this side that Johnny Winters

makes his "surprise" ap-

pearance. It is by far the best song

on the album with brother Johnny
taking on lead vocal and backup
guitar.

Edgar's side is side three. Here,

he sings lead, plays sax and
electric piano. Although there are

more than a couple of diversions

in the song that sometimes show
themselves as tedious and
irritating, the song does tie

together in the end. One of the

saving graces of the side are the

displays of individual musical

talent. At other times, how ver,

these displays are annoying
detours of self-indulgence that,

luckily, end quickly. Fine har-

monization of horns and voices

ends the side.

The last side opens with "Cool

Fool". This song and "Do
Yourself A Favor" (the later

written by Stevie Wonder, the

former by Edgar Winters) sounds

like sophisticated Sly and The
Family Stone, another example of

jazzed soul. It is not really rock

and roll like the stuff on side two.

The horns are straight out of a

jazz number on these two songs.
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the Beatles, how they started, and
the joyous music they made, all

dragged down in litigations and
lawsuits. And of course in the end,

"the only thing left is to find

yourself a new band."
"Sue Me, Sue You Blues" is not

one of George's best, but it is

functional in getting its point

across.

"Farther On Down The Road

(You Will Accompany Me)"
sounds like a song written by Taj
and Jesse, as it is a combination of

Taj's strict, blues-oriented but

always freewheeling structure
and Jesse's penchant for lilting

ballads.

And so Ululu stands as a flawed
album, but the good outweighs the

bad. The power is still there.

"Do Yourself A Favor" is even
more like Sly as the wa-wa guitar

is here more conspicuous. The use

of different voices repeating a

particular lyric, a trademark of

Sly's, is used extensively in this

middle song. Yet, these songs are

definitely more sophisticated that

the music by Sylvester Sly. and
the vocalization is certainly

better.

"Turn On Your Lovelight" ends
Roadwork with a different
example of jazzed soul. It is an
oldie that is tame compared to the

first two songs on the side, never

the less, it blasts off the album and
leaves you in fine spirits.

Roadwork is a well produced
album with distinctive rock and
roll. White Trash shows its stuff

here under the guidance of Edgar
Winters. The show they put on for

any audience is full of hard work
as this set will testify to. For those

people who think that live albums
lack something from the start

Roadwork will show you better.

And for rock and roll fans who like

variety Roadwork is a fine model.

Steve takes us from our false

euphoria, but slowly. The style-

simple and full- is in paradox and,

complemented by the lyrics, we
feel the worried state of the time.

Time, oh about. . I don't know, the

record's spinning round and we're

hearing "The Sun Is Going
Down." It's a faster song as the

journey remains in the past,

showing an influence of Mexican
life reminiscent of Hot Chili from
Number 5. The words confess

dolefully "I've been living such a

lonely life" as the music rings

brightly. We even become ex-

posed to Steve's melodic
whistling, thinking as the lines hit

us of the intro to "The Andy
Griffith Show." The tune fades out

leaving Mayberry behind.

We awake to a clear drum solo

and feel the warmness in Steve's

switching to the electric guitar

that reflects him so well. But he is

not alone, the rhythmic playing of

Johnson's bass and the drumming
make beautiful music together.

The album features four drum-
mers- Jim Keltner, Roger Allen

Clark, Gary Mollober, and Jack
King - whose pounding resonance
reverberates superbly throughout
the entire production which was
delicately recorded and balanced
by Bruce Botnick. The final cut of

the first side, "Somebody

Somewhere Help Me," instills

memories of the old Steve Miller

Band. We feel the force and af-

fection of the band and find un-

derstanding in the song's plea.

The nostalgia builds and one feels

compelled to continue the journey
to side two.

A fine idea, for the grass is

always greener on the other
side?! We have no desire to

question as The Steve Miller Band
poses melodically "Love's Rid-
dle." It is here we are reminded of

the fine quality of reproduction
inherent in the album as the
cymbals build to a vibrating

thunder and Nick DeCaro's violin

arrangements mix in almost
unnoticed. Steve's singing reveals
the answer. We want a reward, to

have fun, and we get it.

The next song begins with a
light acoustic guitar lead as we
hear a call to "come and join the
fun." After four light lines the
drum opens a hole for Steve's
electric guitar and the band
boogies into the song about
dancing a light "Fandango." Our
enjoyment is so consuming we
lose our sense of time, Steve
doesn't, and the lead slows down
to where we were, everyone
knows this is nowhere. There is

a rough starting of a violin and

cello arrangement but it soon dies.

Another break and then we find

ourselves into the acoustic sound
of "Nothing Lasts." It is a tune
exemplifying the fine harmonies
of the band as we listen to the

echoes of a journey that's soon to

pass, yet always beginning. The
cut fades out, leaving us with only
the sound of Steve's falsetto and
the repeated line "All your deeds
have come to pass/nothing lasts,

nothing lasts." We find our
journey ending also as we move
into the final cut "Journey From
Eden." It is a good compilation of
the work from the album,
beginning with some acoustic
chord playing, mixing well with
the pounding drums, changing to

some pretty acoustic leads, and
ending with some of Ben Sidran's
piano work. Ben is back from his

solo album to play keyboards and
to produce this one, a recording as
natural as its time of completion
with the full eclipse of the moon,
January 29, 1972. The theme is

universal, it is a portrayal sadly
realized in the lines of the final cut
"look at all the pointless suf-

fering/ Humanity." It is justified
when one realizes that records are
recordings of experiences,
feelings, and The Steve Miller
Band's latest is a most complete
journey revealing just that.

Fleetwood Mac : A Consistency Of Excellence
(Bare Trees--Fleetwood Mac; Reprise

Records)
BY KENNETH SULIN

Group break-ups are a common oc-

curence these days, but the difficulties and

despairs accompanying such incidents

usually tend to escape any public

recognition. Frequently compelled to

conduct some type of style change, the

remaining members often are faced with a

perplexing disillusionment that possibly

staggers them into obscurity. So went the

never-ending saga that nearly destroyed

Fleetwood Mac for the second time,

nevertheless they were subsequently

rescued and have again blossomed into one

of the finest bands in rock music today.

Originally beginning with the blues,

Fleetwood Mac progressed to serious rock

and then satirical rock when, at the height

of their popularity, two prime members
decided upon going their own way leaving

the group in a sorry state of utter ruin.

Despite the turmoil and near breakdown, a

California by the name of Robert Welch

pulled them together reinforcing and

restoring the group when all hope was
considered lost. They have since "braved

the weather" by once again becoming a

solid unit, only this time in a far more
variable manner of fashion.

Fleetwood Mac at one time were
representative of the extremes to which

white-blues could possibly penetrate, but

now things have changed; courses have

changed and they are headed in a com-

pletely different direction. To explain the

music in one word is an impossibility.

Although basically rock, Fleetwood Mac is

a very light and a relatively quiet band in

the sense that they fill the gap between the

blues and rock continuum. Each album

they release is nothing short of a master-

piece which can only enhance the

bewildering Fleetwood Mac charisma.

Looking more closely at the members one

may note that only two originals remain:

Mick Fleetwood, drummer and per-

cussionist. Began with a small blues group,

later switched and played with John

Mayall. then finally helped form Fleetwood

Mac.
John McVie, bass guitarist, also from

Mayall and also one of the founders of the

group. (Incidentally the name Fleetwood

Mac was derived through a combination of

names from these two.)

Danny Kirwan, joined the group after its

first album release, also became the third

guitarist.

Christine McVie, formerly of the English

blues group, Chicken Shack, went on a solo

career then joined Fleetwood Mac, organist

and keyboards.

were parallel but the branches certainly

stemmed off into an alternate direction.

Thus we've been presented with their

second album contribution since the

mishaps, since Robert Welch had joined

and since the styles were appreciably

reconstructed. Future Games brought out

new spirits in Fleetwood Mac and this Bare
Trees is the second volume of that very

spirit, a continuation of brilliance which

Fleetwood Mac

Robert Welch- only non-English member,
soul oriented, played with back up bands in

California, also a guitarist.

This combination of five last year

released an album entitled Future Games
which is unlike any previous material they

had yet accumulated. The tone and style

simply cannot be compared to anything

that had come before, possibly the roots

rides hand in hand with nearly every song

they perform
The album's contents are as beautiful as

its cover may suggest; however. Bare

Trees is a step more vibrant than say

Future Games was. The tension felt by all

the members has slowly but surely

decreased while at the same time Fleet-

wood Mac is discovering a new route back

to their apex of musical freedom. What is

contained on this record may be thought of

as an established interim one can enjoy

between soft ballad type music and harsh,

darting rock and roll. Neither styles are

inclusive within the record, but an

equilibrium combing the two becomes the

result. Fleetwood Mac is now a more
condensed group, a tighter, sophisticated

class of artists expressing attentive sen-

timent in each selection. The album
displays no examples of deceit nor any

contrived cuts; all songs are genuine and

seriously produced.

Arrangements are of an unusual nature

with Bare Trees in that every other song on

the album shifts from a slow melodious

type tune to a faster more springy selec-

tion. Blending techniques are appreciably

entertaining; therefore, mixing of the

album makes one listen a little more
closely than would be expected.

Once being fairly restricted and a bit

awry about an over-commitment with their

music, Fleetwood Mac has now started to

expand their sound. The new addition of a

flute has given a solemn appeal to newer

tunes; whereas the keyboard precisiveness

has improved greatly only adding to the

overall flavor. The lyrics have been

minimal; the instrumentation though has

taken in the slack with the agility of con

versing guitars and ease of switching leads

by Kirwan and Welch
Danny Kirwan is definitely the master of

Fleetwood Mac. His guitar never halts in

building intricate leads or perplexing riffs

Often within the album Kirwan is heard

reflecting back to his infamous Kiln House

days, but usually crosses with the moderate

and light folds of Bare Trees.

The album closes strangely enough with

a reading by a Mrs. Scarott. the poetry says

what the album has to say. the impressions

of the oddities of life and the simpleness

they hold.

Bare Trees is another of the consistant

artistries we've received from this group,

that's constantly producing some of the

best music found today. On the

magnificance of a spectrum Fleetwood

Mac is surely the brightest color one could

ever perceive.

A Cartoon's Ridiculous Sound Track

BY STEVE FELD
(JUST ANOTHER BAND FROM
LA- THE MOTH E RS
(BIZARRE RECORDS)
The story behind this one still

remains a mystery to me. Either

Warner Bros, wanted another

record for contract fulfillment

purposes, or Frank Zappa's in-

juries, sustained in London
months ago. are totally disabling

him to record. Whatever the

reason. I sincerely doubt that

Zappa would approve of this

album because it amounts to little

more than throwaway per-

formances of butchered-up.
second rate material.

Let me explain further. The
Mothers, as part of their live

repetoire, have been doing an

hour-long operetta called "Billy

the Mountain". It concerns the

adventures of Billy, who is really

a mountain, and his wife, Ethel,

who is a tree "growing off of his

shoulder." When their royalty

check comes in, from posing for

picture post cards, they decide to

go to New York for vacation.

Somehwere along the line, Billy

gets "undeniably linked to drug

abuse and payoffs, as part of a San

Juaquin Valley smut ring." He
gets pissed and starts a few

hurricanes in all the affluent

counties of Los Angeles. He gets

drafted but Ethel won't let him go,

and she gets convicted of being a

Communist.
Enter Studebacher Hoche,

employed by the government to

get Billy into the Army. He gets

his trained flies, who fly him up to

Billy, and starts threatening him

to go for his physical. Billy just

laughs, and Hoch, who was on a

cliff which is Billy's jaw, falls two

hundred feet and ends up having

to wear a truss. Which brings us to

our grand moral and the end of the

story: A mountain is something

you don't want to fuck with.

This production, which was
recorded live last August, and

takes up the whole first side of the

album, is little more than a

boring, ridiculous soundtrack to a

cartoon in the making. Zappa has

been skilled, in the past, at

keeping his nonsense to a

minimum, or at least ac-

companying it with some other

qualitative features, but here he

loses out.

An album that aids in proving

my point, by comparison, is Live

At the Fillmore East. June 1971. It

is this album that shows the tight,

expertly skilled band that the

Mothers of Invention really are.

I've listened to Fillmore time and

time again, and there's always

something new. Zappa, starting

out with a blatantly obscene story

concerning groupies, embellishes

it with swirling melodies, hair-

raising transitions, and the group,

obviously well-disciplined and
experienced, fails to miss a beat

throughout the record. It is a

consummate farce, a thrilling

musical experience, and a skilled

piece of composition.

To those who have listened to

the Live At the Fillmore album
once or twice, and have dismissed

it as puerile, or sick, listen again

There's hours of listening

pleasure between the grooves of

that record, on whatever level you

can enjoy it best. To those who
have never heard it, get it and

forget Just Another Band From
LA., You'll be doing the right

thing.

Back to "Billy the Mountain"

(remember- the nonsense).

Three-fourths of the music is

tuneless, annoying and pointless.

The music on Fillmore not only fit

in congruently with the tale, but it

was the prime emphasis, and it

furthered the plot. "Billy the

Mountain ", on the other hand, is

largely spoken, with the music

either interfering or reiterating.

Besides being unmusical, much
of the jokes lean toward the

esoteric. The concert was at

You can listen to his records and

catch a snippet from a myriad of

styles. He is. indeed, a film-maker

with sound. He puts his movies on

record, changing shots, altering

his perspective, sometimes out-of

Frank Zappa

I'CLA. and. hence, references are

made to LA. hangouts, and the

humor is lost. The Crosby, Stills,

Nash and Young take-off Uhey

mimick the closing melody of

"Suite: Judy Blue Eyes") is in-

sipid, as is all the groupie talk.

The good points, in fact, such as

the theme of the "Tonight Show"

and the boppy chorus, aren't even

up to the Frank Zappa standard.

Zappa's music, throughout his

career has been highly stylistic.

focus, and then edits it. as if it

were visual, down to a finished

product. It is in this light that

"Billy the Mountain" is com
parable to a cartoon. It even

defies any symbolistic or

allegorical application.

The main purpose of Just

Another Band From LA. was to

get "Billy the Mountain" on

record. Side two, while being

pleasant and innocuous, is made
up of songs used to fill up the side,

from the same concert "Call Any
Vegetable" Is a Zappa oldie, and

quite different from the original,

on Absolutely Free This leads to a

fifties-type riff during which

Zappa explains. "And this is the

theme of our program tonight It's

so fuckin' great to be alive'

"Eddie, Are You Kidding''" is a

satire of <ho-hum> the trends of

dress and fashion. and
"Magdalena" is delightful and

highly stylistic, with a baVnyard

hoc down rhythm The final song

of the album is a song from Uncle

Meat. "Dog Breath"
Judging from their latest

releases, the new Mothers are,

once again, a vocally-oriented

group The addition of two ex-

Turtles. Mark Volman and
Howard Kaylan, was an ap-

propriate gesture They fit in to

the early Mothers' style and look,

and are influencing Zappa to a

high degree in the sense that both

Volman and Kaylan are always in

the center of the action, which is,

to a large degree, im
provisational. Ian Underwood and

Don Preston have both been in

Zappa's group for years, and are

the veteran Mothers Drummer
Aynsley Dunbar has played for

several groups and has the

arrogance it takes to be a Mother,

but he'll never fill the shoes of

your friend and mine, Jimmy Carl

Ht.ick. Bassist Jim Pons is a

relative newcomer to the scene

and lurks mostly in the

background.
Anyway, it's back to the studio,

boys. You're beginning to show

signs of aging And concerning

Just Another Band From LA. -in

the infamous words of Clem to Dr.

Memory, in Firesign Theater's

We're All Bozos On This Bus.

"Forget it."
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"Where Have These People Been?
5 5

BY GARY GOMES
Alice Coltrane and Mike White

"live" at UMass.
It was about 9: 15 when I arrived

outside of the Campus Center

Auditorium and a short guy with

black curly hair whom I

recognized from my one visit to

the Orchard Hill Jazz Survey

Class was announcing: "Pharoah
Sanders is ill, and he won't be able

to play tonight; so, if you want

refunds go over there. . "Reac-

tions ranged from fair and honest

dismay to people trying to get

their dollar back to genuine

apathy. I had serious doubts about

the motives of all three sets of

people -were they getting their

money back because they really

had no use for the other two acts

(very disappointing, considering

the roles that both Ms. Coltrane

and Mr. White played during the

past few years in Black Music-

"jazz" to the uninitiated), were

they just hanging around the

Campus Center to expend their

grass-filled dreams of rockin'

euphoria (sadly, soon to be

crushed), or because they were
dying for something to happen at

UMass, no matter who did it, or

because they really (oh. rarest of

possibilities) had heard of, or

heard Alice Coltrane and/or
Michael White before and enjoyed

the type of music that was going to

be sprung upon them that night.

Well, I think I'm pretty sharp on

audience response ( to the extreme
point, if the musicians are boring

enough, of ignoring the stage and
trvmg to understand the audience
reaction, since mine is not often the

same as the general concert-

goer), so that night I thought I'd

pay closest attention to the

smallest signs.

The signs came early, and they

were bad omens. A black dude

onstage was announcing up-

coming events of Black Music on

campus, including such
luminaries as Roland Kirk (an

outstanding multi-instrumentalist

with a bizarre sense of humour
who will be appearing at the

Student Union Ballroom on April

17). McCoy Tyner (a dazzling

pianist and one-time member of

the late John Coltrane's Quartet

which had included Jimmy
Garrisson on bass and the

remarkable Elvin Jones on

drums, and earlier, Eric Dolphy

on Bass clarinet-Tyner will be

appearing April 21 on the South-

west mall free of charge), and
Archie Shepp (one time associate

of both Cecil Taylor and John and

Alice Coltrane in different groups,

and one of the strongest, most

influential and revolutionary
composer-saxophonists in Black

Music -also appearing on the

Southwest Mall free of charge on

April 28), and these received only

lukewarm to polite applause from
the audience -excepting of course

a very few hip black dudes and
white fanatics of the music such

as myself.
And here I am thinking to

myself "God, where have these

people been all these years, if they

don't even acknowledge artists as

heavy as these guys are? Is the

cultural morass created by the

white society (and, believe it or

not by progressive-progressively

worse~so deep that these people

haven't even heard of Archie

Shepp? The answer, without much
examination, renders a positive

reply.

In any event, Michael White and
his quartet, consisting of White on

violin (acoustic as opposed to

electric), a pianist, an acoustic

bassist, and a percussionist (with

congas, bongos, bells, and a sound

tree (unfortunately. I couldn't

remember the names of the other

musicians in the group, due to the

not exactly crystal clear acoustics

of the Campus Center
Auditorium). They played a very

excellent set of finely crafted

tunes interspersed with spirited

improvising. The bassist played

with touches of speed and subtlety

throughout, while the pianist,

displaying fine technique and

mastery of the instrument, of-

fered brisk and delightfully in-

ventive interval improvisations at

the keys. The percussionist was
excellent, providing good push for

the group while subtly changing
time signature behind the main
improvisations. All were good.

White himself did not have to

prove his worth to me. I've been

familiar with his work for some
time now, since his early days
(back around '65) with the John
Handy Qunitet up through to his

superb work with a group that he

and pianist Mike Nock founded

called the Fourth Way. I had the

privilege of seeing White in a

violin workshop at the 70 Newport
Jazz festival, in which he and the

fantastic French jazz violinist tore

it up on the Mothers' "King
Kong." He handled himself there

exceptionally well, especially

considering Ponty's showstopping

agility on the violin. White on the

other hand exhibited then, as he
did on Monday night, his subtlety

All in all, a fine set, and they did

receive a well-deserved encore.

Strangely enough, although it was
White's name which headed the

group, he gave the other players

in the group more of a slice of the

playing he himself, even to the

point of backing off from a solo

when he felt he was cutting in on

the bassist's solo. No ego-tripper

he. (Remember when Jeff Beck
cut right in even as Rod Stewart

was in the middle of a verse?)

As a side note, I think it should

be mentioned that a fellow Student

Senator said he thought that

White's group wasn't musically

organized, while a bass player I

have played with many tunes

before thought they were "super

tight." Thus, the divergent tastes

that were to run throughout the

rest of the show, ten minute in-

termission between sets. The
auditorium was beginning to feel

like a very uncomfortable sauna

Alice Coltrane

and invention, and he has no use

for flashiness. although he is quite

capable of it

The two highlights of the set

were a quiet, dissonant number on

w hich the pianist displayed a Cecil

Taylor influence, and the bassist

did a really superb job playing the

bass with a bow.

The other number which caught

my attention was a piece in 9/4

time which featured the per-

cussionist on bongos and congas in

a display of his mastery of those

misunderstood instruments.

There were other highlights in

the set, amongst the group as a

whole, and individual members,
while really tearing it up quite a

few times, but, unfortunately, on

which I couldn't hear the violin

that well (again the acoustical

problems of the auditorium, since

several of my friends said they

could hear the violin quite well).

bath.

Ms. Coltrane. w idow of the great

John Coltrane, then came on. The
group was introduced by a

shaven-headed gentleman who we
were shortly to learn played a

"vitar", an instrument which bore

an extremely close resemblance

to a violin, but which he described

as an invented instrument which

was a cross between a violin, a

viola, and a guitar, but which was
played in the same manner as a

violin. He then introduced a

soprano/alto/tenor saxophonist

who played in "the tradition of

Ornette Coleman." No lie. Don
Payne was the bassist, and
although I am unfamiliar with his

work. I do know that he was once a

member of Ornette Coleman's
group, disappeared even further

than Ornette did "underground,"

and has been one of the prime
movers on bass in the sixties

uARTISr

(sorry, for the lack of names on

the two players, but again, I must

blame the acoustics, and my
horrible memory for names).

Alice Coltrane played organ
through most of the set, switching

to harp in the middle of the

number, and her daughter played

tamboura. Ms. Coltrane is not

riding on the coattails of her late

husband's popularity.

The first number, "Nature
Boy," started off with a sparkling

improvisation by Ms. Coltrane on

organ, followed shortly thereafter

with thundering bass lines

providing the main rhythmic
impetus of the group. With Payne
on bass, they did not need a

drummer. From then on it was a

beautiful mixture of the Indian

tamboura providing a drone for

the entire group, combined with

the soaring spiritual sounds of the

new Black Music. The vitarist

followed shortly thereafter with a

dazzling and smooth im-

provisation on his bastard in-

strument. The music was soaring

and reaching, and it took you with

it, you let it. The saxophonist

confined himself to bells and
tambourine throughout this and

most of this set.

I really don't know how long

they played, and then they

stopped, only to launch again into

one of John Coltrane's most

famous compositions "A Love
Supreme." Alice did a few

opening flourishes in an Indian

mode on the organ, and then she

stated the opening line, then again

into the collective improvisation,

Payne going full blast (he never

stopped) and this time the

saxophonist taking part in the

conversation (on soprano), he

later picked up the alto and it

sounded like two horns (no

electronic gimmickry, either).

They then proceeded to another

Coltrane piece, from the early

sixties, entitled "Africa" which

was spiritual in the highest sense

of that cliched expression. Alice

was moving, bending notes on the

organ, and she seemed to be in the

highest form of expression
possible. A superb display of

improvisational togetherness.

Finally, they reached their last,

and to my heart, most

breathtaking moment when Ms.

Coltrane and the other members
of the group broke into "TheOm."
dedicated to the high energy

linklink that connects one with the

Universe. Particularly
noteworthy on this were Don

Payne's exciting performance on

bass and the vitarist's

superhuman feats on his in-

strument. Looking at Ms.

Coltrane, and listening to the

music, I was literally being raised

in my chair. The saxophonist went

into some breathtaking playing

playing with the vitar player.

Then it ended, all too soon. It was

the most beautiful concert I had

attended since the time I saw

Ornette Coleman this past sum-

mer.
Of course, there were some who

disagreed with me, saying that the

musicians didn't know what they

were doing, the sound man said it

was the biggest sham he had ever

done sound for (I wonder, first of

all, whether he was really

listening -which I doubt-and
secondly whether he ever did a

concert with Grand Funk
Railroad, or any of a number of

white blues group whose only

claim to anything musical is that

they can play the three chords

that constitute a blues

progression It is extremely easy

to become a white rock star,

especially when those three shitty

chords that they play with 10

Marshall amplifiers is all that is

necessary to constitute stardom >

To the white audience who
disliked the concert -don't apply

your standards to a music which

does not follow those standards.

Remember, this is a different

culture than yours, and it would be

crass ethnocentrism to evaluate

something on the grounds that it is

not familiar to you. It takes a long

time to break into Ms. Coltrane's

music or music comparable to it,

so give it a chance. The benefits

will outweigh the hassles you

might encounter.

Another thing -for too long we
have been playing games with

music. That is. it must fit into our

systems of check and balances

and "our rules" for what con-

stitutes "good" or "bad" -both

arbitrary terms, and not valid

when considering an art such as

Ms. Coltrane's and the members
of her group. What matters here is

not some Western value of what
music "should" be, but rather

what the music is. Don't indulge in

cultural games and "standards"

at an artist's expense -rules are

for children.
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What's Up Doc?

Written for the screen by Buck

Henry, David Newman and

Robert Benton; from a conception

of Peter Busdanovich; directed by

Peter Bogdanovich; starring

Barbra Streisand, Ryan O'Neal,

Madeleine Kahn, Kenneth Mars,

and Austin Pendleton.

BY BRIAN DAILEY
Having successfully reproduced

the feelings, atmosphere and
innocence of the Americana of

John Ford's classic films with his

recent masterpiece The Last

Picture Show, Peter Bogdanovich

again succeeds in reproducing the

uncomplicated lunacy of the

Thirties comedies with his latest

movie What'* Up, Doc?
Riding the current wave of

nostalgia, What's Up, Doc? grabs

it's audience and carries it back to

the time films had no socially

redeeming qualities but provided

an hilarious escape from the

worries of the world. All of you

who are old enough to recall the

screwball comedies of the thirties

or those of you who may have seen

them on the late show will be

happy to know that What's Up,

Doc? makes an admirable at-

tempt at resurrecting the witty,

sophisticated comedies of

yesterday and also pays reverend

homage to the films, stars, and

directors of that time.

The story revolves around four

identical red plaid and leather

suitcases owned respectively by

Howard Bannister (Ryan
O'Neal), a brilliant musicologist

whose suitcase contains igneous

rocks with special musical
qualities, Judy Maxwell (Barbra

Streisand), a dropout from at

least fifteen colleges whose
suitcase holds all her worldly

possessions- one clean change of

clothing, a wealthy old woman
( Mabel Albertson ) whose suitcase

contains a fortune in her jewelry,

and a government agent ( Michael

Murray) whose suitcase holds top

secret government papers. O'Neal

is in San Francisco at a

musicologists' convention with his

fiancee. Eunice Burns (Madeleine

Kahn I , in order to win $20,000 to do

research on his musical fossils

when followed by the wandering

Barbra Streisand w ho upon seeing

him is stricken by "lust at first

sight." From that point on the plot

thickens and gets very com-

plicated as people try to steal the

two suitcases with the jewels and

top secret documents, all four

suitcases are somehow mixed up.

and Streisand is mistaken for

O'Neal's fiancee.

Fashioning his film in par-

ticular on Howard Hawks's
Bringing Up Baby starring

Katherine Hepburn and Cary
Grant. Bogdanovich shows unique

insight in his own choice of stars.

What other actress on the screen

today has the comedic abilities

and appeal of Barbra Streisand

and who can better approach the

pretty-boy looks of Cary Grant

other than Ryan O'Neal? Un-

fortunately, having made the

correct choice of stars

Bogdanovich neglects to develop

any real characters for them to

portray other than just mimicking
the roles that Hepburn and Grant

developed in Bringing Up Baby.

Ryan O'Neal is better than he's

ever been before but he doesn't

always seem to be at ease in his

role. Since O'Neal has had no

previous experience as a

comedian he appears to be at a

loss for what to do and how to act

And without a well-defined

character to play he tries to be

like Cary Grant. His attempts to

incorporate Grant's motions into

his own characterization fail

miserably because no one is really

capable of reproducing that

unique bewilderment and silliness

which accounted for such a major

part of Grant's appeal and suc-

cess Instead of looking like a real

person, at times, O'Neal comes
across as a caricature of an ab-

sent-minded professor. His per-

formance in the film is very-

passive and bland and as a result

he appears uninteresting as well

as unappealing at times.

But on the other hand Barbra

Streisand succeeds in her role

because she refuses to try to be
Katherine Hepburn. She saves her
part by giving the character a new
twist with her quick
Brooklynesque line readings and
accent. Compared to O'Neal, she
is so dynamic that at times she
overpowers him and everyone
else on the screen. Her electric

mannerisms are toned down quite

a bit from her previous starring

roles but she still gives her
character that vibrant brashnss

which makes her adorable in a

weird sort of sexy way.
Streisand's performance is as

unique as ever but unfortunately

there is hardly anything new in

her acting repertoire. Her
comedic and singing talents were

roles. Another new and welcome

addition is Streisand's hilariously

funny mimic of a Jewish

telephone operator. But of course

anyone who has been following the

career of Barbra would never

have doubted that she would be

able to do it and with as much
perfection as she did.

One reason there is nothing new

to see in Streisand's performance

is due to Bogdanovich's refusal to

use her to her full and best ad-

vantage. Bogdanovich teases us at

the beginning of the film as we
hear Streisand sing a rousing

version of the old Cole Porter song

"You're The Top" beneath the

credits. But then throughout

Bogdanovich holds the "Tiger"

within Streisand by the tail until

Barbra Streisand and Ryan O'Neal.

first highlighted in her own
vehicle Funny Girl and as many
were surprised to find, she was a

highly capable dramatic actress.

Hello Dolly and On A Clear Day
You Can See Forever proved she

alone could save two monstrously

silly, lumbering musicals and

along the way achieve for herself

an unusual sex queen identity. The

Owl And The Pussycat, her first

non-musical, established her

position as the best comedienne on

the screen today. She had no songs

to sing but she used her voice in a

Grange sort of instrumental way.

At times she spoke in a shrill

screech and other times she spoke

with the mellow sweetness

capable of conveying her erotic

sexiness.

In What's Up. Doc? all these

different sides of the actress are

displayed but no great new facets

of Streisand are unveiled. One

new aspect of her abilities is her

competence at portraying a

normal woman in today's real

world. In her previous films she

portrayed a singing star of the

twenties, a middle-aged mat-

chmaker, a psychic kook who's

been reincarnated, and ahooker.

At last Streisand is allowed to play

an ordinary college coed and she

does it with all the mastery with

which she performed her previous

all the audience sees is merely a

"Pussycat." You sense and can

almost see the excitement and

electricity within the "Pussycat"

striving to be set free. Finally at

one point the "Pussycat" becomes

the "Tiger" as Streisand bursts

into a fantastic chorus of "As

Time Goes By" in a really

ingenious scene paying homage to

Michael Curtiz's Casablanca. This

one moment of song is more ex-

citing than any of the gags that

preceded it and the audience

realizes it as they invariably

always break into wild cheers

The minor characters of the

film are all reminiscent of the

famous character actors of the

thirties. Madeleine Kahn. the

siren voiced fiancee of O'Neal is

marvelously funny, yet in the end

her performance tends to lean

toward the overdone side The

obnoxious musicologist and
competition for O'Neal. Kenneth

Mars, is a gross exaggeration and

can't possibly be conceived as a

real character Liam Dunne, the

pill popping judge and Mtbel

Albertson are the best of the lot

and turn their minutes on the
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screen into constant hilarity.

Bogdanovich's restaging of the

old gags and situations of the

classic comedies lacks any
imagination or attempt at up-

dating to fit our modern times.

Much of the humor and lunacy is

lost from these old routines

because Bogdanovich's direction

just doesn't have the unique

perfection of timing that made the

earlier screwball comedies such a

success. The door slamming
scenes in the hotel corridor are a

good example of how the old

routines which worked so well for

the Marx Brothers just don't come
near getting as many laughs as

they could possibly get.

The scene in the modern home
of the weird foundation head

(Austin Pendelton) which breaks

into a pie throwing free for all

should have been a high point

leading up to the Great Chase.

Unfortunately, this overworked

gag seemed very forced,

predetermined and at tim^s

confusing so again the audience

doesn't respond with the amount
of laughs they should have.

Nonetheless, I must admit
Bogdanovich redeemed himself,

and in a sense outdid himself, with

his marvelous chase scene. Who
else would have thought of a chase

involving Barbra Streisand

pedalling a shopping carriage

with Ryan O'Neal prone on its

hood up and down the hills of San

Francisco pursued by three

speeding cars? Not only do they

crash through a Chinese Dragon
Festival Parade, knock down a

sidewalk full of trash cans and
steal a Volkswagon from a

wedding party but they also lead

the three other cars down six

flights of stairs and into San
Francisco Bay. It is truly an
exciting hilarious example worthy

of comparison to any Buster

Keaton or Keystone Cops chase,

(not to mention the more recent

ones seen in Bullitt and The
French Connection)

Another outrageously funny
scene occurs in Ryan O'Neal's

hotel room when during the course

of an argument with his fiancee a

spy crashes through the window,
the television explodes, the drapes

catch fire and Barbra Streisand

clad in only a bath towel is left

hanging < like Harold Lloyd > from

the ledge of the hotel But un

doubtedly the funniest piece of

slapstick in this firm or any other

film I've seen is the riotous

tripping routine in the hotel lobby

and corridors. The utterly

ridiculous appearance of Mabel

Albertson, the stuffy, proper old

woman, running away from
Sorrell Brooke, the house
detective, who is trying to delay

her from returning to her room by

continually tripping her had me
literally falling on the floor in

hysterics.

Having gone to this film with the

expectation of seeing the best of

the Thirties comedies rolled into

one I was very disappointed by the

complete lack of the witty

dialogue which made films like

Bringing Up Baby, The Awful
Truth, and My Man Godfrey the

classics they are today. The
screenplay which was initially

written by David Newman and
Robert Benton from a story

dreamed up by Bogdanovich was
in dire need of help so Buck
Henry, the scriptwriter of The Owl
And The Pussycat, Catch 22 and
The Graduate, was called in to

doctor it up. There is an obvious

absence of any great number of

really funny lines in the movie and
the ones that are there get

overworked. Since thieves are

trying to steal Ryan O'Neal's

musical fossils he says at one
point "get your hands off my
rocks!" This very funny line is

again repeated until Bogdanovich
is sure everyone in the theater has

gotten the joke and until those that

got it the first time are now sick of

it. It is obvious that Bogdanovich
would have done better to have let

the brilliant Buck Henry rewrite

the entire script because What's

Up. Doc? would have been
enormously more funny with half

the incredibly witty lines in The
Owl And The Pussycat and a little

less slapstick.

Undoubtedly we have Henry to

thank for the funniest joke and
last line of the film in which

Barbra Streisand lets out one of

the most sarcastic puns on the

movie Love Story and if you don't

already know about it then you

have a wild surprise coming

What's Up. Doc"* isn't perfect,

but it is very funny From the lines

of people in front of the theater

and the financial returns from the

film already 'It broke the alltime

record for money taken in on one

day at the Radio City Music Hall

it is clear that this is the type of

entertainment the masses have
been waiting for It definitely will

turn out to be one of the years

funniest films and I know if you

MC it you will be laughing for the

full ninety minutes
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Basic Audio

BY FRANK JOHNSON
About 20 years ago, a small

factory was set up in Bentcn

Harbor, Michigan to manufacture

hi-fi components, an industry that

at the time was in its infancy. Like

most other factories, this one

turned out high quality material

quite competitive in its price

class. One important distinction

set this one apart from the others,

however, this factory specialized

in leaving the components
unassembled in the form of a kit;

it was up to the potential owner to

assemble the unit himself.

The name of this factory was
Heath, and it has grown from its

modest roots into one of the

largest organizations of its kind. It

set an example for others to

follow, and when hi-fi became
popular, many would-be en-

thusiasts were quite willing to go

along with its do-it-yourself

philosophy. The Heath Co.

reasoned that most hi-fi en-

thusiasts would be handy enough

with pliers and solder so that they

could save themselves up to 50%
on the cost of a component. The

test of this economy is to offer a

factory-wired kit and pit it against

a competitor's; if it equals or

betters the competitor, this is

indicative of inherently high

quality. Over the years. Heath.

Eico, Dyna, Knight, and others

have enjoyed such a reputation by

virtue of this quality.

Besides an assemblage of high-

quality components, a kit enjoys

other distinctions as well. Having

had an active participation in the

construction of his set, the owner

has a lot of personal pride and a

modicum of technical knowledge

which can be applied frequently to

repair part of the unit if anything

goes wrong. Constructing a kit is

often a very good way to learn the

language of hi-fi: there are few

I teachers that can "learn*' a self-

| taught student. Even in the initial

stages of a kit, the builder quickly

becomes aware of the set's layout

and the names of the components

that go into it. Even if he is not

technically oriented, the kit

builder has a potential advantage

over his neighbor who bought a

factory-wired unit. Not only is he

sure of the unit's care in con-

struction, but he is in a good

situation to know about future'

problems if they develop.

However, there are few things

in this world that can be had for

nothing, and the same rule applies

to kits. The simple action of

connecting wires together is not

the only thing the manufacturer

charges with an assembled unit.

The continual job of testing and

re-checking with special equip-

ment of the factory is there at

every moment, including a rather

comprehensive "life test" which

is applied to the unit after final

assembly. The home kit builder

does not have these facilities at his

disposal, and if he desired them,

he would have to put out a con-

siderable sum. A minor mistake

as a cold or incomplete solder

joint, which forms a bond that

electrically connects wires

together, may prohibit the

finished unit from functioning

correctly. The manufacturer has

many men positioned along the

assembly line to check up on this

possibility; these are the quality

control inspectors and other of-

ficials whose job is to insure

against error. Through fatigue or

haste, the home kit builder can

make countless mistakes in

assembly which can easily pass

undetected until the final touches

are put on. Not only is it difficult to

then And the fault, but sometimes

it's unfortunately too late: the set

can break down, and the cost of

repair usually exceeds the price

differential between a kit and a

factory-assembled model. Is it

worth it?

We have not discussed yet

another drawback to kits: is the

owner manually capable of an

assembly? The very thought of

doing something about which they

know nothing usually turns people

off to kits. Intended as an

educational project, a kit viewed

in this light turns into a chore

Frequently, the novice kit-builder

Kits Or Factory Wired?
takes on a unit of considerably

greater complexity than he

originally realized. Common
sense dictates that a newcomer
should not attempt to put together

a color television or stereo

receiver simply because those

units are difficult and critical to

put together. Proper kit building

techniques sometimes take time

to master. A person who does not

feel comfortable with a pair of

pliers or a screwdriver in his

hands clearly has no business

attempting to build a kit. If you're

really all thumbs, don't get them

burned on a soldering iron.

So, the possibilities we have

raised in our discussion puts kits

in a dual perspective: they can

save you money but sometimes

they're a hazard. This dichotomy

calls for a few ground rules if

you're thinking about entering the

kit-building arena. First, how
much experience have you had?

plunge. Second, is the kit com-

petitive in its price class? It is

possible that for the same amount
of money another factory-wired

unit may be equal to, or better

than, the kit. Always investigate

other possibilities and do a little

shopping before you decide to put

together a kit. It is conceivable

that certain kits are unavailable

in any other form, factory-wired

or not, in which case it may be the

only way out (if that's what you

want! ), but check to see that this

is the case.

Thirdly, if one is really set on

putting electrical parts together,

it is frequently a good idea to buy

an inexpensive home kit project

which doesn't involve very much
wiring or previous electrical

knowledge. A little radio, a

photocell, a solenoid-acuated door

buzzer, or a wireless microphone

are some of the possibilities for a

quick, "preliminary" kit. If you

want to attempt hi-fi kits!

Also, it is important to realize

what sort of kits really make tne

most sense in hi-fi. Most kits

usually are tuners or amplifiers;

rarely offered are loudspeaker

kits or turntable projects. (This is

not the same thing as "raw"

speakers or tonearms: true kits

have all parts included, plus an

instruction manual). Of all of

these, the amplifier kits tend to be

the best to build, because post-

assembly touch-up is un-

complicated and does not usually

require any expensive test

equipment. For the best results,

tuners require critical or sweep

alignment with signal and radio

generators after assembly. Kit

builders sometimes take their

assembled tuners to a lab for the

final alignment, but this takes

additional time and money to

equal factory results. Stereo
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operate properly. Therefore, I

would recommend that kit-

builders focus their attention on

amplifiers and preamplifiers

rather than tuners or receivers,

if they don't care to bother with

alignment after final assembly.

Manv tuner kits simplify align-

ment with meters or eye tubes,

but the fact is that these "quickie"

techniques never really equal

critical, precise tuning that an

electronic lab can offer.

In my own experience, I have

assembled several integrated

amplifiers, a number of tuners,

and one receiver. I would like to

submit that with each kit, my
technique deteriorated. I un-

derstand that I am not alone in

this respect. Stereo Review's

technical editor Larry Klein

admits to the same problem: he is

simply too impatient to be very

careful during assembly. Many
audiophiles have some shortcuts

or tricks that may save time in

everyday use, but during a kit's

construction they may be

dangerous. If one is completely in

the dark as to what he's doing, he

is apt to trust the instruction

manual implicitly; on the other

hand, a more experienced kit

builder rushes through assembly

because he feels that he knows all.

The end result is sometimes a

flash and a puff of smoke!

the Heathkit AR-1S00 AM/FM/FMStereo Receiver. . .

Caveat emptor' 'Kit'" means that it's not factory-wired. You don't buy a car in kit form so make

sure that you're as handy with wire-cutters and solder as you are with a gear shift before you try to put

together a hi-fi kit. ^ ——
This should be the most important

consideration; obviously, one

should know what he is getting

into before he attempts the

can use these things after you've

made them, and the construction

excited you so that you're ready

for more, then you know that you

receivers and color TV sets, with
their additional complexity,
simply have to be aligned with test

equipment, "or else they won't

If after all this, kits still seem
attractive, always make sure to

observe the following "musts":

1.) never work when you're tired;

you're apt to make mistakes. 2.)

work slowly and carefully- always

check after each stage or have
someone go over your work for

you if you don't trust yourself.

Make a check or scribe mark after

each stage to show that it's

completed as it should be. 3.)

budget your time, and don't try to

complete too much in a short

while. Kit weariness is very

similar to driving fatigue; the best

way to reduce these problems is to

rest frequently and to not attempt

too much at any one time.

The next issue will concern the

home environment. Do you have
questions about how to adjust your

system once it's set up? Next
week we'll try to answer them.

Rahsaan Roland Kirk

Progressive Jazz and New Directions

Monday Night

7:30 and 9:30

Tickets On Sale RSO Office 1st Level Campus Center

$150

The Godfather (Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield)

Mario Puzo's sprawling bestseller

reaches the screen as one of the most im-

pressive and satisfying American films in

quite some time. It is literally a cornucopia

of everything a social drama should be

filled with. A strong plot, nostalgic settings,

warmth, violence; everything a good,

strong piece of popular entertainment

should have. Under the skillful direction of

Francis Ford Copolla, the film revives the

seemingly lost genre of the gangster films

and does so with what may be best labeled

the biggest of them all. Nearly every last

piece of Puzo's mammoth chronicle of the

rise of an Italian Crime syndicate is present

in this spectacularly refreshing three-hour

entertainment. The film also marks the

return of Marlon Brando as one of our

leading film actors in the titled role, and the

supporting performances from Al Pacino to

Sterling Hayden. are all equally fine. The

film, like The Last Picture Show, shocks us

into realizing just how good old-fashioned,

straightforward narrative can be

King l.ear (Campus Cinemas, lladley)

Peter Brook's elequent interpretation of

Shakespeare's masterpiece of drama that

deals with an aging king who is slowly

reaching the point of insanity. The film is a

moving experience that can be appreciated

even by non-Shakespearians. and contains

a magnificent and highly effective piece of

acting by Paul Scofield as the tragic Lear

With Irene North. Cyril Cusack and Jack

Macgowan

The Last Picture Show (Palace, West

Springfield)

The Best American Film of last year is

this depressing, bleak vision of life about the

coming of age of three youngsters in a small

Texas town in 1951 Directed by Peter

Bogdanovich. the film is a straightforward

well-crafted, well-acted narrative about the

perils of growing up in the finest tradition of

the great Hollywood directors The film is

nostalgia in the negative sense and despite

some near melodramatic plotting is the

most poignant film in quite some time The

acting is superb by a cast of mostly unknown

character actors led by Cloris Leachmen.

Timothy Bottoms. Jeff Bridges. Eileen

Brennan, and Ben Johnson The film won four

NY Film Critics awards and finished second

in voting for Best Picture behind a Clock-

work Orange an often searing film.

One Dav In The Life Of Ivan Denisovish

(Academy of Music. Northampton)

Casper Wrede's careful, controlled, and

thoughtful adaptation of Alexander

SoSmtsyns nov^el about the hard tedious

life at a Siberian labor camp The film has a

subdued power, less about men and events

than about the ideas which rule their hves^

and drama may seem more boring than s

probably necessary. Still the futile

existence of wasted intelligence put to use

at its most mundane level is alwa\s

fascinating and the film boasts a controlled

title portrayal by Tom Courenay. a

genuinelv under-rated British actor.

Weekend (Continued)
have been fashioned together by

Yugoslavian Dusan Makavejev into a

multi-leveled, bitingly funny documentary

satire. The film uses Riech's theories as a

take-off point in its assault on American

and European sexual and political mores

and is often devastatingly effective. The

film recently acquired the singular honor of

being refused advertising by all major

Boston dailies who considered this import

such notoriety as to warrant a blanket

rejection.

X. Y and Zee (Campus Cinema, lladley)

The most inanely titled film quite some
time is this bitchy, romantic melodrama
that reads like Modern Romance written byl

Edward Albee. The story concerns
unhappy middle-aged marriage in con

temporary London and the a three-way

affair is employed to save it. It stars

Susannah York as a young boutique owner

who has an affair with Michael Caine but

has tendencies for his wife, Elizabeth

Taylor, whose medusa-like presence makes
for her most grotesque appearance since

Room!

Zero for Conduct (Sat., Ciamble Audit.,

Mt Holvoke. H:00)

A tale reminiscent of Joyce's Portrait of

The Artist that is a nightmarish fantasy of

prep school boys and their dissent in a brief

but ecstatic rebellion Directed by Jean

Vigo, this film is a beautiful and touching

piece of cinematic art.

Malcolm McDowell as Alex in A CLOCKWORK ORANGE, tor an

analysis of this character see elsewhere in issue.

Last Minute

Addition

.lonathon Edwards and

(Springfield Municipal
Tuesday , 7::io>

The Orphans
Auditorium,

Swedish Y\\ (.iris (Amherst Cinema)

Another sizzling and titilating foreign sex

flop that hopelessly plods along in an at

tempt to be a cool and divinely

sophisticated look into the sex life of a

group of well-built but mindless airline

stewardesses

What's t'p Doc? (Showcase Cinema. West
Springfield)

Peter Bogdanovich 's second successful

attempt at recreating the great style of the

classic Hollywood directors, this time the

witty, sophisticated comedies of Thirties.

Here the director is Howard Hawkes and
the film What's I'p Doc exemplifies most
is his Bringing I'p Baby. The plots are

nearly the same; in the earlier version

Cary Grant played a scatterbrained young
man who becomes romantically intrigued

with the sophisticated Katherine Hepburn
In this recreation, Ryan O'Neal and Barbra

Streisand attempt to replace these two

masters at sophisticated comedy and fail

quite simply in the process Their failure at

imitation though is refreshing and allows

for their innate charms to shine, as does the

comedy which is a supple Mend of the

sophisticated and slapstick and from the

opening title sequence featuring Streisand

singing Cole Porter'r "You're the Top" and,

ends with Porky Pi* saying. "That's all

folks" The film is a reverent vibrant

evocation of the great Hollywood comedies,

(reviewed in issue).

WK: Mysteries of the Organism (Talkie,

Northampton. (Thursday. SI Ballroom. 7

and 9:30)

Somehow the iconoclastic theories of

psycholocist Wilhelm Reich, hence WR.

Boston's own Jonathon Edwards brings

his guitar and his music for what promises
to be an exciting show. Also on the bill is the

Orphans, composed of Seatrain's musician
extraordinary Peter Rowan and friend

Jack VeroncM

Roland Kirk

Monday evening. April 17th, the Campus
Center Program Council presents Roland
Kirk in the Student Union. Rahsaan Roland
Kirk, whom Esquire magazine calls the

blind soul brother of jazz, is rather an
unusual musician He plays the Manzello
and the Stritch, forerunners of the

saxaphone. He also plays tenor sax; and
sometimes all three instruments together

in long takes of tuneful sound. He also plays

just about every reed in Western music, the

flute, the whistle, gongs, and the thumb
piano. He is a composer and band leader as
well All in all. it should be an exceptional

evening for both jazz and rock fans.

The Boston Herald Traveler has said of

Roland Kirk "... he kicks along a tune with

the thrust on a par with Cannonball and
John Coltrane Roland is the only sax
player to ever achieve the true interaction

of melody lines, which normally was done
by the great ragtime artists on piano."

IN THE ALLEY SOUND IDEAS
Quality Components at the Best Price

10:00 — 7:00 Mon. — Sat.

10:00 — 9:00 Friday

For The
Record

open 117 Mon. — Sat.

Continues to sell ALL RECORDS
in stock at SALE PRICES.

$4.98 list $2.99

$5.98 list $3.49

$6.98 list $3.99

These are all fresh, factory

sealed albums — and we can

special order anything!

Fleetwood Mac —

BARE TREES
only $3.49

Allman Brothers
EAT A PEACH

only $5.99

Used and Demonstrator Equipment Specials

Rectilinear Ill's Demonstrators, like new, with carton and
warranty.

List $560.00 only $375.00 the pair

Karmon — Kardon Citation 12 Demonstrator, 60/60 watts
rms basic power amp.
List $300.00 only $225.00

Dual 1218 w/Shure M75c cartridge, DC & B.

List $185.00 only $99.00

Sansui 300A receiver, FM/AM 55/55 watts rms only $200.00.

Sony 252 D tape deck, with Simul-trak
List $180.00 only $120.00

Marantz Model 30, 60/60 watts rms integrated amplifier

$250.00

Ampex Micro 87R cassett, FM/AM stereo system.

List $270.00 only $150.00

Plus other fine used equipment specials from KLH, AR,
Panasonic, Lafayett, Sherwood, B & O, Heath and others!

All our used equipment carries a 30 day unconditional

warranty.
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Weekend

Amadeaus String Qua^Jet

The London-based Amadeus String

Quartet will perform a single concert at

UMass April 19. The chamber group has

had much recording activity and world-

encircling tours. For their debut at UMass
the group will perform works by Haydn. Sir

Michael Tippett and Beethoven.

Reserved tickets are available at the

Fine Arts Council. 125 Herter Hall. 545-

0202. Remaining tickets will be at Bowker
Auditorium one hour before the concert

Fat

Sunday. April 16. at 8:00 in the C. C.

Auditorium, Room to Move will present a

communitv benefit concert with Fat and
Colwell-Winfield.

WHYY presents Spirit in Flesh tonight at

8:00 at the Paramount Theatre. 1700 Main
Street. Springfield Also appearing will be

Cricket Hill and Durdy Drawers. Tickets

$3.00 in advance.

Assorted Shelters - or - Do Yon Have

Nightmares

The Sweet Corn Theater Troupe presents

the final performance in the Amherst area

this Tuesday, April 18, in the School of

Education Auditorium at 8.15 p.m.. ad-

mission $1.

The production. Assorted Shelters - or -

Do You Have Nightmares When You Sleep

On Your Back?, provides startling insights

into the nature of violence, and the tyranny

of sexual roles. As jarring social com-

mentary, or as pure improvisationally-

based performance-group style theater, it

holds together, alternating between

seriousness and silliness, biting satire and

"sweer corn." The play uses songs, dance

and mime in a constatntly changing

dreamflow of characters and scenes

Sweet Com. the only full-time ex-

perimental theater troupe in Western

Massachusetts, will be conducting a free

participational Theater Workshop for non-

performers at the Marks Meadow Cafeteria

(School of Ed) at 1 p.m., on Tuesday, the

18th of April.

The Sweet Corn Theater Workshops are

devoted toward developing a repertoire of

exercises useful to anyone interested in

dealing with the affective domain of the

whole person, with special emphasis on

body awareness. The workshops consist

primarily of physical exercises and a great

variety of theater games (verbal and non-

verbal, improvisation and mime) designed

to deal with attention, control, getting

familiar with your own body and in-

teraction with others. and most im-

portantly deal with concentration.

The Lady's Not For Burning

The UMass Theatre will present

Christopher Fry's satiric comedy. "The

Lady's Not for Burning" this Thursday

through Saturday and April 20 through 22 at

8:30 p.m. in Bartlett Auditorium.

Take a beautiful young woman accused

of witchcraft and scheduled for burning at

the stake, a cynical but perceptive young

man who demands that he be hanged, put

them into a household that is peopled with a

slightlv balmy family, and you have a full

evening The family consists of a mayor

who never seems to have any of his

proclamations carried out, his sister whose

main concern is that her two sons be

married off properly and a chaplain whose

sole aim in life is that he be able to play his

violin.
,

The plav first opened in New \ ork under

the direction of John Gielgud Gielgud

plaved the role of the young man. Richard

Burton was also featured in that cast.

Leading the I' Mass cast will be Harry

Mahnken. The production is under the

direction of Gary Stewart. Sets are by Paul

F Wonsek. Jr., costumes by Katie Reed

and lights by Nicholas Scott. Technical

director is James Dooley.

Tickets are on sale at the Bartlett box

office. 545-2579. Seating is limited so early

reservations are recommended.

Tom Paine

A contemporary play about the life of

Thomas Paine, a revolutionary and

founding father of the United States, will be

presented by The Seventy Players of

Amherst College Friday, Saturday, and

Sunday, April 14, 15, and 16. The production

of John Foster's "Tom Paine" will be of-

.ered at Kirby Memorial Theater on the

Amherst College campus. Curtain time is

7:30 p.m. Friday and 8 p.m. Saturday and

Sunday.
A new and innovative production, "Tom

Paine" uses improvisation, song, dance,

and special effects to reconstruct the life

and times of a man who did much to further

the cause of freedom and independence in

Europe as well as America. Drawing and

expanding upon the real facts of Paine's

life, the play exposes many sides of his

character, from the persevering idealist to

the egotistical hedonist to the schizophrenic

madman. It is a classic of the modern

experimental theater.

'Tom Paine is a production new to the

Pioneer Valley The play was done

professionally by the LaMama Troupe of

New York several years ago. but the

Seventy Players' production this weekend

will be the premiere of Tom Paine in this

area.

The cast, comprised of 12 men and

women, is drawn from the student bodies of

Amherst, Mount Holyoke, Hampshire and

Smith Colleges, and directed by Amherst

College Junior Tom Veeder of Princeton, N.

J. Each actor has a number of roles; there

are 52 characters constantly changing,

constantly evolving, during the course of

the play.

Like the play's text, the set is innovative.

Amherst College sophomore David Harvey

of Washington, DC, has designed and

executed the construction of an auto junk

yard on stage, complete with wrecked cars,

a flatbed truck, and electromagnets. The

set allows for free movement on stage while

at the same time it superbly serves the

intent of the play.

Tom Paine promises to be one of the most

exciting, and certainly unique, plays yet

performed in the Five College area. Ticket

information is available at the Kirby

Theater Box Office on the Amherst College

campus There are no reserved seats. All

tickets will be distributed at the door.

A Clockwork Orange (Showcase Cinema.

West Springfield)

Stanley Kubrick's masterful and

devastating "horrorshow" of our im-

mediate future deals with a society where

criminals are subjected to behavior con-

ditioning that strips them of their free will.

The story concerns a juvenile delinquent

thirty years hence and how his exploits lead

him "to become a dupe for both

psychologists and politicians. This young

man. Alex, has three primal drives,

violence, rape, and Beethoven, specifically

the Ninth, and spends most of his free time

participating in his obsessions.

Kubrick's'sense of photography is more

acute than ever before in this film, and his

settings and characterizations are perfect

renditions of Burgess's futuristic world_

Malcolm McDowell's brilliant portrayal of

Alex and sadistic voung hoodlum adds the

final touches of strength and glamor

needed to perfect this astonishing film

Some of his technical effects are equally

astonishing; his use of music, for instance,

approaches uncanny heights as Rossini the

hoodlums fight to music of Rossini and Alex

fantasizes and is later conditioned to Moag-

synthesized Beethoven. Kubrick blends all

his elements to a devastating anti-human

statement, one which singes with cold,

clean ironic contrasts and makes for

simply the most interesting, thought-

provoking, and visually mesmerizing

experiences since his 2001.

A Fine Madness (Friday. Hampden
Dining Commons. X and 10)

A clever, if not a bit perplexing, attempt

at psychological comedy that covers

sophisticated territory with refreshing

wryness. The story concerns a successful

writer, played by Sean Connery, who
foresakes his successful career for happy

obscurity. With Joanne Woodward.

The defunct Sonny Corleone in "The Godfather".

Bedknobs and Broomsticks (Calvin

Theater, Northampton)

Walt Disney's latest super-children's

musical is albeit less magical than some of

"lis earlier attempts, but doesn't offend as

some of his more recent efforts have un-

fortunately done This one's main charm is

the charming visual effects, which won an

Oscar and tne performance of Angela

Lansbury as the bit-bewitched governess.

Cabaret (Showcase Cinema, West

Springfield)

A shimmering musical film which ex-

tends and transforms the genre, is this

version of the 1967 stage hit which adeptly

synthesized the rise of Nazism and the

casual amoral nature of 1931 Berlin The

stage musical completely altered the form

in its brazen use of music as commentary to

plot the story. On the stage it was a serious,

sharp, ingenious spectacle Her director

Bob Fosse, scriptwriter Jay Allen, and

songwriters John Kander and Fred Ebb

have sharpened the original material and

in the process have reinterpreted the

musical as a sardonic, accurate rendering

of the last days of the Weimer Republic

seen through the characters and incidents

of a young British's intellectual stay there^

Much of the action, all of the musical

numbers, take place in a local cabaret

v here Joel Grey's performance as the evil

Master of Ceremonies exemplifies the era.

The film benefits greatly from the startling

interpretation of Liza Minnelh as the

amoral Sally Bowles and Grey's haunting

holdover from the stage. Thematically and

cinematically one of the most interesting

films of the season and the first jolt the

musical film has been given in decades.

Cool Hand Luke (Friday,

Auditorium. Amherst Colleee. 7)

Mead

Paul Newman plays the fate-forsaken

prisoner in a Southern Penal Colony in this

genuinely entertaining, if a bit heavy,

social drama Evoking the memory of the

great Prison films of the Thirties, the film

attempts a more contemporary twist with

its portrayal of Luke as a modern-day

Christ figure. Beyond the philosophy, the

film is warmly entertaining, with many

funny incidents and a number of

superlative performances from George

Kennedy, an Oscar for Best Supporting

Actor, and Jo Van Fleet. The titled portray

by Newman still remains one of his most

controlled, warm, and moving per-

formances

Cotton Comes to Harlem (Sat.. 7:30 &
«t :.{(i. Sage Hall. Smith)

Despite a few moments of zany humor,

this film is no more than an obnoxiously

bawdry of the ridiculous The plot revolves

around a cops-and-robbers comedy and a

con-man minister with a "back to Africa"

campaign

Fiddler on the Roof (Showcase Cinemas.

West Springfield)

A mundane version of the longest running

musical in Broadway history. The disap^

pointing epic comes away by director

Norman Jewison who has employed

needless flashy techniques in the transition

The musical becomes bottom-heavy and

static when blown upon a Super Panavision

screen and blasted out of twelve stereo

speakers. The show itself has grace,

charm, and a natural warmth that are all

but eliminated here Instead every moment
reeks with phony folklines and cornball

routines. The excellent Bock-Harnick score

has been homogenized in musical in-

terludes embarrassing at best, even Topol.

generally considered the best of the stage

Tevye's. becomes a glaring caricature of a

poor, Russian peasant. An overrated, ill

conceived, charmless musical; with

Norma Crane as the dutiful Goldie, and

Molly Picon as Yente the Matchmaker.

The French Connection (Jerry Lewis

( incma, Northampton. Campus Cinemas.

Hadley)

A fact-based account of how police track

down a shipment of heroin in New York

City which is a fast, flashy, and fascinating

thriller. The grittiness and chaos of New
York City is captured at breakneck speed

and brutality by director William Friedkin

who has fashioned perhaps the stylish and

finest thriller in some time Gene Hackman
plays a boorish detective who. as the an-

tisocial, antihuman. detective, somewhere

between Bullitt and Joe. the latest film

cliche.

Continued on

Page Twenty-three
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Editorial Points
The letters we write to our

legislators are read by

students the legislators em-

ploy

whatever.
*****

*****

You can make great

progress in your intellectual

endeavors, be it writing, or

Rumor has it that President

Wood lost his worry beads

lately. We wonder what effect

this will have on the University

as a whole

IBM,; '
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Letters To The Editor

Parking Plans, Promises

To the Editor:

Being a student who has watched the development

of the parking controversy over the last few

semesters, starting with the court case which en-

joined Henry Bouffard to see that fines were

collected, and also haveing first-hand experience

(working for the Attorney General's Office in its

present efforts to collect back up fines) with how the

system has functioned in the past and present. I feel

that I must make my observations known. This is

especially crucial because I see the problems of the

last system cropping up in the present proposal. The

basic problem is responsibility. Who's enforcing the

policy By what right and how*' The answers are

basic to the efficiency and effectiveness of any

system My aim is not to judge the fairness of any

particular "policy. I merely want to point out that any

policy must be enforced effectively and this means

consistently. A lack of consistent enforcement, which

can be described as administrative irresponsibility,

leads to widespread disregard of the parking system

As a result the parking system exists only on paper

The sad fact is that the system still exists on paper

and eventually someone enjoins the system to collect

what is owed. This is what happened to the last

parking system and doesn't seem to be corrected in

the new proposal. To correct this situation, the

s\stem must be consistently enforced. Who shall do

Lacrosse Coverage

To the Editor.
4 .

As loyal Lacrosse fans, we are upset with the

coverage of the Varsity Lacrosse games. We are

pleased that we now have writers to cover the games,

but why don't we have current pictures to go with the

articles Why is it that there seems to be no problem

getting up-to-date pictures, into the Collegian, for the

more traditional spectator sports -football,

basketball, and hockey

How many people realize that of the two Lacrosse

pictures published this year in the Collegian, both

were pictures from last year's season, and one was

given the caption, "STICKS ARE HIGH Recent

action in front of the net. It appears that number 12 is

getting pretty rough treatment (tripped, hit in the

head)" Is last year's action recent?! Phil Sheridan,

number 12, must be flattered that he's pictured in the

Collegian the season after he's graduated!

UMass does have a top ranking team in the nation,

and was declaimed 1971 USILA Northeast Division

Champions. Don't they deserve better coverage than

this00

Carol Christensen

Bargaining

To the Editor:

The collective bargaining process has served well

the interests of administrators and union leaders. But

how well have constituents of their institution been

served'7 There may be more myth than reality to

arguments for a bilateral instead of a multilateral

process for collective bargaining, in industry,

government, or the university. There are probably

few if any issues for bargaining by university faculty

and administrators that would not just as vitally

effect taxpayers and students.

The interests of clients or customers need to be

served by administrators and other employees of the

university, government agency, or industrial firm.

Have leaders of the bilateral collective bargaining

process worked to deserve continued, blind trust and

concrete, political/economic support of clients.

customers, and taxpayers?
Robert McGarrah

it? Not District Court they don't get any benefits from

the system and simply don't have enough money to

hire the extra help needed to process the thousands of

tickets they receive from UMass each year. Perhaps

District Court could receive a percentage of the fines

collected, the money incentive is usually effective.

Two other solutions seem plausible. First, hire people

to handle the problem at the UMass Parking Office.

Second, continue the present policy of student help

through work study and make this a permanent job.

Hopefully, this problem will be confronted and

resolved. It is isn't, we may again be faced with the

present parking situation. That is, a common prac-

tice of disregarding the system w ill develop as ac-

cepted behavior even though it runs contrary to law.

Eventually someone calls for enforcement trapping

all the unsuspecting criminals. But do they catch the

criminals? I fear they go free, for aren't the

criminals the administrators for administrative

ir.esponsibilitv
Rob Fultz

Motorcycle Riders
To the Editor:

A motorcycle club has been initiated on campus for

the benefit of those now riding and those wishing to. It

has gained RSO recognition and has been voted SATF

funds for the academic year 1972-73. These funds in

cooperation with dues will allow the organization to

become a solvent operation.

The activities of the club include the setting up of

organized rides, on and off the road, cooperative

work pools, w ith a complete line of tools available, up

to twenty percent discounts on parts from local

dealers, and a garage open for the use of its members

as a focal point for activities, also as a work-storage

area for machines Safety courses will be offered,

along with courses for the teaching of skills to novice

riders and an overview of the motorcycle's role ir

ecology and the minimizing of its effects thereon

The opportunities for this organization are

unlimited. With a good deal of support from the

student body, it will not only be an enjoyable, money

saving venture, but also, a body of considerable

strength in voicing opinions on the University's at

titudes toward motorcycle riders. This could be used

to effect parking rules, security fixtures and a host of

other legitimate features that riders wish to in-

corporate.

Thus, it boils down to the fact that the club needs

the support, spiritually, financially, and physically,

of anvone desiring to offer such. You need only be

interested in the sport of motorcycling to join, for no

one will be denied admittance. If interested call Alan

Kelly at 586-2434, or Bob Beecy at 5454)174. Help the

organization benefit you and fellow riders.

Robert Beecv

If The Right Person
To the Fditor: ^ _. .. . „ troMr

You know it could happen to everyone at some time or other. It is a very

common situation. But when it happens to you, it really hurts and you get

pissed-off and depressed all at once, at the whole wor d. But you can

blame the whole world, even though you wish you could Because what

you lost is probably being kept by someone in that big world The chances

of you getting it back aren't very good, UNLESS the person who has your

monev feels sorry for you. He probably doesn't know that you perhaps

lost your job last week, and are married To make it even worse ma*.*

you are a student and vou even have two kids. And to top it all off, that

« as the last $40.'» that you had. But if the finder knew all this, perhaps he

would make an effort to contact you in some way Even getting back

$31) 00 would be better than none. Then YOU could skip a few meals bjt

st ill let the kids eac. Bl T, that's only if the right person finds the money,

and maybe takes it to lost and found or something^ It would real y be a

bummer if he kept it and spent it on something HE wanted instead 0<

something YOU needed and worked for. You'd get really hungry starting

,n a few days But if the right person... ^^^^
Poetic Compensation

To the Editor:

t david barren's got the whole world

in his hands or so he may imagine while he corners

the collegian mafia in its poetic disgrace

spilling the pages of innocent religion with

his infantile industries and scenes of wisened

fantasy that you know he really doesn't even have claws

and in the gravevard sky there lies a

dreadful rage that follows steps of vengeance

set down before old ministers by your

thirteen year old lovers who ask not what s

understood but what is never even asked

is the sky shy are the mushrooms made of guilt

then naked panting sisters of the barrel come

balancing on their wardrobes made of paint,

and wishing to see their egos done in printer's

black and white, they put their intellect where

their mouth is. and choke themselves to death

and sleep another week to give their hips a break

Russ Sether

Letters

To The Editor
As in previous years the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double-

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length. All letters must be signed and the author's

address and telephone numbers must be included.

No letter will be published without this in-

formation Also, no letters will be printed without

the name of the author Please note this change in

policy

All letters are subject to editing either for

content or space according to the judgment of the

editors Also, due to space limitations, we do not

guarantee that all letters will be printed

THE EDITORS

and so what's not understood by you is

understood by him. and if not by him then nothing

is ever understood at all just scores and piles

of t. david barrett's poetry collecting

Christmas dust in some old wino's piss

some of y ou take me seriously, and some of you

take me as i am . but this kind of joy is not

set to die. and instead you'll have another ice-cream,

and another piece of lawrence. and pretend to take

yourselves so seriously, when most of you

can't even take yourselves at all.

Be A Tax Resistor
1», the Editor: . , .

There will be a demonstration tomorrow (Saturday) sponsored by.

War Tax Resistance <an informal group affiliated with the Valley Peace

(enter. Amherst) outside the Internal Revenue Service Office in

Holvoke. Mass. at 11 am , April 15. 1972.

TO" President Richard M Nixon. Senators Edward Brooke and Ldw..n.

Kennedv. Representative Silvio Conte, Employees of the Intenai

Revenue Service, the General Public
.

Today. Income Tax Dav. the undersigned persons have gathered to

make public our collective participation in refusal to pay some or all

Federal taxes in protest against the government's policy of continued

war in South-East Asia.

Most of us have chosen the 10% Federal Excise Tax on all telephone

usage as the focal point of our protest. It is a tax specifically retained by

Congress in 1966 to help pay for escalation in the Vietnam War After

notifving the telephone company of the reasons for non-payment, we have

been"contributing a sum equivalent to the amount of refused taxes to a

common bank account Out of these pooled monies we intend to make

periodic donations to agencies or programs which are dealing with the

urgent social problems of America bred out of poverty, racism, unem-

ployment, malnutrition, poor housing, bad schools, madquate medical

care and excessive military spending As individuals and as a nation we

must stop paying for death and destruction and put a higher priiritv on

building a decent life for all our citizens.

Todav we are contributing fifty dollars ($50) to the Sickle Cell Aaeml

Research Foundation at Howard Universi J to help alleviate the da mag. •

done bv Sickle Cell Anemia, a hereditary disease which victimizes black

Americans. Long neglect of this disease is an example of the many health

problems to which funds and resources should be devoted instead of

pouring them into endless war. We demand that Taxes be spent for LIF h.

not for Killing. ...
We encourage our fellow-citizens to join us in tax resistance in

whatever way they can in good conscience. We ask the employees of

I R S to consider the issues we raise and to reflect on your role in

collecting funds for an immoral war. We pleade with our Congressional

representatives to vote for a termination of the bloodshed in Indochina by

setting a date certain for the removal of all our forces and firepower from

the conflict and denving appropriations for any purpose other than swift

and orderlv withdrawal Only in this way will the P.O W.'s be reunited

with their families From our President, we demand executive leader-

ship so far lacking toward the ends outlined above The promise to end

the war is :M/2 years old and a failure but it is never too late to make

genuine peace.
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Education Marathon
Begins Next Week

New ideas in education will again be highlighted by the UMass School

of Education in another of its special Marathon weeks.
.

The seventh consecutive educational Marathon will include about 250

workshops, talks, panel discussions, media presentations, and other

events in its four-day schedule, Tuesday through Friday, April 18-21 from

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Topics will include racism, bilingual education, sexism,

modular curricula, alternative schools, and global survival.

Tuesday will be Teacher Education Day, with many alternative ideas

available to prospective elementary and secondary teachers. Featured

speakers will be Dr. Joseph M. Cronin, Massachusetts Secretary of

Educational Affairs, talking on the "Future of Education in

Massacusetts" ; and Dr. Dwight W. Allen, Dean of the UMass School of

Education, talking on "Abandoning Education by Consensus.

The School of Education has included in the Marathon many presen-

tations on institutional racism, such as a series of activities called "White

on White for Thousands (WOW)," in which white people assist other

whites in understanding their own racism. These activities will mc ude

raising consciousness via discussion groups; racism vocabulary

workshops; and a movie marathon.

Bilingual-bicultural education will be the topic of many events led by

prominent educators in that field. Marathon participants will be given a

broad overview of bilingual-bicultural education, which Massachusetts

requires of school districts. It is the first state to do so.

During the Marathon week. "Big Truck," a house on wheels which has

been driven here from California, will be parked outside the School of

Education building, open to all. A family of six lived in this truck home for

longer than a year as they drove across the country to UMass, where the

parents are graduate students in the chool of Education.

During the Marathon week, the School of Education will suspend its

classes to provide the continuous round of educational experiences for its

own students and faculty members and other members of the UMass

community, as well as educators and the general public from across the

state and the country.

Boyle Accused In U.M.W. Trial
WASHINGTON (AP) — Annette

Gilly, who confessed involvement

in the 1969 Yablonski family

murders, says she was told "the

union" was behind the slayings and

that they had been approved

specifically by the "big man."
"To me, that meant Tony Boyle,

President, United Mine Workers,"

the blonde, 31 -year-old Cleveland

housewife said in a statement read

Thursday in Washington County

Court.

The union's general counsel,

Edward L. Carey, issued a

statement denying any complicity

of Boyle or other UMW members in

the Yablonski slayings. Boyle
refused to speak with newsmen but

in the past has denied involvement.

UMW insurgent Joseph A.

"Jock" Yablonski, 59, his wife

Margaret, 57, and their 25-year-old

daughter Charlotte were shot to

death while sleeping before dawn
Dec. 31, 1969, at their home in

nearby Clarksville.

Yablonski had just lost a bitter

election for the UMW's presidency

to Boyle and was about to testify

before a federal grand jury in

Washington. DC, that was looking

into UMW activities

The government has charged

that the princiDal motive for his

death was to prevent him from
appearing before the grand jury

and that his wife's and daughter's

killings were incidental.

Mrs. Gilly's statement contained

a half-dozen references to the

union, but there were no further

references to Boyle. She did not

explain why she concluded that the

words "big man" meant Boyle.

The statement was read by an

FBI agent-Mrs. Gilly was not

present-at a pretrial hearing for

Silous Huddleston, 63, of

LaFollette, Tenn, Mrs. Gilly's

father. Huddleston is a retired coal

miner and former president of a

UMW local within the union's

District 19, which embraces parts

of Eastern Tennessee and Ken-

tucky.

Besides Boyle, it mentioned the

last names of two men, "Titler"

and "Owens."
They were not identified further,

but a George Titler is vice

president of the UMW, and a John

Owens is the union's secretary-

treasurer.

The statement also mentioned

two others-Albert Pass of Mid-

dlesboro. Ky.. a member of the

UMW's board and secretary-

treasurer of District 19; and
William Jackson Prater, 52, of

LaFollette, Tenn., a field

representative for District 19.

Prater was arrested in Ten-

nessee by the FBI Wednesday on

federal conspiracy charges in the

killings after he was indicted by a

federal grand jury in Pittsburgh,

making him the sixth person in

custody in the case. He agreed

Thursday to be taken to Pittsburgh

to face the charges.

After conferring with union

leaders, Carey said Mrs. Gilly's

statement, on the basis of excerpts

reported by the press, was "ex-

tremely vague." He said the term

many persons.

"I categorically deny that Mr.

Boyle or anyone else in the union

had anything to do with these

murders," Carey stated.

Carey blamed the slayings on

persons he said were "trying to

capture our union and destroy it."

He declined to name them, saying,

"I don't want to find myself the

defendant in a possible slander

suit."

However, Kenneth and Joseph

Hablonski. sons of the slain in-

surgent leader, said in a brief

prepared statement Thursday that

"no longer can it be claimed that

the UMW was not directly in-

volved."
Mrs Gilly's statement men-

tioned "the union" a half-dozen

times, almost always in connection

with Huddleston. Mrs Gilly's

father

My father told me that the

Yablonski murder had the ap-

proval of the big man.' Mrs

Gilly said at one point

Another time, she said, her

father told her "the union would

take care of me "
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CASIAC
Counseling

Now Open
Although counseling week and

pre-registration for the fall

semester is still several weeks

w«3 you no doubt have been

thinking about what courses you

will be taking next semester We
hope that you will utilize the

various CASIAC counseling ser

vices to help make your selections

as meaningful as possible

Students who have already

selected a major should see their

own major advisors for more
CASIAC has expanded its faculty

counseling facilities to include

information about the Pre-med

program. Pre-social work. Pre-

law. BDIC. CCEBS. and Veteran's

Counseling
We are trying to alleviate much

of toe confusion and feeling of

being processed that has been

associated with pre-registration in

the past by spreading counseling

over a 3-4 week period If you can

come in for counseling early,

beginning April 17. you will have

the advantage of obtaining more
leisurely personalized counseling

Our staff and faculty counselors

are here to help you We are

located in E-20 Machmer and look

forward to seeing you

Zayre believes in sound values

. . . come save for yourself.

BHU h0
SU««*W;.M ShooW

Z***'
**•

Room to Move
presents a

Community
Benefit

with

&9 a<\c\

o.

'J)i

SUNDAY APRIL 16

C.C. lad.

11:00

$1.00 admission

\Zi***x
10tt

Ball Vm

Visit our all now oldies

but goodies record department
Classics from the

past!

7m^ca

Our Reg. $4.33

m za\ne
The Discount Department Store

HADL EY ( Route? at Amherst Town Line— Across from Amherst Motel)

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10a m. to 10p.m.

March Of Dimes Drive
To Begin Greek Week

By MARTY KELLEY
To the UMass Greeks, it's a time to be together, for the campus com-

munity, it's a time to wonder and to speculate, but Greek Week 1972 for

the banner of the March of Dimes should be an experience tne wnole

community can benefit from as the Boston To Amherst Marathon run for

the March of Dimes kicks off Greek Week Tuesday morning from the

steps of the capitol building in Boston.

Governor Sargent will officially light the Olympic torch that will be

carried from Boston thru Worcester and back to Amherst. The run will

begin at 10:15 a.m. from the capitol steps and terminate at Haigus Mall

between 9 and 9:30 Tuesday night. Runners from 22 houses will carry the

torch while a busload of eager Greeks will stop at shopping centers and

plazas throughout the Rt. 9 course hoping to collect as much money as

^Agoal of $5,000 has been actualized by Joe Kapesky , DX, the coordinator

of tne run. "We really hope the campus will shell out its enthusiasm and

be on hand at Haigus Mall when we get back from Boston. There will be

an informal parade as the runner begins to approach Amherst. Hopefully,

Chancellor Bromei y will be waiting to cap off the ceremony.

"

The March of Dimes fund-raising marathon is the focal point of Greek

Week The importance of the remainder of the campus community

joining the Greeks in this most worthwhile venture can't be stressed

enough The remainder of Greek Week is simply Greek orientated.

Wednesday, there will be an All-Greek exchange at the Gables in

Sunderland. Greek IDs will be required. On Thursday Frank Sullivan,

alias DJ, will perform at the English Pub, while on Friday, the Rail will

play at a block dance at fraternity-sorority park starting at 9 p.m. On

Saturday afternoon, the annual Greek Olympics will be staged at the

park. Greek Week ends with informal parties at the respective houses or,

Saturday night.

But the singular satisfaction of Greek Week should not be overlooked.

The Greeks are extending an arm for charity. This the theme of Greek

Week 1972. It may be a time for Greek togetherness but only can this

feeling of unity be felt and appreciated by everyone unless there's a

feeling of being together to help someone The Greeks, with the Boston to

Amherst Marathon, are giving the entire campus community an op-

portunity to join them in the participation of the March of Dimes fund-

raising run.

Attention to Greek Week will be the topic on WMUA s S^.

Sunday night at 10 p.m. as moderator Marty Kelley will present «

featurette entitled "Greeks March for Dimes". Guests will include Greek

Area Coordinator Paul Stevens, Greek Council President Mike Cusack,

Vice-President Tim Maki. and Pan-Hellenic representative Lisa Spang

Revere Man Sentenced
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Doesn't this picture bring back memories? You can almost hear the lilting music, right? Well, folks,

you don't have to wait until next Fall to hear the band again. No sir! Just travel down to Boston next

Monday. They're playing at the Red Sox opening game. Makes you kind of proud, huh?

DENVER tAP) - Richard
Charles LaPoint O, of Revere,

Mass . who pleaded guilty to a

charge of air piracy Wednesday.
will be sentenced by Chief Judge
Alfred A Arraj of the U.S. District

Court after a report is prepared by

federal probation officers.

The minimum penalty for air

piracy is 20 years in federal prison,

and the maximum is the death

sentence.

LaPoint originally pleaded in

nocent to a two-count indictment of

hijacking a Hughes Airwest DC-9

last Jan. 20. kidnapping three of its

crew members and forcing the

aircraft to fly from Las Vegas.

Nev., to a point near Akron. Colo ,

about 90 miles northeast of Denver.

He was apprehended in a stubble

field shortly after the hijacker

reportedly bailed out of the plane

with $50,000 ransom
I^Point wanted to change his

plea to guilty on the air piracy

charge Tuesday when his trial

resumed after a 5-1/2 hour delay

during which he was reportedly

"upset
Arraj, however, refused to ac-

cept the plea then and told LaPoint

he should think about it overnight

At a special hearing Wednesday
in the absence of the jury, the

judge spent 30 minutes advising

LaPoint of his rights and the

possible penalties on the air piracy

charge.
"Mr. LaPoint knowing the

penalty that you couM suffer the

death penalty, do you still wish to

plead guilty?" the }udge asked

•Yes." LaPoim answered in i

barely audibk voi

Later. th»* fudge ;iskecl

the defendant il he were entering

the guilty plea because he is guilty

'I'm "not guilty of knowingly

doing it.' LaPoint said. "I don't

'think I was in my right mind, but I

did it." Then he repeated that he

wished to go ahead with the guilty

plea bringing the three-day trial to

an abrupt halt

Arraj summoned the jury and

dismissed it. The second charge

against LaPoint, kidnapping the

crew, was dismissed by the U.S.

Attorney.

Testifying during the special

hearing were Donald Burkhardt,

pilot of the plane, an FBI agent and

Colorado highway patrolman who
arrested LaPoint and Dr. John M.

MacDonald. professor psychiatry

at the University of Colorado

Medical Center, who said he had

examined LaPoint was awaiting

trial and found him "legally sane."

A report prepared by another

Denver psychiatrist appointed by

the court to examine LaPoint for

the defense also said the defendant

was legally sane at the time the

plane was hijacked

Rhodesian
NEW YORK (AP) — Four individuals, including

Edward H. Bartlett, 36, Vermont's Tax Com-
missioner, and two corporations pleaded guilty

mesday in U.S. District Court to violating United

aiions trading sanctions with Rhodesia.

The unique case was announced by the U.S. At-

torney's office, which said the sanctions became a

part'of U.S. law through an executive order in 1968.

Bartlett, who was charged in an information

separate from an indictment against other in-

dividuals and the corporations, pleaded guilty to a

misdemeanor. He could be sentenced to a one year

prison term and fined $10,000.

He pleaded guilty to conspiring with others from

1968 to 1970 to form a corporation in Vaduz,

Liechtenstein, to hide trading with Rhodesia ; opening

a bank account in Zurich, Switzerland, to finance the

deals; entering into a secret agreement with the

government of Rhodesia and Sable Chemical In-

dustries of Rhodesia to supply ammonia for a fer-

tilizer plant and funnelling the payments through

Switzerland and Liechtenstein to New York and

Yazoo City, Miss.

An outline of alleged financial dealings and secret

agreements involving the others, as detailed by the

U.S. Attorney, told of a deal to build a $50 million

fertilizer plant in Rhodesia, a $2.25 million ammonia
storage facility in Mozanbique and involvement of

two Swiss banks and a string of corporations in South

Africa. Liechtenstein, Belgium, Bermuda, the

Banamas, Panama and the United States.

The others accused in an 18-count indictment were

listed as Herbert H. Hamilton of Cincinnati, president

of IDI Management Inc.; Conrad E Wysocki, of

Cincinnati, and IDI engineer now working in

Venezuela; David J Patterson, formerly of Coral

Gables, Fla., a businessman said to be in the

Bahamas, and IDI Management Inc and Margas
Shipping Co of Panama City.

Bartlett's attorney, Paul R. Grand, held a news

conference immediately after the court proceedings

were completed.

He accused the government of unfair enforcement

policies.

Grand, said the enforcement of the regulations

threatened to deprive Rhodesian farmers of fertilizer

necessary to grow crops as well as depriving plant

employees-both black and white -of work.

He was referring to one of the details of the

charges, the construction of a fertilizer plant in Que-

Que. Rhodesia. Grand also charged the "decision to

enforce the sanctions by criminal prosecution rather

than by administration remedy can serve no purpose

other than to provide publicity to the U.S. Attorney's

office and unwarranted damage to the careers of

these men..."

In Montpelier, Vt., there were assurances from

state officials that Bartlett, a native of Rutland, Vt.,

would remain at his $21,000 a year job as tax com-

missioner.

Sierra Gub Recruiting

The Western Massachusetts Group of the Sierra Club will be holding its

Spring Membership Drive in Amherst on the weekend of April 14-15.

Programs planned will focus upon what you as a citizen can do for the

protection of our environment. Interested non-members are expecially

welcome to attend.

On Friday, April 14, at 8:00 p.m., there will be a film evening in

Memorial Hall on the University of Massachusetts campus. We will be

showing several short films: No Room for Wilderness, a Sierra Club film

which uses African examples to illuminate the relationships between

primitive and civilized men and the environments which they inhabit:

The Wasted Woods; and. if time permits, The Tragedy of the Commons.

On Saturday. April 15, Mrs. Winthrop Dakin will lead a hiking tour of

some of the areas proposed for inclusion in the Mt Holyoke Unit of the

Connecticut Historic Riverway. Hikers will meet at 10: 00 at the Bay Road

Fruit Stand, at the intersection of Route 116 and Bay Rd. in Amherst

From there, one group will leave for a relatively easy hike, and another

for a more strenuous climb. Persons interested are urged to call Mrs.

Dakin. at 549-3680

GOODELL LIBRARY
(APRIL 15-17)

Saturday (April 15)

Sunday (April 16)

Monday (April 17)

HOURS—PATRIOT'S DAY WEEKEND

8:30a.m. -10:00p.m.
CLOSED

1:00p.m. - 12:00 midnight

GOODELL LIBRARY HOURS
PATRIOT'S DAY WEEKEND (APRIL 15-17)

Is your group or

club going some-
where? Rent a com-
fortable Peter Pan bus to

take you there! Rent a lux-

ury bus without a luxury cost.

^Eoinr Eotl
Amherst Center
Tel. 253-5285 A

Boat Moccasins
Priced Right!

Men $15.00

Women $13.50

Handsewn
Brown Waxed- Leather
White Deck Sole

187 No. Pleasant

Amherst
St.

Fri. 'til 9
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DETROIT. April 12-CHINESE TABLE TENNIS TEAM VIEWS THE UNITED WATED—
Members of the table tennis team of the Peoples Republic of China wave to friends from China s

d legion to the U.N. when they arrived in Detroit from Ottawa Wednesday. The Peoples Republic of

I hina flag flvs from the cockpit as does the American flag which is not visible. (AP Wirephoto)

Health Education

Sickle Cell Anemia
Sickle cell anemia is a disease which affects many American Blacks. It

is caused by a mutation in the hemoglobin of their blood, causing the red

blood cells to take on a strange sickle shape.

If a persons has both genes of the hemoglobin pair affected, he has

sickle cell anemia. Among American Blacks, approximately one out ot

every lour hundred have the disease. The symptoms are anemia,

rheumatoid problems, leg ulcers, and acute attacks of pain. Average

weight and height values are low. Puberty may be delayed in children.

There is no cure for sickle cell anemia, but it can be treated.

If a person has only one abnormal gene of the hemoglobin pair, he has

the sickle cell trait, and ordinarily he has no symptoms. However, he can

pass the disease on to his children. Therefore, it is very important for a

person to have his blood tested to see if he does carry the trait.

Blood testing for sickle cell anemia is done at the Health Services.

Students wishing to find out if they carry the trait can have the test done

by the Infirmary laboratory, and the results will be interpreted for him

by a physician.

Blue Cross Increase Refused

Are You Eligible For Senior Honors?

All members of the class of 73 who have a

cumulative average of 3.0 or above are eligible to

participate in the Senior Honors Program. According

to Robert Hoopes, Acting Director of Honors, a senior

honors project replaces six or 9 semester hours of

course work. It results in an undergraduate thesis

prepared under the direction of one faculty member

together with a committee of two additiinal ad-

ditional faculty members
A student who successfully completes a project will

be graduated with departmental honors and have an

appropriate citation noted on his transcript.

The project facilitates close student faculty

relations, individual research, and the selection of a

special problem in which the student is interred. The

work involved in an honors project usually entails

more time and effort than the courses replaced. The

satisfaction of completing a major study on a topic

that is personally interesting is most rewarding and a

challenge.

A special table in the Honors Office ( Machmer E-

23) contains additional information about the

program plus forms to be completed by those who

wish to participate.

It is suggested that the interested student seek out

an advisor in his department and obtain his approval

before the student indicates to the Honors Office that

he is interested. Also, students who have a 2.6 or

above and have the written approval of their

department may request further information.

BOSTON (AP)-State Insurance

Commissioner John G. Ryan today

rejected a Blue Cross request for

an average 29.5 per cent rate in-

crease as charged non-group
subscribers.

Approximately 360,000
Massachusetts residents would
have been affected by the in-

creases, Ryan said.

He said the decision can be

appealed to the state Supreme
Court within 20 days and Blue

Cross also can file another request

for an increase with him.

In a 12-page opinion. Ryan said

the proposed rates "will be ex-

cessive by two separate tests-one

measuring, them against a con-

tinuation of all present practices

and procedures by Blue Cross and

providers of care hospitals, and

another measuring them against

new cost of containment programs

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTO FOR SALE

IMS Kord Falcon ltd *hlft. • c>n .

recentlv rebuilt, good lire* A brake*

Trade for pickup or 1399 Call 9*74971

after I no p.m
H4-I3

Krrord and tape tale at Amherst Audio

r rida* and Saturda> only real cheap
4-14

New \H Bus. radio * rack 127*9. 549-

I47Z or 54549*3.
t/4-17

IM7 Sunbeam Tiger 280V8 — 4 apeed.

exceptional!* gd.. condition. 49.899 ml

tl.SOO See Mike. CC Print Shop or I-S27-

34*5.
If4-14

Barracuda. M. power steering, black. V-

ft, Ver> good condition. Asking I7M. Call

253-7377. Mark.
114-14

Santui SP2**'* — 12" woofer. 2

midrange 2 tweeter*. Mat around 127*.

asking Ilia the pair, (all Pat 2S8-8I33

U4-I8

Ilia, k Diamond t.uitar string* Set and

a half. Sugge«ted retail 15 30. our price

• 4.23. tax Incl. Creative Endeavor 1-774-

2*11
4-14

Fender Rhode* Flectric Wage Piano

New : never played out Lt*l 1799: 1475. 73

krw (all 1-733-1929 aft. «or afternoon on

weekend*.
tft-19

1971 Honda, low mileage, very faat.

About 1919 or beat offer. 1953 Buick

Hearse, running well but mlnu* wind-

shield IMI Chev. 8*5-3548.

tft-19

Kefrig and elec stove for sale. Both In

excellent working condition Stove IW.
Kefrig 125 Phone S4S-08I3 days or 1-389-

4M7 eves.
tft-14

Tires w/rims — 7 * 13 Goodyear Urea:

cost about $7ii A rims when new: now

149.99 for everything Almost new. Call

leff Has mm.
tft-14

Happy Blrfday Marf! Lave from Ua.
4-14

CAR STORAGE

Excellent access in Amherst Center

( lean. Reasonable rates. D.H. Jone*. 549-

hn.
U4-2S

"wanted
Live down the (ape this summer' Need

interested people to go in with me on a

summer cottage around Dennlsport. Call

Vndv at 8-5445.

If4-I4

Samigon
condition. Call

m f3.S lens.

Bruce 253-5237.

Excellent

1(4-21

Raleigh It speed with pump lag or beat

offer (all Bob for details 588-3331.

tft-14

Want to share a I -Haul truck to Boston

A vicinity in later part of May. Call Mike

.r Steve 885-3820 after g p.m. Large truck

tft-14

PERSONAL
IM3 Ford LTD. PS. P.B.. good engine,

dented, needs minor repairs. Call Bob 253-

-»X77 1125.
lfl-14

|M'> Chevy lmpala. maroon. 4 door. V8.

auto, trans., power steer., new tires,

battel \ Very good cond. $2»S. or beat

offer 'all Wayne 885-32*3.

U4-I4

I piphone guitar and amplifier originally

1859 selling for IIS*. Reverb does not

work Also Kapa 12 string 125. Call 548-

87*1.
U4-I8

Bruce — I wiah you much happiness on

>our IM birthdayDELETE
Bruce — I wiah you much happlneas on

vour 21st Birthday — with Love. Meg.
tft-14

aulon
exhat.

Falcon starts * runs good,

itic trans. R * H. 7 good tires New
i vv-lfin and spark plugs Call S4C-

Kealistic MC - 384* FM - phono

cassette *> stem I sroidexcond hdphone*

ant spkr* cables 2 dia needles, new 1185

law (all ,16-kmi
tft-18

tftlt

Mil ang IMS Fastback 2 A 2. 289. V8.

autot tile trans., power steering 1408.

(all w*392.
tft-14

gS \ W Rug' AM radio Good condition,

brand new battery and radial tires. Beat

offer (all: 258-8878 early morning.
tft-18

M Opel Rallye. 1.9 liter engine. Just

tuned full guages, good condition. 1830.80

call Roger. S27-IS28.

\pt furniture Hi Tl console good con-

dition FM radio Magnavox 125.80 2

llvingroom chairs IS each 2 rugs blue

green twill Best offer good cond. 549-0811

U4-2I

Speakers — KLH I7's one year old In

perfect condition orig. I IS* for pr. will sell

for 1180 (all 6-S83S.

tft-14

Rms. avail for Sept Keep MacKlmmle
uprcls get mvlvd in respctn yet active

environ (all Macklm. for Info. 84783 or 8-

8748
tftlt

(.iris. \er> mature, exciting A daring Go
Go Dancers for wkrnd house party. Good
pav A bootr. (all e«e. A wkends. Keep
Irving •85-22*4.

tf4-l4

If the idea of instant seduction turns you

on. see today's entertainment ad for

"details".
tft-14

•fi.i VW Bug. Must see to believe.

Dependable, well cared for. Aaklng 1450.

(all Dave in 212 any time. 545-2*42/3.

H4-I9

•«S VW Camper Bus. New engine exc.

hodv interior, tire*. Tape deck. Must sell

773-8772 or 185 Green River Rd. Greenfield
tf4-l»

IT R( A console color TV. needs new

transformer. Good buy at 150.00. Call 549-

0NII.
If 4-21

Cartridge Taping Service. 8 track 88

mm 1 3. SO. ltd 40 min 11.58. You design

High quality. .Satisfaction or refund. 8-5473

Lewis.
tft-14

Why pay outrageous rent! Buy a trailer

20. min. from Campus. 42x8' w/ 10x20'

addition. 1 1380. 323-7384. Muat sell by May
12th.

tf 4-18

Fat and Rush. CC Aud . Frl • I 7M.
tf4-l4

Lee. best wishes Warren
congratulations In a wheelchair.

4-14

Best Body Award

:

Emery III.

Clayton Merwin

414-17

KS V W 1350. Call 548-0458 evenings
tf4-21

M VW Bug int. text, in good shape fac

rebuilt engine w 25088 ml. Needs some

work. 1458 Call 253-5158.

H4-21

FOR SALE

Band breakup. Halifax organ. Standel

148 wt amp. 2 Sure PS4 mike* * stands.

Bogen PA * cabnets mixer * cable*. Coll

Hob at S33-9288
tf*-lt

Sony 88*9 FM Stereo Receiver. I 1/2 yrs

old list 1498. aell for 1259. Call 25*4*9. 199

watts RMS.
H4-I4

Automatic radio deluxe Mrack car lape

player w/home adaptor. All feature*.

Original coat 149.9$ WIN Uke 15*. 25*4*09

eve*.
U4-I4

GoM It7l Honda CB 358. Excellent endn

459* real mile*, reglatered. ready to ride

Helmet * chain - «7$ dollar* Brlmetealf

54*-S*g7. u^u

Moccasin* In every »ty$e for M and F.

Priced ••— 12. or show me this ad * cave

another 19% ! Mark $4*4499 or 223 Gor-

man, anytime.
114-17

Co-ed living! Are you unhappy where
you are living? Washington lower has

spaces for girl*, (lose communitle* on

floors. Craft Colloqs offered to residents.

L -shaped rooms available. Co-ed living,

offers more to life. Call 9-45*3 or drop by

the 5th floor soon.
lft-18

Hale subject* needed for Sandy'* Psych

experiment. Money no credit. See Jeanne

Oshlma 229c Bartlett.
4-21

Miles of new trail* at preseason rate*

Canterbury Woods in Williamsburg. Call

885-3*98 for reservations and/or In-

formation.
H4-I9

Glenn, yon were great! Keep I up. A
fan.

4-14

Two 18 1/2 ft canoes Good condition.

Car rack and paddle*. 1178 each. 5g*-l978

or 2*8-3321.
114-17

Happy Birthday Big Guy. Love Lib,

Joan KP. Ryan. Donna. Elite and Monnie
4-14

Live-in couple in exchange for baby

rare: semi-private accomodation with

cooking; 2 1/2 miles N. of tnlv. $45-

8588/549-1112.
tft-21

Wanted - I speed bike 5494541 after 5

p m.
tft-19

Mature 22 89 old girl looking for summer
job. I 89 rxp as typist I summer as camp
counselor, will babysit. Call S48-42M aft. 7

p.m.
tft-19

ROOMMATE WANTED
FOR Jl'NE — F roommate wanted to

share furnished 5 rm. apt. in North-
ampton. Own hdrm 170 A util Call Lin
•.k i loot days.

114-28

Own room in large apt. available im-
mediately 158/mo. Northampton 588-018*.

tft-14

(ape Cod cottage on beach In Falmouth
needs roommate* for season. Call Roger
after S p.m. 253-7235.

U4-I4

t bdrm house fully equlped. part furn..

lots of land. NHamp IS min — I'Mas*. 3

rm*. are avail May 25. no lease. 159
monthly. A nice setting.

(14-21

I'p to 3 roommates wanted for 2 bdrm
apt. Squire VIII. 1 50 /mo /person. A-C. WW.
pool, all mod. conven. Tel 9*5-2952 after 5

p.m.
If4-I9

F 21 or older for Bltn apt IS min from
I'M. own room |7$/mo. Muat like animal*
(all (.wen Day 545-2852. night 323-7419.

tf4-|g

M roommate wanted lmmedlately«own
room in Squire VIII. preferably thru
summer. Nice place. Call Jim at S454974
or 8*5-4711.

114-39

Quiet male or female roommate wanted
to share 2 bdrm furnished apartment June
I to August 31, 174/mo. Call Tim 8.

Prqgpect 253-3387.

If4-11

and a new Blue Cross... contract"

with hospitals.

Ryan, in his findings, noted that

projections for increases in the use

of hospital services contemplate no

new programs for cost controls.

Ryan said, "the evidence shows

that Blue Cross has identified a

series of programs that can cut the

use of hospital services without

jeopardy to the health of sub-

scribers."

He said some of the programs

had been tested and Blue Cross "in

extensive public relations ac-

tivity" has given them its en-

dorsement, and they can be im-

plemented.
"Blue Cross knows what to do to

cut costs and how it can affect

costs." Ryan said.

"It expresses a desire to cut

costs," Ryan said, "and face no

legal bar ..."

EMPLOYMENT
1972 Student Job Opportunity Booklet for

(ape Cod and the Islands. ( omplete Hat of

business requiring summer employees.

Send 12.00 to: Student Job Opportunltv

Booklet BR I. Box ll-C. Orleans. Ma»s.

urn i

U4-29

Overseas Job* for students Australia.

Europe. S America. Africa, etc. All

professions and occupations. 1700 to 13.989

monthly. Expenses paid, overtime.

siRhtvreing Free Information — Write

Jobs Oversea*. Dcpt. Q3 Box 15971. San

Diego. (A 92115.
tft-28

Seniors: Career opp in sale* A

management. I nlimlted Income. Am-

bitious A want freedom No obligation.

(all 58*4394.
(14-29

Business tchr-shorthand I. II; typing II.

Public Sch B A or MA State benefits

Vhle to relocate Em -Sec Services 28 Pray

St.
tft-19

Immed opening —Cert (hem. A Gen'l

Scl. Tchr. MA pref * 2 yr* exp. Ex-Sec

Ser\ires. 29 Pray St Amherst.
tft-19

LOST

Grry rat w /white bib at Puffton Village

Please either return or be sure he get* his

rabies shot end of April.

549-1749.

tftlt

Lost on Frl April 8 - 3 leather pocket

nook* In a white laundry bag. Please

return, (all Bryan Young at 323-4052 or

leave message.
tft-19

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Two-Bedroom Apartment* for Im-

mediate rental. 8-month lease.

I in-,, month, includes util. (all 885-3249

days or 8*5-3575 nlte*

tft-14

FOR RENT
Sqr. Vge. Jun I. w opt to renew lease In

Sept. 2 br lownhs. air cond.. all util., ww
cpt.. pool. diwr. Rnt. neg. for lummer.
Call 885-3887.

U4-I4

1/2 month free rent, I bedroom Puffton
apt., air cond.. pool, avail May 14. pay rent
June I. Sublet obt. Renew. 5494984 108 Puf.

or Office.

(44-24

Apt. to sublet far summer fall lease

option I bedrm.. slr-cond ., pool, tennis

court*. IIM/mo. negotiable Call $494173
after 1:99 p.m.

(14-14

Avail. June I, I bdrm, air cond. wall to

wall carp, full util Incl . sliding glaas

door* * patio. Call 253-2915 after 4:31.

114-14

('
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Lobster Prices Skyrocketing
BOSTON (AP)-The New

England lobster, traditionally th(

premier specialty in American

seafood restaurants, has become

so scarce that the resultant

skyrocketing prices have driven it

off the menu in many restaurant-

s.and to the top of the price list in

others.

The Hotel Nove Scotia in Halifax

nearly tripled the price of its

lobster dinner to $19 just before

Christmas. Other restaurants are

not far behind and many of those

who still carry lobster insist it's a

money-losing proposition

Wholesale prices for New
England lobsters reached $4.29 per

pound on some markets last week.

Shelled lobster meat has been as

high as $12. Wholesale dealers say

they'd be glad to drop the prices if

they could, but there just aren't

many lobsters in captivity now and

demand has driven up the price.

And until lobstermen, who last

week once again began setting

their traps off the New England

:oast. start hauling in appreciable

:atches, the situation is not likely

o change significantly.

The problem is largely a

seasonal one. It isn't that the

lobsters have abandoned New
England waters. Lobstermen in

New England are reluctant to put

out their gear between November
and March. Winter storms churn

up pots and buoys and the hazards

just aren't worth the risk

Instead, lobstermen spend their

winters dragging for shrimp in-

stead of setting traps for lobsters

A spokesman for the Maine Sea

& Shore Fisheries says an
unusually heavy demand for

lobsters is partly responsible for

the shortage. He said landings are

SERVICES
Amherst Audio service*. *tereo com-

ponent*, tape decks for home or car. 197

No. Pleasant St.. 25*4133.
tfsem

The Lamp Shop 491 Pine - ( ushman

(.real u*ed furniture and article*, very

rea*. Mon -Sal 194. Tel. $49-3878.

tf 4-14

Mothers, can't Ond a reliable babysit-

ter? Tired of high fee*? Call The Child

(are Exchange 598-2224 for further In

formation.
U4 19

Cheap Klllington lodging near nHe life A

lifts, kitchen priv and shower* Inc. 15/day

— 129/skl wk. Free re*. A map. Write L.

( avanaugh. Wobbly Lane. Klllington. Vt.

95751.
tftlt

Quality Research and reference

materiala. Originals and copiea. TPA.
Rm. 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 N.

Pleasant St. 25*419*.
tf 4-28

Photographs Inc. creative portraits

passport photos, wedding, dance, and

architectural photography.
549-1599

tft-19

PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIP.

Hastelblad body with back and rapid wind

knob 1275.08. Call 5494900.
tft-lt

TYPING

I \ ping— theses. dissertations. etc Fast

and accurate. Proofreading, editing If

desired. Have Greek and acience lymbol*
253-3991.

Married couple* or mature (ingle

woman to work for home and titter ser-

\ices Inc. to do temp, live -In babysitting

and /or day or evening sitting. Alao avail,

companion Jobs, cleaning job*, house

sitting Job* and homemaklng. Pay la good

Own car mandatory. Call 73C-8I59

anytime, and a*k for Mr. Gray.
(14-18

Future CPA'* learn how to prepare for

the CPA exam. Becker CPA review

course Call collect 8I7-S38-I440

tft-25

21' color TV 1 158 22" black A white TV
145. Television Center $5 N. Pleasant St.

Amherat 253-518*.
48*4-5/12

only minimallly off this year in

Maine and have been heavier than

usual in Canada.
Fishermen last week, he said,

were getting from $1.90 to $3.10 a

pound compared with a range of

$1.30 to $1.73 a year ago.

Another reason for the current

shortage is that many of the traps

set this winter were destroyed by

severe storms.

Coastal water temperatures
were particularly cold this year

and "with the water so cold, lob-

sters lay low," according to David

May, a spokesman for the Booth-

bay Region Lobstermen, Inc. of

Boothbay, Maine.
"They're just scarce that's all.

It's the perfect example of the laws

of supply and demand," May said.

Some restaurant owners accuse

the lobstermen of putting on "the

squeeze."
However if anyone is putting the

"squeeze on," the lobstermen say

it isn't them.
"There's not a pea pickin' pound

in Nova Scotia that has a lobster in

it," said a Halifax dealer, ex-

plaining that the demand has

stripped the storage pounds.

"Look, we'd love to drop the

price," said a spokesman for

James Hook and Co., a Boston-

based wholesaler. "With a lower

price we could sell some lobsters.

But there just aren't any around."

Roland W. Hurtubise Jr.,

president of Gulf of Maine Lobster,

Inc. of Portland agrees.

'There haven't been any lobster

catches out of Portland in the last

three months."
Regardless of who or what is to

blame, the fact remains that many
restaurants have given up on the

tasty crustaceans, at least for the

present.

"If I kept Maine lobsters, I'd

have to charge $8 or $9, and then

I'd have to serve chicken or small

lobster. The customer would look

at it and feel he's being robbed,"

said Buddy Kramer, owner of the

Lobster Trap, a Miami restaurant

which has taken the speciality off

the menu.
In Seattle, the management of

the Olympic Hotel dropped New
England lobster from its menu last

week when the price of a full dinner

hit $8.95.

Even in New England, where

restaurants don't have to pay large

shipping and handling costs, the

price has become prohibitive.

Valle's Steak House in Portland,

Maine, used to move 1,000 lobster

dinners a day during its $4.95

specials on Wednesdays and

Fridays. Demand fell off

significantly after Valle's upped

the price of the Special to $7.95, a

move which they reversed

thisweek by dropping the price

back to $5.95 as the lobster market
eased slightly

Greenfield To Host
Bangladesh Benefit

GREENFIELD, MASS.--A benefit program to aid the people of the

stricken nation of Bangladesh will take place this Friday night, April 14,

at 8:00 p.m, in the Greenfield, Mass., Community College Auditorium.

John Maddaus of Brattleboro, Vermont, who served with the U.S.

Peace Corps in India for two years and was part of a special mission to

Bangladesh following the war-devastation there this past winter will be

the featured speaker.

Also scheduled to appear are : Warm Colors, an acoustical folk and rock

group from Greenfield; Michael Gramlich of Bernardston, Mass., who
has written special guitar music for the occasion; Leona Herzig of

Greenfield, rising young singer who had written much of her own music

;

and others.

The war for the independence of the new nation resulted in more than

10-million homeless persons, dead numbered in the millions and the

reputed violation of several thousand young Bengali women by the

Pakistan army forces.

Part of the proceeds of Friday night's benefit will go to help the work of

Mother Theresa who is attempted to help the young women of

Bengladesh.
In countries of a strong Moslem tradition, a woman who has been

"touched" by a man before marriage is considered socially undesirable.

In addition, the monsoon season with its very heavy rains is about to

strike and, according to Michael Gramlich, coordinator of the benefit,

with bridges out and transport destroyed those who will die of starvation

may very well number in the hundreds of thousands.

Anyone desiring further information may contact Michael Gramlich at

his home or at the Creative Endeavor Music Store in Greenfield.
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TRAVEL
I niverslty Traveler* Club — Traveling

thl* lummer? Stay overnight free! Stuck

at home? Host traveler*. Meet friendly

Ele. Exchange privilege* with mem-
In U.8. A Canada. Write now for full

lie ITC. P.O. Box 9147. Berkeley.

Calif. 94709.
tft-25

Commercial night* to Europe leaving

dally. Price* start 1199 round trip. Natl
Student Travel Service*. Call Gordon 8-

7773.

U±24
Traveling in Europe this summer?

Learn in few months basic — German.
French. Spanish. Italian. Russian or
Polish. Individual unique instructions.
Also via mailed audic-cassettes. Brllllanl

Proven results. 21 hr. Tel 1-584-947*.

tft-2b

MDC CLASSIFIED
SUMMER SUBLET

F. roommate* needed (/I t llffs idr

Furn.. A/C. pool, tennis. 185 (rent

negotiable! Call after 5 p.m. Ask for

Karen or Sue 8*5-2*25.

U4-14

ENTERTAINMENT
Tonight try "Prairie o> ester* at The

Klu. wall Really fine good-time band
4-14

Greg Bullen plays Sun. nlte at The
folklore Centre. Alao Warm Color*, a
hand from Greenfield. Fine Music for only

II.

4-14

Old tymr contra dance tonile at Folklore
<>ntre 18 Spring St. Dance with 199 people

at once to the Jigs and reels of old I

4-14

I . Cub Philips, the golden voice of the

great southwest, plays sings, and talks

Sat. nlte at The Folklore Centre Only II.

4-14

A(lan(l*. The Lost Continent has been

found! See it In color with a short of

Russian Folk Dancer*. Frl. nlte* 8.1. B.

8:39. 8:39. 19:3* — S9f

U4-I4

Weather Report and Softwood In concert

at T ufts in Couaena Gym. April IS. 8:88

p.m. Ticket* 13.99 available at door.

U4-I4

RIDERS WANTED
Rider wanted to California. Leaving

around May 29th. Muat be willing to chare

expense* and help with driving. Call 3*7-

2(22 eve*.
U4-18

GIVE AWAY
Kitten. 8

trained. 549-1

week*
•79.

old. Weaned and

U4-14

FREE

Seven fresh beautiful puppies. Three

brown, three black, one white. Call 253

7438 anyUme. Free.
tft-19

HELP NEEDED
WONT YOU PLEASE — PLEASE

HELP! ME? THE BEATLES ARE
( OMING TO UMAS8 IN A SPECIAL 3-

PART FESTIVAL. SAT. APR. 22.

MAIIAR. 7-911. PART I.

(14-21

TOSUBLET
Puffton Village: 1 - 2 bedroom apt to

sublet for June 1109 — 1159 or rent

negotiable: furnish (some) : Call 549-0385

late evenings.
114-14

I bed rm Puffton apt avl June 1. Incl

util.. pool A fall lease avl. Highest bid by

April 17 win*. Can be impect. Hurry. Call

549-8*95.

3 bedroom Puffton apt. June I — August

31, alr-cond. Furnished. Near pool price

negotiable. Option to take over lease. Call

>t<) fifiM after S.

tft-21

2 bedroom Puffton apt. Available June 1.

with option for fall, rent negotiable. Call

549*439.
fsVfJfJ

One bedroom furnished apt.

Village, pool aval. June I — Ang
to renew, (all 253-5893

Colonial

31 option

U4-18

alr-cond.

available June I

ralea 549-158*.

furnished 3 bdrm apt.

w..pt for rail. Ghetto

Ii4-I8

(harming A cheap 2 bdr. all utlls lor

June I to Sept with option ( liffslde. pool.

air conditioner, tennis, dishwasher 1 159.

(all 9*5-4982.

tft-19

Fearing St. apt. 3 bedroom* 1 1 to

now 8-9*15 or **913.

Call

tftlt

Summer sublet w /fall opt I bdrm frnshd

( liffslde apt. 8*5-2975 after 5.

tft-39

Summer sublet. 3-bedroom apt. in

Puffton VIII. needs 2 or 3 roommate* — 2

rooms available. Furnlahed. rent

negotiable Call 548*814
tft-21

tT4-2l

3 bedroom apartment Puffton Village 83

located In front cloae to (treet and pool, air

conditioning utilities included. Call 549-

1892.
tft-23

Summer sublet w/fall option. I Park

apt* 1 bdrm 1149 i negotiable I . Call 253-

2485 late nights
If4-11

I bdrm. apt., top fl . adj-pool A courts

dishw.. very clean, part furn. Rent very

reasonable. Avail. June I — Aug 31.

(liffslde 8*5-3811 after 5.

U4-2*

I bdrm Sq. VIII. apt., air cond. w/w
carp., pool, all util. sublet July I option to

pick up leaae 1 185. 8*5-3449 beat before

2:39.
afsVM

Three bedroom apt. Puffton partially

furnished available June I price

negotiable. Call 549-3839 between S and 7

p.m.
U4-I4

Sublease. 2 bedroom apt. w/w. air cond.

Option to rent. 9*5-3537 after S.

tf 4-14
,

*

Furnished (liffslde apt., avail June I

w /option for Sept. Pool, tennis, util.. dish-

washer. Call 8*5-J50« I IT*.

Summer sublet. Puffton Village #«» 549-

1892.
114-14

Two bedroom apart, at Soulre Vil.. air

cond Start June I. option to renew. Call

885-1979.

a4-i4

Two bedroom apt.. S min from campus,

rent negotiable, available end of May.

option to pick up lease Call 253-7914. keep

trying.
U4-I4

3 bedroom Puffton Village apt.,

June I. option to lease In fall

negotiable. Call S49*857

avail.

Rent

tft-14

2 bdrm Townhse Squire Village. 8/1.

opt. to renew. Pool, air cond.. gbg di*p

dwash.. w/w carp., yard. All util incl 12*9

— wUI disc 9*5-3941.

tft-14

3 bedroom apt., pool, air-conditioning.

sublet June I. option to renew leaae. rent

negotiable 549-1428.

U4-14

Desperate: Must sublet well-furnished

apartment. June I — August 31. Pool and
utilities Real good deal, (all 253-328*

If4-21

3 bedroom Townhouse, w/w carpet, air

cond. all convenience kltch. price

negotiable, option to renew In fall. Squire

Village 885 9J99.

tft-14

Small apt. In Amherst. We will pay 39

per month toward monthly rent for June —
' ug Coat to >ou is 80 per month. Call 25«-

*vi9. hurry.

One bedroom apt for rent. May or June

to Sept. with option for fall. Summer rent

reduced to 1139 per mo. at Puffton. Tel.

549-1322
If4-14

June I — Sept I. 3 bedroom apt In up-

stair* of home I ml. from campus. 2

llvingrooms. garden and a garage. 12*9,

females only. 54*4473.
tft-19

I large bedroom apt . dishwasher, air

conditioner, pool, tennis courts. Option to

renew lease. Cheap, call 5494181 anytime
rjjMfj

2 bdrm apt. Squire VIII. sublet June l —
Aug. 31. Option Sept. A-C, ww. pool, all

mod. conven. 1179/mo I negotiable ) .
Tel.

885-2952 after 5 p.m.
114-17

Colonial Village 2 bedroom sublet June

I. option to take over lease. 253-221 S after

9:99 1189/mouth.
U4-28

2 bdrm apt. I'nlv Park available June I

w /option to renew. All utilities included

Rent 1139. Call 2534311.
tft-19

125 off per month 3 bedrm Puffton

available June I with fall lease op. Util

incl. 5494958.
tft-21

2 bedroom apt . a vl . June I Incl util pool

A fall renewal. Puffton VII Call 54944*2.

tft-21

i bedroom apt. avail May IDELETE
I bedroom apt. avail May I Oiabbln

V illage. WW carp, air cond. all util pd 332-

70SI.
tft-19

Furnished 2 bedroom apt. Colonial

Village. Amher*t. Avail. June I to Sept

w /option to renew. 175/mo. incl. all util.

Call 253-7780.

tftlt

2 bdrm apt*. Squire Village. Avail June

I. Option for fall. 8*5-3738.

tft-14

One bedroom CUffside apt.

(all 8*5-42*8 after S.

its /month

U4-I8

Sublet immediately or May first two
bedroom Puffton Apt., air cond. pool, dish

washer. 1(2 plus elect, per month, call Don
549479*.

If4- 1

4

3 bedroom apartment, partly furnished,

air conditioned, swimming pool. Will

bargain rent. Call 5494574. 3*9 Puffton

tf4-l7

A May 1*1 muat! I bdrm apt. with all the

modern conveniences Located next to

campus. 1198 or negotiable. Call 549-391*

betw. 5—19 p.m.
If4-28

I bedroom apt., all utilities, option to

renew lease. Price negotiable, available

June I. Call 8*5-4949 Apt. K4. (liffslde

tftlt

2 bdrm (liffslde Apt — util. pool, tennis,

included. June 1 to Sept I — 88% furnlahed

1 70 /mo i negotiable i (all 9*5-4273.

H4-2I

3 bedroom Puffton Apt. available June

I : option for Sept. : negotiable. Call after S

p.m. 549-3988.

U4-I7

3 bdrm Puffton for June I — Sept. Opt. to

enew lease in fall. Rent negotiable Some
urnlshings 5494929

U4-14

I bdrm furnlahed. Incl util.. Ia*t week In

May to Aug. 31 with option to renew lease.

I 1/2 ml. fm campus. 1135/mo. 253-5847.

tftlt

1 bdrm furnished Colonial Vlge All util

inc.. pool. Rent negotiable. Avail. June I.

option to renew. Call 253-79*4. Keep trying.

tft-18

3 bedroom* avail, in mod. home 3 mile*

from CM. Back yard. 2 baths, kit .

garage ISO/person CaU 5494179.

U4-I4

2 bedroom apt., all utilities Included at

modern apt complex cloae to campu*
IllS/m*. Avail after May I Call 54*4742

If4-14

2 bed. Ml. Sugarloaf Apt. All util In dish

AC. pool. di*p . ww car.. AC oven, F/F
ref opt. to renew. Price neg. Call evenings

8*5-4141.

114-19

2nd floor apt completely furnlahed. 11/2

bedrooms, garage. |249/mo. all utilities

Included. 2S3-52I9 anytime.
tft-19

I bedroom Puffton Apartment avail.

June I w /option for tall. Located In front

off V Pleasant (all 5494827 after i.

114-21

Completely furnished 3 bed. Puffton

Apt Bent ran be negotiated at any price.

Desperate Avail. May 25 to Aug. 31. Call

549-1889
tft-19

AlBdVS OIDIK 'ffti
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BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
There will be a bus leaving Whit-

more at 12:45 on Saturday for the

State School. All interested people

are welcome to attend.

BOOGIE
Boogie with FAT and RUSH tonight

in the CC auditorium. Benefit for the

Vietnam Veterans Against the War.
Good time for all.

Also Boogie with CLEAR SKY at

Coolidge this Saturday. Benefit for 5

starving rock and roll stars?

CANCE HOUSE ROOM CHOOSING
Follows guidelines in the Collegian.

For more info call Mary Anne 214

Cance. 65028.

Concert Band

Next Saturday

The annual spring concert of the

I Mass Concert Band will be

Saturday. April 22, at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

I rider the direction of Carl

Daihler, the band is open to

membership from throughout the

Five College Community
(Amherst, Hampshire. Mount
Holyoke. and Smith Colleges, and

UMass i

Included in the program will be a

wide selection of band music, from

an arrangement of J.S. Bach's

'Prelude and Fugue In G Minor"

to the modern "Prelude and
Fugue" by Vaclav Nelhybel. Also

on the program are "In Malaga," a

Spanish suite in three movements
by Fredeick Curzon; the finale to

"Symphony No 1 In G Minor" by

Kalinnikov-Bainum' Jaeger's

"Second Suite" in three

movements; and "March, The
Southerner" by Alexander.

Featured program will be a

performance of Rimsky-
Korsakov's 'Concerto For
Trombone and Band." Larry Weed
of the UMass music faculty will

join the Concert Band as soloist

Mr. Weed received his bachelor

of music degree from Oklahoma
City University and master of

music degree from Eastman
School of Music at the University of

Rochester; and he is nearing

completion of his work for a DMA
degree from Boston University. He
is assistant professor of music,

director of bands, and low brass

instructor.

The concert is open to the public,

without charge

&(/'^^^^!/ ^*
"JOLLY

BULL"

m M
iroudly

presents

Tlit

tI^B V
Oyster

Bar

Monday - Friday

11 30 2:00

Rainbow Trout $2.50

Fried Oysters l.fl

Frog's Legs $2.25

Fried Clams 1.50

Fried Scallops l.M
Flounder Stuffed with

Crabmeat l.ff

Fillet of Sole 1.50

Fantail Shrimp I.M
Fried Lobster Ta il 2.95

Soft Shell Crab 2.40

Fried Haddock 1.50

Clam Chowder
Cup .30 Bowl .50

Oysters and
C herry stones 1.50

Shrimp Cocktail 1.50

ABOVE SERVED WITH FRENCH
FRIES AND OUR NEW OYSTER
BAR DRESSING

Coffee — Milk — Te*

THIS MENU IS

SERVED IN THE
OYSTER BAR ONLY

.20

-Notices

CHESSPLAYERS
Any campus chessplayer in-

terested in playing for the UMass
chess team in our match with

Springfield Chess Club next Tuesday

please contact Bob Corwin 665-3415.

DON'T GO HOME THIS
WEEKEND!
Deady Smithline and Baltimore by

popular demand this Saturday from

8:30 to 12:30 in concert at the

Hampden DC in Southwest.

GORMAN HOUSE BABYSITTING
SERVICE
Do you need a babysitter?

Availables registered in Gorman
House call 546 9537 or 546 4546.

GREEKS
Attention all Greeks! Greek Week

is coming. April 18-22.

HILLEL
Cafe Sabra Saturday at 8.30 p.m.,

Rathskellar, Mt. Holyoke College.

Services tonight at 7:^0 p.m. Israeli

Dancing Sunday at 7.

INNKEEPERS CLUB
Meeting next Wednesday for

election of officers for next year and

plans for Boston Hotel show.

CHRISTIANS
College Church car pool, leaving

from Newman Center, Hamlin and

Emerson off University Dr. in SW.

9:30 Sunday. All invited.

STRATEGY GAME CLUB
There will be an organizational

meeting Wednesday at 6 p.m. in CC
175. All interested Avalon Hill game
fanatics are welcome. If you can't

make it at 6 come later. For info call

546 8761 or 546 6069.

PLAY
"A Trip for Tina" by Westfield

kids 1:30 today in Mem. Hall. All

welcome.

SYLVAN AREA SCOIAL COM-
MITTEE

Resident and friends Free outdoor

concert Monday 15 p.m. featuring

Fourth Street and Cold Duck. In case

of rain it will be held in the SU

Ballroom, same time.

WMPIRG
All proposals for the structuring,

goals and policies for the UMass
chapter of WMPIRG are welcomed in

room 1122 RSO.

LOST
Grey felt hat, wide brim. Call Mike

50792.

FOUND
To the woman who left her suede

purse in the first row at the Jeannette

Rankin lecture Monday night. Call

Rumgord 549 0131. I have it.

Timepiece between Brooks House

and New Africa House. Call 66381.

ENGAGEMENTS
Liana Croll '73 Holbrook, Ma. to

Warren Mkrss '72 AEP, Newton.

Geralyn Hanlon '73 JQA to Bobby

Price '72, Newton, (BC)

Jane Addison '74 Lewis House to

Jim Moulton '73 Syracuse

Lois Cogwhel '73 KKG to Ken Lane
'68 LCA
Susan McCarthy '73 KKG to

Geoggrey 118 Cliffside

Evelyn Huskins '74 Coolidge to

Geoffrey Dean Jr. '74 Kennedy

MARRIAGE
Alana Smith '73 Coolidge to David

Walkenbach UAF

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYW€Y OMAAR.

Willie Stargeii, baseball slugger, has
become an astrology buff He claims his

own statistical survey reveals an
abundance of outstanding athletes born
under his zodiacal sign. Sagittarius Some
sports stars, besides Stargell. who were
born under Sagittarius include Joe
DiMaggio. William Hartack. Lee
Trevino. Jim Plunkett. Johnny Bench and
Al Kalme

ARIES (March 21 April I9i Money
situation stabilizes You know what <s

worth what and why Most important,

your own worth Specifically, this is a
time to pay and collect, to evaluate and to

"set a price "

TAURUS (April 70 May 20): Cycle
high, your ludgment, timing are on
target Take initiative Imprint your own
style Lead rather than follow Set pace
Self doubt can be erased Make this a
period of direct action Then you attract

success
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) You do best

now by working in conjunction with

group, organization You can break
through restrictions But this is done in

quiet, unobtrusive manner Plainly, the

necessity is to be discreet You will un
derstand
CANCER (June July 72) Accent on

friendship, desires, transforming of hope
into reality Change is necessary
Creative thinking is essential Romantic
interests may be paramount Your
feelings tend now to dominate logic

LEO (July 73 Aug 22) Path is

smoothed over for you You discover

allies in positions of importance You
won't get something for nothing
However, you will be provided with solid

opportunities Express gratitude for

surprise gift

VIRGO (Aug Sept 27) Emphasis on
your view, your scan of events and per

ception of potential Refuse to be limited

You can perfect techniques A Pisces
individual could play key role Be

receptive Your influence can spread

LIBRA (Sept 73 Oct 77): Check ac

counts, take inventory Secrets are

featured What was hidden could be

revealed Nothing now is apt to be

lukewarm It is all or nothing Know this

and respond accordingly Don t play

games
SCORPIO (Oct 73 Nov 71 > Accent on

marriage, permanent relationships,

agreements Avoid hanging onto situation

which is not constructive- Observe and
learn Get promises in writing Aries may
be in picture Obtain accurate survey

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 2t)

Cement relationship with one who shares

interests and work Make gesture which

reveals sincerity Highlight the creative

Imprint your style You will be aided by

one familiar with your personal pattern

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

Spotlight on love, children, investments

Emotions tend to dominate Personal

magnetism soars Opposite sex is drawn
to you in responsive manner Be fair to

one who makes request But don't be

foolishly extravagant
AQUARIUS (Jan Feb 1i> Older m

dividual may be very much m picture

Heed voice of experience without giving

up own individuality Stress versatile

approach Make inquiries Applies

especially where home, property values

are concerned
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Close

neighbors, relatives command attention

Be aware of subtle nuances Make no

agreements without studying fine print

Leo and Aquarius individuals could figure

prominently Verify information

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are an inquisitive person, seldom
satisfied that something merely hap
pened you want to know reasons You are

attractive to opposite sex, will make
constructive contacts this year and will

receive accolade for recent efforts July

is indicated as outstanding month
Copyright 1972. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Explosion

6 Lifted with

lever

11 Favor
12 Hold in high

regard

14 Three toed

sloth

15 Caudal
appendage

17 In addition

18 Possessive
pronoun

20 Smallest
number

23 Yellow ocher
24 Repetition

26 Retail

establishment

28 Sun god
29 Pry into

(colloq )

31 Stricter

33 Landed

35 Herotc story

36 One who lures

39 Pounds down

42 Compass point

43 Central
American
Indian

45 Jump
46 Vat

48 Little

50 Music: as
written

51 Greenland
settlement

53 Appear

55 Note of scale

56 Synopsis

59 Part of flower

61 Nerve networks

62 Spirited horse

DOWN

1 Englishman

2 French article

3 Rear part of

ship

4 Fur bearing

mammal
5 Attempts

6 Hebrew letter

7 Rupees (abbr

)

8 Negrito

9 Lampreys

10 Hope for

11 Couples

13 Tooth

16 Units of

Latvian

currency

19 Weasel

21 Drunkards

22 Handle

25 Pertaining to

ancient Greece

27 Potential

energy

30 Size of

type (pi)

32 Titles

B E 5 ' I fcBO R A D
u N N £ C E S SIAIR 1

h
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s
T
T (3 1 N SEfA G E

n a O M e E D

T A i NJ E l INIAu
S L 1 E iT'ARlL V E

H e REm a B F II A T
E p E L3QH d l A MA
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OS 31H EllErj OH
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kl
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C O NS 1 P E RA ' O M
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34 Fixed period

of time

36 Go in

37 Of neither sex

38 Inlets

40 Stroked

41 Country of

Europe
44 Consecrate

M
47 Foundation

49 Latvian

52 Shack

54 Girl's name

57 Note of scale

58 Babylonian
deity

60 Pronoun

PFANUTS

fur pSp
PlftP6U&

by Johnny hart

ge-ruus ?i

fi
• » «m iMtrtnaa, lat . IS71

3l chemist who dissevers ^^ridiy
aaditive that rtiywves wrtK bright
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Play Begins Tomorrow

Baseball Strike Ends
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The baseball strike ended in its

13th day Thursday when the

owners and players agreed to start

the 1972 season on Saturday

without rescheduling any of the 86

games postponed by the player-

walkout.

The end of the strike came after

day-long discussions between the

owners, meeting in Chicago, and

the Players' Association, in New
York, that resulted in a three-part

proposal made by the owners and

accepted by the players.

The proposal was that the season

start on Saturday, none of the

postponed games be replayed and

no money be paid the players for

the games postponed during the

first general strike in the 103-year

history of the sport

Announcement of the settlement

was made simultaneously in New
York, by Marvin Miller, executive

director of the players'

association, and, in Chicago, by

Commissioner Bowie Kuhn.

Miller immediately hailed it as a

triumph for the players.

••Clearly the players have

triumphed in something that few

people thought they could or would

do," Miller asserted 'They have

stood together."

"I'm delighted to have this

over," said Kuhn. "I hope we've all

learned a lesson. I will work with

people in baseball for procedures

to prevent this sort of thing in the

future. Nobody wants it again

neither the players, the clubs nor

the fans."

Because of the fact that games

postponed will not be rescheduled,

the season now will range from 153

games for some teams to 156

games for other teams. Division

winners will be determined on the

basis of won-lost percentage.

Under terms of the overall

settlement, the owners also will

contribute $500,000 to the players'

pension fund and $490,000 to the

health care fund in addition to the

annual $5.4 million contribution

they already had been making.

The losses involved for the

parties concerned are difficult to

estimate, but best guesses place

the onwers' loss at over $5 million

from gate receipts, parking,

concessions, etc., and one can-

celled national television game.

The compromise that led to the

end of the strike actually was made

among the owners in Chicago,

where the National League bowed

to the American League and

agreed to the shortened schedule.

Previously NL owners had been

adamant about rescheduling the

postponed games.
That led to a major hassle over

what basis would be used to pay the

players for games rescheduled.

The shortened season com-

promise skirted that issue-the only

one still unresolved between the

owners and players when meetings

began Thursday.
American League owners have

been in favor of a shortened season

for many years, but never have

been able to convince their

National League colleagues to go

along. The strike seems to have

brought them together on that

issue-at least for this one season.

The cost of the strike to the

players will be one day's pay for

each day of the strike during the

regular season or 10 days pay. For

the average player making $22,500

that would mean a loss of about

$1,250. For a player in Hank

Aaron's $200,000 category it would

be a loss of appoximately $11,000.

In Chicago, Kuhn was asked

about his role in the strike, which

has been criticized in various

quarters, Kuhn replied:

"I have contributed to the

solution as early as possible. My
role was to work behind the scenes.

I know I've been criticized but it

has been uninformed criticism. My

role was to moderate a meeting

towards a solution today. We've
reached that objective."

SPRING HAS ARRIVED-With the ending of the baseball strike.

48-year-old Hoyt Wilhelm will be in action for the LA Dodgers. (AP

Wirephoto)

Netsters Face Busy Weekend Slate

Bv SINCLAIR FOSTER
The fun starts today, then carries over to

the weekend series in Boston, as the UMass

tennis team hosts Vermont this afternoon,

after which its B.C. and Tufts, as the

Kedmen take off for their (are you ready?)

northern swing this coming Sunday and

Monday. — >~ *- ^ ""=

truth, chances for playing don't look all that

great It's scheduled for 2 p.m. which

necessarily doesn't mean a thing con-

sidering the fact that AIC was also

scheduled for 2 p.m. But if the rain lets up.

they'll be there, top five men and all. to

begin a set of three matches that should

warm the Redmen up for their tougher

matches later on

Not to say that the Catamounts will be too

easy They did finish third in the Conference

last year, and do have most of their players

returning Probably the single most im-

portant factor in their improving tennis

program has been the fact that they have

four indoor tennis courts on which to play,

something most of the Redmen netmen

dream about while they peer out of the

windows in Boyden Gymnasium watching

the rain, and even the snow come flying

down.
In being Vermont's season opener, the

Redmen really have no idea what to expect

but they had better expect some stiff

competition because the outcome of this

match has more significance than a simple

intercollegiate match. That's mainly

because some Conference time, the seedings

are made up depending on how well the

teams, and the individuals fared against one

another
On Sunday. UMass is at B.C., whom they

knocked off by an 8-1 score last year It was

known then, (last year) that B.C. was

fielding a team made up almost exclusively

of freshmen and the word out is that they'll

be tougher than last year

Then on Patriot's Day. while those hun-

dreds of nuts will be running all those miles

in Boston, the Redmen will visit Tufts, again

whom they defeated last year, by a

somewhat closer score of 6-3. Not a whole lot

is known about their team this year, so your

guess is as good as mine In fact, they might

well have clay courts for all we know

As of yet. Coach Kosakowski's top five

singles and doubles men have not faced

intercollegiate competition. But rain-

withstanding (and a lot of court sweeping

beforehand) they'll get their first go at it

this afternoon. The lineup will be composed

of two juniors, sophomores and freshmen

and they go something like this: At second

and fourth singles are juniors Chris Coffin

and Steve Ferber. Sophomores Fred Braley

and Mark Brass will hold down down the

third and fifth slots respectively, while

freshmen Ted Donahue and Robert Sch-

peiser will round out the first and last of the

six singles positions

Doubles will follow beautifully as the first

doubles team consists of Donahue and

Coffin, with Ferber and Braley and Brass

and Schpeiser rounding out the second and

third doubles teams.

01 the three matches, this afternoon's

appears the toughest, but of course that's all

depending on what kind of a team UMass

has, especially in relation to last year's.

This year's rendition of Tennis has among

the most balanced teams, as all men from

one to six would have a hard time

demolishing any one of the other five Thus

points look most certain to be scored lower

down the list. Three of the six players are

returning singles men, in Braley, Brass and

Ferber. and their experience should come in

handy, shouldn't it????

In comparing last year's team to this

year's, Ferber had this to say, "Potentially I

"think this year's squad is better, because

besides the depth, I think everyone playing

on the team last year has improved To tell

you the truth, I don't see a team on the

schedule that we don't have an excellent

chance at beating, especially since last

year's nemesis, Amherst, doesn't have near

the team they did last year
"

So, if you're not too busy this afternoon,

with classes and all, and really don't feel

like going back to your room, drop over to

the courts around 2 p.m. and watch the

Redmen in action. It'll be Yankee Con-

ference action, as the Catamounts visit

Amherst for the first of two times this

season. (Recall if you will that the con-

ferences will be at home this year.)

Riley Named Captain
To practically no ones surprise. Don Riley will

captain next year's varsity hockey team.

Riley, a junior from Gloucester, capped off a fine

regular season by leading his line and team to a

Division II playoff championship.

His totals for the season showed him with 14 goals

and 15 assists for 29 points including five assists in

the championship game against Buffalo, but scoring

statistics don't come close to telling his real worth to

the UMass hockey team.

Riley's the type of player who no one notices until

he's already killed you, a smart hockey player who

can do just about anything you want him to. Besides

being a scorer who averaged better than a point per

game Riley also did the job defensively. A strong

man and hard to push around, his work defensive!;

was as good or better than any other center in the

Division.

He killed penalties well and did occasional duty on

the power play, as well as centering a line that con

sisted of Eric Scrafield, Chico Shea, and himself

These three had little success during the regular

season, but come playoff time, they seemed to be able

to do no wrong. Shea, who had had horrible luck

around the net during the regular schedule, suddenly

found the range during the playoffs and was named

MVP as Riley set him up for goals time after time.

Don Riley is the perfect example of a guy who puts

out 100% effort 100% of the time but never quite gets

recognized as the star he is.

Except by his teammates.

> . > j

Captain Don Riley shown here in action against Merrimack. He took a shot from the slot a. Eric

ScrSleW awaUs . possible rebound. (Photo by Alan Chapman)

Crew Visits NYC
By FRANK ANTOSIEWICZ

Dead water caused by high tide at 4:30 tomorrow afte™™" w^,g™
the start of the varsity eight man and a coxswain race with MIT and

Columbia on Sie Harlem River. Last week, the surging pull of the
t

Con-

necticut and winter weather, were the major obstacles in the path of tie

varsUy CrewTeam The lack of current and rowing on an official course

< Smeters» opposed to last week's 1700 meter layout) will, along wife

iSifTerTompetmon, go a long way in determining how good the rowers

^The J "eight is going to Worcester today to compete against the Holy

Cross and Williams JV units, as both MIT and Ota** "£*****

WbX SS* 8. varsity 4 and mmf^^SSOtJi
Manhattan Bob Jayes. the varsity coxswain, has left for England tor a

Si the meantime. Steve Goldberg has been called upon to serve

double duty, guiding both varsity 8 and the second frosh shells. Tom

R.chards will call the signals for the other freshmen shell.

The competition is expected to be very good and C£*™**J™W
snd -We will have to row a lot better this week in order to win. He was

oleasedwUh he practices this week, as the rowers stroked a lot of miles£ the weatfer interfering. MIT is very strong, after hav.ng beaten

Trinity last week by 5 lengths in a full senmn^ Trinity has a ways

nvir the vears been very close to UMass and usually in races between

them the^esult^as a matter of seconds. A very elaborate tank setup

keeri the MIT rowers practicing no matter wnat the weather. Columbia

is usually pretty good, but as to how well they are now .s not known. Las

week they
P
rac"d in Florida, so the time spent on the water for them must

also be in very good shape. .

The Freshmen will also face a very good unit from MIT, as a large

group of yearTngs try out for the team each year The Frosh are look,ng

?c[tatter the disorganized result of their last race, where they finished

^orfee second week in a row, the Crew team is away from horn* but

for Billy Moran, the #2 oarsman on the varsity 8, .t will be homecoming.

The Junior from Hicksville. Long Island has promised a huge crowdwill

view the spectacle along the shores of Upper Manhattan^ The outcome

wiTonce spin depend whether the long power strokes of the Redmen will

out-distance the short quick strokes of the opposition
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Redmen Host Cross In Twinbill
By BILL BALLOl

If someone kept track of the weatherman's batting

average, at this point in the UMass baseball season it would

stand at .333. Since the scheduled opener last week at Yale

was rained out and yesterday's road game at Holy Cross

was washed away, the Redmen have only been able to play

one of the three scheduled for their opening Northern action.

That one game was an 8-0 shutout against Tufts and

counting the three victories they achieved while down South,

it gave the Redmen a 4-0 slate and that's how it stands now.

This weekend provides a great opportunity for UMass to

improve on that record as they play two double-headers in

succession and a single game at AIC on Monday.

The first opponent for the Redmen is Holy Cross and this

twin bill is designed to make up yesterday's rain out and

combine today's scheduled contest. It's scheduled to start at

12:00 on Lorden Field.

Saturday sees UMass entertain Boston University, again

for two, and again starting at noon. This adds up to a stretch

of four games in two days and the logical question arises-

Can the UMass pitching staff handle it?

Well, pitching is supposedly a Redman strong point, and

baseball coach Dick Bergquist thinks he has the arms. "I

think we have the depth to handle it, and I figure that we

have seven or eight capable pitchers if we need them. And if

we have to, on Saturday I'll bring up Bob Langlois from the

JV's".
Langlois, a freshman, pitched Wednesday for the JV's in

their game against Worcester Academy and shut them out

for 8 2/3 innings before giving up an unearned run. He went

South with the varsity and while down there picked up a

victory.
.

As of the moment Bergquist isn't sure just who 11 pitch

when, but he does have in mind the four hurlers he intends to

start.

"I'll open with Tom White for sure, "he said, "And I'll also

pitch John Olson, Mike Flanagan, and Chip Baye and I don't

know yet in just what order they'll go. John Olson twisted his

ankle in practice Wednesday so we'll definitely wait until

Saturday to use him."
Olson, the author of the 8-0 Tufts shutout, isn't in dire

straits by any means with this injury but Bergquist is

concerned and says that even if Olson does pitch he'll be

pitching in pain.

No matter how good the pitching is, you can't win ball

games if you don't score. And even though the Redmen have

been scoring and winning, their team batting average of .230

gives cause for concern. Compared to last season's mark of

.284 it looks rather anemic. Part of this stems from the fact

that in April the pitchers are usually a little ahead of the

batters and their could be any number of other reasons.

A perfect example of this team slump is Dan Esposito. The

big first baseman, who hit a robust .324 with six homers and

30 RBI's last year has collected just one hit in 17 at bats. This

isn't driving Bergquist into any panic however.

"He's hitting, and as long as he's hitting I'm not that

concerned. He hit the ball against Tufts, and even though

they weren't shots he's making contact. In fact right now I

think he's more concerned about it than I am."

He related that "Dan hit the ball real well in practice

Wednesday" and went on to say" he started slow last year

too, but by mid-season he had really turned me on and I

think, the rest of the team."

If pitching is indeed 70% of the game, then the Redmen
face the weekend in good stead. And that average is bound to

go up.

Now if it just doesn't snow.

Runners At BC Tomorrow
t

By EAKLE BARROLL
And MacPherson thought he had

it bad when he presented his in-

firmary list each week...

Track coach Ken O'Brien

presented his last night and with

only a day to go to tomorrow's

track meet at Boston College two

possibilities arise from the list of

the walking (O.K. running)

wounded

:

it could depleat the ranks and in

the face of the number two ranked

track team in New England this

will undoubtably cause problems.

Or . it could be a blessing in

disguise. And this is what O'Brien

is hoping for. "This will put

pressure on the second and third

men in these events and under

conditions like these it could bring

out the best in them," he said.

*

Notice the words second and
third. This leaves first as possible

injured territory and it does. Jim
Graves (hurdles) is hurting, but

O'Brien says he'll be there. The top

two javelin throwers have tender

elbows, one might be there. And
the top long jumper, Jim Bradley,

is hobbling.

In the face of all this O'Brien is

not looking for excuses Instead

he's looking for a win. "We have a

real good shot at them," he said

"After Wednesday's defeat to

Northeastern the kids want to

prove themselves and it wouldn't

be bad beating Boston College with

them being as highly ranked as

thev are."

Sailg (Eoljenian
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SHOTPUTTER JOHN HOMAN is shown here-doing his thing. He

will take his shot-put along with himself to Chestnut Hill for a meet

against the BC Eagles, who are second-ranked in New England

If you're looking for the

basketball, football type of rivalry

that exists between these two
schools in track it isn't to be taken

in the same vain. Northeastern and
UConn are the big forces in this

respect. As O'Brien explains, "The
only rivalry comes from the fact

that most of the kids on both teams
ran against each other in high

school."

The meet itself should be pretty

interesting in that both teams have
the same weaknesses (jumping
and throwing) and strengths
(running )

It is here that the variables

enter. One may have already given

the Redmen an edge... it rained

yesterday (so what else is new?).

The day off may have eased the

pains of the wounded.

UMass Golfers

Open At UNH
BvNICKIFPOLANO

A couple of weeks ago. it looked like spring would arrive early, the

ground would dry up nicelv, and spring sports would be able to get off to

an unhampered start But the fickle finger of New England weather

ruined a lot of plans.

A couple of these plans were scheduled golf matches, for the UMass

varsity golf team, their opener up at Williams and their home opener

today vs. Vermont
But. with these two matches cancelled, opening day falls on April 17

when the Redmen golfers journey to UNH to take on the New Hampshire

Wildcats and Bowdoin College

It's the opening day of a season that should prove to be extremely in-

teresting Last vear the Redmen posted a 9-3 record and won the Yankee

Conference championship under coach Dick Page, but this year finds new

faces sprouting out of the wallpaper

Probably the newest of the faces is the head honcho. coach Fan

Gaudette. Gaudette. who also handles the freshman basketball chores

has a tough act to follow, and to make things worse, he's got to face the

season with onlv one returning letterman

However, what Gaudette lacks in quantity of lettermen, he more than

makes up in quality. The one returnee is captain Rick' Towle. a senior

from Cohasset. who zipped through last season with a 7-0 match record

and is expected to be the No 1 man.
After Towle comes the deluge, though, as the rest of the squad simply

does not have the experience Three golfers. Tom Bitters. Bill Girouard.

and Pat Sharkey, have JV experience, with Sharkey boasting a 5-0 record

for that JV squad But the story, experience-wise, is really told when you

realize that out of the twelve men listed on the varsity roster, only one is a

senior, only two are juniors, and the rest are either freshmen or

sophomores.
Out of this crop of young talent, three golfers, Joe Artman, Dave

Grygiel. and Frank Agostino. look like they're capable of breaking into

the top half of the line-up. but it all depends on several "ifs".

This should be what most people refer to as a "rebuilding season ". But

with good talent, no matter how inexperienced, there are usually more

surprises wating toward the end of the season. Perhaps this team will

develop into a Yankee Conference threat by April 28, when the YanCon
championships are held

But first they've got to open the season, and whether permitting, that

will happen Monday afternoon at 12:30.

Notices
WMUA Sports Talk this Sunday

night will have a new twist. Host

Marty Kelley will focus on Greek
Week activities, especially the

Boston to Amherst marathon for

the March of Dimes. Kelley will

also explore other festivities of

Greek Week as offering insights to

Greek life on campus in general.

Guests include Paul Stevens

(Greek area co-ordinator), Mike
Cusack (Greek Council President),

Tim Maki (Vice-President, and
Lisa Spary (Pan-Hellenic
representative). That's Sports
Talk-Sunday night from 10-11 P.M

Marathons Are Wierd Things
By TOM DERDERIAN

Marathons, 26 mile 385 yard

footraces, are wierd things.

On Monday over 1200 footrunners

will assemble, hop up and down

and run the annual Boston

Marathon and I will be one of

them I don't know what's going to

happen to the other 5 UMass
runners, I can only guess. Here are

my inside predictions.

We will all have to walk down the

stairs backwards for two days

after the race because our calfs

will be so tight and stiff we won't be

able to put weight on our toes. At

least one of us will curse that he'll

never run a marathon again and

two of us will say wait until next

year. The rest won't say anything,

except maybe a polite comment
about the weather
Chris Chambers who finished in

the top sixty last year wants it to be

as cold as possible. He must

remember back in 1968 when it was

unseasonably hot. Heat and sun

makes marathoners wilt like

candles in a kiln They have this

bus that follows the runners along

and scraps up the dropouts and

carries them to Boston (the

starting line is in Hopkinton 26

miles from Boston) Nobody wants

to be on that bus

But I remember in 1970 when it

was 2 above freezing and raining. I

was numb from the shoulders

down. For two and a half hours I

couldn't move my fingers I tried to

give some friends the peace sign

but I couldn't uncurl my two

fingers and ended up giving them

the peace claw.

In general most runners would

agree with Chris and pray for cool

overcast weather. Chris is hoping

to break 2 hr. 30 mins. to qualify for

the Olympic trials in Eugene.

Oregon in July. With the com-

bination of his experience with

marathoning. and his recent ex-

cellent races and cool weather he

could go under 2:30

Ron Wayne and Jay Nestor have

never run marathons. But Ron is

current New England 30 Kilometer

champion. (18.6 miles). For that

race he averaged about 5:10 per

mile, if he maintained that pace for

a full 8 additional miles he'd run a

2:16, which would have won last

year's race by 2 minutes. But it

seldom works out on the road as it

does on paper.

Jay has run well in recent long

distance races finishing con-
sistently in the top 30. I'll guess

that he and Tom Wilson, who ran
unofficially in the marathon in

High School, will both break the

prestigious 3 hour barrior by a
considerable margin.
Graduate Student Bill Saville, a

WOMEN'S CREW
BASEBALL - The UMdss-Holy

Cross baseball game scheduled for

yesterday was cancelled. There

will be double header today at

UMass starting at 12 Noon.
• * •

LACROSSE — The lacrosse

match scheduled for tonight has

been cancelled due to the soggy
field. The game with Tufts on

Saturday will be played as

scheduled.
# #

WOMENS CREW - The
women's rowing team will have a

practice this Sunday. Meet at

Boyden Gym.

veteran of many marathons will

try to finish the race in a respec-

table time He has just recovered
from an injury and is not fully fit to

race but can't pass up the annual
annihilation classic.

Dale Toohey, another grad
student may have the right idea.

He'll not run due to heavy work and
study committments. He'll be able

to decently descent stairs on
Tuesday.

And me"? I SHOULD be fully

informed as to what my own body
will do on that day but I haven't the

slightest idea ! All I know is that the

starting gun will go bang at noon
like it has since 1896.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Marathon Halted, Talks Slated
By MDC STAFF

Today's events for the School of

Education Marathon have been

cancelled, according to a vote of

the School's faculty at an
emergency meeting of the School's

faculty which went on into the

early morning hours.

Also, the cancellation of the rest

of the Marathon is contingent on

negotiations which will start at 7

A.M. this morning "between the

Steering Committee, Executive
Committee, and the Deans to

determine procedure for

presenting the Minority Caucus
proposals to the total population of

the School of Education."

The Third World Caucus had

announced that they will try to

"prevent" the School of Education
Marathon, due to start this mor-

ning, from taking place.

The Third World Caucus, an
outgrowth of the Minority Caucus
held last week, yesterday
scheduled a protest at the School of

Education for 7 A.M. this morning.

What form the protest will take and
if it will still be held is at this time

Dean Dwight Allen of the School of Education explains the reasons why be wanted to keep the

Marathon at the School going for the week in the face of student pressure. He later compromised on the

issue, closing down the marathon at least for Tuesday and possibly longer. (MDC photo by Steve

Schuster)

unknown.
The proposal also reads

"Decisions about the responses to

the proposals of the Minority

Caucus will include equitable

representation of the School of

Education community."
Discussion centered on the entire

issue of the demands of the Third

World Caucus, 1) the acceptance

by the School of Ed. of the

Executive Committee of the Third

World as the only legitimate voice

of the Third World Caucus; 2) that

the Dean, Dwight, Allen, call off

the Marathon
Allen spoke early in the meeting

of his acceptance of the first

demand and asked to be advised on

the second Debate on the issue of

cancelling the Marathon started

about 10:30 P.M. and continued

until about 2:30 a.m.
Arguments included con-

sideration of the School to the issue

of racism, what verbal com-

mitments were made in the past,

and what has actually >een done to

combat racism. These arguments
were made after the faculty

members broke down into small

groups to discuss the issues.

Suggestions from these groups

included the formation of a

Faculty, Caucus, and Student

group to meet with Doctor Ran-

dolph W. Bromery, Chancellor;

acceding to the demands of the

Caucus, avoiding physical con-

frontation; redetermine the roles

of the School's decision-makers;

not dealing with non-negotiable

demands; and making alternative

arrangements.
The Caucus' stand is that the

Marathon is "use of Third World

people for commercial purposes."

The controversy centers around

Marathon publicity claiming that

the focal point of the week would be

institutional racism.

Whether that publicity was of-

ficial is itself a question. A story

appeared in the Collegian saying

that institutional racism would be

the theme for the conference.

However, the School of Education

later said that the information was
wrong and should not have been

released.

According to the Caucus the

theme of institutional racism was
presented to the Committee to

Combat Racism, which rejected it

as a theme for the conference. The
Racism Committee felt that the

actual events scheduled! for

Marathon Week would not support

a theme of "combatting in-

stitutional racism
"

Allen cited the amount of time

and effort put into the planning of

the Marathon, and the obligation of

the School to its undergraduate

students in the curriculum ad-

visement scheduled during the

week as two of the reasons for his

feelings against not holding the

Marathon.
Allen went on to say that if it

were convincing to him that the

"issues" involved in the difficulties

between the Administration and

the School's Third World peoples

could be solved by ending the

Marathon, then he would do it. At

this time he does not feel this would

be the case.

Allen claimed that his office has

offered to restructure this week's

Marathon by adding more events

(Continued on Page 2)

Strike Proposed For Thursday, Friday

By CHARLEY BERKOW
About 80 members of assorted

antiwar and liberal groups last

night proposed a student strike at

UMass for Thursday and Friday.

Acklyn Lynch, a member of the

School of Education's Third World

Caucus, told the people at the

meeting that the Minority Caucus

will disrupt the School of

Education Marathon scheduled to

begin today, explained some of the

reasons for the Minority Caucus's

opposition to the School of Ed. and

discussed a link between the

Minority Caucus's fight at the

School of Ed and the antiwar

movement, and how the two

movements might cooperate.

Last night's meeting was called

to develop concrete proposals for

local action against recent

escalation of the war in Vietnam,

this weekend's bombings of Hanoi

and Haiphong Harbor, and to

generate support for the April 22nd

mass antiwar protests in New York

and Los Angeles.

The proposals will be presented

to a mass antiwar meeting,

scheduled to take place tonight at

7:00 in the Campus Center

Auditorium.
Tonight's meeting is supposed to

decide what actions the groups will

take.

John Treat, a student at Amherst

College, said that about 500

Amherst College students last

night voted unanimously to go on

strike on Thursday and Friday

Those present at tne antiwar

meeting last night voted
unanimously in favor « f a strike at

UMass of some sort They later

voted to support a two-day strik ?.

on Thursday and Friday, to oe

followed by another strike if

specific demands are not met.

A steering committer was for-

med to specify those demands, and

to work out proposals for specific

actions which could be taken

during the strike. The steering

committee consists of:

-Tom Moriarty, of the Young
Socialists Alliance and the Student

On The Inside

:

Third World Caucus Statement
See page three

Nixon On Vietnam
See page four

Tea Party News Conference
See page two

Mobilization Committee;
-Chuck Kenyon. of the Mobe;
-Maggie Houghton, of the Student

Government Association;

-Sam Johnson of the UCF;
-Frank Dorman. of the Concerned

Clergy and Laymen.
-Joanne Levenson, of the Young
Workers Liberation League;

-Alyson Sherred, of Smith College;

-Adrian Yeeles. of Mount Holyoke

College;

-Marianne Levert, of the local

newspaper Spark;

-Mary Lavin. of Youth for

McGovem: and
-Geoff Schatternan. of Amherst
College

Student Government Association

President Larry Ladd announced

late last night that he will attempt

to call a student referendum on

whether or not to go on strike

Ladd said the referendum would

take place on Wednesday He said

that the exact wording of the

referendum would not be worked

out until after the mass meeting

Tuesday night.

Ladd said that under the new
SGA constitution, the president of

the SGA can call a referendum,

pending the approval of a majority

of the ex-officio members of the

SGA President's Council (the

presidents of the seven area

governments, the chairperson of

SUG Board, and the Speaker of the

Student Senate).

At the Collegian deadline, only 2

of these members had been con-

tacted. Barry Cohen, Chairperson

of the SUG Board, and Dana
Marchant, the president of Nor-

theast area government, have both

approved the referendum, ac-

cording to Lisa Mandell, Vice

Chairperson of SUG Board.

Ladd said that only students who
favor a strike would attend a mass
meeting such as that scheduled for

tonight. He said that he felt that the

student body as a whole should

make the decision

Lynch, an associate professor of

Afro-American Studies, said that

Dean Allen had apparently been

negotiating with members of the

administration and the School of

Ed faculty

Lynch said that if the faculty

decided to halt the Marathon, it

would allow Allen to back down
without losing face.

He said that if they voted not to

stop the Marathon, it would be a

show of support for Allen, and

would demonstrate a commitment

on the part of the faculty to hold the

Marathon
Lynch said that if the Marathon

is called off. the Executive Com
mittee of the Third World Caucus

would assess what had happened,

then call a meeting of the Minority

Caucus and inform the people

there of what they had decided,

and then go on to deal with other

problems that minority people face

in the School of Ed.

Lynch said that the Minority

Caucus at the School of Ed is

determined to stop the Marathon.

He said that the Marathon, which

is supposed to be focusing on

combatting institutional racism,

symbolizes the frustration of the

minority students and faculty

He said that as it was publicized

nationally and internationally, that

(Continued on Page 2)
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Rasahaan Roland Kirk performed to a packed audience last night in the Student Union Ballroom. A
master at reeded instruments, Kirk received a standing ovation from the audience. (MDC photo by Pete

Manera

)

School of Ed Marathon
(Continued from Page 1)

dealing with issues of racism, but

that the Executive Committee, as

representing the Third World
Caucas, had refused to agree to

this. In addition, the Executive

Committee has refused to

negotiate on the matter of whether

or not to hold the Marathon. They
are demanding simply that the

Marathon be completely canceled.

Allen after expressing his

feelings that the Marathon should

not be canceled, called for the

thoughts and opinions of those

faculty in attendance, on this

matter, while recognizing the fact

that the ultimate decision on the

fate of the Marathon would rest

with him Allen claimed this would

be the most difficult personal

decision in his four years at the

School
Allen also alluded to certain

other basic issues relating to the

present crisis situation in the

School. Primary here, is the

solution of the various problems

confronting minority peoples in the

School. These would include

defining of the role of minorities in

the School and giving legitimacy to

their position.

The Dean feels that a number of

approaches will have to be tried in

negotiating for the solution of the

problems at hand Allen hopes that

the negotiations can be conducted

amicably.
Governing roles in the School are

one of the things that will be

renegotiated. Allen stated that he

had acted before through his

personal power, taking on "many
risks and responsibilities." In the

future Allen will be willing to

lessen his own power, giving more
to the different interests in the

School, but with a corresponding

lessening of his own "risks and
responsibilities."

When the Dean concluded his

remarks, questions were taken

from the floor, moderated by

Professor Don Carew. Discussion

was varied, with some individuals

stressing the underlying reasons

for the Third World Caucus' calling

for the stoppage of the Marathon.
Others debated on the question of

whether cancelling the Marathon
would ruin the School, both in-

ternally and in terms of national

reputation. Some felt that this

would be the case, while others

contended that it would be good for

the School, in that it would allow

for immediate discussion of the

specific problems of minority
peoples in the School and the more
general problem of dealing with

"institutional racism".

Anti-War Strike Proposed
(Continued from Page 1)

the Marathon was being geared to

deal with problems in institutional

racism and that minority people

were coming from all over the

country to attend it, the minority

people were being used by Allen

and the School of Ed to gain good

public relations.

Lynch said that minority people

were not effectively included in the

decision-making process of the

Marathon or the School of

Education

New Protests
By THE Associated Press

Spurred by the step-up of

American bombing in Indochina,

antiwar protestors staged

demonstrations in several cities

Monday and student leaders called

for a nationwide campus strike

Friday to plan further strategy.

In addition, rallies to protest

American bombings over the

North Vietnamese cities of Hanoi

and Haiphong were scheduled for

Saturday in New York, Los

Angeles and San Francisco.

In San Francisco Monday,

demonstrators massed outside a

federal office building and set fire

to a parked Navy station wagon.

He said that Dean Allen has

institutionalized "house niggers"

and powerlessness in the School of

Education.

He said that the School of

Education trains people to be

mediocre and to be interested in "a
piece of paper and a stipend"

rather than community issues.

Lynch said that if non-Third

World people wished to participate

in the disruption of the Marathon
they should be disciplined and
serious

He said that they should consider

what tactics they would use, what
they hoped to gain in terms of

political education, and what the

Marathon means to them in

dealing with the ills on campus and

in the world.

He said that the amount of

support that the Third World
Caucus would give the antiwar

movement would depend on how
successful the Caucus is at the

School of Ed.

Last night's meeting also ac-

cepted a proposal by Jack Levert

of Spark, a local "underground"
newspaper, that student spend

their time while on strike

leafletting local communities and

collecting signatures on petitions

calling upon local government
leaders to speak against the war
and recent escalations.

This decision is also subject to

the approval of tonight's mass
meeting.
When asked his opinion of the

five-hour long meeting, Erick
Spivack of Amherst College said,

"I am confident that UMass will

get its shit together."

Tea Party Members
Declare Party Aims

By KEVIN KEVIT
Describing their expected party

platform as "a combination of

radical and modest proposals",

several members of the Tea Party,

a newly -formed Amherst political

group, declared their intention of

working for meaningful local

change within the existing town
governmental system in a recent

press conference.

One of the party's major beliefs,

according to the members present

at the conference, is that an in-

dividual's right to complete
freedom of expression must be

secured and safeguarded, as long

as that freedom does not entail

personal injury for others. This

"free expression", they said,

would include all matters of a

sexual or narcotic nature.

Members of the new political

organization explained that the

party's main efforts will e con-

centrated upon Amherst's up-

coming town elections, the major
portion of the party's platform, as

stated in a press release

distributed by party organizers,

centers upon such local issues as

tax, police, and narcotic law

reforms, and the enactment of

legislation to insure a healthy

environment for Amherst, in-

cluding a provision intended to rule

against further housing con-

struction in the town.

When asked his expected source

of support for the party, Eric

Walgren, a spokesman for the

group, declared that its power base

"has to be the youth vote",

although he also counts on a

favorable reaction from "post-

graduate liberals and older people

holding progressive viewpoints."

Walgren, however, cited the

currently low voter registration for

students in Amherst as a potential

problem, stating that the town is

far behind other cities with large

student population in actively

implementing progressive political

ideas.

Since the party plant contains

such varied proposals as the

establishment of a graduated in-

come tax to aid financially beset

owners and the liberalization of

existing narcotics laws, Walgren
was asked whether the party might

be trying to appeal to too diver-

sified a group of people. In reply to

this question, he expressed the

hope that townspeople would find

an issue in the platform on which

they would possess feelings strong

enough to offset any possible

concern on other points. "We don't

want to compromise an inch," he

said. "We don't want to bargain out

on principles."

Members of the Tea Party place
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Meeting:

Food Services Committee

What do we want this time? You!
We'll be meeting with the University Food Services Dept.
this week (Tuesday, April 18) in Hampden Dining Com-
mons. At 5: 30.

If we want to improve the current low quality of the Dining

Commons we need massive support — the kind of support

that only ill-treated UMies can provide. Please come — iff

you can't stomach it any longer.

Donita White,

Chairperson

a strong emphasis upon halting

future population growth in

Amherst as a means of preserving

the existing quality of life in the

town, which, in their opinion, is

rapidly deteriorating. "We are

against the idea of Amherst
becoming a bedroom community
for Springfield," Robin Steere, a

party member, declared.

On the question of whether the

Amherst town government can
legally inhibit expansion of the

UMass campus, Walgren
postulated that the state govern-

ment probably makes decisions on

such matters, but that the

legislators on Beacon Hill most
likely will not act in a manner
contrary to the wishes of a

majority of Amherst's town-
speople.

Walgren also expressed a belief

in the possibility that UMass
students can effectively pressure

the university administration into

the implementation of much-
needed campus reforms through

effective organization into such a

group as the Tea Party.

The initial convention of the

party, to be held at 8:00 p.m. on

April 29 in the Campus Center

Auditorium, was described by
members as being central to its

future. All are invited, and a strong

show of interest in the party by

UMass students, according to

Walgren, will probably result in

the nomination of candidates for

town posts in the next election.

Walgren stressed that the Tea
Party "is not a monolithic
organization", and that student

participation and ideas will be

welcomed at the convention.

Following completion of party
business at the convention, ac-

cording to Tea Party members,
there will be a celebration of the

party's birth with Virginia reeling

and "good old rock'n'roll".

A PAULIST DOESNT
WAIT TO BE
ORDAINED
TO GET
INVOLVED.

If you think

ihat ordination
is scmething
like graduation
—and the time
in between is

similar to marking t-me—then
you couldn't o; more mistaken.

The Paulists wt re founded
with the belief that eac'r. man >s

a member of the community and
he contributes his own thing.

Each is an individual with his

own talents and he is given the
freedom to use them in his own
way. But not later. Now.

For instance, during the no-
vitiate, novices work in such
diverse areas as hospitals, voca-
tional rehabilitation centers and
Universities. They serve as assist-

ant chaplains, co-retreat masters,

student teachers and psychiatric

aides.

Paulist Seminarians create
recreational programs, direct
"Days of Recollection'' for CCD
students, direct film series, ex-
periment with the use of media
in the liturgy as a preaching tool,

originate and edit the Paulist
Free Press, coordinate Lenten
lectures and organize Home
Masses, to mention just a few.

When you commit yourself to
the Paulists, it isn't a someday
thing. It's now. Today.

For more information about
the Paulists write to: Rev. Don-
ald C. Campbell, C.S.P.. Voca-
tion Director, Room 300.

poufeffathers.

415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

Parking Fine Collection Pressed
By JAN LIVA

The current campaign to collect over

$150,000 of unpaid parking tickets owed to

the University will succeed believes Student

Attorney General Henry Bouffard. All

money collected from pricing fines is placed

in an unrestricted UMass scholarship fund.

This new program, initiated March 13 by

Bouffard and others, is basically a three-

step program. First, the person receiving a

parking ticket has 30 days to either pay the

fine or make other arrangements. If nothing

is done within 30 days, the Northampton

Court will issue a court summons. If the

summons goes unanswered, the court will

recommend revoking the driver's license

and car registration.

Since March 13 Bouffard's 8-member

student staff, working at Northampton

District Court, has mailed over 1,600 letters

urging people to settle their fines. Originally

Bouffard hoped to mail 1,000 letters every

other week, but because of his small part-

time staff, he has been unable so far to catch

up with the enormous backlog. This week,

his staff, while continuing the first step of

the plan, will also begin issuing the first set

of court summons.
The mail campaign which was started last

month has resulted in the collection of about

$14,000 Bouffard said. But he quickly added

that "between 34,000 to 40,000 tickets remain

unpaid." He estimated that $4,000 are owed

by the UMass faculty and staff; $35,000 are

owed by registered UMass students; and

$99,000 are owed by "bandits" (people

whose cars are not registered at UMass).

Bouffard admitted that past attempts to

collect unpaid fines were not successful. He
believes this was because the Northampton

District Court was too understaffed to

handle the vast amounts of paperwork. Now

with the aid of computers the 8-member

staff (by June, they will all come from the

Work Study Program), is mailing the

warnings and summons from the district

court.

Although the actual program is only a

month old, it had been in the planning stages

since last September. At that time. Dean

Field, the Parking Office, Bouffard, the

Student Affairs Office and the then Vice-

Chancellor Bromery were working on a

system to collect about $200,000 which was

owed at that time. Prior to the present

program, only $56,000 had been collected.

Bouffard seems confident that the new

system will work. In a letter to the Collegian

(4/14/72) Bob Fultz, who works with

Bouffard, complained that the new system

may not be enforced consistently. However,

Bouffard replied that there would be no

problem enforcing the program and

stressed that the system will be permanent.

He added that for the next fiscal year, 8

work study students will be assigned to the

court and will handle the paperwork.

Bouffard believes that much of the $99,000

owed by what he terms as "bandits" is

actually money owed by visitors to UMass.
He suggested that visitors go to the Parking

Office, obtain a visitor's parking permit and

park the car in the assigned lot.

He also added that Heads of Residence

have access to an unlimited number of

visitors' permits. This would simplify the

process whereby a visitor could simply ask

the H.R. of the dorm for a temporary
sticker. H.R.'s interested in obtaining these

permits should contact Mr. Ferirter of the

Parking Office.

World Caucus On School Of Ed
(Editor's Note: The following is

presented by the Third World

Caucus as background to the

current controversy at the School

of Education.)

Because recent events within the

School of Education have

generated much interest and
discussion in the general univer-

sity community we believe that it

is in the interest of the entire

community that the events of the

past week be understood in the

context within which they oc-

curred.
During the past week members

of non-white minority groups in the

School of Education and other

invited third world people from the

university met in daily sessions to

discuss the question of racism

within the school and ways to cope

with the problems of minorities in

that school. These meetings were

made necessary by the self-

admitted failure and inef-

fectiveness of the School's com-

mittee to combat racism, and by

the complete powerlessness of

minorities within the framework of

the present administrative and

political organization of the school *

The caucus defined certain

problem areas as follows:

A general pattern of white

chauvinism and paternalism in the

treatment of minorities: within the

_decision-making framework, in the

"treatment of individuals, in the

definition of programs for minority

communities, in the promotion and

appointment of faculty, in the

NixonHaltsHanoi Bombing
SAIGON (AP) — President Nixon has ordered U.S. bombing of

North Vietnam suspended in the Hanoi-Haiphong area and greatly

reduced it in the southern panhandle while awaiting a political

response from Hanoi. U.S. military sources disclosed today.

The suspension order applied to all territory above the 20th

parallel of latitude, 60 miles south of Hanoi

The President is deliberately holding off after Sunday's strikes

in the Hanoi and Haiphong areas to see what North Vietnam is

going to do," said one source. "But further bombing of Hanoi and

Haiphong has not been ruled out. It depends on what North Vietnam

does
'

inability of minorities to get ac-

curate information about
programs and decisions affecting

them, the lack of any real decision-

making power in so-called

minority administrators, the

refusal of the school to recognize

any effective organization among
minorities calling this

"separatist", and in the definition

and emphasis in courses pur-

porting to deal with the experience

and realities of minority groups.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
These conditions were felt to be

intolerable particularly because

the School of Education raises

most of its funds, designs most of

its off-campus programs, and is

projecting a national image based

on the educational needs of

minority groups and communities.

For this reason the Caucus,

acting in a democratic manner,

voted the following measures as a

beginning step to the ending of the

exploitation and manipulation of

minorities in the school and in the

communities.
1 That the caucus declares itself

to be the permanent democratic

First in a

Three- Part Festival

BEATLES'
"HELP!"

in color

plus

W C FIELDS'uncut
"THE DENTIST"

Sat., April 22, Mahar

•April 29 never before seen

BEATLES' CONCERT!

Weather

Freshmen Women

All freshman girls with 2.5 cums or better are eligible

to be selected for Scrolls '72-73.

Scrolls Is the sophomore Women's honor society

which carries out service activities on campus.

Pick up your application at the RSO office and return

there before April 21st.

Better yet . . . bring your completed application to the

tea to be held in the Colonial Lounge. Sunday, April

23rd 1 to 4 p.m. Come and find out If Scrolls is for you.

If you care you can help.

and representative voice of

minorities in the school with open

membership for all minorities. The
caucus was mandated certain

responsibilities by the mem-
bership:

2. The caucus through its

representatives must approve all

actions affecting minority people,

minority programs, and all

research projects or doctoral

dissertations dealing with

minorities.

3. All community programs or

grants for funding such programs
must be approved by the caucus as

well as all academic courses

dealing with minorities.

4. The recruitment of personnel

and students must be approved by

the caucus
5. The caucus also decided that

all administrators of programs
dealing with minorities must be

reviewed and approved by the

caucus It further stated that 'any

administrator of any program
dealing predominantly with

minorities will not continue in that

role unless he or she accepts that

their ultimate responsibility is to

the minority caucus and the

minority community."
The caucus then elected a

committee of one administrator,

three faculty, three graduate and

three undergraduate students to

represent their findings to the

administration with the instruction

that the first and primary issue

was the acceptance by the ad

ministration of the legitimacy and

jurisdiction of the caucus in the

areas outlined above This com
mittee was further instructed by

the caucus that "the acceptance of

this caucus as the only legitimate

bargaining agent of the minority

community is a prior condition to

any discussions with the school."

BACKGROUND STATEMENT
The newly organized community

then begun to deal with specific

issues affecting minorities The

issue of the so-called educational

marathon" arose This marathon

is being projected by the School of

Education as being concerned with

problems of institutionalized

racism This was and is being done

<< ontinued on Page t.

Sunny today, should go up to 70's.

Fair tonight, in the 30's. An in-

vasion of small flying saucers is

predicted One question how can
they tell it's fair if it's too dark to

see. We'd announce the official

arrival of spring, but it's liable to

jinx the rest of the week. Let us not

speak in haste.

Men's Liberation •

HONDA

•

One kind of freedom you can buy. Twenty-three models to choose from.

Beautiful road machines. Great dirt bikes. Rugged little mini bikes. All with

strong Honda warranties. Liberate yourself. Come in and get the best deals on

the best bikes.

HONDA
Cahillane Motors, Inc.

375 SOUTH ST., NORTHAMPTON
Call 584-3792

n
American
Motors
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Nixon Leaves Vietnam Options Open
WASHINGTON (AP) — A White House

spokesman declared Monday that President

Nixon will "take whatever action is

necessary to thwart this invasion" of South

Vietnam by North Vietnamese forces.

Press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler had this

word for newsmen a few hours after

Secretary of State William P. Rogers had

told senators bombing of the Haiphong and

Hanoi areas was essential to protection of

American troops and to Nixon's overall

Vietnamization program.

At his afternoon briefing, Ziegler referred

reporters to Rogers' remarks and said the

secretary was speaking for the President.

Ziegler would not discuss the Moscow

claim that four Soviet ships were damaged

in the Haiphong bombing raid.

"We have received the Soviet note, we are

studying it and we will be replying." Ziegler

said in response to a question

Dispatches from Moscow said a reply had

been delivered to the Kremlin and an

American spokesman in the Soviet capital

said it was "not an apology.''

Rogers, the first high administration

official^ comment publicly on the weekend

bombings of the two areas, told the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee the President

had three purposes in mind in sending the

bombers north

—"To protect American troops in South

Vietnam and protect the lives of those troops

while the withdrawal program continues."

To continue the US. withdrawal

program."
To insure that the South Vietnamese

will be able to defend themselves."

The secretary told the committee the

I'nited States "has "no intention of per-

mitting North Vietnam to take over South

Vietnam by force."

In this line, he said, "I'm not going to

make any announcement about what we're

not going to do." adding two exceptions:

There will be no reintroduction of US

ground combat troops and there will be no

use of nuclear weapons in Vietnam.

Otherwise, the President will take

whatever action necessary to meet the three

conditions that brought about the weekend

bombing. Rogers said.

The air raids, the secretary went on.

represented no change of policy and

followed the pattern Nixon has constantly

set out: to take necessary action to protect

American troops.

In the face of hostile questions by com-

mittee chairman Sen. J.W. Fulbright, D-

Ark.. and Sen Frank Church. D-Idaho, the

secretary said the air raids were confined to

military targets

He added that conditions now indicate the

current air war could succeed even though

past bombings did not inhibit Hanoi's

determination to keep fighting.

This was determined. Rogers declared, by

what he called the all-out commitment

Hanoi has made to a conventional invasion

of the South.

With 12 of their 13 divisions out of North

Vietnam, Hanoi's leaders have made such

targets as oil supply dumps much more
important than in the past, he contended.

In declaring it vital to turn back the

current drive. Rogers said also the suc-

cessful defense of the South could lead to

better prospects for settlement.

"We have reason to think" Rogers said,

that if the North Vietnamese are convinced

the United States won't allow their of

fensives to succeed they "may decide it's

not worth it to continue fighting."

For the assault to succeed would be a

disaster, he said, "resulting in a blood

bath... a terrible massacre."

In addition. American foreign policy

would suffer a major blow through the

destabilization of Southeast Asia, he said

In Brief...
Nixon Accused of Lying

WASHINGTON <AP) — President Edward J. Cailough of the

AFL—CIO Sheet Metal Workers accused the Nixon administration

today of lying about a threatened railroad strike.

"Our union had no intention of striking the nation's railroad-

s.and the administration knew this," Carlough told a legislative

conference of his union.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The chairman of the Grumman Corp.

said Monday that one of its subsidiaries would have to close down

rather than attempt to build 48 new F14 fighters for the Navy under

an existing contract.

"We cannot proceed because we just haven't got the money to do

it."

Hijacker Foiled

CHICAGO ( AP) — A lone hijacker demanding $500,000 and a trip

to the Bahamas seized control of a Delta Air Lines jet over Florida

on Monday, but was captured without incident less than an hour

after the plane touched down in Chicago
ITT Report

WASHINGTON <AP) — Richard J. Ramsden, a New York

financial consultant, said today White House aide Peter Flanigan

hired him to do a report for the Justice Department in its antitrust

suits against International Telephone & Telegraph Corp. but gave

him no instructions on what it should contain

Court to Rule

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court agreed Monday to

decide whether the states may go beyond federal authorities in

guarding their waters against pollution.

Bombing Of North Vietnam,

Hanoi, Expected To Continue

Foreign Relations Votes

To Stop War Monies Dec. 1

WASHINGTON (AP) The
Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee voted Monday afternoon to

cut off all money for all US forces

fighting in Indochina on Dec. 31, if

Hanoi returns all American
prisoners.

The vote on the amendment of

Sens. Clifford Case, R-N.J , and

Frank Church. D-Idaho, was 9 to 1,

said Sen J.W. Fulbright. D-Ark .

the committee chairman. He
added that Senate action on the

proposal is expected next week.

The committee acted after

hearing Secretary of State William

P. Rogers describe the bombing of

North Vietnam as essential to the

protection of American troops

"The way to end the bombing, to

end the horrors of the war. is to end

the war," Case told newsmen after

the committee vote.

'It is a question of whether to do

this now or ten years from now
This is the only way to see if

Vietnamization will succeed, the

only chance I see to bring the war
to close that is within our power."

Case said.

Church said the amendment to

the State Department funding bill

"really implements the policy of

the Mansfield amendment,"

passed last year by the Senate and

which called for U.S. withdrawal

as a matter of policy. "The
President has been disregarding

that." Church said.

We are utilizing the power of

the purse to bring about an orderly

completion of the withdrawal of all

forces from Indochina," Church

said.

Supplies and money would still

be available to the South Viet-

namese, Case said, but not a

residual force as he sees it.

The key wording of the amend-

ment is that no money "may be

expended or obligated after Dec.

31. 1972, for the purpose of

engaging U.S. forces, land, sea, or

air, in hostilities in Indochina,

subject to an agreement for the

release of all prisoners of war held

by the government of North
Vietnam."

SAIGON < AP) — An official U.S.

source expressed belief Monday
there will be renewed bombing of

North Vietnam's heartland, in-

cluding Hanoi and Haiphong unless

the Communist led forces call off

their 19-day-old general offensive

in South Vietnam.
Moscow said Sunday's raids on

the Haiphong dock area damaged
four Soviet ships. A protest was
lodged with the US. ambassador

In the ground war US. officers in

An Loc said the enemy still held 15

per cent of the provincial capital 60

miles north of Saigon and had set

up a quasi-government in the part

they control.

A government division sent to

relieve the encircled town was
diverted to meet elements of a

North Vietnamese division on the

march apparently for attacks

nearer Saigon.

Elsewhere in Indochina, a 1.000-

man Cambodian force was
reported cut off in fighting near the

ruins of Angkor Wat. In two days of

fighting, government forces had
lost 75 killed and wounded, the high

command reported. No enemy
casualties were given.

In commenting on Sunday's
strikes and on the possibility of

more attacks deep inside North

Vietnam, the official US source

said: "The whole thing Sunday's

raids-was political The reason

that Hanoi and Haiphong areas

were hit was to put pressure on

North Vietnam to relieve the

pressure down here

"I think that if the North con
tinues the offensive-in the South.

Nixon will go back to Hanoi and
Haiphong He means business He
has no intention of demolishing the

North, but he wants to let them
know what he will do."

Until Sunday, the US aerial

campaign against the North, which

began April 6, had been limited to

the southern part of North Viet-

nam, well to the south of Hanoi and
its port city, Haiphong.

Further evidence of possible

political overtones in the strikes

came in the evaluation by

knowledgeable sources of past

aerial campaigns in the North One
source said nearly four years of

sustained bombing all the way to

the Red Chinese border failed to

produce the desired objectives of

halting enemy resupply in the

South. He declined to estimate how
big an aerial campaign it would

take now to seriously effect

Hanoi's current general offensive.

U.S. military sources said the

thrust of Monday's air strikes had

shifted back to enemy troop con-

centrations and base areas in

South Vietnam
One such concentration was said

to be a North Vietnamese division

south of Da Nang which was hit

Sunday, killing an estimated 200 to

300 enemy troops Intelligence

sources said it was unclear
whether the division was newly

infiltrated or put together from
formerly independent units to

wield them into a single more
powerful striking force

After Sunday's bombing. U.S.

officials refused to say whether the

Haiphong docks had been hit

Radio Hanoi said they had and

reported one Soviet seaman was

wounded In its diplomatic protest.

Moscow said four ships in port

were hit. The note said

"Numerous holes were caused,

particularly in the living quarters

of the crews
"There were dead and wounded

among the workers of the port who

were performing unloading

operations aboard the Soviet

vessels
"

A lull was reported at An Loc

Monday, with both sides burying

their dead A US general who flew

over the area said there was no

danger the town would fall now
despite the continued North

Vietnamese pressure.
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AMADEUS STRING QUARTET
Performing works by Haydn, Beethoven and Tippett

WEDNESDAY

Wednesday, April 19 — 8:00 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium (Stockbridge)

Reserved tickets: 125 Herter
Tel. 545-0202

A girl, hit by North Vietnamese fire into the besieged town of An
I .oc. helps her younger brother and sister to a safe place. The town
has been under siege since last Friday and this film was delayed

arriving in Saigon, 60 miles to the south, until today. (AP)

Apollo 16 On Schedule

Despite Paint Loss
SPACE CENTER. Houston (AP)

— Engineers said Monday the

substance peeling off the Apollo 16

lunar lander appeared to be bad
paint. But they said it was un-

needed for this mission and the

astronauts sped on toward their

landing Thursday in the highlands

of the moon
Astronauts John W Young and

Charles M. Duke, Jr., were
directed to make general in-

spection of their moon machine,
Orion. Monday night to make
certain it remained fit and Thomas
K. Mattingly II was ordered by the

flight plan to stay aboard the

command ship. Casper
Capsule communicator Tony

Kngland told the astronauts to

keep a watch on Orion's flaking

surface, but assured them it was no

problem.

A spokesman for Grumman
Corp . which built Orion, said the

oom -inch thick coating of white

silicone paint was designed to

protect the moon machine from the

heat of the sun during its three

days on the moon
The paint was needed, he said.

only if the launch of Apollo 16 had
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been delayed a day. causing the

sun to be higher and hotter at the

mountain plateau landing site

when Orion touched down. But the

launch was right on schedule.

The paint, said a Grumman
spokesman, was applied and baked
for a half-hour at 400 degrees. He
said the same process was used on

the Apollo 15 lunar module and no
problems were encountered.

'The problem may have been in

the application or in the batch of

paint that was used," said the

spokesman.. "We're very con-

cerned about finding out why this

has happened."
The astronauts had noticed the

paint just after the spacecraft had
rocketed out of earth orbit Sunday
Young and Duke made an un-

scheduled inspection visit to the

lunar module once Mission Control

determined the matter could be of

concern The astronauts found

everything on lne Inside of the

craft all right

Apollo 16 passed the midway
point of its voyage to the moon at

2 14 p.m. Monday The spacecraft
was then 120-377 miles from both

the earth and the moon.
The men of Apollo 16 said they

slept well their first night in space.

Young and Duke will guide Orion
to a landing in the lunar high

country at 3:41 p.m on Thursday.
They will touch down on a

mountain plateau to begin man's
first exploration of the moon's
highlands, an area thought to have
been created billions of years ago
by lava bubbling up from the in-

terior of a young moon

Young and Duke will spend a

record 73 hours on the moon's
surface They will make three

excursions using an electric car to

visit craters and climb about 700

feet up the side of a mountain.
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PARIS ( AP)-North Vietnam held out the possibility

Monday of high-level secret talks to end the Vietnam
war if the United States halts air attacks on North
Vietnam.
A second and linked condition was that the United

States agree to go back to the once-a-week peace
talks which the U.S.-South Vietnamese side broke off

last month.
If these demands are met, it was announced, North

Vietnamese Politburo member Le Due Tho will come
to Paris to take part in the talks, presumably at the

secret level.

Tho had met several times last year with President

Nixon's national security adviser, Henry A.

Kissinger, in secret Paris exchanges which failed to

produce a settlement. Washington said Hanoi broke
off the talks with Kissinger, claiming Tho was ill.

The U.S. delegation to the Vietnam conference

withheld comment on the North Vietnamese proposal

pending consultations with Washington.
The North Vietnamese package deal came out at a

news conference held by Minister of State Xuan
Thuy, who has headed the Hanoi delegation in Paris

since the talks began in January 1969.

His proposals were made public to culminate a

flurry of secret exchanges through "a private

channel" between the United States and North
Vietnam. The United States was believed to be
pressing for further secret talks, either separately or

in connection with the regular sessions.

The exchanges were aimed at getting the talks

going again after Nixon had indefinitely suspended
them March 23 to break what he called a 3 1/2-year

"filibuster" by the North Vietnamese.
U.S. Ambassador William J. Porter reported last

Thursday that the United States wanted the talks

resumed that day, but that this was rejected. North
Vietnam countered by saying it had proposed talks

every Thursday since the conference was suspended.
but that the United States said "no." Neither side

reported conditions it was laying down.
Xuan Thuy in answer to questions Monday revealed

what Hanoi had in mind.
Asked about the possibility of new secret talks Thuy

said, "If the Paris conference on Vietnam does not

resume its work and on the other hand if the United
States does not stop its escalation of the war and
destruction against the Democratic Republic of

Vietnam, then there is no basis for private

meetings."
Pressed as to whether this meant that if the United

States agrees to hold regular sessions of the talks and
stops the bombing of North Vietnam, secret

negotiations can then resume, Thuy responded:
"That is correct."

The United States has argued that nothing valid

was coming out of the regular sessions. The United

States has called these talks "propaganda circuses,"

and has pressed for restricted or private talks away
from the glare of publicity.

Nine Killed In Uruguay Gunbattle

MONTEVIDEO. Uruguay (AP)
— Nine persons, including an army
captain, were reported killed

Monday in a predawn gun battle

that raged for an hour around a
district office of the Communist
party.

Their deaths raised to 21 the

number of persons slain since

Friday in the government's
declared "internal war" against

the leftist Tupamaro guerrillas

No official report was issued on
the 4 a.m. fight that erupted in the

Paso Molino residential district

five miles from the center of the

city.

The victims, other than the army
officer, apparently were suspected

Tupamaros who sought refuge in

the Communist party building and
party militants standing vigil in

the headquarters to defend from
rightwing extremists.

Six soldiers were reported
wounded in the battle.

Newspapers and radio stations in

Uruguay were barred from
distributing accounts of the fights

because of censorship imposed in

the declaration of a 30-day anti-

guerrilla war approved Saturday
by Congress.

The measure was voted after

Tupamaros killed a former
government official and three
security men in daylight ambushes
Friday Police and army patrols

then killed eight suspected
guerrillas and captured a dozen
more in a series of fights through

Montevideo and the suburbs.

Early Sunday, bombs exploded
at three Communist party district

Nixon To Visit In
PolandAfter Moscow
WASHINGTON (AP) -President Nixon has added a two-day stop in

Poland on the way home from a week-long summit visit to Moscow in

May, the White House announced Monday.

Word of the May 31 -June 1 Warsaw visit came as a 25-member advance

team was winging its way to Salzburg, Austria, Moscow, and Tehran, to

make plans for the Nixon Soviet trip.

Despite escalating bombings in North Vietnam, with reports of Soviet

ships hit in Haiphong harbor, deputy press secretary Gerald L. Warren

said plans for Nixon's Soviet trip are proceeding on schedule.

Secretary of State William P Rogers told senators Monday that he

hopes the Southeast Asian developments will not affect the President's

journey to Moscow.
He gave his view in response to a question while he was testifying

before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on another matter.

Polish Ambassador Witold Trampczynski made a personal call on

President Nixon at the White House Monday morning to deliver what was

described as a warm invitation to Nixon to visit Poland.

Nixon has a particular interest in returning to the Polish capital, where

he received an unusually warm and emotional greeting when he made a

stop there on his way home from Moscow after the famous "kitchen

debate" with Nikita Khrushchev in 1959 when he was vice president.

The visit to Poland will come following a May 30-31 stop in Iran on

Nixon's return trip from Moscow.
The advance team, which left from Andrews Air Force Base early

Monday morning, will make stops at all of the places Nixon will visit, the

White House said.

Full details of the itinerary within Austria, the Soviet Union, Iran and

Poland will be announced later by the White House. Warren said.

fiat Your Driver's License

Bafora Summer Vacation

Call

NICHOLS AUTO SCHOOL
256-6066

Patient, Alert, Young, Experienced

Instructors

Dual Control, Fully Certified by

Massachusetts Registry

Serving the Entire Amherst Area

offices and at the homes of three

leftist politicians and the
Evangelical Methodist church that

gunmen had used during one of the
ambushes Friday
President Juan M. Bordaberry

held an urgent meeting with
leaders of his Colorado party and
the opposition National party.

Police and military patrols,
using the broad powers granted by
the war declaration, mounted hugh
search operations in the Mon
tevideo area, which has about half

of the country's 2-1/2 million

residents

In neighboring Argentina, army
and navy units increased patrols
along the Parana River Delta to

block any Tupamaros trying to flee

Uruguay.

UMass
Fine Arts Council

presents

GREAT
BLACK
MUSIC
featuring

The Jimmy Heath

Atl-Star Sextet
and

The McCoy Tyner

Quartet

OUTDOOR
CONCERT

Friday, April 21

7:30 p.m.

Southwest Residential

College - Mall

( Rain location

Union Ballroom)
Student

FREE ADMISSION

Ml Hi Ballroom .s osed UMjss
Undrrqrads w i D s will t:>e seated
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Caucus Statement
(Continued from Page 3)

despite the fact that the committee

to Combat Racism had informed

the Dean that there was nothing in

the marathon which seriously

addressed this problem and that to

so label the marathon was
fraudulent and misleading. The
projection of the marathon in this

way despite the committees ad-

vice was seen as another example

of the flagrant disregard of

minorities in matters of concern to

them by the Dean. The caucus felt

further that the marathon rather

than being a serious attempt to

deal with the question of racism

was a smokescreen and another

attempt to package, com-
mercialize and capitalize on the

minority experience.

The caucus also felt that every

issue raised by the caucus was

represented in the marathon, the

powerlessness of minorities to

define programs dealing with their

own experience, the

misrepreentation of minorjty

issues, and the misrepresentation

of the school as being seriously

concerned with the fate and
liberation of minorities. For this

reason, they decided that to have

the marathon at this time, as it was
being structured and advertised,

was an insult to the minority

community and a deliberate

falsehood on the part of the school.

The real way to combat racism

was to address the issue of

powerlessness and exploitation as

defined by the caucus. Therefore,

the caucus voted to ask the Dean to

cancel the marathon and deal with

the issues raised by the caucus. At

this point, he has refused to do

either and the caucus has,

therefore, informed him that, "The

caucus has decided that the

marathon must be stopped before

any other issue can be negotiated.

This is the will of the minority

caucus, and since you have
demonstrated your unwillingness

to conform to this decision, the

steering committee has no other

recourse but to continue its efforts

toward the strategic and effective

shutdown of the marathon."

Members of the general

university community who are

opposed to racism and who plan to

attend the marathon are urged by

the minority caucus not to do so.

Among the activities planned for

tomorrow are a series of lawful

demonstrations to educate the

community to the issues. Your

participation in these actions will

be more useful than attendance at

the marathon. It must be un-

derstood that we will use every

lawful means at our disposal to put

a stop to this travesty and parody

of the oppression of our people and

to make the School of Education

responsive to the real needs of

minorities as minorities define

them, not as they are perceived by

paternalistic administrators
operating from a Great-White-

Father syndrome.
It must be understood that this

entire situation has been generated

out of the stubborn unwillingness of

the Administration of the school to

recognize the legitimacy of the

democratic and representative

organ of minorities, and its con-

stant efforts to program, control

and manipulate minority people

against their own interests.

The present is a time for

struggle; the future is ours. WE
SHALL OVERCOME WITHOUT A
DOUBT.

Afro-American Studies

Student Art Exhibit
The Department of Afro-American Studies at the University of

Massachusetts is having a Black student art sale and exhibit It is to take

place on April 22 and 23 in New Africa House on the University of

Massachusetts campus, Amherst. Mass They are asking all of the Black

students attending colleges and universities in the immediate New

England area to participate They are seeking all forms of art-drawings,

macrame. jewelry, photography, virtually anything! There are no entry

fees involved, we are requesting that you notify us as soon as possible as

to number of pieces, etc. If it is desirable for you to mail works, please be

sure it is clearly marked as to name, school, city, and price, as all unsold

pieces will be returned along with receipts If any questions should arise,

feel free to write or call,

Mrs. Janice Frame
27 Webster Court

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

(413) -256-8350

BY POPULAR DEMAND

Tuesday Special

c

2 pieces of chicken, mashed
potatoes & gravy, corn on the

cob, buttered roll, soft drink.

Rt. 9 across from Zayros

• . * • • •fm
V.

unity

V\»

POU8LE FEATURE
pMM

CARTOONS

Spring was in the air and the dance of springtime was foand in the Sylvan Are. yesterday during it.

first concert. (MDC photo by Gib FuUerton)

1

'Career News
1
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Occupation -Or Career
By PHILIP SCHIRMER

Too many people see their 8

hrs./day, 40 hrs./week as a

numerical figure on the paycheck

to be taxed, saved, or spent but

ultimately to be set aside under the

ignominious title "work", or

"employment". And the two
worlds: Work and Leisure (where

one is free to pursue his or her real

interests), are as separated from

each other as the office and the

home ( to coincide only during the

dreadful yearly engagements
when "the Boss" comes over for

dinner).

A career is (and I quote from the

February-March issue of the

Journal of College Placemen-

t),..."a set of life activities which

the individual relishes, finds

meaningful, and enters with great

relish." It is the fortunate in-

dividual who finds himself not

merely employed, but in a career

which is as rewarding to his per-

sonal tastes as to his financial

aspirations. He is the guy who
answers an advertisement in a

radio hobby magazine (as one

recent alumnus writes that he did),

and lands a job of assistant editor

at $130/wk. His former hobby or

"avocation" became a vocation

with a paycheck. And chances are

he looks forward to his work day

With the demand for more three-

day weekends increasing along

with a growing insistence, on the

part of young managerial and

professional personnel, for work

schedules which allow spare time

for community involvement, the

extent to which the career reaps

economic gain may one day be

strictly incidental.

That's a good deal better than

the extent to which the career

reaps personal satisfaction being

purely accidental.

The Planning and Placement

Office here at UMass functions

primarily for that purpose: to

establish the graduate in a career,

not just an occupation.

Check it out

PROGRAM COUNCIL PRESENTS

IN PERSON

^l^ M«^reu
|\H

AT THE BLUEWALU

IN CONCERT
Saturday, April 22 — 8:00 p.m.

Curry Hicks Cage
Admission $1.00

T ickets available at R.S.O. office and at a table on the C.C. Concourse

Central Starts Campaign

e students and staff of Central

i are working together in a

paign to attract more students

le area's 12 houses next fall.

I Johnson, spokesman for the

ral Area group which includes

Area Government, Area
sctor's Office, Heads of

tdence, and other students,

es reasons for the unusual

roach to housing by the area,

ntral is probably the least

rd about area on campus. While

•e is a community life in the

a, the strength comes from the

dence halls. The strength of the

ses historically has taken away
•n the area identification but, on

other hand, many of the houses

well known for their own
iracter." The Central Area is

de up of some of the oldest

lses on campus. Rents are the

/est and creativity with these

•ms has been increasing in the

5t couple of years.

Presently, the makeup o
Central Area is seven Co-ed houses
including Butterfield, Brooks,
Brett, Gorman, Greenough,
Wheeler and Chadboume, which is

undergoing renovation at present.
Hills North and South and Baker
are male, although Baker may be
Co-ed next year. Finally there is

Van Meter North and South which
house all women.
Central has not seen much at-

tention for new programs or in-

creases in staff until this year. This
year money was allotted to the

area for academic programs which
were innovative with potential for

development next year. In ad-

dition, student interest in colloquia

courses in Central has been very
high.

The campaign began with
posters spread around campus and
anticipation for success is high

among the campaigners.

Third Annual Concert
For Percussion Tonite

A world premiere, the debut of a new musical group, and the per-

rmanee of a symphony written entirely for percussion instruments

•mprise the program for the Third Annual Concert of Music for Per-

ission sponsored by the University of Massachusetts-Amherst music

ipartment.

The concert will be tonight at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium at UMass,
nd is open to the public without charge.

A highlight of the program will be the first performance anywhere of

ohn Holland's "Sirens" (from the Sirenic Episode of James Joyce's

Ulysses" I and will feature Donna Harler and Diane Dinucci, sopranos;

on Humphrey, tenor, Leopold Teraspulsky, on cello) and the University

f Massachusetts Percussion Ensemble under the direction of Dr. Peter

1. Tanner.

The percussion players will perform on chains, stones, wooden boxes,

ihoes, smoking pipes, water glasses, dice, and flower pots, and more
raditional instruments.

The UMass Marimbas, a new group specializing in a variety of styles,

will offer selections from Bach and Lassus to Simon and Garfunkel

Patterned after the Marimba Masters of the 1950's, of which Dr. Tanner

was a member, the ensemble includes four marimbas, a xylophone, and a

string bass.

Rounding out the program will be the "Symphony for Percussion" by

Stanley Leonard, timpanist with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.

For this work, Dr. Tanner and his students have constructed some of the

52 instruments called for in the score, including wooden slit-drums and an

aluminion, a giant wind-chime made of aluminum strips.

Dr. Peter H. Tanner is a graduate of the Eastman School of Music, and

a former member of the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, Eastman

Wind Ensemble and the United States Marine Band. He is presently

assistant professor of music and director of percussion studies at UMass-

Amherst, and timpanist of the Springfield Symphony Orchestra.

EARTH WEEK
Calendar of U.Mass. Events:

ZPGTUESDAY, APRIL 18, 8 p.m., Hasbrouck 20

population panel discussion and Film "1985".

Film "1985".

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19, 7 p.m. Hasbrouck 20

SILENT SPRING PLUS TEN YEARS
Where we are now.
A lecture by Dr. Ian Niesbet of the Mass. Audubon Society

Research Department.

APRIL 20, 8 p.m., Campus Centtr, Rm 1*5 - H9, Free

"IMAGES OF AN ISLAND-ISLE AU HAUT" media

concert ..

Organizing the photographic talents ot Josh Gordon, a u.

Mass student, Rick Cowley has created a concert com-

bining contemporary music, slides, motion pictures, still

photographs, and actual rubble from the island.

FRIDAY, APRIL 21, Campus Center 804, 7 p.m.

"LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY, AND OTHER
B S."

A hard look at the pros and cons of nuclear power plants-

including misleading advertising by the AEC and power

utilities. Come and discuss its present effects on you and

future effects on your children. WMPIRG; NEW
ENGLAND COALITION ON NUCLEAR POLLUTION.

SATURDAY, APRIL 22

ARCADIA WILDLIFE SANCTUARY DAYTRIP
Come and join us in an afternoon of playful relaxation. Bus

leaves the garage circle at 11 a.m.

All above events are free!

Lewis House To Assist

Westfield Detention Center

On Thursday, March 23, 1972, the residents of Lewis

House voted 115-8 to allow the initiation of a

cooperative program between Lewis and the

Department of Youth Services.

Through a state grant, Lewis House will be working

with Westfield Detention Center and other campus
groups (Webster House is considering a similar

possibility) to provide an alternative rehabilitation

program for 12 youths (6 of whom will be housed in

Lewis) placed by the courts for a period of detention.

The six youths will be living with six Lewis House
students who have been selected as advocates among
the 15 students taking the course on Juvenile

Delinquency being taught in the dorm this semester.

The youths, while on campus, will be participating in

a great variety of options including classes at the

Amherst Regional High School, classes at the

University, an alternative school staffed by

university tutors and student teachers, seminars,

workshops, craft projects, sports activities, field

trips, and dorm functions.

The motivation for this program originated early in

November when two former inmates from the San
Quentin and Soledad prisons spoke in the dorm about

the atrocities of our penal system.

The students left that "coffee hour" with a sense of

horror and a frustration based on the feeling that they

could do nothing to effect any change in this system.
But they wanted to try...

A few days later when Larry Dye, a grad student-

lecturer and staff member at Westfield suggested the
housing of six detention youths in a university dorm
as opposed to the traditional security institution, a
group of students immediately picked up the idea and
began to develope the initial details of a program and
arranged, with the permission of the dorm members,
for a juvenile delinquency course to be taught in the
dorm during the second semester.
This class has now spent the semester learning

background information on DYS, discussing the

problems of juvenile delinquency, learning from the
past experiences of the JOE program, meeting staff

and residents at Westfield, developing further details

of the program, and educating the entire dorm about
the program.
The vote on the 23rd was the culmination of many

weeks of meetings, discussion, and debates. Ninety-

three percent of the dorm voted to support the

initiation of the program.
Within the next few weeks, the program's search

committee will hire a University Director and House
Coordinator(s). The program is scheduled to be
phased in by the end of the semester and to be in full

operation next fall.

Environmental Groups Launch Drive

NEW YORK (AP)-A coalition of

environmental groups will kick off

a nationwide campaign Tuesday to

mobilize public opposition to

proposed legislation it claims
would undermine the National

Environmental Policy Act.

Some 2,500 information packets

are to be mailed to national and
local environmental groups, labor,

church voter, peace and other

organizations calling fo-

"widespread and immediate
citizen response "...to save NEPA
from congressional hatchets,"
according to a packet made
available here.

The save NEPA campaign was
organized 10 days ago by leaders of

the Sierra Club, Environmental
Action. Friends of the Earth and
the Environmental Policy Center

The liming of the campaign's
kickoff during Earth Week was
coincidental

NEPA, an acronym for the act,

has been used in the courts by
environmentalists to halt and stall

scores of federal projects, in-

cluding the Alaska pipeline and the

Cross-Florida barge canal.

The act requires federal agen

cies to consider fully all en-

vironmental and social costs of

proposed projects, explore feasible

alternatives and guarantee citizen

participation in decision-making

It was signed into law by

President Nixon New Year's Eve.

1970

Richard Lahn, a Washington
lobbyist for the Sierra Club, said

"Federal agencies, Interior, the

Atomic Energy Commission, EPA
Environmental Protection Ad
ministration, tried to ignore and

get around the act and that

resulted in the horrendous court

decisions ." He added, "What the

courts said to the agencies is: You
weren't even in the ballpark as far

as compliance is concerned. You
didn't even read the act.'

Referring to eight bills currently

in the House of Representatives to

amend NEPA itself or other laws

to circumvent compliance with

NEPA. Lahn said, "The attempts

by Congress to chip away at NEPA
is sort of like saying, 'Now we can

ignore the environment.'

The campaign kits state:

"Painfully aware that the public

would not tolerate an overt effort to

kill NEPA outright, an alliance of

vested invests, federal

bureaucrats, and congressmen
devised a program to kill it a little

at a time by amending it to death

behind closed doors."

Sam Love, coordinator for

Environmental Action, said that if

one of the bills passes, "it will be a

green light for all of the other in-

terests, the highway, the dam.
other interests to rush into

Congress and seek exemption for

their projects. We'll be left with a

completely gutted National En
vironmental Policy act."

University Health Services

Appointment Desk

Phone 545-0057

Monday through Thursday
8:30a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Friday
9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.

Answers To YAHOO Crossword
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Out Now (Still)
In case you were in isolation this weekend, President Nixon, your

lovable warmonger, ordered fighter-bombers and B52 stratofor-

tresses to bomb Hanoi and Haiphong, the Capitol and major port,

respectively, of North Vietnam, this past weekend.
We think this is one of the most dreadful moves that Nixon has

pulled in his entire term. The explanation from Washington on the

bombings has been l ) the raids will protect our men in Vietnam; 2)

continue the Vietnamization program, and 3) continue troop with-

drawals.

These recent bombings in Vietnam will not help. According to

spokesmen from the U.S. Command in Saigon, raids will have no
immediate effects: North Vietnamese troops were equipped for

fighting for several months, the raids will keep the South Viet-

namese dependent on the United States for support, and even
though continued troop withdrawals may continue, no one seems to

have counted the recent increase in Air Force personnel assigned
to Southeast Asia. (And let's not forget the warships and aircraft

carriers of the Navy which were sent there just last week.

)

Another source, supposedly "official," explained the bombings
as political moves to put pressure on the North Vietnamese
government to stop their invasions. This source also said the

bombings of Hanoi and Haiphong (see story elsewhere) were ex-

pected to continue today. Killing a lot of people is one hell of a way
to put pressure on a government. When such a thing is perpetrated
in this country by an individual, it is usually called a crime. We
always thought the better dead than Red or better Red than dead
decision belonged to individual people, not a matter to be decide*

by someone else's government.
So, still, say NO to escalation. We say the time has come ( and has

been here for a few years) to withdraw from this horrible, bloody
war.

A major mass meeting will be held in the Campus Center
Auditorium tonight to help plan local actions to help build the April

22 Demonstrations. We ask you to attend, help end the war. This
meeting and the possible one-day strike to come out of it will not be
substitutes for the April 22 demonstrations, but are intended to help
build support for and participation for them. Come and plan. Act
now to end the war.

"Take Heart, Ma'am After He Get* It Inflated,

HeMI Rescue You From It"

Any student attending last Thursday's meeting of

the SUG Board had to be impressed with the absurd

amount of nonsense taking place while the bill to pay

their three officers was being discussed. A bill they

would eventually pass by one vote.

The typical SUG Board member during the

meeting, seemed to be more intent on showing off his

knowledge of parliamentary procedure than getting

down to the business at hand. He (or she) usually uses

this limited knowledge to satisfy an ego which

couldn't be satisfied anywhere else except in front of

a mirror.

The board's decision to pay their three officers for

12 months will cost students a total of $4,800. There is

no way the vote can be considered representative of

the student body since only seven students voted for

the proposal while six students voted in opposition.

The only recourse that students have to regain their

money is to have Chancellor Bromery veto the

measure.
Little wonder students could care less about their

student leaders, who are suppose to represent student

interests. Students do not directly elect the members
of the board since members are appointed by the

president of the Student Government Association

Yet these same members have seen fit to fund

themselves from student money without receiving

any semblance of student consensus

For the Campus Center management and ad-

ministration, who attended Thursday's meeting, the

proceedings developed into a farce. SUG Board

members have continually attacked the

mismanagement and incompetence" of

management and administration as the main reason

for the ever-increasing Campus Center fee. It is the

height of hypocrisy when these same people would

turn around and appropriate themselves money that

will, in effect, increase the Campus Center fee.

SUG Board, a blatant example of "taxation without

representation ." There is no doubt that the Campus
Center would be more representative of the student's

interest, if SUG Board members were more willing to

act as students and not as the big-time politicians

they imagine themselves to be. The members are

always complaining about the amount of coverage

they receive in the Collegian. As effective as the

board is in representing the student, they deserve

their coverage in the comic strips.

The members who voted in favor of the proposal

continually cited the fact that if this money was not

appropriated they might not be as effective in their

board duties. There are many students presently on

this campus, who are working just as hard as the SUG
Board officers in representing students, and do not

expect payment for their valuable services. The
difference in outlook is that these students have not

lost their reason for representing students.

Hopefully, the Student Senate will initiate action

this Wednesday protesting the SUG Board's

irresponsible and possible irrevocable action. A
strong vote of disapproval from the Senate would

pave the way for a veto from the Chancellor. The
Chancellor needs strong student backing, if he is to

take action of this magnitude.

The time is right to bring SUG Board back to the

students. Drastic changes must be made if this body

is to regain the respect of the student body. At

present, the SUG Board is held accountable to only

the Chancellor and Trustees. There are ap-

proximately 15 students currently on the board
representing 15 and only 15 UMass students.

If we are to have a representative student govern-

ment, then the board should be held accountable to

students as well as the Trustees. Members are

currently appointed by the SGA president in what can
only be described as a political appointment. SUG
Board members should be elected directly by th« i

student body. SUG Board should also be forced to

give a full statement of their activities to the Student

Senate at a regularly scheduled time such as once

every two weeks.

As student government begins to shy away from
student control, it will only become weaker in the

eyes of not only the student body, but also the ad-

ministration. We must begin to formulate a student

government so that only the student body benefits by
its actions, and not just seven students as happened
last Thursday.

Look To The Future
By STEVE TRIPOLI

In the early days of March, the Rents and Fees
Committee of the Student Senate and the Ad-

ministration sat down together to discuss next year's

rent and fee prices.

About a month and a half later, after a long series

of negotiations, the Administration presented four

options on next year's rent to the committee, none of

which the committee found acceptable. The Ad-

ministrators chose one, and this Wednesday
representatives of the Student Government will go to

the Board of Trustees to appeal the choice, a $30 rent

increase which includes a change in the University's

housing policy which would allow fewer students to

live off campus next year.

From the beginning of the negotiations, the ad-

ministrators stressed that they were pleased with the

atmosphere of "open minded give and take" with the

student representatives. The reality, the "open
mindedness" of the situation turned out to be

somewhat questionable.

The fault lies with the Administration. This is NOT
said without prior thought. This reporter has been to

all of the meetings of the committee since the

negotiations began, and he's seen it for himself. The
administrators in retrospect seem only to have been

interested in finding an official student organization

to approve their proposed increase in rent.

Throughout the negotiations, the Administration's

attitude was that a rent increase was inevitable. This

is not to blame the administrators directly involved.

They have a job to do, and must take a lot of com-
plaints from both sides. It is the Administration as a

whole that is to blame.
Granted, under present conditions, a rent increase

IS inevitable. But the fact of the matter is that there is

plenty of room for change. There's mismanagement
everywhere, and it's costing students money. Some of

it is too touchy to talk about, as it could cause a lot of

trouble, but there's a lot that can be talked about. For
instance, when the people in housing were making up
this year's budget last year, they budgeted for 95%
occupancy in the dormitories. They only realized 90%
occupancy, and the mistake cost $350,000, a deficit

students are being asked to make up. This comes to

$35 per student for the approximately 10,000 dor-

mitory students. Without this little deficit to worry
about, one wonders if there would have been a rent

increase at all.

So now it's all up to the Trustees. It can only be
hoped that they will listen to the student represen-
tatives who go before them, and that they will order
the administration to stop all mismanagement, look

into every possible means of stopping the rent in-

crease, and stop making students pay for their

mistakes.

Let us also hope that Whitmore will be more honest
in their future dealings with the students. The Ad-
ministration shouldn't be talking about open minded
discourse with the students if they are going to end up
doing what they want to do on important issues. Let's

hope that things will be different in the future.

Our Last Chance
By BRUCE TILDEN

If you have ever walked through any of the

residential areas in the morning when it is still cool,

you have probably noticed a vapor-like substance

emerging from the small holes in the manhole covers.

These covers are marked "STEAM," which implies

that the fog coming from them is steam. Contrary to

public belief, it is not steam at all.

On the morning of March 14th, Dr. B.S. Kelperhorn

donned a surplus military M-17 Protective Mask and
took a sample of the vapor. He then took it to his lab

on the bottom floor of Goessman, where he proceeded

to analyze the sample. After 29 hours, he emerged
carrying a briefcase handcuffed to his wrist. Dr.

Kelperhorn was last seen on the second floor of

Whitmore at 11:00 a.m. on March 15th.

Thirteen days later, a student under the work-study

program ( whose name will remain anonymous), was
cleaning the interior of the Physical Plants' in-

cinerators. Suddenly he came across the charred

remains of a fireproof briefcase with a pair of hand-

cuffs attached to the handle. Since he was working for

only $1.35 an hour, he decided to pawn the handcuffs

and keep the contents of the case.

At 2:30 a.m. on March 29, our unidentified student

was knocking on the door of his best friend, who just

happened to be the chairman of a group called SDS
(Student Defense Society). After burning the

"midnight oil" they came up with this report and plan

of action:

The vapor emerging from the manhole covers

labled "STEAM" is actually a gas called Idiot gas.

whose formula is classified under Army Regulation

AR 16-235-9. The effects of this gas are extreme
gullability and passivity. For the longest time, the
administration has been conditioning the students to

accept the ways of the "Establishment" so that we
may easily adapt to, and fit into society once we leave
the confines and security of the University.
The only preventive measures against this

chemical brainwashing are:

1. Leave the University.

2. Force the administration to stop this in-

doctrination procedure.
3. Take "THE PILL".

Numbers 1 and 2 are self-explanatory, however 3

deserves some elaboration.

The infirmary dispenses, to the staff and faculty,

pills each week. The pills look roughly like St.

Joseph's Aspirin for Children, but in reality they
prevent the effects of the Idiot gas. The reason behind
all the faculty and staff taking them is that the in-

firmary doctors, who have been hired by the ad-
ministration, have told them that the pills are a
sexual stimulant and will increase potency. This
means, naturally, that they will take the pills faith-

fully.

In conclusion, fellow students, the commission
appointed by SDS suggests that since we cannot leave
the University and enter the cold world without that
"golden piece of Paper", and since we cannot rise up
against our brothers in the administration who think
they are doing us all such a good favor, we must all go
immediately to the infirmary and demand that we all

be put immediately on "THE PILL."

Editorial Points

'CHECK ONE LITTLE-OLD-LADY TYPE, SWEET FACE, MILD DISPOSITION, HARMLESS . . .
'

Letters To The Editor

Lee Pitches A Doubleheader

To the Editor:

I would just like to note a few corrections to your

poorly researched and unsigned article entitled

•Lanky Lee v. the Athletic Council (April 24th Poor

Richard's). As one involved I am deeply distressed

by some of your reporting.

1. Controversy did not begin with anyone's decision

to raise the athletic fee as stated in your opening

paragraph. The fee has remained constant for a

number of years.

2. Paragraph three ends with an entirely false

statement "At this point summer intervened and

Bussell was unable to get in touch with Sandwen. The

matter was laid to rest until school recommenced." I

must insist that Bussell bears the full responsibility of

this inaction. Not only did I work in Dean Field's

office 9-5 all summer, but I met Mr. Bussell on

campus and wrote to him asking what was to happen

with our proposals. During the summer I also sat on

the search committee for an Athletic Director, with

many of the other participants in the story If he had

wanted to "get in touch", it would have required next

to no effort on his part.

3. George Richason's conduct, as Chairman of the

Athletic Council, before the Faculty Senate can hardly

be termed "neutral ". He attempted to emasculate

the "student compromise" by urging the Council not

be forced by the document to have open meetings, not

be forced to open its financial records, and not be

forced to report to the Student Senate. It was at least

a good attempt at roadblocking.

4. Mr. Bussell makes the comment that under his

compromise the Council's student members "would

be elected in the same manner as alumni." The

recent "selection" of alumnus Jim Mulcahy to the

Council has been termed by many a "rump election"-

-an unacceptable procedure as far as I can see.

5. Mr. Bussell also asserts that "student leaders

never really got in touch with the student body over

the issue," resulting in misunderstandings. This is

also blatantly false. I personally spoke to six of the

seven area governments (sorry commuters), most

twice, wrote in the Collegian, spoke to the Senate

frequently, and went on WMUA. Mr. Bussell refused

to join me on the radio as I recall.

6. You ignorantly state "Both groups have hidden

issues from their constituents." Name one that the

students attempted to hide?

7. You end by calling for an end to "political

machinations". We (students) ended long ago. We
argued our case before our peers, the administration,

and the Faculty Senate. It is the "jock sniffers'*

among the Faculty who hold up resolution of this

issue.

8. Finally in a brief account of my first Council

meeting you quote me as saying, "it made me want to

blow lunch" "Blow Lunch" should be capitalized.

Lee Sandwen

Letters

To The Editor
As in previous years the MDC will continue to

print letters to the editor. The only requirements

are that they be typed at sixty spaces, double

spaced and absolutely no longer than two pages in

length. All letters must be signed and the NlMM
address and telephone numbers must be included

No letter will be published without this in-

formation. Also, no letters will be printed without

the name of the author Please note this change in

policy.
. . ,

All letters are subject to editing either tor

content or space according to the judgment of the

editors Also, due to space limitations, we do not

guarantee that all letters will be printed

THE EDITORS

To the Editor:

The massive renewed bombings of North Vietnam

are just one of several indicators of the importance of

the coming Presidential election. President Nixon, in

our opinion, has betrayed his trust to the American

people. We sense the crying need of new leadership to

pull us through the crises we sense all around us.

The Massachusetts Primary offers us a chance to

examine and indicate our preference between two

Democratic options to Richard Nixon -Senators

Edmund Muskie and George McGovern. It is only a

choice, however, when the electorate is given the

chance to critically examine each candidate and, as

important, those delegates pledged to a candidate,

who wish to represent this area at the national con-

vention. We, as the delegate slate pledged to Senator

McGovern, have attempted to bring our candidate to

the voters. We have been pleased by his recent

success in Wisconsin and his dominance in local polls

We must insist, however, that the continued

resistance on the part of the "Muskie Slate" to meet

with us in open forum does the electorate disservice.

Political campaigns should not be just hollow rhetoric

over television or merely endorsements, but men and

ideas tested before active discussion. We stand ready

to meet with you at your convenience; we have the

faith of our convictions that you seemingly so often

lacked in the past. We call upon you to meet us in the

public arena.

In particular I invite my fellow student Judy Gill, to

be more than a token women/student Muskie

delegate, and to face the voters and the opposition in

open debate. Surely Muskie supporters should know

by now why they want to go to Miami pledged to that

Senator? If he is the "only Democrat who can beat

Nixon" (a powerful man indeed), why should his

supporters be so afraid to debate a Sandwen9

Lee Sandwen

Intrigue

We noticed that the ROTC
people were practicing mar-

ching last night. We wondered
if they do so in the dark to avoid

being attacked by the anti-

military people. Also, could

they be the next to join those in

Vietnam?
*****

Long weekends at state-

owned and operated Univer-

sities sometimes tend to kill

senses of urgencies.
*****

You can almost picture the

STRIKE UMASS signs popping

up around campus again. That
will also cause a boom in the

sandblasting business, again.
*****

Okay, so you just got over a

long weekend, you got very

lazy, you can't do any work.

Let's ease back into the

routine, .ve don't need any
great brick walls of work
hitting us over the head.

*****

"Planets with people on
them are scarce."

To the Editor:

Since January, we have been living in Louisville,

Kentucky, student teaching and learning. Joyce and

Mary Ellen have been interning at an elementary

school in the city; Chris and Don have been at a high

school, teaching English and social studies.

Because many students at UMass are interested in

gaining more information about the student teaching

experience, we have flown back to Amherst for this

week's Modular Credit Marathon at the School of

Education. We hope that we'll be able to answer

many questions about student teaching in the Center

for Urban Education Teacher Education Program

(CUETEP) and in particular, about interning in the

city of Louisville.

We are scheduled to make our presentation today

(Tuesday) and Thursday at 2 p.m., today in Room

228, Thursday in the old library at the School of

Education. (Wednesday at 3 p.m., student teachers

from Philadelphia will share their experiences in the

old library. This is a schedule change.)

We've been getting the feel of the intrigue,

provincialism, and sophistication in this Southern

metropolis of Louisville, and we are looking forward

to sharing our experiences with you

Mary Ellen Lance. Chris Persson

Joyce Leocota, Don Glickstein

Who Is Vance Hartke
To the Editor:

"Are you really going to waste your vote on him?

'

"Do you expect me to pay a $1.00 to listen to a political speech?
"

"Does this mean my group can give (a certain candidate) equal time?'

These are just a few of the quotes that I heard while trying to sell tickets

for PAT PAULSEN IN CONCERT. Please allow me to make on thing

perfectly clear to the University Community -PAT PAULSEN is coming

to campus, Saturday, April 22 at 8:00 NOT as a political candidate; but as

a comedian.
In other words, even though Pat Paulsen ran as a Republican in the

New Hampshire Presidential Primaries, he is coming to the Curry Hicks

Cage on the Campus of UMass as an Entertainer.

Who is Vance Hartke?
Campus Center Program Council

Russ Sobelman

The Only Recourse

To the Editor:

In Friday's Collegian Rich Nelson of SUG Board was quoted as having

said that the salaries voted in Thursday for Officers of SUG Board I one of

whom is Nelson ) would make the boa'rd work better and the members

more "actively involved". I would like to ask Rich who would not get

involved for $125 a month. But I vehemently disagree that the salaries

will make the board better. In order to have better board what is needed

are people who are actively concerned about running a student building,

i.e., a building receptive to the needs of the students, a building which

uses the tax levied upon the students in an efficient manner. If simply

paying the officers were the answer would it not be wiser to hire

professional people, experts at running campus centers, to act as of-

ficers? I do not believe that professionals are the answer nor do I believe

paying SUG Board is the right answer. What is needed are dedicated

people unconcerned with monetary gratification. We need people who

consider one of their main concerns holding down the Campus Center fee

which is not done by raising the expenses with salaries.

It would be helpful now if the student body could express its opinions to

their SUG Board representatives but such a move is impossible SUG
Board members are not representative but rather appointees of the

Student Senate Yet there is no recourse to the Senate either since SUG
Board's budget is not approved by the Senate but is autonomous. (The

more one thinks about it, SUG Board is a perfect example of taxation

without representation which is infuriating in a case like this.) Indeed,

the only recourse is to urge Chancellor Bromery to veto the SUG Board

budget until the salaries are removed or until SUG Board proves that

those being taxes for the salaries agree with them.
John Perkins

Don't Be Fooled

To the Editor:

In times of mass communication and supersonic transportation; in

times of political and social tensions between and within nations ;
in times

of missile defense systems and "H" bombs, - it is of the utmost necessity

that we understand our foreign neighbors.

It is not important who has the biggest bullet, but it is vital that we

understand the men who built it and why.

It has been said that almost all wars were fought for economic reasons,

but they who would have us believe this do not search deep enough for the

real cause of all wars - misunderstanding Hitler was misunderstood by

everyone Even Stalin was fooled into believing that he was his friend,

only to be deceived when Nazi troops invaded Russia. Mussolini was

similarly duped. It has been only after wars have been fought, lives lost,

and beauty destroyed, that committees were formed to discover - why?

We must not be fooled into believing that everybody is like us We must

not be fooled into thinking that we are supreme. We must cut through the

concealing blankets of politics, economics, materialism, and previous

misconceptions and find out who our neighbors are, - if not only to

discover our own identity

Russians are not red. Indians do not spend their leisure time sitting on

railroad tracks. Mexicans do not sleep all of the time. Germans are not

Nazis. The North Vietnamese are not gooks. They too are people,

sometimes different in the color of their skin, shape of their cheekbones,

or the way they speak. But all are different in a much more fundamental

way: the way they live and think. We must cut through the clouds of

national selfishness and snobbery and find their hearts, - their souls

ONLY then will there ever be peace on earth. ONLY then will we know

our place in the universe. ONLY then will we understand.

The best way to gain this understanding is to go to a foreign country and

live and speak with the people.

The second best way is perhaps to participate in F.L.D.P. activities.

The Foreign Language Dormitory Project will be offering many op-

portunities for us to come to understand our brothers in other nations

The F.L.D.P is now offering a letter correspondence service with

people in other countries. You needn't be able to speak their language

You need only the desire to understand

If you are interested in writing to a friend in another country, call 6-

65.35. If you are interested in participating in other activities, or becoming

a member, please call too. I hope that we come to see that there are

others in foreign countries who have their ro.isons too.

James ('.Cunningham 'FLOP)

Aiajvs ohdiw irn-j
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This year there ore

TWO MARATHONS

This morning, in the wake of

yesterday's annual Boston Marathon,

Governor Sargent

handed a torch to the 1st of 160

UMass Greeks

who are running 100 miles from

The State House in Boston

to

Haigismall, UMass, Amherst

The relay is in support of

THE MARCH OF DIMES

and their campaign against birth defects

Please give generously to collectors

on campus today and please join

CHANCELLOR BROMERY

and the Brothers and Sisters of our

Fraternities and Sororities

when the runners return from Boston

at 9:00 p.m. tonight.

Compliments of

Calvin let Cream

Bulk and Brick Ice Cream

285 Prospect St,

Northampton, Mass.

Compliments of

Snow's Dairy

80 School St.

Greenfield, Mass.

Compliments of

Gsnsst Bond

Bakery and Bread Products

Delivered Daily

P.O. Box 598

Manchester, N.H.

To«a». April 18, marks the beiinnina of

Greek Week

A week of getting together for all

fraternities and sororities

on campus

We invite you to join us at

our houses Thursday, April 20

from 7 to 8 p.m.

for open houses

Coma visit tha housa(s) of your choice

Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Tau Gamma
Beta Kappa Phi

Chi Omega
Delta Chi
lota Gamma Upsilon

Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Sigma
Lambda Chi Alpha
Lambda Delta Phi

Phi Mu Delta

Phi Sigma Kappa
Pi Beta Phi

Pi Lambda Phi

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Sigma Alpha Mu
Sigma Deta Tau
Sigma Kappa
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Tau Epsilon Phi

Theta Chi

Zeta Beta Tau
Zeta Nu

Celebrate with us.

Compliments of

Taylor

Elsetrieal Service

400 South St.

Northampton, Mass.

Compliments of

Patterson

Plumbing and

Heating

71 Main St.

Easthampton, Mass.

Compliments of

Pyrofai Gas Corp

Elm St.

Deerfield, Mass.

Thesethreeyoungmen just made the

discoveryofa lifetime.The oldest is 34,

Remember when a young man could get ahead in busi-

ness simply by growing old? It was a good system for

those with a little talent and a lot of patience, but today s

technology moves too fast to wait for seniority.

At Kodak, our extensive involvement in basic research

has made the need for fresh, young thinking more press-

ing than ever. So we hire the best new talent we possibly

can Then we do both of us a favor by turning them loose

on real problems, and giving them the freedom and re-

sponsibility they need to solve them.

That's how three Kodak scientists in their early thir-

ties just made a breakthrough in liquid lasers, develop-

ing an organic dve laser with a continuous beam. Their

discovery means more than just a new kind of laser. It

means a whole range of new laser applications, in fields

from medicine to communications.

It was the kind of discovery most men work a lifetime

for. Yet these young men still have most of their life-

times ahead of them.

Why do we give young men so much freedom and re-

sponsibility? Because it's good business, and we're in

business to make a profit. But in furthering our own busi-

ness interests, we also further society's interests. And

that's good.

After all. our business depends on society. So we care

what happens to it.

More than a business.
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Distinguished Teaching Award
Extended To Teaching Assistants~

2 . the ,0th Anniversary of the. Distinguished -"feSr^S

Dr. Jack R. Gibb, Ph.D.. the originator of the TORI Community
Method, will speak tonight and guide participants in intense in-

terpersonal experiences.

GibbTo Speak Tonite On
"Intimate Communities"

Tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom, Dr. Jack R.

Gibb, Ph.D.. the originator of the TORI Community method, will

guide participants through some of the experiences he has used to

develop intimate communities throughout the country.

Dr. Gibb is known for his ability to create a closeness, a withness.

a climate for learning within institutions such as General Motors,

Bell Telephone, National Methodist Church, Department of State

as well as in communes, dormitories, and classrooms.

A pioneer in sensitivity training and author of T-Group Theory

and Laboratory Method, Dr. Gibb was President of the Association

of Humanistic Psychology in 1968-69; a resident fellow, along with

Carl Rogers, at the Western Behavior Institute from 1964-67; the

Director of Research and several times board member of the

National Training Laboratories.

This evening, he will assist the community to become involved

in a number of intense interpersonal experiences, in a develop-

mental sequence, which has been found to produce personal growth

as well as high trust and intimacy in personal relationships with

others. Afterward, he will discuss the experience with the com-

munity and his recent work with TORI Communities. (TORI stands

for Trust, Openness. Realization. Interdependence.)

Dr. Gibb's visit is sponsored by the New England Center for

Personal and Organizational Development which is a group of

graduate students and professors interested in educating the

greater U. of Mass. community in the new humanistic methods for

enhancing interpersonal relationships.

Tickets for this evening's experience and talk can be bought at

the door : $5.00 for adults, and $3.00 for students.

Teaching Award. The award was originally given in

honor of the University's Centennial Celebration and

was made possible by a gift from two California

physicians, Drs. Clifford and Kathryn Cherry. Their

generosity enabled Dr. William Ross of the U. Mass.

Physics Department to receive the first award at the

1962 Convocation service.

Since 1966. award donations for the award have

tome from the Standard Oil (Indiana) Foundation,

Inc. through its Outstanding Teaching Awards

Program which is active in 43 schools. Standard Oil's

program exists to "encourage, recognize and provide

incentive for excellence in teaching undergraduates

at tax-assisted colleges and universities." Last fall's

winners were selected from an original list of 42

persons nominated by students and faculty members

from all areas of the University. They were Ian B.

Thomas (Electrical Engineering). Barbara White

(Zoology), and Thomas T. Arny (Physics and

Astronomy ) . Each recipient was awarded $1000 and a

certificate of commendation. This year, the

Distinguished Teacher Award is being extended to

each receive a $500 honorarium and a certificate of

commendation.
Professor Robert Plattner, the chairman of this

year's Award Committee, stresses that this year, as

in the past, there will be many excellent teachers

nominated. Therefore, it is important that each

nomination submitted - whether for an outstanding

teacher or teaching assistant - be accompanied by as

much detailed supporting information as possible.

This will enable the committee to be reasonably

objective in selecting the final nominees.

Over the years, award committees have developed

several criteria for evaluating teaching per-

formance. Stated in the form of questions, they are:

1) does he/she stimulate students with challenging

ideas and effective communication techniques; 2)

have an extensive knowledge of subject matters in his

discipline; 3) interpret and relate current events,

ideas, and scholarship in teaching; 4) relate in a

positive manner with students; 5) have a concern for

students counseling needs; 6) have a record of

distinguished teaching for a period of years.

WHAT DOtS SSLENOP MfcAN/

It means you no longer need to take

lecture notes in thee following courses:

BOTONY 100

ECONOMICS 125

ECONOMICS 126

FOOD SCIENCE 101

HISTORY 150

MICROBIOLOGY 140

PHILOSOPHY

GOVERNMENT 100

PSYCHOLOGY 101

PSYCHOLOGY 262

PSYCHOLOGY 265

PSYCHOLOGY 270

PSYCHOLOGY 280

PSYCHOLOGY 301

PSYCHOLOGY 302

PSYCHOLOGY 325

SOCIOLOGY 101

SOCIOLOGY 256

ZOOLOGY 101

ZOOLOGY 135

Now you can simply sit in class and enjoy the lecture. We will

take all the notes for you and provide you with a complete

type written copy of all the lecture notes for your class.

See us soon! The office of the Student Senate Lecture Note

Program is located on the first floor of the Student Union Building,

across from the Student Union Lobby Counter, Telephone 545-2683.

MDC CLASSIFIED
AUTO FOR SALE

196* Volvo PINMS Sports Coupe. \M —
KM 1 new tires. 2 snow M»> be leen in

Newton. Ma Call S4«-7432 (or info

tft-21

;966 Must. I onv . » M>. K cyl.. 2*9. new

clutch rarb ball \ <-r\ good cond Asking

SOT (all Julie in 2*5 5I5-23U*

If! 31

i.j Wv Hun. Rood rubber

«ork ITI .I'l-ftOT.

motor needs

tft 31

II Mustang ficvl. I speed trans. I new
ii. v tar) gaad bodi mechanically verv

^.«mI clean IIM t all 66.VM70I.

tft-ll

\ \\ Bug' AM radio food condition,

brand new hatter> and radial tires. Best

offer (all 256-HK76 rarlv morning.
If! IH

I960 Opel Kall>e. I.S liter engine. Just

tuned, full guages good condition 1*50.00

call lloger. 527-152*.

'65 VW Bug Must see to believe

IfependaMe. well cared for. Asking 1 150

(all Dave In 212 any time. 545-2*42/3.

tft-19

"SS VW Camper Bus. Net* engine ewr.

body, interior, tires. Tape deck. Must sell.

7734772 or 165 Green River Rd. Greenfield
If4- 19

I Hans Rallle Mags. Sis 13. S bolt

( hew pattern I*. Call Ray 544-4211.

tft-19

Bike — Raleigh boy's 3 tpd Just right

for campus, good condition only 125 Also

Howard ( lassical Guitar, good for learn-

ing ia •".-11

If 1-28

KealiMtr Mi - WOO KM — phono

i assette svsiem. I vr. old ex. cond . hd

phones, ant . spkrs. cables. 2 dia needles,

new 1165. I wo I all 546-kku
(14-20

Now '
( assette* and Mrack tapes 12.99

guaranteed Discount Stereo Kquip . t

table, receiver, needles, cartridges, (all

MMM p m
If 4-21

New W speed. Columbia, men's 27"

wheel. 175 (ail 323-4455 Mike
If 4-21

I97n TK-6, excellent condition. I4.OT

original miles, call 253-9354.

25" RCA console color TV needs new

transformer Good buy at 156.09. Call 549-

0MII.
tft-21

Moccasins in every style for M and K.

Priced N— 12. or show me this ad It save

another loV Mark S44V44W or «3 Gor-

man, anytime
tf4-l7

CAR STORAGE

Two I* 1/2 R. canoes. Good condition

( ar rack and paddles 1175 each 5BS-I07*

* **-*m
iU^_

1971 Honda, low mileage, very fast.

\boul $9in or best offer 1953 Buick
Hearse, running well but minus wind-

shield 1901 ( hev 665-3548

tft-19

PERSONAL

Excellent access in Amherst Center

(lean. Reasonable rates. O.H. Jones 549-

3700
tft a

WANTED
A wife for young bachelor has a good

degree. Currently unemployed. Dowrev
negodable. Call qukk don't miss the

chance '.I9-RK3I

tft-19

Couple to be house parents for juvenile

offenders in Spfld Halfway Hous. Esp. w.

..Holes pref . Call Spfld 734-2453. eve aft *

If 4-20

l.lve-in couple in exchange for baby

rare; seml-prlvate accomodation with

cooking: 2 1/2 miles N. of I'nlv. 545-

1)566/549-1112.
tft 21

If 1-21 R Robin — Happy 1st. Me.

Wanted - 5 speed bike S4S-SS4I after S

p.m.
U4-lt

65 VW 1350. Call 519-045* evenings
tft 21

M VW Rug int. text, in good shape fac

rebuilt engine w 25000 mi. Needs some
work. 1450. Call 253-5159.

tft-21

FOR SALE

Band breakup. Halifax organ. Slandel

140 wt amp. 2 Sure P54 mikes k stands.

Hogen PA k cabnets mixer * cables Call

Hob at 533-92*0.

H4-I9

(.old 1971 Honda Hi 350. Excellent endn.

1500 real miles, registered, ready to ride.

Helmet k chain — 675 dollars. Brlmetcalf

.

546-50*7.
tft 2*

So be a regular Dr. Chicago with a

Halailaika from the I SSR yet. At Creative

Kndeavor <the Worldwide Music Store I

Grnfld 771-2831.
4-18

(amper: panld. insulated, stove. Ice

box. sink, carpet. 14' Kord truck. 15 mpg
Best offer (all Bob. 5fl*-3RM

lf4-2»

Ride with the wind this summer.
Triumph Trophy 500 c.c. 1971. 5500 miles,

great condition. 1875 firm. Call 540-9332.

tf4-»

Kpiphone guitar and amplifier originally

|65» selling for 1150. Reverb does not

work. Also Kapa 12 string I2S. Call 54*-

M7«1.

M4-II

Realistic MC — WOO FM — phono
cassette system I yr old ex cond. hdphones

ant spkrs cables 2 dia needles, new f 4*5.

I SMI (all 546-8*44.

If4-18

render Rhodes Electric Stage Piano.

New: never played out. List 1700; 1475. 73

keys. Call 1-733-1020 aft. I or afternoon on

weekends.
tft-19

Samigon 200mm f3.5 lens. Excellent

condition. Call Bruce 253-5237.

tft-21

v\h\ pay outrageous rent! Buy a trailer

31. min. from Campus. 12x8' w/ 10x20'

addition $1300. 323-73K4. Must sell by May
12th

If 4-18

4-1*

W.C officially endorses Marge
rhibald for Pres. of Mary Lyons.

Ar-

4-18

Ta all Avalon Hill game players: There
w ill be a meeting of all interested In a club.

Wed . April I* hi room CC 175. Far inf. «-

NOW — *-M7*l.

tft- 19

Wm. Blake Hell Elaborated In Eternal

Flesh. Friends of the Giant Union ' A first

gathering. This summer. Write:
Aelhclred Kldridge. Church of the Blake

Recital. H H II. Mlllfield. Ohio. 4-57*1.

If4-25

Best Body
Emery III.

Award: Clayton Merwln

H4-17

Cameras, lenses, stereos, darkroom

equip, accessories. For quick reply write

to Amherst Record. Box S

tf 4-2*

\pt furniture Hi Tl console good con-

dition FM radio Magna vox 125 00 2

livingrnom chairs 15 each 2 rugs blue

green twill Best offer good cond. 549-0814.

1(4-21

Co-ed living! Are you unhappy where
you are living? Washington lower has

spaces for girls. Close communities on

floors, (raft Colloqs offered to residents.

I. -shaped rooms available. Co-ed living,

offers more to life. Call MM or drop by

the 5th floor soon.
U4-I8

Hale subjects needed for Sandy's Psych
experiment. Money no credit. See Jeanne
Oshlma 22»r Bartlett.

4-21

Miles of new trails at preseason rates.

Canterbury Woods in Williamsburg. Call

iifi.-.;ifi9fi for reservations and/or in-

formation.
H4-I9

Mature 22 yr old girl looking for summer
Job. I yr exp as typist I summer as camp
counselor, will babysit. Call S4S-42S* aft 7

p.m.
U4-I*

ROOMMATE WANTED
FOR Jl'NE — F roommate wanted to

share furnished 5 rm. apt. In North

ampton. Own bdrm 170 * util Call Lin

584-40*3 day*.
If4-2*

I'p to 3 roommates wanted for 2 bdrm
apt. Squire VHL 1 50/mo /person. A-C. WW
pool, all mod. conven. Tel •S5-2952 after S

p.m.
tft-l*

F 21 or older for Bltn apt 15 mln from

I'M. own room |75/mo. Must like animals.

Call Gwen. Day 545-2852. night 323-7419.

tft-l*

June thru Aug . own rm.. S»/mo .
share

bdrm I m mo Mt. Sugarloaf Apts fSZ.

•At Pool. util. 54*-*a*5 K. Thurber
If4-2

1

Two roommates wanted to share 3

bedroom Townhouse Apt. Rolling Green,

j \ a liable June I I HO /mo 253-9354.

If4-24

EMPLOYMENT
1972 Student Job Opportunity Booklet for

(ape Cod and the Islands Complete list of

business requiring summer employees
Send 12.09 to: Student Job Opportunit>

Booklet R.R. I. Box ll-C. Orleans. Mass.

If4-29

Overseas Jobs for students. Australia.

Furope. S. America. Africa, etc. Ail

professions and occupations, 1700 to 13,000

monthly. Expenses paid, overtime,
sightseeing. Free information — Write

Jobs Overseas. Dept. t}3 Box 15971. San
Diego. (A. 921 IS.

t/4-28

Seniors: Career opp. In sales k
management. I n limited income. Am-
bitious k want freedom. No obligation.

Call 594MO04.

tf4-»

Business trhr -shorthand I. 11: typing 11.

Public Sen. B.A. or MA. State benefit.

Able to relocate Km -Sec Services 29 Pray

St.

tft-19

M roommate wanted lmmedlately.own

room in Squire VIII. preferably thru

summer. Nice place. Call Jim at 545-0071

or 6*5-1711.
If4-20

Quiet male or female roommate wanted

to share 2 bdrm furnished apartment June

I to August 31. 170/mo. Call Tim S.

Prospect 253-3387.
tft 18

Male or female roommates to share 2

nedrm. apt. for this summer and /or next

fall. As low as 1 10. /mo. Call: 54*-7*44.

tft-24

Immed. opening — Cert. Chem. k Gen 'I

Sri Trhr MA pref ft 2 yr* exp Ex-Sec
Services. 2* Pray St. Amherst.

114-1*

LOST

Lost on Fri April * - 3 leather pocket

hooks In a white laundry bag. Please
return. Call Bryan Young at 323-4*52 or

leave message.
U4-I*

FOR RENT

I bedroom incredibly spacious apt. on
Commonwealth Ave in Brighton. Sublet

for summer w/oplion. Very reas. Call

Dave in 212. 545-2*42.

H4-I9

I will pay you! Sublet my Puffton I

bedroom apt. this summer and I'll pay you
SI31 to keep from losing l-mo rent. 549-

6570. 4-18

Sqr. VIII. . 2 bedroom apt. available June
I with option for Sept. Pool, air-

conditioner, dishwasher. Call M5-2842.

U4-2I

I ha rehearses for "To All Things Black and Beautiful".

English Dept. Awards
Undergrad Essay Prizes

Black Artists To
Perform This Week
During this week, the Committee to Combat Racism is sponsoring the

"united black artists" of Cornell University-Africana Center. The group,

consisting of young black actors, dancers, and musicians, will give

dramatic interpretations of "To All Things Black and Beautiful".

The production, was conceived and is being directed by Mr. Chestyn

Everett. A writer, an essayist, anda critic, Mr. Everett is presently the

Langston Hughes writer in residence at the Africana Center at Cornell

University.

Uba will hold a workshop ("Is Black Art Exclusive: Black Art as a

Humanizing Process") on April 20, 197.1 at the School of Education. On the

evening of April 21, 1972, the group will present the dramatic per-

formance at Amherst Regional High School.

It is scheduled for 7.00 P.M. Tickets will be $1.50 per person, to be

purchased at the School of Education or the CCEBS Office rm 202 in Mills.

The public is cordially invited to attend.

WMPIRG Seeks Students
By ERICA SHERMAN

There will be a meeting tonight in room 808 in the Campus Center at

7:30 for all students interested in seeking positions on WMPIRG s

Regional Board of Directors. Any member of the student body is eligible

to hold the office. Nomination papers will not be necessary.

UMass is allowed four directors and four alternates that are elected;

two of which will be elected for one year, and two for two years. The
Board of Directors shall have final say over all financial matters of

WMPIRG and of the selection of the professional staff. Duly elected

students of all sixteen colleges of western Mass. will participate.

The campus-wide election will be held on Thursday, May 4. WMPIRG
hopes to interest new students to get involved and help incur an influx of

fresh ideas.

The English Department has

announced that a total of three

prizes will be awarded for un-

dergraduate essays this year: The

Betty Steinbugler Award for the

best essay submitted in an English

course by a female un-

Retearch

(Term) Papers

All writers art college grads

Rates:
I. Original Papers: $3. so/page

2 Original Papers S3. 25 page

3. Original Papers : S3.00/page

4. Original Papers: S2.00/page

Per rate #1. send topic description

and money order to: PAPERS
INCORPORATED P.O. Box
U1S9. Hartford, Conn. 0*112

For rates #2,3, and 4, call us at 527

0431

dergraduate; and equivalent prize

for a male undergraduate; and a

prize for the best senior Honors
essay in English Each will carry a

cash award of $20 .00

All essays which are to be con-

sidered for these prizes should be
left in 160 Bartlett by Friday, May
1 2th; and they may be picked up
there any time after noon on May
26th after the winners have been
selected. All papers written for

English courses during 1971-72 are
eligible as well as those written

last Spring but not submitted in

last year's competition. All Honors
essay which have been submitted
by May 12th will be considered for

the third prize mentioned above,
provided a copy is on file in 160

Bartlett

MDC CLASSIFIED
sublet rff apt., air -road

all util inc. Rent argot. Call **V4*S4 Jaar
— A«g. apt. ta rears*.

If 4-21

1/2 month free real. I bedroom Plifftaa

apt .air road .pool. avail May 14. pay rent

Jaae I. Sublet oat. Heaea S4S-OM4 It* Puf

or Office.

U4-24

SERVICES

TraveHag ia Karope this summer*
Leara ia lea months basic — tierman.
I- reach. Spanish. Italian. Russian or

Polish Individual aattaje taslrurlioni

\ls» via mailed audir«assettes Brilliant

pravea results 24 br. Tel l-S*4-*47».

fJMI

GIVE AWAY
ki liens n weeks old

trained S49-*979

Weaaed and

tft it

TOSUBLET

TYPING

\mherst Audi* services, stereo cam
ponenU. tape decks for home ar car. 197

No Pleasant at.. ZSS-atU.
tfsem

Mathers, caal ftad a reliable babysit-

ter? Tired of high fees* Call The Child

Care Rsehaag* SSS-2224 for farther in-

formation.
tft-l*

Quality Research and reference
material*, original* and copies. TPA,
Rm. 117. Amherst Carriage Inn. 233 N.

Pleasant St. 2M-*IM.
tf 4 2*

r*ls*tagraphy Inc. creative portraits,

passport photo*, weddiag. dance, and

arcbitectaral photography.
S49-IS99

U4-I*

Keginner courses in aoodrut. print

making, woodearving. whittling: tools

supplied. Lord Jrffery Inn, Amherst. Call
sculptures Workshop, registration 4 - *

p.m Tties.. Wed.. Thurs. Phone 253-2*79

U4-20

The Lamp Shop. 491 Ptne-Cushman.
Great used furniture and articles, very
reas. Men. — Sat. in * Tel. S49-M7*.

tft-21

TRAVEL
I mupe from 17*. several departures

avail. Ros. — NY. Call Steve German 253-

Xl.Vi or American Student Travel. 617-53*-

7N4i:i.

If4-2

1

University Travelers Club — Traveling

this summer" Stay overnight free! Stuck

at home? Host travelers. Meet friendly

people. Kxchange privileges with mem
bers in IS. k Canada. Write now for full

details: ITC. P.O. Bos 9147. Berkeley.

Calif. 947*9.
tft 25

T ypsag — theses . dissertations . etc . Fast

and accurate. Proofreading, editing If

desired. Have Greek aad science symbols

aTMaM.

Married caaples or mature single

woman la work far borne aad sitter ser-

vice*, lac. to do temp live-in babysitting

snd/or day or evening slttbig. Also avail,

companion Jobs, cleaning jobs, haaae

sitting jobs and homrmaking. Pay Is goad,

flan car mandatory. Call 73*-*IS9

anytime, and ask for Mr. Gray.
U4-I*

Kuture CPA's learn how to prepare for

the CPA rum Becker CPA review

course. Call collect «I7 5JS-I44*.

tft-25

21 color TV $15* 22- black * white TV
145. Television Center 55 N. Pleasant St.

Vmherst 25.1-51*9

tft 5/12

ENTERTAINMENT
Tonight free Funky Movie*. Bogart In

"Sahara" plus serials and more. Free.
4-11

RIDERS WANTED ~

Professor. 45. seeks one or two young
female riders for truck trip to Arii k ( al

leaving Ma> 25. (all «i7-345-*«72 evenings
if 4-20

Rider wanted to California. Leaving

around May 20th. Must be willing to share

expenses and help with driving. Call 367-

2*22 eves.
«f4-m

3-bdrm Pufftoa air-coad.. dsh wsh .

pool. tea. eta., part fura . option to renew

lease, cheap. Call 54*-383*.

tft 19

I bdrm ( llffside Apt. turn or unfurn .

avail immed rent negotiable, util. IncL.

swim. pool, tennis courts, air cond . call

tft-24

I bdrm Puffton Apt., avail Jun I ar

earlier Rent really negotiable. Call 549-

3*1* S • I* p.m. Thank you.

tfS-12

Puffton Village 1 bedroom apt., June I —
Sept. I. option for fall rent, very

negotiable, pool, air cond . dishwasher,

(all 549-C309

U4-21

I bdrm C llffside Apt., sublet summer
w /option for fall. 112*. all utilities dish-

wash, disp pool, tennis. Avail June I. Call

M5-43N4.
If4-19

I bdrm Puffton Vlg. avl June I incl.

util . air-cond.. pool, k fall lease avl.

rrnnl. quiet apt., good condtn. Call 4 - 7

p.m. 549-HHIM

tft-21

Summer sublet. 3 bedroom apt. la

Pufflon VIII . needs 2 or 3 roommates — Z

rooms available. Furnished, rent

negotiable Call 549-*»lt

114-21

Mt-ll

:i bedroom apartment Puffton Village S3

located in front close to street aad pool, air

coadMloaiag. utilities included Call '.49.

Mt,
If4-23

Summer sublet » /fall option V Park

apts I bdrm 114* I
negotiable) Call 253-

24(U> late nights.

tft-l*

I bdrm. apt., top fl . adj-pool * courts,

dishw.. very clean, part furn. Rent very

reasonable Avail. June I — Aug 31.

(llffside «*5-3*ll after 5.

1/4 2*

l bdrm Sq. VIII. apt., air cond. w/w
carp., pool, all util. sublet July I option to

pick up lease 11*5. 6*5-344* best before

2:3*.
tft-l*

Furnished ( liffside apt., avail June I

w /option for Sept Pool, tennis, util.. dish-

washer. Call 665-35** 117*
U4-24

1 25 off per month 3 bedrm Puffton

available June I with fall lease op. 1111

incl V49-4S5C.

tft 21

.•bedroom apt avl June I incl util pool

k fall renewal Pufftoa VII. Call St»-*4»2.

U4-2I

I bedroom apt. avail May I Ouabain

Village. WW carp, air cond. all util pd 532-

7*51.
tft-l*

Furnished 2 bedroom apt. Colonial

Village. Amherst. Avail. June I to Sept
w /option to renew. 175/mo incl. all util.

(all 2S3-77**.

tlt-14

1 bedroom Pufflon Apt. available* June

I : option for Sept. : negotiable. Call after .'

pm. 549-39MC.

U4-I7

I bdrm furnished Colonial Vlge All util

iac. pool. Rent negotiable Avail. June I.

option to renew, (all 251-7664. Keep trying.

tft I*

tine bedroom (liffside apt

i all 665-42** after 5.

1 45 /month.

tf * IK

I bedroom Puffton apt. June I — August

31. alr-cond. Furnished. Near pool price

negotiable option to take over lease. Call

:. w-6666 after 5.

tft-21

2b«droom Pufflon apt. Available June I.

with option for fall, rent negotiable. Call

MM*m
If4-20

One bedroom furnished apt. Colonial

Village, pool aval. June I — Aug. 31 oclion

to renew Call 253-5*93.

tft-ia

FREE
Seven fresh beautiful

brown, three Mack, one
71.1* anytime. Free.

puppies. Three
white. Call 251-

Hi r.

HELP NEEDED

Commercial flights to Furope l'*vl"«

dally Prices start 1190 round trip Natl

Student Travel Services, (all Gordon 6-

" 7:l
- tft-24

WON'T VOl' PLEASE — PLFASF.
HKI.P! MF" TIIF BEATLES ARF
COMING TO I'M ASS IN A SPECIAL 3-

P\RT FESTIVAL. SAT. APR. 22.

MAIIAR. 7-9-11. PART I.

tft-21

Pool, air-cond.. furnished 1 bdrm apt.

available June I w /opt for fall Ghetto

rales 5t9-l5M6.

tft-l*

(harming k cheap 2 bdr. all utils. for

June I to Sept with option (llffside. pool,

air conditioner, tennis, dishwasher 1150.

(all 66.VI9K2.

tft-19

Summer sublet w/fall opt. I bdrm frnshd

(llffside apt 665-2075 after 5.

tft -20

Small apt in Amherst. We will pay 39

per month toward monthly rent for June —
vug Cost to you is «* per month. Call 25*-

6*3*. hurry.

Desperate! Must sublet well-furnished

apartment. June I — August 31. Pool and

utilities. Real good deal Call 253-32**

soon.
tft-21

June I — Sept I. 1 bedroom apt in up-

stairs of house I mi. from campus, 2

livingrooms. garden and a garage 1200.

females only. 549-6473.

tft-19

1 large bedroom apt., dishwasher, air

conditioner, pool, tennis courts, upturn to

renew lease. Cheap, call 549-*lsl anytime.
114-28

2 bdrm apt Squire \ ill sublet June I
—

Aug. II. Option Sept. A-C. ww. pool, all

mod. conven. Ii70/mo (negotiable). Tel.

aaMsW after 5 p.m.
tft- 1

7

Colonial Milage 2 bedroom sublet June
I. option to lake over lease. 253-2215 after

•i mi 1 1 fin /month.
tft-2*

.' bdrm apt. I'niv Park available June I

w/oplion to renew All utilities Included

Kent 1130. (all 253-9311.

tft 19

1 bedroom apartment, partly furnished.

air conditioned, swimming pool. Will

bargain rent. Call 549-457 1. 369 Pufflon

If 1-17

A May 1st must! I bdrm apt. with all the

modern conveniences. Located next la

campus. 11*0 or negotiable Call 549-391*

belw. 5 — I* p.m.
U4-2S

horn, (llffside Apt — util . pool, tennis,

included June I to Sept I — W% furnished

I Til /mo (negotiable) (all 665-4273.

114-21

I bed Ml Sugarloaf Apt. All util In. dish

AC. pool. disp.. ww car.. K oven. F/F
ref . opt to renew Price neg. Call evenings

665-4141.

tft-l*

2nd floor apt completely furnished, 3 1/2

bedrooms, garage. I2w/mn. all utilities

included. 25.1-5210 anytime.
tft-19

I bedroom Puffton Apartment avail.

June I w /option for fall. Located in front

fl \ Pleasant (all 5494W27 after 5.

tft-21

Completely furnished 1 bed Puffton

\pl Kent can be negotiated at any price.

Desperate \vail. May 25 to Aug. 31 (all

549- 1 KM)

tft- 19
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Grad Speaks On
His Panic Women

Maddie Marquez, a graduate

student in the School of Education

will present reflections on her own
experiences and that of her

Hispanic sisters, Tuesday, April

18, 7 : 00 at Emily Dickinson Lounge
of Orchard Hill.

The U.S.'s mono-language and
culture and its effects on the

education of the Spanish speaking

population will also be discussed.

All are welcome to attend this

session of Women in the political-

economic system.

Debate Hosted
Tonight on WMUAs "Focus"

program at 10 p.m., moderator

Ken Mosakowski will host a debate

between supporters of four can-

didates for President of the United

States.

On hand to answer questions

about their candidates will be

supporters of Presidential

aspirants Shirley Chisholm. Linda

Jenness. George McGovern, and

Edmund Muskie.

Tonights hour-long debate will

be broadcast live from WMUA's
studios in Marston Hall on campus.

Marxist Theorist

At Amherst

A leading Marxist theorist. Paul

Mattick. will deliver a series of

lectures at Amherst College.

Sponsored by the departments of

history and anthropology and
sociology, and the Radical

Education Project, the events will

be Tuesday Wednesday and
Thursday and are open to the

public without charge

The lecture schedule i- Tuesday

April IK i. 2 p.m.. Merrill Center

Two. "The Workers Councils

Movement:" Tuesday. K p.m..

Babbott Room. 'Marxian

Economic v* Bourgeoii

Economics:" Wednesday (April

K pm Babbott Room. The
American Political Economy

"

Thursday April Ml, K p m .

Babbott Boom. "Lenin and
Luxemburg

."

One of the leading Marxist

theorists in the United States,

Mattick is the author of 'Marx and

Keynes The Limits of the Mixed

Economy" which is recognized as

l rrujor Marxist work across the

world. A two-volume collection of

his articles will soon be published

by Media Press in London.

England.

Notices
ALPHA 2ETA
Pledge meeting at 8 p.m. tonight

room 805 809 CC.

BAHAl ASSOCIATION
Important meeting tonight at 7

p.m. in the CC.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
There will be a commuter

assembly executive meeting today at

8 p.m. in the office. All commuters

welcome.

CHESS TEAM
Be in front of the Newman Center

at 6:30 tonight if you're going to

match with Springfield CC.

DISTINGUISHED TEACHER
AWARD
Last chance to submit

Distinguished Teacher and T.A.

nominations to the Provost's office.

Deadline: April 19.

GREEKS
Greek Week is here. Get psyched.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
The regular dance will be held

tonight at 8:30 in the CC Auditorium.

All members please attend.

ISRAELI FOLKDANCING
There will be Israeli folkdancing

tonight at 7:30 this week only in the

Hillel office.

JOE
A crucial organizational meeting

for JOE tonight at 8 p.m. in room 168

of the CC. Everyone must attend.

Anyone interested is welcomed.

MORTAR BOARD
Important! All members In-

terested in reviewing applications for

elections will be able to do so in Mrs.

Burke's apartment Patterson

Monday through Friday to prepare

for voting.

MOTORCYCLE CLUB
Dues desperately needed so that we

can get the garage operating. Also

help is needed in the cleaning up and

removal of trash from the garage. If

have dues or help call Bob Beecy at

545-0174.

STUDENT MOBILIZATION
COMMITTEE
There will be a very important

meeting tonight in the Mobe office,

second floor Student Union at 6 p.m.

Everyone welcome.

STRATEGY GAME CLUB
There will be an organizational

meeting Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the

CC175. For information call 546-8761.

UMASS FIRE DEPT
Important meeting tonight at 6

p.m. in 105 Hills North. Prospective

members and all interested parties

welcome to attend. Dan can come,

too.

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
(CEO)
Film shocker of the year-1985.

Greatest since War of the Worlds 8

p.m. Room 20 Hasbrouck. FREE.

ZOOLOGY STUDENT FACULTY
BAG LUNCH
Special speaker Wednesday. See

bulletin board outside Zool. dept.

office. All zool. students grad and

faculty invited Mor. 349, 12:15-1:30.

LOST
One silver earring probably in

Library. Call Mary at 546-8586.

A blue print umbrella lost

somewhere in the vicinity of

Hasbrouck and Herter Hall. Call

Ellen at 546-5436.

FOUND
Camera found on campus Monday,

April 10. Call Ed O'Connell at 545 2501

between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. to identify.

A recorder, Brittany Manor
parking lot. Call 253-5316 or claim at

#32.

Timepiece between Brooks House
and New Africa House. Call 66381.

Ifyouarca...

• Back packer

• Canoeist

•Rock Climber
• Bicyclist

• Snmvshocr

•Ski Tinner
TRY

Wilderness ^JJ
Camping fej]
A bi-monthly magazine, with

articles about equipment and

places to go. For the self-

propelled and self-contained
wilderness enthusiast.

I

II

I

I

Enclosed is $4.00 for a

one year subscription

Name

Address

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDtCrOMAM'

Carol, of Manassas. Va . really started

something with her description of Leo as

"arrogant, loud, poshy. gossipy and back

stabbing "
I have been deluged with mail.

both for and against Leo. attacking and
praising Carol Here is but one example,

from Mrs H Malinaro, of Scranton. Pa

who declares "Hurray for Carol! My
sentiments of every Leo I've ever en

countered' I am a Sagittarius and we are

supposed to harmonize Tolerate would

be more like it l couldn't have described

nty Leo acquaintances more accurately

than did Carol Good for her '" So speaks

one reader What do you say?
• •••*

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Home,
property, environment these are subtect

to change Make adjustments Don't

overextertd yourself Taurus and Libra

persons are in picture Family member
makes surprise request, announcement

Be ready
TAURUS (April X May 70) Perceive

meaning of nessage Study reactions of

neighbors, -eiat-ves Become more
aware, alert Pisces individual could play

key role Hold off on lourneys. 'etter

writing You need time to evaiu.v

GEMINI (Vay 21 June 70) Check any

tendency to be extravagant Don't make
financial commitment until you focus on

complete picture Know difference

between net and gross income You now
can learn some hard facts of life. Do so!

CANCER June 21 July 22> One close

to you may be trying to do too much, too

soon Realise this and respond ac

rordingly Trust your own ludgment
r n sn what you start Let go of past

Perceive future potential

LEO (July 23 Aug 22' Not wise to

attempt keeping secrets Be forthright

Stress needs without being overly

aggressive Independent stance now is

necessary Member of special group,

organization nakes offer Be wary
«GO (Aug 23 Sept 221 Some

desires are fulfilled Rise above petty

differences with loved one What now

may be an obstacle will be transformed

into an asset Know this and act like you

know it. Avoid one whe sings blues

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): If flexible,

you make progress Change of pace is

necessary Entertain and be entertained

Leave details to others Sense of humor

can be greatest ally Keep promise to one

who is m transit Write or call

SCORPIO (Oct 73 Nov 21) Obtain

valid hint from Libra message Stress

versatility Relatives exhibit tendency to

change plans Short journey may lead to

dead end Gather forces Don't be in too

much of a hurry Organize efforts

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21)

Money situation may temporarily be

confused Be willing to make changes

Open lines of communication Avoid any

tendency to be extravagant, careless

Gemini. Virgo individuals may be in

picture Check budget
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Home,

marriage, relationship with one close to

you these areas are accented Permit

others to express views Do more
listening than asserting You can observe

and learn Legal maneuver works in your

favor
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18! Gam

shown through dealings with

organization, institution Court ap
pearance now would work to your benefit

Get r,d of fear, self doubt Pisces person

proves instrumental in arriving at tacts

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Wishes of

children may command time, attention

Your own emotions may appear to be on

merry go round Prepare for grand
opportunity Gather information Bring

forth creative resources Capricorn is

involved
IF TOOAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are drawn to medicine, law You aid

persons in solving health, personal

problems You draw people to you and

many take advantage If smqle, this could

be marriage year Married or single,

travel is on agenda

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 100.000 rupees

4 Frolic

9 Doctrine

12 The self

13 Stage whisper
14 Born
15 Weight of India

16 Quantity of yarn

17 Make lace

18 Cheer
20 Girl's name
22 Paradise

24 Female ruff

25 Region
28 Spanish plural

article

29 Dawn
goddess

30 Biblical

mountain
31 Think

33 Warning device

34 Struck

35 Seed
36 Afternoon

party

38 Slave

39 Cut
,40 Helps
41 Sorrowful

43 The self

44 Beverage

46 Vision

7 Roman
magistrate

8 Rockfish

9 Universal

10 Ocean
1 1 Encountered
19 Indefinite

article

21 Foray

22 Spanish
article

23 Destines

24 Fish eggs

26 Having
ears

27 Three toed

sloth 35

29 Compass point 3/
39

30 Carpenter's tool

32 Roman
road 42

33 Tier

34 Compass 43
point

P
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Calm
Conjunction
Seraglio

Symbol for

silver

Icelandic

writing

Hebrew
month

44 Snake

45 Falsehood

47 Peer Gynt's

mother

49 Guido's
high note

50 Parent

(colloq.)

48

>1

•2

.3

54

55

>6

Man's
nickname

Transgress

Thick

A state (abbr )

Fondle

Mohammedan
prince

Young boy

DOWN

French plural

article

Mature

Similar

Ready money
Inquire

Bits
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Finn Wins Marathon Crew Four Beats MIT
BOSTON (AP) — Finland's Olavi

Suomalainen, a 25-year-old engineering

student making his marathon debut,

charged into the lead with less than five

miles to go and won the 76th Boston A. A.

Classic Monday by a scant margin over

Victor Manuel Mora of Colombia.

Suomalainen wore down Mexico's
Jacinto Sabinal at Heartbreak Hill and
covered the sunbathed 26-mile, 385-yard

course from Hopkinton to Boston in 2 hours,

15 minutes, 39 seconds, returning the BAA
laurel wreath to Finland for the first time in

10 years.

Mora closed like a sprinter and finished

slightly more than 100 yards behind the

flying Finn. The Colombian hit the finish in

2:15.57, just missing in a bid to duplicate

countryman Alvaro Mejia's victory in 1971.

Sabinal, who took the lead after 14 miles,

opened a 300-yard advantage after 17-1/2

miles, but then faded on three hills, the last

famed Heartbreak heading up to Boston

College.

However, he held on to take third in

2 16.10, his best marathon effort.

Mexico's Alfredo Penazola and Pablo

Garrido, making their third appearance in

the BAA run, finished fourth and fifth

respectively.

Penazola was timed at 2:18.46, and
Garrido in 2:19.50. Ken Young of Chit ago

was sixth in 2:19.59, followed by Dennis

Gibala, a distance runner from Vermont, in

2:20.3. Mejia was next in 2:20.06.

Suomalainen, a 25-kilometer runner who
failed to qualify for Finland's Olympic

marathon team, came from far otf the pace

and fooled most observers with his stamina

in the mild weather.

He pulled up to Sabinal's shoulder at the

made per order

Peanut Batter and Icily

Sandwich (aataral waaW wheal) . 30*

Cheese A Vcg. Sandwich

on Dark Rye 35*

Hot Vegetable A .65' & 70'

G ratal Dlthet

Hot Brown Rice 25*

Fresh Variety Salad 49*

Monday - Friday

11:30 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.

Student Union Natch

fifth checkpoint just below Boston College,

21.6 miles from the start. Then he burst in

front, pulled away and had enough left to

hold off Mora's late challenge.

"I had no idea I was going to win,"

Suomalainen said through an interpreter.

"When we got on the hills, I started to feel

better. I knew I was going to catch the

Mexican, but I was afraid someone would
catch me. I didn't have any strategy. I just

ran the way I do, and hoped I could catch

them."
Suomalainen certainly ran his own race,

his long blonde locks glistening in the sun
and his arms loose and bouncy. He weighs

only 125 pounds, but packs muscles on a 5-

foot-8 frame.
Suomalainen dominated a field of 1,081

starters from a total of 1,224 entries, the

second largest in BAA history despite strict

qualifying conditions. His time was far short

of the record of 2: 10.30 set by England's Ron
Hill two years ago on an overcast and chilly

afternoon.
The top 20 finishers in the 76th Boston A A Marathon

Monday

:

1. Olavi Suomalainen. Finland 2:15.30

2. Victor Manuel Mora, Colombia 2:15.57

3. Jacinto Sabinal, Mexico 2:16.10

4. Alfred Penaloza, Mexico 1 18 46

5 Pablo Logo Garido. Mexico 2:19.50

6. Kenneth Young, Univ. of Chicago 2 : 19.59

7 Dennis Gibala, Vermont 2:20.03

I Alvaro Mejia, Colombia 2:20.06

9 Steven Dean. Sacramento, Cal 2:20.29

10 Marku Salminen, Finland 2:20.42

11. Domingo Enrique Tivaduua. Columbia 2:21.50

12. Carl Hatfield, W.Va. Track Club 2 22.07

13. Tom Hoffman. Chicago Track Club 2 22.19

14 John Vitale. New Haven Ct. Track Club 2 22.57

15. Herman Barreneche, Colombia 2:22.50

16. Robert E. Thurston. Washington Sports Club 2:23 03

17. Justin A Gubbins. Georgetown Univ 2:23.20

10. Rick Bayko, Medford. Mass. 223.32

19 Garerh E Hayes, No. Car Track Club 2:23.51

20 Lee F idler. Furman Track Club 2 24 49

Red Sox Lose Again

By FRANK ANTOSIEWICZ
Upper Manhattan, N.Y.-Along Dyckman

Avenue, which runs parallel to the Harlem
River, a few hundred spectators lined the

shores to see the favorites, MIT in the

heavyweight division and Harvard in the

lightweight division, dominate. One bright

spot for the UMass crew team was the

varsity four come-from-behind- triumph

over MIT. The varsity eight and freshmen
"A" eight had to settle for second place

finishes.

A bleak and dreary day, with intermittent

showers, highlighted the homecoming
celebration for Columbia. A 2,000 meter
course curving to the right, passing under

three bridges and ending across from a

barrel marked H-21, faced the oarsmen. The
varsity four piloted Jeff Sheehan, had Clay

Morin in the bow. Jim Kennedy, second,

Tony Joneck, third, and Captain Rick Jones

at stroke. After spotting the MIT rowers an
early lead, the Redmen came back under

the leadership of a freshman coxswain
(Sheehan) and the strong stroking of an
experienced senior (Jones) to forge ahead to

in by a length, with a time of 6:53. Two MIT
shells followed closely behind, with the

Columbia shell way back, almost a minute

behind the leader.

The varsity eight, with a new coxswain,

Steve Goldberg, replacing the vacationing

Bob Jayes, could not keep up with the high

stroking MIT shell. Under the cir-

cumstances, stepping into the varsity boat

cold, Goldberg did a commendable job, but

the oarsmen were not able to maintain a

winning pace. MIT won by two to three

lengths over UMass, with Columbia
finishing third.

The improving freshmen shell edged out

the Columbia frosh to finish a boat length

behind the more experienced MIT shell.

Among the spectators, who noted how wet
the rowers were getting, were the parents of

Rick Lacy, the stroke.

With experience the frosh should learn to

control the blades as not to splash while

bringing the oar forward for the next stroke.

With a drier crew and a little more
finesse, the raw power of the freshmen,

could present an unbeatable combination.

Others, besides Lacy, are: Mike Kacz-

marck, Doug Pfenninger, Paul Gowan, Bill

Fitzpatrick, Joris Naiman, Peter Berg,

Gary Hickman and coxswain, Tom
Richards.

Coach Mike Faherty has said that this is

the best group of freshmen in recent years.

Though Freshman Coach Charles Leonard
will not say anything until the end of the

season, he does concede that they are im-

proving.

The Freshmen "B" shell was the first to

race and had to row along with the current.

Though they finished last, they gained ex-

perience. The JV eight, which raced on Lake
Quinsigamond on Friday, was beaten by

Holy Cross, but managed to edge Williams

after breaking two oars in the process.

Homecoming for Columbia, though there

was a six-piece band at the finish for the

spectators, was disastrous but the Redmen
are happily returning to their new home at

Lake Wickabog, against Coast Guard and
St. Joseph's next Saturday. The varsity four

seeks to increase its undefeated string to

three, while the other shells are working
hard to return to their winning ways.

BOSTON (AP) — Tom McGraw
greeted reliever Bill Lee with a

three-run homer in the eighth

inning Monday and Cleveland's

Milt Wilcox checked Boston on two

hits as the Indians spoiled the Red
Sox' home baseball opener with a

4-0 victory.

The Indians, checked on three

hits through seven innings by

Boston starter Ray Culp, scored

after two out in the eighth. Alex

Johnson singled up the middle and

Graig Nettles lined a single to

right

Lee then was brought in to pitch

to McGraw. who replaced Chris

Chambliss in the sixth inning after

Chambliss pulled a hamstring

muscle. McGraw hit a 1-2 pitch that

hugged the right field line and just

stayed fair inside the 302-foot

mark. The Indians added an in-

surance run in the ninth.

Wilcox, who came to the Indians

from Cincinnati last December in a

trade for Ted Uhlaeder. . held the

Red Sox hitless until Duane

Josephson doubled off the left field

wall with one out in the fifth. He
pitched his way out of trouble that

inning, however, getting Culp to

ground out and striking out

Tommy Harper.
The only other time the Red Sox

threatened was in the first when
Harper and Carl Yastrzemski
walked with one out. But Reggie

Smith struck out and Rico

Petrocelli hit a low liner that

shortstop Frank Duffy picked off at

his shoe tops

Freshman Men —

Serve The Campus Community

Join The

MAROON KEY
SOCIETY

Official Sophomore Men's Honorary Org.

Interviews Sun.
evening 4/23
in Rm. 902 CC

Pick up Applications
at Student Activities

desk by Thurs. 4/20

A Km t»i

Pittif**
Rock Off

April 22

8:00 %%i 10:30

p.m.

Mc KENDREE
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

Dave Van Ronk

Friday. *April 21st

JOHN M. GREENE HALL
Smith College
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Baseball Skein Reaches Nine
By BILL BALLOL'

Probably the only team that could have beaten the

UMass baseball team this weekend is the Maine

Polar Bears. It's not that the northernmost member

of the Yankee Conference is that great a team, it's

just that they're a little more used to the type of

weather that the Redmen were forced to play five

games in. Frigid.

The cold, wind, and occasional rain aside, the

stretch of five UMass victories in four days centers

around pitching, which is just what the pre-season

script indicated.

The scores pretty much tell the story.

On Friday, the Redmen received a brilliant nine

innings from Tom White in the opening game of a

doubleheader with Holy Cross and blanked the

Crusaders 7-0. In the second of two against the Cross,

Chip Baye and Tom Austin combined to help UMass

to a tight 3-2 decision.

The next day, Boston University dropped in to Earl

Lorden Field, again for a twin bill, and they probably

wished they had stayed home. In 18 innings, the

Terriers could manage no runs and just eight hits,

while the Redmen were feasting off BU pitching to

score 13 runs on 22 hits.

The first game saw John Olson pitch his second

consecutive shutout as he stopped BU on just three

hits The nightcap was practically a carbon copy

scorewise. with Mike Flanagan and Eric Levine

combining to author a 6-0 whitewash. In that second

game. Flanagan gave himself all the runs he needed

when he rapped a two-run homer to right field in the

fourth inning

And finally, the Redmen finished off this stretch by

downing AIC in Springfield yesterday by a score of 10-

3. Tom Austin played the unfamiliar role of starter

and went the first five innings Steve Merrill mopped

up with four strong stanzas and UMass had their

ninth consecutive regular season victory.

Pitching is supposed to be 70% of the game, and so

tne strong performance turned in by the UMass staff

warrants a closer look.

White's opening performance against Holy Cross

was a masterpiece The hard throwing righthander

didn't seem to be throwing his hardest but still

completely handcuffed the Crusaders.

Olson was just as good His shutout gave him a

ison total of two. and a season record of two wins

and no losses In the 20 innings he has worked the

sophomore has given up just 10 hits and no earned

runs, while striking out 21

Freshman Mike Flanagan, in the six innings he

worked against BU. was probably the most im-

pressive. The fireballing lefty simply overpowered

the opposition, recording 11 strike-outs in his six-

inning stint, including seven in a row over the second,

third, and fourth innings.

Neither Baye nor Austin were particularly im-

pressive in their starts, but both managed to garner

wins. Baye gave up just two hits and two runs in his

six innings vs. Holy Cross but just wasn't sharp.

Austin bailed him out with three hitless innings of

relief. And Austin was hampered by control problems

in the AIC contest but was never in real clanger.

Steve Merrill worked the final four and did a good

job in his first appearance of the season.

So the Redmen took five games over the holiday

stretch, winning the five by a combined score of 33-5.

That's some kind of baseball.

33 runs indicates that UMass got some pretty good

offense to go along with the great pitching.

At first it didn't seem like things were going to go

right for the UMass attack. Shortstop Eddie Mc-

Mahon. their leading hitter at .500. twisted his knee

early in the first Holy Cross game and was to see no

action the rest of the weekend. This necessitated the

insertion of utility man Dan Kelly into the lineup at

second base, with regular second baseman Jim
Saracino moving over to short. Kelly proceeded to

make Coach Dick Bergquist look like a genius.

The junior, who was just 1-5 before taking over at

second, pounded the ball well all weekend and capped

it off by getting nine-for-nine in an incredible streak

stretching over four games Spiced in between were a

few walks here and there.

Ron Beaurivage. the freshman center fielder, had a

i-for-4 game and a 4-for-4 game along with plenty of

RBI's.

Big Dan Esposito showed signs of breaking out of

his horrible slump by going three for four against

Holy Cross and two-for-four against AIC. He still isn't

hitting as well as he can when he's streaking, but the

hits are dropping anyway.
As an exclamation point to all the heavy hitting.

Mike Flanagan rapped a homer against BU, his

second of the season, and Bill Ryan duplicated that

feat against AIC. his first

So. the Redmen more than doubled their win total,

and kept their losses at the same level, in a very

successful weekend. They are undefeated in Yankee
Conference action, and lead it. Their record stands

overall at 9-0 and they face Dartmouth here, today, at

3:30

Omaha looks a little closer

SHOWING THE WAY it's done is junior Dan Kelly, who came in as

a substitute during the first Holy Cross game and led UMass batters

over the weekend with an incredible nine for nine streak. (MDC
photo by Dan Kama I)
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Close-But No Banana For Track Team
By EAKLE BAKKOLL

It could only have happened at Chestnut

Hill

Where else could the UMass track team-or

for that matter any UMass team-experience

the height of bitter last minute defeat

(remember basketball ! than at Boston

College

Saturdav afternoon coach Ken O'Brien

and his tra'cksters suffered a 78-76 last event

defeat to the Eagles-after leading 76-73

entering the finale-and it took another

O'Brien ( Bob to be exact to apply the coup

de grace to the Irishmen in the red jacket.

O'Brien s feat in the mile relay was the

story of the entire meet It was extremely

clov
After three legs he was given the baton

with ten yards on Peter Trow, but the big

guy (probablv suffering from the sting of

basketball defeat to the Eagles) closed to

within a lunge of giving the Redmen the

meet
To be precise it was less than a matter of

inches and seconds that decided this one

( )'Brien i Ken > was entertaining the idea of a

10 to 15 point winning spread prior to

competition, but just check the following

loss margins out:

The broadjump by one-quarter of an inch.

The hurdles by the same time.

The 440 relay by two-tenths of a second

The mile relay by the same time.

The three-mile run by two-tenths of a

second
A place in the shot-put by one inch.

Add it all up and divide by the cir-

cumference of a discus and a 15 point vic-

tory becomes a two point defeat

Don Schneider and Bruce McDonald-both

of B.C. -were the only double winners.

Schneider outran Tony Pendleton in the 100

vard dash in 9.6 seconds and did the same to

Ron Harris in the 220 (22 flat).

McDonald topped Randy Thomas and Bill

Gillan in the mile (419 3) and Devon Croft

in the half (1:55. ». All three are freshmen

That makes one more trip for them to

Chestnut Hill

It also confronts O'Brien with a problem.

As he explains, "We haven't put all the good

performances by the young guys (Thomas.

Trow et al> together with the good per-

formances by the veterans (Graves. Sylvia,

eto
"'

But then again it's difficult putting the

pieces together opening against the top two
ranked teams in New England (Nor-

theastern is first, the Eagles second).

'But even though it is tough when starting

with the best, it's good that we know where
we stand five weeks from now when it could

be too late."

MHe — Won by McDonald. BC;
2. Thomas. UMass; 3. Gillen.
UMass. T-4:l»3

120 High Hurdles — Won by
Bykowski. BCj 2. Grave*. UMass;
3. Mounter. UMass. T-15.6.

440 — Won by Levine. UMass; 2.

O'Brien. BC; 3. Trow. UMms.
T-50.0.

100 — Won by Schneider. BC; 2.

Pendleton. UMass; 3. Fitzmorris.
Be. T-a.e.

800 — Won by McDonald, BC; 2.

Gonrin, BC; 3. Croft, UMass.
T-l:55.

220 — Won by Schneider. BC; 2.

Harris. UMass; 3. Beland, UMass.
T-22.0. _

440 Intermediate Hurdles — Won
by Mounter, UMass; 2. Graves,
UMass; 3. Charland. BC. T-57.4.
Three Mile — Won by Zabel,

BC* 2. O'Connell. UMass; 3. Mc-
Custoer. UMass. T-14:328.
Hammer Throw — Won by Gilli-

8an. BC; 2. Lee, BC; 3. Vaquez,
C. D-17fr-ll.

, _
Discus — . Won by Boisvert.

UMass; 2. Homon. UMass; 3. Leti-
xia, UMass. D-135-7.

Javelin — Won by Silvia. UMass;
2. Mahoney, BC; 3. Boisvert, UMass.
D—200—

2

Shot Put — Won by Letstla.
UMass; 2. Hudson.. BC; 3. Schnei-
der. UMass. D-43-9Vi.

\jorg Jump — Won by Hiordsm,
PC; S. Bradley. UMass; 3. Hart-
ford. UMass. D-20-3.

Triple Jump — Won by Ellison.
UMass; 2. Geranty, UMass; 3. Rior-
dan. BC. D-42-9V*.

High Jump — Won by Hughes,
UMass; 2. Barr, BC; 3. MacAloon.
BC. H-O-4.

Pole Vault — Won by D'Ambra,
BC; 2. Kamb. UMass; 3. McKeouth,
UMass. H-12-6.
440 Relay — Won by BC (Char-

land, Kr«eg*an, Fitzmorris, Schnei-
der) T-42.6.

Mile Relay — Won by BC (RJor-
dan, .Charland, McDonald. O'Brien)

SPORTS

SATURDAY WAS NOT a very successful day for the UMass track team but it was a little better for

Steve Levine (far right). He's shown here breaking the tape in front for a win in the 440. Teammate

Peter Trow (far left) took third. (MDC photo by Ed Manglaratti)

"Gorillas" Down

Tufts, 20-1

Details in

Tomorrow's
MDC

Buffalo Signs

McAdoo For

$1 Million
BUFFALO <AP> The Buffalo

Braves of the National Basketball

Association announced Monday the

signing of their No 1 draft pick.

Robert McAdoo of North Carolina.

The Braves picked McAdoo in

the draft last week even though
NBA Commissioner Walter
Kennedy had announced that the

Virginia Squires of the American
Basketball Association already
had him under contract.

McAdoo reportedly signed with
the Braves for $1 million for five

years, including salary, bonuses,

incentive payments and deferred

payments.

McAdoo. 20. a 6-foot-9 forward,
averaged 19.5 points and 10
rebounds per game as the Tar
Heels chalked up a 26-5 record in

the 1971-72 season.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Marathon Cancelled
(Bulletin: The School Council,

the governing body of the School of

Education voted early this mor-
ning to cancel the Marathon and
begin negotiations with the

Steering Committee of the Third

World Caucus at 10:00 PM this

evening or at "any mutually

agreeable time".

Dean of the School. Dwight
Allen, after initially announcing
that the marathon would be held.

voted with the .n-jority on the

Council to cancel the Marathon.)

By MDC STAFF
After a long discussion last night

in the School of Education's
Auditorium, attempting to resolve

the issue of whether Marathon
Week should continue, the School's

Council was told by Dean Dwight
Allen that he would open the

Marathon as scheduled without

their advice.

The Council, which according to

its constitution is the body to ad-

vise the Dean on the ad-

ministration of the school, was
attempting to decide what
recommendations it should present

to Allen regarding the Marathon.

The Council is composed of

students and faculty membrs of the

School of Education.

After Allen's announcement
some members of the Council left

Members of the Third World Caucus from all parts of campus barred people from entering the School

of Education yesterday. The event was the Modular Credit Marathon. (MDC Photo by Barbara

Brecher)

the hall saying they were being

used by him and that the Council

was, in effect, powerless in the

School's administration.

Picketing in front of the School of

Education started at 7 a.m.
yesterday morning. The Third

World Caucus blocked all en-

trances to the School of Education
while approximately 75 to 100

people marched in front of the

school carrying signs protesting

what was termed racism in the

School of Education.

Dean Allen, who along with

several administrators, had en-

tered the school before 7 a.m.,

asked to negotiate with the Th rd

World Caucus Steering Committ**.
The Committee refused, stating

that their demand to call off the

Marathon was non-negotiable.

At 12 noon a statement from the

Caucus was read in front of the

School reiterating their demand
that the Marathon be called off

before any negotiations take place,

and that the Caucus would be "out

in force" until the Marathon is

called off.

At the meeting last night. Dr.

Dick Clark, a member of the

Council and an Assistant Dean
began the debate by saying the

Minority Caucus Steering Com-
mittees non negotiable proposal

was 'one which could not be dealt

with in "the democracy
established in the School of

Education."
Another member. Dr. Mike

Minor, pointed out that the non-

negotiable clause existed because

of 'vastly different ideologies."

Dean Allen said that the Steering

Committee, in their previous
communications with him. had

said that they would use all legal

channels available to stop the

Marathon Week. He said that

during the day (yesterday) he had
been denied visitors to his office

which he felt to be "illegal".

Two early motions open to

discussion said that the Council

should advise the dean to stop the

Marathon and leave him with the

responsibility of dealing "with the

present problem."
In response to this. Clark said the

Council was shirking its respon

sibilities as advisor to the Dean
and that it should take a more
definite stand. A number of Council

members agreed with this, saying

it was their responsibility to for-

mulate the methods of dealing with

the problems.

A spokesman for the Aesthetics

Center at the school then read a

statement which in essence said

they were withdrawing their

support from the Marathon as it

now exists.

After the Council had discussed

the issues for almost two hours,

arriving at no clear-cut solution,

the debate was opened to the floor.

About 200 people were attending

the meeting
Prof. William Tutman. a

member of the Minority Caucus
Steering Committee. but

"speaking as an individual", ex-

plained what he considered to be

the real issue the minorities were
trying to point out.

He said that the students in the

on-campus Careers Opportunity

Program (COP) were brought to

the school by the federal govern-

ment, provided a stipend which
didn't cover living costs in the

(Continued on Page 3)

Strike On For Thursday, Friday
By CHARLIE BERKOW

About 1.000 people attending a

mass meeting in the Campus
Center Auditorium voted

unanimously last night to call a

strike on the UMass campus for

tomorrow and Friday. A mass
meeting will be held this afternoon

to develop concrete plans for local

action and to organize the strike.

The strike will center on four

basic demands. They are: an end

to the bombing in Vietnam; with-

drawal of all U.S. troops and air

support from Vietnam; freedom

for all U.S. political prisoners; and

an end to all forms of racist and

sexist oppression the UMass
Amherst Campus
Todays mass meeting is

scheduled to begin at 1:00 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom. It is

supposed to develop specific plans

for actions to take place during the

strike.

"That way." said Giuliana

Mutti, a member of the Women's
Caucus, "people will have

something to do on Thursday

besides just going home."

Larry Ladd. president of the

Student Governing Association,

has rescheduled from today until

Friday a student referendum on

whether or not to continue the

strike. On Friday, the referendum
will decide whether or not to

continue the strike and what issues

to base the strike on.

"The meeting last night was well

attended and can legitimately call

a strike," said Ladd. He added that

On The Inside

:

EdSchoolBackground
See page two

Wood Rejects Strike
See page six

a referendum held today would

only ratify the action taken last

night

"We would better use the

resources of the SGA by voting by

referendum on Friday on whether

or not to continue the strike," said

Ladd. "We, as a student body,

would then decide whether to

continue and on what issues to

continue."

Ladd also warned against

engaging in "futile emotionalism."

Last nights mass meeting was
called by several assorted anti-

war, progressive and labor groups.

People at the three-hour meeting

argued about what directions the

strike should take, although there

was unanimity on the four

demands of the strike.

The first two strike demands
came out of a meeting Monday
night of members of several anti-

war, left wing, and labor groups.

The third and fourth demands
came out of a Women's Caucus.

A member of the Women's
Caucus said that the demand is

aimed at giving women and

minority people equal opportunity

in admissions and promotions at

the University, equal pay to em-

ployees of the University and

power to help determine ad-

missions and curriculum policy in

all schools and departments in the

University

Last Night's mass meeting also

voted to support the Third World

Alliance activities at the School of

Ed Guiliana Mutti and other

speakers said that the fight to stop

racism and sexism in Vietnam

cannot be separated from the fight

to stop racism and sexism at

UMass
Acklyn Lynch, a member of the

Third World Alliance, said that the

Third World Alliance supports the

strike and will "make resources

available" to the strike He said

that the Third World Alliance in-

tends to bring an end to "all

plantation activities" at the School

of Ed, which he called "Allen's

Plantation
"

As last night's mass meeting
ended, the 3-500 people there were
asked to organize their dorms and
any groups they were in, to get

people to come to the mass
meeting today and decide how they

should be represented on the strike

Continued on page three

Gary Tarr, as he chaired the mass meeting that called the strike

last night in the Campus Center Auditorium. (MDC photo by Steve

Smith)
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This protest was at the School of Ed early this morning which

closed down classes for the day. (Photo hy Barbara Brecher

)

Greeks Sponsor

"Dimes" Marathon
By PAMELA PHILLIPS

The Greek-sponsored March of Dimes Marathon from Boston to Haigis

Hall ended last night when Chancellor Bromery lit a giant torch that

signified the official beginning of Greek Week.

The 100-mile Marathon started on the front steps of the State House in

Boston around 10: 15 when Governor Sargent handed the lit torch to the

first of the 200 participating runners.

Gov. Sargent told the UMass Greeks and the state-employee demon-

strators who happened to be on hand that he was pleased to see support

of such an important and needed cause as the March of Dimes.

The Marathon was run in relay style, each fraternity and sorority

having a designated number of miles for which they were responsible.

Besides the runners, a bus of 30 Greeks followed the route to solicit for

the March of Dimes. They stopped at shopping centers and at schools

such as Boston State asking the people's support.

The bus and runners met in front of Worcester City Hall for a brief

ceremony with the mayor, Thomas J. Early. The Mayor relit the torch

and congratulated the students on their progress up to that point, wishing

them luck.

The day's events ended with a parade of 200 streamer-decorated cars

starting at Rolling Green Apartments and ushering the last runner to

Haigis Mall eleven hours after the Marathon's beginning.

At the mall, a short ceremony was held before the torch was lit. The
crowd of enthusiastic Greeks heard congratulations from Jimmy Walker,

the director of the New England Chapter of the March of Dimes, from the

organizers of the Marathon, and from special guest Chancellor Bromery.

But probably the most significant and meaningful statement made was
the faint "Thank-you" from Eddie, this year's Poster Child from
Springfield.

Vets Meeting Tonight
Important meeting concerning

All veterans Wednesday night,

April 19th Meet at 7:00 p.m. at the

Student Activities Office,

basement Campus Center.

Weather
The weather ought to be about

the same as today, with it being

partly cloudy, up in the 70's.

Tonight, expect the rain to come
down for awhile and tomorrow, you

can expect the same sort of thing.

If you plan to lounge around on

the grass by the pond, observe

closely how the sun may almost

rise, but then may break through

the clouds later in the day. All in

all, it may be a fine day for

whatever you may decide on doing

if you plan on doing anything at all.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

QMp AtumttfUBtttB Bailg CoUrgten

The office ot me DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the Student Union

on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip code 01007 Telephones S4S-

75SO (news). 545 0344 (sports) S45 0731 (business)

Second class postage is paid in Amherst THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes

Monday through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation, exam

periods or holidays Accepted for mailing under the authority of an act of March 8.

i»7» as amended by an act of June 11, 1943 Subscription rates are MOO per
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The School Of Ed And
AnUnclearConflict No\

( Kditor's Note: The following is an attempt by Don

(;iickstein. a student in the School of Ed., to provide

background to the present difficulties surrounding

the School's Marathon.)
By DON GLICKSTEIN

On paper, the School of Education made the first

and only public campus commitment to combat

racism in March of 1971 when its faculty issued what

is now known as the "Nantucket Manifesto". This

document stated that racism is the "central

pathology of our time and the most challenging issue

facing all social institutions." The faculty urged the

School of Education to alter its priorities and to

change the operations of the school, the programs

and the courses so as to directly confront that issue.

Approximately ten months later, a Committee to

Combat Racism under the chairwomanship of Dr.

Gloria Joseph and then Dr. William Tutman was

established. According to an unsigned statement put

out by the Committee one week ago, "the effects of

racism were operating both within its own operations

and in its relations with the rest of the School". The

Committee claimed a lack of resources and support

from people in the Education School.

On April 4, 1972, the Racism Committee dissolved

itself, charging that its perpetuation would continue

to foster racism. "The School has relied on the

Committee as the sole mechanism for institutional

change," it stated. "The continued functioning of the

Committee in its present directions would allow the

School to cop-out on a commitment requiring the

entire School's efforts."

After consultation with the School's Deans and the

Chairmen of the School Council and Executive

Committee (the two governing bodies of the School),

education classes were cancelled on April 10 so that a

caucus of minority students and faculty could be held.

In attendance were people from the School of

Education, the Afro-American Studies Department,

and the Third World Alliance. The Third World

Alliance became the "umbrella" group to represent

the Caucus.
Meetings continued throughout the week, and

classes remained cancelled. A Non-Minority Caucus

was formed which echoed many of the beliefs of the

Third World Alliance.

The Alliance has claimed that the School of

Education's curriculum did not have a perspective

relevant to minorities, that many whites did not

respect minorities, and that the purpose of minorities

at the Ed School was unclear with respect to the

racism struggle. The Alliance has also charged

patterns of paternalism, decision- making

discrimination, and other allegedly racist practices

in the School of Education.

A Steering Committee of three faculty members

(Gloria Joseph, William Tutman, Preston Bruce),

three graduate students (Rochelle Chandler,

Mariano Trujillo, Jean Moss), and undergraduates

(Paul Chandler, Linda Trujillo, Joseph Samuels,

Ronda Boiling) was elected.

The Alliance presented two demands to Education

Dean Dwight Allen. The first was that the Steering

Committee be recognized as the sole bargaining voice

of the Minority Caucus. The second was that Allen

cancel the Modular Credit Marathon to be held from

April 18-21, because the Marathon allegedly exploits

third world peoples.

(Marathon is a bi-annual event at the Education

School, during which time classes are cancelled and

the community is free to attend hundreds of special

films, seminars, lectures and discussions. UMass
students may receive modular credit for par-

ticipating; 15 mods transfers to one University

credit.)

Monday evening, a special faculty meeting at the

School was held. Lasting into the wee hours of the

morning, the faculty voted to suspend the Marathon
for Tuesday and to extend an invitation to the

Steering Committee to negotiate. They voted also to

proceed with the Marathon on Wednesday if no

negotiations occurred.

The center of much of the controversy is the on-

campus Career Opportunities Program (COP). COP
is a federally-funded program that provides a

college education and teacher certification to people

with low income backgrounds. The School of

Education's Center for Urban Education (CUE)
administers COP programs in Brooklyn, and Wor-

cester as well as the on-campus one. Some students in

the on-campus COP have had disagreements with the

CUE administration about the management of the

program. Informed sources say that the Alliance will

call for the resignation of several black professors in

CUE, as well as the Director of the Center, Byrd
Jones, and the Assistant Dean for Special Programs,

Atron Gentry. (Gentry is black.)

The School of Education has 1800 graduate

students, 300 of which come from minority groups.

For the fall, each Center (similar to departments)

has agreed that 50% of their new students will be

from minority groups. A similar quota system is in

effect for women.

Campus Antiwar Protests Spread

BOSTON (AP) — More than

1.200 persons protested the

escalation of the Indochina war
Tuesday afternoon in a gathering

at Boston Common which later

spilled into busy city streets at

rush hour. There were no arrests

reported.

The demonstration, called by the

People's Coalition for Peace and
Justice, was marked by draft card

burnings and chanting and was
watched closely by three paddy
wagon loads of riot-equipped

police.

Elsewhere, about 200 students

protested the presence of military

recruiters on the Holy Cross
College campus in Worcester,
student newspapers pleaded for a

one-day shutdown of classes this

Friday and one-fourth of the

student body at Amherst College

voted to strike Thursday and
Friday.

In protests not related to the

Indochina conflict, graduate
students at Harvard University in

Cambridge set up picket lines to

proposed pay cuts for teaching

fellows.

In addition to the renewed
demonstrations by young persons

against the war, three college

presidents issued statements on

Tuesday critical of the U.S.

bombings in North Vietnam.

Dartmouth College president

John Kenny said he opposed ex-

pansion of military activity, but

said he also opposed the one-day

moratorium being proposed for

this Friday by student newspapers

at most Ivy League schools and at

other institutions across the

country.

"As a university president, it is

difficult for me to counsel young

men and women to rely on our

political processes when we fly in

the face of generally accepted

notions of civilized conduct and our

military efforts descend to plain

barbarism.'' said Brown
University president Dr. Donald

Hornig. Hornig made his com-

ments in a telegram to President

Nixon.

At Holy Cross College, where
students protested the presence of

Marine Corps recruiters. Father

John Brooks called for immediate
withdrawal of all U.S. forces in

Indochina, an end to the bombings

in North Vietnam, the immediate
release of prisoners of war and

amnesty for draft evaders.

In Amherst, about 300 students of

Amherst College, representing

about one-fourth of the student

body, voted for a student strike

Thursday and Friday.

The call by student edit'.' at

many papers in New England was
for only a one-day stop-page in

classes.

"We urge our presidents to

suspend university activities on

that day, and we encourage all

students and faculty to help shape
further actions at general campus
meetings." the editorial in the Yale
Daily News said.

The editorial, agreed upon by 13

student editors in a conference

call, said increased bombings in

North Vietnam "open the door to

an increased and possibly lasting

U.S. military involvement...while
the death toll of Americans has
subsided, the senseless slaughter

of Indochinese continues."

A small group of between 30 and
40 persons held a demonstration
this afternoon in Burlington. The
protest was peaceful and quiet.

Freshman Men —

Serve The Campus Community

Join The

MAROON KEY
SOCIETY

Official Sophomore Men's Honorary Org.

Pick up Applications Interviews Sun.
at Student Activities evening 4/23
desk by Thurs. 4/20 in Rm. 902 C.C.

UMass
Fine
Arts
Council
Presents

The World Famous

AMADEUS STRING QUARTET
Performing works by Haydn, Beethoven and Tippett

Wednesday, April 19 - 8:00 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium (Stockbridge)

Reserved tickets: 125 Herter
Tel. 545-0202

Strike Referendum Friday
Continued from page one

steering committee.

Unverified sources reported that

a meeting was held last night at

11:30 in Hampden Dining Com-
mons to discuss the strike and
mobilize students for it.

Ed Eck, a spokesman from the

ad-hoc Strike Steering Committee
which met late last night, said that

the mass meeting today will be a

pro-tem steering committee
meeting. He said that an executive

pro-tem steering committee of 15

volunteers will be formed at

today's mass meeting.

Today's mass meeting will have
3 co-chairpersons-a member of the

Women's Caucus, a member of the

Third World Alliance (neither had
been named as of the Collegian's

dealine), and Larry Ladd,
President of the Student Governing
Association.

Eck said that the executive

committee will coordinate the

strike activities of tomorrow and
Friday and will accept written

proposal for activities to take

place.

He said that the executive pro
tern steering committee, will sort

the written proposals and present
them to the pro-tem steering
committee at large.

He said that the at-large steering

committee will dissolve on Friday.

He said that it will be replaced by a

steering committee composed of

representatives of the workshops
and activities which will take place

during the strike.

Proposed activities for the strike

include gathering community
support against the war, holding

workshops to educate students

about the war in Vietnam and at

home, supporting the Third World
Alliance activities at the School of

Ed, generating support for the

demonstration against the war in

Vietnam scheduled for April 22nd
in New York and pressuring local

government officials for public

statements against the war.

Informed sources said last night

that top level university officials

will be making a public statement
on Thursday morning about the
recent escalation of the war in

Vietnam.

Ed. Council Divided On Marathon
(Continued from Page t)

Amherst area, and forced into a

university atmosphere which is

"completely alien to their home
environment in the urban com-
munity."
He said this was a blatant

example of "institutional racism"
and that the School of Education
had repeatedly ignored and
refused to cope with it.

Shortly after. Dean Allen again
took the floor stating that he had,

since 6:45 that evening, been in

touch with Vice-Chancellor for

Student Affairs Robert Gluckstern
who was attempting to organize a

meeting between Allen and the

Steering Committee. Allen said

that after many messages from
Gluckstern saying that the
Steering Committee would be
"contacting him in a few minutes"
he had at that time (11:00 p.m.)

still not made any contact with the

Committee.
He then said that based on that

information, he felt that it was his

responsibility to hold the Marathon
as scheduled, "subject to further

negotiations. And if further in-

formation is given by the Steering

Committee."
With that statement, there was a

loud outburst from the floor. A
number of the Council members
saying he had rendered them
powerless in dealing with the issue.

Strike Meeting 1 PMToday
f There will be a mass meeting about tomorrow's student strike at

one o'clock this afternoon in the Student Union Ballroom. The
organization and activities of the strike will be discussed and
planned.

Gil Salk will hold a meeting to plan non-violent civil disobedience

in relation to the strike. The meeting will take place at 11: 15 a.m.
this morning in room 917 of the Campus Center.

Bromery On Strike
"Whether or not a strike is productive, many people could get hurt,"

stated Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery in reference to last night's mass
meeting held to call a student strike against escalation of the Southeast

Asian war.

Recalling the 1970 Spring strike, Bromery said, "A lot of people who
couldn't afford to, got hurt." He also stated in that telephone interview

that he saw no advantages to calling a strike.

He said that though that interview was the first he had heard that

about 600 students called last night for a strike on Thursday and Friday.

He added that if 600 people call a strike, he has to worry about the other

21,400 students around campus who were not there.

SPRING HAS COME!

So Has Inspection Time.

Frank's Arco Service
(Official Inspection Station)

Rt. 116 NORTH AMHERST,
Between C liffside and Campus

ARCO

Complete Tune ups

Minor Repairs

Emergency Service

Tel. 253-9063

Hrs. 7 A.M. — 9 P.M.

LI-HAUL

Trucks and Trailers

Order now for

end of semester

moving

One member. Mike Minor, left the

hall shouting "He continually

manipulates us." Referring to

Allen.

Vice-Chancellor Gluckstern was
contacted in his office . by the

Collegian and asked about the

negotiations he had been
mediating. He said he had only
attempted to bring the two parties

together and had no knowledge of

the context of any exchanges, if

there were any.

At about 12:00, Allen said that he
had been contacted by a member
of the Steering Committee,
Mariano Trujillo, who said they

would be willing to meet with him
today at 10 (sic) in Room 162 of the

Ed. Teacher
Program
Sish-Up

Undergraduates interested in

signing up for and learning about

the various teacher training

programs in the School of

Education (student teaching)

should report to Room 904-908 in

the Campus Center anytime from

noon-6 p.m. today or from 9 a.m. -6

p.m. Thursday. Sign-up dates for

interviews will be available.

Campus Center. Trujillo said this

was with the understanding that

the Marathon would be cancelled.

Allen also accused Paul Chan-

dler another member of the

Steering Committee, with ob-

structing a telephone call between
Trujillo and Allen.

Allen said that Earl Seidman, the

Asst. Dean of the School, had
received Trujillo's message after

Allen's had been cut off by
Chandler.

In accordance with the wishes of

the School Council, Allen, Tutman,
and Paul Chandler (a COP un-

dergraduate) exchanged ac-

cusations, views, and perceptions

Allen, around 12:30 a.m.,
proposed to Tutman that a 14-hour

a day workshop be held parallel

and independent of the Marathon.
The workshop would discuss the

problems raised by the Caucus.
Tutman replied that he was in no
position to negotiate for the entire

Caucus.
Throughout the discussions,

which were held in the Education
Auditorium, the audience, the
members of the School Council, the

administration, and represen-
tatives of the Caucus held frequent

exchanges

MDC Classifieds

Bart Auto Paint I Body Spooialists

F§r$l§n 9*d Donatio Collitim Work

R EASONABL E RAT ES— Come in for an estimate.

Bank Americard accepted

Next to the Towne House

on Rt 9 at the Amherst —
Belchertown Line

George Champoux — Prop,

Tel 256 8712

Hrs. 9 - 6

I PARIS HELSINKI MOSCOW MONACO BRUSSELS MLORADEOENEVA BUCHAREST OSLO I

1 FLY SUPERCHEAP
\ Summer in EUROPE, From $170

Route

Bos/Lon/Bos
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NY/Lon/NY
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M 6/28 Cal S161 S19 S180
11-8714 Cal S161 $19 $180

I -7/11 Cal $191 $19 $210

1 -9/12 Uni $191 $19 $210

I -9/12 Cal $191 $19 $210
13-9/6 Cal $191 $19 $210

19-8/29 Cal $191 $19 $210

17-8/29 Uni $191 $19 $210

10-6/30 Cal $155 $15 $170

I 8/8 Uni $165 $15 $180

14-7/15 Cal $185 $15 $200

12 -8/23 Uni $185 $15 $200

18-9/7 Uni $185 $15 $200

I -9/19 Cal $185 $15 $200

10-8/10 Uni $185 $15 $200

13-8/26 Cal $185 $15 S200

Also available art Eurail, Britrail, and Student Rail passes, car teases, rentals and pur-

chases, and many more helpful travel services.

for more info., call ST E Vt" GERMAN, 25*3359

or

American Student Travel Association, Ltd.

27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
BOSTON, MASS. 021 IS

T«l«: ( •17)536-251 1,531-78*3

Open only to 5 college students, faculty, staff and Immediate families
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U.S. Curtails Hanoi-Haiphong Bombing
SAIGON (AP) -Despite perfect weather

and a multitude of prime military targets,

the United States has sharply curtailed its

bombing of North Vietnam and put the

Hanoi-Haiphong heartland off limits to

aerial raiders, U.S. military sources said

Tuesday.
The sources emphasized, however, that

President Nixon likely would resume
widespread bombing in the North if there is

no positive signal from Hanoi that it would

end the current general offensive in South

Vietnam.
One source noted that strikes now are

running at less than a dozen a day following

the huge raids Sunday that included strikes

in the Hanoi and Haiphong areas.

The curtailment, 'to feel Hanoi out," as

one informant said, came as Hanoi's

delegation to the Paris peace talks said

Monday if the bombing stopped, it was

ready to start secret negotiations on ending

the war
Perhaps only coincidentally. war com

muniques showed the ground war in the

South to have dwindled dramatically. There

were no reported major battles.

Military sources here said bombing now
was restricted by the President to targets

below the 20th parallel of latitude, 60 miles

south of Hanoi and Haiphong.

Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird said in

Washington there was "no substance" to the

report of bombing restrictions. A White

House spokesman said this was the

authorized official position.

However, told of Laird's remark, in-

formants here said they stuck to the position

that Nixon had laid down the bombing
restrictions.

Later in the day, Laird declined to say

specifically whether raids are continuing at

Haiphong and in Hanoi's vicinity

It appeared possible that Washington's

public position might, as it often has in the

past, mask behind-the-scene moves. One
possibility was that without a naked public

threat to resume full-scale bombing unless

Hanoi calls off its offensive, the North

Vietnamese could do so without losing face.

The U.S. Command officially declined to

comment on the report of sharply curtailed

bombing in the North.

While action was curtailed in the North,

U.S. bombers stepped up their attacks

against North Vietnam positions in South

Vietnam, logging more than 1,000 strikes

Monday and Tuesday in the heaviest raids

since the peak days of the air war from 1965

to 1968.

The U.S. Command announced the loss of

three aircraft in the South

Four American crewmen and two South

Korean soldiers were killed when an Army
helicopter crashed on the central coast

while supporting Korean forces.

A four-engine C130 transport plane was hit

by enemy fire while trying to resupply the

embattled provincial capital of An Loc, 60

miles north of Saigon. It crashed 25 miles

from Saigon. All six crewmen were rescued,

two of them injured.

An Army helicopter was shot down 32

miles southwest of Da Nang, but both

crewmen escaped uninjured.

By far the most dramatic ground action in

Indochina was centered around the temple

ruins of Angkor Wat in Cambodia's nor-

thwest.

North Vietnamese troops swarmed
toward a Cambodian relief column trying to

reach a 1,000-man government force

trapped near the temples.

There were indications the relief column

now was surrounded, too. The imperiled

government soldiers are part of a drive to

encircle the Angkor Wat complex which has

been in North Vietnamese hands for two

years.

In Vietnam, a senior U.S. adviser said that

although there is an overall lull in fighting

below the demilitarized zone on the northern

front, North Vietnamese troops are believed

still under orders to press their offensive.

In Brief...
Agency Orders Pollution Cut

WASHINGTON (AP) —The Environmental Protection Agency,

in its first test of a tough new anti-pollution provision, has ordered

an electric power plant to switch to low sulfur fuel within 12 days.

IRA Buries Commander
BELFAST ( AP) — The outlawed Irish Republican Army buried a

slain commander Tuesday in one of the biggest funeral marches

seen here in years. The march halted, at least temporarily, the

bloody street battles with British troops.

Chilean ITT Holdings

SANTIAGO. Chile (AP) — President Salvador Allende told a

mass political rally Tuesday night of plans to expropriate the

Chilean holdings of the International Telephone and Telegraph

Corp., which the government claims tried to keep him from taking

office in 1970.

The Marxist president said he spoke with ITT officials "...to

arrive at a nationalization agreement ." But he added: "They

totally rejected our plan...because they have an insurance policy in

the United States."

Anti-Abortion Law Struck
HARTFORD. Conn. (AP)-A

three-judge federal panel, in a split

decision. Tuesday ruled Con-

necticut's anti-abortion laws un-

constitutional

Two of the three judges said the

state does not have the right to

"take from a woman the power to

determine whether or not to have a

child once conception has oc-

curred."

Judge J . Edward Lumbard of the

2nd Circuit Court of Appeals said in

the majority decision that while

nothing prohibits the state from

setting up health and safety

regulations, it has no power to

prohibit a woman from deciding

whether or not she will give birth.

"We conclude that the state's

interests are insufficient to take

from the woman the decision after

conception whether she will bear a

child and that she. as the ap-

propriate decision-maker, must be

free to choose." Judge Lumbard
said.

The essential requirement of

due process is that the woman be

given the power to determine

within an appropriate period after

conception whether or not she

wishes to bear a child."

fteak
for lunch

A great Chopped Steak or delicious Family Steak.

You choose. And with it, a crisp tossed salad and

roll. Quite a lunch. Quite a special, Monday
through Saturday from 11 to 4, at Ponderosa.
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PONDEROSA STEAK BOOSE
where tender things ore always happening

King Street

NORTHAMPTON
(across from Hampshire Lincoln Mercury)

North Viets Assault Slows
QUANG TRI. Vietnam (AP)-The North Viet-

namese tanks that burst across the demilitarized

zone 20 nights ago have either been knocked out or

are in hiding.

The human-wave infantry attacks that saw upward

of a thousand enemy soldiers rushing the guns of

sandbagged government base camps have ceased.

But in other ways, the North Vietnamese general

offensive in this far north region grinds on. Officially,

the situation is called a stalemate, but in the context

of the dramatic military events of past weeks,

stalemate means only that the enemy forces have

stopped moving forward.

They are staying in the same positions they

reached three days after the attacks began. They

hold about 10 miles south of the DMZ, and they don't

look as if they are ready to leave.

"We keep killing them, but they stay," said the

commander of the northern region. Gen. Hoang Xuan

Lam. in an interview.

The general added, "Militarily, they made a

mistake. But we know this is not a military war but a

political one. They seek not statistics but politics."

The North Vietnamese have sent their troops into

meatgrinder operations before. The political aim this

time seems to dramatically demonstrate that

President Nixon's Vietnamization program has

failed.

To prove this in the northern front, Communist

command strategies seemed to be hoping for the

capture of Quang Tri City. They still are trying, and

newly emplaced 130MM artillery pieces hidden in the

southern part of the demilitarized zone have begun

pounding the city.

But Hanoi also has settled for something less than

immediate tactical goals in battles past. The
minimum the Communist planners seem to be

seeking in this northern front is the demoralization of

the regular South Vietnamese divisions based here,

with the consequent collapse of security among the

population and an increase in the influence of the

clandestine Viet Cong.

Hanoi's goal of sending its infantrymen vic-

toriously storming Quang Tri City seems improbable

if assessments of allied officers are valid. The official

reading of the situation is that most North Viet-

namese units are too bloodied to launch anything but

a token attempt.

But while this maximum goal may be unreachable,

The North Vietnamese remain in a strong position to

achieve the minimum goal of demoralization.

The green South Vietnamese 3rd Division literally

ran from its dozen fire bases and encampments along

the DMZ when Hanoi's forces attacked March 30.

Two regiments are unsteadily still on line, but the

brunt of the defense is being handled by Vietnamese
marines and rangers.

Top American officials in the north say Hanoi
continues to push supplies and eauipment into the

South.
"

Hanoi will not leave willingly. He will have to be

pushed right back," commented one American

The problem is, who will do the pushing?

POWER

:

Who has it and how to use it!

(Does the C.C. fee really have to be this high?}

We need students for the

S.l/.G. BOARD

(Student Union Governing Board)

See Neil Kerstein in the Student Senate Office

or leave a note in his mail box.

3
•*

-*.

HEADING TOWARD AN LOC-South Vietnamese airborne troops

are piled atop truck they had commandeered recently to take them

down Route 13 toward An Loc.

High Court Backs

State Loyalty Oath
WASHINGTON <AP>-The Supreme Court led by Chief Justice Warren

E. Burger has approved a Massachusetts loyalty oath that requires

public employes to pledge to oppose the overthrow of the government.
"We are not charged with correcting grammar but with enforcing a

Constitution," Burger said Tuesday in delivering a 4-3 decision that the

oath is not too vague to remain on the books.

All that it requires, the chief justice said, is that government workers
(.ommit themselves not to use illegal force. In this respect, he said, the

oath is like the ones taken by presidents, members of Congress, and even

lawyers who practice before the court.

The decision reverses a panel of three federal judges in Boston who
took what Burger called "a highly literalistic approach" and declared the

oath invalid in 1969.

Justices William O. Douglas, William J. Brennan Jr. and Thurgood

Marshall found the oath in conflict with the free-speech guarantees of the

First Amendment and dissented. Douglas recalled the observation of

another recently departed colleague. Justice John M. Harlan, that

almost any word or phrase may be rendered vague and ambiguous by

dissection with semantic scalpel."

The decision represents sucess by Burger in swinging the court around

on the subject. Over the last decade the court more often than not has

struck down loyalty oaths. And two years ago, when Massachuesetts oath

was before the court in a preliminary case, only Burger and Harlan spole

up for it.

Justice Harry A. Blackmun, not unexpectedly, sided with Burger in

Tuesday's decision. What made the difference was that they were joined

by Justices Potter Stewart and Byron R. White, the court's "middle

men."
Justices Lewis F Powell. Jr., and William H Rehnquist, recent ap-

pointments of President Nixon, did not participate because the case was

argued before they joined the court.

The Massachusetts oath was challenged by Mrs. Lucretia F. Richard-

son. She was fired from her job as a sociologist at Boston mental hospital

in 1968 because she refussed to take the oath.

Haiphong Harbor Mining Possible
WASHINGTON (AP ) -Secretary of Defense Melvin

R. Laird said Tuesday he would not rule out mining
Haiphong harbor or establishing a naval blockade of

North Vietnam to blunt the Communist invasion of

the South.

Laird responded with a terse, "Yes," when asked
by Sen. J. W. Fulbright if any thought was being

given to these possibilities. Laird was testifying

byfore the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
chaired by the Arkansas democrat, a longtime critic

of policy in Vietnam.
The Defense secretary said there are many con-

tingency plans and noted that these two possibilities

had been discussed by the previous administration.

But when pressed by Fulbright if they were merely
old contingency plans, Laird said: "I would not rule it

out."

In a four-and-a-half-hour appearance before the

committee, Laird said that "any area of North
Vietnam, as long as the invasion continues, is subject

to attack."

But he declined to state specifically whether the

aerial bombing of the Hanoi-Haiphon area was
continuing.

"I am not going to outline target areas," he said,

adding that U.S. air power is being used in the North,

in the South and within, the demilitarized zone
dividing the two Vietnams.
Prior to the committee session, Laird told newsmen

there was no substance to report that President Nixon
has suspended the bombing of North Vietman's
heartland to see if Hanoi backed off from its offensive

in the south. The reports were attributed to official

U.S. military sources in Saigon who continued to

insist that this was the policy.

At the White House press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler was asked by newsmen about the reports of

bombing suspension and Laird's denial.

"I'd go along with the Secretary of Defense and not

a secondary source in Saigon," Ziegler said.

The Secretary of State said the President would
take what ever steps were necessary-short of rein-

troducing ground troops or using nuclear weapons to

thwart the North Vietnamese offensive.

Limited ITT Testimony Offered
WASHINGTON (API-

Presidential assistant Peter M.
Flanigan offered Tuesday to give

limited testimony to the Senate

Judiciary Committee in its ITT
inquiry, apparently removing a

roadblock to confirmation of

Richard G Kleindienst as attorney

general.

But a White House spokesman
promptly cautioned the committee
against trying to carry questioning

beyond limits set by Flanigan.

indicating this could lead

President Nixon to invoke the

doctrine of executive privilege and

cut of his aide's testimony.

As some Democratic committee
members appeared to reject the

idea of limiting any Flanigan

testimony. White House press

secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said:

"We would assume that if the

committee accepts, the

proposition for a limited

testimony, the committee would
abide by the suggestion put for-

ward in the letter" in which
Flanigan volunteered to testify.

Asked at a news briefing what
would happen if some committee
members should attempt to

broaden their questioning, Ziegler

replied, "We assume they're all

gentlemen and would abide by" the

terms of Flanigan's offer to testify

solely about two matter related to

the international Telephone and
Telegraph Corp.

Ziegler said the committee
chairman could limit the question

to these matters He then was
asked if Nixon was reserving the

right to invoke executive privilege

and he replied "Yes."
Flanigan said he would testify

only in limited fashion on what he

knows about the out-of-court

settlement last summer of three

antitrust suits filed by the

government against ITT.

Democrats on the committee
said they would question Flanigan
on a broad range of Nixon ad
jninistration antitrust policies,

including some not connected with

ITT
In the letter. Flanigan said he

would talk willing about how he

arranged for preparation of a key
financal analysis which Justice

Department officials say played a

major role in their decision not to

carry the ITT cases to the Supreme
Court.

Flanigan said he would discuss

also a meeting he attended with a

number of businessmen including

ITT president Harold S. Geneen
where administration policies

were generally discussed

PROGRAM COUNCIL PRESENTS

IN PERSON

IN CONCERT
Saturday, April 22 — 8:00 p.

Curry Hicks Cage
Admission $1.00

Tickets available at R SO office and at a table on the C.C. Concourse
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Journalism Frat

Holding Mass Seminar
By AL OICKLE FOR APG

Representatives of the mass media from throughout Massachusetts

will be on campus Thursday, April 20, for the annual Alpha Phi Gamma-
sponsored Communications Careers Convocation.

APG. the honorary journalism fraternitv. will present nearly a dozen
speakers in the Student Union's Berkshire, Bristol and Essex Rooms
Thursday from 6.30 to 9 p.m. President Linda Balicki listed the following

schedule of speakers:
6:30-7 p.m.-Michael deSherbinin. editor-publisher, Amherst Record,

on the weekly press; Carlton Vogt, former United Press International

reporter and now the city editor, Westfield News, a three time a week
small city paper; and Alvin F. Oickle, managing editor, Greenfield

Recorder, a small city daily.

7-7:30 p.m. -Phillip R. Scheier, editor-assistant publisher of the

Malden-Medford-Melrose daily newspapers; John Widdison, state editor,

Worcester Telegram-Gazette; and Jeff Bradly, Springfield correspon-

dent, The Associated Press.

7:30-7:45 -Ms. Dorothy Potter, head of Dorothy Potter Associates,

Northampton public relations firm, on PR-advertising; and Francis

Merrigan, head of a Springfield firm, on PR-news.
7:45-8 -Phillip M. Perry, Northampton freelance writer; and Arthur B.

Musgrave, UMass professor of English-journalistic studies, on jour-

nalism education.

Each speaker will give a briefing on career opportunities in his special

field. Anticipated salaries, educational and experience background and
job availability will also be covered.

Oickle, who is APG and Collegian adviser also, has made
arrangements for the speakers. He said all have promised to remain
after appearing in their time slots. APG is setting up a coffee hour in one

of the SU rooms so students can meet informally with the speakers to go

into career opportunities in more depth.

Most of them, according to Oickle, will be able to discuss part-time,

summer, stringer and internship possibilities in their fields in addition to

the full-time careers. While none is here for recruitment purposes, he

said, the newspaper editors especially will be able to outline procedures

for job applications generally.

The program is open to all students interested in either hearing the

speakers or conferring with them individually.

MDC Classifieds Sell

Wood Rejects Strike
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Hondo Erotiea

By MDC STAFF
Speaking out against a student

strike against escalation of the

Southeast Asian War, President

Wood stated, "I share the sense of

outrage" students feel but "I don't

think the use of the University is

the best way to show this."

Wood, speaking at his weekly
telephone conference last evening,

also commented on the School of

Education situation, the University

budget and the state legislature

Referring to anti-war action,

Wood said that education should go
on. students should speak out, and
"I don't think we ought to have a

strike."

He also commented on a speech

he had made before the Boston

University Senate. He said that

"whole business of academic
support is not money. ..you lose or

win a buck, it has no impact."

Wood said he viewed the issue as

serious as in 1970. But he added,

"Keep political and policy issues

separate."
Referring to the closing of

yesterday's Marathon session at

Indochina Air
War Teach-in

INDOCHINA AIR WAR TEACH
IN, 3:30-6:00 p.m.. Wright Hall,

Smith College, Northampton

Anti-war speakers and activists

from all over the northeastern

United States will be at Smith

College this afternoon for a Teach-

in on the rapidly escalating In-

dochina Air war.

They include: JEAN TIBBELS:
from the VERSAILLES IN-

TERNATIONAL ASSEMBLY for

Peace and Freedom of the In-

dochinese People; JOHN
SWINGLISH: co-conspirator with

the HARRISBURG 8, also of the

CAMDEN 28; FRANCOIS
D'HEURLES: national secretary

Of MEDICAL AID TO INDOCHINA
with the film of the N.L.F.

"Struggle for Survival; CHARLES
M SACKREY: of the Smith
College Economics Dept ; JEAN-
NETTE TRACY: of the Greater

Boston Peace Action Coalition;

N.A.R.M.I.C. AIR WAR SLIDE
SHOW
The Teach-in will continued until

i; p m The report from Versailles

will be coming after B p.m so come
on over after the UMaaa mating
\ \ K M 1 c AIR WAR SLIDE
snow

TOLSTOY'S

TONIGHT ONLY S.U.B. 6<JO & lO'OO

the School of Education, Wood said

he was very concerned and had
consulted the chancellor. He said

he hoped issues would be "set

aside from the University."

He said that people are now
facing the issues directly and in-

dicated that this could be con-

structive.

Wood said he met with the House
Ways and Means Committee and
called the legislators response to

restoration of University budget

cuts settled. Wood indicated that

there will be funding for libraries,

counseling and guidance
programs, administrative support,

and preservation of what we
already have. Wood said that there

was a "commitment for funds for

the Amherst Boston Campus, but

I'm more worried about ad-

ministrative support." Wood said

that the discussions with the

legislature will create at least 54

new positions at the Boston
campus.

BOSTON
in less
than . .

.

Special weekend buses
direct to and from the

campus and Boston
take only 1 hr. &
55 mins. That's
convenience.

o Corrects Problems
As Moon Landing Is Go
Apolt

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)-Apollo 16

astronauts heading toward a moon landing worked

with ground controllers Tuesday and overcame a

guidance problem that briefly froze their spaceship in

one position and an antenna problem that affected

radio communications.
Systems worked out at Mission Control were

promptly put into effect by the spacemen to correct

both deficiencies.

"One of the things we need in this program is some
octopuses," astronaut Thomas K. Mattingly II

commented at one point while the men were busy

resetting a series of switches.

The men thus spent part of the day dealing with the

third and fourth problems they have encountered

since they were launched Sunday. The others in-

volved peeling paint and a faulty latch, neither of

which turned out to be of serious concern, either.

Their spacecraft has been gradually slowing since

it rocketed out of earth orbit. But it will begin picking

up speed Wednesday morning when the moon's
gravity starts tugging it forward.

The command ship, Casper, and its lunar lander,

Orion, will hurtle around the moon Wednesday af-

ternoon and the astronauts will fire a long rocket

burst to settle the spacecraft into lunar orbit.

Astronauts John W. Young and Charles M. Duke Jr.

will guide Orion to a landing on a crater-scarred

volcanic plateau high in the southern mountains of

the moon Thursday. Touchdown is scheduled for 3:41

p.m. EST.
Officials said an errant electrical surge confused a

spaceship computer early Tuesday and caused it to

send commands which locked the guidance system.

This, in effect, wiped out the basic reference needed

by the spacecraft to locate and steer itself in space.

Mattingly fed instructions to the computer which

then realigned what is called the inertial guidance

system platform.

The system was operating properly again within 18

minutes.

The astronauts were in no danger from the

guidance problem because the spacecraft has a

backup system. However, if the primary system

could not have been repaired the moon landing would

have been cancelled.

"Cast a giant but evil eye on the proceedings of the day and you

will be befallen in your tracks." Mean, very mean. (Photo by Gib

Fullerton)

Natural Art Displayed
Today through April 29, the work

of E.A. Shaughnessy and Kathy
Packlick, both of whom are seniors

the Bachelor of Fine Artsin

program at the University, will be

shown in the student union gallery.

The work of both students deals

in part with the exploitation of the

natural properties inherent in

materials. In particular, Kathy's
work with ropes and string con-

nected in series by various ties and
bindings thereby creating pieces

reminiscent of macrame but
differing in the creative use.

EARTH WEEK '72

Dr. Ian Nisbit

Mass. Audubon Society

"Silent Spring Plus Ten Years"

7:00 p.m. Has 20

Sponsored by C . E . Q.

Third World
Meeting Tonight

Tonight. April 19th, at 8:00 p.m..

there will be a meeting of the Third

World community in the School of

Business Administration, Room
120. All Africans, Afro-Americans,

American Indians, Asians, Puerto

Ricans, and Chicanos are urged to

attend.

The Alliance has involved itself

with the modification of a number
of campus organizations and af-

fairs, namely, the Fine Arts

Council, the Athletic Department,

the School of Education & COP.,
the Orchard Hill Assembly,
Chancellor Selection, and the

Distinguished Visitor Program, in

their decision to make these

organizations more relevant to the

needs of Third World peoples. They
will be reporting the results of their

activities this evening, and in-

forming you of their future plans

and areas of work

Black Artists

To Display Work
The Department of Afro-

American Studies is having a

Black student art sale and exhibit.

It is to take place on April 22 and 23

in New Africa House at UMass. We
are asking all of the Black students

attending colleges and universities

in the immediate New England

area to participate. They are

seeking all forms of art-drawings,

macrame. jewelry, photography,

virtually anything! There are no

entry fees involved, they are

requesting that you notify them as

soon as possible as to number of

pieces, etc. If it is desirable for you

to mail works, please be sure it is

clearly marked as to name, school,

city, and price, as all unsold pieces

will be returned along with

receipts. If any questions should

arise, feel free to write or call Mrs.
Janice Frame, 27 Webster Court,

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002,

(413)250-8850.

First in a

Three- Part Festival

BEATLES'
"HELP!"

in color

plus
W C FIELDS' uncut
"THE DENTIST"

Sat., April 22, Mahar
* April 29 never before seen

BEATLES' CONCERTI

Vote Friday whether or not to continue Strike

Commuters: 9-5 Campus Center

Concourse Level

Dorms: 1-4 p.m. in your

respective dorms
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STRIKE!
Referendum sponsored by Student Government Association
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School Of Ed.

For the last week and a half, the Minority Caucus and

School of Education policy relating to minorities within the

school has been the most important issue on campus since

the student Strike of May, 1970. However, with the ex-

ception of Dean Allen's acceptance of the Minority Caucus'

first demand there has been no concrete action taken to

resolve the issues either by the School of Education ad-

ministration or the Third World Caucus.

Therefore, the Collegian would like to propose three

steps of action for consideration.

First, that an investigation be made into the

management of the Career Opportunities Program on this

campus. Serious questions have been raised by the Third

World Caucus as to the administrating and planning of the

program. The possibility of misuse of program funds by

the School of Education has also been suggested.

This investigation could be made by any impartial party

or by both the Third World Caucus and the School ad-

ministration. However, no matter who holds the in-

vestigation, a whitewash cannot be allowed. The education

of forty people is at stake.

Second, that minorities be given a real decision-making

role in the planning and implementing of any courses and

programs which directly affect the minority community,

either on or off campus. This is action the Collegian feels is

long overdue.
Third, while the stopping of the Marathon Week may

have immediate consequences of a serious nature for those

students who had planned to attend, the Collegian is of the

opinion that the issues raised by the Third World Caucus

are of far more importance to the School of Education, the

minority community, and the University as a whole than

Marathon Week.
Therefore, if serious dialogue and action between the

Third World Caucus and the School of Education would

result by closing the Marathon, the Collegian would favor

such a step.

Yes, Even Strike

Let's pull together to end the war into which we never

should have entered, into which we never should have
stayed, and out of which we now should get.

Don't go home for a long weekend tomorrow; instead,

stay here and help end the war. Sure, efforts back in 1970

might have seemed fruitless. But if this one works-holding

workshops Thursday, getting community support Friday,

and going to New York Saturday-then we may never have

to protest war again. And if it doesn't work, those now in

the United States Administration know that they could be

kicked out of office come next November's elections.

Tonight, another mass meeting will be held to determine

just how to handle the critical war issue. Attend! You
may be surprised to learn just how much of a voice each

person has in running the strike's affairs.

Don Saint-Pierre

Onward & Upward
The two uniformed guards stood at the entrance to

the building on the top step. One held a pair of

binoculars to his eyes, the other was smoking a

cigarette. Both were uncomfortable standing there

under the hot afternoon sun.

The guard with binoculars was searching down the

long road stretched out before the building. The view

disappeared into shimmering heat waves. He stopped

occasionally to wipe the sweat from his eyes and

curse the heat. The air was like a stifling blanket, not

a sound could be heard.

Suddenly, he straightened himself and grew taunt.

Still squinting through the glasses he said to the

other, "Here they come." Far down the road he could

see the wavering image of a long black snake ap-

proaching them through the heat. As it came closer

the snake divided, each part becoming a large, black

limosine. Their distance made them seem to be going

very slowly, but he knew that was untrue as speed

laws were unheeded by men as powerful as the car's

occupants.

As they got closer the condensation on the windows

became evident. Dropping the glasses from his eyes,

the guard turned to the other saying, "They've got

their air-conditioners going full-blast while we're out

here sweating our asses off
.

" The other just shrugged

his shoulders and turned inside the door.

The first guard started walking down the steps,

straightening his uniform as he went. When he

reached the bottom step the first limosine turned into

the oval-drive in front of the building. The large

machines seemed totally silent, and only the sound of

the tires turning in the sand could be heard.

As he opened the first car's door, he could hear the

men inside talking of country clubs and martinies-

dry. He could only smile and silently curse.

Inside the building the men in their grey flannel

suits sat down around a huge covered table covered

with neatly arranged pads of paper and pencils. A few

lit cigars and sat back waiting for the meeting to

start.

Finally, the man at the head of the table rose,

cleared his throat, and said, "I'm sorry I had to drag

you all away from your clubs on such a beautiful day,

but we have a very pressing matter that the

President wishes worked out immediately."

The men sat staring blankly at him. He continued.

"As you know the parking problem here has been one

of growing concern to the President. In fact, during

the last few months, he feels it has gotten out of hand.

Many individuals have, due to lack of space, been

forced to leave their automobiles miles from the

buildings and walk. Well, he feels we should do

something about this as soon as possible.

"I have therefore taken it upon myself to begin

planning for a parking lot closer to the buildings.

Plans are nearly final now and hopefully this meeting

will allow us to begin construction in a few weeks.

"At this point, I would like to introduce you to Le
Corbusier, of whom I'm sure you have heard. I have

hired him to design the project."

At this point, a distinguished looking man stood up

at the back of the room and walked to the head of the

table. An assistant lowered a film screen from the

ceiling and turned out the lights.

Le Corbusier began by explaining the basic need

for parking 10,000 cars and of the necessity of having

them as close to the existing buildings as possible.

Slides were flashing on and off behind him as he

spoke showing the area in which the building was
planned. Finally he said, "And now for my solution to

the problem. As I have said, the only available space

left for us to work with is a lot 200 feet by 25 feet. This

is between the gym and cattle barn. Of course not

many cars will fit into a space that small. Therefore,

I propose a building 87 stories high, similar in design

to the U.N building in New York. (Which as you

know. I helped design.) It will have a beautiful glass

facade which, because of tinting, will reflect the

glorius countryside surrounding the complex. With

this plan we can easily house all the cars not now
parked with ample room for expansion. All this for a

mere $131.7 million
."

The men in the room began turning and talking to

each other The architect stood silently at the head of

the table After a few minutes, one of the men rose

and addressed him. "The building you propose is

indeed a beautiful work of art. However, we feel that

the cost is a bit high for -merely housing automobiles.

If, however, it were to include something such as a

club, a penthouse if you will, on the uppermost floor

for the use of the members of the Board, the ex-

penditure may not be too expensive."

Another member injected. "And if my brother-in-

law's company is allowed to build it, of course.

"

All agreed to the final two proposals and the men
returned to their country clubs, having done their

jobs.

Art Buchwald

In Search Of Neutral Ground
WASHINGTON-As of this writing, the Senate

Republicans are trying to work out a compromise on

the ITT hearings, which have become snarled over

the question of whether Peter Flanigan and other

White House aides can testify before the Senate

Judiciary Committee.

The problem seems to be a case of "executive

privilege." The White House has refused, up until

now, to allow any of its staff to testify before a

congressional committee on Capitol Hill.

The compromise would be for Flanigan and anyone

else in the White House to be questioned on "neutral

ground," from Capitol Hill. This would save face for

the executive branch and at the same time placate

those senators who refuse to confirm Richard

Kleindiest as attorney general as long as the White

House will not allow Flanigan to testify.

The question is, what "neutral" ground would be

satisfactory to all parties?

Jack Anderson has offered to lend his offices on K
Street to the committee, but for some reason the

Republicans have turned him down.

Someone has suggested questioning Flanigan

under the cherry blossoms by the Tidal Basin. But the

park department has refused a permit on the grounds

that the hot air produced by the hearings could hurt

the flowers.

Another idea was to hold the hearings in Lafayette

Park across the street from the White House. But the

objection to this location is that there are a lot of

pigeons flying around the park at this time of year.

ITT has offered to let the committee use one of its

Avis garages, but the Democrats feel it would

downgrade the hearings if they held them in a car

rental agency that is only number two in the business.

The one neutral ground that is being given careful

consideraUon is the RFK Stadium. Since the

Washington Senators left town, the stadium is empty
until the fall, when the hearings could possibly be

over.

The consensus here is that without baseball the

public might go big for a congressional investigation.

The stadium seats 60,000 people and would

probably be sold out for a sporting event of this kind.

The witness stand would be at home plate, and the

committee could sit around the infield. Questions

would be pitched from the mound. Many people think

the fans would pay as much as $10 a seat to hear

Flanigan s version of how he became involved in the

ITT business.

To placate the Republicans, who might feel the

Democrats wanted to turn the hearings into a circus,

it has been suggested that all receipts from the event

be donated to the Republican National Committee to

finance their convention in San Diego.

The promoters of RFK Stadium have added

something to assure a big crowd. They would permit

the fans to participate in the hearings. If they

believed Flanigan answered a question truthfully,

they would raise their thumbs up. If they felt he was
hedging on a question, they would put their thumbs
down.
On the basis of the thumbs, the Senate committee

could decide whether Flanigan was telling the truth

or not. At the end of the day, if the thumbs-up prevail,

Flanigan could return to the White House. If the

thumbs-down have it, he would have to fight the two
giant pandas that Mao presented to President Nixon.

Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times.

Poems
All the girls in Tanganyika

Eat oranges at dawn. The
Sun comes up over Tanganyika,

Splitting glasses, cups, and
Daffodils; the oranges burn.

If there is a god in Tanganyika

He does not declare his company.
Rather, the incense burns alone,

Without any tributary offerings.

Sometimes I think it's for the birds.

The girls in Tanganyika take

Morning baths, get up at dawn,
Arrange their hair in the violet twilight.

The oranges are fresh, vibrant,

Without any need of gods.

Jerome Clifford Nathanson

Editorial Points

Greetings, French
Liberators!'

'Greetings, Nationalist
Liberators!'

'Greetings, Viet Cong
Liberators!'

It's not nice to fool Dickie

Nixon - but what the hell, let's

do it anyway. He's had two
strikes against him from the

start, one more strike won't

hurt.
*****

So you thought it would be a

quiet week. All of a sudden, we
face a School of Ed. shutdown
and another student strike.

There's something in the air
*****

We thought about the last

student strike and the fond

rumors which were going
around at the time. Like the

one about the Univ. of

Wisconsin student who snuck

onto an Air Force base. They
said he stole a B52 and was in

the process of bombing
Wisconsin. Of course, we hope
that no one does that to

Westover.

'Greetings, American
Liberators!'

'Greetings, Government
Liberators!'

BE.

'Greetings,North Vietnamese
Liberators!' J

Letters To The Editor

Conscientious Objection

Dear Editor:

I am a conscientious objector to war in any form,

and to any form of supporting the taking of lives of

other human beings. I firmly believe that all people

have an inalienable right to live and to attempt to

realize the fullest extent of their human capabilities.

As a result of this belief, I am committed to avoid

supporting any activity, institution, or government

which is engaged in depriving my brothers of their

lives. Furthermore. I am compelled to oppose such

actions, institutions, and governments in any way I

can.

The United States of America is currently engaged

in an exchange of murder with the governments of

Vietnam. I am opposed to the dealing in death in

which all sides are engaged. I am unable to support

any of the actions of this war in any way.

For this reason, I must refuse to contribute money

to help pay for the continuation of the slaughter of my
american and Vietnamese brothers. I must refuse to

pay my taxes as long as my government uses my

Black & Woman
To the Editor:

Shirley Chisholm is constantly being asked if she is

really, truly, actually a SERIOUS candidate for

President. I am constantly being asked if I am really,

truly, actually SERIOUS about voting for

Shirley Chisholm. She is and I am.

When l look at Congresswoman Chisholm s ex-

perience (as teacher in the inner city, as a ghost

writer and a Spanish speaking interpreter for

political figures, as a day care center administrator,

as Assemblywoman and as Congresswoman) and her

voting record (against all appropriations for the

Vietnam War, against extension of the draft, against

the ABM, and for immediate withdrawal of US troops

from Vietnam, for adding almost $900 million to

Office of Education programs, for limiting campaign

spending, and for extending the vote to 18 year olds) I

search in vain for the humor in her candidacy. Where

then is the humor?
Ms. Chisholm is black and a woman It is these two

facts-her femaleness and her blackness-which

render her Presidential aspirations ludicrous In this

fine land of glossy, textbook promises of equal op-

portunity, we get down to basics by asking if a black

woman can actually be serious about holding such

lofty office. The serious question is not whether such

a person is running for President, but why her can

didacy is questioned at all.

Surely, there is humor here. It is a sick humor and

the cackle should catch in all our throats.

Allison Rossrtt

It's Starting

To the Editor:

Arriving at the School of Education this morning

for Marathon week, I was confronted with a

demonstration against institutional racism.

For a demonstration which was supposed to be

peaceful, the treatment accorded those who tried to

enter was less than peaceful. Under no pretext,

racism or otherwise, should human beings be rude to

one another. Kindness and consideration go a lot

further than snarling voices and scowling faces.

People with physical burdens came totally un-

prepared for what confronted them in terms of

human barriers, and were turned away or at least

kept waiting in discorpfort. With demonstrators

following bystanders and locks on every door, who

can doubt that an age of paranoia, distrust, and

hatred confronts us all.

Janice Fuchs

money to kill my brothers.

Therefore, I exercise my right as a moral, con-

scientious, and loving individual to ignore laws which

attempt to compel me to betray my conscience. I will

not pay income tax for as long as those taxes are used

to destroy human lives.

It is worth pointing out that this is the first time I

have been able to refuse to pay taxes in the past five

years. Prior to this time, my concern for the sanctity

of human life has lead me to take jobs which either

did not pay at all or which paid less than a reportable

income. I am grateful that I can now add this new

method of opposition to killing.

With your permission, I will gladly donate the

amount of tax money which I owe to some

organization or institution which is devoted to seeking

peace through love and brotherhood, rather than

through force and fear. I do not seek to avoid my
responsibility of sharing my income, but I refuse to

help finance death.

Copies of this letter are being sent to my elected

"representatives'* and to local newspapers. I hope

that it will encourage others to allow their con-

sciences to take priority over legally authorized

immorality, for it is my firm belief that no law is of

higher importance than the life of another human
being.

In the names of peace and brotherhood, I thank

you.
Gilbert J. Salk

P.O. Box 17

Conway. Mass. 01341

Copies to:

Internal Revenue Service

Edward M. Kennedy
Edward Brooke
Silvio O. Conte
Richard M. Nixon

Newspapers in Springfield, UMass, Greenfield,

Northampton

Steak Night
To the Editor:

So Steak Night was a big success! It was the second

time I'd eaten at regular foods (instead of Basics.) I

was completely grossed out at the observations I had

made of the "mature'' attitudes of my fellow steak-

eaters at Worcester Dining Commons.

To the ass-holes who sat at the table near the door-

is throwing food really the answer? The University

has a really good mental health department, you

know.
And to the people sitting behind me-Yes, you could

have smoked a joint at dinner, but ripping off two

plates? WeU!
To summarize, I would like to announce publicly

that I will never eat out of the Basic Foods Area

(EVEN WHEN THEY HAVE CAULIFLOWER
CASSEROLE). Farewell Meat!

Carl Sapolin

To A Fine Teacher
To the Editor:

.

Once again Mike Best must fight for his academic life. The question of

his reappointment will be brought up again sometime this spring. The

purpose of this letter is to inform those students who know Mike Best and

are interested in lending support to securing his reappointment.

As students we all understand the importance of academic freedom and

diversity within departments. Too often we are only allowed to pursue

narrowly defined degrees of academic achievement. In his three years at

this university Mike has offered an alternative approach to the study of

economics. Everyone may not agree with the radical analysis that he

brings to the classroom. However, hopefully we should all agree that he

must have the right to present his views. For what is a university if it

allows a handful of faculty members within the economics department to

define certain ideas as "outside"' economics?

In the final analysis this handful of faculty members within the

department will use the criteria of competence to try and eliminate Mike

from teaching at this university. However, we. the students, through

various means such as teacher evaluations have throughout the years

testified as to Mike's competence and ability as a fine teacher. After all.

we know Mike "Best".

Mike needs your support in his fight which is our fight to secure

academic freedom. For further information on how you can help please

contact Dave Lubin 256-6078, Harry Mintz 549-6660, or Craig Meadows 367-

9515
Harry Mintz

Ron Caplan

Shirley Chisholm!
To the Editor:

1 think we need a presidential candidate who is very different from the

usual political personality we have so frequently been given We need

someone in office who is "unbought and unbossed." That is why I am
voting for Shirley Chisholm.

As she has stated, "There must be a new coalition of Americans who

are no longer willing to allow their rights as human beings to be infringed

upon by anyone else, for whatever reason." Many people ask why Shirley

Chisholm is still running. If she had listened before to the many

arguments of so-called poltical expediency, she never would have run for

Congress A barrier was broken when the first black woman was elected,

now it is long past due for other barriers to be addressed and overcome.

Instead of seeing candidates who represent the interests of women and

minority groups, I want to see candidates who are women and minority

group members. Once again the out-of-power sections of society are

demanding to represent themselves. Shirley Chisholm is a force in that

demand. At the very least, we need her to have power at the Democratic

Presidential Convention so she can be a force in making platforms for

institutional change, a force to combat Wallace votes, a force against

racism, militarism, sexism, and all forms of political and economic

discriminations. To do this she needs support.

For information on Shirley Chisholms voting record and political

stands, leaflets are available at the information table in the Campus

Center
Gail Herman

Ahora!

AHORA!, a Latin-American organization of the

Five College area, hereby express our solidarity with

the Third World Caucus in our struggle with the racist

policies of the School of Education at the University

of Mass. wh'ch discriminate against and oppress

Blacks, Puerto Ricans, Latins, Asians, and other

minority peoples.

Although we had scheduled events for the

Marathon, we refuse to be used as tokens, con-

sidering the existing contradictions which continue to

keep our people down, obstructing our self

determination.

We express our full solidarity with the Third World

Caucus in shutting down the Marathon until the issues

are negotiated.

M7300.13A
2-25-72

UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY
MCNEIL ISLAND, WASHINGTON

The attached letter was placed in our Prison Mail Box for

forwarding to you. The letter has been neither opened nor in-

spected. If the writer raises a problem over which this institution or

the Bureau of Prisons has jurisdiction, you may wish to write to me
or to the Director, Bureau of Prisons, Department of Justice,

Washington. DC. 20537.

You may write back to the inmate, and ask him questions. You

letter will be inspected for contraband, and for any content which

would incite illegal conduct.

The Bureau of Prisons encourages the press to visit institutions,

and learn about correctional programs and activities. If you wish to

do this, please contact me.

Inmates may be receive compensation for material submitted to

the media. If the person writing you names another inmate or a

staff member in his correspondence, we request that you adviae us

of that fact before its publication. We will provide background

information and specific comments whenever possible.

If the writer encloses for forwarding correspondence addressed

to another addressee, please return the enclosure to me, or to the

Director.
L.E. Daggett

Warden

To the Editor: , , ..

A million and more thanks for publishing my request for mail

Maybe you will find something worth publishing here.

Starting on March 28 and ending a couple of hours ago I have

written 624 college publications.

I am elated at the response. I do not believe that my hopes for

letters from 100 different publications sources within a couple of

week is an out-of-the question dream.

It is my goal to obtain nationwide coverage by May 3rd-my Dad s

82 birthday. (I'm 43 and single.)

If so, then it will be my hope to obtain either a parole or

Presidential pardon so that I can be 'out there'' campaigning by

July 4th. Then of course, victory in November.

I've never committed a violent act.
Sincerely,

John J. Desmond Jr. 19491

Box 1 1000 Cell 4a2

Steilocoon, Wash. 9838H
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SWIP To Look At Southwest's Future
By DON GLICKSTEIN

A "Future of Southwest Report"

with specific recommendations
and timetables will be the charge

for SWIP-the Southwest Internal

Planning Conference.

The Conference, to be held this

weekend, April 22-23, has been

formed by the Southwest Assembly
and the Area Dean's staff to seek

answers to the problems that face

residents in the densely settled

living area. Workshops include

racism, academic affairs, the

environment and services.

A timetable for unicameral
government in Southwest is high on

the SWIP agenda. (Southwest is

presently governed by a council of

administrators and the student

Southwest Assembly, each having

sometimes conflicting jurisdic-

tions. )

Reports of the workshops will be

complied into a "Future of South-

west Report" that will be guideline

and rational for future change in

Southwest.

After publication, the Report will

go to the dormitories for analysis

and for assessment of its impact

and relationship to individual

houses. The dorms will be en-

couraged to develop similar

reports so that by the fall, a

finalized version can be presented,

and action in it taken.

Invitations to SWIP have been

sent to all members of the Board of

Trustees, to President Wood, Vice-

President Edleman, Chancellor

Bromery and other ad-

ministrators. Southwest Assem-

blymen have made the attendence

at the workshops compulsory. Mr.

Steven Herman, on the Area

^ AMiL I*
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Dean's staff, has urged all SW staff

members to attend SWIP, and he

has extended an open invitation to

all interested students.

The workshops are as follows:

STUDENT UNION -planning for

the utilization of Hampden Dining

Commons as a local student

center. Possibiliteis include its use

as a library, study area, print shop,

music room, games room, student

offices, etc.

UNICAMERAL GOVER-
NANCE -production of a schema
for unicameral governance in

Southwest to be voted on in

referendum by May 15 of this year.

CULTURAL, DORM RUN
SERVICE PROJECTS, AND
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES -listing of

priorities and timetables for

development. Will draw guidelines

for house-run functions.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS -

development of SW academic
programs, deciding whether such

programs should be alternatives to

or supplements for present

University programs, evaluations

of colloquia and SW 390 courses,

examining possibility of direct

hiring of faculty and im-

plementation of social action-

academic programs.
RACISM -learning about needs

of SW minority students, criticisms

of present programs, exploration

of a race education program for

SW. It will look into racial im-

balance in staffing and allocation

of resources to minority students.

SEXISM -identification of in-

stitutionalized sexism patterns

including those in coed dorms,

against homosexuals, and in the

community as it relates to South-

west. Proposals.

ENVIRONMENT Methods for

eliminating ghetto-type living

situation in SW and ecological

problems as it relates to urban
environments Discussion of

parking situations.

MEDIA AND COM-

MUNICATrONS-examination of

staff-student communication gaps,

possiblilites of rumor control

center, SW newspaper, media

center, radio station, record and

tape library, and duplicating

center.

COUNSELING -Examination of

present programs with emphasis

on training specialty counselors,

feasibility of a SW Human
Resources Center, and role of

outside agencies.

HUMAN SEXUALITY -Explore

effect of double rooms, coed dorms

and environment of sexuality, as

well as sexual alternatives,

pressures, and problems of

students.

FIRST YEAR STUDENTS
PROGRAMS-developing a

methodology for acclimatizing new
students to SW. Possibility of an

office for first year students and
special programs, including those

for parents.

SWIP will begin at 9 A.M.
Saturday at Hampden Dining
Commons

EARTH WEEK

Calendar of U.Mats. Events

Wednesday, April 19, 7 p.m., Hasbrouck 20

SILENT SPRING PLUS TEN YEARS— Where we art

now.
A lecture by Dr. Ian Niesbet of the Mass. Audubon Society

Research Department.

April 20, 8 p.m., Campus Center, Rm 165 - 169, Free
"IMAGES OF AN ISLAND-ISLE AU HAUT" media

concert
Organizing the photographic talents of Josh Gordon, a
U Mass student, Rick Cowley has created a concert com-
bining contemporary music, slides, motion pictures, still

photographs, and actual rubble from the island.

Friday, April 21, Campus Center 804, 7 p.m.
"LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY, AND OTHER

B.S."
A hard look at the pros and cons of nuclear power plants —
including misleading advertising by the AEC and power
utilities. Come and discuss its present effects on you and
future effects on your children. WMPIRG; New Eng.
Coalition on Nuclear Pollution.

Saturday, April 22

ARCADIA WILDLIFE SANCTUARY DAY TRIP
Come and join us in an afternoon of playful relaxation. Bus
leaves the garage circle at 11 a.m.

_ _ •

Uba rehearses here for "To AU Things Black and Beautiful". The
director, Chestyn Everett, a writer, an essayist and critic, is

presently living at the Africana Center at Cornell University. Uba
will perform the play at Amherst Regional High School, Thursday

and Friday.

Black Players Will

Perform Thursday
During the week the Committee

to Combat Racism is sponsoring

the "united black artists" of

Cornell University-Africana
Center. The group, consisting of

young black actors, dancers and
musicians, will give dramatic
interpretations of "To All Things

Black and Beautiful".

The production, was conceived

and is being directed by Mr
Chestyn Everett. A writer, an

ivist. and a critic, Mr Everett

is presently the Langston Hughes

writer in residence at the Africana

Center at Cornell University.

Uba will hold a workshop ("Is

Black Art Exclusive: Black Art as

a Humanizing Process") on April

20. \*r,i ;it the School of Education

On theevening ei tprlti, i»72. the

group will present the dramatic

pcrfoi maiuc at Amherst Regional

High School It is scheduled for

7 on p.m Tickets will be $1.50 per

person, to l>e purchased at the

School of Education or the CCEBS
Office rm. 202 in Mills. The public

is invited to attend.

[French Lectured
Professor Marie-Rose Carre wil

speak at 8:00 pm tonight in Herter

231 on the surrealist image in art

and literature. The French
department has been offering a

course, on the relationships bet-

ween the literature of a particular

period and the main cultural and

political movements of the time

Professor Carre, an expert on

surrealist culture and anticulture.

will emphasize the role of

surrealism in contemporary art

and literature Slides will be

shown

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401
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Women And Children
Will Lobby State House

CHILDREN will lobby for child

care, April 19, Child Care Action

Day. Children and mothers from
across Massachusetts will meet
their legislators in the State House
with the need for more child care
services.

Child Care Action Day, planned
under the auspices of the

Massachusetts Women's Political

Caucus and local agencies, is

organized so women can let their

legislators know that : 1 ) they want
good child care; 2) there is

legislation in the Social Welfare

Committee that would provide

child care; 3) there are federal

funds available for child care

through Title IVa of the Social

Security amendenments of 1967

that the state can use.

Legislators have been asked to

be available in the offices at the

State House in Boston between
11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on the

19th. Doric Hall will be used as a

meeting and information center for

women and children arriving

throughout the morning.

Child Care Action Day planners

have made arrangements for

children's games during the day

Dancers To Celebrate

Spring's Arrival
On April 26, 27, and 28, the

UMass Concert Dance Group will

present its annual spring concert

under the direction of Daniel

Peterson, assisted by Leone
McEnroe and Candice Morse.

Dances in the concert this year

will feature a variety of styles and
techniques... ballet, modern, song-

dance, and jazz.

Three works by dance depart-

ment faculty members will be

presented: "Limitation", a

modern piece in three parts,

choreographed by Leone
McEnroe; "Reve de Jour", a

modem ballet with music by

Stravinsky, choreographed by
Daniel Peterson.

Student choreography includes

Triangle", a modern ballet on

pointe by Janice Ross and Judi

Olson; "Shaft", a jazz piece to the

music of Isaac Hayes by Louise

Lane; and a solo performed by

Barbara Bell Other choreography

is by Susan Amenworth and
Marcia Clement. Ginny Bistany,

Dodie Donovan, and Carol
Flechner.

The concert will be tonight,

tomorrow, and Firday, April 28, at

8:15 p.m., in Bowker Auditorium.

Tickets will be sold at the door on

the night of performance at the

Bowker Box Office or can be

purchased at the Women's
Physical Education Building from
April 19 through April 25.

and a picnic lunch for participants

on the Boston Common
To join Child Care Action Day.

call the Valley Women's Center at

(413) 586-20 11. The Valley Women's
(enter is located at 2(>o Main
Street, Northampton, Mass.

Indian Diplomat

To Talk On Asia
As the second in a series of

lectures on current problems in

Asia, the Asian Studies Program of

the University of Massachusetts
will present His Excellency Eric

Gonsalves, Minister of Political

Affairs at the Indian Embassy in

Washington, DC, at 4:00 p.m.,

Wednesday, April 19, in room 917 of

the Campus Center. The Indian

diplomat will address himself to

the international situation in South
Asia in the aftermath of the recent

Indian-Paskistani War.
In contrast to the presentation

made several weeks ago here on

this campus by his counterpart in

the Pakistani Embassy in

Washington, DC, which elucited

Islamabad's point of view.

Minister Gonsalves is expected to

analyze the situation from the

standpoint of New Delhi.

The public is cordially invited to

hear the lecture

Wednesday H.9ht
Cof <eeWowse...

Anyone can .na*.

j-t 54-5-2090
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Culternatives

A Nonviolent Proposal Against The War
Well, folks, Richard Nixon's

been at it again. He's bombing

Hanoi, providing the North Viet-

namese with more prisoners who

must be released before he'll start

seriously negotiating, spending

more tax dollars, and causing the

deaths of more and more of our

american and Vietnamese

brothers.

I, for one, am sick of it.

I'm tired of rhetoric. I'm tired of

meetings. I'm tired of leaflets and

rallies and lectures and party

lines. I'm looking for people who

are sick enough to put their bodies

on the line.

This is not to put down the idea of

a strike and educational activities.

I support them. But that's not

where I want to put my energies

I want to get together with some

folks who are willing to get heavily

into some non-violent civil

disobedience. I'm looking for folks

who are willing to go to jail, who

are willing to commit themselves

to being non-violent even if the

police decide to use clubs, who dig

that non-violence means attitudes

as well as actions.

If you've read this far, let me lay

down some specifics. I've reserved

a room for a meeting today at 11 : 30

a.m. in 917 CC. I want people who
dig the Berrigans, King, Gandi,

Christ I want to talk about

blocking a major access road to

Westover, or a runway, or the

Springfield induction station, or

some other local arm of the war
machine. I want people who have

I In- I niled Hl;n-k

Cornell Univ — Africana Center

'To all Things Black
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directed by Chestyn Everett
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enough love in them to use it to

oppose hate, fear, and force.

I envision a group which notifies

the local media that it plans to

carry out civil disobedience at a

specific time and place. The group

should be willing to state its

commitment to non-violence. It

should be able to approach a

potentially dangerous situation as

if nothing threatening could

possibly occur-no helmets, no

rocks, nothing which the press

could use to distort our message. It

should be able to deal with those

who arrest us and possibly beat us

as brothers.

The group should realize that

fighting for peace is always a

contradiction-that the road to

peace is through love. They will

have to smile going into jail, if

arrested, and go back to the scene

of the arrest as soon as they are

released.

If there are enough people, the

action should be in shifts. A third

group will commit civil

disobedience the first day. The

second third will put itself on the

line the second day. followed by the

final third on the third day. In the

meantime, a support group will be

Seniors Discuss

Picnic Plans
At the Senior Committee

meeting Monday night, plans for

Senior Day were presented by

Chairman Buck Vandersteen.

Music from 12 noon until 8 p.m. will

be provided by Rush, Fat and

Clear Sky Ticket sales for the

event will begin the first week of

May and end May 19.

The Class Gift Committee,
chaired by John Cardile, has

compiled a list of materials worth

$2,976 to be presented to the library

by the Class of 1972

raising bail to get the first third out

of jail so they can go back on the

line the fourth day. The cycle will

continue, and hopefully grow, until

our demands are met.

Our demands? The closing down

of Westover or the Springfield

induction center. Or the with-

drawal of all US military forces

and support in SE Asia. We can

talk about it as we choose a target.

And we can try to get other groups

across the country to carry out

similar independent actions.

The war must stop. And it seems

clear that the war will not stop as

long as we restrict our opposition

to words.

A thought : Could we make a deal

with Nixon? If he pulls out all the

troops, will we allow him to send

us, unarmed, to repeat the action

in Vietnam if the hostilities go on?

Just how opposed to war are we?

No answer needed, but think about

it.

Brothers and sisters, do you care

enough? Can you face the same
things that King, the Berrigans,

and many less well-known people

have faced? The meeting is today

from 11:30 until 1:30 in 917 CC.

Having classes is no excuse for not

coming. It's okay to cut classes in

order to break the law. Dig it.

No rhetoric. No rallies. Just a

personal statement that we cannot

continue to live comfortably while

our brothers are killing each other.

PEACE.

All members of the Administrative professional staff

(non-teaching) are invited to a meeting to discuss

creation of an organization to promote the interests

and general welfare of the membership.

Wednesday. Ap rll 19. 1972

Newman Cente r Social Hall

5:15 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
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AUTO FOR SALE

IMS Dert Wi|N
miln(r. single

ditlen 1 075

VS. talk.

ExeefteM

No»' Cl
guaranteed
table, receiver

•VVW^aMbl pr . Iwl .

iM "-track tapes IZJS

cartridges (all

tf«-*l

114-21

IMS M«at. Ceenr., 4 sp. « eyl.. a
clutch, carb . bait Very good cob* MhMI
ISM (all Julie la MS. S45-23M mm

S2 V W R««. good rubber.

•ark. S7S. S49-S3M
U4-2S

hs Mustang. « cyl. 3 speed trans. 4 new

lires vers good bod> . mechanically very

good clean t«M Call SSS-S7SI.

US-It

IM» Opel Rallye. l.» liter engine. Ju»t

tuned full guages. good condition ISM4S
rail Roger. S27-I52S.

•SS VW Hug Mini see to believe

Dependable, well cared for. Asking I4M.

(all Dave in 212 any time 545-2*42/3.

If4- II

•SS VW Camper But. New engine exc.

body. Interior, lire*. Tape deck. Must sell

773-1772 or IS5 Green River Rd Greenfield
114-19

ss VW list. Call S4S-S4SN evenings.
tf4-2t

M VW Rug inl text. In good shape far

rebuilt engine w 250W mi Needs some
work. USA. (all 253-5159.

tfl-21

FOR SALE—r^ . '

Rand breakup. Halifax organ. Standel

IIS wt amp. 2 Sure PS4 mikes A stands.

Rogen HA ft cabnets mixer ft cables. Call

Hob at -»:t:»-»2S0

If4- It

(.old 1*71 Honda CR US. Excellent cndn

ISM real miles, registered, ready to ride.

Helmet ft chain — S7S dollars. Rrlmetcalf.

S4*-SO»7.
tf4-28

Cameras, lenses, stereos, darkroom
rqi'ip. accessories, for quick reply write

to /tmherst Record. Box "S".
if 4-28

New IS" speed. Columbia men's 27"

wheel I7S Call 323-4455 Mike
114-21

IS7S TH4 excellent c—

d

Htoa, I4.MS

original miles, call 253-9354

if4-24

Camper: panld. Insulated, stove, tec

box. sink, carpet. 14* lord truck. IS mpg.
Rest offer (all Rob. SSS-3SM.

U4-2S

Ride with the wind this summer
Triumph Trophy SM c.c 1171. SSM i

great condition. SS7S firm. Call

U4-2S

\pt furniture Hi Ti console good con

rlilion KM radio Magnavox I2S.M 2

livtngronm chairs IS each 2 rugs blue

green (will Rest offer good cond S4S-MI4.

If4-21

lender Rhodes Electric Stage Piano
New . never played out. List I7M; I47S. 73

kevs (all I 733-1920 aft S or afternoon on

weekends.
If4- IS

IMS Royal Enfield 75Sec Interceptor

Needs askaar work. Beat offer over ISM
(all S27-S479 or Ml If.

H4-21

Drums for sale — base, snare, fleer and

mounted loms hlghal and two mounted

cymMes I IM Call S27-S47S.

U4-2I

Ampex I IM Upe recorder — Mikes, eie.

plus IM albums on Upe. I3S over -haul for

resale. I2M.M Call Tom at S42-3952

Mi
IS7S Honda CB - 3M gold, excel cond

ISM. (all Paul 247-SMl
U4-2S

WANTED
A wife for young bachelor has a good

degree. Currently unemployed. Dowrey
negotiable (all quick deal miss the

chance. S4S-4S2S

if 4- It

I Ive-ia couple In exchange for baby

care; seml-prlvate accomodation with

rooking 2 1/2 miles N. of I'nlv 545-

0SM/S49-III2
if4-21

Couple to be house parents for juvenile

offenders in Spfld Halfway Hows. Exp. w.

adolcx pref (all Spfld 734-24S3. eve aft S.

U4-2S

PERSONAL
Who ever heard of a It

l.alvax. Flip. MacDonald.
have'

lb peach?
and Irkhy

4-11

Samigon 2Mmm f:i.."> lens.

...million (all Bruce 253-5237

Excellent

tfl .'l

I Hans Rallle Mags. S. 5 x 13. S bolt

Chevy pattern IM. Call Ray S4S-42II.

if4- It

Hike — Raleigh boy's 3 spd. Just right

for campus, good condition only 125. Also

Howard Classical Gultor. good for learn-

i„g .2S. «244.

Realistic MC - .ISM FM - phono

cassette svstem. I yr old. ex. cond.. hd-

phones. ant., spkrs. cables. 2 dla. needles,

new I4SS. I3M (all S4S-SS44.

If4-20

25 " RCA console color TV needs new
transformer (.nod buy at ISO on Call 549-

0X14
If 4-21

It7i Honda, low mileage, very fast.

\bout It IS or best offer. ltS3 Rulck
Hearse, running well but minus wind-

shield. IMI Chev. M5-3S4S.

If4-lt

Why pay outrageous rent! Buy a trailer

20 mln. from campus 42 x S' w/lt x 2S'

addition, I I3M. 323-73S4. Must seU by May
12th.

4- It

Clarinets and trumpets, new and used at

decent prices. Creative Endeavor
i Worldwide Music Store) Greenfield 1-774-

2*31.

4- It

Columbia S-speed bikes — one man's,
and one woman's It7l models, perfect

condition. »S5 each. Call Bob or Joy at 253-

2*42

114-21

Sale on guitars and ace. at the Guitar
Workshop. 20 - 40% off on Arias. Fender,
(.Ibson. Guild. Martin, Yamaha Ovation,
etc M Main St.. SM-I7M.

tfl-24

Purel> for the benefit of science the

Snake" stroked his way Into a plastic

cup .loin us In congratulating him on his

coming out.

tf4-2t

To the 22nd floor Washington and Yeli

and Crowley. Thanks for a great 21st. Just

love love love those Robes Thanks Pug.
4-lt

Raker dorm asks women Interested In

inquiring into Bakers coed status to attend

a coffee hour tonight. 7:3t In Bakers
Lounge.

4-lt

To all Avalon llfll game players I
There

will be a meeting of all Interested In a club.

Wed.. April It In room CC I7S. For Inf. S-

Mlft* — S-H7SI.

tfl- It

Wm Blake Hell Elaborated In Eternal

Flesh. Friends of the Giant Albion ! A first

gathering. This summer. Write:

Aelhelred EldrMge. Church of the Blake

Recital. R.R. II. Mlllfield. Ohio, 4-S7SI.

tfl-25.

Hale subjects needed for Sandy's Psych

experiment. Money no credit. See Jeanne

Oshlma 22tc Rartlett
4-21

Miles of new trails at preseason rates.

Canterbury Woods In Williamsburg. Call

SS5-3S9S for reservations and /or In-

formation.
tft-lt

"CAR STORAGE

Excellent access in Amherst Center.

Clean. Reasonable rates. D.H. Jones. 54t-

*m -

U4-*.

Wanted — 5 speed bike S4S-S54I after S

p m.
If 4- It

Mature 22 yr old girl looking for summer
Job. I yr exp as typist I summer as camp
counselor, will babysit. Call S4S-42M aft. 7

p.m.
trt-it

Needed desperately ! Any girl wanting to

sell her meal ticket call Pat S4S-57SS im-

mediately.
tft-24

I am looking for a male Sealpolnt

Siamese rat to breed with mine. If you can

help please call S4S-M3S.

lft-20

String bassists-composer looking for

bassist with Black Music background
Ensemble situation. Just music. S27-SS74. S

- n p.m.
114-20

LOST

A brown purse w/gold braid lost In SBA
120 or vicinity. If found please return

wallet. I'm desperate! Call 5-0112.

Reward.
4-lt

Lost: silver earring In Goodell. on Wed,
Apr. 12. Sentimental value. If found please

call Mary. S4S-SSM.

4-lt

Lost on Fri April 8 - 3 leather pocket

books In a white laundry bag. Please

return. Call Bryan Young at 323-4S52 or

leave message.
U4 1!

ROOMMATE WANTED
FOR JUNE — F roommate wanted to

share furnished S rm. apt. In North-
ampton. Own bdrm.. 170 ft utll. Call Lin
SH4-4M3 days.

mm

Up to 3 roommates wanted for 2

apt Squire VIII. 1st/mo /person. A-C WW
pool, all men. conven Tel M5-29S2 after S

P.M.
If4- It

M roommate wanted lmmedlatelyH»wn
room la Squire VIII preferably thru

summer Nice place. Call Jim at S45-M74

or SSV47II.

mm
Male or female roommates to share 2

bedrm. apt. for this summer and /or next

fall. As tow as I4S /mo Call: S4S-7S44

114-24

June thru Aug.. own rm.. St /mo share

bdrm IM/mo. Mt. Sugarloaf Apta »52.

ad. pool. utll. ill SMS K. Thurber
tfl-21

Two roommates wanted to share 3

bedroom Townhouse Apt. Rolling Green,

available June I IM/mo 253-9354

tfl-24

Grad stud or foreign student girl to share

apt . Board and room provided In return for

minor duties. May I. Call Marlon 2SS-Mlt.

mm
t bdrm house fully equipped part. furn.

Wooded area. NHamp 3 rms avail. May 25.

No lease. ISO mo Call 5M-2S24. Ask for

Ron
tfl-24

Female roommate < s ) wanted to share 2

bedroom Col. Village apt starting June I.

(all 25S-H193.

tfl-21

EMPLOYMENT
IS72 Student Job Opportunity Booklet for

( ape Cod and the Islands. Complete list of

business requiring summer employees.
Send I2.M to: Student Job Opportunity
Booklet R.R. I. Box 1 1-C. Orleans. Mass.
S2SS3.

mm
Overseas Jobs for students. Australia.

Europe . S. America, Africa, etc. All

professions and occupations. I7M to I3.M0
monthly. Expenses paid, overtime,
sightseeing. Free Information — Write

Jobs Overseas. Deal. Q3 Box I5t)7i. San
Diego. CA. §21 is

If4-28

Seniors: Career opp. m sales ft

management. Unlimited income. Am-
bitious ft want freedom. No obligation.

Call 59S-S.T04.

tf4-2t

Business trhr -shorthand I, II: typing II.

Public Sch. B.A. or MA. State benefits.

Able to relocate. Em -Sec Services 2t Pray
St.

mm

Your Head

Freud Failed For Feminists
By DRS. McC^SHIN AND KLEIN
Q: "I've been thinking seriously

about getting into therapy for some
time now. In talking with women
friends, I've heard many opinions

to the effect that male therapists

cannot work successfully with

female patients. Is it true, in your

opinion, that men are too

prejudiced and chauvinistic to

understand where women are

today and that therapy is more

likely to be successful if I see a

woman therapist?"

A: The issue you raise is an

important and complicated one.

Certainly, there are therapists (of

both sexes) who have difficulty in

understanding and dealing suc-

cessfully with the emerging new
consciousness among women and
with the question of sex-role

identity in general. The difficulty

arises on two levels-first, there is

the theoretical dogma of

traditional psychoanalytical
thinking relating to biological

versus social determinism . second

and perhaps more important is the

personal sense of threat which
therapists (being, after all human)
may experience when their own

With a misty eye set on the spring afternoon, this young damsel is

undoubtedly involved in a deep reverie, thinking about whatever

might be that's on her mind. ( Photo by Gib Fullerton

)

sense of sexual identity and role is

challenged.

It is our feeling that the

theoretical issue (i.e., Freud as a

male chauvinist) is largely a "red

herring" of the feminist

movement. Sophisticated
psychotherapists have long un-

derstood that Freud's failure in

understanding the sexual nature of

women related more to his

weakness as a sociologist than as a

psychologist. He failed to un

derstand the self-fulfilling cultural

prophesies of his time. He was
unable to see Victorian society

from a meaningfully objective

perspective. The concept of "penis-

envy" provides the classic

example. It has been our clinical

experience that the extent to which

a woman is. from an early age,

convinced that her worth as a

human being is significantly less

than that, for example, of her male
sibs, she is more likely to envy

(understandably) men. The penis,

of course, is an important male
symbol, and at an early age. the

most obvious physiological dif-

ference between boys and girls.

Penis-envy. then, to the extent that

it exists as a significant

psychological phenomenon is

entirely explainable as a culturally

conditioned response.

The issue of the therapist's in-

vestment in his own life style is

Book Notice

Because of anticipated

publishers price increases, in the

form of new editions, unsold text-

books must be returned to the

publishers for credit. Beginning

April 14th, we cannot guarantee

that your text will be on the shelf If

you have a particular text that you

for some reason have avoided

purchasing, and it is required

reading, we recommend that you

purchase it before April 14th to be

assured of its availability.

more difficult to sort out.

Therapists who embrace the notion

of a weaker sex cannot be good

therapists. Psychotherapy is not,

as some think, simply a matter of

adjustment to things as they are.

Successful therapy requires that

the individual become acutely

aware of her own feelings and
perceptions about things, as well

as her own capacity to shape a

meaningful reality for herself.

Hopefully the therapist one

chooses will have had some
therapy of his own and is likely to

be aware of his own feelings on

these issues.

Nevertheless, the business of

choosing a psychotherapist is a

difficult and important one We
expect that you will be able to tell

soon into your work with someone

whether or not you feel good about

them.
It is undeniable that women

whether they are politically active

or not are rapidly changing their

perception of themselves as

women and that more and more
men are going to have to give up
their stereotyped views.

Therapists who take their work

seriously are aware that they can

no longer be satisfied with

traditional assumptions as to what

constitutes a healthy feminine

identity.

Drs McCashin and Klein will

accept questions in strict con-

fidence for possible appearance in

"Your Head". Bring or send your

inquiries to Mental Health, 303

Machmer Hall
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Immed opening— Cert. Chem. ft Genl
Sci. Tchr. MA pref ft 2 yrs exp. Ex-Sec

Services. 2t Pray 81 . Amherst.
Ul-lt

FOR RENT
Rent reduced Puffton. 4 rooms HIS Incl..

all utilities plus I /2 mo. free rent, air -cond

pool. Uall May 14. Sublet w/opt- S4MM84.
tfS-l

Sqr. VIII.. 2 bedroom apt available June

i with oiitlon far Sept- P**""- » lr -

• onditionrr dishwasher Call SSS-2842.

tfl-21

I bedroom incredlblv spacious apt. on

( ommonwealth We in Brighton Sublet

for summer ». option Very reas. Call

Dave in 212. S4S-2S42. mm
HELP WANTED

making, woodcarvlng. whittling: tools

supplied. Lord Jeffery Inn. .Amherst. Call

Sculptures Workshop, registration I • t

p m Tues.. Wed.. Thurs Phone 2S3-2S7t

mm
The Lamp Shop. 491 Pine-Cushman

(.real used furniture and articles, very

reas Man.— Sal. IS S. Tel. S4S-3S7S.

If4-21

TRAVEL
Europe from 1 70. several departures

avail. Bos. — NY ( all Steve (.ermsn 2S3-

:OS»or American Student Travel. SI7-S3S-

MaV
tfl-21

HELP NEEDED
WONT YOU PLEASE - PLEASE

HELP* ME* THE BEATLES ARE
( OMIM. TO I MASS IN A SPECIAL 2-

I'XHT FESTIVAL SAT. APR 22.

MMIAR. 7-t-ll. PART I.

tfl-21

l bdrm apt., top fl . adj-poof ft courts,

dishw . \er> clean, part furn. Rent very

reasonable Wail. June I — Aug 31.

( liffslde MS-Mii after S.

tfl -20

TOSUBLET
i-bdrm Puffton air-cond.. dsh. wsh.,

pool. ten. cts.. part furn.. option to renew
lease, cheap Call S4S-M3S

mm

Furnished (liffslde apt . avail June I

w /option for Sept Pool, tennis, utll.. dish-

washer, (all sss-:iSMIi7t.
If 4-24

Small apt In Amherst We will pay •>

per month toward monthly rent for June —
Aug. ( ost to you Is M per month. Call 2SS-

M3S. hurry.

1 bedroom Puffton Apartment a\all.

June l w /option for fall. Located in front

off \ Pleasant Call S4S-M27 after S.

U4-2I

( ompletelt furnished ^ bed. Puffton

\pt Rent ran be negotiated at an\ price

Desperate. Avail. Mas 2S to Aug. 31 ( all

S4S-IKM.

mm
2 bdrm apt I mile from campus at Inn

Park, all eler avail I June 140 furnished

or 130 unfurnished until incl 2SS-S3S0

mm

Young married duo (or single woman I

to act as housepsrents for Sigma Delta

Tau sorority. Call for Interview S4MS33

U4-2S

HOUSE WANTED TO RENT

House wanted for coming school year.

Walking distance of university. Minimum

:i bedrooms Rent negottsble Csll S4S-0M2

ask for Rill. mm
Sublet eff. apt., air-cond.. pool, tennis,

all utll. Inc. Rent neget. Call SSS-4tS4 June

— Aug. opt to renew.
if1-21

I nlverslty Travelers Club — Traveling

(his summer? Stay overnight free! Stuck

at homeT Host travelers. Meet friendlv

people Exchange privileges with mem
hers In IS. ft Canodo. Write now for full

details: WTC. PO. Box 1147, Berkeley.

Calif 947M
If4-2S

Commercial flights to Europe leaving

daily. Prices start SIM round trip. Nail

Student Travel Services. Call Gordon S-

7773.
tft-24

Traveling in Europe this summer"
I. earn In few months basic — German.
French. Spanish. Italian. Russian or

Polish Individual unique Instructions

Also via mailed a udic -cassettes. Brilliant

proven results. 24 hr Tel I-Sg4-S47t.

mm

l bdrm (liffslde Apt. furn. or unfurn .

g«al immed . rent negotiable utll Incl..

s»im pool, lennis courts, sir cond . call

Ma liiev

tfl-24

Desperate: Must sublet well -furnished

apartment. June I — August 31. Pool and

utilities Heal good deal. Call 2S3-32M

U4-2I

I bdrm Puffton \pt . avail Jun I or

earlier Rent really negotiable. Call S4»-

phi. S - in p.m. Thank you.
tfS-12

june | _ sept I. 3 bedroom apt in up-

stairs of house I ml. from campus. 2

li\ingrooms. garden and a garage. I2M.

females only. S4t-S473. mm
Pufflon Village :ibed.oom apt . June I

—
Sept I. option for fall rent. »er>

negotiable, pool, air cond.. dishwasher,

(all '.I'n. ui'i

U42I

I lorge bedroom apt., dishwasher, air

tondilioner. pool, lennis courts. Option to

renew lease. Cheap, coll S4S-SI8I anytime
tf4»

I bdrm (liffslde Apt., sublet summer

w /option for fall. SI2M. all utilities, dish

wash dlsp. pool, lennis Avail June I. Call

"*""
tfl-..

TYPING

I bdrm Pufflon Vlg. avl June I incl.

ulil . air-cond . pool, ft fall lease avl.

Ironl. qulel apt., good condtn Call I - 7

p.m. s It -loss.
tfl-21

Colonial Village 2 bedroom sublet June

I. option to lake over lease. 2S3-22I5 sfler

'i ini lion/month
U42S

2 bdrm apt. I niv Park available June I

w /option lo renew . All utilities included

Kent li:w (all 2S3-S3II
114-19

1/2 month free rent. I bedroom Puffton

apt. olr cond. pool, avail May 14. pay rent

June I . Sublet obt .Renew S4SMM IM Puf

0mC'
U4 24

Typing — theses. dissertations. etc. Fas!

and accurate. Proofreading, editing if

desired Have (ireek and science symbols

2S3-:m»i. •

SERVICES
Amherst Audio services, stereo com-

ponents, tope decks for home or cor. 197

No. Pleasant st . 2M-SI33.

Future ( PA's learn how to prepare for

the (PV exam Becker CPA review

course Call collect SI7-S.1H449.
tfl-25

I bedroom Pufflon apt June I - August

31. air-cond. Furnished. Near pool price

negotiable Option to lake over lease. Call

-,W4Mb after S.

tfl-21

2 bedroom Puffton apt. Available June I.

with option for fall, rent negotiable. Call

349-0439. mm

1 2S off per month 3 bedrm Puffton

avoiloblr June I with fall lease op. LIB

incl 549-MSfi.
U4-2I

2 bedroom apt avl June I Incl utll pool

4 fall renewal Puffton VII. Call S49*4«2
U4-2I

Mothers, cant find a reliable babysit

ter? Tired of high fees? Call The ChIM

Care Exchange SSS-2224 for further In

formation.

21" color TVIISS. 22" block ft while TV
145. Television (enter SS N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 2S3-SIM
tfl-S/12

Summer sublet w /fall opt I bdrm fmshd

< liffside apt. 8SS-207S after S

lfl-2S

RIDERS WANTED

Quollty Reseorch ond reference

materials. Originals and copies. TPA.

Rm. 117. Amherst Carriage Inn, 233 V
Pleasant St. 2SS-SIM

If 4-2S

Professor. IS. seeks one or two young

female riders for truck trip to Aril .
ft Cal ..

leaving May 2S. (all SI7-34S-M72 evenings
If 4-2D

Charming ft cheap 2 bdr all utlls. for

June I to Sept with option, (liffslde. pool.

air conditioner, tennis, dishwasher llSJl.

(all MS-49N2.
U4-I9

I bedroom apt. avail May I Quabbin

Village WW carp, air cond. all utll pd S32-

7ns i.

If 4-19

2hdrm (liffside Apt — utll.. pool, lennis.

included June I to Sept I — M% furnished

i7n.mii (negotiable) (all MS-4273.

mm
A May 1st must! I bdrm apt. with all the

modern conveniences. Located next lo

campus. DM or negotiable. Call S4t-3tlS

betw I — 10 p.m.
mm

Walerbed with 2 bedrm. furn. apt . pool

all utll June I — Aug 31. 1 1 40 /mo 2S3-MI9

aft. S p m
If4-25

( ompletelv furnished I bdrm.. king

walerbed. carpeted. T%. airrond .
pool

June 2S to Sept I 1 1» and electric Pufflon

S49-ISM.
tf4-2S

Desperate, must sublet for summer 2

bdrm completely furn apt CsJL Vlge 1 til.

pool. Rent negotiable 2SS-S42S

U4 2J

2bd. Ml Sugarloaf Apt. June I Option

on lease In fall ww carpel, ar. pool, self cl.

oven. Ig ret Rent neg ( oil M4-222I
U4-20

Brittany Manor. 2 bedroom apt rully

furnished sir -rand pool Rent negotiable

( all 2S3-MII.
tft-24

I bedroom Pufflon Apt available June I

option lo renew lease In fall. Call S49-04SS

after S.

tfl-21

2 bdrm apt. avail Jun 1st. all utlkt. ISmio

lo campus, beautiful woods. Pets.

(hildrea. ( all George. 253-742" or S45-2SM

mm
1 bedroom Townhse Squire VIII June I

w/opl (o renew, airrond.. ww. dishw 'r.

garbage disposal, entire apt rental for

terms fiSS-2«S
tfl-25

2 bdrm Townhse. Squire Village avail

l/l opt. lo renw Pool, air cond.. w/w
carp., yard All utll incl. Rent I2M
(negotiable.) M5-:W49

114-24

Photography Inc. creative portraits,

passport photos, wedding, dance, and

architectural photography.
549-ISM.

Iflit

Heginner courses in woodcut, print

FREE

Summer sublet, 3-bedroom apt. In

Puffton VIII. needs 2 or 3 roommates — 2

rooms available Furnished, rent

negotiable Call S49-0R14.

Seven fresh beautiful puppies. Three

brown, three Mack, one white. Call 253-

743" anytime. Free.
tfl- It

3 bedroom apartment Pufflon Village S3

located In front close to street and pool, air

conditioning, utilities Included. Call 541-

114-23

2 bed. Ml. Sugarloaf Apt. All utll In dish

AC. pool. dlsp.. ww car., SC oven. F/F

ref. opt to renew Price neg. (all evenings

BSS 1141.

tfl- It

2nd floor apt completely furnished. 3 1/2

bedrooms, garage. 1 240 /mo. all utilities

included 253-5210 snytlme.
tf 4-19

:i bdrm Puffton Api liso/mo Partly

furnished June I - Aug. 31 Option af

terwards. 549-SIOW
If 4-23

Moiling (.reen apt available May I or

earlier 1171 "3 Include utility, olr cond. I

bedroom, dish wash, swim pool, (all 25S-

K3M9 mm
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BOOGIE
Boogie with Buzz at Bites and

Pieces in Southwest 9-12 p.m. for

FREE.

CEQ
Dr. Ian Nisbit from the Audubon

Society Research Dept. will speak

on "Silent Spring Plus Ten years".

Hasbrouck '0, 7 p.m. Everyone

invited.

CRAFT FAIR
Spaces are available for craft-

smen to set up sales tables in a two-

day fair. Dates are May 6 & 7. For

information and reservations, call

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists

Inc. 253-9062.

GATHERING OF SCHOOLS
Williams, Smith, Amherst,

UMass gathering at Williams

CoHege on Friday, April 21. See

"Ann Frank" movie plus dinner

for free. Call Elliot at 256-6907 for

information. H i Mel.

GRADUATE OPENING
There is an apartment open in

John Adams dorm for a graduate

in the capacity of an advisor to a

student-run dorm. For more in-

formation, contact Barry at 546-

8624.

GREEKS
Fraternities and sororities all

Greek exchange tonight at the

Gables at 8.30. Greek ID required.

INNKEEPERS CLUB
Elections tonight, CC room 165.

Those planning to attend Boston

Hotel Show should attend this

meeting. Membership cards
available • only members may
vote.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The bus will be leaving for the

state hospital tonight at 6:30 from

Hasbrouck Lab and 6:35 from

Patterson House. All interested

persons are invited to attend.

PDA MEETING
There will be an important

meeting of the PDA tonight in 40B

Brown. All members must attend.

What is the PDA? Your typist

wants to know.

SHEEP CLINIC
Byron Colby will help people

with fitting and showing of sheep

for Livestock Classic. Be ready to

UMass
Fine Arts Council

presents

GREAT
BLACK

Notices
work on your own animals. Meet in

sheep barn 7:30 p.m. tonight.

SKY DIVE
Check our table on the CC

Concourse next Monday and
Wednesday. Meeting next Wed-
nesday night (4/26). Raffle, free

first jump and club membership.

SPANISH FILM FESTIVAL
The Spanish Club presents the

Bunuel film "Tristana" tonight at

8: 15 in Thompson 104. In color with

English sub-titles. Cost 75c for

students, Si. 00 non-students.

TABLE TENNIS
Campus tournament. Men and

women's singles, sign up at the

Intramurals Offices, Boyden.
Clinic April 27 - Games Area.

VOTER REGISTRATION
Mrs. Worman can provide

transportation to City Hall for

anyone who hasn't yet registered

to vote. Meet her in the Crafts Shop
in front of the Hatch at noon on

weekdays.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m.

Room 305 Holdsworth Hall.

Nomination of new officers and
planning for spring cookout.

WOMEN
The residents of Baker Dorm

invite all University women in-

terested in inquiring into Baker's

coed proposal to attend a coffee

hour at 7:30 tonight in the main
lounge in Baker.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Meeting tonight at 7 1 30 in CC 177.

All welcome.

LOST
One key chain with UMass room

key and a small black plaque. Call

Betty 546-8158.

One pair of brown-rimmed oval

girl's glasses. Call Betty at 546-

8158.

Clipboard containing one im-

portant Coastal Ecology Paper lost

in Thompson 104 Thursday night.

Call Eric 256-6942.
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POW Raffle Planned
Recently, there has been a great deal of concern for the welfare and the

release of American prisoners of war in Southeast Asia. Because of this,

the Arnold Air Society, which is a national honorary service organization

of Air Force ROTC, and Angel Flight, its coed non-military counterpart,

have declared the effort to obtain the release of these prisoners of war as

their national project.

In conjunction with this, the Allan B. Bunce Squadron of the Arnold Air

Society at the University of Massachusetts plans to conduct a raffle during

the period of April 17-1B, with all proceeds going to the National League of

Families of American Prisoners of War. The money will be used in order

to aid those afflicted families in the state of Massachusetts.

First prize will be a Yamaha Enduro 175 cc purchased through the

courtesy of Mr. Ronnie Quimet of Ronnie's Cycle Sales in North Adams,

Massachusetts. The bike will be on display in the Campus Center Con-

course level the week of April 24, with tickets being sold at 50 cents

apiece. The drawing will be on the 28th in Hasbrouck 20 at 3:30 p.m. Mr.

Joseph R. Lengyel, Massachusetts Coordinator of the National League of

Families of American POW's, will be present to speak and answer

questions.

MUSIC
featuring

The Jimmy Heath

All-Star Sextet
and

The McCoy Tyner

Quartet

OUTDOOR
CONCERT

Friday, April 21

7:30 p.m.

Southwest Residential

College - Mall

( Rain location — Student

Union Ballroom)

1 FREE ADMISSION

i if S U Ballroom is used, UMass
Undprcjrads w i D.'s will be seated!

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMANt<

Mail continues to poor in about Lao.

Soma readers insist there are two kinds of

people those born under Leo and those

who wish they were born under that

zodiacal sign Others heap scorn on the

sign of the lion, as exemplified by Mary, a

Libran. from Phoenix, Aril., who was
married to a Leo for 13 years. She state*

"Leo is very critical. My children and I

were criticized from morning until night

l cooked for my Leo husband three

meals a day for 13 years and never could

I come up with a perfect meal, according

to him " Mary has more to say. but you
get the idea.

ARIES (March 21 April It): Security

may be threatened by legal misun
der standing Key is to accept facts as

they exist Trying to twist truth would be

error Know it and act accordingly

Pisces person is involved. Be perceptive

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Weigh
various factors. Don't bear down too

heavily Capricorn is in picture. Accent

on making ideas work. Kay ts to be
practical without being bogged down with

details Conversation with relative proves
significant

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Money,
tax shelter plans *rt highlighted Long
range program can be arranged. Key is

willingness to break from tradition Aries

is m picture Focus on goal Protect

yourself in emotional clinches.

CANCER (June 21 July 23): Take
initiative Make new starts in new
directions. Status quo is shaken Be seif

reliant Dance to your own tune

Domestic area may conflict with ultimate

ambitions. Strive for balance
LEO (July 23 Aug 23) Proceed with

light touch Avoid ultimatums Making
demands now could reveal your hand.

Trust hunch Share knowledge. You will

gain if willing to give Puzzle pieces are

due to tan into place Work behind scenes

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Friendship

and money now make poor mixture
Finances need review Get expert aid.

Take promise* with proverbial grain of

Don t
salt. See persons in realistic light,

fall victim to wishful thinking

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Events occur

with dramatic suddenness. You could

receive important assignment. Accept

responsibility Be aware of details and

be thorough Haphazard method* now
could be costly Meed counsel of

professional associate.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Travel or

vacation plans are subject to change. Do
some personal checking. Make inquiries.

Take nothing for granted Put requests on

paper Guarantee reservation*. Get co-

operation of individual with experience

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Money opportunity i* present. Review
desire* Separate fact and fancy Be wary
in making demand*. You are apt to

receive what i» requested. Tauru* and

Libra are in picture. Entertain at home
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): Play

waiting game. Time is on your side.

Element of deception may be present

Pisces could be involved Check legal

documents You can improve public

relations Key is to make nece**ary

revision* You will comprehend.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb !•) Those

you rely upon could act in eccentric

manner. Be sure you are getting money's
worth Older individual displays stubborn

streak Realize that you art dealing from

position of strength

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20) Co
operate with Capricorn Money question

can be amiably settled

start Leave no loose

pathetic toward one
problem Casting fir»t

serious mistake
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are independent, original, better at

dispatching orders than following them
Change of residence could be featured

toward end of year You harmonize with

Leo. Sagittarius and Gemini You »rt

intrigued by Aquariu* and Libra. Be
cautious wth Cancer and Capricorn

Copyright 1972, Gen. Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
DOWN

Finish what you
ends. Be sym
who confide*
stone would be

4

8

12

13

14

15

16

18

20
21

23

25

27

28
31

33

35

36

38

39

41

42

ACROSS

Shellac

ingredient

Reckless

Soapstone

Artificial

language

Singing voice

Dolphinlike

cetacean

Writing

implement

Woodworker

Cubic meter

Wants

Parent
(colloq.)

Island in

Mediterranean

Seed coating

(pi.)

Girl's name
Greek letter

Breakfast

food

Fishes from
moving boat

Compass
point

Afternoon
party

Vapor

Peak of wave

Scottish caps

Crown

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

17

19

21

22
24

26

28
29

Brim
Fruit drink

Scheme
Speed contest

Warning
device

Brook

Jump
Genus of moths

Poker stake

Told falsehood

Vehicles

Goes in

Story

Moccasins

War god

Unit of Latvian

currency

Petty ruler

Amiable
Shut noisily

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

LJAC C AP E (KM 1 |S M
EGO A 1

s 1 P eIMEE
sie R s K E 1 n|t a tM - A HilC kUlR ' 1
FT E N rIe 1 - ^E A]
- o 5 - O S|S !

l N A 1
|

H f\' n ejBftlAip. A R|
5|M OJT eIIsIoIwBtjeiaj
Ks ho[eljH e|w a » |P!S|

ORE A. r\ E <L°m
a!l e p R E A MHrM E P
S T

I fM p E Ni 1 M\ L A
p'e!" A M E E u A p|

1

30 Doctrines

32 Confederate
general

34 Man's
name

37 Confirm

39 Unrefined

40 Wearies

4? Athletic

group
43 Preposition

44 War god

46 Meadows
48 Make lace

50 Click beetle

51 Arid

TZTi

45 Storage
bins

47

49

52

53

54

55

56

57

Fascinate

Sum up

The sweetsop

Region

Conjunction

Scottish

swamp

Girl's

nickname

Attempt Distr by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 1
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Sox Break Losing Streak

Clete Playing

Japanese Ball
KAWASAKI, Japan (AP)-Clete

Boyer, the former major league

third basemen, is picking up im-

portant terms of a new language

and enjoying the more relaxed

pace of baseball in Japan.

"We had to travel a lot in the

United States and there are too

many games in one season over

there," the 35-year-old infielder

said.

A former member of the Kansas

City Athletics, New York Yankees

and Atlanta Braves. Boyer signed

a one-year contract last December
with the Taiyo Whales and already

has become one of the main gate

attractions of the Japanese
majors.
The fiery infielder asked for his

release from the Braves last year

after Paul Richards, Atanta

general manager, called him "a

lousy ball player."

He became a free agent June 3

when no major league team took

him on waivers.

Boyer, whose brothers Cloyd and

Ken also were major leaguers,

signed a mid-season contract with

the Hawaii Islanders of the Pacific

Coast League. He joined the

Whales this season.

Since opening of the 1972 cam-

paign here April 8, Boyer has hit

five singles in 21 at bats for a .238

average and batted in three runs in

five games. He hasn't made a

fielding error.

Finnish Group
Efforts Rewarded

FITCHBURG. Mass. (AP)-Each
year the Finnish-American
Marathon Association based in

Worcester County arranges and
provides funds to bring two run-

ners from Finland to this country

for the Boston Patriots Day
marathon.
Monday, for the first time in

about 10 years, the groups efforts

were rewarded. Olavi
Suomalainen, 25, an engineering

student at a technical school in

Helsinki, won the marathon medal.

"My own reaction," Finnish

Counsel Edwin E. Kaarela said

Monday night, "is, of course, pride

in the fact that a Finn did win the

marathon this year. I'm sure the

whole Finnish community feels

proud."
Finnish runners, he said, have

participated regularly in the

marathon and "made a great

showing." Long distance running

is a favorite sport in Finland, he

said.

"We are very pleased," Raimo
Ahti of Lunenberg. secretary of the

marathon association, said. "It

was a good showing, not only for

the Finns, but also for the runner
from Colombia who came in

second."

The winning time. Ahti said, was
2 hours, 15 minutes and 39 seconds

for the 26-mile, 385-yard event.

"Suomalainen is only 25. He has 10

more good years to win." Ahti

added

A second Finnish runner,

Markko Salminen, finished 10th in

the field of about 1,000 entries.

Both Finns had been training for

the past two weeks by running

between Lunenberg and Holden.

"It's a nice stroll," Ahti said.

BB Standings
American League

East

Baltimore

Detroit

Milwaukee
Boston

Cleveland

New York

Kansas City

California

Minnesota

Oakland
Texas
Chicago

West

w
2

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

I

L

,

0,

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

3

Pet.

1.000

1.000

1.000

333

333

000

1 000

soo

500

soo

soo

000

GB

1/2

1/2

11/2

11/2

2

1 1/2

1 1/2

1 1/2

11/2

3/4

National League
East

Montreal

Chicago

New York
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

St. Louis

Los Angeles

San Oiego

San Francisco

Cincinnati

Houston

Atlanta

West

1

7

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

3

I 000

667

333

333

.333

333

667

.667

667

500

333

250

1/J

1

11/1

BOSTON (AP) -Pitcher Sonny

Siebert singled home two runs in a

four-run. second-inning uprising

that accounted for all the Boston

scoring as the Red Sox won their

first game of the season by

defeating Cleveland 4-2 Tuesday.

Siebert, whose five innings

against Detroit March 31

represented his longest pre-season

MOVING TO

A NEW
TOWN?

It's nice to know where

you're going to LIVE!

And that's where we
come in. You see, we are

a part of a giant net-

work of relocation spe-

cialists called Inter-City

Relocation Service. When
you're being transferred

to another city, we'll sell

your home here and a

fellow-ICRS Realtor will

be ready, in your new
town, to show you just

the kind of home you're

looking for. When the

boss calls you in, call

us up!

Just more of the kind of

service we're known for:

effort, allowed only five hits, in-

cluding four singles in Cleveland's

two-run second inning, before

tiring in the seventh inning. Siebert

gave way to Ked Tatum at that

point.

Tatum breezed the rest of the

way in protecting Boston's first

victory in three decisions since the

start of the strike-delayed season

last Saturday.

The Red Sox nailed down the

decision with a four-run second

inning against rookie Dick Tidrow,

who had singled in a run in his

major league debut

Reggie Smith led off with a walk

and Rico Petrocelli, Danny Cater,

Doug Griffin, Bob Montgomery
and Siebert followed with singles.

Cleveland 020 000 000 2 6 1

Boston 040 000 00* 4 6

Tidrow, Colbert 2, Lamb 4, Farmer 6,

Mmgori I and Fosse. Siebert. Tatum 7 and
Att 7.000

MONTREAL (AP)-Ken
Singleton, acquired from New
York in a trade April 6. drove in

three runs with a triple and a single

Tuesday as the Montreal Expos
defeated the Mets 7-2 in their

National League home opener.

New York jumped to a 1-0 lead

off Montreal starter Steve Renko in

the top of the first inning on a walk

to Tommie Agee, a single by for

mer Expo Rusty Staub and a run

scoring single by Cleon Jones.

But in the Expos' first Singleton,

one of three players Montreal

acquired from the Mets in a trade

earlier this month that sent Staub

to New York, lifted his triple over

Agee's head to the fence in deep

center, scoring Clyde Mashore and

Bob Bailey Mashore had drawn a

two-out walk and moved to third on

a double by Bailey

The Expos added another run

inthe bottom of the third off losing

Expos Topple Mets
pitcher Jerry Koosman when Ron
Hunt doubled and scored on

Bailey's single to right.

Mashore drove in a run in the

bottom of the fifth when Hunt

walked and moved to second on an
infield out And Singleton drove in

his final run during a three-run

eighth inning.

BEST PICTURE BEST DIRECTOR
—NY. Film Critics Awards

ITAMLCY KUBRICK t

From Wamer Bros

&Dwti&ttau£ ra+5
HOUTE5 mVEKDeUE *P WEST SffLft

2-4 4O-f30
10 IS

D. H. JONES
Real Ettate Agency

200 Triangle St.

Amherst, Mass.
413-549-3700

MEMBER OF

INTER-CITY RELOCATION SERVICE

HENRY GROSS
formerly lead singer for

SHA-NA-NA

New Album on ABC - Dunhill

Plus

McKinney
Songs of the IRA

Writers for Jon Edwards

TONITE 8:00 p.m.

Folklore Center
$150

16 Spring St. Center of Town
253-9264
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Redmen Win On Suicide Squeeze
By ROY LYONS

A daring gamble enabled UMass
to keep its collegiate version of

"The Big Red Machine" running

yesterday-barely.

They defeated Dartmouth, 4-3,

for their tenth straight victory

without a loss, pushing across the

deciding run on a ninth inning

suicide squeeze. Pinch hitter Eddie

McMahon, sidelined with a leg

injury, responded to the do-or-die

situation with a bunt towards the

mound. Jim Saracino, the game's
batting star, streaked home with

his second run of the afternoon

Tracksters Host
Holy Cross Today

By EARLE BARROLL
Comeau...Peyton.. .But no O'Brien?

Phewww! ! ! As long as Holy Cross doesn't duplicate the Jesuit coun-

terpart, Boston College, with another O'Brien, the UMass track team

may be in for a much more productive afternoon when they host the

Crusaders today at the Llewelyn Derby Track. The meet gets underway

at 3.

Ken O'Brien, UMass coach remembers the phantom O'Bie who dashed

the Redmen's chances for a win on Saturday with a last second lunge in

the mile relay.

As long as Eagle O'Bie wont be there UMie O'Bie and his tracksters

might as well worry about the other two. Rich Comeau and Gary Peyton.

And they had better.

Both were New England champs last spring and represent possible

wins in the 220 and 440 ( Comeau ) and the 880 and mile (Peyton )

.

Holy Cross is the newest member of the Yankee Conference along with

Boston University. The Crusaders will present the Redmen with a

situation somewhat similar to the one they faced at B.C.

Like the Eagle-Redman matchup the Crusader-Redman matchup

features two teams that have identical strengths (running and jumping)

and weaknesses (weight throws).

At B.C. the Redmen won the battle of weaknesses, 21-15 but lost in the

strengths due to a double relay loss good for ten points

O'Brien has the obvious yet demanding solution: "We'll need much

more scoring in the running events
."

Yesterday at practice he was also forecasting the meet as another 15

point-on-paper-win, but if you'll remember B.C.... Then again as long as

Holy Cross doesn't bring in a ringer named O'Brien, UMie O'Bie may be

right this time around.

Gorillas Rip Tufts
By HOWIE BLOOM

"One of the year's ten best!

"

"A brilliant feat
"

"A joy to watch!"
So. I've seen the French

Connection, too. Big deal. You
haven't seen anything until

you've watched the UMass
lacrosse team rip through an
opponent the way it ripped

through Tufts on Saturday, 20-

1

In essence, the game was
decided with a little over one

minute gone in the first period

as Paul Ritch and Hirsch

Seidman gave the Gorillas the

two goals they needed to win

the game. Both were assisted

by Charlie Hardy, who had a

total of 7 points in the game to

bring his season's tally up to 35

with less then half of the season

gone.

UMass had four more goals

in the first period. First, Hardy
scored with the assist going to

Ritch. 3-0. Next, Ritch hit with

the assist going to Hardy. 4-0.

Showing more lack of

imagination, Ritch scored

again from Hardy. 5-0. Finally.

Ritch tired of Hardy and did it

himself. At the end of the

period they were on their way,

6-0.

UMass continued to com-

pletely dominate the play in the

second period, too, as they

passed and ran their way to an

11-0 lead at the half It took the

Gorillas awhile to get back

down to business, but when
they did. they did it big At the

ten minute mark of the period,

about five minutes since the

last time the ball had touched

ground on the Tufts side of the

midfield stripe, Black Martin

scored, unassisted, and it was
7-0. A little over a minute later.

UMass displayed the kind of

teamwork that makes them a

very difficult team to defense

against The play began with

Hardy handling the ball from

the attack position Seeing

Dana Stone open to the right of

the net. Hardy flipped the ball

over the tri captain who had an

open shot at the Tufts goal

However. Stone, sensing that

John Nagle had an even better

chance to score, passed over to

the senior All-America can-

didate, who rifled the ball

home. As quick as that, it was
8-0

The next goal came off

another fine pass by Hardy,

this time to Stone, and the

score was 9-0. This is getting

monotonous At 12:09. Hardy
scored himself, with the assist

credited to Ritch. I refuse to

mention the score. The final

tally of the period went to

Blank Connolly, who gathered

in a pass from Tom Bock to

hammer the eleventh nail into

the Jumbo's coffin.

12-0. 13-0. 14-0. 15-0. 16-0. 17-0.

The Gorillas had a ball in the

third period, too. They didn't

waste any time, either With 43

seconds elapsed in the stanza.

Blank Michels banged one

home, unassisted. Ten seconds

later. Michels did it again, with

the assist going to Blank

Roche. Then, Hartiman from

Dwight Blomquist. Next.

Blomquist scored at the

culmination of a fast break and

some sookie passing. Ho hum
Michels got back into the act at

4:17 with an assisted goal The
last goal of the period was
credited to Blank Simpson,

unassisted, and as the fourth

period was about to begin,

UMass was leading 17-0.

The first goal of the 4th

period was scored by Tufts, by

a third line midfielder named
Steve Jones, and even the guys

on the UMass team were happy

for him.
Blank Carpenger upped the

lead to 18-1 less than thirty

seconds later, with the assist

from Blank Peraino. The
nineteenth Gorilla goal was
tallied by no. 12, unassisted,

and finally, mercifully, the

score that gave the Redmen
their game-ending 20-1 edge

went to Blank Ross, who was
on the receiving end of a pass

from Carpenger UMass was
superb.

UMass is presently ranked

14th nationally, but the chances
arc they'll be moving up in the

polls as the season progresses

without a play being made, and the

contest was over.

The Redmen hopped on Dart-

mouth starter Fred Crossen for a

pair of runs in the first inning. Ron
Beaurivage singled home Saracino

for the first run, and Brian Martin

scored the second on Dan
Esposito's two-out base hit. They
scored another in the sixth off

reliever Bob Smith, who absorbed

the loss for the Indians. Saracino's

wicked drive off the glove of the

Dartmouth third baseman scored

Tom McDermott from third.

Dartmouth's attack consisted of

single runs in the second, sixth,

and seventh innings. The first two

came off righthander Chip Baye.

Although not overpowering, Baye
was effective when he had to be.

Southpaw Eric Levine pitched the

final three innings and was
credited with the win. He was on

the mound when Esposito's

throwing error in the seventh in-

ning allowed the Ivy Leaguers to

knot the score for the final time.

UMass got a break in the ninth

when Smith, after fielding Martin's

bunt could not get it out of his glove

in time to force Saracino at third.

This loaded the bases with no outs.

Ron Beaurivage popped to the

second baseman, but McMahon
and Saracino ended it moments
later.

Mark Palau was the defensive

standout for the Redmen. His

backhand stop and strong throw

ended the inning for Dartmouth in

the third. More impressive was his

display of quick reflexes in the

sixth, converting a tough bad-hop

grounder into an easy putout at

first.

The team has a home and home
series next. They travel to Rhode
Island Thursday and host the

Rams Saturday at 1 p.m. on

Lorden Field.

LINE SCORE
RUNS HITS ERRORS

UMass 4 9 2

DARTMOUTH 3 10 2
*»•

P.S. To those who consider my
name as "Mudd" for calling Tom
White a hard-throwing right

hander ; he is hard throwing, but he

is not a right-hander. The cold does

funny things to a man's eyes. (I

know, no excuse) Ballou.

The JV baseball team took their

third in a row yesterday by

bombing Dartmouth 14-8. Bob
Langlois recorded his second win

of the season as a JV, making his

record 2-0. He's also 1-0 for the

varsity In seven innings he struck

out 13

Pete Backstrom was the hitting

star with two hits, one of which was
a three-run homer He totaled four

RBI's for the game. Shortstop Billy

McDonald had three hits and two

RBI's and Larry Heron chipped in

with two hits and two RBI's

The UMass tennis team meets MIT tomorrow and if they take that

one. "We're gonna be hard to hold," cites the coach. Kosakowski.

Mark Kessing. above, is a back-up on that strong team that the coach

is so optimistic about. (Photo by Ned Diffendale)

Racketeers Sweep
By SINCLAIR FOSTER

When the coaches get around to comparing winning percentages this

spring, Coach Kosakowski won't find himself at a loss, at least not after

the triple win this past weekend. Friday at home the UMass tennis squad

took care of Vermont 6-3. before travelling East for Sunday and Monday

matches against B.C. and Tufts respectively. The latter two teams

managed just one point between them, which is saying quite a bit for the

UMass '72 netmen club.

It was win after win after win, and as the weekend progressed the team

looked stronger, and stronger. Ted Donahue, a freshmen, was brilliant at

first singles. Twice over the weekend he dropped the first set, only to

recover and capture all three of his first singles match.

Of Donahue, Kosakowski commented, "He's been the surprise of the

season so far. Both Davis from Vermont and Bassett from B.C. are tough

boys, and to knock them off in the first matches of the season is saying

quite a bit." Donahue's Vermont win was in 2-6, 6-1, 6-4 fashion, while at

B.C. t leading the 8-1 win) it was 3-6, 7-5, 6-3.

The 6-3 win over Vermont probably shown them to be the toughest of the

teams faced this far, although the Redmen only went with one of their

regular doubles combos. The B.C. 8-1 was "a great deal closer than the

score indicates" said Kosakowski, as there were a great many tight

matches throughout that Sunday afternoon contest.

The 9-0 win over Tufts left Kosakowski somewhat disappointed in the

competition provided, but more than disappointed the UMass tennis

coach was pleased this far. "We're doing very well," reflected

Kosakowski, "but then again it's really just about what I expected. As far

as doubles go, I'm pleased so far, but our next two matches are our

biggest, so from 4-0 we'll see how far we go."

StickmenFace Harvard Today
By JANIS AHMADJ1AN

The Harvard Crimson pays a

visit to the UMass campus today as

the Redmen Lacrosse Team
clashes with the "Ivy" at 3:00 p.m

on the upper field behind Boyden.

"The Ivy League in Lacrosse is

the second toughest league in the

country and we have to respect

their teams because they're good,"

says Coach Garber. Harvard has

beaten us for the past two years,

last year winning 7 6 in overtime

This year's competition promises

to be as exciting

Harvard has started off the

season slow Their record to date

stands 1 w